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KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION,

I. CONSONANTS.

g as m go (gou).

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

I J) as in thin (fin), hath (bap).
1

!

(FOREIGN.)

h . .. ho ' (hoii). 8 ... then (8en), bathe (be*8). h as in French nasal, environ (anvzron).

r . .. m (rvn), temer (teriai). X ... shop (Jpp), disA (dij). 1*
. It. seraglio (sera l?o).

1 . .. he?- (hoi), farther (fautfei). tj .. chop (tfjjp), ditch (ditj). ny It. syaore (sin?o ie).

s . .. ree (si), cess (ses). 5 ... vir/on (vigan), de/euner (degone). X . Ger. ach (ax), Sc. loch (h% loxw)»

w . .. wen (wen). d3 ... judge (dgods) x7
. . Ger. 1ch (ixy), Sc. nie^t (nexyt).

hw . when (hwen). U ... singing (si gig), thirsk (pigk). 7 Ger. sa^en (za’yen).

y • . jyes (yes).
, gg ... finger (figgai). 7y - Ger. le^en, re^nen (lo 7yen, re^ynen).

II. VOWELS.

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. & la mode (a la mod’),

ai ... aye =yes (ai), Isazah (sizai-a).

£e ... man (msen)

a .. pass (pas), chant (tjant),

au . loud (laud), now (nau).

P . cat (k»t), son (sotl).

e yet (yet), ten (ten),

e survey sb. (so ive), Fr. attach^ (ataje).

|| g . . Fr chef (Jgf)

9 ever (evai), natzon (no 1 Jan).

... /, eye, (ai), bind (baind).

\\o .. Fr. eau do vie (o di vi1
).

i .. sit (sit), mystic (mistik).

i .. Psycho (sai’ki), react (ra,0e’kt).

0 . achor (e l koi), morality (morse liti).

01 ... oil (oil), boy (boi).

o heio (hi»To), zoology (zo^lodgi).

9 . what (hwgt), watch (wgtj).

9, P* got (gpt), soft (s^ft).

|| o Ger Koln (koln).

]| o , Fr, pea (po).

u ... fall (ful), book (buk).

iu daration (diur^Jan).

u ... unto (tf’nta), fragality (fra-),

la ... Matthew (mse'Jna), virtae (vaMtia).

|| u . Ger. Mailer (mirier).

II a . . Fr. dane (dan).

LONG.

a as in alms (amz), bar (bar).

V . carl (kwl), far (for).

e (e»).. . there (8e»i), pear, pare (peer).

o(o J
).. . rom, ram (tiln), they (8ei).

/ . Fr. fazre (f/r
1

).

5 . fir (fai), fern (fom), earth (§ip).

I (I®).. bier (bi«i), dear (kll°i).

i . thzef (pzf), see (si).

o(o»).. . boar, bore (boar), glory (gloo’n).

o(o-u) . . so, sow (son), soal (sod).

9 wa/k (wgk), wart (wgit).

9 ... short (Jpit), thorn (ppm).

II 3 ..., Fr. coear (kor).

II 3 .. Ger. Gothe (gote), Fr. je^ne (son).

U (uo) .

,

. poor (pu0i), moorish (mue’rij).

iu, iu
,
pare (piu«i), lare (l'u*!).

u ..., two moons (ta manz).

ia, H7 ,„. few (flit), late (l!at).

II

«

. Ger, gran (gran), Fr. jas (3a).

see Vol. I, p. xxiv, note 3.
(see lo, e<>, 00, u0

)},

\ “ (see e 1
,
o a

) j

’ asm able (eib’l), eaten (it’n) = voice-glide.

OBSCURE.

a as in amoeba (ami ba).

se , accept (sekse'pt), maniac (mfi”maek).

v datarn (do^t^m).

e momont (mou. ment), several (se’veral).

e separate (adj ) (se par/t).

b ... addod (ffi’ded), ostate (est<?‘*t)

1 . vanity (vse'mti).

Z
, romam (rznufi'n), bolieve (bi'lfv).

5 ... theory (pf ori).

$ .. violet (var^let), parody (pser^di)

g .. aathonty (gpo nti).

§ . connect (k#ie kt), amazon (m m&zfrn)

iu, ‘u verdare (vSudiui), measare (me 3*ur).

it . altogether (gltitge Sai).

lit circalar (ssilualai).

*
fr
the 0 in soft, of medial or doubtful length. || Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the Etymology,

OE. e, Of representing an earlier a, are distinguished as g, p (having the phonetic value of g and p, ot 9, above) ,
as in gnde from andi (OHG, anti,

Goth, andei-s), mpnn from mann, pn from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ,

a (as a 1300) .

a
,
adj

,
adj . ,

absol
j
absol. .

abst

acc

ad. [in Etymol.]
,

adv

,

adv ....

advb
AF., AFr ... ,

Anat ,

Antiq
, .. .

aphet . „ ,

APP
Arab
Arch
arch

ArcJiKOI... .. .

assoc

Astr.

Astral . . , ,

attnb

bef

Biol
Bob
But .

Build.

c (as c 1300) ...

c. (as 13th c ) , .

Cat
catackr

Cf., cf.,

Ghent
cl L.
cogn. w
collect

colloq

comb
,

Comb ,

Comm ..

comp. . .,

compl,

Conch.

concr. , ,

conj
,

cons ,,

Const
j
Const. ...

Cryst
. ...

(D)

Da
dat.

. , .

def .

denv ..

dial
,
dial

,

Diet
dim. ,. „
Du
Bccl.

elhpt

e. imdl.
.

Eng
Ent.
erron

esp
,
esp ....

etym
eiiphem ...
exc
f [in Etymol ] .

f. (in subordinate
entries)

fern (rarely f)M
F.

,
Fr. ...

freq

Fns.
G,

,
Ger

Gael. .... .... ....

,. = adoption of, adopted from.

.
= ante, before.

,
= adjective

,. = absolutely.

. = abstract

. — accusative,

. = adaptation of.

= adverb.

. = adverbial, -ly.

— Anglo-French.

,
= m Anatomy.

.
— in Antiqmties.
= aphetic, aphetized,

= apparently.

= Arabic.
= in Aichitecture.

= archaic.

— m Archaeology.

. = association

— in Astronomy.

.
= in Astrology.

. = attxibutive, -ly

,
= before

= m Biology.

.
- Bohemian.

. = m Botany
= in Building.

= circa, about.
= centuiy.

= Catalan
= catachrestically

— confer, compare.
= m Chemistry
= classical Latin.
= cognate with
= collective, -ly,

= colloquially

=s combined, -mg.
= Combinations
— m commercial usage
= compound, composition.
= complement.
— in Concbology
= concretely.
= conjunction.
= consonant
*= Construction, construed

with
= m Crystallogiaphy.
* m Davies (Supp Eng.

Glossary).
= Danish.
— dative

— definite

= derivative, -ation
— dialect, -al.

= Dictionary
= dimmutive
= Dutch.
= m ecclesiastical usage.
= elliptical, -ly

= east midland (dialect).
= English.
— in Entomology
— erroneous, -ly
= especially.

= etymology.
*= euphemistically
= except
— formed on,

= form of.

= feminine.

= figurative, -ly.

= French
= frequently.

— Frisian.

= German.
= Gaelic.

|

gen = genitive.

gen = general, -ly.

gen sign .. = general signification.

I Geol. = in Geology

I

Geom — m Geometry
Goth . = Gothic (— Moeso-Gothic).
Gr . ,

— Greek.
Gram. . .

* m Grammar.
Heb. . = Hebrew
Her — in Heraldry.

Herb .. = with herbalists.

Hart . . , . = in Hoiticulture.

imp ... = Imperative.

impers — impersonal.
impf . , . . = imperfect

ind = Indicative

mdef. ... = indefinite

inf ... .. . = Infinitive.

in.fi . , . .. = influenced.

int = mteijecLion.

tntr. , . — intransitive.

It ... .. . = Italian.

J , (J.) . .. = Johnson (quotation from).
(Jam) . ... = m Jamieson, Scottish Diet
(Jod) .. , — Jodrell (quoted fiom).
L.

. . .
= Latin.

(L
) (111 quotations) = Latham’s edn of Todd’s

lung
. ,

s= language. [Johnson.
LG... = Low German.
lit ..... . = literal, -ly.

Lith , = Lithuanian
LXX . , = Septuagmt
Mai ... .... = Malay,
masc. (rarely m.) = masculine
Math = in Mathematics
ME . .. .... = Middle English.
Med. , = in Medicine.
med L = mediaeval Lalm.
Meek.

, ~ in Mechanics.
Metaph

.
— in Metaphysics.

MHG . .. — Middle High German
luidl

. = midland (dialect)
Mil — in military usage
Mm = in Mineralogy.
mod

, = modem
Mus = in Music.
(N.) .. ... = Nares (quoted from)
n of action,. = noun of action
n. of agent = noun of agent
Bat, Hist. . .. = m Natural History.
Haut, sm m nautical language.
neut (rarely n ) = neuter
NF., NFr. ..... « Northern Fiench.HO = Naliual Order.
nom- . . =» nominative
north = northern (dialect).
NT.

, = New Testament.
Numism. , .. = m Numismatics.
ohj.

. ....
06s., obs., obs.

occas
. .

OE

OF., OFr
OFris.

OHG
OIr
ON.
ONF. ... .

Opt.

Omith.
, , .

OS
OS1
0, T
OTeut
ong.

Palxont

pa. pple
pass ...

= object.

= obsolete,

= occasional, -ly.

— Old English ( = Anglo-
Saxon).

= Old French.
= Old Frisian

= Old High German.
= Old Irish.

— Old Noise (Old Icelandic).
= Old Northern French.
= in Optics.
= in Ornithology.
— Old Saxon.
= Old Slavonic
= Old Testament.
= Original Teutonic.
= original, -ly.

= in Palaeontology.

= passive or past participle.

= passive, -ly.

pa t - past tense.

Path = in Pathology.
perh = perhaps
Pers. ... = Persian.

pers. .. , . = person, -ah
pf. ... = perfect.

Pg. = Portuguese.

Philol. . . - in Philology,

phonet. , . - phonetic, -ally.

phr = phrase.

Phren. . . .
— in Phrenology.

Phys .. . . = in Physiology,
pi ,pl — pluial.

poet. = poetic.

pop = popular, -ly.

ppl. a
,
ppl. adj... — ijarticipml adjective.

pple = paiticijile

Pr. = Provencal.
prec = preceding (word or article)

pref. , . = prefix

prep
, = pieposition.

pres .... — piesenl

Prim sign. - Primary signification.

pnv . . . . - puvative.
prob = probably
pi on. . . .= pronoun,
pronunc ., .. — pronunciation.
prop = propei ly.

Pros. . ,
a= m Prosody,

pr. pple = present pailiciple.

Psych — m Psychology.

q v — quod vide, which see.

(R.) .... . . . = in Richardson’s Diet.
R. C Ch. ... = Homan Catholic Church.
refasli = lefashioned, -mg.
rejl

,

lefl. .. = reflexive,

reg. . . . .
= regular.

leP! . .
= representative, representing.

A'het. ... - m Rhetouc.
Rom. ... — Romanic, Romance,
sb,,sb. ... = substantive.

Sc. . . . .
=s Scotch.

sc - scilicet, nndei stand 01 supply
sing. = singular.
Skr s Sanskrit.
Slav. = Slavonic.
Sp . ... as Spanish,
sp.

. . = spelling.

spec. ... as specifically
subj.

. = subject, subjunctive.
sidiord d « subordinate clause.
subseq . .. = subsequently,
subst.

, . = substantively.
suff =s suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg , = m Surgei-y
Sw. , . = Swedish.
s w. = south western (dialect).
T. (T.) =s m Todd’s Johnson
techn .. .. = technical, -ly.

Theol .... = in Theology
ir. ... .. = tianslation of.

irans. ... = transitive

transf , . = tiansferred sense.
Brig.

, . .
=s in Trigonometry.

Bypeg. . = m Typography.
nit

. = ultimate, -ly.

nnkn a= unknown
U.S .. , .

as United States.
v

,
vb,

.
- veib

v sir

,

oi w. = veib strong, or weak.
vbl. sb. = verbal substantive
var . .. .. = variant of.

'vd. ... = word.
WGer. . = West Geimanic.
vv-midl

. . = west midland (dialect).
WS . . = West Saxon.
(Y.) — m Col. Yule’s Glossary.
Bool. 5= m Zoology.

Before a word or sense.
T = obsolete.

||
= not naturalized.

In the quotations.
sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Fonus.
1 = before noo
2 = 1 2th c. (1100 to 1200).

3 = 13th c (1200 to 1300).
5-7 — x 5th to 17th century. (See General Explan-

ations, Yol I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or foim not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.
= extant representative, or regular phonetic
descendant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that fmther information will be found under the word so referred to.



PREFATORY NOTE TO F.

The half-volume of the Dictionary containing the words beginning with F includes 9,339 Main words,
I >419 Suboidinate entiies, and 2,849 Special combinations explained under the Main words, making a total
of 13,607 words, besides 3,459 Obvious combinations recorded and for the most pait illustrated by quotations,
without sepaiate explanation. Of the Main words, 2,364* or 25i°/0 s

3-re marked (f) as obsolete, and 215,
or o,\ °/0 ,

are marked
(||)

as alien or imperfectly naturalized.

Except for the total absence of words directly taken from Greek, the portion of the English vocabulary
tieated in this half-volume is representative of all the vaiious sources which have contributed to the
formation of the language. The words that have come down from Old English are very numerous, and
many of them have necessarily occupied an unusually large proportion of space, on account of the gieat
vaiiety of senses and applications which they have acquired in the couise of their long history. The
veib fall and its related substantive, with theii derivatives and combinations, occupy neatly ten pages.
Among other long articles may be mentioned those on fast, father

, fear, feel
,
fetch, field, fill, find, fire,

fish, flesh
,
flow, fly, food,

foot
, fold friend

,
full. Under all these words will be found recorded, and

authenticated by quotations, many senses hitherto overlooked by lexicographers. The articles on the
woids for, forth, and from

,

have cost much thought and research, and it is hoped that they will form
a substantial conti ibution to English grammar, and will be found serviceable in elucidating many hitherto
obscure passages in our older writers. The Scandinavian element in the language is represented by
several important words, including felloiv (the academic use of which has never before been conectly
explained in an English dictionary), flat

,

and fling. The woids of Romanic and Latin derivation are
perhaps even moic numerous than those of Old-English descent, and aie unusually interesting. It so
happens that while the Romanic and Latin derivatives occurring under the first five letters of the alphabet
aie for the most part merely literary, or belong to the technical or the scientific vocabulary, those under
F include a large number of the familiar woids of everyday speech, such as fable, face, fact, fade, fail,

faint, fairy, faith, false, fame
, family,

famine, fancy,
fantastic, farce

, farm, fashion, fate, fatigue, fault,

favour
,
feast, feat, feature

,
feign, felon, female, fence

, fender ,
ferment, ferret, festive, fiction, fierce

, fig

,

figure, file, finance, fine, finish, firm, fix, flame, flavour
,
flounce, flour, flourish, flower, focus, foil, folly,

foment, fool, force, foreign, forfeit, forge, fork, form, formal, fort, fortify, fortress, fortune, fossil, foundation,
fountain

,
fraction, frail, franchise

,
frank, frantic

, fray,
frenzy, frequent

,
friction, fringe, fritter, frivolous,

frock, front, frontier, frown, frugal, fruit, fry, fugitive, fume, function
, fund, funeral, fungus, funnel, fur,

furnace, furnish, furniture, fury, fuse, fusion, fusty, futile,
future, etc. As these words, though of foreign

oiigin, have long been completely established in popular cunency, they have in most instances developed
many new senses in addition to those which they had already acquired in the languages from which they
aie taken, and the articles devoted to them are therefore usually of considerable length. A remaikable
chaiacteristic of the poition of the vocabulary here treated is the abundance of onomatopoeic formations,

and of words which, though having a definite etymology, have been felt to have an inherent expressiveness

in their sound which has influenced their development of meaning : such, for example, as fizz,
flab, flap,

flash, fleer, flick , flip, flop, flounce
,
flounder, flump, flurry, flush, flutter, fumble, fuzz.

The almost total absence of terms of purely scientific application beginning with F is partly due to
the fact that the great mass of English scientific terms are either formed from Greek elements, or contain

Latin prefixes. As has been already stated, no word of immediate Greek derivation begins in modern English
orthography with F. If a phonetic system of spelling had been adopted in English, the proportion of

scientific terms under the letter would have been very large, as it would have included the many Gieek
derivatives which are now spelt with initial Ph-. The letter F is also remarkable in containing no words
beginning with Latin prefixes, which in all the earlier letters occur in considerable numbers. Most of the

scientific terms which are found in this portion of the Dictionary are special applications of words which
aie popularly current in non-technical senses. In the explanation of these the assistance of eminent
specialists has been obtained. Although much of the ‘ encyclopaedic ’ matter which it has been the

custom to insert in English dictionaries is of set purpose excluded from this work as being alien to its

scope, the cunent senses of scientific terms are often given with greater precision than in previous

dictionaries, and many interesting facts with regard to their origin and history have for the first time
been brought to light.

Among the ai tides which contain material of value to students of legal history may be mentioned
those on farm, fee, felony, feoffee,

feu
,
feud, fine, franchise, frankpledge

,
frithborh. In most of the Law



Vlll PREFATORY NOTE TO THE LETTER F.

Dictionaiies and hence in some dictionaries of the English language, there appear many alleged terms

of early Englrsh law which have no real existence, having been evolved from m.sread.ngs or mis-

understandings of the texts. It has not always been thought worth while to occupy sPa=e in
"f

these figments; but in a few cases (as under fierding-court), wheie the error has obtained some gen

currency, its origin has been briefly pointed out.
^ <

In the etymologies, the conclusions leached by earlier investigators have been caiefully consideied

in the light of the new evidence afforded by the quotations, and of the general results of lecent philological

leseaich. Among the articles containing etymological facts or suggestions not found in eai lier dictionaries

may be mentioned those on the woids factotum ,
fade, failure

,
fake, fall

,
fallow

, fa er, far, far m %

farce , farm, fathom, favel, favella, fee, feeze, felon, feud, flamfew, flamingo, flannel, flash, flavour, flee,

fleech, flippant, flounder, focilejog, and foggy, fagger (with which compare the later articles fooker fowker,

fulker), foist vb., follow, frantic, free, fresh, fret, frill, frith sb. 2
, frizzle, frock, froe, frog, frough, fudge,

full v.1 (to baptize), funnel, fur, further, fuss, fylfot. In this department I have leceived continued

help fiom Prof. Sievers, now of Leipzig, Prof. Napier, Oxford, and Monsieur Paul Meyer, and on particular

questions from other scholars, among whom are the Principal of Jesus College, Oxford, the Rev. Canon

D. Silvan Evans, Di. H. Sweet, Oxford, Prof. J. H. Gallde, Utrecht, and Monsieur A. Hatzfeld.

- The material for the letter F, so far as it existed in 1875, was sub-edited, according to the

original plan of the Dictionary, by the Rev. G. Wheelwright, who printed a specimen (8 pages 4to)

containing Fa—Face. The earlier portion was afterwards taken in hand by the Rev. G. B. R. Bousfield,

B A., and Mr. J. Peto, the former of whom sub-edited F—Fi, and the latter FI- to Floun. I have

to record, with great regret, the removal by death of both these valued helpers in the work of the

Dictionary. Owing to this and to other circumstances, it was not found possible to obtain outside help

in the preliminaiy arrangement of the material from Flu- onwards.

I have to acknowledge with gratitude the continued and unremitting laboui of Mr. Fitzedvvard

Hall, D C.L., who has enriched every page with new and valuable quotations. Loid Aldcnham, the

Rev. Dr. J. T. Fowler, of Durham, and Mr. W. H. Stevenson, M.A., Exeter College, Oxfoid, have also

lead all the first proofs, and have often suggested important improvements.

Occasional assistance in special departments has been received fiom most of those whose names are

mentioned in the Prefatory Note to the letter E, especially from Mr. A. Beazeley, C.E,
;

Sir F. Pollock,

Bart.; Mr. R. B. Prosser; Mr. W. Sykes, M.R.C.S. (now of Gospoit). The constant (almost daily) help

rendered by Dr. Furnivall it would be impossible adequately to acknowledge. Thanks for information 01

advice on the treatment of paiticular words are also due to Mr. A. Caland, Wageningen, Holland

;

Mr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Royal Gardens, Kew, Mr. H. T. Gerrans, M.A., Oxford; Mi. James

Hammond, M.A.
;
Mr. George Heppel, M.A.

;
Mr. A. F. Leach, M.A.

;
Prof. Maitland, Cambridge

,
the

Rev. H. Rashdall, M.A.
;
Mr. J. M. Rigg; and Mr. R. J. Whitwell.

My assistants in the pieparation of this half-volume (to whom I owe most cordial thanks for their

painstaking and zealous co-operation) arfe Mr. G. F. H. Sykes, B.A. ; Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A. ; Mr. W. J.

Lewis; Mr. H. J. Bayliss, and (latterly) Miss E. S. Bradley. In the proof-ieading I have, as before,

been ably assisted by Mr. A. Erlebach, B.A. My removal to Oxford, which took place in the middle

of 1896, has, by enabling me to confer with my assistants personally instead of by correspondence,

materially facilitated my work, and the lesults are already visible in the greatly increased i*apidity

with which the copy has been produced.

HENRY BRADLEY.
Oxford, October 1897.

EMENDATIONS.
Falcon-ffentle. * The falcon-gentle is the female of the peregrine,

not of the goshawk . . and her male is the tercel-gentle. * (D. H. Madden,

Diary ofMaster William Silence, 1897, p. 376 )

Faldstool. The explanation given of the OE, form fyldestil is

incorrect; cf. the gloss { volumina, fyldas ’ in Zeitschnft f. deutsches

Alterthum, IX. 494.

Fastgong1

, Fastingong, The ON. forms fpstu-gangr, fgstu-

inngangr, should have been referred to From the latter it appears

that the correct analysis offastmgong isfast sb. + tngang.

Feindill. The article should be deleted, the word in the quot. being
a mistake for semihll (

= seldom).

Fox, prep. 7 c. The expression * to name (a child) for (= after) a
person * is erroneously marked ‘now only U.S’ It is still current

in Sc.

Forayex. A reference should be given to the articles Fourrier,
Furrier1

.

Fox sb. 16. Fox-iaJielp b was app. a kind of cider. Cf. the following

quot.

:

1664 Evelyn Pomona iv. 14 For the kinds then of Cider-Apples

in being . . Some commend the Fox-Whelp.

Foy, v. Mr. G. H. Haswell informs us that on the north-east coast

(esp. at Shields), a foy-boat was a small boat used (before the intro-

duction of steam-tugs) to tow vessels in and out of haibour. The boat

carried a small anchor or * hedge and was rowed a certain distance

ahead of the vessel being towed ; the kedge was then dropped, and the

men on the ship ‘ hove upon * the kedge with a windlass until the

vessel came over it, when the kedge was taken up and the process

repeated. The operation was called foymg, and the men employed

foy-men. (See The Maisier * a Century of Tyneside Life, p 39.)

Fruz, v. Delete the reference to Furze v., and insert the following

as the first example

:

1703 Mrs. Centlivre Beau’s Duelvr. 1 Mercy on me, what a
bush of hair is there fruz'd out.



PREFATORY NOTE TO G.

The second half of Vol. IV, which is occupied with the woids beginning with G, contains 7,551 Main

words, 3,513 Special Combinations explained and illustrated under these, 3,791 Subordinate entries, and

3,687 Obvious Combinations; in all 15,543 words. Of the 7,551 Main words, 1,601, or 31J per cent., are

marked (f) as obsolete, and 338, or 3! per cent
,
are marked

(||)
as alien or not completely naturalized*.

The G section of the English vocabulary has one curious difference from all the preceding sections.

Under each of the letters from A to F a very large proportion of the words recorded in the Dictionaiy aie

compounds of prepositional or adverbial prefixes, English, Gieek, Latin, or Fiench, such as a-, ab ad-, an-,

ana-, ante-, anti-, apo-, at; be-, hi- ; cata circum-, com-; de~, di dia-, dis-, dys- ; en-, epi-, eu-, ex-; for-,

fore-, forth-. Under G compounds of this kind aie entirely wanting; and, as the words containing prefixes,

with few exceptions, have little variety of sense and form, and no great length of histoiy, their absence

is one of the circumstances which explain why the space occupied by G in this woik is proportionately

larger than in ordinary English dictionaries, in which illustration by examples is a less important feature

Another cause which has contributed to the same result is that G is unusually rich in those words of the

piimitive Teutonic vocabulary, which express conceptions of the widest possible generality, and have developed

an enormous number of specific applications. Such verbs as get, give
,
go, grow

,
such adjs. as good, great,

and such substantives as ground, have necessarily required articles of abnormal length to exhibit their

diversities of usage. Long as these articles aie, it is probable that they are far from being exhaustive . in

such words the multitude of special meanings and of idiomatic collocations seems to be endless.

The various linguistic elements of which the English vocabulary is composed aie all fairly well repre-

sented among the words with initial G. The Teutonic (i. e. native English and Scandinavian) element is the

most considerable, not indeed numerically, but with regard to the importance and interest of the words, and

to the space which they occupy in the Dictionary. Among the words from this source which are interesting

on account of sense-development may be mentioned (in addition to those referred to in the foregoing

paragiaph), gall, game, gear, ghost, glass, gloom, gloiv, God, gold
,
green, grey, grim. The words of early

adoption from French are very numerous, and include many that aie in everyday use, as gain, gallant, garment,

garnish
,
gay, gender, gentle

,
ginger, glory, glutton

,
gorge, govern, gown, grace, grain, grammar, grand, grant

,

grape,grave adj gravel
,
grief, grieve,gross

,
grudge, guard, guardian, guide, guile, guise. The Latin derivatives,

either taken directly from that language or through learned adoptions in French, include such impoitant words

as gem
,
general, generation, genial, genius, gesture, globe, gravitation, gravity. The Greek element is copiously

represented by words beginning with gen-, geo-, gloss-, glott-, gly-, gon-, gonio-, gram-, graph-, gymn-, gyn

gyro-. The Celtic words are not numerous, but probably not less so than in any other letter of the alphabet

:

they include gabbock, Gaelic
,
galloglass, galnes, galore, garran, gelt sb 1

,
gillie, glack

,
glannen, glen, glib sb.

1
,

glossan
,
gneeve, goryd, graddan, gralloch. Words from Oriental and African languages are more than usually

abundant, though most of these are marked
(||)

as not fully naturalized
;
of those which are in familiar use the

most noteworthy arz garble vb., gingham, and gong2
. ‘From South American and West Indian languages we

have a large group of words beginning with gua-, introduced through Spanish and Portuguese. There is also

a considerable number of onomatopoeic formations, such as gabble, gibber, gobble, goggle
,
gurl, gurr, and several

with the initial combinations^-/-,^-, and gr-.

Among the articles containing etymological facts or suggestions not found in foimer English Dictionaries

are those on gaberdine, gam (vb.
1 and vb.2

,
and the 1 elated sbs.)

,
gallipot, gander, garble, gas, gavelkind, gear,

gherkin, ghost,giddy, gimcrack,
gingerbread, gingerly

,
girl,glade, glance, glean, gloaming, gloom, gnome, go, goal,

God, goodyear, gospel, gossamer
,
gouge, gown, gradient, grampus, gravy, grist, groats, groom, grozier, guarantee,

guess, guest, guild, guinea-pig, gun, gyve.

The material for the letter G was twice sub-edited by Mr. J. Bartlett, M.A. J
first in 1888 and the fol-

lowing years, and again in 1897-9, an enormous mass of additional quotations having accumulated in the

interval. The portion from Gem to Groundsel had previously been sub- edited by the late Rev. G. B. R.

Bousfield, and that from Group to the end of the letter by the Rev. T. D. Morris. The articles Get, Ground,

* The following figures illustrate the scale of this work as compared with that of Johnson’s and some more recent Dictionaries

:

Johnson. 1 Encyclopaedic.'
'Century* Djct. Funk’s ' Standard ’ Here.

Total words recorded in G 1 3 12 5953 7595 73^6 i 5 j542

Words illustrated by quotations 1035 3187 2872 891 12,825

Number of illustrative quotations 5783 369 r 74*9 I2I4 63,061

The number of quotations in the corresponding part of Richardson’s Dictionary is 4471.
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and Gun, before being taken in hand by my assistants, weie prepaied by Mi. E. L Brandreth. In the

treatment of the difficult word Greats valuable help was rendered by Dr. H. Sweet.

In the treatment of etymology frequent help has been received from Pi of Sievers, of Leipzig, Prof.

Napier, of Oxford, and M. Paul Meyer, of Paris. On the meaning and history of terms belonging to various

depaitments of science, art, and industry, much valuable aid has been generously conti ibuted by specialists

of eminence. To the list of occasional helpers given in the Prefatory Notes to E and F, the following names

are now to be added: Mr. W. G. Boswell-Stone ; Mr. H. L. Bowman, M.A., University Museum, Oxfoid,

the Rev. T. S. Cooper; Mr. W. J Ciaig, M.A.
,
the Rev. T. L O Davies, M.A. ;

Sir Howard W. Elpliin-

stonc, Bart.; Mr. W. W. Fisher, M.A., Oxford; Mr. A. G. Veinon Harcourt, M.A, Oxfoid; Mr. A. Plaiston,

architect, London; Mr. Barclay V. Plead, British Museum; Mr. W. H. Hills, Ambleside
;

Mr. W. J.

Hocking, Royal Mint; Mr. E. W. Hulme, H M Patent Office; Pi of. Axel ICoclc, Lund; the late Pi of. E.

Kolbing, Bieslau
;

Piof J. K. Laughton, Prof. A. E. H. Love, Oxford; Mr. IT. F. Lowe, M.A., H.M.

Patent Office; Mr. R. W. Macan, M.A., Oxford; Mr E. J Muybridge; Mr. J. Platt, jun ;
Mr. P. Z.

Round, M.A. ; Sir John Stainer, late Piofessor of Music, Oxfoid; Mr. J, Stephenson, Whitby. I have

again to render especial thanks to Dr. Furnivall foi constant help of various kinds, often involving much

laborious research.

The proofs have been legularly read by Dr. Fitzedwaid Hall (who, as in former parts of the Dictionary,

has emiched every page with valuable additional quotations), by Lord Aldcnham, the Rev. Canon J. T.

Fowler, of Durham, the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, M.A., Mr. W. IT. Stevenson, M.A., Mr A Caland, Wagcningcn,

Holland, Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A., Torquay, and the Rev. Prof. Slceat. All these gentlemen have supplied

valuable additions and corrections. For the early pages the same service was rendered by the late Mr. Russell

Martineau, M.A., who continued to work for the Dictionary until a few days befoie his lamented death.

The editorial assistants who have worked with me in the preparation of this half-volume are Mr. G. F. IT.

Sykes, B.A.; Mr. Walter Won all, B.A. ;
Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A.

;
Mr. W. J. Lewis; Mr. PI. J. Bayliss

;

Miss E. S. Biadley; and (m the earlier pages) Miss A. M. Turner. Mr. W. A. Craigie, M.A., has also

co-operated in the prepaiation of many of,the articles.

October, 1900. ITENRY BRADLEY.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.
Gabion 2. The source of Scott’s peculiar use of the woid is found

in the following quotations, but it does not appear what suggested the
‘ catachrestic

1 application —1638 Adamson Muses Threnodie [no
paging or signature] note, The ornaments of his Cabin, which by a Cata-
chrestic name, he usually calleth Gabions Ibid (;title ofpiece) ,

Iuven-
tane of the Gabions

,

m M. George his Cabinet.

Gable-end. Earlier example of the j8 form —a 13So St Bernard
299 in Horstm. Altengl Beg (1878) 46 In fe gable end of ]>e churche
Ben freo wyndouwus.

Gadling- 1. The following passage is the original of the example
quoted from Stow.

—

a 1360 Chromcon Galfndi le Balter (1889) 113
Thomas qtubusdam stmiulis curtis et aculis quos manum dextram com-
primendo digitorum nodi radicales e cirotecis lammatis expresserunt, et

eos moderm vocant gadehnges, nudam Joannis faciem vulneravit

Oage, v Earlier example.—1475 Caxton CHesse ill v. (1481)
G vij, They began . . to axe and demande of her the besaunt that they
had geuen to her. And she answerd That hit was holden and gaged
vpon an ymage

G-aid, g-ade. The word occurs also in the sense of c goad’ :—16S2
Peden in Biogr Presbyt (1838) I. 51 Their Theats will burn, and their
Swinglet ees will fall to the Ground . and the Gade-men will throw
away their Gades.

Game, sb 7 prize contended for’) Earlier example:—e 1380
Wyclif Set. IVks. II 258 Two men . . rennen a space for a priis, and
he fat come]) first to his ende shal have Joe gamen fat is sett, wliefer it

be spere . . or ojur Jung fat is putt.

Gangrel 1. Earlier example :—

c

1340 Hampole Peifeet Living yiii

m Wks 1S95 I. 33 Gangrels, and Iangelers, & kepers of coiners and
gangars arely & late.

Gargoyle. Earlier example: 13 . . S. Eikenwolde 48 in Iiorstm
Altengl. Leg. (1881) 267 Hit was a throghe of thykke stone . . "With
gargeles gamysht aboute, all of gray marbre.

Garter, sb. 6 a. Earlier example:—? 1504 in Trevelyan Papers
(Camden Soc.) III. 7 The arrays off Carminow, Garter seth . . came of
the UJ brotherys When ye ware made knytt ther wher but mj cottes
off recorde yn Garterys booke.

Gas, sb In the Etymology, reference should have been made to the
use of chaos by Paracelsus . see Gnome 2

.

Gender, sb. 2. Earlier example .

—

a 1380 St. Theodora 109 in Horstm
Altengl Leg (1878) 36 Hire name, fat was femynyn Of gendre, heo
turned m to masculyn.

Geaitras (see Genitor 1
). Add the following quotation .—13 . .

Minor Poems of Vernon MS. xxxvn. 276 Men mijte, 3if his brech weore
to-tore, seon his genitras [rime has].

Gentlemanly, a Earlier example*—1433 Lydg S. Edmund 11.

128 This said Lolhbiok was . Riht gentilmanly m al bis demenyng

Gibbet, sb 1
5 The comb, gibbet-free occurs many centuries earlier ,

—

13 . St. Cnsiofer 668 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (18S1) 462 Myne eldirs

. sloughe liym on a gebete-tree.

Giesetrye. The OF giezitene is f the med.L. giezita (St. Bemaid)
which was anglicized as Gyesite, q v

Gist, sb See also Jet sb 4 The AF. law phrase (cest) action gist,

* (this) action lies’, which is the souice of the Eng. sb, occuis 1502-3
m KeIvey's Rep (1688) If 50 a, and is common 111 law-books. An
earlier example of the sb is.—1711 5 Modern Reports (1794) 305
( Gatehouse v. Row) Because it is the very gist of the action

Gite 1
, grcle. Eailier example •—13 . Mznoi Poems of Vernon MS

xxxvn 2S1 pis wymraen fat muchel hauntef pride . Heore reuersede
gydes on hem are streyt drawe

Glavermg*, vbl sb Earlier examples :—c 1425 St Mary of Oigmes
11. v. m Anglia VIII 165/26 Made pioude wif glauerynge of pros-
pente Ibid 168/36 Pryde gaf me comforte . . wif brighte beemes of
glauerynge.

Glooming*, vbl sb 1. Earlier example.—13 . . Peter & Paul 74 in
Horstm Altengl Leg (1881) 77 Hetheli glowmmge & wordes grete

Glossary! Earlier example —

a

1380 S Paula 36 in Horstm
Altengl Leg (1S78) 8 As seif fe bok, iclept Glosarie

God-speed. Earlier instances —c 147o ITenryson Mor Fab 11.

{Tozvn tfe C. Mouse) xv, This burges brocht lhame sone quhair thay
suld be, Without god speid thair herberie was tane. Ibid, xxiv, Quheii
in come gib hunter . . And bad god speid.

Golden, a 4 Earlier example :

—

c 1400 Rom Rose 5650 Pictagoras
lumsilf reheises In. a book that the Golden Verses Is clepid.

Golden, a 10, Gold, a 10. Eailier examples ofgolden ram, goldram
(Fireworks) occur in 1672 Venn Compleat Gunner 111. x 19, the author
also uses golden or gold hair m the same sense

Go-summer. Earlier example :— 1649 Cupar Presb. Rec. in Camp-
bell Bdlmerino (1899) 3^1 In the last goesommer save one.

Goul man. Delete the article. (See gull maw, Gull sb 1
)

Gourd 1. Add to the Forms ‘6 gord’, and insert the following
earlier example m sense 4:—1596 Raleigh Disc. Guiana 16 He . .

called for his Calabaza or gords of the gold beades.

Gunpowder. Earlier example :—1411 Indenture m Excheq. Accts,
Q. R. Bdle. 44, no. 17 (Pub. Rec. Off.), Une petit barell’ de gonpouder,
[Misdated 1338 by Nicolas Royal Navy II, 476 App.]



F.
F (ef \ the sixth letter of the Roman alphabet,

represents historically the 6th letter (pvaw)
of the Semitic alphabet, which expressed the sounds
of w (approximately) and the related vowel u In
early Greek writing the letter had at first the same
twofold power

; but subsequently its accidental
varieties of form came to be differentiated in func-
tion, the form F (retaining the 6th place in the
alphabet) being appropriated to the consonantal
use, while V or Y served for the vowel, and is the
source of the Roman TJ, V, Y, as explained under
those letters As the sound w was lost in the chief
literary Gieek dialects of the classical period, its

sign f (called by the giammarians from its form
the Digamma) is not included m the later Gr.
alphabet In the Roman adoption of the Gr
alphabet the sound given to the 6th letter was
the voiceless labiodental spirant (f ) In OE the
letter retained the sound (f) unless it stood be-
tween two vowels, when it was pronounced as the
corresponding voiced spirant (v) In the S W., ac-
cording to some scholars, the voiced sound was
used also initially. In mod Eng F is always
sounded (f ), exc in the word of where it is voiced
to (v) through absence of stress
In MSS a capital F was often written as IF A mis-

understanding of this practice has caused the writing of Ff
or ft at the beginning of certain family names, eg Ffiennes,
Ffoulkes '

c iooo jElfricGram iii (2)6 Semivocales syndon seofan
*» h n

i
r
i
s» x xS8o BaretAlv. F

,
If ye drawe in length

a
i ,

erewi*haH Put your under lippe to your ouer teeth, ye
shall heare the verie sound of EF
b attnb (see quots.)

1836 Dubourg Vlolm (1878) 274 The parallel holes on each
side were straighter than what are called the /holes.
1880 Grove Diet Mus I 500 The holes in the belly of the
violin are called the/holes from their shape
II Used as a symbol, with reference to its place

(6th) in the alphabet

1 f, /1s used to denote anything occupying
the sixth place in a senes (Cf A, B, C, etc

)

2 In Music F is the name of the 4th note of the
diatonic scale of C major

,
called F in Germany,

fa m France and Italy Also the scale or key
which has that note for its tome. F clef the
bass clef (see Clej> 1

), placed on the line m the

stave appropriated to the note F , its form

or is said to be a corruption of that of the

letter.

1848 Rimbault First Bk Piano 53 Place the first finger
on every black key except F-sharp 1856 Mrs Browning
Aur Leigh v 214 Boldinacci when her F in alt Had touched
the silver tops of Heaven itself 1880 Grove Diet Mus I
184 The Sonata in C .contained when completed a lone
Andante in F.

6

III. Abbreviations
1 F. = various proper names, as Frederick,
Fanny

;
—Fellow m F.G S , F R S , etc Also a.

=Father as a title of Roman Catholic pnests
b. Physics. F. = Fahrenheit (thermometer), c.
Comm F. A A. or f. a a —free of all average

;fob —free on board'. d In a ship’s logF stands
for fog\ FF for IhM fog e In Music /stands
for forte (loud), ff for foitissimo (very loud), but
sometimes ff stands for pin forte (louder), and
fortissimo is indicated byfff f F formerly used
in criminal procedure (see quots). g F (ong
standing for ‘fine’) is the distinctive mark of a
particular description of black-lead pencil, also
attnb h As a chemical symbol, F== Fluorine
*55* Act 5-6 Echo VI, c. 4 To be burned m the cheeke

with an hot yron, hauing the letter F whereby, they may
be knowne for fraymakfers and fighters 1809 Tomlins
Law Diet

, F is a letter wherewith felons &c. are branded
and marked with a hot iron, on their being admitted to the
benefit of clergy

2 The thi ee F}
s (see quot.)

i88x Daily Nevis 19Jan 5/4 Fair rents, fixity oftenure, and
free sale, popularlyknown as the three F's 1891 Ibid, 8 Sept
3/3 Why not go in at once for the three F's—fair rent, fixity
of tenure, and free sale

Pa (fa), sb. [Originally the first syllable of the
L. famuli . see Gamut] The name given by
Guido to the fourth note in his hexachords, and
since retained in solmisation as the 4th note of the
octave

_

c 1325 in Rel Ant I 292 Sol and ut and la, And that
froward file that men clepis fa >597 Mosley Introd Musw7T) 4 There be in Musicke but vi. Notes, which are called
vt, re, mi, fa, sol, la, 1660 Howell Lexicon

, Fa, one ofthe
highest Notes in Musique 1890 W. H Cummings Rudim,

You IV

Music F 202 In France it is customary to call the sounds by
fixed syllables instead of letters, as follows

Do or Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do or Ut
„ C DEFGAB C
Hence as vb (see quot.)
159a Sh\ks Rom *Jul iv v 120,

1

will cane no Crotchets
lie Re you, lie Fa you , do you note me?
Pa, obs f. of Few.
Pa, faa, obs. ff of Foe
Pa% faa,, Sc. ff of Fall
Pa*ard, Sc pronunc of favoured

; only m
compounds, as ill-, well-fa'ard
Pab, obs. and Sc var of Fob
Fabaceous (fab£ Jos), a [f late L. fabdee-us

(f faba bean) + -ous see -aoeous ] Having the
nature of a bean, like a bean.
1727-36 m Bailey 1775 m Ash; and in later Diets
tPa-bal, a Obs.- 0 [ad. L. fabal-is, f faba
bean

]
f Of or belonging to a bean ’ (Blount

Glossogr 1656-81) 1692-1732 m Coles
Pabel(l, var of Favel
II Patella (fabe la). PI. -sb [mod L fabella

,

dim offaba bean ] (See quot 1884)
1854 Oviln Skel Teeth (1855) 89 A- fabella is preserved

behind the outer condyle 1884 Syd Soc Lex
, Fabella,

a name for the sesamoid bones in the tendon of the gastro-
cnemius muscle of the dog and other animals

t Pabellator. Obs -0 [as if a L *fabel!ato>

,

f fabella

,

dim offabula story ]
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1775 in Ash.
Pabes: see Feaberry dial

,

gooseberry.

Fabian (£‘ bian), a and sb [ad L, Fabidnus
ofor belonging to aFabius or to the Fabian gens

jA adj

1 Of or pertaining to the Roman gens Fabia
1842 Macaulay Battle Lake Regillitsxvii, Tall Caesowas

the bravest man Of the brave Fabian race
2. Pertaining to, or afterthe manner of, Q. Fabius

Maximus, sumamed Cunetator (
c Delayer ’) from

the tactics which he employed against Hannibal
in the Second Punic War, and which consisted in
avoiding a battle, and weakening the enemy by
cutting off supplies and by continual skirmishing
1808 J Barlow Cohiml V. 826 In vam sage Washington
Plays round his foes with more than Fabian skill. 1843

'Eait's Mag Oct 6x5/2 The Fabian policy to which Sir
Robert Peel has tied himself up 1849 Ld Houghton m
Life 11891) I x 433 The Fabian Duke succeeded m check
ing his zeal

b. Fabian Society, a society founded in 1884,
consisting of Socialists who advocate a 1 Fabian

’

policy as opposed to immediate attempts at revo-
lutionary action. Hence Fabianprinciples

,
etc

B sb

j* 1 Flaunting Fabian see quot. 1598.
[Perh originally a transl of L hcens Faints, used by

Propertius with reference to the Fabian pnests of Pan, ana
the licence permitted them at the Lupercalta ]
I59® Florio, Brawizzo

, a swashbuckler, a swaggrer, a
cutter, a quareller, a roister, a flaunting fabian Ibid.,
fjpggiatore, a riotous, lauish, fiauting fabian, a carelesse
fellow, an vnthnft. 1599 Nashr Lenten Singe 46 Of all
fishes the flanting Fabian or Palmenn of England is

Cadwaljader Herring

2 A member of the
4 Fabian Society or one

who sympathises with its opinions
1891 A tkeneenm 21 Feb 242/3 The first essay on f The

Impracticability of Socialism,' will hardly win souls away
from the Fabians

Fabiform (fi?1 bif/im), a [f L faba bean
+ (i)foem * see -form ] Bean-shaped
185a Dana Crust 11 1287 Short

,
in a side view, very

bioad fabiform 1855 Ramsbothaih,£%*/?- tiled 44 Corpus
Luteum is somewhat fabiform, of a dull yellow tint

Fable (f? 1 b’l), sb Forms . 4, 6 fabel(l, 4-5
fabil(l, fabul(le, 4- fable [a F. fable (OF.
alsoflabe,fauble, Pr faula) ad L fabula discourse,
narrative, story, dramatic composition, the plot of
a play, a fable, f. fari to speak see Fate,]
1 A fictitious narrative or statement

; a story not
founded on fact

a 1300 CursorM 23857 (Cott ), Bot war a nbaude us tald,
of a fantime or of a fabej a 1340 Hamfole Psalter xxxui
xi, I sail leie jownoght J>e fabils of poetis, na the stons of
tyiaunts 1483 Caxton Cato G vj b, The poetes sayen and
rehercen many fables and thynges meruaylious 1577
Rhodes BK Nurture in Babees Bk. 64 Keepe them [chil-
dren] from reading of fayned fables and wanton stones.
1642 Milton Apol Smect Wks (Bohn) III 118 Those
lofty fables and romances, which recount m solemn cantos
the deeds ofknighthood 1700 Dryden tr Ovids Met xn.
111 Fables .141 It seems a Fable, tho’ the Fact I saw, *726
De Poe lint Devil 1. x (1S401 142 If we may take the story
of Job for a hiatoiy, not a fable 1840 Dickens Bam
i’ndt>e xxi, Some say he kissed her, but that’s a fable i860
Hawthorne Trausjorm II 1 3 It is a most enchanting
fable that is, if it be not a fact

b esp A fictitious story relating to supernatural

or extraordinary persons or incidents, and more or
less current in popular belief

; a myth or legend
(Now rare ) Also, legendary or mythical stories m
general

, mythological fiction
CmsorM 6995 (Cott ), In his [Saleph’s] time war

pe fabuls written Saturnus and sir mbiter. 1494 Fabyan
Citron v cvi. 81 Of this last ende and bunyng of Arthur
are tolde many fables 1520 Skelton Bk P. Sparow, I re-
member the fable Of Penelope 1592 Davies Immort Soul
iv (1714)40 Minerva Is in Fables said, From Jove, without
a Mother, to proceed 1667 MiltonP L i 197 [Satan] in
bulk as huge As whom the Fables name of monstrous size
1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760) II 288 The old fable of
Seth s pillars 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist. (1776) II 251 The
existence of a pigmy race of mankind, being founded in
error, or in fable 1837 Landor Pentameron Wks 1846 II
215 Scythia was a land of fable to the Romans 1855
Milman Lat Chr {1864) II* tv 1 170 Mohammedan fable
had none of the inventive originality of fiction

0. A foolish or ridiculous story
, idle talk, non-

sense; esp mphr old wives'{women's)fables {arch )
Also + To take (something) for fable,

to hold at
fable (transl OF tenir afable)

138* Wyclif x Tim iv 7 Schonye thou vneouenable fablis
and veyn [1388 vncouenable fablis and elde wymmenus
fablis] c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode ir xxi (1869183 Wolt
pou holde )>e gospel at fable? 1508 Fisher Wks (1876) 85
In the whiche confessyon we may not tell fables and other
mennes fautes 1523 Ld Berners From I cclxxxvui 430
Syluester toke it for no fable, 1605 Bacon Adv Learn, x

iv § 9 After a time they [narrations of miracles] grew to
be esteemed but as old wives' fables 1721 Strype Ecel
Mem III App xx 56 [We] distorted them into old wives
fables

d. A fiction invented to deceive
, a fabrication,

falsehood
*J* Phrase, without (but, sans) fable.

a 1300 Cut sorM 2349 (Cott ) Bot for f>is bight moght be no
fabul c 1300K Alts 134 Of gold he made a table A1 ful of
steorren, saun fable c 1330 R BrunneC/»vw (1810) 146Men

pat neuer lufed fable bot mayntend pes& right 1:1350 Will
Paleme 4608 pis }e wite)j wel alle with oute any fabul.
a X500 Childe of Bristowe 227 m Hazl E P P (1864) 119
A 1 thynges he gaf ahoqte, withouten fable, to pore men
x535 Stewart Cron Scot I 534 Rycht fair he wes and
feccfull als but fabill 1548 Hall Citron 87 b. The writers
of Frenche fables to deface the glorye of the Englishmen,
write [etc.] 1590 Shaks. Com Err iv iv 76 Sans Fable,
she her selfe reuil’d you there 1635 Swan Spec M
1 § 1 (1643) 2 The fables of the Egyptians. 1700 Dryden
tr Ovid's Met xm in Fables 457 This is not a Fable forg’d
by me. Like one of his, an Ulyssean lie 1786T Jetterson
Writ (1850) II 52 What is said on this subject in the
Courier d Europe is entirely fable 1848 Macaulay Hut
Eng II 8 The extraordinary success of the fables ofOates.

e A creation of fable
,
something falsely affirmed

to exist
;
a ‘ myth ’

C1590 Marlowe Faust v 125 Come I think hell’s a fable.
x6n Tourneur Ath Trag iv 111, Their walking Spirits are
mere imaginary fables. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues p xxm,
If a Man cannot believe that the Immortality of the Soul
is a Fable, then [etc] 1836 J Gilbert Chr Atonem v
(1852) 126 Some substitute there plainly must be, or moral
administration is a fable.

2. A short story devised to convey some useful
lesson; esp one in which animals 01 inanimate
things are the speakers or actors; an apologue
Now the most prominent sense
1340 Ayenb 155 Herof jet ysopes pe fable of pe little

hounde and of be asse 1483 Caxton Esope 3 She gaf to

hym the yefte of speche for to speke dyuerse fables and In-
uencions 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist. 227 A fable of the
grasshopper and the Ant 1605 BucoxAdv. Learn. 1 iv

§ 11 The husbandman -whereof Alsop makes the fable 1711
Addison Sped. No 183 ? 1 Jothanrs fable of the Trees is

the oldest that is extant. 1706 H Hunter tr St, Pierre's
Stud Nat. (1799) III 496 His Fable of the Belly and the
Members 1841-4 Emerson Ess Hist Wks. (Bohn) I 6A
poet makes twenty fables with one moral. 1865 Wright
Hist Caricature v (1875) 75 We find no traces of fables
among the original literature of the German race

3 [After Latmfabulal\ The plot or story of a
play or poem f Also (rarely), a dramatic com-
position, play
1678 Rymer Trag of Last Age Ded 4,

1

have chiefly
consider’d the Fable or Plot, which all conclude to be the
Soul of a Tragedy Ibid 87 This Fable [of Othello] is

drawn from a Novel by Giraldi Cmthio xjrxx Addison
Sped No. 39 r 3 The modern Tragedy excels that of Greece
and Rome, in the Intricacy and Disposition of the Fable
1767 B Thornton tr Plautus II 112 note, The part which
Lysimachus afterwards takes m the fable. 1779-81 John-
son L P„ Cowley Wks II 60 The fable [of the Davideis]
is plainly implex, 1847 Emerson Rtpr Mm, Shaks Wks.
(Bohn) I 355 Shakespeare knew that tradition supplies a
better fable than any invention can

f 4 . Talk, m phrase to hold (a person) m fable ,

discourse, narration Obs. rare
c 1400 Rom Rose 1439, 1 wole nat longe holde you in fable

Of alle this gardyn delectable 1530 Buckmaster Let m
Corpus CJvnsti Documents (1838) 24 Here shalbe an ende
for this tyme of this fable. 1598 B Jonson Ev. Man in
Him 11 i, Whilst they, Sir, to relieve him in the fable,
Make their loose comments, upon every word, Gesture, or
look, I use

b. The subject of common talk, a person or
1



FABLE. * FABRIC.

thing who has become proverbial
;

a 1 byword
a> ch. £After L. fabula , see Hor Ep I xiu 9 ]
*53$ Coverdale i Kings ix. 7 Israel shall be come a by-

worde and fabell [1382 WYCLir, schal be into a proverbe and
into a fable] amonge all nacions 1591 Spenser Humes of
Rome vu, Ye sacred rumes Alas 1 by little ye to nothing
flie, The people’s fable, and the spoyle of all 1605 B Jon-
son Volpone 1 v, Knew you not that Sir? 'Tis the common
fable 1670 Cotton Espernon 11 vit 316 He became .

the Fable of the Court 1766 C Anstey Bath Guide xv ii
I'm a Fable I and serve to dispense An Example to alt

Men of Spirit and Sense, 1842 Tennyson Gard Dau
6 We grew The fable of the city where we dwelt, 1849
Thackeray Pendenms Ixxv, He broke the bank several
nights, and was the fable of the place

if 5 * A trifle, toy. Obs rare

—

1

1552 Hdloet, Seller of fables, haberdash wares, or trifles

Q attnb and Comb a attributive, asfable-book,

forge, t -lesynge, -tale\ b objective, as fable-

forger, -maker, -monger
,

-teller, -weaver
,
fable-

framing,
-tnongenng adjs

*387 Trevisa Higden (RollsJ II 421 Varro telleb noujt a
fable lesynge 1552 Huloet, Fabler, or fable teller, or full

of fables,Jiibulosus 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 iv 114
And therefore smile I at those Fable-Forges x6io Healey
St Aug Citie 0/God 679 How mischievous the presump-
tion of those fable-forgers was *647R Stapylton Juvenal
173 Rhodope (fellow bondwoman to ^Ssope the fable-
maker) 1652 C. B Stapylton Herodian vu 55 Niger
who tells us a fabile tale a 1661 Holyday Juvenal Pref

,

The famous Italian fable-weavei, Ariosto 1677 Gale Crt
Gentiles II m 72 The Pythagorismg Jewish humor of
Fable-framing Philosophic 1678 Cudwortk Intell Syst
x iv Contents 190 The licentious figments of Poets and
Fable-mongers a 1700 Drvdln Epist vu 32 All these
fable-makers 1734 Waterland Scripture VindicatedPref
xxn, The attentive Readers may perceive how to dis-
tinguish the true and pioper Allegonsts from the Fable-
mongers or Mythics 1788 V Knox Winter Even I, it

xv 208 Fable books used for the initiation of children in
reading 1833 H A in Pkilol Mns. II 442 Men who
were not fable-makers or compilers of marvellous stories
1851 H Melville Whale xxxiv 168 His credulous, fabie-
mongenng ears

Fable (/?> b’l), v. Also 7 fabule [a OF,
fabler *—L fdbuldrl to talk, discourse, f. fabula
see Fable, The Eng senses are directly derived
from those oftlie sb ]
+ 1. tntr To speak, talk, converse. Ohs rare— 1

,

[A Latimsm]
138aWycufZ.wL?xxiv xsWhile they talkiden(orfableden)

IVulg fabulartntur). Ihesu him self neuynge went with
hem 1370 Levins Manip 2 To fable, talke, confabulan

+ 2 a. To tell fictitious tales, speak fiction,

romance b. To talk idly. Ohs
a

.
c ^YCLIF Serm Sel, Wits II. 133 Whannemen

speken fables bei fablen in her speche 1402 Pol Poems
(1859) 41 Daw, thou fablest of foxes, 2572 Golding
Calvin on Ps xvui 16 David doth not fable like a Poet
2593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, v, v 25 Let ^Esop fable in a Winters
Night ax722 Prior tsl Hymn Callimachus 69 Saturn

1
!,

sons Old poets mention, fabling 2824 Southey Roderick
vi 125, 1 do not dream nor fable
b 2579 J Jones Present Bodie Soule 1. xvui 31 Let

Paracelsus neuer so foolishly fable to the contrarre, 2633
Fisher Baby Baptism 7 Fabling about moods and figures.
1870 Daily Nevis 15 Oct , Superstition is at last resolvable
into the claim of ignorance to fable of the ineffable,

3 To speak falsely, talk falsehoods, lie Const.
with. Obs exc arch
*530 Cahsto 4- Mehb in Hazl Dodsley I 68, I wonder

where she gets The things that she hath with folks for to
fable 1335 Boorde Let in Introd Knowl Introd (1870)
57 In wytness )>at I do not fable with yow 2622 Two
Noble Kinsmen 111 v, To say verity, and not to fable We
are a meiiy rout, or else a rabble. 2634 Sir T Herbert
Treat 158 [Those who have made a pilgrimage to Mecca]

e“er after accounted Syets or Holy men, and cannot
fable from that time forward 2802 Soui hfy Thalaba x.
xui, Thou hast fabled with me 1 2824 Mrs J West A hcia
de Lacy III. 268 Mother, I do not fable

4. trans. To say or talk about fictitiously ; to re-
late as m a fable, fiction, or myth

,
to fabricate,

invent (an incident, a personage, story, etc ) With
simple and complementary object, to with inf,
with sentence as obj

; also absol f To fable up ,

to work up by fiction into
*553 Eden Tteat News Ind (Arb) 42 What foies do

fabie, take thou no hede at all 1367 Maplet Gr Forest 06
It is fabled with the Poets, that Ixion, Junoes Secretary,
prouoked hir to Venery 2583 STANYHURST^r«m 11. (Arb
46 Hee fabled sundrye reportes 2398 Stow Sunt vn (1603)

£aed n?l Eldarne trees gs some haue
fabuled 1622 Speed Hist Gi Brit 1 xi 21/2 TheHur-
lers fabuled to bee men metamorphosed into stones, 2628VoKDFemcusm m,That is a truth much fabled, never found

f
VI tbis Heav’

n *tself into the

Sri 2?0Ur*M 1

j
St

?7*V?E Foe Hist Detail x, (2840) 139Men soon fabledup their histones into miracleand wonderIm*rov (*8oi) 4 The most learned ofmortals will never act over again what is fabled of Alex-

rte
de

ri,
I7S° Warbuh

,

t
,

OM Jnhan v
* 0f these [cannS

Wer
£ at

o
berty 10 fable what they pleased.

?774 Pennant Tour Scot m 1772. 3S4 This rastle is
ta have been founded by Ewin

54
2794 ColeridgeRehg Mnsnigs viu, Armed Deities Such as the blind

deaf m°?D5W Wh Doe iv. no More
PriJe „ T

ghofJK5 !f
bled

u
to aPPeai *847 Tennyson

’ .? failed nothing fair But, your example
pilot, told her ail 1869 Phillips Vesnv. vm 207 The in-

•fr ii i
fabled that the birds which attempted to fly over

it fell down into the water 2877 L Morris Epic Hades
in. 242 And so men tabled me, a huntress

2

Palsied (fe l b’ld\ pfl a [f prec + -ED*.] In

senses of the verb

1. Described or mentioned in fable, celebiated in

fable, mythical, legendaiy
121740 T Tickell To a lady, with descr Phoenix, Each

fabled charm in matchless Caaba meets 1780 Cowper Progr
Fry 231 Like fabled Tantalus 1813 Shelley Q Mab iv

89 A garden shall arise, in loveliness Surpassing fabled

Eden a 1853 Robertson Serm Sei in v Introd (1872)
61 Like the fabled monsters of old

2 Having no real existence, fictitious, invented.
1606 Warner All Eng, xtv Ixxxiv (1612) 350 This for no

fabled Caution was obserued, but too trew 1723 Porr
Odyss xvi too Do priests m fabled oracles advise ? 2870
Morris Earthly Par III iv 188 Men by fabled woes were
stirred

Fabledom (fi?1 b’ldsm) rare [f Fable sb. +
-dom ] The * realm

1

or ‘ world ’ of fable

285a {title). Freaks and Follies of Fabledom, a little

‘ Comic 1 Lempriere 2892 E PrACOCK N Btcndon II 334
The literature of fabledom

Fabler (f? 1 blaj). Also 4, 7 fabuler [f prec

+ -ER 1 perh after OF. fableor'—l^ fdbulator-
em : see Fabijlatob] One who fables fa A
writer of fables or apologues {obs rare— 2

: a
literalism of translation) b One who invents

fictitious stories
,

chiefly m contemptuous use, a
fiction-monger, fabulous histonan. f c One
who speaks falsely, a liar (obs )
a 138a Wycur Baruch ui S3 The fablers, or janglers

2609 BisLr (Douay) ibid 111 23 Marchants of Meirhe, and of
Theman, and fablers searcheis of prudence and under-
standing

b 1614 Raleigh Hist, Woi Id iv 11 §21 485 Out great
traveller Mandivile we account the greatest fabler of the
world 2644 Bp Hall Rem Wks (1660) 130 The bold
legends of lying fablers 2728 W Smith A nn tfmv College
153 Little Credit is to be given to these Fablers 2822 T
Campbell in New Monthly Mag II 228 The romantic
fablers have generally aggravated the horrors ofCirce 1869
J D. Baldwin Preh. Nations 11 {2877) 24 That ready fabler,
the Canan physician Ctesias. 2878 T. Sinclair Mount
28 Rather was he [Swedenborg] a mechanical fabler of
facts

O 236a Langl P. PI A. 11. 257 Alle Jus ojiuie Fabuleis
and Faytours, hat on Fote rennen 2348 Hall Chi on 88 b,
The inhabitantes of Vernoyle gevyng to light credit to the
Frenche fablers, received the duke 2579 E K Gloss
Spenser's Sheph. Cal Apr, 220 Certain fine fablers, and
loude lyers, 2607 Tourneur Rev Trag n 1 in Harl
Dodsley X. 46 Y are villains, fablers 1

j ou lie. 2624 F
White Repl Fisher 86 Some censuie the reporter of
Miracles, as Fabtilers and Lyars

II Fabliau (fabltio) PI fabliaux [F fabliau,
assumed sing, to OF fabliaux, pi of fablel, cbm
offable . see Fable ] A metrical tale, belonging
to the early period of French poetry
2804 Scott Introd Sir Tristr. 48 The interesting^5rMar?/jr

of the Anglo-Norman trouveurs 2823 Roscoe tr. Sis-
inondts Lit Enr. (2846) I viu 221 Some of the Fabliaux
very nearly approach the romances of chivalry 2874
Grefn Short Hist v (1876)2x5 The broad humour of the
fabliau.

Fablinpf (fi?«blig), vbl. sb [f Fable v. +
-iNQ-i

]_
The action of the vb Fable

,
the telling

of fictitious stones, fabulous narration, romancing,
flying, an instance of the same
a 2300 E, E, Psalter cxvm [cxix ] 85 Wicked fabhnges

talde to me 2330 Cahsto <5- Mehb in Hazl Dodsley I 78
With thy fabling and thy reasoning, i-wis I am beguiled
x6xo Holland Camden’s Brit 1 24 In the same veme
. of fabling they called thus Hand Albion 2672 Mil-
ton P R iv 295 The next to fabling fell and smooth con-
ceits. 1774 Warton Hist Eng Poetry (2775) I 22, I have
considered the Saracens the first authors of lomantic
fabling among the Euiopeans. 2822 Lamb Elia, Old
Benchers

,

Extinct be the fairies and fairy trumpery of
legendary fabling

b attnb
*545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb

) 45 They wolde tbinke you
made it but a tnflyiig and fabling matter 2365 Golding
Ovids Met Ep (1593)11 The Poet m fabhng-wise dooth
make It happen in Deucalions time.

Fabling (fe l blig), ppl a [f. Fable zl+-ing
That fables, m senses of the vb

; that invents or
relates fables, addujted to fable, lomancing; m
bad sense, mendacious
-1448 Hall Chron (1809) 52 Crafty imaginers of you
fablyng French menne. 1570-6 Lambarde Perami Kent
(2826) 9 the tonde dreames of doting monkes and fabling
hiars 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1 x (1614) 5a As for
Noah, the fabling heathen deified him 2704 Pope Wind-
sor For. 227 The fabling Poets’ lays 2822 B. Cornwall
Ludovico S/orea 1 4 She stood Like one of those bright
shapes of fabling Greece 2862 hat Rev 21 Dec 643
E abling hatred was busy with the name of the fallen
usurper

b occas said of utterances, etc

H'l
6*

r m Peyton Par(
l
d
‘P*

in FaiT S. P Jas / (1848) 278The fabling prayses of Elizium fields 2733 Gentl MagKXV 420 Confusd mythology, and fabling song x8i4.
Southey Roderick xx 208 False records, fabling creedsand juggling priests

6 1

t Fa-bor, fa bour. Obs [a. OF fauxbourp
see Faubourg] A suburb,

fJ+H HENRY ^A'^viri 527 On to the getti* and fabons
off the toun Braithly thai brynt 2480 K Hen VII injPffrAw Lett {1874) III 357 Thei drewe down the faboursQfGyngham.and made theyme mete to defende a siege

J Fabrefa*ctiOn. Obs rare [as if aa L.
fabrefachon-em, n. of action f fabrefacere, f fabre

skilfully +facefe to make] The action or pro-

cess of fashioning 01 making (a work of art)

265a Gaule Magastiom 29 O toylsome laboui, in pi Liti-

gious fabrefaction 1 2678 Cunworn 11 Intell Syst 429 The
Platonists, whose Inferiour Generated Gods vvei e supposed
to have had a stioke in the Eabrefaction of Mankind
Fabric < fie brik, brik)

,
tb Forms 5

- (5

fabnke, -yke, 6-7 fabrique, (7 fabriq), 7-8

fabnek(e, 7- fabric, [a hr.fabrique (
- IT

fabnga, It.fabb) n a, Kp fabnta), ad L fib) tea, i

faber worker m metal, stone, wood, etc .See

Forge sb ]
I A product of skilled woikmanship

1 An edifice, a building

2483 Caxton Gold Leg 275/1 He had neuer sludye in
newe fabrykes ne buyldynges, 2538 Luang Itin II 68
Gibbes the last Pnoi spent a gitat sunune of Mony on
that Fabnke 2666 Eveiyn Diary 7 Sept, 'Hie august
fabnq of Christ Chuich 1708 J Chambi hi a\ni St Gt
Brit it 1 11 (1743I 326 Fabrieks..said to have been built

by the Piets 2736 Nugint G>. Join IV 84 A \uulted
fabric without wood or iron-work, tlute stories high 2813
Scott 'Pnom, in xvi, Never moital buildei’s hand Hus
enduring fabric plann’d 2865 Dicki ns hint J<> 111 vi,

The ruinous fabric was veiy nch in the intciior

fig 1612 Siiaks Wait T 1 11 429 You may as well
F01 bid the Sea for to obey The M oonc, As shake The Fall
nek of his Folly 1664 H Mom Myst Iniq 91 Men
inspired to erect the I'abrick of the Chuich 2788 Rim
Aristotle's Log 11 §e 30 Force of genius sufficient to shake
the Ai istotelmn fabric 2873 Burton Ilist, Siob VI kviu
126 The whole fahuc of his ambition was tottenng

t 2 A conti lvance
;
an engine or appliance Obs

2596 Drayton Leg iv 722 When here that f.ibnque
utteily did fade 2600 Hoi land Livy xxv \i 553 When
[the city of Tarentuin] began to he assailed with fabntks
2603 — Plutarch’s Mor. 1243 What need had he to use an>
such tragique engine, or fabncke to work surh feats 2637
R 1 lve God’s Plea 40 'I iberius thei e invented his detestable
Fabricks of lust

3 ‘ Any body formed by the conjunction of dis-

similar parts ’
(J.) ;

a frame, structure

2633G Hi RBrHT Temple, Search vu, Loul, dost thou some
new fabnek mold Which favour winnes leaving th‘ old
Unto their Sinnes? 1674 OwrN Holy Spirit (2693) ?5 This
Goodly Fabrick of Heaven and Earth 2728 Prior Solomon
hi 268 All the parts of this gieat fabrick change, Quit then
old station, and primeval frame. 2728 Thomson Spttug 648
Dry spngs of trees, m aitful fabric laid 1853 Kani (rt/ir
ncll hap (1856) 476 In this egg-shell fabnc the Esquimaus
navigator encounter, risks which, etc 1863 P. Barky
Dockyard Eton 241 The aimour-platesand othei necessity
portions of the ponderous fabric

b esp with reference to the animal body
2693 Ld Preston Boeth n 84 The whole Fabnek of Man,

Body and Soul, is dissolv'd 2738 S Hayward Serm 1 1

To examine this outward fabnek the body 1 a 2848 RW Hamilton Rew >5 Pnnishm 1 (1853) 49 The wonderful
Fabric of the human body 2878 Hum 1 \ Physiogr 228 The
solid animal fabric returns to swell the sum of the fluids and
gases

0 fis
<2*637 B Jonson Eng Gramm 1 11, The less [letteis]

make the Fabrick of Speech. 2669 Ptnn No Cross xn. 10
Death ends the Proud Man’s Fabrick 2785 Ri id Int
Powers Ded., To pick holes in the fabric of knowledge
wheiever it is weak and faulty 2827 J Scott Pans Re-
visit (ed 4) 380 A substantial fabric of public strength,
freedom, and opulence 2836 Sm B Buonir Psychol tin/
1 u

f n. Questions arising out of it appertaining, to the
whole fabric of society.

4 A manufactured material
;
now only a ‘ textile

fabric a woven staff

*753 Hanway Trav (1762)1 v lxx 318 We are every day
making pew fabrics 1792 Robertson India 11 88 Winking
up its [silkworm’s] productions into a variety of elegant
fabrics 283* G R. Porter Porcelain % Gl to The fabrics
pioduced were wanting in most of the qualities essential to
good porcelain 1837 Ht Martintau Sot Arner II. 227
The woollen fabric manufactured in these establishments
1874 Green Short Hist v. 228 Up to Edward’s time few
woollen fabrics seem to have been woven in England 1883
Stubbs’ Mercantile C11 cnlar 8 N^ 982/2 The people 111

Nagasaki are fast goingback to then old practice of spinning
this class of fabric for themselves
trans/, andfig, 2832 Bkewsttr Nat Magic 11 (1833) 18

The fine nervous fabric which constitutes the retina. 1850
Kingsley Misc (i86o) II no The villain of the piece
being a »ugh fabric, is easily manufactured with rough
tools.

-— “ — —v hvuuii ui uccss ui naming or con-
structing; erection (of a building); formation (of
an animal body or its parts) Now only spec The
construction and maintenance (ofa cburch) ,

- Eccl.
Lat fabrica ecclestse.

1622 Cotgrave, Fabnque d’vn'Esghse, The fabncke,
laparatmn, or maintenance of a Church 1650 BuLwni
Anthropomet y 72 The providence of God manifested 111
the fabrique of the eye lids 2664 Power Exp Philos 1 27lhe prodigious skilfulness of Nature in the fabrick of so
Minute an Animal 2730 A Gordon Maffei's Amphith 42He attributed the Faorick of the Colosseum to him 2737Burke Abndgin, Eng Hist 1 11, Britain*, so expert in
the fahrick of those chariots. 2840 Milman Lat Chr III
iv 1 382 The other [third] to the fabric and the poor

d attnb infabne-fund, -lands, -roll
2672 Cowel Interpr

, Fabnck-Lands are Lands given to
rebuilding, iepair, or maintenance of Cathedrals, or

other Churches 27*6 Diet Rusticum s v. 2848 Wharton
j.aw Lex„ Fabric Lands, property given towards the re-
building or repairing of cathedrals and churches 2850
Rainis (title). The Fabric Rolls of York Minster (Surtees)

S.Ji55.* " A““ I-‘1“



FABRIC. FABITLIZE.

6 Kind or method of construction or formation,

fa of things in general, buildings, instruments,

etc Also style (of architecture) Obs.

1644 Evelyn Mem (1857) I 82 The fabric of the Church
is Gothic 1662 Stillingel Ong. Sacr in 1 § 16 The
peculiar and admirable fabnck of the eyes 1665 Phil
Trans I 313 If any person do not know the fabnck or

use of any of the Instruments a 1682 Sir T Browne Tracts

(1684) 6 Architectonical Artists look narrowly upon the

fabrick of the Temple 1690 Locke Hum Und iv ill § 24
The particular Fabncks of the great masses of matter,

which make up the frame of corpoieal Beings 1703
Maundhell fount Jcrus (1721) Add 4 The Boats are of

a misei able Fabrick 1748 Anson's Voy 11. vi 190 To be
well informed of the fabrick and strength of this fort 1774

J Bryant Mythol II 228 They were exposed upon tne

waters 111 a machine of this fabrick.

b of manufactured materials Chiefly of textile

articles . Texture + Also concr. a particular

‘make’ or class (of goods)
*758 J Blake Plan Mar. Syst 8 Let a particular fabric

of paper be made 1764 Harmer Observ xvii 11 77 We
conjecture, that the tents of the Patriarchs were of the

same fabric 1879 Caldekwood Mind fr Br 55 One who
is constantly at work amongst cloths of different fabric.

C fig
1752 Hume Ess fr Treat (1777) I 181 The fabric and

constitution of oui mind no more depends on our choice
than that of our body 1753 Smollett Ct Fathom (1784)

57/1 Fools of each fabrick, sharpers of all sorts 1779-81
Johnson L P , Pope Wks IV 106 He used almost always
the same fabric of verse. 1871 Earle Phtlol Eng Tongue
§ 597 Compounds vary extremely as regards laxity or com
pactness of fabric.

7. concr a Of a textile article • The woven sub-

stance
,
tissue, fibre Alsofig

1823 J Badcock Dom Amusem 152 In following that ex-

ample our bleachers destroyed the fabric of their goods
1836 J Gilbert Chr Atonem ix (18521 263 There are

minds inwhose fabric the ratiocinative facultypreponderates
184a Bischotf Woollen Manuf II 228 German wool is of

that inferior description which enters into the fabric of low
middling cloths 1877 E R Condtr Bas Faith 1 3 Faith
in the Unseen and reverence for the Divine—aie inwoven
m the very fabuc of our nature.

b Occas used for Structuial material.

1849 Murchison Stluna 111 42 Lime wherewith to supply
the fabric of the thicker shell of other mollusca 1850 Dau-
beny Atom Th. vui (ed 2) 245 The chief constituent of the
vegetable fabric 1866 Rogers Agnc fr Prices I. xx 503
The fabric of the mill appears to have been invariably

timber

III. 8 A building erected for purposes of

manufacture
,
a place where work is earned on

;

a factory, manufactory rare
1656-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Fabric

,

a shop or work-house
wherein any thing is framed 1753 Hanway Trav 1x762) I

11 xiv 61 His fabric appeared as a little town, having about

four hundred looms 1777 W Dalyrymple Trav Sp. fr

Port xxxi, The Marquis hasestabhshedafabnckofwoollen
cloth 1807 Southey Espnella’s Lett (1808) I 33 There
is a great fabric ofcarpets at Axmmstei 1844 Fraser's Mag
XXX 43r/i The first fabric of liqueurs which had any
extensive renown was that of Montpellier

t Fa’bric, v 05s. In 7-8 fabrick(e [f. prec

sb ] tram To construct, fashion, frame, make (a

material or immaterial object). Also, Tofabric up
-Fabricate i and 1 c

1623 Favine Theat Hon x 11, That [Target] ofAchilles,

fabnekt by the Armourer Vulcane 1625 Bp Mountagu
App. Cxsar 11 xv 215 Such as the Papists fabneke up unto

themselves mtheu works of Supeierogation 1644 Milton
A reap (Arb) 74 Matters fram’d and fabric’t already to

our hands 1708 J Philips Cyder 1 349 The polish’d Glass,

whose small Convex shews how [Cheese-Inhabitants]

Fabrick then Mansions in the harden’d milk 1738 Com-
mon Sense {1739) II 5 You fabrick Generals as Statuaries

do Figures ofWood and Clay

Hence f* Pa bricker, Pa bricking vbl sb

1698 R. Fergusson View Etcles 107 The Original Authors

and Fabrickers of the Word [trimmer] designed to Describe

those who were neither Loyal Subjects nor Vigorous

Pations, Ibid 1x6 A key of his own Fabncking

Fabricant (fsebrikant) Now tare [a. F
fabncaiit, ad L fabruant-em, pr. pple oifabnedre

to Fabricate ] One who fabricates, constructs, or

fashions (anything)
;
a maker or manufacturer

1757 Herald (1758) I No 10 161 The fabricant is taxed

in the materials he uses 1777 W Dalrymplf Trav Sp fr

Port cxlv, The minister, m the name of the king, first

fabricant X799 G Smith Laboratory II 40 Every fabricant
or manufacturer at Lyons, in the flowered way 1834 Lytton
Pompeii 162 Woe to us fabricants of bronze 1884 G_

Baden-Powell in Fortn. Rev. x Nov 641 Fabricants and
refiners manage to create a large margin of * sugar

’

t Fabricate, pa- pple- Sc Obs. [ad. L fa-

bHcdt-us pa. pple. of fabneare ] (See quot

)

*753 Johnson s v
,
When they [Scottish lawyers] suspect a

paper to be forged, they say it isfabricate

Fabricate (fse bnkeft), v. [f. L.fabricat- ppl.

stem offabned-t e, f fabnea Fabric sb ]

1 trans To make anything that requues skill

;

to construct, manufacture. Now rare

1598 Yong Diana 171 Wals fabricated byartificiall hand

1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 50 A guilty conscience .

is true devil’s anvil on which he fabricates all those swords

and spears 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 235 God Fabri-

cated the Earth. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot m 1772 10

Hinges and other branches of hardware are fabricated

heie, 1821 Craig Led Drawings 134 Colourless Glass

has never yet been fabricated 1857 Whewell Hist

Induct Sc I 198 He is reported to have fabricated clocks

1872 Yeats Growth Comm 247 And silk was first fabricated

m that city [Tours],

f b To fabricate about with . to surround as

with a framewoik of Obs
1634 Sir 1 Herbert Trav 64 This citie, the metropolis

of Peisia, is fabricated about with spacious gardens

c. with immaterial object Also absol.

162X Burton Anat Mel 11 11 m 328 Our later Mathe-
matitians haue fabricated new systemes of the World, out
of their own Dedalian heads 1783 C J Fox SP E India
Bill 26 Nov , He was not vam enough to think, that any
bill he could fabricate would be perfect 1864 Bowen
Logic 11 43 The secret workshop in which nature fabricates

cognitions and thoughts 1875 Whitney Lift Lang 11 19

The tens of thousands [ofwords] which might be fabricated

+ d Used for : To produce factitiously Obs
1776 Th Percival Philos , Med fr Exp Essays III 274

The miliary eruption is frequently fabricated by heating

remedies and forced sweats.

2 In bad sense To 'makeup’; to frame or

invent (a legend, lie, etc ) ,
to forge (a document"!

*779 J Moore View Soc Fr (1789) I xl 349 The whole
story was fabricated 1790 Paley Hotm Paul i 5 A11

impostor who was fabricating a letter in the name of St

Patti 1818 Hallam Mid Ages ix (xBig) 346 Every saint

[had] his legend, fabricated in order to ennen the churches

under his protection. 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV. 391
Numerous lies, fabricated by the priests were already in

circulation X873 Act 36-7 Viet c 71 § 33 If any person

wilfully fabricate m whole or m part, . any voting paper

Hence Fabricated/// a ,
Fabnoatmg vbl sb

1630 Wadsworth Pilgr vu 67 His Art m continuing and
fabricating of Ships, and Gallyes 1796 A M. Johnson
Monmouth 11 65 While the secret schemes of diabolical

revenge svere fabricating 1796 Morse Amer Geog. II 542

Among the fabricated articles, afe great numbers of stoves

X796 Burke Let Noble Ld Wks VIII. 67 New fabricated

republicks 1805 T Jetferson Witt (1830) IV 4.3 Ihis

fabricated flight from Richmond was not among the charges

1853 Kane 6rinnellExp xxv < 1856) 205 There is not a man
. who %vould have given the countenance of his silence to

a fabricated claim

Fabrication (fsebnk?ijan). [ad L. fdbricd-

tton-em9 n of action f fabneare to Fabricate ]

1 The action or process of fabricating (sense 1

of the vb ) ;
constiuction, fashioning, manufacture

,

also, a particular branch of manufacture Now rare,

1677 Hale Pi tin Ong Man iv 1 290 Plato falls into

conjectuies, attributing the Fabrication of the Body to the

Dn ex Dto or Angels 1710 Berkeley Pnnc Hunt Knowl
1 § 62 The Fabrication of all those Parts and Organs be

not absolutely necessary to the producing any effect 1790

Burke Fr Rev. 44 The fabrication of a new government

is enough to fill us with disgust. 1845 R W Hamil-

ton Pop Ednc 111 {ed 2) 37 Our woollen, cotton, and silk

fabrications have drawn out an immense amount of artizans.

1863 Lyell Anita Man 10 Materials which have each m
their turn served for the fabrication of implements

concr x6o2 Warner Alb Eng Epit. (1612) 356 Seuerus

his foiced valhe, with other strong fabrications

2 Iii bad sense . The action of fabricating or
f making up ’

;
the invention (of a statement) ,

the

forging (of a document) Also concr An inven-

tion
,
a false statement ; a forgery

1790 J. Bruce Source of Nile II 151 Fabrications of

people that never have been in Abyssinia 1819 Sir W
0 Russell Crimes fr Misdemeanours 1v xxvu, § 1 The
fabrication and false making of the whole of a written in-

strument will amount to forgery 1839 Thirlwall Greece 1

vu 257 What is said to have happened might have been in-

vented, and the occasion and motives for the fabrication

may he conceived 1846 Wright Ess Mid Ages II xui

83 The common account of his death is a mere fabrication

1880 T A. Sfalding Ehz Demonol 46 Stories that had

too inconvenient a basis of evidence to be dismissed as

fabneations

Fabricative (fie’bnkfhv), a [f L stem fa-

bnedt- see Fabricate and -ive] Having the

power or quality of fabi icating ,
tending to fabri-

cation

1793 T Tailor Oral Julian 142 Forms subsist in Nature

fabricative, but not intellective 1844 Marg Fulllr Worn,

jatk C (1862) 1x8 The fust triad is demiurgic or fabrica

tive, that is Jupiter, Neptune, Vulcan

Fabricator (fffi bnkc'toi) [a L fabricator
;

f fabneare

.

see Fabricate ]

1 One who or that which frames or fashions.

c 1645 Howell Lett m, ix, The Almighty fabricator of

the Universe doth nothing in vam, 1765 Ellis in Phil

Trans LV. 283 These worms appeared evidently, instead

of being the fabricators of it, to have pierced their nay
into the soft substance 1844 Disraeli Contngsby vu 111,

262 The grotesque genius of its fabricator 1846 J. Bax*

ter Libr. Pract Ague (ed 4)11 413 Domestic fabricators

are too apt to fail in this particular, thinking that when

they have mixed together a portion of sugar and fruit their

labour is done, i860 Farrar Ong, Lang 1. 26 The Deity

as the fabricator of Adam's language. 1863 Lyfll Antiq

Man ix (ed 3) 166 They teach us that the fabricators of

the antique tools were all post-glacial.

2 In bad sense • One who frames a false state-

ment or forges a document , a forger.

1795 Mason Ch Mas. 111 191 The Translator or Fabricator

of the Works of Ossian, 1796 Bp. Watson Apol Bible 231

Had they been fabricators of these genealogies, they would

have been exposed at the time to instant detection. 1863

Miss Braddon Eleanor's Viet. III. yi 8a The fabricator of

a forged wilk

Fa’bricatory, a rare—1, [ad. late L fabn-

cdtdrvus,
f fabneare see Fabricate and -oby,]

Tending to fabricate

*855 Chamb Jml IV 66 Neither Youth melodramatic

nor Antiquary fabneatory

Fabricatress. [f Fabricator-!- -ess] *A
female who fabricates

1

1846 Worcester cites Lee.

f Fa'bricature. Obs. Also 7 fabryoature.

[f. L stem fabi icdt- . see Fabricate and -ore ]

The action of fabricating ,
construction, b. Me-

thod or style of construction c. Structure

,

‘ make ’

1600 Dymmok Ireland (1843) 37 Ihe scite and fabryoature

of which [forte] declare S r John Norris an mgener. 1607

Topsell Serpents (1653) 643 In the fabiicatuie of
_
their

Honey-combes, they [Bees] make the fashion according to

the magnitude and figure of the place 1641 Disc. Pr
Henry in Harl. Mtsc (Malh ) III 523 The fashion and
fabneature of the ships 1657 Tomlinson Rcnous Disp

399 A Dragon of such artificiall yet naturall fabneature

+ Fa’brile, a Obs [a. OF. fabnle, ad L.

fiabnl-is, f. faber artificer ] Of or belonging to a

craftsman or his craft. Fabnle glue carpenter’s

glue (L. fabnle gluten
)

1611 Cotgr
,
Fabnle, of, or belonging to the craft of a

Smith, Mason, or Carpenter x66x Lovlll Hist Arum fr

Mm 22 The fabnle glue decoct in Water and applied,

helpeth the teeth 1664 Evelyn Sylva (17761 649 Trees,

fitted for Timber and ail other Fabnle employments. *678

Littleton Lat Diet , Fabnle, or of Smiths work,fabnhs
Pabular (fie bi«lai), a. [ad L. fdbular-is, f.

fabula (see Fable sb.) ] Pertaining to or of the

nature of a fable, fabulous.

1684W Baxter tr Plutarch's Mot, (1694) IV 87 These
then are most of the Heads of this Fabular Narration

x8xi Lamb Guy Faux, The way which we take to per-

petuate the memory of this deliverance is well adapted to

keep up this fabular notion 1850 Fraser's Mag _XL

I

535 Simplicity is better adapted to fabular composition.

f Fa'bular, sb. Obs. [ad. late L fdbuldnus,

f. fabula table ] A narrator or recorder of tales

or fictions

1565 Jewel Def Apol (1611) 279 That Great fond Fa-
bular Simeon Metaphrastes

Fabulate (fie biirk't), v [f L fdbuldt- ppl

stem of fdbuldrl to speak, f fabula Fable sb ]

f 1 . a trans. To relate as a fable or myth b
intr To talk or narrate in fables Obs.

1616 T Adams Semi. Jos 111 8 Wks (1629) 143 Guarded
as it were with Gyants m an Inchanted towre, as they

fabulate 1624 Heywood Gunaik 1 vi This histone is

with much nimble witte tabulated by Ovid

2. trans. To invent, concoct, fabricate

1856 Bushnell Serm Living Subj

,

Fabulating visit and
vision to express his gnef

t FabuLa’tion. Obs

—

0 [ad L fdbuldtidn em,

n of action f fdbuldrl

.

see piec.] The action of

fabulating

1737-36 Bailey, Fabulation, the moralizing of fables

*775 m Ash, _

tabulator (fsebiirlekai) [a L fdbulator,

agent-n f fdbuldrl (see Fabulate) ] One who
fabulates 01 relates fables , a story-teller

1604 Aberdeen Reg. 24 Oct (Spalding Club) II 264 He
that happmms to be fabulatour, to bring his candill with

him 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 1. iv § 17 298 Looking

upon this Orpheus, not as a meer Fanciful Poet and Tabu-

lator 1701 Grew Cosih Sacta iy 111 170 An historical

Point, which no Fabulator would have thought of, 1801

Strutt Sports fr Past hi 111 163 He desired the Tabu-

lator to tell him longer stories 1841 D'Israeli Amen,
Lit (1867) 72 The great then had fabulators or tale-tellers,

as royalty has now its readers

Fabnle, obs var. Fable sb and v

Fabulist (fie bi^list) [ad F. fabuhste, f. L
fabula . see Fable sb. and -1ST ]

1 One wbo relates fables or legends ; a composer

of apologues.

1593 Mundy Def Contraries 12 The fabulists feigned

Acteon to be turned into a Hart 1682 Dudley Light to

Paradise 93 Fortune, who by the fabulist, is represented

with a great Complaint m her mouth upon that occasion

1757 Foote Author Prol„ The Grecian fabulist, in moral

lay, Has thus address’d the wnteis of this day. 1835 Jolm-

soniana 256 The fabuhsts frequently make the wolves con-

verse with the lambs *874 Farrar Christ 45 The fabu-

lists ofChristendom, surround Christ’s boyhood with a blaze

Of miracle

f b. A professional story-teller Obs,

1605 B Jonson Volpone 11 1, Stale Tabanne, the fabu-

list 1698 R Fergusson View Eccles 84 The Sallanes of

Buffoons, Fabuhsts or Revelers.

2 One who invents falsehoods.

1625 Br Hall Public Thanksgiving Wks 1837 V 220

Those bold Fabulists take a course to cast themselves into

that pit, whence [etc.] 1794 Paley Emd 11 m (1817) 87

The mind of a forger or a fabulist 1836-7 SirW Hamu -

ton Metaph. (1877) I. in 47 The former [HeraclidesJ is

confessed to have been an egregious fabulist 1841 D Is-

raeli Amen Lit (1867)151 The most ingenuous ofvoyagers

has been condemned as an idle fabulist

t Fabuli’stic, a, Obs raie-K [f prec +
-10 ] Given to be a fabulist

,
devoted to the com-

position of fables or apologues
i$3* J Taylor (Water P ) Sir G Nortsence Wks. 11. 2/2

Esop, that old fabulisticke Phrygian.

f Fa’bttlize, ®. Obs. [f L fdbul-a Fable +
-ize.] a tntr. To invent fables, b trans. To
concoct, invent. C. To relate as legend : with

sentence as obj. d To dress up as a fable

1-2



4 FACEFABTJXOSE.

x6xa tr Benvenuto’s Passenger i i. § 19 71 Endlesly

among themselves they fabulize, nourish the nustery 1633

T Adams Exp s Peter 1 16 They did but fabuhze an

apish imitation of God’s truth 1738 G. Smith Cur. Relat

II 530 The Persians fabulize in their Alcoran, that [etc ]

1818 G S Fablr Horse Mosaics I 251 It is utterly im-

possible that it [the Pentateuch] could thus grossly have
fabulized

Hence Fa bulized///a Fa bulizing vbLsb. and

ppla
18x0 G S Faber Dispensations (1823) I 241 Their

fabulized history 18x6 — Ong Pagan Idol I 31s The
very wildest style of onental fabulizing Ibid II 502

The fabulizing monks of the holy sepulchre Ibid, III 334
A fabulizing martyrology

+ Fabulose, a Obs [ad. L fdbulos-us, f.

fabula see Fable sb ] Fond of fables, myths, or

enigmas, =Fabulous i

1677 Gale Crt. Gentilesm 76 They [the Cabalxsts] grew
so vam and fabulose that [etc J Ibid 152 These^ fabulose

Monkes mixe many of their own fantastic allegoric Fables
therewith. 1727-36 Bailey, Fabulose, feigned, full of fables.

Fabulosity (fiebiwlp siti) [ad. F. fabulosite,

ad. L fdbulositat-em

,

f fabulosus • see prec ]
1. The quality of being fabulous ; fabulousness

a Ofpersons* Fondness for narrating or inventing

fables.

1599 Asp Abbot Descr World, Chaldea (1634) 112 In
their [Chaldeans'] fabulositie they would report that they
had Observations for live and twentie thousand years

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep. 1 vi 23 The fabulositie of
those times

b Of a composition, narrative, etc. Fabulous
or mythical character , fictitiousness

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 489 Some more civilly

avoiding the fabulosity of this tale say [etc ] *678 Cud
worth Intell, Sysf 236 Plato doth but silly jear it,

plainly insinuating the fabulosity thereof 1741Warburton
Div Legat II vi li 490 He supposed the fabulosity of
that [Book of Job] concluded against the real existence of
the Patriarch X777 Johnson in Mad D'Arllafs Early
Diary 27 Mar ,

There is not .much of the spirit of fabu-

losity in this Fable

1

2

, quasi-concr Something fabulous
;
a fabu-

lous statement, fable. Obs.
r6ox Holland Pimp II 605 That posterity ensuing may

yet be acquainted with their fabulosities x68x H More
Exp Dan Pref 48 The ridiculous fabulosity of Enoch and
Elias their coming again in the Flesh 1807 G. Chalmers
Caledonia I Pref 8 These form historical matters of
singular interest if they be investigated from facts in con-
tempt offabulosity

Fabulous (kebabs), a. [ad L. fdbulos-
ns, f.fibula- see Fable sb. and -ous. Cf. F fa-
bukux,]

1

Of a person (or anything personified) . Fond
of relating fables or legends, given to fabling
Now only with sbs like lustonan

,
chronicler , cf sense 3

1546 UnusEng Votaries 11 (issi)ioWherof the fabulous®
poetes reporteth [Venus] to be engendered. 1591 Shaks
1 Hen, VI, u 111 18, 1 see Report is fabulous and false 1637
R Humphrey tr St Ambrose 1. 26 Aristotle holdeth Goa
to bee no otherwise then the fabulous Poets have feigned,
c 1650 Cowley Death Crashaw 28 Wanton as Girls, as old
Wnes, Fabulous l 1805 N Nicholls m Corr with Gray
(1843) 43 An author never fabulous except when he gave
the relations of others. 1864 Burton Scot Abr I i. 2
Boece and our other fabulous chroniclers.

+ "b. Fond of listening to fables or stones. Obs
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie r. vu (Arb.) 30 The Clergy

of that fabulous age 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 1 11 is
It was Plato's Customs to hide his choicest opinions, under
the figure of some Fable lest he should displease the
fabulous people,

2. Spoken of or celebrated in fable or myth,
fabled, mythical [So L fabulosus ]
i6ox Holland Fluty I qi Atlas, the most fabulous moun-

taine of all Afrtcke. 1887 Swinburne Locrme Ded. vui,
Milton’s lips have made august the fabulous air.

3. Of a narrative Of the nature of a fable or
myth, full of fables, unhistoncal, legendary
Fabulous age, period, etc ; one of which the ac-

counts are chiefly or entirely mythical.
1555 Eden Decades 215 Such thynges as haue byn wrytten
of the places where they growe are all fabulous and false

1636 M Ben Israel Vind, fudaeorum in Phemx (1708)
II- 401, 1 have seen a fabulous Narrative of the Proceedings
of a great Council of the Jews 171a Philips Distrest
Mother Pref , A Matter ofFact far removed into the dark
and fabulous Ages 1776 Adam Smith W.N l xi I. 214
The story is in a great measure fabulous. 1855 H. Reed
Led Eng Hist. 111. 78 The fabulous chronicles of those
ages. 1873 Yeats Techn Hist Comm 60 The Chinese
possess their fabulous and semi-historical periods.

4. Of alleged existences or facts . Belonging to
fable, mythical, legendary.
*577-®7 Holinshed Citron I 121/1 Which because in

the lodgement of the most it may seeme meere fabulous,
we will omit and passe ouer 1644. Milton Areop 4Thosefabulous Dragon’s teeth *737 Chesterf, Whs. (1777)
I 70 The fabulous birth of Minerva. 1833 Lyell Pnnc
Geel III. 33a Tlie former existence gf the Atlantis of
Plato -may be true in geology, although fabulous as an
historical event 1875 Jowftt Plato (ed. 2) III. 69 Winged
dragons and other fabulous monsters

T b Of a doctrine, error, or notion ; Based on
or originating in fable or fiction Obs.
1602 Warnch A lb Eng. Epit (1612) 351 Our Histone

auoideth not the suspition of some fabulous errours 1651
Hobbes Levtath iv. xliv 334 Their fabulous Doctrine
concerning Damons, 1794 Paine (title), TheAge ofReason,
bemg an investigation of true ana of fabulous Theology.

5 . a. Resembling a fable, absurd, ridiculous

rare b Such as is met with only in. fable

;

beyond the usual range of fact ,
astonishing, in-

credible.

a *561 T Norton Calvin’s lust iv 50 How vayne

and fabulous is it, to mdse the Cbirch alredy in euery

part holy and spottlesse, wheiof all the members are spotty

and very vncleane 1611 Tourneur A th 'Drag ixvt, Tush!
these idle dreames Are fabulous x853 Brimley Ess 278 The
pretence is fabulous

b. 1609 Holland Amin Marcell. 228 With a fabulous

and incredible multitude [L cum multitudme fabulosa],

1822-56 De Quincey Confess Wks I 234 faot-n , Accord-

ing to the modern slang phrase, I had used ‘fabulous’

quantities [of opium] 1853 Miss Mitford in L’Estrange

Life III mu 237 His [Daniel Webster’s] passion for fish is

something fabulous 1857 Ld Houghton in Life (1891)

II. xh 18 Houses let at fabulous rents. 1859 Macaulay
W Pitt, Misc Writings (1889) 431 He found that the waste

of the servants’ hall was almost fabulous.

Fabulously (fifi bi7?l3sli), adv [f prec. + -ly- ]

In a fabulous manner or degree.

1 After the manner of a fable or fiction ,
as in a

fable
159B Grenewxy Tacitus' Ann vi vn (1604) 131 These

things are vncertaine and fabulously ^augmented 16x3

Selden Notes on Drayton's Polyolb vui (1622) 122 Giants

fabulously supposed begotten Dy spirits upon Dioclesian’s

or Danaus’ daughters 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep
vt vi. 293 This they terme mythicon or fabulous, because

the account thereof is fabulously or imperfectly delivered

1794 Sullivan View Nat II. 467 The voyages, indeed,

are fabulously narrated 1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M
527 It would read fabulously enough
2 In deviation from the fact

;
fictitiously, falsely

*593 Nokden Spec But,, M1sex 1 36 As is (though as

I take it) fabuloushe reported 1608 B Jonson Masque
at Ld Hadiugtads Mai nage Induct Wks (16x6) 934 The
place from whence, as I haue been, not fabulously, informed,

the Radcllffes. tooke their name 1736 Leom Albertis
A 1 chit I 39 b, A certain Spaniard was fabulously said

to see the lowest Veins of Water that run under ground

3 To a fabulous degree
,
greatly, immensely

1845 S Austin Ranke’s Hist Ref II 347 His cruelties

have been fabulously exaggerated. Mod. He is reported to

be fabulously wealthy

Fa bulousness, [f as prec + -ness ] The
quality or state of being fabulous a. Of a person

Fondness for fables, proneness to fiction or inven-

tion b Of a narrative, etc. • Resemblance to a
fable

,
fabulous, fictitious or mythical chaiacter

a x6xx CotgR ,
Fabulositi

,

fabulousnesse, th’ muention
of lyes, tales, fables, or famed reports 1680 Dodwell Two
Lett Advice (i6qx) 169 Their [the Rabbins’] notorious fabu-
lousness 17x1 Brit Apollo III 2/1 The Fabulousness of
the Poets 1775 Johnson W Isi Scot, Wks X 329 His
[Boethius’s] fabulousness, ifhe was the author ofthe fictions,

is a fault for which no apology can be made
b 1587 Golding De Momay xxa. 488 The fondness and

fabulousness thereof appeereth in this 166a Stillingfl.
Oi ig. Sacr 1 vi heading. The fabulousness of the Hero-
lcal age of Greece 1702 Echard Eccl Hist in iv 386 He
afterwards wrote two letters to show the fabulousness of
the history of Susanna X807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I
Pref 5 The ancient history of North-Bntam, whatever
might be its fabulousness 1837 Arnold in Stanley Life $
Corr (1844) II via 101 To notice with a grave remark
as to their fabulousness, the peculiar marvels of the
stoi les

Faburden. Music Obs exc Hist Forms

.

5 faburdon, -thon, -thyn, 6 fabouxdoun, (5-7
faburthen, 6- faburden [a. Fr. faux-bourdon
(Ch D’Orleans a 1466), 1 e.faux false + bourdon
Boukdon 2

.]

1. * One of the early systems of harmonizing a
given portion of plain song or a canto fermo,
aftei wards used as a term for a sort of harmony
consisting of thuds and sixths, added to a canto
fermo ’ (Stainer and Banetl)
14 . Chilston in Hawkins Hist Mus (1776) II. 228

Faburdun hath but two Mghtis, a thyrd aboue the plam-
soug in sight, the which is a syxt fio the treble in uoice,
and euen wyth the plain-song in sight, the wheche is an
eyghth from the treble in uoise. [1482 W Wey Itin, n
fKoxb

) 96 Cantabamus in honore Dei et beate Marie
Magnificat, in faburthon, 1484 Visitations of IsoutJewell
Minster (Camden) 46 In cantando faburdon non servat
ntum chon ] 1501 Douglas Pal Hon. 1 xlu, In modula-
tion hard I play and sing Fabourdoun, pricksang, dtscant
1539 Will J Robyitson (Somerset Ho.), Preestes whiche
shall singe playn songe and faburden 1590 J Burel
Queen’s Entry Edm xx in Collect Scot Poems 11 (1709)
S Fabourdon fell with decadence, With pucksang, and the
singing plane. 1597 Morley Introd AIus Annot

, Here
is an example, first the plainsong, and then the Faburden
a 1789 Burney H1st Mus. (ed 2) II u 139 What has since
been called Counterpoint or in old English, Faburden

2

a The undersong , = Burden 9
1587 Gascoigne Flowers Wks. 94When the descant sines
m treble tunes above let fa burthen say below I liv’d
and dide for love 1587 —- Ferdmando Y ij b, His mistresse
liked to sing faburden under him 1609 Pammeha 70
The fourth must sing the Faburthen [Borne, borne on the
first line of the stave] 1623 R. Tisdale Lawyer's Philos.,
Sighing a sad faburthen from my quill To thy more nimble
warbhngs.
b The refrain; Burden 10.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb 1 308 Least thou, come in againe
with thy fa-burthen 1596 Nashe Saffian Walden K iv b,
Hee was accustomed to make it the Fa burden to anme
thing hee spake, a 1636 Fitz-Getfrat Bless Birthd (1881)
137 Be sure no better straine then this can be The sweet
Faburthen, to their melodie.

3

A legend, motto

*S94 Nashe Unfort trav 52 On his target he had a

number of crawling wormes kept \nder by a blocke, the

faburthen speramus lucent

4. attnb quasi-ad] ? High-sounding,

1596 Lodge Wits Miserte 9 Mirabile, unraculoso, stu-

pendo, and such faburthen words

t Fac (faek) Printing Obs [Short for Fac-

totum.] = Factotum 2

1841 Savage Diet Art Printing 221 The next descent

was for the letter-founders to cast the oinament 111 type

metal, and pierce it for general use, and these cast orna-

ments for letters were called Facs

Fac : see Fegsj

Fapa'dal, a. rai e [f. next + -al ] Of or per-

taining to a fagade or fagades

1879 [Lingham] Science of lade v, 144 If a bye-law were

made enforcing fagadal uniformity m other blocks

Facade (fasa d) [a F facade, f.face, after It.

facciata, f. faccia Jack sb ]

I The face or front of a building towards a

street or other open place, esp the principal front

i656-8x in Blount Glossogr 1717 Berkeley Tour m
Italy Wks 1871 IV 534 We observed the fagades of many
noble buildings 1756-7 tr Keysleds Trav (1760) II 397
The inner fagade was repaired by Bernini 1839 J. L
Stephens Trav. Greece, etc 88/1 The fagade of the palace

is unequalled 187a Browning Fifme cx, Shadow sucked
the whole Fagade into itself

b transf. andfig.

1845 Darwin Voy Nat, xvm (1852) 407 Beneath a fagade

of columnar lava, we ate our dinner 1875 E Whiti Life
m Christ hi xvm (1878) 230 The whole fagade of the Evan-
gelical theology

II
2 (See quot.)

1796 Morse Amer Gcog I 754 Their estates [in Demerara]
are regularly laid out m lots along the sea shore, called

facades

Faccion, Faecious, obs ff. Faction, Factious
Face sb Also 4 faas, 4-5 fas(e, 5 faz.

[a. Fr face, coiresp, to Pr fassa , It. faccia —
popular Lat facia, altered form of facies fora,

figure, appearance, hence face, visage, represented

directly by Pr. fatz, Sp faz,
haz, Pg. face The

etymology ofL facies is uncertain . some scholars

refer it tofacere to make
;
others to the rootfa- to

appeal, shine (of fac-em torch)
The general sense ‘ form, appearance which in Latin

was app the source of the moie specific use ‘ visage, coun-
tenance ’, is in many of its Eng applications apprehended
as a transferred use of the latter, and has received a special
colouring from this association On this account the more
restricted sense is here placed first ]

I 1 The front part of the head, from the fore-

head to the chm
;
the visage, countenance : a in

man. (In Anat sometimes with narrowed sense,

as excluding the forehead see quot. 1831 )
c 1290 ^ Eng Leg 169/2x78 More blod Jmr nas in al is

face 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 772 Als a man waxes aide
his face rouncles ay mare and mare, c X380 Sir Fcrumb

2460 Vp J>ey sterte euerechon , & be-held him on jxe fas

6 1400 Lanfranc's Cirwg 141 The secunde chapitle of
woundes of Je face 1526 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 3My face thou may not se x6ox Shaks. Jut C ii. 1 75
Their Hats are pluckt about their Eares, And halfe their
Faces buried m their Cloakes x66q Milton P. L 1 600
His face Deep scars of Ihunder had intrencht X707
Floyer Physic Pulse -Watch 374 Uneasiness from dry-
ness and redness of the Face, 1759 Sterne Tr, Shandy
1 xxi, The least hint of it was enough to make the blood
fly into his face 1762 Walpole Virtue’s Anecd Paint
(1765) I. 11 24 Such pyramids on their heads, that the face
became the center of the body 1831 JR. Knox Cloquet's
Anat 93 The Face, properly speaking extends vertically
from the upper edge of the nasal bones to the chin,

b. m lower animals
*51)5 Coverdale fob xli 14 Who openeth the dore of his

face V for he hath horrible tethe rounde abonte, x6xx Bible
EzeJ. x 14 The face of a lion, and the face of an eagle-

1697 Dryden Virg Georg, iv. 532 His grim Face a Bull’s
Resemblance bears. 1741 Chambers Cycl

,
Face, . some-

times called bill, or beak , sometimes snout, etc 1784 Cow-
mt Task v. 785 Brutes graze the mountain-top, with faces
prone 1845 S Palmer Pentaglot Diet s v , The face of
birds comprehends the ophthalmic regions, cheeks, temples,
forehead, and vertex ,—of insects, all the parts situated be-
tw een the labrum and prothorax
c transf A representation of a human visage

_ 1488 Ld Treas Acd Scot (1877)1 85 I tein, a ring with a
face 1388 Shaks. L L. L, v, 11 649 He s a Painter, for he
makes faces 1623 Wlbster Duchess ofMalfi 111 m, That
cardinal hath made more bad faces with his oppression than
ever Michael Angelo made good ones 1716 Pope's Wks

,

Basset-Table 33 Upon the bottom [of an Equipage] shines
the Queen's bright Face x8ox SportingMag XVIII 100
No face but his own ; a saying of one who has no money in
his pocket, nor no court cards in his hand 1832 W Irving
Alhambra I 111 Caived with fruits and flowers, inter-
mingled with grotesque masks or faces 1855 JVIacaui ay
Hist Eng III, 503 Walker had arrived in London JH.it,

face was m every print shop

d. In popular names of plants, as Face and
hood, Three (f two) faces in, under a (one)
hood, the heart's-ease, pansy ( Viola tricolor')

,

Face-m-hood, the aconite (Acomtum Napellus).
X548 Turner Nanus ff Hcrbes (E, D S ) 87 7 rmitaUs

herba is called in english two faces in a hoode or panses.
*56* Buli eyn Bk Simples 39 a, Paunsis, or three faces in
onehodde. a 1700 B.E Diet Cant Ciew, Heaits-ease
an Herb called Three Faces in a Hood or Pansies *77*
li. Warnlr. Ptautce Woodford, 185 He.ut's-ease Three
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Faces under a Hood 1878-86 Britten & Holland Eng
Plant-n , Face and Hood (Viola tricolor) Ibid , Face-in-
hood (Acomtum Napillus)

2. Phrases a + Fromface tofoot= ‘from head
to foot’ + To know nofaces • to have no respect

of persons. To have two faces : to be guilty of

duplicity
;
(of speech) to be ambiguous In same

sense, f To bear 01 cany twofaces under one hood
c 147s Pol. Poems in Archxol XXIX 341 'two fases in

a hode is neuer to tryst 156a J Heywood Pros) i$- Epigr
(1867) 138 Thou berest two faces in one whood. 1580
North Plutarch (1676) 224 Icetes had carried two faces m
one hood, and was become a Tiaytor. 1607 Shaks Cor
u 11 112 From face to foot He was a thing of Blood Z633
Earl Manch A lMondo (1636) 24 Disease and Death know
no faces. 1887 Barrie Window m Thrums ig6 Persons
whose speech had two faces

b To look {a person, etc ) m theface * to con-

front, meet with a steady gaze that implies courage,
confidence, or (sometimes) defiance

; also fig. To
shew one’sface . to put in an appearance, to appear
lit andfig.
1537 Tkersites in HazI Dodsley I. 408 Appear, sir, I

pray you, dare ye not show your face? 150X Norton &
Sackv Gorboduc 1 1, Aurore for love or shame Doth long
delay to show her blushing face 1566 Gascoigne, etc
yocasta, 11 11, Boldly to looke our foetnen in the face, a x66z
Heylin Laud n v, (1719) 20,

1

dare look Death in the Face,
and I hope the People too 1706? Swift Wkw (1883)X 389
Where exiled wit ne’er shews its face. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa. Wks 1883 V 56, I should be ashamed to show my
face in public 1780 Cowper Tablc-t 321 When Tumult
dared to look his master in the face 1841 Longf Village
Blacksmith 11, He looks the whole world in the face, For
he owes not any man 1863 Kingsley IVater-bab vi (t86g)

250 The fairy looked him full m the face 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq (1876)1 ut 118 Too clear to be misunderstood
by anyone who looks the evidence in the face x88a Steven-
son New Arab Nts (1884) 194 He never so much as
showed face at a window
C In advb phr . Fate downwards ( foremost

,

iuppermost), etc with the face in the direction

indicated. (Tofall) face on = * face downwards ’

1856 Leisure Ho V 332/1 He fell face on into the water

d Face to (earlier and, -ffor) face looking
one another in the face

;
also attnb Face toface

with looking in the face of, confronting, lit and

fig. To seeface to (fiwitli) face .
‘ without the in-

terposition of other bodies ’
(J.), clearly

a 1300 Cursor M 23607 (Cott.) pair 101, pair gladdscip,
qua can tell face wit face pat godd to se 1340 Aycnb
88 We him ssolle yzy face to face clyerlyche. a 1400-50
Alexander 357 Make pe to se pe same godo Sc pi selfe

wakand Face to face all his fourme 1535 Stewart Cron
Scot II. 255 The proud Pechtis face for face stude in
thair fais sicnt 1576 Fleming Panopl Episl. 2 Of these
matters we shall talke shortly face to face. 163a Lithgow
Trav x 4go Sir Walter Aston spoke seriously face to face
with him tnere-anent 1767 Gray in Corr N Nicholls (1843)

69, I am come to congratulate you face to face on your
good luck. 1848 Macaulay ‘

Hist Eng I. 600 The two
armies were now face to face. 1861 T A Trollope La
Beata I. vu 153 The painter and the customer might never
come face to face after all 1864 Knight Passages Wrkg
Life I. 1 105, I was to be face to face with great public
things 1875 Manning Mission H Ghost ix 260 We shall

see God face to face. 1879 Froude Cxsar 1 5 When we
are face to face with real men
attnb 1858 J. Martineau Stud Chr 172 We are liable

to lose the solemn face-to face reality of the strife within us.

1864 J. H. Newman Apol 379 The face-to-face antagonist

*865 Masson Rec Brit. Philos, iv 319 We possess an
intuitive, or face-to-face knowledge of certain properties of
matter.

e Mil. In words of command
; + Faces to the

right
, left, faces about = right, left, about face

(cf Face v 9 b); also fig Hence, To turnface
about, + again
*S98 B Jonson Ev Man in Hum. m i, Good Captayne,

faces about, to some other discourse 1625 Markham Soul-

diers Accid 20 Faces to the right hand Faces to the left

Faces about, or Faces to Reare 163a J. Hayward tr

Blond?s Eromena 77 He turned face againe with sword
in hand 164a Lane Tracts (Chetham Soc ) 63 They
turned faces about, and began to make head against us
1881 G. W Cable Mad Delphme vm 45 It had. .turned

him face about from the way of destruction,

f. To throw
,
thrust, etc. (something) tn (a per-

son’s) face lit. andfig
i6oa Shaks. Ham 11 11 599 Who calles me Villaine?

breakes my pate a-ciosse? Pluckes off my Beard, and
blowes it m my face ? c *645 Howell Lett (1655) iv. xxi 58

Who taints his soul may he said to throw dirt in Gods face.

1760 Gray Lett Wks, 1884 111 53 You see him [Sterne]

ready to throw his periwig in the face of his audience. *833
Thackeray Esmoiui \ xiv, * I fling the words in your face,

my lord.’ 1856 Mrs Browning Aur, Leigh 11 Wks VI 76
God, -thrusts the thing we have prayed for m our face

1884 Miss Braddon Isfu/iael xxxi, His success was cast

111 his face as a reproach,

g. In various Biblical Hebraisms. Before the

face of', before, m advance of, in front of. To set

one'sface : to give a settled bearing or expression

to the countenance, Toput, set one sface against :

to take up an attitude of determined hostility to-

wards. To set (one's) face +for,
to, towards . to

take, etc. the direction of (a place)
, fig. to pur-

pose, take the fiist steps to, towards.
a 1300 CursorM 22737 (Cott ) Be for be face o bat kaiser

angels sal his baner here 01325 Metr Horn g, I send my
messager Bifor thi face thi woid to ben a 1340 Hampole

Psalter xvii 46,

1

sail lessbaim as dust bifore be face ofwynd
1388 Wvclif Lev xx 3 Y schal •-ette faste [1382 pulte] my
face a3ens hyin 1333 Covkruale Mark 1 2,

1

sende my mes*
saunger before thy face [So in 1611 and x88x ] x6xx Bibll
Gen xxxi. 21 He . set his face toward the mount Gilead— 2 Kings xn 17 Hazaet set his face to goe vp to lerusalem— Isa 1 7 Iherefore haue I set my face like a flint. 1624
Bp. Hall Rent Wks. (1660) xi Set your faces against a
whole faction of vice 163* Lithgow Trav x 493, I set
face from Court for Scotland 1664 Etheredge Com. Re
venge iv vu, Set thy face then , let me not see the remains
of one poor smile. 178X Cowper Expost 437 The poorest
of the flock Are proud, and set their faces as a rock, 1827
Scott Jrnl. (1890) II 21, I can set my face to it boldly
a 1862 Buckle Civiltz (1873) III v. 469 The first duty of
every one is to set his face m direct opposition to what
he believes to be false 1862 Lowell Bigloao P. Poems
i8go II 326 It's high time to be settin’ our faces To-
wards reconstructin' the national basis. 1884 Tunes (weekly
ed ) 3 Oct 14/2 We set our faces to the South
3. Viewed with reference to beauty. + To be in

face

:

to be looking one’s best (cf to be m voice)

f Full offace

.

? beautiful (but perh the meaning
is = * full faced, florid ’).

In the A V only in the Apocrypha; the translators of
the canonical books always use ‘ countenance ' in this con-
nexion
159X Shaks Two Gent 111. 1 103 Say they haue Angells

faces 1608 — Per, 1 Induct , A female heir, So buxom
blithe, and full of face x6xx Bible Judith xi si There
is not such a woman from one end of the earth to the other

for beautie of face 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock 1 70 Some
nymphs there are, too conscious of their face 1773 Goldsm
StooPs to Conq 1 1, Is it one of my well-looking days child?
am I in face to day ? 1842 Tennyson Sisters 2 She was the
fairest m the face, 1851 Procter (Barry Cornwall) Songs
lxxxm 3 No wealth had she of mind 01 face lo wm our
love, or raise our pride.

4 With reference to its position in the front of

the body, or as the part presented to encounter
In many phrases, some of which merely express

the notion of confronting or opposition, without
any reference to the lit sense Cf 2 d a. To
meet (a person) in the face . to confront directly

To have the luind in one's face ;
lit and fig. To

shut the door mfiupon (a peisonVjfaftf; lit andfig
c 1430 Lydg Bochas 1 x (1344) is b. She made her ordi-

naunce With Zisara to meten 111 the face 163a Lithgow
Trav vu 303 The Venetian Factoi shutting his gate vpon
my face xyro Brit Apollo III 3/1 When th’ Wind’s in
your Face, Your Wit grows apace a. 1732 T Boston
Crook in. Lot (1805) 17 People ply their business with skill

and industry, but the wind turns 111 their face X768 Sternl
Sent Joum Wks 1885 II 640 "I is shutting the door of
conversation absolutely m his face 18x8 Byron yuan 1

clxiv, The door was fasten'd m his legal face 1B88 Brycl
Amer Comma, I xiv 193 Seldom meeting them m the
face or reaching a decision which marks an advance Mod
A horse runs well with the wind m his face.

b. Tofly in theface of (a. person, etc ), lit. of a
dog

; fig to act in direct opposition to
x533 T Wilson Rhet (1580) 203 Lette hym have his

will, and he will file in thy face t6io Bp Hall Apol
Bravmists § 13 Let him shew them a Cudgel!, they file in his

face 1689 Tryal Bps 133 Shall he come and fly in the
Face of the Prince ? shall he say it is illegal ? 1749 Fielding
Tom yones 111 vm, Thackum held, that this was flying tn

Mr. Allworthy’s face. 1752 in Scots Mag (1733) Oct. 494/1
It was flying m the face of the legislature itself. 1876
E Fitzgerald Lett (1889) I 379 He has been apt to fly

m the face of some who courted him x8gx Nation xo Dec
440/2 He had to fly in the face of adverse decisions

c In {the)face of: (a) in front of, directly op-
posite to

; (b) face to face with, when confronted

with
,

(c) in defiance of, in direct opposition to,

notwithstanding
(a) 1766 T Page A rt Shooting 36 When a bird comes

directly in your face, Contain your fire awhile 1879 Dowden
Southey 14 He was for the first time in face of the sea

(b) 1871 Smiles Charac li (1876) 36 In the face of bad
example, the best of precepts are of but little avail 1883
Daily News 31 Oct 5/2 Not a man would seriously advise
withdrawal in the face of a Chinese invasion X885 Manch
Exam 3 June 3/3 The difficulty of keeping up wages in
the face of a drooping market

(0) 2837 B’ness Bunsen in Hare Life I x 461 They now
assert here, in the face of facts, that the cholera has ceased
1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II 276 They were convicted
in the face of the letter and of the spirit of the law 2885
Manclt Exam, 29 Oct, 3/3 Plans, persevenngly carried out
in the face of many discouragements
d To makeface to: to offer resistance to. tare,

after Fr faireface a
1829 W. Irving Conq Granada, x (1850) 74 The king and

his commanders made face to the Moors . repelling all

assaults,

5 Contextually equivalent to : Sight, presence

In various phrases . a, Tofear,fleefrom, etc the

face of
a 1300 Cursor M. 953 (Cott,) 3ee sal be flemed fra mi face

c *325 Metr Horn. 86, I salle be flemid awaye Fra Goddes
faz, til pin of helle, x6xx Bible Gen xxxv. 1 Thou fleddest

from the face of Esau 2782 Cowper Retirement 768
Judah’spromised king Driven out an exile from the face of
Saul

b Before or tn theface of. before the eyes of,

in the sight of. 'Before faces in the public view,

m company.
a 1300 CursorM 10460 (Giitt ) Bot i him saw bifore mi

face? c 1380 Sir Ferumb X92 pe man y trist an most for-

sake)? me at my uede, & drajp js swerd bi-fore my fas,

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 846 pat bad grace. Ana loue
before ]xe bischope face? 153a More Cou/ut, Tindale Wks.

532/1 Ye shoulde see the whole summe and effecte of this

tale before your face layed together. 1632 Lithgow ’1rav
vm 370 The Prince causing euery one of them to recite

the praise of Mahomet before his lace a 1656 Bp Hall
Rem Wks (1660) 248 Even the most carelesse boyes will

be affraid to offend in the face of the monitor 2659 B
Harris Parma?s Iron Age 292 Arras, was taken . before
the face of thirty thousand men 1760 Goldsm Cit W
xvm. 3 A new-mairied couple more than ordinarily fond
before faces

c. To (a person’s) face : openly in his sight 01

hearing (implying frankness, effiontery or inde-

corum)
1353 T Wilson Rhet (1580) 188 You gave him a frumpe
even to his face 1590 Shaks Com. Err 1 1 91 Wilt thou
flout me thus vatu mv face 2 1638 Baklr tr Balzac’s Lett
I 232, I will not tell you to >our face, that you are the
Chrysostome of our Church 1667 Denham Direct Paint
II vi 19 Men that there pick his pocket to his face 1781
Cowper Expost 283 Thy very children curse thee to thy
face 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II 638 Shaip read to
their faces the whole service as it stood in the book Mod.
He does not like to be praised to his face

d In the face of; m the sight or hearing of,

in the presence of Alsofig. In the face of the

sun , ofday, etc openly
1398 Trhvisa Barth De P R 11 v (1495) 31 Angels beji

stable m the face of god. 1540 A ct 32 Hen VIII, c 38 f? 2
Manages contracte and solemnised in the face of the
church a 16x8 W Bradshaw in Spurgeon Treas Dav
Ps. xc 8 Sms committed 111 deepest darkness are all one
to him as if they were done m the face of the sun 2711
Addison Sped. No 112 r 7 Pray for him in the Face of
the whole Congregation 1769 Blaciistone Comm IV 283
If the contempt be committed in the face of the court, the
offender may be instantly apprehended and imprisoned
1773 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary July, She does this in
the fair lace of day 1845 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 19
You will forfeit, 111 the face of all men, the character of
faithful ministers of God 1858 Buckll Cvuittz (1873) II
vm s°9 They broke open private houses m the face ofday
1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 164 You proclaim m the face
of Hellas that you are a Sophist.

0 The countenance as expressive of feeling or
character; a countenance having a specified ex-
pression.
0x330 Arth <5- Merl 1138 So grethche sche awondred

was That hir chaunged blod and fas, 1576 Fleming
Panopl Epist. 357 They with a smiling face promise us
their Benevolence, i6xx Shaks Cymb 1 1 13 They weare
their faces to the bent of the kings lookes x6xx Bible
Ezra, ix 7 For our iniquities have we .bin dehuered to con-
fusion of face x6xz Webster White Devil 111 1, It would
do well, instead of looking-glasses, To set one’s face each
morning by a saucer Of a witch’s congealed blood 16x4
Bp. Hall Recoil Treat 6x6 And all this with a face of
sad pietie and stern mortification 1676 Etheredge Matt of
Mode iv 1, I hate the set face that always looks as it

would say, Come, love me 1843 Macaulay Lake Regillus
xu. With haggard face to his last field he came.

b- To make, pull a (crooked, pitiful, wty

,

etc )

face • to distort the features. Hence the sb is

used colloq for : A grimace
1570 North Dam’s Mor Philos (1888) III 184 The
oore Birde when he saw hir make that face to him was
alfe afraide 1602 Shaks Ham. m n 263 Leaue thy

damnable Faces, and begin 1604 Middleton Father
Hubbnrdts T Wks (BuIIen) VIII 72 The fantastical faces
he corned in the receiving of the smoke 1605 Shaks Macb
in iv 67 Why do you make such faces? 17x3 Steele
Englishman No 7 47 He will make Faces at the Burgun
dian Grape 1856 Reade Never too late xiv, I shall pull a
long face 1873 Dixon Two Queens 111 xiv vui 113 The
almoner made no faces at a dance *888 Mrs H Ward
R Elsmere II 11. xviu, ‘The adjective is excellent*, she
said with a little face 1890 G M Fenn Double Knot I 1

71 Making what children call ‘ a face’, by screwing up her
mouth ana nose

7 Command of countenance, esp with reference

to freedom from indications of shame, a ‘bold
front ’

; impudence, effrontery, ‘ cheek ’ + To put
out offace to put out of countenance To + bear,

have theface to he sufficiently impudent
1537 Tkersites in Hazl Dodsley I 401 He beareth not

the face With me to try a blow 1552 Bk Com Prayer
Communion, With what face then, or with what coun-
tenaunce shal ye heare these wordes? x6ox Shaks Jell. C,
v 1. 11 Thinking by this face. To fasten in our thoughts
that they haue couiage. 1607 — Cor iv vi. 1x6, I haue
not the face To say, beseech you cease, 1654 Warren Un-
believers 85 He a man of that face and fore-head 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) II vi 148 With what face can I say
anything 7 1735 Pore Frol Sat. 36 To be grave, exceeds
all Powx of face, 1760 Goldsm. Cit W (1840) 140 None
are more blest with the advantages of face than Doctor
Franks 2821 Sir J. D Paul Rouge et Noir 45 Vice itself

affects propriety That puts your vulgar virtue out of face

2852 Longf Gold Leg, Village Church, I wonder that any
man has the face To call such a hole the House of the Lord.
2865 Carlyle Fredk Gt V xiv v 2x8 The new Kur-
Mainz conscious of face sufficient x8go Spectator 1 Nov

,

What an amount of ' face * it argues in him.

b To \push or show a face • to exhibit a bold
front To run one'sface '.(US. slang) to obtain
credit by impudence
1758-65 Goldsm, Ess vm, There are three ways of getting

into debt first, by pushing a face 1827 Scott yrnl. (1890)
II 6 They might have shown a face even to Canning 1862
Lowell Btglow P Poems 1890 II 286 Men that can run
their face for drinks, an’ keep a Sunday coat

II. Outward form, appearance.
8 . External appearance, look; also semblance

of (anything) Formerly used both of material
and immaterial objects

; now rare except of imma-
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tenal objects in such phrases as To adopt
,
carry,

put on a {the) face of. + (To carry) a greatface :

an appearance of importance. + To have aface :

to have an appearance, give promise of success
c 1381 Chaucer Pari Femes 317 As Aleyn, in the Pleynt

of Kynde, Devyseth Nature of aray and face c 1394 P
PI Crede 670 pei schulden nou3t after }>e face neuer be folke

demen 1313 More m Grafton Chrott II 762 His part
should have the face and name of a rebellion 1565 Jewel
Def Apol (1611) 137 This tale hath some face of truth

1631 Weever Anc Fun. Man. 771 Monuments which
beare any face of comelinesse or antiquity 1674 R. God-
frey Inj $ Ab Phystc Pref, That is a thing carries a
great face with it 1692 R L’Estrange Josephus' Antiq
iv vi (1733) 88 There was hardly any Face left of the
Order, Piety and Devotion of former Times. *754 Hume
Hist Eng I xvi 395 France began gradually to assume
the face of a regular civil government. 1760 Foote Minor
1 Wks. 1799 I 247 Pillory me, but it has a face, 1763
Choicer, etc Diet Arts <5- Sc , Face of Plants

,

among
botanists., signifies their general appearance 178a Wesley
Wks (1872) XIII 419 It carries, no face of probability.

18*7 Scott Ji nl (1800) II. 35 Cadell explained to me a
plan for securing the copyright of the novels, which
has a very good face, i860 H Gouger 2 Years’ Im-
pruontn Burtnak 41, 1 professedmy ignorance of the touch
of gold and the face of silver 1863 Bushnell Vicar Sacr
1 (1866) 5 Vicarious is a word that carries always a face of
substitution 1888 BryceA mer Comiiiw III xcvasdThe
problems of the world, are always putting on new races

b f Atprime face = "L pmna fane ;
at

,
in, on

the first face * at the first appearance or look, at

first sight.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylies 111, 870 This accident was so
lyke a soth, at prime face 1430 Lydg Chron Troy li

sail, At pryroe face, whan he came to towne *363 T Gale
Antidot Pref 2 Although it seeme harde at the firs>t face,

yet folow thou styll die counsell 1596 Dalrymple ti

Leslie's Hist Scot (1885) 7 Naitur schawes furth Bntannie
all that it has at the first face 1641 Shirley Cardinal ux

11, Though at the first Face of the object your cool bloods
were frighted 1810 Syd Smith Wks (1859) I 192/1 A
narrative, which, on the first face of it, looked much like

truth, 1826 £ Irving Babylon I ir. 120 In the very first

face and showing of the thing.

He. = Phase (perb. confused with that word)
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep vi. i 378 In what face or

position of the Moone, whether at the prime or full, or
soone after X71X Shaftesb Charac 11 v (1737) II 322
This was not a Face of Religion I was like to be enamour’d
with.

9 Visible state or condition
;

aspect To put
a newface upon : to alter the aspect of
1587 Harrison England 11 v (1877) x no To stirre up

such an exquisite face of the church as we imagine 1392
Davies Immort, Soul Introd xxxv, The Face of outward
Things we find. Pleasing and fair. 1614 Br Hall Recoil
Treat, 6g4 Wee may reade Gods displeasure on the face of
heaven *638 Baker tr Balzac’s Lett I 8 Lyvie stayed
not a little to consider the new face he would have put upon
the Commonwealth 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 19 The
Face of London was now indeed strangely alter’d 1781
Hist Em ope m Ann. Reg 24/2 The arrival of so many
ships caused a newface ofaffairs. x8aoW Irving Sketch
Bk I 215 A pensive quiet reigns over the face of nature
1848 Macaulay Hist Eng, I 284 The traces left by ages of
slaughter and pillage were still distinctly perceptible, in the
face of the country

b Of a country : The configuration
; assem-

blage of physical features. Also, t a description
of the same
1673 Temple Obseru United Prov Wks 1731 I 43

Changes made in the Face and Bounds of Maritime Coun-
tries by furious Inundations *68* Cotton Wond Peak
(ed 6) 309, I almost believ’d it, by the Face Our masters
give us of that unknown place. 1779-81 Johnson L. P ,

Addison Wks, III. 47 Comparisons of the present face of
the country with the descriptions left us by the Roman

f
oets 1792 Gouv Morris in Sparks Life <$ Writ (1832)
I. 236 The military face of that country is understood with

perfect exactness 1830 Jephson Bnttany vu 78 The
sun shone outj and I could observe the face of the country.

10 Outward, show; assumed or factitious ap-
pearance

,
disguise, pretence ; an instance of this

;

a pretext Also, + To make a (good, great
) face ,

to set aface on + To interpret (words') to wicked
face , to put a bad construction upon. Now only
in Toput (formerly bear out, set) a goodface on (a
matter) to make (a matter) look well , to assume
or maintain a bold bearing (with regard to).
138a Wyclik 2 Cor v, 12 Hem that glonen in the face [so

Tindale; 1611 and 1881 appearance], and not in the herte
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix, 22.7 Lete vs . here
oute a good face as longe as we ten alyve. 1333 Bellen*
den Livy iv (1823) 377 He interpret thir wourdis ofPos-
thumius to sa wikkit face, that the said Posthumius suld
be odius .to the hale ordoure 1333 More Apol xlvu

Wks 920/2 In some place of the same dyoces . they haue
made a great face, 1542-5 Bhinklow Lament 9 b, The
pore forgotten, except it be with a few scrappes and bones,
sent to Newgate for a face! 1568 Grafton Citron II 265
They made good faceand shewe to fight with the Englishe
men 1377 tr, Ballinger's Decades (1592) 95 Many haue
the skill . . to make a face as though, they loued them
[fnendsj. 1590 H. Smith Wks (1867) II. 309 If thou
have no cunning, but set a face on things, then take heed
how you adjure these spirits 1647 N. Bacon Disc Goat
Eng, 1. lx. (1739) xi8 [He! never invaded the liberties of the
Commons by any face of Prerogative a 1680 Butler Rem
(1759) 1 278 They, set a Face of civil Authority upon
Tyranny. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 3S The very Court

put on a Face of just Concern for the publick Danger
1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks, 1883 VIII xto That she
may set the better face upon her gestation. 1887 Frleman

Harm, Conq (1876) I iv 231 Richer puts as good a face as

he can on Hugh’s discomfiture

III. The part of a thing presented to the eye

IX. The surface or one of the surfaces of any-

thing

a. gen Chiefly m phrases orig Hebraistic, The

face of the earth
,
the deep

,
the waters

1340 Hampole Pr, Consc 4892 pe face of J>e erth sal brin

with-out 1382 Wyclif Gen vu 3 That the seed he sauyd

vpon the face of al erthe 1333 T Wilson Rhet (1580) 176

All menne, dispersed throughout the face of the yearth

x6xx Bible Gen 1 2 Darkenesse was vpon the face of the

deepe and the Spirit of God mooued vpon the face of the

waters, 1632 Lithgow Trav m 102 The Women of the

Citty S10, are the most beautifull Dames upon the face of

the earth 1663 Hooke Microgr 88 When there has been
a great hoar-frost the Crystalline beard usually covers

the face of bodies 1698 Keill Exam, Th Earth (1734)

140That great Deluge ofwaters which overflowed the Face
of the whole Earth 1791 Ess is hooting (ed 2)230 If he
is clad m a glaring colour, when the face of the country

retains its verdure 1887 Frith Autobiog I 1 3 Such
schools being improved off the face of the earth

f b. Of a leaf in a book : — Side. Obs
ci373 Fulke Confut Doctr Purgatory (*577) 5, I will

come to the third leafe and second face 1379 — Refit
Rastel 730 From the first face of the 64 leafe to the seconde
face of the 47 leafe

f e. Astrol. The third part of a sign of the

zodiac, extending over 10 degrees in longitude

See also quot. 1819 Obs
1426 Pol Poemst,1859) II 139 His dwellyngplace Ameddis

the hevene m the tnrid face 1387 Golding De Momay
xxxiv 543 The Moone was in the first face ofVirgo 1832
Massinger City Madam 11 11, She in her exaltation, and
he in his tnplicite trine and face *8*9 J Wilson Diet
Astrol 96 A planet is m its face when it is at the same
distance from the Q or ) &*> lts house is from their houses,
and in the same succession of signs

12. The principal side (often vertical or steeply

inclined) presented by an object; the 'front’ as

opposed to the * flanks ’ a Of a cliff, etc.
,
also

Geol of a fault : The front or slope.

1632 Lithgow Trav vi 290 A goodly Village situate on
the face of a fruitfull hill Ibid ix 423 Wee Coasted the
scurrile and Rockey face of Norway 1731 R Paltock
P Wilkins (1884) II xvm 203 Along tne whole face of
the rock there were archways. 1828 Scott F M Perth
xiv. The tree had sent its roots along the face of the
rock in all directions. 1839 Murchison Silur Syst 1

xxxvi 503 As the face of this fault sinks to the west i860
Tyndall Glac 1 xi 75 Our way now lay along the face of
a steep incline of snow. 1863 Gosse Land fy Sea (1874) 388
A noble precipice, rising with a rough face almost perpen-
dicularly from the water’s edge
b Arch (a) The front or broadside of a build-

ing
;
the ' fayade ’. (b) The surface of a stone ex-

posed in a wall (c) The front ofan arch showing
the vertical surfaces of the outside row of vonssoirs
1611 Bible Ezek. xli. 14 The bredth of the face of the

house, and of the separate place toward the East, an hun-
dreth cubites 1624 Wotton Archit in Reliq Wotton
{1672) 17 The Face of the Building is narrow, and the Flank
deep 1664 Evelyn tr Freart's Archit 132 [The Archi-
trave] is also frequently broken into two 01 three divisions,
call’d by Artists Fascias or rather plain Faces 1765 Cro-
ker, etc Diet Arts <5- Sc

,
Face, in archit , the front of a

building, or the side which contains the chief entrance
Face of a stone, in masonry, that superficies of it which
lies in the front of the work. 1848 Rickman Goth Archit.
20 The cornice of this order, in Greece, consisted of a plain
face, under the mutule 1862 Trollope OrleyF 1 (ed 4) 6
The face of the house from one end to theother was covered
with vines and passion flowers 1874 Knight Diet Mech

,

Face (Carpentry), the front of a jamb presented towards
the room *870 Gwilt Archit Gloss, Face of a stone,
the face intended for the front or outward side of the
work.

13. a Of anything having two sides . The side
usually presented outwards or upwards ; the
1 front ’ as opposed to the ' back ’

,

the * right
’

side of cloth.
i6n Bible Isa. xxv. 7 He wil destroy in this mountaine the

face of the couenng cast ouer all people 1820 Keats Cap
<5- Bells xxxix 1 1 They kiss’d the carpet's velvet face 1831
G R, Porter Silk Manttf 237 Diagonal lines across the
face of the cloth 1874 Boutell Arms $ Arm vi 80 The
hollow under the face of the boss was open towards tne re-
verse of the shield. 1876 Encycl Brit IV. 137 That part of
the anther to which the filament is attached and which is
generally towards the petals, is the back, the opposite being
the face. 1883 Sir E Beckett Clocks, etc 146 The face of
a wheel which turns in a gear 1888 C P Brooks Cotton
Manuf 127 The face of the card or the side which is m
contact with the needles

b Ofa coin or medal • The obverse
; that which

bears the effigy, sometimes used for either side
Hence in slang use * A com (? obs )

e i5*5 Cocke Lorelles B (Percy Soc ) 13 Some wente in
fured gownes . That had no mo faces than had the mone
*3®® Shaks L L L v 11 617 The face of an old Roman
come, a 170a B E Diet Cant Crew, Nare-a-face-but-7us
07o»i, not a Penny in his Pocket 1723 New Cant Diet
Neer-a-face 176a Gentl Mag. 22 The face of this dye
is truly antick Ibid 23 The face [of a coin] should have a
resemblingbust of his majesty, 1836 SmythRoman Family
Coins 233 The portrait on the other face of the medal

c. Of a document : The inscribed side. Hence
On, upon the face of(a document, etc ) : m the
words of, in the plain sense of AlsoJig
163a Lithgow Trav vi. 288 Their Great Seale locked in

vpon the lower face of the Parchment 1641 Bp Hall
Rem, Wks, (1660) 80 Every novelty carries suspicion in

the face of it 1719 F Hare Ch A nthonty Find Pref 8

The power and authority of the Ministers as it appears

upon the face of Scnptuie 1748 Richardson Clarissa

Wks 1883 VIII 186 An unprejudiced eye, upon the face

of the letter, would condemn the writer of it 1817 W
Selnvyn Law Nisi Pruts (ed 4) II 1248 It ought to appear

on the face of the plea, that [etc ] a 183a Blntham Ess
Lang Wks 1843 VIII 327 Of the history of language, no
inconsiderable part remains to this day written upon the

face of it.

d. Of a playing card. The marked or picture

side

c 164s Howell Lett (1891) 1 m xxxii, The King never

shews his game, but throws his cards with their faces down
on the table

e. Of a dial , The surface which bears the hour

marks, etc. Of a clock or watch . The dial plate

(perh. with allusion to the human face)

[1731 R Paltock P Wilkins (1884) II xix. 218 If I ask it

[a watch] wiiat time of day it is, I look but m its face, and
it tells me presently ] 1787 Columbian Mag l 329/1 The
face of the dial will be pai allel with the plane of the equatoi

1837 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 87 Not watches so much as

lockets with watch faces. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg
,
Look

at the Clock, ' Grandmother’s Clock I
’ nothing was altered

at all—but the Face 1 1838 O W Holmes A ut Break/-t

ix (1891) 2ri He looked at the face of the watch,—said it

was getting into the afternoon 1877 Mrs Moli sworn 11

Cuckoo Clock (1801) 41 Some brilliant moonbeams lighted

up brightly the face of the clock 1892 N Y Nation 23
June 474/3 A volume without an index resembles a clock-

face without any hands

f Of a book . The front or fore-edge.
1876 Encyd Bnt IV 43/1 After the face [of a book] has

been ploughed the back springs back into its rounded form

14 Each of the surfaces, of a solid In a rcgulai

solid, a crystal, diamond, etc * Each of the bound-
ing planes.
1623 m Rymer Ftvdci a XVIII 236 One Aggett cutt with

twoe Faces garnished with Dyamonds *750 D Jliiiih s

7 rant Diamonds Pearls, Expl. Tech, Terms, Collet tile

small horizontal plane, or face, at the bottom of the Brilliant

1853 Bain Senses <5- Int 11 11 (j 11 A crystal with cut
faces 1863 Huxlly Man’s Place Nat 11 80 The oc-

cipital foramen of Mycetes is situated completely in the
posterior face of the skull. 1873 Dawson Dmvn oj Life
vu (1875) 188 Crystalline faces occur abundantly m many
undoubted fossil woods and corals. 1878 A. H Grli n
Coal 1 27 The faces of the block of coal on these sides are
smooth and shining 1884 Bowlh & Scott De Fury's
fturner Ferns 177 The lateral faces are covered thickly
with sieve-plates

15 In implements, tools, etc. : The acting,

striking, or working surface In a molar tooth

The grinding surface. In a knife : The edge
1703 Moxon Meth E.xcn 4 In Fig. 5 A the Face [of a

hammer]. 1791 Ess, Shooting (ed 2) 345 The face of the
hammer [of the gun] may be too hard or too soft

1867 Smyth Sailor's Wotd-bk
,

Face, the edge of a
sharp instrument 187a Huxley Phys vi 143 The face
of the grinding teeth and the edges of the cutting teeth,

1874 Knight Diet Mech
, Face 4 b, the sole of a plane

Ibid
,
Face (Gearing), that part of the acting surface of .t

cog which projects beyond the pitch line. Ibid
,
Face

(Grinding), that portion of a lap or wheel which is employ ed
m grinding, be it the edge or the disk, 1888 Lockwood's
Diet Terms Midi Eng 133 The face of an anvil is its

upper surface

18

An even or polished surface.
x88x Medianu. § 449 Where one piece [of glass] is ground

against another to bring them to a face x888 Lockwood's
Did, Terms Mech Eng 133 The face ofa casting is that
surface which is turned or polished

IV. Technical uses

17 Fortification, a (see quot 1727), b (see

quot 1859 ,
and cf Bastion)

a 1489 Caxton laytes ofA 11 xiv 118 A proper place
muste be ordeyned atte euery face of the walks for to sctlc
gonnes 1672 Lacly tr 7 acquct’s Miltt Archit, 111 4 The
facewhich is the weakest part ofthe fortification, is defended
by [etc] 1727 Bailey, Face of a Place is the Front, that is
comprehended between the flanked Angles of the two
neighbouring Bastions x8oo Wellington m Guiw Disp
1. 190,

1

attacked it [Dummul] in three places, at the gate-
way and on two faces 1849-30 Alison Hist Europe Vi II
xhx § 24 27 The efforts had been Sirected against the
northern face of the fortress of Scnngapatam 1879 Cas-
sells Teckn Educ IV 138/1 The Raponiers arc situated
in the middle of each long face
b 1676 Loud Gas No 1119/3 About Noon, a Mine 111

a Face of the same Hornwork took Fire x8x8 Jas Mill
Brit India II v v. 478 Having made a breach in one of
the bastions [we] destroyed the faces of the two that were
adjacent. 1839 F. A Griffiths Arid Man (ed 9) 261
The faces of a work are those parts which form a salient
angle projecting towards the country
18 Mil (See quot. 1853 .)

1833 Stocqueler Mil Encycl 701 The faces of a square
are the different sides of a battalion, &c, which, when
formed into a square, are all denominated faces, viz, the
front face, the right face, the left face, and the rear face
1883 Tunes (weekly ed ) 23 Jan 3/r This face had not
quite closed up before it was attacked.

19 Ordncmce * The suiface of metal at the
muzzle of a gun ’ (Knight)
1727 Bailey, Fate of a Gun is the Superficies of the Metal

at the Extremity of the Muzzle. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's
Word bk
20 Mining a. ' In any adit, tunnel, or slope,

the end at which work is progressing or was last
done ’ (Raymond Mining Gloss.)

A 1708 J C Compl Collier (1845) 46 They frequently hole,
or cut through from one Board to another, to carry their
Air . to the end or Face of their Boards 1867 W W.



PACE. r FACE
Smyth Coal <$ Coal Mining 131 Supporting the roof at the
immediate * face ’ by temporary piops x888 F Hume Mad.
Midas 1, v, They visited seveial other faces of wash
Each face had amra worl mg at it, sometimes two
b ‘ The principal cleaving-plane at nght angles

to the stratification {Driving) on the face
against or at right angles with the face’ (Raymond
Mining Gloss ) Face on (see quot *1883)

1867W W Smyth Coalfy Conl-mimng 25 Faces, running
most legularly parallel. 1878 Huxley Phystogr 338 The
direction along which these joints run is often known as
the face of the coal. 1883 W S Grfsley Gloss Terms
Coal-mtntug 99 Face on working a mine parallel to the
cleat or face

21 Steam-engine The flat part of a slide-valve

;

also, the corresponding flat part on a cylinder, on
which the slide-valve travels

1838 Wood Railr 346 The slide would be moved to the
extremity of the face of the cylinder 1874 in Knight Diet.
Mech
22 Typog That part of a type (or punch) which

has the form of the letter Also, The printing

surface of type Face of the page . (see quot.)

Full face {type) : as large as the body of the
type will admit of Heavyface {numerals or type)

.

having a broader outline, and printing thicker than
the ordinary Oldface {type) . a form of Roman
letter (characterized by oblique ceriphs and various

othei features) levived byWhittingham in 1844, and
since very extensively used
1683 Moxon Mech Exercises II 201 So placed the Face

of the Lettei runs less hazzaid of receiving dammage
r6gg A Boyer Eng 4 Fr Did s v , A letter that has a
good face (among printers), nn caractlre qm a un bel ceil

1787 Printer's Gram 41 Kerned Letters are such as have
part of their Face hang over 1824 J Johnson Typogt
II 21 Short letters are all such as have their face cast on
the middle of their square metal 1853 Caxton 4 Art of
Printing vn. 155 One of the heap winch lies 111 the right
position, both as legards the face being upwards, and the
mck being outwards 1871 Amer Encycl Printing 167/2
Face of the page, the upper side of the page, from which
the mipiession is taken *875 Ure Did Arts III 1049
In this metal the face of the letter intended to be cast is

sunk 1891 J Winsor C Columbus x\i 324 The heavy
face numerals show the successive holders of the honors of
Columbus 1892 N Y Nation 23 Feb 155/3 The page is

divided into triple columns, and the leading word of each
column is m full-face

+ 23 Cardplayingsface card (see 27) Obs
1674 Cotton Compl Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards

347 If you have neither ace nor face, you may tnrow up
your game
24: Teatiade (See quot) Cf Facie v 15;
1886 Chambert Encycl IX 323 Prussian blue, native

indigo and gypsum are the real materials employed for

giving the ' face ’ as it is called

+ 25 Aface offur • * a set of furs. Cf Face v. i 2.

1562 Heywood Epigrams 1 Iv, Cheepemng of a face of
furre Into a skinners shop m hast ran a gentilman there
to espie A fayre face of fur, which he woulde haue bought

V attnb and Comb.
26 General relations . a attributive (sense 1),

asface-cosmetic, -sponge
;
(sense 12b), as,face-mor-

tar, -work, (sense 13a), ns,face-side

\

(sense 20),

as face-line b objective (sense 1), as face-

levellwg, -tearing vbl sbs., face-mending, -wring-

ing, ppl a
,
face-mender

,
-moulder

,
(sense 6 b),

as face-maker, (sense 3), as face-affecting ppl a.

C. locative (sense 1), as face-hot adj
,
face-joy,

-spot ; (sense 5), asface-flatterer

1675 Cocker Morals 24 ’‘Face-affecting Lasses, Neglect
their Graces, to attend their Glasses 1887 Corelli Thelma
II 207 Beauties deprived of elegant attire and “face-cos-

metics 1859 Tennyson Idylls
,
Vivien 822 “Face-flatterers

and backbiters. 1634 Gayton Fleas Notes 11 iv 49 Who,

S

hut one that will carry no coales) would have rewarded a
inend thus for his opinion, only in “Face-hot presses. 1850
Mrs Browning Poems 1

1

336 In your bitter world “Face-
joy’s a costly mask to wear 1630 Bulwdr Anthropomet
Pref, Crosse to that “Face-levelling designe, Thy high*

rais’d Nose appeareth Aquiline. 1883 W. S Gresley Gloss

Terms Coal-mining 99 Keep the ’'face line of the stall

neither fully face on nor end on. 1736 Cowper in Con-
noisseur No 138 Those buffoons in society, the Attitudina*

nans and “Face-makers, x8o8 Wolcott (P Pindar) One
more Peep at R A Wks 1812 V. 367 Forced to beg her

humble bread While every face-maker can feast 1743
E Hevwood Female Spectator (1748) III 156 Have they

not their barbers, aye, and their “tacemenders too? Ibid

234 Those “facemending stratagems. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 222 The best “face mortar 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet Pref, “"Face-moulders who affect the grace

Of a square, plain, 01 a smooth platter-face C1790 Imison

Sek Art II 7 Prepare some size, with which you
must brush over the “face side [of a print] 1883 Lady
Brassey The Trades 311 The black bodies made them
look anything but suitable for use as “face-sponges 1683

Cooke Marrow Chirurg (ed 4) vn 1 270 Pimpernel

deanseth “Face-Spots 1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 213

The “face work of the subordinate parts a 1613 Overbury
Charac

,
Hypocrite

,

A “face-wringing ballet-singer

27. Special comb.: face-ache, pain 111 the nerves

of the face ; face-ague, an acute form of face-ache,

tic douloureux ;
face-airing vbl sb {Mining),

see quot. ;
face-bedded ppl. a

,

(a stone) placed

so that the gram runs along the face; +face-bone
= Cheek-bone ; + face-bread, Heb conn cm 1

?

k Jiern happdnlm = Show-bread ,
^face-breadth,

extent of the face (sense 1) from side to side;

face-card, a playing-card hearing a face (of a
king, queen, or knave)=

C

oat card; face-chuck
{Mech ) = face-plate

,

face-cloth, a cloth laid
over the face of a corpse

; face-cog {Mech.), one
of the cogs or teeth on the f face ’ of a wheel

;

face-guard, a contrivance for protecting the face,

esp in. some industrial processes, fencing, etc ;

face-hammer (see quots ) ; face-joint (see quot )

;

face-knocker, one in which the fixed portion has
the form of a human face ; face-lathe (see

quots ) ; + face-making vbl sb
,
portrait-painting ;

face-mould (see quots ) ; face-painter, (o) a
pamter of portraits, (/>) one who applies paint to
the face

;
face-painting vbl. sb

,

portrait-painting

,

face-physio, collect appliances for the face; face-
piece {Naut ), see quot. ; face-plan (see quot ) ;

faoe-plate {Mech ), an enlargement of the end of
the mandrel (of a lathe) to which work may be
attached for the purpose of being ‘ faced ’ or made
flat, also attnb

,

as mface-plate coupling
; + face-

playing vbl. sb., the exhibition of feeling or senti-

ment by the play of the countenance
;
face-pre-

sentation {Midwifery), presentation face foremost
in birth; face-shaft {Arch), see quot.; face-
stone {Arch.) the slab of stone forming the face

01 front, esp in a comice, an entablature, etc
;

face-turnmg-lathe = face-lathe , face-value, the

amount stated on the face (ofa note, postage-stamp,
etc), the apparent or nominal value; also fig.,
face-wall (Building), front wall ; face-wheel
{Mech ) = conti ate-wheel (see Contrate 2) ; also
* a wheel whose disk-face is adapted for grinding

and polishing
’ (Knight)

, + face-wmd, a wind
blowing against one’s face

1863 Dickens Mnt Fr 1 v, It gave you the “face-ache to
look at his apples. 1869 Eng Meek 12 Nov 211/1 Faceache
I believe to be inflammation of the nerves 1883 W S
Gresley Gloss Terms Coal-mining 99 *Face atntig, that
system of ventilating the workings which excludes the ainng
of the goaves 1863 Arclueol Canttana V. 14 Jambs two
feet eight inches apart, “face bedded 1883 Stonemason
an

,
It is rare now for a face-bedded stone to be fixed in a

uilding x8ox Southey Thalaba vm u, His cheeks were
fallen m, His “face-bones prominent a 1636 Bp HallRem
Wks (1660) 238 The mattei and form of the Tables of the
“Face-biead. 1651 J F[geaicf] Agrtppa’s Occ Philos 271
Nine “face-bredths make a square well set man 1826 J
Wilson Nod Antbr Wks (1835) 303 Desperate bad hauns

a haun without a “face-caird x888 Sheffield Gloss

(E D S ), Face-card, a coutt card. x888 Lockwood's Did.
Terms Mech. Eng 133 *Face chuck, a face plate 1748
Richardson Clarissa xhv VIII 166 She seeing the coffin,

withdrew her hand from mineand removed the “face cloth.

1839 Tennyson Idylls, Guinevere 7 The white mist, like a
face cloth to the face, Clung to the dead earth 1833
Holland Manuf Metalll 61 An axil which carries likewise

another [wheel] with “face-cogs. 1874 Knight Did. Mech

,

“Face-guard, a mask with windows for the eyes 1883
W. Mollett Did Art

fy
Archseol, 134 Face guard on a

elmet, a bar or bars of iron protecting the face. 1874
Knight Did Mech

,
*Face-hammer, one with a flat face.

1884 Ibid. IV. 324/1 FaceHammer (Masonry), one with one
blunt and one cutting end 1874 Hid ,

*Face-joint
,
that

joint of a voussoir which appears on the face of the arch.

1769 Public Advertiser 18 May 3/4 Iron “Face Knockers
1884 Knight Diet Mech ,

*Face-lathe, {a) a pattern-maker’s

lathe for turning bosses, core prints, and other face-work;

(b) a lathe with a large Tace-plate and a slide rest adjustable

in front on its own shears Transverse usually but not
necessarily r888 Lockwood's Dtd. Terms Mech Eng

,

Face lathe, a lathe chiefly or exclusively used for surfacing.

16*3 Webster Duchess of Malfi m, 11, ’Twould disgrace

His “face-making, and undo him. 1823 P.Nicholson Prod.
Build 222 “Face mould, a mould for drawing the proper
figure of a hand-rail on both sides of the plank. 1876 in

Gwilt A rchit Gloss. 1697 Dryden's Virgil Life (1709) 16

(Jod) 111 “facepamters, not being able to hit the true fea-

tures make amends by a great deal of impertinent land-

scape and drapery 1847 L Hunt Men
,
Women, 4 B, I.

xtv 276 The highest face-pamteis are not the loveliest

women 183a S. R Maitland Ess 107 note
t

1 He took me
for a face-paintei 1

* said a late eminent artist. 1706 Art
of Painting (1744)355 He was a landskip-pamter, till he

fell to “face-pamtmg 186a W M, Rossetti in Ft user's

Mag, July 73 Whose picture shows a higher character of
face-pamting itixi Donne Ignatius' Conclave (1632) 129
Women tempting by Paintings and “Face-Physick. a 1613
Overbury Charac., Faire Milkmayd, One looke of hers is

able to put all face-physicke out of countenance C1850
Rudim, Navtg, (Weale) 117 “Face-piece, ^ piece of elm,
generally tabled on to the fore-part of the knee of the

head, to assist the conversion of the mam piece, and
likewise to shorten the upper bolts, and prevent the

cables from rubbing against them as the knee gets

worn 1874 Knight Diet, Mech , *Face-plan, the prin-

cipal or front elevation 1841 TredgoldMill-work 428 The
“face-plate has four adjusting screws for securing the work-

1874 Knight Did Mech 1888 Lockwood's Did. Terms
Mech Eng , The term face plate is more commonly applied

in the shops to the ordinary face chucks Ibid, Faceplate
coupling — Flanged coupling *780 Burney Hist M«s, IV
319 She perfectly possessed that flexibility of muscles and
features, which constitutes “face-playing 1841 RigbyMid-
wifery in 111. 130 The opinion that “face-presentations were
preternatural 1849 Ecclesiologist IX. 345 The double

semi-cylindncal “face-shafts, formerly running np the

face of the piers. 1853 Ruskin Stones Yen III, App x.

238 The “face-stone and often the soflit, are sculptured.

Ibid III 238 Arches decorated only with coloured marble,

the facestone being coloured, the soffit white 1841 Tred-
gold Mill-work 428 “Face turning lathe. 1878 F. A,

WalkerMoney xx 461 SomeEnglish Merchantwho isbound
to pay money in the United States for more than the “face-
value ofhis claim 1883 J L WHiTNrY in Lit World 8 Sept
293/1 He must take the advertisements of publishers
at their face value, and regard them as what they claim to
he. x888 Daily News 13 July 3/3 If postcards were sold at
the face value of the stamps upon them 1891 Law Times
XCI 224/1 Thenote is still worth its face value 1874 Knight
Diet Mech

,
*Face-wall 1833 J Holland Manuf Metal

II 191 The axle is turned round by a “face or crown wheel
fixed upon the extremity of it 1879 Cassell’s Techn Ednc
I. 349/2 Face-wheels have their cogs or pins placed perpen-
dicularly to the face of the wheel, a 1722 Lisle Hnsb.
(1757) 113 A “face or back-wind signifies little.

Face (fcis), v. [f. prec. sb ]
I. To show a bold or opposing front.

+ 1, mtr To show ti hold face, look big; to
brag, boast, swagger Phrase, Toface and brace
(see Brace v 2) Obs
c 1440 Promp Parv 145 Facyn, or shewyn boolde face

1509 Barclay Shyp ofPolys 22 A fals extorcyoner Fasynge
and bostynge to scratche and to kepe 1601 Yarington
Two Lament Traj hi ii in Bullen O PI IV, Wilt thou
Face and make semblance Of that thou never means t to

execute ?

+ b In pnmero (Cf. Bluff, Brag ) Obs.

1394 Carew Huurtds Exam Wits viii 112 To play well
at Pnmero, and to face and vie, and to hold and giue ouer
when tune serueth are all workes of the imagination

+ c To show a false face, maintain a false ap-
pearance. Obs.
1370 Ascham Scholem, 1. (Arb.) 54 To laughe, to he, to

flatter, to face Foure waies in Court to win men grace
1589 Hay any Work 39 Thou canst cog, face and lye, as
fast as a dog can trot 1391 Shaks i Hen, VI, v in 142
Suffolke doth not flatter, face, or fame

+ d To have a (specified) appearance Obs
1669 N. Morton New Eng Mem. 106 The evil conse-

quences thereof faced very sadly,

+ 2 . trans. a. To confront with assurance or
impudence

, to brave, to bully b Toface a lu
(upon), to tell a manifest untruth (to). Obs
1453 Poston Lett. No 5x2 II 205 My Lord of Suffolks

men come and face us and fray uppon us, this dayly 1330
Palsgr 542/2 Yet he wolde face me with a lye 1333 Mort
Answ PoysottedBk Wks 1131/2 He faceth himself the
he upon me c 1540 Heywood FourP P in Hazl Dodsley
I 382 But his boldness hath faced a lie 1548 Hall Chron
59b,Thestraunger so faced theEnglisheman, that hefaynted
in hys sute. 1625 Bacon Ess

,
Truth (Arb ) 501 For a Lie

faces God, and shrinkes from Man 1632 Massinger Em-
peror ofthe East v i, I have built no palaces to face the
court.

8 With advbs. a. To face down
,
out to put

down (a person) with effrontery, to browbeat ; to

controvert (an objection, the tmth) with coolness

or impudence; to maintain (a statement) impu-
dently. Also with sentence as obj' : to maintain
or insist to a person’s face that [etc.], b. Toface
out (a matter, etc.) : to carry through by effiontery,

brazen out. + Toface it out with a card often .

see i b and Card sb 2 2 a C. + Toface out of.

to exclude shamelessly from , also, to bully out of

a 1530 Palsgr, 542/2, I face one downc in a mate)

.

*533 More Answ Poysoned Bk Wks 1131/2 He. scof-

feth that I face out the trouth with lyes 1580 Lupton
Stvqtla m Polunanteia (1881) p. xvn, And so faced out thy

poore Father before our face 1390 Shaks Com Err in.

I 6 Here’s a villaine that would face me downe He met me
on the Mart. 1667 Dryden Sir Martin iv 1, I’ll not be
faced down with a lie 1787 Weslfy in Wks 1872 IV 401

The clerk faced me down I had taken the coach for Sunday
i860 Froude Hist. Eng VI 100 With Paget’s help she
faced down these objections

b *343 Bale Yet a Course 59 Now, face out yonr
matter with a carde of tenne 1353 T Wilson Rhet (1580)

202 The Roscians kmsfolke have boldly adventured, and
will face out their doynges. 1379 G Harvey Letter-bk
(Camden) 73 To face it oute lustelye as sum other good
fellowes doe a 1619 Fotherby Atfieom 1. xu § 2 (1622)

123 Obluctation, and facing out of the matter 1630 B
Jonson New Inn 1, m, Cards of ten, to face it Out in the
game 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay (1876) I, 1 15 Unless
they could make up their minds to face it out
C c 1330 More Answ, Frith iv. Wks, 1132/2 Your false

heresy, wherwith you would face out Samour out of the

blessed sacrament 1601 Shaks. Twel N, iv. 11 tot They
doe all they can to face me out of my wits Ibid. v. i. 91

His false cunning Taught him to face me out of his ac-
quaintance

4 tram. To meet (danger, an enemy, or any-

thing unpleasant) face to face
;

to meet in front,

oppose with confidence or defiance.

1639 B Harris Parival's Iron Age 79 A great body of

Nobility march briskly on, to face that potent Emperour
Osman <*x68o Butler (1759) VIII 7 These silly rant-

ing Pnvolvans face their Neighbours Hand to Hand. 1708
Addison State ofWar 23 We .cast about for a sufficient

number of Troops to face them [the enemy} in the Field of

Battle, a 1745 Swift (J They are as loth to see the fires

kindled in Smithfield as his lordship, and, at least, as ready
to face them 1798 Ferriar IUustr Sterne v 150 He faced

the storm gallantly, 1808 J Barlow Cohmib iv 143 To
face alone The jealous vengeance of the papal throne. 184a

Macaulay Horatvus xxvn, How can man die better Than
facing fearful odds? *88x Besant & Rice Chapl Fleet
II xml, (1883) 250 A man will face almost anything rather

than possible ridicule,

+b To appear before (a city) as an enemy
01643 T Tully Siege Carlisle [x840)1 They p’ceeded .

to face Carlisle with a Rascall rout iu 1643 1677 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 284 A small party withwhich he faced the
City Walls.



PACE. FACET.
5.

In weaker sense • To look in the face of; to
meet face to face

;
to stand fronting lit. andfig

1632 Lithgow Ttav vn 303 Facing; the Iudge and plead-
ing both our best 1779 Mad D’Arblay Diary Nov, If
I faced him he must see my merriment was not merely at
his humour *841 Elphinstone Hist Ind II 275 He

E
erformed the journey with such celerity that he faced
is enemy on the ninth day 1853 Kingsley Hypatia

ix. no Might he but face the tenible enchantiess 1883
Manch Exam 24 Nov. 5/2 The great problem which
faces every inquirer mto the causes of colliery explosions

6.

To look seriously and steadily at, not to shrink
from.

1795 T Jefferson Wnt (1859) IV, 116 My own quiet
required that 1 should face it [the idea] and examine it
1828 D'Israeli Chas I, II v 104 A lawyer 111 the habit
of facing a question but on one side, can rarely be a philo-
sopher, who looks on both 1883 S S Lloyd in North Star
25 Oct 3/7 The need for external supplies of food must
be faced

II With, reference to the direction of the face.

7.

intr a Of persons and animals: To pre-
sent the face in a certain direction , to look, lit

andJig
*594 W S m Shaks C Praise g, I know thy griefe, And

face fiom whence these flames aryse 167a Dryden Cong
Granada 1 1, He [the courser] sidelong bore his Rider on,
Still facing, till he out of sight was gone 1844 H. H. Wil-
son Bnt. India II 266 The 1st of the 20th, with one com-
pany of the 24th, were posted on the larger eminence, facing
east and south 1863 Kinglake Ci tntea (1877) II vn 64He steadfastly faced towards peace 1882 Hinsdale Gar-
Jield ff Educ \ 117 He faced to law and politics, to science
and to literature

b Of things * To be, or be situated, with the
face or front in some specified direction

;
to front

Const on, to

1776 Withering Brit Plants (1796) IV 71 Saucers rust-
coloured, large, facing downwards c 1830 Rndun Navig
(Weale) 113 Dagger

, a piece of timber that faces on to
the poppets of the bilgeways 1832 Thackeray Esmond 1

111, The little chapel that faced eastwards 1884 Times
(weekly ed) 29 Aug 14/2 The village faces full to the
south 1887 Pall Mall G 22 Aug 11/2 The really pic
turesque side of the hall, facing on a lovely lake
8 trans a Of persons and animals : To pre-

sent the face or front towards
; to look towards

b. Of a building, a country, and objects in
general : To be situated opposite to, front towaids
a 1632 Lithgow Trav vm, 364 Facing the in-land

wee marched for three dayss 1730 Johnson Rambler No.
12 f 15 Stand facing the light, that we may see you 177A
Goldsm. Nat Hist, (1776) III. 216 He continues to comDat

still facing the enemy till he dies 1886 Sheldon tr
Havberrs Salammbd 22 Neighing shrilly as they faced the
rising sun 1

b 1670 Milton Hist Eng it, Wks (1847) 404/2 He
gained that part of Britain which faces Ireland 1703 Ad-
dison Italy (1767) 201 The side of the Palatine mountain
that faces it 1746-7 Hervey Medtt, (1818) 150 Yonder tree,
which faces the south i860 Tyndall Glac 1 vu 55 Asenes of vertical walls face the observer 1883 ManchExam 10 June 8/7 The statue faces the principal en-
trance to the museum ‘

o. Of letterpress, an engraving, etc • To stand
on the opposite page to

•Pf
6 J1llS XXXVI Directions for placing the

Design to face p 8 4887rail Mall G 19 Feb. 3/9 An mcieased price is paid for
advertisements ‘facing matter* 1890 Ibid 20 Nov 2/2 A

*roin ® a<fctone ls good, and an article from him
worth severa columns ‘facing matter \ Mod [On a plate
inserted in a book] To face page 56.

d 7b face (a person ) with : to put before the
face of

; to confront zuith.

Golding Calvin on Dent xviu 109 It was Gods
wil to humble his people by facing them with the temple
ot a cursed ldou.

9 intr f a in sense of face about (see b).
Also rejl. Obs.

'

.1
,644. Sungsby^ Diary (1836) 112 Upon y» top of y» HillGiey [the Scots] face and front towards y° prince 1666

+ The 1
?
ul{e dld fly; but *U this day

£.
h bee5* fightlng> therefore they did face again,

°
v.

sure Bond Gaz No 2662/3 Upon their ap-proach our men faced, and about ao fired” 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker vi, Having got to the top. .he faced him.
b Chiefly Mil To turn the face m a stated

direction (left, nght, etc.). 7b face about, to the
right about, 7 ound . to turn the facem the opposite

facet
1°° AS W°rd °fcomnialld

» RtSkt or left about

1634 Massinger Very Woman m 1 Let fall your cloak

n«^w U
i-

der“ffe *9 y°ur !eft hand « *647 N Bacon

fni ?or sSlndfe,<I739)l3S He face, aa,t thereforeana lor Scotland he goes a 1671 Ld Fairfax Mem» He * *mad® them face about, and march again intothe Town. 1710 Land. Gaz No 4675/1 He commanded
face to the Left, in order to flank the Enemy

fhePmtfff
‘ 1

F? KnI
f
bt faced ‘owaJs caeof

*755 Hanway JVb» (1762) JI IV lv ixs They immediSv
th

/
pIa

»t
113

t
chan£ed masters, and facedabout 1787 Columbian Mag. I. 47 To the nvht about fare I

1 Halt, and face to the Fronf 1820 KeatsCap <$• Belts xxx\i x Then facing right about, he saw the
v,n xxv‘‘l > The rest had faced untothe right Abcnit 1826 Scott Woodst

1, The minister facedround upon the party who had seizedW 1841 LevintGO Malley lxxxviu, Left face—wheel—quick march ! iBa!
^ AJ*ny 261 On which the Captain is to faceinwards, and the Lieutenant and Ensign face to the nght

8

1839 F A Griffiths Artil Man (ed 8) 19 Right or left

about thiee-quarters face 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877)
Hi 1 215 These men had faced about to the front

fig. 1645 Liberty oJConsc 28 In this Sir you have faced
about, sure you are not As you were. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr
11 Introd 217 His Spirit was so stout No Man could evei
make him face about
10 trans fa To attract or direct the face or

looks of. b Mil To cause (soldiers) to face, or
present the front

1630 Lord Banians .J Perses 72 Certame municall gestures,
so as may most face the people to gaze upon them 1667
Waterhouse Fue Lond 181 The Judgments of God face
us to humihtie 1839 F A Grp-tiths Artil Man (ed 8)
30 The company will be faced, and countermarched /ha
31 The remaining companies first being faced to the right
about.

11. a To turn face upwards, expose the face of
(a playing caid).

1674 Cotton Complete Gamester in Singer Hist Cards
344 He clasps these cards faced at the bottom 1721 Mrs
Centlivre Basset Table xv, Fac’t again ;—what’s the mean-
ing ofthis ill luck to-mgh t ? 1742 Hoyle Whtst 10 If a Card
is faced 111 the Pack, they must deal again, except it is the
last Card 1878 H H Gibbs Ombre 19 He places the cards
before him, taking care not to face or show any of them
b Post-office To turn (letters) with their faces

in one direction

1830 Q Rev June 75 The object is merely to ‘ face ‘ the
stamped and paid letters all the same way 1889 PallMall
G 15 Oct 7/1 All the letters have been Faced, sorted, and
stamped

III To put a face upon
12 To cover a certain breadth of (a garment)

with another material
; to trim, turn up In pass

said of the wearer Also, To face about, down
*56* m Picary's Anat (1888) App vi. 189 Mygowne of

browne blue lyned and faced with blackbudge 1592 Greenf
Art Conny-catch 11 2 The Priest was facst afore with
Veluet 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1673) 44S They face
about the collars of men and wornens garments . 1679Lond
Gaz No 1378/4 A black hair Camlet Gown faced down
before, and on the Cape with Velvet 1739 Compl Lett

.

writer (ed. 6)229 B'ue doth, trimmed and faced with white
18x8 Scott Hi t Midi xxi, The five Lords of Justiciary, m
their long robes of scarlet faced with white 1833 W Sar
gent Braddock's Expedition 291 The uniform of the 44th
was red faced with yellow
absol c 1370 Pride t, Lentil {1841) ao Silke and Jase To

welt, to edge, to garde, to stitche and face

*t*b transf Scfig To trim, adorn, deck, furnish
*565 Jewel Del Apol. (x6n) 241 Would ye rathei, for the

better facing and colouring ofyour Doctnn, we should strike
out this Forged Quodammodo 1596 Shaics i Hen IV. v
*• .74 To Cace Garment of Rebellion With some fine
colour 1630 B Jonson New Jim i i. Wks (Rtldg) 410/1An host who is at the best some round-grown thing, a jug
Faced with a beard, that fills out to the guests 1645 Milton
Colast Wks (1847)221, 1 sawthe stuff garnished and trimly
laced with the commendations of a licenser 1683 Dryden
10 J Alb 1,1 ’• Rebellion fac’d with publick Good •

Id To cover the surface either wholly or partially
with some specified material

tv™ Tr t;
6 * £ic<u xiui k.wane

1697 Dryden Kzzt-. Georg 1 259 Delve of convenient
Depth your thrashing Floor, With temper'd Clay then
Ml and face it o er. 17x3 Desaguliers Fires Impr 112

besides of the Chimney with thin Copper 1803Phil Pi ans XCIII 83 The same bar was melted again,
mid was cast in sand, faced by charcoal dust 1836 JmlR. f-gric Soc XVII n 363 The more modern fence is
taced with stones

14 To dress or smooth the face or surface of.
Also, Toface down
1848 Miu. Pol Econ. 1, 132 One lathe is kept for facing

surfaces 1873 Tristram Moab vi m Blocks of basalt
S
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*879 Cassell’s Techn Edvc IV.

Ts produced
dyiSCarefU y faC6d down 1,11 a fine even surface

* 1
" C?a^ (*-ea) vnth some colouring substance.

Also, Toface up

1
Household Words II 277 The tea-leaf is ‘facedky ^^HEh chalk, to give it the pearly appearance somuch liked 1869 E A Parkes Profit Hygune (ed 3) 27?

^A?rr
S

r

ee
.

n
i

tea
oor,

el
£
ber I

J
atural or coloured (faced) withindigo [etc ] xmEncycl Brit XXIII 101/x Exhausted

^T^TitT
re

i j^
ced UP t0 do duty as fresh tea

tlv. 16 To deface, disfigure, spoil m ap-
pearance. [? Short for Deface.] Obs.

hirfdTtSS^
Tr°y 9I29 Rolexena. .All facid hir face with

Faeaa, Faeeal, obs if. of Fascia, Facial.
F‘aceeies, anglicized form of Faceup.
Faced (f<?‘st), ppl a 1 [f. Face v. + -ed l.l In

senses of the verb. a. Of a card • That has been
turned face upwards

Gomplete Gamester xv (x68o) 96 Then the
,
b trH Cards are upwards x868 Pardon Card Player21

/ ac”_cards necessitate a new deal
b Of a body of soldiers That has faced or

turned about
Ca™lryW*3) *83 When the whole washalted, the proper front would be taken by the faded wing

teual
C Ot^ln^ : ^urnec^ UP with another ma-

up with feemgs on the cuffs and collars of uniforms’
a. Of a block or piece of stone : Having the

surface dressed or smoothed.
S

1863 Lubbock Preh Times xm (1878) 491 These [slmg-
stones] were called afai ara—faced or edgeef stones

e Of tea . That has been artificially altered m
appearance, coloured.

1875 Sat. Rev XL 533/1 Consumers of ‘ faced ’ tea have
taken to it for the benefit of manufacturers and importers

Faced (fr'st), ppl a i [f Face sb + -ed a.]

Furnished with or having a face
1 Of persons f a* Having a face like (a dog,

etc ) Obs. b. In combination with some defining
prefix, as bare-, dog-, full-, etc

, faced, for which
see those words.
c 1500 Bk MaidEmlyn in Anc. Pott I rncts (Percy Soc.)

20 Faced lyke an aungell 1376 Ntivton Lemnic's Complex
1
10
Jaowre countenanced, faced like death 1309(*/33)

Minsiinsheu Dial, Sp fy Eng (1623) 67 The Devill broug
the blush-faced young man to the Court 1624 Ford, etc
Sun’s Darling \\ 1, Rural fellows, fac’d Like Ioveis of youi
Laws 1632 Lithgow Trav vi 293 We inarched through a
fiery faced plame 1634 Sir T Hfrbert hav 213 The
Bats are faced like Monkeyes X710 Swtrr Jtnl to Stella
23 Sept

, He is a lawboned faced fellow 1863 Sat Rev 124
Their leafy height, that winter soon Left leafless to the
cold-faced moon
2 . Faced cloth a fabric manufactured with a

‘ natural lustre
’

1889 Daily News 5 Oct 7/7 Advt , Faced Cloths, wan anted
not to spot with rain, in all the new shades
3 . Faced cardfiface-catd

, cowt-card
*794 Sporting Mag III 41 'We aie all faced caids’ ‘ I

hope you aie not all Kings '. 1847-78 111 Hai uwn r 1869
m. Peacock Gloss Lonsdale 29 *879 in Miss Jackson
ShropsJt Woidbk 138
4 Printing, (see qiiol )
1888 Jacobi Pi intei ’s Vocal) 43 Faced Rvh, Biass Rule

with the ordinaly thin face somewhat thickened
5. Arch cFaced work, thin stone, otherwise called

bastard ashlar, used to imitate squared stone woik
In painting, the rubbing down each coat with
pumice before the next is laid on Used also oi
superior plastering

5

(Arch. Diet 1892).
Fa'cecUlinecL, a Her. [f Faced ppl a +

Lined ppl. a.] Of a garment • Having the lining
visible.

X825 in Berry Encycl Herald s v 1889 in Ei \m Diet
Herald 57
Faeel, var of Fasel, Obs

, kidney bean
Faceless (ft'1 sles), a [f. Face d> + -less ]

Without a face, f a Of persons Lacking face
or courage, cowardly b Of a coin. Having the
device and legend obliterated
a *567 Sempili. Lordis Just Quarrel in Balla/es (1872)

30 Quhen faceles fuilhs sail not be settin by 1396 Ldwaid
///.i 11 9 Faceless fear that ever turns his back 1727-26
in Bailey 1773 m Ash. * 1 *

b 18e& Fraset’s Mag LI 272 Specimens of the bron/e
coinage of the later empire mostly trite and faceless, as a
farthing of the reign of George III

fFa-cely, a Obs. [f as piec + -ia t
]Giving a face to face view

; open
; Iransl med.L

fandhs Cf Facial a 1.

^ot,ndi Faith 44 The deal e and facely visionotGod [clara etfacialis vrsio Dei]
Facely, var of Faoileli
Facer (f? 1 sai) [f Face v and sb + -fu J1

1

One who puts on a bold face
;
one who boasts

01 swaggers
, a braggart, bully Obs

c xsxs Cocke Lorelles B (Percy Soc ) 11 Crakers, facers, andchylderne quellers. 1530 Latimer Last t>erm bef Edw VI,Wks I 252 Nay . there be no greater tattlers, nor boasters
nor facers than they be i6ix Beaum & Fl Maui’s TingV
o ’ n

raCe °f ,dle Pe°Ple Facers and talkers
A Post-office. One who £

faces ’ letters (see Face
v. 11 b).

oS°F June 75 The act is by ‘facets’ called ‘ pigging’3 A blow m the face ht and fig
x8xo Sporting Mag. XXXVI 243 Each of the pugilists^changed half a dozen fiaceis 18x9 Moore Tom Cub’s

RabV^Th W
L

l 0
L

e
a
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J
a
?
eran

i
Ifa11 ’ l8&J Vro" n

SS fia

'

d"vered * ,"nSc 6“t

x8a8 Blackw, 1^1age XXI II 200/2 With the uchtlending the Catholics such a facer, that they are unable^ tocome to time. 1872 Besant & Rice Ready MoneyM, avulbj bad a good many facers in my life
’

’

\ fa * Jarge cup or tankard b. Such a cup
nlled to the bnm

, a bumper. Obsa *,??7 WAIT, ^fiarbe (Chetnam See ) 17 Item,to my cosvny
h
lg ®mitb mybowndon facer and my glide sponeb 1688 Shadwill Sqr Alsatia n, ThereVa facer forB E Diet Cant Crew, Facer, a Bumpe!-without Lip room 1783 in Grosf Diet Vvlg. Tongue

P

fl
sb

. !
0h

{
Also 5 faeeet, facett,

UAoxfi (
n

throuSh F f*at) L facet-us (see
rAOETE a) used as a proper name] The book
Facetus de Moribus (by some attributed to John
Garland), which was used in schools as a book of
instruction in behaviour
c 144° Promp Pare 145 Faeeet, booke Facetus

fifaf Fl
(I

al
8) 1 Fa

£r
ett seythe the Bo°k of curtesyi?

ok
483 Diber Niger in Honseh Old 45 The Dean of the

S-
hPPP®U *o drawe these chyldren. as well in the schooleof facett, as in songe. [xfin Cotgr

, Facet, a Primmer orGrammer for a yong scholler
]

trimmer, or

Facet (fse set), sb 2 Forms 7 fascet, faucett,
8 fasset, fosset, 8-9 facette, 8- facet Ta. F.
facette, dim offace

:

see Face sb] A little face

*



FACET. 9 FACILE.

1. One of the sides of a body that has numerous

faces ,
orig one of the small cut and polished faces

of a diamond or other gem, but subsequently ex-

tended to a similar face m any natural or artificial

body Cf Brilliant Also preceded by certain

defining words, as diagonal-, skill-, skew-, star-

facet ;
for which see those words.

1635 Bacon J$ss Honour (Art ) 69 Diamonds cut with

Fascets 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 60 Sea-greene benll

into fascets cut 1750 Jcitrifs Treat Diamonds $ Pearls

(1751) 33 A Brilliant whose lustre is derived from the angles,

or facets, of the sides only 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chern II

157 United with antimony, it gives a brittle metal with

facets 1808 Scott Marm iv xi, Above its cornice, iow
and row Of fair hewn facets 183s Marryat Olla Podr
xxm, They polish rubies

,
that is, without cutting them in

facettes. 1853 Herschtl/V Led Sc. vm §165 (1873) The
appearance of certain small obliquely posited facets on the

crystal previous to polishing 1834 Hooler Hvital Jmls
I xv 344 Light reflected from . myriads of facets [of hoar-

frost] *873 Ure Diet Arts s v Facetting
,
Facets on

gold and silver are cut and polished on revolving wheels

jig 1820 Mar Edgi-worth Life R Edgeworth (1821)

II 260 That facet of the mind which it was the interest or

the humour of the moment to turn outwaid

2 . Anat a A small flat and smooth articular

surface of a bone
1836 Todd Cycl Anat I 272/1 The atlas is articulated

with the occipital tubercle by a single concave facet 1870
Rolltston Amnt Li/e Introd 37 The ribs of the Sauna
have only a single articular facet 1881 M 1vast Cat 228 On
gar-h side of this is an oval, convex, articular facet

b One ofthe individual parts or segments
(
ocelli!)

of a compound eye

1834 McMurtie Cuviers Amin Kingd 289 Compound
eyes, where the surface is divided into an infinitude of dif-

ferent lenses called facets 1839 Darwin Orig Spec vi

(1873) 144 The numeious facets on the coinea of their great

compound eyes form true lenses

3 atlnb

,

as facet-wise Also facet-diamond,

a diamond whose surface is formed into facets
;

facet-doublet, a counterfeit jewel (see Doublet)
similaily treated ;

facet-flash, a flash of light from

one of the facets of a gem ,
in quot.fig

1664 Butier Hud it. 1 601 Grind her lips upon a mill,

Until the facet doublet doth Fit their rhymed rather than

her mouth. 1676 Land Gaz No 1207/4 Two Diamond
Rings with one Faucett Diamond . in each Ring. 1690

Songs Costume (Percy Soc ) 186 A saphire bodkin for the

hair, Or sparkling facet diamond there 1751 Chambers
Cycl s v Facet,

Multiplying-glasses are cut in facets or

facet wise 1868 Browning Ring§ Bk 1. 1361 Rather learn

and love Each facet-flash of the revolving year 1

Facet (fse-set), v. Pa. t. and pple. faceted (often

erron facetted) [f. prec. sb Cf F. facetter ]

trans. To cut a facet 01 facets upon; to cover with

facets lit andfig.
1870 Echo 17 Jan., The almond form [ofthe Sancy diamond]

completely facetted over indisputably proves that it was
an Indian-cut stone 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt -cap

344 The liquid name ‘ Miranda '—faceted as lovelily As lus

own gift, the gem. 1874 Westropp Precious Stones 140

Heart-shaped Amethyst Facetted on face and back 1881

J Payne Villon's Poems Introd 84 He alone divined the

hidden diamonds and rubies of picturesque expression.^ to

be facetted into glory and beauty by the regenerating

friction of poetic employment

Facete (fas?t), a
;
rare in mod. use Also 7

faceifc. [ad. L. facet-ns graceful, pleasing, witty.

Cf, OF facet ]

1 =• Facetious, arch

1603 Holland Plutarch’s Mor 662 Pleasant demaunds

and facete jests 1621-51 Burton Anat. Mel, 1 ii iv iv,

Lodovirus Suessanus a facete companion, disswaded him to

the contrary 1651-3 Jer Taylor Serin for Vear (1850)

292 A facete discourse can refresh the spirit 1601 Wood
A th. Oxon, I, 259 He was a man of a facete and affable

countenance 1762 Sterne Tr Shandy vi v, I will have

him cheerful, facete, jovial. 1830 tr Aristophanes Achar-

mans 34 By Jove l these two hogs are facete ones! 1863

Salk Capt Dang II ix 310 Such a Ruffian could main-

tain an appearance of a facete disposition to the last

b absol
1807-8 Syd Smith Plymley's Lett Wks 1839 II 162/x

If he would consider the facete and the playful to be the

basis of his character. 18*8 Blackw Mag XXIV. 257 One
or two attempts at raillery and the facete are indeed de*

P
t 2

b,

After Latin usage: Elegant, graceful, po-

lished Obs
a 1633 Naunton Fragin. Reg (Arb.) 29 Leicester was

much the more facete Courtier Ibid 36 He was so facete

and choice m his phrase and stile 166a Bagshaw in Acc

Baxter’s Suspension 45 A man of so Elegant and x1 acete

a Style

Hence + Face-tely adv Obs., m a witty or

humorous manner, pleasantly. + Face teness,

the quality of being witty or humorous ;
* wit,

pleasant representation
'

(J )
16x9 Brent tr Sarpls Counc (1676) 72 That which

facetely was spoken by Erasmus 1621 Burton Anat Mel
in 11 n 11. 558 As lames Lernutius bath facetely expressed

in an elegant Ode. 1636 Featly Clovis Myst xxviin 361

Poole facetely excused the matter, a 1636 Hales Gold.

Rem (x688) 170 Parables breed delight of hearing, by

reason of that faceteness and wittiness which is many times

found in them.

Faceted (feewted), fpl a. Also 9 (erron.)

facetted [f Facet sb and v + -ed ]

1 Of gems, etc . Having, furnished with, or cut

Vol. IV-

into facets. Also preceded by some qualifying

word, as many-, keenly-faceted
X859 Darwin Orig Spec vn {1873) 203 The falling of a

facetted spheroid from one facet to another 1874 Wtstropp
Precious Stones 140 Amethyst cushion cut face , facetted

back 1890 Harper’s Mag Oct 799/2 It is a many-faceted
diamond of the purest lustre 1890 Daily News 27 Jan 3/1
It’s [the electric light’s] power is enormously multiplied by
the facetted lens

Jig 1864 Carlyle Gt (1865) IV. xi 111 44 Friedrich
loves the sharp facetted cut of the man
2 . Anat Provided with facets; see Facet sb 2 2.

1836 Todd Cycl Anat, I 770/2 The most remarkable
modification of facetted eyes. 1870 Rolleston Amtn. Life
22 An irregularly shaped bony process forms with this

smooth facetted piocess a cup-shaped cavity

Facetise (fas?Jij?), sb pi Also 6 111 anglicized

form facecies [a L facetise, pi offacetia a jest,

f.facetus Facete] Humorous sayings or writings,

pleasantries, witticisms.

1329 More Dyaloge t Wks 118/2 With folish facecies and
blasphemous mockery 1637 J Smith Myst Rhet 78 The
merry and pleasant sayings incident hereunto are called

Facetiae 1883S C Hall Retrospect I 324 Gilbert a Beckett

. contributed jokes and facetise weekly

Faceting1

(fsesetiq), vbl sb Also 9 (erron)

facetting [f. Facet v. + -ing 1 ] The action or

process of cutting facets on gems or metals

1873 Ure Diet Aits, Facetting 1877 Streeter Precious

Stones 1 iv. 32 The Brilliant depends greatly upon the

facetting for its exceeding beauty X877 Gee Golawoiker
xi 380 The workman turning the links of gold chains be-

tween his thumb and finger . and while it seems as if they

are being presented in a haphazard fashion to the lap, the

most perfect-shaped diamonds are being produced. This is

called faceting

Facetiosity (fasfji^’siti). rare [f next;

see -ITT ] The quality of being facetious ; in quot

quasi-cotttr
*822 Liberal I 209 The bookseller evidently laughs at

the customer . when he has the luck to get rid of some
heavy facetiosity by a chance sale

Facetious (fiszjas), a [ad, Yt.facStienx (cited,

from 16th c.), f.facitte,
ad L. facetia (see Facetle)

+ -ous ]

f 1. [After L facetus ] Of style, manners, etc .

Polished and agieeable, urbane Obs
1392 H Chettle in Shake C Praise 4 His facetious grace

in wntting which approoues his art

2 Characterized by, or addicted to, pleasantry

,

jocose, jocular, waggish. Formerly often with

laudatory sense: Witty, humoious, amusing ; also,

gay, sprightly a of utterances, compositions,

actions, etc.

1603 Camden Rem 203 It was then thought facetious.

a 1677 Barrow Serin xiv.Wks 1741 1 147 Facetious speech

there serves onely to obstruct and entangle business 1722

Sewtl Hist. Quakers (1795) I. Pref xx Intermixed the

serious part sometimes with a facetious accident 1850

Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom’s C iv. 19 Aunty gave George a

nudge with her finger designed to be immensely facetious

1855 Macaulay Hist Eng III. 346 Facetious messages

passed between the besieged and the besiegers

b. of persons, their qualities, etc.

*599 B Jonson Cynthia’s Rev 1 hl My sweet facetious

rascall. 1643 SxrT Browne Rehg Med. 179, 1 am no way
facetious nor disposed for the muth of Company 1710

Hearne Collect (Oxf Hist Soc ) II 333 He^as of a plea-

sant, facetious Temper 1758 Johnson Idler No 33 r 2
Transmitted by a facetious correspondent X844D1CKFNS
Mar Chits xxiv.(C D ed ) 251 ‘ Oh you terrible old man 1

’

cried the facetious Merry to herself 1874 MickleThwaxte
Mod Far. Churches 283 The mediaeval carvers weremany of

them facetious fellows.

Facetiously (fas?Jasli), adv [f prec, 1- -ly 2 ]

In a facetious manner.
1727-36 in Bailey. 1731 Waterland Scripture Vmd 11.

9 B answers, very facetiously X749 Fielding Tom Jones

1 111, Pages which certain droll authors have been facetiously

pleased to call The History of England 1838 Dickens
Nich. Nick xix, Sir Mulberry Hawk leered upon his friends

most facetiously 1885 Manch Exam 6 May 6/x The pri-

vate view, facetiously so-called.

Facetiousness (faszjbsnes) [f as prec. +
-ness ]

The quality or fact of being facetious,

f a Polish and pleasantness of manner, urbanity

(obs.). + b Cheerful good-humour ,
also, witti-

ness, wit (obs ) c. Jocularity, jocosity.

1630 R Johnson’s Kmgd. $ Commie 262 The Italians

in facetiousnesse doe jest
,
That [etc ] 1644 Bulwer Chirol

105 The facetiousnesseofmsnners and elegancies oflearning*

1657 Hobbes Stigmai ofWallis Wks 1845 VII 386, I ob-

serve, first, the facetiousness of your title-page
_
1757 Burke

Alndgm. Eng Hist m u, Relaxing with a wise facetious-

ness, he [William I] knew how to relieveh is mind and

preserve his dignity. 1836 Hor Smith Tin Trump (1876)

362 This is a random facetiousness a 1853 Robertson

Led 1 (1838) 139 With dull facetiousness.

Fach, Fachen, obs ff. of Fetch, Falchion.

Faohiae, obs. f Fascine.

Fachon, -oun, obs. ff of Falchion

Facia (fteJJa). [var. of Fascia qv.] The tablet

or plate over a shop front on which is written the

name and often also the trade of the occupier,

Also attrib in facia writer, sign and facia

writer

Facial (f?»]tal, -jal), a [a F facial, ad.

med L. faciates of the face, f facies Face ]

f 1 Theol In Facial sight
,
vision = L visiofa

-

ctahs : lace to face, immediate, open Obs
1609 Bell Theoph. <$• Remig 16 The cleare and faciall

vision of God 1633 Earl Manch A l Monde (1636) 194
Saint Steven hacPa faciall sight of his Saviour <*17x1

Ken Hymnanum Poet Wks 1721 II 17 You in that

Beatifick Height, Had of Tnunal God a facial Sight

2 . Of or pertaining to the face or visage
;
frequent

in Anat ,
as infacial arteiy, nerve, etc.

x8x8 Hooper Med Diet
,
Facial nerve, 1841 Catlin N

Amer. Ind (1844) II. Ivui 226 Facial outline of the North
American Indians 1842 E Wilson Anat Vade M 273
The Facial artery arises a little above the great cornu of the

oshyoides 1833 Thackeray Newcomes I 213 A man of
great facial advantages, 1865 Tylor Early Hist Man iv

68 Biting her lips with an upward contraction of the facial

muscles 1874 Wood Nat. Hist 281 The Virginian Eared
Owl,—The facial disc is brown, edged with black

b Palseont Facial suture (see quot 1884)
1872 Nicholson Palceont 167 The facial suture is wanting

1884 Syd Soc. Lex
,
Facial suture, the line of division

between the glabella and the free cheek on each side in a
Tnlobite

c. Fcictal angle \ the angle formed by two lines,

one honzontal from the nostrils to the ear, the other

(called the facial line ) more or less veitical from
the nostrils to the forehead.

The facial angle above described is that of Camper,
various other * facial angles ' have been subsequently pro-

posed, and to some extent adopted in craniometry
1822 W Lawrence Led Phys 146 The ancients were

aware that an elevated facial line indicated a noble and
generous nature. Hence they have extended the facial

angle to go° 1845 Darwin Voy Nat xvu (1852) 388
From their low facial angle they [some Lizards] have a
singularly stupid appearance 1866 Livingstone Jml
(1873) I si 140 Many have quite the Grecian facial angle

3 Of or belonging to the visible part or sur-

face of anything Facial value=face-value

1842 E Wilson Anat VadeM 33 The external 01 facial

surface, forms the anterioi part of the bone 1862 Rawlin-
son Anc. Mon I yi 371 To compensate foi this monotony
in its [the fagade's] facial lme 1870 Hooker Stud Flora
328 Seeds with 2 facial furrows 1884 PallMallG 28 J line

5 The coupons can be purchased under their facial value

f 4 quasi-.rA =facial angle. Obs
c 1817 Fuseli Led. Art x (1848) $• 6 Camper appears to

have ascertained, not only the difference of the faceal [sic]

m animals, but that which discriminates nations.

Hence Facially adv *
1
* a. Face to face b

With reference to the face

*21641 [D Baker] Holy Pract Devine Lover (1657) 6 In

this life only emgmaticallie in the future facially and
leally 1864 Daily Tel. 1 Aug ,

His Excellency is not

facially remote fiom the portraits of Talleyrand

+ Fa'ciale, sb Obs. [ad late L facidiem face-

cloth, f facies face ] A face-cloth foi a corpse.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17693 (GOtt.) His faciale, his winding

clath, par war pai left.

t Fa*ciata, Fa-ciate. Obs rare [a and

ad. It.facciata Facade ] A fagade, front

1644 Evelyn Diary 25 Oct ,
The faciata of the Court

andChapel 1634 Ibid 27 June, The faciate of this Cathe
drall is remarkable for its histpncal carving

Facient (f?1 j'ent), sb, raie [ad L facient-

-em, pr pple. of fac&re to do, make.] One who
does anything

;
an actor or doer

22x670 Hacket Abp Williams 1 §77(1693)66 Is Sin in

the Fact or in the Mind of the Facient? 1821 Coleridge

in Blackw Mag X, 250 The shapebeheld he would grant to

be a making in the beholder’s own brain ; but the facient,

he would contend, was a several and other subject

-facient, formative element repr. L -facient-em
c making’, pr pple of facVre to make, occurring

m compounds as. calefacfre,
liquefacere, rubefaclre,

iepefaedre, etc., from pr pple of which are adapted

the Eng calefanent, rubefacient, etc. ; on the strict

analogy ofthese are absorbefacient, and similarwords

not formed in L
,
and in loose imitation aborti

facient, calonfacient, etc., for which L. vbs would

have been m -ficare, and adjs. in -ficus, calort-

fic-us Some pronounce (fjijent), but (fie 1 Pent)

or (f?1 Jyent) is more usual.

|| Facies (f? 1 ji|?z). [L.facies : see Face ]

*j« X, Humorously for • Face, countenance Obs

x6xx Cotgr s v. Alb£, Face d'albi

,

a jolhe, fat, and red

face; a fiene facies

2 , Nat Hist General aspect or appearance

1727-36 m Bailey, Facies (in Botanick Writers) a face.

1849 Murchison Siluna vi. 105 They present the uniform
‘ facies ' of a thick, yet finely laminated, dark, dull grey

shale 1872 Nicholson Palaeont 475 The general facies of

the Carboniferous vegetation 1881 J S Gardner in Nature

No 623 S31 Not only is the facies of the flora identical,

but identical species appear m both continents

Facile (fse sil), a. Forms
.
5-6 facyl(l)e, 6-8

faoil(l, 5- facile, [a. Fr. facile, ad L. facil-is

easy to do ;
also of persons, easy of access, cour-

teous, easy to deal with, pliant, f facSre to do ]

1 . That can be accomplished with little effort

;

= East ii Now with somewhat disparaging

sense f Formerly used as predicate with mf
phrase as subject, and m phrasefacile and easy.

1483 Caxton AEsop 07 It is facyle to scape out of the handes

of the blynd 1538 Starkey England 1 iv. 133 As the one

ys ful of hardnes and dyffyculty so the other ys facyle

and esy 1577 Holinshed Scot. Chron I 449/* They
thought it easts and facile to be concluded 164* Prynne



FACILELY. 10 FACILIZE.

Antip Epist. 4,

1

gathered with no facil labour, the most of

those Materials 1676 Worljdge Cyder (1691) 236 1 he more
facile malting of the linnen manufacture a 1708 Beveridge
Strut, xci. Wks *709 II 126 All other acts of piety will he

facile and easy to him. 1856 Froude Hist Eng I 357
Having won, as he supposed, his facile victory 1876 C M
Davies Unorth Land 23° The woik appears facile

2. Of a coarse of action, a method* Presenting

few difficulties,

1559W Cuningham Cosmogr. Glasse 109 The waye is very

facile, and without great laboure. 1607 Topseli Four -f
Beasts (1673) 132 Yet have they found out this facile and
ready course. 1639 Fuller Holy Warm. 11 (1647)112 His
Holinesse hath a iacile and cheap way both to gratifie and
engage ambitious spirits #1718 Penn Tracts Wks 1726

I. 703 It will render the Magistrates Province more facil

1807 Vancouver Agnc. Devon (1813) 463 Baiting m the
manner performed on the continent^ is an infinitely more
economical and facile mode ofadministering refreshment to

a jaded animal i860 Tyndall Glac. 11 ix 271 The facile

modes of measurement which we now employ.

fto. Easy to understand orlo make use of. Ohs.

r*}3* Elyot Gov. 1. v, As touchynge grammere theie is at

this day better introductions and more facile, than euer

before were made. 1379 Digges Stratiot u vii 47We have
by the former Rules produced this playne and facile Aequa-
tion. 1633 Sc. Acts Chas /, c. 34 The short and facile

grammer. 1644 Milton Educ 100 Those poets which are

now counted most hard, will be both facil and pleasant

1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 103 To make this curious

Machine more useful and facile 1786 T Woolston Let in

Fenning Yng Algebraists' Comb. (17B7) p v, It having been
long considered as a most facile Introduction to Algebra

1797 Mrs A M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813! II. 24 The
harp and the piano-forte were equally facile to Rosa.

3. Moving without effort, unconstrained; flow-

ing, running, or working freely
;

fluent, ready.

1605 B Jonson Volpone in. 11, This author has so modern
and facile a vein Fitting the time and catching the court-

ear. 1637 Austen Fruit Trees 11 204 One man excells in

a facile and ready expression. 1796 Ld Sheffield in Let
Auckland’s Corr (1862) III 371 Your happy facile expres-

sion in writing 1820 L. Hunt IndicatorNo 31 (1822)1 246
On the iacile wings ofour sympathy. 1863 Swinburne Ata-
lanta 1641 Deaths with facile feet avenged. 1873 Symonds
Grk Poets v. 144 Stesichorus was one of those facile and
abundant natures who excel in many branches of art 1886
Stubbs Med. 4* Mod Hist. 111. 37 To the facile pen of an
Oxford man we owe the production of the most popular
manual of our history

4

Of persons, dispositions, speech, etc i fa
Easy of access or converse, affable, couiteous (ohs ).

b. Characterized by ease of behaviour.
c 1590 Greene Fr Bacon 1 lii, Facile and debonair in all

his deeds 1638 Featly Transiibt 219 A young Gentleman
of a facile and affable disposition 178a Mad. D’Arblay
Diary 12 Aug , My father is all himself—-gay, facile, and
sweet. 1844. Disraeli Gomngsby in. v, Manners, though
facile, sufficiently finished 1876 Holland Sen. Oaks x. 134
He was positive, facile, amiable,

e Not haish or severe, gentle, lenient, mild.

Const, to ;
also to with tnf

1541 Elyot Image Gem 88 Your proper nature is mylde,
facile, gentyll, and wytty 1631 Weever Auc Fun Mon.
116 She was of a more facile and better inclined disposi-
tion 1655 FurLEH Ch Hist v v § 7 Q. Elizabeth A
Pnncesse most facil to forgive injuries. 1670 Milton Hist.
Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 80 However he were facil to his Son,
and seditious Nobles yet his Queen he treated not the less
honourably. 185* Sir F. Pai gravf Norm 4 Eng. I 297
The guilty sons were too happy to avail themselves of his
facile tenderness

6. Easily led or wrought upon ; flexible, pliant

;

compliant, yielding
1511 Colet Serm Conf 4- Ref. in Phcnix (1708) II 8

Those canons, that do learn you not to be too facile m
admitting into holy orders 1336 Lauder Tractate 251 Be
nocht ouir facill for to trow Quhill that !je try the mater
throw, c 1610 Sir J Melvil Mem (1683) 103 Facil Pances
promote them [Flatterers] above faithful Friends 1648

J Beaumont Psyche xvu. cxcvu, Alas, That facil Hearts
should to themselves be foes. 1671 MiltonP R. i 51 Adam
and his facil consort Eve Lost Paradise 1803 Foster Ess
11 vi 192 The tame security of facile friendly coincidence
b in Scots Law 1 Possessing that softness of dis-

position that he is liable to be easily wrought upon
by others ’ (Jam )

1887 Grierson Dickson’s Tract Evidence § 35 Proof that
the granter of a deed was naturally weak ana facile has
been held to reflect the burden ofproving that [etc ]

C transf Of things* Easily moved, yielding,
1 easily surmountable

; easily conquerable ’
(J )

1667 Milton P. L iv 967 Henceforth not to scorne The
facil gates of hell too slightly band
f 6 quasi-rtrfzi Easily

; without difficulty. Ohs.
c 1323 Wolsey in Fiddes Life 11 (1726) 124 His countries,

whose parts non of the Lords or Commons would soe facile
mclyne unto 1548 Hall Ckron (1809) 316 Whatsoe\er
were purposed to hym they might easely se and facile
heare the same *560 Holland Crt Venus n 80 The
Muses mair facill goqr mater will consaif. Fra time that
tliay heir 3our enarratiue

Facilely (fse sil|li), adv , rare m mod use.
Forms* 5 facely, 6-7 facilie, -Uy, -ly(e, 6-
facilely [f, prec! + -ly 2

] In a facile manner
1

.

With little exertion, labour, or difficulty; with-
out effort or restraint

; easily
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxi, 77 That thenne shalle permytte

hym facely & lightly for to do his vyage safly c 1365
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron Scot

,

(1728) 60 Now let us see
how facflly this matter may be brought to pass 1611
Speed Hist Gt But ix. vm § 32 Cloyster-men might
more facilly be swayed to bend 1677 Lady Chaworth,
w sith Rep Hist. MSS Comm App v 39 He might

faciher do itt the second time 111 the way the House had
ordered it 1833 Fraser's Mag XII 267 The punciple,

Upon which the whole formerly so facilely moved, is de

shoved
1*2 Affably, courteously, graciously Ohs

1528 Fox m Pocock Rec Ref I. lm 142 His holiness very

piomptly and facilyhad condescended unto the gi anting

thereof 1330 Dk.Northumbtrland Let 23 July in Consul

Peace £ Goodw Prot 5 That your Grace may facilely con-

descend theieunto

3 . With (a too) ready acquiescence; without

sufficient consideration, thoughtlessly

1864 Spectator 23 June 740 He facilely concludes that

some male animals have teats, otheis not 1872 Daily
News 28 Feb

,
Ihe cheers were no empty breath of a

populace facilely beguiled by the lust of the eye

Fa*cileness. 12 Ohs. Also facilnes(s [f as

prec. + -NESS ] The quality of being facile
;

easiness to be persuaded
;

easy good nature

;

pliancy
i£4g Compl Scot, m 94 The cite of gabine, throcht theie

famines, gef hasty credit to sextus tarqumus Ibui. 07 1 hat

jour facilnes be nocht sedusit be ther astuce and subtil

persuasions 1648 J Beaumont Psyche xvu cxcvu, Otheis
they with facileness befriend l a 1665 J Goodwin FdUd
w the Spirit (1867) 292 Some have a kind of goodness and
facileness of disposition 1727-36 in Bailty. 1773 in Asu
Facilie, obs f Facilely

Facilitate (fasi lit£*t), v. [f F faaht-cr to

render easy (
= It. facihtare, f facilis Factle, after

L vbs. like debilitare, etc ) + -ate D
]

1. trans To render easier the performance of

(an action), the attainment of (a result)
;
to afford

facilities for, promote, help forward (an action or

process).
16x1 Cotgr.i Facihter, to facilitate or make easie 1621

Sir G Calvertm Fortesc Papers 135 It will facilitate the
present negotiation 1670 Cotton Espcrnon 1 11 64 It .

much facilitated the Duke of Guise his Victories, to have
an Enemy reduc'd to such streights before he came to
engage them. 17x4 Lady M. W Montague Lett Kxxvi
141 It . may facilitate your election. X732 Arbuthnot
Rules ofDiet 278 All such things as increase and facilitate

the animal or natural Motions. 1838 T Thomson Chew.
Org. Bodies 102 All the alkaline bodies facilitate the solu-
tion ofpicrotoxm in water. 1883 Stubbs'MercantileCircular

27 Sept 861/2 The reformed piocedure has not appre-
ciably facilitated the progress of public business

f b. To make easier or less abstmse
;
to sim-

plify Obs 1 are
a 1636 Hales Tracts (1677) 89,

1

thank you fbr facilitat-

ing to my understanding the scope and purpose of the xi
of St Mat
IF 2 To lessen the labour of, assist (a person)
1646 H Lawrence Comm Angells 77 Which may more

easilyleade and facilitate us, to the consenting to such a lust
1650 Fuli.fr Pisgah n 64 Here lived the Emims shiowdly
smote by Chederlaomer, which probably did facilitate the
Moabites in their victory over them 1890 Sat Rev 6
Sept. 303/2 The author seems to aim solely at facilitating
the pupil in his dealings with everyday French
Hence Faei litatedppl a , Faci totaling vbl. sh.

}

and Faertotating ppl a.
16x3 Sherley Trav Persia 3 Which would haue beene

a facilitating of any enterprise, which .that Earle was ever
vndertaking against him 1674 Boyle Excell Theol 11

iv X71 Rectifying . errours by the assistance of such
facilitating helps X776 Bentham Wks (1843) I 288 These
facilitating circumstances. 1876 Mozley Umv, Serm vu*
131 Undoubtedly habit is a great facilitating principle
1884 Pall Mall G. 2 Api 1/2 Ihe lake district is 111 no
need of facilitated means of access

Facilitation (.fasi lib?i Jan). [f. as prec h-

-ATION,]

1. The action or process of facilitating or render-
ing easy

; an instance of this.

16x9 Brent tr Sarpis Couuc Trent (1629) 769 For facili-
tation heereof, it [the Synod] doth renew some things decreed
by the holy Canons 17^1 Johnson Rambler No 103 t 5The use of their discoveries to the facilitation of commerce
1791 Newte Tour Eng 4 Scot 102 This facilitation of con-
veyance would contribute much to the improvements in the
northern parts of the island. 1862 T A Trollope Lent
Journey ix 134 Impediment to free locomotion was a very
much more important consideration than facilitation of it

2 . A means of facilitating or helping forwards

;

help. Const to, iowat ds. Now rare
1648 W. Montagu Devout Ess 1 x § 6 118 A generall

habit of sincerity, which when it is refeired to religious uses,
proves a facilitation towards fidelity and perseverance in
them 1823 Lamb Corr (1870) 218 The impediments and
facilitations to a sound belief are various

Facilitative (fasi lite'tiv), a [f. Facilitate
v 1- -ive ] Tending to facilitate

1864 Glasgow Citizen xg Nov , Tolls are restrictive, and
not facilitative

Facilitator (fasi lite'tsa) [f Facilitate v
-f--0R.] One who or that which facilitates
1824 Ann, Reg 266* An apparatus for shaving which lie

denominates the useful and elegant facilitator 1834 New
Monthly Mag XLII 260 Steam and gas are the giand
facilitators and illuminators of the intercom se of the most
distant piovmces 1871 Pall Mall G 29 Mar 11 The
Washington correspondent says the Senate is becoming
the great facilitator ofjobs and schemes

+ Fa'cilite, v Obs rare- 1 [ad Yx.faciliter
see Facilitate ] = Facilitate
*604 T Wright Passions v § 4 193 By this meanes pro-

found conceit shall bee facilited, and therewith the auditors
instructed and moued x6o8 D Tuvil Ess Poht $ Mor86 b, The facihting of treacherous practises

Facility (fast ITti) Forms : 6 facility®, (fa-

oillitie, faoylytye, fecility), 6-7 facilitie, (k

facility [a. F. facihte, ad. L. fanhtdt-cm, 1.

facihs easy see F aoile and -it\ .]

1 The quality, fact, or condition of being easy

or easily performed
;

freedom from difficulty or

impediment, case
;
an instance of the same. Often

m phr with {great, much
,
moi e) facility

1331 Elyot Gov i \xii, An induction .howc children

may be trayned with a pleasant facilitie. 1376 Fi 1 ming
Panopl Epist 383, I cannot see what you may do wyth
more facilitie and easinesse. 1397 Hooxtu Feel Pol
v 111 (1611) xgx The great facilitie ot then language 1649
Roberts Clavts Biol h 20 That difficulties deteire not

from the study of Scripture, there are intci mingled some
facilities 1792 Burke App Wings (ed 3) rax The facility

with which government has been overturned m Fiance
1803 Fositr Ess 1 11 17 The facllityoi difficulty of under-
standing x88x WrsTCorr & Hort GrL N. P Intiocl. § 29
The relative facilities ofthe several experimental deductions

2 a 111 sing Unimpeded opportunity for doing

something Const, of for, to with inf In early

use also
: f Means, resources (cf. Faculty)

1519 Four F.lemcnts 111 Ha?l Dmisley I 27 Ye have had
gi eat facility Strange causes to seek 1636 Dut iilss 01 N 1 w-
castle Life Dk Newcastle (1886) 317 lu impoverish my
friends,or go beyond the limits or facility ofour estate 1639
B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 17a He found gicat facility

everywhere and very little aversion anywheie 1730 A.
Gordon Majfets Amphitk 347 The Facility of covering
the Spectators with an Awning was not one of the least

wondeiful Things about the Budding. 1839 Mu 1 Liber tyv
(1865) 60/r Ihe limitation in number of beei houses
exposes all to an inconvenience because there are some by
whom the facility would be abused 1879 Cassell's helm,
Ednc I. 147 The utmost facility is allowed to the upper
millstone of adjusting itself

to in pi. (also every facility ) : Opportunities,

favourable conditions, for the easier pei formante
of any action. [So Fr facihtis from 17 th c ]
1809 Wellington m Gurw Disp. IV. 357 He wishes to be

permitted and to have the facilities given to him to retui 11 to

France as soon as possible 1823McCui loch Pol Fean. 1 33
The facilities given to the expm tation ofgoods manufactured
at home 1863 Huxrrv Lay Serin ii (1870)28 Throw eveiy
facility m their way 1876 Patitrson in C M Dasies
Unorth Land (ed 2) 250 The facilities foi oidinuiy tiaffu

are apt to bicak down
3

.

In action, speech, etc. : Ease, freedom, readi-

ness; aptitude, dexterity
1532 Hfrvft Xenophon’s Ilouseh To Rdr

,
His swete

eloquence, and mcredyble facilitie 1596 Lodgi H its

Mtsene 57 Lilly, the famous for facility in discourse 1602
Warner Alb Fug Enit. (1612) 38? An ordinary caie and
skilfull Facilitie in collecting then descents 2736 Bin 1 1 u
Anal. 1 v Wks. 1874 I 86 We aie capable of getting a
new facility in any kind of action 1762-71 H. Wai foi l
Vertiee’s Anecd Paint (1786) III. 103 The stranger pei-
fornied it with such facility and expedition, that [etc ]

1841 D’Israeli Amen Lit (1867) 475 Spenser composed
with great facility 1875 Joivft r Plato (ed. 2) I. 16 Facility
in learning is learning quickly

to. Of style . Easy-flowing manner, fluency.
1588 Siiaks L.L L iv, 11 126 The elegancy, facility, &

golden cadence of poesic 1700 Drydi'n Fables Pref *H 1

Both writ with wonderful Facility and Clearness 1879 ()

W. Holmes Motley xv, 96 He pioceeds with an increased
facility of style

'1 4. Easiness of access or converse, affability,

condescension, courtesy, kindly feeling Obs.
*55° Veron Godly Satyngs (1846) 22 Besechmg that ye

of your wont goodness & facilitie vouchsafe to accept this
my rude labour 1677 Marvell Let to Mayor 0) Hull
Wks I. 287 This slid over, out of their facility to an old
servant 1792 Boswcu Johnson 25 Mai an 1776, I won-
deied at this want of facility of manners. 1793 Smtaiun
Edystone L § ria note, Our men weie much stmek with
the facility of the Portland ladies.

5 Easiness to be led or persuaded to good or
bad, readiness of compliance, pliancy Also rai cly

const, to with vnf Liability, readiness
2533 More Apol xxxvi Wks 900/2 Ofsome facylytje of

hys owne good nature easi to beleue som such as liaue told
bun lies 1607-12 Bacon Ess , Goodness (Arb ) ao” That is

but Facilitie, or Softnesse ; which laketh an honest Muulc
Prisoner 1646 Slingsby Diary (1836) 181 To all which j»
King yeilds,wlil a facility of natuie 1702 Fug 1 heophrast
165 Licentiating any thing that is coarse and vulgar, out of
a foolish facility 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 169 The
facility of Chai tes was such as has perhaps never been found
in any man of equal sense 1873 Manning Mission I!
Ghost vm 216 Ihose who have in time past been guilty
of any sin have a facility to fall again

to in Siots Law
£1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron Scot (1778) 279 In re-

gard of the Facility of the Earl of Arran, 1861 W Bu 1

Did Law Scot s v , As a ground of reduction, facility is
quite distinct from incapacity

C transf. Of things Flexibility rai c
1836 Kane Grmnell hxp xlin 401 The swell of the ice
transmitting with pliant facility the advancing wave
6 Indolent ease, indifference
16x3 T Adams Two Sonnes 68 They imagine that facilitie,

a soft and gentle life is hence waranted 1791 Boswcu
Johnson Advt

, Those who read them with caieless facihtj

Faxilize, v Ohs rare— 1
, [f Facile + -viv

Cf F facihser ] trans To render easy or plain
x6xo W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1 vm 15 It shall

not bee amisse to particulauze the Natures and qualities
both of good and badde soyles, to the end their distinctions
may be facihzed

FaciUes • see Fasel,



FACINEROSE.

Faciner(i)ous . see Facinor-

+ Facinerose, a Obs rare- 0
, [ad ~L.faci-

neros-us,
var of facmorosus (see Facinoroos) ]

= FaCINOROUS 1727 in Bailey, vol II

Facing (£?1 shj), vbl sb [f Face v. + -ing k]
The action of the verb Face

*|* 1 The action of boasting, swaggering, or brow-
beating , an instance of this, a defiance. Obs.

1523 St. Papers Hen VIII. VI. 190 Protestations and
exclamacions, with facing crakyng and mynatorie wordes
agaynst the Cardynalies, 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps xu 5

Their importunate facing and bracing in woordes a 1623
Fletcher Lowers Progress in vi, Leave facing, ’twill

not serve you. 1647 N Bacon Disc. Govt Eng 1 lxvi

5
1739) 140 This wrought complainings in England, and
actngs between the Emperoi and the Pope

+ b attnb in Facmg-card (see Face v and
Card sb.

2 2 a) fig an imposing allegation or

aigument Obs
n 1624 Bp M Smith Serin (1632)33 Ifyee [goe away,] for

these facing-caides ofmultitudes, or chaire, vnhappy are ye.

2 Mil The action of facing or turning in another

direction. Facmg-about • the action of turning in

the opposite duection, an instance of this. Hence
Topit (on®) though (his) facings, to go through

(
[one's) facings lit. andfg. Also transf.

1635 BAKRirrc Mil Discip ix (1643) 32 Facing is a par-

ticular turning of the Aspect from one part to another 1662
Stillingi l. Ong Sacr in 11 § xx After many encounters
and facings about, they fell into their severall troops 1724
De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 232 Their facing about put
them into a great disorder 1833 Regid Instr Cavalry 1

13 In going through the facings, the left heel never quits the
ground 1867 Trollope Chi on Barset I xli 356 Grace,
not at all unwillingly, was put through her facings 1888

C Blatherwick Uncle Pierce 1, Look in as you pass and
I’ll put you through your facings

3 . The action of turning (a card) face upwaids
1674 Cotton Complete Gamester in Singer Hist Cards

344 Lest there should be a discovery made of the facing, he
palms them as much as he can

4 concr (chiefly in pi.) . Something with which
a garment is faced (cf. Face vb. 12); esp the

cuffs and collar of a military jacket, when of a

different colour from the lest of the coat.

1566 in Peacock Eng Ch. Furniture 89 Two Copes the

ffacyng taken of 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1673) 87
Their skins are ofgreat use through theworld for garments,

facings, and linings 1613 BarryMerry Tneks hi. i, Tawny
coats, with gi easy facings 1688 Land Gas No 2368/4 The
stuff havingyellow Spots, with a little Silver Edging across

the Facing. 1741 Richardson Pamela I xx. 49, I made
robings and faungs of a pretty bit of printed calico 1816
‘ Quiz ’ Grand Master in 56 His facings bore The designa-

tion of his corps. 1833 Stocqueler Mil Encycl'. s v , The
facings of the artillery are scarlet 1866 Rogers Agric. Sf

Prices 1. xxii 580 The silk, lining or facing is used for the

summer robe only,

b. transf andfg
1642 Wotton Life Dk Buckingham 5 These Offices and

Dignities were but the facings and fringes ofhis greatnesse

164a Fuller Holy <$• Prof St v vm 388 Well may the

Hypocrite afford gaudy facing 1808 Syd Smith Plymley'

s

Lett x, Dulness turned up with temerity, is a livery all the

worse foi the facings. 1863 Burton Bk Hunter (1863) 46
Each shelf uniform, With its facings or rather backings, like

well-dressed lines at a review.

6 Tbe action of putting a new face on (any-

thing) ; of overlaying (a building, etc )
with other

material, of colouring (tea); the action of cover-

ing or protecting the face of. Cf Face v. 13—15.

1349 Churchill Acc St Dunstan’s, Canterbury, For
fasynge of the Images in the Churche ix d. Item fasynge

of the tabyll that stoode at the Awlter mj d *703 T N
City $ C Purchaser 52 Of Facing ’limber buildings with

Bricks. 1825 Hone Every day Bk I 1480 They [houses]

are undergoing reparation by new facing 1874 Knight
Diet Meek , Facing 4 the covering of brick or rough stone-

work with fine masonry, such as sawed freestone or marble

1875 Sat Rev XL 552/2 We are told that the ‘ facing’ of

tea does not affect its quality

6 concr. a A superficial coating or layer ;
also

the material of which this is made
1586 A Day Eng Secretary r (1625) xro The inner facing

of his chimney Casket 1783 T Warton Hist Kiddington

(ed 2) 67 If we suppose some assistance from an artificial

facing, they must have been visible at a vast distance 1833

W Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 32 I'll get My
anvil a new facing. 1836 J H Walsh Dom Econ, (1837)

285 Exhausted tea leaves made up with, facing 1875 Sat.

Rev. XL SS3/1 Green teas with a slight facing of colour

1883 Wore. Eahib Catal m, 52 Nickel, brass, and steel

facing for printing from

b esp. The external layer of stone or other

material which forms the face of a wall, bank, etc

Also the comei s, door-jambs, etc of stone em-

ployed to set off a bi ick building

x8a£ P Nicholson Pract Build 585 Facings, m joinery,

those fixed parts of wood-work which cover the rough work

of the interior sides of walls &c 1841 W Spalding Italy

<$• It 1st. I. 303 Rubble work . . the facing of which with

stone has chiefly disappeared 1866 Rogers Agric ft Prices

I. xx. 483 The older portions, of Merton College, many of

which have perhaps been disfigured by modern facings

1874 Knight Diet Mech,, Facing (Hydraulic Engineering)

a. Protection for the exposed faces ofsea-walls and embank-
ments b. A layer of soil over the puddle, upon the sloping

sides of a canal 1876 Gwilt Archit 562 Walls are most

commonly built with an ashlar facing. 1884 J T Bent in

Macm Mag Oct 432/1 The facings and window cases ofall

the houses aie of marble.

11

e. An external cover or protection.

1849 Groil Greece 11 lxix (1863) VI 220 The horses also

were defended by facings both over the breast and held
1856 Kane Arct Expl. II xvm 185 A small pane of glass,

formerly the facing of a daguerreotype,

d Founding. (See quot

)

1874 Knight Diet Mech , Facing (Founding), powder
applied to the face of a mold which receives the metal The
object is to give a fine smooth surface to the casting 1883
T D West Amcr Foundry Practice 364 Sea-coal or bitu-

minous facing is mixed in with sands for heavy casting .

There is a limit to the petcentage of facings to be mixed with
the sand, which, if exceeded on the heavy castings, causes
the iron to eat into the facmg sand

7 Mining. - Cleat 5
1851 Grecnwell Coal-trade Terms Nortkumb fy Durh ,

Facing , a cleat 1883 m Gresley Coal-mining Gloss

8. Bnck-makmg (See quot )

1884 C T Davis Bricks, Tiles, etc. (1889) 137 The opening
through which the bricks are wheeled into the kiln, and
hauled out after burning .is a ‘ facing ’. or ‘ abutment

'

f 9 The action of defacing or disfiguring ;
also

tbe result of this
;
defacement, disfigurement. Obs

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9213 Refresshing his face for facyng of
teres

10 . atirib. and Comb, as facing-block
,

-bnck,
-implement

,

-machine, -tool
;
facing-loam, -sand

(see quot )
’

1876 Gwilt Archit 535 An extenor *facing block of a
better manufactured brick 1850 Dobson Bricks Ttlcs 1.

11 83 For *facing-bricks additional processes aie employed

1874 Knight Diet Mech,, Facing-brick (Building), front or

pressed brick. 1876 Voyle Mil. Diet (ed 3), *Facing
Implements, used for facing or renewing the vent and
breech pieces of an Armstrong gun. 1881 Wylie Iron
Founding 13 Fine or ^facing loam, used to form the face of
the mould 1884 Knight Diet Mech IV 324 *Pacing
Machine a machine for dressing the faces of mill-stones.

1881 Wylie Iron Founding 73 This coal-dust sand is termed
facing sand' as it. forms the face of the mould 1884

F. J. Britten Watch fy Clockm 204 ^Facing tool.

Facing (fe1 sir)), ppl. a That faces.

+ 1 . Fold, audacious Obs
1366 T Stapleton Ret. llntr Jewel i 33 So outragious

Untruthes, so facing falshoods 159a Babington Comfort.
Notes Genesis 111. § 2 Thirdly, by a bold lye of a facing

Dwell shee is pulled on to her destruction 1624 Bp Moun-
tagu Gagg Pref. 9 Who opmeth. that hee may build his

salvation upon the facing impudency of every light-skirt

mountebanck.

2. That is opposite to. Facingpoints {Railway)'.

a pair of points which open towards the approach-

ing tram Also attnb (see quot. 1 889)
1849 Builder 3 Feb 56/3 For the protection of the boxes

for facing points from dust, ram, snow, &c 1886 Encycl
Bnt. (ed. 0)XX 238 Many accidents have been caused to

trams by facing-points turning the tram unexpectedly into

a siding 1889 G Findlay Eng Railway 73 The ‘ Facmg-
Pomt-Lock’, which is a bar of iron working m connexion
with facing points.

+ Facinorious, a Obs Also 7 facmerious.

[f L facinor-, alsofanner- (see next) +-(i)ous ]

1601 Shake All's Well 11 m. 33 He’s of a most facmerious

spirit 1636 Heywood Challenge Prol , Dukes and Kings
Presented for some hie facinorious things

Facinoroxis (fasinores), a, Obs exc arch

Forms. 6 faoynerous, 6-7 fascmorcras, 7 faci-

ner(i)ous, 6~ faemorous [ad L faemoros-us,

f facinor-, also faciner-,facinus a deed, esp a bad

deed, f.facereio&Q, see -ous. Cf OF faewereux,

facinoreux ] Extremely wicked, grossly criminal,

atrocious, infamous, vile Said both of persons

and their actions. Very common in. 1 7th c

1348 Hall Chron (1809) 381 The people havyng m their

fresne memorie the faemorous acte of there kynge 159*

in Strype Ann Ref IV App lxu 95 Others they have cast

into Newgate among the most faemorous and vile

persons 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11 Ixxvi 323 The
world is not so faemorous, as it was in times of Pagan-
ism 1636 Artf Handsom 131 Things highly charged with
sin .to a more faemorous and notorious degree 1679 Bed-
lol Popish Plot Ep A b. Notwithstanding all their facino-

rous Performances 1721 Cibber Perolla Wks IV
314 The horrid Scroll Of Deeds faemorous 1871 R Ellis

Catullus lxui 24 "lis said, that father .with act impure
stain'd the faemorous house

Hence + Faci norously adv
,
Faci norousness

1692 tr Sallust 134 Thus, by how much every one acted

most facinorously, so much the more secure he thought

himself 1727-36 Bailey, Facmorousness, Villainy, Wicked-
ness 1822 Mrs E Nathan Langreath II 267 The faci-

norousness of your lover 1841 Borrow Zmcali (1846) I x

103 Constantine the Great condemned to death thosewho
should practise such facinorousness.

Facioun, -um, -un, obs ff. Fashion
Pack, var. of Fake sb 1

Facon, obs f of Falcon.
Faconde, -ound, var. of Faoond

•J* Facrere. Obs [?F fairs croire to make
believe ] The aTt of * make-believe ’, deception

1393 Gower Coif. I 230 First ben enforraed for to lere A
craft, which cleped is facrere For if facrere come about,

Than afterward hem stant no doubt

Facsimile (fseksi milt), sb PI facsimiles.

[Ong. two words, and before this cent, usually

wntten as such, L fac, imper offacere to make +
simile, neut. of simtl-is like.

The formfactum simile
,
occurring in quot 1782^ is often

stated to be the original ,
but of this we find no evidence J

FACT.

+

1

The making a copy of anything, esp writing

,

imitation Obs
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1662) III 206 He, though a

quick Scribe, is but a dull one, who is good only atfac simile,

to transcribe out of an original

2 An exact copy or likeness
;
an exact counter-

part or representation Also m phr infacsimile
i6qx T H[ale] A cc New Invent p lxxxvi, A fac simile

might easily be taken, a 1734 North Lives (1742) sg He
made what they call a fac simileof theMarks and Distances

of those small Specks [1782 Pownall Antiq
,
Let toAstlo

178 Drawings copied per factum simile ] *795 Seward
Attecd (1796) III 10 The annexed Engraving, a complete

fac-simile 1824 J Johnson Typogr II xu 434 One of the

most ancient of those manuscripts has been printed in

fac-simile 1831 D Wilson Preh Ann. (1863 1 1

1

. iv iv 281

The inscription is produced iu facsimile 1868 G. Stephens
Runic Mon. I. p vi, Masterly facsimiles,

b transf and.Jig
x8ox Med. Jml V. 191 This is a fac simile to his declar-

ing that leave was given 1817 Coleridge Biog Lit II

xvi 42 Representing before them fac-similies [ric] of their

own mean selves 1864 Carlyle Fredk Gt IV. vui 371
Miraheau’s Gospel of Free-Trade some seventy or eighty

yeaisthe senior of an English (unconscious) Facsimile

3. attnb.

*767 S Paterson Another Traveller l I. 4x5 The first

fac simile manm Europe. 1791 Gentl Mag. 27/2A facsimile

copy of the curious little miscellany 1823 J , BadcockDom
Ainusem. 142 Much better adapted for fac simile writings

i86x Beresf Hope Eng Cathedr lQth C 227 Wyatt sub-

stituted facsimile plaster for stone groining in Lichfield nave

1875 Scrivener Led Greek Test 13 Those elaborate fac-

simile editions of the chief codices

Hence Faosi milist, one who makes facsimiles

Facsi'milize, -ise v. trans , to make a facsimile

of, reproduce exactly.

1862 Sat Rev XIV 453/2 Netherchft is well known as

a facsimilist 1885 Law 1 imes 2 May it/z Inglis, an
expert m handwriting and facsimilist said [etc ]

Facsimile (fbeksrmilz), v. [f. prec sb ]
trails

a To serve as a facsimile of
;
to resemble exactly

rare b. To make a facsimile of; to reproduce

1839 Lady Lytton Qheveley (ed 2) II v 163 Two sofas

facsimiled each other at eitherend ofthe fireplace. 1862 Sat.

Rev. XIV. 454/1 The signature of LouisXIV ofFrance,

as here facsimiled. 1877 A B. Edwards Up Nile Pref 14

Even romances and talcs are photographed, facsimiled in

chromo lithography.
absol 2882 Pall Mall G 1 3 June s/r They are the work

of the artist who adapts, and not of the photographer who
facsimiles

Hence I’acaiimled^/. a.

*887 A thensemie 3 Sept 313/2 With facsimiled,
,
but un-

coloured illustrations

Fact (fiekt). Also 6 fackte, faott, 6-7 facte,

7 faek. [ad L fact-uni thing done, neut pa.

pple. offacZre to do Fust in 16th c. , the earlier

adoption of the OF form survives with narrowed

sense as Feat.]
1 A thing done or performed, -[a. in neutral

sense: An action, deed, course ofconduct Occas

= effect. Also, action m general
;
deeds, as op-

posed to words Obs.

*545 Joye Exp Dan xi Z vij b. Let emprours and kmges
folow this godly kynges feet. 1592 West xst Pi Symbol
§ 2 E, Right is the chiefest cause of obligations, the fact

of man the remote cause 1605 P Woodhouse Flea (1877)

13 The minde doth make the fact, or good or ill. <*1026

Bacon Sylva x. 243 As they are not to mistake the Causes

of these Operations; So much lesse are they to mistake

the Fact, or effect 1643 Prynne Sov Power Pari App
ig3 The fact of him who acts the Gardian, is imputed to

the Co-gardians 1708 Swift Sent Ch Eng Most, A
history of facts done a thousand years ago. *745 P Thomas
Jml Voy 206 At length he committed a Fact that com-

pleted the Desti action of himself and all his Family 2815

Jane Austen Emma 11 xu, Gracious in fact if not in word

t b A noble or brave deed, an exploit
,
a feat

(of valour or skill) . Obs

*543 Grafton Contn Harding 603 For the whiche noble

facte, the kynge created hym afterwarde duke of Norfolke

1586 Marlowe xst Pt Tamburl iil 11, His facts of wai

and blood 1603 StowA un. 48 1 Henry Hotespurre taketh

prayes, exercising laudable fades *667 Milton P. L 11

124 He who most excels m fact ofArms *73° R Gordon
Moffetts Ainphith 321 Whether this wonderful Fact was

performed in the Theatre or Amphitheatre, Xiphihne

.

leaves us in doubt
c An evil deed, a crime In the 16th and t 7th

c the commonest sense , now Obs, exc. in to con-

fess thefact and after, before thefact, in which the

sense approaches that of 2

*539 Act 31 Hen, VIII, c 8 Euery such . person . shall

be adiudgea a traytour, and his facte high treason *531

T Wilson Logtke (1380) 47 To marke thynges that goe

before the facte, as whether he hated the man or no *377

Harrison England u. xi (1877) r, 223 He is hanged
_

neere the place where the fact was committed 1603 Phi-

lotus Ixxxm, For to commit sa foull ane fack. a 1626

Bacon Max. Uses Com Law via. (1635)34 Any accessary

before the fact is subject to all the contingencies pregnant

of the fact. 1689 Col Rec Pemsylv

,

I 252 In a Provinciall

Court held in y° County of Kent, where ye ffact wasCom-
mitted. a 1713 Burnet Own. Time (1766) I 21 AH who were

concerned in that vile fact were pardoned. *769 Blackstone

Comm. iv. 39 Accessories after the fact being still allowed

the benefit of clergy in all cases *772 A nn. Reg 93 He
was carried before Justice Russell, where he confessed the

fact. 1889 Freeman Norm. Conq (1876) III. xu. 92 An
absolution after the fact might be one.

fd. Actual guilt (as opposed to suspicion). Obs.

2-a



PACT. FACTIONARY.

1632 Massinger Emperor of East v 11, Great Julius

would not Rest satisfied that his wife was free from fact,

But, only for suspicion of a crime, Sued a divorce

+ e An action cognizable, or having an effect

m law. Obs
a 1626 Bacon Max if- Uses Com Law xxi. (1635) 89 If

tenant mtaile discontinue, or suffer a descent, or doe any
other fact whatsoever,

f 2 The making, doing, or performing In the

(very)fact -=-01 the (very) act Ok.
1548 Hall Citron 157 b, These three articles he denied

either for fact or thought 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, 11 1 173
Naughtie persons Dealing with Witches and with Con-
lurers, Whom we haue apprehended in the Fact. 1616 B
Jonson Devil an Ass in 1 Wks (Rtldg ) 360/1 A project,

for the fact, and venting Of a new kind of fucus 1626

Bacon Sylva § 795 Those effects which are wrought by
things in fact, are produced likewise in some degree by the
imagination 1630-3 Dissert etc Pace in Phetux (1708) II

382 Causes not ofour fact and our avoiding 1712 Addison
Sped No 311 f 1, I have myself caught a young Jack-
anapes ,m the very Fact 1768 Goldsm Good-n Man 1

1, I caught him in the fact 1807-8 W Irving Sahnag
(1824)20 She was detected in the very fact of laughing.

.

at the description.

f3 Math —Factum 3 Ohs.

1673 Kersey Algebra 1 iv (1725) 15 A third Quantity
which is called the Product, the Fact, or the Rectangle
1721-1800 m Bailey.

4 Something that has really occurred or is ac-

tually the case
;
something certainly known to be

of this character , hence, a particular truth known
by actual observation or authentic testimony, as

opposed to what is merely inferred, or to a con-

jecture or fiction , a datum of experience, as dis-

tinguished from the conclusions that may be based
upon it

[In class Lat factum had occasionally the extended sense
of ‘event, occurrence’, hence in scholastic Lat was de-
veloped the sense above explained, which belongs to all the
Romanic equivalents Fr fait. It fatto, Sp hedw ]
163a J Hayward tr Biondi's Eromena 21 They resolved

that the Admirall should goe disguised . to assure him-
selfe of the fact 1691 T H[alf] Ace Hew Invent 52! he
said Commissioners are to leport to this Board the Truth
of the Fact 1745 in Col Rec Pennsylv V 13 These Facts
plainly shew that the French [etc ] 1749 Smollett GilBl
x 1, Facts are stubborn things 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist
(1776) VI 154 The reader, instead of observations or facts,

is presented with a long list of names 1783 Paine Let
Abbd Raynal (1791) 26 Facts are more powerful than argu-
ments 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 62 It is an un-
doubted fact of human natuie, that the sense of impossi-
bility quenches all will 1836 Thirlwall Greece II xv
283 One fact destroys this fiction 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed 2) III 61 1 The very great advantage of being a fact and
not a fiction

b m apposition with a following clause, or
With const of Now often used where the earlier

lang. would have employed a clause or gerundial
phrase as subject or as the regimen of a preposi-
tion , cf mod use of * the circumstance that \
1723 Dc Foe Plague (1756) 72 Persons alive who can

justify the fact of this. 1846 Mill Logit 1 111 § 11 The
fact of resemblance between relations is sometimes called
analogy 1831 Carpenter Man. Phys (ed 2) 244 Ihe
physiological fact of the peculiar connection between the
mind ana the brain

TI C Occas applied coiur to a person, an insti-

tution, etc (A strained use )

1838 Hawthorne Fr tj- It Jmls (1872) I 14 Ihe first

Napoleon one of the eternal facts of the past *877 Owi n
m Wellesley's Desp p xxi, The British Empire 111 India
was already a great fact

5 Often loosely used for Something that is

alleged to he, or conceivably might be, a 1
fact \

a xjxq S. Clarice Setm lxix Wks 1738 I 428 It would
have been absurd to alleage m preaching to vnbehevers, a
Fact which itself presupposed the Truth of Christ's mission
1793-7 Spirit Pub Jmls (1797) I 356 If another soldier
should call you a jail bird, and the truth of thefaetbe noto-
rious 1834 Westminster Rev II 209 This is, as usual, a
false fact, supported by a supposed motive 1831 Blatkw
Mag June 900/x The poison of false notions, and, if we may
use an expression which, we believe, is m Junius, false facts
1833 Bp Thirlu all Remains (1878) III 185 But I do not
mean to deny the fact 187- Ibid 489, 1 am not concerned
to deny the fact Mod The writer's facts are far from
trustworthy

0 (Without a and pi 1 That which is of the
nature of a fact , what has actually happened or
is the case

, truth attested by direct observation
or authentic testimony

, reality Matter offact

.

a subject of discussion belonging to the domain
of fact, as distinguished fiom matter of inference,
ofopinion, oflaw

,

etc (See also Matted )
1381 E Campion in Confer, n (1584) M b, He speaketh of

a matter of fact. *641 Evelyn Mem (1857) I. 31 A de-
scription ofthe matter-of-fact 1736 But ler Anal 1 iu,Wks
1874 1. 50An instance , collected from experienceand present
matter of fact. 1743-9 Rep Cond Sir y Cope 115 ‘It is
fact that something uncommon was expected. 1794 Paley
j&w/rf (1825) II 371 The evangelists wrote from fact, not
from imagination. 183a Lewis Use <$ A b Pol Terms in 34
1 o denythe power ofthe legislature to dispose of it[property]
at pleasure, is to confound expediency and justice with
fact. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iv (1832) 120 This
case of deliverance from the pangs of guilt is fact. 187sJowett Plato (ed, 3) I, 241 Imagination is often at war
with reason and fact *878 Huxley Physiogr 68 As a
matter of fact we rarely, if ever, experience either

b In fact, in reality (cf. sense 1 and indeed)

12

Now often used parenthetically in an epexegetical

statement, or when a more comprehensive asser-

tion is substituted for that which has just been

made In point offact : with regard to matters

of fact, also (and now usually) =111 fact.

X707 Addison Pres State War 36 If this were true in

Fact, I don’t see any tolerable colour for such a conclusion

171X Swift Iml to Stella. 10 Nov ,
Three 01 four great

people are to see there aie no mistakes in point of fact

1732 Berkeley Alciphr n § 24 In whatever light you
may consider it, this is in fact a sol id benefit 1774 Goldsm
Nat Hist. (1776) I 38 In fact, a thousand questions might

be asked which he would not find it easy to answer 1818

Jas Mill Brit India II v ix. 712 In point of fact, the in-

fluence exerted has never been gi eat *871 Smiles Chaiac

11 (1876) 49 Gray was, in fact, a feminine man 1888 A.W
Streane Jeremiah 102 In point of fact Jeremiah was
absent front Jerusalem Mod He is very independent

—

extiavagantly so, in fact.

c The fact (ofthe matter) . the truth with re-

gard to the subject under discussion

1873 Jowett Plato (ed a) I 23 Wbeieas the fact is

that I enquire with you into the truth

7 Law In sing and pi The circumstances and

incidents of a case, looked at apart from their

legal bearing Attorney tn fact see Attorney
a 1718 Plnn Tracts Wks 1726 I 501 The Jury is judge

of Law and Fact 1892 J M Lely Wharton's Law Lev
616/1 When a jury is sworn it decides all the issues of fact

J' Fact, pa pple Ohs [ad. L fact-us • see

Fact sb ] Made
1600 Tourneur Transf Metamorpli xxvi, The flesh of

excrementale earth is wholly fact

Factful (faektful), a [f Fact sb + -ful ]
a Of a peison Well acquainted with facts b
Of a literary work . Full or consisting of facts

1873 Helps Antm <§• Mast 1 19 Our fact-full friend whips
out some unpleasant fact 1887 Sat Rev 3 Sept 337 The
cheap little collection seldom admits numbeis which are

not ‘matterful and factful’, as some singular people say

fFac’tible a
c 1630 W Oughtred in Vernon Life Heyltn (1682) 46 The

difficulty of the place of [the moon’s node] I saw factible at

Sea

Faction (farkfan), sb Also 6 faccion, fao(c)-

yon, S faetione [a F faction

,

ad L factidn-em,

n of action f faedre to do, make
The L senses are * action or manner of making or

doing , 2 a class (of persons) either professional or social

,

3 a political party, chiefly in bad sense, an oligarchical
clique Ihe popular F representative of the word, which
had only the first sense, appears m Eng as Fashion ]

1 1 A doing or making cf Fashion a Man-
ner of acting or behaving , an action, proceeding,
course of conduct, b The action of doing or

making something , an instance of this Obs
a iSS9«u Strype A mi. Ref I App vm 22 Ihe Pope’s

Factions in refusmge to confirme those which were duely
electyd to Ecclesiasticall Dignities 1607 Iopslll Fourf
Beasts (1673) 110 The factions of dogs for their own ease —
When they he down, they turn round m a circle two or
three tunes together «i6*S Boys Whs (16291 628 The
prisoner of Jesus Christ, in bonds not for any faction of
yours or fault of his owne
b 1612R Sheldon .Ser/w St Mas tm's^ Their daily new

makings, productions, factions, a eations of Christ 1676
R Dixon Two Test 29 Faction, when a Testator declares
this to be his last Will and Testament 1689 Boxes <$

Firebrands in 216 Either by Creation 01 Faction from some
pre-existing matter

2. A class, sort, or set of persons, f a gen
*53° Proper Dyaloge (1863) 13 Dyueis facciones Of cot-

legianes monkes and chanones Haue spred this region
ouer all 1591 Shaks Two Gent iv 1 37 This fellow were
a King, for oure wilde faction. 1606

—

Tr (j- Cr n 1 130,
I will leaue the faction of fooles 1606 Holland Sueton
187 He chose 5000. young men out of the commons, who
beemg sorted into factions should leame certame kinde of
shouts and applauses

b. spec m Horn Antiq One of the companies
or organizations of contractors for the chariot races
m the circus.

IOOD HOLLAND O UClOll 100
greene-coate faction 1788 Gibbon Decl F x! IV (

The blue and green factions continued to afflict the reign 1

Justinian 1869 Lecky Europ Mor I 111 231 An ei

thusiastic partisan of one of the factions in the chain
races. 1882 c Elton Ong Eng. Hist xi 308 Thefactioi
of the Blues and Greens were promised as many chano
races as could he run between morning and night.

c Sc A division of a class in school
, a sectioi

1700 Extractsfr Aberdeen Reg 23 Oct (Buigh Recoi
Soc 1872) 331 Item, in tyme of prayer that each decur
goe to the faetione under his mspectione 1870 J BuriMem W C Bumsi 20 He fought his way steadily .throug
the class till he reached the highest ‘faction . 187a I
Brown Life y Duncan 11 14 Maintaining his position :

the first faction or bench,—each faction containing on'
four boys.

3 A party in the state or in any community c

association. Always with opprobrious sense, coi
veymg the imputation of selfish or mischievous enc
or turbulent or unscrupulous methods
*S°9 Fisher Fun Semi C’/ess Richmond Wks. (187

296 If any faccyons or bendes were made she dyde boul
it oute, *335 Joye Apol Tindale 33 Tindals faccion ar
ms disciples beleue lyke theu master 1361 T, Nortc
Calvin s Inst, i via (1634) 25 Core, Dathan, and Abirar
and all that wicked faction *381 W Stafford Exai
Comp

l

141 (1876) 97 What contmuall warres hath tl
Faction of the Arnans bene the occasion of? 1640 York

Union Hon. 331 Hee was Chiefe of the faction of the

wlnLe Rose 1667 Plpys Dotty i 1S77) V (
lie hath loincd

himself with my Lady Casllemame’s faction *776 Guidon

Did A F I xvin 493 Ihe public tianquilhtyw is dtsluihcd

by a discontented faction 1828 D’Israi n Chris /, I \i

137 Religion was running into factions 1849 Limis Iujl

Author x note 383, When a party abandons public and

geneial ends, and devotes itself only to the 1111son.il inter

ests of its members and leadeis, it is < M r' r r- f,o .
•«

policy js said to be factious *868 1
I

»- '1 '

.

I vn. 108 The Mauan faction and t .. -|» .
1

1 1 1

played into each other’s hands,

b it ansf aiid_/?4r

1614 Bp Hall Recoil Ti eat. 1063 The factum of evil I is

so much stronger m our nature, then that of Good *627

P Flltchlr Locusts 11. 11, 1 lie spmt and flesh man in two

factions rend 1697 Duyden Vug (hotg iv. 94 If intestine

Broils allarm the Hive. The Vulgar 111 divided Factions j.u

c. In Ireland applied lo certain mutually hostile

associations araongthe peasantiy, consisting usually

ofthe members of one particular family (which gives

its name to the faction) and of their relatives and

friends

1830 W. Carllton Irish Peasantry II. 29 His family was
not attached to any faction—and when I use the woitl

faction, it is in contiadistmeUon to the woul parly— fin

faction, you know, is applied to a feud or gitidge between

Roman Catholics exclusively 1838 b C Ihui lights A
Shad Irish Life I 287 'J heit’s a. many as twenty of my
faction at the Grcybeaul’s stone

4 ‘ Paity ’ in the abstiact
,

self inti rested 01

turbulent party stiife or intrigue ,
iactious spoil

or action ,
dissension. *| To be in fatlion with .

lo be m league with.

1338 Starkey England 1 iv xofi 'I her should be facyon

and partys, wyth giete ambycyon and einiy a *652

Bkome Mad Couple 11 Wks 1873 I. 33 The Rogue’s in

faction with ’em 1682 Burnlt Rights Ptinus Prer

13 An Equality among Pastors, cannot hold long without
Faction 1733 8 Bomngbrokl On Parties Ded 16 But
Faction hath no Regard to national Interests *793 Burki
rh Siamty Wks 1842 II 247 Idle tales, spread about by
the industi y of faction 1841 Emlbson Led , C oust r.

Wks (Bohn) II. 276 The man of principle even m the fury

of faction is respected i860 Hook Lives Alps I vi 348
The popularity, which faction was obliged to concede

+ b. A factious quairel 01 lnlngue Obs
*393 R Harvly Philad 18 Hurdibias allayed the fae

ttons and quarrels that lie found among Ins. i« ople 1623
Laud in Ellis 0? ig Lift 11 263 III 241 A faction about
the choice of a newc Govemout *66r-z Pi 1 ys Dtaty • •

J
une, There are factions (pm ate ones at Court) about
ladam Palmer
5 attnb and Comb , as factionfight, i -gova not ,

faction-mad, -udden, adjs
*841 in S C Hah Inland I 427 ‘The “faction fights’

said an intelligent countryman * are a’most gone off the

face of the country’ 1890 W Smith’s Dut Or Rout
Antuj (ed 3) I 448 Even in Rome faction fights frequently
took place towaids the declining period of the empire
1639 Drumm 01 Hawhi Vtiid Hamiltons Wks 117x11 >18

Hamilton was not named by a private (action govtinoio
1784 Cowplr lash in 673 An " cr1 -rig' n ‘ P t, like

the multitude made “faction-mad, D 11 1. . 1 *888
PallMall G 6 Oct 1/2 1 he distracted and i action ridden
Republic of France,

I Fa’ction, 11. Obs [f prec sb ]

1 ititr To act in a factious or lebclhous spirit

,

to intrigue
,
to mutiny Also lofaction it

1609 Bp W Barlow A/isw, Nameless CatIt 45 Preaching
to them, not factionmg against them 1636 b H Gold
Law 81 They need not faction it for their places, bung al

ready plac’t 1682 Souihlrni Loyal Brother in, Hus
rebel nature factions in my breast

2 trans To torn into factions
1656 S, H Gold Law 35 'they divided and factioncd

the people to the Hazard and Ruine of al.

Hence i’ Fa etioned ppl. a

,

+ Fa’ctioxung
vbl sb.

1653 Holcroi

t

Procopius Pref , How are they commonly
so faction’d and sided, that their Relations are but their
Interests. 1636 S, H Gold Law 61 Which else liy such
faclionings and rebellions might have been endangered
-faction, repr. L. -factionem, foimmg nouns of

action related to vbs. m -FY
,
properly used only

where -fy represents L. -faebre, Fr. fam, as in

satisfaction , but through, confusion occasionally
used (instead of

-

fication) where -fy represents L.
-Jicare, Fi. -fier

,

as m petrifaction

Factional (faekjanal), a [f Faction^ +
-Ai< ] Of or belonging to a faction or factions

,

characterized by faction.
1630 B Discolhminium *6 It must be a National Neces-

sity, and not a Partiall or Factionall 1832 Irascr's Mag
IV. 647 Aiding the independent part of society and
balancing the intei ested and factional parts 1876 Coniemp
Lev XXVII 973 Jews factional, fanatical, full of hopes
1881 Fifeshire y-rnl 24 Mar 4/3 There nave been two
factional victories in Scotland within a brief period
Factionary (fie kjanari), a and sb. [f as

prec + -ary ] A adj.

f 1. Taking partm a quarrel or dissension; active
as a partisan
1607 Shaks Cor, v. 11 30 Remember my name is Menu

nius
; alwayes factionary on the party of your Geneiale

2 Of or pertaining to a faction.
1877 Mrs Oliphant Makers Flor iv 94 Whenever he

[the monk] ascended to the higher eminences ofthe Churchy
he too became .a factionary and political leader.
B. sb A membei of a faction ; a partisan
*555 Edln Decades 62 Many occasions were sought



FACTIONATE 13

agenst Ancisus by Vascus and his factionaries a 1834
Coleridge Notes on Ufaterland m Lit Remains IV 245
The unmistakable passions ofa foctionary and a schismatic

1854 tr Lamartine's Celebr Char , Cromwell II 201 1 Ins

religious enthusiasm transformed a body of factionaries

into an army of saints.

+ Pa ctionate, v Obs [f as prec + -ate 3 ]
1 trans To join together in. a faction, band to-

gethei

.

16x1 Speld Hist Gt ' Brit ix xvi § 68 Whose bodies
though thus diuided, their nundes continued most firmely
factionated.

2 intr To form factions
1642 Hales Tract cone, Schmtte 11 Factionating and

tumultuating of great and potent Bishops

Pa ctionee'r, sb. [f as prec. + -eeb] A
membei of a faction, a party-man.
cijio Light to Blvtd fo. 626 in 10th Rep. Hist MSS.

Comm App v. 142 The factioneeis must have their will

1732 Sir C Wogan Let to Swift 27 Feb , He [Charles II]
found himself obliged to turn cabalist and factioneer
1806 W Taylor in Robberds Mem II 139 Appoint a fac-

tioneer by any other voice than the people's, and he is

turned

Factioneer (fa kjanw i), v rare. [f. prec sb ]
tnlr To busy oneself in factions. Hence Fac-
tionee ring ppl a,

x88i Glasgow News 22 Mar , The dupe of factioneermg
dogmatism

+ Fa’ctioner. Obs [f Faction v. + -eu *.]

One who makes oi joins a faction
;
a partisan

1587 Holinshed Scot Citron. II 440/1 The assembhe
did appoint generall fastings especially, when some fac-

tioner m the country was to moue any great enterprise
c x6xo Sir J Melvil Mem (1735) 311 He was advertised
by some Factioners that the Earls of Angus, Mar, etc
had an Enterprise in Hand 1644 in Carte Oimonde III
360 Ormonde's factioneis meet every night

Factiouist (fse kjbmst) [f. as prec + -ist ]
a One who promotes or leads a faction, b A
member of a faction, partisan Also attnb.
1600 Bp W Barlow Answ Nameless Cath 67 A

Libeller by custom, a Factiomst in Society. 1625 Br
Mountagu App Cassar n xxiv 271 Wee live with Puritans
and opposite facUonists 1718 StrypeZt/Jt IVkitgft 1 xui
76 He [Dr Still] kept a strict Hand over the growing
Factiomsts 1830 DTsraeli Chas I, III 1 5 Leaders
may degenerate into factiomsts *891 Daily News 31 Oct
6/5 The Parnelhtes were simultaneously holding a meeting,
which was addressed by the factiomst leaders

t Factio'se, a Obs. rare— 0 [ad L factios-

us see next ]
* Given or inclinable to faction,

seditious ’ (1^27 Bailey, vol. II ).

Factious (fakjas), a Also 6 faccious, fac-

tious® [ad. F. faetteux or L factios-us, f. fac-
tion-em . see Faction and -ous ]

1

,

Of persons and their dispositions Given to

faction
,

inclined to foim parties, or to act for

party purposes , seditious.

1535 Joye Apol Tindale 44 Calling me vayngloriouse
sedyciouse, factiouse, a sower of heresyes a 1568 Ascham
Scholem 1 (Arb ) 76 A discoursing tong, and a factious

haite 1393 Shaks. 2 Hen VI, v 1 135 Chop away _ that

factious pate of his. 1624 Cart Smith Virginia in ill 52
We should incurre the censure of factious and seditious

persons 1750 Berkeley Patriotism § 42 Wks 1871 III

457 The factious man is apt to mistake himself for a
patriot a 1830 Calhoun wks (1874) II 62 A factious

opposition sickens at the sight of prosperity 1874 Green
Short Hist x (1876) 742 The factious spirit, which springs
from a long hold of power

2 Of actions, utterances, etc Pertaining to or

proceeding from faction ;
characterized by party

spirit.

1332 More Confut. Tindalc Wks. 666/x For the settyng
foorth and auauncing of hys [Tindal’sl false faccious here-

sies 1606 Shaks Tr, Cr. 1. ui. 191 Ajax
_
makes fac-

tious Feasts 1663 Boyle Occas. Rfl iv xi. (1675] 239
His Factious indignation at the Princes faults 1782

Priestley Corrupt, Ckr I 1 109 In this factious manner
was the great doctrine established *803 Syd Smith
Wks (1867) I. 25 Why can factious eloquence produce such
limited effects in this country? 1862 Ld Brougham Bnt.
Const ix § 2. X2o The party chiefs used the mob more
effectually for their own factious and selfish purposes

Factiously (fsekfasli), adv [f. as piec, +
-ly J

] In a factious manner or spirit ; with a
factious purpose ; m the interest of a faction

iggi Percivall. Sp, Diet , Vandenzamente , factiously

1637 Gillespie Eng, Pop. Cerent 111 vm 123 Why did

they carry matters so factiously and violently ? 1693 Apol
Clergy Scot 47 They have stubbornly and factiously Con-
spired against the Apostolical Hierarchy 1796 Burke
Regie Peace ni Wks 1802 IV. 509 The opposition, whether
patriotically or factiously, contending that [etc ]

Factiousness (fa kfasnes). [f as prec +
-NESS ] The quality or state of being factious

,
a

disposition to make factions, or act in the interest

of a faction ;
seditiousness

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 16 A gentleman friendly,

without factiousnes 1381 Marbeck Bk ofNotes 67 Some
did with their factiousnesse trouble the Church 1679 Kid

in G Hickes Spirit of Popery (x68o) 14,

1

have been .

.

branded with Factiousness, a 17x0 Bp 'B'oix.Serw Priestly

Office Wks. 1827 I. x66 Not to add to our load byyour way-
ward factiousness 18x2 G Chalmers Dorn Econ Gt Brit-

428 Whatever might be the factiousness, or imbecility of

statesmen, on either side the Irish Channel 1884 Manch
Exam 28 Oct 5/7 The Opposition at question time dis-

played more than its usual factiousness.

t Fa-ctist. Obs [acl F. factiste (Cotgr \ in

OF.faitiste
,
f L fact- ppl Mem offacet

e

to make
+ -1ST ]

* A poet or play-maker * (Coles 1696)
Whence 1773 in Ash
IVctitate, v Obs rare-1 [f ppl stem of

L factitare, freq of facere to do, make,] intr.

? To work busily
16x7 Lane Sqr’s Tale 1x6 In her selfe to factitate, and

protectes.to begett of greatest great

Factitious (faekti jas), a [f faciui-us made
by art {i.faddre to make) + -ous ]

f 1 Made by or resulting from art , artificial

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep 11 1 31 It becomes the
chiefest ground for artificial! and factitious gemmes 1683
Boyle Salubr. Atr 39 Beer, Ale, or other factitious drinks
1769 De Foe's Tour Gt Brit I 293 The Stones of which
it [Stone-henge] was composed, aie not factitious 1774 J
Bryant Mytho

l

I 236 The one was a natural eminence
The other was a factitious mound x8oi J. Jonls tr

Bygge's Trav Fr Rep, xv. 382 His factitious black lead
pencils are not piepared from the native ore, but a com-
position of iron and sulphur

1 2 . Of soil, etc . Produced by special causes,

not forming part of the original ciust of the
earth. Obs
1684 T Burnet Th Earth 1, 137 Those [islands] I call

factitious, that are not of the same date and antiquity with
the sea, but have been made by accidental causes 1739
Labelve Short Ace Piers IVestm Bridge 7 This Bed of
Sand, Mud and Dirt, is a factitious Bed. 1794 S Wil-
liams Vermont 80 Factitious soil, formed of decayed or
rotten leaves. 1808 Wiltord Seicr Ishs in Astat Res.
VIII. 298 The factitious soil of the Gangetic provinces .has
been brought down by the alluvions of rivers

3 . Got up, made up for a particular occasion or
purpose

;
arising from custom, habit, or design

;

not natuial or spontaneous , artificial, conven-
tional
1678 Cudworth Iutell Syst Pref., The Atheists Artificiall

and FactiUous Justice, is Nothing but Will and Words
1748 Hartley Observ Man 1 iv 420 The factitious
Nature of these Pleasures 1776 Gibbon Decl <$• F. I ix.

174 The use of gold and silver is in a gieat measure fac-
titious 1706 Morse Amer Geog II 51 Factitious wants
created by luxury. 1810 Bentham Packing (1B21) 67 The
mass of factitious expence and delay with which the ap-
proaches to justice are clogged 1848 Mill Pol Econ 1.

xi i) 4 Its acquisition was invested with a factitious value.

1863 T'/lorEarlyHist Man 11 23 Factitious grammatical
signs 1871 Freeman Norm Cong. (1876) IV. xvui 106
The momentary and factitious joy whicn had greeted the
day of William's crowning died utterly away
Hence Pact! tionsly adv

,
in a factitious man-

ner Pactitiousness, the quality of being fac-

titious.

1795 Encyct Bnt XIV. 478 There is no such Fear, as is

factitiously pretended, of ropery and arbitrary Power
1836-7 Sir W Hamilton Metapk xxxiv. (1859) II 279 Our
factitiously complex notions, are all merely so many pro-
ducts of Comparison 1838 Hawthorne Fr & It Jmls
II 39 Festivity, kept alive factitiously x668 Wilkins
Real Char 11 1 § 3 28 Factitiousness, artificial, technical,

made. 1883 T» Hardy in Lonsm Mag July 257 As the
day passes on and he is still unbred, there does appear a
factitiousness in the smile

Factitive (fa ktitiv), a. Gram [ad mod L.

factitiv-us, irregularly f fact- ppl stem of fac&re
to make.] a. Of a verb 1 Expressing the notion

of making a tiling to be (either objectively or in

thought or representation) of a certain character

{eg.' To make a man king*, * to call one a fool ’,

* to paint the door green ’)
;
taking a complemen-

tary object; = Factive 2 Alsomfactitive object
,

predicate
,
or accusative, the complementary accus.

governed by a factitive verb b. By some gram-
marians used for : Causative
1846 J W. Gibbs Philol Stud (1857) 93 The simple in-

finitive was also used to denote the second object after a
factitive verb. Ibid 69 The factitive relation a favorite
technical term of the New or Beckerian Philology is [etc ]

Ibid 70 This second object is called the factitive object

1871 Public School Lat Gram § xio 251 Verbs called

Factitive because they contain the idea of making by
deed, thought, or word. 1877 Whitney Eng Gram 166

Hence Pa ctitively adv
1877 Whitney Eng Gram 166 Even intransitive veibs

are thus used factitively

Factive (fektiv), a [f L type *factiv-us, f.

facere to make ]

+ X. Tending or having the power to make ; con-
cerned with making Obs
x6x* R, Sheldon Servt St Martin's 35 What new exis-

tences are made of one Christ, by your productiue, creatiue,

and factiue consecrations a x6a5 Boys IVks, (1629! 206
The factiue sciences have their excellencies, specially

painting and nauigation 1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. 1 111

ix Factive motion is restriction to animall actions per-
formed by the abihtie of the Muscles
2

.

Gram, (See quot. ,
= Factitive)

1880 Public School Lat, Primer 134 Factive Verbs are

such as may be said to make a thing to be of a certain
character, by deed, word or thought .Factive Construction
m the Passive becomes Copulative.

Hence + Pacti vity, capacity, range of activity,

a 1643 J Shute fitdgem § Mercy (1645) 82 He perswades
himselfe it is 111 his factivity, because another hath done it.

Factlessness (fselctlesnes). nonce-wd. [f

Fact sb. + -less + -njess.] The quality of being

devoid of or wanting in facts.

FACTOR.
1887 Sat Rev xg Nov 708 An instance of the * factless.

n«bb ’ of the book

Factor (fa ktur) Also 6-/ factour [ad Fr
facteur

,
ad L factor

,

agent-n. f facere to do, make.
Some of the obs senses are immediately from L.]

X. A doer, agent,

f 1. One who makes or does (anything) ; a doer,

maker, performer, perpetrator; an author of a

literary work Obs or arch
1363 Mtrr Mag , Hastings xxxi. Foes of vertue, factours

of all evylls. 1398 J Dickenson Greene at Cone {1878}
116 Where vertue hath one affecter, vice hath many factor1;

a 1633 Corbet Poems (1807) 18 Their plays had sundry
grave wise factors, A perfect mocess ofactors 1647 Claren-
don Hist Red in 11702) I 141 An avow'd h actor and
Piocurer of that odious Judgement. 1863 Mrs C Clarke
Shaks. Char xui 321 To fasten upon the factor of hu,
monster-crime its responsibility

+ 2. A partisan, adherent, approver Obs. [So
m med Lat.

;
Du Cange regards it as a corruption

of the synonymous Fautoii , but cf L facere cum
aliquo to take a person’s side] In the latest

examples with mixture of sense 1 01 3
1302 Arnolde Chroiu (1811) 177 Alle the whiche done

byleuenin whichcrafteandsorsery and theirfactors 1342-7
Boorde Introd Kiaml. xvi (1870) 165 Martyn Leuter &
othei of hys factours, in certayne thynges dyd take syms
trail opinions. 1642 Fuller Holy Prof St v 400 Modem
Factours for the Independent congregations. 1685 Stil-
LiNGrL Orig, Bnt, Two very busie Factours in the Anan
Cause. 1713 Bentley Serin, x 365 What is he hut a vile

Factor to Libertinism and Sacrilege?

3

.

One who acts for anothei ; an agent, deputy,

or representative. Now rare.

*483 Caxton Chas, Gt ui (1881) x6 The kyng sente
anone Aurelyen his factour *331 Edw VI Let m UdalPs
RoysterD (1847) p xxx note, Lycense to Nicholas Ud all

and to his factors and assignes to prynt the worke of Peter
Marter 1563-87 Foxe A St M (1684) III 643 They
Authorised the Vicechancellor, to be the common Factor
for the University 1631 Gouge God’s Arrows iv xv 397
Parker was a kind of factor for English Seminaries ana
Nunues beyond sea a 1704 T Brown Sat Quack Wks.
1730 1 63 Death's busy factor, son of desolation 1776 Adam
Smith W N v. i (x86g) II 298 These judges were a sort

of itinerant factors, sent round the country for the purpose
of levying certain branches of the king's revenue 1862
Merivale Rom. Emp (1865) IV. xxxm. 104 The jealousy
of the emperor was peculiarly sensitive in regard to every
act and word of his factor at Alexandua
fig x6ox Dent Pathw Heaven 72 AU other vices are

but Factors to Couetousness 1673 S C Ait Complaisance
go Reason and honesty are too oft made factours to their

avarice

4 Comm. One who buys and sells for another

person j a mercantile agent , a commission mer-
chant, Also in comb., as corn-, cotton- produce

•wool-, etc.factor.
At the present time, a factor is distinguished from an

ordinary agent or broker, in having actual possession of the

goods he deals in, and trading in his own name
*4gi in Arnolde Citron. (? 1503) 40/1 Shall ressayue the said

v. C frank of y° said J. de castro and alonso or of any of

them or of theyr factors 1523 Act 14-15 Hen VIII, c x

No person .shall sell to any marchaunt or to any ofhis
factours. any maner of brode white wollen clothes, c 1392
Marlowe Jew qfMalta 1.

1,
Bid my factor bring his loading;

in 1683 Loud Gaz, No. 1852/8 A Factor . for Norwich
Hose or Stockings. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace, E Ind I.

x 113 Send Factors all over India to carry on trade. *743
De Foe’s Eng, Tradesman II. xlviu 2x2 The buyers of
cheese, butter, corn and malt, are called factors. 1830
W Irving Mahomet v. (1833) 26 Mahomet was employed
by different persons as .factor in caravan journeys to Syria.

1891 P O. London Directory 1689/3 Corn and flour factors

See also Malt factors..Hop factors. Seed factors.

b. One of the third class of the East India

Company’s servants Obs. exc Hist.
[1600 Mm Crt Adventurers 23 Oct in Cal State Papers,
E Indies (1862) iog Thos. Wasse to be employed as factor.

Ibid r8 Nov tbtd nx Three principal factors to have each
xool. for equipment four of the second sort to be allowed

50/ four of the third sort 50/. and four of the fourth and
last sort 20/ each ] 1673-6 m J Bruce Ann East-India
Co, (18x0) II, 373 We do order, that when the Writers have
served their tunes they be sttled Factors 1781 Ld, Corn-
wallis Corr (1859) I- 378 We have a council and senior

and junior merchants, factors and writers, to load one ship

in the year x8oo Wellington in Owen Desp 719 Writers
or factors filling the stations of registers.

c. At Birmingham and Sheffield : A trader who
buys hardware goods from the workman or ‘

little

master’ by whom they are made, usually causing

his own trade-mark to he stamped upon them
1833 J Holland Mannf Metal II 13 The operatives

pressed between reduced prices and want of work, betook
themselves to the factors The factor, advanced to the
workman a small sum to purchase the requisite tools,

d attrib.

1858H VaughanA ddressRwer Usk Pref. i8Thefactour-
wmd from far shall bring The odours of the scattered
spring. 17x1 Shaftesb Cfiarac, (1737) I 304 Certain mer-
chant adventurers in the letter-trade, who in correspondence
with their factor-bookseller, ate enter'd into a notable com-
merce with the world. x88o Browning Dram. Idylls 2nd
Ser. Clive 91 This fell in my factor-days.

5 . One who has the charge and manages the

affairs of an estate
;
a bailiff, land-steward. Obs.

exc. Sc

>
1561 T. Norton Calvin’s Inst il vm (1634) 187 If any

idle Factor or BayhfFe doe devoure his masters substance.
X640-X Kirkcndbr. War-Comm. Min, Bk, (1855)17 That he
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retein In his own hand his factor’s fie 1683 Pennsylv
A rcluves I 54 W™ Pickering of yr Province factor to one
Growden 17*2 Wodrow Corr (1843) II 672 Call for as
many copies as you want from Mr M'Ewen’s factoi 1804

J Bristed Pedestrian Tour I 230 Lord Kinnaird’s factor,

or bailiff-steward 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 326 The
Steward, Factor as the Scotch call him, used to send lettei s

and threatening? 1885 Act 48 Vtd c 16 § xi It shall not
be lawful for any assessor to be employed as a factor for
heritable property or land agent

to A person legally appointed to manage for-

feited or sequestered property. Sc.

1690 Acts ofSederunt 31 July, The factor shall be lyable
for annualrentofwhatrentsheshall recover 1753 Stewart's
Trial 153 The sole offence taken at Glenure, was his acting
in the quality of factor on the forfeited estate of Ardshiel
1885 R. Bell Hand-bit Law Scot § 1480 To take measuies
for the preservation of the estate, .by the appointment of a
judicial factor,

C. U. S. Law

.

(See quot

)

1878 Drake Attachm. fed 5) § 451 In Vermont and Con-
necticut, he [the garnishee] is sometimes called a factor,
and the process [of garnishing],factorizingprocess

II. 0. Math. One of two or more numbers,
expressions, etc., which when multiplied togethei
produce a given number, expression, etc Also,
common, primary, prime factor

,

for which see the
adjs

1673 Kersey Algebra 1 tv. (1725) 15 The Quantities given
to be multiplied one by the other are called Factors. 1780
Hutton in Phil. Trans LXX 408 For that zy may be
positive, the signs of the two factors z and y must be alike

*855 H. Spencer Prtnc Psychol (1872) II vn 1 305 Error
in either factoi must involve error in the product x86x
Maxwell Electr. .J JMagn I x Every expression of a
Quantity consists of two factors or components
7 , transf. An element which enters into the com-

position of anything; a circumstance, fact, or in
flnence which tends to produce a result.
*8x6 Coleridge Lay Serm 339The reason is the science

of the universal, having the ideas of oneness and allness as
its two elements or primary factors. 1845-6 Trench Huh
Led, xst Ser i 14 This Book is so essential a factor 111 the
spiritual life of men. 1878 Gladstone Prim, Homer 77
The first factor in the making ofa nation is its religion.

Factor (fee kior), v rare. [f. prec sb ]
a, mtr To act as a factor or agent In quot.

Jig b trans. To deal with (goods, money, etc )
as a factor

; in Birmingham and Sheffield use, to
procure goods as a factoi does (see prec. 4 c).
1611 Speed Hist Gt Brit ix ix §70 527 The Pope had

his pipes and conducts to conuay this stench mtQ this land,
and the wealth of it backe in lieu thereof Which was now
so factoured by his Chaplaine Martin, that, etc. 1621 S
Ward HappinessofPractice 44 Send your Prayers and good
Workes to factor there for you 1693 [see below] Mod.
(Sheffield), He manufactures a few articles, and factors the
rest

Hence Factoredppl a
, Factoring vbl, sb. and

ppl a.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isi vm. xlvi, A carrion crow he

j?, j
v1Al factoring knave. 1602 Settle Triumphs

Loud Ded , Chaffering 01 Factoring have been thought so
unnecessary Preliminaries m dealing with Sir John Fleet,
that [etc.]. X883 Birm DailyPost 11 Oct , The Hardware
Factoring Business 1886 19th Cent. Aug 244 Articles
sold under other local designations in Loudon and all
over the world are the ‘factored* work of Birmingham
craftsmen

Factorage (fee ktoredg). Also 7 -idge. [f.

Factor sb + -age. Cf. F. factorage ]
1 . The action or professional service of a factor

;

the action of buying or selling (goods) on commis-
sion. Also attnb.
5670 Sir T. Culpepper Necess Abating Usury 8 Trading

with our own stocks, honest Partnership, and discreet Fac-
torage <21734 North Lives II. 367 A celebrated house
ot factorage in Constantinople a 1834 Lamb Mr Liston
Misc. Wks. (2871) 406 Satisfied with the returns of his
factorage. 2865 Carlyle Frcdk Gt VI xx. ve 143 Him-
self once a Preacher, but at present concerned with Factor-
age of Wool on the great scale,

2 . Commission or per-centage paid to a factor on
goods purchased or sold by him.
16x3 F. Robarts Revenue ifGospel 100 Carnage, factor-

age, impost and custome 1632 Malynes Anc Lcvw-Merch
in Hee that exceedeth his Commission shall lose his Fac-
tondge 1721 C King Brit Merch III, 214 To engross
the whole Profit of Commission and Factorage to them-
selves 1809 R. LANGroRD Introd. Trade 70 Factorage ts
per Quarter x85a McCulloch Did Comm,, Factorage
is alio frequentlychargedat a certain rate per cask, or other
package

f 3 The place of business of a factor
;
an agency

r
Tlot Staffordsh (1686) 108 The Cheesmongers of

-London have thought it worth their while to set up a Fac-
torage here, for these commodities [butter and cheese]
A. collect. 81 , Ihe whole body or assemblage of

factors ; see Factor sb 5 , b. The sum total of
'constituent elements ; see Factor sb. 6.

1849 Tail's Mag XVI. 12/1 The importance of the factor-
age was raised enormously in their own esteem. 1887 F
Robinson New Reltg, Med 127 These, were the factorage
analyzed, might crop up as constituents seldom absent.

Factordom (fse’ktoidom). rare- 1
, [f. Factor

5 + -com ] The systemofmanagement by factors

d555&fsfts&t He "** *0”' "t0

t Fa’ctoress. Obs. Also 7 fact’ress. ft as
pfec. + -bss.} A female factor or agent.
x6b8-xx Bp. Hall Efiist v i. (1627) 363 Still the Deuill

begins with Eue Marcion had his factoresse at Rome
1638 Ford Fancies in m, Your fact'ress hath been tamp’nng
for my misery 1668 R L'Estrange Vis Quev (1702) 190
These aie our best Fact’i esses, wehave foi doing Bus’nesses

1722 Loud Gas No 6094/3 Mrs, Ann Harland Coal-

Factoress

Factorial (fcektSmal), a 1 and sb [f as prec

+ -(i)al.] A, adj

1. Math (See quots. and B a )
1837 Penny Cycl IX 155 The term factorial expression

has been in some instances applied to ail expression ofwhich
the factors are in arithmetical progression i860 Boot c
Calc Fin Diff 6 The teimin which they [‘ factorials ’ 111

Boole’s sense] aie involved is called a factorial term 1867
Galbraith Algebra (ed 3)396 Factoi iul functions If the
function consist of equi-different factors

2 . Of or pertaining to a factor (sense 4)
x88x Blackie Lay Serm v 177 Large farms and factorial

management have formed together an unholy alliance.

B sb. Math [InF.fadonelleP]
a gen. The product of a senes of factors in

arithmetical progression In later usage some-
times with wider sense : The product of a senes
of factors which are similar functions of a variable

that changes by a constant difference m passing
from any factor to the next. Cf Faculty 2 c
(Boole Calc Fvt Diff 6 defines the word as meaning each

of the factors composing such a product, and usesfactorial
term for what other writers call afactorial

)

1816 Herschel in Lacroix's Diff fy Int Calc App § 370
Any quantity ofthe form aan-t- b.vn— f

>-f- etc mayberesolvcd
into factorials 1845 Penny Cycl Suppl I 559 Aibogast
proposed to call the different cases of a by the name of
factorials 1867 Galbraith Algebra (ed 3) 397 To find the
difference of a factorial

b. spec. The product of an mteger multiplied
into all the lower integers.
For example, the factorial of 6 (written symbolically

16 01 61)136X5X4X3X2 =720. Factorials aie of frequent
use in the investigation of Permutations and Probabilities.
1869 J J Raven CA Bells Camb (1881) 77 The number

of changes that can be rung on a peal of bells is the factorial
of the number of the bells

Factorial, a.‘t rare [f. Factory + -al.]
* Pertaining to a factory , consisting in a factory ’.

1864 Webster refers to Buchanan 1885 Science VI 100
The advisability of. securing a limited district for a
‘factorial establishment’ for American citizens in that
region [the Kongo country]

Factorize (f* ktoraiz), v. [f as prec + -ize
]

1. trans. (£7. S Law.) In Vermont and Con-
necticut, = Garnish
1864 in Webster 1878 [see Factor sb 5 c ]

2 . Math. To break up (a quantity) into factors

Factorship (fee kloijip). ft. as prcc + ship ]
The office or position of factor (senses 3, 4)
isos Hakluyt Voy. II x6a What you shall doe inTurhie

besides the busmesse of your Factorship x6ix Cotgr
,A factorship, or

{
the dulie and charge of a factor, fac-

turene, fadorerze a 1657 R Loveday Lett (1663)188My friend had happily pleased my Lady L in his Factor-
ship. 1730-6 m Bailey (folio) 1834 H Milllr Scenes
4r Leg. xxiv (1857) 342 In a few years after he had appointed
him to the factorship he disposed of all his lands 1885
Manch. Exam 7 Jan 4/6 £2,294 8s. 5d. had accumulated
during his factorship
fig 1888 Pall MallG 2 Oct 7/2 A class which contributes
pretty largely to the factorship of immorality and sin

Factory (fee ktbn) Also 6-7 factorie [repr.
medL.factories, {.factor, see Factor. The proxi-
mate source is uncei tain . the word is found m
several of the Romanic langs. : It. fattona, Sp.
factories,

,
Pg feitona (1551 m the original of our

first quot)
;
Fr. has fadorene (Cotgi 1611), f as

Factor + -ene -ery
j also, factone app. adopted

from some foreign lang. In senses 4-5 referred to
the type oifactomim place or instrument ofmaking
(recorded in sense * oil-press ’), f.fach-c to make ]1 . An establishment for traders carrying on busi-
ness m a foreign country

, a merchant company’s
tiading station.

' '

[Bofala] the Portugals haue aFoit and Factorie ofvery ncl
Trade. 168a Load. Gaz. No. 1692/1 The total subversion 0
their Factory at Amoy 1701 Charter Soc Prop, Gospel
Ihe maintenance of clergymen in the Plantations, Coloniej
and Factories of Great Britain 1772 Mad D’Arblay Earh
Diary 3 Feb., He is chaplain to the British factory at St
Petersburg 1837 W. Irving Cafit Bonneville II 84 Van
couver the main factory of the Hudson's Bay Company
x86i Pattison Ess (1889)1 39 Long before .. the Hanse .

fixed their factories in Lisbon
jig 1641 Milton Ch Govt n. 34 All those that seek tc
bear themselves uprightly in this their spiritual factory
attnb 1804 Valentia Voy 4. Trav (1809)! vu 372 Th«

factory-house is a chaste piece of architecture

I*
2 The body of factors in any one place Obs

170a W. J. Bruyn's Voy Levant vi. 18 The three Statues
were sent by the French Factory to Pans 1777 W
Dalrymple Trav. Sp. 4- Port, exxv, I feasted with the
consul and factory.

3

.

TJie employment, office, or position ofa factor

:

factorship (Chiefly *. : cf Factor sb z.) Also!
Letter offactory = 3 b
156° m Tytler Hid Scot 1 xx (x864)III 328 No dispose

tton of factorie shall be made by [= contrary to] his advice
*594 “A Acts Jas. VI (1816) 64 Diuers per&oms lies maid

dyuerss handis, obligations, lettres of factorie 1631 T
Pov\ lli Tom All 'J nuics 35 The Meichant Royall comes
to his Profession by travaile and Factory 175® G Brown
in Scots Mag (1753) Nov 555/2 He accepted the factoi

y

of the estate 1869 Act 32-3 Vut c 116 § 3 A conveyance
for the purposes of such estate 01 tiust, 01 factory

b A document investing another with the au

thority of a factor or agent
1640-1 Kirlcudbr IVar-Comm Mm Bk (1855)134 1 lie

factorie granted be Gilbert Browne of Bagbie to Joliiic

Browne, merchand. 1676 W Row Contn Blair sA utofuog

xn (1S48) 380 He gauc a factoi ic to his son in-law, to go
over with Fortlier and agent that business.

*| 4 The action or process of making anything
1664 Butler Hud it ill 864 These leasons aie fai from

satisfactory, T’ establish, and keep up your Factory 1678
Ibid 111 11 1446 Gam has wondeil ul Effects, 1’impiove the

Factory of Sects

5 . A building or range of buildings with plant

for the manufacture ot goods
5
a manufactory,

workshop ,

* works \
x6x8 Ussher Let to Camden 8 June, The Company of

Stationers in London are now electing a Factory for Books
and a Press among us here 183a G. R Porii u Pot celam
<51- Gl 307 The spacious factory of the manufacture! 2878
Jlvons Prttn Pol Eton Cj Somebody must settle whether
the factory is to work for ten or eight horns a day

b transf. andJig
x6i8 Middleton Peacemaker Wks 18C6 VIII rCt Come

then to the factoiy of Peace, thou that desnest to have life

x68a Sir T Bhownl Chr Mai. (1716) 21 Uui couuptul
hearts are the Factories of the Devil, which may be .it wotk
without his presence 1847 Kmi kson Poems, Monadnac
Wks (Bolin) I. 433 Factoiy of nvei and of rani, Link ill the
alps’ globe-girding chain. 1856— J< ng Piaits.Umo ibid

II. 91 Oxford is a Greek factory x86o O W. IIolmi s Piof
Break/-t. x. 216 This was 110 common miss, such as aiL
turned out m scores from the young-lady-faclones.

0 attnb (sense 5), as factoiy-gu l, -hand
,

-in-

spector -man, -people, -spinner, -village Alsu
lactory acts (eailier factoi us ads), the statutes 42
Geo. III. c. 73 (1802), 3 & 4 Will IV c. 103

(1833), and various later acts, passed for the lcgu-

lation of factories in the interest of the health and
moials of the persons employedm them ; factory-
cotton (U. S ), unbleached cotton cloth of home
manufacture, as opposed to imported fabues , also

called factoiy and domestic
1845 Glo Murray Jslaford 143 *Factory gill, who eon

trives to sport a cotton parasol. 1850 I.yj i 1 aid l 'nit U .S

II 300 There had recently been a strike of the factoiy gills.

*858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *

b

actory-hand . a person cm
ployed about a null. 1846 M'Cui 1 o< h Au But Lmpnc
(1854)1 699 The appointment of *Faetcny Inspected -> has
been productive of the gieatest advantage. 1845 Bunn
Dis Liver 349 The patient, a ^factory-man, fortj seven
years of age 1856 Emerson Eng Traits, Wealth Wks
(Bohn) II. 71 Roberts destroyed the ''factoi y spinner
1841-4— Ess, Pod ibid I 161 Readers of poetry see the
*faetory-villagc and the railway.

Hence Pa otorysMp— 14 ACT011SH11\
1836 Ft asePs Mag. XIV 511 He who shot Sir Alexander

Boswell is. duly fitted with a facloryslup.

Factotum (feektfu t»m). [ad.med.L factotum
(f.fac, imper. offacifre to do + tbtum the whole) in

phrases Johannes Factotum, Dominus Factotum,
Magisterfactotum, which appear to be rendeimgs 111

etymological equivalents of Romanic expressions
= 'John Do-everytiling’, ‘Mi. Do-Everything’

, cf.

It.fa tl iutto,fattutto of similar formation. These
phrases are found in 16th c in Eng., and ft ireJean
Factotum (Par6 a 1590), Dominus Factotum also
in Fr.

;
their source has not yet been diseoveictl.

The word factotum without the prefixed woids is

used in Geiman (as neuter sb ) from idth c. (Giimm
cites Fischart 1 5 79), and mb and It. ftom 1 7th c.]

1. t a. In L. phrases . Dominus factotum, used
for ‘ one who controls eveiythmg

, a ruler with
uncontrolled power

,
Johannesfactotum, a Jack of

all trades, a would-be umveisal genius *] b. One
who meddles with everything, a busybody c. In
mod sense : A man of all-work

, also, a servanL
who has the entire management of his masted

s

affairs

1566 Gascoigne Supposes 111 iv (1572) 31 He had the dis
bursing of al my masters affaires . he was Magister fat
totum [Ariosto 1525 * erafa it tntto ] 1584 R Parsons
Leicester s Comrnw. 65 Throughout all England my L or
Leycester is taken for Dominusfac totum 159a Grelni
GioatswWitTLiv, Being an absolute Johannesfai totum
[he] is in his owne conceit the onely Shake-scene in a Coun
trey x6i8 S Wakd Serm h xod xvm* 21-22* 65 lb
there no mean between busibodies and tell-clockes, between
fac-totnm andfay’t neant ? 1630B Jonson New Inn 11 n,
Dip. Ait thou the dominus? Host Fac-totum here, sir
x66a Foulis Plots of Saints (1674] 278 Robert Passellew
was dommusfactotum in the middle—andfac nihil towards
the end—of the reign of Henry III. 1782 Cowplr Lett x8™ ar > The garden where I am my own fac-totum 1824
Miss Mitpqrd Village ist Ser (1863) 9 The pensioner and
factotum of the village, amongst whom he divides lus ser
vices. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Viet III u 25 A
butler, or factotum, for there was only one male servant in
the house.
attnb 1859 G- Meredith R. Feverel xi, The small fac-

totum footman

+ 2 Printinĝ : see quots. Obs.
1681 Blount 6lossogr 255 Eac-totnm signifies among

Printers, a Border in the middle of which any Letter of the



FACTBIX. FACULTY.
Alphabet may be put in for use, and then taken out X721-
1800 in Bailty 1823 in Crabb I echnol Diet.

Hence Facto turnship, the office of a factotum.
1660 Fishpr Rnshcks Alarm Wks (1679) 34s During the

long time of their Dominus fac-totum-ship, in whole Chris-
tendom
Factrix (fas ktriks). rar&—^ [f Factor, after

Lat analogy see -trix ] = Faotoress.
1870 H Scott Fasti Scot Eccles. V. 204 Lady Forbes

factnx for her son.

Factual (fae kliwal), a [f Fact si

,

after the

analogy of Actual ] Pertaining to or concerned

with facts ; of the nature of fact, actual, real.

a 1834 Coleridge Notes Southey's Life Wesley (1858) n
8 That I should quench the ray and paralyse the factual

nerve, by which I have hitherto been able to discriminate
veracity from falsehood 1846 Whewell Syst. Morality
in 58 We can never present the Factual part ot a Fact,
separate from the Ideal part 1846 De Quincey Antigone
of Sophocles Wks. XIV. 211 Any direct factual imitation,

restingupon painted figuies would have been no art what-
soever. 1884 R F Burton Book ofSword 201 Our factual

knowledge of Mesopotamian civilisation

absol. 1876 W Alexander Bampton Led v (1877) 144
The facts and the history are Jewish ; but theie is a typical

in the factual

Hence Ftt ctually adv

,

in a factual manner , as

matter of fact.

1852 Pulstord tr Mullets Chr Doctr Sm I. 28 The
universal moral condition of the human race, as it factually

exists 1884 R F Burton Book of Sword 149 Nilotic al-

legories and mysteries which the vulgar understood factually

and literally

Factum (fieflctirai). [a. L. factum . see Fact.
Cf. F.factum ]

1. CivilLaw * A person’s act or deed
;
anything

stated or made certain ’ (Wharton 1848).
2. A statement of facts, 01 of the points in a case

or controversy
;
a memorial. [After Fr. legal

use.]

1773 Gentl Mag XLI II 587An actionwas brought against
M de Voltaire, and an odiousfactum was drawn up in the
printer’s name 1872 W H Jervis Galilean Church! xm
440 The curds of Pans and Rouen put forth a series of fac-
turns or memonals 1886 Sat Rev 6 Mar. 349/1 Not - a
novel nor an historical monograph, but an elaborate factum

+ 3 Math. The product of two or more factors

multiplied together. Ohs
1748 Hartley Observ Man t 111 351 When the Factum

of the proper Powers of all the Quantities is so 1817 H.
T Colebrooke Algebra xvit, A factum of two unknown
quantities

Facture (fse ktifu) Now rare, [a F. fac-
ture, ad L. factura,

f facSre to make The po-

pular Fr. form isfaiture see Feature.]
1 The action or process of making (a thing)

Cf manufacture
1580 Bauet Ah) M go The facture, or making of a thing.

1605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 41 The facture or framing ofthe
inward parts 1661 Cowley Prop Adv. Exp Philos u.
Professors Resident shall be bound to study and teach the
Facture of all Meichandi/es 1671 Maynwaring Anc <$-

Mod Pract PJiysick 15 Theie is no other way of piogress
but this ofpreparation and manual facture 1888 Whistler

in Sat Rev 26 May 821 A new class who discovered the

cheap, and foresaw fortune m the facture of the sham
t> The result of the action or process ;

the thing

made; creation

1647 J Mayer Comm Eph 11 10 We are his facture,

created in Christ Jesus unto good works.

2 The manner or style of making (a thing)
;
con-

struction, make ;
workmanship.

1423 Jas I KingisQ 1
,
Bountee, nchesse, and wommanly

facture 1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns, To Vulcan (1858)

109 Vulcan whom fame gives the prize For depth and fac-

tuie of all forge-devise i860 Reade Cloister <S> H, I 73,
I thought not all the goldsmiths on earth had so much gold,

silver, jewels, and craft of design and facture 1883 Sat
Rev 24 Nov 667 The facture [of a literary work] of Mr.
Lewis Moms has been generally creditable

(I
3 Comm = Invoice A Fr. sense

:
perh. never

used m Eng
1858 in Simmonds Diet Trade. 1864 m Webster

t Fa’CtUS. Math Ohs rare [a h.factus (? sc.

numerics'), pa. 'pple masc offacere to make ] The
product of two" or more numbers or expressions ;

= Faotum 3
1669 Newton in Rigaud Cm Set Men II 282 The factus

of their denominators will be bf>-fiob l+33b' l-)-sobb4-24b

Facty (faekti), a. [f Fact sh + -Y 1
] Full

of facts

1883 Pall Mall G 2 Nov 5/1 A ‘facty’ article on ‘The
Political Condition of Spain 1884 Ibid 4 Dec 5/1 1S90

Ibid 3 Feb 2/2

II Facula (fie kitfla). Astron Chiefly pi

faculea (fee IciaielJ). [L facula, dim. of fac-em,

fax torch ] One of the bright or luminous

spots or streaks on the surface of the sun, as dis-

tinguished fiom the dark spots or maculae
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey), Facula, a little Torch

Among Modern Astronomers, Facuke, are certain Bright

or Shining Parts, which they have sometimes observed
upon or about the Surface of the Sun 1794 Sullivan View
Nat II 415 When they disappear, they are generally con-

verted into faculae or luminous spots. 1838 Herschel Out*
lines Astron (ed. 5) § 388 Strongly marked streaks, more
luminous than the rest, called faculae x88x Stokes hi

Nature No 625 595 Sometimes faculae will break out at

the surface of the sup where there is no spot.

IB

Facular (fae kwlffiu), a [f prec + ar.] Of
or pertaining to faculas
1882 Proctor in Knowledge II 419 Facular streaks of

gieat splendour can be seen 1884— in Longm Mag Apr
592 Large portions of the facular regions

t Fa’Cttlen.ee. Ohs — 0 [f next, see -enoe.]

Bughtness, clearness
1727-36 in Bailey, 1773 in Ash,

t Fa’CUlent, a. Ohs. rare — '. [ad. med L.
faculent-us

,

f fax torch : cf. luculentus, f lux ]
Giving forth light like a torch ;

bright, clear
1360 Rollanq Crt. Venus in 589 Vergill In Latm toung

was most faculent, Nane mair pregnant, facund nor emi-
nent 1636-81 Blount Glossogr 1721 in Bailty
Faculous (fekiz/las), a [f L. facula (see

Facula) + -ous.] Consistmg of fhcul se
, of the

nature of faculae.

1868 B. Stewart in Macnt Mag July 251 The facu-
lous mass seemed to be giving out its end 1869 Spectator
3 July 786 The intense brilliancy of the faculous ridges

Facilitate (f® kzftt^t), v. rare [f L. facul-
tdt em : see Faculty and -ate s 73 trans. a. To
invest with authority, empower, b. To authorize
1648 J. Goodwin Right Might 21 Whatsoever poi-

tendeth mine and destruction to the lives of men is facul-

tated by him. [God] to transgresse a Law without guilt

of sinne 1878 Baring-Gould Mysi Snffei mg ni 41 The
gift of life facul tates the enjoyment of life

Facultative (fae kwltehiv), a. [a F facul*
tatif -ive, f L. facultatem: see Faculty and
-AT1VE.]

1 a. Of enactments, etc.: Conveying a * faculty’

or permission
;
permissive as opposed to compul-

soiy, hence of actions, conditions, etc. : Optional.
1820 Ann Reg 11 71 8 In foimmg these quotas, neither

the facultative departmental centimes, nor the communal
centimes shall be taken into account. 1839W O Manning
Law of Nations v. vii (1873) 387 Creating what is called
‘occasional’, ‘accidental’ or ‘facultative 1 contraband. x86t
M Arnold Pop Ednc France 50 What was to use a
French expression, facultative to the communes, what
they did or not as they liked. x88x Times 1 July p/6 The
great schools treat classics as obligatory, and science as
merely facultative. 1884 Q. Rev Apr. 403 Permit even for
the Latin clergy a facultative celibacy

b. transf Used by scientific and philosophical

writers for . That may or may not take place, or
have a specified character.

1874 LrwES Probl. Life <$• Mind I 139 The Facultative
Actions are those which . are neither inevitably nor
uniformly produced when the organs are stimulated, but
take sometimes one issue and sometimes another 1873 H
Walton Dis Eye 621 The facultative [hypermetropia] is pre-
sentwhen objectscanbe accurately seenat anydistance 1884
Syd Soc. Lex , Facultative hypermetropia those cases
of hypermetropia in which objects at an infinite distance
can be distinctly seen both with and without convex glasses.

2 Of or proceeding fiom a faculty.

1866 J Martineau Ess I 154 Every facultative activity

that goes out from me. 1888 — Study Reltg. I 1 i 55 A
purely inward process, viz the play of an apnort faculta-

tive activity with the matter of our sensitive passivity

Hence Pa cultatively adv rare , m a faculta-

tive manner or degree, contingently.

1877 Garnsey tr De Barfs Fungi 360 Certain faculta-

tively parasitic species of Moulds.

Facultied (fee koltid), a. [f. Faculty + -ed 2.]

a That is accredited by a faculty, b. Furnished

with a faculty or special capacity.

1837 Whittock Bk T-> odes (1842) 379 The facultied stu

dents from Edma. 1862 Thornbury Turner II v. 163

Turner was a great single facultied man

f Facultive, a Ohs. [f. as prec + -ive ]

Ot or belonging to the faculties

1643 R O Man's Mart 111 is This Facultive Guift, or

Natuies endowment Ibid , Could there be a Facultive
subsistence without its body

Facultize (fie kifltoizt, v [f as piec + -jze ]

trans. To endow with faculty (see Faculty i c).

Hence Fa'oultized///. a ,
endowed with faculty

;

practical, shrewd.
187a Littledaie in Contenip Rev XX 13 We need

what the Americans call ‘ facultized ’ women. Not merely
capable women, educated women but such as have ca-

pacity trained into practical efficiency.

Faculty (fsekwlti). Forms: 4-6 faoulte, (5
facultee), .<5-7 faoultie, 6- faculty [ME. faculte,

a. F.facultS, ad. L facultat-em power, ability, op-

portunity, also resources, wealth, f facilts easy

(cf. early la.facul adv. =facile easily)

Facnltds and factlitds (see Facility) were originally

different forms of the same word, the latter, owing to its

more obvious relation to the adj . retained the primary
sense of ‘easiness*, which, the former had ceased to have
before the classical period ]

I ‘ The power of doing anything ’ (J ).

1. Of persons : An ability or aptitude, whether

natmal or acquired, for any special kind of action

;

formerly also, ability, * parts ’, capacity in general.

Sometimes (influenced by sense 4) used to denote

a native as opposed to an acquired aptitude

1490 Caxton Eneydos xv 59 To her youen the facultee

and power for to reherce and saye alle thmges that sholde

come in her mouthe, 1573 G Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 7
M. Lewins extemporal faculti is better than M Becons
is 1386 A Day Eng Secretary 11. {1625) 128 The facultie

and use of well writing 1394 Hooker Eccl. Pol, l. vm 68

There is no kind of faculty or power in man or any other
creature, which can [etc ] 1603 Camden Rem. xi Many
excelling in Poeticall facultie 16x4 Bp Hall Recoil
Treat 87 Behaviom . which ifa man ofbut common faculty

doe imitate, he makes himselfe ridiculous 1636 Massinglr
Bashf Lover iv i, The heavenly object, would force him
Ovid] to forget his faculty In verse 1711 Sictle Sped
No 95 F 3 This Faculty of Weeping, is peculiar only to
some Constitutions. 1731 Johnson Ramblei No 141 F 6,

I devoted all my faculties to the ambition of pleasing them
1795 Mason Ch . Mus 111. 204 Music, though in one sense
an Art, yet is in another a natural faculty 1829 Carlyle
Misc, (1857 ) n 1 Were will in humsm undertakings synony-
mous with faculty 1836 Joknsomana 238 The faculty of
teaching inferior minds the art of thinking X853 Lynch
Self-Improv ui. 68 Every self-improving man has faculty
enough to become a good reader.

+b A personal quality ; disposition Ohs
c 1365 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Citron Scot (1728) 89 They

knew the king’s faculties c 16x0 Sir J Melvil Mem.
(1683) 30 The Queen Mother knowing his [the King of
Navarr’s] faculty 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, r 11 73 ,

1

am
Traduc’d by ignorant Tongues, which neither know My
faculties nor person.

c General executive ability, esp. in domestic

matters. (ChieflyU S
,
but cui rent colloq. in some

cncles in England )

1839 Mrs Stowe Ministers Wooing I 1. 2 Faculty is

Yankee for savoirfane, and the opposite virtue to shift-

lessness. 1884 J D Whiting in Harper'sMag Oct 741/1
Lizzie had ' faculty and proved a notable housekeeper

+ 2. Of things • A power or capacity ; an active

quality, efficient property or virtue Ohs
1490 Caxton Eneydos i 14 The stenes had no faculte ne

power to enlumyne the sayd place 1326 Filer Pe>f
(W deW 1531) 143 It passeth the faculty of our baibarous
tonge to expresse ony of them 1378 Lyte Dodaens 11 cvi

296 Lovage, in facultie and vertues doth not differ much
from Ligusticum x6ox Shaks Jul C. 1 in 67. x6ao
Venncr Via Recta v. 87 It is. of a penetrating, cooling

and detersiue faculty 1665 Phil Trans. I. 49 The Elec-
trical faculty of Amber 1707 Cmios in Hnsb Gard 167
Nitre is of great Use in Regard to its Facuity of contribut-

ing to the Propagation of Plants

+ b One of the * mechanical powers \
1641 Wilkins Math. Magick i 111, (1648) 13 Of the fust

Mechanical faculty, the Ballance Ibid vii 43 That which
is reckoned For the fourth faculty, is the Pulley 1663
Charlcton Chor Gigant 60 Leaver, Roller,Wheel, Pulley,

Wedge,and Screw, .fundamental Faculties ofMechaniques.

c. Math A function of the form x\m'a, 1 e

x(x + d) (x+

2

a) (x + 3 a) to in factors. See

Factorial B a.

[Introduced c 1708 by Kramp, who -afterwards withdrew
it in favour of Arbogast’s term factorial The woid has

since been revived, but is less frequent m English than in

Continental use ]

1889 Chrystal Algebra II 374 Any faculty can always
be reduced to another whose difference is unity

3 . An inherent power or property ofthe body or of

one of its organs
;
a physical capability or function

a 1300 ColhelHe Sow 637 And laking teith famvlit hir

faculte That few folk mycht consaue her mvmhng mowth
*343 Traiieron Vigo’s Chimrg Interpr. strange Words,
1 here ben thre faculties whycn gouerne man, and are dis-

tributed to the hole bodye namely animal, vital, and
natural 2576 Fleming Panopl. Epist 324 The bodie, and
the abilities ofthe same, whiche arc called corporall faculties

1607 Walking ton Opt Glass via (1664) 100 The Spirits

impart a faculty to the nerves of sense, and real motion
1615 Crooice Body ofMan 406 If the arteries bee dilated

by a faculty, then are they contracted by their grauity

Ibid. 612 The Visiue Facultie the Faculty of Hearing
1636 Bramhall Rephc 1 5 Sensibility and a locomotive

faculty are essentiall to every living creature 1684 tr

Bones s Merc. Compit 1 9 If the Faculty of the Guts
be slow .and dull, they must be involuntarily excited

to motion 1729 Butler Serin Wks 1874 II 42 A man
may use the faculty of speech as an instrument of false

witness X741 Chambers Cycl s v , To account for the act

of digestion, they [the antient philosophers] suppose a di-

gestive Faculty m the stomach 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

III 562 Sight and hearing, for example, I should call

faculties.

4t One of tbe several ‘powers’ of the mind,

variously enumerated by psychologists : e g. the

will, the reason, memory, etc

(By phrenologists applied to the congenital aptitudes sup-

posed to be indicated by the ciamal ‘ organs ' or ‘ bumps .

eg * language * mutation ‘ constructiveness '. This use

has greatly influenced popular language )

1588 Fraumce Lawiers Log. 112 That ingraven gift and
facultie of wit and reason 16x4 Bp Hall Recoil. Treat
66 When we are born, who knowes whether we shall have
the faculties of reason and understanding? ^1690 Locke
Hum Und n xxi, (1695) 126 The Understanding and Will,

are two Faculties of the mind 1726 Butler Senn Wks
1874 II. 27 You cannot form a notion of this faculty, con-

science, without [etc ] 1783 Reid Int Powers 369 The
faculties of consciousness, of memory, ofexternal sense, and
of reason, are all equally the gifts of nature 1830 Mac-
kintosh Eth. Philos Wks. 1846 I. 159 The RIoral Faculty

is intelligibly and properly spoken of as One, 1839 Ld
Brougham Statesvt Geo. Ill, Loughborough (ed 2) 44
Changes effected while the monarch’s facultieswere asleep

1839 Mill Liberty (1865) 34/3 No need of any other faculty

than the ape-like one of imitation 1885®* Temple Relat
Rehg # Sc. u, 46 Our personality is centred 111 one faculty

which we call the will.

'j* 5. Pecuniary ability, means, resources
;
posses-

sions, property sing and pi. Also attnb., as in

faculty tax. Ohs
X382 Wyclif Gen xxxi 14 Han we eny thing of lesidewe

in faculteis and erytage of the hows of ouie fader? —
Tobit i. 25 Tobie is turned ajeen to his hous, and al his
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faculte restorid to hym 1490 Caxton How to Die 11

Wylt thou the thynges that thou hast taken be by the

restored after the value of thy faculte 1615 Chapman
Odyss 1 620 The faculties This house is seised of 1649
Alcoran 47 Restore to them [Orphans] their faculties, and
devout them not unjustly before they be of age 1781

Gibbon Deal <$ F, II 28 If so heavy an expence surpassed

the faculties or the inclination of the magistrates the sum
was supplied from the Imperial treasury, 1792 A Young
Trav Fr once 104 The prices are beyond their faculties

and occasion great misery 1797 Burke Regie Peace 111

Wks VIII. 356 We laise no faculty tax We pieserve

[?read presume] the faculty from the expence

II. Kind of ability
,
branch, of art or science

|6 A branch 01 department of knowledge Obs
In this sense the woid is used to render the Med L.

facultas

—

Gr, Svea/us used by Aristotle for an art or branch
of learning.

c 1384 Chaucer H Fame 1 248 To speke of love? hyt
wol not be ; I kannot of that faculte c 1400 Test Love it

(1560) 282 b/2 All the remnaunt beene no genders but of
grace, in facultie of Grammar. 1494 Fabyan Chron vi

ccxiv. 232 Y° whiche I remytte to theym that haue ex-

peuence m suche facultie *553 T Wn son Rhet (1580) 30
The greate learned cleikes in at faculties 1598 F Meres
in Shake C Praise 22 In this faculty the best among our
Poets aie Spencer Daniel, etc a 1661 FuLLm Worthies
(1840) III 535 Books written m all faculties —Grammai
Poetry History [etc ] *737 Burke Almdgnt Eng Hist
11 11, He brought with him a number of valuable books in
many faculties

7 spec One of the departments of learning at a
University. Hence Dean of a Faculty
When four faculties are mentioned, those intended aie

Theology, Canon and Civil Law, Medicine, Arts, of which
the first three were called the Superior Faculties Logic,
Rhetoric, Astrology, Surgery, Grammar, and (in the English
Univeisities) Music aie occasionally spoken of as Faculties,

and degrees could be taken in them , but the Masters teach-
ing these branches did not form distinct bodies as those
mentioned in sense o

[1 1184 Giraldus Cambrensis De Gestis n. 1 (Rolls) I 48
Ubinam 111 jure studuent Piaeceptor autem ejusdem in ea
facilitate Ibid n xvi (Rolls) I 73 In ciastino veio doc-
tores [hospitio suscepit] diversaium facultatum omnes]
1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VI 259 Whan eny man is

i-congyed bere to commence in eny faculte, *482 Monk of
Evesham (Arb) 97 In connyrtg of dyuynyte as in other
lyberals facultees 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvu (1887)
162 This man, whom I now prefer to this degree, in this
facultie. 1641 Evelyn Mem (1857)1 29 The Piofessor
in Latin demanded to what Faculty I addicted myself
1649 J H. Motion to Paid, Adv Learn 27 We have
hardly Professours for the three pnncipall faculties *835
Malden Orig Umv 5 This faculty [of arts] originally
constituted the whole university [ofParis] ; and the faculties
of theology, law, and medicine, were not added till a later
period *868 M Pattison A cadem Org lv 114 In col-
leges, pioperly so called, the head will be the dean of Ins
faculty 187S Edin Umv Calendar 37 The Chaus of the
University are comprehended in the four Faculties The
a(fans ofeach Faculty are presided over by a Dean, 1879M Arnold Irish Cathol Mixed Ess. 101 At Bonn there is

a Protestant faculty of theology 1892 Durham Umv
Calendar exu, Degrees in the Faculty of Music
8 In a more extended sense • That in which any

one is skilled, an art, trade, occupation, profes-

sion Obs exc. arch. or Hist
c 1386 Chaucer Prol 244 For unto swiche a worthy man

as he Accordeth nought, as by his faculte. To haven with
sike lazars acquaintance *494 Fabyan Chron, n xlvi 29A cunnynge musician , the whiche, for his excellence m
that facultie, was called of the Brytons God of Glemen
*5°3 Act 19 Hen VII

,

c n The facultie of Bowyers [is]

almoste distroyed *529 in Vicary's Anat (1888) App
xiv, 253 No persone shall take any Straunger, to
occupy the facultie of Baiberyor Surgery. *576 Fleming
Partopl, Epud. 163 Theyleude listemngeare, to slaundeiers

have them in high favour, who professe that facultie
*603 Rowlands Hell's Broke Loose 14 By facultie at first,
IwasaTaylour x6y$Art Conientm vii §6. 2*4We. rely
upon men in their own faculty We put our estates in the
lawyer’s hand, our bodies into the physician’s 1687 Con-
greve Old Bach, i I, Wit, be my faculty and pleasuie my
occupation 1703 T. N City 4- C Purchaser 208 A Soap-
boyler, dwelling without Aldgate and another Gentleman
of the same Faculty in Southwark. *839 Alison Hist
Enrojel.11 §66 184 They proposed to abolish all crafts,
faculties, apprenticeships, and restrictions of every kind
*841 Stephen Laws Eng I, 7 To gentlemen of the faculty
of physic the study of the law is attended with some im-
portance *853 Mahsden Early Punt 388 Doctors in the
University ana the three learned faculties,

Q The wholg, body of Masters and Doctors,
sometimes including also the students, m any one
of the studies. Theology, Law, Medicine, Arts
The use of the Latin word m this sense originated at some

period in the 13th cent.
, quot 1255 indicates a use inter-

mediate between this and sense 7
[1255 111 Chartularmin Umv Paris (1889) I. 278 Nos

magistn artium propter novum et inestimabile periculum,
quod in facultate nostra iraminebat *323 Title of Decreem Munvncnta Acad (Rolls) I 117 Quod facultas artium
plene deliberet de tractandis in cougregatione generali ]
c *425 Wyntoun Chron vm iv 24i]laistudyusly Dematerem pare faculteis Sowcht 1673 Ray Jonrn Low C. 17 The
several Faculties are distinguished by then Habits 1687Loud Gae No. 2275/3, a4 Doctors of the several Faculties,
die two Proctors, ana 19 Masters of Arts 1774 Warton
Hist. Eng Poetry I Diss 11 n Louis the eleventh, bor-
rowed the works of the Arabian physician Rhasis, from the
faculty of medicine at Pans 1832 tr SismondtsItal Rep
l
U *5a.The faculty of the Sorbonne was acknowledged to
be the first theological school in Europe
10. transf. The members of"a particular pro-

fession regarded as one body : a of the medical
profession (in popular language * The Faculty’)

151X-2 Act 3 Hen VIII, c 11 Calling to them such expert

persons in the said Faculties [of Physicians and Suigeons]

*529 More Comf agst Trib 11 Wks 1185/2 One of the

most cunning men in y* faculty 1638 T WitiTAicrR Blood

ofGrape Pref 2 The faculty deseivelh the pationage of a

Prince 1699 Garth Dtspens iv (1730) 101 A vealousMein-

bei of the Faculty 1747 Wesiiy Prim Physic {x-jG^

xm, We must do something to oblige the Faculty 1840

ood Up the Rhine 14 Fat bacon was once 111 vogue
amongst the Faculty for weak digestions 1884 Gilmour
Mongols x86 Then own faculty have no remedy for this

disease

b Sc The Faculty (also the Dean andFaculty)
ofAdvocates
1711 Act Faculty Edin 18 July in Land Gas No 4887/3

The Dean and Faculty of Advocates understanding, that

several malicious Repoi ts have been rais’d *848 Wharton
Law Lex , Faculty ofAdvocates, the college or society of
advocates in Scotland a 1862 Buckle Ctvihs (1869)111
111 145 A gieat part of the Faculty of Advocates was ex-

pelled from Edinburgh
III. Conferred power, authority, privilege.

11 Power, liberty, or right of doing something,
conferred by law or pet mission of a superior.

Faculty to burden . Sc Law (see quot. 1809)
1534 m W H Turner Select Rec Oxford 128 They would

clere take away from the Chaunceller all faculty to banish
eny townesmen 1605 Shaks Macb.i vit 17 Duncane Hath
borne his Faculties so meeke. *68x mPicton L*foolMimic
Rec (1883) I 271 Usmge the facultie of a freeman 1752
Carte Hist Eng III 345 Pole laid aside the maiks ofnis
legatme authority and abstained fiom the exeicise of his
faculties 1800 CoLQUHOUN Comm Thames vm 259 Care
has been manifested in divesting Power of the Facultj of
Abuse 1809 Tomitns Lam Diet s. v. In the ScotLh law
a faculty to burden is the power or right of charging an
estate with a sum of money 1824 J Marshall Const
Opin (1839) 320 The charter of incorporation gives it [a
bank] every faculty which it possesses 1863 M, Arnold Ess
Cnt x (1875)422 Something anti-civil and anti-social which
the State had the faculty to judge and the duty to suppiess

b A dispensation, license; esp Reel, an au-

thorization or license granted by an ecclesiastical

superioi to some one to perform some action or
occupy some position which otherwise he could not
legally do or hold. Court of Faculties : a court

having power to granL faculties m certain cases.

Master of Faculties

.

the chief officei of that court

*S33“* Act 25 Hen VIII, c. 21 § 3 The Ai chbishop of
Canteiburie shall haue power and authentic to giue
dispensations, compositions, faculties, giants, rescripts [etc]

139* Lambarde A rcheion (1635) 11 'I he Cornt of Faculties,
for Dispensations 1607 CoivrL Interpr s v , An especiall
officer called the Master of the faculties *662 Bk Com
Prayer, Ord Deacons Pref, None shall be admitted a
Deacon, except he be Twenty three yeais of age, unless he
have a Faculty 171a Frideaux Direct Ch -wardens (ed 4)

75 The Bishop can grant Faculties for the building ofthem
1843 Act 6-7 Viet c 90 § 8 The Master of the Faculties
is hereby .empowered to issue Commissions [etc] *837
Froude Short Stud,, Monast (1867) 282 An abbot able
to purchase a faculty to confer holy orders *869 rimes
16 Mar 12/4 This was an application foi a faculty or
license to make some alterations in the intenor of the
church, 1872 Philumore Blunt's Church Law iv. 1. 263
Private rights to particular seats, conferred bya faculty, 1 e
a license fiom the ordinary 1883 Mozlfy Remtn II lxxv
70 The faculties did not assign pews to peisons but to
persons and families residing m certain houses
IV. 12 . attrib a. (sense 1 1) asfaculty-cow t,

-office b (sense 7) asfaculty-place, c (sense 10)
as faculty-composition

,
-habits, -influence ; also,

faoulty-pew, -seat, a pew or seat m a parish
church appropriated to particular persons by a
faculty; cf. sense n ; f faculty-tax, a pioperty
or income tax.
1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks V. 97 An wholly professional

and ^faculty composition *863 H Cox Instit n xi 568
The ^Faculty Court, belonging to the Archbishop of Can-
terbury 1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks V 97 Professional and
^faculty habits *701 Mackintosh Vina, Gall Wks, 1846
III 64 This ** faculty influence as Mr Burke chooses to
phrase it, was not injuriously predominant 1713 Kersey,
•Faculty-office x88x Diet Eng, Churchm 354 All pews
other than ^faculty pews in an ancient church are the com-
mon property of the parish 1682 Prideaux Lett (Camden)
123, 1 hope by this you are secured of a ^faculty place and
advise you to thinke of takeing your D™ degree in laws as
soon as you can 1872 Phillimore Blunt'sChurchLaw iv
x, 263 rnarg. No jurisdiction in •faculty seats. *766 Hist,
Europe in Ann Reg 45/2 Besides a •faculty-tax upon all
personal estates 1797 Burke Regie Peace m. Wks VIII.
356 Land and offices only excepted we raise no faculty tax

t Fa’CUIld, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-5 faooimd(e,
facund(e, 5 faciund, faconde. [ad. F.faconde,
semi-popular ad. L. facundia, f facundus (see
next).] Eloquence.
a *340 Hampole Psalter xi 4 paire facunde & ]>aire skilles

eve of paint seif 1393 Gower Cortf III 85 Rhetorique,
whose facounde Above all other is eloquent c 1400 Destr
Troy 3748 He was of faciund full faire, fre of hn> speche
cxMQSecrees(E E.T S )i27pechastite of darnel, (jeffaconde
of ysae 1483 Caxton GoldLeg 346/4 The moste plenty-
uouswysedome offacunde and spekyng

Factmd (fse'kzmd, fskv nd), a. arch. Forms •

4-5 faoond(e, 4—6 facoxm.d(e, 6 facunde, 6-
facund [ME faconde,facounde, ad OF.facond,
ad. L facundus eloquent, f.fan to speak.]
1 . Eloquent

; also said of beauty, etc.
f 138* Chaucer Pari, Forties 521 With facound vo\s

seyde, ‘ Holde your.tonges there’. 1483 Caxton Gold Leg
230/1 Martha was ryght facounde of speche 1303 Hawls

Examp Virt, iv. 43 [They] were endued with faroundo

pulcrytudc 1330 Lyndlsay I'tsl Papytigo 7x0 gout f.u mule
svoidisfan 1586 Fi rnl Mas Gentui 27 Poets nncl e\rd-
lent mtisictons whose biames bung not moysted with the

myce of Bacchus be nothinge plenty not f.u itud 1610

Chester's In Joy’s Speech 89 The powoifull tongue oi

f-icund Metcuiy *721-1800 m Kahiy *859 1 , 1 whir
Logic in 'J heol 179 The learned and the facund Jeionte h
0111 authority

|
2. Inspiring or pi omoting eloquence Obs

1301 DoiiGr as Pal Hon, it xl, The facund well and lull

of Helicon,

1 Facuudate, v. Obs~° [f. Facund a +
-ate a] If ans. To make eloquent.
1636-81 in Biouni Glossogr *692-1732 m Con s

't* Facundie, ct Obs rate— 1 [ad.L facundia,’]

= Facund sb

1447 Boklnham Seyntys (Ro\b ) 167 For the facundye
wycli she oysyd theie.

f Facu’ndious, a. Ohs. [f J^fiiundta (see

Faound sb) + -ous Cf OF. facondmtx ] 01

persons ; Gifted with fluent speech ,
eloquent, glib

Of speech : Copious, ilucnt

*430 Lydg Chron Troyu. xv, Of speche iyghtf.u undious
*303 Hawes Examp. Virt Piol 4 O prudent Gow< 1 in l.tu-

guge moost Facundyous *334 Win union lu/lyts Ofit it

11/11540) 102 The ciafte on ,« 1 ! « fcuundvuus,
1606 Warni r Alb Eng

,
’’ <1.1 t. 1 > coles 1656-

81 m Blount Glossogr 1721-66 in JIaii t v.

Hence + Facu ndiously adv,, eloquently Obs
1309 Hawts Past Pitas 17 Yet Elo< uston The null 1

exoi neth right well far undyously *624 Hi vivoon Gamut
11 75 EloquuUhe to sptake, and far undiouslie to delatr of
that thing

I* Facu’ndity. Obs. Also 6 facmidite. [a

OF fatondill, ail L. fdtundilal-em

,

f facundus .

see Facund a and

-

ity.] Eloquence
1530 Palsgr. Epist 8 The naturall indiuatinn unto

eloquence and facunchte 1624 Htwvoon Criintuk 11. 76
Mercury begets eloquence, facunditie, and elegancii o'

speech a 1652 Bromi Queen in vn, Upon myfarundiH,
an elegant construction. *773 J Ross Hatncidt (ML)
n 739 Eve leproaches him With suitable fat.nudity.

Facy (fe1 si). Obs exc dial [f. 1' AON sb -i -\
]

Characterized by ‘ face*
;
insolent, nnpiuUnt

*603 B Jonson Volponcn 11, These f.u y, iiaAy login's

1887 Darlington Bolk-sp S L/icsh 182, ‘ I should ha’ thmu
nowt at doin’ summat for linn if lie hadnur ha’ bin so fai y

1

Fad (feed), sb 1 dial
*823 Urocickit Gloss N L. Words 66 Bad, find, a bundle

of straw, twelve of which make a ihtaw *863 Robson
Bar ds oj Pyne 135 Aw’ thowt ahoot the fad o’ straw

Fad (fied), sb - [Etym unknown, widely eiment
m dialects (chiefly midland), and thence recently

adopted in geneial use Cf. next vb]
1 A crotchety rule of action

; a peculiar notion
as to the right way of doing something; a pet
pioject, esp of social or political refonn, to which
exaggerated importance is attributed

, 111 widei
sense, a crotchet, hobby, * cra/.e

’

1834 Br Fraser in TJr 'g* c< /-/f '*PQ7) t
1 T

T 1 need not
fbss himself about th I r ,

1
1 IT 1 as it is

all a fad X867TR011 Llirn I a> w'l 'xxv ,63 She
may take up some other fad now x88i Miss Hhadhon
Asph xxx 339 The Engadme is the last fad of the moneyed
classes 1884 Illust, Land Arews 22 Nov 491/2 Sluijd the
last new ‘ fad

’

2. A fussy, ovei-parlicular person Only dial
1877 m N IV Line, Gloss 1879 Miss Jackson 'shropdt.
Word-bk 138 ‘Everybody toud ine as I should never stop
ooth sich a noud fad ’

3 Comb fad-monger, one who deals in fads,
fad-mongermg ppl a , fad-mongery
1883 Sat Rev. No. 1452 238 Measmcs of the kind deai to

the fadmonger 1885 Ibut. 24 Jan *04/2 The ascetn ism
dear to his fad mongenng friends. *890 Guardian 1 Or t

1527/3 ‘Fadmongery’ or ‘faddism’ is becoming a ram-
pant and lidiculous cra/e

Fad (feci), v. Chiefly dial [Delongs to prec.
sb

,
it is not certain, which is the source ol the

other* Cf Fidfad v ] intv. a dial (see quols.)
b. nonce-use. To advocate ‘ fads

1

*847 Halliwkll, Fad, to be busy about trifles *879
Miss Jackson S/iropsh Word-bk 138 ‘The poor owd
Maister cannado much now—ony fad about a bit ’ *890
Sat Rev 27 Sept 383/2 We have a warning against
listening to faddists, fad they nevei so charmingly
Hence Fa dding ppl, a
*864 Field 28 May 383 To condemn us old hands as finical,

pnggish, faddmg
Fad : see Langfad, Obs.

,
long boat

Faddish (fse’dij), a. [f. Fad sb±y -ibh.] a
Of persons : Addicted or given to fads, whimsical,
b. Of things : Of the nature of a fad
*833 Robinson Whitby Gloss , Foudish or Faddish

, adj

,

shallow in point of intellect, whimsical *88* Mrs (J ITiaio
PolicyJr P II *94 Never was theie such a faddish ci cature
*891 A thenasum 31 Jan 148/1 The faddish exti ernes of some
composers
Hence Pa ddlshness.

ness 1889 Sat Rev 16 Feu 184/2 Political faddishness
Faddism (fediz’m) [f Fad sb t + -l.sir.]

Fondness for fads
; a disposition to pursue fads.

1883 Spectator 19 Sept 1221 It will annihilate faddism
1890 Guardian 1 Oct 1527/3 ‘ Fadmongery ’ or ‘faddism’
Faddist (fae dist) [f. as piec. + -ist ] One
who has a fad

,
one who indulges in fads.



FADDITY, FADGE
*883 St James's Gaz 21 Apr. 4 The faddists will not be

detei-red by such a trifle as that x886 Sat Rev ^ Api 455
He is a very fair specimen of the modern faddist Radical
Fa*ddi£y. [f as prec + -ity

] =Fad sb 1 1

1802 Sat Rev 23 Jan 92/j It is one of the many pet little

faddities of this overweening sect

Faddle (faed’l), v Obs exc dial [Cf Fad
v and Fondle, Dandle, etc.]

1 tians To make much of (a child), pet, caress
1688 Miege Fr Diet xi To faddle a Child, caresser mm

Enfant 1721-1800 in Bailey 1881 Evans Leicester
Words 144 ‘His mother had use to faddle him a deal

’

2 mtr ‘To trifle
,
to toy; to play* (J

)

*7SSin Johnson *761 Mrs F Sheridan Sidney Btdulph
I 204, 1 thought to have faddled away agood while longei

1879 Miss Jackson Shr0fish Word-bk , Faddle-after, to
pay minute attention to a person, to be solicitous about

—

and complying with—fads * Bessy's a rar’ place up at the
owd ’all ; nuthin 'ardly to do but faddle-after the Missis'

Hence Fa ddler, one who faddles
,
Fa ddling*

ppl a
,
trifling, pettifogging

*883 J W Sherer A t Home 3 mind 8 It [the garden]
was divided into faddlmg beds 1884 Pall MallG. 30 Oct
5/1 The critic who gratified Mr Stevenson by calling him
a ‘faddling hedonist ’ 1888 Sat Rev 7 Jan 19 It is to be
hoped that it contains a much smaller percentage offaddlers.

Faddle (fse d’l), sb dial or colloq. [f. prec. vb ]
1. Nonsense, trifling; usually Fiddle-faddle.
1850 m Bamford Gloss S Lane 1892 Mrs. H Ward
D Grieve I. 26 Oh, is they? Then I spose books is faddle

2 (See qnot

)

x88x Evans Leicester Words, Faddle sb , a fanciful per-
son ,

either fastidious in ti lfles or devoted to some particular
hobby
Faddom, obs f of Fathom
Faddy (foe ch), a (and sb ) Chiefly dial and

colloq [f. Fad sb + -y ]
1 Of persons and personal attributes Occupied

with fads, particular about trifles, crotchety Of
things * Of the nature of a fad, taken up as a fad

1824 Mrs Sherwood Waste Not l 11 She is so faddy
1885 Sat Rev 21 Feb 238 The local sanitary official may
be crotchety and ‘faddy’ *885 Kendal Mercury 30 Jan
6/4 Such a faddy thing as the planting of trees at this place
x888 McCarthy & Praed Ladies' Gallery II vn 112
A faddy old book collector

2 sb = Fad sb 2 2

1887 G R Sims Mary Jane’s Mem 239 It’s bad enough
to he under a leal missus who is a faddy.

Hence Fa ddmess
1865 Cornli Mag May 621 The extreme faddiness of the

old falconers

t Fade, sb 1 Obs. [f the vb ] The action of
the vb. Fade
a 1300 CursorM 23513 (Cott) Frenscip \>zr es, wit-vteu

fade [sc in heuin] 1775 Harris Philos Arrangem Wks
(1841) 301 [A slain hero and a flower just gathered have] the
same drooping head, the same lifeless fade, the same relicts

of a form that was once fair and flourishing

Fade (fi^d)
,
sb 2 dial. [? f Fade v )] Mould

(on cheese) ;
oftener blue-, green-fade

1884 Holland Chester Gloss
, Green-Fade, blue mould in

cheese 1887 Darlington Folk speechS Chesh ,
Bluefade

t Fade, sb & Obs Also 6 faid a. A company
of hunters b ? The leader of the hunt
1513 Douglas dcneis iv 111 56 Quhen the langis and

the faid on breid Dynms throw the gravis 1536 Bellen-
den Cron Scot (1821] I 205 Quhen the faid nad brocht
in the wolf afore the houndis, the skry arais, and ilk man
went to his gam. 1567 Sempill Inclination of King in
Bullates (1872) 2 The faid also rycht feitlie could he set

1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 25 The formest [ship]

doth fuir before with lantern and flag, as fade whom the
rest should follow

+ Fade, a 1 Obs Also 4 fede, 5 fadde
[Etymology unknown, the senses assigned are

somewhat uncertain, and perh the examples do
not all contain the same word ]

1 . Strong, doughty, brave, powerful Also, of a
thing : Great, large.

C1320 Sir Tnsir 153 pe kmxtes pat wer fade, pal dede
as rohand bade Ibid 2474 In pat forest fede Tnstrem
hodain gan chast c 1340 Gavo. 4- Gr Knt 149 He ferde

as freke were fade a *400 Sir Fere 616 Ther was no
mane that durste hym lett, Thofe that he ware fadde. Ibid
1165 The childe sawe that he was fade c 1400 Rmvland
<§• O 1420 Full fele Sarazenes felle pay fade

2 ? Cmel, ? hostile.

<1x300 Cuisor M, 24025 (Cott) pe folk pat was sa fade

[» r fad] O clai pai kest at him pe clote, And laiked wit

him sitisote a 1400 Sir Perc 1440 If I sle hym, or he me,
That never 3it was fade?

Fade (f? 1 d), a 2 Also 3 vad, 5 faed. [a. F
fade vapid, insipid, dull, faded ,

according to M
Gaston Paris {Mini de la Soc. de Ling I 90)
repr. L. vapidum (see Vapid)

;
cf OF rade —

L

rapiduin, maussade —L male sapidum
The great difficulty is the anomalous repiesentation of L

v by f, the apparent parallel in OF feis (mod fns) —
vicem is questionable, thef in that case being prob due to

sentence-combination The ordinary view thatfade de-

scends fiom L fatuum foolish, also insipid (whence Fv.fatz
fern fade, m same senses), is inadmissible on phonological

grounds, but it is possible that early confusion with this

word may have given rise to the change of v intof

.

No
OF *vaae has been found if it existed it would explain the

Eng vade, var of Fade v
,
which is otherwise difficult to

account for, as the Eng dialects that have v foryusually

retain f in Romanic words Cf Fr dial (Lyons) vadeu
(fem vadoussi), repr. L type *vapidSsum.)
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+ 1 . Of colour, etc Dull, pale, wan, sombre
Obs. exc arch
c 1290 .5" Eng Leg I 318/672 Of fade [MS Hart No

2277 vad] colur of haid hujde <11350 Will Palerne 8ax
pi faire hewe is al fade 1393 Gower Conf I 173 The
nettle maketh hem [roses] fade and pale of hewe c 1399
Pol Poems (1859) II 7 The day is gone, the nygth is deik
and fade £'1430 Syr Gener. 1288 With angry hert and
colour fade 01460 Towneley Myst 225 Thyn een lost
thay have thare light And wax alle faed in fei e c 1500 Blmu-
bol's Test. 23 in Hazl E. P. P 1. 03 His evy countenaunces
and his colour fade 1834 Syd Dobell Balder xxin. 127
Tears Grow in the fade eyes of the relict world

+ 2 Faded, feeble, languishing, withered Obs
1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 3220 Proude wymmen

pat are so fonle and fade, That make hem feyrere than God
hem made Wyp oblaunchere 13 Leg Rood (1871) 66

!

>are groued neuer gres, ne neuei sail, Bot euermore be
alow, and fade 1388 Wyclit Ecclus xi xa Ther is a
man fade 1540-54 Croice Ps (Percy Soc ) 30 All ben
cleane put out of place That my sowle trobled, and ben
fade 1613-31 Printer Our Lady x8 Our sence here fraile

and fade 175a Berkeley Thoughts oh Tarwater Wks
1871 III 493 Tar-water may extract from the clay a
fade sweetishness

|| 3 [mod F fade (fad) ] That has lost taste

;

insipid, commonplace, uninteresting
Some of the early instances may be the Eng word in fig

use of 2

1715 M Davies A then Bnt I 105 Fade and unsavoury
Anglo-saxon turns of thinking anti speaking. 1775 Mad
D’Arblay Early Diary 3 Apr, Mr Nesbit is a young
man infinitely fade. 18x3 Mar Edgeworth Patron (1832)
I xvi 261 Simplicity had something too fade m it to suit
his taste X824 Westm Rev I 556 A picture at once
crude, coarse, and fCide [sic] 1834 Fraser's Mag X 102
A fade and vapid style of set-speech compliment 186a
Atheiueum 25 Oct 527 Mrs Opie['s] fade and feeble senti-
mentality

Hence Fa deuess, Obs rare—1 The quality or
state of being * fade *

;
want of vivacity, dullness

X837 Fraser's Mag XVI 550 Emily was a blonde yet
had she none of the fadeness so common to such a com-
plexion

Fade (£e*d), v 1 Forms* a 4-5 fade(n, (4
fate), 5-6 faid(e, 6 feid, 4- fade, /3 . 5-6 vade
[a OF.fade-r, f.fade Fade a 2]

1. mtr Of a flower, plant, etc. : To lose fresh-

ness and vigour
;
to droop, wither

a 1340 Hampolf Pr Consc 6gy Foi a flout pat semes fayre
and bright Thurgh stormes fades c 1465 12 Lett 45 in Pol
Rel 4 D Poems(1866) 2 An R for the Rose pat is fresche
and wol nat fade XS78 Glide <$• G. Ball (1868) 83 Lyke the
widderit hay sone sail they faid x6xo Niccols Winter
Night (cont Mirr Mag) 556 The barren fields, which
whilome flower’d as they would neuer fade X667 Milton
P L hi 360 Elisian Flours that never fade 1704 Pope
Autumn 29 Ye trees that fade when autumn heats remove
Ibid 69 The garlands fade, the vows are worn away 1859
Tennyson Lotus eaters 82 The flower Ripens and fades,
and falls

/9 c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn hv 212 Life began to
vade 1578 Lyte Dodoens v lxxix 648 The leaves do not
vade and perish *579 Tomson Calvin’s Semi Tim 613/x
Tne state of this woride is flitting, and euei vadxng 1597
Gerard Herbal 1 xxxii § 2 (1598) 43 When the flowers be
vaded, then followe the seedes

fig c 1400 Rom Rose 354 Faded was al hxr beaute
1500-20 Dunbar Contemplatioun iv. Thy youth. Sail feid
as dois the somer flouns, 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
II 261 Our expectation of the breach betweene the crowne
of France and Cromwell is fadinge x6g6 Tate & Brady
Ps xvi 11 And Joys that never fade 1828 Mrs Hrmans
Graves Household 23 She faded ’midst Italian flowers 1878
B Taylor Deukcdion 11 111, Honors fade unworn

f 2 To grow small or weak , to decline, decay,

fail, or faint
, to shrink lit andfig Obs.

1388 Wyclif Josh xviu 3 How longe faden bi cowar-
dise. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xm 111 (1495) 443 A
manere ryuer that fadyth in drye weder c 1450 in Pol
Rel, 4 L Poems (1866) 114 pou art p4 lufe pat neuere sal

fade 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 6 b, The heuenly
rychesse, that neuer shall fade ne fayle 1529 More Comjf
agst Tnb in Wks. 12x2 The faith shalbe at that tyme so
far faded, that [etc ] *585 I B tr P Viret's Sch , Beastes
Cb, With the touch thereof [poyson] hei heare, her eares,

and nose, did fade

+ 3 trans To weaken ; to deprive of fieshness

or vigour
,
to corrupt, taint Obs.

cx400 Test Love 1 (1560) 272/2 Ne death, ne no manner
travayle hath no power myne heart so much to fade c 1400
Destr Troy 9x88 A ffrele woman me fades, c 1425 Wyn-
toun Cron vn 1. 60 Set pow hawe fadyt pi Lawte. c 1440
York Myst 1. 132 Sum ar fallen into fylthe pat evermore
sail fade pam 1775 [see Fadedppl a ]

4, mtr Of colour, light, or any object possessing

these qualities To lose brightness or brilliance,

to grow dim, faint, or pale Also with away.
a [1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 9295 Hys wrytyng was

alle to-fade ] 13 Pearl(Gollsncz) ixxxvu 6 A parfyt perle

pat neuer fatez X393 Gower Conf III xoo The mone is

somedele faded a 1400-50 Alexander 5309 * Qui fadis so pi

faire hew? ’ said pe faire lady 1430 Lydg Citron Troy 1

vi, When the day gan faide 1483 Act 1 Rich III, c 8

Preamb ,
The Colours made with the which Orchell faden

away c 1600 Shake Souit xviu, Thy eternal summer
shall not fade 1718 Freethinker No 63 53 The strongest

Colouring will fade 1783-94 BlakeSongs Innoc Nurse's
Song 13 Go and play till the light fades away x8ox
Southey Thalaba xn xv, Dimmer now it [the flame] fades,

and now is quench’d i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xi 74 Light
deepening at one extremity into red, and fading at the

other into a pure ethereal hue.

p 1471 Riplfy Comp Alch Pief mAshm (1652) 127 Colour
whych wyll not vade.

fig 1793 Rogers Pleas Mem 1 88 When nature fades
and life forgets to charm. 1836 Emerson Nat ,

Prospects
Wks (Bohn) II 172 When the fact is seen under the light
of an idea, the gaudy fable fades 1876 E Mlllor Prtesih
v 208 The old Dispensation faded away in the dawning
light of the New
5 tians. fa To lose brilliancy of (colour)

Obs. b To cause to lose colour; to dim, dull,

wither Now rare
1559 Cavill in Baldwin’s Mirrourfor Magistrates (1563)

B iv a, The fiesshest colours soonest fade the hue 1598
Marston Pygmal iv 154 So haue I seen the march wind
stuue to fade The fauest hewe that Art, or Nature made
1658 Dryden 0 Cromwell xv

, No winter could his laurels
fade 1744 E Heywood Female Spectator ( 1748) I 272 111-

natuie swells the lip, fades the complexion, contracts the
brow X768-74TuckerZ^ Nat (1852) II 587 To brighten or
fade their colours 1839 Longfellow Hyperion ProseWks
(t886) II 11 111 8x 1 he early autumn gives to the summer
leaves a wanner glow, yet fades them not 1864 N. Haw-
thorne Grtmshawe s Secret xi (1883) 133 Tapestry, or
carpet still retaining much of the ancient colors, where
there was no visible sunshine to fade them
6 mtr To pass away or disappear gradually;

vanish, die out Also with away
a 1590 Spenser F Q 1 v 15 He stands amazed how he

thence should fade. x6xo Shaks Temp iv 1 155 Like
this insubstantiall Pageant faded X797 Mrs Radclifte
Italian vu, And fades, as if into air, at my approach. 1820W Irvjng Sketch Bk I xi, I saw the last blue line of my
native land fade away 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II 134
Religious animosity would of itselffade away *856 Kane
Aid Eapl I. vn 68 Headland after headland until they
faded into the mysterious North 1876E MellorPrtesih vi

279 Other persons and things might fade from their memory
js. 1538 Starkey England 1 u 35 Thys bodyly wele w>l
sone vade and vanysch away 1548 Hall Chron 117 The
glory of thenglishemen began to decay, and vade awaie
in Fraunce a 1555 J Philpot in Pagitt Heresiogr (1648)

43 To my great gnefe it [a vision] vaded away
b. humorously transf To vanish mysteriously

1848 Thackeray Van Fair\x 540 Florence Scape, Fanny
Scape and their mother faded away to Boulogne

+ c trans (causatively) Obs.

*787 Mirror 295 Those lineaments which time . had al-

most faded away from her remembrance

+ Fade, v 2 Obs iare [OE. fiadian •—WGer.
type *fiaddjan, f *fada (OHG vata) state, condi-

tion; cf OHG. kewrvaton to discompose, con-
found ] trans. To dispose, suit, arrange.
fxoao Laws of Cnnt, Eul xix, And word and weoro

freonda gehwylc fadige mid rihte c 1400 Sowdone Bab 678
He and his sone Sir Ferumbras Here goddis of golde did*
fade £ 1475 Partenay Prol 164, I my witte shal put to

fade In to other fourme

Fade, dial c To dance fiom town to Gaun-

tly* {IV Coi-n-w Gloss')

1846 Spec Cornish Dial 19 A passel of maidens begm’d
for to fade so friskis

Fade, obs Sc foim of Feud 2

t Fadeable, a. Obs. [f. Fade v 1 + -able ]

Liable to fade

1633 T Adams Exp 2 Peter ui (1865)884 Neither Christ’s
honour nor our thankfulness are fadeable things

Faded (f? 1 ded)
,
ppl a. [f. as prec + -ed!.]

That has lost its freshness and vigour ; withered,
decayed, worn out
1580 Baret Ah) F 16 Withered, faded, flaccidus 1595

Spenser Cohn Clout 27 The fields with faded flowers did
seem to mourne *667 Milton PL. 1 602 Care Sat on his
faded cheek 1725 Pope Odyss xx. 64 Her [Nature’s]
faded powers with balmy rest renew 1775 T. Pehcival
Philos , Med E&p Ess (1776)10 223 Like faded cheese,

*707 Mrs. RADCUFFn/zWifmxxxi, (1824) 705 The condition
of Vivaldi, lus faded appearance were [etc ] 1820 Keats
Hyperion 1 90 Old Saturn lifted up His faded ejes t86o
Farrar Ong Lang vi xi6 Every language is a dictionary
of faded metaphors *874 Green Short Hist iv 177 The
faded glones of Arthur's Court 1892 Daily News 8 Sept

6/4 That unenviable cognomen of faded flowers

Hence Fa*dedly adv
x8 Dickens (Webster), A dull room fadedly furnished

Fadeless (fi? 1 dies), a. [f Fade v. + -less]
That is exempt from fading or decay . unfading
1652 Benlowes Theoph vi xx, Flow’rs Which into fade-

less cblours flow. c 1722 Watts Rehq Jnv„ OdeDeathSir
T Abney, Come dress the bed with fadeless flowers 1796
Coleridge To J Cottle, May your fame fadeless live l 1852
D M. Morn Leg St Rosalie Poet Wks II 79 Paiadise,

Where all is fadeless. 1854 H Millfr Sch Schin xvi

(i860) 177 A deathless, fadeless ray 1

Hence Ta’delessly adv.
x86x H Macmillan Footn Page Nat, 189 The robe of

nature is yet fadelessly green x88o L Wallace Ben-Hm
X2i Judah gave each , a last look as if to possess himself

of the scene fadelessly

Fader, obs and dial f of Father
Fadge (feedg), sb.1 dial and techn [Etymo-

logy uncertain it is not clear whether the word is

connected with Fadge v Cf OF fats bundle

(mod F. fiatx burden) ] A bundle of leather,

sticks, wool, etc
; a bale of goods

1588 Wills <$ Inv N. C (Surtees) II. 180Three hundrethe
and threttene fadges of lynte 1596 Ibid 263 One hun-
dredthe nynty and one fadgs, pr bundels, of lynt. 1808

Jamieson, Fadge, a bundle of sticks 1858 Simmonds Diet
'Trade, Fadge, a name amongst leather sellers for a covering
of undressed leather inclosing a bundle of patent or other

valuable leather 1882 Lane. Gloss , Fadge, a burden, part
of a horse’s load 1883 A Imondbury Gloss , Fadge, a bundle
of cloth, wool, &c fitted into a pack-sheet and fastened with
skewers _



FADG-E. 18 FAG-.

Fadffe (feds)) sb,2 Sc. Also ? 6 fage A laige
flat loaf or bannock
a 1609 tr Iter Carnetam in in Skene Reg Maj (1609')

150b, All kmdes of bread that is, ane fage [L gutatheturn]
symmell, wastell and biead of trayt [1 he older text ofthe
translation (Recorded )omits the equivalent of guackctum ]

17x9 Ramsay Ep Hamilton n in, A Glasgow capon and
a fadge Ye thought a feast a 1774 Fergusson Earliter’s

Ingle Poems (1845) 38 A crum. O kebbuck whang’d and
dainty fadge 1808 in Jamieson 1845 New Statist, Acc
Scot

, Berwickshire 77 Cakes of bailey meal, baked to a
great thickness and called fadges

Fadge, sb 5 dial A short fat individual
a 1765 ‘Ld. Thomas <5- Fair Annet’ vui in Child Eng fy

Sc Pop Ball (1885)111 Ixxiu 182/2, I sail hae nothing to
mysell Hot a fat fadge by the fyre 1876 m C C Robinson
Mid Yorlsh Gloss

Fadge, sb * slang A farthing.

1789 G Parker Life's Painter xv 161 1812 in J H
Faux Flash Diet 1873 in Slang Diet 157
Fadge (fed3), v Also 6-7 fadg, fagge.

[Etymology unknown first found late in 16th c
The various uses of the word are substantially identical

with those of the older Fay v ( —OE fe$an\ of which,
however.it can neither be a variant nor a derivative by any
known process Possibly it may have been a new type
formed unconsciously on the suggestion offay and some
woid ending in -dge Cf Fadge sb 1 The close corre-
spondence of the senses with those of Cotton v 1 is remark-
able ]

+ 1 . intr Of things To fit, suit, be suitable.

Const, dat or to Also, to agree, fit in with (a
thing)

;
to agree, go down with (a person) Obs

*578 Whetstone Piomos <$ Cass Pt. 1 v v, In good
soothe, Sir, this match fadged frim 1599 Marston Sco
Ytllante 1 1 172 How ill his shape with inward foime doth
fadge. 4x618 Sylvestfr Epist 1 40 111, mee seems, that
Cognizance doth fadge To such a Coate c 1622 Flptcher
Love's Cure n h, These clothes will never fadge with me.
a i66t Fuller Worthies iv (1662) 12 The Study of the Law
did not fadge well with him 1670W Simpson Hydrol Ess
43 You do not make it fadge to your purpose 1681 W
Robertson Phiaseol Gen (1693) 708 Let men avoid what
fadgeth not with their stomachs 171X Bnt. Apollo IV. 2/1
Your Rhimes ne’er si ill Fadge With us

+ 2. Of persons : To do with, put up with (a
thing)

,
to agree, ‘ hit it ’, mb on (with a person).

*59* Nashe Strange fas Fy, A new kind of quicke
fight, which your slow moving capacitie cannot fadge with.
1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits fy Dtvcls 163 The Exorcist
faggeth with me now 1604 Fr Bacon's Proph 123 m

HazT E P P IV 272 The meiry Crew, That with no
flrmke collide fadge. But where the fat they knew 1639SmJ Lcnke an Mem Veiiity Fam (1892) I 209 Mistress
ffaulkner and my lady do fadge 1643 Mu ton Divorce
Pref , They shall be made, spight of antipathy to fadge
together 1678 Butler find 111 11 25 When theythriv’d.
they never fadg’d, But only by the eais engag’d
to. To be content or willing, agree, * make up

one’s mind ’ to do something Obs.
xgga Warner Alb Eng \m xl 11612)195 Font did many

fadge to ight 1644 Quarles Sheph 0>ac vn, My rambling
flocks would never fadge to stay Within my pastures 1655
Gurnall Chr in Arm. v (1669) 20/1 If you cannot love
naked truth, you will not fadge to go naked for truth
3 trans + To fit (the parts of) together (obs).

Also, Tofadge up • to fit up, piece together ? are
Cf Fudge v
1674 N Fairfax Bulk fy Selv 7S The Watch thus fadg’d

together 1863 Mrs WuiTNrY Faith Gartney iv 28 Frocks
fudged up out of old faded breadths of her mistress’s

dresses

+ 4 mtr To fit ill with or suit the surround-
ings, hence to get on, succeed, thrive Of an
event : To come off. Often with inclef subject.
It, that

,
this, matters, things

,
etc. It woft fadge

it won’t act Obs.
5

*573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 142 Nothing fadgith,
that with them is at variaunce 1589 Warner A lb Eng vr
£*}* *45 /f gold hut lacle in graines, the wedding1

fadgeth not 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton in Hazl Dods-
ley X. 230 You see how matters fadge 1615 G Sandysirav 173 Ihe Ethiopian Priest first enters (without
\v,
h°m

>
*hey say, the miracle will not fadge' 1639 Fuller

{
IoP V xv (1647)255 Why do our English merchants
bodies fadge well enough in Southern aire? 1650 R Genti-
us Considerations 179 Either the seed doth not fadge and
take root there, or it turnes to poyson *675 Wycherley
Country Wfeiv m 45 Well, sir, how fadges the new de-
sign? 1694 R L Estrange Fables 44 The Fox saw it
would not fadge 1809 Scott in Lockhart Life (1839) III
x
§!» vJ1*" he impatient to hear how your matters fadge

Cornwall Gloss s v ,
‘ That 'ull never fadge

’
S

+ 5 . Of persons . To make things fit
, hence, to

get on, succeed Obs
x6xx Cotgr

, s v Mouldie

,

Let him that cannot fadge inone course, fall to anothei 1630 J, Taylor (Water P

)

Unnal. PathcrWfe 1 1 136/2 He saw that lie could notudge there [in Holland] according to lus desire 1780Coviper Let 6 June, We have none but ourselves to de-pend on Well, ue can fadge.
6 To make one’s way

, to j’og along
;
to trudge

1 are exc dial [Perh a diffeient word.],^8R Franck North Mem (1821)266 From hence wefadg to Ferry-Brigs. 1835 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v « Hegoes fudging along’ x86x Fraser's Mag Dec 764 A mancame fadging nimbly after me on a fresh ass. 1870 BarberFurness Folk 3 iLat/c Gloss \ I fadged away up Gams-
£*?* fj

6 C C Robinson Mid-Yorlsh Gloss s V) ‘Thoufadges like an old l.orse

'

Hence Fadge sb. dial
,
a slow regular motion,

a jog-trot. Also attrib
1873 Harland Swaledale Gloss

,
Fadge-trot

,

a jog trot.

1877 Ross, etc. Holdemess Gloss., Fadge
,
a jog tiot 1878

in Dickinson Citmbtrld Gloss s v

t Fa’dging, ppl. a Obs. [f. as prec + -tng 2
]

That fits, suits, etc. ; well-matched.
c x6ii Chapman Iliad xxn 194 He much was joy’d that

smgle strokes should try This fadging conflict

Fadgy (fiedgi), a dial, [f Fadge sb 2 + -y ]
Corpulent, fat, unwieldy.
1847-78 in HALLtwnrL 1877 m Robinson Whitby Gloss

tFa’ding, fa’dding, sb. Obs. [Etymology
unknown

,
the Ir. feaddn (fa’dgn) pipe, whistle,

has been suggested
;
but cf. Fade ».«*] The name

of a dance, app Irish 1 With a fading ’ was the
lefrain of a popular song of an indecent character.
i6xx Beaum & Fl. Knt Burning Pestle 111 v, I will have

him dance Fading
,
Fading is a fine jig x6ix Siiaks Wait.

T iv iv 195 He has the prettiest Loue songs with such
delicate burthens of Dildo’s and Fadings 16x6 B Jonson
Epigr. xcvn, See you yond* Motion? not the old fa-ding .

But one more rare 1633 Shirify Bird m a Cage iv i,

Under her coats the Ball will be found, With a fading
1672 Ja-RDAuLond. T11. 13 To the tune of—'WithaFadding
Fading (f<?> dig), vbl sb [f Fade v 1 + -ing>]
The action of the vb. Fade, also, the penod of
decay Fading out. a gradual dying out
*579 Lvly Eifhues (Arb ) 178 The fading of Our dayes.

16x7 Hitron Whs II 233 Persons discontinuing their
attendance herein presently manifest a kind of slakingand
fading in good duties 1709 STcrLc Tatter No 95 r 1

That fading in her Countenance 1873 Whitney Life Lang
v go We may call it an attenuation, a fading-out

Fading (f<?i dig), ppl a [f as prec + ing 2
]

That fades, in various senses of the vb
*535 Covkrdalii Isa xxvm 1 The faydmge lloure 1376

Fleming Panofl Epist 364 Vadeing shadowes 1653
Fun er Ch Hist 1 iv § 5 Wonder not that he should
wish for fading Water 1658 T Goodwin Fair Prospect 37
Like a cupboard of glasses, fair to the eye, but very brittle
and fading 1690 Locke Hum Und 11 x (1695) 71 The
Pictures drawn in our Mmds are laid in fading Colours.
*8°4 J. Grahame Sabbath 5 The fading flowers, That
yestei-morn bloom’d waving in the breeze x86o Tyndall
Glac 1 va 57 The fading light warned me that it was time
to return.

to Hot. Ofthe petals. Withering before feitiliza-

tion is completed
1776 Withfring Bnt Plants (1796) I 318 Petals per-

manent, but fading.

Hence Pa dingly etdv., Pa dlngness, tendency
to fade.

1838 Tails Mag V 36 The cold moonshine fadingly
struggled 18 ? Keats To Poems (1889) 346 Do not
iookso sad and fadingly 1654 W. Montagu Devout Ess

S3 Beaune, the fadtngness whereof is the gteat detector
of our frailtie 1733 Dut Polyeraphicum, Eadmgness is
lepresented in painting, by a lady clad in gieen [etc ]Fadme, -om, etc

, obs ff. Fathom
tFadoo’dle. Obs. tare- 1 Something foolish

or ndiculous
, nonsense

a 1670 Hackct Abp Williams 11 (1692) x3r When all the
stuff in the letters are scann’d, what fadoodles are brought
to light. ®

Fady (fli’di), a [f. Fade v + -y i
] Tending

to fade, shading off by degrees into a paler hue.
1730-6 in Bailey (folto) C1750 Shenstone Ruin'dAbbey

1 Bo The vivid vermeil left his fady cheek X763 — Ess
105 Planted with yew-trees, then firs, then with trees m’oie
and more fady 1773 in Ash , and in later Diets
Fae, Sc var of Foe
Faecal (ffkal), a Also 7-9 feoal [f L

fiec-emjxx, dregs + -al Cf F ffcal] Belonging
to or of the nature of faeces, characterized by the
presence offeces, asmfveal abscess.fistula, tumour
*54* R CorLAND Guydon's Quest Chirurg

, Lytell celles,whenn the fecall mater takethforme 16*3 Hart A rraignmUr 1 11. 6 Easiher to expell the fecall excrements 1730-6BaiictMM Matter 1773 Nourse in Phil TiansDAY I 438 The fecal discharge lessened dady. 1872Huxley Phys vi 155 The characteristic fecal odour and
colour 1878 T. Bryant Pract Surg. I e An abdominal
tumour may be faecal xZfySyd Soc Lex

, Fistula,faecal,an abdominal fistula opening into an intestine

’t’ Faeca’llty , In 7 freality [f prec, + -ity )
concr. Faecal mattei.

J

1633 Urquhart Rabelais i iv 23 0 the fan fecahty where-
with she swelled

Fsecaloid (ff kaloid), a
Resembling feces
1882 Quain Diet Med (Intestinal Obstruction 730' Thevomit is fecaloid in appearance and odour
+ Fseca’tion. Obs. [f next + -ation

]1884 Syd Soc Lex
, Faeation a termm the older chemis-

try for the separation ofa deposit from a fluid

Faeces (ff sfz), sb pi. Forms 5-8 feces, -is
0 fecies, fesses, (8 feeces), 7- feces Ta L
feces pi. offox dregs ]
1 . Sediment

; diegs, lees, subsidence, refuse
1460-70 Bk Quintessence 1 4 Rotun fectsof wivn itaiAndrew Brnnswyke's Distyll Waters Bvij, Euery water

n
h
°io TN^

a
T
t

»
UP°1V US ow

f
ne flces *594 Plat fovell-hon 40 The Lee or feces of y1 best sallet oyle. i6« Cul-

nft^i
R
*f

ert1ts
'

1 tl 13 The fecies or residents ofthe Powder
'lV.

h
|-
b0 t0m

* c*#* Bond 4- Country Brew 1 (ed 4) 73Ihe Pieces or Sediment which causes the Fermentation tobe fierce or mild x8rx A T. Thomson LondDif Z818)
5o S

vi7
ap

f
rt ‘b* Il(luor' that th» feces, may subside

8

A. Waste matter that is discharged from the
bowels

; excrement 1

1639 Beaumont & Fletcher M Thomas n. m Do you I

upuu um riuvin v.uiu auua jitzu iui« -juy am*
pulsionof the feces 1872 Huxi 1 \ Phys vi 139 The lesidue
leaves the body as the fetes

t Fae cical, a. Obs [f L. fm -er + -ic + -ai. ]= I1 A’CAIj

[f as prec + -oxd]

fvcula crust of wine, dim. of fob 1 see
Cf. F. ficule.
The spelling^') 11la is now the more common, but is not

in accordance with analogy, as L words not anglicised in
termination ordinarily retain . c 1 u < <, G .

1 ‘ The sediment or lees u hi. s
1

-1 ts 1 on, the
infusion of many vegetable substances, esp, a[>plicd
to starch’ {Syd Soc lex. 18,84). Amylaceous
fvcula. starch. Green fvcula (hr. foulc vole) :

see quot 1800
1684 ti lionet’s Men. Compit. v. 146 It is hcttci to use

the powder of the root [of Picony] than the f.ccula X701
Hamiiion Buthollet's Dyeing II n 11 11 76 The feeula
remaining on the filter lie compared to C.iiolun indigo
x8oo tr Lap ange's Client II 238 Green Feeula, is extracted
from thejuiceof vegetables this gieen colom is exceedingly
fugitive I he other kind, called Amylaceous Feeula, is 111 .1

gieat measure extracted from corn 1810 Hinky hiehi
them (1840) II 257 'I he feeula is not dissolved, but mutly
suspended mechanically 1858 Carm vi i n / "eg Phys §(>yt
T he bulbs generally contain a large quantity of ferula
2 Scchment m genoial, dregs, s/ug and// laic
x8x6 J Smiiii Hanoiama Si $ Ait II. 3K5 Asiringcut

vegetables precipitate a fine black feeula fiotn sulphate of
iron 1823 P. Niuioison Piatt Build 411 Linseed ml
is filtered to fiec xt from feculte

Feeculenee, -ency, -ent: sec 1<ec-.

FcBeundity, obs. f of Fecundity,
Faein, obs. f. of Fain
Faerie, faery (fi7ieri), sb (a) arch. [A

variant of FaiiU
,

it prob existed m ME. (cf. 01 '

faerie), but its first known appearance is as em-
ployed ctich by Spenser (usually as tnsyllable).
In present usage, it is practically a distinct woid,
adopted either to express Spenser's pecuhai modi-
fication of the sense, or to exclude various im-
poetical or.uncliginfied associations connected with
the current formfairy ]
1. The realm or world of the fa>s or fames;

fairyland, fairydom (cf 1' Alltt sb. 1) Usually the
imaginary world dejjicted in Spenser’s J<ae>y
Queene, the personages of which have little or no
lesemblance to the * iaincs ’ of populai belie/.
1390 SnrNSLR F Q it Intiod i, None that bicathetli living

aire does know Where 1? that happy land of Fauy x8x8Wli y Rev Islam Ded 1, Some victor Knight ol Faery
1835 Willis Penctlhngs II xlix 80 A grass so verdant
that it seems the very Door of faery 1870 Morris E ,11 thly
I ar I 11 554 Men dreaded theie to see Ihe inuouth things
of faerie

+ 2 =Faihy sb. 2 Obs
1612

^
Dravton Poly oil iv 307 The feasts that vndei-

ground the Fauie did luin inake^

+ 3 = Faiiu sb 4 Obs
XS90 Sri nstr E Q I iv 15 The stout Fauie Thought all

their glgrie Yaine 1591 — 7 cars ofMuses 31 The light
fbote Fairies. 1634 Milton Coutus 436 No goblin 01 swart
faeiy of the mine, Hath huitful power o'er tiue vugmity
4 atti ili passing into adj (never in predicative

use), with sense . Of or belonging to ‘faerie ’, re-
sembling fairyland, beautiful and unsubstantial,
visionary, unreal. Also Comb , asfaeiy-land, -tale

;

facty-fair, fail adjs
1S90 Spenseri[title), The Faerie Queene Ibid i Intiod

11, Lay forth The antmue robes Of Faerie knights Ibid
11. lnirod iv. Of faery lond yet if he more mquyre By cei-
teinsignes He inay it find IS9® Shaks Mcmy JV i\ vimspt at Hernes-Oke Slust my sweet Nan present
the Faerie-Queene 1632 Brome Jim till Clew n Wks
1S73 1U „4*7 A House built upon Faery-Ground 1667Milton P Z 1 781 Faerie Elves Whose Midnight Revels
some belated Peasant sees 1804 Wordsw To the Cuckoo

riL— 1

Jiait
L
1 Again appeals to be An unsubstantial

faery place 1820 Keats St Agnes vm, Hoodwink’d with
faery fancy 1839 Hallam Hist Lit v 11 §89 The le-
gends of Faeryland x868 Ld Houghton Sihct

J
fr if 'is

174 So faery-frail, so faery-fair 1890 R BiiiDGrs Shoitei

TPofliii
V’ lo ta

|
llthe faerY cheer Of spints in a dream

i arell, var. of Fayed, Obs.

+ Fa ffle, v. Obs, or dial [Of echoic origin •

cf maple
; also dial, faff a puff of wind, faffto

blow in sudden gusts ] a To stutter or stammer

;

to utter incoherent sounds, to To saunter, to
fumble c Of a sail , To flap idly in the wind
1570 Levins Manip 9 To Faffle, balbntne Ibid 127Faffd xs8o m Baret Alv F 19 x78x m Hutton Toll

to Caves Gloss 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss s v.

Faff (feg), sb 1 [f the vb ]
1 . That which causes weariness

; hard work toil
drudgery, fatigue colloq ’

’

*780‘Mad D'Arblay Diary fy Lett 13 Apr , This was mifag till after tea. 1798 Nelson Lett (1814) II 233 As nofleet has more fag than this, nothing but the greatest

I S NmT m h
?
akhy l847 Mrs Carlylf Lett° -” ot worth the fag of going and coming x86o DixonHist Bacon x, § 19 The fag and contest of the woild.



EAG-. 19 FAGGOT,

2. In English public schools, a jumoi who pet-

forms certain duties for a senior Also transf. a
drudge.
1785 K Cumberland Observer\cv § 3 ,

1

had the character

at school of being the very best fine that ever came into it

1811 L M Hawkins C'tess £,• Gertr I 50 bhe finds bet -

self in the situation of ‘ a fag ' at our public schools 1841
Macaulay W Hastings Ess (1831)597 He (Hastings] hired

Impey with a tart or a ball to act as fag 1857 Hughes 1 out

Brown 1 vm, Ihe mght-fags had left duty
trans/ a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II 115 William Tag,

Thalia’s most industrious fag 1855 Thackeray Newcomer
T 171 Ihe diminutive fag of the studio

3 attnb asfag-day,
-partner (cf fagging partner

under Fagging/// a)
1828 Aibd 111 Blackiv Mag Dec 713/1 A fag partner

at whist when a better fourth hand is wanting 1885 Pall
MallG 27 May 6/1 Far more exhausting than a fag day
of five houis at Rugby

f Fag (feg), so * Obs exc in Comb and dial

[See Fag v ]
1 Something that hangs loose

,
a flap In quot

attnb See also Fag-end
i486 Bit St Albans Bj a, The federis at the wynge next

the body be calde the flagg or the fagg federis

2 = Fag-end in various senses

C1580 J Chappell Will in Noake Woreestershire Relics

(1877) 34 To his sister-m-law he [a clothier] leaves a * fagg
’

to make her a petticoat to Roger Massye a white fagg to

make him a coat a 16*6 Middleton Changeling m 111,

To finish (as it were) and make the fagg Of all the Revels

1659 Fuller App Inj Innoc 1 vi 5,

1

have presented the

whole Cloath of his Book Length and Breadth, and List

and Fag and all 1775 Ash, Fag the funge at the end of
a rope

3. dial a All odd strip of land, b Odds and
ends of paslure-giass
1880 Times 17 Sept 8/3 The fags along the sides of the

river are being irretrievably damaged 1884 Lawson Upton
Gloss , Fag, generally Old Fag, tufts of last year’s grass

not eaten down
Fag (feg), sb 'l [Etymology unknown; peril

senses 1 and 2 do not belong to the same word ]
1 A ‘ knot ’ m cloth

1464 Act 4 Edw IV, c i, En cas que ascune autiel di-

versite ou Rawe, Skawe, cokell ou fagge, aveigne destie en
ascun part des diU draps 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade,
Fag a knot in cloth

2 A parasitic insect which infects sheep
; a

sheep-tick ; hence a disease of sheep Also, sheep-

fag dial attnb fag-water (see quot.)

1789 Projects in Ann Reg 71 Hippobosca ovina, called

111 Lincolnshire sheep faggs 1877N W Line Gloss , Sheep-

fag, a parasitic insect that infests the wool of sheep 1886

S IV Line Gloss, Fag-iuater, water mixed with arsenic

and soft-soap m which sheep are dipped to kill the ticks

Fag (feg), v, [Of obscure eljmology, the

common view that it is a corruption of Flag v.

would satisfactorily account for the sense ; see

quot i486 in Fag sb.1 1 . Cf also Faik vf]

+ 1. mtr. To flag, droop, decline [lit. and fig') ,

to fall off, swerveft om, into Obs exc. dial

1530 Palsgr 343/1 ,

1

fagge from the trouthe (Lydgate) this

terme is nat m our comen use 1563-87 Foxl A.s, M. (1596)

1017/2 His handes fagged downward. 1624 Bp Hall True
Peace-maker 24Woe be to those partiall Iudges the girdle

of whose equitie faggs downe on that side where the purse

hangs 1639 Fuller //0/p War 2011 Elective States often

fagge aside into schismes and factions. 1708-11 G Mac-
kenzie Lives 11722) III, 292 The Italian attacked him with
such Eagerness, that he began to fag, having overacted

himself 1786 Harvest Rig in R. Chambers Pop. Poems
Scot 1x862)44 They never fag. 1878 Cumbrld Gloss, Fag

to hang back

2. To do something that wearies one
;
to work

hard
,
to labour, stiam, toil

1772 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary Apr, All day I am
fagging at business 1794 Ld Spencer m Ld. Auckland's
Corr III 299 Arthur Paget, on whose account I am now
fagging to Berlin 1829 Scott Jrnl ig Mar , I fagged at

my review on Ancient Scottish History 1859 Dickens T
Two Cities 11 viu, The Marquis 111 his travelling carriage

fagged up a steep hill 1862 Sat Rev. 8 Feb 144 Like

giving up a pioblem instead of fagging on till it is solved

1884 Lawson Upton Gloss ,
Fag to pull hard as at a

rope

3

trans To make (one) fatigued, to tire, weary.

Said of both persons and things.

1826 Scott Jrnl 9 Apr , I worked at. correcting manu-
script, which fags me excessively 1836 E. Howard
R Reefer xxu, He would fag me desperately at cricket.

1858 B ness Bunsen in Hare Life II iv 233 Correcting

the vast number of sheets that have come has fagged him
too much 1879 Dixon Brit Cyprus xxvn, 269 No one
cares to fag himself with talk

4.

In Public School phraseology, a mtr To
be a fag, to act as a fag ;

to perform certain ser-

vices for another To fag out . to go as fag, esp

in cricket, to field.

1806 J Berestord Miseries Hum Life (ed. 3) m. xv 48

Faggmg for a niggardly glutton 1857 T Hughes Tom
Brown 1. vui, I won’t fag except for the sixth i860 Thack-
eray Round. Papers, On a Joke 89 Ihe ground where
you had to fag out on holidays. 1881 Macnt, Mag XLIII
288/2 They must fag out at cricket.

b trans. To make a fag of; to compel to do

certain offices

1824 Southey in C Southey Life 4 Corr I 138 He was

not high enough m the school to fag me *845 Alb Smith

Fort Scatterg Fasti xvi. (1887) 53 He was fagged in the

schoolroom during the hours that he was at the mercy of

his superior fellows 1857 T Hugkls Tom Brown 1 vm.
What right have the fifth-form boys to fag us 9 1889 A R
Hope in Boy's Own Paper 699/2 He [the prefect] used to
fag me to blow the chapel organ for him
5 Niaut. (See quots.) Cf Fag sb 2

1841 Dana Seaman's Manual 104 A rope is fagged when
the end is untwisted 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk 285
Fag out to wear out the end of a rope or end of canvas

6 . slang To beat Obs [?A distinct word , cf.

Feague
J

aft700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Fag, to Beat 1730-6
in Bailey (folio) 1847-78 m Halliwell
Fag (feg), w .

2 dial. Also vag

1.

trans. To cut com with a sickle and a hooked
stick ;

— Bag v 2

1841 Jrnl R. Agnc Soc II 1 120 Six ndges being
fagged or cut at tne ground 1854 Ibid XV 1 213 Some
farmers fag a large quantity of barley 1875 m Parish
Sussex Gloss s v 1888 Berksh Gloss s v Vag

,

1 When the

straa be long, vaggin’ wuts be better’n mawm’ on um ’

2 Comb, as fag-hook =fagging-hook.
1875 Parish Sussex Gloss , Fag-hook
Hence Fa’gging vbl sb. Also attnb

,
asfagging-

hook, -stick

1844 Jrnl R Agnc Soc V 1 28 LiLtle fagging or bag-

ging is performed except 111 the vicinity of the metropolis

1854 Ibid XV. 1 2x3 The straw is cut close to the ground
with a fagging hook x88i Oxford Gloss Supp s v

,
A

hooked stick, called a faggin’ stick

I* Fa gald, faggald. Sc Obs [Corrupt

form of Faggot J A faggot

1375 Barbour Bruce xvn 613 Gret fagalds [ed Skeat
flaggatis] tharoff that maid Gyrdyt with lrne bands braid

c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 897 Full feill fagaldys m to the
dykthaicast *535 Stewart Cron Scot. II 146 Congall
Richt mony fagald all that nycht gart mak *829 Hogg
Sheph Cal II 18 I’m sure ony 0’ them’s worth a faggald

of thee

Fagane, -ary, obs ff Vagary
+ Page, v Obs exc dial Also 4 faage, «,

fagg, 9 dial fadge [Of unknown origin , not

identical with Fadge ».]

1. trans To coax, flatter ; to beguile, soothe
c 1340 Cursor M 7622 (Fairf ) Dauid come him to fage

<11400-50 Alexander 4669 Forge bot fage ay ]?e fleschc R
felsen it wele. 1 1470 Harding Citron lxvi. 11, Such subtyll

meane to fage the kyng he fande

2. absol. or mtr To coax, flatter, toady; to speak

coaxingly to.

c 1380 Wyclit Serm Sel Wks I 44 It is manere of

ypoentis to fage and to speke pleasanth to men, but for

yvel entent 1382 — Judg xiv 15 Faage to thi man c 1430

Lydg. Bochas 1 xm (1554) 25 b, Women can flatter and
fage c 1460— Order ofFools 66 He that falsluywul fage

1471 Ripley Comp Alc/i v in Ashm (1652) 159 The Fox
can fagg and fayne 1881 Evans Leicestersh Gloss , Fadge,

to * toady to play the parasite

Hence f Fa gar, a flatterer ; also Fa ging vbl. sb

and ppl, a Obs exc. dial

1435 Misyn Fire ofLove (E E T S ) 20 Fagiars &bakbitars

X483 Cath Angl 120 A Fager, adulator, c 1380 Wychi
Serm. Sel. Wks I 56 Pei spaken fagynge words as ypoentis

doen Ibid III 175 pis was a fagynge of pefendus childur

C1440 York Myst xxx. 5x3 With-outen fagyng c 1450

Mtrour Sceluacioun 354 Sho broght him mne with faging

wordes white 1483 Cam. Angl 120 A Fagynge, blandtcia

Ibid , Fagynge, blandus 1883 Almondbtiry Gloss , Fage-
ing or Fagey, deceiving, flattering, soft-sawdenng.

t Fa'ge, sb Obs. [f prec. vb ] The action of

coaxing or deceiving
;
a deceit, fiction

1420 J Page Siege Rouen in Archeeol XXII 370,

1

wille

haue it withoute fage c 1450 Lydg Hist Thebes, Hold it

for no fage. 1692-1732 m Coles 1721 in Bailey

Fag-end (fe g|e nd) [f. Fag sb 2 + End ]

1. The last part of a piece of cloth ;
the part that

hangs loose, often of coarser texture than the rest

1721-1800 m Bailey 1778 Love Feast 21 Like base Fag-

Ends will surely be cut off 1809 Tomlin Law Diet s v
Fag, The fag-end where the weaver works up the worst

part of his materials 1858 m Simmonds Diet 1 rode

b Of a rope An untwisted end.

1775 in Ash 1808 Whitbread Sp in Ho Commons 22

Jan ,
Sooner than have surrendered the fag end of a cotton

rope to England 1840 R Dana Bef Mast xxu 66 There
was no rust, no dirt .no fag ends of ropes

2 transf The last part or remnant of anything,

after the best has been used
;
the extreme end,

eg. of a portion of space or time, a collection of

persons, a written composition, volume, etc

16x3 R Tailor Hog lost Pearl in Dodsley (1780) VI 329
There’s the fag-end of a leg of mutton, a 1656 Bp, Hall
Revelation Unrev § t The fag-end of this last century

1677 Plot Oxfordsh 5 This wind was the fag-end of a
Hurricane. <11687 Cotton Martial r 11 (1695) 3 Wheie
now a goodly terrace does extend .Was but the court’s fag

and expiring end. 169X Wood A th O.xon II 174 The turn-

ing out of the Fag-end of that Parliament 1720 Berkelly
SKel Serm vi Wks IV. 640 The first fruits .to the devil, the

fag-end, when faculty foi good and evil is gone, to God

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet N j, The Fagg ends of a certain

Lordship X765 Sterne Tr Shandy (1802) VIII xxxv. 190

To be wove into the fag end of the eighth volume. 1844

Dickens Mart Chnz xlit To . hum the fag-end of a song

1853 C. Bede Verdant Green iv, The old Kidderminster

carpet burnt into holes with the fag ends of cigars 188a

Miss Braddon Mt Royal I. mu. 241 Vegetating at the

fag-end of England.

Fagged (fegd), ///. a [/ Fag v + -ed 1
]

+ 1. Flaccid, drooping. Obs
1578 Banister Hist Man vi 88 They incontinent become

slacke, narrow together, fagde, and shorter

2 Weaned out, exc< sstvely fatigued

1780 Mad D’Arblay Diary f, Lett May, I felt horribly

fagged 1841 Catlin N. Amir Ind (1844.) II. xlvii. 97
Leave him fagged out by the way side 1862 Mrs H Wood
Mrs Halltb 1. v 23 You look thin and fagged 1883 E
Penneil Elmhirst Cream Leicestirsh. 300, I have seldom
seen as many fagged faces as on Saturday

Fagger (fegai) [f Fag v + -er 1
]

One
who lags a One who has a junior boy as his fag

at school b One who works hard
a, 1836 E Howard i? Recftr hv, I was thefagged, and

not the fagger 1885 Academy 6 June 393/3 It would
be of aome interest to ascertain his fagger’s name
b 1833 W Jowett Mem C Neale fiSasl 38 He had

never been a hard fagger 1843 Frasers Mag. XXVII 45
I lie hardest faggers and the hardest idlers.

Faggery (fe gan) [f Fag sb 1 + -euy ] The
system of faggmg at public schools.

1853 Dc Quincey Antobiog Sk Wks I 207 Faggery was
an abuse too venerable to be touched by profane hands

Fagging (fe gig), vbl sb [f. Fag v. + -ing! ]

The action of the vb Fag
1 The action of working hard or wearying one-

self at something
,
an instance of this, hard work

Alsofagging about

1777 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) ir 163 After all

this fagging, Mr. Lowndes sent me word, that he .could not
think of printing it [the book] 1837 Lockhart Scott

(1839) I 194 The ordinaiy indoor fagging of the chamber in

George’s Square. 1849 E E Napier Excurs S Africa
II X22 Hard knocks, hard fare, and hard fagging of every

description 1850 Mrs Carlyle Lett II, 110, I had such
a fagging about last year.

2 slang. (See quot )

1775 Ash, Fagging, a beating or thumping

3 . The system undei which a junior boy acts as

fag to a senior Also attnb
1824 T Medwin Couvers Byton (1832) I 77 Drury’s kind-

ness enabled me to bear fagging 1825 C M Westma-
cott Lug Spy I. 42 In no fear of fagging 1825 S R m
Hone Every-day Bi I 1201 'Lhzfagging system was only
to le tolerated 1876 Grant Buigh Sch Scot it v
202 For elevating the tone of the School he made use of

the sixth form and of faggmg

Fagging (fee gig\ ppl a [f Fag v +-ing 2
.]

That fags, in senses of the vb
1806 Sure Winterm Lond (ed 3) I 20 An idle fagging

partner. 1862 Mrs H Wood Mrs Hallib 1. v. 25 Mine is

a fagging profession 1

Faggot, fagot (feg^t), sb Forms 4
faget(t, 4-6 faggott, 5 fagatt, -ot(t, 6 fagget,

Sc faggat, 4- fagot, 5- faggot See also Fagald

[
a Fr fagot, of unknown origin

,
cf It fa(tl)gotto ]

1 A bundle of sticks, twigs, or small branches of

trees bound together • a for use as fuel

<2 1300 CursorM 3164 (Cott ) ?ong ysaac a fagett broght

1398 Trcvisa Barth DeP. R. x\n cxlix (1495) 703 Thornes
ben bounde m faggottes and bi ent in ouens. 2478 Bury

Wilts (Camden) 77 ihe pnee of the c fagots lys vjd. 1578
Glide 4 G Ball (18681 92 As the flame burning quhair it

can find The faggat. 1649 Blithe Eng Improv Impr (1653)

36 Thou must take good green Faggots. 1770 Goldsm Des
Vtll, 133 To pick her wintry fagot from the thorn *821

Clare Vill Mmstr I 128 Goody begg’d a helping hand
To heave her rotten faggot up 1866 Rogers Agnc. Prices

I xvui 424 In all probability the fagot was off very various

sizes

+ b. Mil. for use m fascines. Oh
C1400 Sowdone Bab 285 Fagotis to bewe And fille the

dikes faste anoon 1548 Hall Citron 112 Castyng faggottes

into the diches 2603 Knolles Hist 'lurks (1621) 1064

[He] would oftentimes came a fagot before him for the

raising of the mount 17x1 Addison Sped No 165 F 3
The Black Pnnce filled a Ditch with Faggots as success-

fully as the Generals of our Times do it with Fascines

2. With special refeience to the piactice of burn-

ing heretics alive, esp. m phrase fire and faggot

,

f tofry afaggot,
to be burnt alive

;
also, to bear,

carry afaggot, as those did who renounced heresy

lieneefig. the punishment itself.

a 1555 Latimer Serm Rent (1845)277 Running out of

Germany for fear of the fagot 1621 Bp Mountagu Dm-
tribae 44 You deserued to fry a fagot. 1649 Bp. Hall
Cases Consc ill. v 274 Fagots were never ordained by

the Apostle for arguments to confute hereticks *667

Poole Dial bitw Protest. % Papist (1735) 101 You answer

our Arguments with Fire and Faggot 1721 Strytl Eccl

Mem I. vm 86 He should go before the cross bare headed

carrying a faggot on his shoulder 1741-8 Watts Improv
Mind 1 xiv 195 Mitres or Faggots have been the Rewards

of different Persons according as they pronounced these

consecrated Syllables, or not pronounced them 1808 J
Barlow Colutnb iv 206 Racks, wheels and crosses, faggots,

stakes and strings x868J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng I 85

Wolsey caused them to carry a faggot to the fire Henry
placed them in the midst of actual laggots 1888 J Gaird
ner m Diet Nat. Btog. XIII 3*/2 It is not easy to answer

arguments in prison, with fire and faggots in the background

b The embroidered figure of a faggot, which

heretics who had recanted were obliged to wear

on their sleeve, as an emblem of what they had

merited
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) 1823 in Crabb Technol.

Diet
3. In wider sense. *{• a A bundle or bunch in

general, eg of rushes, herbs, etc. b fig. A
‘bundle’, collection (of things not forming any

genuine unity).

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA 1. xiv 38 Fagotis and bondellis

of rede. *545 Brinklow Compl 25 b, Yet must he, pryuyly
8-2
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bears a fagot of russhes in his chamber 1555 Eden Decades
5 They founde faggotces of the bones of mennes armes and
legges 1650 W Cradocic in Spurgeon Treas Dav Ps
lxxxin 1 lhat he may gather the wicked into one fagot
that tfcey may be destroyed togethei *741 Coinpl Earn
Piece 1 11 99 A little Faggot of Thyme, Savoiy, and
Parsley 174a H Walpole Cotv (ed 3) I xxxvm 154 My
faggot of compliments 1782 111 Baker Biogr Dram m
(1812) 260 A faggot of utter impiobabilities 1854 Emerson
Lett. Sol Aims, Quot

<J-
Oug Wks (Bohn) III 214 The

psalms and liturgies of churches are a fagot of selections

4 A bundle of lion or steel rods bound together
1S4° Act 32 Hen. VIII, c 14 Item for euerylast of fag-

gottesofyronim s 1640 in Entick Londonll 181 Forafag-
got of steel o id 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Faggot ofSteel
(in Traffick) the Quantity of 120 Pound Weight 1721-1800
in Bailey 1825 J Nicholson Opcrat Mechanic 33S This
is termed a faggot [of iron], being about 12 or 14 inches
long, and six inches square 1881 Gbeener Gun 221 l’he
bars were then fastened into a faggot
5 (See quot 1851)
1851 Mayhevv Land Labour II 227 He made his supper
on ‘ fagots ' This preparation is a sort of cake, roll or

ball made of chopped liver and lights, mixed with gravy,
and wrapped 111 pieces of pig’s caul 1858 Sala fount due
Norths The curious viandsknown in cheap pork-butchery

as Faggots 1881 in Oxford Gloss Supp. *

0 A teim of abuse or contempt applied to a
woman, dial
1591 Lodge Catharos

4 b, A filbert is better than a faggot,
except it be an Athenian she liandfull 1840 Barham
Ingot Leg

, Grey Dolphin, ‘What’s that you say, old fag-
got? 1862 Mrs H Wood Mrs Halhb 11. xxi, She .

struck at me, she did, the good for-nothmg faggot

!

h 7 A person temporarily hired to supply a de-
ficiency at the muster, or on the roll of a company
or regiment

,
a dummy Obs

a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Faggots, Men Muster’d
for Souldiers, not yet Listed 1708 Brit Apollo No 105
4/1 You may be some Faggot to pass at a Muster 1735Mem Capt P Drake II in 75 The Adjutants came to
treat and settle with me about the Fagots (Men deficient of
the Number of Workmen, ordered from each Regimenti
1750 Ld Chesterfield Connoisseur cn, William, a Faggot
in the First Regiment of Guards 1802 in James Mil Diet
8 = Faggot vote.
1817 Sir F. Burdett in Pari Deb 1368 These faggots

returned the two members to the House of Commons 1879
Daily News 16 Apr 6/6 He had not the slightest doubt

“ yln
> „
u
J,Iess he were to be swamped by faggots

1884 Truth 13 Mai 374/r The art of manufacturing fagots
9 In various occasional uses . (see quols )
1727 Bradley Fam Diet sv. Faggots of Oranges

,

Orange-Peels turn d or par’d very thin, in order to lie pre-
set d 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk 287 Fagot, a billet
for stowing casks 1880 E. Comm, Gloss , Faggot a secret
and unworthy compromise
10 attnb and Comb

,
as faggot-bearer, -boat

,

-flame, -maker, -making, -pie, -steel, -stick, -wood
Also, faggot-brief, a dummy brief (cf. 7) ; faggot-
dram, a dram made by placing iaggots at the
bottom of a trench and then covering them with
earth

, f faggot-spray, the refuse twigs, etc
,
left in

making faggots
; f faggot-waisted a

, arrangedm pleats like a bundle of sticks. Also FAGGOT-
VOTE
C1513 Cocke Lorelles B (Percy Soc ) 11 With lollers, lor-

daynes, and fagot berers 1616 Beaum & Fl ScornfulLadyu Hi, If you scape with life, and take a*faggot boat
1 round Clock (1861)97 The briefless ones
pretend to pore oyer ‘^faggot’ briefs 1819 Commnmc
ftLTi '?S

A
lC' 2 v MaiY of "*ese *taggot-drams have failed

84a Sir A de Vere bong of Faith 243 Turkish cimetersNot fierceliei bite than Christian *faggot-flame. 1384 RScott DiscavWitchcr \ 1 73 Threewitches ofgreat wealth
assailed a *faggot-maker 1822 T Mitchell A nstoph

nriaker hts mode of tying upu, * j*
1 ^ ^ ^ 1 juouc 01 tvii

bundles excited the attention of Democritus 1826 MissMitford l illageml Ser (1863) +08 Its long open sheds
f L^rl

*r
nd Ibid 257 The cart shed

1 h '"gAot
J

pile
r-

*664 Evelyn Kal Hart ^729) 204u some Rubbish of Lime-stones *Faggot-spray, or the

5lfl^flT°fthCTS 1831 ^ Holland
Metal I 23+ The article known among dealere bv theappeHaiion of faggot steel 1322 Tell-Troth’sN Y Gif

t

13 Began to heelahour her with a *faggotstick a mm
jTn tr

fl
cnrron s Com Romance Q775) II 7 The

Rmu
f
ffw

ed
/
r
lw / «

lt
V, f

f
ggot’i,tlck m her hand

7
1381

7:
ICH Carewel Mil Prof (1846) 218 Their dublettes some-

1? /a^0t a^0ve the navill
, sometymes cowe-bealhed belowe the flauckes 1704 Collect Voy (ChurdT)III 727/2 Boats came to fetch *Faggot-wood

Faggot (fegpt),v [f. prec, Cf Vi, fagoter,]
1. tram. To make into a faggot or faggots : to

a fa&g0t' Also
* TofaSS°t up1598 H lorio, Affascmai e to fagot 1641 J Jackson

7 1 33 Hfmes his Wife, Ch:S
great bone

1 y
a

a11 fa|S°Ued together to make one
ah»r». 1 c <

1649'Blithe Eng Improv Impr (1653) 162All their brush being faggoted into the Faggot 1669 Fl(\ el

SemfwTh l*V
tU?Ved (l

,
832) 210 Growing amongstthem thatshall shortly be cut down and faggoted up fox hell

tr /- AKernpn Solti $%lul
wbni

hey
L
be fiS=otud together m Bundles for the Fire,

2? R M ber
Tp°Ta,llons “?rank«nness 1786 CowrERLet 8 May, The dunce cut down and faggoted ud thewhole giove x8s7 Landoh {title'jDry Stickf FagotedP

b. transf andfig.
1603 Bacon Adv Learn 11 viu. § 5 Titles packed and

fagotted vp together 1683 Roab. Ball V *542 He
S^d !.1i

h,S •Notl
,?
ns 33 the

? feI1
> And if they mim'd andrattled all was well, <2x722 Lisle Hush (1753) I7- The

together with so strong m union1784 Hare Viet, Faith 38 Ihings essentially and substan-

tially different , bundled and fagoted together foi the olla
sion 1882 Mozhy Remin I lv 352 [Newman] fagoted
Hampden’s pamphlet with several other scandals m the
‘ Foundations of the Faith Assailed

'

fo To bind (persons) m couples
,
also, to bind

band and foot Obs
1607 G Whkins Miserus Infoictd Montage \, Then

[they] fagotted you and the fool, your man, back to hack.
1723 New Cant Diet, Faggot, to bind Hand and I'oot

1721-1800 in Bailly
2 Metall To fasten together bars or rods of ifon

preparatory to reheating and welding
x86r W Fairbairn Ironv1 102 These [puddle bars] are

cut rp and piled regularly together or faggotted 1879
Cassells lechn Edm IV 175/1 The axles should he made
of the best scrap iron fagoted

3 To set (a person) on the faggots preparatory
to burning, lit zcsAfig rare
x543 Joyf Confut U'inchester 24 Fagetting, burmngeand

slaying the true professouis of gods holy word 18
Landor IVls (1868) II 156 The poet is staked and faggoted
by his surrounding brethren

4 mtr To make or bind faggots
1874 1 Hardy Madding Crowd II. x xoB Heaps ofwhile

chips showed that woodmen had been faggoting 1879
Jeiilries IVdd Life in S C 76 After they have finished
faggoting, the women lake up the fragments for thur cot-
tage fires

t b. To carry or wear a faggot m token of re-

cantation
; to recant. Obs

*535 Shaxton ill Strype Eul Mem I App hi 149
Making onely his reformation in woids , and neither faggot-
ing nor any open revocation

5 (See quot

)

x88o E Comw Gloss
, Faggot a man whom the wrest-

ling ring, sells Ins back, is said to faggot

Faggoteer (fmgpiL> i) In 9 fagoteer [f
hAGGOT sb + -EEK ] One who makes faggots
1878 Scribner's Mag XVI 117/1 If some one would only

organize a phalanx of fagoteers

t Faggoter (fse-g^tar) In 5 fagoter [f
Faggot^ or v f -eu 1

] =prec.
1481-90 Howard Honseh Bks (Roxb

) 366 To William,
fagoter, for makenge of wode vj dayes lx d
Fa-ggotiag, vbl sb [f as prec + -ing 1 ]
1 The action of the vb Faggot,
2. In Embroidery The process by which a num-

ber of threads in the material are drawn out and a
few of the cross threads tied togetherm the middle
Hence, the work done in this manner
188s Chicago Advance 59 Feb

, Bits of dainty ‘fagotmg’
Faggotless (fae gptles), a [f Faggot +

-less J Devoid of faggots
*873 Ouida Pascarbl I 78 Lifting his hands, as he peered

into the faggotless cupboaid.

Faggot-vote (fie g/t,vo»i)
App a transferred use ofFaggot sb 7,

‘ dummy ’ soldier

,

as many faggot-votes weie often created at one tune by the
practice (forbidden m 7 & 8 Will III, c 25) of subdividing
a single tenement among a number of nominal owners, the
word was naturally interpreted as alluding to the primary
sense ‘ bundle of sticks

'

A vote manufactured for party purposes, by the
transfer to persons, not otherwise legally qualified,
of sufficient pioperty to qualify them as electors
*817 Sir F Burdett in Pari Dtb. 136S Lord Lonsdale

Had conveyed to him a certain property, on which he was
to vote in that borough, as, what was familiarly called
a faggot vote 1836 Disraeli Lett Runnymedt 60 Not-
withstanding your father’s fagot votes 1879 Daily News
10 Apr 2/2 Attempts to tamper with the registei by the
introduction of what are termed faggot votes
Hence Fag-got-voter, -voting
1880 Gladstone in Pall Mall G 14 July 2/1 The subject

?nr-
e fag°t V0J®r *887 Times (weekly ed ) 28 Oct 7/2

I he question of faggot-voting

Faggoty (fee gpti), a. In 9 {erron ) fagotty
L[ as prec. + -Y ] Of or pertaining to faggots
Hence Faggoty-minded, disposed to use faggots,
inclined to bum opponents
i&$6 Vavoiimi Mystics (i860) II 5 The virulent fagotty*

minded pervert Scheffler

+ Fagnet. Obs rape- 1 Some kind of net for
fishing. *

1538 A ct 1 Ehz c, 17 § 1 No Person with any Crele,
Raw, Fagnet, Trolnet shall take Spawn or Fry of Eels
t FagOXLg. Obs rare [corruption of Pg.

fagSo stove
j A file-place used on shipboard

1772 Newland m Phil Trans LXII 90 E E [is] the

the'fagong^S*
aCS* ^bid

,
I had well secured the pot in

Fagot, vai of Faggot
I! Fagottist (fagp tist) [Ger fagoitist

,

ad It
fagottista, f fagotto , see next

] A performer on
the bassoon, bassoonist

ati^umch.^
2S De° 836 Brandt

» the celebrated fagottist

11 Fagotto (fagotto). Mus [It fagotto. Cf.
Ger. fagott] = Bassoon i, 3 a.

E
ft‘f
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Fan, var of Faw, Obs.

II Falxlband (fa lband) Geol [Ger
, f fahl

ash-coloured ( - Fallow a
) + band Band, stripe ]A zone or stratum, in crystalline rocks

„*88f
Cat. Rev x May 577 A succession of partly decom.posed rocks known as fahlbands or rotLen belts

|| Fablerz (fa Aim Also fahlortz [,i

Ger fablerz, f.fahl ash-coloured, yellowish + u

:

oie ] Giey copper or copper-ore, tetrahedrite

1796 Kiiuvan Min II. 148 The grey Oie from lire Hart/
is tire real Fabler/ 1808 Smithson in Phil ‘Inins
XCVIII 57 A combination of g iltna and fall lei 1/ 1880
tr IVitrtd Atom J h 141 ’I Iil vai letics of fabler/

Fahlore (fa 1|0» t) Mm. [Paitially translated

form of prec.] = prec
1803 R Jamlson Char. Min II 201 Grey Copptr-Ore,

01 Fahl-Ore 1872 Raymond Statist Minis Aiming 189
T wenty men have been at woik slowly developing some of
the lodes of ' fahl ore

'

Fahlunite (fa’ltfnsil) Mm [f (by Ilisingei,

xSoS) I'ahlun, in Sweden + -m: ] A liydious sili-

cate of aluminium and iron, lcsulling from the
alteration of lolite.

1814 T Ali an Mm Nomcn, x8 I'ahlunite K.us xiab,
1879 Ruilly .Stud Rucks \iv 29S 'lire 101 k coniams as
accessories hydrargilhle, fahlumle, gahmte, Ul
Fahrenheit (fa ranhait, l.c ronoit). The name

of a Piusaian physicist (16S6-1 736), linentor ol the
mercurial thermometer Used attnb and ellipt to
denote the thermometne scale introduced by him
and still m common use m England and the
U S

,
according to wlncli the fret/mg point of

water is 32
0
and Llie boiling point 212°. Often

abbreviated F ; c g 20°F — { twenty dev) ecs (of

)

Ia/u enheit ’

*753 Phil I tans XI.VIII 109 T Ire meremy stood at 240
degrees m De L’Kle

, which is 7a below 0111 Fahrenheit
1823 J, Baulock Dow Aumstui 65 Fire heat at 2120 of
1' ahrenheit produced detonation,

Faiete, obs f. of Fi at.
Faie • see 1" a\ v
II Faience (lagans) Also 8 fayance, 8-9

fayence. [a. Fi fateme, prob an appellative use
of the proper name + Fayence, Faenza in Italy, one
of the chief scats of ceramic mdustiy m 16th c]
c A general term comprising all the various kinds
of glazed earthenwaic anil porcelain ’ (Fairholt)
1714 Fr BK of Rah s 152 h ayanccs or Earthen-Ware

1762-71 ft Waii'Oh. Virtue's Amid Pami (1786) IV v8
Roman fayence, called Raphael’s earilien-wate 1833 Mar-
ryat Oita Fodr xin, Lveiy article offayerne 1879 J JYoung Ceram Ait 41 The Chinese seek to equal the
wonderful coloring of the faience of Persia
attnb 1883 W H Utsttor in Hatpti's Mag Mar. 504/2A Henri II faience candlestick

Faierie, obs. form of Fairy
Faik, tb [Of obscure origin; prob identical

with hAKJS sb 1
]

1. ‘A fold of anything, as a ply of a garment’
(Jam ) Sc
2 =Man*mbs
1890 J H Stlljl Diseases Shctp 119 Impaction of the

f.uk or manyphes

Faik (fpk), vf Sc [Belongs to Fail sb]
1 tians, ‘ To fold, to tuck up ’ (Jam )

J 2 To enfold, clasp Obs rate — 1
.

JSX3 Douglas /EIhcis x vu 88 li[n.If lilies thy fyncyrrs
war steraud, Within thy neif doys gryp and faik the brand
Faik (f^k), v* Sc Also 5 faik, 9 faick

[? Shortened form of defalk, Defalk ] ttans
X a To abate, diminish, lessen b To deduct
1445 Burgh Rciords Aberdeen 18 Feb (Jam ), Thar sal he

chosm four discrete persounes to faik the tax of men that

farthing o’ my right.

2. ‘To excuse, let go with impunity’ (Jam,)
1789 Burns 2nd Ef to Davie ul, Gif it’s sae, ye sad be

heket Sic hauns as you sud ne’er be faiket, Be hain’t wha
like

Faik, v 3 Sc ? Obs [Possibly the same word
as Faik v. 1 ; cf ME. use offold= falter, fail (said
of the limbs) But cf Ob fakdn, MDu vaeken
to slumber] a zntr Of the limbs . To fail from
weariness

; to cease moving b trans To faik
neverafoot : not to cease from movement.
17^8 Ross Ilelenoia {1866) 152 Her limbs they faickedunder her and fell Ibid 210 The lasses faiked ne’er a

toot for height nor how 1808-79 Jamilson s v
, My felhave neverfaikit, I have still been m motion

?\>
aPces

J
C^^s) Geol Also fakes (See quots )

[1808-79 Jamieson, Faik, a stratum 01 layer of stone mthe quarry] 1863 Page Handlk. Geol Terms, Faikcs orBakes, a beoleh miner s term for fissile sandy shales, 01 shalv

a
ai

thm°bSd 7 AdV
i

TCXHk Geo* v 9“ Faikes,

x88*^
sandstone of irregular composition

Geikil Textfk. Geol 11 n § 6 158 Micaceous sand-

fnin tiT
a

i

r0C^ S0 of m
.
Ica-flakes ‘bat it readily splits

into thin laminae This rock is called ‘fakes ’ in Scotland
Faikyn, Sc var Faken a Obs

, deceitful

t Fail, Sc Obs Also 6 fale, 6-8 fail
8 feal [? a Gael fal a sod ]
1 . Any grassy part of the surface of the ground

as united to the rest’ (Jam.),
1513 Douglas AEnets xn Prol 88 The variant vestur of

1

O 1
n
A
St vai

r
Schrowdii, the scherald fur, and euery faxllA A turf, a flat clod coveicd with grass cut off

from the rest of the sward’ (Jam) Also turf,
as a material.
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1533 Stewart Cron SloI II 146 Eueue man ane flaik

sould mak of tre, And failhb delf into greit quantitie 1536
Bct.LH.NDEN Cron Scot (1821) I, 172 He beildit ane huge
wall of fail and devait 1639 Spalding 'lroub Chas 1
(1792I 1. 173 Close it [the port] up strongly with faill and
thatch 1708 J Chamberlayne St Gt Brit n. in 1

(1743) 400 Every minister has fewel, foggage, faill, and
drnots allowed them

3 Comb fail-dyke, a wall built of sods.

1536 m Pitcairn Crun Trials Scot I 174* The overthrow-

ing of a ' faill dyke* built on the said lands 17 in Scott

Minstr Scot. Bord (1805) HI 241 * Behint yon auld fail

dyke, I wot there lies a new slain knight’ 1816 Scott
Antiq xx, ‘Auld Edie will hirple out himsell if he can get

a feal dike to lay his gun ower 1

Pail (©1), sb’1 Also Failyie. [a OF faile.

,

faille deficiency, failtue, fault, f failin' to Fail ]

1 = Failuhe 1. 06s. exc in phrase Without

fail ; now used only to strengthen an injunction or

a promise ;
formerly also with statements of fact,

— unquestionably, certainly, f Also, in same sense,

{It is) nofail {but), sans fail: without any doubt,

for certain.

1297 R Glouc (1724) 245 per wypoute fayle, At Eccestre
strong enou hu smyte an batayle 1 1330 R Brunne Chron.
(1725) 245 In luf & pes sanr fade went Edward £1385
Chaucer L G W 1092 Dido, Comaunded hire massan-
gerys for to go The same day with outyn any fayle c 1430
Lydg Bochas vui xvu (1544) 188 b, I11 Europe stantThiace

it is no fayle 1546 Langley Pol Verg De Invent 1 xvi

29 a. It is no fayle but it [the knowledge of medeemes] was
perceyued, by what thinges were wholsome, & what un-
wholsome 1553 Abp. Parker Ps 1, I wil no fayle deliuer

thee x6xx Bible Josh 111 10 The liuing God will without
faile dnue out from before you the Canaanites 1611 Shaks
Wint T v 1 27 Dangers, by his Highnebse fade of Issue,

May drop vpon his Kingdome 1656 Burton’s Diary (1828)

I 176 Ihere is no fail of justice yet 1678 Cudworth
Intoll Syst 128 There might be never any Fad of Gene-
rations 1713 Swirr Inti to Stella 26 Feb , The meeting
of parliament will be next Tuesday without fail 1847
Marryat Childr N Forest xvm, The tailor has promised
the clothes on Saturday without fail

t 2. =Failure 3 For fail : in the event of
failure

;
as a piecaution against failure Ohs.

1477 Norton Ord Alch 11 mAshm (1652) 29 Ofall painet.

the most grevious paine, Is for one fade to begmn all againe

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xci rxi The Prince suffers m
the fails of his Ambassador. 1660 Sijarrock Vegetables 98
Be sure you plow up annoying weeds, and for fad let some-
body, with a spade, follow the plough, to root up such as are
left 0:1734 North Exam 11 iv i? 84 (1740) 272 They con-
tinually watched for Colours, and for Fail, made them, to

affirm this

+ 3 = Failure 2 . Obs.

1647 Sanderson Serm II 207 Overmuch sorrow upon
the fail of any earthly helps or hopes 1654 Gataklh Disc
Apal 47 Chalkie Pillars threatnmg a fail, ifnot a fall

t b Death Obs rare.

16x3 Shaks Henry VIII, 1 u 145 How grounded hee his

T ltle to the Crowne Vpon our fade

Pail (fi?*l), v. Forms: 3-4 faile-n, (4-5
faylen\ 3-5 fail(l)i, 3-6 faille(n, faylle, 3-7
faile, (3 vaile), fayle, -y, 4-6 faly(e, (4 failly,

fal(l)e, feile, 6 feyle, faeille, 7 faill, fall), 3-
fail Sc 4-6 fail3e (6-7 printed failze), (6 falge,

7 failyie), faillie. [a, OF faillir to be wanting,

miss (mod F faillir to miss,falloir impers to be
wanting, to be necessary) = Pr faillir,falhtr, OSp
fallir (in mod Sp. replaced by the derivative form
fallecer, f L. type fallcsccre), Cat

,
OPg fahr

(mod Fg.fzlecer), It. faline —vulgar L *fattire
(for class L failure to deceive), used absol. in sense
‘ to disappoint expectation, be wanting or defective

’

The OF verb was adopted in MHG vtlen (mod G
fehleii), Du feilen, ON feila.

In i5-i7th c in mtrans senses often conjugated with be ]

I. To be or become deficient.

1. mtr. To be absent or wanting Now only of

something necessary or desirable (coinciding with

sense 5) ,
often in pr. pple with sb. or pron ,

as

failing this = ‘m default of this’ (see Failing
prep ) In early use, t To be wanting to complete

a specified quantity
;
also impers

a 1300 Cm sor HI i486 (Cott ) Matusale Liued til J»at

nine hundret yeir war gan And seuenti, falid it hot an

<11325 E E Alht P B 741 What if fyue faylen of fyfty

t

ie noumbre? c 1400 Maundev (1839) xvu 182 There fay-

ethe but 5 Degrees & an half, of the fourthe partie c 1400

Lanfranc’s Cirurg 63 Make jsat }>e splentis 8c byndynge
fade above }>e wounde a 1400-50A lexatider407a Forjn failis

vs all infirmit[e]s of ffeuyre & of ells 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 284/3 The preues of the lignages were fayled *543~4
Act 35 Hen VIII

,
c 1 § 6 If suche heyres shulde fayle.

x6xx Bible 2 Sam 111 29 Let there not faile from the house
of Ioab one that hath an issue 1703 Maundrell Journ
Jems. (1732) 128 Shaded over head with Trees, and with

Matts when the boughs fail 1878 Browning La. Santas
58 Failing proof then of invented trouble

f b. with dal of the person. Obs
ax300 Cursor M 1x426 (Gott) paim fayled neuer dime

nefode ax300 Leg Rood (1871} 30 po Rework was al*

meat ldo ; hem vailed a vair tre e 1300 St Brandon 510

Him faillede grace his lyf to amende. 1424 Poston Lett,

4 I 12 Hem fayled ropes convenient to here purpos

x6xx Bible i Kings in 4 There shall not fade thee, a man
on the throne of Israel

c To be inadequate or insufficient Chiefly in

phrase time wouldfail. Const dat, of peison.

0x325 E E Alht P, B 348 Tyl any water in he woilde
to wasche he fayly. 1348 II all Chron 244 Kyng Jatnts
would make no aunswere knowing that his power now
fayled to performe the request demaunded x6xx Bible
Heb xi 32 The time would faile mee to tell of Gedeon
16x4 Bp Hall Recoil Treat, 6x2 The day would faile mee
if I should [etc ]

2 To become exhausted, come to an end, run

shoil. Const dat of the person; also, \ of,from
(a place, receptacle). *
c 1250 Old Kentish Serm m O E. Mtsc 29 Wyn failede

at Juse bredale <1x330 R Brunne Chron, (1723) 326 Alle

her store failed. 1382 Wyclif x Macc 111 20 He saw3, that

monee failide of his tresours C1400 Cato’s Morals 87 in

CursorM App iv, Loke hou spende mesureli, he gode hat
jrou liuis hi, or elhs wille hit fade 1596 Spenser F Q iv

I 43 The breath gan him to fayle x6xx Bible x Kings
xvu 14 Neither shall the cruse of ode fade — Job xiv ix

The waters fade from the sea 1653 HoLCRorr Procopius
II xvi. 38 Their Provisions being faded, they fed upon
Hides 1695 Locke Further Consider Money (ed 2) 68

Where the credit aud money fad, barter alone must do
1729 Butler Serm Wks 1874 H 146 All other enjoyments
fad in these circumstances 1801 Southey Tkalaba iv xvm.
Soon would our food and water fad us here 1871 B Tavlor
Aawif (1875) II 11 m 124 Health is none where water fads!

b To become extinct
;
to die out, lose vitality,

pass away Of an odour or sound . To die away
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb)xv 68 Machoinetes lawe sail fade

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 18 If the office of Seynt Mane
preest fayle 1535 Stewart Cron Scot III. 393 Ofhim the

aim maill did f^e x6ii Bible Esther ix 28 These dayes
of Purim should not fade from among the Jewes 1647-8
Cotterell Davila’s Hist Fr (1678) 5 The eldest line

fading. 1764 Goldsm Trav 91 Where wealth and freedom
reign, contentment fads. 1767 Blackstone Comm II 239
The blood of the Kempes snail not inherit till the blood of
the Stiles’s fad 1819 Shelley Ind Serenade, The Cham-
pak's odours fail Like sweet thoughts in a dream. 1837
Newman Par Servt (ed 2) III vui 120 Religion seems to

be fading when it is merely changing its form 1842 Tenny-
son Vision ofSin 24 The music Rose again from where it

seem’d to fail

+ 0 Of a period of time or anything that has a
finite duration • To come to an end, expire. Obs

1399 Langl. Rich Redeles 11 14 Somere hem ffayhd

c 1477 Caxton Jason 14 b, As sone as the tnews shall faylle

ye shal be guerdoned 1563 Golding Caesar (1563) 96 b,

The season of the yeare mete for warrefare fayled 1611

Bible Ileb 1. 12 Thou art the same and thy yeeres shall

not fayle

t d To cease to speak of Obs. rare
c 1650 Merlin

e

1208 in Furmv Percy Folto I 460 Now
let us of his mother fayle. And turne us to another tale

3 . * To fall off m respect of vigour or activity
’

(W ) ,
to lose power 01 strength ,

to flag, wane
,
to

break down
; fig. of the heait. Of the eyes, light,

etc • To grow dim.
a 1225 A ncr R 228 None deofles puffe ne Jmrue ge dreden

,

but 3if Jjet lim ualse [v r fadle], c 1275 Lay 2938 po holdede
pe king [Leir] and failede his mihte 1340 Hampole Pr
Consc 1. 727 At even late he fayles and dwynes to noght
1382 Wyclif Isa xm 7 Eche herte of a man shal wane, 01

faylen. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R in vm (149s) 54
The soule vegetable faylyth and at the laste whan the body
deyth, it deyeth. C1400 Destr Troy 3549 His sight failet

1548 Hall Chron, 88 His heart fayled. 1667 MtLTONP L
xii 9, 1 perceave Thy mortal sight to faile 1669 Sturmy
Manners Mag, iv 136 Let slip thine Anchor, the Wind
fails 1743 Wlsley Jml 20 Oct., My voice suddenly fail’d

x8ao Shtllly Julian 597 The poor sufferer’s health began
to fail 1833 Ht Martineau Tale 0/ Tyne iv 67 The wind

failed 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare 78 Her heart withm
her did not fail x86o Ramsay Remin xst Ser. (ed. 7) 107

In Scotland it used to be quite common to say of a person

whose health and strength had declined, that ne had failed

1881 S. Colvin Landor 136 That kind old lady had been

failing since the spring 0I1829 and had died in October

b. with dat of the person (approaching sense 5)
a 1300 Cursor M 24001 (Cott ) Gang, and steyuen, and

tung. and sight, All failled me )xat tide a 1300 Leg Rood
(1871) 20 pe strenghe him failede of is lymes a 1400-50

Alexander 1443 All failis pam pe force 1586 A Day Eng
Secretary 11 (1625) 47 My senses did faile me x6ix Bible
Luke xxi. 26 Mens hearts failing them for feare. 1678
Trans. Crt Spain n 61 If my memory fail me not 1842

bliss MnroRD in L’Estrange Life III ix 136 His eyesight

fails him now. 1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV xvm,
116 The heart of Eustace failed him

0. dial. To fall ill {of)

1875 Sussex Gloss s.v
,
As though he was going to fail

with the measles. 1876 Surrey Provine , Fail of, to fall ill

of, to sicken with

f d To die Obs [So Sp fallecer.]
16x3 Shaics Hen VIII, 1 11 184 Had the King in his

last Sicknesse faild, 1878 Cumberld Gloss,, Fail, to die

4 . To prove deficient upon trial. t Of fighting

men : To give way (before an enemy) Of a
material thing : To break down under strain or

pressure {arch.) Of a rule, anticipation, sign . To
prove misleading.

1375 Barbour Bruce n. 393 For thar small folk begouth

to fau3e, And fled all skalyt her and thar c X398 Chaucer
Fortune 36 In general this rewle may not fayle. a 1400-50

Alexander 1372 With pat scho [a tower] flisch noper fayle

fyue scoie aunkirs c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirurg. 133 Or
elhs Jxou schalt knowe hi pis signe pat nevei e faint c 1430

Lydg Min Poems (Percy Soc ) 47 Thyng counterfeet wol
faylen [printed fayler] at assay 1622 R Hawkins Voy.

S Sea xxxn 76 Creatures bred in fresh Rivers die

presently, ifthey come into Salt water This fayleth in some
Fishes 1776 G. Semple Buildingm Water x8 The second

Pier of the Foot-way, failed ana carried off by the Floods.

1782 Cowpfr Gilpin 93 Loop and button failing both At last

it [the cloak] flew away. 1815 T. ForsterA tmos Phenom.

155 The abundance of berries m the hedges is said to pre-

sage a hard winter, but this often fails 1855 1 fnnyson
Maud 1 xi 2 O let the solid ground Not fail beneath my
feet.

5

.

Not to render the due or expected service or

aid
,
to be wanting at need. Chiefly with dat of

the person, rarely with to. quasi-trans : To dis-

appdmt, give no help to ; to withhold help from
0x300 Flortz <§• Bl 424 Ihc schal pe failh neure mo

a 1300K Horn 638 Mi swerd me nolde faille c 1303 Ed-
mund Cotif 59a m E E P (1862) 86 Foreward he huld pis

monekes ' & ne faillede hem no3t, c 1330 R. Brunne Chon
(x8io) 99 Sir Lowys failed nouht, his help was him redie

c 1420 Autiers of Arth xlvi, Frettut with fyue gold, that
failis in the fi3te C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon 1 37
Serue the kynge nor faylle hym not for noo thyng 1549
Cempl Scot vul 74 The lnghs, men dreymis that je haue
failjet to them 1590 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 3 b, Al
their other weapons m fight have failed them 1771 Mrs
E Griffith tr Viand's Shipwreck <14 If it [the shattered
boat] should fail me said I to myself 1836 Keele^t-m/
vm Postscript (1848) 373 The language fails him. in his
endeavour to find words to express the greatness of the
gift 01845 Lyte Hymn

,

*Abide with me,’ When other
helpers fail and comforts flee. 1871 Freeman Norm Conq
(1876) IV xvm 222 Here again chronology fails us 1881
Daily Tel 28 Jan , In the afternoon the wind failed us.

^ b. trans with double obj. or const, of: To
disappoint of (something due or expected) Ohs
cx386 Chaucer Shipman’s T x88, I wil nought faile yow
my thankes. 1647 Evelyn Mem (1837) HI. 7 Two posts

having failed me of intelligence.

XI. To have a deficiency or want
;
to lack.

0 intr. To be wanting or deficient in (an essential

quality or part).

c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 22 Men pat fallen in eharite.

c 1384 ChaucerH Fame hi 8 Though somme vers fayle m
Asillable c *400 Maundev (Roxh.)xm 38 Bot jit pai faile

in sum articles of oure beleue, 1556 Aureho $ Isab. (1608)

Kv, Beter to faille a litell in the justice, than to be superflue

m crualte. 1635 Earl Orrery Parthemssa (1676) 80 You
might have fail’d m the knowledge of those particulars

1875 Jowe rr Plato (ed 2) 1. 1x4The Dialogue fails in unity

b Tofail of:='j.
1307 Elegy Edit) I, x (in Warton (1840) I 04) Of gode

knyhtes darh him nout fail c 1386 Chaucer Shipman’s T
248 Of siluer m thy puis shaltow nat faille 1495 Act 11

Hen VII, c 9 § x 1 he King not willing his subgettis

to faill of remedy. 1586 A Day Eng Secretary 1 (1625) 42
If I faile not of memory therein, we [etc ] 1651 Marius
Adv, Cone Bills ofExchange 24 The drawer of the Bill

was failed of his credit 1671 R. BoHUn Disc Wind 20
When the Atmosphere begins to thicken wee seldom fail

of a Wmd. 1713 Gay Guardian No 149 IP 17 A dancing-
master ofthe lowest rank seldom fails ofthe scarlet stocking

and the red heel 1796 MorseA mer. Geog I 150 Whenever
the continent shall come to fail of timber. 1867 Longt
Giotto’s Tower 6Howmany lives Fail of the nimbus which
the ai lists paint Around the shining forehead of the saint

1884 Manch. Exam 22 May 5/4 Failing of any other
remedy, they grumble.

7 trans. To be or become deficient in ; to lack,

want, be without. Now rare
c 1325 E E Alht. P, B. 1333 A fust faylaynde pe wxyst

1375 Barbour Bruce xvm 269 That of the host that faht

met C1400 Soiudone Bab. 2290 He saugh the ladies so

whyte of ler, Fade brede on here table 1466 Marg Paston
in Paston Lett 560 II. 291 Send me word whether ye
have your last dedes that ye fayled, 1483 Festwall (W dc
W. 1515) 22 Whan Jacob fayled corne he must nede$ sende
for more 1869 Freeman Norm Conq (ed 2) III. xi 44
1he Primate prayed that their chosen King might never fai 1

the throne. 1883 Jefferies Stor Heart vie. 113, I fail

words to express my utter contempt.

•f 8 Tofail little, not much • to have a narrow

escape (of some misadventure) Const to with

inf and^with gemnd. Also, Tofail of . to keep

clear of, escape, miss Obs.

1624 Capt Smith Virginia 1 (1629) 13 We fayled not much
to have been cast away. 1653 Holcroft Procopius iv. 130

The Romans Rams failed little to be all set on fire 1684
Contempt State ofMan 1 it. (1699) 16 Croesus failed but

little of being burnt alive 1724 Swift Drapier’s Lett
iv, That pernicious Counsel of sending base money hither

1 eiy narrowly failed oflosing the Kingdom 1771 Goldsm
Hist, Eng II 2x6 A weak prince seldom fads of having

his authority despised

III, To fall short m performance or attainment

9 . intr. To make default ; to be a defaulter , to

come short of performing one’s duty or functions.

1340 Ayenls 173 Yef he fadep at his rekenmge* god nele

na3t faly at his 1389m Eng Gilds (1870) 30And qwo falye,

scnalpayen thre pound of wax 1471 Earl Warwick in

12th Rep. Hut MSS Comm App. iv I 4, I pray you
ffaylenotnow 1533 Stewart Cron Scot III 394 Desyrand
. To mak red res als far as tha had failht 1551 Act Maiy
(1814) 488 Gif ony Lord fathers and brekis the said act

x6xx Bible Job xxi, 10 Their bull gendereth, and faileth

not 1667 Milton P L viil 534 Nature fail’d in mee
*875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III 324 No one will be less likely

. to fail in his religious duties.

- b. ti ans. To make default In
;
to break. Obs

c 1500 Melustne 12 Fals kinge, thou hast faylled thy coue-

naunt. a 1653 Gouge Comm Heb 111 5 It is a great crime

to fail trust, 1784 Cowper Tirocm, 293 These menageries

all fail their trust.

to. To disappoint (expectation) Obs Cf. 5
X634 Heywood Lane Witches 1. Wks. 1874 IV. 178 Your

VncTe Hath failed your expectation 1651 Gataker in

Fuller1s AbelRedvo . Whitaker 403 Neither did he therein

either faile their estimation, or [etc ] 1699 W. Dampier
Voy. II, 1, 105 Not altogether to fad the Readers expecta-

tion, I shall give a brief account.

10. trans. To leave undone, omit to perform,
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miss (some customary or expected action). Obs.

exc with tttf as object

1393 Gower Can/ I 332 To morelre who that woll assents

He may nought fails to repente, 1485 Cayton Chas Gt 29

He faylled not to doo gretely hys deuoyr m sacrifyses &
oblacions 1323 Ld Berners Frotss 1 ccxiin 302 We
commaunde you that this be nat fayled, m as hasty wyse as

ye can X529W0LSEY in Ellis Ong Lett 1 102 II 2 Fayle

not therfor to be here thys nygth r6n Bible i isam 11 10

Let them not fade to burns the fat presently 1719 De Foe

Crusoe 1 v (1840)87 My morning Walk with my Gun, which

I seldom failed 18x0 Scott Lady ofL m xi, Burst be the

ear that fails to heed 1885 C J Mathew in Law Cunts

Rep LIII 779/1 He failed to keep his word

+ b. with gerund as object Also, Tofail of
1723 Pres State Russia I 105 Such corrupt Habits as

could not fail producing an Aversion to him 1749 Fielding

Tom fones 11 11, Thomas whom he had hitherto seldom

failed of visiting at least once a Day

fll mtr. To be at fault
,
to miss the mark, go

astray, err. Const of,from Obs
cityoS Eng Leg I 95/103 pou faillest of Jiln art 01x340

Hampole Psalter xi 1 Vnnethes ere any funden hat fades

noght fra halynes 1393 Langl. P. PI C xxm 31 And
spiritus prudencrc in menye poynt shal fayle Of pat he

wene|i wolde falle. c 1440 I ark Myst xxm. 2ioIn 30ure

faith fayland 1538 Starkey England 1 iv 119 The ordur

of our law also m the punnyschment of theft faylyth much
from gud cyvvlyte. 1300 Sir J Smyth Disc, Weapons 17 b,

If Mosquettiers in taking their sights, doo fade but the

lengthe of a wheate come in the height of their point

fb traits To miss (a mark, one’s footing, etc)

Also, Tofail of Obs

1375 Barbour Bruce m 123 He lansyt forth detyuerly,

Swa that the tothir failed fete c 1430 Syr Tryaiit 1220

He faylyd of hyin, hys hors he hytt 1470-85 Malory
A rlhnr ix xxxv, The hors fayled footynge, and felle in the

Ryuer 1523 Ld Berners Eioiss I, clxm 201 He fayled

nat the Englysshe Knyght, for he strake hyra *568

Grafton Ckron, II. 338 He had thought to have lept

agayne to his horse, but he fayled of the Styrop

f c. trans To come short of, to miss, not to

obtain Also absol Obs.

1377 Langl P PI B xr 25 pe fieke J>at folwed my
write failled neuere blisse 1393 Ibid C in 159 Gyue gold
al a-boute to notaries jxat non ofhem faille.

12 . inlr. To be unsuccessful in an attempt or

enterprise Const, to with inf ;
also in Said of

persons ; occas of the means,
*340 Hampole Pr Cause 1463 Now we fande our force,

now we fail c X385 Chaucer Z G W. 1646 Htpsiph ifM , He shal nat fayle The fles to Wynne 1523 Ld Ber-
ners Froiss I clxm. 201 And thenglyshe knight thought to

haue stnken hym with his spearem the targe, but he fayled.

x6og Skene Reg May 116 Albeit he failhe in probation
of the remanent exceptions 1667 Milton P L vii. igp
Our envious Foe hath fail'd 173a Law Serious C vm.
ted 2) X12 Poor Tradesmen that had fail’d in their business.

1775 Burke Sp Cone Amtr, Wks III 47 Conciliation fail-

ing, no further hope of reconciliation is left 1796 H.
Hunter tr St,-Pierre's Stud Nat (1799) II 254 They
scarcely ever fail to bring out fish. 1842 Tennyson
Gardener's Dan 31 You scarce can fail to match his master-
piece 1878 Jlvons Print. Pol Ecan 60 Some occupations
can be taken up by men who fail m other work

b Of an action, design, etc . To miscarry, not
to succeed,
e 1394P PI Credo 98 My purpos is l-failed. c *450 Why

T can't be a nun 151 in E E. P, (1862) 142 My techyng
may not fayle 1610 Shaks. Temp Epd xa My project
fades 1874 Green ShortHist 111 148A revolt which failed

through the desertion of their head 1883 Sir N Lindley
in Law Rep 25 Ch Div 355 His action would fail, and
he would have to pay the costs

c. Of crops, seeds, etc. . To be abortive ox un-
productive,

*297 R. Glouc (1724) 4r4 Frute faylede all jjulke 3er, &
heruest late also c 1325 E. E Alht.P A 34 So semly
a sede mojt fayly not 1611 Biblf 2 Esdras, Their seedes
shall fade, through the blasting, and hade 2657 Austen
Fruit Trees 1 48 Chuse not those [Grafts] that are veiy
small, they commonly fayle 171a Mortimer Husb 11 u
9 He thinks that very few [Grains] faded 1847 Tennyson
Prvic 124 The year in which our olives fail’d.

d. To fail of, to come short of obtaining or
meeting with (an object desired), or of accom-
plishing or attaining (a purpose, etc.) Now rare
exc with gerund or vbl sb
a iass Ancr R 404 Ase fjauh a mon J?et heuede longe

i-swunken and failede .a last, of his hure C1315 Short-
ham 3 Yf thou nelt nau3t climme thos, Of hevene thou
hest y-fayled 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xii 111

(1495) 4x2 Yf she faylyth of the pray that she resyth to
2470-85 Malory Arthur 11 x, He fayled of his stroke, and
smote the hors neck 1577 Hanmer Aw Eccl Hist, (1619)

145 Some failed of the purposed end. 1646 Sir T Brownl
Pseud. Ep 1 x 39 Fayling of his first attempt to be but like
the highest in heaven. 1713 Stfele Guardian No 17 y 7
His man never failed of bringingm his prey 1737 Johnson
Let, 12 July in Boswell

, Could not fail of a favourable re-
ception 1815 W H Ireland Scnbbleomama 165 She
never can fail of bewitching the reader 1844 H Roglrs
Ess I, n 83 To fail of part of the admiration due to other
endowments, 1875 Jowett Plato {ed 2) IV 249 Mere per-
ception does not reach being, and therefore fads of truth

13 To become insolvent or bankrupt Said of
individuals and of mercantile bouses, banks, etc.

x68a Scarlett Exchanges 127 If that Endorser fad and
be insolvent <*1734 North Lives (1826) III 291 Mills,
with his auctioneering, atlasses, and projects, failed, 1796
Hull Advertiser 25 June 2/3 Twelve capital houses have
failed in different parts of Italy. 1868 Bentley Wealth $•
Politics 11. 8r Thirty-one banks failed m little more than
three months.

14 a tntr To be unsuccessful in an examina-

tion, to be ‘plucked’ b trans (colloq ) Of an

examiner To report (a candidate) as haung

failed
,
to

f pluck \
1884 Pall Mall G 6 Mar 11 He ‘fails’ them all, turns

to mistress, ‘Your children are pci feet idiots

XV 15 trans nonce-use To deceive, cheat

(L fallere)

1590 Sflnser F Q hi xi 46 So lively and so like tli.it

living sence it fayld

+ Farlable, n Obs. [f Fail v + -able j

Liable to fail or give way ,
unreliable

1561 Eden Arte Navtg Pref C nj b, Such signes are

fayleable 1576 1'yde Tartyeth no Man 111 [ * Colliei

lUnstr Eng Pop Lit xvi 70 It it a thing but fayleable

and vayne 1649 Blithl Eng Jmpiov Imfr (1653) 129

This [plan] was yet never failable to me since I found it

•J- Fai'iance. obs [f as prec + -ance Cf

OF. falliance ] The quality or fact of failing,

failure, neglect, falling off
,
an instance of the same

Infadance of for lade of

1612 Hayward Ann. Elis iCamdcni 9 The fayleance

wherof would eyther change or abate theyr loves 1022

Peacham Compl Gent \x (1634) 240 Such pawse as

may afforde you meanes to discerne any fadance 1607

Decay Chr Piety Pref 195 Disquisitions about oitr fatl-

ances and aberrations 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland \xvii

125 They use the root of a kind of moss ,or 111 the fadantc

of that, the stalke of Angelica 1686 Goad Colest Bodus
I xu 60 What else should make the Success equiponde-

rate with the Fadance?

Failed (te! ld), Ppl a Also 5 Sc failtjeit, 0

Sc. faillit [f. Fail v + -el 1

]

1 Decayed, worn out. Chiefly, of a peison

Impaired m health or vigour ;
infirm

1490 Canton Encydos iv 19 A persone nyghe alle faylled

ana deed 1496 Acc Ld High Treasurer (1877) 1 324
Ane aid fatl^eit preist 1535 Si twart Ci on Scot II 683

Malcome The kirk of Durname foundit of stone and lyine,

That failht wes x8x6 Scott A ntiq xxv, After striking a
few strokes, he said to his companion, ‘ I’m atdd and faded

now, and canna keep at it x88o Antrim <£ Down Gloss
,

Failed in unpaired health

2. Unsuccessful Also, Bankrupt, insolvent

1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II 344 The late failed

designe. 1869 Daily News 4 Jan . Similar proceedings

weie stopped in anotliei faded company 1871 Ruskjn
Fois Clav vn 17 If we ever chance to catch hold of any
failed bankers 1889 Pall Mall G 25 Nov 6/e Failed

books were sent offto the colonies

* Failer (f?1 lax) [f as prec + -ek 1
] One who

fails, in senses of the vb.

136a Langi P PI A. n go Fals is a faytur, a faylere of
werkes c 1690 Roxb Ball VII 181 Cabbidge of which
you are no fader 2728 in Memoiabilia Domesttca (1889)

12 To be paid by the party fadler to the party performer

2796 Mod Gulliver’s Trav 159 ’Tis easy I and . Wou’d
give the honest failer halcyon days 1884 Browning Fc-
nshtah (ed 3) 143 On his sole head, fader or succeeder,

Lay the blame or fit the praise

Failer, obs f. of Failube.
Faibe, obs Sc form of Fail

Failing (fi? 1 liq), vbl. sb [f. as prec +-ingL]
1. The action of the vb Fail, in various senses

,

an instance of this, a failure. \ For, without

(any)failing** for, without fail (see Fail sb >)

138a Wyclit Psa v 27 Ther is not failing ne trauadyng
in hym 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P, R vu xxv (1495)

241 Rotyd moysture comyth vp of the stomak and theiof
comyth Favllynge of teeth C1410 ,5V Cleges 375 lie
thowght with nym to speke Wythout any faylynge 2526
Pilgr Per/ (W de W 1531) 150 This meltyng of the
soule the prophet Dauid calleth a faylynge of the spiryte

1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Husb iv [158®) *85 b, [Of
bees] There are sundry kinges bredde for failing x6xx
Bible Dent xxviu 65 The Lord shall gme thee , failing

of eyes, & sorrow of minde xfia* R. Hawkins Voy A
Sea (1847) 127 The waight in the head and sterne by fayling
of the water, began to open her plankes in the middest

1671 J Cosin Corr, 23 May, Your apprehension of my fad-
ing before the Great Chapter-day 2727 Chambers Cycl
s v Bankruptcy, A failing, breaking or stopping of pay-
ment, diminishes the merchant’-, credit When a merchant,
etc,, fails to appear at the exchange, etc

,
without apparent

reason, it is called a fading of presence

2 A defect, fault, shortcoming, weakness.
2590 Sir J Smyth Disc. Weapons 21 b, All which un-

readynesses, and fadings 1623 Brinslly Lnd Lit 179
My selfe to supphe their want-, and fayhngs 1651 Baxi lr
Inf Bapt 94 Not aggravating fading!,, but hoping all

things. 1770 Goldsm Des Vdl. 164 E’enhii, failings lean’d
to Virtue’s side 1843 Prlscott Mexico vu v (1864) 459
His bigotry, the failing of the age 1876 J H. Newman
Hist, bnt I 11 iv 257 Want of firmness has been repeatedly
mentioned as his [Cicero’s] principal failing

Failing (fe l lig), ppl, a. Also 4 failand,
faylande, Sc fal3eand [f as prcc + -ing 2

]
1 That fails, in the senses of the vb
a 2300 Cursor PI, 28844 (Cott.l Failand frute comis o bat

tan C1375 Be Leg Saints, Andreas 961 Fore Jns joy
fal3eand pu Ay-lestand joy has chosine nov. 2435 Misyn
Fire of Loue (EET.S

) 9 hingis transitory & faylynge,
1667 Milton P L ix 404 O much failing, hapless Eve
1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II xiv 293 My never-failmg old
pilot had a pistol. 2879 Froude Caesar xiv 204 Axes
of soft iron, fair to the eye and fading to the stroke 1885
Law Timed Rep LII. 648/2 Plowright was in fading
health

+ 2 Astron. Of a planet Remotefrom some fixed
point. Obs
c 2392 Chaucer Astro

l

11 § 4 If [a planet] passe the

bondes of tluse foiseide space-,, a boue or by netbe they

sein hat the plniielc. is failhng fro the assendent

Hence Fai lingly adv ,
Fai lingmess

2632 Celcstina i\ 49 'Jhit failingncssc of foie l and of

strength 1847 Cruu, luultneh, by fulling x88o M Crom
mi i in Black Abbey I \u, 163 fhe poor 1 om-boy struggled,

failtngly, to join in Hector’s ever-manher pursuits

Failing1

(fi?
1 luj

,
prep [The pi pple of Fail

v, used either with inlians. sense in concoul tvilli

the following sb. 01 pi on (jailing this- ‘ if this

fail ’), or m trans sense with the sb. t lo as object

(failing this- * if one fail this ’) ] In default of

1810 H 'J' Con brook 1 a treat Hindu Law lMu r 223

In default of these, the heritage goes to On* son of tin*

aunt. Oi, fading him, it passes, eti 18x8 Wounswoiuu itt

ll'ks 1876 I -41 Many must have opportunities of knowing

him , 01 failing that intimate knowledge*, we miiurc, ett

1843 Cariyii Pent Pus, nt <jj Failing all else, wh it

gossip about one another 1859 Dam ni Pop Fait \ No> w

Inti oil p \lv, By clinging to some king 01 hero or, fail-

ing that, to some Mpmc's family.

Faille (fay, f?il I Also 6 failo 01 faylo [a

Y.faille in same senses ]

+ 1 - A kind of head-dress. Obs,

1530 I ist.it 218/2 l'aylt, an uppai most gantit nl of i

woman 1694 Ear i Putin I itt itnimleni joAfailk is

agie.it scarf of talila for the hest, anti of worstt d for others

2 A light kind of ribbed silk fabne.

Juulieflatlyalso has a largei rib lh.111 faille proper, being

thus intermediate between this and ‘otloman’ Recently

the term woolfaille has been applied to a kind of ‘ lei ry
’

1869 I.e holht, Feb, Emile is ve*i y fashionable lot long

dress X878 9 A Hariow lit a <uig tejf)
’1

lie- 1110sun1poit.ini

,
**,;

t
r
<t •* sic i-ii ‘1* miles '.black 1887 1 rig

n, 1, J> >/ W\ I lmiim-t 1, of urani faille*

iBCR a ci y.i
' '

1
1 ' ’j .1 i, The tram is tu full folds of

1 link 1889 Daily A new *t July

5/5 'Jhe finesl anti softest corded silk, of the sort known
technically as faille fian^aisc-

Faille(n, failly, faillie, obs If oi Fm.
Failure (fi71 liiu). Also 7 failer, faylcr, l’ai

-

lour, faileur, failler, fail^our, faylor fl'itsl

in 1

7

th c in form failet, a A F. failo ,
for 1* fatllti

to 1* ail , see quot. 16
j.

1 , and cf law terms like

tessci
,
trover Subsequently the ending was vari-

ously confused with the suffixes -ou
(
-nun, •uuk,

but the oiiginal fiirru did not liecomc obso-

lete until the end of the century.] The fact of

failing.

1 A failing to occur, be performed, or fie pro-

duced ; an omitting to perform something due 01

required ,
default.

[1641 let urn de la Ley 154 Failer dt Round cst quant
un Action est port covers un, & le defendant plede [elt ]

Ponqucs il est dit pur failer de* son Reeord ] 1643
Prynne Lov Power Pail, 1. led a) 33 There would ne-

cessarily follow . a fayler of Justice 111 the highest Court
of Justice, 1645 Paoiti Uetesiogt (1661

1 307 Consc 1 rated

here m London by the Keveiend Fathers of this Ctuinli,

through failer of a Bishop surviving m that 1648 Faik-

1 ax Remonstrance 31 How caste it is to hnde, or pretend
a failer of full performance. 1652 III \i tu Cosmogt. On
the failer [id 1682 faileur] of his lane 1673 Jisst r Papers
(Camden) I 65 Havemgc all Titular Arch Hi”1 eomd 11 by
Procla"1’ to depart this Kingdom, &. on their Faylor to he
proceeded against. 1767 Biacksiom ( ontut, ll, 237011
failure of the descendants of John bides himself, the issue

of Geoffrey and Lucy fjtiles, Jus parents, is called in. 283*
Souihiy Hist Pentns War III 80 To preserve to

Ferdinand VII, all his dominions, and, in his failuic, to Ins

legitimate successors 1842 Eibjhnsiom Hist lnd, l 67
On the failuie of issue an adopted son succeeds. 1885
Act 48-9 Viet c. 72 i? 5 A failure ofjustice will take place
if the leave [to appeal] is not granted.

ft) A lapse, a slight fault; a failing, infir-

mity Obs.
02656 Ussinit Ann. v (1658) 73 Tboiotigh f.ullei of

memory, or false copying, 1660 R Coui Power 4 hubj
270 In regard of the ordinary failures of the Press . the
Reader is desired to correct these faults before hee begin
1689 Col. Rec Pcnnsylv I. 262 An unwilling faylor and
error in their proceedings 170a Eng. 7hcopht ast 323 This
[envy] is the basest and most ungenerous of all dur natuial
failures <21716 South Serin (1737) I. vm 290 He owed
his death to a little inadvertency and failure of memory
2 The fact of becoming exhausted or running

short, giving way under trial, breaking down in

health, declining m strength or activity, etc.

2695 Woodward Nat Hist in I? 1 152 Theie then must
needs have been an univeisat failure and want of Springs
and Rivei s all the Summer-Sta.son 1793SMLA10\Eaystom
L t? 250 We concluded the failure had been in the Forelock
of the bolt 2842 Miss Mmomnn L’Estrange Life III,
vm. 126 The mind gone utter failure of intellect 1885
Weekly Notes 28 Mar 67/2 The house had become unin-
habitable through the failure of the water-supply

3. The fact of failing to effect one’s purpose,
want of success

;
an instance of this

1643 Nethersole Proj.for Peace (1648) ig Tlic failer of
the timely discovery' happened through your default
1667 Ld Digby Elvira v 82, I th’other clay, could scarce
o'ercome The sense of a slight failour 1686 Go u> Cclcsl
Bodies III. iv 509 All the Exceptions and Failers will he,
upon the account of 2800 Malone Dryden I u 505 By hi-,

failure in that work he might lose the reputation which he
had gained 2874 GRErN Short Hist, v 219 The failure of
his foreign hopes threw Edward on the resources ofEngland,
1878 Seeley Stem 1

1

327 \Ve see efforts endingm feebleness
and failure

b concr A thing ot person that pioves unsuc-
cessful.



FAILYIE. 23 FAINT.

1837 Dicktns Ptckw. 11, Ibis attack was a failure also

1865 Mill in Morn Star 6 July, If you elect me and
I should turn out a failure 1883 Ch Times 9 Nov 813/2

Lutheranism has been from the very first a conspicuous re-

ligious failure 1889 Academy 1 June 369/1 The general

lesult of efforts directed to this end is the production of

educated failures

4 The fact of failing m business; bankruptcy,

insolvency
1702 Loud Gas No 3791/4 Divers Failures have hap-

pened among the Traders in this City 1709 Steele Tatler

No 5 "P 5 The Bankers of Geneva were utterly ruined by
the Failure ofMr Bernard 1796 HullAdvei User 25 June

2/3 Two of these failures have occurred at Milan 1861

Pattison Ess (1889) 1 41 A few years later came the

failure of the great Italian bankers

+ FaiTyie. Sc 06s Also 6 failge, (7 printed

failzie) [a OF faille see Fail sb J a Failure,

non-performance ,
also, an instance of this b.

Consequent liability to a penalty
x55x Sc Acts Mary (1814)488 He sail content and pay for

euene failjie [of ane act] ane hundreth markis 1532 Lynde-
say Monarche 5760 The fiaudfull fai^eis Off Schireffis,

Prouestis, and of Bailgeis 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm
Mm Bk. (1855! 40 Ane thousand merks, to be peyit to the

Committie in case of failne #1670 Spalding Troub
Chas /(1792) II 223 It was a snare devised to draw gentle-

men under failzies

Fain (fr'ii), a and adv Forms a. 1 fsegen,

faegn, 3 ftem, fern, vein, vayn, 3-6 fayn(e, (5

faynne), 4 (fyne), 4-5 feyn(e, 4-7 fame, 5

fyene, 5-6 fane, 6 faint, (fayen, feene), (7-9

feign), 3- fain Also compar 3 fenre. 0. 3-4
fage(n, 3 vawe, 4-5 fawe(n, (5 fane) [OE
fegen, fsegn = OS fagan, fagin, ON feginn

,

allied to OE gefSon (pa t feah), OIIG. (gi-)

fehan (pa t fah) to rejoice J

A. adj

1

Glad, rejoiced, well-pleased. Often m phrases,

frill fain,
glad and fain Const. of\ also fol-

lowed by mf or sitbord cl Now chiefly dial, or

poet
a Beowulf1633 Feidon forS ]>onon febelastum ferh|>um

Legne c 888 jElfrcd Booth, xl § 5 Ic bio swijje faesn S‘f

5u me lasdest Jnder ic Se bidde c 1205 Lay 4891 pe due per

foie fam wes <11300 Cursor M 20452 (Cott), I am ful

fam yee ar me nnd *340 Hampole Pr Cottsc 4552 Of
batr dede bai sal be fayn c 1420 Citron Vilod 974 Bot
pen was Jns. wiechede mon full fayne c 1460 Towneley
Myst 84 Now 111 hart fulle fane 1335 Stewart Cron Scot

II 589 He of tliair cummg wes so glaid and fane. <11569

Kingesmyll Man's Est 1 (1580) 7 He is very fame of the

findyng of suche a fielde 1501 Shaks i Hen FI, in 11. 114

Aie glad and fame by flight to saue themselues 1640

J Dyke Worthy Commun 56 Then full fame wilt thou be

to have Chust Jesus lecene thy soule 1664 Floddan F
vu 65 And of his welfare all were fam 1787 Burns Tiua

Dogs 137 My heait has been sae fam to see them 1801

"Wordsw Cuckoo <5 Night xxvi, I should be wondrous fam
That shamefully they one and all were slam 1863 Mrs
GASKrLL Sylvia's L I 195 My master is quite fain of his

company *876 Morris Sigurd tu 176 And fain and full

was my heart

1297 R Glouc (1724) 218 So pat hn mette hem per,

bojie lui were wel vawe c 1380 Sir let limb 3800 Wai-for

y am wel fawe

b Proverb
1471 Ripley Comp Alch v in Ashm (1652) 157 Fayre

promys makyth folys fayne 1579 Lyiy Euphues (Arb ) 69

T. here may you see the faire wordes that make fooles

fame 1829 Scott Anne of G tv, Fine words to make
foolish maidens faui

2

Const to with inf Glad under the cucum-

stances
;
glad or content to take a certain course

in default of opportunity for anything belter, or as

the lesser of two evils

a cx330 R Brunne Chron (1725) 28 pei were fayn to

ask pes. 1393 Gower Conf III 230 He was fame him self

to save 1559 in Strype Ann Ref I App ix 26 They
were fame to patche uppe the matter with a little piece of

paper clapped over the foresaid wordes x593 Shaks 2 Hen
VI, 11 1 153, I must be fame to pawne my Plate 1631

Gouge God s A rrows 11 § 26 170 Men were fame to eate

horse-flesh 1693 Locke Education ii 89 105 Castalio was
fain to make Trenchers at Basle to keep himself from starv-

ing x8t2 Combe (Dr Syntax) Picturesque xvi (Chandos)

60 Pleas'd with the prospect he was feign To yawn, and go

to sleep again 1839 Thirlwall Greece VII hv 52 He was

fam to take shelter in a canal 1882 Miss Braddon Mt
Royal II vi 1x5 Chustabel was fain to make the best of

her life at Mount Royal

p c x33o Arth $ Merl 208 To fle sone he was wel fawe

b This passes gradually into the sense : Neces-

sitated, obliged
15x3 More Rich III in Grafton Chi on II. 785 Pmkye

so loste his voyce, that he was fayne to leave oil *579

Fenton Gwcciard 11 (1599) 75 Lodowyke was feene with

teares to acknowledge his cowardize 1676 Hale Contempt

1 103 In this condition, he is fain to bear his burdeusom

Cross towards the place of his Execution a 1682 Sir T
Browne Tracts 7 Many plants are mentioned in Scripture

under such names as they are fain to be rendred by analogy.

1685 H. More Parall} Profh 31S A Cannon of so vast a

bigness, that it was fain to he drawn bv seventy yoke ot

Oxen 1722 Sewel Hist Quakers (1795) I Pref 23, 1 have

been fam to trust the oversight of my work to others

1841 D’Israeli Amen Lit (1867) 360 Ascham, indeed,

was fam to apologise for having written in English 1804

F M Crawford Rom Singer I 93 He was fam to ac-

knowledge that she was right
_

3

Disposed, inclined or willing, eager const

f of *t*for, to with inf arch or dial.

e 1205 Lay 6994 For elchen vuele he wes fein 1340 70
Alex <$• Bind 237 Soitfarus bi folk ]»at fain is to teche

a 1605 Montgomerie Natur passis Nnmtnre 34 To fang
lus friendship they war fane 1802 R Anderson Cnmberld
Ball 32 The sleet nid snaw are nought at aw, If yen
were fam to gang 1 1851 Gali enga Manotti’s Italy 75 The
gentle and respectful behaviour of the soldiery in what they
were fain to look upon as a land of conquest X884W C
Smith Ktldrostan 83 Vain for a man to think that he Can
hide what a woman is fain to know 1

f b Apt, wont Obs
1596 Spenser F Q iv vui 37 Whose steadie hand was

fame his steed to guyde 1650 Jer Taylor Holy Living

1 § 1 7 To a busie man temptation is fain to chmbe up
together with Ins businesses

f 4. Well-disposed, favourable Const of or

dat. Also m phr fair andfam Obs.

c 1205 Lay 12719 Lauer king Aldroem Ofte )?e wurSe godd
faein [c 1275 fam] c X305 n,ooo Virgins 134 in E. E P.
(1862) 69 Ourse of hntaigne po hi fonae such a creatoure,

so fair & so fayne. C1440 Sir Gcavther 679 Fader, and Sone,

and Holy Gost, Of owie sowles be fayne [n 1850 Rossrm
Dante 4 Circ 1 (1874) 77, I saw Love coming towards
me, fair and fain ]

B adv Gladly, willingly, with pleasure. Fre-

quent in I, he, etc. would (f had) fain ,
otherwise

Obs or arch.
a c 1175 Lamb Horn 35 Ic walde fern piman and sitten on

forste and on snawe axxz$ Alter R 192 Vor uein wolde
pe hexte ewemen ou c 1290 /T Eng Leg. 272/53, 1 chullepe

telle fayn. c 1440 York Myst xx 121 And if pou wolde
neuere so fayne 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 430/3 The soppes

of which he fayne ete. 15x3 Douglas JEneis ix iv 64
To bring agane Eneas full fane thai wald 1523 Ld
Berners Fiotss I. exxv. 151 The kyng demaunaed of

them whyther they wolde faynest go 1590 Spenser F. Q
1 iv 10 A mirrhour Wherein her face she often vewed
fayne 16x0 Shaks Temp 1 i. 72, I would fame dye a
dry death. 1709 Berkeley Th Vision § 86 ,

1

would fam
know wherein consists that sharpness x8oi Southey
Thalaba x. iv, He full fam would sleep 1858 Nealt
Bernard de M. 32 My spirit seeks thee fam X874 Morley
Compromise (1886) 85 Those who would fam divide the

community into two great castes 1876 Morris Sigurdm
173 She kisseth her sweet and fam. 1880 Miss Broughton
Sec Th. 11 vu, She had fainer not

p cx330 King of Tars 1058 Ageyn the soudan he gan
hyghe, "And wolde hym sle ful fawe c 1380 Sn Eemmb
308 panne wolde pay wel fa^e, 31f pei mi3t helpe to pat

sir Olyuer hadde be sla3e.

t Fain, sb. Obs [f. prec ] Gladness, joy

c 1340 CursorM 3852 (Laud MS ) Laban then he did to

calle for fayne of hym his frendis alle c 1400 Ykuatne ty

Gaw 2086 Alsone als he saw him stand For fayn he liked

fote and hand <1x440 Bone Flor 844 Syr Gaicy went

crowlande for fayne

t Fain, v Obs Forms. 1 feesenian, feesman,

fahnian, 2 fagemen, 3 fagmen, fainen, (fawe),

3-6 fayne, (4 feyn), 3-7 fame. See also Fawn v

[OE. fsegnian, feegeman (f, fsezen, Fain) = ON
fagna ,

OS. faganbn,fagmdn, OIIG.fagi11611,fcgi-

n6n, Goth faguiSn ]

1 mtr To be delighted or glad, rejoice. Const

of (eailier genitive), on, m ,
with to and mf. also,

to desne, wish
c 888 <Eltred Boeth xxx § 1 Ne sceal he to ungemetlice

fsxnian 3ms folces words a xooo Boeth Metr 1 66 Faeg-

nodon ealle cxaoaAgs Gosp Maikxiv xxpahipisgehyrdon

hi fahnodon {c xx6o Hatton G fageneden] c X200 Tnn
Coll Horn 135 Fele shule fa3enien on his burde CX205

Lay 21843 pa fauiede swiSe folc an hirede Of Aicures

cume 0x240 Ureisun in Cott Horn 199 3if pu wult hit

icSauien iwis he wule (Surchut fawe. a 1300 E E Psalter

v 12 And fayne sal alle pat hope in pe 0x340 Hampole
Psalter xxxi 14 Ffaynes in lord & glades nghtwis. CX380

WvCLir Serrn Sel Wks I 246 Clerkis shulde feyn to be

discharged of er|?eli goodis a. 1400-50 Alexander 1745

Feyne all with fairnes & fayne at J>ou may c 1450 Mtronr
SaluctciQun 417 And thogh some tyme be gude the werld

make man to fayne 15196 Spenser F Q v xh 36 [She]

Dynes to weave false tales

b To pretend kindness. Cf Fawn v
<*1225 Ana R 194 Hwonne ou ne wonteS nowiht,

peonne ueinecS he mid ou

2 trans To make glad Hence to welcome (a

person) ;
also, to congratulate (const, of)

<7x250 Gen if Ex 1441 Eliezer bro3t him a wif , He
fajnede hire wiS milde mod a 1300 E. E Psalter xlu[i] 4
God pat fames mi youthede al a 1375 Joseph Anm 243

pet faynede me wip wordes, Bote pei hateden me a 1400-

go Alexander a Fayn wold pai here Sum farand ping efter

fode to fayn }>ere her[t] 1480 Robt Devyll 10 Of hys com-
panye no man us fayne

3. To rejoice in, enjoy
;
also, to take to gladly,

show preference for. rare

1483 Caxton Cato E vuj, I wyl not that ye .suppose that

synnars faynen [L lvcrari\ theyr synnes wythout to haue

punycyon in thys world or in the other. 1606 Warner
Alb Eng xvi ci (1612)399 The sprewsest Citie-Lads for

her would fame the Countne-aire

Hence •j’Fai'nmg ppi' a
>
gladsome, affectionate

,

also, longing, wistful

c 1400 Destr Troy 12732 Clunestra Resayuit hym With

a faynond fare. 1596 Spfnser Hymns, Hon Lorve 216 His

heavens queene in his fayning eye Whose sole aspect he

counts felicitye.

Fain(e, obs ff of Feign.

Faineauce (f<?i‘n«ians) rare—

1

[f. Faineant .

see -ANCB ;
F fainiance occurs in Montaigne]

= next
1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxvu 342 The mask of sneering

faineance was gone.

Faineancy (f^ 1 n^ansi). [f as prec • see

-ancy.] The quality or condition of being a

faineant.

1854 Thoreau m Salt Life (1890) 156 Theymay be single,

or have families in their faineancy 1884 Goldw Smith in

Contemp Rev Sept. 316 The reduction of the House of

Lords to fameancy

||
Faineant (fgne

t
an) sb. and a. Also 7 f&i-

mant, faitneant, faytneant [F faineant (i6thc

alsofait-n&ant)
1 do-nothing’, f. fait, 3rd pers sing

pres offain to do + neant nothing ;
really an ety-

mologizing perversion of OF. faignant sluggard

(still current as a vulgarism), pr. pple of famdre
to skulk : see Faint.]

A, sb One who does nothing
;
an idler Often

with allusion to the rots fainftmts, ‘ sluggard

kings *, a designation of the later Merovingians
16x9 Sir D Carleton in Eng # Germ (Camden) 93 The

two last Emperors were both faineants x6zx [see Fac-

totum 1] 1672 Petty Pol Anat (1691) 13 There aie yet

to spare Casnerers and Fait-neants, 220,000 1855 H G
Liddell Hist Rome v xlvi, The fam6ans who had dis-

appointed them could hardly appear m public

B adj That does nothing
;
indolent, idle.

1855 Milman Lat Chr (1864) IX xiv i 14 The faineant

Merovingians 1868 M Pattison Academ Org. iv 163

The faineant aristocrat and apathetic dullard

II Faiueautise (f^neiantfz) Also 7 faitnean-

txse [Fr. fainiantise, f. faineant : see prec ]
* Do-nothmg-ness ’

;
indisposition to do anything

;

indifference, inactivity

<1x684Leighton Let. in Leisure HoitrDec (1874)805 Nor
would any fatigue have degusted me so much as our ten

years fai(n)tneantise has done a 1734 North Exam.(iydo)

99 If the King had, by any Fmneantise or Remissness, let

their Line run into Opportunities 1822 T L Peacock
Maid Manan ix, He had sent all King Henry s saints

about their business, or rather about their no business, their

fainiantise.

Fainer, obs, f Feigneb

t Fai nhead. Obs In 4-5 faynhed. [f. Fain
a. + -head ] Gladness, joy

a 1300 CursorM 3851 (Gott ) Laban for faynhed he did

to call his freindesall c 1400 Destr. Troy 2446 Hit shall

. fille you with faynhed.

j- Farnlessly, adv. [?f fain. Feign v -v -less

+ -ey 2
. Cf Faintless ] Without attempted eva-

sion.

1652 Gaule Magastrom 261 Women have famelesly and
willingly left their bodies and imbiaced their deaths

Fainly (£• nli), adv rare, [f Fain a + -ly ]

Gladly, eagerly.

1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 28 Loid Eolus ncht fanelie

did thame gyde 1626 W. Sclater Expos 2 Thess (1629)

221 Grace Easily, Willingly, famely beteemes another,

any other, all others share with it in the common Saluation

? a 1800 jolly Goshawk ix in Child Eng £ Sc Pop. Ball
IV 360 She’s gone unto her west window And fainly aye

it drew 1850 Blackie Aeschylus II 268 Xerxes, stnpt of

all his glory Fainly comes to the budge that links the

lands

Faixmess (fiFi nines) Chiefly & and north

.

dial [f. Fain a. + -ness ] The quality or state

of being fain
,
eagerness, gladness

C1300 Cursor

M

3851 (Cott) Laban for fainnes did him
call his frendes all. c 1340 Hampole Psalter iv 7 pou 1ms

gifen faynes in myhert 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 80

Tha left all waist for fanenes for to flie 1571 G. Buchanan
Admon. Trew Lordis Wks (1892) 30 Causit ye hamiltoms

to foil for faynnes 1830 Galt Lawrie T v tie 228 The
bailie rubbed his hands with fidgety fainness 1837 Car-

lyle Fr Rev 1 v ix, Foulon (in his faumess) also claps

Faint (£‘nt), sb [f Faint a and v ]

f 1 Faintness Obs. .

<11300 Cui'sorM 13477 (Gott ) If }>ai turn hatn hair wai,

For pe faint sone fade sal }>m c *3*° Sir Beucs 4195 Beues

for fieynt here hym lowe c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb ) 8814

For pure feint right now she sank. <1x533 Ld Berners

Huon exx 430 Huon was sore wery for faynt, for the

blude that he had loste. 0x54* Wyatt Poet Wks (x861)

149 My hope stumbleth straight, for feeble faint 1600

Holland JLtvyvt xh 165 Wearied with travaile3 and faint of

his woundes

2 A swoon
x8o8 Scott Marm iv xvi, The Saint, Who piopped the

Virgin in her faint 1865 L Oliphant Piccadilly (1870) 280

In a dead faint 188s R L & F. Stevtnson Dynamiter

45 The night found me still where he had laid me during

mv faint

3 Comb as ^famt-frt—famtmg-fit
1705 Wolcott (P Pindar) Pindaricma. Wks 1812 IV 190

Without a scream, a famt-fit or a kick

Faint (f^nt), a Forms . 4 (and 9 in sense 1 b)

feint, 4-6 famte, faynt(e, feynt(e, 6 Sc fan.t(e,

4- faint [a OF. faint, feint feigned, sluggish,

cowardly, pa pple. of famdre,
femdre (mod F

femdre) to Feign, in early use also refl to avoid

one’s duty by false pretences, to shirk, skulk ]

fl Feigned, pi etended, simulated Obs,

a 1300 Cursor M 19535 (Cott ) par-for tok he [Symon
Magas] baptim faint a X340 Hampole Psalter xl 6 Vayn
thynge & faynt spah his hert r 1400 Destr Troy 12591

?
o iyghers forget a faint tale vnder fals colour cx440
'ork Myst xxix 229 A faynte frend myght he ber fynae

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 144 He that ioueth the

with feynt loue 1568 Grafton Chron. II 93 And finished

the sayde peace with an assured othe but it semed a faynt

peace, for [etc ].



PAINT. PAINTING.

b. Law. Faint action,pleading, etc. : = ' feigned

action *, etc : see Feigned.
1543-3 Act 34-5 Hen VIII c 24 The saide Manour . to

be recoveied by fainte pleader, reddicion or other fraude or

covyne 1553 Huloet, Faynte accion, actio exervinta
1607 Cowel Interpr , Faynt pleader *641 Terrnes de la.

Ley 154 Faint pleading is a covenous, false, and collusory
manner of pleading to the deceit ofa thud party. 167a in

Cowel Interpr
,
Faynt alias Feynt Action

.

1818 Cruise
Digest (ed 2) V 517 A feint title

II. Sluggish, timid, feeble

i-2 Avoiding exeition, shiiking, lazy, sluggish.

c *325 CocrdeL 25x0 ‘ Rowes on faste 1 who that is feynt,
In evel water may he be dreynt 1

'
1393 Gower Con/ II 5

He had his thoughtes feint Towardes loves and full of
slouthe. <1x440 Prornp Parv 153 Feynt, segnts 15x3
Douglas JEneis 1 vii 33 The beis fra thair hife Expelhs

the faynt drone be. 1680 Temple Ong § Nat Gov
Misc 53 The spirits are rendered faint and sluggish

3 Wanting in courage, spiritless, cowardly Obs
or arch exc in faint heart (now associated with
sense 4 b)
a 1300 CursorM 18081 (Cott )A faint fighter me thmc er

hou c 1300K Alts 7597 Haveth now non heorte feynte !

c 1320 Sir Bettes 1575 Ase he was mad & feint To Iesu Crist
he made is pleint 1414 Brampton Penit Ps cxvi (Percy
Soc

) 44 Myn herte is falsfe], feynt, and drye c 1489 Cax-
ton Sonnes 0/ Ayrnoti vm 184 Thoughe ye shold ahyde
behynde as weke men and feynte a 1533 Ld Berners
Huon hi 177 Thou arte of a faynte corage <3x593 H
Smith Wks (1867) II. 219 The faint spies that went to the
land of Canaan 1627 May Lttcan 111. (1635) 103 To send
thee civill wars Having so faint a chiefe 1702 Rowe
Tamerl 1 1, His Party soon grew faint. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) III. 689 Faint heart never jet raised atrophy
absol 1814 Bvron Lara n x, The fieice that vanquish,

and the faint that yield 1870 Bryant Iliad I iv 120 He
made the faint of spirit take their place
b Proverb 1569 W Elderton Ballad Brittains Ida

v i, Faint heart ne’er won fair lady 1624 Massinger
Pari Loire 11 in, All hell’s plagues light on the proveTb
That says 1

Faint heart ’— 1 But it is stale

4 Wanting in strength or vigour f a Of per-
sons or animals, their faculties or condition

; also
(larely) of material agents . Weak, feeble

;
sickly,

out of condition. Obs
c 1350 Will Palerne 785 Febul wax he & faynt 1399
Langl Rich. Redeles 111 88 With manyffair ffowle, \>ou%
bey (Feynte were c 1420 Pallad onHush in 288 In bigger
bowes fele, and fainter fewe Brannches doo trade. 1513
Douglas JEueis vn. vm 74 Thi vile unveddy age, Ourset
with hasart hair and fajmt dotage 1535 Covtrdale Ps
cxlu[i] 7 My spi ete waxeth faynte 1641 11nst Farm Bks
(Surtees) 143 Barley strawe is fownde not altogeather soe
faint as haver stiawe 1653 Walton Angler 130 If I catch
a Trout in one Meadow, he shall be white and faint 1697
Dryden Virg Georg in 204 If the Sire be faint, or out of
Case 1699 Damner Voy It. m 36 Where the scantiest 01
faintest Land-winds are found 1764 Harmer Qbserv iv.
iv 142 A very slow faint fire

b Of actions, wishes, purposes . Half-hearted,
languid, feeble

1596 SpensfrF Q iv vi 24 Turning feare to faint deuo-
tion 1630 in Picton L'pool Mimic Rec (1883) I 158 Many
disorders growen through faint execucon of those lawes
1640 Habington Edw IV 183 The King dismist the Em-
bassadors with some faint comfort 1728 Veneer Sin-
cere Penitent Pref 4 A faint progress in religion 1735
Pope Prol Sat 201 Damn with faint praise, assent with
cml leer 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng

.

I 581 A faint show
of opposition from one or two peeis 1863 Fr A. Kemble
Resul Georgia 37 And found there had been some faint
attempt at sweeping

5. Producing a feeble impression on the senses or
the mind

;
dim, indistinct, hardly perceptible : a.

of light, sound, odour
1660 Boylt New Exp, Phys Mech 270 The sound grew

fainter and fainter. 1665 HookeMicrogr. 84 By Turpen-
tine, &c. all those leflectipns are made more faint 1706
Phillips (ed Kersey) s.v Vision, Faint Vision is when
a few Rays make up one Pencil, and tho' this may be dis-
tinct, yet it is obscure and dark 1784 Cowper Task v sg
Diligent to catch the first faint gleamOfsmiling day. 18x8
Shelley Rosalind 1015 The summer wind faint odours
brought From mountain flowers <11839 Praed Poems
(1864) I 96 Echo shrinks, as if afraid Of the faint murmur
she has made 1868 Lockyer Elem Astron 1. (1879) 10A star of the sixth magnitude is .the faintest visible to the
naked eye

b. of a colour
*55* Huloet, Faynte and vnperfite coloure, dilutus color.

1005 Hooke Microgr 74 All manner of Blues, from the
faintest to the deepest 1716 Lend Gaz No 5468/4 Stolen
. a Faint Bay Horse 1730 Thomson Summer 1317(1746)From her naked limbs of glowing white, In folds loose,
floating fell the fainter lawn 18x6 J Smith Panorama
bc.fy Art 1 1 724 The faintest part of the picture 187a
Bryant' Little People of Snow 1x1 She saw a little crea-
ture With, faint blue eyes

c Of markings, etc Applied spec to the lines of
a pale blue or neutral tint 1tiled on paper as a guide
for handwriting. Hence quasi-irafo. 111 r-uledfaint

d. of objects of mental perception, e g resem-
blance, probability, etc. Also of conceptions or
representations* ‘Pale* or feeble compared with
the reality.

1727 Swift Gulliver 11 vm. 166 Some faint hopes ofrelief
1751 JoRtik Serin (1771) II xvii 333 The faint remem-
brance of the word of God 1772 Priestley Inst RelieH3 We form a faint idea of [it] 1834 Pringle

x. 338 Such is a faint picture of the state of things
1884 Manch Exam ix June 5/3 There is not the faintest
chance that [etc.],

24

absol 1840 Browning Sordello v 417 Some first fact I* the

faint of time

0. Feeble through inanition, fear, or exhaus-

tion
,

inclined to * faint ’ or swoon. Const t °f
•with.

c *320 R Brunne Medit 509 Pey biogt liym to pylate, he
stode ful feynt c 1380 Sir Fentrnb 332 He ys hope paal &.

feynt 1430 Lydg Chron Troy 1 ix, Which of laboure were
ful mate and feyrnt c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAytrton ix

249 Guycharde was feynte and fhlle doun to the erthe

1704 F Fuller Med Gyuin (1711) 30 When a Man .uses

first from his sick Bed he quickly gi 0ws faint. X837 Major
RichardsonBnt Legion 11 (ed 21 291 He was exceedingly

faint with the bruises he had leceived 1867 Dicltns
Lett (i88o> II 272, I was taken so faint afterwards
transf 1548 Hall Chron 230b, Knowyng Ins tieasoue

. to bee so voyde and faint

III. 7 Producing faintness; sickly; f having

a sickly smell Of the atmospheie . Oppressive
1535 Ld Berners Fioiss II clxxvn [clxxui ] 530 The

wether was so faynt 1623 FirTCiirR Beggars Bush 111 1,

The white Cony skin Though it be faint tis fane to the eye

1673 Temple Obsirv United Prov Wks 1731 I, 46 Waim
faint Air turns in a Night to a sharp Frost xyiaW Rogers
Voy 183 The Weather was very wet, hot and faint 1864
Sala in Daily Tel. x6 Aug

,
I wish La Villa Rtcca do Veia

Cru7 had not quite so faintasmell 1870 Hawthorni Eng
Note-bks (1879) B 345 Th® atmosphere was a little faint

and sickish

IV. Comb 8 a with adjs of colour, as

famt-blue
,
-green

,
etc b parasynthetic, asfaint-

breathed, -,fitted -lipped, -voiced

\

etc

1598 Sylvester Die Bartas 11 11 11 Babylon 301 The
faint-breath’d children Cry often Bek 1682 Sir T Brow Nr
Chr Mor g Persons bnt pale in goodness, and faint lined
in integrity 1820 Keats Hyperion 111 ig Faint lipped
shells 1832 Ti nnyson Mariana mS 5 A faint-blue 1 tclge

upon the right. 1844 Ld Houghton Palm Lcavis 138
Purple and famt-gieen relics of the day 1871 E F Burr
Ad Ftdem xiv 284 Difficulties become faint-\ oit.ed

9 quasi-adv. with ppl adjs , as famt-gleaming,
-glimmer mg, -heard

\
-lit, -war bled, etc

1727-46 Thomson Summer 48 The meek-ey’d mom ap-
pears faint gleaming in the dappled east 1728-46 —
Spring- 585 The long-forgotten Strain, Atfirst faint-warbled
1720 Savage Wanderer in 12 The Stais faintghnim’ung
with remains of day x866 Howells Vmet Life xvu 260
Famt-heard leframs X867 R Lytton Chron <5 Char , The
faint-lit cold-wall'd coindors

Faint v Forms: 4-5 feints, 4-6
faynt(e, (6 fayncte), feynt(e, 5- faint [f

Faint a ; cf the raie OF. feinhr = sense 1 ]
1. mtr. To lose heart or courage, be afiaid, be-
come depressed, give way, flag Now only atch
after Biblical uses
c 1350 Will, Paler ne 3638 For here fon gun fej nte & felde

were manye a 1400 A dam Dam/s Di earns x 18 A voice me
bede I ne shulde noujth femte 1526 Tindale 2 Cot iv xAs
xnercy is come on us we fayncte not 1548 Hall Chron
59 b, The straunger so faced the Englishman, that he faynted
in hys sute 1653 Hoi croft Procopins n 41 The soldieis
blamed each other for fainting 1701 Stelle Chr Herom 62 His great heart, instead of fainting and subsid-
ing, lose and biggen’d.^ 1722 SrwrL Hist Quakers (1795)
I hi 187 He was despised by many, yet he fainted not
1827 Keble Chr V 24th Sund after Tun , Why should we
faint and fear to live alone 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) II
478 Answer and faint not

2

To become faint, grow weak or feeble, decline
Const m, of Obs exc poet
<7x400 Destr. Troy 13018 All feblit \>e fieike, fainted of

strenght c 1450 Crt ofLove 460 All hei j mage paynte In
the remembraunce till thow begynne to faynte. X530 Ras-
tell Bk Purgat 11 xvm, The undei standynge begynnyth
to faynt 1568 Jacob 4 Esau 1131 in Iiazl Jlodsley
(1874) II 190 Sometimes Esau’s self will faint for drink and
meat 1623 Bingham Xenophon 45 If they perceiue, that
you faint in courage 1697 Dryden Virg AEneid ix 473The Fues weie fainting there 1820 SarLLrY (Edipus n 1

56 Loading the morning winds until they faint With living
fragiance 1866 B Tayior Poems, Odalisque, The day\
thiough shadowy arches fainting

+ D. To fall short Obs tare

from the maike, if you aime furthei off.

3 To fall into a swoon Also with away
CX400 Destr Troy 3350 He fainted for febull, an

lelle to J>e ground In a swyme c 1440 York Myst xlv gCaste some watirvppon me, I faynte 1 1600 Shahs A, V I
iv in 149 And now he fainted, And cride in fainting vpo
Kosalmde 1668 Etiilrfdge She Would if She Could i\
1, Oh, I shall faint I 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems (173s
107 Where Christ fainted thrice , under the weight of In
Cross 1742 Wesley Jml. 18 Jan , As soon as she ros
from prayer, she fainted away. 1847 Grote Greece 11 U;

vjJ6=y V 42
£,
He famted away and fell back. 1880 Ouiu

Moths I x6 She could have fainted.

b To droop, sink into, lit andfig rare
171:2-4 Pope Rape Lock iv 34 There Affectation Faint

into airs, and languishes with pnde 1821 Keats Larm
339 A flower That faints into itself at evening hour
4 To lose colour or brightness

; to fade, di
away Const into Now rare.
X430 Lydg Chron Froyn xvu, Coloures that may neue

faynte 1554 Plat Jewell-ho hi 66 The Wines doe hi
ginne to fade or faint 1675 A Browne Ars Pictona 91 he next [grounds] as they loose in their distance must
1 n<j l

n ^colours 1708 H Philips Cyder u 67 Ur
skill d to tell Or where one colour rises or one faints 171Pope Let H Cromwell 12 Nov, Those figures 1the gilded clouds which while we gaze long upon th

b50re tKe, ,

e
7-
e

’
and decays into confusion

1873 Miss 1 hackeray OldA ensmgton xv 124 The drapeneHang fainting and turning grey and brown. 1890 W. C

RussrLL Ot,can Tragedy III. xamh. 193 The sky hnd
fainted into a sickly hectic

b nonce-use. To qrow duH 01 insensible to

1669 Pi nn No Cross Wks 1782 II 93 We f.unled to th it

pleasure and delight we once loved

5 trans To make faint 01 weak, depress, en-

feeble, weaken. Kate in mod use. Also ltnpcis

Itfaints me
<*1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Lam's 7 828 O luxurie thou

feyntest mannes mynde. <-1400 Destr. Troy iufi- puigli
failyng of fode famttes jje pepull c 1420 Pallad on limb,
m xogo Ffele I have seyn thair dammes fcj nt or quelle 1509
IlAwrs Past PUas xix. xui, Doth he not knowe how your
liert is faynted? 1581 Muicasilr Positions iv (1887) 22
Neithei faint it [the body] with heat, nor freese it with cold
1613 Shahs Hen VIII

, n in 103 It faints me To thinke
what followes. 1614 T Adams m Spnigeon Tuns Dav
Ps xxxv 3 Deferred hope faints the heait <11x657 law nav
Lett (16C2) 195 It faints my industiy 1755 Gimiiui
Chr tstiaus Gt Intrust (1667) 113 This seiiousni'sslne.ikah
the man’s heait, and fatnteth the stoutness of it 1858 Mrs
Oiipiiant Laird ofNor taw III 17s Too mm h joy almost
fainted the heait of the Misti ess. 1871 R K1.1 is t atuthn
l\iv. 216 Son, whom needs it faints me to laundi full tided
on hazards

*|*b To make less, dimmish Obs rate

1599 Marston .S co Vtllanit 111. \ in 212 With incensing
touch To f unt his force

Faint-draw (f«?>nt|dr§), v [f Paint a. +
Dkaw v ] trans To draw 01 delineate lightly
1728 Savage Bastard 33 Von had faint diawn me mth a

foirn alone

Fainted fie 1 nted), ppl, a. [f Faint z/. -t- -1 1> 1 ]
•( a Rendered cowaitlly or timid + b Become
weak or exhausted, c Fallen into a swoon (1 at c)
c 1500 Melttsme 140 By one only Lowat dc K fc j nti d lisrn*

is sonietjme lefte & loste al a lioole wi ike a 1533 I.n Hi u-
ni rs Huon I111 x8o A 1 f dse fayntul hi rt 1614 Bi> Haii
Rtcoll 'treat. 124 Why doih none of his gallant nobles u
vive the faynted courage of then I oi<U* with a new tuppi V

1642 Milton Apol, Sweet (1851) 296 So icuving to the
fainted Common-wealth 1847 haul's Mag XXX VI jj
I’heie she lies, not fainted, hut like a snmu.unlmle

tFai’nten, v Obs rare- 1

[1 Paint a 4

-lN r
' ] trails To make faint, depress, dispirit

1612-5 Bp IIaii Conti mpl,N T 11, i, Thou wit not lie

. absent .so long as to f.uuten the in ait

Fainter (ftT1 ntoD. [f . I* aint v. h- -pit l
.]

( >nt*

who faints or gives way
1826 Scott IVoodst. xxxm, The soldtei . chosen foi this

sei vice should be no fanners m iqmit

+ Farntful, a Obs [f I*aint sb 01 1> t -rtu. ]
Ready to fain*-, crv=i o* ^'.boating faintness
1589 Fleming ’ (., #, 11.

’ .mtfnll and like tndii*

1590 (Ski 1 Ml Or1 / i •*.’> ,hein stic.ua along in j
fauitfull looks 15M I h <•. ih ' n> II ar \ m Ila/L
Dodsley VII iq-, I

"<
< 1 ".m 1 . ws of deal h

Faint-heart (ff> ntlnut), sb and a [f Faint
a + IIeakt.] A sb.

I* 1 The fact or condition of ha\mg a fault heai t

,

w ant of spirit Obs.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 760 They [men] thiough

faint heart, and lack of courage, do change then first mind
2 One who has a faint heart ; a coward
1870 Daily News 16 Nov , ‘You aie all faintheart., not

Frenchmen ’

B adj Faint-hearted, timid, spiritless, cowaidh
2590 Mariowp und rt Tambuil in 11, That towafd

faint-heart runaway 1596 Spi nseh F, Q n \ 17 Cow nil

.

And faintheart foolcs 1870 Morris Earthly Pm JI
hi 501 O fnint-heai t thief of love

Faint-hearted (f<?i nlha ited), a [f as piec
+ -ED -.] Having a faint iieart

; wanting eneigj,
courage, or will to carry a thing through

;
tumd,

cowardly Also absol

CovriiDALE x Sam. xm 7 All the people were faj*nth irtcil
after him 1631 Goucr £W.r Arrows v xi. 42X A few uhitc-
liveid, famt-hearted souldiers 1723 Di Foi Col Janl
(1840) 17, I find you are faint-hearted, and unfit for 0111
trade *843 Bethunl Sc Fireside Star 54 Young fellows
like you, are sometimes faint lieai ted 1871 Fur 1 man Norm
Corn) (1876) IV xvm 145 A fainthearted faction soon
began to show itself among those of higher dcgiee
absol a 1600 Hooki r hicl Pol (16171746 Ihe punish-

ment threatened to the fearful anil faint-hearted 1847
Emthson Rcpr Men

, Goethe WU (Bolin) I 395 The dis-
advantages of any epoch exist only to the faint hearted
Hence Fai nt-hea srtedly adv

,
in a fainthearted

manner Fai nt-hea rtedness, the quality or state
of being fainthearted

, timidity, cowardice.

1

is
5°ii

^ b'oug, Laschcmcnt faint
J *aitedly Ibid ,Couardise fainthartednes.se 1605 Bp Hau
Medit A Vows 11 § 76 To finde such famthartednes in mjr-
selfe at the first conceit ofdeath 1671 H. M. tr. Erasmus
Colloq wo But how many Christians dye very faint-

a p ^ ?
x7£>3 N Torriano Gang* S07 c

r
Jh> out 60A J? aint-aeartedness always accompanies Puti*efaction and

Insensibihty 1874 Motley Bameveld (1879) II. xi 26
Baffled by the faintheartedness of his nominal friends
1876 Mrs Whitney Lights <5- Ins xi 120 ‘ It is such a
1 esponsibihty to take * I said, faint-hearted!

j

Fainting (f?i ntiq's, vbl sb. [f Faint v +
-ing 1 3 The action of the vb Faint
1 A growing feeble or famt-hearted

, depression,
discouragement.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13936 With famttyng & feblenes he fell

to be ground rS9o Shaks. Com Err 1. i 46 Almost atamting vnder Thepleasing punishment that women beare
*033 G Herbert Temple, Love Unhnmm 2 In myfaintmgs
I presume j'our loye Wilt more compile, then help

"



FAINTING. 25 FAIR
2 Swooning
1601 Holland Pliny xix v 18 This root . . [e.ecampane]

thus confected is singular good for faintmgs 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr 11 (1879) 176 Fetch something, and give it Mercy
to stay her fainting 1748 Hartley Observ Man 1 1 40
Hence Faintmgs and Stupors 1830 Mrs Stowe Uncle
Tom's C xxxuc 344, I meant to stop your fainting

l). atirib 111faintingJit,
a swoon.

170a J Purcell CWzc<4 (1714) 97 Fainting Fits, or aSyn-
cope will ensue. 1828 Scott F M, Perth 11, Catharine
was recovered from her fainting fit 1855 Stanley plan
Canterb 111 (1857) 128 Often he fell into long fainting fits,

which his attendants mistook for death

Fainting (f?1 ntnj), ppl a [f as prec. + -ing2 ]
That faints, in senses ot the verb.

1558 Phaer AEneid vi 361 The feble mone doth giue
sometime a faynting light 1376 Fleming Panopl, Epist
76 1 lie Senate, whom 1 perceived in manner fainting and
weane 1591 Shaks i Hen VI, n v 40 That I may kindly
giue one fainting kisse 1708 Edm Smith To Mem of J
Philips in Anderson B P VI 618 The fainting Dutch re-

motely fire 1771 Mrs Griitith tr Viand's Shipwreck
201 Yes, 0 Yes ' she replied in an almost fainting tone
1771 Hull Sir W Harrington (1797) IV 162 we had
such trembling and almost fainting doings. 1818 Shelley
Lett 10 July, Translating into my fainting and inefficient

periods, the divine eloquence of Plato's Symposium. iB«
Macaulay Hist Eng III 239 His eloquence roused the
fainting courage of his brethren.

Faintingly (f^'nugh), adv [f prec + -iy 2
.]

In a faulting manner
, f feebly, f faint-heartedly

;

like one who is fainting.

1376 Fleming Panopl. Episl. 41 This letter is not onely
lamentably indited, but also faintingly invented 1388 A.
Day Eng Secretary n. (1623) 108 And albeit he was like-

liest of all other to attame the victory, yet he faint-

ingly withdrew 1633 Swan Spec M ix. § 1 (1643) 470
His many knocks cause him faintingly to fall 1839
Lady Lytton Cheveley (ed 2) I vn 135 Mademoiselle
began to incline her head faintingly towards his shoulder
1844 Ld Houghton Mem Many Scenes, Dream in
Gondola 96A deft canoe Famtmgly rocked within a lone-
some cove

t Fai'ntingness. Obs [f. as prec. + -nebs ]
—Faintness.
i634_S Brereton Trav. (1844) 126 Save only a faintingness

when I came on shore

+ Fai'ntise. Obs Forms. 3-5 feint-, feynt-,
-lse, -yce, -yse, (,4 fentesye, 5 feyntyse), 4-5
faint-, fant-, faynt-, -es(e, -is(e, -ys^e, (4 Sc
fayntice, 5 fentyse). [a OF famtise , femtise
(mod F. femtise) — Pr femtesa, i faint, feint
feigned, sluggish, cowardly see Faint a ]

1 Deceit, dissimulation, hypocrisy, pretence
1340 Ayenb 26 Hit wes al fayntise and ypocrisie c 1400

Destr Troy 594. Ere he fayne any famtes 1483 Caxton
Chas Gt. 317 The kyng. dysposed hym to receyue baptym
. without fayntyse

2 Feebleness, weakness (of body or mind);
want of energy, cowardice Cf Faintness. With-
outfamtise without flagging or flinching

1297 R Glouc (1724) 39 Muche king, }>at ys eldore loren

Jjorw feyntyse he wann se}»J>e a jeyn c 1330 R Brunne
Chron (1810) 176 Philip withouten fayntise did alle his

trauaile a 1400 Pol Rel %L Poems 246 For feyntyce fel

jjat fayre fode, Naty d he bar bat hard rode To-ward caluery
c 1470 Harding Chron lxxxi viii, Thei faught without
feyntise

Faintish. (fel ntij), a [f Faint a + -ish ]
I. *t*

a Rather weak or feeble Obs b. Affected

with a feeling somewhat like that of farntmg

Also of the feeling itself

1667 H Stubbe m Phil Trans II 501 Neither does all

that sweat make us faintish 1683 Tryon Way to Health
82 Those Cattel that feed on Grass are weak and faintish in

comparison of those fed with Hay and Com 1767 Gooch
Treat Wounds I 224 He continued faintish for some days
1834LandorExam Shahs Wks 1846 II 267,

1

wax faintish

at the big squat man 1848J H Newman Loss (1- Gain ill u
(1833! 288 Charles had a faintish feeling come over him
1836 Lever Martins ofCro'M 128A qualm of faintish sick-

ness

2 Rather indistinct, hardly perceptible

171a Nereides 35 The Watqr-Lillies are a faintish sweet,

1713 Rowe JaneShores 1, Upon her Cheek afamtish Flush
was spread 1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8n) V. 1 4 Then
in a faintish, but angry voice, * begone from my door ’. 1767
Ehret in Phil Trans LVII 114 The young leaves are of

a faintish green 1866 Carlyle E Irving in Remin. (1881)

268 To the Louvre got rather faintish good of the pictures

there

Faintishness (fe1 ntijhes) [f piec. + -ness ]

The state or condition of being or feeling faintish

,

a slight tendency to faint

1733 Arbuthnot On Air in § vu 48 The sensation of

famtishness and debility 1789 W Buchan Dom Med
(ed ix) 221 When, famtishness render[s] cordials neces-

sary, we would recommend good, wine x8x6 Chron
_
in

Ann, Reg 373,

1

felt myself assailed by a kind offamtish-

ness 1833M Scott Tom Cringle (1839) 206 Whde faintish-

ness encreased so that I could haidly speak

Faintive, a 1 are — 1
[f. Faint v + -ive.)

Ready to faint
;
languid.

a 1813 A Wilson Disconsolate Wren Poet Wks (1846)

96 She poured out her mane, Sae faintive, sae plaintive.

Fai'ntleas, a [f. Faint sb + -less ] Exempt
from fainting

;
unflagging

1393-4 Sylvesu v.Profi f ofImprisonment 323 By faintleis

exercise faire Yertue to mainta.se 1664Pms Diary (1879)

III g6 Cramp be thou faintless,

VOL IV

+ Fai’ntling, sb and a Obs [f. as prec. +
-ling ] A sb. One who is faint or faint-hearted.

B adj Faint-hearted
16x4 c B Ghost ofRich III, Such fayntlings never yet

were prest with coyne 17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull (1752)
82 Thou art such a faintling, silly creature

fFai'ntly, a Obs [f Faint a. + -ly^.] •=

Faint in various senses
171a W Rogers Voy (1718) 267 It being hut a faintly

food 1771 J Foot Penseroso 11 69 Hence the spring
Emits a faintly blush

Faintly (fie1 ntli), adv [f as prec. + -ly 2
]

1 1 Feignedly, by way of feint or pretence, de-
ceitfully Obs
c 1330 R Brunne Chron, (1723) 152 Gode acord to make,

forsobe fulle fayntlie c 14x1 Cato's Morals 16 in CursorM
App iv, Fainteli for to speke is falsid and blame 1523 Ld
Bernfrs Frotss I ccxxi 287 Some men of armes passed
after fayntly 1548 Hall Chron 241 Countryes by hym
stollen and faintly conquered 1741 Middleton Cicero I v
365 Gabinms wasforcedto fight for Pompey at first faintly

[L, simulate] and unwillingly, but at last heartily

f 2. In a spiritless manner, like a coward
,
timidly

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 10396 H11 foujte femtehche, 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI I 491 What he bygyimeb fresche-
liche, he forsake^ hit feyntliche as a womtnan. c 1400
Melayne 1419 ,

1

fro this grete Iournee Fayntly fiedde a way
1580 Baret Alv W 341 Womanishlie, faintlie, fearefulhe,

muhibriter 1643 Dfnham Cooper'sH 283 He faintly now
declines the fatal strife

3. In a weak, feeble, or languid manner
;
feebly

c 1310 R Brunne Medit 372 Cryst goJ> krokedly bysheuy
cros vndyr. And feyntly hyt bereb c 1380 Wyclif Strut
Sel Wks 1 . 180 pus maun we se how feynth we serve to

Crist c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb ) 1617 Wei feyntlie she felt

hir stere, 1516 Pilgr Perf iW de W 1531) 155 b, Perfec-
cyon, whiche they slowly & weykly or fayntly desryre 163a

J Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 29 Faintly kissing him,
she breathed out her life 1699 Dampier Voy II 1 16 The
tide pressing against the stream, tho faintly. 1781 Gibbon
Decl <$• F II xli 304 Their valiant promise was faintly

supported m the hour of battle x86x Athenaeum 29 June
854 Cavour faintly smiled

+ b. With hesitation, not actively or energeti-

cally, coldly, half-heartedly Obs
c 144a Promp Parv. 133 Feyntly, segmler. 1488 Caxton

Chast Goddes Chyld 13 Though I wyll but fayntly my
wylle is to wylle perfyghtly 1548 Hall Chron 177 They
set forward the king, and Drought him to London where
he was fayntly receyved, and febly welcomed 1627 May
Lucan Hi. (1633) 336 Brothers faintly would 'gainst brothers
fight 171a Steele Sped No 468 F 3 To praise faintly the

good Qualities of those below them 1756 C Lucas Ess
Waters III 180 Having but Mayow faintly on my side

4. In a faint or almost imperceptible degree

;

very slightly , in faint tones ;
without vividness or

distinctness.

1590 Spenser F Q m v. 24 An arrow fayntly fluttering.

159S Shaks John iv ii 227 ,

1

faintly broke with thee of
Arthurs death 1695 Blackmore Pr Arth m 706 Some
faintly Blue 1708 J Philips Cyder n. The cowslip posies,

faintly sweet 1781 Gibbon Decl g F III 149 The wide
and stony beds, whose centre was faintly marked by the
course of a shallow stream 1800 tr Lagrange's Chem I

420 This salt detonates faintly 1849 Mrs. Somerville
Connex Pkys Sc xxxvu 436 Faintly visible to the naked
eye. 189a Law Tunes XCIII 459/1 The notice of objection

is not signed by any elector, but is stamped faintly with a
stamp signifying that * Richard Mason 'is the objector

+b Hardly, scarcely Obs
1329 Supplic to King 50 Doo not these thinges fayntely

agree with the sayenge of Paule the Apostle 1634 M assin-

ger Very Woman 11 11, We have but faintly yet begun our
journey 1636 — Bashful Lover m. 111, My enemy—I can
faintly call him so.

Faintness (f? 1 ntnes). [f. as prec + -ness 3
The state or condition of being faint.

1 The state or condition ofbeing without strength

or exhausted ;
exhaustion, feebleness

a 1440 Sir Eglavu gox For feyntnes sche myght not speke
aworde 1494 Fabvan Chron. vi cxcvi 201 He bled so sore
that for fayntnes he fyll from his horse 1348 Hall Chron.

60 b, This miserable famyne. encreasyngso that the stout

souldiour for faintnes could skase welde his weapon 1625
Hart Anat. Ur it. iv 72 There followeth a faintnesse of
their loynts 1672 Sanderson in Walton LifeM ij a, A great

bodily weakness and faintness of spirits a 1717 Blackall
Wks. (1723) I 63 ’Tis this faintness of their Desire which
is the Cause of it's being successless a 1871 Grote Eth.
Fragm 1 (1876) 14 The faintness or potency of the feeling

fb. t> ansf
1343-4 Act 35 Hen VIII, c 10 For fayntnes of the

springes the accustomed course of the waters diminished

1348 Hall Chron 226 To them he explaned the fayntnesse

& lenenesse of hys treasure.

fc Of flesh • Want of firmness or solidity

1399 Minsheu Dial Sp 4 Eng (1623) 36 Of this fertilitie

proceeds the faintnesse of the flesh there

2 The state of being faint m spirit
;
dejection,

timorousness ; inertness, slackness, sluggishness

Obs exc va.faintness of heart, etc

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xir xxvii (1495) 430 For
his feyntnes and cowardnes the kite is ouercome of a birde

that is lesse than he. c 1485 Digby Myst ui 280 In feyntnes

I falter, for )ns fray fell 1591 Shaks i Hen VI, iv 1 107

The palenesse of this Flower, Bewray’d the faintnesse of

my Masters heart *645 Milton Tetrach Introd
,
They

have neglected through faintnesse the onely remedy
of their sufferings. 1831 Gallenga Itafy 301 Faintness of

heart and infirmity of purpose must naturally .he found in
so vast a mass

3. The feeling of being faint or ready to swoon
1526 Pilgr, Perf. (W deW *531) 253 b, He fell downe for

feynt ness and weyknes 1701 Mrs Radcliffe Rom Forest
xx, The faintness is already gone off x8*8 Scott F M.
Perth xxxiv, The faintness which seemed to overpower him
1874 Lisle Carr Jud Gwynne I i 29 Sudden faintnesses

at the last moment
4 The quality or fact of being faint oi of feebly

affectingthe senses
,
dimness or feebleness (of light,

colour, outline, etc

)

1651 Davenant Gondtbert in. iv. 50 It [the emerald]
will, when worn by the neglected wife, Shew when her
absent Lord disloyal proves, By faintness 1732 Berkeley
A Iciphr iv § 8 Littleness or Faintness seem to have no
necessary connexion with greater Length of Distance 1824
L Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I 40 The faintness of the
sound of this letter 1883 F M Crawford Dr Claudius
ix x6g The faintness of the gathering twilight.

Faints (fDnts), sb pi Also 9 feints, [pi of
Faint a. (quasx-j^.)

]
The impure spirit which

comes over first and last in the process of distilla-

tion Also atirib

1743 Maxwlll Sel Trans 295 Is it not a gieat
Fault among Distillers, to allow any of the Faints to run
among their pure Goods? 18x6 J Sunn Panorama Sc <$

Art II 380 The latter part of this lunmng being weak, is

called feints 1883 J Gardner Biezuer, Distiller etc v
146 The remaining weak spirit that distils over, called faints,

is caught separately.

atirib x88o Act 43-4 Vtcf c 24 Sched 1, A low wines
and femts charger must be connected with the still Ibid

24J 3 Spirits conveyed into a feints receiver

Fainty (fi? 1 nti), a Obs. exc poet, and dial

[f. Faint a.+ -y ]

1. Faint, sickly, languid. In later use chiefly

:

Inclined to swoon
1330 Tindale Pract. Prelates Wks. II. 237 Faith waxed

feeble and fainty 1586 Cogan Haven Health lxix (1636)

78 Ifa man use much Saffron, it will make him very fainty

1648 Gage West Ind xvi (1655) 109, I presently found my
stomach fainty 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 11 431 The
fainty Root can take no steady hold 1700 — Fables,
Fltnver 4 Leaf 381 The fainty knights knew not where
To run for shelter 1796 Coleridge in Mrs Sandford T
Poole 4- Friends (x888) I 177 It left me pale and fainty

1853 Singleton Virgil 1 . 295 All hands their fainty frames
have flung Upon the earth 1884 Holland Chester Gloss
s v. Aitch, Fainty aitches are fainting fits

2 Causing or productive of faintness
;
sickly.

1390 T Watson Eglogve Death SirF Walstnghani 107

Who shall recure then fauitie maladies ? x6oo Abp Abbot
Exp. Jonah 602 A famtie sultne blowing *683 Tryon
Way to Health 86 They are apt to sweat much, whence
proceeds a fainty Indisposition.

Hence f Farntmess.
1683 Tryon Way to Health 31 Green Corn or Grass

makes such Cattle apt to faintyness and Diseases Ibid

593 Causing a general Faintiness to attend the whole Body
JPaiple, Sc var of Fipple, underlip.

Fair (fe«), sb 1 Forms : 4-5 feire, feyre, 4-7
faire, fayre, 5-6 fayer (6 faier), 5-7 fare, 7

-

fair. [a OF feire (mod F foire) = Pr. feira,

fiera, feynt, Sp fcrla, Pg. feira. It fiei a, .—Lat
feria holiday.]

1 A periodical gathering of buyers and sellers,

m a place and at a time ordained by charter or

statute or by ancient custom. (In many cases fairs

are resorted to for pleasure-seeking as well as for

business ; and in England they sometimes survive

merely as gatherings for pleasure.) Often modified

by piefixmg otherwords, indicating the things sold,

the time of year, or some special object for which the

fair is held ; as cattle cheese-, horse-, ram-, sheep-,

etc ,fair ;
Easter-, Michaelmas-, summer-fair

[1292 Britton l xiv § 3 Qe ii facent cner la pes de eux en
citez et en feyres et en marchez ] c 1330 R, Brunne Chron
(i8ro) 328 In feire and markette Jiei salle seke him Oute.

1393 Langl P PI C vii. 2ir Ich wente to Jje foue With
many [maner] marchandises 1489 Ld, Treas. Acc, Scot

(1877) I. xig A blak horss boycht in the fayre 1348
Hall Chron 122 b, The faier, on the day of Sainct Michaell
the Archangell, kejpte in the toune of Caen. 16x1 Bible
Transl Pref 12 To neglect a great faire, and to seeke to

make markets aftewards x686 Col Rec Pennsylv I 181

YL freemen, of New Castle Requesting a Fare to be kept
hi yt Towne twice a year, 1764 Foote Mayor of G 11. 1,

Has he not made himself the fool of the fair. x8x8 Cruise
Digest (ed 2) III. 272 Where the King grants a fair or

market, the grantee shall have . a court of record 184*
ErpHiNSTONE Hist. Ind I 327 Each has its market day,
and its annual fairs and festivals 1857 Mrs Carlyle
Lett. II. 315 A mere cattle fair; no booths with toys and
sweeties 1870 E PeacockRalfSkirl II 145 The summer
fair had long gone by
b phr. A day after thefair too late

1348 Hall Chron 218 b, A daie after the feire, as the com
mon proverbe saieth 1676 Etheredge Man ofMode in 1,

You came a day after the fair x88a P. Fitzgfrald Recreat
Lit Mag (1883) ss It would be the day after the fair

c transf Applied to a f bazaar ’ or collection

of goods to be sold to raise money for a charitable

purpose. Chiefly mfancy-fair (see Fancy a. 1 d),

church-fair (U S.)

1876 W. A Butler Mrs Limbed's Ruffle 1 x8 A church
fr

,
ni\ fair, l-.fhl, a’ af- s— — r

n,:acr—Tnarcc
L _,t .1 1 L.'

1
1 f ll >ilL> . . Ii.

2 tv tf f< it * "/-);'// y
-place, -stead, -time, -town

; fair-like adj
;
fau-

going a,, going to a fair
;
fair-keeper, (a) one

who has a stall, etc
,
at a fair

; (b) an officer

charged with the maintenance of order at a fair.
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1862 H, Marryat Year in Sweden II 385 On the village-

green stand moss grown ^fair-booths 1568 Grafton Citron,

II 431 He .tooke the towne ofPeples on their *fayre day
1678 Bunyan Pilgr 122 The Prince of Princes went
through this Town upon a Pair-day 177* Wesley frnl
28 June, It being the fair day 1801 Bloomfield Rural T
(1802) 6 Many a kind *Fair-going face *851 Mas Brown-
ino Casa Gwdi Windows 123 The world, has grownA Fair-
going world 1881 Echo 9 J uly 3/j 1 he Munster pig buyers
have peremptorily refused to buy on the *fair-ground of Sir
Henry Becher 1708 Lond Gaz No 4398/3 The * Fair-
keepers resorting to the Two Fairs held m Bristol. 1864
A. McKay Hist Kilmarnock 106 The guard, 01

4
fair-

keepers' .were supplied with ale, etc , at the expense of the
town. 1577-87 Holinshed Citron. II 21/2 The *fairlike

markets kept m Dublin 1705 Snorting Mag V 39 A
battle was fought in the *fair-pface 1657 Reeve God’s Plea.
166 Merchandize is the Nations Head-servant sent out
to all the eaith, as to a generall Market, and *fairstead to
huy her provisions 1467 in Eng Gilds (1870) 384 In the
*feyre tyme ij d 1602 Cabew Cornwall 122 a, Camelford,
a market and *Fayre (but not faire) towne.

Fair (ie-a), a, and sb 2 Forms : a 1 f®ger,
(feegir), 2 Orm faggerr, (3 fseier, -iger, -it,

fager, faiger, £013er), 2-6 feir, -yT, feier, -yer,

5-7 faire, -yr(e, 5 feire, -yre, 3-6 faier, -yer, (5
fayir), 4-7 far(e, 2-fair. &. 2-3 veir, (3 vasger,
veger, veieger), 3-4 vair, -yr. £Com. Teutonic

:

OE. fseger = OS. fagar, OHG /agar, ON. fagr
(Sw , Da. fager), Ooth.fagrs OTeut *fagro-zI\

A adj (In all the older senses formerly used
antithetically withfoul This is now obs. or arch.
exc with the sbs weather, means.)

I. Beautiful

1 Beautiful to the eye
;
of pleasing form or ap-

pearance; good-looking Phrases, Fair to see

(arch ) , fair andfree (obs or arch ).
No longer in colloquial use

, in literature very common,
hut slightly arch or rhetorical

a. of persons
;

chiefly with reference to the
face

;
in mod use, almost exclusively of women

Also of the body or its parts.
c888 K. /Elfred Boeth xxxu § 2 Swa faexer swaswa Alci-

biades waes a 1000 Caedmon’s Gen 457 O^-Sset he Adam,
gearone funde and his wif somed, freo faegroste c 1200
Ormin 6392 patt an wass swij>e fa^err wif £1205 Lay 3886
He wes wis he wes faeir Ibid 25305 pa ueie3ereste wifmen,
c 1250 Gen Ex 2659 So faqer he was on to sen 1207 R.
Glouc (1724) 66 Fairor womman nas po non Ibid 556
Vairore foie ne mijt be, ]>an wi(? him was Jiere a 1300 Cur-
sorM 4223 (Cott.) Ioseph was fre ana feir c 1320 Sir
Eeues 538 Ne non, so faire limes hade I c 1385Chaucer LG W 613 Cleopatras, Sche was fayr as is the Rose in May
*398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. v xvm (1495) 123 Yf the
chynne be proporcyonate to the foreheed, it makyth it fare
a 1400-50 Alexander 601 pe fax on his faire hede was ferly
to schawe c 1435 Torr Portugal 782 My dowghttyr gente
That ys so feyer and fre 1548 Hall Chron. 166 b, In this
trobleous season was y® quene delivered at Westmynster
of a fayre sonne 1553 T Wilson Rhet (1580)40A Gentle-
woman . faire of bodie. 1603 Shaks Ham. 1 i 47 That
Faire and Warlike forme *667 Milton P L. iv 324 The
fairest of her Daughters Eve 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg
iv 760 His Head, from his fair Shoulders tom 1810 Scott
Lady ofL 11 xxv, Of stature fan 1832 Tennyson Sisters,
The earl was fair to see 1864— Aylmer’s F. 681 Fair as
the Angel that said

4 Hail I

'

fig 187* R B Vaughan Life T Aquinas II 639 The
noblest and fanest spirits of beautiful, wicked Athens

D. Applied to women, as expressing the quality
characteristic of their sex So, Thefair sex (= Fr.
le beau sexe), afair one.
c 1440 York Myst xlvi 259 Ifwe bynde ou3te pat faire one

in fere nowe 1599 Minsheu Dial Sp St Eng (1623) 5 Whatfrom our faire neighbour? Yea Sir Well they are from a
cleanlywoman 1638 Baker ti. Balzac'sLett II 92, 1 can
“y meanes approve the ambition ofyour fayre neighbour
[1065 Boyle Occas Reft, v. ix (1675) 329 Persons of the
fairer sex] 1711 Shaftesb Charac (1737) I. 331 The con-
fessing lover ascribes all to the bounty of the fair-one
tjaaAdv Capt. R Boyle 48 A Note which my fair Con e-
spondent had taken Opportunity ofleaving 173a Berkeley
Alctwvr 11 §24 The fair sex have now nothing to do but
dress and paint 1798 Ferriar Illustr Sterne v. 155 My
lair readers must excuse me 1800 Med Jrnl III 442These melancholy cases, spread a general alarm over a

1edjstnctamongthefeirsex 1825A Cunningham
Wet Sheet Flowing Sea ‘

10 O for a soft and gentle wind 1

l heard a fair one cry,

absol with plural sense.
1700 Dryden Fablesflock $ Fox 624What will not Beaux

attempt to please the Fair ? 1777 W Dalrymele Trav Sp.
v *Ofta xvjii. At chuach the fan carry the appearance of
saints.

c. of abstractions personified.
IV 24 There, stnpt, fair Rhet'ric lan-

guish d on the ground 1750 Gray Elegy, Epitaph i, Fair
science frown d not on his humble birth 1764 Goldsm.Trim 365 Fair Freedom, taught to feel The rabble'sra8?‘

_

t d used in courteous or respectful address
£1350 Will Paleme 4596 Faire fader, bi mi feib foldi se

CX>
ffj

Ierl/1 9 Ffeire s
„
uster ye ought not to come

?P 1
j .r

ace
« 13 Feyresone, foryoure sake shall I suffir

thedeth. 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 92/3 Ha faire sues he was
*S3»

t
Palsgr 218/2 Fayresyr, bean sue.

£-.^
T0N£hrln 11 a°3 Ye b® welcome fayre sister,

With my fayre Nephew your sonne 1588 Shaks. Z. L LV
!i.

310 Faire s,r
> saue you,

T e of animals Hence m Hunting use applied
distinctively to a roebuck of the fifth year Obs

”4 Banter is an wilde der. Is non fairereon werlde her 1382 Wyclif Jer xlvi. 30 The she calf fair

and shapli Egipt 1486 Bk. St.AIban s A vj b, This is a fayr
hawke 1535 Coverdale fudges v 10 Ye that ride upon
fayie Asses 1576 Fleming Panopl Eptst 401 A sea Gull
among a sort of faire swannes 1664 Power Exp Philos
1 1 In it [the flea] are two fair eyes X728 Pope Dune, n 41
A partridge plump, full-fed and fan. 1820 Scott Abbot
i, The fairest held m the Halidome.

£ of inanimate things.
Beowulf 773 On hrusan ne feol fager foldbold c 1x75

Lamb Horn 25 He bi& al swa is an eppel iheoweS, he bio
\vi3-uten feire and frakel wiS-innen. c taoo Trm Coll. Horn
185 A faier bode inne to wunien C1290 .S’ Eng Leg I

48/42 A fayr wode m deorsete a 1300 Cursor M, 32511
(Cott

)
pe sun es be fauest on to loke at middni-time

c 1340 Ibid 2468 (Trim ) A fair cuntre pe Horn ran pourje
feire to se <1x400-50 Alexander 1541 On hys heued a
hoge fair myter. X495 Act n Hen VII, c 16 Preamb ,

Divers tenementes and feier places bilded ther. 1526 Pilgr
Perf (W de W 1531) 46 He brynge foith euery yere fayre
floures 1548 Hall Chron 87 The fayre toune of Com-
paigne. 1596 Shaks Tam Shr, Induct 1 46 Carrie him
to my fauest Chamber 1658 Vestry BKs (Surtees) 324 He
hath already a fayre and large pew in the church 1710
Hearne Collect (Oxf. Hist Soc.) Ill 88 He presented Ins
Majesty with a fair guilt Cup 1710 Dl Foe Crusoe (1858)
422 The same wicker work, but much fairer 1799 Wordsw
4She dwelt' Wks (18S8) 115/1 A violet Fair as a star, when
only one Is shining in the sky 1808 Scorr Marm 1 1,

Tweed’s fair river, broad, and deep 18x9 Shllli'y Cenct
v iv. 104 Awakening earthquake, o’er whose couch Even
now a city stands, strong, fair and flee 1842 Barham
Ingot. Leg ,Ingol Penance

,

The Ingoldsby lands are broad
and fair. 1849 Buskin Sev Lamps vi § 20 182 A fair
building is worth the ground it stands on

g of appearance, visible qualities, arrangement,
etc.

c X175 Cott Horn 219 HI alle wurSon awende of ban Rare
hiwe £1340 Cursor M, 4225 {Tim ) pi godenes & pi feiie
hew. £1400 Rom. Rose 3613 As faire semblaunt thanne
shewed he me As afom diddehe 1335 Coverdale Judith
xvi 7 Iudith. with hir fayre bewtye hath discomfited lnm.
1563 Shuts A rclut. D nj b, Ye may finde a faire diminishing
as 1 have said before 1867 Miss Braddon Rupert Godwin
I 1 1 The Captain and his wife were bothm the fairest prime
of middle age
h In various plant names, as Pair Days,

Grass, tbe Goose-grass {Potentilla ansenna) ;

Fair in sight, the Blue-bell. See also FAIR maid
1578 Lyte Dodoms 11 xxm 175 These floures [Blue bells]

be now called Fayre in sight. 1884 Miller Plant-n 42/2
Fair Grass, or Fair Days, Potentilla anserina

f 2. Of sounds, odours, etc. : Agreeable, delight-
ful Obs.
a 1000 Caedmon's Exod 566 (Gr.) Se&nas stodon on Lexeme
sweg 13 , E, E. Alht. P. A. 46 A fayr leflayr jet fio hit

t o. Desirable, reputable. Oos.
£1380 Wyclif A*/ Wks. Ill 144 Ffeyre hit is to haue a

son. £ 1386 Chaucer Prol. 312 (Harl MS) He hadde
1-made many a faire manage X393 Langl P PI C. xxii
28-9 To be cald a knyght is fair To be cald a kyng is
fairour 1650 Fuller Ptsgah iv viu 134 His two sons who
slew him, got exile, too fair a reward for so foul a Patricide
1676 Etheredge Man ofMode n u, E’ne let him go, a fair
riddance.

b Of an amount, an. estate, fortune, etc . Con-
siderable, 4 handsome liberal
a 1240 Ureisun in Cott Horn 199 pu schalt me a ueir dol

of heoueriche blisse 1642 R Carpenter Experience iv
*u XR\The imagination performeth a faire deale more in
‘he Table, than the painter 1654 Sir E. Nicholas in
N. Papers (Camden) Ix 88 A faire fortune is come to our
countryman Sir Chi Wrey 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II
112 Scotland, since her sovereigns had succeeded to afairer
inheritance, had been independent only in name 1859
Jephson Brittany xvm 289 Giles, to whom a fan heritage
was no less agreeable than a fan wife

+4 Of language, diction : Elegant Hence
fair speaker Obs
CXJ80 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 141 If hise

iant‘G,hrist s] elerkis cunne speke fayre latyne. 1398 Trevisa
Earth DeP R. xv Ixvm (1495) 514 Men of Grecia were
tayr and moost grete spekers £1425 Wyntoun Cron ix

i° To tret a matere in fare Dyte 0x440Promp Parv
140 Fayre spekar, orator 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Victes 145 It was translated into right good and favr
emrhssh J

5 . Of external manifestations, words, promises :

Attractive or pleasing at the first sight or hearing

;

specious, plausible, flattering
a xooo Caedmon’s Gen 899 (Gr ) Me nsedre beswac . Purh

faesii word axxoo Vices £ Virtues (1888) 11 Ic habbe
beswiken rmn emensten mid faire wordes <1x300 CursorM 24824 (Cott) Wit hightes fair he wan pair will 1362
Langl. P PI A, n 23 Fauuel with fen speche hah brouuthem to gedere £1400 Laiifrcmc's Cirurg, 173 He mote
be war 'pal faire biheste ne veyn gloue ne coveitise ne
bigile him not 1473 Warkw Chron 7 By fayre speche the

^?eS
5
aped oute tbe Bisshoppys handes 1538 Starkey

Eiigtand h u. 191 By hys dyssymulatyon and lare wordys
[he] was mterteynyd in a long sute 1568 Grafi on Chron.
11 17 A fayre speaker, and a deepe dissembler. x6xx Bible
Gal, vi 12 Many dMire to make a faire shew in the flesh
r»S3 H More Antid, Ath. in ix (1712) 115 A fair Talewas made to the Pastor of the Parish 1695 CongreveLovefor Love iv. xui, After all your fair speeches , andTossing, and hugging 1873 Burton Hist. Scot V. lvi 12sHe has fallen away from all his fair promises 2875 Jowett

words and fgrdLS.
* ^ ple"ty °f braVe

b. Proverbs

w£lX i?
Fain a xs7? Gascoigne Fnntes WarreWks 154 Fayre wordes make fooles fayne 1593 Drayton

Wv™ 1*
4 Fair words make fools’, repheth he again 1676WycherleyPI Dealers jii, Fair woids butter no cabbage

II. 0 Of complexion and bair : Light as op-
posed to daik
App not of vei y early origin In the context of mu first

quot 4 biown ' and 4 fout ' are treated as equivalent
X551 T Wilson Logile 1 1 580) 34 b, I shall mame a fane

woman a biowne woman 1554 J. Wallis in Songs <3

Ball (Ro\b, i860) 146 [Women are] Fearaie than the flowei
delyce, Kuddye as the lose. 1604 Shaks Oth 1 in 3qi
Your Son-111 law is farre more bane then Blacke a x66x
luLLiit U orthu's (1840) III 39a Negroes have then ht.tu-
ties as well as fan folk 1697 Drydi n J'irg. Past x. 58
Are Violets not sweet, because not fail ? 1774 Goldsm. Hat
Hist. (1776) II 232 In all legions, the children are bom
fair, or at least led 1803 Med fml X. 547 Pusons who
have the fairest skin. 1864 Ti nnyson Aylmeds /'. 193 His
[face] Sear'd by the close ecliptic, was not fan,

III Free from blemish or disfigurement.

+ 7 Of fruit, flesh, etc. : Sound, free from disease
or specks. Obs.
c X400 Lanft anc’s Citutg, 93 be fleisch is maad fairer pan

it was tofore c 1450 "Jwo Coohery-bls. 83 Take fane lawe
parcelly 1669 Worudgi Syst Ague. (1681) 165 The
unrest may be kept for Seed, as btfore of Cairots 1671
Eng Rogue IV xi 204 [Street cry] Fair Oranges,—Fair
Lemons c 1770 Mrs. Ui assl Compl. Confectioner 6 Take
the fairest and firmest pippins.

8.

ta. Of things 111 general: Clean, unsoiled,
xmstamed. Of paper : Not written upon, un-
used. Obs.
c X420 Liber Cocornm (1862) 39 Put hit in cofyns J»at bene

fayre c 1450 Two Cookery.bks. 82 Put )>e pork on a fane
spitte 1552 Bk Com l'tayer Communion, A fajie white
lynnen clothe 1660 Bovi r New Exp Phys Met/i xuvi.
(1C82) 142, I took a fair glass siphon. X703 M Mari in IV
Islands Scot 278 They [the hones] were fair and diy. X737
Wlsliy Wks. (1872) I, 46 A papei book; all the leaves
thereof were fair, except one. x8oo Hi kschli. »n Phil
Trans. XC. 529 The vanes are covered with a piu e of fair
white paper.

b. Of water: Clean, pure. Now 1 are. f Of
colour : Clear, not cloudy.
£1340 CwsorM 30312 (Fanf ) Ho wnsslied hir lwdi in

faire water, c 2440 Douce MS. 55 fol, 10 Bray hem in a
niorter small with feyre water 1577 B. Gooca tleicsbach’s
Husb. m (1586) xai Most Bullockes desue a faire cleere
water. 1655 Culpeiter Rivet ties 1 xi 43 Fair water may
suffice to wash the Feet. X663 Gluuifr Counsel xo8 As led
as the fauest Vermilion 1669 ukmy Manned* Mag. v.
65 Gun-powder of a faire A/lire colour is very good 1727
A Hamilton NesoAcc E Ind II xxxvi. 43 A Dish of Rice
boiled 111 fair Water. 1756 BuuKr S'jebl .) It 111 xvn, Tin-
colours of beautiful bodies must not he dusky or muddy, hut
clean and fair *8x6 bi on Anttq xxyvi, A glass of fan
water 1858 O W. Hoi mi s Ant Break/ t. (188j) 3 The
rinsings spoil a draught of fair water.

c. Of handwnting : Neat, clear, legible. Fair
copy' a transcript free from corrections. Cf.
Clean a. 3 c. See Faik-copy.

.
i697 Damtor Voy (169B) I 355 This Letter was written

in a very fair hand, 1709 Hi auni Collect, (0\f Hist hoc )“ =*» A fair copy of the Statutes. 1828 Cm i bkookuMm

.

Ess. (1873) I 518 Let him appoint, as scribe, one whose
hand-writing is fair, etc. 1844 Dicklns Mart. Chits . 1, A
fair copy of his draft of the catalogue,
d Phrase Cf. Clfan 3 d.

X562 J HkyutOoi) Prov 4 Ffiigr (1867) 64 Except ha
maide shewe a fayre paire of heeles 1630 Wadsworth
Bp Pilgr. vtu 83, I shewed them a faire pane of heeles
e Of a line, curve, or surface Fiee from rough-

nesses or irregulanties ; smooth, even Now chiefly
Naut

hym in a fayr playn 1577 B. Gooot Heresbach's Hush 1

(1586) 42 b, ihe floore must be fayre and smoothc made.
£1850 Amum Navig (\Veale)xi7 Fair, a term to denote
the evenness or regularity of a curve or line x888 Longi
in Scnbn. Mag III 424 Fan surfaces have fallen into
neglect nowadays, our present fancy being for wrinkled or
blotchy surfaces.

9. Of character, conduct, reputation : Free from
moral stain, spotless, unblemished. Also in phrase
to standfair.
c 1X75 Lamb Horn 137 ZEunc mon he ledetS feir hf and

clene, £1200 Erin Coll Horn 85 Mame swo ledden here
hf bat te bmmmnge was fair, and te middel fairere, and te
ende alie fairest £1330 R. Brunnl Chron. (1810) r4 Ailnkwas a duke of faire fame* x6y6 Hali-. Contempt i* 47 A

serene, and fair Conscience a 1704 T Brown TwoOxford Scholars Wks 1730 I, 6 The poor painful priest
standing fair m the Opinion of the neighbourhood X724Earl Oxford in Swift's Lett (i76B)IV 64 This personhad the fairest and most unexceptionable character. x8xq

1 =9,3 My fair fame 189* F. Hall inNationjyt.Y ) LV, 4xi/2 lothe detriment of his fair fame
10. Of conduct, actions, arguments, methods

:

F ree from bias, fraud, or injustice
, equitable, legi-

timate Hence of persons : Equitable; not taking
undue advantage; disposed to concede every reason-
able claim. Of objects . That may be legitimately
aimed at; often in fair game, fig. See Fair and
square, Fair trade.
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PAIR, 27 PAIR.
Paley HorsePmu Rom u 18 [It] is rendered a fair subject
of presumption iSifi Bentham Chrestom 296 In that cha-
racter it becomes fair game for ridicule 1839 T Attwood
Sp in Ho Com 14 June, They only ask for a fair day's
wages for a fair day’s work 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng
I 567 The king would fall by fair fighting and not by
murder 1854 H Rogers Ess II 1 10 The fairest of all

contioversial antagonists 1870 Max Muller Sc Rehg
(1873) 150 note, It is but fair to state 1885 Law Tunes
28 Mar 388/2 A fair account should be given 1886 Pall
MallG 27 Oct 3/2 ‘Fair houses 1 e firms where the rules

of the Union are followed.

b Of conditions, position, etc Affording an
equal chance of success, not unduly favourable

or adverse to either side. Phrase, A fairfield and
nofavour.
*711 Puckle Club 22 note, Supposing both box and dice

fair, gamesters have the peep, eclipse, thumbing 177*
Franklin Autobiog Wks 1840 I 60, I was now on a fair

footing with them 1845 James A Neil I vn 143 That
would not matter if the ground were fair 1883 E Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh 202 He asked only for a fair

field and a clear course

C. Fairplay upright conduct m a game ; equity

m the conditions or opportunities afforded to a
player ; transf. upright conduct, equitable condi-

tions of action generally

*595 Shaks John v 1 67 Shall we vpon the footing of
our land, Send fayre-play-orders, and make comprimise
Ibid v. 11 1 18 According to the faire-play of the world, Let
me haue audience 1630 R Johnson's Kvigd 4 Comntw
A ij b, Some name him when they quote him ; and thats

faire play 1669 Marvell Corn cxxvi Wks 1872-5 II 287
To give the fairest play to him 1744 Berkeley Let Tar-
water § 2t Give this medicine fair play *824 Scorr Red-
gauntlet xx, Fair play’s a jewel 1844 Disraeu Comngsty
iv v, To prevent his fine manners having their fair play
1882 C M. Yonge Unknown to Hist xxxvi, Fear of tne
future shut his eyes to all sense ofjustice and fair play

11. Expressing moderate commendation Free
from grave objection; of tolerable though not
highly excellent quality

,
‘ pretty good . Of

amount or degree : Adequate though not ample

;

* respectable
5
.

[1795 Burke Corr. (1844) IV 317 The course taken by the
enemy often becomes a fair rule of action ] i860 Tyndall
Glac 1 xviu 133 Fair glacier work was now before us 1870
Lubbock ting. Cvailiz 11. (1875) 37 Very fair drawings of
animals. 1873 Black Pr 1 hide xxm 385 A pretty fair

notion of what had happened 1874 Gkfen Short Hist vi

304 Edward the Sixth, was a fair scholar in both the classical

languages. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life x v 388 A person
in fair health. 18 R. Kipling Ratlway Folk 56 A fair

number of old soldiers

b. In school reports, marking a passable degree

of excellence.
1861 V Lushington in Working Men's Coll Mag. 149

Power to refuse the required certificate of school-attendance,

unless the school is
1
fair’ for the purpose intended

IV. Favourable , benign
;
unobstructed.

12. Of the weather Favourable, not wet or

stormy. Also with some notion of sense 1 . Fine,

bright, sunny Now sometimes contrasted with

fine, as ‘ the weather was fair, but not fine ’.

c 1205 Lay 7594 Heo haefden swiSe fair weder c 1450 St
Cwthbert (Surtees) 1077 His seruands on a day fayre Bare
him with oute to take pe ayre 1535 Coverdale Ecclus 111

15 Thy synnes also shall melt awaye, like as the yse my0

fayre warme wether 1611 Bible Matt xvi 2 It will he
faire weather for the skie is red a 1671 R. Bohun Disc
Wmd 122 At Surat, Malabar . and that coast of India, is

the fair season till March *7x5 Berkeley Ess. Guardian
v Wks III 161 Fair weather is the joy ofmy soul 1781

Cowper Anti-Thelypthora 71 October , mild and fair as

May 1867 Ouida C Castlemaine (1879) 6 The morning
was fair and cloudless

+ b. Fair day,
daylight = Broad day, day-

light.
c 1450 Merlin 610 It was than feire day 1523Ld Berners

Frotss I cclxv 392 It was faire day or he coude get into

the right waye. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621)308 It

was yet scarce fair day, when the armies began again

the battell 1605 Shaks Leans vn 52 Where am I? I jure

day light?

c. fig ,
esp. in phrases, *}* To makefair weather

to, with . to curry favour with. + To make itfair

with . to deal complaisantly with
c 1380 WYCLir Set Wks III 365 Crist wolde not make

it fair wfl> J>es ordris. 1598 Marston Sco Villame 1 139
Ixion makes faire weather vnto love 1625 Bacon Ess ,

Friendship (Arb ) 173 Frendship maketh indeed a faire Day
m the Affections, from Storme and Tempests 1687 R
L’Estrange Ankw Hiss 5 The Roman Cathohques are

making Fair Weather with the Dissenters 1866 Crump
Banking ix 217 For fair weather the Act of 1844 works

13. Of the wmd Favourable to a ship’s course

1* To comefair

.

to become favourable.

£1384 ChaucerH Fame 1967 Of faire wyndes and eke of

tempestes 1593 Shaks Rich II, 11 11 123 The wind sits

fair for news to go to Ireland 1665 Sir T Herbert Trav.
(1677) 386 So soon, as the wind came fair aboard away we
went 1790 Beatson Nav. 4 Mil Mem 374 To proceed,,

with the first fair wind 1879 Beerbohm Patagonia 1 A fair

wind . soon brought us dose to our destination.

14. Giving promise of success ;
* likely to suc-

ceed ’
(J.) , likely, promising, advantageous, suit-

able. Of a star, omen . Propitious Phrases,

+ To be
,
seem, stand fair for, or to with inf , To

be m a fair way ^ of tot, to have a good chance

of (doing, obtaining, or reaching something).

1375 BarbourBruce xvn 837 To se quhethir fayr war him

till To ly about the toun all still c 1400 Destr Troy 1119
Now fraist we before how fairest wille be £1550 Lloyd
Treas Health (1585)8 Ther is no better nor no fayrer
cure 1588 Shaks L L L iv 1 10 A stand where you
may make the fairest shoote 1596— Merck V 11 1 20
Your selfe stood as faire As any commer For my affec-
tion 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 113 They let slip
that so faire an opportunity as 1618 Raleigh Ess (1650)
E v, The Caliphes obteined a mighty Empire, which was
in faire way to have enlarged 1642 Rogers Naaman ji
Many more who might seeme faire for it [the grace of
God] 1655 Sir E Nicholas in N Papers (Camden) II

197 Cardinal Francisco Barbarmi is beheued to stand fair
to be elected pope 1669 Baxter Call to Unconverted iv,

How fair you are for everlasting salvation. 1676 Wiseman
Surg v ix 386, I presently looked for the jugular veins
opened the fairest, and took away a dozen ounces of blood
1678 Bunyan Pitgr i 29, I once was, as I thought, fair for
the Coelestial City 1683 Dryden Vind Dk ofGntse, The
first play I undertook was the Duke of Guise, as the fairest

way of setting forth the rise of the late rebellion 1757
Burke Abrtdgm, Eng Hist Wks 1842 II 563 The crown,
to which he had such fair pretensions 18x4 D H. O’Brien
Captiv 4- Escape 101 Being at last m a fair way of suc-
ceeding £ 1820 Shelley Homeds Hymn to Castor 20 Fair
omen of the voyage 1822 — Tnum ofLife 256 The star
that ruled his doom was far too fair 1848 Macaulay Hist
Eng II. 551 A fair prospect of reaching their destination

*t“b Afair day • success in battle. Obs.
1548 Hall Citron 76 b, A famous victory and a faire daie.

1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 602 The Egiptians thought
to haue had a faire day at them 1600 Holland Livy vi

xxxn 239 They [the Romans] were but only in some
good hope of having a fair day of their enemies.

+ c To have the fairer (of) : to get the better

01 upper hand of Obs
*375 Barbour Bruce x. 77 Thair ennymyes Had all the

fayrer off the fycht c 1400 Destr Tioy 6882 pe troiens

be fairer of be fyght in be feld had. Ibid 7990 If it falle

me by fortune the feirer to haue

15.

Of a means or procedure, and of language •

Gentle, peaceable, not violent. + Of the coun-
tenance Benignant, kindly + Of death : Easy,
' natural ’

; without violence
In fair means the adj. can also have the sense xo, and

sometimes has a mixed sense

1340-70 A lex 4- Dmd 45 He wolde fare wib his folk in
a faire wise To bi-holden here hom & non harmwirke 1548
HallC/mwi 176 Determining eitherby force or fayre meanes,
to brine their purpose to a conclusion. 1603 Knolles Hist
7W£r(i6ax) xx6i With a faire countenance, and a majestie
full of mildnesse hee . sought to appease them Ibid
1332 To seduce men either by force or faire persuasion

1659 B Harris Partvals IronAge xoi Ferdinand thought
it his duty to draw, either by fair meanes or foul, all his
Subjects to the Roman Catholick Religion 1671 Milton
Samson 688 Not only dost remit To life obscur’d, which
were a fair dismission, c x68o Hiciceringill Hist Wlnggism
Wks (1716) I 74 The Lord Treasurer Weston dyed of his
fair death, flying beyond Sea

<
1703 Maundeell Joum

Jems (1732) 9 Try first by fair means *704 J Logan in

Pa. Hist Soc Mem IX. 292,

1

have used both fair and foul

words 1832 Lander Adv Niger I 111 160 They en-
deavoured to obtain her by fair means.

10 Free from obstacles; unobstructed, open
*5*3 Fitzherb Hush § 19 The waye is lyke to be fajre

and drye 1603 Knolles Hist 'lurks (1621) 60 A faire

breach for the Christians to enter 16** Bacon Hen VII
12 Left faire to interpretation eyther way. 1665 Boyle
Occas Refl Table of Contents, His horse stumbling in

a very fair way. 1670 Narborough Jml in Acc Sev. Late
Voy (1711) I 79 Keep the South-shore tn fair view 1682

Bunyan Holy War v, They made a fair retreat 17x2 W
Rogers Voy 49 Go out on the other side which I think
is the fairest Outlet. 1768 J Byron Narrative 10 The sea
making a fair breach over her. *8x6 J Wilson City of
Plague in. iv, Keep back . so that each man may have A
fair view of the pit. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1 12 The
fairest though farthest way about is the nearest way home

17 Open to view, plainly to be seen, clear, dis-

tinct Now chiefly dial.

*577 B. Googd HeresbacKs Hitsb iv (1586) 157 b, The
white . ate alwaies the fairest marke in a Hawke, or a
Bussardes eie 1633 P Fletcher Pwple Isl v, Fair on
the face [God] wrote the index of the mind 1665 Boyle
Occas Refl iv xix (1675) 282 The fairer and wider Marks
that may he hit in many maces 1671 Grew Anat Plants
1. 11 § 8 Although in all places of the Root they are visible,

yet most fair and open about the filamentous Exti emities of
some Roots 1817 Tennyson Pnnc 11 305 All her thoughts

fair within her eyes *877 N, W Line Gloss s v

,

Lincoln Minster’s fair to see fra Barton field

18. Comb, chiefly paiasynthetic, as,fair anklcd,
-born

,

-cheeked,
-coloured

,
-complexioned, -condi-

tioned, -eyed, -featured
,
fortuned, fronted, -horned,

-maned, -minded (hence fair-mindedness'), -na-

tured, -outsided, -reputed
,
-sized, -skinned, -spaced,

speeched
,

-tongued
,

-tressed, -vtsaged, -weatheied,

-zoned.

1875 Lot.Gr, Pandora vi, Zeus like a swan flies to 4fair-

ankled Leda ’ 1830 Brewster Edm Cycl VII 1 49/2
The *fair born children of Negroes 1870 Bryant Iliad I

1 9 Let the *fair-cheeked maid Embark, Chryseis 1757
Dyer Fleece m 154 *Fair-colour’d threads, a 1773 Ld
Lyttleton Wks 1776 I. 189 A very pretty, *fair-com-

plexioned girl 1866 Carlyle Remut 1. 139 She was of the

fair-complexioned .and comely type 1634 Laud Wks. (i860)

VII 02 A very honest, **fair-conditioned man 1591 Greenf
Maidens Dreams xi, *Fair-ey’d pity in his heart did dwell

1630DRAYTON MusesElysium, Noah’s Flood 270The bull

to the ark brings on the fair-ey'd cow. a *845 Hood Lamia
v. 30, 1 thoughtThis fair-eyed day would never see you fiom
me 1 1850 Mrs Browning Poems II. 30 0 *fair-featured

maids *847 James Convict iv, I was once as prosperous

and as *fair-fortuned as himself 1830 Tennyson Clear-

headedFi tend 12 *Fair-fiontecl Truth shall droop not now
*777 R Potttr AEschylud Supplicants 324 Does Jove
approach her in this *fair-horn’d state ? 1632 Massinger
& Field Fatal Dowry iv. i, I pick my choice Of all

their *fair-maned mares. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886)

187 An honest and ^fair-minded man’s own instincts 1853
Lynch Self-Impnrv iv g6 Discipline for temper and ^fair-

mindedness 1634 Ford P Wai beck v h, Young Bucking-
ham is a *fatr natured pnnee 1637 Rutherford Lett
lxxxvui (1862; I 227 A blasted and sunburnt flowei, even
this plastered, *fair-outsided world 1795 J Fawcett Art
of War 4 In the number rank'd Of *fair-reputed callings
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at tixf iv (1889) 30 They were
*fair-sized rooms furnished plainly hut well 1827 G
Higgins Celtic Druids 98 The*fair-sktnned tribe ofmartial
Germans 1820 Keats Lamia n 273 Now no azure vein
Wander'd on *fair-spaced temples 1567 Drant Horace'
Epist 11 l. Giv, This *fayre speachde queaie 1805 T.
Holcroft Mem B Perdue I 16 Fair-speeched gentlemen
as they are 1842 Faber Stynan Lake 345 He is a *favr-

tongued knight 1870 Bryant Iliad I ix 288 Angry with
me for the sake Of a Tair-tressed wanton. 1607 Walking-
ton Optic Glass xv (1664) 157 He was comely and *fatr-

visag’a, 1630 R. Johnson’s Kingd 4- Commm 642 The
Country [Brazil] is *faire weathered. 1768 Life § Adv
Sir Barth. Sapskull 1 50 Suppose they have fair-weather’d
countenances. 1725 Pope Odyss xxm 142 *Fair-zon'd
damsels form the sprightly dance
b Special comb. + fair-chance, some kind of

game or lottery
,
fair-curve (see quot ) , fair-fash.-

loned a, Sc ‘ having great appearance of discre-

tion without the reality
;
having great complaisance

of maimer ’( Jam ) ; fair-hair. Sc.= Pax(y-wax (y ,

fair-handed a
,
(a) + of a horse (see quot. 1614),

(p) having well-formed hands
,
fair-walling (see

quot. 1886); fair-world, ‘a good time, state of
prosperity’ (W)
*755 Mem Capt P Drake II xi 235 A Pharaoh Table

Cards, and a *Fair Chance being ready 1775 Ash, *Fair-
curve [printed fair-carve) 1823 Crabb Technol Diet
s v , A Fair-Curve, in delineating ships, is a winding line
whose shape is varied according to the part of the ship
it is intended to describe. 18x6 Scott Old Mart v, ' Hegh,
sirs, sae ’’fair-fashioned as we are 1 ’ 1823 Eliza Logan St
Johnstoun II 195

1 Ye are aye sae fair-fashioned there’s

scarce ony saying again’ ye ’ 16T4 MarIZham Cheap
Hush 6 Observe in any wise to have them [mares] *fayre-
handed, that is, good head, necke, breast, and shoulders
1728-46 Thomson Spring 528 Fair handed Spring unbosoms
every grace. 1886 S W Line Gloss

,

*Fair-wallmg, the
level, smoothly-built masonry or brickwork above the
roughly built foundations, a 1674 Milton (W ), They
think it was never *fair-world with them since

B. sb 2 [The adj. used absol or elhpticcdly ]
1. That which is fair (in senses of the adj ) ;

the

fair side or face
;
also m phrases, By (soft and)

fair’ by fair means. For (foul nor) fair . for fair

words or treatment.
In the expressions Fair befall and the like the word

admits of being taken either as sb or adv The advb sense
is prob original (see Fair adv 6 b), but cf quot 1423 below
*393 Langl. P PI C. X 85 To tuine ]>e fayre outwarde.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q cxc, hair and lufe befall The nycht.
mgale *456 How Wise Man taught Son 151 in Had E,
P. P (1864) 175 [Be] soft and fayre men make tame Hert
and bak 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour (1868) 6 A lorde
wolde haue a gentille woman, hi faire or be force 1592
Shaks Rom 4* Jul. 1 111 90 'Lis much pride For faire

without, the faire within to hide x6xi — Cymb 1 vi 37
Canwe not Partition make , Twixt faire, and foule ? 1627-47
Feltham Resolves 429 Their blacke tongue can never spot
the faire of virtue. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv x, No-
thing short of the fair and honourable, will satisfy the

delicacy of their minds. X864 Tennyson Eh Ard 529
After .frequent interchange of foul and fair.

b. colloq. To seefair

=

1 to see fair play’

1837 Dickens Piclew xxv. (C. D ed ) 218 If you will step

in there Mr Weller will see fair 1891 Daily News ix Mar
5/2 The police came up to see fair between both sides

2. One of the fair sex, a woman
,
esp. a beloved

woman. Now arch, orpoet
1423 Jas. I Ktngts Q, lxvi, That faire vpward hir eye

Wold cast C1489 Caxton Blasichai dyn xxiv 84 The
fayer jj" proude pucell 1590 Shaks Mids N 1 1 182 0
happie faire 1 Your eyes areloadstarres 1638 Ford Lady's
1 nal iil i, The best, though call em Faires, fines, and
homes, are but flesh and blood. 1647 Crashaw Poems 146
Say, hng’rmg fair 1 why comes the birth Of your brave soul

so slowly forth? 1747 Gentl Mag Apr (Ld Lovat's
Execution), No fair forgets the rum he has done 1847
L. Hunt Men, Women, 4- B I x 177 Pursuing his fair m
a solitary street 1876 Blackie Songs Rehg 4 Life 169
Some prouder fair hath humbled Thy proud passion

transf 1697 Dryden Viig Georg m, 202 Produce him
to the Fair ,

And join in Wedlock to the longing Mare.

+ 3 A person with a fair complexion
2771 T Hull Hist W Harrington (1797) III 1 One is

a fair, the other a brunet.

f 4 Beauty, fairness, good looks Also pi. :

Points or traits of beauty Obs
£888 K jEltred Boeth xxxil § 2 pass lichoman faster and

his streon maxonbeon afeorred c 1200 Trw. Coll Hom
19 pe mone and J?e sune wundneS offaire a 1225 Juliana
6 He sumchere lseh hire utnume feir a 1240 Ureisun 111

Cott Hom 193 Heo newer ne beofl send )n ueir to lseonne,

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11 i, 98 My decayed faire, A stinnie

Iooke of his, would soone repaire 1599 Marston Sco
Villame 11 vii, 207 The greene meades, whose natrne out-

ward faire Breathes sweet perfumes 1633 P Fletcher
Elisa 11, His weeping spouse Eliza all her beauteous fairs

with gi lef infecting.

•\ b Comb.
1622 Drayton Poly-olb Song xxv in, 388 Ihe fayre*

enamoured Flood
4-2



FAIR. 28 FAIR-FUL

Fairi/esu), adv Forms i feepe ; 3-4 as those

of the adj with the addition of -e ; 5- coincident

with those of the adj [OE fsegue, f. fxgcr, Faiii

a ] In a fair manner 01 degree.

1. In a beautiful or comely manner ,
agreeably,

beautifully, brightly, handsomely, nobly

a 1000 Cxdmon’sGen 210 (Gr) Fasere Ieoh te past li3e land
lagoyrnende c 1000 ^Elfiuc Gy&vt xxxvm (Z )228

he syng}> cn75 Cott Horn 219 pa wes pes tyendes hapes

alder swijse feir isceapen 1393 Langl. P PL C xxi 71

Somme seiden he was godes sone )>a.t so faire deyede

c 1400 Rom. Rose 108 Bowes blosmed feyre. c 1440 Gestei

Rom. 1 3 (Harl MS ) The goode man faire endid his

hffe a 1568 Ascham Scholem 11 (Arb ) 150 The Latin

tong did fane blome 1577 B Googe Heresbach sHusb 1

(1586) 5 So faire he bare his age, as I tooke him to be scarse

fiftie 1596 Shaics t Hen IV, lit i 143 The Moone shines

faire. 160a — A Y. L in 11 97 All the pictures fairest

Linde are but blacke to Rosalinde 163a Sir R Le Grys
tr Paterculus 377T.be excellent Generali preferred things

profitable before such as shewed faire 1738 Wesley Psalms

1, 3 Spread out his boughs and flourish fair

2 . Civilly, courteously, kindly. Now only in

phr to speak (a persoii)fair.
axoaoCcedmon'sGen 235i(Gr)Him fsegere ecedrihten

andswarode c 1175 Land) Horn. 53 Pis faje foie speket

feire biforen heore euencristene
>
C1205 Lay 4842 IVha

swa oSerae imette per faire bine igraette 1297 R Glouc

(1724) qo Morice pider com, ana faire was vnderfonge

r 1350 Will. Paterae 347 pemperour comande pe conherde

curteysli and fayre, to heue vp pat hende child c 1450

St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5346 pai come a monke and prayde

him faire c 1460 How Goode Wiftaught Daughter 65 in

Haul. E P.P (i86+l 184 Alle ben nought trewe that faire

spekyn c 1530 Ld BurnersArth Lyt Bryt (1814) 87 They
that speak fair, fair shall hear again *590 Shaks Com
Err hi 11 186 So faire an offer’d Chame. 1693 Congreve
LoveforL 111 111, 1 spokeyou fair, d’ye see, and civil 1818

ScottIfrt Midi xlv, The work-people spokehim soft and
fair a 1866 Neale Hymn, ' Christian, dost thou see them ’,

Christian, dost thou hear them, How they speak thee fan ?

t b {To keep, part)fair . 1 e. on good terms

with Obs or arch
a1400-50 Alexander 2750 He twynuys with paim faire

1397 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 1. 207 Tap for tap, and so part

faire. 1641 Sir E Nicholas mN Papers (Camden) I 25
His Maiestie will certainly part fayre with this people

1671-2 Sir C Lyttelton in Hatton Corr (1878) 80 The
Spaniard and wee shall still continue faire together 170a

Dryden Palamon fy Arc 11 164 Fair they parted till the

Morrow's Dawn 1715 Loud Gaz No 5332/1 To keep
fair with the Persian Court 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxiu,
We must keep fair with him

3 In neat and legible handwriting ;
clearly,

legibly, plainly
15x3 Moke Rich III tn Grafton Chron II 782 This

Prodamacion was fayre wiitten in Parchement 1666
Pepys Diary {1879) IV. 15 Up betimes to the office, to write
fair a laborious letter. 1705 J Blair inW S. Perry Hist
Coll A liter. Co! Ch I 151 A copy, which he promised as
soon as it could be fair drawn out. 1774 Chestlrf Lett
1 xvi 50, I desire that you would translate and copy it

fair into a book 183a Fr. A Kemble Jrnl in Rec. Girllu

(1878) III, 187 After tea I. copied fair a speech I had been
writing. 1838 Card Newman Lett (1891) II. 250, 1 then
write it out fair for the printer.

4, Equitably, honestly, impartially, justly; ac-

cording to rule. Also m phr. Fair and sqoabe
C 1300 Havelck 224 A1 was youen, faire and wel 1603

Shaks Mens /orM in 1 141 Heauen shield my Mother
plaid my Father faire 1680 Otway Orphan n vn, I can
never think you meant me fair, a 1764 Lloyd Dial betw
Author 4 Friend Poet Wks 1774 II 14 Read their works,
examine fair 1885 North Star 1 July 3/2 Lord Randolph
.has everlut fair.

+ 5, In a proper or suitable manner; becomingly,
befittingly. Also,^5»y and sweetly

,
fair and well

1297 R Glouc. 1x724) 446 Kyng Henry yburede ys here
[at Reading] vayre ynou C1349 Cursor M, 10448 (Trin)
Leue j>i here, CloJje f>e feire. c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Yearn.
Prol. f, T. 560 He hem leyde faire and wel adoun c 1430
Freemasomy 608 Knele down fayre on bothe thy knen
1483 Caxton G dc la. 'Four Aj, Whiche fayre and swetely
chastysedherdoughters. 1323 Ld. Berners Proiss I cccix.

467 Fayre fared, quoth the constable, we are nat in mynde
to do to our enemys so moche auantage 1326 Tindale
2 Cor. v rx We fare fayre [Lutheifahren wir sckd'ti] with
men 1544 Balk Chron Sir f Qldcastell m Harl Misc
(Malh ) I 271 Bury them [images] fayre m the ground
a 1568 Ascham Scholem, 1 (Arb ) 44 To nde faire, is most
cumelie for him selfe 1607 Shaks Cor iv vi xi8 You
have crafted faire. 1665 Dryden Ind Emperor v. 11,

Stand fan, and let my Heart-blood on thee flow

0 With goodpromise; promisingly, auspiciously;
favourably, prosperously Obs exc. in To bid,
promisefair see the vbs.
TI54 O E Chi on an 1134 Nu is abbot 81 fair haued be-

gunnon 1590 SpenserF Q n xi 17 Faire mote he thee
*593 Shaks Rich II, 11 n 123 The winde sits faire 1596 —
x Hen IV, v. v 43 Since this Busmesse so faire is done

t b. With jmpers vbs used optatively. Fair be
toyou : prosperity attend you. Fair befall, cheve,
fall . see the verbs Obs exc arch

1606 Shaks. Ti Cr. in 1 46 Faire be to you my Lord
1867 Jean Ingelow Gladys 306 O rare, The island 1 fair
befall the island , let Me reach the island 1

t 7 Gently, qu,etly, without haste or violence
Chiefly in phrases, Fair and easily, evenly

,
softly

« io°o Menol. (Fox) 314 He fsegere mid wsetere oferwearp
wuldres cynebearn c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v 347 Pei take
it wisely faire& softe c xt^aPilgr. LyfMnnhode 1. cxxxv,
U869) 71 If thei [the armour] ben heuy, go faire 1523 Ld
Berners Froiss. I, xvui. 22 The oste. .rode fayre and easely

all the daye 1352 Huloft, Fayre and softlye, suspense

gradn 1607 Topsell Pour-/ Beasts (1673) 210 T he pro

verb is old and true, ‘Fair nnd softly goeth far 162a

S Ward Life of Faith in Death (1627) 63 Sometimes he

follower faire and a farre off, lingers aloofe and out of sight,

etc 1653 Urquhart R abelats 1 xxm, He returned fair and

softly 1782 Cowper Gilpin 85 So fair and softly, John he

cried 1804 Mar Edglworth Talcs, Will ix, lair and

softly goes far in a day.

f b Moderately, not excessively Obs

C j450 Two Cnohcry-lks 71 Leche it faire, but not to thyn

Ibid 82 Roste hem faire

8 Evenly, on a level. Chiefly dial

1708 Loud Gaz No 4422/7 T he nine Sail stood in fair

with us 2877 N IV Line Gloss s v, ‘Th table doesn

t

stand fair ’ 188a Daily Tel 4 May , The plate does not lie

fair on the frames .

9 Directly, straight, ‘due (north, etc )
Obs.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xx 449 Reynawd . wente

fayre vpon the folke of Charlemagne 17x9 De Foe Cmtsoe

(1840) II 11 35, 1 came fair on the south side of my island

1720 — Capt Singleton xi (1840) 185 They stood fair

after us Ibid xv (1840) 25s We stood away fair west
?

b With reference to a blow, etc .
‘ Clean

,

* full plump, straight

c 1340 Gaw Gr Knt 2229 Fayre on his fote lie founder

on be er)ie 18*3 Scott Quentin D xiv, Striking his antag-

onist fair upon the breast x8oi Blackio Mag CL 651/2 A
living catapult, that if he took you fair, would knock the

life out of you
c Completely, fully, quite. Cf Clean adv. 5

Obs exc dial
0x330 Amts ($ A mil. 2388 To-morn thei schul! beryed

ben, As thei faire ded were a 1400-50 Alexander 2230

Som faire fest on a fyre att \>t foure 3ates. X457 Agnls
Paston in Past Lett {1787) I xxxv 144, I had leuer he
wer fayr bei yed lhan lost foi defaute 1494 Hottseh Ord
130 When he cometh to the church take the image and
chest downe, and beare him faire into the church 1868

Atkinson Cleveland Gloss, s v ,
* It [a cat]’s fair wild.'

+d Clearly, distinctly, plainly Obs

*393 Langl. P PL C 11 2 be feld ful of folke ich shal Sow
fayre shewe c 1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 82 Here fynde snail

ye faire of J>e felle peopull. What Kynges )>ere come of

costes aboute 1628 Digby Voy Medit. (1868) 2 The pointe

of the Lizard faire m sight 1697 Dampikr Voy. (1729) I

256 We were fair in sight of Cape Coirientes,

10 . Comb, a With agent-nouns and vbl sbs form-

ing sbs , as fair-dealer, -dealing, -doing, -seeming,

-speaking
1746 Lockman To First Pi ontoter CambncL <5 Tea Bills

25 A Craft, indeed, gives some “Fair-dealers pain. 17x1

Shahesh Chatac. (1737) I 63 There is as much difference

between one sort and another, as between “fair-dealing and
hypocrisy 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 443 Let them not
be weary in “fair doing 1724 SavageSirT Over bitty I. i. 6
The Statesman’s Promise, or false Patriot’s Zeal, Full of
“fair Seeming, but Delusion all X483 Vulgarta abs
Terentio 25 b, If it wyll be wyth giffynge and “faire

spekynge I shall nott be behynde
b With adjs., asfair-fierce, -seemly, -sweet, and

with pres pples forming adjs., asfatr-applauding,
-blazing, -blooming

,

-boding
,

-dealing, -flowing,

-glaring, -gi owing, -revolving, -seeming, -shining,

-sounding, -speaking, -spreading, -winding
1777 R Potter AEschylus' Supplicants 1005 The

voice Of “fair-applauding fame 1726-46 Thomson Winter
312 The officious wife prepares The fire “fair-blazing

1740 Shenstone fudgm Hercules 339 *Fair-bloonung
Health surveys her altars there X594 Shaks Rich
III, v 111 227 The .“Surest heading Dreames, That euer
entred in a drowsie head 17x8 Freethinker No. 14.

96 A “fair-dealing, honourable Merchant X580 Sidnly
Arcadia (1613) 224-5 She, “faire-fierce, to such a state me
calls 1828 Clough Amours de Voy 111 85 The cypress-
spires by the “fair-flowing stream 1649 G Daniel I'riitanh.
To Rdr 51 The “faire-Glaremg Tulip 1870 Bryant Iliad
II. xxi 291 A tall “fair-growing elm 1708 J Philips
Cyder n 523 “Fair-revolving years 1625 K Long tr.

Barclay's Argents iv xvui 303 Adulterate vertue, and
“faire seeming vice 1776 ‘C Melmoth' PupilofPleasure
I vii. Plausible extenor, fair-seetning sentiments, etc 1590
Sfenser F. Q 1 il 3<y “Faire seemely pleasaunce each to
other makes 1593 Shaks 3 Hen. VI, 11 1 40 Hence-
forward will I beare Vpon my Targuet three “faire shining
Sunnes. 1798 Invasion 1. 227 Unsuspicious of the treachery
concealed beneath words so “fair-sounding 1871 E F Burr
Ad Fidem 111 39 Fair-sounding terms 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P R. vi xui (1495) 198 In a good wyfe bylioueth
that she be “fayre spekynge 1647 Clarendon Contempt
on Ps, Tracts (1727) 517 To grapple with our fair-speaking
adversaries 1746 Thomson Autumn 246 His once ’fair-
spreading Family dissolv'd. 1581 Sidnly Asir ft Stella
lxxxn, Sweet-gard n-nymph most “faire-sweet, do not
banish mee 1746 Thomson Summer 1426 The matchless
vale ofThames , “Fair-winding up to where themuses haunt

c. With pa pples.
_
forming adjs, as fair-be-

trothed, -bound, -built, -compacted.
\

-contrived

,

-divided, -exsti noted, -feathered
, -folded, -forged,

-plastered, -sculptured, -set, -sunned, -told, -written.
1608 Shaks Per v 111 71 This prince, the “fair-betrothed

of your daughter 1614 Bp Hall Recoil, Treat. 129 Some
goodly “faire bound Senecaes Tragedies 1598 SylvestlrDu Bartas 11 1 1 Eden 372 The “fair-built Bridge . More
like a tmdefuU City 1655 H. Vaughan SilexScmt 1 (1858)
49 &• wi«-conipacted frame. 1645 Quarles Sol Recant
55 Thy “faire-conmv’d designes 1746 Thomson Autumn
832 The “fair-dmded earth *647 H More Sons of Soul
u 111 in xxm, Those “feir extructed loads Of carved
stone 1607 A, Brewer Lingua 1.

1, A speech “faire fetherd
could not flie, 1844 Ld. Houghton Mem Many Scenes, lo
Landor 144 He , fed his heart—as thou—On stoned Fiesole’s
fair-folded brow 1590 Spenser F, Q 1. «. 2 That “faire-
forged spright X535 Coverdale Ecclns. xxn, 17 Lyke as a
fayre playstred wall in a winter house. 1870 Bryant Iliad

I iv 117 Ships with “fan sculptured prows 1648 Hi itmu.
Hespir I 121 A full spread, “fan c-sct Vine 1850 Mrs.
Browning Poems 11 . 300 Prayeis—that upward mount lake

to a “fair-sunned fount. 1548 Mali Litton 153 Wlnche
“faire told tale, allured to liym muchc people X700 Priok

Carmen Seculars 27 Her “fair-written page

Fair (fe«a), v. h orms • a 1 fa>3nan, 2 foiren,

4 fairen, 5 fayre, 7- fair
, H 4 vayron. Albo,

see Y-eaih [ME feuen, OE fvguan, f frger,

b Ain. In later use directly f Faik a ]

1 1 mtr To appeal ot become fair or clean

a 1000 Seafarer 48 iGr) Bearwas lilosttmini iiunaS, by113

faisria?) C1300 K.AIts 2903 Mttry hit is m sanne nsjng !

\Veyes fainth 1340 Ayenb 95 pis trau grene)i and uayrcji

behisuirtue

b. Of the weather To cleat tatc exc dial

1842 Mrs Carlyle Lett. I 182 We arc to go, if it fans, to

take tea at a show place x868 Times 16 Sept 9 'I he weather
faned by mid-day. 1891 Miss Down GitlmKatp 148

When it rained he turned the fuiry bide out when it failed,

+ 2 trans. To make fair
,
to make clean or good-

looking
;
to beautify Obs.

cis75 Lamb Ham. 53 pub lico do5 for to fcircn liuom

seltien c 13*0 Cast Love 876 pc rihtwys sane fairule hir

more a pousend folde 1340 Ayenb. 2)3 pise /ix hues
uayiep moche jie lylje of mayuenhud <1x450 Knt dt la

Tour (1868) 69 Fan e doughtres holde it m yom c liorte that

y e putte no tlunge to- fayre youre uis.iges. t x6oo Shaks.
Sonn, cxxvn, Fairing the foul with art’s false boi row’d face

3

.

Ship-building To make fatr or level ; to as>cer-

tatn the correctness of curvatiue m the various

parts of a ship Also, to fit the beams, [dates,

etc ,
according to the curvature

*867 in Smyth Sailor's IVord bl 1869 Sir E. J. Ri 1

»

Shipbuitd, viii 154 The slap is faired by mums of riband,

and cross spalls *879 Cassell's ‘lechn. Ichu IV „o8/i The
frames then can be faired with case.

Fair and square, a and adv.

A adj. Honest, just, slratghtiorwatd B adv
In a just or straightforward manner, honestly

,

with set purpose, determinedly. Also with ellipsis

of ‘ acting ’ or the like — fair dealing.

1604 Fr Bacon's Proph 443 in Ha/1 I /’. P IV -o (

F aire, and square ,'l he gamester calls fooles holy day 1649
Cromwml Lett, cxlvi (Carlyle) I here will dearly he no
living for the Portugal unless he..do that which is fair and
square 1673 Wscm rckv Genii. Danung-Mastet I'.pil ,

You are fair and square 111 all your dealings *71* Amu 1 11

not John Bull iv 11 7 We’ll settle it between Durst lv<*.

.

Fair and Square. *887 G K. blMsd/tirp Jam's Man 25

j

We’re lovers all fair and squat e and above lioaid 1890
F. R Stock ion m Century Mag 543/1 When a man sit.

down, fair and square, to tell a story

Hence fait ly and squat cly adv.
1890 W A. Wailaci Only a Sislet j,8, I think I cui

fight my own 1Kittles fan ly and squarely

Faira’tion. dial. [1 I'aiu a. + -ation.] F.ur

play.
i86x IS. Waugh BirtleCat teds T. 14 Give o'er 1 Let’s ha’

fairation

Fair-co^y, sb Law. [See 1“ air a 8 c]
The condition of a document copied alter final

correction.

1873 Tristram Moab uu. 158 Our deposition, were now
produced in fair copy.
Hence Fair-copy v

,

to write out in fair-copy
1840 Dickens OldC. Shop xxmm, She < outd ingross fill-

copy [etc 1 1885 La.u Tunes Rep. I,1 1 1 46a/.* Notice of
dissolution, was left at the offices, to he fair copied

Faird, Sc. var. of Faiui v., to [»amt the face.

Faird, var of F \ku Sc motion, impetus

t Farress. Obs rate- 1
. [? f. Fair- r + -».s )

? A female fairy.

1674 Brlvint Saul at 1 tutor 163 A Fa itess, or a white
witch

Farr-faced, a.

1 a. Having a fair or light-coloured complexion,
b Of beautiful countenance.
The two senses are in many early examples not easy to

distinguish

1588 Shaks Tit A. iv u 68 (Qo ) Here is the babe as
loathsome as a toade. Amongst the fatrefast [cd 1623 fairestl

breeders of our clime. 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist 56
The beauteous fatr-fac’d Bride 1689 Loud. Gas No
2512/4 He is a low well set Man, fair laced 1795 hale of
Sedley I X30 A fair-faced son of an Eastern Sultan *864
J. Forstir Life Sir J Eliot I 28 The fair-faced fiend
had received her sentence on the previous day.
2 . Having a fair appearance (see Pack sb, 8),

pretty
,
fair to the eye only, specious*.

*595 Shaks John u t 417, 1 shall shew you peace, and faire
facd league *6x6 Hayward Sanct Itoub Soul 1 (1620)

9 T he faire-faced shewes of the world 1693 Conor! \ 1

Double-Dealer u. vui, Tis such a pleasure to angle foi lair-

faced fools

!

Fair-farrand - see Fakrand.
Fairfieldite (fe> jfzldott). Mm. [Named in

1879 by Biush and Dana after fanfield, the county
(in Connecticut) where it was found . see -itl ]
A hydrous phosphate of calcium, manganese, and
iron.

X879 Avier ftni Sc. 3rd Ser XVII 359 Fairfieldite
occurs^ generally in massive crystalline aggregates

Fair-fal (fearful), [f Fair sb.- 4 -ful] A
quantity sufficient to make or fill up a fair
1872 Browning Fifine 164 Fix into one Elvirc a Fair ful of

Fifines.



FAIR-HAIRED 29 FAIRNESS.

Fair-haired, a
Having iair or light-coloured hair

1626 Massinger Rom Actor 11 1, Fair-haired Calliope

1725 Pope Odyss vi 14s Ihe fair-hair’d Dryads of the

shadywood 1814 Scott Wav xx, The flash of the gun
cost me a fair-haired son 1892 Gardiner Student’s Hist.

Eng 6 The Celts were fair-haired

^ lb In the name of a plant (see quot

)

1597. Gerard Het bal (1398) 102 Thefaire haired Iacmt

t Fai'rhead. Obs. Forms a. 3 faltered*

3-4 faired(e, fairehed(e, (3 -hid), 3-5 fair-,

fayrhed(e, 4 fairheed, fayrhed, feir(e)-, 4-6
fayrehed, (5 farhed), 6 Sc. fairheid ; 0 3-4
vaix-, vayrhede [f. Fair a + -head ] Beauty.

c 1250 Gen 4 Ex. 3666 He was 3118, W18 fanered and
strengthe ku5 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 2515 he king bi-

huld hire vairhede a 1340 HAMroLE Psalter Prol ,
In J?aim

is so mykill fayrhed of vnderstandynge 1340 Ayenb 16

Lytbere, he angel, vor his greate uayrhede an his greate

wyt, wolde by aboue be oJ>re angeles c 1440 Hylton Seala
Per/ (W de W. 1494) 11 xlvi, Ihe fairhede [1333 fairnesse]

of angels 1501 Douglas Pal Hon. t xxxvi, Her bewtie

schane castand sa greit ane glance, All fairheid it opprest

1560 Rolland Crt Venus 11 105 Thair was the flour of

fairheid

t Fairhood. Oh = prec.

a 1387 Foxe A fyM (cited m Worcester 1846).

•Pairing (feoriq), (vbl) sb. [f. FAIR sb. +
-ING 1

]

1

A present given at or brought from a fair,

1374 Hellowes Gueuara sFam Ep (1377) 86 The Gentle-

women that did serue her [the Empresse] . would vse their

libertie in asking faynngs 16x4 B Jonson Barth. Fair
Prol , The Makei hopes, to night To gme yon for a
Fayung, tiue delight. x66x Pepys Diary 31 Aug , To Bai-

tholomew Faire Mr Pickering bought them some fairings.

1786 Mad D'Arblav Diary 8 Nov., Presenting her one of

my fairings 1827 Clare Sheplt. Cal. 149 With kerchief

full of fairings in her hand 1883 Longm Mag Apr 633
The lasses get then * fairing’ fiom the lads m gingerbread

and nuts from the stalls

b trailsf. A complimentary gift of any kind.

1388 Shaks L L L v 11 2 We shall be rich ere we de-

part, If fairings come thus plentifully in. 1668 Pepys Diary
1 7 Sept, I did give her five guineas as a fairing 1727 Mrs
Ddlany Life 3 Corr I 13s A jewel box which Mrs.

TilUer desires you to accept as her fairing 1766 Goldsm
Vie W xvu, Colin gives her a fairing to put in her hair

1826 Miss Mitford Village 2nd Ser (1863) 439 To our little

pet, Lizzy she predicted a fairing

c fig. To get
,
give (any one) his fairing' to

get, give (him) his deserts

1785 Burns Death 4 Dr Hornbook xxx, Neist time we
meet. I'll wad a groat, He's got his fairin' 1818 Scott Old
Mart xxxvn * Mackay will pit him [Claverhouse] down
he'll gie linn his fairing ’ 1823 Lockup rt Reg Dalton I. n.

IV 262 * Ane o’ them got his fainn
'

2. Cakes 01 sweets sold at fairs
,

esj> gingerbread

nuts. Chiefly colloq

avinx Fergussqn Ilalltrwfair Poems (1845) 13 He’ll

crash her loof Wi what will buy her fainn To chow that

day 1888 W Somerset Word bk s v
,
Do you like fairings

or comforts best ?

3 ? nonce-use Buying, etc , at a fair.

1887 Cornh Mag Mar 251 The fainng was done with

shivers

4 attrib and Comb.
1393 Pass Mamie I b, Honestie knowes what the fairing-

monger will saye 1790 Mad D’Arblay Diary Aug , I

placed one of my fairing work-baskets on a table

Fairish (fe» nj), a and adv [f Fair a and

adv + -I8H ] A. adj Somewhat fair.

1 Moderately good, passable.

x6n Cotgr ,
Bellastrt fairish, reasonably faire, passable

x66o in Howell Lexicon 1847 1llust Lond News 28 Aug.

142/1, I rowed 111 a fairish 'eight'. 1863W C. Baldwin

Afr Hunting 331 So ended a fairish day’s sport. 1882 B

M. Croker Proper Pnde I xi 226 Sometimes he is in

fainsh spirits
. .... . ,

b dial Tolerably well (in health) , + also,

meiry with drink.

1756 W Toldervy Hist Two Orphans IV 3 Humphry
was now quite fairish, as he called it, and attended to

nothing but spouting speeches from Shakespear s Pistol

1876 Oxfordsh. Gloss sv, 'I be fainsh’ x888 Berksh.

Gloss s v Vaairtsh

,

‘ I be a veelin’ vansh now zur

2 Considerable in amount ;
fairly large colloq

x88x Leicestersh Gloss , ' Theer's pntty feensh on ’em this

turn ’ 1883 D C Murray Hearts II, 13d .Cost a fairish

penny, didn’t it ? 1884 Gd Words 229Two fairish sized tubs

B adv. In a fair manner; to a fair degree

colloq or dial
1836-48 B D Walsh Ansioph , Knights 1. ui, I - got

laughed at pretty fainsh. 1877 Holdemess Gloss s v , Ah s

gettin’ on fainsh wi job ’ x88x Leicestersh Gloss s.v ,

‘Surs 1 it's feensh waarm’

Fair-lead (fe° il?d) a (see quot i860) b.

— Fair-leader
a. C1860 H Stuart Seaman's Catech 21 What do you

mean by a fair lead 1 In reeving a rope, to be very careiul

to have it so led through the block or sheave aloft, that it

does not cut or chafe any of the rigging, or cross any other

ropes. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
Fair-lead

b 1869 Sir E J, Reed Shipbmld xv 290 Of late fair-

leads or dead-eyes of malleable cast*iron have been eni-

ployed o \ — .

Similarly Pair-leader (see quot 1841). Pair-

leading' vbl sb , atb'ib in fair-leading block

,

a

block that acts as a fair-leader.

1841 R H Dana Seaman’s Man 104 Fair-leader , a strip

of hoard or plank, with holes in it, for running rigging, to

lead through. Also, a block or thimble used for the same
purpose 1882 Nares Seamanship ted. 6) 59 1 he falls being
led through fair-leaders m ship’s side Ibid 53 A fair-

leading block stropped to it

tFairleCt Obs. [f. Fair a : see -look]
Fairness, beauty.
azzz$St Mai her 19 Feirlecant strencSe beo3 his schrudes.

c 1230 Hah Meid. 39 He jtueS feirlec to al hat is feir m
heuene & m earSe c 1320 Cast Love 145 He 3af him

.

Feirlek and freodam

+ Fair-like, Obs. rarer-1, [f. Fair a. +
Like a] In good condition , well-looking
1662 Hickeringill-aIIjW Dtstiessed InnocenceWks (1716)

I 273 Naboth was too Fat and Fair like to avoid the

Shambles of these bloody Butchers

Fairly (fee all), adv [f Fair a + ly 2
]

+1. So as to make a fair appearance; beauti-

fully, handsomely. Also m bad sense : Spe-

ciously Obs
C1400 Maundev (1839) Nxii 242 Alle the hoost cometh

fayrely aftre him. c >400 Destr Troy 3x42 Pai . ferdon on
fote fairly to-gedur 1483 Caih. Ariel 120 Fayrly, ornate

1392 Shaks. Rom. fy fid in. 11 84 Was euer booke So
fairely bound ? 1630/? Johnson!s Kmgd fy-

Commit) 131

Saint Germaines . was very fairely builded. 1819 Byron
Juan ill lxxvi, To make The skm appear more fairly fair

1870 Morris Earthly Par I 1. 47 Raiment Most fairly

woven
f

b. Of writing : Neatly, elegantly arch

1594 Shaks Rich IIIt 111. vi 2 The Indictment in a set

Hand fairely is engross’d 1717 Berkeley Tour tit Italy

Wks IV 314 The book is fairly wnt on vellum

f 2 Courteously, respectfully Obs

1590 Shaks. Com Err v 1. 233 Fairely I bespoke the

Officer To go in person with me. 1608— Per v 1 10, I

pray ye, greet them fairly

3

\V ith due Tegard to equity
;
candidly, impar-

tially; without undue advantage,on either side

1676 Dryden Aureng-zebe 111 1, I interpret fairly your

design 1712 Steele Sped No 272 r 1 Circumstances

fairly represented m the Spectator 1776 I rial ofNun-
docomar 25/1 The Durbar charges were not just and fairly

charged 1783 Hailes Antiq Chr. Ch iv 72 The in-

ferences that are fairly deducible from it *848 Macaulay
Hist Eng II 375 The counsel were by no means fairly

matched 185* Dixon W Penn v (1872) 47 In no corner

of these islands were the Quakers treated fairly. 186*

Stanley Jew Ch (1877! I. xm 260 Only in the light of

that time can they be fairly considered

4. Becomingly, fitly, properly, suitably
;
propor-

tionably
1396 Shaks Merck. V 1 1 128 My cheefe care Is to come

fairely offfrom the great debts 1691 T. H[ale] Acc Nest?

Invent p. xx. The Bolt-heads,.&c , being fairly parcelled.

173X Arbuthnot Aliments iv li § 24 9® The Serum of the

Blood is fairly substituted in its place 1800 Med. JrnL IV

.

462 His time will be fairly, and I doubt not successfully em-
ployed ’

1832 Ht Martineau Homes Abroad v. 74 You
may fairly marry as soon as you like 1892 Sir A Keke-
wich in Law Times Rep LXVII 139/1 The facts may be
fairly described in that manner,

b. By proper or lawful means, legitimately

;

opposed tofoully.
163a J, Hayward tr Biondts Eromena 145, I will kill

thee fairly, as becomes a good Knight. 1709 Steele Tatler

No 38 ir 3 [They] in decent Manner fought full fairly with

their wrathful Hands 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II xi.

236 We came honestly and fairly by the ship 1797 Mrs.

Radclifte Italian in 23 She came fairly by her death

1

5

. Gently, peaceably, quietly, softly Obs
1x400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv 61 It standes still and ryn-

nez U03t, or elles bot fairely X590 Spfnseb F Q 11 vi 40

Guyon with strong reason master’d passion fraile, Ana
passed fayrely forth 1301 Shaks Two Gent 11. v i4They
parted very fairely in lest. 1634 Milton Comits 168, I

fairly step aside, And hearken

6. Clearly, distinctly, plainly

a x66x Fuller Worthies (1840) III 490 The door fairly

set open for him by Divine Providence 1671 Grew Anut
Plants 1. in § 11 Ihe Pores by the help of good Glasses,

are very fairly visible 1828 Scott F M Perth 11, [I] saw

the bonny city lie stretched fairly before me 1841 Miall

Noilconf I 2 It becomes dissenters faitly to avow it

7 . Completely, fully, quite, ‘ clean ’
,

actually,

positively, really.

In written examples it is often difficult to know whether

this or the very different sense 8 is intended , but in speech

this confusion is prevented by the maiked difference in

intonation. . . .

1396 Spenser Slate hel (1633)9 All which they neverthe-

lesse fairely overcame 1604 m Ellis Ong Lett it. 249 I II

ai6 He would wish him fairly buried before his eyes. 1633 H
Cogan tr Pinto's Trav. xx. 73 They fairly tore out one an

others throats with their teeth. 1713 Guardian No 42, I

fairly nodded in the elbow chair 1766 Goldsm Vic IV. xx, I

had some thoughts of fairly shipping back to England again

X804-8 Foster in Life fy Corr (1846) I. 268, 1 never think

of fairly sitting down for a conversation 2823 Lamb Ehq,
PoorRelation, When he goeth away, you dismiss hts chair

into a corner and feel fairly nd of two nuisances 1867

Freeman Norm Cong (1876) I vi. 300 The star of Harold

was fairly m the ascendant. 1868 M Pattison Acadent

Org v. 306 Our system has fairly run awaywith us 1873

Tristram Moab iv. 64 We were fairly m the trap.

8 Moderately, passably, tolerably.

1805 Wordsvv IVaggoner i no, I am fairly safe to lugh t

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1 lx 63 The structure of the ice was

fairly developed. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) I. xiv 213

He rode fairly ta hounds. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886)

9 People with whom the world goes fairly well materially

9 Comb., asfairly-balanced, -fitted.

1848 Dickens Dombey (C D ed ) 8 They were a fairly-

balanced, give-and-take couple. 18(70 Bryant Iliad I. iv.

ris He drew The arrow from the fairly fitted belt.

Fai’r-mai'd.
1 = Fumade
1848 C A Johns Week at Lizard 34 The Italians call

them [salted pilchards] fumados from a corruption of this

word they are universally called, in Cornwall, 1 fair-maids
’

1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal (ed 4) 128 Quarter Hogsheads
of Fairmaids

2 In various names of plants Pads maid(s of

Pebruaxy, the Snowdi op, Calanihus nivalis
;

Pair maids of Prance, of Kent [=Fx belle-

fucelle] , a double-flowered vanety of Crowfoot,

Ranunculus acomiijlorus
1776 Withering Brit Plants (1796) II 331 Common

Snowdrop Fair Maids of February 1823 Crabb Technol

Diet, s v Fair, Fair Maid of France, the Ranunculus
aconitifohus of Linnaeus, a perennial 1803 Prior Plant-n ,

Fair Maids ofFebruary, white flowers that blossom about
the 2nd of that month. Ibid , Fair Maids of Fiance.

1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant Fair Maids of Kent

Fairness (fes ines). [f Fair a. + -ness ]

1 The quality or condition of being fair ,
beauty

a. in the abstract ;
also concr. something that is

fair, a beautiful feature, an ornament.
c moo Ormin 12253 Off hasle,off fa33errnesse, Offstrennche.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 39 Thare es souerayne
fairenes, lyghtenes, strenghe [etc ] 1398 Trevisa Barth,
De P R vhi xvu (1495) 325 The mone is the fayrnes of the

nyght. 1430-1330 Myrr our Ladye 177 Beholdynge in

hym all fayreness, all power, and all verteu, 1649 Jer
Taylor Gt Exemp. ir, vu 33 Persons of the gieatest fancy,

and such who are most pleased with outward fairnesses are

most religious 1856 Ruskin Mod Paint III iv xvi § 14

For all fairness we nave to seek to the flowers,

b of women.
oxooo Liber Scint 168 Leas gyfu & ydel ys fa&emyss

a 1225 St Marker (1862) 35 For ir feirnesse, J?att ho hee

comen of }>relle, 1377 Langl P. Ph B xii 47 Felyce hit

fayrnesse fel hir al to sklaundre c 1430 Pilgr LyfMan-
hode i vu (1869) 4, I seygh a lady in my wey ; of hire fair

nesse she dide me loye. 1326 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531
)

63 In the whiche synne they fall communly by the reason of

theyr fayrnes 1624 Heywood Gunaik iv *64 The higher

powers have bestowed upon you fairenesse above map
1762-71 H Walpole Verttee’s Anecd Paint (1786) I. iv,

Ihe- print gives . some of her Flemish fairness 1877

Mrs. Forrester Mtgnon I 54And right royally she uses the

prerogative of her fairness.

c. of men and children , rarely of animals.

Obs. or arch.
<1x000 Lambeth Ps xliv 3 (Bosw) Mid iinum hiwe o53e

wlite and faegernysse Sinre c 1173 Lamb Horn. 77 Sunne
and mone bostreji for his fairnesse c 1230 Gen fyEx 1233

Wantede oit child faiemesse and mist 1387 Trevisa IIigden

(Rolls) I 285A woman wedded a bocher for his fairenesse

.<<n Pol Poemsiy&'zf) II. 68 IfSathanas were transfigund into

his former fairnesse 1535 Coverdale Isa I111 2 When we
loke vpon him, there shafbe no fayrnesse 1608 D T Ess
Pol. fy Mor 48 The beautie and fairenesse of his eyes

1820 Keats Hyperion nr, 123 The immortal fairness of his

limbs

f d. of inanimate things. Obs.

X303 R Brunne Handl Synne 7025 My3te no tunget$lle

feymesse C1325 Prose Psalter xlix 12 pe fairnes ofpe

feldeis wyh me c 1400 Cattfs Marais xog in CursorM App
iv, No3t for ]>e fairnes, bot for bi nedmes, lone hou peny
c 1511 1st Eng Bk Amer (Arb ) Introd 27 All with feders

bounden for there bewtynes and fayrenes 1383 Hollyband
Canipo dt Fior 305,

1

am not of opinion that any place can

be found like to this in fairenesse x66a Merrett tr Herts
Art ofGlass Ixxxvi, A Violet colour ofnotable fairness 1726

Adv Capt R Boyle 9,

1

skew’d him the Money, and he soon
knew the Piece from the particular Fairness of it.

f e of speech. Obs
a490 Promp Pare 146 (MS K) Fayimesse of speche,

facundia.
2 Of the complexion or skm Lightness ofcolour.

1399 Hakluyt Voy II 331 The whitenesse thereof[ivory]

was thought to represent the natural fairenesse of man’s

skmne. 1796 Morse Amer Geog II 530 Ambitious of in-

termarrying with Persians on account of the fairness of

their complexion. 1828 Scott If M Perth xv, The fair-

ness of his skin, where it had not. been exposed

3 . Equitableness, fair dealing, honesty, impar-

tiality, uprightness.

c 1460 To-nmley Myst. 195 It is best that we trete hym with

farenes 17a*WodrtrwCorr (1843) 1

1

, 628,

1

hope fairness and

truth were in mine eye 277X Junius Lett xlvl, 245 No man
will dispute the fairness of this construction 1802 Med
JrnL VIII 184 We do not doubt of the fairness of the state-

ment 1839 Macaulay Biog (1867) ox A show of fairness

was necessary to the prosperity of the Magazine x888

Bryce Amer Conumv• III xeix 387 The criticisms of an

outspoken press 1 arely assail their[Englishjudges’]fairaess

+ 4. Of the weather • The state ofbeing free fiom

storms or rain
;
fineness Obs

c X440 Promf> Parv 146 Fayrnesse of wedur, amentias

1380 Baret-4 /zl F 37 Fairenesse of weather* quietnesse,

sertmtas 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy S Seas 23

The Moon, lides, and Fairness of Weather weie more
favourable to us by Night than Day

f 6. Courtesy Obs.

c 1203 Lay 3272 Me vnder-feng jxene king mid mochele

feirnusse <1 1400-50 A lexander 1743 Feyne all with fairnes

& fayne at hou*may.

+ 0. Gentleness; only in By, wtlh fairness

.

by

fair or gentle means. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Prol. 319 To drawen folk to heven, with

fairnesse, By good ensainple. c 1400 Beryn 1396 Let assay

efft ageyn, with ffeiroes hym to chast 1470-83 Malory
Arthur ix Ixxvu, Outher with fayrenes or foulnesse I

shalle brynge hym to this courts 1568 Grafton Chron
II 331 The king, .will provyde some remedy for us, eyther

by fayrenesse or otherwise.



FAIRNEY-CLOOTS. 30 FAIRY.

Fairney-cloots. Sc
‘The small horny substances above the hoofs,

where the pastern of a horse lies, but said to be
found only in sheep or goats, Etir. For' (Jam )

1822 Hogg Perils0/Man III 33 * Here’s a tyke wi* cloven

cloots like a gait, fairney cloots and a’ thegither

'

Fair-pleader, -ing. Law — Beau-pleader.
1670 Blount Law Diet s v ,

Neither m the Circuit of

J
ustices, nor in Counties any Fines shall he taken of any
fan for Fair pleading, that is, for not pleading fairly or

aptly to the purpose 1700 [see Beaupleader] 17*1-1800
in Bailey 1848 in Wharton Law Lex
Fair-sex, v notice-wd. In To fair-sex it • to

discourse upon the fair sex
171* Swift Jrnl. to Stella 8 Feb , I will not meddle with

the Spectator, let him fair sex it to the world's end x8xo
W Taylor in Monthly Mag XXX 346 He may fair-sex it

(as Swift says) to the end

t Fai'rsiiip. Ohs [f Fair a + -ship ] a.

Fairness, beauty to The personality of a * fair

lady ’ Cf. Beautyship, ladyship.

c 13*0 Cast. Love 688 Ther may no man here feyrship wyte
a 1400 Vernon Poems 444 1 he swete face of his Lorde
there In his feyreship he may him showen Of hevyn he
may l-se the wydnes. The feyreshepe and the heynes. 1646

J Hall Poems xi How every wit Capers to fit Words to

her faireships grief

f* Farrsoiue, a. Ohs rare—1 [f Fair a. +
-80MB.] Beautiful

;
m qnot absol

a 1641 Sir J Suckling in N % Q I 72 Still I'll love the
fairsome

Fai r-spo'ken, a Also 7 fairspoke a. Of
pei sons . Gifted with fair speech

,
courteous, plea-

sant; smooth-tongued
1460 CArcRAVE Citron. (Rolls) 81 He was . fayre-spokyn,

but he spak bat seldam. 1530 Palsgr 312/1 Fayre spoken
hen. cn latigaige 1597 Hooker Eccl Pol v (1617) 266

Anus a subtfewitted and a marvellous fair-spoken man
1647 Hammond Seim , Christian's Ohltg Peace (1649) 7
Fair-spoken sword-men whosewords are softer than butter
1663 Dryden Ind Emperor 11 1, Kalib, ascend, my fair-

spoke servant nse 1828 Landor Tntag Conv III. 473 He
was fairspoken both to high and low.

b Of words. Bland, civil.

1649 Milton Eikon Pref , These his faire spok’n words
shall be heer fairely confronted to his .deeds,

Fai'r-tra'de.
1. a Trade carried on legally as opposed to

dealing in contraband goods, to. In the 18th c.

also applied (in popular language) in the precisely

opposite sense
,
a euphemistic synonym for smug-

gling.

1774 Burke Amer Tax (1775) 49 The contraband will
always keep pace m some measure with the fair trade
2. In recent use : The fiscal system advocated

by those who consider that * one-sided free trade

’

is injurious to the nation adopting such a policy,
and that the principle of free trade should be ap-
plied only in dealing with nations that admit our
products free.

x88x Gladstone in Tunes 8 Oct 6/5 This he says he
wants, not as protection, but m the name of fair trade
1801 Spei tutor 21 Feb 263/2 An excellent speech against
‘J air-trade’

attnb x88x Spectator 10 Dec. 1358 The Fair trade ques-
tion. 188* T H Farrer Free Trade v P'air Trade 11 6
The programme of the Fair Trade League is not definitem its particulars Ibid 11 8 That application is not contained
in the Fair Trade programme
Hence Falx-trader, (a) one who trades fairly 01

legally
;
(b) one who supports the Fair-trade pro-

gramme. Fair-tradism, the doctrines of a Fair-
trader (sense b).

*®73 EssexPapers (Camden) I 56 Others who have found
y° encouragem* from y° farm™ of Ireland to y3 ruin of f
fair Trader here 1746 Lockman To First Pi omoter Cam-
brick <5- Tea Bills 27 Bid the Fair-trader . bemoan His
credit lost. x88x W F. Ecroyd Sp at Oldham ns Fan
Traders , wanted an extension of real free exchange.
1887 Spedatoms May 674 x The Fair-traders are at then
wits end for a compromise with Free trade 1888 Pal

t

Mall G 26 Nov 12/1 Fair-tradism is apparently to bs
brought down from national to local application

Fai'rway, Also 9 fare-way. [See Fair a.

16 ;
the interpretation suggested by the spelling

fa? eway (cf Fare v.) appears to be erroneous ] A
navigable channelm a river or between rocks, sand-
banks, etc

;
the usual course or passage ofa vessel

on the sea or in entering and leaving a harbour
1584 in Binnell Descr Thames (1758) 62 That the fanWay be kept as deep and large as heretofore 1675 Loud

Gaz No 1006/4 The fair way going into Plymouth Sound.
X769 Falconer Diet Marine (17891, Dibaclew, an office]
whose duty it is to keep the passage, or fair-way, open
1858 Adm. Reg in Merc Marine Mag V 103 Sea-gotnc
vessels at anchor m roadsteads or fairways 1883 Chatnb
Jrnl 523 Clear water fareways, by which the fishermer
wend a speedy course from point to point 1893 Dail)
Citron, 4 Jan 5/7 She was in the fairway of all steamer
crossing to and from New York
attnb 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk v (ed. 2) it
Fairway buoys are plainly marked
Parr-weather, a.

1. Fit or suitable only for calm or fair weather.
x8xo Naval Citron XXIV 69 These fair-weather bird!

Would never put to sea 1855 Macaulay Hut Eng III
630 J-he first gale would send the whole of this fairweathei
armament to the bottom of the Channel 1883 ManchExam 26 Nov. 5/3 They are all fair-weather craft.

2. fig.
1736 Pope's Lett 1 Oct 1730 My Fair-weather friends of

the summer are going away for London 1748 Smolllit
Rod Rand tu, That there fair weather Jack (pointing

to the young squire) x8a8 E Irving Last Days
287 What a fair-weather service there is of God 1 1873

Miss Broughton Nancy II 10 Am I to be only a fair-

weather wife to you ?

Fairy (fevn), sb and a Forms* 4 four-,

feyr-i(e, -ye, (5 fery, 6 feirie), 4-5 fax-, fayerie,

-ye, (4 fayryje), 4-6 fair-, fayr-6 ,
-ey, -re, -y(e,

(6 fayere, 6-7 pharie, 7 fane, pflair-, phene),
4- fairy; also Faerie, -y [a OF faerie, fatene

(mod.F.ftfene), f OF fae (mod F fee

)

Fay sb.2]

A. sb

+ 1 The land or home of the fays, fairy-land.

Obs see Faerie.
c 1320 Oifeo 273 The kyng of Fayre, with his route, Coni

to hunte all aboute c 1386 Chaucer Sqr '$ T 88 Though
he were comen ayeyn out of ffairye c 1400 Maundlv
(Roxb ) xvi. 73 A sperhawke and a faire lady of Fairye

sittand berby *393 Drayton Eclogues 111 13 [Collin] is to

fayrte gone a Pilgrimage 16x0 B Jonson Alch 1. it,

The Doctor Sweares that you are . . Allied to the Queene
of Faerie.

*}* 2 A collective term for the fays or inhabitants

of fairyland; fairy-folk Obs.

c X320 Or/eo 189 Awey with the fityrd sche was ynonie.

c 1350 Will Palente 230 pemperour wend witerly for wonder
of Jiat child, )>at fei^bely it were of feyrye c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon xiv 337 The horse, that cam of the fery.

1325 Ld Blrners Froiss II. ccxxiv [cc.\x ] 700 Suche as
knowe affyrmeth that the fayry and the nympes he moclie
conuersaunt there. £1540 Pilgrim's Pale 88 Where this

man walked, there was no farey for his blessynges did
vanquyche them. *603 Plulotus cxxvm, Gang hence . . to
the Fane, With me thow may na langer tarie.

+ 3 Enchantment, magic , a magic contrivance

;

an illusion, a dream. Obs.
c 130aK A Its. 6924 That thou herdest is fairye c 13x0
E E P (1862) 134 Hit ms but fantum and feiri 1362
Langl. P. PI. A Prol 6 Me bi-fel a ferlyA Feyne me
houhte. c X430 Pilgr Lyf Manltode 11 xsxvi (1869) 89,
I wot not what this tokeneth, but if it be a fairye a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon clvi 59s To y« entente that the monke
shuld not begyle hym, thus by the fayrey and enchauntc-
ment
4 One of a class of supernatural beings of dimi-

nutive si/e, in popular belief supposed to possess
magical powers and to have great influence for

good or evil over the affairs of man. See Elf and
Fay sb.2

*393 Gower Conf II 371 And as he were a fame. £1450
Vac inWr -Willckers7xC*»»f,fayryes 1363 FuzKiiMeteois
(1640) 68 b, Those round circles that ignorant people af-
firme to be the rings of the Fairies dances 1583 Simpill
Ballates xxxv. 2xo Ane carltng ofthe Quene of Phareis. 1630
Baxter Saint’sR ur (X654) 270 Hags (or Fames) that is,

such as exercise familiarity with men 1743 Coluns Ef to
Sir T. Hanmer 98 Twilight fairies tread the circled Green
1813 Shelley Q Mab 167, I am the Fairy Mab. 183*W
Irving Alhambra I 128 She is small enough to be a fairy,
and a fairy she may be for aught I can find out. 1891 Daily
News 30 Oct s/x The first appearance of the conventional
Fairy, .is made in Perrault’s ‘ Contes ’ (1697).

to. Fairy ofthe mine : a goblin supposed to in-

habit mines. (The designation is used by Milton

;

later writers use it as the equivalent of the German
kobold oxgnome ) f Fairy ofthe sea : a Nereid
*555 Edcn Decades 12 The fayre ntmpbes or fayeres o(

the sea (cauled Neieiades) 1607 TorsELt, Fonr-f Beasts
(1673) 261 The Virgin lived among the Pharies of the Sea.
i6|4 [see Faerie 3] x8 Scot Encycl s v., The Germans
believed in two species of Fames of the Mines
6. transf. *f*a One possessing more than human
power

,
an enchantress. Obs

1606 Shaks Ant tfCl iv. vm 12 To this great faiery
[Cleopatra], lie commend thy acts,

to A small graceful woman or child.
1838 Lytton Alice 21 Miss Merton was surprised by the

beauty of the young fairy before her
B. (tdj.

1 Of or pertaining to fairies
; of the nature of

fames
; enchanted, illusory, fictitious.

c 1640 Wailer To one who libelled C'fess Carlisle in,
Hast thou not heard of fairy Arthur’s shield 1699 Bentley
Inal 286 His two Fairy Poets wrote iiagedies against

x7*3 Guardian No 141 The fairy images of glory
and honour x8ax Shelley Epipsyck 193 The fairy isles
of sunny lawn
2 . Resembling a fairy, fairy-like, delicate, finely

formed or woven
......

sj ii. ijiiub lairy seen
where the parts, tho trifling, are happily disposed xl
Lytton ^4 lice it, 11, Delicate and fairy cast of beauty, a xl
rRAnoPoems (1864) 1 22g Many a fairy form. I've it

?£ Tennyson Aylmer's F. 91 [He] Show’d her , 1
little dells of cowslip, fairy palms fairy pines. 1883 J

SamarSn^^^
Fairy textures from, looms

C. attnb, and Comb
1. General relations : a. simple altrib

, asfait
arrow, -book, etc

; also in various local names J

the Foxglove (Digitalispurpurea], fairy-bell, -ct

-fingers, -glove, -thimble

,

-weed
; to, appositive,

fairy-folk, -godmother
, c. instrumental and on:

native, asfairy-bom, -haunted, -pencilled adjs ;

'

parasynthetic and similative, as fairy-feature
-formed, -like adjs.

1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F 94 What look’d a flight of

“fairy arrow-, 1870 Snciue Gossip i June 1*3 I11 Anglo-

Irish we call it [the Foxglove] * fairy licit 1830 Mrs
Browning Poems II. 213 A duld sleeping with dropt
head Upon the “fairy-book he lately read 187* Pai (.ravi

Lyr Poems 11 All these things So wrought on hoi, though
“fairy born and wild c 1620 Convert Soule in F.irr S P
Jas. /(1848) 89 And for thy food cat “fairy bread 1828

Miss Mitford Village 3rd Set (tSfip 83 '1 he prettier lush
name of that superb plant [the fox glove], the “fairy-cap

x68x Dryden Sp. P riar n. ax These ’ h ayei y fin ours are lost

when not concealed X778 I.ak&houni Owen of Catron
Ixvn, The “fairy featured vale. 1878 86 Iliti n 1 n & Hot t and
riant-11.

,

“Fairy fingers, Digitalisfurputca f. 13x3 Dour,-
lasAS«4«vhi vi 7Nymphis and I' avnis Qululk*fairfblkis

. .elepyngwe 1827 Poitoic ionise P Hi, 'tales Of fairy

folk and sleepless ghosts 1864 Ti- nnvson Aylmer's P. 90
'Hie “fairy footings on the grass 1816 Ih ron l It Har m
cn, Bees and birds, And “fairy form’d and many colour’d

things 1870 Sucine Gossip 1 J line 1 3s Its (foxglove’s] other
name * “ftury glove *. 1883 Ouida Wanda I 43 A very
“fairy godmother. 1792 S. Rota rs Pleas blent 11 3 To
view the “fairy haunts of long-lost hours 1603 Harsni i

Pop Impost si I he poore Wench was so “Fayrie haunted,
as she durst not goe to Ma DiIhUIc hir chamber alone.

1891 SalcCatal Glass WLs Stourbridge, Five "fairy lamps
1398 Shaks Jlfetry IV. iv. iv 57 Let them all cm ircle lum
about And “fairy like to pinch the vneleane knight. 2840
Dickens Old C. Shop i, So slight and fairy-like a creature

1867 Dkuisch Rem (1874) 3 Hieroglyph!* .il “fairy-loro

18x3 Sut ili-y Q. Mab t. 91 'those who had looked upon
the sight.. Saw but the “f.uiy pageant x8xo Associate
Minstrels 103 The “fairy-penuled spray 1884 lion and
Chester Gloss ,

*Paines' Pettuoats, the foxglove *794
Mrs. Radu 11 rr Myst Udolpho i, Toll the Goddess of
this “fairy .scene. *390 Shaks. P/ids N. ir. u t Come,
now a Roundell, anti a “Fairy song. 1864 Tfnnsson
Aylmer's P. 89 He had told her “fairy-tales 1878 86
Bihttin & Hoi r and Plnnt-n , “Fairy Thimbles, Digitalis
pmpurca L. 1732 Hi km 1,1 v Alctphr, \h, fe 23 l’liey have
exposed their “fairy ware not to cheat hut divert tin. *870
Science Gossip 1 June 135 In Anglo Irish we call it [the

Foxglove], “fairy weed

2. Special Comb. : fairien-arrow, «* Elk hiiht

2; fairies* bath, Peziza couinca; fairy-beads
(sec quot) ; fairy-bell (sec qnot. 1861); fairy*

bird (see quot.) , fairy (fairies’) butter, (a) (see

quot 1777), (/A Ti ciuella albida
; fairy-choenes,

Malva lotundifiora, from the shape of the seeds;
fairy-circle, (<z) s-Faiby-RINL, yf>) a fairy dance,

(r) a circle of fairies dancing ; lienee fairy-

circled a . ;
fairy-oourt, tiie court of some fairy

king or queen
;
fairy-cucumber (see quot ) ,

fairy-

cups, (a) Primula verts, (tf) a.fairies* bath
; hence

fairy-cupped a. ;
fairy-dance, (a) -.Faxhwunu,

(/>) dance of the fairies, m quot. fig ; fairy-

dart, = Ei.f shot ; fairy-eggs (see quot ) ; fairy-

fingermarks (see quot); fairy flax, l.tnum
calhat hcut/i

;
fairy-grass Bnza media

;
fairy-

green, = Fajiu-ium; ; fairy-groat (see quot )

:

faines’-hair, Cuseuta epithymum
; fairy-hammer

(see qnot.) ; fairy-hillock (see quot ) ;
fairies-

florae, Seneciofacobtva ; fairy-lmt, » fairy-flax

,

fairy-loaf (see quot.'i; fairy-martm, Austra-
lian name for Hirtindo artel ; fairy-money,
money given by fairies, said to crumble away
rapidly; fairy-mushroom, a toadstool ; t fairy-
nips (see quot.) ; fairy-pavements, cubes used
in Roman pavements

;
fairy-pipe, an old kind of

tobacco-pipe, frequently dug up in Great Britain
;

fairy-purse (sec quot.) ; fairy-queen, the queen
of the fairies; fairy-rode, Sc

,

the expedition of
the faiues to the place where they are to hold
their annual banquet ; fairy-shrimp, -- Clutocc-
phalas diaphanus, a British fresh-water crustacean

;

fairy-sparks (see quot. 1875) ;
fairy-stone, («)

a fossil sea-urcbm or echinitc, (b) a flint arrow-head,
* Elf-shot 2; fairies’-table, various fungi

;

fairy (fairies’^treasure, -wealth, - fairy-money ;

f fairy-walk,=

F

airy-ring.
1794 Sutherlandm Statist Acc. Suit X. 15 The CQmnicm

people confidently assert that they [celts] are fairies’
arrows, which they shoot at cattle 2878-86 Britten &
Holland Plant-n

, *Pairtes’ Bath. 1831 J. Hodgson in
Raine PIcm. (1858) II. 222 The cnnoidea or enchrinal fosstl,
which in Cumberland is called fairy beads x86x Mrs.
Lankesh r

^
Wild Flowers 47 The tmy white flowers [of

Wood Sorrel] are called by the Welsh *
“fairy bells 1885

Swainson Prov. Names Birds 204 Little Tern . "Fairy
bird (Galway) X777 Brand Pop Antiq, (18x3) II. 339
lhere is a substance found in crevices of lime-stone rocks
. • near Holywell which is called Menyn lylna ’leg or
Fairies Butter. So also in Northumberland the common

people call a certain fungous excrescence, sometimes found
about the roots ofold trees, “Fairy Butter. 1878-86 Bkittin
& Holiand Plant-n

, PTtiry-Butter Ibid,fpairy cheeses.
1633 H More Antid, Ath in. xi. § 1 Those dark Rings in
the grass which they call “ Fairy-Circles. 171* Acc Dis-
temper Tom Whtgg 11 44 Tom . . trod out Fairy Circles at

to \ vr >¥
ea°k f ribe 1854 in Proc Rerun Nat. Club

(1873) VII 32 In the churchyard there is a large . fairy
urcle. 1859 Fennyson Guinevere 233 The flickering fairy-
arcle wheel d and broke Flying. 1777 Warton Monody
Poems 7 Fancy s “fairy-circled shrine, a 1649 Drumm op
Hawth Whs. (17x1) 44 To . know the sports Of foreign
^®pkerds, fawns, and “fairy-courts. 2708 Phil. Trans,
XXVI. 78 The Ecknite Spoke, or “FairyCucumber, 1878-86
Britten& Holland Plant-n ,*Fairy Cups. 1863 Browning
Poems, ByFire-stde 59 The “fairy-cupped Klf-needled niat
of moss. 1675 Evelyn Terra. (1776) 62 A florid gteen urcle
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31 FAITH.
or ^Fairy-dance at the bottqp. 1798 Sotheby tr Wieland's
Oberon (1826) I 51 The twinkling fairy-dance of light and
shade 1877 Brewer Diet Phrase # Fable 284 *Fairy-

darts, flint arrowheads now called celts i860 J F. Camp-
bell Tales W Htghl I. Introd. 1 Fishermen often find cer-
tain hard, light floating objects which they call sea-nuts
and *fairy-eggs 1869 Lonsdale Gloss *Fairyfinger-marks,
hollow marksm limestone as if fingers had been pressed upon
the stones when soft 1841 LoNGr Wreck Hesp 11, Blue
were her eyes as the *fairy-flax 1878-86 Britten& Holland
Plant-n ,

*Fairy grass 1810 Edm Mag July 19 He
wha tills the 'Tairy green, Nae luck again sail liae 1577-87
Harrison England n ix xxiv 218 Some peeces [of come]
are dailie taken vp, which they call *Feine groats. 1627
Drayton Nymphidta 71 In their courses make that round,
In meadows found, By them so call'd the *Fairy-ground
1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n ,

*Fairies’ hair
1815 Clan-Albin II. 240 note, ^Fairy-hammers are pieces
of green porphyry, shaped like the head ofa hatchet 1808-

79 Jamieson, *Fairy-hillocks verdant knolls . from the
vulgar idea that these were anciently inhabited by the
fames, or that they used to dance there 1877 Brewer
Diet Phrase fy Fable 284 Fairy-hillocks 1878-86 Britten
& Holland Plant n

,
*Fan tes' Horse Ibid , *Fairy lint

1877 Brewer Diet Phrase $ Fable 284 *Fairy loaves
fossil sea-urchins (echini), said to be made by the fames.
1865 Gould Handbk Birds Australia I 113 The *Fairy
Martin is dispersed over all the southern portions of Aus-
tialia 1690 Locke Hum Und 1 iv (1695) 38 Such bor-
rowed Wealth, like *Fairy-money will be nut Leaves and
Dust when it comes to use 1849 Lytton Caxtons xvn vi,
Half-suspecting they must already have turned into withered
leaves like fairy-money 1884 Miller Plant-n 137 Toad-
stool ^Fairy-Mushroom Any of the poisonous Fungi,
1656 Adey Candle in Dark 129 There be also found in
Women with Childe certain spots black and blew, as it

they were pinched or beaten, which some common ignorant
people call *Fairy-mps. 1787 Archxol VIII 364 Some
small stone cubes . which the country people called *fairy
pavements 1867 Chambers’ Encycl sv Tobacco-pipes

,

From their smallness, some ancient tobacco-pipes are called
*fairy pipes 1877 E. Peacock Manley # Comngham
Gloss, Fairy-purses, a kind of fungus something like
a cup, or old-fashioned purse 1590 Shaks. Mias N
11 1 q, I serue the *Fairy Queene 1813 Shelley Q Mab
59 Tne chariot of the Fairy Queen 1 1859 Tennyson Elaine
1248 Look how she sleeps—the Fairy Queen so fair 1 1810
Cromek Remains Nithsdale Song 298 At the first ap-
proach of summer is held the *Fairy Rade c 1820 Hogg
Woolgathei er in Tales Sk (1837) I 196 There have
been fairy raids 1’ the Hope 1857 A White Brit
Crustacea 263 The *Fairy Shrimp seems to live on dead
animal or vegetable matter 1674 Ray S. <4 E C Words
65 *Fairy-sparks or Shel-fire . Kent often seen on
clothes in the night 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss

, Fairy-
sparks, phosphouc light seen on various substances in the
night-time 1646 SirT Browne Pseud. Ep. 11 i 53 That we
call a *Fayne stone, and is often found in gravell pits
amongst us 1791 Ford in Statist Acc Scot I 73 Arrow
points of flint, commonly called elfor fairy stones are to be
seen here [Lauder]. 1881 Isle ofWight Gloss

, Fairy stones,
fossil echini 1878-86 Britten& Holland Plant-n ,*Fairies
Table or Tables, (1) Agaricits campestns (2) Hyarocotyle
vulgaris [1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry iv. i,

’Tis ^Fairies' Treasure ] 1698 Norris Pract Disc (1707)
IV 15 Every man keeps it [Religion] as a Fairy-Treasure
1686 Phil Trans XVl. 207 The circles in Grasse called
commonly *Fairy Walkes 165a BriefChar. Lent) Countries
26(Brand) She falls off like *Fairy Wealth disclosed

Fairybabe, corrupt form of Fear-babe, -baby
Fairydom (fandom), [f Fairy + -dom]
=Fair\land
1844 R P Ward Chaisivorth I 34 The cleverest fingers

in fairydom 1884 Child Eng $ Sc Pop Ball « xxxix.
336/1 An attempt to rescue a woman from fairydom.

Fairyhood (fe« nhud) [f. as prec + -hood.]
a The condition of being under tbe influence of
fames

;
enchanted state b Fairy nature or cha-

racteristics C. concr. Fairies collectively,

183z Fraser's Mag V 475 Sipping his coffee in the blessed
unconsciousness of the fairyhood of his situation 1842
Mrs Browning Grl Chr Poets {1863) 179The ‘Midsummer
Night’s Dream' displays more of the fairyhood of fairies,

than the ‘ Paradise Lost ’ does of the angelhood of angels
1844 Blackw Mag LVI 85 The down-trodden fairyhood

Fairyism (fe^ripz’m) [f as prec + -ism.]

a. The personal qualities of a fairy
;
fairy power

Heuce transf. the power (of a poet) to cast a spell

over a hearer or reader b The conditions of
fairy existence

j
a resemblance to those conditions

;

fairyland c. Belief in fairies, fairy-lore

1715 tr D'Anois' Whs 373 The Gift of Faryism, which I

receiv'd from my Birth *
1763 H Walpole Let G Mon-

tagu 17 May, The air of enchantment and fairyism, which
is the tone of the place 1796 W Taylor in Monthly
Rev XXI 491 The miracles of fairyism. 1803— in Ann
Rev I 265, I would have shown you the great power ofmy
fairyism. 1835 SirE Brydges Milton's Comits 182 Thomson

has not the distinctness and fairyism of Milton >843
Blackw. Mag LIV. 26 What Rousseau terms * a false air

of magnificence, fairyism, and enchantment 1877 Ouida
Puck xxui 273 In all her winged fairyism

Fairyland (f&mlaend) [f as prec + Land.]
The country or home of the fairies

;
an enchanted

land existing only in fancy.

1590 Shaks Mids N. 11 1 60 When thou wast stolne
away from Fairy Land 1665 Dryden Ind Emperor 1 1,

Methmks we walk in Dreams on Fairy Land 17 Gray
in Corr N, Nicholls (1843) 294 King Arthur was not dead,
but translated to Fairy-Land 1833 Tennyson Poems 20
Looming like baseless fairyland. 1873 Symonds Grk Poets
vu 231 Euripides entered the fairyland of dazzling fancy

Fairy-ring (fe» ri
(
nq) [f. as prec. + Ring]

A circular band of grass differing in colour from
the grass around it, a phenomenon supposed

in popular belief to be produced by fairies when
dancing; really caused by the growth of certain
fungi.

*599 B. Jonson Ev Man out ofHum Epil
,
Let turtle-

footed peace dance fayne rings About her court 1698 Nor-
ris Pract Disc (1707) IV 222 We tread the same Fairy-
ring. 1791 E. Darwin Bot, Gard 1 36 So from dark clouds
the playful lightning springs. Rives the firm oak, or prints
the Fairy-rings 183s Veg. Sitbst Food 328The 1 fairy rings

'

. .are found upon dry downs 1875 in Sussex Gloss.

b. attrib mfairy-rmg-champtgnon
,
etc.

1884 Miller Plant-n
, Fatty-nng (.har p gnon, see Cham-

pignon Ibid , Mushroom, (airy-ring. Marasmius oreades
andM urens

FairysMp (fe^njlp). [f as prec 4- -ship; cf
his lordship J The personality of a fairy
1854 Blackui Mag LXXV 413 Her fairyship may fairly

be considered to be already sufficiently rewarded
Faisable, -ible, obs ff of Feasible

+ Fait, sb. Law. Obs. [a. Fr. fait deed, act •

see the variant Feat] a A deed. b. In the
translation of Perkins . Act of parties, as distin-

guished from operation of law.
1582 Act 5 Ehz c 14 § 12 Convicted in an Action of

foigerof false Faytes 1642 tr Perkins’ Prof £k.m ij 191
85 The difference betweene a license in fait and a license in
Law 1651 W G tr Cowel’s Inst 182 Amongst those
Obligations in writing, which wee call Faits or Deeds.
Fait, obs. form of Feat

t Fait, o.l Obs Also 4 fayte(n. [? Back-
formation from Faitoob ]
1 mtr. To act or speak falsely, use false pre-

tences
; to beg on false pretences

C1320 Sir Tnsir. 3054 Falsly canestow fayt 1377 Langl,
P, PI B xv 208 Alle suche bei faiten 1393 Ibid. C. 1. 43
Faytynge for hure fode

2. trans To deceive, lead astray.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 76 My fleissche in ouerhope

wolde me mite

Hence Fai ting vbl, sb , deceit, pretence
1377 Langl. P.Pl B x 38 But J>o bat feynen hem fobs,

and with faityng libbeth

t Fait, v 2 Obs. [ad OF fattier

,

f. fait,
pa.,

pple of faire to do ] trans To arrange, con-
struct, fit

1635-6 Burgh Fee Glasgow I 482 Hinging of the said
hell and faitmg all wark thairto

+ Faite, v. Obs, [aphet f. of Afajce ]
=s

Afaite 4, 5.
136a Langl P PI A v 49 Heo wolde vn-souwen hire

smok, and setten her an here Forte fayten hire Flesch 1393
Ibid C. ix 30 Faite J»y faucones to culle wylde foules

t Farterous, a. Obs rare [f fatter, Faitoob
+ -oua ] Characterized by deceit , treacherous.
1600 Holland Livy hi xviu 100 Faiterous and secret

mischeefe was underhand practised by the Tribunes Ibid
959 Peevish folly first and faiterous falshood afterwards

+ Fai'tery. Obs. Forms ; 4-7 fai-, fayterie,

-y(e, (4 faytrye, 6 faitry). [f. as prec. + -y
]

Fraud, deception, hypocrisy
*377 Langl P PI B xi 90 And wher-of serueth lawe
if no lyf vndertoke it, Falseness e ne faytrye c 1430 Pilgr.

Lyf Mankode n 1111.(1869)96 Not thatj sey thee thus for
to putte thee in to faitourye [mistransl. Fr festardye ‘ in-
dolence ’] c 1440 Promp Parv, 147 Fayterye,^fcif»o. 1529
More Dyaloge 1. Wks 40/1, I let passe ouer the faitry and
falshed that is therm vsed. 1600 Holland Livy xxxiv.
xxiu 867 He [Philip of Macedon] charged the Romanes
with fraud and faitene.

Faith. sb. Forms
. 3 feitf, 3-4 feip, (4

feujp), 3-6 feith(e, 4-5 feyth(e, 4 faip(e, 4-6
fayth(e, (5 fath, feth), 5-6 faith.©, 4- faith.

See also Fay sb 1 [a. OF feid
\
feit (pronounced

feitS, ?feip. see Suchier in Grober’s Gnmdnss Rom.
Phil I 586), = Pr fe (nom fes), Sp ,

Pg fe,lt,fedei-~

L fdem, f root offul ere to trust. The later OF.
formfet (whence mod F foi) was also adopted in

ME., and survived in certain phrases down to 16th
c * see Fay ri.i

The L fides, like its etymological cognate Gr irfirro,

whic}i it renders in the N T., had the following principal
senses, 1 Belief, trust, 2 That which produces belief,

evidence, token, pledge, engagement 3 Trust in its ob-
jective aspect, troth ; observance of trust, fidelity.}

I, Belief, trust, confidence,

1 Confidence, reliance, trust (m the ability, good-
ness, etc., of a person

;
in the efficacy or worth of

a thing , or in the truth of a statement or doctrine)

Const, in, f of. In early use, only with reference

to religious objects; this is still the prevalent ap-.

plication, and often colours the wider use.

a 1300 CursorM 3405 (Cott.) In drightin was his fayth at
fest. c 1340 Ibid 2286 (Trin) In maumetne furst feijj he
[nembrotf fond c 1391 Chaucfr Asirol 11 §4 Observ-
auncez. .& rytes of paiens. m which xny spirit ne hath no
feith 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xv. lxxxvii (1495) 522
The Germans tornyd the Liuones to the worshyp and
fayth of one god 1550 Crowley Last Trump. 151 Se that
thyfayth be pitched On thy Lord God 1680 Otway Orphan
ir. vii. Attempt no farther to delude my Faith. 1768-74
Tucker Li Nat. (1852) II 235 Such an one has great faith

in Ward's pills 1821 Chalmers Semi

,

1. 1 x8 Faith in the
constancy of this law dl» J H. Newman Par. Semi
(ed 2) III vi 87 To have faith in God is to surrender oneself
to God 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I x68 Without faith in

human virtue or in human attachment. *85$ Kingsley

Lett (1878) I. 442 There was the most intense faith in him
that Right was right

b. Belief proceeding from reliance on testimony
or authority
1551 T Wilson Logike (1580) 60 b, An histoncall faithe As

I doe beleve that Willyam Conquerour was kyng of Eng-
lande a x6a8 Preston Breastpl Faith (1630) 15 Faith is

assenting to Truthes for the Authority of the Speaker 1725
Watts Logic 11 11 § 9 When we derive the Evidence of any
Proposition from the Testimony of otheis, it is called the
Evidence of Faith ax873 Huxley in Hamerton Intel

l

Life viii 11 (1873) 299 The absolute rejection of authority
the annihilation of the spirit of blind faith

2 Phrases To givefaith : to yield belief to. To
pm one'sfaith to or upon . to believe implicitly
1430 Poston Lett No 14 I 30, I prey yow to gyve feith

and credence touchant this matier 1552 Abb Hamilton
Caiech (1884)27 Fayth to be geven to theWord ofGod 1556
Aureho 3-

1

sab (x6o8) I vij, One oughte tdgeve more feithe
unto the secrete consentment of the soule, than [etc ] 1653
H CoGANtr Pinto's Trav. xxxv. 140 Opinions .untowhich
they give so much faith, that nothing can be able to remove
them from it 1702 Pope Dryope 69 If to the wretched any
faith be giv’n. 17x0 Hearne Collect 4 Mai , Some pin their
Faith on Hoadly 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vi, Yon
believe, that I am wilting to give faith to wonderful stories.
18ra Shelley Propos. Association Prose Wks I 270 Well-
meaning people, who pm their faith upon their grand-
mother's apronstring 1885 London Society Apr 357 The

practitioner of the old school pins his faith to time-
honoured methods
3 . TheoL m various specific applications, a

Belief m tbe truths of religion
, belief in tbe au-

thenticity of divine revelation (whether viewed as
contained in Holy Scripture or in the teaching of
the Church), and acceptance of the revealed doc-
trines b. That kind of faith (distinctively called
saving orjustifyingfaith) by which, in the teach-
ing of the N T-, a sinner is justified in the sight of
G od. This is very variously defined by theologians
(see qnots.), but there is general agreement in re-

garding it as a conviction practically operative on
the character and will, and thus opposed to the
mere intellectual assent to religious truth (some-
times called speculative faith') G. The spiritual

apprehension of divine truths, or of realities beyond
the reach of sensible experience or logical proof.

By Christian writers often identified with th© pre-

ceding ; but not exclusively confined to Christian

use Often viewed as the exercise of a special

faculty in the soul of man, or as the result of super-
natural illumination.
1382 Wyclif Jos u Feith, if it haue not weikes, is

deed in it silf 1526 Tindale Prol Moses Wks 7 Fayth, is

the beleuyng of Gods promises, and a sure trust in the
goodnes and truth ofGod, which fayth mstified Abrah. 1555
Eden Decades Pref. to Rdr (Arb ) 51 Abraham the father
of fayth 1581 Marbeck Bk of Notes 375 Faith maketh
God & man friends Hobbes Leviath in. xhi 271
Faith is a gift of God, which Man can neithergive, nor take
away 1690 Locke Hum Und. iv xviu, Faith is the
Assent to any Proposition upon the Credit of the Proposer,
as coming from God, in some extraordinary way of Com-
munication. 1700 Burkitt On N T. John 1 12 Faith is

such an affiance in Chnst . as is the parent and principle
of obedience to him 1744 Swift Semi Trinity 52
Faith is an entire Dependence upon the Truth, the
Power, the Justice, and the mercy of God 1781 Cowtfr
Expost hi Faith, the root whence only can anse The
graces ofa life that wins the skies. 1830 Wordsw Russian
Fugitive xi xi, That monumental grace Of Faith x86o
Pussy Min Proph 415 The faith of which he speaks, is a
real true confiding faith. 1869 Goulbourn Purs. Holiness
xil 2i Faith the faculty by which we realizeunseen things,

4 That which is or should be believed, a. A
system of religious belief, e g. The Christian,

Jewish, Mohammedan, etc , faith. Also, Con-
fession, Pule ofFaith, for which see those words
c 1325 Coerde L 4062 He is at the Sarezynes faith. £1330
R Brunne Citron (x8io) 24 At haly kirkes fayth alle on
were boJ>e 1393 Langl P. PI C xviu. 258 In a faith
lyue}> Jjat folke, and m a false mene c 1400 Maundev (1839)
tu. x8 Thei vanen from oure Feithe. 1485 Caxton Chas
Gt x The ensten feythe is affermed 1520 More Dyaloge
n Wks.i79/iThechurche .muste haue all one fayth 1553
Eden Treat NewtInd (Arb >24 They haue no law written
and are of no faith. 1599 Shaks Much Ado 1 1 75 He
weares his faith but as the fashion of his hat_ xfiu Bible
Jude 3 Earnestly contend for the faith which was once
deiiueied vnto the Saints 1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav
viu ax, I swear to thee by the faith of Pagan, that [etc]
183a W Irving Alhambra I. 302 Aie you willing to re-

nounce the faith ofyour father 1 1858 Ln St Leonards
Handy Bk. Prop. Law xrn 81 The child should be brought
up m the religious faith of the father.

transf. 1878 Morley Byron Cnt Misc xst Ser 224 It was
perhaps the secret of the black transformation of the social
faith of ’8g into the worship of the Conqueror oF '99

b. Thefaith , the true religion ; usually = the

Christian faith. Also, without aiticle m certain

phrases, as contrary to faith

,

etc. Offaith : part

and parcel of the faith

a 1300 CursorM 2x0x3 (Cott ) Iacob fc>e mar . . be land o
spaigne in fait he fest. c 1340 Ibid 8990 (Fairf

)
pat caytef

kinde made him [salamon] in be fai)> ful fals a 1375 Joseph
Anm, 11 Joseph , hedde I-tumed to >e feyb, fiki with
him-seluen. c 1485 Dtgby Myst 11. 240 A very pynacle of
the fayth. i555 Eden Decades Pref to Rdr lArb.)50 maig.
The Indianssubdued to the fayth x6xx Bible Transl Pref
3 A manifest falling away from the Faith 1635 Pagitt
Cknstianogr, 1 111. (1636) xo8 The Gospel contemeth mtirely
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the faith 1844 Lingard Angla-Sax Ch (1845) II App 401
Matters contrary to faith. 1867 Bp, Forbes Explan. 30 Art.
i (1881) s The uncompounded nature ofGod is of faith.

c. What is believed, or required to be believed,

on a particular subject, f Also pi points of faith,

tenets.

c 1380 "Wycur Set Wks III 378 Frens perverten )jo right

feithe of J>o sacrament of Jx> auter 1513 Bradshaw St
Wet burge 1 1638 Prechynge lhe faythes of holy chyrche

1843 Maurice Mor # Met Philos in Encycl Metrop. II

633/1 We assumed the common faith of our countrymen
respecting the discipline of the Jew to be true 1883
H Drummond Nat Law tn Spir W. 276 A repetition of
the Hebrew poets' faith

f 5 . Act of (the)faith . = Auto da Ohs
1656 Ben Israel Vtttd Jttdseorunt in Phenix (1708) II

400 The Act of the Faith, which is ordinarily done at lo-
ledo, was done at Madrid, Anno 1632 1709 Land Gas
No 4565/1 On the thirtieth of the last Month an Act of
I1 aith was held in this City [Lisbon] by the Inquisition

II Inducement to belief or trust.

f 6 Power to produce belief, credit, convincing

authority Ohs
a 1638 Mede Ep to Estwtck Wks iv. 836 S Jerom is a

man of no faith with me, 1808 W Mittord Mist Greece
IV xxxi (app) 124 It may not he unnecessary, towards
establishing the faith of the foregoing, narrative.

+ 7. Attestation, confirmation, assurance Ohs.

*393 Gower Cottf. III. 326 To yive a more feith In
blacke clothes they hem cloth 1556 Amelio # Isab (1608)
F vj. The manney folde paines . makethe cleare faithe
inoughe, that the gretei follie is yowres 1654 Jer Taylor
Real Pres xii 27 An excellent MS that makes faith in this
particular 1730 A Gordon Mnffels Amphith. 375 Rely-
ing on the Faith of Books.

f 8 Assurance given, formal declaration, pledge,
promise In phrases, To do, make faith (=L.
fidetnfacere)

:

to affirm, promise, give surety To
give (one’s) faith (= L. /idem dare) . to give as-
surance, pledge one’s word. On his faith : on
parole. Ohs
138a Wvclif Prov xi 15 He shal be tormentid with euel

that doth feith [Vulg fidemfacit] for a stranger £1400
Destr Troy 548 pat ge me faith make. In dede for to do as
I desyre wille 1x430 Syr Getter (Roxb ) 9969 He toke
feith of free and bond 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 223/1 Alle
made fayth to other that [etc ] 1523 Ld Berners Ft oiss
I ccxi. 254 The kyng of England trusted them on theyr
faifh.es 1548 Hall Chron. 184 b, Emongest men of vs arre,
faith or othe, syldome is perfourmed 1558 Bp Watson
Sev Sacram xxvm. 178 Jane, here I geue to thee my
faythe and truthe I wyll marrye thee. 1581 Marbeck Bk
ofNotes 807 Faith was made to them, that they should
come safe 1641 Baker Chron (1679I 32/2 Xing William
upon faith giv en returns to London. 1685 H Consett Prac.
SPtrConrts 265 If the Plaintiff doth personally make Faith,

b On thefaith of'. in reliance on the security of.

1734 tr Rollin's Anc Hist (1827) I 344 [They] traded
there on the faith of treaties 1839 Thirlwall Greece VII.
Ivii 204 On the faith of his oath they had placed themselves
in his power x866 Crump Banking 1 28 The bank-note is
circulated entirely upon the faith of the issuing bank. 1890
Sir R Romer in Law Tunes'1 Rep LXIII. 685/a The
plaintiffapplied for shares on the faith of the prospectus,
III The obligation*imposed by a trust.

9. The duty of fulfilling one’s trust
; allegiance

owed to a superior, fealty, the obligation of a pro-
mise or engagement.
c 1250 Gen 4r Ex. 2187 Bi Se fei3 ic 03 to king pharaon.

c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 333 pe best were pan in his
feith. *389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 39 The feyth pat pei owen
to God 14 . Customs ofMalton in Surtees Mjsc. (1890)
63 He schall never clame no thyng. bott alonly hys faythe
for hys . lande. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxv. 538
yhon the feyth that ye owe to me 1568 Grafton Chron.
II 78 Untill he were returned unto his fayth 1598 W.
Phillips Linschoien m Arb Gamer III 15 The Lords .

,

took their oaths of faith and allegiance unto Don Philip
1671 Milton Samson 987 Who to save Her countrey from
a fierce destroyer, chose Above the faith of wedlock-bands
1863 Mary Howitt tr F. Bremer's Greece I vii 245 To
give their faith and obedience to the French monarch.
b In many phrases, in which the sense ap-

proaches that of 8 • to engage, fledge, plight
(one's) faith, f to swear, perjuie one's faith , to
keep (f hold), break

,
violate (one’s)faith

,
so breach

offaith.
CI320 Seuyn Sag (W) 3274 For glotonye he brake his

fayth c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 48 Everych of hem his
feith to oother kepte c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xm 138 Non
ofhem holdethe Feythe to another *483 Caxton Cato Bj,A man ought

_
to kepe feyth unto his frendes 1588 Shaks

L. L L v. li 283 Berowne hath plighted faith to me
£1592 Marlowe Jew ofMalta n u. Faith is not to be held
with heretics 1665 Mai^.ey Grotius' Low C Warres 339No Faith is to be held with such as differ from them *697
Dryden Vtrg Past vm. 25, I myNisa’s perjur’d Faith
deplore. *700 — Palamon 4 A rcite 78 For you alone, I
broke ray Faith with injur'd Palamon 1781 Gibbon Led,
4 F II. 129 The two princes mutually engaged their faith
never to [etc ], 1874 Stubbs Const Hist (1875) II xv.
296 He led the way and kept faith

10. The quality of fulfilling one’s trust; faith-
fulness, fidelity, loyalty. + To bear faith : to be
loyal to
c 1250 Gen Lx, 2678 Bat him sal feiS wurSful hen boren

f
*3°° C«ri«r W c 'C-“ ' p.-i faith lasted httel space,

. ‘I' * '* "* <* < 1,, C139X Chaucer Astrol

/ -'hi 1

1 ,l,
i

-
l 1 - h & ooeieth, 1393 Gower

L 1

,

"
’

l
1 1 s 1 ! 1 under guile feith 1590S| 1 r ' ' • '< Iu.ng the badge of faith to

proue them true. 1593 — 2 Hen VI, v i 166 Oh Where is

Faith? Oh, where is Loyalty? 1649 Evelyn Mem (1857)

III 40 Persons of great faith to his Majesty’s cause *74*

Middleton Cicero I vi 492 Illustrious for victory and faith.

x8xo T. JcrrERsoN Writ (1830) IV. 137 Confidence in our

faith and probity. 1844 H H Wilson Brit IndiaW 166

Indignant at his want of faith.

11. Goodfaith, badfaith . =L bona, mala fides,

in which the primary notion seems to have been the

objective aspect of confidence well or ill bestowed.

The Eng. uses closely follow those ofL
a Goodfaith', fidelity, loyalty (= sense 10);

esp. honesty of intention in entering into engage-

ments, sincerity m professions, Bona fides.

c 1340 Cursor

M

6778 (Fauf)To vsegodefatjjgod vsbede
1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxsv 230 Bygood feyth and trust.

1824 Mackintosh Sp Ho Com 15 June Wks 1846 III. 464
They have been able to observe good faith with their

creditors xBvx Blackie Hour Phases 1 37 Among what
men . are fellowship and good faith possible ? 1885 Sir J
Hannen in Law Reports 15 Q Bench Div 139 It is ad-

mitted that the magistrates acted in good faith

b Bad faith : faithlessness, treachery ,
intent

to deceive. Punic (rarely Carthaginian)faith (
=

L fides Pimita) faithlessness

1631 Massinger Believe as you List 11 n. The Pumcque
faitn is branded by Our enemies 1653 H Cogan tr. Pinto's

Trav xlvi 179 The bad faith of the Chineses X711
Steele Sped. No 174 r 2 Carthaginian Faith was a pro-

verbial Phrase to intimate Breach of Leagues 1768-74
Tucker Lt Nat. (185a) II 318 French faith became the

same among us, as Punic faith had been among the Romans.
12. In asseverative phrases, a. In (good) faith'.

in truth, really, * sooth to say
*

£1350 Will Palerne 858 And fayn sche wold ban in feib

haue fold him in hire armes. c 1386 Chauctr Chan. Yeom.
Prol T. 91 He is to wys in feith, ns I bileeue 1393
Gowlr Con/ III 25 In good feith to telle soth I trowe
She wolde nought her eye swerve c 1400 Destr. Troy 735
pou fades not in faith of a fowle end 15x3 More Rich III
in Grafton Chron II 769 In good fayth I would not be lie

that [etc ] 1599 Minsiieu Dial Sp, 4- Eng (1623) 28 Ip faith

this mule hath taken degree in Zalamanca 1755 Smollett
Quix (1803) 107 In good faith,we have no poor kindred now.

b Infaith, 1 'faith,faith, goodfaith : used in-

terjectionally

£1420 Sir Aniadace (Camd.) xn, Nedelonges most I sitte

him by Hi-fath, ther wille him uon man butte I. 15x3
More Rich III in Grafton Chi on. 1.781 In faith man..
I was never so sory c 1530 Redtordf Play Wit .$• Sc
(1848) xx Do ye fle, lfaytn? 1586 A. Day Eng Secretary
11. (1625) 48 Faith sir tis but as the wiser sort doe hold
opinion X594 Shaks. Rich III, it, iv. x6 Good faith, good
faith, the saying did not hold xfiojr Tourneur Rev ’I rag.
v in, Y’faith, we’re well 1709 Tatter No 11074 Faith
Isaac thou art a very unaccountable old Fellow *777
Sheridan Sch Scand in 1, Speak to me thus, and 1’faith
there’s nothing I could refuse you. 1793 BurnsAV a’ That
iv, Gude faith, he mauna fa

r
that 1840 Dickens Barn

Rudge v, I’d rather be in old John’s chimney-cornei, faith

1849 James Woodman v, Good faith, he has no choice. 1855
Browning Bp, Blougram's Apol„ Cool I’faith 1 We ought
to have our Abbey back you see

c In quasi-oaths By or on my, thy, etc
,faith,

By thefaith of (my body
,
love, etc ). Myfaith (

=
Fr.viafoil),
c 1350 Will. Palerne 275 Now telle me, felawe, be Jn fenjj
set fcou euer bemperour? c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camd.)

Ixi, But, be my faythe, with outun stryue c X477 Caxt on
Jason 36 b, By your faith seme ye good that I ought to go
after him. £1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxm 75 On my
feyth ye be well the man 1588 Marprel Epist (Arb, >5
By my faith, by my faith . this geare goeth hai d with vs.
x6oo Shaks A Y L hi u 450 By the faith of my loue,
I will. 1601 — All's Well 11 1 84 Now by my faith and
honour 1708 Coleridge Anc Mar vii. iv, Strange, by my
faith 1 the Hermit said 1871 Browning Pr Hohenst 1421
Weapons outflourished in tne wind, my faith 1

H 13. An alleged designation foi a company of
merchants.
1486 Bk St Aldan's F yij a, A faith of Marchandis.
TV. 14 Comb Chiefly objective, as faith-

breach, -bteaker, -stretcher', faith-definition, -re-

fer motion
,

-tradition
,
faith-breaking, -keeping sl>.

and adj
; faith-confirming, -infringing, \-workful

adj‘
;
faith-wise adv

;
faith-cure, a cure wrought

by means of ‘the prayer of faith’ (fas v 15);
whence faith-ourer, -curist, one who believes' 111

or practises faith-cure
, faith-fire, fig. the flame

of faith; faith-healer =faith-curer

,

faith.-h.eal-
mg, healing by faith-cure

; faith-mark, one of
the leading tenets of religion

; faith-press, the In-
quisition.

‘
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vpbraid his *Faith breach.
AO ilUW uuuuiciy
£ 1440 Pramp. Parv

AACWUll

*Feythe breke(r), Jidifragns. 1561 T Norton Calvm
dust iv. xx (1634)736 They are false Faith-breakers in the:
°fllce «x649 Drumm. of Hawth Hist Jas II Wlc
(1711) 30 They declare the king, and those that abode wit
him, faith-breakers. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos II, xxi 23He was no faith-breaker. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay
Argems 111. vu. 174 The very instant ofher *faith-breakinS
1654 Gavton Pleas Notes 111 vm. 123 The . . covetou
Faith-breakmg Senate 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant 5*Faith confirming Chanty 1883 Century Mag XXXI
a74 A faith-cure is a cure wrought by God in answer t

P
.

rayer
j

S
l
Monthly XXXil 507 The mirach

claimed by the *faith-curers x888 N Y. Herald so Jul
16/6 Great pieparations are being made by the *Faitl
Cunsts . for their annual conference 1665 J Se'rgean
Surefoottng in C/ir 209 But he willfinde no such fopperie
in ’'Faith-definitions made by the Catholick Church, xSg

McCavf& Breln Alctstcr Ltd 40 Neighbouring bishops
were expected to keep the T.uth-fire ablaze along then
frontiers, 1885 Lentmy Mag, XXXI 276 We chum that

all ’’faith-healers should repot t as do otn hospitals 1885
G Alitn m Longm Mag VII 85 Pet sons wlto believe

in ’'faith-healing x6sx Braihwmt Nairn es Imbassie
(1877) 24 A •'faith infunging Polynmestor 1605 Vi its 1 1 can
Dec, Intel! vm 253 This was gniui , 111 tcLoiuendation of
loyaltie or *faitli keeping. 1648

1

* ai iti ax, etc A'emonsti ante
30 For point of I*aith-keepmg. vvitnesse lus AllouK with
the Scottish Nation a 1849 J, C M anc,an Poems (1859)

383 The faith-keeping Prince of the Stotts 1822 5>yn

Smith Wks (1850) II 8/2 When once the ancient "faith-

marks of the Cfiuich me lost sight of 1624 T, Scon
Lawfnln. Netherlandish Wat 14 Unit most intolerable

thraldome of the Imposition, or ’Faith piesse, 1665

J Sergeant. Sme-foottn$ m l hr 231 The most refin'd

quintessence of all ’Faith-Refui nintiou 1676 Marvjii
Iren. Count its Wks 1875 IV. laC Those "faith-stietihers .

that put mens consciences upon the toituie, 1665 J Sir.
leant Vnrefvoting tn (hr. 43 A iomjile.it and ptopu notion
of ''Faith Tradition 1869 W. P 1\1 a< kay (ban 4 It nth
(1875) 72 Salvation came lntellect-wist, and not ’'fiutli wise
1604 lIrouchton Cottupi Hand/ Edit;, (1(103) 93 Tii.np
full Gad was grauui 111 this *f.uth\vwhfiill stone.

t Faith, v. Obs [f pree. sb.J a. wit To
place or rent one’s faith on b t> ans 'Fo provide

with a creed or standaid of faith C. To utter

upon one’s word of honour, d. To give oicdit

to, believe, trust

1430 Lydg. Chton Ttvy 1 \i, By whose cvanqile women
may well iere How they shuld faith 01 ti listen on anj man
X547 Hooei r Dtc/ar Lhr/st v, These deuces that ji.qn ,tiy

of late days faithed the diuidi withal. 1553 Gmimaiuk
Cnero’s Offices 1 (1558) 10 It is called f.uthfuTnes hei ausi it

is fulfilled wine’ 'i ‘t
f t’.id l ,tr 1 f if jt t

(/*i 1 t

1570-6 Lamhai 1 Pn n", j,,f 11 , . fnoi|
have cause .to' 1

1 1 <*• c («. in Ji . iv - ‘Iv 1605
Shaks. I.car 11 1 ?z V. -li n I 1 ,v 1 ,t in

time Make thy words faith'll V

+ Faithed, ppl. a- Obs. [f Fatih sb and v.

+ -KI>J

1. Having faith* with defining words as feeble-

faulted, strongfaithed, etc
C 1374 Ciiauci- it

4
i myitis 1. 1007 They arc the folk that

strengist feithid be. 1532 Mom ( onfnt J indole Wks 51.7/.

There vver tiowcake consuent c of 1« file fattht d fi ilk ofl< inlod,

154S Joyi. Eap Dan v. tja He is make faithul which
loueth and enbraceth the trwe doctrine . . alh« it he dan not
defende it openly.

2

Of a promise : Given on one’s laitli or wind
of honour.
*563 Grimaldf Cneto’s Offices 111 (1558115(9 I J.ist thou

thy faitlied promise broke.

Faithful (fiTJifiil), a. [f Faith j/i i--iri,.]

fl. Of persons, their actions, etc.* I* ull of or
characterised by Faith (sense 3) ; believing Obs
cxc. absol. : see 7 .

a 1300 Cursor M. 5348 (Cott.) Faithful .dualmil 1542
JifcCON Pat/no. Piayir Wks. 141 lullamc nuns lu.uts
with the love of faithful prayer 0x555 1 mimi it Sum
4 Rem (1845) 155 'ilic* poor faithful mail is mine sure of his
living, than if lie hacl the same 111 his chest x6xo B, Jonson
Alih 11. i, You are not failhruil, sir. I lus iiigliL, I’ll

change All, that is mcttall, in thy house, to gold, x6rx
Bibi e Gal. lii. 9 Faithful Abraham. 1759 Diluouiu Pope
66 He saw no . . dilliculty fo« a faithful mind to believe die
trinity.

2. Firm in fidelity or allegiance to a poison to
whom one is bound by any tie; constant, lot al,

tiue. Const, to.

a X300 Cursor

M

19799 (Cott )})au lie fund a faithful fictul.
CX330R Brunne ( /non (1810)307 So fuithfulh 1 hisciued
Hope erles and barons. 1393 1-am.l P PI, C. 11 is To he
faith-ful to hym he 3«ue Row fvuc wittes 1 1440 link
MysL 221 l'ull laulimlj suukll ae fytide ntc 1576
Fi Eming Panopl Epist. 162 The chiclest and faythfuliest
or your favourers. 1639 Dk. Hamii ion hi // Papers
(Camden) 104 My carhgc . such as be< ante your faithfullst
servant. 1722 Si wrl Hist Quakers (1795) J. Let to Ring 4No small part of lus faithful subjects. X727 Di Foi .Syd
Magic i m. (1840) 80 [Thcj ] vowed themselves to be lus
faithful allies, 1732 Pow Ess Man 1 ns His faithful dog
shall bear him company, 1832 Hr Mahumau Ihmuata
111 35 Be faithful to your masiu 1856 Ghinimin I ijc 11

(1875) 13 We must . be faithful to Ills icvcaltd law.

x6sx tr. Bacon's Life # Death 51 The Remedies faithful!
to the Intentions 1697 Dh\ urn l'

tfg (nvrg 11 76- His
faithful Bed is crown’d with chaste Delight 1784 Cnw 1*1 r
Task ui. 8 A greensward smooth And faithful to the foot
x8a8 ScottA M, Perth xxxu, Whose hand was faithful to
his sword.

3 True to one’s word or pi ofessed belief
;
abid-

ing by a covenant or promise, steadfast. Const to
c 1400 Maundlv (1839) xu 139 Ffor the* sarazincs ben

gode and feybfulle, ffor thet kepen entierly the eommaundc
ment of the holy book Alkoran 1594 T 1 I a Prnnaud
Fr Acad, w 187 God is so often called faithful l because
Heeneuerfalsifieth His faith. idiiBiiui Dent vu 9 The
faithfull God, which keepeth Couetiant and Memy with
them that loue him X690DRYDIN Doit Sibast \ 114 Na

good. And faithfull to his word 1841 Lane Arab
k *00 Are ye remaining faithful to your covenant ?

to. Ofa covenant, promise, etc. Containing a
pledge of fidelity, binding. Ohs.
c x^5 Wyntoun Cz £« vi 11 ml 59 Bvvndyn . wyth fayth-

ful Band lo succoure jie Fiedwme of Scotland a 1533
Ld Berners Hnon xlvm 162, I haue made a faythfull ion
x6oi Shaks Twel. N v i 117 The faitlifull’st ofinngs
A hat ere deuotion tender d
4 Of persons and their conduct Conscientious,

thorough in the fulfilment of duty.
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C 1350 Will Palerne 337 Be ferjtful & fre & euer of faire

qpeche 1377 Langl P PI B vi 253 pe freke pat fedeth

hym-self With 1ns feythful laboure 1329 More Dyaloge

in Wks 238/2 So faythfull a prince 1851 Carlyle sterling

m 11 (1872! 180 Faithful assiduous studies 1892 Law
TimesfLCII 144/2 Ihe faithful and conscientious discharge

of his duties

to Often used (? after Prov xxvi o) with refer-

ence to the duty of telling unwelcome truths or

giving unwelcome counsel. Chiefly colloq

1653 Stanley Hist Philos Ini 17 Think not those

faithful who praise all thy actions, but those who re-

prove thy faults

5 Of persons and their actions : That may be

believed or relied upon; trustworthy, veiacious.

•p Also, of things : Reliable.

1340-70 Alex # Dmd. 65, I haue founde 30U folk fatpful

of speche. *393 Langl, P PI C xix 141 Suche a surgeyn

setthen yseye was per neueie, Ne non so faithfol fysician.

x6tt BtBLr Ps cxix 138 Thy testimonies are very faith-

full 1678 Prideaux Lett (Camden) 65 The faithfullest

relators are the Grecians 1742 Fielding J Andrews
11 xvii, Unless I had much faithfuller interest, [he] advised

me to give over my pretensions 1814 Scott Wav 111,

Mentions scarcely more faithful than romances. 1891

M E Wilkins Humble Romance 280 Hei husband

did the cooking, and he was as faithful at it as a
woman 1

6 True to the fact or original, accurate

1529 More Dyaloge in. Wks 241/1 Any good verteous

man hath hadde the mynde in faithful wise to translate it

1660 H More Myst Godl v xvu 211 This is the faith-

ful lest Account that I can give *709 Pope Ess Cnt 484
When the faithful pencil has design'd Some bright Idea

of the master's mind. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1 vi, Mrs
Deborah made a faithful report 1781 Cowper Truth
t6i In faithful memoiy she lecords the crimes 1809-10

Coleridge Fnend{1865) 59 A faithful catalogue of its many
misenes 1 184* Myers Cath Th 111 § 42. 159 The Latin,

though moie faithful than the Septuagint, is far from

being perfect 1837 H Miller Test Rocks ui i53Wepio-
nounce the map a faithful copy

7 absol Chiefly pi a In sense 1 (but with

some notion of 2, 3)
* True believeis ’

; the be-

lieving members of the church , the orthodox of

any religious community Often as transl. Arab.

al-munnnun (gemt -in'), the designation given

by Mohammedans to those of their own faith

Father of the faithful (after Rom iv 11) Abiaham
Commander or Father of the Faithful . titles applied by
Mohammedans to the Caliph.

1358 Bp Watson Sev Sacrum xv ps Hee was one of

the number of the faithfull and familiars with Christ.

1563 Man tr Musculus’ Commonpi 275 The Sacraments

be giuen unto the faithful only 1397 Hooker Eccl Pol.

v xhv (1611) 273 The faithfull which departed this life

before the comming of Christ 1609 Bible (Douay) Hist

Table II 1073 Seths children and other faythful were called

the sonnes of God 1633 Pagitt Christianogr. 1 111. (1636)

X02 We beleeve the faithfull to eate Christs body a X71X

Ken Hymnotheo Wks 1721 III 77 The Faithful, who re-

trieve baptismal Flame 1753 Chambers Cycl Snpp , Faith-

ful, a designation the mahometans assume to themselves,

1782 Priestley Corrupt Chr II vi 14 The faithful re-

ceived the euchanst every Lord’s day 1840 ComicA l-

manac (Hotten) I. 248 The Sultan of Turkey . . the Father

of the Faithful 1841 Lane A rab. Nts I 71 Another custom

required of the faithful on this festival is the giving of alms,

1846 Edin Rev LXXXIV 68 The Commander of the

Faithful repaned to the tomb of the Prophet 1848 Ma-
caulay Hist. Eng I 159 A communion service at which

the faithful might sit Ibid 535 Sufficient evidence that he

was not one of the faithful [the covenanters]

»(> to trails/ as a slang tenn for drunkards

x6og W. M. Man in Moon B 3/a One of the faithfull, as

they prophanely teime him he will dnnke many degrees

beyond a Dutchman.

fB. adv. — Faithfully. Cos in educated

use.

1336 Anreho fy Isab (1608) A vj, I love her faythfuller

then you 1643 Milton Petrarch Wks 1738 I 233 To see

Covenants of greatest moment faithfullest perform d 1631

Sir E Nicholas inN Papers (Camden) 2x6,

1

doe faithfull

promise and mgage myselfe that [etc ]

C as sb A faithful person a. A true believer,

one of ‘ the faithful \ to. A tiusty adherent.

a *371 Hanmer Chron Irel (1633) 34 What faithfull

soever being penitent, shall beeburied there 1588 A* King

tr Camsius' Catech 13 No work of godlines suld be mstemit

of ane trew faithful hard 1849 Card Wiseman Miracles

N T Essays 1833 I 188 Nor is there reason to suppose,

that every simple faithful was a Thaumatui gus

b 1648 British Bell-man 1 Whilest the King and his

Faithfuls retained their Places of Dominion Ibid 4 Your

out cues against those his [the king’s] old faithfulls. 1890

H M Stanley Darkest Africa II. p xiu, Ihe Faithfuls

at Zanzibar

t Farthfullist. nonce-wd [f. prec. adj +

-1st.] A believer

1633 Urquhart Rabelais n Prol ,
You have .seen and

like upught Faithfulhsts, have firmly beleeved all to be true

that is contained in them

Faithfully (f?i pfiilx), adv [f Faithful a

+ -ly 2
] In a faithful manner.

•j* 1. With full faith, trust, or confidence
,
confid-

mgly, confidently. Obs
1401 Pol Poems (1839) II 107, I afferme faithfully that

that is Cnstis body c 1430 Lonelich Grail xxxvu 39s

Feythfully now trosteth to me. *553 Bury Wills (1850)

141 Most faythfully beleving y* my sowle shall rest

wth Abrah4m. 1607 Shaks Ttmonm 11 46, If his occa-

sion were not veituous, I should not vrge it halfe so

faithfully

VOL, IV,

f to. Assuredly, in truth Qbs
0x400 Destr Tsoy x8qo And pou faithfully a foie, & a

freike mad, May be countid in this case

2 a. With fidelity or firm allegiance
;
loyally,

truly. Yours faithfully . one of the customary

modes of subscribing a lettei to With strict ad-

herence to duty, conscientiously. C. Sincerely,

tuithfully
X362 Langl P PI A vn 64, 1 schalfynden hem heorefode

batfeipfulhchelyuen 0x400 Maundev (Roxb)xxv i2oHe
beleuethnotfeithfullyinGod 14 Pol Rel $L Pocms{i&66)

49 Euery wygth pat louyth feythefully. 1330 Crowley Last
Trump, 154 Daniel serued his prince fayethfully 1588 J
Udall Demonstr Disctp, (Arb ) 16 The Discipline which
they receiued of Chuste, they dehuered faythfully to the

people *603 Knolles Hist Turks(1621) 1082 Beleeve us

who love you not fainedly, but faithfully, and in deed 165a

High Commission Cases (.Camden) 317 He did faithfulhe

exercise his mimstery 1705 Stanhope Paraphr II 254
They who do their own Endeavours faithfully shall he.

.

strengthened to do more 177a Junius Lett Ixvui 33s
Those laws he has sworn to administei faithfully 1781

Gibbon Decl F III 119 The fatal secret was faithfully

preserved *787 W Pitt in G Rose Dianes (i860) I 68

Most sincerely and faithfully yours,W Pitt 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 222 Faithfully remembering not to teimmate
the heating, till [etc] 1873 Ouida Pascarel I 61 We all

went to him faithfully

3. In strict accordance with the facts or original

;

accurately, correctly, exactly, truthfully.

laiqaoMorteArth 1913,1 wille faythfully tellene C1400

Destr Troy 634, I will you faithfully enforme how ye fare

shall 1356 Lauder Tractate 524, T haue said ye ventie

faithfulhe 1690 Def Rights Unit) Oxford Pref, Thus
do [we] faithfully keep an exact register of their con-

tentions 1712 Sped No 327 r 2 what I have faith-

fully related 1792 Genii Mag. 13/1 The church is faith-

fully represented in the annexed drawing 1877 Mrs
Oliphant Makes s Flor in. 79 So came I tojudge faithfully

with my proper eyes.

4 fa. In a convincing or assunng mannei (Ohs').

to With binding assurances (still common colloq ).

Cf Faithful 3 b and Faith 7, 8.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 435 So feythfully to me spake

he 1323 Abp Warham in Ellis Ong Lett in I 370 To
whome I have feighfully promised not to vtter the same

1548 Hall Citron 241 b, Promisyng faithfully shortly to

sende for her x6oo Shaks A Y L 11. vn 192 If that you
were the good Sir Rowlands son, As you haue whispei’d

faithfully you were Mod. He promised faithfully to send

the book the next day.

Faithfulness (f?‘-]>fulnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness ] The quality of being faithful a Fidelity,

loyalty (to a superior or friend) ;
trustworthiness,

conscientiousness, to. Strict adherence to one’s

pledged word; honesty, sincerity. C. Exact cor-

respondence to an original or to fact.

1388 Wyclif Esther vi 3 What meede gat Mardochee
for this feithfulnesse? *486 Bk St AlbasTs

,
Her Ava,

Cherefull to faythfulnes a 1333 Ld. Berners Hnon Ixxxn.

253 Gretepetye it shalbe yf ye sholde dye for your trouth

and faythfulnes. xs8x Sidney Apol Poetrie (Arb ) 19 Ihe
beast of most faithfulnes 1662 Stillingi-l Ong Sacr

11 vi § ia The truth and faithfulness of God *688 South

Serm. (1704) I xii 517 The Band, that supports all Com-
pacts, is Truth and Faithfulness 1700 Burkitt OnN T
Matt x 40-2 Our Saviour encourages his Apostles to

Faithfulness in their Office 1783 Hailes Asiiiq Chr Ch.

11 31 The faithfulness and loyalty of the Jews to the Roman
government, 1869 Freeman Norm. Cosiq (1876) III xil

191 The valour and faithfulness of the house of Geroy

1883 lifanch Exam, 13 May 5/2 Persons dependent upon

each other's stability and faithfulness Mod. I was exceed-

ingly pleased with the faithfulness of the likeness.

Faithless (f?'ples), a. [f. Faith sb. + -less.]

Without faith.

I. Without belief, confidence, or trust
;
unbeliev-

ing Const \of in.

at300 CursorM 6317 (Cott.) To bis fmt-les lede Manna
fel x6xx Bibi e John xx 27 And bee not faithlesse, hut

beleeuing 1681 Luttrell Brief Rel (1837) I 123 The
more sober sort are not altogether faithlesse as to his

innoceucy 1826 E Irving Babylon II vi 74 Men are not

nowmorefaithless ofArmageddon, than [etc J. *84* Lowell
Sonnets xvi, An old man faithless in Humanity. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. cvi, The faithless coldness of the

times . _ r
b Without religious faith ;

unbelieving. Of a

heathen or a Jew ; Without Christian faith. Also

absol. Thefaithless

:

unbelievers. Now rare

1334 More On the Passion Wks, 1320/1 That dede doone

by y-> faythlesse is not meritonus at al 1348 Udall, etc

Erasm Par. Rom. Prol. sig ft 1, Else shalt thou remaine

euermore faithlesse 1390 SpenserF 0 in. lii. 34 sha11

holy Church with faithlesse handes deface 1628Wither

Brit Rememl vi 252 As faithlesse as the Jewes, are we
absol 1377 B, Googe Heresbach's Hnsb m (1586) 138 b,

A great number of others imagined by the faithlesse

2 Destitute of good faith, unfaithful, insin-

cere; false to vows, etc, perfidious, disloyal.

Const to ...
X362 Langl, P PI Ax 13s Fals folk and Feiples, peoues

and lyjers 1399 Pol Poems (1859) I 377 The ffortune

that ffallyn is to ffeitheles peple 16x3 Shaks Hen. r 111 ,

11 i 123 A most vnnatural and faithlesse Seruice. 1678

Wanley Wotid Lit Wot Id v 11 §81 478/2 A man of a .

faithless disposition 17*3 Pope Odyss, xiv. 322 Domestic

in Ms faithless roof I staid, 1786 Burke W. Hastings Wks
1842 II 214 The dangerous, faithless, and ill-concerted

projects of the council of Bombay. 1807 CrabbePar Reg
it 142 The faithless flatterer 1839 Keightley Hist Eng
II, 65 She hqd pever been faithless to the royal bed

3 That cannot be trusted or relied on
;
unstable,

treacherous, shifting, delusive.

1603 Shaks. Meas for M. lit 1 137 Oh faithlesse Coward,

oh dishonest wretch 1738 Johnson London 239 1 he mid-

night murd’rer bursts tne faithless bar 1760 Goldsm.
Hermit 10 Yonder faithless phantom flies To lure thee

to thy doom 1833 Kanf Gnsmell Eap xhx. (1856) 466

Striving to tear 11s irom this faithless anchorage

Hence Tad thlessly adv
,
in a faithless mannei

1643 Prvnne Treachery Disloyalty App 218 Had we .

not faithlessely betrayed, but sincerely discharged the

severall trusts reposed m us.

Faithlessness (f* 1 plesnes). [f prec +-NESS.]

The quality or fact of being faithless a Want of

fidelity, disloyalty, perfidy to Want of good

faith, insincerity, c. Want of religions belief;

infidelity.

1603 Bu Hall Medit fy Venus 1 § xo So great distrust is

there in man from, his impotence or faithlesnes 1726 Popr
Let. to Bethel 9 Aug Lett. (1737) 320,

1

wish he had lived

long enough to see so much of the faithlessness of the world,

as to have been [etc ] 1738 T. Edwards Canons Cnt
<1765) 344 Sharp are the pangs that follow faithlessness 1790
Blair Serm. Ill xiu 275 When the heart is sorely wounded
by the ingratitude or faithlessness of those on whom it had
leaned, a 1849 J H Evans in Spurgeon Treas Dav Ps.

lxxi 17 The faithlessness of Abiatnar, and the faithlessness

of even his faithful Joab 1849 Grote Greece n. xlvn VI
96 Perdikkas whose character for faithlessness we shall

have to notice i860 Ruskin Mod Paint V ix. xn. 347
Faithlessness characteristic of this present century

f Faithly, adv Obs [f Faith sb + -ly 2
]

I. With fidelity, faithfully, loyally, steadfastly,

truthfully.

c 1323 Metr Horn 162 Feitheli scho hir candel held aye

c 1330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 316 Of pe treus to speke.

And feyply perto bondon 1393 Langl P PI C. xxn 70
Faithly for to speke hus furst name was ihesus c 1440 Sir
Degrev 541 Y shalle faythly fyeght Both m wrong and in

iyght

2 As an asseveration • In deed or truth, certainly,

surely, verily

c X340 Gaw 3 Gr Knt. 1636 pis gomen is your awen
faythely ge knowe la 1400 Morte Arth 4032 We are

faithely to fewe to feghte with them a 1400-3° Alex-

ander 2279 Now faithly . fall pe so thrise, pou sail be

crouned

Fai’tliward, adv. rare. [See -ward.] Towards

(the Christian) faith

1886 J M Ludlow hi Hosmlet Rev Aug. 163 Almost

resistless tendencies laithward were horn ofhis early Chris-

tian culture

Fai’tliworthy, a. [f Faith + Worthy a ]

Worthy of belief or trust, trustworthy Hence

Fai thwortbiness, the quality of being faith-

worthy (Worcester, 1846, citing Quart Rev )

a 1535 Fisher Wks 433 Luther neither is faith worthy

nor he doth no miracles 1671 J Webster Metattogr 111

56 Certain and faith-worthy Authors in the nearer Germany
1772 Nugent Hist Fnar Gerund 1. 2x7 It is affirmed by a
faith-worthy author 1861 Daily Tel 26 Oct , The lady

is faithworthy in her evidence as to identity. 1863 Reader

28 Jan 98/2 So far as profound knowledge, can ensure

faithworthy evidence

Baitneant, -iso, obs. ff of Faineant, -ise

Faitour (fi? 1 tat) Obs exc arch. Forms : 4-J
faytor, -tour(e, -towre, 6 fayter, feytonr, 4-
faitour. [a KF.faitour, OF. faitor doer, maker

L factar-em • see Factor The special sense

of 4 impostor’ seems to be peculiarly AF. and

Eng. ;
cf. OF.failure sorcery, spell ]

X, An impostor, cheat
;
esp. a vagrant who shams

illness or pretends to tell fortunes

App already obsolescent in 1568, as Grafton Cits on II.

598 glosses it ‘ as much to say as loyterer, vagabond, or

begger’ SirW Scott often uses it nrep

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxx 16 pai ere all faitors &
ypoentes & iogulors pat desayues men [1383 Act 7 Rich

II, c. S Governours des villes & heux ou tielx faitours &
vagerantz vendront ] c 1430 Life ofSt Kath. (1884)23 Put

me in duresse as pouj I were a faytour 1496 Dives £
Paup. (W. de W.) 1 xxx 69 These faytours that ben called

sothe sayers 1529 More Comf agst Trtb n Wks. 1209/2

Nor to beleue euery faytor that will saye hymselfe that he

is verye sycke. >379 Spenser Sheph Cal May^ 39 Those

faytours [gloss vagabonds] little regarden their charge.

1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg 104 As faitors use, you play fast

and loose. 18x3 Scott Tnerm. 11 xt, lyrant proud, or

faitour strong 1828 — F M Perth vhi, Yonder stands

the faitour, rejoicing at the mischiefhe has done.
.

to. nonce-use. The disease of being a 'faitour’

c 1300 Biennials Test, 25 in Hazl E. P P I 93 He was

infecte. With the faitour, or the fever lordeyn

f 2 Comb. Faitour's grass Spuige, the acrid

]iuce of which was used in malingering.

c 1440 Promp Paro, 146 Faytowrys gresse, or tytymal

*534 * itzHerbert Husbandry (EDS) lix, A Grasse that

is called feitergrasse [ed. 1398 fettergrass].

Pais, var of Fegss %nt.

Fake (f^k), sbl Naut. Also 7, 9 fack [Of

obscure origin ;
cf. Fake vJ-

The MHG vach had the sense ' fold ’ in addition to those

of * appointed place, portion of space or time, compartment ’

,

if a similar sense belonged to the etymological equivalents

OE fee(recorded in sense ‘space oftime '), MDu vak (enclo-

sure, partition), the word might come from either source^ If

it be identical with the Sc Faik sb. fold, a native origin

seems probable ]

(See quot 1S67)



34FAKE.

j6*7 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram vii 30 Lay it [Cable]

up in a round Ring, 01 fake, one aboue another *088 K
HolmeArmoury hi 163/2 How nnny Packs is in the Rope

Y

i7,o Capt W Wrigieswortu MS Log-bk ofthe' Lyell
Oct ,

Hauled up the Small Bowei and Sheet Cables and

Coiled them down again in shorter fakes *810 J H Moore
Pi act Navig (ed 18) 274 Sack or Sake 1867 Smyth

Sailor's Word-bk ,
Fake, one of the aides or windings of

a cable or hawser, as it lies disposed in a coil.

Fake (f^k), sb 2 slang.
[Belongs to Fake v 2

]

1 An act of ‘ faking ’
; a contrivance, ‘ dodge \

trick, invention ;
a £ faked ’ or c cooked ’ report.

1827 Maginn in Blackau Mag (Farmer), The fogle-

hunter’s doing. Their morning fake m the prigging lay

1851 Mayheiv JLond Labour (1861) I 223 After that weliad

a fine ‘ fake '—that was the fire of the Tower of London—it

sold rattling. x885.P«MrA3i Jan 60 If Iworked the theatrical

fake—which I don't. 1887 Fmanc News 24 Mar 1/4 D
is generally legarded as tne father of the testimonial fake

1891 Pall Mall G 28 July 6/2 The abominable fakes tele-

graphed to the papers by the agencies

attrtb. i8ga Boston (Mass ) Jrnl 9 June 10/2 heading

,

Another Fake Interview Denounced

2 A composition used for ‘ faking ’ (see quots ).

1866 Islington Guardian 3 Apr 3/3 [Condensed milk sold

to dealers to be watered down and retailed as new milk] is

known in the trade under the name of ‘ Fake ’ *880 Grr
Goldsmith's Handbk x (ed, 2) 140 Soft-soldering Fluid

bears various names in the different workshops, such as
1 monkey ‘fake*

Fake (f<?‘k), v I Naut [app f. Fake sb l,

which, however, appears much later Cf. Sc

Fair v 1 to fold ] trans To lay (a rope) in fakes

or coils
;
to coil

? a 1400 Morte A rth 742 Ffrekes one \>e forestayne, fakene

)>eire coblez e i860 H Stuart Seaman's Catech 62 The
chain cables and messengers are faked in the chain lockers

1875 BcnroRD Sailor's Pocket-bk viu (ed 2) 281 But for

subsequent shots the line may be faked on the beach

Fake (f^k), v 2 slang [Of obscure origin.

There appears to be some ground for regaining it

as a valiant of the older Feak, Feague, which are

prob. ad. Ger fegrn (or the equivalent Du. or

LG ) to furbish up, clean, sweep.
In Rowland's Martin Mark-all 1610, a/eager of loges is

explained as meaning * one who begs with false documents
*

(cf tofake a screeve) ,
and the modernfake away appears

to conespond to the earlierfeague it away The colloquial

and jocular uses of the Ger. fegen closely resemble the

senses mentioned in quot. 1812 amongst those given by
Grimm are ‘

to clear out, plunder’ (a chest, purse : cf. to

fal.e a cly\ ‘ to toiment, ill treat

1 trans. In thieves’ or vagrants’ language To
perform any operation upon ; to ‘ do ‘ do for *

;

to plunder, wound, kill
;
to do up, put into shape

;

to tamper with, for the purpose of deception In

the last-mentioned application it has latterly come
into wider colloquial use, esp with reference to the
* cooking ’ or dressing-up of news, reports, etc., for

the press Also, Tofake tip

1812 J H Vaux Flash Diet s v., To fake any person or
place, to rob them ; to fake a person may also imply to

shoot, wound, or cut , tofake a man out and out, is to kill

him; a man who inflicts wounds upon, or otherwise dis-

figures, himself, for any sinister puipose, is said to have
fakedhimself, ifa man’s shoe happens to pinch or gall his
foot, he will complain that his shoefakes his foot sadly to
fake your slangs, is to cutyoui irons in order to escape from
custody

;
to fake yourpm, is to create a soie leg, or to cut

it, as if accidentally m hopes to get into the doctor’s
list, &c j to fake a screeve is to write any letter or other
paper} to fake a screw, is to shape out a skeleton or false

key, for the piupose of screwing a particular place ; tofake
a cly is to pick a pocket. 1831 Mavhew Land Labour
352 The ring is made out of brass gilt buttons it's

faked up to rights.
1
1874 Punch 7 Mar. 98/1 Pr’aps he’d a

come to you with him [a horse] faked up for sale 1885
Sporting Pnnes 23 May 1/3 1 he chorister fair Faked her-
self up 1883 H P Grattan m The Stage ro July, A pair
of shoes to fake the patchey (Anglice play the harlequin^
1885 Spectator 24 Jan. 119/2 Nine pictures out of ten in
modern galleries are simply studies—‘faked up’. 1887
Times 30 July 5/5 He now knew that these diamonds were
‘ faked 1888 Phonetic Jrnl. 7 Jan. 4/2 ‘ Faking* in newz-
paper fraze meanz the supplying, ov unimportant detailz
which may servan exsellent purpos in the embellishment ov
a despatch 1888 ‘ Boldrewood ' Robbery wafer Anns
I. xvii, The horse-brand had been ‘faked’ or cleverly
altered

2 absol or 7ntr To steal (?only a literary

misapprehension)
,

also in fake away (see
quots.).

181a J H Vaux Flash Diet , Fake away, the) e's no
dmon go on with your operations, there is no sign of any
alarm or detection. 1834 H. Ainsworth Roolewood in v,
‘Nix my dolly pals fake away ’ x86o Reade Cloister <$ H
III. iv 82 They molest not beggars, unless they fake to boot,
and then they drown us out of hand
Hence Faked ppl a ; Fa*Mng vbl. sb

;
Fa ker,

one who * fakes ’ (cf. Cly-fakek)
;
Fa’kery, the

practice of * faking’.
<11845 Barham Ingot Leg ,

Lay St Aloys, Nought is
waking Save mischiefand 1 faking

’

1851 Borrow Lavengro
II. m 29 We never calls them thieves here, hut pngs and
fakers 187a Morning Post 7 Nov, 3/1 Since the 1 faking

’

°f the scales in Catch-’em-Alive’s year. 1885 Daily Tel.
1

*
a

*
turne^ faker of dolls and doll's furniture

’

,88o Bicycling Netvs ir June 536/2 What has been termed
a faked machine 1887 Sat Rev. 9 Jan 70 The gold
and vellum binding with the orange-tinted edges form a
pretty piece of ‘fakery’ 189a A C. Doyle Advent
S Holmes xm, in. Strand Hag', IV No, 24 657/2# I found
him [the liorse] m the hqnds of q fqker,

Fakement (fF'-kment) slang. Also fakeman-

ckarley [f as prec + -went ,
the origin of the

longer form is unknown ] A piece of manipu-

lation, contrivance, ‘ doclge
5

,
vaguely, a thing,

tummitin-. decoration (on an article
• mni'prn

of clothing).

181a J H Vaux Flash Did sv Fakcman charier.

Speaking of any stolen piopcrty which has a pi ivnte mai k,

one will say, tliete is & fait man-charity oil it, a foigeiy

which is well executed is said to be a prime fakement ;

in a word, anything is liable to be teimed a fakement, or

afakeman-chai ley,
provided the peison you address knows

to what you allude 1823 Egan in Groses Diet Vnlg

Tongue (ed 3>sv Tellthe macers towind theirfakements,

desire the swindle! s to be careful not to foige another per-

son’s signature 1838 Glascock Land Sharks II 4 ,
I see

you’re fly to every fakement 1851 Mayhtw Loud Labour

I 52 Pair of long sleeve Moleskin with a double fake-

ment down the side Ibid I 246 Ah 1 once I could screeve

a fakement (wnte a petition) 1877 live Years Pinal

Servitude iv 254 You worked that little fakement in a

blooming quiet way.

t Fakken, sb Obs Forms . 1 faeen, fden, 2

faene, 3 Orm fakenn [OE. facen = OS fikn,

fkan, OHG fetchan fraud, ON feikn portent -
OTeut *faikno-m.] Fraud, guile, wickedness,

924 Laws ofAltheistan i ? 17 He lachse hand mid
]je man tyh5 (i<Et lie Jisct facen mid worhte c xooo Age
Gosp Matt xxit 18 Da se Halendhyra facn [c 1160 Hatton,

facne] gehyrde, j>a cwwS he c 1200 Ormin 12797 An sop

Issraehsshe mann patt mss na fakenn nine

•J- Fa*ken, a Obs Forms . 1 f&cne, f&cne, 3

faeen, faken, (4 foken), 5 Sc. faikyn [OE fu na

(oftener with umlaut fscene)- OS ftkni wicked,

ON.feikn awful, monstrous .—OTeut. *faiknjo ,
f

*faikno-m . see prec.] Deceitful, fiaudulent.

c xooo Ags Ps. cv[i] 10 Swa hi alysde hfes ealdor of heora

feonda fseenum handum a 1200 De Ammo & Corpore (ed

Phillips 1838} 8 [p]i tunge is ascoited )?eo pe facen was,

C1200 Ormin 12655 Pe frosst off fakenn troww]>e c 1330 R
Brunnc Chron, (1810) 194 Saladyn was fulle foken [printed

foen, rune-word token], on him may non aflie 1 1450

Henryson Fables, Paddok $ Morn 58 Fair thingis oftymis

ar fundin faikyn

Hence *j* Fa kenlicbe adv. Obs , craftily

c xooo jEltric Gen xxvii 35 pin broSor com facenlice and
nani June bletsunga a 1200 De Ammo 4 Corpore (ed Phi!

lips 1838) 8 Heo jeotSSde fakenhehe & )>en feondc icwemdc.

|| FaM. [Arab, tuw faqih one learned m tlie

law ] A title given m Africa to schoolmasters
187a Baker Nile Tribut via x 12 He chanced to combine

in his own person the titles of both sheik and faky 1884
A, Forbes Chinese Gordon \1,151 [‘The Mahdi’] became
the disciple ofafaki(head dervish) who lived near Khar-
toum 1892 Blackui. Mag. Sept 629 Tipping the faki or
schoolmaster.

Fakir (faklm, W ki°j). Forms: 7 fakier,

(fuckeire, foker, -quere), 7-9 faquir, (8 fackire,

fa(c)quier, fou.gh.ar), 9 fakeer, faqueer, 8-

fakir. [a. Arab. jAb faqir lit. ‘poor, poor

man ’
;
some of the early forms may be due to the

pi. fuqard ]

1 ‘Properly an indigent person, but specially

applied to a Mahommedan religious mendicant,

and then loosely, and inaccurately, to Hindu de-

votees and naked ascetics ’ (Yule)
x6og Ro. C. Hist. Disc. Mitley Hamet vii C iij/z Fokcrs,

are men of good life, which are onely given to peace. X638W Bruton Newes from E, Indies 27 They are called
Fuckeires 1704 Colled Voy (Church ) III 568/1 You
shall take care to embark all the Facquiers, 1763 SmartoN
Indostan (1770) 27 Bestowing a part of their plunder on .

Faquirs 1813 Byron Giaour xi, Nor there the Fakir's self

will wait x86x Dickens Tom Tiddler's Gr. 1, A Hindoo
fakeer’s ground. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 178 A
fakir would hardly be an estimable figure in our society

2 attrtb, and Comb
, as fakir-race

,
fakir-hke

adj and adv

_

X849 Southey Comm -pi. Bit Ser 11 390 Pilgrims carry,
ing bars of iron fakir-likc 1859 I Taylor Logic in Theol
146 The genuine successors of a fakir race. 1884 Pall
MallBudget 22 Aug 6/2 The faku-hke devotion with which
he has fixed his eyes upon the House of Lords
Hence Fakirism, the system, faith, and practice

of the Fakirs.
1856 Kingsley Hoursw Mystics Misc I 349 Hindoo mys-

ticism .has died down into brutal fakoerism 1883 Goldw.
Smith m Contemp Rev Dec. 806 Fakirism is devtt-woislnp

FaTa. rare—\ [ad Du. fahe.] A sort of
kerchief worn in Holland.
1721 Ramsay Tartana 340 May she be curst to starve in

Frogland Fens, To wear a Fala ragg’d at both the Ends
Fa-la (fala). a Used as a refrain, b. Music.
A sort of madrigal or ‘ ballet’ in vogue in the 16th
and 17th C
a i59<> Morley 1st Bk. Balletts 1, Sit we heeie our loues

recounting Fa la la la 1665 Earl Dorset Poems (1721) 58
To all you Ladies now at Land With a Fa, la, la, la, la.
<«x8oo Cowpcr Poems, To Celia t. No serenade to break
her rest .With my fa, la, la

attnb 1838 T Struthers Pod Tales 78 Fifths or thirds
And other Crankums set and shown Many Fa la words.
b 1597 Morley Introd Mm, 180 Another kind of

Ballets, commonlie called fa las 1674 Playtord SkillMus
1 59 Your Madrigals or Fala’s of five and six Paits. 1867
Macfarren Harmony u. 55 Ballets, or Fal-las, of the end
Of the sixteenth century

FALCHION.

Falaterie, obs. f. of Phylactj'uy

Palau, obs f. of Fallow
Palaver, -mgi obs 01 dial ff of Palavkb,

etc

||
Falbala (fiu Hula) Also 8 falbeloo, fall-

bullow [Falbala, a woul found m seitiial Rom-

ance languages lrom the 1 7th c downwards, origin

unknown. Cf Fuitm low.] A trimming lm

women’s petticoats, scarves, etc ,
a flounce, fur-

below. Also atlr ib.

X704 CuiBi u Careless Jfu\band 1, As m my blue and green

Ribbons as would have made me a Fnlbal 1 Apron 17x3

Srrnn Guardian No 171 Freung their f.ill-liullows

fiom tlie annoyance both of lult anil point 1859 f iialki ray

> .. 1 ,‘i’l 1 -I* iMO-off to gut then best falbakis

ifcSs’t \ l> ’ o u i 1 hive got my face wrinkled

1
1

.
1

« -a

f Pale. App some plant

c 1310 Old Age ill /, p. (t8fij) 149 As fall 1 f.ilow an

feldc,

Falcade (fX-lkaclL Horsemanship [a Fi

fahade, ad It file,da, L fahiita

,

Jem. olfahiit-us

see Falcate ]
(See quol

)

1730-6 Hah 1 A fall .uh is tin* a< turn of the h.nini In s, and

of tin. legs, uliu h hunt \eiy low, a. in 101 vits when a slop

or li df-stop is made 1775 m Asii

Falcate (ftelkvt), a. Amt, /tof, and fool

[ad L. fah dl-ns, f, filc-cm fah sickle] Jknl

or curved like a sickle ;
hooked.

1826 Kmiiv & Sr, Putonto/ 08 *81 II I xxix ififl Tin in 111-

dtbul.e of I,ani|iyns ate fuluitc. 1835 Lin 01 1 \ Introd

Hot, (1848) II w) I<ah atr. 1845 — St/i Bid. i (iR',8) 56

Pod always falcate ot spinlly twotid x87oIIoumr
Stud flora Capsule < n I »•• .

f*
1
' oi fal

cate 1879 Cassell's J / ./« IV 1
I ‘n fnm

wings ..arc falcate at the tip 1884 Ayd, Sot . I.t \

,

Falcate cariilagts, the semi-lunar (..milages of the knur

joint.

Falcated (farlk^terl), a [f as prec + -eh.]

a. Ash on Having a sickle-shaped appearance,

said of the moon or a planet w hen less than one

half of its surface is illuminated.

1704 m Harris Lex Vechn. 1783 W. F. Maiiiin C„o'.

Mag I Introd iS Mercury
,
tin his appio.u h to [tin Sim]

is falcated like the new moon. 1867 77 O I* C H twin us

Astron. Vouih 916 The Moon, is said to be ‘fah itul
1

when its illuminated pm turn is crescent stupid

•| b. Hot, and Zool. Fa I.t' vt'lk Obs
X75o G. Hu(.ihs liarbada, s 22 1

These are tipped with

large falcated Apices. xBxs Kmiiv K Si* / ntamo/. III

xxxv 642 lnAttacus Atlas the pi iniaiy wmgs an fah tied

or hooked at their apex.

t Falca'tiou. Obs, [f. L file-cm sickle

see -ATioN.]

X. The condition of being falcate
;
conn

.

a fatvale

outgrowth or appendage, nook
1646 Sir T. Bkoivm Pseud /*/<. \ ut. ** 16 The Loitel**

have a long falcation or fori ipatcd taylt lnhindt* *714
Dirham Astro Thiol, v 1 1*7151 107 In whose [tin Moon
and Venus’] Falcations the dark part of ihur Globes may he

perceived.

2 (See quot).
1656 Biount Glossoi;r ,

/*aha/ion, a mowing or tutting

with Bill or Hook. T721-X800 m Bah rv .

Falchion, (fy lJYn\ sb. Forms; 4-7 fach-,

fauch-, fawch.-, -on(o, -oun, '5 fauschuno,
fawchun, fouohon, fwalchon), 6-9 fauch-,

faulch-, fawch-, -eon, -ion, (fi faction, falcheon
6-7 fan-, fawchinfe, 7 falohon, 8 faulchm), 7-

falchion ;
also 5 fawken, 7 falcon, peril by con-

fusion with Fvlcon [MK fauchoun, a. OF fin-
chon — It. fakionc \ulg. 1 at fah ibn-cm, i L
faid-, falx sickle.]

1 A broad sword more or less cunetl with the

edge on the convex side. In later use and in

poctiy: A4hvord of any kind
1303 R. Biu'nm Hand/, Synue 864-, IIys[t1u» print's] lung

shuld he hy s fauchoun c 1380 S it I, rumb, 2244 Ian afer

drow out a schort fachoun C1440 )'ork Myst xxu. *46 \

trowe youre f mchone hym flaies a 1533 I,o Bi km rs

Hnon xlu 141 He toke a grue Faw chon m lus luniks
az6zB fern J. Bi \umcim Itosnmth f. 501 He lifts lus Fau-
cluon with a threatening Grace 1720 Gay Poems

(

174s) I.

37 In the bright air the dreadful fauchion shone x8o8
Scott Mann. vi. x\vi. Hpears shook, and faulchnms flasln d
amain, 1852 Kingsley Poems, Andromeda 237 Curved on
lus tlugh lay a falchion.

'| b. Single
,
double falchion, case of fahhtons-,

various species of sword-play Obs.
1708 J CuAMiiriti aym St. Gt. Brit 1 in vii. (174 :) 189

The nobihtyand gentry have quarter staff, single fauichion,

double faulchion, etc 1712811111 Sg, <

i

No 436 r s 'J’he

several Weapons follosving, vi/ Single Falchion, Case of

Falchions, Qmuter Staff, 17x2 Annulhnoi John Bull 1 v,

He dreaded not old Lewis either at back-sword, single

falchion, or cudgel-play
attnb 1489 Caxton Faytcs of A, it xxvi 138 Axes of

weire factoned asswel after fawken wise as other x6ox R
Johnson Kingd, tjr Connnw, (1603) 159 A falceu sword after

the Turkish fashion 1667 I*pi*vs Duiry (1879) IV 330 His
Knife was with a falchion blade

+ 2 =Bill sbO 4 or HiLt-nooK. Obs
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 343/3 Other plowemen folowed

the wulf and with then staues and fam lions dclj uerd the
child hoole. 1596 Drayton Legends 111. 8 Let thy bright
Fauchion lend Me Cypresse Jkmghcs 1664 H. Mort
Myst Iraq 333 The Huntsman with a wood knife or
faucliepn at his side,



FALCHION. 35

i FaTchion, v Obs rare — 1 [f prec sb ]
Dans To cut with a falchion, use a falchion upon.
1526 Skelton Magnyf 2216 Hold thy hande Or I shall

fawchyn thy flesshe, and scrape the on the skyn

Falcidian (feelsi clian), a [f Faladats + -an ]
In Falcidian law (Lex Faladta), a law carried by
P Falcidius, which ordained that no Roman citi-

zen should bequeath more than three-fourths of his

estate away from his legal heirs Hence Falcidian
portion, the fourth part thus leserved.
1656-81 in UlovutGIossost. 1756 G Harris tr Justinian's

Inst 11 xxu 105 The Falcidian law was at length enacted
1788 Gibbon Dccl § F IV xliv 391 His successor was
empoweied to retain the Falcidian portion

Falci'ferous, a Obs-° [f L. falc(i)-, falx
sickle + -ferous ] Carrying a sickle, scythe-bearing.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1692-1732 in Colls

Falciform (fee lsiffnm), a [f. L. falc-em
sickle + -(i)form ] Sickle-shaped, curved, hooked
Frequent m Anat

,

as in falciform ca> tilage, liga-

ment, process, etc.

1766 Pennant Zool (1776) III 236 Immediately behind
this fin was another, tall and falciform 1787 Hunter in
Phil Trans LXXVII 410 The right lobe is the largest
its falciform ligament broad 1798 Hooter Med Diet., Fal-
ciform process, the falx, a process of the dura mater, that
anses from the cnsta galli, separates the hemispheres of the
biain and terminates in the tentorium 1836 Todd Cycl
A nat I 13 The fold which passes upwaids towards the liver

is falciform 1838 BlacLw Mag. XLIII 650 What a falci-

form and wailike oigan, leads the van of Wellington’s
waihke countenance 1

Falcon (fg lkffn, fg k’n), sb Forms
: 3-4

faukun, 4 faucoun, -kon, -koun, 4 facoun, 4-7
faucon(e, 5-6 facon, 5-7 faw(l)con, -kon, (5
fawken), 6-8 fauleon, (7 -kon), 5- falcon. [ME
faucon {faukun), a. OF faucon,falcun, ad late L
falcdn-em, falco, commonly believed to be f.falc-,

falx sickle, the name being due to the resem-
blance of the hooked talons to a reaping-hook.

Cf. It. falcone, Sp halcon. In the 15th cent the

spelling was lefashioned after Lat.]

X. Ormth One of a family of the smaller diur-

nal birds of prey, characteuzed by a short hooked
beak, powerful claws, and great destructive powei

,

esp. one trained to the pursuit of other birds or
game, usually the Peregrine Falcon ( Falco pere-

grinus) In Falconry, applied only to the female,

the male, being smaller and less adapted for the

chase, is called the tercel or tiercel.

a 1250 Owl 4- Night, 101 That other Rer a faukun bredde
1362 Langl P. PI. A vii, 34 Fecche be horn Faucons )ie

Foules to quelle. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I 335 Sparre-
howke, ffawken, and gentille gossehawke. 1605 Shaks
JSIticb. n. iv. 12 A Fauleon towring m her pride of place

1653 Walton Angler 1 (1655) 11 It [Air] stops not the high
soaring of my noble generous Falcon X735 Somerville
Chase in 94 As stoops the Falcon bold To pounce his Prey
a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I 213 He laid a bet upon his

falcon’s flight 1868 Wood Homes withoutH xxix. 561 The
Great Grey Shnke was formerly used as a falcon

b. with epithet defining the species

1525 Ld Bernlrs Froiss II xlvi, By comparyson as

fawcons pelegrmes 1678 Ray Willughby's Ormth 79 It

is said to be lesser than a Peregrine Falcon, 1781 Latham
H'st Birds! 54 White-rumped Bay Falcon 1785 Pennant
Arct. Zool. II. 208 Plain Falcon. 1802 G Montagu Ormth -

Diet. 537 White Falcon, a name for the Jer Falcon. 182*
Set rv Brit Ormth. 1 39 Spotted Falcon . a name for the
Peiegrme Falcon. *875 W. M'Ilwbaith Guide Wigtouun-
shu e, These cliffs are frequented by the Peregrine falcon.

2 A representation of a falcon

1525 in Glasscock Rec. St Michaels Bp Startford (1882)

39 For the scoryng . the facon and the branche before

seynt mighill xmjd 1589 Hakluyt Voy (1600) III 736
A Gentleman, from whom our Generali tooke a Fawlcon
of golde with a great Emeraud m the Breast thereof

3 An ancient kind of light cannon
[For the practice ofnaming species of fue-arms from birds

of prey, cf musket ]

*496 Ld. Bothwell in Ellis Orig Lett 1, 13 I 31 Y®
provision of Ordinance is hot litall ij great curtaldis

x falconis or litill serpentmis 1577-87 Harrison England,
11 xvi (1877) 281 Falcon hath eight hundied pounds, and
two inches and a half within the mouth 1663 Flagellum,
or O Cromwell (1672) 103 Two demy Culverings two Fal-

cons 1805 Scott Last Minstr iv xx, Falcon and culver on
each tower 18451 J Grant Kirkaldy of Gr w, 163 The
royal stores furnished . falcons, or light six-pound field-

pieces

4 Comb, chiefly atinb
,
as (sense 1) falconface,

-fisher, -flight, -guise
,
-nest

;
falcon-eyed adj

; fal-

con-hke adj and adv
;

(sense 3)falcon shot.

1847 Tennyson Prim., tt 26 A quick brunette, well-

moulded, *falcon-eyed 1891 Miss Down: Girlm Karp xm
171 He had the genuine ‘ *falcon-face ' of the Huculs 1759
tr Adanson’sVoy Senegal m Pinkerton Voy (1814IXVI 6jg
The *falcon-fisher is a bird about the bigness of a goose
a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Poems, Indian with dead Child, The
arrows of my father’s bow Their *falcon flight have sped

1889 R. B Anderson tr Rydbeifs Tent. Mythol 60 In the

Norse mythology Freyja had a *falcon-guise. 1x1649

Drumm orHawth Elegy G Adolphus Wks (1711) 54 With
full plum’d wing thou faulkon-like could fly *852 Readd
Peg Wojf (1853) 88 To see her falcon-like stoop upon the

stage 1814 Scott Ld of Isles xv vui, Canna's tower

, Like *falcon-nest o’erhung the bay, 1598 Barret Thear
Warres v m. 134, 2 thousand *Falcon shot 1600 Hakluyt
Voy. III. 7x4 It is within falcon-shot of the ships.

t Fa lcon, v Obs rare [f. prec sb ] To
hunt with falcons

;
to hawk

1807 Sir R Wilson jfrnl 27 Aug , After dinner we went
falconing

Falconer 1 (fgkpnsi, fgk’not) Forms* 4-6
fauooner, (4 faucounner, 4-5 faukener, -oner),

5

falconar(e, faweoner, -kener(e, 6 faconer,
6-8 faulk(e)ner, 7 faulconer, (fal-, faukner),
5- falooner. [a OY.fauf)conmer (mod F fau-
connier), i. fau{l)con Falcon sb. . see -er -]
1 One who hunts with falcons, one who follows

hawking as a sport.

£1386 Chaucer I ranil. T 468 Thise ffauconers .. with
hir haukes han the heron slayn. 1593 Bacchus Bountie in
Harl Misc (Malh)II 273 This youth was afinefaulk-
ner a *641 Suckling Lett (i6p6) 93 Faulkners that can but
seldom spnng right Game, should [etc ] c 1720 Prior Henry
<§• Emma 109 A Falk'ner Henry is, when Emma hawks
x8xo Scott Lady oJL in xiv, The falconer tossed his hawk
away. 1834 M^Murtrie Cuvier’s Amm Kingd. 121 The
Common Sparrowhawk is employed . by falconets

fig 1581 J. BellHaddeds Aitsw. Osor 68 A mahtious
and hungry faweoner of titles & sillables.

2 . A keeper and tramei of hawks. Also, as an
official designation, Grand or + Gieat Falconer
C1440 Pronip, Parv. 152 Fawkenere [Pynson faweoner],

falconanus. c 1450 Bk Curtasye 363 in Babees Bk 317 The
chaunceler answeres For gomen, faukeners, and hor hor-
syng 1539 Act 31 Hen VIII, c 12 Some of his graces
fauconers. 1619 Sir R Boyle Diary (1886) I 226, I sent

a caste of marlyns .by his own ffawlconer. 1710 Loud
Gaz No. 4711/2 The great Faulkner prepared a curious
Artificial Firework for their Entertainment 1797 Bewick
Brit Birds (1847) I 32 The Emperor of China in his sport-

ing excursions . is usually attended by his grand falconer

1848 Lytton Harold vii. v, Behind him came his falconer
and bard

+ Fa’lconer 2
. Obs I a> e In 6 fawconere,

faulkner. [a ¥
.
fauconmere, i faucon see Fal-

con jfi.] A game-bag carried by falconers
c 1570 Pride 4- Lowl (1841) 47 It was a great bagge like

a fawconere And hong upon his gt rdle by a ring 159a
Gkeenl. llpst Com her in Harl Misc (Maih) II 231 By
his side, a great side pouch like a faulkner

Falconet (fg konet). Also 7 fau(l)eonet.

[In sense x ad It falconetto in same sense ( = Sp.

falconete\ cf Fv.fauconneatt), dim. offalcone Fal-
con

;
in sense 2 f. Falcon + -et ]

1 . A light piece of ordnance of vanous calibres,

used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

1559 Naval Report in Froude Hist Eng (1881) VI 168
(Culvenns) mtmons (and) falconets « 1642 SirW Monson
Naval 1 rads nt (1704)343/2 A Faulconet The Bore 2
inches 1647 Nye Gunnery 78 Fanconets The mouth ofthe
peece is 2 inches and a quarter high the weight of the

shot one pound 5 ounces 1645 N Stone Etic/ur Fortifi-
cation 54 A Falconet carries a 6 pound ball 1727 A.
Hamilton E Iiul I x 108 Plantinghttle Falconets
on the top of our Walls in Swivels 1864 Burton ScotAbr
II ii 142 With only a couple of falconets or two-pounders,
as their whole artillery

2 A species of Shnke (order Passerinx)
1851 Cuvier’s Amm Kingd 180 The Crested Falconet

(Laninsfrontatus) inhabits New Holland Ibid, The
falconets have a compressed beak almost as higfi as
long

FaTcon-ge’utle. Also 5 falcon gent [After

F.faucon genttl ] A name applied to the female

and young of the Goshawk {Asturpahtmbarnis).
1393 Gower Conf III 147 As a gentil faucon soreth

c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxu 238 Gerfacouns, sparehaukes,

faukons gcntyls, c 1435 Torr P01 tugal 479 Torent Get
her a facon lent i486 Bk St Alban'

s

Dujb, Ther is a
Fawken gentill anda Tercell gentil! 1615 Chapman Odyss
xm 136 Nor her winged speed The falcon-gentle could for

pace exceed 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1862) I 11 111 314
T he falcon gentle, with which, when properly trained, they
go forth on horseback,

Falconine (feelkonain), a Zool. [f L fal-

con-em falcon + -ine ] Like a falcon or hawk, be-

longing to the Falconidoe. In mod. Diets

*t* FaTconish, a Obs rare— 1
, [f Falcon

sb + -ish ] Like a falcon
;
proper to or charac-

teristic of a falcon.

1587 Holinshed Chron III, 193/1 The legat Guallo vpon
a falkomsh or wooluish appetite fleeced the church

Falconry (fg kann)- [a. F. fauconnene : see

Falcon and -ay ] a The branch of knowledge
concerned with the sport of hawking, and the

breeding and training of hawks "b. Occasionally,

the practice of hawking. _
a 1575 Turberville (title) The Booke of Falconrie *6*6
T. H. tr Caussm's Holy Crt 62 You haue a certayne
bird m the mistery of Fauiconry, called the Hobby a 1682
Sir T. Browne Tracts 117 The Gieeks understood little or
nothing of our falconry *828 Sir J. S Sebright Observ
Hawking 1 The Art of Falconry is in danger of being
entirely lost,

b. 1818 Hallam Mid Ages ix § 1 (ed 2) III 361 Fal-

conry .became from the fourth centuryan equally delightful

occupation 1869 Gillmore Reptiles Buds 206 Falconry
afforded a picturesque sport to the great

Falculate (fee lkwifk't), a. [f L falcula, dim
of fait-,falx sickle + -ate ] Resembling a little

sickle in form, small and curved
*847 Todd Cycl Anat III 329/1 Others [of the Marsu-

pials] are digitigrade with falculate claws.

Fald, obs. f. of Fold.

FALDSTQOL.

Faldage (feeldedg) Law. [ad. law-L fal-
ddgi-um, i. OE. fald, Fold sb 1 In 16th c
anglicized as Foldage] An old privilege by
which a lord of the manor could set up folds in

any fields within the manor, m which his tenants

were obliged to put their sheep, the object being
to manuie the land.
1692-1732 Coles, Faldage, the Lords liberty of folding

his tenants' sheep 1708 Termes de la Ley 330 This Fald-
age in some places is termed Fold course or Free-fold 1865
Nichols Britten II 373 His right of faldage, 1 e to have
the tenant’s sheep to manure his land

I! FaldeTla. Obs [med L , a It. faldclla 111

same sense, dim of falda fold of cloth, skirt ]
(See quot. 1753)
c *400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg 317 Leie berupon faldellas wi|>

white of an ey 1753 Chambers Cycl Supp
,
Faldella, a

word used by some of the writers in surgery for a sort of
compress made of list contorted together m several doubles

Falderal, folderol (fee Marsel, fp-ldsrp 1)

Also fal de rol
1 . As a meaningless refrain in sohgs
1701 Farqukar & irH Wildatr iv it Wks (Rtldg) 554/2

"Wildair [sings] Fal, at, deral 1 [1864 Browning Mr Sludge
Fol-de rol-de rido hddle iddle-ol]

2 A gewgaw, trifle
, a flimsy thing

c *820 Hogg Basil Lee m Tales <5- Sh (1837) 56 1 He’ll
flee frae ae falderall til amther a’ the days o' his life * *879
E Garrett House, by Works II 154 That his darling might
never want for fal-de rals 1881 Mrs. C. Praed Policy <$• P
I 1 18 The little piebald is far too ’cute to trust her legs on
that English fal-deral [a rickety fancy bridge].

attnb *86t Sala Dutch Piet vi. 67 None ofyour fal-de-

ral lavender boots, but rigid, nnnustakeable shoes

Hence Falderal v., in phr To falderal it: to

sing falderal, to smg unmeaning sounds.

1825 L. Hunt Poems, Redi Bacchus 426 Falderallalhng it

With quips and triple rhymes

II Faldetta (falde ta) Also in quasi-Fr form
faldette. [It faldetta, dim. of falda: see Fal-
della] A combined hood and cape, worn by
women in Malta
1834 Sir F B Head Bubblts fr. Brnnnen 191 Women,

semi-shrouded in their black silk faldettes *866 Black-
more Cr Nowellxn (1881) 48 A maiden with the love dream
nestling beneath the bridal faldetta. 1883 C D Warner
Roundabout Jottm xm **g All the Maltese ladies . . wear
thefaldetta to church

+ FaTdfee. Obs rare- 1 In 3 (?) faldfey [app.

f OE fald. Foldsb^+feoh (see Fee)] Somekmd
of manorial dues
The record quoted by Blount has not been identified ,

it is

not the Liber Niger Scaccam Possibly there is some error.

? a *300 Libei Niger Herer fol 158 (Blount)W M tenet
novem acras terrm Custumarise in Bosbury et debet quas-
dam consuetudmes, viz Tak & Toll & Faldfey 1679
Blount Anc Ten 155 Thi^ Faldfey might signify a fee or
rent paid by the Tenant to his Lord for leave to fold his

Sheep on his own ground. 1706 in Phillii'S (ed Kersey).

1809 in Tomlins Law Diet 1848 in Wharton Law Lex
I" Fa/lding. Obs. A kind of coarse woollen

cloth; fneze.

c 1386 Chaucer Frol. 391 In a gowne of faldyng to the
kne *436 Pol, Poems (1859) 11 *86 Irish wollen, lynyn
cloth, faldynge bene here inarchaundyse. 15*3 Fitsherb.
Huso § 44 A pece of faldynge, or suche a softe cloth.

atinb *392 Test Ebor (Surtees) I 174 Item lego patn
meo meam armilausam, videlicet faldyng clok

Tb. A covering or gaiment of the same.
c 1386 Chaucer Millers T 26 His presse 1-covered with

a faldyng reed *387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 353 Blak
faldynges instede of mantels and of clokes c *440 Pi otnp,

Parv 147 Faldynge, clothe amphibalus *526 Lam
Wills (Chetham Soc ) 13, 1 gyff to Alice Legli my best

typett my faldyng and my bok in the church

tFaldi story. Obs. Also 8faldisdory. [ad.

medL. faldislort-um, var of faldistohum see

Faldstool] The seat or throne of a bishop

within the chancel

*675 Plume Life Bp. Hacket {1865) 82 The Reverend
Bishop came to the faldistory m the middle of the choir

*722 Sparrow Ble Com. Prayer 273 A Faldistory is the

Episcopal Seat or Throne within the Chancel 1768 E
Buys Diet. J ernes Art, Faldisdory, the Bishop’s Seat, or

Throne within the Chancel. *848 111 Wharton Law Lex,
Faldore, var. of Fall-doqb,

Faldstool (f§ ldst/7l) See also FALDISTORY.
[ad med L faldistoli-um, ad. OHG. faldsiuot lit.

‘ a folding seat 01 campstool f faldan to fold +
stuol seat, chair : see Fold and Stool. Cf Fau-
tboil. The OE.fyldesUl appears to be from Lat.

or Rom., as the vowel of the first syll. has umlaut

due to the euphonic i prefixed in Romanic to a

sj'llable beginning with rf-.]

1 . Eccl. An armless chair used by bishops and
other prelates when they do not occupy the throne

or when officiating in any but their own church.

c *050 A bbo Glosses in Ztsch f dtschesA It. XXXI xo For-

buh ou twyhweolne si^e onfoh Jm fyldestol [c 1100 faeldestol]

[1340 Ayenb 239 per he yze3 ane gratne flyeuel bet zet ope

ane uyealdmde stole and al his mayne aboute biro ] *849
Rock Ch, ofFathers II vi 256 In later times the fald-

stool was ‘ a chair of woode covered with crymsen velvet
’

2 A movable folding-stool or desk at which
worshippers kneel during certain acts of devotion

;

esp one used by the sovereign at the ceremony of

coionation.
6-2
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1603 Ceremou at Coron Jets I (1685) 3 A Fald-stool, with

Cushions for the King to prayat 1685 St George's Day 6
The King kneeled at a fald stool a 1693 Ashmole A ntiq
Berks (1719) I 10 A Judge in his Robes, kneeling at a
Faldstool 1838 Form Coronation in Maskell Mon Rit
(1847) III 86 Ihe Queen kneeling at the Faldstool set for
Her 1851 Kingsley Yeast 11, She turned and prayed at
her velvet faldstool 1862 Goulburn Pers. Rehg (1864) 66
When we fail to derive from Prayer comfort and satisfaction,
we become cowards, and run away from the faldstool.

3 A small desk at which the Litany is appointed
to be said or sung , a Litany-stool

rt 1626 Br AndrkwesihW Nichols Bk.Com Prayer
Notes (1710) 23 The Priest (at a low Desk before the Chan-
cel-door, called the Fald stool) kneels and says or sings the
Litany 1838 Form Consecration in Maskell Mon. Fit
(1847) III 90 Then followeth the Litany to be read by two
Bishops kneeling at a Faldstool 1869 Daily News 23
Dec

,
The Litany was chanted by two of the minor canons

at a faldstool 1874 Micklethwaitc Mod Par Ch 43 The
small desk for the Litany to be said from, generally miscalled
the Faldstool

f Dale, sb Obs. [Of obscure origin ; it has been
conjectured to lje a subst use of OE fale dear

:

see Fele a 2
] App — ‘ comrade, fellow

’

CX380 Sir FerumB. 1843 Let anojier ys message telle, &
stond her by J»y fale

+ Fale, a Obs
e *323 E E Allit P.C 92 pas be fader bat hym. formed

were fale of his hele

Fale, obs. f of Fallow
Fale, var. of Fele a l

. Obs many.
FalemCe (fala m), a and sb Chiefly poet.

[ad L. (vinuni) Falern-um ] =next
1601 Holland Pltny T 420 He likewise' gaue away a lar-

gesse of wine as well Chian as Falern [1671 Milton P. R
iv 117 Their wines of Setia, Cales, and Falerne] 1703 J
Philips Splendid Shilling 34 Wines, that well may vie
With Massic, Settn, or renown'd Falern

Falernian (fala mian), a [f as prec, 1- -ian.]
Of or pertaining to the ager Falernus m Campania,
which produced a celebrated wine. Also absol.
Falemiart wme.
1726 Amherst TerrseFil 1 2 Whose lady kiss’d Damon

the butler behind a hogshead of falernian. a 1764 Lloyd
Dial Poet Wks 1774 II. 6 Gen'rous liquor Broach'd from
the rich Falernian tun* 184a Lytton Zanoni 29 Vineyards
famous for the old Falernian 1884 Mrs. Ross m Longm
Mag Feb 404 White Falernian [wine] is excellent
Falewe, obs f of Fallow.
Falk (f$k), sb Also 9 faik, fauk A name

applied dial to one of the three species of the
Auk

;
the Razor-bill

.
i<H>8 M. Martin Voy St Kilda 61 The Bird, by the

inhabitants called the Falk, the Rasor-Bill in the West of
Eln^and. 2766 Pennant Zool (1768) II 148 Razorbill
Ihe Falk. 1806 P. Neill Tour Orkney $ Shetland 197
Bawkie, Razoi bill, Alca Torda In the Hebrides this bird
is called Falk 01 fade

Falk, obs form of Faik v - Sc,

+ Fa-lked, a Obs rare. = Falcate.
IS97 Gfrard Herbal u xuiv (1633) 299 Crooked or

Talked hawkeweed hath leaves slightly indented

Fall (fgl), sb I Forms
. 3 feel, 3 south vsel,

val, 3-7 fal, 4-7 falls, 6 faule, fawle, foil, 8-9
aSV fa

j fa/Wj 3- fall [f. Fall v \ cf OFns fdl%
fel mase., OS

,
OHG. fal

,

ON fall neut The
synonymous OE./g fytt{ -=*falli-z), f same root,
did not survive into ME

, unless it be represented
by the forms fal, vxl in Layamon.] An act or
instance of falling

I. A falling from a height
1. A dropping down from a high or relatively

high position, by the force of gravity
c 1200 Or,inn 1 1862 Full hefq fall to fallenn a r22e LexKatluiyii Nis liawt gnslich sihfle to se0n fallen brnt bin<r

bast schal arisen, Jmrh paet fal, a busentfalt te fehere' -jam
Gower Cmf I 15 Eetwene two stooles is the fall. 1553T.'Wilson Rhet (1380) 154 An other pitiynghis fall, asked him

ru V\
t0 that Pltte 7 *563 Fulice Meteors S By

the fall ofthem [the starres], both thunder and lightningare
caused

__
1399 Shaks Pass Filgr. 136 A green plum that

falls . . oefore the fall should be 1667 Milton P L 1, 76Ihe companions of his fall He soon discern!, 1748 F.
Smith Voy Disc N-W.Pass I 151 One of them, by a
Fall from the Parapet at the Topof the Factory, was killed

f.
ENN

„
vs°N/« Mem xi 14These leaves that redden to

n
6

,
Gkefnwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb *

£ur,h *5 Fall, a dropping down of the roof stone i860
I yndall Glac 1 XI 84 Fixing my feet suddenly in the

/’ v*"
endeavoured to check his fall. 1863 Kingsley

RafiS? *“ a" -
k* fig- » esf. a descent from high estate or from

moral elevation
cssjp Hah Maid 13 Se herre degre se be fal is wurse

CRo
.
xb

}
S3 Mm heft so h«h*t blue I?Af

,
1

\
‘° ha“e therby 1 1526 Pilgr Per/ (WdeW

^3^
6 b> Wh°m they moost auaunce they gyue them thegreater fall. 1679 Burnet Hist Ref an 1343 I m 326

dld nu V’ upoS Cromwell’s fall, apply him-

fa
80 Harms Phtlol. Enq. Wks (i84t) 454

SSn

^

l

Tf
ftt«e two empire, 1827 Hallam Const kilt

ft?'ly. 7? xvn* 333 The fail of the Stuarts 1874 Green

fteVMyfidJ
,V1U 583 Puritanism, drew a nobler life from

c. concr That which falls
, also U.

1742 Young iW Th ix 63 Nor shall the piesent year
giread of feeble life a thinner fall 1844 Jrnl R Arne
Sac, V. u a68 The short and broken [straw] .goes away m

what 1-, technically termed ‘ falls ’ 01 pulls 1890 Pall Mall
G uMar 4/2 Uocleai away a ‘fall’, some of the blocks of
coal m which were as laige as trucks

d A descent of rain, hail, snow, meteois, etc.

,

the quantity that falls at one time or 111 a certain

period Cf Rainfall.
*893 Shaks. Lnci 551 Some gentle gust Hindering their

[vapours’] piesent fall by this dividing 1634 fain T Her-
bert Trav (1638) 128 Raine 111 . violent innptions*
dangerous in the fall *749 F Smith Voy Dm N-W
Pass II 20 A veiy great Fall of Hail, Snow, and Sleet
1814 D H O’Brilv C apttv ,§• Escape 178 The flood was
very rapid from the late falls of ram 1833 Penny Cycl. I

151/1 Aerolites, when taken up soon after their fall, arc ex-
tremely hot 1858 Longt Child,en ill, The wind of
Autumn, And the fiist fall of the snow 1871 Lockylr
Astron ui. § 316. 139 Among the largest aerolitic falls of
modern times we may mention the following
concr 1878 Huxlly Physiogr 63 A fall of snow thus acts

like a mantle of fur thrown over the eai th.

e. The coming down, approach, first part (of
night, twilight, winter). 1 are Cf. Nightfall
1655 Earl Orrery Partimi (16761674 Fifteen Lhousantl

Horse and Foot were sent about fall of the Night i66x
Lovell Hist Arum $ Mm 229 They are best at the fall

and dead of Winter x8x6 Klais Poems, lo my Brothers,
The love so voluble and deep, That aye at fall of night 0111

care condoles. 1823 Byron Juan vn lvi, 'towards the twi-
light's fall

ff Shedding, effusion (of blood) Obs.
*S99 Shaks Hen V, 1 11 25 Neuertwo such Ktngdomes

did contend, Without much fall of blood

I g The dropping out (of teeth) Obs
1520 Callsto Melib, 111 Ha/1 Dodsley I 78 Hollowness

of mouth, fall of teeth, faint of going

t h. The downward stroke (of a sword, etc ).

1594 Shaks Rich III, v, in 111 Put 111 their hands thy
bi uibing irons of wrath, That they may crush down with a
heavy fall The usurping helmets of our adversaries 1604— Otlu 11 ixl 324, I heard the clink and fall of swoi ds

2 (In early use also more fully +fall of the
leaf) That part of the year when leaves fall

from the trees j autumn. In U S. the ordinary
name for autumn

, m England now rare m literary

use, though found in some dialects; spring and
fall, the fall of the year

,
aie, however, in fairly

common use

*545 Ascham Toxoph 1. (Arb) 48 Spring tyme, Sonier,
*aule of the leafe, and winter. 1599 Ralligii Reply to
Marlowe Poems (Aldme ed ) ix A honey tongue, a hcai t of
trail TcTannuic envmir 11 CSL f ...

- - younger ..w« «*«• **‘V uui VI me It«u Jcwq.
Evelyn Sylva. (1679) 15 His leaves becoming yellow at
the fall, do commonly clothe it all the winter 1714 Lux
trell BriefRelAxZsi) VI 726 In thespnngand fall he was
alwaies disturbed 1752 J Edwards Wks (1834) I p
cxcv/i, I thank you for your letter which I received this
fall 1826 Scott Rial Malagr 1 xo She has been bled and
purged, spring and fall x846 J Baxter Lib,. Pract
Ag nc. (ed. 4) II 379 The winter pruning should be per-
formed at the fall of the leaf 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1.
xi. (1872) 67 His hist child was born there . in the fall of
that year 1831 x86a Mlrivald Rom. Emp (1865) VI.
xlvn 38 It was m the fall of the year that Agnppa sailed
for the East 1864 Lowell Biglow P, Poet. Wks (1879) 255
Frosts have been unusually backward this fall

fig 1727 Philip Quarll (1816) 82 In the fall of life how
sweet s repose

3. The manner in which anything falls, b Cards.
The manner in which the cards are dealt
*535 Coverdale Prov xvi. 33 The lottes are cast in to

la?Pe> Pu
£,
the ‘r fal1 stondeth in the Lorde 1885 Proctor

Whist iv 60 Tfce fall of the cards xn the first suit may. .lead
him to do so
4 Birth or production by dropping from the

parent
; the quantity born or produced

1796 Hull Advertiser 14 May 1/4 The largest fall of
iambs this year alm ost ever known 1831 IIowitt Seasons
72 The principal fall of lambs takes place now x86< J. GBertram HarvestofSea (1873I236 The greatest fall ofspawn
ever knownw England occurred forty-six years ago

II A sinking to a lower level.
5. A sinking down, subsidence (esp of waves and

the like)
; the ebb (of the tide). Also, the setting

(of the sun, stars, etc ), arch ; f the alighting (of
a bird), •j* To he at fall to be in a low con-
dition

1371 Hanmer Citron Irel (1633) 128 The sunne holdeth
his course to his fall 1586 A. Day Eng Secretary 1. (1625)
24 What rising, and deepest falls of waves doth he there
relate 1598 Chapman Iliad 11 396 In their falls [fowl] lay
out such throats, that [etc.]. 1607 Shaks 'lwton 11 iil 214Now they are at fall, want Treature 1830 Lylll Pnnc
Geot. i. 264 The perpendicular rise and fall of the spring-
tides. 1868-70 Morris Earthly Par (1890) 168/2 The wide
sun reddened towards his fall

fig- 1672 Temple Ess Govt Wks. 1731 I 104 Modes of
Government have all their Heights and their Falls

D. Astrol, (See quot

)

1676 LillyAruma Astrologut 10 When a Planet is joyned
to another in his Declension or Fall , that is, in Opposition
to its own House or Exaltation. 18x9 m J. Wilson Diet.
Astrol. 09. 1833 in Zadkiel’ Lilly’s Inirod, Astrol 337

c. fig. Decline, decay.

^t*1 11 23 Amsterdam .rose upon
the fall of this Town [Antwerp] 1682 Otway Venice Pre-

fSE&y *» Remember him that prop'd the fall of Venice
Nov

,’
A "““try that was in the

utmost state of fall and degradation

1 eT T
i
1

?
declu

|
e or closmg part (of a day, year,

life). Also rarely, Fall ofday= the west

1628 Vi nni it Baths of Bathe 7 '1 lie duLhmng oi Fall of
the yeai 17x2 Blalkmoki L nation 98 Th’ adventurous
merchant thus pursues his way Or to tlm rise or to the fall

of day. 1800-24 Camimu i i /V. ms. Larohne n 'JoEvuiue
Star v, Sacred to the fall of day, Queen of ptopUioti . stars
1882 Bi SANT Revolt ofMan 1 (188 ,) 8 The oldei pictures
were mostly the heads of men, taken 111 the fall of life

6 . The discharge 01 discmboguemenl of a river,

I* the place where this ocuus, the mouth.
1577-87 Harrison Asti But mi in Uulittsiicd 53 'Hu,

gi catcst nveis, into whose numilics or falles shippes might
find safe entiam e. 1705 Addison Italy 11 j The I'o Ik.foie
its Fall into the Gulf receives . the most considerable
Rivers of Pitmont

7 The falling of a stream oi water down a de-
clivity; hence, a cascade, cat.iraeL

, wateilall
Frequent in pi

,

asm Falls of the C lyde
, Niagaia

etc

>579 Sri NSi'it Sluph Cal Apr p II is layu he made
And tuned it vuto the Waters fail 1632 I.iihgow Trav
\u 318 The fall and turning of Nyle 1674 N 1*aiuia\
Bulk ij Sciv 185 '1 he shallow waurs that dull between the
pebbles in die Falls of Guilty 01 Afrita 1726 SlimotM
I oy round World (1757) 265 '1 he fall of watt rs, whu h one
hears all around >75^-7 tr. Keysltr '4 Uav (1760)1 q Of
the fallsm the Rhine, near St halThausi n 1787 lit si Angltne
led al 30 It is good angling at the f ill. of nulls. *

1806
Ga^tltur Is cn* (ed a) <jj TIil falls of t lytic pniuijially
interest the stianget 1832 Hi Mari ini aii I.tJ, m It tlds

iv 116 On that fall of the stream will he 0111 mill 2872
Rat mono .S tati\t Rimes <y Minim' 198 T he roai ofthe falls
is heard in the distant e

+ b. That over which water falls. Obs
1749 F, Smith Voy. Dm. El -IV. Pass H. -*6 Some 1‘ieets

[of lee] stopped upon a Fall ot Ritlge of Stone

i C. Fall op a bridge . cf. quot. xBHo.
1626 IUt on Sylva 115 Waters, when liny ait sltatntd

(as m the falls of Bridges). [1880 Wai misi 1 y lb td»t so,,/
Thames 6 The resistance caused to tile free chh and flow of
a large body of water by the contraction of us channel
produced a fall or rapid under the bridge ]

8. Downward dnection or trend of a suif.teo or

outline , a deviation, sudden orgt.ulual, in a down
ward direction from the general level

; a slope ot

declivity.

*565-73 Coon it Thesaurus, Abruption , that hath < inh
a fal or stipenesse downe, that a mail < antiot go hut I ill

downe x6ox IIouand Pliny II. 615 Nt alter doth tin.
circle shine in the coucauitie or m the fall or tin g« in inn
J Iami s tr. Le Blond’s Gardening 194 A small inscii ahh
Fnll should be given these Channels 1755 Chav let! Wks
1884 II 265 A natural terrass thru* nub long with a
gradual fall on both sides 1832 Scon Jrnl (180 .) II 465
Stocked with wild animals towauls the fall of the lull .. 1847
Marks at C/tildr AT. 1 orest xxvn, The synimi iric.il fall nl

the shoulders 1858 Jrnl /{ Ague »Sb,.XIX 1 irlBMo.t
of the Weald lands have a gootl fall for draining 1865
Baring-Gould Werewolves vu. 87 'lltc girl, , saw a little
fall in the ground
b The distance through which anything de-

scends, whether suddenly or gradually
;
the differ-

ence in the levels (of ground, watei
,
etc )

1686 Burnet Uaz>. iv 238 The Tarpuan Roth is now
of so small a fnll, that a Man would think it no great
matter to leap over it. 171a J Jami s tr. I.e Blonds
Gardening i9 x You know cvactly what Fall tlure is from
the Top of the Hill to the Bottom. X739 La!iiim Short
Acc, Piers Westrn. Bridge n The pcrp< mlu ular Height of
me Fall that might he expected under a Bridge 1774
Goidsm. Hat Hist (1776) I 223 Its waters are, pound
down, by a fall of an hundred and fifty feet itcrpenilieular
x88x Saltlii Guide 7 Iiamcs 9 Hart’s Wen has a fall of 3 ft

c. Mutt. (See qtiots

)

1644 MANWARmo Seaman's Did jS Wlien wc nunlion
the Falls of a ship it is meant by the ratMiu*: oi lading
some part of the Deck higher, or low or then the other
x68o Loud Gaz No 1526/4 The Adventure I’ink, Dogger
btult, two Decks, with a ball whete tlm Windlcs stand
c 1850 R udirn, Navig (Wcale) 117 Ball, the descent ofa deck
from a fair curve lengthwise to give height to the ioin-
manders cabin, and sometimes forward at the hawse-
holes

9. The sinking down of the fluid m a meteoro-
logical instrument. Said also of temperature, and
loosely of the instrument itself
1806 Gregory Diet. Arts Of Sc, I. 204 The principal cause

of the rise ana fall of the mercury is from the variable winds
1815 T. Forstlr Atmos Phenom. 228 The rise of the
thermometer accompanies the fall of the baiometer 1823
ScoresBY Jrnl 30 The most remarkable fali of temperature
1 ever witnessed. 1864 Nat. Hist Trans Northumb 4Durh 1, 119 Tlie violent falls in the liarometcr were not
attended by corresponding disturbance of the air.
10 Mus A sinking down or lowering of the note

or voice
; cadence.

dying fall 2634 Milton Counts 251 At every fall smooth-
ing the raven down Of darkness 1706 A Bi di-ord Temple
Rvus ix 186 A fall in Musxck, and then a rising again to
the same sound 1760 Bi attic Hermit 11, Why Philo-
mela, that languishing fall? 1855 Bain Senses <5- hit 111.
11 6 >4 The echo of one of the falls of an old utterance.
2879 Geo Eliot Coll, Break/ P. 682 Mortal sorrows. Are
dying falls to melody divine.

11 . A sinking down or reduction m price, value,
etc., depreciation.

*
C
l**jS 7rnl (1884) 39 There was a Proclamation

fighed [signed] for shortening of the fall of the Mony *6x4

f?
p fhu. Recoil, Treat 127 Another, hanging hunselfe for

the fall of the market a 1687 Petty Pol Arith (1690) 99The natural fall of Interest, is the effect of the increase of

f
IonY >708 J Chamberlayne St Gt Brit 1 11 xiu.

Vx743) 126 By the great fall of Monieb now, the Slienffb
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authority is much diminished 18x4 Stock Exchange Laid
Opens The speculator anxiously looks for a fait 1843

M cCulloch Taxation 11 xi (1852) 380 The remarkable fell

in the prices of corn 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 189

A sudden fall of rents took place

III A falling from the eiect posture

12 A falling to the ground . a of persons.

at300 Cuisor M. 337 (Cott) Hijs fete him bers up fra

fall c 1440 Promp. Parv 147 Fal, casus, lapsus 1376

Fleming Panopl Epist 285 They cannot avoyd the fall

whereof they be in danger 1632 Lithgow Trav in 82

Onely apprehended by a fall in his flight 1809 W Irving

Kmckerb (1861) 224 Risingh hastened to take advantage

of the hero’s fall 1853 Lytton My Novelm 11, He felt the

shock of his fall the more, after the few paces he had
walked

b of a building, etc
; fig of an institution, etc

at300 CursorM 28833 (Cott )A wall bateild fast wit-vten

fall 133S Coverdalc Matt vn 27 That housse fell, and
great was the fall of it 1376 Fleming Panopl, Epist. 282

Some are slaine with the soudaine ruine and fall ofa bancke

1661 J Childrey Brit Bacon 131 And the Elegies they

commonly sing at their [stately Piles’] fall 1738-7 tr Keys-

ler's Trav (1760) II 447 He relates the fall of one of these

wooden structures at Fidena 1841 LaneArab. Nts I 109

The other by a fall of a house

13 Wrestling The fact of being thrown on one’s

back by an opponent
,
hence, a bout at wiestling.

Phrases, To give, shake (.St:.), try, wrestle a fall

lit andfig Cf. Foil
1553 Eden Treat Newe Iud (Arb ) 6 Not for one foyle

or fal to be dismayd 1600 Shaks A Y L 1 11 2x6 You
shall trie but one fall 1603 Carew Cornwall 76 a. Who-
soever ouerthroweth his mate m such sort . is accounted

to giue the fall 1645 JR. Baillie Lett (1775) II 111

We must wrestle a fall with some kind of cieatmes 1676

Cotton Walton's Angler 11 vi (1836) II 371 Let him
[a fish] come, I’ll trya fall with him. 1686 Dryden Duchess

of York’s PaperDefended 123 As three Foils will go towards

a Fall in Wrastling 1768 Ross Helenore 1 141 Fu’ o' good
nature And kibble grown at shaking of a fa’ 1803 An-
derson Cumbld Ball 62 At rustlin, whilk o’ them dare try

hima faw? 1833 Kingsley Htioes 11 111 (1868)2x6,

1

must
wrestle a fall with him 1868 Tunes 14 Apr 6/5 France

was not then ready to try a fall with Prussia 1883

Standard 24 Mar 3/7 The final falls were wrestled be-

tween Moffatt and Kennedy
14. A felling of tiees

;
concr the timber cut down

at one season.

1372 Nottingham Rec iv (1889) 141/29 In wyne uj quartes

fetched when the falle was appoynted xij d a 1613

Overbury Newes, Newesfr. vei te Conntne Wks (1856) 176

Justices of peace have the selling of underwoods, hut the

lords have the great fals. 1649 Blithe Eng Inip* ov. Impr
(1632) 160 At every fall take a good Sampler growing

of Ash or Willow. 1707 Land Gaz No 4373/4 The Fall of

above 130 Acres ofWood Land aie to be sold 1864 Jrnl
R Agric Soc XXV 11 314 Beech woods are periodically

thinned, and the fall used by wheelers and chair-makers.

*879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. s v ,
The young

Squire Vll fall a sight oftimber , an’ agrand fall tlieer 11 be.

+ b. The roots and stumps of felled trees Obs

1783 Phillips Treat Inland New 40 Grubbing up

the fall at fifty yeais, then planting again in the same place.

C Marl-digging (see quot.
;
cf 19 d)

1847 Jrnl K. Agric Soc VIII II 313 They proceed to

make what are termed ‘ falls * this is done by undermin-

ing at the bottom clay wedges shod with iron drivenm at

top and the clay splits down perpendicularly

15. Of a city or fortress The fact of coming

into the power of an*enemy by captiue or sur-

render
1386 A Day Eng Secretary 1. (1623) 35 Achilles and

Hector, that made the fall of 1 roy so famous 1776 Gibbon

Decl $ F (1887) IV 499 The fell and sack of great cities

1816 E Baines Hist Wars Fr Rev 1 xxiv, Immediately

on the fall of Mantua, Bonaparte published a proclamation

to his army 1833 Macaulay Hist Eng III 183 It was
universally supposed that the fall of Londonderry could not

be long delayed

16. fig. A succumbing to temptation; a lapse

mto sm or folly. In stronger sense • Moral ruin

a 1225 Ancr R, 326 pet fiftejnng is muche scheome Jiethit

is, efter val, to hggen so longe a two Cursor M 9770

(Cott ) Adam moght wit na chance Of his fall get gain

couerance c 1430 tr T A Kempis’ Imit 1 xxv 37 The
leligiose man is open to a greuous falle

_
iS°3

“
4- Act ig

Hen VII, c 28 Preamb , The Ktnges Highnes beyng

sory for eny suche untrougth and fall of eny of his sub-

gleets 1587 Mirr Mag, Humber xvi, Let my fall bee

A glasse wbei ein to see if thou do swerue. a X656 Bp Hall
Rem Wks (1660)415 He who before fel m over piecing

himself, begins to displease himself at his fell 1758 a

Hayward Serm xvu 316 They see the falls of those that

profess a real love for him x8z6 Disraeli Vvo Giey v

xm. The moral fall of a fellow creature 1

b. Theol The fall\ the fall of man • the sud-

den lapse into a sinful state produced by Adam’s

transgression
1x1300 [see piec ] 1333 T. Wilson Rhet (1380) 42 The

other Sacramentes were applied to mans nature after^the

fall a. 1636 Bp Hallow Wks (1660) 35<9 Mans will since

the fall hath of it self no ability to any Spiritual Act 1698

Keill Exam Th. Earth (1734) 189 The Theorist ridicul d

the Scriptural relation of the Fall 1699 Burnet 30 A rt.

lx xxi To return to the main point of the Fall of Adam.

1873 Manning Mission H Ghost yi 137 We are all con-

scious of the effect of the fall

+17. elhpt for . The cause of a fall Cf. to be

the death of, etc Obs.

1333 Coverdale Judg li 3, I wil not dryue them out

before you, that they maye be a fall vnto you 1394 Hooker

Eccl Pol 1 iv S6 The fall of Angels, therefore, was pride

x6xx Bible Ecelus. v. 13 The tongue of man is his fall.

18 The fact of being struck down by calamity or

disease, m battle, etc
;

death, destruction, over-

throw
c 1203 Lay 633 pact ne mihte pes kwges folc of heom feel

makien c 1400 Destr Troy 7933 pi falle I dessyre 1393
Shaks John ai iv 141 But what shall I game by yong
Arthurs fall? 1611 Bible Judith via 19 Our fathei s had
a great fall befoie our enemies 1639 B Harris Panval's
Iron Age 322 Now happened the fall of one of the gieatest

men in Europe Oliver Cromwell 1842 Macaulay Lays,

Lake Regillitsxxui, And women rent their tresses For their

great prince's fall.

IV 19 As a measure.

•J*
a The distance over which a measuimg-rod

1
falls’

;
esp infall of the perch (

= b). Ohs
The general sense in the first quot. may have been merely

mferred by Folkingham from the specific use

x6xo W. Folkingham ArtofSurvey a iv 32 LutealFals.

Lineall dimensions are diuersified as Inches, Palmes [etc ]

Ibid 11 vn 59 Acres differ in Content according to the

lineall Fall of the Pearch

b A lineal measure (ong — perch
,
pole, rod),

the 40th part of a furlong, varying in actual extent

according to the value locally assigned to this.

App peculiar to northern and north midland distnets, where

the furlong was larger than the present statute furlong.

1397 Skene De Verb Sign s v Particata, Sa meikle

lanae as in measuring falles vnder the rod or raip,m length

is called ane fell of measure, 01 ane lineall fall x66a Dug-
dale Hist Imbanktng J Draining 163 Another [Gote] to

he set fourscore fells beneath the old Sea Gote. 1869 Pea-

cock Lonsdale Gloss
,
Fan', a rood of lineall land-measure

of seven yards

e. The square measure corresponding to the

above; the 160th part of a customary acre Now
only in Scotland, where it = 36 square ells.

[1319 Charter Comshead Priory,
Lancs in Dugdale Mon

(1661) II 423 Concessionem de duabus aens, & tribus

rodis terrrn, & triginta fallis ] 1507 Skene De Verb Sign

s v Particata

,

Ane superficiall fall of Lande contemis ane

lineall fall of bredth and ane lmeall fall of length 1629

Mconch Court Leet Rec {1886) III 152 Adam Smith hath

purchased ffoure ffalles of land 1760 in Scotsman 20Aug
(18831 3/3 Fourteen acres, thirty-three falls, and six ells of

ground. 1827 Steuart Planters G (182B) 343 At the rate

of 9d or iod per Scotch Fall (which is about one fifth part

larger than the English Pole or Rod) 1864 A M'Kay
Hist. Kilmarnock 303 The Green then measured eighty-

seven falls

d. Marl-digging. A measuie of 04 cubic yards.

(Perh. not m any way connected with the pre-

ceding see 14 c }

1849 Jrnl R Agnc Soc X 1 27 The marl is calculated

[in Lancashire] by the fall, which is 64 cubic yards

V A falling to one’s shaie
;
a happening, oc-

currence

f 20. What befalls or happens to a person

;

one’s fortune, ‘ case ’ or condition, lot, appointed

duty, etc. Obs.
c 1400 Destr Troy 8x17 Thy fall and \>i faith is foule loste

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xu 304 Fowle fall have I

now yf I feyne me now c 1489— Blanchardyn ax 68 Held
her hert so ouei pressid wytli loue that she had to blanch-

ardyn that she myght noo Ienger hyde her falle. a 1533

Ld Berners Gold Bk M Aurel{t^6) P, A sodayne falle

of mischaunce 1631 Heywood Fair Maid of Wesi iv

Wks 1874 II 393 What must my next fall be? X721 Wod-
row Corr (1843) II 537 It is my fall to go to the next

Assembly, 1785-6 Burns Address to Deil xvi, Black be

your fa l 1832-33 Whistle-binkie (Sc Songs) Ser 111. 121

Fair be thy fa 1 my Phosbe Graeme

+ 21. The date of occurrence (of days) Obs.

1383 Stubbes Anat Abus. 11 66 [The almanac may be

useful] to distinguish winter from sommer, spring from har-

uest, the change of the moone, the fall of euerie day.

•J*
22. The descent (of an estate, etc ) Obs ; are

*579 J* Stubbes Gaping Gulf Noble men m their

vsuall conveighances do marshall the fal of theyr inherit-

ances by limitation vpon limitation.

VI In various concrete applications

23 An article of dress, a A band or collar

worn falling flat round the neck, in fashion during

the seventeenth century

1399 Marston Sco Villanie in Wks. 1836 III 223 Under
that fayre ruffe so sprucely set, Appeares a fall, a failing-

band forsooth 1 1608 Machin, etc. Dumb Knt 1 in Haxl.

Dodsley X. 122 The French fall, the loose-bodied gown, the

pin in the hair 1640 G, H Wit's Recreations No, 230

A question tis why women weare a fall 1832 Thackeray
Esmond hi vm, His lordship was represented mhn. scarlet

uniform, .with a fall of Bruxelles lace. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Fall, a border of lace to the neck-pait or body

of a lady’s evening diess

b. A kind of veil worn by women
;

esp. one

hanging from the front of the bonnet.

16x1 Tourneur A th Trag iv i, There are those Falles

and Tyres I tolde you of 1818 Miss Ferrier Marriage
xxiv, The Chantilly fall which embellished the front of her

bonnet 1863 Am Reg 48 Miss Kent wore a thick fall,

which almost screened her face from view

c. In vauous applications (see quots

)

1634 T Carew Ccelian Bntanntcum 2 Mercury descends

upon his head a wreath with smal fals of white Feathers

1688 R. Holme Armoury in 258/1 Some have Falls or

long Cufts to hang over the Hands. 1726 Shelvocke Voy

round World (1737) 112 The Montera or Spanish cap,made

with a fall to cover their neck and shoulders. 1869 Mrs
Palliser Lace iv 49 The ladies wore their sleeves covered

up to the shoulders with falls of the finest Brussels lace.

24. Bot. in pi Those parts or petals of a flower

which bend downward.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xiv 135 The three outer-

most of these parts are bent downwatds, and are thence

called falls 1882 Garden 22 Apr 284/2 The ‘falls’ are

pure ivory-white

25 . The moveable front of a piano, which comes

down over the key-board.

26 . Mech The loose end of the tackle, to which

the powei is applied in hoisting

1644 Manwaring Seaman's Diet 38 The small roapes

which we hale-by m all tackles, is called the fall of the

tackle 1732 Smeaton hi Phil Trans XLVII 495 The
line, by which the draught is made commonly called, the

fall of the tackle. 1828 J M Spearman Brit Gunner {e,

d

2) 184, 7 assists m passing the fell round the windlass

1848 Layard Nineveh II xm 80 The ends, or falls of the

tackle being held by the Arabs

b An apparatus for lowering bales, etc ,
also

Naut in pi
1832 Marryat N Forster x, Overhaul the boats falls

i860 [see 29 fall-way] x88x W C Russell Sailor's

Sweetheart I vul 289 The port boat’s falls were provided

with patent hooks, which sprang open and released the boat

the mpment she touched the water .

f 27 . An alleged name for a covey or flight (of

woodcocks). Obs
C1430 Lydg Hors

,
Shepe 4 G. 30. Hence 1486 Bk. St

A Iban's F vj b

VII. attnb and Comb.

28 a. attributive (sense 2), asfall-feed, -plowing,

etc b objective (sense 13), asfall-giver, -taker.

1602 Carew Cornwall 1 76 The fall-giuer to be exempted

from playing againe with the taker 1677 W Hubbard
Narrative it. 14 Offering to pay forty Beaver Skins at the

next Fall-Voyage 1788 Franklin Autobiog Wks. 1887 I

286 The orders for insurance . for fall goods. x8ax in

Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) I 3 Whole families were fre

quently swept off by the ‘fall-fever’. 1848 Chandler in

Jml R Agnc Soc. IX 11 524 All the manure from the

fall-feed is left where made 1856 Olmsted Slave Slates

663 The improvement had been effected entirely by draining

and fall plowing

29 Special comb : fall-board, a shutter hinged

at the bottom ,
+ fall-bridge, a boarding-bridge at-

tached to the side of a ship ;
fall-cloud (see quot )

;

fall-(iron) door (see quot ) ,
fall-flsh (see quot.)

,

fall-gate, dial, (see quot ) ;
fall-pippm U S.,

a certain variety of apple; fall-trap=

F

all sb ^
;

fall-way (see quot ) ;
fall-wind, a sudden gust

,

+ fall-window =fall-board ; + fall-wood, wood
that has fallen or been blown down.
1820 Blackw Mag June 281 A pair of*fall-boards belong-

ing to a window 1375 Barbour Bruce xvn 419 Thai the

schip on na maner Micht ger cunt till the vail so neir That

thair *fall-bng mycht reik thar-till *823 T Forster

Atmos Phenom 1 §4(ed 3) 12 heading, Of the Stratus or

*Fallcloud. 1837 C V Incledon Tamms 207 A *fall iron

door, which answered the double purpose of door, and draw-

bridge 181a J. Henry Camp agst Quebec 32 A delicious

chub which we call a *fall-fish 14 Brome Commpl bk
(1386) 165 Ony man that hath no3te hangyd his *fal-3ates at

resonable tymes. 1795 Marshall E Norf Gloss (EDS’,
Fall-gate, a gate across a public road 1886 ChesterGloss ,

Fall-gate, a gate across the high road
_

1817-8 Cobbett

Resid. U S- (1822) 16 The wind is knocking down the *fell-

pipins for us 1883 Roe Driven tack to Eden 262 hall

pippins and greenings c 1430 Henryson UplandisMons
(t* Burges Mohs 90 Poems (1863) xxx Of cat, nor fall-trap,

I half na dreid 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. (1872) III. vn. 1

213 Deadly ginsand falltraps i860 Bartlett d^tet Avier
,

*Fall-way, the opening or well trough which goods are

raised and lowered by a fall 1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-uh >

*Fall-wind, 1422 Searchers Vei diets in Surtees Mtsc

(1890) 16 The *falle wyndow to y“ streteward c^524
Churchw Acc. St Mary Hill, London (Nichols 1797) 126

Two lode of *fawle wode 1528 Papers Earls of Cumber-

land in Whitaker’s Hist. Craven (1812) 308 Item, 3 load of

falwood and bavings, 3s. 4d,

30 . With adverbs forming combs (rarely occur-

ring in literary use) expressing the action of the

corresponding verbal combinations (Fall v XI)
,

as fall-off, fall-out, etc

1862 Sala Accepted Addr 145 A ferocious fall-out about

an abominable little Skye terrier 1889 Pall Mall G 23

Aug 2/1 A steady income from advertisements makes a

slight fall off in the sale of less consequence

Tall (fgl), sb.2 Forms 1 fealle, 5 falle, felle,

o Sc. fa, 8- fall [OE {mils-) feallewk fem (==

OHG. /alia), f feallan to Fall] Something

that falls
;
a trap-door, tiap Cf Pitfall, Sprikgj-

FALIi,

[« 1000 Voc in Wr -Wutcker 477 Pelx, musfealle ] ci44°

Promt Parv 147 Falle, or mowstrappe, nmscipula, deci-

pula 1772 T Simpson Vermtn-Kxller 6 By a Fall is meant

a wire door, hung at the top instead of trie sides__ iooa

Sibbald Gloss
,
Fa, trap formice or rats 1823 J D Hunter

Captivity N Amer 114, I had constructed several falls .

,n the vicinity of the beaver houses

Pall (fgl), sb * [Perh a local Sc. pronunciation

of whale ;
in Aberdeenshire wins pronounced (f) ]

Whale-fishing a The cry given when a whale is

sighted, or seen to blow, or harpooned, b The

chase of a whale or school of whales. Loose fall

(see qnots. 1820 and 1867)- , , ,

a 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy. n (1711) 156 When they see

Whales they call into the Ship, Fall, fall 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk

,
Fall l a Fall l the cry to denote that

the harpoon has been effectively delivered into the body of

&
b^ 1820W Scokesby Acc. Arciic Reg II 237 When the

whole of the boats are sent out, the ship is said to have a
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loose fall ’ Ihid II 534 Sometimes 10 or 12 fish are killed

‘at a fall* 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Loose/all, the

losing of a whale aftei an apparently good opportunity for

striking it

Fall (151), v Pa t. fell (fel)
;
pa pple fallen

(fgl’n) korms * Injin 1 feallan, 3-5 falle(n,

south valle(n, 3-6 fal, (5 fale, fulle, 6 faul(e,

Sc. faa, fawe, 8-9 Sc fa’, 3- fall Pa, t 1-3

fdoll, 2, 3 feol, fol(l, 2-3 south veol(l, 2-4
ful(l, 3 south vul, a-6 fel, 2 south . vel, 4-5
felle, (4 fele), 4 south, velle, 4-3 fll(l(e, fylle,

4 south vil(l, 3- fell
, weak forms : 4 felde,

6 failed Pa pple. 1 feallen, 4-5 fallm, -yn, (4
faleyn),5-8faln(e,(6fauletL), Sc 6fawT.n,8fa-

wri,

9 fa’(e)n, 3- fallen , also 4 falle, 4-5 fal, (7 fell),

5-7 fall
,
also 6 weakform failed. [A Com. Teut

redupl. str. vb. (wanting in Gothic) : OE.feallan —
OFns falla, OS fallan (Du vallen ), OHG fallan
(MHG vallen

,
mod G fallen), ON falla (Sw.

falla, Da falde) OTeut. *fallan (pa t. *fefall-),
perh •—pre-Teut *phal-n- cognate with L fallere to

deceive
;
more certainly cognate is Lith phlti to fall

;

the Gr. acpaWeiv (if f. root sqhel) is unconnected.
In the intransitive senses often conjugated with be.]

I To descend freely (primarily by * weight * or

gravity) . opposed to * rise
5
.

1 intr. To drop from a high or relatively high
position Const + m, into, to, on, upon

; also, to

the earth, ground
c 890 K Alfred Metro, v 15 (Gr) Him on innaii fel3

mantes mmgenstan a 1000 Crist 1526 (Gr.) Hi sceolon ra3e
feallan on gnmne grund £1175 Lamb Horn. 61 pe angles
of heouene uolle for heore prude in to helle. c 1200 Trm
Coll Horn 155 Sum of pesed ful uppe pe ston <1x225
A nor R 58 Jif eni unwrie put w -“re, & best feolle per mne
a 1300 Cursor M 24538 (Cott ) pe tere fell o mm ei 1382
Wyclif Matt xxi 44 Vpon whom it [this stoon] shal falle

it shal togidre poune hym a 1400-50 Alexanders pis
egg, or pe kyng wystj to pe erth fallis c 1430 Syr Getter
(Roxb ) 2866 Malachias was fal of the toure. 1526 Pilgt
Per/. (W. deW 1531) 166 [The ball] mysseth the hande &
falleth to the grounde 1506 Shaks Tam Shr 111 11 163
AH amaz'd the Priest let fall the hooke 1601— All's Weil
iv 111, 217 His braines are forfeite to the next tile that falls

*632 Lithgow Trav v 190 Two of our Asses fell ouer a
banke 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hut (1776) 1. 222 Thewater falls
threehundred feet perpendicular 1818 ShelleyLett Italy
10 Nov , A plant more excellent than that from which they
[seeds] fell 1875 Jowett Plato (ed a) I 84 A stone . fell
on the deck at his feet

to. Proverb. Fall back
, fall edge : come what

may
,
through thick and thin. Cf Back sb.1 4.

16*2 MabBE tr. Aleman's Gusman dSAlf I g Fall backe,
fall Edge, goe which way you will to worke. 1781 Cowfcr
Let. 13 May 1830 Scott /ml 21 Dec., Fall back, fall
edge, nothing shall induce me to publish what [etc ]

c fig. esp. with reference to descent from high
estate, or from moral elevation
a 1300 CursorM 8992 (Cott )He fell fralme and saul hele.

1483 Caxtoh Gold. Leg 2x5/2 To exclude hem from the
fehcite that theyfil fro 1621-51 Burton Aunt Mel 1 1

11 xi 29 Falne from his first perfection 1707 Norris Treat.
Humility v. 199 Pride made them .fall from goodness and
happiness 1813 Byron Giaour 139 No foreign foe could
quell Thy soul, till fiom itself it fell *8x8 Cruise Digest
(ed 2) II 469 A fruit fallen from what is the creditor’s 1890
T. F TouT-ffzrf Eng /ram 1689, 45 In 1719 Alberoni fell
through a Court intrigue.

d. of what comes or seems to come from the
atmosphere (e.g, hail, rain, lightning, etc ), and by
extension of heaven, the stars, etc.
c 1000 /Et-FRic Exod. ix. 19 Se hagol him on utan fealS

cxooo AgsJPs lxxiM. 6 Se stranga ren fealleS on flys hei
£*3Z0 Sir Tnstr. 1936 Of snowe was fallen aschour *393Langl P PI, C iv 102 penne falle)? |>er fur on falbe menne
houses c 1400 Maundev (1839) xiv. 152 The dew of heiiene
. falleo vpon the herbes 1523 Ld Berners Frous I cvi.
128 Y" stones semed lyke tliondie failed fro heuyn. 1614
Bp Hall Recoil Treat 499 What if heaven fall, say you?
1630 Lord Persees 44 Fire . . occasioned by lightning falling
on some tree 1671 R Bohun Due Wind 236 Ram, falling

^
Bucket-fuls. 1842 Tennyson Movie dArthur

262 Where falls not hail or ram or any snow. 1856 Mrs
Browning Aur Leigh m, 97 The thunder fell . . and killed
a wife

e- fig* of calamity, disease, fear, sleep, ve
geance, etc.
a 1300 CursorM 10270 (Cott ) For pis resun Es fallen

p./1* malicoun. C1320 Sir Tnstr 2951 Maugre on i

taUe^itypewoldslo! c 1346 Prose Psaltcrhv [lv]4Drede
dep fel vp me. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg 266 pe frenesie
on hir a. 1533 Ld Berners HuonW 171 A grete mysfortu
fell apon vs 1568 Grafton Citron II x6 Great morey
feu upon brute beastes xfixx Bible Gen 11 21 God cansa deepe sleepe to fall vpon Adam 1655 Fuller Ch. Hi
iv. 1 § 20 Most fiercely fell their fury on the Dutch, 1?
JortinSerin (1771) II. x. 200 Calamities fall upon tlie go
and the bad. i860 Sir T Martin Horace 112 Wonder f
on all 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser 11 48 A fie
persecution fell on the Lollards. 1886 A Sergeant NoSai
II. vi. 132 A great stillness fell upon the place

f. of darkness, night, etc
^vErbury Characters

,
Fair <$• happy milk-mayWhen winter euemngs fall early 1771 Mrs Griffith

riauds Shipwreck 86 Night began to fall. x8og Sco
Last Mittstrm 24 The evening fell, "lwas near the tir
of curfew bel 1841 Longf Excelsior 1 The shades
night were falling fast 186a Tyndall Mountaineer

,

11
holt shadows fell from shrub and rock. 1885 Stevens<Dynamiter 104 lhe night fell, mild and airless

2 To become detached and drop off a Of
feathers, the hair, leaves, etc . To diop off 01 out

to Of clothes • To slip off

1297 R Glouc (1724) 313 He let hym myd hois lo diawe
pat pe peces ffelleof ys (less aboute <z X300 Ctnsor M 3569
(Cott ) pe freh fax [biginncs] to fal of lam 1530 Pai sgr

544/1 Se howe his heares fall 1577 B Googe Heresbath’s
Hnsb iv (1586) 165b, His [peacocks] taile falling evene
yeere. x6xx Bible Lev, mu 40 1 he man whose hane is

fallen off his head 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. ix, Her
hair fell, and her face looked older 1854 J> til R Agrn
Sac XV 11 353 The foetal tncisois and tushes rarely fall

before this period, notwithstanding they be worn to the gums
fig a 1400 in Rett. Rev, Aug 1853 4x9 Cleikyn lowefal
from me So doth £e lef on grofys tre X850 Dicklns Child's

Dream 0/ Star In Honseh . IVotds I 26 My age is falling

from me like a garment 1889 Mrs Lynn Linton Thro'
LongNight II 11 xui 196 Some of the quainter forms of his

adopted speech were falling from him 1890 Untv. Rev.
May 84 My fevered mood fell from me
3. Of objects moving veitically as on a hinge : To

drop lo a lower position. + The orloge fallcs

.

(the hammer of) the clock strikes

<2x400 Rehg Pieces/r Thornton MS (1866) 57 Befoic pat
pe orloge falles, or any belles rynges. x6ax Flltchlr
T/uerry <5- Theodoretm ti, The vault is ready, and the door
conveys to ’t Falls just behind his chair x8o8 ScottMatm
1 iv, Let the drawbridge fall 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Set <5- Art I 15 Such a hammer will, as it is technically
termed, fall well x88i Grelner Gun (1888) X39 The block
is held in position by a spnng stud until the hammer
fails

4. To drop, come or go down, 111 a given direc-

tion or to a required position ; chiefly in to letfall
(an anchor, curtain, sail, etc). Also, To let fall
(a perpendicular') * to draw so as to meet a base
line. Of a lash To be biought down
1593 Shaks. Rom. <S Jnl iv. 1. 100 Thy eyes wmdowes

fall 1594— Rich III, v hi 116, 1 let fall the wmdowes of
mine eyes 1626 Capt Smith Accid Yng Seamen 27 Let
fall your fore sayle 1667 Primah City C Build. 161 Let
a Perpendicular line fall upon the Base. 1696 tr Du Mont's
Voy. Levant 98 Let fall a Ladder of Ropes 1698 T. Fkogeu
Voy 69 We let fall Anchor x8x6 Playfair Nat Phil
(x8ig) II. x8 The perpendicular is to be let fall . . from the
star on the meridian 1881 Blsant & Rice Cliapl Fleet
I 187 The ciuel cat falling at every step upon their naked
and bleeding shoulders x88g Repent P Wentworth II ix.

179 The curtain fell on the fourth act

b. To hang down, extend downwards.
1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Hush In (1586) 115 His mane

. .falling on the right side 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav
(1677) 365 A party coloured Mantle which falls no deeper
than the knees 1745 P Thomas Jrnl Anson's Voy 337
From the Ridge 01 bis [Zebra’s] Back down to his Belly,
fall several streaks of various Colours x8oo Pmi its &
Wills Sybil Ross's Marriage 1 5 Golden hair fell m great
masses upon her shoulders 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 289/2
Wild lose . falling m close exquisite veils of pink and
green

5 Of the young of animals To be ‘ dropped *

or born
. 1400-50 Alexander 2081 Male fersere in feld fell neuire

of modire. 1532-3 Act 34 Hen. VIII, c 7 Any maner yonge
suckmge calfe which shall happen to fall or to be calued
1595 Shaks John in. i go Let wiues with childe Pray that
their burthens may not fall this day 1617 Markham Caval.
1 32 If a foale fall early in the yeare 17x1 Addison Sped
No lax it 1 A Lamb no sooner falls from its Mother, but
immediately [etc.] 1844 Jrnl R Agnc. Soc. V 1 175
Calves that fall early enough to be fattened before grass time
1864 Ibid XXV. 11 296 The Iambs should fall in May.
fig *892 Standard 12 Feb. 2/3 A plan which fell still-
born

. Of speech, etc. : To fall from (c person
,
his

mouth) ; to issue or proceed from.
x6os Bp Hall Medit Vows n 5} 88 It was an excellent

rule that fell from Epicure. 1770W Hodson Bed Temple
0/Solomon x Wisdom falling from his Tongue. 1813 Hogg
Queens Wake 182 The wordis that fell fra her muthe War
wordis of wonder. 1890 Harper's Mag June 45/x Every
word that fell from her lips

II To sink to a lower level : opposed to
* rise

*

/. 1 o descend, sink into, lo. Now only of inani
mate things
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg 287 Whanne be spiritisfallibbai
a mannes vertues fallen /bid 350 And )>an do hern to seb
tng on pe ner til be herbis falle to be botme 1665 Hooki
Microgr. 172 Flies . steady in one place of the air, witliou
rising or falling x68z Orway Venice Preserved 1 1, Tin
obsequious biUows fall And rise again. 1822 G W. Manb'/ml (1823)31 I hose immense bodies of ice the undulatim
swell caused to rise and fall, <x 1843 Southey Inchcap
Rock 7 So little they [waves] rose, so little they fell. 189:

J Winsor Ghr Columbus 238 There were signs of cleanni
in the west, and the waves began to fall

b. To get into a low state, physically or mor
ally

j to decline. *)* To fall in age : to beconn
advanced in

j ears
a I

3°P,
CursorM 3563 (Cott ) Quen bat he bicomis aide, Tivnweud bigines to falle £1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg 212 I

he be feble & his pous falle 1530 Palsgk 543/2 You falm age apace, 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil 7W 213 Fall’n t<
bee level! with thetr fellowes , and from thencebeneath them
to a mediocrity 1667 Milton P L. i 84 How fall’n • hov
chang d From him who didst outshine Mynads. 172!Veneer Sincere Penitent Pref 6 How easy it maybe . t(
tall from one wickedness to another 1820 Keats Isaln™,," eet Isabel By gradual decay from beauty fell
X845-6 1bench Huls Led Ser n vm 280 We fall belov
our position 1870 Farrar St Paul (1883) 40 He wa!

help hnn*
11^ an^ an^ no hand was held out t<

f e Of a bird or lidcr . To alight Ohs
c 1400 Distr Troy 13563 1 1 is broiler hell vnto fun., & his

foie esyt 1535 Covi kdali /ttdg i 14 She fell from the
Asse c 1575 lit ,Spa>hawf.is (cd. Raiding 1886) 16 Tint
will make hei fall at marke 1619 111 m / ? cat Unwin, 6
You may perhaps finde hei folly gme hei leatie to fall again
vpon the ground within twenty yauls of you

fd To go down lull Obs tare.

1691 T H[ail] Air Arew Invent 123 F01 the Ships ease
of falling into the Sea.

t e Of the sun, etc . To go clown
; to sink,

set Ohs.

1633 R. Johnson’s Hiugd 4 Comum xg'Iopl.u 1 s paicllel,
the Sunne neither nselli, nor falluh 1658 T Wit 1 si oui»
Nature's Secrets 37 Those Astmsmes '1 hat in the night do
either rise or fall 1669 Siuhmy Manner's bl/ai; 11 35 The
Sun is descending, or as we commonly say he is fallen,

8 Of land : To slope.

1573 Tussi r Hnsb (187S) 100 Land falling . South or
southwest, for profit by tillage is lightly the be %t, 1634 Sir
T HrRBLRT Trav. (1638) 31 Pai ts [of the earth] falling into
fruitfull dales 1694 Smith & Waiiord Air Scv I.att Voy
1 (1711) 62 Rounds up in white Cliffs, and falls into shores
x86a Temple Bar Mag IV 428 The high ground of the
plateau falls towards this tiai row strait

9 Of a river or stream : To dischaigc itself,

issue into.

u HUIC.U a Jijyw J IVi VI1A
Barth. De P K \hi m. (1495) 442 The lyuer Downow
falhtli m to the See that hyghu. Pontiuim 1400 Cay ion
Eneydos \Y\111. 122 The ryuer of tonyre falluli there
in to the set, 1613 Purgiias Pilgi v. 1 381 The Rmtr
Ganges fallctlunto the Gulfe of Bengala. 1705 AmiuriiNoi
Coins (1727) 251

r
l lie Loir, and the Rivers that fall into it

1825 New Monthly Mac? XV 397 Rivers that fall into
Lake Huron 2865 F Hali m 11 II. Wilson's l ishhu
PurdnaW 150 A river Vein falls into the Kilshiia,

+ b. tiansf of a road. Ohs
1693 Col Rec Pcnnsylv, I 189 Lay ott the king’s road,

where it may fall into the king's old road 1706 Ibid II. 276
A Road falling into the Road leading to Philadelphia.

10 Of water, flames, etc. • To subside Oi the.

tide : To ebb.
<1x300 Cursor M 1876 (Cott) llow sal we 0 }>is waters

weit Quedir |iai be fulli fallen yeit? X340 Hampoli Pr
Cause. 1216 pe se Ebbes and flowes, and fallcs agayn
1535 Stlwari Cron Scot. II 451 Quhen that the fltuic war
fawin 1670 Narborough Jrnl 111 Au Suw Late Voy r

(1711) 661he Water riseth and falls perpuidiuil.u ten kd
1726 Swn r Gulliver r. v, The tide was a little fallen. 1849
Rusicin Scv Lamps vn § 3 185 The oc ean falls and flows
*886 Siiorthousl SirPa aval iu 99 Flames that leaped up
suddenly and fell again 1887 Earth and its Story l. 431
The u ater suddenly rose an inch and fell again
fig. 1632Ln hgow 7 1 civ. 111 1 17 Not . till it [Greece] fell to
the lowest ebbe 1705 Addison Italy Dial A 2 Their Hopes

rose or fell with Your Lordship’s l merest. 18x9 Shlli i y
Peter Bell the Thud iv yxh, What though wit, like
ocean, rose and fell? x886 Lestcri c Durant I v 66 'I lie
giand music rose and fell with a flood of sound

b. Of the wind, weather, etc : To decrease in
violence

,
to abate, calm down. Also in phiascs,

as ttfell calm, a dead, flat calm
a 1300 CursorM, 24942 (Cott ) pe storm it ft.ll 1670 Nak-

nououGH Jrnl. in Acc. Scv Late Voy 1 17 It fell calm this
Afternoon 175a Washington Barbaaoes Jinl (i8o>) 73
Y” Wind was fallen X840 R Dana BcJ Mast \ 24 In a
few minutes it fell dead calm. 1872 Howuts Wedd
Join n 5 The storm fell before seven o'clock.

11 fig Of the countenance : To lose animation ,

to assume an expression of dismay or disappoint-
ment. [Ong a Hebraism ]
1382 Wvctu Gen. iv. 5 Caym was greetli wroth, and ther-

with felle Ii.s chere c 1430 SyrGciur (Roxb ) 1882 Doivn-
watd his chere lete he falle 1611 Bibi i.6<« iv 5 Cain was
very wroth, and lus countenance fell 1718 Hilki s M Nt r -

son J. Kettlcwell 1 11 13 As soon as he heard the Sound of
Drum or Trumpet, his CountenaiiLL did always fall 18x6
Scott Antiq vn, The countenance of the old man fell
*888 Q Troy Town vut 81 Caleb’s face fell a full ineh
12 To be loweied m direction, droop. Of the

eyes : To be cast down
1586 A. Day Eng Secretary u (1625) 48 The Peacoekc

stooping doune to his feet, lus feathers fall with the selfe-
sight immediatly 1665 Hookl Microgr. 118 The tender
Sprouts of it, after the leaves are shut, fall and hang down
*889 F M. Crawi-ord Grcifeastern II. xviu. 234 His eyes
fell before her gaze

+ 13 . Of anything heated or swollen . To settle
down Ohs.
X580BA.MT Alv. F 92 The swelling falleth or asswagelli

x63a Massinger & Fjlld Fatal Dmv>y m i, Fall and tool,
my blood I Boil not m zeal 1665 Hookl Mtciogr 39 You
shall find the parts of the upper Surface to subside and fall
inwards *823 JT Badcock Dom Amusent 1 86 If blisters
do not fall, lay cloths over them steeped in vinegar.

+ b. To be worn down. Ohs rare- 1
.

1708 Loud Gaz, No. 4499/4 One rough Stone weighing

xt a
21

,
rrats ’ a Point something fallen

T 14 To shrink
; esp of an animal or a limb,

to become lean Also Tofall tn or out offlesh
*53° Palsgr 544/2, 1 full out of fiessche by reason ofsyck-

n
*
s
l
e
,i

Shaks Hen V, v. 11. 167 A good leg will fall
X615 Crooke Body ofMan 92 His body fell to the wonted
scantling <11661 Fuller Worthies (1662) m 38 The
cattle will fall in their flesh, if removed to any other Pas-
ture *686 J. Smith Natural Tune 33 A Pendulum not
being so subject to rise and fall, as others are x688R HolmeArmoiyn vu 155/1 The tenth year the Temples [ofa horse]

l f 77 Swirr D11 ed. to Servants, The cattle aie weak,
and fallen in their flesh with hard riding.

t b Of the complexion • To grow pale Ohs.

to fal^andfade^
^lannche 564 That inaketli my hewe
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f 15 Of a horse • Tofall at or on the crest : to

have the flesh or skin of the neck drooping or over-

hanging Cf Chest-fallen. Ohs

1697 Lond Gas. No 3303/4 Lost one white Nag fallen

at the Crest with the Harness. 1701 Ibid 3715/4 Stolen a
Sorrel Gelding falls on the Crest

16 Of (the fluid in) a meteorological instrument

.

To sink to a lower point

1658 Willsford Nature's Secrets 154 If the water [111 a
weather glass] falls a degree in 6 hours 1660 Boyle New
Evp Phys Meek jueni, They found the suspended mercury

fall a little as they ascended the hill 1798 tr J. F G, de la

Perouse's Voy round World II x 188 The barometer fell

considerably 1825 A. Caldcleugh Trav.S Amer I xi.342

The theimometer in the winter seldom falls to freezing, i860

Adm. Fitz-Roy m Merc Mantle Mag VII. 338 The quick-

silver ranges, or rises and falls, nearly three inches 1887

C C Abbott Waste-Land Wand 11 22 As I left the house

the old mercury barometer was falling

b Of temperature . To be reduced.

1871 B. Stewart Heat § 11 When the amount of sensible

heat in a body diminishes its temperature is said to fall

1890 Gd Wot as Aug 553/2 The sun’s temperature maybe
rising instead of falling

17 Music To sound a lower note

*597 Morixy Introd Mus 71 If the base rise or fall, you
must not rise and fall lust as manie notes as your base did

1674 Playford SkillMus hi 4 If your Bass should fall a

seventh, it is but the same as if it did use a second, 1706

A RmroRD Temple Mus ix 177 Teaching them first to

rise, or fall Six 01 Eight Notes

18 Of a price, rate, rent, weight, etc : To de-

crease, diminish, or become reduced.

1580 Baret Alv F 91 The price of victuall was not much
fallen. 160a Carew Cornwall 1 20 b, When the price of

come falleth, men geneially breake no more giound, then

will seme to supplie their owne turne 1647 Cowley Mis-

tress, Bargain 1, Let no man know The Price of Beauty fain

so low' <*1687 Petty Pol, Artth Pref, The Rents of

Land are generally fall'll 1776 Adam Smith W N I, v

(1869) I 45 The price of bullion has fallen below the mint
puce 1890 Chamb Jrnl 10 May 303/1 The number has

fallen from four thousand to one thousand.

b. Of articles for sale, investments, etc : To be

lowered or diminished in price or value.

1586 A Day Eng Secretary 11 (1625) 62 Wools are as vet

at high rate, but I thinke shortly they will fall 1608 Br
Hall Vert <$• Vices u 131 The Covetous would despach
himselfe when come falles *707 Cibber Double Gallant's

11, May all the bank stocks fall when I have bought ’em

1713 Swirr Jrnl to Stella 6 Feb , My livings are fallen

much this year 1801 H. C. Robinson Diary I 106

Wheat has fallen in our market from 92r to 30s the coomb.
1812 G Chalmers Dow, Econ, Gt Bnt 466 The exchange
fell below par

III To lose the erect position (piimanly with

suddenness) opposed to ‘ stand ’.

*To become suddenly prostrate

19 mtr To be brought or come suddenly to the

ground , also, Tofallprostrate, to the ground

\

etc

a 1300 CursorM 11760 (Cott ) At )>an idels fel vnto Jie

grund a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi 15 pe iwes wend J>at

he sould haf fallen in till dust of ded 1:1340 CursorM
23695 (Trm ) Moiiy floures bat neueimore shal falle ne
dwyne 1393 Langl P. PI C 1 113 He ful for sorwe Fro
hus chaire a 1400-50 Alexander 849 He stumbils Scfallis

*4816 Bk St Alban's E vy b, Downe in to the steppis ther

fallyn of his fete 1556 Aureho Isab (1608) L, The
extreme sorrowe made her fall as almoste dede to the

earthe 1592 Shaks Rom % Jul iv il 20,

1

am emoyn’d
to fall prostrate here, And beg your pai don. 1632 Lithgow

Trav 111 92 Wheie they fell, there they lay till the mome
1671 R Bohun Disc Wind 153 Trees, and sturdyOaks fell

in this Tempest. 1694 Ace Sev Late Voy. ir (1711) 170
One may easily fall, as upon slippery Ice 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) II. xm 279 My horse fell 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge vi. Starting aside I slipped and fell

b. fig ,
esp in To fall to theground ; to come

to nothing , to be discredited or futile

1611 Bible Prov xi 28 He that trusteth in his riches, shall

fall. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr Balzac’s Lett 237 Suffering that

name to fall to ground 1690 Locke Govt 1 xi (Rtldg ) 140

The natural power of kings falls to the ground 1795H1st

in Ann Reg 126 The injurious epithets being proofless,

fell to the ground 1825 New Monthly Mag XV 51 False-

hood is sure to fall to the ground ultimately 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng I 516 The proposition fell to the ground. Ibid

II 161 Who could hope to stand where the Hydes had
fallen ? 1879 M J Guest Led. Hist Eng xxxiv 346 His
great hopes fell to the ground.

C. To come down on (the point of) a sword,

etc In the Bible translations, after Heb. use

;

To throw oneself upon.
1382 Wyclif 1 Sam xxxi 4 So Saul caujte his swerd and

felle vpon it [1388 felde theroune] c 1400 Lanfiands
Cirnrg 67 He [a child] fei on bat knyf in pe former pai tie

of be prote 16x1 Bible x Sam. xxxi 4 Therfore Saul tooke

a swoid, and fell upon it. 1884 [So in R.V ]

d. Cricket. Of the wicket: To be knocked

down by the ball in bowling. (By extension, the

wicket is now said tofall when the batsman is dis-

missed in any way ) Const, to

1859 All Y Round No. 13 306 It was painful to see the

Colonel’s expression as the sergeant’s wicket fell 1882

Daily Tel 17 May, Robinson’s wicket falling to Palmer's

bowling 1890 Sat Rev 5 July 5/2 The sixth wicket, fell

for gt,

20. Used (after Heb. idiom preserved in the Vul-

gate) with reference to voluntary prostration To
prostrate oneselfinreverence or supplication. Const.

before ,
to (a person), in early use with dot., at, f to

(his feet, )* band). Also, Tofall on one'sface, knees.

971 Blickl How 27 pas ealle ic be sylle, gifpu feallest to

me & me weorbast c 1000 Ags Gosp Luke xvn t6 pa
cyrde he & feoll to hys fotum, c 1205 Lay 12716 pe
aeichebiscop feol [c 1273 fulle] to pes kinges fot a 1300
CursorM 16632 (Cott ) pai on knes be-for him fell Ibid
25646 (Gott ) Thre kinges com of thrm land to fal pi suete
sun til hand and gaf him gift c 1386 Chaucer Man of
Law’s T 1006Whan sche saugh hir fader Sche . faUetn
him to feete a 1400-50 Alexander 8x5 Lordis & othne
Come to pat conqueroui & on knese failis x6xx Built
Rev xix 10, I fell at his feete to worship him 1614 Br
Hall Recoil Treat 1069 Their Governours fall on then
faces to God 1653 H Cogan tr. Pinto’s Trav m 6 We
fell on our knees before her 1850 Mrs Stowe Uncle
Tom’s C. xxvii, ‘ I’m suie of it’, said Tom, falling on his

knees.

21 (fig’, of 19). To succumb to attack or oppos-

ing force, a. Of a fortified place, rarely, ofa ship

:

To be taken.
1606 Shaks Tr $ Cr v via xx So Illion fall thou. 163a

J Hayward tr Bioudis Eromena 81 The forts left alone
unsuccour’d, would afterwards fall of themselves 1797
Ni-lson in Nicolas Disp II 343 On the quarter-deck of a
Spanish First-rate did I receive the Swoids of vanquished
Spaniards thus fell these Ships 18x8 Byron Juan 1 lvi,

When proud Granada fell 1869W Longman Hist Edw
III, x, Stirling fell befoie he could advance to its relief

b. Of an empire, government, institution, etc.

To be overthrown, come to ruin, perish.

1780 Harris Plulol Enq Wks (1841) 514 After a succes

sion of centuries, the Roman empire fell 1803 Mackintosh
Def. Peltier Wks 1846 III 248 If it [the press] be to fall, it

will fall only under the mins of the British empire. x8x8
Byron Ch Har iv. cxlv, When falls the Coliseum, Rome
shall fall ; And when Rome falls—the World. 1874 Green
Short Hist, 1 20 The faith of Woden was not to fall

without a struggle. x886 Mrs. C Praed Miss Jacobsen
1 . 1. 14 The Ministry was certain to fall m a short time.

22. In moral sense : To yield to temptation, to

sin
; esp. of a woman : To surrender her chastity

axzoo Moral Ode 158 in E E P (1862) 32 It is strong to

stonde longe & liht it is to falle. c 1340 CursorM 25812
(Fairf )

Wip how htel speche he mojt haue couered mercy

?

[uen he felle. X526 Tindale Rom. xi. g An occasion to

aul. 1604 Shaks Oth . iv. tit 88 It is their Husbands faults

If wiues do fall. 1667 Milton P. L. hi 129 The first sort

by their own suggestion fell, Self tempted 1758 S Hay-
ward Serm xvu 505 When he [David] fell so criminally

and publickly with Bathsheba. 1869 Daily News 21 May,
No girls of any age who are suspected of having fallen

1875 Manning Mission H Ghost 1. 12 The first Adam by
sinning fell and died.

23 To drop down wounded or dead
;

to die

by violence ; rarely, by disease Also f tofall dead
a 1300 St. Andrew 104 inis J? P. (1862) xox As he hom

ward wende He ful ded £1374 Chaucer Anel. & Arc 170

Sheo fallethe dede as any stoone cx370 Marr Wit <5

Science v, i In Dodsley O PI 1874 II 382 He fought

and fell in open field. 159a Shaks Rom $ Jul v. 1 62

The life-wearie-taker may fall dead. 1634. Sir T. Herbert
Trav (1638) 115 A brave Prince fell by the axe of

treachery. 1703 J Savage Lett. Antienis xliv. 106 If I had
fallen in my Distemper 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy
S Seas 75,

1

had no desire of falling by the Hand of Cap-
tain C. 1874 Green Short Hist , 11, 80 The greater part of

the higher nobility bad fallen in battle

+ b. To be taken ill of (a disease). Ohs.

1538 Hen VIII m Select. Harl, Mtsc (1793) 146 Ynon
of Brearton, John Cocke the pothecary, be fallen of the

swett in this house 1653 Evelyn Mem. 17 May, My
servant .fell of a fit of apoplexy

c. of animals. Also in Sporting phraseol , To

fall to (one's rife) : to be brought down by
1697 Dryden Virg Georg 111 737 By the holy Butcher, if

he [Ox] fell 1823 Scoresby Jrnl 289 Another whale
fell under our lances 1892 H Chichester in Did, Nat
Biog. XXIX. xr6/i Seven lions fell to his rifle in one day

d fig. To lapse, die out, expire Ohs

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss I Ixiv 86 heading. The duke
dyed without heyre, wherby the dyscencion [descent] fell

a 1715 Burnet Own Time II 109 An additional excise, that

had been formerly given, was now falling. 1754 Ersicine
Prmc Sc. Law (1809) 187 A tack .

.
granted to a single

woman, falls by her marriage

e Cards To be captured by (a higher card)
17x2 Pope Rape ofthe Lock 111 64 Ev’n mighty Pam now

destitute of aid Falls undistmeuish’d by the victor spade

1889 ’ B W D ’ & ‘ Cavendish
1 Whist 2 A leads knave

of spades, to which nine, eight, and seven fall. Ibid. 58
The knave of diamonds must fall to the king

24. Phrases (with sense varying betw. 21 and 23).
Tofall a prey , sacrifice,

victim to. lit, andfig
1648 Boyle Seraph Love xiv (1700) 85 Thousands fall

sacrifices to the severer Attribute, a 1774 Fergusson Drink
Eclogue Poems (1845) 52 The ox fa’s a victim to the bluidy

axe 1825 New Monthly Mag. XV, 523 He fell a victim

to his error 1839 T Beale Sperm Whale 298 Brave men
have at various times fallen a sacrifice to this kind of daring

1885 Manch Exam 6 July 4/6 The books fell a prey to

the fiames

25 To stumble + on, into, to be drawn or

forced into (danger, fire, a pit, etc.) ; + to be caught

m (a snare).

cx000 Ags Gosp, Matt xvii 15 Oft he fylb on fyr, &
gelomlice on waeter c 1400 Rom Rose 6650 It ye fillen in

her laas. 1456 Now Wise Man taught Son 64 in Hazl
E P. P. (1864) 171: Comon women. Maks gongmen. fulle

yn danger 1548 Hall Chron X52 Axnan entendmg to avoide

the smoke, falleth into the fyre 1564 Complaint Sinner
m Stemhold, etc Psalms, The righteous man falleth now
or than In daunger of thy wrath 1585 J B tr. P, Viret's

Sch Beastes C ij. To make them to fall into their nettes

x6xx Bible Amos ui 5 Can a bird fall in a snare vpon the

earth, where no ginne is for him? — Ads xxvu 17 They
fearing lest they should fall into the cjuickesands, strike

salle. 1694 F Bragge Disc Parables xiv 477 He per-

ceives not the dangers under his feet till he falls into them

1823 Scori-sby Jrnl 3go In readu ess for bunging up, if

we seemed to be falling into dangei 1877 Miss Yongb
Cameos Ser 111 vii 62 1 hey fell into the ambush and were
all cut off

b fig Tofall into (error, sin, etc )

c 1x75 Lamb. Hom 63 God }ife us swains will to dotme
batwe ne fallen nautine sunne axjaoCwsorM 254oo(Cott 1

Lat us in na fanding fal! 1340 Hampole Pr Louse 3438
In swa many veniel syns we falle c 1449 Prcocic Rep) 11

iv 199 So mi3ti men fillen into ydolatue c 1500 Land lot

1322Yow art fallyng in the storng vengans Ofgoddis wieth

1553 Eden 'treat Newe Ind (Arb ) 10 Sayncte Augustyne
fell into a chyldishe errour x6xx Bible i lim m 6 Lest
hee fall into the condemnation cf the deuill 1649 Bp

Hall Cases Cousc 1 vn 64 Ihe necessity into which you
are fallen 17x1 Steele Sped No 53 P 4 Many new Vani-
ties which the Women will fall into *751 Jortin Serm
(1771) III 1 ax Many persons fall into mistakes in their

notions ofhappiness 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III 202 An
error into which tvq have fallen

+* With the additional notion of breaking up

20. Of a building, etc • To come down m frag-

ments
c 1275 Lay 15949 pine ivalles fulle 1382 WycLir Isa x\i

9 He answerde, and seide, Is falle, is falle Babilon c 1450
Meilm 37 The toure falhth 1563 Felice Meteois (1640]

20 b, The people were fame to dwell abroad in the fields .

for feare their houses would fall on their heads 1608 D T
Ess Pol # Mor 64 Though the wide world, being broke,

should chance to fall. Her may the rumes hurt, but not
appall 1755 Let in Genii Mag Dec 561 At the time the
city [ofLisbon] fell on the opposite side of the nver many
houses also fell 1829 Milman Hist Jews xvi (1878) 391
One of them [towers] had fallen with its own weight,

b. Ofa substance : To crumble
1770-4 A Hunter Georg Ess, (1803) 1 . 30 Clay, well limed,

will fall in winter

f c. Of a vessel (in the body) : To break down.
Of a stitch : To give way Ohs
16x5 Crooice Body ofMan 83 How shal it passe that way

after those passages and pores are falne. 1654 Whitlock
Zootonna 91 Let the Taylor..undertake to mend a stitch

fallen m their Bodies

27. To fallm or to mould
,
pieces, powder to

break up into fragments, and drop Similarly,

to fall m tivo, asunder. In mod. use to fall to

pieces is otten transf and fig.

;

cf, go, come to pieces

(see Piece)
c 1340 CursorM 22708 (Fairf ) Quen godd will sua pat

mans flexs to mold se fall. 1398 Tuevisa Barth De P R
xm i (1495)438 By strengthe of gretednness therth shulde

falle to powder. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 133 The casual

slipping out ofa Pin had made several parts of his Clock fall

to pieces 1697 Dampier Voy (1698) I 2x5 His Ship being
old and rotten fell in pieces 1799 E King Mnmmenta
Antiqua I 309 They fell to pieces on being touched 1820

Scoresby Acc. Ardu. Reg. I 254 The_whole mass falls

asunder. *832 Fr A. Kemblf Let. in Rec Gnlhood
(1878) III. 214 The whole concern must collapse and fall

to pieces 1878 Morley Carlyle Crit Misc. Ser 1 200
Would it have been better for the old belief gradually to

fall to pieces. 1882 Standard 9 Dec 2/8 The crew rapidly

fell to pieces

fb. Tofall in two, to pieces'. (Sc.) to give birth

to a child
,

cf. 40 c Ohs.
1781 Bentham Whs (1843) X xir Mrs Dunning is just

ieady to fall to pieces. 1788 Picken Poems, Edina 43 She
fell in twa wi' little din.

IV. 28. To move precipitately or with violence

;

to rush. Ohs exc. combined with preps., as m To
fall ttfon, to assault (see branch X) To fall

about (a persons) ears : to assail suddenly with

blows.
C1400 Destr. Troy 2867 Other folke vpon fer fell thedui

thicke Ibid 13171 pai fell to me fuersly, & my folke slogh

a 1400-50 Alexander 1133 With pat pe flammand flode fell

in his esen. 1632 J. Hayward tr Biondis Eromena 163
Many Galleyes fall towards them so suddenly. X660-1

Pepys Diary 23 Mar , His master fell about his ears and
heat him.

V To be determined to a specified position or

object ; to have a certain incidence

29 Of a missile or moving body, a movement

;

also, of light, the sight, etc : To have or take its

direction
; to be determined or directed

,
to settle

or impinge. Const, on, upon. So also of sound.

Tofall upon the ear
1658 WillsroRD Nature's Secrets 61 ARam bow . formed

by the light rays of the Sun falling upon vapours, opposite

unto him *665 HookeMicrogr 74 The ting'd Rays past

through them, and fell on a sheet of white Paper, 1709
Berkeley Th Vision § 35 The rays falling on the pupil

1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 229 She fell upon the south

reef near the highest part 1834 Meow in Angler In Wales
I, 290 A random spear fell wide ofhim, 1865 J. G Bert-

ram Harvest of Sea (1873) 236 1 he spawn falls at a con-

siderable distance from the place where it has been emitted.

1878 G Macdonald Plumiastes II xvi. 53 The sound of a
closing door fell on my ear 1886 A, Sergeant No Saint
II vi 131 His eye fell, upon Cissy 1890 Spectator to

May, The dreary forest, where full light never falls 1892

TempleBar Mag Apr 474 The words fell solemnly on the
stillness.

b. To have its eventual situation in a certain

place, or on a certain object.

1570 Billingsley Euclid 1 vu. 17 The poynt D shall fall

either within the triangle ABC or without 1589 Putten-
ham Eng Poesie 11 (Aib ) 86 The Cesure fals lust in the
middle. Ibid. 11 (Arb ) 92 Your sharpe accent falles vpon the

last sillable, *703 Cheyne Phil. Prmc § 42 245 Birds lay
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their Heads under their Wings, that so the Center of the

gravity may fall upon the Foot they stand on x8i6

Playfair Nat Phil (1819) II 17 When the perpendicular

falls within the tnangle 1873 Ouseley Harmony tv,

61 Causes the Semitones to fall between the 3rd and 4th.

30 Of a lot, a choice, or anything that is de-

termined by fortune or choice To ‘light upon *

a particular object. See also Lot
c 1330 R Erunne Chron (1810)124 pe lotefelleon Reynere,
and on his wif also, c 1385 ChaucerL G W 1943 Ariadne,
T he lotte is fallen hym upon 1535 Coverdale Ps xv[i] 6
The lott is fallen vnto me in a fayre grounde 1568 Graiton
Chron II 4x7 After a long fight the victorie fell on the
Englishepart 1605 Shaks Mach n iv. 30 The Soueraignty
will fall vpon Macbeth, 16x1 Bible Acts 1 26 They gaue
foorth their lots, and the lot fell vpon Matthias 1731 Lond
Gas No 6008/1 The Election by Balloting fell upon M
d'Erlac 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV. 47 The suspicion of
disaffection fell on a man of eminent talents, 1855 Macau-
lay Hist Eng. Ill 248 The choice fell on Whig candi-
dates 1853 Kingsley Heroes 11 (1868) 241 The people stood

weeping, as the lot fell on this one and on that,

31 To come as a lot, portion, or possession ; to

be allotted or apportioned Const. + with dat or

to, f unto
;
raiely impers Also m phrases, tofall

to one's lot or share (see Lot, Share)
a 130a CursorM 4072 (Cott ) J»at bhs sal J>e neuer fall

c 1330 R. Brunnd Chron (1810) 142 Hun felle to he }>e to^er
c 1400 Rom Rose 7343 Sich armour as to hem felle. 1475
Bk Noblesse 23 Youre next enhentaunce that fille to youre
seide piogemtoures 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 35 Al-
though it [victorie] fall to the lot of the better, yet [etc ].

1586 A. Day Eng Secretary 11 (1625) 28 One onely poore
Farme fell to my share a 1668 Denham Progr Learning 12
After the Flood, Arts to Chaldaea fell 1696 tr Bn Mont's
Voy Levant 127 The Commanderies fall to ’em by right
of Seniority 1709 Steele Tatter No 180 pr He had an
Estate fallen to him 174* Fielding J. Andrews 11 xtv,
The hogs fell chiefly to his cate. 1838 Thirlwall Greece
II 320 Many [pusoners] fell to the share of Agngentum
1838 Carlyle Frcdk Gt. (1865) I, lit xvi. 234 The whole
fighting fell to Sir Horace 1873 Black Pr Thule ix 131
A greater treasure than falls to the lot of most men
32. To come as a burden or duty. Const, to, on,

upon
; also to with mf.

>599 Minsheu Dial Sp 4- Eng (1623) 39 Doe you know
when we watch 7 This night it fals to the companie 1654
Ace Sev Late Voy 11 (17x1) 174 The Loss or Gain falls

upon the Merchants. 1841 Jml,R Agric Soc II. 1 23 It

falls rather to the Zoologist than to the Botanist to notice
them 185a Jml R. Agnc Soc. XIII. r 2 A charge of
two cents an acre fell to he paid by the allottees 1885
Law Times LXXIX. 188/2 The expense must fall upon
the purchaser

D, Followed by inf To be under the necessity,

to ‘have to' (be, do, etc.) rare in literaiy use

;

common in north, dial
1848 Blackso, Mag. Nov. 536 These countries would fall

to he excluded.

+ 33. To appertain or belong
, to be applicable,

fitting, or pioper. Const dat of indirect obj.,

orfor, to, till 01s
*297 R Glouc. (1724) 6 be bischopnche of Ely, [>at be yle

of Ely ys, And of al Cambrugge schire, ]>at herto falle}? y
wys c 1323 Coer de L 1392 An engyne And al the takyl
that theito fel. 01340 Hampole Psalter xii 6 Wondirful
cnynge >at falles till contemplatif lyf 136a Langl P PI
A 1 30 ‘penne Reddite’ quaj> God ‘pat to Cesar falle>

’

f 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaids T 31 Sojourned have these
marchauntz m the toun A certeyn tyme, as fel to here ples-
aunce a 1400 Retig Piecespr Thornton MS, (1867) 13
* Seese jowre callynge ’ This worde falles till vs folke of
religioune c 140a Laifrauds Ctmrg 298 Blood letynge
fallip for oure craft )>ou3 we for pride take it to baibouris &
to wommen c 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 338 White clothis
we saie fallis for a fanned ladde. <71450 Bk Cnrtasye 640
in Babees Bk. (1868) 321 Speke I wylle of o}»er mystere pat
falles to court 15. . How Plowman lemed Pater Noster
20 in Hazl E P, P, (1864) 210 He coude daube a wall .

With all thynge that to husbondry dyde fall

+ b. impers.
;
also quasi-impers. with mf phr

or subord cl. as subject. 06s
1297 R Glouc (1724) 446 pe bones yburedeyspere vayre

ynou, as vel to an kyng CX300 Seyn Julian 9 (Ashm MS)
It neualleo no3t to me to beispoused to }>e. c 1323 Metr,
Horn xx It falles to a mihty king, That messager word of
him bring C1375 Cato Major it. ix in Anglin VII, Hit
fallep mon to spende his good. 1393 Langl P PI C xix.
x86 ‘Hit fallep nat me to lye.’ 1401 Jack Upland, Pol
Poems (1861) II 20 Dede men should have but graves, as
falleth it to dede men 1428 Surtees Misc 10 Als fallez
atrew merchaunt to doo 1563 B Goose Eglogs (Arb.)
103 She supped well as falleth for her state.

VI. To come casually, or without design or
effort, into a certain position.

34. Of things: To come by chance; esp. + To
fallm or into a person's heart

, mind, etc. : to occur
to (him)

,
also, Tofall m one’s + road, way

,

etc ;

rarely of a person.
CX340 CursorM 13483 (Fairf

), How imyt hit falle in >t
hert to be-gyn suche a dede 1413 Lydg Pylgr, Sowle v 1 71
It myghte not fall in no mans myude fully to descryuen it

1530 Palsgr. 544 'i, I wyll nat do but as it falleth m my
brayne 1583 Hollybano Campo di I’tor 3 There is some
thing fallen I know not what into mine eyes, xggo Sir JSmyth Disc Wlapmis 23 b, I will .answere as many of them,
[objections] as shall fall into my memorie 1603 Bp. Hall
Medit Sr Venus 11 § 44 As for riches, if they fall in my way,
I refuse them not 1624 Massinger Renegade 11 iv, Nor
can it fall 111 my imagination, What wrong you e'er have
done me 1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I 43 A matter of the
like nature cannot possibly fall before you 1677 Hale
Prim 0rig Man 1 11 62 A deliberate connexing of Con-
sequents, which falls not m the common road of ordinary

men 1751 T Hollis in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 379
Acquaintingyou with any thing that fell 111 my way abroad
x86x M Pattison Ess (1889) I. 35 The eailiest notice on
the subject which has fallen in his way
35 Of pei sons a To come by chance into a

certain position. Now chiefly 111 phrase (of biblical

origin), tofall among (thieves, etc )

c X175 Lamb Horn 79 A mon hhte fiom lerusalem 111 to
lenco and fol imong pones 1382 Wicur Lithe x 30 Sum
man cam doun fio Jerusalem in to Jcuco, and felde among
theuues [So 1533 m Coverdale, 16x1 in A V ] 1386 A
Day Eng Secretary 11 (1625) 39, I sithence fell into com-
pany 1611 Shaks Cymb in vi 76 Be sprightly, for you
fall ’mongst Friends 1634 Sir T. Herbert J rav. (1638) 84
[He] falls among five hundred light horse of Curroons and
perishes 1879 Miss Braddon Clov Boot xxvi, I fell among
thieves, and got cleaned out. 1879 M J Gutst Led Hist,

Eng. xxx 296 The mixed company he falls into.

lb. To happen, or be thrown + into, on, 01 upon
(a period of specified charactei)

1633 Bp Hall Hard Texts 370 Ye are now fallen into a
time wherein there is much opposition to Chi 1st 1803 Pic
Nic No, 2 (1806) I. 56 You aie fallen on such incorrigible

times X844 Disraeli Conmgsby vi 11 226 The degenerate
days on which lie had fhllen 1888 M Arnold Ess Cnt
Ser. 11. 111 91 Gray, a born poet, fell upon an age of
prose

36 To come naturally, without forcing or effort,

ht and fig + To fall to oneself : to regain self-

control 06s
c 1400 Laufranc’s Cirurg 316 In his maner he boon schal

falle into his jomet, 1317 Torking ton Pilgr 11884) 22 We
. fell to an Ankyr in the Rode 1613 Shaks Hen VIII

,

11 1 33 He something spoke in choller, ill, and hasty , But
he fell to himselfe againe. 1760-72 ti Juan <5- Ullocts Voy
(ed 3) II 287 The ship will fall into her station without any
difficulty Mod When the mam features of your plan are
settled, the details will fall into their places easily.

37 To be naturally divisible into
1641 Bp Hall Rem IVks (1660) 66 The Text falls into

these parts so naturally x86a Temple Bar Mag VI 388
The subject falls into four divisions 1876 F G Flfay
Shaks Manual 11. 1 128 The plays fall distinctly into four
periods.

vaa. 10 pass suaaeniy, accidentally, or m uie
course of events, into a certain condition.

38 Of persons . To pass (usually, with sudden-
ness) + in, into

, + to some specified condition, bodily
or mental, or some external condition or relation.
01225 Ancr R. 224 He feol so into unhope 01300

Cursor M. 19084 (Cott ) For wonder sum }>ai fell in sulm
Ibid 20496 (Cott.) All }>ar fell to slepe onan c 1385
Chaucer L. G IV 390 Chop

,

He was fallyn in prosperite.
£1430 Lydg. Bochas 1 x. (1544) 21 a. The wretchednes that
I am in fall c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxu 489 Yf
thus he wylle doo I shall falle to peas, a 1533 Ld Bfrners
Huon li 172, I am fallen in to pouerte and myseiy. 1548
Hall Chron 14 The Abbot of Westimnstei fell in a
sodame palsey Ibid 32 [He] fell in suche favour with the
kyng 1568 Graiton Chron II 136 He fell to agreement
with the French king, 1570-6 Lambardd Peramb Kent
(1826) 211 Shee fell into the travaile of childe blithe 1655
Sir E. Nicholas inN Papers (Camden) 1 1 298,

1

am fallen
into an acquaintance with a most eminent Leueller 1650
B Harris Panvats Iron Age 139 These two, being both
Officers of the same Mastei , fell to difference. X709 Steele
&. Swut Tatler No 68 Y 3 Some fall into Laughter out of
a certain Benevolence in their Temper. 1711 Addison
Sped No, 7 7 a, I fell into a profound Contemplation
*75* Jortin Serm (1771) IV i 54 He fell into an agony
at the thoughts of it a 1862 Buckle Ctviliz (1873) III
iv 192 The religious seivitude into which the Scotch fell

1879 Geo Eliot Coll Breakf P, 377 Fall to sleep In the
deep bosom of the Unchangeable 1879 M J. Guest Led.
Hist Eng xix x86 Henry fell into one of his fearful
lages

to. To fall m love • to become enamoured.
Const with. Also transf to become very fond of,
or devoted to (Cf 40 c )
1530 Palsgr 344/2, I shall fall in love with her 1591

Shaks Two Gent 1 11 s Would’st thou then counsaile me
to fall in loue? 1659 J Moxon Tutor to Astron, 18 To
make Men fall in love with Astronomy. 1768 Mad D’ArblayEarty Diary {y889) I 23A young lady 0 ffashion has fallen
in love with my cousin 1837 Lytton E Maltrav. 14 We
must not fall in love with each other 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann Q Neighb 1 (1878)6, I would go and fall mlove
with the country round about
39 Of things, whether material or immaterial

:

To pass, lapse (usually, unperceived or by neglect)

tm> mto, + to some specified condition, esp. ar-
lears, confusion, decay, mm, etc Cf 26

, 27
C1340 Cursor M 9204 (Trm) pat kyngdome fel in to

wrake 1530 Palsgr 545/1 This castell falleth to ruynes
euery day 1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Hush 1 (1386) 35 It
nowreth in June and July, and then falleth to seede 1579
Fenton Gmcciard 1 (1399) 8 Ifm this desire he had beene
satisfied, the peace of Italy had not perhaps falne into so
sodame alteration and trouble 1605 Shaks Mach v m 23My way of life Is falne into the Seare, the yellow Leafe
1720 Ozell tr Vertofs Rom Rep. I. vn 424 The Lex
Licina fell at lengthmto Contempt 1761 Hume Hist Eng
III. liv 167 He found everything fallen into such con-
hision 18x7 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Pnus (ed 4) II 1227
I he form of declaring with a continuando has fallen mto
disuse 1879 M J Gursr Led Hist Eng xxxi 306
Ihe tribute had fallen into arrears x88g Mrs, C Carr
hl«rg Mahphant II, xx. 103 The wane of the day had
fallen into dusk.

40. With compl. (adj, sb,, or prepositional
phrase)* To become (whatever the complement
signifies).

The compl usually denotes either an unfavourable con-
dition, or one that comes in the ordinary course of events.

a with ad} as complement (e g ill, lame,
sick, vacant, etc ) Tofall due : see Due
1382 Wicur Gen. uu. 13 The man fel rjthe a 1400-50
A le 1 under 856 Philip f line [wisj sure stke. 1530 Paisgu
545/1 My loide entendeth to gyve him the nevte benyfyie
that falleth voyde a 1533 L11 Biiinirs Hmm i lxu 620
heading, l’o fal aqmyntcd with the fayie damoystl 1607
Torsri l hour-f Beasts (1673) ?4t 1 ht King fell e\< ceding
angry 1658 A Fox ti II mid Sing 11 x\ 8y When a
party is wounded in the Back he fals lame 1667 Sir
C Lyttliion in Hatton Coir (1878) 51 Falling veiy ill

again offeavor 1751 SMOiinx/Vr Pn vii, She fell sick
of soriow and mortification 1820 Soumuy I.ijc II ishy
II 4x4 His horse fell lame 1858 Caiuui Bird/. i,t

(1865)1 hi m 147 The Teutsch Ritters weie fallen muncj
less 1879 Fnounr Ciesar win 303 All the offices fell

vacant together 1889 A Si iigi ant Lmk of IIou\c I iv.

129 Her tongue would fall silent,

b with sb as compl. Now only in tofall hen
1591-2 Ln Bacon Let in Spudding L\fe iS I.iit (1861) I

1x6 His eldest son is fallen waid x6o6G W[oou< 01 m J tr

Justin’s Hist. 29 b, At last they fal friends out of a volun-
taue consent 1627-77 Fin ham Rrioh’ts 1 \i\ 31;

"j’
ls

gam that makes man fall a Tiaitoi x8ox Ihv>pi>‘\ Mug
Dec. 100/2 The elder eventually fell lien to a teilain
estate.

1508 Barciav \hyp of Polys 14 They fall out of theyr
mynde 1530 Paisc.u 544/1 He is fallen all on a sweate
1577 B Googi I/ireshaih's Ilusb 1 (1386) 45 b, Hey yf it

be cat ryed into the Loft, rotleth, and the vapour hung ovei -

heated, falleth onfyreaml burnetii 1578 Lyii Dodoem in
awi 352 'I hem that waxe mad 01 fall beside themselves
1631 Wi 1 vi r Anc Bun Mon 691 I cyiaiul fell besides his
wits 1813 Pigkin Poems, Auld Joanna 43 Bleat e'ed
Kate had fa’n wi* bairn 1877 K. Piaiock N. IV Line.
Gloss,, Pali wt’ baiin, to bet ome piegnant.

d Tofall to be : to conic to be.

1548 Udail, etc. Eras/n Par, Johns,* Om mynde ought
not so to be delited m the t onteinplauon of hye thynges
that we fall to be caieles of our common stoi he, *66301 u-
bier Counsel 44 The peeresof Buck 01 Stone between them
[window-cssesj, will fall to be ofa fit width a 1715 Burni r
Own Time (1766) I. 443 William fell to lie null turns with
his mother 1887 Sti vinson Mtuuiv J NnhoBon iv 6
The memory of Ins faults had aheady fallen to be one of
those old aches

41. a. Of a benefice or its revenues . To lapse,
revert to the feudal superior, i b. Of an oflice,

living, holding. To become vacant- Obi
1530 Palsdr £44/1 So sone as thou tannest se any offyee

fall, come aske it of the kynge. 1550 Luowi 1 v Pptgi 948
Reueisions of fermes are bought long ere they fall. 1583
Wills 4r lav N C (Surtees) II. 76 To lemayne m the
manor house of Thirlwall, untill Ncwbiggui fall 1665 JWebb Stone Heng (1725) riq He . returned into England
when His Place fell 1686 R Park I.ife Ihdin, lie
obtained a giant of a patent of sulIi impropriations
belonging to the Crown, as were then I.e.is< d out, as soon
as they should a 1715 Bi >»* -- O-u 'lime II «86 Tim
Mastership of -l » 1 , - li .< L. *'

1796 Jani Austin
Pude Sr Prej (1885) I xvi 68 When the living fell, it w is
given elsewhere, 1839 Kfightiiy Hist. Eng II 48 The
revenues should fall to the ciown. 1871 Fun man Noun,
Conq. (1876) IV xvn. 58 The new Minstet was held to
fall by the treason of its Abbot.

+ 42 To change, turn to, into (something
worse) Obs
1393 Langi P PI C xxi. 108 goitre fraumliise Jnt freo

was fallen is to braldom X393 Gotti r Conf I 7 i,o\ e is
falle into discorde. Ibid, ILL. 275 Winch From nungels
into fendes felle 1426 Audllay Poems 12 Ale the wy t of this
word fallus to foly. 1586 A Day Eng .Secretary 11 18
Your writing, .falleth otherwise toa inannoi of repioaclung

*|* 43 Of the weather : To turn out, prove to be
1633G Hlrbert Temple, Complaining u, A silly* flic. That

live or die According as the weather falls

VIII. To occur, come to pass, befall, result.

+ 44 To arrivem course of time. Cf. Comew 19
1340 Hampole Pr Consc. 2616 In erthe sal duellc Jmbodis

alle, Until hat dredful day sal falle X340-70 Alex <)’ Dirtd
323 We mowe tellen our time whan \>e time fallus. 1697
Drydkn Virg Georg iv. 337 Two Honey Harvests fall in
cv ry Year

45 Ofa special day or season * To come or occur
at a stated time, or within slated limits
1297 R Glouc (1724) 277 A Seyn Austynes day yt was,

as yt valj? in May a 1300 CursorM 17288+ 77 1 Cott ) patfnday was our leuetly day But now ful sclden falle? it soo
c X39X Chaucer Astral 11 § 12 The xuj day of Maieh fit
vp-°n a Saterday 1662 Stillingfl. Grig Sacr 1 1 § 20
The xx Generation after Moses, which will fall about the
tune of Samuel 1694 Holder Time viu. 101 The Vernal
Equinox, which at the time of the Nicene Council fell upon
the 21st of March, falls now above 10 days sooner 1853
Maurice Proph 4 Kingsxx 352 The date fulling between
the years 610 and 600 before Christ 1889 Repent P
Wentworth III iv, 44 Easter fell early that year.

46. Of an event, etc To come to pass; to
happen, to occur Obs exc poet, a. simply;
rarely with adj as complement
c X29® -S' Eng Leg I 16/312 Mam miracle bai feol a day.

c 1340 CursorM 12284 (1 nn ) Wherfore haue ye leten bis
falle X382 Wyclif Jzcclus* xlvui 29 He shewide thingus
to come er that thei fellen c 1450 Lonelich Grail lvi 64A farayne that schold fallen m gret Bretaygne 1523 Ld
Berners Froiss I cxlvi 174 Lykewtse they woll deale with
vs if the case fell lyke 0x547 Surrey Aeneid n 897 A
sodem monstrous marvel fell 1633 Br Hall Hard Texts
521 The death of this cruel Tyran shall fall about two
moneths after this later period 1764 Goldsm, Trav, 57 Oft

prevails, and soriowt, fall 18Z3 Longffllow Life ‘

(x8ox) 1, in 33, I am ratber sorry that the Exhibition falls
so late in the year 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary v 1, If war
should fall between yourself and France



FALL. 41 FALL.
b with dat as indirect obj

,
or to, unto Also

with adj as compl Ol>s exc at ch
c 1300 Cursor M App 11 706 Thei comen lepand jnder-

warde, and J>at hem fel sw+e harde. 1375 Barbour Bruce
n 45 Sahara myscheiffhym fell n 1400-50Alexunder 2722
pe mare vnfryndschip parfore fall sail |>e neuire c 1450
Meihn 10 It neuer fill to woman saf oonly to me a 1533
Ld Berners Huon vn 15 The peteous aduentuie that feU
to the two chyldren 1583 Sempill Bp ofSt Androts in

Ballates (1872) 218 A vengeance faa him. 18 . Tennyson
Grasshopper Poems (1830) 108 Shame fall 'em

c. wipers ; also quasi-wipers with subject

clause Now rare Const dat

,

rarely with adj.

as compl tHim fell well •
lie prospered. + It

falleth profit it proves profitable + May fall
(in ME. = mayhap, perhaps) see Mat.
c izgo Gen <$ Ex 1521 NiSede Sat folk him fel wel.

c 1340 CursorM 11929 (Fairf) Hhyt fille vpon an holiday
Ihesu and othir childryn in samyn went hem by the rever

to gamyn 1375 Cantu: de Creations 638 in Anglia I, By
pe weye it fel hem hard : an addre to hem gan lepe c 1375
Cato Major 1 vm in Anglia VII, Ofte fallep pe wyf hit

hatep pat louep pe goode hosebande. c 1380 Wyclif Set
Wks III 431 It fallep profyte to summe men to be bounde
to a stake, a 1400-50 A lexander 2600 pof us fall now to flee

we may na feiryre wend a 1533 Ld Berners Huon lx 210
So it fell that kinge Chailemayn sent for hym i6xt Bible
2 Kings iv 11 It fell on a day that hee came thither 1868-
70 Morris Earthly Par (1890) 387/2 As it fell an elder
f
gan to tell The stoiy

d. In phrases. Fairfall, Foulfall maygood or
evil befall Also, + Fall what can, will, fall.
happen what may

;
through thiclc and thin

a 1225 Leg Kath. 1376 O, leue feien, feire is us i-fallen

C1385 Chaucer E G IV Prol 277 My lady soveieyne ys
so good I prey to God that ever falle hire faire c 1440
Yoik Myst xvi 50 Fane falle pe my faire sone. a 1450
Knt de la Tour (1868) 37 Falle what wolle falle, y wol do
more euelle *5*3 Skelton Gat l Laurel 27 Fair fall that
forstei that so well can bate his hownde 1631 Massinger
Emp East 11 1, I will not come behind, Fall what can fall 1

1651 Baxter Inf Bapt 100 Fair fall to the Antinomians.
a 1775 Hobie Nolde 1 in Child Ballads (1890) vn clxxxix
2/1 Foul fa the breast first treason bred in 1 1787 Burns
To a Haggis 1, Fair fa’ your honest, sonsie face i860
Martin Horace 218 Foul fall the day 1884 Cheshire Gloss
s v

,
* Fair-faw Johnny ; he’s best lad o’ th’ two '

47 To come in the course of events, or of orderly

treatment Const with dat infin To fall to be,

to be
(
spoken of, etc.)

*45o~*S3° Myt r our Ladye 34 The feaste of saynt Anyan
fell to be the same tyme at Orleaunce 1535 m Ellis Orig.
Lett Ser in I 317 The same gentleman that toke hym.
may convaye hym to the forsaide place wher he shall faule
to be upon monday next 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav 87
The Gardens fall m the next place, to bee spoken of 1639
Gentius Servita’s Inqms (1676) 872 With ease they are
made, because with ease they are revoked as it falls to be
most commodious foi their businesses a 1715 Burnet Own
Time (1724) I 111 372 A Church falling to be given m that
way, the electors had a nund to chooseme 1863 Burton Bk.
Hunter 310 Had it fallen to be edited by a philosophical
enquirer 1879 Froude Cwsarvu 62 The campaign ofSylla
111 the East does not fall to he desculied m this place.

1884 Daily News 11 Feb 5/5 The advance would fall to be
made in the dnest time

+48 To come as a consequence or result. Const.

by,ftom, of, out of Obs.
a 1300 Cm sorM 4520 (Cott )Was par nan emang ham all

Cuth saiquat par-of suld fall 1398 Trevisa Barth De P.
R. vn in (1495) 223 Of that ytchynge fallyth many scalles

c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirurg 19 1 Icchmge & scabbe fallip ofte

of salt metis 1483 Caxton G de la Tour Cj, Yet shalle I
saye how it happed and what fylle therof. a 1533 Ld
Berners Huon 11 4 Wherby so many files Iiaue fallen

C1585 R Browne Answ Cartwright S7 Other matters,

which fall out of the former proofes ax656 Bp Hall
Soliloquies 35 What can fall from defective causes but im-
perfect effects ?

+ b. To turn to, result in
;
to turn out, result

a 1300 Cursor M 15420 (Cott ) To paim pat pe chepmg
did, it fel to mikel vnspede Ibid 29058 (Cott) Jfat pi fast

to saul fode mai falle 1377 Langl P PI xn, 47 Felyce
hir fayrnesse , fel hir al to sklaundre. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R xvn clxxxv (1495) 727 Dronkenesse fallyth ofte

in mannys slowthe and spouse biekynge c 1400 Destr
Troy 8934 All oure fare & oure fortune hath fallyn to pe
best 1611 Bible Ruth 111 18 Sit still vntill thou know
how the matter will fall 1699 Bentley Phal 211 Let the
dispute about Comedy and Susanon fall as it will

+c Fall of (after ‘what’)! To happen to, to

become of Cf Become 4 Obs
c 1430 Chev Assigne 130 And askede hym, in good Feythe

what felle of pe chyldren. 1485 CaxtonPans $ V 45 What
shal falle of you my lady 1525 Ld Berners Froiss, II.

lxxvm [lxxiv.] 234 No man knewe what sholde fal of theyr
bodyes

IX Transitive senses *causative

.

+ 49 To let fall, drop
,
to shed (tears) ; to cast,

shed (leaves)
;
to bring down (a weapon, the hand,

etc ). Obs exc, in Bellnngmg (see quot. 1868
)

1475 Bk Noblesse 66 It wolde make an harde hert man to

falle the tens of his yen 1504 Shaks. Rich III, v ui 135
To morrow in the battell fall thy edgelesse Sword. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11 11. 11 (1641) 120/2 A spark, that

Shepheards Have fain Among dry leaves 1598 Grene-
wfy Tacitus' Ann 1. xii (1622) 23 Armimus wife, .not once
falling a teare, nor crauing fauor. 1600 Shaks A.Y L
hi v. 5 The common executioner Falls not the axe upon the
humbled neck. But first begs pardon 1610— Temp 11 1 296
Fall it [your hand] on Gonzalo a 1628 F Greville Poems,
Caehca xxxvi, He had falne his Fathers Canne, All of Gold
in the deepe 163a Nabbes Covent Garden 1 v, You’ve
fallen my glove 1665 G, Havers,/', della Voile's Trav,

VOL IV,

E India 1 We cast Anchor without falling our sails 1665-
76 RayMora 20 Shi ubs which fall their leaves in the winter
1808 J Barlow Columb vii 201 They the sullen draw-
bridge fall. 1868 Denison Clocks C, Watches (ed 5)415
m some paits of England they net er raise and ‘fall ’ the bells
in order

+ b fig To * drop not to insist on. Obs
a 1700 Dryden (J ), I am willing to fall this argument

+ c. To diop, give birth to (Iambs, etc ). Obs
*596 Shaks Merck V 1 111 89 The Ewes did in eaning

time Fall party-colour’d lambs 1667 Colepresse in Phil
Trans II 480 A White Lamb fain on a Common.

+ 60 To let down, lower in position or direc-

tion. To fall one's crest

:

see Crest Obs
1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram 11 xxu 135 Causing

a Matross to raise or fall the Gun with an Hank spike
1748 Richardson Clarissa vi. V 82 Half rearing the lids,

to see who the next comer was ; and falling them again
*795 J Phillips Hist Inland Navig 8 Method employed
to raise or fall vessels out of one Canal into another

+b To cause to settle or subside Obs.

1789 Trans, Soc. Enc, Arts II 235 Throwing in a small
quantity of oil to fall the froth

+ c To lower (the voice), either in pitch or

loudness Obs
1626 Bacon Sylva § 105 To raise or fall his Voice still by

Half-Notes 1748 Dodsley Preceptor lntiod (1763)1 44
Emphasis is raising the Voice, Cadence is falling it

+ d To lower (a price, etc ) ; to bring down in

value, depreciate
;
to depress (the market) Also,

of land • To become worth less (rent) Obs
1677 Yarranton Eng. hnprov 149 The Lands fall Rents.

1691 Locke Lower. Interest Wks 1727 II 8 You fall the
Price of your Native Commodities 1717 Newton in

Rigaud Corr Sci Men (1841) II 425 In laismg and falling

the money, their King’s edicts have sometimes varied a
little 172a Lett from Mist's Wkly Jml II 41 The turning
of Money in Stocks

, and raising and falling the Market
1790 Burke Fr Rev 282 He falls the value of his land
and raises the value of assignats

+ 61 To bring or throw to the ground; to over-

throw. lit andjig Obs
C1300K Alts 7186 He hath take my castelis

; He hath
falle my torelhs 136* Langl P. PI A m 43 Berewelpm
einde. Concience to falle £1420 Sir Amadace (Camd)
xxxvm, God may bothe man falle and rise 1586 A Day
Eng Secretary 11 (1625) 78 By desire men are enflamed, by
anger kindled, fallen by erroui a 1625 Boys Wks (1629)
301 The serpent doth bruise our heele and so fall vs.

b Of a horse. To ‘throw’ (its nder) U.S.
The wk. conjugation indicates that this is taken as another

word, f Fall sb.

a 1851W Colton Ship 4 Shore vm 139 The servant-boy
. told how the animal bad failed him three times

c To cut down (trees) Obs exc dial, or US
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T 2930 The beestes and thebriddes

alle ffledden for fere, whan thewodewas falle c 1420 Pallad
on Hnsb n 437 Nowe make is to falle in season best 1523
Fitzherb Hnsb § 134 To fall the vnder wode 1685 Col.

Rec. Pennsylv I 128 A Penalty to be laid upon such as
Cutt or fall Marked trees 1805 H, Refton Landscape
Gard 75 The most beautiful places may be formed
by falling, trees 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss, s v

,
These

trees are getting too thick, I shall fall a few of them next
year 1883 E. Ingersoll in Harpeds Mag Jan. 201/1 We
must fall a tree straight and true

+ 52 To throw, direct, ca^ge to impinge {upon),
a *774 Goldsmith Sum. Expenm Philos (1776)11 235
A number of plain glasses, united to fall their rays upon the
same spot, would actually burn

**not causative.

+ 63 = fTo fall fiom’, * to fall down’. Obs.
c 1450 St Cnthbert (Surtees) 5993 How a jonge man felle

a tre 1665 SirT Herbert Tiav <1677) 201 If we miss
One step, we headlong fall the precipice.

64 To have as one’s share, come in for, obtain.

Obs exc dial.

[Derived from 31, by transposition of subject and obj'ect ]

CX400 Destr Troy 2406 A mede That ye faithfully

shall falle. a 1568 A, Scott Poems (1820) 51 Feind a crum
of the scho fawis. 1637-50 Row Hist Kirk (1842) 8g If a
minister depart this life after Michaelmas, his executors shall

fall that year's stipend 1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 26 If
they bee under five the procter falleth none if there bee
above five the procter falleth one. 1690W Walker Idionmt.
Anglo-Lqt 164 He heard that Dion had fallen a good
estate. X750 Song, For a' that in Collect Loyal Songs 43
The Whigs think a’ that weal is won, But Faith they ma’ na
fa' that. [Cf 1795 Burns For a' that iv, Guid faith he
mauna fa* that ] 1889 Manley tj- Comngham Gloss , Fall,
to get, to receive

X With prep, (and prepositional phrases)
Besides the preposition into, out of, to, which natur-

ally followfall. It is construed with a variety of others, for

which see above in the following combinations the sense is

more or less specialized

66 . Tall a , To set about, take to, begin

(some action). Now only with vbl. sbs. in -ing.

Cf fall on (64 a), and Aprep 1 13 b
1576 Fleming Panopl Epui 274 Democritus . fell a

laughing at what so ever he sawe done 1635 Sibbes Soul's

Confl Pref {1638)11 Lutherwhen he saw Melancthon falls

a chiding of him a 1644 Chillingw Serm ii (1664) 43 He
is scarse a man till he fall a work 1749 Fielding Tom
Tones v vi, Mr. Tones now fell a trembling as if he had
been shaken with the fi t of an ague. 1867 Trollope Chron.

Barset II. lui. 101 She reined in her horse and fell

a-weeping.

66 Fall across -. To come npon by chance,

meet with
1886 ‘ Hugh Conway ' Living or Dead v, I happened to

fall across Estmere in the park.

57 Fall at . + a To be drawn or pass

suddenly into (debate, strife, etc) To fall at
square

.

see Square Obs.
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xv 69 Thurgh drunkenness |>ai

fall at grete wordes. 1525 2 Proph St En% in Furniv
Ballads fiom MSS. I 306 Fflaundere and England shall

fall at decensyoun 1648 Herrick Bag ofBee 1, Two Cupids
fell at odds

+b Fall at hand To be near at hand, to be
going to happen Obs
1529 More Comf agst Tub 1 Wks 1 139/1 Greate penlles

appeare here to fall at hande

5 8. Fall behind To drop into the rear of,

he outstripped or left behind by.
1856 Titan Mag. Nov 443/1 A man who has fallen behind

his age 1890 T. F. Tout Hist Eng from 1689 12 Dutch
commerce was now falling behind that of England

69 Fall down . a See Down prep
1712 Berkeley Pass. Obed § 27 Suppose a pnnce to fall

down a precipice.

b To descend or drop down (a river, etc )
1600 Dampier Voy II 1 103 We fell down from Hean to

our Ships 1761-2 Humt Hist Eng (1806)V lxxi 296The
army quickly fell down the rivers and canals from Nimegnen
1790 Beatson Nav <5- Mil Mem 310 They fell down the
liver, till they came up to the 7 Dutch Ships

60. Fall from . a See simple senses +b.
To drop off in opinion from; to disagree with
c 1380 Wyclif Set Wks III 342 We mai see how lies

popis fatlen fro Petir, and myche more |>ei fallen fio Crist.

1646 SirT B rowne Pseud Ep 1 vn 27 Galen in some
things hath fallen from him [Hippocrates]

+ C To drop away fioro, forsake, revolt against

;

to renounce one’s allegiance to, or connexion with
1535 Coverdale fer hi 3 Sedechias fel from the kynge

of Babilon 1548 Hall Chron 148 b, After this spousage,
the Kynges frendes fell from hym 1548-9 (Mar.)Bk Com
Prayer Offices 24 Suffre vs not . to fal from thee 1595
Shaks John 111 1 320 England, I will fall from thee 1649
Bp Reynolds Hosea i 37 Achitophel, a man of great wis-
dome fals from David

+ d. To drop out of, give up (a practice or pur-
pose)

,
to depart from, break (a commandment)

1513 Morf in Grafton Chron. II 769 Theeves. never fall

fiom their craft, after they once fall thereunto 1535 Cover-
dale jfndg ii. 19 They wolde not fall from their purposes
1542-5 Brinklow Lament (1874) 85, I exhorte yow to

fall from your accustomed ydolatry 1811 Chalmers Let.
in Life S, Lett (1851) I 243 In the life of every individual

this commandment is fallen from

e. —Fall off (see 91 d)from
1600 E Blount tr Conestaggio 290 The French admirall
being ill mtreated in this cruell fight, fell from the galtion

Saint Mathew
61 Fall in {=^mto) +a To come upon

by chance, light upon Obs
1377 Langl P PI B iv 156,’ I falle in floreines’, quadjjat

freke

b. =Fall into 62 d
C1386 Chaucer Frankl. T 236 They fille in speche.

a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 26 As thei felle in talkinge .

one of hem saide 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss I exhx 177
He fyll in seruyee with a man ofarmes *530 Palsgr 544/2,
I fall in aquoyntaunce with hjm 1632 J Hayward tr

Biondis Eromena 81 She feared . to fall in conference
with him

c. To fall m hand to or with: to set oneself

to (an action), set upon (a person). See Hand.
62 Fall into . fa To come into, by

chance or otherwise ;
to drop into. Tofall again

into • to get back into, be restored to Obs.

1523 Ld Berners Froiss. I clxix 207 He fell agayn# into

the princes love 1698 T Froger Voy 39 We durst not fall

into the Bay till break of Day 1709 Steele Tatter ’No 83
Fi, I happened this Evening to fall into a Coffee-house near
the ’Change. *745 P. Thomas Jml Anson’s Voy 108 They
fell into the Harbour unknown to themselves and by mere
Chance, the 16th Day
+ b. To make a hostile descent or inroad

upon Obs
1665 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 244 Some Pioneers In-

habitants of Coon-sha fell into his naked quarter. 1684
Scandcrbeg Redro 1v 62 The Tartars of Dialogrod falling

into the ukrain. a 17*5 Burnet Own Tune (1823) I. 344
Ready either to invade them, or to fall into Flanders.

C. To take (one’s place), take one’s place in (the

ranks, etc.), lit andjig
1632 J Hayward tr, Biondis Eromena 145 Two hundred

of them falling into a close order, interposed themselves
1888 W J. Knox Little Child of Stafferton iv. 49 In a
moment they all fell into their places 1889 Tunes (weekly
ed ) 13 Dec. 3/3 Negotiations were opened with the lighter-

men in the nope of getting them to * fall into line' with
those unions 1890 S Lane-Foole Barbary Corsairs 1, xiv

174 The Christian fleet was slower in falling into line

d To engage in, enter upon (esp. talk)
;
to begin

the discussion of (a subject). Also, to become the

subject of (discourse).

c 1475 RaiffCoilyar 90 Into sic talk fell thay 1590 Sir

J Smyth Disc Weapons *3 They fall into argument of
some such matters 1666 Pepys Diaiy 14 Aug ,

We fell

into dancing 1673 Temple Ess Ireland Wks 1731 1 109,

I know not what it was that fell into Discourse t’other Day
17x1 Addison Sped. No 124 P 2 We must immediately fall

into our Subject 1851 Dixon W Penn xxv (1872)225 The
merchants and craftsmen had fallen mto their callings 1889
F Pigot Strangest Jonm. 163 One lady had fallen into
conversation with them

+ e To come within (the Tange of)
,
to be taken

m or grasped by. Obs. rate,

6
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15M A. Day Eng, Secretary h (1625) 16 He fell into your
notice 1613 Shaks. Hen VIII, m 11. 340 Those things

you haue done Fall into' th’ compasse of a Premunire
171a Addison Sped No 415 Fro The intire Concavity [of

tne dome] falls into youi Eye at once

t f To come under, be included among Obs
1386 A Day Eng Secretary 1 go They [letters] . doe for

themost pait, fnllintothe Defensone or Excusatorie kin cle

g To comply or take up with, accommodate
oneself to Also, to have recourse to

1714-S Atterbury Serm, 13 Mar , We fall into all his

Commands and Directions, 1788 Pritstley Led. Hist v
lu 404 The generality of nations have fallen into the method
of stamping them 1790 Mad D'Arblay Diary June, We
fell immediately into our usual Windsor life, 1890 T. F
Tout Hist Eng from 1689, 128 The ignorant masses fell

blindly into the plans of the United Irishmen,

h. To get or drop into (a habit, etc.)

1886 A. Sergeant No Sami I vu. 141 He had fallen into

a trick of walking with bent head

03. To fall off . a Ofan animal To lose

appetite for (food)
; to refuse, b. Of a vessel : To

deviate from (her course) Cf. 91 c, g.

1745 Mortimer in Phil. Trans XLIII 553 As soon as a
Cow falls off her Meat, give her another Dose 1839 T
Beale Sperm Whale 316 [He] called out for the helmsman
to allow the ship to fall off her course.

64. Pall on f a. To pass suddenly or

break out into, set about (an action or state). Obs
a 1300 CursorM 14008 (Cott ) Sco fell on suilk a grete,

pat al sco was vr lauerd fete 1513 Morf in Grafton Chron
II 763 Thus should all the lealme fall on a roare, 1633
Lithgow Trav vi 262 The fellow fell on trembling. 1670
Nardorough frill, in Ace Sev Late Voy. 1 (1711)52 We
fall on fitting of our Rigging and getting the Ship fit 1737
Whiston Josephus' Antiq vt, vi §3 If any one fell on
eating he should be accursed

b. Mil, To make a hostile descent or attack
upon, join battle with

,
to rush upon, assault.

(With indirect passive')
c 1400 Destr Troy 10515 Ffallys on hym fuersly, frap hym

to dethe 1548 Hall Chron 214 b, He feared lest the corn-
men people would fall on hym, as one that fled away 1667
Evelyn Mem (1857) I 26 The Dutch were fallen on our
fleet at Chatham a 1715 Burnet Own Tune (1823) I 533
No merchants’ ships should be fallen on, till six months
after a declaration of war 1864 Burton Scot Air. I. u 61
Stewart .fell on the episcopal city of Elgin
transf m&fig 1662 J Davies Voy Ambass 419 When

the Ambassador . was pleas’d to fall on any with his ordi-
nary Language 1667 Pefys Diary (1877) V 179 The Par-
liament .are likely to fall heavy on the business 17x1
Steele Sped. No 260 r 1 You cannot fall on a better Sub-
ject a 1715 Burnet Own Tune II 38 The house of Com-
mons were resolved to fall on all the ministry 1827 O W
Roberts Centr. Amer. 126 A heavy sea falls on the coast.
1840 Barham Ingot Leg, Bagman's Dog, He fell tooth
and nail on the soup and the bouillt, 1848 Macaulay Hist
Eng. 1. 104 They fell on him [Clarendon] as furiously as
their predecessors had fallen on Strafford

C. To come across, light upon
; + to hit upon

(an expedient). (With indirect passive

)

1596 Shaks i Hen IV, v. iv 34 Seeing thou fall’st on me
so luckily. 1653 Sir C Cottehfll tr. Cassandra 11 107 At
first he fell not on the thought ofwhat it was. 1761-a Hume
Hist Eng (1806!V 1\tx 199 A strange expedient was fallen
on to supply this deficiency. 1790 Beatson Nav Mil
Mem I 96 They fell on means to heave her round. 1890R M Kettle OldHall 1 vi. 51 They had fallen on a theme
it would be unwise to pursue.

d To have recourse to ; to make use of.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 142 Presently they fall on that
common place, how much mischiefe it [learning] may do
without Grace, a xjx$ Burnet Own Time (1823) I 452
They fell on propositions of a strange nature to rum them
18B5 Stevenson Dynamiter 175 Sir George . . fell on some
expressions which I still remember,

e. To drop back to, resume (a position).
1809 Round Fencing 140 After which fall on the position

of the guard.

f quasi-impers. with it introducing infinitive
clause . To occur to, befall (a person), rare
x*4* J ® Newman Par, Semi, VI vm. 108 Some persons

recollect a time when it fell on them to reflect what thev
were

g To fall on board', see simple senses and
Board sb. 1

3

e Cf. 72 a
1805 Log in Nicolas Dtsp Nelson VII 207 note. The

Koyal Seveneign fell on board of our starboard beam
h. Tofall on one's feet . fig to fare fortunately,

be well provided for
1886 Warner Iheir Flip-image (1888) 6 Mr. King was

put in good humor by falling on his feet, as it were, in such
agreeable company.

t i Tofall on shore : to ran aground. Obs,
1590 Mari owe Edw, II, iv vi, With sore tempests driven,

io fall onshore ’

t Tofall on sleep • see Asleep
05, Pall through. . To make a ‘mess’

of Sc
1835 Jamieson s v , By her foolish airs, she’s fa’n thro

her marriage. x8t6 Hogg Meg o' Marley, The mimst
fa en through the text An’ Meg gets a' the blame o’t
00 Pall to

, fa To be drawn by ft

ing to
; to attach oneself to, become a follower

also, to make one’s peace with Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 15131 (GBtt £We se |>e folk alle fall

r Ni *iS7Jir
.

Arth
l
ir 1 To them fell kynge Rye

of North Wales x6xi Bible i Chron xii. io There

t°b
e

t 1

Manasseh to David
> wben he came , . against S

f b. To get upon (the scent) ;
to get the scent

of, track. Obs tare
c t34o Gaw Gr Knt 1425 pe howndez fellen fast to

Jie fuyt c 1420 A nturs ofAit

h

1, Thay horn dy3t into the

depe dellus, Fellun to tho femalus

f c To agree with, accede to (a pioposal, etc )

1523 Ld Berners Froiss I clxi 195, I wold gladly fall to

any reasonable way 1548 Hall Chi on 214 b, 1 lie utie/ens

fell to this pact. 1683 Ptnn in R Bui ion Eng limp
Amer va, He fell to the Bounds of the Land they had
agreed to dispose of, and the Price.

d To apply or betake oneself to
;
to have re-

course to ; to take to
;
to begin, proceed to With

sb
, tnf, or gerund. Also m Fall to it • set to

work, bestir youi self.

c 1380 SirFemml 647 Tel jiou me .al j>c sope as }>ow art

gent & free, & suppe schalle we to gndre hope falle to fijte

a-je a 1400-50 Alexander 4587 A wolfe Qucn he lias

faute of his flesch he fallis to pe soile 1 1526 Pilgr Peif
(W de W 1531) 35 b, Fall to prayer and make thy peticyon
to God. 12x568 Ascham Scholem 1 (Arb ) 32 Then will lie

sonest faul to beate his scholers 1600 E Hi ount ti Cone-
staggio 14 Growing to more yeeres, they fell to distinst

him 1610 Shaks Temp 1 1 3 Speake to th'Mariners fall

too't, yarely, or we run our seines a ground 1644 Si ingsiiy

Diary (1836) xi2 In Marston corn feilds [the Pamamcntaiy
army] falls to singing psalms *707 Land, Gast No 4329/5
They fell to their Oars. 1727 SwirT Lett Eng Tonqite x8

That Licentiousness which fell to corrupt our Language
1853 Lytton My Novel iv xi 187 He fell to patting the
mare with great unction 1865 Kingsley Herew. I v 236
He was healed instantly, and fell to religion.

e f To fall to (food) : to begin eating (it). To
fall to work to begin working.
a 1400 Sir Perc 1326 Thay fclle to thaire fude 1551

Crowlfy Pleas. <5
- Pam 495 Fall nowe to worke for youi

lyueynge. 1699 Dampier Voy II. 1 52 When this is done
they fall to then Meat, I saw.one of these Grave-Feasts
1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xiv 243 He fell to work 18x7
Codbett Taking Leave col 25 The Grazier then felt to
work with hts stick in such a style as I never before wit-
nessed. x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf an (1889) 22
The four fell to work upon the breakfast.

07. JFall under . fa. To throw oneself

at the feet of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12475 (Gott ) Honurand him he fel him

vnder.

b. To come or be classed under, be included in.

c 1460 Fortescue Abs Sf Lint Mon vu. Riche furres, oper
than be wonned to fall vnder pe yerely charges off his
warderobes 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II 281 The present
limitation does not fall under either of these heads C1865
J Wylde in Circ Sc. I, 5 Electrotyping and Gilding . . fall

under this section. 1870 Max Muller Sc Reltg. (1873) 357
Being signs they fall under the category of language
c To be brought under the operation or scope

of, be subjected to.

1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 307 Them, that passe over
what soever falleth under their fingers 1605 Bacon Adv
Learn, 1 iv § 1 To speak unto such as do fall undei or near
unto a popular observation. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 222
Their moans operandi doth not fall under Demonstration,
x-jxx Addison Sped No 44 F 5 Absurdities .. as ridiculous
as that which falls under our present Censure. 1824 Mm-
win Convers Byron (1832) II 109 His ' Revolt of Islam

’

fell under the lash of ‘ the Quarterly \ 1839 G Bird Nat.
Phil Introd. 35 These, states of matter will fall under our
observation

08 Pall unto . —Fall to, in various senses.

1535 Coverdale x Chron xii xg Of Manasscs theie fell
certain vnto Dauid X587 Turberv Trag T, (1837) 134The
Lady, somewhat hungrie, fell unto the Cates, x6xx Bun r
2 Kings vu. 4 Let vs fall vnto the host of the Syrians.
69. Pall upon . f a. —Fall on 64 a
« 13oo CursorM 15580 (Cott ) Alle pe apostels ban bi gan

to fal a pon a gret.

b = Fall on 64 b.
1480 Caxton Chron, Eng ccxxvi 231 Kyng edwaid fyll

vpon phelip of valoys. X568 Grafton Chron II 148 Sir
Edward . .fell sodeinly upon the hoste of Sir Simond 1671
Narborough frnl, in Acc. Sev Late Voy. 1, (1711) 132 The
Commander.,began to fear, lest they might be fallen upon.
*098 T Froger Vov 33 This Bird pearches upon some
Tree . waiting till the Fish swim even with the Surface of
the Water, to fall upon them 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
xvi n, He hath fallen upon me with that stick 1844 H H
Wilson Brit India 11 106 Some of the puncipal Omras
urged the Nizam to fall upon the Residency
transf, and fig 1709 Hearne Collect 13 Apr., The

Ur
,
has fallen upon Gronovius But he was provok’d to

** by Gronovius's first falling upon him 1749 FieldingTom Jones xvi iv, When I expected you would have
commended me foi all I have done) to Be fallen upon in
this manner 1840 Dickens Old C Shop x, Kit falling
upon a great piece of bread and meat 1857 Livingstone
Trav xv 278 Manenko fell upon our fuends she is a most
accomplished scold

v. — x-uu vn 04 c.

1632 Lithgow Trav iv 137 At last we fell vpon a Daltr
tian widdow, whose pittiful 1 lookes . stroke my soule 1747
Col Rec PenitsylvN 99 Some Method should be fall’n up
to prevent the Evils which threaten Us. X777 Pring
Telescopes 9 By the force of his genius he fell upon tlnew property of light 1837 W Irving Capt Bonneville 1

77 He . soon fell upon the track of Mr Robert Can
bell s party, which had preceded him by a day 1862 I
Brougham Brit Const, xui 189 Edward III fell upon
expedient which gave very great satisfaction to all 18G I>

£
SE
J

J
£ T*lesfrom Fjeld 247 When he had walk

a while, he fell upon an old wife

+ d To begin upon, take up, set about. Obs
1025 Burges Pers. Tithes 2 My Purpose is not here to fvpon that Question, 1649 Bp. Hm,i, Cases Cause 1 v <nOthi

wise some Interloper may fall upon the woik at a low
rate, and undoe the first editor 2701 Swift Contests Nob ,

iS> Com hi, Those Persons fell i inlently upon advancing
the Powei of the People 1741 Wi si 1 \ II /.s (18721 1 31 14.

'I hey immediately fell upon their favuiiutc Subject

e To come (casually) to, take up with, adopt,

have recourse to

1633 Bp Hah //aid Ti its '>31 lie that fills itshly upon
hisdcleinunations cannot but otlend 1654 11 L’i'si kangi
Chas / (1655) 130 llis M ijcsty f< 11 upon J)i\ids design
of numboimg the People 1858 Si ads I than in v ^07 The
chinch had fallen upon the belief that hc[Cluist]w is soon
to appr.at again

f Gcom Of a line, point, etc. * To have a place

upon, cover, come exactly upon.
X570 Bi li inc.sii v Euclid 1. vm. r8 The lnu FO may fill

dnectiy vpon the lineDF. 1840 I.ad i>ni it l,com, 42 The
veites. of the angle c' must fall upon tin vcitcx of the
angle c

fg To come upon, become legally chargeable

to (the parish) Obs.

1677 Yardanion Fng Iniprov, 150 Consider tint Bank
Granaries will he the. occasion oftaking infinite pom people
off the Pansh, ami prevent othus falling upon tlieP.uish

•) h =• Fall back upon
1767 S Pati uson Anot/ic? Pue»elhi 1 1 "18 Failing of an

nisei iption, [he] may fall upon a derivative,

i 70. Pall with .
'1 n come upon in due

course; to meet with Chiefly A’ant To make
(land). Obs.

1556 W Towrson in Hakluyt Voy, (1589) 112 The 12 of
May we fell with the Isle of Lundy 111 the Cb.mm I of Bus-
toll 1599 Ihid II 1 258 'I he land is very high that we fall

withall 1632 Li Gk\s tr Kill Pahn 1 'Juicti. falling
with [tuipulsusJ Cyprus, did limltl S ilanuna 1646 J
llitiNSLi v Aiatgntu Pies Sthunt x Opening Ins Bible, he
fell with that of the Psalmist 1670 1 NAimouom.11 fiul
in Ate Scv. Late Voy. 1 (1711) r»i Kxputmg to fall with
Indians, for I saw many hires up in the Land Ibid 125
This Morning. I fell with a line Sandy Bay
71. Fall within . To conic within the in-

fluence, operation, or scope of ; to he included in.

1576 Fi tming Panopl Epist. 2 *8 Those things th it fall

within theview ofthe sight 1688 Lett com Pi etent St Italy
92 This was indeed a matter that could fall within tin l'opi s

understanding, 1771 Junta f Lett \liv '•pi 'I here navy he
instances, winch do not fall within my own ev< t mums 1806
Med Jinl. XV 561 This work would not Imu fallen within
the notice of our department, had it not 1/t en [et<

] 1845
M. Pah ISON Jus (1889) I 23 A charge sue li . . as should
fall within this penalty 1884 G I)i nman in Law Rep >9

Clinnc Div 466 Statements, made. . so rei klessly as to fall

within the mle of fraud

XI. With adverbs, forming the equivalent of

compound vbs. in other langs
;
c g. to fall out

-

L. exchVhe

,

Ger. ausfalien.
(The phrases fall foul, fail shot, are fm ennu'inow’e

placed here, notwithstanding some umci tainty 111 the ginrn-
matical character of the adjuncts su Font, Suomi, adjs.
and advbs )

72. Fall aboard, a See Aiioaud 2 d
YT380 Y's r •" S’> ir c'l V.’k I >

Jt V ( 1 Ji.at now dromon
an s 1 11 , 1 .h 1. ,( 1 1 'e: i" >i f i"( I ns wiJj Jh.su foohs
1769 1 ,<i .s, ,« />, * dun -i \ .1 id, To fall Aboaut
of, to strike or encounter another ship, when one or both art.

in motion 1791 /list, in Ann Ret; 187 They fell aho.11da
Swedish line of battle ship

f b, To make a beginning. Obs
a 1680 Butli-r Cat Puss Run (i7-,o) I 93 To lose no

fui ther Time, he fell aboard, a 1700 li ]> Did, (ant ( tew,
Fall-a-boid, fall on and Eat heartily,

73 Fall about, a. bee simple senses and
About adv.

you would not go falling about that way
'

t b. To search around, cast about Obs
1632 Rutiiehiord Lett. \xi. (18621 1 86 It is high time

we were . . falling about to try what claim wc haitc to
Christ

74 Fall abreast of See 36 and AHUEART 4
1886 Mrs C. PnArn Miss Jacobsen I \ 205 The object

of it checked hi* horse and fell abieast of hot.

1 75. Fall adowa. See 1 and Adown A. 1
1297 R Glouc (1724)401 pc on alf[of the body] vcl adottn

anon, pe o]>er byleuede stylle Inpe sadel. c 1400 Lanftone's
Cirurg 277 pc stoon falhp adoun or )>c leynss tow aid ]ni

bladdre bi pe weie of ]ie urine 1513 Bdmishaw St II ei-
bingc 1 1302 His gloues shoilly to grmuule failed adowne
Fail afire. See 40 c and Akihf
f 70 Fall after. Of a dream : To come true
r 1400 Rom Rose 13 To wene that dieincs aftet falle

77. Fall asleep. See 38 and Asm ri» 2
, 3 .

Langl P PI C xxii 5 Ich fel eftsonesa slepc
l Wilson Rhci 11 75/1 We fall a slepe, when we

should moste harken x66* J Daviis Voy Ambass 82 She
fell asleep 1719 Dr Foe Crusoe (i8 |u) I vt 102 'I he fit

wearing off, I fell asleep

Fall aslope. See 39 and Arlopk.
78. Fall astern See 36 and Astern 3 ,

1669 Stormy Marine) 's Mag iv. 160 If you sail against a
Current Swifter than the Ship’s way, you fill a Stem
1776 in FXlconlr Diet Marini 1833 Marioat /’. Simple
Vj^“e °oat ‘e" astern, leaving two Spaniards clinging to the

79. Fall away a. See simple senses and
Away. 1

a I3°° CinsorM 19691 (Cott) Skales fell fra his eicn
a-rvai c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg lyglfpouwoltkepehtens

s
,

cll
“lt

n n
^,

faIle awei 1S77 B Goon Hetesbach’s
&*£

1^86
) 39 Flowies which falling away, lcaveth bemnde them httle round kn°ppes 1697 Dampitr Voy (1698)

\ ^ t0P °/ lt • graduallyfalh away on each side with
a gentle descent 1862 Mountaineer a, 14 Portions
of snow had fallen awa^from the upper blope 1889 A C,
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Doyle Mtca.1t Clarke xxm 24 The breeze has fallen away
to nothing

f to To cease to speak of a subject Const from
c 1374 Chaucer TroyIns m 1257 Lat us fal away fro this

matere, For it suffiseth, this that seyde is here

c To withdraw one’s support, draw off, desert,

revolt. Const from,
to

1535 Covekdald 2 Chrott x ig Thus fell Israel awate

from the house of Dauid. x6xi Bible 2 Kings xxv 11 The
fugitiues that fell away to the king of Babylon 1889 A C
Doyle Micah Clarke xxxm 362, I am suiprised, that you
should have fallen away from that allegiance.

d With respect to religious belief or practice .

To become a backslider
,
to apostatize (from)

1397 Hooker Eccl Pol v xlu. 84 Some fell, .away from

soundnes ofhehefe x6xx Bible Luke vm 13 These for

a while beleeue, and in time of temptation fall away 1731

Wesley Wks (1872) X 285,

1

believe a saint may fall away
1824 Scott Redgauntlet xxi, 1 O Joshua . wilt thou thus

fall away from the truth 7 ’ 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong

(1877) I. iv 210 Large numbers of the Normans fell away
from Christianity

t e To lose flesh or substance ; to shrink Oh.
1330 Palsgr. 544/1 ,

1

fall awaye, 1 wax leane of flesshe

Je descharne a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) II 446 He
delights, like a fat overgrown Man, to see himself fall away
1770 Gray Lett Wks 1884 III. 354Mrs Jonathan, .is much
fallen away
f To decay, pine away, perish, vanish.

*576 Fleming Panopl Epist 223 All things when they

are at their ful ripenesse, then are they most fit to fall away
and pearish 1591 Shaks i Hen VI, in 1 193 Till bones

and flesh and smewes fall away. x6xx Bible i Macc, iv.

32 Cause the boldness of their strength to fall away 17XX

Addison Sped No. in P 5 How can it enter into the

Thoughts ofMan, that theSoul shall fall awayinto nothing,

almost as soon as it is created? 1827 Longf Life (i8gi) I.

vm 106 The cottages [are] ruinous and falling away piece-

meal 1871 R Ellis Catullus h 6 Within me Every lost

sense falleth away for anguish

80. Tall back. a. See simple senses and

Back.
1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush hi iv, Can mens prayers .

Fall back like lazy mists 7 1676 Walton’sAngler 1 xix, The
slime which that river leaves on the banks, when it falls

back into its natural channel 1696 tr Du Mont's Voy

Levant 176 A large piece of Felt which falls back on their

Shoulders 1843 H Rogers Ess. (i860) I 144 The Church
would soon have fallen back into its ancient corruptions

to. To step back, give way. Of troops . To
retreat, retire.

1607 Tourneur Rev Trag. 11 u, Brother fall back And
you shall learne some mischeife. 161a Drayton Poly olb.

xu 204 Falling backe where they Might field-room find

*676 Etheredge Man ofMode 111 I, Fall hack on The sud-

den and break out Into a loud laughter. 1781 H1st Eur
m Ann Reg 16/1 That regiment being ordered to fall back

on their approach 1823 Douglas, or Field of Qtterburn

III in 36 His enemies fell back to avoid his thrusts
_

Jig 1714 Addison Sped No 556 p 3 Nothing but an in-

vincible Resolution could have prevented me from falling

back to my Monosyllables, 1879 M J Guest Led Hist

Eng xlvi 464 They fell back a little, too, to favouring the

celibacy of the clergy

C Of a coast-line . To recede

1820 Scoresby Agc Arctic Reg. I 224 The coast falls

gradually back.

t d To fall into arrear (in payments) Obs
1786 Burke IV Hastings Wks 1842 II 88 The nabob

falling back in other payments in the same .proportion.

81 Pall back on, upon. a. Mil To retire to

to fig To have recourse to (something) when
other things fail.

1841 Myers Cath Th 287 The internal Evidence of Chris-

tianity on which we must fall back 1862 Trench Mirac
xxxui 436 A manual trade, on which to fall back m the time

of need 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser ill xxu 205 The
rebel army fell hack upon Linlithgow 1889 Jessopp

Coming ofFriars v 254 Young men presumably With some
private means to fall back upon

82. Fall behind, behindhand See simple senses

and Behind, Behindhand
1530 Palsgr 543/2 He is fallen behynde the hande, within

this thre yere 1883 Manch. Exam 21 July 5/2 If the

tenant falls behind with his instalments 1887V1SCT Bury
& Hillxek Cycling 1 40 After about twenty miles the horse

slowly but surely falls behind

+ 83 Fall by. a To miss receiving something

to Sc To be mislaid c Sc. To be affected with

any ailment, esf to he confined in childbed (Jam )

1614 T White Martyrd St George B ij b, His armenow
thrusting forth To latch the stripes for feare of falling by

1640 Rutiiertord Lett n xxix (1671) 491 Christs papers

of that kinde cannot be lost or fall by

84 Fall down a. See simple senses and

Down.
,

_ . .

a 1175 Cott. Horn 221 Swa michte seac be oore pe per

fellon don c 125a Gen. <$ Ex 2734 3et sal om pride fallen

dun. 1382 Wyclif Gen iv 5 Cayu waswroothgreetli,aud

his cheer felde doun c 1460 Fortescue Abs fy Lun Mon
xvi, The estate off Jre Romans be ganne to fall doune

1313 Douglas AEneis n vm 6 The ancyant worthy citie

doun is fal! 163* Litiigow Trav m <59 There fell downe

a deadly storme, at the Greece Leuante 17SS Bet in Genii

Mag XXV 564 At Algazaist several walls fell down 1809

Med Jrnl XXI 474 When boiled the blackoxide of iron

fell down m abundance 1873 Jovvett Plato (ed 2) I 183

He is ready to fall down and worship them.

fto. To pass down, descend. Oh
1632 Lithgow Trav vi 294 Aduancing in our course, we

fell downe from the hils in a long bottome

c Of a ship, etc : To 1 drop down towards

the sea Also, + To sail to. Obs.

1398W Phillips Linschoten m Arb Gainer III 24 They
fall down by means of the stream 1683 R Burton Eng
Empire in A liter xix 194 Before he fell down to the Havana,
he should touch at St Christophers 1754 Fielding Voy
Lisbon Wks 1882 VII 34 He ordeied his ship to fall down
to Gravesend 1867 m Smyth Sailor's IVord bh 1800

Sat Rev 13 Dec 687/2 They fell down to Amerahkfjord

f d To make a hostile descent, swoop down.
17 Remails Reign Will III in Select Hart Misc

(1793) 49° If the troops of his most Christian majesty had fell

down into the Spanish Netherlands

•J*
e. To take to one’s bed

;
to sicken Obs

1757 B. Franklin Lett Wks (1887) II. 522 ,

1

got fresh

cold and fell down again. 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) III.

800 Our crew began to fall down in fevers.

85. Fall forth, = Tofall out

fa To drop out (obs.) f to. To happen, occur

(obs.) t c To quarrel, fight (obs ).

x6ox Holland Pliny II 138 The teeth will shed and
fall forth of the head. X604 T. Wright Passions 11 i 52

Here it falleth foorth hee which is most studious, is best

learned. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 464 The males often-

times fall forth, for sometimes eight males follow one

lioness.

86 Fall foul a. To come into collision.

Chiefly of ships. Const of, + on, upon, + with
a 1613 Overbury Newes

l
Newesfrom Sea Wks (1856)181

A mans companions are (like ships) to he kept m distance,

for falling foule one of another 1678 Phillips Tavernier's

'lrav 11 1 53 Both the Ships Company began to cry out,

for fear of falling foul one upon another 174s P Thomas
Jrnl Anson's Voy, 284 The Prize . fell foul with her Head
on our Starboard Quarter

to. fig. To clash, come into conflict (with) ; to

get into disputes
;
to quarrel.

1397 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 iv. 183 Shall wee fall foule for

Toyes? 1630 M Godwyn tr Bp Hereford!s Ann Eng
(1675) 37 Henry must of necessity fall foul with the Emperour
X645 Cromwell Let. 14 Sept (Cailylel, To avoid confusion

and falling foul one upon another 1667 Paws Diary (1877)

V 136 We fell very foul 1871 R H Hutton Ess. (ed 2)

I 80 So that we may not . . fall foul of the forces . . of that

infinite world

c To make an attack Const, of on, upon.

16x1 Speed Hist Gt Bnt vii. xhv 376 Yet fell they [the

Danes] so foule vpon Essex that the King was enfoiced to

compound a peace a i66x Fuller Worthies (1840) III 427

John Bale falleth foul on all fnars 1700 Di&dejj Fables

Pref Wks (Globe) 503, I have fallen foul on priesthood

1726 Cavaluer Mem iv 338,

1

fell foul upon them and

put them to flight. 1846 Landor Imag Conv Wks I.

116/2 You fall foul upon our miracles and our saints 1883

Manch. Exam 13 July 3/2 The Duke then falls foul ofLord

Rosebery for stating this fact

87. Fall in. a. See simple senses and In.

1867 Jml R. Agrtc Soc. III. 11. 593 A fence to prevent

any person from falling m 1887 Stevenson Talk Talkers

u in Mem # Portraits 177 He was all fallen away and

fallen in ; crooked and shrunken. Mod Her eyes have

fallen in

b. Of a building, etc. : To drop to pieces to-

wards the interior or inwardly transf Of a cliff
•

To drop in fragments into the sea

1719 De Foe Crusoe v, (1840) I 94 Thinking that the top

of ray Cave was falling in *766 Goldsm Vicar IV
xxu, Part after part [of the roof] continuing to fall in x8xo

Shelley Zastrozzi 1, Almost at the same instant the roof

fell in X829 Milman Hist Jews xvi. (1878) 402 During

the night, the wall suddenly fell in with a terrific noise,

1869 Phillips Vesuv. 111 68 The whole crater top fell in.

c. Of the month . To recede.

*704 Land Gaz No. 4031/4 His Mouth falls in

fd To make one’s way in, accidentally or

otherwise ;
to rush ill with a hostile intention

transf Of the sea Also of a ship To take a

course (to laud) Obs
138a Wyclif Dan xm 26 Forsothe seruauntes of thehous

fellen yn by the posterne 1333 Coverdale i Sam, xxvii

xo Achis spake . Whither fell ye in to daye? x697Dampiek

Voy (x6g8)I 247 They fell in among a company of Spanish

soldiers who immediately fired at them 17x5 Loud Gaz.

No 5374/1 A large Boat fell m amongst them, and took

one Boat 1748A nsou’s Voy 11 u 137 This ship had fallen

m to the northward of the Island 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790)

IV. 1268 These are covered by islands in the offing, so that

no sea can fall in to hurt a ship.

'j* e. To strike in, interpose a plea. Oh. rare,

a. 1641 Bp Mountagu Acts $ Mon iv (1642)291 Nicolaus

purposed to fall in for Herod m his plea against Sylkeus.

f To happen, occur, take place Also to ap-

pear (m a narrative) Now r are

1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie u (Arb ) qg Continue on till

an other like distance fall in 1654 H L Estrange C/ias I

(1635) 75 What became of those Iesuites will fall in after-

ward a 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 163 An accident fell

in which took off much from Oates's credit 1883 Stevln-

son Treasure Isl. iv xvii. (1886) 139 The report feu in at the

same instant

g Mil. To get into line, take one s place in the

ranks.

1730 R Paltock Peter Wilkins II ix 73 Nasgig. gave

Orders for the whole Body .to fall in behind me 1841

Lever C. O'Malley Ixv. 306 ‘ Fall in, fall in there lads 1

resounded along the line

transf. 1815 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851) II 21 ihe

mintsteis must fall in at every procession

h trans. To form (troops) in line ,
to parade.

1860 Russell Diary India (7th thous.) II 3n> I fell them

[Sepoys] in against the wall. x888 J H Parke in H, M
Stanley Darkest Africa (1890) I xix 464 Stanley fell m all

the men. 1889 PallMall G 2 Apr. 3/2 The marines were

fallen m for rifle drill.

i. dial. To meet, become acquainted. Cf. 90 a.

1808 R Anderson Cumbld Ball (1819) 163 Fifty shwort

years hae flown owre us, Sin’ furst we fell 111 at the fair

j. To agree Of things. To fit in. Of persons-

To concur in an arrangement.
x68x H More Exp Dan 130 So handsomely do all things

fall in and agree together 1890 T F. TotfT Hist Eng
front 1689, 300 In 1871 British Columbia also fell in on

condition of a railway being built to join them with the

eastern colonies.

I* k. To make up a quarrel, become reconciled

Obs. Cf. Fall out.

1606 Shaks Tr Cr 111 1 112 Pand. Sheele none of

him, they two are twame Hel Failing in after falling out,

may make them three 1773 Goldsm Stoops to Cong 11 1,

They fall m and out ten times a day

f 1 To give way, yield Obs. rare
~ *.

1667 Pepys Diary 27 Noy , The King is now fallen in, and

become a slave to the Duke of Buckingham
m To come to an end, terminate. Of a debt

.

To become due. Of a fund . To become avail-

able. Of land, houses, etc, : To come again into

the owner’s disposition at the end of a lease Of
a lease i To run out
1796 Morse Arner Geog II 379,600 millions of debt had

fallen in 1854 Jml. R Agrtc. Soc XV. 11 258 Colleges

are taking up their bad leases, and, when the lands fall in,

will probably let them to respectable tenants 1883 Law
Rep 30 Chanc. Div 18 The claim .would hind those assets

when they fell in. 1887 Besant Katharine Regina 1, The
inheritance fell in 1891 Pictorial World 7 Mar. 295/2 The
leases of a rookery in Bermondsey fell in.

88. To fall in for. To come in for, get, incur.

1833 Jml. R Agric. Soc. XIV. n 46s Those pigs having

flourished most which had fallen in for the lion s share

1864 Trollope Small House at A llingtan xvi,

1
1 did not

89. To fall in npon. To come upon unex-

pectedly ,
to drop in upon or visit by chance

*793Mrs E Parsons Woman as she should be 111 99 His

creditors all fell m upon him. 1888 B W Richardson Son

of a Star II. ill 29 To fall m upon his generals and see

the encampments suddenly and without notice is the very

thing that suits his versatile humour 1890 Century Mag
128/1, I am always glad when any one falls in on me like

you have to night

90 To fall in with. a. To come upon by

chance, light upon, meet with, get into company

with Also, f To arrive at (land).

X594 Shaks Rich. III, III v. 51 After he once fell in with

Mistresse Shore 1697 Dampier Voy (1698) I 472 We fell

in with a small woody Island 1748 Anson s Voy 1 vil 71

We had great expectation of falling m with Pizarro s squad-

ron 1780 Coxe Russ Disc 26 Possibly the time is not far

distant when some of the Russian adventurers will fall in

with that coast 179S Hist in Ann. R eg. 30 A Polish corps

fell in with the mam body of the Russians. 1833 Ht
Martineau Cinnamon § P. 1. 5 They fell in with no other

vessel till they came in sight of the shore.

to. To drop into the views of, agree with (a

person) , to make common cause or side with

1642 Fuller Holy Prof St v xm. 409 He falls in with

all his neighbours that fall out 1708 Swift Sacramental

Test in Misc (1711) 333 The Number of Protest Dissenters

was something under a Dozen, and Thirty others, who
were expected to fall m with them 1781 Hist. Eur in

Ann. Reg 144/1 Those under its influence continually fell

in with the French party.

c. To accede to or comply with (a proposal).

join in (a project)

1711 Addison Sped. No 123 P4 Leontine was prevailed

upon to fall u with the Project 1816 Chalmers Let ip

Life (1851) II 31 Falling in with such arrangements as

your natural superiors expect you to concur in 1879 F W
Robinson Coward Conscience ill lx, Sir John did not fall

in with this suggestion.

d To harmonize with, suit, match OFa point,

period of time, etc To coincide with

x66a Stillingfl Orig Sacr. l vi § 3 The reign of Adrastus

at Sicyon falls in with that of Atreus and Thyestes atArmor
Mycenfe, *712 J James tr Le Blonds Gardening 100 The
Track of the circular Segments, with which the Tracing-

Pomt ought to fall in exactly 1728 Newton Chronol

Amended vx 354 His 20th year fell in with the 4th year of83d

Olympiad 1759 Robertson Hist Scot. I in 239 Nothing

could fall ra more perfectly with her views concerning

Scottish affairs 1867 FakEMAN Norm Conq (1876) I App

677 It falls in exactly with his conduct directly after

e To agree, concur with (an opinion, the opin-

ion of) ; to conform to ,
to humour. Also, To

unite, join with.

1699 Bentley Phal. 200 With this opinion all those fall in,

who assert that Comedy is more recent than Tragedy 1705

Berkeley Commonpl Bk Wks IV 459 Hobbs m some de-

gree falls m with Locke *793 Smfaton Edystone L § 127

Those generally fall in with the popular opinion i860

Trollope Framlcy P 1 3 He fell 10 with the views of his

patroness. 1863 Mrs C Clarke 6haks Char iv xox How
pleasantly he falls m with their several natures and qualities

91 Fall off a See simple senses and Off.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxxii 121 The wax beganne to

melte and the feders to falle of. 1583 Hollyband Campo di

Ftor sx Put thy sacchell over thy arme, that it fall not of

16x1 Bible Ads xu 7 His chaitres fell off from his hands

1683 Burnet tr More's UtopiaiihS*) ”7L '

that the Frauds would all fall off7

Who does not see

x-rauus wuuiu «... u... X803 PieNlCfit

O

X

(1806) I 16 The mask ofuniversal philanthropy has fallen off

?s Mag XVII. 422/1 The drunkards fell off asleep1830 1ait v .—-a — •— -t—. I -

to To drop off in position ; to step aside or back,

withdraw. Alsofig + To recall an offer.

1613 Shaks Hen. VIII, iv 1 64 The. Lords, and Ladies,

hauing brought the Queene To a prepar'd place, fell off A
distance from her. 1636 Massinger Bashf. Lover u 11,

0 - a
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Sweet youth, fall off 1649 Bp Hall Cases Cause 1 vi 58

You have just reason to fall off from the bargaine *710

Steele Tatter No 247 p 5 When you had consented to his

Offer, if he fell off, you would call him a Cheat 1838
Dickens O 'twist lit, They fell off, one by one the street

was left to solitude

C Naut Of a vessel * To fail to keep her head
to the wind

,
to lefuse to answer the helm Rarely

trans To let (a vessel) veer from the wind
1692 m Cafit Smith's Seaman's Gram 1 xvi 76 In keeping

the Ship near the Wind, these terms are used Fall not off
Veer no more, keep her to 1699 Damfilr Voy II n 22 She
would fall off 2 or 3 Points from the Wind 1730 in Blanch
ley Naval Expositor s v I'all 1841 Dana Seaman's
Manual mi 74 Let her have a plenty of helm, to come to

and fall off freely with the sea

d. Naut To separate, part company
,
to move

away, deviate Of a coast-line . To trend away
1632 J Hayward tr Biondis Eromena 64 The Prince

fell off with a contrary wind to Fermentera 1669 Sturmy
Manner’s Mag 1 20 Starboard give not fire until he fall

off 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe (1840) I 1 14 The shore falls off

to the westward towards Cromer 179s Nelson in Nicolas
Disp II 13 As the Ship fell off, [1 ] gave her our whole
broadside 1892 Eng lUnstr. Mag IX 535 The vessel fell

off from her course

e Of lovers or friends . To part company, be-
come estranged, draw off Of subjects . To revolt,

withdraw from allegiance.

1513 More Rich III in Grafton Chran II 787 Whose
hart she perceyved more fervently set then to fall of for a
worde 1396 Shaks i Hen IV, 1 111 93 Revolted Morti-
mer? He neuer did fall off 1614 Bp Hall Recoil ’1 rent
1046 Like as those which purposed love, when they fall off
call for their tokens backe agame 1667 Milton PL 1 30
What cause Mov’d our Grand Parents to fall off From their
Creator 1711 Addison Sped No 179 pi Were I always
Grave, one halfofmy Readers would fall off from me 1721
De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) 131 The duke of Saxony fell

off and fought against them 1888 B W Richardson Son
ofa Star III xtv 234 He sees the people falling off from
the king

f To decrease in amount, intensity, or number

,

to diminish
1603 Shaks Lear 1 11. 126 Loue codes, friendship falls

off Brothers diuide 1749 F Smith Voy Disc Nt.-lV Pas r

II 31 It was the Season of the Year for the Tides to fall off

*827 0 W Roberts Centr Arner 271 Towards evening
the breeze began to fall off 1833 Macaulay Life Lett
(1883) I 304 The publishers tellhim that the sale is Jailing
off 1842 L Howard Cycle of Seasons 19 The rain now
falls off again 189a Longman's Mag July 241 The demand
for porcelain had much fallen off

g- To decline in health, vigour, interest, etc ,

to degenerate Said also of health, interest, etc
1709 Addison Tatter No 148 r 2 Many great Families are

insensibly fallen off from the Athletick Constitutions of their
Progenitors 1802 T. Beddoes Hygda vu 38 The patient
fell off in flesh 1821 Shelley Lett Jr Italy 22 Oct

,
The

‘Jungfrau von Orleans ’ of Schiller,—a fine play, if the fifth
act did not fall off 1848 Dickens Domley xxvu, * We have
fallen off deplorably', said Mr. Carker. 1890 G Gissing
Emancipated II 1 xm. 100 Her health began to fall off

92 Pall on, + a. See 1 f and On.
*535 Coverdale Matt xiv 13 Y« night falleth on
to To come with violence

, to make an attack,

]om battle (ahsol of 64 b)
1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) III. 59 Whan |je Sabynes fil

on 011400-30 Alexander 2132 pai fall on freschly be folk
of pe cite 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, v iv 57 They tell on,
I made good my place 1716 Loud Gaz. No 5473/1 Flang
iny fell on fiist with the St Lawrence 1833 Macaulay
Hist Eng III 425 The English were impatient to fall on
c To set to work, begin, make a start. Now

rare
; cf 99 c

1677 Yarhanton Eng Imp) ov 66 We came to an agtee
jo®11* Upon which I fell on, and made it Navigable from
Stmbndge to Kederminster a x68o Butler Rem (1759)
VIII 3 All stood ready to fall on *733 Fielding Qmx
vt Eng Ded

, Wit, like hunger, will be with difficulty re-
strained from falling on, where there is great plenty offood
1890W Morris in Eng. Illmtr Mag July 763 The squall
falleth on when the sun hath arisen.

93. Pall out. a mtr. See simple senses and
Out
*577 B. Goode Heiesbach's Hush 1 (1586)39 The roote

standyng upwarde that the seede may fall out 1638 Wills
ford Natures Secrets 172 There fell out of the Air sue
multitudes of strange flies 1703 Dampier Voy III 2

,, s
?
v
,?
ral of tfie Nails or Pegs of the Boat should by an

slicck fall out. 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) IV 1451 The morri
ing flood falling out too early

to. Mil. To drop out of one’s place in the ranks
to drop behind a marching body.
1832 Regnl Instr Cavalry m 60 The Farriers and Bam

foil out, 1844 Regnl <$ Ord Army r8o To bring up an
Man who may have fallen out. x8oo Standard 7 Aug 5/home of the men were obliged to fall out from fatigue

+ c Mil. To make a sally. 06s rare— 1

1637 Monro Expedition 11, 23 Major John Smclaire no
having a hundred Musketiers within the Towne in at
neverthelesse fell out with fiftie and skirmished bravely,
d To disagree, quarrel

156a J. Heywood Prov. $ Eptgr (1867) 76 Whan theeue
fall out, true men come to their goode 1634 Nichola
Papers (Camden) II, 61 The Bp of Derry and Sr Rich
Grenville are fallen extremely out 1783 Cowper Leti
2 p eb , Monarchs fall out, and are reconciled just like th
meanest of their subjects 1879 M. J Guest Led Hut
ling xvu. 139 The king and the archbishop soon fell out

e. Fall out with', to quarrel with. Rarely ii

tncht ect pass.
*53® Palsgr. 545/* Fall nat out with your frendes fori

thing of naught x34* Udall Etasm Apoph 259 a, Poltio

had aforetyme been augiye and foule out with Timagencs

<11639 Osborn Luther Vtnd (1673)403 Falshoud is f.tllcn-

out with for Love of Ttuth 1771 Fllichi k L/uiAs Wks
1795 II 213 So preach that those who do not foil out vs it lx

their sms may fall out with thee 1839 Thacki ray Virgin

iv, So this good woman fell out with her neighbours

f To come by chance into existence rare

1856 Mrs Browning A nr Leigh v Poems 1890 VI 213

If the Iliad fell out By mere fortuitous concourse of old

songs, Conclude as much too for the U inverse

g To happen, chance, occur, aiisc, come to

pass. Now chiefly quasA-uupcrs. with subject

clause Also, To fall out to be.

1368 GnArroN Chron II 102 It must micdts fall out, that

he shall have the better 1398 Griniivly Tautns' Ann
xii x (1622) 170 Vologeses thinking there had fell out lust

occasion of muadmg Aimenia assembled) Ins power 1627
Pi rrot Tithes 51 How often falls it out that a Paiisluoncr

. detaints some part or the whole of his tithe 1630 Bax i i r

Saints' R tu (1654) 13 If anything fell out amiss 1688

Lett cone Present St Italy xoi It fell out to be the ytai

of Jubily, 1650 X770 LanchokNi Pluta>ch{1879) I 344/2
The death of this great mathematician fell out in the yt.u

of Rome 342 1848 Dickens Domlny vi, Thus it foil out that

Biler sought unfrequented paths

h. To prove lo be, turn out Formeily with adj

as compl , or to be, now only with adverb of manner
1370 T Wilson Demosthenes 4 rnarg , As things fall out,

the common sort judge 1377 B G001.1 ILnshuh's I/nsh
1 (1586) 13 b, Such kinde of burgainyiig niakclh his .11

Lomptes sceldome fall out just 1614 Bp Haii Ruoll
Treat 71 God puiposed it as it is fallen out 1642 Ror.i ns
Naantan 369 If there fall out lo he any defect therein 1669
Siukmy Mariner's Mag 115 If the Division doth fill out
even, without any over-plus 1705 SrANiiori Paraphi I 7
When Matteis so fall out that we cannot attend to Mercy
and Sacrifice both 1879 M. J Gulst Led Hut Eng mv
130 The chiomclcr tells how things fell out.

-j*

1

Tofall out in to burst out in, to begin
a 1335 Latimer Scrm. Rem (1845) 97 Zachary fell out

in praising of God
t j Tofall out upon to result from Obs.

x66s J SrcNCLR Vulg Prophecies 88 Fatal events have
fallen out upon vam prophecies.

94 Fall out of a See simple senses and Out
<1340 Cursor M 12269 heading (J ms[,\ Ihesus raisid a

dede childe fallm out of a loft 1 1400 Lattfranc's C trtttg

93 pere sclial falle out of him peeis gobetinele 1563 1* ui ici

Meteors (1640) 68 b, Quicksilver hath divers tunes fallen out
of the clouds 1379 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb.) 21 He fcl out
of heauen into Lemnos 1836 Froudl Hist. Eng (1858) I

i 62 The people were falling out of archery practice', ex-
changing it for sunilat amusements. 1883 Month Even
News 6 July 2/2 Land has fallen out of cultivation

t to To make a raid from Obs. rare — 1

*535 Coverdall 2 Kings v 2 There had men of warn,
fallen out of Syria, and caned awaye a Idle damsel
c Mil (Cf 93 b )

1834 Scott Rcdgnuntld xv, Do you fall out of the line,
and wait here with me 1839 Jli-hson Brittany xiv 234
The men piled arms and fell out of the ranks
d To fall out of lease : to cease to be held on

lease

1841 Jml R Agrtc Soc, II 11. 154 Farms which fell out
of lease

95. Fall over a See simple senses and Over
to .Sir. To go to sleep -j- e To go over to (the
enemy)
*595 Shaks John in 1 127 Dost thou now f ill ouer to my

foes? 1694 ^ iC '>ev' Late Voy 11. (17x1) 32 The Waves
fall over with dashing and foaming 1820 Scorlsby Ate
Arctic Reg I 466 The moment life is extinct, it [a whale]
always falls over on its side 1823 Lockhart Reg Dalton
11 v, Ellen Hesketh wakened me—I had just fallen over
96 Fall sliort. a Of supplies * To give out,

fail, become insufficient

_ *®94 Acc, Sev Late Voy n (1711)106 Their (foxes’] Food
tails but short there* 1748 AusojCs Voy 11 u 137 Apprehcn-
stons of our provisions falling short

to. Of a shot, etc. : Not to leach the mark
aimed at.

*793 *10ST15 ill jn icoius Jjtsp JSelson I 329 note. The Fo
fired at us, but their balls fell short 1848 J Grant Ad
ofAide-de C. xxxi, The bombs fell short

+ C elhpt foi Fall short offinding', to miss
Bunyan Heavenly Footman (1886) 171 Be sure the

wilt fall short the way at last

97 Fall sliort of. a To fail to leach or ot
tain (an object, wages, etc.)

; to fail m performm
(one s duty)
1390 Sir J, Smyth Disc Weapons 21 b, The matches

rail short of the pannes and powder. 1629 tr Herodta
(*633) xxx The souldiers falling short of their hopes wei
extremely offended. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 101 Tl:workmen should on no occasion fall short of the commc
wages of the country. x8go H S Merriman Suspense Iv 1 14 He fell lamentably short of Ins duty.

b. To fail of attaining to (a certain amoun'
degree, level, or standard)

; not to reach the sain
amount, etc as. Also •j* Tofall shot t to
*396 Spenser F Q vi hi. 5 They fall too short of our frai

reckonings 1630 R Johnson's Ktttgd. Comnav 88 1 he
. .will fall short to our expectation x66a Stillingfl On.
Sacr, n iv § 1 The other Prophets fell so much short <Moses 1697 Dampier Voy (1698) I 202 They fell short 1

the number they to d us of 1711 Addison Sped No 61 pThough they excel later Writers in Greatness of Gemuthey/aH short of them in Accuracy 1746 Hervey Medt
(1818) xta A felicity that never falls short of the veryperfei

gance M'9™h Taxation m ii,. (l8s407 1 he income fell greatly short of the expenditure.

98 Fall through '1 u hic.tk down, come to

nought, fad, imstaiiy
|
Rarely of pusoiis

1781 Ci K Ci \hk in Sp uhs ( an l/nu A*, a (it,-,,) IIT
,(. Should mc fall llmiuuh 111 urn pi 1 mt plans the Cun
sequences will be f 1L1I 1879 Miss \ om, i < .xm, ,n Set u
iv 10G The cliaige >ucms to have f illcii tlunugli 1884
Manch. /' \am 2- May 5/1 I lie piuposcd amalgam ition

foil thiouith

99 Fall to.
| a. Analytical ioim of ME.

toJalien lo happen, uutii Obs.

c 1400 Dutr, I toy .719 No man ford i , of foitunc till it

fatlc lo

to. ( )f a gate, etc * To shut automatically
1889 Maakii ns .S/m off Aoiltngh I ix 1 jo T lie oaken

door fell to IkIuiiiI them

<3. To set to wink, make a beginning; cf to

begin eating, also, to conn to blows (( i. (i(t <1, c

)

*593 Shaks Rn/t II, \ v 08 My 1 mil, wilt pha.ti you
to fall too/ 1677 Yai.iunihn lug Imptoo m, J,t t

us fall too, and lon.tilu of .mm good tillin’, to .uIi.iiilu

the Woollen Mantihu tnres, *842 On ki ns , Innr Ant, * u,

Wc fall to upon tin -a tl untie % 1865 I’aiikman f hamplam
m (187s) 0

‘J. t h ivc a on mu tun ami tin imiii.lt 1 lail

to with then lists on tpu slum > of I oth x886 Op ( at \v

199 l)it k, finding a spate tal i, fell to anti wml t d with .null

|* 100 Fall together a ( )l the eyes . To
close, to. To collapse, eontiact, shrink up Obs
a 1300 Cut sot M 1676 I 74 ((’<ilt

)
'I n i’i i|u ft II lu > t ghui

1654 Wm 1 1 ut tv /oatamta 75 He tt Hull him that tlu iSiaiu

is Talk’ll close togethu
c. fall toifethct by the cats : see J’.AH 1 d
Vt I'htast tty (Tlu prtpo.itiond 1 miibni itious m X,

and the .ulvuhiat t omhmatioii . in \ I, art not 1111 liidt tl 1

Fall pus umj (fan, luttl J , f \vh it t m, t tt ) 46 tl ; fall

a prey, at rilke, vutiin 2(1/ about a pt 1,011', cat. 4),

/ among thieves p, a , / at tlu tu t x „ , / talm mb, / dead
21 ,f due 40a ,f from a pu on, In* mouth o, / Jim (ul*,

f in age 7 b; f ill fit *li 14 , / ill (om’ ) In ut |(, / hi love*

$ I)
,f in pieces ii7 , / 111 two ..7 It, y into t nor, an "jli,

f into (a person’s) hesut, nuiiti , |, / on <11111 I fan, knits
20, f on a sivtml 191 , / out ol (U ,lt 1 < » / piolit 461 ,

f to 1*040, 47, / to eallil, gMHllltl i, t’j, / to (one’sl lot,

share (i ,J to mould, to jin * c
,
powtln /, / t<* (ones)

rifle 2jt; J lo (one),elf 36, J lo (one' ) halt ,1 , let

fall 4

l' Pa’llable, a Obs. Also f> -tblo ff 1‘au,
v 4 -Aitr.i.] Capable ui hilling, liable tu iall.

1548 Haii (Aton 177 b, T lie I* l*l< foundation of ilii.fallihh

huiltlyiig 1377 ti Bulhngi * \ (149 ip,/Unlii.t
God had made man fall ahh

,
tin n hail In < ne no pi o .e1 of

lus Wurkes or verlut <1x656 l!i II ui R.m U is (ihCu)

371 Man, as he was 1 rualtle, fatlahli
,
s tvealili

.

+ Falla’ce, sb. Obs. Kunns; 4-5 fallas, 5
ialaco, 4- 7 fallaco fa. F. falhit c, ad I . /album,
f fallax : .see next.]

1 Deception, tnckrry, ialsehuorl
; decellltllness

,

an lnbtancc ui the same
;
— F \u, \n i, 1

a 1300 Cutsor At 5664 tl oU ) If nil f.tdt 1 (>at 1 , mnv hltml
Mat 1111 fallaec oght Mifierfintl 1388 Wn tit Mutt \m .2
The fallat e of ritehessis stiaugiilith the wind 1483 l av-
ion G tfo la ’lour II iv, 'I In fallat e. mil vanpus of the
world 1599 Haki LYt l oy, II. 11 7 j I.>es ami l.dl.ue .that
they did write, a 1634 Chapman Alphousits l’lajs 1873 III

235 Nay without fallat c they have* .evtril Beds
2 A sophistical argument ; - b vr.h \c\ 3
1332 Murk Confut JtudaU Wk 617/2 A goodly fdsc

foolishe falLicc 1605 li v on Id < l nit

n

11 v«v J) 0
Socrates hath exactly evjire,,ed all the fourmes ul ohiet-
tion, fallaec and rcdargution

h Falla’ce, a, Obs 1 at c
~ 1

[a OK fallat c,

ad. L.fallax (stem fallat1-), i jail, 1

0

to deceive]
= Fallaciouh.
*393 I’ANOi P PI c. vvn 2JI l’reres Muiut motifs

nieny t> mes msolibles and fallates

|- Fallacrloquence. Obs ~
<» [.ul I,. Jalla-

cilo<iuentia, f. falldci- (see pree.j f loquentia talk-

ing* see -ENGL] Deceitful speech.
1656-8X in Blount Glossogr iyzi~6i m Baii i v

f Fallacrloquent, a. Obs.-» [t L. fallm 1-

(see Fallace) + loquent-un, j*r. pple of lot/ui lo
speak ] Speaking deceitiully *730-6 m B \n 1 v

Fallacious (faR-i Jo*,), a [f. I« Jail,Ufa (see
Fallacy) + -ous Cf. V.fallacieux. In early use
it appears with sense denved from that of the sh ;

subsequently (in accordance with the usual tendency
of adjs. in -acioub) it came lo be taken as the re-

presentative of L fallax ]
1. Of an argument, sjllogism, etc . Containing a

fallacy.

and fallacious T hys ydre used m pieposieiou Unto the
people xfisx Baxtiu Inf Baft 228, I undertake to prove
every Aigument of lus to be vam and fallacious j788
Iveid Aristotle s Log v §3 I16 Such fallaetons syllogisms
are considered in this treatise* 1864 Bovvln Logic tv 294
Xhose fallacious reasonings which are correct in form.
2 7 a Of persons Deceitful (obs ). to Of

things * Deceptive, misleading,

rwc i6?3 Cowley The Complaint vtii, Teach me not then,

t
““a fallacious, Muse, The Court t’aeeuse 1769 IJurki.

Late State Nat Wks 1842 I 82 Hus author . is ouly
slovenly and inaccurate, and not fallacious

.
*®5* Biggs New Dtsp. r 305 A fallacious word, signify-

ing contrary to what it pretends 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790)VI 2024 A very fallacious method ofjudging 1856 Froude
Hist Eng (1858)11 x 434 No evidence is inoie fallacious
th““ B>at which rests upon isolated facts,
o. That causes disappomtment

, mocking expecta-
tion, delusive.



FALLACIOUSLY. 45 FALLIBLE.
1667 Milton PL ix 1046 That fallacious Fruit 1741

Middleton Cicero II x 385 False and fallacious hopes

1877 Sparrow Serm 1 11 Nor is it a deceitful joy a falla-

cious peace

Fallaciously (faD5 Jssli), adv [f as prec. +
-ly 2

] In a fallacious manner
1650 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep Pref, We promise no

disturbance or reoppose any pen that shall fallaciously re-

fute us 1764 Reid Inquiry vi §5 139 That our senses

fallaciously represented them [heat, coloui, etc ] as being 111

bodies 1884 Sir CSC Bowen in Law Rep 28 Chanc
Div 15 It is often fallaciously assumed that [etc ]

Fallaciousness (fak7i Jasnos) [f as prec

+ -ness ] The quality or fact of being fallacious

1681 H More Exp Dan 34 The fallaciousness of the
Greek Nation 1752 Johnson Rambler No 303 r 2 Every
one has detected the fallaciousness of hope 1847 Harl
Viet Faith 44 1 he groundlessness and fallaciousness of a
proposition

1 Falla city. Obs [ad L fallacitdt-em
,
n of

state ffallax see Fallacis a ] Fallaciousness

1664 Power Exp Philos m igo The old Aphorism of
Nature’s obscurity the Senses fallacity 1773 Obscrv State
Poor49 However consistent this specious reasoning may be
with justice, its fallacity will not escape detection

Fallacy (fie Iasi) Forms 5-7 falacy(e, 6-7
fallacie, (7 fallecie), 7- fallacy [ad ’L.fallacia,

n of quality f.fallax deceptive : see Fallage a
First m 15th c replacing the older Fallace jZ>]

+1 Deception, guile, trickery , a deception, trick

;

a false statement, a lie Ohs
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 67 Ha reynart how wel can

ye your falacye and salutacion doon 2607 Topsell Four-f
Beasts (1673) 159 Then make they a narrow bridge coveted
with earth that the beasts may dread no fallacy 1671
Milton P R i 155 Winning by Conquest what the first

man lost By fallacy surprized 1749 Fillding Tom Jones
xvi ix, Her utter detestation of all fallacy

2 f a- Deceitfulness (obs.). "b Deceptiveness,

aptness to mislead, unreliability

1641 J. Johnson {title), The Academy of Love, describing
the Folly of younge Men and the Fallacy of Women 1654
Whitlock Zootomia 220 Let us not affirm their existence,

and ort on the Fallacies of Sense c 1800 K White Rem
(1837) 381 The fallacy of human friendship 1849 Mrs
Somerville Conner Pkys. Sc xxv. 264 A consciousness of
the fallacy of our senses

3 A deceptive or misleading argument, a sophism
In Logic esp. a flaw, material or formal, which
vitiates a syllogism

;
any of the species or types to

which such flaws are leducibie. Also, sophistical

leasoning, sophistry
Not in Wilson's Logic (1552) which has ‘ deceipt ',

* de-
ceiptfulness as the equivalent offallacies 111 this sense
1562 Turnlr Herbal h 100 a, It is a false fallacie to argue

from a parte to the hole x6iz Brinsley Lud Lit xvn
(1627) 208 To helpe to answer the subtilties or fallacies

a 1665 J Goodwin Filled w the Spirit (1867) 160, I shall

proceed to shew the fallacies and other weaknesses of
those pretences. 1776 Adam Smith W N. 11 iv I 337 The
fallacy which seems to have misled those gentlemen 1884
tr Lotse’s Logic 284 The commonest fallacy is ambiguity of
the middle term

4 A delusive notion, an error, esp one founded
on false masoning Also, the condition of being

deceived, error,

1590 Shaks Com Err n 11 188 lie entertaine the free’d

rGlobe ed offer’d] fallacie i665Gi,ANV!LL»S'ce/j .SVz.xui 75
We being then thus obnoxious to fallacym our apprehensions
and judgments 1735-8 Bolingbrokl On Parties Ded 22
When They cannot impose a Fallacy, endeavour to hinder
Men from discerning a Truth 1823 Svn Smith WLs (1859)
II 59/2 A vast number of absurd and mischievous fallacies

1844 H H Wilson Brit India I 413 In adducing the
authority of Hindu writeis in favour of the doctrine, two
sources of fallacy are discernible.

5 Sophistical nature, unsoundness (of argu-

ments) ; erroneousness, delusiveness (of opinions,

expectations, etc.).

1777 Priestley Disc Philos Necess Pref. 30, I was
enabled to see the fallacy of most of the arguments 1825
McCulloch Pol Ecan 11 158 The returns under the popu-
lation acts have shown the fallacy of these opinions 1850

PRrscoTT Peru II 193 Expectations of wealth, of which
almost every succeeding expedition had proved the fallacy.

f b Proneness to err, fallibility Obs rare
165* N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 11. xxvu (1739) 120 Find-

ing the fallacy of the infallible Chair, he hearkens unto other

Doctors 1796 Gouv Morris m Sparks Life $ Writ (183s)

III 87 Experience has taught me a sincere faith in the

fallacy of human opinions.

6 . Comb., asfallacy-monger
1849 Cobden Speeches 10 When the revolutions broke out,

these fallacy-mongers exclaimed

Fallage (fg ledg) [f Fall v. + -age j The
action or process of falling or cutting down trees

1882 Mayne Reid inN Y. Tribune May, The fallage is

not all done at the same time.

Fal-lal (fie l|lEe*l, fseles’l), sb and a Also
fallol [One of the many reduplicating formations

expressing the notion of something trivial or gaudy;

cf. kmck-knack
,
gew-gaw. The suggestion may

have been given by Falbala ] A sb

1 A piece of finery or frippery, a showy adorn-

ment in dress. Chiefly pi
a 1706 EvELYN(Fairholt), His dress has bows and fine fal-

lalls 1718 Mrs. Centlivre Bold Strokefor Wife n, And
thou do'st really think those Fallals becometh thee! 1775
T Sheridan Art Reading 88 One of their painted Cour-

tezans, adorned with fripperies and fallals. 1816 Scott

OldMortal xxxix, It was an idle fancy to dress the honest
auld man in thae expensive fal-lalls that he ne’er wore in his

life 1861 Sala Dutch Put vm 121 New bonnets and
similar feminine fallals

2 dial Affectation in manner, fussy show of

politeness

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-bk ,

C
I canna believe a

word 'e says ’e’s so much fallal about ’im ’ 1887 i Cheshire
Gloss ,

* He’s too much fallol about him to pleeasc me.’

3 =Fa-la
1864 Reader 17 Sept 364 The slow dance with its ‘fal-lal’

burthen.

t B adj Affected, finicking, foppish Obs
1748 Richardson Clarissa I. xlu 291 Humouring his

old fal-lal taste^ 1768 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary 17

July, I was so sick of the ceremony and fuss of these fall

lall people l 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi xxv. Your cockups and
your fallal duds

+ Tb absol. To be a little upon the fal-lal. to

border on the affected

1754 Richardson Grandison V. xvi, The lady is a little

upon the fallal.

Fallalery (fafiikelen). [f. piec sb +-eev]
Tawdry finery, gaudy ornament
1833 Hood Public Dinner u, Dames m the gallery. All

dressed m fallallcry 1891 G Merldith One of our Con-
querors I iv 65 Dancing and flirting and fal-lallery

Fallalisli (M,1eq lij), a. rare. [f Fal-
lal a. + -ish,] Somewhat fal-lal. Hence Pal-
la lisilly adv
1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) V. xlm 274 An old

soul, whose whole life has been but one dream, a little fat-

lal-ishly varied

f Falla'tion. Obs. Foims: 6-7 fallacian,

-ion, fallation [Formation not quite clear; f

Fallacy or its source, the ending being confused

with -ation , or f. Fallacious, on the analogy of
suspicious, suspicion ] -= Fallacy 3.

a 1568 Ascham Scholem n (Arb 1 132 Tomitanus hath
expressed euene fallacion in Aristotle, with diuerse examples
out of Plato. 1588 J'raunce Lawiers Log I iv 26 b, Fal-
lacious bee eytner in the woord or in the reason. 1610
Healey St. Aug Cilie ofGod 309

t Fa'll-away, sb Obs [f. vbl phrase fall
away

.

see Fall v 79 ] One who falls away from
leligion

; an apostate
x68z Bunyan Barren Fig-tree (1684J 104 It is impossible

for those Fall-a-ways to be renewed again unto repentance.

+ Fa-llax, sb Obs. [a. L fallax, neut offallax
deceptive, f fallSre to deceive] =Fallacy.
1530 Palsgr 218/3 Fallaxe or desceyt,_/a&ur<? 1563 Foxt
A $ M 750, I answer to thargument, whycb I do deny as
a fallax a x6z8 F Greville Sidney vm (1652) 104 That
evei-betraying Fallax of undervaluing our enemies 1669
Stukmy Mariner’s Mag Cijb

t FaUa’xity. Obs. [f.L fallax

:

see Fallage
a and -ity ] =Fallacy.
ci640 J Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) II 226 Great deceit,

fallaxity and crafty waies

Fa ll-back, sb For the stress on this and
similar words, cf. Bbeak-down. [f. vbl. phrase

fallback ; see Falls/ 80.]

a Something upon which one may fall back;
a reserve b A falling back, depression
1851 Jml R Agric Soc XII n 402 It is advisable to

provide a ‘ fall-back or adjacent stubble field into which
the flock may retire at pleasure. 1853 Kane GrmnellExp
xxi (1856) 162 He would leave the Mary to serve as a fall-

back in case we should lose our vessels. 1892 Pall Mall G
26 Feb. 2/1 You will have occasional months of fail-back,

but that will in time be made up, and every quarter will

show a steady increase

+ Fa*11-door. Obs rare . [f Fall sbP + Doon,
after Flemish valdeure ] A trap-door
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb >27 Ana ther stode a faldore

by, and we clymened ther up and they that laye nexte the
fyre cryden that the valdore was open

Fail-down, a [f vbl. phrase fall down see

Fall v 84] That falls down, turned over.

z8ag Marryat F Mildmay xxm, He appeared in a fall-

down collar 1882 Untf Reg in. Navy List July 493/2 Coat
—Blue cloth, double-breasted, fall-down collar.

Fallen (f§ l’n), ppl. a For forms see Fall v
1 That has come down or dropped from a high

position.

c 1400 Rom Rose 1214 White os snowe falle newe, 1776
Withering Brit, Plants IV 154 Two distinct species grow
on the fallen branches of trees 1849 Sk Nat Hist

,

Mammalia IV 37 Fallen acorns constitute the food of the
dormouse
b Fallen-stars Sc • (see quot.)

1808 Jamieson, Fallen stars Tremella Nostoc, Lmn ;

a gelatinous plant, found in pastures &c after rain Ibid s v. t

Sea Fallen Stars , an animal thrown on the sea shore in
summer and autumn , Medusa mqnorca, Lmn
2 Of the sun : Having set. rare
1892 Tennyson Foresters 1 111, The long bright day is

done, And darkness rises from the fallen sun

3 Of flesh, etc Shrunken, emaciated Fallen

fleece : see quot. 1892
1722 De Foe Col, Jack{1840) 281 Her fallen flesh plumped

up 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI xxx 98 The old lines

appearing strong m the fallen cheeks. 1892 Labour Com-
mission Gloss Bo 8 Fallen Fleeces Fleece, wool, or

mohair, taken from the dead carcases of sheep, &c ,
and,

therefore, diseased

4 . That has been laid low, or brought to the

ground. Also absol. of men. lit. andfig.

<21631 Donne Epigr (1652)93 Falne Okes the Axe doth
into Timber hew 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) I 283
The branches of the fallen foiest 1819 Mrs Hlmans Abcn-
ccrrage 56 There bleed the fallen, there contend the brave
a 1835 — Manns 82 Midst fallen palaces she sits alone

1871 Fretman Norm Conq (1876) IV xvn 3 (.The estates

of the fallen King [Harold]', were forfeited Ibid 62 The
fallen goiifanon of Haiold 1878 J P Hows Jesus v 21
H is delight was, to lift up the fallen

5 fig a In a moral sense. That has lost parity

or innocence ; ruined A fallen woman', one who
has surrendered her chastity b With 1 efei ence to

rank, fortune, or dignity That has come down
from high estate
a 1628 F Grlvilll Poems, Hum Learning xix, Yea of

our falne estate the fatall staine Is such, as [etc ] 1645
Milton Petrarch Wks 1738 I 230 God would not [have]
sent word by Malachi in a sudden fal’n stile 1682 Loud
Gas No 1711/4 It was contrived by some Discontented
Antimonarchical Fallen-Angel 1712 Steele Sptct No 276
ip 1 Your Papers with regard to the fallen Part of the Fair
Sex 1751 JoRTiN Serm 11771)1 11 21 The Messiah was to
restore fallen man 1820 Byron Mar Falu.ro ti 1, The
once fall’n woman must for ever fall 1848 Macaulay Hist
Eng III 482 The fallen dynasty and the fallen hierarchy
were restored 1875 JowLTT/Y<a/v(ed 2)111 71 Philosophy,
even m her fallen estate, has a dignity of her own
6 Fallen-off (see Ball v. 91 )

1611 Shaks Cymb, hi vii 6 The Legions now m Gallia,

are Full weake to vndertake our Warres against The falne-

off Bntames 1806 Sunn Winter m Lotid (ed 3) I x88
He is a fallen off branch from the good old English tree

f Fa’llency. Civil Law Obs [ad med L
fallentia

,

f fallcre to deceive see -ENCY ] An in-

stance of the failure of a rule , an exception.

1603 Hayward Anno to Dolemanve Ly, Alexander and
Felmus doe assigne fiue fallencies vnto these rules 1660

Jer Taylor Duct Dubit I Pref 9 Socinus sett, down 802

fallencies, (that’s the word of the law,) concerning the con-
testation of suits and actions at law.

Faller (fg 1«). [f Fall© + -EB 1
.]

1. One who falls, in various senses of the vb

fAlso with adv

,

asfaller off
c 1440 Promp Part). 147 Failare, or he j>at oftyn tyme

fallythe, cadax 1S77 tr. Ballinger's Decades (1592) 824 He
was accounted a faller off from y° true Church ofGod
a 1631 Laud Serm, (1847) 13 Nor are we falters out of the

Church, but they fallen, off from verity 1725 Bradley
Fam. But s v Rules for buying Horses, It’s a true Mark
of a perpetual Faller 1890 Pall Mall G 22 Aug 1/2 Six
riders were brought to grief Being experienced fallers,

however, nothing more serious than bruises resulted

2 A feller of timber. Only dial

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-bk s v , The fallers bin
on Esridge [Eastridge] coppy agen.

3 The Hen-harrier [Circus cyaneus)
1885 in Swainson Prw Names Brit Birds 132

f 4 A part of a mill for scouring clothes, etc .

(see quot.). Obs.

1677 Yarranton Ene Improv 107 There are Six or Eight
Fallers (or Feet) which are taken and lifted up by the Axle-
tree and so fall down right into a Box, or Chest, wherein
the Cloth lyeth.

5. The name of various appliances in spinning

machines Also attrib.

1851 L. D B Gordon Art Jrnl Catal Gt. Exhib

p vi**/a As the carnage appioaches the roller-beam, the
spinner gradually raises the faller-wire. 1879 Cassells

Techn Educ. IV. 396/1 Along the top of the spindles stretch

two wires called the ‘ fallers

'

t Fallera. Falconry Obs. rare~ l
. Also

7-8 in Diets. fal(l)orn, falera (See quots )

2486 Bk St A Iban’s C hj a,When ye se thatyowre hawkes
clees wax white then she has the fallera 1692-1732 Coles,
Falorn,fall-, a diseasemhawks known by their white talons.

1721-1800 Bailey, Falera

Fallibility (fielibi liti). [f next 4- -ity Cf
F faillibiliU ] The state or fact of being fallible

;

liability to err or to mislead (in mod. usage limited

to the former) ; an instance of the same
1634*E Knott

'

in CMllmgworth's Rehg Prof iv §14
Nothing of the Churches Visibility ot Invisibility, Fallibility

or Infallibility. *877 Hale Prim Ong Man. 11 i 131

Those Evidences of Fact .have or may have their several

allaysand fallibilities 1725Watts Logic 11. ix 400 Tho’ there

be a great deal of Fallibilitym the1estimony ofMen. *775
Harris Philos. Arrangcm. Wks (1841) 353 The fallibility

which sometimes attends this method of distingjuishmg 1840

ThackerayPansSk-bk (1872) 216 The fallibility ofjudges

and lawyers 1859 Mill Liberty 1. 18 The fallibility ofwhat
is called the moral sense.

Fallible (f® libl), a. Also 6-

7

fallable. [ad

lateL.fallibihs, f failure to deceive . see -ble Cf.

F faillible

The L. word appears in Papias (nth c ) with the active

sense ‘ deceitful
1

, in late med L. it has the passive sense
‘ deceivable’

]

1 Of persons or their faculties : Liable to be de-

ceived or mistaken ;
liable to err.

1430 Lydg. Chron Troy 1 vi, I suppose her connyng was
fallible. 1638 Pemt Conf vu (1657) 135 He is fallible, and

often erring in judgment 1699 Burnet 39 Art xxxiu

(1700) 364 An Authority to which no fallible Body of men
can have a Right 1763 Johnson in Boswell Life (1831) I

301 A fallible being will fail somewhere 1855 Milman Lai
Chr (1864) V. ix ii 206 The papal power the representative

of fallible man rather than, of the infallible God. 1881 W
Collins Bl Robe 1 id 142 These rebuffs are wholesome
reminders of hts fallible human nature.

2 Of mles, opinions, arguments, etc. . Liable to

be erroneous, unreliable.
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a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 2867 This worldes joye

is transitone, And the truste on it slipir and fallible *534
More m Ellis Oitg Lett 1 1x7 II 52 The fallible opinion

of lightsome chaungeable peple c 1555 Hari’si ield

Divorce Hen VIII (1878) 164 This argument is but a
fallable argument 1603 Shaks. Mens forM 111 1 170 Do
not satisfie your resolution with hopes that are fallible 1643
Sib T Browne Rehg Med 1. 23 1 he fallible discourses of

man upon the word of God 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative
n x Uncertain and fallible Reports 1736 Butllk Anal
II viii 393 The rules of pieserving health are not only

fallible and precarious *831 Herschbl Stud. Nat Phil
III 111 286 A slow and painful process if rightly gone into,

and a very fallible one if only partially executed,

f b Not determinable with certainty. Obs rare

1664 Power Exp Philos in 166 This Angle of Variation
being quite fallible, and alwayes variable.

*) 3 . Fallacious, delusive Obs. rare

1559 Mokwyng Evonym. 176 Suche waters make a fallible

image of youth

4
,
quasi-iA One who is fallible rare

1705 Hickeringill Pnest-cr Wks (1716) 79 She [Queen
Elizabeth] over-liv'd this infallible fallible [Pope Pius V]
1846 G.S Faber Lett Tt actar Secess Popery 164 All these

fallibles are added up together in one sum which shall col-

lectively constitute the Church.
Hence I*a nobleness =

F

allibility.
1648 Hammond To Ld Fairfax 19 The weaknesse and

fallibletiesseof these few principles *730-6 in Bailly (folio).

Fallibly (fse libh), adv. [f as prec. + -ly 2
]

In a fallible manner.
*532 Huloet, Fallably, subdole 1638 Chillingw Rehg

Plot 1 11 §94 87 Why does shee nnploy particular Doctors
to interpret Scriptures fallibly ?

Falling' (fg hg), vbl. sb. [f. Fall v. + -ing

The action of the vb. Fall
1. In intiansitive senses.
c *300 CursorM 1854 (Cott ) Abute flue monetz was Jiat

it stud Wit-outen falling bat fers fludd c 1340 Ibid 4x1
heading (Fairf.) pe falhnge of lucifei and his felawes
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour it She in her fallyng cried helpe
on our lady 1333-4 Act 25 Hen VIII, c 13 § 13 From the
tyme of the falling of theym [lambs] unto the feast of Seynt
John Baptyste. *363 Fulke Meteors (1640) 53 b, Sleet .

beginnetn to melt in the falling *380 Hollyband Treas
Fr Tong, Ravallement a falling tn price, as the falling of
the market x6zi Sanderson Serin I 214 Vzza had better
have ventured the falling, than the fingering of the ark.

177* Mrs. GRirriTH tr Viand's Shipwreck icq The falling
of night would otherwise have forced us to lay aside our
labour *807 T Thomson Chem (ed 3)11 37B The falling

of the drops of alcohol from the beak of the receiver

1839 Long?. Hyperion 1 vn (1865) 38 The silent falling
ofsnow
2 In various specific applications a Thefall-

ing of the leaf

.

autumn, b Setting (of the sun),

c Pathol (seequot. 18S4). d In the barometer,
etc e. Mus Cf Fall v, 17.
a 1303 Hawes Examp Virt t 5 In Septembre m fall-

ynge of the Iefe.

t>. 1353 Eden Decades 1 Folowingc the falhnge of the
sonne
C. c *400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 303 For falhnge of pe mans

bat is cleped dislocacioun of the mans. 1884 Syd Soc. Lex
,

Falling ofthe womb, a popular term for Prolapsus utert
d. 1638 Willsford Natures Secrets 154 The often rising

and falling of the water [in a weather-glass] shews the out-
ward Air very mutable and the weather unconstant *688
J Smith Baroscope 65 Wet and Rainy Weather come pre-
sently upon the Mercury’s Falling 18x4 W C Wells
Ess Dew 9 The falling of the mercury in the barometer
i860 Adm Fitz-Roy m Mere Marine Mag VII 340 Indi-
cations of approaching changes are shown . . by its (the
barometer’s] falling or rising
6 1609 Douland Orntth Microl 1 vi 17 The falling of

a Song 1674 Simpson in Campion Art of Descant ufoot n

,

If the Bass do rise more than a fourth, it must he called
falling *706 A. BcnroRD Temple Mus. ix. 186 A falling
at the Beginning of a Stratn

3 In transitive senses
1380 Lease in Hearne Collect (Oxf. Hist. Soc ) I 237 At

every falling he will leave for every acre fallen twelve trees.
1699 Lutirell Brief Rel (1837) IV 483 A libell against the
last parliament about their falling of guineas

1

4

A depression in the soil ; a hollow, declivity,
slope Obs
*363 Golding Caesar 61 b, High rockes and steepe fallings

1380 Sidney Arcadia in (1622) 250 Amphialus embushedhis
footemen in the falling of a hill 1684 R H Sch Retreat
83 Observe, the Risings, Fallings, and Advantages of the
Places where you Bow! 17x2 J James tr Le Blond's
Gardening 31 Gardens having no Risings, nor Fallings

5 - toner Something which falls 01 has fallen,

a, A fragment (of a building)
; arum b usually

in pi A dropping, a windfall. Also fig.
a. 138a Wyclii Isa lxi 4 And olde fallmgus thei shul

rere, and thei shul restore cities forsaken *599 Hakluyt
Voy II 1. 214 A great part of it is almost couered with
the aforesayd fallings

b. 1608 Vorhsh Tiag 1 i, Apples hanging longer than
when they are npe, make so many fallings «i66i Holy-
day Juvenal 180 Virro was capable of such caduca, such
fallings such windfalls i6871)ryden Hind P 111 103
Tis the beggar’s gam To glean the fallings of the loaded
wain 1847-78 Halliwell, Fallings, dropped fruit South
8. With adverbs, expressing the action of the vbl.

combinations under Fall v XI.
1440 Proinp Paro , Fallynge downe, idemestquodFallynge

evylle 1380 Hollyband Treas , Fr Tong.Catarrhe the
Catarre or fallyng downe ofhumours 1607 Shaks, Timon ivm 401 The falling from ofhis Fnendes 16x1 Biull 2 Thess
11 3 That day shall not come, except there come a falling
away first 1639 B Harris Parwals Iron Age 200 They
. observed the falling back of the French, tji* W, Rogers

Voy 315 Numbers are lost by the falling in of the Earth

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII v 26 All her falling away,

and her fainting fits. *878 L P Mlrldith I eeth 181 1 he

falling away of the gums after extraction

b falling off, the action of the vb Fall off

(Fall v 91), decadence, defection, diminution

1602 Shaks Ilain. 1 v 47 Oh Hamlet, what a falling off

was there 1709 Stelll & Addison latlcr No m f 4

A Falling off from those Schemes of Thinking 180a J

.

Bfddoes Hygcia vn, Should it be accompanied by falling

off in flesh. 1834 Brit Husb III 60 A falling off of the

milk is immediately noticed 1837 Wunui u Barclay of
Ury xv, Hard to feel the strangei’s scoff, Hard the old

fuend’s falling off 1883 E Peknell-Elmhirsi Cream
Leicestersh 155 The grey showed no falling off from his

previous form,

c Falling out : the action of the vb, Pall out

(Fall v 93J ,
disagreement, quarrel ,

also t ending

1568 Grai ton Chron II 97 1 his fully ng out of king J 0I111

with Geoffrey Aichebishop of Yorke. 1386 W. Wi uiil

Eng. Poetne (Aib ) 36 The falling out of verses togethei 111

one like sounde, is commonly called Ryrne 1667 Pli*\s

Diary (1877) V 194, I have heard of a falling out between

my Lord Arlington and W, Coventry. *741 Richardson
Pamela III 337 We had a sad Falling-out t’other Day
1847 1 lnnyson Princess 1. 351 Blessings on the falling out

That all the more endears

Falling (fg lig), ppl. a [f as piec + -ing - ]

1 That falls, in various senses of the vb
a 1300 CursorM 27381 (Cott ) pe standand fall, Jiefalland

rise x6xx Bible Isa xxxiv. 4 All their hoste shall fall

downe as a falling figge from the figge tree 16x3 Shaks
Hen VIII

,
in. 11 333 Presse not a falling man too farm

1661 J. Childrey Brit Baton 170 The high Hils break
of the storms and falling Snow 1695 Congrlvl Love
for L. Prol,, One falling Adam, and one tempted Eve.
a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang Poet Wks 1721 I. 86 Datk
Prophecies predict our falling Stale, 17x7 Lady M W
Montagul Lett (1763) II. xxix 20 My Caftan .. is a robe

with very long strait falling sleeves 1762 Falconi r

S/upmr, 1. 490 The vessel parted on the failiug tide 1781
Gibbon Decl F. Ill 148 The weakness of the falling

empire 1833 Hr Martineau Vanderput ft S vi 99 Hem’s
frowning brow and falling countenance 1843 Lyiton Last
Bar 1 iv 28The long throat and falling shoulders 1848 Mu l

Pol. Ecou hi xxiv, § 3 1 he speculative holders are unwill-

ing to sell in a falling market x8s8_ in Merc. Marine Mag
V. 12 Kate Hooper, had strong winds with falling bare
meter. X874 Knight Did Moth. 1. 852/2 The Peabody
gun. has a falling breech-block.

2 Prosody Of a foot, rhythm, etc • Decreasing
m stress, having the ictus at the beginning
1844 Beck & Felton tr. Muni’s Meltes 8 A rhythm

which begins with the aisis,and descends to the thesis, is

called falling or sinking

3. Astral. Falling houses (see Cadent a 2)
*594 Blundlvil Exerc iv xxxvt. (ed 7) 493 Those that go

next before any of the foure principal! Angles, art called
falling houses

4

Falling-m : that slopes inwards from below
1887 Set. Amer 2 July xi/2 Yachts with the falling-in top-

sides of a man of war
5 . Syntactical Combinations, a. Falhng-'\disease

,

f-eznl (see Evil y b), i -ill, -sickness (now rarc)=
Epilepsy. Also humorously for ‘ a fall andfig.
The Eng. expressions are after L morbus caducus , cf Ger.

fallendc sneht.
a 1225 Ancr R. 176 Falltnde vuel tch cleopie licomes sic-

nesse
_
*327 Andrew Bruuswyie’s Distyll Waters C v, An

ounce is good for them that haue the fallynge SLhenesse
1607 Topseu.Pourf. Beasts (1673)171 The gallofa Ferret is

commended against the Failing disease 1632 Woman's
Universe in Watson Collect Scots Poems m (1711) 101
Hippociates Could never cure her Falling-ill, Which takes
her when she pleases 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Falling
Evil, a Disease which sometimes happens to Horses, being
no other than the Falling-sickness 1843 Sir T. Watson
Led Pkysiciiiji) I 630 Its [epilepsy’s] common designation
is 'Ocasfalling sickness ; or, more vaguely, fits.

b. in various other Combs
,
as falling-band. =

Fall sbi 23 a, + falling-door = folding-door

,

t falling-gate = falling-sluice ; + falling-hinge,
one by which a door, etc. rises vertically when
opened; falling-mould, Atch (see quot.); fall-

mg-sluice (see quot.).

1398 *Fallnig-band [see Fall sb 1 23 a] *637Earl of Cork
Diary va. Sir R Boyle Diary Ser. 1 (x886)V 39 Sent me
this daie 6 laced flailing bands and vi pair of cunes sutablc
*753 Hanway Trav I 11 xxxiv 231 The Divan, or open
hall, is in the centre, and shuts in with ’’falling-doors 1801
Hull Navig Act 2539 Two clear openings in which shall
be placed ^falling gates 1783 Trans Soc Arts I 320 A
Falling hinge 1876 GwiltArclut Gloss ,*FallingMoulds,
the two moulds applied to the vertical sides of the railpiece,
one to the convex, the other to the concave side, in order to
form the back and under surface of the rail and finish the
squaring 1846 Buchanan TecJuiol Did

,

*Falling-sluice,
a flood-gate, tn connection with mill dams self-acting or
contrived to fall down of itself in the event of a flood

Falling-star (fg ligistai). [f Falling ppl. a
+ Stab ] A meteor

,
a shooting star.

*5^3 Fulke Meteors (1640) 8 b, Thus much for the shoot-
ing or falling starres, 1690 T Burnet Th Earth m. 98The last sign we shall take notice of is that ofFalling Stars
*739 Miller in Phil Trans LI 258 This meteor moved
with less rapidity than falling-stars commonly do X836
Macgillivray Humboldt's Trav x. 127 He found falling
stars more frequent in the equinoctial regions.
Fallocque, obs. f of Felucca
Fallopian, (falou-p^n), 0 Anal [f Fallopi-us

(latinized name of an Italian anatomist 1523—1562)
+ -an ] Used in the names of certain anatomical
structures reputed to have been discovered by Fal-

lopius, as in fallopian aqueduct, at ill, canal, liga-

ment, tube sec qucits

*706 Pm 1 ups (ed Ke>rsey), Ballopian lubes 1754-64
Smlli 11 Muinnf I 113 The I'linlni.i of the Fallopian tube

1831 R Knox Lloqutt's Anal, 53 Tlare is a hole .which
tci initiates the l1 allopiati aqueduct, and tiaiismils the facial

nerve from the interior of the eianmm *86o M ayni h x/os

Lex ,
Ballopian tubes, two eniuls inclosed in the peutnnuum

communicating from the sides of the Bundus Uten to

the ovancs 1877 Burniii Bar 88 '1 he fallopian canal,

appears at first as .1 simple broad groove in the ty nipamiin

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Ballopum at eh
,
a name for Poupart's

ligament

Fallow (fie lou), sb. Forms • 3-4 falwe, 5
falgho, (valwo), 5-6 falow(o, 6-7 fallowo, 6-

fallow. See also Fauui sb. [The relation betw ecu

this and the cognate Fallow and v. is not quite

clear. TheOE fn Igutg, glossed novaha (‘fallows’)

and occas (‘harrows ’) tn Cotpus Glossaty, seems to

imply a vb *fcalgian ( - Fallow v ), f. *fcalh, ic-

corded in pi.fealga harrows, implements ioi In cak-

ing clods {picas Epinal Gl.). The sb anti adj
,
which

have not been iouncl 111 OE
,
were either f fealh or f

thevb. Cf. OIIG felga liairow, mod.Gei (Sanders)

and East Fns. falgc fallow (si).), falgcn to break

up ground, plough. As Fallow a 1 was used to

denote the colour of exposed soil, it is probable

that some confusion may have anseti at an early

dale between the two words ]

*t* 1 . A piece of ploughed land
,

also coiled

ploughed land 111 general, arable land, Ohs
e *300 Havxloi 2500 Thu ihov.cn lmu unto the galwes,

Nouth hi the gate, but oucr the falwes. c *386 CliAUetu
Wife's Prol 656 Who . . prickctli his blind hor> over the

falwes c 1440 1 'routp Paro. 148 Kilow, hmd < iyx\, mroale,
c 1450 Lat *5 Eng Voc. in Wr -Wulehcr (lit) I tnmtum, 1

novate, valwc. *483 Cath. Am;t i.t Kilglic 1 Fnlmve A ),

terra saiwnahs. a 1333 Fism it U Is (187ml 365 He must
treade vppon the fallowes *599 Siltivs IIin /*, v, 11 <,4

All our Vineyards, Fallow es, Meades, and Htdi’es grow
towildnessi* *713 Rowi Jane Short 11 1, Aiound it Fallows,
Meads, and Pastures fair.

2. Giound that is well ploughed ami harrowed,

but left uncropped for a whole year or more
;
called

also Summer fallow, as that season is chosen for

the sake of killing the weeds. Gwen, cropped, or

bastard fallow one from which a green crop is

taken
15*3 Fitziilru. //Kf 7' ' ( <’ h 1 li.*i *'* !i“l

’

lwrleye falowc . . lyei n . ,!i up, is -a

IIuloii, hallowe or -j, ie el il, .1 » 1: s 1 i fi’ ..

or tylth, vernadum 1 16x1 C11 wman lhad Mil fu8 So
dose lo earth they plow 'I In. fallow w till then horns *707
Moutimlr flush 11 38 Hit best Ploughs to plow up I ays 01

Summer Fallows with. 1784 Cow M K Iasi l\ . 315, 1 . vw far

off the weedy fallows sunk With verdure not uiiptoiitable

1803 It. W Dickson Pratt. Agm I. \ jtiq Griui fallows
or what aie termed fallow crops such as bean., pea.,

cabbages [etc ] x8xo Scon Lady ofL 1 \\\i, The huk’s
shrill life may conic At the daybreak from the fallow 18x3
bill H. Davy AgtU Chem. (1814) 353 A summer fallow, or
u clean fallow, may be sometimes nectssury in lands over-

grow 11 with weeds. 1889 Wkightson B allow 4 Bodder
Chops s The superiority of cropped over naked fallows.

3 The state of being fallow
;
an interval during

which land is allowed to lie fallow.
*5*3 Fitzhlkb. Hush, fe 17 So slut! he nuickc all his hindis

oucr at cucrye secondc falowe. Hut fc 34 'Ih.it is vscil,

where they make falowe in a fytlde emery fourthe yere

1797 Bin ingsi fy Agrtt. Sotnerstf 177 Tui or twelve sue
cessive crops of wheat, without an intervening fallow 1858

J B Norton Topics ait To withhold the bind from cultiva-

tion with the s lew of making it, by a fallow, doubly profit-

able the next year *866 Gto El 101 B. Holt s 'I hey resisted
the rotation of crops and stood by tlitir fallows
fig 1772 Burk i. Corr {1844)1 jsfi Your fallow adds to

your. fertility 1796 — Riga. J’ttuo i Wks VIII 140
Unless the fallow of a peace comes to recruit her [I

1 ranee’s)
feitility

4 attrib. Of or pertaining to a fallow; esp grown
on a fallow, as in fallow-u op, -hay\ and in local
names for the Wheatear (Saxnola a nanthe), as

fallow-chat, -finch, -lunch, -smith, -smitcr
,
horn

its frequenting fallows Also fallow-break * sec

Bdeak sb. 12, fallow-field; seequot 1851
1678 Ray IVillughby's Orntth 233 The Fallow bimcli, in

Sussex theWheat-ear 1706 Pint Liis(ed Keisey), Otnanihe,
the Wheat-ear In Warwickshire it is call'd a Fallow-
smitei 1733 Chymbi rs Cyd S npp , Fallowfinth 1787Wini u< hyst.Husb 133 Beans are a good fallow crop *821
Ccarl Vill. Mmstr 1, 182 Nor wilt thou fallow clods dis
dain 1834 D Low Pratt, Agrit v 161 The culture of
fallow-crops 1843 Yarui ll Brit Birds I 254 TheWheat-
ear or Fallowchat. *83* Glounshrsh Gloss , Ballow
field, a common x88s Bucycl Brit ted 9)! 358 A large
portion of the fallow-break can thus be dressed with home-
made manure 1883 Swainson Prov Names Brit, Buds

S) 9 Wheatear. Fallow-finch
;

Fallow-smich
,

or
Fallow-lunch

Fallow (fai lfl“), a 1 Forms . 1 fain, foalo, -u,

3 f&lau, (3-4 inflected falowe), 4fale, -u, -we, 4-6
falow(e, <5 fallo, 6- fallow. See also Faucii a
[OE falu, ftalo, fealu, pi fealwe — OS falu,
(MDu vale, mod vaal), OHG. falo (inorl. Gei
fahl,falb), ON fglr, pi fylvan—OTeut *falwo-,
prob. cognate with Gr noXtos grey, L. puller

c

to be pale ]
1 . Of a pale brownish or reddish yellow colour, as
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withered grass or leaves Obs. exc. of the coat of

an animal ,
now chiefly in Fallow-deer

Beowulf863 (Gr ) fealwe mearas. a xooo Riddles xvt

i (Gr ) Hals is min hwit and heafod fealo c 1205 Lay 18449

Pendiagun and his cmhtes slugen jeond J?an feldes falewe

lockes Ibid 27468 Blod ut 3eoten, ueldes falewe wuroen

a 1300 CursorM 1263 (Cott )
pe falau slogh sal be (n gate

c 1335 Coer de L 461 On in atyr blak Com pnckande ovyr

the falewe feld c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T 306 His hewe

falow {Corpus falwe] and pale as Asshen colde. 1494 Fadya\
Citron vn 667 Many a dere both rede and falowe to be slaj na

before them 1547 Booude Brev Health lxxui as An urine

that is falowe lyke the heare ofa falowe beast *598 Shaks

Merry W. 1 1 91 How do’s your fallow Greyhound, Sir.

1667 Loud Gas No 185/4A Fallow Dog, lost about a Fort-

night since 1727 Bradley Fam Diet, s.v Hart, The Coats

and Colours of this noble Beast are usually of three several

sorts, viz Brown, Red, and Fallow 1739 tr Adamon's Voy

Senegal 24 His belly was of a pale blue, and his back fallow

1865 Athemeuni No 1954 484/1 The horn of a fallow-ox

2 absol. (quasw^ ), as the name of a colour.

i74t Compl, Fam Piece n 1 28a Those that are of a

lively red Fallow have a black List down their Backs

3 Comb

,

asfallow coloured.

1688 Lend Gaz. No 2347/4 Lost or stolen a fallow

coloured Bitch 18*3 Hone Every-day Bk I. 983 The
fallow coloured dog was taken away

Fallow (fae’foi), a 2
. Forms

:
5-6 falow(e, 6

fallowe, 6- fallow. [See Fallow sb ]
Ofland : frequent in phrases, To lie

,
to layfallow.

a. That is uncropped for the ciment year. b.

Uncultivated. + e. Fit for tillage
;
ploughed ready

for sowing (obsl). d. transf. andfig
a. ? c 147S Hunt. Hare 12 He fond a hare full fayr syttand

Apon a falow lond. 1523 Fitzherb Hush § 18 He that

hath a falowe felde. x6ix Cotgr., Nouvellis
,
fallowes;

ground that lies fallow euei le other years, a 1689 Navarette
China in Chin chills Coll Voy (1732) 1 . 5a The land in

China never lies fallow. 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit Empire

(1854) I 473 There appears to have been little or no fallow

land 1875 Lyell Pnnc Geol II in xln 457 We are

compelled to let it he fallow the next [year],

b £1460 Towneley Myst g8 The tylthe of oure landes

lyys falow as the floore. 1399 Shaks. Hen V, v 11 44 Hei

fallow Leas The Darnell, Hemlock, and ranke Femetaiy,

Doth root vpon i6xx Bible Jer, iv. 3 Breake vp your

fallow ground, and sow not among thomes. 1716 Addison
Freeholder No 40 1» 4 The soil must lie fallow. 1797 Mad
D’Arblay Lett Dec., He is like a fallow field one that has

been left quite to itself. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xvm. 226

A broad fallow field Of soft rich mould.

C *530 Palsgr. 218/2 Faloweland, ierre laoourable.

1380 Baret Alv F 103 The Fallowe field, or that is tilled

redy to be sowen a 1627 HaywardEdm. VI (163°) 3a The
ridges of the fallow field lay traverse,

d 164a Fuller Holy 4 Prof. St. in. xm 183 The head

hath lain fallow all night 1673 Ess Ednc. Gentlewom.

33 ,

1

suppose you do not intend to lay Fallow all Children

that will not bring forth Fruit of themselves. 175* Footd

Taste 1 Wks. 1799 1 xi Then I lay fallow—but the year

aftei I had twins 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 11 (1873) 459
Fields of thought seem to need lying fallow 1822 Tenny-

son Audley Com 1 77 The fallow leisure of my life 185a

Kingsley Alt. Locke xxxvn, My heart lay fallow for every

seed that fell.

+ Fallow, V.1 Ohs Forms: 1 fealirwian,

fealewian, fealwian, 3-4 falewe(n, 3 falewi,

falwy, falowen, {south, dial. 3 valewen, valu-

wen, 4 valouwe), 4-5 falwe, 4-6 falow. [OE.

fealuwian
,
fealewian

,
fealwian

,

f. fealo , fealu

Fallow a 1 Cf. OHG.falewte.] a. To become

pale or yellow
;
hence, to fade, wither, b Of the

face, etc. : To blanch, grow pale.

a a 1000 Salomon <.$• Sat 313 (Gr ) Lytle hwile leafbeoo

f
rene, ponne hy eft fealewiao c 1203 Lay 16414 Fa^eden

a feldes & pat gras falewede, a 1310 in Wnght Lyric P

.

89 Falewen shule thy flouies. <2x400 Leg Rood (1871) 132

Mi fruit is fouled and falwed 1384 T. Bastard Chresto•

leros 11 xiv (1598) 33 Here lies a bounch of haire deepe

falowed.
,

pig, a 1223 Ancr R 132 pe bhsse ofheouene pet neuorne

valeweS auh is euer giene <1x310 in Wnght Lyric P xv,

50 Y-cast in care, Y falewe as flour c 1375 Sc Leg Saints,

Johannes 175 Florysand a quhile je he, pat 3e ma eftirwart

falow. _ _
b c 1203 Lay 30987 Faleweden nebbes at300 B E.

Poems (1862) 20 His [Christ's] fair lere falowip 1340 Ayenb.

81 Pis uayrhede faylep and ualouwep ase pet Hour of be

uelde <11400 Death <3- its Precursors 15 in Rel Ant 1 . 6s

His hew shal falewen. c 1440 Sir Gowther 62 A1 falwyd

hire fane chere

Fallow (fae-lon), fl.
2 Forms

: 4 falewe(n, 5

falwe, (valwe), 5-6 falowe(n, 6 fallo(we, 6-

fallow. See Fauch v. Also in Comb., Twifallow,

Trifallow, etc [? OE. *fealgian

.

see Fallow sb ]

1 trans To plough or break up (land); to pre-

pare for sowing. Also rarely, Tofallow up.

13 . Chron Eng 94 in Ritson Met Horn II 274 Hy fale-

weden erthe, and feolden wode, c 1440 Promp Pan) 148

Falwe londe (falowen P), novo c 1450 Lot $ Eng Voc.

in Wr-Wfilcker 618 Varro, valwe londe 15*3 Fitziierb

Hush §4 He setteth it in the vttermoste nycke, that is

beste for falowynge 159X Harington Orl Fur Pref (1634)

ip 5 To heare one of my ploughmen tell how an acre 01

wheat must be fallowed and twyfallowed. 1604 Ant.

Scoloker Daiphantus (1880) 37 lie fallow vp the wrinkles

of the earth 1767 A Young Farmers Lett. People 263, 1

fallowed and ploughed two acres oflight gravelly land. 1840

J Baxter Libr Pract Agnc (ed 4) II. 239 Fifth year,

tares, which should be fed on the ground, and immediately

fallowed for backward turnips or rape

2 To plough and break up (land) without sowing

(it), for the purpose of destroying weeds, etc

,

and for mellowing the soil
;
to lay fallow. Also

absol.

14 in Walter ofHenley's Hnsb (1890) 46 In aprell it is

good seasone to falowe land 1323 Fitzherr Hnsb §8 If

thou haue any leys, to falowe or to sowe otes vpon 1616

Swirr & Markh Countne Panne 20 He shall breake vp 01

fallow that Earth which he intends to keepe tilth the yeai e

following. 1741 Compl Fam Piece in 522 Fallow your
Wheat Land, which will kill the Weeds, and mellow the

Ground. 1780 A. Young lour Iicl I 172 Scaice any
fallow, a few saw clover. x886 Holland Chester Gloss

fig <1x764 Churchill Journey 27 Genius Must, to

ensure his vigoui, be laid down, And fallow'd well 1833

De Morgan 111 Graves' Life Sir IV R . Hamilton (1889)

II 501 A teacher who does not either fallow or sow another

crop is sure to get into mere loutine

Fallow, Sc f. of Fellow sb

,

Follow v.

Fallow, obs f. Felloe, Felly.

Fallow-deer (fceiflU|dI°i). [f. Fallow afi +
Deer ] A species of deer ( Cervus damn or Dama
vulgaris

)

smaller than the stag 01 red deer So

called from its colour fallow-buck, -doe.

XS Adam Bel 469 We haue slaine your fat falow der. 1548

Thomas Ital Giarn Dut ,
Dama, a valow deere 1697

Dryden Virg Georg m. 623 With Cries of Hounds, thou

mayst chase the fallow Deer *720 Gay Poems(1743) I 77

Madeof the skm of sleekest fallow deer 183* Longt Gold

Leg iv Refectory, The cells hung all round with the fells

of the fallow-deer

Fallowed (fse’Wd), ppl. a. [f. Fallow ®.a +

-ed k] In the senses of the vb.

1351 Turner Herbal 1. (1568) D ij b, In the corne feldes

and in fallowed landes. 1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1673)

62 Oxen must also be accustomed to draw- a plough in

fallowed ground. X73S Somerville Chase 11 132 O’er the

fallow'd Ground How leisurely they work 1803 R W
Dickson Pract Agnc I x. 368 Crops .produced on fal-

lowed lands

fig 1607 Walkington Opt Glass 84 In the meane time

wee will lay in mortgage a peece of our fallowed invention

Fallowing1

(fee lx? l,irj), vbl sb. [f. Fallow 0.2

+ -IN0 1
.]

1 The action or operation of ploughing and

breaking up land
;
an instance of this

c 1450 Lat 4 Eng, Voc m Wr-Wulcker 618 Variacio,

valwynge. 1332 HrnVET Xenophon’s Househ (1768) 63

Falowynge and stirryng of the grounde, helpeth very moche

to the sowynge 1377 B Googe Hcresbaclis Hnsb 1 (1586)

40 At the first fallowing they marie the grounde 1669

Worlidge Syst Agnc (x68x) 33 These several Plouglungs

or Fallowings are very advantageous to Ground in several

respects 1789 Tians Soc Enconrag Arts l 139 [The field]

had received two fallowings

2 . The method or system by which land is

ploughed, etc , and then allowed to lie uncropped

for a time ;
an instance of this. Also bare-, sum-

mer-fallowing
1669 J. Worlidge Syst Agnc (x68x) 9 For the same

reason are the Summer-Fallowings advantageous to the

Husbandman, not only for the destroying of the weeds.

1763 A Dickson Treat. Agric, m (ed 2) 392 With the

assistance of fallowing, [the land] carries very good crops.

1777 Nimmo Stirlingshire 434 The advantages which that

soil must derive from summer fallowing 1807 Vancouver
Agnc Devon (1813) 143 When fallowing, or a preparation

for rotting the green sward, is intended x88x Daily News

4 June 5/5 A quantity of land set apart for bare fallowing.

Fa'llowist. nonce-wd [f, Fallow sb or v.

+ -1ST ] One who favours or follows the practice

of fallowing land

a 1832 Sir J Sinclair (in Webster 1832), A controversy .

.

between the fallowists and the anti-fallowists.

Fallowness (fsefenes)
_

[f. Fallow a. +
-ness 1 The condition of being fallow ;

idleness

<*163* Donne To R. Woodward Poems (1633) 74 So

affects my muse now, a chast fallownesse 1853 Singleton

Virgil II. 1x4 Regions rife In thorns by fallowness.

Pally (f§ li), a. rare [f. Fall sb. + -y
] Full

of falls or shallow rapids

1802W Taylor in Robberds Mem I 413 The rills [are]

too fally to float a canoe

-j- Fa'lsage. Obs rare- 1
. [f False® + -agej

Deceit, falsehood.
, „ „ .

a 1400 Ctrv Myst. (Shaks. Soc ) 39, I am. .cursyd of God
ffor my ffalsage.

, , „ ,

t FaTsart. Obs rare-'-. In 3 pi. falsarz.

[a OF. falsart, faussart, fauxart , f faux -L
falx, falc-em sickle. Cf. mod.F faward,fauch-
ardl A bill-hook

c 1380 Sir Fenmib 966 fay caste til hem gleyues & launce,

falsarz & fejierd dart

t Fa'lsary. Obs Forms . 5-7 falsarxe, 6

falsery, Sc falsar, 7- falsary [ad late L. fal-

sanns, f,falsus False.]

1 One who falsifies, or fraudulently alters (a do-

cument, etc ) ; a falsifier

*433 in Bp Gray's Register, Lincoln 173 Falsanes of pe

popes lettres 1563 Jewel Repl Harding (xfiix) 176 The

Bishop of Rome was found an open Falsane, for .the

Canons of his making disagreed from the very Originals,

x6xa T. James Corrupt Script, iv. 29 A falsane is hee that

in writing addeth, or detracteth, oraltereth any thing fraud-

ulently. a 1734 North Exam Pref (1740)P«»v, A Writer

of his own Time cannot avoid being partial, that is, a wilful

Falsary. 1828 C Wordsworth Charles 1 2x3 Gauden ,an

habitual impostor and falsary

'b. One who forges a document ,
a forger.

1570 Fulke Heskins' Pari 79 He that did forge this

Epistle was an impudent falsane 1590 Davidson Repl

Bancroft in Wodr. Soc, Misc (1844) I. 5°7 If be not to

play the falsarie forger, let the chaplain himself be judge

1678 Acts of Sederunt 31 July Ihey wdl proceed against

and punish these persons as fnlsaries and foigers of wntes

1697 BrNTLrv Ep Socrates (1836) II 189 The ground fox

our falsary to forge this Epistle

2 A false 01 deceitful peison.

*573 G Harvev Letier-bX (Camden) 14 1 0 that theie

were a wyndovve in to y 1 breastes of such falsaryes. 1652

Gai le Magastrom. 331 A falsary, and an intruder into his

secrets

False fpls,), a , adv ,
and sb Forms 1-7

fals, (3 Orm falls, 4 falsse, 3-4 vals(e) , 4-7 falce,

(5 fauce, 6 falls, faulse, fawse], 8-9 Se. fause,

7, 9 dial fause, -sse, 3- false, [late OE fals adj.

and sb
,
ad. L. fals-ns false (neut fals-um, used

subst. in sense fraud, falsehood), ong. pa pple of

failure to deceive ; cf. ON fals sb. The adj is

found m OE only m one doubtful instance (see

sense 1 3) ;
its frequent use begins in the 1 2th c ,

and was prob. due to a fresh adoption through the

OF.fals, fans (mod.F./at^= Vx.fals, Sp ,
Pg, It.

falsa) The continental Tent, langs adopted the

word in an altered form’ MHG. valsch,
mod G.

falseh (cf. OHG. gifalscdn to falsify), OFns falsch,

Du. valsch

,

late Icel. (15th c )falskr. Da , Sw.falsk.

The etymological sense of L falsus is ‘deceived, mistaken’

(of persons), * erroneous ’ (of opinions, etc.) The transition

to the active sense * deceitful
1
is shown in phrases like /&&<*

fides ‘ breach of trust, faithlessness ', where the sb has a
subjective and an objective sense In mod Eng the sense
1 mendacious ’ is so prominent that the word must often be
avoided as discourteous in contexts wheie the etymological

equivalent in other Teut langs or in Romanic would be

quite unobjectionable Some of the uses are adopted from

Fr
,
and represent senses that never became English,]

1. Erroneous, wrong
1 . Of opinions, propositions, doctrines, represen-

tations : Contrary to what is true, erroneous.

cizoo Ormin 10024 To trowwenn wrung o Godd jjurrh

be»re fallse lare. <11225 Juliana 65 Forlore beo ]m reue

wi5 false bileaue C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks III 250 Falce

undirstondmge of )>e lawe of Crist £1384 Chaucer H
Fame m 982 Were the tydynge sothe or fals. c 1400 Lan-
franc’s Cirurg 267 Sunimen seien bat a womman mai be

cured for to kutte off al J>e brest & ]>at is al fals 1483

Caxton G de la 7oz«-Evb, Of whiche two sonnes cam
first the paynyms and the fals lawe. xSSx T Wilson Logike

(1580) 3 To knitte true argumentes, and unknitte false

<*1368 Ascham Scholrn 1. (Arb ) 81 Corrupt maners m
liurnge, breede false ludgement in doctrine 139* Davies

Immort. Soul xxxn. Iv (1714) 125 How can that be false,

which every Tongue, affirms for true 7 1631-2 High Com-
mission Cases (Camden) 228 This man is to be for his false

doctrines sharply censured 1632 Culpepper Eng Physic

107 [He] affirms that eating nutscauseth shortness of breath,

than which nothing is falser. 1670 NaRBOROUCH Jml in

Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711) 83 The Draughts ate false

for they do not make any mention of the several Islands

1693 Dryden tr Dufresnoy's Art Painting Pref. p xxvi,

The Persons, and Action of a Farce are all unnatural, and

the Manners False. 1723 Watts Logic 1 m § 4 66 When
I see a strait staff appear crooked while it is half under the

Water, I say, the Water gives me a false Idea of it a 1797

Mason Hymn Wks. 1811 I. 467 Impious men, despise the

sage decree. From vain deceit, and false philosophy, x8gs

Brewster Newton (1855) II xxiv 358 False systems of re-

ligion have . been deduced from the sacred record 184B

Macaulay Hist Eng I. 279 It may perhaps correct some

false notions.

Tb. Law. of a judgement or verdict.

1634 Sanderson Serm. II. 293 In the courts oflaw false

verdicts, false judgments. 1768 Blackstone Comm III

34 A writ also of false judgment lies to the couits at West-

minster to reheat and review the cause Ibid 402 A jury

of twelve men gave a false verdict.

c. Arith. False position

,

the rule also called

simply Position, q v.
,

2 . Not according to correct rale or principle

,

wiong. a. Grain. Now somewhat arch. exc. m
False concord, a breach of any of the rules for the

‘•agieement ’ of words in a sentence; False quan-

tity, an incorrect use of a long for a short vowel or

syllable, or vice vend
xSSx 1 Wilson Logike (1580) 3 A Grammarian is better

liked, that speaketh true & good Latine, than he y*

speaketh false, 1380 Baret Ah) F xio False verses, car-

nmia vitiosci. 1388 Marprel Epist (Arb.) 38, I write false

Englishe in this sentence 1634 Whitlock Zootouna 450

In the Peoples Construing Booke, the Acts of those above

them have alwayes some false Latine in them. i709-xo

Gibson in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 237 To correct the

false spellings, &c. vjtx Addison Sped No 59 r 3 Ibis

Poet avoiding . a false Quantity *837 Lockhart Scott

lx, A false quantity which his [Scott's]generosity may almost

be said to have made classical 1872 F. Hall {title) Recent

Exemplifications of False Philology

b. Music Of a note : Not in tune, wrong in

pitch. Also, False cadence (see quot. 1888) False

fourth, fifthfile : a fourth, fifth, etc , when not per-

fect. False intonation : (a) the production of an

unnatural or improper quality oftone ;
(b) singing or

playing out of tune. False relation the separation

of a chromatic semitone between two parts. Also,

see quot 1 869. False string : a badly woven string,

which produces an uncertain and untrue tone

1392 Davies Immort Soul xxxii xvi (1714) 115 If false

Accords from her false Strings be sent, 1397 Morley Introd

Mtts 72 Shew me which be the true notes, and which

false. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 171 A Lute String, if it be

Unequall in his Parts, we call False. 1674 Playsord Skill



FALSE. 48 FALSE.

Mus in 35 The fifth yields a false fourth, and the sixth a

false fifth 1817 Byron Beppo xxxu, Some false note’s de-

tected flaw 1830 Tennyson Poems 102 If yc sing not, if

ye make false measure, We shall lose eternal pleasure 1869

Ouseley Coienterp 11 g
By a false relation is meant the

simultaneous, or immediately successive, sounding of a note

of the same name, but accidentally altered pitch x888

Stainer & Barrett Diet Mits Terms 66 When the last

chord of the phrase is other than the tonic chord and is

preceded by that of the dominant, the cadence is said to be
interrupted, false or deceptive Ibid 164 False or feigned

music was that in which notes were altered by the use of

accidentals

o. Drawing
1715 J, Richardson Painting 134 If the Perspective is not

just the Drawing of that Composition is false

d Law. False imprisonment : the trespass com-
mitted against a person byimprisoning him contrary

to law.
1386 RollsParlt III 225/1 The forsaidNicliol’ destruyed

thekyngestrewelyges bifalse empnsonement X768B1ACK-
stone Comm. Ill vm 127 1891 Law Times' Rep LXIII
690/2 An action to recover damages for false imprisonment

e Her (See quots ).

1730-6 Bailey (folio), False A ruts [in Heraldry] are those

wheiem the fundamental rules of the art are not observed

1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. # Pop xn. 81 An Orle is

blazoned as a ‘false escutcheon’, by the early Heralds
1889 Elvin Diet Her., An Annulet [is blazoned] as a False
Roundel A Cross voided, as a False Cross

f. Of a horse
:
(see quot ). False gallop : see

Gallop.
1833 Regut, Instr. Cavalry 1 56 In cantermg to the right,

a horse leading with the two near legs is * false ' 1884 E
L Anderson Mod Horsemanship vi 27 If it [the liorse]

turn to the right when the left legs are talcing the advanced
steps, it is false m its gallop

g. Of a card • (see qnot )

1879 ‘ Cavendish ' Card Ess 163 A card [played] contrary
to rule in order to take in the adversary is technically called
a false card

3 Of a balance, measure . Not truly adjusted,

tnconect. Also, Of play : Unfair Of dice * Loaded
so as to fall unfairly, + False point a stroke of
deceit ; a trick

c 1340 CmsorM 27274 (Fairf ) Fals we}t & mette againe
|>e lagh in lande is sette 0x480 J Watton Spec Chr 30 b,

Usyng of falsAveghts 01 mesunng a 1520 Skelton Dyners
Balettys Wks 1843 I 26 Ware yet of Foitunes double
cast, For one fals poynt she is wont to kepe in stole 1551
T Wilson Logtke(1580) 3 Those which plate with false Dice,
& would make other beleve yt thei are true 16x1 Bible
Prav xx 23 A false ballance is not good. 01631 Donne
Poems (1633) 6z Men .Who know false play, lather then
lose, deceive 1634 Sanderson Semi II 293 False
weights, false measures, false thumbs in the markets
and shops 1781 Cowfer Convers 22 If it weigh the
importance of a fly. The scales are false 181a Sporting
Mag XXXIX 91 Causing two grooms to lose 15^ by false

play 1818 Byron Ch Har. iv. xcui, All tilings weigh’d in
custom's falsest scale

4 Of shame, pride * Arising from mistaken no-
tions.

1791 Mrs Radclhte Rom Forest i, A false pride had
still operated against his interest 1802 Mar Edgeworth
Moral T (1816) I vm 61 True and false shame

5. False position (F. fausse position) * a posi-
tion which compels a person to act or appear m a
manner inconsistent with his real character or aims
1830 Q Rev Jan 120 It [taking tithes m kind] places

them [the cleigy] in what the politicians call ‘a false posi-
tion with respect to the community at large

8 . {To make) a false step ( = Fr faux pas) ; a
misplaced step, a stumble

, hence fig an unwise
or impioper action

, formerly spec, a woman’s lapse
from virtue False start a wrong start in a
race ; often transf andjig.
X700 S L tr Fryke's Voy E Pnd 207,

1

unfortunately
made a false step, and tumbled down again into the Boat
1709 Pope Ess C-nt 602 False steps but help them to
renew the race 1756 Nugent Gr Tour I 114 Such young
women as have made a false step *823 F Clissold Ascent
Mont Blanc 20 A false step might have swept us below
into an immense crevasse 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III
231 If he has taken a false step he must be able to retrieve
himself

7 Defective, not firm or solid, a. Farriery
False quarter [=Fr faux quartier] ;

(see quots ).
*5*3 Skelton Garl Laurel 504 Some lokyd full smothely

and had a fals quarter. 16x4 Markham Cheap Hush 1 lv.
(1668) 64 Infirmities of hoofs, as false quarters, loose hoofs
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), False Quarter is a Rift seem-
ing like

'

a piece put in, and not all entire 1879 J Law
Farmer's Vet Adviser 379 False quartei is similar to a
sand-crack in appearance but caused by. destruction of the
secreting stiuctuie at the top of the hoof,

b. Arch.
*728 R Morris Ess Anc An-kit 87 What a false Bear-

ing, or rather what Bern ing at all has it ? 1876 Gwilt A rchit
Gloss s v

, Bearing wall orPartition when [the partition
is] built in a transverse direction, or unsupported through-
out its whole length, it is said to have a false bearing, or as
many false bearings as there are intei vals below the wall or
partition

II Mendacious, deceitful, treacherous
In senses 8-10 the phr false as hell was formerly common
o. Of a statement • Purposely untrue ; menda-

cious. Fiequently in To bear (f speak) false wit-
ness : to testify falsely

J
**75 Lamb. Horn. 13 Ne spec Jju a^em June nexta nane

false witnesse cx29a F Eng Leg I. 40/223 Betere is trewe
dede pane fals word, a 1300 CursorM 26234 (Cott) Fals

wijtnes and trouth brekmg c 1340 Ibid. 4635 (Trm ) He
was pnsounde wij> fals reede c 1374 CiiAUcra Ti oylns 1

593, I have for trew or fals repoi t ilovede the al my lyvc

*377 LANGr P PI B. n 80 To hakhite, and to boston,

and bere fals witnesse a 1553 Udall Roystei D v 1, See

that no false surmises thou me tell 1611 Bmrr 2 Kings
ix 12 And they said, It is false £1630 Jackson Signs

Tune Wks (1673) II vi 380 False witness-bearing, and
Coveting their Neighbours Goods, aiefai moienfe amongst
us than they were 1639 Fuller Holy War iv vi (1647)

177 Afterwards this report was controlled to be false 1678

Earl of Arran in Lauderdale Papers (18851 III Ixv 100

He found all to be false as hell 18x3 Ln, Eli rNnonouGit in

Ho Lords 22 Mar, The accusation is as false as hell in

every part • 18x8 Scott Hot Midi xvni, She came to hear

false witness in hei sister's cause 1833 Crust Eusebius
I vu. 32 Neither of the gospels has made a false statement

9 Ofa person or his speech : Uttering or express

ing what is untrue ,
mendacious. (In falsep> ophet

the sense varies between this and 13 b)

a 1225 Ancr R 68 pat pe witnesse ne preoue hcom ualsc

c 1325 Mctr Horn gg Thai said that Crist was fals pro-

phete, 1340 Hamfole Pr Const, 3366 Sacrilege, and fats

wittenessyng c 1380 WYCLir Whs (1880)284 Falce gloseus
maken goddislawe deik 138s — Mark xm 22 Fals Crtstis

and fals prophetis schulen ryse vp 1543 Jovr Exp Dan
111 32 Dauid abhorreth soche false accusers 1560 III 1111

(Genev ) Mai 111 5, I will he a swift witnes agaynst false

swearers x6n Siiaks IVint T lit, 11 3a Innocence shall

make False Accusation blush 1662 SuLUNGrL Ong Ban
II v § 5 There may be false Prophets as well as true 1687
Congreve Old Back iv 111, My face is a false witness, and
deserves to be pilloued 1822-56 De Quincfy Confss
Wks 1890 III, 395 O just and righteous Opium 1 that to

the chancery of dienms summonest, foi the triumphs of
despairing innocence, false witnesses

10. Of persons, their attributes or actions: De-
ceitful, treacherous, faithless Formerly often

pleonastically, expressing detestation, with sbs

like traitor
,

treason (now only at chi). Const.

+ of to, f unto
c 1205 Lav 3T422 pa lad foi5 a pan felde falsest alrc kingc

ax225 Auer R 128 Ase vox is best falsest £1230 Hah
Meid 15 pah pi fieschhche wil fals beo. 1297 R Gi otic.

(1724) 385 pys false byssop Ode. 1x1300 CursorM 11530
(Colt) He was traitur, fals in fai £1489 Caxton Sonnes
of Aymon xxvi 565 Now are deed the soncs of fonlques
of nioryllon by theyr false wyt, a 1533 Ln BruNi us
TInon Ixxxvn 275 This Angelars was false and a traytoure

1559 Mirr Mag , Dh SujffolL xix, My dedes Wer shortly
after treasons false estemed 1590 Marlowt Edw II, 11

in, Never was Plantagenet False of his word 1591 Siiaks
7wo Gent, iv iv. 14X Though his false finger hauepi ophan'd
the Ring. 1663-72 Wood /.z/t- (Oxf Hist Soc)I 471 False
to his trust 1676 South Berm Woildly Wisdom (1737)
I ix. 349 False as hell, and cruel as the grave. 1709
Stixi r Patler No 105 *3 She had been false to his Bed
1742 Pope Dune iv. 93 They false to Phoebus, bow the
knee to Baal 1794 Song ‘ Stay, my Willie

'

in Bums'
Wks (1857) IV 1x7 When this heart proves fause to thee
18x5 Scott GuyM 1,

‘ Get up, ye fause loon ’ 1855 Macau-
lay II1st Eng IV 231 He might be false to his country,
but not to his flag 1865 Dickens Mut Fr 1 11, I banish
the false wretch

+b tiansf Of ground, a foundation, etc :

Treacherous, insecure. Obs.
1590 SrrNsrR F Q 1 xi 54 An huge rocky cliflft, Whose

false foundacion waves have wash’t away 1697 Dryiitn
Virg. Past m 147 Graze not too near the Banks, my jolly
Sheep, The Ground is false, x6ga R L'Estrange Fables
liv 55 The Heart of Man is like a Bog, it looks Fair to the
Eye, but when we come to lay any Weight upon ’t, the
Ground is False under us

+ 11* False h ust

,

breach oftrust
[ —L falsajhles,

wherefalsa is merely pple ] Obs 7 are
*649 Hp Hall Cases Consc 1 vu 71 The goods mis-

carried, either by robbery or false trust

12. Of things, indications, appearances : Falla-
cious, deceptive. Of a medium of vision : That
distorts the object looked at , so in +false glass,
mirror, spectacles. False colour (fig ) . cf. Colour
sb, 2 d, 12

, 13M1 V.U1.U uK su 2 Uj, 1500 15ARET A IV 1' in A lalS
glasse, speculum vtendax. 1605 Bp Hall Medit ft Von
11. § 79 When they wil needs have a sight of their ow
actions, it showes them a false glasse to looke in 1641 J
Jackson True Evang T n 146 The Dcvill makes us fals
spectacles 1658 Womock Exam Ttlenits A, You seein t
magrune the riches of the divine Grace t but when we com
strictly to examine it, 'tis by a false glass 1734 Pop
Ess. Man iv 392 Wit’s false mirror held up Natuie’s light
Shew d erring Pi ide X768 Blackstone Comm II I 391 Th
true impoit of the evidence is duly weighed, false colour
are taken off 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 173 Lookin
on all that passed at home, through a false medium
Bain Sernes§ Int. 11. 111 § 7 So false is the appetite for sleet
that [etc ]

*

+ b. False door
, postern

(
=F fxnssc porte) \

secret door or postern. Obs
c 1489 Caxton Bonnes ofAymon vtii 100 Yf ye doo assail]

the castell, they shall yssue oute at the fauce posterue*
*55* Huloet, Ffalse posterne or backe dore 1627 R, Asi-
L^v 44 King Almansor entered sometimes mt
this Hosmtall by a false doore. 1768 J Byron Harr Pategoma (ed. 2) 237 They have a false door to the alcove
III. Spurious, not genuine

13. Counterfeit, simulated, sham, a Of things
esp. of metal, money, jewels ; Counterfeit, spurious
Of a document * Forged
£ xooo Voc. m Wr - Wiilcker 183 Paracaraximns

, fa
pening [Possibly a compound of the sb , like ON Pal.
penmgr] 11x225 Ancr R. 182 False gold vorwurSe
perinne [fure] 01300 Cursor

M

28395 (Cott ) A-mang my
ojzer wark vn-lele haf 1 oft forged fals sole X340 Aycnl s

Of guod metal hy mahc]> ualcs moneye. e 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg 293 Pou **chalt do awd al medicyns |>.it ben fake
1558 W Tourson 111 Hakluyt Voy (1589) 121 The suspiUrm
wIiilIi we gathered of lhcir false chattel patties *609
Skint Reg May xex Tim wrens can not piove against
him, because they arc fals 1649 Hi* Hah < met Louse 1

vu 64 Ctiples that pretend false snares 1730-6 JUiir\
(folio), hnlse Diamond, one that is cmimci fetted with glass
1856 Ruskin Mod Patnt III iv 111 <? xa note, An artificial

rose is not a 1
f.tlse ’ rose, it is not a lose at all. 1867 Smith

Sailoi 's lVoid bh eS8 False Pipers fiequently <airietl by
sl.avets and smugglers. *885 Catholic Diet s v , False
dicn/als, the collection ostensibly made by Istdoius Mw
entor, m the middle of the ninth century

b Prefixed to personal destinations Pretended,

that is not really such
,
ap in false god, pi ophet

axx75 Cott Horn 237 ]>uih false godes )>e .eh jiiode bam
setfe mneede c xzoo 1 > in Coll Horn 85 pese ben false

ciistene, r 1250 Mt id Maiegiete 111, lie levule mi |>e false

godes 1382 wvun Harm /tv 1. 58 It is lieLu a kyng foi to
be schewynge a jnofitalile vesselle than fils goildis

[1560 Ihnn (Genev ) ibtd„ 'I lien such false gods] 1552
Ilium 1 ,

Ffalse messengc 1 ffalse pi ophet 1870 (htl, ), F fisc

Heir and othei Chmri Stones foi tin Voting

0 with the name of an author — ‘ Pseudo- ’

1868 Freeman Nona C onq II (>»<) The false Ingulf

d. Of hair, teeth, etc. * Aittliually made or

adapted.
1591 Pi rcuaii Sp Diet , Cabellna, a false hone, or

peruke, 1634 Sir T Hi itminr 7ia.‘, 168 lined women,
who for five lioures space liowle bittcily, lean their false

hairefc'lc] 18x7 lb won Beppo Ixvi, ()n< has cuils

1885 Pall MallG 16 Apr j/> 'I lie false teeth aie nothing
but animal teeth attached to the human tu th hj means ol
small gold pt ites

e. Falsefate: a mask.
x8x8 Scon Rob Roy is, Ills fause face slipped aside

1833 M. Sron Tom dingle xt. (1859) -*48 A white ftlse-

fa< l or mask of a most meihodistn al cspiession

f. False key a skeleton key,
j
nek lock

1701 Land Go.. No 3708/5 A false k< >, and a Slcil, were
left by the said Mtuderers 1833 J Hon and /Itanuj Metal
II 267 False keys, and all other uuinteifeit means of open
ing locks

g. Of attributes or actions. Feigned, countei-
feited, spurious.
£i6oo Siiaks Bonn lv\u, I past your true lone may seeme

falce 1697DRYIHN Ing shnetd 11 197 I'.tlsi Hats tine
pity move 1709 Pori Es\ Cut 25 So by fah o le lining is

good sense deb ised

h Law False action — c feigned action ’ s>ee

FEIfiNFn False plea — sham plea
1706 Pun lips (ed K< rseyl, I ahe A 1 turn — F.unt AcLion

*848 Wiiauton Law / c 1 h,|G/ » falsepha
14. Nav and Mil. Counterfeited lor the purpose

of deception
,

feigned, pretended
;

as in Jahe
attack

,
lights

,
polls, signal Also m phnscs (often

fig), + 7 b show false < clouts, Undei fihe tolom [s

(see CoLOun sb (1 b)
j
To hang out Jahe colouis

(see Colour sb yd)
£ 1400 Fals colour [see Coloi r sb 0 h] 1677 Load Gas
No 1x79/2 One towards Mount A/me, wlmh some look
upon lo be only a false Att.uk 1697 Damhi « I'oy (1698)
1 252 Had we enter’d the Pint upon the false signal, we
must have been t iken or sunk. 1765-93 lb sckstoni Comm
1 (ed 12) 294 Putting out false lights 111 order to In mg my
vessel into danger 1769 Fahonik Hut Mm me, faux
sabords, false pints, painted 111 a ship’s side, to deceive an
enemy. 1784 Mad D’Ariiiav Diary 30 Dec

,
A letter

winch seems to shew her gay and happy I hope it shows
not false colours 1809 Rot and Fencing 102 Vauous small
motions made without longing, aie termed false attacks
*853 STocqurtm Mil Diet 25/2 false attach, a leigned
or secondary movement in the arrangements of an assault,
intended to divert the attention of an enemy fiom the real

01 principal attack 1867 Smv 1 n Bailor's lVoid bh 288 To
sail under false colmns is an allow ible stratagem of war
1874 MoRLrv Compromise (x886) 172 If men go through
society before mat riage tinder false 1 olours

b Falsefhe . + {a) a blank discharge of fire-

arms (obs ) ; (//) a fire made to deceive an enemy,
or as a night-signal

*63? T Jami s Voy 26 We shot and made false fiics 1642
Sir R Dlking Sp on Relig xvi 86 Artilleiy men, though
.
nimble with false files, aie not uuinediati ly eompleated

into true-Souldiers 1711 A Duncan Manners Chi on
(1805) III. 289 Night coining on uc V f

. He 1/ rn.i , t,

and made several false fires 1720 hi (•/' h,' >

vm (1840) 140 We made false lire with any gun that was
uncharged, and they would walk off as soon as they saw the
flash. 1805 Nelson in Nicholas Disp (1846) VII 57 We

^ound the comfort of blue lights and false tires 111 the
Mediterranean 1853 Stocqui li mMiI Dai 101/2 When an
aimy is about to retne from a position during the night,
false fires are lighted m different parts of the encampment
to impose upon the enemy's vigilance
15 Improperly so called (Piefixed, like guasi-

or pseudo-, to form names of thmgs beating a de-
ceptive resemblance to those propetly denoted by
the sb.) a. in various sciences
1594 False ribbes [see Bastard a 5 c] 174X A Monro

Auot Bones (ed 3) 222 The Five inferior of each Side are
the False [Ribs] 1774 Goldsm. Hat Hist (1776) IV 245
immediately on quitting the veal womb, they creep into the
false one X776 SutrrRTH tr GcUcrt's Metal Ckym 14 It
[Yellow Quartz] is called after its colour . . false topaz
1807-26 S Cooper First Lines Surg (ed 5) 248 When all
the coats of an artery are wounded, ruptured, or perforated
by ulceration, the tumour is called a false aneurism 1833
Lyell Prate Geol III. 175 This diagonal arrangement of
the layers, sometimes called ‘ false stratification *. x866
Treas Bot

, false bark, that layer on the outside of the
stem of an Endogen, which consists of cellular tissue into
which fibrous tissue passes obhquelj 1869 J R S Clio ord



FALSE 49 FALSE.
m Eng Mech 24 Dec 3457 At tlie sixth [segment] we come
to what have been called the * false legs

'
[of caterpillars]

1881 Mivart Cat vnt 029 The superior or false vocal cords
1890 G H Williams Crystallography 212 False planes,
appaient crystal faces, whose position is not that of true

crystal planes, may be produced by oscillatory combination

to in popular or literary names of plants (some-
times rendering mod.L.names formed 'ftVthxpseudo-)
1578 False Rewbarbes [see Bastard a 5 b] 1597 Gerarde

Herbal Index, False Mercune x86x Miss Pratt Flower
PI VI. s® False Brome-grass x86x Chambers' Encycl
s v Bottle-goui d, The common bottle-gourd, or false cala-
bash, is a native of India. Ibid s v Locust Tree, The
locust-tree of America is also called the false acacia, or
thorn acacia 1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant n.
False Paisley

+ e False naif ? = Agnail 3 Obs
18x8 Ait Present Feet 335 False nails arise from a

want of due attention to the pai ts surrounding the nail

d Phys. False conception • a spurious concep-
tion, in which, a shapeless mass is produced instead

of a foetus

1662 R Mathew Unt. Alch § 87 xat It brought from
her an abortive or false conception 1697 Dryden Virg
Georg m 441 They shed A slimy Juice, by false Conception
bred 1889 Wagstatfe 1\laytie's Med Voc 94 False Con-
ception, an imperfect impregnation or blighted ovum
16 . f a False colour : in water-colour painting,

a lighter tint of any of the recognized colours {obs )

to false dyes
,
colours ( — Fr teintfaux)

• fugitive

as opposed to permanent dyes
1573 Art ojLimning 4 Azure or Byze His false coloure,

Two parts azure andone of cereuse Ibid xi Lay First thy
false colours and after thy sadd x8x6 J Smith Panorama
Sc f,- Art II 527 Dyes of the second class, are called false

or little dyes 1842 BiscHorr Woollen Manuf II 111 80
Two branches, namely, that of permanent colours, and that
of false or fugitive colours

17 (Chiefly Mech ) Subsidiary, supplementary ;

substituted for or serving to supplement the thing

properly or chiefly denoted by the name, a False
bottom . a horizontal partition in a vessel Also in

Mining and Metallurgy (see quot 1881)
1596 Harington Metam Ajax (18x4) 117 You shall make

a false bottom to that privy that you aie annoyed with

—

either oflead or stone 1626 Bacon Sylva (1627)v 127 1 ake
a Vessel, and make a false Bottom ofcourse Canrasse 1641
French Distill 1 (1651] 5 A false bottomwhere the Quick-
silver must lye 1823 J Badcocic Dow. Avutsem, 146 Each
vat is to have a false bottom, made with cross hais, or stout
wickei work x88x D C Davies Metall Min <$ Mining
413 False Bottom a loose plate put into the stamp box, a
floor of iron placed in a puddling machine, a bed of drift

holding aurifeious drift, and overlying the bed ofthe latter

that usually lies on the bed rock

to Shipbuilding Of things temporarily attached

to the real or true part to assist or protect it, as 111

false keel, keelson
,
post, 1 ail, stay, stem, stem,

stern-post Also m False deck, a grating or the

like supported above the mam deck by the ‘ close

fights

x6a6 Capt Smith Acad Yng Seamen 14 A grating, net-
ting or false decke for your close fights 1627 — Seaman's
Gram xi 53 Another keele vnder the first wee call a false

Keele Ibid. Fix another stem before it [the stem], and that
is called a false stem 1709 Loud Gaz No 4521/2 Having
our Back-stays cut to pieces , as also our Mam and False-
stay 1769 Falconer Diet Marine C iv b, The false

post serves to augment the breadth of the stern-post
c 1850 Rudtm Navig (Weale) 117 False keel Ibid

,
False

rail

,

a rail fayed down upon the upper side of the main,
or upper rail of the head i860 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk

,

False kelson or Kelson Kider
a Gunmaking
1873

‘ Stonehenge ’ But Sports 1 1 xi § 2 33Thefalse-
breech is cut away more than I like it 1880 Encycl Brit
XI 2B0/1 A pair of barrels abutting against a false breech
x88i Greener Gnu 262 A false pin is screwed into the lever,

which, when removed, will leave an aperture through which
the breech-pm must be extracted

,

d Civil Engineering
1874 Knight Diet Mech I 824/2 False works con-

struction works to enable the erection of the main works-

e Arch in False pillar, 1 oof (see quots)
155a Huloet, Ffalse roufe of a chambre, house, sellei

,
or

vault. x6xx Perkins Cases Consc (1610) 143 The other
which was most outward, and lesse weightie might be vp-
holden by lesser proppes, which Artificers in that kind call

by the name of false-pillars 1849-50 Weale Diet Terms,
False roof, the space between the ceiling and the roofabove
it 1874 Micklethwaite Mod Par Churches 213 The
main pipes should, be in the false roof

B adv

+ 1 , Untruly With to speak, swear Obs. or arch.

1303 R Brunne Ilandl Synne 776 3>f bou euere swore.
Yn any tyme fals or wykkedly c 1380 Wyclif Sel Whs
III 345 Whanne Petre swore fals for a wommans vois

a 1400-50 A lexandet 298 par haue j>ai fals spoken 1613
Shaks Hen. VIII, xi iv 136 Let him in naught be trusted,

For speaking false in that 1621 Lady M Wroth Urania
202 He vow’d, nothing should make him answere false

2 Improperly, wrongly Of an arrow’s flight

.

In the wrong direction ,
ernngly Of music : Out

of tune, incorrectly. Obs or arch
1591 Shaks Two Gent iv 11 59 The Musitian plaies

false So false that he grieues my very heart strings 1596— x Hen IV, x 11 74 Thou judgest false 1608 — Per i 1

104 If it he true that I interpret false 18x5 Moore Lalla
R (1804) 139 False flew the shaft, though pointed well

8 Faithlessly, perfidiously. Chiefly m To play
{aperson) fake to cheat in play

; fig to betray

Voii. IV

159° Shaks Com Err 11 11 X44 If thou play false, I doe
digest the poison of thy flesh 1593 — 2 Hen VI, hi 1 184
Beshrew the winners, for they piay'd me false 1596 —
Merck V 1 11 48 His mother plaid false with a Smyth
161* — Cymb in iv. 117 Mine eare Therein false strooke,
can take no gi eater wound 1825 A W. Fonblanque inWestm Rev IV 402 Sheridan played false to his political
friends on this occasion a 1859 Macaulay Hist Eng
(1872) V xxn 24 They had then fears that Lewis might be
playing false

C, sb

1

1

Fraud, falsehood, treachery. In early use
esp. counterfeiting (of com), forgery. Obs
c tooo jELrRjc Gen xhv 7 Hwi tinp ure hlaford us swa

micles falses? ax016 Laws of /Ethelred vi § 3a paet an
mynet gange ofer ealle has Jieode buton selcon false 1154
0 E Citron an 1124 Hi hafden fordon eall paet land mid
hei e micele fals c xaoo Ormin 7334 Crist foi nverrpepp falls

& flaerd. c 1300 CmsorM 19254 (Edm ) pu leies and agte
haue wand wi)« fals }>& hall gaste to fana a 1375 J-oseph
A 1 tm. 208 Wip-outen faute ojier faus c X400 Destr. Troy
8109 Now art J>ou trewly hor traitour, & tainted for fals 1

2

One who or that which is false. "f a elhpt
for * false person ’ Obs
<1x300 CursorM 4412 (Cott) Joseph ,jjat suikeful fals,

hat foie lichour c 1340 Iha 17473 (Tun )Alle false shul fare
on hat wise c 1400 Destr Troy 12355 Eneas wold haue
dungyn hym to deth, & deiret he fals

+ to What is false, falsehood. Obs exe asabsol
use of the adj
c 1380 Wyclit Sel Whs III 345 Men moten take ofte

fals as bileve a 1592 Greene Jas II
”
(1861) 213 Such re

ports more false than truth contain 1603 Shaks Mens for
JSI 11 iv 170 My false, ore-weighs your true a 16C0 Butllr
Rem (1753) I. 224 Science Conveys, and counterchanges
true and false, x8xa Sir H. Davy Chenf Philos 13 Truths
were blended with the false

o Something that is false
;
untiuth ; false ap-

peal ance. Obs exc arch
1584 T Bastard Chrestoleros, He hath put a false upon

thy face. 1786 tr Swedenboig's Chi Rehg § 273 His Un-
derstanding is full of Falses 1884 Tennyson Becktt tit iu.
Earth's falses are heaven's truths

+ 3 Fencing = Feint Obs
1637 Naubes Microcosm in Dodsley 0 Plays IX 122

Mar's fencing school, where 1 learn’d a nvysteiy that consists
in thrusts, falses, doubles

D Comb.
1 Oftheadj *a With agent-nouns forming sbs.,

as false-buller, -coiner

,

t false writer, (a) one
who writes incorrectly

j
(b) a forger

a 1300 Cursor M 29306 (Cott ) Fals bullers [see False
v x], 1440 Promp Parv 148 False wryter, plastograpkus
1S80 Barft Alv F 109 A false writer mendosm senptor
Ibid

,

A false comer, adultei atormom tie

to With pa pples , forming adjs chiefly para-
synthelic, as false-biased, -bottomed

,
-eyed

,
-faced,

-faithed, -fmgei ed, -fronted, -grounded, -hearted
(whence false-heartedness), -necked

,
-principled,

-visoi ed
1654 Whitlock Zootonna 450 For our Equalls, what they

say or do what is good , we make Casual!, or "false Byassed.
1654 H L’Estrange Chas I (1655) 25 You have upon
"false-bottomed suggestions'endeavoured to distant his [the
king’s] honour 1645 Quarles Sol Recant 55 Then
banish "fals ey’d mirth 1607 Shaks Cor i ix 44 Let
Courts and Cities be Made all of "false-fac’d soothing x6ox
Cues ) r.ii Love's Mart cv (1878)71 * False faithed Scot-
land 1648 Goodwin Youngl Eld Ess 4 "Fals-fingered
men 1889A R Hope in Boys Own Papery Aug 6g7/2lhe
"false-fronted frump 1649 Roberts Clams Bibl 341 His
confutation, of their "false grounded opinion X571 Golding
Calvin on Ps lv 21 Ye "falseharted folk bear in their mouth
hony dipped in poison 1685 Baxter Paraphr N T
Matt xu, 39 A false-hearted People that u ill not be con-
vinced by Miracles, X847 Emerson Poems, To Rhea Wks
(Bohn) I 402 When love has once departed From the eyes
of the false-hearted 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps xh 7 To
utter the “falsehartednesse assoone as they come out of
the doores 1889 The Voice (N Y ) 16 May, The false

heartedness of the temperance Republicans 1092Academy
24 Sept 270 "False-necked vases are represented in the
tomb of Ramessu III X837 Ht Martineau Soc Ante?
III 94 The brand of contempt should be fixed upon any,
"false principled style of manners *563 Foxr A <§ M
i355/2 The dark and “falseuisured kingdom of Antichrist.

2 Of the adv a With pr pples, forming
adjs

,
as false-boding, -creeping, -glozing Glob-

ing), -fudging, -lying, -persuading, -speaking, -war-
bling

,
with vbl sbs

,
forming sbs

,
as false-con-

tracting, -dealing, -enditmg, speaking, -promising,

-writing
1594 Shaks Rich III, 1 111 247 * False boding Woman,

end thy frantick Cui se 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

1 hi Furies 746 Theeving, ’’False-contracting, Church

-

chaffering [etc.] X593 Shaks Liter 1517 Jealousy itself

could not mistrust "False-creeping craft X702 C Mather
Magn Chr. 1 11 (1852) 51 This ’ false dealing proved a
safe-dealing for the good people c 1480 JohnWatton Spec.

Chr 30 b, "Fals Enduing 1633 G Herbert Temple,
Dotage "False glozing pleasures 1686 South Sei m (1737)
II ix. 347 Afalseglossingparasite would call his fool-hardi-

ness valoim 1839 Hallam Hist. Ltt viii 1 § 50 A very
"false-judging pedantry 156a Turner Herbal 11 70b, A
"falslying good lesse man, x68a Otway Venice Preserved
tv 1 56 Thanks to thy tears and "false perswading love.

1684— Atheist : i, There's "False promising at Court.
c 1600 Shaks Sown cxxxvui, Simply I credit her "false-

speaking tongue 1884 tr Lotteds Logic 286 False-speaking
is wrong in itself 1728-46 Thomson Spring 992 "False-
waibling in his cheated ear.

to With pa pples , forming adjs , as false-de-

rived, -fed, -found, -gotten, -imagined, persuaded,

-pretended, -punhosed, -spoken, -sworn, -tinctured,

-whited, -termed, -written

1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, iv 1 190 Euery ?false-deriued
Cause. 1680 H More Afocal Apoc 69 They shall not be
'false-fed by deceitful Teachers <11558 Q Mary m Fove
A 4-M (1684) III 14 Seditions have been nourished by
punting of "false found books 1460 in Pol Ret L Poems
u86fi) 260 "Fals goten good c 1625 Milton Death Fair
Infant 72 Her "false imagined loss cease to lament 1 1605
Shaks Leai 1 iv 254 (Qo ), I should be "false peisuaded
I had daughters 1553 Bale Gardineds De vera Obed
Pief Bv, "False pretended supiemacie 1530 Form
6 1 eater Excommun in Maskell Mon Rit II 299 All tho
ben acursed that use wytingly suche "false purchased
letters 1843 Carlyle Past 4 P> (1858) 142 "False-spoken,
unjust 1569 J Santoro tr Agnppa's Van Artes 2 b, A
"falseswome Marchaunte 1729 Savage Wanderer u 391
"False-teim’d honour, 1706 Watts Horse Lyncie n (1808J

169 The cruel shade apply’d a "false tinctur'd glass X641
Milton Ch Govt 11. ui (1851) 173A "false-whited, a lawme
resemblance ofher 1755 Carte Hist Eng. IV. 93 Names
"false-written as Artherus for Arthurus

c With verbs, forming verbs, as false-colour,

play, -point, -promise
X817 Coleridge Btog Lit (1847) II 170 Genius neither

distoits nor ’false colours its objects 1606 Shaks Ant <$

Cl iv xiv 39 l he Queene has "false plaid my Glory Vnto
an Enemies triumph. 1892 Field 7 May 695 '1 They kept
on "false pointing and backing lvyliudge did little else

but false point ax6x8 Sylvester Cup ofConsolation 22
S.mling Hope "False-promiseth long Peace and plenty too

3 Special comb ffalse-back a ,
* treacherously

letreating, false-bedded a , -bedding Geol. (see

quots 1876, 1887) ; f false-cup, a klufl of drink-

ing cup ; -f
false-heart a. = false-hearted (see

Comb. 1) ;
false-muster, an incorrect statement

of the number of men m a regiment or a ship's

company
,
false-nerved a Bot

,

having no vascular
tissue ; f false-winged a. Arch —pseudo-dipiei al
1633 P Fletcher Purple 1st xt xlvm. The "false-back

Tartars fear with cunning feign 1876 Page Adv Teat
Bk Geol v gt Sandstones are said to be "false-bedded when
their strata are crossed obliquely by numerous laminae

1884 Natwe 13 Nov 32 The lower zone of false-bedded
grits 1876 Woodward Geol (1887) 13 "False-bedding is

a feature produced in shallow water by currents and tidal

action, whereby beds are heaped up in irregular layers with-
out any approach to honzontality or continuity 1877 A,
H Grten Phys Geol iv § 1 124 False-bedding e g Cur-
rent-, Cioss-, or Drift-Bedding 1708 Motteux Rabelais v.
xxxiv (1737) 152 "False-Cups, Tumblers 1593 Shaks 2
Hen VI, v 1- 143,

1

am thy King, and thou a "false heart
Traitor 175a A. Murphy Gray's-lnn Jrnl (1756) 1 116
No 17 There are besides several Faggots, and "False-
musters, which the General thinks proper to connive at
x866 Treas Bot

,
*Fahe-nerved,vf\\e.i\ veins have no vasculai

tissue, but are foimed of simple elongated cellular tissue

,

as in mosses, seaweeds, etc 17x5 Leoni Palladio’s Archit
(1742) II 20 This Temple was "false wing’d,

f False, v Obs Foims • 3 falsie-n, (fausie n),

3-7 false(n, (5 -yn\ 3-4 south dial valse(n, 4-5
falshe, 4-6 fals, 6 falce [a OF false-t (mod l1

fausset ) —late h.falsdre, f fals-us : see False a
Cf. ON.falsa ] To be or make false

1. a intr Of a thing To prove unreliable
, to

fail, give way.
c 1205Lay. 23967 pe helman his hseuede and his hereburne

gon to falsie [c 1275 fausie] a 1225 Ann R 228 Vor none
deofles puflfe ne purue ge dreden, bute jif |>et Uni ualse

Ibid 270 ?ifhe mei under3iten pet ower bileaue falsie

to tians. To cause to fail or give way, to foil

(a weapon),
a 1225 Ancr R 292 Godes stronge passiun falsie pes

deofles wepnen 01x240 Sawtes PVarde in Co*t Horn 255
Ne mei ne na wone falsi min heorte. 01275 Lime Ron
124 in 0 E. Misc 97 Ne may no Mynur hire vnderwrote,
ne neuer false bene grundwa! cx3*0 Seuyn Sag (W)
2125 The fli falsed the siment, and the ston

2 trans. To counterfeit (money), to forge (a

document).
a 1300 CutsorM 29308 (Cotton Galba) Fals bulleres pat

falses pe papes sele. 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 5362
?vf pou dedyst euere py myghte To false a chartre 1-X450

Myrc 709 All that falsen. the popes lettves 1480 Caxton
Citron Eng cl 131 A clerk had falshed the kynges money
1493 Festwall (W deW 1515) X93, I denounce all those
that fals the kynges standarde 1553 T Becon Rehg. Rome
(1563) 240 a, All thoe that false the Popes Bull

3 To falsify, make nntrue
; to introduce false-

hood into ; to corrupt
c 1380 Wyclif Sel IVks. Ill 434 Men moten pacient-

liche dispose hem to deye for Cnst, and fals not pe gospel
fox favor of men C1386 Chaucer Milleds Prol. 66,

1

mote
leherse Hir tales alle Or elles falsen som of mymatere
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 54 They that clyppe away
from the money of goddes seruice, eny wordes or letters or

syllables, & so false yt from the trew sentence 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas n« 11, n Babylon 473 Those scattered

Masons Had falsed it [Adam's language] m hundred
thousand fashions

4 To be or prove false to. a To break, violate

(one’s faith, word, etc.) Const dat of person

1303 R Brunne Handl Synne ixiqi Men falsen here
troupes, c 1386 Chaucer Sqr's T 619 He hath his trouthe

falsed. 1480 Caxton Citron. Eng xxn 20 These coue-

nauntes sholde neuer be broke ne falsed a 1533 Ber-
ners Huon exx 429 Then shall I false her my promyse
1563 B Gqogb Eglogs vn. (Arb ) 57 When fyxst she falst

her troth to me XO24 Heywood Captives 11 i in Bullen
O PI IV, That false their faythes

to. To play false to (a person)
;

to betray, de-

ceive Also absol

7



FALSE-BRAY. 50 falset.

c 1374 Chaucer Tioylus \. 1053 Ther made neuere

womtnan more wo Than she, when that she falsed Troynts

c *420 Lydg TempleofGlass 63 Medee was falsed of I ason.

c. absol and tnfr. To defraud, deal falsely.

*393 Gower Conf II 301 To falsen and to ben unkinde

C14S0 Mvkc 709 All that falsen 01 use false measures

a 1541 Wyatt Poet Wks, (j86i) 163 Never yet Intended I

to false, or be untrue

d. tiefl To betray one’s trust (Doubtful the

word may be adj )

1611 Shaks Cytnb 11 111 74 *Tis Gold makes Diana’s

Rangers false themselues

6 To maintain to be false, impugn To false (a

doom)

.

m Sc Law ‘to deny the equity ofa sentence,

and appeal to a superior court ’ (Jam )

a 1225 Juliana 60 Ah false swa hare lahe a 1400 Cov
Myst (Shaks Soc ) 241 Thus xal I false the wordys that

his pepyl doth testefy c 1400 Apol Loll 60 In mennis
lawe oft men falsen domis, & appelen Jier fro c 1430 Pilgr

LyfManhode 1, lxxxv (1869) 49 Thine argumentes, that

seist 1 have falsed and repreued thy gietteste principle

1469 A ct Pari Jas ///(i8i4)94 The dome gevm in the

Justice are of Drumfress & falsit and againe callit

be maister Adam cokburn foispekar was weile gevin

& evil again callit 1609, 1708 [see Falsing vbl sb below]

6 To false a blow • to make a feint

1590 Spenser F Q 11 v 9 Sometimes he strook bun
strayt, And falsed oft his blowes t'lllude him with such

bayt 1594 [see Falsing vbl sb below]

Hence Falsed fpl a

,

Fa lsmg vbl sb and

ppl a , in senses of the verb Falsing of dooms .

(see False v. 5)
a 1225 Ancr R 72 J>urh swuch chastiement haueS sum
ancre arered bitiveonen hire & hue preost a valsinde luue

c 1340 Gtvw, q Gr Knt 2378 Lo
!

|»er be falssyng, foule

mot hit falle 1 c 1400 Destr Troy 11330 Falsyng & flatery

a 1541 Wyatt Poet Wks (1861) 30 Vet shall they shew
your falsed faith. 1590 Shaks Com Err 11 11 93 Not sure

in a thing falsing 1394 J G ([title) ti Grassi’s True Arte
of Defence, with a Treatise of Deceit or Falsinge 1394
Daniel Contpl Rosamond xxt, The adulterate beauty of

a falsed cheek 1399 Marston Slo Villanie 1 111 181

Hence, ye falsed, seeming Patriotes 1609 Skene Reg Mai
Table 70 Falsing of Domes (reduction of decieiteis) sould
be done incontinent be the partie agains quhom they are
given <111641 Bp Mountagu Acts §Mon. (1642! 544 That
falsed Homily 1708 J Chamberlayne St Gt Bnt 11 in
x (1743)432 Edinburgh assisted the Chamberlain m the
falsing ofdooms
False-bray * see Fausse-bbay
|* Faisedict. Ol>s [A parallel formation to

Verdict, by the substitution offalse foi the first

member ] An untme deliverance or utterance

1379 Fulicr Heslems' Pari 499 Wee will not take the
verdicte or rather the faisedict at Ins mouth 1616 B
Parsons Mag Charter 23 A verdict is a faisedict, if [etc ]

(-Falsedom. Obs [f False a + -dom.J
Treachery, untruth ; a falsehood.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 852 note, be vnkunde suikedom
{v r falsedom] a 1300 Sinz 65 in Wnght Anecd Lit 4
Ne con ich saien non falsdom 1303 R Brunne Handl
Synne 2748 3yf he swere fals, or falsdotn bede

Falsehood (fg Is-, fg lsihud) Also + false-

head Forms : a. 3-6 fals(e)-, (4 falee-, fauls-

south dial vals-), hed(e, -ed, (4 -ede, -heed,
-id, 5 -Jieddj 6 -heade), 6-7 -head. $ 4-6
fala- (6 false-) hod(e, (4 Sc, -ade), 6- falsehood,
[f. False a. + -head, -hood ]

1

1

As an attribute of peisons * Falseness, deceit-

fulness, mendacity, faithlessness. Obs
1297 R. Gi ouc. (1724) 454 Of falshede, ne of trecherye, in

]>e worl hys per nys a 1340 Hampole Psalter xi 2 Soth-
fastnes is lessed & falshede waxis cx440 Gcnerydes 1339
A sotilte To hide your falshede 1334 Ld Berners Hnon
lxXXII. 233 Me thynke he is full of falshede for I se none
othei but he purchaseth for your deth

2 "Want of conformity to fact or truth
;

falsity

Now almost always implying intentional falsity
c 1340 Cw sorM 22863 (Trui ) Mony wenen hat ben not

wise hat hat flesshe shal not hool vprise pat to wene is
but falshede;. c 1440 Genetydes 5221 Ffalshede and trougth
is euer atte debate 1330 Rasteli Bk Pmgat 1 vm,
Tmthe and falshed be two contraryauntes x6xi Bible
Job xxi 34 In your answeres there remameth falshood.
174a Johnson A, P., Sydenham

, The falshood ofthisieport

*793 Beddoes Scurvy 46 He has shewn the falsehood of
the conclusion (809-10 Coleridge Fnend (1865) 20 The
shameless assertion, that truth and falsehood are indifferent
in their own natures

h>. That which, or something that, is contrary to
fact or truth

,
an untme proposition, doctrine, be-

lief, etc
, untrue propositions, etc in general

*393 Gower Conf III 136 Logique hath eke m his degree
Betwene the trouthe and falshode The pleine wordes for
to shode c 1449 Pecock Repr m xiv 373 Out ofa treuthe
folewith not a falshede 1691 Hartcliefe Virtues 289
Such Minds, as shall have as clear Conceptions of Fals-
hoods, as they have of Truths 1843 S Austin Ranke's
Hist Ref, II 278 Truth would be suppressed together
with falsehood (847 Helps Friends in C. (1834) I 6 Each
age has to fight with its own falsehoods x86x M Pattison
Ess (1889) I 32 It would be easy, to exaggerate this truth
. into a falsehood

+ C. An error, mistake (in writing)
; a slip of

the pen Obs rare
c *44° Prmnp Parv 148 Falsheed yn boke, for yvel

wrytynge, menda *

3 Deception, falsification, imposture , a forgery,
counterfeit Obs. or arch
*340 Ayeiib 40 Notaryes >et make}> |>e Ualse lettres, and
to uele ojire ualshedes c 1394 P PI Crede 616 panne

[he] fyej> on her falshedes \*at hifore deden 1667

MiltonPL iv 122 Hee Ai tihcei of fi and was the first

That practisd falshood under saintly shew Ibid iv. 812

No falshood can endure Touch of Celestial temper

4 The intentional making of false statements

,

lying (Occasionally with wider sense adopted

fiom ancient philosophy, see qnot. 1810 )

1662 Stii lingei Ong. Sacr i iv 4 10 Herodotus was

suspected of falshood 1797 Mi •» " 1
’ 1h N >

Add not the audacity ci f «. • '1 . . ,
1

of youth 1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 135 Yout logii al

falsehood is—where, for example, you speak of a thing

which is not tiue as if it were tiue, whether you think it

true or not your ethical falsehood is—wheie you speak of

a thing as true, believing it not to be true, whether it be

leallytrue 01 not a 1839 Pkai-d Poems (1864) II 394 Fiaud

m kings was held accurst, And falsehood sm was itLkoned

1841 Lane Aiab Nts I 24 Falsehood is permitted by tlieir

leligion 1875 Joivett Plato (ed 2) V 74 He who loves

involuntary falsehood is a fool

5 An uttered untruth ;
a lie Also, false state-

ments, utteied untruth, 111 general

<•1290 S Eng Lee. 42/288 Alas, alas, J>e deolfole cas to

lieoie so muche falshede 1 C1380WYCI11 Sel Wks III 140

He seies, as blaspheme falsehed hat he makes medtful to

slee Cnsten men c 1430 Gesta Rom xhx 223 (Harl MS)
He with his sotil cautellis & falshedes bhndithe tt disseyuithe

ha soule *393 Siiaks Rich II, iv 1 39, I will turtle thy

falshood to thy hart, Where it was foigeu, with my Rapieis

point 1794 Mrs Radci in n Myst Vdolpho mi, Why did

you accuse me of having told a falsehood *849 RuskiN
Sen Lamps 11 §15 42 lo cover brick with cement, and to

divide this cement with joints that it may look like stone, is

to tell a falsehood *836 Fnounr Hist Eng (1858) I iv

314 A small element of truth may furnish a substiuctuie foi

a consideiable edifice of falsehood

1

6

Anth Rule offalsehood
- * False Position ’

:

see Position- Obs
*542 RrcoRDE Gr Aites(iMs) 430 The rule of Falsehode,

whiche beareth Ins name for that by false numbers taken

at all aduentures, it teacheth howe to finde those tiue num-
bers that you seeke for

7 . Sc Law (See quot.) 111 mod law books for

the older Falset
1699 Sir G. Mackenzie Laws Cnst Scot \xvu 134 Fat-

sum, Falshood a fraudulent suppression, or mutation of

I ruth, in prejudice of another *773 in J Erskini Initit
Law Scot iv iv § 66 186* in W Hi 1 l Diet Law
Scot 378/2

8 Comb

,

as falsehood-free,falsehood-monger
1839 Lady Lytton Chevcley (ed 2)1 xn 293 What will

not those falsehood-mongeis, the poets, have to answer for

1830 Mrs Browning Poems, Exile'sReturn 111, How change
could touch the falsehood-free And changeless thee 1

t FaTseleke. Obs. 1 ate- 1
, [f False a . see

-look ] Falsehood
a 1310 in Wnght Lyric

P

via 32 To fet y falle hem Role,
foi falsleke fifti folde

t Falsely, 0- Obs tare— 1
. In 4 falsiy. [f

False 0+ Lyf.] False, deceptive
a 1310 m Wi lght Lyric P vm 31 My fykel fieishe, ini

falsly blod

Falsely (fgls-, fglsli), adv Forms
. 3-5 fals(e)-

liche, (4 falslicb, -lik, -lycbe, valsliche), 3-5
falsli, 3-8 falsly, 4- falsely, [f I1 alse a + -ly - ]
1 . In violation of truth

,
untruthfully.

*3°3 R* Brunne Handl Synne 726 Whan (iou falsly by
hym swerest c 13*0 Sir Tustr 3034 Falsly canestow
fayt 3651 Hobbes Leviath 11 x-xvi 146 A man is accused
falsly of a fact 1841-4 Emerson Fss

,
Spir. Laws Wks.

I 66 When a man has base ends, and speaks falsely

2 Erroneously, incorrectly, wiongly
a 1300 CursorM 23131 (Cott ) Falsli es he cristen calld

c 1400 Maunuev (1839) xu. 134 Thei seyn that the cristene
men . beleeven folyly aud falsly that Iesu Gust was emej-
fyed. 1563W1NZET Vincent Lnm xxvi Wks 1890 II 54
Science falshe so callit 1597 Mobley Intioil Mns 183
Such things as I haue either left out or falsely set downe
a 1627 Sir J Beaumont Answ Flettodo* us in Poems (1869)
240 All states aie good, and they aie falsly led, Who wish
to be vnborne 1727-38 Gay Fables 1 x, How falsly is the
spaniel drawn l 1809-10 Coleridge Friend(1865) 128, 1 have
falsely repiesented Ins principles

3 . Wrongfully, a Unjustly, for no sufficient

cause, without justification to Dishonestly, fraudu-
lently

*3°3 R Brunne Handl, Synne 5347 3yf falsly pur-
cjiasede )>at ys grete synne 0330 —Chroit (1810) 235
Gascoyne & Normandie, pat J>e kyn^ of France chalanges
falsly, 1389 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 5 Enpresoned falslich"by
enme. c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 11 xiv (1869) 80 Thou
mesurest falsliche, and stelest folkes com 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev. u. m Wks 1856 I 98, I must die falsely
1666 Drydfn Ann Mirab, 675 Success, which they did
falsly boast 17x1 Addison Sped No 170 T 7 For such
who are treated ill and upbraided falsely

4 . Deceitfully, tieacherously
a 1225 Ancr R 208 Falsliche igon to schnfte <11x300

Cursor

M

81B (Gdtt ) J>e femd , falsli bigiled adam ci304P PI, Crede 693 A fewe Foiwen fully l?at cloh, but fafs-
liche >at vse)> 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 41 Falseher
than the fende c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAyinon xiv 341
Kyng yon, that so falsli hath betrayed vs 1503-4 Act 19
Hen, VII, c 34 Pieamb

,
Persones falsly and Traiterously

ymagynyng the deth of the Kmge 1605 Camden Rem,
(1637) 253 John falsely and unnaturally revolted unto the
French king 1742 Young A* Th vh. 478 The third witness
. falsly promises an Eden here

+ 6 Improperly. Obs
*393 Langl P PI Cx 270 Ful meny fayre flus falsliche

L 1483 CaxtonG de la. 'TourK vij b, Thedaughteis
of Moab were falsly engendryd and goten 1329 More
Dyalogem Wks 208/x The churche fell sodeinly down was
falsely wrought 1594 Shaks Rich III

, v 111 231 A base

foule Stone, made precious by the sojle Of England*. Chauc,
where he is falsLly set

Falsen (fg ls’n, fg Wu), v ia>c [f Falser, y

-EN n
.] it am. To make false 01 uiii wil

1888 M Arnoi d in lijt/t Ctnt Api 482 The whole action

of our minds is hampeicd and falsi tied

Falseness (Igls-, fgKnvs) Also 4-7 faln-

nes(s(e, 4-8 false- {south, dud vals-) nesso [f

False a + -nehs ] The quality of being false

1 Conti ariely to fact; want of leality or liuth,

falsehood, mu calily i Also quasi-romi am thing

false

1303 R Brunni Handl Synne 1497 ^yf lie dune fals

uiggement, pure falsncs ys, lie slialle he shi lit 1340 Ayittb

.*56 IJaKnesse me ne sstl /igge 1398 T in \ is\ Bait/i De
P li m. vi (1495) 32 Rai 10 ot 1 mson d< myth bitwi 11l sothe

and falsnesse 1597 Siiaks Low i‘i i ompl 105 His rntle

iilss Did livery talseiiess in a piule of tiutli *633 Sir E
Niuioi as m N Pape* v (Cimdrnl II 170, I noe whit lepent

0 -f H ’ f r’1 -g e 1 ewes T *-i*
,,t i r>*' 1 *-i

,,
t < I w »*• < onlidriit

1

, , 1 , 1847 ( 1 1 \ a s ( <•
J
* 1 > *i * * I ill*

, , ki >1 tl 1 1 * * .11 1 1 time

in li* 1877 ills I 1 1 .11 '< '< ' I '
I false-

ness of its illusions

2 I ieceitfulness, duplicity, imposture. Alsoquast-

conci a deceit, an im[)osUire

< 1330 R UkuNNI C hum, (48101 ''fi? lb* sent a nto )j<* pape,

& a new falsiies did ‘a lupe < X386 CilAiiu u l an 3 tom
Pud 4 T 423 His minute falsem ss<* Thu uunlt no man
writen. c 1449 Pi co< k Rep* 1 1 7 Su ?e that no man bigili*

3011 hi vtyn falstiLs 1513 At t 5 //<« VIII, i 4 1} 1 The
said Deceits mid Falsi ness 1368 Huai ion Lhton II 19(4

He was uucigned and judged foi Ins f.ilsenesse 1649 lir

Hi \ mu os Ilosea 11. 71 *1 he talsenes. of oui 1.01 1 upt In ail >

1732 Wati ri and Clout Vtnd 38 They that uji 1 1 Super-

stition in Thcoiy, and jet it tain it m lafe* do but cxpo'i;

their own Folly and Kilseniss 1846 Tin n< it Mnttc \x

(1862) 329 Another part of lus filseness was, that ]<*t< |

3 l4 aithlessness, inconstancy, treadiei y Also an

instance of this

C1330 It Brunni Chton (iStn) 5? Falsnes brrwis halt*

1393 ].an<.i P PI C M'f *71 Falsnesse ich 1 1« sus] fyiuk

in)iy[Iudas] faire spedip, <*1470 JltNiu tl allair 1. 39 li

was lost with ticsoune aiul fdsms 1523 I.n III uni us

Funss I.clIwv 171 a, Hi* wnlde nuke y’ tiaytnuis di u*ly

nbje their falsnesse 1658 U hole Duty Fttut iv b 8 40
home inwatd guilt of filsuims, for wlut li that oath must ht

the cloak 1709 Plant \t»x Lett (Camden) *ot Jhung foi

his f.ilsenesse m the management of that trust Inula n mil

discarded 1876 Banc non Hut U, A IV \ ?8fi Hisprr-
(lcLcssor had tccorded thru f.dsem ss ami umilty

1 4 . The fact of failing or ‘giving way ’ Ohs,

1332 Hut 01 1, Falsi lies ol licrte, demtww 1580 Bari t

Atv F 111 A falsenesse oflirait, a.
1

fi c
1

V **ii

t Falser. Ohs Also 6 btlsoi [ ! >1 17/

+ -13B 1
. Cf F fanssew.]

1 , A falsifier, forger, counterfeiter

1340 Aycub fiallassel by deind asc ualsue x388Wvtm
Jm, Prol

,
Tlie wludn i . ni ,.l,.i< .1 < 11 IoIil

a falsere 1430 1530 1, n<< /<*.<- 1 >• )f the

kynges money aie punjs* bed bj di th.

2 One who acts falseh ; a deceiver

*579 Sw nsi r Sheph ( al f.pil , To It at h the rudei sliep-

heard how .from the fdsus fiamle Ins foUhd lloikt* to

kcepe XS97 I\tv Worn m Ftcone i\ 1, 3k*tt*st<d falsoi 1

<1x637 B Jonson Hue«, < lynfUr input, Wc hops jl'II

not abide lain, bince yt Jicai this falsu’s pi ij.

I* Falsery. Obs Also 6-7 falsary [a OF
false* te, i.Jals Fai.sk a ] Deception, falsification,

falsehood.

1594 2nd Rep. D*. Faustns in Thoms Piose Rom (18581
III -'5-T,'cc

—

1 1 1 0— i r’nc 1 u *i» *1 c 1 **‘ fi.

1
*

• I S f 1 \ 1639 ( 11 M • I 11I < 1 l/li 11 >

'•j 1 1 1 1 1 *
1 ,

In l III *1 it
1

II \ 1 1
1
1 I* 1 * 1

»**

an accused person] hath not born rtspei t. a 1670 M Casaii-
iion Treat, Spn its (1672) 214 T lus Gassuulus thinks 1*.

enough to prove 1*1titan.h's falsary

1 Falseship. Ohs. In 3 falschipe, 4 fols-

shxp, [f Falm*' a + -Hinr.) The quality ot being
false a Unfaithfulness, to. Dishonesty, deceit
* c 1230 Hall Find 26 Ah kindle silieawcn hit al wifi

falsshipe lsmeSet 14 in Pol Eel 4 L Pot ms 1 1866) 222

Glostnge and felsslnp boon 1 me
FaTseSOme, a Ohs e\c .?<• oaie. Also g

fause-. [f Falsi: a + -some ] Deceitful, untrue

*333 More Debell Salem 1 Wks 932/1 So many false-

some sayes in that scdiuouse boke 1883 luitn /i7>i 11, II \pr
2 May 2/3 Of fausesome ways ihou’st tacn a scunner

+ Fa’lset 1
, Chiefly Si . Obs Also 4 falsat, 5

falssett [app a OF falset (( lodef. s v faussl) —
late L. falsdtum, neut ]ia pple. of falsa> e see

False v,] falsehood, treachery, fraud
,
an instance

of tins In Scots Law = Falsehood (see quot.

1609)
1375 Barbour Ih ucc x\ 122 Falsat euirmar Salt haue

euill ending 1482 Cn *ifrrl
S -i * , r H \e (

0
j
- To

put down all fab- 1
1 v., 1535 *

(
- . • . 1,

(1597) §44 Many f* 1 .-.dm fi,n*ni. 11. >1 1 -

Notars 1369 J Saneord tr Agnppa’s l
ran A* Its 161

This then standeth in foice although theie appears errouie
or falset 1609 SKFNr Reg Maj 69 The generall ci ime of
falset, conteuies vndei it sundrie spcciall crimes As false

Charters or Writies, false money, false measures, false

weehts Ibid, 128 He quha is convict of falset m wtghts

+ Falset 2
, anglicized form of Falsetto.

_
X707

J Stevens tr Quevedo's Com Wks (1709)59 A joung
Man singing with such a Voire, as seem’d not to come from
Heaven it was a Falset 1782 BuRNrv Hist Fins II i\

374 The other just come from Rome—sings tn Falset 1796— Flemotrs Metastasioll 174 A great player on the violin
in falset



FALSETTO. 51 FALSITY.

|| Falsetto (fglse to) Also 8 erton falsetta

[It, dim offalso I alse Cf. Y.fansset]
1 A forced voice of a range or registei above the

natural
,
the head voice

1774 WALroLL Let Earl Strafford 11 Nov, There is a
full melancholy melody in his [Leom’s] voice, though a
falsetta 1799 Young in Phil Trans XC 142 The same
difference takes place between the natural voice and the
common falsetto 1843 Penny Cycl XXVI 419/1 The term
basso falsetto has been proposed to designate this voice [a

feigned lower voice], but the term lower falsetto is more
accurate 185s Smedlry H Coverdale lvu 390

1 To whom
do I refer?' repeated her husband in the highest note of his
shrill falsetto 1879 Grove Diet Mus 501/2 Ihe male
counter-tenor, or alto voice, is almost entirely falsetto

fig 1796 Burke Regie Peace 1 Wks 1808 VIII 103 The
mock heroick falsetto of stupid tragedy 1814 Scott Drama
(1874) 186 All is tuned to the same smooth falsetto of senti-

ment 187s Swinburne Ess Studies 249 Much of the
poem is written throughout m falsetto

2 . One who sings with a falsetto voice

1789 Burney Hist Mus IV 44 You are pleased to com-
pare the falsetti of former times with the soprani 1884
Nieces Diet, Mus Terms

,
Falsetto, a singer who sings

soprano or alto parts with such a voice.

3 attnb
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser 11 (1863] 27® A sort of

falsetto tone in her speech 1854 Bushnan in Cirt. Sc
(c 1865) I 286/2 The falsetto voice has more of a humming
character. 1876 Foster Pliys 111 vu (1879) 605 The vocal
cords are seen to be wide apart when falsetto notes are
uttered 1889 Spectator g Nov 623/2 The last sentence
seems to us to go perilously near making a falsetto con-
science out of the antipathies of strait-laced men
Hence False ttist, one who sings m falsetto.
x88g Harper'sMag LXXVII 73 Soprano falsettists were

once common enough in France 1892 Daily Hems 28 July
6/2 Ihe Italian tenor is an * incomparable falsettist ’.

Falsidical (fglsi dikal), a retie— L [as if f

L.falsidu-us falsehood-telling (f L. falsum false-

hood + die- weak stem of dicere to speak) + -At *

on the analogy of Veridical.] Suggesting as true

what is really false
;
falsehood-telling.

1886 Myers Phantasms of Living II, 284 Illusory (or

falsidical) hallucinations

Falsifiable (fg lsifeiab’l), a [f Falsify v +
-able. Cf. F. falsifiable ] That may be falsified.

x6ix Cotgr , Falsifiable, which may be falsified, adulter-
ated, forged, sophisticated 1685 Cotton tr Montaigne II
412 The senses are the soveieign Lords of his knowledge,
but they are uncertain and falsifiable in all circumstances
1862 F HallHindu Philos Syst 252 The Vedantins believe
the world to be falsifi ible

+ Falsi’fic, a Obs. [ad L fahific-us ,
f fals-us

false + -ficus making see -Fio ] ‘Making false,

falsifying, dealing falsely’ (Bailey 1736).
Falsification (fg lsilikz^-Jan) [n of action

f late L. falsificai e to Falsify . see -ation ]
1 The action of rendering (something) false

,

fraudulent alteiation (of documents, of weights 01

measures, etc.) , misrepresentation, perversion (of

facts)
; counterfeiting

;
an instance of the same.

x^S Jewel Repl Harding iv §15 251 He shoaretlFvpa
ruinous mater with the falsification of his Doctours 1394
Hooker Eccl Pol. in. § 5. 137 By falsification of the wordes,
wittingly to endeuour that anythingmay seeme diuine which
is not 1607 TopsellFohif Beasts (16j3) 38 Someadulterate
Castoreum. this is a falsification discernible 1630 J Taylor
(Water P ) Wks 11 36, I am accused for lies and falsi-

fications 1682 Scarlett Exchanges 351 If there were
ground of suspicion that the Figures were altered, its still

the same , but If the Falsification were so neat, that it

could not sq easily be discerned .then [etc ] 1706 Collier
Refi Ridic 77 Affectation is the falsification of the whole
Person 1799 S Turner Anglo-Sax (1836) I m 111 176
Their manifest falsifications both of manners and history

1833 Lamb Elia (1860) 358 By a wise falsification, the great
masters of painting got at their true conclusions x868 E
Edwards Raleigh I xxvi 653 Ihe falsification of date

2 . The showing (something) to be groundless
1883 Manch Exam xa Dec s/z The complete falsifica-

tion of these confident assurances

to. Equity. ‘ The showing an item of chaige in an
account to be wrong ’ (Webstei 1864, citing Story)

1845 J.W Smith Man Equity 163 The proving an item
to be wrongly inserted is a falsification

Falsificator (fg Isifike' tar) [agent-n f late

L falsified) e to Falsify.] One who deals in falsi-

fication , a falsifier.

x6op T. Morton Answ Higgons To Rdr 1 Lest thou
shouldest stumble vpon me, as vpon a Falsificator 1638
Featly Trausubst 203 You must say you tooke up your
quotations upon trust, or els confesse you are a falsificator

1883 St James's Gas 8 Nov
,
The audacious falsificators

print with old-fashioned type upon hand made paper.

Falsifier (fg lsifawr, fg lbifais t) [f. Falsify v
+ -er 1 ] One who falsifies,

1532 More Confut Tmdale Wks 679/2 Lyars and false-

fiers of scripture. 1673 Baxter Cath Iheol 11 1 283 Dare
you deny that these were my words? If you do you are a
falsifier 1682 Sir T Browne Chr Mor 54 Diogenes in
his younger days was a falsifier ofmoney 1724 A Collins
Gr Chr Reltg 144 It is unjust to accuse the Evangelists
and Apostles with being falsifyers 1878 N Amer Rev
CXXVII. 131 A wilful falsifier of history

(" Falsify, sb. Fencing Obs [f next vb (sense

7) ] The action of ‘ falsifying ’ a blow , a feint.

1621 Quarles Argalus fy P, (1678) 116 Amphialus let

flic A down-right blow, but with a falsifie Reverst the

stroke 1635 Shirlfy Coronat. 1 1, A falsify may spoil lus

cringe. Or making of a leg.

Falsify (fg lsifai, fg lsifai', v Also 3-7 fal-

sifie, 6 falcefy, falsefye, -lfye [ad. Fr falsifier,
ad late L falsificdre, f L. falstfic-us making ialse,

f falsus False : see -fy ]

1 trans. To make false or incorrect a. To
alter fraudulently; to intioduce false matter into

or give an mconect version of (a document, etc )
1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W deW 1306) iv vm 188 lo

falsefye the lettresof the pope 13*7 R Thorne m Hakluyt
Voy (1589) 256 Ihose they haue falsefied of late purposely
1631 Hobbls Levtatk 111 xxxut 204 They did not there-
fore falsifie the Scriptures 1741 ti . D'A rgens' Chinese Lett
v 28 Funeral Orations had contributed very much to falsify

History 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II xx 237 He
falsified the document by the substitution of a paragraph

a 1832 Mackintosh Rise Fall Struensee Wks 1846 II

396 Accused of having falsified the public accounts

b. To give a false account of ; to misrepresent
1630 Prynne Antt-Armm . zi8 Which falsifies the eternal

truth a 1641 Br Mountagu Acts fy Mon (1642) 152 Aemy-
lius Probus mistook, or falsifies Thucydides. 1711 Steele
Sped. No 252 r 1 Good-breeding has made the Tongue
falsify the Heart. 1847 Emerson Repr Men

,
Napoleon

Wks. (Bohn) I. 379 He sat . m his lonely island, coldly
falsifying facts and dates
absol X779 Johnson 10 Oct in Boswell, Lord Bathurst

did not intentionally falsify 1824 Dibdin Libr, Comp 310
Not that Johnson designedly falsified x868 Browning Ring
fy Bk 1 217,

1

falsified and fabricated

+ e To assert falsely. Obs.
1606 G W[oodcocke] tr Ivstin. 24 b, How they might take

away his life, either by treason to be falsified against him,
or [etc ].

f d. To adulterate Also of disease. To cor-

rupt, vitiate Obs
1362 Ad 5 Elis c, it § 1 Diveis Persons dimmish,

impair and falsify the Monies and Coins current within this

Realm 1634 W Tirvvhyt tr. Balzac's Lett 385 Ihose who
falsifie Merchandizes 1656 Ben Israll Vind Judxorum

111 Phentx (17081 II 421 Verdigrease all falsify'd with earth

1638 A Fox Wtirin' Surg iti vi 233 By diseases the joint

water or radical humor is falsified.

e To make (a balance or standard) untrue
x6xx Bible Amosmi 5 Falsifying the balances by deceit

<21848 R W Hamilton Rew fy Pumshm vm (1853) 404
We are not compelled to falsify our standards

f. To alter or pervert from correct rule.

1389 Puttenham Eng Poeste ii (Arb ) 94 There can not
be a fowler fault, then to falsifie lus accent to seiue his

cadence 1841
D

' I skalli A men Lit (1867)473 He [Spenser]
falsified accentuation, to adapt it to his metre

g. To make unsound
1868 M Pattison Academ Org 6 An unhappy spirit

falsified the relation between the parties

If h. Used by Dryden in avowed imitation of It.

falsare (see q not).

1697 Dryden Virg /Eueid ix 1093 His ample shield Is
falsify'd, and round with jav’hns fill’d. Ibid , note, I use the
word falsify in this place to mean that the shield of Turnus
was not ofproofagainst the spears andjavelins ofthe Trojans,

f 2 a. To produce a counterfeit of, to counterfeit-

to. To get up in imitation ot something else Obs
a 160* Holland Pltny II 613 After that crystall was

once found out, they deuised to sophisticat and falsifie

other gems therewith 1699 M Lister Jartrn Paris 124
Ihey stampt and falsified the best ancient Medals so well

b. 1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie in xxv (Arb) 310 Ihe
Lapidane [counterfeits] pearles and pretious stones by glasse

and other substances falsified, and sophisticate by arte

3. To declare or prove to be false

C1449 Piicocic Rtpr 1 x 50 To falsifie this present xnj®
conclusioun 1370-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1826) 22r
He shall have cause neither to falsifie the one opinion lightly

nor [etc] x8oS T jErrERSON Writ (1830) IV 42 No man
can falsify any material fact here stated 1849 Stoyel Canute’s

Necess Introd g Relinquishing all claim to respect by falsi-

fying their own affirmations 1876 Mozley Untv Sertn i

(1877) 23 The rights of conscience belong so much to the
morality of society now, that they must falsify any moral
creed opposed to them

b. esp m Law (see quots ) To falsify a
doom (Sc ) . = tofalse a doom ; see False v. 5
1574 tr Littleton's Tenures 33 a, It shall not lye in the

mouthe of the tenaunte to falsifye or defete the recoveue
which was againste his Lord 1628 Coke On Litt 104 b.

To falsifie in legall understanding is to prove false, that is,

to avoid or to defeat 164a tr Perkins's PiofBk v §382
163 His wife shall falsifie this recovery in a writ of dower
1817 W Sllwyn Law Nisi /Vzwjed 4)11 943 The sentence
was conclusive evidence to falsify the warranty 1834 J W
SmithjWiw* Equity 2 101 ogive liberty to falsify the account

c To fail m fulfilling, or prevent the fulfilment

of (a prediction, expectation, etc )

1396 Shaks. x Hen IV, 1 11 235 By so much shall I falsifie

mens hopes. <2x7x9 Addison Evict Christ vm (1730)66
Jews ana Pagans united all their endeavours to baffle and
falsify the piediction 1851 W Collins Rambles beyond
Ratlw. vu (1852) 124 The prognostications of our Cornish
friends were pleasantly falsified 1884 L'pool Daily Post
10 July 5 To consider whether we are contented to falsify

his high regard for us

+ 4 intr To make a false representation or state-

ment; to deal in falsehoods Obs.

1629 tr Herodian (1633) xxa Iulian was contemned by the
Souldiery, for falsifying with them 1646 Sir T Browne
Pseud. Ep 1 11 6 His wisdome will hardly permit him to

falsifie with the Almighty 1702 Eng Iheophrast 338 The
practice of falsifying with men will lead us on insensibly

to a double-dealing with God himself. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) III xxxiu 197 Would you either falsify or

prevaricate? 1777 Sheridan Sell Scand xi 11, To propagate
a malicious truth wantonly is moie despicable than to falsify

from revenge

t 5 ti ans To prove false to, fail to keep, to

break, violate (one’s faith, word, etc ). Obs.

1332 More Coufut Tmdale Wks 5S5/1, I shall finde

Tindal himself so good a felow, as to falcefy his own wordes
heie & beare a poore man company 1500 Greene Never
too Late (1600) ixx /Eneas falsified his faith to Dido 1670
Milton I/tst Eng v Wks (1851)204 Falsifying that Oath,
by niglit with all the Horse they had stole to Exeter

f 6 mlr. To prove faint , to fail, give way Obs.

_
1668 Ptrvs Diary 27 Aug , My heart beginning to falsify

in this business

f 7 Fencing To feign, (a blow); to make (a

blow) under cover of a feint Also absol. Obs.

1S93 Saviolo Pi aettee, Rapier fy Dagger 1, Ifyou perceiue
that he go aboutto falsifie vpon you put your selfe in your

ward. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vi xln 102 Now strikes he out,

and now he falsifieth 1611 Beaum & Fl King No King
1 1, Tigranes falsified a blow at your Leg, which you
avoided 1623 K Long tr Bat clay’s Argents n x 94 One
of them, making offer at Ins necke with a Halbert, and
falsifying Ins biowe, hit him under the short ribbe <11680

Butler Rem (1759) I 2x9 As th' are wont to falsify a Blow
Hence falsified ppl a, Falsifying vbl. sb

and ppl.. a.

*577 tr Builttiger’s Decades (1592) 978 They do defile and
blemish the wordes of God which deck them with strange
and falsified titles 1603 Knollls Hist Tut Is (1638) 293
Your falsified faith 1648 Milton I enure Kings (1650) a
With the falsifi'd name of Loyalty, to colour over base
compliances. 1886 Pall Mall G. z July 6/x The falsified

prediction is a good omen
1563 Jewel Def Apol 11. 178 Lies, Corruptions, and

Falsifiemges iwi R. Johnson Kuigil fy Commw (1603)

78 Cloth, which by reason of exceeding falsifying and deer-

liesse of ouis, groweth every day into more and more re-

quest 1652 Ukquhart Jcme

l

Wks (1834) 222 He shewed
such excellent dexterity in warding the other’s blows, slight-

ing his falsifymgs 1680 Boyle Produc. Chtm Princ. Pref

14 Purifying it from the falsifying alloy. <1x700 B E.
Diet Cant Crew, Feinting or Falsifying

t Falsrloquence. Obs i are [f L. falstla-

qu-us (f falsus false + loquT to speak) + -ence ]
False speaking, deceitful speech
1710 E Ward Vnlg Brit xx 121 Adorn’d instead of Sense

With Trappings of Falsiloquence 2736 m Bailey

tFa 1simony. Obs.~° [ad. L falsimom-a, i

falsus False.] ‘Falsity, falseness
1 (Bailey 1736).

Fa’lsish. a rare. [f. False a + -ish ] Some-
what false

1873 Browning Red Cott Nt-cap 1497 There exists A
falsish false, for truth’s inside the same, Tiuth that’s only
half true, falsish truth

Falsism (fg lsiz'm, fg lsiz’m), [f False a +
-ISM ]

1. a. ‘An assertion or statement, the falsity of
which is plainly apparent 1 (W.) b A platitude

that has not even the ment of being true
Ihe word owes its meaning to the antithesis with truism

,

hence the two fold application.

1840 Mill Diss fy Disc 11859) 1 . 209 Books like Mr Col-
ton’s ‘ Lacon ’—centos of trite truisms and true falstsms

pinched into epigrams. 1847 Levies Hist Philos (1853) x6o
If so, it is a truism, if not, a falsism 1833 — Goethe II vi
vu 313 Ihe ideas are no longer novel

,
they appear truisms

or perhaps falsisms

2 nonce-use Falsity of representation, conceived

as erected into a systematic principle of art

1883 M Blind Life Geo Eliot 68 Realism is thus the basis

of all Art, and its antithesis is not Idealism but Falsism

Falsity (fg lsiti, fg’lsiti). Forms, 4 falste,

falsite, 5 -etee, 6-7 -line, (7 fauxitie), 6- falsity-

fa OF falsetS (mod F fausseiP, ad L falsitas,

f falsus False . see -ity ]

1 The quality or condition of being false a.

Contrariety or want of conformity to truth or fact

Also an instance of this

1379 Fulke Confut Sandersyjq Between ventie&falsitie
there is no meane. 1633-60 Stamey Hist. Philos (1701)

27/2 He [Solon] absolutely forbad him to teach or act

'tragedies considering their falsity unprofitab'e 1767
Wilkes Corr (1805) III 89 His lordship had not said a
word to prove the falsity of any one sentence 1879 Glad-
stone Glean II 1. 3 He . denounced the falsity of the

doctrine which was inculcated there,

b. Untnithfulness, deceitfulness, insincerity

1603 1 C in Shaks C Praise 57 Cressidsfalsitie 1663 Man-
ley Grottus' Low C 1Cartes 943 Accusations of ingratitude

and falsity. 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 233 A Greece
which had lost its genius and retained its falsity.

Q Spurious or counterfeit character

1678 R Barclay Apol Quakers v § 16 146 Socrates was
informed by it of the Falsity of the Heathen’s Gods
2 Something that is false, a An untrue pro-

position, doctrine, or statement
;
an error or false-

hood Also m generalized sense, that which is

untrue ,
false opinion or statement, error, falsehood

*557 F T (Genev ) Epist *iV, In lyes and falsitie thei is

no suche consent and Concorde <z 1661 Fulllr Woithies
in 57 God forbid, that this Authors fauxities should make us
undervalue this worthy King 1776 Paine Com. Sense izmi)

24 The most barefaced falsity ever imposed upon mankind.

1833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 428 A preamble, composed
of every falsity that could be devised,

b A counterfeit, sham, 0 are
1780 Mad D'ArblayZ.<?# 22 Jan , This, as MissWaldron

said of her hair, is all a falsity

*j* 3. False or treacherous conduct; treaeheiy,

fraud. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 247 Dilexit Sir Adam

gilene & Falste. c 1430 Ptlgr LyfManhoden. cxxvi (1869)
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FALSTAFFIAIT. 52 FAMBLEB.

123 Flateryej am cleped bi my name eldere douhter to

falsetee 1581 Lambarde Eircn iv xxi (1588) 623 Unlaw-
full taking of money for doing his office, or of such other

falsitie

Falstaifi.au (fglstse fian), a [See -ian ] Char-

acteristic of or resembling Falstaff, a fat, humorous,

jovial knight m Shaks lien IV, Hen V, and

Merry Wives Also, resembling the ‘ ragged regi

ment* recruited by Falstaff (Hen IV, in 11)

1808 R K Porter 1 tan SI Russ $Swed (1813)1 1 13

Clothing is issued to them [the Danish soldiery] once in

three years , and you can easily imagine what a Falstaffian

array they are tn by the tune their new wardiobe comes
round x8s6 Olmst eo Slava States 41 1 Wrapped up to a
Falstaffian rotundity in flannels and furs 1880 Hatper's
Mag LX 676 He unwillingly tramped into Santa Fe at the

head of his Falstaffian band

t Fa’lsy, v Obs - False 04a
1626 L Ouln Spec Jesuit (1629)20 To equiuocate and

falsie their oaths and faiths

Fait, obs form of Fault
Falter, var of Fault*.it, Obs

,
defaulter

Falter (fg ltw, fg ltat), 0 1 Forms 5 faltxr, 6

(m Fisher Halter, fLoghtsr), folter, 6-9 faulter,

(7 foulter), 7 felter, 4- falter. [Of obscure

etymology.
'1 he current view, which connects the word withfault, is

untenable, on the ground thatfalter has always been written
with the l, and is so pronounced in the dialects in which it

occurs, whereas infault the l is an etymologising inseitiuii,

which rarely occurs 111 spelling before x6th c , and was not
pronounced, even by educated speakers, till much later

(But it is not unlikely that association with fault may lias e
coloured the recent use of the word ) It seems possible that
sense 1,

1 to stumble may have been developed Fioin the
sense 1

to be entangled ’ (Falter v l
) On the other hand it

is noteworthy that ME faldc-n, Fold v is used of the limbs
and the longue m the sense ‘to give way, fail, falter’

,
peih

faltermay be a frequentative offild-en,
formed irregularly

through the influence of approximately synonymous vbs
like baiter, totter, welter ]

1. Of a person or his steps
,

also of a horse
To stumble, stagger; to walk with an unsteady
gait
c 1340 Caw ,5 Gr Knl 430 NawJjer faltered ne fel J>e freke
]3ot styjily he start forth vpon styf schonkes c 1483

Digby Myst (1882) m 280 In feyntnes I falter *561 T
Norton Calvin's Inst, it vii (1634) 159 Hee beginneth to
shake and folter 1603 Knolies Hist Turks (1621) 87
Which [mare] now suddenly faultring under Inin 1639 '1

bf Gray Cotnpl Horse

m

30 If you doe perceive him to
felter with any of his feet *781 Covvper Truth 537 Falter-
ing, faint and slow 1793 T Jeitlrson Writ (1859) IV. 119,
I have laid up ray Rosmante in his stall, before his unfitness
for the road shall expose him faultering to the world 1821
Byron Sard v 1, 1 he dispirited troops had seen you fall,

and falter'd back 1878 Masque Poets 35 Ihou gutdest
steps that falter on alone

b Of the limbs • To give way, totter
C1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T 674 O messager, fulfild

of dronkenesse, Strong is thy breth, thy ljmes faltren ay
*447 Bokenhvm Seyntys (Roxb ) 179 Hys leggys to faltrjn
gunne sodeynly *531 Elyot Gov 1 xvn, Where the water
hath come to his [the horse’s] bely, his legges hath foltred
1672 Wiseman Wounds 1 ix 120 He felt his legs faulter
1797 Mrs RADcurpE Italian 1 (1826) 4 In descending the
last steps the foot of the elder lady faltered

c Ofthe tongue To fail to articulate distinctly

,

to speak unsteadily (see 2)

"*533 Ln Berners Gold Ek M Aurcl xlvm (1539)933,
His tonge faultred, and his handes shoke a 1535 Fism u

(1876) I 356 Thy tongue flaltereth in thy mouth 2671R Bohun Disc Wind 148 Wee find the tongue more apt
to falter

*

2 To stumble in one’s speech
; to speak hesi

tatmgly or incoherently; to stammer. Of thi
voice, speech, etc To come forth incoherently
c 1440 Promp Parv, 148 Faltryn yn be tunge, eespito, ve

lingua cespitarc 1530 Palsgr. 544/1, 1 falter in my speak
yng, as one dothe that is dronken Jebaboye 1565 Gold
ing Ovid’s Met m, (1593) 63 She foltred tn the mouth a
often as she spake 160a Marston Antonio's Rev iv 111Wks 1856 1. 124 Her speach falters 1672 Marvell Re/i
Prcmsp \ 114 He faulters in this discourse *768 HWalfole Hist Doubts 92 He did not faulter, nor could b
detected in his tale? 179* Mrs Radclufe Rom Fores
\i, lhe words of welcome faltered on hts lips 1804 JGrauave Sabbath 68

j

His voice soon faltering stops 182
Mrs Humans Dartmoor 288 When holy strains falter oi
its tongue 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 301 Even in th
middle of his song He falter’d

b trans
;
with quoted words as obj

1843 Tennyson Gardener's D 230 She made me mos
happy, faltering, I am thine * 1884 Poe Eustace 69 ‘ Wh-
would you hav e Ralph discharged 1

1
she faltered

c. Tofalterforth or out' to utter hesitatingly 0
with difficulty, to stammer forth Also {poet), T<
breathe out (the soul) by gasps
*762 Gentl Mag 73, I faultered out my acknowledge

ments 1813 Byron Cotsair 1 1, While gasp by gasp n
falters forth hts soul *855 Macaulay Hist Eng iv" S3bhe faltered out her commands that he would sit down
i8i$a Milmah St* Pauls 305 The Dean faltered out that h
meant no harm
3 To waver, lose steadfastness

, to flinch, hesitati
in action from lack of courage or resolution. Alst
of courage, hopes, resolve : To give way, flag
Kai Fisher Wks (1876) I 313 That we floghter notm th

catholike doctryne a 2568 Ascham Scholem, (Arb ) 128 Thi
hier they fhe, the sooner they falter and faill. a 1677 BarnawSerm Wks 1716 I. 11 All other principles will soosbe shaken and faulter 1697 Dampier Roy, (1729) I 2 If an;

Man faultred in the Journey over Land he must expect tu

he shot to death *752 Huml Ess <V heat (1777) II 452

It made them faulter and hesitate 180a Mar Edglworhi
Moral T I xn, His hopes began to falter 1818 ,J as

Mili But India II iv v 168 A part of the army faultered

considerably 1859 Ti xnvson Enid 1361 Nor let her trut

hand falter, nor blue eye Moisten, till she had lighted on

his wound a 1864 I Tailor (W ),
Here the power of dis-

tinct conception of space and distance falters 1872 Miss
Braddon Jo Bitter luuil xvn 291 The girl’s spit its did

not falter 1874 Grlln Short Hist 11 § 4 77 The citizens

faltered as William gave Southwark to the flames

+ b To fail 111 strength, collapse Ohs,

1799 Med Jinl 1 18 Until the patient in a close loom
faulters and sinks [1886 Ei worthy IR Sonic

>

w t Gloss
,

Paltery
,
to show signs of old age

, to break up 111 con-

stitution ]

e tiansf Of inanimate things To move as if

irresolutely or hesitatingly
;

to tremble, quiver

Also of a breeze . To flag

lhe later examples are all from U S, writers, to an Eng-
lish leader the use in thequot from Irving sounds mcoircct,
that in the two others justifiable though unusual.

*745 P Thomas Jntl Anson’s Roy 15a Trade Wind
blows within 60 or 70 Leagues of the Mexican Shore,
where they say it sometimes falters, but oftner reaches to

within 30 Leagues 18x0 [see Fait liiing/// a ] 1832W
Irving A lliambra II 240 He be^an to nod, and his staff to

falter in his hand 1848 Lowu 1 Indian Suntmci Rivet te 1,

When falling leaves falter through motionless air 1874 M01
I I y Bameveld II xvn 227 The ancient Rhine as it faltci >

languidly to the sea

a dial Of a crop • To fail

1863 Dorset Gloss s v
,

* I be a feard the teatics will falter
’

Hence Fa lteredppl a
,
Fa Itermg vhl sb

vj06 Eari Bliiiavi n Sp tn Sc Pat It 5 Are our Eyes so
Blinded? Are oui Lars so Deafned? Ale our Tongues so
Faltered 7 a 1800 T Bn lamy Eeqgai Hoy (1801) 111.4a
In a voice, faltei ed by suipt i/e he eagerly demanded their
business 16x4 Markham C heap Hush, ( 16231 65

'1 he stgnes
aie a foltering in his fore legges x6ax Lady M Wroth
lhania 172 Some thing made those faultrings m my talke
1722 Sewpl lint Quakas <17951 1 , iv. 290 He hath long
watched for my faultering 18*3 Lamb him Ser 1 \t

(1865) 89 He has 110 falterings of self-suspiuon 187*
Standard 23 Jau , There were occasional natural falterings

t Fa’lter, 0 I Obs iare [peril var. of Felter
0, to be felted, matted, £ OF felite, faultre felt.

But cf. Olcel.faltra-sk 1 to be cumbered
,
fallrash

vi it e- t to be puzzled about a thing* (Vigf.) ]
mlr To become entangled, catch.
c 1450 St Cuthbei t (Surtees) 6038 pe whele faltird in hts

clatlies pat ware lange and syde
Falter (fg ltai), 0.-*

,
Also 7 faulter, foulter,

9 dial faughter, fauther [?a OF *faltie> (re-

corded form faulrer) to strike, beat.] harts. To
thrash (corn) a second time in order to cleanse it and
get rid of the awn or beard, etc.; hence, to cleanse.

*fi°* Hoi land Pliny xvin x, They haue much ado to
thresh it cleane and falter it front the huls and eiles. 1649
Blithe Eng Improv Itupr. <1652) 182 Then foulter ami
beat the husk again x68i Hough ion Lett Husbandry 64
III choosing Barly the Malwter looks that it be clean
faltered from hames 1788 in Marshall h. Yorksh. Gloss
1876 in Robinson Whitby Gloss
Hence Fa ltering vhl sb (m Comb.)
1847-78 Halliwlll, Faltering-irons 1869 Peacock

Lonsdale Gloss
, Fanghtet tug-iron, an iron used to knock

off the beards of barley when thrashed

Falter (fg lt«, fg ltw), sb. [f Falter v *] A
faltering or quaveung, unsteadiness
1834 C’ rrss Morliy Dacre I xi. 233 With a slight falterm her voice. x88o Mrs Forrlstlr Roy >5 V I. 74 She

fancied she heard a falter in Viola’s tones
b A faltering or quavering sound

c 1842 Lowell Rhoecus Poems (1844) xzx Faraway The
falter of an idle shepherd’s pipe
Falter, var of Felteb.
Faltering’ (fgltariq, fgl-toim), ppl a. [f
Falter 0 1 + -ing *k]

1 That falters
;

in senses of the vb . a of a
person, the limbs, etc

»sw C.OVLKDALE jsrasm far Ucb \ii, 12 Your weakean
foltryng knees 1667 Milton P L ix 846 Oft his [Adam’*
heart Misgave him

, hee the faultring measure felt. 174Akenside Pleas Imag hi 2 xo With faultering feet 182
Keats St Agnes xxh. Her faltering hand upon the balm
trade 1884 J Colhoknl Hicks Pasha 178 1 he poor felloi
then staggered on with faltering step.

b of the voice, tongue, accent Also of a per
son speaking, a breeze
1590 SrENSER F Q 111 xi 12 Swelling throbs empeac

His foltering tongue 1642 Milton Apol Smect (1851) 25
speaking deeds against faltering words 1741 Middleto
Cuero I iv 318 In broken, faultering accents. 1773 Goldsri
Stoops to Conq v, lhe faultering gentleman, with looks o
the ground 1810 Scott Lady ofL 11 xiv, My dull eai
Latch no faltering breeze 1878 Masque Poets 80 Th

awake
SWeet V0,ces ni£ht Begin m faltering music t

2 quasi-ct/0 = Falteuijtgly.

faukermg
HALKLEY

^XM9) *9* He spoke very low an

_
Fa lteringly

,
adv [f. prec + -ly ^ ] In ,

faltering manner, hesitatingly.
I
1
XI Cotgr

, Brutivejnent, brutishly, rudely also faultei
ingly 1768 Woman ofHonor III 222 He had faultering]
acquainted me, that the keys of his closet were under hi
oeds-head 1797 Mrs. RAocuFrE Italian \xvi, ‘ May nca witness summon persons before the tribunal ’ continue

YEP ^ttenngly x852 Haavthorne BhthedaleRom d
(1085) 87 She ran falteringly.

Faltour, \ar of Faulti.h, Obs
, defaulter

Falu, obs f of Billow
Falucca, Faluke, dll'. II nfl* lluu .\

|| Falun (lab 111} (A ol. Usually in pi [F]
(See quot. iSf>5 )

2833 Lvn 1 Pt nit. Gi ol III 2<m

’

l Iil/ii/w/m »uul .issouated
str.it.i.ire of slight thickness 1865 I’ai.i (,u>t Itrwsfcd s)
hnluns

,

a l1 lent ii pitivtnu.il u>im for the slit lly '1 eitiary
*

strata of Touramc anti the Loire.
’

Falunian (f.th« nun', a Geo! [f prec. +
-ian.] The distinctive epithet of the gioup of
strata represented by the faluiis ; upper Miocene
1851 Riuiakuson Gt ol. (185,) 3-1 The falunian, sub.

apemunc, and diluvial stages of both tout mints 1863
I.m 1 !, . I ntiq Man ami 4 {o 'I he molHisut of tin- Falunian
or Upper Miocene strata ot Lump!

.

II Falx ( folks' Aval. 1*1 falcos [L falx
scythe or sickle ] A process of lhe dm a mater

,

sometimes called falx tc/ebn Put1 1 tt rcbelh (see

quot i860).
X706 1*11111 ii*** (ul Keisvyi, / ,,l\ one of the Ihoi esses

of the Dura Matt r 1741 A Moniio in,it Hon, t (ml 3)
83 In tt a little I’rotc. of the Pah is lodged 1800 Phil
Plans XC 435

*1
licit' is a Umy faK of some breadth 1855

Hoi Hi N /Inman f >s/t «»/ (18781 119 I he ‘in •lagalli’, which
gives attachment to the falx uitbri x86o Mavm / rfins
J ,a

,
Pal 1 tetebtlit term lot a in itigidar portion of the

dma main sepu uing the two lobe, of the tort iiclluni

1874 Jon 1 s & bit \ Pathol Anal. 231 l he lalv is ot casion-
ally found (.nitrated

Falx, var of K\m,\, Obs.

Falye, A falje, obs f. of Fail,

Fam (f.em), d> Gang [slioit for Famuli: sb ]
- Famuli: m vanenis senses. Also m Comb as
fam-grasp v , intr and trans

,

to shake hands,
make up a differutce (with); fam-anatchor
1692-1732 t’m rs, Font t;ia\p, .tgicc with *1x700 B Ii

Dut Cant. Cteso, Patnqtasp, to agrot* 1789 G Parkiu
Life's Painter 180 / ant, a gold ring 1812 [ II. Vacs
Plash Diti , Pam

,

the hand 1819 Mnnm J one Crib's
Ment 28 Delicate fams which luvt merely Ilten handling
the sceptre.

(

x8*8 1 *. Loan Pnmh la Lite tn J ondon aiv
(1871) 3139 lo Jerry Hawthorn, h.q,, I resign my f.un-
snatchers— 1 e my gloves.

Fam (fa.ni), 0. [f prec sb.] tr am To feel 01

handle. x8x* in J II Vat s Plash Put,
Faman, obs. f of 1‘oeman
Famatinite (fam.e tmmt/. Min [Named by

Stel/ner 1873 from the Iuimahntt niountains in
the Aigentine Republic : see -he.] An antimonial
variety of enargile.

1875 Dana Mm App it 20 Fam itimtc, Stel/ner 1879
Waits Put, ( /urn, VlII 3rd Suppl 17,1.

•\ Fama tion. Obs [VApheticl I)>famation,
Diitamation ; but d. Fame v 1 4 ] Defamation
C 13*S I- !'• Al/l P II 188 halt faniattons A. fajnedmm t 1325 R tilth mi x\m, I*Ii wile fiat Y lien hanged K

tlrawe Uoute Y deftndc me wij» ]«: lawe Of pis f.imaeioun

Famble (fa: mb’l), sb slang [peril, f. F amble
0 in its (probable) original sense * to grope,
fumble ’.]

1 A hand
X567 Harm \n C areal 87 He tooke his loikam in his

fainlilc 1622 Ftm lit 11 Btgqafs Bush 11 i, Last we clap
our fambles. 2673 R H 1 ah ( anting Atad 19 White thy
fatnbics 18x5 boon Guv M wvm, If I had not helped
you with these very fambles 1 holding up her hand .)

+ 2 A ring. Obs.
1688 Siiadw i 1 l Sqr Alsatta ti, I 00k on my finger here’s

a Famble. 1691 Limit Cute No .*715/4 A small I* tmblc,
made up of two little Diamonds, and 4 oi 5 Rubies
1

3

. = Famblkh b Obs

,
,*®73.R Hlad Caultm; Acad jtjj The thirteenth a Fam-

ble, false Rings for to sell

obscure origin
, the word may originally have had

the sense * to grope, Fumble ’
; cf. Sw farnla, 1 >a

famle to grope, metathetic form of ON falrna
(Icel./a7/«rt), cogn with OIi.film hand ]
1 intr To speak impet fectly; to stammer, stutter.
14 m Pol. Rel A L Poems (1866) 224 His tonge shal

stamerert, oper famelen x6ix Cotgr , Ihqttayet
,
to famble,

rumble, muffle in the mouth 1706 Pun 1 irs (cd. Kersey),
Pautule, to I'aulter or Stammer in Speech i72t-x8oo m
Bailey x886 S W, Line. Gloss

, He families so in lus talk
2 (See quot

)

2877 Peacock N.W. Line. Gloss,, Rambling, eatmgwith-
out an appetite

Hence Fa rabling vhl sb.. Fa mbling ppl a
x6xr Cotgr., Begayemn t .1

f.n- l
'li *g r>- niafllmg in the

mouth Ibid
, Btgut

!

r * 1 ’ il 11 M, i
f
* niafllmg m the

mouth it 1693 IJrquhari lit xwt 216

+ Fa’mble-chea t. slang Obs. Also fam-
blmg cheat (See quots )
1567 Harman Caveat 82 A fambling chete, a rj’nge on

thy hand x6xo Rowlands Martin Mat kail Lij b,
Fambling cheates, Rings 1692-1732 Coi 1 s, Famble
Cheats, rings or gloves Cant. 1721-2800 in B ui 1 v

amble-cro.p. dial. [Cf. Famble© 2 ]a 1825 h orby Roc M Anglia, Fambla-i > op, the first
stomach in ruminating animals.
1* Fa*mbler. Obs, [f. Famble sb. + -eu,] a.A glove b. (see quot 1 725)
x6xo Rowlands Martin Mark all E ij b, Famblers, a

P.
a
!F
e of Gloues. 1725 New Cant Diet , Famblers .

Viliams that go up aud down seltmg counterfeit Rings, &c.



FAME. 53 FAMILIAR.

Fame (f^m), sb I Also 3 fam, 6 fayme. [a

F. fame, ad L fama leport, fame, = Gr ^77/ui/

(Dor 4>dfia) f rootfd-, (pi-
(
0Aryan *bha-') in L

fart, Gr (pavai to speak,]

1 That which people say or tell
,
public leport,

common talk , a particular instance of this, a re-

poit, rumour Now rate
c 1300 CursorM 8750 (Gott ) Of his dome sua spredd he

fam, hat all spac of bis king salamon 1387 Treusa
Higden (Rolls) I 71 Me schal trowe olde fame, \>at is

noiqt wipseide 1388 Wyclh- r Sam 11 24 It is not good
fame which Y here 1482 Monk ofEvcshaui (Arb ) 47 Not
verely certifide of so soroful a fame and happe 1313 More
m Grafton Chrott II 758 As the fame runneth a 1626

Bacon Ess , Fame (Arb ) 380 Mucianus undid Vitellius by
a Fame, that he scattered 1679 Hatton Corr (1878) 109,

I heare this only from pubhcke fame 1730-6 Bailey (folio)

sv, Common Fame’s seldom to blame 1747 Franklin
Ess Wks 1840 III 20 Ihe very fame of our strength
would be a means of discouraging our enemies. 1818 Jas
Mill Erst Indtalll vi. 1 38 note, 1 he King, whose zeal

for Mr Hastings was the object of common fame 1835
Macaulay Hist. Eng III. 163 At the fame of his approach,
the colonists retreated northward

b. (quasi-) personified

1393 Gower Conf I 350 Fame with her swifte winges
Aboute fligh and bare tidinges a 1347 Surrey JEncid iv.

(1537) E j/a A mischefe Fame That mouing growes, and
flitting gathers force 1348 Hall Chron. 11 These monas-
ticall persones toke on them to regestei in the boke of
fame, noble actes 1703 Maundkeli Journ perils (1721)137
On each side of the Eagle is describ'd a Fame likewise upon
the Wing 1828 Scott F M Perth xvi, I would thou
couldst clear lnni of other charges, with which fame hath
loaded him

|- c Without fame ?=* without fable’, cer-

tainly Ohs
1 1430 Hymns Vug 116 Alle things sche trowith without

fame That goddis lawe techith truthe to be c 1430 Guy
IVano. (C ) 108 Segwarde was A trewe man, wythowten
fame

2 The character attributed to a person or thing

by report or generally entertained; reputation

Usually m good sense
a 1225 Ana R 222 Heo schal benchen }>e lesse °f God

and leosen hire fame 1297 R Glouc, (1724I 367 per nas
prince in. ]?e al worlde of so noble fame 2375 Barbour
Bruce ix 574 A knycht Curtass [and] fair and of gude
fame 1387 1’revisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 281 His virtues

passed his fame 1456 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 183 Allas 1

why dede wee these offence, Ffully to shende the olde Eng.
lisshe fames 1548 Hall Chrott 169 This is the most spot
that was ever moste to he caste in the Dukes fame 166a

Petty Taxes 58 Such whose fames are yet entire 1708 J,
Chambeulayne St Gt Brit, it 11 111 (17431 366 They ought
to enquire into her former and present fame 1800-24

Campbell Poems,
Adclgtthct i, A valiant champion slew

the slandeier of her fame 1848 M Arnold Bacchanalia
Poems 1877 II. 136 Many spent fames and fallen nights,

b House of illfame . see House.

3 The condition of being much talked about

Chiefly in good sense. Reputation derived fiom
great achievements , celebrity, honour, renown.
c 1290 y Eng Leg 27/26 Onofheom pat was of grete

fame <21340 HAMrouj Psalter vm 1 Pe coy and pe fame
of |u name ihesu c 1450 St Cntlibcrt (Sui tees) 19 A man of

mykil fame 1553 Eden Treat Neiue Ind (Arb) 5 The
fame of Achilles 1634 Massingfr Very Womans iv, Tho'
the desire of fame be the last weakness Wise men put off

*711 Pore Temp Fame 503 Fame that second life in

others’ breath 1816 B\ron Ch, Har ill exu, Fame is the

thirst of youth 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I. 293 Bands
which had long sustained the fame of English valour

[ b With adj in pejorative sense Obs rare,

a 1300 CursorM 2476 (Cott ) pe land ofsodome was m an
iuel fame. *65* Life Father Sarpi (1676) 42 This Father
himself was also m a sinister fame.

+ c. concr. One who constitutes the fame of a

place
;

its ‘ glory Obs rare
c 1390 Marlowe Faust Whs, (Rtldg ) 122/2 The learned

Faustus, fame of Wittenberg

f 4. Evil repute, infamy. Ohs.

c Poem. Tunes Ediv II, nt tn Pol Songs (Camden)
328 Thise gode men fallen oft in fame, c 1375 Cato Major
11 xxiii. in Anglia VII, pei ben two wikked vices

And bnnge men ofte in fame c 1425 Seven lag (P ) 3413
The fame that on me hj s broght. 1592 Daniell Compl
Rosamond. (1717) 37 Fame finds never Tomb t'inclose

it in

5 Comb

.

• a objective, as fame-catcher, -seeker

,

-spreader sbs ; fame achieving, -giving, -thirsting,

-thirsty, -worthy adjs , b. instrumental, as fame-
blazed, -crowned, -ennobled, -sung adjs

1601 Chester Love's Mart cx (1878) 71 *Fame-atchieving

Aithur, c 16x1 Chapman Ihadxvi 57 Take thou my *fame-

blaz'd arms 168a Hickeringill Black Non-Confoi mist

Wks (1716)11 3 Let ^Fame-catchers mind their stops 1811

Mariana Starke Beauties C M. Maggi 36 Dear, classic

soil, whence *fame-crown'd Tasso sprang. 1777 I>01TER

YEschylus' Fnnes (1779) II 294 To grace their ’'fame-

ennobled arms with victory 1756 Cambridge Fakeer 51

In retirement he sigh'd for the Tame giving chair 1886

W. Graham Social Problem 20 Men, not self-seekers, nor

Tame-seekers 1552 Huloft, "Fame spreader, fantiger
1649 G Daniel 7 rmarch , Hen V, ccxlvui, Let not that

Day, *fatne-sung, fill up the mouth of Honour 1^98

SylvesterDu Bartas 11. 11 u Babylon 486 *Fame-thirsting

wits that toyl . to trick their gracious stile 1605 Play
Stucley m Simpson Sch Shafts (1878) 219 Portingales

Tame-thirsty king 1610 Healey .SV Aug. CitieofGodosS
Athens ,was more famous then *fame-worthy 1833 Single-

ton Virgil I. 146 Fame-worthy shepherd from Amphrysus.

f Fame, sb 2 Obs rare In 6 fayme [ad F.

faim'—L fam-eni,fames hunger ] Want of food,

hunger
a 1533 Ld Berners Huon cxlvm 560,

1

haue bene m y°
presone to bere meet to y® , presoners, who eryeth out for

fayme

Fame (ff'nO, v Now rare [a OF fame-r, f

fame Fame sb 1
; cf rswAX>.fdmd> 0 ]

f 1 irons To tell or spread abroad, report. Obs
1303 R. Brunnr Handl Syttne 3654 ?yf he pat cunseyl

fyiper fame 1483 Cath. Angl 122 To Fame, ftware
1333 Abf Parker Ps, xx

,

His piayse to fame 1671 tr

l'alafox's Cottq China 1 7 It is famed, that they were both
Generals in the Emperour of China’s Armies 1681 W
RonctiTSON Phraseol Gen (1693) 573 It was famed and
repot Led frequently to him
2 . To leport (a person or thing) as, for, to be (so

and so), also to do (so and so) Chiefly m passive,

to be currently leported or reputed
91325 E E. Allit P B 273 He watz famed for fre pat

fejt loued best c 1384 Chaucer H Famem 6goYewolde,
Ben famed good, and nothyng nolde Deseruewhy a 1400-30
Alexander 2387 Alexander is famyd For ane of be curtast

kyng pat euir croune wend 1530 Bale Apol 68 d, Samuel
snulde be famed abroad to haue bene promysed and borne
by myracle 1393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv iv 26 Your Grace
hath still beene fam’d for vertuous X615G S andys Trav 173
This is famed to be the houshold Monument of certame of
the Kings of luda 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 1 ui, One
however maskt In colourable pnvacie, is fam’d The Lord
Adurnse’s pensioner, at least 1646 Buck Rich III, in. 82

That Richaid should fame kmg Edward the fourth a
bastard. 1671 Milton Samson 1094 Thou art famed To
have wrought wonders with an ass's jaw t 1820 Keats
Ode to Hightingale vm, The fancy cannot cheat so well As
she is fam'd to do x88x Dupheld Don Qmx III. xxm.
141 She was not so beautiful as she was famed

3 . To make famous’ a. To spread abroad the

fame of, render famous by talk
;
to talk of

1388 Wyclif Matt, ix 31 But thei diffameden [v.r
famyden] hym thorou al that lond. 9x400 Cato's Morals
42 in CuisorM. App iv 1669 pat poll be nane of pese pat
men fanus in fable 1606 Shaks Tr <$ Cr 11. 111 25

a

Be
thy parts of nature Thrice fam'd beyond, beyond all eru-

dition x6i6 B Jonson Epigr 1 xlm, Her foes enough
would fame thee in their nate 1633 A StAttord Fem
Glory (1869) 137 When we desire to tame some other maid
18x4 Byron Corsair 1 »i, His name on every shore Is famed
and feared.

+b To render famous by some quality, deed,

etc. Said also of the quality or deed Obs
a 1332 Leland Collect. (172s) I n 549 Syr Knight, y e be

cum hither to fame your Helmet 1392 Greene Poems 31
The cedars trees, Whose stately bulks do fame th‘ Arabian
groues 1613W Browne Brit Past 11 iv, Of holy Ursula
(that fam’d her age) c 1663 Mrs Hutchinson Mem. Col.

Hutchinson 3 In that magnanimity and virtue, which hath
famed this island

4

To spread an ill report of (a person)
;

to

defame [Perh short for Defame, Difeame • but

cf. Fame sb 1
4 ]

1303 Langl P. PI. C iv 232 pow hast famede me foule

by fore pe kynge here 91430 Syr Iryam 21 False and
fekylle was that wyght, That lady for to fame. ? 1 1473 Sqr
lows Degre 392 Yf it may be founde in thee, That thou
them fame for enmyte

f 5 nonce-use Tofame it to become famous
a 162s Fletcher Hum Lieutenant n 11, Do you call this

fame ? I have famed it , I have got immortal fame, but I’ll

no more on’t

t Fame, v 2 Obs i are [f L, fam-es hunger

Cf. OF. afamer ] ti ans. To famish, starve Hence
Fa myt ppl a.

c 1330 R Brunne Chrou (x8io)i22SteuenwillevstraueiIe,

& faraen vs to dede <11400 Cov Myst (1841) 105 Thyn
ffamyt folke with tht ffode to fede

Fame, obs. f. of Foam.
Famed (fe1 md), ppl a [f Fame v,1 + -ed i

]

1. That is much talked about, known by report

,

f alleged by report ;
rumoured

a 1533 Ld. Bcrnlrs Gold Bk M Aural xiu (1533)

B v/i There haue been diuers sonnes of Rome . famed
throughout the worlde 1701 Rowe Amb Step-Moth 11 1,

The fam’d Vertue of our Ancestors 1741 Middleton
Cieero II. vm 131 Complaining so heavily of the famed
acts of his [Cicero's] Son in law
2 Celebrated, renowned, famous. Now arch.

exc as predicate (const, for)
1393 Shaks. 3 Hen VI, u. 1 156 Were he as famous and

as bold in Warre As he is fam’d for Mildnesse, Peace, aud
Prayer 1676 D’Urfey Mad. Fickle m i, This Scull was
brought thither by a fam’d Antiquary 1710 Steele
Tatter No 228 1* 2 A Man so famed for Astrological

Observations. 1748 Washington Jrnl x8 Mar, We .

call’d to see y® fam’d Warm Springs 181a Byron Ch.
Har. 11 xlvi, In famed Attica such lovely dales Are rarely

seen 1837 Hawthorne Amer Note Bks 8 July (1883) 52
A corpulent, jolly fellow, famed for humour. x88i W
Ar lingham m Macm. Mag, XLIV 228 He grew Famedest
monk of ail the monastery

to with prefixed adv.

1796 Burke Regie Peace iv Wks IX 30 The ever-famed
* last week of October ’ 1828 Scott F. M Perth x, The
descendant ofthe far-famed James of Douglas 1870 Morris
EarthlyPar 111 iv 89 He. Lies quiet and well famed.

Famefal (i* 1 mful). [f. Fame sb. + -ful ] Full

of fame, famous, renowned.
1591 Sylvester Die Bartas l. in, 377 Whose

t
foaming

stream stnves proudly to compare with Fame-full’st Floods

that are <1 1606 J Davies Bien Venn 140 Occasion such, As
now rich Opportunity doth giue To make you Fame full,

(Famelen, var. of Famble Obs.

Fameless (£‘ mles), a. [f as prec. + -less ]
Without fame 01 lenown, undistinguished.

1398 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 Ded to A Bacon 6 My
fame Iesse Name doom'd to oblivion 1646 G Danitl
Poems Wks 1878 L 47 When I, vnlo the fameles Devia,
nowVtter my song 1796 Southey JoanofArcx 304 Nor
few, nor fameless,were the English Chiefs 1848 Tati's Mag
XV 105 Earth’s unknown heroes, sink to a fameless grave.

Hence Fa xnelessly adv.
1847 >n Craig

+ Fame’Iic, a Obs [ad L famelu-us hungry,

f fames hunger. Cf F famSlujue ] Pertaining to

hunger
;
in quots Exciting hunger, appetizing

1614 B Jonson Barth. Fair 111 1, It were a sin of obsti-

nacy to resist the good titillation of the famelic sense,

which is the smell 1631-3 Tir Taylor Serin for Year
(1678) 1x2 The famelick smells of Meat

t Fame lico’se, a Obs rare [ad L fameh-
cos-us, f,fames

.

see prec ]
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Famehcose, often or very hungry

1773 in Ash
Famelist, var of Familist,
Faraell, obs f Female.
Famen, Sc var of Foemen
f FViner. Obs [f. Fame v. + -ek ] One who
brands with infamy.
1646W Shepheard {title), The Famers Famd.
1* Fa niicide. Obs~° [f. L. fdvi-a Fame sb.

+ -0ID1 ] A destroyer of one^s reputation, slanderer.

1656-81 In Blount Glossogr X7zt-x8oo in Bailey

t Fami’gerate, v Obs.— ° [f. ppl stem of L.

fdmiger-dre, f.fama Fame sb. + get -ere to carry ]
tians. To report abroad. Also t Famigera tion
Obs. Fami'gerous a. Obs
1623-6 Cockfram, Fanngemte. 1692-1732 Coles, Faint-

geiation, a divulging, reporting abroad 1730-6 Bailey
(folio’1

,
Famigcrons

,
carrying news, taleb, &c.

Fa-milary, a = Familiar
9 1450 A bee ofA nstotill 6 m Q hits, Acad 66 Be not to

fees, to familary, but frendli of chere

Familiar (fami liai, -lyaj), a. and sb. Forms .

4-6 famuler(e, (4 -iar, 5 -ler, -yer), famil-,

famyler, -iar(e, -ier(e, -yar(e, -yer, 5-6 fame-
liar, -yar, 6-7 familiar, 4- familiar [a OF
familier,fameher,famuher (mod F famiher), ad

L famihar-is, f.familia see Family ]

A adj.

1 . a Of or pertaining to one’s family or house-

hold. (Now rate, and with mixture of other

senses ) + Of an enemy • That is
1 of one’s own

household’ lit andfig. + Of habits Pertaining

to one’s family life, private, domestic
9 1386 Chaucer Merck T 540 O famuler fo, that his ser-

vice bedith ' 9x400 Test. Love 11. 343/1 Nothyng ls werse
than a famyhar enemye 1334 More On the Passion Wks
1204/1 The false treason of his famiher enemy 1548 Hall
Chron. 205 Either the famiher enemies abidyng at home,
or the extravagant fooes, lyngeryng beyonde the sea 1568
Grafton Chron II 103 Commaunded neyther his awne
famiher houshold to doe him nnye kinde of service 1779-81

Johnson L P ,
Pi tor Wks. Ill 143 His private character

and familiar practices 1862 Stanley Jem Ch. (1877) I 11

33 Abram was dwelling in the midst, of his familiar circle

f b Of titles, heraldic bearings, etc * Belong-

ing to a family. Obs.

1646 Buck Rich III, 11 43 Yet neither of these foure

legitimate children were permitted to the princely familiar

Title of Lancaster Ibui 46 [The Heralds] assign'd him^
a shield of familiar Ensignes, the armes of France border’d

with an Orle of Normandy or Guyen
2 Of persons and their relations • On a family

footing, extremely fuendiy, intimately associated,

intimate Const t A//, + to, with.

91340 Hampole Prose T. (1866) 7 He apperyde till ane
|>at was famyliare till hym in hys lyfe 91386 Chaucer
Prol. 215 Ful wel -familiar was he With frankelems over
al m his countree c 1450 St Cuthberi (Surtees) 1508
HerefnSe was familier to uithbertneest 1430-153oMyrr
our Ladye p lvm, She was moch famylyer wyth Semt
Birgette in hyrlyfe 91583 R Bhownkj4 h.hu Cartwright
28 Priuate familiar felloshippe. 1642 Fuller Holy Prof
Si. v xix 438 Every one was pleased . because he might
be so familiar with the Prince 1751 Johnson RamblerNo
160 7 6 Time and intercourse have made us familiar 1831

Arnold Let. in Stanley Life $ Corr (1844) I li 37 Be as

familiar with them as you possibly can 1847 J Wilson
Chr. North (1837) II 9 A familiar and privileged guest

Of knowledge Intimate. Obs
1761 Hume Hut Eng II xxxvi, 283 She had attained a

familiar knowledge of the Roman and Greek languages

C, In a bad sense Unduly intimate Const

^ to, with Now only with advbs like too, over.

9 1450 tr Tit, a Kempis’ Imti 1 vm, Be not familier to

eny womman 1494 Fabyan Chrou. vt ccx 224 Einma
was accused to be famulyer with the bysghop ofWynchester
15x4 Barclay Cyt fy uplandyshtn, (Percy Soc ) 2 Aboute
all London there was no propre prym But long tyme had
ben famylyer with hym, 1605 Camden Rem (1636) 279 A
poore man found a Pnest over familiar with his wife.

d Familiar angel : a guardian angel. Familiar

+ devil, spu it . a demon supposed to be in associa-

tion with or under the power of a man.
14, Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 146 Hir famylier

aungel Jmt hadde hir in hepynge. 1460 Catgrave Chron.
(1858)25 That same familiar aevel. 156^ Stow Chrou 107 b,

A familiar spirit which hee had m hkenesse of a Catte
<21641 Bp Mountagu Acts # Mon vii § 143 (1642) 473
People, who . had familiar spirits attending on them
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a 1707 Beveridge Wks II (R ), They called over them
that had familiar spirits, 111 the name of our Lord Jesus
1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der hi xxvii, No familiar spirit

could have suggested to him more effective woids

j* e. ti ansf. Of a plant • Adapted to relations

with Ohs late
1731 R. Bradley Wks Nat 38 Mistletoe . can never be

made familiar enough with the Earth to take Root, or
grow in it.

3 Of animals . Accustomed to the company of
men; domesticated, tame, on a domestic footing

with
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 263/2 He had one [hound] moche

famyfyer whtche boldly wold take brede for the horde
1598 Shaks Merry W 11 21 It is a familiar beast to man
1600 J Pory tr Leo’s Afrua. 11 213 Seipents so familiar
with men, that at dinner-time they wil come like dogs and
cats 1721 R Bradley Wks Nat 71 This year several

[snakes] have been familiar about the House. 1784
Cowl’er Task v 423 Till the pampered pest Is made
familiar. 1849 Sk, Nat Hist

, Mammalia III 56 The
tapir is occasionally domesticated and becomes familiar

fig 1604 Shaks Oth 11 111 313 Good wine, is a good
familiar Creature, if it be well vs’d

1 4. Of food, etc Congenial, suitable. Ohs
1620 Venner Via Recta (1630) 90 Womans milk Is best,

because it is most familiar unto mans bodie 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 61 Poysons liaue beene made by some, Familial
1661 Lovlll Hist, Anna 15- Mm 106 Roe-buck. The
flesh is famihar to mans body
5 . Of persons: Well or habitually acquainted,

having a close acquaintance or intimate know-
ledge. Of a person’s manner : Resulting from close
association. Const, with
1308 Fisher Wks (1876) 278 Who that wyl not make Jus

remembraunce famuler with them [the peiylles of hell],
1726-7 Svvirr Gulliver 11 vii, He was ama/ed, how so
groveling an Insect as I could entertain such inhuman
Ideas, and m so familiar a manner 1732 Pope Ess, Man 11

219 Famihar with her [vice’s] faceWe first endure, then pity,
then embrace 1848 Macaulay Hist, Eng I. 332 Men
famihar with all ancient and modern learning. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess (1889) I 31 An assembly . . with whose
incapacity we are familiar.

6 Of things . Known from constant association

;

pertaining to every-day knowledge, well-known.
Const to, + with
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxix. 112 As we see by example

famyler whan [etc ] 1576 Fleming PanoJSl Epist 105
Such pointes as to you are familiar 1581 R Goadl in
Confer 111 (1584 )X ij,

T

his place ofTertull is a knoiven and
familiar place 1612 Brinsley Lied Lit ix (1627) 145
Until! the Latme be as familiar to the Scholler as the
English 1690 Locke Hum Und. 11 1 5 23 It begins to
know the Objects, which being most familiar with it, have
made lasting Impiessions 1756 C Lucas Ess IVatets
III 298An experiment familiar to nurses. 1793 J Williams
Calm Exam 44 To simplify our laws, and render them
more familiar with our comprehension 1818 Scott Rob
E°y 1, I will .endeavour to tell you nothing that is
famihar to you already. 1873 H Sm.ncer Stud Soctol,
via 180 The contradictions become by-and-by famihar,
and no longer attract his attention.

to. Of evwy-day use, common, current, habitual,
ordinary, usual. Const to.

1599 Shaks Hen, V, iv 111 52 Familiar in his mouth as
household words. 1614 Raleigii Hist Woild v. vi § 10
•the familiar custome, among Princes ofviolating Leagues
"9° Locke Hum Und 1 111 §9 It is familiar among the
Mingrehans to bury their Children alive 1711 Addison
tspcct No. 135 r 10 All ridiculous Woids make their first
Entry into a Language by familiar Phrases 1780 Cowper
Progr, Err 509 With such fine woids familiar to lus
tongue 1836 J Gilbert Chr. Atonem. in (1852) 75 The
practice of impeaching the wares of others . is too familiar
with mankind.

#
1866 Rogers Aerie Prices I x\v 618Wine was an article ofgeneral and famihar supply«

1
"
c> Homely, plain

; hence, easily understood
1529 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 156/1 The very straunge

famihar fassyon thereof 1588 Shaks L, L. L, i. 11 n
Jxragttow canst thou part sadnesse and melancholy'Say By a familiar demonstration of the working x606—Tr % Cr. hi hi 113. I doe not straine it at the position, It

Lunihar , but at the Authors drift 1694 Addison Eng
Poets He [Montague] umems His verse, and writes 111
loose familiar strains

+ 7. Of persons, their actions, etc.: Affable,
courteous, friendly, sociable. Ohs.
c *3*5 Chaucer L G, W 1602 Now was Jason goodly

fa^ule
;
e * J43<> ABC opAristotle inBabees BL (1868) 11 F to fers, ne to famuler, but freendh of

cheere 1529 More Dyaloge in, Wks 225/2 If they [men]be famiher we call them light. If they be solitarye we
call them fantasuke. a 1555 Latimer Si rut, Rem (1845}
76 Christ was a good famihar man he came to men?

stables when he was called 1632 Lithgow Trav. ix, 4x6Were I found euery where kind and familiar people a 1636
XIssher Ann vn (1658) 802 Whereupon one m a familiar
banquet promised Cams, that [etc ] X742 Pope Dime
iv 497 Bland and familiar to the throne he came xtsi
Johnson Rambler No. 89 F 12 In his unbended and familiar
intervals

8 Free, as among persons intimately acquainted,
unceremonious, occas. Too free, taking liberties
with

; also m To makefamihar with
“386 Chaucer Shfman's T 31 In his hous as familiarwas he, As it possible is any friend to be 148s CaxtonPans $r V G868) 88 That ye suffyrhym soo famylyer with

X0* *!?45 Howell {title) Epistoi® Ho-Ehanae Familiar

%
nd f™lgn

.

1687 T Brown Samts ™Uproar Wks 1730 I 79 1 here 5 no stopping your licentious
y
u
0U wou'd

cr
ot make so familiar with thehead of the Church 2722 Steele Sped No. 536 f 2 Itdoes look a little familiar, but I must call you DearDumb

17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull iv v. As if I had been famihar

with your reputation 1786 W Ljiomsun lVatson's Philip

III {1793)11 v. no He ins indulged at all times, with

famihar access to lus pcison

4- to adv — Familiarly
1803 tr. Le Bruit’s Monsieut Botte III 28 A person

who continues to treat me so shockingly familiar

8 Comb., asfamiliar-fond, -mannered ntljs

2857 W Collins Dead Set ret II \i in 2C4 The ladies

she is familial -fond with 1876 G10. Llioi Dan. Du. m
xlviii, A coarse, familiar-mannered man

B. sb

1 A member of a person’s family or household
(pbs. m general sense] . In the Roman Catholic

Church, a peison who belongs to the household of

the Pope or a bishop, and renders domestic but

not menial services

X460 Burgh Jiic Peebles 9 June (18721 137 The said Sir

'Ihomas Kenedy was m the Kyngis respit at the bysehof of
Sanct Andoris has of the Kyngis as famelyar tyl hy m 1536
Sir R. Mohvson in Strypc Eal Mem. I App h\u 175
We princes wrot ourselves to he fanidims to popes 1541
Blcon News out of Heaven Early Wks (1843) 40 A mans
own household and familiars shall be his most enemies
1548 Hall Ckton 244 b, To lum, and Ins servauntes and
fainiliei s a fre and a general Pardon 1632 L11 1 icon Jiao
vi 268 Their victuals are brought dayly to them by their

familiars 1883 Catholic Did
, s v The nephews of a

bishop, in ordei to he considered his fatnihats, must render
him real service Ibid , The familiars of the Pope enjoy
many pnvileges

to An officer of the Inquisition, chiefly employed
in arresting and imprisoning the accused.
1360 Framiton Natr in Strype Ann Ref I. \\. *39

This done, we look otti journey towards bevil , the familiar
and his man well armed c 1645 Hum 1 1, Lett (1650) 1.

246 When the said Familiar goes to any house, all doois
fly open to lum. 1781 Gibuon Dctl # P, III 24,5 Many of
tne Castilians, who pillaged Rome, were familiars of the
holy inquisition 1823 J Neal Bio Jonathan III. 441 If
my familiars have done their duty, he is on his way to the
scaffold 1833 Moti cv Dutch Rip n hi 11866) 165 It [the
‘ Holy Office ’] having its familiars m every house
transf 1821 Southi y Lett. (18561 III. 227, 1 do not like

to embody myself as a political Familiar

2 . A person with whom one has constant inter-

course, an intimate fuend or associate.
c 1374 Chaucer Booth, 1 iv. 18 For whiche Jmig 0011 of )>i

fainilers not vnskilfully axed Jnis. etc 1494 Fahv an
Chron vi. cci 208 Hugh Capet was his fatnulycr and t liicf

counceler 2304 Lady Marcam t tr. T a Kentpis' Inut.
iv xiu, Thou, my god, art closed& hydm counsell of thy
famyhars <2x369 KiNi.i SMYi L Man's Pst xi. (1580) 70
Thou whom I have chosen one of my twelve familiars
2640 Bp. Hall Episc. n, a 139 A eo-partner and a dcare
famehar of 51. Peter and St Paul 1669 l*i nn No Cross
ix, § xo It weans thee off thy Familiars 1839 Geo Li un
A. Bede 14 Retaining her maiden appellation among her
familial s

to. One intimately acquainted with (a thing).
1875 Lowlil Wordsw, Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 399 The

life-long familiar of the mountains
3 A familiar spirit, a demon or evil spirit sup-

posed to attend at a call.

*304 as dcot uiscov. rritcnci nr xv 65 iv llic, otherwise
called a divell or fnnuliar 1633 1<o«d Brohut II. hi tv,
You have a familiar That posts i‘ th* air for your intelli-
gence f 1748 Smocllit Rod. Rand (181.1} I 249 She paid
me a visit to be introduced to my familiar 18x2 Soutiiev
Ommana II 250 The old beliefm famihais 1866 A1.01 a
Lolit Nat Man hi 152 Our familiar is , . a nimble and
tricksy spirit, like Puck.
transf and fig.

1819 Byron Juan it xiu, Twelve days had Fear Been
their familiar, and now Death was here 1830 Gai t LawrieT 1 vn (1849) *2 The garret was alive with mosquitoes,
domestic familiars. 1836 Backwoods of Canada 51 \ilc
familiars to the dormitoi y kept us fi 0111 closing our weai y
eye-hds. 1867 Lowell Roussuin Prose Wks 1890 II 250He keeps a pet sorrow, a blue-devil familiar, that goes
with him everywhere. 1867 J II Stirling in Portn Rev.
Uct 379 Style B one ofDe Qumcey’s familiars.

Familiarism (fami lianz’m).
J
7, Familiar a

+ -ISM
] A mode of expression usual only in

familiar language
; a colloquialism.

1763 Patriotism, a MocUicroic (ed. 2) Index, Fanu-
hansms and vulgansms 1787W Mausiui 1 Norfolk II To
Rdr 9. 1 thought it prudent to do away some of the fanulwi-

V"
,b % onguw! minutes 1803 W Tayi ok in MonthlyMag XIV

^
506 ivould-oe, I h lb familiansm deser ved record

4* Famrliarist. Ohs. rare. [f as prcc +• -lst ]One who is an authority on familiar spirits.
1726 De Foe Ilist Devil (1840) 246 That learned

famihanst Mother Hazel

larite, -larite, familonte, 5-7 familiante(e, -

-xarte, (5 -yoryte), famyliarite, (6 -tie, 7 -ty
-tye, 6 -yaryte),6- familiarity [a. F.famihan
ad L. famihdntdt-evi, f fannhdns seeFAMiu
a“c

\
uty] The quality or state of being fanuli

T 1 The quality proper to the head of a hou
hold, hospitality Ohs rare.

in Housch. Ord 18 Hardeknoute n
be called a fader uoreshoure of familiaritie

4* 2 The quality proper to a member of 1

family
;
hence, behaviour due from a retainer 01

familiar friend, devotion, fidelity Obs
C X440 Secrt.es, largesse engendrys ffamihante, bat

t ew seruice 2326 Ptlgr Perf. (W de W 1531) \fb,gyueus an occasion of reuerent famihai
1348 Hall Chron, 173 The duke of Yorke ledde the Qu

with fle.lt f.lllllll Ultltt to ill lilt'll. Slglltis 1576 1' 1 1 MING
Panopl l pist 11(1 A 111 ui ful of fanuti.iutie and louitcous
acquaint nice

4
* 3. .Suitableness, fitness (of loud, etc '. Obs
iSSi Tikmr Ih that i (1 /•!!) M \\ 1,

A eutayne
familtaiitie that is betwuiu then HaUiies 1^46 but T.
JJuoum Psuuc Ip 111 am 159 'lliue is lequued m the
aliment a familial it> of nutter,

4. The slate ol being very friendly or intimate
friendly mleicourse ; intimacy with (.1 poison)

*

t 2450 tr T a Kuttfis hint 111. xln, peso fulke eomeb
not. .to l>o gi.ub of my luuimle faiiiiluuti* XS33 15n.
1 1 Mil N Livy 1 (t° ) i’7 N »‘t

11
*i>. I. had lu. famihai lie

wnlulie sauh,
]

. i> . 1 . i;,88
1

Uoaii Duuonsh
Disup (Arb ) ,

l ie I 1 I 1 s that shouldu be
lit twixt the ministe'i and Ills people 2664 Muimji < llr,
Wks 1872-5 II 174 The old famihai ity and kindness he-
twivt the two Kings. 2727 I)i hoi Svst Mat,n 1 tv
11840)111 When tin. r.ittiilus ity 1 » unu ubtaiind with the
evil smut 2762 1ft Ml Ht\l lug, JI \v\11. 12/ [He] ie
solved to introduce Wolsi y to the >otitig pi 1111 e‘ , faniihaoty.
2880 I. .S11 rill N Pope ill. fix l’opt wa. not di.meluied to
pntlc Imiiself upon 111 . familiarity with the great

to. Undue intimacy
2387

’

1 10 visa Iltgdtn (Rolls! VII. iL; Tie [1'dw.ml] hts
on ne modu for su.pei te f.onuliaiiu and luimRiiLs de-
puved uf al line goodt .. 1600 J l’oio tr 1 10 s l/uca
11 .*06 If any of tin in offer to have f.umliaritie with their
Tunes, they punish linn iiio.t sttiticly

|
c. torn) A bumbar person or pusons Also

tollcit A ui ole of intimate A lends oi connexions,
a 2633 Nalnion / tagm Rig, ( \ib.) | , A I .uly of gieat

honour, of the Kings familial ity 2643 Mil ion Di.mm
Wks i7j8 I joi Tin hasiugof l’aunts, 01 otliu famiiiaiity
m hatsoevi » , 2665 J, Wi mt .Stom thug ( 2 /a*,) » Suefi
frivolous Reasons as unto all itulicioti 1 Men, evi 11 those of
lus own Familial tty, .tie* tidieulous,

6. (.'lobe 01 habitual aequamtam 0 w/V/t (.1 thing)

;

constant practical knowledge, habituation
1601 Sit tks All’s U’tllv. 11. j Win 11 1 lime' In Id fami-

luu it ie with fiesher eloillit . aijvt \ ti v (fl W,
euiUi.ti l at last sueti an iiitini.u y and ft 1 1 1 an 1

a>

as makes it difficult and uk aiiiu for us 10 1 all oil out minds'
1841 hi rmssjosi Hut, hut I ,03 The familiarity 01 ea-
sioned by the daily sight of listen inunus 2854 B1.1 wsn n
Mine /f odds wu. . sf. Out daily f.inutiarity vvttli the
otdmary pin nonieiia of life,

6. Absence oi cut oniony, flue or unrestrained
intercourse, csp. with infcnots, 1’iovcrl), Tamili-
anty bleeds, 4’ bungs, 4' u cutes eonft m/d

< 2380 W\tm // (touo) 4 4 liaue Jiu .0 mm he f.imu
larite or hoinlynt.se 2477 1 > ai 1 Kiu ns it .iMmu Du Us
4<» l!)t I idiom tli a kyitg to be emitui ant among is them
[Ills |M'ople] without otieriiioi Jie famjljante 2548 Unvti,
cte 1 1 asm. Par. John 54a, Ktiinli hum brmgi th con-
t« inptc 2S99 W'NSiii u Dial, .s .y I ng t» ,

’ Mm h f.iint-

hautic oftentimes hiee-de . tonlt nipt. 2647 1 1 aio soon Hist
Rib 1 (1844) i<F* Oltv.ue/ li.ul been litard to ei'iisure very
severely the duki 's faimliartly tow.ud , the prince. 1667
Ivviiyn Pub/, EmployHunt m Mi,, Wks fiSp,) 3 ,, Fami-
harityereates contempt. 2797 Mrs. Rai>, ton Italian vn,
'I o allow him .111 mm and 111 go 0 of famihatuy 111 conversa-
tion. 2876 Miss IhcvniKiN J IIn guilt's Dan, II joajim
greeted his stepmother will fi 1 d r

.1 ’m iv

to. An instance of J.i..s. ,
i - U iuviour m action,

sj icech, or expression; something allowed or justi-

fied only on the ground of intimacy Usually in pi
*641 J Jackson 'Jme I rang ’J 111. 280 Any other

noble, and lavvfull f.vmihaHttts of mtmiaue, ami dcire
ne*sst. 1697 C01 1 ox 1 \s. Mot \nbj. x 1 17094 44 If you t on-
found these two Relations [of Ma .ti r and bervaiit] by lav 1 ,h
and nulisereet Fanuhaimts, youde .tiny the Rt .poet 2822
Lamii Elja btr i* Kent J ut*'& J JV1

1

hanttes inscribed upon your ordinary tomb .time. 1873
Mrs. Ramjoiik IV, Hyacinth I to Too great [awe] to
allow of Ins being guilty of a familiarity.

7. Ashot, (see quot.)
2829 J Wilson Dnt. Astro

l

99 Pan,tinnitus, called
also configurations or aspects

Familiarization (farm liarouf 1
Jail) [f next

+ -ATioN.] The action oi lainiiiarutng in various
senses ; an instance oi this
*75S H T Choki R Orl.Pnr I Prcf 6 By fnmilian/ation

we reduce the forte or formidable obieets 2763 Miss L
Iai uor m Miss Carter Lett iidorj) III ufi, I would read
L
2 l

l familiarisations the most sinking parts
2836 1 Hook 6. (.unify 11 1, V militant faimlian/atiou
with such scenes 2888 bvv 1 1- 1 Eng Sounds 43 T he familial*
i/ation of foi cign words

Familiarize ‘fami liat.ii/), v [f F vmili ut a.

+ -izk.] tram. To make iatnilui
X. traits. To make (a thing, lately a peisoti;

familiar or well-known
<22639 Wonon Let , Rtlv], JColton (167 1 478 Intending
‘0 in it r*i - la-a !*.. .ill, ’1 «, .

*' 1 ’

' „ ' 1 1774M \ is hi ‘ t it. I ,.ti vs. I

11 -/

1

el 1 1" ,
1

1 1 g (, , I .
1 <

1 1 1, 1 11 dii
‘'•story of his patron saint to the monks of his convent
2846 Jovcl Sti Dial i 2 Your drawing eompasvts may
famihnri/e lo your mind the idea iff an angle. 1873 W S
Hayward Love agst World 24 Horses ami hounds ritog-
m/eu that shout, fanuharx/ed to them by many a good run

T to. I o render familiar or accustomed , to di-
vest of strangeness.
1608 Sylvi ster Du Bartas 630 Long continuance and

custome .. I'annhari/ing so the lit, that., one may almost
foiget it 1721 Addison hpett. No 239 F 3 The Genius
snnled upon me with a Look of. Affability that faniilian/ed
hnn tomy Imagination 2768 Johnson Puf. .Shaks Wks

24S Shakespeare . famihai i/es the wonderful, 2779
CowPLR Let Wks. 1837 45 Long habit and custom .tre

U ^
th

ânll larue t0 us (kings much moic disugiccable
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2 a. To pul (a person) on a footing of intimacy

(
rare ) + b To render (a person’s manner) familiar

or affable, {obs) C icjl. and vnh for tefl To
adopt a familiar and courteous demeanour. A1 o

in a bad sense :
1 To make oneself cheap’. Now icue

a 1754 Richardson Gr audison V xvn 96, I should he
glad to be familiarized to the Ladies of jour family 1858
Hawthorne Ancestral Footstep 11883I 501 Middleton on
his atrival is familiarized at the Hospital

to 1709 Sitelf Patter No 127 j* 9 For the Cure of this

particulai S01 1 of Madness [haughtiness] it will be necessary
to familiarize his Carnage by the Use of a good Cudgel
X761-2 Hume Hist Eng (1806) V lx\i 321 It was very
difficult for him to soften or familiarize it [his addiess]
C 1685 Gracian's Courtier’s Orac 163 He that fami-

liarizes himself, presently loses the Superiority that his
serious air gave him 1697 C’tess D'Annoy’s Trav (1706)
22 She at length familiariz'd herself, and told me, 'Twas not

through fear of anything else but of displeasing me 411734
North Lives II 418 He familiarized with his equals, and
gave no offence to his inferiors 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) IV 157 We had familiarized to each other long ago
1886 Harpers Mag Aug 377 Captain T Cook is another
type of the resetved man who does not familial lze with the
passengers

3 . To bring into familial or common use, to

popularize. Now rare
175a Johnson Rambler No 208 p it, I have familiarized

the teims of philosophy by applying them to popular ideas
1779-81 —• L P t Pope Wks IV 74 This mode of imitation,
m which the ancients are familiaused, by adapting then
sentiments to modem topicks 1807 W Taylor in Ann
Rev V ' 563 The discussion served to familiarize the words
congress, general government [etc ] 1834 Brayley Graph
^ Hist lllust. Pref

, It was my wish to familiarize Aichaeo-
logical inquiries

b To give a familiar form to (a name)
1804 W Irving Life <J- Lett (1864) I vi 94 An invincible

propensity to familiarize the names of people

4 To accustom (a person, one’s mind, etc ) to,

into, or to do (something)
,
to habituate Now

rate
1648 Sir J Temple Irish Retell 7 They began to suffer

their English followers to familiaiize themselves into their

beastly manners and customes. 1734 Mem Geo PSalma-
nazar 214 To exert my talents in familiarising myself to
this pretended Formosan language and chiracter 1830
Herschel Stud Nat Phil 22 By famihausing us to
walk uprightly 1833 J H Newman Lett (1891) I 483
To familial lse the imagination of the reader to an Aposto-
lical state of the Chuich 1848— Loss 4 Gain 239 Intending
to familiarize my paushioners to it by little and little

b. To make (a person or oneself) well ac-

quainted, or to feel at ease, at home with.
a 1687 Petty Pol Anth 1 (1691) 17 He is familiarized

with Hardships and Hazaids 174* J Lawry&H Heaton
Athenian Lett (1792) I 147 Having familiariz'd myself
much of late with the hieroglyphical imagery *815 Moore
Lalla R Pref (1850I 10 To familiarise myself with its

various treasures. 1856 Froude Hist Eng (1858) I 11 98
Wolsey familiarized Henry with the sense that a reforma-
tion was inevitable 1863 Tyndall Heat 111 61 My object
here is to familiarise your minds with the general conception
of atomic motion
absol 1834 FoNBLANQur Engl, under 7 Admmistr. (1837]

III 23 The fiist effect may be to startle
, hut the second

will be to familiause.

1

5

. To domesticate, tame (an annual). Cf.

Familiae a Ohs
1634 W. Tirwhyt tr Balzac's Lett 205 Since we are

forced to live among savage creatures, wee had neede
to familiarise them 1682 Norris Hierocles 35 Which

is the method men take to tame and familiarize wild beasts

Hence Fami liarized fpl. a
,
Fami lianzer,

one who famihauzes, Fami liarizmg ppl. a,
Fami’laam singly adv
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 241 This familiarized Book

[Bible] 1726-7 Swirr Gulliver in. vh, I soon grew so
familiarized to the sight of spirits that they gave me no
emotion at all 183a Lander Adv, Niger I v. 215 Their
faces had become familiarized to us 1872 Proctor Ess
A stron 111 37 In the less dignified rile of a famihanser he
was not successful 1876 Black Mad-cap V vm 73 She
would have got familiarised with us, and stayed on in-

definitely 1890 J H Stirling GiffordLed x 179 Jehovah,
whom German and French Writers have taken of late,

degradingly and I suppose fanuliarisingly, to call Jahve

Familiarly (fa.m1T1a.1l1), adv. [f Familiar a
+ -ly a

] In a familiar manner,

f 1 . After the manner of a domesticated animal
1550 Thomas Ital Gram ,

Dantesticamcnte, familiarely or

homely 1607 ToPsrLL Fonrf, Beasts {1673) 101 Ptolomeus
Pluladelphe having a hmde calf biought it so familiarly

tanie, that [etc ] 1651 W G tr. CoweIs Inst 59 If any
shall happen to be made tame, and by customs goe fami-

liarly m and out,

2 Like one who has an intimate acquaintance

(with either persons or things)
;
intimately

14 Prose Legends in AnghaVltl 162 Famiherlytaghte
of pe holy goste 1548 Halt Chron 66 The hyng of Eng-
land . . them honorably embraced and famiherly kissed

1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 231 Great Minos used with
great Chromdes Familiarly of old to sit and chat. *748
Hartley Observ, Man 11. in 287 Two ill Men can scarce

become known to each other familiarly 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend (1865) 113 Lord Chancellor Bacon was fami-

liarly acquainted with all the secrets of personal influence

1865 Sat Rev 5 Aug 169/2 The desirableness of doctors
or lawyers being brought more familiarly together

+ b In a bad sense With undue freedom Ohs
1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1638) 68 Her whom his aged

father had too familiarly vsed

3 As an every-day matter or matter of course

,

commonly, usually Ohs exc with words implying
knowledge
1576 Fleming Pctnopl, Epist 226 Using themselves fami-

liarly to such foule enormities 1621-51 Burton Altai.
Mel 1. 11 n 111, 77 There be too that familiarly drink Sea
watei 1674 Boyle Excell Theol 11 iv 178 The familiarly
visible stars 1781 Gibbon Reel, & F III 202 Scenes with
which he was familiarly conversant 1879 Cassells Techn
Educ I 207 The form of crane most familiarly known is

that which is called the jib-ci ane

i* b In every-day language or manner, easily
156* T Norton Calvin's lust, iv 69 These two places,

which I haue familiarly expounded 1607 Topsell
Four-J Beasts (1673) 266 More perspicuously and fami-
liarly expressed by them cs66aj Harrington Valerius
Pvbl To Rdr (1700I475 Ihere is nothing I so much

desire as to be famihai ly understood
4. Without ceremony, in a free and easy manner,
unceremoniously
CX425 Wyntoun Cron vm v 42 He wyth Jzame spak

famylyarly 1568 Grafton Chron II 810 [1 he Duke] ex-
horted him famiherly to say whatsoever he thought
1678 Dryden Limberhnm v 1, We'll banish all Pomp and
Ceremony, and live familiarly together 17x2 Tickfil
Spec

t

No 410 ? 1 She saluted him very familiarly by his
Name 1821 Lamb Elia Ser 1 Valentine's Day ,

Our fami-
liarly pious ancestors 1875 T. W Higginson U S Hist
vm 56 Called familiarly by the name of ‘ Pilgrims

Familiarness (farm liaines). [f. as prec +
-NESS

]

1 = Familiarity 4-6 . Now rare.

x6xa Brinsley Lud Lit 262 The familiarnes of the
matter <*1645 R Heyviood Observ fy Instr m lxu
(1869) 55 Neuer was of famiharnes Contempt esteem’d the
proper childe 1730-6 in Bailey (folio), Familiarness 1789
Mad D'Arblay Diary Apr

,
She does not choose such sort

of familiarness, 1854-6 Patmore Angel in Ho 1 it. xn
(1870) 231 So neai a touch Affirms no mean familiarness

f 2. Suitableness Obs rare
1617 Hifron Whs II 182 The fitness of the rite to repre-

sent that to which it hath reference, and the famihatnesse
of it for their % nderstanding.

t FamiTiary, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f L type

*familidn-us, f familia see Family and -ary 1
]

Peitainmg to the control of a family 5 domestic
1643 Milton Divorce 11 xxi, It pleas’d God. to make

him [Heniy VIII] the beginner of a refoi mation by fiist

assei ting into his familiary power the right of just divorce,

+ Famrlic, a Obs In 7 familique, -eliqne,

-ellicfc. [f Family + -Ia; prob arising from a
misunderstanding of FaMEMO; cf medL. liber

famelicus account-book of domestic expenditure,

famelicacura domesticmanagement (Pertz Scnptt
XXV 676)] Pertaining to a family, also, domes-
tic, familiar
1660 Waterhouse Arms 4 Arm 47 Their familique

Banners 1676 Shadwell Virtuoso u, A domestick animal
a Mangy Spaniel, and a less famelhck creature a Sound

Bull Dog 1684 Otway Atheist 1. i, With as grave, a
fatherly, famelique countenance as ever I saw,

+ Fami’lical, a Obs rat e [f as prec. +
-ioal ] Of or belonging to a family

,
family

x66o Waterhouse Arms $ Arm 48 Arms in National
Standards, and familical Ensigns or Banners

Familism (fae miliz’m). Also 7 familyism.
[f L famtl-ia Familt +-ism]
1 The doctrine and practice of the Familists
1642 Canne in J Ball Answ 1 112 It is familisme for him

to say I will have in my selfe a secret meaning from the
rest. *648 Prated of Ministers lit Miall Congregation-
alism Yorks (1868) 49 We ate resolved never to consent
to the toleration of Familyism , or any othei heresies

a 1716 South Serin (1717) V 148 The Devil found it

requisite . to set up hLS Standard m Familism or Enthu-
siasm 1765 T Hutchinson Hist Mass Bay I 117 His
principles were the very dregs of familism

2 In. Founer’s socialistic philosophy The feel-

ing existing between members of a family ; fraternity

1848 Tails Mag XV 705 The propensity to group em-
biaces love, friendship, ambition, and a fourth passion
called familism

Familist (fas milist) Also 7 famel-, famul-,
famylist [f as prec. + -1ST ]
j* 1 The head of a family, a family-man Obs
xfiiaW Parkes Curtuvic Di 7 Then hathhe descended

fiom Families to euery particular Famulist 16x5 Bedwell
Moham Imp 11 § 70 Mohammed was a good familist 1658
Osborn Adv Son 70 If you will needs be a Familist, and
Marry.

+ 2. One of the same family or household. Obs.

1631 Brathwait Whimsies, Zealous Brother 119 Contro-
veisies which he secretly commenceth amongst his owne
familists, 1638 HrvwooD Wise Woman 11 Wks 1874 V
304 If you come to live in our house, and be a Familist

amongst us,

3 A member of the sect called the Family of
Love ; see Family 7
1502 Nashe P Pennilesse B 3 Like the Anabaptists and

adulterous Familists 1634 Canni* Neiess Separ (1849)

132 The cursed Familists do hold that religion standeth
not in outward things a sjs6 South Serm (1717) V 151
See, with what Contempt the Father of the Familists,

Henry Nicolas, casts off the Use and Authority of it [Scrip-

ture] 1853 Marsden Early Punt 391 The familists did
not escape the watchful vigilance of the privy council

Familistery (fremili sten). rare

.

[ad F.

faimhsiire, f. famille, f. L faimha (see Family),

formed by substitutingfamili- for tbe first member
of the word phalanstire ] The abode of a com-
munity living together as one family.

1865 Reader No 145 399/3 The
1 Familistery or "Work-

mail’s Home x886 Pall Mall G 5 Oct. 5/2 Familisteres,

reading rooms, museums will ensue spontaneously

t Famili*stic, a Obs [f Familist + -ic ] a
Of or pertaining to the Familists or Familism
b Pertaining to a family or household,
a 1646 Pagitt Ileresioqr (ed 3) 90A fourth holds Fami-
hstickelenets 1667 H More Div. Dial Schol (17x3)566
'I his Man possessed with Famihstic dotage
b. 1660 Wati rhouse Arms $ Arm. 42 The certain me

of fannlistique distinctions

I* Famili'stical, a Obs [f prec + -al ] a
= I amilistio a.

; b = Familtstkj b.

a- 1653 Gauden Hierasp 306 They labour . to turn the
solidity of Truth into nothing hut Famihsticall whimseys
1702 C Mathtr Magn Chr 11 iv. (1852) 124 The suppres-
sion of an antinomian and famahstical faction.

b x66o R Coke Power 4 Snbj 15 1 heological virtues
relate to the attaining of Etei nal happiness . Moral,
Humane, and Famihstical, to the conservation of society

and peace in their several places

Hence
*f"
Famili stically adv.

1653 Baxter Meth Peace Consc 24 [We] put false inter-

pretations on the plainest precepts of Christ and Fami-
listically turn them into Allegories

Family (fee mill), sb Forms : 5 famylye, {Sc.

famyle), 5-6 famyll(e, 5-7fanulie, (Sfamelie, -ly,

fanmly,famylie, Sc famell, 7 familly, 6-family
[ad L familia household, f.famulus servant ]

1 1. The servants of a house or establishment

;

the household. Obs. exc infamily ofservants
la 1400 ChesterPI fShaks. Soc ) I 213 You are my des-

ciples, and of my familie 1641 Disc, Pr Henry in Harl
Misc (Malh.) III. 522 His family . consisted of few less

than five hundred. *707 Sloane Jamaica I 46 The pro-
pnetor keeps a large family for its defence 1722 De Foe
Plague (1840) xo, I was a single man but I had a family of
servants 1794 Godwin Cal Williams 39 Mr Tjrrel
proposed to take him into his family, and make him
whipper in to his hounds

f b. The retinue of a nobleman or grandee Obs
1548 Hale Chron 171b, The Kyng, the Quene with all

their familie, shortly folowed. 1609 Skene Reg May 45
Na Prelat, Erie, nor Barron sal ryde with ane greatei

familie ^number) of men and hors

e The staff of a high military officer or (in

India) state official

1808 Ei phinstone Let 5 Sept, in Colebrooke’s Life 1, 185
Mr Seton .waived his right to nominate my family. X809
Tas Moore Camp Spam 72 Ihe Staff Officers of Sir

John Moore’s family. 1856 J W Cole Mew. Brit Gen
Pemn War II vm 84 The officeis of his family . fell m
with the same humour

d. Rom. Ant. A troop, school (of gladiators)

1863Whyte Melville Gladiators 1. 6a You look as ifyou
belonged to the family yourself

2 The body of persons who live in one house or
under one head, including parents, children, ser-

vants, etc.

1545 Joye Exp Dan iv 48/1, I Nebucadnezar, happye
and prosperouse in my familie 1631 StarChamb Cases
(Camden) 44 His family were himself and his wife and
daughteis, two mayds, and a man a X729 S Cl arke
Serm

,

(1730) II 111 51 Representing all Orders of intelli-

gent Beings, as the Family of God 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udolpho 11, I am going to prayers with my family

1859 Jephson Brittany 11 10 The difference between people
who live in Society and people who live in the family

b. Happy Family : a collection of buds and
animals of different natures and propensities living

together in harmony in one cage.

1844 in P T Barnum Sixty Years Recollections (1889)

120 [At Coventry] we visited an exhibition called the
* Happy Family’. 1890 Evening News 4 Dec 4/5 He was
on his way home with his 1 Happy Family’.

3 The group of persons consisting of the parents

and their children, whether actually living together

or not
; in wider sense, the unity formed by those

who aTe nearly connected by blood or affinity.

Holy Family • see quot. 1875.
x667 Milton P L x 216 As Father of his Familie he

clad Thir nakedness 1796 H Hunter tr St Pierre’s

Stud Nat (1799) III 589 We pass through the love of our
family to love Mankind 1829 Jas Mill Hum Mind
(1869) II. xxii, 2x8 The group which consists of a Father,

Mother and Children, is called a Family. 1875 Tyrwhitt
in Diet Chr Antup I 66 1 Family—The Holy The sub-
ject which bears this title in modern art is geneially a group
consisting of the Virgin Mother* bearing the Sacied Infant,

of St Joseph, and frequently of the younger Sjt John
Baptist and occasionally of St. Elizabeth

b A person’s children regarded collectively

173a Pope Ep Bathurst 382 Seldom at Church But
duly sent his family and wife, 1876 Miss Braddon J.
Haggard's Dan xxx 280 ‘ I'm a man with a long fambly 1

Mod He has a large family

4: Those descended or claiming descent fiom
a common ancestor , a house, kmdi ed, lineage

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron, vm iv 304 Amang his K3 n and
his Famyle 1513 Douglas Mneis xi vm 136 The famell
and kynrent Of Volsca 1581 MarbecK Bit of Notes 708
Plinie affirmeth also, that ther was a Famuly that would

t
o vpon a great fire, & not he touched therewith 1593
haks, 3 Hen VI, 1 1 65 Let vs assayle the Family of

Yorke 1599 — Hen V, 11 11. 129 Come they of Noble
Family ? 1671 Milton P. R. iii 168 By strong hand his

[Maccabeus’] family obtain’d the crown 1734 Pope Ess,
Mari iv. 213 Gol and pretend thy family is young. 1804

J Grakame Sabbath (1839) 15/2 Every great merchant and
money dealer wishes to be the founder of what is called a
family 1868 Freeman Norm Cong, (1876) II. jx 268 The
abbey pf Coventry, still kept jn the family



FAMISH.
FAMILY.

fig *775 Sheridan Duenna 11 in, The beggars are a

very ancient family in most kingdoms

Id (Man, woman, etc ) offamily * of noble or

gentle descent

a 1763 Shenstone Ess ,
External Figure Wks 1764 II

60 If dress be only allowable to persons of family, it may

fete ] 1762-71 H Wai roir Virtue s Anecd, 1 amt (1780)

1 1

1

12 He man led a beautiful English-woman of family.

1777 W Dalrymplb Trav SJ> 4 Port be, Thiee troops

eai h consisting of 200 men, who are all men of family

1810 Bentiiam Packing (1 821) 146 People of no ‘family .

Cr In wider sense. A 1 ace; a people or group

of peoples assumed to be descended from a com-

mon stock

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1 (Arb) 23 You to me ful pro

mist That Roman Tamely should spung from the auncetrye

Troian *842 Prichard Nat Hist Man 468 1 he lama-

nacs, who belong to the same family, live on the right bank

of theOunoco 1848 Macaulay Hut Eng fed 51 1 1 *8 By

the mixture of three blanches of tlu. gieatleutomc family

with each other
, , ,

.

5 t> ansf andfig. (with mixed notion of 3 and 41

A brotheiliood or gionp of individuals or nations

bound together by political or leligious ties.

1611 BniLE Eph 111 is 'the Father of our Lord Iesns

Clmst, Of whom the whole family m heauen and eai th is

named 1650-3 Dissert de Pace inPhew x (1708) 1

1

34s ul

all the Familys and Societys of Christians, they are most

hated 011865 E Everett (W \ The States of Europe

were by the pievaihng maxims of its policy, closely united

u\ one family 1875 Manning Mission U Ghost ix 253

'I hey [the apostles] subdued the Gicehs .the. Romans,

and our foiefathers into one family

6 A gionp or assemblage of objects, connected

together and distinguished from others by the

possession of some common features or properties

a 1626 Bacon Sytva § 354 Theie be two Great Families of

Things ,
Sulphui eous and mercui lal 1731 Porr Lp Bui

hng-ton iv 96 With all the mournful family of Yews 1741

Chambers’ Cycl s v. Curves, Family of Curves *79*

Hutton Math, Diet I 353 Family ofcurves is an assem-

blage of several curves of different kinds, all defined by the

same equation of an indeterminate degree 1813 Hartwell
Jntrod Gcol (18151457 The classification of simple minerals

into families 1875 Fortnijm Majolica vin 65 Peisian,

Damascus, Rhodian, and Lindus wares, composing a large

family 1875Whitney Life Lane; xu 228We have called

a certain body of languages a family, the Indo Euiopean

b In modern scientific classification . A group

of allied genera. (Usually, a ‘family* is a sub-

division of an ‘ order ’
;
but in the ‘ natural system

*

of botanical classification the two words are, so

far as cotyledonous plants are concerned, synonym-

ous English botanists chiefly using ‘ order *, while

in Fiench Jussieu’s termfamille is retained.)

1753 Chambers Cycl Snpp s.v, The bream and the

herring, though very diffeient in genus, may yet be brought

into the same Family 183*1 Davies ManualMat Med
023 Rest-harrow, of the family Ltgummosx 1858 Carfen-

tfr Veg Phys § 19 Several genera may, 111 like mannei, be

united into a family 1880 Gray Struct Bot. ix § 1 325

Family in botany is synonymous with order *881 Mivart
in Nature No 615 337 The older Lacertiha is made up of

a certain number of large groups, each of which is called a

family, which family is again composed of genera

7 family of lovc\ a sect which originated in

Holland, and gained many adherents m England

m the 16th and xythc ; they held that religion

consisted chiefly in. the exercise of love, and that

absolute obedience was due to all established

governments, however tyrannical

1379 J. Kndwstub (title1, A Computation of monstrous
and horrible heresies . embraced of a number, who call

themselves the Familie of Love 1606 Sir G Goosecapbc

11. 1 in Bnllen O PI (1884) III 38 You are either of the

familie of Love, or of no religion at all. *645-62 Pagitt
Heiestogi (ed 6) 105 This sect of the family of love. ,aie so

called because their Jove is so great that they mayjoin any
congregation

_
*667 H More Div Dial, Schol. (1713) 568

Being lately informed by an Elder of the Family that

they of their Family that were regenerated . became
Christs

8. slang The thieving fraternity Seen -man
1749 Bamfylde Moore-Caiew (Fawner), No member of

the Family *8*a J H Vaux Flash Diet

.

s v , Thieves,

shaipers, and all others who get their living upon the cross,

are comprehended under the title of ‘ The Family ' 1838

Glascock LandSharks II ioolhis house wasnfavouute
lesoit of the Family

II altnb. (adj ) and Comb,

9 Simple attnb,, passing into an adj a. Of or

pertaining to the family or household • domestic.

1602 Fulbeckb Pandectes 47 Such famifie-seruantes or
retinue as to be agreeable to his dignitie *64* Hinde
J Brtien 66 This Gentleman knew light well, that family

exercises weie the very goads and spurs unto godlinesse

1685 Baxter Paraphr N P Matt vi. 5 Pubhck Church
Piayei, and Family-Prayer are as great duties as secret

Prayet 1694 F BragS r Disc Parables xiu 438 These
Family-devotions at the beginning and close of the day
*709 Lend Gaz No. 4522/2 That Coach was preceded by
his Majesty’s Family-Coaches a 173a T. Boston Crook in
Lot (r8os) 23 Such was the crook made in David's lot,

through his family-disorders *768 Woman of Honor II

178 If this sordid family-spmt does not soon meet with an
effectual check *8*8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II 157 If was
a family affair 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III 329 Tell us
something about their family life.

b In tradesmen’s signs, advertisements, and the

like , Family butcher, grocer, druggist, etc

originally one who supplies commodities for

56

household use, as opposed, eg to one who

supplies them to ships or the army Family

hotel, one which claims to be especially for the

reception of families

c Of or pertaining to a certain family, lineage,

or kindred . ,,

,11715 Wycherley Fss agst Pinie ^ /IimAi/

,

As 1

nobility consisted alone in being entitledto

plate graved with a coat of arms. 1769 Gray Ac/ I ocus

1775) 365 Ridnle hall, the family-seat oi Sir Michael 1* lem-

ne 1773 Mtimotii Cato Remarks 17* Securing to the

hen .a sufficient pa.t of the family-estate to suppo.t his

lank and station 1803 Bi ddots llygaa. 2
. w A f.umlj

disposition to insanity *818 Art Ir eseiv J et t 200 Some-

times accidental causes, produce w hat has l«.en tei med a

family toe, pai tly in consequence of its lx my heiectitatj-

10 Phrases a In a (or \the)family way : m a

domestic mannei ,
with the freedom of members of

the same family, without ceremony. Also +/»
family (= F. enfamilie).

*709 Siffle & Addison Tatlei No 136 1* 1 His Wife is

the Daughter of an honest House, ever hied 111 a Family-

Way *768 Woman of Uonoi 1 87 Dining together, in

family *784 Lett, to Hanoi ta 4 Mauaune II 64 She

would stay some tune with them, quite in the family

way *789 G Ktatt Pelevi 1st 107 At the house of this

Chief they weie received quite in a family way a 1809 J.

Palmer Like Master hkt Man (i8rx) I *91 ^ ou il find nil

in the family way. *854 J S C Aiwott Napoleon (185s)

11 mi 214 We should have discussed oui interests in a

family way 1859 Thackt hat l trgiii II. x 71 Why don t

we ask him and lus ladies to come over in a family way

and dine with some othei plain country gentlefolks t

b (To be) in thefamily way :
pregnant.

*796 Mrs E Parsons Mysi. Warn 1 go The Countess

ivas again in the family 'way 1840 Lauy C Bury //nt*

of Flirt xxvi, Esther is in the family way 1875 Jowl rr

Plato (ed 2) III 62 The wives will have a line easy

time when they are in the family way

11. Special Comb • family Bible, a laige copy

of the Bible for use at family prayers (its fly-leaves

often contain a ‘family legister’ or record of the

birth of children, etc ) ;
family-boat (see cjuot.

1883) ;
family circle, the company of persons and

their children, and other relatives and friends, who
are inmates in the household ;

family coach, a

large closed carriage capable of containing awhole

family; also, a certatn game of forfeits, in which

a story of the adventures of a * family coach ’ is

related; family-compact, a treaty made 111 the

eighteenth century between the Bourbon dynasties of

France, Spam, and the Two Sicilies foi common
action, esp against England and Auslua

;
family-

council, a meeting of the members of a family to

decide questions lclating to their common interest;

spec see family-meeting, family-disease (see

cjuot ); family-government, (a) the government of

a family
;
(b) the system in which each family stands

alone as a political unit
;
family-head (see quot.)

;

family-likeness, a tesemblance such as may lie

looked foi in members of the same family; also

fig ;
family-living, a benefice in the gift of the head

of the family , f family-lovist [f family of love

(see 7) + ist], = Famjmst 3 ;
family-man, a man

with a family; also (a) one who leads a domestic

01 homely life
;
(b) slang a thief ;

also a 1 fence ’ ( cf.

sense 8); family-meeting, in Louisiana anti

Quebec, a council of at least five iclations which

meets befoie a public notary to give advice con-

cerning a minoi or other person
;
family-picture,

(a) a painting repicsenling a family
;

(b) a pictuic

handed down as an heirloom
,
family-piece, (a)

a composition relating to the doings of a family ,

(b) =prec (n)
;
family-tree, a genealogical tree

*781 Johnson Lett D> Patten 25 Sept., This Lexicon
.might become a concomitant to the "Family Bible 1822

J Fiint Lett A me, 73 The craft, called *f.umly boats

*883W C Russell .Sailors Lang ,
Family boats, the name

given to smacks worked bymembeis of the same family

1809 II. Moar Cteiibs I 347 Being agiteable. in one's

own “family circle 1852 E Warn! R Hide IV U'oitd
82 They played the Old “Family Coach 1761 Hist.
Euiope in Ann Reg 52/2 The only reply was, that the
King of Spain had thought pioper to icnew his “family

compacts, 1884 Syd Sot, Lex ,
*Family diseases, diseases

pioceeding from heredity *715 Dc For-; Pant Instinct,

1. v (1841) I 106 We must set up a “family government
entirely new *803 Syd. Smith Whs, 1859 I 29/2 In

politics, they appear to have scarcely advanced beyond
family-govei nment *867Smyth Sailor'sWot d-bh , *Family-
head, when the stem was surmounted with seveial full-

length figuies *824 Mi-dwin Convei s Byion (18321 1 94
In his women there is little “family-likeness. 1883 Ci odd
in Knmul, 24 Aug 175/1 The family likeness of those
Indian folk-tales to those [European ones] given above
1798 Jane Austen Northang, Abb (1833! II, vli 144 It is

a “family living *883 Rkadf Many a Slip in Ha?per'

s

Mag Dec, *32/2 Joe was ordained priest, took the family
living 1589 Nasue Martins Months Minde To Rdi
Wks 1883 I 165, I meddle not herewith the Anabaptists,
“Famely louists, Machiauelluits, nor Atheists *788 G A
Stevens Adv Specuhst I. 221 Gmnesteis, Gamblers or

Family-men *856 Emerson Eng, Traits, A bihty Wk~,
(Bohn) II 44 These private reserved mute family-men
1846 Snowden Mag Assistant 342 Thieves Family-nien

1859 W Collins Q ofIleai ts (1875)17 I’m a family man

myself, with grown up daughters ofmy own 1856 Bouvifr

Law Diet US. (ad 61, 'family inciting. *762-7* H
Wai foi i I etftie’s A»e,d. Paint. (1786) 1 . 147 The “f.imtlj-

myself.

Law
WAI Foi I 1 -s t ‘".III)-

pictuieoftlieconsul 1 r
i |i 1 1712 ! > »' / S*Sf8

tine of the most agn 1 t
1 V f il* .

' ««' ’« ! n 1

1

ever

met with *762-7* I
1 " « ' 1 * • * Paint

(1786111. 102 Mr V. 1 1 m In i'll, . of I)r

Ihbhaul, physician, h , .s 1 u ..til > c 1826 Scot r

Provtnc Anhq ,
Scion t Impel, It ts a faintly piece

, com
picheiultng the Enid Scton, his July, and lain clulditn,

painted by Su A More 1864 'J iia< hi ra\ />. Duvall

(1869) 1, I once drew a fine *f unity tite of my am e* tins

Pa'milyish, a. [1 as prec + -ihh ] In nonce-

uses ’. a. Recalling family associations b Ex-

hibiting the full fence oi family ties, « clannish

1824 New Monthly Mar. XI 4 m Snouksvillu had a very

f.inulj ish sound 1891 limpet's /I/cm; Aug Jhcj'ie

a \ety fanulj ish soil of family.

Famine , fie mm j
Forms

: 4 6 fans in, famyn(e,

4- famine [a V.famine l’i funinaf late J,

type *famina,
f.fames hunger ]

1 . Extreme and genetal seaictty of food, in a

town, country, etc. ;
an instance of this, a period

of extreme and general <1* arlli,

136a I.asc.i P.Pl A mi. 5<»i Famyn sc Ual a Uj .c Jiorw

I< lodes and foul w«du. *494 Kaiivas < hum M. ilxxxvt

186 ]ty rc.fctm win icif fciisuid .1 gri at l.uiij in *555 Km n

Detatie

s

20 The vinlmt laimm djd li usd itc* all these ap

imyntmcntLs *65* Iloimis Limath, it xxmi. 137 If in a
«,«. ,t famine lm take tin* l»ml by fori 1 *776 Giiihon Dei

l

q F I 285 A long and general famine, w is a udamiiy eff a

niniL serious kind *860 Kmi hson < and / i/t
,
hate Wks

(Holm) II (t 5 I
1 amine* war. .amt t lUtt> jatis, must be

u 1 koned cah ulalile ji « ts or tin sj stem of the world

/ig, *644 Mil ms A leap (Arb 1 7a Should jl. bring a

f nmn upon our mind .

b. pel bonified.

*6*0 Hist) win, M. *6 Thin Famine ncids must follow

Poverty 17B4 Ctmn k Ta\k 11 18s H<* 1 ills for h amine,

and the meagre In ml taints the gohle 11 1 u,

2. ti an sf An extreme dearth ot beat city oi some-

thing sjiecificd, material or immaterial

*6** 1 Inn 1 Amas vm n, I will semi a famine* in the

1 md, not a famine* eif biiad but of healing the wotels eif

the* I.Orel *634 Sue T. Himiuhi Pia~> i8» fliesc ncgioes

. have tie* fimine* eif Naiuus gifts ami hie* .sings. *68* U.

Knox 19 \eais' iaptit'tty in \tb (minri l 40*1,1 .

latlii'iite el iuide*r the famine* ol (Joel's Xtofel and Sac r imcmts.

*888 L'pool Daily Past jf> Jinn 4^'llie ihtialenul water

l.oiuim *889 Pall Mailt, 7 Nm . 'I In pin unn.il talk

of an ivory famine, has as j e t e 01m to nothing

3. \\ ant of food, hunger; hence, slat vation.

r 1386 Chai u k Par,l, 7. ui And sc hold lot tluldrcn

sttrve for fam>tl. e *450 M<>hn a.*4 The (net- was

right strouge*. that imtlijngc* tie* elowtul, su only for

fimj n *586 T. II / a Pi inland 1 ». Atad 510 lli.\t

ancient and usuall Jiumsliinviit of famine* *605 Siiaks

Maib v v 40 If them * pesik’st f.il e*. Vjmn til** next lice

sh ill inmi hang ahue Tell V unim < Ung the .* *773 Oheiv.

State Poai 8 Mon toally elic of famine* lit lit tlin.c who are

found 1837 W litviM. t. apt. BannevilU 111 101 Tliur

Ileuses, had rccovvre el fuun just fiuiuit and fitigue,

4. Violent apatite, as of a famished person;

chiefly^
*303 t low fr Conf 1 1 1. Of love* the* famine* I fmule . 1

0

fuek. 160a Dikkik hat tiinatns Wk> 1873 I 169 I he

f uume* of lease gold Hath made jour *.oiil«*> to murders

h uuls 1>l sold 1667 Mu n.s / 11 847 DeMtlitlriniidhoi-

widen gastly simU, to him Hi. fainim *4nmUl be* lilld

*858 Minor 1 rus Shethy 1 xvii U,H He shall lie u r re.ase

lliirstmg, hut, striving ever toqmmh Ins thiist shalloolj

lcuekr It so much the more the* finune of hi. n time

5 . Comb . a. simple atti ibuiiv c, asfamine blight,

-pnees, -wolf’, b. instrumental, asfamine hollowed,

-pinched, famine-broad, a species of lichen (Um-

bilical la at clita); famino-fovor, (ai t) plms
,

(/<)

relapsing fever,

1845 M«s Notmisi Child ofIslands (1846) m '’Famine

ldiglits that swept fiemi tasi to sot *887 1 noth If d,

(ed 9) XXII 40/ 'Ihe* *.0 1 albd * f.uitiiiL In tael . which

has maintained the* life of *e> many are tu. travclii'M. 1876

OuiOA U’mtei City

m

4s Is it not a ’famine fever which

never icimcs mu a well laden t.elde V *877 Koiifrts

Hundid Mid ted 31 1 1 4
* Ke lapsing feve*r pre vails gen

ci .ally during pc rind of famine, and li is heme been1 tailed

I niuiie fever *822 J’.v nos K entei 1 1 *19 This
j*i|

,
l
,,iC*

lioiiow'd lnow *856 Kani Aut ] xpl II xxi these

’fimine pmehed wandeiu .of the ue *856 Evil iesns /*«?.

'Mints, IVealthWl-, 1 Bohn) II, 7-. Bread low to ’famine

pnees. *891 Pall Math! 40 Sept. 7^1 Rus aa at present

is,.anxious to mu//le tlte 'famine wolf.

t Fa-miixe, v. CM [f prec. sh ]

1 traits. To distress with iaumie ,
to kill or sub-

due \\ ith hunger ; to starve

*520 l axton's Chian bug, vi 6 ) b/_* He* was put m the

cast el l Aungell, and was finiyued to dm lie *S*3 "u
Bi rners hums, I. cei i viii. 711 'I lit* flemynges thought uy

this siege to fainytie them within

2 mtr. To suffer, or tiie of, liungei , to statve

*553 Em n ’Meat Nnac hid (Aih 1 l’e*r want*; °<

vitayles and footle, they l«*gonne to fenijm*. *59® LL

'uirv Popoy in x 412 It gneitetli him to behold others

famine

lienee f Fa mined ppl, a Oh. rate

%6zz H Sydi miam Seim So/ lh, 0637) *7® Rather

than aaerifn e the remainder of a fanmi’d body to ail non

durable death

Famish, (fatimj), v Foi ras j»-6 famyash,

(5 -yach, 6 -esh, -eeissh., -ishe, -iash, -yahj, 0-

famiah [alteiation of I" uir vJ, aftei \bs m -mfl,

Cf, Arp.VMiSH ]



FAMISHED. 57

1

tr ans. To reduce to the extremities of famine

and hunger ; to starve Also, f To famish away
a 1400-50 Alexander 1496 pare suld my folk for defaute

be famyscht foi euire *489 Caxton Faytes ofA n. 111 96

The other cartagiens that kepte the said townes were

famysshed 1493 lestwall (W deW 1315)100 Tytuslaye

so sore to the cyte that he famysshed theym 1535 Covfr-

dalc Joel 1 20 The shepe are fameS7slied awaye 1393

Shaks 2 Hen VI, 1 111 175 ,

1

danc’t attendance on his will

'lill Paris was besieg’d, famisht, and lost 1639 B Harris

Parmat's Iron Age 91 Spinola before Breda seeing no

means to take it by foice, resolved to famish it 1790

Burke Fr Rev Wks V 250 The regicides whom he

[Henry IV] hanged after he had famished Pans into a

sui render 1871 R Eli is Caintins xxi 3 All that shall

ever in after years be famish'd

jig 1546 Supphc of P001 e Commons (E E T S 564 They
would farnysh the soules of the residue c 1645 Howell
Lett (1892) II 379 Some Females to feed their Pride

will famish Aflection c 1766 Burkf Tracts Popery Laws
Wks 1842 II 445 Whose quality it is to famish the pre-

sent hours 1817 Shelley Pr Athanasex 38 Those false

opinions which the harsh rich use To blind the world they

famish for their pride

2 To kill with hunger, starve to death Also,

Tofamish to death.

c 1440 Bone Flor 875 So longe logyd the sege there, That

they wythynne nere famysclied were <**S33 Ln Berners

Huon 1 169 He was nere famyshyd for lake of sustenaunce

a 1649 Drumm or Hawth Hist fas I Wks (1711) 5

Robert had famished to death the king’s brother David,

in the castle of Falkland 1720 De Foe Capt Singleton

vu 130 We were in a most dreadful apprehension of being

famished to death 1797 Mrs Radcliite Italian vu,

Paulo bewailed the piobability oftheir being famished

f-b To deprive (a person) n/anything necessary

to life Otis, rare

1667 Milton P L xii 78 Where thm Aire Above the

Clouds will famish him of Breath, if not of Biead

3 mtr a To suffei the extremity of want of

food ,
to be intensely hungry Const for

*538 Coverdale Isa ix 20 Yf a man do turne lnm to

the right honde he shal famesh 1607 Shaks Cor 1 l 5

You are all resolu’d rather to dy then to famish 1680

Baxter Anew Stilhngfl lxxm 93 They reproach them

as covetous that will lather beg than sin or famish 1813

Shelley Q Mabm. 104 Not one wietch Whose childien

famish rears an arm 1826 Disraeli Viv Greyvt i, One
ofthe most hungry mortals that ever yet famished

fig 1844 Browning Colombe’s Birthday 1 Poems 1887 II

183 S11 Chynet, You famish for promotion

4

b To die of starvation, perish from want of

food Also, Tofamish with hunger Tofamish

a dogs death Ohs
1330 Palsgr 545/1, I famysshe for hctiger, je ajfame

*531 Crowley Pleas 4 Pam 260 If the pore famyshed

for lacke of fode 1607 Shaks Timonw 11 91 Thou shalt

famish a Dogges death 1670 Milton Hist Eng v (1851)

217 A small Hand where many of them famish’d 1683

Dryden Art Poetry iv x86 Now none famish who
deserve to eat *796 Morsf Amcr Geog I, 118 Ihey had

all miseiably famished with hungeL

Hence 4 Pa misBer, one who famishes (sense 1) ;

Pa misMng- vbl sb

,

Pa misMugppl a.

1353 Bale Gardiner's De vera Obed Bj, This hathe ben a
famysher of the Kinges souldioure C1489 Caxton Sonnes

ofAyrnon 1 21 It was imprenable but only by famyshynge.

*786 Burke W Hastings Wks 1842 II, 126 Sundry docu-

ments concerning the famishing of the women and children

of the late sovereign 1836 W Irving Astoria I 16 Then
stomachs injured by occasional famishing 1377 tr Bul-

linger's Decades (1592) 174 Darius shutteth vp Daniels

enemies in the same denne, to bee tome m peeces by the

famishing beastes 1836 W Irving Astoria III 77 The
poor famishing wanderers

Famished (fee mift), ppl a [f prec + -ED 1
]

In senses of the vb Also in comb

,

as famished-

looking adj

a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 28 The pore pepille lene

and famisshed foi hungei 1591 Shaks i Hen VI, 1 11 7

The famisht English Faintly besiege ys one houre in a

moneth. a 168a Sir T Browne Tracts 59 Poor and half

famished fellows despised him 1781 Gibbon Decl <§• F
III 167 The famished host pf Radagaisus was in its turn

besieged *828 Miss Mitford Village Ser in (1863) 467

Along, lean, famished-looking boy 1869 Frefman Norm
Conq (1876)111 xu 138 Some rode on famished horses

fig 1633 G Herberi Temple, Longing 1, With sick &
fannsht eyes To thee my sighs ascend 1877 Bryant
Poems, Third ofNovember 1861 vi, Howling, like a wolf,

flies the famished northern blast

Famishment (femijment). Now rare [f

as prec + -ment ]
1 The state, condition, or process of being

famished ox starved; an instance of this, hungry

appetite Also + a means of starving

C1470 Harding Chron, xliv 111, For drede of famyshe-

ment He treated with the duke Androgens 1563-87 Foxc
A <5* M {1596) 66/2 Eugenia was assailed with famish-

ment in pnson 16*1 Speed Hist Gt, Brit ix, 1 § 29 Hee
caused the Earle by famishment to yeelde vp his Fort

1667 Anszu West to North ih The bane of Trafhck, and

the famishment of the poor Handicrafts man 1727-36 in

Bailey. 1847 A H Clough Poems $ Pr Rem , (1869) I

279 The sky in Ireland looks upon famishment and fever

1835 Singi eton Virgil II 107 He with mad famishment,

Three gullets opening snaps up that was thrown

t to fig Obs
1369 Crowley Soph Dr. Watson 1 206 Not to be per-

taker of the mysticall supper at all, is a famishment and

death ifiio-11 J Davies Wittes PilgrimageV y b, Baugh

and bee fatt, sith al you touch is gold, Though that foode

your Soules famishment aflfordes

VOL IV,

4 2 =Famine r Obs
1326 Tindale Luke iv 25 Greate fammisshment was

troughoute all the londe 1337 N T (Genev ) Mark xm
8 Earthquakes and famishementes and tioubles

Famon, obs f of Foeman

t FaniO’Se, a Obs [ad L famos-us,
f. fama

(see Fame) ]
= Famous

1432-50 tr Htgden 1,Rolls} I 181 In whom grete Constantine

erecte ij famose clinches c 1449 Pecock Reft 1 v 27

Bicause such speche is famose in vce c 1530 in Pol Ret
&L Poems (1866) 46 Famose poetys of antiquite 1362

Register ofSt Andrews Kirk Session (1889) I 182 Befoyr

ane curat and famos wytnes 1581 Mulcaster Positions

xxvi (1887) 103 The famosest knight, of the fellowship

c 1625 Whitelocke Lib Fam (Camden) 13 A reader

that was reputed the famosest in that language about the

towne 1727-36 in Bailey

t Famo’se, v Obs exc aich Also 6—7 famoze,

7 famoize [f prec adj] = Famous v. i

1590TARLTON NewsPurgat, (1844) 53 That merrye Roscius

. that famosed all comedies so with his pleasant and ex

temporall invention 1631 Weever Anc Fnn Mon 687

The red crosse, by whten Saint George the Tutelar Saint

of all Englishmen is famo7ed ? 1630 Don Belhams 55 Onr
Prince, that is no lesse famosed then he. 1843 Hali iwell

Fairy Mythology p vm, Rohm Goodfellow was famosed

in every old wives’ chronicle for his mad merry pianks

Hence 4“ Famo sed ppl a Obs

1383 Stanyhurst Aeneis ill (Arbi 80 Possesseth Pyrrhus

thee spouse of famosed Hector? 1600 Tourneur Transf
Metamorph lxv, This noble conquest made him famoized

1613 W Browne Brit Past n. 1 (177a) 27 The halcyon

famosed For colours rare

t Famo’sity. Obs rare~l [ad F famosite,

ad L fdmositdt-em ill fame, f fdmosus, see Fa-

mose a ] Celebrity, notoriety, renown

*535 Stewart Ci on Scot III no Ane Williame ofgieit

famositie 1727-36 in Bailey#

II FamO'SO. tare—1
. [It famoso, ad L fdmosus

see Famose a ] A notorious person.

1663 Flagellum , or O. Cromwell (1672) 9 Fate had

decreed unhappy Birth of this Famoso

Famous (fe1 mss), a Forms 4-5 famows(e,

4-6 famouae, 5 famus, 4— famous
,

superl 6

famoust, 6- famousest See also Famose [a

AF famous,
OF fameus (mod F fiameux), ad. L

fdinds-tes

,

f fama see Fame and -OUS ]

1 Celebrated in fame 01 public report, much
talked about, renowned. Const for Also

4famous ofrenown
a of persons, their attributes, etc.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 3304 Ffamows in fferre londis, and

floure of alle kynges c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 6421 At

mailros hoisill’, a famus man *5*2 Act 4 Hen VIII, 91

His moste noble fadre of famouse memorye *589 Putttn-

ham Eng Poeste in xix (Arb ) 242 The famoust Queene

that ener was 1641 Milton Reform 1 (*851) 13 The
Councel of Nicaea, the first and famousest of all the rest

1697 Dry den Vvrg Georg in 191 The old Stallion

Famous in his Youth foi Force and Speed *75®“7 tr

Keysleds Iran (1760) III 387 The body of this famous

cardinal lies at Rome 1832 W Irving Alhambra II *5+

The famous Italian singer Fannelli 1833 Tennyson
Blackbird *6 The melody That made thee famous once,

when young
to of things.

c *383 Chaucer L G W 1440 Hipsiph £ Medea, This

famous tresoie 14 . Epiph in Tundale's Vis (1843)103

To see this ster most famows of lenown *387 Golding

De Momay xxn 338 There also was her famousest

Temple 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C Warres 235 Steene-

berg, famous of old for a Harbour *674 Boyle Excell

Theol; 1. 111 83 The famous answer given by an excellent

Philosopher, *748 Anson's Voy 1 11 *6 This Island of

Madera is famous for its excellent wines 1782 Cowper

Gilpin 4 A train band captain eke was he Of famous London

town 1830 M>Cosh Div Govt 11 1 (*874) *17 The three

famous laws of Kepler 1868 Q Victoria Life Htghl 35

The stream of which [the Tummel] is famous for salmon

f 2 Of good repute, reputable Sc Obs

1355 in Balfour Practicks (1754) 145 Twa or thrd of his

nichtbouris, famous and unsuspect men *683 Act Jus-

ticiary 8 Aug in Wodrow Hist Suff Ch Scot (1721) II

309 For proving of this, adduced several famous witnesses

4“ 3. In a bad or neutral sense* Notorious. Obs.

exc arch
1388 Wyclif Matt xxvh 16 He hadde tho a famous man

boundun, that was seid Barrabas 1606 Shaks Ant § Cl

1 iv 48 Menaciates and Menas famous Pyrates *68o

Morden Geog Rect. (1685) 452 That famous infamous

English Rebel Stuckley 1691 Tillotson Serin z John

iv 9 Sermons 1704 II 460 The Death of the Cross# *was the

Death of famous [later edd infamous] Malefactours 1728

Morgan Algiers I. iv 160 The Infamously famous Count

Julian 1817 Cobbett Wks XXXII 367 A famous false-

hood, which has appeared in the Morning Post * 1837

Carlyle Fr Rev (*872) II v u. 174 Make the name of

Mountain famous infamous to all times and lands

t b Of utterances, etc.
;
after L famosus Li-

bellous, slanderous Obs.

1343 in Balfour Practicks (*754) 537 That na maner of

man mak, write, or imprent ony wntmgis famous or

sclanderous to ony persoun under the pane of death 1389

Puttenham Eng Poeste 1 xxtv. (Arb) 62 Vntrue and

famous libels

4
. 4, That is matter of common talk

;
common,

ordinary, usual Obs.

1328 Paynfl Saleme’s Regim B iv. Coler vnnaturall is

called famous or notable* by leason hit is ofte engendred

1672 Baxter Bagshaw's Scared 11. 9 Analogous words .

are to be taken in the most common or famous sense. *680

Morden Geog Red 11685) 43 Thetr mention is very fre-

FAMULABV.
quent and famous during the lace of the French Kings of

the Caroline Line *727-44 Lewis Pecocke 17 Taking the

word preach in its most famous signification

5 Used (chiefly colloq. ) as an emphatic expies-

sion of approval * Excellent, grand, magnificent,

splendid, * capital’

1798 SouTiirv Battle Blenheim 36
1 But every body said *,

quoth he, 1 That ’twas a famous victory ’ 1836 Backwoods

ofCanada *4* My Irish maid soon roused up famous fires,

and set the house in order 1890 Spectator 6 Sept 308/2 It

is a famous place for a fair

4*Famous (f?1 mas), v Obs exc. arch See

also Famose v [f prec. adj ]
1. tr ans To make famous 4 a To render

celebrated, earn celebnty for (obs ). to. Of a writer,

etc To celebrate (arch \
*300 Lodge Euphites’ Gold, Leg in Halliwell Shaks VI

11 To famous that house shewe thy resolution to be

peremptorie 1622 Peacham Cornpl Genii 74 The wooden
dove of Archytas, so famoused by Agellms 1633 Bp
Hall Hard Texts 508 This empire was famoused By an

eminent King 1691 Wood Ath Oxon I 465 Men
worthily famoused on this side, and beyond the Sea *873

Lowell Among my BAs Ser 11 306 The heroic uncle,

whose deeds weie properly famoused by the boy Homer

4
. 2 To cause to be generally reputedfor Obs

16x4-15W Browne Inner Temple Masque 26 From whose
continuall store such pooles are fed. As in the land for seas

are famoused 1615 T Adams Two Sonnes 75 Cur eldest,

whom we have famoused for oui sole and entire heirs

Hence 3?a'moused a.; Fa mousing vll sb.

1606 Ford Honor Tn (1843) 15 That famoused trophy

1607 Rowlands Famous Hist 5 We toyl so much in other

Nations praise, That we neglect the famousing of our own

1663 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 5° Men famoused foi

\ertue.

Famously (fr* mash), adv. [f as prec + -LY 2
]

4*1 In a famous or celebrated manner, re-

nownedly Obs
*579 Fulice Confut Sanders 670 Rome doeth set foorth

the mentes of Peter and Paule the more famously and

solemnly *594 Shaks Rich, III, 11 111 19 This land was
famously ennch’d With politike graue Counsell 1684

Winstanley in Shaks C Praise 400 He became so famously

witty. 1727-36 Bailey, Famously, renownedly

4 2. In or by common talk ,
commonly, openly

Also, in bad sense . Notoriously. Obs.

*553 Eden Treat. Newe Did, (Arb ) 32 Molucca so

famously spoken offor the great abundaunce of swete spices

1592 Nashe Intercepting of Cert Lett G hj, [Stanny-

hurst] had neuer been praisd by Gabriel for his labour, if

therein hee had not bin so famously absurd 1630 R John-

son’s Kingd <5- Comnnu 277 Which story is famously

knowne in Cambridge 1637 R Humphrey tr St Am-
brose Pref

,
It notoriously appeareth, and famously to their

etemall infamy brands the Papists *701 Grew Cosm

Sacra iv 11 § 32 They looked on the Particulars, as Things

famously spoken of 1727 A Hamilton New Acc E Did

II xxxiv 18 The Town is famously infamous for a Semi-

nary of female Lewdness

+ b. Publicly; so that the fact maybe widely

known Obs
*563-87 Foxe A SfM (1684) 709/1 The said John Hus

shall he famously deposed and degraded fiom his priestly

Oiders

3. colloq Excellently, splendidly, capitally. Cf

Famous a 5 , . . ,

1607 Shaks Cor 11 37, I say vnto yon what he hath

done Famouslie, he did it to that end *67* Loud fine
No 544/4 The City of Argiers is famously carved and

painted in her stern, being a new stout Ship *74“ lr
J.

Leisure Hour (1880) 119, I had the temble mortification of

seeing a horse of Willy’s famously beat 1841 Lytton

Nt. Morn 1. 1, I’ve contrived it famously *838 Ramsay
Remin v (ed 18) 119 We get on famously

Famousness (£* mssnes) [f as prec +-ness]

The state of being famous + a The fact or

state of being well-known (obs ) b Celebnty,

renown.
a *605 A Wotton Answ Pop Articles 13 The per-

petuall visibility, and famousnesse in the world 1677 Cary

Chronal 1. 1 I vi *6 The famousness and long continu-

ance of the Annus AEquabihs in civil use among them.

"b 1548 Udall, etc. Erasrri Par Luke 1 27 Not by

famousnesse of name, nor portlynesse of life *673 J
Smith Chr Rehg Appeal 1 28 The future famousness of

a Stage-Player, 1726-36 in Bailey 1801 Mar edge-

worth Belinda vu. In point of famousness, I d sport my
« Random 1

against all the books that ever were written

1873 Mrs Whitney Other Girls xvi (1876 1 2*2 She had

taken m the housemaid and small-boy view of famousness

Famp (feemp) Geol, [Of unknown etymology

,

originally dial (north of England).] 'An indurated

wavy calcareous shale * (Phillips) found among

limestone rocks Also attnb. famp-bed
1836 Phillips Geol Voiksh n 28 On which is a ‘famp’

bed Ibid, Black beds intermixed with ‘ famp and nodules

of chert *873 Ure Did Ads II. 323 Famp is a siliceous

bed, composed of very fine particles. *88* Raymond
Jlfjiuug Gloss , Fcivifit Newc }

softj tough, thin shale lieds

4 Fa*mple, V Obs rare-1 tram Sense un-

certain; m the context, To put (food) into a

child’s mouth. .

c *230 Hah Meid 37 Hu mtichel ha schule at eanes in his

mu5 mmplen nowSer to muchel ne to lutel

Famulary (temuflin), a rare. [ad. L.

favvularis, f famulus seivant see -aby ] Of

or belonging to servants

1840 G Raymond in New Monthly Mag. LIX 243 The
famulary group was increased by sundry other servants

8



FAMTTIiATE 58 FAN.

t Fa'mulate, v, Obs. ® ^fi L fcum

t

/a/" ppl

stem of famuldri, to be a servant, f. famulus
servant] ‘To serve* (Cockeram j 623-6)

t Fa'inulative, a Obs raie~\ [f as prec

+ -tve ] Having the attribute of serving.

1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 45 By means wheieof fas

they pietendj the divine cieative powei 11 made too cheap
as being famulative alwaies to brutish lusts

Famuler, obs f of Familiau

f Fa’inullat Obs [f L.famulus + -ist.

The genuineness of this woid is very doubtful In the
Latin legisters of Oxfoid colleges, the designation famulus
appended to a name meant sometimes one of the college
seivants (who used to be regulaily matriculated) and some-
times a poor student who enteied college as a servant to
another undergraduate Most piobablyfamulist is merely
a blunder for this word, but it may possibly have been
jocularly current as an anglici/ed form of it ]
1818 '(odd sv Famulate, 1 he word Famulist is an use

at Queen's College in Oxford for an inferior member of it

1846 in Worcester
, and 111 some latei Diets

II Famulo’rum. [L genitive pi. offamulus a
servant ] The name given to a player in the Mass
for the Commemoration of the living, beginning
‘ Memento

, Domme, famulomm fanmlarumque
tuanim ’

c 1380 ? Wyclif Fug Whs (1880) 134 Heie special preieie,

as famulorum & benefactorum — S el IVks III 441
pai say furst one Famulorum saide of a frere is bettei pen
a Pater nostei *40* Pol Poems (Rolls) II 104 Wei I wote
that alle 3e gate never a peny, with the patei noster, but
with 30ure famulorum 3e gete many poundes

II Famulus (fe muflfc,) PI famuli. [L
famttlus servant ] An attendant

,
esp on a scholar

or a magician
1837 Carlyle Fr Rev (187a) III m. 111 tie The Magi-

cian’s Famulus got hold of the foi bidden Booh, and sum-
moned a goblin 185a Thackeray Esmond 1 v, Faithful
little famuli see all and say nothing
Famy, obs Sc. f Foamy
+ Fa'mylous, a Obs ran e [ad OF fameil-

leux, famelleus, i L fames hunger ] Famished,
hungry, starved
c H7S Partenay 6258 To socour nedy and tho famylous.

Fan (fen), sb 1 Foims. a 1 farm, (fon,
Nortkmnb fonnaa), 4-7 fann(e, 4- fan. /3 5-7
vanne, 7- van [OE fann, sir fem

,
ad. L. vanit-

ies, fem
,

>a sense 1 a Cf F van ]
1 An instrument for winnowing grain,

a. A basket of special form (also, earlier, a sort
of wooden shovel) used foi sepai aling the com from
the chaff by throwing it into the air Obs exc Hist
rt8oo Corpus Gloss, Uanna, fon C950 Ltndisf Gasp

Luke 111 17 His fonnae vel wmd^efonnse c xooo Ags Gosfi
ilnd . His fann ys on his handa. a 1100 Get e/a in Anglia
IX 264 Fanna, trogas, aescena c 1386 Chaucer Millers
P 129 Strouted as a ffanne large and brode c 1440 Pi omp
Pa-rv, 148 Fann to dense wythe corne, 7'annus 1573
Tusser Hush (1878) 35 Flaile, strawforhe and lake, with a
fan that is strong x6x6 SimrL & Markh Country Fai me
88 The Corne scattered fiom the Fanne 1654 Trait Comm
Ps xui 8 Chaff will get to the top of the Fan ; when good
Corn hethe at the bottom of the heap 17x8 Pope Iliad
v 612 As when, on CeieV sacred floor, the swam Spreads
tne wide fan, to clear the golden giain 2875 Jowmr
Plato (ed 2) III 635 The giain shaken and winnowed by
fans 1889 Iilvin Diet Heraldry p xlix, Winnowing-basket

. Fan or Vane
p. c 14510 Lat, Eng Voc in Wr -Whicker 570 Capistenum,

a vanne [or a Seve] x6ox Hoi land Plmy II. 100 Rushes
so big, that they will serue to make steues, rangers, and
vans x6xo Healey Vmes' Comm. St Avg Citie of God
‘ n j

There was also the Vaune, which is otherwise
called the creele 17*5 Pope Odyss xi 158 A shepherd
the Oar surveys. And names a Van X791 Cowplr Odyss
xi 157 Who shall name The oar a van

1). Any land of contrivance to blow away the
chaff

; a fanner
; a fanning or winnowing-machine.

c 1669 Worlidgk Syst Agnc (i68r) 325 A Fan is an
instiument that by its motion artificially causeth Wind *

useful in the Winnowing of Corn 1677 Plot Oxfordsh
259 -they do it with the fan at home, I mean the leaved
lan , toi the knee fan [is] not in use amongst them But the
wheel fan saves a mans labor 1707 Mortimer Hush, viu
117 ror the cleansing of Corn .is commonly made use ofi™ Sails. 1768 Specif of MeiKle 4 MackeIPs
i atent No. 896 A fan to blow qut the gross chaff [in agram dressing machine] 1836 Hebfrt Engineer's Encycl
1 489 Pan a rotative blowing machine, consisting of
vanes turning upon an axis, used lor winnowing com
c transf and fg Sometimes with allusion to

Matt in. 12.

*559 T Bryce in Farr .S’ P Ehz (1845) I 172 When
William Nicoll Was tryed with their fiery fan

7

1570-$Lambarde Peiamb Kent (1826) 70 The fire and fanof ludgment and discretion 1606 Shaks Ti & Cr \
in 27 Distinction with a lowd and powrefull fan, PuflTme
at all, winnowes the light away 1612 T. Taylor Comm
j
Uvs 1 *5 “e hath sought to purge his floore by sundry

awctl0ns
l
66

? Milton P L v 269 He .withquick Fann. Winnows the buxom Air*

f d Applied to things resembling a winnowing
fan (sense 1 a) in shape (see quots

) Obs
In the Chaucer passage the word is commonly supposed

to mean * quintain 3 "
C™* Manciple's Prol 42 Now sweete sire,

Pam Ta* nw.
a te ffan ?a 1500 tr Vegettits in PrompRarv

,

148 Olde wernours were wont to mste with fannes
with the pd, or the pale Ibid

, [Young soldiersought to have] a shelde made of twigges sumwhat rounde
in maner of a gredryn, the whiche is cleped a fanne

’

e (Seequot.
;
=FanfmA dial.

1863 Morton Cycl Agnc C.loss
,
Pan (Cainb ) of chaff,

3 heaped bushels

[2 An instiument for blowing a fire ; lit and fig
1530 Pai sgr 218/2 I1 anne to blmve with, t stovdlon 1594

Hooktr heel Pol lhef 10 'i he coutiadictioii of otlieis

is a fanne lo inflame that love

3 An instrument for agitating the air, to cool the

face, etc with an aitificial breeze a A fan lo be
held m the hand.
A common kind, and the one always referred to m tians-

fened senses 1 elating to shape, is constme ted so as to

admit of being folded up m small compass, Us foim when
unfolded being that of a sectoi of a cucle

155S Edtn Decades 154 A fanneofgolde and an Idole 1599
B Jonson Cynthia's Rev m 11, I'or the least feathei 111

her bounteous fan 1641 ‘.Smecivmnuus ‘Anno ^2(1651)5
Their daughters walking in Cheapestde with their fannes
and farthingales 1727 Swift Gulliver 11 v 139 The
ladies gave me a gale with then fans 1760-72 tr Juan
4 UUna's l oy led 3) I 32 Fans made of a \eiy thin kind
of palm in the form of a descent, having a stick of the
same wood in the middle 1837 Dicki ns Pukw 11, The
widow diopped her fan 184X-7X T R Jonls Antm
Kingd fed 4)307 The posterior pair [of wings] are foldtd
up lengthways like a fan 1850 Lsyard Nineveh mu vs
Two eunuchs holding fans over the head of the monaich

t b —Punkah Obs
1696 tr Dn Mont's Voy Levant 133 Fans hung at the

Ceiling There is also a small silken cord fasten'd to it,

and drawn thro’ a Hole into the Anti Chamber, wheic a
Servant is placed to keep the Mm-hine play mg 1 hose
Fans aie usually hung ovei a Couch, 01 Bui
4 poet A wing [’ After It vaunt pi ]
a 1640 Fui 1 tr Joseph's Coat (1867) 238 ‘i he shame faced

birds Did hold then other fan befoie then ej l X700
Dm den Fables, Cock ifj I'0 1 770 Then stretdi’d his feathei *d
fans with all his might 1818 K.I ars hndym. 1 764 'Hie
fans Of careless buttei flies

/3 . 1667 Mu ton P. L n 927 His Sail-broad Vaunes He
spreads lor flight 1791 E Darwin Rot Card. 1 163 You
[Sylphs] , the airy surge, Mi\ with bioad vans 18x6
Wordsw Poems Senttut 4 Reflect x\v, Ravens spread
their plumy vans 1830 Ti nnyson Love 4 Death 8 Love

spread Ins sheeny tans foi flight

5 . Anything spread out 111 the shape of a fan
(sense 3 a) ; e g a leaf, the tail of a bird, the delta
at the mouth of a nvei, fan-like traoeiy in a rool
*599 T. M[ourrr] Stlkwor mes 3 Then fig tree fannes

uppon their shame they wore 1692 R L’Ksi ranoi habits
ccaxxiv 204 The Peacock spteails lus Tail, and Challenges
the Other, to shew him such a Fan of Feathei s 1807
Southly Espriella's Lett 1 142 On the uppei stoiy live
peacocks aie spieadmg then fnus 1815 Rickman in
Smiths Panorama Sc Alt I 163 The squaics wcie
filled with fans, &c of small tiacery 1856 Miss Muioc it

J Halifax 1. 6 The large brown fan of a hoise chestnut
leaf 1871 Tyndali T'lagm Sc (1879) I vi 211 A fan of
beams, issuing fioin the hidden sun, was spieud out 1879
SirG Scott Led At chit II 218 The interstn.es between
the fans are filled up in various ways 1883 Daily Nows
as June a/i, I detect a strain of the tendon m the fan of
the off fore heel 1884 Dawson in Letsm e Horn Aug 492/1A great mass of similar maltu was piojeclul from it ui a
fan 01 delta

p x8ax Joanna Baiilif Met Le?, Calinu xvi, As the
deep vans lof the pahn leaf) fall and use
b = Fan-light

1844 Ai b. Swim Adv Mr Lcdbmy xxviu (1886) 83
Theie was a light over the fan of the door

C Organ-building (see quol

)

x88o Hoi-kins in Grove J)ut Mas II 598 - v Ot gaitA long arm of iron, called a fan, extending horizontally in
fiont of the vertical draw-rods

6 A rotating apparatus (analogous to the later
forms ofwinnowing fan : see 1 b) usually consisting
of an axle 01 spiudle, with arms bearing flat or
curved blades . a. for pioducing a current of air
as a means of ventilation, etc.

^nl
?
P!nlos Manuf 380 The effect ofone of Fairbairn

and Lillies four-guinea fans upon a large factory is truly
admirable. 1834 Ronalds & Richardson Chem Technol
(eel 2j I 314 A fan, by which heated and compressed mi could
be supplied to the ash pit 1869E A Parkcs 7Vac/ Hygiene
(eu 3' 13 1 A powerful fan is used to duve air into some of
the wards *88* Raymond Mining Gloss

, Fan, a revolving
machine, to blow air into a mine (pressure-fan), or to draw
it out (suction-fan)

b. for regulating the throttle-valve of a steam-
engine. Also calledfan-governor
1887 Ewing in Encycl Brit (ed 9) XXII 509 The Allen

governor has a fan directly geared to the engine
c m a windmill (see quot ).

*823 J, Nicholson Opei at Mechanic Gloss, 776 Fan, small
5
,
ails 10

n«ce ‘v
r
e the impulse of the wmd, mid tokeep the large sails of a smock wmd-mdl always m thedirection of the wind 1874 Knight Diet Meek

d. (see quot ) ; alsofan-fly
. J Nicholson Operat Mechanic Gloss. 776 Fan aninstrument to decrease speed by its action on the air

e. Soap-manuf (see quot ),

boiling over is called a lan, and it consists essentially of

boihng misfit
C* Wh°Se bladeS JUht touch the t0P °fW

a?’ f if?®
flu1ies or lobes of tbe whale’s tail b

SiJ h
,
e s

^!w tised in propelling vessels; a
single blade of the same Also attrib. m two-fan

.

aPParatus on spmmng-bait.
1783 SPecif of Bramah's Patent No 1478 Fig es A isa wheel made with fans on its extremity like^the

5

water

heel of a null The fans will then art ns oars and force
the ship foi waul 1859 J b Mansi ii i u in Attic. Alai meMag tiSGo) VII 15 Hei engines woiked a two fan
screw Ibid. 17 The Pntice was supplied with a three
Mailed fan 1867 F I- ham is Angling iv (1880) i?Q 'j’|

le
other end of the brass [of the spinning halt] has fived
on it a pair of wings 01 fans, on ihu Aidumede.m hemw
principle

i 8 Confused with Fams sb J
, Vam\ a. A

pennon b A weatheieoek Obs
1 1375 Barbour Tioy M 1. bj<) Wuh f.iimys nude ban

neies wpone luglit Ahoue st.uid.uuli c 1475 / ,K \y,
WulLker 803 Hu iht nu us, a fillin' [1 1 Piontp Pair 148
Fane of a siepylle, t/n 1 1« ns ] 1650 it. Dmolhminium \a
A led lugh-uown’d C’ap on hi. head, with a Kin or
weatlier cock 011 the top of it

|
9 The motion ol the an caused by 01 as

by a fan. Ob\ [Properly a distinct woid • f. the
vi>]

1606 Shaks Tr f, Ci. \ 111. 41 The lapuue Oraian fals
Ellen 111 the fanne (uni winch of jmu fain Swoid
10. atti tb and ( omb a simple nttnbutive (sense

3 a), asJan e \ent\e, -(aim, -\l/,h (wliene v fansiuk-
maka\ -wind

,
Jan-hke, -wise adj and adv

; fan-
fashion adv

;
(sense 6) as fan blast

, btowei, -home
-shaft, -vent'.latoi , wheel b nttnbutive m the
sense of resembling a lan 111 slnjie, ns pan total
-nest, -hoof, -pet, shell c ulqicliw, as jan-
bt aigt

,
-maker

,
-painter, -painting, ttaiei

; fan-
beating ndj d. p.uas)iithctic and sirnihitiu*, as
Jan nested, -leaved, -nei ved, -floated

, -shaped,
-veined adjs.

a 187sPintycl But III 5 r.z "Fan blast m,(dimes are
fiequently employed .to urgi ihi iiu* of steuu boiler-;

*87+ Knk.ii 1 Hut Aluh , 'Pan bimv, > , a hloueriu wludi
a series of vanes fixed on a unatuig shaft u< a< s a blast of
an. 1867 Ouida C. Cast/emniui (18791 - PiaUismg the
’‘Fail exerci-c 1853 Kani Gunnell J 1/ wsv. (18561 no
Tins expanded, *l.m fashion, as it lost 1871 higine
J mining no The toes spread widtlj, and in Tan foim,
out. 1888 Pall Mull G 16 Jui 7/1 'Hu fauhouse was
umtly destiojLil x8i6 Sninui \ I'o.t's l'dn image w 46
Where loftiest tiees High oVr tin* gioic tluir ’rui like
foliage reai 1836 Toon ( y, l Anal 1 688/1 The .urns
aie sepai ated one fiom the oilut, fan like 1875 Um
Dot Aits III 1069 The fm is dmeu by a small engine
k, conneeted to a uank on the tuiJ of the *l.m shaft li

1686 Land Cut’ No 2149/4 Tuo * Fan sinks, Cai veil
ciiiiously with hollow woik 1761 Gudl Mug XXXI 408
II i* I dn IfPiitoii *{«.!• f.- - 1 1 723 l ond (at

Di • A t , J a, i8|i j; .. 1 Dut \i
s v Pan, 'Iht forte of tlm uniuit tiisunl by the Tan
wheel, 1578 Banish it Hut Ainu mi 04 A fanwjudc
to the hail, to 1 oole the same 188* T. Fosl t r in PioUur
Nature Studies 55 KatliUs ladiatmg *1 uiwi-e fiom cadi
of the fote-linibs Jfad.. «*6 11m flit! \vi»< «nul louudtcl
arrangement of the wing feathei

.

b 1806 (tusetietr .Stot (ed 2) 178 Great quantities of
sponge and Tan tor.d art annual!) thiouu ishuie 1881
Rep. (hot lixpl N, Zealand 67 Tin, famoial btd 1883
Alou.ni Du t Ait, ’Pan-t lu/llu , ail t 11 lyfoiniofdei 01 a
lion for the knightly helm 1736 Luuiiit ( onnotsseui
cxvxiv, Mrs Mayoress .. i nine sidling after Inin m an
enoimous Tan hoop 1884 Kmi.hi Dut. Mnh IV 326
Pan-jet, a foi in of nozzle for watomg pots and engines
having a fan or sjkioii shaped Up
e *877 A B EinvAHos Up Nile sin 203 The King,

attended by his Tan-be.ireis, returns >11 state, 1396 l)n\\
ion Alot timerindos 1 j, Nu Apish Non beating Hcrmophi c

due. x7io Loud Cum. No 4781/3 Mi law is Forim,
*1- anmaker 1858 Simmc.mis Dut. Trade, Pan maL t,
a manufacturer of laches' fans / an and Ply tight AJaKer,
a manuraciuier of semi turulnr windows and gl cztd roofs
1723 Loud. Gets. No 6(88/10John Gibbons. J- an-Paimer
*879 hmyct Brit. (ed. y) IX 28 Kas.il In Camcr.i was
a fan paintu or cdehnty in the 171)1 u.utur>, JM t Cano
tie Aicvaio devoted to

h
f ui painting* 1655 Cutai r

Lovt s Last Shift tit. An eternal
v Fan tc artr, and a LOiistant

Persecutor of Womankind.
d- braetii, Nat //nt.Pennsrlv s Mergns

cm attains I- an crcsttd Duck 1834 Caimir (hunt.
Anii. v. 85 1 he Tan-leai td palm 1884 Svd. Sot Lit

,

Pan-nerved, having the nerves ladtatmg hie a fan fimn
** nvsome Iea\ es ami itisi 1 ts’ wmgs 1892 Pall

Mall G, 19 May i/j *Fun-pleuttd hows of l.ue 1776
)V*T'U RING But Plants iiitfi) IV , J7 Giows evietly like*
the Boletus \eisuoloi Fan-shape d ; sc ircely i .111 inch
diameter 1807 linn ton AuhtLct, A ida/ l (King's
Loll, Chapel) 8 I hey appear 111 the fan shaped tracery . or
groining or the innei suiface. 1850 Lvi 1 1 and Vmt U S
tariff * ie

^>
v
‘}
n,P palmetto, raises its fin shaped leaves

*866 treas. Bof, s v„ *Pan-vctncd, when the veins or ribs
are disposed like those of a fan
11. Special comb, ; fan-banner, a fan-shaped

banner; fan-bonnet, a bonnet so called from its
si)ape

; fan-fly = Fan sb. 6 d ; fan-forge (see
quot.)

, fan-frame (see quot.)
; fan-governor

(see Pan sb 6 b); fan groining, Anh «fan-
tiaeeiy

; fan-mount
[ = Fr. monline d'h'enlail],

the frame upon which a fan is mounted
,
fan-

palm, a name applied to palms having fan-shaped
leaves

; fan-plant, the palmetto ; fan-print, a de-
sign printed upon a fan

; fan-shade, a shade foi
a lamp, etc

, in form like a circular fail
;
fan-

steam-engme (see quot
) ; fan-tracery, Arch.

(.ce quot 1842); fan-training, Horticulture, a
method of training fruit trees, on a trellis, or wall,
in the form of a fan

;
so fan-trained a

;
fan-tree,

r
~Jan'Pal,n i (b) a tree spread out m the fotm

ot a fan (in quot attrib ); fan-vaulting - fan-



FAN, 59 FANATICAL.

tracery ,
fan-window (see quot.) ; fan-work =

fan tracery. Also Fan-light, Fan-tail.

183S Willis Pencilling* I xvm 128 The immense *fan.
banners of peacocks’ feathers 1774 Westm Mag II

484 Black *Fan Bonnets 1868 Dlnlson Clacks <$• Watches
(ed 5' 28 1 he simplest of all the methods of regulating the
velocity of the train is the *fan-fly. 1884 Knight Diet
Mech IV 326 *Fan-forge a tiansportable form of forge

and fan 1884 Encycl Brit (ed 9) XVII 834 The *fan-

fi ime [of an organ] is a set of backfalls having one set of

ends close together, usually corresponding to the keys,
the other ends are spread widely apait 1881 C. A.
Ldwauds Organs 71 Ihe communication effected by
the fan frame movement 1879 Sir G Scott Led,
Archit II 222 *Fan groining [is] itself a purely English
invention 1753 Scots Mag May 213/1 So inconsiderable

an implement as a *fan-mount. 1865 Browning Foetus
I 22 To carry pure death in a fan-mount 1820 T Greln
Universal Hetbal I 284/2 Chammiops Hmntlis Dwarf
*Fan Palm 1839 Mary Howitt Humming bird 12 They
flit about through the fan palm tree 1840 F D Ben-
nett Whaling Voy II 343 Cotypha wnbracnhfera
Fan Palm It resembles the common Fan Palm or Palmyra,
of the East Indies 1885 Lady Brassey the Trades 177
It is sometimes called the fan palm, because travellers use

the leaves as fans 1884 Mrs Houston Yacht Voy '1 ex as
II 11 Frequent tufLs of the ’‘fan-plant , as it is here called

i860 Faihholt Costume (ed 2) s v Fan
, I have some

"'fan-prints of various similar subjects 1867 J Hogg Microsc
I 111 160 One of the old fashioned ^fan-shades will be found
useful 1874 Knight Diet, Mech ,

*Fan-Stcam-enginc
The action of this steam is the inverse of that of the fan.

Ihe outer annular casing discharges [steam] from its inner
surface in tangential jets upon the scoop shaped blades
which are attached to a rotating shaft 1815 Rickman in

J Smith's Panorama Sci <$• Art I 164 We now come to a
new and most delicate description of roof, that of *fan-
tracery 184a Bloxham Gothic Architecture 196 A very
rich and peculiar description of vaulting is one composed
of pendant semi-cones covered with foliated panel-work,

called fan-tracery 1871 Robinson Loudon's Horticul-
turist Mil 325 *Fan training is chiefly adapted for trees

trained against walls 1880 S Wood Tree Primer 3 A
well-developed ^fan-trained Peach-tree 183s Browning
Paracelsus v 138 Light strippings from the * fan-trees

1846 Baxter Ltbr Pract Agrtc fed 4! II 379 The fruit-

tree method [of pruning] in which the plant is spread out
m the fan-tiee manner 183s R Willis Archit Middle
Ages 83 I his appears to be the first step towards *fan-

vaulting 1874 Knight Diet Mech ,*Fan-wmdaw(Arch ',

a semicircular window with radial sash 1801 Beauties
Eng <5- Wales I 48 The vast arched roof with its volumi-

nous stones displaying all the elegance of *fan-work 1833
W Barnes Gent Mag Lib Topog III. (1893) 314 Four
fan-work groins

t Fan, sb 1 Obs In 7 farm, phan A jocular

abbreviation of Fanatic
168a New News from Bedlam 13 The Loyal Phans to

abuse Ibid 40 To be here Nurs'd up, Loyal Fanns to

defame, And damn all Dissenters on purpose for gain

Fan (fen), v Forms 1 fannian, 4-5 south

dial vannien, vanne, 6 fane, 6-7 fann(e, (7

phan), 5- fan. [f Fan sb 1 Cf F vanner ]

1 trails To winnow (com, etc ) f AlsoJig
c 1000 Liber Scint lx (1889) 186 Nafanna[L ventties] )m

be on selcum wmde 1340 Ayenb 139 Oure Ihord ssel uanm
his com ate daye of dome c 1440 Promp Pan

>

149 Fanne
corne, or o[)er lyke, vanno 1523 Ld Berners Frotss I

ccclxxxi 640 Their tenantes ought to bring home the>r

cornes, and some to threshe and to fanne 1631 Gouge
God’s Arrows 1 § 13 21 Men when they fan their come
cannot do it so thorowly cleane 1833 Sovfr Pantroph 42

They take white oats they are fanned, cleaned, and car-

ried to a mill 1884 C H. Farnham in Harper's Mag
Feb 400/2 We fan grain

absol *5 How Plowman lerned Paternoster in Hazl.

E P P I 2tS He coude eke sowe and holde a plowe
Thresshe, fane, [etc.]

fig x6xx Shaks Cymb j, vi. 177 The lone I beare him,

Made me to fan you thus 1612 T Taylor Comm Ttins

1 13 Let vs then fanne ourselues 167* Flavel Fount
Life xiu 38 Satan will fan thee not to get out thy

Chaff

b To winnow away (chaff*
;
to drive away or

scatter like chaff Chiefly with away, out, lit

andJig
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks 7 pan fan owt pe holys 1639
Ainsworth Aimot, Ps, evt 27 To sell their seed among
the heathens, and to fan them in the land 1641 Sanderson
herm II ix They may fan away the chaff from the wheat

1644 H Parker Jus Pop 67 Phanmng out of our way
such advantages as the Royalists may seem to lay hold of

1653 Milton Ps i 11 As chaff, which, fanned, The wind
drives, so the wicked shall not stand In judgement x8x8

Keais Endym 1 8x8 To fan And winnow from the coming
step of time All chaff of custom

c. To sweep away as by the wind from a fan

1820 Scott Abbot 11, To fan the flies from my ladle's face

while she sleeps. 1821 Clare Vill Mtnstr I 29 Fanning
the sere leaf far upon the leas 1872 Black Adv Phaeton
xxx 397 You could have fanned her out of the way with a

butterfly’s wing

2 . mtr f To make a fan-like movement ;
to flap

*| Of a bird. To flutter Of the wind To blow.

Now rare
c 1323 E E. Alht P E 437 [pe rauen] fongez to pe fly3t,

& fannez on pe wyndez c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) vu 25

pe fewle . fannez with his wenges ay till pe forsaid tlunges

be sett on fire. 1526 Pilgr, Perf (W de W 1331) 202 b,

With her wynges she fanneth vnto she haue kyndled m
them fyie 1399 Shaks. Hen, V, iv 1. 212 Fanning in his

face with a Peacocks feather 1671 R Bohun Disc Wind

99 They [winds] begin insensibly to fanne, and agitate the

Air 1699 Dampier Voy II hi 27 These Sea-Breezes do

commonly rise in the Morning in half an Hour s time

it fans pretty briskly 1889 ‘ Mark Twain Yirikee at

Crt K Arthur I 67 To fee! the cold uncanny night
breezes fan through the place

b. To be wafted gently along
;
to move as by

a gentle beating of the wings taie
1622 Wither Mistr Philat (1633) 629 Such Downe As in

time of Molting, fanns From the breasts of silver Swanns
1833 Kane Gruinell Exp ix (1856) 66 We managed to fan
along at a rate of two knots an hour 1874 Johns Brit
Birds 52 The Barn Owl fans its way onwards with its

down-fringed wings

3 traits. To move or drive (the air) with a fan

Const, dat , also in, upon.
c 1440 GestaRom lxxxvn 408 (Add MS ) [The ape] toke vp

the clothes, and fanned hem wynde 1394 Marlowe& Nashe
Dido iv. iv, Cupids hover in the Air, And fan it in Aeneas
lovely face I 1633 Earl Manch A lMondo (1636) 26 Breath,
which nature fannes upon it for a while x8oi Southty
Thalaba iv xv, The birds of heaven fann’d around him
The motionless air of noon

b To move like a fan
, to wave, arch

1637 Milton Lyctdas 40 Ihe willows Shall now no more
be seen, Fanning their joyous leaves to thy soft lays 1740
Dyer Ruins Rome 374 The gourd and oh\e fan Their
am'rous foliage

4 To drive a current of air upon, with or as

with a fan * a. with the object or effect of cooling

Also Tofan into (slumbe; )

1605 Shaks Macb. 1 11 50 Ihe Norweyan Banners flowt

the skie, And fanne our people cold 1633 H Cogan tr

Pinto's lrav, vm 23 He made one of his followers to fan
me with a ventilow for to refiesh me 17x1 Steei f hpcct
No 80 F 3 Fanned into Slumbers by successive Hands of
them [Slaves] 1725 Berkuly Proposal Wks III 221

The air in Bermuda is perpetually fanned and kept cool

by sea-breezes 1821 Keats Isabel xxvii, Where Amo’s
stream still doth fan Itself with dancing bulrush 1832
TennysoN Eleanoie g Thy bounteous forehead was not
fann’d With breezes from our oaken glades 1863 Mrs.
Oliphant Doctor's Pam, Mrs Fred took up her hand-
kerchief and began to fan her cheeks

b with the object or lesnlt of kindling a flame

,

chiefly fig Const into
,
to

1607 Shaks Cor lit 111 127 Let Your Enemies, with
nodding of their Plumes Fan you into dtspaire 1649 Jen
Taylor 61 Exemp 11 Ad Sec xi 27 (Prayer) A coale

from thy altar fann'd with the wings of the holy Dove
1709W King Ovid’s Art of Lave xiv 67 By slow Degrees
he fans the gentle Fire 1821 Shelley Hellas 60 Its un-

wearied wings could fan The quenchless ashes of Milan
1828-40 Tytler Hist. Scot (1864) I 146 He [Edward II]

employed his* ambassadors to fan the dissensions between
them a 1839 Macaulay Hist Eng V 102 His almost

imperceptible spark of life had been fanned into a
flickering flame 1887 C C Abbott Waste-Land Wand
iv 96 The little fire was fanned by a passing breeze to a
lively flame

5 Of a breeze, etc. : To blow gently and refresh-

ingly upon, as if driven by a fan ;
to cool ,

rarely

of a person To breathe upon
1390 Shaks Mids N ill it 142 High Taurus snow,

Fail’d with the Easteme winde 1603 TryallChev v i m
Bullen O PI (1884) III. 339 The coole winds have fand

the burning Sunne ‘
1633 A. Stafford Bern Glory (18691

15 Only Zephirus was let loose to fanne the Pmke x668

Culpepper & Cole Barthol, Anat n. 1 316 The heat of

the parts is fanned, cooled and tempered 1704 Pope Wind-
sor For, 194 Pants on her neck, and fans her parting

hair 1708 Coleridge Anc Mai vi xn, It fanned my
cheek Like a meadow-gale of spring. x8x» J. Wilson
Isle of Palms 1 11 The sea, I ween, cannot be fann’d

By evening freshness 1862 Mfrivalt Rom Emp (1865)

IV xxxiv. 149 Terraces, fanned by cool breezes from the sea

8 To spread out like a fan a. trails Nant To
widen Also, Tofan out (see quot. 187 r) mtr,

for rejl To fan out. to expand in rays, rare

Alsoj^* (U S ) To make a display.

a 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,
Fanning , the techni-

cal phrase for breadthemng the after part of the tops Also,

widening in general 1871 Arner, Encycl Printing, Fan-
ning Out spreading out the upper part of the paper some-

what in the resemblance of a fan

t) 1391 R D Hypucrotomaclua 11 A prodigious winged

horse his wings fanning out x86o Bar tleti Diet Amer

,

To Fan out, to make a show at an examination 1861

Thornbury Turner I 314What Orient splendour of colour,

fanning out far beyond towards Ithaca

7 slang a. trans. To beat ;
to rate soundly,

b. To feel, handle.

1783 Grose Diet Vnlg Tongue s v
,
I fanned him sweetly,

I beat him heartily 1862 Mayhew Loud Labour (ed 2)

IV 319 Joe had fanned the gentleman’s pocket, 1 e had

felt the pocket and knew there was a handkerchief

1887 Tristram m Eng. Illitst Mag Dec 228 Fan-

ning them, which in the tongue of coachmen, is whipping

them.

Fan, irregular pa. t of Fine, to end

Fan, obs. and dial var, of Fawn v

+ Fa’nacle. Obs rare- 1
, [App meant for a

dim of L. fidnurn Fank ] A small temple, shrine

*594 W Percy Coelm (1877) 17 One day I went to Venus
Fanacle.

t Fanal (f? 1 nal) Obs. exc arch. Also 6 fanell,

9 phanal. [a Fr fanal, It fiznale, med ’L.fandle,

fandhs, f. Gr <pav6s lantern, f <t>av- stem of faivtiv

to show] a. A beacon, a lighthouse, b. A
(ship’s) lantern.

1471 Ripley Comp Alch iy in Ashm (1652) 147 As
shyneyng fanells 1632 J Hayward tr Bwndi’s Eromena
90 Seeing her with three fanals or lanthornes 1766 Smol-

lett Tr av 133 On the right hand there is an elegant

fanal or light house, 1848 Browning Sordello iv. 39s He
flashes like a phanal,—all men catch The flame 1

II Fanam (fona m). Also 6 funan, -on, 9
fanom. [Corruption of Malayalam and Tamil
panam, f Skr Jana wealth } A small com, for-

merly the usual money of account in South India
No longer used in British India ; in some native states

gold and silvei fanams are still current , in Travancore the

former is worth d and the latter f of a rupee.

[1510 Varthpma Itin in Ramusio Navig (1588)1 159 b,

Batte anchora moneta d’argento chiamato fanon ] *355
Edln Decades 233 This Fanan, is also a kynde of money
which is in value, one ryale of syluer 1704 Collect Voy,
(Church ) III 822/2 A f anam is only $d tho they have
Golden and Silver Fanams 1792 Garrow m Phil Trans
LXXXVIII 409 The stone is paid for at the Potlam, m
the gold fanam 1803 Welungton in Gurw Desp I. 452
'lheir pay shall he a gold fanam for every day they do not
work, and two gold fanams for every day they do 1883
S Mateer Gospt l m S India 148 A woman has given 100
fanams to provide two good globe lamps

Fanatic (fame tik\ a and sb. Forms a 6

fanatuke, 6-8 -ick(e, 7 -ique, 7- fanatic J3 6

phanatik, 6-8 -ic(k, 7 ique. [ad ’L.fdndttc-us,

f.fidnurn temple . see -atio Cf Fr fanatique ]

A adj

+ 1- Of an action ot speech Such as might result

from possession by a deity or demon
;

frantic,

furious Of a person Frenzied, mad Obs.

1533 Bellenden Livy iv (1822) 356 This uncouth and
tembil buschement rusclut with phanatik and wod cours

on thare memyis c 1534 tr Pol Verg Eng Hist (Camden)
I 71 Such fanatike and fond observations 1626 Minsheu
Ducior(gd 2I, Fanatick, mad, franticke, also inspired with a

prophetical furie 1634 Sir 1 Herbert Trav (1638) 221

Some think the torryd Zone, the fiene sword
,
and such

other fanatick fancies 1641 Baker Citron 148 A fanatick

fellow gave forth, that himselfe was the trueEaward *633-
60 Stanley Hist Philos. (1701) 494/2 Persons Dmnel>
inspired, and Fanatick 1721-1800 in Bailey

f b Comb.
1603 Chettle Eng Mourn Garment in Harl Mtsc

(1793) 202 They are proud, fanatick spirited counterfeits

2. Of persons, their actions, attributes, etc.

Characterized, influenced, 01 prompted by excessive

and mistaken entbustasm, esp. m religious matters

1647 Clarendon Hist Reb iv (1702) I 266 The Lord
Mayor Opposing all their Fanatick humours grew to be

reckon’d in the First Form of the Mahgnants 1639 Br
Walton Consul Considered 169 Papists, Atheists, and
fanatic persons 1639-60 Monk Sp 6 Feb in Wood Life
(Oxf Hist Soc ) I 303 Be careful neither the cavalier nor

phanatique party have yet a share m your civil power
<zx68o Butler Rem (1759) I 213 All our lunatic fanatic

Sects 1704 Swirr T Tull 26 Ihe two principal qualifi-

cations of a Phanatic Preacher are [etc ]. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scot in 1772. 58 1 he cloisters fell victims to fanatic

fury 1830 W Irving Mahomet x C1B53) 39 The Fanatic
legions of the desert. 1883 Manch Exam. 30 Oct 3/5
Banded m fanatic and violent opposition to the mea-
sure

B sb

1

1

A mad person In later use. A religious

maniac Obs
c 1523 Robin Hood 160 Fool, fanatick, baboon 1633 M

Casaubon hntkusiasme 7 One Orpheus, a mere fanatick

x8ofi Med Jrnl XV 213 Dr G[all]gave hints how to treat

fanatics, by using topical remedies and poultices

2 A fanatic person; a visionary, an unreason-

ing enthusiast Applied in the latter half of the

17th c to Nonconformists as a hostile epithet

1644 Abp Maxwell Sacrosancta Regum Majestas 44
Gratia1graininfaciens, SavingG race, as somefanatickesand
fantastickes fondly imagine 1657 John Gaule Sapient
Jiishf n Enthusiasts, Anabaptists, Fanaticks, and Faint

lists 1660 Fuli.lr Mixt Contempt (1841) 2x2 A new word
coined, within few months, called fanatics seemeth well

pioportioned to signify the sectaries of our age 1660

Pepys Diary 15 Apr, Since Lambert got out of the Tower,
the Fanatiques had held up their heads high 1709 Evans
m Hearne Collect, ro Nov , D Sacheverel thunderd
against y° phanaticks 1780 Harris Philol Eng (1841) 430
Henry the Fourth of France . was unexpectedly murdered
by a wretched fanatic 1830 Kingsley Sir JV Raleigh I

20 The man of one idea, who works at nothing but that

sacrifices everything to that ; the fanatic in short. 1883

Froude Short Stud IV in 269 The Jews were trouble-

some fanatics w(hom it was equally difficult to govern or

destroy.

b A fanatical devotee of.

X790 Burke Fr. Rev, Wks V. 66 Those exploded

fanaticks of slavery

0 Comb,
1707 E Ward Hud, Rediv, (171^) II. ix, To show, tho’

conquer'd, they abhor (Fanatick like) all sov’reign Pow’r

1722 Sew el Hist Quakers (1793) II vu 6s Robinson’s

mischievous intent to go a fanatick hunting

Hence + Pana'ticness Obs
,
fanaticalness.

x66a J Sparrow tr Behinds Rem Wks., Complexions

17 Which is Phrenzie, Madnesse and Phanatiquenesse 1663

J Sergeant Sure-Footing 108 The denying Tradition it.

a proper disposition to Fanatickness.

Fanatical (fame tikal), a [f, prcc + al ]

+ 1. Posbessed by a deity or by a devil; frantic,

mad, funous Obs.

1568 GrjUTON Chi on II 338 A fanaticall Enchauntcresse

[Joan of Arc]. 1381 Savile Tacitus' Hist (1612) 82 The
JEduans with some of Vitelhus Cohortes, discomfited that

fanaticall multitude, a 1633 Austin Medit (1635)89 Those
Phanaticall women of the Gentiles.

+ b. Characteristic of a possessed person. Obs.

1600 Holland Lwyxxxsx. 1031 The men shaking& wag-
ging their bodies too and fro after a fanaticall fashion. 1603
— Plutarch's Mon 1345 Certaine fanaticall cries and voices.
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FANATICISM 60 FANCY

2 =Fanatic a 2

1550 Bale Apol 96 A Christen mannts obedyence
standeth not in the fulfyllyng of fanatical! vowes *589
Cooper Admon 201 The Anabaptists, and some other plia

naticall spirits 1634 Sanderson Seim II 283 'lhat

phanatical opinion that no ecclesiastical person might
lawfully exercise any secular power 1669-70 Marveli
Corr cxxxix Wks 1872-5 II 307 Fox, a teacher of some
fanaticall people in Wiltshire, aid conventicle theie, 173a

Berkeley Ahifikr vi § 25 As fanatical as any Quietist or

Quaker 184.1 Elphinstone Hut lnd II 289 The present
quarrel originated in a fanatical spirit, which had spiling

up, many years before 1876 Glo Eliot Dan Der III

xtvi. 308, 1 call aman fanatical when he becomes unjust
and unsympathetic to men who aie out of his own track

•f-
b. In a weaker sense Extravagant Obs

1588 Shaks DDL v i 20, I abhoi such phanaticall
phantasims

f 3. Of or pertaining to the ‘ fanatics * or Non-
conformists Obs
1678 Hickes in Ellis Orig Lett ir 318 IV. 46 Many of

tbe fanatical party hope that the Commons will glow
jealous of these military proceedings <1:1695 Wood Life
(1848) 245 Mr John Fairclough a non-conforming minister,
was buried m the fanatical burial place, near the Artillery

S
ard London 1703 De Foe Shortest Way with Dissentcis
Iisc 421 The phanatical Party of this Land
Hence Tana tically adv , m a fanatical manner
rana tioalness, the quality or slate of being
fanatical

,
fanaticism

1672 Cressy (title), Fanaticism fanatically imputed to the
Catholick Church by Doctour Stillingfieet 1792 Burke
Petit Unitarians Wks x 57Men fuiiously and fanatically
fond of an object 1833 KvsusSerw vii (1848) 157 Those
who maintain, profanely and fanatically, that the State
ought not to be of any religion 1856 Froude Hist Eng
(1858) I. v 422 The populace of France were fanatically
catholic 1668 Wilkins Real Chai n 290 'lo which the
notion of fierceness or fanaticalness is opposed

Fanaticism (fanro tinz’m 1 Also 7-8 pha-
naticiam. [f Fanatic 4 -ism ]
+ 1 The condition of being, or supposing oneself

to be, possessed Obs
171* Shaftesb Charac (1749I I 36 Fanaticism, as it

was used by the Antients in its ongmal sense, for an ‘ Ap
parttion ’ transporting the mind
2. The tendency to indulge m wild and extra-

vagant notions, esp in religious matters
,
excessive

enthusiasm, frenzy
; an instance, a particular form,

of this

1653 Gaule Magastrom 133 Were not those the times to
broach and vent their fanaticisms and impostures with more
licentiousness and impunity? 1685 BaxterPaiapki N 1 ,

1 John 1 6, 7, Is it not Phanaticism to talk of Fellowship
with God? 1769 Roblrtson Chas V, VI vi 106 The
large infusion of fanaticism mingled with its regulations
should be imputed to Loyola its founder 1813 Scott
Rokeby vi xxvu, Dark Fanaticism rerit Altar, and scieen,
and ornament 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev in m 1, This
battle ofMountain and Gironde is the battle ofFanaticisms
and Miracles 1880 Dixon Windsor III xx 197 A sour
fanaticism, which he mistook for piety

b In a weaker sense • Eagerness or enthusiasm
in any pmsmt
1855 Bain Senses Int tu iv §21 Hie fanaticism that

prompts to endless attempts was found in Keplei
Fanaticize (fame tisau'

,
v Also fanaticiae

[f as prec, + -rzE ]
1 tram. To infect with fanaticism, to render

fanatical, make a fanatic of , lo infuriate
*8ia W Tailor in Monthly Rev, LXVII r48 The Duke

- accused the parliamentary zealots of having fanaticized
the assassin. 1848 Clough Amours de Voy 1 106 These,
that fanaticized Europe i860 Sat Rev X 357/2 The
object is. to fanaticize the mob against the day of trial
2 tnir To act as a fanatic
*7*5 M Davies A then Brit I 269 Take heed least a

worse Prophecy overtake them for fanattcizmgand rejact-
ing the express Words of Scripture 1837 Carla le Fr Rev
hi in u, A man fighting and fanaticising amid a Natiou
of his like. 1883 Brit Q.Rezi Oct 403 He loves humanity
as a whole too truly to fanattcise for a class
Hence Fana tieized ppl a
*827 Southey Hist Pemns War II 186 About two

hundred, whom the French praised in reality, by calling
them the most fanaticised, etc 1873 ContSinp Rev XXI
912 A party of men honest but fanaticized

i* Fa/natism, Obs. [ad F fanatisme~\ =
Fanaticism j

1680 Red. late Libel on Cmseyc.Mcraz 38 Whimsies,
Fancies, Fopperies, and Phanatismes 1686 Popesy A nato -imsd 15 All mixture of CaJvimsm and Fanatisin *797Hist iu Ann Reg 78/2 That was the moment pitched upon
c° ™;?rTvhe p<^vLer °f fanausm i&w i je^essonWrit (1850) IV 31 r The persecutions which fanatism andmonarchy have excited against you
tFanc. Obs rare- 1

, [a OF fane (mod F
fetnge)

J Mud
*34°, 2Si P®, llke Welle ne uel}> nast bane fane{printed fauc] ne Jie er)>e of jjise wordle
Fancical (fee nsikal), a rare exc dial Ff

FanOV si, + -10 4- -All 3 =FAN 01PUL
1671 True Nonconf 244 Praying in words, specially ex

» . fa/cical i676
P
TMacc

hn m the fancical line \
Fancied (fie raid), ppl a [f Fancy v 4-eeDI

nnW™ ” P°ftrayed fay the fancy, existing
only in the fancy

; lmagiuary
°

1568 T Howlll Kt-ivt Sonets 11879'! 137 ’liner fancied

feares 1651 Hobbes Leviath hi xxmv 212 By Angtl

was understood a fancyed Voice, 1719 Df 1'ol Crusoe

(1840) II xvi 324 The fancied felicity which he enjoyed

1795 Southey Vis Maid ofOi htinsux 271 With eye more
dangerous Than fancied basilisk *869 Fair man Noun
Com/ (1876)111 xiii 307 Supporting their native sovereign

in the pursuit of his fancied rights

f 2 a Contrived to suit the fancy or whim , ap
of diess, = Fancy a 1 b Artistically designed

Cf Fancy v 3 Obs
a 1688 Prior Ode L t in 14 vi, Fancy 'd Rules ancl

Arbitrary Laws *775 Johnson Lit Mis J/ua/t si func,

Floating on the lhames in a fancied dress 178* H u 1 1 y
Pit V eneper vi 42 'I he gi.icions earl Has plann’d A
'fancied ball, a private masqueiade *796 Mousi A met
Geog II 612 Stiijiedand fancied silks 1796 Red /.sums I

02 A casimir w.uslLOat with a fancied pattern of silk em-
broidery round the button holes,

b *709 Stllll Tatter No I42T5 His Seals sire cuiiously
fancied, and exquisitely well cut 1182 Miss Hurni v
< eciha r iv, The prettiest fancied [buckles] I evei saw
3 That one has taken a liking or fancy for,

favourite

1589 WuiNrR Alb Eng vt xxls (1612) 14 j A hrattc

Esquire of Wades, That tide her fancie to Lis forme, till

fancied foime pieu.ules 1640 1 ulur yos tpit's Coat vm
(1867) 185 What the Corinthians spake of their fanned

E
reach ers 1873 Browning Red Cott Alt tap 245 1 ill

everage obtained the fancied smack 1887 Daily Ah ms
15 Nov 3/sMolynoo beat the more fanctetl Bloodstone

4 Of an animal see Fancy v g
*876 Entycl But IV 249/a 1 he wide differences oh-

servable in ‘ fancied ’ animals

Fancier (fi® nsiai) [f 1*ama v. h -eh - j One
who fancies, m senses of the vb
X One who fancies 01 imagines
*8z8 Macaulay Htillam

, Ess (1889) 53 People who, 111

their speculations in politics, are not reasoners, but fanciers

2 One who makes tasteful designs
1856 Rusicin Mod Faint III iv. xiv § n 203 'Ilitir

most brilliant fanciers were employed tn embroidering
the lobe,

3 One who has a liking for, and a critical judge-

ment in, some class of curiosities, plants, animals,
etc Chiefly with prefixed sb., as in dog-, flower-,
pigeon-fancier
*765 Johnson Shaks I 155 Some now call that which a man

takes particular delight 111 his l amy Flowci /amm Inr
a florist, and Ittrdfancier for a lover anil feeder oflnrds are
colloquial words 1769!) Paiikson Anotlu r /»<«.* II <

1 152 It is also true that Dutchmen, generally sp< .iking,
are fanciers 1773 R xuringion 111 Phil Irons I VI I

i

280 Some ofthe nightingale fanciers jirefi r a Surry bird to
those of Middlesex *824 W. Irving V huv 1 . 2(7
We have oddity fanciers among our ladies of rank 1859
Sala Dw. round Clock 167 Dog fancier, in many
cases might with as much propriety answer to the name of
dog-stealers 1861 Dt 1 ami r EL inn d 34 1 he fourth y e.n

the fancier may look out for a prize or two 1867 '1
1 1.1 1

meier Pigeons in 25 Numerous varieties of pigeons are
known to naturalists and fancier

,

attub 1891 Leeds Mire 3 Uct 12/2 A ' fancier Judge'
Fanciful (fie n sift'd), a [f Fancy sb 4 -pul]
1. a Characterized by the possession ol fancy

(rare) b In disparaging sense . Disposed to in-
dulge in fancies , whimsical.
*695 W'umw sir, V/r' ri,u p yir ,,r.

|
m,„

have e\ a "<! 11 ,
< ( ,11 . K 1 1713 m* 1

English ,1 . \ - - \ 1 .. i,,i
1

,<r
with the V t •

,
'•

, 1 1- -i < ,!•<,'< . • 1 1
Skies 1727 Poi'F

,
etc Ait of Sttthmg 83 A cateful and

fanciful pattern drawer 18x7 Coi 1 ridel Bug, Id 44
Milton bad a highly imaginative, Cowley .1 iery fanciful
mind 1874 MicKmiiWAm. Mod Pat C/rn/c/i.Afil'.mciful
people sometimes gave mystical interpretations to the
arrangements
absol, *676 Glanviil/ijj vi. § 6 17 Not only the Mklan-

cholick and the Fanciful, but the Grave and the Sober
2 a Characterized by or displaying fancy m

design; fantastic, odd m appeal ance ; b. suggested
by fancy

; imaginary, unreal
<1x627 Hayvvaiui Edw VI 88 How Foolish and fanufull

were they [buildings] 1642 Fuli 1 is Holy >y Piof St it vi
71 He aflects not phancy-full singularity m Ins behaviour
x&7 Drydln Vug, Past, Pref. (1721) I 7S With all out fan-
ciful Rehnements 1767 J Bykon Voy, round World iSfi
I he otlier circumstances they have mentioned appear to he
merely fanciful. 1823 Scon Peveul u\i\, 'I he f.imifiil
and singular female bad one of those faces winch at e nev tr
seen without making an impression 1828 — E M l\ rtk
xi, She wears a petticoat I would it were of .1 less fanciful
fashion 1852 Mrs Stqwl Untie Tom's C av, A variely of
fanciful diseases x868 M Pathson A cadent ihg v
1 he claims of Art cannot he set aside as fanciful
o qiiasi-a</& —Fancifully
*7751 Johnson Let Mrs '1 hi ale 23 June, I hope you .were dressed fine and fanciful

v 3

Fancifully (fc nsifuli), adv [f. piec. 4- -ly -M
In a fanciful mannei.

More Antid Idolatry To Rdr

,

What conceiled old man is this .that talks thus phanufully? 1741Wardurton Dm Lcgat II, 1 lv fc 4 748 llicmvlvnht,

ESSl r
C
IV
Uy

A
C

^Pted ky Analogy x4 x l iL H, I.k,

iZt’t -r
IV

’,396 Cainages fancifully ornamented, x8ogPiNKHtYTrav Erance 2 Ehali fancifully believ cd himselfL i nr
rC
f/

d
a

*885 Sir J W Ciihty in Law Turns'Rep LIII 80/2 A woid newly 01 fancifully applied
Fancifulness (fa; zibifuinus), [f ab iircc. 4-

-ness] d he quality of being fanciful
1667 H More Dip Dial, iv xuv (1713) 347 .Some

i67?
e
HT5:

,i

IftLL
nt

/)
Pret

A
t
7
0nii of uvtrmm:!! Phaneifulness

1677 Hale him Ong Man u, v . 168 ’transported with

too iiiulIi faiicifuliiLss x8x8 Up Harm's lit \ ud 2) I

i’rcf p \i, ( li.ugt s Inin (the In .Imp] with I mulnlncss and
1

1 "1 . ii>i7 'V ton ins Find Suitt \ Ki (1861)
1 \ 1 ! 11 1 her evecutioii of the music

'

Fancify (ia_ nsiisd, z> [f I'ancv \l> + -n ]
tian\

|
a To have a fancy foi

;
to like (obs

)

fb To fancy, imagine (o/nd c To muguie the
existence of. d. To make fanciful

1656 Eaih Monm Anal h Pamaw 441 ’l he prime
vertucs that she most fanulttd in Inr 1'iciiclimcn 1748
Richardson ( lanssa (tfiitl VI. (44 'I Iu* good she ever
delighted to do, and f mi lilt «l she was brn 11 to do *890 Sat,
Rtf 8 Mar. 291/1 Mm li study of the ‘ Ivoiy Gate ’ had
1

f.incificd ’ his own view s

Home Fa neiflcd ppl a
1845 Train Ihst /\L of Mon II 150 /«•/<, 'l In, f,ltll

island has been hound to tin bottom of (lie 01 r m
Fanciless (he nsilus), a [f l« anc\ sb 4- -li s«

]

Of persons, compositions, etc : Dost 1lute of fancy
*753 Armstrong taste 18? A pot, 01 bhifl important

wight, Whose br.uii is f.mulcv. 1789 Huum y Ihst Mns,
IV 546(1 hese [eompositu ms] .11c f.on lit , , uid no inorc lit

for one instrument than another 1800 24 (, ami iu 1 1 Pot ms,
l tew St Leonard s 5 1

Who 1 111 hi So f mt il< .. a , to feej 1,0

gratitude 1863 Kim. 1 ski < mma II ifi» 1 am ile*ss men
1868 Browning Ring >S AX 1 *44 In tin, hook lay abso
'utely truth, Fanciless fat t

Fancy (f.vnsi), sb ami a Forms n 5-6
fansoy, 6 S lansto, yo, fi 7 lancio, -yo, 6-
fancy. 0 f>-H phannyfo, -cie, -cy, fii-9

phansio [A contraction of Fantam
;

of. the

formsfantsy, pliant' sy umlt r that vvurtl ] A, sb,

j 1 lu scholastic psythology . 1* AM'any sb. 1

[1 1400, *509’ sei 1' an lass i/> ti 1594 Hoom II / tit /'ol,

1 m 1 16, ‘I ,o IVa .t . m .v ttoti . of m n .< and pliant n go |m>.

yond them (men I 17*2 Wmi vsuin Kiln; A at v.ioiWe
know inattu * of f.» 1 the In Ip of liupi 1 ion . made upon
plinnsy

f2 A sptctral apparition; an illusion of the

senses < t. I' antas\ sb • (lbs

h *360 *576 m«* F sm v \ sE j ) 2609 HfiitAM* Amm,
Manetl \iv \i. j , Do.tdfull .pti ir< . and fan us skreaktng
hideously louiitl almut Finn *659 fi flvums Pnueals

win it nut tnm . In ard greatlion .Ige 10 i*urieu
illusions, and |iha«c|t

3 Delusive imagination, h.tllut in.Uiciti
, ati in-

stance of this ;
- Imvum

1597 Hoom u Eul Pot II 7 ,
• I In* rtgliti on. m.iv have

their ph.au 11 < , thtyinav i*jmiivt wot a of thur own
estate* than rtasou gottli *693 tr / tin ti,turn's Hist
Monast t)rd \v 157 l 'bain it . a tldtoled muni 1727
Mi 1*oi Aysl Ahigh. 1 iv li,. joint; I lit vi ton .qqu arid to
Ills fancy 1840 Du m n>. /turn A mtW 1. I hat m iy he my
fatit y 1856 Stamm Stmt: a Pal u (id HK) is6 Which

» laims to hr founded not on fam > . but on Fat t

4 . In early use sjmmjmnus with Tm u.ixation

(see 1* vntvsv j) , the pimess, and the luuiUy, of
forming mental representations of things not pit sent

to the senses; t hit fly apptml to the so called

creative or productive imagination, whuh frames

images of objects, events, or conditions that have
not occurred in actual cxjietirnco. In lalcr use the

words famy and imagination tsp, as dt noting

attributes mamlested in podtcal 01 literary com-
position’ are eommonh distinguidud puny liung
used to express aptitude for the invention of dlus-

tjative or decorative imagery, vvltdi imagination
is the power of giving to ideal cnatuuts tin timer

consistency of r< alittes < )ftt n fn sonified

1581 1 Howiti Pt.tistst 1 vyol vo 'I In flaming d,tries,

F’hil Faun* qunlly burin wtlli quint lilt t n> 1632
Muhin/’ ifEgiot „,Svmh< t Shat i sjn in , I tm y .child

%662
(
Gi asmi 1. Ini (Irttitf l‘n I 5 Whit dangerous

opinions MKvcr thm pliant 11 , might gtv< huth to 1676
IIoBNts f/ttu/Vud tioFLli In t am y mu a.trth the Sub-
limity of a Poet 17x2 Amu,os No 411 f I he
I’leaMiies of th< Im guution or l imjiwhnhl .hall use
promiscuously! 27x3 C11 ss V im 10 tsi v Mist I'm ms
417 Waud’nngWi.lies, boot on Pham >•’, Wing , 2785 Ri tn
hit, Ponvis 374 Famy 111 iy t<*mbm< thing, that never
were combmml 111 r<abiy x8xx toitmma / e, t (1836145
When tlie whole pb.iMin tut not is dittvul from an un-
expected turn of c\pn ston, then l tall it nit, hut whin the
pleastirr is prodmul by m uiiagt whnh rt mam. with li-,

1 <all it fancy, 1822 Hvihi ta/L t 11 . x aat Fancy
colours the pumped of tip future, 1845 l* Hist hung,
A Eiuitji 2 Poetry . tinbodu . and illustrates it. impie,
sions liy imaginatUMi, or image, of the objot* of which
it treats It dlustiatcs tin in by famy, whnh 1. a lighttr

play of imagination, or the feeling of inatogy 1 inning short
of seriousness 1851 Kt slits ,Vo<t Paint, II tu 11 m.
*?
7 'Hie fancy secs the outstdt , l In, 1111 tgtualion tc> the

heart ami Inner natun,atwl nuke, tin lit felt 2861 M.
Pmtison I'ss uSBqll 19 I hat ou ail horse in which the

poetic fancy of the sea tming .Saxon, saw an emblem of
their high jtrowed vcss» |,

b. A mental image
2663 |5p Pa irk k Paiab Pity .57 ’file very famy of

them [enjoyments] is d< li ;Utful *798 t t»t uum.i Od< to

f ranco 1, Oft, pursuing famic. holy, My moonlight way
o er (lowering xveeds I Wound.
6. Inventive design; an invention, original device

or contrivance ( t l‘ASTv*n 4 d.
1665 Sir T, Hiriipiix 'lla • 116.77) ajj Adorned with *

of Ar.ihic ( haMtiUtr %6to Nm iixhoi dm Jmf in

-he Sit> / ate l oy 1 1x711) 57
‘1 he modi I I linag ne is to

lecortt our Ship . lhisF.uuywi U 1 alone unloui lied 169a

R I.’IvS'IRANI.l yostp/ius' . I nth/ Ml It (l 7<« I

'1 «e

graving work being the Pliancy of a Fob ig< o( the Vine
* *710 L’ Fii n

N

tb Dun

y

1 180'dj it>8 Scvcrall good fancy’-, uf



FANCY 61 FANCY,
human and animals 1867 F Francis Angling xu {1880)

438 T his fly [Salmon fly] is Mr Blackwall’s own fancy

+ b esp in Afttsti, a composition m an im-
promptu style. Obs Cf Fantasia, Fantasy 4 e

1577 T Dawson (titled, "lhe Workes of a young Wyt,
trust vp with a Fardell of Prettic Fancies 1597 Shaks
2 Hen IV, 111 11 342 He sung those tunes to the over-
scutchad huswives that he heard the carmen whistle, and
sware—they were his fancies, or his good-mghts *663 Pi i*ys

Diary 27 May, Mr Gibbons being come in to musique,
they played a good Fancy 1691 Wood Ath Oxon I 848
He was much admired for his composition of Fancies of
various parts 1789 Burney Hist Mies III vn. 408 John
Jenkins a voluminous composer of Fancies for viols 1823
Crabb Technol Diet I, Fancies, lively little airs

*t*
c pi * The ornamental tags, etc , appended

to the ribbons by which the hose were secured to

the doublet ’ (Fairholt) Obs
a itfga Brome Mad Couple Pro!

,
I’ve a new Suite, And

Ribbons fashionable, yclipt Fancies

0

A supposition resting on no solid grounds , an
arbitrary notion
1471 Riplcy Comp Alch v inAshm (1652) 149 To know the

truth, and fancies to eschew 1539 Taverner Erasm Prov
(1552) 18 Menne myght loke upon it, and talke theyr fansies

of it 1590 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 23 Rathei upon
fancie, than upon ante souldiourlyke reasons 167a Marvell
Reh 'lransp Wks II 58 After this I had another phan'sie
not altogether unreasonable 1783 Hauls Antiq Chr

Clt 11 33 This fancy is very ancient, for Orosms hints at it

1809-10 Coleridge Ft tend (1865) 142 As wild a fancy as
any of which we have treated

7 Caprice, changeful mood; an instance of tins,

a caprice, a whim. Also cotter a whimsical thing
1570 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 86 A foolish madd

worlde, wherein all thmges ar overrulid by fansye. 2646
Sir T Browne Pseud Ep n iv 82 Cardans Mausoleum
for a flye, is a meere phancy 1676 Lister m Ray's
Cot r (1848) 124 The addition of the French names would
have been but a Fancy 1717 Lady M W. Montague
Lett II xlvii 40 His wife’s expenses are no way limited
but by her own fancy 1787 Bi ntham Def Usury 1 2
A fancy has taken me just now to trouble you with my
reasons 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II 46 The antipathy
of the nation to their religion was not a fancy which would
yield to the mandate of a prince, i860-* Flo Nightingale
Nursing 43 Such cravings are usually called the * fancies

*

of patients 1878 Masque Poets 80,

1

have a fancy we go
out to day

f b. Fantasticalness Obs
1388 Shaks L, L L 1 1 171 This childe of fancie that

Armado hight 1602 — Ham 1 111 71 Costly thy habit as
thy purse can buy , But not exprest in fancie

,
rich, not

gawdie 1823 Byron Juan xi xvii, A real swell, Full flash,

all fancy

8 Capricious or arbitrary preference ; individual

taste
,
an inclination, liking, esp in phrases to

have
,
take afancyfor, to , + to have nofancy with

;

to take, catch thefancy of
1463 Fasten Lett No 330 II 243,

1

have non fansey with
some of the felechipp 1341 Act 33 Hen VIII c 21 In
case it fortune the king should take a fancie to ante
woman 1353 T Wilson R/ut (1580) 200 Speake muche,
according to the nature and phansie of the ignoraunt 1377
B Googe Heiesbailts Husb in (1586) 1 14 h, Hee that hath
a fansie to breed Hoise 1600 J Pory tr Leo’s Africa
11 3x3 Each would interpret the opinions of Mahomet
according to their owne fancie, 1662 J Davies Voy
Ambass. 314 The Persians have a great fancy to Black hair
1682 Wheler Joitrn Greece 1 36 Phansie took us to see

the Fortress 1700 S. L tr C Frykc's Voy E Ind 82

The Admiral had a mighty fancy to go over 1848 Macaulay
Hist Eng II 433 lhe tune caught the fancy of the
nation 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q Neighb. xxxi (1878)

533 What could have made Miss Crowther take such a
fancy to the boy ? 1884 W C Smith Kildrostan 86 Have
you no fancy To ride the white steeds?

t b spec. Amorous inclination, love. Obs

1339 Mirr Mag , Dk of Clarence xn, Knowing fansie

was the forcing rother, Which, stiereth youth to any kinde
of strife, He offered me his daughter to my wife 1379 Lyly
Evphues (Arb

)
8 1 Philautus was neuer loued for fancie

sake. 1396 Shaks Menh V in 11 63 Tell me where is

fancie bred 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull hi in, 'Fancy is

free \ quoth Peg.

9 Taste, critical judgement in matters of art or

elegance
c 1663 Mrs Hutchinson Mem Col. Hutchinson 23 He

was genteel in his habit, and had a very good fancy in it.

1703 Addison Italy 11 Palaces built with an excellent

Fancy 17x3 Swtrr Cadenus fy Vanessa, I’ll undertake, my
little Nancy In flounces hath a better fancy. 1748 C’tess
Shaftesbury in Pnv Lett Ld Malmesbury I 72 A buff-

coloured damask, trimmed with a good deal of fancy, 1837
Ruskin Pol Econ, Art 42 They possess . . sense of colour,

and fancy for form

T 10 * Something that pleases or entertains ’
(J )

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc Weapons 39 All such as are not

carried with toyes, fancies, and new fashions 1712 Mor-
timer Husbandry II 204 London-Pride is a pretty Fancy
for borders. 1721 Cibber Love's Last Shift iv, A particular

nice Fancy, that I intend to appearm
f 11 An alleged name for the Pansy Obs
171a tr Pomet's Hist, Drugs I 120 Fancy, in English, is

a kind of Violet

12 Thefancy : collect, for those who * fancy
’
a

particular amusement or pursuit, a gen.

,

as applied

to bird-, book-fanciers, etc.

1830 De Quincey Bentley Wks 1863 VI 37 note, Agieat
book sale nad congregated all the Fancy 1889 Sat Rev
22 June 772/1 Pigeon-fanciers are called the Fancy

to esp The prize-ring or those who fieqnent it

x8u Southey Let 11 Oct (1836) II 236 I have fibbed the

‘Edinburgh* (as the ‘fancy’ say) most completely, 1848

Thackeray Bk Snobs xiv (1869) 64 Mi William Ramm,
known to the Fancy as the Tutbury Pet 1873 H Spencer
Stud Sociol viii (ed 6) 187 Among leaders of ‘ the fancy’,
it is an unhesitating belief that pluck and endurance are the
highest of attributes
attrib x8n Southey Let 6 Mar (1836) II. 213, I amm

high condition, to use a fancy phrase

C The art of boxing
,
pugilism. Also, sporting

in general.
1820 Byron Let to Murray 12 Nov , One of Matthew’s

passions was ‘ the Fancy’. 1841 Dc Quincey Plato'sRep
Wks IX 236 When the ‘fancy’ was in favour x8sxMayhew
Loud Labour (1861) III 5 He is always at home to
discuss the Fancy generally 1889 Standard 28 Oct

,

Modern displays of ‘ the Fancy ’

13 The art or practice of breeding animals so as

to develop points of conventional beauty or excel-

lence ; also one of these points Sometimes with
qualifying word prefixed, as pigeon-fancy
1889 Sat Rev 22 June 772/2 The peculiar fancy affecting

him [the carrier] is to have wattles and excrescences round
his eyes and beak 1889 Standard 23 Oct., The layman
uninitiated in the mysteues of 1 fancy ’

attrib 1862 Huxlty Led Wikg Men 105 Birds which fly
long distances and are used as earners are not carriers m
the fancy sense 1876 Encycl Brit IV 249/2 The less

important art of fancy breeding 1889 Sat Rev 22 June
772/2 A pouter graces the frontispiece, using the word
grace ’ m the Fancy sense

14. = various combs of the adj

1841 Week in Wall Street 82 A very large portion of the
stocks termed ‘fancies’, are entirely worthless m themselves
1831 Beck's Florist 140 Pelargoniums, both ‘ Fancies * and
common kinds, were produced Mr Ambrose’s Fancy was
distinguished 1862 Times 17 Feb

,
Ordinary cloths and

fancies moved off alike slowly.

to. = fancy-roller ; see Cab.
1864 Specif Barraclongh's Patent No 1381 5 The

rolleis c are the 1 fancies * before named *873 E LrK.ii
Cotton Spinning I 144 The surface of the ‘ fancy’ runs in
the same duection as the cylinder only a little faster 1876W C. Bramwell Wool-Carder (ed 2) vul
B. attrib and Comb.

1. General relations , a Simple attrib (sense 4")

asfancy-jit, -freak, -woof, (sense 12 b, c) asfancy-

lay [see Lay
1855 Browning Men ff Worn , In a Balcony 101 This wild

girl (whom I recognise Scarce more than you do, in her
“fancy-fit) 1884 — Fenshtah (1885) 4 A “fancy-freak by
contrast born of thee 1819 Tom Crib's Memorial App
43 We, who’re of the “fancy-lay a 1845 Hood Irish School
master xn, Weaves a “fancy woof, Dreaming he sees his

home

to. objective, as fancy-feeding ,
-lighting, -stir-

ring, -weaving ppl adjs
,
fancy-monger, -weaver

1399 Sandys Europee Spec (1632) 162 Their *fanc}-
feedmg flatterers shall all shunke from them 1837 Will-
mott Pleas Lit xxi 132 The “fancy-lighting damsels of

Dryden x6oo Shaks A Y L hi 11 381 If I could meet
that “Fancie-monger, I would giue him some good counsel

1835 Willis Peucillings II xlv. 58 The Egyptian bazaar
hasbeenmy “fancy-stirring lounge a 1843 Hood Compass
xvn, lo eye of ’’fancy weaver Neptune seem’d tossing m
A raging scarlet fever ! 1884 A thenseum 6 Dec 725/2
A certain “fancy-weaving deivish

c. instrumental, originative and adverbial, as

fancy-baffled, -blest, -born
,

-borne, -bi ed, -built,

-caught, -duven, -Jed, -formed, -framed, -grazing,

-guided, -led, -raised, -struck, -stung, -woven,

wrought ppl adjs.

1643 Quarles Sol Recant iv 21 Thy false affections

may rise up, and shake Thy “fmcy-baffled Judgment 1739
Goldsm Polite Learning vu Wks 1881 II 44 The*fancy-
brnlt fabric is styled for a short time very ingenious *631
T Powell Tom All Trades 174 The young Factor being
“fancy-caught 1844 Ld Houghton Palm Leaves 131

They wandered, “fancy-driven. 1850 Tinnyson/« Mem
Ixxxiv 24 So shall pining life be “fancy-fed 1634 Gataker
Disc Apol 6S “Fancie-formed pictures 1647 Ckashaw
Poems S3 He his own “fancy framed foe defies, 1852
Meandermgs of Mem I 79 The “fancy-grazing herds of

freedom’s pen 1643 Quarles Sol, Recant, vu 36 “Fancy-
guidecl motion 1777 J Mountain PoeticalReveries {ed 2)

20 “Fancy-led th’ ideas ran 1873 Longf Wayside Inn,
Emma 4 Eginhard 88 Love-letters thought the poet fancy-

led 1798 Sotheby tr Wreland’s Oberait (1826) I, 80 Now,
leader, “fancy- rais’d, as swells thy mind 1773 J. Homl
A lonzo iv, If we stay here we shall be “fancy-struck 1822
Hazlitt Tabled Ser 11 vu (1869) 149 Our ears are “fancy
stung 1783 Warton Ode New Yean g Fable's “fancy-
woven vest iBox Lusignan iv 147 A “fancy-wiought
spectre.

2. Special comb fancy-bloke, slang, = Fancy
MAN ;

fancy-fit v trans
, to fit (with a garland) to

one’s fancy
j
fancy-free a

,
free from the power of

love, fancy-loose a., ready to roam at will; fancy-

sick a
,
love-sick

,
fancy-woman, a kept mistress

(cf Fancy man).
1846 R L Snowden Magistrate's Assistant 344 A “fancy

bloak 1820 Keats Lamia 11 220 Each, as he did please,

“Might “fancy fit his brows 1590 Shaks Mids N n 1 164
The Imperiall Votresse passed on, In maiden meditation
“fancy free 1840 Thackeray Parts Sk -bk (1869) 98 They
walk, fancy-free, in all sorts of maiden meditations X850

Mrs Browning Poems II 320 My thoughts for earth too

“fancy-loose 1390 Shaks Mids, N hi 11 96 All “fancy
sicke she is, and pale of cheere, With sighes of loue a xyo4

R L’Estrange (J ), When we come to the fancy-sick,

there's no cure for it 1823 Joanna Baillie Poems 2x0 To
thee the lover, fancy-sick, will sigh x8ga Daily News
1 Mar 2/4 He brought home a female, whom he introduced

as his ‘fancy woman'.

C adj [Developed fiom the attrib, use of the

sb , scarcely occurring m piedicattve use ]

1 Of a design varied according to the fancy,
I
fine, ornamental in opposition to 'plain* ,

'as m
fancy basket

,
bread, trimming, etc, Also Fancy

DBi.&’S, Fancy work
a 1761 Gray Lett Wks 1884 III 118 They [wall papers]

are all what they [the shops] call fancy 1788 W Marshall
Yothsh (1796) I x:6 The fancy farm-houses I purposely

passover 1834 Medwin Angler m Wales 11 211 He had
for field duty two fancy uniforms a 1839 Longf Hyperion
II tx, A very tall man wtth fiery red hair and fancy
whiskeis 1842 Tennyson Vis. Sin 102 Fish are we that love

the mud. Rising to no fancy flies 1853 Bi user's Mag
June XLVII. 680/2 A large assortment of fancy breads

x866 Mrs Whitney L Goldthwatte lx, To grow intimate

over tableau plans and fancy stitches 1883 E Ingersoll
m Harper's Mag June 78/t 1 Fancy’ flour differs from the

ordinary superfine in that the middlings are ground through
smooth rollers

b Printing (see quots )
1871 A mer. Encycl. Printings v fob Letter, Job Letter

may he conveniently divided into Plain, Fancy, 1 ext, and
Script, 1888 C T Jacobi Printers' Voc 42 Fancy rules,

rules other than plain ones ofvarious designs
_
Fancy types,

founts of type of various kinds used for jobbing purposes

c. Of flowers, grass, etc. . Particoloured, striped

1793 G Washington Let Writings 1891 XII 378 From
the fancy grass I have been urging for years tne saving

of seed 1831 Beck's Florist 139 Mr Ayres shewed Ins

fancy Pelargonium, 1893 Webbs' Spring Catal 63 Webbs’
Fancy Pansy Ibid 80 Perpetual fancy Carnation

d elhpt. That deals m, or is concerned with the

sale of, fancy goods, fancyfair . see Fair sb ]• I c

x8zt Blackw Mag X 4 Haberdashers and others in the

fancy hue 1848 Th ackeray Van Fatr 1
,
She buys a couple

of begilt Bristol boards at the Fancy Stationer’s 1863 J. C
Jeaifreson Sir Everaids Dan 1x3 A chattel for which
a fancy upholsterer in London would ask a stiangely large

number of pounds. 1876 WorldV 17 A fancy-fair is one of

the diversions of a London Season 1883 Bookseller 5 Mar.
3x7/2 A good Fancy trade

e. Fancy ball — Fancy dress ball (see Fancy
DRESS sb )
1823 C. M Westmacott Eng Spy II 24 A grand fancy

ball was to take place at the Argyle Rooms 1836 Haw-
thorne Amer Note-bks (1883)34 A Fancy Ball, 111 which

the prominent American writers should appear, dressed m
character

2 Added for ornament or extraordinary use

1794 Rigging <5- Seamanship I 160 Fancy-line is a rope

used to oveihaul the brails of some fore and aft sails 1841

R. H Dana Seaman's Meat. 104 Fancy-line, a line rove

through a block at the jaws of a gaff, used as a downhaul

1874 Micklethwaite Mod Par. Churches 77 To increase

the list of fancy and solo stops [m an organ]

lb. Fancy roller (in a Cardmg-cngine) see

quots
1830 Specif E Leigh's Patent No 13027 2 Thirdly in

the employment of a ‘fancy roller’ for partially stripping

the main cylindei, such roller being only pai tially clothed

with card 1873 E Leigh Cotton Spinning I 144 For heavy
carding a fancy roller, which is a rollei that overruns the

periphery of the cylinder, is sometimes used with advantage

[It] lifts the cotton that would otherwise get wedged in

the wire of the cylinder, and thereby admits heavy carding

3.

Calling forth or resulting from the exercise of

fancy or caprice a. Of an action , Capricious,

whimsical.
1646 Pagitt Heresiogr (ed 3) 118 Their own fancy pre-

sumption they call justifying faith a 1820 W Irving

Sketch Bk , Stratford-on-Avon (1865) 330 The A\ on made
a variety of the most fancy doublings 1821 Blackw blag
X 417 Many a fancy flam was proposed 1837 Dicklns
Ptckw xix. As a display of fancy shooting, it was extremely

varied and curious

b Of a price, rent, etc : Estimated by caprice,

rather than by actual value Sofancy stocks (cf.

Fancy sb 14).
<1x838 Macaulay Life 4 Lett. (1883) II 28 The fancy

price which a peculiar turn of mind led me to put on my
liberty 1848 J R Bartlett Americanisms 132 Fancy
Stocks. A species of stocks which are bought and sold to a
great extent in New York Nearly all the fluctuations in

their prices are artificial *874 Micklethwaite Mod
Par Churches 312 They will give a fancy price for a work
by a Leighton 1874 R Tyrwhitt Sketch Club 197 To
take a moor at a fancy rent x888 T E. Holland in Tintas

18 Aug 8/4 The bombardment of an unfortified town for

the purpose of enforcing a fancy contribution or ransom

c Of ail animal or bird * Of a kind bred for the

development of particular 'points’ or qualities.

Also in Fancy-farm • an experimental farm,

1810 sporting Mag XXXVI 10 A great many sorts of

fancy-pigeons. 1818 Scott Hrt Midi xlii, To engage him
to superintend bis fancy-farm in Dumbartonshire 1831

Mayhew Loitd Labour II
t 54 A dog recommended by its

beauty, or any peculiarity is a 1 fancy ’ animal x88o Gatus-

burgh Times 20 Feb 111 N W Line Gloss , ‘What sort pf

a dog was it?’ ‘Afaneydog’, x88x J C Lyell Fancy
Pigeons Introd

,
Fancy pigeons from the loftsof well known

breeders

d Fancyfranchise : one based on an arbitrarily

determined qualification (see quot, 1 868)
1868 Chambers' Encycl X. 693/2 The dual vote was early

abandoned, and its abandonment involved that of the

‘fancy’ franchises they proposed to give votes to all

who paid£ 1 annually 111 direct taxes (not including licences),

who belonged to certain of the better educated professions,

or who had /50 m a savings-bank or in the funds. i88g

Tablet 21 Dec. 983 Fancy franchises were also abandoned

4 Based upon or drawn from conceptions of the



wjumFANCY.

fancy (sb 3), as fancy pit tu> c, ficu, poitiaii,

sketch
1800 Mah Edgeworth Belinda (1832) II 2 This picture

ib not a fancy-piece c i8ix Fuseli Led Art iv (1848)

437 The Phantasiae of the ancients modern art m what
is called Fancy-pictures, has debased 1844 Whittier
rtvo Processions Prose Wks 1889 III 116 The carica-

ture of our ‘general sympathisers’ is by no means
a fancy sketch. 1870 Emerson ioc <$• boht

,
Art Wks

(Bohn) III 20 In sculpture, did ever anybody call the
Apollo a fancy piece? 1873 Rogers Oug Bible 1 (1875)
36 We look at this wonderful character as a fancy portrait

Fancy (fsenst), v. Also a. 6 fancie, 6-7
fartsie, a fansy j8. 6-7 phaneie, -cy, (6 phansie)
[f. prec. sb Cf. the older Fantasy v ]
I With reference to mental conception.

1 trans To frame in fancy, to portray in the
mind

; to picture to oneself
; to conceive, imagine

Also (with notion of Fancy sb 3), to suppose one-
self to perceive
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud, Ep iv xii. 215 Severall nations

and ages do fancy unto themselves different years of
danger. az66x Fuller Worthies (1840) I no It [Berk-
shire] may be fancied m a form like a lute *713 Swirr
Cadettus if Vanessa, She fancies musick m his tongue
1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1 111. 327 Fansying to our
selves a confused Heap of Things 1769 Junius Lett as.

97 The author is at liberty to fancy cases, and make com

?
arisons i860 Thackeray Four Geotges 1 (1862) 31,
fancy a considerable shrewdness . in bis ways
absol c 1698 Lockf Cond Undeist, tj 31 If all our Seaich

has yet reach’d no farther than simile we rather fancie
than know

b. with simple complement, or to be To imagine
(a person, oneself, a tiling) to be (so and so)
1662 Stillingtl Ong Sacr lit iv § 6 Some have f.mcyed

the earth to bee as one great animal 1696 tr Du Mont's
I ~oy Levant 6i, I fansi'd my self restor’d from Death to
Life 1728 Young Love Fame 111, Wks (1757) io9 What
most we wish, with ease we fansy near 1833 Ht Martineau
Vanderput ty S 1 11 Learning to fancy himself better than
he is 1856 Kane A ret Expl II xxn 218, I could have
fancied it a walrus. 1869 J Martineau Ess II 64 He
fancies himself not in the senate, but on the bench.

t C. with wf as obj Obs

.

1726 J, M. tr Tragic Htst Chev do Vaudray 157 He,
at last, faucy’d to have found the Mystery of it 1754 A
Murthy Gi ay’s Inn Journal (1756) 1

1

194 No 83, I fancied
to myself to see my amiable Country-women engaged in a
deep Debate
d with obj. and inf or object clause Also,

t To represent imaginatively
*55* Lr Gardiner Expltc true Cath Fayth 137 Fansmge

that as one waue in the water thrusteth away an other, so
doth one fourme an other 1630 R Johnson's Ktttgd ,fComnew, 64 The figure of Europe is fancied to resemble a
Queene 1638 Baker tr Balzac's Lett. II 64 Imploy-
ments, in which I fancy in my ininde, we may spend our
time *654 tr. Scudery’s Curia Pohtix 5 A device which
fansied me to passe beyond Hercules’s Pillais a 1682 Sir
T Brownf Tracts (1663) 107 He is aptly pliancied even still
revengefully to pursue his hated Wife 1791 Mrs Rad-
clhfe Fain Foiestx, She almost fancied she heard voices
swell in the storm 1845 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 7 Weread Bingham, and fancy we are studying ecclesiastical
history

e In colloq use often in the imperative as an
exclamation of surpnse Also absol.
1834 Medwin Anglerm JVales I 130 Fancy me boxed upm the nariow vehicle 1850 Lang Wand India 13 Fancywe three meeting again m the Himalaya mountains 1 1861

m^l
K
?
RAY Found Papers, On beingfound out 126 Fancy

all the boys in all the school being whipped 1881 GrantWhite Eng Without <5- Within xvi 388 Fancy, now 1 ftn
England] a very common expression of surprise
+ *• To fancy out', to represent by an image:

to exemplify. Obs rare
1669 Stormy Manners Mag vi 103 The two later

are fancied out unto us, by a Man turnuiga Crane-
Wheel, or Grind stone 363 times round, while a Worm
creeps once round the contrary way
2 To believe without being able to piove; to

have an idea that Frequentlym /fancy : I rather
think
167a Sir C. Lyttelton in Hatton Coir (1878)00, Inhancv

the Dukes match wt!> y’ Archduchesse is a little dulld
1790 I JcrFEKSON Writ. (1859) III ifi2 This day, I fancy,
will determine whether we are to be removed to Philadel-phia or not. 1825 Cobbett Fur Bides (188O II. 37 The
estate is. I fancy, the, yet. 1883 F M Pfard Contrad
Tvui’Wefancy she is engaged to a Mr. Atherton
o. To liken (a thing) in fancy fto, to transform

(it) into rare.

1646 Buck Rich. Ill Dad
,

I fancy them to our shad-dowes 1801 Southey Thalaba iv is, Hast thou never

shatVTK’
fanue

^ /f
l"llla] object into some strange

Th? Lr °.T
E

!-
L ]Vttc *raft Prose Wks 1890 II. 336

iw a J
Ch

.

,ld that ever bestrode his father's staff, andfancied it into a courser# *

II'
Arrange m or according to fancy, or

" ^t;istlc taste
; to contrive, devise, design, plan,

fin™ ^^singer L.ovc iv it, Something I must^V0 i1S
5
U
|
de hlr

l From doing sudden violence onhimself
_ *633 Swan Spec M v § 2 (1643) 136 Thev

[painters] fashion diversly according to their skill in phanev^

affJKSL'a- r r l6*s SlR T Hcrbfr?^7Vw
C

a
HS The figure ofa Horse preparing to defend himself

Se fanc,ed as
r Sains ‘he Sculptorpraise. 17x6 Lady M W Montague Lett (1763) I. vn 32

r^
n
w«

e
Nr'

S° „
ncied and fitted up a 1739 GoldsmThe Bee No 2 On Dress, Clothes fancied by the artist

vS;\

d
ff,

ST th
,

ree battalions of Guards 1739^ MartinMat Hist Eng. I 29b Ihe mourning Pallasesat the Base

62

of it [a martini Figme] are both well fansied and well

adapted

beating ~... - —
wings unto Daedalus 1647 is j < .. in

lvi (1739) io3 I'ame hath fancied him that Title

0 To have a good conceit of, pltime oneself upon
(oneself, one’s own actions oi qualities', colloq

1866 Daily Pel 20 Jan 8/1 He ogles, he ‘fancies himself’

x886 H Conway Living or Dead vm, I was conceited and
fancied my game at whist.

II. With reference to fondness or liking,

f 7 . a. To be to the fancy of, to please b. To
attach by ‘ fancy ’ or liking to Obs / a> e

1366 Paintlr Pal Pleas (1890) III 431 The s.iuouiutis

fruict fansied the sensuall taste of Adams Wyfe
_
c 1390

Gri lne Ii Bacon [1630) 17 Fast fancied to the Keepers
bonny Lasso

8 . To take a fancy lo , to entertain a liking for

;

to be pleased with
;
to like, a with obj. a person.

(In early use often = to be or fall in love with )
*545 Udali

,
etc. hi asm I'ai Lithe 1. 5 1 The people of

Israel as a people more derely belotted and fansy td 1568
Graiton C/tion II 223 bhe went as simply as she might,
to thentent that the king should not phansie her 1396
Shaks Tam Shi 11 1 12, I nuter >et bebekl that spei tall

face, Which I could fancie, more then nny other 1614
Rai eigii Hist Wot lit 1 1 §8 199 Nintis fanned her so
strongly, as, (neglecting all Princely resptels) he took her
from her husband. 1663-4 Dryiji n Rival I tidies 1 n, I do
not think she fancies much the man 2838 Mrs Caiiimi
Lett I 93 Carlyle breakfasted withMoore and faneitd him
absol 1588 Or in ni Pcrtnudis 53 Shceplu aids can fancie,

but they cannot saye 1601 Soaks Jim l N 11 v. 29
Should shoe fancie, it should bee one of my uunplevtion
*7*3 Swiit Cadmus Vanessa, five thousand guineas
111 her purse 1 T he doctor might have faney'd worse,

b with obj a thing, also + with inf as obj.

1398 B Jonson hv Man vt Hum 1 1, Not to spend
Your coyne on euery liable, that you phansie 1644 Mu ion
Areop (Arb ) 39 Burning what they fansied not 1669
A Brown, Ars Put App (1(1751 '>4 One phansits to
draw Pictures by the Life *727 Pori

, So. Ait of Sinking
119 Throw all the adventures you famy into one tale
1832 Mrs Siowk Uncle loin's C \x, Miss Ophelia was
uneasy that Eva should fancy Topsy's society so much
Plod The patient may cat anything that he fancies

III 9 To breed (animals or birds)
; to grow

(plants) so as to develop in them conventional
* points ’

ot beauty Also, simply lo breed
1831 Mayiilw Loud Labour I 13 Pigeons arc ‘fancied’

to a large extent. 1876 [see I' anl\ ing vbl sb ]

Hence Fa ncymg vbl. sb
, the action of the verb

m various senses, also com

r

something that one
fancies.

1662 Pltty Taxes 6 Civil wars are 1 aused 1>y peoples
fansying that [etc ] a *729 S Cl AKKI .Scrm I 1,738) \k 252
A h -a- i-‘ •» *’ r» f> ’

• pleas’d with their

V jii; iiit t' '« ci t«i km; not what. 1738
' 1

r'"
’- 7 HI * ' i - of my fancying',

a pair of silk blankets a 1839 Pkai n Pot ms (18641 II. 184
The fancyings of fancy costumes 1876 Etuyil. Brit IV.
249/2 ‘ Fancying 1

is not governed by rules identical with
those which regulate breeding for economic purposes
1889 Athenseum 16 Nov. 667/3 The excellent fancying of
the little ‘ genteel ’ colony tn Bankstde

Fancy dress, sb

1 . A costume arranged accoiding to Ihe weaier’s
fancy, usually representing some fictitious or his-
torical character Also attnb infancy dress ball
. *77° Mad D’Arblay Early Diary 10 Jan , I was soon
found out by Miss Lalause, who had on a fancy dress
much in the style of mine, a 1831 Macau, \y Life ,$• Lett.
(1883) I 225 ihe fancy-dresses were worn almost exclu-
sively by the young ladits

2 A dress with ornamental trimming
t8*6 Diskalli Viv (hey i 1, His curly locks, and his

fancy dress.
’

Fancy dress, v lare- 1
trails To an ay or

clothe in a fancy dress
1878 Plasque Poets 226 Nothing can exceed a woman’s

tact In fancy-dressing both herself and fact
Hence Fancy dressed ppl. a

, Fancy dressing
vbl. sb.

*837 Dickens Piclew xv, Nevcrwas such ingenious postur-
ing, as his fancy-dressed friends exhibited 1848 Thacki.hay

.e
7
e f?1 , ‘l1 Fltt Crawley reptobated 111 strong tcims

the habit of play acting and fancy diessmg.
Fancye*tte. nonce-wd. A little fancy.

,
^*^34 Coleridge Mmgmaha in Blackw Mag CXXXI.

(1882) Jan , 123 [Two Fancyettes, as Coleridge names them,
at the end of a volume of 1'ichte]

Fancy man. a A mart who is fancied
; a

sweetheart b pi. = Thefancy (see Fancy sb. 1 1 b)
e slang. A man who lives upon the earnings of a
prostitute.

J1

!
^SMaurvat Jat Faithf xlui, One day the sergeantwas the fancy man, and the next day ,t was Tom, 1847-78Halhwell s. v. Fancy, A sweetheart is still called a fancy-*man* *

b *847-8 H Miller First Iwpr xiv (1857) 247, 1 should

soN
e

9«r
CC
I
ew 2

" astoms>5S the ‘ ra»cy men ’ 1870 Emlr-

ind thl rfng
* ** 213 Fanc>'-men

> Patrons of the cock-pit

Pan™
8
K
1 p EgAIS Tom

r * Jerry 48 Although One of the

ZabZ’r f
e
„^

a
Th«

0t a fan7-“an - *831 Mayhlw Loud.Labour I x78 The women of the town buy of me for them-

Th™ r.n
the‘r/anCyl m^ *890 Spectator 6 Dec 82^

brutal
from the fancy-man any tu»age, however

Fa'ncy work. Ornamuital, as opposed to
jil.un, wotk, cp in mallcwork, uoUicl, knitting
01 tin* like; taiely, a piece of such wotk.
1842 F 1 > Hi sni it II hating I oy II 91 Their domestic

manufactures aic ihn.fly fan, y work', e\< culed with the

t Fand, fond, .(A Obs. [f. next \b] a The
action of trying; tual, pioof, experience b The
state of being tried ; a tual, a temptation.
a. c 1250 Crtu <«j / t. 336 Of ft,s fruit wile it Imulii fond

a *300 lutsor M 4345 iColt ) St o b, tight him f losvtilij to
}>c 1.1ml Ibid. 24 |fq <Cotl ) Haul funnel 1 par of laiut
b a *300 < utsor M. >5175 iC’ntt 1 Ji.it thorn otiei turning

o bat fiuuul He niai j*« im tle haf at last[aml] 143! /„/
Poems (Rolls) II *jti Vcf the cominjn , of Kiiglonde ilclpe
the kyngc in hi. fomle.

1

+ Fand, fond, v. Obs. Forms : a. i fandmn,
-i.^an, 2-3 fandion, 2- p fonclion, 3-5 fond(o(n

,

south dial, vondon, -ion, (^foondon)' 3-4 faand'
(faundo), 4-5 fand(e, .St laynd, 4 5 found^e’
(5 foond, fowncl(o p. 1 /,ofan-, rfofondian,

3 i(yIvondon, ifondon. ft) V*. fanditm, gefandian
— Ol'xvb.fuidta, OS. jandt'U to tempt, usit (T)u
vanden to visit a woman alter lur confinement,',
011(1 fiinlUn to visit (the nxoAX't.Jahnden, to raise
hue and cry, is commonly believed to be identical
in spile of unsolved phonetic difficulties)
The pa t and pa pph* ott is, appeal in contracted forms

fond (,6th t ), fontt (14th c ) ]

1 . harts To put to the proof, try, ttst (a person
or thing)

; to make trial ot (one’s stitngth, skill)

;

to taste (food, etc ) ; in early use with got
1 893 K A ii hi n (bos 1 mi 4 4 p.it|Mtn uenrienantim

men .tr ne X'O'-e ha to f.uufi.umi Jxnme ham wyrhtan
fie tut warhti < 1000 A

1

; i Uasb bl.uk \ut u Ami jia
ftirdon ft. 1 pliuiat, ami In. fand, dun. t 1203 Lay. 21842
pat he fcfitui indite and fnrnln n fi 1*75 ftimfi,

| hint* seulue
Ibid Hum inaines Inn timid, dm hi I ticole suVn
t 1230 Hah Mmi 29 To fouda

J»*
hwei), t |>u lico trenwe

«

*

3°° Cursoi M. .i>ia (Colt , Main man Imiii-m If tan
nopu f.iaml \t,»tt fumU) nt fill 1340 70 Ahsaunder 107
Now fires Philip |m fr« , tu>, fomUn Ins mygfit 1375
Bahihh r Himo u (<i8, I will m* ijufiat fm , that tli.u tan
fayiul 'a 1400 Morh Aith ,<7.* I* mi,It uf the fyneste,
tliow frehthv lijeine 0140030 AhumUn 68

1 Quod
Altsitidcr to fils athill a, In In art* famli ,1460 I'ownt -

tty Myst, {6 My *< rv.md I will (mind and fia .1

absol a 1300 Lunoi M. pi ertfi fgis man] fie tast, to
fclu mid ituiuu

b With sentence as obj : To prove, try to find

out, see.

a 1000 /'unit /'mm 25 (C»r ) (*»ar.cix find n’t, Im.u’St'i .11

belli it a.i)ik trtowc a 1000 i .edition's « 24to (Br )
Ic willc fandi^an nti hu.u pa mi 11 don. , **03 Lav, 2949
Ic utllc fonditii vvliufi In « Inn mi l« ti fri mid , 1250 Gen.
At E , 5946 It sal fmtik » and < n <Jtt it titling o it < am on
Be 11131. t 1300 Hat ta.a, //«// oft 1 ott( fmidiii liow we
plcycn hue < *440 J o/h My\( \x .'64,1 .dull thynkc on
fiani vvcle To ffumU' wfiat 1 . fulow.uul

c. To examine, scan
*3 Pearl xv. (ttollaiic/) Her figure fvn tuiui I had

fonte

d. To ‘tempt’, * provt ’ (Hod), In eaily use
const gen. after OK
c X17S Lamb Ham. 9 $ Hvu twiatA bun mu |«t 31c iltir-

, 2,
aH a 1300 /. !• I\„ It, r ivfi] 14 fiat

funded God m driuev ,375 Bakiioui ltrine mi. 364 Thai
laynd god all too grUumly
2 To endeavour to lead mto evil

;
to tempt,

c 1x75 Lamb Horn 67 He fmuktk cod solf intd his
wrenche < itoo Ohmis" 5945 He fitirrh Jw» 1 1|«* g 1st Wass
sipK'nn fanduld bnn< ss. c *275 Passion in 0 l . Mm
(,872138 ior to hcun yitomfid of sat h.,11 is put obk 1340
lyenb, is /uo hep Jiv djeud diucisc mantres to tiondi pc

uolk, c 1373 Jtg .Srt/«/t, I initios 167 Scbo me
wndyt hesily 1 o sync with fij r 111 In liory. *303 Lakgl.
* 'l *> L. xv 120 In wiuclie Hood pr ftt ml fomkp man

b. In good ot ncitltal sense : To try to induce
(to do something 1

<r 14*5 Wv vrm n Cion vi. \v»n >76 ik fijm f.mdjdc
of OLUtland to tak pu Lrownt;.

3 . a To have experience of, deal with (a per-
son); to have (carnal) acquaintance with b. To
make experiment with (a thing, , to piove, try.

c absol. To have experience (of something im-
plied).

«**75 Colt. Horn 239 God purb Ins mtn.de mtice 11c Ides
us nefer fandie ttxoo Tun Coll Horn 224 Hadde he
fonded siime stundc, he wolde snggen o5cr 1 1320 Sir
Pnstr. 860 songhng Foies thou wcmlest to fund.
111330 A aland .5 l

r
470 So hard he was to fond X340 70

AUsauntfer 740 Hee fonded hui fleshlych or hes fare
wolde 1 1420 Pa/lad on llusb 1 1137 But multlics culde
in other crafte thou fomuie Jbul. m, 35, Caiinctes nowc
with ernftes may be fande. 1 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 741

rl
%.
andc *’rst avowc of gloriousc maydenhede

4: To enqune
;

to seek, look for ; to enquire
into (a matter)

; to search (a place), explore (a
track) Also const, of, to enquire about, hence, to
care for.

a xa*s Aner R 104 Of smtlles. nc uond ich nout much-
cles c 1340^ Cursor M 6(41 (I'm, ) pis die folk was
wantoun to fonde pat moyses hadde vndir honde /bid
xoS^fo ( Trin ) pis aungvl semk pc trmitc Na/aicth pe toun
to fond a 1400-1430 A tea under 4871 pal pan fonde all pc
note fiftene dayis 1 1420 Chi on. Vtloa Gjopcy, vondeden



FAND. FANG,

jj* place, and made hit ryde Tyll [etc ] c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron vii ix 369 pai fayndyd of )ns }>e kyngis wille

fo absol To ask.

1340-70 A hsaunder 1034 Leeue fader fonde I, mee tell

The sterre J>at yee staren on sticketh it 111 heuin

5 To attempt, try Const to with mf
a 1225 St Marker 10 pene acursede gast )>aet feondeS to

fordo me 1297 R Glouc (1724) 455 stallewaideskny^tes,

jnt pes kyng vondej? biyng to no?le c 1300 CursorM
21224 (Cott ) Mam oipermen in stiyf Fanded foi to folu his

lijf 1375 Barbour Bruce 1 42 The barnage fayndyt fast

lo cheyss a king 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 7
Elsynus bisshop of Wynchestre fondede to have \>e see

c 1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1750 Let vs fande som helpe
to gett 1494 Fabyan Chron vit 304 He fondyd to put y°
prerogatyue from y* munkys 1590 Splnser F Q in vii

26 For in the sea to drowne herselfe she fond, Rathei then
of the tyrant to be caught
absol c 1340 Gaw $ Gr Knt 565 What may mon do

bot Fonde?
b To busy oneself

c 1330 Will. Paterne 1682 In J>e kechene am crafti men
pat fast fonden alday to flen wilde bestes

0 To attempt, undertake (a deed) Also with
sentence as obj • To take care, see (that)

Beowulf2434 ponne se an hafacii purh deaSes nyd daeda
gefondad a 1300 Bekft 676 He wende him into the see
passage foi to fonde 1307 ElegyEdw I v, Thou hevedest
sunne, That thou the counsail woldest fonde, T o latte the

wille of kyng Edward 1 o wend to the holy londe ? a 1400
Morte Arth 656 Ffaunde myfforestez be ffrythede c 1400
Melayne 1401 Thou fayles of that thou fande a 1440 Sir
Degrev 120 He was in the holy lond, Dede of armes for

to ffond at433 Holland Houlate xlvn, 3alPei thocht
hejjong was, to faynd his offens

7 To acquit oneself (well’) ; also with refl pi on
c 1470 Henry Wallace ix 1273 Thai had fayndyt thaim

rycht weill Ibid x, 1026 A knj cht fayndyt weill amang
his enemys heyn

8 To go, pioceed, also withrefl pron = Founds 1

a 1340 Cut sorM 12978 (Cott ) Apon pe heist fell he faand
a 1400-30 Alexander 2671 pan fandis he furth m-to pe
lild c 1440 York Myst xvm 149 Fande pe furthe faste

for to flee c 1630 SirLarnbewell 517 in Fumxv Percy Polio
1 160 A softly pace her palfiay faM
Fand, obs pa t of Find.

Fandang (feenclm q) dial. [See next]. See quot
1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss (E D S ), Fandangs the

fanciful adornments in peisonal attne, tunkets

Hence Fanda'ngous a Pompous, showy
1797 Mrs A. M Bennett Beggar Gtil (1813) III 277
A paicel of nonsense about jukes and loids, and them sort

of fandangus trumpery

Fandangle (fundee ng’l). colloq [An arbitrary

formation, peril suggested by next] Fantastic

ornament , nonsense, tomfoolery
1880 World of Cant xxiv ig6 A girl is suie to keep up

some of the old fandangle of hei mother 1887 Jessopp
Arcady vui 232 A solo with no end of shakes and trills and
fandangles

Fandango (fsendterngti) [a Sp. fandango ;

alleged to be of negro ougin
]

1 . A lively dance 111 ^ time, very popularm Spain
and Spanish America
17 Eliz Carter Lett (1808) 138 You aie twirled round

in thefandango of the world 1774 Mad D’Arblay Early
Diary (1189) I 286 Upon my word, the fandango, like the
allemande, requires sentiment, to dance it well 1812 S.
Rogers Voy Columbus v. 146 With gipsy maid Dancing
Fandangos in the chestnut shade 1863 Ouida Held m
Bondage (1870) 56 Scores of Castilhan girls I have seen
doing the fandango

b Mus A tune to which the fandango is danced.
1800 H Wells Constantin Neville (ed 2) I 238 Spanish

ladies, with guittars who never had read of a fandango.
1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt Ivin, The music com-
mences It is a merry air—a fandango 1866 Engel Nat
Mus \ ro Gluck adopted in his ballet ‘Don Juan’ a well*
known Spanish fandango
2 A social assembly for dancing, a ball.

In 18th c common in English use ; now only U, S , or
with reference to foreign counti les

1760-72 ti Juan <$• Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) I 39 One of the

most favourite amusements of the natives heie, is a ball,

or Fandango 1766 C Anstey Bath Guide xiu 14 She
loves all Assembly, Fandango, or Rout 1783 Cowper
Faithful Bird 33 Satisfied with noise, Fandango, ball, and
rout 1 1834 Bartlett Mex Boundary I xvm 429 A per-

petual fandango was thus kept up day and night

3 = Fandangle rare.

1836 Miss Mulock Halifax x (1839) *°9 No fripperies or

fandangos of any sort

4 attnb
,
asfandango-bird

1871 J F Hamilton in Ibis 303 The natives [of Brazil]

call them Fandango birds, and say that they are ra the

habit of performing a dance

Fandamgo, v noncc-wd To dance a fandango

1834 Becrford Italy II 364 Thirteen or fourteen couples
stai ted and fandangoed away

t Fa’nder, fender. Obs [f. Fand v. + -er 1
]

A tempter.
c 1340 Cursor M. 23369 (Cotton Galba) Fals fanders [we]

here naue thrin. 1340 Ayinb 116 ]>e dyeuel is J>e uondere.

t Fa’nding, fending, vbl sb Obs

.

[f. Fand
V +-IN&1]
1. The action of trying, a. A testing or putting

to the proof
;
a trial.

a 1300 CursorM 7231 (GOtt ) Ofte in fanding men findes

sua [etc ] c 1400 Gmtielyn 147 ,

1

ne did it noght brojiei

but for a fondyng c 1430 St Cuthbert 2493 And send lum
fandyngs many ma 14 Jhesn 20 in Fumiv Balladsfrom
MSS I 320 Brettyng of benes & fondyng of foies

63

b A trying to do or find out something; an
attempt, experiment
a 1000 Caedmon's Gen 1452 (Gr ) He of earce forlet

haswe cuinfran on fandunga <11300 Cursor M 17756
(Cott ) All bair fanding was for noght c 1340 Ibid 23776
(Fairf) Wip-outen am fonding of fli^t 1373 Barbour
Br uce iv 691 Thai maks fanding Off things to cum to haiff

knawing
2 Temptation.
ciooo TLlfric Interr Sigewnlfi (Mac Lean) lxix, He
wyle J)*1 hi beon pe sepungenran on )>aere fandunge
c 1175 Lamb. Horn 69 pet ure leue beo ure sceld a^ein pes
fondes fondunge <11300 CursorM 25111 (Cott ) Lede pou
vs in na fanding <11340 Hampole Psalter xvu 32 In J>

e

I sail beoutreftfia fandynge 1377 Langl P PI B xiv

298 pe fyfte is a frende in alle fonclynges 1426 Audei ay
Poems 21 Fore one fonding of the fynd fulfyl jour foiwaid

1496 Dives Paup (W. de W) x 111 374/1 The fende
stange Adam with his wycked fondynge
3 ? A tempting of Providence Cf Fand p nl
1373 Barbour Bruce hi 289 Foi-owt fayntice or yheit

fayndmg

t Fane, sb > Obs Also 5 fayne, 5-6 phane, 7
fame

;
and see Vane [Common Tent OE

fana vvk. masc = OFns fana ,
OS and OHG fano

(Ger fahne), Golh fana, ON (,
gitnn-) fam (Da

fane, Svv. fana , the mod.Icel fdm, ‘ buoyant,

high-flying person is unconnected) ]
1 A flag, banner, pennant.
a 1000 Boeth, Metra 1 10 Fana hwearfode sen on sceafte

c 132s Coer de L 3893 1 hey trumpyd and her baners dis-

playe Off sylk, sendel, and many a fane 1439 '1 est Ebor
II (Surtees)227 Agietesaltesaiargilte withbanaisandfanes
1303 Hawes Examp Vtrl 111 31 Ihetowres With fanes

wauerynge m the wynde 1671 R Bohun Disc Wind 72
The Fanes of ships 171a Loud Gaz No 5051/3 Ensigns,

Jacks, Pendants and Fanes 1806 Naval Chron. XV 194
On the fane of het fore mast, is the date

2 A weathercock. See Vane
£1386 Chaucfr Clerk's T. 940 O stormy poeple ever

untiewe and ebaungyng as a fane 1483 Cath Angl 122

A Fayne ofa schipe ubi a weder coke c*510 Barclay/I/uv
Gd Manners (1570) B iy, Vai ying as fanes erect vnto the
winde. 1 163s Glapthorne Latiy Mother in 1 in Bullen
O PI (1883) II 142 Light fames erected on the tops Of
lofty structuies 1773 J Noorthouck Hist London 611
The turret fiom its top uses a ball that supports the fane

Fane (f^ 1n\ sb 1 poet Also 7 fawne, 5-7
phane. [ad L.fan-urn temple ] A temple
14 Lydg Lyfe of our Ladye (Caxton) Hj, To haue

answer How long this fane ryal of asj'se sholde last

143a — Chion Proyii xm, In this phane they knele

1563-87 Foxe A $ M. (1596) 107/1 The idolatrous tem
pies and phanes 1637 Heywood Dial, iv 62 The phane
Where the two brothers deify’d remain 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 769 Where palaces, and fanes, and villas nse
18x4 Scott Ld ofIshs iv, x, To old Iona's holy fane 1830
IYnnyson In Mem lvi, Man, her last work built him
fanes of fruitless prayer
transf andfig a x6x8 Sylvester Du Bartas

,
Panaretns

656 Long live the Story Of Valiant Princes in the Fane of

Glory a 1839 PiiAi'Q Poems (1864) II 54 The fane where
Fashion dwells, ‘ Lyce’s Academy for Belles’

Hence f Faned/y)/ a. [+-ED a
], having a fane;

enshrined

1633 Ford Love’sSaa 11 ii, Such as might well become
The shrine of some fan’d Venus.

Fane (feta), sb Obs (See quots )

c 1000 Sax, Letthd II 138 Drenc wij? feondseocum men,
of cincbellan to dnneanne fane, hnul[etc ] 1397 Gerardl
Herbal Supp to Gen Table, Pant, white Flower deluce

1878 Britten & Holland Plant-n , Pane some white
flowered Ins, hut we cannot deteimine the species

Fane (f^n), sbA Sc. [Cf Svv fan the devil]

An elf, a fairy

x8o6 Train Poet Reveries, Witch Inverness 100 Kate was
haunted wi’ a fane Ibid 27 Eyeiy fane in thy breast

Fane, Sc f. of Fain, Feign.
Fane, obs, f of Fan sb.

Fane, Sc pa t. of Fine v to finish

Faneer, obs f of Veneer
II Fanega (fanega) Also 7 hanega [Sp

fanega, also hanega?]

1 A Spanish, measure of quantity, usually equal

to a bushel or a bushel and a half
1502 Arnold Chron 158 He promysed him of whete and

barly xxv fanegas 1600 J Pory tr Leo's Africa 11 372
Evene Hanega of come that is ground m Fez 1760-72
tr Juan § Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) II 285 The fanega costs

here only ten or twelve inals, or two dollars 1830 B, Tai-
lor Eldotado vu (1862) 65 We purchased half a fanega—

a

little more than a bushel—of wheat, for $5
2 . A measure for land.

1832 Th, Ross tr Humboldt's Trav, I xv 478 In this

country five thousand three hundred coffee-trees are gener-

ally planted in a fanega of ground.

Fan-fan (he nfee n) [Formed by repeating the

first syllable of Fanny ] A pet dog
1834 Fraser1s Mag X 169 The noble now upon his fan-

fan spends Revenues large , her puppies are his friends

Fanfarade (fsenfan?1 d) rare [f next + -ade ]

= Fanfare
1883 R Brown m Fartn Rev 1 Sept 386 Ushered into

the world with a louder fanfarade of literary trumpeters

1884 Blacicmore Hist SirP Upmore I 3x9 The infectious

fanfarade of the great Rogue’s March

|| Fanfare (feenfe >u, faiifar) Also 6 famphar,

7 erroneously farfara, [Fr fanfare perhaps

an echoic word ] A flourish, call, or short tune,

sounded by trumpets, bugles, or hunting-horns.

1769 Grassinfau Mus Diet App ao (T ) Fanfare, [is] a

sort of military an or flourish performed by trumpets, and
imitated by other instruments 1816 Scott Old Mart xi,

Amid the fanfare of the tiumpets 1863 Longf Falc

Federtgo 221 Fanfares by aerial trumpets blown. 1887 Grove
Did Mus IV 470 They [horns] were used for plajing

merry fanfares n hen the huntsmen returned home

b transf andfig
a 1603 Montgomerie WelcomeLd Semple 40 My trompet,

to, sail sound The famphar of thy fame 1628 Lf Guys tr

Barclay's Argents 159 The farfaras of Drummes and
Trumpets 1676 Temple Let to King Wks 1731 II 425

After all his Fanfares about a separate Peace 1878 L W
M Lockhart Mine is Rhine II xxiv 130 The harsh fan-

fares of forced laughter

Hence Fa nfere v %ntr ,
to sound a fanfare

i860 Russell Diary India II 237 As we moved the

Trumpets fanfared the Drums rattled

II Fanfaron (fe nfarpn), sb (a ) Also 7 fan-

faroone, -rrone, 8 -ran, 9 -roon. [F fanfaron

,

f. fanfare ]
1 . A blusterer, boaster, braggart.
162a MABnr tr Altman's Gusman d'Alf. 11 62 They

should not play the Fanfarrones 1694 R L’Estrange
Fables 137 There aie fanfarons in the tryals of wit too, as

well as in feats ofArms X734 H Waltoli Lett H Mann
(1834)111 cclvm 78 An excellent fanfaron, a Major Wash-
ington x86x Sala Dutch Piet xix 297,

1

always set him
down as avapounng fanfaroon

b Const of. One who mSkes a parade ofsome-

thing
; a trumpeter of

1837 Fonblanque Life tj Lab (1874) 273 He is a Utile

fanfaron of his virtues 1880 M'Carthy Own Times I 11

27 He became the fanfaron ofvices which he never had
c attnb or adj Braggart, boastful.

1670-98 Lassfls Voy Italy I Pref , He must not follow

them in all their Phantastical and fanfaron clothings 1716

M Davies A then Brit m. Diss. upon Pallas Anglic 21

These Fanfaran or Thrasomck Romi-.ts 1831 Soc Life
Fng 1f France u 74 Blood seems to have been a sort of
fanfaron assassin

^[2 = Fanfare.
1848 Lytton Harold II ix. 11 2g8 Amidst a loud fan-

faron of fifes and trumpets

Fanfaronade (fee nfaqJnF1 d, fanfarunad), sb

Also 9 fanfaronnade, -arronade [ad. F fan-
faronnade, f fanfaron Cf. Sp fanfanonada ]

1. Boisterous or arrogant language, boastful as-

sertion, brag
;
ostentation

j
an instance of this

1632 Urquhart Jewel Wks (1834) 217 The Gasconads of

Fiance, Rodomontads of Spain, Fanfaronads of Italy

<11743 Swift Pref Bp Sarum's Intro Wks 1841 I

379 b. The bishop copied this proceeding from the fan-

faronade of Monsieur Bouffleurs. 1784 Bagf Barham
Downs II 259 He damned her ingratitude; She, his fan-

farronade 1789 Mrs Piozzi Joum Frame I. 24 [It]

diverted me by the fanfaronades that it contained 18x4
Scott Diary 24 Aug , He seems to act like a chief, with-

out the fanfaronade ofthe character. 1863 Kingsley Herein
xii. (1866) 165 They outvied each other m impossible fan-

farronades.

m2. =Fanfare
1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 652/2 The fanfarronade . of the

favourite Hussars x86x Dutton Cook P Foster's D i,

So much by way of a fanfaronade before the showman pulls

the strings,

Hence Fa nfarona'de v mtr ,
to bluster,

swagger. Fa nfarona ding vbl sb and ppl a

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev II 1, vui 58 With ceremonial
evolution and manoeuvre, with fanfaronading they made
oath to stand faithfully by one another Ibui II vi via

422 Fanfaronading emigrants 1878 Bayne Punt Rei’ v

157 His professed contempt for impossibility was useful only
for fanfaronadmg purposes.

Fanfarra do. nonce-wd =Fanfare.
x8z4 Galt Rothelan III 230 My arrival was announced

to the ducal court with a great fanfarrado

]* Fa'nfreluclie, v. Obs Also 7 fanferluohe

[ad. F. fanfrolucher in same sense.] mtr To
trifle

;
to act wantonly Also, tofatfrehiche tt

1653 Urquhart Rabelais ii, xxm. They jumd and fan-

freluched at every fields end a 1693 Ibid, in x\xi 265 By
dulling and fanfeiluching it Thirty times a day

Fanful (faemful) [f. Fan sb x -ful ] As much
as a fan [Fan sb 1 a] will contain

1806-7 A. Young Agrtc Essex (1813) I no, 3 corn fans-

ful of cnaff each horse per week, at 6a, per fanful

Fang (fheq\ sb. Also 7 phang(e, [OE fang,
cogn. with OFns fang m ,

ON. fang n ,
MHG

fang, vane m , repr, OTeut. *fangp f. root of

fianhan (see Fang v ).]

I The act or fact of catching or seizing.

*j*l. A capture, catch Also a tight grasp, a
grip. In fang tenth . in the embrace, under the

protection of (Cf ON lfang, in one’s arms )

<1x400-30 Alexander 1725 In fang with my faire godis

c 1470 Henry Wallace xt 1219 King Eduuard was rycht

fayn off that fang X597 J Paynt Royal Exch 41 Whome
he once gettethe with full fange into his gupinge clowches
he howldeth faster then catt the mowce 1600 Shaks
A Y. L 11 i. 6 The Icte phange And churlish chiding of
the winters winde

b. Sc. In phiase To lose thefang' *to miss one’s

aim, to fail in an attempt’ (Jam.), Also of a
pump (see quot

)

1823 Jamieson Suppl I s v., A pump well is said to lose

the fang when the water quits the pump
2. concr Thatwhich is caught or taken

;
captured

game
;
booty, plunder, spoils (obs exc Sc) Hence,

in Si Law of a thief. Caught, taken with thefang.



FANG. 64 FANG.

1016 O E Chron (Laud MS ), [Ht] fang woldon fon 0x300

CursorM 3728 (Colt )
Was pou not at me right now. And

fedd me wit pi fang 1 trau? Ibid 15434 (Cott ) Quen Iudas

bus receiued had his fang, 01340 /bid, 4801 (rain ) Quen

se fondyn haue 30m fange 1609 Skene Reg Maj 71

Gif ane man apprehends in his house ane theif, with the

fang of the thift 1728 Biggar Council Proceedings,
The

fangs (plunder) being found in his house 1790 Morrison

Poems no Snap went the sheers, then in a wink, The fang

was stow'd behind a bink,

II An instrument for catching or holding

i 3 A noose, trap In quots Jig Ohs

XS3S Stewart Cron Scot I 470 The Britis fled, and wes

fanp of that fang 1 0 leif the Romanis m the thickest thrang

*794 Piper of Peebles 277 The Laird was fairly in a fang,

An’ naething for him now but hang

4 A canine tooth ; a tusk. In pi applied gen

to the teeth of dogs, wolves, or other animals re-

markable for strength ofjaw.

*355 Eden Decades 187 "I heyr fanges ordogge teeth *5*3

Hhvwaon Silverj4ge in 157 1 hese phangs shall gnaw vpon

your cruded bones, a 1700 Dryden Ovid vni 535 The fatal

Bang drove deep within his Thigh a 1771 Gray Poe/ns,

Descent of Odin 10 Eyes that glow, and fangs that grin

1808 Med Jrnl XIX 58 This is done by insetting his

[a leech's] three fangs into the skin 1840 Dickens Old

C Shop 111, The few discoloured fangs gave him the aspect

of a panting dog 1867 Emerson May Day
,
etc Wks,

(Bohn) III 439 Wolves shed their fangs

fig 1601 Shaks Twel fy 1 v 196 By the vene phangs

of malice, I sweare I am not that I play a 1633 Austin

Medit (1635) 191 Fast in the Iron fangs of that Foxe Herod

1794 Fox Sp 2i Jan Wks 1815 V 159 The relentless, fangs

of despotism, 1827 IIallam Const Hist (1876) I 1 28

Sufficient to bring him within the fangs ofthe recent statute

1867 Trollope Chron Barsct II lu 89 Having stiong

hopes that Giace’s father might escape the fangs ofjustice

b In various transfened uses [see quots ).

1694 Acc Sev Late Voy it. (1711) 12j The Phangs of a
Tooth drawer 1776 Mickle tr Camoens' Litsiad vu 282

The anchor's moony fang*, 1789 Trans Soc Encourag
Arts VII 193 The fangs on the fliers are alternately driven

111825 Forby Voc E Anglia, ^ Fang
,
a fin From the

fancied resemblance of their pointed ends to long teeth

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp xlvi (1856) 423 The water-lme

was loothed with fangs of broken ice 1878 Browning La
Samoa 14 Fangs of crystal set on edge in nis demesne

+ C pi The mandibles of an insect Obs

1609 C Butler Fem Mon (16341 102 The matter thereof

[of wax] they gather from flowers with their Fangs 1713
Warder True A masons (ed 2)3 Her [a Bee’s] Fangs, or

Mouth, wherein are her Teeth

d. The venom-tooth of a serpent; also the

claws, provided with poison-ducts, which terminate

the chelicei ae of a spider.

*8oa Med Jrnl IV 205 The punctuies made by the

poisonous fangs were evident i8oz Palfy Nat Ihtol xu

§ r The fanfj of a viper is a perforated tooth 1855 Kings-
ley Heroes n 206 Wheie are yarn spider's fangs? x86z

Darwin Fertil Oichuls v 220 Each horn is tubular, like

an adder’s fang. 1875 Cambridge m hticyd Brit (ed 9)

II 294 The channel [of the poison] running completely

through the fang [in a spider].

fig, 1809-10 Coleridge Fnend, The serpent fang of this

error 1849 Robertson Serin Ser 1 xm 224 The fang of

evil pierces the heel of the noblest as he treads it down

+ 5 A claw or talon Obs,

Although this sense would appear on etymological grounds
likely to have existed, it seems to rest solely on the authority
of the Diets Possibly it may have been wrongly inferred

from figurative applications of sense 4, in which the pi is

often equivalent to ‘clutches', ‘grasp’, with little 01 no
conscious allusion to the literal use

1731 J. K New Eng. Diet (ed 3!, Fang, a claw 1749
B Martin, Fangs, claws, 1755 Johnson, Fang, the nails,

the talons

f b (See quot )
X768 E.Buys Diet Terms Arf,Fangs,(m Botany) the shoots

or tendrilsby means of whichone Plant takes holdofanothei

0 The pointed- tapering part of anything which
is embedded in something else a. A spike

;
the

tang of a tool.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Dog, a sort of iron

hook, or bar, with a sharp fang at one end, so formed as to
he easily driven into a plank 1823 P Nicholson Pract
Build 222 Fang, the narrow part of the iron ofany instru-

ment which passes into the stock. 1887 S, Cheshire Gloss
,

Fang, a prong, eg a yelve-fang

b. The root of a tooth
, one of the prongs into

which this divides
1666 Phil Trans I 3B1 That Topth which had not a

phang like other Cutters, 1803 Med Jrnl X 365 If the
fangs were capable of an increase by the ossific inflamma-
tion 1872 Huxley Phys. vi 142 One or more fangs which
are embedded in sockets

*1 c. A prong of a divided root Obs
1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 200 Take out your Indian

Tuberoses, parting the Off-sets (but with care, lest you break
their Fangs) 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet sv Anemone,

[Sifting earth upon the bed] till theie remain only above
ground the Fangs of these young Anemones
III. Technical uses

7 Nmit. a A rope leading from the peak of the
gaff of a fore-and-aft sail to the rail on each side

(used foi steadying the gaff) Now usually Vang.
*5*3 Douglas AEneis v xiv 8 Now the he scheit, and

now the luf, thai slak, Set in a fang, and threw the ra abak,
1769 Falconer Diet Marine G iv, The nuzen-yard is

furnished withfangs, 01 vangs in the room of braces

b pi The valves of a pump-box. [Cf 1 b ]
*867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bh
8 Mining (See quots

) [Derbyshire dialect*

perh a separate word Also Windfang
]

a x66i Fuller Worthies 1 230 A Spindle, a Lampturne,

a Fange *747 Hooson Miner's Diet Givb, Fange is a

Place which is left as we duve along the Drift, on purpose

to carry Wind along with us 180a Mawr Mutual
Derbysh Gloss, Fang, a case made of wood, &c ,

to cany

wind into the mine 1836 R Furniss Median Mantis 5*

[The devil] quite i usty with the siiioIl, I1 led up the B nng

[Here app used for ‘ chimney
1

] /bid Cg (Glossary) Fang,

a passage made for conducting au after the nnnei

Fang (fan)), v 1 Now aich 01 dial Forms.

a. Inf 1-2 fon, 3 fo-n
;
pa. t 1-4 feng, (3 fang,

south veng, venk, 4 feyng), 3-5 fong(e, (5 fone),

8 south, vung
;

pa pple 1 fangen, 3 foil, 5

fonge j3 . Inf 3 Orm. fangenn, 3-6 fong(e(n, (j

foangen),4-6 fange, (fannge,foiinge), fifangyn,

(6 fangue), 7
phang, south, vang, 3- fang;

pa. t and pa pple 4-5 fonged, -ett, -id, -it, Sc.

fangit, 4- fanged. [Com. Teut : OE. fon,

redupl. str. vb corresp to OFns fit, OS fiViatt,

OIIG fihan (MUG vAhen, mod Ger (poet)

fahcn\ ON fd (Da faae ,
Sw fd), Goth fahan

OTeut *fanhan,x>rtt.fefang-, pa pple.ftngano-.

About J2oo the stemfang- of the pa pple. appears

as a present-stem (inf fangen), and gradually

supersedes the older form, a similar change lias

taken place independently in the other Teut.

langs : cf. D11 vangen
,
mod HG fangen ,

late Icel

fanga (Da fange, Sw fanga) 'J he weak pa t.

and pa pple
,
which are pccnliai to English, appear

first 111 14U1 c , the original strong forms seldom

occur after the 15th c ]

+ 1* Dans To lay hold of, giasp, hold, seize;

to clasp, embrace. Obs

cxaoo Ormin 3733 Mann mihhte lumm fon & pinenn,

01300 Cursor M 17723 (Cott) Symeon . lesus tuix lus

handes fang, a 1400-50 Alexander 2971 Felly fangis it [a

torche] in his fist c 1400 Ywame <$ Gain. 299, I wil lum
fang With mi fingers a 1450 Le Mot te Arlh 1796 In hys
hand a swerd he fone e 1470 Hi nry U'athue 11 425

Sodanly in army's he coud him fang

b To catch (fish), to take m a snare Also

fig Obs exc aich
c 900 Bceda’s Hist 1 1 § 1 Her beop oft fangene seolas &

lironas 0x225 St Mai/ui 3 As pe fuhcl )»e is fon 1 )>l

fuheleres grune a 1450 St Lvthbcrt (Surtees) 5480 Of pat

fysche pat pai bus fang. 01450 Hinkyson Moi Fab 69
Might wee that heuing fang 1637 Giruswi ling Pop
Cerent iv viu 36 He hath fanged lnmselfe faster in the

snaie 1850 Blackii Mschylus II 185 May Ate Fang
them m her hopeless snare ! 1877 — Wise Men 206 A
little child Can fang a stickleback with pin for hook

f 0 To sewe upon (booty) ,
to catch, apprehend,

get into one’s power (a person); to capture (a

city), to seize (lands, possessions). Obs.
xox6 O. E Chron., Hi fang woldon fon 0x3*5 Met*

Horn 80 He might this ilk nonne fange To slake his lust

la 1400 Morte Arlh 425 Ffaunge the feimes in fatthc ol

alle pa faire rewmes. 1 1400 Destr 'hoy 956 His goddis
hym giace lent The fiese for to fonge c 1440 York Myst
xix. 128 May I pat faitour fange c 1450 Mirottr Sa/ita-

ciotin 56 The toure of Baris was so verray stronge That all

the werld fro two men with force moght noght it fongL
c 1450 St Cuthbert (Suitees) 5744 pat 11a tliefe s«ld him [a

hoi se] fang c 1470 Hardinc, Chi on cxxxix iv, To assayle
the citee, and haue fongid With might of inenne 1522
Skelton Why not to Court 1157 [He] wyll stieitly strangle
us, And lie may fange us 1570 Levins Manip. 23 To
Fangue, comp* ehenderc 1607 Di kki r & Wthsti r Northw
Hoes Wks 1873 III 10 Hee’s 111 the lawes clutches, you
see hee’s fanged. 1607 Shaks Timon iv hi 23 Desiiuction
phang mankinde 1691 Wood A th, Oxon II. 327 Death
fang’d the remnant of lus lugs.

absol 1638 Shirley Mart Soldier in Bullen O PI (x88z)
I 242 1 1 has ever beene my profession to fang and clutch and
to squeeze

fd To get, get at, obtain, procure. Also, to
get together, collect Obs
*340-70 A lex ij* Dmd 552 For ensample, bi my sawe sop
mow 3e fonge Of lubiter a 1400-50 Alexander 2059
Amonta be nujtfull his men ban he fangis c 1400 Me/ayne
984 Go fonnge the another fere. C1440 York Myst, xxvi
16 Ther fanged I my fame 1513 Douglas AEneis \ 1 ix

138 Furth renting all, his fude to fang full fane 15
Childe ofBnstowe 33 Hazl E P P (1864) 112 He rouglit
not whom he begiled, woily good to fong, 1560 Roiland
Crt Venus n 3 He him bethocht foi to fang sum defence
0x605 Montgomerie Natur Passis Nitntvre 34 To fang
his friendship they war fane

+ e To fang up: ‘to pluck up ’ (the heart)

;

to * take up ’, interrupt sharply. Obs
a 1400-50 A lexander 988 Fange vp ijour hertis Ibid.

2x07 pan fangis lum vp be fell kyng a luyll feyned lajtir

2

To receive, accept, a To receive as a gift,

or as one’s due ; to earn as wages
;
also, to accept

as one’s lot Obs exc. dial
Beowulf 2989 He pam frsetwum feng, 0x000 Sal 4

Sat 686 (Gr ) Foh hider to me burh and breotone bold to
j;ewealde rodora rices c 1200 Ormin 5390 Seoffne jifess
batt man fob Off Hali3 Gastess hellpe 0x205 Lay 6240
Ah eower monradene ic wulle fon X258 Proclam. Hen III,

Ri3t for to done and to foangen 0x325 E E A Hit P B
54° Pe fowre frekez of be folde fongez pe empyre c 1394
P. PI. Crede 836 It mot ben a man of also mek an herte pat
my3te bat Holly Gost fongen 0 X400 Ywame # Gaw 2642
Wha juges men with wrang, The same jugement sal thai
fang c 1475 Parteuay 2423 When thes Barons thys ansvvere
had fong. 1482 in Eng Gilds (1870) 313 Euery seruant that
ffangyth wagys, schalle [etc ] 1846 Spec. Cornish Dial
27 But ded’st fang an> money ’ as a body may say

•j b To fang a istendom • to receive baptism,

become Chmtnn Also, of Christ, Tofang men

-

mshe or mankind to assume human natme Obs

0X200 Tun Coll Horn 133 God fmulcde fiom huiene to

eor&e to fongen inenmsshe 1297 R Giouc < 17.14)73 He
u illedc anon 111 hys hti

1

l to fonge CrisUudoin c 1375 Ac
J eg Saints, Magdalena 242 Ilowe m.tne-hyiul )nt Ik* can
f.uigc CX386 Chair 1 it Man of Law's P 279 Sche wold
ruiLy hit* 1 iy, And cristetulam of piestcs handes fonge

I*
c To receive as a guest ,

to welcome tit and

fig Obs.

01275 Lav 13378 He luhte pe beste cmlites pieo

bundled him come to and ht 3am wolde wU fon 0x400
Dedr hoy 366 He fongid po freikes with a ime dieie

c 1418 Pol Poems (Rolls) 11 247 i*als beleve is fayn to

fonge The Icwde lust ol lullurdie 0x430 Pol. Kel i) I.

Poems (186C) aoo pe modti bat wolds deep fong 1578
Scot Poems 16th C, (1801) 130 ba blytli a*, bird my God to

fang.

3 s= Take in various uses; ap with obj turns,

counsel,
leave, a name, one's way

;
to undeitake

(battle). Also const to, unto, to be To take (a

person or thing)fot (a put pose).
01000 Cxdmou's tun 287 (Gi ) Mid swilcum 111.1*5 man

raid gebeiiLean fon c X205 Lav 22878 1 * !l |ma fuig water &.

clad 1290 Bchct 7 111 A. Fug /tg. I iu6 Gilliut Bckat

him bi poujte b® C101/ fur to io In to holit* land c 13x4

Guy ll’ano (A) 1122 Aunts y ftnge foi lone of [[>c]

01330 Anns <$ A mil 970 l’iay Imu ., 'Ih.it lie the. bat.ul

for mis fong, Ogam the stcwaid 01340 Gaw /j Gi Knt
1556 Iln leut fiyie ton stlio fonge 1393 Gou 1 11 Lonf
I 245 Stiaught unto K.ure lus wey lie fimgeth 0x394

P. PI C/ede 786 pti s< hidden menu mm»g torn bud to htr

mete fongen 0x400-50 Alexander 805* (Dublin MS)
Bust of my fane foies fang |>e a huiiditth Ibid, 3186 pe
name of an lvniptinmc m, vvald ht neuire fange 0x420
Hoi ct 1 vi De Keg /V me 38 \x Yf that a man outiageousli

licm [wyncs] fonge, 1 hey Iniitii witto 1420 Sngt Fatten

in Aich,eol XXI 67 As tiny satu* htrt mete to fonge

0x440 BoneFlor 1831 'liny w tut I* lui ente to Itman have
fonge 0x460 Towneley Myst 133 I (*t us fownde a sltpe

to fang X567 Si Mi'ii 1 Boltafes 1 (1872) 2 Ail ntuei did sun

se lus maik in Biant e 0(1 myall blind to fang to be hir fetr

4 inti To su/oplay hold, take hold on, to

take to, betake oneself to, turn to, proceed to or

against

,

to set upon, attack

'Beowulf 1542 Hlo lum tommies feng. 855 O. F Chum,
And )>a fengou Ins 11 sunu to me. a 1000 Byihinoth lo.tir )

p , •. 1.
1 1

fr . 0X2oo 7 1 in toll Ilorn 181 ©t
1 <, lL .1 <! t pi i

r>t pe hut btft lull* ue 1x205^1.659
pt intte forG iwat for per f< ngtu fenli to Hud 1707 [HtoJ
fusdtti to pa Freinstan K hto bun to 3.111 ftugtii Hud $yoy

p. > mi a 1 1 1 1 1 i,i 1 //>;«/ 27176 pa t uhenne
j< 1 <,'<-)> in]* 11 1 ufiigtii litom on Hud
31785 ptos fuig to lus lithe after his fadtt dti3t 1 X320

C ast I.m<e 895 Wip uuttn eny mep on me hto fo|*. 1 13*5
A F A lid. P B. 457 He l

fie r.tuuij fonge/ to pe llyat

? 0x400 Matte Atth ) ,oy Hi* fongedc fi.te out pe
ft li y glies luf a whttl] a 1400-^0 Ah in/idti lygo Byne,
folt.of pi fart, & fange topi h> this 1 1420 Met> St hath
I

r a 1 1 '1 1 Cryste seht tan to fonge 1880 IY
(. u M (A w ,

‘ I don't fang to your notions
’

5 . To engage on, set about, begin on ;
to begin,

commence to do (something).
c 888 K. Ah 1 rid Booth x\xi\ g 4 It ftttiohhod liafde

on o6er vveorc to lonne. a xooo d* 1 1 iuc Inti > 1 Stgeumlfi
(Mac Lean) xxi, Wc fofi nu on pa axunge pni we lu a;r

foileton 0x225 St Mather 22 pe feondcs fengen to

jeien Margarete inciden ltuwse utt liontlts 1 1275 H oman
ifSamaria 4 in 0 F Mist (187/) 84 Ht vuik to tuethic

01306 Execution Ftttser 89 111 Pol, Songs (Camden) 216

Nou ichulle fonge thcr ith tr let Ant telltn ou of B’nstl,

b With on adv To liegtn. Cf. Onfang v. —
Ger. anfangen Obs
0x205 Lay 314 i 5 3et ith pe suggen wulle ane sunder

rune hu pti nuhte foil on pat hit uc hu& nautie undou
0 X225 St Mtirhet 5 pt tdle meiden feng on bto*. hone
0x225 Juliana xo Ht feng on to ttlkn lum hu lus dohter
dioh him from due to dtit 0*250 Owl 4 Night 179
And fo we on mid U3te dome
•|*6 To promise, resolve, undertake Const

with inf, (or its equivalent) Obs,
c 1175 Lamb Horn 61 God us 3tfc in lioitc to fon pet wt

ne penthtn ufel to dou a 1400 Cov Myst (1841) 243 lo do
penaw ns lube that je flbngt t 1400 Dish 1 1 oy 599, 1 shall

fonge you to further, & my* faith hulde

D Tofang io to be sponsor for. dial

[994 O F.. L/iton, Se cynmg A,pelr.ed his onfeng <et

bisceopeq lianda ] 0x420 Chum l tied 558 Seym Kde
liurre self was redy tho per, To fonge to pt child as ht had

y tey3t 1674 Ray A E, L H'otds So He vangd to me
at the Vant. 1746 F.x moor Scolding 8 Whan thavung’st
to Rabbin. x888 Elwortuy }Y Sow Wouibh 797 When
the paa'sn come there wad-n nobody* vor to vang to un

+ 7 . intr. To take one’s way, go, proceed
,
also,

to swervefrom Obs.
0x400 Song Poland 577 In Cristis name let us furthe

fonge 01456 rnrnament of Tottenham 193 in Ferny
Rdig

,
He saw ly rry away wytli Tyb fuig 1522 Wo* Id

II Child in Ha/1 Dodsley I 257 Conscience Manhood, will

ye by this word stand ? Manhood Yea, Conscience I will

never from it fong 1536 Belli- ndi n Cion •not I Proheme
(1821) 13 The fatall hors did thtow thur walks fang

Fang (fer|), v - [f Fang sb ]
1. trans. To strike one’s fang or fangs into Of

an anchor; To ‘bite’ with its fluke, taie
1808 J Barlow Columh vu 216 And with thin moony

anchors fang the coast 1839 Bam 1 y Festus (1854) 531 What
though sm, Serpent-like, fanged her

2 Tofang a pump
,
(loosely) a well to give (jt)

a grip of the water, to piime. Cf. Fang ib. 1 b,

7 b. Alsofig.
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i8ip Blackm Mag V 654 To fang a well signifies to pour
into ft sufficient liquid to set the pump at work again 1826

J Wilson Noct. Ambr Wks 18551 19 If the wall's fanged
I’ll bring up a gush with a single drive 1867 in Smyth
Sailor’s Word-bk 1883 W C Smith N C hoik 181
Little he lead, and what he did Was mostly seimons to
‘ fang his pump
Panged (fegd), a. [f Fang sb + -eg 2

]
Furnished with fangs

,
m various senses of Fang sb

1602 Shaks Ham in iv 303 My two school-fellows,

—

Whom I will trust as I will adders fang’d 1670 Milton
Hist Eng 11 (1851) 44 Chariots phang'd at the Axle with
Iron Sithes a 1709 Watts Horse I^yr it, Victory 0/Poles
65 A ridge of knotty oaks Deep fang’d 1791 Cowptr Iliad
x 424 As two fleet hounds sharp fang’d 1794 Coleridge
Destiny of Nations xin, The night was fanged with frost

1816 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1843)11 34 'I hey will make then
fanged jaws meet at the veiy first stroke 1820 Keats St
Agnes xvn, They be more fang’d than wolves and hears,

1889 Elvin Diet Herald Plate xin, 52 Fanged tooth.

+ Pa’nger. Obs [f Fang v + -ekI.] a One
who takes another under his protection, a guardian,

b One who catches or captures, e That with
which one catches hold (eg a tooth).

a 130a E E Psalter 111 4 Laverd, mifanger[L susceptor ]

art l>ou. a 1435 Holland Herniate xiv,
r
I he Scarth [was]

a fische fangar 1612 Di-kker Ifit be not good Wks 1873
III 313 All the craft in that gieat head of yours cannot get
it out of my fangers 1763 Di l Pino Sp Diet

, Dientes
camnos, the eye teeth, or fangers

Panging (fe qirj), vbl sb [f as piec +- -ing * ]
1 The action of the veib Fang in various senses,

a 'I he action of standing sponsor (obs ). b. The
action ofeai ningwages ,m pi concr earnings (dial

)

1493 Festival

l

iW de W 15x5) 167 h, Thrughe fongjnge
of chyldien at the fonte 1846 Spec Cornish Dial 46 Why
a spent all hes fangings laste Satmda nite

2. Mining (A main of) air-pipes used for venti-

lation in mines Cf. Fang sb 8.

1747 Hooson Miner’s Diet H, That expense may be
spared, and Air enough taken along by Fangmg 1875
Ure Diet Arts sv Fang, Sometimes the term a fangmg
is applied to a main of wood-pipes

Pangish. (fse gij), a. [f as prec + -ish ] Of
the nature of a fang

;
pieicmg

<1x823 Beddoes Poems
,
Israelite amid Philistines 102

A curse Fangish enough to reach the quick of earth 1

Fangle (fee gg’l), sb 1 Also 6 fangel, J south

dial wangle. [This and Fangle © 2 app aiose

from a mistaken analysis of Newfangled, latei

foim of new/angle 'eager for novelty’. As nciu-

fanglcd was said both of persons and of their

actions or productions, it came to be diversely inter-

preted to mean either 'characterized bynew fashions

or crotchets * or ' newly fashioned or fabricated ’
]

1, New fangle . a new fashion or crotchet
; a

novelty, new invention. (Always in contemptuous

sense) Now rare,

1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par i Tim iv 6 Full growen
age, which is not wonte easily to swerue into newe
fangles 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 116 A Pedlers packe of

new fangles 1670 Maynwaring Physician’s Repos 122

That Physician, departs from the primitive Practice, for

a new fangle and fashion of Prescribing 1869 Trolloit
He knew lxxxix (1878) 494 She would still scorn the new
(angles of the world around her 1881 Grant White
Words $ Uses (ed 3) 334 New fashions and fangles of

dress, of manners, and of speech.

f 2 . A fantastic, foppish, or silly contrivance ; a

piece of finery
;
foppery, fuss. Obs.

1383 Grfene Mamillia 1. Wks. 1881 II xg There was no
Feather, no fangle, Gem, nor Jewell, lefthehinde. C 1600
Time's Alteration in Chambers Pop Lit

,

I. 247 French
fashions then were scorned, Fond fangles then none knew
1642 Milton Apol Svtect (1851) 315 If God loathe the best

of an Idolaters prayer, muchmore the conceited fangle ofhis

prayer 1634 Gayton Pleas Notes iv ix 230 What fangle
now, thy thronged guests to winne 1693 Kennett Par
Antiq Gloss s.v hannaiio

,
Fangles or vangles properly

the baubles or playthings of children that are proud to be
new fangled

+ Favagle, sb 2 Obs. rare. [? cf Ger. (dial

)

fankel spark ;
also, a sort of demon.] ? A spark.

1649 G Daniel Tnnarch Hen. IF, clxu, [Glendower]

fi aught wtl* some Rudiments ofArt And strooke with fangle

of his Countnman, The boasted Merlin. Ibid cclvui,

There may we find w*h out the fangle which Fires the dry
touch of Constitution.

Fa-ngle, sb 3 Anglo-Irish. [?a. Ir famneall
‘a handful of straw for thatching’ (O’Reilly)]

(See quot

)

1863 Dublin Umv Mag Oct 438 The parties returning

home, probably by the light of fangles Ibid
,
note

,
Fangles

were long irregular cones of straw, tied at short intervals

with twigs or slight straw bands Being set on fire they

burned slowly, and were very useful m dark nights

Fa-Hgle, w* Obs raie —

1

In 5 fangel

[?cf. Ger dial, fankeln to trifle] inir 1 To trifle.

a 1400 Tutimllus 14 m Rel Ant I 257 For his love that

3011 der boyth Hold 30U stii and fangel no3th.

Fangle, v 2 Obs. exc. dial [See Fangle sb ^]

trans. Contemptuously used for : To fashion,

fabricate; to trick out. Also, To new fangle

.

to

dress up anew.
16x3 J. Taylor (Water-P ) Siege Jerusalem Wks (1630)

10/2 Such gibrtsh, gibble-gahble, all did fangle [at Babel]

1641 Milton Prel Episc (1851) 90 Not hereby to , new
fangle the Scripture 1733 Carte Hist Eng IV 136 Such
was their zeal for a new religion of their own fangung

VOL IV.

1762 Songs Costume (Percy Soc ) 240 If I give a charm ’Tis
so metamoiphos'd by your fiddling and Tangling x88x
Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-bk s.v, ’Er bonmt wuz
fangled all o'er ooth nbbints

’

t Pa’ngled, ppl a. Obs [f Fangle sb 1 +
-ed 2

] Characterized by crotchets 01 fopperies
1587 M Grove Pelops 3 Htpp (1878) 48 Mens minds

wei not so fangled then as now they doe appeal e x6ix
Shaks Cymb v iv 134 Be not, as is our fangled world,
a Garment, Noblei then that it coueis *727 m Baili v

Fanglement (foe gglment) [f Fangle v 2

+ -men'f ] The action of fangling or fashioning
,

hence, something fashioned or made, an invention,

a contrivance
a 1670 Hacket Abp Williams 1 § 108 (1692) 97 He

adventur’d to maintain Orthodox Religion against old Cor-
ruptions and new Fanglements 1866 Blackmore Cradock
Nowell xin (i88r) 53 Round about foreign fanglements
x888 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk 797 ’these here
new farshin vanglements ’bout faimenn' aiv that

Pangless (fce gits), a [f. Fang sb +-less]
a Without fangs, toothless, b Of a tooth
Having no fang or loot

a 1397 Shaks 2 Hen IF, iv 1 218 His power, like to a
Fanglesse Lion, May offer, hut not hold 1823 Blackw
Mag XIV Bi A sort of fangless viper 1868 Geo Ei iot
Sp Gipsy iv 302 A lion 111 fangless infancy
fig 1790 J. Williams Shrove Pnesd (1794) 29 Rebellion

fangless gunn’d on Biunswick’s ptide 1793 Jultima II

198, I should dread the consequence of his iniquity even in
that almost fangless situation X887 Svvinburni Lou vie
iv 1 X05 So shall fear, mistrust, and jealous hate Lie food-
less, if not fangless

b 1835-6 Todd Cycl Auat I 1x4/2 1 he mouth
furnished with fangless teeth

Fanglet (focglel) [f as piec k -let] A
little fang or tooth
1843 J Dayman Inferno of Dante xxv isg Then eithei

cheek with poisoned fanglets stung

FangOt (fagg/t) [ad. It fangolto, vai. of
fagotto bundle, Faggot] A quantity of wares,

esp raw silk, from I to 3 cwt
1673 Lond Gas No 841 '4 Lost out of a Close Lighter

at Brewers Key, one Fangot of White Cyprus Silk 1708
Ibid No 4472/4,4 Fangotts of Italian Raw Silk 1721-1800
m Batley1 1768 111 E Buys Diet Terms Art
Fangy (fce ggi), a [f Fang sb -f -y 1

] 1-Iavmg
a number of fangs

,
divided into fangs

;
resembling

fangs

1847 Irol R Agnc.Soc VIII. n 292 It makes the loots
fangy 1839 Sala Gaslight <$ D x iso A fangy lange of
teeth

+ Fa’nikin. Obs rare— 1 [a MDn vancken
(Flem. vaenken

,

Kalian), dim of vane (now vaari)
:

see Fane sb 1 and -KIN ] A small flag or banner
1339 in Pitcairn Cum Trials Scot I *298 Famhjnms,

An senseis, stramaris, and banans

Fanion (faeny/fa) [a Fr fanion, f as ftenon
(see Fanon) ] See quots
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Famon, a Bannei cairy’d by

a Servant belonging to each Brigade of Horse and Foot at

the Head of the Baggage. 1721—x8oo in Baiiey 1867
Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk ,

Famous, small flags used in sui-

veying stations, named after the bannei ets earned by horse

brigades

panic (feegk), sb I Sc [a Gael fang
,
faing—

Ir fang in same sense ] A sheep cot or pen.
x8x2 P Graham Agnc Stirlingmy 294 It is necessary

to enclose the whole flock in the pen or fank 1827 J.
Anderson Ess State Soc. Highlands 127 Bargains were
concluded at the homes and Tanks of the farmers X883W . C
Smith N C Folk 219 When he came to byre or fank

Fank, sb 2 Sc, [Cf. Fang sb, 7 ] A coil ofrope

;

a noose
1825-80 m Jamieson x8a6 Scott Jrnl (1890) I 255 He
is a prince of Bores, hut Itke the giant Pope he can

only sit and gnn at Pilgrims and is not able to cast a fank
over them as formerly

Fank(fsegk),©. Sc [f Fank.?/; 1
] tram. To put

(sheep) m a fank, to pen up (Jam). Hence
Fanked ppl a

,

penned up ; in quot transf, of

a sword : Set fast in the sheath
!«i6oo Death ofPaicy Reed xxvm in Child Eng fy Sc

Balt (1890) vn exem 27/6 Brave Paicy raised his fankit

sword, And felld the foremost to the ground.

Panicle (fce glc’l), v. Sc [f Fank sb 2 see -be ]

trans. To tangle, entangle
,
to entrammel (ahorse,

etc ) with a rope ;
hence, To get fankled Jig. to

lose the thread of a discourse (see Jamieson s.v.).

0450 Henryson Lyon <5
’ Motts xxxiv in Evergreen I

196 Our ryal Loid now is fast heir fanklet m a Cord
1826 J Wilson Noct Ambr Wks. 1883 I 103 My long

spurs never got fankled

Fan-light (fcenlsit). A fan-shaped window
over a door; sometimes applied loosely to any

window over a door Also attnb.
18x9 P O, Loud Direct 220 M’Namar, E

,
Metal Fan-

light manuf 1838 Dickens Nich Nick iv, In shape
resembling the fan-light of a street door 1886 Stfvenson
Dr Jekyll 11 fed 2) 26 At the door of this [house] now
plunged in darkness except for the fan-light. 1888 Gwilt
Encycl Arch 766 Fanlight frames over doors

Fannell (fsenel). Obs, exc Hist, Also 6

phanelle. [ad med L famtl-a (Wi -Wulck 649)

or fanonellus (Du Cange), dim of fam (see

Fanon) ]
- Fanon i

1530 Palsgr 218/2 Fannell for a preestes arme, fanon
X566 in Peacock Eng Ch Furniture (1866) 29 Item vest-

mentes copes crosses aulbes phanelles 1672 J Davits Rites
Durham x6 Stoles and Funnels 1830 Beauties ofIsle oj
1 hanet I 51 On his left side is seen the end of the fannel
or maniple.

f App. taken as dim. of Fan or Fane : A small
screen or fan.

1335 Far die Factons 11. viu 167 For that thei sette
muche by benutie, thei cary aboute with theim phanelles
[Lat text umbrellas] to defende them fro the sonne

Fanner (fie nai) [f Fan sb or v + -m 1 ]
1 One who fans. *j*a. One who winnows gram

with a fan Obs
c 1315 Cocke Loren's B .Pei cy Soc ) ro Repers, faners and

homers. 1634 Trapp Comm Ps xiu 8 600 Good com
falls low at the feet of the Fanner

b. One who fans (linnself or anothci peison)
with a fan
1888 Bow-Bells Weekly 18 May, The piesent Emperor of

China when lie was a baby had twenty-five fanners 1890
Daily News 15 Feb 6/4 Which caused a draught almost
sufficient to blow the fanner quite away
2 =Fan sb 1 1 b ht andfig Also, in later use,

an appliance foinnng part ot this

1788 Specif Meikle’s Patent No 1645 3 Below the harp
a pair of fanneis may he placed so as to separate the coin
from the chaff 1799 J Robertson Ague Perth 99
Fanners for cleaning giatn have been long used by the most
industrious of the farmers 1800 I art/urs Mag (Edinb )
I T59 James MeiLle who went to Holland in 1710 (nought
over a \v nnowmg machine or what is commonly called a
pair of fanneis 1828 Blackw Mag XXIII 841/2 How
from the fanners of his genius would the cock chaffeis of
Cockneys fly like very chaff indeed 1 1853 Jr nl R Agnc
Soc XIV ir 291 1 he grain, aftei leaving the mill fanners,
is put through hand-fanneis preparatory to meatuung
b U. S (see quot \

1890 Dialed Notes 1 Boston,U S ) 11 58 Fanner

,

an open
basket dishing out fiom the bottom upwards Originally it

was used to sepaiate the chafl from the wheat

3 (See quots

)

1874 Knight Diet Mech
,
Fanner, a blower or ventilating

fan 1858 Simmonds Diet Tratie, Fanner a cooling ap-
paratus

4 A kind of hawk so called fiom the fanning

motion of its wings. Also vanner-hawk

.

1873 Parish Susie v Gloss, Fanner, a hawk 1885
Svvainson Prov Nanus Birds 140 Kestrel Vanner haw k,
Windfanner.

Fanning (fse mg), vbl sb [f Fan v + -ing 1
]

The action of the vb Fan
1 The action of fanning or winnowing (com).

1377 B Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1 (15B6) 43 The
fannyng and wynnowmg in Sommer, a 1679 T Goodwin
Wks V ii 144 Others take this Fanning (Luke ni 16, 17)

for that discovery which shall be made at the day of judg-
ment 1879 Farrar St Paul n vu 1. 123 * All the fanning
111 the world will not make you [a cornfield] so remuneiative
as commerce’, said Rabh

b. concr The siftings of tea

1870 Daily News 16 Nov , Common fannings mixed wnth
broken stalks

2 . The action of moving the air with or as with
a fan

;
an instance of tins

1528 Paynell Saleme's Reaim T iv, The fier, without
fannynge of the aiei, is schoked and quenched 1696 tr

Dn Mont's Voy Levant 133 Where a Man may he and
enjoy the Pleasure of Fanning as long as he pleases 17x5

Desaguliers Fires Trnpr. 41 Fanning makes that Air (eel

cold or cool , which is o therwise warm 1832D M01r Hymn
to Ni^ht Wind Poet, Wks. II. 381 The delightful fannings

of thy wing 1

3 . The action of blowing gently as with a fan

,

an instance of this
,
a breeze.

17x2 Budgi-ll Sped No- 425 v x The Fanning of the

Wind rustling on the Leaves 1764 Grainger Sugat Cane
562 Ihe first glad fannings of the breeze x8x8 Kfats
Endyitt ir 664 Exhal’d asphodel, And rose, with spicy

fannings inteibreath'd, Came swelling forth

4. = Fan-tracery (see Fan sb 1 11).

x85x Rusicin Stones Fen I xxix § 4 ,

1

would rather

h ave a plain ridged Gothicvault than all the fanning and
foliation that ever bewildered Tudor weight.

5 Also Fanmng-out : the action of spieachng out

like a fan (cf. Fan v 6) ; an instance of this

1883 W C Russell Sailor's Lang
,
Fanning, widening

the after-part of a ship's top, X889 Geikie in Nature
xg Sept. 488/x The faunmg-out of the ice on its southward
march
6 Comb

,
asfanning-machme,

-mill. (=Fan sb 1

ib.)
X747 Gent Mag. XVII. 438 A Fanning Mill, used in

Silesia, for cleaning of corn fiom tares, &c 1842 Brandf
Did, Sc ,

Farming-machine. 1874 Knight Diet Mech,,
Fanning-null

Fa nning1

,
ppl a. [f as prec +-IN& 2

] That
fans, in senses of the verb, ht andfig
c 1340 Gaw & Gr Knt. 18 1 Fay re fannand fax vmbe-

foldes his schulderes. 1353 Latimer Serrn 4 Rem (1845)

442 Fear not the fanning wind a 1700 Drydth Cymort 4
Iphig 104 The fanning wind upon her bosom blows 1725
Pore Odyss vi 284 Inhaling freshness fiom the fanning
breeze x8x8 Byron Ch Nar iv xltv, My bark did skim
1 he bright blue waters with a fanning wind. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word bit

,
Fanning-breezc

,

one so gentle that the

sail alternately swells and collapses.

Fanny (fse ni) dial. (.See quot )

1892 Labour Commission Gloss No 3, Fanny

,

a local

term, a corruption of fanner or fanblowei
,
that is, a wheel

with vanes fixed on to a rotating shaft enclosed in a case or

chamber to create a blast of air It is used in the scissor-

grinding industry

9
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Fanon (fcc'n^n). Formi a 5 fanen, -one,

-oun, un, Sc fannowne, 6 fannom, (Sc ) -oun,

fawnon, 6-8 fannon, 5- fanon fi 6 phanon
[Fr fanon

,

ad med L fanon-em, fano banner,

napkin, a OHG fano
,
Golh fanct see Fane si

1 An embroidered band, corresponding with the

stole, blit shorter, originally a kind of napkin,

attached to the left wnst of the officiating pnest

or celebiant, and of the deacon and subdeacon at

mass
,
a maniple

1418 Bury Wills (Camden) 3, j fanon *496 Dives <]

Paup (W de W) vin vm 331/3 The fanon betoknelh
bounds oflus fChnst’s] hondes 1500-20 Dunbar Ftnyeii
Freir 55 On him come nowthir stole 1101 fannoun 1536 m
Antig Sansb (1771) 197 1 wo Tumcles and three Albes,
with divers Stoles and Fannons 1571 Grind

\

i Ai hcles.
Whether all Vestments Stoles, Phanons, Pn.es [etc ] be
vtterly, defaced anddestioied 1844 Iajsgmcd Anglo Sax
Ch (1858) II ix 69 The usual episcopal vestments, the
amice fanon, etc

2 (See quots )

1844 Pugin Gloss Feel Ornament 120 Georgius says
that the fanon or phanon worn by the Pope, is the same as
the orale, and is a veil of four colours in stripes 1849
Rock Ch. ofFathei s' I v 466 The Roman pontiff vested

in what u, called the fanon now but formerly the ‘ Orale
Fant, var. f Faunt Obs

,
child

Fantfe, obs f. of Faint a

,

Font
FantacL (faemtsed) Also fantod(d [? An un-

meaning foimation suggested by Fantastic, Fan-
tasy, etc . cf. fantigne ] A crotchety way of
acting

, a fad

1867 Smyth ‘tailor's Wcrrd-bk
,
Pantods, a name given to

the fidgets of officeis 1880 Mrs Park Adam 4 Eve xxxu
440 I’d do the trick, if I was she, ’fore I’d put up with such
fantads fiom you x88x Leicestersk Gloss , Pantodds,
‘ megi ims ’, ‘ mulligi ubs ’, a stomach-ache , a fit of the sulks
or other slight indisposition, mental or bodily 1886 Barnes
Dorset Dial 63 Fantod, a fuss, fidget * She’s always in a
fantod about Meary 1

Hence Fa ntod a , Fidgetty, restless.

1887 in Kent Gloss 1883W C Russell Sailor's Lang

,

Fantod, A fiddling officer who is always bothering over
small things

Fan-tail (fse nted), si. [f Fan si^ + Tail

]

1 A tail 01 lower end in the shape of a fan.
1728 Swirr Ladies at Sot’s Hole, We who wear our

wigs With fan-tail and with snake 186z Jrnl F Aqnc
See XXIII 214 1 uming the butt-end [of a shelf] up-
wards, spreading out the ears, and making a soil of ‘ fantail

’

2. A variety of the domestic pigeon, so called
from the form of its tail. Alsofantail-pigeon
*735 J Moohf Columbarium 34 They [pigeons] are call’d

by some Fan-Tails 1767 S Paterson Another Treat II
148 The fan tails and the powters are or my breed 1

*84° Dickens Bam Fudge (1849)2/1 Runts, fantads, tum-
bles, and pouters 1859 Darwin Ong Spec 1 (1878)16
The fantail has thirty or even forty tail featheis, instead of
twelve or fom teen 1884 May Crommi-lin Brown-Eyes 1 3
The glazing deer, and the proud fantail pigeons
3. A genus (Rhtpidw a) of Birds found in Aus-

tralia.

1848 in Maunder Treas Nat Hist
4 Mech A kind of joint Cf. dove-tail
1858 m Simmonds Diet Tiade
5 (See quot 1874 )

1858 in Simmonds Dut Tiade, Fantail, a joint ; a gas
burner 1874 Knight Diet Mech , Fan-tail a foun of
gas-buinei in which the burning jet has an arched foun
6 atlub

, as fan-tail-hat, also, simply, fan-tail,
a coal-heavei’s hat, a sou’wester

,
fan-tail gentle-

man, a wearer of such a hat, a coal-heaver
18x0 spoiling Mag XXXVI 243 The two fan-tail

Gentlemen soon gave in 1850 P Crook War ofHats 47I hose heavers, too, of coals, with smutted face And fantail
hats 1877 J Greenwood Dick Temple II vn 220, I
fancy I see you with knee-bi eeches and calves and a
fantail , shouldeung an inky sack

Hence Fan-tail v mir Of a whale * To work
its tail like a fan. Fan-tailed a., having a fan-

x8xa H & T Smith Pei Addr
, Arch Atoms 154 The

dustman doffs, his fan-tail’d hat 1851 H Melville Whalt
xxxvi 179 Does he fan-tail a little curious before he goes
down l 1868 Wood Homes without H m, an A lathei
pretty bird the Fan-tailed Warbler

Fan-tan (fse ntsen.) [Chinese fan t'an re-
peated divisions ] A Chinese gambling game, m
which a number of small coins are placed under
a bowl and the playeis then bet as to what will be
the remainder when the pile has been divided by
four Also attnb.

1878 Lady Brassty Viy Sunbeam xxm 401 A few nativ
playing at fan-tan x888 Pall Mall G 16 May 2/1 At th<
fan tan tables lads often yeai s ofage may be seen gamble
away then pence 1888 1 imes (weekly ed ) 19 Sept. 13ine home of fantan is the Portuguese colony of Macao
+ Fa’ntaser. Obs rare— 1

[f fantase, Faj
tasy v + -eu j

] A fancier, one who is in lo1

with (some one)
a i|47 Surrey Discr Pestless State 145 A fantasei thi

art of some, By whom thy wits are overcome
Fantasia (fantazfa, fsenta zia) [a It fan

tasta (see Fantasy), lit 'fancy’, hence ‘an 11

strum enlal composition having the appeal ance
being extempoianeous ’ (Tommaseo)

]

1. Mus ‘A composition in a style in which form

is subservient to fancy’ (Stainer and Bariett)

1724 Lapin. Foieign Winds 111 Mush 30 Fantasia, is a
Kintl of Air, vhuun the Compose! has all the Freedom
and Liberty allowed him for Ins Fancy or Invention, that

can lcasoiribly be desn’d 1776 Sir J Haw mss Hi\t
Miiul IV iv 47 His [Hilton's] Compositions weie fot the

mostpait Fantasias for the viols and organ 1815 Pitiopian
Mag July 46/1 The fust movement, turned * l'anusi 1

’

is a most spmted effoit 1879 Oitovr Dut Mas I 503/1
Faulasia was the immediate piedicessoi of the term
Sointi

||
2 The It woid as cm rent in the Levant and

North Afuca, 111 the senses a Ostentation, pomp,
self importance

,
b A kind of Arab dance

,
also,

an exhibition of evolutions on horseback by a

lioop of Arabs.
1838 Sharks Btog IX. Eaton vm 263 But they must

have a consul with less fantasia 1839 Wkaxaie ti K
llondm II vm 239 Oui captain had ananged for us the
surpi isc of a fantasia 1873 '1 nisi ham Moabn 28A1.1p1t.il
' fantasia’ 01 Arab dance lotincl our camp fire

Fantasied, phantasiecl (irentasul),/// a.

auh [f Fantahv sb and v + -EI).] a lMamcd
by the fancy

;
lmagmaiy b Filled with (sitange,

new) fancies 01 imaginations (so OF. fantaui ’)

0 Characterized by phantasy
,
dreamy, imaginative

d Full of fancies or capuces
;
whimsical

a 1561 T Norton CalvinS lint 11 xiv (1634)230 A
fantasied Ghost is thrust in place of the Manhood 1613
Pukchas Pilgrimage vi \i 521 Phnntasied dangeis
b. 1390 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 2 b, '1 hesc our sin h

new fantasied men of wane 1595 Siiaks John iv 11 14),
1 findc the people stiangely fantasied

C 1882 Shout house y Ingltsnnt II li 34 The alluring
woild of phantasied melody which Vanneo had composed
d. 1883 C. F Woolson F01 the Major iv, Mi Dupont

was conducting himself after his usual fantasied fashion.

t Fanta'sious, a Obs. rare— 1
. In 5 faiitaay-

ouse [a. OF fantasicus, f fantasie : see Fantasy
si and -oua ] Full of fancies, capricious
c 1489 Cakton Blauchardyn 111 ^Thedyueise conclu-

syons that his fantasyouse wylle dyde piesent by foie hym
Fantasm(a, etc sec Piiantasm(a, etc

Fan-basque (fitntscsk), a and si. Also 8
fantask. [a Im janlasquc *—L fantastsetts ]
A. adj Fanciful, fantastic , curious. iaie

1701 C Burnaby Ladies Visiting Day i i, A clean
Napkin and a plain Dish is my Feast ; Garnish and Orn 1

ment are fantask. 1844 Mrs Browning Poems, Diama
Exile I 52 Twelve shadowy signs of earth, In fantasque
apposition Ibid. ,

IIo. Clouds II 226 The fantasque cloud-
lets

t -ts si Fancy, wlum Obs
1698 Vanbrugh Prov Wife 11 1 111 , Lady Butte There is

not upon eaith so impertinent a thing as women’s modesty
Belinda

r
Yes, Men’s Fantasque, tint obliges us to it X703

S 1 eel 1 Tend Hnsb, n 1 ,

1

have a Sciibbling Army-l'l tend,
that will hit the Nymph’s Fantasque to a Hair,

Fantassin (fse ntasm) [a Fi fantassm, ad
It. fantcucino, dim of fante foot-soldier] (See
quot 1835)
1835 Lytton Reensi ix i, Two hundred fantassms, or

foot-soldiers, of Tuscany 1853 7 ait’sMag XX 534 Iuucc
Isolams fantassms x86o Russi 1 l Dnny India II. 253
Quaint fantassms with matchlock, musket, tulw.u, and how
Fantast, phantast (foentaesO [ad med L

phantasta, Gi (jiavTaarqs, agent-11 f iftavnifetv,
i/iavra^ttrOai In Gr the word meant (in accord-
ance with the primary sense of the active verb) ‘ an
ostentatious person, boaster

1
: see next, Cf Gcr

fantast, phantast

,

which is the source of the
modem use ]
1. A visionary, a dreamer

; a flighty, impulsive
person

,
XS8®J H[ARvrv] Disc Pi obi 128 0 vain Phnntasts and

fond Dotterels 1 1804 Coirmucp in Lit Run (1836) II
413 A quiet and subhme enthusiast with astiong tinge of
the fantast. 1855 Lnwu. Goethe (1864) 494 She is one of
those phantast*. to whom evei ytlung seems permitted
2 A fantastic writer] one who aims at eccen-

tricity of style
l873 f Hai

J
Mod Eng 171 Fantasts and contortionists

like Mr Cailyle

Fantastic (fontEe Stik), a and si Koims a
4 fantastik, 5-7 fantastike, -tyke, -tique,
-tyque, 6-8 fantastick(e, 7- fantastic, fi, 6-8
phantastick(e, 6 phantastike, 7 phantastique
7- phantastio [ad med.L fantasiu -us, laic L
phantasticus, a Gr efiavTCUJTiicos, f ifiavTa^eiv to
make visible (middle voice tpavra^aBai, m late Gi
to imagine, have visions) : see Fantasy Cf Fr
fantastiqne
The form phantastic is no longer generally current, but

has been casually used by a few centers of the 10th e , to
suggest associations connected with the Gr etymology 1
A. adj

J

1 . f a. Existing only in imagination
;
proceeding

merely from imagination
; fabulous, imaginary,

unreal (obs ) To In mod use, of alleged i casons,
feais, etc. : Perversely 01 irrationally imagined
? Z3

P7 TrevisaHidden (Rolls)V, 279 What is 1 seide
of Merlyn his fantastik getynge Ibid VIII. 63 Kyng

130
AT

3 fou"tlen l hat was i-counted as it were
fantastik 1529 Mori. Sufplti Noillys Wks 338 A very
fantastike fable 1627 F E Ihst Edw. // (,680) ?x

His fantastiqne Happiness 17*1 bwii 1 ^outIt S< a \ m, 1 fi

longs to uno In ill it f.uit.istu k scene 1775 Harris Philos
A 1 > angi

m

Wks 118(1)299 Afotntli soil ih.ij hi 1 tilt el

fmtastie, 01 imtginiry, stub as leuit.iurs x8r6 I Wiison
( tty ofPlugin 1 i, I could snule at sir li f.tnl istn let lots

1876 M Aknihij Lit . <\ Dogma 157 Ills heaieis and k pm
teisucie sure to i use it mi then own f uitastu giounds dsn

A X678 CuimoHru Inttll Sv\t j&t All tliosi* otln 1 pli 111

tastiek Gods, weie nothing hill Sevu.il l'lisoitd Names
1742 Vounc. A/ lit. 1 94 My soul jili uitastie nic.tnms
tiod O'er fin y fields

i 2 Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

phanlasm Obs
a 1483 Fax ion Gold leg in/e lie* shoved that hi was

verjly ijsen by elyng openly, and by no art i.uilastjl i*

1491 — Vitas Pah (\V lie W xjys) t sin 68.1/1 it tin

|

i‘
,
\ v f 1

'
11 , hilt a spare l< ofljii, A* slies, and

1 1508 \ s "mutt 1 7 Ainuir tlnaim, 01 soint

lantistuk iITusniii 16x4 Fi 1 n mi it Rule a II i/t i\ m, 1 ,

not this a font istie liimse wt an in, And all a dnstin wi
do? 1648 111* Haii Pint U A\ (1660) 198 < )m will allow o(

his hum imly another will allow a divine soul with 1 fin
tastiek body

ft 1635 A Staiiord Pent Glory (i860) 1 jr, '] h it Hr h ul

a pliantastickc Body, not lii.ult of Ins Muihti, Hirii
1691-8 Norris Phu t Dm IV 77 Ai ly li.iiiqiu ts, i‘li 111

t istiek Fond ai7x6 Sow 111 Sam [17J1) VII 16 \n .u nil
phantastie hod>

|- 3 Of or pertaining to phantasy, in ils various

psychological senses (see I'antasv sb , l,4)asdcnol-
mg eitliei the faculty (and act) of npprelu tiding sen-

sible objects, or that of linnginatum ; imaginative.

1483 Camon Cato KviijIj, By rogjt.uyon 01 tliynkjng
f.intistyke and by illusion of the dtujll 159a 1 )a\iis
Inunoit Sent w 11 (isnu) 17 [ 1 'h.iiH isi«

j
111 In r Bill out

doth then values trn , Win it sumo things good, and sum
things ildo scenic* in lu*r ph mi.isin kr 1 j t 1649 )n< Ta\
1 or L.t /• xemp I’nf r 4 4 I lion is as imu li pfi.iui.wtn l.i

jileasuie m doing a spur, as in doing rest ngt*. 1678 Fun
WOiiiu/«fr// Syst *9 The iliffiirnt Blum n , 111 u., 1 mad
by the respuetiu* Dificienees of tlum Whnli I'h.muis nr
I’lianiastii k Idea’s are [uti 1 1793 T T \\ 1 on Sallust vm
38 'I he* irrational soul is sensitive mid phantasm lift

+ b Of poetry Concerned with ‘phantasy
'

(Gi ijmvTaaia) or illusory appearance. (Vo,
[See Plato Soplnstes win, It In quot 1 st) t tin* woitl

may be merely a tr.inslitc*i Uitiu of ( !r, i/iunantiKij
j

1581 SioNi v Apol Poit/i, (Arh \ 5 j Mms wit miymiLt
Poe-sie*, (which should he / dadtAe, wlmh sunn Icaimil
h.me* defined, figuring fourth good things,) to hi* PhnittmtiAi
which doth uMitrai (wise*, infill the fane 11 with vtiworthy
olmets 1569 ‘ I v •li'.nt.l > n , iB Phantast 11 Putsie
is that, w 1 1 d . i

1
1 1

f
i| 1 . n /

4 Of persons, thur ne turns and attribute < : fa
Having a lively imagination; imaginative (ob \ ).

b. hanctful, impulsive, eapncious, arbilrary; also,

foppi-h in attire. Nowin stronger sense: Ksti.iy.i-

ganLly fanciful, odd and irrational m Ijthnvimir,
a 1488 {'avion C/rnst (.oddes Lhy/d si\ 50 Win tin 1 In*

liauu n saddc knowing or ft lingo 01 riles a *>.d< n wytte 1*1

fmiistjk 1591 Siiaks Jivo Gotti 11 vn. (7 to hr fan
tastnpu, may hei oun* a jouth Of greater turn thru 1 .halt
shew lo be 1628 Wtim u But lit numb, 11 t 1 < t no fan
tisiique Render now coiidemne Our h<»mely Must 1683
’iitvoN Way to Health 577 The funtasliqitu l>ir«« lions of
ignorant Physitians. t 176a Smui ihi Ode to huh

p

i.ro
And all her jingling hells fanustic I' oily ring 1790 Bekm
B> Pm. 31? the fmustiek vig.mes of these juvenih
politicians. 1847 Emimson A'.//, Mm, Montaign Wks
(Bohn) I 350 (iieat lx lieveis aic always ret koned impr.u
tic.iblc, f mt.isiu , ntheistie

ft 1600 E Bull NT ir Lourslagglo A iq b, lie that talking
of a young gentleman, shoulde say, that he was phantas
ticke, choleueke, amoiotis doth hym no wiwng 170*
S11 1 rr Puncial it, I have lung , bore with your Plumtas-
tiriv Humour.
5 Arbitral ily devised Now -tare Cf. I'ANfV a,
1658 Bramiiai i Consfir Bps m 'sj'Iheysiy the

Piolestant Bishops were 1 onsci rated by a new pli mtas
tick forme* 1846 Trinmi Mnoi 1 (1862) 115 Phantasm
and capricious miracles 1876 Hiimi*iiri\s Lotn-Coli Man
xxvi 3Q6 Occasionally fantastic variations of wcdl known
inscriptions occui

extiavagant fancy; eccentric, quaint, or grotesque
in design, conception, construction, or adornment.
n 16x6 R C. Times' II histIt in 1077 Hiusus, that

fashion imitating ape*, Delights to follow c.u h fantastic
shape 1728 Young Love Panic 111 Wks (1737) 11.7 T he
masquerades fantastic scene I X750 (.rav l Ugv \xvt,
Yonder nodding beech, That wi eat lies ns old fam.istii* mots
so high 1841 Sl'AMilNC. Italy 4 Jt hi. II *2i Vault! d
halls adorned w uli the usual fantastic art lies 1856 St am 1 vSwat Pt\U 1 (1856) 30 The Arab traditions are too fan
tastic to be tteated seriously 1871 B 1 ayi or I-ami (1K75)
I vi 109 Th-wioh w*> f* l*-< t

p .i.u

1

our Galla .w . « 1713 I a, .11 .1/ ,u < 7Wiitten m 1 s I i.-eui1
...... piia>il.iNii\.h sine

b Arbitrarily used by Milton for ; Making ‘fan-
tastic ’ movements (in the dance)

; hence m later
allnstons to M llton’s phrase So in Comb fantastic -

footed
1632 Mil ton IPAllegro 33 Trip it as you go On the light

rant'istie toe azygo Wart on (hi Appiotuh of ,Sumnn

>

59 Haste thee, Nymph 1 and hand 111 h inti Bring fan-
tastic-footed Joy 1826 Dishaim Viv Gnv\ xv. Mr St.
Ledget pttded himself on his light fantastic toe*

B sb.

1 , One who has fanciful ideas or indulges in wild
notions Obs exc, ai ch



FANTASTICAL.
Dm Poems, Esihcr[iyij)in Power to perverse fantasticks
if conferr’d spurs on wrong 1706 E Ward Hud Rediv
(17x5) I \u, The Church men justly giowl to see that the
Force of Toleration Should set each canting proud Fan-
tastick Above their Courts Ecclesiastick 1882 Shorthouse
J Inglesant II xv, A Fantastic, whose brain was turned
with monkish fancies

P *630 Brathwait Eng Gentl (1641) 3, I would be
glad to weane this Phantasticke from a veine of hghtnesse
fig 1676 G E tr Le Gland's Mail !l ithout Passion

132 Opinion is the Fountain, this Fantastick which seduceth
our understanding, etc

’|* 2 One given to fine or showy dress ; a fop 06s.
a 1613 Overbury Chaiac

, A Phantastique, An Impro-
vident young Gallant 1628 Milton Vacation Ex ere 20
Tiumning which takes our late fantastics with delight
a *680 Butler Rem (1759) II. 131 A Fantastic is one that
weais his Feather on the Inside of his Head
+ 3. A fanciful composition Ohs
164.1 G H (title), Wits Recreations, Containing Variety

of Fancies and Fantasticks

+ 4. Power of fancy or imagination Obs
1764 Public Advertise) 31 May in N A (5 3rd Ser IV

385 It [Mozart’s playing] surmounts all Fantastic and
Imagination

Fantastical (fscntse stikal), a and sb [f prec
+ -al] A adj
1 1 —Fantastic a 1 Obs
a c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv 1345 My wordes wer not

fanta.itica.il I told youe no lesinge 1529 More Conf agst
Tiib 11 Wks 1x82/2 With this fantastical fear of licrs,

I wold be loth to haue her in myne house c 1530 Pol
Rel ff L Poems (1866) 43 Than me thynkithe y see
youre hkenest Hit is nat so, it is fantasttcalle <n68o
Butler Rem (17591 1 61 Our Pains are real Things, and
all Our Pleasures but fantastical

P at 1533 Frith Disput Pmgat (1820)160 A place that
. more properly confuteth this phantastical pui gatory, than
doth this same text 1684 Burnet Ik Earth 11 too When
anything great is represented to us, it appears phantastical
1728 T Sheridan Persius vi (1739)99 note, lertullian
ruus the phantastical Genealogy thus

f b Ofopinions* Irrational, baseless (Passing
into sense 6 ) Obs
a 111546 Joye in Gardiner Declar Art Joye (1546)53
He conceyueth a certayne fantasticall opinion therof[of
fayth] I7xt Siiaitesb Charac. (1737) II 1 m §2 52 Which
only false Religion or fantastical Opinion is able to effect

P 1355 Eden Decades Pref to Rdr (Arb ) 53 Mys-
shapened with phantastical opinions 1599 Hayward 1st
Pt Hen IV 91 He said that the lawes of the realme weie
in Ins head by reason of which phantasticall opinion, he
destroyed noblemen

*t 2 = Fantastic) 2 Chiefly infantastical Body
in reference to the heresy of the Docetse Obs.
a X533 Frith Anssu Mot e (1829) 174 Fantastical appari-

tions 1563-87 Foxe A <$• M (1684) III. 308 Ye make of
it [the Sacrament] a thing so fantastical, that ye imagine
a Body without Flesh 1728 Earbery tr Burnet's St
Dead I 220 That the Body of Christ upon Earth was
a fantastical one, as the Gnosticks held

P *555 Ridley Wks 200 Marcion . said that Christ

had but a phantastical body 1642 R Carpenter Expen-
ence 11 vii 185 Hee did not take a phantasticall body in

the Incarnation.

+b Of colours: = Emphatical 5 Obs
1666 Hoqkc Microgr 168 These colours are onely fantas-

tical ones *704 J, Harris Lex Teclm , Phantastical
Colours, such as are exhibited by the Rainbow, T liangular

Glass Prism, the Surface of very thin Muscovy Glass, &c.

*p 3 = Fantastic a 3 Obs
1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 125 His lyglites be

euer eyther fantasticall or els corporall 1589 Puttenham
Eng Poesie 1 via (Arb) 35 Euen so is the phantasticall

part ofman a representer of the best images to the soule

1647 H More Song ofSoul 11 ir 11 xxxv, The Orb Phan-
tastick must exert All life phantasticall

*|* b. Pertaining to the passion oflove. See Fancy
8 b. Obs. rare- 1

.

1594 H WiLLOBir in Shahs. C Praise 7 Sodenly infected
with the contagion of a fantasticall fit

4 = Fantastic 4.
a 1531 Elyot Gov i 1, They be nat in commune (as fan-

tastical! foies wolde haue all thyngs) 1589 Warner Alb
Eng vi xxxi (1612) 157 Loue is Fantasticall in Women
x6x6 Surtl, ft Markh Count)y Famtc 671 The heine is

very fantasticall, as not gmen to stay m any place, but such
as pleaseth him verie well 1702 Eng Theaphuist 31 1 The
giatifying of a fantastical Appetite 1791 Hamilton Ber-
thollet's Dyeing II 11 vi 307 The fantastical changes of

the fashion 1862 Mrs Oliphant Last MorUmeis I v 27
A pretty fantastical young girl

P 1555 Eden Decades 3x4 Many tudged hym phantasti-

call 1621-st Burton A nat Mel 11 111 11 319 An affected

phantastical carriage 1693 Sir T P Blount Nat Hist.

129 The vain and phantastical abuse of this Stinking
Weed 17x1 Steele Sped No 30 Y 2 The Oxonians aie

phantastical now they are Lovers

f 5 =• Fantastic 5 Obs
<11618 Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 24 The caie and use of

his fantasticall Law
0 =Fantastic 6
a 1599 Siiaks Much Ado 11 1 79 The first suite is hot

and hasty like a Scotch jigge (and full as fantasticall) 1789
Burney Hist Mus III 11 tn Canons in triangular and
other fantastical forms 1830 D’Israeu Chas I, III. vm
177 A portrait which, however fantastical, may still hear

some remiukable resemblances

p a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 166 Our new phantas

ticall building 1711 Steele Sped No 151 f 5 An Occa-

sion wherein Vice makes so phantastical a Figure

f B sb One who has fanciful ideas or notions

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1 vm (Arb ) 34 Who so ls

studious in th’ Arte [of Poesie] they call him in disdayne

a phantasticall 1616 J Deacon Tobacco tortured 57 Alas

67

poore Tobacco thou that hast bene hitherto accompted .

the Fantasticals foretret.se

Fantasticality (faintae stilcse lib). Also 7
ph.an- [f prec + -1TY] I4 antastical chaiacter
or quality

;
eccentucity, grote'-queness, oddity

i*>92 G Harvey Pour Lett 111, An epitome of fantasti-
cality 1606 Sir G Goosecappe m 1 in Bullen O PI (1884)
III 43 Our Lords ate as farr beyond them for person
as they are beyond ours for phantasticahty 1824 New
Monthly Mag XII 154 A little fantasticality heie and
there, but upon the whole exquisite 1 1878 X Sinclair
Mount 275 He is not quite sure about the fantasticality of
these etymologies

b concr and quasi-concr Something that is

fantastical
; a crotchet, whim

1631 R H Arratgnnt Whole Creature xv § 3, 263 The
Fantasttcalites of their bodyes 1840 Carlylf Heroes (1858)
329 Hie Song he [Bums] sings is not of fantasticalities
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) I 1 111 23 CetemoniaU,
and troublesome fantasticalities 1887 Saintsbury Hist
Elizab Lit vn 284 The graceful fantasticalities of Lyly
Fantastically (fsentse stikali), adv Also 6-7

phantastically. [f. as piec + -ly 2
]

+ 1. Through the exercise of the fancy or lmagm
ation Obs
1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 124 b, Somtyme as it

were an aungell of lyght bomty me visybly, somtyme fan-
tastically 1691-8 Norris Pract Dtsc (17x1) III 121 My
Soul fantastically joins with-it

'J*
2 In a phantasmal or unreal manner Obs

*543 Becon New 1 ’ear’s Gift Eai ly Wks (1843) 318 All this
was not fantastically done, but truly and unfeignediy 1577
tr Ballinger’s Decades (1592' 64 Our Lord suffered in very
deed, and not phanlastically to the appearance onely.

+ 3 Fabulously, fictitiously. Obs
X547 J Harrison Exhort Scottes B vnj a, As Welshe and

Scottishe Poetes, haue phantastically fayned 1577-87
Holinshed Chron I 91/1 Arthur, of whom the tnfling
tales of the Bntains fantastically do report woonders
4 According to one’s fancy, capriciously, aibi-

Irarily

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor Philos (Palfr ) 63 He cannot be
a true seruer of God, which serueth Him fantastically, and
in hipocrisie 1663 Cowley Disc Govt O Cromwell Wks
(1669) 59 Though it may seem to some fantastically, yet was
it wisely done 1701 Grew Cosm, Sacra 11 iv, One cannot
so much as fantastically choose, even or odd 1829 I T aylok
Enthus iv (1867) 79 The righteous God deals with man-
kind not fantastically 1885 Law Times LXXIX 78/1
Any fantastically coined word *

5 In a fanciful 01 odd manner, grotesquely,

oddly, strangely

1597 Shaics 2 Hen IV, 111 11 334 A forked Radish, with
a Head fantastically caru'd vpon it 1662 J Davies Voy
Ambass. i2g Wooden hats, fantastically painted 1796
Morse Amer Geog I 747 Beads and feathers, fantasti-

cally arranged 1813 Bvron Giaour302 The silver dew In
whirls fantastically flew 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I

xlii 365 1 heir dress was fantastically gay
Fantasticalness (f&nt* stikalnes) Also 7

phantastiealneas [f. as piec + -ness] The
quality, condition, or fact of being fantastical

f 1 The condition ofbeing subject to phantasms
1547 Boorde Brev Health n 27 Fantasticalnes, or collu-

cion, or lllusyoiis of the deuyll

2 Addiction to strange fancies
,

eccentricity,

oddity
,
an instance of this

1581 Mulcaster Positions xlv (1887)297 Is that point 111

suspition of any noueltie or fantasticallnes to haue wymen
learned 7 1630 R Johnson's Kingd # Comniw 266 Their

pliantasticalnesse in apparall 1653 H Cogan ti Pinto’s
Trav lviu 229 Six little Girls danced with six of the oldest
men which seemed to us a very pretty fhiuastiealness

c 1698 Locke Cond Underst § 34 We aie taught to cloath
our minds after the fashion in vogue, and it is accounted
fantasticalness not to do so x8si Southey in Life (1849)
I 39 Their mother was plainly crazed with hypochondna-
cism and fantasticalness 1871 Hawthorne Septimius
(1879) 119 The fantasticalness of his present pursuit

3 Abstud unreal lty

1847 De Quincey Schlosscr's Lit, Hist Wks VIII 55
Chloes and Corydons—names that proclaim the fantaslical-

ness of the life with which they are associated

+ 4 Capnciousness, whimsicality ; waywardness
1583 Golding Calvin on Dint xxm 139 Ihe wicked

Fantasticalnesse of men m woi shipping the sunne 1678
Otway Friendship m F iv i, The fantasticalness of your
appetite

Fantasticate (frontse stik^t), v [f Fan-
tastic + -ate 3 ] f a tram To conceive or

lepresent in the fancy, to fancy {obs ) b. mtr
To flame fantastic notions rare Hence UPan-

ta sticatmg vbl sb. ;
Fantastica tion, fantastic

speculation
1600 F Walker Sp. Mandeville 66 a, Wee call thethmges
which are fantasticated and represented in the fantasie,

Fancies 16*4 Darcie Birth ofHeresies *11, 53 Biunus
fantasticatesj that by the Maniple is inferred theMessahan
Priests speciall care to dnue away bad affections 1880

Vern Lee Belcaro x 282 Instead of enjoying, we fantasti-

cate in theoiy Ibid vu 179 His subtle and fantasti-

cating style of art Ibid 1 13 All the wonderful fantastica-

tions ofart philosophers 1892 Pall EdallG 7 Jan 3/1 This
illimitable fantasticating in a vacuum.

Fantasticism (frentae stisiz’m). [f. as prec.

+ -ISM ]

f 1. The doctrine that there is no objective reality,

subjectivism. Obs
<xx688 Cudworth hnmut Morality iv vi (1731) 286 But

I have not taken all this Pams only to Confute Scepticism

or Phantasticism.

FANTASY.
2 The following of arbitrary fancy in ait 01

speculation
1846 Ruskin Mod Faint I 11 \ 1 1 § 14 In all the trees

of the merely historical painters, there is fantasticism and
unnaturalness of arrangement t868 J H Stirling in N
Brit Rev Dec 382 Speculation without experiment,
yields phantasticism

t Fanta'Sticize, z» Obs tare— 1 In 7 fan-
tastiquize. [f. Fantastic a + -izje ] inti To
throw oneself into fantastic or strange attitudes
1603 Florio Montaigne 11 111 (1632) ig3 To lave and

fantastiquize, as I doe, must necessarily be to doubt

i Fanta'sticly, adv Obs = Fantastically
1599 B Jonson Cynthia’s Rev 11 i, He is neither too fan-

tastickly melancholy, or too rashly cholenck 16x9 Drayton
Idea Ded

, A Libertine 1 fantasticly I smg 1

Fanta sticness. Now tare [f Fantastic a
+ -NESS ]

s= FANTASTICALNESS
1549 Compl Scot Prol 16 A1 sic teimis procedis of fan

-

tastiknes ande glorius consaitis *661 Prynne hxam.
Exuberances Bk Com Prayei 31 To adorn 0111 Bodies in
a modest manner, without fantastickness 1825 Ld.
Cockburn Mem 1 x86o) 78 When looking at an Oak-tree, you
dwell on the Fantasticness of the Branches

t* Fauta'stico. obs [It
, coiresp to Ilvn-

TASTic] An absuid and irrational person
1597 Shaks Rom <$• Jill 11 i\ 30 (Qo 1) I imping antique

affecting fantasLicoes \fol 1623 ed phantacies) these new
tuners of accents x6oo DraaLR Fortunatns Wks 1873 I
1 17, I have seene fantasticoes

t Fa*ntastry. Obs Also 7 pbantastry [f

Fantast + -by] a. Fantastic display 01 show,
ostentation, affectation Also conct Showy trap-

pings. b Visionary delusion c Illusory char-

acter, deceptiveness.
1656 H More Enthus Trt § 47 47 This stiong spirit

of Fhantastrie breaths in Paracelsus his books 1670
Glanvill Way Happiness iv. § 3 139 The indiscretions of
some preachers, the phantastry and vain babble of others

<11677 Barrow Serm (1686) III 429 There shall they stand
hire and devested of all their phantastry 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst 47 There is something tn 11s supenour to Sense,
which judges of it, detects its Phantastry, and condemns its

Imposture 1710 R Ward Life H More 28 Fantastry and
Levity is so much seen to abound amongst us Ibid, 51
Against Fantastry and Enthusiasm it self

Fantasy, phantasy (fre ntasi)
,
sb Forms

a 4-7 fantasi(e, -ye, -azie, -aisie, -aysie, -esi(e,

-esy(e, -easy, (5 fantsy, fayntasie, femtasy),

5-

6 fantosy, 6-7 fantacie, -y, 4- fantasy /3

6-

8 phantasm, (6 -esie, 6-7 phant’sie, -’sy), 6-
phantasy [a. OF fantaste (Fr fantaiste), {

—
Pr fanlazia, Sp

,
Pg fantasia, II fantasia'), ad L

phantasm, a Gr. rpavraaia lit ‘ a making visible

f cj>avTa£eiv to make visible, f tfiatruv to show
The senses of Aaoraota fiom whidi the senses of the

word in the mod langs are developed are 1 appemance,
in late Gr esp spectral appaiition, phantom (so C., phan-
tasm inVulg ) , 2. the mental process or faculty of sensuous
perception, 3 the faculty of imagination These senses
passed through OF into Eng, togeLhci with others (as
delusive fancy, false or unfounded notion, caprice, etc)
which had been developed 111 late L

,
Romanic, or Fr The

shoLtened form Fancy, which apparently originated in the
15th c , had in the time of Shakspere become more or less

differentiated in sense After the revival of Greek learning,

the longer form was often spelt phantasy, and its meaning
was influenced by the Gr etymon III mod usefantasy
and phantasy, in spue of their identity in sound and in
ultimate etymology, tend to be apprehended as separate
words, thejpredommant sense of the former being ' caprice,

whim, fanciful invention while that of the latter is ‘ imagin-
ation, visionary notion

’

]

1. In scholastic psychology . fa Mental appie-

henston of an object of perception ,
the faculty by

winch this is performed Obs
[<i 1382 Ortsmi* in Meunier Fss sui Oi esme 179 II entent

par fantasie apprehension ou cognoissance sensitive des
choses presentes ]

a c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirutg 313 pat place [pe brajnj is

f
ropre instrument of ymagynacioun pe which resceyvep
tnges pat comprehendip of fantasie [res a phantasm com-

preheusas] 1509 Hawes Past PUas xxiv n, These are
the v wyttes remeumg inwardly common wytte ymagi
nacyon, Fantasy, and estymacyon And memory. 1675
Baxter Cath Total 11 I 76 Sense peiceivcth sweetness
by tast or smell, light and pulchritude by sight and fantasie

P a x6i8 Raleigh Rem (1664) 126 According to the diver-

sity of the eye, which offereth it unto the phantasic
1655-60 Stanley Hist Philos (1701)478/21115 likely,

that all living Creatures which have Eye-balls oblique and
narrow have a peculiar phantasic of Objects 1669 A
Browne A rs Piet (1675) 40 Light is the cause whereby
coloured things are seen, whose Shapes and Images pass to
the phantaste

*p b The image impressed on the mind by an
object of sense Obs
c 1340 Hamfolt Prose Tr (1866) 14 When the resone es

cleryde fra all fygours and fantasies of creatures 1596
Carew Huartc's Exam Wits xt. 155 Memone suppheth
none other office than to preserue the figures and fanta-

sies of things

f 2 A spectral apparition, phantom
;
an illusory

appealance Obs
c 1325 Song oftesterday 30 in EE P. (1862) 134 pis

w orldly blis Is but a fykel fantasy. 1398 Trfvisa Barth
DeP R. IX xxv (J495) 362 Moo fantasyes ben seen by
nyghte than by daye 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 46
Somme fantasie of Fiton hath mamd thi mynde. c *425
Wyntoun Cion \i win 31 ]>e fantasy pus of hys Dreme
Movyd hym mast to sla hys Eme. 1530 Palsgr 172

9-2
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Pheuiiostne.

,

a fantosy a 1533 Ld Berners Huoti xxi

64 All is but fanteseyand enchauntementes 153S Silwart

Cron Scot III 365 'lrowand that tyine it wes anephan
tasie a 1583 Grin dai Fruitful Dial Wks (1843) 59 No
biead but certain fantasies of white and round.

3 , Delusive imagination, hallucination ,
the fact

01 habit of deluding onesell by imaginary percep-

tions 01 reminiscences ? Obs

a. 1340-70 A lisaumier 384 For feie,ne fantasie fade they

nolde c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v 1535 This fool of fan

taste [re Cassandra] 1574 R Scot Hof Gaui {1578) 60

Such as haue Mountaynes in fantasie and beggery m
possession 1602 Siiaks Ham 1 1 54 You tremble and

look pale. Is not this something more then Fantasie?

1638 S Simpson Unbelief ix 66 They thought it was but

nieer fantasie and imagination

fj. a 1333 Frith Disput Purged (1829) 83 Making the

elders to wander in phantasies 1634 Case of Com-
monwealth 30 If we falter, or be mis-led through phant’sie

1675 Brooks Signal Presence of God 20 Raising such a

phantasy m the Lyons that they looked upon Daniel as

on one that was a friend unto them 17S3 Smollett Ct
Fathom (178 p 11/1 He will be sometimes misled by his

own phantasy

4 Imagination
;

the process or the faculty of

foimlng mental representations of things not actu-

ally present. (Cf Fancy sb a,] Alsopersonified.

Now usually with sense influenced by association

with fantastic or phantasm . Extravagant or

visionary fancy
In eatly use not clearly distinguished fiom 3 J an exercise

of poetic imagination being conventionally regarded as ac-

companied by belief in the reality of what is imagined

a. 1389 Grli ne Menaflion (Arb Ui The Idea of her per

son represents it selfcan object to my fantasie 160a Marston
Ant «$ Mel in Wks 1856 I 35 The soules swift Pegasus,

the fantasie a 1631 Donne Elegie Poems (1633) 133 When
you are gone, and Reason gone with you, Then Fantasie is

Queene 1831 Carlyle Sart, Res (1858) 52 Ever in my
distresses .. has Fantasy turned, full of longing to that un-

known Father 1870 LowellAmong my Bis Ser 1 (1873)

176 Imagination, as it is too often misunderstood, is mere
fantasy, the image-making power common to all who have
the gift of dreams
p. 1333 T Wilson Rhet (1567) 17 a, Natuie is a nghte that

hantasie hath not framed 1672-3 Marvell Reh Tramp
I 130 You have attracted by force of phantasy some ex-

traordinary Spirit to your assistance *704Nlwton Opticks
1 11 viu i2o By the power of phantasy we see Colouis in

a Dream 1831 Lytton Godolph xxvu, Volktman himself,

in the fulness of his northern phantasy, [could not] have
sculptured forth a belter image 1837-8 Sir W Hamii ton
Logic 11 (1870) III 22 We may view it m phantasy as black
or white 1B35 Milman Lat Chi , (1864) IX xiv vn 258
note, Their union with the Deity was through thephantasy,

b A mental image
1823 Lamb Elm Ser 1 Grace before meat

,
To the tern

perate fantasies of the famished Son ofGod a 1833 Roulht
son Serin Ser in vi 81 Our cteative shaping intellect pro-
jected its own fantasies 1876 Gro Eliot Dan Der. vi

xlvui, Fantasies moved within her like ghosts

C A product of imagination, fiction, figment
136a Langl P PI A 1 36 Iapers and Iangelers

Founden hem faulasyes 1399 Pol Poems (Rolls) I. 371
If ?e flynde Fables or Holy tiler amonge, or ony Ifantasie

yffeyned that no ffrute is in 1688 R Holme Armoury
in. 147/1 Centaurs, Satyrs, Griffins, &c. [are] Forced
Figuies . Fiction or Fantacy.. to express a Novelty

d. An ingenious, tasteful, or fantastic invention

01 design
a c 1440 Gesta Rom xxvu 123 (Hail MS) A silkyne

gyuhl, sotilly l-made
,
for the damyselle comunely lovilhe

swiche fantasy s. 1542 Recohdl Gr Attest?361)Yvj a, Some
questions of ihys rule maye be varied above 1000 wares

,

but I would have you forget suche fantasies, tyll a time of
moie leysure. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiu, There was a
monstrous fantasy of lusty non,

fi *54z~3 diet 34-5 Hot VIII

,

c 1 Balades, plaies,
times, songes, and othei phantasies 1821 Keais Isabel
xlvn, A soiled glove, whereon Her silk had played in purple
phantasies

e esp in Music
;
a fantasia. (Cf 6 )

IS97 Morlev Inhod Mus xBi The chiefest kind of
musick which is made without a dittie is the fantasie, that
is, when a musician laketh a point at ]us pleasure, and
wresteth and turneth it as lie list 1674 Playtord Skill
Mus 1 x 34 1 his is called theDuplaoi Semibreve lime

its Mood is usual in Anthems, Fantasies, &c
5 A supposition resting on no solid giounds

,
a

whimsical or visionary notion or speculation
Now moie emphatically contemptuous Lhau Fancy sb
a c 1400 Destr Ti oy 2669 His olde fader fantasi pai filet

mheit c 1440 Gcnerydes 4652 Leveall these fantasies ye
shall not fynde it thus 1326 PUgr Perf (W de W. 1 531)
166 b, The mynde is moost apte to waueryng fantasyes
aboute dyuetsa thynges 1663 Manley Grotins’ Low C
IVuttvs 953 The Minds of the common People would be
divided, according as any one would teach his Fantasies
1876 Whitney Sights <5- Ins II xiv 443 All that would be
to them less than fancy—mere fantasy 1878 Morlty
Vanvenaigues Crtt Misc, 20 Many pernicious and destruc-
tive fantasies

P Uj86 Cogan Haven Health ccxlm (1636)306 Vaine
is their phantasie that thinke it ungodly to flee from the
plague a 1610 Healey Epictetus Man (1636) 30 Keepe
thy imnde firme against all such phantasies 1838 R A
Vaughan Ess f, Rev I 6 Not a phantasy 111 religion but
might there soar or flutter

i b In myfantasy • = * as I imagine ’
; modestly

used for
f
in ray opinion \ Obs

a 1343 Records Gr Arles (1361) Lj, And yet m my
simple fantasy these thmges offer them selves to be studied
for aboute progression iS7°~d Lambaudf Peramb Kent
(1826) 191 In mine own fantasie it wauteth not the feete of
sound reason t?stand upon.

p 1370-6 Lambarlt Peramb Kent (1826) 237 Iheic

standetn a Towne yet called Stuimore, which (in my
phantasie) sufficiently mainteincth the knowledge of this

matter.

G. Caprice, changeful mood ,
an instance of this

,

a caprice, whim *|* Often in at
, after,

aaouting

to
,
upon one's ownfantasy (obs )

a a 1430 Knt de la Tour 23 Alle good women aught to

leve all suche fantasyes 1490 Caxion hue) dot vi 25 His

wyf heloucd of fyne lone wythout fayntasie 1319 Intel l

FourElan mHazl Dodsleyl 7 Every man after his fantasy

Will write his conceit 1398 Barrio Iheoi Winns \ 1

146 Whosoeuer shall kill his souldier vpon his owne fiui-

tasie, without lust cause 1649 Milton htkon u (1851)

420 The Kingdom must depend 111 great exigencies upon

the fantasie of a Kings reason 1679-1714 Buuni r Hist

Ref, It was out ol no light fantasy that he thus lefustd

it 1814 Scon Ld ofIsles vi xvit, fate plays her wonted

fantasy with thee and me 1883 C F Woolson For the

Major iv, Little ways consulted to belong to the ‘ fanta-

sies of genius
’

p. 1348 Hah Chi on 137 b, The Dolphyn tooke upon

hyro, the rule 01 deiyng causes after his awne phantasie.

1624 Cafi Smith Virginia 11 1 v 55 Our strength and

labours were idely consumed 10 fulfill his phantasies

| 7 . Inclination, liking, desire Obs
a c 1374 Chauclr Forma Age 31 T he lambyssh poeple

Hadden 110 fantesye to debate c 1386— Millet 's F 3 A1

his fantasye Was toined for to lerne astrology e r 1430

Met tin 213 Sochi: .ifantasie fill m his licrtc th it he cowde
not it remevc 1462 Pastoit Lett No 433 II 84 If tliu

be suit swhyche downe to tak a lewyll as the pcpyll bathe a
fautsyin *535 Stewart Cion Scot II, 158 Throw fan-

tasie of this Roxiana, Of hir sic pltsour he had *599
Hakluyi Voy 1 4 He fell into a fantasie and tlesne to

know liow fane that land sketched a *6x8 Rah ion Ran
(1644) 83 Every man prefers his fantasie in that appetite,

before all other woildly desn es

p ,1563-87 Foxi, A, $ M (1596)65/1 Dmersc men [wor-

ship] dtuerse gods ; so as cuenc one hath in himsclfe a
mind or phantasie to worship

Fantasy (fe atasi),v Foims . a 5-7 fantasie,

-ye, 5-6 fantesye, 0 fantase, -aise, 7 fant’sy,

5- fantasy. jS 6-7 phantasie, -y, (6 phnntasey,

7 phantacy, -zy), 9 phantasy, [a OF fantasie-r,

f fantasie Fantasy sb,]

1 tians -Fancy v i; rartly, to fantasy with

oneself Now anh with the sense: To imagine

111 a visionary manner
C1430 Lyug Pachas Prol 3 Men of craft may Fantasicn

in their inw.nd sight Devises neue 1343 Gkai ion Lo/ilu

Hat ding 496 Drcames Ins awne fuaie fantcsielh. *5478
Oidie of Communion 1 Eueiy in.mne phantasying and
deuisyng a sondery waie by liyinself 1363-87 FoM. A t,

M (1684) II 21/1 It was not the same verypresent Body of
Chust, as the Priests did phantasm a 1577 Sir T Smith
Coihihw Eng (1C09) s As wise men have fantasied fouie
simple bodies which they call elements 1603 Knoili-s
Hist Turks (1621) 182 The image of the yong gentleman
was well phantaried in lier biain x8x8 Kfais 1 iidym. 309
A dream so phantasied 1855 Moti i Y Dutch lief 1

1

17 He fantasied 111 his imagination a kind of religion, hall

Catholic, half Refoimed
b with ohj and inf or object clause

1430 Lydg Chron Tioy 1 u, Day by day east and fan-

tesyeth How his yenim may Upon tins Jason be fully

execute. 1362 Turnlr Ileihit 11 51 a, Soni dyd ph.uHasey
one thyng to be the cause and sum an other 1582 Bln r-

ley Mon Malrones 77 Fantasmg with themselves that I

doo it of hatred 1661 Boyil Style of benft 31 The
Syrian Leper vainly fant’sied, that Gods appointment could
not put a difference betwcui things that knew no other

c. absol. oi mtr
1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par John x 13 lie fantasieth

thus, In case thei go to wiacke, what than 1

+ 2 trails To wear the appearance ((pavraala)

of Obs. rare— 1
,

ci611 Chatman Iliad xxui 60 At every p.ut the foim
did comprehend His likeness , his fan eyes, his voice, his
stature, every weed Ills peison woie, it fantasied

1

3

To lake a fancy or liking to , to be favoui-
ably inclined to

;
to fall in love with Also with

inf ,
to ‘ lake it into one's head ’ (to do some-

thing) Cf. Fancy v 8 Obs
1348 Hall Chron xoj b, He favoiul her suyLe, but

muche moie phantasied her person 1333 T W11 son Rhet
4 b, As if one should phantasy to praise a Gosc befoie any
other beast 1592 WarnlrHiV, Eng. \ 11 xxxiv (16x2)168
Death, late feated, now she fantaseth 1641 Pu\nnl Anitp
79 That he [the King] should neither JibutiLacy nor xegaid
the serious Petition of the lmpoi tunate Commons
absol 1360 Blcon treat Fasting xi Wks 11 89 b,

Nether do they direct their fastes vnto any godly end, but
as euery one fantasieth, so do they fast

4 mtr. To play fantasias
; to exlcmpoiue tare

(but often in Carlyle),
184a Caulile Wks (1858) II 323 He [Hoffmann] could

fantasy to admiiation on the liaipsichord. 1838 — Fruit,
Gt II x vi 650 Fantasytng on the flute in an animated
strain

Hence Fa ntaayiug 1tbl sb

*543 Recorde Gr Aries (1361) Zvb, You should not
have taken a question of your owne fantasying 1335
L Saunders Let m Coverdale Lett, Martyis (i$6p 184 'I he
fantasmg of the flesh-potte-, ofEgypte 1607 Schol Disc
a^st. Antichrist u ix 133We are charged with a Corinthian
fantasying of mens persons

Fantekyn, var f Fauntlkin Obs.

+ Fa*uterie. Obs. [a OF fantene, ad It

fantena, f. fante foot-soldier (literally boy, short
for infante = Infant • cf. Faunt)

] Infantry
,
pi.

foot-soldiers

a 1577 Gascoigne hunts War cln m Vis. (1387) 146

Imuc bands of English I1 mtcrics x6oi lion and Pliny

I 128 Trusting vpon tlu.11 Caualleiyand FaiUuie, wliuuu
they are stiong.

Fantigue (f.vnlJ g) dial. Also fanteag(uo,

fanteeg, (antique [Cf Fantad] A slate ol

anxielv 01 excitement, an instance of this, c\p

a fit of lll-humoui.

1823 Uiuv, Songster 11 142 Don’t put ^omschcs m a fan

tu] uc *837 Diuu NS Pitkm XX will, ‘ Involving out pro

cious governor in all suits o’ fauteegs ' 1866 Mrs 11 Wool,
Lister's tolly I v 117 You need not hate put >0111 self in

a fantigue 1879 Miss Jackson Shi opsh, // ouibk , 'Hie

Missis is in a pietty f.uU.ug r88a W IVoicuhnh 6 loss ,

‘ E’s alius on with some uv ’is fniiteagus'S
'

||
Fantoccini (fit ntjffjf iu) Also S fanlo-

01ne, 9 vulgar fantosoony [It.pl ofJautomno,

chin offantocao puppet, f fante bov, set v.tnl, etc :

see Fantlhie.]

1. pi Pupiietb made lo go llumigh certain euilu-

tions by means of concealed stiimjs or wnes.
X79X Bosvvui Johnson (1816) I 496 The exhibition of the

Fanioceuu in London 1842 Diehl ns .hint Lot, v (18311)

60/: Are theie no l’uiiehes, F.uitoi tint, Dancing dogs . 01

even Bairel otgans? 1876 111 s\m K Rh 1 <«»/./ Puthijly

ux (1884) 227 As auburn d as a pan ol fantoeeini

2 A dramatic lcpicseiilatnin 111 which these aie

the performeis ; a nianonette show
1771 Mrs J Harris m Prep I cit Id Mttlnnsbuty

(1870)1 212, I uas much pleased with the ‘ I'antui me ' I

saw 1 ist night 1817 Mar Eugi won 1 11 Hanington ( 18 )„•')

132 He had lefmed to go to the Kintuccint *8^1

Mayhew Load Labour LU61) III (m *‘Jhe I'aiitoeum’,

l.c said, is the piopcr tilh '“‘i «»* 1 H! "ii 1 1

,

attnb 18x7 Ha/iitx(. i» '<’ '
‘

.
> 1 1

1
>

tint exhibition, 1822 -- u. . ' I
1

x •
,

\ 1

loecini figure playing a number of fantastic tucks befoie

the audience

Pantom, obs. form of Phantom
Paon, obs form of Fawn,

I Fap, a. Obs Drunk, mtoucnttd
1398 Siiaks M< i >y IV. 1. 1 ilfj T he Gentleman had »lt unke

hiniselfc out of his fine sentemes And I wing 1 ip, sir, ua.
(as they say) easheerd *8x8 J. Broun Psythc 44 Getting
daily fap with ale

Papes: see Fnahlum dial
,
goosebeuy

Paquir, xar. of Fakih.

||
Far, sb Obs. [Latin ] A coarse kmd of

wheat; spelt

c 1420 Pallad on Husb mi 1 Novenihie uol with uhete
& foi Ih-somc 1601 Hoi 1 and Pliny II 1 ,11 A. for the

be.udeduhe.it l*ui, there is a certainc wotmo I,folding in

it like to a moth 1624 Middli ion Game at t tnss v lit.

Cookies from Chios, flank'd and fatted vp With Far ami
Sitpa, Flower and Loektcd Wine.

Far (far), adv. Forms . 1 -4 foor(r, (3 south.

veor), 2-3 (y dial,) fur, 3-6 for, (3 forro), i 6

fer(r(o, 3-4 south, vor(re, (2 flr, 3 fear, fe^or,

feir, 4 fere, 5 feer), 3-7 farr(o, (4-7 faro), 3-

far. Compar 1 flor(r, fyr(r, 2, 4 fir, 3 -4 (y dial )

fur, 4-5 furre, fyrro, 7 furr, 5 far, 2-0 ferror,

(4-6 ferrere), 2-3 ferror, 4-7 faxror, 5 -6 fax*rar

Supcil 1 fyrrost, 3-5 ferrewt, 3-6 farrest, (4
turrest, 7 farst), [OK. jcoi\r corresponds to

Ol'ris fir, OS fci (Du m), 011(1 fa, ON ftarte ,

Goth fait ra OTeul *Jcrr- (the OTeut. form oi

the suffix is not dcteunmable with certainty; :t

distinct but synonymous type appeals in OS
and OIIG fa to, MIIG. vend), f, OTeut root

fir- •—OAijanpa whence Gr ntftciv, Skr. pa/ as,

beyond.

The forms with final -c in 13-14U1 c. belong tty

mologieally to the derivative Fhiben; bulisc-

quculiy the monosyllabic fern, fane, is a mere
vauant spelling of fer,far. The OK compara-
tivejicir,fyir ( —*fernz) began in 3 2th c. to give

place to a new formation on the positive, fata,
•0/

,
Uns suivived till the 17th e to the foim

far/cr; after that period the comparative and
superlative remained only in dialects, being supu-
sedtd 111 educated use by Jart/nt

, fv that

.

see

Fautiuju]

1 , At a great distance, a long xvay off. Const
ft om, (eolloq

) off Also with atlvbs. away
, off, out

a 111 space
rgoo Bceda’s Hist 1 1. § 3 We witou human noltt ftor

okei ealond. c 1023 Intel l v Huh St Rout 1 85 pa
tallunga feor synd 011 xeswince. c 1203 Lad 543 Aehalon
heihte an llum pc nes iiont feor from heom. a X300 CursoiM 4933 (Cott ) Tlicucs of a euntre pat heptn ts far

1340 Hami’ole Pi Cause 7650 Ilk planete es feirer pan
other fia us c 1380 Wyc i h< Set II ks III 18 ;

huinferrer
and sum neriei c 1420 Sir Amadou (Canid )xvi, A mar-
chand of this cite Was fer oule in a uothir euntre* 1 1440
Pioinp, Paru 136 Fcr, orfer a-way,/m:«/ c 1483 Ihgby
Myst (1882) iv 1 12 ,

1

was not farre hence. 1490 Canton
Lmydos x. 40 Whiche caused giete fere and drede vnui
the countreys nygh neyglibours and also ferre of 1349
Compl Scot vi 80 He vil see ane schip farrar on the sc ye
155° Crowley Epigr, 2ix A Spittlehouse, no farre from
where his dwelling was 1647 H Mohj. SongofSoul u 11

II 111, Things near seem further off; farst off, the nearst
at hand 1697 Dkydln Vug Geoig iv 17 The painted
Lizard, and the Buds of Prey be far away x711bTfc.nL
Sped No. 63 p 7 Not far fiom these was another Set of
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merry People 1808 Scott Mann 11 i, Far upon
N01 thumbnail seas 187s Jowett Plato (ed 2)1 10 He
is likely to be not far off himself, *879 J Burroughs
Locusts fy Wild H (1884) 263 The Green Mountains
seen careering along the horizon far to the south-west

b. Far and near or nigh • in every part, every-

where Far or near anywhere. Far nor near :

nowhere
a rooo C* 1st 390 (Gi

) Feor and neah c 117s Lamb
Horn 137 To beon lwurcSegede fii and neor a 1230 Owl
tf Night 921 East and west, feor and neor a 1300 Lwsor
M 17288 + 213 (Cott ) Mane loked farre & neghc c 1430
Hymns Virg (1867) 107 fere is no man feer ne neer 1587
Turberv '1 lag, T. (1837; 96 The brute was blowne abrode
both farre and nye [1629 (see 3)] 1631 Gougf God's
Arrows m § 67 305 Memorable matters, worthy to be
hnowne farre andneare 1667 Milton P, L vi 29s, I .

have sought thee farr and nigh a 1704 R L'Estkancc

(J \ I have been hunting far and near to find out
a lemedy 1797 Mrs Radcliti'c Italian xm, But 1 could
see nothing ol them far or near

c m past lime Cf. Far-off
136a Langl. P PI B xv 226 In a freres frokke he was

yfounde ones Ac it is ferre agoo in seynt Fraunceys tyme.
i6xx Shaks Wint T iv iv 442 Fane then Deucalion off

d fig with leference to unlikeness, alienation

of feeling, etc Often elliptically in phrase (.So)

far from —ing (used when something is denied

and something opposite asserted) Also mterjec-

tionally, Farfrom it.

1534 Whitimton tr Tullyes Offices 1 Cv, This maner is

as ferre distaunt from offyee that [etc] x6xx Bible Ps
lxxiu 27 T hey that are fane fiom thee, shall perish 1648
Boyi l Seraph Love xix (1700) 116 Gods love is so far from
resembling the usual sort of Friends a x66x Fuller
Worthies 1 150 So far fiom imitating the industiy of their

Ancestois that [etc ] 1840 Dl Quincey Essenes 111.

Wks 1890 VII x66Sofar . from shocking his [the Jew’s]

prejudices the error of the early Christians would lie the

other way, 1873 Black Pr Thule xiv 221 It was in

a far from unfriendly fashion 1874 Dasent Tales from
Fjeld 128 He was not far off losing both wit and sense

Ibid 154 He was not far offbemg half-dead ofthirst 1882

Wickstlld tr Kuenen’s Ihbbert Led. m 127 The truly

religious tone, .not umnixed, indeed, far from it, but unmis-
takable

e Phrases, Far be it from (me,
elc.) . a form

of depi elation = ‘ God forbid that (I, etc)’ I'll

be far {enough) if, etc a stiong negation or re-

fusal
(
vulgar

)
Far to ffind, seek : (a) hard to

discover, out of the way
,
(b) of persons at a loss

*382 Wvcur Gen xliv 17 Joseplie answerdc, Fer be it fro

me, that Y thus do. 1393 Langl P PI C xi 77 BeJ? Jzrc

fayre vertues and bee]) nauht feri to fynde. 1576 Fleming
Panohl Epist 163 Bee it farre from me to utter any such

speache 1667 Earl of Cardigan m 12th Rep. Hist MSS
Comm App v 9 Farre be it from me to enter into dLS-

pute with your Lordship 1709 Steele Tatter No 148

F 4 Far lie it that I should attempt to lessen the Acceptance

which Men of this Character meet with in the World *732

Foote Taste 11 Wks 1799 I 23 I'll be fur enough if it

cn't a May-game 1830 J Gilbert Chr Atonem via

(1832) 223 Far, infinitely far, he such imputation from our

thoughts 1874 Gladstone in Contcmp Rev Oct 667 If

instances must be cited, they are not far to seek 1879

Gno Eliot Theo Such xvi 283 Many minds . are far to

seek for the giounds of social duty x888 Sheffield Gloss

s v
,

‘ I’ll be far if I do ’ means ‘ I will not ’

2 To a great distance
; to a remote place

c 823 Vesp, Psalter re, 2a Tqhwon dryhten jjewite 8u feor

c 1205 Lay T720 He ferde to feor ut fiom his luereu. c 1230

Gen tf >Ea 26x6 Wilt 5u, leuedi, ic go fear out c 1350

Will. Palerne 2781 To fie fer away from J>e see c 1430

St. Cutlibert (Surtees) 2x84 Fariei fra men to be remoued
1601 Weever Mirr Martyrs Dy, I wisht the popes

dominion Might stretch no fuir than Calhs Ocean xoio

ShakS Temp 11 1 110 She is so farre from Italy remoued

1667 Milton P L x\ 727 He ceas'd Contending, and re-

mov’d his Tents farr off 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776)

IV 329 A habitation, from which it seldom ventures far

b To a great distance in vanous directions
j

over a laige area
,
widely

c x2oo Vices £ Virtues (1888) 43 Cante sprat his bowes on

biaede and on lengSe swiSe ferr c 1400 Destr. Troy 2x6

pi fame shall goo fei C1440 York Myst xi 80 So sail pe

folke no farrar spiede 1692 J Barnes Pref Veises in

E Walker Epictetus' Mar , An Healheu, far for vertue

Fam'd
pc To cast far to make far-readimg plans

(Cf Far-casteu
)

So to bethinkfat Ohs

a 1300 CnisorM 8269 (Cott) Ferr and depe he vmbi-

thoght c 1394 P PI Crede 483 Fer he [pe devell] castep

toforn pe folke to destroye

3 . To or at an advanced point of progress a

in space (Down to the 15th c thevb go is often

omitted after will, shall, may, can, etc )

a 1300 Fiagm Pop Sc (Wright) 210 Whan the sonne

hath thider 1 drawe the mist thurrhire hete, Hit ne mai no

fur for the colde a 1300 Cm sor M 17288 + 392 (Cott

)

Iesus made horn, semblant as he wald ferrer goo C 1330

R Buunne Citron (1810) 308 Ferrere mot he nouht, Scot-

lond forto se CX386 Chaucer Fruit's P 89 Sayde this

yiman, 1 Wiltow fer to day?’ c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg

303 It is sett undu a mannes ers to drawe out pe emeroides

bat sittip hed fer yn c 1430 St Cuthbei t (Surtees) 6091 Ay
be ferrer pat he gase c 1460 Townelcy Myst 276 No far

thou shalle 1583 Stubues Anat Abus 11 1 How farre

purpose you to trauell this way 1709 Steele & Addison

Tatler No 114n We were now got pretty far into West-

minster a 1801 R Gall 7 tut Qney Poems 173 Here, or

we gae farer ben, Atblins it’s fitting to let ken To them wna

reads, that [etc ] 1814 Southey Roderick 111, We tvavell’d

fast and far 1843 tr Sue's Wandering Jew xvu. 86 Long

bamboos which aie driven far into the ground.

b. fig with reference to progressive action or

condition’ To a gieat length, or degiee Far
gone

.

in an advanced stage To gofar to (produce
a certain effect) : to tend greatly. + To speak a
personfar

,

to go to great lengths in his praise.

a 1300 CursorM ixoii (Gott) Bot elizabeth was ferrer

gane 1360-80 Wyclip Tracts x\11 (1879)311 peishewen
fen ere how pel ben disciplis of fals pharisees c 1430 Chev
Asstgne 311, I kan sey no furre. 1343 Brinklow Compl 8

This matter is so farre gone, that there is no remedy 1576
Fi rwiNG Panopl Eptst. Q uj b, Least by presuming to farre,

I should loose my selfe 1379 Twyne Phisickc agst Fortune
II xc 278 a, Who is so mad vnlesse he be to farre gone,
that standeth not in feare of them? 1579 Fulke Hcsktns'
Pai l 382 Maister Heskins store is farre spent, x6xx Shaks
Cyrnb 1 1 24 You speake him farre. 1668 Hale Pref Rolle’s

Abiidgm 3 Where the subject of any Law is single .

prudence may go far at one Essay to piovide a fit law.

1704 Swift T. 1 ub Apol
,
When these two enter far into the

composition of any work 1700 Steele Tatler No 34
F 4 There’s no carrying a Metaphor too far, when a Lady’s
Charms are spoke of a 1713 Burnet Own Time (1823) I

377 To do all they could to hinder him to engage too far

C1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stones Ch Catech iv 19 Both
very tipsy one so far gone, that she could not walk
straight x8x8 Cruise Digest led 2) IV 233 This was
going too far. 1845 M'Culloch Taxation 11 x. (1852) 361
I his high duty went far to enable the distillers to fix the

price of spirits 1847 Grote Greece 11 xlvu. (1862) IV 191
I he Corinthians had gone too far to admit of listening to

arbitration 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) 1 . 46 You are already
far gone in your love.

e. in time, + With genitive, Far days, nights •

late in the day or night (cf. Gr woppu rys yp-epas,

rys vvktos)
;
in later use alsofar-day, -night (cf 8 c)

<1x400-30 Alexander 3900 Be pai had fyneschid pis £31

was ferre m with euyn. c 1440 Geiterydes 66 A man
right ferre in age a 1430 Knt de la Tour{1868) 43 She
happed to abide so longeon a sonday that it was fer dayes

1333 Bellenden Livy 1 (1822) 13s He wes waik, and fer

run in yens 1361 T Hoby tr Castiglione's Courtyer
Khj b, It was farre innighte 1377-87 Holinshed Chron
III 1x48/2 It is far nights 1602 2ndPt Returnfr Pamass
hi u (Arb

) 42 But the day is farre spent, M Recorder

1631 Celestina vm g8 O how farre dales is it? x66z J
Davies Voy Ambuss 278 It was fai -night ere we got away
1732 Berkeley Alctphr ri § 26 The day being now far

spent. 1870 E Peacock Ralf Skirl III 2 Far gone as

the day was 1883 Manch Exam 10 Sept 5/5 A heavy
downpour which continued far into the night

4 By a great interval, widely, a of separation

in place
; fig of estrangement or alienation.

£1400 Rout Rose 3483 His mercy was to ferre bihynde

1348 GestPr Masse I v a,The heaven saincteswho be farier

distanted from us then London from Cambredge 1568

Grafton Chron II xa These two Sees were farre asonder,

that is to say, Caunteibury and Yorke. 1603 Knolles
Hist Turks 649 Following not far after himself 1697
Dryden Virg Georg in 306 He leaves the Scythian

Arrow far behind 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 1284 Far
dLstant from their native soil 1813 Scott Rokeby 1 xvn,

Mortham's lord grew far estranged From the bold heart

with whom he tanged

b qualifying adjs, advbs, or their equivalents,

implying excess, defect, or variation from a standard,

fin 16-1 7th. c. often prefixed to adjs or advbs of

negative import, as infar unfit=far from fit

a 1375 Joseph A rim 552 pel were wen of-fou^ten and
feor ouer-charged 1321 Fisher Wks (1876) 348 This man
gothe fer wyde fiom the stieygbt waje 1553 Philpot

Let 111 Coverdale Lett Martyis (1564) 22^ God knoweth it

is written far uneasily 1364 Grindal Fun Semi Enip.

Ferdinand Rem. (1S43) 29 Preparations afoie death far

out of square 1614 R Tailor Hog hath lost Pearl in

Dodsley O PI. (1780) VI 390 Then my Lord, your father

is far impatient 1631 Welver Anc Fun, Mon 532

A match thought farre vnfit for such a man 1833 Sir J
Ross Narr and Voy xh. 345 We were often far underfed

1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 207 They were not far wrong.

e. of inequality or unlikeness. Often with

comparatives or superlatives
,

sometimes moie
emphatically far {and) away Also with vbs , as

to differ,
exceed, excel, etc Far other • widely

different, f To distinguish far. to make a wide

distinction

egoo Raida's Hist in xiv § 2 Feor on opre wisaii

I 0x400-50 Alexander 3922 A beste Fere fersere pan an

olifaunt 1496 Act 12 Hen VII, c. 6 They be sold far

under the Price that they he woi th 1343 Joyl Exp Dan v

75 a, tie passed farre his grandfather 111 s> tine 1562 J H ey-

wood Prov Epigr (1867) 20 Ye be better fed then taught

farre awaie 1363 Shute At chit Dia, Which diffeieth

not farre from the declaration of Vitruuius 1387 Golding

De Mornay xxiv 373 One that beheld a farre other beauty

and tasted a fan e other pleasure than of the worlde 1393

Shaks Lhci 81 Which far exceeds his barren skill to show
x6xx Bible 7> ansi Pref 2 A farre most excellent weight

of glory 1646 Dk Hamilton in H Papers (Camden) 124

No Englishman v ill hold that Scotland must be satisfied

with it, farre lecse that it be of the Scots framing 1667

Milton P L ix 862 lo answer and resound fair other

Song 01687 Putty Pol Arith 1 (1691)26 In France

the Hugonots are fai the greatest Traders. 1695 Wood-
ward Nat Hist Earth (1723) 9 Of this various Matter

the far greatest Part of the Terrestrial Globe consists 1709

Stei le Tatler No 92 ip x With us it is fai otheiwise

1719 De Foe Crusoe II. vi 156 You will allow it to consist

with me, as a Roman, to distinguish far between a Pro-

testant and a Pagan 1743 J Morris Semi. 11 53 Paul

uses this argument to prove charity far preferable. 1773

Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) I 187 The delight

more far away than I have ever received. x88o_ I A.

Spalding Elis Demonel, 22 A slight surrender of principle

was a far suiei load to success 1883W E Norris Phirlby

Hall xxx.iv, You aie far and awnythe gieatcst scoundrel

I ever saw 1883 Law Reports 29 Ch Div 528 The
testator's estates were mcumbeied to an amount far

beyond their value

•p5 From a remote source Ohs. exc in Comb .

see Far-fetched, etc.

16*9 Maxwell tr Herodian (1635! 65 For this purpose all

kinde of wilde beasts were brought farre and neere 1697

tr C'tess D‘Annoy’s Trav (1706) 34 Here’s the Etymology
of a Word drawn far enough

6. Preceded by as, how, so, thus, the woid (like

many other quantitative advbs and adjs.) often

undergoes a change of meaning, the notion of

definite quantity being substituted for the primary

notion of great quantity. Hence the following

modifications of the precedmg senses

.

a To or at a definite distance.

c 1230 Gen # Ex 1238 Bi al-so fer so a bo;e mai ten Sor

sat his moder a 1300 Cursor M 506 iCott ) How farr es

m to hell pitte. 17x1 Addison Sped No 42 P 4 When
there is a Battle in the Hay-Market Theatre, one may hear

it as far as Channg-Cross r86o Tyndall Glac. 1 xxvu 215,

I had not thought it possible to see so far through so dense

a storm

b Up to or at a particular point of advance.

a 1300 Cursor M, 2253 (Cott ) Now we haue vs sped sa

ferr c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymoti 11 60 Sith that it is

soo ferre come that ye wyll not here vs, we shall kepe owr
peas. *535 Coverdale i Chron xvn[i] 16 Who am I ? and

what is my house, y
l thou hast broughte me thus farre? x6xx

Bible Jer U. 64 Thus fai re are the words of leremiah

x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 103 If a Man would endeuour to raise

or fall his Voice as farre as an Eighth 1724 De Foe
Mem Cavalier (1840) 172 The king was almost as far as

Banbury 1833 Cruse Eusebius 1 v 29 Thus far Josephus

1841 Elphinstone Hist Ind I 469 Menander went on

as far as the Isamus 1835 Thackeray Ncwcomes I 221

She could make an ormolu bracelet go as far as another

woman’s emerald clasps. Mod. So far no great harm has

been done

e. To a certain extent or degree.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16386 (Cott ) Sacles es he sa feir se sum
1 can c X400 Rom Rose 2209 Hated bothe of olde and

yong, As fer as Gaweyn the worthy, Was preised for his

curtesie 1477 Earl Rivers Dictes (Caxton) 1 As fer as my
wrecchednes wold suffyse XS77 B Googe Heiesbach's

Husb 111 (1586) 116 The bay [horse] is most of price as

farre as I see at this daye 1579 Lyly Euphius (Arb ) 191

For thou wilt not peirnit any las farre as in thee lyeth) to

he well employed x6ox J Manningham in Shaks C.

Praise 45 A Citizen gaene soe farrm liking with him 1638

Dk Hamilton in H Papeis (Camden) iB How fare I shall

beabill to prevail uith him I can not yett tell 1651 Hobbes
Leviath 1 vm. 33 He may be so farre a good man, as to

be free from giving offence 1731 Jortin Semi 11771) I

ill 46 Such persons may so far conduce to the temporal

prosperity of a nation 1821 J Q. Adams in C Davies

Metr Syst in (1871) 119 But this law so far as it prescribed

a new bushel, had never been executed 1835 Thirlwall

Gieece I 423 To decide how far he deseived it 1873

owett Plato (ed 2) V 427 Let us endeavour to ascertain

ow far we are consistent with ourselves

7 quasi-sb. a. + Of, onfar: see Afah. i* Upon

far at a distance Fromfar. at a distance (cf

Feeren). Byfar

.

by a great interval (= sense 4) ;

see By 18 b. In sofar. to such an extent.

a 1300 Cursor M, 6655 (Cott )
pam thogfat him hoxnd

apon farr Ibid 13457 (Cott ) Fra ful ferr can [)ai til him
seke. Ibid 27643 (Cott ) Sin es fowler pan any deuil in hell

by fer c 1380 Wychf Serin Sel Wks I 17 Sum of hem
comen fro ferre c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xut 86 To bat

yrnage men comtuez fra ferre in pilgrimages 1513-75

Dim n Occurrenis (1833) 276 T hair wes the greiter slauchter

he over far maid vpoun the Inglis 1647 H More Philos

Dcvot, 43 Lo 1 from farre I you salute 1737 Whiston
Josephus, Antiq 1 xi\ § 10 Thus far of his apology was

made 1764 Goldsm 1 iav 28 That, like the circle bound-

ing earth and skies, Allures fiom far 1871 Smilfs Charac
x (1876) 282 By far the largest class of leaders

_
x888

Bryce Amer Commw.l vm 104 Eloquence., imagination

or extent of knowledge, are all m so far a gain to him

that [etc ]

fb To have far to to have a long way to go

to, be fai from Ohs

1377 Langl P, PI B xix 477 pe vyker had fer home
& fane toke his leue 1393 Ibid C xii 196 Folwe forp bat

fortune wol ,
thou hast ful fer to elde.

8 . Combinations.

a Whenfar (in senses 1-5) qualifies a ppl. adj

used altnbutively, it is usually hyphened, thus

giving rise to au unlimited numbei of quasi-com-

pounds, as fia -beaming, -branching, -embt acing,

-extending, etc

1333 More Aitsiu Poysoned Bk Wks 1047/x Making
one perfit person and one farpassmg peifyt person of God
and man together xsg6 Srenser State Irel 2 The manner
rather of desperate men farre driven 1398 Chafman Iliad

1 19 Far-shooting Phoebus x6ox Yarington 1 wo Lament
lray m 11 in Bullen 0 PI IV, I will live in some fai-

remaved continent 01649 Drumm or Hawth Poems
Wks (1711) 31 These saphyie far extending heights 1688

Addr. in Loud Gas No 2536/1 Your far distanced New
England Subjects 1725 Pom? Odyss xrc 127 O Queen 1

whose far-resoundmg fame, Is bounded only by the stany

frame *735 Somerville Chase 1. 272 Their Arms Far-

gleammg, dart the same united Blaze. 1779-81 Johnson
L P , Swift Wks III. 404 Variegated by far-sought learn-

ing. 1784 Cowper Task 1 184 Mighty winds That sweep

the skirt of some far-spreading wood x8xa Byron Ch,

Har, 11. xh, Leucadia’s far-projecting rock of woe. 1820

Keats St Agnes xmx, Far-heard clarionet 1827 Hare
Guesses (1859) 6g Expressing profound and ferstretchitig

thoughts in the s.raplest words 1857 Ruskin Pol Leon.



FAR. 70 FAR-AWAY.

Art i3g Consider wlmt a far-branching, fai embracing good

you have wrought *864 Engel Mas Anc Nat. 232 I'ar-

spread popularity

b. rarely 111 similar quasi-comb. with. vbl sbs

,

asfar-flashing, -withdrawal
182a Shelley Hellas 331 The far-flashing of their start

y

lances Reverberates the dying light of day *866 Howni ls

Venet Life xvu, Their strange effect of far-withdiawal

c. Special combinations . far-back a

,

ancient

;

far-bemg vbl. sb

,

the state of being at a distance

,

+ far born a
,
born long ago

;
far-darfcer, one

who sends darts to or from a great distance

,

f far-day, the latter part of the clay [cf 3 c], far-

eastern# ,belonging to the extreme east, far-farer

(rare), = far-goer , far-foamed a
,
fringed with

foam for a great distance ;
far goer, one who

goes far, lit and fig ;
far-gone a

,

advanced

to a great extent
;

far-northern a ,
lying in

the extreme north ; far-pomt (Optics), the ex-

treme range ;
far-seeing a

,
= f ar-sigiii'eii i

,

far-seen a , seen at a distance, also .5V. = Far-
sighted, far-shot a =far-shooting, far-southern

a
,
at the extreme south

, + far-went a

,

that has

wended or travelled far
,

far-western, belonging

to the extreme west.

1890 Child Eng «$• Sc Balt vn ccix 126/s Some ^far-

back reciter of the Scottish ballad *580 Sidney A 1 cadict

(1622) 124 Ihe desolation of the "far being from coinfort

*672 Wycherliy Love m Wood m i, Nine and thirty

years old, mistress ? I'd have you to know I am no *far-

born child *598 Chapman Iliad 1 91 This is cause why
heaven's "Far-darter dai ts These plagues amongst us *868
Moitus EarthlyPar (1870)1 it 500 Dimly he lemembered

the sight Of the Fai daitei 1655 H Vaughan Stlex
Scint 1 74 "Far day sullies flowres 1861 Dasent Burnt
Njal II 354 Thorwald Kodran's son, the *farfarcr 1820
Keats Hyperion 11 172 Murmurs, v> hich his first endeavour-
ing tongue Caught infant-like from the *far-foamed sands
1841 Gen, P Thompson Exerc (1842) VI 358 The party
which the "Far-goers at least of the deliberants, believe
to be the least undeserving of the two 1778 Conquctors

39 As drunken men who brave the dang'rous fight O’er
sparkling glasses in the "fir-gone mglit 1831 T L Pea-
cock Crotchet Castle xvi, Which the far-gone mnamorato
found u resistible *856 Kane A ret Expl I xxm. 309
The temperature of these "far-northern regions 1876
Bernstein Live Senses 72 The "far-pomt of the eye
1848 Lytion Harold vm n, Though wise and "farseeing,
Harold was not suspicious 1730-46 Thomson Autumn

- 7go From lofty Caucasus "far seen by those, Who 111 the
Caspian toil *827 Kible Ckr Y Monday bef Easter,
Two silent nights and days In calmness foi His far-seen
hour He stays 16*5 Chapman Odyss vni 453 Useful Mer-
cury And "far-shot Phcebus. *8$6 Kane A ret Exp

l

I
xxm 228 Commodore Wilkes in his "far southern discovery
of an Antarctic continent 1609 Bp W Barlow Answ
Nameless Cath igx The Gibeomtes came to Iosua like "fai-
went Trauellers 1589 Puttenham Arte Eng Pacsie 121
[Northern English] is not so Courtly as our Southeine
English is, no moie is the "far Westerne mans speach 1844
Bp S Wildertorce Hist Aincr Ch (1846) 341 The pecu-
liar services of a fai-western clergyman

Far (fa-0, a. Forms : 1-4 feor(r, 2-6 fer, 3-7
farr, 5-7 farre, 3- far. Compar 1 fyrra (fern, and
neut. -e), 3-4 fyrre, farre, 3-6 ferre(r(e, 3 fer-
ror(e, south, verrore, 4-7 farrer Supet l. 1 fyr-
r iat, 3-5 ferrest, 3-6 farreet [OE feorr— OFns
fer, fir, OS fer, OHG. fer —WGer type *ferro~.
As the adj does not occur in Gothic or ON., it is

piob. derived fiom the adv]
1 . Remote : a. i 1 space

;
chiefly of countries or

places , occas of persons, etc Thefar east
,
north,

west, south . the extreme eastern, etc parts of a
region, or of the woild The Far West' now
esp. the western parts of the U. S. 01 of North
Amenca. ^ Far absence absence in a distant
part.

a 1000 Wife's Complaint 47 (Gi ) Feoires folclondes
a *225 Leg Kath 1565 Into J>e ferreste ende of Alixatidre
a 1300 Cursor M. 4820 (Cott ) Wee are o farr cuntre. Of a
land halt chanaan 1340 Ayenb 204 Huerof yealde filozofes
hem uledden m-to uerre stedes in to dezert 1382 Wyclit
Joel xu 8 They shule selle hem to Sabeis, a fer folc c 1450
MtroitrSatuacioun 1643 Thick ffolewastoure son departid
to

r(
r
«

^ant^e c *489 Caxton Sonnes of Aytnoti xxvm
585 Folke cam from ferie ways for to seke hym 1548Hall Chrou 101 b,The Engltshemencousideryng the farre
absence of their frendes 1553 Eden Treat. Newe hid
(Arb ) 8 T 0 retume home fi oin. these fai re countreys a 1605
Montgomerie Jlhsc Poems (188S) \xxn 38 Far foullis
hes ay fair fethers, sum will say 1682 Deyden Mac
IfA31 To far Baibadoes on the western mam 1808
J Barlow Columb 1 45 A far dim watch-lamp's thrice
reflected beam 1822 Shelley Hellas 813 What hearcst
thou? Mahmud A far whisper 1839 Bailey PestusliZsO
56 It is fear which beds the far to-come with fire. *890
Howells m Harper's Mag Nov 965 The great plains

in the far West
dbsol c 1386 Chaucer Prol 494 To visite The ferrest in

his parish

b. of remoteness or difference m time, rela-
tionship, ot nature
*531 Elyot Gov. h vi (1557) 100 A vice moste ugly, and

farrest 11om humamtee 1583 Hollyband Cavtfio lit Fior
309 How farre this fielde is to that which bordereth upon
o ^.8° Craskaw Poems 129 Pulling far histoi-y Nearer

1
. .

^nnyson ATawe 709 Sir Tone Past up the still rich
city to his kin His own fai blood i860 Hawthorne Marl,
rautt (1879) II xx a00 So many far landmaiks of time

c The far end, [the fai the very end, or

extremity, the last stage (of hie, strength, 01

resources) Now only dial

c 1400 Destr I'roy 78 In this shall futlifully he foil mien

to the fer ende, All |>c dcdis Ilml 8272 1 lie next tym J>ou

noyes me, pou neghis to |ie fer *637 Kunn RroRi) J eit

clxxxm (1862) I. 447 What standelh beyond the far end of

my sufferings He knowetli *790W Combe Devil upon

’Jvio Sticks tn Eng (1817111 58 Whose lo\e ofpicisurc

will soon get to the far-tnd of a model ate foilunc 1855

Robinson Whitby Gloss , He seems almost at the far end

1888 Sheffield Gloss s v Par end, ‘ Ah’m oinmast at t’ far

end ’

2 Extending to a distance, long Far tiavtllei •

one who comes from or goes to a distance.

•) (A person) of a far fetch : far-reaching, far

sighted *| Far way a long way, by far

£11340 Cut sor M 1x385 (Lam I ) For els might not tho

thre haue rawght to ride so farre w.u, Anti coine to ct jst

thilk day 1393 Langi P PI C xvn 51 Of wyt anil wyse
dome pat fei way is bettcre 'Ilian riehesse *508 I* isiim

Psalms N vj b, Hei grete & ferre Journey 1550 Cuvi mmi i

Spir. Pei le utx, A merchant man mnketh far voyages and
great journeys 1574 Hi 11 ours Gneuara’s Lam Lp
(1577) 314 Some men so euill and of so fit re a fetch, tli it

[etc] *605 Vi rsi loan Die hitell 11 (1628* 30 A vcitc f irie

way from Africa *624 Gaiahik 1 1 rtinnbsf 204 Far
travellers may lye by authority 1820 Slim 1 Monad xvi\,

You could not miss the road it was neither far way nor
foul gate 1830 Gln P Thompson E ilk (1842) I 287 It

would not be a fai stietch of intellect to infei

i Tb Of authority : Extensive
c 1400 Apol Loll 29 God 3nne him no farrer power

i c Of a difference m kind or value : Great Obs
*509 F ifc.11 1 r Inn Seim C'tesi RichwandWi.', (1876) 304

This shall be a farie dyflercnee *63* Wi 1 vi 11 Anc 1 an
Mon 578 Valued, at a fane \ nder rate, to bee worth
ten pound

fd. Of a pcison: Advanced (m age or know-
ledge) Obs
£*340 Cttrsoi M 1^124 (Trin ) {>is ihesus was so wis ft

so fer 111 lore 159* Spi nsekM Hubbetd 218 As one fane
111 elde

3 The remoter of two ; in early use also m the

comparative + The fai side (of a horse, etc.)

the off or right-hand side. The fur ahm (Sc ) :

the hind right-hand (horse) in a team of fom
Prob firhere represents the original toinpar formfy> > e

c 1400 Rowland ,$ O 1227 With him Rowlande and
Olyverc Appon the fcrreie sydt c 1400 Ilesti . 'hoy 9054
Pnam the prise kyng was fcglityng 111 tlie fold on the fer

syde *486 Bk St Albans Djh, 1 (T yowre hawke nym
the fowle at the fer side of the Kyuei Then she slcctli the
fowle at the fer Jutty 1540 A < t 32 IUn VIII, c 17 'I he
farre ende of high holbom. *617 Markham Laval 11 4
The white foie foote, on the right side, commonly tald the
farre side 1641 Bisn Faun Bks (Surtees) 12 To give
them [lainbes] the Lotte on the farie buttoike *724
Loud Gax No 6294/3 The Coronett of the far Hoof bcfoic
*768 Sterne Sent Jottrii g5 She sat in a low chair on the
far side of the shop *786 Borns Invcntmy 20 My fur
ahin’s a wordy beast *883 Smvi nson 'Inasme 1st ill

xiv no On the far side of the open stood one of the
hills

t Far, v Obs exc dial Also i feorran,

3-5 fere, ferre, 4 south dial verri, pa pple.

yverred [OE feorran,fyrran = OilG fin eu, ON
fin a -OTcul type *fiiijan, f *fcrr-, Fab a ]

tians To put far off, lemovc In mod dial.

only in the expression of a wish (sec quoit. )

Const,from , lately with double obj.

Beowulf 156 Giciidel ne wolde wiff manna hwonc ftoih-
bealo feoiran. a 1300 E E, Psalter 1 vxxvn 19 Neghbuigh
and fiend fered Jwu fra nie *340 Ayenb 240 pe stat of
ldigion ssel by zuo yuerrod uram pc wordle >et [etc ]

C1380 Sir Fci limb. 3625 Rithard was no^t so ferredys foil,

bat hy hyin b° ne seje. 6*430 Piter Lyf Manfiode u
lxvui (1869) 101 Thouh thou were forveyed other ferred
fiom tin wey 1855 Mrs. Gaskci 1 North 6 S xvn, Pooh,
wench I latter days be farred I 1863 — Sylvia’s L (ed J)
I. 189, I wish the man weie farred who [etc ]

To refi and intr foi refi

« 1225 Anti R 76 He furseS (note ? fares [punted
firiies])bun awei tuommnid me stefne C1315 Siioki ham
164 God wyste wel that man suhold uerry [pi mted nen y]
Fram alle healthe *340 Ayenb 178 pe 11030! him uerreb
uram pennes huer me brekj> his nest

Far, obs f. of Fatr and Sc f Fake sb aiul v
Far, obs var of Faehow, young pig

Fa r-abou't, adv and sb.

A adv i a. To a gieal distance around,
everywhere (obs ). fb At a gieat distance

(
obs ).

t C Far astiay, out of the way (obs ). d By fai,
very much (dial)
6 1300 Cursor M 21821 (Colt) Tlioiu him 1 regtied ferr

a bute. cxedpPol Poems (Rolls) II 241 Wherfore concord
ys put feei abowte 1483 Cath Angl 128 Ferre a-boute,
midturn distans a viaiegia 1848 A B Evans Leicester-
shire Words 35 Oh I that’s the nearest ivay, fur-about.

tB sb A digression, wandeimg Obs
1639 Fuller Holy War v xxix (1647) 280 But what need

these farre-abouts 7

Farad (fe iad). Electr [short f Faraday, name
of a great English electrician (died 1867) : & term
adopted at the Electrical Congress in Paris, 18S1.I
*881 Maxwell Elect! $ Magn II 246 The practical

unit of capacity is called the Farad 1802 Gloss Electrical
Terms Lightning 3 Mar. Supp 7 The I'arad is the

|

capacity of a conductor in which the electrical pressure is
raised one volt by the addition of one co domb

Faradaic (Irviailr lk', a [1 Jaiaday (see

pree ) + -ic.] Used as a distinctive epithet of

inductive electricity anil of the phenomena per

taming to it.

1875 f I C tViHiu /hemp (1879) ,7 Y hi'ii the fir.ulaic

nniuit diuts a rcsponsi. it should alw.ijs he tni|>lo> i ,1

*38* I) ]’ Iln.iiis in A ahm X\I1I 5 a ’I lien* is a

l'.uadiic indiiLtion of 50’ at both pole . *88jj Intuit
26 Sept 568 buisation and fir.id.nc cuntuutility wcie
normal

Faradaism (f.« nul^t/’m) [f. as ptec. +
-IHM] -i'AHAlllSJI

*886 Pall Mall G 1 Apr ifi/i Iiuluitd Lkctiiuty, or

I* irad.usiu

Faradic ifiuaidik), a [ad 1* r Jettadtqtie

(1 Utchcnno 1 851 ), f fuitaday. J
— 1' ahah vu\

*878 A IlAumoN A\tv Jhs .75 l)iu hcmu‘ iqior's two
cutes by the faradic cuirent 1884 m.Syd Sot /it

Faradme, var, i of Fauamum
Faradism (fle ladi/’m) [a F faiadtuuc, f

lw aday • see -jxm] Inductive elcitiiuty, the

application of this fur theraptutic puiposes
1876 Gross Pis Bladdu 0/ h.ki tin itj , in the form of

g dv.iiiisiii or far.tdisui, slimihl not be mgktUd as a lot il

stmiulant *88a in Sjd, Sm lit.

Faradization (l.e i,uhwr« 1

J-)»\ [I nest +
-ATloh ] 1 he action oi faiadirmg , the nppliuitinii

of induced currents of tUUrtcity to thi body.

*867 Chambits' /’my

l

s' /alt* elot salts, 1' or this

disease Ducliciint* tunitum mis r.trulisatnm *8/S H l

Wiioii Ihemp (1879)202 I'arailiAatnm of tin diaphragm

Faradize (iaiiad.it/), v [ad. 1’. Januiiyh
(iHichennc), f Fai aday. ve -i/.t

.]
tram. To

slutmlate by means of faradaic eurrents.

*864 &, W JMik iihl, etc Gunshot II out.ds t jfi It i. the

muscle itself, and not the nerve*, winch wc d« arc to

farach/c*.

Hence rar’udizer, an instrument for faratli/ing

Farago, var. of 1-AnuAf.E, Obs.

Faraginous • see Fahu-
Farand, etc : see Fakuami
1 Fa*randrae. Obs Also 7 ftvra-, iaron-,

farm-, farran-, ferrandmo, larrondor, far-

(r'-ondon, farwondine, 8 farantlain. [a. 1* Jet-

tandtne, said to lie f. Fen and name of the

inventor c 1(130 (Ialtrc Lupfl ) ] a A kind of

cloth used m the seventeenth century, made partly

of silk aud partly of wool or hair b A dress made
of this material. Also attnb.
1663 I’li'YS Ihnty .-3 Jan , Her new fcrr.uidm wat.tt>

conic *666 Laijv IlArios in Hatton t'otusp t xl’ySj I i,u

I'aricndu foi a gowoc *668 Stuns Mttihuy Gatdtns
\ I, I must wc.irhl.uk firaiuliiic the* whole year about.
167* Wveil 1 10 1 Y I an in floods, I know a gieat l.utly

that cannot follow her liu.Ii.uiii .dirti.id bu.uiu liu I'ar

randiiie is so ragged. 1685 loud. Git No 2078/4 Six
Drcdths ofPcacli Colour Farailinc 1673 Foi maimiai 1 in

Suppl Det. (18jt>)HI 2 1'aratnlatns art part silk, part ban.

t Farandi’nical, «. Obs. rare-' *. [f. 1'auak-
wni: + -ic'AL ] Of the nature of farandme ; hence,

second-rate, worthless. Cf. the use of bombast,

fustian
,
Itmey-woolsey.

1675 T Duinn Mod 'tempest 1 1 4 You loti/y
faiaiKlmic.il Sots, Rcjmlalion 1

I Farandman. Sc. law. Obs Also 7
fairand-man. [f. fai and, obs ]*r. ]»ple ol 1‘ AltK

to travel + Man.] A stranger, a traveller.

The Law ofIat andman ptovided that a ptdf.tr, not re*

siding within the shrievalty, should have the right of bring
mg lo tiiai, ' within the thiol flowing and ehluug of tin *><* 1

',

any person who had commicud theft or fclom against him
[r izq£ Lay 4262 Aiken f.uuulc mon jef si int o}n*r h tfdt*

hcofflc idon ] *4 Puigmentn in At Stat I App. v 7.6
P.utis stnffandc be ]ic law of farandman or pipudt unis
1597 Skfni DeVetb Sign . Patandwan

.

ane stranger or
Pilgrimer *609 — Reg Mag, Bmrow I.awes tlx, The
law of Fairandinan, or Dustifut,

|| Farandole (f.iramlcl) [I* 1 fai undo.le, ad
mod Vt.Jai aitdouia in same sense. Cf Sp fa an

-

dtila troop of travelling comedians.] A lTovtni,.il

dance in S time (sec rjuols )
*863 Fame II 23 The fete began with a fnrnmJolc, that

singuku southern dance of the whole unmarried population
*88* Leeds Meicury 3 May, A farandole is a kind ofjig in
winch all the dancers join hands, winding in an mtmninn
hie stung, and going from room to room, upstatisand down,
to ihe tune of fast polka music
Farant, var Fkbraunt obs

, iron gray
Farash, obs. form of Fekami
Far-away (fruiawt71 , fa. jjavvci), a

,
adv. and sb

[f Fab adv + Awav ] A adj
1 Situated at a great distance

; remote : a m
space

; b. in time; c. in idationship
*8*6 Scot r Anhq xxix, • Relics fetched frae far awn’

bilks *8*8 — Rob Roy xiv, ‘I’ate's a far-awa' cousin o'
mine, 185* H Melvilil Whale xxu 126 T Ins far away
domestic memory of his young wife and child *876 (»i o,
Eliot Dan Dei III, xli. 324 I'araway ancestors 1883
Stlvenson Ti ensure Isi in xm (1886) 107 They .gave
a cheer that started the echo in a far away hill *80*
K Peacock M Brendoa I 56, I am really most gravtTy
interested in these far-away matters
2 Of a look, eye , Directed to a distance, absent,

dieamy.
1881 Dr Gheist 204 That fai away look so characteristic*

of ilie human face when under die doinmiun of an all-
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absorbing idea *886 Hai l Caine Son ofHagar i n The
girl kneeled with fai away eyes

Hence Far-awayness, the slate or fact of being
far away, remoteness
1888 Umv Rev II 569 The fai awayness ofEurope 1888

Athenaeum 13 Oct 480/3 The presence is to bn remarked of
(as it were) * far-awnyness ‘ of touch [in a picture]

B adv See FAft adv,

C sb. What is far away; distant parts; the
* dim distance

’

1823 Hood Odt Autumn v, In the hush’d mind's myste-
rious far away *8 LoNGr To the Stot If 1, O Stork » that
dost wing thy flight fiom the far-away *

Fa’r-between, a Occurring at long intervals

;

infrequent. (Chiefly in predicative use, after Camp-
bell’s echo of Blau’s phiase )

1743 R Blair Grave 589 Its Visits Like those of Angels'
short, and fai between 1707 Campbell Pleas Hope II
372 Like angel visits, few and far between 1836-9 Dickens
Sk, Bos, Elect Beadle 1 37 Occasions foi then coming
into direct collision aie neither few 1101 fai between *861
F W Robinson No Chwch I 48 Tiavellers being so few
and far between 1873 Symonds Grk Poitsx 312 These
pines are few and far between

; glowing alone 01 in pairs
they stand like monuments upon the hills

t Par-cast, v Ohs [f Far adv h Cast z>]

trans To cast to a distance off, in deriva-

tivesfig
a. *340 Hampole Psaltet 1 5 Dost ]>e whilk wynd fercastis

fra |>e face of be ci th Ibid xxx 28, I am ferkasten fra ]»e

clere syght of pi fanhede
*j* Hence Fax-cast sb

, the action or quality of
casting (one’s thoughts) to a distance

;
forethought,

shrewdness, cunning Cf Cast sb VI and VII.
Fax-ca stex, one who exercises forethought. Far-
ca-sting* vbl. sb

,
forethought, cunning Far-

ca'Sting' ppl a
,
scheming, shrewd

c *400 Desti Tioy 1447 Lo, how fortune is felle & of fei

caste. Ibid x 4351 The fynde, with his falshed & his fer

cast onswaret the pepull. Ibid vm 3050 Wise of his
dedis. In fele thmges forwise, & a fer-caster c 1400
Maunde

v

(1839) xx 219 Of malice and of fercastynge bej
passen all men vnder heuene *387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
VI 23 Machometus was a wondeiful man and fercastynge
1480 Caxton Chron Eng clxn 146 He was a fell man and
a subtil enuious and fene castynge 1567-83 Leg Bp
Sanctanih 01s 43 in Sempill Ball 201 Then finding out ane
new far cast [ printed fas cast]

f Farce, sbd Obs Forms: 4-5 fars, 7-8 farce

[a OF. fane, f farcir.farsir L farLire to stuff]

Force-meat, stuffing

?e*39o Form of (1780) 75 Make a Coffyn an ynche
depe & do J»e fars Jjenn r 1430 Two Cookery-bis 45 Take
of the fars, and lay on ]>e cake 1727 Bradley Fam Diet
s v Calves Ears, They must be unsew’d when ready, but
so as the Farce may not fall out 1796 Mrs Glasse
Cookery vi. 116 Make a farce with the livers mmced small

1823 Crabb Technol Diet , Farces, meat chopped small, and
well spiced

Farce (fa.is), sb 2 Also 6-7 farse, 6 Sc farsche
[a (in 16th c ) F fiarce, app a metaphorical use of

farce stuffing see prec.
The history of the sense appears to he as follows In the

13th c the woid (in latinized formfai sa, farsia) was applied

in France and England to the various phiases interpolated

in litanies between the woids kyne and eleisonig g ‘ Kyrie,

turn to Farce 1705 W Wotton Defense 37 ’Tis all with
him a Farce and all a Ladle, as a very facetious Poet says

and Opinions are to be looked upon as a farce vj91 Burke
Corr (1844) III 255 It is quite a farce to talk of ms liberty
1824 'w Irving 1 Trav I 246 The buzz of notoriety and
the farce of fashion *888 Brace Amcr Commit), III

genitor mgemte , vera essentia, eleison ’)

,

hilar expan-
sions of other liturgical formula:, and to expository or
hortatory passages in French (sometimes in rune) which
were inserted between the Latin sentences in chanting the
epistle, (The related vb L farcire, OF farcir to stuff",

hence to ‘pad out', interlard, was used m the same con-
nexion in the expressions epistolafarcita, mi benedicamus
fam, See Du Cange s vv Farsa, Farsia, and Burney
Hist Music II 256 ) Subsequently the OF farce, with
similar notion, occurs as the name for the extemporaneous
amplification or 'gag', or the interludes of impromptu
buffoonery, which the actors in the religious dramas were
accustomed to interpolate into their text. Hence the tran-

sition to the modern sense is easy (The Eccl "LaX./arsa,

farene, refeired to above, have been anglicized by mod
writers on liturgical antiquities as Farse sb and v )I

1 A dramatic work (usually short) which has for

its sole object to excite laughter.

[*4 La Vie de St Fiacre in Mysterls tnSdits 15™ Siicle

(1837)1 332 Cy est interposd une farsse ] 1530 Palsgr 17
Suche as writte farcis and contrefait the vulgare speche

1530 Lyndfsay Test Papyngo 41 In ballatts, farses, and in

plesand playis 1668 Pepys Diary 31 July, lo the King’s
House, to see the first day of Lacy’s ‘ Monsieur Ragou ’

.

.

a farce 1726 Amherst Terne Fil xhv 235 Excellent
farces so frequently perform’d in her [Oxford’s] convoca-
tion-house *824 W Irving T Trav I 274 A tragedy,

pantomime, and farce, were all acted in the course of half

an hour

b That species of the drama which is constituted

by such works
1676 Dryden Epil Etheredge's Man of Mode 3 Those

Nauseous Harlequins 111 Farce may pass 1717 Lady M W
Montague Let 1 Jan, The scenes were pietty, but the

comedy itself such intolerable low farce *756 Hurd
Provinces ofDrama Introd (Vis (1811) II 30 By la-rce

I understand, that species of the di ama 1 whose sole aim
and tendency is to excite Laughter ’. 1877 A W Ward
in Encycl Bnt VII 438/1 English comedy seemed in-

clined to leave to farce the domain of healthy ridicule

2, Something as lidiculous as a theatrical farce
,

a proceeding that is ludicrously futile 01 msinceie

,

a hollow pretence, a mockery
1696 tr Du Mont's Voy Levant 296 The farce is too

gross and visible *704 Prior Ladle 139 A Lndle is what
I want

.
you have pray’d ill

,
what should he Great you

lxxxix 204 These delegates duly went through the farce
of selecting and voting for persons already determined on
by the King
3 attnb and Comb

, asfai ce-scnbbhr, -ti agedy
;

fai ce-like adj.

a 1683 Oldham Horace his A ri Poet, 362 in Some New
Pieces(i6Bi\.) 19 Satyrs Whose Fai ce like Gesture, Motion,
Speech, and Meen Resemble those of modern Harlequin
1695 Dryden tr Du Presnoy's Art Painting Ptef p xxvi,
Farce Scribblers make use of the same noble invention
[laughter], to entertain Citizens 1850 KtNGSLEV Alt
Locke xxxvu, Those miseiable, awful farce tragedies of
April and June
Farce (lius), v 1 Obs or arch Also 4-9 farse,

(5 faoroe, 5-6 fars'' [ad OF fiarstr{Fv.fami )
= Pr farsir'—L faictre to stun] To stuff, to fill

full of something Const with

+ 1. trans In cookery. To stuff (an animal, a
piece of meat) with force-meat, herbs, etc Obs
13 Medical Receipts m Rel Ant I 51 Farse the catte

Within als thu farses a gos c 1430 Two Cookeiy bks 41
Broche ]>in Pygge, J>en farce hym 1530 Palsgr 545/2
This conye is well farced 1586 Bright Metouch xxxix
252 Pipge faiced with sage 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
11. xvm 173 If any farse a henne, the needle must be
tlireeded the day before 1727 Bradley Earn Diet s v
Breast ofVeal, Faice it between the Skin and small Ribs.
1736 Bailey Honseh Diet 235 To farce Cucumbers
absol *501 Douglas Pal Hon 11 h 1231 Martiall was

cuik till roist, seith, farce and fry

+ b. To farce together : to make into force-

meat Obs.

1653 B Discolhmimum 46 Polcatts Lites, and Hedge-
hoggs Livers farced together with the galls of Wizards

+ 2 . In embalming (see quots ). Obs,

1563 Homilies 11 Idolatry hi (1859) 264 They bury dead
bodies farced with spices 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
325 Some used to embalm the belly farced with cassia,

*|* 3 . To cram (the stomach, etc, oneself) with
food. Also, To fill out (what is lean or shrunken).

*375 Barbour Bruce ix 398 With gud morsellis [thai]

farsis thair panch 14 Prose Legends in A ngha VIII *54
She was farsed wi]> goostly fodes 1513 Douglas FEneis
vm. Prol 52 A gus To fars his wame full 1599 B Jon-
son hv. Man out ofHum v v, If thou would’st farce thy
leane ribbes with it too, they would not rub out so many
doublets a *632 T Taylor God's Judgem u 1* (1642)

20 Never ceasing to farse his greedy throat with contmuall
sustenance. 1669 Addiess Young Gentry England 39
They farse themselves with the most exquisite delicacies

1

4

. gen. To cram full of, to pack ,
also, to

overlay thickly. Obs
c 1386 Chaucer Prol 233 His typet was ay farsud ful of

knyfes 1569 Stockfr Diod Sic 111 xm *24 b, A couer .

made of cowe hides farsed with wolle 1577 Helloives tr.

Guenara's Chron 60 The ayre seemed to be farsed or com-
pound with dust 1583 Sianyhurst jEneis 1. (Arb) 31

When they [bees] cels ar farcing with dulce and dehcat
hoonnye 1607 TorsrLL Fovr-f Beasts (1673) 137 His cap-

case farsed with things of great value x6rr Speed Hist
Gt Brit ix vui (1632) 563 A Helmet of excellent proofe

full farsed with Mayle 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chtrui

g

xi 111 (1678)278 The wound must be inlaiged that so

there may be free passage . for such things as aie farced

therein

6 fig ;
esp. To season, * spice ’ (a composition,

speech) Also with tip. (Cf Farse v.)

a *340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 11 pai held hairo pride farsid

in felonyse c 1385 Chaucer L G fV. 1369 Hipsiph <S-

Medea, Wordes farsed with plesaunce c 1400 Apol Loll

49 Stoffid and farsid wt|z gold 1406 HoccLrvE La, Male
Regie 13 Farsid was I with hertes gladnesse c 1555
Harpsfield Divorce Hen VIII (1878) 116 The book is

farced with many untruths *577-87 Holinshed Chron I

84/1 With what stuffe our old historiographers haue
farced vp their huge volumes. 1599 B Jonson Cynthia's
Rev Induct

,
Stale apothegmes to farce their

(
Scenes

withall *63* Massinger Believe as You List hi u. Farce
thy lean nbs with hope 1678 Owen Mind ofGodvm 233
Such notable sayings ai e many of our late Cnticks farced

withal 1830 D’Israeu CAas /, III. xi 243 Their invec-

tives were well farced for the gross taste of the multitude

1834 Southey Let in H Taylor A ntobiog (1885)1 xvi 280

Farcing it [a hook] with quotations

+ 6 To stuff or force (something') into something

else
;
also Tofarce m ;

in quots fig Also to force

(something) though (a strainer) Obs.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 30 Take mustarde Stomper
hit in a morter fyne, And fars hit Jrorghe a clothe of lyne

*579 Fulkf Heshins' Pail 257 He faiceth m another

slaunder of vs *613 Purchas Pilgrimage iv iv. 361 Other
prodigious miracles he farseth into his stone

Hence Fa'rced ppl a in senses of the vb.

c 1420 Liber Cocoruin (1862) 36 Pygges farsyd c *430

Two Cookery bks 41 Capoun or gos faiced *549 Chaloner
Erasmus on Folly 1 y a, Well farsed tables 1599 Shaks
lien V,n i 280 The farsed Title running ’fore the King.

*725 Bradley Earn Diet s v Carp, Farced Carps

*|j“ larce, v 2 Obs [Cf. prec. 4 and Fabd ]

trans To pamt (the face)

C1400 Rom. Rose 2285 Farce not thi visage c 1430

Lydg Bochas 1. xiv, To shere my beide, and farce my
vysage With oyntments To make it souple

Farce, obs. f Force v 2 and 3

Fareedom (fa asdam) nonce-ivd. [f Farce sb 2

+ -DOM.] Farcical spirit 01 style

1842 Mrs Browning Grk Chi Poets 148 The broad
fareedom of the earlier, however episcopal writers

t Fa rcement. Obs. rare— 1 [f Faroe v 1 +
-ment Cf. OF farcement ] Forcemeat, stuffing

1627-77 Feitham Resolves 1 xuii' 145 They often spoil

a good dish with unsauoury farcements

Farcer (faisoi). [f. as piec + -er 1 Cf. F
fai ceur ] One who writes or acts a farce

1791-1823 DTsraeli Cur Lit (1859) II 132 These weie
rather the low humour of the Mimes, than of the Atellan
Farceis 1813 J Forsyth Remarks Excites Italy 3C0 noti,

(Some] consider Punch as a lineal lepiesentation of the
Atellan farcers 1813 W Taylor in Monthly Rev LXX
459 When a nation has once produced a great farcer.

Baroere, var. of Farsure, Obs
,
stuffing

1! Farcetta (farse ta) u\re~ x [as if ad It

fai setla, dim. offarsa Farce sb 2
] A short farce

1835 Musical Ltbrai v II Supp 48 Aftei this came an
exceedingly laughable Farcetta

II Farceur (farsor). [F. farceur, f farcer to

act laices, f farce sb.] A joker, wag.
1828 J. P Cqbbett Tour Italy (1830) 8 This wag, oi

farceur, as his countrymen would call him ‘ Aha ’ ex-

claimed the farceur 1877 Lockhart Mine is Thine \\u
(1878) II. 21 That rattling talker and farceur *884 Standaid
30 Jan 5/4 Mr Barnum is a chartered farceur

+ Fa•rcic, « Obs iare~ l
, [f Farce sb 2 + -ic ]

= Farcical a 1 1

1763 Bnt Mag IV 437 All the faicic diollTy to sus
pend

Farcical (fa jsikal), a 1 [f as prec + -al ]
1. Of or belonging to farce

,
of the nature of

farce

1716 Gay IVhat dye Call it (ed. 3) Pref , They deny the
characters to be farcical, because they are actually m nature

1744 Akenside Let to Dyson Poems (1845) 276 A Dutch
tragedy farcical beyond anything in Aristophanes. *818
Foster in Life .5 Coi-r (1846) II 4 A farcical and operatic
cast 1877 Dowden Sliaks Prim vi 65 The Comedy of
Errors is bhakespere’s one farcical play

2 . Resembling farce , extremely ludicrous , that

is matter only for laughter
;
absurdly futile

*739 Cibbee Apol (1756) I 63 Vice and farcical folly

1796 Campaigns 1793-+ I 1 ix 83 Fine farcical shew and
parade 1821 Edgeworth Mem I 69 My farcical man lage

and more farcical divorce 1865 Carluk Iiedi Gt VI
xvi 111 162 Nor is Death a farcical transaction

Hence Fa roically adv
,
in a farcical manner.

Fa rcicalness, farcical quality

*11779 Langhorne (T.\ Images that aie farcically low
1836 T Hook G Gurney I 54 That dispositioa to treat

high and serious subjects farcically 1864 Webster, Fai ci-

calness

Farcical (fa isikal), a 2 [f Farcy + -ic + -al ]
Pertaining to the farcy
1762 Sterne Tr ShandyV 1, 1 wish that every imitator

had the farcy and that there was a farcical house, large

enough to hold them 1847 Youatt Hoi sexy, 317 A mare
had been the subject of farcical enlargements

Farcicality (fiusikccliti). [f Farcical a i

+ -ity ] Faicical quality
;
an instance of this

1849 Thackeray Lett
3 Sept

,
[I] laughed but it was at

pure farcicality, not at wit 1865 Daily 1 el 29 May, The
farcicalities of the actois were tragically interrupted 1883
Pall Mall G 14 Dec 3/1 An exercise the faicicality of
which shocks even leverent sceptics 1888 Sat Rev 9 June
707 A mixture of risky but pardonable farcicalities

Farcied (fa rsid), ppl a [f, Faroy + -ed 2
,J

Affected with farcy
1830 A. W Fonblanque England Under 7 A dvnntstr

(1837)11 50 Sir Robert, the best, but farcied and touched m
the wind. 1891 Daily News 30 Oct 6/2 To render the
slaughter of farcied horses compulsory 18192 Ibid 28 July
7/2 Eight horses, all glandered and some farcied in a stable

fPaTCiful, a Obs rare~x . [f Faroe sb - on
false analogy offanciful ] Ludicrous, farcical

1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G Hopei 326 He had been
several times diverted with her farciful extravagancies

Farcify (fa isifai), V. [f. Farce sb a + -(i)fy ]
trans. To turn into a farce

1834 Sir F B Head Bubblesfr Bruunen 86 They
farcify below stairs the ‘ comedy of errors' which they catch
an occasional glimpse of above 1837 Blackm Mag XLI
r73 Co\ ant-Garden has had the vigour to farcify it for the
merriment of mankind,

f Fa rcilite. Mm Obs [f Farce sbJ +
-(i)lite ] Pudding-stone ,

conglomerate.

1799 Kirwan Geol Ess 133 The calcareous Farcihte

is formed of rounded calcareous masses cemented by
a calcareous cement 18*1 Pinkerton Petrol I 139 From
their composition, they coine undei the denomination of
faicihtes

Hence Farcili tic a
,
consisting of farcihte

1799 Kirwan Geol Ess 256 Farcilitic mountains are

common m the north of Scotland

t Fa'rciment, Obs. [as if ad. L *farciment-

um, i.farcire to stuff] Stuffing, seasoning

1657 -Tomlinson Remu's Disp 160 Pastyes, Puddings,
many farcimentx and biscake 1681 tr 1Flips' Rem Med
JVks Yocab., Farcnnents, stuffings or fillings of any-
thing

+ Farci’miaous, a. Obs tare, [f L farcT-

min-ttm farcy (f. fai cTre • sec 1‘ arce p 1
) + -ous ]

Of the nature of farcy

*607 Topsell Foui -f Beasts (1673) 60 The humors which
annoy the body of oxen are many the fourth is farcimmous,

wherein this whole body breaketh forth into mattry bunches

I 1748 tr Vegetms' Distcmf Hoists 9 There are seven

species of this Maul The moist and the farcimmous



72FARCIN.

"}• Fa rcin. Obs exc dial, (in form fashion)

Forms * 5 farseyn, 6-7 farcion, -yon, fashion,

6 farcme, -yn, 7
-^ farcm Also in pi 6 fas-

sones, 6-S fashions, [a Fr farcin —L faici-

inimm : see prec\] = Farcy i

Eh Hunting mu (MS Bodl 546 foi 52 b), Fleyng

manyew corned moste comuneliche a boutc pe bounties ers

and yn hure legges J>an yn any oj>er places as be farsyn

*5*3 Fitzheud llusb § 93 The farcyon is an yll soraunce

1568 Turner Heiball ill 17 The farcye or fassones a 1502

Greene & Lodge Loolmg Class Dram Wks (1831)1 67 It

a liorse have outward diseases as the spavin or fashion we

let him blood 1610 Markham Mastirpw 111 392 The

farcv (of our ignorant Smiths called the Fashions). 1680

I.ofid Gaz. No. 2158/4 A black brown Colt very full

of Knots, like the Fashions 17*7 Bradi ey Farrt Dtct s v
>

1 he Farcin m Horses is the same as the Small-pox is iniM en

attnb, 1667 Loud Caz No 211/4 A fine light Bay Stone-

horse having some Fashion spots upon him

lb A farcy-bud.

1453 Paston Lett No 188 I 255 Hese hors hath 1

fai^eyn and grete iennyng sory^ 1617 Markham Caval

n 2a Foule Farcions and other cankerous sores

1 Pa-rcinate, v Obs [f L faicmdt- ppl.

stem of farcindre to stuff] trails To ciam, fill,

stuff: a (a place) with something, b (the stomach)

with food
, ,

1634 SirT Herbert Trav 25 Their too much faicinut-

lng and late ore-charging their stomackes with fresh vic-

tuall Ibid. (1638) 318 Each Varella faicinated with ugly

Idolls 1775 in Ash . .

Farcing (fa isnj'), vbl sl> [f Faroe v\ + -ino 1
]

1 The action of the vb Farce, in vauons senses
,

an instance of this

c 1340 Surr Northampton Pimy in Prance Addit

Narr Pop Plot 36 Continual ingui gitations and farcyngs

of our caiayne Bodies 1611 Flouio, Farsata, a faicuigor

stuffing of meat fig x6oa Carew Cornwall 73 b, It mims-

teied some stuffe to the farcing of that fable

2. concr Stuffing, forcemeat.

153a Morf Confut, Tindale Wks 614/2 Neuer was there

puddyng stufFed so full of farsynge 1568 Hist Jacob <$

Esau iv v in Ha?l. Dothley II 236 Gcod herbs To make

both broth and farcing 1677 Compleat Servant-Maid 107

Take out the farsmg and pnt it in a disli

3. attnb
16x5 Markham Eng. Housew (1660) 68 A bunch of the

best farcing herbs 1648 Herrick Ilesper I 235 He who
lookes Shall find much farcing Buckram in our Books.

Farcinons (fa rsinas), a [f Farcin 4 -ous ]

‘Relating to, or being affected by farcy’ (Syd

Soc Lex.)

Far-come (fa-iikinm), a [f Far adv + Come
ppl, a ] That has come from a distance.

Laws luexx Feorcumen [MS cuman, v r cund]man
xggo SrENSER F Q 1 111 32 His ship fane come *675

Hobbfs Odyssey xiv 399 His far come friend toenteitain

withal 1819 L Hunt Indicator No 7 (1822) I. 53 Gilbert

Becket took to his arms his far-coine princess

t'Fa-rCOSt. Obs Also 3 ferr cost, fare-,

south vareeoste, 4 fercest, 7 feroost [ad ON.
farkostr, f far jonmey, ship 4 koslr means, con-

dition (Da and S\v.far host) ]

1 A kind of boat or ship

1284 in Gilbert Hist 3 Mini Doc. Ireland (Rolls) 190 De
quahbet navi que vocatur Faiecost 8d a 1300 CursorM
24885 (Cott ) paa f>at m f»at fe>r cost fard ? a 1400 Moitc
Arth 743 Wyghtly one pe wale thay wye up Jjaire ankers,

In floynes and fercestez, and Flemesche schyppes. 1455 Will

ofRawly

n

(SomersetHo \ Dimidium vnius le Farecost vocat

le Kateryn. 1597 Skene De Verb Sign s v Fcrcosia, Ane
Fercost .is inferior in birth and quantity to ane sclup 1609
— Reg Maj

,
Sfat Alc.v II 19 Ame schip or feicost, or

other yescbeU

2 Condition, welfare
;
pi circumstances.

c xaos Lay 30735 Brien hine gou frame of his fare-coste.

Ibid 32028 Vnder Jnssen uare coste he sumnede ferde

Farctate (faaktc't), a Bot. [f. L. farct-us,

pa pple of far clre to stuff + -ate 2
.] ‘Stuffed,

crammed or full; without vacuities' Webster
183a (citing Martyn, who app has only the L
farcins).

Farcy (fausi), sb Also 5-6 farsy(e, 7 farsey,

farcie, 8 fasaee [vanant of Farcin.]

1 A disease of animals, esp of horses, closely

allied to glanders.

1
1481-90 Howard Ifousek Bks (Roxb

) 400 Medesyn for

a horse that had the faisy xij d 155a Huloet, Farsye
a sore vpon a beast or horse 1614 Markham Cheap Itusb.

1 xliv (1668)61 For the Farcy 111th a knife slit all the

knots and then rub m the Medicine X710 Land Gas.
No 4674/8 Has had the Fassee, 1713 Durham Phyt
Theol 11 vi 5 An Horse troubled with Faicy cuied him-
self of it in a short time by eating Hemlock 1847 Youatt
Horse vm 185 Farcy is intimately connected with glanders
1869 E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed. 3) 115 Glanders
and farcy are less frequently caught in knackeries than in

stables

b = farcy-bud
1684 Loud Gas. No 1989/4 The Horse has a Sore 01

Farcy on the Off-side X770 Monthly Rev 135 Horses
sent to the salt marshes Leave there Ihur glanders and
their fat cies

2 . The same disease as communicated to men
176* Sterne Tr. Shandy V 1,

1

wish fiom my soul, that
every imitator had the farcy x86g MorningStar 4 Jan,,
A cabman died of * acute farcy '.

3 . attrib and Combi as farcy humour,
sore,

ulcer

,

farcy bud, one of the small tumours which

occur during the progress of farcy ;
farcy button

= prec
,
esp applied where there is little thickening

of connective tissue ,
farcy cords, farcy pipes,

the hardened lymphatic vessels found in most

cases of farcy
5 |

farcy liorse —farcud hot re seo

Farcied ppl. a.

x«3 Surtees Mnc (1B90) 34 T hat no man put cny fmey

horsses ofthecommen. 1802 Biaini Ouittrnsl itirrnary

A r if (1816)41 1 Every diffused swelling ev en ossifications and

1 ,
, »- r r are termed farcy hmnouis 1842

f’ , |, 1., ; \ensis Shu 182 I he mallei of

a larcy-uuu uni (irouiice glandcis 1878 'J Bryani Preut

Sing I 76
'

1 11mou is 01 a knotty condition of the subcu-

taneous glands, called ‘ faicy buds’

Farcy (fa jsi), v nonce ml [
J ad I'r fin it *

see Faroes] tians To sliifl

1830 S J IjARIiinciTon Pit 1 SA Own I tuns tvd 2) II

186 Poetry, with which the puhhshcis were u.mimed anil

the public faicK-d

| Fard, faird, sb i S, Obs Also 6 fard©, 7

ferd [ITob identical with ML Fhid -OK Jyt d,

fiyd, etymologically a veibal absliact f Jar an

Fare v to go, though recoidcd only 111 the sense

expedition, aimy ] Motion, lush, impetus Home,
Impetuosity, aidour ,

a violenL onset

15x3 Dougias Alim is \i xi. 12 lie persms coin mil

throw Riesy sward His durast ‘•on I’jIkl with lnst> ftiid

1536 Bi llkmien Lht on Scot \ vm I‘c i] .1/1 King

Feiedech nischit \ ‘1 •<
r ’*i " «-

1

‘ enn j mcs. 1I1.1I

he was excludit ire u . 1 >s‘ { W in/i 1 F our

Scoir Thre Quest fc,,
-

.
1

.
' I""'*

Knox maid a fcl faille 1639 R Bah in Let 28 Si pi. I ett

,jj
Jr nls (1775) I 170 Well undustanding that llie fcul ol

oui hot spirits could not long abide in edge 1681 Col \

u

Whigs Supplic 1 85 None gained by those bloody funds

But two three Beggcis who turn'd Lairds. 1714 Ramsav
Elegy y Cowpcr 45 E’en tho’ thuewas a diunkcn lairdTo
draw his sivoid and make a fund In their defence.

Fard (faid) , sb - Obs cxc arch, [a Fr fard

(JOY.far t masc farde fem.) ;
ofobscure etymology;

l)iez lefeis it to OHG gi-farwtt coloured, painlci

l

(fem gvvartda. glossedfurata), pa. pple. oifatiajan

to colour ] Paint ( esp white paint) foi the face

1540 Paisgr tr A colastns j t, A ccitun gay glosse or

farde, such as women payntc the*m with. 1629 / lluin

Last Pattell II 959 Faul and foolish vaine faslnons

of appaiell aie but Bawds of .illuiement lo vnelcnnnesst

1766 bMoi 1 1 Tr ft av 160 Rouge and fard arc ntoie pec 11-

liaily necessary m tins Countiy 1791 J Wiiiiakir

Review of Gibbon 4 The skeleton of lustoiy, not merely

animated with life but mbbed with Spanish wont,

painted with French flu d 1889 l1 Baihiiii Under
Strange Mask II v 8 The cn.uncls and fauls employed
to conceal the maik of Time’s finge'r

fig 1587 ,/I/w. Mag, Loct intis xwii. Though yce colontc

all with coate of ryght No fajned f.uel deceaues or thimnes

1ns sight X663 Sir G Mackin/h Religious Stoic vm
(1C85) 75 The fard of Eloquence 1839 Tiiacmrav md
Led Fine Arts, Wliy will lie not stick to copying hei

majestical countenance instead of daubing it w ith sohil

faid of lus own ?

|
Fard (fard), v Obs. Also 7 Sc faird, feard.

[ad. F. far d-cr, f. fard’ sec prcc.]

1 trans To paint (the face) with fard, to hide

defects and impiove the complexion.
a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868' 69 A lady, that folke s.uil

she popped and farcied hci c x6zo L lliiyn Finn's Flowers
(1855) ^9, I faidcd have my face with fard most rare. 1653
A WnsoN Jas I 56 That Beauty so farded anil sophisti-

cated with some Court Drug.
absol 1584 H udson Du Far tas' yndtth in Sylvester 's Du

Farias 738 lie frisles and he fards, He oynts, he bathes

2 traitf and fig To embellish or gloss over

(anything).

1549 Conipl Scot Prol. 16, I thoclit it nocht neccssair

til hef faidit ancle laidit tins tractcit vitlit cxquiste lei mis
1606 Biknie Kirk-Bttr tal (1838) 11 Our funerals wherewith
wi but feard death. 1637 Gin esfip Eng, Pop Let era 111 11.

31 The inveaghng trnikets, wheiewith the Romish Whooro
doth faird . her self 1674 Pi rrv Disc. Dupl, Propor iron

A v, Euphonical Nonsence, fault'd with formality x8x5
Scott Old Mort xxi, Nor will my conscience permit me to
fard or daub over the causes of divine wrath

Hence f Fa'rded ppl, a f rdmg vbl, sb , the

action of the vb. Fard, the effect produced by this

f Fa rdmg ppl. a
1637 RuTHERroRD Lett Ixxxu. (1862) I. 208 This fnrded

and overgilded woild a 1631 Cai nrnwoon Hist KuL
(1678) 458 They mask a feigned heart with the vail of
fairded language a 1763 Shtnstone Economy 11 140 The
farded fop, and cssenc’d beau 1545 Ravnoi n Fyrth
Manhytule Prol (163-1) 6 Vtteily abhotring and defying all
farding, painting, and countei fut cast coloui s x68x C'oi vir.

Whigs Supplic (1751) 153 Likefairdmg on a face that’s
wrinkled 1637 Gillespie Frig Pop Cerern Ep Ahj,
Her comely countenance is nusLoIoured W’lth the farding
lustre of the mother of Harlotes

Fard, obs f. Feared, rtfraid.

t Fa*rdage. Obs [a. Fr fardage (
= Sp./«r-

daje, Pg fardagem
,

It fardtiggto\ f. farde . see
Fardel

]

1 . The impedimenta of an army, baggage
1578 T, N tr C01117. IF India xi6 Cortes depmted with

his army in good order, and in the midst of them went the
fardage and aitillene 1600 Holiand Livy ylii lxtv 1153
Perseus, putting his fardage and carnage before.

+ 2 =Donnage.
(Used in charter parties about i860

, now obs. among Eng
lish shippers )

FAEDELLAG-E.

Fardel (fa ulcl),jr/> 1 an A 1 onus 4 -fi furdelo,

4-7 far-, ferdel(l(e, (G fcrdlo), 5 iardxllo, 6 7

farthel(l(e, 6-9 fardlo, (7 fardal), ftvrdol

[a OF fai del (\attirfat deaiP, dim ofJindt birnltn,

cognate with Sp
,
l‘g fatdo

It lias been suggested that the simu c of tin* Rom wind

is Aral). tSfi Jar dnh . see Dewe sv 1

1 A bundle, a little pack ,
a parcel Also iolh\t

Otcas 111 pi baggage (ol a tonipanv ol men)

rtx300 Cursor M V->t "It 1
J>

;
u did )• Ul I mb Is In

vndoii Ibid Bb'tt )\Vid ill Jmh f uiUl *nd }>.ur f« 11

bai coin till hind *375 bAimoeu Fruit w 4 ,r Suin mi

his luk her a fault U* *388 Wvuii A nth >1 o Also if

thou thnstist go lo the f irdtls.uul diyiikt w ilti . « X
P°°. 5®

J/t 1 iiudi 1 si |6 l'ouiclmmlu th t Bil.uilil .»if« u }n . I.mlille

to hat. c 1485 hhgby M nt. (»«’ )« VI ll »!' r* **'* 11 "r

gpie I Uy vp my b.ikk*' « *<>33 1 " >•' ,IS {/«•"' '» ' 7 *'

lie pinmysed to sum* tin .mil to In u* my f.uiljl xs57

N T (Gem v » Aits vm is Wi* tins .id vp mil 1 mil Ips uni

went vp lo lulls di 11 1 xfin Sinks II rut I is }% 7 {{
I

Tin leKissinli Smitsm tin. I’.uilull.iml Bov.wlm li mnu

must know but tltc King x68x Ivvt n n Dny y (il< 71 1 \

nco '1 is nut tttsy to iiuu^nu th* iiiltniU uml< * |»d]tUh

1750 Siirni 1 1 Shandy H iv, A little (limn must pom
uiuh 1 sin ix 1 f.nih 1 < 1817 Hoof. Juh s <N ^f ’

'* '
k n"

.ue 10w.dk behind 1 ul> J nn ,
.uni i.uiv hit l.ndil 1853

( \ 1 ION Mv Soril (il>s<)t • ft I in tmkei is lUtind Ills

1 irdi l, and fnllnwtil Null ml to the tossu
>

2 fig A collection, ‘ lot
,
pruu.1 (of timnatuul

things)
1526 Prigs Perf (W ih \V istO-’t Kinhi •tntiiiits g

wti ham: j; tthuul of hulj ii » .
11

1

* 1

1614 r»r H ui A\ «*»// 1 t ^ 111 ' 1

V
1

but .t fudle nffooli li 1667! ftbuei Pi.

Dial ill. vis 1 171 ;i <iq tin. tu tltuiU. l’.Uih l ol I1.n1.11b

slant 1 itioti <11703 lb MM" Un \ 7 . Kom\\ s lit

them prose that tin u ImlUsof ti.ubuon . wi m ihlivuul to

timdiurJiriomilic immtliofthi 187311 Kiuans

Ottg Dibit 1 49 noli, \ fmbf *<f mjtlis

£». esp A burden m load ol sm, sorrow, t tc

c 1380Wi h Si/ ///•* HI aoH Jv f.mlif of In. wukid
nessi 1483 Camus Gold 1 1<; Mu t

Goo tin me thim

fault 1 of s> line 1576 hirstiM, Panopl I pnt (.olio
fardleofliouliles 1644 Hi mm a H* '/*».*< i’44 ‘ I * i-'l Nom
sees the f.u ibl ol lit. fnilts lulnml x8x8 lisiios ( h Hat
is civs i, these fault Is of die hi ait. 1835 I-dius Run .

x vin, \\ ho L.m sit tamely tloss 11 to groan utulfi tin t iuh l

of the I’u si nt 7

| 3 That in winch something is w tapped
; a

wrapping, wrapper Obs,

1388 \\ \i 111 / h vsvii 24 In fiuM . of i u tm t utd of

dutlns of 111 uiy 1 0I0111 s x6oo J. I’iirv tr J ed 1 //><..» 11

Alnnit thtir In ids tiny lip stub fanh Is of Itiuu 11, a>

they se< me cumparable to tin hi ids of (S tail is X649 (•

IIanii 1. Tnnurih ,
Ihn i ,tei vviv, in a l'etty Cmt W tapt,

a night fardlo

4 attnb and Comb
1587 T niuil iiv. Trag F V uj Josvi t . foi to sivo, Tius.t

up in fard* 11 wise 1892 Pall Malt f» S» pi t> -• An
cm uicipilioii of ill dossil truddon, f.trth I lu mu

;
Iasi s

1 Fardel, sb - 0/n Al*o 7 S< tordall, far

thol Also 1‘ \UTHi.visjjr\L and .V. I'aisl [npr

OK for tin dal fourth part; fact: l’ol BTlt u and

Deal r/c] A fourLh part of anything Jan del oj

land (see quols i (5 ft, 170(1). Alhii in // (Jttaitcis,

pieces, fragments.
< 1440 Go 10 4 hot 1M<) The <u held 111 fudelh.t 111 fit. Ill

ft ild away fer. 1627 Dumbarton Fur7 h Kit in Jf Irsmg
Hist Dumbartonshtn (1861)481 It is ord nut tlut th.ttr

he 011U0 four k uks m tlie nek, and time firtl ills in ilk k.uk

onhe. 1641 Nov ( ompl La.uyi 57 'i svw tardi 11 . of
Lind nuke a Nooks of l.uid, and two JSimki s mike lialfu

a Yard of Land 1 x666 W St Hit ri aso hi WVdrow Itut,

'ruff' Lh Scot I App mi, 1 hoiigiit a h.utiul of Bread
mid a Mutekmof Alt. *706 Pun 1 listed KeiMyk/rt/.A/iy
Land

,
the fouith pan ot a Sard laud 1883 Si 1 nnitw / tig.

I tilage Lommum>y 57 Then* were also holder, of fardi Is

or (luarter-virgaies, and lialffarthl. nr one eighth \n>;aK r

t Fa’rdel, sb * In 6 ferdelo, fardoll. ALo
Fontdeal, [a Du voordeel advantage] Profit

1523 IHn. VIII in Strypc I at Mem I 45 When by .

shall ensue grete advantage and fe'rdtlt to the common
aflairs of the Kings gr.u t*. 1560 Sir 1 Ghishmi in Mbs
Ibig. Lett 11. 183 II ,18 Her iliplines 111.11c pan it bn tin

w.ue of exchaung. to her gru fardsll ami prolil

l Fa*rdel, V. Obs Also h-7 fardlo, 7 fardoll,

7-8 farthol(l [f prcc. sb ; cf. OY.Jaideki, ami
iee Farl, Furdi.k, Ft’Jth vbs,}

1. trans. To make into a bundle
; fig, m rpiots

Also tofardel up.

1594 Carisv IIuaik's Exam II its i (t;t>G» m, I liatie

nlwaies held it an trrour, to lienrc nianyhsams of dun tv

matters, and to carry them all home faulltd sp toaitlur
1660 Fisher Rusttils Alarm Wks 44 1 Pruphe .ies, P ..dim

,

Proverbs, Parables, found and fartlelhd togethei 170*
Bi vruu v Apoc Quest 4 1 So that all I « an suppose, 1

that it is Fardled up in the Fout First Trumpets.
2 . Naut, = Furl
158* N LicmniLn tr C(Istanbula s Com} h Pud 72 b,

The Captamc general 1 commanded to fardle vp their Aprils

sailes, 1598 Bauklt J'hcor, II ana it i 21 This Kusignc
. if fardled vp, all they are to do 111 the hki* order. 1630
Drayton Musts F.hsruni vn, y8 A pretty handsome Paeke,
Which she had faulted neatlyat hei twi ke*. *704]. Harris
Lca Tixltn., Farthell, Farthellmg , is the same w tth wh it

the Seamen now call Furl or Furling.

h Fa’rdellage. Obs. [ad‘ OF. far<4 /age, f.

fardeler to pack up, f, fardel Fahdfl j//.> J A
package.
1489 Caxton Faytes of A, 1 xiii 34 Baggige and far

dellagea must be taken.



PARDEN. FARE
Farden, obs and dial, var of Farthing
Farder, obs. var. of Farther a , adv., and vb.

Fardin(g, fardin(g-, see Farthing, etc.

t Fa'rdlet. Obs Also 5 fardelet [ad. OF.
faidetet, dim. of fardel. Fardel j&l] A little

bundle.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr Sowle ir xliu (1859) 49 Justyce hadde
me bitake my sorry fardelet 1611 Cotgr, Fardelet. a
fardlet, a little fardfe.

t Fardredeal. Obs. rare-1
. [? f Farther +

Deal sb ; cf Fardel £$.3] ? Advantage,
15*1 Pace in St Papers Hen . VIII,

I 36 The Frenche
Kynge is at a greate fardredeal,

t Fa'rdry. Obs. In 5 fardrye. [ad. OF.
fardene, f.Jardt : see Fard and -ry.] The action
of painting the face, the effect produced by this
c *430 Pilgr. LyfManhodem xlvui (1869) 161 This fauce

visage is cleped Fardrye, with which whan j am eelded and
Income nneled j make me shynynge in despite of nature

Fare (feo.i), sb.
1 Forms : 1 fear, faru {inflected

faro), 3-4 far, 4-5, 8 fair, 4-6 fayr(e, 5-6 fair©,

(6 faxer, 4, 8 phare), 2- fare. [Ong. two words,
both f root ofFare v : OE fser str. neut = OHG.
and ON /ar*—OTeut. *faro{m, and OE faru str.

fem. — OFns fare, MHG. var, ON./fir OTeut.
*far&."\

I. + 1. A going, journeying; couise, passage,
way; voyage. Obs.

c 1000 Ags Gosp. Luke ii 44 Anes dseges for ciooe
Byrhiferth’s Handboc m Anglia VIII 305 Hyt byS
Seradhc \net we ascrutmon his fare 1x54 0 E. Ckron .

an. ixso And on bam fare wurdon adnncene \>s&s cynges
twegen sunan Willelm and Ricard 01200 Vices 4 Virtues
(1888) 137 Bare muchele burjh Se Selaste Sne daises fare
c 1205 Lay 4092 SuSSen he turnde his fare. £1250 Gen. A
Ex. 3179 Almost redi was here fare a 1300 Cursor M
4754 (Cott )pat Hum bat rennes bar Til loseph hus it has pe
faie c 1325E.E A flit. P. C. 98 Fyndezhe a fayr schyp to

J>e fare redy. *375 Barbour Bruce iv 627 God furthir vs
in-till our fair I a 1400-30 A lexander 2250 A Jentill man

.

Folojes pare fare ai on fote. *537 Tottells Mtsc. (Arb ) 133
The loyfull fare, the end of strife. *396 Spenser F. Q. v
x 16 Nought the morrow next mote stay his fare. X613-6
W. Browne Bnt. Past. 11 111. 70 Her Dolphins plyde So
busily their fares on every side 1731 Chambers Cycl.,

Fare, a voyage or passage.

+ b. An expedition. Herring-fare : a voyage
to catch herrings. Obs.
01000 Ceedtnon's Exod 334 (Gr ) FuHesta mxst, se 8aa

fare lsedep 1234 O. E. Chron. an 1128 Se firste fare was
on Urbanes daei 1387 Trevisa Higdtn (Rolls) I 141 After

bis phare was pees in Scythia 1330 Palsgr. 823/1 A
heryng fare, pescher des harenvs.

fc. Equipment for a journey; rigging out (of

a ship) ;
apparel, belongings. Obs.

C1320 Sir Tnstr 026 Fair was his schip fare. 1303
Gower Con/ 1 . 119 He in all his pronde fare, Unto the

forest gan to fare a 1400-30A lexander3694 Offethirhame
& alle fare, as feetely enjoyned e 1475 RaufCoil\ear 419
Sa saw he quhatr the Coihear come with all his fair

2, fa A road, track (obs.). b. spec. The track

of a hare or rabbit {obs. exc. dial.). +c. A ferry

{obs rare
;

peril, merely suggested by Ger.fahr
ta the onginal).

1309 Hawes Past. Pleas xxxv. xxi, Ye had forsakenThe
iowe vale, and up the craggy fayre the hye waye had
taken. x6xo Fletcher Faith/. Sheph. iv 1, Not a Hare
Can he started from his fare. 161a Drayton Poly-olb xvi

269 Coming in her course to cross the common fare. 1762

tr. Bnschmfs Syst Geog. IV 548 A fare over the Mosel
and Tarforst, 1879 Shropshire IVord-bk , Pare, a track, as

ofa rabbit—Oswestry

f 3. A number of persons prepared for a journey;

a troop, multitude Also, a swarm (of flies). Obs
c 1205 Lay 3904 Swulc fare of fleo^en her was Ibid

30666 Bnen bonnede his fare. 1297 R Glouc (1724) 52 pe
emperour say, pat ys fare nas no3t pere. 0x300 Cursor
M 12763 (Cott ) pe lues tipand of him [John] hard, And of

his far pat he wit fard £1400 Destr Troy 11069 Pal
folowest fast on pe fare, with hor fell dynttes Dang horn to

dcthe.

transf. 1634 W Tirwhyt tr Balzac's Lett. 324, I have

observed among man onely a fare of flatteries, fooles and
Cheaters.

4 +a. A passage or excursion for which a price

is paid
;
hence b. Cost of conveyance (now only of

persons; formerly also of goods); passage money
21423 Wyntoun Cron vi xviu. 226 pare suld nane pay

mare pan foure pennys for pare fare. 1314 Fitzherh Just.

Peas (1538) 194 b, These articles to he kept upon payne to

forfayt treble the fare 1333 Coverdale Jonah 1 3 He
payde his fare, and wente aborde 1370-6 Lambarde
Peramb Kent (1826) 438 Making thewhole fare (or passage)

wouh foure shillings. £1620 Z Boyd Zion's Flowers

(1855) 8 Most willingly I’le pay thereof the fare 1765

Foote Commissary 1. Whs 1799 II 8 What's your fare?

1767 Babler II No. 76 57 That person who cannot .

take an eighteen-penny fare m occasional sedan 1806-7

J Berestord Miseries Hum Life (1826) iv xxviu, Being

asked by the coachman three or four times his fare 1864

Siceat Uhland's Poems 49 Boatman, come, thy fare receive.

5 The passenger, or (now tarely) company of

passengers, that engages a vehicle plying for hire

[Presumably transf from 4b; certainly so apprehended

in present use ] ™ , .

136a J Heywood Prov $ Epigr (1867) 205 Thy fares

ouer the water thou shouldst row 1630 J Taylor (Water

P ) Fearful Summer Wks. 1 60/2 Those water-men

. land their fares in Heaven or Hell 1696 Load. Gas.

No 3149/4 The Farewas taken up in Grivell-Street, and set
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down in Channel-Row 171a Steele Sped No. 498 ?sA hackney-coachman set down his fare, which consisted
of two or three very fine ladies. 1798 Canning, etc Loves
of’ Triangles in Anti-Jacobm (1852) 124 ‘ Shoot we the
bridge 1 * the exulting fare reply 1823 Byron Juan x lxxi,
Germany, wherein they muddle Along the road, as if they
went to bury Their fare 1841 S C. Hall Ireland I 69
Elevating what serves for a whip if they think a fare is

approaching 1876 Saunders Lion m Path xvii, For his
fare two persons.

b. f The ‘ load * (of an animal). Obs. Also
U. S. The cargo of a vessel

; a load or ‘ catch ’ of
fish.

x6oo Heywood x Edw IV, 39 Drive Dun and her faire
softly downe the hill. 1884 E E Hale Fort Rachel 11. 15
Stopping to telegraph to his partner .of the fare taken.

II. + 0 . Mode ofproceeding, bearing, demeanour;
appearance, aspect. Obs.

t
X297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 2743 po he adde ysywed me longe

in Jusse fare a 1300 CursorM 24375 (Cott.) pair tender
fare For child pat pai ha bom £1323 E. E. A Hit P B.
861 Your fare is to strange £1420 A nturs of Artk xlt,

He foundes into the fieke with a fresche fare X508 Dunbar
Goldyn Targe 225 On syde scho lukit with a fiemit fare

13*1 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 84 She wold bee gladder of
peax, then she maketh fayre of 1340 Hyrde tr Vives

'

Instr Chr Wont. (1592) X vi, Let the wife, shew example
of sober fate.

f b A proceeding, action; ‘doings’; hence,
fighting. Obs.

1340-70 Alex. $ Bind. 1096 pe sawe bat je sente to segge
of soure fare. 1393 Langl. P PI C xxr 130 Ich haue
ferly of bis fare in faith, c 1400 Destr. Troy 7442 Furse
was J>e fare J>o fyn men betwene £1440 York Myst ix 90
This fare wille I no lenger frayne c 1430 Myrc 332 Songe
and cry and suche fare, For to stynte pow schalt not spare
a 1348 Thne Priests Peblts in Pinkerton Scot Poems I. 38
Allace this is ane haisty fair

e Display, pomp
;
commotion, uproar, fuss

01300 Cursor M. 13212 (Cott
) pai ledd his beam vte

o tun, Til sebastin wit mikel far £1330 R Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16263 He made gret fare flfor pat
Osewy *was nought pare. 1373 Barbour Bruce xx 126

Swa did he [Croune his 3oung sone] With gret fair and
solempmte. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 4x9 Wawes of
pe see . brekep in pare Wip suche noyse and fare, c 1400
Gamely

n

199 Why makestow this fare? £142$ Seven Sag.
(P ) 698 Baucillas, lat be thy fare, c 1440 Promp. Paru.
150/1 Fare, or boost, jactanda

,
arrogancia. c 1473 Rauf

Coifyar 149 The King, maid ane strange fair.

+ 7. Condition, state, welfare; state of things,

prosperity, success. Whatfare ? what is the state

of things? (cf What cheer*). Obs.

c 1230 Gen 4- Ex 2771 For te ioken hirdnesse fare, a 1300
CursorM 4238 (Cott ) Leuewe now iacob in pis caie To
tell of loseph and his fare. 1340-70 A lex 4- Dmd 150 For
miche wildnede pe wei3ht to witeu of here fare, c 1375
Cato Major H xvu. in Anglia VII, Of Oper mennes euel

fare Envye makep him gleo. 0x400-50 Alexander 2019
Fra pat I fraist haue pat faire of my faire lady. Ibid 3257
pi wale gode fully feld alle pe fare pat falle suld on erthe

14 in Tundale’s Vis (1843) 77 He askede hur ofhur fare

1349 Latimer 4th Serm bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 1x8 He
knoweth hys fare by thys—he is eyther in joye 01 m payne

1393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 11 1. 95 How now faire Lords?
What faire? What newes abroad? £i6ix Chapman Ihad
xv. 214 Add thy care, O Phoebus . . that this so sickly fare

Of famous Hector be recur’d

8. Food, regarded with reference to its quality

;

supply or provision of food, regarded as abundant

or scanty. + To make a fare : * to provide plenti-

fully (cf 6 c). Bill offare • see Bill 10.

£ 1203 Lay. 10236Her wes unimete fare a pissere folc riche

£ 1340 Gave. 4- Gr. Knt, 537 He made a fare on pat fest, for

Pe frekez sake 1375 BarbourBruce xvi 46 He maid thame
mdkill fest and far. c 1473 Rauf Cail^ear 112 Heir is bot

hamelie fair, 1331 Elyot Gov. in. xxu, The excesse of

fare is to be iuscly reproued 1379 Spenser Sheph Cal
Jan 44 Whose knees areweake, through fast and euill fare

1667 Milton P. L. ix, 1028 After such delicious Fare

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 191 Careless of to morrow's
fare. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot in 1772, 212 Their daily

wretched fare, limpets and pemwmkles 1816 Scott Tales

Landl Ser i Introd , Such fare as the mountains of your
own country produce 1874 Lisle Carr Jnd Gwynne I

il 62 Such homely dainties were not 1 company fare
*

fig. a 1592 H Smith Serm (1866) II. 168 what is the

fare? Peace, joy, righteousness 1631 Davenant Gondibert

11. i 61 Truth we grudge her as a costly fare a 1679

Gurnall in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps cxix 132 This is no
more than family fare, what thou promisest to do for all

that love thee 1693 Dryden Jnvenalx iv. 389 So few there

are, Who will conform to Philosophick fare X727 Dc Fol
Prot. Monast. iv, I shall 1have Neighbours Fare.

Ill 9 . attnb. and Comb, (sense 4 b), as fare-

free adj Also fare indicator, an instrument for

registering the faies paid in a public conveyance,

•p fare-maker, a boaster.

1893 Daily News 3 Apr. 3/3 All the world knows that he
is travelling *fare free 189a Pall Mall G 14 Nov 2/3

A *fat-e-indicator for cabs c 1440 Promp. Parv 150 Fare
makere, or bostowr*,jactator

Fare (fe^a), sb 'I Obs exc dial [f. FARE v 2
,

see Farrow A Liter of pigs.

1537 Tusser xoo Points Hush lv, The losse of one fare of

thy sowe is greater, then losse of two calues of thy kowe
1674-91 Ray S $ E. C Words 97 A Fare of Pigs is so

many as a Sow bnngetb forth at one time. 1736 Bailey

Housh. Diet 341 When a sow has brought a fare of pigs

i787in Grose Prov Gloss Suppl 1847 in Halliwell.

t Fare, sb 3 Obs Also 8 phare. [ad It faro

in same senses, ad L pharus
,
Gr. epapos Pharos ]

The name of a promontory (marked by a light-

house) at the entrance of the Strait of Messina.
Hence, the strait itself. More fully The Fare of
Messina.

1628 Digby Voy Medit (1868) 26 A shippe plying to gett
into the fare of Messina. 1720 Loud. Gaz No 5827/1
Before they could get out of the Phare 1730-6 Bailey
(folio), Fare, a watch-tower at sea, as the Fare of Messina.
173a Enconr. Seaf. People 38 He stood in about the Point
of the Fare towards Messina.

1 Fare, sb & Obs, [Belongs to Fare v 3
] A

certain game at dice.

1330 [see Fare v j
] 1847 in Halliwell,

Fare V 1 Pa t. and pa pple fared.
Foims : Inf. 1-2 faran, 2-5 faren {Orm. farenn),
4-5 faryn, 3-4 south vare, veare, 4-5 far, 6 farre,

• 4-7 fair, fayr(e, (5-6 faar(e, 6 faer), 3- fare.

Pa. t. {str.) I for, 2-3 for {south, vor), 4-5 fore, (4
far, foure, 4-5 foore), 4-7 fur(e, 6 Sc fuir(e, S
Sc. foor. Pa pple. {str ) 1-4 faren, 3-5 farm, -yn,
4-6 farn(e, fare, (5 fairen). Pa t. and pa. pple.

{weak) 5 faryd, 6 fard(e, (7 feared), 6- fared.

[A Com. Teut str. vb. : OE faran

,

pa. t f6r

,

pa.
pple.^/a? en, corresponds to OFns fara,fdr, faren,
OS. faran, fSr, {gi)faran (Du. varen, voor, ge-
varn), OHG faran

,
fuor

,
{gi)faran (MHG.

var{e)n,vuor,gevar{e)n),OH.fara,for,farenn (fio.

fai e,foer,faiet, Sw fara,for,fant)

,

Goth,faran,
fbr, farans OTeut *faran

,
for, farano-, f pre-

Teut, *por-, por-, f. Aryan root *per, por, par to

pass through, whence many denvatives in all the
Aryan langs. : cf. Sk. par,pr to cany through or
across, Gr. iropos way, passage, ford, L portare to

carry; also the words mentioned under Far, For.
The change from the strong to the weak conjugation seems

to have been due m part to the influence of the derivative
vb Fere, which in £ng had the same sense, though in the
other Teut. langs its equivalent expressed the transitive
sense ' to can-y . In the present stem this vb became ob-
solete before 14th c ; but its pa t and pa pple ferd(e (m
northern dialects also fardfe) continued in use, virtually
serving as inflexions offare The irregular wk vb thus
produced ffare,ferd) became regular (fare,fared) befoie
the 16th c. The strong pa.t , already comparatively m-
fiequent in ME ,

seldom appears after 15th c exc in Sc
,

ofthe strong pa. pple we have no examples after x6th c.J

I. To go, ttavel.

1 . intr. To journey, travel, make one’s way
Now arch, or poet. *t*In early use occas with
cognate obj. To fare a voyage, a way (cf way-
farer, -mg).

97X Bhckl Horn. 13 Nil we faraji to Gerusalem. 1x54
O E. Chron an 1135 On {ns gaere for se King Henri ouer
s® c 1203 Lay. 2412 Alch mon mihte faren 3end hire lond
jiaih he here rad gold, a 1300 CursorM 3205 (Cott ), I am
a man farand way. c 13x4 Guy Warw (A.) xioi Nov is

Gij to Warwike fare c 1350 Will. Paleme 5079 He had
ferrest to fare 1373 Barbour Bruce xi 330 To the castell

thai thoucht to fair £1450 Myrc 265 Whenne they doth
to chyrche fare 1530 Lyndesay Test, Papyngo xoo Quhare
euer I fine, I bure hir [the bird] on my hande. x5 . Sir
A. Barton in Surtees Mtsc. (1890) 64 Nor a Burgesse
voy(a)ge we der not farre XS90 Spenser F Q. i 1. xi
Resolving forward still to fare, x6oo Heywood Brit. Troy
xv. Ivi, Eneas, madly Faring Through flames X664
Flodden F is And how he fared was into France. *667
Milton PL 11 940 On he fares halfon foot, Half flying

1723 Pope Odyss x 683 Sadly they fared along the sea-beat
snore 1794 Burns There was a lass u, O'er the moor they
lightly foor 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev in. r. iv, Abbe Sicard,
with some thirty other Nonjurant Pnests fare along the
streets. 1833 M, Arnold Poems, Resignation 69 Through
the deep noontide heats we fare

Jig. 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. 11 vv. Altars changing to
the Gobel-and-Talleyrand sort, are faring by rapid trans-

mutations to—shall we say, the right Proprietor of them?
2 In wider sense = Go t a* of persons, ht.

To letfare ; =to let go Obs.
0x123 0 E. Chron, an nor pa heofod men beo betwenan

foran a 1300 Cursor M. 3935 tCott ) be angel badd [iacob]

letehimfar. c 1385 Chauci r L G Jv 2209 Ariadne, She
. kyssed The steppes of hys fete, there he hath fare

a 1400-30 Alexander 5549 Sum faiand as best is. ? c 1475
Sqr Iffwe Degrt 739 To morowe ye shall on hunting fare

XS90 Spenser F Q. i ul 15 One knocked at the dore, and
m would fare,

fb. fig Obs
a 1223 St. Marker. 6 He of wreSSe for neh ut of lus

iwitte. 1332 Lyndesay Monarche 3325 First wyll I to the
Scripture fare

j* c To depart from life ; to die Obs
£1175 Lamb, Horn 1x5 He seal faran to ban eche hue for

his treowscipe, c iaoo Vices § Virtues (1888) 15 Hx Sane
he of Sese hue fare, c 1220 Bestiary 731 Hise loSe men
sulen to hell e faren a 1223 Leg Katli 1393 Hwi ne hilie

we for to beon l-fulhtnet .ear we faren henne? 0x300
Cursor M 2356 (Cott ) His fader was fam o liue Ibid
25441 (Cott) Fast 1 fund to fare c 1330 A rth $ Mill. 70
Out of this warld y most fare 1340-70 A lex St Bind 330
We leue bat be soule . schal fare to blisse 1377 Langl
P. PI B vii 98 Whan he shal hennes faie

*b d Tofare on

.

to rush upon, assault Obs.

1335 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I. xo He fuir on thame
with sic a felloun force

t e. Of a liquid, a stream : To flow, ‘ run * Of
immaterial things, esp. time : To go, pass, proceed.

Obs or arch
c 1250 Gen Sr Ex. 2153 Be vn fulsurn 3eres faren. 0 1300

CursorM 1034 (Cott ) Flummes farand in fer landes c 1400
Destr. Troy 149 A fame bat fer in fele kynges londes.
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FAEE.

21a That bloud out can fare. 1837 -—- ---- - - ,

The crystal skin Reveals the ruby tide that fares within

£ To fare astray (t mtshche, amiss) : = to go

astray. Obs ox arch.

axis Lamb. Horn 119 He seal mishche faran on mome

gedwilpan. c 1435 Seven Sag. (P1

) 2337 Why and whare-

fore hyt hys, 1 hat }oure syght fareth amys Ibid 2756 1 hou

levest
Y
wykhed concel iwys, That makes the fa^ amy;^

1596 Spenser Hymn Heav.Loye xxviit (t6iA When we

fared had amis a 1849 J C Mangas Poems (1859) «9 Is

it earthly music faiing astray

+ To ‘ go , range, have a place Obs. rare .

*704 J Logan in Pa Hist, Soc Mem IX 293 The fields

and boats fare before schools or boohs.

+ h To 'go', pass, change into something else.

„o8 Trevisa Barth. De P R v.lxv. (1495) 183 Whan

the water heetyth, therof comyth whytnesse as it faryth

3 . rarely trans. *t'&. To tread (under ioot). to.

Of a horse : To take (a person) along

c 1460 TowneleyMyst 120 Under xny feete I shalle thaym

fare. Those Iadys that wille [not] lere my lare 1867

Carlyle Remm. (1B81) II 139 Ourselves two alone m the

world, the good [pony] ‘ Larry’ faring us.

II With reference to behaviour ot condition

+ 4. To ‘ go on behave, conduct oneself, act.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11807 (Gutt ) pat will wolf, hat for sua

fals. llui 16762+41 (Cott.) Mony grete clerkez Seghcn

be son fare soo 1340 Hampole Pr Cause 599 He fares als

an xmresonabel beste c 1400 D&stf* Troy 6S4 « ^ you.

faithfully enforme how ye fare shall, Your worship to wyn.

1470 Malorv Arthur xx. mi, Ye fare as a man that were

aferd 1363-87 Foxe A *$• M. (1596) 6sA He fared as one

out of his wits, 1697 Dryden Virg JEneid yn 534 Thxis

fares the Queen, and thus hei fury blows Amidst the crowd

f to. To * go on ’ impetuously, rage, rail (against).

Obs. Cf. Fare 1 6 c

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 98 One who being bidden

to reade . a poore seely Epigram taketh on and fareth

against the paper wherein it is written 1609— Aniiit Mar
cell xvi, iv 6oConstantius having intelligence hereof, fared

and fumed Ibid, xvi xi. 73 They fared and raged above

their wonted manner.
, , , . .

•j c With prep by, with To deal with, treat,

esp in Tofarefair orfoul with Also m indirect

passive. T
0
fart -with oneself', to behave Obs.

X340-70 A lex <5- Dmd 266 Wijj him fare as a fol bat fadede

hiswittus C1386 Chaucfr Pars T. P 825 So faren they

by wommen a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 25 It is giet

drede to fare foule with hem in suche niateres 1470-83

Malory Arthur vn xxm, Dame Lyones soo farydwith

her self as she wold haue dyed 1483 Vulgatia abs

Tei entio 9 b, He is a man that few men can faare wyth

all 1493 Festivall (W de W 15x5) 34 b, Whan they se

him [Christ] so foule faren with 1326 Tindale 2 Car v xx

We fare fayre with men 1614 Raleigh Hist World II v.

vi § 3. 621 Demetrius faied very angerly with his brothei.

t d To fare with (a thing) . to make use of,

employ, possess ;
to live upon (food) Obs.

<11340 Hampole Psalter ci g My fas sware )>at it is

ypocrisy pat 1 fare with. 1340-70 Alex <$- Dind. 202 Fode
for to fare wij>. Ibid 242 1 0when of ]>e wisdam }>at }e wib

faren. Ibid 618, & al pat weihes in Jns word scholde wip

fare <1x400-30 Alexander 2944 Quat fans ]>ou with

?

5 . f a Followed by as though, as if, that; To
act so as to cause an expectation or belief*; to

pretend Also To letfare Obs

1483 Vnlgana abs Terentio 17 b, If thou be wyse fare as

thowe thou knowist nott. a *535 More De Quat Noviss

Wks 73/2 It maketh the stomak wamble, and fare as it would
vomit 1348 Udall, etc. tr Erasm Paraph John vit 19,20

They let fare as if they thought the multitude did not

knowe their wiclcednes. 1370-6 Lambarde Perarnb Kent
(1826) 301 He would fare in shew as though hewould have
flowne in their faces 1573G Harvey Letier-bk (Camden)
xx Thai fare that this singulanti 111 philosophi is like to grow
to a shrode matter. 1633 D Rogers Treat Sacraments
1 xai Doe ye fare, as if the Lord bade yee come luther ?

b. To seem likely, hid fair, dial (With vnf it is

often little more than a periphrasis for the finite vb

)

1849 Dickens Dav Copy xlvi, ‘ How do you fare to feel

about it, Mas’r Davy ? ’ 1869 Lonsdale Gloss ,
* She [a

cow] fares a cauving ’ 1876 Whitby Gloss , His ailment

fares to go hard with him 1883 igth Cent Oct 593 Fares

as if they mos.’ of ’em goes up country 1884 Mthalah i 7
When she fares to say or do a thing, there is no staying

tongue or hand 1888 Rider Haggard Col Quaritch III

v 77 The skilly do fare to take the skin off your throat

6 impers. To ‘go’; to happen; to turn out.

Occas. with well, ill, etc. Const f by, with.
<71330 Hah Meid 7 Sekerliche swa hit fare'S. 1340-70

Alex. Dind, 795 So it fare]) by jou folk bat Alien jou
siluen. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 89 He forgeteth
that one wyth that other and so faryth by me. 1386 Cogan
Haven Health eexm (1636) 223 It fareth by them as it

doth by a lampe 1635-60 Stanley Hist Philos (1701)
31/2 It fares alike with good and bad 1671 Milton P R
hi 443 So fares it when with truth falsehood contends
17x3 Swift Frenzy ofJ Denny, Beware that it fare not
with you as with your predecessor 1850 Tennyson In
Mem xliv, How fares it with the happy dead?
7 . To ‘ get on* (well or ill)

;
to experience good

or bad fortune or treatment.
riooo /Elfric On N. T (Gr) 20 Hu msex, se man wel

faran, )>e [etc ]. <1x300 CursorM 11900 {Cott ) Send him
quar he faris werr, 1375 Barbour Bruce m 548 The king
then, speryt. How thai had fame 1382 Wyclif 3 John
2, 1 make preyer, thee for to entrej and farewelsumly c 1450
Merlin 71 He fanth well and is in hele, e 1460 Tovmeley
Myst 62 For we fare wars than ever we fowre 1333
Stewart Cron, Scot, II 6 How he fuir that tyme .It war

74

i_ ntr +0 tell 1587 Tuiusrnv Trag T, (1837)1°

Remember how fonde Phaeton farde 1607 H'riiON Whs

I xq3 His children had their heads cut off, and idl his race

feaiecl the worse for his sake 1612 Rowr ands A»«»« of

Harts aj The woild did wrangle for their wealth, And

fet'd tta better 1703 1‘orc So <«£
a sailor on the stoimy main 17«.Addison Sfect No xw
r 1 Fearing that his Poultry might far“

r2«
,I/..,. fnt)t P. Drake I vn 50 Colonel 1 acton

kindly asked me how I fared of my Wound 1784 Court h

Task iv. sax 111 fares the traveller now 1829 Dyiton

Disowned
3
6 How fares your appetite? 1848 Macaulay

Hist Eng I 16 x Sculpture fared as ill as painting 1871

Freeman^Norm, Cong {1876) IV xvu 77 We shall sec

hf>rp {tftei how he fared on Ins enanu

Phrase 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil 'l rent 412 That ancient

check of going
4
far and faring worse 186a Stanity few Ui

I 11 38 We may go much farther and fare much worse.

8 ipec. To be (well or ill) entertained with food

;

to feed (well, ill, hardly, sumptuously, etc.).

1393 Langl. P PI C vr 8 Whenne ich hadde myn hele

and louede wel fare i53* More Confnt ^ndah\S\^

651/2 feaynt John fasted and fore hard 1607 Sha cs

zP * ... narm with TVTtiMche awlnlc
7 won m. vi 37 Feast your eares with the Musickc awhile

If they will fare so harshly x6xx Lmir Luke am 19

A certaine rich man fared sumptuously euery day 1666

Prrvs Diary {1879) IV 214, I do not think they fared very

hard 1712 Steele Spat.Na 479 P 3 ,

1

fared serju eft

at dinner. 1774 Goldsm Rat. Hist (1776)

animal fares more sumptuously 1856 Kani Aid l xpl I.

xv. 169 Our breakfast, for all fare alike, is hard tack

9 . Used in imperative with well, as an expression

of good wishes to a parting friend, or as a mere

formula in recognition ofparting; = Fahewull int.

arch. a. with the person as sub] (see sense 7).

+ Also occas. in infinitive.
. , . .

1277 Langl P PI B xnr 180 Frentles, fareth wel

exits Ciiauciu Wife’s r Piol s« Lei him farwel, Goil

give his soule rest <7x440 Vork Myst. XV1‘

welc, 30 be bygilid. 1533 Gau Anht f/<ij' (i888) if>9 1 air

now veil. x5S* Robinson ti Mon s Utop fArh.) *w,

I byd you moste hartcly well to fare 1582 1 . Watson
Ccntunc ofLorn 1 (Arb ) 37 Well fare the life I ledde eu

this x6xx Bible Acts xv 29 Fare yc well 1826 In duoiis

Let to IS Procter Poems 171 Fare, as you descive it, well.

1859 TrNNYSON RJniuo 692 A diamond is a dianiond

you well A thousand tunes 1

to wipers (see sense 6) with dat

1671 H M tr Ei asm. Collog 544 If* they prefer gam
before godliness, fare them well 1676 Homy s Hmd xx

321 Fare him well 18x6 Byron Rat e thce well 1, Ij or evei

,

fare thee well a 1839 Prai d Poems (1864) I 247 Beloved,

fare thee well 1 1877 Holdt ) nets Gloss ,I>at csde Wd l f.u e

thee well . . , .

fill 10 To ache, th10b dial ? Obs

[Peih etymologically ‘ to go on ’
1 age cf 4b ]

1781 in Hution Tow to Caves Gloss 1847 in Hai 1 1\\ n i

XV In phraseological combination with advbs.

fll. rare about. To go about, set oneself Oh.

1563 J Pilkington Burn. Pauli ? C’/< v sig Q ij. Thtyiu

tfa
’ '

that fare about to doc again ste the ordinance oft »od

12 rare forth (analytical form of OK fotli-

faian). See Fare v 1 and Forth
a To go forth, depart, start.

C1200 Trm Coll Horn. z-*5
r
lo heucuche hie sulk; fare

for5 mid lire duhte X37S Barnoun Brnu 111 345 All hyt

cumpany. Lap on thar hoiss, and furth thai f.11 1 1400

Melayne 206 Rowlande .. Fates foillie with Uaners b».itlt‘

1647 H Morl Song ofSoul 1 i xwi, lake Doves so forth

they fore 1727-38 Gay habit i 1 1 \i\ s I* ortli lie faies, all

toil defies 1833 Kings! 1 v Hypatia xxi. "58 llefoi e sun-

rise Raphael was faring forth gallantly,

f to. To go on, advance, with respect cither to

space or time In the lattei sense also qunsi-impei r

1340-70 Alex >5 Dmd 939 Whan he is fnesofoi}» fu 111

his age, <7 x^5° Will Paid lie 3^60 It was for}) [to] ni3t

faren bi hat time

f c To go by, pass away. Obs
atxz$Leg.Kaih 1629 Pinen.hc faro* foiSinanhondlmile

t*
13 . Pare up. To get up Obs

<1x400-30 Alexander 545 pan faris scho vp and farkis

furth a fute 01 Iway

ParGj t> Obs [var of Farrow v] vth Of
a sow : To litter. Ilcnce Fa-ring ppl a

1573 Tosser Hush, (1878) 74 Sow ready to faic Ibid
,

Good faring sow

I
Fare, v s Obs To play at the game called

‘fare’ : see Fare sb 4 Obs
1330 Pai sgr 545/2, I fare, I playe at a game so named (at

the dyse). 13 facl Juggler in II m Dodshy II 115

A corner Where boys were at dice, faring at all ; When
Caieaway with that good company met, lie fell to faring

withouten let

Fare, obs var. Fear v.

Fareden, var, of Foreden, ME., enmity.

+ Fa’re-fee. Obs rare, [f Fare v. +Fjse sb -]

A fee paid on quitting a tenancy.

1323 [see Farewell B 2]

f Fa’relet. Obs rare’-1. See quot. [Perh. a
naistake for Foroelet,]
1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 43 He that couenantelh to

defend a castell or farelet is not bound, if wane bee raised

through his fault, to whome hee made the coucnant.

Farendine, var. of Farandine, Obs.

Farer (feo*rsi). Also 6 Sc. faror [f Fare v.

+ -er 1 ] A traveller. Chiefly with defining sb ,

as Seafarer, Wayfarer, etc

[1513 Douglas AEneis v xi« 30 The wind followit fast

the se faranshehynd ] 1B81 Century Mag XXIII 52 Open
as the highway to all farers.

Fareway, var. f. of Fairway,

FAREWELL.

Farewell (fe-«i,we 1). vit. Also sb (a ) and adv.

I< orms :
4-6 farwel(l(o, 4-8 farewol, (5 fayrwell,

6 fairewell,fearo wole), 5- farewell. [1 ho phrase

fare well(sue. 1* are®. 9) treated as oneword.] A inl.

1 An expression of good wishes at the parting ol

friends, originally addressed to the one setting

forth but in later use a mere formula of civility at

parting; Goodbye' Adieu! Now poet or Huto-

ncal, and chiefiy implying 1 egretful feeling

1377 Langl P. Pi B xi 4* ' *«, f.ut wel phiiipt " quotl

faimtelte <*x440 Ymk Myst. >.\i 458 1> ay 1 well t Godson,

thowe grant vs thy blyssng 1309 Haims J ast l has

xvi vn? hate well, slicsaj dc, for I must p irte ><m fio x6ox

Shaks. All's Wxll n 1. I am >0111 auessary, and so

farewell. 1697 Diimii'N Vug iv. 71H And now

farewel. 1821 Byron Mat Pal ivi, hiriiull we mtU
no more tn life

• - farewell ! 187X K hi 1 is £ atuilus xlvi.

9 Farewell company tree, my lovely comrades.

2 fig An expression ol ugiet at leaving any-

thing, or a meic exclamation * Goodbye to, no

more of AlsoJanwcll to, andfwewetl it

<1383 Chair hi t G (V, 1’iul to WH to * dial the

flourcs ginneii for to sprmye harm l my bonk ami my
devocioun 1 < 1386 — Ant's uye

J
aieiiil 1*1*1 >ki , go

bm> the man u> elieuhe ? f t475 '»/' {“-'< !>">< VI*

batewell gohle, pure and fyne ,
buu.wi.tl vi Ivt t, ami .at) m

1584 14. hem /»«<<«- IbtUhn m "* ]]
AI1 ‘>11 "'tm>

1 hereof is gone, ami farew. 11 it *659 B H '** f ‘

turn Age 1 39 And ifsheyulde*l, fai < » « 1 1 •*'>»* » * *<597
j

-

111 n Vit e. Vast mi* 8-iKuciully * « ret Wood .,atul shady

Groves. 1766 hcumvci Sum !'«* It <<m (lyhy) l v ty 1 1 an

wel to real fiiemWnp, far< wtl to miiMV i d il«hghl
i

1784

Com i-i 11 Pash 1 247 So firms* 1 * nvy of die p< is ml . m .t

fto. Pioverb, Tai ewll,fieidjtu c ;
said to one of

whom the speaker wishes to see no mote, w till

allusion to the fieldfare's dejiutuie tuii tfiw.it d at

the end of winter. Obs.

i 1374 Cinuci u Ttoylas ut< Br*
#

IIh luritki

farewel feldyfaro. *. *400 Rom Rou >, .* |>

c III the name of a plant {ste quot )

1878 86 Bhiiti n Is. Hm 1 ami Plant

»

. bar* »« II ‘sumim r,

Sapouai in ifhanii/n I.. J'loiu it . l!«*vv* Jtng in the iiomtli .

of August ami Sepltmhci.

B. sb

1. a. The wt used sitbsl. as a nanu* for itstll,

anil hence for any iqutvuUnt, as in 7o say fan will

to \Yith this lias now unlisted the oiigmally

distinct use in To bid jan.gtU, wlttr.* pur,i\ll

leptesents lnsttnically the iijunttvc, not as else*

whet e the impendtve, t»l the vfil phrase to An
utterance of the wool ‘fait will*, any t xpresston

or act equivalent t« this; a palling sdutation,

fonnal leave-taking, adiitt.

1393 (low 1 K ( on] II .1-') But far* W. It sin w.t . 'Up* Unto

Pallas 1316 tits Will -•! Bad tht 111 f*.n* w*ll.

1570 Nomii Pom's Men J'hih s irt
“

') IV 1 nr a I *r*

well be will >*-ik*‘ out behind* and put him tu d.ren,-*‘r of

lus fife*. 1387 Jams hi HaUuyt's t hi* HI. 11, ljut »*,

little reg tiding tin u *uit* 1* , gam th* m lb** i;*ml* fait

well, and so dcpaiiwl, 1633 Font) /•*.*/<W/ Iv iv.SIm*

heggM some guttle vow e to tuut* far* will «» Ilf* ami go* 1

1684. Husvan Pih > 11 t * So their Vism,r 1ml th* 111 1 0* wel

1710 Amitv.s ll/ii-J him No J r 14* I lak* m> t, «»>*** 1

of this siibiut *758 S. Hauvauh Sum 'm yn H* w M
going to bill all thing, lure an < villa aim; 1 hum I *770

l.oi hsm, lhs I til *1**7 homily lool d tin n 1*1, And tm*l>

a long farewell 1838 I.vttoN Atm r
, 1
Mu b.ul w.pt h*i

list farewell 011 her mother's *ui« »8so "lissv us /«

Mom. txxiii, I cannot think the thing far* w* tl, 1880 Ot mv
Moths l, no, 1

1 tame to lml >ou fat* m U‘» h* said *puh
1884 Illnst Loud Rows 1 N ov*. 4 10/ * *1 he * f tr* w « 11 ,

*
. of

actoix and smg* rs are not uhvu> » to !<**• it* jh mb d on

*|* 2 . A i*ajmentou quilting a tenant > Oh
T5*J I'n /hi kii Shiv. 1*5 b, 'I lit tinint *11.111111*1* *fvnt*

with the lord* for his tle{i(ar]t> iig. .and it i.talhd .* fnib*'

ui a farewell

•|'3 tran f. An after-taste, twang. Oh.
1634 Siu '1. Ill Klu tit ?nn* i8t 'Jilt Ja* It1 ho* >

a el tmmy farewell m the month, but add* a douhl* 1 * m lit

to the stoma* Xe. 1648 Samr t son .Seim II *4', Junporul
advantages of wealth ft t* ] have a veij ill Imml with

them at the last 1759 Ilmm Ir 4 / tn; Dat • v , ‘Hit,

vvme lus a sad farewell w ith it

4 attnb. passing into an adj. * Putanmig to a

farewell, accompanying or signifying a f.mwell

(In this use the stress is variable * most commonly
fa lexvcll)

atyxi Kin Ihmns Fvang Poet Wks 17.*! I 1!’* He
num’roiis 1‘ait‘well-l’lessings on th* m |«mr*d xyt* \nnisos
Sput No 4ts r 2 Writcns, who Ilivl taktu thur I i.ivc

of the Pubiuk m farewel Papers 1713 in am /'unpi.t

of Peace 41 The lurdy VuVni I tans on hi, s,j«.,r to

take Ins fai uwell View X769 I*'ai coni it Du t Mm in, 1 1 7P0',

(on/ de pat lame, a farewell gun, 18*2-36 I)i (Jtiviv
Confess (1862)108 A few final or f tit well TurevulK 1856
KMir.Ant. Expl I x 115, I attoinp.imed thuit with my
dogs as a farewell escort for some nnks.

to applied to the point where one ' bids fare-

well to ’ or parts from a person or thing
X669 Sturmy Manner's Mag A h, The Ia/ard bung the

farewel Cape to most Ships that sad out of the Bi itish Seas
1865 PAor Handbk. Geol, Terms (ed, a*, Ba> cweil Rub
The familiar term in the South Welsh coal fn hi for the
Millstone Grit, because on striking it the miner bids fate-

well to all workable seams of coal.

1*0 adv (cf. Adieu adv. x) To gofat cweil : to

go away, be dismissed. Obs.
c 1391 Chauckii Astral n § 23 Let A fl F [two stuisj go

farwel til agay ns the dawenyng a gret while*.
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Farewell (fe-we 1), v Also ) farwell. [f

prec.] a trans To lake leave of, bid or say
good-bye to b tnir To say good-bye.
1580 Sidoty A 1 cadia {1622) 93 She brake from their armes
And fat e welling the flocke, did homeward wend. 1606

tt RoClocL s Led on i <5* 2 Thcss i xxvi 325 After tryell
if thou findUt it [his doctune] sound * keep it ; if not, fmre*
well it. <1x657 R Loveday Lett (1663) 28 It put some
doubts to flight that you had farwell’d Eamingham. a 1693
Urquhart Rabelais 111 xlui 356 Pantagruel farewell’d

the President. 1885 R F Burton iooi Nights I 122
She farewelled me with hei dying eyes,

II Faxfalla. Obs rare [It farfalla a candle-
fly 01 moth ] (See quots

)

1607 Sylvester Du Bartas n iv 11 (1641) 208/1 [New
Fai fallal in her radiant shine, loo-bold, I bum these tender
wings of mine 1626 Cockeram, Farfatta, a Candle-Fly

Far-famed (fa md), a [f Far adv +
Famed ppl a ] That is famed to a great distance

,

well-known, widely celebrated
1624. Massinglr Pari Love n 111, The fai-famed English

Bath 1725 Pope Odyss x 162 Stern AEoetes came The
far-fam’d brothel of th' enchantress dame 2818 CoddEit
Pol Reg XXXIII 539 That far-famed sanctuary of the
laws 1855 Kingsley Heroes v. (1868) 66 The far-famed
slayer of the Gorgon 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L vu.
168 This was the far-famed valley of Eshcol

t Fa’r-fet, a. Obs. [f Far adv +fet, pa pple.
of Fet v. Obs ]
1 .

— Far-fetched i.

*579 Eyly Enpliucs (Arb ) 93 Farre fet and deere bought
is good for Ladyes 1581 Sidney Asir Q Stella (1622) 536
Those far-fet helpes 16*3 Beaum & Fl Honest Man’s
Fort in ni, Your far-fet viands please not My appetite
1671 MiltonPR. 11. 401 Others Whose pains have earn’d
the far-fel spoil.

2. — Far-fetched 2.

JS33 More Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks T123/2 In hys
farre fet reason, neyther is hys maior true, nor hys argu-
ment toucheth not the matter 1580 Sidney A > cadia m
(1590)360 Therewith he told her a faire-fet tale, a 1680
Butler Rein (1759) II 116 For Metaphors, he uses to
chuse the most far-fet that he can light upon.

3 . as sit (See quot.) rare~ x
.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in xvn (Aib ) 193 The
figure Metalepsts, wlucn I call thefarfet, as when we had
rather fetch a word a great way off then to vse one nerer
hand to expresse the matter aswel and plainer.

+ Far-fetch, sb. Obs. [Back-formation from
Far-fetched ]
1. A deeply-laid or cunning stratagem.
a 156a G Cavendish Life Wolsey (1827) 129 Ye may see
how she can compass a matter to work displeasure by

a far fetch 1566 Gascoigne & Kinwelmabsh Jocasta 11 1,

This nunde of mine Doth fleete full farre from that farfetch
of lus 1678 Butler Hud in il 1584 Jesuits have deeper
Reaches In all their Politick Far-fetcnes

2 . Fondness for far-fetched ideas.

*8x3 W Taylor Eng Synonyms (1856) 64 Wieland had
too fine a smell , his reader must he practised, to be aware
of his fai-fetch.

3 . attrib or adj.=Far-fetched
1603 SirC Heydon Jud. Aslrol. xviu 365 Hadheneuer
nnted it, this farre-fetch deriuationhad neuer beene dearely
ought

+ Far-£etcll, ®. Obs. rare. [f. as prec ] trans.

To derive m a far-fetcbed manner.
1639 Fuller Holy. War iv 11. (1647) 168 It seemeth

a forced and overstrained deduction, to farrefetch the name
of Tartars from an Hebrew word 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Ser 1 (1873) 193 There is such a difference between
far-reaching and far-fetching.

Far-fetched (fanjfetft, faqfe tft), ppl a [f.

Far adv + Fetched ; cf. Far-fet,j
1 Brought from far Obs. exc. arch. fOf a

pedigree : Traced from a remote origin.

1583 Stubbes Anat Abus.i. (1879) 33 Farrefetched and
deare boughte is good for Ladyes, they say 1386 Cogan
Haven Health clxxxvu (1639) 169 Indian pearles be greatest

and more desired as being far fetched 1634 W Wood
New Eng Pros.

p

Ded , The first fruites ofmy farre-fetcht

experience 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb, vi (1703) II. z6s

A far fetch’d Pedigree, through so many hundred years

1658 W Burton /tin Anton, 20 Oysters conveyed thence
to Rome, among other farfetcht Dainties. 1769 De Foe's

Tour Gt. Brit I 254 According to the old Saying, Far-
fetch’d, and dear bought, is. fittest for the Ladies 1784
Cowper Task 1 243 He brings his bev'rage home, Far-

fetch’d and little worth 1870 Morris Earthly Par. Ill

iv 71 She reached her fine strong hand anear The far-

fetched thing *

+b Devious, circuitous, (Cf. tofetch ct compass

)

a 1656 Bp Hall Rem. Wks (1660) 48 Others by secret

and far-fetch’t passages escaped home.

2 . Of an argument, notion, simile, etc. : Studi-

ously sought out; not easily or naturally intro-

duced; strained.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) gg Democritus and
other give other reasons, but they seem to be far

fetched. 1647 Cowley Mistress, Wish iv, Pride and Ambi-
tion here, Only in far-fetch’d metaphors appear 1732

Berkeley Ahiphr xi § 1, I shall not trouble you with

authorities, or far-fetched arguments. 1844 H. Rogers
Ess {i860) I. 76 Some far-fetched conceit, or unpardonable

extravagance 1869 Trollope He Knew lxxxi. (1878) 450

Fai-fetched ideas respecting English society.

Hence Far-fe’tch.edness, the state or fact of

being far-fetched

a 1849 Poe Browning Wks 1864 III 415 A certain far-

fetchedness of imagery 1866 Tunes 6 Apr. 5 No excuse

for extreme quaintness, oddity, and far-fetchedness.

Far-fortli, adv : see Far and Forth , also 5
ferthforthe Now usually as two words
+

1

To a great distance or extent
;

far, far on
C1470 Harding Chioh Iaau (1812)120 She ferforth with

childe was then begonne 1483 Caxton G de la Tour C vij,
And it was thenne ferforthe on the day c 1500 Melnsine
xix 106 These t> dings were ferfourth brought m the land,
that Vryan knew of it 1590 Splnser F Q hi ix 53 The
humid night was farforth spent 1858 M Port rous Bonier
Johnny 30 Farforth to range

+ b. quasi-otf/ Farjorth day . late 111 the day,
* high-day \ Obs
c
5^°,

ttVLT0N Benia Perf (W deW 1494) 11 xxxii, The
soules that arem this state are not all lyke ferforth. c 1450
Merlin 282 It is so ferforth that it is to late for vs to
repente. 1560 Ingelend Dtsob Child m Hazl Dodsley
II 312 In my bed, Until it weie very far-foith day,
2 To a definite degree, or distance , m phrases,

how, so, or thus far-foith, as or so farforth as,

sofarforth that

t a. !R leference to distance or advanced position
in space, tune, or order. Obs
c 1340 CursorM 22711 heading (Tnn), Now we be Jius

ferforp come 1430 Lydo Ckron Troy 1 vi, So ferforthe
as this my lyfe may endure 1526 Tindale Luke xxu 51
Soffre ye thus farre forthe 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent
(1826)117 He gave also the royal tie of the water on each
side, so farre foorth as a man might cast a short hatchet
out of thevessell unto the banke
b in leference to degree or extent Now only

in phrase Sofarforth
,
with sense * to the specified

extent and no more 1

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 9204 Allebes were ajenjie kmge,as
verjnior]} as hu coujje <71340 CursorM 1585 (Tnn ) be
fende wende ]>at al mankynde shulde ban hen his bo
ferforJ> bat g°d not my3t [etc ] c 1384 Chaucer H Fame
III 792 As fer forthe as I nan. my arte 1413 Lydg Pilgr
Sowle 1 xxvu (1859) 31 Crist soo ferforth remitted nis
ligour 1464 Poston Lett No 486 II 152 As fertheforthe
as I kan undyrstand yet, they shall have grase 1533 Hey-
wood Pard. $ Friar in Hazl Dodsley I. 207 Many a man
so far-forth lacketh grace 1549 Coverdale Erasrn Par
Rom Argt

,
Knowyng well how farfurth his disciples, had

nede of lyght meats *6xo Shaks Temp 1 11 178 Know
thus far forth, By accident most strange, bountiful! Fortune
hath mine enemies Brought to this shore 1635 Pagitt

Chnstianogr 1 m (1636) 179 [They] are so farre forth ortho-
dox that they retain a saving profession 1690 Lockl
Govt 11 it. § 2 Every Offence . may be also punished
equally, and as far forth as it may m a Commonwealth
1827 Whately Logic iv, 1 § 1 Induction so far forth as it

is an argument, may, of course, be stated Syllogistically

Hence, Far fourthly adv Obs., to a great or
definite extent

,
also, entirely, excellently.

1362 Langl P PI A. viii 158 Dowel on Domesday Is
digneliche [v r ferforjihche] I-preiset. C1374 Chaucer
Ti oylus in 52 God wote for I have. As Ferforthly as I have
kunnyng, Bene youres c 1430 Life St. Katlu (1884) 19 So
ferforthly that alle creatures schal haue neede to hym
7 1481 Caxton Orat G Flammens Fiv, That knyght
whtche avaunced himself most ferforthly . in the bataylle

1404 Fabyan Chron. v. cxl 127 The people was wonder-
fully mynysshed so ferforthlye, that, the quicke bodyes
suffysed not to bury the ded.

+ Fa’rger, sb Obs ? A kind of false dice.

1591 Greene Disc Coosnage (1859) 38 Their Cheates,
Bard-dice., Flattes, Fargers and many others.

Fargite (iaigait). Mm. [f, (Glen) Farg m
Fifeshire + -ite.] (See quots)
1868 Dana Min, (ed 5)* 427 Fargite is a red natrolite

from Glen Farg, containing about 4. p c of lime. 1883
Heddle in Encycl. Bnt (ed 9) XVI 423 Fargite, con-
sisting oftwo equivalents of natrolite and one of scolecite.

tFa’rgood. NewEngland Obs, ?An outrigger
1726 Penhallow hid Wars (x8sg) 53 But having no

fargood, and their boat a dull sailor, ours gained on them
so much, that [etc

]
Ibid. 54 The enemy making too near

the wind (for want ofa fargood) came to stays several times.

Fa-r-hand, sb Sc [? f. Far a. + Hand.
But perhaps a corruption oi/arand, northern pr. pple.

of Fare to travel ; cf Fauandman ]

The condition or standing of an artisan who seeks

employment away ftom home. Only in phrase

atfar-hand

,

and attnb
1820 Cleland Rise Progr Glasgow 32 Fee for a

Stranger, or what is called at far-hand Ibid 38 The
Crown receives Three Pounds for the stamp on the Far-
hand tickets Ibid

,

The Far-hand entrants are exempted
from bucket-money.

Farina (faraina, fauna). See also Ferine,
Farinha, [a, L,farina, f.far com. Cf. F.farme j
1 . The flour or meal of any species of corn, nut,

or starchy root
[1398 Thevisa Barth De P R. xvir. Ixvii. (149s) 643 Mele

is propetly called farina whan the corns is well grounde

1577 B Googe Heresbach's Hush 1 (1586) 29 The Meale was
called Farina] 1800 tr Lagrange's Client. II. 265 The
farina ofwheat does not give carbonate of lime by incinera-

tion 1846 J Baxter Libr Pract Agnc. (ed 4)11.133
Two scruples of the farina of the Croton nut should be given

in a little gruel 1876 Harley Mat Med. 3x6 Starch is

the fanna of seeds and soft cellular roots and stems,

b A powdery substance, dust.

1707 Curios, m Hush * Gard 153 A white substance

which we call Fanna (Meal) to nourish the new-born Plant

1764 J Grainger Sugar Cane iv. 534 note. Small seeds,

coveied with a red fanna 1783 J C Smyth in Med. Com-
mun I 194 Some have the surface covered with a fine white

powder, or farina. 1823 J Badcock Dorn Amusem. 32 Rub
off the fanna, should any adhere

C. A preparation of maize used for puddings.

2 . In various scientific uses. a. Bot. = Pollen.

1721 Bradley!FIs Nat 27 The Fauna of each Plant
1770-4 A Hunter Gtorg Ess (1803) I 486 Impregnated
by the farina of the male [plant] 1861 S at Rev 15 June
619 The bee and its congeners by carrying the fructifying
fauna from flower to flower, conveit flowers into fruit

b. Chem. A fine while powder obtained fiom
cereals, the potato, etc. , starch
1813 Sir H. Davy Agnc Chem i (1814) xx Farina or the

puie matter of starch 1830 M Donovan Dom Eton I

345 This white matter will at length subside it may be
collected on a filter and dried it is then starch or fanna
c Eiitom A mealy powder found on some

insects

1828 Stark Elent Nat Hist. II 327 Body cylindrical,
brown, covered with farina

d. Geol Fosszlfarina (see quot. 1859)
1816 P Cleaveland Mm $ Geol (ed 2) I 170 Fossil

fanna appears in thin, white crusts attached to the lateral
or lower surfaces of beds of shell limestone, &c 1859 Page
Handbk Geol Terms, Fossil Ianna, a mealy-Iooking in-
fusorial or microphytal earth—the Berg mahl oi the Swedes
and Laplanders
3 . Comb f&rma-bpiler, US, a utensil used for

cooking farinaceous articles ( Cent Diet)
Farinaceous (fenn^ Jos), a [f. L farin-

ace-us, {.farina (see prec )+-ous. Cf F fannaceb\
1 Consisting or made of flour or meal.
1656 [see Farinous] 1755 Genii Mag XXV 8 It cannot

be absolutely affirmed to be merely farinaceous, but it does
not appear to be compounded of any animal substance
1807-26 S Cooper First Lines Sure (ed j) Bi During the
symptomatic fever, a mild, vegetable farinaceous diet is

proper. x866 Livingstone Jml (1873) I xi. 278 Their
faunaceous food creates a great craving for fish.

2 Containing or yielding floui or starch
, starchy.

1667 Phil Irons II 485 A Farinaceous or Mealy
Tree, serving to make bread of it. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules
o/Dtet 322 Their Aliment ought to be light, of farinaceous
vegetables 1830 M Donovan Dom Econ I 217 The
greater fineness of the meal, and the less solubility of its

farinaceous part 1873 E Smith Foods 156 This large
class of farinaceous seeds

3. Of a mealy nature, resembling meal in textuie

or quality.

1664 Phil Trans I. 10 One is a kind of Crystalline
Stone, and almost all good Lead the other not so rich and
more farinaceous 2796 Withering Bnt Plants IV 13
The granulations of the crust much larger, hut equally soft
and farinaceous 1807 J E Smith Pltys Bot. 81 The
rootbecomes farinaceous, tasteless and inert 1870 Hooker
Stud Flora 343 Cotyledons thick, fleshy or farinaceous

4. Having a mealy appearance, a. Finely com-
minuted, powdery ; now only Path : see quot 1884.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 47 This farinaceous Seed of

Wort. 1884 Syd Soc Lex , Fartnaceous, in Medicine, the
term is applied to epidermal exfoliations which are pale and
very minute, so as to resemble flour

b Covered with fanna or fine dust. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep 111 xv 141 All farinaceous

or mealy winged animals, as Butter-flies, and Moths 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 126 Crane Fly. Farinaceous wings

,

being covered with a mealy substance easily coming off
upon a touch. 1829 Loudon Cyclop. Plants 1016-7 Fan-
naceous outside, pink inside.

Farinaceously (fsenn^i Josh), adv. [f. prec.
+• -ivy 2.1 a. In a farinaceous manner : sec quot.

1840. b. In the direction of or with an inclina-

tion towards farinaceous food.
1840 Paxton Bot Diet, Fannaceonsly Tomentose,

covered with a mealy kind of down. 1853 Fraser's Mag
XLVII 680 So farinaceously disposed were the guests
that the introduction of a cake . would frequently spur
a jaded appetite to new efforts.

Farinar, obs. form of Foreigner
Fariuation (fserin^ Jon) rare — *. [f Farina
+ -ATIon ] The action of making into floor
i8gg R, F Burton Centr, Afr. in Jml Geog, Soc.tLX.TX.,

401 It is hard, waxy, and unfit for fannation.

Farme : see Farinha.

t Farmed, a. Obs rare—1 , [f F faiine (=
Farina) in spec sense powder for the complexion
+-ED 2

.] Powdered.
*664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 230 Our effeminate Farmed

Gallants

Faring (fe®*rig), vbl. sb [f Fare v 4-ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fare
;

journeying,

travelling
;
an instance of the same

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam Witsi (1596) 8 This faring,

that a man takes from his owne Country 1633 P. Fletcher
Elisa 1 xxi, Through this troubled fanng I guiltlesse past
1837 CarlyleFr Rev m n vi, His deplorable farings and
voyagings draw to a close.

2 . Condition or state; esp a passing condition

of body. dial.

x8xi L. M. Hawkins Ctess $ Gertr. II. 103 One woman
asked another how her husband fared . and was answered,
that he had strange Airings. 1857 Wright Diet Obs <J-

Provmc. Eng, Farcings, feelings, symptoms. East 1882
Whittier Poems, An Autograph xui 54 Age brings me
no despairing Of the world’s future faring

3 . concr. Entertainment, fare ; in pi. made dishes

1655 Moueet & Bennet Heattlis Improv (1746) 32B
Broths, Pottage, Fanngs, Sauces 1681 Colvil Whigs
Supphc. (1751) 125 Watered meal of oats . we prefer , To
all the king of Babel's faring. 1803 C Caustic Terrible
Tractoration m (ed

_
2) ma Who cook up most delicious

farings From, cheese rinds

b To get one'sfaring : see Fairing sb. 1 c.

1846 L S Costello Tour to fffr Venice 253, I am .

glad to see how the old demon, gets his faring

10-2
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+ Facing, ppl a Obs [f. as prec + -ing 2 ]

Thai has a specified condition or state; (well-,

better-, best-) conditioned. (Cf Fabband )

c 1386 Chaucer Fraitld T 204 Oon of the beste farynge
man on lyue. c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb ) 41 19 H e is a wel
faung king 1470-85 Malory A rthur vui x, She thoujt
she sawe neuer a better farynge knyght 1557 K Arthur
(Copland) vl 1, He hadde neuer seen so wel faryng a man
Faringee, var of Feringhee.

t Fa’ringly, adv Obs [f. prec t -ly 2
] Like

one m a specified condition, in a (well-, ill-, etc.)

conditioned manner.
c 1440 Partonope 6735 The Sowdan . forth past Throw

the Reynes wele faryngly. 1530 Palsgk. 830/1 All yll

faryngly, tout mausadement.

II Farinha (farJ n*a) Also 8 farina, and in

anglicized form farme. [Pg. farinha 1—L.
farina ; see Farina.] = Cassava 2.

1726 Shelvocke Voy round World 52 Boiling the water
and soaking a quantity of this Farina m it 1863 Bates
ATat Amazon I 28 Both are products of the same root,

tapioca being the pure starch, and farinha the starch mixed
WLth woody fibre. 1870 DasentAnn. Eventful Life (ed 4)

1 44 Salt-fish, and farme, and ale-wives 1893 Act 56-7
Viet c 88 Sched I, An extraordinary quantity of manioc,
or cassada, commonly called farinha
attrtb 1743 Buliceley*& Cummins Voy S. Seas 170

Two Bags of Farine Bread.

Farinose (fee ring's), a. and sb. [ad. L. fa-
rinos-us

;

see Farinous.]
A. adj. Yielding fauna; also Bot

,
Zool., and

Path, (see quot 1845)
*727 Bailey (vol II), Farinose, full ofmeal, meally 1845

S Palmer Pentaglot Diet , Fartttenx farinose : an epithet
employed to designate 2. in Botanyand Zoology the parts,
or organs, of Plants and of Insects which . are sprinkled
with a white powder, resembling farina 3 in Pathology a
species of herpetic eruption. 1856 Lindsay Brit Lichens
42 The sondia give it [a thallus] . . a farinose or mealy
appearance.

B. sb Chan.
1882 Vines Sack’s Bot 57 At every point of a starch grain

both constituents occur together , if the grauulose is

extracted, the farinose remains behind as a skeleton.

Hence Pa rino sely adv.
1840 Paxton Bot. Dtd

, Fannosely-tomentose, covered
with a mealy kind ofdown 1847 in Craig.

Farinous (fes rtuas), a JObs. [ad L farinos-us,
i.farina ; see Farina and -ous. Cf.F farineux ]
a Containing fanna. b. Covered with a white
mealy substance.
1656 Blount Glossogr , Farinaceous on Farinous

,
mealy

or full of meal, bemealed, beflowred 1727 Bradley
Font Diet, s v. Age, If you are troubled with farinous or
running Tetters *742 Loud 4 Country Brew. 1. (ed 4) 12
The farinous Part loses a great deal of its essential Salts

Farinulent (fan niwlent), 0 Entom [ad L.
farinulent-us, f farina see Farina and -ulent ]
‘Covered with minute dots resembling while or
yellow powder, or with a fixed whitish powder on
a dark surface ’ {Cent. Did ).

II Fario (fe«'n|<?). [L fano salmon-trout.] (See
quot. 1753)
[a 167a \Villughby Icthyogr 189 Ausonu state maximi &

semores Salmones dicebantur, mediae magnitudims& aetatis
Sanoncs aut Fanones ] *753 Chambers Cycl. Supp

, Fano
tn Zoology, a term for a salmon when about half-giown.
1854 Badham Haheut 7 They are all poached fauos

Farish. (fa. rif), a. dial. Alsofarrish. [£Far
a + -ish ] Somewhat far Onlym -phr.farish on
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss

,

1 We're getting farish on in
years. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss,, Farrish on, advanced in
years ; also nearly intoxicated. 1877 N. W Line, Gloss.
s v 0,u ‘ He's farish on by this time

, I should
say he II be f Lunnun by three o’clock

’

Pari (fail), sb. Sc Also 8 farle, 9 farrel
[Contraction for Fardel sb 2] Originally, the
fourth part of a thin cake made either of flour or
oatmeal

; now applied to a cake of similar kind
and size, whether quadrant-shaped or not
1724 Ramsay Tea t Misc (1733) I 91 Sowens, and farles,

and Baps. 1787 Burns Holy Fair vn, An farls bak’d wi’
huttei 1830 Scott Leg Montrose m, I have tasted no
food since daybreak but a farl ofoat-cake

t Pari, v. Obs In 7 farle. [Contraction for
Fardel, cf. Furl] =Fardel v.
x6aa Fletcher & Massinger Sea Voyage 1 i, Farle ud all

her Lmnery

+ Fa'rland, a Sc, Obs, [f Far a 4 Lani
Coming from a distance

, foreign
a 159s Sir J Maitland Admon Mar 36 in Maiila;

Poems (1830) App 125 Farland fules same to half fedde
fair, id06 Birnie Kirk-Bnnall (1833) 33 Marchants
whose vent was to furnish the far land Jewes.
Farland, obs. form of Foreland
Farleu(faMli«). Law. Also farley, farlie

[Etymology unknown.] (See qnot. 1670 )
1670 Blount Law Did , Fas ley or Farleu In t

ivlannor of West-slapton in Cora Devon, If any Tenant c
possessed of a Cottage, bycustome he must pay sixpen
to tne -Lora for a farlev which probably may be in hew oi
rLenot

, for in some Mannors Westward, they differen
1'arleu as the best good from Heriot the best Beast. 17
in Phillips (ed. Kersey) 2851 N $ Q 25 Oct 317 Devcshne leases for lives often leseive a money payment on td^th of each life as a 1

heriot ’ or * farheu *

Farley, -i(e, -it, -y(e 5 see Ferly.

Farlot, var. of Fiulot

t Parly, adv Obs [f. Far + -ly -,] Far, to

a great extent or distance.

c 1460 Tawncley Myst 298 Farlee may we fownde and
fare Foi myssyng of oure master Iesus. 1555 Abp. Parker
Ps cvi, God sware unto them all that lie would . sparplc

them, as 1 uunegates in countries farly wyde

f Farm, sA 1 Obs Forms : 1 feorm {Northumb,
feerm), 2 form, 3 souih.veoTme, 4 form, 3 farme
[OE. feorm str fem. prehistoric *fermd.
Not found outside Eng

,
and no satisfactory Teut etymo-

logy has been proposed On the assumption that the primary
sense was ‘fixed portion of provisions, ration ', it would he
admissible to regard the word as a late L firma, and so

ultimately identicalwith Farm sb. 2 In Domesday Book
firma nnnts noctis 5s equivalent to ones mhtesfeorme of
quot, eii22 below, and mediaval Lat wiiters in England
usedfirma in the sense of ‘ banquet ’. If the hypothesis of
its Latin origin be correct, the word musthave been adopted
at avery early date : it occuis frequently in the oldest poetry.
The derivative feormian to feed, is found in the Corpus
Glossary a800 (yovet, feorm at, broedejj '5 the corresponding
OHG gloss

‘format

,

fofet ' in Si. Gall MS. 913 may be
derived from an OE souice, the vb. being otherwise un-
known in OHG,]
Food, provision

;
hence, a banquet, feast.

Beowulf451 No 8u ymb mines ne bearft ltces feorme
leng sorgian a 900 Charter xli m Oh Texts (1885) 449
Hto forgifeS fiftene pund foi fiy Se moil Sas feorme Sy soel
gelaeste. ci000 Ags. Gasp Matt xxn. 4 Nu icgegearwode
mine feorme, mine fearras and mine fujelas synt ofslcgne
c lias O E Chron (Peterborough) an 777 CuSbnht geaf
hone abbote 1 punde & ilea gear ancs nilites feorme
c 1200 Tnn Coll. Horn. 11 At ferine and at feste c 1205
Lay 14426 J?a-t he king makede ueorme swifle store. 1387
Tuevisa Htgden (Rolls) VII 217 jjif he wolde come to his
fonn he schulde have salt mete 1 now. a 1500 Chaucer’s
Dretne 1752 This hasty farme had bene a feast.

Farm (faim), sb 2 Forms: 3-7 ferm(e, (5
feerme, fereme, 6 fearme), 5-7 farme, (8-9
Hist farm, pseudo-arch feorm), 6- farm [a F.

ferine .—med L. firma fixed payment, f firmare
to fix, settle, confirm, f firmus Firm a. (The
medL. word, by a different application of the

etymological sense, means also ‘confirmation of
a document, signature

1

; so Sp and It. firma.
see Firm sb )]

+ 1. A fixed yeaily amount (whether in money 01

in kind) payable as rent, tax, or the like (as op-
posed to a rent, tax, etc., of variable amount, e g
one calculated at a certain proportion ot the
produce) Also Rent andfarm Obs
a 1400 in Eng Gilds (1870) 350 Eueiych gret hows 111

wham me workeb be qwyltes, shal to be feime v s by pe 3crc
c 144a Pramp Para. 156 Feerme, a icnt, firma c 1450
Bk Curtasye 506 in Babces Bk (1S68) 319 Of be resnyuer
speke wylle I, pat fermys resayuys wyttuily. 1463 Bitty
Wills (1850) 19, I wyl eche of hem alle liaue mjrf. to
drynkke wlianne they pay her ferine 1463 M Pas ion in
PastonLett No 975 III 431 They, haskyd hem rent and
ferine and they seydyn they had payed you 1487 Chin chw,
Acc Wigtaft, Lincolnshire (Nichols 1797) 84 Robert Pcby
oweth for ferine of a salt-panne of 16 stone or lede is ad
*$27 Bury Wills (1850) 118 The yearlie ffearmc of hj acres
londe 155a Abp Hamilton Catech. (1884) ix Takaris of
ouirmekil mail or farme to the herschipe ofthe tenentis 1642
Perkins Prof Bk. xi § 751 329 Ifa man be bounden unto
is m loop to grant unto him the rent and farme of such a
mill 1700 Tyrrell Hist Eny II 8x4 All . Tythings
shall stand at the old Farm, without any Increase 1767
Blackstone Comm II 320 The most usual and customaiy
feorm or rent must be reserved yearly on such lease
2 A fixed yearly sum accepted from a person as

a composition for taxes or other moneys which he
is empowered to collect

; also, a fixed charge im-
posed on a town, county, etc

,
m respect of a lax

or taxes to be collected within its limits. Cf
Farm v Obs exc. Hist.
c 1300 lhaucer Prol ass b (Hengwrt) He was the best

beggere of his hous • [And yaf a certeyn ferine for tb
graunt] 1565 Act 8 Ehz c. 12 § 1 The said Aulneger
standeth charged with the Payment of a great annual Farr
to the Queens Majesty for the said Aulnegc. *647 N
Bacon Disc, Govt Eng 1 Ixvti (1739) 172 The King
raised the values of the Farm of Counties granted to tli

Sheriffs a 1713 Burnet Own Tune (1766) II 184 He go
undertakers to offer at a farm of the whole revenue x86
Riley Liber A thus 30 One half of the ferm of the Ctty du
tS rt "J.

nS Freeman Norm Cony V xxiv 43He {.the Sheriff] paid into the Exchequer the fixed yearr
sum which formed the farm of the shire
b The lettmg-out of public revenue to 1

‘ farmer ’
, the privilege of farming a tax or taxes

Obs exc Hist.
1667 Pepys Diary 3 Aug , I find them mighty hot

.

against the present farm of the Customes 1765 Smollet
Irav (1766) II xg8 [The French King] has the revenue 0me farms. 1825 T Jefferson Autobiog Wks 1859 I 81

I he oppressions of the tithes, the tallies, the corvees, tb
gabelles, the farms and the barriers 1885 Edwards 11

Encycl Brit. (ed. 9) XIX. 580 The first farm of posta
income was made in 1672

c The body of farmers of public revenues
T Jefferson Writ (1850) I 547 A late contract b

therannlustetc.]. Ibid 568 They despair ofa suppressioi

3 . In certain phrases, senses 1 and 2 pass into
the sense . The condition of being let at a fixed
rent

; now only with refeience to revenue, the con-
dition of being ‘farmed out’, f At} mfarm

;
to

have, hold, Id
,
put, set

,
take, etc,, + in, out or

fforth to, to faun Cf med L ad fitmam,
acupere, reetpere

,
committee c, locate.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7773 He setle is tonnes & is

londes to forme wel vaste Ibid 8566 Ilor luniks ft hor
rentes |x. king huld 111 is honde & o|>u wilt, to forme tot

1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 2409 3yf bolt liaue .1 byng
yn ferme X377 Langl P. PI B xvi 16 Libentm <11 In-

ti nun hath b« londe to ferme. 1432-50 tr. Ihgdm (Rolls)

VII 433 Venerable Aiuselrne . . deposed mony ablmttes and
putte peire places to forme 1439 h h. IV tils (1884) 115
I hcwich I hold to ferme of the ni.iystei and couent c 1440
Ptomp. Pctrv. 157 Fcimyn or take a bynKe to ferine,

fitmo, vet ad Jirtnam atitpw c 1461 Pastern Lett No
432 II. 79, I must sclle or lotc to feimo all that I have 1523
II it 2 herd. Sttrv 9 So dothe y piofyte ryse to the loulcs,

wheder they go by way of tmprouomcnt or set to Tenuo

15*4 Chnrchw, Acc. St Giles, Itcadins' 20 In rents at
feime 1557 Hakluyt Voy, (1599) I Jr4 A Cuiscniay,
which the Emperour sometime lettslh out to farme 1568
Graeton Chron II. 126 Quene llitht taken of the king 111

farme. 1602 Fuibickl Pandedcs 73 The Publioanes had
Salt m farme a x6x8 Eali igu Rent. (1644 ) 83 Letting the

Realm to farm to mean persons. x66o Makm 1 1 Coir mu
Wks. 1872-5 II 41 T he Excise we hear is to be lett to farine

1709 J. Johnson Clergym Vade ill, 11. (1731) 141 That no
bishop, dergyman, or monk, do take to farm any estate or
office. 1776 Adam Smith IF. N. v. 11 (1869) II 501 Taxes
upon consumable commodities may l>e let in faun foi a
lent certain. 1785 Burke Sp Nabob Anot's Debts Wks
IV. 273 Districts which were in n condition to be lot to
farm. 1844 II H Wn son Brit, India I 183 The lease of
a district in farm 1845 MrCui nn 11 'l ax atton Intrud (1854)

30 Government may let them in faun for a lent certain

Jig X554 Lat imlr Scrtn 1) Run. (1845) 274 Your learning
is let out to faun

b. in the opeialive words of a lease.

1765 Act $ Cno III, c 26 Preatnli , Ills late Majesty
did demise, lease, and to faun-lelt all those houses x8x8
Cruise Digest (cd 2) IV 68 The words demise, lease, ami
to farm let, are the proper ones to constitute a lease

f 4 A lease. Obs.
a 1500 Fras'nuuta Collet tac 24 in Ac. Stat. I. jfiy It Is

well lefful till him till giff or to sell his form to i|uhatn
socucr he likis 1596 bin Nsi it State Ircl 58 It is a
great willfullnes in any such Land loul to lefuse to make
any longer farmes unto their ’Iiuants 1647 N 15mom
Disc. Govt. Eng 1. sxxi. (1730) 47 lienee the Lena,, so
made were called Feoimes or Farmes

5 . Originally, a tract of land Held on lease for

the purpose of cultivation , in mod use often
applied without lcspect to the nature oi the tenme.
Sometimes qualified by sb. prefixed, as datty-,

grass-, poultryfarm.
1523 I'lT/Hrmi. Hush § 123 Though a nun . shall ham*

hj s farme .xx. yores. 1553 N Grimai » ti. L iceto’s Dufies
135 b, If they who offer to sell a good farme [I. villa\, Lit

1579 RAsrLLi Expos 'It* ms Law 91 Parun or ferine is

the tluefe mesuage in a village or towne vsitl to be lit

fur terme of lyft, yeares, or at will xfixx Bim 1 Matt
uu 5 But they went their w.iyes, one to his farmt

,

.mother to his merchandi/e 1667 Milton /' L ix. 4(8
Hie pleasant Villages and Farmes 1737 Fore Hor. P.ptst
11 11 259 T here mingled farms and pyramids appear 1817W Silwyn Law Nisi Rnus (ed 4) II 676 Proceeding
by ejectment to turn him out of the farm. 1874 (Jkmn
Short Hist ix. 693 'the farms of Lothian have become
models of agricultural skill

0. A farm-house.
*596 SrcNSLR P Q. iv. iv. 35 As when two greedy Wolves

doe breake by force Into an heard, farre fioni the husband
faime 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 577 I- annus or granges
which conteine chambers in them. x6oo Hoi 1 ani> Livy
vn xut 1401 note, Ncere unto tins causey Casar had
a ferme or mannor house Mod. Mr. Smith lives at the
White Farm at the end of the village

7 . A place where children are ‘ farmed \
1869 Giier Nwoon Curses Loud m 45 'I here can lie no

question that he has a better chance Ilian at the ‘farm
1

8. slang The prison infirmary. To fetch the
farm=\.o be ordered infirmary diet and treatment.
Cf.farmery

,
Fermery.

9 attrtb. and Comb. a. Simple attributive (sense

5), as farm-bathjf, -boy, -building, f -cat k, -gate,
-holding, -labour, -labourer, -produce, -rent, -sa-
vant, -slock, -tool k, etc
*55* Richmond IFifAtburtees^e My wyfc shall have

full enterest in all suche fermeliolding as I have in fermo ami
occupation at this daye. 1655 Sir E. Nicholas in N Papas
(Camden) II 349 T he most revenue being farme rents x8i8
Couuett Pol, Reg XXXIII. 170 The low price of farm
produce. 1825 Lo udon Encycl Agrtc § 7064 Farm scrvan 1 s
lm Angus] live chiefly on oatmeal. 71842 Lancl Cottage
Parmer 26 T he decided advantages of employing oxen in
general farm work 1845 Hirst Poems 77 'Hie farm boy
with his shining spade 1859W Coli ins Q. ofHearts (1875)
44 The Farm-lands stretched down gently into a beautiful
rich valley, i860 G. E Street in Archaeol Cantiana
HI 99 note, T he farm-buildings near the church. *875WMcIlwraith Guide Wigtownshii e 132 Some of the villagers
are

j /arm labourers 189® Daily News 31 Jan. 5/5 The
need for some farm labour training on the part of the
emigrants. 1801 Atkinson Last of Giant Killers 86 The
farm-carle had been gone a long time
b Special comb. : farm-court = Farm-yard

;

farm-crossing, a railway-ciossmg from one part
of a farm to another

; •J* farm-dish, a fixed quantity
of ore payable as rent for copper mines , cf toll-
dish , farm-furrowed a

,
noiice-iod

,

cut up into
farms

; farm-hand, any person that woiks on a
farm , farm-instructor, a teachci of agriculture

;

farm-meal. Sc

,

meal given in payment of rent

;
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farm-office, usually pi

,

the out-buildings on a
farmj + farm-place= Farm sb. 6; farm-room,
? a rented room or a leasehold

5 farm-stock, the
cattle, etc ,

implements, and produce of a farm

;

farm-stockmg, the cattle on a farm
; farm-

store =farm-produce. Also Farm-hold, Farm-
house, 1* ARM-STEAl), FAllM-STEADING, FARM-YARD.
i860 Miss Yongc Slokcsley Secret xiv (1881) 329 He

could look down into the ^farm-court 1858 Redfield
Law of Railways (1869) I 488 Cattle-guards at *farm-
ciossings 1713 Loud Gaz No 5141/4 To treat about
furtliei Setts of the same (Coppei -Works] for Years at a
Toll or *Faim-Dish 1857 Emlkson Poems, Monadnoc 33a
This *Farm-fuuowed, town-mcrusted spheie 1884 S E
Dawson Handbh Canada 0 *Farm-instuictors are ap-
pointed to teach the Indian adults to till their lands 1811
G. S. Kum Ague Aberdeenshire vii § 4. 244 Before

1782, the *farm meal was commonly paid of this mfeuor
oats 1807 Sir R. C Hoare Tour tu Ireland S3 They have
convenient *farm offices for their cattle 1825 Loudon
Lncycl Agnc § 7039 The farm-offices consisting of a
barn, cow and ox sheds and hog sties 1526 Tindale
Matt xxu 5 They went their wayes won to his *feime
place. 1650 S Clarke Eccl Hist (1654) I. 6 He was

S
ersuaded to hetake himself to a certain Farm place 1633
Lutherford Lett, xxvi (1848) 54 An inheritance m this

world (God forgive me, that I should honoui it with the

name of an inheritance, it is rather a *farm room).
_
i860

A. Morris in B01 thwiek Arner Reader 78 Exclusive of
*faim-stock. 1828-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) I 230
The cliambeilain should . . levy an annual tax upon the
crops and *fai m-stocking. 1848 Clough Bothie ix 93
Market-carts bringing in . Flowei, fruit, ^farm-store

Farm, vd Obs exc dial, Fornis. 1 feormian,
2 ferimen, 5-7 ferm(e, (4 feerm), 7- farm,

\01L.feormian, of unknown etymology
;

cf. OHG
A-fermt ‘squalor’ (A/id Glossen I. 177).] traits

To cleanse, empty, ptuge.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp Luke 111 17 He feormaS Ins beines flore

138a WYCur 1 Kings x 2 Thow shalt fynde two men
byside the sepulcie of Rachel feermynge greet dichis

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II 44 Hauewe not to ferine the

dikes 1440 J Shirley DetheK James (1818) 16 To dense
and ferme the said privay 1530 Palsgr 548/1,

1

ferinea siege

or prtvy, Jescii/e 1608 Armin Nest Ntttn. (1842) 30 The
fellow sat a long houre farming his mouth 1881 Oxford
Gloss Supp. s.v., ‘ Farm out th’ *en us ool ee?'

Farm (farm), » 2 Forms: 5-7 ferme, 6-7
farme, 7- farm, [f Farm sb 2]

1. trans. To lake or hold for a term at a fixed

payment •f'a To rent (land, etc). Obs.

r 1440 Promp. Pam 157 Fermyn, or take a bynge to

fcime 1530 Palsgr 548/1 ,

1

haue fermed lus house and
al the lande he hath 111 this towne, jaypnns aferme [etc ]

160a Siiaics Ham iv iv. 20 (Qo ) To gain a little patch of

ground To pay five ducats, five, I would not farm it 1693

Ilr Patrick Comm Gen 259 Abram faimed some
ground of them. 1703 Maundrell Joum Jems (1721)

Add 10 The Valley is farm’d of the Grand Sigmor at 1200

Dollars per Annum
Jig absol 1641 Milton Prel Episc (1851) 88 To betake

them to that overgiowne Covert of antiquity thinking

to farme there at large roome

to. To take the fees, proceeds, or profits of (an

office, tax, etc ) on payment of a fixed sum
1569 J. Parkiiurst Injunctions, None ofyou shall ferme

one cure within this Dioces 1606 Holland Sueton.

Annot. 12 These Publicanes, so called for that they fermed

their Cities reveuewes. 1639 Fulllr Holy JVarv xxvu

(1647) 276The Guaidian farmeth the Sepulchre of the Turk
at a yearly lent 1667 Pei1ysDiary (1879 ) IV 427 The two
women that farm the well. 1738 Johnson London 58 Let
such . Collect a tax, or farm a lottery 1861 M Pattison
Ess (1889) 1 41 The Tidemann farmed . the tm-mines
belonging to the Duchy of Cornwall.

transf 1888 Daily News ig Sept, 3/1 Colonel Mapleson
as he could get no one to farm him had to farm

others, and he became an impresario.

2 To let to another dtuing a specified term on

condition of receiving a specified payment Also,

To farm out

a To lease or let (land) to a tenant Now rare.

1593 Shaics Rich. II, 1. iv 45 We aie mforc’d to farme

our royall Reahne 1605 Ki-nnett Par Antiq Pref 3
The Lands were farm’d out for near the full Rent in

money. 1721 Stryfe Eccl. Mem II 111 264 To raise

money for the King, by farming out his lands 1847 James
Convict vi, Is not the land you cultivate your own, as much
or more than his that he faims to otheis ?

to To lease or let the proceeds or profits of

(customs, taxes, tithes, an undertaking) for a fixed

payment
1602 ind Pt. Return fr Parnass m 1. (Arb) 35 My

piomise for farming my tithes at such a rate 167a Petty

Pol Anat 362 The customs yielded anno 1657, under

12000/ but was farmed anno 1658, for above thrice that

sum a 1704 T. Brown Two Oxford Scholars Wks 1730

I q If I be minded to farm out my Tythes 1817 Coleridge

Biog Lit 274 The concern should be farmed to some

responsible individual 184s M'Culloch Taxation Intiod.

(1852) 31 Any attempt to farm taxes on income would

excite the most violent clamour 1879 Farrar St Paul

(1883I 249 Augustus had farmed the copper mines to Herod

the Great

c To let the laboui of (+ cattle, persons) for

hire.

1607 Topsell Fonr-f Beasts (1658) 55 Other buy Kie to

farme them out to other 1777 Robertson Hist. Amcr
(1778) I m. 182 They farmed out the Indians. 1783

Burke Sp Fox's E India Bill Wks IV 83 They have.,

continued to farm their subjects to that very nabob

transf. 1790 Boswell in Mad D'Arllay's Diary Oct,

I would faim you out myself for double, treble the
money 1

3 To conliact for the maintenance and caie of
(persons, an institution, etc ) at a stipulated price.

Also Tofarm out
1666 Pepys Diary (j&w) IV 100 A proposal made hereto-

fore to farm the Navy 1773 Observ. State Poor 39 The
patrons of the practice 01 farming workhouses. 1791
Bentham Panopt. n. 82 Oh, hut this contract-plan—it's
like farming the poor 1838 Dickens 0. Twist (1850) 3/1
The parish authorities lesolved, that Oliver should be
‘farmed’. 1862 W W. Story Roba dt R 111 (1864) 34
The support of these criminal slaves is farmed out to
some responsible person at the lowest rate that is offered.

4. To cultivate, till.

1806 Gazetteer Scot (ed e) 88 Many of the proprietors
farm their own estates 1841 Elphinstqne Hist Ind. II

179 He farmed a small spot of land belonging to a Bramm
astrologer 1846 M'Cullocu Acc Brit Empire (1854) I

557 The different degrees of skill and economy with which
they aie farmed

5 . intr. To follow the occupation of a farmer

;

to till the soil.

1719 Dn Foe Crusoe (1840) II 1 6 ,

1

farmed upon my own
land 1807 Crabbe Village 1 40 Fields and flocks have
charms For hint that gazes, or for him that farms.

Hence Farmed ppl a.

1888 Daily News 11 Dec 4/6 A drop of 14 per cent had
occuned m labourers’ wages over the faimed surface of
England 1889 Ibid. 25 Nov 5/3 The smvivor of the

fanned children

t Fa rmatole, a. Obs Also 7 farmeable [f.

prec. + -able ] That may be farmed or leased.

16x1 Cotgr , Affermabla farmeable, leasable, lettable

1727-36 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash
JParmacie, -y, obs forms of Pharmacy
+ Fa*rmage. Obs. Also 7 fermage [a F

fermage

:

see Farm sb and -age ] a The system

of fanning taxes, tithes, etc. to Leasehold tenure

To let 111 farmage to let on lease, c see quot.

1611. d Cost of cultivation.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb ) 102 They do by farmage Brynge
the londe into a realage 1530 Proper Dyaloge (1863) 12

Which to gentillmen they let m farmage x6xx Cotgr ,

Fermage, farmage . the profit made of, reuenue comming
111 by, a farme. 1650 Elderiteld Tylltes 123 It seems they
were willing to deduct the charge of the Fermage before

they marked the Tythes

•) Farme, sb. [prob dial. var. of Form.] A
* shape

1

for a pudding
1623 Markham Countr. Content. 11 1. ii 68 Then put

thereto at least eight yelks of Egges, a little Pepper, Cloves,

Mace[etc ] and then filhtvpia the Farmes according to the

order of good housewiferie Ibid 69 When all is mixt

well together fill it into the farmes.

t Fa’rmer L Obs Forms. 5 fyrmar, 6 former,

fermonrer [f. Farm e/1 + -ER 1
] One who

cleanses or purifies In comb gongfarmer. Obs

C1440 Promp. Parv. 203 Goonge fyrmar [v r gonge-

fowarj, cloacanus c 1515 Cocke LoreWs B (Percy Soc ) 3
Than came a gonge ferraourei, Other wyse called a masser

scourer Ibid ix Stynkynge gonge fermers

Farmer 2 (fa imai) Forms
: 4—7 fermour(e,

(5 fermowTe), 5 farmor, 5-7 former, -or, 6

farmar, -our, fermar, 6- farmer Also 6-7 Sc

Fermoreh. [a AF fermer (Britton), F
.
fervner

med ~L.firmanus, fjirma : see Farm jA3 Now
usually apprehended as agent-n f Farm v 2 + -er l

;

some mod. uses may be properly regarded as be-

longing to this formation and not to the older word.

In the early recorded forms the suffix -erhss been replaced

by -our, so that the word apparently corresponds to the

synonymous med Jj.frmdtor, one who takes something on
lease (Du Cange), agent-n. f. firmdre ui sense to contract

for, become responsible for ]

1. One who undertakes the collection of taxes,

revenues, etc., paying a fixed sum for the pro-

ceeds
c 1385 Chaucer L.G W Prol 358 Hym oughte nat be

crewel As is a fermour to don the harm he can 1420

E E Wills (1882) 52 My goodez that is in ]m ferinors

handes off iny rent X4gx Act 7 Hen VII, c. 14 The Bailly

feunour or receivour for the tyme of the seid Kyng 1569

J Parkhurst Injunctions, No Parson Vicar, propnatone

or fermer of any benefice, doe [etc ] 1587 Fleming Contn

Holtnshedlll 15 39/1 Thomas Smith farmer of hirmajesties

customs inwards x6ax A/t Impeachm Bp M Wren in

Rushw Hist Coll (1692) in I 354 He sold the profits

of his Primary Visitation and for the better benefit of the

Farmer, set forth a Book. 1642 Perkins Prof Bk. l § 5 3

If a Monke bee farmour unto the Kings Majestie. 1659

B Harris Panval's Iron Age 205 Questioning the

Farmers of the Custom house, for levying Tunnage and
Poundage 1706 T Hearne Colled 16 Feb ,The Priests

and Tyth Fanners. 1719 W Wood Snrv Trade 114

These Commodities being under Monopolies in France, the

Farmers of them took [etc] 1788 Priestley Led Hist

v Ixui. 508 Taxes are raised by means of farmers who
advance the money as it is wanted 1838-4* Arnold
Hist Rome III xlu 57 He might go out as a farmer of

the taxes to Sicily 1864 H Ainsworth John Law 1 v.

98 Contractois, speculators, farmers of revenues, and others

to. Mining. The lessee of * the lot and cope of

the lung ’ (see Cope sb 3 3).

1653 Manlove Lead Mutes 3 Then one half meer at

either end is due And to the Lord or Faimcis doth acciew

Ibid. 5 See that right be done Both to the Lord, and

Faimeis, on the Mine

c The lessee of a government monopoly
1662 J Davies Voy Avibass 194 The King of Persia

farms out the fishing . .which brings him in . many times
more than the Farmers make thereof

t 2 gen One who rents or has a lease of any-

thing
,
a lessee Obs.

1323 Act 14-5 Hen VIII, c 13 Every owner, fermer, and
occupier of the said weies

3. spec. One who lents land for the purpose of

cultivation
;
= tenant farmer. Now chiefly as

a contextual application of <i.

1487 Act 4 Hen VII, c x6 The_ Occupier and Fermer
of them to be discharged against his Lessor of the Rent
1523 Fitzherb. Hnsl § 123 Though a man be but a farmer,

and shall haue hys farme .xx yeres. 1577 Harrison
England 11. v (1877) 1. 133 The yeomen are for the most
part farmers to gentlemen

+ 4 One who cultivates land for the owner ; a
bailiff, steward. Obs.

1382 Wyclip Lithe xvi 1 Ther was sum riche man, that

hadde a fermour, ethir a baily 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de
W 1531) 281 They shall haue y° kyngdome of heuen, not

as baylyes or fermers, but as possessyoners *579 Lyly
Euphues (Arb ) 145 Architas sent for his farmour, vnto
whomehee sayde, if I [etc ]. 1580 Baret Alv F 146 Fer-

mer, or gouemour of a ferme, villicus

5. One who cultivates a farm, whether as tenant

or owner ; one who ‘ farms ’ land, or makes agri-

culture his occupation.

1599 T. Mfourrrr] Stllwormes Ded , Meaner Theams
beseeme a Farmers quill 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb 1

(1843) 40/2 Many gentlemen ana farmers, had good farms

of their own inheritance x666 Wood Life (Oxf Hist
Soc ) II. 86 Many fermers broke, corne being soe cheap
X77X Smollett Humph. Cl II 18 July, I eat like a farmer

1813 Sir H Davy Agnc Chem (1814) 15 The general

experience of farmers had long before convinced the un-

prejudiced 1849 Cobden Speeches 2 We appear here as

the fanners friends

to. dial. The eldest son of the occupier ofa farm.

« 1825 Forby Voc E. Anglia s.v, One labourer would
ask another, 1 Did my master set out that job ?' And would
he answered, ‘ No, my master didn’t, but the farmer did

’

0. One who undertakes to perform (a specified

work or service) at a fixed price

1865 Mom, Star 26 June, It might be the interest of the

farmer [of the permanent way] to starve the repairs . as

much as possible.

to. One who undertakes the charge of children

for a fixed sum. Usually baby-farmer
1838 Dickens O Twist (1850) 83/x ‘It’s very much

blotted, sir’, said the fanner of infants 1869 Greenwood
.Seven Cn, ses Lond 111 45 It is to the ' farmers' ’ interest

. to keep down their expenditure in the nursery Ibid 111

57 Anyone however ignorant may start as a baby farmer

7 slang, a. An alderman
1848 Duncombb Sinks of Lond Gloss 1859 Matsell

Vocabulnm s v (Farmer)

to. A hare {Kent).

8 . Comb, a Simple attributive, as farmer-com-

monwealth, -proprietary to. Similative, asfarmer-

like, farmer-looking adjs

1852 Literary Gaz. 27 Dec 924/3 His burly form and
uncouth, farmer-looking appearance 1868 Bright in Star

14 Mar ,
Would it not be possible to establish to some

extent a farmer proprietary throughout the country? 1874
Green Short Hist 1 3 Each KttTe farmer commonwealth
was girt m byits own border 1891 Daily News 10 Sept

_
2/1

A field whose profusion ofweeds would have sorely exercised

the farmer-like soul of Mr Poyser

Farmerage (faimaredg), nonce-wd [f. Far-

mer 3 + -age.] The body of farmers collectively.

1828 Miss MiTroRD Village Ser 111 (1863) 493 The whole
farmerage and shopkeepery of the place, with a goodly pro-

portion of wives and daughters, came pouring in apace

Farmeress (fa'jmares) * [f. Farmer 2 + -ess ]

a. A woman who farms land, to- A farmer’s wife.

1672 Evelyn Mem (1857) II 80 A gallant widow brought

up a farmeress 1792 A. Young Trav France 171 She

was an excellent farmeress 1870 Miss Broughton Red
as Rose I 265 The farmeresses and yeomen’s wives of the

Melford district

Farmer-general, [tr. F. fermier-giniraly

One who, under the old French monarchy,

1 farmed ’

the taxes of a paiticular district

171X Fr. Bk. of Rates 126 The said Farmer-General, or

his Clarks 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum (1778)11 159 Pans,
The farmer general was just as inquisitive about our taxes

x8zx T. JcrFERSON A utobiog Writings I go A mitigation of

the monopolies of out tobacco by the Farmers general

iiansf. X790 Mad D’Arblay Diary Oct, I am no
farmer-general 1892 Daily News 28 Apr. 5/1 The right to

sell programmes at 6d is fanned _out and the farmer is

often a farmer-general whose privilege includes a whole

batch of theatres.

Farmerhood (fa xm3J|hud). [See -HOOD.] The
state of being a farmer

1890 Times 19 June 9/3 A man cannot glide into com-
plete farmerhood by the easy and imperceptible gradations

which the Committee seem to contemplate.

Farmering (fa .imanr)), vbl sb. dial. [f.

Farmer 2 + -ing 1
] The business of a farmer.

x888 in Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk , Farmering,

farming as a pursuit

Farmering (fa’amang), ppl. a [f as prec. +
-ing A] Engaged m the occupation of a farmer

1883 C. Reade in Harper's Mag June 96/1 Afarmenng
man wants to have four eyes

Farmerish (fa imsnj), a £f. as prec + -ish ]

Somewhat resembling a farmer.

1882 J S Lloyd We Costehons II ix 49 There was one

farmeush looking lad.



FAEMERLY.

+ Fariuerly, a Obs [f as prec. + -i,r 1
]

Like a farmei.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist Reb ix (1703) II 513 Some

Farmerly Men which had good reputations of affection
to the King’s Service 1727 m Bailey vol. II 1793W Jonls
(of Naylaud) Let John Bull

,
Esq a Thomas Bull is a plain

farinerly man, given up to the business of Ins calling

(Farmership. Obs [f as prec p -ship.]

The state or occupation of being a farmer, or
steward; stewatdship
i55* Udall, etc Et asm Pat Acts it, The lucky fust

fruites that the Gbospel brought forth for Ins lent and
fermeishtp. 1624 Gee Foot out of Snare 85 Giue an
account of thy Fanner-ship,

Farmery (fa thigh), sb. [f Farm sb. v -buy ]
1. The buildings, yards, etc, belonging to a

farm.
1656 S Holland Don Zai a(iyigi) 8 The first thing theie-

fore debated on by our Hon was (as an Inquisitoi) what
food the Farmery affoided 1787W Marshall Norfolk I

81 The farmenes of Norfolk aie large and convenient
t8gt J J, Much 1 and Paper Brit Agrtc 30 Oui picscnt
lll-airanged farmeries 1891 Daily News 2 July 8/1
A farmery and three cottages

2 —Farming 3.

i8ot W Taylor in Monthly Mag XII. 579 A rustic and
rusticating fashion for farmery

Fa'muery, a [f. Farmer 2 + -y3] Faimer-
like

1861 Thornbury Turner I. 312 Makes Ins cheese with
farmery care

Farmery, var of Termery, Obs.

Farmhold (fa imiwuld) [f. Farm sb. 2 + Hold
j<5.] A quantity of land held and cultivated as a
farm.

*449 Phunfton Corr. 68 He thinks to have the faun-
liould for 2vn". vm 1*. in one yeare

; hut he shall not. 1504
Plumpton Ctfi' 184, 1 will not lett Tho Croft wife .occupie
her fermeald *567 Wills «$• Inv. N C (Surtees) I, 275,

1

geue to my wyf Agness the leas of my iiemhold during
hir Iyf naturall. 1628 Coed Littleton 5 a, A fearme is
called in Lancashire a fermeholt 1774 T Wlst Antiq.
Fffnels (l8oS) Grants, fermholds, annuities, comdies.
1882 G. Ornsby York 27 Under a corrupted foim it [the
name Jacobi villa] probably still survives in the appellation
of a farmhold.

Fa rm-hotrse. [f. Farm sb.% + House.] The
chief dwelling house attached to a farm.
In this word and Farm-yard the Diets, mark the principal

stress on the first syllable
; but m England this pronuncia-

tion is unusual, exc when the word is attnb.
1598 Shaks. Merry W, 11. m. 91, 1 will bring thee where

Mistris Anne Page is, at a Farm-house a Feasting 1603
Jr

Jonson Sejanvs nr. 1, Tiberius sitting at his meat, In a
farm-house they call Spelunca. 1711 T Hearne Collect

$9
x
f"
H

,

1
1

st
1?
Soc ) I®3 The great Farm-House call'd

Chilswell Farm 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk (1850) 46Every antique farm house . is a picture 1879 Jeffexuls
Wild Lift tn S. C. 142 The farm-house garden
Farming (fa mug), vbl. sb. ?f. Farm v 2 +

-ING 1
] The action ofthe vb Farm.

1. The action or system offarming (out) or letting
out to farm (the revenue, etc ).

J ‘

*59* Percivall Sp Diet
, Arrendamicnto

, letting.

ft* Pett
Y Anat - 360 This and Othe’-

practices of farming hath been a great trade m Ireland
1786 Burke W Hastings Wks. XII. 121 Thefarming out of
the defence ofa country could have no real object but to
I,,?*)?™

contractor at the Company’s expense 1844
M'Culloch Taxation Introd (1852) 31 Bentham has en-
deavoured to show that farming is in every case the

Ef flow* ?ode of c°11®ct,on *®77 Bowden Shahs. Prim.
vi. 88 His farming of the realm.
2. The busmess of cultivating land, raising stock,

etc
; agriculture, husbandry.W T?* fiHJA

1733 W. Ellis (title), Chiltern and Vale Fannin;
plained, 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett People j

1 am toLd that farming answers to gentlemen .

ng e;

WheLett People 294
. ;— ---- «— ““"s to gentlemen , I neveibeheve it, 1810 Edin Rev XXXII. 464 Capital expendedon what is called high farming 1878 Jevons PrimerPolBern. 90 As agriculture becomes more a science, farming
will require greater skill.

* h

3. attnb and Comb Simple attributive (sense x\
farming-system

; (sense 2), asfarming-country,
-interest^ -land

\

-life, -operation, -flan, -regulation
,

farxnmg-offlc*~farm-office \ farming-stock, the
live stock and pioduce of a farm.

“fib Contradiction Poet. Wks 1774 II
144 Friend Jerkin rented, on the farming plan Grounds at

„ ord
i
n^7 Pro% of farming-stock in theneighbourhood r79a A Young Trav France 131 A very

n™
C
^
mm

^
dl01

/

j

10U
,

se
» wr,tl1 farming-offices, on the most

fia^? t TT
SCa 6

a
Morning Post in Spirit Publ

w° ŷ bye-awsor farming-regulations
8 40 Tytler Hist Scot. (1864) I. 240 note

, The farming
operations ofploughing and harrowing 1845 M'Cullochtaxation 11 iv (1852) 202 The farming interest was far more

iEE* a
H
fte

?
the Peace‘ *872 Raymond Statist Mines$ Mining 287 Large areas of farming and garden land.

Farming (faumig ),/)/)/ a [f. as prec. -b -ing 2.]
that farms, in senses of the vb.

II
S
i

S
8a'lw PeS Ahuses ln Lit Rem (Roxb)

~T 4 „
iru

f
gentlemen (I meane not them ferming gentle-K kmghtes), r88S Edwards m Encyct

room ofl fir™™ „
s8

f

° It
.
put a bo

,
ard of postmasters inroom 01 a tarming postma —

Farmlet (la rmiet'
A little farm

[f. FarmjA2 + -let]

bufalkrmll^^9 Ap
,

r 49°(2 TW retire from business,uy a farmlet .and resolve to live happily ever after.

78

t Fa*rmost, a. Obs [f Far i -most
;
irreg

superlative of Far] farthest; most mmole
1618 Bolton Flat ns in v 179 From off the f.irmosl

watch towre of the Noi thetne woild 1700 Dkvuln Sigr>-

manda $ Gunuudo 264 Within the faimost entiuna. of
the Grot

^Farm-stead (fa imjstcd) [f Farm sb 2 +
Stead] A faun with the buildings upon it, a
homestead Also attnb
1807 G. Chalmlus Caledonia I m. ui 401 note, A farm

stead, named Camus ton 1870 Kamsay Ruuin vi ad 18)

203 Mi Dunlop passed a f.u m stend 1870 Morris
LaithlyPar III lv 88 The i.tvt-11 hanging o’ci the Hum
stead gate

Farm-steading (fa tingle dig) [f as i>ice +
-ing h] =piec.
1839 Pinny Cyil.’X.V 507/t IL[ ikmd of lat] establishes

eoiomes in farm steadings 1873 Smii 1 s 1/tigmmils J<> 111

u (1881) 490 The jjiestnL slmetuie being nieiely p.ut of
.1 small faunsteading

Fanny (fa um), a [f as picc. + -\ ] Mailced
by the presence of farms.
1818 L Hunt Sonin t, Hampstead

,
A levily use, with

fanny fields in fi out 1857 Mrs Gorl Iwo Aristm rat ns
I. \v 263 A fair lanelscape stietdnngfar into the distance

—

faimy fields and stretching parks

Fa’rm-ya'rd (with regard to the stiess sec
Farm-house) The yard or mclosuic attached to
a farm-house oi surrounded by farm-buildmgs.
Also atU ib.

1748 Hiciiakdson Clarissa Wks 18S3 V 258 In llns\ciy
f.11 myard 1788W Mahmiaii Yotlsh (1706) 1 3C1 Foim-
yaid Management. 1807 Med Jml XVII 354 He soon
tame out, and crossing the faini y.ud, attaeked a bullock
1846 J Baxtlr Libr Punt. Ague (td 4) II 50 Guano
a most powerful auxiliary to farxn-yai d manure ’

1836
Emerson Eng Traits, Lit Wks (Bohn) II. 103 The
English muse loves the fannyaid.

Farness (fdunes)
.

[f. Far + -NEbS ]
1 . The state or fact of being far; remoteness.
Also occas. of sight • Far-reackmgness Now rare
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P R. 111 x\i (1495) 69 The

syjte demyth a giete sterre but smalle for funesse of
place. 1580 Norih Pluta7 ck{x&j6) 650 Fearing the f.u -

ness of the journey. 1605 Verst egan Dec Intcll. 11 (1628)
29 Here is no neerenessc of affimtic at all, but .is much fai-
nesse as needeth to be *6ai Lady M Wroth Urania 2

a

By reason of the farrnesse from the Court 1876 Hanckoi t
{List U S V lx. 208 Farness of sight and fixedness of
belief 1883 S A Bkookl in Uomilet Monthly Dee. 152
In their farness from the strife and trouble of men.
t b Amount of distance Obs.
*5*3 St Papas Hen VIII

,

IV 1 Every bataile an
anowe shotte from the othoi, and all like femes from the
Enghsshe aimye. 1674 N Fairfax Bulk Stlv 78Having nearnesses or farnesses betwen each othei
2. concr. Distant parts. {From, m) thefarncss ;

* the distance atch.
is7x1_

G
?
lding Calvin on Ps Ixv 6 Thou that art the hope

of the farnesse of the sea a 1849 J C. Mangan Poems
ti8S9J 303 la the farness lay the moonlight on tlie Moun-
tains of the Nile i8sS Proseds Mag LI. 94 From the
farness, lo the castle rode a knight in flashing harness.

+ Fa-rnet. Obs. Also fernet, famed. [? a.
ON fpru-neyte company of travellers.] A band,
company, tram of attendants.
a 1300 Cursor

M

24947 (Cott.) Wit al Jimr farnet and hair
fere pai com til land. C1340 Ibid 6070 (Fairf) be famed
[C fernet] >ar-wij> [J>e lambe] salle be fedde.

r

Farn(t)ic(k)le, -ed, var Fehntiole, -ei), dial
Faro 1 (fe»'»). Forms: 8-9 pharaoh, ciron

pharoah, pharo, (8 pharaon, farro), 8- faro.
[f Phabaoh, after F. pharaon

^ iujfarctone*
name

f
w
?
s Siven is no t clear, some mod Diets,

assert that one of the cards used in tlie game fonncrly bore
the picture of Pharaoh,]
1 . A gambling game at cards, m which the

players bet on the order in which certain cards
will appear when taken singly from the top of the
pack 1

w'ZSc'rnf
12

\

G% IT
'
c,a8

. It
1 Games of the Ace of

Hearts, Pharaoh, Basset and Hazard 1748 H Walpoie

ladies that ^i®33 Sllver-P^raoh and whist for the
.5* dld

,
not dance 1797 Citron in Ann Reg 1J2

S°
aYIC

^p
d
Tr

ln tbe Pena
T

t>' °f »6so each for playing at the

fanv tFa
T

r°
’,
84a Bariiam Leg

, Black Mosque-
tatre, He Lost large sums at faio 1850 Tiiackiray
biigin xxvii, Preferring smoke and faro to fresh air.
2, attnb and Comb

,
as faro-player, -table

, -win-
nings

; faro bank,
(a) a gaming-house where faio

is played; (b) the bankei’s deposit of money
against which the other players put their stakes

;

faro banker, the proprietor of a faro bank,

t ? ^3
ni

R
-r
UT
VN0^Marmouym Uproar Misc Wks. 1751

TUij!
4p

16 ^ ncbs
°(il Faro-T able or a Bowling Gieen i«6Mrs. Calderwood J,nl (1884) 187 Mi Hay's profit is flora
1795 Wolcott (P Pindar)

v&6 H«r/
ly Cumberland [pinch] her faro winnings

ill k 1 t
May^ The threatening noticetaken by the Lord Chief Justice of the Ladies’ Faio Tables

1798 ,SportingMag XI 7 The villany of a female Fa. o
r̂i^

el
,

1801 Mae Edgeworth Belinda iv, Mrs. Lutt-

Ser
g
n

fa
.

r»-Player. 1877 Mobley Cnt Mnc
52

„
11 tl

|P
e at lansquenet and the faro bank

| ^
") [F. faro.] A kind of beer

isttfc B^ssels and in its neighbourhood
fain *7^ar, You stop on the road to drink

llmost
“S

thi £lu
2
ng

V,7/3 rai° and brawn flowed

FARRAND.
Faroelite (f.Tu?,cbu) Mm [f fl.y Ilctldlc)

J'ttioe wliciu it was found 1 -bin- ] A \nucty oi
Thomsomlc ollui ring ‘111 splicriuil toncrctions,
consisting of lamellar i.ululctl imlivuluals, pc.uly
m cleavage* (Dana)

v

1858 Git. cc. Li 1 tsoM Miu 0,7 Imh,elite may t.uik .is

a ilistmel spent s

Far-off (l.Ti^f), a [f h Ait ad<> \ Ufi* tuiv

,

fuimeily wultui as two winds ]
I l'ar distant, icinote a in space, b* in

tunc c In relationship
a 1390 Siiaks Ahds iV i\ i kji Lil efuu ofl mmint.imi •,

tinned into Clouds 1632 Mil kin /V«uu«vi 7 1. 1 heal the
f.u off Ctufeti sound, Our some wide wait t'd si.ote 1704
Mrs Kadi 111 11 Mvsl Udo/pho %n, T In f.u nil |mv (4
1 ittle 1816 J Wiison( tlyoj Pin; in 11 1 itjyOui 1 11 oil
fi lends 1840 Dii ki ns Bam Rtti/n II \iv, T he* f.u off
pi icts 111 wituh In* hid limn w.imlt ling 1855 Miiman
tat tin (1E61UX MV.V11I .80 'J lieu humble postuie of
far off adoi limn
b 1830

'

1 1 nnvson In M, lit 1, Wlm shall slu 0 li a li md
tin o’ lime to call It The l.u oil intuist of n.us? 1873
Jowi rj Plato (ed .) Ill 78 'lht l.u ol) unit of th,
w 01king of 111 my iiituds 111 many agi *877 A I!,

I'.iWAKiis Up Nile 1 18 Those l.u oil days of Cheon . .uni
Cheplucu
0.1828 Miss Mi 1 1 0110 Village Su. ill. (iLfij) 00, 1 . ,1111

but n f.u off kiusiumi.in

2 . absol In thejtu off : 111 tlie distance
1884 Sai a fount due South 1 \\v (i,"l!/) Tin

eternal but iiiibdutil resonance of N1.1g.ua 111 the J.u oil

Hence Par-offness, the slate or lacl ol being
far off, distance.

1873 K S Canuhsii Sam v 9 { My lit’lph .s f.u nfliitss
ftoiu God 1877 Mai intis Aim li, pitblit n. 11 II -08
But ah I the weariness, the* f.u oflntssof it all

II Farouche (fan/J) Also Sc iaroucluo [hi
fit oinhe, of unknown origin; the received con
iiexion with I,, femem cruel is untenable]
Sullen, shy and repellent in manner
1765 H. Wai 1*011 Lett II Mann. (1837) IV 41 Tin

King . has great sweetness tn his cuuitlciuuii t unit ttl ol
that farouche look which they gi\e* 1814 Jh run m Momc
Life

1
J* Lett. (183a) III. 36 It is too f,until lie*

,
but my

satires are not vci y playful *835 Mrs Gasm 1 1 No> th a
S vliv, She has been vei y farotitlic with me for a Jong time
1880 Oiiida Moths I ujS She is a little farouche.

I'Fa-rrage. Obs. Also 7 farugo. [a F.Jai
1 age, ad. L fan ago : see Faulta00.]
1 Foddet for cattle. Also alt/ ib ,

asfait age 1ye
1609 Hoi 1 and Amm Mamll. win. u. J tho*

countries such kinds of fat.tgt* art minted tip, *639 'Jolt
kiano, Fairdgguu, di edge, bollimong, or far.ige rvc
2 -Bullimong I

DS78 Byti Dodoens i\ ui 4^9 Panogo is notu* other
thing but bailey, ote*s, and suelic Ijke gray ms minglt <1
logither ] i6ox Hoi 1 anij Pliny \uu svi. 37 , 1 hat kind
of dredge* or farrage, ought to he sowne very tliiekc
3 = Faruago b

laneons.
«38 Latimi r Let. 25 Aug in Seim $ Rem. (1845) 401T Ins foolish farragmary scribbling

Farraginous (farji d^inos), a. [f ns prec h
-ouu ] Miscellaneous, UKhscuminatc, * hotchpotch
Also of a person : That makes a hotch-potch
1613 [sec Bui 1 .mono i 1>] t646 Sir T Brow si Pseud.Bp I. ill 10 A farraginous concurrence of all conditions,

tempers, sex, and ages. 1669 W. Simisos Ilydiol CJnnt
103 1 he stomacli becomes tnntalu’d by the* f.ur.igmutis
mixtures of concretes 1765 WAimutioN/)„. Legal iv tv
s f

Wotes <ed. 4) 131 I he great farraginous body of Popi dintes and ceremonies. 1799 Kiuwa* Geol. P.ss azfi In slime

1:7 1
* v L [” f ’ • «j ' * d

*
.:

1 *; ’ > > !M ' r ,843 * V-IH v D<> lot cxui (1 ' )jcii ine Lam eate lias somewhe*re m lus farraginous notes

m vL
Cert

il
U1 P

^
llhlAPhysi(' ,

/
u,

,

s w
.
ho [««• 1 *863 Ui aki

in All Year hound 3 Oct 123/2 B uley was one of the fai-ragmous fools of the unscientific science.

Farrago (farJi gtf) Also 8-9 farago. [a I,
fai rago mixed fodder for cattle, hencefig a medley
confused mixture, i. far/-,far spelt, corn.] A con-
fused group

; a medley, mixture, hotchpotch.
+ a of material things or of pci sons Obs

X®3*B JomoN Alag-n.Ladyi.vn, Hee. holds thcircntise*s

u 'Tf*' TH
3 n

p
ade

.

dl!,h x677 Dai i Prim. (hig Man
ir in 149 ihe People were* a Farraeo. collet ted -n..l
gathered out of the neighbouring Nations. 1789 G Wnn 1Selboine (1853) II vxx 24s Among this farragj also wereto he seen some maggots **

b. of immatenal things
1637-30 Row Hist Kirk (1842) 071 A strantra mieiv II

V 2 *783 Pott Clnrurg. U'ks II, 7 Ancient suictrv

CasJmp p rf

,t

iv/
fiu

/
ag° external applications « 1827Canning loot Wks* (1827) 41 No longer we w.mt Thisfarrago of cowardice, cunning, and cant 1876 C MDavies Unorth Lonl ,20 A famago of the Loufs iTiverthe. Litany of the Church of England, and the cxteiuuu*raneous effusion of Dr. Cummmg himself

Xte"'1K'

. â,r
r
ra^» a and north, dial

1 ^ a.v. wauuNu pm. a

some.%y
PerS°U ‘ Well'favoured

» comely, hand-

13 E, E A lht, P. B 607 If
J,ay [wyjej] wer furaude



FAERANDLY.
a»

& fayre to beholde 1373 Barbour Brace n 514 Oth ir

lady is fayr and farand

2

.

Of things • Becoming, dignified, pleasant.

13 E. E A lltt P A 864 Lest les Jjou leue my talk

farande £1340 Gave. 4- Gr Knt 101 Vch farana fest

1882 in Lane Gloss

3

Having a specified appearance, disposition, or

temperament. With qualifying word piefixed, as

auld-, evil-,fair-, fighting-,foul-, well-farrand.

a 1400 Sir Pen 848 Siche llle farande fare c 1440 Ifo-

mydon 282 So goodly a man and wele farand a 1455
Holland Honlate 153 Thai apperit to the Pape Fair
farrand and fre 1313 Douglas Mneis vii vm 147

Sum themaist semyly farrand personage Tystis to the feild

1635 D Dickson Bract Wks (1845) I 88 A sore mattei

for a sinner to be corrected and yet to go hght-farrand

under it 1674-91 Ray N C Words s v Farand, Fight-

pig-Farand, in a fighting humor x8x6 Scott Anttq
xln, * Ochiltree, is very skeely and auld fanant about mony
things ' 1830 Galt Lawne T 1 viu. (1849) 29

‘ Ye're an
auld farrant chappy 1

Farrandly, farrantly (fse’randli, -tli), adv

Sc and north dial [f. Farrand, -ant + -ly 2
]

Pleasantly, handsomely, splendidly

c 1325 E. E A Hit P C 435 Farandely on a felde he
fettelez hyin to bide 1613 T Potts Disc Witches (Chet

ham Soc) Kb, What is yonder that casts a light so fai-

randly £1750 J Collilr (Tim Bobbin) Whs, 40 Yo
coom’n farrantly off 1863 B Brierley Irhdale I 100

H00 wouldno behave so farrantly, if hoo yerd what I ’re

talkin’ abeawt

Farrantly (feerantli), a. north dial Also

8-9 far-, farrently. [f. Farrant a. + -ly 1
]

1

Of a person a Comely, handsome, good-

looking lb Genteel, respectable

1674 Ray N C Words 17 Farantly, handsome. 1790

Mrs Wheeler Wcstmld Dial (1821) 20 Whya hang thee,

than er fanantly enuff tae leak at 1794 Mrs. Darwali
Poems I os Five farently youths for her wasted their

prime 1867 Comh Mag XV 731 So took up wi’ a far-

rantly whench.

2 . Of a thing : Becoming, fit, proper.

c 1730 J Collier (Tim Bobbin
-

! Wks 72 There’s none

sitch fanantly tawk abeawtr* 1839 Cnmbild 4 Wesim
Dial 13 Tae spin tow for bord claiths en sheets wod hev

been much mair farently then ntin hooks 1853 E Waugh
in Harland's Lane Lyrics 136 A farrantly bargain he’d be.

Farreate (f® n|fi*t), a Rom . Antiq [ad L
fat reat-us pa. pple oifarredre, f. farreuvi cake of

spelt biead, neut of farreus

:

see Farreous]

a Of pet sons . United in mamage by the offering

of spelt-bread (see Confarreation). b Of mai-

1 lage = Confarreate a
*880 Muiriiead Gains 1 § 112 No person is elected to the

office unless boin of farreate parents Ibid Digest 545

No one who was not the issue of a farreate marriage

Farreatiou (fern i*
1 Jan) Rom Antiq [ad L.

farredtidn-em the use of spelt-bread in marrying,

f as prec ] = Confarreation
1656 m Buliokar, 1818 in Todd, and in mod Diets.

Farrel, dial, foim of Fare
•
j* Farrement. Obs rare Also farment

[a OF ferrement •—L ferrainent-um implement

of iron ] In pi. Iron fittings

1440 J Shirley DetheK James (1818) 15 The farrements

of the chaumbui wyndos wei strongh sowdid yn the

stonys with moltyne lede 1458 Yatton Ch wardens' A ects,

(Som Rec Soc ) 100 For . farmentes, hokys, and other

thynges to the choiche euce

Farrender, -me, -on, var of Farandine, Obs

FarreOUS (fee ribs), a. Med [f L farre-us

made of corn, f far corn + -ous
]

(See quot

)

1884 6yd Soc Lex ,
Farreous, scurfy, applied to the

urine when it deposits a branny sediment

Farrier (fee-run), sb Forms 6-8 ferrier,

farriar, (7 farrior, -yer\ 6- farrier, [a OF
ferner •—L. ferranus

,

f ferr-um iron, in med L
(often femts) horseshoe
The synonym Ferrour, current in Eng in x4-iCtli c , is

a diffeient formation ]

1 One who shoes horses ;
a slioemg-smith

;
hence,

also one who treats the diseases of horses

1562 Act 5 Ehz c 4§ 3 The Ciafts of Smiths, Far

uers x6zz F. Markham B/e Warv 11 § 6 An excellent

Smith or Fauyei who shall euer be furnished with Horse-

shooes, nayles, and drugges, both for inward and outward

applycations. 1718 Quincy Comj>l Disp Bo Essential Oil

is much in use amongst our Farriers 1731 Smollett' Per

Pic (1779) I- xvu 146 Blacksmith and ferrier 1821 Scott

Kenilw x, The light stioke of a hammer as when a farrier

is at work 187a Yeats Tcchn Hist. Comm 178 Farriers

or shoeing smiths appeared first in Germany

2 . An official who has care of the horses in a

cavalry regiment Also Farrier-major, Corporal-,

serjeantfainer.
1832 Regul Instr Cavalry III 60 The Farriers and Band

fall out 1844 Regul <$• Ord Army 373 The Troop Far-

1 lei is caiefully to examine each foot of every Horse 1808

Ibid ? 317 The Famer Majoi is liable to be 1 educed for

misconduct to the rank and pay of Farrier 1883 Ibid 279

Serjeant-farners at home (including corpoial-farners of the

Household Cavalry) are required to train men to become

efficient as shoeing smiths Ibid 281 The services of the

famer quartermaster berjeant are to be placed entirely at

the disposal of the veterinary suigeon

3.

Withsb piefixed, as sergeant-,yeoman-farrier

= Ferrour 3. Obs

1647 Haward Crown Rev. 33 Three Yeomen ferueis 1711

Lond. Gaz, No 4791/4 John Willis, late Sergeant-Farrier

79 FART.

4

Comb
,
as farner-hke adj. I

1809 Med, Jml. XXI. 308 Relieving them [strictures] in
|

some scientific way, not by the Farrier-like . methods too
commonly practiced

Farrier (fee nai), v. rare [f. the sb ]
1. tram To treat (an animal) as a farner does
18x4 Selby 4 M Weighton Road Act u 7 Beasts re-

taining from being shoed or famered
2 mtr To practise farriery.

Hence FVrriermg vbl sb

,

the action of the vb
1707 Mortimer Hush 154 The Art of Farnermg and

Cow leeching 171873 Livingstone m Boy's Own Paper
(1889) 7 Sept 778/3 Carpentering, gun mending, farnermg

Farriery (fee nan), [f as prec. + -y 3
] The

art of the farriei
;
now= veterinary surgery.

1737 Bracken (title), Farriery Improved 1760 Goldsm
Cit W lxxxvi, Several of the great here understand as

much of farriery as their grooms 1821 Scott Kentlw xm,
His extraordinary practice in farriery x88o Miss Braddon
Just as I am xxxix, They were acquainted with the

elements of farriery.

Farro, obs form of Faro
Farrow (fee ran), sb. Also I faerh, fearh, 3

far, 8-9 dial farry. Cf Fare sbA [OE. fearh

str masc corresp to OS %farh (whence diminutive

MLG ferken, Dn. varken), OHG. farJi, farah

(MHG.&tmA; diminutive OHG farheltn, MHG.
verkel, mod.G.ferkel) •—OTeut *farho-z boar•—pie-

Teut, *porkos = Gr. ropicos, L. po> cus : see Pork ]

f 1 A young pig Obs

« 700 EJnnal Gloss 811 ForceHits, faerh atxooAgs Voc

in wr Wulcker 321 Porcellus, fearh. c 1300 K Alts 2441

Heo. flodeden, so faren m feld

transf 18*0 Byron Morg. Mag Ixui, Another, to levenge

his fellow farrow, Against the giant rush’d.

2 An act or instance of farrowing. [Pioperly

another word
;

f. the vb ]
x6ox Holland Pliny I. 229 One sow may bring at one

farrow twenty pigges 1869 Daily News 8 Dec , Mi
Lynn and his man proved the dates of the farrows

3 Hence concr. A litter of pigs ;
occas. m sing,

(after Shakspere) with numeral to indicate the

number of young.

1377 B Googe Heresbach's Hush. in. (1586) 149 b, If you
will have two farrowes in one yeere. 1603 Shaks Macb iv

1 65 Powre in Sowes blood, that hath eaten Her nine

Farrow 1607 Topsell Four/ Beasts (1673) 319 The
Lavimans were much troubled about the signification of

such a monstious fairow 1787 Hunter in Phil Trails

LXXVII 236 In that time she had eight farrows and had

in all seventy-six pigs x8a6 in Shendamana 3x3 A fine

Chinese sow and nine fariow 1869 Blackmore LornaD.
xvu, Two farrows of pigs ready for the chapman

4

.

Of the sow * In or withfarrotv with young

1377 B Googe Heresbach's Hush lit (1586) 150 So shall

the damme bee sooner with farrowe againe 1884 Fat »t

<$ Home 23 Oct 275/2 Boars do not usually pay much
attention to sows in farrow.

5

attnb
,
asfarrow-sow

1871 B Taylor Faust (1875) I xxi 182 She tides upon

a farrow-sow.

Farrow (fas mu), a. Chiefly Sc Forms • 5 Sc.

ferow, 6-8 Sc furrow, 'j- farrow. [Of unknown

derivation
;
fairow cow corresponds formally to

Flemish verwekoe,
vcvrwekoe (De Bo), in i6thc

‘ verrekoe, taura’ (Kilian), which means a cow that

has ceased to be capable of producing offspring ]

Of a cow • That is not with calf (see quots

)

Also in To be, go or runfarrenv. Fart ow-farrow,
barren in two successive seasons.

1494 Act Dom Cone 363 Twa feiow ky. 13 Depre-

dations m Argyll 51 (Jam )
Sex fuirow cows 1688

R Holme Armoury 11 173/2 A Farrow Cow is a Cow that

jives Milk in the second year after her Calving, having no

Calf that year 1723 Ramsay Gent Sheph in 111, My
faulds contain twice fifteen fuirow nowt 1836 Aird Poet

Wks 193 Farrow, ill-haired, and lean 1879 Mem
Ochiltree 52 If the same animal had no calf the following

year, she was farrow fairow

fig 1674 N Fairfax Bulk 4- Stlv 19 Whatever is big

with or positive ofeternity, cannot go farrow, or be privative

of real entity

Farrow (f® r<»«),©. Forms. 4-6

.

5V ferrie,(6far-

owe), 7-9 dial farry, 4-farrow Also 3 iveruwe,

4 yvaxje
;
and see Fare v 2 [f. Farrow sb ]

1 trans Of a sow : To bring forth (young).

a 1223 Alter R 204 pus beoS peos pigges meruwed 13x3

Douglas FEneis hi vi. 72 A grete sow fereit of grysis

thretty held 1614 Markham Cheap Hush (1623) 126

Many Sowes will deuoure their Pigges when they haue

farro’d them 1760 Goldsm Cit W Iviu, A sow farrowed

fifteen pigs at a litter 1828-40 Tytler Hist Scot (1864)

I 137 The English sow had farrowed her pigs.

fig 1823 Lamb Lett (1888) II 60 IP Evelyn could have

seen him, lie would never have farrowed two such prodigious

volumes

2 . mtr. To produce a litter.

1340 Ayenb 6x pe zo?e huanne hi hep yuarted wel

blebehche byt men ycloped mid huyt 1573 Barbour

Brace xvti 701 On the walks thai can cry, * 1 hat thairsow

ferryit wes thair 1

1

1335 Stewart Cron Scot III 342 For

that same sow I haif ordand sic draf Sail gar mr feme

sone at the midsyde. x6ox Holland Pliny vin li 229

Swine farrow commonlytwice a yeere a 1638 Ford, etc

Witch Edmonton v 11, To cast her Pigs a day before she

would have famed 1727 Swirr Baucis 4 Philemon

,

Thought whose sow had farrow'd last 1838-42 Arnold

Hist Rome I 1 2 She laid down and farrowed, and her

littei was of thirty young ones,

fb. Of other animals. (See also Farrowing
ppl a) Obs. rare.

1380 Hollyband Treas Ft. Tong, La. Mnette the place

where a Hare doth farrow

Hence Fa rrowed, Fa rrowmg ppl adjs
,
Far-

rowing vbl. sb Also attrib.

1383 Stanyhurst AEnets hi (Arb.) 83 Her mylckwhit
farroed hoglmgs 1310-20 Compl. too late maryed (1862) 8

A farrowynge Dytche 1398 Trevisa Barth DeP.R xix
Ixui. (1495) 899 A sowe is moost thicke in farowynge tyme.

1577 B Googe Hei esbach's Hnsb 111, (1586) 149 b, Her far-

rowing times are so divided for the nonce, 1607 Topsell
lourf Beasts (1673) 5l8 Early at the farrowingcauseth an
easie and safe pigging

t Fa-rry, v Obs. [Back-formation from Far-
rier, taken as agent-n m -er 1

.]
= Farrier v. i.

Hence Fa rrymg vbl sb

,

m quot farrmg.
1807 Beverley 4* KexbyRoad Act 6 Horses going to be
famed 1825 Beverley Lighting Act 11 17 Shoe, bleed,

kill or farry any horse 1678 E R {title), The Experienced

Famer ; or Farring Completed, m two hooks Physical and
Chyrurgical

IlFarsang (fa-isrerj). Also in Arab form

farsakli. [Pers. farsang see Parasang ]

* A Persian measure of distance—the Parasang of

the ancients—about four miles ’ (H. H Wilson

Gloss Ind Terms)
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1864I 65 From hence they

reckon their way by farsangs 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)

I 111. xxxni 154 We travelled three farsangs over moun-
tains 1864 Pusey Led Daniel di 119 A reservon

40 farsangs in circumference 1889 7 tines (weekly ed )

13 Dec 8/1 A distance of 12 farsakhs, or 48 miles

Farse (fare), sb Fed. Antiq. [A mod. adapta-

tion of med L farsa (see Faroe sb A
] An ampli-

ficatory phrase inserted into a liturgical formula

;

also, each of the hortatory or explanatory passages

in the vernacular interpolated between the Latin

sentences, in chanting the lesson or epistle

1842 Hook Church Did 296 The subdeacon first repeated

each veise of the epistle 01 ledio, in Latin, and two choris-

ters sang the Farse, or explanation

Farse (fais), V Eccl Antiq. [ad OF farsir,

in pa. pple latinized as farcitus : see Farce sb ]

trans To amplify (a liturgical formula) by the in-

sertion of certain words; to provide (an epistle)

with a ‘ farse ’ or interpolated vernacular comment.

Also, to insert (a passage) by way of ‘farse
’

1857 Ecclesiologist XVIII. 204 A very curious farced

Epistle. X877 J D Chambers Divine Worship 320 The
‘ hyrie ’ was simple, not farsed , Between each kyiie is

faised one of the ten Commandments.
transf *873 H T. Kingdon Fasting Communion Ji

A wonderful instance of ‘ farsed ’ history

Farse, obs. form of Farce

tFa-rset. Obs iaie- y
. A casket, small case

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang Uni 1 § 552 Store houses

to keep things in, are chests [hutches], coffers cases,

caskets, farsets, little boxes. Hence 1671 in Skinner

Etymol Ling Angl.

Far-sight. Ability to see fai Also attrib

1889 Pali Mall G 15 Tune 2/2 A far sight machine, by

means of which he [Edison] hopes to be able to increase

the range of vision by hundieds of miles

Far-sighted (faiisoited), a. [f. Far adv +

Sight + -ed 2
] Furnished with a capacity for

distant vision.

1 fig. Looking far before one ,
forecasting,

shrewd, prudent
1641 Milton Ch Govt Wks 1738 I 73 The fair and far-

sighted eye of his natural discerning 1768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat (1852) II 262 To man she has given understand-

ing, far-sighted faculty 1833 Kanf Gnnnell Exp xv

(1856) 116 This far-sighted commandei had . salted down
many of these birds 1863 Tylor Early Hist, Man, xi

303 A few far sighted thinkers.

2 lit Able to see objects at a distance more

clearly than those near at hand
1878 Encycl Brit VIII B20/1 This kind of eye is called

hypeimetropic, or far-sighted

Hence Far-sightedly adv

,

111 a far-sighted

manner Far-sightedness, the stale of being

far-sighted lit andfig
x8&> Mill Repr Govt (1861) 138 Any measure, truly,

largely, and far sightedly conservative 1884 Tunes

(weekly ed ) 20 June 5 The mother country must show

herself farsightedly liberal 1824-9 Landor Iviag Conv

(1846) II 243 Verily our Prophet did well and with far-

sightedness in forbidding the human form to be graven

x88x Le Conte Monoc. Vision 48 This defect is often called

far-sightedness

t Fa’rsnre. Obs rare Also 5 farcere, faxsor

[ad L farsui a, f farctre to stuff ]
= Farce sb 1

1381 in S Pegge Form o/Cnry (1780) 100 Make a Faisure

ana fil ful the skyn e 1420 Liber Cocontm (1862) 26 Of alie

)>o thynges jx>u make farsure. *4 Noble Bk Coohy
(Napier 1882) 116 Tak pork and hennes flesh and good

pouders and make a farsor ther of

Farsyn, var. of Farcin, Obs. farcy.

Fart (fait), sb. Not in decent use. Also 5

fext(e, fartt, 5-6 farte, [f. the vb. ;
cf. OHG firz

,

fun, mod G fan, ON./? etr ] A breaking wind

Often in let (t letflee) afart
£1386 Chaucer Miller's T 620 This Nicholas anon let

flee a fart. 14 . Madman's Songm Rel Ant. I 260 Onys

I fley and let a fert. 156a J. Heywood Prov. 4 Epigi



FART. 80 FARTHING.

(1867) 2i, I shall geat a fart of a dead man as scone As

a farthyng of him 1650 BuLwrn Anthrofomet 020 The
Guineans are very careful not to let a fart 1728 Swirr

Dial Mad. Mitlhnix lunotty In doleful scenes that

bieak our heait Punch comes, like you, and lets a f—

t

i8a$ Thurlow Ess Wind 6 Ihere are five or six different

species of farts

*j-b. Asa type of something worthless Obs

e 1460 Townelcy Myst. 16 Bt alle men set I not a farte

164a in Picton LfoolMitnic Rec, (1883)1 233 Hee cared

not a f—'t for it. 1683 Crowne Sit Courtly Nice v, A fai t

for your family

(• 2 A ball of light pastry, a * puff . Obs. [Cf.

F pet ‘ beignefc en boule ’]

153a Huloet, Fartes of Portingale, or other like swetc

concedes, collyha
Fart (fait), v Not now in decent use. Also

3 verto-n, 4 farten, 5 farton, 6 farte. [Common
Teut. and Indo-germanic : OE *feo) tan = OHG
ferzan (MHG. verzen, and with ablaut variants

vurzen, varzen, modG farzen), ON, freta x—

OTeut fertan ‘—0Aryan *perd- (Skr. pard, prd,

Gr. irlptieiv, Lrth. phdzu, Russ nop^OTB ; the L.

pedbe is unconnected) ]

1. intr To bieak wind (see Break v. 47).
c 1*30 Cuckoo Song, Bulluc sterte]), bucke uertep c 1386

Chaucer Miller's T, *52 He was somdel squaymous Of
fartyng. c 144a Promt. Pan

u

130 Farton, fcdo c 1532
Dewes Inirod Fr inPalsgr 941/1 To faite or to buiste,

crejntei 1610 B Jonson Alc/i 1 1, I fait at thee 1740
Gray Lett. Wks 1884 II. 59 Now they are always m a
sweat, and never speak, but they f—t.

Jig [after L. oppedere ]

1580 Barft A Iv. F 149 To fart against one. and Meta-
plioncc, To denie with a !owd voice, offedcrc. 1671 H M.
tr Erasm. Colloq . 303, I cannot sufficiently admue, that

there are not some men who fart against those men.

2 tians To send forth as wind from the anus.

163a Massinger Maid ofHon iv iv, Tho’ the devil fart

fire, have at him f 1710 But Afolio III 3/1 What is

meant, when we say, a Man Farts Fiankinsence.

Hence ra'rtedppl a. Pa rter, one who breaks

wind. Parting vbl sb
}

in quot used alto ib.

Pa-rting a.

c 1440 Promt Paro 150 Fartare. Ibid. Fartynge,
feditura, bombisacio 1580 Hollyuand Tteas Ft Tong,
Cest vngros vesseur, a great farter 1383 Stubbfs A tint.

Abus 11 (1882) as The same starching [brothell] houses
(I had almost said farting bouses) do serue the turn. 1648
Herrick IIesfcr. I 216 The farting tannei *653 Urquiiart
Rabelais (1694) 11 xxvn. 166 Are your Farts so fertil ?

here be brave farted Men. 1660 Howell Lex Tetraglot.,

A Farter, teteur a 1687 C Cotton Poet. Whs (1765) g
He was .the loud'st of Farters.

Farth, alleged synonym of Farrow si 2.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11 134/1 The young ones . of
a sow. .are called a Farth, a Farrow of Pigs

Farthendele, var. of Fartjiingdeal. Obs.

Farther (fa dSsi), adv. and a. Forms : 3-6
fexder, ferdre, 4 ferper(e, 4-6 ferthere, 4-8
farder, 5- farther. [ME faper (whence by
normal phonetic development farther) is in origin

a mere variant of Further, due prob. to the

analogy of the vb. ferpren OE. fyriSnan to

Further. The primary sense of further, farther
is ‘ more forward, more onward 1

; but this sense is

practically coincident with that of the comparative
degree offar, where the latter word refers to leal

or attributed motion in some particular direction.

Hence further
,
farther came to he used as the

comparative offar\ first in the special application

just mentioned, and ultimately m all senses, dis-

placing the regular comparative farrer, In
standard Eng. the formfarther is usually preferred

where the word is intended to be the comparative
offar

,

while further is used where the notion of

far is altogether absent
;
there is a large inter-

mediate class of instances m which the choice
between the two forms is arbitrary

]

A. adv.

I. More forward
;
to or at a more advanced point,

a, in space, or m a course of procedure or
development.
a 1300 CursorM 6831 (GStt ) Help him or pu ferder wend.

c 13*0 Sir Tnstr. 1491 He no may ferper far. 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P R 1v. ul (1495) 81 The kynde dryenesse of
the erthe suffryth not the fletynge reeses of the see passe
ferder 4*400 Destr. Troy 11748 Thou art no farder thy
fame for to lose, pan I my lyffo were leuer leue in )>e plase
4*460 Toumeley Myst. 276 We may no farther walk *508
Fisher Wks. (1876) 281 Or we precede ony ferder. *348
Hall Chron 161 b, The capitaines folowed no farther the
chace. 1616 R. C, Times' Whistle 11 845 The foole Was
never farther than the grammer schoole *693 Woodward
Nat Hist Earth 1 (1723) 3 Having little Prospect of
carrying on these observations any farther 1703 Moxon
Mech.Exerc 730, I shall run no farther into this Argu-
ment. 1883 Ht Martineau Charmed Sea 1 3 Ifyou can
bearyour load no farther, say so 1876 Gladstone Homeric
Syttchr 12, 1 wish to carry the affirmative portion of my
propositions greatly farther

D. in time : Longer.
*548 Forrest Pleas Poesy

e

26 As Ferdre in reigne grue
their contynuance._ *640—1 Ktrkcudbr War-Comm Mm
Bk (1833) 42 Until the next Committie day, and farder
during thair plessor *7*1 Addison Spec

t

No, 120 ? 3
Some Creatures cast theirEggs as Chance directs them, and

think of them no farther 1802 Mar Edgi-worth Motat
T. (1816) I. vil 43 Then we need argue no farther,

c Farthergone . at a more advanced stage

*708 Swift Sacramental Test Wks 1824 VIII 335 The
Obscrvatoi is..farthci gone of late m lyes than his Presby-

teuan bi other.

2

.

To a greater extent, more completely

*513 More in Grafton Chrotu II 774 Yet feare I no far-

ther then the law fcareth *383 Jami s I Fss Poe\ie (Arb

)

21 Not doubting, but jouwill accept my. ti audits in good

§
aite, (sen I requyre no farder) 1610 Khars J'emf 1 11.31

it downe For thou must now know farthei 1789 Bi ntiiam

Pnnc Legist xvn §7 Punishment cannot act any farther

than in as far as the idea of it .is present in the nnnd.

3

.

In addition, also, besides, moreover.

41380 WvcLir Set Whs III 34s So we feijier hou Jus

stiward may erre in ordenaunce of the Clin i lie 1413 Ia do

Pilgr, Smvle iv. xv.vni (1483) 73 He knowtth a! thynge,

theifore there is nought fertlu-r to seken by discotns. i486

Certificate in Surti cs A itsc (iSijol 4C And ferdu cntcndittc

to examyne in thatbchnlvc *362 Win/i

t

Cert. ‘Imitates

1. Wks, 1888 I 13 Faidei, sen all ni m hes this wotd refor-

matioun in mothc we [etr ] *652 Miiton in four C
Eng Lett 99 And have thisfardei, which I thought my
parte to let you know of, that [etc ] *719 Di Bor Ltmoe
II 1. 2 Nay farther, the common Motive of foreign Adven-
tures was taken away. 1794 Licit tier's ll'hs.Vll Picf 6

The Reader is farther requested, to remember that [etc.]

4 To or at a greater distance; by a greater

interval. To wish (any one) farther.

41380 Wvciif Senn Sel Wks. II 107 Ech man shuldo

sue him or fei )>erc 01 nei pere. 1489 Caxton fayttes of* 1 iv

xvn. 280 It is ferdei fiom the lyght more than <ny of the

other colours lie 1378 I.v ri Dodocns 1. hi 76 The leaves

be standing farder asundei one from another. 1386 Cohan
Ilavcn Health (1636) 13s Flesh of a drie complexion is

better ncorc calving time than fardei from it *766 G01 usm.

Fie, Wake/ xiv (1806) 71 Ho could bop on one leg farther

than I 178a Mad D’Anm ay Puny 12 Aug., Miss Planta

. . only wished the maid farther for never finding us out till

we began to be comfortable without her *8a* Krat s Isabel

111, tie would catch Her hcanty farthertlmn the falcon spies

*847 Halliwi 1 1, s v , I'll be farther if I do it, 1 r. 1 won't
do it. 1876 J Parm r Patacl 1 vn 106 Can anything be
farther from theology than stone-cutting?

6. Comb
,
asfit tha-spt ending adj.

*876 Geo Eliot Dan Der IV hit 90 The expression of
something with, farther-spreading roots,

B adj.

+ 1 Prior, anterior; front; = Further a. 1. Obs.

*398 Tri-visa Batih. De P Jr. v. li. (1493) 104 Kynde
settith in tho cyen m the ferder anil the oner partie of the
beest 1334 Whitinton Tullycs Ofitces 1. (1510) 16 Where
as there be two maners of conlencions the ferther is appro-
pried unto man, the secoude unto wyldc hecstes Ibid. 111

117 Of the two farther maners Panecius did deLlaro in line

bookes Of the thyide mailer he wrote [etc }.

2. More extended, going beyond what already

exists or has been dealt with, additional, more,
4*520 Sir W. Godolfiiin in Ellis Ong.Lcil. in II. 218,

I coud not mackc no fferder seiche. *348 Hall Churn
117 b, Avoydyng farther effusion of christen bloud *64*
Hinde J, Bruen xlvi 146 For the clearing of this point, and
the farther satisfaction of such as delight therein. *704
Swirr T Tub Apol , There is one farther objection made
by those who have answered this book. *768 Goldsm
Good-tt. Man iv i, For fear he should ask fai ther ques-
tions 180a Mar. Edgeworth Motal T. (1816) I. 209
The king took no farther notice of what had happened
1837 Dickens Ptckw. xu, Down he sat without farther bid-
ding.

3 . More distant, remoter.
*368 Graiton Chron. II. 332 The farther syde of London.

*398 Grenewcy Tacitus' Ann, 83 The Ilicio&csaricnscs
fetchte their matter from a farther beginning. *65*
Hordes Leviath m xxxiv, 207 To hinder them fioin a far-
thei prospect, *673 Ashmoi f Diary (1774) 348 Great pain
in my farther tooth, on the left side of my uppoi jaw 1743
Pope Thebais 420 Whose ghost Expects its passage to the
farther strand 1754 Sheri ocic Disc (1759) I. xiv. 367
These Gifts were subservient to a farther end.

Farther (fa'iCsr), v Now rare. Also 7 farder.
[The legular phonetic descendant in standard Eng.
of ME ferpre-n : see Further v ] treats* To
help forward, promote, favour, assist (an action,
movement, etc., rarely, *j* a person)

;
= Fur-

ther v.

a 1000-1390 [For examples ofthe foi ms vi'dh/cr- (OE,/yt -)

see Further w.] *370 North Dorn's Mor. Philos. (1888)
IIL 197 That I might.. farther and aduancc my poore
famihe *603 Cari w m Lett Lit. Men (Camden) 100,
I praie that yow wilbe pleased to farder the motion. *65*
Hobbes Govt. <$ Soc i § 2 6 Though the benefits of this
life may be much farthered by mutuall help *703 Mrs.
Centuvre Bean's Duel 1 11, I love mischief so well, I
can refuse nothing that farthers that. *846 Ruskin Mod
Paint II m i xv, § 9 It has been said, that the sense
of beauty never farthered the performance of a single duty
absol *379 Digges Stratiot. v 10 This . . is sufficient for

Division, more woulde rather discourage than farther. 1660
A, Browne Ars Piet. (1675) g The more the capacity is
wanting, the more my Labour will farther, when need re-
quireth.

t Fa'rtherance. Obs rare. [f. prec. + -ance.]
=Furtherance.
*783 Paley Mor. Philos {18x8) II, 329 Conduce to the

fartherance of human salvation.

t Fa'rtherer. Obs [f as prec + -hr i
.] = Fur-

THERER.
x494 [see ConductriceJ *633 Staitord Pac Ihb. (1821)

yi 289 Florence was not onely forward in his owne person
but also a fartheier of others. 1633 Fuller Hist. Camb
9 x3 47 A great favourer and fartherer of the truth.

h Farthermore, adv and a, Obs. Forms
sec Farther and -more [var. 1' iihthrrmowe, q v ]

A adv. - Furthermore m various senses.

a 1300 Cinsor hi 10238 ((!«*tt ', I buhl }»<. cum iu fu)>ei-

nme (*38oWvtm .St/ II hi IU <ui B fu)n mhoi wc
shal suppose }> it body hi be abj te mukijj not mi n religio> i

t *400 Rom. Rose w •(•>, 1 shalle repeute firtbcimoie, I'm

the game goth alle .uny s 1450-1530 Myt> thirl advt 199
Fartlieinioro the jnoplittoswiiusury.

>
1488 Camus ( hm(

Goddes Lhyld 11 7 Some t.uisi s of his wjtlub.uvtng I wjll

shew now or 1 wiyle ferdu more of ony in.iti.ro. 1535
Si 1 vvAin Cum Lent, III. na Now f.mfumuir in 1T1.11

m.itcr till mule, ’1 h.i passit .ill onto tire jU «»1 Bute

B. adj. Moic remote; -- Farther a 3
*6to Hot 1 and Camdt n's Util. 1 641 "J Iu bithumoie is

called lulhe the f.irthci mote is n.tmul lkuiy

Farthermost (frcjtfojnwust), «, [var, of

Furthermost: cf, Farthi'R.] Farthest, most ie-

mote or distant.

*6*8 B01 ion J toms n v ip The Illy rum mb dm ,u

the farthei most roots of the Alpos 1703 / ond («» Nu
4ns/4 She is l.une on the fat tint mo >t Slimihh 1 1836

Kani, Aid Fxfl I mx, "37 Ihvf.irtbi rnmst «xp tiisnuuif

Smith’s Stint

Farthest (f.TthVst), a ami adv Also 4 ferpont,

ferdest, 5-7 fardost, [var ot F'tmTin ht ; tp-ttl

as superlative of Far : bee Fauthj it
]

A. adj.

1 . Most distant or remote Also with off.

*377 Lanc.l, P PI B v 2 19 IV ftrllust « mlt> of noifolkc

*398 Till visa Barth De J\ A*, iv 1 H405I 78 'llicfyu*

that is fullest from the my tile of the eithi, *474 C'avion
( hesse 156 *llit» f.mlt'st lignu of tlusiltt «|Uti *349 Lmivhii
4//t .Sfrrn bej J'd.u FI (Aib) isi He was a mimic the

1 mlcst frmne the fe.ui* of (1"<1 that cm 1 1 km wc, 1597
Hook! it faf Pol, v. xlt (ifiir) a/'rt Wlin h wci mi:u;im m
lie farilest off. 162a Mai v ni s Ant Laso-Mtnh 'I In

PronerbLis tree, Tlutbt* who is farthest from lit. goods, 1.

nceicst to bislosse 167* Mu ion /*. A', m -,07 And tlut

tune for tlree Wt re hitter f u tin st oft. *7*6 tr. (iiegoi/s
Aslton I 11 If it be most Dirut and fartlii .toll the Farth,

1777 SirW Jos 1 s Pomis .J fss iff! ho f.trtlu si limits oftin
kingdom 1823 H. J. Bkooki Introd. ( rys/n/logi, ji With
the edge at ulm h thu .c plain s nu ct, the fartlre it from you.

2. Extending to the greatest distance, longest.

1633 T. Jamis Foy. umj In N litigation, the farthest way
nlioiit 1878 Si 1 vi nson Inland I oy.. It was the furthest

piece oftiavcl m uimplisiicd.

3 . absol At {the) farthest : a of space : At the

greatest distance, b. of future time : At latest,

c. of degree : At the outside

1396 Siiaks. Men h, F. it, H *aa Ia*t it be so htsUd that
supper he n idle at the farthest by Inn of the tint he. 166

1

Cow 1 FY Prof Adv. hxf Philos

,

Within one, two nr tut

farthest) three miles of Iamdim. *670 NAHiimtoi t.n Jnd m
Acc.htv Late key 1 (1711)31 When I w tsut tin. f 11 1lust ,

1 could not see any sign of People *765 ( iiisinn l ell.

cccli (1774) IV. 22i Vou mty dtp* ml ti|mn what t protmsul
you, hclorc Midsummer next, at far 1 In. 4

B. adv. To or at the greatest distance Also
with off.

*398 Yong Diana 174 Sometimes stinting who could smite
a stone fardest with them. *607 ‘I ocwnm k RtVirtgit's
Ttag. iv. I tij, Here’s the comfort my laird , When it

seeincs most it threatnes faukst oft. *667 Min on P I
i. ?47 B ardest from him is last Whom re.cson hath equ till

b. Comb, forming the superlattveb ofcompoumK
of Far a.

*380 Sidnfv Atcadia (162a) 28a In the farthest-fet con
stiuction. 1879 E, Arnoid Lt Asia 10 The wisest one,
Tho farthest seen m Scriptures.

Farthing (faa^iq), sb. Forms: 1 feor^ung,
2 feorpmg, 2-3 forcing, -yng, 3-4 south vorp-,

vorthmg, 3-6 forthing, -yng(e, 4-6 fordyrtg(o,
6 forthmgo, -yng(o, G-8 fardm(g, -yng, 9 dial

farden, -in, 6- farthing {QY*.ft
!cnbhiT,jiio> Sung,

{. fforii-a Fourth; corresp. to ON,ffitHungt ,
of

which it may possibly be an adoption.] A quarter
of some particular denomination ot money or
measure.

1 . The quarter of a penny
;
the com representing

this value. (Until 17th c. chiefly a silver com;
subsequently of copper alloys; now of bronze.)
In_translations ofthe N.T. used for the two Roman
coins as and quadians, respectively the tenth and
the fourth part of a denarius.

49S0 Limitsf. Gosf. Mark xu. 42 Tuoj;c styens J».tt is

fcorSung penmnges. — Lithe xxi, 2 ( 5c*s,ch 3mme an widua
001 fondlico sendende maslcnno fcoifiungas tiux^ 0**90
h Eng. Leg, I, 120/800 To3dden cch forcing *335 Art »
Edsu. Ill, 11. c. 3 Que mil estcrlmg, maille ne ferthuig suit
fondu pour vessel. *340 Ay< nb, *93 pe potire wyfman pet no
hedde bote tuaye uerpmges pet hi offi ede to }»e temple t *430
Nmu Good Wtjf tank's Douittr 184m Bakes Bh, (1868) 4b
Ne pei fore spende ncuere pe more of a ferthing. *50* (hd
Crystal MenfN de W. 1506) 11 xvm 136 Unto y°Trist fud-
ynge, *S*o Caxton's Citron, hug vit (1^20)9* b/i'Ihekynge
ordeyned that the sterlyng lmlfpeny and ferthyng sholdego
throughout al his lande *36* J. Hiywood Pure 4 ffngr.
(^67)165 She thmkthhir fartlnng good syluer. *6** limn
Malt, x 20 Are not two bparrowes soldo for a farthing Y
1642 [see Brass 7] 1667 E. Ciiambfri avnl A/ Ut.

eat r
11 A smMl ptece of copper, called a Farthing

1088 Load. Gas. No. 2407/4 The new Tin B'arthings are to
be deuveied outsat the Finn Office in Bishopsgute-strect
1749 Fielding Tom Tones vi. xm, Here, then take every
wthing I am worth. *849 Rodfrt son tom Sir. 1. 11

(1866) 33 A miser , hoards farthings *866 C» Mac donai uAnn Q, Netghb xxxu (1878)556 Nor tan you torn h one
farthing ofher money.



FARTHINGALE. FASCIAL.
+ to Underfarthing : marked with a farthing
171S Lond Gaz No 5365/+ Sheep .

. gabel'd on the Left
Ear, the Right Ear under Farthing

2 . traits/ f a A very small piece of anything
05s. Hence b. fig A very little,

1 an atom ‘ a
bit esp. m Not to care 01 matter afarthing
a. c 1386 Chaucer Prol, 134 In hire cuppewas no fei thing

sene Of grees
b C1400 Destr Tioy 8884 Hit neuer fortherit me a

fei thing to fylsy my goodes 1350 Crowliy Last trump
828 Thou knowest not therbi to make the sicke man one
farthinge bettei 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 43 It matters
not a farthing whether he be Presbyterian or Independent
a 1707 Prior The Ladle 18 Else all these Things we toil

so haid in, Wou d not avail one single Faulting 1713
Steeli* Sped No 522 p 6 The gentleman who has told
her he does not care a fai thing foi her 1872 Ei ack. Adv
Phaeton xxv 347 Declaied that he did not care a hi ass
farthing

+ 3 Farthing {of gold) . a. A quarter noble

;

also farthing-noble (The AF. statute of 1421 has
ferhng) to A quarter royal (see quot. 1494).

*463 Bury Wills (1850) 15, I beqwethe to Davn John
Wulfpet a ferthing of gold 1494 Fabyan Chron vii 655
Thisyere [1464-3] was a newe coyne ordeyned by the kynge
namyd the royal! m value of x shillynges, the halfe

royall vs and the feithynge 11 s vi d *529 Rastell
Pastyme (r8xx) 220 [In 1351] the kynge stablysshed his coyne

and ordayned that a noble ofgolde sliulde go for halfe
a marke and xx d for a farthynge of gold, and xit of those
farthynges ofgolde dyd way an ounce.

1

4

. The name of various measures of land*
a ? The quaiter of a hide

;
= Virgate

;
cf Fardel

sb 2 b. ? The quarter of a virgate. 0 ? The
quarter of an acre, a lood (see quot. 1669 for

fat thing-land in 5 b) Obs
a 1000 Exon Domesday fol 356 Oltredus reddidit gildum
pro in uirg et ni ferdin’ et dim 1602 Carew Cornwall
36 a, Commonly thirtie Acres make a farthing land, nine
farthings a Coimsh Aci e, and foui Cornish Acres, a Knight’s
fee C1630 Risdon Snrv Devon § 68 (18x0) 65 Moyhun
was seized of three rods and three farthings of land

6 attnb. and Comb a attnb Costing or valued
at a farthing, asfarthing-candle, whencefarthmg-
candlc-hght, farthing-fee, -loaf\ Also objective

,
as

farthing-comer.
c 1300 Havelok 878 He bar he mete to he castel.

And gat him J>ere a ferjung wastel £1350 Eng Gilds
(1870) 334 3if >e ferjmigloff is in defawte of \ry3te ouer
twelf pans X463 Bury Wills (1830) 28 As moche fer-

thyng white breed as comyth to mj s ij d 1534 Test.
Eboi. (Surtees) V 181 To every man and woman and
childe of the contne a faiddyng loof 1596 J. Dee in
Records’s Gr Aries 11 324 Directly against it [the price
of wheate] in the second columne you may find the waight
of the farthing white loafe 1597-8 Bp Hale Sat. 1 iv

2 Slrayning his tip-toes for a farthmg fee 1631 Star
Chamb Cases (Camden) 84 Then was read the severall

confessions of the a farthmg coyners. 1673 E Fearse
Best Match vn § 3 76 Not so much as the light of
a Farthing-Candle is to the light of the Sun 1691 tr

Eimhannes Frauds Romish Monies 247 Her sisters

would never be at a Farthing charge to procure Prayers for

her 1795 Wolcott (P Pindar) Whs (1812) IV. 180 A sun
with us yields to every Fai thing Candle 18x7 Byron
Beppo xliu, That sort of fai thing candlelight which glimmers
When reeking London’s smoky caldron simmers 1848
Garnett Ess. 120 The farthing-candle style of the notes

1864 Sat Rev 9 July 66 The farthing, as first issued, was
Called a farthing token.

to. Special comb , as farthing-boat, a boat on
which the fare xs a farthing ; farthmg-ent, a mark
with which horses were branded by the owner;
farthing-gleet, see Gi/eek

;
farthing-land (see

quots.) ; *f*farthmg-man, Sc, some official of a
guild ; farthing-noble, the fourth part of a noble

;

farthing-office, the office from which farthings

were issued
;
farthing-shop, one where articles

priced at a farthing are sold
; farthing-trout, a

name of the Samlet or Parr.
*832 W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 38 She

took the *farthing boat 1691 Lond Gas No 2694/4
Stolen or strayed one black Nag, .with a *farthing cut in
the near Ear 17x1 /W.No 4877/4 A farthing Cut on his

Left Ear. a 163a Brome Mad Couple well Matched 11 1,

At Post and Pare, or *Farthing gleeke 1602 Carew
Cornwall 36 a, Commonly thirtie acres make a *farthing
land 1669 Worlidge Syst Agric (1681} 325 A Farding
Land, or Farundale of Land, is the fourth part of an Acre.

188a C. Elton Ong. Eng Hist 193 Three kinds of land.
Assart, Farthing-land and Cotman-land 13 Stat
Gild in Balfour Practices 77 Quhen the Alderman,
Thesurare, *Farthing-man or Dene . convene the gild

brether for the commoun affairis 13 Chron Gr Fnars
(Camden) 3 The nobylle, half nobylle, and *ferdyng-
nobylle 1672 Lond Gas No 7x4/4 The *Farthing-Office

for the delivering out of Farthings will be open on Tues-
days only. 1889 Pall Mall G 6 Sept 3/1 The ^farthing shop
is in Dorset-street *863 Coucn Fishes Brit. Isi. IV. 243
Samlet *Farthing trout

Farthingale (fa Jfnj,g*il) Forms: 6 far-

thyngall, 6-8 fardmgal(l, 7 Sc. fartigal, 7-8

farthingal, 7- ford
,
farthingale. /3 6-8 var-

dmgal(e, 6verdynggale, 7 verdin.gal(e, (vertm-

gale, vrrdingal) [ad OF verdugale, vci tugalle,

coiruption of Sp verdugado a farthingale, f ver-

dugo tod, stick. (So called because distended by
cane hoops or rods inserted underneath )]

A frame-work of hoops, usually of whalebone,

worked into some kind of cloth, formerly used for
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extending the skirts of women’s dresses
; a hooped

petticoat

,

IS52 Latimer Serm Gospels w. x66,

1

warrant you they
had bracelets and verdynggales and such fine geie 1607
Dehicer Westiii Moe i Wks 1873 II 282 To leaine howto
'v,®r“ Scotch Farthingale 1673 Ray Journ LowC 499Ine Women wear great Vardingales, standing far out
at each side 1733 L M tr Du Boscq's Accomplish’d
Womcttt I 124, I cannot esteem those who part with 1 egret
fiom their high heads and vardingales 1776 Foote Bank -

rnpt 11, Her majesty's old fhrdingale is not more out of
fashion 1830 J G Strutt Sylva Brit 47 The maids of
honour had just stripped off their fardmgales i860 Reade
Cloister 4 N I 280 Whatevei he was saying 01 doing, he
stopped short at the sight of a farthingale.
attnb 1711 J Distaif Char Don Sacheverelh. 4A large Farduigale Petticoat.

Hence Fa rthingaled a
,
having a farthingale

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy I 19 Like the faithful,
rufted and farthingaled wife on a fifteenth century tomb
Farthing-bag (fa rSi^bseg) dial Also 8

fardang-bag See quots
a 1722 Lisle Hnsb (1732) 248 They quite ehoaked up

then first stomach called the farding bag 1879 Miss
Jackson Sltropsh Word-bk

,
Fat tlung-bag, the second

stomach of a cow 'Ers bund l'the faithin’ bag

t Fa’rthingdeal. Obs Forms • 5 forthmg-
dole, 6-7 farthendele, 7-8 fardmgdeal(e, far-
thingdole, far(r)undell. [repr OE flordan dxl,
accus of feor'Sa dal fourth part : see Fourth and
Deal sb Cf Halvendeal, Thriddendeal. The
fiist element was afterwards regarded as a form of
Farthing.]
1. gen. A fourth part
a 1400-30 Alexander 3844 Als fast as )>ai forthmg-

dole had of jie flode past,

2 spec, a The fourth part of an acre ; a rood
1342 Recorde Gr Artes (1373) 208 A Rod of lande,

whiche some call a roode some a Farthendele x6oo T
Hylles Arith 67 a, A farthendele or roode of lande 1607
Cowel Interpr

,
Faiding deals alias Farundell of laud

signifieth the fourth part of an acre 1692-1732 in Coles
X72X-x8oo m Bailey 1833 Rep Muncipal Corporations
Comm II. App 1248 The remaining acies are divided
into quarter acres, called ‘ farthmgdoTes

to See quot Farthing 4 b
c 1640 J Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I 156 Quarter of

a yard land called a farrundell

Farthingless (fa iSngUs), a [f Farthing
sb + -less ] Without a farthing

;
destitute.

1834 Blackw Mag XXXV 695 You being farthingtess

Farthingsworth (fa iSigzwaiJi) [f. as prec.

+ -worth ] As much as is bought or sold for a
farthmg, a very small amount

_

Alsofig.
c 1323 Poem Times Edw If, xoo in Pol Songs (Camden)

328 A prest That can noht a feithmgworth of god. c 1380
Wyclif Sel Whs II 515 ]Je kyng may not take fro hem an
halfpeny ne ferjungworh 1393 Langl P PI. C vrr 360
A ferthyng-worth of fynkelseae 1379 Langham Gar d.

Health (1633) 319 Afarthingworth of braised Licoras 17x9
De Foe Crusoe (1840) II v. 108 Not one farthing’s-worth of
service

t Fa’rture. Obs [ad.L fartur-a, f.fart-, ppl
stem offarch e to stuff ] = f arsure, stuffing

1657 Tomlinson Renott’s Disp 87 As Sahture and Farture
rather seem to appertain to a cooks (shop)

Farundell see Farthingdeal.
Far-welted (fa j|welted), a dial Also fax-,

fow-, welter’d [f Welt v
,
a ON velta to over-

turn ; the first element is perh ON fdr harm, mis-

chief, as infdr-vetkr very ill ] (See quots

)

1870 Tennyson North, Farmer, New Style vm, An ’e

ligs on 'is hack Woorse nor a far-welter’d {footnote , Or
fow-welter’d] yowe 1877 N.W Line Gloss , Farwelted,
overthrown , said of sheep

Farwendme, var. of Farandine Obs.

f Fa’ry. Sc Obs. Also fane Cf. Feery-
Eary. [V Related to Fare sb 6 c] A state of

tumult or consternation
1300-20 Dunbar ‘ Full oft I vims’ 39 Lat us . evir be

reddy and addrest, To pass out of this frawfull fary 1301
Douglas Pal Hon, Prol 107 Amyd the virgultis all in till

a fary, As feminine so feblit fell I down. 1313 — /Eneis x
xiv, 31 Me^entius baith hys handis m that sammyn steyd
Towart the hevm vphevis in a fary

Fary (Levins 1570), var. of Farrow v.

f Fas. Obs (Since OE. only ,5V ) Also 6 fasse,

fees [OE fxs, fas str. neut., cogn. with OHG.
faso m , fasa f. (MHG. vase), also MHG. vetser,

mod.G faser, of same meaning]
1. A border, fringe

1:950 LtntLsf Gosp Matt ix 20 Wif ^eneolecde and
fcehran fas wedes his 1474 Ld Treas Accts Scot. (1877)

I 22 Item vj vnee of silk for fassis 1501 Douglas Pat.
Hon 1 xxx.iv, Fas, nor uther frenzies, had it none 1360
Rolland Crt Venus 1. 137 With fassis fyne nane fairer

mycht be found

2 . As the type of Something worthless.

1308 Ballad in Golagr % Gaw sig b v, Sik gonuernance
I call noucht worth a fasse. 13x3 Douglas /Eneis iv Piol

135 Scant worth a fas

II Fasces (fie s/z) ,
si pi [h.fasces (smg.fascis

bundle) in same sense ]

1

A bundle of rods bound up with an axe in the

middle and its blade projecting. These rods were
carried by lictors before the snperioi magistrates

at Rome as an emblem of their power.

1598 Grenewty Tacitus' Ann 1 111 (1622) 5 The (asces
or knitch of rods, 17x3 Swirr The Faggot

,
In history we

never found The consuls’ fasces were unbound. 1879
Froude Cxsarxxw 1 401 Ihe consular fasces, the emblem
of the hated Roman authority,

b Her As a badge
1889 Elvin Did Her s v Fascis, The Fasces are now

fiequently given to those who have held magisterial offices

2 trailsf. andfig a. The ensigns of authority or

power, esp in To take, lay dorm, resign thefasces ;

hence also, authority
16x9 Beaum & Fl. Valentiman v. v, He must take the

fasces 1666 Dryden Ann Mtrab 199 The Duke shook
aloft the Fasces of the Mam 1673-95 Wood Life (1848)
184 The senr proctor laid down the fasces of his authority

1797 Blrke Let. Affairs Irel Wks 1812 V *321 You
must submit your fasces to theirs 1792 S Rogers Pleas
Mem 1 292 Diocletian’s self-conected mind The imperial
fasces of a world resigned 1827 Macaulay Machtav.
Ess (1834) 49/2 He pines for the fasces of Brutus

t b. The punishments threatened by the fasces
;

flogging or beheading Obs.
1641 R Brooke Eng Episc 11 vn 109 That Tragedy,

whose Epilogue was Flame and Fagot, or at least the
Fasces to younger men

c. humorously The birch rod.
176a Foote Orator 1 Wks 1799 I 197 The fescues and

fasces have been . consigned to one, or more matron in
every village.

Fascet (fie set), A tool used to intioduce
glass bottles into the annealing oven
1662 Merrftt Men's Art of Glass 364 Fascet

s

are
Irons thrust into the bottle to carry them to anneal 1733 in

Chambers Cycl Supp 1825 m w Hamilton Hand bk

.

Tei ins A rt 4- Sc
Fascia (fsejia). PI. fasciae. In architectural

uses also -as Forms
. 7 fama, facea, 8 facio,

-tio, 9 facia (with English plural), 6- fascia,

[a L fascia in senses 1 and 2 ]
1

1

. in Lat sense : A band, fillet, Obs.
1387 T TJnderdown tr Heliodortts 85 Canclia tied

a part of her fascia that was foule, about her head. 1394
Drayton Ideas Wks. (1748) 399 Poor rogue [Cupid] go
pawn thy fascia and thy bow. 1606 B Jonson Hywemei
Wks (Rtldg) SS4/a A Veile bound with a Fascia of
severall coloured silkes.

2. Arclnt Any long flat surface of wood, stone

or marble, esp in the Done order, the band which,
divides the architrave, and in the Ionic and Conn-
tlnan ordeis, each of the three surfaces into which
the architrave is divided (Hence the use ex-

plained under Facia.)
1363 Shute A r c/ut D ij a, The lowest Fascia, the second

Fascia the third Fascia 1663 Gerbier Counsel (1664) 71
Beades in the Fasia, cut at round 1703 T. N City C
Purchaser 13 A broad Plinth, or Fatio. 1766 Entick
London IV. 81 The present edifice [is] built partly with
brick, and stone faceas 1769 De Foe Tour Gt Brit I 169
This Work is crowned with a Facia and Torus of wrought
Stone 1827 G Higgins Celtic Dnttds Introd. p 46 One
[Round Tower] at Ardmore has fasciae at the several stones,
which all the rest seem to want x,88x F, Young Every
man his own Mechanic § 1354 ‘lo the ends of the rafteis
a facia should be nailed

+ b A ceiling coved on two opposite sides only
1613-39 I Jones in Leoni Palladio's Archit (1742) I 39

A Fascia is the same as aConca, and terminates to thea all

1715 Ibid (172x) I 83 The Hall is arch’d with a Fascia

3 Anat A thin sheath of fibrous tissue investing

a muscle or some special tissue or organ
;
an

aponeurosis.
1788 H Watson in Med Commun II 268 Tendinous

expansions, or Fasciae support the muscles 1804 Abeb-
nethy Surg Obs 30 A tumour formed apparently beneath
the fascia of his thigh. 1840 G Ellis Anat. 413 Ihe
almar fascia and the transv erse ligament of the metacarpal
ones 1834 Owen Shel. Teeth (1855) 3 The temporal

fascia in the turtle 1876 Duhring Dis bhm 24 The super-
ficial fascia of muscles

b The substance of which this is composed
x88x Mivart Cat 133 This muscle is only covered byskin

and fascia.

4 Any object, or collection of objects, that gives

the appearance of a band or stnpe. a Astion
The belt of a planet. t>. Concliol A row of per-

forations. o. Bot , Zool ,
and Omith. A band of

colour, d. A&r. = Fesse.
a X704 J Harris Lex Techn., Fasciar, in the Planet

Mars, are certain Rows of Spots, parallel to the Equator of
that Planet, which looks like Swathes or Fillets wound
round about his Body i8zgW Hamilton Hand-bk. Terms
Ait Sc, Fasciae

,
the belts seen on the discs of the superior

planets

b 1877 Huxley Anat Inv Autnt ix. 571 The ambulacra
. are not arranged in fasciae

C 1752 Sir J Hill Hist Amm 132 There are three
brown fasciae running over it of considerable breadth, 1826
Kirby & Sp Entomol (1828) III xxxu 302 The secondary
wings are black with an orange fascia near the posterior
margin 1839 Jabdine Brit Birds II 80 An ill-defined

ochraceous fascia across the vert
d, 1880 Eucycl Brit XI 604/2 The Fess, fesse, fascia, Is

a strip placed horizontally across the middle of the field

Fascial (fie Jial), a t rare [f Fasc-esh-

-(]) AL ] Of or pertaining to the (Roman) fasces.

1832 in Webster 1833 Singleton Virgil II 148 Dost
thou list the fascial rods, Recovered, to behold?

Fascial (fie Jial), a 2 Anat. [ad. L fasaalis :

see Fascia and -al] Of or pertaining to the

fnsefie ;
aponeurotic.
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Fasciate a [ad late L fascidt-us,

pa pple of fascidi e to swathe, f fascia see

Fascia] Bot. =Fasciated
Fasciate (fae'Jii^t), v [f late L fascist- ppl

stem offascidrc • seeprec] tram To bind with

or as with a fascia. Also, tofasciate together

1658 Sir T Browne Gard. Cyrus u, The armes not lying

fasciating or wrapt up, after the Grecian mannei *664
Evelyn Sylva (1776) 543 The fatal prediction of accidents
fasciating the houghs and branches of trees 1677 P* OT
Oxfordsh 148 A broad flat stalk, as if there were several of
them fasciated together

Fasciated (fas Jilted), ppl, a. [f Fasciate v.

+ -ed
”

1 Cf Fr fascii \

1

Bot. See qnot 1835
183s Lindley Introd Bot (1848) II 382 Fasciated [is]

when seveial contiguous paits grow unnatui ally together
into one 1868 Darwin Anwt <J PI I x 363 The flower-

stem [of the Cockscomb] is wonderfully * fasciated
1

or com-
pressed

b. Crystallog. Massed together.
x8xx Pinkerton Petral II 133 Very small crystals,

elegantly fasciated in various directions

f2. Of a roof* Coved on two opposite sides

only: see Fascia a b, Obs
1715 Leoni Palladio's Archil. (1721) I 79 The Arches of

the Rooms near the Galleries, are fasciated

3 Marked with bands or stripes
;
striped.

175a Sir J Hill Hist Anwt 152 The bluish, fasciated
Porcellana. 1766 Pennant i2W (1777) IV 119 Red fasu-
ated with black or white, along the spues 1798 —
Htndoostan II. 204 The columns are libbed and near their

tops doubly fasciated x8ox Latham Hist Birds 2nd
Supp. 312 Fasciated Sandpiper

Fasciation (ftes^e’Jbn). [a. F. fasciation :

see Fascia and -ation,]

1. The binding up of a limb, etc., with bandages.
1630 Bulwkr Anthropomet xix igo By their constant

and foolish Fasciation the Bones may be incurvated 1704
J Harris Lex Techn , Fasctation is a binding of Swathes
about a Limb that is tohe cured 1889 WagstaiteMaytie's

Med. Voc , Fasciation

,

the binding up of a diseased or
wounded part with bandages
+b concr A bandage. Obs.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus li 107 Even Diadems
were but fasciations, and handsome ligatures, about the

heads of Princes *658 — Hydriot 1 5 The fasciations
and bands of death.

2. The process of becoming fasciated
,

albO,

fasciated condition (see Fasciated i)

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 148 The fasciation being as it were
an attempt for two stalks *88r J Gibbs m Science Gossip
No 203 254 The growth of several buds from the same
node does not often give rise to fasciation of the branches

Fascicle (fsesik’I). Also 7 fasickle. [ad L.

fasciculus, dim. offascis

:

see Fasces.]
1 A bunch, bundle Now only in scientific use.

Formerly also fig.
*622 F. Markham Bh War iv v 138 This Fasickle or

bundle of vertues 179a Char m Ann Reg 46/2 The
middle fascicle of hair iswrapped in a large quill of silver.

1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 368 Lamellae arranged in groups
or fascicles. 1877 Coues Fur Anna. vu. 198 The hairs of
the tail giow in somewhat isolated fascicles.

to spec in Bot, A cluster of leaves or flowers
with very short stalks growing closely together at
the base; a tuft. Also, a bunch of roots growing
from one point.
a 1794 Sir W Jones Select Tnd Plants Wks, 1807 V. 113

Each blossom, that opens in the fascicle 1835 Lindley
Introd,Bot (1848) 1 . 320 Fascicle, a term, synonymous with
compound corymb 187a Oliver Elem Bot 11 246 In Larch
and Cedar, the acicular leaves are numeious, in dense

fascicles 1880 Gray Struct Bot. y. 147 An umbel . is
sometimes called a Fascicle.

c Anat. = Fasciculus i c
1738 Stuart Muscular Motion 111 44 A fascicle or bundle

of small muscular fibres. 1839 Todd Cycl Anat III
600/1 The nerve-tubes separate from the primary tiunk into
smaller fascicles. 184s Todd & Bowman Phys Anat I 71
The tendons are for the most part implanted by separate
fascicles into distinct depressions in the bones
2 A part, number, * livraison * (of a work pub-

lished by instalments)
;
— Fasciculus 2,

*647 Mayne Serm Vend 19 In the next fascicle, you say
..that I maintain somethings 1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt
II x 11 6od Suhm translates; sends it to him fascicle
by fascicle, with commentaries 1887 Homeop World1 Nov.
521 The Sixth Fascicle completes this beautiful work.

Fascicled (fte-sikl’d), ppl a Bot. [f. prec.
+ -ed] =» Fasciculate a
179a Roxburgh Asiatic Res III 470 Flowers Papilion-

aceous fascicled 1830 Lindley Hat Syst Bot 247
Leaves sometimes fascicled in consequence of the non-
development of the branch 1840 Paxton Bot Piet ,

Fasctcled-whorled, arranged in parcels but forming a whorl,
or circle. 1880 Gray Struct Bot in. § 1. 31 note. Fascicled
Roots are those which form in clusters. 188a Vines Sachs'
Bot 379 Fascicled branches

Fascicular (fast kir/ku), a. [f Fascicul-us
+ -AE ]

+ 1. (See quot.) Obs.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr , Fascicular, belonging to a

bundle or fardel. 17*1-1800 in Bailey
If With allusion to Fasces.

*866 Sala Barbary 28 A fascicular bundle of canes of
which a Roman lictor might have been proud
2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a fascicle
a Bot, Also, fascicular tissue, ( a term, which

includes all the varieties of cellular tissue of plants

which are collected into bundles or fascicles’

(Syd, Soc Lex , 1884)
1840 Paxton Bot Diet

,
Fascicular, arranged in bundles

or parcels 1884 Bowlr & ScanDe Bary's Phnna t, Puns
400 Whether the accompanying fibious stiauds belong to

the ‘ fascicular tissue ’ or to the ‘ giound tissue
*

to Geol and Mm.
1805-17 R Jameson Char Min (ed 3) 238 Fascicular

when the hbies diverge only on one side 1816 P Ciiavi-
land Mm 11 54 The hbies may lie fascitulai, like a bundle
of lods confined at one evtiemity 1879 Ruiiiy Stud
Rocks xu 237 Confused, fasciculai, ladmting aggiegates

C Auat.
1845 Todd & Bowman Phys Aunt I 70 Fasciculai

flattened bands, more or less es paneled

Hence Fasci cularly adv
,
in a fasut ulai manner

17 Kieuvvn (cittd 111 Wcbstu) , 1847 in Craig

Fasciculate (Iasi ki/7k‘t), a [f as prcc +
-ate - ] Ai ranged in a fascicle, fascicle-like

;

growing or occurring in a bunch, bundle, 01 tuft

a Bot to Zool o Bath
a. 1794 Mabtvn Rousseau's Bot xxvn 412 The roots aie
fasciculate 1861 H Macmillan Footnotes fr Natme

46 Its branches are fasciculate and disposed around the
stem in spirals 1872 Olivi r Elem Bot 1 vn 80 Leaves
tufted in this way are said to be fasciculate [as in Pine]
b 1846 Dana Zooph iv (1848183 When the branches are

laterally m contact, as in the Columnari.e fasciculate

foims result, 1870 Roiiesion Anna Life Introd. 117
A fasciculate tathei than an arborescent arrangement
C *847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 119/a The ‘ fasciculate

’

variety of cancer.

Hence Fasci culately adv
184a Paxton Bot Diet ,Pasciculately tube/ oris, roots com-

posed of parcels of tubers 1846 Dana Zooph (18.(8) 308
Corallum with unequal lamella.', fasciculately intoiiniptcd

t Fasciculate, v Obsr~Q [f L fast icul-us

+ -ate 3
.] traits 1 To tie up into a bundle or

fascicle’ [Blount Glossogr. 1656-Si)
1708-32 in Coles
Fasciculated (fast kirflufted), ppl a [f piec

+ -ed b] In various scientific uses= h asciculate
1777 Hunter in Phil Trans LXVII 611 The fasciculated

surfaces in the heart 1788 tr Swedenborg's Ibisd Augils
v § 366. 345 The Fibres successively collect themselves
into Neives, and when they are fasciculated 01 become
Nerves [etc] a 1798 Pennant Zool (1812) IV xxxiu 185
Astei ias, or sea star, w ith twelve broad rays 1oughenetl with
fasciculated long papilla; on the uppci pai t 1835-6 Todd
Cycl.Anat I 140/1 The muscular system consists of reddish
and whitish fasciculated fibres *853 T11 Ross Humboldt's
Trav III xxvi 115 We found some [veins] full of small
fasciculated crystals of rutile titanite 1854 S Thomson
Wild FI 1 (ed 4) 29 The fasciculated or bundled [root]

we see in the bird’s nest orchis.

Fasciculatiou (Iasi kiwlMon) [f. Fascicu-
late v see -ation ] a The state of being
fasciculate b That which is fasciculated.

Fasciculato-, combining form of Fascicu-
late, occas. prefixed to other adjs. to indicate a
fasciculate form or arrangement
1846 Dana Zooph. ( 1848) 404 Fasciculato glomeiate * tubes

of the coralla cylindrical 1866 Trias Bot , Fascuulato~
ramose, when branches or roots are drawn closely togcthei
so as to be almost parallel

Fascicule (fee'sakiwl). [a F fascicule, ad. L.
fasciculus . see Fasciculus.]

*)* 1, (See quot ) Obs
169a Evelyn A cetana (1729) 152 Fascicule, a reasonable

full Gripe, a Handful
2 = Fascicle 2

, Fasciculus 2

1880 G. Allen in Academy 24 Jan 58/2 Mr Spencet will
obtain more readers for separate fascicules than he is
likely to find for his thicker volumes 1880 Nature XXI
453 Three large octavo volumes in double column, which
will appear by fascicules of 300 to 400 pages,

3. = Fasciculus i c
1745 Parsons Muscular Motion 1 22 Many Filaments, or

tendinous Fibres, which are parallel to one anotherm every
little Bundle or Fascicule

Fasciculite (fasi kir/lait). Mm [f Fascicule
+ -ITB ] Tufted fibious hornblende
18*3 Hitchcock in Avier Jml tie VI 226 So striking

an instance do these exhibit of the fascicular structure of
minerals that I have denominated them Fasciculite 1884
Dana Min 240 The fasciculite of Hitchcock is merely this
tufted hornblende

II Fasciculus (fasi kirflife) PI fasciculi.
[L.fasciculus, dim offascis

:

see Fasces ]
1. — Fascicle i ; chiefly in scientific use,
1816 Kirby & Sr Entomol (1843) I- 344 These pale-blue

fasciculi Mr. Blackwell found to proceed from two additional
spinners 1823 Scoresby Jrnl, 77 Every spine consisted
of a fasciculus of needles 1836-7 Sir W Hamilton
Metaph xxxiv. (1859' II *86 Our cognitions comprehend
different fasciculi of notions 1863 Daily Tel 28 Oct 4/6
’I o see Lord Palmerston fumble with a fasciculus ofpapei s
*874 tr. Lommel's Light 20 A small conical fasciculus [of
rays of light] traverses the aperture

b, Bot — Fascicle i b.
1857 Henfrey Bot § 133 The fasciculus is a cymose col-

lection of nearly sessile flowers 1889 Wagstaite Mayne'

s

Med Voc ,Fasciculns, a handful, as of flowers, leaves, roots
c, Anat. * A bundle of fibres, chiefly applied to

nerve structures * (WagstafFc).
*7*3 Cheselden Anat Introd (1726) 3 Nerves aie Fasciculi

of cylindrical fibres. 1797 M Baillie Morb Anat (1807)21
The fasciculi of the muscular fibres x88x Mivart Cat 125
Each fasciculus being furnished by a membranous envelope

2. = Fascicle 2

1844 Lingard Anglo-Sat Ch (1858) I vn aSi He
collected entire psalms m eight scpninte fasciculi 187*
Ei lacombe Ch Bills Divon vn iOi A11 elegant foLo fasci-

culus descriptive of the bell and shrine 1880 Athtncum
29 May 699 We have leeeivetl the first fasciculus of a new
monthly pei 10d1c.1l m Hebrew

t Fascina'de. Obs iaie [f Fascine +-adk.
cf stockade, palisade ] (?) A defensive work com-
posed of fabctnes

1736 Li m inn Mai Iboiough III 171 ABmlgi < if 1

1

indies
and Planks by which then Fascinades weic join’d

1 Fascinage. Obs uue~ 1 [a fmanage,
f fasntte see V ascune sb ] - pri*c

1713 Loud C,aa No 5147/1 A gicat p.nt of the Fast inage
had been torn away by the Rhine

Fascinate (lac suur'i) [f L fauruiil- ppl
stem of fan wait) to cnuliant, f. Jaunturn spell,

witchcraft Cl 1* Jascttiei ]

*1 1 t? ans To affect by wilcheiaft or magic, to

bewitch, enchant, lay iindei a spell Obs
1598 B Ionson/'?' Man in Hum n iv, I was fascinated,

by Jupiter fascinated but I will be liiiwmlt’d, and
leveng <1

, by law 1621-51 Bur ion Auat Mel 1 11 in 11

96 Why do witches and old women, fisunate and hi witch
children? 1657 'Iomiinson Rtuott's lhsp 108 Such as
pionnse to fascinate and cm e stinking brtatlis

2 1
a To cast a spell ovei (a pci son, animal,

etc ) by a look
;
said esp of serpents to In lalei

use disconnected from the notion ofvvitchualt: To
depuve of the power of escape or icsislance, as
sci pints arc saul to do through the teiror produced
by then look or merely by llitir perceived presence
1641 J Jwkson J rut J rang P 1 17 Man is a Basilisk
fascinating with an envious eye the piospcnty ni Ins

neighbour 1845 Todd & Bowman Physiol Auat I mi
300 *1 he so pent fast mates its pi uy, apparently by the powei
oflusejes 1848 Macauiay Hist Png. II 582 James
1 dimmed at wlutch til, fast mated by the gicatncss and
nearness of the danger, and unequal to the esution of
either struggling or flying. 1857 II Knit /.nt Pug
Poits II xn 124 The pet dove of the castle fasun itcd in
Ihe foi est by a serpent

3 fig *| a To enslave (the faculties'*, the judge-
ment of (a person) (obs. ) b To altinct and
retain the attention of (a peison) by an itrtsisltblo

influence, c Now usually, To altiact and * hold
spellbound ’ by delightful qualities, to charm,
enchant.
a 1651 Reluj Wotion, Disp IhtcMtrn ff F.sscx 5 ( A cer-

tain innatL wisdom anti vertue with wlmli he fascinated
all the faculties of Ins incomparable master 1789 Bi n rttam
J'nnc Legist xvui § 4 ( noti

,

Austotle, f ismiatt d by the
prejudice of the times, divides mankind into (icemen and

shoes
b *847 Fwi-rson Ripr Mi n, Nafalcon Whs (Bolin) I

378 lie delighted to fascinate Josephine . in a dun lighted
apuitment by the tenors of a iiUion 186a lit it 1 ox BA.
//unter(i86i)m The ejeof the Ancient Maimer fascinated
the wedding guest
C 1815 Mooitt I alia R (1824) 30 Illum’d by a wit that

would fascinate - 1832 Lv— \ T .1 ,, ne A, I v, 'Hie
gay Elbnor was I - 11 1 c. 11 11 *>, 1874 Mount
Compromise (18B'.

,
i

_
...

'
,.1 1, 1 iq imagination

that [etc ]

absol 1875 Emerson Lett <3 Soc A tms, p.loqvcnce Wks
(Bolin) III 189 I Ins power [eloquence] fascinates and
astonishes

Fascinated (foe sinrHed), ppl. a [f. prcc. +
-ed 1

] In senses of the vb
1706 Philiii's (ed Kersey), Fast inated, bewitched 1768

Stcrnl Sent Jom it (1775)! 56 {Par n) Tilting at it like
fascinated knights x8io Soinirrv Kthama v mi, II 11

fascinated ejes 1817 — Life (1850) IV ajj Aie they len-
deied absolutely helpless bv fear, like a fasemated bird?
Fascinating1

(fa; sin^tirj), ppl a. [f as prcc
+ -ing a

; ]
That fascinates, m senses of the vb

Now chiefly, Irresistibly attractive, charming.
*648 W. Mountague Devout Ess 1 xix. § 5 ,5] Such

temptations and fascinating vanities 1794 Sui 1 ivan Ire
Nat 1 9 Bewitching and fascinating floweis. 1869 JMartineau Ess II. xxi M Cousin’s fascinating lectures
on the history of philosophy
Hence Pa scinatingly adv.
*835 Tait's Mag II 538 Our enamel smilingly and

fascinatingly displayed 1870 7cmpic Bar Mag XXIX
19 1 Heioines lovely and fascinatingly attired

Fascination (ftesim'1 Jan), [ad L fasevui-
tion-em

,
n. of action f.fasanaie to Fascinate]

1 The casting ofa spell , sorcery, enchantment , an
instance of this, a spell, incantation Obs exc. Jhst
1605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 xi § 3, 46 Fascination is the

power and act of Imagination mtcnsiuc vpon other bodies
16x5 Crookt* Body ofMan 60 We deny that fascination 01
bewitching is clone onely by sight 1626 Donni Sirm
cxxxix V 4®^ When Elijah used that holy Fascination
upon Elisha to spread his mantle ovei him 1681 Glam 11 r

Saddiicismns 1 r Ihe odd Phounomena of Witchcraft and
Fascination 1702 C Mahilr Magn Ckr 1 iv (1852)66
They began to suspect that the Indian soiceiers lnd laid
the place under, some fascination, 1855 Smidmy Occult
Sciences 204 A belief in Fascination appears to have been
very generally prevalent in most ages and countries

fto. The state of being under a spell Obs
*651 J F[reaice] Agrippa's Occ Philos 101 Fascination

is a binding, which comes from the spirit of the Witch,
through the eyes of him that is bewitched, entering to his
heart, 1767 Fawkls Theocritus vi note , The antients
imagined that spitting in their bosoms thice times, would
prevent fascination
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2 The action and the faculty of fascinating their

prey attributed to serpents, etc

1796 Morse Amer Geog. I 219 They [Rattle Snakes]
are supposed to have the power of fascination in an eminent
degree *8a8 Lytton Harold 1 i, The fascination of the
seipent on tne bird held her mute and frozen

to The state of being so fascinated

1831 Brewster Nat Magic m (1833)43 Mrs A described
herself as at the tune sensible of a feeling like what we
conceive of fascination

3 Fascinating quality
, irresistibly attractive

influence ; an instance or mode of this.

1697 Evelyn Nuimsm ix 301 Unaccountable Fascina-
tion, 01 other material Quality of Mastering Spirits 1784
Cowplr Task vi xor Some to the fascination of a name
Surrender judgment hoodwinked a 1806 K "White My
own Cltarac 42 in Rem (1816) I 29 ,

1

can't withstand you
know whose fascination 1816 J Scott Vis Pans (ed 5)

209 A Frenchwoman will ever be felt to be acreatuie of
fascination. 1843 Prescott Mexico (iBso) I 183 1 he caieer
thus thrown open had all the fascinations of a desperate
hazard 1847 Emerson Refir Men Wks (Bohn) I 283 Like
a master drawing all men by fascination into tubutanes
i860 Hawthorne Transform 1 xix. 203 lhat perilous

fascination which haunts the brow of precipices

Fascinative (fee sm^tiv), a [f Fascinate v.

+ -ive ] Disposed 01 tending to fascinate.

185s Bait cy Mystic g6 Vipers That fascinative seek the
tender breasts Of wiltul maids, and sing their souls to

sleep 1874 M Collins Transnngr I vu 119, I acknow.
ledged Lady Diana’s marvellous fascinative force

Fascinator (foe sin^tai), [a L. fascinator

,

n.gen t-n. f. fasemare to Fascinate. Cf F fas-

cmateur ] One who fascinates a. A magician.

t>. A chaimuig 01 attractive person.

a 1730 tr Leonardus’ Mtrr. Stones 52 Nor does this

happen merely from the sight, hut from—the soul of the

fascinator *862 Lytton Sir Stoiy II. 147 The dread
Fascinator from whom itTiad been taken.

b. 1838 Dickens Ntch Nick xvn, The demdest little

fascinator in all the world *883 Mabel Collins Prettiest

Wont i, Sacha was considered an irresistible fascinator

Fascinatress (fse’smeitres) [f prec + “Ess.

Cf. F fasematnee ] A fascinating woman.
1878 H James Daisy Miller 42 ‘She’s an enchantress

a charmer , I said, ‘ a fascinatress ’.

Fascine (foes? n), sb. Also 8 fachine, 9 faeine

[a F. fascine, ad. L. fasclna, f. fascis a bundle ]

1 Mil A long cylmducal faggot of brush or

other small wood, firmly bound together at short

intervals, used in filling up ditches, the construction

of batteries, etc. Usually inpi
a 1688 Sir T Morgan Relat Progr France (1609) 14 The

majoi -general ordered the two battalions each man to

take up a long fascine upon their musquets and pikes. 169a

Land Gas No 2807/2 Oideis are given to piovide a great

number of Fascines, in order to storm the Castle of Ebein-

burg 1776 C Lee in Sparks Corr Amer Rev. (1853) I

158 They are employed 111 making fascines for constructing

three redoubts *801 Weli incton in Gurw Desfi I 361

They ought to be provided with facines to fill a part of the

ditch 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. i\- 241 Of round-shot,

of gabions and fascines

b transf m various non-military uses, esp. in

Civil Engineering,
171a E Cooke Voy. S. Sea 412 He made a Sort of

floating Island of Fascines, Earth, and other Materials

*7*3 Pres State Russia I 351 A large Dike or Peer made
of Fachines and Earth 185a Burnell Rndtm. Hydraulic
Engineerings 94 The lower part of the majority of wooden
jetties is covered either by a mass of concrete, of loose

stones, or of fascines *866 Lee tr Keller's Lake Dwell
Svnts 70The upper beds of fascines Jockinto one another
at the ends and form one continuous mass.

2 transf. andfg
1844 H Rogers Lss (1860) III 121 This fascine of cita-

tions is in truth nothing to the purpose. 1870 H Mac-
miu AN Bible Teach iv 70 The pine is a natural fascine or

Ratification against the ravages of the elements.

3 attnb. a. Suitable for fascines, as faseme-

stiek. b. Consisting or made of fascines, as

fascine-battery,
-h idge, -platform

;
fascine dwell-

ing, a lacustune habitation supported on fas-

cines; hence fascine-dweller
;
fascine-horse (see

quot

)

1748 Smoi lett Rod Rand xxxm (1804) 213 A body of

sailors who made themselves masters of the *fascine

batteites *8578 Osborn Qnedah xu 130 When dealing

away the jungle to construct the fascine battery 1796

Stedman Surinam I iv 82 To throw a *fascme bridge over

the mat sh 1882 R Munro Anc Scot Lake-dwellings 12

The civilisation of the *fascine dwellers 1866 Lee tr

Keller's Lake Dwell Smilz 69 The *fasciue dwellings

seem only to have been adopted in lakes of small depth and

extent 1839 F A Grutiths Artil Man (ed 9) 254

A *fascine horse is formed with two pickets driven about

1 foot obliquely into the gi ound, so as to cross each other

at right Angles 2 feet above the surface of the earth
;
and

they are fastened togethei at their point of meeting with

cord 1866 Lee tr Keller's LaJve Dwell Switz 72 This

gentleman noticed parts of a *fascine platform 1870

Daily News 18 Oct , The country affording withies for

binding and “fascine sticks to any extent

Hence Fascine v trans to fill up with fas-

1870 Daily News 29 Nov ,
The pioneers had fasuned

the track

Fascinery (foes?non), [f. Fascine sb + -ery j

(See quot

)

*836 Brels Terms Archit etc , Fascmery, a descuption

of cradling or hurdle-work, employed to retain earth

+ Fa’scinous, a Obs rat e [f L fasan-um
witchcraft + -ous

]
r Caused or acting by witch-

craft or enchantment ’ (J )

*666 G Harvey Moth Angl xix (1672) 38, I shall not
here undei take the task of discussing the possibility of fas-

cinous Diseases.

t Fase. Obs. [ad. L (Vulg ) phase, a Heb
DDS pe sah passover ] The passover
1388'WycLir Ex xu 21 Take a beeste byjjoure meynees

and offie 3e fase [*382 paske] Ibid 43 This is the reltgioun
of fase [1382 phask]

Fase, obs form offoes, pi of Foe
t Fa’Sel, sb Obs — In 5 fasylle. [f. next ] A

ravelling, a shred
1440 Promfi Parv 150/2 Fasylle ofa clothe (or other lyke,

P \fractillns

t Fa’sel, v Obs rate Also 6 fasyll, 7 fazle.

[Cf Ger, faselen, Du vezelen

,

cogn. with OE fats

Fas.] intr To ravel Also, tofasel out
CI440 Promfi, Parv 150/2 Fncelyn as_ clothys (faselyn
P ), vtllo 1530 Palsgr 546f\ My sleeve is fasylled 1643
T Goodwin Child of Light 58 Which hath fazled and
entangled this controversy

t Fasels, sb pi Obs Forms : 6 faselles,

facilles, 7 pbaselles, faceles, fasells, fesels, 7-

fasels [ad L. faseoli, pi of faseolus m same
Sense. Cf OF. faseles ] a. Chick pease * see

Chick-pea b. Kidney-beans • see Bean 3
1538-68 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer 71a, A kind of htle

giaine called in Latme faseoli, m Englishe factlies and
cyche peason jg6a Turner Herbal \\ 86 a, Phasiolus may
be called in Englishe faselles untill we can fynd a better

name for it. 1601 Holland Plttiy I 49S The Pulse named
Dolychos, which is Fasels or Kidney beanes 1616 Stnox.
& Markh Country Fanne 147 Fasels or long Pease 1628

May Vugd's Georg 1 247 Disdain not Fesels, or poorVech
to sow *693 "Ukquhart Rabelais in vin 68 Pease, Beans,

Fasels [etc ]

Fash, (foef), sb ^ .5V and north, dial, [f Fash
v Tiouble, vexation ; bother, inconvenience

,

also, something that gives trouble To take {the)

fash . to take (the) trouble, to be at the pains

*7g4 Burns Addr to Toothache iv, Of a’ The tricks o’

knaves, or fash o’ fools, Thou bear’st the gree 1808 Eliz
Hamilton Cottagers ofGlenbunite (ed 2) 150We havenever
ta’en the fash to put tt by_ 18*6 Scott Old Jl/oit iv,

‘ Clergy and captains can gie an unco deal o’ fash in thae
times’ 1832-53 Whistle-binkic (Sc. Songs) Ser m mWeel
kennm’ it [cash] only wad breed me mair fash 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss, Fash, trouble, inconvenience

1861 Ramsay Rennn Set, n *75 When there’s ony fash or

trouble, The deevil a thing you’ll do at a’. *868 G Mac-
donald R Fahoner II 252, ‘ I didna think ye wad hae
ta’en sae inuckle fash ’ _
Fash (foej\ J^.2 dial. [?var. of Fas, OE fxs]

Aftinge, anything resembling a fringe

It is doubtful whether the first quot belongs here, the

woid might be a OF faisse —L fascia band
*558 Richmond Wills (Surtees) XXVI 128 A fashe of

silke and sewed withe gold *847-78 in Halliwei i *877
Holderness Gloss

,
Fash, the long hair of a horse’s legs

b. dial The tops of carrots, turnips or mangolds
C1750 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane Dialect Gloss,

Fash, the tops of turnips, etc *847 in Halliwell

c. A rough edge or ndge left on nails, cast

bullets, etc.

*831 J Holland Manuf Metal I 215 The perfection of

cut nails, consists piincipally in the shank being free fiom

fash Ibid, 335 Ihe teeth [of the saw] are severally filed to

a sharp point, and the wiry edges, or fash completely

removed *867 Smyth Sailor’s )Vord-bk., Fash
,
the mark

left by the moulds upon cast bullets. *888 Sheffield Gloss

,

Fash, a burr or roughness on anything.

Hence Fash a ,
hairy.

1877 Holderness Gloss ,
* His legs is varry fash

’

Fash (foef), v t Chiefly .5V. and north dial.

Also 6-7 fosch(e, fashe (?6 faehj. [a. OFr.

fastker (Fr fdcher),)

1 ti ans To afflict, annoy, trouble, vex. Also, to

give tiouble to, bother, weary Also ref. and To

fash one's beard, head, thumb • to take trouble

1533 Bellendcn Livy v (1822) 393 The Veanis war sa

fascnit be conunuall ambiciounand desire ofhonouns 1556

J Heywood Sfitder ft F Ivn 12S Behold How tliordm-

ance heth flies fer and ner to fach how euene peece Hath
a spider gonner with ledy fired mach 1637 Rutherford
Lett cxlv (1862)1 342 Fash Chi 1st (if I may speak so) and
importune Him 1723 Wodrow Corr (1843) III 45 Be not

fashed lfyou miss a letter *725 Ramsay Gent Shefi/t lit U,

Howe'er I get them, nevei fash your beard 1823 Galt
Entail III 11 21 Ne’er fish your head wf youi father's

dodrums *824 Scott Redgauntlet Let xt, ' Never fash

y ours el’ wi’ me but look to yoursel’ ’ 1861 Ramsay Rcmin
her n 125 What gais your horse’s tail wag that way? it’s

fashed wi a wakeness 1871 C Gibbon Lack of Gold 11,

He never fashed his thumb about his debt 1874 Helps

Soc Press iv (1875) 60 People fash themselves about dim
and distant dangers *876 Whitby Gloss s v

,

1 Deeant fash

your beard anent it
’

2 tntr for re.fi. To weary, be annoyed ,
to bother

or trouble oneself , to take tiouble Const, of

1585 James I Ess Poesie (Arb ) 74 Then woundred I

how they did them selfis so farr begyle, To fashe of tyme

1597 Montgomerie Cheme ft Sloe 597 Of our fellowschip

3011 fasche Ibid 1435 For feir folk maun not fash 172*

J Kelly Collect Scot Proverbs 39a Yousoon fash ofagood

office, a 18x0 Tannahill Poems (1846) 70 Wha wad fash

to scribble, Expecting scorn for a’ his trouble 1 182* Galt

A nn ParishDalmailmg 229 The dinner w as a little longeL

of being on the table than usual, at which he began to

fash *886 Stevenson Kidnaffiedxvm *78 * They didnae
stop to fash with me 1 ’

Hence Fashed, ppl a Troubled, worried

*597 Montgomerie theme ft Sine 296 The mair I wrestlit

With the wynd, Ihe faschter still myself I fynd

Fash (foef), v dial [f VashjA2
] To cut

off the tops (of turnips, etc.)

1882 Lane Gloss , Fash, to pare, to cut o£F_ *884 CliesA
Gloss , Fashing turnips is generally done by piecework

Fashen, Sc. Also feshen, foshen [pa. pple

of Fetch ©.]
1768 Ross Helenore ni 123 Just as their ain, she’s fashen

up, an’ ta’en For Dick’s ae dather, now by ilka ane

Fasiery (foe'Jeri) AV and north. Also 6

fascherie, -ery,(faschne, fashrie), 7-9 fashene.
[ad QE.fascherie (Fr fdchene), f fascher {fdcher)

to Fash] Annoyance, trouble, vexation, worry;
also something that causes worry, rare in pi.

*553 Q Kennedy Comfiend Tractive, Wegevenochtocca-
sioun of fascherie to the Redare. *6 m Poet. Misc (1845) 33
My muse began to tire. Through daily faschery of my owne
affaires, it 1605Montgomerie Sonn. v 3 With frostis offashrie

frozen is that beet 162* Molle Can erar.Ltv Ltbr m vi

167 Fence the mind from the fashenes and troubles that

molest it. *725 Wodrow Corr

.

(*843) III 173 Nobody gives

you so much fashery 1820 Scott Monast. iv. You feirk-

folk make sic a fashene *876 Whitby Gloss , Fashery, all

kinds of ‘botheration’ *882 Stevenson Men ft Bis 389
Not without some cross and fashery of mind and body

Fashion (foe Jan), sb. Forms
:
4 facicran, -tm(e,

4-

5 fasoun(4-zoun),4-6 Sc fassoun, (-s)sowiie),

5-

6 facion(e, -eyon, -oun, (-ssion, -oun,

-s)syon(e, 5 faseeon, -schyoun, 6 facon, -son,

-sson(e, fastyon, faction, -soyon, -shin,

-sshon, -s)styon, -szstion, fayssyon), 6-

fashion. [a OF. fa$on, fazon, ONF. fachon
(mod Fr. facoit)-Yx- faisso, It faztone (the Sp
faccion is of learned origin) •— faction-em, n. of

action f.facSre to make see Faction sb ]

f 1. The action or process of making. Hence,

the ‘ making ’ or workmanship as an element m
the value of plate or jewellery. Obs.

*463 Mann, ftHonseh Exfi T54 Ffor the fasyon of the

same schene, v. marc. *575-6 Act 18 Ehz c 15 This they

[Goldsmythes] take not above the rate ofxij d. for the ounce

of Golde (besides the fashion) *590 Shaks Com Err iv

j. 29 The chargefull fashion . doth amount to three odde
Duckets more. *594 T B LaPnmand Fr. Acad 11.393

Of the ihshion of a childe in the wombe, and how the

members are framed *664 Pepvs Diary (1879) III 62 They
judge the fashion tobe worth above w per oz more *761-2

Hume Hist Eng (1806) III. App, 111 630, 14 or 15 thousand

pounds weight [of silver plate], which, besides the fashion,

would be [etc.]

2 Make, build, shape. Hence, in wider sense,

visible characteristics, appeaiance. Said botli of

material and ofimmaterial things, ai ch + Out of

fashion : out of shape.
Some of the earlier instances may belong to 2 c

a 1300 CursorM 22323 (Cott ) Fair in faciun for to sei

c 1320 Sir Beiies 2155 Me wolde )?enke he his fasoun, pat
hit were Beues of Hamtoun C1350 Will Palerne 402

A dere damisele of alle fasoun be fairest 14 Tundale's

Vis. 2062 A crowne Off gold that was of semyly faschjown

1440 Promfi Parv 150/3 Fassyone, or factyone, forme of

makynge, forma, formefactum, formefactio c *5** sst

Eng Bk. Amer (Arb ) Introd 35/1 There be dyuers

people of fason in our lande there be people that haue
the body of a man and the bede lyke a dogge *526

Tindale Luke xii 56 Ye can skyll of the fassion of the erth,

and of the skye *551 Robinson tr More's Utofi 1. (Arb )

31 Vnder the line equmoctiall all thynges bee. out of fas-

syon, and comelinesse. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 85 a,

Phalaris hath a sede whyte in fasshon *581 Mui caster

Positions xxx (1887) 1*1 If the infirmiue in fashion be

casuall . exercise ..will make that straight, which was
croked *6** Bible Luke ix 29 The fashion of his coun-

tenance was altered *6*5 Crooke Body of Man 20 He
mquireth into the nature and fashion of euery Bone a 166*

Fuller Worthies (1840) II 261 This county, in fashion, is

like a bended bow 1784 Cowper Task 1 21 A massy slab,

in fashion square or round 1793 Burke Rem. Policy Allies

Wks. 1842 I 591 The fashion of some constitution which
suited with their fancies 1865 Swinburne Poems ft Ball

,

Before Parting 21, I know The fashion of fair temples

tremulous With tender blood. *877
t
L Morris EfitcHades

XI 221,

1

knew not The fashion of nis nature

f b. Spoken of as an attribute, that may be im-

parted and possessed ;
form as opposed to matter.

1576 Lambarde Peramb Kent{ 1826) p. v, The craftesman

that bnngeth it to fashion *577 B. Googe Haesbach s

Hush iv (1586) 185 b, The common sort [of bees] when
they begin to have fashion, are called N implies *59+ T. B
La Prunaud I<r Acad 11 394 The seede recenieth

not fashion presently vpon the conception, but remameth
for a time without any figure *6*4 Bp Hall Recoil Treat.

897 When wee have matter, wee can give fashion . thou

gavest a bang to the matter, without forme

t c. Face, features, Obs.

[A very common use in OF. ,
perb associated withface

-

]

c *300 Cursor M 21319 (Cott ) Matheu o man he has

facium. Luce has of ox, c *430 Pilgr LyfManhode in

xYxvui. (1869) 155 She shadwde hire visage and hire facioun

vnder hire hood.

3 . A particular make, shape, style, or pattern.

Somewhat arch.

c *3*5 Song Merci 41 in E E P (1862) 119, I made pe

M011 Of feture liche myn owne fasoun <*1450 Ee Marie
Arth 2531 Galeis grete of fele fasowne *5*2 Bury Wills

(Camden) x*6A quarte wyne pott of the olde fasshon 1576

Fleming Panofil Ffiist. 299 Two standing cuppes of silver,
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differing from the fashion of this time. i6ix Bible Tiansl
Pref g The very Roman e Seruice was of two fashions, the

New fashion, and the Old 1699 Dam pier Voy II 1 62

Besides, our fashions of Utensils differ mightily from theirs

1714 J. Fortescue Aland Pref Fortescue'

s

Abs djr Ltm
Mon 32 The Author puts in his Franco-Germanick, of the

Latin fashion 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I. 464 A limited

monarchy after the modern fashion 1849 James Woodman
iv, Spreading out at the edges in the fashion ofa basin

b esp with reference to attire, a particular

* cut ’ or style Cf. 8 c, 9 .

1529 Supphc. io King (E E T S ) 52 Somtyme cappe, som-
tyme hoode ; nowe the Frenshe fasshj on, nowe the Spanyshe
fasshyon 1605 Shahs Lear 111 vi 84, I do not like the

fashion of your garments 01x674 Clarendon Sitrv

Leviath (1676) 81 To wear his Clothes of that fashion which
he likes best *838 Lytton Alice 6 Her dress of no very
modern fashion

+ c A device, material or immaterial. Obs
1560 Whitehorne Arte IVarre (1573) hija, Against this

fashion they haue used to make a fashion like unto a paire

of shores 1597 Montgomerie Cheme $ Sloe 1363 Se first

quhat fashion may he fund To pacifie his pains

4. Kind, sort. Now rare Also f Infashion to :

of a kind to.

1562 Turner Herbal 11.73 b, Suche fasshon of figure is not
m a Mirt-berry ispx Shaks. Two Gent, v iv 61 Thou
friend of an ill fashion. 1596 — Merck V 1 11 23 This
reason is not m fashion to choose me a husband, x6o8 —
Per iv 11 8a Gentlemen of all fashions 1611 Cotgr ,

Panter a fashion ofTrunke made ofWicker 1874 Mouldy
Compromise (1886) 87 Consider the difference between these
two fashions of compromise.

5. Manner, mode, way, esp in After

,

f of, in,

f on, this, such a, my, his, etc fashion rare va.pl

13 E. E Alht. P A 1100, & coronde wern alle of he
same fasoun 1373 Barbour Bruce xvn 300 Pal,corns Be
stentit on syndry fassownys ex489 Cay ton Sonnes 0/
Aymon Yiv 351 To hevy a bourdon for to lede of this

facyon *539 in Vicary’s Anat. (1888) App. 111 173 [They]
passed through the Cytie in good ordre after A warlike
facion 1367-83 Sempill Ball 98 Ay selling caill, The best
fassoun I may. 1602 Shaks Ham. 1, lit m He hath im-
portun’d me with loue, In honourable fashion 1633
Bp Hall Hard Texts 358 We doe, in all fashions of sorrow
bemoane ourselves. 1634 tr Scudery's Curia Pol 7, I

have governed my Subjects m such a fashion that [etc ]

17x3 DcFoe Pam Instruct 1. v (1841)1. 109 After quite
another fashion 1822 Lamb Elia Ser 1. Distant Corr ,

Subjects serious in themselves, but treated after my fashion,
non seriously, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1 vui. 58 In 2igzag
fashion I continued to ascend.

b In depreciatory sense, After, m, a or some
fashion : somehow or another, in a sort, toleiably,

not too well.

X614 Br Hall Recoil Treat. 459 Whom yet Rome hai>
hors, and, in a fashion, graces. x86o G Macdonald Ann
Q Netghb 1 (1878) 3 Work which I can do aftei some
fashion 1869 Trollope He Knew x\i (1878)89 Provid-
ence has made me a lady after a fashion.

+ C. A method of doing anything. Obs.
1336 AnrehoSf Isah (1608) K vuj, And this is the fachone

be the whiche a\ the reames and dominions I presently
do posseade,have beane gotten 1577 B Googe Heresbach's
Hnsb. 1. (1586) 42 b, To wynnowe it after the olde fashion
with the winde. 16x4 Bp Hall Recoil. Treat 404 To say
nothing of the fashion of their Cures 1674 Playford Skill
Mies 1 xi 39 A good fashion of singing 1743 Loud
Country Breiu 11 (ed a) 134 He would I believe altei his
Mind and Fashion

6 . Mode ofaction, bearing, behaviour, demeanour,
‘ air

1

. Now rare.

*447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 29 Be what sirmlat
facyoun Meche peple to his favour he drew a 1533 Morl
De Qieat Noviss Wks 76/1 With soin good grace and

?
leasant fashion *601 ? Marston Pasqml ,5- Rath 1 237
le takes a whiffe with gracefull fashion 17x9 D’Urtev

Pills (1872) IV. 304 She keeps her ciuel Fashion 1851
Thackeray Eng, Hum 11. (1858) 81 Withsuch a giace, with
such a fashion

b. pi. Actions, gestures, ‘ways 1
. Now rare

*5^9 J Rogers Gl Godly Loue 182 With spiteful wordu
and wanton fashions 1380 North Plutarch (1676) 28 H
gave himselfm fashions to be somewhat like a Tyran

1605 Bacon Adv Learn, xi. ix 37 Whose eyes do dwell o
the faces and fashions. 1832 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom’s C
xxxvi, He shall begmy pardon, and promise better fashion

+ V. Outward action or ceremony; a mere fora
pietence, Obs exc. m Sc. phrase, To makefashion
to make a show, pretend.
*57* Golding Calvin on Ps xl 7 Worshipping Go

slyglitlyfoi fashyonsake. 1396 Shaks Mink, V iv. 1 1

Thou but leadest this fashion of thy mallice To the las
houre of act 1637 Rutheri ord Lett No 119 (1862) 1

206 The memory of his love raaketh me think Christ
glooms are but for the fashion 1653 Uhquhart Rain la,
is xxn, Panurge made the fashion of duving them [1 <

dogs] away 18x6 Scott Anhq. xvi, He. only just pits
bit on the plate to make fashion.

8 A prevailing custom, a current usage; esp on
characteristic of a particular place or pei lod oftims
c *489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxvi 544 A hnighte

presented, a fayr knyff, after the facyon of the loude. *38
Studbes Anat Abus, D vij, How unseemehe a fashio

is> j
et the wise judge 1399 Shaks Muck Ado 1 1 gIhe fashion of the world is to auoid cost 16x4 Bp. Hal

Recoil Treat 870 Ingenuously, as his fashion is 176
CtOldsm, Trav 279 The mind still turns where shiftin
fashion draws 18x4 Scott Ld ofIsles in xxiv, Let ever
man Follow the fashion of his clan ! 1821 J Q Adams 1
C. Davies Metr Syst. m (1871) 125 The old fashion of 14
gallons to the butt, was then restored, a 1839 Praf
Poems (1864I I. 366 New follies come, new faults, nei
fashions. 1876 Mozley Utuv Serut 1. 7 As a fashion c
thought the idea has. passed away.

fb In pi often = ‘ Manners and customs’ (of

nations), * ways ’ (of men)
; chiefly m phrases, To

know
,
learn, see (the) fashions. Obs

X535 Waterman {title) The fardle of facions 1399
Minsheu Dial Sp Eng (1C23) 36, I will dye and live

with thee Peter, for thou knowest fashions 1658-9 Burton's
Diary (1828) IV 164 Any that come among you to see

fashions a 1716 South Serin (1737) VI v 196 To see the
country, and to learn fashions (as the woid goes) 1721
Strype heel Mem II 11 v 287 The king had sent him
[Barnaby Fitz-Patnc] thither to remain in his [the French
king’s] court to leain fashions

c spec with regard to apparel or personal

adornment
1347 Boorde Introd Krnnul xiv (1870) 159, I wyll not

chaunge my olde fatheis fashyon 1376 Peti ie Pal. Picas ,

New fashions in cutting of heardes. 1596 Shaks, Tam Skr
m 11 72 'lis some od humor pricks him to this fashion, Vet
oftentimes he goes but meane appaiel'd 1634 Whitlock
Zootomia 225 Fashions crosse the Seas as oft as the Packet
Boat 17x3 Steell Guardian No 10 p 4 An opportunity
to mtioduce fashions amongst our young gentlemen 1833
Hr Maruneau Brooke Farm vui 105 To dress themselves
in Miss Black’s fashions 1839 J rrnsoN Brittany xv 241
A tall stout man, diessed m country fashion 1865 Wright
Hist. Caricature vi (1875) 103 During the feudal ages, the
fashions in France and England were always identical

-9 Conventional usage in dress, mode of life, etc
,

ep. as observed m the upper circles of society

;

conformity to this usage Often personified, or

quasi-personified
(The fiist quot may belong to 2 or 6

)

1602 Shaks Ham 111. 1 16 1 The glasse of Fashion, and
the mould of Forme 1632 Lithgow Tiav v 203, I am
become a coui tly Tobacconist

, more for fashion then for
liking 1711 Shaftesd. Ckarac (1737)111 288 The man of
quality must, for fashion sake, appear in love 1739 Cibui r
Apol (1756) I. 71 Taste and fashion with us have alvvajs
had wings 1781 Cowper Expostulation 38 As Int’rcst
biass’d knaves, or fashion fools 1793 BrnnoES Catarrh 169
To break the spell of Fashion would he an atchievemcnt
1806 Med Jrul XV. 91 Fashion, that destroying angel
1829 Lytton Devereux n. vii, Some better object to wor-
ship than the capnt icrne of fashion 1863 Pall Mall G.
1 Aug. xo/2 Fashion and bon ton are by no means the same
thing 1892 Daily Nexus 23 Apr 3/3 Fashion is the all-

absorbing subject

b Fashionable people; the fashionable world
1807-8 W. Irving Salmag (1824) 161 Days When heart

met heart m fashion’s, hall 1873 Browning Red Lott.
Nt -cap 125 Pans fashion's blame

10 Thefashion

:

a The mode of dress, etiquette,

fiumlure, style of speech, etc., adopted m society
for the time being To lead, set the fashion : to
be an example in diess, etc., for others to follow.
To be m thefashion : to adopt the accepted style
1368 Gratton Chi on II 34 A scarlet Robe with a hoode

(as the fashion then was) x6ox ? M arsion Pasqml ly Hath
1 276 Her loue is as vneonstant as the fashion 1604
Jas. I Couiiterbl (Arb) 103 It is come to he the fashion
x6ra Rowlands Kuane of Harts 13 Let vs haue standing
Colters, in the fashion 1710 Sti li e Tatler No 77 r 1
Alexander the Great had a vuy Neck, which made it
the Fashion in his Couit, to carry their Heads on one
Side 1762 Goldsm Nash 10 Seveial persons qualified
to lead the fashion both by birth and fortune. 1794 Nllsonm Nicolas Disp, (ed 2) I 474 It is the fashion to say it
would have been difficult to make a breach 1838 Dr.
Morgan Ess Piobab Pref 7 It was then very much the
fashion to publish results and conceal methods 1840
Dicm ns Bam Rtcdge \vi, The fashion being of course set
by the upper class

b The person or thing that it is fashionable to
admire or discuss
1790-1811 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) II 2x7,

I should not be tempted to many him, if he were not the
fashion 1824 Mcdwin Conveis Byron (1832) I 55, I was
the fashion when she first came out 1837 Miss Mn 1 okd in
L'Estrange Life III. v. 78 Another book . is much the
fashion

11 In, out of (the) fashion . 111
, out of, vogue or

customary use, esp m polite society, apcoidmg or
contrary to the customaiy rale or standaid. Also
To bring, come, grow into

, go out offashion
x6ox Shaks Jnl. C v v 5 Slaying is the word, It is
a deed in fashion 1601 — A Its Well 1 1 170 Virgimtie
like an olde Courtier, weares her cap out of fashion 1603
1'lorio Montaigne (1632) 503 The Hungarians did veiy
avauefully bring them [war-coaches] into fashion 1608W Sclater Malachy (1650) 103 Sms, when they are giown
into fashion, are swallowed up as no sms 1614 Bp. Hall
Recoil Treat 684 Shall nothing but our soules be out of
the fashion? 1630 R Johnson's Kmgd fy Commw, 35 Let
him take heed, that the apparell he weares, be m fashion in
the place where he resideth 17x9 D’Urtey Pills (1872!V
*54 Would you be a man in Fashion ? 1728 W Cleland
rt* Pubhshw Pofe's Dnnciad 19 Out of power, or out of
fashion 178a Priestley Co/ rapt Chr II ix 137 Solitary
pilgrimages were much in fashion 1848 Macaulay Hist
Eng. I 179 decorous gravity which had been thirty
years before in fashion at Whitehall 1830 Tad's Mag
XVII 332

y
x Little dogs that had come into fashion x88o

Miss Braddon Just as I am vii, Aunt Dora’s gowns .

.

were always in the fashion

12. (Man, woman) of fashion • f a (In early
use often moie fully of high, great, goodfashion )Of high quality or hieedmg, of eminent social
standing or lepute [Cf sense 4 and OF. gens de
(oonne) fagon ] This gradually merges into the
current sense b That moves in upper-class society,
and conforms to its rules with regard to dress,
expenditure, and habits.

c 1489 Cayton Blanchardyn xlviu 187 They, defended
Ihcym vygoryously, as men of lughe facion 1597 Sm R
Clcii in Ellis Ong Lett 1 234 III 43 A Gentleman of
excellent fashion a 1618 Rali igh Apol 7 It is strange
that men offashion and Gentlemen should so gi osly bcly their
owne knowledge, c 1673 Honsch Ord 354 Persons ofgood
fashion that have a desire to see us at dinner 170*W J.
Ihuyn's Voy Levant x 37 Greeks of Fashion, who are not
for herding w ith the Populace. 1752 Humi Ess # 'treat

(1777)1 204 Augustus was obliged to force men of fashion
into the married state 1733 li Mooiil 111 IVoid No xsr
(1772) III 278 A woman cannot be a woman of fashion till

she has lost her reputation 1766 Goldsm Vti IV. xxi, In-
timacy with people of the best fashion. x8oo Mrs Hiuvly
Mouth ay Fain II. 76 A person of her fashion and figure.

1824 Mtdwin Convcrs Byion (1832) II. 30, I was in
favour with Brummcll (and that was alone enough to make
a man of fashion'.

13 attiib and Comb a. Simple atlrib

1829 Wcstm, Rev XI 399 This practice of blushing for
unmodish fi lends .belongs to the fashion-mama

b. Forming with preceding adj. a quasi-adj.

or adjectival phrase Obs
1677 Hale Print Ong Man 1 1 4 What fashion Cln.uhs

the Roman officets used *7x2 E Cooki / ov .S hia 85
T he great Squat e has old Fashion Houses on the East and
South Sides

c Foiming with a preceding sb. or adj, an
adverbial phrase Cf -wise
[1494 Fabyan Citron, ml 313 He lmd deuysed newe

engynes after toware facion] 1633 I* I1 n n at n Pinpic
I si iv xymi, Made like an I vie leaf, broad ingle fashion

1670 Narhorocoii J111I in Ate Am Late Voy. 1 (1711)66
Flint stones, neatly made broad Arrow-fashion 1710 Loud
Gas No. 4748/4 A Silver Hungary Water Bottle Mask
fashion gilt 1721 Baii r v, 1Capon Paduan [in Archci y], the
same as Bob tail 1796 Mrs Glassi Cookery xvin 295
Take the leg of a small beef and cut it h.un-fashtort

1809-12 Mar Edllwortii Absentee i\, Laying the outer-
most part of j our feather this f islnon nest to your hook.
1867 Fheiman Noun Conq (1876) I App 624 The taidy
bndal was done Christian fashion. 1886 K C Lisin Am-
painter's Log 216 Picked up the puppy, holding it baby
fashion in his arms

d. objective, as fashion-following sb., fashion-
fancying adj.

; instrumental, as jashionfeUci cd,
-led adjs

1621*5 I’mct, (1627) ‘ " ,1 1 ..ml',

. > ’Ci IJ j<i. „ 1647 Ward Aiw' <*/».>„ I .

' f. . g ' - \ e empty thinhi ant’d shells 1784
I v 1 . - , , , A 1 nn do I advise/ the fashion-led
1887 Pall Mall G. s6 Sept 11/2 Fashion fettered fops

14 Special comb. . fashion-fly, fig. one who
sports in the beams of fashion

;
fashion paper,

a journal of fashionable life
;

fashion picture,
a representation of fashionable costumes

;
fashion

piece, Naut. (see quots ) ;
fashion plate, * a

pictorial design showing the prevailing style or
new style of dress’ (W.)

;
fashion-timber, —

fasluon-piecc. Also Fa.siiion-mqng

H

t.

1868 Ld Houghton Select fr Wks 63 Many.i careless
"fashion fly 1883 E IJ Gluakd IVa/crs Hercules x\s,
She snatched up the "fashion paper. 1884 bat Rcz>
14 June 78C/1 The subject, is a mere "fashion pictuic.
1627 Capt Smith .Seaman's Gram n 2 From it [the Stern-
post] doth use the two "f.ishion pccccs, like a paire of great
homes 1704 J Harris Lex Tcchn , Pashion-huus are
those two Timbers which describe the breadth 01 the Ship
at the Stern 1830 Marrvai King's Own xlix, My fashion
pieces were framed out. c 1830 Rndirn Netvig (Weale) 117
P ashion-pieces, the timbers . fashioning the aftcr-pai t of
the ship in the plane of projection, by terminating the
breadth and forming the shape of the stern 1864 Wldsti r,
*Fashion plate

Fashion (fa? Jon), v Forms: 5 facioun, 6
facion, -yon, fation, fasshion, 7 fashon, 6-

faslHon. [f prec sb
; cf. F fagonuu ]

1. trails To give fashion or shape to
,
to form,

mould, shape (either a material or immaleual
object). Also, Tofashion out
*4*3 Lydc Pilgr, S envlc IV x\x (1483) 78 That this

statua be faciound ducly and fourmed as n sfiolde c 1300
Melustne 50 Tentes so meruayllously facyoncd 1331 T
Wilson Logike (1580) 45 Leather when it is made or
fashioned for the foote, is called a Shoe 1608 D T. Ess
Pol <)• Mor 66 b, To polish and fashion out Ins then rough-
liewen fortune x6ix Biblk Job \xyi 15 Did not one
fashion vs in the wombe ? 1690 Lockl Hum Undent n
II § 2 Every one . who shall go about to fashion in Ins
Understanding any simple Idea 1697 Diudln Virgil, Life
(1721)1 41 A course Stone is presently fashion’d. 17x3 Gay
Pan 1 112 Poems(i720) I 33 Here the loud hammer fashions
female toys x8iz H & J Smith Rcj Adtir (1813)
83 Our stage is so prettily fashion’d for viewing 1838
Lytton Alice 28 Young people fashion and form each
other. 1863 Lylll Aniiq Man 18 Fragments of rude
pottery, fashioned by the hand 1878 Masque Poets 76The wish I might have fashioned died In dreams.

+ b Said of the constituent parts of anything
_
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol Anat 1 xx 51A Cavity

fashioned by the Os sacrum, the Hip and Share-bones.

+ c. To make good-looking, lo beautify Obs
*357 M T (Geney) Epist **j, He was disfiguered to

fashion vs, he dyed for our life

2 a To form, frame, make rare
c *549 Hist. Lucres A ij b, Her browes bente, facioned

with fewe heares 1608 D T Ess Pol Mor 46 b,
Favonnus had reason to fashion them this reply 1840
Carlyle Heroes {1858) 304 Many have to perish, fashioning
a path through the impassable 1863 Longt Wayside Inn
Prel 275 The instrument was fashioned of maple and of
pme 1880 E Kirice Garfield 13 Bringing his saw and
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jackplane again into play, he fashioned companies out
of maple blocks,

f to. To contrive, manage. Obs.
£1540 pfgr T 79 >n Thynne App 1 70 Then

could he fation in the best wyce many a deynte dycne 1500
Shaks Mtds N, hi 11 194 They haue comoyned To
fashion this false sport. 1506 — 1 Hen IV, 1 111 207 You,
and Dowglas . As I will fashion it, shall happily meete
1604 — Oth

_

iv 11 242 His going thence, which I will
fashion to fall out betweene twelue and one
3 To give a specified shape to; to model

according to, after, or like (something) , to form
+ into (the shape of something)

; to shape into
or to (something). Also reft and + mtr. for ref
1526 Tindale Rom, vui 29 Fasshioned unto the shape of

his sonne a 1585 Anr. Sandys Serin (1841) 421 We are
exhorted to fashion ourselves according to that similitude
and likeness which is in him 1599 Shaks Much Ado mm 142 Fashioning them [the Hotblouds] like Pharaoes
souldiours 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 151 Comes

.

fashioned like pomt-aglets. 1672-3 Grew Anat Plants 11

11 § 31 The Mould
, about which, the other more passive

Principles gathering themselves, they all consort and fashion
to it 1774 J Bryant Mythol I 467 This they fashioned
to a conical figure 1796 H Hunter tr St Pierre's Stud
Nat (1799) II. 149 Some of them are fashioned into the
figure of shells 1809 Pinkney Trav France 242 Chairs
fashioned according to the designs. 1866 RocrRS Agnc. $
Pi ices I xx 508 A smith to fashion his steel into picks or
awls 1872 Bagthot Physics if Pol (1876)216 Communities
which are fashioned after the structure of the elder world
b With complement 01 complementary obj
159* Shaks i Hen. VI, in 111 65 When Talbot hath

. .fashion’d thee that Instrument of III 1605 —Lean 11

200 All with me’s meete, that I can fashion fit

+ 4 . To change the fashion of; to modify, trans-
form. With compl like, or const to. Obs
15*8 Tindale Obed. Chr Man 97 b, When a man fealeth
him selfe altered and fascioned lyke vnto Chnste. 1347

Homilies 1. Fallingfront God 1. (1859! 84 Be fashioned to
him in all goodness requisite to the children of God. 1576
Fleming Panopl Eptst 382 Fashion yourselfe to sober-
nesse ax593 H Smith Semi (1866)312 Fashion thyself
to Paul 1601 Shaks Jul C n 1 220 Send him but
hither, and lie fashion him x6xx Bible Phil m 21 Who
shall change our vile bodie, that it may bee fashioned like
vnto his glorious body 1753 Foote Eng in Pans Epil
Wks, 1799 I. 31 His roughness she’ll soften, his figure
she’ll fashion

t to To counterfeit, pervert. Obs.
rS99 Shaks Much Ado 1 111 31 It better fits my bloud to

be disdain’d of all, then to fashion a carriage to rob loue
from any 1599 — Hen V, 1 11 14 God forbid. That you
should fashion, wrest, or bow your reading
6 To give (a person or thing) a fashion or form

suitable to 01 to do (something)
; to accommodate,

adapt to. Also ref. and mtr for ref Now rare
1526 Tindale i Cor ix. 22 In all thynge I fasshioned my

silfe to all men. 1391 Shaks Two Gent m 1. 135 How
shall I fashion me to weare a cloake ? *399 — Much A do
v iv 88 A halting sonnet Fashioned to Beatrice. x6o8
D T Ess Pol Sf Mor, 88 b, There are some that fashion
themselves to nothing more, then how to become speculative
into another. x6ra jBrerewood Lang <5- Rehg vi. 50 It
was spoken corruptly, according as the peoples tongues
would fashion to it 1613 Shaus Hen VIII, iv 11 50 This
Cardinall . fashion’d to much Honor From his Cradle
1623 Massinger Dk Milan n. 1, Lies fashion’d to so
damnable a purpose. 1630 R Johnson'sKmgd § Coitmnv
529 We fashion our selves to extoll the ages past X770
Goldsm Des Vtll 146 Doctrines fashioned to the varying
hour 1871 Tyndall Fragm Sc (1879) II 1 3 These priests

fashioned that which they did not understand to their
respective wants and wishes

f b. To present the form of, to represent Obs.
1500-6 Spenser (title). The Faerie Queene, Disposed into

twelve books fashioning XII Morall vertues.

c. mtr To bring oneself, ‘have the face’ (to

do something) dial. (Cf. quot 1591 m 5 )
1847 E Bronte Wnthermg Heights (1858)11 Aw wonder

how yah can faishion to stand theear 1’ idleness Ibid 29
She did fly up, asking how he could fashion to bring that
gipsy brat into the house 1883 A Imondbury <5- Huddersf
Gloss

, ‘Why don’t you go and ask him for it’
' ‘I cannot

fashion

6 Naut (See quot ) Obs
1769 FALCONrR Diet Marine (1789) Civb, The knees

fashion tlie transoms to the ship’s side [Ibid supra The
knees which connect the beams to the sides ]

Fashion, var of Farcin Obs

,

farcy

Fashionability (faejanabiliti) [f next see
-bihty, -ity ] = Fashionableness
1839 G Darley Introd Beaum. §• FI Whs I 30

Fashionability is a kind of elevated vulgarity x88x Black
Beautiful Wretch I 28 There was far too much flimsiness
and fashionability about their social circle.

Fashionable (fiejhnab’l), a. and sb [f.

Fashion v and sb. + -able.]

A adj.

f 1 Capable of being fashioned, shaped, or

moulded. Const to, unto Of a damaged article •

Capable of being brought into shape Obs.

1607 Hieron Whs. I 238 Hee that can endure the
hewing, and groweth more and more fashionable vnto good
things i6xx Speed Hist Gt Brit ix xvi (1632) 835 Nine
yeaies olde, a most fashionable and waxen age for all im-
pression 16x4 Jackson Creed hi vui Wks II 256 Peter’s

. power by them [keys] to exclude all that were not
fashionable to this rock and corner stone 1623 Rowland-
son God's Bless 27 Could the iron be pliable and fashion-

able to the mmde of the smith 1656 m Picton L'pool
Muntc. Rec (1883I I 152 Some cups are broken and not
fashionable.

+ to Conformable to Obs.
2657 R Carpenter Astrology 15 It is most fashionable to

Reason, That Job, by Mustek understands [etc ]

+ 2 Pertaining to outward form or ceremony;
merely formal Obs. (Cf Fashion sb 7

)

16x4 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 6x2 A fashionable observa-
tion of the outwarde Letter X633 — Hard Texts no His
fashionable disciples went away from. him. a 1636—

• Soliloquies 73 Not that we should fall suddenly into a
fashionable devotion. 16x6 S Ward Coale from Altar
(1627) 47 No maruell ifhis serrnce be formall and fashionable
Ihtd 82 To confess the truth of the fashionable Christian

T 3. Of a good fashion or appearance
;
good-

looking, stylish. Also,fashionable-like, Obs.
1630 R Johnson’s Kmgd <§• Comtmv 135 We have

fashionable attendance 1663 Gerbier Counsel D uj a,
Some of them Bear-like-whelps (by licking and smoothing)
have gotten some fashionable like shape 27*9 He Foe
Crusoe 1 244 A Cap made of a Hare-skin, very convenient
and fashionable enough 1720 Loud Gas No 5865/4A light dapple grey Nag fashionable and full aged.
4 a Of persons Observant of or following the

fashion ; dressing or behaving m conformity with
the standard of elegance current in upper-class
society.

1606 Shaks Tr. # Cr 111. ui 165 A fashionable Hoste
•slightly shakes his parting Guest by th’ hand 1609W M Man m Mooue (1849) 42 A fimcall fellow he is, and
very fashionable 1738 Chesterf. Common Sense 11 Feb
No 16 Taste is now tne fashionable Word of the fashionable
World x8x6 Rental hs Eng Mann 86 Nor do I believe
a less fashionable man would have paid any attention 1843
Florist's Jrnl 139 A numerous and fashionable company
X892 Speaker 30 July 141/1 Reviewers are apt -to be .

slavishly fashionable m adjectives.
absol 1790 Han More Rehg Fash World (1791) 1 The

polite and the fashionable *

b. Of things, esp. dress : Conformable to fashion ;

in accordance with prevailing usage
; of the kind

in vogue among peisons of the upper class Of
immaterial things : Approved by custom, generally
accepted, current (now in depreciatory sense)
x6o8 W Sclatcr Malachy (1650) 103 It . was grown so

fashionable, that it seemed to he no sin 1639 Fuller Holy
Warm vi (1840) 125 His attire more fashionable 1630— Ptsgali 11 vm. 177 Such chariots were fashionable in
their fights 2665 Glanvill Seep Set Add. to R Soc 62
The eminence of your condition will make philosophy
fashionable x668 Rokeby Let 6 Oct in Mem (Surtees) 17A ndemg cloake ofy1 best worsted camlett ofa fashionable
sorte 1700 Dryden Fables, Pygmalion 45 Fashionable
robes her person deck 1781 Gibbon Decl & F III 229
The fashionable opinions of the court 1823 Lamb Elia
(i860) 157 A newer and more fashionable mansion. 1825
J Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 329 A fashionable dress 1848
Macaulay Hist Eng I 515 Artificial ringlets clustering in
fashionable profusion round his shoulders x866 Geo Eliot
F Holt ng His illusions were not of a fashionable sort

5. a Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of
persons of fashion, to Treating of the world of
fashion c. Frequented or patronized by people
of fashion.
a» 1712 Steele Sped No 504 P 4 These rascals earned

it with a fashionable haughty air 1790 Han Moke Rehg
Fash. World (1791) 221 That mode of life emphatically
distinguished by the appellation of fashionable 1884 J
HallA Chr IIomens Ahollow and conventional * fashion-
able life’

b 1831 Carlyle Sort Res (1858) 169 Nor are Sacred
Books wanting to the Sect [of the Dandies), these they
call Fashionable Novels. 188a Pebody Eng Journal at.

78 The Morning Post made a name for itself by its fresh
and sparkling paragraphs of Court and fashionable gossip
C 18x3 tr Due tie Levis's Engl jgth Cent 1 170 Rane-

lagh pleases them much . it is even called fashionable
[ong ll recoil meme l'epithete defashionable] 1838 Emer-
son Nat , Lit Ethics Wks (Bohn) II 214 In fashionable or
olitical saloons 1839 Hood Up the Rhine 43 The Waal
ranch of the fashionable nver 1848 Dickens Doiubey

xvm, Burgess & Co ,—fashionable tailors (but very dear)
1877 Johnston Diet Geog 1234/1 Scarborough is now the
most fashionable watering-place on the N E coast x88x
Lady Herbert Edith 1 And diew upat a door in a fashion-
able quarter

B sb A fashionable person. Chiefly rn.pl
a x8oo T Bellamy BeggarBoy (1801) 1 . 178 All the fashion-

ables in town. 1800 H W

r

lls Constantia Neville I 240
That he was meiely a fashionable, she could not believe
1800 Sporting Mag XV 265 Our fair fashionables 1834M row in Angler in Wales II 150 Fashionables of all
countries 1848 Thackeray Van Fair xhx, Avery pleasing
and witty fashionable 1883 Mrs. Lynn Linton Girl of
Pet tod II xx She will probably end her days as a frantic
Fashionable

Fashionahledom (fie Janabldom). rare, [f

prec + -dom ] The fashionable world
1859 Sala Tw toutid Clock (1861) 338 A grand enteitain-

ment given in Fashionabledom »
Fa’shionableness. [f as prec + -ness ]

+ 1 Superficiality, formality Cf Fashionable 2.

x6o8-ii Bp Hall Epist in in 43 All which that Babylonish
religion shxfteth offwith a carelesse fashionablenesse 1612-3— Contempt N T Bloody Issue Wks (1634) II 139 Out-
ward fashionablenesse comes into no account with God,
that is onely done which the soule doth.

2 fa. Elegance, attractiveness {obs ) b The
quality or state of being m vogue or in conformity
with fashion
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat 111 (1867) 128 (.To give the

world her due) she hath for the time a kind of a pleasing
fashionableness 1661 Boyle Style ofScript 187 A Fashion-
ableness which within a short while will perhaps be Ridicu-
lous 1699 Locke Ednc § 37 This outside fashionableness of

the Taylor or Tire-woman’s making 1776 Adam Smit hW N 1. xi. (1869) I 165 The fashionableness and scarcity
of the wine 1841 Hoh Smith Moneyed Matt I iv 95 The
ultra-fashionableness of a professed elegante.

Fashionably (fse-Jsnabli), adv [f as piec
+ -LY - ] In a fashionable mannei
f 1 "With respect to the fashion or external form

,

outwardly, superficially, m appearance. (Cf.
Fashionable 2.) Obs
16x4 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 85 How fewe are there, that

doe otherwise than fashionably professe him [Christ] 1613
Stephens Satyr Ess (ed 2) 336 A Pettifogging Atturny
may take bribes from both parties, and please both

fashionably. 1628 Bp Hall Contempt IV xu 74 Neither
doth Saul goe fashionably to worke, but does tins service
heartily 1656 Arttf Handsottt 25 Those many arts of
dressing and adorning, which ingenuity had found out,
and fashionably used
2 . Conformably to the prevailing fashion or usage,

esp that current in upper-class society.
1628 Earle Microcosm , Serving Man (Arb ) 83 A Serum

g

man is cast behind his master as fashionably as his sword
and cloake are 1711 Shaftesb Ckarac 11 n 11 (1737) II
148 However fashionably we may apply the Notion of good
Living <1x7x6 South Serm (1737) II vi. 2x5 He might so
fashionably and genteelly, have been duelled or fluxed into
another world Ibut VI m 94A rotten, fashionably-diseased
body 1781 Cowper Hope 92 A mind, not yet so blank, or
fashionably blind . x8zo W Irving Sketch Bk (1849) I25
They weie dressed fashionably, but simply

f Fashional, a. Obs Also fashionall. [f

Fashion sb +-al ] = Fashionable 2 and 3
16x7 Donne Serin cxlvn VI 15 False and Fashional

Christians. x6x8 Ibid cxxxui V. 389 The fashional man
that will do as he sees great men do a 1631 — Lett (1633)
360, 1 think it now most seasonable and fashionall for mee
to breake 1620 Gaule Holy Madu 98 The fine Flourishes
of his Fashionall Rhetoncke

+ Fa’shiouary, a. Obs rare- 1 [f Fashion
sb. f -ary ] Formal ,

= Fashionable 2.

a 1640 W Fenner Sacrifice ofFatthfull (1648) 176 Your
formall repentance your fhshtonary piayers.

t Fashionate, ppl a Obs. [f Fashion v.

+ -ate -.] a. Fashioned or formed after an image
or model, b. Well formed, perfect.

1593 B Barnes Parthenoplul Madrigal xxu, That figure
fashionate Which in the jetty mirror lurks 1393 Lodge
Will Longbeard Addr to Rdr , Men are in thraldome to
their fashionate manners 1609 Dekker Gvll's Hornc-bk
(1812) Q4 Your mediterranean isle [middle aisle of St Paul’s]
is then the only gallery wherein the pictures ofall your true
fashionate and complemental gulls are hung up

*t* Fa*shionative, a Obs. Also 6 fascion-
ative [f Fashion^ and v +-ative] a ? Prone
to fantastic behaviour, affected to. Tending to
fashion or form

,
foimative of

1384 Lodge Alarum 18 b, It is ldlenesse that maketh
amorous , it is ldlenesse that maketh fascionative a 1693
Ukquiiart Rabelais m xln. 348 A Third Act, fashionative
of another Member.
Fashioned (fiejbnd), ppl a 1- [f Fashion v.

+ -ed 1
.] Wrought into fashion or shape ; founed

with art or skill. Rarely of persons.

153S Coverdale Isa. xln 16 Let them conuerte that
saye to fashioned ymages ye are out e godes 1691 Locke
Lower Interest Wks 1727 II 83 Fashion’d Plate sells for
more than its Weight of the same Silver 1807 Sir R
Wilson Jrnl 9 July m Life (1862) II vui 305, I had ex-
pected to see a gentleman, but I neversaw one less fashioned
18*9 Carlyle Misc (1857) II 86 A character is a com-
pletely fashioned will x88x J Paton in Encycl Bnt
XII 299/2 It was necessary to seam them [stockings] up the
selvages of web shaped on the frame (fashioued work)

to preceded by adv of manner
1496 [see Evil adv 8 c] 1710 Loud. Gaz No 4691/4

Florence O’Donoughue a clean Limb’d and well-
fashioned Man 1769 Dublin Merc. 16-xp Sept 9/1 Black-
Nose has given such proofoflus getting thefinest fashioned
foals. 1833 Lytton Rienzi 1. 1, Less warlike or worse
fashioned weapons

Fashioned (fse Jbnd), ppl. a 2 Also Sc. faw-
sont [f Fashion sb. + -ed 2

] Having or pro-
vided with a fashion (i e an appearance, manner,
or shape) of a peculiar kind. Only in para-
synthetic combinations as honest-, long-, many-,
ivhat-afashioned

,

also Old-fashioned. Exten-
sion -fashioned (nonce -wd.) possessed of the
property of extension.
XS77B Googe Heresbach's Hnsb 1 (1586) 10 A newe and

a strange fashioned Mill of your owne devise 1381 Sidney
Apol. Poetne (Arb ) 58 Many, and many-fashioned Gods
1633 T Stai ford Pac Hib xni. (1821) 631 Thus may your
honour see what a fashioned warre, I doe conceme to bee
least in charge x668 Culfefper & Coxy. Bat thoi Anat 1

vii 14 The Pentona-um , is like a Bladder, or a long-
fashioned Egg 1674 N Fairfax Bulk # Selv 64 One
figure being as much extension fashion’d as another. 1787
Burns Twa Dogs 142 Decent, honest fawsont folk

Fashioner (fie Jonai). [f. Fashion v + -er 1
]

One that fashions
,
one that gives fashion or shape

to
; a creator, maker

1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par 1 Cor xi xx The man is

principall doer and fashioner 1613 tr De Monfart'sSurv
E, Itidies Pref Bja, The Fashioner of this work <*1673

J Caryl in Spurgeon Treas Dav. Ps cxxxix 14 God is

the fashioner of us all
_
1809 Mrs J West The Mother

(x8xo) 224 Fancy, fashioner of ills Most horrible x8zo
Scott Monast xwvii, A fashioner of doublets 1864
Sir F Palgrave Norm # Eng. Ill 27 Anew era of which
he was, the fashioner.



FASHIOUTIf Gr. 86 FAST.
Tb. One who makes articles of dress

;
a tailor

costumier, modiste Obs or arch
[Cf F fafoitmer

\

‘ouvriei qui tiavaille aux ouvrages
fajonnds ’ (Littrd) ]

162s B Jonson Staple ofN v i, Wheie is my Fashionei
Lmenei, Perfumer, Barbel ? 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),
Positioner, as the Queen's Fashioner, or Tayloi 1771
Smollett Humph Cl (1815) 254 Mr Coshgrave, the
fashioner m Shulfolk Street 1826 Scott Rial Malagr 1 52
Those humble fashioners went to woik by measuring the
person of their customer 1858 Simmonds Diet trade.
Fashioner a tailor 1839 E F Burton Centr Afr in
Jrnl Geog Sac XXIX 323 Fashion and its fashioners

Fashioning (frojaniij), vbl sb. [f as prec +
-ing 1

]

1 . The action of the vb. Fashion
;
an instance

of this

1580 Bauet Alv F 161 A fashioning of a thing, forma
tura. 1594 T B La Prunetud. Fr Acad 11 399 Ihe con-
ception and fashioning of man a xfioo Hooker Ecct Pol
(1617) 673 Earnest exhoitations for my better fashioning
unto good correspondence and agreement a 1628 Preston
New Covt (1634) 337 It is the inward fashioning of e\ ery
man’s apprehension that makes him happy a 1635 Naunton
Ftagm Reg (Arb) 35 Art and Natuie had spent their
excellencies m his fashioning 1861 W F Collii r Hist
I'-ng lit 141 The occasional diessmg of leather and
fashioning of gloves 1884 Littell's Living Age CLXI 67A mind that ruled the fingers' fashionings
attnb x84_7 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc Wks. (Bohn) I

43S Wax their fashioning skill betrays

b. spec (See qnot ) Also attrib
,
asfashioning-

needle, -point
1874 Knight Diet. Mech , FasJnonmg-needle

,
one of the

needles in a knitLing-machine which lift loops from some of
the bearded needles and transfer them to others, in ordei to
widen or nairowthe work 189a LabourCommission Gloss

,

Fashioning, the process of shaping the stocking-leg and
foot, also the shirt-sleeve and pant-leg, and back. 11ns is
done by hand by means of small points with which some of
the loops are removed to nairow the stocking or pant at
the ankle In the steam-work these fashioning points are
forced through the material by pressure

2 Style xn which a thing is fashioned. Also
concr
1870 F. R Wilson CJu Lmdisf 81 Stones of Norman

fashioning 1883 S O Jewett March Island xiv, A fair
young girl of fiower-like fashioning 1887 Hall Caine
Deemster xl 261 Beehives of a rude fashioning. 1890 S JDuncan Social Departure 412 Rich fashionings m wood
and precious metals

t «. The action or habit of following fashions
(of dress). Obs rare- 1

1654 Whitlock Zootoima 173 As much Pude might be
in affected Gravity, as m changeable fashioning

Fashioning (fro Janig), ppl. a [f. as prec. +•

-INS 2
] That fashions

1674 N Fairi-ax Bulk <5- Selv m A fashioning or
plastick springy of ltfesomness

Fashiomst (fro Jamst) [f as piec. -l -ist]
1 A follower of the fashions; one who confoims

to the prevailing style of diess
, a fashion-monget

Lii .
r
u
AN HotnePs Hymns Epil, For ostentation

humble truth still flies. And all confederate fashtomsts
defies *730 E Smith Compieat Housewife Pief, The
Israelites grew Fashiomsts, and would have a King *8so
Lyell 2nd Irisit U. S. II 13 ‘There go two of our
fashiouists

,
pointing to two gaily-dressed ladies, in the

latest Parisian costume
2 One who prescribes or sets the fashions.

t are —1

*813 Milman Fazio (1821) 27 Signior Dandalo, the couit
fashion 1st.

Fasllionize (fe/onaiz), o rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -ize.] trails To make (a garment) fashion-
able

, to alter (clothes) according to the fashion
x°^Llackw Mag XV. 450 His taste compelled hun tosend this suit to his tailor every month to be fashiomzed
Fashionless (fee Janies), a [f Fashion sb.
+ -less ] Without fashion or shape
*58* Mulcaster Positions vi (1887) 43 Misshapen and

fashionles 1389 Fi eming Virg Gecig m 48 Fashionlesse,
tllfauouied, vnliandsome lies the land With heaps of snow
1833 Whittier Proselytes Prose Wks *888 I 309 Wegrapple with the fashion less air *86o Ld Lytton Lncile
11. vi, ihe fashiomess cloud of fa^time

t Fa*shionly, a. Obs rate—
!• [f as prec +

-ly 1.] ? Subject to the sway of fashion
*6*3 Purchas Pilgrimage vm ix (1614) 784 Thou

mightest see as Mopstei -like fashions at home, and more
fashionly monster of thy selfe

Fa*shion-monger. [f.Fashion sb + Monger. 1
One who studies and follows the fashion or
fashions.

«99 Marston Sco Villauie 166 Each quaint fashion-monger, whose sole repute Rests in his trim gay clothes

r„ ^K
,

YW00
(
)

I

GmiaiL vi 298 Wild fashion-mongers, and
Fantasucke gallants *782 Bur optmi Mag, I 247 A knoto fashion-mongers assembled m the drawing room of a

fk
da
S
ce
? ,

1826 Mlss M>TroRD Village Sei n (1863)
4*3 A thrifty fashion-monger. J

Hence tFaskion-monging/// a
^99 Shaks Mitch Ado x 1 g4 Fashion-mongmg hoyes
Fashions (fro /as), a Sc and north, chal

P onus : 6 fa(s)6heou8,(7 fachias), 6-7 fasohious,
(8 fachious), 9 fasit(e)ou8, 7- fasluous [ad.OF fasekeux (Fr fdcheux), f. fascher (/defier) to
p ash J Causing or giving anxiety or trouble:
tiresome, vexations, raiely of a person.

1336 Bellenden Cron Scot (*821) I p xiv, It were hot
ane faschious and vane laboure 1399 Jas 1 BacnA Atopou
(1603) 125 To free mens heads from the fashious thoughts
on their^ affaires <1x662 R Baillie Lett

<S 7> uls (1775)
I 221 The way of proceeding was fashious botli to oms
and the English comnussionei s 1789 Burns Let to Jas
lennant 56 For, faith, they’ll aibhns fin’ them fashious
x8xx Scott Let 25 Aug in Lockhart, Wearing on as easily
as this fashious woild will peimit. 1876 Whitby Gloss,
A fashous kind of a body
Fasiane, obs var of Pheasant
Easing, obs form of Facing.

1* Faskidar. Sc Obs. A name applied to the
Northern Gull
1703M Martin Dcscr Western Tsl 73 The Bird Faskidar

[is] about the bigness of a Sea-maw of the middle size 1766
Pennant Zool (1770) IV 23 The arctic gull is the Faskidar
of Martin

Fason,.-oun, -owne, obs ff. Fashion
Fas saite (fro s^oii) Mm Also fassait
[Named in 1796 by Dolomiett, and m 1817 by
Werner, after Fassa (in the Tyrol) where it was
found: see -ite.] fa Foliated zeolite (obs).
b A variety of pyroxene, containing a little

alumina in addition to the elements of sahlite
1814 I Allan Mm Women 46 Foliated zeolite

Fassait Ibid 5 Fassaite of Werner is a variety of augite
Passe • see Fas
t Fasse-pliierre. Hob. Obs = Samphire
1710 London & Wise Compl Card (1719) 316 He should

likewise plant in Borders of the same Walls, his Fosse-
phieire, orSamphne
Fassee, obs form of Fancy.
Fasaet, obs form of Facet, Faucet
Fasshin, -sshon, s)shyon, obs. ff Fashion.
t Pa ssion. Obs, In 5 faoyon, fassyone [ad
med.L fassidn-em (Papias), f L faterl to confess ]
c 1440 Promp. Pam 150/2 Fassyone, or knowlcchynge

[facyon, P \,passio, confessio

Passion, - oun, -(s'isyon(e, Sc. fassoun,
(-s)sowne, obs. ff Fashion.

,

Passone, var of Fahoin Obs

,

farcy.

Fast (fast), sbP Also 3—6 fasts, Orm fasste
[Early ME. faste, prob a. ON fasta (Da Paste,
Sw fasta), = OS fasta

,
OHG fasta (MHG vaste),

i O Pent fastSjan to Fast. The OE. synonym was
fsesten • see Fasten sb ]
1 An act or instance of fasting * a ns a leligious

observance, or as an expression of guef.
cxaoo Ormin 11329 AU wipjmtenn mete & dnnnch Heold

Crist Juss fasste pare a 1300 CursorM 6323 (Cott) But
sum o Jxum Jus fast forsoke, And bai ^is riche manna toke.
e 1400 Maundev (*839) \u 134 T. he seke men be not ton
streyned to pat fast *346 Langltx Pol Veig Do Invent
vi hi xi6 a, He kepeth not the tiuefast whyche foibtareth
flesh, or foigoeth his supper 1537 N T iGenev.) Acts
xxvh q Because also the tyme of the Fast was now passed
*033 Ford 7 is Pity 1 m, I have even starv’d My veins
with daily fasts 1700 S L tr C. Fryke's Voy E Did 35oWe kept a Fast in our Ship, to beg God’s assistance *831Ht Martineau Hist Peace (1877) III -iv xiv. 133 The
day appointed foi a general fast 1837 Ruckle Civiliz I,
viu 315 The leformed clergy appointed a public fast

. Fast mass 1891 J M. Barrie Little Mmistci (1892) m
21 A ganet m which the minister could sleep if he had
guests, as duimg the Fast week
Fast (fcisO, sb * Naut. Also 5 fest [ME fest,

a ON fest-i
,
f festa to fafaten, f fast-r Fast a

In mod Eng. assimilated to the adj j A rope, etc.

by which a ship or boat is fastened to a wharf.
c 1440 Piomp Pam 158/1 1* est or teyj nge of a schyppe,

or bootys, ica/umus 1678 Liijllion Lat Did
, Fast .

rope to fasten a boat or ship, prymnesinm X763 S T
TaNSM N SiUieirolrtnr JtHtJ >00 TIip Pnnt.mi

r ^ wiMi iruc inw is ma
to say , lo lett them out of bondage which be in dangei
to deale thy bread to the hungry, &c [See Isa Iviu 6 ]b in general To break (one's)fast, see Eheak z».

9 c.

1440 Promp Pam 131/1 Faste ofabstynence,jejmiunt
1669 Dryden Tyran Love 11. i, She’s refus’d to Last One
glance to feed me foi so long a fast 1671 Milton P R ii
SJ7 -that fast To virtue I impute not *843 Hood Song of
•Shirt v, I baldly fear his terrible shape . . It seems so likemy own, Because of the fasts I keep
to. The action of fasting; abstinence from

food Also personified Obs rare
[«x3oo i54S. see ifig ] 1603 Siiaks Matt forM 1 u.

130 Surfet is the father of much fast. 1632 Milton Pcnsc-
lha
t

oft Tuk S°ds doth diet 1 70sMontfard Castle I *3 Ate with a voracity obviously the
result ofpmmg fast

y

2 . A day or season appointed foi fasting.

J*3
°°

r9‘fnrM 6S7o(Cott ) Qua held he fast mang obermen/ 1565 Calttiill Anew rieat Crosse v 125b. lhatwhiche bred m the Church a miserable schisme the feaster
tost *6xx Bible Jonah 111 3 The people of Nmeuch
proclaimed a fast 1732 Law Serious C (ed 2) iq All the

r°

f
fr

C
1

hurch S Awrm 3
Ra,ih}s

73 In MaIch ^52, the people of Zurich broke
the fast and ate eggs and men t 1832 Hawthorne Bltthe-daleRom xvi (1883)477 Except on the Fourth of July,

Fast
aUtUlima catt e''3icw

’ thanksgiving, or the annual

3 attnb and Comb., as fast-book, -sermon
;t fast-lost a,, lost thiough a fast; fast mass,

ohiovctide
, T fast-spittle =fasling'-spiltle

; fast-
ysek, Sc the week preceding the celebration of
the Sacrament, and including the fast-day. Also
Fast-day, Fast-gong

,3

T iPS Timon xi 11 180 Feast won, fast lost 1637Hiar’C,tamh 54 June 20 Ihe Prajerfor season-
able weather was purged out of this last Fast-booke *68xChetham^ ngler's Vade-m (16891 52 The stinging ofHornets

applying outwardlyCow dung and Fast-spittle
1681 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc ) II S i4 Mr Birch

SEjJrt t
h
w £ St

j
Mane ’

s 1B66 Chambers'Encyd. s. v Shrovetide

,

These days were sometimes called

uuum 104U xt ner maiinxix 104 me topsails
were at the mast-head, the fast just ready to be cast off 1856
Kane A ret h.rpl 1 m 35 We succeeded 111 changing our
fasts to another berg *863 in Robson Bards oflyne 246
While their keel’s at the fest

1 2 = Anchor-hold Obs.
1638 T Jackson Creed ix xv Wks 1673 II 984 The cable

[may be] veiy strong, when the fest or Anchor hold is
slippery Ibid ix xix II 998

Fast (fast), sb [The adj used absol or clhpt ]
Something that is fast or fixed

;
spec (see quots

)
1836 Polwhlle Corn -Eng Voc 76 Bast '1 he fast is the

understratum supposed nevu to have been moved or broken
up since the ueation 1853 Kane Gunnell E.xp x (*856)
73 Foi nung an icy margin or bta< li known technically as
the ‘land ice’, or ‘the fast’ 1883 Grisii v Coal-Mining
Gloss, Past, the first hard bed of lock met with after
sinking through running sand 01 quick ground

t Fast, sb 4 Obs [ad Fr faste, ad. L fastus ]
Arrogance, pompousness
*675 Phd Plans VIII 6027 flu examines the Fast and

Giavity of the Spanish language 1762-71 H Waipoil
Veitne's Amid Paint 1 Wks 1798 III, 27 Perhaps the
generous sentiment tmpltc>d in his motto conlainccfnioie
tiue gloty than all the Fast couched under Louis’s [XIV]
emblem of the sun

Fast (.fast), a Foims • 1-3 frost, 2 fest, 3
Of m. fasst, 4 south dial vest, 4-6 faste, 3- fast.
[Com. Tent * OE.first corresponds to OFrxs fest,
OS. fast (Du vast), OIIG. festi (MHG. veste,
mod HG fist), ON. fastr

,
piob repr OTcul,

*fas(u- (the woid having, like other adj. u stems,
passed into ihe o and 1 declensions), cogn, with
Goth fastan to keep, guard, observe.]

I. 1’ irm
1 Fnmly fixed m its place , not easily moved or

shaken, settled, stable Obs. or ai ch exc as said
prcdicalively of something fixed as in a socket
(e ff a nail, a post), whole the sense appioaches4.
c 888 K R'a 1 rld Booth mi, Sc Jxe willc fast bus tirnbn.ui

ne sceall he hit 110 settan upon ]>one hehstan cnol <1000
Sax Lctchd III 268 lialle m.cst lu [steorian] synd faste
on pain firmainentum CX374 Ciiauur Anil $ Au 313Ah fast As in a tempest is a rotLii mast c 1400 Lanfi ant's
Ctrurg 321 It is necessarie Jiat )>e patient ligge also stille
as lie mai wipouten lemevyng til ]>e boon be fast 1533Coverdali i Chiou xvu [xvi ] 30 He hath made the eom-
pabe of the world so fast, that it can not be moued *376
Filming Pauopl Epist 170 If you lay not such a fast
foundation. *636 Ridglty Prod PhysicL 291 Pam of the
Coliekib moveable; of the stone, fast. 1674 N. Fairiax
i
>n

(, $ ^clv 74 A great heap of fast and loose bodies
liudled tip together 1763 A Dickson treat Agiu v
(ed 2)159 m lands where the fast stones have been care-
fully digged out 1820 Scorlsbv Aic Aiettc Reg II 264
It was ready to drop out. Some expressed a wish that the
naipoon were better fast *838 J Maihintau Stud ch>
30 btructures hollowed 111 the last mountain. 1871 Mori 1 v
I'oltane iv (1S80) 161 Something which sets a fast gulf
between them and those who aie irredeemably saturated
with coi ruption

b In immatexial sense; esfi Of a pcison, his
attributes, feelings, etc Not easily turned aside,
constant, firm, steadfast Now only m fast foe
(arch ), fast fnciul

,

111 the latter the adj is com-
monly apprehended m sense 4
egoo Bxda’s Hist iv. 111 § 4 JJonne code he lo ciruan

ct 0 " r - f. Le 1..11 c 1200 Trtu Coll

n '
'1

1

J
1 ’ 1 1 < Here and of festere

bileue ]>e lue liedden ei CX340 Hampoil PmtDt 1 1 He
is man pl

is fast & stabile ageyns ese *340 Aymb xi6
Vayre zuete uader make oine her ten ueste an stedcuesta 1400-30 Al< .xunder We pat foumietl is S. fast 1485Cax ion Pans <5 V 69 He had alle wayc faste hyleue in
out Loul 1308 Fish 1 it Whs (1876)271 A fast hope and
confj dence that lie had m piaycr 13*3 Mokl til Chafton
Cnioti II 778 Catesby founde hun [Hastings] so fast
that [etc] 1607 Siiaks Cm 11 »i 102 If he should
S
tV i

n
?.

,g1
ant y ie,nainc Fast Foe to th’ Plebn x6xx Speed

Hist, Gt tint iv mx § 23 716 lie had beene fast vpon the
part ot King I-Ietny, while that part was m weTltli *607Dampier Pay (1698) I 158 'Ihe Indian neighbouihood .were our fast fi lends, and ready 10 receive and assist us

U
r
RK

.
E
r
on‘l Minority \Vks x842 I 621 England must

o tj ^nen^i 01 the determined enemy, of France

r^
3?r

"fARTiNrAiLLoom $ Lugger 11 v 91 We shall he
last 11 lends 1878 Browning La Santas 68 There’s the
luce distinction Twixt fast foes and faulty friends

to- Pleonasticaily fast and sure : well as-
sured, ceitam Obs

r |
KELT°N Parrot 504, I make the faste and surec 1SS0 Bale A Johan (Camden) 20, I wj 11 not breke yt, yemay be fast and suer 1 ’ 3

d. t Of sleep: Deep, sound, unbioken Of
persons * — Fast asleep Obs exc dial,

x6o
S
e*

SS 2
i°
m' IV

, T 1 F'
,st 1 warrant her.~ Macb

X-
1 9 A11 thls whlIe ln a most fast sleepeFolding Journey 1 1, She was in a fast sleep 1762Fooil Orators 11. Wks 1799 sn Smoke the justice, he



PAST. 87 PAST.
is as fast as a church. 1861 H Kingsley Ravenshoe xh,
‘ They waked we sharp enough

, but as for she • she’s fast.’

e Fast aground
,
ashore (of a vessel) fixed on

the ground, the shore Fast asleep fixed m sleep,
sound asleep, in a deep sleep
In these phrases fast seems to have been originally the

grammatical predicate
, now it u> usually apprehended as

an adv qualifying aground
, ashoie, asleep

*SSS T Hauices in Foxe A .5- M (1631) III xi 260 The
old Bishop was fast asleepe c 1620 Z Boyd Zion’s
Flmoers (1855) 12, I see a man Hard fast asleepe 1725
DeFoe l't>y round We» Id 1 1840) 331 Running fast aground
1751 Smollett Per Pic u, We were fast ashoie befoie
you knew anything of the matter *771 — Humph Cl
(1846) 329 In half an hour I was fast asleep in bed 1837
Dickens Pichw vm, The fat boy, for once, had not been
fast asleep 1867 Smyt h Sailor’s Word-bl

,
Past aground,

immoveable or high and dry

f Of a colour : That will not quickly fade or
wash out; pei raanent.
1638W Sanderson Graphice 80 Fast and firm colouis, as

Umber, Oke 1840 F D Bennett Whaling Voy II 92
Its texture is strong and neat

, its colours are fast 1884
I Levinstein in Manch Exam 6 Oct 4/3 The fastest led
dye known on cotton

g. Fast line (Surveying) . see quot Hard and
fast line • see Habd a

1807 Hutton CourseMath II 73 When a line is measured
whose position is determined it is called afast line

+ 2 Firmly 01 closely knit together,, compact,
dense, solid, hard Ohs exc dial
c 1000 Sax Leechd I 114 Deos wyrt biS cenned on

faestujn stowum c 1200 Ormin 1602 Wi)j]> fasst & findi3 laf
& harrd 1398 Trevisa Earth De P. R. xvn 11 (1495) 598
'I rees that ben moost sad and faste 1581 Marbeck Bk of
Notes L038 Then is hayle ingetidered, because y“ thing Is

become more fast 1601 Holland Phny xvi xl, The
Cherrie tree wood is firme and fast 1609 C Butler Fan.
Mon 1 (1623) Cj, The stuffe [new Fustian] is so fast that it

holdeth the sting 1661 J Childrey Ent Bacon 16 Tin
is a fast metal, and not apt to dissolve 1765 A Dickson
Treat Agnc (ed 2) 316 The half of the earth, ef with the
fast land below, is thrown into the funow £ F 1805 Scott

'.Last Minstr iv xvu, In close array and fast x88x
Leicestersh Gloss

,
This ’ere bread cuts so fasst

+ b Of style Compact, terse. Obs.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem 11 (Arb ) 113 If Osorius would .

translate Demosthenes, with so straite, fast, and temperate
a style in latine, as he is in Greeke.

+ 3 Ofa fortress Strong Of a place or district •

Secure against attack ox access Obs Cf. Fast-
ness.
c 900 Baida's Hist nr xvi, Seo burg was to J>on fmst Jimt

[etc ] c 1205Lay 9775 Sone he gon faren in to Ex-chaestre,

J>aburhwes Jiafsestre. 1371 Hanmer Chi on hel (1633)113
They found the country fast with woods, bogges, and paces
trenched *396 Spenser State Irel (1633) 100 Robbers and
Outlawed lurking in Woods and fast places 1633 T.
Stafford Pac Hib vu (1821)86 A strong and fast Countrey
4 Firmly attached to something else

5
that can-

not easily escape or be extricated; fixed to the

spot
;
lit andfig Said both ofpersons and things

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg (MS A) 332 Piesse hem ]>at bei

bicome fasttogidere a 1400-50A lexanderitf*iDublm MS.)
In rapes fast foi ryfyng ofbernes c 1440 Proutp Parv 151/2

Fast, or festyd be clevynge to, or naylynge, Jixus, conjixus

1333 Coverdale Ps lxxvu[i] 8, I am so fast m preson, that

I can not get forth 1603 Knolles Hist, furks 685 Being
almost fast in the deep mud 1639 B Harris Parmat's

Iron Age 86 France by keeping herself fast with them
hath drawn no small advantages from them [Swiss] 1682

Milton Hist Mosc v, I am now fast m your Country 1700
S L tr C Fryke's Voy E Ind 41 The Hook struck into

his Throat, and had him fast 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI
2236 Captain King lemamed fast till the return of the
boat 1806-7 J BEREsroRD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 1

Introd
,
Ifyou and your mind and your nerves are such fast

cronies 1827 Scott Jml (1890) II 13 Mr Scrope, who is

fast with the gout 1833 Tennyson Poems 120 We must
bind And keep you fast, my Rosalind *878 H. Phillips
Poemsfr Sp. <$- Germ 16 Prisonei fast was Virgil taken

b Of a knot, band, etc. • Firmly tied, not easily

loosed. Also_A? °f 811 alliance, etc

*553 T Wilson Rhet (1380) 40 For that faste kinred and
ahaunce, which is betwixt us 1583 Hollyband Catnpo di
Ftorox Tye the latcheth of a loose knot, and not of a fast

one 1641 Melton Ch Govt Wks 1738 I 63 Our Prelates
have entei’d into fast League with the principal Enemy

against whom they were sent 1724R Falconer Voy (1769)
232 To lie still as if their Chains were fast.

c. To makefast . to bind, connect, or fix firmly.

In nautical use also absol
c 1340 CursorM 16684 (Tnn ) Abouen his heed a bord

was made fast c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 174 Per ben
maad fast wi)> pe ballokis ij vessels 1526 Tindale Acts
xvi 24 Which layler made their fete fast in the stockes.

1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram v 29 In stead of tying,

sea men alwayes say, make fast 1697 Dampier Voy (1698)
I 17 [He] took the end of a Line, and made it fast about his

Neck. 1748 F Smith Voy Disc N-W Pass I 43 Cap-
tain More made fast to another Piece [of ice] 1833
Marryat Jac. Faith/ vii, Make the boat fast, there’s a good
lad 187a C Gibbon For the King j, The horses were
made fast m one corner of the court

Jtg a. 1310 in Wright Lyric P ix 37 Betre is make
forewardes faste, then afterward to mene ant mynne 1553
T. Wilson Rket (1380) 144 A Gentleman, being handfasted
to a Gentlewoman afterwai des lost her, being made faster

to another manne, then ever she was to hym 1560 Rolland
Crt Venus iv 469 3e man mak fast that salbe to 30W laid

d fig In a perplexity or difficulty ; ‘in a fix’.

To befastfor to be in want of dial

1863 Mrs Toogood Yorksk Dial , I sent to borrow your
saddle, for I .was fast for one 1877 Cheshire Gloss

,
‘I’ve

gelten fast amang it ’ 1883Ah/rondbury Gloss , ‘Why don’t
you get on with your job ?

1 Nay, Au’m fast
’

e. Whale-fishing Of the whale. Having a
harpoon sticking m it. Also of the boat, to
which the harpoon is attached. Cf Fast-boat

,

-fish, -ship (see ix)
1820 Scoresby Acc Arct Reg II 320 Whether tbe fish,

at the time of being harpooned by the second ship, was fast
or loose? 1823 — Jrnl 444 Amongst this run of fish, the
king Geoige was fast to three 1839 1 Beale Sperm
Whale 181 The immense cieature almost flew throwing
tons ofspray high into the air, shewing that he was 1

fast
’

f Constipated; costive Obs exc dial
ciooa Sax Leechd I 74 Gif mannes mnoS to faest sy

1877 N IV Lute Gloss
,
Past, costive

5 Of a door, window, etc Close shut, bolted,
or locked Also, To make (a door, etc )fast
41303 Edmund Con/ 416 in A E P (1862) 82 Make

faste Jie doie after ]>e 41320 Cast Love 876 Tboigh the
fast 3ate he conm teo, At the owt-goyng he lette hit fast be
41423 Seven Sag 1345 (P 1 The wyf fonde the dore faste
*56a J Heywood Prov 3 Epigr (1867) r6o tie that cumth
last make all fast 1623 Massinger Dh Milan v ii, I’ll

first make fast the door 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks
1883 VI 290, I thought I heard her coming to open the
door but it was only to draw anothei bolt, to make it still the
faster 1832 Ht Martineau Hill S, Valley 1 9 He walked
round the cottage to see that the windows were fast 1833
Kingslly Hypatia xxvm 359 T he door was fast With
a single blow he butst it open

6 Gripping, tenacious Const of Obs exc in

To takefast hold {of)
4 1510 More Picus Wks 3/2 A meruelouse fast memone

1608 Bp Hall Char Virtues $ V 11 76 He greets his friend
with so fast a closure, that [etc } x6xx Bible Prov iv

1 3 Take fast hold ofmsti uction 1625 Bacon Ess , Gar dens
(Arb ) 337 Roses Damask & Red aie fast Flowers of their
omels 1662 J Davies Voy Au/bass 272 T hese Conductors

laid fast hold on their hands 1724 R Falconer Voy
(1769) 62 Laying fast hold of the Shut of my Waistcoat

*|‘b Close-fisted, mean, niggardly Obs
c 1173 Lamb Horn 143 pa feste Men J>a pet mei lutel to

wrecne a 1300 Pop Sat nee 273 A slou3 wrecche and ferblct,
fast and loth to jeve his god

7 Mining a I11 fast country, ground, applied
to that part of the bed of minerals which, lies next
the rock (cf 4).
1672 Phil T rans VI 2og6 The (then real but now

imaginary) surface of the Earth, which is teimed by the
Miners, the Shelf, Fast Counttey or Giound that was never
moved in the Flood Ibid 2099 When we come to the
Shelf or Fast Countrey 1733 Chambers Cytl Supp

,

Fast
Ground or Fast Country

b. last end, wall (see qnots ) Cf 1

1831 GnrENWELL Coal-hade Terms Northumb $ Durh
25 Fast Wall, a sheth wall , the wall in which, at the top
or bottom of a course, the bearing up or bearing down stop-
ping is placed x88i RavmondMining Gloss

,
Fasi-cnd

a gangway with lock on both sides 1883 Greslly Coal
vim Gloss

,
Fast End, the limit of a stall in one duection.

II. Rapid
[This sense was app developed first in the adv

,
and thence

transferred to the adj see Fast adv ]

8. Of action, motion, 01 progress Quick, swift

Hence of an agent
.
{a) Moving quickly

,
(b) Im-

parting quick motion to someihing.
[In the first quot the sense may be 1 strong, vigorous

’

(cf 1, 2 and the adv id)]
a 1300 CursorM 7169 (Cott

)
Sampson gaue a braid sa

fers and fast, pat all pe bandes ofhim brast. 1332 Huloet,
Fast wryter, miptger senba 1394 Shaks Rich III, in 1

103 Idle Weeds are fast m growth c 1610 Speed m Lett.
Lit Men (Camden) iog With a fast eye you had overune
it. a 1627 Middleton Chaste Maid v 1, A fair, fast, legible
hand 1662 J Davies tr Mandehlo's Trav E Ind 120
Ahundred Boats, all which row for die fastest 1712 Swift
Jml to Stella 12 Dec

,
I am slower, but MD is faster

1788 Franklin Antobiog Wks 1887 1 287 His ship foul
to a degree that must necessarily hinder her fast sailing

1837 Dickens Pickw xiv, The vixenish mare w ith the fast
pace 1837 Appebley The Road (1831) 32 The average
price of horses for fast coaches. 1886 Manch Exam 7 Jan
5/2 The want felt in Lancashire of a good fast bowler 1886
T HorKiNS 'Twixt Love <5

- Duty xli, The fast tram was
exchanged foi a local one 1888 Steel Cricket 111 164 It is

strange that English first-class cricket is so devoid of really
fast bowling

b Coming m quick succession, fieq m Shelley;
otheiwise rare.

1813 Shelley A lastor 533 For as fast years flow away
The smooth brow gathers a 1822 — Coliseum Ess & Lett
(Camelot) 59 Like the fast drops of a fountain

e Of a clock or watch; Indicating a time more
advanced than the true time
2840 Penny Cycl XVII 405/1 In an observatory it is

always desirable that a clock should be slow rather than
fast Mod My watch is fast. ‘It is six by my watch ’

* I think you must be fast
’

9 Adapted to, or productive of, quick movement
a. Willi reference to locomotion or transport,

b Cricket and Football Said of the ground when
hard and dry c Billiards

J
3aid of a table of

which the cushions are very elastic

a 1857 B Taylor North Trav 245 As it was not
a * fast ’ station, we were subject to the possibility ofwaiting
two or three hours for horses Mod A fast line (of railway)
b 1888 Stlel Cricket lit 150 Finishing his stioke as he

would do on a fast wicket 189* Field 7 Mar 345/3 The
ground [at a football match]^vas very fast

1

C 1873 BrNNETT & Cavendish Billiards 21 By a moder
ately fast table is meant one on which ifa player strikes a ball

as hard as he can, it will run fivetimes the length of the table

10 a. Ofpersons Living too fast {see'FM>Tadz> 7)

;

extravagant in habits
,
devoted to pleasure, disst-

pated ; usually implying a greatei or less degree of
immorality. Also in fast life, living, etc b.
Often applied to women in milder sense Studiedly
unrefined m habits and manners, disregardful of
propriety or decorum c Of language, etc .

Chaiacteristic of ‘fast’ people, d Of a place.
Inhabited 01 frequented by ‘fast’ people,
1743 E. Heywood Ft.male Sped (1748) II 273 In deep

consultation howtoiepau the defects ofage and fust living
*841 J T Hewlett Parish Clern. I 179 All the fast men
were anxious to make their acquaintance 1833 L Oi iphant
Journeyto Katmandu 191 Lucknow is a fast place 1856F E
Paget Owlet Owlst 140 If a fast young lady be detestable
anywhere, what must she be tn a country parsonage?
1861 Hughfs Tom Brown at Or/ 1 (1889) 2 The college
was decidedly fast 1870 Ramsay Return v (ed 18) 119
I never heard all these fast teims 1874 Burnand My
Time xxm 203 My lot was cast 111 a fast set

III II Comb and locutions : fast-boat, a
whaling-boat which has made itself fast to a whale,
1 e has harpooned it ; + fast-fingered a. = Close-
fisted

,
fast fish, a whale which has been har-

pooned and is therefore fast to the boat , fast-

freight, U. S (Railways'), goods for lapid trans-

portation, whence fast-fi eight-line
,
fast-gated a

,

dial going at a rapid rate, fast-goer, one who
goes fast

, f fast-hand v

,

to grasp tightly
, + fast-

handed a = Close-fistld
, fast-hold, {a) a

stronghold; lit and fig ; (/>) confinement, durance
,

fast-pulley, also m fast and loose pulley (see

quots ) ;
fast ship, a ship w,hich has secured a

particular whale, by means of its boats, fast-shot
(see quot ) Also Fast and loose
1820 Scortsby Acc Arctic Reg I 480 It frequently

drags, the *fast-boat with such speed through the watdi

,

that it is soon out of sight 1839 T Blai.e Sperm Whale
165 Those 111 the ‘fast’ boat haul themselves gently
towards the whale 1607 Hieron Wks I 339 How *fast
fingered and close handed are they, when any thing should
come from them to a good purpose 9 1820 Scoresby Acc
A rctic Reg II.244 The first effort of a ‘'fast-fish’ or whale
that has been struck, is to escape from the boat i88x
Chuago Times 12 Mar

,
The Commercial Express *Fast-

Fieightline 1873 Waugii Old Cronies iv in Tufts Heather
(1892)1 22r A *fast-gated spendthrift 1885 Miss Braddon
Wyllard's Weird I vu 183 In a hunting country, the*fast-
goeis generally get together 1633 J Hayward tr Biondt's
Eromenct 104 She perceived it was a woman who *fast-
handing a little plancke, floted on the sea i6ir Speed
Hist. Gt Brit. Pioeme, Nature in those gifts hath beene
both libeiall and prodigall, though Fortune as sparing and
*fast handed against me 162a Bacon Hen VII 207 The
King also beemg fast handed, and loth to pait with a
second Downe. 1802 Hatred III 152 A banditti seemed
themselves from punishment by retiring to this “fast hold
1832 Frasei's Mag V. 566 The wild cat, the fox, and
the badger, are almost entirely exterminated from their
fastholds 1870 Daily News 8 Sept 6 When the last fast-

hold of priestly influence is rapidly disappearing in the West
*836 Brees Terms Archtt , etc , *Fast and loose pulleys,
a very simple contrivance for disengaging and re engaging
machinery, consisting of two pulleys One pulley is fixed on
an axle, another, having a bush, is loose The band con-
veying the motion may consequently be shifted from one
pulley to the other at pleasme 1874 Knight Diet Meek

,

Fast-pulley (Machinery), one keyed to the shaft so as to
revolve therewith 1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg II 250
These signals serve to indicate the exclusive title of the
‘ *fast-ship ’ to the entangled whale *846 Brockett GlossN Country Words (ed. 3) 161 When a shot has discharged
without disturbing the coal it is said to be a */ast shot

Fast (fast), adv. Forms 1 faste, 3 feeste,

feste, south dial vseste, veste, 3-6 faste, 3 Orm
fasste, south dial vaste, 3- fast

;
comp 1 feestor,

3 feestre, south dial vastre, 3- faster [OE.
faste— OS fasto (Du. vast), OHG fasto (MHG
vaste firmly, fixedly, closely, quickly, mod G. fast
almost), ON" fast.—OTeut *fa$td, ffastu- Fast#]
1. In a fast manner, so as not to be moved or

shaken, lit andy%-
, finmly, fixedly Often

^
with stand,

sit, stick, etc + To sdfast upon to insist upon
C900 Breda’s Hist 11 xiu, J>a sceat he mid J>y spere, )>a.t

hit sticode fsste on Jisem herifce 4 1203 Lay 9562 Heore
gnS heo setten fasste 4x300 Eckel 1306 Whan ech man of
the lond faste a}en him is 41400 Lanfrani's Cirurg
188 It wole make hise heeris longe & make hem sitte

faste. 1326 Pilgr Per

f

(VV. de W„ 1331) 8 b, Persones
that . stycke fast in theyr owne blynde fantasy 1535
Coverdale Ps. xxxiii 9 For .loke what he commaundetn,
it stondeth. fast 1563-87 Foxe A 3 M. {1684) III 112
Whose faith, may be the faster fixed on Gods verity 1566
T. Stapleton Ret Untr Jewel 1 37 He sitteth so fast

upon the bare wordes x6xx Bible i Cor xvi 43 Stand fast

m the faith 1726 Shelvockt Voy round World (1757) 202
Their fire had little or no effect All stood fast with us.

1777 H. Gates in Sparks Corr. Awer Rev (1853) I 548,
I have seen the Mohawk River fast frozen on tne 10th of
November 1789 Cowfer Ann Mem 1789 45 The symbol
of a righteous reign Sat fast on George’s brows again 1815
Scott Paul's Lett, (1839)124 Stand fast, 95th we must not
be beat 1843 Macallay Lays Anc, Rome, Virginia, No
cues were there, but teeth set fast. 1879 FW Robinson
Coward Conscience 1 i, Stick fast to the hand rail

b. To sleepfast . to sleep soundly
(Forfast asleep see Fast a 1 e

)

4 izoo Trm Coll Horn. 201 Sume men slapeS faste and
sume nappetS^ 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 2780 In ei|jer [stone]

a dragon per inne slepe vaste. c 1381 Chaucer Pari Fonleg



FAST. 88 FAST.
94 Took® lest, that made me to siepe faste 1483 Caxton
G de la Tour Fvin, Whyle lie fast slept she cutte awey the
heerys of lus heede 1557 K Arthnr(W Copland) vi 1.

So syr Launcelot slepte passyng fast 1667 Milton P, L
ix 182 Him fast sleeping soon he found 1758 Johnson
Let 9 Jan , I must have indeed slept very fast 1819 BvnoN
yuan 11 xcix, The day before, fast sleeping on the water,
'1 hey found a turtle 1844 Mas Browning Sonnets, Comfort,
He sleeps the faster that he wept before

+ c Expressing fixity of attention, effort, or
purpose . Earnestly, steadily, diligently, zealously.
c raoo OrMin 0241 Menn himm sohhtenn fasste to, Forr

himm to seon & herenn <1*300 Ilavelok 2148 panne bi-
helden he him faste C1323 Poem Times Edw II, 57 The
clerkes of the cuntre wolen him faste wove *373 Barbour
Bruce 1 42 The bamage Assemblyt thaim, and fayndyt
fast To cheyss a king thar land to ster Ibid iv 616 Eftyr
the fyr he lnkyt fast. 14 Tundah's Vis 2053 Tundale
lystenyd fast and logh C1430 Syr Tryam 63 Syr Marrok,
hys steward, Was faste abowtewarde To do hys lady gyle
*538 Bcllfnden Livy (1822) 4*3 The auny at Veos desint
fast to have thai e money for thare wageis *333 Coverdale
Judith x 23 She loked fast vpon him, & fell downe vpon the
earth 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, v« 11 21 Thou art so fast
mine enemie. *644 Milton Areop. (Arb )69 Othets as fast
reading, tiying all things.

t d. Expressing vigour in action Stoutly,
strongly, vigorously Obs
1297 R Glouc (1 724) 399 Hu bysegede pe cyte,& asaylede

vaste cr3zo Sit Tnstr 2783 Tnstrem as aman, Fast he
gan tofiqt 1375 Babbour Ihuce xnr 12a Be that [presit]A little fastar thaidiscumfit soyn sail be c x^zoAnturs
ofA) th xlvn, Fast he foundes atte his face With a squrd
kene c 1450 Mvnc 1627 Wepeth faste and ys sory 1570
Buchanan Chainslean Wks (189?) 51 Albeit Chammleon
ragit neuir sa fast the contrail was concludit

2, With firm grasp, attachment, or adhesion
; so

as not to permit of escape or detachment; tightly,
securely Often with bind

,
hold, etc lit. and fig

See also Hold v.
j

c888 K /Er.rRr.n Boeth xxxv § 2 Swipe fceste to somne
xelirned c 1200 Irin Coll Horn 103 pe man be halt faste
his smne he is demd fro heuene to helle c 1205 Lay
*5337 Pa wes XJorhgerne vaeste lbunden c 1220 Bestiaiy
212 And feste 3e forSward fast at thin herte, fiat tu fii mest
higtes r 1300 St Brandon 93 With bole huden strange
v-nou y-nailed therto faste 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 684
I his es the leef that hanges noght faste < 1400 Laufi one’s
Cirnrg 315 pan take faste pe boon & diawe it to his place
a3en

,

1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxln 283 Kyng Richard
was deposed and was kept fast in hold 1542-3 Act qj-cHen VIII, c 6 Pinnes such as shal haue the heads
soudered fast to the shanke 1576 Fleming Panopl Efist
308 Something to hold fast, among many thmges that
I have lead *596 Shaks Merck V 11 v. 33 Fast bmde,
faAt finde, A prauerbe neuer stale in thnftie minde
*£67 Mh/ton P L vi 543 Let each gnpe fast his orbed
Shield *685 Loud. Gaz No 2095/3 All the Ships in
the Downs Ride fast *771 Mrs Grii iith tr Viand's
Shipwreck 31 Clinging fast to the side of oui vessel 1816
J Wilson City ofPlague 11 111 290 Fear binds us fast to
guilt 1838 Thiruvall Greece II 306 To exhort them to
choose and hold fast the good 1850 Mrs, Browning Rom
0/Page% And wedded fast were we
fk fig Ofa command or prohibition Strictly

£ EJP <i862>45 His men faste

r? r?“ Pat »* ne scholde him bune no3t in church 13

r r P ^„ 1I47 Todefowle hit euer vponfolde fast he
forbedes 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxxv. 14 The wordes. are
fast and surely kepte.

t*
0. Of defence or concealment Securely Obs.

*481 Bk St Albans E ivb, In moore or m moos he hidythhem fast 1535 Coverdale 2 Macc. xn 13 A cite, whichwas very fast kepte with brydges.
d With passive notion . So as to be unable to

move. To shek fast • oftenfig. to be nonplussed,
unable to get any further.
1526-34 Tindale Acts xxvii 41 The foore parte stucke

fast and moved not 1635 Laud Wks (i860) VII 174 WhenhC
co
a
r

man and his horse stuck fast in the quagmire
*768 J Byron Harr Patagonia 15 Providentially we stuck
fast between two great rocks 1847 Marriat Childr N
Forest xxi, Many of them stuck fast . and attempted to
clear themselves in vain. 1850 W B Clarke Wreck ofFavorite 68,

1

found my limbs completely set fast from the
intensity of the cold.

t e quasi-tnt (See quot.) Obs
1720 Strype in Stmu's Surv Land I xxix 250/1 [The

fn rle* on
th
p
Frateraity

°£ St 9eorge> *537 , oidained] thatm Case any Person weie shot by any of these Archers, hewas not to be molested, if he had immediately before he
shot, used that common Word, Fast.

*

3. In a close-fitting manner
, so as to leave no

opening or outlet. Often with additional notion
of security.

£1205 Lay 15320 pajjaeten hco tunden uaste, cxxeaCursor M. 2788 (Tnn ) Faste >e dores gon he bare c *400

|?c
xb )u 7,Pe f*

w
| fett a coroun on his heuedand thrast it heron so fast pat pe blude ran doune c 1430Two Coohery-bks, 27 Do it ouer >e fyre & hele it faste 1600

J, ronv tr Leo s Africa 11. 167 Each one of these cels isshut fast with a little doore 1667 Milton P Z. iv 190

j t 2
"ure*ror, whose substantial dores, Cross-barrd

wu,i»
0
n
ed
/
ast

’ uar n0 *78* Cowpfr Hope 658

i8eD J;w
S
r
ey? sbut fast> hls fingers in his ears*850 Kingsley Locke xxxvu, Crosstinvaite had kentb‘S

(*Bfaw? hl
?
hands

„
B Ta^lor Eldorado

Jl%tS PulIed fafit over then brows
1854 H. Mxu.cs. Footpr. Creat 1. {1874) 3 Fast jammed inbetween a steep hill and the sea.

J G m
4. Of proximity

, lit. andfig Close, hard; very
near Now only in fast beside, fast by (arch or
poet.), and with vbs expressing following, where
the sense approaches 6,

c 1275 Lav 9 Faste by Radistone c 1325 Song Yesterday
68 in A, ^ P (1862) 135 To ward vr ende we drawe ful fast
CI34° CursorM 15782 (Tnn ) Wip pat word pei bigon to
awake And him faste aboute biset ci4ooMaundev (1839)
xxi 228 The See that touched & was fast to the mount
£1400 Destr Troy 326 Ther weie tyldes full fane fast pere
besyde c *420 Palladius on Hush vm 169 If Aust be fast
nygh September, c 1425 Seven Sag 3009 iP ) Faste by hym
hehyrsete 1526 Pilgr Perf(W deW is3i),Whiche worlde
decaynge di aweth fast to an ende 1590 SpenserA1

Q 1 xn
25 Fast befoie the king he did alight 1603 Knolles Hist
Turks (1621) 1117 A null fast without the town *667 Mil-
ton P L 11. 725 The Snakie Soiceress that sat Fast by Hell
Gate 1679-1714 Burnet Hist Ref I 11 48 Lautiech with
the French army lay still fast about Bononia 1704 Pori
IVindsorFor 314 And, fast beside him, once fear’d hdwaid
sleeps 1720 Savage Wanderer v 3gg The Globe of Light
Drops sudden, fast pursued by Shades of Night 1790
Beatson Nav Mil Mem 394 Which biought the vessels
in our rear fast up. 1801 Wordsw Cuckoo <$• Nightingale
xx, The next bush that was me fast beside 1821 Keats
Lamia 17 Fast by the springs Were strewn licit gifts
1869 Fhffman Norm Cong (1876) III xi 72 Fast on its
appearance had followed the troubles of the reign of
Eadward

b. Fast upon or on neai upon (a specified
quantity). Cf Ger fast almost Obs exc dial
*583 Golding Calvin on Dent xxx 177 Aftei he had gone

about with them a fortie yeres or fast vpon it *600
Holland Livy xxix 735 So there were killed in the place

fast upon a thousand 2869 Lonsdale Gloss., f
I gev fast

on ten pounds for her
*

1 5 Closely, at once, immediately As fast as
as soon as (cf 6) Obs
a 1300 CursorM '823 (GcJtt ) Als fast as pai had don pat

smne, Bigan all vr baret to bigmne r *386 Chaucer Can
Yeom. Pro1 T. 552 Whan lie cometh, as fast schul ye seeA vvondeL thing, which ye saugh never er this a 1400-50
Alexander 3944 J»an come a fli3tn in of fowls, as fast as it
dawid c 1400 Lanfmite's Ciruig 322 It is necessarie as
faste pat a mannes ngboon is out of pe joynct pat it he
brotujt yn a3en anoon, 1428 Sin ties Misc (1890) 9 Was
done afterwarde als her fast folowys c *440 Lay Folks
Mass Bk (MS C ) 56 Say a paternoster and an ave fast
pereon *645 Hammond Pract Catechism 1 111 50 He gave
evidence of his fidelity as fast as occasions were offered
1724 R Falconer Voy (17691 231 My Opinion was to execute
it as fast as ever we could 178a Cowper Gilpin 1 17 And still
as fast as he drew near, ‘Twas wonderful to view, How [etc }

6. Quickly, rapidly, swiftly.

«

J

or
,

development of this sense fiom the primary sense
nimly

,
cf id, 4, 5, and expressions like ‘to tun hard’

It does not appear that this sense is lecorded in OE , but it
belongs to MHG vaste, ON fast
c*2o5 Lay 7986 He warned alle his cmhtes &. fusden

an veste 1297 R Glouc. (1724) 401 po pe Custyne yt
ynder|ete, a3en hu wende vaste <11300 CursorM 3866
(Cott) It was ferlt How fast pai multiplid par 1340Hampoie Pr Consc 4003 Takens, war-thuigh he may
uuderstande, pat pe day of dome es fast comande
0450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 7437, I prayde my felowes
faj to ryde *548 Hall Chron 113 b, The Frenchemen
lied into the toune so faste, that one letted the other to
entre 1585 J B tr P Viret's Sch. Beastes Bviyb,Men doo not so fast breake them, as she repaireth
and amendeth them *632 Lithgow Trav vi 298 The
Camel 1 hath a most slow and lary pace neither can he
goeYastei although he would *688 J Smith Baroscope 71
•the Meicuiy then generally Rises very fast of a sudden
1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I xv 268, I found he . would
make it go almost as swift and fast again as I could 1776Adam Smith IV N i xi (1869) I 264 The rate of profit

hWhest ln tae countnes which are going fastest to rtun
"*4 ~/cn'T Ld of Isles 11 xut, Barendoun fled fast away
1876 Trevelyan Macaulay II 2 His health was breaking:
fast 1893 Sir L W Cave in Law Times XCV 26/r The
frequent applications to commit for contempt of court are
fast bringing the law itself into contempt

b. In quick succession j one close upon another,

r ???
®HAKS 1 Hen VI, m 1 82 The Bishop and the Duke

of Glosters men Doe pelt so fast 'at one anothers Pate,
That [etc], 1610 — Temp 1 11 281 Where thou didst vent
thy groanes As fast as Mill-wheeles strike *647 Clarendon
Hist Reb 1 (1843) 22/2 His honours had grown faster upon
him than his fortunes 1771 Mbs Grutith tr Viand's
Shipwreck 169 My tears fell faster than his <11822
ohelley Songfor Tasso 12 My thoughts come fast.

0 Readily, with alacrity. Obs exc. m colloq.
phrasefast enough

xvm
> Thou dele fast of the Sode,To tho that fales the fode £-1477 Caxton Jason 30 They

(rcRnf
dnfle y and fast a f

?
teL *553 T Wilson Rhet

(1580) 2 The one affirmyng for his parte, and the otherdemyng as faste againe for his parte *598 Shaks.

fSTZFjTA 1

r
9 Hee tefches him t0 file and to hac,wmch they II doe fast enough of themselues 164a Milton

Apolv ^nect <1851) 314 I cannot but admire as fast what
,s ae

,

co
,

me
°S judgement, and tast in other men.Mod He would do it fast enough, ifyou paid him for it,

7 . To livefast

.

a to expend quickly one’s vital
energy

; b to live a dissipated life Cf Fast a io
a. 1700 Dryden Char, Good Parson 9 Of sixty yeais heseemed

, and well might last To sixty more, but that he
lived too fast *71* Shaftesb Charac (1737) I 126 As if

?r
be â

|
teS
oWbo t0°k greatest pains to enjoy

u j S
lfe Carpenter Man Phys (ed 2) 78 Cold-
anunals llve rouch faster at high temperatures,

than at low , so that they die much sooner
D. 1090 T* Brown Colloq. Erasrn iv 26 Livine -\erv

fast, as “cy say, [he] has brought his Noble to Nine-
P
e"5e .

xT5h World 19 Sept r e He has lived rather fast

Th«f r
y Y‘ ^Ka Sketch Bk, J Bull (1865) 380They fear he has lived too fast.

J y

8. Comb with ppl. adjs and (rarely) vbl sbs
a (sense 1) as fast-dyed

\

-grounded
, -rooted

ytthencefast-rootedness^
, settled, ppl adjs.

154* CovLBDALr Old Faith ix, The only tiue, old, un.
doubted, and fast-grounded faith 1587 Golding De
Mornay Ep Ded 1 In the world we see a stedie and f.ist-
setled ordei 1832 Tfnnison Lotos-Eaters 83 The flowei

Fast-i ooted in the fruitful soil. *853 Lynch Sclf-Impt ov
n_ 3 i The fast-rootedness of religious vitality 1888 Daily
News 19 Nov 2/7 The fast-dyed black goods retain then
populauty

b. (sense 2) as fast-anchored
,

-bound
, -phghted

ppl adjs
; ffaat fancied, attached firmly by ianc)

1580 BARrr A tv F 18 1 Fast hound or tied, rchgatits
£1590 Ghelne Fi Baton v 79'Ihou com’st in post fioin
meiry Fressingfield Fast fancied to the Keepers bonny lass
1627 Dravran Aguurt ccxvvin 203a His fast plighted tiotli

1633 Ford 'Tis Pity v v, Our fast-knit affections 1784
Cowper Task 11 151 Weie they the wicked above nil, And
we the righteous, whose fast anchored isle Moved not? *814
Byron Itvbi Mtl, Disti Jerusalem 11, The fast fettered
hands 1823 Scots Ptvtul III 111 56 The darbies are the
fetlocks—the fast-kecpeis my hoy—ihe hail for good beha-
vioui 184a Manning Strut, xxv (1S48) 382 There still
leinatnswith us a fast-cleaving and mjstenous evil *871
B Taylor Faust (1875) II m 193 Bung I thee Fast bound
111 welded fetteis the knave

c (sense 3) asfast-closed, -shut

,

ppl adjs
*595 Shaks John 11.

1 447 Oui fast closed gates <11649
Drumm or Hawth Poans (1711) 18 A fast shut puson
d (sense 6) asfast-sailmg, vbl. sb

, fad-falling
-going, -sailing, etc., ppl adjs

*593 Shaks 3 Hen, VI, 1 iv 162 Euen my Foes will shed
fast-lalling Teares. *593 — Rich II, in fv 34 Goe thou,
and like an Executionei Cut off the heads of too fast
growing sprayes 1622 Dray ion Poly-olb xxin 187 A good
fest feeding g

,
‘ i 1 - ,r’\ ‘ 1 “ breed 1757

DYER^/tfCriV 1 _ ’l’ ,.1 - 1II00 Ni t SON in
Nicolas Disf IN . \ of about 70
Tons *820 S a II ,8 That valu-
able propei ty < .

1

, , 182a Klats Ode
io Nightingale 49 hast lading violets cover’d up 111 leaves
rt 1822 Shelley Bigotry 1 3 The fast fleeting hind 1822 111

Cobbett Rnr Rides ( 1 8S5) I 96 The fast-sinking Old Times
newspaper a 1835 Mrs Hfmans Penttint's OfferingPoems
(1875) 496 That fast-flowing rain of tears 1870 Dicxi ns
E. Drood n, The fast-darkening scene 1892 Pall Mall G
12 Oct 5/1 The fast-going autumn

t Fast^.1 Obs. Forms: 1 feestan, 3-5 feat(o(n,
-yn, 3-4 fasten, 5-6 faste, 5- fast Pa t 3-5
fest, 4 fast-, fested,-id, -yd, 5-7 fasted. Pa pplc
3-5 fest(e, 4fast(e [OE fistan (rare , alsom com-
pounds ge-, dS-befxstan), coi resp to OFiis fesha,
OS festtan (Du veslcn), OILG fasten

, festan
(MHG festen), ON fcsla (Da fa-ste, Sw fisla)
—OTeut *fastjan, f *fast-u- Fast a
Before st,ft, the umlaut of a m OE was :e (instead of e\

and in ME dialects tins is diveigcntly represented by
a and e The wide pievalence of the formfe<tl(cn 111 ME
howevei, is proh m part due to Scandinavian influence ]
1. To make fast to something, to attach with

bonds or nails; to bind together Const on, till,
io, unto a with reference to material things.
Also, Tofast sip (a wound) to bind up
C1220 Bestiary 462 De spinnere feste3 atte Inis rof

hirefodredes <*1200 Leg Gregory (S< hul?) no ban sche
nadde m pe cradel fast him fest. a 1300 Cursor M 1728
(Gott ) [Noe] himself festid {Fanfax feste] bath band and
lac

n
c
n
z
,
33° R BltUNNr Chron (1810) 272 Fire ]>ei fest on

it alle, & bi ent it (be 1 ede haule] hat et felle 1340 HampohIr Consc 5=75 Pc neyles hat hym thurgh hand and fote
111 pe hard rode tre fast fested *382 WvcLir Esek
xxx 2t Boundyn m clothis and fastid. with smale lynnen
clothis c 1440 SyrGener (Roxb ) 2717 On his legges
thou doo fest Strang fetures. *523 Fitzheru Surv xxv
t*539) 48 To faste the teme to the same 1549 CoverdalfErasm Par Gal. 14 Jesus Christ was for your sakes faste

$en
i
hecr

?sse *593 RdesSfMon Ch Duih (Smteesla
Which cord was all fest together over the cover *6t<W Lawson Orch «$ Gard hi x (1668) 29 Cover your
wound, and fast it up 1626 Capt Smith Acctd YngSeamen 27 Fast you[r] Anchor with your shanke painter
*665 G. Havers P della Valle's Trav E. India 348 At
the foot of that Cross three Nails, to signifie those which
fasted our Saviour unto it

b. with reference to immaterial things
exazo Bestiary 553 Wo so festeS hope on him, he sal him

folgen to helle dim a 1340 Hampole Psalter jcil 1 A perfitman has fested J>aun [desires] in ihesu enst. 1568 THowell Arb A untie (1879) 94 Firmely fast thy fayth onhim, that s true continually.
1

c reft, and zntr. for ref With on, to . To attach
oneself to, take hold of, seize upon Cf. To
fasten on
c 1250 Gen.

f Ex 3797 A fier ma3ti Sat folc fest on
c 1300 CursorM 26782 (Cott ) pat }>aim to J>au filthes fest.
1340 Hampole Pr Consc 6772 Nedders baton bam sal fest
£ 1420 Avow. Arth. vti, Ther was non so hardy Durste on
pi 6£

d
\ rdft

Eyng <j- Hermit 475 in Ha?I E PP (1864J I 32 Thei is no dere m this foreste And it [an

skale
W° °e °nnC hym feSte

’ Bot lt schuId sPyU h's

d To make fast in wedlock
, to betroth, wed

Const to, with

hSfP£i, Stas jyia*? -%rs?
SfcSSSL’fL ®43 They

2 To fix in something else
, to fix firmly

; to
establish, settle, m material or immaterial sense *

and with sentence as obj

GoJ$ buke xxni 46 In hondum Sinum .icfesto Icoutmaido] gast mmne c *250 Gen * Ex 1524Dor wura wi3 him trewSe fest Abimalech *297 R Glouc
(1724) 150 pat ich hym wolde myd trewjie siker faste on
honde. a 1300 CursorM 21013 (Gott

) Iacob pe mare. J>e



FAST FASTEN1

.

land of spaigne in faith he fest. 138a Wyclip Ex. xv. 17
Lord, thi seyntuarye, that thin hondes fastiden c 1400
Yvjcum <5 Gaw 1989 His shelde bifor his face he fest
c 1440 Secrees, Prose Version (E E T S ) A kyng, pat yn
vnite and obedience hap confermed and fastyd be louable
poeple of Inde c 11160 Towneley Myst gi Then wold I we
fest This mete who shalle into panyeie kest 1664 Floddan
Field i\ 81 His folks could hardly fest their feet

b. To plant, bring or drive home (a blow). Of
the sun : To send foith (a ray).
a 1300 CursorM 23385 (Cott ) Als suith als sunn mai fest

fra est his lem vnto pe west, als suith mai pou cum bider
c 1330 R. Brunnd Citron {1810) 100 A stroke on him he
fest c 1330 Arth ($• Merl 5986 So strong was Caulang
verrament That King Arthour myht fest no dint.

c reft Tofast oneself of to confirm oneself in
c i22o Bestiary 182 Feste Se of stedefastnesse and ful of

aewes
3 . To confirm (a covenant)

; to pledge (faith, etc ).

a 1300 CursorM 5725 (Cott ) For forward bat he wit bam
fest His ei of reuth he on bam kest 1308 Sir Simon
Fraser 41 in Pol Songs (Camden) 2x4 To the kyng Edward
hn fasten hueie fay c 1340 Cursor M 2691 (Tnn ) pis
couenaunt was faste wip bls « *4S« Le Marte Arth 3324
Yiff we may not qure foiwardys faste. c 1470 Henry
Wallace xi 540 Passand thai war Till Inglisraen- *ba»r
fewte for to fest.

Hence Fa sted ppl, a.

c 1440 Promt Parv 151/1 Fast, or bowndyn, or festyd,
vmctus. Ibid. 158/1 Festyd, or teyyd fast to a thynge,
fia ns

Fast (fast), w 2 Foims . 1-2 feestan, 2 fessten,

2-3 fasten, 3-54 south, dial vesten, 3-4 fasten
Onn fasstenn, 4-5 lastyn, faste, south, dial,

vaste, 4- fast. Pa. t. 1 fsestte, 2-3 feste, 4
faste, 7 fast, 3 fastede, 4-5 fastid, Se. fastit, 4-
fasted. Pa pple. 3 lfaste, south dial. 1-, y-vast,

4 fast, fasten, 4-5 fastid. Sc fastyt, 4- fasted.
[Com. Teut : OE. fsestan = OFns. festia, MDu.,
modD. vasten

,
OHG. fastin (MHG. vasten,

mod G fasten), ON. fasta (Da faste, Sw. fasta),

Goih.fastan OTeut *fastijan. The Goth word
has also the sense 1 to keep, to observe of which
the sense ‘ to fast ’ was originally a specific appli-

cation; cf. med.L observare ‘to fast’. In accord-

ance with this presumed denvation, the ecclesias-

tical use of the word is here placed first, though the

wider sense 2 appears in OE and in all the modem
Teut. langs ]

1 . intr To abstain from food, or to restrict one-

selfto a meagre diet, either asa religious observance

or as a ceiemomal expression of grief
.

*

971 Bhclel Horn 27 Pact nre Drihten aefter paem fulwihte

ffestte c *050 Byrhtferth’s Handboc in Anglia VIII 311
pon sceal man faestan on bam aerran saeternes daege

c 1175 Lamb Horn 29 Ic wulle gan to scnfte and forleten

and festen per fore a 1225 Ancr. li. 20 Hwon 3e vesteft

me winter 1340 Avenb 50 God him hat ueste c 1400

Maundev. (Roxb ) 111 10 pal fast no^t pe Seterday na tyme
of pe |jere 2483 Caxton G. de la TourA vj, Yfye may not

faste the thre dayes 1542 Becon Potationfor Lent Early
Wks (1843) xo7Healsoteachesusthetrue manneroffasting
1600 Shaks A F I hi v 58 ButMistns downeonyour
knees And thanke heauen, fasting, for a good mans loue

a 171 x Ken Serm Wks. (1838) 163 When he fasted, his diet

was afflicting, such as became a mourner 1782 Priestley
Corrupt Chr II vm 129 Some persons fasted before

Easter 184a J H. Newman Par Serm. VI. 1 1 We fast

by way of penitence.

fig- a 1300 Cursor M. 27916 (Cotton Galba) To fast fro

all syn. 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav (1638) 259 Prosper’s

saying, That to fast from sinne, is the best fast.

b. with mention of the kind of spare diet per-

mitted, Const, on ; T formerly also m, to, with

,

and quasi-/«ww. in phrase tofast bread and water.
c 1305 Edmund Conf 24 in E E P. (1862) 71 Ofte heo

saf hem mede For to faste bane fhdai to watere & to

brede 1375 Barbour Bruce xi 383 Thai fastit bred and
vattir llkone a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 12 [She] fasted

two tymes in brede and water. 1562 J Heywqod Prov
Epigr (1867) xoo Thou lather wouldest fast bread and

water 1588 Shaks. L L L. i j. 303 You shall fast a
Weeke with Branne and water 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax
Ch (1858) II. x 120 He fasted on bread, herbs, salt, and
water

2 . gen To go without food f Also (contextually)

to go without drink Const from.
c 1000 Sax Leechd I 200 Gemm ftysse sylfan wyrte leaf,

syle etan fsestendum c xaao Bestiary 126 [He neddre]

fasteft til his fel him slakeft c 1300 Havelok 865 Two days

ber fastinde he yede, c 1340 Cnrsoi M 17345 (Trm.) Fro
mete & drmke for to fast c 1400 Maundev (1839) v S®
He [a camel] may well faste fro drynk 2 dayes or three.

1606 Shaks Ant. 4 Cl 11 vu. 108 ,

1

had rather fast from
all, foure dayes then drmke so much m one 1607 TorsrLL
Serpents (1608) 780 She must either quench hei thirst with

that, or fast 1657W Rand tr Gassendi's Life ofPeiresc

11 220 If he should fast all day from eating and drinking

1671 Milton P R 11 284 Fasting he went to sleep, and
fasting wait'd 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xv 265 Drink
half a pint in the morning fasting 1855 Mu man Lot Chr.

(1864) II ih vi 90 The monk was enjoined to fast rather

than partake of food abroad
transf 1525 Ld Berners Frotss, 11 cci [cxcvn] 615

The doughter of Fraunce this fyue or syxe yere shall nat

be able to kepe hym company . he hath answered that

thoughe he faste a season, he shall take it well a worth
x6n Shaks. Wmt T iv iv 6x2 Not a counterfeit Stone,

not a Ribbon to keepe my Pack from fasting

to Irish Antiq Tofast against ,
upon (a person)

:

said with reference to the custom of sitting without

Vol. IV.

89

food or drink at the door of a debtor, or any person
who refused to satisfy some lawful demand.
1865 Hancock tr. Senchus Mor I 115, I deem it right

that they be fasted upon before distress shall be taken from
them 1873 W K Sullivan O'Curry's Anc Irish I
Introd 283 Where the defendant was a Rig, the plaintiff
was obliged to ‘fest’ upon him before he made his
distress 1887 W. Stokes tr Tripartite Life St Patrick
I. 219 Patrick went to the king And fasted against him
c quasi-trans in various nonce-uses

1596 Shaks. Tam Shr 1 i 109 Their loueis not so great .

but we may blow our nails together, And fast it fairely
out 1668 Etheredge She would if she could iv 11, Thou
shoud’st fast thyself up to a Stomach now and then.

+ 3 trans. To pass (time) fastings to keep or
observe (a day, etc ) as a tame of abstinence.
Also, Tofast out. Obs.
c 1275 Passion of our Lord 30 in 0. E Mtsc 38 po he

hedde heom [fourty dawes] yuast bo luste hym ete a 1300
CursorM 6558 (Cott

)
Haf yee pe dais al fasten vte pat 1

bad ar 1 me went 7 c 1340 Ibid 12921 (Fairf ) Til he haue
fasted his lentyn-tide 1553 Becon Reliques of Rome
(1363) 168 Telesphorus appovnted firste of all, Lente to be
fasted a 1681 Wharton, Fasts % Fest Wks (1683) 30
The Ember Weeks are four and anciently Wednesday,
Friday, and Satuiday, in each Fasted.

Fast and (tor) loose,
a An old cheating game (see quot 1847).

1578 Whetstone Promos $ Cass 1 ir. v At fast or loose,
with my Giptfan, I meane to haue a cast 1621 B Jonson
Gipsies Metamorph. Song i, Leave pig by and goose, And
play fast and loose 1678 Butler Hud m. 11. 302 Had
forc’d his Neck into a Nooze, To shew his play at Fast and
Loose 1847 Halliwell, FasUand-loose, a cheating game
played with a stick and a belt or string, so arranged that
a spectator would think he could make the latter fast by
placing a stick through its intricate folds, whereas the
operator could detach it at once.

b. fig To play (at) fast and loose : to ignore at
one moment obligations which one acknowledges
at another ; to be ‘ slippery * or inconstant

1557 Tottels Mtsc (Arb ) 157 [Title of Epigram] Ofa new
maned studient that plaied fast or loose 1595 Shaks.
John in 1 242 Play fast and loose with faith 1630
R. Johnson’s Ktngd $ Coimnw 369 The French playing
fast and loose with their Salick Law 17x2 Steele Sped.
No 320 ? x A little playing fast and loose, between Love
and Indifference 1829 Westm. Rev X 185 Doctrines,
which play at fast and loose with truth and falsehood i860
Thackeray Lovel the Wtd. vi. (1869) 252 She had played
fast and loose with me
c Hence, shiftiness, inconstancy.

1648 Milton Tenure Kings Wks 1738 I 3x9 The fasL

and loose of our prevaricating Divines. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Led. 2x7 An eternal vicissitude of fast and loose
attnb. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep vi 111 (1866) 821 The

English Queen had almost distracted the provinces by
her fast-and-loose policy.

Fast-day. [f Fast sb 1 + Day ;
cf. fastcn-day

s v. Fasten sb~\ A day to be observed as a fast.

In some New England States spec the day appointed
every spring by the governor for fasting Sacramental
fast-day (Scotland) a fast observed on one day in theweek
preceding the yearly or half-yearly Communion Sunday;
until about 1886 business was generally suspended on these
days as on Sundays
C 1340 Cursor M. 27210 (Fairf) In hahtide or fast day

1643 in Clarendon Hist Reb (1704) II 289 Stir them up,

the next Fast day to the chearful taking of it 1724
R. Falconer Voy (1769) 232 It was some Fast-day with
them 1841 Trench Parables xxix. (1864) 479 Moses
appointed but one fast-day ro the year
attnb x866 Lowell Commencement Dinner Poems x8go

IV 256 A Fast Day discourse

Fasted (fa sted), ppl a. [f Fast v 2 + -ed I
]

That has gone without food ; said of animals.

Only in Fasted weight', the weight of an animal in

a fasting condition
185a Jml R. Agrtc Soc. XIII. 1 192 The fasted live

weight. 1855 Ibid XVI. 1. 64 The piopoition of dead or
carcass weight, calculated both to the un-fasted and the
fasted live-weight, are given

+ Fa’sten, sb. Obs exc in Comb Fasten’s-
een, Fasten Tuesday, dial. Forms 1-2 fsesten

fsestan, {Not thumb feestern), 1-3 festen, vesten,

3 fasten, fastin, (fastina), 4- (see Faster’s een).

[OE fsesten str. neut —OTeut type *fastunjo-m,

f. *fast-fyan to Fast. Similar but not exactly

equivalent derivatives are OS fastunma str. fern.,

Goth fastnbm sir neut The QNorthumb form
fmsiem (cf. ifem, wistem —WS sefen, westeri) is

the source of the Sc fastryn, fasiern

,

etc . see

Fasten’s-een.]

1 . Fasting ; an act of fasting ;
= Fast sb 1 1.

c 825 Vesp Psalter cvui [cix ] 24 Cneow min geuntramad
sind fore festenne 97X Blickl. Ham 37 Halgtap eower
fsesten Sc medeme lac "bringap Dnhtne. c xooo Ags Gosp
Matt xvu 21 Sobhcebis cynn ne byb ut-adryfen buton
purh gebed and fsesten, c 1x75 Lamb Horn 37 Ne lipnie

je no al to eower festene 311 3e majen eni ooer god don
a 1225 Ancr R. 138 Vesten, wecchenSc oftre swuche beoS
mine sacrefises a 1300 Cursor M 28627 (Cotton Galba)
Ogams pride prater may rise, fastin for flesh couatyse

2 . = FAST *5 1 2

a 725 Laws Wihtned § 14 Gif mon his heowum in fasten

flaesc gefe c 1050 Byrhtferilis Handboc in Anglia VIII.

311 peet ymbien fastan byS on pissum monfte c 1200

Winteney Rule St. Benet (1888) 83 Pa bee synd to syllanne

on anginne faesten[es].

3. Comb., asfasten-day, -tide, -time

a 900 Charter xxxvu in 0 E. Texts (1885) 444 Gif hit

bonne festendaeg sie a 1035 Sec Laws ofCnut § 47 Yfel
bio pset man riht fasten-tide ar male ete a 1225 A ncr R

.

318 Ich hit dude mne lemten, me uestendawes, hohdawes.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27210 (Cott ) Hahtide or fastim da
Ibid 28464 (Cott ) Bath lenten tide and fasten day oft haue
i broken gam my lay. Ibid 29071 (Cott )Yee hele yur aun
fastmtide Ibid 20083 (Cott 1 pai held noght fastin time
Fasten (fas’n), V Forms* feestman, fest-

nian, 3 south va3stn(i)em, 0? in fesstnenn, 3-4
festrten, fastnen, festm, south vestal, 3-6
festae, fasten, festm, 5 festyn, feston, 4-S
fastae, 6 Se. fessm, -ynn, fassinn, 4- fasten
Also with prefix 1-2 ge-, 2-4 pa. t and pa. pple
i-, y-. [pE.fsestman= OFns festna, OS.fastn&n,
OHG fastmSn, fesiintn (MKG.festenen, mod.G
festnen), to make firm, bind fast (cf. also ON.
fastna to pledge, betroth, 'D&.fastne to consolidate,

Sw fastna intr to stick fast) —OTeut. *fastmfyan,

f. *fast-u- Fast a. See -en BJ
To make fast (cf. senses of the adj.).

+ 1. trans. To make firm or stable, to establish,

settle, confirm. To fasten the feet', to give or
obtain sure foothold. Obs.
a 1x75 Cott Horn 221 pa 3efestnede se selmihti god pa

nigen angle waerod c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 57 pe holte
man is ned pat he [? insert bie] festned on his holmesse
<21225 Leg Kath 2011 To festnin ham in treowe bileiue
a 1300 E E. Psalter xcu[t] 1 He festned werld of ei the a!

13 E E. A Hit P C 273 Per he [Ionas] festnes pe fete

c 1340 CursorM 27898 (Fairf.) Alle pat euer festems witte
drunkenis scailisJut a 1400 Prymer (1891) 38 So m syon
y was fastned. 1535 Coverdale Song Sol. vm 8 Yf she
be a tower, we shal festen her with hordes of Cedre tie— Ecclus xl 25 Golde and syluer fasten the fete [Vulg est

constitutio pedum] a 1569 Kingesmyll Conf Afflict

(1585) F iv, The faithful are fastened and confirmed therein
most unfaignedly. 1643 Plain English 22 Men walking
among Quagmires, know not where to fasten a foot.

•po To make sure, confirm, ratify (an agree-

ment). Obs
a goo Charter xli in O. E. Texts 448 Ic abba geroefa ftis

write & festnie mid kristes rodetacne a xooo Byrhtnoth
35 (Gr ) We willaft wift pam golde gnft fzestnian. a 1175
Cott Horn 219 pa pe hi alle hafeden pisne red betwuxe
ham ^efestnod. c 1205 Lay 29061 ^if hit pi wille weore,
pas spechen usestnien am25 Ancr R 62 Ich habbe
xvestned, seift Job, foreward mid min eien 13 E. E
Alht P B 327 Bot my forwarde with pel festen on bis wyse
*382 Wycuf Jer xxxv x6 Fastneden therfore the sonus
ofJonadab [Vulg Firmanerunt igiturfilii lonadab], sone
of Recab, the heste of their fader c 1425 Wyntoun Cron
vi xu 80 In-to bat place, Qnharefestnyd all pare Cownandis
was X553 T Wilson Rhet (1580) 41 Matrimome, which®
the creatour of all thynges did. fasten and make holy

1

2

. To make firm or solid
j to strengthen,

harden Obs
c 1400 Laifranc’s Cimrg 52 Pis medicyn fastnep pe

place & defendib him fro putrefaccions. r 1440 Giraldns’

Hist Irel (E. E. T S ) 22 Lasers to dense, paralys to
festnen, y-dropesie. to helen c 1440 Secrees, Prose Version
(E E T. S ) 149 Mete and drynke pat he was costomed to
byfore norisshed by, & pat has festnyd his substance. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach’s Husb. 11 (1856) 106 The force of tae
aire in Winter doth fasten and make sounde the Trees.

+ b. intr To become firm; to ‘set’. Obs.
1660 England’s Monarchy Freest State in World7 How

lsxt probable, that any Government, .can ever subsist and
fasten, without an exorbitant and all-devouring power to

uphold it 1726 Leoni tr AIbertCsA rchit, 1. 36 b, Buildings
. are taken with the Frost, before ever they have fasten'd.

1730 A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 285 The rough part of
them fastens very well with Mortar

•j* c. trans. To fortify. Obs
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 109 Edward pe Eldere

fastened a castel at the Mamcestre in Norpumbexlond.

f 3 . To make fast (in fetters)
; to set fast, reader

unable to move Obs
a xooo Andreas 49 (Gr ) Hie pam halgan paer handa

gebundon and faestnodon a 1300 E E Psalter Ixvm 3
[Ixlx 2], I am festened in slime depe 1632 Lithgow Trav
v 223 Such deep carouses of wine that both hee and I weie
almost fastned in the last plunge of understanding

b intr. To become fast or unable to move
1742 Young Nt Th vi 397 We leap at stars, and fasten

in the mud 1853 Kane Gnnnell Exp x (1856) 71 We
fastened in the ice

4. trans. To make fast to something else
,
to attach,

more or less securely, hy a tie or bond, of any kind
Const, to, occas on, upon

;
also with advbs on,

together, up. Formerly often, now rarely, with
immaterial object.

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn 121 Mid irenen neilen he wes on pere
rode ifestned c 1200 Vices <5- Virtues (188B) 95 To hire

bieft lfastned alle 3e raftres of fte hah mintes. a 1225
St Marker xgFestne wift fulht mi sawle to pe seolueti 1340
Ayenb 221 Hy byep y-uestned to-gidere be spoushod 1398
Trevisa Barth DeP R iv 111 (1495)82 Moysture fastnyth

the partyes togider c X400 Destr I roy 2849 pai festomt
the flete c 1450 Mirour Saluacmm 3498 Hevenly thinges
and erthly hym liked eft festyn to gidere 1483 Act
x Rich III

,
c 8 Preamb

,
Dyers upon the Lists of the

same Clothes festen and sowe great Risshes 155a Abp
Hamilton Catech (1884) 77 Samekil is the lufe of God &
our nychbour fessimt and linkit togiddir 1590 Shaks
Com Err. 1 i. 86 My wife and I, Fastned our selues at

eythei end the mast. *662 J Davies tr Mandclslo's Trav
E hid 10 To fasten and cement them together 1696 Col
Rec Pennsylv, I. 497 Men that are fastned to the Country
by visible estates 1759 tr Adanson's Voy Senegal 74
When they saw it [my hair], really fastened to my head.

1796 Jane Austen Pride Prej. (1885) II v 185 The
cnaise arrived, the trunks were fastened on. X837 Dickens

13
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Ptckrw iv, Fastened up behind the barouche was a hamper
1840 E Howard Jack Ashore III xv, He consented to

be again fastened up, but he walked about as much
as the limits of his chain would permit. 1849 James
Woodman vu, The visitor proceeded to fasten his horse to

a lai ge iron hook 1852 Motlev Corr (1889) I v 137 The
canvas had been fastened on a pole

b absol. or intr To make one’s boat fast In
whale-fishing : Tofasten to (see quot. 1820) ,

also

in indirect pass.

1700 S. L, tr C. Fryke's Vov E Ind 207 As soon as we
could come to fasten by her [the Ship’s] side. x8zo Scoresby
Acc Arctic Reg. II 534 Each boat 1 fastens to ’, or strikes a
distinct fish 1839 T. Beale Sperm Whale 46 ‘ Fastened
to

1 means, when a harpoon with a line attached is fixed in

his body Ibid 165 The two boats that have not yet
‘fastened’, give chase.

5 a. To bind (a servant, an apprentice) by a
contract or agreement {dial

)

; cf fastening penny.

t b. To join in a contiact with (obs ).

1362 Langl P PI A n. 51 In Manage To beo fastnet
with fals 1425 Sc Acts, 1st Pail Jos. I c 20 J)e schiref
sail assigne xl dais to sic ydil men to get ]>aim masteris,
or to festyn Jmim to leful craftes 163a Lithgow Trav
vni. 333, I fastned Iohn Browne with him to accompany
Ins retume Mod. (Sheffield) He ’s a sort of a prentice, but
he ’s not fastened

8 To attach together the parts of (a fabric or
structure). Obs exc. Naut.
1562 Turner Baths 16 a, They that are .not well fastened

together, ought not to tarye so long in the bath 1609
Sicene Reg May , Chalmerlan Air c. 27 § 2 They feslen
and bindes them not with lether or glew 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud Ep 11 in 71 Then ships at e fastened not
with Iron but wood i860 Merc Martne Mag VII. 284
A ship fastened with yellow metal

7 To make fast, secure (a tie, band) , to secure
(an article of dress), e g. with a clasp, pins, buttons,

etc. Also, with pregnant sense, tofasten (a person)
m a garment.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1738 (Cott) [Noe] he selffestnid bath

band and lace c 1350 Will Palerne 1)20 Sche festened
hire m (?at fel wij> ful god >onges 1600 J Pory tr Letts
Africa 11 24 The corners of which mantle are fastened
about their shoulders 1696 tr Du Mont's Voy Levant
130 Breeches fasten’d with Buttons 1727 De Foe Hist.
Appar iv (1840) 31 No chain can bind him, but the chains
fastened on him by Heaven 1767 J Byron Voy round
World 51 Skins fastened about their necks by a thong
b Tofasten off (a thread) . to fix with a knot

or extra stitches

1893 Mrs Leach's Fancy-work Basket May 146/2 Run
ribbon through holes andfasten itoffatwiistwithneatbow,
8. To make fast (a door, etc ) with a latch, bolt,

etc
, or (an envelope, etc.) with a seal Hence,

tofasten (a person or animal) in or out.

*749 Fielding Tom Jones vin vi) I will fasten the door.
1764 Lloyd Rhyme 153 Colts Clapt up and fasten’d in the
pound 1797 Mrs Radcliffe Italian xu, I have not caused
this gate to be fastened 1801 Southey Thalaba xx xxu,
Her ears are closed with wax, And her prest finger fastens
them 1819 Byron Juan 1. cxxxvj, The door was fastened.
1833 Ht Martineau Tale of Tyne vi 103 The lattice was
not quite fastened, i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxvn 216 The
rooms were swept the shutters fastened 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss , Tofasten out, to turn the Moor-sheep to
the moor for the season, excluding them for good from the
enclosed laud.

+ 9. To close (the hands, teeth) with a gnp. To
fasten hold to take hold firmly. Obs.

*53° Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 354FassinnyngJourfingaris
faste 1385 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy. Turkie xv
xxx 133 To the end their adveisaries should fasten the
lesse hold upon them 1396 Spenser F Q. v. iv 15 This
threasure well I proue .To he this maides with whom I
fastned hand. 1S99 Minsheu Dial. Sp. $ Eng. (1623) 51Two hands fastned together, alwaies hath beene a token
of friendship 1607 Tofsell Serpents (1653) 750 When it
once biteth and fasteneth teeth, it never letteth go.

10 To fix or hold securely in position ; to make
fast (what is loose).
a 1300 CursorM 8223 (Cott ) Bot fiat Jia wandis ban had

rote^at festmd ware m erde sua fast c 1400 Apol Loll.
86 Festimng it wijj irne bat it fal not c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg 156 For to fastne }>e schuldre |?is boon rostral ism maner of a wegge c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. 1 (HailMS ) pis mgromancien fastenyd it [ymage] in be wall
afore him 1578 Lyte Dodoens ir Ixxxv 264 Axen of
Kosemai le burnte, doth fasten loose teeth. 1662 J. Davies
Voy Avibass 24 A great Cross, fasten’d in a great piece of
timber. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc 223 Pitch the other
sides to be Turned flat carefully against the Hole .fastning
them with Wax 1821 Shelley Boat on Serchxo Poems
(1891) 586/2 Sit at the helm—fasten this sheet
b with immaterial object j also with tnf as oh.

c I2oo Orson Ded 219 He wollde fesstnenn swa Sob
trowwbe 1 Jiejjre brestess Ibid. 2441 Ice hafe fesstnedd imm ponnt lo libbenn 1 cheunesse. 1393 Langl. P PI C,
xin. g Freres wollen fastne J>e in here fraternite c 1410
Hymns Vtrg (1867) 26 Fastne here in bee ray boust 1513More Rich HI Wks. 45/1 Suche euyll oppinyon once
fastened in mennes heartes 1611 Shaks. Wpit. T n. 111.

*5 Fasten'd, and fix’d the shame on’t in himselfe,
1683 Pennsyh, Archives 1. 74 Tune will., fasten things as
they are and should be 1818 Cruise Digest 481 When
once a tiust is sufficiently created, it will fasten itself upon
the estate.

*

c To fasten down : to fix (a thing) so as to
prevent its nsing

, fig. to fix definitely.
1731 Medley Kolben's Cape ofG Hope I. 68, I have .

rescued the character of the Hottentots from the brutish
Stupidity to which it has been fastened down by all the
authors 1876 Gladstone in Contemp Rev June 12 T9

fasten down its sense, the affix ‘ Evangelical ’ may suffice

Mod T he lid of the box is fastened down

+ d tntr. To take hold, to attach oneself, to

make one’s abode. Obs
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1429 Of a sparke unaspied May

feston vp fyre xggo Splnsfr F Q hi 11 26 The Danwell
well did vew his Personage And liked well, ne further

fastned not, But went her way 1625 B letchlr &. SiimLrv
Ht -Walker 1 1, A 1 ery pretty girl she was But he was too
wise to fasten a 1657 K. Lovld \y Lett (1663) 258 We are
here in London, where I think we shall fasten for most pait
of this ensuing Summer. 1742 Young Nt Th 111. 531 We

Spring from our fetteis ; fasten in the skies

+ 11 trans. To deliver effectively (a blow) , to

impnnt (a kiss) Const on Obs.
c igoo Lancelot 850 Strokis festmt in the shelde 1531
Llyot Gov i xvi, Or he coulde fasten on the other any
violentstioke. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. vu. (1614)370
A mutuall kisse is fastened on the cheeLe 1632 J Hay-
ward tr Biondi's Eromena 170 Wee could never come once
to fasten a blow on lum 1633 T Staitokd Pac. Htb 11

xxm 243 I could never fasten a salley yet upon lum, but
with losse to myselfe 1697 Dryden Virgil Ded Ej, Cou’d
he fasten a blow when not suffer’d to appioach

12 I11 various fig applications of senses 4, 7, 10 :

To fix (something) upon (a person, etc.)

a. To direct (feelings, thoughts, attention, etc)
intently or keenly towards.
a. 1400 s-rymar 53 * scnai rasine myn eyen op on pe

C 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 793 Hire hert vpwards on heven
was festined nyght & day X568 E Tilney Disc Manage
B vj, If she once fasten hir eyes on a nother, he ‘.hall enjoy
hir 1603 Shaks Meas forM hi 1 203 Fasten your care
on my aduisings, 1611 Bible Luke iv 20 The eyes of all
. were fastened on him. 1633 Bp Hall Hard Texts 320
To that man whose heart is fastned upon thee 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xh, The attention of the slv little fiend
was fastened upon them 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet

L

Introd
(1883) 50 My eyes fastened themselves upon the old scarlet
letter. 1885 Manch. Exam xo July 572 A madman armed
with a knife, upon whom a steady eye must be fastened
b To fix (a nickname, imputation, etc.) on

a person ; to impute or attach to
1615 Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed 2) 38 Thmke how little

names Doth fasten credit upon lucky strames. 1638
Wilkins New World 11 (1707) 20 Some of the Ancients
have fasten’d strange Absurdities upon the Words of the
Scripture 167a Cave Prim Chr 1. v (1673) 12 To form
and fasten this charge upon them Ibid hi v (1673) 368
The story fastened upon Philip the Emperor a 1674
Clarendon Surv Leviath (1676) 304 He hath not been
able . to fasten the least reproch upon them 1722 Sewel
Hist Quakers (1795) I Pref x8 To fasten doctrines upon
them which they never approved 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng III 310 Those very Londoners now fastened on
the prince the nickname of Butcher

|
c. To induce acceptance of (a gift, etc.)

j
to

propose (a health). Obs.
1604 Shaks Oth 11 m 50 If I can fasten but one Cup

vpon him 1615 Stephens Satyr Ess (ed 2) 256 If you
fasten a guift upon him, his tbankes bee liberall 1632
Lithgow Trav x 431, I neuer saw one to pledge or pre-
sent his Maiesties health , but as many other healths as you
hst , they will both fasten, and 1 eceiue from you. 1673
Ray Joum Low C 435 We could scarce fasten any mony
upon them. 1726 Adv. Capt. R Boyle 354, 1 did not know
how to fasten a Present upon Mr Ratcliff

d. To impose (something unwelcome) on a
person. Now chiefly m Tofasten a quarrel upon :

to drag into a quariel against his inclination
1663 Dryden Wild Gallant 11 1, He could never fasten

a quarrel upon you. 1682 Em Elect Sheriffs 8 En-
deavouring . to fasten such a Sheriff upon them 1718
Freethinker No 41 294 Divert her Malice by fastening
a new Spark upon her 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1 vi. 36No practice . fastened upon us by decrees and penal-
ties *855 Macaulay Hist Eng. Ill 325 The Mac-
donalds fastened a succession of quarrels on the people of
Inverness 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf v (1880) 36He had fastened himself upon him
13 intr. To fasten on, upon : f" a. to obtain a

firm hold upon, become fixed on {obs.')
, b to

seize on, lay hold of
;
to single out for attack or

censure
; to avail oneselfeagerly of (a pretext, etc ).

a 1225 Leg Kath xt8o 0 godd . ne mei nan uuel
festnin

_
c 1230 Hah Meid 15 pe fiends arrow ne wundeS

f?
n
^
wt

*T
Ute

t
1* festm °t,e *5*3 More in Grafton Chron

II. 783 No colour could fasten upon these matters. 1590
Shaks Com Err it u. 175, 1 will fasten on this sleeve of
thine. 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist 48 Experience
often hath., taught, that when advantage I do see, To
fasten on occasion and begin 1647 N Bacon Disc. Govt.Eng 1 xl (1739) 60

1 Yet could not that custom fasten upon
the Saxons 1662 J. Davies Voy. Ambass 57 They break
down the houses adjoymng that it [fire] may not fasten
on other more solid structures. 1726 Adv, Capt R Boyle
230An English Mastiff had the Impudence to fasten uponmv Rival by the Arm X844 Thislwall Greece VIII. 380lhe senate viewed Perseus as a prey, on which it resolved
to Fasten 1844 Stanley Arnold (1858) I 11 25 One object
on which our , imaginations may fasten 1847 L HuntMen, Women

,

* Books I, n. 20 Ife is fastened upon by tlieXrJ'nT 6 1855 Motley Dutch Rep n vu
(1866) 282 The whole mob fastened upon the company of”ru* (ei s) Iv sSs s“k»'“

Fastened (fcrs’nd)
, ppl. a. [f. prec + -ed 1

.!

1 1 Settled, confirmed. Obs
J

IS96 Spenser Hymns, Heeeo Beaut 289 They in theirmynd All happie loy and full contentment fynd
*• 79 0 strange and fastned Villame.

T Rendered firm m consistency Obs,
1625 Hart Anat, Ur, 1 xi 23 The which fexcienientl

being somewhat fastened or stiffe,
*

3 Fixed or bolted together In comb
,
as copper-,

it onfastened (see the sbs )

1803 R Peking m Naval Chon XV 6o lion fastened
ships i860 Mac Mamie Mag VII 284 The coppei-
fastened vessel will obtain the best rate

Fastener (fa s’noi). [f as prec. + -er 1

]
1. One who fastens or makes fast

*755 1,1 Johnson 1798 Jane Austin Noithang Abb
(1838)11 vu 142 The possibility of the door’s having been
at first unlocked, and she herself its fastener,

2. That which serves to fasten anything.
1792 Mary Wollsionecr Rights PVirni iv 151 Indi-

viduality of character, the only fastener of the allections

1874W Croorls Dyting <y C aheo-pt inting 323 The modi-
fied Gallipoli oil acts as fastener of the red lake 1884Bum.
Weekly Post 15 Nov 3/7 The fastener [of a trap-door] was
not pi operiy adjusted 1892 Law Times' Ref LXVII 163/1
Small hooks or fasteners on the metal busks of the corsets.

+ 3. One who fastens on something Obi
1628 Earu- Microcosm

,
Plain country Fellow {Aib ) 49

He is a tenible fastner on a piece of Beefe
*(* 4 slang A warrant for anest. Obs
a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew

,
Fastner

\

c. a Wanant
1785 in Grose Diet Pnlg 'longue

Fastening (fas’hnj), vbl sb. [f. as piec +
-ing 1 ]
1. The action of the vb Fasten in various senses.
a 1400 Rchg Pieces ft Thornton MS 8 Mitrymojne

. es lawefull festynnynge be-twjx man and woman 1605
Timme Quersit in 102 Of all fasimngs 01 closing up of
glasses the seale ofHermes is most noble x6gxTII[Ati]
Acc New Invent 24 Finn and unwanted as at tliur first
fastening X793 Smeaton Fdystone I § 244 The fastening
of the cncle of stones upon then lespettive cubes 1850W B. Clarke Wreck Favorite 33 Theie is no fastening of
the shaft 01 stock into the socket

b. attnb. Fasteningpenny (dial.) : a small sum
of money paid on lining a servant, to secure the
agreement Cf. Fasten v 5
187a Gentl. Mag. Nov. 578 A bargain was struck, and con

sidered thoroughly binding by the acceptance on die nmt
of the seivant of what was called ‘ the fastening penny'

+ 2. The condition of being fastened , a ol being
set on a firm basis b In fastening— in pnson.
a 1340 Hampoll Psalter 502 T liorgh \\ haim o)>ci e ci c

broght til stabilncs & ftstyngynge 1375 Baruour Bruce
xv 309 He [Iohn of Lornl u es lang tyrac in festnyng,

3 concr. That which fastens or makes secure

;

that which connects one pcison or thing with,
another, 01 secures (a person or thing) m position

,

+ that winch confirms or establishes.
CH75 Lamb Horn 67 bos like bode wisliche )>ing of

oOre is ful festmng a 1340HAMPOLL Psalterxvn[i\ 1 Lord
my festynynge 1480 Cayton Chron Eng cxlvn 126 '1 he
chirch dores were shyttc with keyes and with otliei fnstn-
ynge. x6xi Bidlr Hah. 11 u The stone shall cue out of
the wall, and the beame [marg. note fastening] out of the
timber shall answere it. 1769 Public Advertiser 18 May
3/4 Brass Sash Fastenings 1850 Prescott Peru II 340
Pwario, unable to adjust the fastenings of his cuirass,
threw it away 1869 C. Gibbon R Gray v, Crumnuc was
not likely to break fiom her fastenings 1885 Law Reports
15 Q Bench Div 316 A bar , was kept in its position by
means of a fastening.

fig *633 G Herbert Temple
, Confession iv, Smooth open

hearts no fastning have

Fa’stenmg, ppl, a. [f. as prec + -ing ^.]

That fastens, in vanous senses of the vb
1621 S Ward Happm Practice (1627) 1 The fastening

Nayle of the chiefc Master of the Assemblies x8zx Byron
Cain 1 1, In his eye Theie is a fastening attraction
1828-40 Iytler Hist Scot (1864)11 sax His tent was
of silk

, the fastening chains were richly gilt 1865 Swin-
burne Atalanta 970, I shall have no face of children
born Or feeding lips upon me or fastening eyes For ever

Fastenmeut (fa
-s’nment) dial, [f as prec.

+ -KENT.] A fastening of any kind
1877 Auctioneer's Catal (Church Stretton) Door-fasten-

ments 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Ward bk 1 Put a
fas’nment 0’ the brew-’us door ’

Fastens. Also 7 fastxns [short for next ]
x6i6 Chron. Snaihense in Jml Statist Soc XXI 413To be paid betwixt Candlemas and Ffastins. 1876 Mid-

Vorksh Gloss,, Fastens
,
Shrovetide

Fastens-een, -eve, -even. Sc. and noith
dial. Also 4 fast(e)ryn.(g8-, 5-6 fastermgis-, 6
fasterns-, -torn-, -tron-, 8 fasten-, 8-9 fast-
mg(s-, 9 fasterns-, [f. OE fccstenes, gen offscsien
Fasten sb +Even or Eve J The eve of or day
befoie the fast (of Lent) ; Shrove Tuesday.
*375 Barbour Bruce x 372 On the fasteryn evyn rycht

o S / 0
°eSXnninE of the nycht 1496 Ld Treas. Accts

Scot (1877) I 319 The vij day of Febiuaie was Fasteungis
eym, 1565 in Picton L'pool Mumc Rec (1883) I 35
Fasten’s eve or Shrovetide. 1674-ox Ray N C. Words,
Fastens-Een or Even CX750 J CoLLirn (Tim Bobbin)
Lane, Dialect Wks (1862)68 Feeisuns een, on it mattei’t
naw mitch 1780 M Lonsdalt Th' Upshot 11 in Jolhe's
Sketch of Cnmbeiland Manners (1811) 5 An upshot lang
an sair To keep up fassen’s-even 1785 Burns Fp to JLapraik 7 On fasten-een we had a rockin 1834H Mmrm
Scenes 4- Leg xxvm (1857) 416 On Fasten’s eve,— the
Schoolmaster would call on the boys to divide, and choose
for themselves ‘ Head-stocks ’

Fast4n(s)-Tuesday. Also 9 dial, fasaans,
-ens. [see prec ] = prec.
*585 Notitnghati

~

Fastens Tuysaaye
Jml Statist Soc
Fastins Tuesday
§hrove Tuesday.

nexte cummyng. 1858 C B Robinson
XXI 413 Shrove Tuesday being called
1877 Holdemess Gloss,, Fassans-tnesda

,
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Faster (fa star). Also 5 fastare. [f. Fast v
+ -3SR 1

] One who fasts or abstains from food
a *300 CursorM 27684 (Cott

) [pis] man es gret fastei.
C1440 Promp Parv 151/1 Fastare, jejimator, jrjunatnx
a 1450 Knt de la 1 our 13 It is a blessed thinge to faste, for
the more harme it doth the faster, the more is the merit
1560 Becon Treat Fasting 79 b, A certayne monke .

was counted the greatest and deuoutest faster in all those
quaters 1662 Gunning Lent Fast 199 Such fasters I
cannot better resemble, then to the ancient blood-thirsty
Tyrants 171a Swift Jrnl Stella 16 Jan , This being fast

day, Di Freind and I went into the city to dine late, like
good fasters, 1807 Milner Martyrs 1 11 58 note, A man

of a strict life and a great faster 18B0 Daily News
27 July 5/5 The faster’s condition physically during the day
was remarkably encouraging.

t Fast-gong. Obs. [f Fast sb + ME. gong

,

act of going, see Gang,] Shrove-Tuesday
;
=

Fastingong Also attnb in fastgong-tide (spelt

after Norfolk pronunciation fasguntide), Shrove-
tide
c 1440 Promp Parv 151/1 Fast gonge, or schroffetyde,

or gowtyde, carmprivtum 1674-81 Blount Glossogr

,

Fasguntide or Fastingtide, Shrovetide, so called in Norfolk,
being the time when the Fast of Lent begins.

II Fasti (fee stai) [Lat fasti, pi offastus (dies)

a * lawful ’ day, a day on which the courts sat

:

hence as under ]

a. Rom Ant A calendar or calendars, indicat-

ing the lawful days for legal business, and also the

festivals, games, anniversaries of historical events,

etc
,
connected with each day of the year. Con-

sularfasti (L fash consulares) : the register of the

events occurring during the official year of a pair

of consuls ; the senes of such registers b. transf
A chronological register of events

;
annals, chrono-

logical tables or lists of office-holders

x6ix B Jonson Catiline v iv, Let it [this dayj he
added to our Fasti <1x670 Hacket Abp. Williams
1 § 26 (1693) 20 Like Consuls that acted nothing, and were
useful for nothing but to have the Fasti known by their

Names ^1691 Wood (title), Alhenas Oxonienses . To which
are added the Fasti or Annals, of the said University 1734
E Corsini (title), Fasti of the Archons of Athens. 1786
Han. More Flono 967 Still, in Life's Fasti, you presume
Eternal holidays will come 18x4 Edtn Rev XXIV 245
A country [the US] whose fasti are consecrated to record
our cruelties and defeats. 1880 C T Newton Art $
Arckseol 15 Roman coins are not Fasti

.
yet the labour of

numismatists has made [them] almost the best authority for

the chronology of the Roman empire,

+ Fasti'diate, w. Obs. rare [f. L. fastidium
(see next) + ate.] trans. To feel a disgust for,

loathe.

16x8 Sir S VPEwes Autobiog I. (1845) vu 106 Bury school

I began to fastidiate, and be weary of the sweet and
happy hfe I there led.

+ Fastidie- obs. rare

.

[a OF.fastidie, ad. L.

fastidium m same senses ] a Pride, haughtiness,

b. Scorn, disdain.

1536 E Harvel in Ellis Orig Lett 11. 118 II. 77 My
minde enclimth. to give ope tne worldly fastidie to them
qui ambiuut honores. 1538 in Strype Fed. Mem, I App
ixxxm 218 Which when it [the general council] shal

take effect . . must needs make him great dishonor, great

fastidie

f Fastidiose, a Obs.-° = Fastidious.
1727-36 m Bailey 1775 in Ash.

Fastidio'sity. rare—1
, [f L. fastidids-us

(see Fastidious) +• -ity ] Fastidiousness. (In

quot, humorously pedantic )
1704 Swift T Tub v. (1750) 74 His epidemical Diseases

being Fastidiosity, Amoiphy and oscitation 1775 in Ash

Fastidious (fiesti clias), a. [ad L fastidids-us,

f fastidium loathing: see -ous. Cf Fr fasti-

dieux ]

+ 1 . That creates disgust ;
disagreeable, distaste-

ful, unpleasant, wearisome. Obs
1531 ElyotGW.i ix, That thinge for the whiche children

be often tymes beaten is to them, fastidious. 1582 Hester
Seer Phiorav 11 xxm 102 A fastidious Ulcer 1630
R Johnson's Kingd <5- Commw 193 A fastidious and
irksome companion a 1677 Barrow Serin Wisdom m
Beauties ofB (1846) 9 Folly is fastidious to society a 1734
North Lives II 399 His partner, whose usage was fas-

tidious to him
-[2 a That feels or is full of disgust ;

disgusted

*S34 More On the Passion Wks 13x2/1 Hee hadde of

theym so muche, that he was full thereof, fastidious and
wery 1678 Cudwortii Intell Syst, 81 All desire ofChange
and Novelty, argues a Fastidious Satiety

+b Full of pride, disdainful; scornful Obs
c 1440 Foundation Barts Hosp (E E T S.) 15 A lament-

able querell, expiessynge whate fastidious owtbrekyngys
hadde temptid hym. 1623-6 Cockeram, Fastidious

,

dis-

damfull. proud. 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav (1638) 189

Regardless® of the lodomantadoes of the fastidious Pagan
1631 B Jonson New Inn, Ode 7 Their fastidious vaine

Commission of the brame 1744 Young Night Thoughts
vi. 551 Proud youth ! fastidious of the lower world. 1791

Boswell Johnson (18x6) II 277 (an 1773) We see the

Rambler with fastidious smile Mark the lone tree 1796 C
Marshall Garden xxn (1813) 447 Those who have much
practical skill slight what is wntten upon subjects of their

profession, which is a fastidious tcmpei

to. transf. Of things* ( Proud
’,
magnificent

1638 Sir T Herbert Trav 62 One of them [Courts]

fastidious in foure hundred porphirian pillars Ibid 102

Temples of Idolatry . . once lofty in fastidious Turrets

3 Easily disgusted, squeamish, over-mce; diffi-

cult to please with regard to matters of taste or
propriety.

1612-5 Bp Hall Contempt, O T xix x, A fastidious
choice of the best commodities 1647 Ward Simp Caller
77) I hold him prudent, that in these fastidious times, will
helpe disedged appetites with convenient condiments
1691 Ray Creation Pref (1704) 7 Fastidious Readeis.
X784 CowrER Task 1 513 The weary sight, Too well
acquainted with their smiles, slides off Fastidious 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng II 266 People whom the habit of
seeing magnificent buildings had made fastidious 1853
Trench Proverbs 3 A fastidious age . and one of false re-
finement 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xvn 342 Though
being far from fastidious, refused to eat it 1877 Black
Green Past xhi (1878) 338 The society .was not at all fas-
tidious in its language

Fastidiously (fsestrdissli), adv. [f. as prec
+ -ly 2.] In a fastidious manner

; + disdainfully

;

squeamishly, with excessive scrupulousness of taste.
1624 GATAitrR Transnbst. 42 Fastidiously and childishly
full of Logicke rules 1654 Hammond Acc Cawdrey’s

Triplex Diatribe v § 17 Discriminating themselves proudly
and fastidiously from other men 1790 Burke Fr Rev 33
The legislature fastidiously rejected the fair and abundant
choice presented to them 1841 D'Israeh Amen Lit
(1867) 128 Critics fastidiously rejecting what they deem the
antiquated 1880 Disraeli Endym I xxi. 193 A couple of
grooms, who sat with unmoved countenances, fastidiously
stolid amid all the fun.

Fastidiousness (fsesti diasnes). [f as prec.

+ -ness,] The quality of being fastidious.

+

1

Loathing, disgust Obs
1533 Elyot Cast Helthe (1541! 28 b, Sowthistle causeth

fastidiousness or lothsomnesse of the stomake 1599 A. M
tr Gabdhouer's Bk Physickc 267/2 Excepte it . get a fas-

tidiousnes therof [pappe] 1632 Lithgow Trav. x 425
After I had escaped infinite dangers excessive fastidious-

nesse, unspeakable adversities 1807 Coxe Austria I. 67
Rhodolph observing their fastidiousness, rose from table

f 2 . Disdainfulness, haughtiness, pride Obs
1613 R C Table Alph (ed. 3) Fastidiousnesse, disdain-

fulnesse 1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp 111 § 14 52 He
reproved the fastidiousnesse of the Pharisee.

3 . Disposition to be easily disgusted
;
squeamxsh-

ness
;

over-niceness m matters of taste or pro-
priety
x66x Boyle Style ofScript, 202 More Discerning Times .

will Repair the Omissions and Fastidiousnesse of thePresent
1784 J. Barry Led Art vi (1848) 207 Fastidiousness, and
a useless and too critical nicety, may be expected to increase

1824 Dibdin Ltbr Comp. 745 The fastidiousness of criticism

may object to the frequent repetition. 1869 J Martineau
Ess. II 98 Any nice inquiry would be a misplaced fastidi-

ousness.

Fastidium (fasti di#m). rare [a L. fasti-

dium
;
see Fastidie ] Disgust

,
‘ ennui \

<7 1734 North Lives I 150 The fastidium, upon this occa-
sion contracted diverted ms mind from such projects

1885 Mrs H Ward tr Amtel's Jrnl (1889) 277 How is

fastidtum to be avoided?
j* Fa*stigate, v Obs.—° [f L. fastigdt

-

ppl
stem of L.fastigan to make pointed ] a trans.

To make pointed b. mt>. To become pointed
1623-6 in Cockeram

; 1656 in Blount Glossogr ; X732 in

Coles

Fastigiate (fsesti dgi|£t), a. [f. L fastigi-um
summit of a gable, top, vertex + -ate Cf. F.

fastigie ]

1 . Sloping up or tapering to a point like a cone
or pyramid, fa of a hill= Fastigiated. Obs
1662 Ray Three Ttm ii (Ray Soc ) 148 That noted hill

the top whereof is fastigiate like a sugar loaf

b. Bot Having flowers or branches whose ex-

tremities form a tapering or cone-like outline

1833 Lindley Introd Bot (1848) II 382 1836 Penny
Cycl V 252 Fastigiate, when the branches of any plant are
piessed dose to the mam stem, as in the Lombardy poplar,

1870 Hooker Stud Flora 349 Tarnsfastigiata (Irish or
Florence court yew) is a fastigiate variety

c. Entom, Of the elytra : Tapenng to a point
XB48 in Maunder Treas Nat. Hist. Gloss.

2 fa. Bot. Formerly applied (after F fashgii)
m the sense ‘having a horizontal surface at the

top as in an umbel or corymb Obs
[The use app. originated m a misunderstanding, the L

fastigium being interpreted as
1

roof’ ]

1793 in Martyn Lang Bot s v 1794— Rousseau's Bot,
xxviii 445 The latter tiee having a fastigiate, or fiat top.

x86o in Mayne Expos . Lex. s v
b Hence, of a zoophyte : = Corymbed

1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 175 Mussa fastigiata. Fasti
giate disks usually nearly circular.

Hence Pasti giately adv.

1840 Paxton Bot Did, Fastigiately -branched, the
branches becoming gradually shorter from the base to the

apex 1884 in Syd Soc Lex,

Fastigiate (fsesti d3Vit), v [f as prec. +
-ate 3

.] trans. To make pointed at the top like

a gable b. intr. To taper to a point.

1656 Blount Glossogr , Fastigiate, to raise up, or grow
up to a sharp top 173a in Coles.

Hence Pasti giatedppl a , formed like a cone

or ndge ;

‘ roofed, narrowed up to the top
*

(Johnson 1773) + Pastigia’tion, ‘a making or

glowing sharp at the top like a pyramid
3
(Phillips

1662).

1647 H More Song ofSoul Notes 381 Day will hang in

the sky many thousand miles off from us, fastigiated into

one conical! point. 1668 W11 kins Real Char 11. v §4
146 Hawks . noted for having a fastigiated or rising

head 1730-6 in Bailey (folio) 1840 m Humble Did
Geol <5- Min
t Fasti gious, a Obs [f L fasiigi-um +

-ous ] Like a fastigium
,
witn gables. Alsofg

Pietentious
1670 G H. Hist Cardinals 1. in 94 Theythought the Title

too eminent and fastigious [01 lg sollevato] for them. 1697
Evelyn Acc Architects (1723) 50 The ancients dwelling-
houses being generally flat at the top, Julius Csesar being
the fiist whom they Indulg’d to raise his Palace in this

Fastigious manner

II Fastigium (fsesti d^ioni). [L ]
1. The apex or summit

;
spec, in Arch the ridge

of a house
1677 Hale Contempt n 125 ,

1

have now arrived to the
very Fastigium, the very highest point of this Mountain
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fastigium, the top 01 height
of any Thtng In Architecture, the ndge of a House. 1825W Hamilton Hand bk Terms Arts <5- Sc , Fastigium
the summit, apex or ndge ofa house, or pediment
2 . The gable end (of a roof) ; a pediment.

1849 J Weale Did Terms
,
Fastigium, the pediment of

a portico 1876 in Gwilt Archit. Gloss
0. a. Bathol The acme or highest state of in-

tensity (of a disease) b Anat. (see quot 1884)
1876 Wagner's Gen Pathol 619 The period of the fasti-

gium, the complete development of the fever 1884 Syd.
Soc Lex , Fastigium, the upper and posterior angle of the
fourth ventricle lying between the tipper border of -the
posterior medullary velum and the posterior border of the
anterior medullary velum

t Fa’sting, vbl sb.1 Obs. [f. Fast v 1 + nra1 ]
1 . The action of the vb. Fast 1

;
also attnb

1398 Trfvisa Bai th De P R xvn xxv (Tollem MS),
Cipns is a medicinal tre of couenable and fastynge vertu
c 1440 Promp. Parv 158 Festynge to a thynge, conjixio
1660 Hexham De anckers aen den tmimer, a fasting of
ankers to the Timber
b Eastingpenny (dial ) : = ‘ fastening penny ’

;

see Fastening 1 b
x6gx Ray N-C Words, Festing-penny.

2 = Fastening 3
a 1400-50 Alexander 2590 It stonaid [am all For fexd Jie

Testing suld fade.

Fasting (fa’stig), vbl sb 2 [f. Fast 0 2 + -ing L]
1. The action of the vb Fast

;
abstmence from

food ; an instance of this

c 1175 Lamb Horn 207 Ich bide [e bi his eadi festunge
i[e wilderness e. ciz$o Old Kent Serm. in O, E Misc.
(1872) 28 Si mitre signefiet uastmge. 1340 Ayenb 33 Be
uestmges and be wakmges 1480 CaxtoN Chron Eng
ccix 191 He was so feble for his moch fastyng that he was
dede almost 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari 530 Although
fastmg for merite bee iustly punishable by statute 1642
Fuller Holy * Prof St v vui 388 Even fasting it self is

meat and drmk to him 1840 Dickens Old C Shop vui,

Corporal punishment, fasting, and other tortures and terrors

*873 W. K Sullivan O'Curry's And Irish I Introd 283
A '1 rosea or fasting was made by the plaintiffgoing to the
defendant's house, and remaining there for a certain tune.

.

before making his distress.

f 2 A season of abstinence from food, a fast.

1382 Wyclif Acts xxvn g And whanne now seylinge was
not sykir, for that fasting passide, Poul coumfortide hem
1398 Trevisa Barth De P R ix 111 (1495) 347 The
fastynge of spnngynge tyme is the fyrst weke of Lente
14B3 Caxton G dela TourA vj b, The fastynges that she
had kept 1656 Artif. Handsom 81 He bids the Jewes,
even in their fastings, to use it

3 attnb

,

asfasting-weeds ,
fasting-spittle, the

saliva that is m the mouth before one’s fast is

broken. Also Fasting-day
1460-70 Bk Quintessence 19 Mortifie it wij? fastynge

spotil 1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 607 If the fasting
spittle of a Man fall into the jaws of a Serpent, he certainly
dyeth thereof. 1648 Herricic Hesper Faine Temple 104
Their Holy Oyle, their Fasting Spittle, Their sacred Salt

1654 Trapp Comm Esther v x She laid aside her fasting-

weeds, and put on her best. x8x8 Art Preserv. Feet 146
Rubbing them with fasting spittle

Fasting (fastig),///. a [f as prec 4-iNG 2
,]

That fasts, lit andfig
c 1440 Promp Parv. 151 Fastynge, jejunui, imprcmsus.

ex470 Henry Wallace v 1034 For fastand folk to dyne
gud tym war now 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss II ccxh
[ccxxxvin.] 745 Sir, are ye fastynge? <11502 H Smith
Serm (1866) II 213 Yet doth the nonresident keep his

benefice fasting 1595 Shaks John nr. i 260 A fasting

Tyger 1847 Emerson Poems, Initial Love Wks (Bohn)
I 456 Inquisitive, and fierce, and fasting

Hence + Fa stingly adv
,
in a fasting manner,

abstemiously, spaiingly Obs.
C1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 667 Fuist speke For

frutes a-fore mete to ete [em fastyngely 1566 Drant
Horace Sat vi H vuj b, My frende why lyke you still To
lyve in countrye fastynglye uppon a craggie hill ? 16x6
Beaum &. Fl. Wit without Money iv v, You shall . not
dme neither, but fastmgly «
Fa’stmg-day. [f. Fasting vbl. sb. + Day,
Cf fasten-aay ]

= Fast-day
0x300 Cursor M, 29056 (Cotton Galba) pe thing bat [ou

[iself suld ett if it no fasting day [an ware 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P. R ix in. (1495) 347 In eche of thise foure
tymes ben thre fastynge dayes. C1430 Two Cookery-bks 17
Do it m fastyng dayis & serue it forth 1552 Bk. Com
Prayer Communion, Any holye dayes or fasting daies 1656
Trai?p Comm. 1 Cor vu, 5 Fasting-days are soul-fattmg

days 0i7Xi_ICnN Man ofPrayers Wks (1838) 424 All the
fasting I advise you to, is only to some fasting-day. 1850
A J Stephens Bk. Com Prayer II 1150 Notice of the

fasting days is commonly neglected
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FASTINGONG. PAT-92

t Pa'Stingong, Obs. Foims: 4-6 fastyn-

gong(e, (5 fastyngon), 5 fastyngange Also,

corruptly, 6 festigam [? f fastin var. ofFasten
sb. -\-gong, Gang, going,] Shhoye Tuesday Also

Fastmgong Eve, Fastm-gong Tuesday
1389 m Eng Gilds (1870) 69 Yu sonneday next after

Fastyngonge <71442111 Blomefield Hist Norfolk II hi
John Gladman on Tuesday in the last ende of Crist e-

raesse viz Fastyngonge Tuesday made a Disport with hys
Neyghbours coronned as Kyng of Crestemesse c 1470
Harding Chi on ccxxxvu 11, Southward came thei , vpon
the fastyngange eue. X477 Sir J Pastoy 111 Lett No
786 III 174 Wietyn at London the Fryday a for Fastyn-

gong 1530 Palsgr. 804/1 At Fastyngonge, a Quaresme
prennaut.

Hence Fastmgong Sunday= Shrove Sunday.
1450 Poston Lett No 78 I no All the tenawntes ben

chargyd to pay al her rent be Fastyngong Sonday 1341
R Barnes IVorkes (1573) 232/3 The Thurseday before
Festigam Sonday

Fastish (fccstif), a. [f Fast a

.

+ -ish ] Some-
what fast

1834 S Phillips Ess fr Times Ser II 330 A short, stout,

empty, good-natured, and over-dressed—in othei words
a ‘ fastish ’ young man 1873 Miss Bkaddon Str <$• Ptlgr
n. 11 167 Fastish noblemen. 1884 Lillywhtle’s Cricket
Ann 115 A useful bow lei, fastish as a rule

Fa’stland. [f as prec. + Land; after Ger.

festland.] The mainland, as distinguished from
islands

; the continent.

1883 Chamb Jrul 524 The irregular banks of these
islands shielded them from all outlook from the fastland

+ Pa’StlingS, adv Sc. Obs rare~ l
[f Fast

adv + -ling with advb. genitive -j.] ? Almost,
nearly. (Cf Fast adv 4b)
01600 A Scott May iv. Now all sic game is fasthngs

gone But gif it be amangs clovm Robbyns.

Fastly (fa stli), adv. arch [f. Fast a + -ly 2
.

Now replaced by Fast adv.~\

+ 1. In a fixed or steady manner Obs.
c 888 K ASlpred Baeth xxxix § 7 S10 nafa fserjx micle

fsesthcor Sonne pa felgan. <11225 Alter. R 234 pet tu J?er-

eftei Jie wisluker wite him, hwon |?u hauest ikeiht him & te
uestluker holde. 1340 Ayenb. 166 Hit be-houej* J>et he hym
hyealde vesthche me his wylle 1549-62 Sternhold & H.
Ps xxiv. 2 For he hath fastly founded it aboue the sea to
stand

+

2

Firmly, unwaveringly, steadfastly
,

with
confidence. Obs
<73x75 Lamb, Horn 115 He seal festliche winnan wiS

onsrjendne here, c 1200 Trm Coll Horn 77 Cuxnen
festliche to ure saule leche and unhelen him ure saule
wundes craoS Lay 13000 Imong jxin eorlen he stod &
fastliche hit wio soc CX350 Prose Psalter 196 lie which
bot if ich man haue bileued tiewhch & fastehch <7x440
Hylton Scale. Perf (W de W 1494) in xm, Put forth
fastely all thy good dedes to hym in as moche as they he
good. 1513 More in Grafton Chrou, II 766 The Lord
Hastinges perswaded the lords to beleve that the Duke of
Glocester was sure & fastly faithfull to his pnnee 1381
Marbeck Bk of Notes 306 Faith, that fastlie beleeveth
sinnes to be forgiven fieelie by Christ.

+b. Without intermission or cessation Obs.
071 BlicJel Horn, 47 Gif ha lareowas Jns nellajr faestlice

Godes folce bebeodan. a xooo ALltiuc Jitdg iv 24 Hig
faestlice weoxon c 1173 Lamb Horn 337 Of Jje folce we
siggeo J>at hit cum}? fastlice

+ 3 Closely, securely Obs.
c 1050 Lot 4 A S. Glosses m Wr-Wulcker 354 Artvus,

fsesthcor 1326 Ptlgr. Perf (W deW 1531) go Cleue to
his mercy & goodnes the more fastly 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1 v <1641) 42/2 A score of Anchors held her fastly
bound 1648 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep m xxv. X74 At
the first litteiing their eyes are fastly closed x8oo Epist
to Str W. Farquhar in Spirit Pull Jmls (1801) IV 175
Men, who love their places And fastly hold them with
unblushing faces 1817 J Scott Parts Revisit (ed. 4) 305
Their desires might bind them fastly to the Imperial cause
4 Quickly, rapidly, speedily; hence, readily
Now rare
C1205 Lay 27774 For# heo gunnen fusen & fastliche

heom to buaen 1597 Shaks ILover's CompL 61 Towards
this afflicted fancy fastly drew c 1643 T Tully Siege of
Carlisle (1840) 13 Seeing them come fastly to her house.
a. 1806 K. White Rem II 84 The sand of life Ebbs fastly
to its finish 1839 Cornwallis New World 1 . 207 The life
of the child was fastly on the wane.
PastueSS (fa stnes) [f as prec. + -NESS ]
I The quality or state of being fast

1. The quality or state of being firmly fixed

,

fixedness, stability, + Also, finn attachment
c888 K A£lfred Baeth xxxn § a Behealdajx nu 3a
aestnesse pisses heofenes 1340 Ayenb 107 pet no Jung
»et moje oeualle ne moje ous ondo of )?e like uestnesse ne of
use grace, c 1400 Lanfranc's Ctrurg 49 If J?at like pece
lave no fastnes to be hooi boon do bat pece awey a 1400 -30
Alexander 3259 (Dubl ) Suld not be funde in hym fastnes
*5*3 Fitzherb Hnsb § 139 The wynde is lykely to blowe
i^besyde the heed, for it hath no fastnes m the wocle 1603
Florio Montaigne 1 ix (1632) 16 Falsehood, which therein
can have no such footing or setled fastnesse 1677 Gilpin
Dmmonalfti&ft 429 His words be so far from tbe fastness
ot nails that they shall be as wind 1886 E Knecht tr
aenedikt s Coal Par Colours hi 201 Shades characterised
by their extreme fastness

b Fidelity, loyalty, film adherence Const*?
tfi577 Stanyhurst Epitaph Baron of Louth (Arb 1 151
lhee fastnesse of fostei brotherhod 1648 Symmons Vind
Laos J

, 331 Your tender care, and constant fastness to our
Soveraign

t 2 Close alhauce Obs. rare
a 1631 Sir R Cotton Advice in Rushw Hist Coll I. 471

Nothing can pi event the Spanish Monaichy, but a Fastness

of those two Princes

[3 The quality or state of being compact or

close, density, solidity. Also of style. Concise-

ness, pithiness Obs.

1555 Fardle Factons 1 11. 30 This earth then hi ought liy

y? heate of the sonne into a more fastenessc a 1368 Asuiam
St holent (Arb.) 114 To bring his style, fiom all lowse gros-

nesse, to soch fume fastnes in latm, as is m Demosthenes in

Greeke x6ai Ainsworth Aunot Ps xix xr Solid gold,

called Paz, which hath the name of stiength, fastnesse, 01

solidity x66o Sharrock Vegetables 17 They think to

hinder their quick descent by the fastness of the ground.

1666 J Smith Old Age (1732) 103 The fastness and fulness

of the flesh 1673-4 Grew A not 'drunks n vu § 4 Its

Fastness [depending] on the closeness of the true Wood
f4 Capacity for gripping tightly ox letaimng;

tenacity, retentiveness. Obs
133a Huloet, Fastnes, tenacia

,
tenacitas. 1381 Mm -

caster Positions v. (1887) 27 We finde also m them [child-

ren], as a quickenes to take, so a fastnesse to rctame

\ 5 Security from invasion, difficulty of access

;

safety, strength Obs Cf. 9
1396 Spenslr F Q v x 18 To those fennes foi fastnesse

she aid fly. 1600 Dymmoic Ireland (184/) 23 It is very hard
to hurt him, by leason of the fastnes of his cuntry 1657
Dryden Virg AEneid ix 940 The Foes had left the fastness

of then Place

6 Rapidity, swiftness.

a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts iv (1704) 452/1
Our Ships have advantage by leason of their bastness
by a Wind 1727-36 Bailly, Pastness, swiftness 1871
Sir H Holland Recoil (1872)268 The increased fastness
of living, incident to all classes and occupations of men
7. Of persons The quality of being ‘fast' in

manners, talk, or mode of living Cf Fast a 10
1859 Mrs Carlyi e Lett III 1 Theie is a growing taste

for fastness
#
1863 Loud Rev. 31 Jan 126/1 Her fastness is

more impulsive and less calculating, veiy much the result

merely of animal spirits and impatience of restraint x88z
C New Serin, xox Fastness is not manliness, but emptiness
and weakness 1889 H James London Ltfe xi 2x1
Putting an appearance of ‘ fastness ’ upon her
II Concrete senses.

+ 8. That which fastens or keeps fast a Sup-
port, help b. A fastening Obs.

a 1382 Wyclh- Ps xxiv [xxv] 14 Fastnesse is the Loid
to men dredende hym. a 1400 Prynter (1891) 109 Oure
lord is a fastnesse to hem that dredith hym
b. 1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 117 Weights of lead,

with rings, cords or other fastnesses to them 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh Word -bk ,

* That theei bull ’s bin him the
dur o’ ’is place, an’ brulc the fas’ness

1

9 . A place not easily forced, a stronghold,
fortress

c xooo ZEuric Gram, ix § 12 (Z) 41 Muntmcn faistnys

1386 J. Hooker Girald Irel in Hohnshtd II 157 They
. ouertooke them at a fastenes fast by thewoods side 1630
Cromwell Let 30 July (Carlyle), They would rather
tempt us to attempt them in their fastness 1748 Anson’s
Voy, 11 1. i2i Separate herds which inhabit distinct
fastnesses 1844 H. H Wilson Brit India II I 341 A strong
and almost inaccessible fastness at Bandi
fig 1864 Lowei l Fireside Trav 200 In the impregnable
fastness of his great rich nature he [the Roman] defies us

i* Fa’strede, a Obs rare In 1 feestreed, 3
fastrede, [OE fxstnfcd, f. fast, FasjT a + fad
purpose ] Firm in piupose, inflexible, steadfast
Beowulf610 Gehyide on Beowulfe folces hyrde fmstraedne

gejjoht. c 888 K. /Eltred Boeth xix, Se wisa & fa.str.sda
Cato a 1230 Owl <$ Night, 211 He is nu ripe and fast-
rede Ne lust him nu to none unrede

t Fasts, sb. pi Obs rare [Anglicized form of
Fasti

; cf. F fastes ] Annals, records
1705 Phil Trans XXV 2019 Two Ages after the same

Fasts were compos'd by King Atlas

t Fa'stship. Obs rare [f Fast a +-shu\]
The quality of gripping tightly

;
parsimony

a 1225 Auer R 202 Simome Gauel OLei Uestschipe
of 3eoue, ooer of lone Ibid. 276 Vestschipe salue [is] ureo
lieorte

+ Fa'Stuose, a. Obs.—° [ad L fastuos-us

,

see Fasttjous ]
= Fastuous

1727 in Bailey vol II

tFastuo’SXty. Obs. [f L fastuos-us (sc
Fastuous) + -ity ] The quality of being fastuous
haughtiness, ostentation, pomposity
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1678 Cudworth Intel

Syst, i i. § 45 S3 That new Modle of Ethicks, which hat
been obtruded upon the World with so much Fastuositv
x68o H. More Appeal Apoc 25 The excessive pride an
fastuosity of the Idolatrous Hierarchy 1683 — Illrnti
Dan xi 45 Either a solid Greatness ora tumid Fastuosit
and affected Greatness x730-6 m Bailey (folio)

Fastuous (f<E’stiM|3s)
, a Now rare, [ad I

fastuos-us, f. fastus haughtiness, arrogance . se
-ous Cf. F ,fastueuxl\ Haughty, arrogant, pre
tentious, ostentatious
^1638 Mede Parapkr 2 Pet hl 3 Wks. 1672 in 61

That supposed fastuous style oF Sapores King of Persia t
Constantms the Emperour, Rex Regum,etc 1633 Hammon:Un N T Mark vu 22 Fastuous and vain-gloiious be
haviour X707 Collier Refl, Rtdic 101 A pompous du
play of a fastuous Learning 1786-8 J Williams Chile.
Jfiespts 132 Too fastuous for exquisite passion’s digiession
Too fair for a hero 1836 M J Chapman in Fraser'sMag
Ji.lv. 22 Let no man, With vam conceit and fastuou
humour swelling, Sneer idly x888 Sat Rev 6 Oct 418/
uhe fastuous vates of dysentery
Hence Fa stuously adv., in a fastuous mannei
Fa’stuousness, the quality of being fastuous

a 1677 Barrow rm, a Tun 111 j Wks 1686 III 118 De-
meaning 0111 selves insolently and f.isttumsly toward them.
1728 R North blent Musuk (1846) 123 He behaved him-
self fast[u]ously , no peison must whtspei while lie playui

1649 Jir Tayior (it Jiutufi T Add § 5 58 Dioqeiits
tiampled upon Plato's pude with a qi eater f istuousnesse
and hnmouious ostentation a 1677 Barrow /’<>/<. 'r Suprun
(16S0H iv. 66 'I hen theie was no 1. t u 1 ’t C

1752 T. Birch Life hllatson 430 ne n , , j t..' 1 1 <.

or fastuousness

Fastyon, obs form o£ Fashion.

Fa*Sure. Obi. Also fosor, fassuro. [?a AF.
fatslire, f fane to make] Fashion, form.

13 E E All/t P A f3i 'I hat fit Its floije of h>i fa-,oi

Ibid 1083 So felly |>ei-of wat/ J»e fasure fprtnhd faluic]

CX400 Deslr. Tioy 3956 Pohd.unas [vv.ts a] flanc man of
fassurc {MS faffmc] & of fyn stienght [But is Joffme
a foi in offavour ?]

Fasyll(e, var of Faskl, Obs.

Fasyon(e, faszshion, ol?s foims of Fashion.

t Fat (fiul), sbj Obs bonus . 1 frot(t, 2-4 fet,

south, vet, (3 feat), 4-8 fatt(e, 5-7 fate, (5 faat),

4- fat, Secalso Vat, [OF, f.vt sti. neut
, conesp

to MLG
,
Du vat, OIIG f«i (MUG. vtr1t motl.G

fass), ON.fat (Da fad, Sw fat) Ol’c-ut.fato-vi

Tent, root *fat- (:—pre-'l cut *fod-, pod-') to

hold, contain
,
cf Oh ns.Jalta, MI >u, vatten, OIIG

fatfiSn (MIIG vaqqeu, mod G fasten) to grasp;

also, Lith pitdai (^—fodos) vessel ; Oh.fatd, OIIG
fezqil (MIIG veqqcl sword licit, mod G. fciscl

,

fetter), ON,/i*// band.]

1. a. In eaily use gen. A vessel.

BeowulftjOi Gesenh. he fyinmanuafatu. cgjjo It ltdif
Gosp John 11. 7 GefylleG jie fta fatio of u.Uie a xooo
Elene 1026 (Gi ) Heo pa rode htlit . in seolfren fat lot um
belucan a xooo A'x 1 me Geu. \1 ir Atulu 11.1m Jntwuiheimii
& wrung on Jset f.tl and sealtie Earnout < 1050 (doss, in

Wr.-Wulcktr 347 Aearn, fate oftfle gltdfale. a 1225 St
Marker, x8 pe reue, .bed .linngtu fort) a utt <mt futlen hit
of wettre,

fig c 1230 Hah Mcid. 13 ]>e uerlu l>at halt me bun lit h-
feat bat is me feble lle*sth . . in lial halincsso ’1340 . 1 uitb
231 Hi beiejj a wel pituous tiesm mt a wel fythlilt uet

b. spec A vessel of silver, or other metal, of
a particulai form, esp, one to contain holy-watci.
c 1330 A rth, 4 Merl 1054 A fend<*

. pelt mt m an holy
fat 1454 Test. Finn (Suritts) 11. 175 A g> Ittd top t jlkd
a fate covered 1484 Lhun hw Aa It igtojt Boston
(Nichols 1797) 79 For saudryng of the holy w.tltt fattc

1336 in Aniiq. Sunsb. (1771) 198 A bat of Silver for holy
water. 1571 Grindai Injunct l tugi. <V / aytie H iv, '1 he
Churchwardens shall see that all . Holy water sloths or
Fattes be utterly defaced

2 A vessel of laige size for liquids ; a tub, a
dyer’s or brewer’s val, a wme task. Cf. Vat
In the A.V esp the vat in which grapes are trodden
[n 1225 St Marker 17 Salom.ui }>e wi->c hiLtiiide us in

ane tunne, ant comcn habitants men . ant bieken J> tt feat

13 E h A Hit. P 15 80/, I scbal fute yow at itit jour
fette fortowasUie ] c 1400 Smudom Bab 315/ Kiugt* Charles
hade him ordeyne a grelc fat To b.tptyse the* Sowdone yne.

1469 Bmy Wills (Camden) 46 The ou upier . shall haue
his wetyng of his luily 111 the fate of the sud Denyse
duryng maityng tyinc 1483 Canton Gold Leg wo '

i [I ft]
made hym to be taste in to a fat It 01 a tonne full of hole
oylle 1538 Ball The Lanes 447 Whan ale is 111 the fait

1363 Goi ding Ovid's MU 11 11593) 27 Harvist -tntaid
with treading gi apes late at tliL pressing fat 1606 Siiak*-

Ant Sf Cl, 11 vu 122 In thy Fattes our Cares lie drown'd
ax6x0 Hlaliy Theophrastus To Rdr , A git- it wait t-

pot like a Dieis fat, or thaldron 1678 J Pinmi'S
Tavernier's Tuxv v. vm 219 'I lie golden Eat out ofwhith
they take the water 1725 Bhaui t \ Iain DtU sv B un

,

The Liquor should stand 111 the Eatt about fifteen day,
1753 Maglns Iftsrnantes 1 . 521, 3 Fatts red \V ine/(i66i 16

b Proverb.
1583 Babincton Conttnandm, vi (1637) 53 They would

have every fatte stand on his owne bottome X678 Bunyan
Ptlgr i 37 Every Eatt must stand on Ins own bottom
3 A cask or barrel to contain dry things. Occas.
more explicitly, diy-fat,

1340 Act 32 Hen VIII
, c. 14 For the freight of a drit

fatte of the biggest sort vi s vm d. sterling. 1622 K
Hawkins Voy. S Sea (1847) 134 Our pipes and falls of
bread, c 1647 A Whi eiockl in Lett Alp Ussher (1686)
546 The Lambeth Books as yet lemain in Eats, or great
Chests a x68o Butler Run (17591 I 227 Wares, 'that
tome in dry Fats o’er from Francforl Fairs x688 R Hoi ml
Armoury in 260/1 All Goods m Barrels, Hogsheads, Fats,
Chests or Packs 1713 tr D’A nots’ Wks 386 The Fairy
return’d with a huge Fat full of Feathers x8xz J .Smyth
Pract. Customs 37 Ballet y, in fats

4 . Used as a measuie of capacity (see quots
)

14x3 Act x Hen V, c. 10 Un mesure use dems la ditto
Citee appelle It Faat. 1433 Act 11 //<«. 1 1, c 8Une vtsstll
appelle le Fat, que conteicnt viij bussek de/ blets ou un
autre bussell niys a yfcell pur uue quartier. x6oo IIlywood
Edw, IV

,
1 hi. i, I would give a fat of leather, to matth her

to somejustice 1607 Cowll Intcrpr,, Fate or Fat is a great
wooden vessell vsed . to measure mault by, containing
a quarter x66o Act 12 Chas II, c 4 Stlitd s.v. Booh,
The basket or maund, containing 8 hales or 2 fats 1706
Philt irs (ed Kersey), Fat of Ismg glass, a Quantity from
Three Hundred Weight and a quarter to Four Hundred
Weight x866 Rogers Agru <5- Pr I x 1G6 This measure
[of g gallons] called a fatt was piolubited by statute.
5 Comb
1483 Cath Angl. 123/2 A Fattmaker, cupaiuis
Fat (M), a and sbf Foims. 1 2 4

fet(t(e, south . vet(te, 3-7 fatt(e, 3 south vat(te,

(4 fhat), 4- fat [OE.fatt, corresp. to OFns.yh/,
MDu.j Du, MLG. vet (mod.G. felt adopted from



tat. 93 PAT.

LG.), OHG fev^it (MHG velvet, veisit, mod G.

feist) —OTeut *faitido~, pa ppie. of *faitjan to

fatten (OHG vei^eti, ON fetid), f. *faito- adj

fat, represented by OS feti, MHG veiq, ON feitr

(Da fed

\

Sw fet)

,

the existence of the primary

adj m OE cannot be proved, as the form feet in

MSS is prob only a variant spelling offktt ]

A adj

1 With respect to bulk or condition.

1. Of an animal used for food: Fed up for

slaughter, ready to kill, fatted

c iooo Ags Gosp Luke xv 27 Jhn feeder of-sloh an faet

[c 1160 Hatton Gosp fet] celf a 1300 Cursor II 3643 (Cott

)

O kyddes fatt pou fett me turn 138a Wyclif Isa xxv 6

A feste of fatte bestes c 1386 Chaucer Prol 349 Ful
many a fat partnch hadde he in mewe. c 1400 Maundev
(1839) xvn 179 3if thei [the children] ben fatte, Jiei eten hem.

anon c 1420 Liber Cocorum{\Zb-£) 38 Sethe a mawdelarde )iat

fat is jjenne And cutin peses c 1440 Promp. Parv 151/a Fat

fowle, or beste, tnestyde to be slayne, altile 155* Huloet,
Fatte by feading, as 111 a francke or penne, alhlis 1719

Dc Foe Crusoe (1840) II iv. 79 The party concluded it

was to see whether he 01 she was fattest and fittest to kill

fust 1849 Ld Houghton in Life (1891) I x 439 Fat

beasts sola for the price they were bought lean 1890

Daily News 21 Nov 5/3 Animals which have won prizes

as ' fat', that is to say, as npe for the butcher

2 Of animals or human beings, their limbs, etc.

:

In well-fed condition, plump
;
well supplied with

fat (see B).
^ 893 K /Er.rKED Oros. iv xih § 5 Ge smdon nu utan

faette & mnan hfene ax000 Pent xxxi. 20, & bonne

hig etab & fulle beo)» & fette c 1x75 Lamb Horn. 81 [He]

luueS his sunnen ake deS J>et fette swin bet fule fen to

liggenm rtizzg Ancr R 138 Hit regibbeS anon, ase uet

keif & idel. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 429 Ballede he was, &
Jjyeke of breste, of body vat also a 1300 CursorM 4566

(Gdtt )he seuen of [>aim were selcuth fat and fail ky 1393

Langl P. PI C x 208 Faitours m frere clobynge hadde

fatte chekus. c 1450 Merlin 227 Her flessh whitter than

snowe, and was not to fatte ne to sklender 1598 Shaks

Merry W. v v 14 A Windsor Stagge, and the fattest (I

thinke) l’th Forrest. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 899 The Beare,

the Hedge-hog wax Fat when they Sleepe x668Davenant
Meat's the Master it 1, The chief reason why I am not fat

is because I am m love with three of our neighbours'

maids 1731 Arbutiinot Aliments vi. igo You may see in

an Army forty thousand Foot-Soldiers without a fat Man.

1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) V 45 Their bodies are fat

and muscular 1864 P’cess At ice in Mem (1884) 78 My
fat Baby is a great darling 1883 Gilmour Mongols (1884)

108 The Mongols like to be careful of their camels, even

when they are fat and strong
. , , ,

absol. c 1205 Lay. 19445 Ne durste |xer bifeuen na pa:

uatte no be fene

b. In unfavourable sense : Overcharged with fat,

corpulent, obese.

a 1000 Riddles xli 105 (Gr )
Mara ic eom and fettra, bonne

amaested swin. c 1400 Deslr. Troy 3068, A necke nawber

fulsotn, ne fat, but fetis & round c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg
(MS B) 5 Of seknesse ofa wommans tetys to grete to fatte

ofere to lene. 1494 [see Corpulent 2] 1598 Shaks Merry
W iv v 25 There was an old fat woman euen now with

me. 1646, 1791 [see Corpulency 2] 1856 Mrs. Carlyle

Lett II 294 So fat a mail one rarely sees.

C fig
x$z6 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 173 b, He is fatte ofmy

beuefytes and good dedes 1558 Bp Watson Sen Sacram
i Aib, By the Sacramente wee are nourished to everlast-

yng life, and made fatte with God 1596 Shaks Merck V
1 111 48, I will feede fat the ancient grudge I beaie him

1506 — 1 Hen IV, nr u. 180 Aduantage feedes him fat,

while men delay 1611 Bielt Prov xi 25 x6zo Mm Heir
1 1 m Hazl Dodsley XI 515 ’Twill feed me fat with sport,

that it shall make.

d fig in vulgar phrase To cut up fat

.

see

Cut v. 59 k.

3 transf Of things • Thick, full-bodied, sub-

stantial ;
spec of printing types Also + To beat

fat (Typog ) see quot. 1683 + Of the voice . Full

C1250 Gen $ Ex 2x04, vu eares wexen fette of coren

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R xix cxxxi (1495) 942 the

\oyces ben fatte and thycke whanne moche spyryte cornyth

out as the voys ofaman 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 xlu 200 1 he

white lillie his leaues be somewhat thicke or fat. 1396

Shaks. x Hen IV, 1 li. 141 There are Traders riding to

London with fat Purses 1676 Moxon Print Lett 5 The
Draughts of the Letters will shew him what paits of

a Letter must be fat or lean Ibid 7 'Ihe Stem or Broad

stroke in a Letter is called the Fat stroke 1683 Moxon
Diet Pi tntmg. Beat Fat,

If a Press-man Takes too much
Inck with his Balls, he Beats Fat Ihe Black English

Faced Letter is generally Beaten Fat 17 Winter Syst

Husb 247 The leaves of the seeds appeared twice as fat

or thick 1841 Savage Diet Punting , Fat Face or Fat
Letter is a letter with a broad stem 1867 G. P Marsh m
Nation 3 Jan , The substitution of full-faced—I have heard

it calledfat by printers small letter for capitals

b Naut (see quot 1 704),

1627 Capt Smith Seaman’s Gram 11 4 If it [the Tuck] he

too low it makes her haue a fat quarter 1704 J Harris

Lex. Techn s v
,
If the Trussing in, or Tuck of a Smps

Quarter under Water, be deep They say she hath a Fat

Quarter 1867 in Smyth SailoVs Ward-bk s.v

II. With respect to the component parts

4. Containing much fat, oil, etc ,
consisting of

fat, greasy, oily, unctuous. To cut it {too)fat

.

lit

lefernng to a slice of meat, fig (vulgar) to make

a display See Cut v 8 b

c 1000 Ags Ps lxxx 15 [Ixxxi 16] He hi fedde mid fmtre

lynde, hwsete and hunige c 1200 Ormin 995 Braed smeredd

wel wib elesasw Sc makedd fatt & nesshe. *377 ,
Langl.

P PI B xit 264 pe larke of flesch, by fele folde fatter and
swetter c 1440 Promp Parv 159/1 Fet, or fatte, as

fiesshe and ober \}]<x,pmgtiis 1577 B Goqge Heresbadis
Husb in (1586) 147 Fatt and newe Milke 1597 Shaks
2 Hen IV

,

v v 143 Ifyou be not too much cloid u ith Fat
Meate *607 Topsell Font -J Beasts (1673) 332 It shall be

needful to use some fat broth 1638 Rawlly tr Bacon's

Life 4 Death (1650) 7 Mixed with 1 allow orany Fat Thing
x66z J Davils Voy. Ambuss 201 The Milk is so fat, that

it makes a Cream two fingers thick 1701 Addison Lett

Italy 134 The fat Olne 1824 Mrs Cameron Marten
Scholars vii 43 This nice fat cheese which brother gave me
1836 W. Irving Astoria II 205 Whidi he began to relish,

pronouncing them 1
fat and tender ’ 1836-9 Dickens Sk

Bos Scenes Tx, Promenading about with surprising dignity,

or as the gentleman m the next box facetiously observes,

‘cutting it uncommon fat’ 1842 Comic Almanac 49
A goose, even tailors have, who cut it fat.

+ b transf Of figs Full of juice, juicy Ohs

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R v xv (1495) *21 Leues of

trees in whyche is fatte humour falhth not c 1400 Lan-

franc's Cintrg 212 Medle p erwiji fatte figis 1656 Ridgley

Pract. Physick 292 Take fat Figs 12 oz.

f C fig.
2 Indecent, ‘smutty

5

. Obs

1758W Toldervy Hut Two Orphans III 157 He .sings

as many fat songs as the best man m the Garden

d. Of wood : Resinous {U.S ) ;
also •j* of amber

Of coal : Bituminous

1697 Dryden Virg, Past vm 74 Fat Amber let the

Tamarisk distill. *831 Macculloch Syst. Geol. II xliv 356

A resinous plant such as fir would produce a fattei coal

than an oak, because the resin itself is converted into

bitumen 1836 Backwoods of Canada 234 The resinous

substance called fat pine being usually found in places

where the living pine is least abundant 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 335 The room was filled with smoke of the fat

light-wood 1877 Dodge Hunting Grounds Gt West

xxxvi 393 They [the Indians] procured some ‘fat’ pine

knots. *883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining Terms, Fat

Coals,
those which contain volatile, oily matters

5. Of mould, clay, etc : Containingmuch soluble

or plastic matter ;
having a ‘ greasy

5

feeling to the

touch
,
sticky. Of limestone : Containing much

lime, and few impurities , hence, Pure

1502 Arnolde Chrott 16B Ye erthe muste. .be neyther too

fat ne to grauelly 1346 St Papers Hen VIII, XI- 335

The grounde of the countrey as so fatte, that if itrayne

there three dayes the ordinaunce wolde sticke in the

myre. 1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 14 b, A Comet is an

Exhalation fat and clammie, hard compact like a great

lpmpe of pitch i6ix Bible Song 3 Child 22 marg

,

Naphtha, which is acertame kind of fat and chalkie clay

1697 Dryden Virg Georg lit 687 Fat Pitch, and black

Bitumen, add to these 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 238

A fat Earth full of Allom *787 Winter Syst Husb 332

It appeared very fat between the fingers. *794 Kirwan

Min I. 1x6 The distinction of fat and meagre limestones

1843 Portlock Geol. 682 The fat clay . is mixed with

a meagre or sandy clay.

+ 6. Full of stimulating elements, rich Obs

1707 Curios 111Husb §Gard 268 Fat, warm and subtile

Nourishments 1797 Wolcott (P Pindar) Livery of Lon-

don Wks x8i2 III 441 Pine apples ne’er grow on cold raw

clay But fat manure

7. Of fluids: Charged with solid or extraneous

particles, f a. Of water Thick, turbid

1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) III z59 Fatte water

1587 Harrison England n vi (1877) 1 160 I he fattest

standing water is alwaies the best 1607 Topsell Serpents

(idS3) 744 This Serpent is bied in fat waters and soils 17x3

Phil Trans XXVIII 233 When the Water is fattest and

fullest of Foam
4b Of wine or ale : Fruity, full-bodied, sugary

xfiog Bible (Douay) Ezek xxvii, 18 The Damacene

was thy merchant in fatte wine 163a Lithgow Tram

in. 102 These Cloysters haue a brauer life for good cheare

[and] fat Wmes than any Friers can elsewhere find 1816

Scott Antiq xi, A species of fat ale.

c Of air, mist, etc. : Charged with moisture or

odours ;
dense, rare, t Of a room • Full of dense

air

1596 Shaks i Hen IV, n. iv 1 Come out of that fat

roome 1659 Lovelace Poems (1864) 186 When a fat mist

we view, we coughing run *697 Dryden Virg Pastyin
01 Make fat with Frankincense the sacred Fires 1837

Emerson Addr ,
Amer Schol Wks II x8g Public and

private avarice make the air we breathe thick and fat

+ d. See quot Obs

1683 Moxon Dnt. Printing, Fat Ashes
,
Founders call

their Ashes Fat, if they are considerably Heavy, because

then they have much Mettle in them

8 . Fat oil or oils : m various senses (see quots )

ci7go Imison Sell Art II. 37 Take four ounces of fat oil,

very clear, and made of good linseed oil. 1838 T Thomson
" ’ " - - ’ olid by long evChew Org Bodies 433 Fat oils become so.— — ..a - -

posure. 1875 J C Wilcocks Sea Fisherman 179 Train-

oil, a name given to it on the spot to distinguish it from

whale, or seal oil calledfat-oil 1877 Watts Diet Cheat

IV. 179 Fat or fixed oils resemble one another in not being

capable of distilling without decomposition

III. With reference to the amount of produce

or supply

9. Yielding or capable of yielding excellent and

abundant returns a Of land’ Fertile, nch

1393 Langl. P Pi. C xtn 224 On fat londes and ful of

donge foulest wedes groweth c 1420 Pallad onHusb 1 72

To see thi lande fatte and swete *56* Turner Heibal

11 112 b, The fat ground 1674 Cave Prim. Chr 1 1 (1673)

5 The blood of Christians making the Churches soil moie

fat and fertile 1777 Robertson Hist Amer (17S3) II. 98

The roots multiply amazingly with the heat of the climate

m a fat soil 1827 Pollok Course T ui, Turned fat lands

To barrenness 1851 D Jerrold St. Giles xi. X03 The

broad, fat fields of Kent lay smiling in the sun.

b of a soruce of income (e.g. a benefice, office)

c 1380 Wyclif Stl Whs III 519 3if benefice be faat

1581 Mulcaster Positions xli (1887) 250 To leaue his old

pool e place for a fatterrowme 1642 Milton Apol Sinect.

(1851) 305, I would wish him the biggest and the fattesL

Bishopnck 1710 Steele TatlerNo 228 Pi A worthy Gen-

tleman has lately offeied me a fat Rectory 2854 1 hackeray

Esmond 1 iil, ‘ Church 1 priesthood ! fat living 2883

American^I 38 Congress as the creator of fat jobs. 1884

Manch Exam. 17 Nov 5/3 His fat sheriffship

c of a dispute or suit at l&Wf

1644 Milton Educ (1738)136 The promising and pleasing

thoughts of litigious terms, fat contentions, and flowing

fees 1646 J Cooke Vmd Law 26A recreation which they

have to recreate the spirit of the Judges and Advocates,

which they call a Fat case. 1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt (1865)

I 111 xiu 219 Never was such a Lawsuit—so fat an affair

for the attorney species

fd. Of a prisoner: That can pay a good

iansom. Obs. rare.

1548 Hall Chrott 123 b, So with greate riches, and fatte

prisoneis, he returned again to Paris

e Typog. Fat take, fat work, in type-settmg,

work or a piece of work especially profitable to

the compositor who works by the piece Hence,

pat page • one having many blank lines or spaces

10. Well supplied with what is needful or desir-

able. fa Of a person ’ Affluent, wealthy. Obs.

x6ir Bible Ps xcti 14 They [the righteous] shalbe fat,

& flourishing a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Fat Cull,

a rich fellow a 1716 South (J 1 Persons grown fat and

wealthy by a long and successful imposture a 1764 Lloyd

Fam Epistlefr. IIanbnrfs Ho 19 Mark the fat Cit, whose

good round sum, Amounts at least to half a Plumb

b. Of things : Abundant, plentiful
,

esp. of a

feast, pasture, etc Also, Well-stocked.

1563 Homilies 11 Gluttony <§• Drunkenness (1859) 3°6 He
that "loveth wine and fat fare shall never he rich 1577

Holinshed Chroit. I. 185 The best and fattest pasturages

1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s Hist Scot.y (1887) 267 Finalie

he retuines with a fatt prau x6xt Bibll Ezek xxxiv 14 In

a fat pasture shall they feede 1677 Yarbanton Fug
Improv 28 Scotland is a thin and lean Kingdom England,

is a fat Kingdom. <1x790 Franklin Way to Wealth,

A fat kitchen makes a lean will

iv. 11 Displaying the characteristics of a fat

animal ;
slow-witted, indolent, self-complacent

1588 Shaks. L L L v ii 268 Wel-liking WLts they haue,

grosse, grosse, fat, fat 1602—Ham 1. v 32 Duller should st

thou be then the fat weede That rots it selfe 111 ease .

.

Would’st thou not stirre in this x6xx Bible Isa. vi 10

Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ernes

heauy, and shut their eyes, a 1616 Beaum & Ft M it

without Money 1 i, Grounding their fat faiths upon old

country proverbs 1790 Burke Wks (1872)11 373 I
,, J

stupidity and gross ignorance. x8xo Shelley Peter belt

TV xxi, With loose fat smile, The willing wretch sat wink-

ing there a 1854 J Wilson (W \ How could it enter into

his fat heart to conceive [etc ]. 1879 Temple Bar Mag. No.

227 A fat smile of complacent wisdom on lus face

V 12 With the senses mixed
cx%z£ PoetU Times Edm II 188 in Pol Songs (Camden)

332 The frere wole to the direge, if the cors is fat 1596

Shaks. i Hen IV, 11 iv. 559-6° Sher A grosse fat man
Car As fat as Butter. x6xx Bible Ps cxix 70 Their heart

is as fat as grease 2642 Fuller Holy <$• Prof Stv xix

437 These counlreys were fat enough to be stewed in their

own liquour a 1732 Gay Songs fy Ball ,
New Songon Now

Smithes, My cheeks as fat as butter grown

VT Combinations.

13 Parasynthetic (chiefly in sense 2), as fat-

backed, -barked, -beneficed (sense 9), -brained (sense

2 or ii), fat-cheeked, -eyebrozved, -fleshed, -hearted

(sense 2 or \i), fat-kidneyed, -legged,
-paunched

(sense 2 b), -rumped, -tailed, adjs Also Fat-

faced, Fat-witted
^ TV

1607 A. Brewer Lingua 111 ii in Hazl Dodsley IX 386

Your "fat-backed drones 16x6-61 Holyday Persins 297
1 Armes, and the man I sing ’ Perchance you 1 dare To call

this frothy, fat-bark’d [L corticepinguipl 1634 E. Knott

Charity Maintained I. vi § 21 Such *fat-benehced Bishops.

*597 Drayton Mortvntnados 69 ^Fat-brzund Fleamings

1580 Hollyband Treas Fr. Tong, Joujfflu, *fat cheeked

2591 Percivall Sp Diet
,
-Fat eie browed 1863 Miss

PowerA rob Days <5 N 109 Those * fat-fleshed fair ones

2607 Hieron Wks I 230 The *fat-hearted Israelites x59
f

briAKS 1 Hen IV, 11 11 5 Peace ye *fat-hidney d Rascall

17x9 D’UsrEY Pills VI 351 Glud [sic] Kate and *fat legged

Lissey. 1891 R Kipling City Dreadf Nt 72 Quaint

houses, with fat-legged balustrades on the roofs XS©3

Foxc A & M. 1691/2 The *fat panched bishop 184a

Bischopf Woollen Manuf II 289 The head is like that of

the *fat-rumped [sheep] Ibid. II 320 The Doomba, or

’•fat-tailed sheep of Cahool.

14. Special comb,, as fat-bird, a name (a) or

the Guachaio Steatornis canpensis ; (fi)
of the

Pectoral Sandpiper Actodromas metadata (U. S ) ,

fat-faoe, (a) a term of abuse ;
(b) Typog

.

fat-face,

less commonly fat letter (see quot. 1841 ), and.

attnh• j
fat-fed ct

,
fed tip to fatness i of a manj

full-fleshed; also Uansf\ fat-guts, one having

a big belly, used as a term of abuse, alsol attnb ,

fat-headed, (a) having a fat head; {b) dull,

stupid ;
fat-lute ;

fat-rascal (see quots.) ; t fht-

sagg a

,

hanging down with fat , i*
fat-ware,

cattle fatted for market. Also, Fat-head

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 179_Answer me, fat-

face l 1841 Savage Diet Printing, Fat Face ox Fat Letter

is a letter with a broad stem. 1671 Amer.

Fat-face Letter, Letter with a broad face, 1007 iorsELL
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Four-/ Beasts x8x This kind of Dog . is mighty, grosse,

and *fat fed 2616 Trav Eng Ptlgr. in Harl Mtsc

(Malh ) III, 329 Fat fed friars. 1648 Herrick Hespet I

204 The fat-fed smoking temple 1596 Shaks i Hen IE,

11 1u 32 Peace ye *fat guttes, lye downe 1682 N O
Soileau's Lntrm tv 278 Till fat-guts Everaid open’d, and
quite marr'd it 1853 Hickic tr A nstobh (1872) II, 536
Pray sit down here, you fat guts c 1310 Gest Robyn IIode

11 38 With that cam m a "Tat-heded monke 1603 H.
Crosse Verities Cotntmo (1878) 99 The larie Monkes, and
fat-headed Friers 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks 1883

VIII 188 This I leave to thy own fat-headed prudence
1768 Life 4 Adv 0/ Sir Barth Lapshull II 66 The
fat-headed majority, intoxicated by the fumes of excess

1820W Irving Sketch Bk
,
Christmas Dinner (1865) 27^

A fat-headed old gentleman next him 1883 W. Bromley
DAvraroRT in igth Cent Sept 402 A few obese fat-headed

carp, 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Fat-lute, a nuxtuieof
pipeclay and linseed oil for filling joints 1868 Aikinson
Cleveland Gloss ,

*Fat rascal
, a land of rich tea-cake com-

pounded with butter or cream and with currants inter-

mingled 1604 Middixton Black Bk. Wks 1886 VIII. 12

With her *fat-sagg chin hanging down like a cow's udder
1601 Holland Fluty xvn xxiv. These forsooth they feed

m mue, and franlce them up like ^fat-ware, with good corn-

meale
B sb 2

1. The adj. used dbsol The fat part of anything,

f Rarely in pi.

1393 Langl. P. PI C xxii 280 That cast for to kele
a crokke and saue ]>e Fatte aboue 1535 Covliidalk Lev,
xvn. 6 Burne the fat for a swete sauoure vnto the Lord
c 1540 in Vicary's Anat (1888) App ix 222 Take the fatte

of capons or hennys 1616 Suriy,. & Markii Country
Farms 3r He shall make prouision of Fats, 01 of the mar-
rowes of the hones of Mutton 1667 Milton P L xi 439
Then saci dicing, laid The Inwards and tlur Fat On the

cleft Wood 1796 Mrs Glasse Cookery xiv 238 Pour the
fat out of the pan 1890 Mrs Becton Cookery Bk 19/1
Droppings of fat and gravy fall from the loast meat

2 . In various t/ansf. senses : The soft pait

of a fruit or tree

1575 Turberv. Fanlconne 278 Anoynting the ende of
the boiowed feather m the fatte of a figge 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Hush 11 (1586) no,The fat, the softest and
the woorst part of the tree

fb. The fat ofglass', = Fr. sum de verre, Sak-
D1VER, GlaBS-GAIjL. Obs.

1378 Lyte tr Dodoeits' Herbal 116 That which
swimmeth upon the stuffe whereof Glasses are made, is now
called in Shoppes Axungta vitn . m English, the fatte or
110ure of Glasse.

c. The richest or most nomishing part of any-
thing; the choicest produce (ofthe earth). Hence
also, Plenty, supeiabundance Obs. exc in phrase
(To eat

,
live on) thefat ofthe land

1570-6 LaMbarde Peraml Kent (1826) 223 This Realme
wanted neithei the favour of the Sunne, nor the fat of

the Soile 16x1 Bible Gen xlv 18 Ye shall eat the fat

of the land — Dent xxxu 14 The fat of kidneis of
wheat 1633 Massinger Bondman i, u. In this plenty,

And fat of peace 1640 J. Dyke Worthy Coinmun 188 The
fat and moysture of the earth x66x Lovell Hist Amm.
§Mm Introd , Sulphurs, which are the fat of the eaith
183* L Hunt Poems Pref 9 We have the poetry of the
1 fat of the land ’ m Thomson. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks
xiv, For thirteen years he has lived on the fat of the
land.

3. a The oily concrete substance of which the

fat parts of animal bodies are chiefly composed

;

any particular vanety of this substance. Often
modified by a sb. prefixed, as beef candle-, ctnv-,

mutton-, ox-, etc fai. b Client Any of a class of
organic compounds ofwhich animal fat is llie type.

*53? Rogers Agru, 4 Prices III 285/4, 1593 Ludlow.
Candle fat 12^ lb @ A4 *553 Huloet, Fatte or grease,
sagma *731 Arbuthnoy A lunents 11

1

44 This Membrane
separates an oily Liquor call’d Fat 1774 Goldsm. Nat
Hist (1776) IV 4 The muscles of the body are very
strong, and without fat X84X-71 T. R. Jams Amm Kingd
(ed 4) 848 But, beneath the skin, fat has been accumulated
m prodigious quantities. i86o-jFlo Nightingale Nursing
50 Butter is the lightest kind of animal fat. 1884 Athawenm
i2 Apr. 465/x Fats were deal in the early time 1884 6yd,
Soc Lex, Fat, a greasy substance consisting of caibon,
hydrogen, and a little oxygen. Fats are contained in both
plants and animals and are compounds of glycerin with
acids, chiefly palmitic, oleic, or steanc 1891 Brit Med
Jrnl. Suppl. 78/1 Fats are digested with the expenditure
of a small amount of energy

c Phrases
: f To lick thefatfrom the beat d of

:

to forestall the results of (a pei son’s) enterprise or
industry, f The fat flits from (a man's) beard:
he lets go the advantage he has gained. (All) the

fat is in the fire : in early use expressing that a
design has irremediably failed; now used when
some injudicious act has been committed that is

sure to provolce a violent explosion of angei.
1548 Hall Chron 169 h, Other marchantes. sore abhor-

lyng the Italian iiacion, for lickyng the fat ’from their
beardes, and taking from them their accustomed livyng

J • Heywood Prov 4 Epigr (1867) 6 Than farewell
riches, the fat is in the fire Ibid 7 Blame me not to haste,
for feare .the fat cleane flit fio my berde. *579 Spenser
Sheph Cal Sept, 123 But they that shooten neerest the
pneke Sayne, other the fat from their beaids doen lick

1644 Ormonde Let. in Carte Life (1735) III. 281, I hear
nothing of the armes, ammunition or provisions, without all
which all the fat is in the fire 1797 Wolcott (P. Pindar)
Livery ofLondon Wks, 1812 III 449 Should we once com-
plain The fat will all be in the fire 1850 Carlyle Latter-d
Pamph iv 4 The fat in the fire will be a thing worth look-
ing at.

4

.

The habit of body marked by the deposition

of fat
;
corpulence, obesity

*726 Adv Capt R Boyle 45 The two first [women] wete
very handsom, a little inclining to Fat,

5 In the phraseology of various trades or occupa-

tions, applied to especially luciative kinds of

work, i a (see quot a 1 700) b Pi tilling (see

quot 1841) e. Newspaper (see quot- 1890). d
Theatrical, a part with good lines and telling

situations, which gives the player an opportunity

of appearing to advantage.
. a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Fat, the last landed,

mned or stow'd of any sort of Merchandize so called by
the seveial Gangs of Water-side-Porters. 1785 in Gsosi
Diet Vulg longue
b 1796 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue (ed, 3), Fat amongst

printers means void spaces. 1841 Savage Diet. Printing,

Fat, with compositoi s, <?hoit pages, blank pages, and
light open matter, with pressmen, lighL forms, forms that

requite one pull at wooden presses

c 1890 Answers 6 Dec. 24 If he [the liner] has a piece

of * fat' (that is, a good piece of exclusive news)

d. 1883 Referee 18 Mar 2/4 They have nothing to do,

all the fat having been seized by 1 erry
_
*885 W C Day

Behind the Footlights 116 Lest any of his
1

fat ' should be
lost through the self grimaces of lus fellow comedian

. attnb, and Comb a. attrib
,
asfat-basis, -cell,

-corpuscle, -deposit, -di op, -gland, -globule, -granule

,

-vesicle , fat-hke adj.

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 129/1 Growths of ’'fat-

basis 1845 G. E Day tr Simon's Amm Chcm, I. 355
Some pi esented a resemblance to conglomerate ^fat-cells

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 96/1 Deposition of peculiar

alteied *fat-coipusctes Ibid, The relationship of *fat-

deposit to the morbid changes in BnghL’s disease. 1841-71
T R. Jones Amm. Kingd (ed 4) 44 Dark globules, resem-
bling ^fat-drops. 1866 Chantbn s' Encycl s v Akin, T he
sebaceous or *fat glands 1846 G. E Day tr. A intan’s

Amm Client. II. 326 ^Fat-globules were detected under
the microscope. 1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 130/2 We
have occasionally seen *fat granules in these tumours
1709 Blair in Phil. Trans XXVII 95 A * fat-like Sub-
stance 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys Anat. 1 . 111 82 The
*fat vesicle of the human subject

b. objective, asfat-engendering, -reducing adjs.

1883 Kuoiul 20 July 34/2 *Fat-engendenng repose. 1883
Ibid. 27 July 49/2 Dangerous *fat-reducing systems.

c. Special combs., as fat-free a
,
free fiom fat

;

fat-gude, Shetland dial (see quot.) ;
fat-trap,

a device for catching fat in drams, etc

1869 E .A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 160 The dog
and the rat can live on *fat-free meat alone i860 Bali our
Odal Rights <$ Feudal Wrongs 114 *Patgude, a term used
m Zetland for the Butter or Oil paid to the Donntnry. 1884
Health Exhib, Catal. 55/1 Gullies and k Fat-Traps

Fat (feel), v. Forms • 1 fefettian, 3 south

vetten, 4 fatten, 4-6 fatte, (5 faat, 6 fate), 3, 6-

fat [OE.fhtlian, f fktt Fat tz]

fl. ttans. As lit rendering ofHeb fun dishshm,
Vulg impmguare : To anoint, ‘ make fat ’ (the

head)

;

to load (an altar) with fat. Obs.

c 1000 Ags Ps xxu[i].
5 Du faettades in elo heafud mm

* 1300 E E Psalter xxi![i]. 5 pou fatted in 0I1 nu lieved
ywhit. 1382 Wyclif Ecclus, xxw 8 The offring of the
ri3twis fatteth the autei 1698 Norris Pract Disc. IV
114 The Sacrifices with which they fatted their Altars.

+ b. To bedaub with fat or grease; hence,

iransf to cover thickly Obs rat e

a x66x Hot yday Juvenal 111. 42 Durt fats my thighs

2 . tntr. To grow or become fat Also tofat up.
a 1225 Ancr. R, 128 Nout ase swm lpund me sti uoitc

uetten & foite greaten a3em J?e cul of her eax 1398
Trevisa Barth D P R.v. xh (1495) 158 YF the myho
inynyssliyth and fadyth, the body fattyth 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Hnsb iv (1586) 161 The hauler they [fowl]
he, the sooner they fatte, 1607 Topsei l Four-f Beasts
(1673) 4^5 ifthey fat of their own accord, it hath been found
that the tail of one of these Sheep have weighed ten or
twenty pound 1794 Washington Lett, Whitings 1892
XIII. 24 The hogs which have been fatting 1807 Van-
couver Agnc Devon (1813) 355 Proper time beingaflowed,
[they] will commonly fat to six score per quarter 1825
Cobbett Rur Rides 467 They weie fatting on the grass.
fig, c xooo Ags, Ps lxiv 13 [lxv 12] FaettiaS endas woe-
stennes 121300E E Psalter ibid

, Fat sal fane of wildernes.
c *380 Sow* Hitsbandm 32 m Pol, Songs (Camden) 151
Falsshipe fatteth. 1596 J. Norden Progr Pietie (1847)
130 The heaviness of sin, wherein they lie fatting in all

delights 1631 R. H Arratgnm, Whole Creature \v § 1.

251 Vanities, on which our Prodigall eates, but neyther
feeds, fils, nor fats.

3 trails To make fat, fatten
;

usually, to feed
(animals) for use as food. Also tofat up
*3 EE. A Hit, P B. 56, & my fedde foulez [arn]

fatted with scla^t. c 1420 Pallctd on Hitsb 1 562 To faat
hem is availing and plesaunte 1515 Barclay Eglogcs 1

(1520) Avj/3 When they [our hogges] be fatted by costes
and labour 1561 T Norton Calvin’s Inst iv 137 b,
A heard of swine which they [Anabaptistes] fondly fame
to haue ben fatted vp by the Lord 1612Denser Ifit be not
good Wks. 1873 III 275 Churles .fat their rancke gutts
whitest poor wretches pine a 1633 Lennard tr. Charron’s
Wtsd, in. xiii § 5 (1670) 436 The. presence of the Master,
saith the Proverb, fatteth the horse and the land 1760
Gray Jrnl, tn Lakes Wks. 18S4 I 278 Numbers of black
cattle are fatted here, 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) V.
172 The firstwho fatted up thepeacock for the feasts of the
luxurious. 1877 Baring-Gould Myst Suffering 48 His
ideal of beauty . . was woman fatted on milk till she could
not walk
absol. c 1440 Sfcrees, Proseversion (E E. T S\ pesefattys
and moystes : Rest of body, gladnesse of wyl [etc.] 1584
Lyly Campaspe 1 11, [Apelles] proueth that muche easier

it is to fatte by colouis, and ttlles of birdes that h.iue

beuie fatted liy paynted grapes.

fig c 1386 Cn \uciR Sowfu. T 172 Who so uol pieje,

he moot fatte lus souk and make his body lciic 1553
Short Catu.Ii in I iturgus, eh hdw l / (P.uker Soc )

525 If they be watered, .uid fatted with the di w of Gods
void 1633 G Hi Riintr Temple, Odour 11, This biotli of
smells, that feeds and fats my mtnue,

b tijl lit andfig
1567 1) i< \ni IIorai c Lpt it in C vj, A long dcuoucd cowe

Which giascth here And fnltes her sclfe for 3011 1603

Knollls Hist links (1621) 43 Kilting themselves wtlh
great and gamfull offices 1679 Plnn Addr T>ot 11 v
(1C92) 179 She hath fatted herself with the Flesh of
Saints

c. Saul of the food.

c 1400 Lanftone's Cirttrg 61 Dieting jiat fatti|i A niaki)>

him glad 1528 Payni l Aalernt's Begun (J nj b, '1 he
substance or mcate of chertes fattetho the budye 1633

j Fishlr Iminus lives F10I. in Ha/I Dodslcy XII 451
Making youi huge trunks To fat oui mows 1708 J.
Ciiambi rlayne St. Gt Brit. 1 1. 111 <1743) =4 Knot-giass

. its long knots will fat Sivuie. 1829 Bom Manur,
, Rep,

Doncast Com. 25 This improved and fitted the sheep

absol 1528 Payni l Aalernt's Regan Gij, Grenc ehese

nouryslieth and fattctlie

4. To fat off: to fatten for sale or slaughter.

1789 Trans. Soc Emoiaae Aits (ed. 2) II. 90 Bull

steers fed with hay during the labouring pari of their

lives then fatted off 185® Jrnl 11 Aqm Aoc XI 11

679 Decided to fat off the wethers as early as possible

5 . To enrich (the soil) with nutritious or stimu-

lating elements ;
to ferlilire.

1562 Turnj k Herbal 11 53 b, Homed tlauer raitcth the

grownde 1594 Blundlvh lixiit v (td 7)564'! be (loud

Nilus, winch by lus inundations doth yceiely fatte the

country of Fgypt a 1639 W Whaii i i y l'i ototypi

s

1, iv

(1640) 30 If t’ < s* * e "s rp l not fat the ground. 1648

Gagl Wist It s [
f< 15 Which witli the ashes left

after the b . 1 a f 1 ground 1808 J, Bakiow
Columb v 660 Till Austria’s titled hordes, with then own
gore, Fat the fair fields they lorded long before

Fatal (f^'tall, a. Also 4 fathol, 5-6 Sc. fatell,

6-7 fatall. [ad. L. fdtdl-is, f. fiilum Fate. Cl

Fr fatal.}

1

1

. Allotted or deemed by fate or destiny

;

destined, fated Const, to, ttnlo. Obs
c *374 Ciiauci r Troylus v 1 The fathel dcstyne, Tli.it

loves hath m disposicioune 1 1430 Lydg. Bochas iv. xiv

(1554) 114a, Was neiiersomc prince norjmticesse ’1 hat more
proudly toke their fatal death x£i| lJout.tAS Aim is xi.

Frol 178 Frynce Enee, That, for lus fatale euntre, of holiest

Sa feill dangeris sustemt cx6*o Sir J. M wilt, Mem
(1683) 67 It appeared lo be fatal to him, to like better of

flattereis than plain speakers 1658 Ro\w AND Atonfit's
Theat. Ins 909 Obnoxious to very much lam, a thing

fatall to Islands. 1663-78 Builfr IImi, 1. ni 5^0 It was
SLill fatal to stout Hutliuras when least He dicamt of it

to prosper best. 1667 Milton P. L ii 104 With perpetual

imodes to allarmc, Though inaccessible, his fatal *1 hrone
17x3 BLNTLry Collins' Pi d thinking 1 \xvi. 14a It is fatal

to our author ever to blunder when he talks of Egypt

I*
2 . Condemned by fate , doomed Com.1 to.

1509 Hawfs Past Pleas, vn. ii, Mine lyher. Unto a place

which is celestiall, Than to a cerlayne mancion fatall.

c *59* Marlowe Massacre at Pans 1 iv, Now have we
got the fatal, straggling deer Within, a deadly toil 160a

Warni nAlb Eng x liv (1612) 242 TIieGuizian Scot Fat.ill

to Seacs of blood 0x634 Randolph Amyntas iv vm,
A fatall oake, at which great Jove Levels lus thunder
x668 Davi nant Mads the Master in. 1, She, whose fatal

and unexperienc’d heart too soon believ’d thy many oaths.

3 Of the nature of fate; resembling late in

mode of action
;
proceeding by a fi\cd order or

sequence
;
inevitable, necessary.

1605 Camdln Rem 33 As though fatall necessitic con
ctirred with voluntary motion 111 giving the name. 1610
III alev St Aug Cute of God v iv. u6/o) 198 liuciy
cause is not fatall, because there are causes of chance,
nature and will 1663 J Splnur Prodigies (1665) 131
Nature is a blind and fata! Agent. 1751 Join in Aeuu
(1771) II 1. 14 We must not charge our transgressions upon
a fatal necessity. 1863 Hawthorn! Our Old Home 11

1

What a hardy plant was Shakspearc’t. genius, how fatal

us development. X874 RIivart m Contemp. Rev. Oct 776
‘ Instinct ' is * fatal * but blind.

4. Concerned or dealing with destiny. Of agents :

Controlling the destinies of men (The) fatal
dames

,
ladies, sisters

:

the Fates, or Parca*. The
fatal thread : that supposed to be spun by the

Fates, deteimining the length of a man’s life
;
so

fatal web,fatal sheais.

1447 Bokeniiam Aeyntys (Roxb ) 8 Not to haslyly My
fatal threed a sundyi smyte 1552 Iluion, Fatal ladies,

parem a 1592 R D. Hypnerotomachuz 9 b, Abiding the
pioofe of their paine ana the cutting in Sunder of their
fatall thread 162a Flftlhui Spanish Curate iv v,

Fatall Dames, that spin mens tlireds out. 1624 Hi\.
wood Gunaik i 45 The Paicrn (or fatall Goddesscsl aie
three 1704 S. Dall in Lett, Lit. bleu (Camden) 210
Death cut the fatal thread of life 1708 Fori Ode At
Cecilia 94 How wilt thou now the fatal sisters move?
(ZX72X M, Prior Turtle $ Sparrow 56 N01 Buds nor
Goddesses can move The just Behests of Fatal Jove 1880
Brewer Reader's Hand-lie 323/2 The three Fatal Sisters
were Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos

*1*13 Prophetic Obs.

1503 Hawes Examp Virt. vh 129 Poctes that were
fatall. 1509 — Past. Pleas, vm in, They [the poets]
Pronounced tiouthe under cloudy figures, By the invent} on
of tlieyr fatall scriptures. 1614 Rau igh Ilist Wat lit11
303 They taking dnection. from the fatall Bookes, burned
alive two men 1635 Cowley Davidcis 1. 917. As lie

[Balampwent his fatal Tongue to sell.
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+ C. Foreboding or indicating mischief; ominous
1590 Marlowe ana Pt Tambnrl, iv ui, The black and

fatal ravens 1591 Shaics i Hen VI, m 1 195 Now I

feare that fatall Prophecie 1628 Wither Brit Rememb
35 Such fatall fowles As croking Ravens 1658 Wilisford
Natures Secrets 173 For seven nights after his death, there
was heard hideous howling

,
fatal Buds screaking in their

Cities Ibid 188 These fatal Meteors are great motives to

humble Man, to make him repent.

5 Fraught with destiny, fateful. Often with
mixture of 6 or 7,

c 1386 CHAuerR Man ofLaid s T. 163 Thewoful day fatal is

come c 1430 Lydg Bochas 1 vm (1344) I3 Her father had
fatal heere the which did him assure Manly to fyght ayemst
his mortal foone c 1470 Henry Wallace 1v 204 With out
lespyt cumnxyn was thair fatell houns 1548 Hall Chron
115 'ihe fatall daie of her obstmacie was come 1612
Monnieit.nnie Abr Chron in Mtsc Scot L 7 Who trans-

ported the maible fatall chayre to Westminster. 1667
Milton P L u 725 The Snakie Sorceress kept the fatal

Key 1713 Addison Cato 1 111, What anxious moments
pass between The birth of plots, and their last fatal periods
1828 Scott F M Perth xix, The fatal spot wheie the

unlucky Bonnet-maker’s body was lying 1863 Kinglake
Crimea (1876) I xi 179 In these same fatal days the

Emperor Nicholas did much to bring his good faith into

question

0. Producing or resulting in death, destruction,

or irreversible ruin, material or immaterial
;
deadly,

destructive, ruinous Const, to Also in phrase

to provefatal (to)

1514 Barclay Cyt £ Uplondyshn, (Percy Soc) 10 That
fatal fruyte which kyndled all theyr caie 1685-8 Roxb
Ball. VII 454 O that my sorrows were ended, by the most
fatalesthand 169a Dryden St Evremont's Ess 24 Sus-

picions fatal to the merit of Strangers. 1732 Arbuthnot
Rules of Diet iv 369 A Palsy when it seizeth the Heart,
or Organs of Bieathing, [is] fatal 1759 Robertson Hist
Scot I 11. 87 His death was fatal to the Catholic religion

1781 Cowter Charity 144 A stroke as fatal as the scythe of
Death. 1791 Mrs Radclute Rom Forest 1, A removal
in her present state must be fatal. 1803 Med Jrnl X 315
Influenza is by no means a fatal disease. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece V 80 The Spartan power had suffered a fatal blow,

1862 H Spencer First Princ 1 11 § 14 To carry away this

conclusion would be a fatal error Mod A fatal accident

occurred on Monday
to Of a weapon, bait, etc : Sure to kill,

deadly.

1399 Shaics Hen. V,v 11 17 Your eyes which hitherto haue
borne In them The fatall Balls of murthenng Basiliskes.

X774G0LDSM Nat Hist (1776) VII. 293 A crooked sting

that fatal instrument which renders this insect so formid-

able 1879 Jefixries Wild Life in S. C 358 A gudgeon
is a fatal bait Nothing is so certain to take

7. The hyperbolical use of the word in sense 6

gives rise to a weakened sense . Causing serious

harm, disastrous, gravely mischievous

Cf Y. fatal, which is often used m a trivial manner un-

known in English
x68x Dryden A bs A chit 146 By their Monarch’s fatal

mercy grown, From Pardon’d Rebels, Kinsmen. 1738 S.

Hayward Serm xvu 513 Incredible, did not fatal experi-

ence toomuch shewit. X794S. Williams Vermont 181 Wars
had also a fatal influence on population 1845 Carlyle
Cromwell (1871) I Introd. 42 To develop itself in other still

fataler ways 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng. IV 371 Never
would such disasters have befallen the monarchy but for

the fatal law which [etc ] 1862 Mrs Browning Last Poems,
Ld. Walter's Wife x, Now, you no longer are fatal, but

ugly and hateful

8 Comb, with pr andpa pples ,
asfatal-looking ;

also (quasi-adv ) mfatal-boding, -plotted.

1588 Shaks, Tit A. n 111 47 Giue the King this fatall

?
lotted Scrowle 1594 Lodge Wounds Cm. War m 1, in

lazl. Dodsley VII 149 The screech-owl chants her fatal-

bodmg lays 1839 Carlyle Chartism i, Brandishing pike

and torch (one knows not in which case more fatal-

looking)

+ 9. sb. inpi Fatal persons or things The three

Fatale the three Fates or Parcte Obs
1560 Rolland Crt Venus n. 556 The thre fatales. Ibid

11, 985 Thir Fatallis thre bad me pas, stand to my destime.

163a Gaule Magastrom. 162 Pioyidence is in the ordering

of casuals as well as fatals

Fatalism (fr1 taliz’m). [f. prec, + -ism. Cf

Fr. fatalisms, It.fatahsmo ]

1. The belief in fatality, the doctrine that all

things are determined by fate
;
a particular form

of this doctrine

In early use not distinguished from ‘the doctrine of

necessity 1. e. the doctrine that all events take place in

accordance with unvarying laws of causation. In strict

etymological propriety, and in the best modem usage, it is

restricted to the view which regards events as predetermined

by an aibitraiy decree

1678 Cudworth Intell Syst. 6We shall oppose those three

Fatalisms as so many false Hypotheses of the Mundane
System 1733 Berkeley Th Vision § 6 Pantheism,

Materialism, Fatalism are nothing but Atheism a little

disguised. 1774 Fldtcher Hist. Ess Wits 1795 IV. 20

Fatalism, in which the greatest Infidels unanimously

shelter themselves 1829 Lytton Devereux 11 v, You are

. a believer in the fatalism of Spmosa, 1876 L Stephfn
Eng Thought 18th Cent (1881) I 298 Fatalism assumes

what necessity excludes, the existence of an arbitrary ele-

ment in the universe

2 Acquiescence in the deciee of fate ;
submission

to everything that happens as inevitable.

a X734 North Lives III. 61 marg ,
A Turk convinced

against fatalism 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vi. 194 The
fatalism of the Greeks was very remote from the dogma,

1871 Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc (1878) 188 This acquies-

cence which is really not so far removed from fatalism.

Fatalist (fr 1 tahst). [f. as prec. + -ist. Cf
Fi fatalists.]

1 One who holds the doctrine of fatalism
,
one

who believes that all things happen by inevitable

necessity.

1630 R Gell Serm 8 Aug 38 The most notorious
Fatalists 172* Wollaston Rehg Nat v 103 They [the
ancients] were generally fatalists 1887 T Fowler Princ
Morals 11. ix, The Fatalist, as distinguished from the
Detei minis t, imagines himself to he completely at the mercy
of some external power.

2 One whose conduct is regulated by fatalism

,

one who accepts every event as an inevitable ne-

cessity

a 1734 North Lives III 61 It is commonly known that
the Turks are fatalists 1763 Scrafton Indostan (1770) 1x5
Those who know what strong fatalists these eastern
people are 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II 185 The con-
fidence which the heioic fatalist placedm his high destiny
1883 Ouida Wanda I 202 * What a fatalist you aie ’

3. atttib 01 adj = next

1843 J Martineau Chr Life (1867) 407 Every Fatalist
scheme destroys merit 1850 Kingsley Alt Locke i, He
preached 1 higher doctrine ’

, 1 e ,
more fatalist and antmomian

than his gentler colleague. 1863 Cornh, Mag. Api 403 The
fatalist resignation now quieted him 1874 Lady Her-
bert Hilbner's Ramble 11 11 (1878) 513 The moral basis of
society lies m a fatalist submission

Fatalistic (fr’tali stik), a [f. prec. + -10]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fatalism

1832 Coleridge Table-t (1835) II 29 Are you a Christian,

and talk about a crisis in that fatalistic sense? 1838
Blachw Mag XLIV 240 The fatalistic forces of nature

1859 Geo Eliot A. Bede 197 A fatalistic view ofjug-break-
ing x8fii Thornbury Turner (1862) I 12 The doctrine of
innate tendencies they deride as. fatalistic.

HenceFatali stioallyaab
, m a fatalistic manner,

according to the fatalistic doctrine ; like a fatalist.

1836 Dove Logic Chr Faith v 1 § 2 267 Power working
fatalistically for given ends 1884 J Parker Apost Life
III, 53 The point at which life itself is despised as compared
with what he fatalistically calls Ins 1 course ’

Fatality (f*tse liti). [ad. F. fataliti
,
ad. late

L.fatahtatem, f.fatalis Fatal . see -ity j
1 The quality or condition of being predeter-

mined by or subject to fate or destiny
;
subjection

to fate, as attributed to the universe generally,

the agency of fate or necessity, conceived as deter-

mining the course of events.

a 1631 Donne m Select. (1840) 83 We banish from thence,

all imaginary fatality 1663 Glanvill Steps Set. 29 To
suppose every action of the Will to depend upon a previous

Appetite or Passion is to destroy our Liberty, and to

insert a Stoical Fatality 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst 7
The Will ofMan may contract upon it selfsuch Necessities

and Fatalities, as it cannot upon a suddain rid it selfof at

pleasure x6g* Bentley Boyle Led i 12 The blind im-
pulses of Fatality and Fortune. 1702 Eng Theophrast
276 Marriages are governed by an over-ruling fatality

1736 Butler Anal. 1 vi 147 A Fatality supposed con-

sistent with what we certainly experience does not destroy

the proof of an intelligent author and Governor of nature

1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (1852) I 583 An irresistible force,

a something we cannot explain nor account for its existence

we call a fatality.

to fig.
1699 Bentley Phal. 299 There was a kind of Fatality in

his Errors x8aa Hazlitt Table-t. Ser, 11 iv. (1869) 83 There
is a fatality about our affairs 1834 Medwin Angler in

Wales II. 61 The Viceroy, .as fatality would have it, was
struck.

c. A decree of fate.

1763 Tucker Freewill § 42 192 If he sows oats in his field,

does he think anything of a fatality against his reaping

wheat or barley?

d. That which a person or thing is fated to ; a

destined condition or position, a destiny.

1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie 11 (Arb ) 124 ,

1

took them
both for a good boding, and very fatallitie to her Maiestie.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11 xxix (1632) 398 Our fatalitie

which it lieth not in us to avoyde or advance 1648 Stlrry
1 Clouds 35 He cannot disceme the Fatality of Persons and
Kmgdomes 1692 R L’Estrange Fables,OldMan <5 Lion

93 All the Father’s Precaution could not Secure the Son
fiom the Fatality of Dying by a Lyon, i860 W Collins
Worn White x 52 A fatality that it was hopeless to avoid

e Used for : Belief in fatality ;
fatalism

1674 Hickman Quinquart Hist. (ed. 2) 14,1 do not find

him charged with Fatality

2 The condition of being doomed by fate
;
pre-

destined liability to disaster.

1634 Sir E. Nicholas in N, Papers (Camden) II xi6

Ther is a strange fatality attends all our mtentiones and
designes 1769 Junius Lett, vui 33 There [is] a fatality

attending every measure you are concerned in. 1871

H Ainsworth Tomer Hill 111 v, A sad fatality had
attended her family. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vu, 190

The fatality attending an accursed house

3. The quality of causing death or disaster;

fatalness; a fatal influence

1490 Caxton Howto Die 21 Sathanos wyth all his cruelle

fatallytees 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep
__

iv xii 208

7 times 9 or the yeare of sixty three is conceived to cany
with it, the most considerable fatality. 1706-7 Farquhar
Beaux' Strat, 11 1, Love and Death have their Fatalities.

1793 E Darwin in Beddoes Lett Darwin 62 Young men
and women iftheyknew the general fatality oftheir disease

. would despond 1839 Bailey Festns xviu (1848) 185 Thy
beauty hath fatality 1836 Kane A ret. Expl I xx. 245

The insidious fatality of hot countries

4. A disastrous event ; a calamity, misfortune

1648 Evelyn Mem, (1857) III. 19 This was the tragedy

of Tuesday. Since this fatality, some talk of an inclination

m Surrey to associate 1678 Marvell Growth Popery
Wks I 463 Their interviews are usually solemnized with
some fatality and disastei 1813W H Ireland Scnbbleo-

mauia 254 note. Fatalities to which the human race is Liable.

1868 E Edwards Raleigh I v 83 A long senes of fatalities

ended in the wreck of two ships

b A disaster resultingm death
;
a fatal accident

or occurrence.

1840 Barham Ingal Leg , Look at Clock

,

The shocking
fatality Ran over, like wild-fire, the whole Principality

1861 rvnes 7 Oct ,
The only fatalities were the five above

mentioned, while a large number were moie 01 less injured

Fatalize (fit talaiz), v. [f Fatal + -ize]

a mir. To incline to fatalism b. irans. To
render subject to fate or inevitable necessity.

Hence Fa talized, Fa tahzing ppl adjs.

1834 G S. Faber Prim. Doctr Election (1836) p lu,

Melancthon expressly rejected the fatahsing Scheme.
Ibid 155 The fatahsing dogmatism 1876 J Martineau
Honrs Th. (1877) 85 The "universe would be without a
God a fatahsed organism x888 — Study ofReligion I 11

i, 243 Its ways seem Totalised.

Fatally (frHah), adv. Also 7 fatallie [f. as

prec + -LY 2 ] In a fatal manner.

1 As decreed by fate
,
in a predestined manner

*374 Petit to Q, Eliz 22 Mar m Cal. State Papers,
Colonial 3574-1660 x Sundry rich and unknown lands fatally

reserved for England xfiox? Marston Pasqml£ ICath n
33 Fatally predestinate To consecrate it selfe vnto youi
loue. x66x Ongen in Phemx I 54 The inferior Spirit of the
"World acts not by choice but fatally 1725 Pope Odyss xiv,

82 He trod so fatally the paths ofFame x88o Vern *Lee
Belca.ro vu 195 Inevitably, fatally the work , must be
the ideal of all purely devotional art

2 In a deadly or disastrous manner: a De-
structively, with destructive results.

1599 Shaics Hen V, 11 iv 34 When Cressy Battell fatally

was strucke 1633 CowleyDamdeis 111 584 Backward the
Winds his active Curses blew, And fatally round his own
Head they flew i8xz H R in Examiner 4 May 283/2
A few yards of rope, which, by an unlucky snap, might
convince them too fatally of their mortality. 1839 C Barker
Associative Principles 111 66 These wars operated fatally

upon the noble order of knighthood,

to. Ruinously, by or with disastrous results

1663 Cowley Verses «$ Ess (1669) 21 Which like an Anti-

Comet here Did fatally to that appear 1737 Johnson
Rambler No 177 T 8 How fatally human sagacity was
sometimes baffled 1793 Burjje Conduct ofMinority Wks.
1842 I. 621 It is fatally known, that [etc] 1800 Foster in

Life % Corr (1846) I 123, I must be fatally wrong 1828

D'Israeli Chas I, III 11 65 The possible dangers which
afterwards were so fatally realized. x866 Howells Venet
Life (1883) II xvu, 98 The Venetian fine lady fatally

hides her ankles in pantalets

c. With death as the result, esp of disease, to

end, terminatefatally
1809 Med Jrnl XXI 278 The attack terminated

fatally 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc Avier III 56 Those
who fight the most frequently and fatally are the French
creoles 1882 Med Temp. Jrnl L 56 Many of the cases

ended fatally

Fatalness (fr1 talnes) [f as prec.

+

-NESS ]
The quality of being fatal

1.
‘ Invincible necessity ’

(J )

1753 m Johnson ; and in mod Diets

2 a. Disastious nature, to. Destructive or deadly

quality
_

*651 Rehq, Wotton B 8/2 Master Cuffe being then a man
of no Common note for the fatalness of his end 1632

Sparke Prim. Devot (1663) 76 Whether for then readiness

cheapness, fatalness, I argue not but with stones destroyed
they this servant of .Jesus Christ.

II Fata Morgana (fa ta mpiga-na). [It. fata

a fairy, Morgana
,
sister of the British legendary

hero Arthur, app, located in Calabria by the

Norman settlers.] A kind of mirage most fre-

quently seen in the Strait of Messina, attributed in

early tunes to fairy agency. Alsoj^
1818 R Jamieson in Burt'sLett N. Scotl. II xxiii. xxx In

mountainous regions, deceptions of sight, fata morgana, &c.
are more common. *831 Carlyle Sterling 1 vm 78 He
[Coleridge] preferred to create logical fatamorganas for

himself on this hither side 1892 Daily News 17 May 5/4
A fata Morgana seen last autumn near. Karlova
attnb 1829 Carlyle Misc (1857) II 61 Cloud mountains,

audfatamorgana cities.

t Fa’tary. Obs. rare—1. [f. Fate sb, + -ary *.]

One who foretells fates.

1652 Gaule Magastrom 147 Why doe our fataries and
fortunanes so confound them . in their prognostications?

+ Fata-tion. Obs. rare [f Fate sb. + -ation ]
The exercise of inevitable and irresistible influence.

1652 Gaule Magastrom xviii. § 6 148 If there be necessi-

tating and enforcing fatation upon things Ibid xvm. § rg

154 What fatation, or fatall necessitation to man, among all

these ?

f Fatell, sb Obs. [var. of Vetch]
1343 Raynold Byrth Manhynde (1564) C vnj, Let her

chawe in her mouth very small a fewe fatches. 1547
RrcoRDE Jndic Ur 47 In bygnesse of a small fatche, and
red coloured, which you mai cal therfore red fatches, bycause
of their lykenesse. 1373 Turbeuv. Faulconne 365 Bernes
as bygge as pease or fatche.

Fateh, obs. form of Fetch sb. and v.

Fate (f^t), sb. [ad. L. jdtum, lit.
{ that which

has been spoken neul. pa. pple offan to speak.

The primary sense of the L. word is a sentence or

doom of the gods (=Gr. Qiafaro

v

) ; but it was
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subsequently used as the equivalent of the Gr.

fxoTpa, which, originally meaning only a person’s
‘ lot ’ or ( portion ,

had come to express the more
abstract conception explained below (sense i), and

its personification as a mythological being.

Cf OF Jape, Pi fat, It,fata, Pg fade, Sp hado (The
pi fdta gave use m popular L to the fern sing fata fairy

for the Rom forms of this see Fay sb ) The immediate
source of the Eng word is doubtful Chaucei uses it in

Traylus (where he translates from Boccaccio’s Italian),

but in rendering the Latin of Boethius he uses only
dcstmd,]

1

The principle, power, or agency by which,

according to certain philosophical and popular

systems of belief, all events, or some events m
paiticulai, are unalterably predetermined from
eternity Often personified.
The OE synonym was wyrd see Wpibo.
c 1374 Chaucer TroyIns v 1550 The fate wold bis soul a

sliold vnbodye, x6it» Shaks Temp 1 1 3a Stand fast good
Fate to his hanging i6$$-6o Stanley Hat Phrios. (T70T)

igi/x Coneeinhig Fate, Plato held thus . All tilings aie 111

Fate, yet all things are not deemed by Fate 1667 Mu ton
PL 11 232 When everlasting Fate sh ill yield To fickle

Chance 1678 Cudworth Inteli Syst 161 Fate, and the

Laws orCommands of the Deity, concerning the Mundane
Oeconomy being really the same thing 1701 B.ov/11 Arab
Step-Moth 1 1, Fate, OrsomewhatlikethefoiceofFate was
in it. 1770 J Love Cricket 24 Jove, and all-compelling Fate

1777 Priestley Philos Necess Pref 23 Fate was some-
thing that even the gods often endeavoured to lesist. 1807
Crabbe Par. Reg 1, 106 We Fate’s fixed will from
Nature's wandenngs learn a 1848 R.W Hamilton Row
<5- Punishm viu (1853) 345 The idea of fate sets us free from
the sense of blame 1873 Farrar Silence $ V. 1. ir What
is He but a vast formless Fate ?

b. Jig
1588 Siiaks L. L. L v it (58 So pertaunt like would

I o’resvvay his state That he shold he my foole, and I his

fate 1701 Rowe Amb Step-Moth iv i, I am Fate in
Persia And Life and Death depend upon my Pleasure.

2. Mythol. a The goddess of fate or destiny , in

Homer Motpa, b. pi. In klct Greek and Roman
mythology, the three goddesses supposed to de-

termine the course of human life (Gr, Molpai, L,

Parent, fata).
In Gr the three Fates me called Clotho, Lnchesis, and

Ati opos ; these names were adopted by Latin poets, but the
mythologists give as native names Nona, Deciuna, and
M01 ta.

1390 Shaks. Mids N v 1, 199 Pir ..Like Limandei am
I trusty still This And [I] like Helen till the Fates me kill

.

1709 Pope Jan # May 193 Bless the kind fates, and think
your fortune rare 1794 Sullivan ViewNat. V 338 Thread,
which is spun by the fates in one part uniform and strong,

ill another weakened i8z8 Scott F M. Perth xxx, Your
slightest desires seem a law to the Fates *847 Tennyson
Pnnc u, 443 We three Sat muffled like the Fates.

3. That which is destined or fated to happen,

a gen Also va.pl. Predestined events.

1667 Milton P. L vir 173 What I will is Fate So spake
th’ Alnughtie 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 111 738 Th’
inspected Entrails cou’d no Fates foietel 173* Pope AssMan i. 73 Heav’n from all creatuies hides the hook offate

1849 James Woodman vu, Tis the best way of meeting fate

1863 Carlyle Fredk Gt xvi 1, Theie lay in the fates

a Third Silesian War foi him

b Of an individual, an empire, etc. : The pre-

destined 01 appointed lot
;
what a person, etc. is

fated to do or suffer

c 1374 Chaucer Troylns v 209 He curseth . His byrthe,
hyin self, his fate, and ek nature 1539 Mirr. Mag, Die of
Clarence 1 v, To flye theyr fate. 1603 B, Jonson Sejanus 1.

11, How blest a fate were it to us. 1647 Clarendon Hut,
Reb n (1843) S7/2 By a very exiiaoidinaiy fate [he had}
got a very pai titular interest . , in many woithy men. 1668
Lady Ckaworth in 12th Rep. Hist, MSS Comm, App, v 10
Mr, Ho..deserves a better fate a 1717 Blackall Whs
(1723I I. 23 It has been commonly then Fate to faie
hardher 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng I 164 The general
fate of sects is to obtain a high reputation foi sanctity
while they are oppressed *848 W. H Bartlett Egypt to
Pal iv (1879) 68 A noteworthy comment on the fate of
human pnde

C. In etymological sense An oracle or poitent
of doom.
1830 Mrs Browning Poems II 30 The solemn knell fell

in with the tale of life and sin. Like a rhythmic fate
sublime,

4 What will become of, or has become of (a

person or thing)
,

ultimate condition , destiny.

Often 111 to decide, fix, seal one'sfate
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1832) I 5S4 The lover waits for

the decision of his mistress to fix Ins fate, 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 322 Anxiety for the fate of the Edystone
1797 Mrs RADCLirrr Italian xh, If she is now discovered
her fate is certain 1838 Lytton Leila i. n, The base
mvseis deserve their fate. 1841 Eihiivstone Hist And,
II 381 It only remained to the brotheis to decide on the
fate of its tenant 1856 Froobe Hist Eng (1858) 1, 11 163
He was obliged to beat the fate of a mimstei, who had
thwarted the popular will. 1888 Bryce A mer. Comttmv,
III xc. 246 More of it may share the same fate i8gx
E. Peacock N Brendan II 142 Plumei’sfate was sealed.

b Death, destruction, ruin.
c 1430 Lydg Bocltas in xxvi (1334) 97 b, Cirus was passed

into fate 1633 Shirley Coronal iv, Will you assist, and
run a fate with us *643 Denham Cooper'sH 124 In the
Common Fate, The adjoymng Abby fell 1701 Rowe Amb
Step-Moth 1 i, Thousand vulgar fates Which their Drugs
daily hasten 1832 Miss Yonge Cameos I xL 343 Their
fate has been well sang by Lord Houghton.

c An instrument of death 01 destruction poet

1700 Dryden Iliad 1 74 He Feather’d I1 ates among the

Mules and Sumpters sent 1713-20 Popr fluid 1 08 Hissing

fly the feather'd fates

5 . atti ib. and Comb. a. simple atlnb, as fate-

spell, also fate-hke adj
,
b. objective, as fate-de-

nouncing, -foretelling, -scot mrtg ppl adjs
,
c in-

strumental, asfate-emmoued, -fented (implied 111

fate-fencedness), -folden, -fin rowed, -menaced,

-sit teken adjs.

1708 Ozell tr. Bodean's Lvirin 48 The Bird of Night
With * Fate denouncing Outcues takes his Flight 1833
Taltourd Ion n 1, Why should I waste these *fate-

enyiron’d hours 1827 Hare Glasses (18301 80 His own
*fate-fencedness, or, as he would call it, ms Iiic.lt 1880

W Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 93 An enchanted sea

From all the world Tate-folden 1777 Pott 1 r Atsihylus
173 The*fate-foretelhngseer, Amphi.uaus 2804J Gkaiiame
Sabbath 329 Relentless Justice 1 with 'fate-fun ow'd brow 1

i860 0. W. Hoi Mrs Elsie V. xv, The expression of the

cieatures [rattlesnakes] was . .‘‘‘fatc-Lihe *834 Wranc.iiam
Ifoments 7 Knew’st thou what misfortunes lie, ’’Fate-

menaced, on thine homeward way. 1830 Mrs Browning
Poems II. 282 Proud Q< dipus, "fate-sconiing. a 1618 Syi-
vester Sonnets iv, Vnder that ^ Fate-spell onely are foie-

showne Etemall praises 1866 Swinburne Points Ballads

(1868) 172 Our greatest from lus throne 5l Fate-stntktn, and
rejected of his own
Pate (fiPt), V. [f. prcc. sb ]

+ 1 traits. To rtun irrevocably. Ohs
T1400 Destr Troy 5091 A fame [raaj] be dtfoulede, &

fatid for euer

2 To preoidam as by the decree of fate Const

to and to with inf Obs exc in pass, m sense . To
be appointed or destined by iate. Often quasi-

wipers with subject clause.
1601 Shaks. All's Well iv iv 20 Ileauen hath fated her

to be my helper to a husband 1610 — lemp, 1. a 129
A treacherous Armie leuied, one mul-mght bated to th’ pur-
pose *723 Pope Odyss iv. 248 Fated to wandei 1828
DTsraei 1 Chas. /, 1.

1 4 It was fated that England should
be the theatie of the fiist of a series of Revolutions x86o
Emerson Court Life, Ante Wks. (Bohn) II, 310 Whatever
is fated, that will take place. 1867 Lady Hkubi rt Cradle
L. v 132 The breathing-time ..was faud to be of short

duration
r

[ b. ellipt. To destine to death Obs
1788 Cowrlk Stamasfor 1788. 18 Could I prophetic say

Who next is fated.

Fate, obs. form of Fat 27. ,
Feat,

Fated (f?1 ted), ppl. a. [f, Fate sb, and v. 1-

-ED ]
1. Appointed, decreed or determined by fate.

17x5-20 Pope Iliad 1 282 Thy injured hpnoi has its fated
hour x8zx Joanna Baillie Mil Leg, Wallace xvu,
Each upon his fated day. 1864 Pusey Ltd Daniel v. 239
God's judgments were not. a mere fated thing.

2 . Doomed to destruction.
18x7 Chalmers Astron, Disc- L (1832) 38 A blazing comet

may cross this fated planet. 1855 Macaulay lint Eng,
IV 14 Cavalry were fast approaching the fated city

3 .
1 Invested with the power ot fatal determina-

tion’ (J.).
x6ox Shaks. Alts Well I i. 23a The fated skye Giues vs

free scope.

4. Controlled, guided, or driven on by fate

1801 Southey Thaluba 11 xxu, The fated Fire moved on
1817 Byron Manfred 11 11, Fated in thy sufferings 1827
Poliok Course T vn 448 The fated crew waned Against
the chosen saints. 1870 Morris Earthly Par, I. 1 303
He purified His fated hands of that imlooked-foi gtult

% 5 Of armour : Made proof by spells. Siarmed.
rare~3

.

[Suggested by Aiiosto’s armifalate
;
the It, fntnre to

lendei proof by spells, to cliaim, Loiresponds to OF fair
.—popular L fdtare

,
f. fita fauy [see Fay tb ) , but the

etymological notion as appiehencled by Diyden was prob.
'protected as by a decree of Fate’ J

1697 Dryden Ftrg, AEneid Ded
, His fated Armour was

only an Allegorical Defence Ibid vin 716 Bright Vul-
canian Arms, Fated from force of Steel by Stygian chai ms
6 Pieceded by some qualifying adv : Having

a particular fate or destiny 1 are exc 111 Ill-fated
a X721 Prior Epil to Phaedra 25 Her auktvai d Love indeed
was oddly fated

; She and her Poly weie Loo near lelated.

Fateful (fitful), a [f. Fate sb +-eul]
1. Of a voice or utterance : Revealing the decrees

of fate
,
prophetic of destiny

1715-20 Pope Iliad xtx 466 Then ceas'd foi evei, by the
Furies ty’d, His fate-full voice 1794 Colluidgi Melan-
choly, A mystic tumult and a fateful ihyme 1830 Carlyle
Latter-d Pamph 1. 11872) 28 That fateful Hebiew Pto-
phecy. 1863 Longt Wayside Inn n Pi el 105 '1 he fateful
cawmgs of the crow 1878 B Ta\ lor Dealalum 11 v 84
The fateful words, ' Rise Bi other'

2 . Fraught with destiny, bearing with it or in-

volving momentous consequences; decisive, im-
poitant. Chiefly of a period of time.
x8oo Coi FRIDGE Death of Wallenstein :n vin, A fateful

evening doth descend upon us. 1830 W Irving Mahomet
lx (1833' 33 The fateful bannei of Khaled 1861 Romance
ofa Dull Life mu 97 Each minute seemed fateful to hei.
1884. Roe Nat. Ser Story xu in Ilarpei's Mag Nov.
907/1 A fateful confeience was taking place

3 Marked by the influence of fate; controlled
as if by mesi&tible destiny.
1876 S A Brooke Eng Lit 130 The Bride of Lammer-

moor, as great in fateful pathos as Romeo and Juliet 1883
Pall Mall G 17 Feb, 6/2 That fateful inability to review
their position 1891 Times Feb 7/5 Peasants, begin

their.,wandenngs fiom place to place in an aimless, fateful

soit of way 1891 E Placoi k JV Brendan I s>sg As fate-

ful as a Greek tragedy

4

.

Bringing fate or death
;
deadly

;
= Fatal <3

1764 J. Grainger Sugar Cane iv. 174 Nor fateful only is

the buisting flame X798 Canning & Hammond P> ugt Alan
111 A ut1-Jacobin No. 16 Resounds the fateful dut 1808

J Bariow Coluvtb iv 316 The suldici's fateful steel

5 Having a lemarkable late ; of eventful history

x886 G T Stokis Ireland 4 Cdti t Chunk (188B) 108
note, 11ns fateful book is s.ud to be still 111 existence.

Hence Fatefully adv,, in a fateful niannci

Fatefulness, the quality of being fateful

1863 S Ilium itD 111 Inti ll Ob\irn,» III 4)9 If she [the
hue] is so fatefully meeliamc.il as to build and lunusli 1 cull

without knowledge of what it is 1863 Cam w t I ndh (,/

xvu in, Those fatefully questionable months 1882 Pall
Mall G. 1 Dul 3 Assigning nuieh muck fiti fulness to Su
Ciimson Fluid. 1886 A theruviirn jo Fel) 274 A whimsical
an of fatefulness

Fa’teless, a. rate, ff. Fate th 4- -lijrh.]

Without fate
;

111 which fate lias mi existence

x88x /.Thomson Pane's Story, IPeddah
.J O iv \\w,

F tleless Heaven.

Fat-fhcecl, a [f„ Fat a + Fact + -eh -.]

Having a fat face a Of persons. *| Also Jig
(nonce-use) of land, with allusion to the sense Fat
a. 9 a, fertile, b. Printing, asfat-faced P.gyptian

(see Fat a 3)
x63« Lnucow Trav v 231 The mi ling pity lies of fnt-

f.ie'd Palestine, 1782 George Bateman 11 -> A slum, thuk
set, fat-faced man. 1840 Diuti ns Barn Ruder, is, A fat-

faced puss she is. 1863 ITasm houm Our Old House (1883)
30 A fat faced individual came into my pt ivaLe loom.

Path., obs. and dial foun of Faith,

1
‘ Fatlie. Obs iaie~ l

. Seequot
1x1387 Stuart, Bar that, Intiod (x8Sj) 3 I)c dolorc pectoris

qui auglice dicitur fatlie

f Fathead. Obs.raic~ x
. [f. Fat a. i -kkad.]

-Fatnhsb.
c 1250 Gen. Sf Ex 1347 Heucue deu , and eifles fetthed

Fat-head. [f. Fat a + 1

1

pah.]

1 . One having a fat head
;
a stupid dull,

1842 J5arh\m Ingot leg , Nursery AVwwmt.7 You little

Fat-head, TI101 l's a tup, beeausL you’ic gnoil 1885 Mrs.
Riddi 1 r Mitre Court xi\, Ho is a fathead— a gie.it

blundering John Bull.

2. a A labroid fish Semicotsyphm or Pimelo-
vietopon puliher . b A cypinioid fish Pirncphaht
pi ornclas, the Blackhead or Btaekheaded Minnow
(Cent Did')
Fat-hen (fartihcin). A name for certain plants

of the Goosefoot tribe, Chenopodtum Jionus-Jfui-

iicus and A triplex patitla. Also, in Australia,

applied to various species of Uienofodium and
Atriplex which arc eaten as vegetables.

1795 Trans Soc. Eucourag 4 rts XIII acq duckweed,
fumitory, fat-hen, and peisicari 1 1847 1 1 n uiiAuur Jrul.
11 40 The fat-hen grew abundantly on the n 1 dy flats

1853 G. Johnston Nat Hist li Lord Atrtpfi v patula.
Fat Hen. 1863 ill Prior Pop. Names But, Plants (1879)

7$ x88o Illaikw Mai>. Feb rga FtiIiui fpr. f.dlicn] (.1

kind of indigenous spinach 1 1889 Mrs Cami'iiii Praiu
Romance ofa Station 46 To gather fat-hen, to do duty as
cabbage.

Father (fa'Soj), sb Forms; 1-3 isodoi’ (r

-yr), feder, (3 feader), 2-6 fader, (3 Or m,
faderr), {youth, dial, 3 veeder, veder, 3-4 vftder),

3-4 fadre, 4-5 fadir(e, -ur(e, -yr, 4 Ihjier, 0-
father [Com Tout, and Aryan ; OR. finier cor-

responds to 0 Fns. feder , fader, OS jcuhn, fader
(LG , Du, zradei , vactr), OIIG. fata (MUG. and
mod G vater'i, ON fiber, -n (S\v., Da. fader,
far), Goth fular (found only Gal. iv <5

,
the ordinary

word being atla) Oilcent,fader, VyWfr:—OAryan
pote r {pote'i-, poll-), whence Skr. pit1, Gr. varr/p,

L. paler, OIr athir.
The spelling in ourquots is uniformly witlwf until iCtli l ,

exc, thatfapei ocuirs spotadically in the Cotton and Got-
tingen MSS. of the Cursor Mrtndi (a 1300), but the pro-
nunciation (ft) may have been widely ciuisni in the 151110
or even earlier , in 14-15111 c the spelling with -do is very
common in words like brother, ftathtr , haitio, though
tins spelling cannot in all cases be supposed to irulaate that
the writers pronounced the woids with fd) The mod.Eng
-ther (Sai) for OE -do, -dor infathrr and mother is often
wiongly said to be due to the analogy of brother, or to
Scandinavian influence , it is 1tally the result of a phonetic
law common to the grent majority of Eng, dialects } other
examples in standard Eng. me gather, hither, together,
weather. At present nearly all diaktts piomumce fattur
and mother with (3) as in standard Eng , in vni ious parts
of the north of England and tht. north Lon I intis (d I, alveolar
or dental, is sometimes hem d. Thu lepresentntmu of OF,
re, a by (a) in this word is anomalous; the only parallel
case, setting aside the class of instances in which the s> mbol
(cl) is used in this Diet,, is r aiher Among the chief variant
pronunciations in dialects are fa'&oi, Coir (by writers of
dialect books often speltfaither,feyther J, U 3ax, Sc, fir 3»r,
etc.

In OE. the genitive had the two fomisfader (cf.

OS fader, OIIG. fater

,

ON fp&ur) arid fadcres
The uninflected form survived 111 occasional use
down to the 15th c)
1 One by whom, a child is or lias been begotten,

a male parent, the nearest male ancestor. Rarely
applied to animals



FATHER, FATHER.
c8*S Vesp Psalter xxvi[i] 10 ForSon feder min & modur
mm forleorton mec c 1000 ,/Elfric Dent, xxiv, i6 Ne slea
man fasderas for suna gylton. c xzoo Tnn. Coll Horn 165
De sune wussheS )>e fader dea$ at his dal cume c 1290 J
Eng Leg I. 14/457 He het maken him king of al is

fadei lond c 1350 Will Palerne 241 A kowherde, sire is

my kynde fader c 1400 Rom Rose 4863 Whanne fader or
moder arn in grave 1473 Warkw Chron 10 Herry Percy,
whos fadere was slayne at Yorke felde 1571 Lyndesay
MS Colled

,

The litill birdis straikis thair fader m the face
with thair wmgis 1597 Montgomerie A nsw Ingltss Railar
12 Biutus Quha slew his fader howping to succeid. 1670
G H. Hist Cardinals n. 11 144 Gmetti . proved his
Fathers own Son. 1753 Hanway Trav (1762) I. 11 xiv.
62 For a son to call his father by that endearing name.
1884 Tennyson Becket v. n, His father gave him to my
care

b jig (Quots 1597
2 and 1802 have given rise

to proverbial phrases.)

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R. xvu i (1495) 591 Aristotle
sayth that the eithe is moder and the sonne fader of trees

1. o iiiU ry minute now bnould be the r athei of some Strata-
gem. Ibid iv v 93 Thy wish was Father (Harry) to that
thought 1604 Jas I Countgfbl (Arb.) 102 The foure
Complexions, (whose fatheis are the foure Elements) 180a
Worbsw Rainbow, The child is father of the man *850
Kingsley Misc (i860) I 7 He . . too often makes the wish
father to the thought

C. (More explicitly spiritual father.) The
teacher to whom a person owes his religious life

1382 Wyclif i Cor iv 15 If $e han ten thousands of
litle maistns in Crist Jhesu, but not manye fadris 1769
H. Venn in Life (1835) 152 A lady said to me, ‘ You, sir,

are my spiritual father * a 1858 Bp. D Wilson in Bateman
L%fe (i860) II 208 As our Father Scott used to say

d. Proverbs

1549 Latimer 3rd Serm lef. Edw VI (Arb ) 97 Happye
is the chylde, whose father goeth to the Deuyll 1616
Surtl, & Maukh Country Farme 400 This is it which
some vtter m a prouerbe. That he that will plant his father,

must cut off his head, c 1645 HowrLL Lett (1650) II 118
He will be a wise child that knows his right father

e. Colloquially extended to include a father-in-

law, stepfather, or one who adopts another as his

child (more fully adoptivefather).
1592 Shaks Rom .J- Jill iv 1. 2 My Father Capulet will

haue it so 1599 — Much Ado iv 1. 24 Stand thee by
Frier, father . . will you with free and vneonstramed soule

Giue me this maid your daughter. 1605— Mach iv 11 63
Ifyou would not [weep foi him] it were a good signe, that

I should quickely haue a new Father 1798 Colebrooice
tr Digest Hindu Law (1801) III 147 Sons inferior to these

. .claim the family of their adoptive father.

f. Applied transf to the relative or friend who
‘ gives away ’ a bride

1599 Shaks Much Ado v iv 15 You must be father to

your brothers daughter, And giue her to young Claudio.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II vil 174,

1

was father at the

altar .and gave her away.

2 A male ancestor more remote than a parent,

esp. the founder of a race or family, a forefather,

progenitor. In pi ancestors, forefathers. So m
Scriptural phr. To he gathered

,

f to he -put to or

sleep with one's fathers : to be dead and buried.

Also loosely for * a man of old ’,
* a patriarch

5

C950 Lmdisf Gosp Luke i, 55 Su» jjesprecen was to

fadores usra. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt 111 9, & ne cweJ>a<S

betwux eow we habbao abraham us to feder c 1200

Trtn. Coll Horn. 226 Vre foremes faderes gult we abugeiS

alle, 1377 Langl. P PI B in 126 -Jowre fadre she felled

J»orw fafs biheste. 1382 Wyclif Judg. ii. 10 Al that

generacioun is gednd to her fadns — 1 Kings i. 21

Whanne my lord kyng shal sleep with his faders. c *400
Maundev. (1839) vi 66 The Sarazmes han the place in

gret reuerence lor the holy fadres, the patriarkes pat lyjn

fere a 1440Found St. Barthol. 34 He decessid, and was
put to hts fadres 1538 StarkeyEngland 1. 1 ioTheyrcyuyle
ordynance and statutys, deuysyd by theyr old Fatherys m
eurysecte 1611 Bible Acts xiu. 36 1671 MiltonP R I.

351 God who fed Our fathers here with manna 1791 Cowper
Yardley Oah 144 One man alone, the father of us all, Drew
not his life from woman. 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 20
Nor were the arts of peace neglected by our fathers during
that stirring period

3

.

One who institutes, originates, calls into being

;

a constructor, contriver, designer, framer, originator.

Also one who gives the fiist conspicuous or influen-

tial example of (an immaterial thing). The Fathers

(US), the framers of the constitution

Often in designations of Biblical origin. The Father of
Lights, etc applied to God The father offaith, ofthe
faithful Abraham. Thefather ofhes (after John vm 44):
the Devil
136a Langl P PI A 1 14 He is Fadei of Fei 138a

Wyclif fas 1 17 Ihe fadir of lijtis 1555 Eden Decades
Pref to Rdr (Arb) 51 Abraham the father of fayth 1588

Marprel Epist (Aib ) 31 Iohn Cant, was the first father of

this horrible error in our Church i669Worlidge Syst.

Agnc (1681) train Germany no young Farmer is permitted

to Marry . till ne hath planted, and is a father of such
a stated number of Wallnut Trees 1700 Dryden Fables

Pref Wks (Globe) 499 He [Chaucer] is the father of Eng-
lish poetry 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks 1883 VI 275
Hannibal was called the father of warlike stratagems.

1795 Hull Advertiser 14 Nov 3/3 Dr Hooper the father

of the canal. 1825 J Neal Jonathan II 5 The Father

of Lies himself 1829 Scott Jml (1890)11 290 Words
sung by the Fathers of the Reformation 1844 SirD Gooch
Dianes (1892) 54, 1 may I think, claim to be the father of

express trains 1867 Smyth Sailor1s Wordbk
,
Father,

the dockyard name given to the person who constructs a ship

VOL.IV,
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of the navy 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I p i\, To repre-
sent Plato as the father of Idealism. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commw II xli 105 In * the days of the Fathers ’.

b pi. The Fathers {of the Church) , the early
Christian writers

,
usually applied to those of the

first five centuries, but by some extended further.

Apostolical Fathers see Apostolical,
1340 Ayerib, 155 Ase zay}> Jje boc of collacions of holy

uaderes 1549 (Mar ) Bk. Com. Prayer Pref, If a manne
woulde searche out by the auncient fathers 1588 Shaks
L.L L. iv u 153 As a certame Father saith a 1642 Bp
Mountagu Acts Mon in !j 54 (1642) 200 To this dis-
course of Basil, other Fathers agree 1710 Prideaux Orig
Tithes 141 Irenaeus and Origen, and other Fathers. 1776-81
Gibbon Decl £ F xlvn note, The Gieek as well as the
Latin fathers. 1839 Longf. Hyperion iv vii, I gazed with
rapture on the vast folios of tne Christian Fathers 1887
Lowell Dentocr Prose Wks 1890 VI 14 A Father of the
Church said that property was theft many centuries before
Proudhon was born

4. One who exercises protecting care like that of

a father
; one who shows paternal kindness ; one

to whom filial reverence and obedience are due.

(In OE. applied to a feudal superior )
0 . E Chron an 924 Hine geces ba to faeder & to

hlaforde Scotta cyning 1382 Wyclif job xxix 16 Fader
I was of pore men 1460 Earl of Marche in Ellis Orig
Lett

.

1 5 I 9 Oure ryght noble loide and ffadur 1591
Shaks i Hen VI, in 1 98 A Father of the Common-weale
1627 Massinger Gt Dk Florence 1 11, For her love I will

be a father to thee 1787 H Knox Let. 19 Mar Washing-
ton’s Writ. 1891 XI 123 note. The glorious republican epithet,

The Father of your Country 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong
(1877) I- in. 143 It was meant to assert that Scots owed
no duty to Rome hut only to their Father and Lord at

Winchester.

b. with reference to patronage of literature

1513 Douglas AEueis 1 Prol 85 Fader of bukis, pro
tectour to science. 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit I v 1 § 17

339 Francis I has obtained a glorious title, the Father of
French literatme.

C. Applied to a religious teacher or counselloi

(cf. 6).

1393 Langl P PI C i 120 3e sholde be here fadres, and
techen hem betere c 1465 Eng Chron 28 Hen VI (Cam-
den 1856) 64 There thay slow him horribly, thair fader and
thair bisshoppe 1655 Fuller Ch Hist, ix vu § 13 He
was commonly called Father Gilpin. 1757 in Sidney Life

ofS Walker (1838) 281 Dr [dear] Father in the Lord x8z8
Grimshawe Mem ofL Richmond {1829)132 He was re

garded by them [the communicants] as a father. 1833 m
Sidney Life ofR Hill (1834) 408 The minister who read
the . . service, substituted the word father for that of
brother.

5 . a Applied to God, expressing His relation

to Jesus, to mankind in geneial (considered either

as His offspring, as the objects of His loving care,

or as owing Him obedience and reverence), or to

Christians (as His children by regeneration or

adoption). Also applied to heathen gods
c 825 Vesp Psalter lxxxvm[i] 27 He gecetfmec feder min

Su earff god min, £ 1000 Ags Gosp Matt xxm g Anys
eower fedyr se be on heofonum ys c 2200 Vices fy Virtues

(1888) 25 And [he] steih in to heuene, and sitt on his fader

swiSre <2x225 Ancr R 10 be is also federleas Jiet haueo
]>urhhis sunne vorlore jjeneVeaer ofheouene CX386 Chaucer
Pars 7" F 57Hehabagilte hisfader celestial 1470-8SMALORY
Arthurxvn xv, Ioye and honour be to the fader of heuen !

*533 Gau Richt Vay To Rdr (1888) 3 Grace marcie and pece

of god our fader 156a WinJet Last BlastWks 1888 I 41

The lauchfull vocatioun of His Heuinhe Fader 2775
Harris Philos Arrangem. Wks (1841) 322 Through which
relation they are called his offspring, and he their Father

2822 ShelleyPrometh Unb, 1. 354 Most unwillingly I come,

by the great Father's will driven down To execute a doom of

new revenge 1843 Macaulay LaysAnc Rome, Horatius
hx, O Tiber 1 father Tiber, To whom the Romans pray
1865 Tennyson En Ard. 785 Uphold me, Fathei,in my
loneliness A little longer 1 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) a

Some austere step-son oLthe Chnstian God, jealous of the

dmne benignity of his father’s house.

f b. Applied to Christ Obs rare
2470-85 Malory Arthur xvn xiv, Fayi fader lhesu

Cryste I thanke the. [Hence 1859 Tennyson Guinevere

558 Qur fair father Christ ]

c Theol. {God) the Father

.

the First Person

of the Trimly.
<7i000 Ags Gosp John xiv 26 Se halige frofre gast he

feder sent on minum naman cx175 Lamb Horn 53 Pe

feder and he sune and halie gast iscilde us ber wio
a 2300 E E Psalteri Gloria, Blisse to he Fadre and to {>e

Sone, And to be Hah Gaste. c 2450 Myrc 459 Leue on

fader and sone and holy gost 1548 tr Luther's Chiefe

Articles Chr Faythe Avjb, The Holy Coost from the

Father and the Sonne procedynge 1737 Pope Hot. Epist

II 1 102 And God the Father turns a School-divine 2852

Neale Meditev Hymns 127 Honour, laud, and praise

addressing To the Father and the Son,

6 Ecclesiastical uses

a. The title given to a confessor or spiritual

director. Also explicitly spiritual and {arch)

ghostlyfather (but the former, m Eng ,
has more

usually the sense 1 c)

<21300 CursorM 27857 (Cott) 0 senft bon do hi faders

rede, sua hat hi said mai ai be quite
^

Ibid 28077^ (Cott.)

Til ouer lauerd enst and he. mi gastli fader, yeild 1 me

2393 Gower Conf I 104 Mm^holy fader, so I will x5*(

Ptlgr Perf (W deW, 1531) 9 b, Takynge penaunce ofour

goostly father for our transgressyon Sc synne 1677 Lady
Chaworth in Hist. MSS Comm 12th Rep App v 43 The
D[uchess] of Portsmouth ha£ promised it to her ghostly

father 2805 Scott Last Mmstr. 11. vi, Penance, father,

will I none,

b. A priest belonging to a religious order or

congregation. Also the title given to the supenor
of a monastic house m relation to those subject to

his rule

2572 HANMrn Chron Irel (1633) 48 He became father
of tne Monkes of Saint Hilarie 1603 Shaks. Meas forM.
111 u. 11 'Blesseyou good Father Frier 2711 Addison Sped.
No 164 T3 A Fatherof a Convent. 2739 Gray Jinl vi
France Wks 1884 I 244 It [the Chartreuse] contains about
100 Fathers, and Frei es together 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav
(1760) III 278 S Maria di Galieraisa beautiful church, and
belongs to the fathers of the oratory 2848 Macaulay
Hist Eng II gg The skill and care with which those
fathers [Jesuits] had conducted the education ofyouth

C Applied to bishops. Right Reverend, Most
Reverend Father in God : the formal designation

respectively of a bishop and an archbishop.
1508 Fisher's SevenPemt Ps ,

This treatyse was com-
pyled by the ryght reuerente fader m god Iohaa Fysshei .

bysshop of Rochester 2522 (title). The sermon of Iohati
the bysshop of Rochester made by the assignement of the
moost reuerend father in god the lord Thomas Cardinall of
Yorke 2594 Shaks Rich III, in vii 61 He is within

;

with two right reuerend Fathers Dminely bent to Medita-
tion. 168 S Hollingworth in MS Bodl Rawl Lett
LIX. fol 190 To the Right Reuerant father m God His
Grac Wiliam Lord Arch Bishshop of Canterbery. 1848
Macaulay Hist Eng II. 354 He had yielded to the in-

treaties of the fathers ofthe Church 1869 Freeman Norm.

Cong. (1876)111 xu 89 ThePope and the assembled Fathers,
Mod The most Reverend Father in God (William), by
Divine Providence Lord Archbishop of Canterbury.

d The Holy Father : the Pope
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxxi. 314,

1

schewed my lif to
oure holy fadir the Pope <21562 G Cavendish Life
Wolsey App (1827) 519 They, .byforce imprisoned our holy
Father the Pope.
e As a prefix to the name of a priest. Also

abbreviated F., Fr.
Formerly, as still m Continental use, restricted to the

regular clergy (see b) In the present century this has become
the customary English mode of designating a Roman
Catholic priest, even among those not of his own com-
munion : but some secular priests still refuse the title as
incorrect, preferring to be addressed as ‘ The Rev. A. B '

The abbreviated forms are seldom used exc by Roman
Catholics.

As the prefix 1 Father ’ was in the 16th c. used only with
the names of members of religious orders, its use was of
course not continued in the reformed Church of England
Of late years the title has been applied, among a section of
the High Church party, to Anglican priests, and some
prominent members of that section are very commonly
designated by it

1529 More Dyaloge Wks 140 The good Scottish fieer

father Donold 27x9 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II xm 265
Father Simon was courteous 2741 Challoner Missionary
Priests, The same year were banished Father William
Weston, S J , Father John Roberts, O S B , Mr Antony
Wright and Mr James West, priests 2890 Dublin Rev
XXIV 236 Our readers do not need to be told who Father
Faber was
7 At Cambridge ; see quots

2574 M Stoicvs in Peacock Stat Cambridge App A
(2841) p vi. The Father shall enter hys commendacions
of hys chyldren 2772 Jebb Remarks 20 The students
enter preceded by a Master of Arts who on this

occasion is called the Father of the College to which he
belongs 2803 Gradus ad Cantabngiam, Father, one of
the Fellows of a College who . attends all the examina-
tions for Bachelor’s Degree, to see that justice is done to

the men of his own College. 1884 Dickens Diet Cam-
bridge 34 Then the Senior Wranglei is presented to the
Vice Chancellor by his Father (or Praelector) and receives

his degree on his knees.

8. A lespectful title given to an old and vener-

able man, and (with personification) to a nver
1559 Cunningham Cosmog Glasse Aivb, How often doth

father Moses in his V bookes, make mention of Babilon

2607 Shaks Cor, v 1 3 He call’d me Father 2704 Pope
Windsor For. 197 In vain on father Thames she calls for

aid 274s Gray Eton Coll. 21 Say, Father Thames Who
foremost now delight to cleave With pliant arm thy glassy

wave ? i8i§ Southey Old Man's Comforts 1 You are old.

Father William, the young man cried.

9 The oldest member of a society, etc (Chiefly,

with reference to duration of membership ; occas,

with reference to age.) Father of the City, the

senior alderman of the City of London
1705 Hearne Collect 13 Sept., Sr Robert Clayton Aider-

man, the Father of yt City 2837 Apffrley The Road
(1851) 61 Mr Waide the father of the field, may be called

the father of the road also 1855 Dickens Dornt vi. You’ll

be the Father of the Marshalsea 2880 Athenvuvi 18 Dec
820/1 Sir Edward Sabine, now in his ninety-second yeai is

the fathet of the Society 2893 Daily Tel 8 July 7/3 The
Right Hon C P Villieis, MP,‘ Father of the House of

Commons ’, was robbed of his watch on Thursday

b Father of the Chapel' see Chapel 10

1683 Moxon Printing xxv 356 The Oldest Freeman is

Father of the Chappel 2888 in Jacobi Printer's Vocab

C. Hence, The presiding member, or president

;

also. The leading individual of a number.

1600 J Pory tr Leo's Africa 1 13 They call Abagni the

father of rivers 2704 Pope Windsor For 219 Thou too,

great father of the British floods ! 2759 Johnson Rasselas

l 1 The mighty emperour, m whose dominions the Father

of Waters begins his course 1772 Smollett Humph. Cl.

(1846) 251, 1 will take your place and think myself happy
to be hailed ‘ Father of the Feast

’

10 pi (rarely sing) The leading men or elders

of a city or an assembly.
1500 T Fenne Frntes 57 A grave father of Carthage who

boldhe stood foorth, 1697 DrydenAEneid 1 9 From whence

18
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the Race ofAlban Fathers come, 1776-8* Gibbon &F.

xlvu. r 13 The fathers of the council were awed by this

martial array Ibid II 93 A council of senatois, emphatic-

ally styled the Fathers of the City 1858 Scott r M
Perth vii, They were the fathers of the city. *837 Haw-

thorne Twice Told T (1851) II. » 3+ 11* Selectmen

of Boston, plain, patriarchal fathers of the people

t>. esp The senators of ancient Rome. Some-

times Conscript Fathers, see Conscript a. 1 . Also

used for The Patricians.

I533 Beuenden Livy 11. (*&») 158 The samm yere

deceissit Menimus Agnppa, quhillc wes lufit baith with the

Faderis and small pepill. 1588 Shaks. 1 ti

A

lit. ui. 1

Heare me graue fathers *74* Middleton Cicero I. v 382

The authority of the Fathers, and the interests of the Re-

public. 1843Macaulav Lays, Regillusvm, The Fathers of

the City Are met in high debate, “ Heratntsyxxiu, The

Tribunes beard the high, And the Fathers grind Lire low.

11. attnb. and Comb. a. appositive (sense 1), as

father-bird, -dog, -fool, -widower’, (sense I b) as

father-cause, -fount, -grape, -stock, -tree
;

(sense 5)

as Father-God-, (sense 6) asfather-abbot,
-confessor,

-director, -jesuit, -preachw,
-saint j

(sense 9)

father-poet, -ruffian 1 b. attnb
,
asfather-strength

,

c objective, asfather-slayer ,
alsofather-sick adj.

1707 Mrs Radclu-fe Italian- xi, The ceremony began

with the exhortation of the Father-Abbot, *795 Cowper

Pairing Tune 56 Soon every *father bird and mother Grew

quarrelsome. 1646 SirT Buowne Pseud Bp 1. 1 * The

first and *father cause of Common Error 1756-7 tr

Keysleds Trav (1760) I 295 The admonitions of his

father-confessor 1797 Mrs Radcliffe Itahaux, He who
appeared to be theFathei-director of the pilgnmage. 1862

H Marryat Yearm Sweden l. 459 The father-dog was

kept tame *864 Tennyson Aylmeds F 390 One of these

old *father-fools. 1884 J. Hall AChr Homej6 The

Father-fount of nature *875 W P Mackay Grace $
Truth 213 Chnstians have been made sons of such a

Father-God 184a Tennyson Will Wateiproof 7 Such

[port] whose father-grape grew fat On Lusitaman summers.

1630 Wadsworth Sp Pilgr iu 14 Obedience the Students

arebound tobestowvpon Father lesuites. 1711 Suaftcsd

CharacStTii) 1 . 243 Beforethe ageofHomer
1 or till such time

as this father-poet came into repute. *691 tr Kmilioumc s

J'raudsRoimshMonhsurjTh&oM halfoftheAIms . belongs

to the *Father-Preacher 1814 Sco tt La ofIsles ui. xxjx,

The *Father-ruffian ofthe band 184a Sir A. he Vi-reSoug

ofFaith 108Hear hoiy 1essons from the *Father-Sam ts 1748

Richardson Clarissa III lix 281 So^fathei-sick ! sofamily-

fondl *483 Cath. Angl 120 A*Fadei slaer, P^riada.
ji*q8 Sylvester JDu Bavtas h 11 Colonies 526 Xfoni

fruitfull loyns of one old * Father-stock, 1871 B, Taylor

Faust (1875) II. in. 206 The child m that blight season

gaineth The father-strength. 1605 Sylvester Du Barias
11. lii 1 Vocation 139 Fruits that have a vertue given

to draw tlieir father-tree to heav'n *845 Mrs Norton

Child Isl (1846) 132 The Father widower Strokes down

his youngest child’s long silken hair.

12. Special combinations : father-better a sc

,

better than one’s father [cf. ON ffiur-betnngr sb ]

;

tfather-breeder=father-forger ,
father-dust, the

fructifying powder m the anther of flowers ;
—

Polled ;
father-forger, one who counterfeits

writings of the Fathers ;
father-general, the head

or chief of the Society ofJesus ;
+father-queller,

a parricide ;
father-waur a. & ,

‘worse than one’s

father’ (Jam ). Cf. father-better

,

and ON f$ur-
verringr sb. Also an syntactical combinations of

the uninflected genitive, father-brother, -sister,

Sc., a paternal uncle, paternal aunt; Father-kin.

1645 r. Baii lie Lett. (1841)11. 295 glowmmg sonne,

whom I pray God to bless, and make father-belter 1624

GatakeR Transubst. 103 Undei his name out Popish

Father-breedeis have oflatesel out a many of Seimonsand

Treatises 1513 Douglas Marts vi. vi 37 We stand con-

tent..That ay remane the chaist Proserpyna Within lur

faderis brodens boundis and ung *609 Siccnc Reg Maj
33 The father brother of the fathei s side 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 540 From family diffused To family, as flies the

father dust, The varied colours ruu *624 Gataker
Transubst 64 Our Popish Father-foigers have set out

divers things, 1587 Fleming Contie Hohnshed III 1326/1

Their father generall deliuermg them what he hath m
office 1679 Oates Myst Imq 16 All these do serve as

Intelligencers to the Father General c 1440 Ptomp Parv,

145 *Fadei Qwellare,pafncida 1561 Daus ti Ballinger

onApoc (1573) 22 b, A most arianl father quellei <11641

Bp Mountagu Acts 4’Mon iv. § 52 (1642) 280 They would

never endure Father-quellers to iu!e ovei them. *597
Skene De Verb Sign, s v Eueya, The father sister and

her bairnes suld succeede.

Father (fa’&u), v. [f prec. sb]

1. trans. To be or become the father of; to

beget.

1483 Cath. Angl. 120 To Fadyr, gemtare 1583
Stanyhurst Mnets 1 285 By Mara fiery fathered twins

1591 F. Sparry tr. Caftan's Gcomancte Ex If the ehtide

be 1 ight fatheied 1605 Sylvesi trDu Ben las 11. ui 1. Vo-
cation 997 Ismael lives, to fathei mighty Pi ogenies. 1611

Shaics. Cymb, iv. 11 26 Cowntds fathei Cowaids, & Base
things SyieBace, 1877 S Lanier Poems, Florida Sunday
103, 1 am one with all the kinsmen things Thai e'ei my
Father fathered 1B84 Tennyson Bechet ht 111 132 Had
I fathered him I had given him moie of the lod than the

sceptre

b. fig. To originate, bring into existence ; to be
the authoi of (a doctrine, statement, etc )

1548 Gest Pr. Masse D uj/i The true meanyng of them
who fathered the Canon x6ox Holland Pliny I g* When
some grave personage fathereth a he, 1842 Tennyson Love
$ Duty 7 Shall Error m the round of time Still father
Truth? *850 Kingsley^!// Locke vii. As wild Icarias ,.

as ever were fatheied by a red Republic.

2 . To appear or pass as, or acknowledge oneself,

the father of ; + to adopt. , .

c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxxi 142 On fns wise may pai

fader°anober mannez childe *589 Warner Alb Eng!
V

xxx (1612] 148 Who so the Childe shall git Wean shall

father it 1678 Dryden True Widow Piol 32 He^ a so^

Who needs will father what the palish got 1722 Dr: Tor

Col Jack (1840) 213, 1 would father 110 brats that weienot

ofmy own getting *855 Macaulay Hist Eng. Ill 8 The

charge of fathering a supposititious child.

jtf *737 Pope Hor. Efist. 11 ii 170 Use will fathei

what's begot by Sense . ,

b To appear 01 acknowledge oneself as the

author of; to adopt; to take the lesponsibility of.

Also + To represent oneself as the owner of

isox 'KoKSw Trav App (Hakluyt Soc ) 282 J hey shalt

not father any other mens goods but their owne. 1634

Cannc Neccss Sefar. (1849) 242 The leport goes that

he was not the . author of it, but anothei did it, and

got him to father it *662-3 J- Birkenhead Assembly-

Man To Rdr, Unwilling to fathei othei mens sins.

1727 Switt To Eml of Oxford, Men of wit Who
often father'd what he writ. 1827 Scott Jrnl. (1890) II as

A singular letter fiom a lady, requesting I would fathei a

novel of hers. 1855 Macaui av Hist Eng IV. ax 498 By

these two distinguished men Paterson s schemewasfatheied

Montague undertook to manage the House of Commons,

Godfrey to manage the City *870 SrunonoN Treat Dai-

Ps xhv heading. No other writer should be sought for to

father any of the Psalms, when David will suffice.

3 To act as a father to, look after ;
+to carry

out (a law).
.

_
*577 tr Bielltngeds Decades (*59al 193 Suppose tlicie

were no magistrate to execute and asitwcie to father those

lawes *6** Shaks Cymb iv 11 395. I ^ood you h Ami

rather Father thee, then Master tliee 189a Pall Mall G.

3 May 3/1 The way in which Khanm fathers his people

4:. •fs, To trace the father of Ohs b. Tofather

oneself . to indicate one’s paternity Ohs exc dial.

i<og Shake Much Ado \ 1 it* The Lady fathers her

selfe be happie Lady, for you ai e like an honorable father

2680 Burnet Rochester 14 A Child is fatheied sometimes by

its resemblance. 1878 CumMd Gloss s v Fodder, A child

having features resembling thoseof its father faddeis it sel

fis. ?8o8 Scott in LocMiart xvm, This spuited composi-

tion as we say 111 Scotland fatlieis itself m the manliness of

5 ^To name or declare the fathei of (a child).

With const on, upon ' To fix the paternity of (a

child) on or upon ;
to affiliate to

1570 Levins Ma-mP 78/1 To Fathei, Pnircm nominarc^

i6« Speed Theat Gt Brit 1 2/1 Brute should have had

moie sons fatheied on him 1625 K LongU. Barclays

Argents 11 xxii 141 Neptune, upon whom, our Ancestors

have fathered all the men of extiaoidinaiy huge stature

17 Young Tamlane 67-8 Fathei my bairn on whom
I will, I'll father nane on thee *885 Dotty Hews n Mar

7/3 He advised her to father her child Ibid., lie had

asked her to father it upon the gardenei.

6. fig.
of 5 To name the author of rare

_

With

const. -\ of, on, upon : To ascribe (some thing) to

(a person) as his production or work ;
to attribute

the authorship of (something) to (a person).

*542 Udall Erasm Apoph 1 xxn 11 This saiymg is

fathered on Socrates. 154® Gf.st Pr Masse Ivnj, The
canones whiche the cathol lques father ofy» apostles r *59“

Cartwright in Presbyt Rev. Jan 1888 120 Especially 11

these be ther workes which are Fathered of them, a 1635

Naunton Fragm Reg (Arb.) 37 It is a likely report that

they father on him 1764 Frankiin Narrative wks 1887

III. 269 To fathei the woist of dimes on the God of peace

1865 Livingstone Zambesi xix 398 And coolly fatheied the

traffic on the Missionanes.

b. To father (a thing) upon (something else)

.

to trace to (something) as a somce or ongm; to

lay to the account of
1608 Yorksh Trag 1. ui, Fathcringhis riots on his youth.

1680 Boyrr Scegi Cheat vi 433 kuch Phantastich and

Uu-intelhgible Discourses fathu'd upon such excellent

Experiments. 1702 Eng. Theop/tgast 270 We_ fathei upon
love several dealings and intercouises in which it is not con-

cerned 1774 Fletcher Ftct. $ Gen Cteed Pief Wks
1795 III 313 The principle on which such a doctrine might

be justly fathered.
t

c. loosely, const on, upon : To put upon, im-

pose upon, attach to

x8*6 Kirby &Sp Entomol (1828)11 xvii 47 This inter-

pretation has been fatheied upon them *874 Ii R Rey-
nolds John Bapt 111 § 1. 147 note, Some alLempt to father

on the Chustian Church the limitations and ordeis of the

Jewish puesthood *885 Law Times LXXIX, 190/2 The
word ‘land’ is to hear the meaning which is fatheied upon
it by sub-sect xo (1.)

+7 . With complement; To assert to be (some-

thing) in origin ; to declare to have been originally.

1606 Warner Alb Eng xiv lxax 111 (1612) 346 The Scots

do fathei it TheStone that Iacob Did sleepe vpon 1620-

S5 I Jones Stone-IIcug 13 Jeffrey Monmouth was
the first that father’d Stone-IIeng then Monument

f Fa'ther-aiffe. Obs [f. Father sb. + Age.]

a The time of life when one is a father; hence,

a mature age, b An age eailiei than the present,

a period gone by.

1596 Q. Eliz, Let, in Tytlei Hist Scot (1864) IV 350
Were it in the nonage ofa prince, it might have some colour

;

but in a Father-age it seemeth strange 1633 F Fletcher.

Purple Isl 1. ix. Tell me, ye Muses, what om father-ages

Have left succeeding times to play upon

Fathered (fa tJsrd), fpl a rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ED 2
.] Provided with, or having a father.

1601 Shaks Jnl C 11 1 297 Thmlte you, Iam no strongei

than my Sex Being so Fatliei ’d, and so Husbanded J 160$

FATHER-IN-LAW.

Lear ill vt 117 That which makes me bend makes the

king how, He childed as I father’d ' 1856 Mrs Browning

Awr Leigh vr C48 Not much worse off in being fnthciless

Than I was, fathered

Fatherhood (fSfo^hud) ; also + fatherhead

Forms - a. 4-5 fader-, -ir-, -m>, -yr-, -hed(e,

-heed, 5 fatherhed(e, 6 (fathered)^*-, father-

heid, 6-7 fatherhead 13. 5 fader-, -ir-, -hode,

-hood, (fathyrod), 6 fatherhode, -hoode, 0-

fatherhood [f. Father sb. + -noon, -head
] _

X The attribute of being a father ; the relation

of a father to a child
;
paternity. Also 111 spiritual

sense
c 1380 Wvci if Sel ms III 179 Fi ttte ofsuch fadmhede

schal be joye of hcven. 1&79S0 Notnu Platan/, (1676)!'*

P.itres Conscript!, winch is a name uf Fathei -lie.id « *647

Fn mtr Patrtareha i. §9(1884) 19 ]ihciigltt of fntiieihnod.

1750 Johnson Let. to Simpson in Jimmie, In his *tfusal

to assist you there is neitlier good
•,

n
i
1

,

wisdom. x866 Geo Eliot F. Holt (iSCSJug 1 11 lay hold

of them by their fatherhood.

Lansf, x88o Boys' Own Paper 23 Mai. 400/r 1 he ialher-

hood oT the game [stool-ball] to cricket is unmistakable

b applied to God m his 1 elation to mankind

x6xx Perkins Cases Come (1619) 368 He bcarcs in Ins

person the image of Gods patermtie, or father-hoodi! c X620

Donne Serin xxxvin 380 Now wc consider God in a two-

fold Paternity a two fold Fatheihood. 1830 Is Irving m
Mackintosh Life II 477 Wc pray foi those orphans who

have been depnved of their parents and are now tmown on

the fatherhood of God 1876 A Siaanwick m. Contimf
Feu June rx6 This conception of the universal Latliuliood

of God has changed the aspect of the world

e with especial reference to Eph. 111. 15 after

the Vulgate rendering (pate/ nitas).

1382 Wychf J'ph iu 15 Onre I ord Jlicsu Crist, dfwliom

ech fadtrliced m heuenes and m ei the is named 1583 Got »•

ing Calvin on Deut xwvi. 214 We heme th it all f itliui-

hoode proceedeth of God. 2588 A Kinc. ti. Camsnis

Catech ,
Players 36 To the father frame quhnme al

fatheiheid in heauen and earth is named

H d. confused use. The attribute of having a

certain father.

1846 Kriux Lyra fawoe* t
CJnidrwi LiAc I a?ctifv 7 To

descry The welcome notes of f.itlierlmod, In fuun, ami lip,

and eye 1878 Guosakt II. Mote’s Poems M<m Introd

4r/i His conception of oui common b.itlieuiood and

Brotherhood was Chi 1st like.

2 . The relation of an author, originator, or per-

petrator. /ate.

1871 H. II Forman Our Living Poets 4«= Any more than

Silisco and Ruggiero lack fatheihood to line swings

X885 Manch Exam. 26 Jan 5/1 To adopt the fitUcrliOOd of

such atrocities is on easy way of obtaining credit.

|- 3 Authority of 01 as of a father m vai 1011s

senses
;
paternal authouty, headship. Obs.

cr460 Play Saci am 894 Anil in fitlicrlied that longyth

to my dygnyte Vn to yow' grefe Iwytlc gj-r crcduis.

1563-87 Foxe A * M (1596) 19S/2 * it bad Becket

no cause to claime fallierlioud oner the King xoxo

Bp CARr Eton Juried 4 Othei s content to allmve the

Pope’s Fatherhood m spirilimU mattirs 1645 Mu ton

Tetrach. (1851) 165 Shall fatherhood, which is but man, for

his own pleasure dissolve matumony? 1690 Lotto- Govt

1 11. (1694)5 Wc might have had an entire Notion of this

Fatherhood, or Fatherly Authority.
.

f 4. The personality of a father; 111 Jhy.yow

,

etc fatherhood\s, a iorm of address, denomination,

or title given . a to ecclesiastics*, esp thoseof high

rank, ffis Holy Fatherhood, the Pope Obs

c 1400 Maundiv. (1839) xwi. 314 And [IJ besraiglite lus

holy fadirhode, |>at my boke mjglitc lie c\am>m'it. ta83
Caxton Gold. Leg 247/1 What thyng is m ini liatli dis-

plesyd thy fadcihcde. 1534 Hildebrand (W, de W) Avi,

Althoughc he haiic fulfylled the pciiamit'c of thy fatherhode

emoyned. 1546 Bai l Rug. Votaries n (15W h, < '.regory

the vj. had nolhynge left hym, to susiayne hys owne holy

fathered but the bare ofTcrynges and a fewe mites there

besydes. 1614 IIp Hall Recoil heat. 370 bixe whole

books, should, by their father-hoods of Trent, lie . im-

pcuously obtruded upon God, sind Ills Church 1641

Puynne Antip 113 Never to make an end, till both parties

hath given some possessions to Ins Holy Fithu-head

a 1661 Fuller Worthies in, 147 He reproved Pope Sergius

his fatheihood, for being a father indeed to a Base Child

b to God.
C1485 Dtgby Myst. (188?) m pot That my pnjonr he

resowndable to ]>i fnthyiod In glory X531 Tinoaii Ftp
x John 22 His fithcihed geuetli paidon frely

c. to a literal father; lienee gen to persons

having a claim lo respect

C1450 Henryson Mor Fab 46 Not to displease your

Fatnerhood. 1461 Paston Lett. No 410 II 39, 1 suhmylt

me lowlely to yom good faderhood 1608 Mmm 1 ion

Tuck to Catch Old One 1 iv, Now to the judges, ‘ May it

please your reverend honourable fatherhoods ’ 1682 Buns an

Holy War 256 If what wc have said shall not by thy Fathu-

hood be thought best

•[ Fathering, vbl sb. Oh, [f. Father v, 1-

-iNo 1

] The action ofthe vb. Father , an instance

of this.

1549 CovrROALE Ei turn Par Rom L 1 A fjuonralile

and gentle fathei ymg. Ibid 6 Ve Komaincs are by

adopcion & faLheryng, called all to the. .Surname of lesus

Christe

Father-in-law (fa ftsrinlg') Also 5 fndyr

m, yn, lawe, faderlaw, 6 fatherlaw. [App in

law =in Canon law. Cf. Brother-in-law.]

1 The father of one’s husband or wife.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G, IV. 2272 PJnlomenc. Un-to his

fadyr m lawe gan he preye, 14^ Maun $ Ilotuek E%p
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172 John Hobes and js f.ulerlaw a 1333 Ld Berners
Huon lxiv 221 Gerard called, to hym his father in law,
Ins wyfes father 1598 Chapman Iliad hi 187 The fairest

of her set replied Most reverend fiuhei m-law, Most
loved, most fear’d, a 1704 T Brown Eng, Sat Wks 1730
I 25 This ungenerous father-in-law . . discreetly hanged
himself 1843 Bethune Sc Fireside Stor 51 We are
before the door of youi intended father-in-law

fig 1630 B Discollnmmum 15 Pretended Necessity [is]

the Father-m-law of intended iniquity

2. = Stepfather Now commonly regarded as

a misuse.
1332 Huloet, Father in lawe, vitricns, 1594 Shaks

Rich III
,
v 111 81 All comfort that the darke night can

affoord, Be to thy Person, Noble Father in Law 1598
Grenlwey Tacitus' Ann rn vi (1622) 72 A band of alli-

ance betwixt the father in law, and his wiues children

1748 Richardson Clarissa IV. xxiu 122 Nancy could
not bear a father-in-law 1773 Goldsm Stoops to Conq \

11, Father-m-law has been calling me a whelp and hound
1838 Dicicens Nick, Nick iv, I am not their father, I’m
only their father-m-law 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der. In,
I did not like my father-in-law to come home
Hence ratb.er-in.-law v nonce-wd

,

to call (a

man) father-m-law.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv v, I'll teach you to father-

m-law me
f Fatherkin. Obs [OE fader cyn (=ON

ffiSur kyn), f.fader,
gemt. offader Father + cyn

Kin. OE had alsofad(e)ren cyn, where the former
woid is an adj.] Descent by the father’s side

O E Citron an 755 § 3 And hiera lyht faeder cyn
gaej> to Cerdice [a 1000 Crest 248 (Gr ) Nu we areccan ne
magon Jraet fasdrencynn ] c 1440 Promp Parv 145 Fadyr-
kyn, or modyrkyn, parentela 1536 J. Heywood Spider
<5- F xxxlx 71 From which growna. by my fatherkin

I will not starte.

Fatherland (faSailaend). [f Father sb +
Land ]

1. The land of one’s birth, one’s country. In
fatherland, at home (opp to abroad'). Cf
Mother-country
1623 Wodroephe Marrow Fr Tongue 270,

1

thanke my
lucke that hath caused me to find heie my Countryman, and
one ofmy Fatherland 1635T Odell (title),A briefand short

Treatise called the Christian’s Fatherland 1683 F Ellis
Let in Hedges' Diary (1887) izo, I hope to meet with
much better [Justice] in Father-Land for y° inexpressable

damage done me 1799 W Taylor in Monthly Mag VII

309 Through, thee alone the father-land is dear 1840 Gen
P Thompson Exerc (1842) V. 130 Returning to their

fatherland in peace. 1873 Symonds Grh. Poets v. 138

Stesichorus acknowledged an Ionian colony for his father-

land

b Used to translate the Dutch or German
vaderland

,
voterland. The Fatherland', now

usually= Germany.
167a Temple Ess Govt. Wks. 1731 I 100 The Dutch

instead of our Country, say our Father-land 1791-1823

D’Israeli Cur. Lit (1838) III 31 The glorious history of

its independence under the title of Vaderlandsche Htstone
—the history of Father-land 1839 W Chambers Tour
Holland g/iThe attachment which the Dutch show to their

Vaderland, or Fatherland, as they commonly term it.

1864 Macm Mag Oct 433 Its [Tubingen’s] famousUmver-
sity more identified with the spiritual development of

Germany than any other single institution in the Father-

land. *874 Morley Compromise (1886) 6 A German has his

dream of a great fatherland.

2 The land of one’s fathers; mother-country.

1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall I *3 The ancient and
genuine characteristics of my father land. 1831 Blackw,

Mag . Sept. 328/2 They [the Americans] look to a dreadful

breaking-up of those old establishments, under the shelter

of which have grown the liberties of their ‘father-land*

[Great Britain]

Hence Pa^tHerlandiah a. [ + -isn], of, or per-

taining to, one’s fatherland.

X832 tr. Tour Germ Prince III. x. 279 Two genuine

Nfarnberg housewives, dressed m their fatherlandish caps

Ibid IV 11 X17 The immoveable and unchangeable father-

landish friend,—the majestic Mont Blanc.

Fa’ther-la'sher. The name of two species

of sea-fish, Cottus bubalis and scorpms.

1674 Ray Collect Words, Fishes 104 Father-lasher, Cor-

nubiensibus puens dictus. Scorpaena Bellony 1740 R
Brookes Art ofAngling 11 xx. 173 The Father-lasher .

when full-giown does not exceed nine Inches in length.

1863 Couch Fishes Brit. Isi II 9 The Father-lasher, or

Sting-fish, will live long out of the water.

Fatherless (fa Sailes), a. [See -less

In the OE feadnr-Mas the first element is the noimal

form (not elsewhere occurring) corresponding to ON four
genitive of/filer, the word is therefore not in origin a true

compound, but a syntactic combination, cf. ON fgour-

lanss ]

1. Having no father.

c 1203 Lay 21897 pu hauest viechildrcnimakenfaderlese

a ia*3 Auer. R 10 Helpen widewen & federlease duldien

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix 42 pe fadirles barn c 1450

Merlin 11 33 Sholde ye not haue sought the fadirles childe

*349 Bk. Com Prayer Litany, That It may please thee to

provide for the fetheilesse children and widows. *394

Shaks. Rich. Ill n ii 64 Our fatherlesse distresse was left

vnmoan’d. *600 Holland Livy 11 76 The commonwealth

was half fatherlesse as it were, for the losse of a Consull

1719 J. Richardson Sc Connoisseur 127We can be satisfied

we are not exposed here in a Fatherless World 1801

Southey Thalaba i u,The widow’d mother and the father-

less boy 1873 Symonds Grk Poets vu. 229 How shall I,

Brotherless, friendless, fatherless, alone, Live on ?

absol ciooo Ags Ps xcm [xctv] 6 Widwan & wreean

of slogun & feadur lease of-slogun C1300 Havelok 75 To
Jxe faderles was he rath. 138a Wyclif Jos. 1 27 Pupilles,

that is, fadirles or modules or bothe *6*r Bible Ps kviu
3 A father of the fatherlesse c 1737 Dodsley Epit Q
Caroline Misc (1777) 227 Ask the cries of the Fatherless,
they shall tell thee 18:3 Shelley Q Mob hi 28 Hearest
thou not The curses of the fatherless?

2 Of a book, etc . Without a known author

,

anonymous Obs exc with intentional metaphoi
*611 Beadm & Fl Philaster rv. 11, There’s already a

thousand fatherless tales amongst us 1641 R Brooke
Eng Episc. 11 1 67 A fatherlesse Treatise of Timothy’s
Martyrdome. 1732 London Mag I 78 To call that a
fatheiless Story 1803 Ptc Ntc No 14 (1806) II 261 She
humanely adopted several fatherless essays that were
wandering about the world
Hence Pa therlessaess, fatherless condition
1727-36 in Bailey 183a m Webster , and in later Diets

Fatherlike (fa ’Sailaik), a and adv [f as prec.

+ -like ] Like a father

A adj

1

1

. Resembling one’s father Obs
£*425 Wyntoun Cron vu vi 135 Fadyre-Iyk in all hys

Dedis 1614 R Wilkinson Paire Serm xi It weie well
for the child, if it were not so fatherlike as it is

2 . Having the aspect and bearing of a father.
1887 Pall Mall G 3 Apr 2/1 One of the most loveable

and father-like men I have ever seen

3 Such as is proper to a father
, such as a father

would do
,
fatherly.

1370 Levins Mantp 122 Fatherlike, patemus *381
Marbeck Bk of Notes 138 This manner of breaking of
bread was vene fatherlike and commendable among the
elders of olde time a 1641 Bp Mountagu Acts % Mon iv

§ 67 (1:642) 296 He gave them father-like education. 1634
Fuller Comm . Ruth (1868) 127 Young men will herupon
take occasion .to despise their father-like authority 1681

W Robertson Phraseol Gen, (1693) 1079 This is right
father-like 1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Faather-hke

,
fatherly.

B. adv As a father, in a fatherly manner
*604 Drayton Owl 339 How father-like he giues afflic-

tion bread 1673 Brooks Gold Key Wks. 1867 V 567
Observe how fatherlike he melts and mourns over them
1834 H F Lyte Hymn, ‘ Praise my Soul' Father-like

he tends and spares us 1864 Tennyson En Ard 154 The
feeble infant Whom Enoch took and fondled fatherlike

Fatherliness (fa tferlines) [f Fatherly a,

+ -ness ] The quality of being fatherly ; fatherly

character, function, or feeling

*53* Cheice Matt Let iv (1843) 116 His fatherlines in

life, his authontee in knowlege 1662 J Chandler Van
Helmont's Onat. 147 Although a fleshly Father doth give

of his own, whence the name of Paternity or fatherliness is

given unto him 1727-36 in Bailey *8ao L Hunt Indi-
cator No 16 (1822) I 124 Ah, young gentleman, said he

(for so he called me in the fatherliness of Ins age! 1856

Lit Churchman II 90/1 The fatherliness of God, as distin-

guished from HiS justice

Fatherling (fa tfeilir}). (Only in nonce-uses )

[f. Fathee sb + -lino ] A little father. Used a.

as an affectionate mode ofaddress ; b in contempt
*6*3 Ussher Ansiv. Jesuit 282 These bastard fatherhngs

in their Nicene Creed, did not onely insert this clause .

but, etc. *8*6 Blackw Mag XX. 847 In what nation

but the German, does a daughtei address her father as her
* dear little fatherling

1

?

Father -long -legs. = Daddy-long-legs
(the cranefly, ana long-legged spider).

1796 Morse Ainer Geog I. 226 Father Long Legs,

PhaTangium Several species 1808 SportingMag XXXI
169 A spider, or a father long legs 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy
Cham 11 xxu. (1879) 600 Mary climbs like a cow, and
Ethel like a father-long-legs

Fatherly (fa’ifojli), a [OE.faderhe, f.fader,

Fatheu + -lie : see -ly L]

+1. Of or pertaining to a (natural or spiritual)

father; paternal. Obs.

*399 Shaks Much Ado iv. i. 73 By that fatherly and
kindly power, That you haue in her 1626 L Owen Spec

Jesuit. (1629) 33 Of his owne meere fatherly and Apostati-

call motion a 1633 Lennaro ti Charron’s Wisd 1 xlvii

§ 3 (1670) 174 Now this fatherly power is almost of it self

lost and abolished

t b. Of 01 pertaining to ancestors ; ancestral

Hence also, Venerable Obs
<2*000 Elene 4.31 (Gr) py 1ms pa fsederlican lare_ [sien]

forlasten. *58* Sidney Apol Poetm (Arb ) 48 Poetrie is .

of most fatherly antiquitie 1634 Canne Necess Separ

(1849) 134 Ecclesiastical decrees, constitutions, provincial

and synodal statutes, fatherly customs

2 . Resembling a father, + a In age, hence,

venerable {obs ) b In character or demeanoui

1377 Northbrooke Dicing (2843) 19 That place is more

fitte for such olde fatheily men as you are, than for such

yong men as I am. *383 Stubbes Anat Abus 11. (1882)

71 The bishops are graue, ancient, and fatheilie men 1777

Mad. D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) II. 277 How friendly,

and fatherly, sweet soul 1 1832 L Hunt Sir R Esher

(1850) 89 A gentleman .who. having no children is so

fatherly as to take Care of the childien of others 1867

O W. Holmes Guaidian Angel iy. (*891) 47 He had been

fatheily with Susan Posey.

3 Of the feelings and conduct • Such as is proper

in or from a father
;
natural to a father

,
paternal.

c 1440 Gcsta Rom lu 232(HarI MS ) Ciist hathe to vs

a fadirlye affeccion 148a Monk of Evesham (Arb) 28

Y thankid him that he wolde white safe to chaste me in a

fadyrly chastment 1326 Pilgr. Per/ (W de W. 1531) 198

The father of heuen shewed nymselfe in a fatheily voyce,

sayenge 1533 Gau R tcht Vay (1888)86 Lat vsz knaw thy

faderlie lwiff. 1623 Jas I in. Ellis Orig Lett. 1 283 III

141 With my fatherlie blessing 1649 Bp Hall Cases

Consc ni iv. 264 Humbly to submit yourselfe to his fatherly

directions. 1776 Foote Bankrupt n. Wks 1799 1

1

123 Per-

haps it was a fatheily weakness x8ox Southfy Thalaba x
xnvl was fear,Fatheriyfearand love i828D’IsraeliC7««c /,

I 11 16 The fatherly admonition was received in silence

Fatherly (fa. tSaili), adv [f Father sb. +
-ly 2 ] In a fatheily manner, as a father; with
a father’s care and affection.

a *300 Oral Sap in Anglia X 364 ,

1

am so fadirly

admonestid 1389 PasqutVs Return D ij. Exhorting him
fatherlie to giue ouer that course, a *723 I Mather Vtnd
New Eng in Andros Tracts II (1869) 27 God hath for

a while Fatherly Chastised them by those Rods, c 1848
Lowell Changeling, I cannot lift it up fatheily, And
bliss it upon my breast *833 Mrs Browning Poems,

Runaway Slave, The sky That great smooth Hand of

God stretched out On all his children fatherly.

Fathership (fa’tSwjip). [f. Fathek sb +
-ship ] The position, state or relation of a father

,

paternity, fatherhood. + Also in His Fathership

the personality of an ecclesiastical father

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent lxxx 489 Let vs beware of

such maner of fathership. 1670 G H Hist Cardinals 1 11.

60 His Fathership *735 Johnson, Paternity, fathership

;

the relation of a father. 1809 Southey Lett (1856) II 168

After the fathership, and sonship, and all the other ships

have been exhausted. *87* Sat Rev 13 Apr 457 There
was not a throne which did not acknowledge in his [the

Pope’s] fatheiship the palladium of its liberty and strength

1873 M Collins Blacksmith 4 Scholar,
etc (1876) III. 107

The man whose fathership she disowned 1890 T. W.
Allies PetePs Rock 468 The civil bond sprung from a
spiritual fathership.

•j- Fa‘tholt. Sc Obs. rare [?a. Du. vatkout
,

f vat cask + hont wood ] ? Staves for casks

*543 Aberd Reg V 18 (Jam), xij hundreth fatholt at

fourty sh the hundreth.

Fathom (fie ffom), sb Forms . 1 fsettm, feedm,
3-4 fedme, 4 fepme, fademe, 3 fadim, (fadum,
fathum, south ve’Sme), 4-5 fadme, 4-6 fadom(e,
5-6 fadam(e, fathom, (Sc fadowme, fawdom(e,

5 fadmen, fadym, south, vathym, vetb.(e)ym>

6 faddam, feddom, Sc. faldom, faudom, south.

vadonae), 6 fatham(e, 6-7 fatbome, 7 faddom(e,
7- fathom. [OE. faSm sti. masc. (also fern

)

coiresponds to OFns fethm sing , OS fathmSs pi

,

the two arms outstietched (Dn. vadem
,
vaam,

measure of 6 feet), OHG fadum cubit (mod.G.

faden measure of 6 feet), ON. fapmr (Icel fatfinr.

Da favn, Sw. famn

)

the outstretched arms, em-

brace, bosom, also measuie of 6 feet OTeut.

*fapmo-z

,

cognate with Goth fapa

,

MHG vade

enclosure, f. Tent, root fef-> fafi- pre-Teut pet-,

pot-, whence also Gr treraKos spreading, broad,

irerbvvwai to spread out.

Formally identical with this word are the MDu vadem

,

OHG fadniu,fadani(MHG vadem, vaden, mod Gi.faden),

thread , cf OWelsh etein in same sense Possibly the two
widely divergent senses of the type *fapmo- may be ex-

plained as different applications of the etymological sense

‘stretching out’
] ( <

+ 1 . In pi. The embracing arms; in sing —
Bosom i b OE only
a xooo Riddles xxvii 25 (Gr ) Freonda |>y nia^a hi lufan

faeSmum faeste clyppaS a 1000 Andreas 825 (Gr ) Da
het lifes brytta englas sine, faeSmum fengean leofne.

fb. fig Grasp, power. Obs.

Beowulf ibio Jehwearf ]ra ln Fiancna faeSm feorh

cymnges a *000 Cnst 1486 (Gr )
pe m alysde me feondum

of faeome *607 Middleton Michaelm Term Induct

,

I grasp best part of the autumman blessing In my con-

tentious fathom
#
*622 Fletcher Prophetess u i, He

beleeves the earth is in his fadom.

f e The object of embrace, the * wife of thy

bosom*. Obs. rare~ x
.

1602 Dekker Satiromastix Wks 1873 I 209 Thy Bride

. She that is now thy fadom

2 + a. A stretching of the arms m a straight

line to their full extent. Also m to make afathom
1519 Horman Vulg. 29The length, fro the both toppys of

his myddell fyngers, whan he maketh a vadome. 1607

Totsell Four-f Beasts 717 The first of these homes, being

of the length ofmy fadome *646 Sir T Browne Pseud
Ep iv. v 191 The extent of his fathome is equall unto the

space between the soale of the foot and the crowne 1785

Burns Halloween xx111 note, Take an opportunity ofgoing

to a bean stack, and fathom it three times round The
last fathom of th'e last time you will catch m your arms
the appearance of your future conjugal yoke-fellow

b. fig. Breadth of comprehension, grasp of

intellect; ability- Obs exc. arch.

1604 Shaks Oth 1 i 153 Another of his Fadome, they

haue none. 18*7 T Hamilton Cyril Thornton (1845) 8g

This is beyond my fathom to determine.

3 A measuie of length.

•j* a. The length of the forearm ;
a Cubit Obs.

ciooo Mittlic Gloss in Wr WGlcker 158/10 Cnhtum,

Faidmbetwux elboxan and handwyrste. ciooo— Gen vi 15

breo hund fa>rua bi> se arc on lenge a 1175 Coif Horn

225 An arc J>reo hund fedme lang. c *203 Lay. 27686

pat sper burh rsehte fulle ane ueSrne a 1300 Cursor M.
21532 (Gott) He right depe had doluen dare, Ma pan

tuenti fadim ot mare c 1440 Promp, Parv. 143 Fadme, or

fadyme, ulna
b. The length covered hy the outstretched arms,

including the hands to the tip of the longest finger

;

hence, a definite measure of 6 feet (formerly for

some purposes less * see quot. I75 x )> now chiefly

used in taking soundings.

a 800 Corpus Gloss
,
Passus, faeSm, wet tuegen stndi.



FATHOM, 100 FATIG-ATION.

cijoo K. Alts. 54.5 His taile was fyve fedme long, c 1400

Rom Hose 1393 These trees were sette One from another

in assise Five fadme or sixe c 1450 Merlin 31 This tour is

uj or luj fadom of height a 1490 Botoner Itin (Nasmith
177S) 175 Arches of x vethym yn hyth. 1496 Ld Trects.

Acct. Scot (1877) I. 291, vj fawdome of smal pail3oune tow,

ilk fawdome 11 a ifiaS Tindale Acts xxvn 28 The ship-

men sounded and founds it xx feddoms. 1380 Bahet
Ah). F 190 As big as four men could compasse with their

artnes, or route fathom broade 1610 Shaks Temp [.11.396

Full fadomfiue thy Father lies 1643 Winthrop Jml. (1790)

325 They presented the court with twenty six fathom more
ofwampom 1688 R. Holme Armoury in 163/2 The deep-
ness of Water is sounded by Faddoms. 1748 Anson’s Voy
hi 11 219 We could not find ground with sixty fathom of
line. 1731 Chambers Cycl s v

,
There are three kinds of

fathoms The first, which is that of men of war, contains

six feet , the middling, or that of merchant ships, five feet

and a half; and the small fathom, used m fluyets, fly-boats,

and other fishing-vessels, only five feet 1814 Scott Ld of
Isles m xx, * Wheie lies your bark?’ ‘Ten fathom deep in

ocean darkl’ 1863 Livingstone Zambesi ix 197 We
handed him two fathoms of cotton cloth *878 Huxley
Phystogr, 176 The Gulf Stream itself is not more than 100
fathoms deep.

f c (See qtiols. ;
peril, some error ) Obs

1692-1708 Coles, Fathom

,

three Feet in length. 1731
Chambers Cycl s.v

,
Fathom is used in several countries,

particularly Italy, for the common yard 01 ell

d in pi Depths, ht. andfig Also in fig. ex-

pressions Fathoms deep,fathoms down ; cf. 6
1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One 111 i, Swallow

up his fathei . Within the fathoms of his conscience 16x1

Shaics Wint T iv iv 302 All the profound seas, hides In
vnknowne fadomes 1880 Miss Bkaddon Just as Iam xviu,

You will sink fathoms deep in my respect.

4. Mining (see quot 1881)
1778 W. Pryce Min Comiib. Gloss. 320/1 Work in the

Comish Mines, is generally performed by the fathom. 1872
Raymond Statist Mutes Minins; 313 [Cost of] stopmg
$12 or $18 per fathom [of oie] 1881 — Mining Gloss , A
fathom of mining ground is six feet square by the whole
thickness of the vein

5 . A certain quantity of wood
;
now, a quantity

6 ft square in section, whatever the length may be.

1377 Harrison England 11. xxu (1877) 1 340 Our tanners
buie the harke by the fadame i66g Worlidge Syst
Agnc (1681) 317 A Fathom of Wood is a parcel of Wood
setout, sixwheieofmakeaCoal Fire 1681 Blount Glossogr ,

When a Ship is past service they saw the wood of it in
length, and sell it by the fathom, which is six foot, two
bioad, and six high 1835 '1 arijf Tables in McCulloch
Diet. Commerce 1133 Lathwood in pieces under 5 feet in
length, pel fathom, 6 feet wide and 6 feet high [duty]

£4 5s od ; 1a feet long or upwaids, per fathom, 6 feet wide
and 6 feet high, £ 13 12$ od 1873 T Laslett Timber %
Timber Trees 252, 18000 fathoms of firewood were imported
into London in 1874.

Q attnb and Comb

,

as fathom lot
; fathom-

deep a. —fathoms deep (see 3 d), excessively deep

;

fathom health, a health (drank) fathoms deep
(see prec ) ;

fathom line, the line used in testing

the depth of the sea in fathoms
,
alsofig, ,

fathom-
proof (

nonce-wd ), unfathomable; fathom-tala
(Mining), a fixed sum for every fathom excavated;
fathom-wood [cf. Sw. famnved, Ger. fadenholz]
(see quot 186/).
1833 Edin. Rev Apr 75*Fathom-deep in murders and

debaucheues 1830 Tennyson In Mem. x. 28 If the
roaring wells Should gulf him fathom-deep m brine 1600
Dekker Gentle CraftWk^ 1873 1 71 Carowse mfie*fadome
healths to the honour of the shoomakers 1396 Shaks
x Hen IV, 2 111 204 1 he deepe, Whet e *Fadome-hne could
neuer touch the giound. 1816 Byron Pr ofChilian vi, The
fathom-line was sent From Chillon’s snow-white battle-
ment x8ax Shelley Epipsych. qo The buef fathom-hne of
thought or sense 179a Elizabeth Percy I 91 As if he
thought what passed, a smooth surface, but not *fathom-
proof 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss

,
*Fathom-tale prob-

ably arises from the payment fot such work by the space
excavated, and not by the ore produced. 1867 Smyth
Sailor’s Word-bk ,

*Fathom-wood, slab and other offal of
timber, sold at the yards, by fathom lots.

Fathom (fe-Sam), z\ Forms ; 1 feetSmian, 3
fadme, 4 fajime, 6-/ fadom(e, fatbame, 7
fathome, 7- fathom. [OE. fsfimum-OHG.
fademdn,

ON. fajwia (Icel fatSma, Da. favne, Sw.
famnd) —OTeul *fafmbjan, f, *fafmo- J athomjA]
1 trans. To encircle with extended arms.
c 1300 Havelok 1295 And mine aimes weren so longe,

That I fadmede, al at oues, Denemark, with mine longe
hones 1637 Pocrlington A Hare Chr. gi It contained
too many Cubits foi him to fathome it round about 1646
T Hall Horse Vac 71 No man ought to graspe more then
he can well fathome 1775 in Ash 1810 J Hodgson Let
111 Raine Mem (1857) I 65 Ten trunks each more than
I can fathom 1828 Scott Jml. II. 187 Trees so thick
that a man could not fathom them

transf andfig.
Beowulf 3133 Hie leton flod fseSmian frtetwa Iiyrde.
a 1000 Andreas 1574 (Gr ) Waeter faeSmedon 1626 Mas-
singer Rom Actor V i, Caesar, in his arms Fathoming
the earth 1644 Digby Nat Bodies Ded (1658) is Flashy
wits cannot fadom the whole extent of a large discourse

fto. To clasp or embrace (a person). To
fathom together : to embrace mutually Obs

13 E. E Alht P B. 399 Frendez fellen in fere farmed
to-geder. c 1440 Promp Parv 145 Fadmyn (fadomyn, P ),
vino ifiap T. Adams Fatall Banket, Shot Wks 1861 I

24j2 Lascivious Dehlahs fadomed him in the arms of lust.

2 Of two or more persons ; To encircle by ex-
tending the arms in line, with the view of measur-
ing the girth. Obs. exc. arch

1333 Edfn Decades 68 Scucn men with theyr aimes
streached fui the weie scarcely able too fathame them [trees]

about? 1632-62 Htylyn Cosmogr 111 (1682) 148 Stocks of

Vines as big in hulk as two men can fathom 1724 R
FALCONrR Voy (1769) 13s Mi Musgrave and I could but

just fathom it 1874 Dasent Talesfr Fjeld 261 We will

fathom it [a tiee] ana then we shall soon see

lb Of one person ; To measure in fathoms by
means of the two outstretched arms, tate
1680 Play-bill in Rendle & Norman Inns Old Souihwl.

,

He [the Gyant] now leaches ten foot and a half, fathoms
near eight feet, spans fifteen inches. 1783 Burns [see

Fathoms# 2a]
|* 3 . intr To fathom about ; to try what the

arms will take in
;
to grope about Obs rare

13 E. E Alht P C 273 ]>er he festnes ]>e fete Sc

fatnmer aboute, & stod vp in ms stomak.

4 . tram. To measure with a fathom-lme; to

ascertain the depth of (water) , to sound
1634 Brereton Trav (1844) 5 Fathoming the depth of the

water over against Brill, we found [etc] 1663 SirT. Hlr-
bert Trav. (1677) 253 In other places [the Ocean] never
hitherto has been fathomed. 1721-1800 in BAiLry i860
Maury Phys Geog. Sea xm § 563 Attempts to fathom the
ocean, both, by sound and pressure.

fig. 1613 Hieron Spirit Sonne.ship 11. Semt 372 This
loue, to bee Sonnes, who can fadome it? 1642 K Car-
penter Experience v xvn 314 O God, who can fadome
thy eternity? x68x Dryden Abs fy A chit, 742 To sound
the depths and fathom The Peoples hem ts 1732 Jh r ice-

ley A letphr vi. § 17 An abyss of wisdom which our line

cannot fathom 1873 Hamertom Intell Life vnt. i 281
A . French nobleman whose ignorance I have frequent
opportunities offathoming

b. To get to the bottom of, dive into, penetrate,

see through, thoroughly understand.

1623 MassingerNew Way v t,lhe. statesman .believes

he fathoms The counsels of all Kingdoms on the earth 1686

J Smith Baroscope 91 Causes very difficult for Human
Wit to Fathom 1748 Anson’s Voy m ix 400 There was
some treachery designed him,which he could not yet fathom
1781 Mad. D’Arblay Diary May, [His] character I am at
this moment unable to fathom. 1839 Ki iGin lj yIlist Eng
I 443 He could conceal his own designs and fathom those
of others 18S3 C Brontl Villeitexxwn. (1876)416, I saw
something in that lad's eye I never quite fathomed.

5 . intr. To take soundings ht smAfig. Also,

f Tofathom into : to enquire into

1607 Tournfuh Rev Ting 1 11!, And deeply fatlom'd
into all estates. 1731 R Paltock P Wilkins (1 884) 1 84
When fathoming, I could find no bottom 1855 Milman
Lat. Chr. (1864) III vi. it. 389 The philosopher went
fathoming on .in the very abysses of human thought.
1878 Browning La Saistaz 72. 1 can fathom by no plum-
met-line sunk in life’s apparent laws.

Fathomable (fae SsmabT), a. [f prec. +
-able ] Capable of being fathomed or sounded
1697 Dampier Voy (1698) I 531 Southward of all the

Soundings, or fathomable ground 1727 111 Bailey vol. II.

b. Jig. Comprehensible, intelligible

1633 Ames Agst Cetem. 11 178 These [aiguments]
seeming more faaomable 1647 Bi*. Kali Satan’sJiciy dai Is
quenched m vi 303 Things not fadomeable by reason

1781^ Mad. D'Aublay Diary 26 June, Mr Crutchley ..
continues the least fathomable of all men I have seen

Fathomer (fmtSamoi). Also 6-7 fadomer,
7 feathomer [f. as prec. + -ER 1

]
1 One who fathoms in the senses of the vb.
1398 Florid, Scandagliatorc afadomei of the sea 1616

Lane Sqr ’s T ix. 25 Time, the feathomer of wittes and
spoile 1660 Howell Lex Tetiagl, A Fadomer, taisein.

1790 Cowrcn Iliad j 7s6 Fathomer of my conceal'd designs
2 . An instrument for ascertaining the depth of

the sea (see quot )

1823 Mechamds Mag No 4. sg The obj'ect of the
Fathomer is obtain soundings without heavmg-to
Fathoming, vbl. sb [f. as prec. + -ink 1

]
1. The action of encircling with the arms.
C1440 Promp Parv 145 Fademynge, ulnaeto 1630

Donne Semt lxxn 736 A net is a large thing past thy
Fadommg if thou cast it from thee, but if thou diaw it to
thee, it will lie upon thy arme.
2 The action or process of ascertaining the

depth (of the sea, etc

)

1642 Rogers Naantan 181 The fadommg of so bottomc-
lesse depth 1727 Philip Quarll 79 Very expert in the Art
of Fathoming

b. attnb., asfathomvng-hne.
a 1800 Cowfer Comm Milton’sP L 11 934 A fathoming-

line foi the purpose of sounding an abyss 1874 H, R
Reynolds John Rapt, vi_ § 1, 364 The piopnet here
plunged his fathoming line into a deep ocean

Fathomless (fc *Samles), a. [f as prec. +
-LESS ]

+ 1 . That cannot be clasped with the arms Obs.
1606 Shaks. Tr Cr 11 11 30 Wil you buckle in

a waste most fathomlesse With spannes and inches?

2 That cannot be measured with a fathom line
;
of

measurelessdepth Often of a metaphorical * abyss’.
1638 G Sandys Paraphr Dvo Poems Ex xv, God, in

the fathomlesse Piofound, Hath all his choice Commandeis
drown’d 1644 Milton Edttc (1738) 126 Fathomless and
unquiet deeps of controversy 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb
i. (1843) 6/2 That fathomless abyss of reason of state. 1801
Southey Thalaba. vii vi, Adown Plunge the whole waters

,

so precipitous, So fathomless a fall 2830 Tennyson Ode to
Memory 111, 1 he half-attam’d futunty, Tho’ deep not fathom-
less, 1871 E F Burr AdFidem xv 203 Passing up through
fathomless azure

3 fig.
_

That cannot be penetrated or fully under-
stood , incomprehensible Cf. Fathom v. 4 b
1643 Milton Tetrach. (1831) 184 Heer lies the fadomles

absuidity 1713 Young Last Day 1 229 Oh joys unniix’d,

and fathomless delight • 1883 E Cloud 111 Knmvl 15 June
352/2 The fithomlcss mysteiy of the univuisc 1891 Spec-
tator 14 Feb , His ignorance is fathomless.

Hence Pa tliomlessly adv
1822 Byron Werner iv. l 506 His death was fathomlessly

deep in blood 1878 Masque Pods 29 The smile so fathom-
lessly bland

t Fa’ticane. Obs rate — 1
, [ad. \.,fdtuan-vs,

f fdti- comb form offdtum Fate + canlrc to sing ]
A singer of fate ; a prophet.
1632 Gauie Magastiom. 162 What fatuous thing is fate,

then, that is so obvious ns foi the faticutius to foi (.lull?

Fatidic (fritidik), a Now rate [ad L
fdtidic-us

,
f fall- comb form offdtum Fate + dtc-

weak root of die-ifre to speak ] Of or concerned
with predicting fates

;
prophetic

1671 J Davils Stbylh 1. xvm. 48 The F.ilidiek Books
1692 J Edwards Remarkable Texts 310 The cat th
become old, so that the fatidick virtue was worn out 1721-
36mBAiLLY. 1844T Ml 1cn 1 1 l Sop/uh les 1 72 note, A vei

b

applicable to fatidic purposes 1861 in Jml .Sait id Lit
XIV. 175 When Moses, in the fatidic spnit, foictuld tho
future prosperity of Isiacl.

Fatidical (friti thkal). [f L. fdtidic-us (see

prec ) + -al ] a = prec. b Of poisons, trees,

etc : Gifted with the power of prophecy

_
a. 1607 Torsi 1 1 Setpenis (1653) (>85 This Beast is .

i i,’ u«1 1
1 * I,!.',. > ,1’ s ^ ip 1

,
1

1
1

1

1

1

t 1
II IS3/ J VII I t fill! SI ."j III I'll l 1

>

what is spoken in this fatidical passion 1697 Po 1 1 1 uA ntiq
Gteeie 11 \vi (1715) 335 Urns, into which the Lots or
1'aiidic.al Vuscs were thrown 1721-1800111 Baili v 1829
Cariyii Misc (1857)11 98 The fatidical fury spreads wider
and wider 1833 Smlih 1 v Occult St unus 331 A tablet, 011

which etttain fatidical veises were written.

b 1641 Hrigiitman Pndat. 2 Out ancient Prophets,
Bards, and fatidicall Vatiuiwtors r 1645 Ilovvni L<tl
(16S8) IV 486 The Ancients write of some Tices, that they
are Fatidical 1652 Gauli: Magastrom 255 Fatidical
Mais 1864W l!ct 1. m N. Q V 4 )2 One of those fatidi-

cal women, who 1 uled the destinies of the nation.

Hence Fati clicaUy adv.
ax693 UnquHAitr Rabelais ill. xsv. 210 As fatidically, as

under the Emperor Valence

Fatidicate (friti dikfit), uti e. [f as prec

+

-ate.] intr

.

To declare or predict fates, Ilencc
Fati dicatmg vbl. sb, m quot used attnb
1867 J. B Rosr tr. Virgtfs Ahutid 229 C.11 mentn deified

Fatidicating power.

+ Fati’dicency. Obs tare- 1
, [f ns prcc +

-enoy ] A method of foietdling fate ; divination.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in six. 154 Let 11a make trial

of this kind of Fatidiceney.

Fatiferous (fritrieros), a. [f. L fdtifer (f

fdh- comb, form offdtum Fate + -fer producing)
+ -ous ] l<ate-bringmg; deadly, moi tal, destructive
1656 in Blount Glossogr 1733 in Johnson; w lienee in

mod Diets.

Fa tigable, Fatrguable, a [a OF fati-
gable, ad. L falTgdbihs , f faltgdre to Fatih UK ]
a Capable of being fatigued

;
easily tired, f b

Wearying, tiring. Obs.-°
a. 1608 Minor in on I-am Lmvui 11, Lip, Inde*fntig.i!)le,

hoy, indefatigable. Shi Fatigable, quoth you? 1833
Rusk in Stones Ven III. 111. § 26 127 An imperfect, childish,
and fatigable nature.
b 1636 Bi ount Glossogr , Fatigable, wearying or tyring

Hence Fa-tigableness, Fain guablemess
1727 in Bah 1 y vol II 1856 Buskin Mod Paint III

iv x § 18 That other character of the imagination, faligua-
bleness

*(• Fa’tigate, fa pple. Obs [ad L fiilJgdt-us,

pa pple. offatlgdrc to Fatigue
]

Fatigued
1471 liii'iEY Comp Alth Admon 111 Aslim (1652) 191,

I was faLygate 1330 Lsndisay Test, Papyngo 474 My
wytt bene walk, my fyngans faitegate 1531 liivoi Gov
1 viij Suffre nat the childe to be fatigate with contuuiall
studie 1607 Shaks Cor 11 li 121 Ills doubled spirit

Requickeneu what in flesh was fatigate

+ Fa’tigate, v Obs, [f L fatfgdt- ppl stem
offatigate to Fatigue] = Fatigue v 1.

1333 Bonnlr Let in Buinet Hist Ref II 177 1 he* Party
adverse, which . goctli about to fatigate and make weary
the Consistory of the disputations. 1549 Lompl.h,cot vi 47
The lang conteneuation of studie did fatig.it my lason

*577 Hellowis Gueuara's Chron 309 The Romans were
fatigated with warres 1622 Sir R. Hawkins Observations
(1878} 127 With which extreame lieate the bodie f.mgated,
greedily desireth refreshing. «i6s2j Smith .Set I)nc vi

249 This kind of divine inspiration diet [not] fatigate and
act upon the imagination 1749 Fjei ding lorn Joins IV.
197 ShSbwill soon be fatigated with the journey
Hence Fatigated/// a
1332 Huloet, Fatigated, defatigatns 1625-6 Purciias

Pilgrims n. 1837 These sweet seasoned Songs of Arcadian
Shepherds did lecreate my fatigated corps *632 Lhhgow
Trav. vi 297 Fatigated travellers

t Fatiga’tion. Obs Also <5 -acion, -acyon.
[a OF. faiigation

,

ad. L. fatfgdlidn cm, n of
action f. fattgare to Fatigue.]

1 . The action of fatiguing
, an instance of this.

ax529 Skelton Image Ipocr 11 393 Other like vexations;
As with Fatigations And dissimulations, With like
abbominations 1535 Act 27 Hen VIII, c 3 Without
frustrate or wilful delay ,01 any other maner of fatigaciou.

2 . The state of being fatigued
, weariness

1304 W Atkinson tr el Kempis' Innt 1. xvni, 1 liese

sayntes have served God .in great fatigacion 1570 Foxi
A. $ M I. 882/1 Cyprus and Albania, whicbe he aftei long
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fatigation of siege, at length ouercatne a x6ga J. Smith
Set Disc vi, iv (1821)215 He speaks of those fatigations
that Darnel complains of 1720 Strvi'e Stmo'sSum (1754)
I 1 xxiii, 144/2 Keeping watch as they had many times ,

been compelled, to their great Fatigation and unquieting.
Fatiguable, vai of Fatigable.

Fatigue (fatJ g), sb. [a Fr. fatigue fem., f.

fatiguer . see next Cf. Sp.fatiga, It fatica fem ]
1. Lassitude or weariness resulting from either

bodily or mental exertion

1719 Dl Foe Crusoe 1 323 It having been a Day of gieat
Fatigue tome 177® Ti tal ofNundocomar 32/2 Imminent
danger of expiring from fatigue 1843 Prescott Mexico
vii in (1864) 434 Extremities of famine and fatigue 1874
Morley Compromise u886) 8 The moital fatigue that seizes
catholic societies after their fits of revolution.

b. transf. The condition, of weakness in metals
caused by repeated blows or long-continued strain
1854 Braithwaite in Proc lust Civil Eng XIII 463

Many accidents on railways are to be ascribed to that pro-
gressive action which may be termed the * fatigue ofmetals *

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 827/1 To fatigue is ascribed the
breaking of car axles 1885 Engineeung 10 July 31 The
law of the fatigue and refreshment of metals
2. That which causes weariness; 'j* fatiguing

labour, ‘ trouble * (obs ) ;
a fatiguing duty or per-

formance, labour, toil

1669 Temple Let to Pr Tuscany Wks 1731 II. 196 The
glorious Fatigues which have hitherto been the Diveision of
your Highness 1691 Wood A th Oxon II 644 When the
Treaty for the delivery of it [Oxon] up for the use of the
Parliament was in agitation, he [Rushworth] was often post-
ing to London upon mtermessages and fatigues 1695
Woodward ITat Hist Earth 1 (1723) 37 A Question
which hath given no small Fatigue to Learned Men
171* W. Rogers Voy 364 The Governour’s Deputy
had the Fatigue to get our Provisions together 1780
Burke Coir (1844I II 381 The fatigues of the election
aie over 1844 H H Wilson Bnt IndtaW 305 The men
were much distressed by . the fatigues of their previous
march 1866 Geo EliotF Holt (1868) 12 Sight had become
one of the day’s fatigues.

3 The extra-professional duties of a soldier,

sometimes allotted to him as punishment foi mis-
demeanour

; an instance of this.

1776 A Ward in Sparks Corr Ainer. Rev (1853) I- 191,
I have ordered all the men, not on actual duty, to turn out
upon fatigue every day 1844 Regnl # Ora Army 275
The levelling of ground in the Mcinity of the Camp or
Barracks, and making communications between different

S
arts of them, are duties of fatigue. 1881 Through the
’.anls to a Commission. 57 For the two weeks that I was

a puvate I took my turn at the daily fatigues.

b. Short forfatigue party, andmpi forfatigue-

dress

1876 Voyle & Stevenson Mitit Diet 135/2 Fatigue
a party of soldiers told off for any other duty than a dress
parade necessitates. 189a W, _G Browne in igth Cent.
Nov 850 Change into stable fatigues

4 attnb. and Comb
,

as fatigue-blouse,
-cap,

-jacket, -uniform—fatigue-dress ;
fatigue-call, the

call to fatigue-duty; fatigue-dress, the dress

worn by a soldier on fatigue-duty
;

also transf
fatigue-duty= Fatigue sb 3, fatigue-party, a

party of soldiers on fatigue-duty, fatigue-work

=

Fatigue sb. 3
1890 Century Mag Aug 617/2 A thin ^fatigue blouse

1833 Marryat P Simple xvi, A soldier in his *fatigue

dress 1847 Emerson Repr Men, Goethe Wks (Bohn) I

387 He had put offa gay uniform for a fatigue dress 1879
Escott England II 2x3The black gown is the fatigue dress
of judges 1873 Burton Hist Scot 1. 11. 72 The soldier

never slept till he had done his ^fatigue-duty 1852 Lever
DaltonsTl 1v 35 A creature that carries a bread bag over
its shoulder through the streets in a *fatjguejacket 1840Ds
Quincey Casuist Rom MealsWks. 1863 III 271 A*fatigue
party of dustmen sent upon secret service 1844 Regnl #
Ord. Army 2 A Fatigue-Party, is not entitled to exemp.
tion from a Tour of Duty

.
i860 Russell Diary India II

xvi 304 The men of a fatigue party were emptying out
shot. 1890 Illnst Dond News Christmas No 2/1 A grey
*fati£ue-umform 1889 Wolselcy m Times is Feb. 12/3
^Fatigue work, such as carrying coals.

Fatigue (fatzg), v [ad F fatiguer (=Pr,
Sp faitgar. It. faticare), ad. L. fatigdre, f. stem
*fati- (in ad-fatvm. enough), prob. meaning ‘ yawn-
ing ’

;

cf Fatiscent ]
1. trans. ‘To tire, weary; to hai ass with toil; to

exhaust with labour’ (J )

1693 Loud Gaz No 2911/3 Many false Allarms to harrass

and fatigue their Men 1725 Dn Foe Voy. lonnd World.
(1840) 345 Five of them extremely fatigued themselves in
pursuing them [cattle] 1784 Cowfer Task iv 706 Heroes
and their feats Fatigued me 1848 Lytton Harold vi vn,
Thou fatiguest thyself in i am 1863 Fr A Kemble Resid.

in Georgia 34 My morning’s work had fatigued me
2 To weaken by straining

;
to strain (a mast)

1794 Rigging Seamanship II 273 Augmenting the

number of sails at the risque of fatiguing the masts 1869
Sir E J Reed ihipbmld v 83 To render the angle-iron

frames less fatigued

f 3 mtr. To undertake fatigue.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor Subj 11 (1709) 163 Age is not
vigorous enough for Business and Fatiguing

Fatigued (fatf gd), ppl. a [f prec + -ed 1
]

a. Weaned, b- Strained by over-pressure

1791 Cowfer Iliad v, 947 Hts arm failed him fatigued.

x8ao Keats Eve St Agnes xxvii, The poppied warmth of

sleep oppress’d Her soothed limbs, and soul fatigued away
1856 Olmsted Slave States 12 Struck with her fatigued

appearance, hemade some inquiries. 1869 [see Fatigue v. a].

101

Fatigueless (falfgles), a [f Fatigue sb
and v + -less ] Without fatigue

;
unwearying

,

tireless.

18x8 J Brown Psyche 42 Endow’d them with fatigueless
care 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S C 132 Rideis up-
right and fatigueless 1889 Talmage Semi in The Voice
2 May, The angels are a fatigueless race.

Fatiguesome (fatfgswm), a. [f. as prec. +
-some ] Of a fatiguing nature ,* wearisome

1734 North Exam nr vu. § 16 (1740) 515 The Attorney
General s Place is very nice and fatiguesome, and the other
quiet. x?4® Turnbull Justin xxvn 111 218 Atuiochus was
overcome the second time , and after a fatiguesome flight of
several days, came at last to [etc ] 1827 Blackw. Mag
XXI 475 His ‘Excursion’ would hae been far less fatigue-
some

Fatiguing (fatf gig\ppl a. [f. FattguEzj +
-ing 2

] That causes fatigue
; wearisome.

1708 Luttrelu BriefKel. (1857) VI 322 Vendosme by
fatiguing marches gained the Dender on the 5th 1774
Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) IV 189 It would be fatiguing .

to go through a particular description 1833 J Rennie
A Iph. Angling 64 A heavy [trouting] rod is fatiguing.
i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xi 77 The most fatiguing position

Hence Fati guingly adv
,
in a fatiguing manner.

1807 Southey Espnella’s Lett II 241 The most un-
pleasant part of this expedition, fatigumgly steep as it was.
1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag LVII1 155 They
dance quadrilles fatigumgly 1871 Le Fanu Checkmate
II ix 93 [She] was most fatigumgly well up in archaeo-
logy 1880 Miss Bird Japan II 149 One makes one’s
way fatigumgly along soft sea sand

t Fati’loquency, Obs. rare-1, [f as next:
see -enoy.]
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais nr xxv, By Gastromancy,

which kind of vential Fatiloquency was used in Ferrara
Fatiloquent (feitl'Mkwent), a. [f L. fati-,

comb form offdtum Fate + loquent-ent speaking

;

after L. fdtiloquus.] Declaring fate, prophetic
1656-81 in Blount Giossogr a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais

nr xxi 182 Fatiloquent Southsayers 1885Betham-Edwards
in All Year Round No 854 N S 76 A voice fatiloquent

+ FatiToquist. Obs rare—1
, [f L.fahloqu-

us (see prec.) + -ist ] One who declares or fore-

tells fates ; a foi tune-teller

1652 Gaule Magastromancer 145 Fatiloquists . taken
from talking they know not what 1727-36 in Bailey

+ Fatlloquy. Obs.—° [ad. L.fdtiloqut-um, f.

fdtum Fate + -loquium speaking, f loqulto speak j
Soothsaying 1623-6 in Cockeram,

Fatisceuce (fati sens). Geol [f next : see
-enob.] The condition of being open in chinks or
clefts. c 1784 Kirwan cited by Webster 1828

Fatiscent (fati sent), a [ad L fatiscent-em

,

pr. pple offattscere to open in chinks or clefts, f.

*fati- yawning see Fatigue z\] Having chinks or
clefts ; cracked
1807 Htadrick Arran 51 Fatiscent granite

f Fa’tist. Obs [f. "L,fat-urn or Eng Fate +
-ist] =- Fatalist
1615 J Stephens Ess # Char

,
Worthy Poet 154 Hee is

an enemy to Atheists , for he is no Fatist

Fatless (fe ties), a. [f. Fat sb. + -less.]

Without fat or greasy mattei.

1825 Blackw, Mag XVIII 155 A mere wafer of fatless

ham constituted a breakfast. 1872 Huxley Phys. vi 137
Four pounds of fatless meat

Fatling (fse tliq), sb. [f Fat v + -ling
;

qf.

nursling.] A calf, lamb, or other young ammal
fatted for slaughter
1526-34 Tindale Matt xxii. 4 Beholde, I have prepared

my dynner, myne oxen, and my fatlmges are kylled, and
all things are redy, 1570 Bryon in Farr .S’ P Ehz (1845)
II 335 My fathngs then I’ll tender, And offnngs to thee
make xfin Bible Isa. xi 6 The calfe and the yong lion, and
the fatling [shall he down] together 1725 Pope Odyss. vni.

53 Twelve fathngs from the flock. 1877 BryantPoems Sella
303 The herd Had given its fathngs for the marriage feast

attnb 1870 Bryant Iliad I. ix. 275 Chines of a sheep and
of a fatling goat.

Fatling (fse tliq), a. rare [dim. of Fat a,

(see -ling), suggested by prec sb ] Small and fat.

1847 Tennyson Prtnc, vi 122 The babe began to .

reach its fatling innocent arms And lazy, lingering fingers.

Fatly (fse th), adv [f as prec. + -ly 2
.] fa,

Grossly, greasily tb. Plentifully, e To a great

extent, largely d. Like a fat person, clumsily
1515 Barclay Egloges iv (1570) C v/i Some beast agayne

still leane and poore is seene, Though it fatly fare within
a medowe greene 1611 Cotgk

,
Graissement, fatly,

grossely, greasily 1866 Whipple Char # Charac Men
322 An old dowager lady, fatly invested in commerce and
manufactures 1866 Howells Venet Ltfexi 160 Renais-
sance angels and cherubs m marble . fatly tumbling about
on the broken arches of the altars 1873 Miss Broughton
Nancy I 132 Largely, fatly, stanngly plain.

Fatner, obs form of Fatteneb
Fatness (fsetnes). [f as prec +-ness.]
1. The quality or state of being fat.

a. The condition of having the flesh interspersed

with fat
;
plumpness, fullness of flesh, corpulence

c 1000Ags Ps xvi[i] 9 Hihabba)? ealleheora fetnesse utan
bewunden c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 86Ifbat jiebodi ben
mene bitwene fatnes & lenenes Jiat is neijjer to fatt ne to

leene 1581 Mulcasteh Positions xvu. (1887) 76Wrastling
taketh awaie fatnesse, puffes, and swellinges. 1653 Walton
Angler 187 Eeles have all parts fit for generation^ but so
smal as not to be easily discerned, by reason of their fatness.

*756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 177 We can account for the
extraordinary fatness of cooks, butchers, and other persons
1885 Truth 28 May 850/1 Fatness alone prevented her
fiom continuing to shine as a lyric stai

fig 1602 Shaks. Ham hi iv 153 In the fatnesse of this
pursue times, Vertue it selfe, of Vice must pardon begge

+ b Typogr Breadth or thickness Obs
1626 Moxon Pimi Lett 23 Measure the Fatness of the

left hand Arch of e

f c. Of a tree : Oiliness
;
juiciness. Of the soil

Unctuous nature
;
hence, fertility, luxuriance Obs

exc in Biblical phraseology.
1382 Wyclit Rom xi 17 Fatnesse of the olyue tree

T555 Eden Decades 4 The gieate moystenesse and fatnesse
of the giounde. i6xx Bible Gen xxvii 28 God giue thee
of the dew of heauen, and the fatnesse of the earth a 1735
Aruutiinot (J \ By reason of the fatness and heaviness of
the ground, Egypt did not produce metals
fig 1526 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 162 Makynge it to
encrease m a spiritual! fatnes of deuocyon.

( 2. That which makes fertile
; a fertilizing pio-

perty or virtue
; feitihzmg matter. Obs.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb xii 7 Valey ther hilles fattenesse
hath rest. 1563 Fulkd Meteors (1640) 16 Comets betoken
. barrenness because the fatnesse of the earth is drawn up,
whereof the Comet consisteth. x6xi Bible Pr lxv xilhy
paths di op fatnesse x6gz Bentley Perm 5 Dec 29 Water
. to . feed the Plants of the Earth with the fatness of
Showrs.

_
1738 Wesley Hymns, Eternal Wisdom, Thee we

praise vii, They sink and drop Their Fatness on the ground

1 3. concr. A greasy or oily substance, fat Obs
c xooo Ags Ps. xvi[i] 11 Fastnysse heoia hi heclysdon

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P R.v lxm (1495) 181 In the
beest is fatnes that is callyd Adeps, Arutna wythout c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg 257 Siunme seien bat Jje fatnes ofgiene
froggis bajj vertu for to make men heere. 1 1430 A tans
Puer 39 in Babees Bk (1868) 29 In ale ne in wiyn with hond
leue no fatnes. 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye (1873) 113 The
fatnesse of oylemay not hurne, tyl aweyke or matche be put
therto 1641 French Distill, lii. (1651) 71 There will distill

into the receiver a fatness 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg. 11

547 Whose offei’d Entrails shall drip their Fatness from
the Hazle Broach
fig a 1400 Prymer (1891) 90 As wi}> grece and fatnesse

fyld he my soule. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst 1 4 This
is the luste vengeance of God, to drawe a fatnesse ouer
their hartes. 1611 Bible Ps lxm,My soule shall be satisfied

as with marrow and fatnesse

*j*b. In the soil, etc. • An unctuous substance;

an unctuous layer or deposit. Obs
1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Hnsb 1 (1586) 20 b, A kinde

of pith and fatnesse of the earth called Marga Ibid

43 d. The fatnesse that the water leaves behinde it 1626
Bacon Sylva tj 355 Earth andWater, mingled by the helpe
ofthe Sunne, gather a nitrous Fatnesse. 1715 tr Panctrollus'
Rerum Mem. II. n. 283 Chalky Earth beaten and steeped
in Water, affordeth a Cream or Fatness on the Top

T 4. The richest or best part of anything. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Ps 3xxx[i] 17 Of faetnysse hwaetes c 1300
E E. Psalter cxlvu. 14 And with fattnes of whete filled J?e

wele 1644 G Plattes m Hartlib Legacy (1655) 176 Cities,

which devoured the fatness of the whole Kingdom. 1665
Dryden Ind Entpeior 1 11, Those ghostly kings would ..

all the Fatness of my Land devour

Fattable (fse'tab’l), a. rare. In 9 fatable.

[f. Fat v + -able ] Capable of being fatted

1859 Kingsley Mac. II. 145 Pigs being as greedy and
fatable under Free-trade as they were under Protection

Fatted (fa? ted), ppl a Somewhat arch, [f

Fat v + -ed I.] In senses of the vb ;
now only,

Fattened.
[To kill thefatted calf; proverbially used with reference

to Luke xv.]

1552 Huloet, Fatted or dressed with fatte, adipatus, «, 11m
1580 Baret Alv. F215 A fatted hogge, saginatus porcus
x6iz Bible i Kings iv. 23 Beside fallow Deere, and fatted
foule. 1647 Cowley Mistress, The Welcome 1, Go, let the
fatted Calf be kill’d. 1660 Hexham, Gemest landt. Dunged
or Fatted land 1725 Pope Odyss. ix 49 The fatted
sheep 1870 Bryant Iliad I n 54 Agamemnon Offeied
a fatted ox of five years old 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

III. 51 Pictures of the lean dogs and the fatted sheep.

Fatten (fse t’n), v. [f. Fat a. + -en 5
]

1 trans. To make fat or plump. Also tofatten
up Usually . To feed (animals) for market, make
fit to kill. Const on.

1552 Huloet, Fatten or make fatte, crasso 162a Mas-
sinker Virg. Mart, 11 1, You snatch the meat out of
the prisoners mouth, To fatten harlots. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. rn. 95 Wandring Laton In spight of Juno, fatned
with Joves balme, 1745 tr. Columella's Hnsb. vm 1, Such
fowls as are shut up in coops, and fattened. 1777 Mad
D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) II 284 His legs nave been
fattened up by the gout 1849 Cobden Speeches 3 His
idea seems to be that men in time of peace were only
being fattened up for a speedy slaughter. 1853 Soyer
Paidroph 165 To fatten turkeys give them mashed
potatoes [etc.]. 1873 Tristram Moab vm 148 Myriads of

larks in combined flocks fattening themselves upon them
absol 1650 Bulwer Anthiopomet. 24T All Bodies may be

made lean ; but it is impossible to fatten, where, etc.

b Said of the food.
C1590 Greene Fr Bacon x. 59 Whose battling pastures

fatten all my flockes 1665 Sir T Herbert Trav, (1677)
209 Wine and Music fattens them [Persian women] *781
Gibbon Decl .J F III 213 The forests of Lucama, whose
acorns fattened large droves of wild hogs 1834Bnt, Hnsb
III 1111 59 The same food is given to fatten cows or oxen.

c, transf and fig To fatten into : to bring

into a certain state by pampeung (rare) To
fatten out : to drive out by fattening.

1566 Drant Hor Sat
'
n. vi, I

.
praye him to fatten

all I haue, excepte my witte alone. 2634 Sir T Herbert
Trav. (1638) 235 Choosing rather to fatten themselves by
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a contented Notion, than by curious inquisition to peiplex

their other recreations 1784 Cowilr 'lash iv 504 I he

excise is fattened with the rich result Of all this not 1840

Arnold Let in Stanley Life (1881) II ix 163 It is then

quite too late to try to fatten them [menj into obedience

1848 Lowru. Bigl<nxi P Poems 1890 II 3® John Bull has

suffered the ulea of the Invisible to be veiy much fattened

out ofhim
2

.

intr. To grow or become fat Const f in,

on i Of a lettei type • To become thicker Obs

*676 Moxon Print Lett

,

49 The Belly fattens downwaids

1693 Dhyden Juvenal xiv 210 The good Old man and
Thrifty Husewife spent Their Days in Peace, and Fatten’d

with Content, 1712 Granville Poems 100 Tygers and Woves
shall in the Ocean bleed, The Whale and Dolphin fatten on

the Mead 1745 E Heywood Female SpectatorQtif) III

132 They lejoice and fatten in the blood of slaughtered

millions 1755 in World No 113 ? 12, I therefore propose

to you that we severally endeavour you to fatten, and I to

waste, 1790-1811 Coombe Devil upon Two Sttchs (1817) HI-
271 After having, for some years, fattened in the ruin of

otheis, he was at length ruined himself 1813 Shelley Q
Mob 1 273 The meanest worm That fattens on the dead-

1854 Ji nl. R. Agile Soc. XV 1 252 The ewes readily fatten

D jig.

1638 Baker tr Balzac's Lett II 13 Methinkes shee

fattens and grows gracefull with these piayses you give her,

*761-2 IIume Htst Lug (1806) IV lvii 357 Such persons,

who fatten on the calamities of their country. 1813 Siiellly

Q Mab m 108 Those gilded flies That, basking in the

sunshine ofa couit, Fatten on its corruption 1 1867 Frll-

man Norm Corn (1876) I. v 318 Foreigners who were to

fatten on English estates and honours

3 traits To enrich (the soil) with nutritious or

stimulating elements; to feitihze

2563 Fulke Meteors (1640) so The river Nilus, whose
overflowings doe marveylously fatten the eaith 1583

Stubbes Anat Abus 11 (1882) 44 They are not ignorant also

what kind of dung is best to fatten the same agame. *697

Dhyden Vtig. Geoig 1 661 Just Heav’n thought good To
fatten twice those Fields with Roman blood 1709 Swiit
Met tin’s Prophecy, One kind of stuff used to fatten land

is called Marie 1809-10 Coleridge Fnend {1865) igo

Genuine philanthropy, which, like the olive tree . . fattens

not exhausts the soil from which it sprang
ti ansf andfig. 1697 Dryden Juvenal Sat m 112 Ob-

scene Orontes fattens Italy with foreign Whores 1707
Curios, tit Hush. $ Gard. 259 How eflicacious Water is,

when it has been fatten’d and heated by Dung 184a

Tennyson Golden Year 34 Wealth . shall slowly melt In

many sti earns to fatten lower lands

Fattened (fset’nd),ppl.a. [f prec + -ED to]

That has been made fat.

1613-6 W Browne Bnt Past, 11 i 92 Full of well-fleec’d

Flockes and fatned Droves 1725 Pope Odyss iv. 318 Where
prolific Nile With various simples clothes the fattened soil

187a Yeats Techn Hut Comm 63 Fatlened hogs of five

yeais old are mentioned by Homer

Fattener (fset’naj) [f as piec. + -FRto] a.

One who or that which makes fat. to. One that

grows fat. C. With adj. 1 An animal that fattens

(early, late, slowly, etc.).

1611 Cotgr , Gnitssier a Giasier, or fattener of cattell

rt*735 Arbuthnot Mart. Scnbl (1742) 14 The wind was at

West , a wind on which that great Philosopher bestowed
the Encomiums of Fatner of the earth [etc ] *817 T. L
Peacock Melmcourt xl, Fatteners on public spoil. *852
Jml R Ago to, Soc XIII 1 193 Their character as rapid

and early fatteneis 1884W When inPallMallG 14 May
1 1/1 There is a difference between crammers and chicken
fatteners.

Fattening (fart’mq), vbl. sb. [f. as prec +
-ING to] The process of making fat or becoming
fat. Also the action of thickening (a type)

1614 Markham Cheap Plitsb vu xxi (1668) 124 Peacocks
being seldome eaten, it maUeietli not much for their
fatning 1623-6 CockEram it, A Fattening saginatwn.
1676 Moxon Pnnt^ Lett 32 The Fatning is madeby setting

off 5 on eilhei side the Centre *846 J Baxter Libr,
Pract Agrtc (ed 4) II 114 Nothing contributes more to

expedite the fattening of cattle, than moderate warmth

Fattening (fse’t’nig), ppl a [f as prec +
-tng 2

] That fattens, a That makes fat to.

That grows fat.

a. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg 1 ug Load with fat’nmg
Dung thy fallow Ground 1866 B Taylor Poems, Monda-
mm 253 Fed by fattening nuns *876 Foster Phys 11, v
(1879) 39s Sugar or starch is always a large constituent of
01dinary fattening foods

b* 1697 Dryden Virg Past vi 6 Apollo hade me feed
My fatning Flocks 1790-1811 Coombe Devil upon Two
Stubs (xZ\j) VI. 185 An occasional seimon for the service of
fattening ignorance, 01 idle opulence 1804 Earl Lauderd
PM, Wealth (1819) 178 Cattle and sheep of a peculiar
fattening kind

Fatter (fee tar), sb. [f, Fat v. + -uni] a.

One who makes fat fSaid also of the food,

+ b. With adj prefixed . An animal that glows
fat (quickly, etc ). Also ffatter up
*528 Faynel Salerno's Begun Gij, Giene chese is a

nounsher and a fatter *67* H M tr Erasm Colloq 71
This Hen hath , had a mggaidly fattei of her up 1806W Taylor in Ann Rev, IV. 83 Wheie food is plentiful the
Java hog is the quickest fatter, 1882 Athenaeum 26 Aug.
371/2 Those who buy up lean chickens for the fattei 's coop
Fattily (ftetili), adv. [f, Fatty a. + -ly 2

]
As by a moibid deposition of fat. Only infattily-
degenerated.
*886 Syd Soc, Lex s v. Heart, degeneration of, fatty,

The fattily-degenerated heart is often enlai ged and dilated.

Fattiness (fse tines), [f Fatty + -nebs] The
quality or condition ofbeing fatty.

*57* J Jones Bathes of Bath 11 14 b, Some man will

102

saye that fattincs is not in all waters. *574 NrwTON
Health Mag'a6 Fatlinesse in meatc 1603 Hoi land 1 In-

torch's Mor 659 Even salt it selfe hath a ceitcme faltincsxc

and unctuosity in it 1638 tr Bacon's Nat Hist 11 4° ” c

are to come next to the oleosity or fattiness of them. 1870

A W Ward tr Curtins' Hist Gitece I 1 1 29 Excessive

fleshiness and fattiness of body wete equally rare,

t to concr Giease Obs.

*601 Holland Pliny II 308 The sweat or faUincsse of

vnwashed wooll

Fatting (fse tig), vbl sb [f Fat v + -inc 1
]

1 . The action or process of making (an animal or

person) fat.

*577 B Googe Hcresbach’s Husb iv (1586) 165 0, M Au-

lldius Suico, who first beganne the fatting of this toule

1681 W, Robertson Phrased Gut (1693) 66® lie is

a mere glutton, born for the fatting of his belly. *79*

Trans, Soc. Encourag Arts (ed 2) III 4s [I hey] gained,

the hist three weeks of fatting, two pounds and a quarter

each per diem

f 2 The process of growing or becoming fat

*594 Shaks Rich III, 1. 111 3^4 Clatcnce is well re-

payed He is frank’d vp to fatting for his punes 1650

Bulwlij Anthropoimt 242 Tluee causes winch impede
the fatting of Man 1772 Ann. Reg 106/1 The fatting 111

the valuable parts of the body
3

.

The piocess of enriching (land) 01 making (it)

fertile or fruitful

*600 SunrLET Countyic Panne 1 xv. 93 The dung put

aside for the fatting of the medowes a *017 Hu hon Whs
II 464 Salt is very good for the fatting of the earth

4 atti ib,
y
asfattmg-house, a place in which to fat

animals, falling-land, land suitable foi fatting

animals
,
fatting-stock ,

stock foi fitting

1580 Baret Alv F 214 A fatting-housc, sagmarntm
1*1722 Lisle Husb (1752) 251 It is best to have the sides of

the fatting-house open 1834 Brit Hitsb II. 490 The value

of fatting land being diffeient. *86* 'Tunes 27 Sept., Ihe
requisite fatting stock.

Fatting (fee tig), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

a That makes fat. to. That is growing or being

made fat

1533 Elyot Cast Ilelthc (1539) 88 a, The diete of fattinge

thmges dothe nourishe abundantly 1602 Middleton
Blurt

,
Master Constable iv 11, I've fatting knavei y tn hand.

1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett People 86 Fed off by some
fatting sheep *825 Council' Rur Rides 458 A stout horse

Will eat much more than a fatting ox 1865 Jml R Ague.
Soc 2nd Ser I 255 We believe in it [the pulper] for the

young fatting animal

Fattish (fse tij), a. [f Fat a + -isii.J a.

Somewhat fat; fairly supplied with fat. + to.

Somewhat greasy or unctuous. Obs
a c *369 Chaucer Dethc lllaunche 954 She had armes

ever hth, Fattish, fleshy, nat great therewith 1577 B
Googe Heiesbach's Husb tv *61 For fatting, the best aic

those [poultiyl that have the skmnesof theyr neckes thickc

andfattysh 1668 Culelpelr & Coll Barthol Auat.m.
ix ug In the Lobe it is so mingled with Flesh, that it

becomes fattish, fleshy and spungy *8*5 J W Choker
in Crober Papers (188 {) I iii 65 T alley1and is fattish for

a Fienchman 1864 Carlyj e Frcdb Gt (1865) IV »• ui

58 The jolly Ambassador Camas, a fattish man
b. *589 Fleming Virg Geoig 111 51 Pitch of trees on

Ida hill, and fattish. wax with grease 16*0W Foi kingham
Art of Survey 1 x. 32 Clay mixed with a viscous and
fattish Eaith *671 J. Webster Metallogr xm 216 Thin
plates of white silver m a fattish stone *726 Lloni tr.

Albertis Archit I in 49a, The fattish sort [of mortar] is 1

11101 e tenacious than the lean

Hence Fa ttishness, ihe quality of being fattish.

1662 Ii Stubbe Ind Nectar m 28 The body of the water
. did shine with a visible Fattishnesse

Fattrels (fie trolz), sb. pi. Sc. [ad. Y.fatraille

‘trash, trumpery, things of no value’ (Cotgr.).]

Ribbon-ends
1786 Burns To a Louse 20 Now baud you theie, ye’re

out o’ sight, Below the fatt’nls, snug and light 1788 E
Picken Poems Gloss 231 Path els, libbon-ends, &c
Fatty (forti), a [f Fat + -y 1 ]

1 Resembling fat, of the nature of fat, unctuous,
oleaginous, gieasy.

*3g8 Tiievisa Barth. De P R. xvi. lxxiv (1495) 577 Yf
a stone is not fatty it woll all to fall by maystry of drynessc.
1563 Fulkf Meteors (1640) 64 b, These liquois conueat,
that he moist and not fatty 1616 Surflet & Maiiku
Country Panne 548 The bicad which is made thereof is

fattie, slymie, heatue 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments vi 194
Spirit of Nitre will turn Oil of Olives into a sort of fatty Sub-
stance 1851 CARi'LNirR Man, Phys (ed a) 1do The fatty
matters must be received back into the blood. 1879 Cassell’s
Techtt Educ III. 398 The fatty ink employed

*(* to Besmeared with fat
;
greasy. Obs. rare~x

*572 Hui oet (ed Higgins) s v Fat, The boye handled
the pot with his fatty [vuctes] fistes.

+ 2. Of animals, their limbs . Full of fat, plump,
well-fed Of a leaf . Full of sap

,
juicy Obs.

1552 Huloet, Fatte or Fattye, adeps *589 Fleming
Virg. Bncol vi 16 A shepheard it behooties To feed his
fattie sheepe *601 Holland Pliny II. 216 The leaues be
whitei and fattier.

3 Full of fertilizing mattei. Of soil • Fat, rich.

*590 SrrNSER P.Qi 1. 21 As when old father Nilus gins
to swell His fattie waves doe fertile slime outwell 1855
Singleton Virgil I. 113 For fatty lands These fit, for
lighter those

4

.

Consisting of or conlaming fat
;
adipose

1615 Crooke Body ofMan vi v 353 The fatty veme called
Adiposa. 1804 Abernethy Surg Obs 30, I have known
seveial fatty tumours growing at the same time 1861 Hume
tr Moqum-Taudon 11 1 41 The Fatty or Adipose Tissue
consists of vesicles filled with an oily fluid. *884 Syd

FATUOUS.

Soc Le.x , Patty ligament, a synonym of the Mucous liga

ment of the knee-ioint Fatty month am, tin subLtU incous

aieolai tissue which contains the fat A Pattv titmom is

a mass of soft yellow (at, guicially enclosed in a thin

fibi oils capsule

5 Marked by moilnd deposition of fat, tending

to the pioduclton of fat, esf in fatty degeneration

(see quot ) Fatty heat 1 01 kidney *= fatty degenera-

tion of the lieait or kidney
1866 A Fnm Pitta Med (r8SoI 55 In fatty infiltration

of a cell, the protoplasm is displaced by the fat. 1877

Rom uts JIandhk Ihd (ed 3)11 51 hruty Degeneiation

is sometimes a part of a genual tendency to fatly changes.

*884 Syd. Sot Let , Tatty thgenet ation

,

that condition in

which a part 01 the whole of any tissue or organ is leplaced

by fat 1886 Pall Mali It 16 Aug 14/1 He . . dies within

a few ye irs from ineitta or fatty lie.ut.

6 . Fatty oil • = fixed oil Fatty acid , fatly acid

series

.

see quot.

*831 J. Davos Manual hint Med. j6t Catapucta Oil

a fatty oil, evtiacted fiom the seeds of the J'Uphotbta

lathyns, Lin 1863-72 Wat is Dut Chun I 616 Tatty

acids or Soap antis *868 IIoihyn Dut turns Tied

(ed 9), Patty Acids, a group of acids t\tiaeted fiom fats

and fixed oils in the piocess of saponification. The fatty

acid series is a tenm synonymous with the at eta st.ru \ of

acids. 1878 Humpy Phystogr, 119 Its fatty acids form

insoluble salts wuh the lime.

•j*Fatiiant, a. Obs . i atc~ l
. [ad. Ij.fatuant-cni,

pr. pple. offatmm : see Fatuatk v.] Behaving

fatuously, foolish, silly

*641 D. Hollis in Rusliw Hal, Coll Jit (1692) I 316

A Soriow not womanish and fatuant, hut u eoinpamed with

Indignation, and viguious magnanimous Resolution.

1
Fa'tuate, ppl « Obs [ml I, fatmit-us, pa.

pple. of jatudri see next.] Used as equivalent

to the later Fatuatko
160* 15 Jonson Poetaster x 111, Cusp—O— ohl.itrant

—

funbund—faluate—stienuotis 1678 R Rpissi 1 1 ] (,eber

n 1 ji hi 47 Their heads are fatuate and void of Humane
Reason

Fatuate (foi ti/fcil), v. arch. [f. L. fatudt-

ppl stem of falutvl to talk foolishly, f faluus

ioolish ] intr. To become silly, to act foolishly.

Hence Dartuated ppl a., rcndeied laluotis.

*656-8* Biount 6tossogr ,
Ta/uaft, to play the fool

*692-*708 in Col is 1721-1800 in Baiii y 1848 Bint hn>,

Mag LXIV 464 Full-giown infant pumpkins, fatuated,

empty of anything solid or digestible*.

Fatuism (farti/h/’m) [ad. F. fttwsme
,
f L.

fatu-us • see Fatuous and -ism] * Fatuity 2.

*884 in Syd Sot. Lex.

Fatuitous (fa.ti/7 llos), a [f. to. fatnil-th (see

Fatuity) + -ous ] Characterized by fatuity.

a 1734 North Lives II 129 1 lie extremity of fatuitous

madness. *849 C liilONii Shu tty vxix 427, 1 may lie the

most fatuitous . . of men 1869 Ruskin Qtn.cn of An 1 yj
I11 propomon to the degree in winch we become narrow 111

the conception of out passions their expression by musical

sound becomes broken, fatuitous, and at last impossible

Hence Fatu itousness. 1727 m Baii ly vol. II

Fatuity* (f.iu« lti). [ad.F jatuite~Yt fatuitat,

ad. L. fainttdte/n, f.faluus foolish ]

1. Folly, silliness, stupidity. Now chiefly (? after

2) m stronger sense: Crass stupidity, * idiotic
’

folly ; mental blindness caused by * infatuation \
The F word, being associated with us etymologic al cog-

nate./?uf fop, has usually the sense of ‘conceited lolly, silly

affectation’ , this sense, if it occurs ill Eng., is only

a Gallicism.
*648 EtAtm Bas v. 28 It had argued ,. exticnm f.ituitie of

minde in Mee, so far to bindc My own hands at their request

1660 WaiI'Hiiousi Arms *5 Arm 53 'I hey dest end to the

fatuity of bringing wild beasts into theirGods and Kmpmnit s

places *797 Mrs Radclii i l Italian xxui. (1824) 660 Ho
confounded delicacy of feeling with fatuity of mind *812

H & J Smith Ret Addt, x (1873) 93 The applause of

umntefiectunl fatuity. 1859 Tiiacmhay Virgin h.xxv,

0 strange fatuity of youth ! 1878 Llcky Eng, m 18th C
1 I 10 Attacked with a strange fatuity the very Church on
whose teaching the monarchical enthusiasm mainly itsted.

to. Something fatuous , that which is fatuous

1538 Bale Thro Lames 1386 In vaync worshyp they
IcacTiyngemennysfatuylc. 1887 F. Hah in Nation (N Y)
XLIV, 141/2 Star-gazing . . and kindred futilities and fatui-

ties,

2 Idiocy, mental imbecility, dementia Novn are.

1621-51 Burton A nat. Met 1 1 hi. 111 34 If the animal
spirits are cold, [follows] fatuity and sotushness « 1676
Hale Hist, Pica it Cor (1736)1 iv 29 IdcoLy ere fatuity
ii nativitate *707 Floyi r Pityat P/tlsi-Waith 93 'I he
Ancients imputed Fatuity to the Refugeration of the Head.
1748 Hart li y Obscrv. Man 1 hi jyi A species of Madness,
as Fatuity or Idiotism is, *779 Johnson Lett Mrs 1 hiale
6 Apr , Death is dreadful, and fatuity is more dreadful

1797 M Baillil Morb Anat. (1807)434 He has met with
this appearance m cases of fatuity. 1884 in hyd Soc Leo,

+Fatuo*sity. Obs. rate-1
, [as if f L Afatuos-

us, f.fatuus Fatuous + -ity.] = Fatuity.
*68* Glanvill Sadducwnus 1 90 Which opinion is stiffly

held not without some Fatuosity and Superciliousness

Fatuous (fse tiilss), a. [f L fatu-us foolish,

silly, insipid+ -ous ]
1 . Of persons, their actions, feelings, utterances,

etc. • Foolish, vacantly silly, stupid, besotted.

1633 Strutijlr True Happmes 20 Mathematicians are
fatuous *652 Gaule Magastrom 162 What fatuous thing
is Fate *665 Glanvill Seeps Set xin. 73 We pity, or
laugh at those fatuous exti avagants *844 Liivlk T But he
ix, A fatuous, stupid indifference to everything. 1864 H
Ainsworth John Law 1. iv, 'Ihe veteran courtier, fatuous
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as he was, was not duped by professions of regard, 1877
Morlcy Cnt Misc Ser n. 277 The fatuous commonplaces
of a philosophic optimism X878 Bosw Smith Carthage

33 Roman Senate, m their fatuous disregard for intellect

2 That is m a state of dementia or imbecility

;

idiotic. Now ran exc. in Sc. Law.
1773 Erskine Inst. Law Scot 1. vii § 48 130 Fatuous

persons, called also idiots who are entirely deprived of the
faculty of reason and have an uniform stupidity and in-

attention m their manner and childishness in their speech
184a M’Glashan Sheriff Courts Process § 441 When a fa-

tuous or furious person has been cognosced. 1868 Act
31-2 Viet c 100 § 101 Such person shall be deemed insane
if he be furious or fatuous

3. Fatuous fire . = Ignis fatuus So fatuous
light, vapour, etc.

1661 A Brome Epist , New Year's Gift, Those fatuous
Vapors, whose false light Purbhnds the World a 1668
[see Fatuus] 1839 Bailey Festus xxxii (1848) 354 The
fatuous fire Ofman's weak judgment 1857-8 Sears^/ww
iv 31 A fatuous light that shall lead him astray,

f 4 In Lat. sense. Tasteless, insipid, vapid.
1608 D T Ess. Pol # Mor. 8 b, Truth and Knowledge .

where-with whatsoever is not seasoned, is fatuous and un-
savoune. 1624 Donne Devotions 25 Instantly the tast is

insipid and fatuous.

Hence (Fa tuously adv

,

m a fatuous manner

,

fa tnousness, the quality or fact ofbeing fatuous

;

imbecility, stupidity.

1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum <?• Shales v, 154 The fair maid
[Ophelia] who must be the tenant of this giave so fatuously

dug i88z Miss Braddon Mnt. Royal i, Such wild youths,
she told herself, fatuously, generallymake the best men 1874
Morley Compromise (1886; 27 In both orders alike there is

only too much of this kind of fatuousness, 1884 West-
morland Gaz 1 Nov 5/1 The fatuousness of the policy

. pursued in South Africa.

Fa'tuus. 1 are —

K

Short for Ignis fatuus
<11668 Denham Progr Learning 160 Thence Fatuus

fires and Meteors take their birth x8ao Cottle Expost
Let Ld Byron 165 To turn aside Whoe'er may take thy
fatuus for a guide

Fat-witted, a. [f Fat a + Wit + -ed 2
] Of

slow wit, dull,
‘ thick-headed

1596 Shaics x Hen IV, 1 11, 2 Thou art so fat-witted that

thou hast forgotten to demand that truely, which thou
wouldest truly know 1797 J Lawrence in MonthlyMag
XLVI 215 Giave and pious, or fat-witted sophisters. 1803
Syd Smith Wks (1859) 1 If ‘hey are endowed, pro-

fessors become fat-witted. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old
Home (1883) I. 374 These lawyers, slow-paced and fat-

witted as they must needs he

Faubourg (idbuv). Forms: 5 faubourgh,
fabo(u)r, 6 faiibor, (foubour), (fourbourg), 7-8

fauxburgh, 7-9 fauxbourg, 9 fauberg, 7- fau-

bourg. [late ME. faubourg,fabo(u)r, a. Id. fau-
bourg From the 15th c, to the beginning of the

17th c the word was more or less naturalized, esp

in Scotland ;
it is now used only as foreign, with

Fr pronunciation or (more frequently) semi-angli-

cized as fowbuor, -bvfcug.

Littrd consideisfaubourg , formerly also speltfaux bourg

(= ‘ false borough ’) to be a corruption of the earlier-recorded

synonymforsbouigf fors outside*bourg borough), which

is the souice of some of the Eng. forms given above The
wordfaubourg,faux-bourg, seems not tobe known in F
liefoie 15th c., but its existence in 1380 is implied by L.

falsus burgles in a charter cited by Du Cange Its origin

may possibly be found m the MHG pMlburgere (also

spelt falborgere), which according to German scholars

originally meant ‘burghers of the pale’, i e. ‘persons

living outside the city wall but within the palisade
' ,

it

afterwards denoted a special class ofnon-resident burghers,

having only partial civic rights. The word occurs fre-

quently in the imperial charteis of 13- 14th c , sometimes

latinized asphalburgenses ; anda charter of 1365, according

to a French translation given by Laguille (1727) speaks of

‘des fauxbouigeois dits eii allemand Pfalbourguers ’ From
these facts it seems not unlikely t\wXfaubourg,faux-bourg,
may have been evolved frompkalburgensis or its punning;

translationfalsus burgensis,faux bourgeois.]

A portion of a town or city, lying outside the

gates; a suburb (In Paris the name is still re-

tained by various parts of the city which were

originally suburbs, but have long been included

within the walls )

1470, 1489 [see Fabor], 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 308/4

The othei kepe the cytees the townes the castellys and the

faubourghs 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I ccclxv 596
Theyr foreryders went to the faubones of Sence 1582-8

Ihst Jas. VI (1825] 6 Neir the toun wall and fauxbourg

thereof x6o8 Ld Herbert Trav fr Pans in Life (1886)

00 note. You must conceive theyhe come To Fourbourgs
St. Germans 1655 Sir E Nicholas inW Papers (Camden)
II. 315 Mylo of Buckingham lyes here m these fauxbourgs,

1739 Gray Jrnt tn France Wks 1884 I 243 A charming

view just before you come to Lyons, of the Fauxbourgs of

that City *830 R Chamdlrs Life Jas I, I 40 The
Canongate, one of the fauxbourgs of Edinburgh 1877 D
M Wallace Russia xxui 355 At the further end of thr,

fauberg stood a fortified tower.

Faucal (fg kal), a and sb [f L. fauc-es (see

next) + -al.] A ad] Of or pertaining to the

fauces or throat. In phonology applied chiefly

to certain deep guttural sounds, esp in the Semitic

languages.

*864 in Webster 1876 T Douse Grimm's L. App. A.

179 Its more usual affinity being foi the faucal A 1883

I TaylorA Iphabct I in §3 180 The ‘faucal breaths 1 as well

as the hnguals, are characteristic of the Semitic languages.

1884 Syd Soc Lex
,
Faucal, relating to, or arising m con-

nection with, the Fauces,

B sb. A faucal sound
1883 I Taylor Alphabet I 111. §3 xBo fAyin is the most

difficult of the faucals Ibid I ni §3 181 Chcth a'fuca-
tive faucal’, was a strongly maiked continuous guttural
sound produced at the back of the palate.

II Fauces (f§ $iz),sb. pi. Also 6 faulses. [Latin.]
See also Faux.
1 Anot. The cavity at the hack of the mouth,
from which the larynx and pharynx open out
154* R Copland Gnydon's Quest Chirurg

,
Demaunde

Whereof serueth the encla, and the amygdales and faulses
and where are they sette ? 1746 R James Introd Monffet's
Health's Improv 3 The alimentary Mass is thrust towaul-,
the Fauces 1805 Med Jml XIV. 114 Without producing
much affection of his salivary glands and fauces 1878
Habershon Dis Abdomen (ed 3) 33 The anterior fauces
are greatly nanowed
transf 1800 Hurdis Fav Village 17 E’er he pours into

the distant deep, Through the aide fauces ofyon hiant cliffs

2. a Bot The throat of a calyx, corolla, etc.

b. Conch That portion of the first chamber of a
shell which can be seen from the aperture.
1840 Paxton Bot Diet., Fauces, the gaping part of

monopetalous flowers.

Faucet (fg set), sb 1 Forms: 5 faucett, faw-
cet(t, 5-6 fawset, 6 faucete, -set, (fasset, faul-

sed, -set), 7 faucit, -sset, 7-8 fosset, (forset), 4-
faueet. [a F. famset (in sense 1) ;

of unknown
etymology.]

1

1

A peg or spigot to stop the vent-hole in a
cask or in a tap

;
a vent-peg 06s.

c 1430 Wycliffs Job xxxii. 19 (MS V ) Lo 1 my wombe is

as must with out faucet [1388 spigot] ether a ventyng that
brekith newe vessels. 1616 Surtl. & Marich Country
Farms, To giue it [ayre] when the fosset is halfe out 1632
B Jonson Mctgn Lady n. 1, With a faucet or peg 174*
Compl Fam Piece 1 v 266 Give it Vent with, a Hole
made with a Gimblet ; into which put a Peg or Faucet.

2 A tap for drawing liquoi from a barrel, etc

Now dial and U S.

Formerly more fully spigot and faucet,
denoting an old

form of tap, still used in some parts of England, consisting
of a straight wooden tube, one end of which is tapering to be
dnvemntoahole in the barrel, while the other end is closed by
a peg or screw The peg or sciew when loosened allows the
liquor to flow out through a hole m the under side of the
tube Properly, the spigotseems to have been the tube, and
thefaucet the peg or screw (as still m the Sheffield dialect)

,

but in some examples the senses are reversed, and each of
the words has been used for the entire apparatus In the
IJ S. faucet is now the oidinary woid for a tap of any
kind
?a 1400 Morte Arth 205 Vernage In faucetez of fyne

golde. a 1483 Liber Nigerm Househ Ord 77 He asketh
allowaunce for tubbys, treyes, and faucettes. 1468 Poston
Lett No 549 II 268 For claretts and fawcetts vi d 1530
Palsgr 740/1 Our men be to thrustye to tarye tyll their

drmke he drawen with a faulsed 1549 Chaloner Erasmus
on Folly G iv b, He founde a backe faulset set m his wyne
vessell 1630 Randolph Aristippus (1652) 16 Thi Nose
like a Fausset with the Spicket out 17*9 D'TJiirEY Pills

(1872) I 285 In spite of his Spigot and Faucet, The States-

man must go to old Nick 1780 Von Troil Iceland 190
A hole in the rock, which is shut with a spigot and faucet

1881 Miss I.aitan m Macm Mag. XLIv 379 This was
furnished with a half-dozen faucets, which could be turned on
at will. 1888 Sheffield Gloss ,

Faucet, awooden tap-screw for

a barrel 1890 Harper's Ma§ Apr 751 The dripping of the
water from the faucetm the sink sounded sharp and distinct

fig *568 T Howell Arb Amitie Aij, To Ltuly Talbot
,

It is more commendable to learne to suppresse thy tongue,

then to seeke the fasset to set abroch the same 1640 Brome
Sparagns Gard m iv Wks 1873 III 160 In every man
there are all humouis to him that can find then faussets

f b A contemptuous appellation for a tapster

16x4 B Jonson Barth Fair ir ii, My chayre, you false

faucet you Ibid. 11 111, Speake in thy faith of a faucet.
|

3. Used as a synonym of Adjutage.
<1x774 Goldsm Surv Expenm Philos (1776)1 407 The

contrivance of the fosset or ajutage.

4 US. (See quot

)

1874 Knight Diet Mech , Faucet
,
the enlarged end of

a pipe to receive the spigot end of the next section

5 . attnb and Comb
,
asfaucet-hole, -seller. Also

U.S faucet-joint (see quot.).

1607 Shaks Cor n 1. 79 Hearing a cause betweene an
Orendge wife and a Forset seller x688 R Holme Armoury
m. 111 108/1 Tap is the Forset hole made in the head of the
Barrel to draw the Liquoi out 1874 Knight Diet Mech

,

Faucet-joint, 1 A11 expansion-]omt for uniting two paits of

a straight metallic pipe, which is exposed to great variations

of temperature 2 One form of breech-loader in which the
rear of the bore is exposed by the turning of a perfoiated

plug

+ Fau'cet, Fau'set, r5.
2 Obs [Corruption of

Facet ]
= Facet. Also applied to a faceted

stone. Comb, fauoet-oufc, cut like a facetted stone

1684 R Walker Nat, Exper 131 The fausets (i e ) those

[diamonds] that are ground of their own Octoedral Figure,

seldom or never failed 1685 Loud Gas No 2028/4 Lost

a little Drap containing one large Stone and three little

Faucets weighing about two Giams and half each. 1712
Ibid 5055/3 The 2 Side drops faucet-cut

Fauch, Faugh (fax)) sb. Chiefly Sc Also

9 north, fauf, fawf. *A single furrow, out of lea
,

also the land thus managed, Ang.’ (Jam ) ,
=

Fallow sb. 2 and 3, Abo attrib. faugh sheep,

sheep fed on a fallow

15 . Scotish Field in Peicy's Folio MS I 228 On
the broad hills we busked our standaids. And on a faugh

vs beside. 1641 Best Farm Bks, (Surtees) 17 Well

happed sheepe are the best for an hard faugh Ibid
27 Our faugh sheepe doe not afforde soe fine a wooll.

1736 Ramsay Sc. Prov (1807) 16 Farmers faugh gar lairds

laugh, 1792 G S Keith in Statist, Acc Scott. II. 535
Their outfields and fauchs are rated at from 3.? to xos X794
R. Micnir ibid X 239 The faughs are a part of the outfield

never dunged. 1876 Whitby Gloss , Fauf, a fallow. 1883
Almondbury Gloss s v. Fauf, A * potato fauf’ is when the
land is ready foi the sets, and also aftei the crop has been
taken out

+ Fauch, a.
1 Sc. Obs. Also 6 fawei.. [From

the sense app. a \anant of Fallow a 1
;
the ab-

normal form may be due to association with

Fallow aP, of which fauch (see next) is the

normal representative in Sc ] =Fallow all.
15x3 Douglas AEncisv111 1 74 A lin3e wattry garmond

dyd hym vaill, Off coloui fauch [L glance] Ibid xn
Prol 108 Sum grece, sum gowhs . . Blanchit or brovne,
faweb fallow mony ane.

Faucll (fax), « 2 Chiefly Sc. Forms . 8 faugh,

9 north fauf, 6 fauch [Northern vnr of Fallow
a * ( -OE *fealh-).~\ =Fallow a 2

1513 Douglas AEneis vi vi. 68 Aroang the fauch rispis

harsk and star £1565 Lindsay (Pitscottie) Ckron Scot

(1814) 499 It was in ane fauch eard and rid land quhair
they moved for the tyme 1688 R Holme Armoury in

73/1 Faugh ground, or ground lying Faugh the same to

Fallow 1721 Ramsay Whs (1848) III 56 He likes best

To be of good faugh nggs possess! 1876 Mid. Yorksh
Gloss s v, Fauf ‘Afauf-field’, a fallow-field. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s v Fauf, To ‘lie fauf 1 as when the soil is left to

mellow

Fauch, Faugh, w Chiefly Sc. Also 6 faucht,

9 north fauf. [var. ofFallow.] trans. To fallow

(ground).

15 A berdeen Reg (Jam ), Sayandat [=that]hewald noebt
eir noi faucht his land sa air in the yeir 1703 Thoresby
Let to Ray 27 Apr Yorksh Wds (EDS), Faugh 1799
A Johnstone in Statist. Acc Scotl XXI 139 A pait of

folding ground, enriched by the dung of sheep and of cattle

or fauched (a kind of bastard fallow)and manured bya little

compost dung, bore three, four or five crops 1810 Cromek
Rem Nithsdale Song (1880) 69, I biawlie can faugh yere

weel-ploughed lea 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss
,
Faugh,

to fallow 1883 A Imondbury Gloss s v
,
They say a man

is faufing his land when he is cleaning it with no crop

on it

Faucheon, -ion, -on, var. ff. of Falchion

Faucial (fgj'al, -Jal), a. [as if f L fauci-,

fauces (see Fauces) + -al. Cf Faucal.] a. Of
or pertaining to the fauces Of a sound . Pro-

ceeding from the fauces, b. Bot. Pertaumig to

the fauces or { throat ’ of a flower.

1807 Ann. Reg. 932 That hoarse faucial noise before men-
tioned 1840 Poe W Wilson Wks. (1864) I 423 My uval
had a weakness in the faucial or guttural organs 2845
Lindley Sch Bot v (1858) 60 Stamens . arising from the

outside of an annular faucial disk.

Faucitis (fgsai tis). Path. [f. Fauo-es + -ms ]

Inflammation of the fauces.

1875 H C. Wood Therap. (1879) 50 In faucitis, the

strengttf&of the solution [Nitrate of Silver] may vary from
fifteen to thirty grams 1884 in Syd Soc Lex
Faucon(e, -oun, -onet, obs ff Falcon, -et.

Faucylle, obs. form of Fooile.

3?aud, dial form of Fold.
Fandom, obs Sc. form of Fathom.
Fane, obs. form of Fain a.

tFau’fel(l. Obs [a Arab Jij9faufel ] =Aeeoa .

1594 Blundfvil Exerc v vi. (ed 7) 545 That Indian tree

which is called Faufell 1693 Phil Trans XVII. 684 The
Betel and Faufel (the first of the Pepper, the latter of the

Palm kind). Ibid. 766 The Indians chew the Leaves instead

of Betel with the Faufel or Arequa. *755 Johnson, Faufel,
the fruit of a species of the palm-tree And in later

Diets

Faugh, (fg) int Also 6 fab., 6-7 fob, 7
fough. An exclamation of abhorrence or disgust

1542 IJdall ti Erasm Apaph. 320b, Ally" coumpaigme
. crying foh at suche a shamefull lye £1597 Nashr Let
in Grosart Whs I Intiod 64 Had I beene of his [Sir J
Harrington's] consayle, he shold have sett for the mott, or

word before it [H *sAjax\ Fah 1 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's

Rea m ii, Fough, he smells alllamp oyle a 1679 Ld Orrery
Guzman iv. Faugh, What an unsavory Smell assaults my
Nosel ci68o Hiciceringill Hist Whtggism, Wks 1716
I 108 Foh 1 no more of them. 1700 Farquhak Constant
Couplet u, Faugh, the nauseous fellow 1 lie stinks ofpoverty

already. 1832 w Irving Alhambra I. 291 ‘A monkey 1

faugh 1 I hate the nauseous animal’. 1864 Thackeray
D. Duval vu, Faugh 1 the wicked little beast I

Faugh, var. of Fauch
Faugt, fauht(e, obs ff. fought ;

see Fight v.

Faughter, dial f of Falteii v 3

Faughter, var. of Faulter sb Obs

,

a defaulter

Feughty, obs form of Faulty.
Faulm, obs form of Fawn v.

Faujasite (£? gasait). Mm. [Named after

Faujas de Saint-Fond, French geologist : see-iTE]

1844 Dana Min 524 Faujasite occuis in squaie octahe-

drons 1863-72 Watts Diet Chem II 617 Faujasite,

a silicate occurring, together with black augtte in the man-
delstem of the Kaiserstuhl in Baden.

Fauld, Sc and dial form of Fold
Fauld (fgld). Mm. [Perh =fauld. Sc var of

Fold ] (See qnol

)

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 827/2 Fauld, the tymp-arch

or working arch of a furnace t88x in Raymond Mm. GL
Faul(e, obs foim of Fall,



FAULT. FAULT.

Fault (iglt, fj?lt), sb Forms : 3-7 (8, 9 dial.')

faut(e, (5 fauute, fau3t), 4-6 fawt(e, 5-7 fait,

faults, 5— fault. [ME faut{e, a OF. faute fern,

(also faut masc.) = Pr
,

Sp., Pg., It. faita

popular Lat *falhta, a failing, coming short, f.

*falhtus, popular Lot. pa pple. of fallere

:

see

Fail v.

The earliest recorded spelling in Fr is/aide', the etymo-

logical /was inserted by some writers m 1S-17U1 c
,
and this

example was followed m Eng (our first certain instance

being in the MSS of Barbour written in 1487-9) 5 from 17th

c. the standard spelling has betnfault, but in Pope and
Swift it limes with thought

,
tu> ought, and Johnson 1755

says that m conversation the / is_ generally suppressed. In

many dialects the pronunciation is still (fgt) ]

+ 1 . Deficiency, lack, scarcity, want of (something

specified), rare m$1. Also used absol. (like want)
=want of food or necessaries. Ohs.

n *300 CursorM 4504 (Cott) Man |»at thorn his welth,

na fautes felis Ibid. 5385 (Cott ) Faut o bred was in hat

tide 1340-70 Alex 4 Dtnd 303, & whan we faicn to

fed we finde no faute *373 Barbour Bruce ix 318 [He]
has the castell tan, Throu fait of vach. c 1450 Henryson
Mar Fab 60 The Fowles fail e for fait they fell off feete.

c *450 St, Cntkbert (Surtees) 7638 He fande faute ofhoneste.

14 Pol Rel 4 L Poems (1866) 95 The pore, foi faute late

t
em not spylle 1 1523 Ld Berners From I clix 193 They
ad gret faut in their hoost of vitayle 1391 Coningsby

Siege of Rouen in Camden Mtsc. (1847) I 30 You would
have thoughte theie had bene noe faulte of men.

f b The amount deficient (in an account). Ohs.

1663 Pepys Diary 20 Mar , He is leady to lay down m
ready money the fault of his account

f c. For {the) fault of\ m default of; in the

absence of
;

thi ough deficiency or want of Obs.

cxago S. Eng. Leo. I 397/154 His fon liaue}> moch of his

lond for j>e faute ofjie y nome c 1330 Arth ft Met

l

7834
Ded me weren leuer by Ihesus Thanhe staif for faut of ous

C1386 Chaucer Syr’s T. 435 She swouned for faute of

blood, c 14*0 Pallad on Hush iv. 699 For faute of that

gete other thinges goode *480 Bury Wills (1850) 56 For
|

the favte of sweche issue the remandyre theiof to the next
heyre a 1333 Ld. Berners Gold Ilk,M Aurel (1546) Niij,

Rome is fallen, not for faute of money and armes 1397
Shaks a Hen IV, 11 11 45 One it pleases me, for fault of

a better, to call my friend 1620 Frier Rush 30 His Masters
shoone. for faut ofgreasing weie very hard 1685 Grecian's
Courtiers Orac. 221 Seriousness is wanting, for fault of
which great qualities have no lustre in them *794 Burns
Gone is the day. We’ll ne'er stray for faute o' light

f 2. Default, failing, neglect Without {any)fault

( =Fr. sans faute)'. without fail; hence, for a
certainty. Cf. Fail sb. 1. Obs.

£*325 Coer de L. 1014 Thou schalt . have, folk inowe
with thee , In us schall no fawte bee 1389 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 34 Who-so, be nouthe Jiere he schal paie a pound of
wax for is faute. c *477 Caxton Jason 45 b, If ye wole telle

me your name with out any faute, I shal telle yow mynalso.
C1489 — Sonnes ofAymon ix. 215 Now shall they he
honged to morowe wythoute fawte C1300 Mehtsmc 318
My sweteloue .there shal be no fawte of it 1302 Bury
Wills (Camden) 92 For fawte of thithing and ofTryn&nectly-
gentlyfbrgotyn uj s. mj d 1325 Ld. Berners FroisPl xvni.
02 Your ennemies be within m. myle of you ther shall ye
fyndethem without faulte 1387 Mascall Govt Cattle (1627)
182 They are bred byeuillmeate, and fault of drinking good
watei,

3 . A defect, imperfection, blameable quality or
feature, a. in moral character. (Expressing a
milder censure than vice.)

1377 Lange P. PI B xi 209 He vnder-nym nou3te foule
for is none with-oute faute r 1400 Apot Loll 100 We are
not so sikir ]>at we be wi|> out faut, error, and vnkunning.
c 1420 Citron. Vilod. 1226 In me fforsothe no faiBjt jser nys
1587 Mirr. Mag., Porrex vu, Can I -excuse my setfe
deuoide of faut 1642 Fuller Holy <$ Prof St iv xiv
308 That godly King had some defects, but few faults.

1784 Franicun Autobiog. Wks 1840 I. 113 A benevolent
man should allow a few faults in himself *783 Burns
Epist. to J. Lapraik xvii, There’s ae wee faut they whiles
lay to me, I likethe lasses a 1846 LanqorImag Conv, Wks
1846 I. 464 Great men too often have greatei faults than
little men can find room fbi 1857 Livingstone Trav u 44
His independenceand love oftheEnghsh were his onlyfaults.

b. m physical or intellectual constitution, ap-
pearance, structure, workmanship, etc.
r *320 Seuyn Sag (W) 120 The fairest man . . Withouten

faute fra heid to fote 1338 Starkey England n. i 26 The
commyn fautys and mysordurys of the same. 1399 Min-
sheu Dial. Sp Eng (1623) 57 The women generally

.

have three faults litle eies, great mouthes, and not very
smooth skin. 1651 Hobbes Levtaih n xvn. 86 Do not
see any fault, in the administration of their common busi-
nesse. 1673 Villiers (Dk Buckfim ) Ess Poetry 74 Where
can one Lsong] he seen withouta fault ? 1713 Swift Cadenus
<5r Vanessa 603 She own'd the wandering ofher thoughts, But
he must answer for her faults 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 107
An essential fault of the Pythagorean theory.

e. In phrase To a fault (qualifying an adj ) ; to
such an extent that it becomes a fault ; excessively,
extremely.

1732 Scots Mag. XV 41/1 This was good-natur'd to
a fault. vj6z Goldsm, Nash Wks 1881 IV 89 She was. •

generous to a fault 1849 D O Mitchell Battle Summer
(1832) 140 His dress is plain to a fault

d. Comm. With allfaults (now sometimes ab-
breviated 1 A.F.’ or ‘Job A.F ’) ; with all defects,
*, e. the seller will not be answerable for them.
xvtBJLond ^az 5400/4 To be taken awaywith all Faults

An unsound or damaged place; a flaw,
crack ; Mil. a gap in the ranks. Obs.

*5*4 Barclay Cyt, ft Uplondyshm, (Percy Soc.) 9 Stoppe

all the holes where thou can fautes se 1595 Shaics. John
xv 11 33 Patches set vpon a little breach Discredtte more

in hiding of the fault 1609 C Butetr Fern. Mon 111. (1623)

G 111, First, lift vp the stalls then setting them downc
againe mend all brackes and faults about them 1698 Sm
T Morgan Progr in France 111 Select Harl Misc (1793)

388 Majoi Morgan, observing the enemy mending faults,

and opening the intervals of the foot, to bring horse in.

5 . Something wrongly done. Phrase, To commit

(rarely do, make) a fault, a. In moml sense : A
dereliction of duty, a misdeed, transgression,

offence. Also occas. Delinquency m general,

‘ something wrong
i3 . E. E. AHit P B. 177 For fele fautez may a freke

forfete his blysse 41x430 Knt de la Pour (1868) 66 Foito

dense her of sertame fauntes that she had done. 1514

Barclay Cyt ft Uplondyshnt (Pcicy Soc ) 3 Faustus To
them imputynge giete fautes 1330 Crowi ly Last 1 rump
753 Winke not at faltes x6ix BniLr Gen. xlt 9, I doe
remember my faults this day. 1748 Butler. Seim

_
Whs.

1874 II 3x0 Distresses, brought upon persons by their own
faults, a 1833 Robertson Serin. Ser in xvn 219 A rest-

less, undefinable sense of fault 1873 Jovvltt Plato (ed 2)

III 250 A fault which is most serious, I said ; the fault of

telling a lie

b. A failure in what is attempted
;
a slip, crroi,

mistake. Now somewhat rarg; lady teachers often

use it in marking school exercises (after F. faute).

In early use esp. + a clerical error ot misprint.

1323 Ld. Berners From. I. Authoi’s Pref, If any faute

he in this my rude tianslacyon. 1339 W Cunningham
Cosmogr Glasse Anjb, If faultes escape with penne
spedely amende it 1383 Holihand Campo di I'tor 359
Leave more space betwene both lines. That there maye
be place to mende your faultes 1633 E Campion's Hist
Irel (at end), Faults escaped. 1701 Dn Foe True bout
Eng Pref

,
The Book is Printed , and tho I see some

Faults, 'tis too late to mend them 1723 Watts Logic hi.

in, There must be some fault in the deduction 1774
Goldsm. Grecian Hist II 35 The other army had made
another fault, not less considerable. 1843 Gravi s Horn Law
in hncycl Metiop 775/1 The.. faults of the Florentine

MS. are corrected.

c spec m Rackets and Tennis A faulty stiokc;

a stroke in which the server fails to make the ball

fall within the prescribed limits

1599 Chapman Humorous Day's Mirth E ij, I gaue him

son Encycl Brit. XX. 210/2 (Rackets), Two consecutive
faults put a hand out x888 T. Marshall ibid. XXIII
182/2 ( Pennis), It is a fault if the service be delivered from
the wrong court.

6 . a. Tofind (a) fault : to discover or perceive

a fault (senses 3-5) in a person or thing b
Hence, idiomatically. To find fault {with, f at)

:

to express dissatisfaction (with), criticize unfavour-
ably, censure.
a a *375 Lay Folks Mass Bk App. iv. 479 Faute J>er-

Inne 31F pat He fynde Mak no scomyngc me be-hynde.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3837 Grete faute in thee now have
I founde c 1440 York Myst xx. 183 Fautez nowe are
founden fele. *563-7 Buchanan Reform St Andros
Wks. (1892) 9 Geif the regent find fait quhairof the nomen-

three days.
b. c *400 Destr Troy 4850 Rule vs by rightwisnes . . J>at

no fawte with vs founden be 1588 J, Udall Diotrcphes
(Arb ) 6 Finding faut with him for one thing or another.
*593 Tell-TrothsN Y Gift aA man will finde fault without
cause. 16x1 Bible Mark vu, 2 When they saw some of bis
disciples eate bread with defiled . hands, they found fault

H Incorrectly in plural, by the attraction of poss

adj. referring to two or more persons.

1738 Common Since (1739) II 242 Wlicie this happens, it

is their own Faults 1774 Min oun I si Harmony Lang
228 It is our own faults if we err greatly

b. The defect, the ‘ something wiong
’
(m things,

conditions, etc) to which a specified evil is at-

tributable (Phrases as in a )

*375 Barbour Bruce 111 208 Gift. ho thnr-off f.ul3e, The
fawt may be in Ins trawailse *390 Sir J. Smviii Dim
Wiapons 21 By the negligence of the Harquebu/iers .. or
by the fault of the touch-boxes. 1656 H l'mi 1 ips Purch
Fait (1676) is 1 he fault lies in those false rules and customs
1803 T. Blddoln Hygeta \r. 15 Rich sauces eaten in pio-
fiisfon are very frequently 111 fault 1807 Med ft Hi.

XVII 244 The fault is not in the practitioner but 111 the
patient. *859 Tlnnyson Geraint ft Enid 11*5 Creatures
voiceless thro' the fault of hath.

8. Hunting. A break in the line of scent
; loss of

scent ;
a check caused by failure of scent. •(* Cold

fault : cold or lost scent. To l>e, •! fall at {a)fault •

to overrun the line of scent owing to its irregularity

or failure
;

to lose or lie off tho scent or track

To hit offafault ; to recover a lost scent.

1592 Shaks Vui ft Ad. 694 The hot scent snuffing

hounds have singled the cold fault cleanly out 1607
Topsi Li. Pour-f. Beasts (1673) 107 .Suddenly the hounds
fell at a fault. 1637 Sinni 1 v Lady ofPh asme it 11, Give
him leave To follow his own nose while he hunts In view,

—he’ll soon be at a fault 1687 Conor 1 vi Old Bath, v 1,

Your blood-hound lias made out the fault. *740 I
1 11 uiinc.

Tom Jones x vi, Bad hounds never hit off a mult them-
selves 1781 Beckiord Hunting

(

1802) 164 If a long fault

make his [the huntsman’s] assistance nucssaiy. *888
Times 10 Oct 5/5 They (bloodhounds] are at fault . . by
overrunning the line 1888 1* Limn 1 y ibid.iC Oct 10/5
The hound took up the stale trail . without a fault,

b. fig. Atfault :
puzzled, at a loss.

(1626 Wotton in Rclu/. Wotton. (ed. 3) 550 We arc at

a fault, m the Hunter’s term ] 1833 Hi. Martini Ati Loom
ft Lugger 1. v. 87 One's conssienceueing at fault, an appeal
to the law must settle the nutter. 1840 R. H Dana Bel
Mast i. 1 My little knowledge of a vessel was all at fault

1861 T. L Pi acock (nyti 6range 11, 'I litre was sufficient

diveisity in the characters of the rejected to place con-
jecture at fault. *886 Siiokiiiousi Sir Pnaval iv jar
The walls and courts ..were so full of. .relics of the past
that the wisest antiquarians were at fault.

c. The phrase atfault is sometimes incorrectly

used in the sense ‘not equal to the occasion \ * in

the position of having failed
1
. With still greater

impropriety, it is (according to Mr. 1‘ ltzedwnnl
Hall) frequently employed by American and oc-

casionally by Eng. writers in the sense of 4
111 fault

*876 L. Sti'phi n Eng. Thought I. vi 324 The many
difficulties in nature . . when made the groundwork of .in

argument imply that the creator has been at fault

8. Geol. and Mining. A dislocation or break in

continuity of the strata or vein Cf F faille.
1796 Phil. Trans. 351 They discovered, a fault, in the

strata. 1813 Baki- w 1 1 r. Intiod. Geol, (18x3) 263 1‘aults

f
enerally decline a little from a vertical position 1830
.yell Frinc. Geol I. 43 The fnults and dislocations of the

strata 1847 Ansxtd Anc Wot til vi xo8 Every coal-field
is .split asunder and broken into small fragments by
’faults’. 1860 Tynijai l Glac. it xxvii. 39a 'Hie [ice] beds
were bent, and their continuity often broken by faults

*863 Lytle Antiq. Man (ed, 3) 199 A valley follows a lint

of fault in the chalk. *883 W. if. Grksiiv Gloss, Tcims

1656 Arttf. Handsom (1662) 4 Eyes . . over curious to find
fault at Art. 174* Middleton Cicero (ed. 3) III. xx. 257
You find fault with me. 1776 Brntham Fragm Govt
Wks 1843 I. 230 IF nothing is ever to be found fault with,
nothing will ever be mended. *875 Jowitn Plato (ed 21
1. 161, I am not given to finding fault. 189a T W Erlem Law Times XCIII, 417/2 No fault was found with my
suggestions.

7 a. With reference to persons : Culpability

;

the blame or responsibility of causing or per-
mitting some untoward occurrence

; the wrong-
doing or negligence to which a specified evil is

attributable. To be in (+ one's
, + the)fault : to be

to blame. *j* To lay, put {a) fault )* in, upon : to
impute blame to. + To bear thefault

.

to bear the
blame. It is my {Ins, etc )fault : I am (he is, etc.)
the person to blame for what has happened.
*377 Langl P.Pl B x 103 And leyden fautes vpon be

fader bat fourmed vs alle. c 1475 RaufCoilsear 290 He
will be found in his fault, that wantis. 1430 Crome in
Strype Eccl Mem, III App. x 20, I doo nott putt
fawte in no man. *53° Paesgr 429/2, 1 am .. in the faute

A7-
at

,l
th
Y?# 1S a mysse, yay tort. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,

Northwnbld, xix, This was my hap, my fortune, or my
fawte, 1600 E Blount tr. Comstaegio 206 To lav the
fniiltfl linnn Anlk/,nn T1 t. /» -f _ :

roy imi, 349 Ihe Master was in all the fault 171s DeFoe Fam, Instruct \ v (x84i) I. 96 Lay the fault on me.
*7*6-3* TindalRapin'

s

Hist Eng (1743) Il.xvir 675 Whoare m the greatest faults. 1735 Pope% Lady 77, Let Bloodand Body bear the fault 1756-7 tr Keysleds Trav. (1760)
I 319 All is lost, but not through any fault ofmine a 1830Praed Poems (1864) II. 22 When weak poets go astray.
The stars are more in fault than they’ *848 Dickens
Dombey n It will be our own faults if we lose sight of this
one. 1884 F M Crawford Rom. Singer 1 . 1 It was notany fault of mine.

b. (See quot.)
188* Raymond Mining Gloss,, In coal-seams, sometimes

applied to the coal rendered worthless by its condition 111

tne seam (slate-fault, dirt-fault, etc.).

10. Telegr. An imperfect insulation
; the con-

dition of being in contact with anything winch
impairs or weakens the current

; a leakage.
1863 Culley Handbk. Pract, 7 elegr. iv 64 'Ihese faults

are called ‘earth* and ‘contact’ Ibid, iv. 65 Suppose,
a fault to occur connecting the wire to the earth . . This
leak will lessen the total resistance.

11 . Comb. Chiefly objective, as fault-finder sb.

;

fault-finding sb. and adj'.
;
fault-hunting adj

;

attrib. (sense 9) fault-line. Also fault-reader,
one who can trace the correspondence of strata
interrupted by a fault ; fault-rock, fault-stuff (sec
quots.)

; fault-slip, the smooth surface of the frac-
tured rocks in some types of faults.
1561 T Hoby tr. Cnstighone's Courtyer Epist. C ij b,

I confesse to my ^faultfinders *58* Sidney Apol Poetne
(Arb

) 49 Fault-finders wil correct the Vcrbc, before they
vnderstande the Noune *852 Robertson Serin, Ser. iv.
xxxv (1863) 273 Social faultfinders, who are ever on the
watch for error. 1626 Bernard Isle ofMan 20 He livcth
upon fault-findmg 1865 Miss Mulock Chr Mistake 90
Small backbitings andfault-findmgs 1622 Daviks Orchestra
jxv, Correspondence .That no ’’fault-finding eye did ever
blame. *630 M. Godwyn tr. Bp. Godwyn’s Ann, Eng 43Ihe most fault finding could not complaint of any want in
that kinde. 161a Chapman Wuhnves T. m Dodsley O PI
(1720) VI. 210, I must be sure to give no hold to these
fault-hunting enemies. *869 Phii lips Vesuv vu. 197

(Jn such a fault-line atmospheric vicissitude has been
effective. 1891 R. Kipling City Dieadf. Nt. 85 A good
* fault reader .must more than know geology. *877 A. HGreen Phys Geol. ix, § 4. 365 Fragments of the adjoining
rocks mashed and jumbled together, u\ some cases bound
into a solid mass called fault-stuff or *fauIt-rock, *882
Oeikie Text £k* GeoL iv vi. 524 The line of fracture is
marked by a belt or wall-like mass of fragmentary rock,



FAULT. 105 FAULTLESSNESS.
known as * fault lock' *883 Grfsiey Gloss Terms Coal
Mining, *Fault-slip 1811 J I'akey Aerie Derbysh. I
1 § 3 120 Extianeous matters filling the Fault I shall call
them 4 Fault-stuff *877 [seefault rock above].

Fault (fglt, fglt), v Forms: 4-6 faut(e(n,
fawt(e, 6 faulte, 6-7 fait, 9 Sc faut, 6- fault,
[f prec sb ; cf OF. fauter

, which may be the
source 111 the oldei senses ]

+ 1. mtr To be wanting 01 absent. Const dat
c 137s Sc Leg Saints, Lamentms 778 pat was to pat

like end Gyf oclit fawtyt, It til amend 1377 Lange. P
PI B ix 66, I fynde pat hohcheiche Shulde fj nden hem
pat hem f.inteth 1398 Trlv isa Baith De P R xi\-

1 (1495) 860 Yl tyghte Inckytli and f.iwtyth the qualyte of
coloui is not seen c 1460 Lannfal 200 Today to cherche

y wolde have gon, Tint me fawlede hosyn and schon 1525
Ln Bi rneus Ftoiss II nay 87 Here fautctli company
+ 2 To be deficient m, to be lacking m Obs
1504 Atkinson tr De Imttatione m xxmx, Woildlye

wyse men fawtetli in thy wysdome, good lorde 1370 E K
m Spenser's Sheph, Cal Epist , Minding to furnish our
tongue m this kind, wherein it faulteth 1386 A Day Fng
Se‘e > etaiy 1 (1625' A in, I will blush for mine errors, where
I fault 111 ability I will shew you my will 1606 Hou and
Sueton Annot 1 1 Hee faulted in common civihtie

p 3 tnans To stand in need of, lack, want, be
deficient in. Obs
1377 Langl P PI B ix 66 Foies J»at fauten Imvitte

a 1400-30 yl leiunder 2710 A thing Jiaines pe wyngis,
And fautis pe fethuhames 1470-83 Malory Arthur in 1,

I fawte 1 [knyghtes], for so many haue ben slayne c 1473
Pat tenay 6379 She noght fauteth pat haue shold A lady
absol 1473 Dk Noblesse 31 lie this way the ost may

never faut

+ b. impels — Fr Ufaut. To be needful Obs
rgoz Oni Crystal Men (W. deW) v. in 377 It fauteth

not for to ymagen that they ben Jesse feiefull 111 hell

f 4 mtr 1 o come short of a standard
;
to make

default, fail Obs
14 tr Leges Quatuor Eurgorum c 19 m Sc Stat (1844)

I 336 Gif he faltis twyis he sail be chastyte twyis for ms
forfaute Gif he faltis thryse [etc ] i486 Stanley's Ord
LtcJifield Gild XU Iftheseid persons v, yl absent them-self

[they] shal pay ij pownd of wax , and as ofte as ony of
them so fawteth after nj times monysshed, to be discharged
r54S Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 36 If shotinge faulte at any
tyme, it hydes it not but openly accuseth and bewrayeth
it selfe c 161 1 SylvesterDh Bartas (1621) 11 iv iv Decay
512 Let not our Fervour fault, Through length of Siege
a 1677 Manton Serin Wks (1871) II. 187 He hath exceed-
ingly failed and faulted in his duty

T b. quasi-*-a»j To fail or omit to (do some-
thing)

;
to miss (one’s aim) Obs

1322 St Papers Hen VIII, VI 103 Wherin His Grace
shall not faulte to indevour Hymself after his best power.
13*7 Knight in J S llrewer Henry VIIl, xxvm (18841 II.

224 The contents whereof I shall not fault to follow accord-
ing unto your Gi ace’s pleasure 1391 rroub llaigne K
John (1611) S3 He mend the fault, or fault my atme

6 mtr. To commit a fault, to do or go wrong,

hence sometimes, to sin. Obs exc. arch raiely

quasi-*? ans withnent pron as obj. Const against
,

to, toward Also rarely
,
To fault it.

c 1400 Apol Loll 66 He fautid be error & be vnkun-
mng <11400-50 Alexander 2659 ‘Quat has he fauted?’
quod pe frek c 1430 Henryson Mor Fab 74, I faulted
neuer to you truelie, 1483 Caxton G de la Tourcxxx 182

Men shalle saye that she fawted in dede 1348 Udai.l, etc

Erasm Par. Luke xv 132 Whatsoeuer I haue faulted, I

haue faulted against him alone 1349 Compl Scot xiv 122
I exort 30U . that gyf ony of 30U hes faltit contrar gour
comont veil that 3c correct gour selfis 1602 Warner
Alb Eng ix xbv, (1612) 211 They die in lingnng Tor-
ments, who Fault to their Inquisition <11x603 T Cart-
wright Confut, Rheitt N T (1618) 27 He that marrieth
another, faulteth against the former wife 1623 B. Jonson
Staple 0/ News n. i, And where my dogs have faulted,

Remove it with a broom, a 163a T Taylor God's Judgern
1 1 xxu (1642) 86 The people of Csesarea faulted greatly
when they called King Herod a god 1647 Ward Simp.
Cobler 88 Poore Coblers well may fault it now and then,
They’r ever mending faults for other men. 18*3 Scorr
Tahsm xx, He hath foully faulted towards me, m failing

to send the auxiliary aid he promised 1871 Browning
Balanst g6 Had I died for thee I had faulted more

*p b. of things. Obs

.

x6oa Warner Alb Eng x lx (1612) 265 Somewhat some-
where faulteth 1608 Bp Hall Char Virtues $r V 11 xoi
Everie thing faulteth either in too much or loo little,

*p 0 . To make a mistake, be in error, blunder.

1530 Palsgr 346/2 It is no marvayle thoughe I faulte yet,

I am but a begynner c 1330 Chi ke Matt xvm, Y° greak
fauteth heer in y° nomber 1624 Bedell Lett vi 95 Hee
faults himselfe in the same kinde, that hee imputes to

another xfiga Covt Grace Conditional 47 If they faulted

in any thing about the Matter in controversie, it was in

giving too much to Faith 1763 CiiESTLRr Lett. (1890) 178
His tongue stammenng and faulting.

7 trans. To find, fault with, to blame or censure

Somewhat rare Also 1* Tofault (a -person) with
or that . to charge with, find fault with because

Now chiefly dial and U S.

1559 Bai dwin Mirr Magistr (1563) vi b, Or shal I fault

the fates that so ordayne ? 1385 Asp Sandys Strut (1841)

S3 If it fall upon Ins head, let him fault himself 1390 T
Watson Eglogue death Sir F Walsingham 276 (Arb

)

169 My mind gins fault htr giutng place to sorrows sourse

1633 T Adams Exp 2 Peter 11. 4 The lion was faulted

by the lioness, that his breath stank X677 Cary Chronol
II 11 1 111 193 Josephus is to be faulted, for saying that it

was in the 23th year. 1791 Wolcott (P Pindar) Rights of
Kings Wks 1812 II 4x5 Fault the poor Flesh and quarrel

with the Fish 184a S LoverHandyA ndy xxi, What's that

you're faulting now? is it my deal seats without cushions?

VOL IV.

1830 Mrs F. Trollope Petticoat Govt 161 Her manner
could not, to use an American phrase, be ‘ faulted 1866
Lowell Biglow P Introd

, The Amencanisins with which
we are faulted

b To impugn or mark as faulty, rare
1583 Abp Sandys Serm (1841) 233 Any deformity in

the body of a naked man is soon espied and faulted
1635 Shlli oru Learned Disc 34 God's house is abused
by them which bring hither hawks and dogs, which is
faulted in oui Church-homilie 1665 J Sergeant Lute
Booting 58 If Protestants faulted not the Rule 1882-3 J
J MoMBrRT in Sch&ftAttcyci Relzg Know

l

I 736 twenty-
nine passages faulted by Lawrence as incoriect
8. Hunting To put (a houncl) at fault

,
to throw

off the scent rare
*873 W S Mayo Neveragain xn 164 A way 1 By which

we’ll fault their staunchest hound
9. Ccol. and Mining trans. Chiefly pass To

cause a fault (see Fault sb 9) or break of con-
tinuity m; to dislocate Tofaultdown or thiough
to depress (paiL of a stratum), to drive (part ol it)

thiough (another) with the lesult of causing a fault
1849 Murchison Siberia vii 139 It is faulted on the

north-west against Old Red Sandstone 1863 Dana Man
Geol in If the stratum weie mclined at 15° without fault-
ing, it would stand as in fig D 187a W S Simonds Rec
Rocks

,

Black slates at Llandeilo are faulted through the
Caiadoc beds 1879 Rutley Stud Rocks 11 8 Portions of
the alieady solidified crq,st were faulted down or depressed
1883 Science I 101 An undulation which has overturned
the folds, and has faulted them in some places

fig 1837 Sir F Palgrave Merch 4- Fiiar 11 (1844)39
Collect reasoning would suddenly be faulted, as it weie, by
a vein of wild credulity

Faulted (f9 It-, fg lted), ppl a [f Fault sb.

and v + -ed ] Having faults.

1 Having faults of chaiacter, faulty
1608 Machin Dumb Knight m i m Hazl Dodsley X

157 A maid so faulted seldom proves good wife

2 Geol .Cf. Fault sb 9 .

1838 Geikie Hist Boulder xi 228 The contorted and
faulted strata. 1863 Dana Man Geo/ 727 The inequality
of the faulted parts of the veins 1881 E Hull inNature
XXIII. 28g Durness limestone and its faulted position

+ 3 Reproached as faulty, impugned Obs
1628 Bp Hall Old Relig xvi § 2 (1633) 40 Our Saviour
tells him That these faulted Traditions were of old

t Faulter. Obs Forms: 6 faltar, -our,

faughter, (faultor, 7 faultour, fawter), 6-9 Sc.

fauter, -or, 6-8 faulter [f. Fault v. + -erI, and
-our, -or ; OF. hadfautier adj guilty ] One who
commits a fault , a culprit, delinquent, offender

1533 Stewart Cron Scot II 544 Of sic faltouris thair

half tha brocht fyve hunder 1536 J Heywood Spider <$•

F xxiv 10 Ihe faughter To saue hu> lyfe, apealth to be
repnde 1602 Henley m A rden Rolls, A Presentment of
all the ffaultes and fawters 13 Octr 1602 1634 Heywood
Mayden-head well Lost n Wks. 1874 IV. 120 Punish the
faulter, and the innocent saue X708 J Chamberlayne
St Gt Brit 1 11 ix (1743) 81 lo the Lord High Admiral
belongs the goods of Pirates, Felons, or Capital Faulters

a 1796 Burns Here s his health in Water 2 Tho' he be
the fautor Yet here’s his health in Water 1840 Whistle-
bmkie (1890) I 253 I’se no be sic a fauter

Faulter, obs form of Falter v i, 3

Faulter, -our, bad forms of Fautor.

Faultful (fg It-, fg ltful), a [f. Fault sb. +
-EUL ] Faulty, culpable

1391 Tronb RaigneK John{x6xx) 65 Such meteors were
the Ensign es of his wrath, That hast’ned to destroy the

faultfull towne 1393 Shaks. Liter 713 So faresit with this

fault-full Lord of Rome. 1621 Lady M Wroth Urania 36
You are the children of men, and like them fault-full 1856
Ruskin Mod Paint III iv ix § 4 The limiting lines

between virtuous contentment ana faultful carelessness

1876 J Ellis Ciesar in Egypt 313 Thy mercy much ex-

ceeded, As our faultful nature needeth

Hence Fau/ltfully adv

,

in a faultful manner.
1839 Buskin Arrows I 199, I have been myself fault-

fully answerable for this too eagei hope in youi mind

Faultily (fg It-, fg ltili), adv. [f. Faulty +
-LY 2

] In a faulty manner.

1 . In a defective manner ; defectively, imperfectly,

incorrectly

*577 tr Bullingeds Decades (1592) 42 Philosophic doth
faultily teach many thinges touching God 1380 Holly-

band Treas Fr Tong, Incorrectement, faultily. 1609
Douland Ormth Microl 69 Many of those Priests does
read those things so faultily, that they doe not only hinder
the deuotion of the fatthfull, but also [etc ] 1711 Hearni*
Collect (Oxf Hist Soc 1 III 123 Ihe Inscriptions are also

most faultily taken x888 N Amer Rev Feb. 198 However
faultily preached these Indians had heard the one Gospel
which must save the world

b. =‘ To a fault ’ Sec Fault sb. 3 c,

1833 Tennyson Maud 11 6 Faultily faultless

2 In a blamable manner ; blamably, culpably.

1591 Percivall Sp Diet ,
Crumnalmente, faultely x66t

Bon le Style ojScript (1675) 221 If they be not faultily in-

disposed to receive impressions from it X768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat (1852) II 590 A man may be faultily scrupulous,

as well as laudably conscientious 1773 Mrs Chapone
Impros) Mind (1774) I 186 Depend upon it the coriuption

has been faultily indulged

Faultiness (ig It-, fg ltines). [f. as pred +
-ness ] The quality or state of being faulty.

1 The quality or state of having blemishes or

defects
,
defectiveness, imperfection,

*f*
To faulti-

ness — ‘ to a fault’ (see Fault sb 3 c).

1530 Palsgr 219/1 Fautynesse, 1361 T Nor
ton Calvin's Inst. in. 263 Theyi good workes are but

begonne and sauonng of the faultmesse of ihe flesh 1606
Shaks Ant $ Cl in m 33 Cte. Bear'st thou her face tn
mind ? ts’t long or round ? Mess Round, euen to faultmesse
1678 Cunworth Iniell Sysl (1808) II 331 The first atheistic

instance of the faultiness of things 1726 Shelvockc Voy
loitnd World (1757)326 Ihe faultiness of our ship 1793
Beattie Moral Sc 1 1 § 11 182 Pleased, or displeased,
according to the degree of excellence or faultiness a 1846
Landor Iviag Couv Wks (1846) I 69 Adducing a few
instances of faultiness in Byron

2. The quality or state of having moral blemishes,

ofbeing in fault or to blame ,• depravity, viciousness,

culpability, guilt

1371 Golding Calvin on Ps xxy 21 As though David
requyre to bee preset ved cleere from all faultynesse. 1628
Digby Voy Medit (Camden) 3r Such as I could not free

him from much faultmesse 18x8 Mrs Shtlley Frankenst
1 (1865) 63 My father would be unjust if he ascribed my
neglect to vice, or faultiness on my pait 1868 Browning
Ring Bit \t (1889) II 242, I bow my head Break
myself up in shame of faultiness.

Faulting (fg It-, fg liiq\ vbl sb. [f Fault v.

-t-ING 1
.]

1 The action of the vb. Fault in various senses

;

an instance of this Obs,
c 1430 tr De Imitations in lix, Nature compleineJ> sone

of fautyng & of greuaunce 1622 W Whatfly Gods Hvsb
127 Some grosse outward Vaultings therein <111665 J
Goodwin Billed m the Spirit (1867) 155 His faulting of
the translation doth not at all commend his skill in the
original 1679 King in G Hickes Spirit of Popery 50
So much silence and fauting even amongst Ministers.

2 . Geol. The process of producing faults, dis-

location of strata
;
an instance of this

1849 Dana Geol xm (1830) 574 In the faulting ofa rock

1863 Lyell Antiq Man 345
r
l he most wonderful shillings

and faultings of the beds are observable

Faulting (fg It-, fg ltig), ppl. a. [f. as prec +
-ING 2

] That faults a That commits faults

b. That is at fault See Fault sb. 8
1366 Painter Pal Pleas I Pref 8 Faulting fooles and

youthly heades. 1837 Browning Strafford iv. 11, Pym's
faulting bloodhounds scent the track again

+ FanTtive, a. Obs. In 5 faltive. [a F.

fau{l)tif, -we , see Fault sb and -ive.] Faulty.

1496 Seal of Cause in Pennecuik Blue Blanket (172a) 14
Quhair it beis fundyn faltive, to forbid the samyne

Faultless (fg It-, fg ltles), a. [f Fault sb. +
-less ] Free from fault

1. Without defect, imperfection, or blemish ;
irre-

proachable Said with reference to moral character,

physical or intellectual qualities, workmanship,
beauty etc

13 EE Alht F B. 794 Of alle feturez ful fya &
fautlez bojie c 1340 Gaw <5 Gr Knt 640 Fyrst he watz
funden fautlez in his fjue wyttes a 1674 Clarendon Hist
Reb ix (1843I 577/1 A very faultless young man 1709
Pope Ess Cnt 233 Whoever thinks a faultless piece to

see. Thinks what ne'er was, nor is, nor e'er shall be 1770
Junius Lett, xxxix. 203 A fautless, insipid equality 1833
Kane Grinnell Evp xu (1856) 88 A singularly beautiful

bird, faultless m its purity of white 1868 Frefman Norm
Conq (1876) II. x 506 Ihe faultless model of a ruler 1883

Gilmouh Mongols xxxi 358 Resplendent in yellow coats

and faultless hats

2 . That has committed no fault
;
that is not to

blame
,
guiltless, innocent Obs. exc with mixture

of sense 1

1313 Monr in Grafton Chron II. 758 Finally were he
faultie or faultlesse, attainted was he by Pailiament
<7x340 Order w Battayll Ciyb, As well for the fault-

lesse, as the gyltie x6za Fairtax Godfir ofBoulogne nr

39 For our smnes he faultlesse suffered paine 1697 Dmden
Vug Georg in 710 Take the Traytor’s Head, E er in the

faultless Flock the dire Contagion spiead [1833 Macaulay
Hist Eng IV 303 Rochester expressed a wish to be
informed of the grounds on which the Admiral had been
declared faultless ]

+b. occas iransf. Not caused by any fault

Also in faultless pardon, a pardon for an alleged

offence never committed. Obs
1556 J Heywood Spider $ F 11 151 To take all fautles

falles, leioistnghe. 1597/H00KER Eccl Pol. v lx (16x1)317

In whome there is no other defect beside his faultlesse lacke

ofbapttsme 1732 Carte Hist Eng III 575 Obliging the

most deserving of his subjects to ask a faultless pmdon

Faultlessly (fg It-, fg lllesli), adv [f. prec.

+ -ly 2] In a faultless manner, fa Blamelessly

(obs ). b. Without flaw or blemish
;
irreproach-

ably, perfectly
x6io Healey St Aug Cttie ofGod 127 Give thus much

leave to a poore woman, in tender affection, faultlessly to

bewade her spouse. 1856 Froude Hist Eng (1858) II vui

245 The fidelity of the clansmen to their leadeis was fault-

lessly beautiful 1880 Ouida Moths II 362 She is faultlessly

made 1893 C H Herford in Bookman June 83 2 No doubt
the translation is faultlessly correct

Faultlessness (fg It-, fg’ltlesnes). [f, as prec

4- -ness ] The quality or condition of being fault-

less. -fa. Freedom from blame; blamelessness

(obs) b Freedom from defect or blemish
1580 Sidney A rcadia ( 1622! 429 The wrong you doe vnto

me, to thmhe me so childish, as not to percetue your

faithfull faultlesnesse 1734 Edwards Freed Will tv ul
(ed 4) 292 Our ideas of excusableness or faultlessness x8x8

IIazi itt Eng. Poets tv 99 His excellence is by no means
faultlessness a 1833 Robertson Serin Sei it 197 Perfection

is more than faultlessness 1858 Doran Crt Fools 4 Venus
proud in the conviction of her faultlessness.



FAULTRESS. 106 FAUSSEBRAIE

Fairltress. ia>e [fern of Faulter : see

-ess ] A female offendet.

1838 J Strut hles Poetic Tales 16 Faultless dire to laws

above.

Fail ltsome, a rare, [f Fault sb + -some ]

Full of faults, faulty

1891 R Kipling m Lippincoit's Mas Jan 95,
I hke that

fault Be more faultsome

Faulture (fg It-, fg ltiiu) rev e
~ 1 [f Fault v

+ -uitE
]
A failing, in quot coin r. Decayed

remnants.
1820 Keats Hyperion (First Veiston) 1 70 What I had

seen Seem’d but the faulture of decrepit things To that

eternal domed monument

I

- Fau’ltworthy, a. Obs iare. [f Fault v

+ WobtHY ] Deserving of blame, blameworthy,

culpable.

1586 Ferne Bias Gentne To Gent! Inner Temple, Such
things which he ludgeth faultwoi thy a *656 13 r, Hai l

Revelation Unrevealed § it In both w Inch exti ernes these

last times have been too faultwoi thy

Faulty (fglt-, fg lti), a F orms 4-5, 9 dial.

fauty, 4-5 fawty(e, 5 -fawte, 6 fawtie, fautye,

6-7 faultie, (6 faulte), 7 faultye, 7- faulty [f

as prec. + -Y x
,
perh after F fmtif]

1 Containing faults, blemishes or defects; de-

fective, imperfect, unsound.

a of material things.

143S Misyn Mending ofLife 108 So J»ow settis jn self on
a fawte grounde. ^*450 St Cuthlert (Surtees) 4082 pe
walles ofcuthbert oratory he fande bmm mekil fawty 1530
Palsgr 312/1 Fautj e as fruite is that is nat sownde 1577
Nottingham Rec IV 171 Many stretes is owte of order foi

mendyng vere faulte 1643 Pkynnl Open Gt. Seal 21

Some of the scales for ill cloathes, to havefaultle engraven
in them 1697 Dampier Voy (1608) I 443 Here they made
a new Boltsprit our old one being very faulty 1697
Dryden Fitgit, Life if]21) I 29 He [the colt] came ofa faulty
Mare, 1759 tr. Dukaniel's Hush n 1 (1762) 115 To pluck
up the faulty ears as fast as they appeared 1846 Greener
Sc Gunnery 187 If a barrel be faulty, or lochs inferior

1862 Huxley Led. Wrhg Men 47 Faulty as these lajeis

of stone in the earth's crust are, defective as they necessarily

are as a record. 1887 S Ckesh Gloss s v Eauty, 1 1 hese
tatoes bin turmn up very fauty 1

1888 Berhsh Gloss
,
Vanty,

anything with part decayed is so described.

"b of immaterial things

1380 Wyclif JF/es (1880I 364 God takijj (us ordenance m
his chirche as in no wise fawtye 153$ Joye Apol Tintlale
oq Whether my correccton be a diligent correccion, and
Tindales translacion fautye or no 1551 T Wilson Logike
(1580) 34 b, It is a faultie argument 1649 W Ducdali- in

Lett. Lit Men (Camden) 174 If Mr Leicester do knowe
it [my comparing of Domesday] to be faultye that I will

not deny 1744 Berkeley 'sins § 68 ihe origin of the gout
lies m a faulty digestion 1789 Burns Let to Miss Williams

,

Where the expression seems to he perplexed or faulty 183a
Mackintosh Eth. Philos Wks 1846 I. 18s Those may
consistently blame the faulty principle, and lejoice 111 its

destruction

2 Of persons, their qualities, etc . Having im-
perfections or failings , apt to do wrong 01 come
short of duty
1574 tr Marlorat's Apocalips 40 The cause why our affec-

tions are faultie, is foi that they runne headlong, and haue
no stay of themselues 1621 Bp Hall Heaven upon Earth
§ 5 Our best endeuour is faulty 1712 Budgi ll Sped
No 506 The ladies aie generally most faulty m this
particular *729 Butler Serin Pief Wks 1874 II 21 To
forgive injuries so peculiarly becomes an imperfect, faulty
cieature, 1748 Richardson Clarissa {1811I I m 14 His
reputed faulty moials 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 68
The nice distinction, ’twist fast foes and faulty friends

3 fa That has committed a fault, error, or
offence

;
guilty of wrong-doing (obs ) b That is

in fault or to blame (for some undesirable lesults)

13 .EM Allit P, B 741 Quad if faurty be fre and
fauty byse o]»er Schalt |>ow schortly al schende & schape
non oper 1380 Wyclif Whs (18S0) 364 Ellis men mosten
say J>at Goa is and was fawty in ordenance of boj>e his
lawis. 1389 in Eng Gilds (1870) 72 Qwat man or woman
be fawty, he schal paye di li wax C1440 Y01L Mysi
xl 130 A 1 fooles bat are fauty and fades of youre feithe
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb

) 3 Reynaid knewe hym self
fawty and gyltym manythynges 1309 Baku ay Ahyp of
Polys (1570) 54 Howebeit I knowe my wordes shall suche
greue, As them selfe knoweth fawtie and culpable 1536
Anrelio <5 Isab (1608) B vj, What soevu person that were
founde faultie of like errour 1611 Bi aum & Fi Maids
Trag, x 1, Thou art faulty

, I sent for thee Thou cam’st
not 1614 Henley-in A t den Rolls

,
Wee Doe piesent

william Kerbee shoomaker ffaulty 1682 Eng hied
Sheriffs 19 How often hath the City been moie faulty to
divers of our former Kings. 1777 Howard Pi nous hne
(1780) 196 Workshops for faulty apprentices 181a H & JSmith Rij Addr 102 As it nowstands, ‘one fiddle' among
many, the faulty individual will I hope escape detection
absol 1533 More Dobell Salem Wks 985/1 Yf he would

compare the fauty wyth the fauty 1614 Bp Hall Recoil
Treat 759 It is an old policy ci the faulty, to complame
first

4: Of the nature of a fault
; censurable, wrong

1548 Udall, etc Etasm Par. Col 11 18 A faultie hum-
nleness it is, through Angels to loke for that whiclie shuld
of Chi 1st himselfe be asked 1699 Burni-t 39 Art x\u
247 No reserve is made in Scripture for this [jc Idolatry]
as being faulty only because it was applied wrong 1851
Hussey Papal Power 11 66 Thus Rome grew now by
means of whatever was faulty in the Chuich i860 Goul-
burn Purs Holiness Pref 11 A faulty habit of mind
B quasi-atfz/. = Faultily adv

,*754 Richardson Gi andtson (1781) II xix 208 What an
wimbling thing is the consciousness of having lived faulty

Faulty, var of Foughty a

,

musty

f Ta.nlv- Obs Also falx, [a OF faulx, Fr

faux m faux dn coips small of the back ]
A trick

in wrestling ; a grip round the * small of the back
’

160a CAiirvv Cornwall 76 a, Many sleights anil tucks

appertame hereunto [‘ wiastlmg’] such me the Trip, fuiL-

Trip, Inturne, the Faul\, forwaid and backwaxd 1612

Drayton Poly olb 1 6 T hey' practise The foi waid, back-

ward, falx

Faun (fgn) Myth Also 6-7 fawn [ad L.

Faun-its
,
pioper name ot a god or dcmigoil woi-

sluppcd by shepherds and farmers, anti identified

with the Gr Pan, also in pi.fawn (of Gr. Ilavss),

a class of similar deities (Chaucer’sfanny is the

L plural ]
One of a class of rural deities ;

at first represented

like men with horns and the tail of a goat, aftei-

wards with goats' legs like the Satyrs, to whom
they were assimilated in lustful ehaiacter

C1374 Ciiaucpr l myites iv 1514 On satiry ami fawny
more and lesse, pat halue goddes ben of wildernessc 1 1386

— Knt 's V 2070 Nimphcs, Faunes, and Amadicults 1379
Sitnslr Shepn, Cal July 77 Here ban the holy Faunes

resouise 1631 Massing! r Emp Ea\t 111 111, 1 he poets’

dieams of lustful fauns and saty is 1728 Svs 111 Let 14 Sept

in Wks (1841) II 105 The muses and the fawns will

crown you with joy 1830 Scott Demonol iv, These sil vans,

satyrs and fauns 1830 Ti NNYsdh In Mem cxvnt, Arise

and fly The leeling Faun, the sensual feast.

Faun, obs form of 1* awn.

Fauna (fg na) PI. faunae ; also faunas

[mod L fauna ,
an application of the pr. name of

a niral goddess, the sisler of Fatinus (sec 1'aun)
;

used by Linnauis in the title of his woik Fauna
Suectca (1746), a companion volume to his Plot

a

Suecica (1745). Cf Flora]
1 A collective term applied to the animals or

animal life of any particulai region or epoch
1771 Let inG White Sclbortie (1&76) 143 He should be able

to account for the manner of life of the animals of his own
Fauna 1828 Filming Hist lint Amm Pref 7 A few
additions were afterwards made to this division of ihc

British Fauna by Ray 1844 Vest Crent (ed. 4)99 Fossils

do not form the sole memorials of the extiaoidinnry fauna
of this age 1846 M'Culioch Acc lint Empire (1854) I

133 The fauna of tropical America 1851 Richardson
Geol (1853) 448 The ciustacea were represented 111 the car-

boniferous fauna. 1839 Darwin Ong Spec \n (1873) 323

A narrow isthmus now separates two marine faunas 1877
Le Cont e Elcm Geol (1879) >55 There me geogiaplui.il

faunae and florae and geological faunae and flume

2 A treatise upon the animals of any geo-

giaphical area or geological period
1883 A. Nfwton in Eucyd Brit (ed 9) XVIII 16 A

rapid survey of the 01 mthological works which tome moie
or less under the designation of ‘ Faunas’

Fau’nal, a 1 rate [f 1‘aun + -al] Of or

pertaining to a Faun, or to Fauns
1592 R D Hypnerotomachia 97 b, Homed faunes

solemnising their fatumll feasts 1849 Eraset’s Mag
XXXIX 105 A pastoi al, or rather ‘ faunal ', sketch

Fau’nal, a 1 [f. F aun-a + -al ] Of ot pet-

taimng to the fauna of a country
1877 Le Conte hlem Geol (1879) 161 The whole earth

has been divided into six piincip.nl f.um.il regions 1884
Athenxum 10 May 602/2 T lien faunal disti ibution 1889
Apiin Birds 0.xfoi dih Pref, The series of county faunal
works
Faund(e, obs form offound

,
pa. t of Find.

Fanness (fg nus) nonu-wd A female faun
1890 Sat Rev 11 Oct 437/1 The fairness 01 satyress

grows a little monotonous

t Fau’llic, a Obs~ 0 [as if ad L *fattmc nr,

f. Faunus see Faun and -ic ] (Sec quot

)

1674-81 Blount Glossogr , lumnick
(
fittuuus), wild,

woodish, rude 1692-1732 in Colls.

Faunist (fg nist) [f, Faun-a + -ist ] One who
studies or treats of the fauna of a country or district.

1766 Pennan r Zool (1768) I 173 T he cutical Faunist may
possibly censure us 1813 G. Low Fauna Oread. Pref 10
To assist the young Oikney Faunist in classing 1831
Eraser’s Mag X.LI 1

1

253 The male untgil was caught as
faunists are in the habit of catching male moths.

Faunistic (fgm stik), a [f picc + -10 ] Of
or pertaining lo a faunist; hence, icintmg to a
fauna. Faumstic position : the place m a fauna
assigned by a faunist to a certain animal.
x88i Nahne 25 Aug XXIV 379 The definition of then

faunistic position and geographical distribution 1890 Ibid.

17 Api XLI 556 A numbei of faunistic papers in the
Journal of the Linnean Society

Faunistical (i gni stikal), a [f prec + -al ]
= piec. Hence Panni stioally adv

,

m a fannisti-

cal mannei, as a faunist would
1885 Athenxum 8 Aug 179/1 Specialists of different

orders and families tieat ihe subject faunistically

Faunological (fgndp dgikal), a [f next +
-10 + -al ] 01 01 pertaining to faunology
1884 Nairn e 31 July XXX 326 Faunological and sys-

tematic zoological work
Faunology (fgnplodgi) ia>e [t Fauna 4-

~ology see

-

logy] Thai department of zoology
winch treats of the geographical distribution of
animals

t*
Faunaere. Obs raie~ x [app a corruption of

01‘ vaussure ( = mod .F,voussure)
]
A vaulted roof.

1460 Lybeaus Dm 1817 The rof abone unlck, Anil the

faunsuc [r< r f.isouie, vasuro] ck, As hyt woklc asunder

FaunsMp (fg»J«p) [f 1‘aun

+

-buu*] The
attribute of being a faun
i860 Haw riioHNi Math Emm mi (1883)128 The foci of

his faunship being othuwisc so piobablc

t3E'aunt. O/ts Also4fant, lawnt [Aphetic

foim of Oh enfaunt, enfant see Infant The
shortened iorm has not been found 111 hi

, but It.

has the conespoiuhng Janie boy, servant, foot-

soldier, whence Ger. fant ] An infant, a child,

a young person

13 A. /< ,(//// /’ A 161 At J»e fote )>er of [1 e of be

crjst.il Ujffc] |)ci sete a f.iuut x38*W\«iu / <v mi 3The
ti3tdaytne fawntsli.il lie cm luui uliil <r 1400-30 A

U

1 audit

4629 Foi quilk a fiek is lml a fant )> 111 is he lust simple

I
Fairntekxn. Obs Foi ms 4 laun-, lawn-

t(e)kyn(e, 5 fantekyn. [thm. ol Faunt . see

-kin ] A little child, an mlant

1377 L\kgi P PI 1 ) mm 213, I sled duello as I do my
dcuorc to slicwui, And conformi.it fauiili k>nts 1393 Ibid.

C \r 182 I'aiintck>iics and fooles ‘(<11400 JMoth Atilt

8(5 He his fretyne als ftle f.iuntck>ns of fiiLbornc

ctuldyie 1 C1440 Guta Rom Ki •fmlllail MS)WIi,iiiiil
I was a f.uUckjn, I was foiulc m a tonne, in a cradyl.

t Fau’ntelefc. Obi [Anhctic f. OF enfanteld

see l'Ai.NT anil -i.i'T ] A little child

>393 I*angi P. PI C. xii jio *?e, f.irewd fjppc’, ipuih
fauutclel

f Fau’ntelte. Obs [A badly-formed absti act

noun from ptec] Childishness

1377 Lang 1 /’ l'l B xv i.j6 \l uhutUen f.umti lie u» folj

f Faiintempere. Obs. nue — 1
. A disli m

old cookery.
c 1430 Jvo Cookety hi. t 19 Faiintetnpcrc— Take Al

maumlc mylkc, Ik floure of rys, Sugie [1 tc ]

Faurd, So promme. of favow ed ;
only in com-

pounds, as ill-, locll-faitrd

Fause, Sc. and dial form of Fai.ni: a
Fau'se-ltouse. Ft [f. fause, Sc. f ofFalmj: a.

+ lIouHr.] A hollow marie 111 a corn-stack, with

an opening on the side most exposed to the wind,
foi the purpose of drying the corn.

1783 Burns Hallomen x, Nell h.ui the fause house in hoi

min’, She pits herself .and Rub in.

t Fairsen, sb Obs Also 6 valnon, 7 valstm,

(j dial, fazen A kind of cel Applied \anously
to a fresh or salt-water eel, and to a small m large

cel (see quotsV Alsofansen eel

1347 Bookdi liter1 IUnlfh Iwwii 35 h, Take the fulnei
of avalson ele 1602 Caiiiw CtninonlH 17(3* 31 Of I'tks
there me two sorts the one \ al all, of best l.istt, 1 nnuning
fiom the fresh riuers the ulhci, bred in the sail water K.

tailed .1 Conger Fclc. 1 i6u Chaemav 11tad \\\ njo The
wave sprung uitr.uls, about which fmsuis and other fish

Did shoal 1 1640 J Smyiii Hiiudttd if Ih>/,iliy{ 18851

319 A faiison, 01 great fat etle 1688 K I lot Ml Atwoitty
II 325/1 An I'il [is] first 1 I'.msu), then a G»igg 11708

Moth ux Rab.lais i\ Is, 1' tusens, andCnggs, 1887 A, at
Gloss., I a~en adj The Ja~tii ttl is a large blown til, and
is so called at S.tndwK h in contradiction to thu silver tel

i Fau’sen, a Obs
1591 fiotib Ratgnc A" John (161 0 S3 'Ihc Friars dust

fillet with a f.iusen Niinne 1634 t,A ' |,,N Phas .\o/n ti. v

57 F.iusen sluts, like Bartholomew 1‘ant pig diessus.

Fauserite (f^seraitj Mm. [Named by
Ihuthaupt (1865) Irom fituse/ name of a gentle-

man at l’esth 1 -IT1 ] (See quots)
1868 Dana Min 615 Fa 11strut loom Hcriengimul in

Hungaiy 1879 Waiis Did t Aim VI 611 / oust > tU

,

a native nngncsio manganous sulphate

Fa uisoii, obs foun of Fashion
(• Fau’sonry. Obs. Also 7 fauxotiry [nd

OF famsonetie, fauxonei ie, f faussoncr to deceive,
f fans F ai hk.] Fraud, m the legal swim

;
fabri-

cation ofdeeds, or measures, coining false money, etc

1647 N Du on Din. Govt J ng t lv.11 1 I'tlouus,
of M 1 11 ir .

1
1 isonty, au to la. pum hut with

loss \ til,
1

1 . 1 1 < Ibid 122 I'.itnonry is of scvti.il

dtgiecs or kinds as falu/yntg the lung's l hat tit falsi
fyiug ofMoney or /ahi/ynii; of Mtasnus
Fatissebraie, -braye (fos,bit-) fo/tif

I'oims. a 5 fawce-, fawese-, (6 faws-) braye,

9 fausse-braio, 7- fausse-braye. 7-8 falso-
bray, (7 falsbray). [a. F ftusse hate, f fimwe,
fern offain false + butte . see Huavk ] An mtt-
ftctal mound or wall tlnown up 111 trorit of the
main rampart In early use, a covered way
a c 1489 Caxton bonnes of

.

/ 1 won 111 77 A fawtebn) 1*

vpon a iodic, thiughe y' vvlmfie rcjnuwdt. wuhl mile
\nder touerte Ibid \ 1 149 Mso he niadt y {Krrti ohssu,
faweschrayes, & harlat uks will dcfcusabie 1523 Si
Papers Henty Fill, IV )S Having 1100 hulw.ukes 1101

fawsbrayes 1688 (.An J S J otttfhation 57 The ond>
end of tins Faussdu iy, is ihc dtftiuL of iht M0.11. 1767
St 1 uni It Shandy IX xi, All its trumpet) of »,i|is, minis

f.iusse In ays, and unettes 182B Naiiir Putins Urn
\ vii (Rtlilff.) II 74 A second wall, ahout 1. f.tt high,
tailed .\faussi Inan surroundtd the fiist 1835 Smi dii v

Ot cult .Sen nccs 211 noIt , One of tin pinnacled biuitmuits
of the fattsse-btnye

1604 K Ghimstoni Hist V/, o Ortend u Others
weie in the False Bi.ay 1667 J owl No >i<n Our
men me now busily employed in plating new Bihsulus
upon the I'alshray 1702 \V f. Bunn's [ ,,y 7 want m. 5 i

One may more properly call that of the outwaid Wall
a False may, or Undei-Bulwaik.



FAUSSE-BRAYED. 107 FAVOUR.
attnb 1812 Wlilingion in Guiw Deep VIII S5 1

Having escaladed the fausse braie wall

t Fausse-brayed, fpl a. Obs. [f prec. +
-ED 1

] Provided with a fanssc-braye
c 1530 Ld Blrnirs Aith Lyt Bryt. (1814) 187 A hous
wel bolwarked and fausbiayed

Faussee, var of Fossise, Obs
Fausi

k
s)et, obb foim of Faucet.

Faust (f§st), a rare [ad. L /ansi-ns, f

favere to favoui ] Happy, lucky
1692-1732m Coils 1721-1800 in Bailey 1890 E John-

son Rise of Chi istendom 73 The Empeior ascending the
Capitol amidst faust acclamations in the Hebiew, Gieek,
and Latin tongues

Fausted, var of Fousttd

t Fau’stitude. Obs ~ ° [as if ad L fausti-
tndo

,

f faustus : sec Faust] ‘ Good luck 5

1721-1800 m Bailly

tFaustity. Obs, [ad L faustildt-e/n, f

faustus (see P aust) ]
** Good luck, happiness '.

1656-81 in Broum Clossogi *729 M Raimi A fisc Poems
243, I send you Health And length and faustity of Days
Faut(e, vai of h ault
Fauterer (fg larai) [f fauter, for Fautok +

-er] =Fautou.
a. t66z in Heylyn Laud (x66S) 1 08 Thou art the fauteier

of all Wickedness 1817 Mar linca worn 11 Ormond vi

(1832) 60 Fathei Jos was by no means a friend or fauterer
of sir Ulick

II Fauteuil (fJtoy) [a F ftmteutl

\

f OF
faudeteinl, /aldestocl •—med L, /aldistolmm Fald-
stool ] An arm-chair
*744 Gray in Gosse Life (1882) 74 Squatted me into

a fauteuil 1771 H Walpole Lett Cntcss Ossory (\$>ri')'V

324 The mountain - gods pulling their fauteuils acioss
a continent 1813 Examiner 1 Feb 71/2 Sofas,/(intends,
ciMSd/c-tables, girandoles 1866 Mrs H W00D.SY Martin's
Eve xxiv (1874) 299 Her grandmamma’s fauteuil.

t FaU’tive, a Obs, rare [f L type */au-

tlvus, f favere to favour.] Tending to favour,

favourable Const 0/, to

1667 Wattbhousl Fire Loud 37 Such instances as were
by wise men observed Fautive of Us pi ogress Ibid 110
No coinei of the Land to be fautive to it or polluted by it

Fautor (fgtot, -si). Forms. 4-7 fautour(e,

(6 fauctour), 5-6 fawter, -or, -our, 6-7 fauter,

4, 6- fautor Also 6-7 erron faulter, -or, -our
[ad F.fiuteui, ad. L. fautor, f.favere to favour.]

One who favours ; a favourer

1 . An adhcient, partisan, supporter, abettor,

c 1330 R Brunne Chroti (1810) 209 Him and his fautours
he cursed euerilkon 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls! IV 443
But Symon and John, with here fautoures, stopped ])e wayes
al aboute c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 8356 With Jxnr
fautours all in fere 1527 m Fiddes Wolsey 11 (1726) 141,

I shall never more hide such heresies nor then auctors

or fawtois. 1559 Mtrr, Mag., Worcester xx, For princes

faultes his faultors all men teare 1603 Knollls Hist
Tut Its {1621) 693 This matterwas with great heat debated
either part having great faultours 1713 Dfkham Phys
Theol v i 312 Cartes hath been thought by some to

have been a Fautor of Atheism 1786 H Tooke Put ley

(1798) I. 398 His lordship and his fautors will do well to

contend stoutly for their doctrine of language 183a

Austin Junspr (1879) I. vi 289 [Hobbes] is not of the

apologists ana fautors of tyranny 1890 E Johnson Rise
Christendom 472 Montalembert, the great fautor and de-

fender of the monks,

f 2 . A protector, patron. Obs
1460 Capgrave Citron 304 Ihe archbishop cursed him

for contumacie, and great fautoure of Jieretikes 1548 W,
Patten Expedition Scot, Ded, inArb Gamer 111 52 His
most benign fautor and patron, *605 Camden Rem, (1637)

346 Humphrey, Duke of Glocester, a noble fautor of good
letters cx6xs Chapman Iliad 1. 441 O thou that all things

seest, Fautor of Chrysce. 1686 Goad Celect Bodies 11 xu
321 He [a star] is the Fautor of Serenity. 1691 Wood Ath
Oxon I 24 By the favour of his Patron, and fautor of his

Studies he was made Scholar or Pastor,

Fautorship (fo tajjip). [f. prec + -ship] The
fact or condition ox being a fauloi

;
partisanship

1863 Alford Grk Test (ed 5) I Prolegomena 76 The
comparative absence of blind fautorship of the received

text 1888 H C Lea Hist Inquisition I 167 This final

effort was naturally construed as fautorship of heresy

t Fau’tress. Obs [f as prec + -ess ] A
female fautor a a patroness ; b. an instigator.

1596DRAMON Legends m 313 Ihe only Fautresse of all

Noble Arts 1621 G Sanoys Ovid's Met 111 (1626} 48
Mans Fautresse, Pallas stood by 1703 Rowl Ulyss in

1 1125 Pallas, the Fautiess of my Master's Arms 1717
Garth Ovid Ded

,
He comes from Banishment to the

Fautress of Liberty 1732 m Colls

+ Fau’trix. Obs. [a L, fautrix

,

fem offautor

(see Fautor). Cf F fautnce ] =piec
1582 T Watson Centime ofLout xcu, Melissa mother is,

ana fautrix to the Bee 1621 G Sandys Ovid's Met, vm
(1669] 153 Him Pallas, fautrix of good wits, sustains 1630

M Godwyn tr. Bp Hereford's Ann Eng in 323 The
Queen was so exact a fautrix ofjustice.

Fauvel, var. of Favel, Obs.

II Fauvette (fove l) [F fauvette, f fauve
fallow] The name given by Fiench writers to a
family of Warblers, and adopted by Bewick

1797 Bewick Brit Birds l 209 The Fauvette. Pettichaps

{Motacilla hippolais, Lin , La Fauvette
,
Buff.]. Ibid 212

The lesser Fauvette Passerine Warbler Ibid 213 The
Winter Fauvette. Hedge Warbler. Ibid 216 This dis-

position, .is common to all the Fauvettes. 1802 G. Montagu

Ounlh Diet

,

Fauvette (Sylvia horlensis, Bechstein) 1839
Macgillivray Hist Brit Buds II 34s Sylvia II01 tensis,
the Gaiden Warbler Fauvette Gaiden Fauvet

II Fame (fgks) ra> e. [Assumed nom sing to
L fauces ; the sing has classical authonty only m
the ablative ] = Fauces m vanous senses.
1828 Kirby & Sp Enlomol, I 293 The sweet fluid which

many of them (plants belonging to Dionaea, Drosera, &.c

)

seciete near the faux. 1856 Henslow Diet Bot Terms

,

Faux (the gorge), the throat

Fauxety, -lty, obs. forms of Falsity.
Fauxonry, var of Fausonry Obs

,

fraud.

II Faux pas (foipa). [Fr faux false -ffas step ]
A false step, fig ;

a slip, a trip
;
an act which

compromises one’s reputation, esp a woman’s lapse
fiom virtue Cf False step in F ai.se a 6
1676 Wycheriey PI Dealer v 1, Before this faux pas,

this tup of mine, the world could not talk of me 1762
Foote Lytir 1 Wks 1799 I 288Afiiework well designed?
Sir J. Superb V Wild And happily executed? Sir J
Not a single faux pas 1763 Brit Mag IV 350 lertte
Films taxes them with any faux pas, or in egulanties
they may have committed *823 Byron Juan xiv lx,

Foieigners don’t know that a faux pas In England ranks
quite on a different list 1840 Barham Ingot Leg , Ate
New Play, His Lordship Conceiv'd that his daughter had
made afauxpas

||
Faux-prude. Obs. [P r

; faux False and
prude Prude ] A man who simulates prudishness
1676 Ei herldge Man of Mode iv i Wks (188S) 323 In

Pans the mode is to flatter the piude, laugh at the faux-
pi ude

t Fava'ginous, a. Obs Also 7 faviginous.
[f L, favus honeycomb

,
perh on false analogy

of fat > aginous,
or of L. fabagmus, oleaginus ]

Formed like or resembling a honeycomb in ap-

pearance; cellular.

1658 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus II 515 Alike oidina-
tion there is in the favagmous Sockets of the noble flower
of the sunne x686 Plot Stajfordsh 201 A third [mem-
brane] faviginous like a hony-comb or tripe, without
1692-1708 Coles, Favagmous 1884 in Syd Soc. Lex

t Fa’vel, a and sb Obs Forms 4 fauvel,

fawvelle, 5 favel(l)e, (favyll), 6 favell, 4-6
favel [a OF fauvel, f. fauve fallow-coloured,

a Teut /alive- see Fallow a 1

The OF woid had all the uses found in Eng , so that
there is no ground for treating sense 3 of the sb as a dis-

tinct word, though it is possible that it may have been
associated by some ME writers with OF favele idle talk,

cajolery —L fabella, dim offabula Fable The phrase
‘ to curry Favel ’, OF estnller

,
tot chet Fauvel, comes from

the Roman deFauvel (13x0), the hero of which is a counter-

part of Reynaid the Fox (see P Pans, MSS Bibl die Roi
I 306) , it has been adopted tn Ger as den fahlen hengst
streichen It is not clear whether befoie the date of this

poem a ‘fallow’ horse was proverbial as the symbol of
dishonesty , the same notion is found in German, 1

to ride

the fallow horse' (den fahlen hengst r eiten—recorded From
15th c ) having the sense * to play an underhand game, act

deceitfully
' ]A adj Of a hoise • =Fallow a 1 (The exact

colour denoted by the adj in early use is uncertain )

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymori 1 33 There came rydynge
a messager vpon a horse fauell,

B sb

1 As the proper name of a fallow-coloured horse
c 1325 Coer de L 2320 Two stedes found the kyng

Richard, That one hight Favel, that other Lyarde. c 1330

R Brunne Chran (1810) 175 Siben at Japhet was slayn

fauuelle [printed fanuelle] his stede. c 1375 Morte A rthur

2766 One ffawuelle [printed ffawnelle] of ffryselande to

fferaunt he rydys

2 The fallow horse proverbial as the type of

fraud, cunning, or duplicity. Only in phrase To
curry Favel : see Cubby v 5 a

3. Plence used as a mere personification of cun-

ning or duplicity
1362 Langl P PI, A it 6 Bojie Fals and Fautiel and

al his hole Menye ! 1406 Hoccleye La Male Regie 223
0 thow, fauele, of lesynges auctour 14 Kyng <$• Hermit
157 in Had E P P (1864] I xg Were I oute of my
hermyte wede, Offmy favyll I wold not dred 1522 Skelton
Why not to Court 02 Favell is false forsworne 1576
R Edwards Pat ad D Devices (1578) I nj, 0 favell false,

thou traitor borne, what mischief more might thou devise 1

II Favella (fave la) Bot PI. -88. [mod L ;

used by J G. Agardh {ICongl Vetensk. Acad.

Handl foi 1836, p 43) ,
his description and

drawing suggest that he intended favellaj to stand

for ‘small beans’, m which case the word would
be an incoriect dim of 'L.faba bean, influenced by
the F formfive ] See quot 1884
1857 [see next] 1867 J. Hogg Microsc 11 i 274 When such

a fruit is wholly external it is called a favella. 1884 Syd
Soc Lex,, Favella, a form of the conceptacular fruit of

florideous Algse in which the spores are collected into

spherical masses which lie on the outer surface of the frond

Favellidium (feveh Bot. [f. (by

J. G Agatdh 1842; Favella + Gr, dim ending

-i5iov (improperly used, as no diminutive sense

was intended J See quots.

[184a Agardh Algal 60 Sunt spores numerosse in glomeru-

lum arete congest®, pencarpio hyalino . circumdatae ; has

Favellidta appellavi] 1857 Berkely Cryptog. Bot § 144

170 Thus by the evolution of one cell, a favella is formed;

by the evolution of several detached but adjacent mother

cells, a compound favella or favellidium results. 1867 J
Hogg Microsc it. 1 273 Such a fruit is called a favellidium

and orcuLs 111 Hal
j mema 1884 Syd Soc Lex , EavcUidium

(dim of I'avellcC), a form of the conceptaculai pm t ofa flori-

deous Alga, m which the spores are collected into spherical
masses, which lie entirely embedded in the substance of
the frond, as in Halymenta , or project somewhat, as in
Gigaitma

Faveolate (favJ dle [t), a [f mod L faveolus,

dim offavus honeycomb + -ate a Cf F faveole ]

Honeycombed, cellular.

1866 in ’Irens. Botl 1884 in Syd Soc Lex.

Faverel (fseverel) [var of next] A name
of vanous plants, a An onion b. Drala verna,
whitlow-grass, e See quot

a 1597 Gerarde HerbalApV 1
Fanerell is Cepea 1847-

78 Halliwell, Faverel, an onion Line
b 1770 Sir J Hill Hetb Brit. II 249 Drain Vi rna

Whitlow Faverel 1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n ,

Faverel Draba verna
0 1884 Miller Pl<mt-n, Faverell, an old name for

Vctomca Anagalhs

+ Fa’verole. Obs [a. OF. faverollc (in Nor-
mandy the broad bean, faba vulgaris) ] A name
of -various plants , see quots
c 1265 Voc Names Plants 111 Wr-Wfilcker 555 Fabana,

fauerole 1597 Glrarde Herbal App
,
Fane> ole is water

Dragons 1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n
,
Faverole

Callapalustns L 1884 Miller Plant n
,
Faverole, an

old name for Arum Dracunculns

t Favi ficOXLS, a. Obs. [f. L *fzvifc-us (f.

fav-tts honeycomb + -feus making, see -nc) 4

-ous.] That makes combs
x668 Wilkins Real Char 11 v § 2 126 Maggots or

Worms that are Favificous, or making of Combs. 1670
Phil Tram. V 2066 They are probably the fayilicous and
gregauous kind

f Fa.triform (fgi viffam), a. Obs. [f L fav-us
a honeycomb + -bohm

]
Foimed or shaped like

a honeycomb, honeycombed; esp. in Suig. (see

quot. 1753).
1753 Chambers Cycl Sitppl , Favifonn, m surgery, a term

used to express ceitam ulcers, which when pressed upon
with the finger emit a sanies thro’ several small holes 1775
in Ash 1884 in Syd Soc Lex
Favillous (favilos), a [f L favill-a hot

ashes + -ous Cf OF favilleux ] Consisting of

or resembling ashes.

1650 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep v. xxn 231 The avolation

of the light and favillous particles 1775 in Ash

||
Favi'ssa. PI. favisaee. [L favissse pi

underground cellars near the temples, used as

store-houses ] (See quot

)

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Favissa [with Antiquaries], a hole,

pit, or vault under ground, wherm some rarity of great

value was kept 1893 Nation rg Jan LVI 53/2 The favissse

of temples, the vaults in which were buried ‘ ex votos
’

Favoniau (favou'man), a [ad L favonidn-us,

f Favonius the west wind ] Of or pertaining to

the west wind; hence, favourable, gentle, pro-

pitious
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1743 Young Nt, Th. vi.

686 Soft Spring, with hreath Favoman 1771 Fletcher
Checks Wks 1795 II 267 The favoman breathings and
sighs which attended his preaching and prayers, a x8*x

Keats m Life <$• Lett (1848) II 263 Softly tell her not to fear

Such calm favoman burial 1 1854W Johnson lomca (1858)

78 Thou Shoulds’t breathe upon that pallid brow Favoman
airs of mirth and glee

+ Favd’nious, a. Obs.~ 0 [f L. Favom-us the

west wind + -ous ] Of or pertaining to the west
wind. 1692-1732 in Coles

FavoniuS (favou-nius). poet or Myth [a L
Favomus the west wind, f.favere to favour ] The
west wind, Zephyr
1549 Cornpl Scot, vi (1872) 61 The feyrd cardinal vynd is

callit fauonius or occidental 1634 Habington Castai a 1

(Arb ) 37 If to the torrid Zone her way she bend Her the

coole breathing of Favomus lend 1742 Young Nt Th
11 242 Favomus, breathe still softer, or be chid

FavoSe (favou s), a Bot. and Path, [as if ad.

L *favos-us

,

f.favus honeycomb ] (See quots

)

1840 Paxton Bat Diet
,
Pavose, pitted, like the cells of

a honeycomb x866 in Treas Bot

Hence Favo sely adv (see quots ).

1840 Paxton Bot Did , Favosely-sci obiculate, excavated
in little pits or hollows. 1847 Craig, Favosely, In the
manner of a honeycomb

Favosites (ftevdsai tfz) Geo

l

Also anglicized

as fa vosite. [mod L* (Lamarck) f *favdsus : see

prec.] A genus of fossil 2oopbytes, resembling a
honeycomb in appearance.
1832 m Webster 1845 Penny Cycl Suppl I. 566

Favosites, a genus of fossil Zoophyta, common m the

Silurian strata of Norway and Wales 1846 Dana Zoaph
iv § 62 (1848) 65 The Pocilloporse, Favosites, and many
Cyathophyllidse.

Favo SO-, combining form of Favose, occas,

prefixed to other adjs to indicate a favose fonn
1866 Tteas Boi

,
Favosa-areolnte, divided into spaces

resembling the cavities of honeycomb Ibid
,
Favoso-

dehiscent, appearing honeycombed after dehiscence.

Favour, favor (ft1 vai), sb. Also 4-6 favore,

favours, (5-6 fawoure, favowre, 6 favower,
faveour), 5-6 favyr, faver, <5 favur, (5 fawer,

fayver), 9 dial, fawer [ME favor, -our
,

a.

OF. favor, -our (mod.F. faveuf) = Pr. and Sp.

favor, It. favore L favore-m ,
f. favere to regard
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with goodwill, side with, show baldness to, pio-

tect. As in other words with the same ending, the

spelling with -our is prefeired m the British Isles,

while in the U S -or is moie common.]

1. Propitious or fnendly legard, goodwill, csp,

on the part of a superior or a multitude. To find
favour ut the eyes of (ong a Hebiaism) • to gam
the goodwill of f Foimcrly also with a and
plural : A liking, prefeience. i* To have a favour
to : to have a liking or legal d foi

To curry favour corruption of to curry Favel

,

sec

Cuhhy v. 5 b, and Fav rt st> z,

<11x340 Hampolp Psalter xxiv 3 pai doe wick idly, to get

paim (>e fauoui ofpiswarld c 1380 Wvct u Sit Whs 111

434, & fals not Jie gospel foi favor of men c 1400 Destr
Troy 5419 The Mnmydouns his men, |>at mekill loy

hade, And fayuer of )iat fie, pen any folke elhs 1526

Tindale 1 Cor

:

xvi 23 The favoui e of the loide Jesus
Chust be with you all 1533 Covlrdaie Ps xlm[iv] 3

Thou haddest a fauoure vnto them [So m x6ri ] 1551

Robinson tr Mon's Utop 1 (\ib) 56 An other woulde
liaue the fauoure of the Swychers wonne with money 1584
Powel Lloyd's Cambria 94 To procure him the Kings
Fauour 1601 Shaks 'livel N 1 iv 7 Is he inconstant

su, in his fauoui s. i6n Bible Esther v 8, I haue found
fauour in the sight of the king 1641 Die Hamiiton 111

H Papers (Camden) 106 Youi Ma1? . of whose favoui

I have had so man le testinionyes. 1700 Drydln Theodora
4- Monona 10 He found no favour in his lady's eyes 1781
Gibbon Decl. %F III 247 Such assiduous real seemed the

favoui ofthesaint 1807 Cuaiihe Hallo/Just 74 Ilisfavour

was my bliss and pride 1823 Scoti Quentin D x, His
young Life-guaidsman, foi whom he seemed to have taken
a special favour 1838 Thiblwall Greece V 309 The
oiation opens with a congratulation on the favour of

heaven. 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q Netghb xm (1878)

271 To create a favour toward each other.

b Approving disposition towards a thing
;
in-

clination to commend, sanction, or adopt
1827 Pollok Course T. ix 321 The first and highest place

In Fancy’s favour 186a H. Mahuvat Yearm Sweden II

247 St. Buta's omon found gieat favour in their sight 1884
tr. Lotze’s Metapit 154 Those who looked with fa\our 011

his enterprise.

c. Objectively (To he, stand high, etc) in a
person's favour

:

m his good graces. Also In,

out offavour, to bring intofavour,
etc.

1314 Barclay Cyt 4 Uplondyshm (Peicy Soc ) p xhu,
Thou mayst suspect and trowe Him moie in favour and m
conceipt then thou iS2d Pilgr Per/ (VV de W 1531) 7 b.
Familiar & great m fauour with piynces 1348 [see Fall v
38] 1568 GRAnroN Chron. II 293 The king of Navai re

was out of the french kings favour 1380 Baret A lv F 231
To bring one in fauour with a man, msinnare aliquant
alien . 1676 Lady Chworth in Hist MSS Comm 12th
Rep

,
App v. 28 She is stiUJughly m favour. 1688 Miece

Fr Diet s v Bring, I'll biing you again into his favour
X70X De Foe True born Eng, 1 Fools out of Favour grudge
at Knaves in Place 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng I 447
Rochester stood high in the favoui of the King i860
Adler Faunel's Prov Poetry u 21 The various kinds of
Pi 0venial poetry were not in equal favour among the Cas-
tilians. 1876 J H TAvv/mau Hist Sk I 1 iv 216 As slaves,

or as captives they were taken into favour by the dominant
nation.

+ d. The object of favoui
; a favourite Ohs

1387 Trevisa Higdon (Rolls) VI 413 Elfleda favour of
citezeynes [L favor civium

]

and drede of enemyes 1667
Milton P L hi 664 Man, His chief delight and favour.

*|*e The action of favouring; patronage of an
object Ohs rare~ l

169a Tempi e Ess Anc. Mod Leant in Misc u (ed 3)
63 The favour oflearmng was the humour of the age
2 . Exceptional kindness; gracious oi fnendly

action due to special goodwill, and in excess of
what may be oidinauly looked for + Forfeivoar

:

out of goodwill, fteely

The envelope of a letter sent by hand occasionally bears
the woids * By favour of Mr. [the friend who conveys
the lettei)

13 EE Allit P A. 967 Of be lombe I haue ]ie

aquylde For a syjt Jmr of bui-3 gret fauor. c 1460 Foriescue
Alts <5- Lint Mon vi, For the fFauour Jwt we do to the
persones J?at kepe ham, wicli ffauouie Jie Scottis do not
1309 Fisher Fun Set m C’tess Richmond Wks (1876) 299
The good deserueth , to haue fauoui e shewed vnto them
*380 Baret Alv F 231 For fauoui , gratiosd 1769 Phil
Tram LIX 109 note, A crocodile, which I lately saw by
the favour of Mi. John Huntei 1818 Scott Jit t Midi
xxxvi 11, I have a friend who will do me so much favour

b. An instance of this, something conceded,
conferred, or done out of special giace or good-
will

;
an act of exceptional kindness, as opposed

to one of duty or justice.

1390 Shaks Com Err1 1 1 23 Doe me the fauour to dilate
at full,What haue befalne of them 1608 -xx Bp HallMedit
•S' Vows it § 23 So shal I accept of small favours with gi eat
thankfulnes 1667 Anne Wyndfiam King's Concealm (1681)
56 A Gentleman desued the favoui of him, that he would
please to step forth. 1714 Fortlscul-Aland Pref For-
fescue'sAbs $ Lim Mott 39 He had extiaordinary Favours
shewn him from his Prince 1780 Cowper lable-t, 263
Religion, richest favour of the skies 1814 D. H O'Brien
Captiv

<J- Escape 13 We were allowed to mix with the
officers . . as a great favour 1864 Tennyson En Ard, 284,
I came to ask a favour ofyou 1873 Jovvett Plato fed 2)
III 309, 1 wish that you would do me the favour of con-
sidering tempeiance first.

c A complimentary term for Communication,
letter (Now, at least in England, almost confined
to commercial correspondence.) Also explicitly
in f thefavour ofyour letter.

c 1643 Howeil Lett 1 iv vni, Since I was beholden to

you for your many Favours 111 Ovfoid I hive not hc.ud fioni

you 1679 Pi pvs Let to Dk Ymk 9 Juno, T he e\t use

of my no eailier owning the favour of youi Royal High-
ness by Captain Sanders 1706 Walsh in Pope's Lett

ti735) I 56 At my return I receiv'd the favoui of your
LcUcr 1738 Frankiin Let 13 Apr Wks 1887 I 476,

I have j our fnoi s of the 2isl of March 1731 T Sharp in

Jett Lit Mctt (Camden) 374 Last post bi ought nit the

favour of ymurs of the 2** 111st 11 1786 T Ji u 1 rson IVttf

(1859) II 3 Your favor of June the 14th is come to hand
x8xd Scoit Let to Terry la Nov in I.oeAhart, I hive

been shockingly negligent in acknowledging youi iepc ited

favoui s 1865 Marsh in Longfellow's Lije (1891) III 56,

I icceived your favor of Apid 8

d Euphemistically. Formerly also The last

favour (
= Fi les dentil)esfavours)

1676 Wyciilrliy/Y Deakt v in, She granted you the

last favour, (as they call it) 1693 Congriyi* Love for L
111. xiv, You tlnnk it moie dangerous to be seen in Con-
veisation with nit, than to allow some other Men the last

favoui 1824 Mi dwin Convcts Byron (1832) 1. 87 One who
had bestowed her favoui s oil many.
3

.

Kind indulgence

a. Leave, pei mission, paulon. Chieflym phrases,

fly, tenth (youi, etc) favour ; by the favour of
Also, Under favout : with all submission, subject

to corieclion Ohs. 01 aich
1380 Barit Alv F 255 Sailing your displensme or, with

your fauoui 1588 Shaks L.L L hi 1 68 By thy fauoui .

I must sigh in thy face 1590 Swinburne 1 < stamuits 287
If the wife depart fiom her husband, without Ins good
fauoui. xdxx B Jonson Catalme 1 1, With fauoui, ’lucre

no losse, lf’t might be enquir'd What the Condition of these

Aimes would be 1613 Shaks Hut V11I,\\ 168 l’ray giue
me fauour Sir 1622 Calms Slat Sewers (1647) ?r Under
the favor of these books 1662 Srin ingi r Or eg Baer 1 1

§ 20 (ed 3) 21 By the favour of so learned a mail, it seems
probable 1699 Blnilly Phal 133 Under favour, I say it’s

vwAnapccst 1700 Diivor n L ock 4 Box, With your Favour,
I will treat it heie X7S0 G Ji 1 1 tit vs m Dnncombe's Letters

C1773) II 253 Undei favour, poetical justice is so far fiotn

being 1 a chimera
',
that [cte ] 1823 Scon Quentin D xv,

Under favour, my L01 d the youth must find anotliet guide

fb ‘Lenity, mildness, mitigation of punish-

ment 1

(J ) ;
an instance of this, a lenient act. Ohs.

£1460 Fohti scuc/(Ar 4 Lim Mon v,To shesvngoure boras
fauour awght to be sliewid £1473 Ran/Coilyar 902 Now
famdis to haue fauour with thy flctelungis X53sCoveri>ai i

Josh m 20 And no fauoui e to he shewed vnto them 1396
Merck V iv. 1, 386 Promded that for this fauoui lie
piesently become a Christian *659 B. Harris Pariuni's
Iron Age 136 J’risoneis put to ransom, by a singular
favour of the Prince of Change 1726 Swn t Gulliver vii,

I could not discover the Lenity and Favourof this Sentence
1780 Burke Sp at Bristol wks 1842 I 267 Who would
construe .doubtful appearances with the utmost favour

+ c An indulgence, privilege Ohs.

1634 Documents agst Ptyrme (Camden) 26 Hoc should
not have the favour to aunswere it in this Coui te 1639 tr

Du Bosq's Compl Woman A y b, A favoui lescrvcd to few,
to become witnesses of a vertue so extiaordinary 1646
Sir E Nicholas in N Paper s (Camden) 67 She is proffered
the favour of conliiiuinge a tennant 1639 Pi arson Creed
(1839) 310 Those had not the favour of a sepuleluc 1737
Whision ’Josephus' Hist. iv.v. § 3 At length., they had the
favour to be slam

4 Paitiahly towards a litigant, competitor, etc
;

personal sympathies as interfering with justice

Challenge to thefavottr^Law): see Challenge sh 3 .

*393 Gowni Cotif III i7oThe Sampmtes to lum brought
A soinme of gold and him besought lo don hem favour in
the lawe 14x3 Lydg Pilgr Sowlc 1 xxxu (1859) 36
Withoute fauour luge the tiouthe 1482 Eng Gilds (1870)
3x8 Awe noe fawer moie to one than to a notlici 1632
Massinger Maid ofHon v 11, Not swayed or by favoui or
affection

_
a 1677 Barrow Seme, Wks 171C II 83 Favour

. to their own habitual depravations of nature. 1839
in Bouvier Law Diet 447 Nor shall you [the Giand Jury]
leave any one unpresented foi fear, favour, afTection

5 . Aid, support, furtherance, whether proceeding
fiom persons oi things. Ohs exc 111 phrases (now
somewhat rare) by, tender (the)favour of.
c 1400 Destr Troy 1746 We haue (Tele fryndes and faucr

out of fer londys 1434 Misyn MendingofLife 128 Our
gostely ee Jiat light m it self as it is . may not so,

& Jitt it felys it }>at it is Jiere, qwhils it haldis with it

favyr & heet of Jiatt light vnknavvon 1323 Fit/hrru
Hush § 6d At winter he [the ealfe] wyll he bygge ynotiglte
to saue hym selfe ainonge other bcastes, with .1 lyttell
fauoure 1380 Baret Alv F 249 He hopeth that by the
fauour of some man, he may be holpen in this uime
1633 T. Staitord/Vk: Hih i\- (1821) xx6 The Annie m
attempting the Castle, without the favour of the Cannon,
must have enduied great losse 1633 H. Cogan tr Pinto's
Tram. 10 By the favor of daylight we perceived a gieat
many sails X699 Damper Voy II, 11. 46 Under favour of
this Supposition, the Privateers marched through Hie
Sticets 1726 Shljvockc Voy round World (1757) 319 By
the favour of thick whither, and a hard g ilc of wind, they
got dear. <11830 Arab JVts (Rtldg.) G26 By favour of six
good lowers, we arrived at my countiy house 1834} S C
Abbott Napoleon (1855) II ayix 537 lie begged permission,
under favor of the night, to surprise the Bella oplion

6 In favour of (=Fi enfaveti) de). Used as
a prep m various senses, a In defence or sup-
port of , on behalf of

;
on the side of. To be in

favour of\ to he on the side of, to be disposed to
support or advocate.

•
Aurelia 4 Isab (1608) I, Hoo well have yon spoken“ the favour® 1of the wemen 16S3 H Cogan tr Pinto's

Trcvv xlviu. 183 They resolved to unite a letter in favour
of us to the old Queen 178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I.
i 97 ilurty six of the bishops piesent weie in favour of lti

1848 Macavi ay Hist lug IT 155 He attempted to mulct
111 ius fauna those Roman Catholics

b To the advantage of (Rarely, ’\in favour
to ) Also Comm with rcfcxcucc to .1 bill, etc

So as to be payable lo

1556 A ni elto 4 /sab (i6e>8)G vij, Them th.it in ihcir ownc
f ivom lnithe approuved and ni.ul. ilie l.mes, 16401
A itkeudbr War Comm Mm I'd. (1835*86 Ane .iet,

allegit purehasit in his f.ivores be Mi John Diksone 1654
ti Sei/deiy’s Lrnta Pol 14 When su< li .111 .leeuleiit h.ip-

peneth, it is usually in favoui to those c straindm tty persons
in iv I10111 [etc ] 1776 1 1 ml ofNttndoi 01/ttir a i/x Boll.tkey

Doss diew a draught on Buuies in f.ivoi of I.oid Clive,

x8x8 Cruisi Digest (ed 2) VI 58 'J msts, in favoui of his

wife and children 18^2 Sir II Dowgias hitlit Jindgis
(ed, 3) 377 There remains a balance of strength in favoui of
the bridge

>| c. Iii consuleiatioii of, for the sake of. Ohs
x6og Camdi n Rim (1647) 46 One Regihuiius got tlie

Empire there, onely 111 favoui oflns name,

d,. Out of a prcfei cnee for

1893 Low yV/y/txXCV 109/2 Builders lnv e refused land
lti Middlesex in favourof land in a non ugtstei eoiuily

7 (concr of 1.) Sometlnng given ns a maik of
favour; csp. a gift such as a knot of Millions, .1

glove, etc., given to a Iovcm, or in media.wil

chivalry by a lady to her knight, to he worn con-

spicuously as a token of afteclion.

1588 Biiaks L. L. L. v. 11 1,0 Hold, Uosalmi
, this

favoui thou shall vveai. 1392 IiMim hroat'sw II it

(16x7) 1 4 She returned him a si Ike Riband foi a fauour,
tyed wall a TrueloiurH knot 1394 Maiiioui K Nasiii
Dido 111 Wks (Rtldg) 261/2 F.tvouis of moie soveiugn
vvoi tb Than T lictis lungs about Apullos uetk. X712 s/<<-

tutor No 436 r 6 That custom of Mailing ,1 mi.ti ess's

favour on such occasions [fencing eotitosts] of old 1842
llumvMW, My hist Diiehcis, My favour at lui Ineast 1864
Kirk Chas Bold 1 11 111 508 A tune when he (.I1011UI

wear her favois in the lilting-lu Id.

b A ubhon, cockade, 01 the like, Morn at a
ceremony, e.g. n/o ide't, lotonahon

, ividtiwgftvoui

,

in cMilence of goodwill
5
also, a similat decoration

worn as a party-badge
1399 Siiaks Hut. V, iv vii. xdo Here Fluellen, vvtaie

thou this fauoui for me, and stake U 111 tliy ( atipe 1667
lbi'vs Diary 20 Fib, Observing; Sir W, Pin', 1 injing
a favour lo Sir W. Coventry, lor hi. daughtci’i, wedding
<11693 Uhwhaki Rabelais ill xu, I will send jou tin

Bude's Favour. X702 lain 11111 Bruf Ril (1837) V 166
’1 he motto of the coronation favour! w.i'., Cud has m nt our
heaits content 1741 H WaiiiiII (<»/ (ed (II i\ 7
’i he city shops are full of favours X77X Smoi i i 1 1 Humph
Cl (1815)254 A bride's fivonr. lie now won in hi, tap
1823 C. R1 Wi sim vcoi 1 F.ut' Spy I ; t { lion «• iifj.u ki 1

hats, and favors 1859 Ji mi .on Brittany m i‘>4 Hi vvi .11 .111

Ins button hole a favourof blue, given, and white iibbons

8. That which conciliates affection or goodwill

,

alti activeness, comeliness, beauty; an attraction,

charm. Ohs exc at ch
1 1300 A". Alts ->8(4 An Inrpour. made a lay of gret

favour X3 /, 1 Allit. P A 4 .“3 Hot ho Jnr passed in
sum favour c 1430 Hymns l ttg (11:07) i.*6 A woman
With fauour in here face far tiassynge my re soil 13x3
Douglas Hinas xn vii. 25 Wyth quhais [Jupis’l favour
vimpilule strangly eancht, This God Appollo gl.udly lias

hym tnueht c 1583 J aire Am 1 228 Not veiy fmr, hut
rielily deck’d with favour , A sweet fat e. a 159a Gun M
& I.ODGt I.coking Gtasse (ibfix) 124 Nmv ope*, jt folds,

where nuecn of favour sits x6xx Him v J u tin xl 22 T lime
eye desircth fauour and heautie. 1630 A’ Johnson's A’mgd
4 Commit' 91 'I lie general contentment, vv hit h our F.tiglt.h

women afford, without soplu .tieatc and adulterate favouis
1847 Iluts Aminis in C 11854) I. 116 It takes away much
of the favour of life.

9. Appearance, aspect, look. Now an ft. or dial
c 1450 III suv min Mor Bab 34 The fauoui of th> fai e is

foule and disfigurate, <2x529 Ski 1 ion Poems ngst Gar.
nesche 9 The favyr of your face Is \»>d of all gr « e 1551
Robinson tr. Mote's Utop 1. (Art*) 29 A nun whonic, by
Ins fauoure and apparcll I nidged toliee a maiitur 1393
Shaks. Johns iv 50,1 do lone tlm fiuour Of this inu.t
fane occasion . 1650 ft’i 1 1 n Ptsgah 1 vm -3 Pahstine.
tucked and trimmed with in mj m w (. mes, had die favour
thereofmute altued 1637 W Ras'd ti (.ass, mil's / i/t of
Pen esk 1 A 8 a, It was your nlc'.iMii e also to lea« it tin f ivour
oflns Counteiiaiii c fiom bis I’lUure. 1863 Mi. s C Cl aim
.Shaks Char vm 197110 is the * counterfeit pieseiiluieiil

*

oflns sister m external favour,

b The countenance, fact*, aich.
1323 Ln IB uni us J'toiss II ecslvii | t t s.hu J

7

r
,‘> 3 Ie. vv is

l>ke kynge Rieliaule 111 fauoure 1381 1 l’ m I an S P
Jilts, (1845) II 396 My fauoui' is h.mk. My body tiuukU,
1603 Knoi li s l/tsf I urAs 1 1621) 8fu Couirouis wue> suit
out with cet tain notes il .0 of the favour of die iii m 1676
LondGa*^ No 1x26/4 He is of low stature, and thin favm
1691 Kay Creation n (1704)449 Bythcir virtuous In haviour
compensate the hardness of their Favour 1822 B Corn
wau Poems

, Love cured by kindness, I know Wlieme
comes this noble favour 1873 Tinnvson Q Mary \ 11,

What makes thy favour like the bloodless head F all'n on
the block?

+ C. A feature. Ohs,
xS9® Shaks i lien. IV, lit, 11 136, I will st.unc tin

fauours in a bloody Maskc, xS98Diia\ ton Hu on. l.p m 23
In thy Face, one i’avour fiom die test I singled forth 1655
Diggi s Compl, Ambass. 343 'I he Gentleman is void of
any good favour, besides the blemish of the small pocks

a. Family likeness. Cf Favours S. dial
Mod dial (Staffordshire), I knew her by favour, as soon

as I saw her.

10 Comb f favour-currier = Cuiun -pay nun

,

favour-currying ppl. a. , see Cuhhy v
; + favour-

ribbon, a ribbon 3vora as a love-token.



FAVOUR. 109 FAVOURABLY.
1831 1 L Pi acock m Examiner 14 Atig , Long floods of

favoui cut rying gabble 1855 Kingsli y IVestw Hot (1889)
13/2 They tiatn the lads up caves droppeis and favoui-
cui ners 1762-71 II Waipoik Virtue's Anecd Paint
(17S6) II 291 Dunking, and dipping their favour nbbands
in the wine

Favour, favor (fr 1
'vox), 0 Foims: 4 favore,

fttvure, 4-6 faver, 4-7 favoure, (5 favoryn,
favir, Sc fawowr), 9 dial favver, 5- favour,
favor [a OF favorer

,

meet L favoidre, f.favor-

cm st e Favour sb J
1 traits To regaid with favour, look kindly
upon

;
to he inclined to, have a liking or preference

for ; to approve
*340-7° Alex 4 Bind 740 Wlu fauuie ge falce godus?

c 1400 Destr. Ti oy 13030 When Vhxes persayuit, [>at he
to Circes was son He fauort hym more faithly 1333
CovruiJAt c 2 Macc \iv 74 He loued Iudas euerwith his

hert, and fauoured him 1580 Baket Alv F 251 Not
f.iuounng learning, not minding, am 1 sits a Musis 1626
Bacon Sylva v § 493 Men fauout Wonders 1662 Stil-

I incpl. Ong Sacr 11 iv $ 4 Josephus seems to favoui the
division of the City into three parts 1780 Harris Phtlol
Enq AVks (1841) 485 'I he doctunes they most favoured

1793 Burke Conduct 0/ Minority Wks 1842 I. 620 That
pirty which Mr, Fox mdmtd most to favour. 1841 Lane
Arab Nts I 113 God favour and preserve him 1873
Burton Hist Scot V Iv 285 It was one of the difficulties

in the case to find wlnt lcligion he favoured.

2 To show favour to
,

to treat kindly
; to

countenance, encourage, patronue
, + to indulge

(oneself, a feeling)

1362 Langl. P PL A hi 81 Rynges with Rubyes ]ie

Regratour to faueie c 2380 Wyclu Set, Wks III 489
Favenden liem m Jicse open eirouris c 1473 Rauf
tolinear 903 Now haue I feihe, gif I fauour the ocht
a 1533 Ld BrRNERs Gold Bk M Aurel {1546) Kj b, Yf
she be good, he ought to fauer her, tliat she may be the

better 1549 Covtkdale Erasm Pai Rom vn 7 Hus
wyse therfore fauoryng my sclfe, I was m manner ignorauiit

*553 T Wilson Rhet, (1580) 78 Man onely ceaseth not to

favour his soiowe 1368 Graeton Chron II 22 William
favoured them by giftes and easy lawes i6n Bible Ps

cu 13The time to fauour her iscoine 1635 Sir E.Nichoi as

mN Papers (Camden) II 193, 1 beseech you fauor me soe

much as to hint unto his Mab my misfoi tune 1736 Butler
Anal. 11 vi, If there be a strong bias within to favour the

deceit. 1806 Afed Jrul XV 1x2 If he will ‘favor me', by
perusing my last communication 1857 Whewell Hist
Induct Sc I 210 The formei [John the Giammanan] was
favoured by Amiou, the conqueroi of Egypt. 1870 Max
MuLLru Sc Rehg (1873) 38 No religion would have
favoured the idea

*t* b. To indulge with permission (to do some-

thing) Ohs.
c 1400 Dt.str Troy 5101 A foie to be fauoret folili to speke

1603 Play Stuclcy in Simpson Sch Shaks (1878] 1. 160 What
her bashfulness Conceals from you, favour me to disclose

C. To indulge or oblige (a person) with some-

thing. I am favoured with : often used as a

courteous form of acknowledgement.
c 1374 Chaucek Bocth I. 1. 4 Fortune fauored[e] me

wijx lyjte goodes 1633-60 Staniey Hist Philos (170x)

14/2 The manner of his death gave Laertius occasion to

favour him with this Epigram *717 Wourow Corr (1843)

II 308, I am favoured with yours of the 10th August

*793 T. Twining in Country Clergym 18th C (X882) 183

A lady was asked to ‘ favour us with a song 1829 Lytton
Devertux u v, Fielding twice favoured me with visits

2832 Hr Martine.au Life m Wilds iv 48 Agriculture has

been favouied with many privileges. 184a A Combe
Physioli Digestion (ed 4) p xxiv, Having . . been early

favoured with a copy of the original work.

+ 3 intr To show favour to, unto Ohs

*393 Gower Conf II. 77 She to nouther part favoureth,

1348 Hall Chron. 08 b, All those that have favoured unto
his said uncle of Winchester.

4, trans

.

To treat with partiality. Also, to side

with, take the part of
c 1350 Will Paleme 1171 Heijh king of heuene foi M

holy name, lie fauore noujt so my [fo] c 1425 Wynt oun
Cron viii axvhi, He fawowryd be Part, pat langyd Schyr

Alysawndyr Mowbiay a 1333 Ld Berners Gold Bk M
Aurel (1546) B uj b, I shall haue many wylle fauoure me
m the same 1380 B

a

v.nr Alv F 251 He fauoured Cate-

lme 1633 N R Camden's Hist Elis Inti od
,
Margaret

of Atencon favoured the Protestan’s Religion a 1680

Buiilu Rem (1759) I 23 Uncertain which o’ th’ two to

favour 1734 ti Rollin's Anc Hist (1827)1. 170 Antigonus

suspecting that he favoui ed Cassander Mod Ihe
examiner was accused of having favoured his own pupils.

b Comm Inmaiket reports of a commodity.

To he at puces favourable to (buyers, sellers).

x8go Daily Hews 8 Jan 2/6 Oats favour buyers.

5. To aid, support ; to show oneself propitious to

*595 T Maynarue Diakc's Voy (Hakluyt S0O23 God
favonnge ine, they [the Spanish ships] would have bin mine

1601 Marston Pa&quilff Hath 1 238 Foitune fauours fooles

1783 AVatson Philip III, 11 (1839) 63 They were secietly

favoured by Henry IV 1793 Burke Coir (1844) IV. 143

If Pi ovidence should favour the allied arms 1885 Munch
Exam 2i May 6/x The wilhngne >s of the House to favour

its progress
absol 1393 Gower Conf. Ill 213 Wei the more god

favoureth, Whan he the comun right socouieth 1433

Misyn Fire of Love 11 11, Criste favirand xs®3 B Googe
JEglogs (Arb.) g9 Foitune fauoures not and al thynges

backward go 1697 Dryden Enetd 1 322 A Name, While

Fortune favour’d, not unknown to Fame 1878 Browning

La Saisiaz 27 Had but foitune favored

b. Of a circumstance, fact, etc To lend con-

firmation or support to (a belief, doctrine, rarely
,

a person)
,
to point m the direction of

1326 Ptlgi Perf t\V de \V 1531) 210 The sentence also
of the prophete Osee fauouielh moclie (as me seineih) that
it sholde be so 1633 1< uller Ch Ilist 1 tv $ 9 1 his rela-
tion is favouied by the name of Litchfield 1659 Hammond
On Ps xxva 12 The sense favours! them there 1710
Stlele / a^i?r No 209 r 1 Every Circumstance favouied
this Suspicion 177a Junius Lett lxvm 337 His opinion

appears to favour you x8o8 Med Jmil XIX 105
Seems to favour the opinion of Mr Pott 1884 Ld Sll-
BORNE m Law hiues' Rep xo Apr 229/2 1 hose cases which
favour the doctime 1887 C C Abboti Waste-Land Wand.
II 22 Every indication favored ram.

6 Of cucumstances, weather, etc.: To prove
advantageous to (a person)

; to be the means of
promoting (an operation or process) ; to facilitate

1634 Sir T Herbert Tram 12 'lhat night not favouring
11s, we cast anchor 1699 Dampier Uoy II 11 29 IheAVmd
favoui s them X709 Addison i attar So 97 P 2 The Silence
and Solitude of the Place very much favoured his Medita-
tions 17x0 — Whig Exam No 4 No one Place about it

weaker than another, to favour an Enemy in his Approaches
1786 AV Thomson Philip III, v 117931 II 1151 he darkness
ofthe night favoui ed the enterprise 1833 Lyell Pnnc Geol
III 2x0 'ihe aigillaceous stratum by its yielding nature,
favoured the waste and undermining of the limestone 1862
Ansted & Latham Channel Isi 111 xvi (ed 2)379 They had
been favoured by the wind 1875 Buycl Holy Rom Emp u
(ed 5) 10 T he unity of the Empire had favoured the spread
of Christianity
absol a 1440 Found St Barthol 44 Marchauntys of

fflaundrys faueryng the see, purposid to Lundone
7 To deal gently with

,
to avoid overtasking (a

limb)
; to ease, save, spare. Now colloq. (esp. in

stable parlance) and dial
1326 Ptlgr Perf (W deW 1331) 263 Fauour thy body

1389 R Harvey?3
/. Perc (1590) 16 A Preacher must haue

his reader at his elbow, to fauor his voice. 1617 Markham
Caval 11. 42 When a horse doth stand but fume vpon
three feete fanoring the othei 1667 Pfpys Diary (1877)

V 361 AValktng m the dark, m the garden, to favoui my
eyes 1711 Budgell Sped No 150 V 32 A thread-bare

loose Coat which he wore to keep himself warm, and
not to favour his under Suit a 1743 SwirT (Wore ), He [a

painter] has favoured her squint admirably. 1792 Osbaldi-

stone hnt Sportsman 228/2 He will set his foot on the

giound wanly, and endeavour to favor it. 1840 Dickens
Old C Shop 1, This habit favours my infirmity 1837 C M
Goodridge Voy S Seas (1843)55 This [oil can] favoured

oui other cooking apparatus 2884 Upton Gloss , ‘He
seems to favour the off foreleg

’

8 To resemble in face or features; rarely, to

resemble generally, have the look of Now colloq.

1609 B Jonson Cast is Alteredm in, This young lord

Chamont Favours my mother 1690 W Walker Idiomat.

Anglo-Lat 176 He favours you in the face X7*a Stelle
Spectator No 398 p 1 The Gentleman favoured Ins Master

1824 L Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I 431 ‘The manager,

in countenance, favoured his fuenci ’ It should have been,
‘ resembled his friend’. *866 S Lavcock m Harland Lane
Lyrics xgx Tha favvers thi dad 1 1867 Waugh Dulesgate

10 ‘Conto make 'em eawt 1
’ ‘Nawe but theyfavour’n

Todmorden chaps

Favourable, favorable (fJWorab 1), a

[acl F. favorable, ad. L. favdrdbilis,
f favor, see

Favour and -able ]

+ 1. Winning favour ; hence, pleasing, agreeable,

beautiful, comely. Ohs.

In some examples the word may owe its shade of mean-

ing to Favour sb 8 ‘beauty’, or 9 ‘appearance, counten-

ance ’
; cf personable

1398 1 revisa Bai th De P R xix lv (1495) 896 Hony is

full fauourable and lykynge to the taste and to ete, c 1430

Lydg Chorle <5- Byrde (Roxb ) is Hit maketb men
fauorable in euery mannes sight a 1329 Skelton Anc.
Acquaintance 8 Of all your fetuis fauorable to make tru

discnpcton 1390 Spenser Muiopotmos 20 Of all the

race Was none more favourable, nor more fair, Than
Clarion

+ Tb, Admissible, allowable Ohs.

1666 Boyle Ong Formes Qua

l

(1667) 31 Bodies may
be said, in a very favourable sense, to have those Qualities

we call Sensible.

2 That regards with favour (a person, project,

opinion, etc); inclined to countenance or help;
well-disposed, propitious Const, to, unto

, + of
1340 Hampole Pr Cause 1344 Til }>am he world es f.ivor-

abel. c 1374 Chaucer A net §• Aic 13 Be favorable eek,

thou Polyraia 1441 Plunipton Corr p liv, Such as were
favorable of their said malicious purpose 1494 Fabyan
Chron 1 xvu, AT" goddes were to hym so fauourable, that

he slewe moebe of the people of his brother and compellyd
hym to fie *548-0 (Mai ) Bk Cam Prayer Offices 34 b,

Bee fauourable to ttiy people 1596 Shaks Tam Shr iv

v 40 Happier the man whom fauorable stars A lots thee for

his louely bedfellow 1631 Hobbes Leviath 111 xxxm 204
1 hey would surely have made them more favorable to their

power 1667 Milton P L. v 507 O favouiable spirit

Well hast thou taught the way that might direct Our know-
ledge 1749 Birkllcy Word to Wise Wks III 451 It is

to be hoped this Address may find a favouiable reception

1827 0 W Roberts Centr Arner 37 The Indians me
particulaily favourable to the English 1871 Freeman
Harm Conq (1876) IV xvm 123 King Swegen was
lending a favourable ear to their prayers,

*i Tb Gracious (said of a superior)
;

kindly,

obliging. Ohs. exc arch
150a Arnolde Chron 139 Unto tlie most holyest and

fauorablist Prince m erthe 1530 Hen VIII in Ellis Ong
Lett 1 106 II 37 To have the favorable and lovyng assist-

ance ofthe noble mdn 1397 Shaks 2 Hen. 7F, iv.v 2 Vnlesse

some dull and fauourable hand Will whisper Musicke to my
wearie Spirit 164a I Basike in Evelyn’sMem (1857) III

3 To give you thanks for your favourable communication

a 1822 Shelley Homer's Hymn to Moon 23 Hail Queen,

gi eat Moon Fair-haired and favourable [Gi irpotppov,]

+ C Ofa leader or hearer Disposed to interpret

generously Obi
1611 Speed Hist Gt Brit ix xu (1632) 696 Polydor

Virgil must haue a wane and fauourable Reader 1653-60

Stanllv Hist Philos (1701) 65/2 Heiem Damachus had
need of favourable hearers

+ 3 Showing undue favour, partial. Const to.

<1x384 Chaucer H Fame m 389 One said that Omer
made lies And was to the Greekes favouiable 1393 Gower
Conf III 225 Thus "was the steward favourable, That he
the trouthe plein ne tolde c 1460 Fortlscuk Abs Lim.
Mon xv, And to make hem also ffauorable and parcial

4 Of an opinion, lepoit, etc : That is in favour

of, approving, commendaloiy
1635 Fuller Ch Htst m iv § 23 The favourablest ex-

pression of him falls from the pen of Roger Hoveden 171a

Stelie Sped No 268 r 8 If you would be so far my
Friend as to make a favourable Mention of me in one of
your Papeis 1725 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 253
Giving a favouiable account of the place 2781 Cowper

Conversation 764 1 hat great defect would cost him Men’s
favouiable judgment 1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 247 to insti-

tute favourable comparisons. 1879 Cassell's lcchn Educ
I 33s Most favourable reports of the arm.

f to. Tending to palliate or extenuate Ohs.

1697 Dryden Juvenal \111 350 Since none can have the

favourable thought lhat to Obey a Tyiant’s Will they
Fought X772 Junius Lett lxvm 336 Favourable circum-

stances, alleged before the judge, may justify a doubt
whether the prisonei be guilty or not

5. Of an answer, etc : That concedes wbat is

desned Of appearances. Boding well, hopeful,

promising

1734 M PuiLirs in Swift's Lett (1768) IV 73 [His

answer] was as favourable as I could well wish for 2781

Gibbon Decl <5- F. Ill 61 The eunuch soon returned

with a favourable oracle 1828 Scott F M Perth xxi,

I trust they have assumed a favourable aspect 1875W S
Hayward Lowe agst. World 77 How eagerly I hope for

a favourable answer

6 Attended with advantage or convenience;

facilitating one’s purpose or v ishes
,
advantageous,

helpful, suitable Said esp of the weather, etc

C1460 Fortescue Abs § Lint Mon xu, Thai haue not

so much ffredome m thairowne godis, nor be entreted by so

ffauerable lawes as we be. 1548 Hall Chron 175 b, The
Wynd [was] so favorable to the Erles purpose 1555 Eden
Decades ms The fauourable influence of the heauen and

the pianettes 2639 B Harris PanvaVs Iron Age 38 This

was the first battle of this age, which proved favourable to

the Hollanders. 1639 Loudon Chanticleeis xu m Hazl
Dodslcy XII. 350 Or a favourable spider drop into the

cream, and drown himself, that he may poison them a 1674

Ciarendon Hist Reb (1703) II vm 364 A place very

favourable for the making Levies of Men 1743 Butler
Serin. Wks 1874 II 282 Incapacity and ignorance mustbe
favourable to error and vice 1774 Pennant Tour Scot m
*772 > 3®5 Sail with a favourable breeze 1830 M‘ Cosh Div
Govt 11 111 (1874) 230 The cultivation of virtuous affections

is favourable to the health 2866 Crump Banking vu 153
The term ‘ favourable ' state of the exchanges 1877 Lady
Brassfy Voy Sunbeam ix (1878) 146 Make the passage
under favourable circumstances

Favourableness (f?i vorab’lnes)
_

[f prec.

+ -ness ] The quality or state of being favour-

able + a. Kindliness, leniency {obs ). to. Suit-

ability. C Eulogistic or approving charactei

a. 1545 Udall Erasm Par Luke xvi, He exhorted

theim to a more larger fauourablenesse. 1371 Golding

Calvin on Ps xlvn s The universall favorablenesse wher-

with he embraceth all mankynd 1623-8 Camden’s Hist

Eliz ill. (1688) 441 Her favourableness in taking Contribu-

tions 1636 Aitif Handsont, 199 To the favorablenesse

of your Lai,s future censuie be pleased to add the favour

of your pardon 2727-31 in Bailey vol. II

b 2775 Adair Arner. Ind 457 The favourableness of

the soil 1790 Price in Burke Fr Rev. 79, I mean the

consideration of the favourableness of the present times to

allexeitions in the cause of liberty 2820 Scoresby Acc.

Arctic Reg II. 251 The speedy capture of a whale depends

on. the favourableness of situation and weather

0 1832 Ht Martineau Homes Abroad iv 32 The
favourableness of their report

Favourably, favorably (f^vorabli), adv

[f as prec + -LY - ] In a favourable manner.

1. With favour or kindness
,
graciously, indul-

gently.

1388 Wyclif Prol xi, We moun fauorably excuse hire

[Judith] fro deedly synne in this domge c 2425 Wyntoun
Cron Vi Yiii. 25 He tretyd J>e Scottis favorably 1494

Fabyan Chron. vn 314 He had fauourably harde his

proctouis. 2309 Fisher Fun Seim C’tess Richmond
Wks (1876) 298 Why lokest thou fauourably vpon them

that despysethe? 1611 Bible Wisd vi 16 She sheweth

herselfe fauourably vnto them in the wayes 1663 Boyle

Occas Refl Introd Pief (1845) 23 The Thoughts, which

have been the favourabhest entertain’d by the Readers of

my other Books. 1729 Butler Serin Wks 1874 II 130

Men judge too favourably, where themselves and their

own interest are concerned 2782 Gibbon Decl fpF III 98

Hippo had been less favourably treated than the other cities

ofthe province 1883 A Roberts O T Revision 11 29 It

has a claim to be fairly and even favourably considered

f b With undue favour or partiality Obs

1430-50 tr Higden (Rolls) I 339 SommenfeyneJjand fauor-

abliche sei> j>at Seynt Patryk densed [mt lond of . ven-

emous bestes, 1609 Skene Reg Maj ,
Slat Robert III 52

Inquisitions taken favorablie, and be ignorant persons

2. In favourable terms, 01 with a favourable

result , to the credit or advantage of a person or

thing.

1633 Sir E Nicholas in H Papers (Camden) II, 239,

I doe not wonder they write favourably of their Protectors



FAVOURED 110 PAWCHINa.

affaires 1783 Hailes Antiq Chr CJt iv 116 Epictetus

had spoken favourably of the Chiislians 187a Rax mono
Statist Mines fy Mining 17 Inyo was mentioned favorably

in last year’s report 1885 Maueh Iexam 6 Sept 5/2

Clemenceau’s decision and vigour contrast favourably with
the tnnid and hulf-heaitcd utterances ofM l’nsson

3 Comb
1854 H H Wilson ti Rtgvida II 158 Cieator of the

Maruts, favourably minded towards us, giant us those bless-

ings which are most deal to tliec

Favoured (fi?1 void), ppl a 1 [l Favour v +
-ED 1

.] In senses of the vb Often used foi

Favoured by Nature, fortune, or Providence

,

having unusual advantages or blessings
Treaties often contain a clause pi o\ idmg tint each of the

contracting powei s shall allow to the other all the ad vin-
tage, with regai d to customs duties, pel mission to tilde,

eta, that me granted to
‘ the most favoured nation

’

1735 Porl Odyss vn 273 Oft with some favoui'd liavellci

theystiay *758SMOLLrn Ui\t Eng (i8oo)II 245 Hie same
pi ivileges that France granted to the most favoured 11 ition

1805 W. Saunders Mm Waiters 1x2 One of those choice
and favoured spots 1803 Woiujsw. Waggoner iv 29 'I lie

rude shepheid’s favoured glance 1848 Macaui ay J/ist

Eng I 416 U here weie moie favoured distiicts, x8gr

Daily News 6 May 4/8 1 he favoured explanation of tins

action was [etc ]

Favoured (f?1 void), ppl a 2 Also Sc fn’ard,

fa’rd, faurd. [f Favour sl> + -kj> - ]

1

Having an appearance 01 fcatuics, etc. (see

Favour sl> 9) of a specified kind. Only in para-

synthetic combinations as black-, oral-, evil-, hat d-,

ill-, well-favoured, etc * see these woids
2 , Having 01 provided with favours ot loscttes

(see Favour sb 7 b) Only in comb
1850 TrNNvsoN In Mem Conclusion 90 Those whitc-

favour’d horses wait

Favouredly (£ voidh), adv [f Favouurd
ppl a + -Li 2 ] In comb

,
as evil-, til-, 01 ivell-

favoui edly • sec these •words.

Favouredness (fi?1 vaidnes) [f as prec +
-NfiSa ] The quality or slate of having a specified

appearance or look Only in evil-, ill-, well-

javouredness . sec these words.

Favourer (fi? 1 varaf). Also 6 So. favorar.
[f Favour v + -ER 1

] One who favours
1 One who countenances, encouiages, or sides

with another, a well-wisher, fuend, oi follower
1483 Cath, Angl 124/1 A Fauerer, favtor 1493 Act it

Hen VII, e, 64 Preamh, r
Ihe same persones wcie ad-

lieientis, assistencis, confedeiatis, favowrers 1333 Cover-
DALr 1 Mace vu 7 Let him be punished with all Ins frendes
and fauourers, *633 Lithgow Irav 111 84 He was a great
favouier oF the French Nation *691 Luttreli BriefRel
(1857) II 318 Being supposed a favourer of King James.
1741 Richardson Pamela. IV 62 That modest Freedom
which , some of my Favouiers attribute to me. 1876
Lytton Pansanias 49 A favourer of the Persians

+ b Const to, towards. Obs.
1547-64 Batjldwin Mor, Philos. (Palfr ) 36 They aie not .

faithfull fatheis, friends, and fauoureia to their country,
1586 R. Carvylc in Ellis Ong Lett 11 225 III 119
A favorer towards the mayntenaunce of peace and amitie

+ o. A patron
j
=Fautor 2

1635 K Long tr Barclay's A igents 11 xxi 138 Go, Soul-
diers, with the gods your favourers, and subdue those men
*74* Middleton Cicero II vu 18 A particular favorer,
and Patron of Anobarzanes
2 One who supports or promotes a movement,

opinion, project, etc
;
a furtheier, promoter

*542-5 Briniclow Lament. (1874) qx Those whiche saye
they be the

<
favorers of the Gospefl. 1605 Bacon Adv.

Learn 1 vii. § 4 (1873) S3 Learned, or singular favourers
and advancers of learning x66a H. More Philos Writ

ru G
o
en

j,
1? 12! 23 They were no enemies to the opinion

of the Soul’s Prae existence, hut rather favourers thereof
1703 J Savage Lett. Antients clxx. 304 Whether Matters
will be refer’d to any favourer of Peace 1793 Mad
D’Ardlay Diaiy V vii 304 The French Revolution, of
which she is a favourer 1873 Tennyson Q Mary 1. v,
They think me favourer of this marriage.

tFa’vouresa. Obs rare [f. Favour-er +
-ess ] A female favonrei
1616 Haicewiil Answ Dr Caiter 184 A principal

favouresse of the Protestant religion. x66o Hexham, Een
gnnrieresse, a Favouresse.

Favouring (f?1 vang, -v’riq), ppl a [f Favour
v + -inu 2

] I hat favours, m senses of the vb.
1386 A Day Eng Secietary 1. (1625) 52 Your entirely

favouring and caiefull loving fi lends 1606 Shaics Ant
fOl iv vu. 23 Thy fauounng hand 1633 T Tames Voy,
6 With the first fauounng winde, wc proceeded 1763 Sir
W. Jones Caissa Poems (1777) 137 As favouring lots ordain
X807 Crabbe Library 104 Heie the poet meets his favour-
ing muse. 1807 Wordsw White Doe vu, 262 To Bolton’s
sacred Pile On favouring nights, she loved to go. 1875Whitney Life Lang u, 14 As fast as . . favoring circum-
stances enable him to do so.

Hence Fa’vouringly adv

,

in a favouring manner
1820 Lytton Disowned 1

1

11 {ed 3) 21 The ancient servant,
on whom four years had passed lightly and favouringly

t Fa’VOTmgh, v, Obs. iare~l
, [a. OY.fiavoriss-

lengthened stem offavonr to Favour ] trans. a.
= Favour v. b To bring into favonr with
1490 Caxton Eneydos xn 45 The goddes in their des

lynacyes haue fauounsshed the well with Iuno.
Hence fFa vounshed ///. a , favoured.
1336 Aurelto fy Isab F v, Youre colouers that you gaue to

yowie favorishede [printed fauoushede] knightes.

Favourite, favorite (f?‘voni), sb and a

Also 6 favorit, 7 faforeite, favorot [a 01*

favont (Colgt ), vai offavoti, pa pple oifavour
to favout

;
—It., Sp

,
and Pg fiwonto]

A. sb.

1 A person or thing legaulcd with peculiar

faioui, one prefeired above othcis Const of, with

1583 Si AN\ unitsi sEnm 1 (Aili)iS 1 lus Ittno fooling, and
old bioyls bluddyc lccaunting, Vsd by her Dicekc f moil Is

1667 Miiion P L ix 175 ’llns new Favoi itc Of lie iv’n,

this Mail of Clay 1769 "Jlinin', Lett \ 11
1 38 'there is

nnothei man, who is the fivouiitc of his Counliy 1781

1 GiuiLiir ReliefPool 9 .Some of iliese J’ u isli Offieeis.ue

too apt to giatify themselves and then l 1 isomitcs 1796
Jane Austen Pmie ij I'nj (1885) II i\ m 5 'ihur eousm
fane was tlic genual favounte 2802 Womisw 1 0 the

Daisy 80 I lion not 111 vain Ail Natme’s fivnritc 1838
L\ i ion Lida 11 1,

'1 he king smiled slightly at the ardom
of the favounte of Ills nmy. i83? I

jOm.i 1/ypmon 11 mi.
Of all opeus, tins was Flemming s favnute 1876 Mn/11 y
Lhiw hitutv11 155 Some persons me favourites of heaven,

b spec in Racing, etc The competitor or coni-’

pcting animal gcncially favoured 01 'fancied
1

,
ns

being most likely to will.

1813 La ammet 12 Apr 240/1 By the id round, Lai ter

beeamc the favounte (as it is termed > 1837 Cl Lmvi.inu
Guy Lvv iv 26 All the favountes vveieout ol the rue e,ul>

1860 O W. Holmls Elsie l 11 7 Hu vv is a student of 111 uk
—Inst favorite of lus year, as they s.ty of the Dei by colls

2 . One who stands unduly high in the favnui of

a pi nice, etc
,
one chosen as an mimulc by a

stipend. Const f to

1599 ftiiAits Mm h Ado m i 9 I ike fauourites, Made
piand by Princes 164a F’ulii n llolv 4 Prop St, iv t 2 -,7

A Favounte is a Court-diall, vvhueim all look whiles! the
King slimes 011 him 1660 T Ford t/natre of II its ft
The Duke of budhwas a Favounte to Homy the 41I1 1671
Milton P R, iv 93 Committing to a wiLkcd Favounte
All publiek cares 1776 Giiiiion Did .{j I I wit 4 1 1 lie
bestowed 011 lus favountes the palace's vvlueh he had limit

1874G11LLN Shot tHist iv § 5 ’Hie favom Us [Piers Gav eslon]
was a fine soldier

3

A cuil 01 lock of hair liangmg loose upon the

temple : worn in the seventeenth and eighteenth

ccn lui lcs. [Cf. F favons whiskers ]

1690 Songs Costume (Percy Sol.) 189 Ficlange, Fontague,
favorite 1720 Gay Espousals 74 111 Poems II 376 Sooner
I would . with immodest fav ‘rites shade my fate 1733
Hogarth A rial Beauty vi 78 'I hey feurls] ill desei ved the
name of ‘ favoiu ites

‘

1

4

. = Favourer r. Obs. [peril, apprehended
as if f Favour sb. + -ite ]
1383-7 T Rogers 39 Ait Pref (1607) ia 'Jhej have pre-

vailed but too much alieady with their too credulous
favountes. 1389 R Hath tv PI I'm 12 Neither the
breeders noi fauontes of discoid 1591 Siiaks i lien Vi,
iv 1 190 1 his factious bandying of then Fauountes

B, adj (Not regaided as an ndj. by Johnson,
who places cjuots 1711 and 1725 under the sb)
Regarded with especial favonr, liking, or prefer-

ence, beloved, chosen, favoured above others.

Favorite son : US (see quol. 1888)
1711 AnnisoN Sped No 262 F o Every particular

Mastei in tins Ait [criticism] has his favourite Passages m
an Author 172^ Porn Odyss 1 402 So Fathers speak
Their sage experience to the fav’nte child 1747 Gray (title).

Ode on the Death of a Favounte Cat. x8x6 m ron LA Jim .

m. mix, When Fortune fled her spoiled and favorite child
1830 Fr A. KunuLr Let. in Record ofa Girlhood { 1878)11
in 106 Portia is myfavountest of all .Shakespeare’s women.
1870 E Placock RalfStir l. 52 Their favounte anecdotes
had all been told. 1888 Bhycl Airier. Comunv II. 111

lxx 552 A Favounte Son is a politician lespected or ad-
mired 111 his own State, but little regarded beyond it

Favouritism (f^’vontu’m). [f. prec +- ism.
Cf Y.favorihsme.]

_

1 , A disposition to show, or the practice ofshow-
ing, favour or partiality to an individual or class,

to the neglect of others having equal or superior
claims , undue preference.

1763 Wilki s Corn (1805) I 82 The declared enemies of
. favoui ltisra

_
1796 Bukke Con IV 409 We conduct war

upon the piinciples of favouritism. 1814 D’IsuArii
Quarrels Anth. (1867)261 Truth wilt always prevail ovet
literary favouritism 1880 Ada r m 19th Cent No 38 693
Young men were appointed liy favouritism, or interest.,
more than from any proved capacity or talent

2 The state or condition of being a favourite

;

favour.
_

Also, of a racc-horse Relative position
111 public favour.
x8o8 CoiiBLn Pol. Reg XIV. 691 Faction and favouritism

are the high roads to power 1833 Byron fiuin \ v, We
left our hero, _Juan, in the bloom Of favouritism X853
G Johnston Art/ Mist, JL, Bonl I 220 As the productive-
ness of one sort declines, a newei starts into favouritism
1880 W Day Racehorse m Tr aimngxw 158 She would
have had as good a right to favouritism for any race as Lady
Elizabeth herself 1893 Westm Gas 8 June s/z Her
[a mare’s] favouritism went back to the xo to 1 mark
Favourxtize, v. 7 are. [f as prec +-ize] intr.
To practise favouritism Hence Fa vouritmng
ppl a

x86x Cornh Mag Feb 222 A job loving, favoui Hiring
senior

+ Fa'VOUrize, v Obs Also favo(u)nse. [ad.
F favoriser

,

f. faveur see Favour sb. and -m ]= Favour v. Hence Fa vounzmg vbl, sb.

1383 T Washington tr, Nuholav's Vov 7 nrhe 1 \vn
19 b [I hey] aided and favonsed all the "enterprises of the

Fnmcioui 1599 A M ti Gain thorn t's lik P/tvu, Ac 185/s
Without fuvousmge the elulde anje thmge theiin 1606
Hoi 1 and Srit /oh Atmut >9 Factions f.ixotin/mg this or
th il eoluiu of the CI1.11 mitt is 1624 B> it/ Inform iffati \

Palatinate 16 He would not faiioiue them with one good
word tow'.aid the iMiipciuui

tFa voux’less,« *(Vm [f 1* avimiu dr i-efsh]
Without favour, a. Not showing lavoui, impio-
pitioiib. b That has no aUiaclivcncss ot licauty

1309 Bahua\ tthyp of l o/v\ (1S70) i(ifi O ermll death, O
fm y f.uioutlessi 1390 Siinsir/' n i\ 7 .Such li ippi-
nesse Helen doth to me cn\y, ami fin tune f oomlesse 1594
Marimwi Js Nasiii Pido m 1, Dido Is not /h’neas fair and
beautiful? - Inna \es, and lttbis foul and f.iMiurless.

a 1603 P01 mart Hyiitte «' Moutgaum te 0 x 8 Who,e
fauotirh ssc jilusnomie doth dewlie deelaie His vices

I Fa’vourons, a Obs. [f as prec. + -tubs

Cf Ol1 favo(n)> eu.\ ] a hull of lavour, obliging

b Adapted to win favour, pleasing
<-1483 Drg/’V Myit <1 LB ) m <>7 1 To w>pe my fi tc |iou

Mer nit so fawin us 1560 Km 1 ami </

1

I i»ns 1 nqi I ufi

is faeouiid ami ltifi. is f.iuoiuus Ibid n , 1 m With liumhill
hut and fissotiius fimmms 1397 liio ion II it's /i,n,h
mom W'ks (1879) 9/2 When \muik n m ie* Mont to he kind-
ho ted, (oneeits in unit wcie xeiu l.uioiiious *775 Ash
(Liting Ci 1,\tu 1 u), I notions, f tsour.ilih

I Fa'voui’some, u Obs. i ate [I .is
j
nee i

-some] 'JTial is an olijett ofi.nour, aeujil.ilile

x599 B Jonson lyntlnas Rt v n in, 1 ’i.iy I'liuluis,

I piouo f.iMHirsoiiie 111 lie'i fait is>i

Favous (1< ’ vosj, a rate [f 1, t/\ honeys
cotnlM -ous ] a Resembling a horn ) comb b.
Resembling the diseaseJava i

1677 Gin vv l«n' '1nth 1 $ in (ifiS •) n/i Its »Sut face
ftvotis, like tint of l'mipy 1884 ill .Sid .SiV , Li t

Favowor, -owre, obs Jomis of I*amh u,

II Favus vhTl Rath [L. favus lionejcoinb.]
A conlagunis disease oi the skin, clintaUcti/cd by
pustules, so called fiom Us rcsemblance to a lionej-

Lomb Also alh ib.

[1398Tm \ Isa Barth Di P.R vn in (i 195I a Constantine
e.alf>th suehe a sc.ihlu! fnitum, .111 Iioiij uiihIh, fur suiiie
whelkts haue snudte lioli*. nut of whit he matin ininyili as
liony out of the huny tomlu 1 1706 Pun 1 ns (i d Kt is» j),
Iavu\ an Hk.tr, mat ti r> Sou or Si ah 1806 Mid ')ml
XV ifiH 'the favus, when it h.tppms on the fan, and the'

Msiealioiis behind the ears, often an >e fiom (hi saim t uise

*884 Sj 1/ Soe.I.cx , I a. 'us, a eoiitagiutis tlist a .t of the Jon
Favver, favyr, dial and obs ff. I’amuui
Faw (f£), sb. [A]jplieation of Pm, the surname

of a tribe of Scotch gipsies; prob a cognomen
originally identical with ne\t adj,] A gip.sj

.

Also alh tb , as faw gain,', a gang oi gipsits,

>736 Janinu Pm Rig , Francis Heron, king ol > F.tws,
Imr 13 bin, 1777 Brash Pop Antiq (i>>4o) III ton
Gipsies still cuntiiiue to lie* called ‘ taws' in tin N of Fug
land 1825 Bitot ki n A’ < It aids A; Iawgang, a tompany
of nffiaff 1827 Mai M ih/ii /list. XiWnn/te U 767 not,,
’1 mkcis, < loggi rs eggltr •, and otlu r . of that worth) rate
called haws 1869 / misdate Gloss, lawgang a gang of
roguts and beggars

f Faw, a. Obs. Forms : 1 f110,3, £03, 2 foo^,
fogh, 3 foh, loll, south va3, 4 fowo, 4 faw.
[OK. fiag, fidh ~ OlIG. fth, (10th fat/n —OTeut
*fatho-s prc-Teut *gotko-s, cognate with (Jr

nouuhos particoloured (The mod hug form would
normally be *fow ot *fiottgh ; faw ts lroin northern
dialects )]
X

_

Coloured, stained, streaked
; particoloured,

variegated Also m Comb as goldfaw.
aqoo hpinal Gloss 61 An ms \i'at tm] fan’s;. It, oioulf

ifijx Lagu drusade w.eter under wol< num w.l! dreore f is;

riooo Sax Lecihd II. 1 ’4 Rant gtsdlan Jhuic f.igan uma
on mwe c.do. C1150 Sum-Sax l

r
oc in AVr -Wtdeker Sf«‘hiInns, uclflnuns fouh c 2175 / amb Horn si I’as fa;e

neddre bitaenco [>is f eje fob be wuneS in (ns-a: wcorlde
Witco cow fiet 3e no beo nuiit (>c fi .131* ncddie 1 1203
Lay, 24653 Sum hafde gcxlu greiui ate, and nklivs cuiun s
fall clao. Ibid atxj84 Gold 11.13c set Ides stumhn hi lifts

CX440 Gaw Galaton 11 13 m Pinkerton .Scot. Poems
(1792) III, 3x8 F'crly fa>r wes the fcild, flekerit and f.tu,
With gold and gouhs in fire*) 11 <1 1513 Dot i.i as . 7' nets mm.
v (1839) 50° The God of hc'stis and ol feilths faw
b In the plant name rawthiatle (fit. coloured

thistle), the card thistle or teasel Obs.
1483 ( atA. Angl 144/1 Fawthtstellc, /ahum miens
c. Of objects that reflect light . Bright, glancing,

gleaming, twinkling.
e xooo Ags Ps hwvuibl Pulttun Jni him afyr«le»t

fa^nn swtonltb *i a 1400 J\Jot it A ? th 7 $7
*1 lit jjrytc

selnppt/ fonder \v) th fullc saile ower the faw e ) the/
2 . quaswA The adj. used absol coiqiled with

gitiy. A species of fur, e g ermine (see quot.
a 1200) Cf OF. vair cl g> is.

a 1200 Moral Ode 461 Ne seal {xir beo fou ne grei no
eunig no eimtne

#
21273 Doomsday 28 m O E. Misc 164Mom of thisse riche that wereden foh and grci e 1314

Guy U anti (A ) 4174 Gy him sthred in fou be gray c 1320
Sir Iiistr tsso y.u raft me fowe and grits, And pus
wounded j>m me
Faw, dial, and Sc. form of Fall v.
Faw, obs. form of 1*'ain, Few.
Fawcebraye, obs. form of Fausseukaye,
Fawcet(t, -set, obs. forms of Faucet
Fawch.ing, -chjnn, obs forms of Xalciuon
1383 N Lichi hud tr. Casian/nda's Lotm. E Ind 25 1»,

ihenr cnimtes . were cutting of it [the gabe'UJ with their
wood-kniues or fawchingt,



FAWD. Ill FAWHING-NESS.
Fawcht, Sc, form, of Fought
Faweoner(e, obs forms of Falconer l and 2

.

Fawd. dial. Also faud [Of obscure origin ;

cf. Fad sl> 1
, Feald

;
also fawdom, Sc var of

Fathom ] A bundle
1641 Best Farm Bis (Surtees) 18 Wheare you see that

the water gets yssue yowmay thrust in and ramme downe
fawdes of stravve. 1876 Whitby Gloss, Fund, a tiuss of
straw ; as much as the two arms will compass

Fawd, Fawdom(e, obs Sc ff. Fold, Fathom
Fawe(n, -er, obs forms of Fain, Favour,
Fawesebraye, obs f of Faussebuaie, -braye
Fawf, var of Fauch sb.'

S

c

Fawkener(e, obs. forms of Falconer,
Fawkenet, obs form of Falconet
IS ill Beauties of Thanet (1830) II, 34 After the dis-

charge of 11 fawkenets the forte was won
Fawn (fgn), sb 1 Forms: 4-5 foun(e, (5

fowen), 5 faon, 5-7 fawne, 6-7 faun(e, fi- fawn,
[a. OF faon,

also foun, feon med L. *fetm-em,
f fcctas offspnng ]

1. A young animal, cub, Obs
[1274 Grands Chron S Dents (Rer Gall $ Franc Script.

(1818) XVII 354) Jones fauns de Uestes sauvages ] 1481
Caxion Myrr 11 vi, This beest hath but ones yong fawnes
a 1603 Jas I Psalm xxix 6 Lyke to the faune of unicornis
Will leape when he doth speik *603 Owrn Pembrokeshire
1 xv (1892) 127 1 he Fawne [of a seal] at the first is white
2 A young fallow deer, a buck or doe of the

first year. Infawn (said of the doe)
:
pregnant.

c 1369 CuAucrR Dethe Blannche 429 Of founes, soures,
bukkes, does Was ful the wode c 1400 Maundev (Roxb.)
xxxi 143 Dappeld and spotted, as it ware founez of daes
i486 Bk St. Albaus'E lva, And ye speke of the Bucke the
fyrst yere he is a fawne. 1535 Coverdalt Jer xtv 5 The
Hynde shal forsake the yonge fawne because there shalbe
no grasse 1667 Milton P. L iv. 404 As a Tiger, who by
chance hath spi’d two gentle Fawnes at play 1774
Goidsm Nat Hist (1776)111 137 The fawns continue to
follow the deer eight or nine months in Sll 1810 Scott Lady
ofL m u, The doe awoke, and to the lawn . led her fawn
1872 Baktr Nile J nbnt 11 38 The does are now in fawn
Jig 1609 Heywood Brit Troy xv xxxu, That her com-
mensed spleene may be withdrawne From them, whose
violence spar'd not her Fawne
3 Shoit forfawn-colour (see 4).
1892 Pall Mall G 17 Mar 1/2 A Russian costume in

fawns made of fancy crepon Ibid 22 Sept 1/3 Slight
moustache and hair of a fawn that we associate rather with
Caledonia than the Netherlands

4 attnb. and Comb., as fawn-colour, a light

yellowish brown (hencefawn-colow ed adj
) ;
fawn-

skin
;
alsofawn-brown, -hke adjs.

1800 tr Lagrange's Client II 177 They acquire a strong
*fawn brown tint 1865 Gossis Yearat Shore 79 Light olive,

fawn-brown or pure white 1800 ti Lagrange's Cheat
II. 284 Of a red, inclining to *fawn colour 1844-57 G
Bird Unn. Deposits (ed 5) 133 From the palest fawn-
colour to the deepest amber. 1803 Davy in Phil Trans
XCIII 261 They gave dense *fawn coloured precipitates

1801 E Peacock N Brendon II 391 The little fawn-
coloured bullocks 1838 Lytton Leila 1 iy. That elastic

and *fawn-like grace 1862 Shirt ty Nugte Cnt 111 152
Little cousin Annie, with her shy fawn-like glances 1513
Douglas JEnets vn vu 126 Sum wer cled in pilchis of
*foune skynnis 1774 J Bryant Mythol I 10 Many
allusions about a fawn, and fawn-skin, in the Dionusiaca
1864 SwinburneA talanta 1389 T heir leaves that nod Round
thy fawnskin

+ Fawn, sb% Obs. [f, Fawn v i]

1. A11 act of fawning
; a servile cringe, a wheed-

ling comtesy
1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 48 Infida plied

Francesco with her flattering fawnes 1601 B Jonson
Poetasierv l.Thy .wholesome sharpnesse pleasethCsesar,
more than servile fawnes 1633 P Fletcher Poet Misc
78 Will rave and chide But soon to smiles and fawns
turns all his heat 01165711 Lovkovy Z.ett (1663) 146 The
fawnes of Fortune 1744 E Htywood I'emale Spectator
(1746) 1. 131 You may know him by a seivile fawn on all

who can contribute to exalting him
2 =Fawner. rare- 1

1635 Brathwait Arcad Pr 80 Had he plaid huffoun,
Fawn or knave,

Fawn (fgn), v I Forms 4 faghne, fayn, 4-7
fawne, 4, <5-S faun(e, (4 faubne), 5 fawnyn,
6 Sc

, g dial fan, 5- fawn. See also Fain v,

[app a variant, with specialized sense, of Fain v
to lejoice The OE formsfotgntan and fahman
(whence respectively fain and fawn) are derived

from different forms of the adj
,
viz OE feegen,

whence fain adj,, and OE fagen, whence ME.
fawe.

Prof. Sieveis suggests that the diveigent forms are due to

suffix ablaut ( in, -an, -ten) in primitive OE ]

1

intr. Of an animal, esp a dog To show de-

light or fondness (by wagging the tail, whining,
etc ) as a dog does.
a 1225 [see Fawning vbl si i] 1377LANGL P PI B xv

295 pere ne was lyoun lie Icopai t pat ne fel to hei feet,

and fauned with )>e tallies 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R
xviii iv (1495) 751 Alambe fawnyth wyth hys taylle whan
he hath founde his moder c 1440 Piomp Pair 152/1

Fawnyn as howndys, applaud

o

1593 Suaks Liter 421 As
the grim bon fawneth o’er his prey 16:1 Dtuktr Roaring
Girle Wks 1873 III 215 He can both fawne like a Spaniell,
and bite like a Mastiue 1667 Milton PL ix 526 Oft he
bowd His turret Crest Fawning 1675 Hobbes Odyssey
(1677) 109 The old dog Argus . . fauned with his tail, but

could not rise, 1791 Cowper Odyssey xvt. 11 Thy dogs baik
not, but fawn on his approach 1865 Swinburne Poems «$•

Ball
, Saha te Sanguine 54 A tame beast fawns to be fed

b. 7'ofazon on, upon
: (of a dog, etc ) to show

delight at the presence of; to lavish caresses on, to
caiess.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dicies 41, I barke upon the
moles and fawne upon the wysemen. 1553 T Wilson
Rhet (1580) ig6 The Lion fauned gently upon hym, a 1605
Montgomerie Descr Vane Lovers 42 A Dog will fan on
him vba givis him fude 1632 J Hayward ti Biondt's
Eromena 193, I wondered to see her [a Deere] so gently
fawne upon me without any feare 1776 Adam SmithW N. 1 11, A puppy fawns upon its dam 1841 Lant A rab
Nts, I 49 T he calf came to me, and fawned upon me 1861
Hughes lom Brown at Oxf 111 (1889) 28 Jack [the dog] .

was fawning on him as if he understood every word t

fis *S73 Tusser Husb cxiv, (1878) 216 Though Fortune
snules, and fawnes vpon thy side 1600 Holland Livy iv
xlu (1609) 166 It was no long time that fortune fawned
upon the riCqmans. 1796 Burke Lit noble Ld Wks 1842
II 271 In the same moment fawning on those who have the
knife half out of the sheath

+ C. quasi-^raw To wag (the tail) Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 12354 (Cott) pas ojjer leons honuid

him faunand pair tail

+ 2 trans = Tofawn on (sense 1 b) : To caress;
to pal (the head of a dog) Obs
a 1300 CursorM 12333 heading (Gott \ pe leonis fauned

lesus c 1340 Gait) ff Gr Knt 1919 Hor houndez bay \>er

rewarde, Her hedez pay fawne & fiote c 1375 Sc Leg
Saints, Eufemia 183, & faynand hir (,are tabs knet 1483
Caxton Gold Leg 294/4 They ranne to this hooly vyrgyne
in fawnynge her

3 mtr To affect a servile fondness
, to court

favour or notice hy an abject demeanour. Const.
on, upon (a person, his looks, etc ).

a 1310 [see Fawning vbl sb 2 ] c 1440 Lydg. Secrees Prol.
675 Smothe afore folk to fawnyn and to shyne c 1510More
PicusWks 16/1 Ifthe worlde fawne vpon the 1576 Fleming
Panopt Epist 171 Such as fawne on them with fiatterie

1577 tr Bnlltnger’s Decades (1592) 225 By fawning on his
angne lookes sne turnes them into smiles 161a T Taylor
Comm Titus in 3 Nor further fawned [they] vpon God
then to get out of his hands 1692 E Walker Epictetus'
Mor xxxi, Nor flatter, fawn, forswear, assent or lie 1823
Lamb Lett. (188S) II 62 How the knave fawned when I was
of service to him 1 1857 Buckle Cwihz I. vn 398 Even
our greatest writers prostituted their abilities by fawning
upon the prejudices of their patrons 1865 Kingsley
Herew x, 1 hey fawn on a damsel with soft words 1879
Dixon Windsor I xii 118 He stooped to fawn where he
was used to smite

+ b. Tofawn upon (a thing, an object of desire) .

to aspire to. Obs rare— 1

1634 Ford P Warbeck v 1 , Could. I be England’s queen,
—a glory, Jane, I never fawn’d on

1* 4 trans To cringe to (a peison). Obs rare
a 1568 Ascham Scholem 1 (Arb ) 83 Though, for their

prraate matters they can follow, fawne, and flatter noble
Personages

Fawn (fgn), z» 2 [f Fawn sb 1 , cf OF. faoner ]
1 mtr To bring forth young Now only of deer,
1481 Caxton Myrr n vi, They [lionesses] come to fede

theirfawnes the m dayafter theyhaue fawned 1530PALSGR
546/2 Haue your deie fawned yet’ 1679 Blount Anc
J enures 91 Because the Dear did then fawn, or bring forth
their young 17*1-1800 in Bailey
2 t) ans Of deer To bring forth (a fawn)
1576 Turberv Venene 141 The Bucke is fawned m the end

of May. 1618 Earl of CoRKin Sir R Boyle's Diary Ser 1

(r886) I 192 The firste fawn that was fawned in my Park
Hence Pawning vbl sb

1398 Manwood Lawes Forest xi §2(1615)81 When that
our Agistors doe mecte together for the fawning of out wilde
beasts 1685 R Brady tr John's Charier ofForests § 7 111

Hist. Eng App 141 The third Swainmote shall be holden
concerning the fawning of our Does
Fawn, obs form of Faun.
Fawner (fg nat), [f Fawn v 1 + -er J

] One
who fawns, cringes, 01 flatters

,
a toady

A'1440 Piomp Paro 146/1 Faynare, 01 ilaterere, adu-
lator 1553 T Wilson Rhet 106 b, Flatteieis, fawners,
and southers of mennes saiynges 1685 Gr antin's Cour-
tiers Orac 15C All the Fawners ate so many Monsters
of impertinence <1x715 Burnet Own 'June (1766) 1

68 His diary represents him as an abject fawner on the
Duke of Buckingham 18x2 Southty Omntaua II 322
Certainly lie was no fawnei 1864 E Svugent Peculiar
I 289 He began to play the fawnei once more

+ Fa'wnery. Obs [f pree -Y.] The bearing
or tricks of a fawner , flattery, sycophancy
1661 K W. Conf Charact

,
1 empot user (i860) 51 This

puppet of policy diOTeis from the foregoing spanniel of
fawnei y only in time and degrees

Fawney (fg ni) slang [a Irishfhn(ife ring ]

1. Afingei-img
x8xa J IT Vaux Flash Diet, Fawney, a finger-img 1834
H Ainsworth Roohvood tit y, Fogles and favvmes soon
went their way 1851 Mayheiv Lorul Labour I 423 He
wears a stunning fawny on his fingei

2 a —Fawny ng To go on the fawney to

practise the fawney-ng. b One who piactises the

fawney-rig
1781 G Parker Vttru Society II 167 There is a large

shop in London where these kind of rings aie sold, for the
puipose of going on the Fawney Ibuf , The Fawney says,
‘ I dai e say some pool woman [etc ]

’. 1789— Life's Painter
174 lawny, an old, stale trick, called ring dropping

3 Comb. , asfawney-dropper, -dropping

,

fawney*
bouncing, selling rings for a pretended wager,
fawney-bouncer

,
fawney-ng (see quot.).

1781 G Parker View Society II 166 The Fawney rig

1823 Egan Grose's Diet Vulgar Tongue, Fawney rit>, a
common fraud thus practised —a fellow drops a brass ring,
double gilt, which he picks up before the party meant to be
cheated, and to whom he disposes of it for less than its

supposed, and ten times more than its real, \alue X851
Mathew Loud Labour I 351 ,

1

do a little 111 the Fawney
dropping line. 1857 * Ducange Anglicus’ Vulg J'ongue
30 Fawney dioppers gammon the flats and take the yokels in.

Hence Taw neyed [-ED -j, ringed.
1812 J H. Vaux Flash Did

,
Fawmcd orfattmey-fanid,

having one or more rings on the finger 1834 H Ainsworth
Rookaoood hi v, My fawilled famms
t Fa'vmgfuest. Obs [?f. Fawn v. + Guest.
Possibly an etymologizing spelling of some dialect word

Nashe was an East Anglian, can the woid he identical
withfangast, given by Sir T Browne without inLerpi etaUon
in his list of words peculiar to that legion (Misc Jr vm
146)? Hicltes (Ags Gr 1689), however, says that 111 Norfolk
afangast wench meant ‘ virgmem viro jam nunc maturam
et virum quasi expetentem

a A fawning parasite, a sycophant, toady Also
atinb b One who robs or swindles another under
the guise of friendship
159a Nashe Strange Ncwes Wks Biv/i Nuntius, a

Fawneguest Messenger twixt Maister Bud and Maister
Demetrius 1596 — Saffron Walden Thi/t He may be a
fawn-guest in his intent neuertheles 1602 Rowlands
Greene's Ghost (1880) 15 There be ceitaine mates called
Fawneguests, who will say a friend of youis gaue me
this bowed sixpence to drinke a quart of wine with you for

his sake Ibid

,

Such Fawneguests were they', that [etc ]

Fawning (fg my),vbl sb. [f Fawn v + -ing 1
]

The action of the vb. Fawn.
1 Said of animals see Fawn v 1 i.

a 1225 Ancr R 290 Spit him amidde ]>e bearde bet
fikeS nud dogge uawenunge a 1300 Cursor M 12350
(Cott ) Abute his fete be quilpes ran And wit bair fauning
mad him cher 1382 Wyclif Tobit xi g With the faunyng
of hts tail he loyed c 140a Ysuaute ff Gaw 2002 The
lyoun wald noght fyght, Grete fawning made he to the
Knyght 1601 Shaks Jnl C 111 1 43 Low-crooked cut tsies,

and base Spaniell fawning 1607 Topsell Fout-f. Beasts
(1673) J09 1 he lower and stiller [voice of a dog] is called
‘whining’, or ‘fawning’ 1665 Boyle Ocias Refl m vn
(1845) 159 With how many Fawnmgs, does he [a dog]
court me to fling it him? 1844 Lowell Columbus Poems
1890 I 153 O days whose memory tames to fawning down
The surly fell of Ocean’s bristled neck 1

2 Cringing, servile flattery or homage; an
instance of this

a 1310 in Wright Lync P iv 23 Fyth of other ne darth he
fleo, that fleishshes faunyng furst for eode 1382 Wyclif
Judith xiv 13 Vagio made fawnyng with his hondis 1533
Udall Flowers Latine Speaking (1560) 67 b. Nor sufFre our
selues to be wonne with faunyng 1592 Wyrley A rutorie

145 Let no man To highlie of her [Fortune’s] lended
faumngsbost 1766 Goldsm Vic ]V xxxi. No fawning, sir

cried the baronet 1862 Ld Brougham Brit Const 1 3A spirit of fawning and truckling towai ds those 111 authority

Fawning' (fgnn)^,ppl a [f as prec + -ING J
]

1 That fawns or shows pleasme or fondness as

a dog does; caressing, fondling Sa*d also of the
aim, tail, or tongue
c 1340 Cm sorM 1235a iTrm ) pese obere leouns honoured
him wib faunnyng tail 1509 Hawes Past Picas 1 xvi,

When that these grayhoundes had me so espied, With
faunyng cliere of great huniilitie In goodly haste they' fast

unto me liyed ax569 Kingcsma ll Godly Advise (15801 1
The subtile fanyng sp intUl 1621 G Sandys Ovid's Met
I (1626) 13 She Hung on his necke with fawning armes.
1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 741 Fieice Tigers couch’d
around, and loll’d their fawning tongues c 1750 SiiENSTONr
Colemira 7 The fawning cats compassionate his case And
purr around 1842 J H Newman Par Serin ted 2) V
vm i2o As a king giving names to fawning brutes

fg 1635 QuarlesFrrd/l. 1 vi (1718)25 Let wit 01 fawning
fortune vie Lheir best

b qnasi-rwft/

*3a7 T iievisa Higdeu (Rolls) I 237 pe ny5tyngale
Twyteiep wel fawnyng Wib full swete song in be daw eny ng
1398 — Barth De P R xii xxm (1495) 4Q8Thebjrdt.
Kaladrius settytli his syghte on hy m and beholdyth hym
as it weie faunynge and playsynge
2 Showing seivile dcieience, cringing, flatlenng
1585 Abf Sandys Strut (1841)137 Drunkenness is a fawn
mg devil, a sweet poison 1650 Huisbekt Pill For mahly
81 The fauning Parasite, and Saint-seeming devil. 1701
I.ond Gas No 3708/1 Edwaid Troupe with a fawning
Scotch-like Tone 1769 Junius Lett xvw 164 A Fawning
treachery against winch no piudence can guaid 1838
Lytton Leila. 1 v, The voice smoothed into fawning
accents of base feai 1857 Buckle Civilis I xi 652
A fawning and hypocritical race

Fawningly ifg niqli), adv [f piec + -1 y 2
]

In a fawning manner . a. Caressingly, joyfully

b Cnngmgly, flaltenngly, servilely

a 1790 Bewick Quadmpids (1807) 358 The sagacious
animal leapt Piwningly against the breast of a man
b xspr Hatunoton Orl Fit) 332 note. Those Punces

that (as issu'd ofthem) ‘ Never see lookes, but fawmnglie dis-

guised’ 1654 Trapp Comm Matt xii 38 They [1 e the
Phausees] bad nothing to say for themselves, butfawnmgly
to call In in Master a 1711 Ktn Edmund Poet Wks 1721
II 178 Lucifei Strove fawmngly t’ attract good Edmund’s
Ear *855 Macau i ay J/ist Eng III 401 ‘ It was set down
in my instructions’, answeied Jeffreys, fawnnigly', ‘that
I was to show no meicy to men like you ’

Fawningness (fg nignts'' [f as piec +
-ness ] A fawning disposition or demeanour

;

cringing behavioui, servility

1673 O. Wat ici-r Edtic 11 20 It is much easiev to bend
a naturall mis-inchnation to its neighboui virtue as
fawningnes to complaisance. 1827 Dn Quincey Murder



FAWNSOME. FAYETTISM.

Wks, IV 45 I'm for peace, and quietness, and fawningness,

and what may be styled knocknig-titiderness

Fawnsome (fj> naifml, a dial [1 Fawn v +
-some ] Of an animal * Disposed to fawn

,
show-

ing fondness
1863 Mrs Toogood Yorl.sh Dial, The calf lsgiown so

fawnsome it will follow us like a dog 1873 Swalcdale
Gloss

,
Femsome adj ,

winsome

Fawntekyn, vai 1‘auntekin Obs
,
an infant

Fawny (fj> ni), a [f. Fawn sb + -y
] Of a

colour • Inclining to fawn,

1849 BecVs Iloust 260 Madame Angelina, that most

unique Rose in its cienmy fawny tints 1882 Gordin 1 Apr
22-5/1 The sepals aie of a pale fawny yellow

Fawoure, obs foim of Favour
Fawse. obs and dial, form of False a
Fawsonl, Sc var Fashioned.
Fawt(e, obs. forms of Fault

1 Fax, sb. Obs Forms a 1 foaz, north

feex, 1-2 fex, 3-6 fax, (5 faxa, 6 facts, 7 faix,

?6 pi fassis). 0. 3 vsax, vax(e [OE feax-
OFris. fax, OS, and OHG fahs (MUG, mhs),

ON. (and mod Noiw) fax The word oceuis in

the proper names Fewfax, Halifax ]

1 The lmir of the head
Beowulf2967 Swat nullum sprong forcS under fc\e c 900

Baida's Hist 11 xvi, He ha.fde blscc feax C 1000 Sn x

Leechd I 110 Wip pat Sait mantles fex fe.ille c 1205 Lav.

34843 [Heo] luken heom bi uaxe [c 1375 pan lieere] and
huden heom togrunde a 1300 Cm son HI 7244 (Cott ) Thoru
Ins fax Ins force was tint r 1375 St Leg Saints, Maltha 7

Soho was far of fax and face c 1440 Bone Ptor 1545 Then
they lowsyd liur feyie faxe, That was yelowe as the wave.

1513 Douglas JEncis 11 vi 5t His fax and beidwasfadit
quhar he stuide 1548 Hall Citron 10 h, Y° fassis of their

head set ful of new devised facuns *560 Roiland Crt
Venus 1 915 With countinance and facts virginall 1606

Holland Sueton Annot 30a, Whose lokes and faix were
so slicke and glib with sweet oyles, that they shone again

e

[1610 — Camden’s Brit 1 723 Fax in the old English
tongue sigmiieth the haire of the head ]

2 derisively. The face
[Perhaps a misunderstanding of the obsolete woid as pre-

served in poetic phi ases , someothei Sc. examples in 16th c

would admit of a similar intei prctation ]

1513 Douglas VEncu \ in. Prol 3a Thefillok hir defoumt
fax wald bane a fair face

1* Faxed, a, Obs [f. prcc + -ed 2
; cf ON

faxitSr ] Having hair, hairy Faxed star : a

comet, from the tesemblance of its tail to hair

891 O E Citron {Paiker MS 1, Same men ewepnp on
Englisc p-et hit [cometa] sie feaxede stcoria a 1259
Matthew Paris Citron. Maj an 891 (Rolls! I 428 Comeia
appauut quas Anglice Ve.xede s/erre nuncup&tur [1605
Camden Kent (1636) 26 The old English could call

a Comet a Fixed [«c] starre, which is all one with Stella
cnnita ] 1851 Cnmbrld, Gloss

,
Faxed Star

Fay (ft71), sb l Obs. or each Forms: 4 fei,

feye, fai, 4-6 fey, 4-7 fay, 5 fa, 4-6 faye, 6 foy.

[ad. later OYx.fei earlier fcit, feid see Faith.
Feith

,
Faith was the original, and became the

ordinary, Eng form , but fey,fay also passed into

Eng from contemporaiy Fr a 1300, and was for

a time almost as common as the earlier foim,

especially in certain senses, and in phrases such as

parfay, by myfiy—OVx pai fei, par mafei ]

1. Religious belief
;
= Faith sb 1-4

a 1300 CursorM 7562 (Cott ), I haue in dnghtin fest mi
fai C131S Shoreham Poems (1849! 139 Her-to accordetii
oure fay 1:1320 R Brunnp Mtdit. 18 pat ys picved by
crystes feye. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bi

,

App iv 117 pou
schalt be founden, I pefay Hoseled 14 Pol Ret # L.
Poems (r8£i6l 253 Ellis failep al oure fay 714 Chester Pi
(1847) II. 1x6 Newe tonges shall have to preach the faye
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Prmc 33a Mannes resonn may
not preve our fey c 1430 Myrc 362 For who so beleueth
in the fay 1590 Spenser Sheph Cal Sept 107 Both of
their doctrine and of their faye 1596 Spenser F. Q v. vm,
19 That neither hath leligion nor fay
2 Credit, authority ;

= P aith sb 6 .

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv 11 m For as moche as pe fey
of my sentence shal be pe more ferine and haboundaunt.
3 Promise, assurance

, —Faith sb 8
a 1300 Cursor M 11530 (Cott.) He [heroude] was traitur,

fals in fai c 1380 Sir Ferumb 2046 par-to sche sykerede
panne hure fay, to help hem be hure mi^te c 1385 Chaucer
L G. W 1847 Lncrece, They answerde alle unto hue fey.

4. Allegiance
;
=Faith 9 ; also in To hold, keep,

owe, swear (one's)fay ;
=Faith sb 9 b.

c 1290 -S' Eng Leg
,
St Dominic 246 Bi pe fei, pat i scha! to

be c 1320 Sir Tnstr 3x8 pe manner swore his faye 1375
Barbour Bruce xni. 545 [He] held htm lelely Ins fay
C1425 Wyntoun Cron vm xh 59 pe Folic come to pe Fay
c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 53 For to pray That Lords
keepe their fay Vnto their Soueraigne King *590 Spenser
F. Q h. x 41 Did foy and tubute raise

b To be at, to take til ( =io) any person's or
persons' fay : to be m, to lake into allegiance or
subjection to lum or them.
a 1300 CursorM 12984 (Cott ) pe kinges all ar at mi fai

*375 Barbour Bruce xm 404 Bothwell then at yngliss
mennys fay Wes c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vm xh 85 lie tuk
pame til pe ScotUs Fay Til hym pare Atlus ofpat made pai,

5 . Fidelity; = Faith sb. 10 Also To bearfay.
c 1300 Iiavelok 255 Alle pe enghs dede he sweren pat he

shulden him ghod fey beren 1377 Pol Poems (Rolls) I 2x5
So fikel in heare fay, That selden iseije is sone for^ete
{**5*9 Skelton Dk Albany 437 In loy alte and foy Lyke to
Ector of 'lroy

112

6 In asseverative phrases • a In (good) fay

;

= Faith sb. 12 a
c X300 K Alts 6952 He lliouglitc In god f.iy f *34°

Cursor M 13603 (I rm) He is omc ‘.on pel seido 111 fiy

*4*3 Jas I Kins; is Q lix, llcieis, in fay, the ijmc c 1475

Rauf Coilyat 88 In gud f.iy, Schir, it is suith that 3<J say

c 1532 Dims Iut? oil F? 111 Pahs? 1016 I11 good fiy

I thankeour Louie Plod dial (Devon )
Iss lay *

b In quasi-oaths By, upon wy (etc ) fay —
Faitii sb 32 c. Also 111 Pi foim, (Fat) (ma)fay
a 1300 CnixorM 13593 (Cott )‘A proplu to said lie, * In

mi fay ’ 1*1300 Ilanow Ifill fix 1’o.r mi fey 1 u h Iioltlc

mjne Alle tlio that lmuh lieiyne 1 1386 Chaim i h If iff I'

201 If I say fals, sty nay, upon thy fey — Cltii s J

Piol n Tel us sum nuiy tale, by your fay — Pats 1

IP 793 Pai fay ilu. lesoim of 1 111 m ti llith him [etc 1 C 1460

l'lay Sac?am sSg Bctwyn 3 Jouy’i K Cdyce tlw clltli non

so cunnyng be my fey t 1460 Jmotuhy Myst (Sui tecs) 36

Ma fa 1 sone I hope he simile X547 Oaiujini k in Miypc
Cummer lr (1691) To say |uc ] by my faye is overlar

out of the way x8o8 Stou Maim 1 x\u, Nephew, quoth

Ileion, by my fay *849 Jami s Woodman v, By my fay,

the place scans a fortress instead of an abbey

Fay (ft71), sb 3 Also 6 in Fr foim fde, S fayo,

fl 7 faies [ad OF fae, fate (Fr jee)= Pr and

Yg.fada, Sp hadet. It.fata '—Com. Rom fatalcm
sing , f. L. fata the Fates, pi. of jatinn 1« ate.]

= Fairy 4.

*393 Gower Coitf I. 193 My wife Constance is fay'

la 1533 Ld Bi rni rs llnon c\hv 536 ’Hie noble queue
Moignn le fnye ] 1570 B G0001> Pop Kingd n |i88u)i5a,

As pleaseth him that fightes with Fees 1633 H Josson
Tale tub n 1, You’d base your daughteis and maids

Dance o’er the fields like fates to etnuch * 74® Con ins

Dirge in Cymbthnt Poems {1771) 97 The fem ile fays shall

haunt the gieen a *839 PiiAi n J’oims (1864) 1 177 Be she

a Fiend, or be she a Fay, She shall be Otto’s lit toe to day’

1873 G C. Davies Mount .5 Mere xiv 113 Wlueh needed
but little imagination to tramdet them inLo fays and water
jprites

Fay (f?1
), sb 3 Forms : S-gfeigh, 9 fay, foagh,

fee [f Fay v -] 'The clearings fiom the surface
;

the suiface sbil, the dross of metals.

1747 Hooson Mint Ps Dut Mj, This [the lamp] the
Washers use for to throw off the Fugh from the Ore out of
the&ive 1802 Mawi Mmeialogy 204 Pugh, Neuve Refuse
washed from the lead ore 1839 Murchison Situ? Svst 1

111 40 Fee, pionounecd ‘bay’, a red mhbly thin-bedded

roek, with some mail X884 Cheshire Gloss , Pay, Pit, the
surface soil m contiadistinction to the sub-soil *893 Sur-
viyohs' Insihuuon Professional Notes V. 66 Tlmy loiii-

menced leinoving the suifiee soil, or ‘fey*.

Fay (ft71 ), v 1 Forms . 1 f^-an, 3-4 fe^en, 3
feien, (fien), south veien, 4 fey, south, vie, 5
fye, 6 fate, 5- fay [OE ffc-an — OS fCgian
(Du voegen) ,

OYIG.fuogcn (MHG vuegen, mod G
fugen) -OTent *fogjan to fit, adapt, jom (cf.

OFris fbgia, which tliffers m conjugation), f */t>g-

(cf OHG. fuoga, mod G fuge fitting together,

joining), ablaut-form of Tout, root fag- \n fag-ro-
Fair a ]

+ 1. tians To fit, adapt, or join (whether in

mateual or immaterial sense) ; to put together,

add, compose
j
to fix or fasten in position Obs.

a 1000 Riddhs xxvi q(Gi ) Heo fefceft mcc on faisten

c 1000 Sax Lecchd, III. 206 Hcrculcm fcesihft freo[n]dseipe
fej;5 c xzoo Trtu. Coll Horn 25 Ure fader shop us and
fettle pe lemes to ure lieame Ibid

,

Forpi we tlepeS him
fader for pat he us feidc here c xzoo Okmin 1150X burr
manness bodi3 fegedd iss Off fowwie kinnu shafTte lbid
1x523 Jiflf pu fejesst pieo wipp pieo pi findesst tu p.n
sexe a 1225 Aiur. R 78 Voidi ueieh fsaie hope Ik silenee

bo5e togoderes Ibid 396 U»c Loueid totweaniede his
soule uioin his bodie vorto ueien ure liohe togederes

f b ? To fit, furnish with Obs
c 1205 Lay 649 He lette nmkien enne die . & feiede heo

mid pornen
•j* e. Tofay upon long' to fix at a distant point

(in time)
;
to postpone. Obs

ci400 Destr Troy 5616 The ferrer pat we fay our fare
opon longe, The more we procure our payne
1

2

mtr To suit
; to match with. Obs.

c 1300 Agsi. Pride Ladies in Pol Songs (Camden) 154
The bout and the barbet wyth frountd shule feje

b US. Of a coat : To fit. To fay m : to fit

into its place; also tians to fill up (a gapk
x86fi Lowell Bigloio P Poems 1890 1

1

374 'I her
1

*s gaps
our lives can’t nevei fay 111 x868 Mrs. Whiimy P. Strong
xi (1869) 128 One of the things that fayed right m. *889
Farmtu Ameritanisius, ‘Your coat fays well.'

3 To suit, do, go on favouiably, succeed. Obs.
exc dial.

CX300 Beket 658 That ne vieth nothing c 1425 levcit
Sag 2981 (P 1 That may no 1131 fye And lie se the with bys
eye He wyl knowe the anoon righte 154a Udall l tasnt
Apopit 11 336 b, This waye it will not frame ne faie, 'i here-
fore must we proue another waye 1863 Baunts Dot set
Gloss , ‘Thingsdont fay as I should wish em ’ 1E86T Hardy
Mayor ofCasttrbndge xx, It came to pass that for ‘ fay ’ she
said ‘ succeed ’

4 Ship-building, etc. [Special uses of 1
, 2 ] a

trans. To fit (a piece of timber) closely and ac-
curately to (another), b. mtr. Of the timber : To
fit close, so as to leave no intervening space
a 1754 M Murray Shipbuilding 188 Fay to fitt two

pieces of wood so as to join close together The plank is
said to fay to the timbers when it bears, or lies dose to all
the timbers 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789) C iv b, 1 lie
wing-transom . is fayed across the stern-post, and bolted
to the head of it. 1775 Falck Day’s Diving Vessel 5 Two-

inch planks wcic fayed and » uleil to all the timber of the
e> tern d frame 1867 111 Sm\ 1 11 Saito? \ If 0? ,1 bi,

b *794 Rigging 1) .Stamansinp I 23 'I lie mast where it

fays is pud over with soft t.11 1 1850 Rndim Navig
(We.de) 108 '1 lie halts are lalibued, and must fay’ elnse

1867 Sm\ ill Sailoi’i, U 'end hi , 'llii* plank 1. suit tu f.iy tu

the timbers, alien it lies so elose to them that them shall be
no pei ceptiblc sp 11 e between them

lluice Fayed ppl a ;
Faying vbl. tb., the

action of the vb l‘A\ *
;
also attub.

1748 F Smiiii /111’ Dim N -II Paw I iqiTlio Ifuuse
w is IiiiiIl ot r.uqsufWuud latd oih on lilts otlui.with two
Side’s plain or fayi cl, th it tin y niighl In tin 1 lust 1 < xzoo
Inn loll Horn *5 Swo digcht lie lul al diliti pat on
deli fimge is In ill mi sene • a 1225 Ami R f )>is is mi
pe icisiiu of pi* vi lunge 1858 Simmumi*. Put /tadi

,

Paying in 111111111111* phiustsiilngy, tin imiuit of i«n pun , su
close that no inlervt mug span 01 tins 1869 Sir K J

Ri 1 n Slitpinttld x iyj Tin uvit Imps slid! In puin hi d
fi 0111 the laying sui f.u i s Ibttf \ui C .lie In iii<> l ikm
to pum h fiom the flying sidi

.

Fay, feigh (Ji
1
), vA I1 orms 3 1105on, fusion,

fegen, fejen, 4-5 fyon, <5 llo, 7 fea, y-S foo, q,

7-9 foy, 7-9 foigh, fay [a. ON fhua to dcntisc,

polish •—OTeut, type *fdgpan. ON lutl also n
synonymous parallel derivative fiom same* loot,

fdga (~MDu. vilge/i OTeut type fagb/au

)

whence the Eng. 1‘ow v 'flic ON winds apjicar

to be related by ablaut to 1 ht, w ,*<•//, MUG. vegiti,

mod Vi.ft'gcn, to polish, clean, sweep
In Smith Yoikslure it rums with tough (wp), not with

day, way, say (dc, iw", sf)
,

pi rli tin be .1 spdliu,; i igh ]

tians To cleat), cleanse, polish; to clear away
(fillli, etc). Now only dial, m speeifie applica-

tions : To clean out (a ditch, pond) , to pare

away (tan face soilj ;
to clean (seed); to winnow

(corn'
1 1205 Lay. 7957 Heo . f.ciedrn hcorcii wepnen. Ibid

81 1 17 pc king hehten [Yhehte] hi mu alii . faun litme*

stale’ll exazo Bcstiaiy 8ii> I‘e3 ftc ftus of fti hrest lildt

CX3S0 in An hi o/ogtn XXX. 35 j pi. dniiki’ \.d fyi 11 fin pt

lienc (del & re wine*. ?a xaoo Alot/i Atih ni) Hcfiyal
Ins fysnainye* with Ins fimle homin’ 1573 'lussi r Jtusb

(1878' S4 At midnight tru* fouli priui**, to lies /bid. 1 , i

Choi til saile* to he puked and tuinlu* Will fide 1600
Hoi 1 and / ivy xxc xxxvh (ifiog) 41 1 Sivlt a thali of .now
theic was to be digged, fan d, ami thrown out, x6ax

15i urtiN Unit Mil, lit i\ vi,Toini|ityjik»s,fiyiliaimel ,

eauy out durt feti ]. 1641 Bi si pttrm Bis iSuttits)
(

Oates threshed and fry id. Ibtd 52 I*Yy up ihiisi it tonu

,

and lyc *.triw<* on the tloorcs. 1674 Kay N. ( . IVotd
,

Pt c, to winnow Fey, Pugh, to do any thing notably, *1 ,1

foy meadows is to dcanst tin in : to ft y 1 pond, to i mpty it

1704 in Iheton /.’pool Atunn A'n (1886) II r
,<> Hu ha.

already (’ey'd and ring'd y* sellu uni 1 lit lost tl a gardt n
J796 1’iia.l Anonym (181*9)91 Toft, or tojiirh, a, tin y
speak 111 Derby sliuc, is to ele* tnse ,

so tofu out is to do in «

out 1813 Lum M Hist Untostul q- Hat,Punk tSIos.,

To foy or fty a pond or elite h, to < lean by throw 1114 tin*

mud out of ft 1864 F (mieim m Puld aqOet, 'I lu

[mjiuI had not been ekaned out, (or as we s «y in Nutiulk,
fycel out) for hfiy live ytais. J876 Mtd-VioisL (,l,<s\ ,

* Fey that hedge bottom out ’ 1876 II htlby (.loss , Pu r, to

fan, to winnow with the natural wind. 1887 A C/nshtn
Gloss , Pee to remove the tairfaee .suit, e g. to obtain marl,

band, X.e

Hence Fay ing vbl. sb ; used, attub, m faying-
cloth, ? a wtnnowtnjr cloth.

1641 Bi si Farm 4 At it Bks (Surti <*
.) § 2. 115 An olil

roveilettc and a fey inge cloth fur tu lyi upon thtm.

+ Fay, v :i Obs. In 3 feahon, fea^en [Only

in southern Mis.
; a Scandinavian tnigm is therefon*

unlikely, so thal the word can h.udly be tdenUlied

with prec ; the sense also dilltrs l*erh riju,

OE. Japan {'feint pnifpt ’ Kpmal Gl. ; cl aftigan

to depict), 1. fih coloured, Fail] ham VT«>

adorn,
a 1225 Ana II 58 Al 31 1 K*t fdteS to hire [pi 1 pi f* 131ft

hire C ]. ci230 Halt Pit id 45 Fciln pi mudetdud wift

alle gode jH.awts

Hence Fay mg vbl sb.

ci230 Holt Mad 43 Nis ha nawt in el.iftes lit in fea-

hungu utcwift

Fay, obs. form of Fob
Fay, obs. vat of Fn a

,

fitted to die

Fayalite (fi?1 aloit). Aim. [Named by Gmelm
m 1840 alter Fayal, one of the A/ores , sec* -m: ]

A silicate of iron and oilier bases, found m Fayal
and elsewhere
*844 Dana Mm 586 Fayalite ofGnu hn, from the A/ores

1879 Kutiiy Stud Rolls xui aC ) A lunar it wlinh. 111

chemical composition, is allied to the iron uliiim, fayalilt.

Fayd, var of Fadk v j to suit ; m quot inti

14 U'tddmg of Sir Gawam >n\ in Furmv Vinyl oho
I X09 ‘ 1 hys may nott fay d said Gawe.ii.

Fayenee, var. of Faiknit.
1*Payer. Obs exc. dial. Also Fowaii. [f.

Fay v * + -tu 1
.)

( )nc who cleanses
x6ix Coicn , Fscimm a srowrer, tie inscr ; fey< r Ibid

s v Ft-, bluish c fifi feyei of primes,

Fayettism (fi
7* etu’m). [ad, F Fayclhsme, f

(Id) Fayette : see -ism.] The doctrine and practice

of the followers of La Fayette,
1793 Burrf Policy of Allies Wks VII n8 I'uyuteisin,

Condorcetism, Moimrchisin, or Denioeraiism X794 Alim’
Bahru (• l Hist Clergy during Frenth Rt~’ (1795} ‘-7 All
the known friends of Fayettism. 1848 \V II Kniv tr.

L Blanc's I/ist Tetii' 1, 313 Unhappy’ men unntulatid on
pretence of Faycttsin.
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t Tayful, a Obs -o [f Fay sb i + -ful.]=
Faithful. Hence + Pay fully adv

,
in a faithful

manner a Loyally, b. Reliably
la 1400 MorteA » th t7isThayhafe the furthefoisette alle

of Jjc faire watyie, 1 hat fayfully of force feghte us byhowys
1426 Audci ay Poems 10 l1 ayfully wryly n In hole wryt
Fay-land (f<?‘ laend) [f k ay sb* + Land sb ]The land of the fays, fairy-land
1870 Morris Fat thly Pai I u. 622 F01 some green

summer of the fay-land light Tripping she went.
Fajrler, -op, obs forms of Failuee
t Fayles. Obs. [The writer of Ludus Angli-

corum (see quot c 1330) connects the word with
Fail 0. , the game being usually decided by the
failure, of one of the playeis to make a throw that
would enable him to move, Godef. has two
examples of the OF phiase jouer a la faille,
which, though figurative, may contain an allusion
to this game ] An obsolete form of Back-gammon
<7*330 Ludus Anghcorum in RoyalMS 13 A xvui 158 a,

Est et alius ludus qui vocatur Faylys [The game is desci ibed
at length] *598 B TonsonAy/ 11an in limn in 111, Hee’ll
play at Fay] es, and Tick-tack

'I* Fayllard, a (quasi-sb ) Obs rare— 1
f? AF

f. Fi failhr • see Fail 0 Cf Fr. babillaid, etc ]That fails 01 offends , offending, delinquent.
£1310 m RelAnt I *45 No wily lufe na clerc fayllard.
Fayme, Faynfe, obs. if Fame, Fain, JeignFaynd, 0. Sc Obs. . see Fand
Fayre, obs f. Fair, Fare
Fayrey, -ie, -y(e, obs ff Fairy.
Fayssyon, obs. form of Fashion
Fayt(te, obs. form of Feat
Fayte(n, Fayth(e, Fayto(u)r • see Fait-.
Fayver, obs. foim of Favour
t Fa'zart, sb (a ) Obs Sc Also 6 faizard,

fasert [Of unknown etymology
; according to

Jamiesonfaizard is used m some parts for a herma-
phrodite fowl ]
1 . A coward, dastard

1397 Montgomery Cheme 4 Sloe 377 To fazarts, hard
hazarts Is deid oi they cum than*. Ibid 632 3on faizardis
diust not dim vp the craig

2 . attrib. or adj. Cowardly, dastardly.
*308 Kennedy Flyting no, Dunbar 317 Fowmart, fasert.

fostint in filth and fen

Faze (ff'z), v U.S. trans To discompose,
disturb Cf Feeze 0
*890 Dialect Notes (Boston,USA) Notesfrom Louisiana

H 70 *You didn't faze him'=you did not disturb him *890
Columbus(Ohio) Dispatch 22July, This blow, altho’ a fearful
one, did not ‘faze’ me
Faze, obs. var. Feaze 0.

11 Fazenda (faze nda) Also fazenda, [Pg.

fazenda = Sp. hacienda .] An estate or laige farm.
Also the home-stead belonging thereto
1825 A Caldcleugh Trav S.Anwr II xvii 183 The few

fazendas in the neighbourhood weie occupied 111 piessmg
the sugar cane *843 Darwin Voy Nat 11 (1873) 24 On
such fazendas as these the slaves pass happy lives *846
G Gardner Trav. Brazil 522 The Fazenda of Padre
Coirea is situated in a hollow surrounded by hare hills

II Fazendeiro (fazendnro) In quot fazendero
[Pg.

;
f. fazenda (see prec.) ] One who owns or

occupies a fazenda.
*823 A Caldcleugh Trav S Amer II. xvii 243 Few

fazenderos used the same piece of land for more than two
consecutive years

Fazle, var. of Fasel 0. Obs. to ravel,

Fazouu, obs form of Fashion.
Fe, obs. form of Fee.

Feabevry (ff ben, ie ben), dial. Forms' a
6 feaberrio, 7, 9 fe-, 9 fa-, fae-, fayberry, 7-
feaberry. 0. 7-9 pi feab(e)s, 9 fabes, fapes,
feaps 7. pi. 7 thebes, thepes, 9 thapes.
[Possibly corruption of *theve berry, f. ME Theve
OE }Sfe prickly shrub (in pife-porn) + Berry ;

the shortened form thebes appears to preserve the
original initial Cf Dayberry (perh a variant) ]A gooseberry; in Norfolk applied only to the
unripe fruit (borby). Also attnb.
*397 Gerarde Herbal 1143 In English Goosebeme,

Gooseberne bush, and Feabeme Bush in Cheshire, my
natiue countue x6ix Cotgr

,
Groiselles, gooseberries

,

thornberries
,
fea beiries 1615 Markham Eng Housew

1660) 76 The best sauce for gieen Geese is the juyee of
Sonel and Suger mixt together with a few scalded
Febernes 1674 Ray S $ E. C Woids 63 Feabes or
Feabernes ; Gooseberries, Suff Thebes in Norfolk X706
Phillips (ed Kersey), Feabs or Fea berries

,
a Country-

Word for Goose-berries a. 1823 Forby Foe E Anglia,
Fates s p! gooseberries Variously called alsofeaps,feabs,
fabes and thapes

,

all abbreviations of feabernes On that
day [the Guild-day] a fape-taitis an indispensable regale
at every table *835 E Waugh Lane Life (1857) 104
* Fayberiy cake ’

or such like homely buttery stuff

Feable, obs f Feeble
; and var. ofFiable, Obs.

Fead,Feadary, obs Sc. ff Feud sb,2
,
Feudary.

Feague (ffg), sb* dial Also 7 feak. [Cf
Du. feeks of same meaning, referred by native
etymologists to the vb. vegen (see Feague 0).
Also cf. ME Veoke.] (See quot. 1781.)

Vol. IV.

1664 Bold Poems 134 Three female idle feaks who long’d
for pigs head 1781 Hutton lourto Caves Gloss .Feague,
a dirty, sluttish, idle person 1869 m Lonsdale Gloss
T Feague, sb * Obs rare-' [? f Feague 0 ]

In phr byfits andfcags = ‘ by fits and starts’.
1600 Abbot Exp yoncih 171 Neither that we apprehend

“S’ "ts or feags as we are uiged by any present thing
T Feague, v Obs Also 7 fegue, 8 feag

[Prob., as suggested in Bailey 1721, this and the
earlier recoided valiant Feak 0 1 (and the later
Fake 0.) are ad. Ger.fegen lit. to polish, furbish,
sweep (for the jocular applications see Grimm
sv.), or the equivalent Du vegen. But there
may be mixture of a native word

; cf Feak 0 3
]

1 trans. To beat, whip. Also3*%*

,
[1589-159,8 ‘ ? Implied in Bumfeage.] x668 Eiheredge

She Would if she
yCould iv u, Let us even go into

an arbour, and then feague Mr Rakeheli 1681 Otway
Soldiers Fort v. Curs, keep off from snapping at my
hfisls, or I shall so feague ye. 169t Rnbshaheli VctPulctns 5well—on my Faith, he feagues these Black-coat Sparks
1721-1800 Bailey, Feag, to beat with Rods, to whip,
2 . To ‘do for’, ‘settle the business of’; ==

Fake 0
1668 Etiieredge She Would if she Could 111 uf, Oh my

little rogue how I will turn, and wind, and fegue tliy
body [in a dance] 1 Ibid , 'Tis with a bottle we fegue her.
1671 Crowne Juliana 1, 1 hope the Caidinal will feaga 'urn
all *672 Wycherley Love m Wood i i, Sly intug-ue, That
must at length the jilting widow fegue 1690 D’URrEY
Collin's Walk London 1, 6 Had not tli* Times his honour
fegu'd Ibid n 84 When Cataline a league Had made, the
Senators to fegue

b. (See qnot ) Cf Fake 0.

*783 Grose Class Diet s. v , To feague a horse, to put
ginger up a horse's fundament, to make him lively and
carry his tail well

3 To feague away : to set in motion briskly.
Also fig To agitate (a point) in one’s thoughts
Also, To feague it away : to work at full stretch.
(Cf Tofake away

)

*67* Shadwell Humourist hi. Come m and fegue your
violins away, fa, la, la, la 1672 Villiers (Dk Buckhm )
Rehearsal (1714) 55 When a knotty point comes, I lay my
head close to it and then I fegue it away 1’ faith 1691
Shadwell Scmvrei s m in. Come out I'll feague thee
[partner in a dance] away 1829 Scott Jrnl. (1890) II. 240
From that hour [three] till ten I was feaguing it a\vay

t Fea'guer. obs. [f, prec. m unrecorded sense
= Fake 0 , cf. Faker ] See quot
1610 Rowlands M Math-all C uj, A Feager of Loges,

one that beggeth with false passes or counterfeit writings.

Feak (ffk), sb. [Perh. related to Feak v&;
possibly a smg inferred from feax, Fax, mistaken
for a pi.] A dangling curl of hair.

1348 Thomas flat. Gram
, Ciocca, a feake, or quantitie

ofheare 1398 Marston Pypnal Sat 1 138 He that. Can
dally with Ins Mistres dangling feake, And wish that he were
it. 1600 Aup. Abbot Exp Jonah 593 It doth not become
thee to go with such feakes and lockes 1630 Bllwer
Anthropomet 11 (1653)72 If anything be lopped off tlieir

feaks or foretops.

+ Feak, 0 1 Obs. [vai of Feague 0 ] trans.

To beat, to tin ash.

1632 J Heywood Prov <$• Eptgr (1867) 117 The foole
was feakt for this

Hence -Fea king vbl sb
; m quot attrib

*6ox Cornwallyes Ess xxiv, Being without his feakmg
sticke, he is without himselfe.

Feak (ffk), V a Falconry. Cf Feat 0.2. [ad
Ger fegen to cleanse, sweep ] a intr. Ofa hawk

.

To wipe the beak after feeding, b. trans To
wipe (the beak)

,
also, to wipe the beak of.

ri373 Perfect Bk Kepmge Sparhawkes (ed, Harting *086)
it) 1 hey must haue tyme to feake. x6x8 Latham 2nd Bit.

Falconry 146 When she hath fed, feaked, and reioyced
1686 Blome Gcntl Recreat 11 48 When she £your Hawk]
hath Fed, say she Feaketh her Beak and not wipeth it,

1832 R. F Burton Falconry in Valley Indus 111 28,
I gently pulled her off the pelf, feaked and hooded her,

Feak (ffk), 0.3 dial Also 9 feek. [Cf. Fikeo.
and ON fjiika to drift, fly away, and its causative

feyka to blow, drive away, to rush ]
1 . trans

.

To twitch, jeik, pull smartly.
1348 Thomas Hal Gt am

, Dtchiomare to feake the
heare awaie 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh, Word-bit

,
* I know w’en our Maister’s in a bad ’umour, fur e' al’ays
feaks 'is wescut down '

2 . mtr (See quots.)

*773 Ash, Feahe (v int in the Scotch dialect), to flutter,
to be officiously busy, to be idle x8ix IV Riding Gloss ,

Feak,
to fidget, to be restless or busied about trifles 1878

Cumbrld Gloss , Feek, to be uneasy or anxious

t Fe*al, sb. Sc Obs. Also 6 feeall, feall, 7
fiell [In sense I perh originally a subst use of
next adj., with the sense ‘ one who owes fealty’

;

but it appears to have been interpreted as if f
Fee sb 2 or 0 + -al, and this derivation prob gave
use to the other senses Cf OF fieal pertaining
to a fief (f fit—fief), and med.L fealiter (Du
Cange) —feodahter ‘ by feudal law’ ]
1 . a. A feudal tenant, vassal, liegeman b. A

servant * feed ’ or hired for a term
a 1572 Knox Hist Ref Wks (1846) I. 123 The Cardi-

nally baner was that day displayed, and all his feealhs
war charged to be under it. c 1373 Balfour's Practicks
(I7S4) 127 AH tenentis . , haldand Tandis of ane Baron,

sould sweat that thay sail be leill fealis to him 1663
Spalding Ttoub Chas I (1851) II 280 CommandiDg all
prenteissis, seruaudis, fiellis, not to change their maistens.
2 The condition of being held in fee.
1478 Acts Lords ofCouncil (1839) 10 pe persones that has

the land is in the Levenax in feale of (jc loid Glammys
1630-56 Sir R GoRnoN Hist Earls Sicikerld (1813) 253
John Gray of Skibo had the lands of Ardinch in flail from
John Earle of Sowtherland
3 A payment due to the lord of the fee ; also

gen a periodical payment, stipend, pension
*543 Acts Q Mary (18x4) 439/* To gidder with he

fealis of be chantone and denne of Glasgw pertenying to
he said lord for his fee 1381 Sc Acts Jos VI {x814) 245
Exceptand the gift and feall grantit by ws till Gilbeit
-Prymrois for all the dayis of his lyf 1607 Jas VI MS,
Let to Ld Scone Gam ), There being a particular yeirlye
feall appointed to him for the discharge ofthe said office
attnb 1581 Sc Acts Jas. VI (1814) 236 The saidis

abbot and convent ar nocht able to pay the feall thride
of the said abbay according to the first assumptioun.
Feal (ffl), a arch, [a OF feal,

altered form
(by substitution of suffix • see -al) of fecil'—L.
fidelent faithful, f fides faith ] Faithful, firm m
allegiance, constant
1368 A Scott in Bannatyne Poems 251 Prent the wordis
Quhilkis ar nocht skar, to bar on far frae bowrdis, Bot

leale, bot feale, may haell, avaell thy Grace c 1373
BalfouVs Practicks (1754) 243 Ane tenent. sould say.
Hear ze, my Lord, I sail be leill and feal to zou. 1603
J. Savile Saint Poem Jas I in Arb Garner V 636
France, and froward Ireland Are feal subjects to youi
royal hand *706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Feal, the Tenants
by Kmghts-Service us’d to swear to their Lord to be Feal
and Leal, 1 e Faithful and Loyal 18x4 Scott Wav xix,
His right feal, trusty, and well-beloved cousin *827 —
Jrnl. (1890) II. 15 My old and feal friend James
Feal (ffl), 0. north dial. Also 4-5 fele. [A

northern and north midland word, a. ON.fela to
hide, also to commit, commend = Goth filhan to
hide, bury— !OTeut. *felhan, str vb. (pret. falh-,

pa. pple. *folgano-). In ME and mod. dialects
always conjugated weak.
App equivalent in form, though the relation in sense is

obscure, are OE fgolan (fealh,folgen

)

to stick fast, to reach,
attain, OHG felahan to put togethei The compound vb.
OE. bi-fiolan. to entrust, commit, command, corresponds in
form and sense to OFris bifella, OS bifelhan (Du beveleti),

OHG bifelahan (MHG bevelhen, mod G befehlen) ]
trans To hide, conceal.
c 1323 Metr Horn 3 In al thing es he nouht lele That

Godes gift fra man will fele [pnnted sele\. Ibid 12 For
his [Christ’s] Godhed in fleis was felid Als hok in bait.

? a 1400 Morte Arth 3237 Thurghe that foreste I fledc
. ffor to fele me for ferde of tha foule thyngez. c 1460
Towneley Myst 67 My counsellars so No wyt from me
ye fele 1370 Levins Manip 207/30 To Feale, vtlare

,

abscondere 1664 Flodden fi. vn 1899 The smotheiing
smoak the light so feald, That neither Army othei saw
1674 Ray N. C. Words (i6pi) 17 He that feals can find.
it«-x8oo in Bailey. 1873 m Swaledale Gloss
Feal, var of Fail sbJ, q v. Chiefly ra the law-
phrase Feal and Divot : see Divot.
Feald. dial. [?var. of Fold; cf Fad, Fawd.]
A bundle of straw.

,
? *4- Carle ofCarhle 239 in Sir Gawayne (1839) 264Had

itt not beene for a feald of straw Kayes backe had gone in 2.

Feale, obs. form of Feel
Fealty (ff alti). Forms

:
4-6 feaute, (5 feauty,

6 feautie), 4-5 fente(0,4-6 fewt(e(e, (5 fewthe,
fewtye), 4-7 fealtie, -ye, (5 fealtee, feaulte, 6
-ie), 6- fealty, [ad. OH

.
feaute, feaulte, fealte—

Pr fealtad, fedeltat •—L fidehtdt-em, f. fidehs
faithful, i, fides Faith ]
1 . The obligation of fidelity on the part of a

feudal tenant or vassal to his lord*

1375 Barbour Bruce 1 427 Schirbyschop Gyff thowwald
kep thi fewte Thou maid nane sic spehmg to me. c *460
J Russell Bk, Nurture 1204 pey haue knowleche ofhom-
ages, seraice, and fewte- *387 Fleming Contn Holxnshed
III 1362/r From all debt or dutie of fealtie 1393 Shaks
Rich II, v 11 45, I am pledge for his fealtie to the new-
made King *763 Blackstone Comm I 367 This obliga-
tion on the part of the vasal was called his fidehtas or
fealty 18x4 Scott Ld of Isles in vul Each bent the
knee To Bruce ra sign of fealty 1842 Tennyson MorR
D'Arthur 73 Not rendering true answer, as beseem’d
Thy fealty

2 . The recognition of this obligation (see quot
1635). Also pi Frequent in phrases to do,
make, receive, swear, etc. fealty
c 1300 K Alts 2911 Alle heo duden him feute. c 1330
R Brunne Citron (1810) 3 Ine toke his feaute of alle fat
lond helde 1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VII. 95 To
whom [Swane] )?e men \>&t dwelled at ]>e norf side of
Watlyug strete gefen ostage and sworen feutee. c 1400
Vwame 4 Gaw 3762 Sho sal hald hir land of the, And to
the tharfor mak fewte 1473 Bk. Noblesse 38 Prince
Edwarde received theire homages and feutees in the
name of King Edwarde iijJ . c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAy-
mon xxvi 571 They of the londe receyved him to be then
lorde &made to him fewt & homage *523 Fitzherb Sum.
12 Ihese tenauntes maye holde their landes by. fealtie.

I533"4 Act 25 Hen VIII, c. 20 § 5 Making othe & feautie
only to the kmges maiestie 16x4 Raleigh Hist. World
11. 4x6 Solomon received fealtie of all the Princes and
People of the Land a 1626 Bacon Max 4 Uses Com
Law (1635) 32 Fealty is to take an oath upon a book, that
hee will bee a faithfull Tenant to the King. 1682 Burnet
Rights Princes v 149 The Bishops were also obliged to
swear fealty to the Prmce, 1835 Milman Lat Chr (*864)
IV. vn. 11. 58 Where there was no fealty there could be no
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treason. *86a Ld. Brougham Brit Const, xi 146 The

vassal swore to his baron fealty absolutely

attnb 185* SisF Palgrave Norm 4 Eng I 359

Henceforward, though Lotharms Impcrator might appeal

in Charter or Diploma and the fealty-form be preserved to

him, his sovereignty 111 Italy was gone.

3. iransf andjig.

c 1530 Hickscorner in Hazl Dodsley I 173 We all to him

[God] owe fealty and service a 1536 Cahsto 4 Melibxn

ibid I 54 The more to God ought I to do fealty ifigi Siiaks

y wo Gent. 11 iv 91 Be-like that now she hath enfranchis’d

them Vpon some other pawne for fealty 1667 Milton

p L hi 204 Man disobeying Disloyal breaks his fealtie

1681-6 J Scott Cl.r Life (17w) III 276 The Church makes

a visible Profession of fealty to him 1717 E Yrmonllonur
Odyss xi in Poems 04 Studious to win your Consort, and

seduce Her from chaste Fealty to Joys impure 1866

Fulton Ane % Mod. Gr I. v 82 The most advanced minds

acknowledged their fealty to the old master [Homer]

Feam, Sc. var. of Foam.
Feamality • see Fem-
Feance, obs. form of Fiants.

Feans, obs vnr of Feign.

Peai (ii<u), sb. Forms : 1 f4r, f6r, 3-6 fere,

3 far, 4-5 feer(e, 6 Sc feir, 5-7 feare, 7- fear

Also 2, 5 fore [OE fkr (the tare southern ME.
fore may represent a variant far ;

cf swdr=*swi£r)

str masc., sudden calamity, danger, corresponds to

OS f&r ambush (MDu. vaer), and except for the

difference of declension to MDu. vdre fem. fear

(cf mod.Du. gevaar newi. dangei), OHG fira fem

ambush, stratagem, danger(MHG vtire
,
cf MHG

gevtkre fem and nent., mod G. gefahr fem ), ON
fdr neut misfortune, plague; the sb. (•—OTeut.

*f&ro-x, ftkro{m, fiitrd) is not recorded in Goth

,

which however has the derivative fhjti lier in

wait.

The base f&r- (— pre-Teut jier-) is piob one of the

ablaut forms of the Aryan root per to go through (see

Fare v l
), but the genesis of the sense is not clear; the

cunent comparison with Gr w«Zpa, L pcrJcnlmu trial,

attempt, risk, seems to be misleading ]

+ 1. In OE : A sudden and terrible event
;

peril.

BeowulftcLA Hie se fmr begeat a 1000 Caedmon's F \od

452 (Gr ) Wseron Egypte eft oncyrde, flugon forlitigende,

fmr ongeton

2 . The emotion of pain or uneasiness caused by
the sense of impending dangei, or by the prospect

of some possible evil.

Now the general term for all degrees of the emotion , in

early use applied to its more violent exti ernes, now denoted
by alarm, terror,fright, dread. In 14 th c sometimes
pleonastically dread andfear
c 1175 Lamb Horn 97 Hi .wi&utan fore godes blisse

bodedan c 1290 5 Eng Leg. I 82/15 He ne bi lefts foi

nofeie C1340 Cursor M 2914 (Tnn) Into be felde be
drouje for feer 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P R.xn. x\xiv

(1495)434 The ostryche maye not see the lioise wythout
fere. c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxxi 140 Fals hert myght
no3t here |je grete drede and fere hat Jiai had 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xv. 61 O J upyter, hast thou detei myned to gyue
vs tremoure and feere. 1562 J Hfywood Prov Epigr
(1867) 9 Feare may force a man to cast beyonde the moone
1588 A. King tr. Camsins’ Calech 17 He . may without
alfeir say [etc]. *611 Biblv Ex xv 16 Feare and dread
shall fall vpon them 1671 Milton P. R, hi 206 Wheie no
hope is left, is left no fear 1723 Watts Logic 1 vi ^ 12

We are in Danger of it [Passion], it raises oui fear 1776
Gibbon Decl <$• F. I 303 Fear has been the original parent
of superstition 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 107
A contract might be entered into through fear *875
Manning MissionH Ghost x. 265 Fear without fortitude

degenerates into timidity

t>. personified.

1590 Spenser F. Q hi xu 12 Next him was Feare, all

arm’d flora top to toe. a 1630 May Old Couple 11 (1658) 13
Then fear steps in, and tells me [etc ]. 1747 Collins Ode
Passtonsiy First Fear his hand Amid the chords bewildei ’d

laid 1817 Coleridge Poems 69 Pale Fear Haunted by
ghastlier shapings,

c An instance of the emotion; a paiticular

apprehension of some future evil

a 1616 Beaum & Fl, Knt ofMalta u. v, Tender, and full

of fears, our blushing sex is 1701 De Foe True bom Eng. 2
With needless Fears the Nation fill. 1874 Morley Compro.
vnse (1886) 36 The old hopes have giown pale, the old
fears dim *879 Miss Bkaddon Clov Foot ix, You need
have no such fear

d. A state of alarm or dread Chieflym phrase
infear , also, Toput m (a)fear, to fall intofear
**97 R. Glouc. (1724) 40a \>o pe Saracens yt yseye, hu

were somdel in fere. *535 Coverdale Esther xtv 19
Delyuer me out of my feme 1381 Pettie Guasszo's Ctv
Conv in (1586) 159 b, They make it a sport to put their
children in feare 16*3 Bingham Xenophon 13 They, and
Menon himselfe, were put in a feme 1653 HoLCRorr
Procopius 1 17 The Barbarians fell into feare and disorder.
*69* tr. Emihaime's Frauds Romish Monks 390 She con-
tinued in deadly fears.*736 Butler Ann

l

1 ui, This
state of fear being itself often a very considerable punish-
ment. 1771 Mrs Griffiths tr Viands Shipwreck 200,
I set out forthwith , in fear and trembling.

3. This emotion viewed with legard to an object

;

the state of fearing (something), a Apprehension
or diead of something that will or may happen in

the future. Const, of A?with inf, \ also with clause
introduced by that or lest,

ax300 Body 4 Soul 172 in Map's Poems [MS. Laud 10B,
fol 200] Ne thorte us have frqt ne fer that God ne wolde
his blisse us sent *338 Starkey England 1 h 43 He for
Fere of daungerys runnyth into a lelygyous house 1368

Gratton Citron II 355 They are ever in feate to lose that

they have 1647 Ciias I Let in Antiquary I 97 the

feare ofyour being brought within the powoi of the army

1848 Macaulay Hist hug I 459 The king might with-

out any fear of opposition from England, proceed to annex

Brabant *884 Blanch Exam 20 May 5/2 The fears of

a general crisis are passing away

fo. esp in phrase For fear, where in mod use

the sense of the sb. is often weakened ,
thus for

fearof= lm order to avoid or picvent \ for fear

that or lest (also colloq with ellipsis of the conj )

= ‘ 1681
’

Whenfear in these locutions is intended to have its full

sense, though or f> om is now usually substituted foi fo>

1:1340 Cursor M. 1908 (Tun) But gitt bode he seuen

dayes in icst For feu. lest any damnyng brest
<

c 1489

Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxit 481 Wene ye that I shall do

that ye sayc for fere of deth ? *383 Stuuhi s Anat Abus
11 (1882) gs To depart In the time of plague for feare of

infection. *397 Montgomerie Cheme 4 Sine 360,

1

was
afFrnyd to mount sa hich, For feir to get ane fall 1600

Holland Livy xlix Epit (1609) 1238 To depart out of

those quartets for feare to bee murdeied. *678 Trial of
Ireland, Pickering; 4 Grove in Howell St 2 rials (i&ib)

VII 95 Grove would have had the bullets to be chainpt,

for fear that [etc ] 1693 Drtdln Juvenal x 534 Must we
not Wish, for fear of wishing III? 1749 Fn lding Tom
Jones xn xi, It is good to be charitable to those sort of

people, for fear what may happen *791 ‘G Gambado'
Ann. Hoi sent ix. (1809) 104, I, for feai of the worst, took

to my heels

c. Apprehensive feeling towards anything re-

gaided as a source of danger, or towards a person

regarded as able to inflict injury or punishment.

1340-70 Alex 4 Dmd 346 Wo ne haue fere of no fon

hat faien wih-oute *382 Wyciii Gen. ix 2 And Joure feer

he vpon alle the beestis of erthc c 1420 Chi on Vilod

3295 Foi J>c giete fore [ruuc-woid euermore] pewhythe he
had ho here of pis virpyn Seynt Ede. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon 111. 80 But he could do none otherwyse,

for feere of Charlcmayn 1600 J Pory tr, Leo's Africa

11 9 He stood in feare of the people of Tunis, 1841 Lane
Arab Nts I 92, I have an enemy of whom I am in fear.

d A mingled feeling of dread and reverence

towai ds God (formerly also, towards any rightful

authority).
Wyclif has always drede in this sense The distinction

between servile and filial fear (see quot. 18(b), in Lat
timor sennits, filialts ,

is stated (as already generally

current) by Thomas Aquinas, Stmtina n 11 _xix

c 1400 Solomon's Bk Wisdom 42 Witc \>i douttren with
eye wel, hat )>ai haue of J>o foie. *333 Covi biialt Ecclus
11 6 Holde fast his feme, and growe therm. *348-9 (Mar)
Bk Com Prayer 75 A perpetual 1 feare of thy holy name
1399 Shaks. Much Ado u m 300 He . vndei takes them
with a most Chustian-like feare *607 Hikkon Wks I 130
There is a skuush feare, and a sonlihe fe-xre *6*1 Bibi i

Ps cxi. 10 The feare of the Lord is the beginning of wisc-

dome 1729 Buti kr Serut Wks 1874 II 82 He is under
no oLlier force than the fear of God *83* Fusion Mod
Paint II m r. xiv § 27 That sacitd dread of all offence

to him, which is called the Fear of God i860 Pusey Min
Pioph 598 Fear is twofold

;
servile, whereby punishment,

not fault, is dieaded , filial, by which fault is feared 1873
Manning Mission H Ghost xi 295 Holy fear is the be-
ginning of the obedience of the Childicn of God.

4 Solicitude, anxiety for the safety of a person

or tiling Also in phrase {for, in) fear ofone's life

1490 Caxton Eneydos xltx 142 He lept 111 to one of the
sluppes for grete leer of his lyffe. 1580 Sidnty Aicndia
(1622) 68 Then care, not feare, or feare, not for tliemselues,

altered the countenances oF the . Louers 1611B1U11
2Mctcc xv 18 The principal feare,was for the holyTemple
tB6zSat,Rcv XIV. 569/2 At a later period,when wandcnng,
m fear of Ins life, oyer Italy [etc ]

5 . In various objective senses,

a. Ground or reason for alaim. Chiefly in

phrase (there is) no fear ;
now often used as an

exclamation.
1535 Coverdale Ps, 1u[iJ 5 They aie afiayed, where no

feare is 1634 Massing! u Very Woman m 1, Give him
but sage and buttei And there’s no fear 1690 W Hacm*
Collect Orig, Voy iv 7 No fear but they might get 2 or 3
thousand Dollards per man *86* Times 25 May, 1 Is there
any fear, Captain ? ’ *887 Money Dutch Maiden (1888)338
lie will never go hence no fear,

+ b Intimidation Obs.
*4*6 in Surtees Misc (1890) 8 Witht oute distresse or fere

done to him,

+ c Capability ofinspiring fear, formidableness
1601 Siiaks Jul C. 11 1. 190 There is no feme in him ; let

him not dye *634 Goddard m Intiod Bui ton’s Diary
(1828) 1 46 Our wais will have much moie reputation and
feai, when . a whole nation will not consent to a war
lightly

j* d An object of fear
, something that is, or is

to be, feared. In the Bible occas by a Hebraism,
the object of (a person’s) religious reverence, the
God of (his) worship
*535 Coverdale Prov x 29 The waye of the Lorde is

a feare for wicked doers 1561 Daus tr Bnllmger on
Apoc (1573) 204 Therfore let God be our feaie 1607 IIey-
wood Woman killed Wks. 1874 II 100 The tumor of this
feare stretcht to my eares *6n Biblt Gen. xxxi. 53 Iacob
sware by the feare of his father Isaac — Prov 1 26, I wil
mocke when your feare commeth. 1667 MiltonP L ix.
285 His [Satan’s] fraud is then thy fear

6 Comb a. objective with adj. asfear-free

,

with
pr. pple., as fear-mspiimg

, b instrumental with
pa. pples

, as fear-broken
,

-created
, •depressed,

f-fied, -froze, -palsied, -pursued, -shaken, -shook,
-smitten, -spurred, -surprised

,
-tangled, -taught

;

fear-blast v
,
to blast (a person) with fear

;
fear

struck, -strucken, struck with or overwhelmed by
fear

;
fear-worship, worship resulting fiom fear.

*393 Nasih Four Lett Confnt 74, I *fcai Waste thee

with the winde ofmy weapon 1647 Fur 1 1 u Good ‘1 h in

IVoisc T. (1841) 106 Soldieis’ hearts might be "fcai-biokcn

bythescor • r
t
v

. l'.u' “'It-. 1777 Potti «

Hi. sthylus , ,
s "at,,' it * 1 iii 1 •* • < f’fc.u ricated

woe? 13&7 1 1 s i’ 1' . •

.

11 s, '
I ear depressed

envie 1611 Syivistir Du Barias n iv m ,Sthruue
901 liacli m.111 hiesVnto the tents of "fear lied I* names
a 1679 Kaki Oubi uy Gusman xx C 1 1

1
> , m in

[ch.11 in] to make me *Fear A ce ? 1,9*1 l»-.i • •, ud
1 123 The demon Spnngs o'er the *feai froze crew with
H.upy-elaws. *8w Chabiii DumbOratois T ales i, A11 awe-
compelling frown, and

v
fesu mspning size *842 Sir A. nr

Vi in hong ofFaith 252 "Fear-palsied, and Ins mind seaicc

half awake 1798 So 1 hi by tr U 'it land's tiberm (1826) I 53
Nor ceas’d the wight to scamper, Teat pm su’d 1623 K
Lonc. ti Bat clay’s Argent tv. xvi. j8r Then came Sclenissas

death . . into Ins "feare shaken mind a *736 C01 1 ins

Ode on Highlands 119 His "fear-shook limbs have lost

their youthful forte. *870 Bryant lhad II \ur 190
Idomencus. "feai smitten, lashed ’I lie long maned steeds.

c 16*6 Dui opDamn v. in Bullui Old J'

l

II aa Some of
the "feare spun d villaines Were overturnd by sinnghlui in

their flight. 1636 Massing) \iBasftf / overu v
,
I et not

these thick woods give sani tuary t<» the )ft*at stiuck hares

1776 Mickli. tr Law(tend I.uuail 53 The Moors stall,

fear struck, at the hoirid sound 1870 Brian i /had II

xxi 282 hear stiuck, yet hoping to avoid the doom *6*3
Drijmm 01 Haw rii Cypress Gnw Wks (1711) *24 Why
shouldst thou he ’fear-strutkui foi thy palling from .thy

body. 160a Siiaks Ham 1. 11. 203 lie walkt, By then
oppiest and "feare surpi izcd eyes *870 Morris Faithly
l'ar II 111 149 His hope "fear-tangh d bound lus eyes
full fast. 1649 G Danii'i Ttniaiih., Hen / V, ce\l, 'I lie

"feare taught Politicks Jsvade the Forte, by yeildmg to the

Power X849II. Mavo TiuthsPop Supent 85 Somnam-
bulism. has had no "fear-worship 1865 J'yo, A met Phil,

Sot X. 145 To learn the language of Feai -worship we must
go hack to the very beginning.

Fear (fto), v. Forms : t fHoran, 3 fcoron,

Oi m. feorenn, 3-6 fere, (4 fyro, 5 form, -yn,

feyre), 3, 6 {Sc ) feir, 4-5 foor(o, 4-O foaro,

(6 feair), 7 fare, 6- fear. [QIC.fenan (:--*ftijan)

wk vb. to terrify, f. fib (see pree ) ; parallel deri-

vatives m other Teut. langs., with senses varying

according to those of the primal y si)
, are OS.

fib du to lie in wait
;
MDu. vactctt to fear

;
OIK*

fiitiu, to plot against, to lie m wail, to endeavour

after ^MIIG v'men in same senses, also, lately
,
to

fear)
;
ON. fit a to taunt, slight.]

I. 1 bans To inspire with fear; to frighten.

Obs. cxc. anh. or vulgar.
c 1000 Ail 1 Rif Dent, 1 18 f)a bodnn us fardnu. r 1200

Ormin 675 He wile liitnm fueilli. a i«5 Amr. R. '*50

Auh hco neuede [in none* leattu, bate one unit to oflVrtn

[r> * (cam)] him 1340 Hamioii Pi Iona fij*y Foi Jie

myiule of (i.im myght men feer < 1400 hawdoin Bab. 59
Hue Bugles holdciy for to blowt,To it ie tin btest is. 1483
Caxton St U cittfi, eo, 1 saw c a vy.yon whulte mothe
Fercd me. *348 Haii Chon 166 Women m ! uiume to

feare then yong children, would uyt, the Talbot commeth
*593 Siiaks 3 Hen VI, V. ti, 1 Warwn ke* was a Bugge
that fear'd vs all *641 IVIaisti rtun Seim »fi An obi wilt 1

tale, fit for nothing but to fear fools. 0x665 Bo 1 b Ball
VII. 524 Our king must have Seamen most stout Ur.
enemies’ he.uts for to fear *801 Macmiii Pol t Wks
(1844)46 If thy slumber's swet t no dangtis tan feai nu
1820 Ki ats Isabella vm, I would not

^
fear T lime* tyes by

ga/mg. 187a la vi it Ld. Kilgobbtn win, Devil feai hu I

+b Itfeats me —I am afraid, Obs.

*503 Haw'is F xamp Vnt Prol *» It ftreth im* sore fin to

endyte. *646 Bind fssarh in Phrnix (17081 II *87 It

fearcth me besides, that God is punishing out pit * eiU Sms.
*813 Ho(,(. Queens Wa/.i 67 It fearis me imitkil ye half
seen Quliat good man nevei knew.

2 . With pregnant sense

|
a To drive away by fear, frighten away, scare

{esp birds or animals). Chiefly with a~auy Obs
1 1420 Pallad on Ilusb, 1 147 halt Ires to sit j 11 X fimlts

oute to fuc is. *304 A 1 uvnson tr. J>e Imitation, 111 \xi u,

Fere away the euyll be*tes. *577 Nohtiibhooki lht mg
US79) 4Sb, If there were nothing else to feaie them away
from this play *603 Siiaks Muxs,for M.w. 1 ? A sc o eiovv

to feare the Buds of prey 1613 Di *.n\s Sca<t\ of
Anglmti ix. in Arb Garner I 174 there some greit fish

doth feai the rest away* 1614 Rai i tt.11 Hist. Wot id II i\

11. § 7. 152 A Swallow flew about Ins head . and 1 mild
not be fem ed fiom him a 163* Don si 'Ihe Stoun 5 Wks
1873 II 5 Some would seemu thcic, With by d< oils g i/inge,

to feaie away Feme.

tb. To detei from a course of conduct, etc

Const from ;
also occas. followed by that . . . not

c 1380 Wyclii Wks (1880) 109 ittilt ) Speculum de Atilt-

chrnto, Hou anticnst X. his tltikis ferui trewe piestis fio
pi echynge of ertstis gospel 1393I.ANf.iAND P Pi C suit
285 Eueriche busshojie sholde Ft-den hem [bus peplt] .

.

and fete hem fro synne *330 Tindai n Gin, I’rol W ks I.

399 The ensamplcs are wutten to fear the flesh, that we sm
not 1531 Frith Jndgtn 2racy 251 He doth feat us from
putting any confidence in our own works *339 Ta\ i uni k
Erasm. Prov ^1552) 3 To feare hym that he. shulde not
prouoke S Hierom *583 Baiuni.ton C ominambn. (15S8)
i35

(
Shall it not feare vs fiom so foule a customs? a 1632

T. Tattor God's Jndgem 1 1 v (1642) 184 Their example
feared not the Cormshmcn from rebelling.

T c To drive by fear to, into Obs.
*363 Foxe A .J

M, 788 ft, It should somwhat touche them
to be sene by werynes of pryson to feaie him to it 1646
J Hall Poems 1 68 Nor will I,. Lillies feme Into a
Xandise,
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II To feel fear
;
lo regard with fear

3 i efl
(cf i b) Tobeafiaicl ^Formerly const

of Now only aich in phin.se Ifear me
*393 Gowfh Com/ I 294 (Fairfax MS ) So lowde his belle

is runge 1 hat of Jie noise Menfeerenhem Welmore
|ian J>ci don ofbonder 1530 Palsgr 547/2, I feared me al-

wayes that it wolde be so 1590 Marlowe Ediv II, ii iv,

I fear me he is slain 1608 S Ward in Abp l/ssher's Lett
(1686) 26,

1

fear me, he will hardly get Copies 1856 R A
Vaughan Mystics (i860) I 167, I fear me that some
eaithlylove mingles with his ftiendship 1859 Iennyson
Lancelot <5- Elaine/6 A flash, Ifeai me, that will strikemy
blossom dead
4 mtr 111 same sense

fa 7'ofear of(rarely at) : = sense 5
c 1400 Destr Troy 1929 We fors not his fiendslnp, ne fere

of his hate 1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) I 173 He
or she that manage doth breke May fere of deth eternall

whan they dye c 1600 Shaks Sonn cxv, Fearing of love’s

tyranny 1606 G W[oodcocke] ti Hist Ivstme 97 a, The
men which feared not at the command of King Phillip

b. with dependent clause . To feel alarmed ot

uneasy lest (something should happen)
(Closely approaching the trans use with clause , cf 7 b

)

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xx 455 He feerea sore
leste Reynawde sholde make to deye rychard of normandy
*559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glttsse 38,

1

ever feare lest

th* Earth should fall to the other part of the Heavens
1691: tr Emtltannc's Obs fount Naples 135 Fearing lest

some Insurrection might be caus’d 1823 F Clissold Asc
Mt Blanc 20, 1 . feared lest I should drop down

c. simply (Blends with the absol use of senses

5 and 7 ) Phrase (colloq ), Neverfear • = * theie ’s

no danger of that’
1588 Shaks L L.L 1 11 108 If she fear. By this [pale

white cheekes] you shall not know, c 1^90 Marlowe Faust,
Wks. (Rtldg) 100/1 'Tis but a suifeit; never fear, man
1611 Bible Gen 1 19 And Ioseph saide vnto them, Feare
not 165s Hobbes Govt .5* Soc 1 § 2. 7 To take heed,

piovide so that they may not fear 1798 CoLEKiDcr A tic

Mar iv 11, Fear not thou wedding guest 1 1800 Cogan
Philos Treat Passions 1 11 (1802) 102 As soon as we cease

to fear,we begin to hope. 1838 Lytton Lady ofLyons n 1,

I’ll find the occasion, never fearl 1888 Mrs Parr Run-
aways in Longm Mag Apr 640 I’m not going to blab on
myself—never fear 1 1893 Morley in Westm Gaz ig Api

3/2 Those only see aright into the future of civilised com-
munities who hope—not those who fear.

5 trans. To regard with fear, be afraid of (a

person or thing as a source of danger, an antici-

pated event or state of things as painful or evil)

£1460 Fortcscue Abs SfLim.Mon x, Ther shulde non
off hem giowe to be like vnto hym; wich thynge is most to

be fered of all |>e worlde *477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)

Dictes 97 Thoo that sawe not yesterday Alexander ferede

him gretely, and now thoo that see him fereth him not

*53° Palsgr 547/2 He feareth me above all the men
lyvynge 1563 Golding Cxsar 30 b, They feared not the

enemy, but the narrownes of the wais 2622 Bible 2 Esdras
xii 13 It shall be feared aboue all the kmgdomes that were

before it a x6i8 Raleigh Rent. (1664) 226 To fear the losse

of the bell, more than the losse of the steeple. 1667 Milton
P L ix 282 His violence thou fearst not 1697 Dryden
/En x. 1261 Nor Fate I fear, but all the Gods defy 1841

Lane Arab. Nts I. 92 Every, person whom thou fearest

1885 Clodd Myths <$• Dr a lit 155 What man cannot

understand he fears
.

transf c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vi 149 It [y®

castell] fered no sawtyng on no side of it

b with inf (vfil. sb., etc.) as object . To hesitate

(to do something) through fear of the consequences

;

•f tofear offence— to fear to offend.

1603 Florio Montaigne 563 As if he feared to attediate .

us 1700 Dryden Cynion fy Iplug 214 He would have

spoke, but . found his want of Words, and fear’d Offence

1794Mrs J&AOCI.IFUE Myst Udolphoxllv, Dorothee feaied

to obey 1799 tr Diderot's Natural Sin 11 26 You feared

disturbing our tranquillity.

6 To regard with reverence and awe ;
to revere.

Now only with God as obj.
;
formerly in wider sense.

a 140a Prymer (1891) 101 Gretly is thi word fyred xga6

Tindale Eph. v 33 Lett the wyfe see that she feare her

husbande 1593 Shaks Rich II, 11, 1 52 This Wombe of

Royall Kings, Fear’d by their breed 1611 Bible Ps cm 13

The Lord pitieth them that feare him 1715 Dn Foe Earn
Instruct 1 1 (1841) I 10 If you fear God as your father

1827 Pollok Course T, iv 13 5Who feared nought but God

7 To have an uneasy sense of the probability of

(some unwelcome occurrence in the futuie) ; to

apprehend. Opposed to hopefor.

1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 1 1 87 He that but feares the

thing, he would not know Hath knowledge from others

eyes. That what he feard, ischanc'd. 1759 Johnson Rasselas
xxvm, If they have less to fear, they have less also to hope

1861 M Pattison Ess. (1889) I 47 London had ceased to

fear a foreign foe.

b with subord clause To be afraid that (some-

thing will be or is the case) In negative sentences

the clause may be introduced by but 01 but that—
that . . not. Also with direct obj and to be or

simple complement, rarely, with tnf. as obj Also

parenthetically
1526 Pilgr Per/

{

W.deW 1531) *6b, I feaJ? sore that

many chrysten people do as the cliyldren of Isi ael dyd

**533 Ld Berners Hnon lxi 212 Fere not but ye shalbe

well payed *593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, v vi 12 The Theefe

doth feaie each bush an Officer 1638 Baker ti Balzac s

Lett I. 25 Never feare that I will impaire his ill nights

1658-9 Burton’s Diary (1828) IV 47 ,

1

feai they are troubled

with King’s evil 1667 Milton PL 1 628 What power of

mind could have feai’d, How such united force of Gods

could ever know repulse 169a tr Ztngts 11 He feared

with reason to be unable to do any thing for Zingis. *726

Adv Capt R Boyle 47 ,

1

fear’d it would be two hundred
Pounds 1771 Mrs ORirriTH tr Vmud's ShtpvuruK 255,
I fear much that of the sixteen persons tlnee only of us
have survived 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II 225 He
might do so without fearing that the Five Mite Act would
he enforced 1857 Trollope Iline Clerks v, I fear we are
all in your black books 1863 Fh A Kemble Re\ul in
Georgia 16 Hie account will hardly, I feai, render my
letters very interesting

8 a*) ttans (Pezh originally const dat . cf
L timere aheui

) To be apprehensive about, to

feai something happening to (obs ) b In same
sense mtr

; const, for, of
1526 Tindale Gal iv n, I feare off you, lest I have

bestowed on you laboure in vayne c 1530 Ld Berners
Arth Lyt Bryt, (1814) 213 Arthm fered Ins horse, lest that
the lyon sholde haue slayne hym 1594 Shaks Rich III,
1 1 137 His Physitians feare him mightily 1611 Tourneur
Ath Trag v 1, Ifany roote of life remaines within ’em
feare ’em not, 1651 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng n. 1 (1739)
6 The people feaied their own Free-holds 1686 Dryden
Horace 1 xxix. 10 Let the greedy meichant fear F01 his ill-

gotten gain 1695 Prior Ode death Q Mary 47 So much
she fern’s for William’s life 1841 Lanl Arab Nts I n,
I fear for thee that the same will befal thee 1853 Kane
Grmnell E xp xxxm (1856) 284 note. We feared for his re-

covery.

f e In 1 8th c, when the vb. was conjugated

negatively, a following negative was often lllogic-

ally omitted, so that the vb seems to mean. To
apprehend the non-occurrence of (some event).

a 1699 Stillingfl Stmt Wks 1710 1 619We need not fear

a gracious answer 1747 S Fielding Lett David Simple
I 11 63, I liked him, and was so accustomed to the Ad-
dresses of every Man bywhom I was seen, that I did not at

all fear his immediately becoming one of my Train 1771
T Hull Sir IV, Harrington (1797) iv 211 If I apply for it,

I don’t fear its being granted

f 9 To regard with distrust
;
to doubt Obs.

1578 T N tr Conq W India 16 The governour feared

the wisedome and courage of his kinsman 1607 Topsell
Serpents (1653) 681 If a bird it tast It dies assured death,

none need it fear. 1730-6 Bailey (foho), Fear to doubt or

question

Fearable (fwrab’l), a rare [f Fear sb +
-able ] Giving cause for feai ; to be feared

x886 B W Richardson in Ascleptad III 187 Is virus from
a poisoned animal less fearable?

t Fear-babe. Obs. Also 7 errott fairybabe.

[f. Fear, v + Babe ] A thing fit only to fnghten

a baby Cf. Scarebabe
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 299 As for their shewes &

words, they are but feare babes 1621 Burton Anat Mel
1 in 11 11, All the bugbeares of the night, and terrors and
fairybabes of tombes are before their eyes

Feard, Feare, obs. Sc. ff of Fard v
,
Fare

Fear(e, var of Fere, Obs , and ofFeib, Obs. Sc.

Feared (fl°id), ppl a Forms
:
3-6 fer(e)d,

(3 fend, 5 fard, feerd, 6 Sc. feired, ferxt), 4-6

ferde, 5—7 feard, (4, 6 comp

.

and superl fearder,

-eat), 8-dial feart, 6- feared, [f Fear® + -ED 1
]

f 1. Affected with fear, frightened, afraid
,
timid.

Const, of,for, indicating either the cause of fear,

or less frequently ( = about) the object of concern

,

with tnf — afraid to (do something) Obs exc dial

a 1300 CursorM 1834 (G5tt ) [J*ai] war nohut fered of his

manace c*33oR BrunneChron Wace (Roils)1998 Ofbeym
bohe was he nought ferd. c 1340 Cursor M. 2423 (Fairf ) he

kmge was ferde for goddis grame c 2380 Wyclii- .SV/ Whs
III. 394 Puple wolde he ferde to dwelle m his servise c 2386

Chaucer Nun’s Pr T 566 The veray hogges So fered were

for berkmg of the dogges. C1400 Ywaiue <$• Gaw. 2566

Whoso es ferd 1 rede he ne. c 1400 Destr Troy 13842 The
kyng [was] of his lyf feerd c 1449 Pecocic Repr. 550 So
Ferd forto trespace c 1450 Lonelich Grail lv 450 The

swerd, Of whiche many men was aftyr ferd. 24 Chester

PI (1847) II 91 Fearder I never was 1M4 More On the

Passion Wks 1 322/1 That passyon ofwhich he was so ferd

1578 Ps, cxxvm. in Gnde 4 G Ball. 113 Of thy hand labour

thow sail eit, be not feird a 1605 Polwart Flyting w Mont-

gomene 788 Feard flyar I sail dunt whill I slay thee.

1650 Baxter 6amts'

R

hi xm (1662) 506 Conscience grows
feared 2698 Lister in Phil Trans XX 247 They would
have cropen away in a feared manner 2715Widrenu Cor r

(1843) II. 67 A few such feared fools, as I am reckoned

hereabout 282a H. & J Smith Rej Addr ix (1873) 84

What are they fear'd on 7 2826 Scott Antiq xxxix, ‘I’m

maist fear'd to speak to him ’ 2828 Hood JLavtia 111 40

Jove 1

1

was feared 2869 C. GibbonR Gray in, You’ll no be
feart to sail on a Friday.’ 1892 E. Arnold Lt of World
82 Thyself More feared of Ctesar than of wrongfulness

+ 2 Apprehensive, having an uneasy foiebodmg

Chiefly with clause introduced by lest or that ;

larely const, to with inf. Obs. exc. dial.

2440 Plumpton Corr 255 He is feard lest they wyll not

appeare without a suppena c 1450Merlin 27 He was ferde

to lese his londe c 1460 Ttmneley Myst (Surtees) 116 ,

1

am
fulle fard that we tary to lang. <22535 More Sargeant $
Frere 233 in Hazl E P P III 227 Yet was this man well

fearder than, lest he the frier had blame. 2884 J Purves in

Gd Words Nov 767/1 ‘ Wives are feared a man gets another

sweetheart m six months' time away fra’ hame.

3 . In senses of Feab v 5 and 7 : Regarded with

fear; anticipated or suspected with uneasiness;

>j* apprehensively supposed to he such.

2599 Sandys Europae Spec (1632) 74 Their professed and
feared Enemies a 1618 Raleigh Prerog Pai l Ep Ded.

(1628) 2 The fear'd continuance of the like abuse 2663 J
Spencer Prodigies (1665) 83 Addiesses to divert a feared

. displeasure of the Deity. 2729 Wodrow Corr (1843) II

452 Ihe feaied stand the success of the gospel is at 276a

Falconer Shtpwr, 11 380 Pondering m their minds each

FEARFUL.
fear'd event 1890 Daily News 8 Sept 6/7 Feared loss of

a Liveipool ship

Hence flPea redly adv ,
feai fully, timidly

<2470 Hris'RY Wallace vit 255 Feidly scho ast, ‘Allace *

quhar is Wallace 7 ’

tFea'redness. Obs Also 3-5 ferd(e)nes(s(e,

(3 ferednes, 4 ferdms, 6 Sc. fondues) [f prec

-t -ness ] The condition of being frightened or

afraid, terror, fear Also, larely, a cause of fright.

<22300 CursorM 3996 (Gott ) Man }>at bu wil helpe m
nede, Ne thar lum neuer na ferednes drede 2540 HAMroLn
Pr C onsc 2231 Hym m-towanhope for to bring thurgh

Jje ferdnes ]oat he sal tak CX400 Maundev (Roxb) x\xi

139 We ware mare deuote for ferdetiess of deuils pat ap-

pered till vs c 1450 tr Girahi.Hist Ireland loTlieslaglit

of b®se fewe be ferdnesse to many c 2450 Henryson Mor
Fab 83 Hee for fearednesse lies fyled vp the way 1488

Caxton Chast Goddes Chyld 18 Horryble sightes and
dredefull ferdnes of wycked spirytes come to some
Fearely, var of Ferly a. Obs strange.

Fearer (fi° rax) [f Fear v. + -er 1
] One

who feais

1535 Coverdale John ix 31 Yf eny man be a fearer of God
him heareth he. <21601 C’tess Pembroke Ps cxix H,

With thy fearers all 1 hold, Such as hold thy biddings best.

1630R Johnson's Kmgd 4 Commit]. Anj, The Italians

are fearers of the Spanish greatnesse. 1814 Southey Lett

(1856) II. 350 Calvert was a great fearer all through the

contest 1844 Wahdlaw Lect, on Prov (2869) I 25 The
true fearers of God are sadly in the minority

Fearful (fi°uful), a. Forms : 4-5 ferful(l,

(4 fervol), 4-6 fereful(l, feerful(l, 4-7 fearefull,

6-7 feaTfoIl(e, 6- fearful, [f. as prec. + -eul ]

1. objectively.

I Causing fear ;
inspiring terror, reverence, 01

awe , dreadful, terrible, awful
1340-70 Ahsaunder 291 pci lete flie to pe flocke ferefull

sondes 1382 Wyclif Gen xxvm 27 And [lacob] dredynge
seide, Howe feerful is this place 1 C1400 Destr Troy 7731

This feerfull freike frusshet into batell 2462 Poston Lett

No 400 II 25 She shuld be put in ferfull place, m shortyng

ofhyr lyve dayes <22333 Ld Berners Hnon xln 240 When
he was in dyspleasure, he had a fearfull chere. 1363 W.
Fulkf Meteors (2640) 10 b,A flying Dragon very fearefull

to looke upon 2611 Bible Dent xxvm 58 Feare this

glorious and fearefull Name, the Lord Thy God
_

<2x694

Tillotson (J.), That fearful Punishment shall be inflicted

on them. 2742 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 98 My fear-

fullest danger 1 279a S. Rogers Pleas. Mem 1 43 At mid-

night’s fearful hour. 2848W H Kelly tr. L. Blanc’s Hist.

Ten Y II 90M. de Choulot . made himtake a fearful oath

t lb Const, to, unto
2548 Hall Chron. 166 As his person was fearfull . to his

adversaries present so his name. 1625 Puhchas Pilgrims

II 1475 They [Apes] are fearefull to Birds that make their

nests m Trees 2658 Cleveland Unstick Rampant Wks.
(1687) 4x8 A Glorious Kang, fearful to your Enemies

<

c. Comb
;
adverbially as anfearful-sounding

16x1 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv in. Schisme 1065 If thou

their metalL by that touch-stone try Which fearfull-sounduig

from thy mouth doth fly

2 . Applied to bad or annoying things in intensive

sense. Cf. awful, tei rible, dreadful, etc.

1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 39 The . fearefull stench of

the unbuned bodies 2811 Lamb Guy Faux, They make a
fearful outcry against the violation of every principle of

morality i860 Tyndall C/ac 1 xvi 112 He complained of

fearful thirst 1884 Christian Commit) 22 Feb. 440/2 Their

fearful departmes from Apostolic practice.

b. dial Enormous in quantity.

1877 N W. Lincolnsh. Gloss

,

1 There’s a fearful lot o'

apples t' year
’

c. adv =Fearfully. Obs. in educated use ; m
some dialects merely intensive= Awful.
2634 Sir T Herbert Trav 8 In Angola the people are

fearfull blacke. 2790 Mrs Wheeler Westmld Dial (1821)

66 He leakt es if he wor fearful weel pleast. 2862 Hamlr-
ton Painter's Camp I 42 ‘You see tneyve heaid tell ,'at

there’s a feefil ’ansome young chap
’

II subjectively

3 Frightened, timorous, timid, apprehensive,

el simply Now somewhat rare.

c 1374 Chaucer Troyhit 11 45oCnseyde. wasbeferfulleste

wyght That myght be 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R.
win vi (1495) 752 The female lambes ben more ferefull

than the mine, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xv. 361

« Ha, thef , how ferfull thou art now ’ 1586 Marlowe 1st

Pt. Tamburl 1 u, With their fearful tongues they shall

confess a 2628 Sir J Beaumont Bosworth F 783 Gam
thou some Hours to draw thy fearful Breath 1653Walton
Angler 52 Chubs be a very fearful fish 1673 Dryden Cong.

Granada ir 1 11, But now my fearful people mutiny 270a

Addison Dial. Medals x (1727)45 Th’ impatientGreyhound

, B’ounds to catch the fearful Hare 2773 Mrs Chafone
Itnprov Mind (1774) I. nx Women are more fearful than

men. 2827 Keble Chr Year, 3rd Sunday in Lent, It was
a fearful joy To trace the Heathen’s toil 2831 Mrs.
Shelley SwissPeasant in * Keepsake’ 125 His fearful family

would count in agony the hours of his absence

absol c 2400 Prymer (E E T S ) 30 Seytite marie helpe

feerful, and refresche jj® soreuful

b Const, of (also to with inf.), or with clause

introduced by lest or that
c 1360 Vem MS. Mm Poems 524 pe lattor pou art of

good woichmg J>e more feruol jmu schalt be of bi-ginnyng.

1 1400 Beryn 2971 Beryn and his company wer ferefull

liowe to spede 2605 Shaks Lear 1 iv 225,

1

now grow
fearefull That you protect this course 2612 Davies Why
Ireland, etc 270 The Irish are more fearefull to offend the

Law 1630 Johnson'sKmgd <S
Commit) iox Somewhat fear-

full of our desperate wanderers. 1665 Hooke Microgr 207

As a man blindfoldedwould do his hands when he is fearfull

of running against a wall. 17*8 Fope Odyss. vi. 173 Fearful to

15 - a



FEARFULLY. 116 FEASIBLE.
offend At awful distance he accosts the maid 1791 Mrs
Radclii rn Rom Fotal x, Adeline was feaiful of observa-
tion. 1798 Webbl 111 Owen Wellesley's Dtsp 5 ,

1

am fearful
that an attack upon him now is 11101 1 likely to end in
ihscomfitiue 1837 Hallam Const lint (1876) 1 iv 204
This great minister's knowledge of the queen's tunpei
made him sometimes feaiful to act 1850 Kingsu y Alt
Loike 1, She would have led me 111 a stung so fearful was
she lest I should be polluLed 1879 Low Afghan War ut
27.9 The Afghan chief, fearful of trying ail assault, delta-
mined to invest the place

fc. Anxious, concerned; with about, ^/’indi-
cating the object of anxiety 01 concern
*53S Coverdalr i ^ tun iv 13 H is heite was fearful 1 abouie

y^Arke of God. 1500 Maui own inti Ft. Tamburl 111 v.
Thou art fearful of thy army’s stiength 1593 Sijaks
"b
Hen. VI, v vi 87 Edvvaid shall be feareful of his life

4 Of looks, words, etc. * Indicating 01 giving
signs of fear or texror
IS3S Coverdale 2 Esdras hi 3,

1

beganne to speake feai full
woides to the most hyest 1594 Shaks. Ruh III, v in 181
Cold fearefull diops stand on my trembling flesh 1638
Chillingw Rehg Prot 1. 1 § 7 35 A wavering and feaiful
assent. 1791 Mrs Radcliue Rout Rarest 11, Adeline
thiew a feaiful glance .uound 1814 Souihly Roth nek
xni xxg Hasty, yet faltenng in hts feaiful speech

+ 5 Cautions, wary Ohs
1526 Ptlgt Perf (W de W. 1331) 36 Feai dull m pios-

perytees and pacyent in adueisytces 1640 Bi> Rlynolds
Passions ix, It is fit that consiueiing the deceitfulncsse of
things we should bring a feaiful judgement 1781 Giuuon
Decl. ff F III xlvni 58 Themaich of the leinforcement
was tardy and fearful 1791 BuRicr App Whit’s Wks VI
98 Our courts cannot be more feaiful than pmdent.
6. Full of awe or reverence.
iS97 Hooker Eccl Pol v kvn (1611) 3Sn A kmde of

fenrefull admiration at tlie heauen 2602 F Davison in
Farr S P. Eltz (1845) II, 323 That I to thy name may be.ue
1' earfull loue 1879 I-’aurar 6 t Paul (1883) 332 Paul saw in
hnn the spirit of lovmg and fearful duty
Fearfully (fl° ifult), adv [f prec -i -i.y 2 ]I objectively : With communication of fear.
1 So as to cause fear

; dreadfully
; terribly

1526 Pdgr. Perf. (W de W iS3x) 245 b, The impenitent
synneis be drawen downe to hell moost terribly or feer-
fully 1386 Cogan Haven Health ccxli (1636) 272 That
hee bee not waked sodamely and fearefully 2605 Shaks
Eoariv 1 77 There is a Cliffe, whose bending head Lookesm

, ,

conflned Deepe 1641 Hinde/ Brtteu xlvi.
148 1 hts wicked fellow within thiee dayes died most feaie-
lully. i8ax Siiflecy Adouais lv, I am Lome darkly, fear-&5fu.dS.S°

TT ' * 1™ »—<**

2 To a fearful extent or degree Often hyper-
bolically as a mere intensive ; cf FEARFUL 2.
1838 Dickens Nick Nicl. . 11, Smoking fearfully 1862 SirB Brodic I syc/wl. Ing II 111 gS The evils attsuiff fiom the

use of alcohol have been fearfully aggi.ivated by the in-ventwn of distillation 1878 Smh its Robt Dick vn 7G It
was fearfully warm 2878 Mrs. H Wood Pomeroy Ab I.
25 Dinnei 7 that s right, I am fearfully hungry
II subjectively. With a feeling of fear.
3. In a manner indicating fear; timidly, in fear
1348 Ui3Ai.L, etc Erasm Par Matt 111 7 They demaundeof him fearfully what he thmketh best for them to do. 2602

JYlARSTON Antonio s Rev v. 111,

1

might observe The graver

w?
,Sp

?
r
i2<\

feare
iVlly .. l6S8 Cleveland RusticRampant Wks (1687) Sox The Abbot fearfully summons

in his Friends to guard him 1730 Wesley Wks (2830) I 8Walk as prudently as you can, though not fearfully 183aMarryai N Rorster xix, A black head was seen to rise
fearfully out of the fore scuttle

+4. a. Iii a state of apprehension or uneasiness

;

anxiously. Id. Cautiously, with hesitation Obs
,

A- DaY Et
is Se

i
retary\\ (1623)28 This pure living

(once m manner lost, afterwards lecoveied and yet stil feared
fully kept) 1398 Barret Theor JVarres v 1 147 Whoso-euer shall march slow or featefully c 1610 Sir J MelvilMem (1683) 18 The Spaniards compelled oui foot to retue
fearfully 272; Bradley Fam Diet, sv Hunt, His oldHounds will hunt leisurely and fearfully

Fearfulness (fi« jfulnes). ff as prec +
-NESS ]

J

1 The quality of inspiring feai
; dieadfulness

r Place xv. 23 Sende now also thy goodangell before vs (o Lorde) m the fearfulnesse of thy miehtieaime 2385 T. Washington tr Nicholny's Voy 1 nrLie 11

dlmag^
* Wth ^°"lhle ^Jfulnesse andSf' x

.,
3* PoT

f Assassins of Paradise 18 Its very

,,Tw
he
E
S

,t
ndea

f
ed

„ Trench Mtrac xxix
^162)410 He beheld death in all its Tearfulness
A. ihe quality or state of being affected with

lear ; timidity, timorousness. Const of
2494 Fauyan Chroit. vi clxxxt. 180 The lordes went vntothekynge and blamed as they durste his ferefulnesse 1334Coverdale Exeh. xxx 13 A fearfulnesse will I se de in to UmEgmcians londe. 2562 Turner Baths 8 1 hese bathes aie

ri°r/n
r
(v.

neS of t*le ^art *5p7 Hooker Eccl, Pot v § 47

should bi
e
nn/^ ~

our professed fearefulness to ask anything

bertm,tZ\v,[u
r * P0Plsh

,

e
‘T
0n

,
*651 DavenantGw^-

111

c?
832 Wl

ib a Lover s fearfiilness he spake 1666

hnU
Ser

{
H N

.

ov-> A thlrd lhing , is fearfiilness ofbold, popular offenders. 1727 Swirr Gnlhver 11 111 r2e T
y
-rA

l le
^v

°n account of my fearfulness 2842

Th 1V ^ +6 4» We cannot but be protectedfrmn all fearfulness of spiritual despotism,

Fearing (fl» ng), vbl sb. [f Fear v + -ing i 1
The action of the vh Feak. a. The being in
feai 01 dread, f an instance of this, t To hctve m
fearing', to be in dread of b The action of
distrusting or doubling; fan instance of this
tn the Lancashue dialect used collect for ghosts fairies

goblins, etc. By dialect writers spelt^jLl ’ *

2362 J Heyvvood Prov ,5 Efigr (1867)41 Dec no of ckanc
svveepyng folkc had 111 fe.iryng 1633 1 * hi 1 icm u Ptnjh
Isl vni x 109 .Sending often back Jus doubtfull eje 15y
feai mg taught iinthuiigiit of tieachcric ki062 Hi din
Land 11GG811 113 Long lie had not bu.11 in Spun, when
llicie weie many fe irmgs of I11111 111 tliL Cum l of I'.nglaiul
1682 N O Dothan's Luh in 111 126 Pool Ilohlioweliin puts
you 111 this fcaimg

Fearing (ID mj\fpl a [f as put + -ing ^ ]
That Jears

, often in tomb, with pteJKtd ohjttl, as
111 ghost-, Godfeai mg

,

see the sbs
2837 Ht Martini au Soc Amor III 14 The ansloeratit

is the fe-umg, while the dunocratit is the hoping, p uty
Hence Fearingly adv

,

fa in a tcmfymg
manner (obs.)

; b with fear, timidly
rSS6 J IIeywood Spider^ F Ivm, Which shall make thant

lepud much by affection to comfoit spiders spightfully
Rather then diseoinfort them thus feaungly 1820 Kiais
Lamia. 247 Not with cold wonder fearingly But Oipheus-
like 184s R W Hamit ton Pop luittc vni (ed 2) 108
Ihe Confoumst .feaungly doulited its consequences.

I’ Fea'rlac. Ohs Also 3 far-, forlac, 4 forlak.
[f Fean sb (? or v.) . see -lock ] l'eat, terror
a 2225 Antr R 306 Kume uoi& btr tfter fukic <*1223

Leg Rath 30 puih fearlac of etsfule jneates t x3a0 Cast
Love 672 Nc rui|i he feilak foi no fo

Fearless (fi-alcs), a. [f Fear sb. + -less I
Without fear.

1 . Unaffected by feai
j bold, intrepid. Const of\

larely, with inf
a 1400-30 A le.xattder 4993 Jone is a fereles futile 1391

•Sis U-iiH liars of Muses 303 J careless To tumble. 1603
aiiAks Mias for PL iv 11 151 A man feai cltssc of what’s
past, present, or to come <22639 W Wiivii.iv PrototyAs
1 \xi (1640) 249 He hath a bold nttdaLions fcaifcsse
heart. 1709 Sieeil Taller No 63 Pa The Hero stood
as feai less as if mviiliieiahle 2784 Cowi i u Task : 1 3 TheueP‘ elll Dss of wiong, repos’d his wtaiy stiength
2820 Ki ats ist. Agttcs xwix. Arise 1 my love and fearless

mm* r
l87f"4 An 111 uson Missions Amcr lid III. \m _.j8

i. he fearless missionary spent ten days with these ‘deceitfuland bloody men.

fb Without doubt about
, confident of Obs

1634 Sir T Hi rib kt Turn 78 He was feaiclesse oflns
establishment in lus Fathers Royalties.

c. Of the hearing, demeanour, etc : Showing
no sign of fear,

1803 Mackintosh Def. PiltierWks 184G III. 242, I have
satd, a feailess defence 282s — Sp tn Ho Com 27 Apr
ibid. 317 Ihe uncouitly and fearless turbuleiiLc of this

,

IJ
)

0US
|r

l848 W H Barti 1 tt Egypt to Pal v (x879)n6Ihe Hebrew lmtoiiaii moves over it with a feailess step
2875 Jowi tt 1 lato (ed 2) 1 . 430 His mien and his language
weie noble and fearless.

*

f 2 . a Not regarded with fear b Giving no
cause for fear, free fiom danger Obs.
2599 Sylvestj kMv at lePeacir xu\,Seap't from slun-wiack
.and. shiueung on the feai tless bank 2600 Hor 1 and Livyxxv \xxvm (1609) 378 Men are least, seeui ed against thatwhich fortune saith is fcarelessc 2624 lh> Haii R it nil

iff* 98
,

8 He CGod l can make Jinn [Satan] if not useful],
yet reareiesse 1745 Wahbuu ion berm x Pet 11 17 i>, 8 bo

less GoT
honourle!,s KluS Pmniote tlie Woiship of a fear-

Fearlessly (fl^lesli), adv [f pi ec. + -ly aJIn a fearless manner
, boldly, mlicpidly

2585 Abp Sandys Seine, (1841) 44T Ilappy is he who can
fearlessly stand befoie the bon of God

y
2685 1 amTu

ZS&fc T
,
Mjtt * =7 What I speak to you alone that

publish fearlesly to all the World 1774 Pinnvnt Tourhcott m 1772, 327 In the eagerness of the eh.uuwill fcai-
lessly spimg over 1838 Dicici ns Ntch NiU vtu, Mrs^ei

A-,'/y
g
T
d War * OP

-re
ly

T?'
Ul feal lussly ^S6 KaNI’

UxeiofflSrlessir
encounters

Fearlessness (n« Jlesnes) [f as prec. +
-ness] Ihe quality or state of being without
rear

; boldness, intrepidity. Const of.

pniGh*
H^t- Rccoll Treat no Then fearelessenesse of

xfilateb';
1
’ %nd ,

d
?,
aths “gued the truth of their religion1028 Withcr Bn.t Kememh hi 672 Faith bath pow'r to teai h(X&T Goodwin Rilled w the SpZit

devil filling them With feailessness ofGoil
2736 Butler Anal i u, there is a ceitain feai lessntsswith /egard to what may be hereafter. 2752 Johnson

1

194 ? 9 a
|?
ey proceed not from confidence of

’au
fea

.

rless."ess of wiong 2801 Southey Thalaba iv

o
V

’ w witlun Was magic ease, and feailessness secuie
2839W CuAMBrnsfour Holland 14/1 That featlessnessof consequences leads to positive crime 2893 C II

J,

“I!S0N fat'
Ftfc <5- Char 278 The old trick of thought

of the man
S feaile!,!iness m word and a« as the true vmue

Fea*rling. nonce-ivd. A creature that feais
2837 Wheelwright tr, Aristophanes, Birds I. Si6. I ama Libyan bud, the Fearltng called

'

if earn(G, obs. ^and dial foim of Fern,
t Fea’rnothing’. Obs. rare. = Fearnought x

for
Ch“rl“ ““““

PearnougSt (fl-mgt). [f. phrase : Fear v.
(in imperative) + Nought ]

^ l
t0Ut kin

,

d o£
r
woollen cloth, used chiefly onboaid ship in the form of outside clothing m themost inclement weather, also as a protective covei-xng or lining for the outside door of a powder

“SSTr’
the

J>
or^oles

- etc ’ Cf Dreadnought.

A skieen lined with feai nought 2859 F (Tim in us At tilMan uS6j) 210 A wooden plug 1 oveied with ie.u nought
alhtb. 1772-5 Cook I oy (17771 1 « n I g iv e to each

mail llic fe 11 nought picket and t i
1’ a lHis _

J Niai Rio Jonathan II 77 1 1 .1 , ,

3

eo it 1882 Naiii ^hia/uans/itpyul tqyb It ispa.sul tluouuh
feai nought shoots “

2 dial (.Sec quot )
1883 Utmmdbtn vC.loss (]<, D S I, Run nought, a mat June

f?‘ >'1.m.i« wool, shoddy, and imingo before pulling utjun
the eoiuhnsei 1

3 A dunk to Keep up the spmts
l88

?
'Vai 1 Au FindInr iv x aji T’his is the fear-

naught of the tcnUiu.il

Fearsome (fi«*js»m), a. [f. Fear v or sb i

-home ]
1. 1' ear-inspiring; frightful, dreadful
1768 Ross I!denote 3722 The foiemost looks a feat some

duel 1826 Scoti OldMott wui, Wai's a fearsome thing
1842 Barham Ingot Leg-, NtU look, The masons tlnee*

"

saw a fe.u some sigln 1871 M. Cm tins M,g .5 Menh I
vni 236 Iroij fencing with fearsome spikes at the top
Comb 1815 Scoi r l.ny M. wxiv, ‘Amueklc stool fear-

some looking wife she was is evu I set eLii on '

II 2 . ? erton. Timid, apiirchcnstve, Irightencd
1863 A Fonui aMiuk Y attgh d SAnn III, .>05, I was fe it-

some of this \e-iy danger 1872 15 Tayioh Roust U87S) I
vtu. uo 1 m but a silly, fe.usome thing !

*

Hence Pearsomely adv , 111 a fcaisonic manner,
a So as to excite fear. «J|b. Timidly Pear-
someness, the quality of licmg fearsome, a.
Dieadfulness

; teirm. II b Tumdity
2876 B I, Farji on I or; 's Vutory ti, He looki d about

hun feaisoim l> 1883 Hatty Acm 5 July s/.* A pusonu
as fe.trsoinely exciting as Hit elegant baron of fii lion *8gx
1. 1

1

ah 10 Jess t xii, 1 he fact lent less ssuppo ad position
'V. *‘s ftarsoincness, a far luglier fa a matioii 1893 Mack
’> untie 1 1 Mai 28G/2 Hie women were hiding ft .11 sonmly
in their innermost rooms. 2893 Daily 6 June o.L
Ilieie is even a feaisomeutss in her evpiession, as d .she
die.uled to move

h Fea'sance. Obs, Also 6 fenaunoo. [ad
AF Jtsance, -aunu, faiuuoue ( 1m famine), f
fairs to do. Cf. Malkkahance, NuNn.An.vNui'.]
Ihe doing or execution of a condition, obligation,
feudal service, etc

.I
15
?
8 tr ^detail's tmans v 76.1, T lus is nat pioued that

tlie fesaimee of the eoiul) 1 um ouglile to he made vptmn
the landc 1642 tr. Putins' Prof Rk x S f.73 sue Fm the
si owring of a ditch or for tin c uv« ting of a house . he shall
not have at. assise bet ausi lilt y ho onlj m ftasinte, X741
1 Kouinson Gavelkind 1 ( Uuder this ’I erm [( .av HI were
comprehended all .Socage Services whatsolver which lie mRender or I'easaiiLC*

Fea ser. A pruvitUTal name for the Arctic
Gull (Montagu Onnth. J)ut 1 86d).
1 Fea'setraw. Obs. Also fens-, fostrawfo.
[A con uption of feduc, Imhcue, influenced by
Straw.] =Fiscue (see quots).
*S9S G. Markham Tint* Str R hnnmtc \xni, [She] with

her ejes festr.mc points a Stone *6xx Fiotuo, Reslnta,
a reskue or feasetraw that children vse to point tin it letters
2638 1' 1 Art 1 y Struct, m Lyndo»iastn,reni 1 108 To set tin
a man of straw, and push him downe with a festiaw, 2648
tr, .SatanIt s / tn aphi asc upon /oh 408 'I hose Stones makenshui i'ii| r« ssn- 1 -pi, H.a'v, is 1

r, • .. » w 1 w ; t .

1 ' ll ‘
1
' - 1 1

1
.‘i 1660 S 1 'sin tJitriUki

1,1 A '
.

1

’n« EUn a*. 0 I " . e ,li |>

pouus icte j

Feasibility (ff^ibi liti). [f nc\t + -m\] The
quality or fact of being feasible.
1 . Capability of being done; piacticabihty
1624 J jAMisin Alp Uss/uds Lett < 16861 y>8 If he did

turn away his mind wholly fiom Clndsey, I thirst presume
or moie fasthility [wt] anti nossihiluy lure of doing good.
Ibid 331 to give proof of the fnistlnhty fwt ) of tlie Work
to tlie conunon profit or theClmreh. 265* H.y, in Costnog,
“PP df. lhc kvalluicy and feasibility of his invention.

7,.,t
7
r!..a°aV

,U *vfof Living (16&S, die T he- alike easinessand faisibihty of all things unto him. 1725 Bn vni 1 v Ram
V" Ait

v
e
>
A

.
L<

:
ord,nff t0 ‘be different eireumstanee of

Difficulty or I< easibihty of it x86o I-itoum Hut hue VI
319 -they changed their minds, on the feasibility of their
enterpuse 1

b. quasi-rtwtr Something feasible.
1646 Sir 1 BrownePy ud. Rp 1, v. 17 Men often swallow

Ues]"am> ‘

I'..’,'

'' fyr

I* 2. t . >.
, l) .

1

. s. * g 1; 4 it." c/s

offS cLuutPe /TaJn° l
klS 33 }ly t0l)f«hnt AssertumofMhe fettbihty of Aqua ntee out of gt.un unmalted

Feasible (flzib’l), a. l-orms 5 faysyblo,
fesable, 6 fays-, feac-(7 feice-)able, 6-7 fais-
able fesiblo, 7 fac-, fens-, fa(i)s-, fe(a

;ciblo,feizable, -ible, foisible, 7-8 feas(e)-, feazablo,
-ible, 7- feasible, [a OF. faisable

, -zbh, f fats-
U
?^rsc

tem
?
£fave facet c) to do : ste RLE ]1 Ot a design, project, etc. . Capable of being

clone, accomplished or earned out; possible!
piactieable 1

,s^t
6
?J°

R1
r^

CU
i

r/,fo Vif' MonAx > Suth enterpitso

n W T/,WV Rali 1011 Z
,

U t0 Ld himghleym .V a v/(i8(m) V. 207 I he matter and service will be verv
fesible 2647 Ward him/ Colder (18,3) 63 To a infinite

AudiM,nSS
T?

re Cliually fuihable^iVp“At tin (1690)114 It is .a very feasible matter for risncland I

1787
'
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U
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Ser. 11. iv. (18697 89 The mind runs
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back to what was so . feasible at one time. *873 T H.
Bennlt Winter Medit 1 vn 200 We are so ready as a
nation, to go to any feasible expense to obtain what we want
absol 1874 MorllyCompromise (1886} in Ius the natural

pioduct of the political spirit, which is incessantly thinking
of the immediately feasible

2 Of things in geneial, raiely of persons Cap-
able of being dealt with successfully m any way,
either m a material 01 immaterial sense
Cf Sc 1 Feasible, neat, tidy Roxb J

(Jam

)

1611 Speed Hist Gt Bnt, ix xn 122 Pans . not being
fesible, he letires into Bntaine to lefiesh his Armie 1614
Bp Mouniagu Gagg To Rdr 3 [I] am like enough to draw
you my Parishioners with me, at least to make you more
feasable, then otherwise you would he 1624 — Let 22
Nov

,
in 5/ Cosin’s Corresp, (1869) I 27 Yet is in (the living]

feisable for a good exchaunge. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv
Iuipr (1653) 48, I know all Lands are not so Fecible as
others are 1727 BradleyFam Diet

, Corn-Setting Engine,

a very easy and most feasible Instrument 1839 James
Louis XI V, II 87 The whole place was so feasible 1856
Mrs Carlyle Lett II 307, I should so like a Scotch-
woman, if I could get any feasible Scotchwoman 1866
MacGregor 1000 Miles in Rob Roy Came 5 The difficulty
was to find what rivers were at once feasible to paddle on
and pretty to see,

3. Of a proposition, theory, stoiy, etc : Likely,
probable
Hardly a justifiable sense etymologically, and (probably

for that reason) recognized by no Diet
, though supported

by considerable literary authority
1656 IloiWL'tSia. LessonsWks 1843 VII 323 A proposition

uttered, to the end to have it examined whether it be tiue
or not tiue, faisable or not faisable 1726 Adz/. Capt R
Boyle 57 Now Mir/a kept the Key of the Gate, so that my
Story was feazable enough 1767 H Brooke Fool ofQual
xvu, ‘As you say, James', cried Mr Fenton, ‘this ac-
count seems pretty feasible’. 1833 Lyell Pnnc Geol III
105 The only feasible theory . that has yet been proposed
1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith, v 1 § 2 277 There might be
some feasible doubts as to whether [etc ] 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi v. 129 It seems feasible that a legitimate trade
might take the place of the present unlawful traffic.

4. As sb in pi Things feasible Obs
i66t Glanvill Seeps Set xu 114We conclude many things

within the list of Impossibilities, which yet are easie Feas-
ables

Hence Feasibly adv., in a feasible manner;
Fea sibleness, the quality or fact ofbeing feasible,

feasibility.

1649 Blithe Eng Improv. Imp? (1653) 86 Improve it

by Floating, which may very Feazibly be done according to
the direction of the fourth . Chapter 1722 Collier Ess
(1725) IV 331 They have made the Project look feasibly,

and contriv’d Ways and Means to prevent Discovery
1633 T James Voy 107 The faiseablenesse of the Action
intended 1736 Carte Ormonde II 177 Ihe feasableness
of the ofleis which had been made of seizing Glocester
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert 1, A demonstration of the feasi-

bleness of infant instruction

Feasor : see Tokt-feasok.

Feast (fist), sb. Forms . 3-6 fest(e, 4-6 feaste,

feest(e, (6 5V. feist), 9 dial, veast, 6- feast [a.

OF. feste (Fr fete) =Pi
,
Pg, It.festa, Sp fiesta

•—Com. Rom festa fern sing
,
a L festa festal

ceremonies, neut. pi offestus adj festal
,
but the

Lat word equivalent tofeast wasfestnm, the neut.

sing of this adj.
The L festus is prob a ppl formation containing the same

root asJerta (— older yesia.) see Fair sb ]

1. A religions anniversary appointed to be ob-

served with rejoicing (hence opposed to a fast), m
commemoration of some event or in honour of
some personage. The feast, in the N T. esp. the

Passover.

>
Movable feasts those (viz Easter and the feasts depend-

ing on it) of which the date varies from year to year
; op-

posed to immovable feasts, such as Christmas, the Saints’
Days, etc.

a 1223 A ncr R. 22 $if hit beo holimht vor fre feste of me
lescuns |>et kumeS amorwen <• 1275 Passion 83 in O. E.
Misc 39 As hit neyhlechet to heore muchele feste 1297 R
Glouc (1724) 441 Hys Ester feste c 1340 CursorM 10428
(Tnn ) Men shulde .fair clofring on hem. take for her he3e
feestes sake CX380 Wyclif Serm Sel Wks II 238 pel
holden wel fris feeste 1411 Rolls ofFa? It. Ill 650/1 The
Saterday neghst after the Test of Seint Michael. C1470
Henry Wallace xi 353 He said, it was bot till a kyrkyn
fest 1526 Tindale Luke xxu 1 The feaste of swete breed
drue nye whiche is called ester a 1550 Chnstis Kirke Gr
vi, For honor of the feist 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent
(1826) 124 As the Romanes did their feast of Fugalia. or
chasing out of the Kings 1611 Biblf Ex xu 14 You shall

keepe it a feast by an ordinance for euer 1740 Gray Lett
Wks 1884 II. 85 Corpus Chnstt Day, the greatest feast in
the year 1796 H Hunter St Picme’s Stud Nat. (1799)
III jo8 It is the feast of Jupiter 1825 Fosbroke Encycl
Anttq (1843) II 631/2 A principal feast was made m com-
memoration of the return of warmth and the sun 1885
Catholic Diet , Feasts of the Chit? ch

,
Days on which the

Church joyfully commemorates particular mysteries of the
Christian religion or the glory other sauits

b Double feast (L festum duplex) : the desig-

nation given to the most important class of feasts

in the Roman Catholic church ; for the (disputed)

origin of the name see Cathol Diet. s. v Feast.
a 122s Ancr R 70 Euench uudeie holdeS silence bute

jif hit beo duble feste c 1500 Arnold Citron. (1811) 68 On
bondayes and other solempne and double festys

c A village festival held annually, originally

on the feast of the saint to whom the parish church

is dedicated (cf. Fr fete de village), but now

117

usually on a particular Sunday of the year, and the
one or two days following. In some places called
wakes or revels
In England the village ‘feast,* wheie it continues to be

observed, is the great annual occasion {second to 01 availing
Christmas) for family gatherings and the entertainment of
visi tors fiom a distance

*SS9 Mirr Mag, Worcester xvn, Whan I should have
gone to Blockam feast 1821 Clare ViIt Mmsir I 33
Statute and feast hn> village yearly knew. 1857 Huguls
1om Brown 1 11, Ihe great times for back-swording came
round at the feast. Ibid

,

The Vale ‘ veasts’ were not the
common statute feasts, 1864W Barnls in Macm Mag
Oct. 476 At the feast, at the cool evenentide, I walk'd on wi*
you

f 2 . A gathering for pleasure 01 sports
; a fete

x4®5 Caxton Paris $ V (1868) 13 The kyng made his
maundement that theyal shold come uyth theyr aimes and
hors for to louste and they that shold do best in aimes .

they shold haue the prys and the wotshyp of the feste,
CX489 — Sonnes ofAytuon vii 175 They sholde kepe well
the feest, that noo noyse nor noo stryffe were there made
3 . A sumptuous meal or entertainment, given to

a number of guests
,
a banquet, esp of a more or

less public nature. Also a series of such entertain-

ments To make a feast : to give a banquet

fr To hold afeast to give or join m a banquet
c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 11 Untimehche eten alehuse and

at feme and at feste c 1275 Lay 14425 fre king makede
feste [1205 ueorme], a 1300 Flonz # Bl 78 Anon me him
tifrmge tolde pat be admiral wolde feste h[olde] c 1350
Will Paleme 3074 pe fest of pat manage a monefr fulle lasted
EX386 Chaucer Clerk's T 934 Ful besy was Grisilde m
every thing, 1 hat to the feste was appertinent 1389 in Eng
Gilds (1870) 4 pe brethien and sustren shul hold togeder
a fest. c 1400 Destr. Troy 203 He cast hym full cointly be

cause of this thyng, In a Cite be-syde to somyn a fest
<1x400-50 Alexander 480 pis deie kynge Had parreld him
a proude feste ofprinces & dukis 1523 Ld Berners Froiss
I lxxxi 103 The nexte day she made them a great feest at
dyner 1607 Shaks Timon lit. vi. 75 Make not a Citie
Feast of it, to let the meat code, ere we can agree vpon the
first place 1678 Lady Chaworth in Hist. MSS Comm
12th Rep App v 53 The Duke of Yoike comes to towne
to the Artillery feast to day 1682 Bunyan Holy War(1785)
165 Mr Carnal Security did again, make a feast for the town
of Mansoul. 1779-81 Johnson L . P , Savage Wks III 344
Savage was distinguished at their public feasts. 18x4
Byron Co? saint, i, Seyd, the Pacha, makes a feast to-night,

fr b Hence rarely . The company at a feast

a 1400-50 Alexander 492 Ail fre fest was a-ferd & ofrire

folke bathe

4 An unusually abundant and delicious meal;
something delicious to feed upon

; fig an exquisite

gratification, a rich treat To make a feast, to

enjoy a good meal, eat luxuriously (of, upon)
1393 Gower Conf III 30 ’Eke mm ere hath over this

A deinty feste 1x440 York Myst xv 44 Say felowes,

what I fynde yhe any feest Me falles for to haue parte,
parde I 1526 Ptlgr Per/ (W de W 1331) 290 b, They
attayne to greater feestes, and more haboundaunt loye of
the spiryte 156a J Heywood Prov Epigr (1867) 85
Folke saie, enough is as good as a feast 1645 Quarles
Sol Recant vm 43 This makes thy morsel! a perpetuall

Feast. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) 1 xv 266 And make a
feast upon me 1739 Gray Lett Wks 1884 II. 48 Two
eunuchs’ voices, that were a perfect feast to ears that had
heard nothing hut French operas for a year a 1744 Pope
Inut. Nor Epist 1 vu 23 Pray take them, Sir—Enough's
a Feast 1822 ShelleyHellas 1025 The death-birds descend
to their feast 1823 Lamb Elia Ser 1 Distant Corr

,

The
moment you received the intelligence my full feast of fun
would be over 1851 Hawthorne Ho Sev Gables nix (1883)

338 He would make a feast of the portly grunter. 1865 M
Arnold Ess, Cnt vi (1875)247 How little of a feast for the

senses 1870 Dickens E Drood hi, We had a feast.

fr
1 5. Rejoicing, festivity Obs.

c 1300 St, Branaan 75 We seidc hem that we hadde l-beo
in alle joy and feste, Btfore the 3ates of Paradys c 13x5
Shoreham (Petcy Soc) 148 Ac nys no blysse ne no feste

[.printed seste] Ajeyns the joye of conqueste Thet hys thorx
god 1644 MiltonEduc

,

Living out their days in feast and
jollity 1667 — P, L vi 167 Mmistring Spirits, tramd up
in Feast and Song
6 To makefeast (= Fr fairsfete) : a To make

merry, rejoice ; m later use with narrower sense, to

enjoy a delicious lepast, to feast arch.
a i2z$A ncr.R 222 He bringeS hire on to a last makien

feste. CX300 Seyn Julian 33 1 o gadeie hi made gret feste

1375 Barbour Bruce xix 730 The scottis folk maid fest

and far, And blew hornys and fyres maid 1483 Caxton
Gold Leg 188/1 As sone as thy salutacyon entud in to myn
eerys the chylde. made joye and feste <1x533 Ld Berners
Huort vu 16 My hert is not very joyfull to synge nor to

make fest 1870 Morris Earthly Par, Cnpul <$- Psyche
(1890) 107/t Come, sister, sit, and let us make good feast l

x88i Ilnnyson Cup 11 Poems (1889) 762/2, I would that
every man made feast to-day Beneath the shadow of our
pines 1

frb. To show honour or lespect to, make much
of (a person). Cf Fr faire fete h. Also absol

To pay one’s court Obs
X340 Ayenb 136 fre Ihord him frotefr and niakefr him

greate feste c 1369 Chaucer Dcthe Blanncke 638 With his

hede he maketh feste c 1400 Rom. Rose 5064 She laughetli

on hym, and makith hym feeste. c 1450 Met lin 88 He mer-
veiled why the kynge made hym soche grete feeste a 1533
Ld BrRNERh Hnon lvi 189 His doughter came to hym to

make him feest

7 altnb and Comb, a simple attrib ,
as fcast-

cake, -companion
,

-guest, -house, -night, -rite,

-robe
; feast-famous adj. b. objective, as feast-

goer) feast-finding adj.

1837 Hughes Tom Bi own 1. 11, Every household, managed
to laise a *' feast-cake * a x6xo Healey Theophrastus (1636)
40 His *feast-companions. 1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas 1 v
143 Dainty Salmons, Chevms thunder-scar’d, * Feast-famous
Sturgeons 1593 Shaks Liter 8i7 ; Feast-fiiidiiig minstrels
xSS* H ulolt, * Feas t-gestes which be limited to the banquet
or feast. 1837 Hughes Tom Br<nvu 1 11, The frighted
scurrying away of the female ''feast-goers. 1483 Calk A net.
128/2 A *Fest house, conuiuanwn. 1539 Cranmek in
Strype Life 11 (1694) 246 Every alehouse and tavern, every
feasthouse x8ao Keats St Agnes xx, This ’‘feast-night.

1725 Pope Odyss x 404 Shall I be led To share thy ’‘feast-

rites xsg4 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 111. (1617) 94 Keeping on
his *feast-robe onely

8

Special comb : fr feast-bed, a couch for re-

clining at meals, a Inclimum, feast-day, a day
on which a feast (senses 1-3) is held; feast-

maker, the giver ofa feast ; feast-master, one who
presides at a feast

,
feast-won a

,

won by a feast.

a x66x Holyday Juvenal 268 Lazing on their ’‘feast-beds.

a 1300 CursorM 13131 (Cott) Sant Ion al-wais in pnsun
lai, 111 it com on a *fext dat. Wyclif x Macc. 1 41
The feestdays tberof ben turned in to moumyng c 1400
Maundev (Roxb ) vui 30 frai dnnk na wyne comounly, Dot
on hegh feste days x6ix Bible Amos v 21 ,

1

despise your
feast dayes <2x746 Hoidsworth On Virgil (1768) 138
On the feast-day of Castor and Pollux 1870 Dickens
E Drood xiu. It would never do to spoil his feast-days
1351 Robinson tr More's Utop Epist (Arb ) 26 Geuyng no
thankes to the “feaste maker, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 30
It [the word trechcdipna] is sometimes taken for the ftast-

maher 1610 Healey St, Aug Citte ofGod 321 Doth not
the Bndegroome turne all the *feast-maibters out of his
chamber 1870 Morris Earthly Par III iv 188 ihen
needs must the feast masters strive Too pensive thoughts
away to drive 1607 Shaks Timon 11 11 180 “Feast won,
fast lost

Feast (fist), v Forms 3-5 fest(e(n, -m, -yn,

4 feaste, 5 teest, 6 feasten, 6- feast. [ME
festen

,
ad OF fester fix.fHer), f feste Feast sb ]

1 . lntr To make or paitake of a feast, fare

sumptuously, regale oneself. Also with on, upon

,

and tofeast it.

c 1300 K Ahs. 1378 Teller of jeste is ofte myslike Ribaud
festeth also with tripe c 1385 Chaucer L G W. 2157
Ariadne, There festen they, there dauncen they and synge
1483 Cath. Angl 128/2 Uo Feste 1590 Shaks Com Err
iv iv 65 Did this Companion Reuell and feast it at my
house to day [?] 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xxvm 48
When the Sun-bak’d Peasant goes to feast it with a Gentle-
man 1691 HARtcurrE Virtues 71 They honour a Martyr
by feasting 011 his Festival 1819 Shelley Cyclops 365 The
Cyclops . Now feasts on the dead 1859 Tennyson Enid
1136 Geraint bad the host Call m . his friends And feast
with these in honour of their Earl

fig c 1600 Shaks Sonn xlvu, With my loves* picture
then my eye doth feast 1768 Verse ofOxford Newsman
in Oxford Sausage (1822) 177 At length we change our
wonted note And feast, all winter, on a vote 1825 Lytton
Falkland 13, I have, as it were, feasted upon the passions
1871 G Meredith H RiJunoud xxv (18S7) 226 The prin-
cess let her eyes feast incessantly on a laughing sea.

+ b To keep holiday, give oneself to pleasure
;

to enjoy oneself Obs
1608 Shaks Per 1. iv. 107 Feast here awhile, Until our

stars that frown lend us a smile

c. Tofeast away, to drive away by feasting
; to

pass (time) m feasting.

1621 Br. Hall Heaven upon Earth § 6 Feast away thy
cares 1733 Fielding Don Quix. vi Eng n v. Then
hungry homeward we return, To feast away the night,

2 trans. To provide a feast for, regale. Also ref.
1340-70 Ahsaunder 978 Whan hee is fare fro fight his

folke for too feaste X377LANGL P PI B xv 335 Religious
frat riche hen shulde rather feste beggeres fran burgeys.
1470-85 Malory Arthur 1 xxi, The kynge and all that
Were fested that day. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb Keut
(1826) 256 The Lorde Bartholomew magnificently feasted
there the Queene 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v v,
Here lies a dish to feast thy fathers gorge 1651 Davenant
Gondibert m v 80 Hope, the worlds standing Guest,
Fed by the Rich, but feasted by the Poor. 1725 Dr Foe
Voy round World (1840) 179 Our men might be said not
to refresh but to feast themselves here with fresh provisions

1849 James Woodman v. Arrangements made for feasting

the number of Forty m the stranger’s hall 1863 Geo Elioi
Romola 1 xx, The guests were all feasted after this initial

ceremony.
fig. c 1300 Havelok 2938 Hauelok . bigan His denshe
men to feste wel With riche landes 1393 Langl P, PI C
xvn 3x8 Inat-uoluntas-tna festefr hym eche day 1607
Shaks. Timon in. vi. 36 Feast your eares with the Musicke
awhile X653 Walton Angler 46 A companion that feasts

the company with wit and mirth 1701 Fauquhar SirH
Wildair v v. We’ll charm our ears with Abel’s, voice ; feast

our eyes with one another X749 Fielding Tom Jones xn
xiu, With the Gypsies he had feasted only his understand-
ing x8x6 J Wilson City ofPlague m i 163,

1

know not
why My soul thus longs to feast itself on terror x8x8 Jan
Mill Bnt. India II iv vu 256 To feast the Company
with the most flattering accounts of the state of their affairs

1857 Willmott Pleas Lit. xi. 45 Pope, at twelve feasted
his eyes in the picture galleries of Spenser

3 In. a more general sense : To entertain hospit-

ably and sumptuously.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xiu. 48 She doeth make grete

appareylles for to feeste Eneas ryghte highely 1548 Hall
Lhron 184b, They were of Philippe, duke of Bourgoyne,
wel receyved and fested 1600 E Blount ir Conestag^ta
30 The Duke of Medina Sidoma feasted the King, with
chasing of buls x6ox Shaks Twel N in iv. 2 How shall

I feast him? What bestow of him?
Hence Fea’sted ppl a. Fea stmg ppl. a.
cx440 Promp Parv 158/1 Festyd, or fed wythe goode

mete and drynke, convivatus 165a Bkklowes Theoph iv



FEASTER.
la 58 That 1 may entei with thy feasted ft tench 1674
Dkyden State Innocence 17 All these ate outs, all nalttic’s

excellence Whose last 01 smell can bless the feasted sente

1593 Shaks Rom, <y Jul v in 86 Hei beau tie makes '1 Ins

Vault a feasting presence full of light

Feasten (fT st’n), a. tare [f Feast sb + -en 4
]

Made foi a feast.

1891 Atheussum 10 Oct 486/3 The adinnable collection of
feasten and ceremonial cakes

Feaster (f/star). [f Feast v + -eh 1.]

'| 1 The giver of a feast, host, enteitamci. Ob

s

c 1425 Festivals Chut ch 294 mLeg Rood (1871) 220 Neuci
festour fedde better 154s Udall, etc hum11 Par Malt
xiv 18 A feastei and a feader of the bodies 1587 Turhi nv
Trag T (1837) 40 The fenster ptayde cche one to take Ins
place, x6xx CoTGit , hestivant, a feastei or feast mtkei
2 One who is in the habit offeasting

,
a luxmious

liver

a 1633 Austin Medit (1635) 84 Thou hlialt have ntoie Ioy
. then the worldly Feasters have a 166* Holyday Ju?'Ciial
50 Implying, that the Romans once plain and thrifty wue
now become feasteis 1670 Milton Ilist Lug 1 Wks
{1847)482/2 Lud was haidy, and bold m wai , 111 peace, a
jolly feaster 1725 Pori- Odyss m 401 While lawless feasters
in thy palace sway. 1806W Tayloii in Ann Rev IV 231
The pampered feaster,

3, One who partakes of a feast , a guest.
*813 Scott Rokcby m xiv, Among the feasters waited

near, Sorrow. 1870 Mourns Earthly Par III iv 187
What music on the feasteis fell

Feastful (fistful), a arch [f as prec + -pul.
The formation was piob first suggested by the
sound of Festival a

, cf Festyjujl
]

1 Occupied in or addicted to feasting; of the
nature of feasting

;
festive f I1castful day . origin-

ally= festival day, but m late examples the adj
has llie general sense
a 1440Found St Bartholomew'

s

n. 1 35Whan the goldync
path of the son redueid to vs the desuid loves otfcstfull
celebrite 1447 Boklniiam Seyntys (Roxb ) 49 Upon a festful
day Clepyd of the temple the dedycacyoun 1553 Bi conRcliques 0/Rome (1563) 75* The leastful day of the ]£pt-
phanye 164^ Milton Sonnet ix 12 The Bndegiootn. and
his feastful friends Pass to bliss 1671 — Samson 1741 ’1 he
virgins also shall, on feastful days, Visit his tomb with
flowers *724 Pope Odyss 1 117 His herds and flocks 111

feastful rites devour Ibid iv 001 They rise, and to the
feastful hall lemove 1849 J Sterling in I<raseds Mag;
XXXIX. 4x6 For this he bade to smile The ieastful city
with aU joy’s excesses 1870 Morris Earthly Pai iv 346
So fell the noisy day to feastful night
2 Filled with feasting, full of food and wine.
1810 Lamb Poems, Salome, The feastful monaich’s heait

was fired

Peasting (ft stir)), vl>l sb, [f. Feast v +
-ING 1

.] The action of the vb. Feast hi various
senses

, an instance of this.

c *374 Chaucer TroyIns in 1669 He spenditli mstith and
makith festynges 1377 Langl P PI 13 xi 188 }owi e
frendes wil fonde ^ovv to quite sowie festynge and aowie
faire Jifte 153® Starkey England 1 in 95 For iliei was
neuci so grete festyng and bankettyng 1665 Manley
Grotxus Bow C IVarres 13 The Commons whose whole
study was Merchandizing and feasting 1710 Land Gas
.No 4659/2 Publick Feastmgs have been made at Comt
twice every Week *774 J Bhyant Mythol III 133 1 hey
were giving themselves up to feasting and jollity 1840
1 hiri wall Greece VII lix 339 Ptolemy celelnated his
second deliverance by sacrifices and feastmgs
attrib *563 Homilies n Place $ lime Prayer u (1859)

350 Come and cheerfully entei into Gods feastinghouse
X641 Brome Jovtall Grew 11 Wks 1873 III 389 'Ihe Mastei
of your Feast and feastmg-House

FeaBtings even, eiTon form of Fabtehs een.
Feastivity, obs form of Festivity
t Pea*stly, a Obs. rare [f Feast sb ]

Festive, fond of feasting, jolly

as May
^HAUCER ^qr >s 7 273 A feestlych man as fi essh

1* Pea’stly, adv. Obs In 3 fesfcelike [f. as
prec. + -ly ^ j As men do at a feast

,
merrily

£izS° Gen f) Ex, 3407 Ietro at wiS moysen festelike
Ji eastraw(e . see Feabeteaw.
Fea*stresa rare A female feaster.

9 The *»* 09 *he

Peat (f«l), sb Forms 4-7 fait(e, -yt(e, 4-6
fete, (4 fet), 5 faytte, 5-6 faiete, feacte, fettle,
feet(e, feifc, (6 faytht), 5-7 feate, <5

, 9 Sc fate,
o- feat, [a OFr. fait, fet (later faict) :-L
factum

:

see Fact
]

*t* Is In neutral sense , An action, deed, course of
conduct

;
= I act i a. Also Feats and deeds To

do,faform or work thefeat to ‘do the deed’. To
work one's {full')feat to effect one’s full purpose
c 1420 Chron Filed 8464 To Wylton he bytte sow gon

1 o parfoime Jie fette 1491 Caxton Pitas Patr (W deW,
149s) L ix i3b/2 Saynt Iherom .prayed that he wold
lecounte to hem of his faytes & his dedes 1303-4 Act xqHen FII, c 34 Pieamb

, Dyvers feetis betwen theym con-

SJS®. C0U?Pl
(
ed *538 Leland Itm IV 6 Of thevhich [treasoure] he tooke a certem part to a Feete at Iilsown Pleasure, a 1555 Ridlcy Wks (1843I 65 Thou shalt

y ca
,,
ed t0 do thy feat and to play thy part 1576Tjde Parryeth no Man, Thy money is English, whichmust works the feate. 1577 Hohnshed C/trou II 310ao come to their succours in time, and yer the English-m|n had wrote their full feat 1587 Turuerv Trag T

(1837) 3oi He that had resolvde to doe his feate! andhome agayne. 1630 R, Johnson's Kmgd $ Comnew 34

118

Whcie numbeis and weapons have not . pievailed, tlicie

hath money alone done the fc.at, 1659 K Harris/Vi/aw/'t
lion Age 7 Tht. l.nlais as soon as they have done then
feat betake thunsclvcs to then heels 1678 Hum 1 k lhid
111 1 511 If you have jh.i form'd the l'e it 'Ihe Blows ate
Msible 1732 Poia l/oi Sat 11 11 15 If then pi tm In e.ul

and milk will do the feat, 'Ihe pleasuic lies in you, and nut
the meal

f b Action 111 genual , o\etl action
,
deeds, as

opposed to wo ids Jly way ofjeat (J ,.nv , =F
par vote dofait) . by violence Obs
1362 I.angl P PI A 1 160 James pu gentel bond hit in

his Book, pat [Fey] withoulen [fait] Is febcloie pen lioust

a 1400-50 A le.xandi r4f>6 All |»nie fete in falshule it emits
1426 Oath 0/

1

outs in Ilall Chum (1809) 135 Not slider
that any of the saicd parties pi ucede 01 altuinjilc by way e
of fut against the kyugts peace Ibid

,

Rediessyng all

such inaner of proceclyng by waie of felt or force 1560
Piotuie IFynes PnUt Nostu 35 111 Hn/1 E P. P IV. 15a,
I can nought gete of him by fete nor wyle

'I*
c A business transaction Obs.

1588 J Mi 1 1 is J!> ti/e Inst

1

F iv b, Put your fu.ates downe
apai te in a le.afe aftei your doing.

d. Jiy feat op. by the agency of, by dint of
Obs. ext. arch
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA 1 i 1 Executed by fayt of

diligence and witte
_
1805 Scon LastMvisit 1 m, Men

said, he changed liis mortal flame By feat of magic
mystei y.

2 . All exceptional 01 noteworthy act or achieve-
ment

, esp a deed of valour
; a noble exploit

Often 111feat ofarms Now somewhat at ch
,
and

with some mixture of 3
a 1400-50 Alexander 3105 All ]ie feete at otirc fadirs in

Pe fold hade 1485 Caxi on Pa> n .) V 9 Knyghtes 1 edy to
do fayte of armes c 1507 Jnstes Moneths May <) June 182
II.i/l mi? P, P II 127 Noble actes and faytes inertyall
Shall be hadm remembr.iunce immortall. 1555 Arp. Paeiio r
Ps cvi 305 Noble faytes in Egypt done 1585 Jas I Ess
Poesie (Arb 167 Martiall and kmelitly faitlis of armes i6xx
Biiiie Judith xi 8 Thou onely art wonderfull m feates of
warre 1642 R Carpeni lr Experience,A peece of sanctified
and blessed wave, which shall make the Devill 1 mine, and
doe many such feates 1667 Miiton/j L ii 537 With Teats
of Arms Fiom either end of Heav’n the welkin burns, 18x3
ScorT Tt term 11 xxvi, Foi feats of arms as far renown'a
As warrior of the Table Round. 1843 Lytion Last Bat
1 i, Those personal feats dazzled the populace 1856
Stanley Sinai <5 Pal 111 (1858) 161 Othmel pet formed the
feat of aims that won lum the daughter of Caleb
1

1

* Man orfolk offeat man or folk of deeds
or might Cf. Fr. gens defait.
c 1500 Melusiue xig Theywere folkc of faytte and of grete

enteipryse Ihd. 2x1 Prysouners at men of estate &
faytte.

3 An action displaying dcxtcnly or strength
; a

surprising trick, a ‘lour de foiee’
1564 BriefExam. * * * * ^

*, Among the Panums , men
are able to woike theyr feates. 16x4 l!r. Haii Recoil.
/ 1 eat. 989 Iiec had rather send foi his magicians to worke
feates 1682 S. Pokuagi Medal Rev 281 Ihe jugling flat
Is plainly seen. *77° Goidsm Dis Fill, 22 Sleights of
ait and feats ofslicngth went lound 1822 Imison St *
Ait). 22 I’eats of balantmg 1826 J WnscmNoct Ambr,Wks i8ss I 240 What tricks did the imps lieifoun? They
weiena tricks, they weie fates 1867 Lady Hlrbliu

a
V1 ^ woncler^u l feat of architectural skill.

T4 An evil deed
, a crime. Ohs. ==Ka.ct i c.

1481 Caxton Godfrey 224 This fals turk . had don this
leet 1490 — Eneydos iv 20 The blody faytte vpon me
doon by the false Plasmator. xssg Mur Mae

,
DA.

Llatence xn, 1 owarde Ins feat to set 111c more on fire.
*

1

* 5 A kind of action
; one of the operations

piactised in any art or profession
; also, in more

comprehensive sense,* a department of action, a
pursuit, employment, ait or profession The feat
of merchandise : mercantile business {The) feat
of war\ warfare Feats of war : military duties
or exercises. Obs.
c 1400 Destr Troy 10039 Wise men m werr . Of all fetis

entourmyt, pat to fight longit nsoo Arnolde Chum
(1011J 80 1 reemen ocupied a bowte the faite of maich.tndise
111 feite controls 15x1-2 A ct 3 lien VIII, 0581 To sei ve
the Kyng m feit of Wane 1531 Ei yot Gov i via (1537)
24 By the feate of portraiture a capitayue maye dyserme
the countrey of Ins aduersary 1539 Cranmer in Stiypc
Life 11. (1694) 243 Ihe smith will not sell the tools of his
occupation I> or then how should hue woi k Ins feat 7 1440Act 32 Hen. VIII, c 42 § 3 Suche persones exeicise
barbart, as washynge, or shauyug,and other feates tliervnlo
belonevng 1555 Act 2-3 PA 4 M. c ix § 4 No Weaver

shah exercise the Feat or Mystei y of a Tucker. 1574
J. Dee in Lett, Lit Men (Camden) 38 A good boke 01 In-
ternment for Perspective, Astionomy, 01 som feat of im-
portance 1577 tr BulhngeFs Decades hi. 1 268/1 The
leate of meicbandumg is no where condemned tlnoughout

Scnptures, _x6o° Holland Aizy/ xxi xw (1609)407 A nation unskilfull altogether in the feat of assaulting

SK. ,SS."Wca w
4. 5fe„

+ ® The art, knack, or trick of doing anything

S
H
t
UCC

,

R CUrL '

S T' 373 Gnsildis Coudo all thefeteofwiflyhomlmess c xaoo Destr Troy 1529 Masons batykull fete couthe 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par. Mark in

°c
n
z® ^

ette^ the feate howe to worke mischiefe

i*rYi : 7 mey want UIL ric it

f u ’f
seaso

i
1 them Ifi33 Ford Love's Swr

11 mTW.Sx
th
u

feat on
{ A68x Glanvill Saddnctsnnts

andVucussing
611 having ,tlieFeat of Colounng, Painting

FEAT.

1 7 . Fact, actuality In plnai.es • The fat of•

tlie facts lh.it iclale to In, 0/ ft at' 111 laet Oh
13 L / llht P B 1 1 1 ifi Hit lerclt flelukit m flic in

his iajic IhiihIl 11140050 lh Hindu ju
J» u Of|K.luld

«k. of |>e> 111 iiiami lit vile |n flle 1 11 1 lie 1436 Pot J'otnn
(Uolhi II i8j I li 111 shtildc wuishjp unto win. noble he, In
flet and flume to Inule and magi sic « 1477 < wion Jason
1 ( Alw.ij in fu t ye bane icfu ,ul him 1481 Mvn in
iv Ivijb, Will je tin line aftei sil tilt fail ul the nioue
1490 - - Lm ydo\ i\ 18 I n banc knuiilu In of tins myiai le
uni ofalfl the fa>lle theiol t. iSooz7/,/zn/zz t Of laytte
then c ins gi etc seat mysshnig mil gi etc losse

|

b. Upon the peat of (hi utt le fait de) on
the subject of, concerning Obs
1483CAM0N f.old I IV 4.7/x Ciyujng ( oiniet >11 to the

sowles upon the faytu ot ilicyt uinsijenii X483 - C, de
la Pont (1868) 167 Omsit befell to Smi l'ouei(lli s ih I uial
as lie told me vpon tin f.tjt of this lutsainplu 6x489—
Blamhaidynwus 76 lltepioude pueellL spake vpon
the f lytte of tun wet re

8 Comb olycctivc, asfeaEwot hti

,

1617 Pum has Pifi linage iv. win *15 (id. 1)50) Ttun-
bleis, and otliei feat woi ktis

Feat (f/t), a and adv Obs e\c. an/i, and dial
Forms 4-6 fete, 6 foot, o, (lotto, lint, foaoto),
6-7 feate, 5- feat [a. OF.fail made •—1

, faitus,
pa pple offu he to make*
In I r the wind sums always to have ritamril its dis*

tmetly ppl sense. But /ait font (lit, ‘math foi ’i is now
used in much the same way asfiatJot, to (sen >e 1) ]

A adj
1 Fitting, suitable, ptoper. Const, foi, to
c 1325 Coet dcL 3024 Mete and diynk that is nought fete

To hys body 1555 Em n Jhtad, t 181 A name vi 1 y flae
and agre d»le to many of them 1562 J Hi vwoon Pum 4
I"pii)t (1867) 7i hhewyng him selte a in w man, as was feet
X570 D11 Math PteJ ,

At tymes ft te, and m places ton-
v uncut. 1575 J.ani ham Let (1871) 14 ’Hus place, of
nature 17 fuoimed so fltt fur the put pose,

2 Of speech or action (hence of speakers or
agents) • Apt, apropos

;
smart, adroit Of move-

ments: Dexterous, graceful
15x9 Uoiimvn Vn/g Onjli, The feat conuey.ms of a

speche that souiuleth well to the eatt 1532 Muni ( onfut
Pituiale Wo |.” Hi .0 —itt'i r r.!i w ,f

l 1

r
. *

,

tauntc. 1557/1//.// Vm (\ 1 1 ./ V ., |. . ,

S 1 n,(> 579 ! v . / i/n ,, %
featci cast *

1
> >

1 h

(Arb)46'Uui >n ,
i

,

1 il
l

11 • ic f "isi iL.ie'
their vanita .59311. 1 ///•'.,«, tn .11 >1 u’ . M. i|
II 273 ThM J > i" *i v ,s 1 i- e !. w. 1I1 lull 1

x6xx bHAK*. < 1 m \ bb \ is - M isti .. 1 n 'i„, ,

Teate a 1625 j*'i 1 Tenui Might-walker 111 vi, She speaks
feat English 1647 Jm Twi on Dtssnas Pofttyu Introd

,

Ills reasoning, and deducing from thuse ni inclines sin h flat
conchiaons, « 1699 St ri 1 tw.i 1. (J.i, J hat flat man at
controversy *7x4 Gay Shep/t H'uk Monday 49 The
featest maid That e’er at wake delightsome gatuliul play’d
17x9 Ciiihi R Love in a Riddle tt, 1, Shew your .Skill, and
who’s the featest Fellow * 1787 Grosi Ptovtnt Uloss s.v

,A flit Ally, a dexterous fellow 1851 S Juno Mat gat etm
(1871)380 With featest strokes she drives forward her L.tnoe

3. Of dress, etc.: becoming, well fitting, neat,
elegant. Ilencc of the wearer : Neatly attired
c 1430 Lydg. Min, Poems (Percy Six. ) 37 Feat was lur

array 1:1450 Ot. of Lave 1087 Patens faire ami fite
1560 Pt otitic IVyvcs Pater Roster 47 in Ilazl /•./’ P IV
153 Women Go fletc and fresshe and try mine m tlityr
gere 1610 Sil vks. ‘Iemp n. i. 273 Looke how well my
Garments sit vpon me, Much feater than befoic 1613
WiriiLR Fpithal. Juvenil. (1633) 3^4 In ynir ncat’st and
feat st adorning x88o m Ant) im .)• Down Gloss,

4. Neat 111 form or appearance, pretty, ‘nice’,
elegant
a 1471 MS. Cantab Ff 11. 38, f 48 (Il.illiw.) Ye flle ther

tete, so fete ar thay 15*9 Horman Vulg Tv, She wereth
c
»^

r
, ,
d sl

‘Pi
J‘:r

.
s 10 fur tal and feel, a 1536 C aItsto a

Mel/6 m Flazl Dodshy I Ga Her mouth tiroper and flat
xS9f Iiait yeiotllho. in. 7 Small mid feate Leaden
vveightes. 1607 Ioisiri. hout-f JUadt (167 p The
Sat matican1 kind of Iloises is feat and well fashioned x6*3
Uingiiam Xenophon 60 A woman of the flatist fashion
1708 hnt Apollo No. 93 3/2 To wh.it Use, e in I put this
feat Creature? 1785 Burns Halloruu/i in, Lasses flat, an'
cleanly neat
5 Affected, finikin.

*540 Hyrdi tr. Vatu* Instr, Ch. Worn (1592) Kn, She
shal not use lur voyce to he flat and met 4x1647
Ess on Dlath 111 Baum's IPAs iSpcdthngiVI 603, I hold
sueh to be but A it boldness, and them that dale commit it,
to be vain 1693 SiiAirn 1 ll Volunteer v 11, ‘'I is the fcatesL
tmical flllovy, I evei saw 1 1705 Hkki kingili Ptrtsltr.
L (1721) 44 Would Pinkethnian sciew his Cliaps into such
flat Grimaces X709 Sin li 'latlu No 66 * it, I pro-
posed to flux him; but Gieenhat answu’d, That if he
recovered, bed be as print and feat as ever he was
0 . Comb

,
aspeat-bodied, -looking adjs.

16x3 Bi aum S. Fl. Coxcomb in ni, This is a flat bodied
thing I tell you 1877 N, IF. Lute. Gloss s v

,
‘ She’s

a fcat-lookin lass

B. adv In a ‘ feat ’ manner
«X45S Ilonlate 518 To flcht fot the f.uth fete 1S14Barclay Cyt ,)• Uplondyshm (Percy Sue) 27 'Ih.it «an

gainbauld or daunte flat and gent. X597 Shaks hunt's

Enswatltkl
L<5tte,!” hl‘'ldcd Sllk- l«-ct and alTtetedly

t
’Pe£b

’~
z
'; 9hs Also 5 fete, feete. [f. the

tvclj Cf OP,fnite/, Fait w-j
1 traits. To equip, furnish, make fit
a 1400-50 Alexander 4633 We ere fetid full falie, S. liesouie fyue wittis. X613 P. Forbls Comm Rcmlat \v 151Ihe pieachcrs me featod by swallowing of the little hookeRnd. 152 1 hese Mimsteis of the last wrath arc feated and

prepat ed to this gieat cseeuiion.



FEATHER. 119 FEATHER.
b Tofeat oneselfforth' to display oneself.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3989 He feetis him forth in his force
& in his faire byte

2 Falconry. =Feak z/.2 (0f which it may be a
corruption)
1508 Fisher Wks (1876) 154 Theie she [the sparowe]

wypeth and feteth her byl. 1575 Turberv Fanhonne 120
You must feate lur beake and cope hir reasonably.

3 ? To constiain to propriety.
1611 Sitaks Cymb 1 1 49 [He] Liu’d in Court A sample

to the yongest to th’ more Mature, A glasse that feated
them
Hence Fea-tedppl a

, suited. Pea ting vbl sb
1606 Birnie Kirk-Bunall vu,We mumchance and mour-

gean in such dilicate dmlles, better feated for wowing nor
wotng 168a N O. Boilean's Lntrin 111 Argt , Yet foi
all’s Feaung, The proof of th’ Pudding’s seen 1’ th’ eating

Feateous, var form of Featous a., Obs
Feather (fe'Sai), sb Forms : a 1,2 fetter,

3 south, vetter, 2-5 feper(e, -ir, 4-6 feder, 5
fodder, 5 fedyr, 4-6 fether, 6- feather. J3. 1

fitter(e, fytter(e, 2 fi-, fyttor, 2, 4 fyper [Coni.
Tent. OE.feffer str. fern =OS fethaia (Du veder,

veer), OHG fedara (MHG veder(e, mod.G,
feder), ON figpr (Icel. fjotSr, Da fjeder, Sw.
fjader) —OTeut *feprd pre-Tent *petid fem.,

corresponding (exc as. to declension) to Gi. irrtpbv

wing, f root *pet-, whence Slcr. pat, Gr. vireaOcu

to fly. With this word in ME was to some extent

confounded its derivativefSere neut., wing ( -pre-
Eng type *fiprjo-ni), the examples of which are

therefore placed here ]

I. As an appendage
1 . One of the epidermal appendages of a bird,

usually in the form of a central shaft or midrib, of

a homy nature, in part tubular, for the rest square
m section and solid, fringed on either side with a
* vane t e a row of thin narrow plates mutually
adpressed (the ‘barbs’), which form a rounded
outline at the end Often preceded by some quali-

fying word, as contour-, covert-, pin-, quill- etc.

feather In pi also Plumage
a 1000 Phoenix 145 (Gr ) priwa ascacceS feffre flyhthwate.

tt 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Ase bnd pet haue3 lutel uleschs &
monie uecSeren a 1250 Owl 4 Night 1688 Ne schal
a wrecche fejier on ow bileve 1593 Langl. P PI C xv
173 pe pokok and J>e popeiay with here proude federes

1440 Promp Parv 152/2 Fedyi, penna
,
pluma. 1508

Fisher Wks (1876) 154 She proyneth & setteth her feders in

ordre 1655 Mootet & Bennet Health's Improv (1746)
171 The best part of a Duck are his Featheis 1748 F
Smith Voy Disc N-W Pass 1 . 155 The whole Featheis
(excepting the Pinion Feathers, and the large Feathers of
the Tail) are double 1870 Yeats Nat, Hist Comm 309
A feather consists of three parts, the quill, the shaft, and
the vane

b. In various fig expressions . f Two feathers

out of a goose, a veiy small part of anything

t Togam morefeathers : (of a rumour) to assume
laigei proportions + To pick feathers off [a

person) : to plunder. + To pull thefeathers off {a

personsfame) to detract from. To smooth one's

rumpled feathers' to recover one’s equanimity
To find a white feather m ones tail', to mount

,

show the white feather', (m allusion to the fact,

that a white feather m a game-bird’s tail is a maik
of inferior breeding) to perceive, show signs of

cowardice. To crop the feathers of. to strip of

bravery and pomp
c 1430 Lydg Bochas 1 xu (1544) 24 a, Of his good fame

she gan the feders pull 1600 Holland Livy iv xxxvui
(1609) 342 The brute got more feathers still as it flew 1677
Yarranton Eng Improv 24 All that is desued is but two
Feathers out of their Goose Ibid 25 The Lawyers Ob-
jections are only made that they may pick some more
Feathers off him 1825 On Bull-baiting 1 (Hoitlston
Tracts I x\vu 4), I’ve long guess’d that we should find

a white feather in thy tail 1827 Polloic Ctmise T. v
xooi Vanity, With a good conscience pleased, her feathers
cropped 1829 Scott /nil 15 April, No one will defend
him who shows the white feathei 1849 Dickens Barn
Radge ltx,

1
' said Simon, as he smoothed his lumpled

featheis 1856 Rlade Never too late xvi, You tempt a
sick creature to mount the white feather.

C Proverb
1714 Mandeville Fab Bees (1725) I 130 Fine feathers

make fine birds

d. transf
1784 Cowper Task v 26 The bents fledged with icy

feathers, nod supeib 1821 Shelley Prometh Utib iv 221

Its plumes are as feathers of sunny frost

2 collect Plumage
;

also transf (of plants)

,

and m fig sense: Attire, ‘get-up’ Allfowls m
feather— birds of all feather
c 1400 Desir Troy 343 All fowles in Aether fell Jsere

vppon a 1400-50 Alexander 5604 par fand pai bridis Of
febir fresch as any fame a 1634 Randolph A myntas 11 111,

What’s their Feather? 184a Tennyson Talking Oak 269
All grass of silky feather grow 1842 G Darling in Proc
Berm Nat Chib II 10 Which pioved to be the male in

tolerable feather and condition 1855 Thackeray New-
comes II 34,

1

saw him in full clencal feather

b In fig phrases In fine, good, high, etc

feather * in good condition of health, spirits, etc.

Of the weather : Highfeather= brilliant condition.

+A man of {thefirst) feather one of (very) showy
parts To cut out of all feather

.

to take all * the
shine ’ out of
1592 Nashe P Pemlesse Wks (Grosart) II 78 You shall

heate a Caualier of the first feather 1667 Dryden Maiden
Queen v. i, A man of garniture and feathei is above the
dispensation of the sword 1844 Dickens Mart CJ.nz
(Househ. ed ) 416/2 Todgers’s was m high feather 1852
R S Surtees Sponge's Sp Tonrxm 65 Our friend was
now in good feather, he had got a large price for his
good-for nothing horse 1855 Dickens Domt xxxn, I’m
m wonderful feather 1865 Scott in Reader No 121
4S2/3 She cut me out of all feather 1873 Edwardes &
Merivale Li/e SirH Lawrence I 389 Havelock in gi eat
feather showed us round the fields of battle 1878 T Hardy
Return 0/Native 1 (1879) ro In summer days of highest
feather 1886 Baring-Gould Court Royal xxiv, Never
was Mr. Rigsby in finer feather than at Court Royal

e. Description of plumage ; species (of bird).

Often transf in phrases of the same, that, every
,

etc.feather = of the same, etc kind or character
Proverb, Birds ofafeatherflock together.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor 300 A Byrd of the

same feather 1599 Minsheu Sp Gram 83 Birdes of
a feather will flocke togither 1607 Shaks Timon 1 1 100,
I am not of that Feather, to shake off My Friend when he
must neede me. 1608 Day Hum outofBr iv 111, A whole
brood of signets, and all of a feather 16x1 Cotgr s v.

Alame, A bird of his owne feather 1645 Rutherford
Tryal <$ Tn. Faith (1845) 60 Fowls of a feather flock
together. 1650 R Stapylton Strada's Low C Warres v
121 Many of the Covenanters were birds of the same
feather 1665 J Spencfr Vulg Prophecies 70 He knows
good men are soonest decoyed by those which seem of
a feather with themselves 1767 S Paterson Another
Travellei f II 48 Four hundred and fifty of them will be
of the misjudging feather 1827 Pollok Course T v 328
Birds of social feather, helping each His fellow's flight.

1829 Cari yle Misc, (1857) 3 272 Literary quacks of every
feather 1878 Browning La Saistaz 4 Ferns of all feather

+ 3 . Used in pi for: Wings Obs. [Cf> L
penme

,
the pi. fetiera was so used m OE

,
but

some of the examples m 1 2-14th c. prob. belong
to OE.fSere wing.]
£850 Martyrolegy Fragm m O E. Texts (1885) 157 pa hi

baeron to heofonum mid hiora fiSra flyhte c 888 K /Elered
Baeth xxxvi § 2 Ic haebbe swipe swifte fepera. c xooo
Ags. Gosp Matt xxm 37 Swa seo henn hyre cicenu under
hyre fyperu [c 1160 Hatton fibera] gegaderaS c 1200 Vices
4- Virtues (1888) 101 Vnder Sare scadewe of Sine fiSeres.

c X290 5" Eng. Leg. I 64/357 And fej>erene to beren eow
up-on heq a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvil 12 He flow
abouen pe fejnrs of wyndes £1450 De Imttatione 111 xxui,

Jeue me feders of very hberte 1535 Coverdaxc 2 Sam
xxu ii He appeared vpon the fethers of the wynde 1595
Shaks John iv ii 174 Be Mercurie, set feathers to thy
heeles. 16x4 Raleigh Hist, World 1. 146 Josephus gave
all Noah’s children feathers, to carry them far away
fig c 1374 Chaucer Booth iv 1 no, I shal ficche feperes

in pi bou^t 1593 Shaks Liter 1216 Fleet-wing’d duty
with thought’s feathers flies 1595 Drake's Voy (Hakluyt
Soc ) 4 Hee hath feathers to fly to the toppe of his high
desires.

4. A feathered animal; a bird. Also collect

Feathered game
1601 Shaks Twel N. in 1, 71 Like the Haggard, checke

at euery Feather 1684 R H School Recreat. 136 Your
Setting-Dog must love naturally to hunt Feathers 1875
‘ Stonehenge ’ B-nt Sports 1 1 vu §7 106 The true Sussex
may easily be kept strictly to feather. 1887 Pall Mall G
24 Aug 13/2 He wandered slaying whatever of fur and
feather came in his way.

II As a detached object.

5 Simply; also pi as a commodity
c xooo Sax Leechd. I. 234 Smyre mid mre [1 e niwre]

fejjere 13 EE AHit P. B 1026 For folde per-on

a ly3t fyjjer & hit to founs synkkez £1400 Maundev
(Roxb ) xu 50 If men caste a fether perm, it synkez to Jm
grund £ 1440 Anc Cookery m Househ, Ora (1790) 469
And with a feder spnnke and spot the congour 1593
Shaks 3 Hen. VI, in i 84 Loohe, as I blow this Feather
from my Face 1608-xi Bp Hall Medit

<J-
Vows it § 25

The Larke while it playeth with the feather is caught in

the Fowlers-net. 1614 — Recoil Treat 413 That was but
as the fowlers feather, to make mee stoope 1745 De Foe's
Eug Tradesman noon (1841)1 266 The feathers also fi ora

the same country x8oo tr Lagrange's Client. II. 422 Fea
thers give nearly the same products as hair. 1841-44
Emerson Ess

,
Prudence Wks (Bohn) I 99 Everything in

nature, even motes and feathers, go by law,

b. Proverb.
1861 A Leighton CnnousStoried Traditions Ser II 263

There’s aye feathers where the doo [doves] roosts

*1* 6. A pen Obs
c xooo Ags Gosp, Luke xvi 6 Nim bine feSere & site

hraSe & writ fiftig 1 1205 Lay 49 Feperen he [La3amon]
nom mid fingren.

7 . A portion, or {sing and pi) portions, of a

feather attached to the base of an arrow, to direct

its flight Also collect.

a 1631 Drayton Robin Hood
,
Their arrows finely paired,

for timber and for feather. x66x Boyle Style of Script

90 Those Histoucal Circumstances are like the Feathers
that wing our Arrows 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks
1883 VIII 406 The baihed dart sticks not in then hearts

up to the very feathers 1825 Fosbroke Encycl Antiq
(1843) II xui 68g/i They required nimble strong arrows,

with a middling feather 1874 Boutell Ann vm
134 The shafts of these arrows were provided, near their

base, with feathers, or with strips of leather

8 As a personal decoration ; a plume, esp in

ostrich-feather Also collect. Prince of Wales'

feathers, also The feather', the plume of three

ostrich feathers, first adopted as a crest by the
Black Prince Flushfeathei . see qnot 1823
1473 Warkw Chron 14 He . wered ane estryche feder.

1536 Wriothesley Chron (1875) I 51 Hattes of blake
velwett and whyte feethers 16x3 Shaks Hen VIII

, r

ill 24 They must leiue those remnants Of Foole aiul

Feather 1615 J Stephens Sattr Ess (ed 2) 211 Hee
stickes a feather in his Hat 174a Young Nt Th vtu 429
Not in the feather, wave it e’er so high Is glory lodg’d
1802 Wolcott (P Pindar) Gi Cry Little Wool Wks 1812
V 166 The tradesmen proud of the feather 1804 Wind-
ham Sp Additional Force Bill 5 June in Sp 1812 II 229
The volunteers have feathers as high as those of the le-

gular troops 1823 Crabb Technol Diet
,
Feather (Mil \

an ornamental mark worn by officers and soldieis on their

caps and hats the flitshfeather, a straight smooth feather
worn by officers on the staff 1887 Pall Mall G 27 Sept
xi/x The Prince of Wales's feathers stand separate

b Phrases : A feather in the cap
,
hat' a deco-

ration, mark of honour, lit. and fig , ; also f the

badge of a fool ; hence +fack with the feather,

a plume of feathers, for a trifling person. + To
shake, wag the feather : to make a display of one’s

honours.
1581 Pettie Gitazzo's Civ Conv Pref (1586) Avjb,

Though a man shake the feather after the best fashion, and
take upon him never so biglie, hee [etc ]. 1588 Shaks
L L L iv 1. g6 What plume of feathers is hee that indited
this Letter a 1633 Flodden F mi in Child Ballads III
vi clxvm 353 Jack with a Feather was lapt all 111 leather.

1655 Fuller Ch, Hist, v iv. § 17 He wore a feather in his

cap, and wagg’d it too often a 1700 B. E Diet Cant Crew
s v , He has a Feather m his Cap, a Periphrasis for a Fool.

1734 Duchess of Portland Let to Miss Collvigwood in

Autob Mrs Delceuy I. 511 My Lord . . esteems it a feather

in his hat, that [etc ] 1736 Lediard Life Marlborough
III 370 A Feather m his Cap, was the least that was ex-

pected for him x8x8 Byron Juan 1 exeix, Their favour
in an author’s cap’s a feather 1874 Helps Soc Press v.

70 It is always a feather in my cap when [etc ]

9 In pi. As material for filling bedding, etc

1649 G Daniel Trinarclu, Rich II, clxxvm, Richard .

Sleeps on the feathers which himselfe had drest

10. a. Referred to as an object almost without
weight, and capable of being moved with the

greatest ease

1562 J Heywood Proa & Epigr. (1867) 35 Than shall

we see two men beare a fether 1611 Shaks Wmt. T 11

in 154, I am a Feathei for each Wind that blows. 1728
Pope Dune. 11. 44 A brain of feathers and a heart of lead

£1x839 Phaed

(

1864) I 232 Folly’s breath would not
stir a feather 1843 Hood Forge 11 xvi, Fit for knocking
down with a feather 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C
vu, She felt the weight of her boy as if it had been a feather

1872 Black Adv Phaeton xxu 307 Tita, who weighs about
a feathei and a half

b Hence : Anything of little strength or im-

portance; a very small amount, a trifle \ {To
bepleased) to afeather : to a nicety.

1601 Shaks Alls Welly ni 232 You boggle shrewdly,
euery feather starts you 1659 Burton’s Diary (1828) IV
376 They must be pleased to a feather 1675 Traherne
Chr Ethics xxv 390 A straw and a feather shall forfeit all

the obligations m the world, in some tempers, a 1700 B E.
Diet Cant. Crew, Titter

,

to Laugh at a Feather. 1794
T. jEFrcnsON Writ (1859) IV. 112 Rising at a feather

against our friends.

c == Feather-weight. To ride afeather : see

quot 1823.
1760 Heber Horse Matches ix 20 Mr Turner’s bay 5

years old, carrying a feathei 182a Examiner 232/2 Dr
Ph-Il-m-re, very light, a feather, took the field on his new
lat-tail mare. 1823 * J Bee ' Du-t Turf, etc

,

Boys under
six stone are said to ‘ nde a feathei

’

III Something resembling a feather.

11. a. On human beings . A tuft or ridge of hair

standing more or less upright b. On horses

.

(see quot. 1803).
a £ 1530 Ld BLRNERSj4r/A Lyt Bryt (1814) 301 Arthur

and Bawdwin blioke theyr eares to put awaye the fethers

fro their heyre 1580 Baret Alv F Feather the curled

bush of fnzled haire (wherewith lustie gallants of late would
seeme to counterfeit this lollie feather 1841 S Warren
Ten Thousand a Year II v. What’s a feather? You see,

t

str, ’tis when a small lot of hair on_a gent's head will stick

up, do all we can to try and get it down 1851 Blackw.
Mag June 680 He wore his hair cropped close, except just

in front, where it formed what the hair-dresser called

a feather

b. 1580 Blundevil Art of Riding 1 ii 2 The Horse
that hath an Ostrich feathei on his forhead can neuer be
euill Horse 1598 Florio, Circhicllo, that which is called

a feather in a horse. x6jv Markham Canal 11 6 Euery
hoise hath a feather in ms forehead x68a Land. Gas
No 1692/4 A light Grey Nag a Feather in the

Neck. X737 H Bracken Farriery (1757) II 7 Feathers,

or different Turnings of the Hair, m several parts of a
Horse’s body. 1803W TaplinSpmt Diet 248 Feather The
Centrical division, and different directions, of the surround-

ing hair ui a horse’s forehead is so called they are also

frequently seen upon the neck the mane, and the hmd
quarteis, and are considered natural ornaments

12 A blemish or flaw having a feather-like

appearance • a m the eye ;
b. m a precious stone

1847 Lever Knt, of Gsoymte xxxix 335 He had only

one [eye], there was a feather on the other x866 Miss
Braddon Lady's Mile X90 She had learned to discover a
‘ feather ’ m a fifty-guinea emerald ring 1879— Vixen III

293, I don’t think there is a feather in one of the stones

13 . Confectionery One of the degrees in boiling

sugar. Also The great, little feather : see quots

Cf. Fr h la (grarnie, petite) plume.
1827 Jarrin Italian Confectioner (ed 3) 3 Confectioners



FEATHER.FEATHER.

. have seven essential bases oftheir art 4 La plume, the

feather Ibid. 4 1 he lai ger and gi eater quantity of bubbles,

when blown through the shimmer, aie the large feather

Ibid. 0 Boil to the feathei some of the same clarified sugar

Ibid 60 Clarify a pound of loaf sugar, boil it to the large

feather 1829 Ibid 177 'lake a pound of clauhed sugar,

bod to the little feathei. 1883 Workshop Receipts Set 11.

152 For the ‘feather, 'dip the skimmei again into the sugar,

and blow through the holes as before

+ 14 Swedish featha • sec quot Ohs

165a Vrquhart Jewel Whs (1834) 243 Staves with non

pikes at both ends, commonly called Swedish fentheis

16 In various phrases : (To wear) the Bull's

feather • see Bulb 1 1 b Naut To cut afeatha .

see Cut 7/ 37 b In c[\\oi.fig. To move briskly

1684 T Goddard Plato's Demon 317 Men who have not

the skill to cut a feather, very often dance themselves into

that noose x8az ScorT Pu ale xxxiv, He shambles about

as well as evei he did—for Jack could never cut a feathei

10 . In various technical uses

a. A longitudinal nb added to a shaft, etc to

increase its strength.

1823 Buchanan Mtlhvoik 263 Apply the feathei s nieiely

to prevent bending in the middle 1839 It S, Robinson

Naut Steam Fug 63, Z is, a stiengthenmg featUu, undu
the crank fiame find 65 From the eye inn six stiong

arched radii or featheis, teuninating in a ledge 1842-76

Gvvili Iincycl A >chit § 1629 d, '1 1 nusveise 1 lbs 01 fenlliLrs

on cast iron beams are to be avoided

b Mining and Quanytng (see quot

)

1865 J T F Turner Slate Qnai / us 13 A bole is jumped
In the block [of slate] near the edge, in this, two slightly

cuived pieces of iron aie placed (the ‘feathers’), having tlm

concave sm faces toward each othei, between lhem is

inserted an iron punch , this is forcibly hammtt ed in, and
breaks the stone asunder 1883 Grisiiy Gloss Jams
Coal Mining, Featheis [Descubes a similai contrivance

in coal mines ]

e A projection on a boaul, implement, or piece

of maclunciy; esp. one intended to lit into some
other pait Cf Fin.

1765 A Dickson 7V cat Agric, (ed 2) 212 The fiun earth

is opened by the feather of the othei sock 1874 Kniciu
Diet Meek I Ba8/r leather, a slip inserted longitudinally

into a shaft or arbor, and projecting as a fin thciefiom so

as to fit a groove Ilmi, Feathi >

,

a tongue on the edge of

aboard 1884 F J Dritien Watch.', L totkm 237 1 lime

is a feather in the stimglit part of the mandicl hole,

d Salt works (see quot

)

1733 Chambers Cycl Snpp„ M/d-Feathei 111 the English

saltwoiks, the name given to a sort of paitition placed ill

the middle of the fm Race , This paitition divides the body
of the furnace into two chambers

e. dial.
‘ A lnich-pin

,
a pm used to keep

machinery tight ’ (PI IV Line. Gloss. 1877)
TV [Propeily a distinct word . f the vb.]

17 . Rowing. The action of feathering. See

Feather® 11.

1863 Pall Mall G. 16 May 10 Oxfoid and Camhiidge
styles used to he palpably diffei ent to the eye by the height

of the feather. 1884 St James's Gas 28 Mai. 6/2 The
feather was cleaner than that of C unbi idge 1883 ManUt
Guard. 28 Mar. 6/6 The feathei is exquisitely even, and this

is the best point in their rowing.

V. at/i ib. and Comb.
18 General combinations : a. simple attrib

,
as

feather-bolster,
-hush

,
-cmhoideiy

, -fan ,
-flower

,

-guise ,
-merchant

,
-pattern, flume, -tract b

objective, as feather-beater, -cleanser, -dresser,

-drier, -finisher, -seller', feather-beaimg adj. c.

instrumental, as feaiher-anctui ed, -clouded, -tas-

selled adjs d paiasynthetic and simulative, as

feather-legged, -light, -like
,
-nerved, -tailed, -thick,

-veined, -white adjs
;
feather-wise adv.

c 1030 Glosses m Wr.-Wulckei 465 Pcnmger, "feberberend.

1881 Mivart Cat 377 The feathei-bearing side of the hand
1833 H Clarke Diet

,
*Fcathcr-bentci

,
feather cleanser

1553 in Rogers Agric Prices III, 573/4 * Feather holster

5/- 1836 W, Cor lins After Dark Yellow Mask nr v,

He was dusting his favourite busts with a "feathcr-bi ush
when she came in. 1737 Gray Progress of Poesy 11 11,

Their "feather-cmctur’d Chief, and dusky Loves 1829
Gen P Thompson in IVestm Rev XI 229 Some feather-

cinctured sage 1603 Sylvester Du Bartas rr. ui iv
Captains 747 His "feather clouded Crest. 1647 Haward
Crown Rev 26 "Feather-cUesser . Fee—13 .6 8 1838
Simmonds Diet Trade, Feather-dresser. Ibid , *Fea-
ther-drier 1843 Prescott Mexico (1830) I 299 Beautiful
mantles of the plrmaje, or '’'feather embroidery 1864
Tennyson Aylmer's F 289 Coding her false cheek with a
*featherfan *886 Besant Children o/Gtbeon 11 vi, Sign-
writers, *feather-finishers and the like. *838 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, *Feather-flowers, artificial flowers made of
feathers .used by ladies for head ornaments andfoi fancy
plumes 1889 R. B Anderson tr Rydberg's Tent Myth
60 In the Norse mythology several goddesses . have .

"feather-guises 1872-4 L Wright Poultry xi i2g The
chickens were "feathei-legged c 1837 Hood Ode to My
Son 1, With spirits "feather-light 1776 Withering Bot
Arrangem. Vegetables 680 Little "feather-like shoots rising

single from the base of the leaves 1807T Thomson Chem
(ed 3) II 270 Long, slender, flat, feather like crystals *838
Simmonds Did Trade,

"Feather-merchant, an importer or
wholesale dealer in feathers 1840 Paxton Bot Diet ,

*Fea-
ther nerved, the nerves disposed like the feathers of a pen
1883W G Collingwood Philos. Ornament 1v 85 Barbaric
annulets, zigzags, "feather-patterns, are found upon early
vases 1883 A. M. Clerke-Po/ Hist.Astron 83 "Feather-
plumes or aigrettes 1733 Johnson, *Feathei seller, one
who sells feathers for beds. *883 F M Crawford Mr
Isaacs li. Small head, small feet, and "feather-tailed. 1883
Gd Words 113 Gorgeous articles of native dress "feather*
tasseled, shell fringed, coral-beaded. 1884. Browning Fe-

120

nshtah (*885) T22 Snow, "feather-thick, is falling while I

feast 1878 Bell Gegcnba tier's Comp Anat 419 'the nl1-

rangement also of these first rudiments of the feathers in

definite aieas ("feather-tiacts, pterylia) 1861 Biniiiy

Manual Bot 152
' leathu -veined In these the midrib

gives ofFKteial veins which proceed at once to the margins

and aie connected by numerous blanching veinlets *876

H Baitour in Entytl lint (ed 9) IV no Vuns-going

directly to the margin and forming feather veined"caves

(Oak and Chestnut) 1883 W C. Russi 1 1. Sailot s Lang ,

Feathei -white sea, said of the sea when covered with 10.1m

1600 Hoi 1 and Ltvyx xxtx (1609) 373 b, Opposing their

tsrguets before them, raunged and joined one over another

"featherwise

19 . Special comb. : feather-alum, see Alum 4

;

feather -bird dial

,

the Whitethroal (Sylvia

cineiea) ;
feather-boarding, a covering ofboards

which thin off towards the lower edge, atitl over-

lap like a hurl’s feathers
;
feather-bog, a quag-

mire, dial (Ilallnvcll 1847); feather-brain, a

peison with a light 01 weak brain, whence feather-

brained a ,
foolish, giddy

;
feather-cling, Sc., a

disease among cattle ;
feather cloth (see quot ) ,

*| feather-cock, a coxcomb; f feather-driver,

(a)= Quill-driver, (l>) ‘one who cleanses feathers

by whisking them about’ (J. 1 ;
feather-duster, a

brush made of featheis, used for dusting
;
foather-

eyed, ? having a ‘feathei’ (12a) 111 one’s eye;

ieathar-foot, a foot as light as a feather, in quot.

fig ,
feather-glory noncc-wd

,

light and tran-

sitory glory; feather -heeled a — Feather -

foot pi)
,
feather -joint (see quot ); i feather-

look, Sc, a spnng-loek ;
feather-mail, the dress

of feathers resembling a coat of mail worn by the

Indians of Mexico, prior to the Spanish conquest;

leather-monger, one who deals 111 feathers, also

Uafisf. of a bud; feather-mosaio, patterns woikcd

m featheis ;
feather-ore Min

.

(see quot. 18(53) ;

feather painting, the ait of using feathers of

vanous colouis in place of pigments; feather-

pated a *= I'EATHER-liUADkJ) ; f feather-peeper,

? tips of feathers decorating a headdicss
;
feather-

pie (see quot ) ;
feather-poke, (a) a bag offeathers,

(h) applied to the Willow Waibler (J'hyllostofits

t/ochilus), the Long-tailed Titmouse (Aacdnla
losea), and the Wren (Motacilla troglodytes), per-

haps from the appearance of their nests ; feather-

prooess (see quot ) ;
feather-pulp, the pulp or

matrix from winch the feather isfoimed ;
feather-

shot copper (sec quot); feather-spray (see

quot ) ;
feather-spring, the spring m a gun-lock

which causes the sear, which holds the hammer at

full or half cock, to catch m the notch of the

tumbler
; f feather-staff, a light kind of halbeit

,

feather - star, a star - fish (Comatula rosacea)

;

feather - stick, a stick covered with feathers,

feather-top, nickname of a pariot (also atliib,--

next)
;
feather-topped a,, (ofa wig) frwzed at the

top (see Feather sb xi) ; feather-tuft, an edible

mushroom, Clavaria custata (Hay But. Fungi
(1S87) 234) ; f feather-wife, a woman whose duty

it was to prepare featheisforuse
, ffeather-worker,

one who prepares feathers. Also Feather - BED,
Feather-edge, Feather-footed a

,

etc

a 1693 Urquhaht A’«A?/<if.rm Hi 425 Do not here instance
in competition with this Sacred Herb the "Feather Alluni

1863-73 Wins Dut Chem II 617 Feather alum, a name
applied to native hydrated sulphate of aluminium .and to
native iron-alum 01 hnlotrichite . both of which occur in
delicate fibrous crystals or masses 1883 Swainson J'tov
NauiesBut Buds 23 "Featherbud i846WoHci’sirR (citing

Louv>ou\*Feather-boarding. 1839 Carlyle Chartism x, i8r
Poor palpitating "featheibrain 1820 Scott Monast. xvi,
Such a "feathei-brained coxcomb as this 184* Emerson
Led ,

Conservative Whs (Bohn) II 269 Your opposition is

feather-brained and over-fine. 1709 Highland hoc Ess II.

218 *Feather Cling

.

is occasioned by want of wntcr
in veiy dry summers or in the hard frosts of winters. 188*
Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needlework', *Feather Cloth,
a mixture of cloth and featheis woven together *6x2
tr. Benvenuto’s Passenger in Muskats, syrenists, "feather-
cockes. 1393 Nasiie Four Lett Confut, K 1 b, The onely
"feather-draier of phrases and putter of a good word to it

when thou hast once got it 1713 Dlrham Phys Theal.
vi. vii 152 note, A Feather-Driver who had these Blad-
ders filled with the fine Dust or Down of Feathers. 1838
Simmonds Diet Trade, *Feather-duster cx6oo Day
Begg Bednall Gr 11 n, So "feather-cy’d ye cannot let us
passe in the kings high way ? 1821 Clarc Fill. Mmstr
I. 209 The breeze with "feather feet, Crimpmg o’er the
waters sweet <11626 Br Andrewes Seim. (1856) I. 31
Glory, not like ouis here "feather-glory. ?*6 Songs
Loud 'Prentices (Peicy Soc) 66 The "feathei -heel’d
wenches that live by then owne 1840 Hood Up the Rhine
100 The wit of the Germans is not feather-heeled 1874
Knight Diet Mech

,
*Feather-joint, a mode ofjoining the

edges of hoards by a fin or feather let into opposite mor-
tises on the edges of the boards 1478 Act Audit 82
That Schir Jhone pay foi , a "fethir Iok xvin d *843
Prescott Mexico (1850) I, 363 The like colours on the
"feather-mail of the Indians, showed that they were the
warriors of Xicotencatl *399 Nashe Lenten Stujffe 51
Some fowler with his nets, as this host of "fether mungers
were getting up to ride double, muolued or intangled them
1767 S Paterson Another Traveller

l

II 147 The open-
hearted feather-monger. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) I 153

The aits of vvoiking in metals, j'cwt Irv, and "feathei mosaic,

1767 hi nut in ti Gi lint’s Mital t hem 41 "Feather 01a
consists of the smallest cajnllaij-like feitlicrs 1863-72
Wait s Du t (.him II 617 htalhiroic, this name is applied
to hr. 'I- \ f*'

r 'f i\e r 1
>' ** it *< -f’l- 1

1841
.in ( .1- 1. 11 \ *1

a 1 1.. 1 it 1 1 1 ‘i 1 *»
1 „

xOzn *..1. / i. '.xw.. It '« 1 1
, 1 ;;i l,l> ,

men 1737 Mrs, Diisny Life 4 Con. uSfui 111 467
M ulanic Godim.au in a round card cap of black lau

it was .1 pity ‘ ftatliu-ptcpus* were not added to

the cap <11825 I* iHiny / tu /• Audita, *J’t atIn 1 pit , a
hole m the giouiul, filled with feillit is fixttl on strings, and
kept m motion by the wind An excellent device to scare

buds. 1339 Wills Inv N ( (hurtccs) 170 T wo "fcclei

poks, two p i> 1 0 of harne shells, two coueiletts, *837
i’viiAii it h/u'/hild Dial. (1877) *93 h’s just lotk tlnustin

yer hand up to’t rist into a feather poke nest *877 N W.
Lint Gloss

,
When it snows we say * t’owd woman is

sluLkin’ her feathei -poke’ 1885 Swainson Pi ov Names
But Birds s6 Wdlmv w.ublcr heather poke Ibut 32
British Long tailed 1 itmouse Feathcrpoke. 1888 Mufield
Gloss , Itatho poke, the wieti 1878 Bin Gigcnbaucr's
Comp. Anat 419 The first sign of the feather is llmgiouth
of Inc knobs into papillifnim plot esses ("fcsithu pi oi esses),

1839 Todd Cyt l, Anat V 480/1 O11 the snifati* of the

'feather-pulp a series of ridges aie developed *869 Emq
Mech 31 Dec. 3B8/* Bean, mil feathei shot coppei [is

mule] by poimng (niettnl toppu] into told witei *867
Smv ill Saitoi’i Hoi did, ,

*I eatIn > spiny, siuh as is oh
seivetl at the cutwatei of fa.t u a . f. u m • pan of

wing feather':. 1807 Spotting Mo X\’\ 'li Mere-
dith's pistol had no ’featlui spang 1833 Rtgnl lush
Cavalry 1

93 'I he Uectuit is to take it. near the lotk,

Ins little finger touching the feather-spung 1622 F, Mark-
ham Itk. War iv. iv 135 T he only weapons fin a C'aptame,
area faire “heather staffi. in the time of Be ire 1862
Assrin Channel hi 11 i\. (ed. a) aw The "feathei -st u
(( omaiula 7 osaua), repre ,uits the crinoids 1824 Ihiiinii 1

1

Tta-o, II 579 The 'feather stick often renders the natives

important scivice. 1891 Scott Leatlet a.t Oct. 4 The
antique "feather top screamed the Name phrases twelve
months ago at Mr Colston. 1785 Mrs Hi nni 1 Jnv, In-

dian lions (1786) I. *83 His nice "feathei top wig *774
Foon ( ozeuers 1. \Vks. 1799 II 158 Ills wig. white as a
eurd, "feathei -topiied, and tin eiulsas close as a eauhflovvu,

1788 V Knox Hint,/ hveu.lll vii 1 4 Divest thun of

their feathei topt wigs, their gowns and eassoiks *867
I.aov I 1 ANovi r Good Coolt >y As soon as the featheis

vveie dry, they were taken away by the*featlierwtfe *532
IIui 01 1,

’ Fetlierwureker
,
plumanus

b. In various plant-names as Peather-bow —
Feverfew ; Penther-Coiumbine (see quot. 1H78-

86); Peather-fem (see quot. 1882); Peathex-foil,

the water violet (HotIonia falust/ it) ;
Peatlior-

gxass, a jverenmal feathery grass (Sitfa fennata)

,

Peath.er-iM.osp, the name of a genus (Hyfnm/i) of

British mosses; Peatlxor-top Wild Campion
(see quot. 1597); Peather-top grass (see quot.

JS7S-S6)
1880 H. Cornwall Gloss

,

*Feather bmt>, fever few, Maim
caria pa/ themum 1878-86 Biurri N & I lot 1 and Plant n

,

" Feather Columbine. A frequent hook name for Thaiit *

lrum at/mlegifohum I, an old-fashioned garden phut.
*882 Friend Dnwi. Plant n

,

Feather hern, Spntea
Japomca L. *776 Wmir him- Hot. A ruingem. 1’egetabhs
X15 *Featheifoil. x86x Miss Trait Flower PI IV 210
Common Water-Violet, or Fe-atlierfod *875 Andiuda I

vm 153 His paddle . hung m the stems of water c rowfoot
and feathcrfoil. 1776 Withering Bot A* tangent t ' no-
tables 44 *Feathei grass, *86* Miss Pkatt Floev.r PI
VI 66 Order Giummea. (Common Feathergrass). *776
WmiritiNG Bot Armugm. Vegetables 680 Peathermoss,
Hypnuin, *834 Stark But Mosses 228 Hypnn/n Tuiho-
vianoides (Blunt Fern like Feather Moss*. Ibid 229
Hypnum Complanatum (Flat Feather Moss). 1597
Glharde IIcibal 1 vi. § 2. 8 In Fnglish a Bent, or
Feather-top grasse. Ibid. 11 cxxi 8 9- 385 Lychnis
Plumana, "B’etheitop wilde Campion *678 I.miiTON
Lat. Did, s. v, PtinciS, Feather top grass, (tinmen
tomtntosum arnudwaceum. 1878-86 Bun ten & IIoi land
Plant-n , Featliertop Grass, Ca/amagi ostts Fpigejos,

Feather (fe boa), v. Foims- 4-5 feder, -ir,

-yr, 6 fedder, 4 feper, 4-6 Tether, 6- feather.

Also with prefix 1 ^efiSorian
;
pa. p pie. (senses

1, 2) 3 iviSered, 4 yfeberod, 6 yfothrod. [OIC.

gefitp iatr, f. the sb
, to wliich. it has been assimilated

in form from 14th c ]

I. To cover or furnish with feathers.

*V 1. trans. To give wings to; to ‘wing’ for

flight, lit mtlfig. 01/s.

c 888 K. /Ei 1 tu 1) Boeilt. x-xxvi § r Ic sceal wrest Jun mod
SefiSerian. 1387 Trevisa Ihgdcn (Rolls) VII 223, 1 not by
what craft he fepered his feet and lus liondes, for lie vvolde
flee in Dedalus lus wise, 1534 Win 1 tinton 1 nllyes OJ/u es
hi. (1540) 160 Oh stable trutlie’ faythfiilnesse ftthcred to
flyetoheuen, ci6n CHAi’MAN//«wfn 139 Horse slaughter’d
horse. Need feather’d flight 1634 Ford P Warbetk hi. i,

The Cornish .flew Feather’d by rage* <1x637 It Lovhjay
Lett. (1662) 204 The Toloman Story perhaps may Leather
some tedious hours c 1825 Bi r>noi s Poems,

SecondBrother
n. 11, Blessings of mine Feathei your speed 1

2 To fit (an arrow) with a feather
aizz§ Ancr R 60 Ase earewc hat is iviftered, e *380 hr
Fa umb, 2728 Danes y-fe|»ered wij> bras, c *400 Rout Rose
942 Ten brode arrowes held he there But they were
feathered aright. 1530 Palsgr. 547/1, 1 feder a shafte, as a
fletcherdoth. <1x577 Gascoigne Ww (15871185 Be Ins flights
yfethred from the goose Or peacocks quils. 1309 Hav ward
1st Pt, Hen IV, 60 The King having feathered these
arroives against his ownc brest, passed foorth [ete ] *668
Dryden Evening's Lave 1 11, Cupid's arrow was well fea-
thered *7x2 Arbuthnot John liullin. v, An arrow feathered
with his own wing. x8zx Byron Sardan iv. 1. 90 Shaft-heads
feather’d from the eagle’s wing



FEATHER.
fig a *34<> Hampof n Psalter xvn 16 His aruys, that is
his apostles for thai ere fejiend wi)> vertus 1303 LanglP PI C xxiii 118 Manye brode anves, Were Fethcrede
with faire by heste 1 1631 Massinger Believe as you list
u it, All arrowes in thy quivei feathered with Sclanders
1665 J Spencer Vulg Prophecies 77 Language, feathered
with soft and delicate phrases, and pointed with pathetical
accents 17*1 Ramsay Cupid thrown into S Sea iv, With
transfers a his darts wei e feather'd 1833 Lytton Rienzim 111, Whose arrow was not feathered by sadness

3. To clothe or provide with feathers
, to furnish

with plumage
; to deck or adorn with, or as with,

feathers ; to foim a feather-like covering or adorn-
ment for.

_ 1483 Cath Angl 124/2 To Fedyrfcunare,plu?nare 1323Ld Berners Brass m. xlu 54/2 These gentell byrdes had
pyte on hym and fethered hym agaync 1618 N. Fitld
Amendsfor Ladies v u, A branch of willow feathering his
hat 1622 Bacon Hen VII, in The King cared not to
plume his Nobilitie to feather himselfe 1810 Scott Lady
ofi L 1. xiv, A wildenng forest feathered o’ei His ruined
sides 1833 Ht Martineau Cinnamon&Pearls 1 19 With
more than her usual fancy did she feather with cocoa-nut
leaves the poles of bamboo a 1843 Southey Doctor 111

(1862) 14 A craggy hill, feafheied with, birch, sheltered it
from the north 1864 Burton Scot Abr I 111 140 He
sought to feather his hat with Fiench plumage 1878
Bell Gcgeubaner's Comp Anat 134 The stalk retains
some of its primitive charactei by being feathered

+ To decorate (a person) with the projecting
feather ot an arrow

,
hence to pierce, wound Also,

To bury (an arrow) up to the feather. Obs
1415 Pol. Poems (Rolls) III 125 Ihei felle to grownde,

Heie sydes federed. 1377 Harrison England 11 xvi (1877)
I 279 An other [anow should haue beene] fethered in his
bowels 2389 Greene Menaphon (Arb ) 38A man of meane
estate being featheied with Cupidis bolt

*t*
0 Pass To be covered with white waves.

1749 F Smith Voy Disc N-W Pass. II 251 The Sea was
feathered with a strong Tide

4. rejl. and intr. for reft Of a bird • To get its

feathers, to become fledged ? Obs exc. dial
c 1430 Bk Hawkyng in Eel Ant I. 298 Thou seist hym

{your young hawk] hym begyn to feder 1486 BL St Albans
Aija, When they bene vnclosed and begynneth to feder
any thyng of lengthe 1377 B Googe Heresbaili's Hnsb
iv (1586) 169 They that meane to fatte Pigions doo sever
them when they be newly feathered 1639D Pell Imprm
Sea 1x8 The Vulture beholds her young to thrive and
feather 1790 A Wilson Discons. Wren Poet Wks
(1846) 98 A safe and weel about our nest, An’ them quiet
feath’ung laid 1

5. To cover with featheis, a internally : To line

with feathers, in phi. To feather one’s nest: to

avail oneself of oppoitumties for laying up wealth,
to enrich oneself

1383 Stubbes Anat A bits, n (1882)38 By this meanes
they feather their nests well inough 1612 T Ta\ lor Comm
7 itns 1 7 Yet all this worke is neglected, that his owne
neast may be well feathered 1638 Osborn fas I Wks
(1673) 5x4 He might have feathered his Family better than
he did 1733 Smollett Ct Fathom (1784) 41/2 His spouse
was disposed to feather her own nest, at the expence of

him and his heirs 1876 F E Trollope Charming Fellow
III xu 149 Maxfield has featheied his nest very consider-
ably.

to externally To coat with featheis; more
fully, To tar andfeather (see Tar v )

1774 Foote Coseneis m Wks. 1799 II 194 You wanted to
send me to be feathered abroad 1829 W. H Maxwfil
Stones ofi Waterloo, F Kennedy 203 The population were
amusing themselves in feathering tithe proctors.

t 6 Ofa cock . To cover with outspread feathers

;

to tread Obs.
cx386 Chaucer Hun’s Pr T. 337 He fethend Pertelote

twenty tyme, And trad as ofte 1700 Dryden Fables, Cock
ft Fox 70 Ardent in love. He feather’d her a hundred times
a day.

+ 7 ? To touch with, or ns with a feather ; to touch
lightly Obs rare—*
a 1223 Ancr. E 200 per ich feSri on, nwurSe3 tene oSer

tweolue

XI To present or give (to anything) the appear-
ance of feathers

8 intr To move, wave or float like feathers
; to

grow, extend m a feathery form.
1770TW11atelyMod Gardening 197A noble wood crowns

the top, and feathers down to the bottom of a large, oval,
swelling hill 1797 G Colman Br Gi ins. MaidofMoor 111,

The snow came feathering down 1820 Scott Mcmast h,
Little patches ofwood aud copse featheringnaturallyup the
beds of empty torrents 1837 S Osborn Quedah xxiv 356
The giaceful palm, the plantain, and pandanus feathering
over the edge of a beetling cliff, as if they were ostrich-
plumes 1864 Tennyson Eh Ard. 340 Her full-busted
figuie head Starred o’er the ripple feathering from her bows
1882 Bi.acl.mqre Chnstmuell iv. Like the wave and dip of
barley feathering to a gentle July breeze

b US Of ci earn • To rise upon the surface of

tea, etc like small flakes or feathers.

1860 Bartlett Diet Amtr

,

The cream feathei s. 1889 in

Farmers! mencanisnis 1890 Critic 21 June 314/1 To keep
cream fiorn feathering in hot weather.

c. trans. To send up feather-wise rate
1861 Thornbury Turner (1862) I 222 Where Vesuvius

featheis up its quiet plume of pure white smoke

9 Of a flowei (chiefly, a tulip), To befeathered.

to be marked with feather-like lines

1833 Hogg Snppl on Florists’ Flowers 31 When a Tulip
js feathered with dark purple 1881 Card Chrcn XVI 748
The outer segments variously feathered with dark purple

VOL. IV.

121 FEATHEE-EDGE.
10. trans To cut (wood, etc) down gradually

to a thm edge Cf Feather-edged a.
178a Edgeworth in Phil Trans LXXIII. 138 An arm of

deal, Feather-edged, and supported by stays of the same
feathered in the same manner 1794 Vince ibid

i-iA.ji.XV. 44 Pieces of lead with the edges feathered off.

11. Tofeather an oar : to turn it as it leaves the
water at the end of a stroke, so that it may pass
through the air edgeways.
a i74otsee FeatheringjW/. a. b ] 1774m Hone Every-day
Bh II 1062 He feather d his oars with skill 1847 JWilson Chr Noith\ 248 We to-day shall feather an oar
absol, 1823 L Hunt Bacchus m Tuscany 837 Boaters,

who know how to feathei, Never get tired 1861 Hughes
Jom Biown at Oxf xin (1889) 121 This wind will make it
very rough Mind you feather high.
Ill In various uses.

12. Shooting To knock a few feathers from (a
bird) without killing.

1890 Payne-Gallwey Let Young Shooters 137 You would
have shot 'well behind’, and not even feathered the tail of
a cock-pheasant 1892 Field g Apr 524/1 Mr Mervyn
Watts feathered a strong bird from No 2 trap.

13 Hunting, a. Of a hound : To make a
quivei ing movement with the tail and body, while
searching for the trail, b. Of the huntsman (see
quot 1884).

1803 Spirit Public frills. (1804) VII in The leading
hound, beginning to feather *839 F D. Radcliite Noble
Science lx 163 See that old bitch how she feathers—how
her stern vibrates with the quickened action of her pulses
1861 G F Berkeley Sportsm W Prantes 310 At last
Druid began ' to feather’ on the traces of a deer. 1884
JnrFERins Red Deet vu 118 The harbourer likes to 'feather—to set the hounds direct on the trail. x8ga Field 7 May,
I11 a lot of oats Saul feathered about, but could not find

Fea*ther-be*d.
1 . A bed stuffed with feathers
c 1000 Al

I

fnc's Voc inWi -Wulcker to^Culcitcs, fe^erbed
c 1273 Lay 17443 For nou 3e mawe heom hebbe ase fejrer-
bedaes c 1369 Chaucer Dcthe Blannche 231 Of downe of
pure dowves whyte I wil yive him a fether-bed 2480 Wardr
Ace Ediv IV (1830) 130 Beddes called federbeddes stuffed
with downe with their bolsters v 2533 Stewart C> on Scot
II. 44s All fedder beddis forbiddin wes also 2648 Prynne
PleaforLords 37 The Duke was smothered to death with
a featherbed. 2749 Wesley Acc School Kingswood 6 All
their Beds have Mattresses on them, not Feather-beds.
1828 Scott F. M Perth v, Make interest with your feather-
bed till day-bieak.

fig 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev I m vni 134 Such bolsters
and huge featherbeds of Promotion 2870 Lowfll Study
Wind. (r886) 328 He has smotheied the .. simplicity of
Chaucer under feathei-beds of verbiage
2. The Willow Warbler (Phylloscopus ti ochlus)

;

also of the Whitethroat (Motacilla sylvid)

2854 Baker Gloss Northampton I 224 Feathei bed, the
White-throat 1883 Swainson Prwv Names Brit Buds 26
Willow warbler Feather bed (Oxon)
3 attnb and Comb. a. altnb, as featherbed-

campaigner, -captain, -soldier

,

-warrior
; to objec-

tive, asfeatherbed-maker Also featherbed-lane,
slang (see quot

)

1888 Times (weekly ed ) e Nov 8/3 We want no feather-
bed campaigners 269a Hicki-ringue Good Old Cause
Wks 1716 II 329 Is ll because some *Feather bed Captains
sell such Ware 7 41x700 B E Diet Cant Crew,*Feather-
bed-lane, any bad Road c 1515 Cocke Lorell’s B (Petcy
Soc) q Bed-makers, *federbed makers, and wyie drawers

2837 Major Richardson Brit Legion 1 (ed 2) 20 Our
position has certainly not been that of feather-bed
soldiers 2872 Black Adv Phaeton xxm 323 Bach ’’feather-

bed warrior who rides from Kmghtsbiidge to Whitehall

Fea'ther-bone. [f as prec. + Bone . after

•whalebone ] (See quot

)

2887 Chicago Advance 17 Feb 1x2 Feathei -bone pre-
pared from the quills of geese and turkey's, is largely taking
the place of whalebone in the manufacture of whips [etc ]

Featherdom (fe’ffcudam) [f as prec + -dom ]
The realm of feathered creatures
2883 Harper's Mag Dec 80/1 May they not be gathering

the latest news from all featheidom ?

Feathered (fe Said), ppl a. [f Feather sb.

and v. + -ed ]

1 Of buds, animals, etc : Provided with or
having feathers. Also m parasynthetic comb

, as
black-, hard-, pen-, well-feathered adjs
(c 1130 Eadwmt's Psalter (E E T S )

lxxvii 27 Fuglaes
gefefierede ] <1x300 CursorM (Cott) 13991 J)e cok lepe vp

federd fayrer J»an be-forn c 1300A , A hs s4o6Hyweren
blake fethered on the wombe a 2440 Found St. Bartholo-
mew's 1 vi, The vision of the federyd beiste, 2377 Googe
Heresbach's Hnsb (1586) 163, I wil not refuse to shew you
somwhat also of my feathered cattle 2684 R H School
Recreat. 131 See that he [the cock] be sound, hard feather'd.

2708 Prior Turtle $ Sparrow 263 My children then were
just pen-feather’d 2721 R Bradley Wks Nature 83 Thus
have I remark'd what is most observable in the feathered
Tribe 1769 J Wau is Nat Hist Northumberland I ix

311 The young being surprized when they are near full

feathered. 1840 F D Bennett Whaling Voy, II 242 The
legs are feathered to the feet 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. vu.
(ed 4) 105 A feathered wanderer flew by
transf 2797 Mrs Radclhte Italian xu. One of the

supporting cliffs was in deep shade, but the other, featheied
with foliage 1852 H Mayo Truths in Pop Superst, (ed. 2)

23 An abrupt craggy ridge, feathered with underwood
to. Pertaining to or consisting of animals with

feathers

a 2603 Montgomerie Natur Passis Nitriture 53 Fra sho
with fednt flesh was fed 16x1 Cotgr. s v. Mahnte, The

Fox that sleepes a mornings meets with no feathered break-
fasts 2889 (title ofperiodical'), Ihe Feathered World
2. That is, or seems to be, supplied with wings

;

winged, fleet.

2387 Turberv Trag T 100 b, The God that feadreth [we] is
and bltnde 2596 Shaics i Hen. IV, iv 1 106, 1 saw young
Harry Ruse fiom th e ground like feathered Mercury. 1608— Per v u 25 In feather’d briefness sails are fill'd. 1636
R Durham inAnn.Dubrensia (1877) 36 Those Grey-hounas,
which with feather’d feete, Fly ore your pleasant downes.
a 2638 Cleveland Poems 43 (L ) Nor think our feathered
minutes may Fall under measure 279a S Rogfrs Pleas
Mem T. 62 The feathered feet of Time. 2865 Lowell Poet.

(1879) 4®9 Yet sometimes feathered words are strong
3 . Of an arrow. Fitted with a feather. Of a
wound • Inflicted by an arrow.
c 2000 jElfkic Gloss 111 Wr -Wulcker 143 Sagitta, ntl

spiculum, gefySerad flaa. 2513 Douglas /Enets x. v 82 Als
swyft as ganze or fedyrit arrow fleis. 2379 inW H Turner
Select. Rec Oxford 403 Syxe sheffe of goode arrowes, well
fethered hedds 2697 Dryden Virgil (1806) IV i6r Across
the shoulders came the feather’d wound , Transfix'd, he fell.

17x5-20 Pope Iliad 1 68 He twang’d his deadly bow, And
hissing fly the feather'd fates below 2825 ColeridgeA ids

(1848) I S3 Ihe arrows of satire feathered with wit.
4:. Adorned with a feather or plume of feathers.
2624 Trag. Nero iv 1 m Bullen 0. PI I 63 The feather’d

man of Inde 2632 T. Powell Tom All Trades 170 Your
feathered Gallant of the Court 2732 A Macdonald in
Scots Mag July (2733) 338/2 Allan was dressed in a blue
side coat and Feathered hat 2813 Scott Tnerm n xxm,
Their feather’d crests alone Should this encounter rue.
5 Furnished or ornamented with something re-

sembling a feather or feathers . a. of animals Cf.
Feather jA ii.

2686 Land. Gas No 2193/4 A black Brown Gelding
Feather’d of each side the Neck 27*2 Bradley Wks.
Nature 137 Moths have their Antennae short and feathered.

b. firehit Cf Feathering vbl. sb. 2 b.
2843 Ecclesiologist IV 14 note, A very nch canopied

monument, with double feathered arch 2848 Rickman
Goth, Archit go Ihe arch is richly feathered.

c of a plough-share. Cf Feather^ 16 c.

2763 A Dickson Treat Agnc (ed 2)2x5 Giving it a
feathered sock 1799 J Robertson Agnc Perth 95 In
land, which is free of stones, the feathered share is preferred
6 a Of leaves or petals, timber, etc. . Having

feather-like markings.
2610 W Yolkiughkui Art ofSurvey 1 Hi 7 High grounds

produce wood of a more beautifull-feathered and better
giaine 1833 Hogg Snppl Florists’ Flowers 31 [A tulip
with certain markings is called] a feathered Bybloemen or
feathered Rose

b. Ofplants, branches, etc ; Formed orarranged
like featheis ; having feather-like hairs or tnfts :

feather-like

2378 Lyte Dodoens n vii 235 A littell crownet, out of the
whiche the small feathered leaues do grow 2776 Withering
But. Plants (1796) I 224 Summits reflected, featheied
1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 359 Fir trees, whose close
and feathered branches intwined with one another. 2820
Keats Hyperion 1 9 The feathered grass.

7 . In various names of a flowers and b moths
a. 1378 Lyte Dodoens 11. vu 256 Single Gitlofers ..

are called in Englishe by diuers names, as feathered
Gillofers. 2823 Crabb Tecknal Diet, The feathered
Columbine, the Thahctrum aqmlegifohum 1878-86 Brit-
ten & Holland Plant-n

,

Feathered Gillofers, Dtanthus
plmnamis
b 1839 Wood Index Entomol 28 Eulepta grammtea,

featheied Footman Ibid. 52 Hehophobus Leucopfixiis,
feathered Ear. Hehophobus populans, feathered Gothic
2869 E. Newman Brit Moths 289 The Feathered Bnndle
(Apoiophyla australis) Ibid 399 The Feathered Ranun-
culus (.Eiunda Luheuca) 2870 Wood Common Moths
Eng 50 The Feathered Thom (Jhmerapennand)
8. Of an oar : That is or has been turned so as

to ' feather ’
: see Feather v ii.

2812 J Wilson Isle of Palms 11 417 As if the lightly
feather d oar could take them to the shore. 2892 Daily
News 25 Sept. 3/4 The swish of feathered oars upon the
water.

9 . Sugar-boilmg Cf. Feather si. 13.

_
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Feathered BoilingofSugar .

is when after several Boilings, the Artist blows thro’ the
Holes of the Skimmer . till thick and large Bubbles flying
up on high, the Sugar is become Feathered.

10

Feathered-shot (see quot.). Cf. feaiher-shot
copper, Feather sb 19.
x88x Raymond Mining Gloss

, Feathered-shot, copper
granulated by pouring into cold water,

Fea’tlier-e'dge, sb. [f as prec. + Edge] The
fine edge of a board, etc. that thins off to one side,

so as to resemble a wedge in section.

1785 Roym Phil Trans LXXV 396A line bemgbrought
to coincide with the feather edge
attnb, 1616 MS Acc, St John's Hosp , Cantcib , For

samgof fetheredg bourd. 2703 1 N City § C Purchaser
40 Feather edge a sort of Bricks thinner at one edge, than
theyare at the other 2703 Moxon Mech Exerc 160 Feather-
edge, Boards, or Planks, that have one edge thinner than
another are called Feather-edge stuff 1874 Knight Diet
Mech , Feather-edge File, a file with an acute edge. 2883
Hendon Times 5 May 3/2 Quantity of shop-shutters, feather-
edge boai ds, cupboard fronts

Fea ther-e'dge, v. [f. piec sb ] trans

.

To
cut to a feather-edge, produce a thm edge upon.
Also transf to turn (oneself) sideways.
2799 Jas. Wilson Mission Voy S. Sens p. xlix. The

planks beingfeather-edged, and lapped over sSooHerschel
in Phil Trans XC 306 The slip of wood at their back
was feather-edged towardsthe stove S854THOREAU Walden
1 49 The boards were carefully feather-edged and lapped.

16



FEATHEB-EDG-ED. 122 FEATHERY.
1890 W, C Russei l Ocean Trag II, xxiv. 219 Tell your
mad relative to feather-edge himself He is all fiont

Fea'ther-e’dged, a [f as piec. + -ed 2 ]
1

.

Having one edge thinner than the other, so

that the section is wedge-shaped Also quast-«r/».

*703 T N City 3 C Purchaser 131 That thick feather-
edg’d-board, generally nail’d round the Eaves of a House.
1713 Warder True Amazons (ed 21 tis Two Boards slit

feather edg’d will cover the House 1785 Roy in Phil
Trans LXXV. 396 Two feathei -edged pieces of brass
1806 A Young Agnc Essex (1813) I 198 Mr Rogers'
Noifolk ploughs lay their fuirows quite flat , but the Essex
ones feathei -edged. i8xz J Smvtii Pract Customs (1821)
282 The officers are to understand that the term feathei
edged is applicable to such Slabs only as aie rendered
feather edged by the natural convexity of the tree. 1861

J. H Walsh l/orse xxxu 567 The disadvantages of the
feather edged shoe.

2 Of ribbons, etc : Having a tufted edge.

Featlieret (fe foret). [f. as prec. + -et.] A
small feather
1882 JcrrcRiEs Boots I xii 212 Dowl is the fluff, the

featherets no finger can remove.

Featherfew. Forms 4 feperfoy, 5 federfu,
fedyrfoy, 6-8 fetherfew, 7- featherfew. [Cor-
rupted var of Feverfew.] The popular name of
JPyrethrum Parthenium
c 1323 St Patrick’s Purg cxlvu, Mint, fejierfoy and eglen-

tere. c 1440Promp Pa.ro 152/2 Fedyrfu, or fedyrfoy, herbe,
febnffuga 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1627) 99 If beasts
bee sicke yee shall giue them madder, long pepper, the
baike of a walnut tree, with fetherfew *683 Tryon Way
to Health 552 Herbs of a strong bitter Quality, as Worm
wood, Featherfew, Tansie, and the like c 1759 Roxb Ball.
VII 57 Here’s fetheifew, gilliflowers and me. 1863 R
Prior Plant-n , Featheifew the feverfew .from confusion
of name with the feather foil [An erroneous statement ]

Fea’tlier-foo’ted, a a. Having feet covered
with feathers, b fig. Moving silently and swiftly
a 1580 Hollyband Tt eas. Fr. Tong

,
Coition

,
or pigeon

Pattu, fether footed doues or pigeons 1868 Darwin Amm
<S- PI I vm 295 There is a feather-footed breed.
b. 1563 Golding Ovid's Met 11 31 He bad the fether-

footed houres go harnesse in his horse. 1637 Heywood
Dial 111 Wks 1874 VI. 137 Swift feather-tooted Time.
173* A Hill Ado Poets xxm. Fancy’s light Dwarfs • whose
feather-footed Strains, Dance through a Waste of Brains I

1797 Mrs A M Bennett Beggar Girl(1813) II no The
feather-footed Rosa darted along the paddock 1839
Bailey Festits xx <1848) 231 Soft as a featherfooted cloud
on Heaven.

+ Fea’therham. Obs Forms i feBerhama,
-homa, 2 feperhome, 5 Sc fetherham, fethrame,
6 Sc, fedderame, fed(d)rem, -rum, fethreme
[OE. fe&er-hama

,
f. fcScr Feather sb. + hama a

covenng ] A covering or appendage of feathei s

,

plumage, wings
«8oo Corpus Gloss 1984 Talana feSrhoninn a 1000

Caedmon s Gen 670 (Gr ) Geseo ic him hi* engla* ymbe
hweorfan mid feoerhaman <71175 Lamb Horn 81 Her he
uette feper-home and wenge c 1470 Harding Chron xxv
in, Afterwaid a Fetherham he dight, To flye with wynges
as lie could beest descerne 1513 Douglas AEneis iv v 93Slyd with thi feddrame, to 3one Troiane prence 1S70
Sempill Ball xi 11 (1872) 77 Tab tho feddrum of the Craw
In syne of wo and dolour 1606 Birma Kirk-Bm tallli 833)
23 It wold make our craw-down fedrum fal.

Fea’ther-head. a An empty or light head
b A silly, empty-headed person
a 1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1857) I 88 To me, in my poor

leather-head, [he] seemed a somewhat unhandy gentleman

, V®? 1 Carlylf Sari Res (1858)154 Show the haughtiest

S' o*” 1 a soul higher than himself is actually here
1878 T. Sinclair Mount 19 Our periodical featherheads do

kf>°W that we dwell m the modern land of Canaan.
1878 Tennyson Q. Mary v. 1, A fool and featherhead.

*886W. Graham SocialProblem too Mere feather-
head folly

Fea ther-hea ded, a [f prec. + *ed a
]1. Empty-headed, hare-biained, silly

1647 WarxrSmtp Cobler 30 Many Gentlemens . estates
are deplumed by their feather-headed wifes. 1716 CurareDove Makes Man 11 a, Ah 1 thou hast miss’d a Man so far
above this feather-headed Puppy 1876 Geo Enoi Dan,Der IV. liv 106 Some feather-headed lady or gentleman.
x88x Irving in Macru Mag. XLV 305 It was Tittle more
tna,n a conceited and feather-headed assumption,
2. Having a feathei y top rare.
x8at Clare Fill Mtnstr. II 173 Feather-headed grasses.
Feathermess (fe -formes), [f. Feathery +

-ness ] a Feathery state or condition, b. Light-
ness, fickleness
1680W Dates Sure Trial Uprightness 130 Theie is sucha levity and feathermess in our Mfnds 1838 Blaekw Mag.XLIV 613 Pulling off bright wings, and destroying the

lustrous feathei iness 1892 L F DayHaim e in Ornament
iv 53 Ihe very feathermess of its flower heads
Feathering (fe foi irj ), vbl sb. [ + -inq i

]1 The action of the vb. Feather m vanous
senses
1640 Bp. Hall Chr Moder 8/1 That bird of whom Suidas

speaks, which dies in the very act of hi* feathering 177sBurke Corr (1844) 1 1 26 North Carolina is left ou t becau se

JLi
n
wr tar

„f°r feathering 187s Sharpe in Encycl Brit

ihL-firnflV
37* klns [pen, Y V of England] dnected the

sheriffs of counties to take six wing-feathers from every

A
he fe

,

at
Q0
e
?
ng « a,rows *878 Blsani & Rice

r
V
L
t88^ 35 Rowing their short, deep stroke,without any feathering, but in perfect time,

b Arbot teutonic (see quot ).
18*7 Stfuart Planter*s G (1828) 237 What the workmen

call ‘the feathering', that is, the position of the capillary
rootlets upon the primary lootlets 01 bianchcs, which aie
always found pointing outward* from the body of the Tree
2 In vauous conuete senses The plumage of

biuls, the feather of an arrow, feather-like structure

in the coat of an animal
1530 Palsgr aip/i Fedderyne of a shafte 1721 Braui 1 \

Wks Nature 57 I he Beauty of w hose Shells is as rem.uk-
able as the diversity of Feathering in Birds 1856 ICani
Arct Expl I. xxi 268 The ptarmigan shows .1 singular
backwardness in assuming the summer feathering 1875
G. W. Dasfnt Vikings I. 46 An arrow on which a golden
thread was twisted in the feathewng 1885 Century Mag
XXXI T2i His [the Irish setter's] coat where it extends
into what is technically known as feathering, is like spun
silk m quality 1891 J L kin ing Burst 4 Afau in India
vm 199 In Indian horse lore the set of these featherings
ending sometimes in cucles or whorls, are all mapped out

like cuirents on a manner's chart

b Archit (see quot 1842-76).
1816 J Smith Panorama Sc. 4 Ait I 132 The parts of

tiaceiy are ornamented with smalt arches and points, which
is called feathering or foliation 1842-76 Gw in F.ucyil
Archit Gloss, Featherings, the cusps, plain or decoiated,
at the ends of a foil in tiacery 1854/ L Pith Archit
Studies France 84 Some windows of a single light, with a
fiee tiefoil feathei ing in the head

c. Gardening A feather-like marking oi pencil-
ling in a flower.

1833 Hogg Suppl Florists' Floweis 25 The feathering
elegant and various, heavy and light, dose 111 some [Tulips],
and slightly broken in otheis 1882 Mu Garden 28 Jan 67/1
The outer surface suffused with purple featherings
8 aitrib.

1858 0 W. Holmes Ant Break/-/ vn (1811 r) 165, I have
established a pan of well pionounccd feathei mg-calhises on
my thumbs 1867 J Hoc.g filter osc. 11. li 407 Wlitreby a
‘ feathering movement * is effected.

Feathering’ (fe foriq),/// a. [f as prec +
-ing - ] That leathers

; in senses of the vb.
1789 W. Gilpin Wye 93 The ruins with the feathering

foliage 1835 M. F Osson in Mem (1862) I 260 His wit
is so truly l'rench in its . spark Itng, feathering vivacity
1848 Lytton Arthur m xxvu, Where o’er the space the
feathering brandies bend
b Of an oar, paddle-wheel, float, etc. • &ce

Feather v. ii.
a 1740 Tickell (W), The feathering oar leturns the

Cl«un *867 Smyth Sailor’s Wd bk
, Pcatheriugfuddles

I°°9 Sir E J Rcld Shtpbutld. xv 278 Feathering paddle-
wheel shafts are sometimes carried on brackets secured
to the ship’s side 1874 Knight Dot Unit , Feather,
vig 1 addle-wheel, a wheel whose floats have a motion
on an axis, so a* to descend neatly veitically into the
water and ascend the same way, avoiding beating on the
water in the descent and lifting water in the ascent

Featherless (fe itorlus), a [f. Feather sb
+ -less ] Without feathers, m vauous senses.

/ 1400 Beryti 1764 To sliete a fethirles bolt 1483 Calk
Augl. 124/2 Fedyrles or with owtyn feders, uiphuuts cxkxo
Barclay Mirr Gd Planners (1570) Fiv, Yoiige fetherlesse
foules streyght taken from the nest 1590W Vai i ans Pale
two Szvannes, A haunted duske Was taken up all fether-
lesse and bare 1640 Howi t l Dendrologia, Ithenusmrn 74I hat featherlesse bird, whit h went about to begge plumes of
other birds to cover his nnkednesse 1658 Cli vi land RusticRampant Wks (1687) 407 Some with Bows and featherless
Arrows a 1845 Hood Jo Uahnunann iv, A feathcrless
cocked-hat adorns his head 1850 Lylll 2nd Visit U S
II 223 Plato * definition of a man, ‘ bipes uuplumc

'

a
featherless biped

Hence Tea-tlierlessness, the state of being
without feathers. 17*7 in Bailey vol, II

Featherlet (fefoilet). [f. as prec -j- -let 1A small feathei .

J

1834 Southey Doctor Pref. 41 The episodes and digres-
sions fringe [the story] like so mw> featherlets 1866 Morn
n 1

^ l̂ne ki
r
d

>
w,ttl a t.ul of magnificent ied.

flecked by some snow-white feathei lets.

Featherly : see List ofSpurious Winds
^ I*ea*ther-maker . Obs, One who dresses

feathers; one who deals m feathers or plumes
0*?80 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong

,
Vn plnmasster, a

ffither maker 1620 Rowlands Pair SPy-knaves (1872S 8Point the Feather-maker not to fade lb plume ray headwith his best Estndge tavle 1681 Land Cos. No 165,5/4
Plis Majesties Feather-maker (who dwels m the Pall-Mall).
Fea’therman. [f. Feather sb. + Man ] Onewho deals in featilers or plumes

D- Jonson Gipsies Mctamorph Wks (Rtldg ) 626/1

J
6511

]
16™ 1511

J
erfumers a 1634 Randoi pit Muses

ihoueh
£

i

And
,

y011 sweet Feathernran, whose warethough light Oieweighs your Conscience, 1724 SwirrReasons agst Exam Drugs, The several trades . whichdepend on our* such as that of hearses, coaches, coffins

CirZEri
and le

'x?
ge

l

rs c i8i3 Mrs Si 1 1 uwood "tonesC/u Catech. XX. 202 Mother was so busy with that feather-man, that it was of no use to ask her to hear me
Fea’ther-stitch.. A kind of slitch m orna-

mental needlework, producing a deeoialed zigzag
line (See quot.) *»

(jSSl
CAVlf?,ld & Saward Diet Needlework, Feather

rM.rn^F f
h vai ,et,es of th,!> «>tdi arc t he ( )pus Pluma,

anc,e"t writers used for filhng in Emb.o.deru-swoiked in silk and crewels upon silk, cloth, and seieematenals, and Feather and Double Feathei Stitch ustd fo^ 81 'I "“ *»
Hence Feather-stitch, v

, Feather-stitching’
vbl sb (in quot concr.) “
1884 Draper's Price List

, Longcloth, scallop, feather

stitched 1891 Miss Down Girl in Karp, xii 149 The
feathei stitching on my pink shirt

Fea’ther-to ngne, v t> am. To provide with
a tongue or projection for fitting into a groove
Cf l'J-ATlIKU sb 16 c.

1851 Btik's hlorixt so I' or the bottom, the hoards are
placed lengthw. i ;>l ,1 'i 1

. fi-* 1
, ! ,

, ,

together with t .It . I 1., i0s8 s> ,, , ^ 1 , ,
>

P> ttt

s

»7 1 luce inch deal feather tongued.

Fea’ther-to ngued, a. [F. Feather sb +
Tongue + -Eli '*

] Of a person . Light-tongued •

talkative.

a 1618 St 1 \ 1 si 1 n Job 1 rlumphant 205 ’! he light foot
ft athcr tongued Dame Had far and wide spied . the fame
Of job’s Misfortunes

Fea’ther-weiglit.
1 That winch has the weight of a feallier; hence

a very small thing.
1838 Dicki ns O Iroid (1850) 283/1 He turned toohseive

the efleet of the slightest featherweight in his favour 1884A M C11 hici Pop Pint . lstum, io3 The feathei -weight of
his carelessness, liowevci, kicked the beam,
2 Racing. The lightest weight allowed by the

rules to be earned by a horse m a handicap
Hence sometimes applied to the rider
181a sporting Mag XXXIX 136 The animals rode a

featlu r weight 1858 Joih,y < tub Rules m Blame’s Rural
Sports (18701 376 A feather weight shall Iil consulted 4st
7 lb 1883 b I'inni-li 1st mi nits i t team / eicestersh 1x1
[He] was going like .1 youth and a feathei -weight
fig i860 Mont \ Netlurl. 1. a \ Hurghley and Walsing-
ham were no feather weights, like the fuvoloiei Henry III
3

.

Boxing Applied to a pugilist who is very
light, as distinguished from a heavy middle-, or
light-weight
1889 KB Mauri 1 Boxing 147 'I he boundary between

heavy and middle weight, down to fi nthci weight (9 stone)
bo Feather-weighted ///, a, trilling, unim-

portant.
1870 Lowut. Among my Bks -Ser. 1.(1873) 274 Finding

that he can make those feathet-weightcd acudents tialance
ea< h other

Fea’ther-’W’ork. [f as prec -»-\Vouk.] a.
The art of working m feathers; also concr. (see
quot. 1882). b. -Feathfr-htitcii.
n. 1665 J. Wi nil Stone //eng (1725) 317 '1 heir Curiosity m

leather-works was such, that it surpass* th all Ciedit and
Belief 1707 Iminnui I’oy. v in The Natives . are very
expert m heather wotk. 1784 blits. Mos*ia*.u Let. « Feb.m Lady of last Cent. (Doran 1874)326 My great pica of
feather-work is not > et compleatrd 1843 l'«i min fife.x no
(1B50) I. 32 Cotton dresses, and mantles of featherwork, ex
quisitely made. x88* Cauii i tLti K Saward Diet Reed/.-
work, Feuther Work consists of cov ermg buckram or other
stitT foundations wuh birds’ feathers arranged in designs
and sewn entirely over the feitmdatiuu,
b. 187*0 biiim y Gloss Ful terms j 19 *\ cm tain kind

°i needlework is talk'd 111 aneiuit imcntoru s 'opus pluma
nuni or feather woik, from the way the stitches overlie each
other like the feathers on a bird,
attnb 1864 Sai a m Daily Tel. 23 Dec , That wondrously

variegated featherwork tapestry which the old Aztecs used
to work such marvels m
Feathery (fc-Sori), a [f as prec + -’k ]1 . Of birds ; Clothed with feathers ; leathered
*^34 Muton Counts 34C Might we hut hear the village

cock Count the night-watches to his feathery dames 1753Dousi 1 v Agriculture r. 241 His feathery Miojeets m ohedi-
ence flock Around his feeding hand 1800 Hurdis Fav,

l'J
y lhMr *»u«UP-. » feathery bunch

xvnp I all fitaltG 17 Mar 1 2/2 ihe. bird, join > once more
in feathery society,

b Of a dog* Curly-haired.
*889 Pall Mall G, 12 Aug 6/r Groups of feathery setters
stiam on their couplings
2 . Fringed, tipped, or flecked with something

feather-like.

*75ja S, Roctns Pleas filnti j 220 The beacon’s glimmer

iS&t 11
family tipt the fe uhery surge wuh light

1826 Mrs Hlmans Fonst S'arhtuury i.iu, Sighing through
the feathery canes. 1876 Miss Bh shoos J. Hagen id’s Dan
ll 25 Silver arrows of pale summer moonlight pierced the
feathery pine-branches. 18841- I> MnixrmJ/Jpcr'sfi/ag
Sept, 520/1 Ihe sky feathery hud soft m texture.

D, Of the voice : Husky.

1
^ f'XANr Canttromans 1. 111 42 Sir Piers, whose voicehad become, somewhat 'feathery'.

3 . Resembling feathei* or plumes a inappear-
plume-like, c$f> of snow.

*580 C'irss Pr Mimoh.1 Ps. cslviu, Yon feathery snowes
fiom wynters nests. 1650 Sin 'I Bruvvni Pseud F.p ,1. i.
(
,
e‘‘ 7,55 which sci ms to be some feathery particle or snow.

,rL r T.-

1

?
fhad\\\ 3 46 As the feathery snows Fall frequent

fo |?1B
^

r'r
300 ^ f‘-atkery apjieiidages

n Dandelion t8S3 Kaw Gunnell K\p xxsv
W'323 * prolongations passed into detached feathery
clouds 1870 Hooitr a Stud. Flora 180 Valcuana Calyx-

M?ee
a/t‘tl^L'ry deciduous pappus *888

hfdal Jhne 1. 1, Diamond stars Humblingamongst her feathery golden hair

1 1
Hence of immaterial things

;

^ material things* Light, flimsy.
ARS-t0N PnTfl 4 Kat* 1 2St So tunics herfeathnefanue to and fro 1699W Bat is SPit Pufid

42o 0“r Resolutions are 1 ight and Feathery
1865 Dicki ns Mut Fr 11 vi, Blowing tin* feathei y ash

he°i

n
U.low"io

r
i f?

71 R 6
*

ilollll notnet yellow locks the tiara s feathery tissue.
c humorously. Of a feather-dealer.

Mnke •
flC

(
cd,

,

S) 54 F,ne anti lathery artiranMake (oi me 1 prince’s plume,
*



FEATISH, 123 FEATURED,
Featish (f* tif), a [Altered form ofME felts

(see Featous) with the ending assimilated to the
suffix -tsh ] fa. Elegant, neat (obs

~ 0
. see

Featous and next word) b dial Pretty good,
toleiable, considerable

; fairly well in health
1825 J. Britton Beauties of Wtltsh III 373 ‘ Hoav do

you do?' ‘Featish’ 1877 N W Line Gloss s v
,

‘ There’s
a featish crop o’ pears upo that tree ’ Ibid ,

*They be featish
liars 1

1 Swillin’ton ’ 1888 Berksh, Gloss s v Veatish, ‘Ther
be a veatish lot on urn ’ Ibid ,

‘
I be got rid o' the doctor, an’

be a-veelin’ quite veatish like now ’

Hence f Pea'tishaess. Obs neatness
1530 Palsgr 219/1 Featysshnesse, propernesse, /fctfe/wv

f Fea'tless, a Sc Obs [f. Feat sb. + -less
;

cf. Feckless ] Inept, silly

*599 JAS> I BakuA Aiopou 162 A featless arrogant conceit
of their greatness 1731 J. Kelly Scott Proverbs 104 Feat-
less Folk is ay fam of other,

Featly (If tli), adv and a Somewhat arch [f.

Feat a. +-ly *.] A. adv
1 Fitly, properly, suitably, aptly

;
neatly, elegantly.

13 EE A Hit. P B 585 He |>at fetly in face fettled
alle eres. 011400 Cov Myst (Shaks 800)135 Feetly with
helpe sche can consent To set a cokewolde on the hye benche,
c 1420 Pallad on Husb vm. 142 Clense it feetly wel 1539
Taverner Erasm Prov (1552) 55 Gelhus applyeth this
prouerbe very featlye to these grosse and rude men 1591
Florio Sec Fruites 63 You will haue it [wine] smelling
sweetehe, coloured featly 1606 Birnie Kirk-Bunall 111,

The gluing vp of the godhes ghost may featlie be compared
to three things 1671 Eaciiard Observ Answ Coat Clergy
62 We are bluntly told not neatly and featly. 1831 Carlyle
Sart Res 1 vm (1858)33 Frills and fringes, with gay variety
of colour, featly appended 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss ,
* It was all done varry feitly

’

f b Exactly, precisely. Obs.
a 1450 Bk Si Albans, PishingUBSpS Bynd hem to gydur

fetelyso Jrat he cropp may justly entur alle m to seyd
hole 1549 CoveudaleErasm Par Gal iv 2g In this also
the allegorie featly agreeth 1674 N Fairfax Bulk $ Selv

74 A curious frame ofwell-ranged bulks so featly set together

2. Cleverly, deftly, skilfully.

1436 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 172 Ihynges wylh whiche they
fetelyblereoureeye 1532 More Confut TtndaleWks 488/2
He feately conuayed himself out of the frying panne, fayre

Chnsttad xvi, In homely guise I featly framed My lowly
speech 1888 G H Radford Occasional Worses, Let the
gentle angler stand And featly cast his specious fly

b. With reference to movements, esp. dancing ;

With graceful agility, nimbly
c 1340 Gave $ Gr Knt. 1758 pe lady fetly hym kyssed

1611 Shaks Wmt. T iv iv 176 She dances featly 1635
Bkome Sparagus Garden 111 ix, How feately she holds up
the neb to him 1 1704 Pope fan <$• May 620 So featly tripp’d

the light-foot ladies round. 1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot g
Featly athwart the ridge she runs. x8*a Byron Ch Har j

Ixxm, Theirchargers featlyprance 1835 Willis Peitctilings

I xxx. 215 His wife, danced as featly as a fairy 1843
Barham Ingol Leg, Ingol Penance u, Featly he kisseth

his Holiness’ toe 1870 Lowell Stud Wind 181 The
Sapphic moves featly to our modem accentuation

j* 3 . Oddly, strangely. (Cf Feat a 5 ) Obs.

1874 N Fairfax Bulk $ Selv 29 If my soul does not thus

featly stick out of my body 1727 Bailey vol II, Featly,

oddly, after an unusual or uncouth manner.

B. adj. Graceful. Ofa dress • Neat, well-fitting.

x8ox Moore Rtngva, Some the featly dance amused 1822

W Irving Braceb Hail (1845) 269 Her dainty person clad in

featly cloak

Hence Fea tliness, featly quality; gracefulness

1843 Lytton Last Bar. iv vi, The admirable ‘featliness
’

of the Count de la Roche . was rivalled only by the more
majestic grace of Edward

Featness (ff tnes). [f. as prec + -ness J
1 Elegance, shapeliness, spruceness, trimness.

1578 Fleming tr Cams' Dogs in Arb Gamer III 248
Featness with neatness hath neighbourhood enough c 1615

Lives Women Saints 25 Thefeatnesse of the bodie is the

fouling of the soule 165a Wharton tr Rothman’s Chiro-

mancy Wks (1683] 532 The Lines and other Signatures, are

by their Featness more perspicuous. X699 Boyer Fr $•

Eng Diet s v ,
Featness propreti

fb Nicety Obs
*577“87 Holinsiifd Chi on. II 12/2 The language carneth

such difficulty with it . . for the curious featnes of the pro-

nunciation, that, etc.

+ 2 ‘Oddness, uncouthness ’ (Bailey, folio,

1730-6).

t Fea'tous, a Obs. Forms a. 4-5 fetis(e,

-ys(e, s fetyce, 6 Sc. fettis
;
see also Featish

/3 5 fet(e)ous, 6 feytous, (feat-, fetus (se),

feateous, 6-7 feat(u)ous, 7 fetuous [ME fetys,

a OFr fetis,feitis,faictiS) f L faciictus . see Fac-

titious. In 1 5-1 7th c. the ending was confused

variously with the suffixes -ish, -ous, -ecus, -tiotts,

and the word seems to have been apprehended as

a derivative of Feat a., to which m later use it

approximates m sense.]

I. Of persons and their limbs Well-formed,

well-proportioned, handsome.
13 E E, A lltt P B 174 Fetyse of a fayr forme, to fote

& to honde 1340-70 Altsaunder 188 Fetise natles C1386

Chaucer Para T 150 In comen tombesteies Fetis and
smale. c 1400 Rom, R ose 829 He was, So faire, so jolly,

and so fetise c 1440 Promp. Pam 159/2 Fetyce, or praty,

parvunenhts. X477MARG Paston in Lett No. 809 III 2x5

I ham waxse so fetys that I may not be gyrte in no barre of

no gyrdyl that I have. 1535 Stewart Chi on Scot. 23865
x. his king 'Hire sonis had baith fettis, fair and fyne

b Of things Skilfully or aitistically fashioned

;

hence, in wider sense, elegant, handsome, becoming.
Often of dress.

C1386 Chaucer Prol. 157 Full fetise was hire cloke 0x400
Rom. Rose 532 Hus dore was so fetys and so lite Ibid
**33 lu clothyng was he ful fetys c 1460 J Russell Bk
Nitiinre66 Wynecanels of box fetice & fyne 1566DRANT
Horace Sat 1 83 Those that teache m schooles, With .

featusse knacks will lewre the little fooles 1570 — Setm
,

Easter Wk 220 b, Ye thinke it fine and featous to be called
roses and Lilies 1648 Herrick Hesfer I 126 Upon this
fetuous board doth stand Something for shew-bread
2 ‘ Dexterous 1

1755 in Johnson

+ Fea'tously, adv. Ohs. [f prec + -ly -
]

1 With respect to attire, or ornamentation.
Beautifully, handsomely, elegantly
13 EE Alht. P B 1462 pe coperounes of pe canacles

bat on |>e cuppe reres, Werfetysely formed out in fylyoles
longe 1377 Langl. P PI B 11 162 Fauel[sat]onaflat[er]ere
fetislich atired. 1513 Douglas JEnets iv v 163 Fetisly
stekit with prynmt goldin thredis c 1540 Pilgr. I 180 His
bottis sat cleyn and claspyd feytuosly 1605 Drayton
Eglogs iv 142 A hood Ywrought full featuously

2 With reference to actions: Cleverly, dexter-

ously, nimbly, properly Of speech . Elegantly,

with correctness and propriety.
cx350 Will Paleme 98 pe herdes wif fetisliche It [pat

child] bapede, & wrou3t wip it as wel as 31F it were hire

owne c 1386 Chaucer Prol 124 Frenche she spake ful

fayre and fetisly c 1400 Berytt 141 The flrere feynyd fetously
the spryngil for to hold 1595 Spenser Prothal 27 They
cropt full feateously The tender stalkes i6xx Beaum &

Fl Knt Burning Pestle iv v, While hobby-horse doth
foot it featuously.

Featuous, var. form of Featous a. Obs.

Featural (ft tiural), a [f Feature sb + -al ]

Of or pertaining to the features

1883 G Macdonald Donal Grant I vi 50 There was no
featural resemblance between the two faces

Hence Fea turally adv
,
with regard to features

1804 Monthly Mag XVIII. 4 Never were cases more
featurally distinct

Feature (fftmi), sb. Forms. 4-5 fetour(e,

4-6 feture, feyture, 5 fetur, (fay(c)ture, fet-

ture, fe(i)ter, feetour, 6 feuter, fewter, 7 feau-

ture), 6- feature. [a. OF feture, failure (=Pr
fattura, factura) '.—'L.factura

.

see Facture ]
1 . Make, form, fashion, shape; pioportions, esp

of the body; a particular example of this Obs exc.

arch.
c 1325 Song of Mercy 41 in E E P (1862) 119,

1

made pe
Mon Of feture liche myn owne fasoun 14 Why I can't

be a Nun 134 ibid 141,

1

behelde welle her feture. c 1410 Sir
Chges 11 He was a man of hight stature. And therto full

favr of feture 1526 Pilgr Per/ (W deW 1531) 306 b. In
all feyture of body I was mcsosl lyke vnto thy Grace x6oo

Dymmok Ireland {1843) 5 Horses of a fine feature 16x3

Purchas Pilgrimage vi 1 (1614) 558 Apes twice as bigge
in feature ot their limmes a x66x Fuller Worthies (1840)

II 501 The king fell much enamoured of her feature 1671
H M tr Erasm Colloq 320 A woman appeared to him in

his sleep, in a wonderful feature 1684 T Hociun God's

Decrees 328 Pleasantness is very visible m the complexion
and feature of true Religion x8zo Keats Hyperion in 88

An image, huge of feature as a cloud X875 Tennyson
Q. Mary 1. 1, Courtenay of splendid feature

*pb. Good form or shape; comeliness Obs.

1594 Shaks Rich III, 1 1. xg, I, that am cheated of

Feature by dissembling Nature. >594 Parsons Succession

to Engl Crown Ep Ded , His excellent partes of lermng,

wit, feuter of body, curtesie [etc ]

•j* c cotter. Something formed or shaped
,

a

form, shape, creation. Obs. Cf. Creature i

1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 256/2 Alle fetures and creatures

piayse the moder of lygnte xfiox B. Jonson Poetaster n i,

No doubt of that, sweet feature a x6i8 Sylvtster Aicto-
pkilos’ Epist to Arctoa 84 Nature Adorns her shop still

with the matchlesse feature 1667 Milton P L x 279
So sented the gum Feature, and upturn d His Nostril wiae
into the murhie Air

+ d Asa term of contempt • = Creature. [So

OF failure, inEng peril confused with Faitour ]
c 1460 Towneley Myst 60 Fature, for thy sake, Thay

shalbe pent to pyne Ibid 120 To felle those fatures I ant

bowne 14 Chester PI (1847) H 162 Fye on thee,

feature, fie on thee

-p 2 . a In pi The elements which constitute

bodily form; the build or make of the various

parts of the body Hence in sing with distributive

adj. b concr. A part of the body
,
a limb Obs

13 E. E Allit P B 794 Alle fetuier ful fyn & fautlez

hope 1393 Langl P. Pi C. vii 46 Prout of my fairehope 1393 Langl P. Pi C. vn 46 Prout of my faire

fetours 1447 Boklnham Seyutys Introd. (Roxb ) 5 Hyr 00
foot is Both flesh and boon Men may behoden eclie feture

Ther of saf the greth too only c 1460-70 Compl Cnste 200

in Pol. Rcl <$ L Poems 172,

1

sende the bodyly helthe

fayrenes and also feturs fele 1508 Fisher Wks (1876) 240
How many lacke theyr armes and other fetuies of theyr

bodyes 1599 Wcevcr Epigr iv xxn Evj, Their rosie-

tamted features cloth’d m tissue 1726 Swift Gulliver iv

vii 103, I agreed m every Feature of my Body with other

Yahoos, except, etc 1752 Young Brothers iv 1, Shall

I stab Her lovely image stampt on every feature?

3 In narrower sense a In pi anddistributively*

The lineaments of the face, the form or mould of

its various parts Also collect in sing

c 1350 Will Paleme 857 Wanne meliors mi3t se his face,

sche pout pat leuer hire were haue welt him at wille pan of

pe world be quenc. So fane of all fetures pe frek was
1393 Gower Conf III 255 The fetures of her face In
which nature had alle grace. 14 Epiph in Twiddle's
Vis xi2 They began to behold hys feyr face Con-
sydurynghys feturis With grett insyght. 1603 Knollls
Hist 'lurks (1621) i2 Under such simple and homly
feature, lay a most subtil wit a 1639 T Carew Poems
Wks (1824) 4 That rich treasure Of rare beauty and
sweet feature. 1766 Fordyce Serm. Yttg Worn (ed 4)11
xiii 225 Men of sensibility desire m every woman soft

features. 1842 Prichard Nat Hist Man 222 The features
of the Tschuk-tschi pronounce them of American origin

1887 T A Trollope What I remember I xvi 331 [He]
equalled him m refinement of feature.
jig a 1680 Butler Sat Hum Learn 11 Rem 1759 I 223
Words are but Pictures To draw the Features of the
Mmd 111788 Mickle Siege Marseilles 1 i, Oft have I

beheld A little, wayward, giddy levity Show its capricious
features X827 Pollok Course T v 738 Redeeming features
in the face of Time 1868 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) II.

vn 25 Tenderness for animals is no unusual feature in the
portraits of holy men

b. concr Any of the parts of the face
;
the eye,

nose, mouth, forehead, or chm.
2828 Scott F M Perth u, There was daring 111 the dark

eye, but the other features seemed to express a bashful
timidity 1847 Emerson Poems, Visit Wks. (Bohn) I 404
Say, what other metre is it Than the meeting of the eyes ?

Nature poureth into nature Through the channels of that
featuie 1858 Hawthorne Fi It. Jmls II 23 Hitting
the poor Venus another blow on that unhappy feature.

4 transf A distinctive or characteristic part of
a thing

;
some part which arrests the attention by

its conspicuousness or prominence,

a of matenal things.
1602 Dryden St Euremont'sEss 164 Examine separately

each feature of the Picture. 1791 Burke French Affans
Wks 1842 I. 570 The several kingdoms have . . some
features which run through the whole 1815 Elphinstone
Ate. Canbul(1842) II 225 The grand featuie of the country
is the Indus. 1866 Crump Banking x 220 These Irish

rings possessed the features of a true coinage. 1871 B
Stewart Heat § 362 Another feature of the locomotive is

the blast pipe 1874 Micklethwaite Mod Par. Churches
r86 String-courses or other architectural features,

b. of immaterial things.

a 1822 Ld Castiereagh Speech
,
The feature on which

this question chiefly hinges 1835 MarrvaT Jac Fattfif
vm, The principal feature m him was lightness of heart

1875 A R Hope Schoolboy Friends 163 A great feature

of the day were the recitations.

C. Comb.
179a Burns Let to G. Thomson 8 Nov , The emphasis, or

what I wou ld call the feature-notes of the tune 1853 Ll nch
Self-Improv vi 145 A feature-mark, a seminal speciality.

Feature {ft tnu), v [f. prec. sb ]
1 . trans. To resemble m features, to favour;

esp with reference to family likeness or resemblance!

Now chiefly dial.

*755 Johnson, To feature, to resemble in countenance
1859 Geo Eliot .d Bede v xxxvm, ‘Ye feature him, on’y
ye’re darker ’ 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word bk
s v , Ben faichurs ’is faither, but all the rest favour the
mothei’s side 1881 J Hawthornf Fort. Fool 1 xx. She
featured her mother’s family more than her father’s.

2. a To affect, or mould the features of. b. To
stand as a feature or distinctive mark npon.
1810 Crabbe Borough iv, Fear, hope, dismay . featured

every face 183a De Quincty Chai hmagne Wks XIII 160
Differencesby which theyare severally markedand featured

1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) V 1 85 Knolls and ridges

which featured the landscape 1878 9 S Lanier Remonstr.
3 Forbear To feature me my Lord by rule and line.

3

To sketch the features of, to outline, picture,

portray Also, To impress the features of upon
(something).
179X-1823 DTsraeli Cur Lit (1859) II. 62 The characters

cannot be very minutely featured 1822 Beddoes Bride's
Tragedy 11 iv, Something in the air , Featured its ghastly
self upon my soul 1864 Reader 19 Mar 351 Which some
keen spirits are already featuring to themselves.

Hence Fea turmg vbl sb ,
m quot concr.

1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt VI xvi vu 202 Documents and
more explicit featunngs

Featured (ft tnud), ppi a. [f Feature sb. and
V + -ED ]

fl Fashioned, formed, shaped Usually pre-

ceded by adv of mannei, as evil, fair, fine, ill

,

wellfeatured, for which see those words Obs
<1x500 Three Kings Sons 111 They were passing well

fetured ex54o J Heywood Font P P in Hazl Dodsley
I 376 0 prince of hell ! Feutred m fashion abhominable

*543 Grafton Contn Harding 468 Richard duke of
Gloucestre was euill feautered of lymmes 1575 Lane-
ham Let (1871) 51 The rich ring without thefayr feawtered

fiynger, iz nothing. 1627 Haklwill Apol 1 in § 3 32
Horses better featured then now 1633 Bp Hall Hard
Texts 279 Thy nose is featured like some cunous Turret,

fb Well-formed ,
comely, beautiful Obs.

1567 Turberv Ovid's Epist 10, I at natures hand no
featurde face could game. 1587— Ttag T (1837) 63 Their
feitured limmes bedeckt 1602 Warner Alb Eng. x lix

{36x2) 257 Love-worth Maacha , baire To Dauid featred

Absalom 1774 Langhorne Country Justice 1 123 In the

free Eye, the featur’d Soul display’d, Honour’s strong Beam
2 a Shaped into features b Expiessed by

features or external form
1742 Young Nt, TA ix 70 The well-stam’d canvas, or the

featur'd stone, a 1779 Langhorne Studley Park Poems
(Chalmers) 418 Let . From Jones’s hand the featur’d marble
glow 1794 Mathias Purs Lit.(iygB) 349 Each strange form
in motley masquerade, Featur'd grimace, and impudence
pourtray’d 1841 Hos Smith MoneyedMan III u. 50 Her

16 -a



FEBRUARY.
FEATURELESS.

smile was a featured sunbeam 1830 Lynch /hco I rm xii.

2qi Our earth, the featured Definite Has meanings all divine

3. Furnished, with or having features of a certain

cast, usually preceded by some qualifying woid.

1790 Pennant London (1813) 302 Angelic faces featured

with impudence *21759 Goldsm Voltaire Wks iB8r IV

43 The Marquis d’Argent was graceful *n Person, regularly

featured i8so Eu Elliott More Verse $ Prose1 1. 18 Who

is that small Napoleon featur’d pleader? 1861W F Collier

Hist. Eng Lit. 405 That hard-featured old forester.

Featureless (f* timles),a [f. as prec. + -less ]

1. Without good features ;
ugly, rare

ci6oo Shahs. Sown m, Let those whom Nature hath not

made for store, Harsh, featureless, and rude, barrenly perish.

x86o Snt Rev. IX 831/1 A guard of featureless barbarians

2 Wanting facial features. Also, Having no

marked or prominent feature

*8as Coleridge Aids Rejl (1848) I 224 The other {face

of Janus] , maimed, featureless, and weather-bitten *835

Lytton Rtenzi vi 11, Featureless spectres they seemed in

their shroud like robes. *868 Ld Houghton Select

Wks. 203 The statued foim of Beauty Now prostrate,

powerless, featureless and cold. *875 Jo

w

ett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 66 Indiscriminate lovers . turn blemishes into beauties

. the featureless are faultless

3 transf. Without any prominent mark or point

of interest ,
uninteresting.

1839 Murchison Silur Syst t. ii. 22 The low and featui eless

form of the ground 187* Sat. Rev 29 Apr .The absolutely

featureless country house of George III s leign l879

Farrar St Paid(1883)717 Not recognising a single land-

markon the featureless shore 1891 Punch Christmas In 0 7/2

The month [of Maich] will be so fealuieless

b. Of business, esp on the stock market : Giving

no occasion for remark , uneventful

*879 Standard 21 May a/* Business in Discount to-day

was absolutely featureless *885 Manch. Exam, 1 Apr. 4/1

Canadian Pacific shares weie featureless.

Hence Pea turelessness.

*883 Mas. Bishop Si Malay Pentn. ii in Leisure Hour
21/r Yet with all this featurelessness. .Malacca is very fas-

cinating.

Featurely (ft tiiuli), a. [f as prec. + -ly J
J

Having strongly marked features ,
charactenstic

,

typical.

C1819 Coleridge in Lit Rem. (1836) II 133 More in-

tellectually vigorous and more featurely warriois ofChristian

chivalry. 1853 Lynch Self-hnprov 111 39 Chaucer..giving

us the featurely expression of lus own age.

Hence Pea'turellness.
1818 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 117 Don Quixote's

leanness aud featureliness
, _ T

Featy (ffti), a [f. Feat a + -Y 1
] + a Neat,

pretty (obs ). b. Handy, clever, wide-awake (rare)

*6*1 Molle Camera1 Ltv Ltbr 11 1 73 The featie con-

ceits this Epitaph sheweth to have 1844 Camp ofRefuse
I 101 A maiden of Alftrude's degree could not travel.

Without a featy handmaiden attendant upon her

Hence Pen tily adv ,
in quot. =Flatly 2 b

c 1630 in Risdon Sum. Devon § 225 (1810) 239 They. . foot

it on the grass as featily.

fFeauges. Obs. rarer1

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 180 Many that went abroad,

through weaknesse were subiect to be suddenly surprized

with, a disease called the Feauges, whiche was neither paine

nor siclcnesse, but as it weie the highest degiee ofweaknesse

Feaver, -our, etc. . see Fever.

Feawd, obs. form of Feud sb.l, enmity.

Feawterlocke, obs form of Fetterlook.

Feaze (Hi), v 1 Obs. exc. Naut. Forms: 6

faze, 9 faize, 8- feaze. [In some way related to

OE fees (see Fas) fringe
;
possibly as a naut term

f. MDu. vese, veze fringe, frayed edge, which is re-

lated by ablaut to the OE. woid ]

1. a. trails. To unravel (a rope), etc. b. intr Of
a rope or thread: To unravel at the end. Also of

a stick To wear rough at the end.

*568 SirT. SmithZLi recta Ling. Anal Script 31b, Fax, in

fila diducere [Smith’s ‘faz'zzfaze, cl ‘gaz’sigare] a *577
GascoigneDanBartholomewWks (1587)83 ,

1

findit[abrace-

Iet]fazedalmostquitein sunder. 1647 Faringdon3
"

erm. Pref

28 The Schoolmen did feaze and draw it out, and then made
it up into knots. *7«-*8oo Bailey, Feaztng [Sea Term] is

the Ravelling out of a Cable, or any great Rope at the

Ends. 1813W. Leslie View Naim Gloss
,
Feaze . to have

the woof at the end of a piece of cloth or-ubband rubbed

out from the warp *8*5 Jamieson, ‘That thread ’ll no go
through the eye of the needle ; its a’ Feazed at the point 1

' Get a verrule put to your staff, the end o't's a* faiz'd. 1867

Smyth SailoYs Word-bk Feast, to untwist, to unlay ropes

,

to tease, to convert it into oakum.
2. intr. (seequot)
1813 W. Leslie View Naim Gloss 454 Feaze, to have

the edge of a razor . . turned to a side, instead of being
blunted by use.

Hence Pea zings vbl sb.pl, ; Sc, fais-, faizixxs.

1825 Jamieson, Faiztns, Faisms *867 Smyth SailedsWord-bk
, Feazings, the fagging out or unravelling of an

unwhipped rope.

+ Feaze, vZ Obs. rare-1
. (See qttot )

*64* Best Farm Bks. (Surtees) 97 Such olde sheepe and
lambes as doe shoote are to bs feased, i e. to have all the
woll under theire tayle clipped away.
Feaze, var. of Feeze sb. and v.

Feble, obs. form of Feeble.
Febre, obs form of Fever.
Febricitant (ffbrvsit&nt), a. and sb Now

rare. [ad. L,febricitmt-em, pr. pple. offebriatare
(see next). Cf. F. febneitant ]

124

A adi Affected with fever, feverish.

lSoo A. M. tr. GabclhouedsM Physuke Contents hi, All

Agues, and all Febneitant diseases, as is, the Rose, the

Plague 1670 Phil. Trans V 2079 A 1' a.tus febi icit Hit

whilst in ihe womb 1884 Syd Soc Lex ,
Fi-bucitant

t B sb One who is affected with fever Obi

*541 R Coi'LAND Galyen's Teiaputtyke a I> nj 1 >, Vj C.

tvmes haue we wassheef many febncitans incontinent atier

v« fvrste actes bead acces] 1650 Buiwlr Anthiopouut

xxit 245 The Amplifying force which formeth out 111 length

the Bones of Febncitants, as was

f Febri’citate, v Obsr0 [f L febniilat-

ppl stem of febricit<7i e to liave a fever, f febns

fever.] tntr. To be ill of a fever

1656-81 111 Blount Glossogt

.

1721-1800 in Bailey.

Febri cita'tion. Obs iaie~ x [n of slate

f. L.febrlcttare : see prec, and -ation J The state

of being m a fever, feverishness

1S84T Bastard Chrcstoltrosw 11 Phisition Minis talkes

of salutation Of Toplies and Pustules and Fel.natation.

1663-76 Bur i okah, Febrkitation 1727 m Laili y vol 11

Febricity (ffbrrsiti). [ad L. fcbnatdt-em, n

of slate {.febrlcttare : see Febricitate and -m ]

The state of having a fever 01 being ievensh

1873 Bkownino Red CotU Nt -cap 174 In those lluec

months’ febucity Winch followed

FebricOSe (f* brikju s), a. [ad L febi uiis-us,

f febns a fever.]
* Fcvei ish ’ (Syd. Soc Lex )

Febricula (fibn kitfla) Med [a. L febtuula,

dim. offebns a fevei Cf. F ftbrtcule ] A slight

fevci, of short duration.

1746 Sir R Manningham (title), The symptoms, n dure,

causes, and cure of the febticula . commonly called the

lieivous 01 hysteiic fevu *7^5 Fkanki in Lett. Whs. is 10

VI 528 Many find themselves affected by that febi icula,

which the English alone call a cold. *8^4 J* I'/wnis

Litemice's Dis Chest (ed. 4) 20 (. This fcbricula is not

usually followed by any mischief

Febriculose (ffbn kuilJn s), a. Med. tare.

[ad L febriculbs ns, {.fcbricula see prec]

1727 in Bailey vol II 1884 t^yd. See Lex ,
Febt iculoset

having a blight fevei, relating to a Febncula.

lienee Pebiiculo sity. rare

1727 Bailty vol II, Febrtculosity
,
the same ns Fclmetta-

tion *884 Syd Soc. Lex
,
Fcbrunlosity, fevei ishness,

•| Febri’Cttlous, ct Obs.taie. [ad. L febn-

culds-us • see prec and -ous ] Slightly fevciisli

*656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fibriculons, tb.it hath or is

subjeet to a Feavei Wlienee *692-173* in Coli s

t Fe'brient, a Obs. iatc~K [ad late L.

febnent-em,
pr pple. of febrfte to have a fever]

Fevensh, sickening of a fever.

1651 Biggs New lhsp r 248 An infant of a >enr old, who
is dentient and febnent

Febrifacieut (f/biif?1 J'ent), a. and sb [f L
febri- (febns) fever + -eacient ]

A ad]. Fever-producing
1803 T Beddoes l/ygi’ia xi 48 The fermentations from

which the febri facient effluvia spnng 1884 in Syd Soc

Lex
B sb. Something that produces fever.

*832 in Wgbstlr (citing Beddols)

Febriferous (ffbrrferas), a [f L febi i-,

febns fever + -ferous ]
Producing fever

1874 Dunglison, Febriferous,
fevei -bearing, as afibn

ferous locality *884 in Syd Sot Lc x

Febrific (ffbri fik), a. [ad F. febrifiqiic

(Cotgr ), f. L. febri-, febns fever + -fic-us making •

see -Fio.] a Producing fever, b. = Feverish
1710 T Fuller Pharur. Extcinp. 203 A Febrific Gljsler

1749 FirLDiNO Tom Jones vat 111, 'lhe aliment . will

aggravate the febrific symptoms 1766 Chi STLHr. LUt,
IV, 242 The febrific humour fell into my legs. *832 in

Webster *884 in Syd Soc. Lex.

Febrifugal (fibn fu?gal, febrific gal), a [f,

next h -al ] Adapted to mitigate oi subdue fever

;

anti-febrile.

*663 Boyle Nat, Philos H.v x 212 Nor the mixture hath
been noted for any Febrifugal Vertues, 1853 Chamb Ji nl.

XX 28 The remedies prescribed weie depletory ami febri-

fugal 1870 Beni ley Dot. (ed b) 483 The plants of this

older have febrifugal properties.

Febrifuge (febrifiudg), a and sb. [a. F.

febrifuge, f (on L type *febi ifugus) L. febri-,

febns fever +fug-are to drive away ]

A adj. = Febrifugal.
1707 Curios. Husk 5 Gard, 235 Pemwinklc is vulnerary,

astringent and febrifuge. 17*5 N, St Andr£ 111 Loud Gas
No, 6349/3 Testaceous Powders and Febrifuge J uleps 1803

Davy in Phil Ttans XCIII. 268 Barks supposed to be
possessed of febrifuge properties i860 Pitssl Lab C/iem.

Wonders 171 Nearly all the bitter plants are called febri-

fuge from their power to cure fever

B sb. A medicine adapted to drive away or to

reduce fever
;
hence, a cooling drink

1686 W Harris tr, Lemery's C/tyrn (ed. 3) 487 Divers
other ingredients, thought to be Febrifuges 1744 Berkeli y
Sins § 7 It hath been found an admirable febrifuge i860

Readt Cloister # H IV. 305 The grand febufuge of
anchorites—cold water 1861 G F, Berkeley Sportsm
IV Prairies vi 96 He had however some effervescing

lemonade, so I contented myself with that febrifuge

transf. andJig. 1815 Scott GuyM vm. Chanting a rhyme
which she believed sovereign as a febufuge. 1851 Ruskin
Stones Ven (1874)1 App 364 Geometry seems to have acted
as a febrifuge a 1859 De Quincey in H. A Page Life I

111 34 The rough febrifuge which this awaking administered

d Febrifugous, a. Obi. Also 8 febnfugioua,

[f as prec. + -oua ]
-1‘fcimiruiiAL

1683W Harris That mat ologm mi 177, I have generally

thought it Necessary to give some such Febrifugous

draught 1725 I1KAI11 1 ^ Faui /)/, / s \ Qinmjutna, 1 he

re^i 1

r
i . -m 1 ‘ m of this l»arkc

Febrile C " "!).« I> F. fbnle,

acl L fell! Ills, f febi 11 lever] 1 a. Of a person

Affected by, or suffering from, fevei (obs ) b. Of

01 pertaining to fever, produced by or indieatne

of fevei ;
feverish

1651 Biggs Nun lhsp r 194 Teach Physilmns to fear lmw
they cvposc their febrile patients 1666 G Harm y Moib
Anal 11, (1(72) 6 I he bebril heat continuing its uductioii

upon the dtyot fleshy pails, « lunges into a M.uutl Feaver

1749 Fui ding Tom Jems \m in, 1 be .tunny occasioned

by the felu lie mallei 1783 Pen 1 < h/ittn; It k\ II ny
(- ul

'
' tl ,

1 * }‘i
f' ile beat i794.Shmi\an / nw

l | \ . - V , w, . 111 a febrile st ile We imild

not eat. 1844 Kingi am i.otlun v. 6y The ftbnle nut ition

of the frame.

Hence Fehrxlity, tile slate of being ftbnle,

fevei ishness. •( Pc btilous a Obi line ~
'.

Feuiulk b.

1873R Barm s Pn It 'omen 96 'I liu e is a state of h In ility,

of swnnnung uf the eyes 1878 T, Brvam J'/oit Suit;, 1

54 I11 iiuipuitum is the local pi net .s is 1< >s ,u uli tin i< is

1, , • .
*

1 | : 'i, 1651 Bigg, At ,vlhf riyjlliui

1 1 - V s 1 I 1 It

Fe’bns. Obi. Also 5 fobrye, 0 febrcu. [a

L. febns lever ] A fevei

*483 C\\ion (to/dt / iff At tbit >vio '^twe

and Taliouiut in the fJ.rjs. 15*7 Anhui w Jiintn.mki'i

// ate) it n* A y, It iSmci
1

' • 1
1 ** 1 1

.i^uc oi fubics 153S ^ s
«;

t j ' 11

tyim* .Into the W ills sc 1!* in the fdiri, J»n

Febrouian ^felu^Mnun), a [1 rchomu f +

-an] Of ot pei Uniting to (Justimis) Febrtmuis;

a pseudonym under which J. N, von IIonLhetnt of

Treves wrote m the iStli century, maintaining

the independence of national ehuiches Hence

rehro nianism, the docLnne tints maintained.

*856 I ileraiy Umnfiman 11 (fifi 'Iln* esti.iet on the

Krasti.inisin, oi ‘ l'Vhioiiiaiii an ol Ati.tii.i t, as follow.

188* .V 1 1a 1 1 I.my, l Retie A timid I jjz Ini hat mony
with litc Fehioni.m prniU|iles. 188^ Catholic Dnt.e4)/a

. ,1 Ml. II .* .Mil *•’. «’ id I I* IM* I

,11- > ,, / ,
>

| ill in. l in eb n u-i >

it !e 1
1 ri.j ‘ 1 1 1 11

February (tebiwau). Fotms: 3 foovorol,

TOT, 3-5 iovorir ior, -yor(o, (3 -^eer), 4 5

fevor^ore, (5 St, fovorylier), 4-6 fovorol(l(o,

(4 -yl), 4-7 februar, (y it. febowar), 4 fobnmn,
C-7 fobruane, (6 fobrewary), 7 S februoor,

(7 -ore), 4- February, Also abbiev /•< b, [ME.

fevei ci, ad. OF ft vci 10 ,
- lb (cbnei , Cni. Jebtei

,

Sp feln cfOjVg.Jtvucuo, It f-bbiato :—popular I,.

1febi til IKS, L. febi nanus, f. fefo ua pi. (febr uui/i

sing a Avoid ol Sabine origin signifying purifica-

tion), the Roman festiul of purification, field on

the 15th of this month. The Mb form fevei

d

appeals to be of ling origin, the dissimilation being

parallel to that in lain el from hunt). It is note-

worthy that Welsh lias the form t/nvef) aud, -ol (the

L type of which would be *fdn udlts), bt side < hitie-

frawt ,
-or repr 1

, febi ittit tits. The later forms are

taken directly from hat. or refashioned alter Lat]

1. The second month of the year, containing

twenty eight days, except m bissextile or lc;i[i year,

when it has hvuuty tunc.

[iz looo Motologutm (<lr») 18 .Swjlec emb feower v. tte.tn

jMitte sohiionaa wgeS to turns, but.ui twain mhttim; sw.i

hit sctcaldon wo, Fclirturnis f.er, frwle Rtsipas 1 a 1225

Juliana 78 0|>c sistcnfic du of feoueich’s mvinuu 1297

R Giouc (Rolls) 82 >8 I11 [e monJ>c of feueiti. 1398

Tklvisa Daiih, !>e 1\ R. i\. a (149*) 354 Okie eirotnr of

1 i'.ii I II y to the nethu RiKldt's ti45<>

,> ,i i, t ..ul . - Of fetusr^uu he fift k.iletid.

C1470 III nuy IValtan, \ti 1 In iMsiu’t'AUcr luitidl tlui sanimju

eaee, That Inglisinuii ink tiewis with Wallace, 1588 A
King tr Cautsiu Latah, II nj, .S. Matllius day y' -*4

febiuur. a 1660 Wham on Disc J tats, t h, Wks (168^) 83

Febru^iry ti }'ibnto
y
tlial is to sacrifice! because then tin-

Romans sacrificed to Pluto foi the Souls of their Ancestors.

1745 tr. ( olunwlla's Ifmb 464 'I he x\ of I'e*bru.iry Leo (tbc

Lion) ceases to set, «j8io 1'annahh t bUnrivar Poet Wks
(1846)157 Thou cauld gloomy I'cberwAr, 0 gin tlicmwvrt

awa’. 1867 0 W Hot mis Old I of of Life (1891) 135

A warm day 111 Fcbt uary is a dre,ii)i of April,

b personified.

1398 Till VISA Faith De P R IN. \ <1495)355 Ifebruart

is paynted as an olde nun sittynge by the fyrt*. *821

Shelley Dirge for Year Poems (1891) 568 ’z February

beais the bier
_
1863 R. Chamulhs fik. of Days I zut

February conies in like a sturdy maiden, with .1 tinge of the

lecl hard winter apple on her hardy cheek

2 . Proverbs. Februaryfill-dike

.

a popular appel-

lation indicating the prevalence of either ram or

snow in this month
1557 Tussru 100 Points Hush cii, Feuerel! fill dyke, doth

good with his snowe 1573 — Hmb, xxxvh (1878) 87 Feb,

fill the dike Withwhat thou dost like. 1633 B Jonson Pale

Tub 1. 1, Februere Doth cut and shear. 1670 Ray Pros' 40

All the moneths in the year curse a fair Februcer. find

,

February fill dike, Be it black or be it white, But if it be

white, It’s the better to like 1787 Bi st Anglin <» 165 'Hie

Welchman had rather see his dam on the bier, Than see

a fair Februecr *889 Allan Weather Wisdom 15 If in



FEBRTTATE. 125 FECUNDATE
February there be no lain, ’Tis neither good for hay nor
grain

3 attnb
,
February Fed, a kind of fly

1599 Shak*5 Much Ado v iv 41 What’s the matter? That
you haue such a Febiuarie face 1867 F Francis Angling
vi (1880) 200 The Februaiy red belongs to the Perhdese.
1870 Morris Earthly Par (1890) 422/2 Late February
days

t Fe'bruate, a Ohs -rare-1
, [ad L.februdt-us

pa pple of februare see next ] Only in A day
februatc, one devoted to pm ideation
1610 Healey St Aug Citie ofGod 675 Hee calleth this

feast day, a day februate, that is a day of purgation, etc

+ Fe’bruate, v Obs~° [f L februdt- ppl
stem offebmdre to puufy, f jebmum a means of
purification] ‘To puige souls by sacnfice or
prayer’ (Blount Glossogr 1656-81)

Februa'tion. Now ran [ad L.febiuatton-
em, n of action f febmdre

.

see prcc ] A cere-

monial purification 01 cleansing
a 1652 J. Smith Sel Disc 11 37 Those charms and febiua-

tions anciently in use upon the appearing ofan eclipse 1663
J Si’i* Ncru Prodigies (1665) 172 '1 o reconcile his peevish and
touchy Greatness bysome I< ebruations 1721-1800 in Bailey
1876 Martin tr Keil's Comm EziL I 207 The passing of
children through file without either slaying or burning , a
februation by fire.

+ Fee. Obs since 12th c [OE fitc, conesp to
OFris fek, fak, OS fac (MLG ,

Du vak), OHG
fah (MHG vach, mod G fach ) ; the continental

sense is chiefly ‘compartment’, * bounded space*
The noimal mod Eng. form would befack ]A definite interval in space or tune

, a limited
disLance, fixed period
e 1000 Ags Gasp Luke xxiv. 33 O11 fiait castel fia-t wass on

faece [L in sfatio] syxtig fuilnnga fram hierusalem a 1173
Cott Horn, 231 Hi bi ene fece to his cult come sceolde
Ibid 233 Eft bine fece and |>es laie and la:;e swide acolede
Jjurh manifeald senne

Fecal, Feces, etc see F/ecal, etc

Fecche, var. offetch,
obs and dial, f of Vetch

Fech(e, obs foira of Fetch v
Feche, obs foims of Fish, Fitch.

Fecher, obs. foim of Fisher
Fecbia (fe (pa). Also 8 111 Ilal form fecoia

[a It.feccia ‘—vulgar Latm *fccta

,

altered form of

L fsec-em (fuse) : see Fasces ] Diegs of wine
1704 Land Gaz No 4037/7 The Goods left unsold will

be loweied to the following Pnzes the good Shenies to

18/ per But
,
the Feccia to 245- pei C

attnb, 18x2 J Smyth Pract Customs (1821) 33 Fechia
Ashes are the ashes of the grape-vine

Fecht, Sc var of Fight
Fecial, var of Fetial

Fecifork (fz srfpik) Entoni [f L f\ci- (see

Fasces) h- Fork ] (See quot

)

1826 Kirby& SpenceEntom IV 353 Fecifork (Fact/urea),

the anal fork on which the larva, of Cassida, etc
,
cairy their

fasces

Feck 1 (fek). Sc and 1101th. dial. Also 5-6
fek, 6 fecq, feot [app aphelic f. Effect sb ]

|-1 = Effect 2 b. The puipoit, daft, tenor, or

substance (of a statement, intention, etc )
Some-

times coupled withform ? Obs
With first quot cf Chaucer Meich T 153 Theffecte of

his entente
c 1500 Lancelot 2938 This is the fek of oui entent 1535

Stewart Cum Scot II. 684 In forme and feet as it Wes
wont ‘ * ’h 1530 ^ 1 1

45 ’ *
, 1

s’ ' ’’
‘ ij

III 1 - W I i. . i< m f , f v 1,.
1 o !c,

Ye si it *„ < 1 ,
"1 1 • ; } uj 1600

Heywood i Edsu. IV, iv iv, So the feck of all your long
puigation 15 no more but the King wants money
2 . [Cf. Effect i b.] Efficacy, efficiency, value

;

hence, vigour, energy.

1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 617 Qululk semis weill to be
Of lytill fecc or 3it auctontie 1597 Montgomerie Cheme
t) Slae 631 Tliay ar nuire faschious nor of feck 1789 Burns
Elegy on. 1788, 22 Eighty-eight gied you E'en monie a
plack, and monie a peck, Ye ken yoursek, for little feck

1811 Willan W Riding Gloss , Feck, might, activity, zeal,

abundance 1823 Gait R Gilhaize III 169 Your laddie
there’s owre young to be o’ ony fek m the way o’ war
3 Amount, quantity. The (most)feck

:

the bulk,

gieatest part, ‘ practically the whole*
The corresponding sense of Errccr sb was not recognized

111 its proper place in this Dictionary, but an example of it

prob occurs m Chaucer Fr 7Wi?i53‘Mypurchasis theffect

of al my lente 1

, which may he rendered ‘ My gams are the

fee k of all my income 1

c 1470 Henry Wallace vm 700 Swa sail we fend the fek

of this regioun 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 526 The
loidis for the most feet, Amang thame self held Donewald
suspect a 1774 Ffrgusson Leith Races Poet Wks (1845)

35 Great feck gae hirplra hame like fools, T he cripple lead

the blind 1794 Burns Carle ofKellybnm Braes 53, I hae
been a devil tne feck o’ my life 1822 W J N apilr Pract

,

Store-Farm. 266 ‘ I hope you have lost none ’ ‘No mony ’

‘What feck, think ye?’ 1824 Scott Redgcmntlet xxm,
‘ Naethmg will be said for the feck of three hours ' 1876

Whitby Gloss s v
,

‘He did t’ feck o’ t’ wark
1 Ibid ,

‘ There’s

a rare feck ou’t ’ 1887 Stevenson Merry Men 139
1 He had

a feck o’ books wi’ him—mair than had ever been seen before

in a' that presbytery

t Feck 2
. Obs. Also fack, [var. of Fair sb.]

One of the stomachs of ruminants
,
? the omasum

or manyplies

1701 Grew Cosrnol. Sacra. 1 v 29 Three Stomachs .

the Panch, the Read and the Feck 173

6

Pegge Kcuticisvis(ED S ), Faok of a bullock , that stomach that receives the
herbage first, and from whence it is resumed into the mouth
to be chew’d. 1887 m Kent Gloss

Fecket (fe ket) Sc An under waistcoat
179S Burns To Mr Mitchell iv, [Death] gat me by the

fecket, And sair me sheuk 1810 Ainslie 1 am 0 the Balloch
in Pilgr Land Burns 242Wi a fecket sae fu', an' a stocking
sae stent 1851 Glasgow Past li Present I 138 Flannels
and feckets will festoon all the windows

Feckful (fe kful), a Also 7 fectful [f Feck 1

+ -ful
] Efficient, vigorous, powerful

1596 Daluymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot (1885) 108 Gif he
be feckful, and haue grace to correct manens in wicked
persone 1

! 1606 tr Rollock's Led 2 Thess iv it 4g Wher
boldnes m preaching the Gospell is, there is effectuaines 111

it, & the man who hes this boldnes, is a fectfull man 1678
R MacWard Let in Scots Worthies (1826) 429 He was
the most faithful, fechful compassionate and indefatigable
eldei 1721 Ramsay 1 0 Will Starrat 27 Feckfu folks can
front the bauldest wind 1722W Hamilton Life Wallace
in 28 Gieat 100m he made Till mony a feckful Chiel that
Day was slam i8xx Willan W Riding Gloss , Feckful,

strong and biawny
Hence Fe ckfully adv
1723 M 1Ward Cotitendings 153 That gieat man of God,
who hath so faithfully, so fectfully, and so zealously served
his Generation

Feckms see Fkgs
Feckless [fe kies), a. Also 7 feotless Ori-

ginally Si and 1101th dial

,

but now not infrequent

m liteiai y use [f. as prec + -less ] Of things .

Ineffective, feeble, futile, valueless Of persons,

then actions and attributes Destitute of vigour,

eneigy, or capacity, weak, helpless

1599 Jas I BacriA Acopor (1682) 33 A fecklesse arrogant
conceit of their gieatnes and power a. 1603 Montgomerie
Souii xix 4 Their feckles flytmg is not worth a file 1619
Z Boyd Last Battell (1629) 242 My Faith is both faint and
fectlesse 1632 Rutherford Lett (1862) I 91 Let others
take their silly, feckless heaven m this life a 1774 Fi K-

gusson Hallowfatr Poet "Wks (184s) 15 Wi’ that he gat
amther straik That gart his feckless body ache 1823 Car-
lyle Eat ly Lett 1 1 252, I am so feckless at present that
I have never yet had the heart to commence it 1855
Mrs Gaskell Forth S xxxvu, I'm a poor black feckless

sheep—childer may clem for aught I can do i86g Trol-
lope He Knew vu (1878) 41 They’re feckless, idle young
ladies.

Hence Pe oklessly adv
,
m a feckless manner

;

Pe cklessness, the state of being feckless , want of

energy, feebleness.
1862 T A Trollope Marietta II iv. 71 Lamely, fecklessly,

incapably 1637 Ruthlrford (i86a)I 362 Love ovei-

looketli blackness and fecklessness 1893A ihenseum 21 Jan
82/3 Great general recklessness and want of resource in not
trying to save the ship after she took the ground

Feckly (fe kli), adv. Sc and no) th. dial [f

as prec + -LY *
]

f 1 Effectually, indeed Obs
ci68o [F Stmtill] Bamshm Poverty in Watson Collect

1 14 Her kindness which 1 fecthe fond, Most ready still

for my behoof

2 For the most part, mostly, almost Also

maistfeckly
a 1774 Ffrcusson Poet Wks (1845), Auhl age maist feckly

glowers light dourUpon the aihngs 0’ the poor 1786 Burns
Inventory 29 "Wheel carnages I hae but few, Three carts,

and twa are feckly new 1846 Ball tjr Songs Ayrshire Ser
1 T12 Tho' she’s feckly twice my age I lo'e her best o’ ony
1891 H Halliburton Ochil Idylls 90 Nae doot its feckly

wiang to lee

Feck(s see Fkgs
Fecky, see Fikie, Sc

+ Feet, v Obs raie Aphet. \ar of Infect.
1341 R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirutg Qyb, Yf the

father were fecte 1558-68 Warde tr Alexis' Sect 43a.
A very good remedie to drive it away after he is fected

with it

+ Fe’ctuaUy, adv. Obs Aphetic variant of

Effectually
c 1485 Digby Myst {1882) in 643, 1 telle J?e fectually I have

thynges to seyn to he

Feculence (fe kitflens,) Also 8 feculanoe
[a F feculence

,

ad L. fvculmtia, f. fxculentus :

see Feculent ]

1 The quality or state of being feculent
;
foul-

ness In quot fig
i860 Sat Rev 7 ApL 433/2 The fulness, as well as the

feculence, of the mercantile body

2 concr Feculent matter ;
dregs, lees, dross,

scum. Also (now chiefly) in strongei sense, filth

lit and fig
a 1648 Digby Closet Open (1617) 97 It is not amiss that

some feculence he thick upon the Ale 1662 R. Mathew
Uni AleIt fe 24 17 How forcibly Nature will throw out the

feculence 1708 J Philips Cyder (1807) 60 Contriv’d To
draw th’ earth’s purest spirit, and resist Its feculence. 174a

YoungNt Th ll 589 All feculence of falsehood long thrown
down 1794 Sullivan View'Nat V 365 Slaves of dulness

and ignoiance, who drudge in fe< ulance 1802-3 tr Pallas'

Trav (18x2) I 86 Calcareous constituents, which may be

easily recognized in the feculence or foam of the sea xS54
Badham Halteut 116 Eel often taste of the weeds and
feculence where they dwell 1855 Faraday in B Jones

Life (1870) II. 363 Near the bridges the feculence rolled up

m clouds.

lb. = Faeces 2.

1733 Chfyne Eng Malady 11 vii § 3 The Penstaltick

Motion, so necessary [to] die Expulsion of the Feculence.

t Fe’culency. Obs Also 7 feculancy, fceou-

leney [ad L. fxculentia . see prec and -eno\ ]
1 =Fecolencei
165* Biggs New Disp P 85 Mortality, feculeney, and

turbulency 1671 J Webster Mefallogr vm 122 Nothing
of impui e sulphureous fceculency 1679 J Goodman Pent/
Patdotted 111 v (1713) 347 Spiritual Bodies raised and
sublimed from this drossy feculeney

2 = Feculence 2 , hi andfig In pi. Impurities.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 811, 1 cold never as yet finde

drossy matter, or other feculeney 1655-87H More App.
Antid (1712) 215 The feculeney of urine, that sinks to the
bottom of the glass 1680 Boyll Scept Client vi 418 1 hat
crust or dry feculancy called Tartar 1772 Jackson in
Phil Trans LXI1I 6 The reciprocal attraction of the
particles of isinglass and the feculenctes of the beer *822
Burrow es Cycl X 287/t The liquoi sometimes thickens too
fast to permit the feculencies to rise m the scum

Feculent (fe kirflent), a Also 6 feacnlent,

7-9 ffiaoulent. [a Fr feculent

,

ad L.fxculentus,

i.f&c-, faix see Fasces and -ulent ]

1 . Containing or of the nature of faeces 01 dregs

;

abounding with sediment or impurities, thick,

turbid. Now usually with strongei sense . Laden
or polluted with filth

, foul, fetid.

1471 Ripi ey Comp Alch in 111 Ashm (1652) *40 Feculent
feces 1578 Banistlr Hist. Man v 81 The grosse and
feaculent part of blood 1607 Topsell Setpenis (1608) 71
Any feculent or dreggy refuse 1686"Goad Celest Bodies
ill in 445 A misty Air, Fog and Fseculent 01x703 Bur-
kitt On N T Rev x\u 1 A nvei, not of muddy or feculent
water, butclearasciystal 1777 Howard PrisonsEng (1780)

8 Air which has perfoimed its office in the lungs, is feculent

and noxious 1804 Med Jtul XII 469 The evacuation
of fa-culent matter

fig x<>S3 Evelyn Mem (1857) I 3°° Such feculent stuff

1660 Watlriiousc A mis $ Arm 200 Heralds distinguish-

able from the faeculent plebs by their gay Coats a 1734
North Exam. 11 v § 93 (1740) 373 Every Word here is

feculent and stinks *866 Loud Rev 4 Aug 130/1 The most
feculent coiruptions of modern civilization

+ 2 Coveied with faeces
,
filthy Obs

1590 Spenser F Q ii. vu. 61 Both his handes most filthy

feculent

Feculite (fekwJlwt) Chem. [f. Faicula. +
-ite ] (See quot )

1884 Syd Soc. Lev , Feculite, a term given to pulveiulent

vegetable substances which are soluble in hot water, and
when treated with nitric acid yield oxalic and malic acids

Fecund, (fekimd, fifktfnd), a. Forms 5-7
feoond, 5 feeounde, 7 foecund, 6- fecund
[a F fecond, ad. L. fecundtts fruitful In the

l6lh c. the spelling was lefashioned after Lat ]

1 Of animals, the earth, etc • Capable of pro-

ducing offspring or vegetable giowlh abundantly
,

prolific, fertile. In lit. sense somewhat arch.

c 1420 Pallad on Htisb 1 77 Make a dyche, and yf the

moolde abounde And wol not in agayne, it is feeounde
Ibid 1 985 That wol make all fecundate On every side

x537 tr Latimer’s 2nd Setm be/ Convocation 1 42 He was
so fecund a father, and had gotten so many children 1671

Grew Anal Plants 1 iv App. (1682) 33 Thorns, from the

outei and less fecund Part 1676 Phil Ttans II 594
Animals fecond enough 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 489
'I he most Benign and Fecund Begetter of all things 1721

Bradley Wks Nature 30 The Nourishment and Growth of

the Embno Seed after its Germe is made fecund

b iransf. andfig.
c 1400 Test Love hi (1560) 294/2 Al your woikes be cleped

fecond. 1793 J. Williams Authentic Mem Warren
Hastings 54 The most considerable of Mr. Biuke’s, poli-

tical apophthegms seem to quit their fecund parent when
they aie matured 1849 Ruskin Sev Lamps vi § 4 166

This is fecund of other fault and misfoi tune *854 Fraser's

Mag XLIX. 10 The printing presses of Pans so prolific

and fecund in all kind of fruit. 1884 Sat Rev 14 June 784/2

The most brilliant and fecund era in the history of music

2 Producing fertility, fertilizing. Cf Fecun-
dity 5.
1686 Goad Celest Bodies 11. x 289 We aie troubled with

Aquatique Signs, as if our Aspect was most Foecund 1827

J F Cooper Prame II xv 28 Which yielded, In return

for the fecund gift, a scanty giowth ofgrass

Hence re-ettndness, the state of being fecund.

1727 in Bailey vol II.

Fecundate (fe kzmdd'L, frkvnde't), v [f. L
fecunddt- ppl stem of fecunddre, f fhundus
fruitful.] trans. To render fruitful or productive

£11631 Donne Serin xxxi 304 He actuates and fecundates

our Soules 1648W Mountagujl Devout Ess 11 iv. § 4
(1653) 77 These meditations may fecundate ev’n the best

mould they fall upon 1850 Neale Med Hymns (1867! no
Paradise . is fecundated With the waters irrigated From
these rills. 1863 Jrnl Pract Med. $ Sitrg Oct

,
Fresh

researches may possibly fecundate this ingenious applica-

tion 1870 Lowell Among my Bks Ser 1 (1873) 203

Even the Trouveres could fecundate a great poet like

absol. 1646 SirT. Browne Pseud Ef> vii vu 352 It may
be thought that Mandrakes may fecundate since Poppyhath
obtained the Epithite of fruitfull.

b esp. To make the female (individual or organ)

fruitful by the introduction of the male element

;

to impregnate.
1721 Bradley Wks Nature 31 Guarded with Petals or

other Membranes ,
and yet are fecundated by the Dust of

Male Flowers. 1781-7 R Watson Chem Ess V. 144

The eastern practice of fecundating the female palm tree

1796 De Serra in Phil Trans. LXXXVI. 503 The germen

, ,fs probably fecundated through its receptaculum. 1876



FECUNDATION. FEDERALISM.
Darwin Crossfe, til i 7 Nature has something more in
\ lew than that its own proper males should fecundate each
blossom

Hence Fe'cundated ppl a Fe eundatmg vbl
sb Fe emulating ppl a
1796 Du Si rra 111 Phil J 7 tins LXXXVI 502 Which opens

itselfafterwards to let loose the fecundated seeds 1800 Mid
7>ul III 259

r
l he heat t is the lirst visible object 111 the

punctual salictis of the fecundated egg 187a Pcasi el Ovnt
I amours 12 'Hie fecundated ovum increases 111 size while
traversing the oviduct *677 Hall Prim Grig Man iv
II 300 The Fecundating Principle. 1721 Bradley Wks
Natwe 101 It must necessarily happen that the fecundating
Spirit is dissipated 1813W Taylor 111 Monthly Rev XC
452 This fecundating foice, this power of prompting efforts
at repioductton is possessed by every writer 1880 Huxr t y
Crayfish \ 39 The fecundating material itself is a tlnchish
fluid 1884 Syd Soc Lea

, Fecundating totpuscLs, the
spermatozoa Fecundating dust

,
the pollen of plants

Fecundation (fe-, {ikvnde' Jan) [n. ofaction
f. L fecundare see prec and -ation ] The pro-
cess of fecundating

,
fertilization, impregnation

1341 R Copland Guydon's Quest Qhtiurg

,

Oi that ye
make fecondacyon 1646 Sir 1 Browne Pseud Ep vn
vn 350 A common conceit, that Rachel requested these
plants as a medicine of fecundation 1721 Bradlly Wks
Natuie 31 This Fecundation is done by the help of the
Wind, which conveys the prolifick Dust into the Tubes of
the Pestils 1851 Carplnti r Man Phys <ed 2) 486 Every-
thing indicates that the contact of the Spermatozoon with
the Ovulum is the one thing needful in the act of fecunda-
tion.

Fecundator (fe*-, frlczaide1 tax). [agent-11, f

L ftcundare : see Fecundate. Cf. F fecondateur.}
One who or that which fecundates
1883 B W Richardson Field of Disease m i. vu, 789

There may the filanal disease exist, with the mosquito ns the
fecundator and carrier

Fecundatory (filco ndatari), a [f Feoundate-
+ -our ] Of or pertaining to fecundation
1839 Fraseds Mag XX 208 The heavens, light, and fire,

or the fecundatory powers of nature
*
1
* Fecu'ndifjr, it. Ob$. ran. [f. Fecund +

-(i)fy ] —Fecundate
1730-6 m Bailey (folio) 1763 Nat Hist in Ann Reg
82/2 The eggs are deposited almost immediately after they
are fecundified

Fecundity* (Vkv nditi). [acl L fecuuditdl-em
fnutfulness, f. fecundus see Fecund and -ity i

Cf F. fkondit£l\ I

1. Of female animals : The faculty of repioduc-
tion, the capacity for bringing forth young

;
pro-

ductiveness.

j
I44

‘U?
OKEI'5

?
AM •Scyntys(Roxh )soWhanthou hast fecun-

date Than schul they yiftes acceptable be 1607 Tovsm.l
Four-f Beasts (1673) 217 The fcecundity of the beast that
beareththem, 1727 Bradley Font. Did s v Bee, His Fecun-
dity is such almost throughout the Year, that [etc ] 1773
Johnson Tax no Tyr 7 They multiply with the fecundity
of their own rattlesnakes *836 Grindon Life ix (1875)
112 The most astonishing examples of fecundity occur
among fishes and insects

2 Bat The faculty or power of germinating
1691 Ray Creation (1714) 300 Some seeds that retain their

Fecundity forty Years 1884 Syd Soc Lei
, Fecundity, in

Dotany, the capaaty of a seed for germination,
u Of the earth . The quality of producing

abundantly; fertility.

C1420 Pallad oft Hush, j 57 Ffecunditee thowe see thus
in this lande, 1432-30 tr Higden (Rolls) I 320 The
fecundite or plentuosenes of the soyle. 1348 Hai l Chron.
rlen VII an 12. 41 a, The Cornyshe men mhabityng the
least parte of the realme and without all fecunditee, com-
pleyned and grudged greatly 1822 T Scott Beta Pismire
2 lhe Earth prevented thy desires with overflowing
fecunditie 2718 J Chambehlayne Rehg Philos (1730) IDxx § 7 It [the Earth] has never failed, nor entirely lost its
1 oecundity. 1843 Prescott Mexico iv. vu. (1864) 231 The
marvellous fecundity of the soil.

4. Productiveness m general, the faculty or power
of being fruitful, fertility : a ofmaterial things
*S5S Eben Decades 266 It noryssheth the fecunditie ofthynges generate. 1662 J Davies tr Mandelslo's Trav

137 This fecundity lasts all mght, till the returne of theounne makes both the flowers and leaves drop off 1721Bradley Wks. Nature 102 That Fecundity, which antient
Physicians attributed to a Sympathy, or Love among
Trees 1796 H Hunter tr Si. Pierre's Stud Nat (1799)
: S73 “ is not the heat of the Tropics which gives to tinstree a fecundity so constant, and so vaued 1836 Mac-
GiLLivuAY tr Humboldts Ticev xiv 181 A few drops of avegetable fluid impress us with an idea of the fecundity of
natuie. 1855 Milman Lat Chr (1864) II m vi 03 Themonks seemed to multiply with greater fecundity than thepopulation of the most flourishing cities

D. of immaterial things.
xh

\
1

-

1

2
2 The Fecundity of the words

11691 Ray Creation (1714) 18 A demonstrative Proof of the
feccundity of His Wisdom and Power 1789 BfnthamPmc. Legist, xn. §17 The mischief, is in point of fecun-

fiwwr 'f'ri
a
Tr
degre

^u
that baffles calculate 1824W

T,
V
l
1 5

t
4 The extreme fecundity of the pTe.s*

Roc
?rs Ess 1 1 *? That fecundity of fancy, whichcan adorn whatever it touches

f

5 The capacity for making fruitful or productive,
fertilizing power*

1

164* H More Immortal of Souls in. m 160 The fixed

Mosn™ r
r0Ug

o
h.18 fecundity Peoples the world x«8o

fcSfvSjf ReCi
A (i68s) 443 The River Nilus is famous

izz rh?
F“cu“dlty‘ i860 Pusey Min Proph

s tbo
f
ueht that the wateis of the Nile must

Li r* Th B
P?'ver f/""*!' Peard Water-Farm,

xil* 120 Ihe fecundity of * the springs
1

#

Fecundize (fe-, fflvi>ndm7 , v [f FtCUM > +
-IS5E ]

= Fecundate
1828 Wilson in Blotkiv Ma

z

XXIV 65 2 It fccundizcs
the imagination with pottic foinis.

I* Fecu’ndcras, a 0/>\ Also 7 fectindious
[f as piec + -(i)ous] =- 1‘hjunh
1630 J Tayior (VV.itei I* )M \ 1 10 j The fecund ions

flit of the Goose’s Avungia 1737 M Griin S/A , n 4118

The press from liu fccundous womb Brought foitli the ails
of Greece mcl Rome
Fed (fed), sb US [.Short for fulr/alid.’] —

Federalist sb 2

1807 W Irving Lift .y Lt It (i860 I \n 18;, I hul thicc
01 four good l'tds spi nv hug .uotmcl me cm the floor

t Fed, fede, a. and sl> Ohs Also ledd, feid,

pi fede, -as, -as [app repr OK *gtfegt’d (weak
dccl. ^gefvgda, -e), p.i pple ofgefvgan (caily Mli.
if.vten, warn to set at variance: see 1-fay v ),

i gefi

'

see I1 ok.]

A. adj. At vanance, hostile.
c 1230 1 o Fortune in Old hug Altst, 86 W>Jj freemen |»u

ait fcrly fud a 1300 Ctnsot M 8333 (Cott
)
Cartage to

ronie was euer fede

B sb. An enemy
;

spec, the fiend, devil.
a 1300 CutsoyM 7933 (Colt.) ‘ pat man,’ he said, * es goclds

fed Ibid 12948 (Gott )pan said pe l-iuord to Jio fede ‘ M in
mai noght hue allane wid brede ' Ibid 23746 (Cott ) Again
vrfedes thrill to stujf, vi (less, jus wtrld, and pe warlau
Fed, obs form of Feud sbP, enmity.

Fed (fed), ppl a. [Pa. pple. of Feed ?».] In
various senses of the vb. a Supplied with food

;

lienee, nourished
;
hi. and fig Chiefly with adv.

prefixed, as highly, wellfed , also m comb with
prefixed sb, as 111 baton-, bounty-, grass-, ntmp-,
stall-fed

,
etc. (see the sbs ) + b *= Fatted (obs

)

ft 1483 Lath, Angl 124 'a I'cdd, paslus, ubatus, 1379
Fm.nr Iieshms1 Pari 389 One of the feeid and fed seruants
of y> Pope i6ox SiiAks All's Well 11 u 3, I will shew
my selfe highly fed Ibid 11 iv 39 A good knaue lfuith,
and well fed 1621 Lady M, Wroiii Uranta 378 His fed
imagination is so soone made to sterue agnine 1887
Ruskin Preetci ita II 234 A Lleai dashing stream, not ice feel,

but mere fountain and rainfall 1892 R Km ini. Ban at L >

Ballads (ed 2) 140 To the cod and the corpse fed conger-cel
b. 1535 CovriiDALL Luke xv 27 Thy father hath slaync

a fed talfe because he hath reccaued him safe and sounde
1349 Comjil Scot, vi 39 The fox follouit the fed geise.
A1623 W Pi Milt e Worthy Kec Lotd's Supper (1628) 61
I he blood of bullocks, and fat of fed beasts.

Fedam, obs form of l’EUiost.

I* Fe’darie. Obs Also foedarie, federario.
[var of feodary Jeudaky, q v.

; but used by
Shaks. in sense clue to erroneous association with
L fttdus \ see Federal
The form federal te, winch would be a correctly foimcd

denvativeofftvtins, but occurs only 111 a single passage of
the First Folio, is perhaps a misprint 01 a scholarly correc-
tion, as the usual Cormfidane suits the metre better. The
second Folio and most subsequent edd lead fiodartc, -v,
in all the passages ]

A confederate, accomplice.
1603 Shaks Meas.for M. 11. iv. 122 Else let my brother

cue, if not a fedano but onely he Owe, and succeed thy
weaknesse i6xr — Cymb in u 21 Art thou a Foedat ic
fo! tins Act ? *611 — z«/ T it. 1 90 Slice's a Tray tor,
and Camillo is A Federarie with her

II Feddan (feck' n). Also fedan. [Arab. 0\m
fcidtfn, fadddn a yoke of oxen

;
an acre ] An

Egyptian measure of land, a little more than an
!

English acre in extent.
«i8xjr Burckhakdt Ambit Prov. (1830) 134 A piece ofground comprising seventeen feddans 1877 M ’Goan I vype

as it is ix 183 The small proprietors who own fiont fifty to
several hundred feddans 1882 Standaid 13 Oct 5/1 T wohundred thousand fedam, or acres of laud

*

+ Fe'ddle, sb. Obs. In 5 fedill, 7 fedle. [peth,
repr (with some change of sense) OE juicls fatted
bird, i.fedan to Feed.] One who is made much
of ; a pet, favourite. Also ath ib
fi Zoa Corpus Gtoss A 467 A Itiha, foedils c. 1000 Suppl

sElfiiest-oc in Wr-Wulcker i9oA lii/is, fcdels] n *4oo-Sopar fand bai bridis of fepii1 fresch as any fame, as eie bu
fedill dowfisj bat [etc ] 161 iCotgr

, Bedaud, a fecilc, mimon
fauounte Ibid

, Cochonncr make a fedle of B

darlm^^^^
111 XV1U x4® ^ will be m> dainty I'cdlc-

t Fe’ddle, o Obs. iare [f. prec. sb.] (See
quot )

J '

*1Ix
r
p°'(GR i

Cadelei

,

to cocker, pampei, fedle, cherish,m^te much of Ibid
, Mignoter

,

to dandle, feddle
Hence f Fe ddled ppl a. t Fe ddlmg vbl sb.

cherished
0T<

//k
C<
A?

/J
' co

.

cke
1

r
I

ed » Pampered, fedlcd,

l fedling, cockeringFeddom, obs form of Fathom
Fede, var. of Fade a 1, and Feud sb.i, enmity
Feder, obs form of Father, Feather.
Federacy (federasi). [f late L fade,aim
federate^/. atj after Confederacy; see -acy ]I The state of being joined by a treaty: an
instance of this, an alliance, rare

i73
S

a
7
in
V
r^,

D
wf
M"/>

aHler 32 Forrei8Jie federacies 1692-
Dolesi 1833 Singleton Virgil ll. 240 Dardama’i.chosen chiefs Have come entreating ied’racy of arms

fa
A^ody

n
of¥erated states, sb Confederacy g

„
x°.°3 Aw I 354 To render Europe a united whole

a great federacy, i86iBrougham A’?;/ Const iv.38 T he central governmentma Federacy is of necessity feeble. |

Federal (fc deiul), a and sb Also 7-8 fcederal
[a F full, al, f. L type *fade, tfl-is, f fade,

-

J» dm covenant (-pie-L.it. *bhotdJtcs-) connate
withfdls 1-AiTir.] A adj
1. fa gin ()1 or pei taming to a covenant

compact, or tiealy Obs
*

1660 S1111iNi.il hut t IV (tldte) 91 The sprinkling of
the I1I1 Hid winch was the main thing intended hctc as a
L'da.il utc i7oi t.Riw itiiur Sat,

a

ni. iv 11 1 TheRomans (onipfll’d them (unitary to all I'adcial Right
and Jiisluc to put with S.ikIiiii 1 *789 G Wmrt S, /borne
(1853) D<> Not so the sigi inspiml with pious awe He
hails the fedcril aicli. 182s 1' Inn hsun Autobwg Wks
1859 I is Oui toiiiiet lion had been federal only, and wasnow dissolved by tin commencement (if hostilities

b. pet
(
11,col.) iVrt,lining to 01 based upon the

Covenant of Woihs, or Covenant ol Ciaoe. Also
Constituting or expressing a covenant cnteicd into
by an individual with God. See Coviwant \b S.
hedeial tin otoev the system based on the doctrine of

covenants mule by God with Adam as representing nun-
kind, and with t lirist as n picscnting tin Church, ludeial
In ad - < ovenant head (Cov 1 nani sb 10 b), applied to Adam
and Christ.

1643 Ussiii it Body Dr 1 (1647) 418 There is a ftcdernll
sum tity,orcxtern.ill and vt* dill holtnissu at least 111 children
of behevmg parents 1649 J 1 u. T Avi or (,t h 1, „,p n vni.
71 Our -( > .‘i

1 mi i* •*
< • *otht first ficdcrall condition,

1
|
3 ,n

“ ,il Sat lament of Christs Body
and Mluoii 01 mg 1 1 a dt i i| B imiuct *737 Waii lit snii
/ uchaust 424 T he St rvu e of the Holy Communion carries
in it something of a ft dunl Nature, is a kind of covenanting
01 stipulating \ct a »8oo C ow 1 1 it On Milton's J' I. Wks.
18 *7 XV 3p) (’In ist ba times tin hcdcral head of hts church
1878 I.my, t lint (ed y) VI yx As one of the leading ex-
ponents of ‘federal’ theology, he [Cm unis) spiritu.ilirej
tlie Helucw Scripunes to such an extent that (etc

]

2 Oi or pertaining to, or of the nature of, that
foim of government m which two or more slates
constitute a political unity while remaining more
or less independent with regard to their internal
affairs.

This xuise arises fiom the contextual meaning of phrases
likt-fideral union, lti which the adj was originally used m
sense 1 a

‘

[1707 hr ion hp. ut At. l'a, It, in Pa, l Hist VI App 142
Sweden and Denmark wue mutt d by a fothral compact
under one monarch

] 1777 Rom uison lint Arne,. (1781)H /97 Hie edebnted league, that mutt d the Foe Nation*m ( atiacU into a federal republii . 1787 j Bauiow O, ation
4 July 8 the establishment ot a pt-i m.inctit fo der.il system
1832 Li wrs list .y At. Pol. /cuts x. 88 A federal govern
ment is when an union is formed between several Matts.
18371 m iiotfN WKs III, iff, The pirty who lit lit veil that
thisw.is.il-cderal Republic i05 II Mi -m f/,u Piatt
(1877) III v mi 441) I he . 1

11. .ii i, g 1 ledtrtl
union of the British N orili American provinces 1874 Straus
Const HistAiiys)] 11 zO There was not any federal bond
among the several tribes.

b Of or pertaining to the political unity so con-
stituted, as distinguished from the separate states
composing it.

1789 I Ji imtsoN Writ. (1859) II 576 They have passed
a bill rendering every person holding any federal ofilce in-
capable of holding at the same time any State offn e. 1706

,

a'Uiinl'ion Let. Writings 1802 XII I. (42 One* or other of
yropnetors in the Fcdu.il Cuy 1844 1 iukiwm r Or,*

e

vin Ixi 81 j Li dm 1 ,s \ ri 1 -i ij resided in the general
assembly. 1876 > ' 11*1 ( r 1,1 .vi iy8 It was not until
several years alter the declaration of Indejx:riilui(.o (1776)
that a Federal coinage was issacd* *89* *SfiutAtr ti July
36/1 Into both federal and cantonal Icgrdation the Kefc-
rendu in has been introduced*

3 . US. Hist. a. Favouring the establishment of
a strong federal, i.e. central government
*788 Lend Mag. si [The people of Massachusetts] for-

ward in pioinotiug the fudi i it interest. 1:789 1 . Ji 1 1 r«.
son W rit. (^850) II. 576 Every w here tin elections are
federal. 1796 Mouse Anter, (>eog I. 5C7 Marylanders.,
are in general very federal. *839 Cm iiui n It Is. Ill 301

e
| ii i fnl ,S *he impcrsonattmi of the national or

‘"s I 11* is Jefferson is of the State Rights Re
1 - 1 * 1888 Bum i Arne,. Comnew IT nj. bit
333 Ifie d1s.1pncar.1nce of the Federal p.uty bi tween 1815
and 1 8zo left tiie Republicans masters 01 the field,

b. In the American Civil War of iMi-fit;: Of
or pertaining to the Northern or Union patty, or
its supporters, troops, etc
*86i O W Hoi Mis Pugt s ft Old Vot. I.,ft {1801) 3A sad disaster to the Federal army 1863 Di. iv I eihral
T ,

2
,4

I Die stories of the barbarities and cruelties
c
!
et ky

,

e Conftderates on Federal prisoners 1878
N. hue,. A tit. CXXVI 358 A loud Federal cheer was
heard, proving Jackson to be bard pressed.

« T !?
dJn a leaffHc, allied, confederated, tare.

?, Row l,(‘ 1 ugd's xEiutdw5 No fleet of minewas federal ’gainst I roy
B sb. Chiefly//. One on the side of the Unionm the American Civil War of 1 8(5 1-65 : efi a

soldier in the Northern array.
*870 A H Stipiiiss Hist War beiw States II xxm.

,,

wo
f/‘l

nd campaigns w'erc now again clearly developedby the bederals 1871 Sir S Northcoti Life, Lett
lr

' ?
8 Pulnng in a plea for .1 few

flowers to two or three graves of I-edcrals also.

.‘Pedcraiism ( fe-deraliz’m). [ad. k fldit athme,
r. fiWiar see Federal and -ism] The federal
principle or system of political organization (see
Federal a. 2 a); advocacy of this principle. In
U b Hist the principles oi the Federal party : see
Federal 3 a.



FEDERALIST, 127 FEE.
1793 Burke Policy 0/Allies Wks VII 133 We see every

man that the jacobins chuse to apprehend conveyed to
prison whether he is suspected of royalism, or federalism,
inoderantism, democracy royal, or [etc ] 1804 Southey in
Ann Rev II 207 Federalism would have been too loose
a tie 1843 Whittier Dcmocr 4 Slavery Prose Whs 18B9
III xxa State after state revolted from the ranks of
federalism 1844 Sir J Graham in Crokcr Papeis (1884)
III xxm 20 In Ireland Federalism with growing dis-
content, is gaining ground 1876 H C Lodge inN Amer.
Rev CXXlII. 116 The chapter on ‘The Treasury and
Federalism

'

Federalist (fe deialist), si [ad F fedemliste :

see Federal and -ist ]
1. One who advocates or supports federalism 01

federal union
1792 Explan New Terms in Ann Reg p xv, Federalists,

or friends to a federal union ; such as that among the
United States of America 1794 Burke Pref Bnssot's
Addr Wks VII 318 The Girondin faction on this account
received also the name of federalists 1851 Gallenga
Italy II xn 436 The federalists in Switzerland have only
yesterday baffled both those evil powers 1863 Fawcett
Pol Rcon n x (1876) 275 The federalists say that if all the
pi oductive societies are in dn ect connection with the Central
Wholesale Society a [etc ]

2 US Hist. A member or supporter of the
Federal party. See Fedebal a 3.

*787 Madison in Federalist No 10 Cherishing the spirit
and supporting the character of Federalists 1837 Ht
Martineau Soc Amer. II 30 The federalists are the great
patrons of commerce 1888 Bryce Amer Commiu. II fit

tin. 325 The advocates of a central national authority had
begun to receive the name of Federalists.

8 attnb
1801 W DuprL Neolog Fr Diet 117 Federalist motions

and intrigues. 1837 Ht Martineau Soc.Amer III 289 The
federalist mei chants and lawyers consider the clergy so
little fit for common affairs as to call them a set of people
between men and women *876 N. Amer Rev July 130
The Federalist party was a very remarkable political organ-
ization.

Hence Federali Stic a , inclined to federalism
1862 Parthenon 26 July 398 Before 1848, Italy was more

‘ federalists ’ than unitanst

Federalization (fe deraloizJ 1 Jan), [f next +
-ation J The action of federalizing or the slate

of being federalized.

2864 in Worcester (citing Stiles) 1885 Pall Mall G
ag June 12/2 This advantage they will gam by the federal-
ization of the fleet 1890 Spectator 2 Aug , Obviously the
people of San Salvador do not desire federalisation

Federalize (fe dSralsiz), V. [f. Federal a 4-

-ize] a. trans To make federal, unite in federal

union, b To decentralize, to take from the

central authority and hand over to federal bodies

m the state, or to federal states in a union.
x8ox W. Dupr£ Neolog Ft Diet 116 Fidirahser

,
to

federalize
;
to form confederacies, or factions, as that of the

Brissotines, or Girondistes 1847 Craig, Federalize, to

unite in compact, as different states; to confederate for

political purposes x88S Pall Mall G 29 June 12/r Advice
which may be condensed into one shoi t sentence—Federalize
the fleet 1885 Manch Exam 6 July 5/2 We are asked to

federalise our institutions 1889 Times 30 Oct 8/2 He was
not likely to suppose that we could federalize a part of a
realm
Hence Fe’deralized, Fe deralizmg ppl adjs

1884 PallMall G 4 Apr 11/2 He established m Australia

300 federalized branches of the National League 1889
Spectator g Nov 627/2 The federalising revolution even
Mr Morley himself ridicules

Federally (fe’derali), adv. [f Federal a +
-ly 2

.] In a federal manner, a Theol. On the

basis or faith of a covenant, b. After the manner
of a federation.

X644-5 in Scobell Acts * Ord 1. (1658) 83 They are
Christians and federallyholybefore Baptism 1692 Burnet
Past. Care vm 94 A share in all which is there Federally
offered to us a X703 Burkitt On N. T. Matt, xxu 33
Their souls are yet alive, fedrally alive unto God 1843

J Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 142 A company of nations,

federally bound of Goa

t Federalness (fexleralnes), Ols rare [f. as

prec.+-NESS ] The state of being federal
;
federal

character. 1727 in Bailey vol. II

Federarie : see Fedabie, Ols

Federate (fe’der/t), a. and si. [ad. L,feederdt-

tts, pa pple. offeederdre : see next ]

A adj, Federated, confederate, allied, in league.
171a Shaftesb Adv to Author 11 §2 83 Those compos’d

of federate Tribes, or mix’t Colonys 1766 Warburton A l-

bance betw Church <5* State n 111 (ed 4) 194 In a federate

Alliance, the two Societies still subsist mtire 1808 G
Edwards Pract Plan 1 3 The possibility of the maritime
superiority of France, and her federate poweis 1853
Singleton Virgil II 427 [Me,] who have followed Ti ojans'

fed'rate arms 1885 Pall Mall G 28 Oct 2/1 There may
. be the greatest inequality between the federate States.

B. sb. 1 One of the parties to a covenant
1671 Flavel Fount Life 111 6 Redemption .differs fiom

the Covenant of Grace in legard of the Federates

2 French Hist Used as a translation of Fr.

ftderi a A member of one of the armed associa-

tions foimed during the first French Revolution,

or during the Hundred Days in 3815, oi a member
of the Commune in 1871. b A deputy to the

Fete of the Federation, July 14, 1790,
1792 Hist in Ann Reg 49 They invited armed federates,

as they were called, m July 1791, to Paris, 1837 Carlyle

Fr Rev n 1, xi, From al! points of the compass, Federates
are arriving 1871 Echo xa Apr 3 It seems to me that the
Government of Versailles has all along taken a wrong esti-
mate of the federates of the Commune.
Federate (feder«it\ v [f L fcedeiat- ppl

stem oifeeder are, f feeder-, feedus ‘ see Federal]
a intr. To enter into a league for a common
object, b trans To band together as a league

,

to organize on a federal basis.

*837 Carlyle Fr Rev. 11 j vui, Thus, at Lyons we
behold as many as fifty, or sixty thousand, met to federate
1884 Pall Mall G. 22 Nov 1/2 We shall be compelled to
grant Home Rule, and Home Rulewill drive us mesistibly
to federate the empire. 1884 J Douglas in xgth Cent
Dec 834 A strong recommendation to federate, which came
from a Royal Commission at Melbourne 1883 Lowr
Bismarck II 162 Did the Chancellor himself, too, dream of
federating the Continent against England ?

Hence Fe derated^/ a ; Federating^/ a
18x4 Wellington m Gurw Desp XII 43 To hold them

as dependent or federated states rather than as colonies
1883 w Westgarth 111 Pall Mall G 22 Oct 2/1 Although
annexation is refused to Queensland, to a federated Austral-
asia it would be allowed 1885 Ibid 10 Jan 1/2 The
mutual consent of the federating communities.

Federation (feder^Jon) [a. F fidei ation,

ad L faderation-em, n of action f. feederdre • see

Federate z< and -ation ]

1- The action of federating or uniting in a league
or covenant. Now chiefly spec, the formation of a

political unity out of a number of separate states,

piovmces, or colonies, so that each retains the

management of its internal affairs ; a similar pro-

cess applied to a number of separate societies, etc
1721-1800 Bailey, Federation

,

a Covenanting 1867
Freeman Norm Conq (1876) I. in 9B There must have
been, if not centralization, at any rate something like

federation 1888 Sir C. G Duffy in Contemp Rev Jan
27 If federation of the colonies be partly accomplished

b Federation ofthe (British) Empire, Imperial
Federation : a proposed readjustment of the rela-

tions between the various parts of the empire, by
which the colonies would share with the mother
country the control and the cost of all measures
taken for the safety and well-being of the empue
as a whole.
1883 Mrq Lorne (title), Imperial Federation x886 Pall

MallG 16 June 11/1 A paper was read by Sir George F
Bowen on ‘The Federation of the British Empire’.. He
adopted Mr Forster’s definition of Imperial Federation—
viz., such a union of the mother country with her colonies

as would keep the British Empire one State in relation to

other States, through the agency of an organisation for

common defence, and a joint foreign policy.

2 A society or league formed foi joint action or

mutual support , now chiefly, a body formed by a

number of separate states, societies, etc
,
each re-

taining control of its own internal affairs

Now often in names of political societies and trade-unions,
as, the Miners' Federation, the National Liberal Federation,
the Social Democratic Federation, the Shipping Federation
1791 Burke App Whigs Wks VI 126 Is he obliged to

keep any terms with those clubs and federations? 1833
Macaulay Hist, Eng xix 325 The Batavian federation

1839 Helps Friends m C Ser 11 I Addr to Rdr 5 There
would be a federation amongst the sensible people x86x

M Pattison Ess (1889) I 40 All this was in the century
pieceding the formation of the Hanseatic federation. 1863
H Kingsley Htllyars «$ Burtons Ixn, The Australian
Federation need not despair of finding a casus belli among
themselves 1892 Daily News 14 Mar 3/8 In Durham, the

Federation means the union of the Durham collieries.

3 . attrib.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev 11 iv ix, Our sublime Federation
Field is wetted with French blood 1803 fVestm Gas
8 Apr 5/2 At an evening meeting Shipping Federation cards

and books were burnt.

Hence Federa tionist, an advocate of federation

1863 Pall Mall G 27 Apr 5 The object of the Federa*
tiomsts 1887 Athenienm 28 May 703/1 The federatiorust

leaves this problem ‘ outside the discussion
’

Federatist (fe deratist), [f. Federate v, +
-1ST] = Federationist.
1884 J Douglas m 19th Cent Dec 853 The Imperial

Federatists

Federative (fe’derftiv), a [f L feederat-

(see Federate v.) + -ive. Cf, F fedet atif, -ive ]

f 1. Of or pertaining to the formation of a cove-

nant, league, or alliance. Ols exc. Hist
1690 Locke Govt it § 146 This [powei] contains the Power

of Leagues and Alliances and may be called Federative

1790 Burke Fr Rev 227 The power to which our constitu-

tion has exclusively delegated the federative capacity of
this kingdom 1874 Green Short Hist i\ § 9 (1876) 697
The Scotch proposals of a federative rather than a legis-

lative union were set aside

2 Of or pertaining to a fedei ation , forming part

of a federation
;
of the nature of a federation.

1781 Gibbon Dccl £ F. hoc (1828) VIII 393 A vast
idea of uniting Italy m a great federative i epubhc 1823

T Ji rrERSON Avtohog, Wks 1859 I 78 Our fiist essay,m
America, to establish a federative govei nment had fallen

very short of its object.
#
1846 Grote Gieece 11 iv II 430

Aigos, with the federative cities attached to her 1831

Gali fnga Italy 39 This federative work developes . diffi-

culties

3 Inclined to form federations

1885

E C. Stedman in Century Mag XXIX 306 The
numberless corporations of the federative Saxon race, x886

Bladtw. Mag CXXXIX 582 They acquire a sort of
clannish and federative spirit.

Hence Fe’deratively adv.
1823 Southey Hist Penhis War I 51 Al! the infeuor

powers had contracted federatively and individually, an
alliance with the Emperor Napoleon X85X Sir F Palgrav e
Norm. ($• Eng I 89 The authorities and tribunals federa-
tivcly combined in our political constitution 1834 St AndriS
Land ofRefuge 55 Any established body not federatively
constituted

+ Fe deratory, a. Ols. rare~ K [f as prec.

+ -ORY ]
= FeDEH Vl’IVE I

1692 Covt Grace Conditional 56 When God for his part
performs the federatory action

+ Fe’dered, ppl a. Ols rare— 1
, [ad L.

foederdtus

.

see t edebate a and -ed 1
] Allied

or leagued together
1382 Wyclif Prov xvii g Who with an other sermoun

reherceth, seuereth the federed

Federo-, used by Jefferson as combining form
of Federal see qnots.

1786 T JnrrERSON Writ (1859) II 12, I had applied that

[appellation] of Federo Americans to our citizens 1804
Ibul (1830) IV 16A bastard system of federo-republicamsm
[1 e a mixture of Federalist and Republican principles]

t Fedifrauction. Ols rare— 1 [as if ad. L
*fxdifractidn-em, f fadus compact + -fi actionem

a breaking. Cf next ] Breach of covenant.
1650 B DiscoHuninium 43, I shall be allowed the full

benefit of all the plempotentiahties and fedifractions that
I can devise

t Fedi fragous, a Ols [f. ~L.fcedifra.g-us

(f foedus compact + root offrangere to break) +
-00 S ] Compact-breaking, faithless, perfidious.

x6oo Abp Abbott Exp Jonah 359 Perfidious, and fedi-

fragous, and barbarous Princes 1631 C Love's Case 53
Such desultory and fedifragous practices

absol 1632 Vicars tr VugifsAEneid xii 384 Jove whose
thunders great Do truces tie, fright the fedifragous

Fedill, earlier form of Feddle sb. Ohs

tFe-ding. Ohs. rare
1306 Ord Chr Men (W de Worde) 1 111 33,

1

the com-
mande acursed spyryte fedynge (spiritus immnndc] that

thou go thy wayes 1351 Gray’s N Y Gift in Fuinivall

Ballfr MSS I 419 they clerelye deface vs with theire

popishe fedynges [nme-wd proceedynges]

+ Fe’dity. Ols Also 6 fedvtee, 7 feedity.

[ad. L.faditdt-em, f feedus foul see -ity ]
1 Foulness, impurity, loathsomeness, whether
moral or physical.

1342 Ud all in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 6 Xenocrates
began sumwhat to declare of the feditee of riot and
drunkeness. a 1619 Fotherby Atheom 1 xi §4(1622)116
All these delicacies .when they come into the belly, they
are wrapt vp together, in one and the same feedity *649
Bf Hall Cases Consc iv x (1654) V5 The fedity and un-
naturalness of the match a 1636 Ussher Ann (1658) 342
Being conscious of the feditie of his own desire. 1637
Tomlinson Renou's Disp 186 The . . fedity of the skin

X7zx-i8oo in Bailey
2 pi Foul or disgusting practices.

1339 Latimer Seim <$ Rem. (1845) 4x7 When compeutes
doth shew what fedities doth grow 1640 Bp Hall Episc
1 it 9 All the superstitions and fedities of the Romish.
Religion 1675 J Smith Chr Relig Appeal 11 23 Charging
them with the devouring of theirown Children and many
other fedities 1753 G Lavington Moravians compared
63 Some Fedities common amongst the Gnosticks, not fit to

be named
Fedme, fepme, obs. forms of Fathom.
Fedylle, obs. form of Fiddle.

•f Fee, sb 1 Obs Forms: 1 fioh., fdo, 1-3 feoh,

3-4 feo, 3 south veo, 2-3 fell, 2 Orm felxh., 2-6

fe, (3 feei, feih), 5-7 fie, (6 Sc fye), 3-7 fee.

[Common Tent, and Aryan ; OE feoh, fioh, fio,

str neut
,
corresp to OFns fa, OS. fehu. cattle,

property (Du. vee cattle), OHG. film,fehu cattle,

property, money (MHG. vihe, vehe, and mod Ger.

vieh has only the sense cattle), ON fe cattle, pro-

perty, money (Da- fee cattle, beast, Svv. fa beast),

Goth faihu property, money —OTeut *fehu •—

OAryan *piku~, whence also Skr. papi masc , L.
peal neut cattle (cf L peciima money) ]

1 Live stock, cattle, whether large or small

Wildfee

:

deer.

£900 K jElfred Lmvsxln, Gif pe becume oSres monnes
giemeleas fioh on hand gecySe hit him, a 1000 Salomon
$ Sat 23 (Gr) Feoh butan gewitte 11x250 Gen 3 Ex 783
Do sente he after abram And gaf him lend, and a^te, and
fe 01x300 Cursor M. 1059 (Cott) pis abel was a hud for

fee 1375 Barbour Brine x xsx Ane That husband ves,

and vith his fee Oftsis hay to the peili led he c 1450
Henryson Mor Fab, 80 The keiper of the fie For verie

woe woxe wanner nor the weid la 1300 True Thomas 67
m Jamieson Pop Ballads II 15 ,

1

nde after the wxlde fee.

My raches rennen at my devys 1333 Stewart Cion Scot
III 343 Distroyit war all bowis, flokis and fie

2 . Movable property in general
;
goods, posses-

sions, wealth.
c 888 K iElfred Booth xiv § 2 pa ungesceadwisan neo-

tena ne wilniap nanes opres feos ctooaAgs.Ps cvm [cix ]

xi His feoh onfon fremde handa c 1175 Lamb Horn 109
be feorSe unpeu is J;et pe nche mon bmude his feh F1205
Lay 4429 pe king him 3ette feoh & fairde c 1275 A Lnue
Ron 70 in O E Misc (1872) 93 Cesar riche of wordes feo.

c 1330 A 1 th <$• Merl 418 He bad he sdvuld cum him to
help And he schuld haue half his fe f id6o Tovmeley
Myst 28 Do get in oure gere, cure catalle ana fe, In to this

vesselle here, xgz6 SkeltonMagnyf 1993 Alasse, where is



FEE FEE.

nowe my golde and fe’ 1396 Drayton Legends iv 74
Whose labour'd Anvile only was His Fee.

3. Money
Beowulf 1380 Ic \>e J?a fffihSe feo feature c 870 Codex

Aniens 5 in 0 E 1'ea.ts (1885) 175 Mid uncre claene feo

eaoo Benda's Eul Htst. 111 xiv [xix ] (1891) 216 Foroon

gif l»u Jnsses monnes fea [pecuma] in his synnum deades ne
onfenge, ne buroe his wnte on ]>e. c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt

x g Nfebbe ge gold ne seolfer ne feoh on eownim btgyrd-

Jum c *175 Lamb Horn 91 J>a salden heore ehte and J>et

feh bitahten |>am apostles c 1200 Okm in 15968 He selle^J*

Halts Cast fori fe c 1205 Lay 9176 He mitSte sct-halden

heore feoh }>e Julius her fatte. ax*z<Ancr. R 326 Vor
sunne is hes deofles feih het he jiueo to gauel. a xsoo

Flora $ Bl 25 Floriz ne let for ne feo To linden al fiat

neod beo. c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vn vui. 754 Corrupte

. wyth he kyng of Inglandis Fe. 1677 Lovers Quarrel 30

in Hazl EBP II 254 God give you good of your gold,

she said, And ever God give you good of your fee.

4. Comb, fee-house, {a) in OE., a treasury,
(J>)

a cattle-shed.

c 1000 Mlfnds Voc Sup. in Wr -Wulcker 184 AErartum,
feohhus. 1483 Cath Angl 125/1 A Feehouse, bostar

Pee (ft'), sbf Forms • 4-5 fe, feo, fey, 6 flo,

3- fee. PL 3 fez, 3-4 feez, 5 fese, 5-6 feeze, 6

feas, feis, 4- fees See also Feu, Feud sb 2,

Fief sb. [a AF. fee, fie « OF. fe, JiS, *fet{app

implied injfiez pi,),,fie}\fieuyfitly Pr.feo, feu,feu.
It fio (prob from Fr. or Pr. ; the Langobardic

Lat faderfimn is a compound of Teut feint Fee
sb i), medL. feodum, feudum (fiisl cited by Du
Cange from a charter of Chailes the Fat, A D. 884),

alsofevnm,fciim,fcdinm, m Sicilyfegum.
The mutual relation of the vauous Romanic and med L

forms is somewhat obscure. Accoiding to some scholais,

fief is a vbl sb. f fever to giant in fee, f fien, which, as

well as the other foims of the sb ,
descends from feodum or

its Teut source. The ultimate etymology is uncertain. A
prevalent view is that the word is f OHG fehn cattle,

property, money (=Fgb sb 1
), +dd wealth, property. This

must be rejected, because such an etymology could dnectly
yield no other sense than that of ‘ movable pioperty’, which
is very remote from the sense offeodum as used in early

records, viz usufruct granted in lequital of service (often

opposed to alodis, ougmally meaning ‘inheritance’), cf

the synonyms, Ger lehen, OE lorn (the same word as Eng
loan), and L beueficinm, 1 e something granted to a sub-

ject by the kindness of his lord A moic tenable theoiy is

that the OF fin is an adoption of the Teut fehu in the

contextual sense of ‘ wages, payment for service '
, the Rom

word oei tamly had this meaning (see branch II lielowl, and
it is conceivable that the feudal sense is a specific application

of it. The d of theL. forms, feudum, feodum, liowevei, is

left unexplained by this hypothesis, some icgaid it as a
euphonic insertion (comparing It chtodo nail fiom vulgar L
*cio nm fiom clavum) , others think that it is due to the
analogy of allodium

,

and others suppose feudum to he a
vbl sb f feudare =fenm dare ; hut each of Lhesc views
involves seiious difficulties. It is not impossible that two
originally distinct words may have been confused A con-
jecture proposed by Prof Kern, and appioved by some
German jurists, is thatfeodum represents an OHG *fehdd
related to the vb fehdn, which is lecoided only in the sense
‘ to eat, feed upon but is supposed on etymological grounds
to have had the wider meaning ‘

to take for ones enjoyment’
This would account fairly well for the sense, but involves
too much hypothesis to be accepted with confidence It is

curious, if the word be of Teut foimation, that there is no
direct proof of its having existed in any lent, language,
nor is it found even in the L text of the Fiankisli laws ]

1 feudal Law An estate m land i.in England
always a heritable estate), held on condition of
homage and service to a superior lord, by whom
it is granted and in whom the ownership remains

;

a fief, feudal benefice, t To take (a person’s) fee :

to become his vassal Now only Htst.
Ecclesiasticalfee (L feodum ecclcsiasttcum)‘ one held

by an ecclesiastical peison or corporation, and not owing
any but spiritual service. Knight's fee, lay fee : see
Knight sb , Lay a.

[1292 Britton in 11 § 1 Plusours maneres des feez sount
et de tenures ] c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 63 perfor
vnto |iam tuo he gaf Gnffyns feez. c 1400 Melayne 1371
Allas That ever I tuke thi fee 1

1473 Warkw Chron 23
A generalle resumpcion of alle lordschippes and feys
giawntede be the Kynge 1767 Blackstone Comm. II
105 Feodum, or fee, is that which is held of some supeuor,
on condition of rendering him. service *836 Baines Hist
Lane III 204 The great fee or lordship of Pontefract was
vested in them. 1844 Williams Real Prop (1877) 43 The
woi dfee anciently meant any estate feudally held of another
peison 1863 H. Cox Instil 11 xi 583 [Of the Counties
Palatine] theie remain now only those of Lancaster and
Duiham the latter formerly an ecclesiastical fee belonging
to the Bishop of Durham

b. Phrases, {As) in or offee (
=L in, de feudo,

ut mfeudo)

;

by a hei itable right subject to feudal
obligations. Now only Hist Also ii ansf and fig.
[1292 Britton r xxi § 4 Autres qe il ne avoint en lour

tlemeyne cum de fee] C1330 R Brunne Chron (1810)86
William he Conqueior his ancestres & he Held with giete
honour Normunaie 111 fe Of alle kynges of France c 1470
Henry Wallace x 977 Schyr Amer hecht he suld it hailF
in hyr Till hald in fe and othir landis mo 1491 Act 7Hen VII, c. 12 § 5 That every recovery so had be as gode

as if the King were seised of the premises in lus demesne
as of fee 1494 Fabyan Chron vi ccxvn 236 To holde it

[the lande] of hym as m fee 1587 Golding De Montay xx
305 Sith we hold all things of him [God] in fee, we owe him
fealty and homage 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) II v
57 The sovereignty of the provinces he now held in fee were
made over to him
2 CommonLaw An estate of inheritancem land.

Also in phrases asimb (A fee is cithei g Fee-

128

simple or a Fee-tail, but in fee is usually= *tn

fee-simple ’

)

In Eng Law theoretically identical with sense 1, all

landed property being understood to be held feudally of the

Crown In the U S the holder of the fee is in theory as

well as in fact the absolute owner of the land

1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 700 1 he bnronie he qatf

To Durhame kirk in heretage and fie 1628 Com On Lift

m iv § 293 i8g It is tobevnderstood that when it is said

that aman is seised 111 fee it shall be intended in fee simple

1764 Burn Poor Lotus 184 To purchase lands 111 fee 1809

J Marshail Const Opm (1839) 126 Peek covenanted that

Georgia was legally the owner in fee ofthe land in question

1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) I. 160 If a woman, tenant in

tad genet al, makes a feoffment in fee, and takes hack an
estate in fee Ilnd VI. 265 Here the fc>e was expressly

given to the trustees 1827 Jarman J'mmll's Devises II

149 An estate of which the devisor was mortgagee in fee

1844 Williams Ileal Prop (1879} 43 A fee may now he said

to mean an estate of inheritance. 1858 P01 son Law 4
197 Seized in fee

]b Jig esp in phrnse To hold in fee, to hold as

one’s absolute and nghtful possession
a 1553 Udall Royster D in iv. (Arh ) 52 One mndde

propretie these women hauc m fey
t
When ye will, they will

not *639 G. Daniel Ecclns ymv 64 My (Tee [A V in-

heritance] Is sweeter then Vngin Combes, a 1674 Mu ion
Sotut \u, Which after held the sun and moon in fee* 1802
Wordsw On Extinction Vcnet liep

,
Oiilc did she hold

the gorgeous East in fee 1846 Hunch Mirat. Inlrotl

force thou art To hold the costliest love 111 fee

c Basefee . see Base a 1 r Also (see quot.)

1883 F. P011 out Laud Laws 108 Hie cm ions kind of
estate created by the conveyance in fee simple of a tmant
in tail not in possession, without the coneiinenee of the
owncis of estates preceding ins own, is called .1 basefet ,

d. In s w. dialect. (Sec quots)
<1x630 Risdon Sum. Devon § 91 (1810) 87 This town con-

slsteth of three paits, the fee, the manoi, and the boicmgli

;

the fee is ofsuch freelioldcis and gentlemen ns do dwell in

Devonshire 1880 W Cornw Gloss., Fie, freehold pioperty.
‘ Our house is fee’.

e. At a finisfee : at ilie value of a pin.
1602 Soaks Ilam 1 iv. 65 ,

1

doe not set tny life at .1 pin’s
fee 1865 Cariyii liedl ht VI xvi \ 260 The pit*>c»r

Editor docs not value llie 1 umour at a pin’s fee

3. A tointoiy held m fee; a lordship.
[1292 Bruton hi 11 § r Qe les scigmus des fez eyent les

gardes de lour feez,] 14x3 Lxno l'tlgr Simla iv xxvi
(1483) 72 Vnder thy loid goo as chyefloul of the fee. c *430
Syt Jiyam 1056, Xi| foslers. that wen* kep irs of tli.it fee

15 Adam Bel 56 111 Hazl E P, P, II 162 Forty* fosters

of the fe These outlawes had y slaw 1741 T Roiunson
Gavelkind v 49 Hie Tenements within the Fu vvtic not
depaitible x8gx Tuuniti Dorn AtJut II Intiod. »» It

[the castle] was the chief place of lus honoui or fLe 1869
Lovvcil Singing Leaves 84 My Jute and 1 are JouK of
moie Than thru c this kingdom’s fee
transf 13 h F.Altit P 15 960 ]>at folk J»at in jiose

fees [cities of the Plain] lenged. 1 1425 Wvmoi'n ( ion.
vi. 11 49 Sum hetliyn 111.111 Mycht usurp* Cryslyn Feys

*|' 4 a. The hei liable right to an office of profit,

granted by a supeuor loul and held on condition
of feudal homage. Only in phrases in, of, to fee

.

b The hetitablc right to a pension or 1 evemte
similarly granted, Obs
a. [1292 Britton 1 mi § 9 Et defentloins a tour mis. qi

cleyinent aver garde des prisouns on fee ] 1375 ISvrrouk
Bruce xi 456 Sehu robeit of Ketli wes Marshall of all the
host of fee C1470 Hinky Wallace vn. 1026 In heietagc
gaiff him office to feo OfT all Stiaithcrn and sell 11 tci (Toll the
toun 1670 Biount Law Diet, s v ,'llicwoid I'ec is some-
times used foi apeipetual right utcoipoi eal\ as to have
the keeping of Pnsous in Fee 1700 tr Limiter of
Edw. I, in Tyrrell Hist Eng II 820 No Foicstti who
is not a Foiester m Fee shall take Chimiuago
b. [1292 Britton 11 x § aUne autre manese do pin char

est que home fet de annuel fee de deuers ou de auti e chose t*n

fee] 1823 Crabd 'Peihoot Diet, Fee a lent or annuity
granted to one, and his liens, which is afee fit tonal
*1*5. Homage icnderecl, or fealty promised, by a

vassal to a superior Also, employment, service
CX330 R, Brunne Chi on. (1810) 145 pe moiielli of

Nouembre com kyngWilliam & [icr jald him his fee
1486 Certificate 111 Sin tees Misi (1890)49, 1 acci pt hyme
to be of my fee and counesell 1596 Sitnsi k F Q vi \ 2t
Venus Dam/els, all within hei fee,

tb To be at a, infee of to, with * to be in the
pay or service of, under an obligation to

; hence,
to be in league with Also, to have {one) tn fee •

to retain, hold in one's service Obs.
1529 S Fish Snfphc Beggars 8 Are not all thelerned men

in your realme in fee with theim. 1590 Wunnr Tiav (Arh

)

34 Beemg then 111 yeeiely fee to the King of Spame 1600
Holland Livy xlh. v (1609) 1118 In fee as it were with him,
in legard of many courtesies and gracious favours received
at his hands 1633 Bp. Hall Haul Texts 324 As if ye
were at a fee with death and Hell X703 T N City 4 C.
Purchaser 208 Some of those Bucklayeis that are in Fee
with ’em 1756 Nugent Gr Tour IV 33 He will endeavour
to carry you to his own favourite house, which has him m
fee

II Denoting a payment or gift.
[This branch is commonly icferied to Frr sb 1

, but theAF isfee, and the med Ufeodum, both in England and on
the continent

, cf. It. fio The two sbs
, liowever, being

coincident in form, were certainly confused, and in many
instances it makes no difference to the sense whether the
word is taken as sb 1 or as sb 2 Senses 6-8 seem to have been
influenced by branch I

; sense 9 agrees with a continental
use offeodum ]

1

6

A tribute or offering to a superior. Obs

1 1369 Chat or Dithe Btaunthe 2C6 Tins god May
inline of me mo fees thus Ilian e\e*r he wan. <1x400-50
Alexandct 4466 pail fall 3e flatt on pe fold, with fe*es J»aim
adorn cs Ibid 5139 Fouie handreth fellis 311 to fee* x6oz
1 >1 KM it Satnomasti x Wks 1S73 I. jgj Knees Aic made
fin kings, tin y aie the subjects r ccs

7 The sum which a public officer
(
? originally,

one who held Ins office * m fee’ : see 4 a) jb autho-
nzed to demand as payment for the execution of
his official functions.

[129a Bin 1 ion 1. mi § 7 Ne ja par definite dt> tiel fee tie

suit nul pnsoun pins detenu ] c 1450 />/.. Lm/ane 598 in

Bab,; v Bl. (186S) 119 Se\ polls l>< i-foie to feys ht* takes
1494 Nottingham Ru III 279 To tin* C h.tutubi ileus fm
theire fese wvjt vnjif. 1539 Act _*i 11tn l HI, c <j tj <3

Any such Oulyuary shill tint in an> wysu take* fin tin*

sune above the fees lytnvued by tins Am* 1546 Mini
Ripen (but tees) III s', To the Audilnr foi hi. bit* xiiij.i

mjff X581 I.xMnMtur hnen 111 1 (1588) nt'lwo Juslites
of I’eaee, may license sutli as he di*liM‘ie*it out of (Jaolts, to

hog for then fees ispshu-iKS vHut. VI, 111 11, J17, Ishoulil
roll the Deaths mail of his Fee 1609 Sm'ni Rig. <!/«/, a
The* fie of the scale*, ten pounds, x68o hyall} Suit 1 he
C tlltu x B, I tame to pay the Cleik of the C ouiu il lus Fees
I was obliged to pay the Fees myself at the Count il 1727
Sum thin RIotttmg,'V\\c ttirnkt y now lus (lotk returning
sees, Duly let out a nights to steal fin fees. 18x7W Si 1 w\ n
I aw Vn/ Prtus (ed 4) II 9 16 'I lie captain had paid nn
estia fee m order to prot urt* lus i Uar.im < s 1858 Kim, si i \

Poems, lari Haitian's Dan. 6 'Flu locks of six piiiu esses
Must lie my main igt* fet*. *868 Fitt 1 man Norm l our/,

(1877) II x 471 Tile* grtedy *a*rtil,ir tlugy refused the fust
sac rnment except ou p tyment of a fee*

b Jsxtcntlcil to denote the remuneration paid or

due to a Jaw) er, a physician, 01 (tit recent use) any
professional man, a din clot ot a public company,
etc. for an occasional sen tee.

*583 S 1 oiift s Vint Abus 11 (djf! •) tfiTJit* lawier, I would
wish to take lesse* fees of thou i bents. 1644 Mu mu J 'dm
Wks (1817) 99/1 I.itiKioiis terms, fat tonti nitons, and flow,
mg fees 1655 CVi ri m r Rt '1 nm I* pit'i.iin, Who spend
Tlieir I ife* 111 Visits, ami whose* I. d»ns < ml In taking Fees
1727-38 <«a\ Babbs tt, t\ at 'lilt fee gixes eloquent e it,

spun. i79iBo*.wiii ‘Johnson an 17(5 4* if.qyl Ru.*/ * J 'hy ..it laris

gnu mud) attended him without an (puny an) fees. j8oi
M ut. Is u< 1 woktn Moial Ttiltifol vi 14Wh.it fet, dm tm

shall I gne >oii fin smug hi. life V *863 I*. BakI’Y /Vi t.

yaid 1 1 on 48 l*ewof tlnm [I«iw)«r.| ate pi oof against a
fee 1856 1 * mi i'so*’ / no /nuts, l "or. lag Wks II u
'the reintiiu r iimn Ifitr public Intuit .(wa njiiit ihnttntlu*
fet sat that time ji lid in tins timiili) tot the hkt *nvitt 1.

c. The sum paid Cut admission to an examina-
tion, a socit ty, etc

;
or for entrance to a public

building. Also, adwhston-, coutt, cut) an, e-fee.

1389 m Fug (nidi (*870) 8,5 He* dial t>a>< n his fn sand
sytliyn feu h) . « litres *89* Can.ht.lg, l mo l ah ndnr a*
A fn* tit fa e*v is paid to the Omnium tin t by tx«ry
stud, at on 1 .« h id in is ton to .1 Spin tal Fxaiiiiu itum. 1893
(> 1 find Uni * C,d, ttdar ,ti Ulinii it y Mu mm Ojhii
to visitors (without fee) fiom - pm 104pm
d Terminal payments lor instruction at <*1*1100]

x6x6 U C. J'ttuey 11 Itts/li ix 14 *‘I Foi thibli fit*. Aihiiiu
nuy tiinie .1 Honour. 1841 W, Si MI4M. Itah A i! Id
III. *tsS I'm at 1 m bools art t night, fi.i mu ill fe, , 1.)

pi tests 1876 Ghani !itngh S,h. S,otl 11. 4C 7 lit J7jf, the
(.mmnl [of Kukt.ild)) niaet that tin fee, .halt hi paid
t|uirtti!y.

1

* 8 . A jxn qutsilc allowed lo an officer 01 set \ ant

(rtfi

.

a foiester, a took or scullion), he of it

bullock * sec qmit. 1730 Obs.
c X386 C’jiAiu 1 r A ut 's 1

'

045 Jim . hath her** I..ill , hem
payeil Here wages ami lint fn , for lo r. miii.o *474
l/ottM’/i Out n 1 he l.trdris hath to llmie fn , tlie tiukts
of mutton twoi* fmgei . fiom tin lo.ide [<i 1490 ttoiosm
Itm. (Nasmith 17781 ,71 1st ip « <1mh.1t d< ion. I<z In / ]

i486 Bl, St. Album F iva, 'I h< Ri*'ht sliuhki \nuthtii
the foster foi tint is hi. fee. 1557 Onht of l/osptt,ills
I

I

q li, The Biith 1 V ou sh ill h iv 1 110 m mm r of I us, hut
your otdiiinric wagis 1579 ‘tn*iv»s t al. tn s S <//// Jun
8 j?/** 'i lie ofse»uriiig< s 01 In s of the kin Ik tt, 1593 Sinus
\/ltn VI, 111. 1 mi, I, luets

1

. ,1 Dim, wIiom si ms a
Keepers Fee. 1603 Kxni 1 1 s lint / itt/.s(ih>uP ut nl nn
young men snaielit it [food] h istdy up is tin u t< > \ ami
Iiku gieuhc H.u pics t.txennl it dowm iiiatnmunit 1730 6
Baiii x tfoluO, / h, / it ofa Bullet!,, ihe hum s ut a hullm I s

thighs and shouldns.h mug the imat uitvll (hut not chan)
for sailing foi vu tu.dlmg ships

i-b A warnor’s share of spoil
;
a dog’s share of

the game. Obs
c *340 (av.v, .<( (!> Knt 162** He tom gay n, Ills feez )h*i

foi to fonge 14 1 'ineiy de Jit; tv lit lit l, AnJ. J. 1 y)
Ihe houndes shal lie rewnrdiil with the* mkke and with 1 hi;

bew'clhs, with the fee*. *6x6 Si’Hit. R Mauku inanity
luirme 697 '1 lie hare lx mg killed, it will be good to gnu*
the dogs then fees, the hater to tneonrage tin m
transf *659 B Harris Pmfat's lion .he i«i The

Clergy hath ever served as I*ce, or pre*y to the seditious,

to. Any allotted portion Obs,
*573 Tusst it //mb. (*1,78) 73 C .me shceix to tlu ir fees the

mistle of tiees. Ibid 78 In pi lining and oimmmg all m.mtr
of tiees, leserue to e<h eattel then iiropuly fas 1633 li
Hriuii rt J'emplc, fhschaige v, Oncly the present is thy
psutandfee *642 H Mori- Song of Soul 1 11 vui, There
Psyche's feet impart a smaller fee Of gentle w timth
9. A fixed salaty or wage; the pay of a soldier

Also//. Wages Obs exc Sc. or Hist.
rx4oo Mmjndi-v (1839) xv. 170 He that kepetbe him [a

ever7 day grete fees. 1533 Gau Rnht I 'ay
(r888) 16 I hay that haldis thair sernandis feis fra thayme
IS3S h tlw art Cron Stot II 133 Men of xuir tint wild
tak meit and fie 1637-50 Row Ilist Kuk 11842* 149 Mr
Bruce lies 40 crounes monethlie for his iiitcrmniiieiU, and
500 crounes of fie, x686 G. h 1 hart foco St r Dtsi 2

6

Ye
shall nev’r erase twice of me The smallest Penny of your
Fee 1724 Ramsay Tea t bine, (17331 1 1 194 Her fee and



FEE.
FEEBLE

bownhth in her lap. 1773 Erskine Inst Law Scot m vi
§ 7 507 Servants fees being given that they may maintain
themselves 111 a condition suitable to their service cannot
be arrested a x8xo Tannakill Poems (1846) 103 For I hae
wair’d my winter’s fee 1878 Simpson Sch Shots, I 10
Holding the post of King’s standard-bearer, with the fee of
six shillings and eight pence a day
10.

I*
a A prize, a leward Obs

c *400 Destr Troy 2400 The fairest of po fele shull bat fe
haue c *470 Hlnrv Wallace xi 460, ‘ I wald fayn spek with
*£?

’ ‘ 1 how may for litill fe ’ a 1541 Wyatt m 7ottell’s
Mtsc (Arb ) 81 Chance hath to another geuen the fee Of
all my losse to haue the gayn 1396 Spenser F Q iv x 3Yet is the paine thereof much greater then the fee 1605
Sylvester Du Bartas n, m 11. Fathers 91 lhy God, thy
Kin^, thy Fee, thy Fence I am 1633 G. Herbert Temple.

Business

c

vm* Two deaths had been thy fee

b An occasional gift, a gratuity, given in re-
cognition of services rendered. Phrase, withoutfee
or reward.
a 1592 Greene Geo tt-Greene Wks (Rtldg ) 267/1 Fetch meA stand of ale this is foi a fee to welcome Robin Hood

*768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks n, It is a part of the world
where a fee is never refused 183a W Irving Alhambra
1

1

90 ‘ God forbid said he, ‘ that I should ask fee or reward
for doing acommon act ofhumanity ’ 1863Hawthorne Our
Old Home (1884) 145 The attendants expect fees on their
own private account 1873 Tristram Moab xv 291 The
not unacceptable fee of a kid-skm of fresh butter

t c. In bad sense : A bribe Obs
*549 CovrRDALE.ifr'dW'wr Pai 2 Pet 11 15 Being corrupt

with wicked fee. 1595 Shaks John n 1 170 Drawes those
heauen-moumg pearles fiom his poor eies Which heauen
shall take in nature of a fee c 1643 Milton Sonn

, ToLadyMarg Ley, U 11stam’d with gold or fee

III. attnb and Comb
11 Geneial lelations (m senses Jr-io). a. aLtnb,

as fee-system
, -table, -theati e b objective, as fee-

seeker
; fee-catchmg vbl sb

, fee-checking, -gather-
ing (also vbl sb ), -paying, -yielding adjs c. in-
strumental, asfee-fed adj
1810 Bentham Packing vu (1821) 184 A mere pretence

for "fee-catclung. Ibid 187 So ’'fee checking an innovation.
1808 —Sc Reform 71 *Fee-fed lawyeis always excepted.
Ibid 9 The Technical or ’'Fee-gathering system 1828
Edm Rev, XLVIII 468 Fee-gathering is the real founda-
tion on which the laws of England have been framed 1

*832 Austin Junsfr (1879) II xxxix 703 The profession
would not be meiely venal and fee-gatheung 1893 Daily
News 12 July 5/1 "Fee-paying schools 1890 Ibid 7 June
2/1 Lawyers and other "fee seekers 1891 Ibid. 23 N ov s/i
The "fee system seems to me one of the most outrageous
and indefensible 1813 J Quincy in Lije 244 If we mete
out contributions for national safety by our*fee tables. 1808
Bentham Sc Reform 8 Sale of a "fee-yielding office

12 Special comb. + fee-buck, ? a buck received
as a peiquisitej fee-estate (see quot); fee-
expeotant see Expectant a 3 , + fee-GHoucester,
a Cornish teniue , fee-fund (see quot ) ; + fee*

grief, a grief that has a paiticular owner, fee-
liege (see Liege)

, f fee-Morton, a Cornish tenure
(cf.fee-Gloucester')

; l fee-penny, an earnest of a
bargain

, + fee-pie (m humorous phrase to eat fee
pie, ? to receive bribes)

,
fee-royal (see Royal)

Also Fee-pakm, Fee-simple, Fee-tail
a 1643 W Cartwright Siege iv u, You Put of your

Mercer with your *Fee-buck for That season 1773 Ash,
*Fee-estate, lands br tenements for which some service is

paid to the chief lord 1651 tr Kitchin's Jurisdictions
(ed 2! 301 If it [land in frank-mari lage] were given to them
in taile to have to them and their heirs, they have taile and
"fee expectant 1861 W Bell Diet. Laiu Scot ,

*Fee-fund
the dues of Court payable on the tabling of summonses

etc,, out of which the officers of the Court are paid 1602
Carew Cornwall 38 b, They pay m most places onely fee-
Morton releefes which is after fiue markes thewhole Knights
fee whereas that of "fee-Gloucester is fiue pound 1605
Shaics. Ma<b iv. 111 196 Is it a "Fee-griefe Due to some
single brest? 1695 G. Ridpath {title) Sir 1 Craig’s Scot-
land’s Soveraignty Asserted against those who maintain
that Scotland is a Feu, or "Fee Liege of England 1603
Carew Cornwall38 b,*Fee-Moiton so called ofJohn Earle
first of Morton 155a T. Gresham in Strype Eccl Mem II
App C 147 When the Kings Majesties father did first begin
. . to take up mony upon interest he took bis "feepeny m
merchandise a 1640 Day Peregr Schol (1881) 72 Saieing
he was a wise Justice to eate "fee-pie with lus clarke 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg 145/3 He gaf to them the "fee ryall of
that buscage

+ Fee, sb 8 Obs Also 5 fey. [a, OF.fee, fete
(F foie) ] The liver.

*4 Nolle Bk Coolcry (1882) 96 Tak and digb t the pouche
and the fee of a pik c 1430 Two Cookery-bks (1888)101
Kepe the fey or the lyuer, and hutte awey the gall

Fee (fi), zl1 Also Sc 4-6 fey, 5-6 fei, 6 He.
[f Fee sb 2]

+ 1. 1 trans. ? To invest with a fief
; ? to grant

as a fief. Obs.—°
1483 Cath Angl 124/2 To Fzg,feoffare

II (From senses 7-10 of the sb )

2 trans. To give a fee to Tofee away (nonce-
use) • to induce by a fee to go away
a 1529 Skelton Ware theHanke 151 So the Scribe was feed

1601 ? Marston Pasqml Kath. 1 278 He that fees me
best, speeds best. 17x6 Swift Phillis, Suppose all parties

now agreed, The writings drawn, the lawyer fee’d 1803
Med Jml IX 62 The Governor and a few others chose
to fee us for attendance in their respective families 1806-7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum L\fe (1826) iv xxvii, You
cannot drive or even fee them away as they are paid for

torturing you by some barbarians at the next door 1859
All Year Round No 35 203, I had feed the steward

VOL. IV.

129

*884 Times (weekly ed ) xa Sept 14/2 You must fee the
Waiter when jou give the order

1®o5"7 J Bfresford MiseriesHum Life (x8a6) v.
xix, After having fee d very high for places at Mrs Siddon’s
benefit 1884 Punes (weekly ed ) 12 Sept. 14/2 At the hotel
the guest who does not fee in advance soon finds the zeal of
the waiters fall off

3 . To engage for a fee
; Sc to hire, employ

(servants, etc ) , f ti ansf. to make use of (an occa-
sion).

c *47° Wallace ix 40 Semen he feyt and gaiff thaim
gudlye wage 1529 Lvndesay Compl 39 The father of
l1 ameill Quhilk Feit men to wyrk in his wyne aaird
a i572 Knox Ilist Ref 1 Wks 1846 I 39 Greadynes of
preashs not onhe leceave fake miracles, bot also thei cherise
and fies knaiffs for that purpoise 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
11 11. 204, I haue fee'd euery slight occasion, that could
but nigardly giue mee sight of her 1701 Penn in Pa Hist
toe Mem IX 78 A lawyei sends me word he is offered to
be feed against me. a 18x0 Tann shill Poems (Z846) 12
That day ye feed the skelpor Highland callan 1806-7
J BcnEsroRD MiseriesHum Life{1826) xxi xvi, Learning
to box too—i e feeing a great raw-boned fellow to thresh
you as long as he can stand over you. 1876 Smiles Sc
Natur vui (ed 4) 149 Young lads and lasses came in from
the country to be feed, and farmers came in to fee them
+b In a bad sense

^
To bribe Obs.

*375 Barbour Bruce v 485 heading
, Heire the Inghs

knycht feys a tratour 1535 Stewart Cron Scot. I 515
How Nathologus feyit ane Man to follow Doras for to
slay him. 16x6 R C Times' Whistle vi 2537 Fee but the
Sumner, and he shall not cite thee 1727 Dr Foe Protest.
Monast vu, Without Feeing the Journalists or Publishers
c 1800 K White Clift Gr 318 Should honours tempt thee,
and should uches fee

4 mtr for ref. T0 hire oneself
a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 17 Blythe was the time

when he fee'd wi’ my Father, O, Happy war’ the days when
we herded thegither, O 1875 G Macdonald Sir Gibbie
xvm 100 They would not fee to it [a situation] for any
amount of wages

Fee (fi), v.
2 Mining See quot

1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, Fee, to load up the
coal, etc

,
in a heading into tubs

Fee, var of Fay sb 3

tFee’able, a, Obs Also 5 feable, feble. [f

Fee sb 2 + -able ] Subject to fees. In quots
,

That may be taken as a perquisite (see Fee sb - 8)
146* Liber Ntqer in Househ Old, 73 When thenges byn

of wyne and vesseals feble or perused 1469 Ibid 93 The
remanent to be feable Ibid, The panyeis of sea fisshe to
be feeable; and their fees to be divided to the yoman
groomes and pages 1847-78 Halliwell (citing Hall',
Feable

, subject to fees.

t Feebrlity. Obs iare. In5febylyte,febylte.
[f Feeble a , see -bihty, -m ] = Feebleness
14x3 Lydg Ptlgr Sowle 11 In (1859) 54 By their owne

flesshely febylyte c X450 Capgrave St Kath (EET8)
180/166 pat god hymself no Jang wrothe schuld be wytn
hi febylte

Feebily, obs form, of Feebly adv.

Feeble (ff b’l), a and sb. Forms* 2-6 feble,

(4 febele), 3-5 febul(l(e, 3-6 fieble, (4 fyble,

6 fybnll), 4-6 feable, febil(l, -yl(e, 7 feoble,
6- feeble. Compar. 3 feblore; Superl. 4 fye-
bleste, 6 feobleste [a OF feble, fieble, foible

(mod fatble), later foims of Jleible weak

L

jldbihs that is to be wept over (cf Flebile a ), f.

flere to weep Cf Pr. feble, file, frtide, Sp feble

,

Pg febre. It fievole of same origin and meaning ]A adj

1 Of persons or animals, their limbs or organs

:

Lacking strength, weak, infirm Now implying an
extreme degree of weakness, and suggesting either

pity or contempt Const of, also to with inf
exs75 Lamb Horn 47 pa bi-com his licome swiSe feble

a tzzk Auer R 276 Auh wostu hwat awilegeS monnes feble
eien pet is heie lclumben? 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7665 pe
deneis no mete ne fouude & so he feblore were c 1303
St Christopher 216 in E E P. (1862) 65 pu ert wel feble to

fi}te c X320 Senyn Sag 3430 (W ) He was lene and febil of
myght a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxvii 13 As aran {mu }>e

whilk na thynge is febiler c 1400 Lanflane’s Cirurg. 311
If the patient be maad feble wip medicyns laxativis. c 1430
St Cuthbert (Surtees) 3607 He was so febill he myght nojt
ga 1483 Caxton G de la Tour Cvuj b, And this lady felt

herself al wery and feble of the aduysyons. a 1529 Skelton
Bougt of Court Prol 27 His heed maye be harde, but
feble his brayne a 1333 Ld Berners Huon liv 182 Huon
was mounted on his lene feble horse x6xx Bible Gen xxx.
42 The feebler were Labans c 1630 Milton Passion 45
Though griefmy feeble hands up lock 1764 Goldsm Trav
147 The feeble heart. 1829 Hood Eugene Aram xiv,

A feeble man and old 1841-4 Emerson Ess , Prudence
Wks (Bohn) I xoo Bring them hand to hand, and they are
feeble folk.

absol a 1225 Auer R 220 pus ure Louerd spareS a
uormest J>e 3unge & pe feble c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm.
xvm 92 Rycht oft makis pe febil wycht 1808 Med Jml.
XIX 424 If acidity be troublesome, as often happens to the
feeble and dyspeptic

*t“
2 . Of things * Having little strength

;
weak,

frail, fragile ; slight, slender. Of a fortress, etc.

;

Having little power of resistance Obs
1340 Ayenb 227 Hit is grat wonder pet hi lokep raich ane

fieblene castel ase hare fyeble body 11x384 Chaucer H.
Fame m 42 This were a feble fundament 1387 Trfvisa
Htgden (Rolls) I 233 Hem semede pat be legges were to
feble for to here suche an ymage c 1400 Lanf.rone’s Cirurg .

322 The firste boon in a mannes necke is bounden with
manye feble ligatuns <7x400 Maundev (1839) vu 80 Before

the Chirche of the Sepulcre, is the Cytee more feble than m

ony other partie <7x470 Henry Wallace xi xoro Thus
semblyt thai about that febill hauld 1540 Act 32Hen VIII,
c x8 Some houses be feble and very lyke to fall downe
1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1 163 The Stem, too feeble for
the freight 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II 16
Bunches lateral stem feeble
absol i3p3 Gowfr ConJ I 24 The feble memd was with

the stiong bo might it nought wel stonde long

b spec with reference to a sword, [ad. F
faible . see B 4 ]

1684 R H School Recreat 57 The feeble, weak or second
Part is accounted from the Middle to the Point 1809
Roland Fencing 35 The fort part of your blade against the
feeble part of y our adversary’s

3 Lacking intellectual or moral stiength
c xaoo Tnn Coll Horn 191 He al te sech.eS pat pone

pe was er swo fieble 1377 Langl P PI B xv 341 Wher-
fore folke is pe feblere and nougt ferme of biheue, a 1400-50
Alexander 17 10 He brnjt him sa feble, He dressis to him m
dedeyne a ball pe name with to play 1 1440 Y01 k Myst
xxni 169 ?e ffebill of faithe 1 folke affraied 15*6 Ptlgr
Perf (W. de W 1531) Gb, We sholde not be ignoraunt,
feble & weyke in these thynges. 1639 DK Hamilton in
H Papers (Camden) 77, I shall neuer proue false or feeble

1692 Bentley Serm 3 Oct 29 Though we be now miserable
and feeble, yet we aspire after eternal happiness 1828
Carlyle Mtsc. (1857) I 105 He was feeble and without
volition, a 1859 Macaulay Misc Writ (i860) II 107 Rigid
principles often do for feeble minds what stays do for feeble
bodies.

+ 4. Wanting m resources, ill-supplied, poor.
Const, of Obs.
c 1314 Guy Warm (A ) p 448 (lxxxiv ro) A feble lord pou

seruest, 1375 Barbour Bruce xvi 355 Tharfoi he thoucht
the cutitre was Febill of men 1523 Ld Berners Froiss
I ccccxlvm 791 The Duke of Amowe began to wax feble,

bothe of men and ofmoney

f b Of a grant of money, a meal : Scanty. Obs
1494 Fabyan Ckron vu. 309 The sayd in astatys or-

deynyd a more feble money than they before hadde made
1562 Turner Baths 12 a, Ye may go to a feable diner
<71590 Greene Fr Bacon lx 246, I knew not of the fnars
feeble fare

1

5

Of inferior quality, poor, mean Often said

of clothing, food, dwelling, etc. Obs
C1275 Lutel Soth Serm. 41 m O. E Mtsc 188 Bope heo

makep feble heore bred and heore ale c 1290 S Eng. Leg.
I 15/484 Vpon a sell asse he rod in feble elopes also
c 1340 Cursor M. 23100 (Trm ) For here is febul abidynge
1377 Langl P.Pl B xv 343 pe merke of pat mone is good
ac pe metal is fieble <-1420 Pallad on Hnsb 1 292 And
fewe or feble grapes in the same Have growe c 1470 Henry
Wallace vi 452 The man kest off his febill weld off gray

f b Of a period, event, etc : Miserable, ill-

starred, unhappy Obs
1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 6125 Feblehche he liuede al is lif,

& aeyde in feble depe ?<* 1400 Chester PI (Shaks Soc )

I 224 In feable tyme Christe yode me froo c 1400 Destr
Troy 1438 Ffele folke forfaren with a ffeble ende

+ c In moral sense . Mean, base Obs
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex 1072 Wicke and feble was here 803

1

<7x440 Gesta Rom xvu 60 (Add. MS.) To fulfille her wille

in feble dede.

6, Wanting in energy, force, or effect,

a. of natural agents, powers, qualities, or opera-
tions

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 743 For-whi pe complection of
ilk man Was sythen febler pan it was pan <7 1340 Cursor
Jll 1996 (Tnn ) Now is for synne & pride of man pe erpe
feblere pen bit was pan <72400 Lanf.\ands Cirurg 221

!

>an I tastide hir pous & it was wondir feble Ibul 333 In
eble men pou muste use feble medicyns 1595 Shaks
John v. iv. 35 The old, feeble, and day-weaned Sunn

6

1671 R. Bohun Wind 14 Air alone might seeme able to
create but a very feoble and languid Wind 1700 Dm den
Fables, Palamon # Arcite 1 164 Some faint Signs of feeble
Life appear 17x9 London & Wise Compl Gard v 111 99
We may have some feeble Branches on them 1794 Mrs
Radclute Myst Udolpho iv. Her light was yet too feeble
to assist them 1806 Med Jml. XV 438 A feebler action

of the poison. 1847 James Woodman v. He has but feeble
health

b. of the mind, thoughts, etc

*393 Langl P PI. C n 183 pat feith with-oute fet ys
febelere pan nouht. c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xx 92 My
feble witte *535 Coverdalc 2 Esdrasv i4Mymyndewas
feble and carefull 1590 Shaks Com Err hi it 35 My
earthie grosse conceit . Smotlired in errors, feeble, shallow,
weake. 165* Hobbes Leviatk 111 xxxiv. 214 My feeble

Reason. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr A tonein ix (1852) 278 The
thought of danger would possess but feeble power to resist

temptation.

e. of actions, feelings, utterances, etc.

c 1340 CursorM 14849 (Fairf) A feble counsail je do to
dragh 1393 Gowfr Conf II 318 That was a feble dede of
arines. c *400 Destr Troy 3189 When the lede hade left of
his speche, Fele of pe folke febull it thughten. *580 Baret
Alv F 348 Feeble orations made to the people, without
spirit or life 1591 Shaks Two Gent 11 vu xo A true-

deuoted Pilgnme is not weary To measure kmgdomes with
his feeble steps *697 Dryden Virg JEneidvm 62* Feeble
are the Succours I can send 1738 Wesley Psalms 11 iv.

Shall all their feeble Threats deride 180* Southey Thalaba.
1 xvu, Grief in Zeinab’s soul All other feebler feelings over-

power'd, *8*8 Jas Mill Brit India II. iv. v 166 The
brilliancy of the exploit had no feeble attractions for the
imagination of Clive 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII 281
A feeble attempt was made by two generals. *86z Ld
Brougham Brit. Const xiL 164 The feeble conduct which
lost Normandy, *876 Trevelyan Macaulay II in 66 He
proceeded to reply with a feeble and partial argument.

7. Of au effect, phenomenon, etc.* h aintly per-

ceptible, indistinct.

x86o Tyndall Glac t 111 30 The effect became more and
more feeble, until at almost wholly disappeaied X876TAIT
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Rec. Adv Phys Sc. ix, 215 The feeble bands which cross

the comparatively dark space between the spectra

8 quasi-adv —Feebly
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 202 Every one’s ex-

perience may convince him how feeble she [reason] acts

unless [etc ].

8 Comb , parasynthetic, as, fceblc-bodicd
,

-eyed,

•framed, hearted
,
-minded (whencefeeble-minded-

ness), -winged.

1774 Goldsm Nat Hist. VII viii 180 The viper is but
a slow, *feeble-bodied animal 1814 Wordsw Excursion
viii 208 Those gigantic powers have been compelled To
serve the will ot feeble-bodied Man 1600 Fairfax lasso
v xu. 5 Wealce Cupid was too ""feeble eide To stuke him
sure 1808 Cobbett Pol Reg XIV 193 'Ihe law gives him
so much power over the poor *feeble-framed creature 1350
Bale Image Both Ch 1 11 D ivb, If thou be *feble hatted
saye, lorde encrease myfayth 1836 J H Ni wman m Lyui
Apost. (1849)150 Ere it reach Heaven’s gate, Blows frustrate
o’er the earth thy feeble hearted prayer, 1534 Tindai r
1 These v. 14 Comforte the *feble mynded 189a Daily News
1 Mar 3/3 The desirability of better provision being made
for the care of ‘feeble-minded’ women 1619 W Sclau r
Expos 1 These (1630) 481 The Nature of *feeblc mindcd-
nesse. 1846 Worcestlr (citing E Irving', Feeble-Minded-
ness 1634 Ford P. Wat beck 1 11, Your goodness gives
large warrants to My *feeble-wing’d ambition
B sb

+ 1. A feeble person Obs.
(Quots 1631 and i8a6 1 efer to K Hen IV, xu 11 179)
1340 Ayenb 148 pe guode man and pe wyse beiep and uor-

berepalnewaybefoJesandpefiebles [1631 1 Pown.L TomAU
Trades(New Shaks Soc)i57 The Taylor, who. had thrust
himselfe m amongst the Nobilitte and was so discovered,
and handled . from hand to foot, till the Gaurd delivered
him at the great Chambei dooi, and cryed, ‘faiewell, good
feeble •’ 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey iv. 1, 1 he most forcible
of feebles ]

+ 2. Weakness, feebleness Obs,
Only m phrase for feeble, which may be explained as

elhpsts=‘ For feeble that one is'; the substantival chaiacter
of the sense is thus doubtful.
c 13*3 Coer de L 778 That him ne thorst yt not wyte, For

febyl his dynt to smyte. C1400 Destr Troy 8704 Suche a
sorowfull sodenly sanke in his hert, pat he fainted for feble.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4280 Ne for na febill at we fele

3. = Foible i

'
1678 Mrs. Behn Sir Patient Fancy 1 1, You shall find

’em sway’d by some who have the luck to find their feablcs
*694 R L'Estrange Fables ccccxcvi (ed 6) 543 Every Man
has his Feeble 18*3 ByronJuan xv. xxn, Modesty’s my
forte, And pride my feeble

4. Fencing The portion of a sworcl from Ihe
middle to the point ;

= Fotble 2.

1645 City Alai uni r Ther’s no good fencing without know-
ledge of the feeble ofyour Swoi d 1776G Semple Building
tn Water 54 Like taking a Sword 111 the feeble of the Point
1877 Blache’s Pop. Encycl III 325/2 It should always be
the care of the swordsman to receive the feeble of the
enemy’s weapon on the forte of his own
Feeble (ffb’l),®. Forms: 3 febli-en, (febly),

floble, 4-5 febil(l, (5 -yl), 4-6 feble, (5 febel,
febl-yn), 6 feable(n, 6-7, 9 feeble [f. the adj

;OF haxifotblir (flebir), andfoibloier (fetbloierJ.]
*pl. intr. To become or grow feeble Obs

Auer R. 368 Leste hore licome febhe to swuSc
M97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7785 King willam higan to febli
vaste 1375 Barbour Bruce n 384 On thaim On thaim 1

that feble fast t 1496 Dives 4- Paup (W deW ) 1 vm. 30/1

L« en that they ben endlesse & elden not, ne feble not

T 2 traits To make feeble; to enfeeble, weaken.
Obs exc atch.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xvii 40 pai ere noght febikl my

steppis C1380WycuvSel Whs III 408 pei shulde not feble
pes rewmes CX449 Pecock Repr 11 vi 175 Thou lnfirmyst
and feblist . the euydencis. 1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye
49 Woman what menest thou with thy great wepynge so to
febI® ‘V sYght 1546 Pharr Bk. Chtldr (1553) S v a, When
a child neseth out of measure the brayn and vertues
animal be febled 1590 Spenser F Q. i. vm 23 And her [a
castle s] foundation forst, and feebled quight 1614 Markham
CheapIlnsb n.xxxix (1668)83 AShiew Mouse ifitonlyrun
over a Beast, it feebleth his hinder parts 1646 E F[ishkb1

rlt 1 (I752) 27 His Understanding was both
feebled and drowned in darkness 1831 MirrorXNll 162/1
Every blow Is feebled with the touch of woe.
Hence Fee‘bled ppl. a.

; I’ee'bling vbl, sb. and
ppl. a
1566 Gascoigne & Kinwelmarsh focastav u, Then with

hir feebled armes, she doth enfolde Their bodies both 1597
Montgomerie Cheme fy Slae 226 Mv feiblit eyis grew dun
,?* Fletcher Wild-Goose Chase 1 m, ’Tis true, vou’ie

old and feebled 1633 W Struther True Happen 128
it is good that the body finde sometimes this feebling by
the vigorous worke of the spirit 1624 Trap Nero in v] in
Bullen O PI I 59 Peoples love Could not but by these fee-
bling ills be mov d 163a Lithgow Trav x 461 Least by
a?

imPa*:ient Minde, and feebling Spirit, I become my owne
Murtneier.

Feebleness (ffb’lnes). [f. as prec + -ness 1
The state or quality of being feeble (in the various
senses of the adj ) ; an instance of this
a 1300 Curso, M ,28679 (Cott ) Pis man for-sakes penance

neuer )>e lese, and legges febulnes of flexse. 1340 Hampoll
. Consc 1514 pe mare m malys and febelnes pe hynd ofayther trobled j. 1477 Earl Rivers {CzxtonYDictes-iu

X/^-
h
fi8s!n

t

^°n
fel

c
enesse

?
f couta

|
e
/

*5x7 Tor Kington
PilgrAxWi) 39 Our Savl0r for very febylnesse fell to the
grounae. 1533 More Debell Salem Pref 7 b. The feble-
nesse of his an swere shal appere, iS68 Grafton Chron“ 07 Kicharde walking unwisely aboute the Castell,

,

feblaaesse ther«f
,

*68, Burnet tr Male's
Utopia (1684) 79 Women deal in Wool and Flax, which
Rlife better w;th fhpir feebleness. 1794 S. Williams Vermont

135 The feebleness of the weapons 1809-10 Coli Rinr.r

Friend 1,18651 X90 lt is feebleness only whieh cannot be
generous without injustiee i860 Uln P '1 iiompson .Itttii

Alt III exxv 80 Committing himself to the fashionable
feeblenesses 1884 L'pool Mcicniy 22 Get 5/4 His giand
defect lay in feebleness of will

b concr (nonce-use)
i860 Geo Eliot Mill on M III 120Readytostnketh.it

daring feebleness from the stool

t Fee bler. Obs. 1 ate~ x
[f. Feeble v t- -fh h]

One who or that which makes feeble or weak
1586 Bright Mclaiuh xawiii 245 Excessive joy a groat

feeblei of melancholich peisons

Feebless. Obs exc aich Foims 3-4 fo-

blesce, 3-5 feblesse, 4 fie-.fyeblesse, (5 feobleaso,

9 feebless. [a Ol1 feldest c, foibleee, mod.F
faiblesse, f. feble, foible Feeble a ] t ecbleness,

infirmity; mhim health
1Z97R Glouc (1724)442 |)e kjnghyre fader was old man,

&drou to feblesse c 13150110111 ham 18 Ine tokne offebkstc
[read -esce] of Inis goste 1340 . lyenb 33 /uo pet he ualp
me fjeblesse and me zuiche /iknesse c 1374 Chauci k
Booth iv 11 112 Yif so he pat goode be stedfast p.111 slicwep
pe fieblesse of yuel tl openly 1485 Cam on C has Gt 81
Foi feblesse he fyl to the erthe. 1596 S 1*1 nsi r J< Q. i\ viii.

37 Great feeblesse did oft assay Fan l Ainnrit that sc ireely
she could ride 1866 J B Rosr tr Ovid's Fasti vi 932
The hours unreined old age and feebless bring

Feeblish (ffblif), a [f. Peeblk a. + -ian]
Somewhat feeble

1674 R GoDnirv luj 4 Ah Physic 68 They that are
weakly, tender, and feeblish. 1832 W11 son in Him kw Plug
XXXII 865 Perfonners with fee Itlisli faccsth it mustfiown
1857 Hughi s Tom Brown 11 v, He is fccbhsh about the
knees 1882 Caihm i m Century Mag XXIV 23 Rathci
a feehlish kind of County-Town

t Fee Wish, V Obs, Forms
: 4 foblias, 4-6

feblis(s)h, 6 feeblysh, 5-7 feeblish [a OF.
*febhss-, lengthened stem of *feblb (recorded forms
joibhr

,
flebir), t feble: see Feeble a ] Iran r.

To render feeble, weak, or infirm
;
to enfeeble

;

= Feeble v 2

1375 1Jarbour Jirucc XIV. 349 with liungyr he tliouclit
thame to Fcbliss 1477 Earl Rivirs (Caxton) Diet,

s

Alle thinges be amunysslied & feblisshed by Iniustu e. 1528
I’avnel Salcrnes Rcgim Ciijb, Thcyasseiulc ami gether
to gether fcblysshynge the guttcs 1599 Haici ijs 1 I oy 1

1

1 68 All Chnstendome was soie decayed and fn bltshed by
occasion of the wanes bttweene England anti France.
Hence Pee-blishing vbl sb
1580 Bartt Alv. F 346 Feelilishing, infh matto 1634H R halernes Rtgirn. 116 Except yec dreatl great feeblish

ing of Nature

t Fee’lilishment. Obs [f. ns prcc + -ment 1

Enfeeblement
1548 Hall Litton 157 li, Whiche promise he caused to

bee performed to the fcblishemcnt of the Dujiy
Feeblose, a ran— 1

, [f. Feeble a. t- -obi; ]
llather feeble

; weakly
188a J, Brown John Leech

, etc 267 Peter had a gentle,
sweet, though feeblose strain of poulic feeling,

Feebly (ffbli), adv. Forms: 3 fablelicho,
-like, 3-4 febliehe, (5 febilicho), 4 febilly, (5
-ylly), 4-6 febly, (4 febli, 5 feabla), C feablclyo,
feebily, 7 feably, 7- feebly, [f. Feeble + -i,y

In a feeble manner
fl In a sorry manner or plight; inefficiently,

insufficiently, niggardly, poorly, scantily Obs.
C1290 «’/’»• /eg

,
rh’-’n.dC ,f , . v. r, lichu lure

T?
e 1 1 ’

,.
M * ,l

j

i* dt i i - 1' 1 . -1 de 1297R l> < lR si > 'si 1 1 'to '.i* ! .f&.ile5ile

^ T '' ' M /i3o°";r .

1

, „k .egafliem
elopes C1300 lithet xj78 Such a man So febliJn. wcnilc
over lond

__
<71450 Nut dt la /Wd868

) 30, Y holde hvm
VSVdp‘he it but febly conseled. C1450H1 nkvson 71/<o- Fab ,

tZmmates' ,os A"° ™Ur-- 0f r°‘

2 In a weak, ineffective, or half-heailcd manner,
without strength, energy, or force

; weakly. Of
sight : Dimly.
ci3ao Sir Tristr 3050 Febli pou canst hayte ax340.Hampolf Psaltercx\v r, I maynoght btaml now hot LlHfly.

C1400 Lanfrancs tiring 67 pe pouse began to apperc
febdiche 1483 Cat/t Angl 124/2 Febylly, debchter, mi-
beedhter 1533 More Dtbcll, Salem 1 xiv. 104 h, He

r}
m boke

Tr
wythe myche worke full

febly 1548 Hall C hi oh 177 He was fay inly rtceyveil, and
febly welcomed 1591 Spcnstr Ruins ofRome 221 Yc seehuge flames Efsoones consum’d to fall downe feebily. 1607
;!“m C

f°\',

,r u* 87 Hie deeds of Conolanus Should not be
vtteid feebly 168* Dryuen Mac Fl. 197 Thy gentlenumbers feebly creep xp7 Foote Anthoi 11, Wlucirwcre
as feebly resisted. 1856 Kane Arcl Expi Ixix 232, I
see feebly m prospect my lecoveiy, 1875 Townr Plato
(ed 2) IV 275 In dreaming we feebly recollect
0. In a small degree, slightly, poorly
1830 Lyell Pi me Geol I 133 Others feebly represented

£r°t> °Wn T Thomson Che,l Q,g iS
ac)^s ac^ hut feebly upon caoutchouc.

4 Comb
,
asfeebly-toiling adj

1845 Mrs Norton Child ofIslands (1846) 179 The feeblv-
toiling heart that shanks appalled.

B,y

a
r
Also 5-7 fe(e)de, [f the vb 1

1. ihe action of feeding, eating, grazing, also,
the giving of food

; an instance of this
1576 tu.

{

bfrv Vmcrie 114 The feeding of an bai t or suchlike is called the feede 1614 Bp Hai iRccollT>[at 1
“

£

Long forbearance whereof [meates] causes a surfet. whenwee come to full feede a 1626 Bacon Max. a Uses Com{.aw iv. (1635) 23 Pasture answeiqble Jo the feed of so many

Deere ns weie upon the ground 1686 Goaii Celt \t Bodies
1 11 i Buds coming luc from Feed 1833 II 1 Martini au
Biot,hi Itn,11 m 40 lie should pay foi the feed ofiiis low
1873 \V 11 T 1 (.1 1 mi ii i< Pottlh r IU \\t\ 370 Five or six
[pefltN] a»e given at one lo d lor tacli laid

b Phrases. .It fuel

.

m the act of eating or
grazing Out atjad tinned out to gra/e. To be

off one f fed (of animals, and lolloq 01 slang of
pu sons) • to have no desire ioi food

, to have' lost
one’s appetite (To be) on thefed (snid of fish' (to
lie) on the look out foi food

, also, (to be) eating
1621 I adv M Wiioiii Uitima 175, 1 |,ht, .1 Ihau ai ftu |L.

stait vp fur A to 1680 Otw \v Oiplmn \ ix •••a All his
litlle !• bilk’s it ft id lit fine bun 1816 J \\u s M,Ut Put
(id 4) 13(1 A Imisi tb.it ts of! his fud 1823 1 am

u

/</,„
(i860) si The (.nth , mil the liiuls, mil tin lalics, win at
fud about us 1834 Allow in Alt;/, > m II ^ ]i ,f,(j

Towards evening In sit out on tin l< ul 186a IIoiuoik
( intntry tintItman 17* |aik,.w 1. <11110 <i|) In. Uut X867
h !•« \m is Angling iv (ihbt.l i«K Tin lisli an util on tin.
feed 1871 Bihuvsinc, Jlalaiixt 1417 And |.i|i« |»,i

niarri tge poems to thy llui k . At It ul 1879 Musi 1 1 \ Ao/t v

on Until. ngci 11 j<i A slio.il uf porpuias on tin fud 1888
Buksh (,/esi s v f 1 ml, A hoist is .aid to be ‘out at vc .ul

1

whin tut lied into a meadow to gi.1/1

2 +a. A gia/mg ot causing (cattle
> to gra/e;

also, the pmilcgc tn light ul gia/mg (otn.)
| b!

l’eedmg-giound
;

pasture land (otn) c. Tastur-
age, pasture

,
green eiops

*S73 it'ssiit limb, xvi (illy'!) Pastmc, ami Auk of his
field 1594 Nimtn n S/t, t hut

,
l wt x (C aim U* ill 10 Tim

is wtm tin Nasr Hoi ay llandi, urn good foi Aide
1600 Shaks t ) /. 11 tv «

t lh , C<mo , Ins Hoikts, ami
bounds of fu dt Ari now on sab 1667 Miiiiin /’ / ^
597 For sin li plinsuif till tint bom At bud 01 l<omitam
nivu had I found 171a Puioi vox Ihmt lh waidim
(ed. 41 30 Die loul <»l tin ( bur. li you! 1. the* Muiisttr’s
1795 Burk k I lioiiehts \tin. //_>> \\ 1 . 11,4.* II *5; ‘Hu clover
sown last year givt two good noj<>., 01 «n< <ro(i and
a plentiful li id 1858 Baiiii i 1 1 Put Aniti 114 Tall fud,
11* high grass 1864 T 1 sswin Xoiih l a, met (< Mil Styli)
x, Thecr w out not A ul Air a tow *879 Miss Jai kson
S/tiopsh, II ordd’L, *

I h mna sid mmi fud o’ tin gromi’ Inr
many .1 ’car.* 1888 I'eiksh i./i’ss i> v, I \„d, (.<, , lt , ru(„, f„,
sliiep, as turnips swults, rapt. He

,
an lallul ‘ vc.iii’,

3 l* one! (for cattle)
;
fodder, prowndci.

1588 Shaks Pit .1 iv iv <i!'l.io • As tin one 1 < Mounded
with tin* bait, tin* mlur [.Imp] roltul with dilumu. fud
[honey stalks] 1878 (uwbitd li/nxs., Fud, pimn mb r fm
1 Utli 1884 F J I.lnio .Si Arm 24 1 Time .tn.se tin
necessity of providing tin m with fu.il, 1884 Milne, 1 1 > ikol.U
Tclti r 1 j fmu.J.D tspripirul to grind ill 1 imj.ol bud

D. An allowance tu nual of coin, o.Us, tic )

gisen to a horse, etc Also Mthl 111 OtoiPJeed,
heavy-hot se-Jt ed, light-Jun \ef\d (set* <juot. iSj^)
*735 Sin iiioxN in Swift's l tit l *7*.’ ) IV. 117. I can give

your horsis a kid of oats now and tin n 1749 I'll 1 him,
Jem Jone\ mi xui, Pup 10 tin in [In.ra*,* fm tlmr imiimy
by a fcul of 1 orn 18231 mini Itch,tot Put

, \ Auntf, t,l
is a portion ksslh in tin icgut Hut iptmuty //ora ho, t<

fad, a largi r proportion given to tin luavy diayoou in ills

tun tiun from /. tghl hois, Jt.d, vv )n< b is giu n to tin hti .s.irs

and the light horse 1859! V Gum mis bid Man
(ed 9) 2„>o One A id ofo.its 111 the no .<* l< tg 1885 G Mini
Dim Diana I. vm 1/6 The marcTl do it will Shi has had
her feed.

4. colhtj A meal , a sumptuous meal
; a feast.

Cf 1* r ist, Spiibad, Also, a lull mtal.
1808 Spolling Mag, XXXII. i/a A f* < it now ami dun at

the fust tibks 1830 Sm tittv 111 (> Reo Xt III i
t U is

the custom to iutirt on a ill .lingiinliid vi itor wtili what,m tbi South Sc is, as m modern I.oiulon, is 1 dlul a A'cii,

1839 Mariivai Puny tn Am, r. Su, i tl a b 'Will you have
a Iced or a tliukV* *853 Kasi Cumuli / \p. xh (n.ijf.l

175 What aglnriou. feed lor the sun vy arukm .hips I x86a
Saia Accepted Add,, rot Snug little fud, priparaioiy 10
the grind l»uu|UU. X875 < hamb Jinl No t si Lu link
boys

' ^
having a feed of n e in am

5 The action or process of ‘ feeding’ a machine,
or supplying mateual to be o]»u.U< d upon
1892 P IIisjamin Mod Mtch, <l‘t The 11,« .mtomatii

tension lirake fur gi uliiatuig the fud ot the papu to the
ex tet sjh ul of the mailiim*

b. The material supplied; also the amount
supphed

; the ‘ chat ge ’of a gun
183^ K. S. Robinson Naiit .Shunt lug 59 A coik hi

winch the p*i«*i ,m<* t m “1 th Aid to the nuuiuty
rernured 1863;.- V

, ,!'„/« By umyiiig b ss
foul, less . i|,. rhSi -xsioiti Put Met, IV.
33"// Ihe actual feu! to the buihr is Kgtdated by a con
tiollmg coc k. x88r / tmes .14 bth , T be tunc w is taken 111

which the guns could be cleaned and t mild hie thru 'feeds’,
1883 Daily News 12 Dec. 2 5 The length of the feed is de-
terimned by the clutch.

C. Short ioxfeedgca,,feed-pump, etc
; a feeder,

t

^0mv,SUN A /ii//* tSttwn J ng j *<>
'1 he water

would fall lower and lower in the boiler, tl out retraced by
the feed, 1879 CaustU'i let Jin. 1 due IV 14u/i i he oil

cylinder
^ ^ Woy as lt ^as<>cs ‘fud* to the teasing

6. attnb, anti Comb, a. simple attributive, (sense

3 and 3 b) as feed-bag, -nop, -mill (U S-), -tad;
(sense 5) as feedtock, -hole, -pipe (al eo feed-pipe-
cock, -s/iamer

,
-strum), -pump, b, objeclix e, (sense

y asfeed-t rusher, -cutter-; (sense 5) as fud-heat-
ing, -toller

r
W "tun ji* "/'tea rar n nose uig

do
Rw°^e-Sr mu ^e> 10 contain his mxmday fcul or lum hcon

1883WC. Rusm 1 l Bailors' Lang. 49 d tod, a t ock near
tne: bottom of a marine Iwiler for ngnlating the supply of
water to the boiler. X891 Daily Ne~.es 14 May s/i

‘ *Kcd’
crotis x88x Knighi Diet. Mech IV 527/2

*Feed crusher, a
mill for flattening gram to render it mute easily masticated.



FEED. 131- FEED.
1874 Ibid I 829/1 *Feed cutter 1883 E Ingersollm Har-
per’s Mag Jan 207/1 He grinds all day at the feed-cutter.

1892 P Benjamin Mod Mcclt 284 Power developed without
*feed heating 1892 Cooley's Cycl Pi act Receipts \ 300/2
Another complete but empty hive with open *feed-hole,
placed below an over-full one 1884 Milnor(Dakota! ’1 ellcr

13 June, A Steam *Feed-Mill to grind all kinds of Feed
1829 Nat Philos (Useful Knowl. Soc * Hydraulics 11 13
The stop-valve, covering the top of the *feed-pipe 1839
R S Robinson Naut Steam Eng 59 At the end of each
feed pipe is a cock 1849-50 Wfale Did Terms 182/2
*Feedpipe cocks

,

those used to legulate the supply of water
to the boiler of a locomotive engine Ibid , *Feedpipe
strainer

,
oestrum, a perforated, half spherical piece of sheet

iron placed over the open end of the feed-pipe 1839 R S
Robinson Naut Steam Eng 109 The engine supplies itself

with water by a pump communicating with the hot well,
called a "feed pump 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem
Technol (ed 2) X 273 A small working cylinder can be
placed upon the top of the boilet to woih the grate and the
feed-pump 1874 Knight Diet Meek. I 830/2 *Feed-rack,
a stock-feeding device withgiam-trough and haj-rack under
shelter, which sometimes is extended to the stock also 1836
Uuu Cotton Manuf II 17 The willowed cotton is carried
forward to the *feed-rollers [of the blowing machine]
7 Special combinations Feed-apron — feed-

cloth, feed-bed, (a) a feeding place (of rats), (^)the

level surface along which the supply passes to the

machine; feed-cloth, a revolving cloth which
caines the cotton or otliei fibre into a spinning,

carding 01 other machine, feed-door, the door
thiough whiJi the furnace is supplied with fuel

,

the furnace door
;
feed-hand (see quot ) ,

feed-

head, (ci) a cistern of water for supplying the

boiler from above
, (J>)

Founding (see quot 1874)

;

feed-motion, a contrivance for giving a forward
movement to material in a machine, feed-rod
=feeding-rod

,
feed-screw (see quot ), feed-tank,

-trough, a tank or trough containing a supply of

water for a locomotive
,
a supply trough

,
feed-

wheel (see quot) Also Feed-water
1836 Ure Cotton Manuf II 16 The *feed-apron is about

eight feet long 1876 Forest 4- Stream 7 Dec 278/3 We
shortly espy a ‘^feed-bed

1 m the edge of the marsh 1889
Pall Mall C 15 Oct, 7/1 Each letter in its passage along
the feed-bed of the machine strikes a lever X836URE Cotton
Manuf II 16 The cotton lb spread upon the *feed-

cloth of the cards 1881 Knight Did Mech IV 327/2
*Feed door 1874 Ibid I 829/2

*Feed-hand a rod
by which intei mittent rotation is imparted to a ratchet-

wheel 1849-50 Wealf Diet Terms 182/2 *Feed head
1874 Knight Diet Mech I 829/2 Feed head the metal
above and exterior to the mold which flows into the latter

as the casting contracts Ibid. 830/1 *Feed-motion Ibid

830/2 *Feed screw (Lathe), a long screw employed to 1m-

f
art a regular motion to a tool-rest or to the work 1889G
'indlay Eng Railway 108 A tender picks up water from

the *feed-trough while in motion 1874 KnightDiet Mech
I 831/1 *Feed-wheel, a continuously or mtermittmgly re-

volving wheel or disk which carries forward an object or

material 1881 Ibid IV 363/1 A plate on the feed wheel

holds up the coal when the box is again brought foi ward

Feed (ffd), v Pa t and pa pple fed Forms.

Inf 1-2 f6dan, (1 Northumb foedan), 2 feden,

3

south, veden, 2, 5 feyde, 3-4 feode, 3-6 fede,

south vede, 4-7 feede, 6 feade, 6- feed Pa t

1 f<5dde, pa pple fdded, fddd
;
pa t andpa pple

3-5 fedde, (3 feedd, fad), 4 south vedde, 4-5
feed, 9 dial, feeded, 4- fed [OE fidan— OFris.

ffda, OSax /Mean (Du. voedeii), OHG fuotan

(MHG vueten), ON fefia (Da fode, Sw foda),
Goth fddjan —OTeut *fb/tjan, f *fM-d- : see

Food]

1

tram. To give food to
;
to supply with food

;

to provide food for. Often followed by f of, on,

with (a specified food)
cgsoLzndisf Gosp Matt vi 26 Eowerfeder se heofunhea

foedeji [>a [heofun fuglas] c xooo Ags Ps lxxx[i] 1 b, He hi

fedde mid fsetre lynde hwaste <71175 Cotl Horn 233 He
us is feder for he us fett. c 1205 Lay. 8944 He htne lette

uedeu aer he him hi uoren come, 1297 R Glouc 11724)375
He made yt al forest & lese, bestes vorto fede c 1340

CursorM 13372 (Tnn ) pe folke was fed of breed Sc flessne

c 1450 Bk Hawkyng in Rel Ant I 296 Fede your hawke
and sey not geve here mete 1592 Davies Inunort Soul
xvi 1 (1714) 71 The Body’s Life with Meats and Air is fed

1648 Sir E Nicholas in N Papers (Camden] 115 Seeke for

some allowance to feede us 1714 Nelson Life Bp Bull
5
; 76 437 About sixty necessitous People were fed with

Meat 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760) II 203 Gregory

was feeding twelve indigent men 1798 Webde in Owen
Wellesley’s Desp 9, 1 doubt whether there are any well-

grounded expectations that they could feed themselves

1835 Ure Philos Manuf 394 The Leeds people are better

fed 1842 A Combe Physiol Digestion (ed 4) 142 Dogs
fed on oil or sugar become diseased 1848 MacaulayH1st

Eng I 3x4 It was not yet the practice to feed cattle in this

manner
b To suckle (young) ; in OE also absol.

c 950 Lindisf Gosp Matt xxiv. 19 Wae uutedhee Saem

berendum & foedendum m Ssem dafcum a 1300 CursorM
5640 (Cott )

pis womman It [pe childe] fedd til it cuth spek

and gang 1530 Palsgr 547/1 This bytche fedeth her
whelpes i8zi R Turner A rts Sc (ed 18) 170 Pelias •

was fed by a mare. 1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset Word-bk ,

Feed, to suckle

c To put food into the mouth of (e.g a child,

a sick person, a fowl)

C1440 Piornp Parv 152/2 Feede chyldryn wythe pappe

mete, papa. 1611 Cotgr ,
Appastelei ,

to feed by hand, or

With the hand ,
or, as a bird feeds her yong. 1638 Mark-

ham Farewell lo Husbandry 162 The Bitter is ever best to
be fed by the hand, because when you have fed him, you
may tie his Beake together 1748 \V Cadogan Ess Nursing
19 A sucking Child should be fed once with the Broth, ana
once with the Milk 1872-4 L Wright Poultry 79 The
fowl when fed is held with both hands under its breast
1882 J W Anderson Med Nursing i\ (1883) 73 A patient

wifi not have the feeding cup, ana yet must be fed m some
such way 1893 H D Traill Social England I Introd
54 His meal might be served up to him on costly dishes, but
he fed himself with his fingers Mod He is so weak that
he cannot feed himself

d To graze, pasture (cattle, sheep, etc )

1382 WycLir Gen xxxvn 13 Thi bntheren feden [1388
kepen, x6n feed] sheep in Sichem>s 1757 Home Douglas
II 1, My name is Norval

,
on the Grampian Hills My father

feeds his flocks

e leed-the-dove A Christmas game mentioned
in. Brand's Pop Antiq I 278
2 M of 1. Const as above I

a simply
;
esp in spiritual sense

971 BlitLl Horn 57 Seo saul, gif heo ne biS mid Godes
worde feded c 1200 Trin Coll Horn 215 Eche hege dai
[pe hodede sholde] fede mid godes worde pe hungne soule
c 1380 Wyclit Scl Wks III 500 pe soule is fedde wib
chante 1435 Misyn fire ofLove 58 Chosyn sawlis with
heuenly likynge is feed 1579 Fulke Ilcskms' Pari 274
A spmtuall meate, to feede vs into eternall life 1697
Dryden Vug Georg m 767 He grinds his leeth In his own
Flesh, and feeds approaching Death 1882 E P Hooo in

Leisure Hour Apr 225 The logic of satire has often been
fed on fear

b To gratify, minister to the demands of (a

person’s vanity, desire of vengeance, or other

passion) , to sustain or comfort (a person) with
(usually, fallacious) hopes Cf. Food v i'To
feedfoi th, up (eai lier tofoodforth) to beguile, keep
(one) quiet, with flattery, etc ,

= Amuse v 4, 6.

c 1400 Rom Rose 5428 She [Fortune] fedith hym with
glone veyne 1475 Bk Noblesse (1860) 53 The said maister

fedde hem forthe withe sportis and plates tille [etc ]

1530 Palsgr 547/1 You haue fedde me forthe with fayre

wordes Ionge ynoughe 1577 NoRTHBROOKr Dicing (1843)

141 [He] so continueth feeding himselfe with looking for

the chaunge of the dice 1594 Shaks Rich III, iv i 65
To feed my humor, wush thy selfe no harme 1602 Marston
Antonio’s Rev 1 1 Wks 1856 1. 76 This morne myvengeance
shall be amply fed 1603 Knolles Hist. Tin ks 656 Craftily

feeding him with the hope of hbertie. Ibid (1621) 114
Feeding him up with faire words 1666 Temple Let to

Bp ofMunster Wks 1731 II 15 He seems to feed himself

and his Friend with the Hopes of a speedy Peace 1726

Leoni A Ibei ti’s Arclut I 66 a, Others, feeding themselves

with great hopes of times to come 1856 Emerson Eng
Traits, Wealth Wks (Bohn) II 73 All that can feed the

senses and passions is m the open market

e m phrases, to feed one's eyes, to feed one's

sight. Also, of the tongue, tofeed the ear
1590 Spenser F Q h vn 4 In his lappe a masse of coyne

he told, And turned upside downe, to feede his eye with

his huge threasury 1625 Bacon Ess,, Masques, The Altera-

tion of Scenes feed and relieue the Eye 1634 Sir T
Herbert Trav (1638)150, I found few [monuments] to feed

my eyes upon 1641 J Jackson Ti tie Evang T 1 26 He
fed his eyes by being a spectator of those wickednesses 1738
WesleyHymns, 1 Who's this, who like theMorning ’ 11, His
Tongue the Ear with Musick feeds 1813 Scott Tnerm
III xix, 1 he knight With these high marvels fed his sight

f d. Tofeed with money • to bribe Obs

1567 J Hawkyns Let SirW Cecil m StateP Dom Ehz

44 13 They were by the Merchaunts fedd soe plentefully

with mony 1580 North Plutai ch (1676) 190 Anytus was

the first that fe'd the Judges with Money
3 mtr (rarely + reft in same sense). To take

food
,
to eat. Of persons now only colloq Const,

as m 1

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 19 pe corn perof pe

eolver ofte scliulde fede hym self i486 Bk St Albans
C yuj a, She fedith on all maner of flesh 1526 Pilgr Perf
(W deW 1531) sb, The shale of the nut to be broken that

he may fede of the Cornell 1556 Aurelto Isab (1608) N,
Of lur delicate fieshe they [the Lions] fedde them 1635

N R, Camden's IIist El/s 11 130 He fed hard at supper

ou sallats 1703 Pore Thebais 686 Devouring dogs Fed
011 his trembling limbs 1719 Dn Foe Crusoe (18 |o) I x.

173 It was a good while befoie they [kids] would feed 1757
CnESTERr Lett. IV cccxxii. 96 Go pretty often and feed

with him 1834 M'Ml’rtric Cuviers Amm Kingd 145

The ostuch feeds on glass 1850 L Hunt Autobiog II

xvn 252, I did wrong at that time not to ‘ feed better’.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf, 1 (1889) 8 No one feeds

at the high table except the dons

b. transf. To feed on (a person) to live at his

expense.

1733 Pope Ess. Man in 61 All feed on one vam patron

C Jig
1540 Cranmer Whs I 25 Many holy martyrs did daily

feed of the food of Christs body 1581 Sidney Apol Poetne
(Arb,) 20 Whose milk enabled them to feed of tougher

knowledges 1599 Warn Faire Worn u 1380 The people’s

eyes have fed them with my sight 161a Rowlands Knaue
of Harts 29 On others miseries and woes, I feede 1768

W Gilpin Ess Punts 10 The eye may be pleased by
feeding on the parts separately 1769 SirW Jones Pal
Fortune Poems (1777) 16 Grant me to feed on beauty's rifled

charms 1827 Pollok Comse T xx, Disappointment fed on.

rmneH Hope 1883 Standard 20 July 5/1 Cholera feeds

upon impurities of every sort

4 trans To yield or produce food for
;
to be,

or serve as, food for. lit andfig
a 1300 Sarmun li in E E.P (1862) 6 pe syte of god him

sal fede 1393 Gower Conf III 26 Suche is the delicacie

Of love, which min herte fedeth 1577 B Googe Heres-

bach's Httsb 1 (1586) 38 b, Fodder very good to feede both

cattel & Poultrye z6Sg W’orlidge Syst. Agric (1681) ?8
One Acre of this Grass will feed you as many Cows as six

Acres of other common Grass 1607 t ryden Pirg Georg
111 812 The Water Snake, whom Fish and Paddocks fed

1891 Farmer Slang II, lofeed thepsites, to be drowned
absol 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav (1677) 23 Ihe air feeds

not

5

To supply with nourishment; to nourish,

cause to grow, support, sustain
a 1000 BoetTt Metr xxix 70 (Gr) Se metod fet eall

{jsette groweci wasstmas on weorolde a 1300 Seven Sins 33
111 E.EP (1862) 19 Is fule bodi fede mid is siluir and is

gold 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R iv ix (1495) 93 By
the bene fyce of blode al the lymmes of the body jpreuayle
and be fedde. 1593 Shaks Lucr 1077 A mountain-spring
that feeds a dale 1697 Dryden Vtrg Gceig 11 486 Be
mindful With Store of Earth around to feed the Root
1719 Watts Hymns 1 xlvm, God feeds the strength of
every Samt 1759 tr Dnhamel’s Hnsb 1 1 (1762) 3 The
trees had been fed by other roots. 1784 Cowteh Task in
662 Some [flowers] clothe the soil that feeds them x8ox
SourHPY 1 halaba 1 xxn, 1 he ebory A leafless tree With
darkness feeds its boughs of raven gram 1837 Disraeli
I enctia 1. 11, A rich valley, its green meads fed by a clear

and rapid stream
fie 1626 Bacon Sylva § 114 Musick feedeth that dis-

position of the Spirits which it findeth. 1875 Jowett Plato
(cd 2) III 132 Poetry feeds and waters the passions

+Tt> To nurture, bong up Obs
ci&oSirTnstr 287 Fiftene3ere heganhimfede c 1400

Destr Iroy 623 Your-selfe . pe fresshist and fairest fed

vpon erthe

0 To fill with food, to pamper
,
to fatten, make

fleshy; occas of the food, dial To feed (full

and) high, to feed up to supply with rich and
abundant food.
1552 Huloet, Feade fatte in a francke or penne, altihs

Feade full, saburratus 1630 R Johnson’s Kingd ty

Conimw 79 This choice [the Steere] is altogether exempted
from labour, and fed up for food 1697 Dryden Vug
Georg in 319 Feed him full and high 1788W Marshall
Yorksh Gloss ,

1
1 mean to feed him,’ I intend to fat him

1823 J Badcock Dom Amusem 62 A small dog not to be
fed too high 1877 N W. Line Gloss s v ,

He feeds five-

an’-twenty steers every summer x886 S W Line Gloss

s v , Milk will feed anything quicker than water

fig 1596-1620 [see Fata 2c] 1874 Motley Barncveld I

Yii 323 He remained in Pans,—feeding fat the grudge he
bore to Bameyeld
b. Tofeed off. to fatten (an animal) for sale or

slaughter
1852 Jrnl R. Agric. Soc XIII 1 224 The owner feeds

off a large number of sheep annually 1854 Ibid XV 1.

xx2 The hoggets are fed off before New Year
e fig -f With on adv. : To encourage the growth

of (obs.) To feed into . to bring into by pamper-
ing. Also, ( Theat slang) To feed a part to fill

it out by the addition of details or incidents of

minor importance.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 91 Publtcola was very dili-

gent to feed on further and encrease the same [sedition]

1843 Carlyle Past Se Pr (18581 95 Fed into gigantic bulk

1892 Pall Mall G. 22 Dec. 2/3 After this, endless compli-

cations all centreing on Mr. Penley—feeding the part would
be the stage term

f d To give ‘ body’ to (a liquor) Obs.

1667 Dryden Wild Gallant v 111, Your vmtners feed their

hungry wines 1742 Land .5 Country Brew 1 (ed 4) Pref ,

Receipts for feeding, fining, and preserving Malt-Liquors

e Tanning To give ‘substance’ to Also,

mtr. of the leather • To gain substance ; lo thicken.

1882 J Paton in Encycl Brit XIV 389/2 The [kid] skins

are .
* fed ’ with yolk of eggs and salt 1884 Health Exhib.

Catal 38 This rest allows the leather to ‘feed’

f. mtr To grow fat. dial

vjzq Bailey vol II, Feeding growing m Flesh by eating

1796 W Marshall MidlandCounties Gloss ,Feed, to grow
fat 1877 N W Line. Gloss s v , I mvver seed onybody
feed like

7 . a To keep (a reservoir, watercourse, etc)

supplied , to supply (a fire, etc ) with fuel

158a in W. H. Turner Select Fee Oxford 426 Water
cowrses to feede youre pondes 1596 Shaks Merck If.

in 11 266, I haue mgag’d . my friend to his meere enemie

1 0 feede my meanes i6xx — Cymb. 1 vi xio The smoakie

light 1 hat’s fed with stinking 1 allow 1667 Milton/' L i 68

A fiery Deluge, fed With ever-burning Sulphur unconsum’d

1705 Addison Italy 274 The warm Springs that feed the .

Baths. X758 Elaboratory laid open 8 This manner offeeding
the fire will be found a very great convenience. x8x8 Scott

Hi t. Midi vi, The mob fed the fire withwhatever they could

find 1869 E A Pahkes Pi act Hygiene (ed 3) 319 Cisterns

at the top of every barrack should feed the ablution rooms

1875 Lyell Princ Geol II. m. aIix 608 Islands large

enough to feed small rivers 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage

428 Cisterns were fed . . by the aqueduct of which they

formed the termination

b To supply (a machine, a workman) con-

tinuously with material to work upon. Also mtr,

of the material : To pass in (to a mill)

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric (1681) 51 The Corn feeds not

until you set the same [Engine] down again Ibid 52 In

cose you drive apace it feeds apace 1707 Mortimer Huso

277 The breadth of the bottom of which [hopper] must be

near as long as the Rowlers, that it may not feed them too

fast x8o8J Barlow Columb 11 503 Sne fed The turning

spindle with the twisting thread. 1891 Farmer Slang II,

To feed the Press, to send up copy slip by slip

absol 1676 Beal in Pint. Trans XI 584 Two ordinary

Labourers, .(the one feeding, and the other grinding).

8. a. To cause to be eaten by cattle; to use

(land) as pasture. Often with complementary adj.

|
or adv. tofeed bare

,
close, down, off
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FEED.

a 1651 Sir RichardWeston in Har/hb's Legacy (1655) 242

You may then feed the giound with Cattel aJl the Winter,

as you do other ground. Jbui 243 As it springs again, feed

it with Cattel 165a Arnold Blati in Harthbs Legacy

(1655) 139 It is very easie, by mowing or feeding it [corn]

down with Cattel, to prevent it 1669 Worlidge Syst

Ague (1681) 23 Ah soon as you have fed it bare, then is it

best toovei flow. Ibid 28 The best Husbandry is togiaze

it, or feed it [grass] in Racks 1707 Mortimer Hnsb 29

Take care to feed it [the grass] close before the Winter.

1807R Parkinson Experienced Fanner! 409 If he cannot

feed it [Buck-wheat] off with some cattle. 1850 frill R.
Agnc. Soc XI n. 430 The crop being well grown, it only

remains to feed it well off

b To deal out (food) to animals.

1883 P E Gibbons in Harper's Mag Apr 632/1 Mangel-

wurzel is fed to the cows in winter 1893 X D WiGCiN

in Atlantic Monthly Feb 184/1 He has been feeding bread

and butter to the dog.

C. transf (Cf. 7.) To supply continuously

(material to be consumed or operated upon). Also,

To feed down • to bring (a tool) down, gradually

as lequned
i860 Piesse Lab Client Wonders 82 Gold is fed into a

vessel containing aqua regia 1864 Wruss KR s. v Drill-

press, The tool li rotates and is fed down by hand or

automatically. 1869 Eng Mech 10 Mar 574/1 The wood
is fed to the saw by means of a roller 1881 Knight Diet

Mech IV 744/2 The stung is fed from a tin canister 1883

H Tuttle in Helper's Mag Nov 824/2 The wet sand is

fed into the opening. 1884 W H Rideing ibid May 895/1

Long tubes feed them to exquisitely adjusted scales

f d Stock-exchange. To deal out (stock) in

portions Ohs
1814 Stock Exchange Laid Open 28 Feeding out stock to

less dealers

9

Of cattle : To eat, eat off, feed upon Also,

tofeed down, off
1725 Pore Odyss iv 453 A tim'rous hind feeds the flow’ry

lawns 1858 Jrnl,R Agnc Soc XIX. 1 206 '1he fifty-two

cows bad more than they could feed down 1883 Jci itries
Nature near London 237 The sheep have fed it too close

for a grip of the hand. 1801 West Morn News 14 Sept.,

A crop of swedes is again fed off by sheep.

b. Tofeed down : to eat off the food of
1887 Pall Mall G 20 Oct 13/2 ‘ Bunny ’. .feeds down the

sheep

Feed (fid), ppl a (T Fee •v + -ed 1 ]

+

1

Bound to feudal service. Only infeed man .

see Feedman Obs
2 Paid by fees

,
hned

;
bribed

;
Sc. employed

for wages
1579 Fulkc Hoskins’ Pari 389 One of the feeid and fed

seiuants of yD Pope, xfioi Shaks Tiucl, N 1 v 303, I am
no feede poast, Lady, keepe your puise 1602 Mahston
Antonio's Rev iv. 1 Whs 1856 I 117 When will the Duke
hold feed Intelligence? 1628Venner Baths ofBathe (1650)

363 Such are Ins fee'd Agents 1709 Loud Gaz No 4562/4
[He] is Brother- in-Law to John Herstone of the Feed
Gunners belonging to the Office of Ordnance. 1816 Scott
Old Mart, xxxvui, She's no a fee’d servant. 1887 Pall
Mall G 2 Mai n/4 One of the fee’d speakers

Feed, obs. Sc form of Feud sb 1, enmity.

Feedable (ffdab’l), a. [f Feed v + -able]
Capable of being fed *f a That may be eaten

off or grazed {obs.). b. That may be fed (with

something)
1649 Blithe Eng Impure Ititfir 111 12 N01 is [the

land] Erasable and feedable so soon 1858 Miss Mulocic
Th ab IVom 44 A kissable, scoldable, sugar-plum feedable
plaything.

Feeder (ft daa) [f as prec. + -er 1
] One who

01 that which feeds.

1 One who feeds or supplies food to (a person
01 animal)

;
formerly often in contemptuous use,

one who maintains (a parasite, a spy, etc )
xjncTvmazPhtstcke tigst, Fott 1 Ixiv 88 b, Often calling

his Feeder by his name, and the better to perswade hym,
flatteryng hym with [etc.] 1616 Rich Cabinet 130 The
horsse remembers lus feeder 1633 Milton Htr ehngs Whs
(1831) 387 Idleness, with fulnes of Bread, begat pride and
perpetual contention with ihir Feeders the despis’d Laity,
1683 Loyal Observatar n His feeders have put him upon
another jobb 1725 Pope Odyss xiv 461 Those who Blas-
pheme their feeder. 1826 Disraeli Vw Grey 11 xv, Your
Playing-lip toady, who, unconscious to its feed ei, is always
playing up to its feeder’s weaknesses. 1834 Brit Hush I

vui 203 The feeder should be provided with an elastic
ramiod. 1865 Kingsley Herew (1866) I. x 229, I am
Hereward, the land-thief—sea-thief—the feeder of wolf and
raven 1868 Geo Eliot Sp Gipsy 269 A handsome steed
- Neighs to new feeders

b Sport. A tiamer (of cocks or horses).
? Obs.

1781 P BncitroRD Hunting (1802) 57, I have inquired of
my feeder how he mixes up his meat 1810 Sporting
Mag XXXVI 55 The long main between the gentlemen of
Staffordshire, Gosling feeder, and the gentlemen of Lan-
cashire, Gilhvei feeder, was won by the former.

c. transf andJig,
*597 Shaks 2 Hen IF, v. v 66 The Tutor and the Feeder

ofmyRiots 1616 Hayward Traub Souls 11(1620130
The comforts thereof are feedei s thereofwith sweet poison
*634,M Sanuys Prudence 176 Flattery is the poysoning
of Mans vnderstanding, the Feeder of humors. 18*4 Lamb
Elia 11 Blakesmoor m H shire, The solitude of child-
hood is the feeder of love 1849 The Florist 310 Numerous
fibrous roots act as feeders. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bit,
39* Fseders, in pilot slang, are the passing spurts of rain
which feed a gale 1887 Garnsey tr De Barfs Fungi 358
Tlie plant or animal on which a parasite lives is termed its
host or feeder.

132

2 One who 01 that which eats or takes food
;
an

eater
,
usually with adj. prefixed, as large, qtnek

,

etc Also
,
feeder upon (a specified food)

156* J HtywooE) Pun>. <$ Fptgr (1867) 106 'I hone beyng

an eater giecdy and gicate, Thothcr a weake feeder x6is

Woodall Sin g Matt Wks (1653) 392 He was a very ln> qe

feeder 1646 Sir 1 Brow Nr Pseud Ep 11 vi 98 1 he imsscU

thrush, or feeder upon nusscltoc 1655Wm ion Angler led 2)

277 He [the barbel] is a curious feeder. x718R0w1.tr Lucan

302 The rav’nons Feeders not at their case. 1733 Cucr m:

Eng. Malady 11 vn §2 (1734) i 86 No full Feeder was

ever opened, but he was found with some gross I* milt in lus

Liver 1798 R. Parkinson L \pertunedFarmul. 175 1 hey

[Downs Sheep] are quick feedeis 1847 F Pakkman
Oregon Trail xxv (187.0 352 The carcass was completely

hollowed out by these voracious ftedeis 1885 1 1 odd Myths
Dr ir iv 163 The New Zealanders, were systematic

feedeis on human flesh.

b One who cats at another’s expense , a person

dependent upon another for his food , a servant

1600 Shaks A 11 L, 11 iv 99, I will your very failhfull

Feeder be a 1625 Ft li chi it Nice Valour m t> Now
servants lie has kept, lusty tall feeders

c tiansf. Of a plant, also of a /lame.

1799 J Rom rtson Agnc Perth 133 The latter [potato]

being a more tender feeder 1878 Browning Poets t tonic 1

Flame the stealthy feedu 1 X882 The Garden 4 Feb. 87/3
The Fig .15 a gross feeder

d pi Catlle for feeding off or fattening.

1706 W Maushaii Midland Counties Gloss ,
Feeders.

fattmg cattle i88x Chicago Tunes 1 June, &tochers and
feedeis weie dull

e dial One who grows abnormally fat

1886 S W. Line Gloss , The whole family of them are

feeders.

3 An instrument, oigan, or appliance for feeding

(senses r and a) : a. a spoon \shwg)

,

a child’s

feeding bottle ; a lnb ; b Entotn. one of the

organs composing the mouth-parts.
a x8n Le xittm Bn/ati oniattu, Feeder, a spoon To nab

thefeeder, to steal a spoon 1821 I). 1

1

agoAin I.t/c icd 2)

69,

1

do not lcmemhci what became of the feeders Ibid 73,

I bought two wedge table feeders x886 -S’ W. I me Gloss ,

Feeder, a child’s bib , also a feeding bottle, or tup with a lip.

b 1826 Kiriiy 81 Sri nck Intuui Eutom IV 308 Feeders

retracted {Irof/ti retiacti

)

when in a perfect mouth the

Tropin arc not capable of bung much pushed out or drawn
in Feeders retractile, when the Tropin can be consider-

ably pushed forth or drawn in

4. One who attends to the feeding of a Hock ; a
herdsman, shepheid. 1 Obs
x6xx Built Gen iv 2 Abel was a keeper [margin fled* r]

of sheep X710 Philips Pastor a/s v, 9 When, with the

Flocks, then Feeders sought the Shade 1807 (5 Ciiaiwihs
Caledonia I 11. >1 309 They had only advanced . . from
being hmiLcrs, to kciug feeders of flocks.

b fig-
a 1400-50 A lexandt

r

2961 Is Jm nrqt Philip son (*c firs

be fedare of grecc? X413 Lvuo Ptfgr .S(aide iv \m\
(1859)62 0 thou wretched haul and fats fedei of the hows
Israel c 2430 Life ht Hath (1884) 98 lie ys my God my
louer and my feder. 1597 Hoohir Feel. Pol V kwi
(1611) 438 They aic commanded to bee leaders, fudcis,
supeiuisors amongst their owne 1659 Toruiami, Pasture ,

a Pastor or a Preacher, as it wcie a Feeder of souls

5 . One who feeds up or fattens (an ammal\
csp. one whose business it is to feed cattle foi

slaughter
c 1430 Pt/gi Lyf Manhode 1 iv. (1869) 2 A fuulerc o|>c*r

a fcedcre of buddes 2669 Wokiiugi Ays/, Agm. (1681)
176 In fatting of Geese The Jews .ue esteem’d the skill-

fullest Feedeis that be. 1893 Daily News 15 Feb 3/8 The
trade would become paralysed and both feeders and
laboureis suffer immensely

+ b. humorously A emmmer, tutor Obs.
1766 Goi dsm Vic. W vh, Mi Thornhill came with his

chaplain and feeder 1787 Genii. Mag I.VII 869/a
A Feedei, by which is meant a peison who crams into the
head of a candidate for a degree ceitain ideas which fete }

[1848 Dicki ns Douibey Mr Feedei, BA]
6 A stream which flows into another body of

water; a tributary, also altnb
,
asfecdcr-sh earn.

*795 T PimiiPh Hist Inland Navigation Addenda 94
To make navigable the cut or feedei flom the town of
Wendover, to join the canal at Bulbourne Ibid 97 No
watei to be taken flora the feedus of the river William.
1800 bins Hekvey Main tray Fain IV 249 An immense
tonent becoming one of the feeders of the Lake 1826
J Wn son Nod Arubi Wks 1835 I, 48 Just as I had
cleared the feeder stream up spungs a remclcei 1833
Act 2-3 Will IF, c 63 § 5 The point at winch a bum or
feeder joins a loch 1878 Huxi ty Physiogr. 37 The Keimet

is one of the main feeders of the Thames
tiansf. andfig.
1817 J> Scott Pans Rnnstted (ed 4) 12 The downfall of

great states has usually been produced by a distegard of
the sources of alienation, and the feeders of discontent.
x85x Max Muller Sc Lang 11 49 Dialects have always
been the feedeis rather than Lhe channels of a literary lan-
guage x868 J H Bi unt Ref Ch Eng I. 71 As a feeder
to this great college, Wolsey founded another, x88a Daily
Tel 8 Nov 5/7 It is proposed lo construct lines of a leas suli-
stantial character, to act as feedeis to the mam lines, 1893
Times 27 Ai>r. 9/3 The Post office actually increases the
business of the banks by acting as a feeder

b. spec. * A water course which supplies a canal
or reservoir by gravitation or natural flow ’ (W ).
1825 Beverley Lighting Act 11 rx Canal, aqueduct,

feeder, pond. 1837 Whittock Bk Trades (1842) 201 The
feeder is constructed so as to promote a current m us
waters to the head of the reservoir 1866 CotnhdlMag
Mar 367 Another sweet-water canal, which is to be an
essential feeder of the principal channel.

FEEDING.

c. In wider sense : A centre or source of supply.

In quots fig
X817 Con Kind Lay hum 377 Our religious opinions,

out of which all our other opinions flow, as fioin thur
spring he id and pci p* tti d feeder 1873 O W Hoi mis
/*’/'* ‘

1 it
0' ) The souhcs fiom which a mail

1

. . 1
.

', I f. 11 as j uu call them
,

• ir 1892 ft ' ’ a '
1 (. jfi Sept 5/1 Looking down.,

f.i . ,i
1

'i 1 1 1 ;lactur feeder basin

7 . Mining a. A smaller lode falling into the

main lode or vein.

1728 Nichoi ism Phil Ttaus XXXV 403 Small Blanches
opening into them in all Directions , which archy the Minus
term'd, the becdus of the I oad 1803 Mtsm t ibid XCV
i6sTow.uds thefccdei it seemed loosi and 1 ninthly x86g

R. 15 Smyth Gotdfulds Victoria 610 l etdtr, n spur
falling into a reefmu casing its st/e and richness

b. An underground spring or ninucr of water,

X703 Sam ry Miner's Hand 35 When once ><m knowhow
large >our feeder 01 spi mg is. 2789 Brand Arwtast/t II

679 1 hey know when ail) feeder ol watt 1 is jim kul 1892
Daily Lavs 16 Mar 5/7 Abnormally heavy feedeis of watei.

c. A stream of gas escaping though .1 fissure 111

the ground
;
a blower.

i88x m Ray mono Mining Gloss 2883 in Gm sin Coal
muting ’l urns 10 j.

8 One who 01 that which supplies maternal for

consumption or elaboration

a. One who ‘ feeds ’ mateiial to a machine.
1676 Dpac in Pint I tans XI. 58.1 lJy this, .may two work

men, and one feedei, grind **o bushels of Apph s in an hour
1833 Uri Philos Manif ns 'I he person who attends tins

mnehmc is called the feeder 1880 PollMall G 18 June
5/1 ()n a raised platform stand, the* feeder, with hi> spade,
and it is his duty lo shovel tile quart/ into the* hoppi r x888

Jacoiu Prmills ’ Got. 43 Ft edit, the lad who lays on the

sheets in a printing mai nine*

b. T he playet who tosses the ball to the Bats-

man (in ‘ Roundels’ ami similar games). Hence,

the name of a particular game resembling roundels.

1844 Boy's Pi canny 17 The players next In s up flu the

ollice of feeder Had 18 'I lit » gain** [ Roundel J did* is flora

feider only in the following purtw til os 1875 ’Siom hi m.i
‘

But Sports til. 1 iv. k 1. flat feicdcr is allowed to feign

a toss or the ball.

c. An apparatus or a poition of an apparatus,

often in the foim of it hopper, into which the

mateiial to be treated is placed in order to lie

supplied to the machine in regulated quantities

2660 Wont iDo! Syst. Ai,ru. fifibiJ r,i Obsuu whether it

will Hold out ami .ucoidmgly pmtatd and rtitilu the

heeder 1823 1 * Baoum K /),»n A must tn 79 'J he fei tl< r,

which coming from an air tight vi m I full of oil, it dmps
slowly into the untie of tlw iron \t .el, 2870 Public
Opinion 16 July fit 'I he new fe 1 ib r is a single at tim- jiliutgcr

pump. 1892 P. Ill s; amis' Mod. Ah th oyj Automatic,
feeder to feed the gram easily

d The lower chamber in an organ bellows

which supplies the upper chamber or reservoir with

wind.
2832 SiuiFt. (Hean ,6 'Ihi* lower one, t died the feeder

. whui pressed down, produces the wind 1870 L J
Hobkiss Oigan 14

0.

Nani. A reserved compai tmeut between decks

for filling up the vacancy 111 the hold tausid by
the settling down of gram, etc
1890 Daily A’civs 10 Du q'U'Ili* t.trgo w a. s* cured 111

the usual way s< \ ut largi feeders in the ’tween dteks

9 . Metal-casting a (See *piot jHjX ) Also
alhib., asfccJct -head. h. ‘

'IHc* opening made m
a foundry mould lor the liiliudueDon of the feed

rod’ (Lockwood).
1858 Kimmomis Bit f Trade 140 ’j Fuedtr a large head

or supjily of fluid non to a rimmi or inniihl 111 heavy
castings, 1802 Lof.i'ood’s Put Muh / ugtn hi ms 1/1
Fiaft 1 head a m.i.s of metal which ha> bun utilised

fui feeding a mould.

10 hkill lull Engineerin'* a A wire bearing

a suhsuliaiy current b A hraueli-wire to supply
a house, etc.

x8ga / leitmall lignite* »6 Sept *,'1/ -*'J h«* North uiiplon
lUectric Light and I’owu Comp my have equal weight, of
t’t-* i'« ; 1' 1 1 * 1 amt feed* r-,

11 / t>'i 1 a* (See ipiot )

1886 Staqe Gossip 70 A p.ut or eh.u.iiUr that is con-
stantly gi\ mg tms for itiothu rh.u.utet to ‘suite off ‘or
‘ cannon off* is known as a ‘ feeder

’

Feeding * f/ dnj), vbl sb. [1. as prec. + -jmj i.]

1. lhe action of the vb Flkh, in Us \anous
senses,

f 897 K Amur) Gregory's Past v 42 Sut fedtng Sara
sceapa. f 1320 li Bkunm Mcdrt ,9 be fyist ys a liodly

fedyng x4 Eptph. in TundaU’s I n lao Thys day is

named Phagyphanye her thys word phagy Is scyd of
fedyng. c 1475 Babccs Bk (186817 In youre fedynge hike
goodly yee he sene. 15*6 Pilgr Per/ (W. de W is ,i) 1 37
Pamjieryng our body cs by. moche ledyng of dtly* ate
lncates and drynkes. 1676 Ray C orr (1848) i.v Skill m
the fcudttig of bitiging-lmds 1725 Sioasi- Jamauu II.

283 According to its feeding on vencnious or not venemous
food, ’tis wholesome or iioysonous 1803 Davy in Phil.
Trans XCLII. 272 The feeding of leather tn the slow
met hod oftanning 1837 Di< ki ns Ptclr.v yul There was not
a gleam of anything but feeding in lus whole visage. 2879
Glo Eliot Thco -Such i 13 A feeding up into monstrosity.
2 . concr. That which is eaten

, food. Now rare.
*398 Thcvisa Barth De P, R xvm 1 (2495) 736 Some

beestys gadre store of mete and fedynge. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 152/2 Fedynge, or fode, pastum, 2532-3 Act 24
Hen. VIII

, c. 3 Beoffe, mutton, porkc, and veale .. is the



FEEDING-. 1S3 FEEL.
common fecdyng of poore persons 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxxvn (1887) 148 Will ye let the fry encrease,
where the feeding fades ? 1653 Walton Angler 148 His
[the Pike's] feeding is usually fish or frogs 1866 Handy
Horse Bk 20 So should the horses feeding he augmented
by one thud more than usual

+ b To take feeding {of) : to feed (upon) In
quotyfjf.
c igoo Meinsme 298 Her of whom myn eyen toke theue

fedyng.

t c Nourishment, sustenance. Ohs
1547 Bookde Bum Health Pref 4 Consider if the

sickenes in the extenal partes liave any fedynge from the
mterial partes

3 Grazing-ground or pasture land, pasturage,
feeding-giound Obs exc dial,

c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 11 cix (1869) 116 He..ouer-
throweth here feedmges [pasluraux], 1467 Bury Wtlls
(1850)47 Alle the landys, medewes, pasturys, and fedyngys
callyd Southwode 1554-5 Act 2-3 Phil % Mary c 3
Lands or feedings, apt for milch kine 1627 Speed England
111 § 4 Kent in some things hath the best esteeme as m
feedings for Cattell x66g Worlidge Syst Agric (1681) 31
The Spring and Autumn feeding, whereon six 01 eight
Cattle usually grazed 1768 Boswell Corsica. 1 (ed 2) 40
Sheep have fine feeding 1840 Spurdens Suppl Voc E
Anglia s v ,

‘ You turned youi horse into my feeding
’

4. attnb and Comb a simple atlnb
,
asfeeding-

barley, -cake, -cock

,

-ground
, -house

,
-land, -linseed,

-machine
, -metal.

,
-pipe, -place, stuff, -vessel

, -work
1884 York Herald 10 Aug 7/2 *Feeding foreign barley

1883 Eucycl Brit XV. 511/1 ^-Feeding cakes, pulse, and
otliei feeding stuffs 1827 Farev 6team Engine, 369
Regulate the ’‘feeding cocks so as to give the requisite
supply 1847 Marryat Childr N Forest xiv. It is all good
feeding ground 1807 VANcotnrR Agric. Devon (1831) 87
A gentleman is judiciously distributing his *feedtng-houses

over all the highest parts of his farms 1873 Tegetmeier
Poultry Bk xxix 370 Supply a bed of clean straw in the
feeding-house. 1886 S W Line Gloss

,

*Feeding land,
grazing land 1887 Daily News 28 June 2/5 Not much
business passing m *feeding linseed 1873 J Richards
Wood-woi KingFactories i4z*Hand-feeding machines i8gi
Lockwood's Diet Mech Engtu Terms 136 The feeding
metal is supplied in small quantities 1669 Worlidge
Syst Agric (1681) 52 Just behind the Share and “Feeding-
pipe 1611 Bible Nahum 11 n Where is the *feeding place
of the yong Lions ? 1883 *Feeding-stuffs [seefceding-cahe\

1859 Luard in Arclneol Cant. II 8 *Feeding-vessels for

the chickens 1682 Hickeringill Black Non Conformist
Wks (1716) 11 144 This necessary “‘feeding-work of a good
Shepherd

b Special comb., as feeding-bottle, a glass

bottle for supplying artificial food to infants , also

attnb in figurative sense, feeding-box, (a

)

a
compartment in wluch a horse is placed to be fed

,

(6) m hot air feeding-box, an appliance for ' feed-

ing’ hot air lo a stove, feeding-cloth — feed-

cloth
;
feedmg-cup (see quot ) ,

feeding-drum,
a drum used foi feeding certain kinds of furnaces

;

feeding-engine, -bead, -needle (see quots ) ,

feeding-piece, grazing giound, feeding-rod, a
small metal rod used for keeping an open passage

m a casting during the process of feeding
, f feed-

ing-stead, a pasture; feeding-time, (a) a time

for taking food ;
meal-tune

,
(b) dial genial or

growing weather (for crops) ;
feeding-trace, a

track showing where animals have obtained food

;

feeding-tube (see quot

)

1858 Simmonds Diet. 'Irade 149/2 *Feedmg-bottle 1884
St James' Gass 2 Feb 3/1 Napoleon foresaw Lhe results of
this feeding-bottle policy 1887 Hackney Gaz 9 Feb 2/7
Fitting up infant’s feeding-bottles 1883 Encycl Brit. XV
5x1/1 When the manure is made in *feedmg-boxes *884
Health Exhib Catal 65/1 Giates with hot air feeding
box, i8zi Specif ofBarker Harris’s Patent No 4574 4
The material [fui] to be cleared being taken off the feeding
cloth or endless web. 1882 J W. Anderson Med Nursing
iv (1883) 73 See that the ^feeding cup and all vessels used
for food are kept clean 1884 Syd Soc Lex , Feeding-cup

,

a vessel with a spout for the feeding of a sick person whilst

lying down Also, an oblong shallow vessel with a tubular

end, to which a teat can be affixed for the artificial feeding

of young children. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chan
Technol

.

(ed 2) I 151 As each scraper comes 111 turn under
the feeding drum, the coal which has fallen between each of
them will be carried forward 1874 Knight Diet Mech I

830/1 *Feeding engine, a supplementary engine for feeding
the boiler, when the main engine is stopped Ibid ,

*Feedmg-head (Founding), an opening in a mould
which supplies metal as the casting contracts 1831
Brewster Nat Magic xi (1833) 289 A '‘feeding-needle [in

the tambouring machine] winch by a circular motion lound
the working needle, lodged upon the stem of the latter the

loop of the thread *796W Marshall Midland Counties
Gloss

,

*Feeding-piece 1892 Lockwood's Diet Mech Engtn
Terms 136 *Feeding-rod, 14 Voc in Wr -Wulckcr 600

Pascua, a ffedyngstede. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss, ‘It’s

a rare *feedin’ time for th’ turmits * 1888 Illust Loud.
News Christmas No 11/1 Abell rang. There's feeding-time,

we’d best go down 1836 Kane Arct E.ipl II. 111 38 The
numerous feedmg-ti aces [of rabbits] among the rocks 1884

Syd Soc Lex ,
*Feeding tube, an elastic tube, which is

passed into the stomach

Feeding (ft dig), ppl. a

.

[f as prec H -ing 2
]

That feeds

+ 1. That nourishes; nutritious Obs. exc dial.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R 11 ix (1495) 37 This one
mete very fedynge is founden 1651 in IIarthb's Legacy

(1655) toi It [Lucern] is much more feeding than any other

Hay. x66o Sharrock Vegetables 136 A fat, rich, deep, moist,

and feeding soil. *1722 Lisle Hush, (1757) 422 The

feedingest ground makes the toughest timber 1877 Holder-
ness Gloss, s v

,

‘ Whotmeeal’s a varry feedin thing ’

2

That is taking food
;
of an animal Grazing.

a 1861 Clough Poems, Ite Domnin Satune 22 Doth he
sometimes in his slumbering see The feeding kine 1879
JnrrEUiLS Wild Life in SC 275 A feeding flock 1888
Daily News 7 Sept 5/2 Feeding tiout generally keep
within casting distance from the shoie

to ti ansf Of a gale or storm : That increases
giadually m violence, or m its effects. Sometimes
hyphened. Alsofig
1641 R. Baillie Lett .5- Jmls (1846) I. 352 This is

a feeding storine 1819 Caled Mercury 30 Dec (Jam),
We had a pretty copious fall of snow At one time every-
thing seemed to portend what is called a feeding storm
1826 Scott Jml (18903 I 7 fi This seems to be a feeding
storm, coming on little by little. 1828 Craven Dial

,

Feeding-storm
, a continuance or succession of snow, daily

feeding or adding to what is already on the ground. 1867
Smyth Sailor*

s

Word bk 291 Feeding-gale

+ 3 That eats away
, corrosive Obs. ra> e

1750 tr Leortardiis' Mirr Stones 221 It cures feeding and
malignant Ulcers

’

4. That keeps up the supply (of a river, machine,
etc

)

*833 N Arnott Physics fed 5) II 106 The feeding snows
are more abundantly dissolved 1835 Ure Philos, Llanuf
154 Cardmgs introduced in pairs at the feeding rollers

1867 Smyth Sailor's JVoid-bk 291 Feeding-part of a tackle,
that Tunning thiough the sheaves, in opposition to the
Standing pait *

+ Fee’dman. Obs. Also 5-6 feod(e)man
[f. Feed ppl a. + Man ] a One holding a Fee
{sb 2

) ,
a vassal b A soldier serving for pay

c 1460 Foktfscue Abs <S Linz Mon xvii, He shall haue
than a gretei myght than he hath nowe off all his ojierffeed
men 1465 Poston Lett No 532 II 248 Doo wame our
ffeede men and servaunts that they be ther thann m owr
leverey 1485 Plmnpion Corr p xevi, 38 Knyghts of his

feedmen 1555 BuADiORrH in Strvpe Reel Mem III
App xlv 131 Letties touching my Lord Pagette, that he
shoulde be the ICmges feode man 1565 Jewel Def Apol
(1611) 476 lhe Emperour is a Vassall 01 a Feedman of the
Church of Rome 172a Bp Wii son in Keble Life xv
(1863) 484 With intention of lessening the Governor’s
authority over the Feedmen in the Garrisons

Fee’d-water. A supply ofwater for the boiler

of an engine Also attnb and Comb , as feed-

water-apparatus, -heater, -pump, -purifier.
1862 Reports of Juries, Exhibition 1862 v 5 A medal was

awarded to Mi Bateson for his feed-water heating appa-
ratus *867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bK 1875 Bedtord
Sailor's Pocket bh vi (ed 2) 210 The feed water passes

tluough a coiled pipe in a cistern 1886 Auckland Weekly
Bents 26 June 32/4 lhe boiler, has a feed-water-heater

*892 P Benjamin Mod Mech 284 Feed-Water Evaporators.

Fee-farm (ft farm) Law Also Ac Feu-fahm

t

a AF fice-ferme, OF feiferine, fiofferme

,

Anglo-

^at (12 th c ) hadfeudofirma,
feudifirma, and the

pluasefirmam tnfeudo tenere

,

m continental use

occurfcudtrn finnitm, feiuiahsfiima,firma feu-
data

,
see Fee sbP and Farm sb -]

1

That kind ot tenure by which land is held m
fee-stmple subject to a perpetual fixed rent, without

any other services
;
the estate of the tenant in land

so held ; rarely, the land itself

It is a debated question whether a fee-farm merely implies

a perpetual rent of any kind, or whether it should be con-

fined to a perpetual rent-service, or to a perpetual icnt-

charge equivalent to at leasL a fourth of the value of the land

[1114 Charter m Chr Mon Abingdon (Rolls) II. no
Quoddam pratum in fiima perpetuo habendum pio xx
solidis reddendis unoquoque 1292 Brition i 1 § 6 Si la

fiauuelnse ne soit graunte en fee ferine par nous Ibid

m a & 8 Fee fermes sount terres tenuz en fee a rendre pur
eux par an la veneye value, ou plus oil meyn ] c *460
Fortescue Abs fy Lint Mott x, In giete lordshippes,

maneres, ffee ffermys, and such othei demaynes 1494
Fabyan Chron vn 438 He grauntyd to the cjtezyns the fee

feime of London foi ccc. It 1555 Edln Decades 249 Such
as had the same in fte ferme 1627 - > s « • s '

§ 7 Hurstingston was the Fee-farii - < n v

1643 ln Select Hail Mist (1793) 304 The king is foiced to

set many of las lands to fee-farm 1650 Wlldon Crt Jas I,

60 Hee [Salisbury] would make them buy Books of Fee-

farm.es 1652 Evn yn (1857)1 289 What was m lease

from the Ciown he would secure to us in fee-farm

fig 1606 Shahs Tr O hi a 5J How now, akissem
fee-farme 1 1678 Maryli l Growth Popery Wks 1875 IV
326 Were not all the votes as it were in fee-farm, of those

that were intrusted with the sale?

2 . The lent paid for an estate so held.

1390 Langl Rich. Redeles iv 4 Alle his ffynys ffor

ffautis ne his ffee ffeimes C1520 in Fiddes Wolsey 11 (1726)

26 Towchyng the mynyshyng of our Fee farme enenst th<*

lorde of Ruteland 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest xx 1 § 4

(1615) 2or Paying unto the King a certain fee ferme or rent

for y» same 1682 Enq Elect. Sheriffs 32 King John
granted to the Citizens the Sheriffwick of London and
Middlesex by the fee-farm of 300/ per Annum

3

ath ib esp. infec-fai m-retit.

1638 Sir R Cotton Abstr Rec Tower 12 Their abilities

will settle the Fee-farme rent 1710 Land Gaz No 4702/3

1 o be sold a Fee-Farm-Rent of 20/. per Annum *855

Milm/n Lat Chr (1864) V ix vi 287 The fee farm pay-

ment to Rome 1881 Act 44-5 Viet, c 49 § 34 The land

commission shall dispose of all fee farm rents for the time

being vested in them 1882 Earl of Belmoue in 19th

Cent July 126 By way offines and fee-farm grants

Hence Fee-farming’ vbl. sb., the action 01 practice

of putting out to fee-farm.

1549 Latimer 6ih Serin. lef, Edw. VI (Aib ) 168 He hath

inuented fee fermyng of benefices.

Fee-farmer (ft faimoi). Lazo, Also iSV Fed-
farmer [a. AF feefermer, OF. fettfermitr,

medX. feudifii inarms,
f. feudifirma \ see Fee-

tarm ] One who holds a fee-farm
1468 in Rolle Abridgment (1668) 150 Les Fee-farmers del

Roy 151X-2 Act 3 Hen VIII, c 23 Preamb
,
Fermourc,

Feefeimours, Officers and Occupiers 1591 m Hearne
R Bmnne (1810) 418 Her majesties fee-farmer
fig. x6og J. Davies Holy Roode cxxvn, As when bright
Phebus And his Fee-farmer Luna, most are parted

Fee-faw-fum (ft f§ fom) Also 7 He foh
fumme, 8 fe fi fo fum, 7-9 fee fa fum.
1 The first line of doggerel spoken by the giant

m lhe nursery tale of * Jack the giant killer ’ upon
discovering the presence of Jack.
1605 Shaics Lear hi. iv. 188 His word was still fie, foh,

and fumme. I smell the blood of a British man 1711
Chap-bk

, Jack <$• the Giants n, Fe, Fi, Fo, Fum I smell
the Blood of an English Man
2 a. An exclamation indicating a murderous

intention to Nonsense, fitted only to terrify

children Also attnb.
1690 Drydfn Amphitryon n 1, The bloody villain is at

Ins fee, fa, fum, already x8xi Lexicon Balati otticum,

I am not to be frightened by fee, faw, fum 1825 Macaui ay
Milton Ess. 1854 I ra They have none of the fee faw-
fum of Tasso and Klopstock 1830 A Fondlanqld Eng
under 7 Adnnnzst (1837) II. 10 lhe fee-fa-fum style of
rhetoric a 1850 M F Ossou At Home Abroad (i860)

400 It is they who invent all the 1

fe, fo, fum ’ stories about
Italy 1855 BrowningMen 3- Worn I Lover’sQuarrel 16
The valiant Thumb Facing the castle glum And the giant’s

fee-faw-fum 1 1890 Review ofReviews II 538/2 1 his is all

fee faw-fum

3 Used to express 1 a blood-thirsty person \
1678 Dryden Limberham v i, That Fe-fa-fum of a

Keeper wou’d have smelt the Blood of a Cuckold maker
1824 bliss Feruier Inker xtv, I feel so much of the fee,

fa, fum about me, that I can scarcely ask you to trust your-
self« ith me
Hence Fee-faw-furnish, a
1846 G10 Eliot Let m Life 11 8t The note in this

proof sounds just as fee-fo furnish as the other

Feel (iil), sb. Also 3, 5 fele, 5-6 Sc feill.

[f nextvb.]

1 The action of feeling
; an instance of this, in

senses of the vb ; m quots J a sounding of a
person’s intentions, etc. {obs ) ,

the perceiving

(something) by sensation rare.

X46X Paston Lett No 475 II 50, I dede a gode fcle to

enquer whan the seid Yelvei ton shuld go to London 1832
L Hunt loan Poems (1832; 208 Catching your heart up at

the feel ofJune
fb A tentative suggestion, hint Obs
a 1470 Hfnry Wallace x 023 Off Gyane, thus, quhen

Wallace hard a feill, * No land ’, he said, ‘ likit him halff so
wall *

f 2. Sc and 1101th . a. Consciousness, sensation,

b Apprehension, sense, understanding, knowledge
<21240 Wohunge in Cott Horn 285 pe muchele swetnesse

of Jie reaues me fele of pine a 1300 CursorM 547 (Cott )

Man has his fele, O thyng man lifts, il or welle a 1400-50
Alexander 850 Has poll na foice in pi fete ne fele of ju-

selfe? c 14.70 Henry Wallace II 14 Thocht Inglis men thar
of had litill feille c 1500 Lancelot 2854 1 hat was knycht
that had most feill 1560 Rolland Crt Vmus 1 467 Of
that Text thow hes hot litill feill 1603 Pkilaius cxxvn,
Hes thow not tint thy feill

3 The sense of touch Now only in to the feel
a 1300 CursorM 17017 (Cott ) Heruig, sight, smelling and

fele, cheuingerwittes five 1812 Sir H Davy Chem Philos.

180 It is harsher to the feel 1874 Contcmfi Rev XXIV.
433 A rough textuie to the feel 1883 G C Davies Notfolk
Broads xxxi (1884) 237 It [the bed-eel] is firm to the feel

4 A feeling 01 sensation, mental or physical.

1737 H Walpole Con (1820) I 16 With all sorts of queer
feels about me. 1788 Mad D’Arblay Diaty Lett IV
iv 194, I put aside the disagreeable feel of exciting that

wonder x8x8 Klats in Life «$ Lett 1 . 120 Among multi-

tudes of men I have no feel ofstooping 1833 Ht. Maktineau
1 ale of l'yne vi 117 To tell by the feel when the sun was
going down 1879 Browmng Ivan Ivanovttch 225 The feel

of the fang funowmg my shoulder t

6 As a quality of a material object : The kind

of (tactual or vague organic) sensation which it

produces.
X739 S. Sharp Surg xx\ 11 135 We must judge then by the

Feel of the Surface of the Bone 1789 Mrs Piozzi Joum.
Fiance, II 376 The general feel of the air is very mild

1794 G Adams’s Nat. <5 Exp Philos I App 543 Fixed
oils possess 2 An unctuous feel 1805 W Saunders
Min Waters 40 That rough and harsh feel to the fingers

and tongue, which characterises the insipid hard waters

1864 Mrs Gatty Pai ablesfr Nature Ser iv 155 Twinette
was on the cold pavement But she didn’t like the feel of
it at all x88a Edna Lyall Donovan xx, It reminded him
of the feel of little Dot’s tiny fingers

6. Comb of the vb stem, as fed-horn (rare-1)

= Feeler 3 [after Gei.fuhlhom1.

1770 J R Forster tr Kalin's Trav N Amcr I 134
Their antennae or feel-horns were as long as their bodies

Feel (b'l\ v. Pa t. and pa pple. felt (felt).

Forms Infin. 1 fdlan, 3-4 felen, (5 feelen), 3-5

fell, 3, 5-6 Sc. feil(i, (6 feild), 3-6 fele, 3-4
south, vele, 4-5 felyn, feyle, (5 feyll), 4-7 feele,

(6 feale, 8 feell), 4, 6- feel. Pa t. andpa. pple.

3 feild, fielde, 3-6 feld(e, 4-5 fe(e)lid, felyd(e,

4-6 feeled, 3-7 felte, 3- felt. Also with prefix

{esp. in pa. t, and pa. pple.) 1-2 se-, 2-3 1-, y-.



PEEL. 134 FEEL.

[Com WcslGer. ; OE. film (also gefelan) corre-

sponds to OJ?iis f&la, OS gifdlian (Du. voelen),

OHG fuolen to handle, grope (MHG widen,

modG fnhlen to feel), Da foie to feel (prob.

adopted fiom some LG. source) WGer type

*f$ljan, f rootfoi :—0Aryan pal-, pi-, occurring m
OE , OS film ,

OHG folma hand, Gr iraKayn],

L palma
,
Skr. pam, OIr lam (

—

*plama
) ]

I To examine 01 explore by touch

1 trans To handle (an object) m order to ex-

perience a tactual sensation
;
to examine by touch-

ing with the hand or finger

c893 K /Eli-red Oros 1 vu (Sweet) 38 pysfiernes swa
gedrefedltc J>aet hit man jefelau mihte [tenebras crassitndine
palpabiles] 1388 WvcLir Gen xxvu 22 Whanne he hadde
feelid hym, Isaac seide [etc ] c 1400 Lanji anc's Crrur

g

208 If fiou felist fie place wifi fii fyngir 1548 Hall Chron
193b, By king Edward, which loved well both to loke and
to fele fayre datnmosels *611 BiBLr Jndg xvt 26 Suffer

mee, that I may feele the pillars 163a J Haywahd tr

Bmidi's Eromena 15 You neede feele no other pulse than
my heart 1662 J Davies tr Olearms’ Voy Ambass 108

He was felt, and found to be Circumcis’d Ibid 409 The
maids .were not shy of being seen, noi of having their hair

felt 1776 Trial of Nnndoeomar 33/1, I felt his pulse.

1828 Scott F M, Perth xvu, ‘ Let me feel your pulse, dear
Rainorny

’

b. In wider sense : to try by touching, e g
with a stick or the foot

;
to move or lift gently and

cautiously by way of trial.

1833 Regul Instr Cavalry (1844) 48 By feeling the bit

gently with the bridle-hand, the hoise is to be made to step
back 1867 F Francis Angling vn (1880) 279 Feeling the
fish consists in raising the point of the rod so as to tighten
the line sufficiently to enable you to feel the * tug, tug, tug ’,

made by the fish in detaining the woim 1883 Ghtsley
Gloss Terms Coal Mining, Feel (S S to examine the roof
of a thick seam of coal with a long stick or rod by poking
and knocking upon it 1886 R C. Leslie Sea-painter's
Log 161 Feeling first one line and then another for a bite.

c. To feel (f out) one's way . to find one’s way
by groping

;
to proceed by cautious steps, lit. and

fg
1436 Polit Poems (Rolls) II 165 Kynge Edwarde felde

the weyes to reule well the see 1638 Chillingw. Relig
P> or 1 11 § 144 108 While we have our eyes, we need not
feele out our way 1688 Minor Fr Diet, s v Feel, A blind
Man that feels his Way with a Sack 1818 Byron Ch liar
iv lxxxi, We but feel our way to err 1862 G Macdonai d
D Elgmbrod 11 xxvui, An aging moon was feeling her
path somewhere through the heavens 1879 Fhoudl Cxsar
xiv 217 Caesar feeling his way with his cavaliy

d. Tofeel out . to ascertain the configuiation of
(something) as if by touch.

(892 H R Mill Realm ofNature xi 188 The form of
the floor of the ocean has thus been gradually felt out point
by point

+ e. To grope after, fig (Merely a literalism of
translation) Ohs
*382 Wyclif Acts xvu. 27 To seke God, if perauenture

thei felen [L attrec/erd] liym eyther fynden 1335 Cover-
dale Acts xvu 27 That they skulde seke the Lorde, yf they
mighte fele and fynde him

2 absol. and intr a. To use the hand or finger

*.as an organ of touch Const at, of (now only dial.

and U.S ), f to

*599 Shaks. Hen V, 11 111 26 Then I felt to his knees,
and so vpward, and all was cold i6z6 Bacon Sylva
§ 35-* The part [ofWood] that shincth, is somewhat soft,
and moist to feel to 1731 R Paltock P IVtlkuts xlvu,
(1883) 140/2 There were many large heaps of ore lying,
which I felt of. 1780 Charlotte Burnly m F Burney's
Early Diary (1889I II 289 One Character came to feel of it

[his mask] 1864 E Sargent Peculiar II 262 Josephine
felt of the hosom of Clara’s dress till [etc ] 1878 N H

Bishop Voy Paper Canoe 99 Crowds of people came to feel
of the canoe.

b To search for something with the hand (or
other tactile organ)

; to put out the hands, etc to
discover one’s position or find one’s way

;
to grope

Const, after,for Also with about
1382 Wyclif Isa hx 10 As withoute eyen we hau fehd

*53° Palscr 547/2 Fele this way alonge by the wall, tyll
you cotne to thewjndowe 1577 B Gooon Hereslmch's
Hush 111 (1386) 133 Take the Taile, and feele betwixt every
joint Ibid hi 136 Let him feele for the blames, or
blisters 1611 Bible Acts xvu 2 7 If haply they might
feele after him, and finde him 1726 Adv Ca.pt R Boyle
22 Putting my Hand in my Pocket to feel for something
else 1771 Mrs Grutith tr Viaud's Shipwreck 192,
I searched all my pockets opened all our parcels and
looked and felt in every fold of them *838 T Beale
Sperm Whale 46 Moving the tail slowly fiom side to side .

as if feeling for the boat 1864 Tennyson Eh Ard 774
Feeling all along the garden-wall, Lest he should tumble
1868 J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng I 294 The king began to
feel about for further augmentations oflus revenue

t c To feel of

.

? to handle, administer To
feel together to come into contact Ohs

c 1400 Apot Loll 30 It is necesan to hem to fele of fie
sacraments of God c 14150 Merlin 38 As soone as these
dragons felen to geder thei will fighten strangely
3 . With subord clause To try to ascertain by

handling or touch, t Formerly sometimes also
with material obj

. f *3«> Cursor M, 3693 (Cott ) Latte me fele, If fiou be he
1 luue sa weie Ibid 18605 (Cott ) Thomas ]?ou fele and se
Quer I me self or nogbt it be t. 1400 Lanfranc's Ciruig 270
pou mijt fele in what place fiei goon in 1611 Bidie Gut
xxvu, 21 Come neere that I may feele thee . whether thou

bee mj very sonne Esau, or not 1648 J Beaumont
Psyche 111. hx, Three times he felt How to unbuckle his

out shined Belt Mod The surgeon felt if any bones weie

bioken

+ 4 fig To test or discover by cautious tnal
,
to

‘sound ’ (a person, his feelings or intentions) Ohs
a 1300 Cursor M 2902 (Cott ) Mam man, foi ouer-wi.lt.,

pam-self can nofier faand tie fell c 1460 1 owneley Myst
(Sui tees) 174 Bot yit some fawt must we feylle, Wheifor
that he shuld dy 1463 Pashm Lett No 520 II 221 Fele

what he menyth 1476 Ibid No 771 III 154, I shall fiele

hym 1348 Hail Chi on 213 b, 1 hei h id fclte the myndis
and ententes, of the rude people 1381 Savill Tacitus'

Hist n Ixtu (1519) 90 Adding that to that purpose lie

had felt the cohoi t 1603 Siiaks Lean 11 94 He hath wut
this to feele my affection to your Honoi 1604 Sir C I yt-

TnnoNin Hatton Corr (1878141 To feele the French how
they will concerne themselves between us and y Dutch

S. Milit. a haus. To examine by cautious trial

the nature of (the ground), the strength of (an

enemy) Tb intr. To feelfor : To try to asceilam

the position or piescnce of

a 1793 Bcntinuc 111 /.(f Auckland's Corr III 47 ,

1

men-
tioned my wish of feeling that ground to L' 1 Loughborough

1839 Napilr Pemns Waru vu(Rtldg)I 316 Loison felt

the Portuguese at Pezo de Ragoa 1848 J Grant Adv
Aide-de-camp vu. Order Colonel Kempt to throw forward
the whole ofhis light infantry to ‘ feel ’ the enemy
b 1839 Napier Pemns War\n 11 (Rtldg)I 334 Syveira

had orders to feel for the enemy. 1847 Infantry Man
(1854)96 An advanced guard must ptoeeed with., pie-

caution if feeling foi an enemy
XI To perceive, be conscious

6 trans To have the sensation of contact with
,

to perceive by the sense of touch

1393 Langl P PI C xx 145 A 1 fiat fie fyngies and fic

fust felen and touchen 15 . Frere <)• Boyc 91 in Bitson
Aitc Pop Poetiy 38 Whan he the bowe in hondc feltc

1538 Starkey England 1 1 20 Thus thyngys wych we se,

fele, or her 1345 Biunklow Compl 19 The law yei can not
vnderstond the matter tyl he fele his mony 1580J Framiton
Mouarde's Dial of Vi 011 155 b, Pouder that being taken
between the fingeis is [not] felt between them i638B\k.i k

tr Balzac's Lett I 67, I am glad that I can lay hold of
something, I can feele 1724 R Fai conch Voy (1769) 52
It shaked its Tail to and fro all the while it fell the water
2772 Mrs GiuriiTH tr. Viaud's Shipwreck 86, I felt

under my naked foot some hard substance or other 1869
Tennyson Pelluis 4- E 428 Back as a hand that pushes
thro' the leaf To find a nest and feels a snake, he drew

b In wider sense To perceive, or be affected

with sensation by (an object) through those senses

which (like that of touch) aie not refcried to any
special ‘ organ ’

; to have a sensation of [e g heat
or cold, a blow, the condition of any part of the

body, etc.).

a 1000 Riddles xxvi 9 (Gr ) Heo feleS sona mines
gemotes 1297R Glouc (1724) 1 85 po kyngAi tui e y t [fie dunt]
yuelde a 1603 Mont gomeuie That lus hairt is wound/1 17,

I the force thauof [a daite] did feild 1639 ti Du Bow's
Compl Woman n 82 We fede a wound, not knowing the
hand which stakes us 1662 J Davii s tr Oharnti' Voy
Ambass 63 We felt not the cold 1663 HooklMicing)

142 A Nettle is a Plant so well known that it needs no
description

, and there arc very few that have not felt as
well as seen it 1703 Bosman Guinea (2722) 304 A stiff

Gale, which prevents our feeling the Heat of the bun 1840
F D Bennett Whaling Voy II 263 The hand holding
the inflated animal, feels a constant boring motion of the
spines

c. with clause, or obj with inf (not preceded
by to) or complement To know by sense of touch
01 organic sensation
c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T 363 The delh he felcth thui gh

lus nerte smite 1398 Tuevisa Barth De P R ix vm
(Tollem MS 1, Watres of depe pittes befi fehd moie hoot
m wynter fian in somer 15a6 1’ilgr PerffW deW 1531)
119 Whan we may fele our pulses bete quikly 1334 T in-

dale Mark v 29 She felt in her body that she was healed
of the plage 1368 Grafton Chum II. 274 When the
Genowayesfelt theArrowes peaicyngthoiough then lieades,
armes and breastes 1726 Adv. Lapt R, Boyle 13 lie felt

the blood trickle about lus Legs 1733 Ciiamblrs Cycl
Suppl s v , Iu the manage, they say tofeel a hoise in the
hand

; that is, to observe that the will of the hoise is in the
rider’s hand 1771 Mrs Griuith tr Viaud’s Shipwreck
239 One of the men cried out that he felt lnm still wai m
1839 1' Br ale Spam Whale 65 A Sardinian captain
bathing felt one of his feet 111 the giasp of one of these
animals

d Tofeel one's legs, wings fig lo be conscious
of one’s powers

;
to be at one’s ease

1579 E K in Spenser s Sheph Cal Ep Ded
, So flew

Virgile, as not yet well feeling his wings 1881 Daily J cl
27 Dec ,

It was not until the last act that he * felt his legs’

e absol. and mtr To have or be capable of
sensations of touch, etc.

1340 Ayenb, 154 pet ech serui of lus office Ase fie e3cti
to zyenne

, fie yeaien, to hyeie fie honden and al fiet body
to vele 1001 Holland Pliny x Ixxi, Even oisteis anil
the earth-wormes, if a man touch them, doe evidently feele
1631 D Widdowls Nat Philos (ed 2) 49 About tins time
[at thirty dayes] the Childe begmneth to feele 1643
J Steer tr Exp Chyi itrg m 8 The under skinne hardly
feeleth, though it bee pricked with a Lancet x8oo Woud&w.
Hart-leap Well 11 xxi, The meanest thing that feels 1887
w James in Mind. Apr 184 If the skin felt everywhere
exactly alike

7. To perceive by smell or taste Ohs exc dial
c 1220 Bestiary 510 Whan he it felen, he aren fasen

u 13,00 Cursor M 3695 (Gutt) Quen he had felt his smell
and clath Ibid 23456 (Cott ) I n this lijf has man gret
liking suete spicen to fell and smell c 1350 Will Paleme
638 Ilaue 3e feled fie sauor 2393 Gower Conf III 281

He shall well felen ate la-ste, That it is sowre c 1460
'Jowneley Myst. (Surtees) 43 Com nere son and kys me,
T hat I may feyle the smelle of the 1333 Covi UDAr e
Dan in 27 There was no smell of fyre felt vpon
them 1575 J Stii l Gamut Guidon J 11, To feele how
the ale dost tast 2604 Jas ILountubl ( lib ) 112 I!y his

own election he would lather feele the siiioui of a Sinke
1624 Cap 1 J Smuii I'ltgima 1 2 I hey felt a most chlicate

sweetc smell 1706 W Siokr in I or/.sh Aich.vol Jrnl
VII 31 It was a veiy lothsome smell to feell .ill over the

lorddnp 1782 Sir [ Sinci aiu Ofistrv Scot Dial 83 You
complain much of that tannery, but I cannot say I feel it

1846 J Tavior Uppei Canada 101 Myconductoi exclaiming,
‘I feel the odoui of the spang’. 1862 E Waugh Bn tie

Cm tt Vs T ale 7 T here’s that bit o’ pickle 1' th culiboi t

I'oteh it eawt, an’ let lnm feel at it 1870 Ramsay Kanin
(ed 18)118, 1 leel a smell of lea lZfyluistanMoin News
19 Apr

,
He ftlt a nasty smell

*j* 8 . To petceivc mentally, become awaie of

Ohs. [After L senlnc] Const as in 6 b, c

«iooo Riddhs vu 8 (Gi ) Hi fi.es fel u$ 1377 I.angi

P PI B xv 29 And whan ich fele
fi

it folke lellcfi my
furste name is sensus <12400-30 AL uutdi r 3257 pi wale
godc fiat fully fcld all fie laic fiat fall suld on cube 2463
l'aston Lett No 467 II 126 As I feele hym disposed

I schall send youi maystrcslnp answer 11470 Hi nuy
Wallace 11 435 With full gl.ml will to fcill tliai titlnngs

true Ibid vi 289 'I lie cjueync fell! wall how that lus pur-

pox w as 1483 Cax 1 on Gold Leg 310/4 Whanne he [Bede]
felt [printed fete] this He icuoktd hit in lus leUiaetions

9 . To be conscious of (a subjective fact)
;
to be

the subject of, experience (a sensation, emotion),

entertain (a conviction)

1 1290 S hug Lig I 76/196 Gtetc fcblesse he fieldc.

C1385 CtiAUci it L G W, l*i ol 106 In myn lieitt 1 feele

yet the fire, That made me to ryse er yt wei day 21400
Lanftune's ( nmg 88 pnuie fie sikcman sl 1 i.i 1 fele to gleet
little K breiinynge 21435/0// Pot tribal it, 57 Off e.ue

no tliyng they field 2333 Lou uiMi 1 2 Chum u '<9 Yf
cny man fele Ins plage and disease 2392 Siivivs / en 4
Ad 311 [She] scorns the heat lie feels 2634 W Tutw n\ 1

Balzac's Lett 309, I have not at all felt tin* emotion
I shewed 2727 Ron J loisa 366 lie best e.ui paint ’em
[woes] who shall feel ’em most 2798 Fi kuiar IHush
'sternt 11 25 1' ranus I fell a cut losity to hear Ins book read
1816 Byron Ch liar 11 lxwin, Mankind have felt llicir

stiength 2876 J H Ni u man II 1st ,S /• I 1 1 44'lnnoui
felt some misgivings about Ins p 1st course.

b with clause, 01 obj with infinitive or com-
plement.

e 1200 Tint Coll Horn 93 Gif lie feleS fiat he is wurSe
ficito fienne 11ndcrst011del1cfi.it liuscl a 1225 .St Marker 7
Nc felcstu |n flcscli al toloken 1 2323 Melt Horn jo He
asked linn liou lie linn fehd 22323 Sang Know I hysclf45
in E L< P (186a) 131 3 if fiou fele fie syker and soundc

21449 Pi cock Rcpr 2(3 Eeli of these men feelid weel in

himsilf that lie lnddc nede for to have help and iculing

2583 Hoi iv hand Campo di Lm 37 l-ctlest thou thy selfe

well? 2 1390 Mari ovv 1 haust Wks (Rtldg I feel Thy
woids to comfort my distressed soul 1 2600 1>. Biouni tr

Comstaggio 42 Feeling lumsclfc dm by degrees 2732 Pon
Fp Cobham 1 263 You Shall feel your ruling passion strong
111 death 1771 Mrs (lion 1111 tr l land's Miipmiuk 49
We felt our .elves warm and comfortable 1810 111 ni ham
Paiking[i8n) 173 He would feel himself running eountei
to that wlm h [etc ] 1881 C Guidon Haiti's Ptobltm 111

(1884) 3j Maurice fell his eyes dazzled by a blaze of light

c intr (for eailtcr refl.) with complement To
have the sensation of being (what is jiieihcatcd)

,

to be consciously; to regard oncscli as lo feel

(1quite) oneself : to seem to oneself to have one’s

accustomed health or powcis. Tofel up to (one’s

wotk, etc ) sec Up.
2816 J Wilson City of Plague 1 1 89 Now, that your

soul feels strong, let us proceed 1847 Mar 10 ai Oiddi N
Ioust, xvn, I feel indebted to you for the* service you have
midcred me 2863 Mrs H Wood MiIdled Aikelll i\,

I don’t feel myself 1878 111 s\m 8. Khi Celia's At

b

\l

(1887) 295, 1
.
for my pait, felt small 1884 Gtaphie 30 Aug

232/2, 1 did not feel up to much fatigue

d inti . with adv or adj To cnlerlain a certain

sentiment, be 111 a particular frame of mind. Also
with as if , like

<12340 IIamfoil Psalter cxvx 3 Si non hunuhter sin
ciebam if 1 not mekly fclyil hot 1 heglncl my soul
That is if 1 had not meke felyng 1771 Mrs Gimimiti
Viaud's Shtgw) etk 58 While we weie asunder, we felt as if

a limb was wanting 1801 Sou tiny J'halaba 1 iv, She felt

like one Half-waken’d fiom a midnight die.uu of blood
2819 Shu 1 1 y Cenet iv 11. 18 IIow feel you to this work?
2839 T Blai l hpeim Whole 274 'i lie captain felt cutain
that he was going to 1 sound ’

e In various expressions, colloq or vulgar To
feel like (doing something) • to have an inclination
tor (? ong. US , now common). To feel to (do
something) * (a.) to feel or imagine that one does

,

(h) US to feel inclined to do.
1836 Going to Service xn 241 People would take liberties

with her, and I should feci to have to take care of her 2864
Bartlett Diet Amei 144 To feel to do a thing, 1863
Grant in Century Mag Nov (1889) 142/2, I now feel like
ending the matter before we go back 2892 A Fount s in
ig//t Cent Dec 1018 In reading which one feels to iie.tr the
tuimoil of the battle

10 To have passive expuicncc of, undergo con-
sciously. f Also mtr const of (in OE

,
genitive

case
, see quot. a 1000 m 6 b)

<22225 Anci R 278 3tf em ancre is fiet ne velecS none
uondunges a 2300 CursorM 19372 (Gutt ) pat fi.u moglit
of na torfer fele c 2300 Beket 2250 Lutel ese lit mntc
vele 2375 Barbour Bi uce 1 304 Hewes worth 11a seyle,
T hat mycht of nane anoyis feyle 1393 Gower Conf 1

1

32
So feleth he ful ofte guile [i e. finds himself deceived],Whan



FEEL FEELING.
that lie weneth siker to stonde c 1430 Hymns Virg (1867)
106 Let ju nei^hebor of Jji fiendschupe fele, C1440 York
Myst x 78 This is a ferly fare to feele c 1475 RanfCodiear
97 So fell ane wedder feld I neuer 1363 J Pilkington Bunt.
Patties Ch A nj, They haue felde giwt calamities 1614
Bp Hall Recoil 1 rent 398 Wee fell upon a Cappucine
novise . His head had now felt the razor, his backe the
rodde 1634 SirT Herbert Trav 93 [He] had his head
cut off, ana felt a terrible reward for his Apostasie 1767
Byron’s Voy r World 6 1 he inhabitants feel little incon-
venience from heat and cold 1818 Siiru ey Revolt 0/hlam
vm vn 8 The stings Of death will make the wise his ven-
geance feel 1840 F D Bennett Whaling Voy I 3 We felt
the fii st influence of the N E trade-wind, in lat 210 N
absol 1548 Hall Citron 14 So the comou Proverbe was

verified, as you have done, so shall you fele

11 To be consciously affected in condition by
(a fact or occurrence)

,
to be sensibly mjuied or

benefited by
a. stmply f b with obj and complement

1375 Barbour Brucexm 13 Thau fais feld thair cummyng
weill c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb ) 756 ,

1

wil doo my parte,
ye shul it fele a 1440 Found St, Bartholomew's 53 Hym
He shall feill most piompte helper In this present perill

c 1470 Htnry Wallace v 5x4 He is on lyff, that sail our
natioune feill *883 Manch Guardian 18 Oct 4/7 The
storm of Tuesday appears to have been felt very severely
011 the Western coasts

12 transf and Jig. Of inanimate objects : To be
influenced or affected by ; to behave as if conscious
of Of a ship Tofeel her helm (see quol 1867 )
1559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasie xi Or descending

to lowe, tli* earth of heat shall fele the flame 1391 Raleigh
Lad Fight Rev (Arb ) 19 The shippe could neither way nor
feele the helme 1601 Holland Pliny 1

1

628 Ontes will
abide the fire and feele no lianne therby i6xt Bible Ps
Ivin 9 Before your pots can feele the thornes, he shall take
them away 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 12 The lesse of the
winter the Cabbage feels, the more subject 'tis to cater-
pillars 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy 11 (17x1) 33 The Ships
do not feel these smaller Waves but only the great ones

1697 DRYDrN Virg Geoig 1 448 Earth feels the Motions
of her angry God 1732 Pope Ess Flan 1 167 That
never an or ocean felt the wind. 1822 Shelley Faust n
12 The hoar pines already feel her breath 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk , Feel the helm

,

To have good steerage
way, carrying taut weathei-helm, which gives command of
steerage Also said of a ship when she has gained headway
after standing still and begins to obey the helm
13. To be emotionally affected by (an event or

state of things).

1600 E Br ount tr Conestaggio 271 They doe feele with
greater gnefe an other mans profite, then their owne losae

1726 Adm Capt R. Boyle 1,

1

was too young to feel my
loss a 1774 Goldsm Epit T Parnell 3 What heart but
feels his sweetly moral lay 1861 M Pattison Ess (1889]
I. 38 Rudolf felt deeply the tragical loss of his favourite

son. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt Royal II ix. 171 It was her
candour which he felt most keenly

14. intr To have the sensibilities excited
,
esp

to have sympathy with, compassionfor (a person,

his sufferings, etc ).

1603 Shaks Much iv 111 7 It resounds As if it felt with
Scotland 16x3 Beaum & Fl Flattest Man's Fort iv 11,

How heavy guilt is, when men come to feel 1 1761
Churchill Rosciad (ed 3) 638 Those who would make us
feel, must feel themselves 1809 Wellington in Gurw
Deep IV 525 No man can see his army perish by want
without feeling for them 1813 Byron Stanzas for
Music, ‘ There's not ajoy Oh 1 could I feel as I have felt

or be what I have been 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng II

vn (ed 5) 213 A moderate party had always felt kindly
towards the Protestant Dissenters 1893 Speaker 20 May
557/2 T he Archbishop and his colleagues feel very stiongly
on the subject of the attack upon the Welsh Church
15 Expressing a belief or judgement Const,

either with direct object, subord clause, or obj

with complement or infinitive (preceded by to )

fa generally To believe, think, hold as an
opinion. After L sentu e Obs
138a N Hereford, etc in Lewis Life Wychf(z&od) 237

We were required to sejne what we felyde of diverse con-

clusions c 1400 Apol Loll 87 Iuel fei felid ofGod, tenting

to idols c 1449 Yr.cocv.Repr hi xix. 412 Thou3 y feele

thus, that the clergie, etc. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb

)

47 What schulde y thinke or fele ofhym moreworthior than
not for to piay for him. 1344 Bale Chron Sir J Old-
castell m Harl Misc (Malh ) I 260 That I should other-

wyse fele and teach of the sacramentes Ibid 262 How fele

ye thys artycle ?

b. Now only with notions derived from other

senses : To apprehend 01 recognize the truth of

(something) on grounds not distinctly perceived;

to have an emotional conviction of (a fact)

16x3 Shaks Hen VIII
,
iv. 11 91 Garlands which I feele

I am not, worthy yet to weare 1807 Crabbe Par Reg
II 1, 142 Phoebe felt she gave delight 1853 I Taylor
Spir Despot, vi 24s They felt that a religion demanded
a watchful control 1861 Trollope Bat Chester T xxxu,
She felt that she might yet lecover her lost giound, Mod

,

The proposed legislation was felt to be inexpedient

III 16. Used (like taste
,
smell) in quasi-passive

sense with complement , To be felt as having a

specified quality
; to produce a certain impression

on the senses (esp. that of touch) or the sensibilities

,

to seem.
1381 Plttie Guazzo's Civ Conv 11 (1386) 92 The hande

feeling to bee rough 1665 Hooke Microgr 139 The sub-

stance of it feels exactly like a very fine piece of Chamois
leather. 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy 11, (1711) 163 If it feels

heavy then we give him more Rope 1768 J Byron Nan
Patagonia 263 The weather was extremely cold, and felt

particularly so to us. 1825 A Caldcleugh Trav, S, Amer.

135

II xvu 185 The air felt chilly 1844 Lady Fullerton Ellen
Middleton ix, It felt to me as if the air had grown lighter
1862 Mrs Brow ning Poems, Mother <$> Poet vi, Then one
weeps, then one kneels ! God, how the house feels ! 1883E Garrett A t Any Cost iv 66 Not then could she under-
stand how it felt to lie wakeful at nights
Feel, obs foim of Veal
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cmtrg 273 He mai ete fleisch of nj

daies poudringe & he mai ete feel

Feelable (fflab’l), a [f Feel v + -able ]
That may or can be felt + a Sensible, perceptible,
manifest

(
obs ) b nonce-use That is matter of

emotion or sensibility
c 1440 Hylton Scnla Pcrf (W deW 1494) 11 xxvm, By

dyuers syknes or by felable tourment of the fende a 1500
Oiol Sap in Anglia X 358 Vndir a felable ensaumple I
schalle 3eue the he mistene of this doctrine 1530 I indale
Answ More iv xu, He uttereth his feelable blindness
*570 in Levins Month 114 1883 Huxley m. NatureXXVII
397 All things feelable, all things which stir our emotions,
come under the term of art

Hence Pee lably adv
, in a feelable manner

;

perceptibly, manifestly
(
obs )

c 1375 Sc Leg Saints Thomas 392 By bre ensampile
schawit he Felably quhow ma hls be. c 1440 Hylton Scala
Perf (W de W 1494) n xx, Vntyll a soule can feleably
noughte hymself

Feeld(e, obs form of Field.

Feele, var of Fele a Obs many.

Feeler (ft 1m) [f Feel v + -er 1
] One who

or that which feels

1 One who feels or perceives by the senses, esp

by the touch
1326 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 238 The smelleis or

felers therof i6xx Shaks Cymb, 1 vi 101 This hand
whose touch would force the Feelers soule To’th’oath of
loyalty 1674 N Fairfax Bulk fySelv 47 AH hearers deaf,
all feelers numb 1840 Tait’sMag VII 706 ,

1

was one of the
best feelers of a silk that ever entered Snuggs* shop
2. a One who is the subject of feeling or emo-

tion. *|* b One who knows (anything) by his own
feelings

(
obs ) c One who experiences 01 has to

bear (something disastrous or painful)
x6xi Wotton Let to SirE Bacon in Rehq Wotton (1672)

399 Of my longing to see you, I am a better feeler than
a describer 1779 Johnson Let to Mrs Thrale 8 Nov.,
If she be a feeler, 1 can bear a ieeler as well as you. 1814
Gen P. Thompson Eaerc IV 24 We are to be the mam
feelers of the consequences 1870 Lowell Study Wind
207 He was not a strong thinker, but a sensitive feeler

3 Biol One of the organs with which certain

animals are furnished, for tiymg by the touch
objects with which they come in contact, or for

searching for food , a palp.

1663 Hooke Microgr 194 There are two other jointed and
busied horns, or feelers, in the forepart of the head 1721
R Bradley Whs Nat 55 T hose Antenae, or Feelers, which
we observe in Lobsters 1768 G White Selbome xvni

(1789) 52 The upper jaw [of the loach] is surrounded with
six feelers, three on each side 1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist
VII 327 The ant lion seizes it with its feelers, which are

hollow 1B43 Owen Invertebr An xm 133 The mouth [of

the Cirripeiiia] is piovided with a broad upper lip, with two
palps or feelers 1880W B Carpenter in igth Cent No 38

617 Many of these are provided with enormously long and
delicate feeleis 01 hairs

b transf andfig
1863 MrmvALE Rom Emfi, VIII lxvi 233 Her ships were

the feelers with which she touched on Greece and Italy

X874 Blackie SelfCult 61 [Atheists] can fasten their coarse

feelers upon nothing hut what they can finger

a. slang. That with which one feels ; the hand
1877 Five Years' PenalServ. 259 In a week or two a man

can bring his hooks and feelers into full working trim again

4 One sent out to ‘ feel ’ the enemy
,
a scout

Cf Feel v. 3 b.

1847 Infantry Man (1834) 105 These patrols must be
preceded byfeelers 1876 Voyle Miht, Did ,

Feelers

b transf A proposal or hint put forth or thrown
out in order to ascertain the opinions of others.

1830 Gen, P Thompson Exerc (1842) I 288 The feeler

which they have put out 1838 Froudl Hist Eng, III xv
273 Cromwell had thrown out feelers in the various European
couits x886 ‘ H Conway 1 Living or Dead v, ‘ It will cost

a great deal xf 1 fit them up as I like,
1

I said as a feeler,

attnb 1889 Pall Mall G 30 May 6/3 The project has
gone no furthei than the feeler ctrcular

G Racing A trial race

1883 Standard 21 May 2/1 Osborne, journeyed from Man
Chester with the express purpose of having a ‘feelei’ on
Mr Adrian’s colt

Feeless (fries), a [f Fee jA2 + -less.] With-
out a fee or fees

,
not bringing, paying, or yielding

fees ; not receiving fees

1740 Somervillf Hobbutol it 260 In Shoals they come,
Neglected feeless Clients 1823 Ld Cockburn Mem 11 143
He could not tell a story without dLsclosmg his power
[1 e of mimicry], a feeless faculty. 1848 Lytton Nat old
vn v, Feeless went he now from man to man 1832 Ld.
Cockburn Jeffrey I 179 His practice included the whole
of our Courts, Civil, Criminal, and even ecclesiastical, the
most fee-less of them all x886 Pall MallG 23 Sept 2/1

There is any number of formalities to be gone through, the
first of which consists m sending the fee-less child home.
1892 Star 3 Aug 1/6 Praiseworthy zeal for a feeless theatre.

Feeling (frluj), vbl.sb [f Feel z> + -ing 1 ]

1 The action of the vb. Feel in various senses

;

an instance of the same Chiefly gerundial
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 140 In Jns ben yvel signes

crampe to schite wi)>oute felynge & unmovablete of alle Jxe

membres. x6xx Bible Eph iv, 19 Who being past feeling

haue giuen themselues ouer vnto lasciuiousnesse 1791
Boswell Johnson an. 1752, Love is not a subject ofreasoning,
but of feeling 1803 Med Jml XIV 14 From the first

feeling of a febnle attack 1833 Regul Insir Cavalry
(1844) 44 The horse must be kept attentive by a light
feeling of the bridle

attnb 1754 A Murphy Gi ay’s Din Jml No 66 These,
in their Feeling hours of Distress, are reported to have
reproached themselves with their Folly

t b In (the) feeling. = * to the feel ’ (see Feet.
sb. 3 ) Obs
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 303 Whanne it is not hoot in

fehnge 1377 B Googe Heresbach's Hush nr (15861 128
His hide not hard, or stubborne in feeling 1662 J Davies
tr Mandelslo's Trav 155 It is of a reddish colour, as
smooth, Rnd slippery in the feeling as soap 1669 Sturm

y

Mannir's Mag, v xn 63 The hardei the Corns of Powder
are in feeling, by so much the better it is

0. attnb (Cf. Feel v 5 )

<21849 SirR Wilson Life (1862) I 11 67 So soon as the
Austrian Hussars had Hied with their skirmishers a few
feeling shot

2. The faculty or power by winch one feels (in

sense 6 of the vb ) ,
the * sense of touch ’ in the

looser acceptation of the term, m which it includes

all physical sensibility not leferable to the special

senses of sight, hearing, taste, and smell
£1x75 Lamb Horn 75 Hore blawing,hore smelling, heore

feling wes al xattret. c 1230 Hah Meid 13 Hire fifwittes,
sth8e & heringe smecchunge & smealunge & euch limes
felunge CX340 Cursor M 17018 (Fairf ) Heryng, speche,
sight, smellyng & felyng are wyttes \ 1398 Trevisa
Barth DeP.R 111. ix (1495)55 The spyryte of felynge is

shedde m to all the body 1535 CovrRDU.u 2 Kings iv

31 There was nether voyce ner felynge 1601 Holland
Pliny x lxxi 306 T here is not a living creature but hath
the sence of feeling, although :t have none else 1669
A. Browne Ars Piet (1675) 63 Finally by the feeling, we
touch cold and hot, moist and dry 1712 Addison Sped
No 411 T 1 The Sense ofFeeling can indeed give us a Notion
of Shape 1727 A Hamilton New Acc E Did II xli

109 The Elephant would find out the Gold among the
Lead, by the nice Feeling of his Proboscis x8z8 Stark
Elern Nat Hist I 30 A hoof blunts the feeling, and
renders the foot incapable of seizing 1871 R Ellis
Catullus lxiv 189 Yet from grief-worn limbs shall feeling

wholly depart not

b A physical sensation or perception through

the sense of touch or the general sensibility of the
body
c 1380Wycur Serm Sel Wks II ioWiJ>]ns felyng of jns

womnaan God Jaf hir witt to prophecie bus 1614 Raleigh
Hist World ill. § 7 45 The ayre is so thinne, that it is not
sufficient to beare \p the body of a bird hauing therein no
feeling of her wings 1803 Med Jml XIV 242 It is often
difficult to describe on paper every feeling and appearance
we notice. 1831 Carpenter Man Phys (ed 2) 572 A feeling
of some of the corporeal changes taking place within them-
selves 1884 tr Lotze's Mctaph 524 That feeling which
instructs us respecting the position, the movement, and the
amount of exertion of our limbs

3 Passive experience
,

sensible proof
; know-

ledge of an object through having felt its effects.

1326 Tindale Rom, v. 4 Pacience bryngeth felynge,
felynge bryngeth hope 1630 R, Johnson's Kmgd #
Commie 100 Spaine both knowes us, and hath of late had
some feeling of us

4 The condition of being emotionally affected

;

an instance of this
;
an emotion. Often specialized

by 0/withfear, hope, etc
c *400 Test.Love 1 (1332) 327/1 Al my passyons and felynges

werenloste. x6oo J Pory tr Leo’s Africa 11 392 The which
with great feeling, and contentment having understood, he
instituted a Synod 1632 J Hayward tr BiondisErorneria
28 He felt in his heai t a conceit or feeling offeare 1639
tr. Du Bosq's Cornpl Woman 11 13 Separation is so often
made without any feeling 1678 Butler Hud m 11 1683
Fear that keeps all Feeling out As lesser pains are by the
Gout 1814 Scott Wav. lxi, Feelings more easily con-
ceived than desciibed. 1839 T Beale Sperm Whale 281
From that moment a feeling of hopelessness ran through
us 1836 Froude Hist Eng (1858)1. v 463 All classes

were agreed m one common feeling of displeasure 1877
E R Conder Bos Faith 1 13 Religious feelings differ

from other feelings by their nature and by their object

b, pi, m collective sense. Emotions, suscepti-

bilities, sympathies.
1771 Mrs GRirriTH Ir Viand’s Shipwreck 4 They need

none of these heightenings to interest the feelings of my
friend 1791 Mrs. Radcliite Rom. Forest x, She tried to

command her feelings so as to avoid disturbing the family,

1804 Nelson Lett (1814) II. 57 Do not hurt my feelings

by telling me that I neglect any opportunity. 1828 J. W
Choker C Papers (1 884) I xm 404 All my time being em-
ployed in assuaging what gentlemen call their feelings 1830
Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom’s C. vtt, Both saw the absolute
necessity of putting a constraint on their feelings,

5 Capacity or readiness to feel ; susceptibility to

the highei and more refined emotions ; esp. sensi-

bility or tenderness for the sufferings of others.

Goodfeehng

,

kindly and equitable spirit

1588 Shaks L L L iv it. 80 We thankfull should be
Which we of taste and feeling are, for those parts that doe
fructifie in vs more then he x6oo E, Blount tr Conestaggio

44 Who if he had any feeling of a man, should [etc ]

1622 Bacon Hen VI

T

33 Their king out of a Princely
feehng, was sparing, and compassionate towards his Sub-
jects 1731 Swirr Let, to Gay xo Sept

,
She has not one

gram of Feeling 1752 Hume Ess §• Treat (1777) I 4 The
aehcacy of his feehng makes him sensibly touched 1796
Am, Austen Sense $ Sens xv (1852 1 63 Is he not a man of
onour and feeling’ 1802 Mar Edgeworth Moral T.

(1816) I. xvu, 142 He thinks I have no feeling 1848



FEELING. 136 FEEROR
Macaulay Hist Eng. II 89 The Church of England was
saved from this outrage by the good sense and good feeling

of the pope 1849 Rusicin Sen Lamps u §19 49 A woman
of feeling would not wear false jewels.

6 Pleasurable or painful consciousness, emotional

appreciation or sense {of one’s ovvn condition or

some external fact).

C1400 Row Rose 6449 Who so hath in his felyng The
consequence of such shryvyng 1605 Shaks. Lear iv vi

287 ,

1

haue ingenious feeling Of my huge Sorrowes 1638
Baker tr. Balzac's Lett I 69 The feeling I have of the
courtesies received from him 1683 D A Ait Converse 56
You would easily be wrought, into some feeling of your
folly in this point 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II 296 lhey
have already sufficient feeling of their disease 1814
D’Israeii Quarrels A nth. (1867) 379 He was too con-
scious of lus superiority to betray a feeling of injury 1828
Scott F M Perth u,To encourage with a feeling of safety

those whom [etc.] *874 Micklethwaiie Mod Pai
Churches 30 The feeling of peifect equality inside the

church

7 . What one feels in regard to something ; emo-
tional attitude or opinion, sentiment, fin early

use (cf Feel v. 15 a) : Opinion
ct449 PhcocK Repr 87 The disturblaunce and dyuerse

feehngis had among 3011 silf now in Ynglond c 1430
tr. De Imitations 1 ix, Wherfore tiuste not to muche in

thin ovne felyng, but desire gladly to here o)ur mennys
fehnges 1760 Goldsm. Cit IP xxxvui, If we survey
a lung not only opposing lus own feelings, but leluctantly
refusing those he regai ds. 1771 Mbs Grhtjth ti Ytaud’s
Shipwreck 236, I communicated my thoughts and feelings
to Mr Wright. 1828 D'Isr veli Chas I, I v 120 The
feelings of the Romanists were sadly put to the test by
a circumstance which now occurred Ibid II xi 287 The
feelings of two ages attest the greatness of Hampden’s
name 1863 Mrs Carlyle Lett III 186 You know my
feelings about religious excitement-ccstatics 1874 Ghltn
Shot t Hut vm. § 10 S77 Cromwell bowed to the feeling of
the nation *875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 7 They have the
feelings of old men about youth

to transf Of a language Instinctive preferences

of expression.

187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I p xv. The feeling of the
modern language is more opposed to tautology

c. In, commercial use, Feelmg {of the market) •

the degree of readiness to buy prevailing amongst
traders.

1888 Daily News 11 July 2/7 An impioved feelmg is also
perceptible in lopes

8. In objective sense • The quality or condition

which is felt to belong to anything, the impiession
produced by it upon a person

*593 Shaks Rich II, 1 111 301 The appiehension of the
good, Glues but the greater feeling to the worse 1884 W
C Smith Kildrostan 43 He nigh lost his wits ere morning
- So weird-like was the feeling of the place

9 Psychol, a By some writers {eg Brown, J
Mill, J. S. Mill) used for ‘ a fact or state of conscious-
ness ’. b By othei s as a generic term comprising
sensation, desire, and emotion, but excluding per-

ception and thought. c After Kant’s use ofgefuhl,
restricted to the element of pleasure 01 pain in any
mental state, d An intuitive cognition or belief

neither requiring nor admitting of proof
*739 Hume Treatise 1. iv § 4 I. 513 Tho’ bodies are felt

by means of their solidity, yet the feeling is a quite different
thing from the solidity, c 1810 BrownLed Philos xi (1838)
71 Consciousness is only a gen eral term for alt our feelings,
of whatever species these may be,—sensations, thoughts,
desires ,—in short, all those states or affections of mind m
which the phenomena of mind consist. Ibid, xxvi (1838)
166/2 The feelings of extension, resistance, ioy, sorrow, fra-
grance, colour, hope, fear, heat, cold, admiration, resentment.
1836-7 HamiltonLed Metaph (1850) I xi *86This division
of the phenomena of mind into the three great classes ofthe
Cognitive faculties,—the Feelings, or capacities of Pleasure
and Pain,—and the Exertive 01 Conative Powers was
first promulgated by Kant Ibui II xh 492 The first grand
distribution ofour feelings will, therefore, be into the Sensa-
lions,—that is the Sensitive or External Feelings , and into
the Sentiments,—that is, the Mental or Internal Feelings
1841-2 >— in Reid's Wks 760 Peeling is a term preferable to
Consciousness in so far as the latter does not mark so well
the simplicity, ultimacy, and mcompiehensibility of our
original apprehensions. 1846 Mill Logic/ 111 §3. 66 Feel-
ing, in the proper sense of the term, is a genus, of which
Sensation, Emotion, and Thought, are subordinate species.

*®SS Rain Senses Int. 1 i. § 3 The presence of Feeling is
the foremost . mark of mind. 1871 Tyndall Fragm Sc.
(1879) II. xv. 375 Feelmg appeared in the world before
knowledge. 1875 Jowett Plate fed 2) IV. 14 Feeling is
not opposed to knowledge, and in all consciousness there
is an element of both.

_
1892 Sully The Hitman Mind iv„ I.

64 The term feeling in a stricter sense is confined to those
modes of consciousness which are in a peculiar sense affec-
tions of the subject, and which do not, in the same direct
way as our thoughts and volitions, involve a clear reference
to objects Ibid xiu II. 1 We include under the head of
feeling all psychical states 01 phenomena so far as they have
tlmelement or aspect of the agreeable and disagreeable. Ibid.
8 The proposition that feeling as such has no quality (apart
from the feeling-quality itself, agreeableness, disagreeable-
ness) is held by most psychologists

10 . In Fine Art ; cf, senses 4-6 a. Painting.
(see qnot 1854). b. Archit The general tone of
a building or style of architecture

; Bae impression
produced on a spectator.
1854 Fairholt Diet Terms Art, Feeling, that visible

quality in a work of Art which forcibly depicts the mental
emotion of the painter, orwhich exhibits his perfect mastery
over the materials of Art *859 Jfphson Brittany v 52A favourable example of Renaissance, retaining as it does

much Gothic feelmg 1874 Mickuthwaitt Mod Par.
Churches 10 If the whole feeling of a building leads up to

one point

C Of a musical performer • Sympathetic ap-

preciation of the emotional purport of a composi-

tion, manifested m the manner of tendering

1824 Byron Jnan xvi xlt, lhe circle applauds the
tones, the feeling, and the execution

Feeling (ff luj), ppl a [f asprec + -ing 2
]

That feels

I. a. That is the subject of sensation
;
sentient,

to. Capable of sensation , sensitive

£1400 I atifrant' \ Cnu/g (MS. A) 174 In j>e heed ]>eiof

,
"

„ 1
’>

«„ ft v _ 1430 Hymns Fug (18^7) 19 WiJj
• ,1 , 1 1 1548-77 Vicary A nut tv 11S.-8)

31 beuen payi e of scnsntiue or feeling renews 1602 Caupvv
Cornwall 6 a, 'I hen passe on to those things, of growing,
and feeling hie, which upon her face doerelieue tliemsclues

*867 M Arnold Youth
<S Calm Poems 1877 1 24 For

feeling nerves and living bicath transf 1680 Oivvay
Orphan m vn, The feding Ayr's at lest

2 Affected by emotion
,
accessible to emotion

;

sympathetic, compassionate
1618 E Elton Rom vn (1622) 494 Let them with feelmg

hearts magmfie the Name of the Lord *639 Bury 1 1' ills

(1850) 179, I haue bene, am, and ever shalhec, a Adding
membei 1772 Ann Reel 194/2 lhe whole demeanor did
lionoui to them as feeling men, and peaceable citizens 1854
JSC A.i\aoit Napoleon 1 1855)! xiv 243 Bonaparte, apart
from politics, was feeling, kind, and accessible to pity

b Of language, manner, etc. . Indicating emo-
tion or sensibility.

a 1586 SuiNCV A rcadia Wks (Grosart) II 6r Thy wailing
woids do much my spirit moue, They uttcied aie m such
a feeling fashion *590 Sri Nsnt B Q hi 11 15 His feelmg
worctes her feeble sence much pleased 1737 /list Ctoiana
77 'I his discourse was too feeling foi ISellmont to bear much
longei 1799 Sheridan Pisarro iv 1, A feeling boldness in
those eyes assures me that [etc ] 1880 Mrs Rinni 1 1 My\t
Palace Gard. xiv. (1881) 135 He could not have used moio
feeling language

3 In quasi-passive sense That is deeply or
sensibly lelt or leali/ed, heart-felt, acute, vivid.

1530 Tindalf Anew More Wks (1573) 250/1 God hath
geuen them a feeling faith of the meiey that is in Christ
Jesu. 1556 J Heywood Spider 4 F hu 31 It was lo luni,

a feelmg greefe of grudge 1605 Shaks Lear iv vi 226
1632 J Hayward tr Bioiuh's hromena 150 Knowing now
by a feeling experience, hei fathers reasons to he ti Lie 1706
CvsnrR Pet ollai, It lsafeelmg PleasincWith such E\i esses
to afllict thy Soul 17a* Soutiieune Oroon v iv, 1 had a
feeling [ed ifig6 living] sense Of all your royal favours

Feelingless (ffhr)les), a [f Feeling vbl. sb

+ -less ] Without feelmg ; devoid ot feeling,

i8zx Blackio Mag VIII. 622 Of savage Wnuliam,
feehngless and fieice i860 Rusicin Mod Paint V 303
For some time his [Tuinei’s] work is, apparently, feding
less 1876H Spencer Pi inc Social (1877} I 479 I> eelingless
units and units which monopolize feelmg
Hence FeelingTessly adv
1856 Rusicin Mod Paint III iv \n § 15 Such expres-

sions aie not ignoiantly and fedmglessly caught up

Feelingly (fflnjli), adv. [f Feeling f>pl a.

+ -LY^]

f I Consciously Obs
CX440 Hylton .Scala Per/ (W de W *494) it ill, All

chosen Soules bathe trouthe in cryste openly and felyngly
as wyse men haue, or elles geneialiy as chyldren haue

t 2 With, just perception, understanding^, sen-
sibly , appropriately, to the purpose Obs
1382 Wvcur Ecclns xiu 27 He spnc felenddy [L sensate]

‘ 01 wisely * weel c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T 1345 Who most
felyngly speketh of love 1555 Watrfman Bardie fatuous
App 306 Sensibly to giue the ineamnge of those infinite
threasoures with suche woides as falle moste felmglie for
them 1601 Shaks Isoil N 11 iu. 172 He shall finde
himselfe most feelingly personated *630 R Johnson’s
Kingd <5- Commw 628 The ancient expiobration of the
Britons against the Romans cannot more feelingly be
applied than unto these Indian Spaniards. 1646 S Page
m Spurgeon Treas Dav Ps h 8 The pain of the afiliction
exprest so feelingly in the breaking of bones
3. With emotion

; in a manner manifesting emo-
tion

1593 Shaks Liter 1492 Here feelingly she weeps Troys
painted woes a 1679 Hobbes Rhet. m vu, (1681)108 By
speaking Feelingly, that is, with such Passion as is fit for
the matter he is 111 1713 Steele Guardian I. No 44 F 5The whole assembly seemed to condole with me yery
feelingly 1807 G Chalmers Caledonia I. m vu. 381 The
bard speaks feelingly of the wretchedness of his age, 1839
Yeowlll Ant Brit Ch Pref (1847) S He feelingly deplores
the miserable state of his country
4. By or from actual personal feeling, knowledge,

or experience.
r* *534 More De Qvat Noviss Wks 76/2 Which ifwe

so feefyngly perceyued as we myght [etc ] «16x8 Raleigh
Advice ofSon in Rem (1661) 118 In your Soul shall you
feelingly find these temble fears 1834 SouTitnr Doctoral,
(1862) 30 No man knows the value of time more feelingly
than I do *885 J Bonar Malthas 1 1 23 He wrote feel-
ingly, ashehad the malady [toothache] at the time ofwriting
+ o. Sensitively Obs.
1796 Morse Anter Geog I 319 A people feelingly aliv e

to every thing that could affect the rights for which they had
been contending 1806 Metcalte in Owen Wellesleys
Desp 808, I would wish to see our government feelingly
&uve to points of honor 1806 W Taylor m RobberdsMem II 125 You seemed to me . to shiver in the breeze
too feelingly.

6 In such a manner as to be felt or to leave an
impression behind.

*4*3 Lydg Pylg> . Senvle rv xxvi (1483) 72 Also I may
seye more felyngly to thyne cxpcrycnce as Seynt austyn
teclieth 1S34 M° 1{r On the Passion Wks 1313/1 Thoughe
it bee cthe inoughe for any mamie to saye the worde
yet is it liarde foi many a man to let it fal felyngly, and
sincke downe depe into Ins hert 1600 Shaks A Y L 11

1 ii These are counsellors That feelingly peisw.ade me
what I am a 1657 R Lovlday Lett (1663) 69 J W ‘s sick-
,< < t’ ffi 1

1 l - r ’ z'
.

'
. .

'
1 'it 1 '

1 V r

1 1 . . 1H53 s 1 S iff > \M
231 But a breeze never failed to persuade us, and that
feelingly, that the meicuiy was honest

Feelless (ffl|les), a Sc rase [f. Ffelj/z +
-less ] Without feel or feeling, insensible
i8zo Marmaiden oj Clydt x\«, 111 Fdm Mete; May 423,

I feelless lay, while the ludlie dioicli I’ciform’tl lus loid’s

commands

1 FeeTsome, a Obs imc [f Feel + -some]
Attractive to the feelmg or sense , in quol. Tasty
r 1440 Yoik Mvd xlvi 136 Haile 1 floure fresshc flonsshed

jn fiewte is full fclesome

TFee*man. Obs Also feman [f. Fee sb t

+ -Man] A vassal.

1517 Will of Griggs (Somerset Ho \ One of the Feemcn
w6 our soveiaignc Lord" the ICyng

Hence Peennanly, as bclits a vassal. Feeman-
ship, the state or Londition of a vassal

1509 111 Walbran Man Bonuiams Abbey 1S111 lees Soc 1 '>33

And also he shall hope upon the saidc graungc, tiewly and
femanlye, k kye His office 01 seiviee of husbandly and
fetnanslupc

3Peem(8, var. of Pi me, Obs
,
woman

IPeen, Feencl(e, obs if Ten, Fiend.
Peeoffee : see Fioekke
Feer (fa) sb 1 Only RTF. and .Sir, Forms.

3 feor, 8- Sc. flar, fier, feor [ME, fcor a OF.
fcor,fur,fuc) fixed price, standard . L foi um (ill

class L market)

i 1. A price. Obs.
a leasAtur R 398 Setc feoi o Sine luue a 1240 IVohnnge

in Lott Horn 287 3 if fiat 1 nil luue bede foi 10 selle and
setle fcor }><h upon swa belie swa i(h eauei wile c 1320
Cast Love 1091 3*f i>ou wilt him bugge to lus fcoie

2 . .Sir See quol. and 1' iAlts

18 Jamii son, fau , fan , a si uulnrtl of any kind Y.u n
is said to be spun by, 1 e bevoncl, tin Jtei, when it is drawn
smaller than the proper thickness

TFe*er, *b l Obs. iai c. See also to lAll [f.

Fee v + -Kit 1

] One who fees 01 gives a fee lo

another
1583 S ruimi s Ana/ Abus n, (188 •) 34 T hey .11 c. 111 fee

with the Drupes s, that if a nun come to ilium 10 desne
them to hclpe them to buy a piece of doth they will
straightway conduct them to then feet

Feer iff oj), sb d Aiming, [f. I* eh v 2 + -i u 1 ]
One who fees or loads up tin* coal
1883 Gri si i v Gloss Coal Mining, I u'i

+ Feer, fere, a Obs ia>c [a, OF. fa , fa
(mod Fj fto )

= Pr fer, it and Sp feio L
fei-us see Fierce ] Bold, fieice

;
pruud

r*375 Sc. Leg Saints, Enfenua 141 pc Jugu fel &. fere— 7edit 217 Syne come a lyone fel ik fue t 1380
A ir fa 1 umb 329 A kny3t ful feer Ibid 414 Roland ys
so coiaious K so fere c 1450 Guy ff'anu, (C.) 1428 He was
a bolde man and a fere.

Peer (ffl, fl>u), v Forms • 5 fere, 8-9 feer,

9 St fear [Peril (as suggested by Januesonl repi
OE fynan to make a furrow (*—*fiirhjan),i.fnrh
Fuiutow sb ; for the phonology of bet/, bee/e as
variants of Bum ]
‘To matk off the breadth of eveiy ridge (of land)

for ploughing, by drawing a fuiiow on each side
of the space allotted for it’ (Jam \
c *400 Voih Manual (Surtees) 224* Yce slmle praye for all

lande tilland and lee fer,and 1862 [ Wri son Bid ntvni vi
206 This operation—called in Scotland femng the land— is

usually entrusted to the most skilful ploughman on each
farm 1881 Lcuestei sh Gloss s v , To feet land, is to sLt
it out as it is intended to be ploughed.
Feer(e, obs foimofFEAit
iFeer(e, var of Feue sb

, Obs companion
Fee'riug, vbl. sb. [f Feek v +-ing k] The

action ot the vb Feer
; also attnb.

*799 J- Robtutson Ague Path 248 The feering of a
gathered ndge 1862 J Wilson banning vi 206 *lhts
feiring is only required when a process of fallowing has
obhteiated the former ndges Ibid

,

The ploughman .

erects his three or more feiring poles peifectly in line, at a
distance fiom the fence equal to half the width of the ndges
or spaces in which it is proposed to plough the field

to. concr One of the rectangular spaces of land
between the furrows

;
a land.

*846 J Baxter Ltbr Pi act. Agric (ed 4) I 257 Spaces
for ploughing, called feenngs, of geneialiy thirty yauls m
width are marked off 1851 Jrnl R.Ag/ic Soc XII 1 125
In Scotland the land is ploughed in broad fenmgs ofvariou s
dimensions 1870 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-bK., Feu-
ings, spaces of ploughed land from eight to more yards in
width,

tFee'rness. Obs. ran f [Feer a +-ness.1
Boldness, pride.

*475 Bk Noblesse 20 For now it is tyme to clothe you
with the cotes of armes of youre auncien feeinessc
1 Fee'ror. Obs. In 8 fearer, -or. [aphet f.

of Affeerob ] = Affeeror
17*1 w. Storr in Yorksh Archxol Jrnl VII 55 Fines

aie assessed by the steward . assisted by two . . • fern ers ’ or
‘ fearors



FEERY-FARY. FEIGKN
-

.

Fears, obs. form of Fierce a.

Feerth(e, obs form of Fourth
+Fee‘ry-fary. Obs Sc. Forms • 6 fery fary,

fe(i)ne f&rye, fiery fairy, 7 feery fary, 8 feane-
fairy, [reduplicated form of Fary ]

‘ Bustle,

confusion ’
(
Jam )

*535 Sjewart Cron. Scot III 109 The ferie farye Wes
maid that tyme at manage of our king. 1597 Montgomfrie
Cherne >$• Mae 232 Quha reft me, and left me I11 sik a feine-
farya, 164* R Baillie Jrnl <$• Lett (1775) I xxvin 283
Chamber and table discourse, for argument, flum-flams, and
feane fames, could not be treasons a 1724 Battle o/Harlaio
11 in Evergreen (1761) I 78 All Folks war in a fiery fairy

Fee -si mple. Law

.

[a AF fee-simple (Little-

ton), see Fee sb a and Simple; in Anglo-Lat.
feodum simplex or purum, in AF. fee pur. The
combination is not found in continental use; it

seems to have been intended to denote a * fee ’ in

the unqualified sense of the word, as opposed to a
Fee-tail.]

An estate in land, etc belonging to the owner
and his heirs for ever, without limitation to any
particular class of heirs. In fee-simple : m ab-
solute possession.
14S3 Bury Wills (1830) 31 The seid Iond to remayne to me

infysympill, 1523 Fitzherb Surv 12 b, Tenauntes in fee
symple 1377 North BRooKr Dicing (1843) 113 It causeth
mame of them . to bring their fee simple into fee single

1533 Shaks 2 Hen VI, rv x 27 Heere’s the Loid of the
soile come to seize me for a stray, for entering his Fee-
simple without leaue 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV 260
Unless we could buy the fee-simple of it *767 Blackstone
Comm II. 104 Tenant 10 fee-simple , is he that hath lands,
tenements, or hereditaments, to hold to him and his heirs

for ever 1849 Bright Burden on Land 15 Mar ,
A rise

in the value of the fee-simple of an acre.

transf and Jig. 1601 Shaks. A IPs Well iv. ni 311 He
will sell the fee-simple of hts saluation. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel in iv 1. 111. (1651) 661 They are the true heirs, have
the Feesimple of heaven by a peculiar donation 1781
Cowper Conversation 590 Is sparkling wit..The fixed fee-

simple of the vam and light? 1880 Mrs. Lynn Linton
Rebel ofFamily I. iv, Here were four women, of any one
of whom he had the fee simple

b. attrib {lit, and Jig

)

as fee-simple-bloody

-estate, -ground, -land, -purchase, -wits.

*463 Bury Wills (1830) 31 Fysympil grownd. 1607 He\-
wooo Fayre Mayde Wks 1874 II. 47 Their own feesimple

Wits 1639 Drumm. of Hawth Challenge Knts Er> Wks.
(1711) 233 We of hereditary and fee-simple blood. 1710
Land. Gas, No 4723/3 A Fee Simple Estate inclosed with
Quick Fences 1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon (1813) 308
Fee-simple purchase of 140 acres

Feet, pi of Foot.

Fee -tail. Law [a AF fee taill (the final &
j

berng dropped as m some othei legal words) =
Anglo-L, nudum talhaluni ;

the second word is

the pa. pple. ofOF. taillier (mod.F tailler) lit
‘ to

cut whence, to fix precisely,- limit ]

An estate of inheritance entailed or limited to

some particuiai class of heiis of the peison to

whom it is granted; a limited fee. Fee-tail

expectant . see Expectant a 3.

[1294 Year hk 21-2 Edw I (Rolls) 363 Feodum talliatum

Ibid 641 La ou home feffe un autre en fee pur e nent de fee

tayle ] 1495 Act it Hen VI/, c. 9 § 2 Londes not being his

owre enheritaunce in fe taille 160a 2nd Pt Returnfr
Pernnss i\ 11 ( \ib ) 52 Nay thats plaine in Littleto i, for if

that fee simple, and rhe fee laile be p-ii togethei, it is called

hotch-potch a 1618 Ralligh in Gnu.li Coll Cur I 78 In

hia demesn, as of fee-tail 1628 Coke On Litt 27 b, Tenant
lnficeT.iyle 174* T Robinson Gavelimdv 78 In i'ee or

Fee-

1

ail expeU-int on an Estate for Life or in 1 ail 1817W
SrLVi y\ Law Nisi Pnus ted 4 ' II n T5 Whether he had an
ts' ale in fee, fee tail, or for lirc 1831-4 Act 2-3 Will IV,
c 80 *5 j 111 Oaf 4 Ctiuib J'nactm ifi Tenants in fee tail

Feetless Jr tics', a [f fret

,

pi of !•oot +-

-LE-si.] Without feel C f. Foci 1 1 *>?

1605 Camden Rem. (1870) 231 Three feetless Birds 1639
Fuller Holy War iv xvi 196 Mangled, headlesse, hand-
lesse, feetlesse corpses 1656 J Sergeant tr T White's

Peripat. Inst 97 Something like this is the creeping of

feetlesse Creatures

Feetly, obs. form of Featly.

Feeze (ffz), sb Forms . 4 veze, 6 feas(e, 6-7

feese, 7 feaze, 7- feeze, 9 U.S. pheese, -ze. [f.

Feeze v i]

1

A rush, impetus , hence, a violent impact.

Also, a rub Now dial and U S.

1386 Chaucer Knt ‘s T 1x27 And there out came a rage

and such a veze. That it made al the gate for to rese

1392 Wvrley Armorie 50 They light vpon him and beare

him downe with mightie feas. 1602 Knolles Hist Tnrkes

(1621) 878 Both their [galleys] beakes were with the feaze

broken off 1847 Mather in Whistlebmlm (1890) II 163

Wi’ a lick o’ sweet oil an’ a feeze o’ her hand 1865 Lowell
Lett. (1894) I 349 Even the locust's cry is no longer a mere

impertinent feeze of sound.

t b. Tofetch or take {one's)feese ; to take a short

run. before leaping. To take one's full feeze to

start at full speed Obs
157* Campion Hist Irel n ix (1633) 120 Advising you

though you have fetched your feaze, yet to look well ere

you leape over. 1380 Baret Air R 41 To leape, taking

his race, or fetching his feese, ex proenrsu satire x6oo

Holland Livy 1 lxv (1609) 87 b, They [the Roman soldiers]

tooke their full feese, ana ran up the hill.
t
x675T Tully

Let Baxter 19 If a man do but goe back a little to take his

feeze, he may easily jump over it

VOL. IV.

2

.

US chiefly colloq. A state of alarm or per-
turbation.

1846 Worcester, Pheese, a fit of fretfulness. x8« Lowell
Let, m Atlantic Monthly Lea (1892) 749/2 So I am in a
feeze half the time a 1865 Haliburton (Cent Diet.', When
a man’s m a feese, there’s no more sleep that hitch

Feeze (ffz), v l Obs exc. dial Forms . t

fdsiau, 3-6 fese(n, -yn, 3 south vesen, 5, 7
feese, -ze, (6 pheeze, 7 feize, pheese), 7 south
veeze, veize, veze, 6, 9 fease, south vease, 6-9
feaze. [OE. fesian (? alsoflsan),fysian to drive,

coi responds to ON *feysa (mod Norwegian foysa,
Sw fosa), app. \—*fausj6jan, fausjan It is pos-
sible that this word and ON jftika, feyka

,

of
similar meaning, are from a Teut root feu, fau,
differentiated by s and k (pre-Teut g) suffixes.

Totally unconnected with OE fpsan( —^funsjad) to hurry,
which survived into early ME as_/i«tf«(u) see Fuse vP]

|* 1. trans To drive; to dnve off or away; to

make (one) run, put to flight
,
to fnghten away.

Often with away. Also to feeze about Obs.
c 890 Laws Edward <§ Gnthnwi xi, Donne fysie hi man of

earde 1014 Wulfstan Horn. (1883) xxxiu 162 Last oft on
jefeohte an fese)> tyre, a 1300 Signa ante Judicium 172 in
E E P (1862) 12 Al )>e fentis sal be ifesid in to helle. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 339 Powder of erjje of )>at lond
l-sowe in ojier londes vseb [w r veseji] awey wormes
C1400 Beryn Prol 351 Shal I com )jen, Cristian, & fese

a-wey Jie Cat? 1348 Udall, etc Erasui Par Luke vm
29 He should bee dneuen and feased of the deiuiil into

deserte places. 1377-87 Holinshed Chron II 10/2 They
feazed awaie the Irish, 1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis 1 (Arb )

31 Lyke bees Feaze away the droane bees with sting,

from maunger, or hmecot 1689 C. Mather Mem Provi-
dences 62 A Devil would . make her laugh to see how he
feaz’d ’em about,

b To impel.
t6io Mire, Mag , Sir N Burdet xvi 480 Those eager

impes whom food-want feaz’d to fight amame
2 To fnghten, put into a state of alarm
c 1440 Capgrave Life St Kath v 6x1 Bete hirweel, right

for lnr blaspheme, To fese hem alle that troste in hir doctryne
1460 Christ's Compl 47 1 in Pol Rel $ L Poems (1866) 198
Ful foule schulde Jn foos be fesid If )>ou myjte ouer hem as

y ouer }>ee may 1887 Kent Gloss , Fease, to fret, worry.

3 The threat 1
I’ll feeze you ’ seems to have

given rise to the following senses • a vaguely

,

To
f do for’, ‘settle the business of’ (a person), b.

To beat, flog

a 1396 Shaks Tam She Induct. 1 1 lie pheeze you infaith.

1613 Beaum & Fl Coxcomb 1 vi, I'll feese you. 1620
TO. „„ n. .. . T-PaIi-

1398 B Jonson Ev Man in Hum 1 m, By my fackins
ifioo Heywood zEdiv /, 111 i, No, by myfeckms 1 16x0 B.

J
onson AleIt 1 11, How 1 Sweare by your fac? 0x627
Iiddleton Quiet Life 11 11, By my facks, sir x6 . Robin
Hood * Q Kath 90 in Funuv. Percy Folio I 42 By faikme
ofmy body a 1634 Webster & Rowley Curefor Cuckold
iv m, By my feck. 1726 Vanbrugh Joum Lond nr 1,

No, by good feggmgs 1768 Beattie To Mr A Ross v,

O' ray fegs 1880 Jamieson s.v , My faiks 1 1884 Chester
Gloss , Good Fecks l

2 As simple asseverative.

1638 Brome Antipodes v iv Wks 1873 III. 322 Nay facks
I am not jealous 1790 A Wilson 2 0 W Mitchell Poet
Wks (1846) 1x3 Fegs 1804 Anderson Cwnbrld Ball 104
Sae faikms we mun hev a sweat 1863 Tyneside Songs 86
Faix they’ve got awarnin' 1875 Sussex Gloss., Why 1 you
are smart, fegs 1 1891 Barrie Little Minister II 191 Na,
faags < it was waur than that

Fegue, obs form of Feague.
Feid, obs Sc. form of Feud sb I, enmity.

Feie(n, Feier, obs forms of Fay v Fair
Feigh (f?X) mt Sc. An expression of disgust

or abomination. Cf, Faugh, Fie
17x5 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr u vi, Ye stink o’ leeks,

0 feigh 1

Feigh, var of Fay v 2

t Feign, sb Obs. rare—1
, [f. next vb ] The

action of feigning, pretence, deceit In phrase,

withoutfeign
c 1320 Cast Love 1482 Another that come fro hevyn, with-

out feyn

Feign (ffifo), v Forms • 3-7 feigne, feme,
-yne, 0 feygne, (3 femyhe, 5 feyn-yn), 3-5 fene,

(4feny), 4-7fam(e, -yn(e, (6 feane), 6-7faigne
(6 faynd), 6-feign. Sc. 4 fenyhe, 5 fen5e, fenye

,

6 fenjie, fem^ie, feynje {printed feynze), 7
fane Also 4 l-feyn. [ME femen, feignen, ad.

OF femdre (pr pple feign-ant) —Lat Jingere to
form, mould, feign, whence Fiction, Figment.

Cf Pr fenher,pinker, Sp , Pg fingir. It Jingere ]
I. 1 trans. In material sense . To fashion,

form, shape. Obs. exc as nonce-use after Lat
01300 E. E Psalterxcm [xciv ) 9 pat feinyhes egh, noght

sees with-al? 1877 L Morris Ejnc Hades 1. 71 A dull

fretful child Crushes its toys and knows not with what skill

Those feeble forms are feigned

II. To fashion fictitiously or deceptively

2 To invent (a story, excuse, accusation); to

forge (a document)
a 1300 Cursor M 22007 CCott ] Nathing sal I fene yow

feize you, sirrah. 1631 Massinger Emperor East iv 11,

Countryman Zookers 1 Had I one of you zingle, with this

twig I would so veeze you 1 1674 J W[right]Mock-Tkyestes

xox Your Toby I’le so feaze with this Rod That [etc J

Feeze (fiz), v 2 dial

1. trans. To twist or turn with a screw-like

motion
,
to screw Also with off, on, up.

1806 A Douglas Poems 43,

1

downa feeze my fiddle-string

1813 W. Leslie View Naim Gloss ,
Feeze, to turn a screw

nail

b Jig To insinuate

X813 W. Leslie View Naim Gloss ,
Feeze, to insinuate

into unmerited confidence or favour 18*4 Jamieson s s
,

One feezes himself into the good graces of another

2 mtr for rejl. To wind in and out ;
to hang

off and on.

17 in Ritson Scot. Songs (1794) I 287 My ewie never

play'd the like But fees’d [printed tees’d] about the barn-

yard wa*
Feff, Feffment : see Feoff

Fegary (f/ge-* n), dial, and colloq Also 7
fagane, -ary, 7-8 figary, (7 figuary), 8 fleegene,

9 fee-, fleegary [A corruption of Vagary.]
L A vagary, prank, freak ; a whim, eccentricity.

1600 Delker Fortnnatus Wks 1873 I xx6 Your body is

little mended by your fetching feganes 1623 Shirley
Love-tricks m v, I have a great desire to be taught some
of your figaries 1639 Lady Alimony n i. in Hazl Dodsley
XIV 289 ,

1

know all their fagaries to a hair 1663 Flagel-

lum, or 0 Cromwell (1672) 60 Capnchio’s of Biennial Par-
j

liaments and the like Figanes 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(x8xi) V. 183 The world must stand still for their figaries.

2 . Gewgaws, trifles ,
fineries in dress,

1724 Ramsay Love inviting Reason ut, Dinna prefer your
fleegenes to me 1808 Mayne Siller Gnu 56 m 2 Grave
dames in a' their nice feegancs 1823 Tennant Card
Beaton 1. 111, As braw a hizzie, wi’ her fardmgales and her

fleegaries, as ony
Hence Fega’ry (also Jlagary ), v mtr., to busy

oneself about trifles m diess. _
1821 H Duncan Young S Country Weaver ted 2) 43 Did

I come hame to stan’ and look at your flagarying there ?

Feg(e, fegg, Sc. and north, forms of Fig.

Fegs (fegz). Obs exc. Sc and dial Forms:

6-7 feekms, 6-8fackins, 7-8 faikme, 8 feggings,

9 faikins, 7 fac, feck, 7-9 facks, 8-9 fags, 9

faags, faiks, feck(a, faix, 8- fegs. [The forms

here collected are distortions of Fay sb."1
,
Faith,

perh. with suffix -kin(s, ftequent in such trivial

quasi-oaths ;
cf. bodykms, by'rlakin ]

1 As an (unmeaning) sb in exclamatory phrases

expressing asseveration or astonishment. See also

Ieegs,

1430-50 tr Higden (Rolls) 11 373 bomme tables be teyneae
for cause of delectation 1534 Cranmer in Ellis Orig Lett
Ser in H. 3x7 All that evei she said was fayned of herowne
ymagynacion. 1653 Fuller Clt. Hist 1 m § 7 As I find

little, so I will feign nothing *736 Butler Anal I n. vn
265 There is nothing m the Characters, which would raise a
Thought of their being feigned 1790 Paley Hoim Paul
Rom 11. 19 Shall we say that the author feigned this

anecdote of St Paul? 186a Ld Brougham Brit Const x
128 Fables, feigned by the superstition of the people

fb 7b feign (a slander, fault) upon
,
against’

to allege falsely against, attribute falsely to Obs

1333 Joye Apol. Tmdale 1 Sclaunders fayned upon me.
c 1615 Lives Women Saints 31 She fayned her owne falte

on the chaste yongpnnce. 1654 ti Martmius’ Cong China
203 Having feigned many crimes against the Priests

J c To invent, * com ’ (a word) Obs

1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1673) 4x3 In Germany they

call it ‘ Pile 1 and ‘
Zisel ’

,
and of this German word was the

Latine ‘Citellus’ feigned Ibid 101 [see Feigned ppl a 2]

+ d. To contrive (a deception) Obs
x6gaW Walker Idiamat Anglo-Lat 170 They fain a

wile among themselves

3

.

To relate or represent in fiction ; to fable.

Const with simple complement, with obj and inf , :

or with sentence as obj. Now rare
14x3 Lydg. Pilgr Sowle v viu. (1483) 99 Orpheus was so

swete an harpouie as the clerkes feynen that [etc ] a *369

Kingesmyll GodlyAdvise (1380) 1 5 The Poets famed there

were 111 She Goddesses m contention for their beautie 1383

Jas I Ess Poesie (Arb.) 75 Harpyes whome the Poets

feynzeis to represent thems x5g8 Barckldy Fehc Man
11 (1603) xx8 Diogenes is famed to see the rich King Croesus

among the dead. 1642 Fuller Holy # Prof St U vuu 77

Well did the Poets feigne Pallas Patronesse of arts and

armes c 1645 Howell Lett. 11 34 They faind a Post to

come puffing upon the stage 1667 Milton P L xi 627

Things worse Than Fables yet have feign’d. 1727 De Foe
Syst Magic -r u {1840) 41 Atlas is feigned by the ancients,

to carry the woild upon his shoulders 1770 Langhorne
Plutarch (1879) I 65/2 The poets feign of Hercules, that

only with a club and lion’s skin he travelled over the world

1816 J Wilson City ofPlague 111 1 343 Drest is she all in

white, as Poets feign The angel Innocence

fb. dbsol. and intr To make fictitious state-

ments ; to indulge in fiction Obs
c 1384 Chaucer H Fame in 388 Oon seyde that Omere

made lyes, Feynmge tn his poetryes c 1400 Destr Troy 419

Ouyd .feymt in his fablis 1370 B Googe Pop. Kingd 1

13 Nor vnaduisedly we speake, nor rashly thereof fayne

1605 B. Jonson Volpone n, 1, He that should write But such

a fellow, should be thought to fame Extremely. 1636 R.

James Iter Lane (1845) 4 If storyes do not fame

4

.

(More fully, 1 tofeign to oneself.) To conjure

up (delusive representations) ; to picture to one-

self, imagine (what is unreal). Now rare,

1377 Langl. P. PI B Prol. 36 Somme Feynen hem
fantasies 1323 Tindale Matt. ix. 15 marg note, They

18
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fain themself no pain 1578 Timmi.Calmue on Gen
,
Cain

feigned to himself so many enemies, as there were men in

the world 1608 Bp. Hall Char Virtues V

,

Either

theie are bugs, or he fameth them 1635 R N Camden's
Hist Ehs 1 32 Some feigned unto themselves vain

dreames 1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 200 Men have but

deceived themselves when they have feigned a Glory and
a Beauty of the Church in othei things 1886 Gurnly
Phantasms of Living I 499 A sane mind can feign

voices where there is silence

fb To imagine, believe erroneously and arbi-

tiarily. Const, with obj. and mf ,
or object clause

2537 TottelTs Mtsc (Arb ) 227 The soules Are not in such
a place, As foolish folke do fame 1596 Spenser F Q vi

xu. 10 Art thou yet alivej whom dead I long did fame?
1604 E G D‘Acosta's Hist Indies in vi 137 We fame,
that some Angell and intellectual! Spinte dooth walk with
the Comet. 1662 Stillingfl Orig Sacr 1 iv § n The
Straights, where they famed Hercules his pillars to be
1728 Newton Chronol A mended 29 The ancients feigned
that this Island had been as big as all Europe

c. To assume fictitiously for purposes of calcu-

lation arch or Obs
1688 M Prior Ode Ex ni 14 vi, And he too Studies

new Lines, and other Circles feigns 1812 Woodhouse
Astron i 3 The hounding line of the horizon is feigned to be
a circle. Ibid x 77 It becomes necessary then, to feign an
observer in the center of the earth

5.

trans To assert or maintain fictitiously, to

allege, make out, pretend Const, f with simple
obj. or complement (rare), with obj. and inf., or with
sentence as obj

a Moo E. E Psalter xcut [xciv ] 20 Whor sete of wicknes
sal cleve to }>e, bate femyhes swinke in bode to be? c 1385
Chaucer L, G W, 932 Hido, Feyning the hors y offred to

Mmerve 1387 Trlvisa Higden (Rolls.) VII 61 pe kyng
wolde feyne trespas for to bynetne hem[Englisshe] here

money 1541 Barnes Whs. (1573) 189/1 To fame God to
bee displeased with your king 1348 Hall Citron 232 b,

Faymng that he was thycke of hearyng. 1534 Latimer m
Strype Eccl Mem III App xxxiv go That which is

fayned of many, I for my Parte, take it but for a Papistical
Invention. *383 Stanyhurst Aeneis 11 (Arb.) 61 The right
valeant (whose soon thou ait [printed thwart] feigned)
Achilles 1840 Dickens Old C Shop xvui, And feigning
that his doing so was needful to the welfare of the cookery
1883 Draper Intell Level. Europe 1. 4 [Man] has been
feigned to possess another immaterial principle

+ G To put a false appearance upon ; to disguise,

dissemble, conceal. Obs
1393 Gower Cottf. Ill 208 She hath her body feigned

c 1400 Destr. Troy 34 Poeyetis With ffablis and falshed
fayned J>ere speche Ilnd 253 The ffalshed he faynit vnder
faire wordes c 1500 Lancelot 2307 The lady fayndit 1 he
lowe quhich long hath ben In to her thocht 1390 Spenser
F Q 11. lit 20 Both doe strive their feaiefulnesse to fame

f7. refl a. To disguise one’s sentiments, practise

dissimulation, dissemble. Also intr. for re)fl. Obs
cxaoo S Eng Leg I 186, Vincent 49 pov femest pe

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2376 Napeles he fenede him, pat me
vnder 3ete it no3t 13 Leg Rood (1871) 85 All for noghtpou
feynes pe. 1382 Wyclif Ecclus xxm 13 If he shul feyne
[si dissimnlavent] he shal trespasen double. <7/430 Merlin
14 When she it sough, she fayned her *323 Ld Berners
Frotss I vu 6 It was counsailed to the kyng hym selfe

to fayne. 1339 Mirr. Mag, Mortimers xix, Bid them be
ware their enmies when they fame

f b. To assume a deceptive bearing. Obs.
£1470 Henry Wallace vi 208 Quhen Wallace feld thar

curage was so small, He fenjeit him for to comfort thaim
all 1326 Pilgr Per/ (W de W, 1331) 96 Fayne thy self
to appere outwardly more perfyte than thou art

8 trans To make a show of, put on an appeal

-

ance of, put on, pietend, simulate, sham; t to pre-

tend to utter (words).
£1340 Hampole Prose Tr 10 Ypocnttes feyne gud dede

with-owttene. 1373 Barbour Brute 1 344 To fenyhe foly
quhile is wyt 1387 Trfvisa Higden (Rolls) VII 83 Duke
Ednk feynynge a vomet seiae pat he was seek. 1393
Gower Conf I 181 She feigned wordes in his ere. £1400
Destr Troy 3597 Fayne euer feire chere 1398 R T[qbte]
Months Mincie Gv, All was famed, 'twas not from the hart.
160a Makston Antonio's Rev v m Wks 18561 134 Each
man strames To fame ajocund eye. 1741 Middleton Cicero
I v. 385 Escaped death, onelyby feigning it 1791 Boswell
Johnson (1816) IV 437 The serenity that is not felt, it can
be no virtue to feign a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II, 162 The
agony Which others feel or feign 1856 Kane A ret Expl
II. vi 72 They are both feigning sickness this morning
b absol. To practise simulation

1612 T. Taylor Conan Titus i 2 He seemeth to fame,
byvttermg things clean contiary to his mind 1671 MiltonP R . 1. 474 It may stand him more in stead to feign
2724 Ramsay Tea-t Misc (1733) I 99 Tho

1

she be fair I will
not fenzie, a 1774 Goldsm. Madrigal 3 Wks (Globe) 691
Myra, too sincere for feigning 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xui,
She cannot feign , she scorns hypoensy.

9. With reft pron as obj. followed by simple
complement, f iw, or to be : To make oneself
appear, put on an appearance of being, f For-
merly m wider use, with the refl. obj followed by
tnf., that

,
as that,

1297 R Glouc. (1724) 336 He feyaede hym somdel syk
1340 Hampole Pr Consc 4233 He sal hym feyn first als
haly £1386 Chaucer Merch T. 706 Sene feyned hir as
that sche moste goon 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 59A wel false traytour pat coupe wel feyne hym self trewe
frende 1393 Langl P.Pl C. ix 128 U10 feynede hem
blynde £1400 Maundev. (Roxb)xv 66 A mysdoer pat

thurgh his enchauntementz feyned him ane aungell 1483
Gaston Gold. Leg. 97/1 She fayned her alleway to be seke.
1308 Grafton Chron, II 204 The Queene . did feyne her
selfe that shee would go on pilgrimage 16x1 Bible 2 Sam
xiv, 2 Fame thy selfe to be a mourner 1726 De Foe Hist,

Demi 1. xi (1840) 164 Satan made David feign himself mad
1839 Smiles SelfHelp 111 33 To reconcile myself to it is

more manly than to feign myself above it

b intr To pretend, make oneself appear.

Const to with inf •fFoimcily with the same
constructions as the refl use above.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) tu 10 He made signe of etyng

and feyned as he had etyn c 1450 St Cnthbert i Surtees)

6344 He feynd als he pe toumbe walde kys 2363-87 Foxn
A <$• M (1684) II 79/1 He that hath no Faith, and yet
fameth or pretendeth to haue 1390 Spenser F Q ii 1 9
Feigning in every limb to quake Through inward feare

163a J Hayward tr Biondfs Eromena 6 Faymng to goe
recreate himselfe gave ordei pubhkly 1778 Han Moar
Fiona 11 185 Vet feigned to praise the gothic treat. 1784
Unfort. Sensibility II 47, I have sometimes feigned sick,

when I had no other succedaneum for avoiding their

paities 1843 Emerson Carlyle Wks (Bohn) III 3x2 Such
an appeal to the conscience as cannot be feigned to
be forgotten 1863 Dickens Mitt. Fr 11 xvi, Tremlow feigns

to compare the portrait

10. To counterfeit, imitate deceptively (esp a
voice, handwriting)
1484 Caxton VEsnp u. ix, The wulf faynynge the gotes

voyce sayd 1390 Spenser F. Q. i vn x Truth, whose shape
she [deceipt] well can fame. 1797 Mrs RADCLirrn Italtan
iv, It was not difficult to disguise or to feign a voice. 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 213 Feigning dwaifs, they croucn
and creep

fb To adulterate. Obs 1 arc
1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvn. v (1495) 606 The tree

of aloes is feyned [sophistication] wyth a tree that is lyke
therto m weyght & in knottes 1614T Adams Devtlls Ban-
quet 324 Sometimes they fame it [this Balme] with water

f C To pass off (a thing) for something else

1393 Gower Conf. I 17 Lo, how they feignen chalk for
chese

+ 11. To pretend to make (a pass) or to deal (a

blow) ; also absol to make a feint Obs
£1386 ChaucerKnt ‘s T. tjsj He feyneth on his foot with

a tronchoun. 1470-83 Malory Arthur x xix, Some whyle
they fayned, some whyle they strake as wyld men. 2632

J Hayward tr Biondls Eromena 3 Mifking with Ins point
towards the others face, and fainmg a passage The Prince
, famed at him divers foynes

f 12 Music, a To sing softly, hum an air. b.
To sing with due regard to the 'accidentals which
the old notation did not indicate. [See Musica
ficta in Grove Diet Mus

, cf also F. par fnnte
'by the alteration of a semitone Obs
£1440 Piamp Parv 153/1 Feynyn yn syngynge, or synge

lowe. \<y&Pilg> Perf(W dew, 2531) 258b, Not feynynge,
but with a full biest & hole voyce a 2329 Skelton Comely
Coystnmne 53 He teohyth them to solf & to fayne —
Boivge ofCourts 233 His throte was clere, and lustely coude
fayne 1330 Palsgr 548/t We maye nat synge out . but
lette us fayne this songe 2353 T. Wilson Rket. 72 He
feyneth to the lute marveilouse swetely

fill. 13. [After OF. feindre, sefemdre ] intr
and refl. To avoid one’s duty by false pretences

;

to shirk, flinch, hang back. Also with inf : To
be reluctant or afraid to do something

;
to avoid,

shirk (doing), Obs
C1300 K Alts. 5884 Perdicas feyned noughth, For als a

wode lyoun he faugh th c 2369 Chaucer Delhe Blaunche
317 Noon ofhem feyned To singe. ? 12 2400 Morte ArtIt

1734 Feyne jaw noghte feyntly Bot luke je fyghte faythe-
fully £ 2400 Rom Rose 1797 Never this archer wolde feyne
To shete at me Ibid. 2996 If I may helpe you in ought,
I shall not fame. 24 Lydg Temple ofGlas 996 She me
constreyned To joure seruise, & neuer forto feyne c 2430
lyr Gener, (Roxb 14721 Ye se me feyne neuer a dele. £2460
Towneley Myst (Surtees) 172 On both parties thus I play,
and fenys me to ordan The right 1523-5 Ld Berners
Froiss I cccxiu 194b, There they made a great assaut.
The Englysshmen fayned nat. 2535 Stewart Cron Scot.
I 566 Exhoitand thame for na fray to femjie nor to fle

+ b trans To shirk, avoid fulfilling (a com-
mand) , to * shuffle out of’ (one’s word) Obs
£1300 Beket 42 Gilbert feignede his word her and ther *

and ne grantede nojt c 2386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 473 Lordes
hestes mow not ben i-feymt.

Feigned (fe'nd), ppl a Also 5 feymt, Sc 6
femyeat, fenjeid, -it, fei-, feynjeit, feinted,
feinyet, [f. prec. + -ED 1

]

+1- Fashioned, foimed, shaped. Obs
c 1400 Apol Loll 85 His feynar ha]? hopid in his feynid

pingis

2 Fictitiously invented or devised. Also, re-
lated in fiction, fabled. Obs. 01 arch,
c 1374 Chaucer Compl, Mars, 173 This is no feyned mater

that I telle. £1450 Henryson Mor. Fab 3 Fernzed Fables.
1552 Bk Com Prayer Communion, Feyned excuses <22572
Knox Hist Ref Wks 1846 I. 74 Quhilk reportis ar all
fenzeit, and untrew 2607 Topsell Four/. Beasts (1673)
101 A peculiar voyce which the French call by a feigned
word, ‘Reere'. 1623 Lisle VElfnc on 0 <5- N Test Pref
r 4 The faignea games of Homer and Virgil. 1670 Tenison
(title), Creed of Mr Hobbes Examined, in a feigned con-
ference between Him and a Student of Divinity 2728
Newton Chronol A mended Introd 6 The Priests . had
filled up the interval with feigned Kings 2820 Hazlitt
Led Dram. Lit. 19 To be found in history, whether actual
or feigned.

t d. Contrived for deception. Obs.
£ 1440 Promp. Parv 253/1 Feynyd sleythe of falshede.

+ 3. Fictitiously or arbitrarily supposed , imagin-
ary. Feigned price .

=
' fancy price Obs.

2526 Pilgr, Perf (W de W. 1531) 276 Aboue the necessite
of nature they wyll haue theyr feyned necessaryes. 2607-22
Bacon Ess. R ickes (Arb

) 233 Wnat fayned pnees are" sett

vpponn litle stones 1726 tr Giegory'iAstronomy 1. 319 As
many Degiees of the feigned Equator

4 Of attributes, actions, diseases, etc . Simu-
lated, counterfeited, pietendcd, sham
2423 Lydg Pilgr Sonde iv x\x (1483 180 Anothei thynge

is a veray hede and anothei a feyned hede 2483 Caxton
G de la Tour L v b, 1 hej gyue out of theyr brestes grete
and, fayned syghes a 1577 Gascoigne Whs (1587) 106 All
her'guiles she hid With famed teares 2609 Sklni Reg.
May , Stat Robert /, 33 Inquisition salbe taken, gif that be
done be fenzeid furie, or not 2642 R Caiutnti r h xpa t-

ence 111. v 108 We must be caiefull that these Acts m their
exercise, be true not faigned and supeifiuall ryogSiELLn
Tatler No 1 P 6 Peisonatmg Feigned Soirows 1776
Gibbon Dccl <$• F I. 414 Then mutual fears produced a
feigned reconciliation 2803 Med Jrnl IX 72 Feigned
and Concealed Diseases 2848 Macauiay Hist Ing II
163 Moital enemies . . came every day to pay their feigned
rivilities.

+b Prefixed to personal designations . That is

such only in pretence
;
pretended. Obs.

£1386 Chaucer Mehb T 289 Youie trewe fieemtes and
youre feyned counseillours 2348 Hai i Chi on 211 A famed,
false and a coloured frende. 1530 Crowley Infoim jj

Petit 175 Wee are but fayned Chiistians, we beaie the
name onely. 1647 N Bacon Disc Govt. Lug. 1. iv. iG
Famed Friends, becoming unfamed Foes.

f C Of things. Counterfeit, spurious, sham.
2663 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 223 Mosques are in

their Cupolaes curiously ceruleated with a feigned Tur-
uoise 2703 Maundreii Jour/i Jems (1732) 74 Took
own the feigned Body from the Cioss.

d Of a name, etc. Assumed, fictitious Of a
voice, handwriting, etc. : Disguised
1539W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse A vj b, I have re-

duced it into the forme ofa Dialoge : the names of the pci son-
ages indede famed [etc ]. 1396 Sri nslr I. Q iv, 1 7'iohide
her famed sex 2673 Marvli l Corr. ccxlm Wks. 1872-5
II 457, I cannot tell whether it be a true or a famed name.
2762 J Brown roetiy Mus vu. (1763) 141 The Poets .

iepresent real Characters under feigned names. 1777 Sheri-
dan Sell Scand. t. x, I copied them . m a feigned hand.
1837 Lytton E Maltrav . 29 The feigned addiess Iil had
previously assumed.

+ 5 . Mus. a. (see Feign ©.12 b) b. = Fal-
setto 3. Obs.

2609 Douland Ornith. Microl. 24 The famed Scale ex.-

ceedes the others both in height and depth For it .icldeth

a Ditone vnder Vt base, because it smgsfain A, and it 1 lseth
aboue eela by two degrees, for in it it soundsfa llnd ,

Famed Musicke is a Song made beyond tlie regular Corn-
passe of the Scales Or, it is a Song, which is full of
Comunctions [1 e accidental flats] 2674 Piayporii Mill
Mm. r xi 43 Increasing of the Voice in the litble Patt
. m Feigned Voices, doth oftentimes become haisli.

6. Law. (See quots.)

2483 Ad 1 Rich III, c 6 § x Feyned playntes 2543-3
Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 4 The aforesaide false and fayned
recouere 1592 West ist Ft Symbol. § 5 G, The femed
consent is by Lawc for some fact, when the consent of both
parties appeareth not, and yet inasmuch as the fact js done,
they are by Law both feincd and deemed to consent, a 2709
Aticyns Pari $ Pol. '1roots (1734) 317

r
Ilie feigned Action

the Lord ChiefJustice seems to justify, 1768 lit ackstom.
Comm III ni xxvii 452 As no jury can be summoned to
attend this court [Equity], the fact is. directed to be tried .

upon a feigned issue For (in order to . have the point in
dispute put in issue) an action is feigned to be biought.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2)V 5x9 Any such feigned recovery.
7 . Mil. = False a. 14.
2598 Barret Theor Wnrres in i. 35 Pained skuniishcs.

1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 69 A third detachment was
sent to make a feigned attack m another quarter. 2876
Voyle Milit Diet 135/1 A feigned assault for the put pose
of diverting the enemy from the leal point of attack.

1

8

Of persons, their manner, faces, etc. • Made
up to a certain appearance, got up for a purpose

;

hence, deceitful, insincere Obs.
c 2374 Chaucer A nel # A rc. 97 He was fals, hit was but

feyned chere £1386 — Man of Law's T. 264 O feyned
womraan, alle that may confounde Vertu and innocence Is
bred in the. 2393 Gower Conf III. 158 They by f.illas Of
feigned wordis make him wene, That black is white. 2530
Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 195 Hauyng sic tr.ust 111 to thy
[Fortune’s] fenjeit face 2535 Coverdali Pi xvi[ij. 1 My
prayer, that goeth not out of a fayned mouth [2612 Ibid
Famed Ups] 2336 Starkey Ac/ to Cioimvcllm England
(1878) p xli, You sclial neuer fynd me fajnyd man, a 2605
Montgomerie Dcicr Vane Loveis 46 Vhar thou finds tham
faynd refrane. 2634 ti . Scudery's Curia Pol 124 Amurath

.

in a famed mann er seemed inclinable to offer me the Crown
Feigpedly (fi?1 nedli), adv. [f piec + -ly 2 ]

In a feigned manner.
1. Fretendedly, not really

; deceitfully

2535 Coverdale Dan xi. 34 Many shal cleue vnto them
faynedly, 1602 Warner Alb Eng x lx. (2612) 264 Yeat
better plainely to reproue than fainedly to kisse. 2700
Tyrrell Hist Eng, II. 723 Others, tho' fclgnedly, adher’d
to him 2882-3 Schatf Encycl Rchg Knowl III 1938 The
conversion was not with the whole heart, but feignealy
2 Law. By a fiction

;
fictitiously

2392 West ix* Pt Symbol. § 11 C, Consent is sometimes
used in deede and sometimes famedly as in law,

Feignedness (f* 1 nednes) [f. as prec. + -ness ]
The quality or state of being feigned

; f deceitful-
ness; insincerity.

243S Misyn Fire ofLove 58 With-oute cessyng to loy of
godis sight, all fenydnes put bak. 2333 Covlrdale Ecclus,
1 30 Thy hert is full of faynednes and disceate. 2387
J. Harmar Bezels Semi ut 39 The church is not the
school of famednesse 1683 Wilkinson in Mem j. Story
Revived 7 He . greatly abhorred Feignedness 1721
Shaftesb Charac. (1737) II n.n.11 162 A certain Subtlety
and Feignedness of Carriage,



FEIGNER. 139 FELE,

Feigner (fe 1 nor). [f Feign v + -eu 1

] One
who or that which feigns, m various senses of the

vb
; fa fashioner, constructor, inventor

;
the con-

tnvei of a fiction (obs ) , a simulator, pretendei,

counterfeitei.

138a WYCLir Deut xm. s That prophete or feyner of
swevenes shal be slayn c 1400 Apol, Loll 8s Wat piofitih

a gi alien jnng? for his feynar ha]> hopid in his feynid Jnngis
1488 Caxton Chast Gomes Chyld 28 In goddes sighte they
ben very fyctifs feyners 1335 Stewart Cron Scot III.

276 Ane freir flatterar and fenjear iggi Sylvester Du
Bartas 1 v 715 The greene Parrat, fainer of 0111 Words
1398 Ibut 11 11 11 Babylon 614 The fluent fainer of Orlandos
error. x6a6 B Jonson Discov Wks (Rtldg

)
761/2 A poet

is a maker or a fainei his art, an art of imitation, or

faming 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 693 This Notion was
from the first Feignei or Inventor of it, propagated all along
and conveyed down, by Oral Tradition 1827 Examiner
50/2 Either Farmers are dreadful feigners, or their present

endurance cannot last long 1863 Holme LeeA . Warletgh's
Fort III 104 She was a bad feigner

Feigning (&l nig), vbl. sb [f as piec + -ing 1 ]

1 The action of the vb Feign in various senses

;

an instance of this. Without (+ but) feigning .

unfeignedly, sincerely

T37S Barbour Bruce 1 74 He suld swei that, but fen3eyng,

He suld that arbytre disclar C1380 Wyclif»SW Wks III

341 He was clepid )>e pope aftnward camen o)?er names bi

feynyng ofypocntis c 1383 ChaucerL G IV 1556 Hypsip,

4 Medea,With feynynge, & with every subtyl dede c 1460
Toumeley Myst (Surtees) 209 Tryp on thi tose, without any
fenyng 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi 6s That yf it were
aperceyued men shold wene that it were a manere of a
feynynge. 1568 Grafton Ckron. II 186 Craftie and imagined
faynings 1601 Shaks Tiuel N. hi i no ’Twas neuer
merry world. Since lowly feigning was call’d complement
1636 B Jonson Discern Wks (Rtldg

)
761/2 His [the Poet’s]

Art [is] an Art of imitation, or faming 1789 Mrs. Piozzi

Joum France I 91 The Lombards please you without

feigning *873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III 143 Poets are also

the representatives of falsehood and feigning

t D Feigning ofperson • personification rare

1361 Daus tr Bullmger on Apoc (1373) 283 S John by a
faymng of person sayth, from whose face fledde away both
lieauen and earth

*(• 2 . quasl-ctwtr. A cieation or production (of

the mind)
,
an assumption, fiction, fable Obs.

1388 Wyclip Jer 1 . 38 The lond hath glone m false

feynyngis. C1430 Lydg. Bochas 1 iv (154416 b, Of poetes

the feigning to unfold 1563-87 Foxe A fyM (1596) 141/2

The like fumings and monstrous miracles 1614 Ralfigh
Hist World 11 350 All which fainings Josephus and Ter-

tullian have sufficiently answered 1627 Speed England
xxv § 3 Poets m their faynmgs will naue the Nymphs
residence in shady greene groues

Feigning (£f l mg)
,
ppl. a [f as prec + *ing 2.]

That feigns

f 1 Given to inventing
;
imaginative Obs.

*483 Cath Angl 1 25/1 Feynynge, ficticiosus 1600 Shaks

A Y L. in. ui. 20 The truest poetrie is the most faming

2. Dissembling, deceitful.

c 1400 Destr Troy 966 He . welcomed horn, all With a

faynyng fare vnder faire chere a 1569 Kingesmyll Man's
Est. 1 (1580) 8 Those famyng folke 1590 Shaks Mids N
1 1 31 Verses of faming loue. 1701 Rowe Amb Step-Moth

iv 111 2002 Suspect this feigning Boy

+ 3 Shirking, cowardly. Obs. Cf. Feign v. 13

c 1400 Destr. Tsoy 4576 pis fenyond fare is forthoryng to

horn, To assemble souldiors ynogh.

f4 Of the voice see Feign® 12. Obs

1390 Shaks Mids N 1 i 31 Thou hast by Moone-hght at

her window sung, With faming voice

6. qnasi-G</® Pretendedly, seemingly

1620 Quarles Jonah (1638) n How faming deafe is he?

Hence Feigningly adv., m a feigning manner;

artfully, dissemblmgly

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 375 pe ordre of tellynge

of pe }>ing is feynyngliche 1 tolde. c 1422 Hoccleve Leant

to Die 359 Whethir he verraily or feynyngly Repente.

cisoo Melustne 28 All this said she feynyngly to thende

that the other shuld nat perceyue to what thinge she tended

156* T Hoby tr Castiglione's Courtyer Zz 111 b, To sett out

her beawtye .as feimnglye as she can 1605 Stow Ann
West Saxons an 1011 Peace to the which they feininglie

assented 1650 S Clarke Eccl Hist (1654) 542 The King

feigningly complained that since the death of Cromwel,

England was much troubled with hereticall factions.

Fell, var form of Fele a
,
much.

Feilcl(e, obs. forms of Field.

Feil-beg • see Filabeg

FexLe, Fem, obs. forms of Fail, Fain, Vein

f Feind, feint. Obs rare [Ofobseme origin

;

it can hardly be a var of Fiend
;
a subst use of

Feigned, Feint adjs ’] ? A phantom, goblin.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV 64 Those feints, which

come nearest the shape ofman, are most ugly and dangerous

1703 T N. City C Purchaser 7 There ai e really no such

standing Species of Animals, and Vegetables [as fauns,

mermaids, etc.] in Nature, tho’ the belief of such femds

hath been propagated by Orators

Feind(e, obs forms of Fiend.

tFemdill, a. Obs Sc ? ‘IU-natuied’ (Gloss)

But isfeindill in mispr for eindilhnig) ? (See Eyndii l )

1560 Rolland Crt Venus Prol 31 The last is callit

Melancoly Heuie heidit, and feindill m game or glew

Feint (fe'nt), sb [a Fr. femte (
= Pr. fenha,

fencha, OSp and It finta), abstr noun, f feindre

to Feign ]

1 . A feigned 01 false attack. Also 111 phrases m
feint,

to make afeint.

a. Fencing and Boxing A blow, cut, 01 thrust

aimed at a part other than that which is the real

object of attack
[x6oo O E Repl to Libel 1 111 67 A finta, or famed shew

of a downe right blow ] 1684 R H School Recreat 63 To
take a Feint on this Guard will signifie little or nothing
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) 1730-6 in Bailey (folio) 1817
ScottRobR oy xxv, He exhausted every feint and stratagem
proper to the science of defence. 1825 Waterton Wand.
S Amer m in 251 ,

1

made a feint to cut them down 1872
Baker Nile Tribut vm 117 A feint at the head causes
them to raise the shield 1879 Farrar St Paul II 73 He
aimed straight blows, and not in feint, at the enemy
b Mil. A movement made with the object of

deceiving an enemy as to a general’s real plans

1683 Temple Mem Wks 1731 I 458 Fnburg had been
taken by a Feint of the Duke. 1701 Lond Gas No 3713/1
Some troops were ordered to make a Feint 1783 Watson
Philip III {1793) II v 108 By making a feint of storming
which he hoped to save Vercelli 1809 Wellington in

Gurw Desp V 30 These movements are intended only as

a feint 1868 G Duff Pol Sum 63 She . may make an
attack on India by way of feint

2 iransf, and fig An assumed appearance, a
pretence, stratagem.

1679 Sir C Lyttelton m Hatton Corr. (1878) 206 All

this is but a feint 1740 Somerville Hobbmol 11 410
A Feint he made With well dissembled Guile 1734 Sher-
lock Disc (1759) I ix 263 This Objection is not a mere
Feint 183a Lander Adv Niger I. iv 182 We imagine
that it is only a feint of Mausolah to detain us 1851

Gallenga Italy 49 That protest would have been merely

a feint 1832 Dickens Christmas BAs , Haunted Man
(C D ed ) 206 Mr Williams made a feint of accidentally

knocking the table with a decanter,

b Rhetoric (see quot

)

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Feint, a figure whereby the orator

touches on something, in making a show of passing it over

m silence

f 3 Music (see quot ) [So formerly Fr feuite ]
1730-6 Bailey (folio's Feint, sb. (in Mustek) a semi-tone,

the same that is called Diesis 1823 m Crabb.

Feint (fe'nt), a. [a. Fr. feint, pa. pple of

feindre to Feign ] Feigned, false, or counterfeit

;

sham; -Faint a. 1 Now rare.

C1340 Cursor M 19533 (Tnn) perfore toke he bapteme
feynt [v r faint] c 1400 Rom Rose 433 She gan To make
many a feynt praiere To God c 1698 Locke Cond. Underst

§ 33 Dressed up into any faint appearance of it 1702 Lond
Gas. No. 3835/2 The Major made a feint Retreat X704

Ibid. No 3986/2 Amusing the French with feint Marches

1833 Thackeray Newcomes Il'bo We wear feint smiles

over our tears and deceive our children.

Feint, » Also 6 faint. [In sense I f F.

feint, pa. pple offeindre to Feign ,
see the variant

Faint ®. In sense 2 f. Feint sb ]

+ 1. To deceive Obs.

1320 [see Feinting]

2 Mil
,
Boxing and Fencing, a intr To make

a feint or sham attack Const at
,
on, upon. b.

trans To make a feint upon. rare. c. To pretend

to make (a pass or cut)

1833 Regnl Instr. Cavalry 1 130 Feint cut ‘Two’; and
shift leg to ‘First Position'. Ibid 1 X40 Feint ‘Thud
Point’ under, and deliver ‘Second Point’ over the arm.

1854 Badham Halieut 419 He watched them as they

feinted, skirmished, or made onslaught 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 11 in, Femt him—use your legs I draw him
out 1880 L Wallace Ben-Hur 381 Ben-Hur feinted

with his right hand x8go Sat Rev 6 Sept. 296/2 He
feinted at his enemy’s toes

Hence 3?ei ntmg vbl sb
,
in senses ofthe vb ,

also

attnb

,

and ppl a
c 13x4 Guy Warm (A ) 444 Erl Jonas Loke wip him be no

feynting 1579 Lyly Eitphnes (Arb ) 110 They flutter them-

selues with a fainting farewell, deferring euer vntil tomorrow

1684 R H School Recreat 71 Feinting or Falsifying Of
these there are several Kinds. 1838 0 W. Holmes Aut
Break/-t (1865) 68 Feinting, dodging, stopping, hitting,

countering 1871 Daily News 24 July, It was obvious that I

force hadbeen thus disposed for feinting purposes

Femtiae, var. of Faintise,

Feints, var of Faints.

Feinye, -yie, obs Sc forms of Feign.

tPeir. Obs. Sc. Also 4-6 fere, 5, 7 feare, 6

fier. [aphet.f Epeeie] Appearance, demeanour,

look, show; = ajfere (Appair 6), Efbeir sb 2.

C1440 Gaw <S-
Got xui, He wes ladhke of lait, and light of

lus feie c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 101 Tellme his feyr, and

how I sail himknaw c 1300 Felon Sowe RoAeby in Whitaker

Hist Craven (1805) 418 Scho rase up with a felon fere 1528

Lyndesay Dream 447 Quha wald behauld his countynance

and feu
,
Mycht call hym, wall, the god of men of wen,

b. Infeir ofivar

,

in martial array.

1449 .5V. Acts Jas //(1597) § 2 5 Gif onieman risis in

feire of veir against him [the King] 155° Lyndesvy Sqr

Meldrwn 1231 Thne scoir Accowtent wall 111 feir of weir

CXS65 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot. (1728) 2x5 The

Queen made proclamation . that all men should be at her

in Fier ofWar
, ,

c pi Gestures, -ways, ‘points’ of a persons

extenor
c 1373 Barbour Troy-bA 11 2501 He kend him be his

fens Ibid 11 3003 With brokme speche and with walk

feris 13x3 Douglas /Eneis 111 ix 14 Bot he was Greik be

all his vthir feris a 1548 Thne Priests ofPeblis in Tinker-

ton Scot Poms (1792) I 19 He femyeit him ane fule, fond

in his fens

Feir, var Fere v Obs to appertain, be proper

Feir, obs and Sc foim of Fear.

Feird, obs Sc var. of Fourth.

t Fei’rie, Ct Sc. Obs. Also 5, 6 fery, 7, 8

feene [? repr OE. *fenz, f. for action of going

(see Foor) + -ig, -y 1
; cf the synonymous Fere a.]

Fit to travel ;
hence nimble, vigorous. Const of.

c 1423 Wyntoun Cron ix ix' 10 His eldare Swne Wes
noucht fery 15x3 Douglas /Eneis vi v 20 Als fery and
als swipper as a page <11348 Thne Pi tests of PcbIts in

Pinkerton Scot Poems (1792) I 18 The king was . Ane
feme man on fute 17 in Watson Collect 1 (1706) 59
Of foot he is not feene 1794 Burns Denlts DangO'erMy
Daddy, O baud your tongue, my feme auld wife.

b quasi-aa?® Cleverly, actively.

x8xo in Cromek Rem Nithsdale § Annandale Song (x88o)

54 An feerie can cross it m two braid cockle shells.

Hence Fei xily adv
,
nimbly, actively.

1330 LyndesaySqr Meldrum 475 Quhen thay sawhim sa

feirehe Loup on his Hois. 1552 — Dreme 12 Sumtyme in

dansmg, feirahe I flang. 1763W Thom Donaldsomad, Wks
(1799) 368 It wad be better 1? it was a’ dun bi ane that cou’d

gae throw it feenly and canmly

Feirschipe, var of Fairbhip.

Feit, obs form of Feat
Feitergrasse, var. offaitour's grass obs : see

Faitour 2.

Feith, Feizable, obs. ff. Faith, Feasible.

Feitisao . see Fetish.

Fel, obs var. of Fell.

Fela, obs form of Fellow.
Felanders, obs. form of Filanders

Fela*pton. Logic. A mnemonic woid repre-

senting the fourth mood m the third figure of

syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a universal

negative, the minor premiss a universal affirmative,

and the conclusion a particular negative.

1551 T. Wilson LogiAe Hija, Fe No vertue should be

eschued Lap All vertue hath her wo with her Ton.

Therfore some wo shoulde not be eschued 1741 Chambers
Cycl , Felapton 1827Whately

L

ogic 11 (ed 2)98 Felapton.

1871 tr Tame's Hist Eng Lit (1873) I 13s They still set

their Barbara and Felapton, but only in the way of routine

Felati, Feld(e, obs ff. Fellow, Field.

Feldifair, -fare, obs. forms of Fieldfare.

Feldspar, felspar (fe ldspar, fe lspai). Mm.
Forms a. 8 feldspat(h, feltspat. £. 8 fields-

par, 8— feldspar. 7 8—9 felspar. [The forms

feldspat{h,feltspat are adoptions (the latter through

Say.) of Ger feldspat{Ji, {.field Field + sfat(Ji spar

Almost contemporaneously appear the wholly or

partially translated forms field-, feldspar The
corrupt spelhngfelspar was introduced by Kirwan

on the ground of a supposed derivation from /els,

and is still more common than the correct form ]

A name given to a group of minerals, usually

white or flesh-red m colour, occurring m crystals

or in crystalline masses. They consist of a silicate

of alumina with soda, potash, lime, etc.

1737 E M Costa Nat Hist. Fossils 287 The opaque
quartz or feldspath 1772 tr Cronstedt's Mtn App._ 8 If

the characters of this field-spar are accurately examined.

1776 G. Edwards Fossilology 54 A black felt-spat . . found

in Sweden 1784 Kirwan Elem Min 102 Sandstone

mixed with mica and feltspar 1783 J Hutton Th Earth
in Trans R. Sac. Edin I 229 Strata consolidated by feld-

spar. 1792 Phil Trans. LXXXII. 30 D. Hoffman dis-

covered that red blende and feldspat were luminous when
leces of either were rubbed together. 1794 Kirwan Min.

. 3x7 note. This name seems to me derived hampels, a rock

hence I write it thus, felspar 1835 Sir J C. Ross Narr
2nd Voy. xxix 406 Large crystals of felspar x86o Maury
Phys Geog. Sea x §494. 272 Granite is generally composed

of feldspar, mica, and quartz . ,

attnb 1807 T Thomson Chew (ed 3)11 501 The felspar

glaze does notmelt at the heat requisite foi fusing the.colours

1830 Lyell Pnnc Geol. I 263 Traversed in all directions

by veins of felspar porphyry 1862 Dana Man Geol § 85

80 Feldspar-Enphotide consisting of a minutely-granular

feldspathic base with disseminated diallage or smaragdite

1872W S Symonds-Scc Rocks v? x 13 Cnccieth Castle stands

on a felspar rock.

Hence Fe ldsparic a, resembling feldspar
;
=

Feldspathic Feldsparite=

F

eldspar Feld-
sparry a

,

containing feldspar.

i8xr Pinkerton Petral I 157 Hardness, of course fel-

spanc. 1832 Boase Geol. Cornwall211 Felspante or Felspar-

Rock. 1832 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt’s Ttav I 11 98 The
feldsparry lavas of the Peak.

Feldspathic, felspatliic (feld-, felspse >ik),

a [f. fel{d)spath (see prec ) + -io ] Of the nature

of or containing feldspax.

183a Lyell Pnnc Geol. II 295 The decomposition of

felspathic lavas 1845 Darwin Voy Nat xxi (1873) 486

Feldspathic rocks have produced a clayey sou 1879 J J-

Young Ceram Art 56 Artificial porcelain may be made

from, felspathic clay.

Fe,l(d)spath.o*se, a. [ + -osb] =prec.

i8iz Pinkerton Petrol II* 448 It contains many felspath*

ose points 1879 Dana Man Geol (ed 3) 74 Feldspothose*

Feldyfar, dial, form of Fieldfare.

+ Fele, adv (quasi-J0 ) and adj Obs Forms :

a. 1-2 fela, feola, north feolu, feolo, 2-4 feole,

(3 feola, foie), 3-4 &le, 3-6 feil(l(e, 4-5 feel(e,

4-6 fel(e, feU(e. 0 (2 veale), 3 vale, (vole,

veole), 3-4 vele. Compar 4 feler, 5 felire.

[OE. feolo, feolu. (Mercian and Northumb ), feola,

fela (WSax.) are respectively the accus and the
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oblique case neuter (used adverbially, and licucc

as quasi-sb ) of a Com Teut. adj
,
of which the

other Teut. langs have m their early forms only

the accus neut as adv and qnasx-sb OFris fclo

,

OS. fdo, flu (Du. veel), OHG flu, filo (MLiG.
vil, vile, mod Ger vid, the latter also inflected as

adj.), ON-

figl (chiefly in comb ), Goth flu
OTeut *felti —pie-Teut *pStu (with ablaut-var.

spoilt) much ; cf. Skr punt, Gr. irohfo, Oil z/.]

A. adv.

I. To a great extent or degree, much. Also in

so, toofele.
Beowulf 1379 paer bu findan milit fela-synmgne secg

cg^aLmdisf Gosp Lulcevu 47 ForSon lufade feolo. ciooo
Wife's Comp

l

a6 (Gr ) Sceal ic mines fela leofan faihSii

dreogan. a 1250 Prov ASIfred xg6 in O E Misr (1873)114
Ne llefbu nouht to fele uppe J?e see, 01300 CursorM 8991
(Cott ) l’horu wimmen \>zx he luued sa fele c 1300Havelok
2443 He bounden him so fele sore c 1400 Destr Troy 1884
Syn Jje fre is so fane, & so fele vertus c 1470 Henry
Wallace 1. 56 Fell awful 1 in effer 1398 Hakluyt Voy I

192 The Beere, That they dnnken feele too good chepe
2 quasi-ri Much, a great number 01 quantity

Chiefly with paititive genitive Often qualified

by how, like, so, too

After the OE. period this use is seldom distinguishable
from the adj , later instances are placed here only when
their grammatical character is evidenced by inflexion of the
following sb
Beowulfsofa Fela sceal jebidan leofes and laSes £825
Vesp Psalter lxv[ij 16 Ic seg[c]o eowalle Sa ondiedacS dryh-
ten hu feolu dyde sawle minre 0900 Chartei in O E
Texts (1885)444, & swae feola sufla. c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt
xxYi. 19 Felaic hmbbe gejiolod todseg JjurhgesyhSe for hym,
c 1000 Sax Leechd II 208 Ne fori a; t Jni Jims blodes to fela
on aenne sib c 1175 Lamb Horn 9 Maine and feolc otSre

goderewerke 01300 S timers Beware 87 in O E Misc. 75
Sunnen seouene J»at biingeji vt of lieouene Swijie vele
manne.
B adj (Indeclinable; but as the word after

nth c was used all but exclusively of multitude,
not of quantity, the final e was prob. felt in ME.
as a pi. ending A solitary instance offilen dat
pi occurs in the Ayenbite )
1. With sb mpi Many. Often preceded by as,

how, so
;
also in many andfele.

O. E Chron an 963 (Laud MS ) Se biscop bohte
feola cothf ast se king Ibid, an 1134 Fela soSfeste men
smidon [etc,] cxxj$Lamb Horn, 117 Fela stuntnesse beotS
**97 R Gloi/c, (Rolls) 3067 Suche stones, so grete & so uale.
a 1300 CursorM 18268 (Cott ) Hu fele pines ai sal boa fele
C1305 Land Cokayne 95 per beb bnddes mam and fate
1340 Ayenb 5 pou ne sselt habbe uele godes 138a Wyclit
Gen. xxiv 22 As feel arm serclis c 1420 Chron Vilod 586
Sekemen come b^dur mony and ffele *1425 Seven Sag
(P)xnoHe hadde of the quene many gyftis fele C1500
Lancelot 768 Galiot haith chargit hyme to tak Als fell folk
1513 Douglas AEueis 1 l 83 Sa fele gens. 1598 Hakluyt
Voy I 201 So fele shippes this yeere there waie, That moch
losse for vnfreyght they hare
b With sb m sing Much.

01300 Cursor M 4050 (Cott.) pat sufferd sa fele peril
c 1400 Ywattie <5- Gaw 1302 That so fele folk led obowt.
CX440 Generydes 6701 'With kysseng fele 153s Stewart
Cron Scot, II. 54 Feill folk als out of Germania.
2 In predicative use Much, many, numerous.

Also m compar. • More in number, more numerous
« *300 Cursor M. 14079 (Cott.) pe folk him foluand was ful

fell c 1340 Gaw 4 Gr Knt T391, I wowche hit saf fynly,
bag feler hit were 1340-70 Alex <5 Dind 528 So fale foie-
wen b« folk, c 1400 Destr Troy 4869 pai are feler of folke
0 1400-50A lexander 2084Apake out of nounbre, Felire ban
his folke be full fyue thousand

3. absol in pi. Many persons.

.,
c **75 Lamb Horn 107 He mei findan fele be beo(S bet

lposen and Lstosen bene he* c zaoo Ormin 7640 Fele shulenn
fallenu & fele shulenn nsennupp. 01300 CursorM 8405
(C°tt) Pis writte wit fele was red and sene *340 Ayenb
102 God, bet yefp more blebeliche to uelen banne to onen
allone *375 Barbour Bruce xvi 641 In sum bargis sa feill
canga lhat thai ourtummylht. c 1450 Bk Cm-tasye 522m Babees Bk (1868) 316 Few ar trew, but fele ai fals

b. quasi-iA Many of Cf A 2
01300 Cursor M. 7012 (Cott ) Fourti thusand of Israel,O bemamm negh als fel C1394 P PI Crede 547 Fele of

pise poyntes 01455 Holland Howlat 522 Feile of the fals
folk, that fled of befor

4, In comb, with sb., forming an adj
,
asfele-kyn

,

of many kinds, various; or an adv., as fele-sith,
-sj>ss,feltymcs many times, often Also Felefold
cizoo Ohmin 3573 Hire sune wass himm lie 0 fele kmne
^lse

If,I20S Lay 17x7 On feole kunne wisen] 0x300
Cursor M. 28380 (Cott

) Oure fele-sith haf 1 ben to spend
pe gode wit skil bat godd me send 13 EE A Hit PB 1483 Of mony kyndes, of fele kyn hues X375 Barbour
Bruce m 651 Felesyss, quhen thou art away Ibid xx,
225 I haf done till me feill siss. T382WYCLIP Ecclus
xx 18 Hou ofte sithes and hoa fele sliul thei scorns hym?
exton Destr Troy 30x4 Of hir fmrehede feltymes hade be
freike herd r

+ Fele, a 2 Obs Also 3 fell©, 4 fale, feele,
fel, 5 fall See also Fiel. [OK. ftele, conesp to
OHG. fall purchasable (mod G fill) ] a In
OE. : One’s own

, dear, faithful, good, b In
ME. . Proper, of the right sort, good
c xooo Ags Ps. (Gi ) Ixxvin [lxxix ] x pin fade hus Ibid

cxviu [cxix ] ros pset is fide blaecern muium fotum a 1250Owt § Night. 1376 Ah sohaltu, wrecche, luve tele . vtch
luve is fele, Biitweone wepmon and wimmane ? 1387 Tre-
visa Htgden (Rolls) I, 399 As bei God .Madepat lond so

feele To be celei of ai hcele 0x400 SirPerc 729 Thou
ait fele, lhat thou ne wille away stele

Fele, obs. form of File v 2

+ Felefold, a (adv.) Obs [f Fele a 4
I old] = Manifold Also absol 111 By jelefold

:

by a great deal, many times over
c xooo Ags Ps (Spelm) x\xv[i] 6 Doinas Sine neowelnys

micellu ooSe felefeald CX175 Lamb Horn 135 Alswa of
ane sede cumeS fele folde weste cx205 Lay 4240 Beoff on
beoken feole feld bisnen a 1225 Ana li 180 BoSc [temp-
taciuns] beoS feoleuold c 1340 Gaw <5 Gr Knt 1545 Hit
were a foie fele-folde, c X374 Ciiauu r Boith n 1, 30, I vn-

derstonde pe felefolde colour& deoeitts of pilke mertieillous

monstre fortune. 1377 Langl P PI 13 xtu. 320 It was
fouler bi felefold pan it fnste semed

b. As adv In manifold ways
1340Ayenb 212 Nagt wordes afaitcd and y shked ueleuold.

Hence |* Pe lefold v. Obs
,
to increase, multiply,

a trans. b mb . for refl.

0x300 E E Psalter in 2 Hou fete-folded are pai, pat
dioves me to do me wa Ibid xi 9 [xn 8] Men sones fele-

faldes tou. Ibid cxxxvin[-i\] 18 Over sc sand fele-falde

salbai

FeIenous(e, obs. form of Felonous.
Felet, obs form of Fillet.
Felewote, obs form of Velvet
Felf, obs. and dial var. of Felloe, Felly.
Felfar, obs form of PhELDFAitE.

Felghe, obs form of Felloe, Felly.
Felicide (fflisoid). [f L felt-, files cat +

-oiDE 2 ] The action of killing a cat, cat-slaying
1832 Southey Corresp vnthC. Bmvhs (1881) 259 'those

repeated acts of fehcide 1836 Tail's Mag 111 568 He
hurled it, with premeditated fchcide, m the direction of his

supreme abomination 1868 Morn S/at 25 Jan ,
One poor

woman confessed to having committed an act of fehcide

Felicific (fzlist fik), a. Ethics [ad. L feltcific-

us, f fclici-, felix happy + ficus making see

-Fio ] Making or tending to make happy
;
pro-

ductive of happiness
1865 J Grott MoralIdeas x (1876) 205 Concentrate jour

felicific effort where , none of it will be lost 1874 Sidgwick
Meth Ethics xiv 373 Its felicific tendency is not at first

apparent 1877 J Sully Pessimism 164 Knowledge of the
real felicific value of life

Felicificability (filisi fikabi liti). [f felicific-

able (f. prec + -able) : see -bihty, -ity ]
1865 J GroteMoralIdeas 11 33 Felicificability or capacity

for happiness

Felicificative (fzlisi fikativ). [f as if L.

*felTcific-dre (see next) + -ative
] Tending to make

happy. Hence Pel'iciflcativeness, tendency to
make happy or produce happiness.
1865 J GroteMoralIdeas n (1876) 33 The original egence

of God is in another woid fehcificativeness

tFeli'cify, v Obs rate [f as if ad L
feltcificare,

L. felici-, felix + ficare : see -FY ]
trans. To render happy, also absol
1683 E Hooker Pref Ep Pordage’s Mystic Div 92Whom the allwise and most mercifull God mai sanctifi,

tranquilhfi and fehcifi 1698 Whole Art of Knowledge 1.

§ 31. 23 The temper of true government most fehcifies and
perpetuates it

t Feli'cious, a Obs Also in 5 felecyows
[f. L. fclici felix + -OBS.] a. Happy, joyous,
b Fortunate, prosperous.
CX485 Dtgby Myst (1882) 111 947 Of felachyp most fele-

cyows 1599 A M tr. Gabelhouer's Bk PkysicXe xio/x His
brethren . » have expenmentede the «ame

r with felicious
event. 0 1635 Naunton Fragm. Eeg. (Arb ) 16 In all which
[warres] she was felicious [X735 felicitous] and victorious
1654 Coicainl Dtanea iv. 352 These words were attended
by a felicious shout

t Felicitate, pa. pple. Obs [ad L fclicitdt-
us, pa. pple. offelicitare ' see next.] Made happy,
1605 Shaks Lear 1, 1 77, I am alone felicitate In your

deere Highnesse loue.

felicitate (uli siWt), v [f ppl stem of L
felicitare to make happy, f. felici-, felix happy.]
1 trans To render or make happy

, also absol
Now rare

; see Felicitated ppl a
1628 Wither Brit. Remenib hi 261 Of themselves, no

pames, norpleasures can Felicitate 1668 Dryden Evening'.
Lmc v 1, Since I cannot make myself happy, I will hav
the glory to felicitate another. 1741 Watts hnprem. Mint
1 xvu. 254 A glorious Entertainment would felici tati

T
SfTrr

t’ lf £etc 1 *79* A Bell in Southey’s £1^(1844
I 430 Your occupations have a tendency to felicitate ou
days. 1825 T. Barber Se>m Import. Rclig. Nat Ednc
40 It settles, composes, and felicitates the soul. 1858 JMACNAUGHT Doctr Inspiration (1857) 193 It has felicitate!
the death of all who have learned in it to talk with God
jb To render prosperous Obs.

1634 Sir T Herbert Trav (1638) 92 A citty in Bengali
and felicitated by Ganges 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep
vr vu 307 The Sunne’s influence is conceived . to fehcitati
India more then any after.

2 . To reckon or pronounce happy or fortunate
to congratulate. Now only with obj. a person
Const on, upon
*634 Sir T Herbert Trav (1838) 182 A glorious mise

felicitating “1S death, so it be in contemplation of his ncl
idolatry, 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. ix 20:
speeches, felicitating the good, 01 deprecating the evil t<
follow 17x5 Wtdrorw Corr (1843) II 77 This comes t<
felicitate you upon your wife’s safe delivery 1812 D’Israei
Lalam Auth (1867) 215 A gieat poet felicitated himsel
that poetry was not the business of his life. 1855 Macaulai

Ilist Eng III 645 The enemies of Frani-t eagerly felici-

tated one anothei 1873 Symonds GiL Poets vi 175 Ihe
vietoi might lie felicitated on his good fortune

'| 3 a tram To offer congratulations on (some-
thing). b intr. To join 111 congratulations with
1684 J Pltlr .Siege Vienna J04 Of other Ponces there

were great numbers that came to felicitate Ins Majesties
happy return 1799 Ntlson m Nicolas IJtsp III. 447,
I felicitate with you on the happy success of the allied Arms
Hence Fell ertatad ppl a , Feli’citatmg ppl a.

*755 Amory Mem (1769) 1 280 It commands us to acquire
a felicitating temper, and to communicate happiness ade
quate to 0111 power X772 Johnson 27 Mai in Boswell,
The happiness of an unembodicd spirit will consist m the
possession of felicitating ideas 1806 A Kno\ Rent I er
This felicitating influence of our divine religion 1890 tr

Pfludeteds Dcvclopvi Iheologyn 11 118 A life of invigo-
rated and felicitated God-consciousness

Felicitation (fHi siti'ijv-m). [noun of action

f prec: see -ation. Cf F. flluiiahou] The
action of congratulating ;

an instance oi the same

;

a congratulatory speech or message. Also attrib

X709 Lond Gas No 4571/2 The Empress came to

make her the Compliments of Felicitation 1790 Burkl
hr Rev. 103 A felicitation on the present new year. x8ot
T JrrrrusoN Wt it (1830) III 464, I thank [you] for your
kind felicitations on my election 1817 11 is R Watson
Anecd I xo8, I did not break in upon you, either with my
acknowledgments or felicitations x86o W Coi 1 ins IVom.
White 11 vi 2 1 1 Pray present my best lespecls and felicita-

tions x88a Tunes 4 Mar. 5 A 11umber of felicitation cards
have been left

Felicitator (f/li'site'io-i). [agcnl-n. f as prec ]
One who offers congratulations
r8oo Times 2 Jan 3/1 A compliment winch his Majesty.

,

paid to none other of Ins ft Imitators

Felicitous (f/li silos), a. [f. F elicity -i -oua.]

Characterized by felicity

1 a. Indicative of or marked by extreme happi-
ness; blissful, rare.

18*4 Dibdin Ltbr. Comp. 606, I am well aware of that
felicitous palpitation of heart x886 Ruskin P».etcnta I 1

29 In the refinement of their highly educated . benevolent,
and felicitous lives.

+b. Fortunate, prosperous, successful. Obs.

*735 Tsee Fi licious]

2 Of an action, expression, manner, etc.: Ad-
mirably suited to the occasion

;
strikingly apt or

appropriate

1789 P St uart Let to Burns 5 Aug., His manner was so
felicitous, that he enraptured every person around him.
x8oz Palcy Nat Theol xxvi (1803) 519 A felicitous adapta-
tion of the organ to the object. 3839 Cariwi Chartism
(1858) 3 A Reform Ministry has * put down Chartism ’ in
the most felicitous effcctuaf manner 1848 W, H. Baku mt
Egypt to Pal vtvii (1879) 528 We esteemed it a felicitous
rounding off of our journey. 1866 Fi lion-tImc, Mod Gr,
II x. 190 This striking essay abounds in felicitous com-
parisons 1878R W Dale Lett. Preach, v. 140 A felicitous
illustration.

b. Of persons • Ilappy or pleasantly apt m ex-

pression, maimer, or style.

_
x8»x Lamb Elia Ser 1. Old Benchers I T., Felicitous in

jests upon liis own figure. 1824 Dinnis Libr. Lamp. 7C5
The witty, the felicitous, the inimitable Fontaine 1841 W
Spalding Italy «5 It Isi, II. 389 He is sometimes singu-
larly felicitous, in striking out insulated views
Hence Feli'citouaneBs, the quality or state of

being felicitous

1727 in Bailfy vol II ; and in mod. Diets.

Felicitously (f/li sitasli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-in.'1 ] In a felicitous manner.
1 Happily, prosperously, successfully.

*539 Cromwell in l’.urnet Hist Ref (1679) I »> xvii.

196, 1 shall pray . that .
.
your most dear bon, may suc-

ceed you to Reign long, prosperously, and felicitously.

2 . In an admirably fitting manner ; with striking
appropriateness or grace.
*828 Miss Mitforo Village Ser. nr (1863) 70 Never had

S
amter more felicitously realised his conception 1832
. J. Park Dogmas of Constit, Pref 17 .Sciences feli-

citously denominated fiy the French authors, ‘Ics sciences
d’observation ’ 1863 A B, Grosart Small Sms (cd 2) 77,
I emphasise the word ‘spoil ’ it is exquisitely and felicit-
ously descnptive. 1893 Publishers’ Liitular 3 June 623/x
Criukshanks designs, felicitously render the grotesque .

.

character of the tales,

Felicity (f/h siti). Forms
:
4-6 fell-, fely-

cite(e, -yte, 6-7 felicitie, -ye, (6 Sc folyscitie,
-syte), 5- felicity [a. QR.fehcitf (Yt.filial),
ad L. felicitdlem, f. felix happy,]
1 The state of being happy

, happiness (m mod
use with stronger sense, intense happiness, bliss)

;

a particular instance or kind of this.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T 53 We mighten live in more

felicitee, 144X Pol* Poems (Rolls) II, 206, I feile (from alle
fe ycyte. 1552 LyndlsayMouarche 5093 Fairweill all vame
fe yscitie' 1602 Siiaks. Ham v n. 358 Absent thee fiom
felicitie awhile, x6s* Ld Digby, etc. Lett, cone. Rclig i 2,
I aspire yet to a farr gi eater felicity, 1722 Woilaston
Rehg Nat iv 217 The mjoyment of an humble . . expecta*
tion of felicity hereaftei 1794 Mrs. Radcliths Myst.
Udolpno 1, Conjugal felicity and parental duties dividecflus
attention *807 Med Jrnl XVII. 541 Sincerely wishing
you every felicity 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit (1855) III. 118
Felicity consists not in having prospered but tn prospering
Comb 1799 R Waunlr lyalk {1800) 83 Those felicity

hunters, Lhe teazmg insects of fashion
*

1
* b Phrases : To have, taka feluity in 01 to

with mf • to take delight or pleasuie in or to.
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To place, set ones felicity in • to find one’s chief

delight in

*342 Udall in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 6 Settying his

moste dehte and felicitee in the veray infamie of the same
1596 Splnser State Irel Wks. (1862) 5x7/1 The Northern
Nations tooke no felicity in that countrey 162a R
Hawkins Voy S Sea (1847) 153 A man known to put lus

felicitie in that vice 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 7 The more
polite sort of Men place their Felicity m Honours 1758

JoRTiN Erasmus I 175 He took a felicity to set out sundry
Commentaries upon the Fathers works

2 That which causes or promotes happiness

;

a source of happiness, a blessing

c 1385 Chaucer L G W 2588 Hypermnesti a, This thought

her was felicitd 1400 Caxton Eneydos xxvu 105 O felycyte

merueillouse wherof I bhulde be well happy *597 Morley
Introd Mhs 182 His come is his only hope and felicitie

1634 W Tirwhyt Balzac's Lett 159 The happinesse of

your Family is a publick Felicity a *66* Fuller Worthies

(1840) I 2x1 God bestoweth personal felicities on some far

above the propoition of others X734tr Roilin's Anc Hist

(1827) Pref 27 A woman who formed his felicity 1874

Maurice Friendship Bks vm 221 He also had many feli-

cities he was thankful for

8. Prospenly
;
good fortune, success. Now rare

*393 Gower Conf III 118 He hath of proprete Good
spede and great felicite 1494 Fabyan Chi on vn 550 It

is not possyble for that Kyngedome to stande in felycite

*533 Bellenden Livy 11 (1822) 171 The Fadens faucht

with grete felicite agams the Yolschis 1652-62 Heylin
Cosmogr in (1673) 7/1 He was vanquished by the valour

and felicity of L Sylla 1738 Neal Hist Punt IV 274
The old Clergy were intoxicated with their new felicity

*780 Harris Philol Eng Wks (1841)464 Athens, enjoyed

moie than all others the general felicity 1865 Carlyle
Fredk Gt V. xv i 271 This General's strategic felicity

and his domestic wei e fatally cut down

f lb. pi Prosperous circumstances j
successful

enterprises ;
successes

1625 Bacon Ess Adversity (Arb) 505 Describing the

Afflictions of lob, then the Felicities of Salomon 1694

Falle jersey 1 29 The Spaniards Whose aims were de-

feated by the Felicities of that Queen a 173* Atterbury

(J ), The felicities of her wonderful reign may be complete

C. A stroke of fortune
,
a fortunate trait (in an

individual _ , ,

1761 Hume Hist Eng. Ill lxt 326 The easy subduing of

this insuirection was a singular felicity to the protector

*779-8* Johnson L P , Pope Wks IV. 6 It was the felicity

of Pope to rate himself at his real value *86* Tullocii

Eng Punt 11 284 It was the felicity of Cromwell to detect

this gift of government.

d. Singular fortunateness (ofan occurrence) Cr. 4
1809-10 Coleridge Fnend (1865) 157 By a rare felicity

of accident
, , ,

.

4: A happy faculty in art or speech; admirable

appiopnateness or grace of invention or expression

*605 Bacon Adv. Learn 1 Ded § 2 Your Majesties

tnanner of speech is indeed full of facilitie, and felicitie

1727 Pope, etc Art of Sinking** Many painters have

with felicity copied a small-pox. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11

Pop. Fallacies (1865) 411 We must pronounce [this pun]

a monument of curious felicity 1873 Symonds Grk Poets

x 336 Moschus is remarkable for occasional felicities ot

language 1876 J H Newman Hist Sk I 11 xn 295

A stylet which adapts itself with singular felicity to every

class of subjects
, , ,

b. Ahappymspuation,an admirablywell-chosen

expression
1665 J Spencer Vulg Prophecies 74 The extempore fe-

licities of the Orators of those times 1779-8* Johnson

L P Denham Wks. II 78 Those felicities which cannot

be produced at will by wit and labour, 1870 Lowell

Among my Bks Ser t (1873) 176 It is from such felicities

that the rhetoricians deduce their statutes

+ 5 Of a planet : A favourable aspect Obs

c *301 ChaucerA sti ol 11. § 4 Tbei haue a fortunat planete

in hir assendent & 31C in his felicite 1393 Gower Conf

III 116 And upon such felicite Stant Jupiter in his degre

Felid (f* lid), [ad mod.L fehd-at, i.files cat]

One of the Pehdoe or cat-lnbe.

Feliform (f*lif/«n) Cf L- cat +

-POEM ]
Having the form of a cat

Feline (filain, -lin), a and sb [ad. L felin-us,

f feles cat ]
A adj a Of or pertaining to cats or then

species, cat-like in form or structure b. Resembling

a cat in any respect, cat-like in character or quality

a *681GrewMusaumReg Soc 16 From which [the Bevir]

he [the Otter] differs in his Tail, which is feline, or a long

Taper 1833 Sir C Bell Hand (1834) 149 Ihe feline

quadrupeds *850 Lyfll 2nd Visit U S II 335 ^he j®hno

tribe and the foxes 1876 c M Davies Unorth Loud 159

Fanaticism has withm it a more than feline tenacity of lit*.

b 1843 Lytton Last Bar 1 i, The feline care withwhich

lie stepped aside from any patches of mire *851 H Mll-

ville Whale xli. 204Human madness is oftentimes a mo .t

feline thing
, ,B sb. An animal of the cat tribe.

*86* Wood Illustr Nat Hist I 196 The large savage

feline that ranges the waste lands 1889 1 all Mall G- 14

Oct 3/3 The eyes aie as bright as a felme s in the dark

Hence Fe Iinely adv ,
in a feline manner ;

Fe -

lineness, the state of being ft line

1848 Lytton Harold vil iv, The rings through which

scratched so felinely the paw of Griffin 1865 Carlyle

Fredk Gt. V xiv. v 202 Noailles has us in a perfect mouse-

trap, sonnciire as he felinely calls it 1893 National Ob-

server 25 Mar 467/2 His gait was felinely nimble

Felinity (fihniti) [f prec. + -m] The

quality of being feline ;
a cat-like disposition ;

the

typical qualities of the cat-tribe-

141

1855
4M Harland ' Hidden Path xxvm 270 This idio-

syncrasy of Ins felinity tormented Bella more than ever

188a F W Harper in spectator 30 Dec 1682 Felinity,

at least the highest part of it, is included in humanity

Feliole, var. of Filioi.e 06s
Folk, var. of Felloe, Felly
Fell (fel), sb 1 Forms: 1 fel(l, 2-7 fel, 3-6

felle, 2- fell Also 3-4 vel, veils [Com Teut

OIL.fel)fell str neut., OFns.fel, OS fel (D11 vel),

OHG fel (MHG vel
,
mod Uer fell), ON. {bo-)

fall,
Goth. (pruts-) fill n OTeut *fello{m —

pre-Teut *pello- •—*pelno cognate with Gi

Tte'AAa, Lab pelhs skm , a derivative from the same

loot is Film ]

1 The skm or hide of an animal • a with the

hair, wool, etc.

Beowulf 2088 (Gr ) S10 was orjjoncum eall segynved
dracan fellum. c 1000 ?ou. Leechii II 334 Nun mereswines

fel a 1*75 Cott Horn 225 God ham 3eworhta |ra reaf of

fellan and hi were mid |jan fellen 3escridde c xaao Bestiary

135 For his fel he [neddre] Ser leteS 1340 Aycnb. 210

Zuych difference ase her is he tuene he uelle and ]>& beste.

*399 Langl. Rich Redeles 111 24 The herte ffedith him
on (>e venym, his ffelle to anewe a 1400-50 Alexandei

5083 Sum fellis of fischis c 1483 Caxton Vocab 9 b, Of
shepes fellis *55* Rodinson tr Moie's UtoP (Arb) 98

They carie furth purple died felles x6xa Drayton
Poly-alb vn 104 Her Wooll whose Staple doth excell

the golden Phrygian Fell, 1757 Dyer Fleece (1807) 68 I11

loose locks of fells she most delights 183* Carlyle Bart_

Res 1 vm. 37 The Horse I ride has his own whole fell

*870 Morris Earihly Par III jv. 6 A lion’s skm So
wrought with, gold that the fell showed but dim Betwixt the

threads _

fb. as distinguished from the hair, etc. Oos

a 1225 Ancr R 418 Uelles wel 1 tauwed *436 Pol Poems
(Rolls) II 168 Of Scotlonde the commoditees Ar ffelles,

hydes, and of wolle the ffleesse. 1581W Si atford Exam11VUCS, dUU Ul WUIIC uiv. hivwjw
, n 1

— 1

Comfil u (1876) 51 Of our felles they make Spanish skins,

Glottes, and Girdels. 1615 T Adams Lycanthrofyoa His

fell good, his fleece good, his flesh good 1719 D Urfev

Pills V 294 Wool, New pull'd from tanned Fells

e Proverbs.

1548 Hall Chron (x8ool 106 The old Proverbe which

saieth
1 If Shepe ronne wilfully emongest Wolves they shall

lese ether Life or Fell ’ 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb )
20

The woolf lettes in weathers felles

2 Said of the human skm, rarely of the skin

covering an organ of the body. Often in phr Flesh

andfell see Flesh. Now only as transf from x

C 1000 Juliana 591 (Gr ) Nass ne feax ne fel fyre gemteled

£*200 Oumin 8591, I fell & flajsh wiMmten d«ej>. 1*1300

Sarmunv1 ta £ E P (1862) 2 pi velle £at is wi}>-oute 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI 247 An evel )>at was bytwene

vel and flesche c 1450 St Cnthbert (Surtees) 6076 In synnes,

in Ioyntes, in fell, and flessh *56* HollybushHout Afoth

xqb, The celles 01 felles that enmron the harte 1606

Holland Sueton 239 That kind of dropsy wherein water

runneth between the fell and the flesh, 1831 Carlyle

Res (1858) 23 The rest of his body sheeted in its thick

natural fell 1890 H. M Stanley in Dimes 6 May, A light

brown fell stood out very clearly

fig <1*225 Ancr R 120 Nis per, J>eoune, bute vorworpen

sone >et ruwe vel abute Jie heorte
,

1* to
* The flesh immediately under the skin

(Bums Gloss ), Obs
iSS9 Mtrr Mag , Dk Gloucester xm, She haply with her

nayles may clawhym to the fell 1567TURBERV EpUafhcs

,

etc 108 b, Augmenting still hts secret sore by piercing fell

and skin *786 Burns Ordination xn 5 See, how she peels

the skin an’ fell As ane were peehn onions 1

3 A covering of hair, wool, etc ,
esp when thick

and matted
,
a fleece. Often in phi. afell of hair,

a head or shock of hair

1600 Shaks. A V L 111 u 55 We are still handling our

Ewes and tlieir Fels you know are greasie. 1605 — math

V v 11 My Fell of haire Would at a dismall Treatise rowze,

and stirre As life were in’t. C2640 J Smyth Lives Berkeleys

(1B83) I 162 A Sheepskyn accordinge to the growth of

the fell 1842 N A. Woods Four Canada 14 Their flat

Tartar features half hidden under a fell of coarse, unkempt

hair 1844 Lowell Columbus, The surly fell of Ocean s

bristled neck 1 187a Lowell Dante Prose Wks 1890 IV

204 note, Reason (Virgil) first cames lum down by clinging

to the fell of Satan „ ^ .

4 attnb and Comb, as fell-rot (Sc ),
-mare,

-wound. Also fell-ill Sc. (see quot ) ,
fell-poake

Sc ,
waste clippings or parings resulting from the

preparation of skins (used for manure)
,
fell-wool

(see quot. 1888), and Fell-mongeb
1708 R Douglas Agree Roxb 149 Aged cattle . are

hame to be hide bound, a disease known here by the name

of the * fell-ill. a 1803 J Grltton inAHnntei s Georg Ess

(1803) III 139 Get your* fell-poake on your head-land by the

latter end of October *799 Fss Highland Soc III 465

Many different kinds of rot as the ^fell-rot, the bone rot

and other rots 1399 Langl Rich Redeles m. 159 Ffunisof

ffoyne and ober *ffelle-ware X552 Act 5
_
6 fcviu. VI, c. 0

§ 1 Mingling fFell-wool and Lambs-wool with Fleece-wool

1677 Plot Oafordsh 278 This Fell wool they separate into

five or six sorb *888Elworthy W Somerset Word-bh ,

Fell-wool, the wool pulled from sheep skins in distinction

fiom the fleece wool shorn from the living animal *382

Wycuf Lev xui 19 In the place of the bocche aperith a

*fel wounde [Lat ctcatn.i]. 138* — ?er xxx 17 Y schal

helen parfitly tin felle wounde to thee

Fell (fel), sb 2 Also 4-5 felle, 4-7 fel [a

ON. fall (Sw fiall. Da fjeld) mountain, perh.

•-OTeut **felzo{m, related by ablaut to *fahso-,

OHG.felts, mod.G fels rock.]

1 . A hill, mountain. Obs. exc in proper names

FELL.

of lulls in the north-west of England, as Bowfell,

Scawfell, etc.

<11300 CursorM 6461 (Cott ) Moyses went vp-on hat fell,

and iourti dais can Jxer-on duel! Ibid 22534 (Cott ) pe dais

up use, |ie fells dun fall C1400 Maundev (Ro\b ) xiv 64
T hurgh pe straytes of mountaynes and felles c *470
Harding Chron cm. vu, His graue is yet vpon the fell

*535 Stlvvart Cron Scot III 435 With clauons Quhomeof
the sound did found attouir the fell. *610 Holland Cam-
den's Brit 1 755 High topped hilles and huge fels standing

thicke togethei
'2. A wild, elevated stretch of waste 01 pastuie

land; a mooiland ridge, down Now chiefly m
the north of England and parts of Scotland F01-

meily often in phr Frith {filth) and fell, see

Frith
a 1300 CursorM 7697 (Cott ) In futh and fell, Saul soght

dauid for to quell c 1420A ntiii s ofA rth iv, T hay questun,

thay quellun By frythun, by fellun i486 BL St Albans
E j a, Wheresoeuer ye fare by fryth or by fell 1549 Compt
Scot vi 66 The laif of ther fat fioklas follouit on the fellis

1562 Turntr Herbal ir 57 a, Feniculum groweth m wild

mores, called felles x6xz Drayton Poly-olb xvn,
r

lheSyl-
uans that did dwell, Both in the tufty Frith, and in the

mossy Fell *769 Guay Lett Wks 1836 IV 145 Greystock

town and castle lie only 3 miles (over the Fells) from Ulz-

water 1867 Jean Ingelow Gladys 169 With fell and preci-

pice, It ran down steeply to the water’s brink 1872 Jenion-

son Guide Eng Lakes (1879) i2t The fell is ascended by the

side of a ravine 1880 Miss Broughton Sec 7h m 1, Fells

and becks, whose cool memory has often come back to

her

^1 to In 16-1 7th c understood to mean • A marsh,

fen

1514 FitziiErb Just Peas (1538) 115 Lowe grounds fpi

medowes, felles, fennes *583 Stanyhurst AEneis 1 , (Arb )

23 Ihrogh fels and trenches thee chase thee coompanye
tracked 1611 Speed Theat Gt Brit Pref , Her Fels and

Fens so replenished with wilde foule 1612 Drayton Poly-

olb ui 42 Ye be grac’t With floods or marshie fels

C. Sc ‘A field pretty level on the side or top of

a hill’ (Bums Glossary in Poems 1787).

1794 Burns Now Westhn Winds 11, The partridge loves

the fruitful fells ,
The plover loves the mountains.

3 attnb

,

as in fell-beny, -foot, -gate, -head,

-land (hence -lander), -mouse,
-mutton ,

-range,

-ndge, -sheep
,
-side, -top

;
fell-bloom, the flower

of Bird s-foot Trefoil, Lotus connculatus (Jam ) ;

fell-thrush, the missel-thrush.

1884 Pall Mall G 16 July 4/2 We make wonderfully good

*fell-berry puddings 1761 in Wesley's Jrnl. 18 Apr (1827)

III 49
4 Take the galloway, and guide them to the *Fe!l

foot
'

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word 61 ,
*Fell-head, the top

of a mountain not distinguished by a peak 1890 West-

moreland Gas 8 Nov 4/3, 2,640 Acres of *Fel! Land *774

T West Antiq Furness p. xiv, The *fellanders of Furness

X874DASENT Talesfir Fjeld 332 Therewas no end to the

*fell mouse’s greediness 1769 GrayLett.Wks 1836 IV 158

*Fell mutton is now in season* 1863 Spring Zapl 55 I ne

great dividing ^fell-range betweenNorway and Sweden t88o

Pall Mall G 6 Aug. 5/2 The ptarmigan soaring over the

*fcll-ndge with a low chuckle. Jbtd 9 Aug. 4/1 The Jfe l

sheep suffered severely *862 T Shorter in Weldons

R egisierAug 24 His early *fell-side neighbours 1872 Jen-

kinson Guide Eng Lakes (1879) 322 A point on the fellside

is reached where aretwopaths 1879 Cwnbrld Gloss_Suppl

,

*Ftll thrush. 1886 Pall Mall G 6 Aug 5/2 That *fell top

appeared to be uninhabited by any more [ptarmigan].

t Fell, sb 8 Obs rare— 1
, [a L fell-, fel gall ]

Gall, bitterness
;
hence, animosity, rancour

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xi 2 Untroubled of vile feare or

bitter fell.
,

.

Fell (fel), sb 4 [f. Fell v ;
in some senses perh

repr. OE.y?g// see Fall sb ]

1. The action of the vb Fell in various senses,

a A knockdown blow.

*877 Holdemess Gloss s v, 4
If thoo disn’t ’mind, ah sal

be givm tha a fell moo 1

to A cutting down of timber ; cotter.; the timber

cut down at one season ;
= Fall sb 1 14.

*65 , Cromwell in Carlyle Lett. Sf (1871) I 280

Ordinary fells 1663 Pepys Diary xi Dec ,
When a fell is

made, they leave here and there a grown tree *727 Brad-

ley Fam Diet s v Coppice, Leave young Trees enough,

you may take down the worst at the next Fell *7®

7

A
Young Farmer's Lett People 156 A small fell will amount

to thirty pounds 1888 Rider Haggard Col, Quaritch I.

x, The trees were gone .
4 Cut down this spring fell .

C The sewing down (a fold, etc ) level with the

cloth (see Fell v 6) ;
concr a 4 felled

1 seam.

*874 Knight Diet Mech., Fell a form of hem in which

one edge is folded over the other and sewed down , or in

which one edge is left projecting and is sewed down over

the previous seam *885 Brietzcke & RoorER Plain

Needlewk 29 The fell means, hemming neatly the turned

down edge on to the material itself *885 Mrs Croly

Man. Needlcivork 9 Hem, fell, gather and buttonhole,

d A ‘fall’ of lambs. Obs exc. dial
^

1625 B. Jonson Pan's Anniversary, So shall the first of

all our fells be thine. 1823 in Moor Suffolk Words

2 4 The line of termination of a web in the pro-

cess of weaving, formed by the last weft-thread

driven up by the lay j
the line to which the wai p

is at any instant wefted
1
(Ogilvie)

1874 in Knight Diet Mech, s v. *882 in Caulpeild Diet,

Needlewk s v. Felling „ ,

3 . Comb
,
asfell wood, timber Teady to be felled

,

fellable wood
1736 Neal Hist. Punt III 21 The Londoners were dis-

tressed. for coals,which obliged them to have recourse to the

..cutting down all fell wood on. the estates of Delinquents.



FELL. 142 FELLEOTTS.

Fell (fel), sb.8 Mining a. Lead ore In its rough

state Cf Bouse sb a to. Lead ore siftings

1653 Manlove Lead-mines a66 Fell, Eous and Knock
barke *851 [see Boose sb -*] 1874 Knight Diet Meek

,

Fell the finer portions of lead oie which fall through the

meshes of the sieve when the ore is sorted by sifting

Fell (fel), rr and adv. Forms. 3-5 felle, 3-6

fel(e, 3- fell [a. OF.y£/= Pr fel. It fello fierce,

cruel, savage t—popular Lat fello, nom. offellm-em
sb. : see Felon ] A adj

X Of animals and men, then actions and attri-

butes • Fierce, savage, cruel, ruthless; dreadful,

terrible Also 111 cruel and fell
,
fierce and fell

Now only poet, or rhetorical.

a 1300 Cursor M 3974 (Cott ) Esau . was fel and walcl

noght spare Ibid 20935 (Cott ) [PIAul bicoine scliep o
wolf, and melt of fell 1340 Ayenb 61 pe felhste best bet

me clepej> hyane, c 1350 Will Pale) tie 3614 po bi gan bat
batayle . Feller saw neuer frek from Adam to bis time
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xi 44 Herode was a full wikkid
man and a fell, ci450 Gesta Rom xxxi 115 (Add MS )

By a felte lyon thou shalt lose thi lyf C1470 Henry
Wallace 1 109 Quhen fechtyng was fellasL 1483 Caxton
G dela Tour x 14 Alle proudeheitys that be felle, 1553
Brende Q Curtins Svij, He beheld them with a fell

countenaunce and rose up to have stricken at them 1622
Docker Vtrg Martir 1 Wks 1873 IV 10 My fell hate

1634 Milton Comits 257 Fell Charybdis murmured soft ap-
plause 1653 H. Cogan tr Pinto's Trav xxn 78 Such fell

and cruel people, as the Chineses were. 1688 R Holme
Armomy 11 184/2 The . Ban-dog is fierce, is fell, is stout,

is strong. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II xxxm. 238,
* I will risque all consequences ' said the fell wretch 1812
Byron Ch Ear 1. xv, And eaith from fellest foemen
purge. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv xxvi, His fell design 1847
Emerson Poems

,
Dtemomc Love Wks (Bolin) I 465 Even

the fell Furies are appeased. 1864 Burton Scot Abr I 111

118 With all the fell ferocity of men falling on their bittei est
feudal enemy. 1877 C Geikil Christ xxiu (1879) 255 The
soul drawn down to earth by a fell necessity

2 . Of things, esp of natural agents, weapons,
disease, suffering, etc. : Keen, piercing, intensely

painful or destructive. Of poison ; Deadly. Still

dial, in colloquial use } in literature only poet and
1 hetorical

:

Dire, appallingly cruel or destructive.

13 .EE A Hit P B 421 [The Ark] Flote forthe with
the flyt of Jse felle wyndez. Ibid. B 954 Felle flaunkes of
fyr a 1330 Oiuel 59 Ohuer. bar a spere kene & fel 1377
Langl P, PI B xvi 31 pe flesshe is a fel wynde. c 1440
York Myst. xiv 72 pe fellest freese pat euer I felyd c 1440
Bone Flor. 1073 Hys sekeness was so felle c 1475 Rauf
Coityarjt' The weddens ar sa fell, that falhs on the feild.

*559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 66 Like as the Zones
tne middest of them all men eschew, the burning is so fell.

«$7 Turberv Epitaphes, etc. (1837) 386 Small arrowis, cruel
heads, that fel and forked be 1663 Butler Hud 1, 11. 803
To guard Its Leader from fell bane 1729 T Cooke Tales,
Proposals

,
etc 139 With the fellest Venom swells his Veins

174a Gray To Adversity v, Despair, and fell Disease, and
ghastly Poveity 1737 Smollett Reprisal Epil„ Such fell

seas of trouble 1787 Burns Winter Night 1, Biting Boreas,
fell and doure 1831 Carlyle Misc, (1857) II. 309 Common
ashes are solemnly labelled as fell poison 1867 G. Mao
donald Poems 194 Hunger fell is joined with frost,

b. of an incident, portion of time, etc.
c 1540 CursorM. 22428 (Fairf) pe cruel dais & felle be-for

domis-dai pai salle be sene c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vn 11

53 For drede of fellare chawns Sum of palm ban fled in
Frawas c *470 Henry Wallace iv no Bot fell tithings
was brocht Persie beforn. 1337 Tottell's Misc , Golden
Means (1870)256 Of lofty ruing towers the fals the feller be
1799 Sheridan Ptzarro ut », The last and fellest peril of
thy life 1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg, Columb. xlv, The
injured Hero’s fellest hour

e. Sc With reference to taste : Keen, pungent
1786 Burns Cotter'sSaturd Ni. 96 The dame brings forth
her weel-ham’d kebbuck, fell,

f 3. Hot, angry, emaged, virulent Obs.
*382 Wycur Eedits, xxiu. 22 A fel soule as fyr brennende

shal not be quenchid. 12x430 Knt. de la 'lour (186B) 86
Amon was right fel and wrothe. 1338 Bp Watson Sev.
Sacram, xxix, 186 The manne ought not to be bitter and
feh agaynste his wyfe in vsmg brawlinges *390 Shaks
Mids. iv it 1 jo Oberon is passing fell and wiatn
4 Full of spirit, sturdy, doughty. Obs exc dial
C1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 125 pe burgers were fulle

felle c 1400 Destr. Trov 129 A faire man of feturs, & fellist
in army? 147^ Bk Noblesse 64 To make the Romains moi e
egir and felhr in that bataile 1322 World $ Child in Hart
Podsley I. 232 So fell a fighter in a field was there never
y-found 1503 Drayton Eclogues iv. 122 Fell was he and
eager bent In Battailc 1813 Scott Guy M xxii, A fell
chield at the vermin 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v , ‘I wasn’t 1’

fell order not m able condition

b. Const for, on, f to : In earnest, eager
; bent

or intent upon, Obs. exc dial
1666 Pepys Diary 15 Jan , I am so fell to my business that

I will not go 1876 Whitby Gloss s . v ,
' Thoo's mair fell

for thy dinner than rife for a race,’ x888 Rider Haggard
Col. Quaritch xvviu, I am rarely fell on seeing them and
having a holiday look round Lunnon.

+ 5 . Shrewd
, clever, cunning. Obs

.

cf2
7A ^AY S302 Mid hire felle [r 1205 praet] wrenches

138a wyclit Prov xu 16Who forsothe dissymulith wrongus
is fel c 1400 Beryn 1853 Evandir was his name, that sottill
was and fell c 147S Partenay 1237 Till thay wer growyn
ryght large, wyse, and fell 1561 Randolph Let 7 Dec mKeith Hist Ch.fi St Scot, (1734) I 205 Liddington hath a
crafty

i?ea? ,?
nd /eI1 1725 Ramsay Gent, Sheph

111 u, I he fellest fortune teller e’er was seen
6. In weakened sense : Exceedingly great, hutre.

mighty. Obs. exc, Sc.
*5*5 Scot. Field 44 There they fell, at the first shotte

Many a fell fothir. 1386 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 2a This
Hariat hath spent a fell time in bussing like a preacher

1889 J M Barril Window in Thrums xiv 131 * It had a
fell lot o’ Inass aboot it.’

+ 7 quasi-j/i The adj used absol Obs.

<2x300 Cursor M 1124 (Cott ),
* Cayin ware es [>i broipei

abell?’ ‘ I wat neuer,’ said he, pat fell c 1340 G/tio <S
Gr

Knt. 1565 per pe felle bydez

8 Comb

,

asfell-like adj (dial.)

1834 Phernte Millar VII 179 She did think it was a fell

like thing that any one should be thinking of nonsense,

B adv.

1 In a ‘ fell’ manner ;
*j* ciuelly, fiercely (obs.)

;

eagerly, vigorously, excessively (obs exc dial ).

a 1300 CursorM 23997 (Cott ) Quen 1 sagli jiaa juus snell.

Rise again mi sun sua fell, ful wanles wex 1 |mn. 1 1320
Sir Tristr 97 He . Was wounded in |>at flit Ful felle

13 . E E A Hit P B. 1040 pat fel fretes pe flesch &
festred bones c 1470 Harding Chi on cxcvii v, Pie chas-

tised theim no fellei as was sene 1397 Montcomlril Misc.
Poems xxu 10 ‘Fell peart,’ quod Cupid, 'thou nppen-s*

1832-53 WhistIc-btnkie (Sc Songs) Sei 111.114 Our Sawntes
and Maggies At e’en blythe will dance, yet wmk fell the
neist mom 1863 Morton Cycl. Agnc. (E D S), A plough
goes too fell vvnen going deepei than is wished. 1876
Whitby Gloss

,

He eats his meat varry fell. 1889 J, M
Barrie Window in Thrums xvi 248 She was 'complaining
fell (considerably) about her back the day',

2 Comb with ppl. adjs.

1587 Misfort Arthur 1 u m Hart Dodsley IV 268 Cast
off this fell-disposed mind 1393 Siiaks 2 Hen, VI, v l

146 These fell-lurking Curies 2795 hate Sedley II 62
Goaded by the fell pointed spear. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s v

,

Fell-bred

,

of a vicious kind

Fell (fel), v Pa t. and pa. pplc. felled (feld).

Foims: 1 fellan, fyllan, Northumb. foollan, 2-5
fello(n, (5 fellyn), 4-6 fel, 3- fell. [Oil. fillaii,

Jifflan, fyllan = OFris. folia, fella, OS. felhan
(Du vellcn), OHG.fclleu (MHO. vellcit, mod Ger.

fallen), ON. fella (Da.faside, Sw. falla) OTeut.

*falljan, causative of *fall-an Fall v ]
Dans To cause to fall

1. To cut, knock, or strike down (a man or
animal), f Also, to bring down (with a missile).

Often with dermi, to the ground
,
etc,

c 1000 Ags Ps, (Thorpe) cxxxvni, 16 [cxwix 29] ?if pti

sySoan wjlt pa firenfullan fyllan nud deaSe, a 1325 Pi esc
Psalter cv[i] 26 He feld hem doun m wildernesse a 2330
Otuel 60 Anwe of Nulne felde Ohuer to giounde. 2375
Barbour Bruce xh 524 Mon worthy men wes felht in
that ficht. a 2400 Cav Myst (1841) 65 Opyn in the ficlde
the fend he shal felle. 1x489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymoit
xu 288, 1 felde liynx doun acd afore me to therthe c 2300
Lancelot 3299 Sum in the feld felht is in swon 2600 Hor -

land Livyxxm. 490 Most of them were felled and strucken
stark dead. 2672 Nahborougii frill. m Act. Sev. Late
Voy. 1 (1694) 168 A great White Bear which ho shot at,
and fell’d her down 2698 Fryer Acc E. India 4 P. 41
On the top of a withered Stump sate perching a Chamchon
,1 caused a Black to fell him with an Earthen Pellet.

2702 Pope Wife of Bath 416, 1, with one buffet fell’d him
on the floor. 2843 Llvi r J. Hinton xxix, Straight between
the eyes the weapon struck me, and felled me to the ground
2852 R F. Burton falconry in Vail ofIndus v 60 If two
[hawks] are flown they are certain to fell the game 2833
Smedlly H. Coverdale h, With one blow of this [fist] I be-
lieve I could fell an ox.
absol. c 1400 Melayue 266 Thay felde faste of 0111 e

chevalrye. 2533 Stewart Cron. Scot, (1858) I 332 Bot
still thai stude durst nother fell nor fle 2542-5 Ukinklow
Lament (2874) 86 When he striketli, he felleth to the
grounde

+ b. Tofell along : to lay (a man) at full length.
2665 Dryden Indian Emp 11 11, I fell’d along a Man of

bearded Face. 1668 — Evening's Love v, 1, A huge giant
seized mytorch, and felled me along,

t c. To kill. Obs
a 2300 Cursor M, 22903 (Cott ) An liungie leon . pis wolf
feld ant ete him al. 1362 Lange. P, PI A xn 65, I shal

felle bat fieke in a fewe dayes! <22400-50 Alexander
3011 (Dublin MS ) Full fele fleys may nott felle bott a few
wassnez 1682 Colvil Whigs Supfhc. (1751) 58 They
felled all our hens and cocks
d Of a disease, hunger, etc ; To lay low, lay

prostrate
; + to kill. Obs. exc dial

c 900 Bxda’s Hist, iv xvn [xui.] (1891) 302 Heo mid
arleasre ewale fylde wmron c xzoo Tnn Coll Horn 177
penne hit J?at tudcrinde wiSleod and cumeS co3e o5er
qualm and xnichel Jierof felled, a 2605 Montgqmi rii.
Flytmg w Polwart 305 The fersie, the fallmg-emlk that
fels many freikes 2663 Bovi e Occas Rifl n 111, (x84s) xo6
Feavers burn us Epilepsies fell us, Colicks tear us 285s
Robinson Whitby Gloss Felled with his ailment prostrate
with sickness

t e - fig- To cast down, defeat, nun, humiliate
Obs. Also dial, of anything startling : To * knock
(one) down.’
c xooo Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) Ixxlu 22 [Ixxlv 23] Fyli ba ofer

hydigan a 1340 Hampole Psalter c’vxn 1 111 luf fel In, us
1“ ,

the erth Covludale Isa x 33 He shal
.fel the hie mynded 1602 Marston Autonuh Rev iv. i,

Starke feld with brusing stroke of chance 2855 Mrs Gas-
kell North fy S xxxvi|

{ I*m welly felled wi* seeing him 9

2 . To cut down (a tree). Also, + Tofell denun.
a 2000 Riddles u 9 (Gi ) Ic beamas fylle a 2300 CmsorM 12395 (Cott) He him suld sli timber fell la 1400

Morte Arth. 1247 He feller forestez fele 1320 Caxton'

s

C/iroit Eng 11 xib/a Brute caused to fell tlowne woddes
1545 Brinklow Compl xxui (2874) 58 Ye must fell down to
the ground those rotten postys, the bisshops 1577 B Googe
Heresbachs Hnsb, 11 (1586) 205 b, The chesnut may bee
felde every seventh yeere 1667 Milton P. L vi. 375 Oakor Firr With blanches lopt in Wood orMountain fell’d. 1725

Dn Foe Voy lound IVotld (x8(o) 340 They found tlnce
trees and they felled and shaped them 1869 Lilly
Emop Mor. II 1 195 Gigantic foicsts were felled.

absol 1847 Mauryat Chtldr. N. Forest xui, They went
out to fell at a cluster of small spruce fir about a mile off

|
3 To break down, overthrow, knock down (a

building, construction, or erection of any kind).
a xooo Crist 486 (Or ) Hergas fyllaS Ibid 709 (Gr.) pa

sjnsceaSan gudes tempel iyldon a 1000 Cross 73 (Gr

)

pa us man fyllan ongan calle to corSan c 1290 S Lug
Leg I 366/43 pe prmce for wrath}ie of Ins [seint In.coli's]

precliingue pe laddre a-doun gan felle. 1297 R Gioue
(17^4) 526 A wynd. So giete yt com, pat yt vckle mony
lious adoun c 1430 Syt Cma (Roxli.) 400a Amalck lie

smote on thecrovn That twoo qumteis lie fold adoun Of
his hclme 1467 Mann, tj Hon sett Exp 172 Tho walls of
the salte bowses schal be felled or it be long 1607 1 01*.

si Lr Serpents (1658) 785 The . web if 011c throw or cast

dust upon it will rather be distended and stielched, then
cither undone, broken, or felled down

f b. To knock (fruit or leaves) off a tree Obs
1393 Langl P PI. C. xt\ 128 lliat cldc fekic efte bat

frut. cx400 Rom, Rose 911 Nyghtyngales . . The leeves

felden as they fiyen

+ 4 To cause to stumble; to trip up; m
quot fig. Ohs,

t 075 Iiushiu Gosf. Matt v »<j Gif panne pin cfce p.ut

swipre facile ]>ec ahloca hit & awetp fiom Ac, 2377 I.anol.

P PI, IJ in 126 ^owre fadre she felled borw fills biheste.

i 5 . Without the notion of suddenness or vio-

lence : To bung or let down, lower, abate Obs.
<2x300 Cursor 1’ll. 1480 (Cott ) pan sal pai fel pat fals

stryf Ibid 3376 (Cott )pe miked luiie o ndiecea pan feld pe
soru 0 dame sarra. 1303 R. Rhunm, Handt. Synue 890
Y shal 30W telle What shal best ]>js tunjiest felle 1 2330—

. Chon. (1810) 48 pe burgcis of London .. said }>ei suld
fond to felle Knoutes pride. < 2400 Test Love 1 (1560)

275 I1/2 My hlisse and my mirth arn fedde. c 2430 Syr
Gittcr. (Roxh) 2712 Ills hote lone I shal fell. 14 limit

Goode Wtf Taught hi Daughter 25 in Hart I< P. P. 49
Ne goe thou noght to t uicrne thi wurchipe to Rile <12460

Towncley Myst (Surtees) 177 To felle alle fowlle defame.
cx620 A. Hump Brit Toneuc (1865) 22 Tin Circumflex
accent both lifics and fcdles the syllab that it jKisscvscth.

6. To stitch down (the wider of the two edges

left projecting by a seam) so that it lies ilat over the

other edge and leaves a smooth smfaec on the

under-side of the scam. Also, to fell a seam.
rr*\To’rg' -dei *>ty with the other senses is not certain

,

] l teg. 1 ci l*i c cause to fall' ap' 1 i* 1 aripl'i "L’e
*

738 1 it’s, 1 <• /. ' Wks. 1887 III 7 .. •<» 1 in,
together, the edges being first felled <i>.a . 184a >!> 1. ,v

Ingot Leg,, Aunt fanny. Each . began working . .* bell-

ing the Seams', and 'whipping the krill’. 1887 Spans'
Jlouseh Managem., Workroom 891 I' id' down the turnings,
or only overcast them. 1892 Weldon's Ladies' Jrnl. Oct.

73 This opening is turned m once on thcwiong side, over
winch is felled a piece of binding

absol 2862 M. T. Mokhai l Ncidlc.making, 41 I’m teach-
ing little Mary to gather and to fell.

Hence FeTImg ppl. a
1397 Dami l Civ. Wars nt Ixxv, Now wardcs a felling

blow, now strikes again.

Fellabie (fe-lab’l), a, [f. Full v. h -ablk.]
That may be felled ; fit or ready to be cut down.
2382 Act 23 Elis c, 5 Preatnb

,
I'ellablc W*kkIs serving

for Fewel. 2721 Loud. Gas No 4837/3 A good Quantity
of 1 imber, great part of it Tellable. 2726 Dnt Rust sv.
Tiller, A little Tree left to grow till it be fi liable. 2830
Mrs Bray Fits of F, xu, (1884) 103 These woods cannot
possibly be considered under the clause of ejtdua sylva,
reliable wood.

Foliage (fededg). rare. [f. as prec. i -ace ]
The action or process of felling or cutting down,
1839 Bah i y fist11s (1848) 4/2 Why score the young green

bole For fcllage 9

Fellah Jfe la). PI fellaheen, fellahs, [a.

Arab. felldlp husbandman, f. fala/ja

to till the soil.] A peasant m Arable-speaking
countries; m Eng. applied ap to those of hgypt
1743 Polocke Descr. Fast 1 . 277 1 he Mahometan mb imt-

ants of Egypt are either original natives, in the villages
call’d Fjlaws, or they are of the Arab rate 1801 Ann Reg.
742 The Fellahs .. are the farmers and husbandmen of the
country. 1856 Stanily Smai <y Pal. 1 (1858) 2* no/e,
1 Fellan ’ and * Fellahin * the inhabitants of villages and culti-

vated ground. 1877A D Emi ards tip Nile v\u 714 Farther
on, the biown Fellaheen art cutting clover.

Felle, obs. form of Fall sbf, trap.

Felled (feld), ppl. af [f. Flll v. +• -i:d 1
.]

1. Of timber : That has been cut doun.
2844 H IT.Wn son Brit. India III. 123 A thick abatis of

felled trees and brushwood 2863 Livincstom Yambisi
5^6 The felled wood was gathered into heaps. 2870 Morris
Earthly Par. Ill, iv, 369 On a felled oaken tree We sat

2 . Of a seam ; Sewn down so as lo be level with
the material,

2885 Briltzckd & Rooplk Plain Ncedlewk uo A felled
seam, when finished, must he peifectly fiat on both sides

Felled (feld), ppl a - [f. Full sb.
1 + -1 1> - ]

Having a fell. Only in comb,, asfullJelled,
luhitc-

felled adjs.

2618 Chapman Hesiod I 364 Full-fell'd sheep are shorn
with festivals 1867 Morris fasou mi 384 Lands where
dwells the sluggish white felled bear

h Felleous (fe 1/as), a Obs. [f. L. fclle-us (I.

fel gall) + -ous ] =Btliaky.
1684 tr Bond's Mere, Contpil. vi 232 Wlicn the fclluius

humour is voided upwards Ibid. xix. 680 The fclkous
Ferment 2884 in Syd. Sec, Lex,



FELLOW.FELLER.

Feller (fe hi), [f. Fell v. + -er l
] One who

or that which fells

1. One who knocks down (a person) lit andfig
a 1400 Coz't Myst (Shaks Soc } 159 Heyl I ffellere of the

fende ! c 1611 Chapman Iliad xv 475 Whose fall when
Meges view’d, He let fly at his feller’s life

2 . One who cuts down (timber)
; a wood-cutter

1466 Mann 4 Househ ExJ> 346 Item, to ij fellers of
tymbre vnj d 1553 Act 7 Edw VI, c. 7 § 1 The Penalty

dependeth not upon the Feller of the same [Fuel]
rfisor-T B Worcester's Apoph. 80 The hatchet of one of the
fellers chanc’d to strike out a chip 17 Eliz Carter
Lett (1808) 410 The Hamadryads will sciearn in the ears
of the feller till he drops his axe 1790 Burns Ep to R.
Graham xm, The rooted oaks would fly, Before th' ap
proaching fellers 1850 R, F Burton Centr. Afr in
Jml. Geog Soc XXIX, Trees against which no feller
has come up [After Isa xiv 8 ]

3 An attachment to a sewing machine for ‘
fell-

ing * (see Fell v 6 )

1874 in Knight Diet Mech
Fell-fare, var. of Fieldfare,
tFeHhead. 06s rare In 4 felhede. [f.

Fell a + -head ] = Fellnebs
*340 Ayenb 29 pe felhede of heite huerof comeji vale

ho^es Ibid. 159 Loue : a-ye enuye Mildnesse a-ye fel-
hede

Fellic (fe lik), a. [f L. fell-, fel gall + -10 ]
Only m Fellic acid (see quot 18S9)
1884 Syd Soc Lex

, Fellic acid, same as Fellmic acid
1889 Muir & Mokley Watts' Did. Chem

.

II. 537 Fellic
acid CsjHjj O* [1200], an acid said to accompany cholic
acid in human bile.

t Fe llicate, v Obs~° [f late L. felhcdt-,
ppl stem otfeliteare, f L fellare to suck.] trails

To suck 1623-6 in Cockeram

Felliducous (fe lldiz/ kas), a [f late L fel-
hdiic-us (f L fel gall, bile + diic-ere to lead) +
-oua ] (See quot.)
1884 Syd Soc Lex

,
Felliducous

,
term applied to reme-

dies inducing a flow of bile ; cholagogue

FellifLuous (fell fl«as\ a [f late L fellifhi-

us (f. fel gall +fluere to flow) + -oua ] Flowing
with gall

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1884
in Syd Soc. Lex
Felling (feluj), vbl sb [f. Fell© + -ingL]
1. The action or an act of cutting down (timber)

;

concr. the quantity cut down. In quot. 1654
gerundially with omission of in

1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c 17 § 1 Such Standils as have
been left there standing at any the felling of the same
Coppice Woods 1624 Capt Smith Virginia v 194 The
felling of marked trees appointed for bounds 1651 R Child
in Harthb's Legacy (1655) 47 They every felling cut down
the standers, which they left th e felling befoi e 1654 Evelyn
Mem (1857) I. 302 Saw my Lord Craven’s house now in

rums, his goodly woods felling by the rebels. 1663 Gerbier
Counsel 109 No other cost but felling and lading 1884 SirE
Frym Law Reports 28 Ch Div 231 They have treated the

fellings of larch trees as income to be paid to the tenant

t b. ? concr. A clearing. Obs. (If this be the

sense, the word in quot. is due to misinterpretation

offell = mountain, m an earlier text.)

a 1300 Cursor M 2832 (GOtt ) Make je in J»e plain na
duelling, Til le bi comen to^one felling

f 2 Sc ‘Lowering, down-bnnging ; abatement,

deduction
*
(Jam. Supp ), Obs Cf. Fell v. 5

c 1300 Stat Glide xXvm m Anc Laws Bnighs Scot 77
Pacabit mercaton a quo predicta eraerat secundum forum
pnus factum sine felling uel herlebreking

3 (See Fell v. 6 )

1875 Plain Needlework 11 Here are taught hemming
felling, and fixing

4, attnb and Comb
,
as felling-axe, -machine,

-saw, -time, felling-bird, the Wryneck ( Yunx
torquilla).
i486 Nottingham Rec . Ill 244 For a grete fellyng axe

1549 Privy Council Acts 11 (1890) 350 Felling axes, l :

hatchetes, l. Ibid 340 Felling axes, iuj dousen 1669
Worudge Syst Agnc (1681) 109 The best way is at felling-

time to new cut them, 1691 Loud Gas No 2675/3,
20 Men with Felling Axes 1874 Knight Diet, Mech

,

Felling-saw 1877 N W Line Gloss
,
Felling axe

,
an axe

with a long and narrow head used for felling trees 1883
Hampsh Gloss., Felling-bird , its note being first heard
about the time when oaks are felled

Fellinic (felinik), a Chem. [f L. fell-, fel

gall + -in + -10 ] Fellmic acid. a. see quot. 1884

;

b. see quot 1887.

1845 G E. DAy tr. Simon's Amin Chem I 48 Choliruc

and fellmic acids are associated in the alcoholic solution

1884 Syd Soc. Lex ,
Fellmic acid C50 H30 Q 6 4HO, an acid

obtained, according to Berzelius, by treating bile with

hydrochloric acid. 1887 Lancet 31 Dec 1319/2 A new acid

. has been discovered by Schotten in human bile, and
named fellmic acid.

tFe'llish, a 1 Obs 1 are [f Fell sb? + -ish ]

Peitaming to or resembling a fell

1570 Levins Mamp 145 Fellish, inontanus.

+ Fe’Uish., a 2 obs rare

.

[f. Fell a + -ish ]

Somewhat fell or fieice

c 1650 Brathwait Barnabees Jml (1818) 121 Never was
wild boare more fellish.

Fe'llmo-nger, [f Fell sb "*• + Monger ] A
dealer in skins or hides of animals, esp. sheep-skins.

1530 Palsgr 219/2 Felmongar, megissier 1681 Otway
Soldier's Fort, iv. 1, A frouzy Fellmonger, 1745 De Foe's

143

Eng Tradesman II xlvn 188 The wool being taken from
the skin by the feltmonger 1834 Bnt Husb I 423 Fell-
mongers poake is the waste arising from the preparation
of skins 1869 Blackmoue Loma D 11, Shopkeepers’ sons,
young grocers, fellmongers, &c
Hence FeTlmo ngery, the craft or calling of a

fellmonger
, m quot attnb

1759 B. Martin Nat Hist hng, I 393 Likewise a good
-trade in the Felmongery Business

Fellness (fe-lnes) [f Fell a +-ness] The
quality of being * fell ’ see senses of the adj
1. Fierceness, harshness, cruelty

, + sternness,
severity. Now (exc m north dial

) only poet and
rhetoi teal Appalling cruelty, malignity, or de-
stiuctive effect.

17 Serin Sel Whs I 55 0]>ir servantis tellen
to God pis femes and preien him ofvenjance 1387 Trevisa
HtgdenlRolls) VII 151 [Gregory VI] a man of religioun and
femes [Lat seventatis] align Rehg Piecesfr ThorntonMS (1867) 27 pis worde Gaste sowunes sumwhate into felle-
nes. c 1440 Gesta Rom xci 417 (Add MS ) In a giete
felnesse and angre he sente messyngeis for the foxe 1587
Misfortunes Arthur iv 11 in Ha2l, Dodsley IV 323 No fear
nor fellness fail’d on eithei side 1678 R L’Estrange
Seneca's Mor (1702) 297 There is a Ghastly kind of Felness
in the Aspect of a Mad Dog 1719 Young Busins 1 i.

Such was the fellness of his boiling rage 1814 Cary
Dante (Chandos ed) 125 Look how that beast to felness
hath relaps'd From having lost correction of the spur
1865 Carlyle Fredk, Gt VI xv xm 98 A fellness ofhumour
against Friedrich

b. Keenness, fierceness (of wind, etc ) ; angry
pamfulness Obs exc. dial
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth, 1. vi 25 be felnesse of the wynde

1642 Rogers Naaman 466 If that [the felon upon the
hand] were out the felnesse would cease.

+ 2 Shrewdness, wisdom Obs
138a Wyclif Job v 13 That caccheth wise men in ther

felnesse. 138a — Prov 1 4 That felnesse be aeue to litle

childei

Felloe (febu), felly (fell). Forms: a. 1

felg, (pi felfca), 4 feley^he, 5 fslghe. /? 5
felwe, felow(e, 6 fallow, 0-7 fellow, 6- felloe.

7 3-5 fely, vely, (pi 3 velien, -on),' 6-8 Sc
filly, 7 fally, 7-8 fellee, 8 felley, 6- felly. S 7
fellff, felfe, 9 dial felf, felve, felk, 7-8 fell.

[OE feh str. fem. corresponds to MDu
, Du velge,

OHG. felga (mod Ger. felge) Possibly cognate
with OTeut *felhan (see Fele v ), in the sense
‘ to fit together ’ (recorded for the OHG felahan)
1 he diversity of forms is due to the varying pronunciation

of the OE £, depending on the nature of the sound which
followed it m the Inflected cases In the plural felga it was
the voiced guttural spirant, which in late ME developed
into w, producing the j

3 forms In the dativefelge it was
the voiced palatal spirant, and this very early became
vocalized as 1, whence the y forms The S forms are due to
the normal unvoicing of theg’ wheie it was final, viz m the
nom and accus, sing

,
the resulting sound (x) eventually

developed into (f), as m laugh, enough

,

etc ; in some
dialects, however, it became (k\ and m others was diopped
(With the forms felf, felk, cf the Derbyshire place-name
now variously spelt Belph

,
Belk, but in 13th c Belgh) In

England the formsfelloe,ft lly seem to be equally m good
use , in the U S felly appears to be preferred ]

The exterior nm, or a part of the rim, of a wheel,
supported by the spokes. In pi. the curved pieces

ofwood which, joined together, form the circular

nm of a wheel.
a c 888 K Alfred Boeth xxix. § 7 /Elces spacau bij>

ojjer ende fsest on baere nafe, ober on Sasre felge. ciooo
jEltric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 106 Cantus, felga ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 3309 He Fongede faste one J>e feleyghes, 1485
Inv, in Rtpon Ch. A cis 373 Decern gang de felghes

p, 14 Nom, in Wr -Wulcker 727 Hec cantus, a felowe.
141X Nottingham Rec. II. 86, xj felowes, vd. <1x440
Promp Parv 154/2 Felwe of a qwele cantus 1552
Huloet, Fallowes or straikes of a carte 157a Wills # InvN C. (Surtees] I 349 Fellowes for wheles vs, xfixx Cotgr ,

Iantes, the fellowes of a wheele x688 R HolmeArmoury
in 327/2, 1 find a Felloe, and two Spokes fixed to a peece
of a Nave. 1731 Beighton m Phil Trans XXXVII 5
Four Rings, or Sets of Felloes, 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev.
(1872) I v vi. 166 Never over nave or felloe did thy axe
stnke such a stroke 1863 Whyte Melville Gladiators
I 14 The very spokes and felloes of the wheels were carved
in patterns

y a 1225 Juliana 56 purh spiten hit al spaken ant uelien
138a Wyclif i Kings vu 33 The spokys and the felys and
the naue 14 , Metr Voc inWr -Whicker 628 Vely, cantt.

1523 Fitzherb, Husb, § 5 Nathes, spokes, fellyes, and
dowles 1602 Shaks Ham. n 11. 517 Breake all the
Spokes and Failles from her wheele, 1621 G Sandys
Ovid'sMet 11 (1626) 24 On siluer Spokes the golden Fell.es

rol’d 1745 Beverley Beck Act u. 4 Wheels shall be made
to contain the full breadth of nine inches in the felley 1773
Franklin Lett, Wks 1840 VI 383 The new art of making
carnage wheels, the fellies of one piece 1880 L Wallace
Beu-Hnr 209 Bronze tires held the fellies, which were of
shining ebony
S, 1598 Chapman Iliad rv 525 The Fell’fls or out-parts of

a wheele Ibid v 732 The Axle-tree was steele The Felffes

incorruptible gold. 1641 Best Fatm Bks (Surtees) 35 To
. see that the axle trees and felfes of the wames bee sownde
and firme x68x W Robertson Phraseol Gen (1693) 600
Ihe fells or streaks of a cart, radn 1799 G Smith
Laboratory I 27 The nave in which the miners glue the

spokes, according to the number of the fells 1877 N W.
Line Gloss

,
Felfs 1888 Sheffield Gloss

,
Felk

b. attnb. and Comb

,

asfelly-timber. In names
of machines or implements used m making fellies,

asfelly-auger,
-d> $sser, Algo felly-coupling.

1874 Knight Diet Mech ,
*Felly auger, a hollow auger

for fashioning the round tenon on the end of a spoke Ibid,
*Felly coupling, a box for enclosing the adjacent ends ol

fellies m the rim of a wheel lbid
,

*Felly-dn sser,amachine
for dressing the edges of fellies 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv
Itnpr (1652) 167 Good for ’’felly-timber also

Fellon(e, obs forms of Felon.
Fello-plastie, var f of Phelloplastio.
x8oaW Taylor in Memoir I 4x6

Fellow (fe la*), sb. Forms : 1 fdolasa, 3-4
fela3e, felau, (3 felaw$e, fe-, feolah(e, feolawe

4 felauh., south, velaje, 5 felay, -loy, -loje),

3-5 felagh(e, (3 south velaghe), 3-5 fnla, 4-3
fela, 3-6 felaw(e, 4-6 felow(e, (5-6 fel(l)o

7 feloe), 6-7 fellowe, 6- fellow. Also Sc. 4-9
fallow, (5 fallowe, 6 falow)j and in rendeiings
of dialectal and vulgar speech, 9 fally, felly,
fellaw, feller [Late OE flolagx wk niasc

, a.

ON felage, f fj=OE feoh property, money (Fee
sb^) + lag- (in ON leggya, OE fyegan OTeut
*lagjan) to Lay The primary sen°e is * one who
lays down money in a joint undertaking with
others’; the related ON filag str neut is ‘a laying
together of money a business partnership, hence
a partnership or society generally. Cf Da. feelle

comrade, alsoftrlles ( —ON. fSlags, gen of fSlag)
common,]

I. As simple sb

J 1. One who shares with another in a possession,

official dignity, or in the performance of any work

;

a partner, colleague, co-worker Also, one united
with another in a covenant for common ends

,
an

ally. Obs.
1016 O E Chron (Cott Tib Biv), Begen ba cyningas

[Eadmutid and Cnut] wurdon feolagan & wedbroora &
feng Jia Eadmund cyng to West Sexan & Cnut to ]>am
norodade. c 1250 Gen 4 Ex. 1761 Min mog, min neue, and
felage. a 1300 CursorM 7648 (Cott ) Ionathas, To dauid tru

felau was 1389 in Eng Gilds (1870) 30 Y>- alderman & his
felas c 1440 Promp Parv 153/2 Fela, or felow yn offyee,
collega. C1466 Sir J Paston in Lett No 566 II 295,
I wolde nat that myn oncle William scholde cawse hym to
take on hym as hys felawe 1534Whitinton Tullyes Offices
r. (1540) 65 Pericles, had a felowe m offyee in his Mayraltie
X546 in W.H Turner Select. Rec Oxford226 Item, to Peter
the sawyer and his felowe, for sawyng the tables 1577
Hanmer Anc Eccl Hist (1619) 177 Friends and fellowes
of die Romans 1626 Bacon Sylva § 294 Time and Heat
are Fellows 111 many Effects,

+ b. In a bad sense : An accomplice Obs. exc
as contextual use of 2.

CX340 Cursor M. 18416 iTnn ) Iewes me honged lhesu bi
syde Me & my felowe. 138a Wyclif Isa. 1. 23 Tht princes
. felawes of theues c 1440 Promp Parv 154/1 Felowyi,
y-knytte togedyr m wykydnesse, complices cxjoo But
Brown Maid 134 It were a curssed dede , To be felow with
an out-lau e. a 1523 Frith Dispnt Pmgatorye Diy, The
bodye was felowe & pertenerwith thesoule in commyttynge
the cryme 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm, Tim 911/1 We
thinke we are quit and innocent, ifwee bee able to say, wee
are not the first, and wee haue a gieat sort of fellowes
x8z8 Scott F M Perth xxi, Rothsay and his fellows
were in the street in mask 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng
II 116 His fellows rescued him and beat the hangman,

t C. A partaker, sharer of, Obs
1382 Wyclif Ecclus, vt. 10 A frend, felawe of the bord

[1388 felowe of table] c 1385 ChaucerL G W 895 Thisbe,
1 wol be felawe & cause eek of thy deeth C1400 Apot
Loll 49 pis is to wylen to mak God felow of bis violence.

1545 Printer Hen VIII (1546) 68 Felow of Thy Fathers
light. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T hi u 39 Behold me, A Fellow
of the Royall Bed. 1667 Milton P. L. t. 606 The fellows
of his crime

2 In vaguer use : One that is associated with
another in habitual or temporary companionship

;

a companion, associate, comiade. Now rare exc
in pi

, or with const m
c 1200 Vices 4 Virtues (1888) 139 He 118 fram alle hise

felaw3es C1350 Will Paleme 4888 pemperour & he.,
felawes hade beene *387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 397
Austyn com wij> fourty felawes c 1440Promp Parv. 154/1
Felow yn walkynge by be way, comes 1526 Pilgr, Perf.
(W de W, 1531) 163 b, Pryuate prayer that they saye by
themselfe, or with a felowe x6xi Bible Jonah 1, 7 They
said euery one to his fellow , Come, and let vs cast lots,

*641 J. Jackson True Evang T, x. 32 Felicitas with her
seven Sons, weie fellowes in martyrdome 1653H Cogan
tr Pinto's Trav iv 8 Brave men, their fellows m arms
1725 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 64 They, being
separated from their fellows, were obliged to fly 1797 Lamb
Lett, (1888) I 75 A friend should never be reduced to beg an
alms of his fellow 1874 Morley Compromise (1885) xxi The
little circle of his fellows which constitutes the woild of
a man
Proverb. c1590 Marlowe Faust i! Wks. (Rtldg ) 82/1 Ask

xny fellow if I be a thief. x6xo A. Cooke Pope Joan in
Harl Muc (Malh ) IV. 40. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1 201,

+ b Less frequently said of women Obs,
f 1330 Florice 4 BI 509 (1857) Clarice . said to Blauncbe-

flour Felawe knouestou thou ought this flour c 1340 CursorM 8607 (Fairf.) To hir felaw ho putt but bame pat hir-self

had for-farne, 14 , Prose Legends in Anglia VIII 194
She wente wip confessours hir felowes, bat were wymen
1598 Yong Diana 301 The Nymph es our fellowes xfixx

Bible Jndg xi. 37 She said , , Let me alone two moneths,
that I may goe vp and downe vpon the mountames I, and
my fellowes [1885 (Revised) companions]

a 1300 Cursor M 29051 (Cott) Fasting agh To haf
foluand pir four felaus, Fredom, gladdesphipe, hone, and



FELLOW. 144; FELLOW,
time crao Cast, Love 508 Wysdam it. not worth an hawe
But Pes tnerwytli be felawe c 1400 Destr 'Iroy 4842 Who
so fiend is & felow to J>at foule vise. *548 Hall Chron 8
Good hope is the best felowe and companion. 1377 B.
Googe Hcresbach'sHnsb 1 (1586)12 Order is a jolly felowe

•j* d of animals Obs
c 1300 St Brandan- 213 The fowel to his felawes wende

C1340 Caw 4 Gr, Knt. 1702 A kenet kryes Jierof, J>e hunt
on hym calles, His fela3es fallen hym. to 1577 B Googf
Iferesbach's Hush iv (1586) 161 Those eate up either

their owne Egges or their fellowes 169a R L'Estrange
Fablescccxxx,A Certain Shepherd hadOne Favouute Dog .

and took more Care of him then of any of his Fellows

e of things
01420 Ballad on Hnsb m 553 la delues bieef this Cannes
eyon doo, And iche half a foote hu, felawe froo 1697
Dryden Virgil Postcupt, If the last JEneid shine amongst
its fellows. 1725 Pope Odyss 111 383 Five tall barks the
winds and waters tost Far from their fellows 1871 Free-
man Norm Conq, (1876) IV xvui 201 A height of less

elevation than some of its fellows.

3. a. Good orjollyfellow : an agreeable or pleasant
companion

;
usually, one who is fond of feasting

and good company, a convivial 1st; = * boon
companion In pi a set of jolly or sociable com-
panions. f To be playing the goodfellow

:

to be
enjoying oneself in gay company.
£1305 Pilate 34 in E E P (1862) 112 For bat on was god

and JiatoJjerschiewe gode fel.iwes neuere hi nere <1x386
Chaucer Prol, 39s He was a good felawe. c 1450 Mei hu
318 Thei wente to sitte doune alle v togeder as goode
felowes and trewe 1335 Covekdale Ecclus xui 6 He shal
be a good felowe with thee 1370 Buchanan Ana Admo-
mtioun Wks (1892) 24 Mmistens gettis all and leavis na
thing to glide fallowis 1640 Bastwicic Laid Bps vu Gb,
They fill themselves with strong drmke, and are good
Fellows. 1667 PepysDiary 14 Oct , I suppose he is playing
the good fellow in the town 1813 L Hunt in Examiner
13 Feb 98/2 A Rate we should mterpiet by the phrase
Jolly Fellow 1870 EivirusoN Soc. <5- Soht Wks. (Bohn)
III, 2 Good fellows, fond of dancing, port, and clubs, 1884
W. C. Smith Kildrostan 62 Sick of clubs and jolly fellows

+b Goodfellow • a docile, manageable or tract-

able person or thing. Obs.
X576 Turberv. Venene xox When you perceyve she

beginnes to bee muche better feliowe and that sliee seemeth
to beginne to be reclaymed 1377 B. Googe Jieresbach’s
Hnsb 1 31 The Oate is not daungerous in the choyse of Ins
grounde, but groweth lyke a good feliowe in euery place
Ibid in 128 Whtche wyli make him [a steere] in thiee dayes,
as good a feliowe as you woulde wishe him to be 1639
Lady Denton in Varney Papers (1853) a74 l he clnlde was
feloe good a nofe in my house.

e. Fellow well-met : a boon companion To be
(hair)fellow well met * to be on terms of free and
easy companionship with (a person)
1381 Pettie Gieaseo’s Civ Conv. in (1586) 171 Being as

you say haile fellow well met with his servant. 1838 GrN
P Thompson Audi Alt I. xxxvi 137 The High Church
Tory offers .to he fellow well met with any of them. *883
W. J. Fitzpatrick Life of T N Burke I. 308 The best
fellovv-well-met in the world
4. The complementsy individual of a pair

;
the

mate, ‘marrow’.
fa. Of a person ; The consort, spouse, husband

or wife. Also of animals Obs
«X3oo Cursor M. 9405 (Cott) He wroght a felau of his

ban Till adam <11460 Tawneley Myst. (Surtees) 6 Eve, my
felow, how thynk the this? 1338 in Pitcairn Cnm. 'J rials
Scot, I. 351* His [the King's] derrest fallow the Quene
rtx£gz H, Smith Senrt* (1631) 16 It is good for man to haue
n fellow. x6ox Holland Pliny 1. 224 When they be but
heifers of one yeare. .they are let go to the fellow and breed
xoio Shaks. Temp 111 1 84, I am your wife, if you wdl
rname me . to he your fellow, You may deme me , but I’ll
be your seruant

b. That which makes a pair with something
else ; a counterpart, match
*599 Shaiis Hen V, iv vui. 42 Giue me thy Gloue

Souldier; Looke, heere is the fellow of it 1623 Sir R.
Boylk Diary (1886) II 85, I gaue Sir Wm parsons Lady
a fair bay coach gelding and am to send her a fellow to himmi Addison Spec

t

No 86 r 6 In . such Cases the Soul
and the Body do not seem to he Fellows 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. ill 53 Two shoes that were not fellows.
1836 Kanej4 rci Expl. I xxxi 430, 1 1 an throwing offfust
one mitten and then its fellow to avoid pursuit 1874 Car-
penter Mint. Phys 1. n § 68 While oue leg was convulsed.
Its fellow letnamed quiet

c. That which matches or lesembles another

;

the like.

1605 Shaks. Macl. 11 m, 68 Macb, *Twas n rough NightL
fP-

My young lemembrance cannot paralell A fellow to it
xo68 R L Estrange Vis Qnev (1708) 310 So terrible an
Uproar, and Disorder in Hell, that the oldest Devil never
knew the Fellow of it 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I.
XXIX 46 Four other shifts, one the fellow to that I have on
1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV xviu 240 His march
must have been the fellow of the great march which carried
Harold from London to Stamfordbridge 1884 J Paynis
xodt Nights IX xox The watch, whose fashion also is of my
own invention, nor is there the fellow of it in Bassora.

d. quasi-adj An equivalent to , a match with.
i6°7 Tourneur Rev Trag r i. Had his estate beene

fellow to his mind 7x674 Lady Chaworth in Hist MSSComm 12th Rep App v. 27 A very old perspective almost
feUow to that yon have 1838 Bushnell Serm New Life
33Xhey. have nothing fellow to God in their substance
5. One who shaies with another la any attribute

;
one belonging to the same class :

a. in position or rank , An equal, peer. Now
chiefly^/
0x230 Hah Meid 19 Engles hwas felahes ha beo8 a 1300

Cursor M 22778 (Cott) ]>ir men sal be pan his felaghcs

a 1340 Hamfole Psalter xxi 21 Proude men hat raises pmm
up singularly & suffers na felaghis. 1436 How JVise Man
taught Son 132 in Had. E P P I. i75’Ihywyfe. Thofsche
be servant in degie, In som degre sche felaw ys 1329 in

Fiddes Wolsey 11. (1726) 173 He us’d himself more like a
Fellow to your Highness than like a subject 1380 Godly
Admonition in Liturg Serv Q, Elia (Parker Soc.) 573
Servants are become fellows with masters 1600 Fairiax
tr Tasso Godfrey of Bulloigne 1 xu, His fellowes late,

shall be his subjects now X72X-X800 in Bailey,

b m ability, qualities 01 value A ‘match *.

1428 Sc Act 22 fas. I, r Mar. (Record ed. II 15/1), Of
their rentis, ilk punde sal be vtheris fallowe to the contribu-
tion ofJie said Costes, 0x450 Holland Hmolat9x3 So fair is

my fetharem I hafno falowe 1551 Robinson ti Mate's Utop,
i (Arb 1 28 In reasonynge, and debatyng ofmatters he hadde
few fellowes 1583 Hollyband Cavtpo di I<ior 33 Varro
amongest the learned mmsters of this schoole hath no
fellows 1687 T Brown Saints m Uproar Wks 1730 I. 73
St Longinus and St. Amphibalus. have not their fellows in

the almanack. 1738 Swirr Directions to Servants, Feeling
has no fellow. 1731 Smollett Per PicA1870)1 xu 57 Mr,
Jennings is gone, and Mr. Keypstick will never meet with
Ins fellow 1892 Nation (N.Y ) 8 Dec. 435/1 The strange
poetic nature has had no fellow unless in Rembrandt.

c m kind* One’s fellow-man, ‘neighbour’;
also of things • Another of the soit

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 11 Wyl noon of you do
to your felowe otherwyse than ye wolde be don to 1651
Hobbes Leviath 11 xvu 87 Irrational creatures as long
as they be at ease are not offended with their feilowcs

1764 Goi dsm 7rav 62 Some spot Where my worn soul
May gather bliss to see my fellows blest x8x8 IIyuon
Masegpa 111, Danger levels man and brute, And ail aic
fellows in their need. x868 F'rllman Norm Conq. (1877)
II vui 241 There was no acknowledged legal right m
churl to make open war upon his fellow

d A contemporary Chiefly pi.

1874 Green Short Hist, vii § 7 425 Shnkspere had now
passed far beyond his fellows 1886 Swinburne Middleton
in xgthCent. Jan 138 Fellows and followers of Shakespeare.
6

.

One of a company or party whose interests

are common ; a member.
0x386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 191 Men woln us foies calle,

Bathe the wardeyn, and eek our felaws alle 0 1450 Merlin
171 A felowe of the rounde table, e 1430 Rohm Hoode $
Monk Ixxx in Child Ballads (1888) v. cxix xoo/2, ‘I make
be maistcr ’, seid Robyn Hode * Nay .lat me lie a felow’,
seid Litull John 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1 v 22 He recorded
their resons heeryng alle the felawys 1547-64 Baui dwin
Mor Philos (Palfr.) 120 One vicious fellow dcstroycth a
whole conipame, 159a Wrsr 11 1 Pt Symbol & 27 13, The
general! societie of goodes extendeth to all thmges of the
partners or fellowes 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixu. 32 Sisters,
Hesper a fellow of our bright company.

7

In college and university use

:

a ong. The name (corresponding to the Latin
socins) given to the incorporated members of a
college or collegiate foundation (whether m a
University or otherwise : see College 4) ; one of
the company or corporation who, with their head,
constitute a ‘college’; e g ‘the Provost and
Fellows of Chelsea College, of Eton College, or
King’s College, Cambuclge

’ ; ‘the Warden and
Fellows of All Souls, Oxford’.
In colleges chiefly devoted to the purposes of study and

education, the Fellows were, in early usage, often included
under the term scholars , the latter term is, 111 later use,
mostly restricted to junior members of the foundation, who
aie still under tuition, the term fallow being applied to the
Senior Scholais, who have graduated, or otherwise passed
out of the stage of tutelage In those colieges that have
become educational institutions, undertaking the school or
university teaching of youths not on the foundation, the
Fellows consist of those graduate members who have been
co-opted upon the foundation with emoluments from its
corporate revenue, and who constitute with their Head
(usually elected by themselves from their own number) the
governing body of the institution Most colleges of this
class have now also Honorary Bellows

, who receive no
emoluments, and have no share in the government. When
a distinguished man vacates his fellowship, he is often
elected an honorary"fellow
0x449 Pecock Repr. m xviu 401 That the maister and

the felawis Lepe the statutis of the collegis 1511-3 Act
3 Hen, VIII. c 22 §5 Any peisone being feliowe 01 scoler
of any of the said Colleges 1644 Hunton Vmd Treat.
Monarchy v 41 In the Colledges, the Fellowes have an
effectuall, and more then morall limiting Power. 1601Wood Ath Oxon. I. 17 Thomas LynaCre was chosen
Fellow of Allsouls Coll in 1484. a 1704 T. Brown 7 able
talk m Coll of Poems 124 Nothing is so Impeuous, as a
Uellow of a Colledge upon his own Dunghil 1843 Cole-
ridge in Stanley Arnold's Life Corr (1844) I 1. 9 Twenty
fellows and twenty scholars, with four exhibitioners, form the
foundation [of Corpus] x886 Laurie Led Rise Umv xui,
247 It was thus a college composed solely of ‘ Fellows ’.

b. On the analogy of the preceding use, the
designation ‘Fellows’ is now applied, in some
universities, to the Holders of certain stipendiary
positions (called ‘ Fellowships ’) tenable by elected
graduates foi a limited number of yeais, on con-
djtionof pursuing some specified branch of study.

Radcliflfe and the Craven Travelling Fellowships are
the only examples in the ancient English Universities
1’
fellowships in this sense have been founded in the Scottish
Universities, in the University of Durham and the Victoria

o
1

o«
r
?
1

r
ty * ancLln some universitiesand colleges in theU S

1888^ Histor. Reg Univ Oxf. no Every Feliow is re-
quired to spend at least eight months of each year of his
tenure of the [Craven] Fellowship abroad. Ibid, 1x2 The
first two Fellows were elected [to Radcliffe’s Travelling
Fellowships] m July x7 i5 1892-3 Edin Umv. Cal. 537

Scholars, Bursars, or Fellows must apply to the Convert,
of the Science Degrees Committee

O. In some of the younger British universities
and colleges, and in some of those in the U S

, the
‘ Fellows ’ are the members of the governing or
administrative body , in others the title is merely
honorary, conferred as a special distinction on a
limited number of graduates Cf sense 8 .

X837 Charter Umv Loud,, The Chancellor, Vice Chan-
cellor, and Fellows.. shall constitute the Senate of the said
University,

8 The title given in various learned societies,

either to all their members (as in the Royal Society*,

the Society of Antiquaries'), or to a specially puvi-
leged class among them,
In the case of the Roy.il Society, the official Latin equiva-

lent is sodaIts

X664 {titlc\ A List of the Fellows of the Royal Society
1709 Stii 11. Tatlet No 15 l* 2 A Fellow of the Royal
Society, who had writ upon Cold Baths. 1801 fifed frttl V.
314 A Fellow, that is, any Member who resides within seven
miles of London *886 Act 49-50 l tit c. 48 § 6 A fellow of
a college of physicians

+ b, A bencher of an Inn of Court. Obs
1336 WutOTHi sley Chron. (1875) I 57 An atturney of the

lawe and felowe of Grates Inne.

f C. Fellow ofthe (1order of the) Gutter= Knight
of the Order of the Garter. Obs,

0

1473 Ilk, Noblesse 46 The full noble knight, a felow of the
Gai ter, sei Johan Chaundos. 1384 Pmv 1 1 Lloyd's Cambria
397 Chosen to he Feliowe of the order of the Cartel.

9 A familiar synonym for : Man, male peison.
(Cf. Companion 5, and I*' eontpagnon )

a. with qualifying adj., as good, bad
, have

,

clever,foolish, old, young, etc., and m phrases like

what a fellow, etc. (Cf. 3 , from which this use
was app. a development). Poorfellow

:

often used
cxelamatonly as an expression of pity.
0x440 York Myst xvii 31, I hope I haue her felaws

fonde 1349 Laumir f'toughers (Arb) 29 Moyses was a
wonderful felowe, and dyd Jus dutic being a marled man
X570-6 Lambahdi- Pcrarnb. Kent (1826) 280 This our good
fellow was not so cunning tbehkc) ns Dionysius was 1377
B Goocr Heresbach's flush, ir. 105 Vitrutuux an excellent
feliowe in building. X607 Shaks Timm 1 1 229 Thou lust
fegm’d lum a worthy F’cllow. 1642 Rooi rs Naaman 108
Pi ecise preachers and zealous fellowes. tqit Si » s 1 r Sped
No. 48 F4, 1 am an old Fellow, and extremely troubled with
the Gout. 1749 Fin niNO Tom Jones xi vu, You don’t
know what a devil of a fellow he is. X73» Hump Ess 4
Treat. (1777) II 313 A good-natured, sensible fellow x8xx
Combe Devil upon 7wo Sinks (1817) VI. 40 A most
pleasant fellow of a clergyman. 1837 Mas Cariyli. Lett,
II 330 He looked dreadfully weak still, poor fellow I

b. used m familiar address in phrases, my dear
fellow, my good fdltnu (the latter now implying a
tone of remonstrance or censure), oldfellow.
1836 Makkyat Mfdsfi, Easy xxii. I’ll tell you how 11 is, my

dear fellow.

c. In some dialects, and in unceremonious col-

loquial speech (esp. among young men), used with-
out adj. as the ordinary equivalent for ‘man’.
A fellow', often= ‘ one’, ‘anybody vaguely indi-
cating the speaker himself
x86x Hughes Tom Iirmvn at Oaf i\. They don't deny

themselves the pleasure of looking at a fellow as if he
were a Turk X865 H Kinc.si i-y Ihllyats 4 U xii, The
names of the fellows who got haded up by young Hdlyar.

d. applied by schoolboys to themselves and
each other,
(Possibly orig. a use of sense 6; not now so apprehended.)
0 1838 in Stanley A mold I 157 ‘ He rails us fellows \ was

the astonished expression of the boys when they heard lum
speak of them by the fanuhar name in use among themselves,
*844 J T. Hi.wi fit Parsons IV. xv. One of our ‘old
fellows’, as we used to call those who had left school. Mod.
After morning school some of our fellows went for a spin.

e. jocularly applied to an animal 01 a thing.
x8x6 Scott Antiq. xxi, The red cock’s been roasting, puir

fallow, in this dark hole 1828 — B. M. Perth 11, This
fellow (laying Jus hand on his purse) .. was somewhat lank
and low in condition,

10. *j*a Used as the customary title of address
to a servant or other person of humble station, Obs.
In xjth c. it implied polite condescension, cs‘ comrade’,
my friend ’ (cf mod I1’ won aim similarly u;.ed). In Shftk-

sPere s time this notion had disappeared, but the word when
addressed to a servant docs not hcem to have necessarily
implied haughtiness or contempt, though its application to
one not greatly inferior was a gross insult (cf c),
0x350 IF*//. Paleme 273 pemperour clepud to him J>c

couherde he curteysly seide; now telle me, felawe sei Jjou
euer pemperour? 0 1477 Caxton Jason 23 Vaissale 01 felawe
[ong. vassal] thou hast done me now the most grettest dis
honour. *5 King * Hermit 328 in Ha/1. E P. P. I 25
Unto the knave seyd the frere Ffelow, go wyjtly here X588
Shaks L. L L. iv 1 103 Thou fellow, a word Who gaue
thee this Letter? 1594 — Rich, III, in. 11. 108 Gramercie
fellow there, drinke that for me
t b. One of the common people. Obs,

r 1430 Freemasonry 99 Of lord ny felow, whether lie be,
Of hem thou take no manor of fe 1483 Caxton G. de la
Jour L iv b, Of Iordes and of fel.iwes

c contemptuously. A person of no esteem or
worth
0x440 Yoik Myst xxiv, 3 pis felowe we with folye fande

*535 CovrnDALE Mtcah 11 12 A fleshly felowe and a preacher
of lyes 0 1570 Scmpill Ballates x {1872) 54 This fallow
of 11a kin . Beqouth to reulc, 1394 Shaks. Rich HI, v
ui. 323 A paltry Fellow, I ong kept in Bntame at our



FELLOW.
Mothers cost, A Milke-sop cx66o South Serm John vn
17 Serm 1715 I 229 Fellows that set up for Messias’s 1734
Pope Ess Man iv. 203 Worth, makes the man, the want of
it the fellow 1740 Fielding Tom Jones xvii h, You .

have so disdainfully called him fellow a 1776 Lizie Wan
vn in Child Ballads 11 li (1884) 448/2, I see by thy ill
colour Some fallow's deed thou hast done 1826 Disraeli
Vtv. Grey v xui, lhis is some vile conspiracy of your own,
fellow X837 Dickens Ptekw xv, ‘Sir’, said Mr Tupman,
‘you’re afeilow’ 1884 Pae Eustace 68 ‘The fellow's drunk’,
ejaculated Randolph

II attnb. and Comb

11.

appositively (quasi-a$). Prefixed to sbs,
forming an unlimited number of quasi-compounds
fin which the use of the hyphen is optional).
Equivalent to the earlier Even- Comb 2

,
and to

Co-, Joint a
No instances of this use are found in our material earlier

than Tindale and Coverdale 1534-3, felow-bachelei is
printed 111 Gower Con

f

III 292, but the best MSS have
felon orfeloun

,

Palsgrave 1530 hasfelowman, woman

,

but
here the second woid is only added for distinction, Cf
quot. c 1400 in a
a Denoting a person or thing that agrees with

another m belonging to the designated class, as in.

fellow-angel, -apostle
, -being, -bishop, -Christian

,

-fault, -man, -planet
,

-sinner, -worm
,
FELLOW-

OREATURE
16*3 Quarles Fun Eleg vii, It sigh’d To be enthron’d
Among his *fellow Angells 1647 Sanderson Serm II 2x8
He taught Judas to be so muchwisei than his '"fellow-
apostles 1810 J Conder Reverie in Associate Minstrels 9*
Can I trust a "fellow-being ? 1864 Burton Scot Air I 111

140 A fat philosopher totally innocent of the death of a
fellow-being [c 1400 Apol Loll 59 Bernard seij> to pope
Eugeni, pi "felawis bischops lere J>ei at pe to haue, etc )
*56S Jewel Repl, Harding (1611) 176 The true Councels,
which we haue receiued from our holy fellow-bishop CyriUus
of Alexandria 1642 Milton Apol. Smeet Wks (1847)82/2
To proclaim a croisade against his "fellow-chnstian 1833
Landor Last Fruit 1 31 A lellow Christian enjoyinga secret
pleasurem saying unpleasant things 1600 Shaks A Y L.
ill. 11 373 Euerte one fault seeming monstrous til his"fellow-
fault came to match it. 1756 1< ranklin Let Wks 1887
II 460 These kindnesses from men I can only return on
their "fellow-men 1813 Byron Giaour 329 On desert
sands 'twere joy to scan The rudest steps of fellow man
1684 T Burnet Th Earth I 194 The eaith with the rest of
its "fellow-planets 173a Berkeley Alciphr vi § 16 Man
is himself a "fellow-sinnei with them i860 Hook Lives
Abps, (1869) II 11 in We have to labour among our fellow-
sinners 1689 C Mather Mem Prov 24 The Devils are
seldome able to hurt us without a Commission from some
of our "fellow-worms 1719 Watts Hymns 11 xlvi, Woims
were never rais'd so high Above their meanest fellow-worm,

l) Denoting a person or (occasionally) a thing

that is associated with another in companionship
or co-operation in what the sb implies, asfellow-
boarder, -captive, -cause, -clerk, -communicant

,

emigrant,
-guest, -labourer, -lodger, -passenger,

-prisoner, -student, -sufferer, -traveller, -wot her,

-workman Also Fellow-soldier
1871 Motley Corr (1889) II x 325 He is a "fellow-hoarder

with your son 0x369 Kingfsmyll Confl Satan (1578) 36
Hee is a "fellow-captive with Paul 1749 Johnson Irene
1 1, A galley lies Mann’d with the bravest of our fellow-

captives. 1821 Byron Juan iv Ixxx, He saw some fellow
captives 1381W Clarke in Confer iv (1584) Ffivb, It

should bee a "fellowe cause in our 111stification with Chnstes
nghteousnes. 1886 T. Hopkins ' Timxt Love <$• Lhiiyxn,
He did not grudge a holiday to his "fellow clerks 1670
Devout Comntnn {1688) 122 Interceding with him for . our
"fellow-commumcants 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng- I 334
He found among his "fellow emigrants men ready to listen

to his evil counsels 1591 Percxvall Sp, Diet , Comensal,
a "fellow guest. 1709 Shaftesb. Moralists 11 § 2 71, I .

being so violently decry’d by my two Fellow Guests, 1623
Ussher Anszu Jesuit 31 The word of God was both by
themselves and others of their "fellow-labourers dehvered
bywoir] of mouth, ax704 T Brown Quakers Serm Wks
1730 1 105 Our dear brother and fellow-labourer hath gone
a little astray 1832 Miss Mittord Village Ser v. (1863)

318 Men persuading their fellow-labourers to join them
at every farm they visited 1678 Dryden Limberltam
ir Wks. (1883) VI 49 This is Mr. Woodall, your new
"fellow-lodger. 1733 Smollett Qitix, (1803) II 193 His
fellow-lodgers were persons of rank. 1879 Howells L
Aroostook I vi. One never can know what one’s "fellow-

passengers ate going to be 1611 Bible Rom xvi 7 Andio-
meus and Iunia my kinsmen and my "fellow prisoners 1725
Df Foe Voy round World (1840) 61 He thought his two
fellow-prisoners might be trusted 1873 Tennyson Q Mary
1 iv, The two weie fellow prisoners m yon accursed
Tower 1602 Shaks Ham 1 11, 177, I pray thee, doe not
mock me, "fellowstudent 1712 Steele Sped No 526 ? 3
Fellow-templars, fellow-students, i860 Tyndall Glac 1

xxv 186 A former fellow student 1687 Dryden Hmd # P,
1 563 Her friend and "fellow-suff’rer in the plot 1762-71

H. Walpole Vertne's Anecd Paint (1786) III 182 He
bequeathed most of what he had to his fellow-sufferers

1663 Sir T, Herbert Trav 125 Elpenor his "fellow-traveller

being dead 171X Addison Sped No. 58 T 12 The Impa-
tience ofmy Friends and Fellow-Travellers, 1829 Lytton
Devereux iv vm, My veteran fellow-traveller took leave of

me 1611 Bible Col iv 11 These are my '“fellowworkers
vnto the kingdome of God 1660 Jer Taylor Worthy
Commun Introd 7 Fellow-workers with God ra thelabora-

toues of salvation 1535 Coverdale Acts xix 25 The
"feloweworkmen of the same occupacion. 1646 H Law-
rence Comm Angells 24 Angells whom hee vouchsafeth

touseasfellow-workemen with himselfe. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) 1. 141 He and his fellow-workmen have taught them.

c (with sb of lelative signification ) Denoting

a person or thing that stands in. the designated re-
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lation to the same object as another, as m fellow-
burgess, -burgher, -disciple

, -member, -servant,
-townsman, -tribesman

5 + fellow-brother, amem-
ber of the same brotherhood

; fellow-collegian,
f -collegiate, a member of the same college,
fellow-craftsman, one of the same craft

;
fellow-

subject, a subject of the same sovereign. Also
Fellow-citizen, -countryman, -heib.
a M/S Abp Parker Corr 425 To give some testimony of
my "fellow-brothers 1638 Sanderson Serm II 115 We
ought so to behave our selves in the house of God as
becometh fellow-brethren. 1638 Drumm. or Hawth Irene
Wks (1711) 164 To wander amongst his slaughtet’d
acquaintances and "fellow-burgesses. 1835W Irving Tour
Prairies xxxu. The atrocious murders of their "fellow-
burghers. *79* Boswell Johnson an. 1720, 1 do not find that
he formed any close intimacies with his "fellow-collegians.
1667-9 Butler Rem (1759) II 318 He talks of authors as
familiarly as his "fellow-collegiates. 1836 H RocrRS J.
Hoave vi (1863) 160 He had been an intimate friend and
fellow-collegiate of Stowe’s. 1836 R. A Vaughan Mystics
(i860) II. 65 The youth shrank from the riotous com-
panionship of lus "fellow-craftsmen x6xx Bible John xi xfi

Then said Thomas vnto his "fellowe disciples, Let us also
go. 1832 H Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 17 [He] has almost
battered out the brains of a fellow disciple 1640 Sander-
son Serm 148 Though they be our "fellow-members, yet
have we little fellow feeling of their gnefs, 1863 A B.
Grosart Small Sins(gd 2) 48 A divided heart toward some
fellow-member 1334 Tindale Col iv 7 Tichicos which
is a "feloweservaunt in the Lorde 1391 Shaks Two
Gent ir iv 105. 1667 Milton P L viii 225 Nor less think
wee m Heav’n of thee on Earth Than of our fellow servant.
17x3 Steele Englishman No x 9 He treats us Senators
like his Fellow-Servants 1648 Symmons Vind Chas 1 40
His poor people are most mercilesly butchered . by their
"fellow-subjects X7ix Addison Sped No 125 p 8 We
should not regard our Fellow-Subjects as Whigs or
Tories, 1876 Bancroft Hist US III xi 451 That from
Rhode Island claimed . equal rights with, their fellow-
subjects in Great Britain 1846 Landor Imag. Conv I

237/1 Valour in a "fellow-townsman is the exciter of our
praise. 1833 Hickie tr Anstoph (1872)11 422 Call your
"fellow - tribesmen to your aid 1867 O W Holmes
Guardian Angel xui (1891) 158 His descriptions of the
future which was in store for the great bulk of his "fellow-
worldsmen

d. Sometimes prefixed pleonashcally to sbs.

which themselves imply companionship or partici-

pation. Now? are
1332 Huloet, Fellow-companion, comes. 1603 Shaks.

Mens, forM iv 11 xo, I would bee glad to receme some
instruction frommyfellowpartner 1649 Drumm of Hawth.
Hist Jas III Wks (1711)47 He had only for his fellow-
companions astrologers and sooth-sayers 1760 Sterne
Serm (1773) I 127 She looked upon him as a fellow-partner.
1838 Hawthorne Fr <5- It Jrnls (1883) 63 Seeing in Eng-
land more ofmy fellow-compatriots than ever before.

12. rarely attnb. with the sense : Equal, befitting

an equal.
1638 Ford Fancies iv u, The great duke . . would lift up
my head to fellow-pomp amongst his nobles.

13. Comb, with vbl sbs , agent-nouns, and pples
,

imitating L. words with co{m-, con-. Only m a
few words originating in 1

6

-1

7

th c
,
as f fellow-

boidering ppl a. (=L confims), conteimmous,
neighbouring; fallow-helper (=L. coadjutor), one
who helps in the way of co-operation ; +fellow-
mspirecL, endowed with a like gift of inspiration

;

J fellow-knower (=L consents sb), one who is

pnvy to (a secret) ; so
*f*
fellow-knowing ppl a ;

•f fellow-yoked pple., mutually yoked. Also
Fellow-reeling.
a 1628 F. Greville Sidney (1652) 28 [This Emperor] got

credit with his "fellow-bordering Princes 1333 Coverdale
x Esdras vu. x The other landlordes with their companyons
. were "felow helpers with the olde rulers of the Iewes
x6ix Bible 2 Cot vm 23 He is my partner and fellow

helper 1683 H More Illustr 342 This Angel and John
were "fellow-inspired Souls both endued with the Spirit of
Piophecy x66aT Chandler Van Ilelmont's Onat 103 Not
that I am a "fellow-knower of, or a searcher into divine
Counsel Ibid 88 The same God might be a conscious or
"fellow-knowing revenger of our sin x6ao Middleton &
Rowley World Tost at Tennis 571 Wks x886 VII, 177 I’ll

not be "fellow-yok’d with death.

Fellow (feloa), v. Forms: 4 felaghe, south.

velaije, 4-6 felow, 5 felewe, 0 Sc. fallow* 6-
fellow. [f. piec. sb ]

*t*L trans. To conjoin, associate (a person or

thing) m partnership or companionship with, to

(another) Ohs
a X340 Hampolf Psaltery, xi Wham swa ]>ai may felaghe

wij? paim 1340 Ayeiib xox J>ou him uelajest mid J>e huanne
bou zayst ‘ yef ous ’ and ne zayst na3t 1 yef me c 14x0
Lovf Bonavent Mirr lvi (Gibbs MS ) no He ioyneJ> and
felewejj hym to hem homely, 1430-1330 Myrr our Ladye
146 That, they may deserue to be felowed to thy chosen
0x577 SirT. Smith Commw Eng xi (1589) 13 A man .is

desirous to fellow himselfe to another, and so to hue in

couple. 1389 T. L. Advt Q. Ehz (1651) 47 Who being fel-

lowed in glory with the highest 1394 CARrw Tasso (1881)

96 Blush of scorne fellowd with that of shame.

b. To put on a level with ; to make, or repre-

sent as, an equal or match to

3430-1330 Myrr our Ladye 251 O moder of lyfe, which®
by thyne obedience ys mekely felowed vnto vs 1500-20

Dunbar Thistle <$• Rose xx, Lat no nettill vyle Hir fallow

to the gudly flour-de-lyce, 1648 Bp Hall Select Thoughts

§ 100 Who . called every wolf his brother . fellowing him-
self with every thing that had life. 1884 W. H. Warn m

FELLOW-CREATURE,
Century blag XXVII 820 It is this quality, .which fellows
him with Milton,

“f2 a. To be a fellow to ; to accompany, be as-

sociated with. b. To be a partner or sharer in,

1434 RIisyn Mending ofLife rig So Jmt it be not gieuus
to an [vn]profetabyll seruand to felo his lorde 1393 Q Eliz
Boethius 6 Easing thy Labor with felowing of thi pame
x6xi Shaks. Wmt T 1 11 142 Affection With what’s
vnreall thou coactme art, And fellow’st nothing. 1614 Syl-
vester Little Bartas 454 All Delights of Earth have evei
been Fellow’d or follow’d by some tiagick Teen 1639
Fuller Holy War 1 (1647) 8 The conquer’d fellow for the
most part the religion of the conquerors.
3 To produce a fellow to ;

to equal, match
1636 Heylin Sum France 74 It will be a palace not fel-

lowed in Europe. 17x6 Cibber Love makes Man in in, It’s

impossible to fellow it, but in Paris. x86* Lady Morgan
Mem II 463, I have at this moment, perfuming my rooms,
twelve Hyacinths fellow me that in your garden I

tb To arrange in pairs ; to pair Obs
1634 [see Followedppl a.]. 1731 R Paltock P, Wilkms

xlvi (1883) 137/2, I here found so many shoes, as when
I had fellowed them, served me as long as I stayed.

4. nonce-use. To address as * fellow*.
173a Fielding Amelia vm vi,

1 Don’t fellow me’
Hence + Fe llowed ppl. a

,

joined together in
pairs

1634 Whitlock Zoolomia 1x5 He can teach, whether the
Kidneyes be fellowed or single, and how many Hearts
most Men have. 1698 T Molyneux in Phil, 7 rans, XX
216 Naturally fellow’d in Pairs 1773 in Asii

+ FeTlowable, a. Obs. rare-\ I115 feleable.
[f. Fellow v. or sb. 4- -able ] Agreeable as a
fellow or companion ; sociable.
c 1440 Promp Parv 154/1 Feleable, sociahs,

FeTlow-crtizen. [Fellow sb. iic] A
citizen of the same city or polity as another.
1578 Chr Prayers in Priv Prayers (1851) 448 The angels,

and holy souls of men, are most blessed fellow-citizens.
x6xx Bible Eph 11 19 Yee are . fellow citizens with the
Saints «i7o4T Brown Pleas Epist Wks 1730 I. xog
This may serve, fellow-citizens, to giveyou some idea of the
man. 1752 Hume Ess 4 Treat, (1777) I. 348 A single man
can scarcely be industrious, where all his fellow-citizens are
idle. 1873 H. Spencer Stud Social vi 387 He is partially
coerced into . . co-operation with his fellow citizens.

Hence Fe llow-ci tizensfcip.
1796 Morse Amer Geog II 323 The city of Neucbatel

has also a strict alliance of fellowcitizenship with Berne
1858 J MartineavStted Chr 311 The * Fraternity’ aims
to neutralize by fellow-citizenship the diversities of nature

Fe How-co'mmoner. [In senses 1 and 3, see
Fellow sb 11 b; m sense a, see Fellow sb, 7 a ]

+ 1. A joint-partaker of anything along witn
others; esp one who eats at the same table or
sharesm a common meal . see Commoner sb 5, 6.
X39t Florio Sec Fntites 87 We haue been . . fellowe

commoners at the vniuersitie. 1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts
Pref , They were ordained to be Fellow-commoners with
Man 1642 Fuller Holy % Prof. St iv. xyu 328 Their
Generali was Fellow-commoner with them.
2 A privileged class of undergraduates in certain

colleges of Oxford and Cambridge, and at Trinity
College, Dublin. See Commoner 6.

So called from having the privilege of dining at the
Fellows’ table, being thus ‘commoners with the Fellows’
At Oxford the existence ofa higher grade of undergraduates
(111 some colleges called ‘fellow commoners’, in the majonty
‘ gentlemen commoners’) is still recognized bythe University
Statutes, but the only house that has fellow commoners on
its books is Worcester College, At Cambridge, there were
formerly fellow-commoners at most colleges, but the status
is now nearly obsolete.

1637 Evelyn Diary xo May, The Fellow Com’uners in
BalUol were no more exempt from Exercise than the meanest
scholars there 1664 Pepys Diary (1879) III 48 Sir John
Skeffington, whom I knew at Magdalen College, a fellow-
commoner 1738 Johnson Idler No, 33 1*5 Did not fall

asleep till ten, a young fellow-commoner being very noisy
over my head. x8is Byron Th Present State Greece Wks
(1846) 766/2He is better educated than a fellow-commoner
of most colleges. 1848 Thackeray Bi Snobs xiu, Thejads
with gold and silver lace are sons of neb gentlemen,"and
called Fellow Commoners * tbeyare privileged to feed better
than the pensioners, and to have wine with their victuals.

1893 Dublin Univ. Cal. 33 Fellow-Commoners . have the
privilege of dining at the Fellows* Table

"b. Camb. Univ. slang. (See quots.) ? Obs.

1783 Grose Diet ritlg Tongue, Fellow commoner, an
empty bottle, so called at the University at Cambridge,
u here fellow commoners are not in general considered as
over full of learning. 1794 Genii Mag Dec. 1084/2Abottle
decanted was denominated a fellow commonei

,

3. One who has a ngbt of common with others
1690 Lockf Gov h v. §32 He cannot inclose, without the

Consent of all his Fellow-Commoners, all Mankind

Fe llow-cou’ntryman. [Fellow sb nc]
One belonging to the same country with another

;

a compatriot.
1383 Stocker HisT. Cm. Warns Low C I xix They

.

keepe their faith . . with their fellow countne men 1639
Fuller Holy War iv. xvi, 196 The . corpses of their

fellow-countreymen 1793W Roberts Loohn-onix.^p) III
20a A fellow-countryman from Scotland 1812 Byron Ck
Har 11. bevi, When, fellow countrymen [would] have stood
aloof 1877 Black Green Past. 111 (1878) 22 The cry ofour
fellow countrymen in prison

Fellow-creature. [Fellow sb n a, c]
A production of the same Creator

,
now applied

only to human beings and (less frequently) animals
12x648 Ld Herbert Life (x8B6) 57 All herbs and plants,

being our fellow-creatures. 1682 Otway / enice Preserved
19
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i i, A villain To see the sufferings ofmy fellow-creatures,

And own myself a man 17a$ Butlfr Serm Wks 1874
II, 51 A good man is fuendly to his fellow creatures, and a
lover of mankind 1809-10 Coirridge Friend (186s) 61

Virtue would not be virtue, could it be given by one fellow-

creature to another 1878 Browning La Snisiaz 48 Yon
worm, man’s fellow creature

f Follower. Obs rare- 1
. [f. Fellow® +

-eh 1
] That which accompanies.

165a Collingcs Caveatfor Prof iv (1653) 21 The Gentle-
man calts it and its fellowers Reasons.

+ Fe'llowess. Obs. [f Fellow sb + -ess ]

A female ‘fellow’ Cf Fellow 9, 10.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III xix 117 Who can
have patience with such fellows and fellowesses? 1796
Had D'Arblay Camilla V ix iv, Your bachelor uncles,

and maiden aunts, are the most tantalizing fellows and
fellowesses in the creation

t Fe How-feel, z>. Obs [Back - formation
from Fellow-feeling ]

1 intr. To share the feelings of others
;
to feel

in common, sympathize ztiith.

1612 T Taylor Comm Titus u 8 They paitake and
fellow-feele in the afflictions of the Gospel 1641W Hooke
New Engi Teares 5 It is the pait of one member to fellow-

feele with another

2 irans To share the feeling of
;
to sympathize

with (another’s suffering), rare

,

there are several

examples in the author quoted
1642 Rogers Naaman 319 Not to leave them to them-

selves, but to fellow-feele their affliction

Hence Fe llow-fee ler, a sympathizer , Fe How-
fee ling1 a

,

sympathetic.
1611 Bcaum & Fl Kt Burn Pestle nr v.Am I not your

fellow feeler in all our miseries ? 1622 S Ward LifeFaith
(1627) 84 A fellow-feeling elder hiother 1677 Gilpin
Drememo l. (1867) 223 To bear one anothei 's burdens shews
us to be fellow-feeling members of the same body 1708
Brit Apollo No 87, 1/2 A fellow-feeling Tenderness

Fe llow-feeiing, vbl sb [See Fellow sb. 13

;

a rendering of L. compassio

,

Gr. crvun&Oeia Sym-
pathy ]
1. Participation in the feelings ofothers; sympathy.
1613 R. C, Table Alph (ed 3), Compassion

,

pittie, fellow-
feeling 1623 Rowlandson God's Bless 62 Men of other
callings should have a fellow-feeling of those miseries
1600 Earl Mlleort in Ellis Ong Lett Ser 11 No 384
IV 190 There is not such a thing as fellow-feeling (the pres-
bytenan word) <<1716 Blackall Wks (1723)1 70 Mercy,
properly speaking, is an Affection of the Mind, ’tis a fellow-
feeling of another’s Sufferings 1818 Hazlitt Lug Poets 11

(1870) 52 Inanimate objects have a fellow-feeling in the
interest of the story 1837 W. Collins Dead Secret n. 1,

(1861) 37, 1 have a fellow-feeling for others who are like me,
2 . Sense of community of interest.
171a Arbuthnot John Bull 1 x, Even your milk woman

and your nurserymaid have a fellow-feeling 1755 Johnson,
Fellowfeeling, combination, joint interest ; commonly in an
ill sense. [This is no longer correct.] 1809 Byron Bards
& Rev xiv, A fellow-feeling makes us wond’rous kind
Fe-llow-herr. A partner in an inheritance

;

a joint heir

*585 Abp Sandys Serm (1841) 204 We are made fellow-
heirs with Christ of God’s kingdom. i6ix Biulf Eph 111 6
The Gentiles should be fellowheires, 1675 Brooks Gold.
Key Wks 1867 V. 551 Suffeung saints and you are fellow-
heirs. 1869 W. P. Mackay Grace 4 Truth (1875) 68 Chris-
tians are fellow-heirs with Christ.

Hence Fe How-Eel rsMp.
1869 Goulburn Purs. Holiness I. 5 The truth of the

Gentiles fellow-heirship.

Fellowless (fe ltmles), a. [f. Fellow sb +•

-less ] Without a fellow.

1. + Without a companion
, alone, solitary (obs).

Of one of a pair . Without the fellow.
«*4*° HorcLEVE De Reg. Pnnc 8, I say; yf thow go

felaweles, Alle solitane, 1887 Sat. Rev 5 Feb. 196 A
fellowless glove.

*

2, poet. Without a peer or equal
; matchless.

iS8° Sidney (1622) 417 The fellowlesse Philoclea.
*59® Chapman Iliad n, 454 Hypofchebs. whose well-built
walls are rare and fellowfess cx6t* Ibid xii. 108 Both
these Were best of all men but himself, but he was fellow-
less 1863 W. Lancaster Prsetenta 43 Thinking on . , the
archer hand Once fellowless m Hellas

t Fe'llowlike, a and ado Obs. [f as prec. +
-like.]

^
A. adj, Like a fellow.

a. Like a companion or mate ; on a level
; on

the same footing
;
similar. Const with.

1526 Ptlgr Per/. (W deW xS3t) 63 b, To make hym
emiall or felowe lyke, with kynges, 1396 Br. W. Barlow
i /tree Serin. 1, 16 These two are such felowhke companions.

t>. Companionable, sociable
; sympathetic

*58° Hollyband Treas Fr, Tong, A fellowehke mana 1003 T Cartwright Confut. Rhem N T (1618) 70 Hee
lovned hmiselfe in fellowship and fellowhke communion
with hun ** X033 Lennard tr„ Charroit's Wtsd, i xxxn,We sigh and with a fellow-like feeling pity their miseries

.
a v̂ a - Like one’s fellows, on the same foot-

ing or level
; in like manner, similarly.

c 1530 Ln Berners Arth Lyt. Bryt (1814) ir3 He wasnamed felawlyke to Bucyfal a *369 Kingesmyll Confl,

l 1? u '•r
5
7
8^ Hee ,s a fel°we captive with Paul, and

shall be feiowelike ransomed with Paul
b Like a fellow, companion, or equal ; sociably.

*580 Sidney Arcadia. (1622) 399 He .fellow-like let his do-minion slide 1609 Bible flJouay) Ecclus. xiu. 14 Stay not
to speake felowhke with him, « 1628 F Greville Sidney
£1052) 24 He so fellow-like encompassed with them, *678
in Littleton Lat, Diet,

r 7

C ? Like a c fellow * or person of little woi th

1632 Sandtrson Som (1637) 61 1 Servants that will work
hard , so long as their master’s eye is upon them, hut when
his back is turned can be content to goe on fayie and softly

and fellow-like

+ Fellowly, a & atfv Obs. [f aspiec + -M ]A adj Like or pertaining to a fellow

1. Peitaimng to 01 befitting comrades 01 friendly

associates
;
social

a. 1225 Ancr R 276 Piudes sahie is edmodnesse * ondes
salue, feolauliche luue 1433 Misyn Fir, ofI. o?v 1 1 iv 77
pat of felaly song of cliante my substans I my3t inns ikt

1430-1330 Myrr our Ladye 329 Verities & blysstd sut-
pnyn synge togitbei with felowly loy 1378 I’tNisn u

Hist Man Pief 5I0 the Maister, Wai dens and fellowly
Frateimtie of Clmurgians
2 Companionable, sociable, sympathetic
a 1440 Found St Bartholomew'

s

3 'I hiswyse to hyng and
grete men famyher and felowly he was c 1500 Vug
Clnldr BA 94 111 Babees BA, 21 F te & dnnkc, & lie feky ly

1373 G HAitvrY Litter bk (Camden) 4 Aftei dinnu
I contmuid as long as am, and was as fellowli as the best
1610 Shaks Temp v 1 64 Mine eyes ev’n souable to the
shew of thine Fall fcllowly diops 1688 Bunyan Jci us
Stun Saved (1886) 112 Why not fellowly with our cunal
neighbours? 1887 Kentish Gloss , Fellowly, familiar, fice

33 adv I11 a manner like a fellow or equal ; on
equal terms; sociably; hence, familiarly
a 1223 Ancr R 38 Delen in his pmen veolaulicho on

eoifie 1435 Misvn Fire of Love 9a To-gidyr be.uid &
acordand be kyndely stirryng felaly )>a ar glad 1382
Dcnii ey Mon Matt ones in. 303 Then seeing mott fulowlie
the glone of the Loid, we shall be tiansfonned into the
same image a 1631 Donne Serm ix 92 To behave them-
selves fellowly and fiowardly towards Cheat Pei sons

t Fe’llowred. Obs. Foims
: 3 felau-, feolau-,

south velau-, veolanred(d)en, 3-4 felau-,
felared(e, 4 south vel&3rede, 4-5 felawredo,
-dyu, 5 felow(e)red(d)e. [f. Fellow + OE
-iJeden condition • see -red ]
1 . The condition or state of being fellows or
companions

,
companionship, company, fellowship,

society To bear (a per soil) fcllowted : to bear
him company

as 1223 Ancr R, 106 Uorto beren lnm ucolaurcddcn [v i,

feotieden] c 1230 Old Kent Senu m O L. Muc (1872)31
he [lepre] liest pc felarcde of oper men 1340 Ayenb 16
Piede brek ueist uela^rede and 01 die

b. Forfcllowted' for comradeship’s sake
a 1300 CursorM 20380 (Cott ) Qui wepes tu sua For

felaured now sai pou me 1340 Ayenb 38 pe pycues be
uela3rede byep po pet partepofpe pyefpe opei uoruelajrede
oper by yefpe oper be begginge.
2 . Intercourse, esp spiritual

;
- Communion 2 b

it 1300 CursorM 27975 (Cott )]>oiu pis gilt es pat felau-

„ . a „ . (1867) 3That es comonynge and felawiede of all enstene
3 . Sexual mteiconrse
c 1230 Old Kent. Serm in 0. E, Misc. (1872) 31 Wyman

deseiurd fram mannes felarcde. *3 MS Ifarl 1701 11
(Halliw ) But thou dedyst no foly dede, 1 hat ys fleshly
felaurede 1340 Ayenb 9 pou ne sselt najt wylni uelasredc
ulesslich wyp opre manne wyf
4. A company of fellows or comrades.

Coer deL. 3137 Blythe was the Crystene felawiede,
Off Kyng Richard 1340 Ayenb, 16 He vil uram heuuie
and hecom dyeuel, and he and al lus uela$rede ct430Syr Gener (Roxb ) 3586 He had a grete felowredc c 1430
Hymns Virg. (1867) 121 Seynt peter, nober lus felow-redde,
Dar nott speke a word.

Fellowship (febujip), sb [f. Fellow sb. +
-SHIP.] Primauly, the condition or quality of
being a Fellow, in vaiious senses.

1. a. Partnership
; membership of a society.

Also, m political sense, alliance. Obs.
*382 Wyclif i Macc vnl 17 He sente hem to Rome, for

to ordeyne with hem frendship and felawslup 1392 West
1st Pt Symbol § 26 C, Theie may be partnership or fellow-
ship amongst the personi contracting 1602 Shaks. Ham
ni u 289 Would not this Sir get me a Fellowship in a crie
of Players 1623 Bingham Xenophon 87 They would enter
into fellowship of warre with the Grecians.
b Participation, sharing (in an action, condition,

etc.)
;

* something m common ’, community of
interest, sentiment, nature, etc.
a 1240 Ureisun in Cott Horn 185 Ich nabbe no mong, ne

felawscipe, ne pi mete, wiP pe world 1382 Wyclif a Co?
vi 14 What felowschip of Ii3t to deikenessis ? 1333 CovrR-
dale Acts i 17 He had opteyned the felashippe of this
mymstracion 1671 Milton P R 1 40I

,
I feel by proof

fi 0WS
-,,}P

in PMn divides not smart. 1714 Swiit
Bpist. Corr. Wkb. 1841 II 529 ,

1

congratulate with England
us liere in the fellowship of slavery i860

y7, ^>
.
Mackay Grace & Truth (1875) 244 Christians canhave fellowship with Christ, as the rejected of earth.

2. Companionship, company, society; an instance
of this. Also, to bear (a person) fellowship

;
to

have, hold
\ ifall in,fellowship with (a person).

ciaoo Vices 4 Virtues (1888) 41 Has Jewer3ede gaste[sj
felauscipe fram e[u]w3 dnuen a X225 A ncr R 1 60 Vor bi

5/

°

f ful® men a *3«» Cursor
lA,1Ii^ 1

fcIasciP him bar *34«> Hampole
™ ,

7 , I dwelled lange in synn & m felaghschip of ill

Jf® *393 Laxgu P.PI C iv 155 For hue ys fayne of by
fe aushep 1449 ?M Paston in Poston Lett. I 83 Puiry

r,
th
u
Wlll

?
Uin Hasa

[
dat Queries

3
<1430Merlin 218 The fehship of so worthi men is not to be

to hn?H felatfct,
L^'CTON ^0/ I. vi, The poure ought not

to hold felauship wuh the myghty 3533 Coverdale Wtsd,

viu 16 H11 feHshipe hath no tcdiousnessc 1607 Shaks
Co? v 111 175 He knecles, nntl holds vp hands for fellowl
ship. 1690 Lncici Hum Und in i 4) t A ncLLssity to lia\e
fellowship with those of lus own kind 1814 Car\ Danti 's

Patad viii ibi Were it worse for man, If he lived not in
fellowship on euth? 1855 M\< vui k\ Hut Fug III .q,
'ihe leist respectabfe members of that party lenounced
fellowship with him
iranf 1578 Banish r Fh\t. Man v 70 Ihe lift vcjne

being not depi iuetl of the fehnvsliyp ofan Ai lu it
’

t b. tolled Habitual eompantons; - Company
4 b Obi

14 Titndah'sVis 183 This Ins tin felys. hjp thou caytjff
That thou ihase to the in tin lj(fe 1348 I'oiirrsi Pleas,
Pmsye 90 'Jhey shull pluck too then souctec, l'elosluppe
that neuer will .tftei goode bee,

1

3

Communication, dealing, interunuse Obs
*555 Wat iti man I untie Fattens h i\ "o' As In uidgcth

theim by Ins eye without fuitliu ti.ule in fi lowtsliijjpc
betwrste thtnn. 16x3 Siiaks IUn 17II, rn i j n, j ,un
old my Lords, Anti all the Fellow ship I hold now wuh him
Is onely my Obedience,

b Mutual intercourse, csf spnUunl; intimate
pet sonal converse ;

~ Communion 2 a, b, e
«I300 Cuisot M. 10401 (Cott) [>tr liuiuliali scope Hi-

takens felasup, 1 wtss, Of halus liu in lit utn bliss, c 1380
Wyclh Set IVAs III 422 [pex] weie tr.iiishic to felmv-
scluppe and dwelly ng wt|> Gods. <11400 ( «.< My\t, (1841)
16 'than Cijst them o\ yrtuk. And w.ilkyd in fl l.iclicp ffonh
with hun too 1333 Sun art ( 1 on. .S tot II 141! int f.iilow-
sclup of ony hot thamc sell. x6n Him 1 Pi and. Pief

(

end and itwatd of the studie (of St ii]ilun. hungj fl ilowship
with the bunts 1746-7 Hi buy Midi/, 11818) 11 Who
admits us to a fellowship with lunistlf, 1871 Mai mu

p

Mini. I'atmos 11 2 \ Sim e John had last held visible fellow
ship with lus Redeemer,

he. Sexual intercouise More fully fleshly
fellowship. Obs,

*3 F., Fl. A ltd II. '71 [>e fl mb* fallen in fel.13st.hyp
wuh hem on fol a .ay >< .400 V \ «, (,( \ , , v 11

-

When [mi will 1 .fl fl’i >,« m 1 . 14^0 ”, »/,< \\
be made, to I

1 <* to..! > id \i m 111,1, <

*450**53° Myrr. our Lat/ye 19 1 Ho Ifedde the llesshciy
felyshyp of hys wyfe.

4. = Communion 3 To give the tight hand of
fellowship (after Gal. 11. 9)

* to acknowledge a
person as entitled to communion ; also tiamf.
In several Protestant denominations, a literal going • the

light hand of fellowship ’ by some lLpiesuitutivt. prison is
pait of the ceremony of admitting a pci son to rhuu.li-
inemhuship, and of the ordination or induction of a
minister
1382 Win ir Gal. it 9 James and Cephas and John

3auen to me and llarnahas the riqt hornlis of felowschip
*539 Cramu It ibid., Ryglit hatuli.s ofthat felousdiipne xfiu
Him 1 ibid , Right hamies of fl How ship a 1640 Wins iikoi*
New Eng (1853)1 215 The elder tb sired of tin* rInn this
that .they would give them the right hand of fellowship
x66x Bramiiai 1 Just Hind, 1. 3 'Ihty haue separated tlum.
selues flom the fellowship of tlmr own Sisttrs. 1809-xo
Cott iitooi Fi tend (1863)57, I ud! honour and hold forth
the right hand of fellowship to every uuhvulud who, etc.
1873 Jqivijt Plato (ed. 2) III. 64 He shall reteivi the light
hand of fellowship.

5 The spirit of comradeship; friendliness Good
fellowship (parasynthctically) : the temper and
disposition of a * good fellow So, badfellowship,
f Offellowship

.

out of friendly feeling.

f
*37° CiiAut 1 r J roylus 11. 157 He . .vvher hym h st, best

felawslup can To such as hym thmkith able to thrive 1462
/ aston Lett. No. 445 II, 95 Hertuly thanky ng you.. of the
felyshipp that my cosyn your sonne shew id unto me. 1463huiy H tils (Camden) 36 My beedj s uf icct for remunber-
aunte of old good fdaslupp 1370 North Donfs Mor
I htlos. it. (1888) 117 First of fellowship licare nit hut fburc
wordes. 1604 Jas I Connie > Id (Arh j m It is 1h.loiiic
a point of good fellow ship. 1670 Mainwaring Vita Sana
vi 67 Drink for necessity, not for had fellowship x8i8
ShiiLli v Rosalind 4 Ihlcn 121 'Ihe birds with Aimless
fellowslup . round him whu.1 1837 W Irving Lift.
Bonneville II. 86 Tim nval companies , prosecuted their
journey in great good fellowship. *863 CIi o Eiiot
Komota (18801 1 2 1 here must still lie fellowship for hun
among the inheritors of Ins birthplace,

’(* b collect. Goodfcllozvship =>
‘ good fellows ’.

1647 Cl ART NDON Hist Rcb VII, (1703) II. 225 WlllllOt ..
was ’jmch uelov’d by all the good fellowship ol the Army*.
o. A body of fellows or equals: a company.
Now rare (arch ),

.£ x*9° L 27/23 A fclau^schipc of quoynte

si? . fl- '‘I
0
? ^ 7lrso

,

r hi 14246 (Cott
)
Jesus, .was tummen

. Wit his lelauscip bat he ledd c x«o H til Palernc 1317
But feipli hts felaehipe fork "i)> him he hadde. CX386
Chaucer Pro

l

32, 1 was of hir felawsditpe anon c 1400
Maundev (Roxb.) ix 34 Iosue and Calcph and Inure fely-
sthepe come fust *47* Hib J Paston m Lett. No. 673
i.11. 15 air 1 nomas Fulfforthe is goon owt off Sceyntewarye
and a gret ffelaschyp flettchyd hyin 1335 Cov lrijai i Isa.
xiiv 10 Beholde all the felashippe of them must be brought
to confucion, 1349 blk. Com, Proyt r, Te Deunt, 'I he goodly
felowship [L, numerus] of the Prophetes, 1640 Yorkl
Union Hon 27 With lm, sonne the young Pnnce of Wales,
and a very noble fellowship 1742 Haim v, Fellowship, a
Company. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyssey 160 He went
on his way and with him two and twenty of my fellowship.

t ,
Scott Jrnl (1890) I 383, I am sorry when

I think of the goodly fellowship of vessels winch are now
scattered on the ocean

t b. A body of armed men. Obs
C
r$° f\

rl<YVumh- 53*3 A. ,takej> til hym scheld & sperre
lasc

)
1,

1
R ne * *kephe non 1467 Marg. Paston m

zffl. 576 II 308 He . sendyth dayly aspics to under-
stand what felesshep kepe the place. <r 1500 Three Kings’
Sons 97 1 herfore toke he his fehship, & .went to releef his
first company.



FELLOWSHIP. 147 FELO3ST.

f e The crew of a a essd, Obs.
1466 Matin fy Housek Exp. 169 My lorde Safe to the

felschepe of the Kervel 1513 Douglas sEneis 1 vi 158
Thi schippis and fallowschip on the samyn wise.

d. In the Eucharistic service, the words cum
omm militia cxlestis exercitus have from an early
date been rendered ‘ with all the holy fellowship of
heaven

7

;
possibly with some allusion to 6 b

1389 m Eng Gilds (1870) 116 In honr of lhesu cnst and al
the holy felichipe of heuen c 1450 Bidding Prayerm in
Lay Folks Mass Bk 71 All J?e feir falychyp pat is in heuen
1583 Stanyhurst Aenets in (Arb) 90 Al the heunly feloship
from the earth such a monster abandon

fe. An ordinary meal or entertainment for a
company or household Obs
1494 Honseh Ord 121 As for the ShroveThursday at night

there longeth none estate to be kepte, but onely a fellow-
shrppe.

7 . A guild, corporation, company. Now rate.
Fellowship ofPorters see 11 b
1515Sm R.Jeuneganm Strype Eccl Mem I App vii i3The
same passport may be sent to the Master of the fellowship
rsaj Act 14-15 Hen VIII, c 2 All wardens and maisters
of felowshyppes of all and euery such handle craftes 1560
Grant ofCity ofLond 1 Feb in Entick London{yj&t) IV.
228 Being freemen of this city in the fellowship of the
stationers 162a Misselden Free Trade (ed 2) 74 That .

fellowship of the Merchants Adventurers of England 1692
Lond Gas No 2799/4 Mr Thomas Johnson Clerk to the
Fellowship of Carmen 1740 in Hanway Tram. (1762) I 1

ix 43 Any subject hath a right to be made free of the
said fellowship 1819 E Mackenzie Hist Newcastle (1827)
706 note. Waits, or Musicians, were an ancient fellowship
transf a 1626 Bp Andrewes Serm {1661) 700 A fellow-

ship or Society, which is called the fellowship or corporation
of the Gospel!

+ b. collect. The members of a corporation or
guild. Obs
c 1440 Gesta Rom xi 35 (Add. MS ) His felishipp put out

his even *513 Act 5 Hen VIII, c 6 Ihe Wardens and
felisshippe of the crafte of Surgeons enfraunchesid m the
Citie of London 1571 inW H Turner Select Rec Oxford
33S The Master Wardens and Fellowship of the sayde
occupation 1649 Lawfulnesse Present Govt 9 The Mayor
of London and his Fellowship received him.

C In wider sense An association or union of
any kind

; also a brotheihood, fraternity

1541 Barnes Wks (1573) 246/1 Wee beleeue that holy
church is a communion or felowshyp of holy men 1683 m
Faithful Contendmgs (1780) 59 It was desired that every
one of the fellowships that sends Commissioners, would be
conscientious in choosing of them 177s Johnson West
Islands Wks X 424 Land is sometimes leased to a small
fellowship 1847 Mrs A Kerr Hist Service x 191 The
peaceful fellowships m villages had also the nght 1861
Mill Utilit v 90 A person’s fitness to exist as one of the
fellowship of human beings 1883 O B Frotiiingham in
SchafF Encyel Reltg Knowl 2281 The public gave to the
little fellowship the name of the ‘ Transcendental Club

*

1889 Lux Mundi iv (1890) 178 Building up a new cosmo-
politan fellowship

8 The position or dignity, or the emoluments, of a
‘fellow’ in a college, university, learned society, etc

1536 Act 27 Hen VIII, c 42 & 1 in Oxf Cawb Enaclm
13 The said Chauntries, free Chapelle Felowshippes,
Scolershippes 1631 T Powell Tom All Trades 148 In
some Colledges the Fellowship follows the Schollership

a J1674 Clarlndon Hist Reb x (1704)111 56 They placed
. such other of the same leven m the Fellowships 1808
Med Jml XIX 271 He had it in contemplation to offer

himself a candidate for a fellowship m the London College

of Physicians 1868 M Pattison Accuiem Org iv 57 The
proposal to commute fellowships into scholarships

fb collect The body of ‘fellows’ m a college

or university; the society constituted by the

‘fellows’. Obs
1480 Bury Wills (1850) 58 The said maistr

,
presedent, or

reuler, and phelaschep of the seid collage 1567 in Gutch
Coll Cur II 278 The said Richard Barber shall call the
whole fellowship then present within the College together

1710 Hearne Collect (Oxf Hist Soc ) III 53 Any one
that ever entered that Fellowship 1796 Morse Amer
Geog I 437 Adjudging and conferring degrees, which ex-
clusively belongs to the fellowship as a learned faculty

9 Anth The process by which a partner’s share

of gam or loss is determined in proportion to his

share of the capital

1561 Records Gr ArtesY], Thus you are sufficiently

instructed in the rule of felowship 1594 Blundi vil Ext rt

1 mi (ed 7) 36 This is to be wrought according to the Rule
of fellowship 1661 Hodder Amthmetick 148 The Rule of

Fellowship without time *695 Alingiiam Geom Eft 66
This Thee helps to demonstrate the Rule of Fellowship
1806 Hutton Course Math I 120 Fellowship is either

Single or Double *859 Barn Smith Anth Algebra
(ed 6) 508 Fellowship or Partnership

10 pi Short for Felloivship-poriti s (See x 1 b )

1863 Dickens Mnt Fr 1 vi, The Fellowships don’t want
you at all

11 . attrib and Comb
,
(sense *j) as fellowship-

merchant
,

(sense 8) as fellowship-examination ,

-honour

,

also, fellowship-meetmg, an associa-

tion formed for the purpose of religious converse

1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <5 Dan I 307, 1 shall be going up
formy ^fellowship examination 1893 DailyNews 7 Julyn/3
The only American woman, holding the ^fellowship honour

of the Royal Geographical Society 1679 J Finlay in

Cloud of Witnesses (1810) 185, 1 bear my testimony to the

^fellowship meetings of the Lord’s people. 1806 Forsyth

Beauties Scot. Ill 176 All the fellowship-meetings of the

parish of Camhuslang assembled 1485 Act 1 Hen VII, c

3 § 1 No proteccion be allowed in the Couite before the .

*Felishipp merchauntes of the Staple at Calais

b Fellowship porter, a member ofthe ‘ fellow-
ship ’ of the Porters of Billingsgate, a guild having
certain monopolies in the City ofLondon

, see quots
There was also a Guild of Fellowship Porters in Edinburgh,
who joined the 1 rone men in 169+ (Walford Hist Gilds 87)
i6ao Draft Act Common Council 5 Oct in Acts Ref,

Com Council (Guildhall Lib ) No 4 That the Company and
(fellowship of Porters of Billingsgate shall continue to be
from henceforth one Company or Brotherhood 1681
Delaune State ofLondon. 341 The Porters of London are
of two sorts 1 Ticket Porters 2 Fellowship Porters.
To these belong the landing, housing, carrying or recarry-
ing all measurable Goods, as Corn, Salt, Coals, &c 1854
Ref Pari Comm Corporation- ofLondon 23 The Fellow-
ship of Porters, which exists as a sepai ate body, created by
an Act of Common Council No person can be admitted as
a Fellow of this bodywho is not free of the City of London
1890 Daily Nevis 18 July 7/2 The complainant is a fellow-
ship porter

Fellowship (feWJip), v [f prec sb]
+ 1 trails. To unite in fellowship; to connect

01 associate (a person or thing) with or to another

;

rejl to enter into companionship. Obs
C1374 Chaucer Boeth 11 vi. 53 Contrarious binges ne

ben not wont to ben yfelawshiped togidres 138a Wyclif
Gen xxvi 7 She was to hym felowshipte thur3 manage
c 1440 Sscrees 182 Twoo men bat felawschipped hem to
gedreinaway 1491 Caxton VilasPatr (W deW.1495)
I xlix 08 a/x Ihey can not be compatyble ne felyshypped
wyth tne other. 1561 T Hoby tr Castighone's Courlyer
Yyivb, To felowship him self with men of the best sort,

1

2

. To accompany. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth iv 111 121 Grete peyne felhwshipeji

and folwejj hem. *483 Caxton Gold Leg 405/1, I shal yet
felawship the unto the gate

3 To admit to fellowship, enter into fellowship

with Now only in religious use
c 1440 Gesta Rom, xxxiv i35(Harl MS ) Then pes seynge

hir sistns alle in acorde she tumid ayene . then pes was
felashipid among hem a i860 Eclectic Rev (Worcester),
Whom he had openly fellowshipped 1882 A Mahan
A ntobiog xi 242 A chanty which fellowshipped anything
4. mtr To join in fellowship ; to associate with.

Now only in religious use, and chiefly U S.

c 1410 Love Bonavent Mtrr

.

lvi (Gibbs MS ) Cure lorde

Jesu came and fehschippede with hem 1472 in Surtees
Mtsc (1890) 26 Derrick his lepere, &his not abyll to felychep
emange the pepell 1561 T Hoby Castighone's Courtyer
A uj b, Like maye fellowship with his like, 1883-4 J G
Butler Bible Work II 109 He [Peter] fellowshipped freely

with Gentile believers 1886 Chr Life x May, He never
fellowshipped with any of our churches

Hence Pe HowsMppingf vbl sb , the action of

forming a fellowship
;
in quot cotter as the alleged

proper term for a company of yeomen
i486 Bk, St Albans F vj a, A ffelishippyng of yomen

Fe llow-so*ldier. One who fights under the

same standard as another ; a companion-in-arms.
iS*<5-34 Tindale P/ul 11. 25 Epaphioditus my felowe

soudier 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv vn, 70 Come, fellow

Souldior, make thou proclamation 1777 W Robertson
Hist Amer (1783) II 244 To avoid the imputation of
cowardice from their fellow soldiers x88z J. Taylor .Sr.

Covenanters 161 He met with his former fellow-soldier

tFe-lly, a. Obs [T Fell a 4 -lt i ] — Fell.
140X Pol Poems (Rolls) II 17 The felhest folke that ever

Antichrist found 1749 Exile's Lament in Jacobite Songs
<5- Ballads (1887) 263 Driven by fortune's felly spite

Felly (fe h), adv. Forms 3 fellik, 4 fellely,

4-5 fellich(e, (4 fell liohe, fellyche), 4-6 falli(e,

(6 fellye), 4- felly. Compar 4fellaker. [f. Fell
a +-LY 2

] Jn a fell manner.
1 Fiercely, cruelly, harshly; with deadly ma-

lignity or destructive effect.

a 1300 CursorM 4143 (Cott ) Ful fellik bai a-gaiti answard,
‘Quar-for suld we of oght be ferd?’ a 1340 Hampole
Psalter Ixxvii 53 Teraptacioun bat felly smytes jie hertes

of foies. 1340 Ayenb, 174 pe more he him smit pe more
feliaker . huanne he him yzi3J? onlosti and sleauuol c 1440
Gaw

.J
Gol 576 The feght sa felly thai fang 1481 Caxton

Reynard (Arb) 89 Ihe kjng liter saith so felly, that my
fadre nor I dyde hym, neuer good. 1555 Watkeman
Fardle Factons 11 via 179 Ihe more tliei haue, the felher

gnaweth their longing 1566 Drant Horace' Sat. 11 111,

With feuer quartayne, felly toste 1647 H. More Song of
Sonl\ 11 ayvu. The hearts do ne’re agree But felly one an-
other do upbray 1748 Thomson Cast Indol 11 xlm. He sat

him felly down and gnaw'd his bitter nail 1802 G Colman
Br Grins, Knt (j Friar 1 lux. In the Field, where late he
fought so felly 1811 Scott Don Roderick li, Never hath
the harp of minstrel rung 0 f faith so felly proved, so firmly

true 1 1866 Reads Griffith Gaunt xxv, He tore the purse

out of Leonard’s hand then seized him felly by the throat

Tb + Bitterly, keenly
,

terribly (obs.)

;

hence

dial, exceedingly

1375 Barbour Bruce x 470 He wes Woundit so felly in

the face, That he ives dredand of his lit Ibid xv: 2x7

Thai war so felly fle> it tharThat [etc] a 1400-50 A lex-

andcrffbifl Oure mody kjng of Messedone Sets paim fade

so ethfully and felly was, greued *583 Stanyhurst Aenets
II (Aib ) 58 They clymb, in lefthand, with shields, tools

fellye rebating 1807 J Stagg Poems 37 They ran . Till

a’ war felly spent

f 2 Craftily, cunningly, artfully Obs
138a 'Wyclif josh 1x4! hei that dwelten in Gabaon .

felSch thenkynge, token to hem meetis [etc ] 1387 1 revisa

Higdtn (Rolls) II 317 perfore he byJjoujt hym felhche and
gilefulltche to here a aoun be children of Israel, c 1400

Beryn 31 x With half a sclepy eye pound fellich vndir hit

hood 1450-1530 Myrr onrLadye 44 The more effectuall .

that piayer is . the moie felly laboureth the malycyous
enemy to lette it.

Felly (fe’li), v. dial [vanant of Fallow v 2
]

1788 V7, Marshall Yorksh Gloss , Felly, to break up a
fallow 1876 Whitby Gloss , Felly, to break up the fallow
giound, to plough up the stubble before sowing the crop

Felly, alternative form of Felloe.

li Felo-de-se (fc 1o dz s? ) PI felones-, felos-

de-se [Anglo-Lat felo Felon, de se of himself ]
1 One who 1 deliberately puts an end to his own

existence, or commits any unlawful malicious act,

the consequence ofwhich is his own death ’ (Black-

stone).

[ri25o Bracton in II. xxxi, Eodemmodo quo quis felo-

mam facere possit interfictendo ahum, ita feloniam facere
possit interficiendo seipsum, qua: quidem feloma dtcitur
fieri de seipso ] 1651 G W tr Carvels Inst 124 He that

murders himself, is by us tearmed Felo de se 1689
Hickeringill Modest Inq iv 30 How desperately they
stabb themselves, and are Felones de se 1814 Byron in

Moore Life (1875) 421 That ‘ felo de se * who Walk'd out
of his depth and was lost in a calm sea 1874G W Dasent
Haifa Life I 85 Dick . pionounced him . to be, in fact,

felo de se

b fig
1678 Lively Orac 111 40 Making their Natures a kind of

felo de se to prompt the destroying itself. 1704 E Ward
Dissenting Hypocrite 34 That Church is Moderate and
Easy T’ excess, which would be Felo de se 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones vm xiv, That Protestants should he such
Felos de se, 1 cannot believe it 1767 Blackstone Comm
II. 31 This modus isfelo de se and destroys itself 1840
De Quincey Style Wks 1862 X 16+ A man who [etc ] .

.

Would be amadman and a felo-de-se, as respected his reliance

upon that doctnne
attrib. x8a6 Edin. Rev XLY 171 This felo de se system

c. In etymological nonce-use (see quot

)

1670 Clarendon Ess Tracts (1727) 198 He is literally

felo de se, who deprives and robs himself of that which no
body hut himself can rob him of

2 A case to which the verdict ‘felo de se’ is

appropnate
,
self-murdei

,
suicide

1771 E Long Trial ofDog 1 Porter

'

in Hone Every-day
Bk II. 205 Your worships should incline to deem it a felo
de se 1840 Hood (Jp the Rhine 202 Werther, who brought
felo de-se into \ogue 1883 S C Hall Retrospect I 45
The ‘crowner’s quest’ had pronounced the wretched
creature guilty of felo-de-se.

Felon (fe l^n), a. and sbP Forms: a 3-5
feloun(e, -un(e, 4-6 felown(e, Sc. fel!oun(e,

5 feloue, (feleyn), 6-8 £011011(6, 3- felon, ft.

(in adj only) 4-5 felo(u)ns
, cf. fehtnsly sv.

Felokly. [a. OF. felon adj and sb. =Pr. felon,

felhon,fellon adj , Sp.fellon. It fellone adj. and sb.

•—vulgar L. *fellon-em From its formation, the

word must have been originally a sb„fel (‘—fe llo),

whence Fell a

,

being the subj case, and felon
(•-felld'n-) the obj. case ,

but so far as documentary
evidence goes, both forms were indiscriminately

used in OF as adj
,
and the recorded snbst use of

the latter is derivative The curious Eng form
felouns adj may perh be due (like fiers Fiebce)
to the -s of the nom case in OF. (in this instance

a product of analogy).
Ihe ultimate etymology is uncertain Of the many con-

jectures proposed the most probable is that fellone-m is

a derivative of L fell-,fel gall, the original sense being ‘ one
who, or something which, is full of bitterness ’ (or * venom
the two notions, as many linguistic facts show, being closely

associated in the popular mind) In support of this view it

may be pointed out that the sb has had the senses of ‘ an
envenomed sore’ and * cholera ’ (see Felon sb 2

) , moreover,
this etymology accounts perfectly for the strangely divergent
senses which the adj has in the Rom langs ‘wicked’,
‘ angry’, * brave’, ‘ melancholy, sad 1

(It fellone), ‘intensely

painful ’ Of the other suggestions that have been made the
most plausible is perhaps that of Prof R. Atkinson of Dublin,
that fello was origmatly a term of obscene abuse, f L felldre
as used in. a peculiar sense by Martial and Catullus Some
scholars think thatfello is fiom OHG *fillo, an unrecorded
derivative offillen to scourge (cf med L fillo rascal), others
have sought to connect it with the obscure second element in

the OE words wielfel (from mxl carnage; occurring only
once, as an epithet of the raven) and mlfxle, ealfelo (usually

supposed to be from eal all
,
only twice, as an epithet of

attoi poison) Ihe mod Da. feel horrible, disgusting, has
also been compared , the MDu fel is adoptedfrom Fr The
Celtic words often cited are out of the question , the OF.
word cannot have come from Wales or Ireland, and Gaulish
appears not to hav e possessed the sound,/'; theWelsh^and
the Irishydo not correspond etymologically ]

A adj.

I Ofpersons and animals, their actions, feelings,

etc. : Cruel, fierce, terrible ,
wicked, base. Now

poet
a 1300 CursorM 1160 (Cotl ) Quen felauscipe Mought

te drau fra felon dede Ibid 5896 (Cott ) It become a
worme felon. 1375 Barbour Brute 1 47 Enwy, that is sa
feloune. c 1489 Canton Blanchardyn Ihl 205 So bigan
they to smyte amonge their felon enmyes 1513 Douglas
JEneisxm 1. 95 Hys felloun. fa is kylht thus 1549 Compl.
Scot Prol 14 Fecbtand be fellone forse 1 a 1530
Freirts of Beruiik 553 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 303
With that Symone a felloun flap lait fie 157s J Still
Gamin Gnrton 1, jii in Hasd Dodstey III 179 Perchance
some felon spirit may haunt our house indeed. *687
Dryden Hinatf F. m 1170 Courtesies No gratitude in

felon minds beget 1725 Pope Odyss. iv 7x2 vain shews
of love to veil his felon hate 1735 Thomson Liberty^ xv-

1x89 The felon undermining Hand Of dark Corruption

1813 Byron Giaour 677 The steel Which taught the felon

heart to feel 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 33 Both gods and
stars the mother felon calls

I9 -a
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$ C 1340 Cursor M. 9973 (Trin ) Mary mayden stondejj

for shelde & targe aaeiues alie oure felouns foo c 1440 York
Myst xi 39 TI19 felons folke [Jewes] Sir, first was fonn In

kyug Phaio joure fadyr dayse a 1450 Knt de la Tour 14

Curtesye aught to refraine felons proude herte ofman and

woman
b. transf. Of things and places : Savage, wild

;

(of weapons) miudeious
c 1320 6 ir Tnstr 1446 Wib a spere feloun He smot him in

],e side c 1450 Merlin 269 It semed by hei armes that thei

wei e come fiom felon place 1513 Douglas YEnets iv x. ig

And felloun stormis of ire gan mr to schaik 2366 Drant
Horace' Sat vn D vj b, The fellone tongue ofRupilte 1637

Milton Lycidas 91 He asked the felon winds, What hard

mishap had doomed this gentle swain ? 2781 Cowper Truth

44S 0 ften unbelief Flies to the tempting pool, or felon knife

c 1800 K. Whitl Lett (1837) a°4 To snatch the victim from

thy felon wave 2824 Scott Massacre Glencoe 26 The hand
that mingled in the meal, At midnight drew the felon steel.

4 jc Angry, sullen Obs.

41374 Chaucer Tioylus v 109 With felon [It.fellone"]

look and face dispitouse 1567 Drant Horace' Epist. 1! 63

Like awoolfe Incensd, with fellon fasting face

f 2 . Brave, courageous, sturdy Oh.
1375 Barbour Bruce vui 454 He wes bath ijoung, stout,

and felloun 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Htst Scot u.

(1887) 131 Fergus . is namet fust King of Scottis for his

felloune fortitude.

f3. ‘Teinbly’ great, 'tremendous’, huge. .Sir Oh
c 2450 Henhyson Mor. Fab. 74 The man . was in an felloun

fray. 1313 Dougi as Mmis v 111 30 The busteus barge,

yclepit Chimera Gyas with felloun faid furth brocht alswn.

1536 Bellenden Cron Scot (1821) I, p xxxvn, With ane
fellon stoure. c 1570 Sat Poems Reform xx 25 In felloun

feir at me thay speii a 1603 Polwart Flytingw Mont

-

omene 208 Fore store of lambes and lang-tailde wedders
n fellon fiockes.

f 4. With sense derived from the sb. : Feloniously

acquired, stolen. Oh rare— 1
.

1631 Fuller David's Hamotts Sttiue xlx (D.), Whose
gieedy paves with fellon goods were found.

B. sb 1

*[1 A vile or wicked person, a villain, wretch,

monster Sometimes applied to the Devil or an
evil spirit, Obs
a 2300 CursorM 1x481 (GOtt ) Herodes, ]>at fals feloune.

Ibid 12982 (Gott ) ' Ne seis |ju noght’, said pe felune 2340
Ayenb 29 ]>e uourwerreres bet bo feloun lieb <21400

Octoman 943 He bad hym fynd a champioun To feyght
with that foule feloun 2483 Caxion Cftas Gt 100 The
frenssh men ben moclie felons. 2594 Carew Tasso (1881)

27 This fellon then his made rage tempereth *697 Dryden
Virg Mneid vi 804 He, the King of Heav’n Down to the

deep Abyss the flaming Felon strook. 2814 Scott Ld of
Isles hi, i\iv, Yet sunk the felon’s moody ire Before Lord
Ronald's glance of fire.

f 2 . In good sense* A brave man, a warrior.

Obs. rate.
a 2400-50 Alexander 819* Fers felons with hym fangez &

floreus enowe
3 Lata. One who has committed felony.

2297 R Glouc (Rolls) 9668 Al bat be felon hath, be
kmges it is 1393 Langl. P PI C xi 240 pauh be fader

be a fiankelayne and for a felon be hanged c 1460 Play
Sacrarn 505 Hold piestly [?] on thys feleyn & faste bynd
him to a poste 1467 in Eng Gilds (1870) 389 Mansleers,
(felons, Outlawes 2526 Pilgr Pcrf. (W de W 1531I 301
They dyd leade the bounden as they do theues or felons.

1575 Nottingham Rec IV 158 Ralfe the felon that brake
Maister Askewe house, 259a Shaks Rom. 4 ful v 111 69,

I do apprehend thee for a Fellon here 2683 Col Rec.
Penmylv I 72 It was proposed that no fellons be brought
into this Contrey 1728 Pot‘E Dune 1, 281 With less

reading than makes felons scape 2796 Burke Regie
Peace Whs 1842 II. 318 A gang of felons and murderers
2818 Cruise Digest {ed 2) III 267 Pursued with hue and
cry as a felon 2878 Emerson Misc Papers, Fori Republic
Wks. (Bohn) III 398 The felon is the logical extreme of the
epicure and coxcomb
iransf 1735 Somerville Chase in 168 Each sounding

Horn proclaims the Felon [a Fox] dead 2768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat (1852) I 26 All this we ascribe to Roger, for we
say he brought down the felon [a hawk]

irb. Felon-de-se,felon ofoneself
• =Felo-de-se.

1648 Bp. Hall Set Thoughts § 34 Nothing is more
odious amongst men than for a man to be a felon ofhimself
2655 Fuller Ch Hist v 1 § 3 A stake is the monument
generally erected for Felons de Se 2678 Marvell Growth
Popery Wks 1875 IV 322 If a House [of Parliament] shall

once be felon of itselfand stop its own breath,

+ 4 = Felony 1, 2 Obs
c 2325 CursorM 22861 (Edin ) porn bair feloun and pair

sine CX340 Ibid. 13244 (Fairf ) To be lewes fulle of feloun
til ham he made his sarmoun
5 attnb and. Comb

, as felon-bushranger
,
felon-

worshipper
, felon-setter (Anglo-Ii tsh), a thief-

taker Also felon-setting vbl. sb.
} m quot.

attnb
2859 Cornwallis New World I. 99 A country infested

with *felon bushrangers of the most desperate character.
1864 People (Dublin) Feb

,
The Irish people believe that

Mr Sullivan has more than once acted Lhe part of a *felon-

setter 1800 Pall Mall G 20 Sept 4/3 The ^felon-setting
policy in which they have been engaged for a long time past.

1857 Sat Rev. III. 272/1 There appear to be three great
classes of *felon worshippers

Felon (fe l£n), sb 2 Also fellon [Perh. a.

OF. *felon\ ai6thc quot mGodef s v. hasfelons
app, corresponding to ulcenbus in the L. original

;

but the translation is loose, and the word may
mean ‘cholera’, as m Cotgr ; cf quot c 1116
below The sense is consistent with derivation
from ~L. fell->fel gall

; see prec ]

1 . A small abscess or boil, an inflamed sore.

[? c 2216 Radulphus Ep. ad Elyenses vs Acta SS. V. (1867)

468 Morbus, quern vulgo fellonem nuncupant, felle suo viioso

me miserum graviter occupavit. (T he disease, described in

absurdly bombastic teims, seems to have been a scrofulous

swelling of the neck)] 2340 Hampole Pr Cause. 2995
Kylles and felouns and apostyms. 14 Lat Eng Voc in

Wi -Wfilcker 564 Anti ax, the felon 14 Piet Voc ibid

791 HecAntrax ,
a felun, bleyn c 1440 Prornp. Parr. 154/2

Felone, soore, antra.v 1547 Boordc Brcv Health x\iv

15 b, In Englyshe it is named a Felon, and is lyhe a Car-

bocle 2689 Moyle Sea Chyrurg 11 xxv 80 To ripen these

Boyles and Felons apply this Cataplasme 2740 Bkrkei ey

Let Wks 1871 IV 263 What you call a felon is called in

the books a phlegmon i8z6J Whuams Last Legacy xx

Felons or any such tumor on the hands or feet or elsewhere

2880 h. Cornwall Gloss., IclIon, inflammation

b esp A whitlow under ot near the nail of a

finger or toe

2578 Lyte Dodocns vt Kix 747 The felons or nougbtie

sores which rise about the toppes of toes and fingers 1667

Sir W Wilioughdy in Lauderdale Papirs (1885) II xx 28,

I am trubled . w,h an effeminate desease called a ffellon on

my foie finger 1746 Howell hi Phil 'Plans XLIV 228

The Fellon, or worst kind of Wlutflow 2874 Hardy
MaddingCrowd xxxii, He’s had that felon upon his linger,

2. With reference to animals a. m prec sense,

b (see quot 1855).
C2450 Bk Hawkyngm Rel Ant I 301 A wykked felone

is swolle of such maner coverte that no man may it hole,

that the hawke schal not dye 2595 Markham Bk St
Albans 1 23 If your hawke hane a felon swolne on her

2748 tr VeeetiufDistemp Horsts 62 He will have Fellons

or small Biles in Ins Back 2842 C W Johnson Farmer's
Eneycl., Felon In famery, a teim for a soil of inflamma-

tion in animals, similar to that of whitlow in the human
subject 2855 Robinson Whitby Gloss,, PelIon, the soieuess

of a tow's skin fiom cold or checked perspiration.

3 . ath tb In various names of plants, herbs, etc.,

as Felon-berry (see quot. 1715), Felon-grass

(a) Imperatoi ta Ostnithmui (? miscalled
‘ angelica ’

in quot. 1824) ;
(b) Hellcbonts uiger\ if) Get anium

Robertumwn ;
Felon.herbfscequot 1878); Felon-

weed, Sencao facobwa
;
Felon-wood, (a) Solatium

Dulcamara j (b) Imperatoria 0strutInum

,

Felon-
wort (see quot 1878)
0x7x5 Buddle MS. in Ei 1 tten& Holland Plant n

,

*Fcllon-

berry, Bryonia dtoica 1824-80 Jamieson, *Pcllin grass,

the plant called Angelica. 2878 Britten &. Holland
Plant-n ,

Fellon Grass, Ibid
,
*Fcllon-1urb

, (2) A 1 tcnnsia
vulgaris (2) Hteractum Ptlosclla 1579 Langiiam Card.
Health (1633) 577 It liealeth felons It is called ’fellon-

Yveede 1878 Britti n & Hou and Plant-n
,
Peiion-weed.

286* Miss Fratt Flower PI IV. 70 (Woody Nightshade
or Bittei sweet) . . The plant is in some places called Felon-
wood 2878 Britten & Hoi 1 and Plant-n, Pellon-wood.

xjo6 Phillips (ed Kersey), *P'eton-woi t, an Herb 2878
Britten & Holland Plant-n

,
P'ellouwort, (r) Solanum

Dulcamara (2) Chclidoninm majns (3) Imperatoria
Ostruthium (4) Geranium Robcrtiantmi.

Feloness (felines) rate, [f Felon 1 +
-ess ] A female felon.

1845 Browning P'ltght Duchess, Hib mother’s yellowness .

When she heard what she called the flight of the feloness

t Felo’nian, sb. Oh. rare" 1
, [f. Felon-y +

-ian] = Felon
2594 ? Greene Schmns Wks XIV. 266 These aie some

felomans, that seeks to rob me.

+ Feionish, a Obs. rare-', [f. Felon +
-ish.] = Felon a 1.

2530 Palscr. 312/2 Fell or felonysbhe,,/W(?tt«tf7M..

Felonious (felJu nias), iz. [f Felony

+

-ous.]

1, Wicked, atiociously ciiminal Cf Ielon a.,

Felonous Now chiefly poet

157S J Still Gamut Gvrtonm 111 in Ha<I Dodslcy III
219 Diccons devil Of Cat and Chat, and Doctor Rat, a
felonious tale did tell. 1593 .Shaks 2 Hen VI, 111 1 129
Vnlesse it were a bloody Murtherer, Or foule felonious
Theefe 2599 Warn. Faire Wow, 11, 1206 How s.iycst thou
to these fellomous muiders, art thou guilty or not guilty?
2602Holland Pliny II. 12 Tliewicked rable committed such
fellomous outrages, as [etc ] 2652 bin H. Wotton 111 Ellis
Ong Lett, Ser 1. Ill 254 note. That felonious conception
c 1750 Shenstone Elegies vii 63 Does not felonious Envy
bar the road? 2827 Pollok Course T ix 204 With most
felonious aim
2 . Law Of or pertaining to felony , of the nature

of felony. Hence, m popular lang of an act or
purpose Thievish.

2634 Milton Comus 296 O thievish night 1 Why should’xt
thou, but foi some felonious end, In thy dark lantern thus
close up tlie stars? 1760 Blacksione Comm IV 188 Felo-
nious homicide lhe killing of a human ci eatuie without
justification or excuse laid IV. 227 Such breaking and
entry must be with a felonious intent rx78o Erskine Sp
l*rial LordG Gordon (1810) I 82 A felonious riot 281a
Sir H Davy Chern Philos 14 An act Yvas passed making
them felonious 2869 PallMailG 5 Oct 7 Condemning the
appropriation of tenants' impiovenients as ‘felonious’

b. Of a peison : That has committed felony
2857 Sat Rev III 271/2 He sees no longer the lespectable
Mr. Redpath, but only the felonious clerk.

Hence Felo’niousness, the quality or state of
being felonious

2727 in Bailey vol II 2886 Pall Mall G, 6 Aug 4/1A young man does not forge a cheque for a paltry£20m a mere access of playful feloniousness

Feloniously (fehm mssli), adv. [f prec +
-ly 2.] in a felonious manner.
2495 eict xx Hen VII, c 59 Preamb , Evyll disposed

persones . intendyng . feloniously to have broken the hous
of your seid Subget 1548 Hall Chrotu Hen. VIII, an. 6

55 b, [They] of their set malice, then, & their, felonyously

kylled & mm thered the sayde Richard Hun 2720 Proc in
Old Bailey 7 Dec ,

Feloniously stealing 27 pound weight of
Sugar 2844 Wit liams Rial Prof (1877) 2 No man, be he
ever so feloniously disposed, can run away with an acre of
land. 2874 Mot 1 ly Baiucveld II mv 128 The Cloister

Church hacl been, .surreptitiously and feloniously sewed

tFe’louly, (tdv Obs. [f Ielon a. + -ly

In a * felon ’ manner, wickedly
;

fiercely, bitterly,

cruelly, severely, also in weaker sense, grievously.

01300 Cursor M, 22286 (Cott) Yur sun urs nu feld wit
strijfAndfdunslihnnbroghtohjf 2303 R HrunncHandl,
Synnc 2358 Who so demyh felunsly He shnl no meicy
haue Ibid 1441 A man ]»at feluntyche dyde cuere wrong.
c 2330 — Chron Wan (Rolls) jna8 po felonlohcr J>ey hem
abated, c 1475 RattfCoilyar 18 Sa fciishe fra the Firma-

ment, sa. flllounlie it furc 2533 linn mien Livy v (1822)

473 The Gaults nls wai fellony [read fUIonly] mvadit be
pestilence 2582 Muicashu Positions xwvn (1887) 266
OuerfloYvmg number . . doth festure fdlonly . with most
rebellious enterprises

i* FeTontuent, adv Oh, 1 are, [a, OF.fefone-

ment
,

f felon Felon a. + -incut advb suffix.]

fiercely, feloniously

c 1470 H yrding Chron cm it, Surmittjng liyni of lobbery

felonoment. Hud. ccx vi, Some gaue liym butayte full

feionement.

t Fe’lonous, a. Obs. Also 4-5 felonnous,

(4 felon-, 5 follenouse). [f Felon + -oua ] Of
the nature of a felon

;
like a felon.

1. Wicked, evil, mischievous.

c 2374 CiiAUt 1 u Booth, i. iv 18 Swidic Jmiges as euery
felonous man h.i|» conccyued m hys |nniyt .i}cnis innocent

62400 Maundev (1830) vi, 65 Thci but light ftlonousu &
foule. 2483 Cam on Gold Lig. 3<>7A A ryglit fdonnous
deuyilc 2533-4 Act 25 Hen VUI, t. j fe 1 Felony and
felonous stealyngc of the same goodes. 2591 hriNSMt
Vtrails Gnat 295 He spide his foe with felonous intent

*694 hirst Pt Lontentton (1843) 3S A murtbeicr or foule

felonous thecR

2. 1‘ierce, cruel, violent. Also, bold, sturdy.

C1386 Ciiauci r Pars T r 361. Whan that mumc is felon-

ous and damageous to the peple by hnrdmcsse of high
lordeship 6*400 Maundiv (18,9) xwm 291 He is a full

felonous Best. CX477 C’A\roN Jason aj A tyrant fdonnous.

1523 Li> Hi rni us irons. I uduuv 648 He. answered
them with a fdonous ltgarde 2506 Sit nslk P\ Q, iy. \ 33
He. bit his lip for felonous despight.

3 . Thievish, rate- 0
,

1570 Levins Mamp. 225 Fclonouse,furax

.

Hence Felonously adv.

2436 Rolls Parlt. IV 498 pe said William felonousoly and
flesslily knewe and mvjsshul J>e said Isabell, 2525 J,»

Bi RSI RS Protss II. xuiu [sc,] 281 'I hey say d it was f ilsdy

and felonously done. 2532-3 Act 24 Urn VIIt, c 5 If any
ettyl disposed puson do attempt feloiiouslyc to robbe. any
person

Felonry (fe-l/lnri). [f. Felon + -by,] The
whole body or class of felons. Originally applied

to the convict population of Australia.

2837 J Muijie Pilonry N. S lVales Introd 6 The author
has ventured to com the wordfelonry as the appellative of
an order or class of persons m New Smith Walts 2850
Carlyi l Latter-d Paraph 11. 23 Interesting White t elonry
whoaie not idle, but h.ive enlisted into the 1 Jevil’s regiments
of the line. 2858 T McComiiu Ilist. Victoria xv 224
lhe inundation of the Australian colonies with British

fdoiuy.

Felony (fe’l<Ini), sb,1 Forms: 3 folmu(o,
felomue, (feltm(ii)o, -i, 4 folxmnyo), 3-5 felon-

ny(e, 3-7 felom(e, -ye, 4 folone, -ounie, -y,

-owny, 6-7 fellony, 3- felony, [ad Fr felonic

= Vrr.felloma, fclnia, feunia, Kp. fclonia. It. fcl-

lonta Com. Romanic *felloni'a} f. fellone Felon j

see -Y.]

+ 1. Yillany, wickedness, baseness Obs,
c xzoo .S’ Lug Leg. I. 31/75 Akc jut for n! is felonic, ne

bi-lefcle ore louerd nou3t pat [etc ] aw Seuyn.Sag (W.)
1003 With gret ftlome and with woiihgh. 2393 Gowik
Conf. II 317, 1 shall tellen hem thy felome. c1489 Camon
Sonnes ofAy/non x\m. 496 He liatlie well shewed atte this

tyme a grete parte of his grete felony.

fb Anger, wrath. Obs. After OF. in which
it is very common.
c 2290 -S. Png. Lig I 62/299 Foi ore louerd euenedc lutn-

faulf to a tomb And for it is with oute felonic, and tinkle

asc ihesu enst 2375 Harbour Bt nee r 440 Fra Ins presence
went in hy, Foi he dred sayr his fclomn. 2485 Cam on
Paris 4 V. (1868) 38 bodeynly the doulphyn was moeued
111 giete felonnyc 2523 Dougi as JEneis viii 100 T urnus
smyttin full of fellony 2523 Ld Bi-knfrs Protss I.eeewvi.
5x0 So moehe rose the felony of the romayns y1 suehe as were
next to y« conelauc .brake vp the dore of the conelauc.

t c Daring, recklessness. Obs.
2485 Caxton Chas, Gt. 109 The admyrall bygan to lawhe

foi felonnye

f 2 . Guile, deceit, treachery, perfidy Oh.
1297 R. Giouc, (Rolls) 1446 He biJnRjte lnm of fclonie

c 1325 Loer de L. 4047 The Sarevynes, foi feloume, Soone
senten out a spie, That hadde be Ciystene in hys y outlie.

c 1400 Beryu 1169 She hid so hir felony, & spak so in covert.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 78 He ansuerde to him with a mouthe
ful of felonnye that [etc ] a 1533 Ld Blrnlrs Huon 11 4
Whan by hys felony lie slew Bauaouyn.

f 3, A crime, misdeed, sin. Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 16852 (Gott ) Ioseph of arimatliie, Ne

grantted neuer wid will ne work, to Jmire gret felune. 23 .

E E A Hit P. B 205 pe fyrste felonye be falce fende wroat.
c 2400 Prymer 63 Schew e to me my felonyes & trespassis l

iS*3 Ld Berners Froiss, I vii 5 She . . lamentably re-
counted to hym all the felonyes and intunes done to
her
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4. Law. a. (Feudal Law) An act on the part

of a vassal which involved the forfeiture of his fee

[129a Britton 1 vi § 3 Volums, que lour terres alienez puis

loui felonies fetes somt eschetes as seignurages des feez ]

c *330 R Brunne Citron (1810) 207 Sotnond haf Jrei Jon, to

Philip courte him. dede, To tak his Jugement of fiat felonie

[MS felousc, ume-word Bretaynw] 1480 Caxton Cron
» t _ r\. A.X. _ \— i „ i j

110541 ii 4/1 bciiu .ciuijy accma tu i» originally

signified the act 01 offence by which an estate 01 lief was
foifeited and escheated to the loid.

lb. (Common and Statute Law )
The general

name for a class of crimes which may loosely be

said to be legalded by the law as of a gravei

cliaiacter than those called misdemeanours
The class comprises those offences the penalty of which

formeily included forfeiture of lauds and goods, and coemp-
tion of blood, together with others that have been added to

the list by statute (But see quot 1883 ) Properly includ-

ing treason,
but often used m opposition to it

[X292 Britton i 11 § 10 Si la felonie eyt estd fete hors de
mesoun ] 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 1310 Sle no man
wyf» Jjyn honde Wy]x outyn lustyce, for felonye 147a 111

Surtees Misc (x8go) 24 Thomas Dransfeld is a theef ana has

knowelach felony x&x Dial on Laws Eng 1 vm, (1638)

18 If a man steal goods to the value of twelve pence or

above, it is felony 1555 T. Wilson Rhet 64 b, I have

accused this man of felonie because he tooke my pursse by
the high waie side 1621 Elsing Debates Ho Loras
(Camden) 1x3 Wemen convicted of small felonyes a 1633

Austin Mcdit (1633) 191 His [St John Baptist’s] Imprison-

ment was neither for Felony, nor Tieason, but for being

witnesse to the Tiuth 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1 iu

(1840) 84 He committed a felony even with his fetters on

1769 Blackstone Comm IV 94 Felony comprizes every

species of cume, which occasioned at common law the

forfeiture of lands or goods 1773 Brydone Sicily vi (1809)

67 Happy it is that poetical theft is no felony 1774 Goldsm.

Nat Hist (1776) V 118 It was made felony in the reign of

Edwaid the 'lhird to steal a hawk 1838 Dickens Ntch

Nick i. All means short of felony 1856 Emerson Eng
Traits

,
Wealth Wks (Bohn) II 73 The rights of property

nothing but felony and treason can override 1883 J F
Stephen Hist CriminalLaw II 192 It is usually said that

felony means a crime which involved the punishment of for-

feiture, bit this definition would he too large, for it would

include misprision of treason, which is a misdemeanour

transf 1831 Brewster Newton (x8ss) II xv 43 Such

intellectual felony 1839 Smiles Self-Help x. (i860) 22 The
acquisition of knowledge may protect a man against the

meaner felonies of life
<

c Felony-de-se an action or instance in which

a peison is ‘ felo-de-se’ Cf Felo-de-se 2

1822 Byron Vis Jndg. yciv, Quite a poetic felony ‘de se
’

1833 Hood Dead Robbery i, P’rhaps, of all the felonies de

se Two-thirds have been through want oil s d \

fFe'lony2
. Obs rare— 1 [a F /dome (i 6th c ),

f. fdon of same meaning (see Colgr.) ] Cholera

1378 Lyte Dodaens 11 hxiv 246 The cholenque passion

otherwise called the felonie [Fr la coleruiue passion aultie-

meut dtetefelonie\ that is, when one doth vomit continually.

-|- PeTony, 0 Obs rare— 1
, [f Felony sb ij

tram ? To perpetrate feloniously

130a Ord Crysten Men (W de W 1506) iv. xxi 250 All

domages and oppressyons the whiche by defaute of correc-

cyon ben felonyed _

t Feloure. Obs Also 4 feylour, foler [a.

QF.fucillcure, -tire, f /«c*/leaf] Foliage

i3 EE A llit P. B 1410 Foies 111 foler flakerande

bitwene. a 1400-30 Alexander 4821 Cald was maste,

Quare-of be feloure & >e frute as fygis it sawourd Ibid

3004 pe lind of be liBt son louely clethid, With feylour as of

fine gold. „ „ _

,

Felsen, var of Filsen v. Obs.

Pelsite (fe’lsoit). Mm [f fels (in felspar

Feldspar) + -ite

The namewas given by Kirwan himself(notbyWidenmann

as his language might seem to imply), and its form is due to

his erroneous explanation ofJeldspath (see Feldspar) ]

= Felstone.
1794 Kirwan Min I 326 Felsite, or compact Felspar oF

Widenmann 1804 Edin Rev. III. 3x0 Kirwan has called

a substance in question Felsite, and not compact fieldstone

1868 Dana Mm § 315 (1880) 3S2 Felsite constitutes the

base of albite porphyry. 1882 W J Harrison in Know-
ledge 6 Oct 305 A cream coloured felsite

altnb , as mfelsite porphyry (see quot

)

1877 Lu Conte Elem Gtol w (1879) 206 Felsite porphyry

. consists of a giayish or reddish feldspathic mass, con-

taining large ciystals of lightei colored and purer feldspar.

Hence relsxtxc a, consisting of or containing

felsite or felstone.

1879 PRor Hughes in Q jfrnl Geol Soc XXXV 682

The Felsitic series, consisting chiefly of quartz lelsites and

probably also of volcanic origin x88o Rudler in Encycl

Brit, (ed ol XI 49 Crystals of oithoclase disseminated

through a felsitic matrix. In these veins the granite is apt

to become either fine-grained or felsitic

Felsoba-nyite. Mm [f. (by Haidinger 1852)

Felsobany-a in Hungary, near which, it is found. +

-ITE.] An orthorhombic sulphate of aluminium

found in white or yellowish concretions. Also

called Gibbsite
, , _ , ,

x8s6 C U Shepard Min 399 Felsobanyte, In six-sided

folia, with two angles of 1120 1863-72 Watts-D*^ Chem

II 838 Gibbsite Native trihydrate of aluminium, called

also Felsobanyite 1868 Dana Min § 693 (1880) 662

Felspar, Felspath- • see Felds-.

Felstone (fe 1ston). Mm [ad. Ger felsstevn,

f. fels rock + stem stone By eariy German

mineralogists used vaguely for amorphous rocks

;

association with Felsite has given it a more
restricted meaning ] (See quot 1865)
1838 Geikie Hist Boulder xu 240 Traps consisting

of felspar, whence they are known as felstones 1863 Page
HandbL Geol Terms (ed 2), Belstone, the term now gener-
ally employed by geologists to designate compact felspai

which occurs in amorphous rock-masses The term Felsite

was at one time employed for the same purpose, hut is now
all but obsolete. 1873 Croll Climate ,5 J xxvu 440 The
top of the hill is composed of a compact porpliyntic felstone

attnb 1882 J Hardy in Proc Berw Nat Club IX 466
A very perfect felstone celt

Felt (felt), sb 1 Also 4 feltte, 5 feelte, 6 (fealt,)

felte, fylt. [OE felt=MQu and Du vilt, OHG
filz (MHG vtlz, mod G. fdz), Sw and Da. filt

OTeut *felto-s-, filtiz-—pre-Teut *peldos-, -es-

Klnge compares OSlav pliisii of same meaning
From theWGer *filtir —OTeut fill is comes the med L

filtrum Filter ]

1 A kind of cloth or stuff made of wool, or of

wool and fur or ha 11, fulled or wrought into a

compact substance by rolling and pressure, with

lees or size Also pi.

c 1000 ASlfric Gloss in Wr -WQlcker 120 Centrum, nel

filtrum, felt 0440 Promp Pars 154/2 Feelte or quylte,

filtrum c 1450 j de Garlands in Wnght Voc 124 Capel-

lam faciunt capella (hattys) de fultro (feltte) 1333 Eden
Decades 281 Clokes made of whyte feltes 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage iv xui (1614) 411 They have also Idolisof Felt

1673 Ogilby Brit 66 Their Trade is in making Serges and
Felts 1801 Wolcott (P Pindar) Tears # Smiles Wks
1812V 58 Mute Silence with her feet m felt, Did stalk from

vale to vale 1848 Dickens Dombey xvm, After dark there

come some visitors, with shoes offelt 1892 Daily News
x8 May 2/7 A fair trade is passing in felts

2 . A piece of this material, something made of

felt tin early use: A filter made of felt or

cloth

1327 Andrew BrunswyLe '

s

Distyll Waters Ajb, The
first without coste is done thrugne a thre cornered fylt

named per filtn distillacionem X544 Phaer Regim Lyfe

(iSS3) G vi] a, Take a great sponge or els a felt of a hat, and

stiepe it in wine c 1330 Lloyd Treat Health (1583) Ij,

A felte of heare or cloth. 16x2 Woodall Surg Mate Wks
(1653) 253 Filtrum, a felt This filtring with a felt, is a

kind of preparation of medicines liquid 1708 Monrux
Rabelais iv xxxi (j-jz7)128 His Throat, like a Felt to distil

Hippocras X733 Hanway Trav. (1762) I hi xxxiv 155 On
the sides of the room are felts about a yard broad 1833

M Arnold Sohrab It R itstum 27 The old man sleeping on

the bed Of rugs and felts

to esp A felt hat
c 1450 Merlin 279 And on his heede a felt i552 Act 3-6

Edw VI, c 24 § 2 They that shall so make or work any

such Felts or Hats 1587 Turbdrv Epit ff Sony (1837)

386 The Cassocke beares his fealt, to force away the tame
1621 G Sandys Ovid'sMet 1 (1626) xB He wings his heeles

puts on his Felt, and takes His drowsie Rod 1743 De
Foe's Eng 7radesman xxvi (1841) I 263 The hat is a felt

from Leicester 1812 H & J Smith Rej Addr ,
Theatre

(1852) x66 The youth with joy unfeign’d Regained the felt,

and felt what he regained 189a Pall Mall G 18 Aug 1/2

There is no very stuking novelty in felts

f e transf. A hat made of any other material

1610 B Jonson Alch 1. 1, A felt of rugg. 1654 Sir T
Herbert Tiav (1638) 338 Others weare high caps or felts

made of fine twigs.

3 A thickly matted mass of hair 01 other fibrous

substance ,
hence, a provincial name for the creep-

ing wheat-grass or couch-grass ( Trtticum repens).

ji E E A lilt P B. 1689 Faxe fyltered & felt flosed

liym vmbe. 1794 Statist. Acc Scot XI 374 The creeping

wheat-grass, known by the vulgar name of felt or pirl-gra«s

1866 Gregor Dial Banff, ‘The Ians a ae felt ot weeds.

* That steer hiz a ncht felt o' hair
’

4 attnb. and Comb

,

a, attnb m sense ‘con-

cerned with felt’, as felt-branch ,
‘suitable for

felting’, as felt-wool ,
‘made of felt

,
os felt-cap,

-cape
,

-carpet,
-carpeting

,

-cloak,
-cloth ,

-hat,

-mantle ; also fell-like adj to objective, felt-

maker, -making, -monger, -roller,
-washer,. c.

instrumental, asfelt-hned,
-shod

1883 Daily Nmvs 17 Sept 2/5 Quietness still prevails in

the *Felt branches 1886 SiirmoN tr Flaubert shalammho

8 Little, conical-shaped, black *felt caps 1865 Kingsley

'Herew iv, They adopted plaid trousers and *felt capes

1874 Knight Diet Mech
,

*Felt-carpet. x88x Every Man
his own Mechanic § 798 366 A piece of *felt carpeting

xSoo Hakluyt Voy II 162 *Felt clokes 1882 m Ogilvid

(Armandale', *Felt-cloth. 14S7 » Rogers Agric ^ Prices

III 555/3, 1 *felt hat, -/xo 1703 1 N City StC Pur-

chaser xqo, 2 pieces of an old Felt hat 1865 Kingsley

Hermu xm, He had a broad felt hat and long boots lOix

Cotgr,, Feustra the thicke hairen and Helt-like stufie vsed

by Sadlers for stuffing. 1893 Daily News 6 Mar 7/4 In

^felt-lined cases 156* Act 5 Elis c 4 § 3 Hatmakers 01

’ Feltmakers 1641 Sir E During Sp on Rehg xtv 64

Braziers, Feltmakers, doe climbe our Pulpits 1879 C
Dickens Diet, Loud 70/3 City Companies . Feltmakers.

1663-6 Pepys Diary (1879) III 386 The trade of felt-

making 1844 J Rennie Bird Archtt, 202 Felt-making

Birds 1383 Hoi lyband Campo di Ftor 381 Bring me my
long *felt mantell 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Pastoral

Wks m 58/1 Felmongers, Leather-sellers, *Feltmongers,

Taylors, and an infinite number of other Trades and Func-

tions 1874 Knight Diet Mech, Felt 2 .appurtenances of

the felt are known as *felt-washers, *felt-rollers, etc. 1844

I Williams Baptistery xxiu. 240 Where silence With

*felt-shod footsteps softly went 1607Topsell Four-fBeasts

626 And the wooll thereof is called Feltnolana, *Felt-

wooll 1703 Lend Gaz, No. 4x84/41 3p® Eafis of Cloth

wash'd and unwash’d Spanish Felt Wooll

to. Special combs, as felt- gram (see quot.

18/4); ^ felt-lock, ? a matted forelock; felt-

work, a structure resembling felt.

1703 T. N City <$ C Purchaser 187 *Felt-grain . is that

Gram which is seen to run round m Rings at the end of a
Tree 1874 Knight Diet Mech ,

Felt-pain the gram of

wood whose direction is from the pith to the bark ; the

direction of the medullary rays m oak and some other

timber. 1631 Shirley Mart Souldter iv 111 in Bullen

O PI I 236 Her haire curies like a witches *feltlocks

1630 Bulwer Anthropomet 53 For which cause they [the

Irish] nourish long Fealt-locks hanging down to their

shoulders 1844 J Rennie Bird A 1 chit 209 Several species

of birds which construct nests of Telt-uork in Southern

t Felt, sb.
2 Sc. Obs —Calculus i. Also

attnb infelt-gravel.

c 1520 A. Myln Vitre Dunkeld eccl episcop (Bann. Clb )

47 Calculo (quern he felt vulgo dicebant) depressus. a 1603

Montgomerie Flytwg w Polwart 313 The frencie, the

fluxes, the fyke, and the felt a 1639 Spottxswood Hist.

Ch. Scot. (1655) rox He was tormented with the Felt

gravel

Felt (felt), sb 3 dial. See quots
x88x Lemstersh Gloss

,
Fell, the fieldfare 1885 Swain-

son Pvov Nantes Brit Birds 2 Missel Thrush • * Big Felt

(Ireland)

Felt (felt), sb 4 dial. [? a confusion ofFell sb. 1
f

Felt sb l
,
Pelt sb ] A skin or hide

1708 Mortimfr Hitsb (ed 2) 179 To know whether they

[sheep] are sound or not, see that . the Felt [be] loose

1783 Ainsworth Lat Did (Morell) n, Exuvue (3) The
skin, felt, or hide, of a beast, taken from the flesh. 1888

E (.worthy W Somerset lVord-bk
,
Felt raw hide, dried

untanned skm of any animal

Felt (felt), ppl a [pa. pple of Feel v.] In

various, senses of the vb Feel.
1381 Mulcaster Positions xxx (1887) 113 Where no

sensible let is, no felt feeblenesse 1640 Bp Hall Chr

.

Moder 23/x Sorrow is for present and felt evils. 1833

Chalmers Const Man (1835) I 1 xog Anned with the felt

authority of a master 1850 M'Cosii Div Govt l 11.(1874)

41 Man is m felt contact nowhere with the Creator 1883

NicolsonMem Adam Black Pref 5 One of the ‘felt wants’

of our time

Felt (felt), 0 [f Felt sb 1]

1 Dans To make into felt ; to bring into a con-

sistence like that of felt ; to mat or press together.

Also, Tofelt together.

XSX3 [seeppl a ] x6ox Holland Pliny xr. xxui, They fal

to beat, to felt, and thicken it close with their feet 1609 —
Amm Marcell xvii vu 89 The sides thereof, hard baked or

felted together 1677 HalePrim Ong Man 11. iv. 157 One
Man [printed Men] fellsitmtoa Hat, 1803 LuccodciVa/

Wool 164 So little is known of the proceedings ofnature m
the operation offelting 1833 Urf Philos Manuf. 153T00
gieat a velocitym these parts would be apt to knot and felt

the wool 1861 Hulmd tr Moqum-Taudon it lit, 68 The
hairs become felted together in balls. 186a C A. Johns

Brit. Birds (1874) 73 A compact nest of moss, felted so as

to be impervious to water 1874 Cooke Fungi 75 The fertile

threads are either free or only slightly felted. 1879 Cassell s

Techn Educ IV. 342/1 The cloth is felted, that is, the

fibres of the wool interlock or hook into each other,

b. To make of felt

rS. r5X3> *834 [see ppl a ] >

mtr, for refl To form into felt-like masses,

to become matted together.

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I 1 n i 129 The
disposition to felting which the hair of animals generally

possesses 1803 Luccock Nat Wool 135 The tendency of

the coat to felt upon the back of the sheep is a very curious

property of wool* 1879 Bitcytl Bnt« (ed 9) 68/2 Un-

washed wool, being coated with the natural grease does not

felt x88i Mivart Cat 23 True hair has not the property

of ‘ felting ’, because its surface is smooth

3 trans. To cover with felt.

1883 Daily News 17 Sept. 3/2 The roof of one of the huts

has just been newly felted Mod The cylinder of that

steam-engine should be felted

Hence Felted/// a.

C 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 145 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

330 Hi weren sockes m here shon, and felted botes above,

1513 Douglas At nets vi v 11 Lyart feltat tatis. ^603

Holland Plutai ch’s Mor ,
Oput of Phil. xxv. 824 The

Moone is a thicke, compact, and felted cloud. 1831 Car-

lyle Sari Res (x858 1 35 Thy impenetrable, felted or woven,

case of wool 1847 Ansted Anc. World xm 319 A curly

felted mane at the fore part of the body. *854 Marion

HarlandA lone xxv,A pair of felted slippers 1878 Huxley
Fhystogr* 233 Muddy ni&ttcr* helps to consolidate the felted,

mass

3Felt(e, obs form of Field.

I* Fe’lter, sb l Obs. rare [f. Felter v ]

1 , Felting or tangle
;
= Felteking vbl. sb.

16x3 Markham Eng Housew n v (166S) 125 If you find

any hard knot or other felter in the Wooll

2 . A kmd of woim or maggot found in the skins

of cattle. More fullyfeller-worm. [Perh. a dis-

MarkLm Caval VH 85 To kill theWarble or Felter,

hathe your horse with burnt Sacke and vinegar mixt to-

gether* 1639 T de Gray Covtpl» liorswu 38 This is most

profitable for the felter-worme

Felter (fe Its*), sb.2 [f. Felt v. + -e» i
]

1. One who makes or works with felt.

x6o< Sylvester Du Bartas, Colonies 677 (Grosart) I. 15*

Brewers, Bakers, Cutlers. Fekers. 1720 6
1

tow sSiiro (ed.

Strype 1754) II v. xv 326/x Those Spanish wools for Felters,

were not Fleece wools.

2 . A bird which makes a felt-like nest.

x88o Libr. Umv. Know/ X. 496 The subjects of his treat-

ment include .weavers, tailors, felters.



FELTER. FEMALE.

t Felter (fe’ltof), v. Obs. exc dial Also 4
filter, 5 filter, 6 feltrr, 8 falter, and see Fewteh.

[ad OF feltrer, f feltre felt = It. feltro *-med L.

filtrum : see Filter sb Cf. It.felt) are ]

1. tram To tangle (hair, etc ) ; to mat together

Also, tofelter together.

13 EE AHit P*B 1689 Faxe fylteied la 1400

Morte Arth 107B His fax and foretoppe Was filterede

to-geders c 1460 Tovmeley Myst 85 With a hede lyke a

clowde felterd his here 1549 Compl, Scot, vu 68 Hyr
hayr vas feltnt & trachlit out of ordour 1598

r
loi~rc,Alba

(1880)40 Phoebus no moie doth combe his ti esses faire, But

careles lets them feltred hang m th' aiie 1615 Markham
Eng IIonsew it, v. (166S) 123 So divide the wooll, as not

any part thereof may be feltred or close together 1641

Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 57 They [pea roots] pull the best

when they are the most feltered togeather 1876 Mid-
Yorks Gloss,

,
Felter

,
to clot

f It) tntr To make a felted or matted surface

x6zx Markham Prev. Hunger (1655) 158 Bird-lyme. doth

so stick and feltervpon the same (feathers], that it is almost

in no wise to be taken away.

2 trails. To entangle or catch as in a net

Of a garment : To cling about, encumber Cf.

Falter v 2

1567 Sat Poems Reform iv 129 Quhair Venus anis gettis

.. Sic sylit subiectis felterit in hir snair, Wisdome is evilit

*596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot (x888) I 109 Quhen
now in wardlie effairis thay war sa feltued 1597 Iami s I

Demonol 111 Wks (16x6) 129 That hee may thereby have
them feltred the sikerer in his snares 1768 Ross Helenore
1 57 An' Lindy’s coat ay feltrmg her aboon 1876 Whitby
Gloss , Feltedd, entangled , stunned or confused

f 3 tntr. a. To be huddled together, b. To
mingle in carnal intercourse, c. To join in strife

;

also, tofelter together

13 .EE A Hit P B 224 Fylter fenden folk forty dayez
lencjie. Ibid B. 696, & fyltei folyly in feie, on femmalez
wyse Ibid B. xxgx pay fe3t & pay fende of, & fylter

togeder. c 1340 Gaw $ Gr Knt 986, I schal fonde, bi my
fayth, to fylter wyth pe best.

+ 4. trans. = Filter®. Obs
1563 Hyll Art Garden (1593) 152 They may so drop

continually water on them in the forme of feltrmg x6xo

B Jonson Alch. 11 in. Let the water m Glasse E be feltred.

Hence Faltering vbl. sb., the action of the vb.

Felter. In quot, coitcr a matted lock.
x6ig Markham Eng, Honsew 11, v (1668) 123 She shall

cut away all the course locks, pitch, brands, tard locks, and
other feltermgs.

t Fe’ltered, ppl. a. Obs [f. prec + -ed 1
]

1 In various senses of the vb.
7 a 140a MorteA rik 2x49 Ffacez fetteledunfaire in filterede

lakes 1367 Turucrv Ovid's Efiist 16 b, Heavy helmet on
thy head and feltred lockes to beare 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxxix (1887)211 [Her hair is] a ieltryd borough
for white footed beastes 1600 Fairfax Tasso iv vii 56
His feltred lockes 1787 Grose Piov Gloss, Falter'd,
revelled, dishevelled.

2 Having malted hair or wool
c 1460 Emare 540 A fowll feltied fende. ^1598 Chapman

Iliad lit 210 Like a well-grown bell-wetliei
,
or feltred 1am

b Filthyfeltered : matted ot clogged with filth.

158* Nuce Seneca’s Octavta 1. iv, Gnesly Plutos filthie

feltred denne.

Felteric (felt’rik). Also 7-9 feltrxc(k, pi.

feltries A disoider of horses (see quot 1876)
2639 T de Gray Compl Horsent 38 Swelling undei the

belly, which is a disease called the feltnck 1798 R Parkin-
son Exper Farmer I 279 Some get what is called the
felteric 1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Feltries, knotty enlaigements

beneath the hair and skin of horses

Felting (fe ltiTj), vbl. sb [f Felt v + -ing- 1
]

1 The action or process of making felt.

1686 Plot Staffordsh 109 Beside Wool, for . Felting
1806 W. Taylor in Ann Rev. IV. 772 Felting is a much
simpler process than weaving 1844 J . Rennie BirdArefnt
207 The goldfinch is more neat m the execution of its felting
than the chaffinch 1870 Ylats Nat Hist Comm 261
Felting is a process by which the different kinds of hair and
wool aie interlaced or inteitwined

2. concr. Felted cloth.

1849 Florist 32 A paper-manufacturei presented us with
some felting 1891 PallMallG 22 Oct. 2/2 Protected from
the intense cold by double windows and felting.

3 attrib.

1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 34 Such a valuable property in

wool as the felting quality 184a Prichard Nat Hist
Man xpx The felting quality of wool is owing to the rough
nature of the surface of its filaments. 1859 Sala Gas-light
§ D. 98 A felting' comb with all the back teeth knocked
out

Feltness (fe ltnes) [f Felt ppl. a + -ness.]
The quality or slate of being fell.

1891 E, Bclfort Bax Outlooksfrom New Stand

p

iu 185
Its whatness, its quality, is but the ‘ feltness ' of the second
moment of the synthesis

t Feltrike. Obs— ° [Of obscure formation ;

prob, a corruption of the L. name fel term ‘ gall

of the earth ’, given to the plant on account of its

bitterness and perhaps also its yellow colour ]
=

Earth-gall
; prob. the Yellow Centaury ( Chlora

petfohatd).
The name earth-gall appears to have been sometimes ap-

plied also to the Lesser Centaury (Erythr&a Centaiirenm,),

and perhaps to other gentianaceous plants
[c 1000 Sax, Leechd II. 126 Wi)> aslegenum lice, brom;

feltere, gearwe; hofe] 0x440 Promp.Parv 154/2 Feltryke,
herbe, jwifrYi, fel terre, centaurea. 1530 Palsgr. 219/a
Feltryke an herbe

150

Feltwort (fe llwoit) Bot. [OE.feltwyri, f.

Felt sb + zvyrt, Wort.] A name given to the

Mullein ( Verhascum Thapsus)
c xooo Sax Leechd I 174 Deos wyrt ]>e man ueibascum,

& oSrum naman feltwyrt nemneS 14 Lat -lung Foe in

Wr -Whicker 564 Anuodoma ,
feltwoit. 1878-86 Briiiin

& Holiand Plant-n , Feltsuort

Felty (fe lti), a [f. Felt sb + -y 1
] .Somewhat

resembling felt, felt-like. Also in comb, felty

-

looking adj.

1846 C Si’lnce in Harp ofPolhs/un (1893) 130 High on
thy crest The wagtail builds lici felty nest 1847-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat IV 84/1 A felty looking mass 1885 II O
FoRBrs Nat. Wand E A ) chip 9 f

Its penanth densely

covered with a feltv mass of white wool,

Feltyfare, -flier, dial forms of Fieldfare
*839 Macgillivray Hist Brit Buds II. 105 Tun/its

pilaus, the chestnut-backed Thrush, or Fieldfare Felty-

fare, Feldyfar, Feltyfiiei, Grey I In ush

Felucca (felt? ha). Forms 7 fal-, feluke,

-uque, feleucca. filucca, 7-8 faluooa, (7 falluca,

-ooque), 7 phalucco, 8 felouoa, 8-9 -uoa, 9 fe-

louk, -ucoo, 7- felucca [a. It. felu(c)ca, Fr

felouqve, Sp. faluca, Pg falua,
mod.Arab. i^ls

falfthah, also ifCSs fulatkah.

Devic considers it to be of Arabic formation, cognate with

Arab. fnlk slup, f root tills fainta to be round.

A small vessel propelled by oais or lateen sails,

or both, used, chiefly m the Mediterranean, for

coasting voyages.
1628 Dighy Voy. Meciit

,
I sent out my pinnace and a

falluca 1655 '1 hcophama 2 The chief Lord of the place .

entred into a Fallocnue that waited for him. 1662 J Har-
grave PopeAlet VII'-V"

-

-“B a .
p ’

.
-> <c’ iC"T

[a boat about .is big a 1 <» 1 i ,/*, » u. \ . >

Rome 1728 Morgan Algiers 11 iv 279 'the I1 elucca
landed them privately at Cape Zafrau 1769 Faiconik
Diet. Marine (1789) Fivb, A felucca is a strong passage-

boat used in the Mediteiranean, with from ten to si \.teen

banks of oars 1799 Nlison Lett (1814) II 194, I have
been with Acton to get a felucca, to send Ball’s dispatch to

you 1879 Lady Buassi y Siittsh. # Staint (x88o) 19 Some
officeis had started at night 111 a felucca

Hence Feltrcca v

,

to jiut on hoard a felucca.

X728 DcFoi Mem Capt G. Cat leton (1841) 30 He again
fducca’d himself, and they saw him no more till [etc ]

Felwet, obs. form of Velvet.
Felwort (fclwurt). [OE fclciwyit,

f fold
field + loyrt root ] a. Gentiana lutea

,

and other

species of gentian b. Sweitiaperenms
r xooo Bax Leechd I, no Decs wyrt J>e man gentunain
& oSrum naman feld-wyit nemntji xgx6 6nte Ihi ball
Iaxxvi Lvb, De gtntianc, felwoit oi baldymony 1378
Lyte Dodoeits in xu 332 Gentian is called 111 Knglish
Felworte 1641 French Distill 11 (1651) 46 Take of the
leaves of Fel-wort, 1756 Watson in Phil Irani XI.IX
820 DwarfAutumnal Gentian, or Fellwort 1878 86Bium n
& Holland Plant-n

,
Felwort, Gentiana Amanita and

othei species of gentian
b. x8aoT Gklx,n Untv Herb. II 640 SwcrtiaPerenms,

Marsh Sweitia or Felwort

Female (ff mc’l), a. and sb Forms : 4-6
femelle, (4 femmale, -oi), 5-6 femollo, (6
faemale), 5-7 femal(l(e. Sc famell, (7 foema.1),

4- female. {ME. femelle (14II1 c), a Ob femelle
sb fem. (

=

Ex.femela) i—L.femella, dim offemina
woman.
In class L femclla occurs only with the sense 'little

woman' , but in popular Lat it appears to have been used,
like the equivalent mod Gcr locihhon, lo denote the female
of any of the lower animals, and hence as a designation of
the sex in general

,
cf masenhts, lit

1

little man
',
but used

already in class Lat both as sb and adj =‘ male ' The
Fr woidims always been chiefly a sb (though a few instances
occur ofOF and Pr femcl, ined L. feuieilus adj ), but from
the earliest times it was often used in apposition with sin

epicene sb,, thus becoming a qunst-adj
, and in modem Fi

it is to some extent used as a genuine adj, (the fonnftmille
seiving for both grammatical genders) In Eng

,
on the

other hand, the adjectival use is by fai the more prominent
the feeling of the mod lang appiehends the sb as an
absolute use of the adj In 14th c the ending was confused
with the adjectival suffix -cl, -at, the present foim finale
arises from association with male, with which it limes m
Barbour c 1375 ]

A adj

I, Belonging to the sex which bears offspring

1 a. of Human beings In Lazo . Heir, line

female Also piedicatively.
138a WycliI' Gen x 27 God made of nou3t man to the

ymage and his lickenes maal and femaal he made hem of
110U3C 24 Black Bk of Admit ally II. 121 Heyres
female. C1425 Wyntoun Cron iv six 34 He sulde be
Kyng of all Jie hale Dat cummyn was be Lyne female
c 2440 Prornp Parv 154/s Femelle, femvmts 1594 Barn-
riELD Compl Chastitie iv, Euene faemaie creatuie 1609
Skene Reg May 59 Lands lialden be fue Soccage, qulien
lieires male and famell baith persews. 1634 Sir 'I Hr inirRT
Trav 1x3 Twelue female beauties 1671 Milton Samson
711 Who is this, what thing of Sea or Land ? Femal of sex
it seems x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) IV 304 The word issue
equally comprehends male and female children, 1828 ScottF M Perth xx\, His female vassals 1841 LaneA rab. Nts,
1 note. White female slaves are kept by many men
b of animals

,
often = she-,

1388 Wycur Hos xiu. 8 As a femal bere, whanne the
whelps ben rauyschid a 1400 Octouian 310 A female ape
1486 Bk St Albans E iij a. Other while he is male. And
otherwhile female and kyuaelis by kynde, a 1500 Colkelbte

Sow 850 Twenty four chikkynis of thamc scho hes, Twelf
maill and twelf famell be cromcuhs clcir. 1552 Huloi 1,

Female dragon, draceua x66v Milton P. L. vir 490 The
I* unal Bee, that feeds her Husband Hi one 1774 Got dsm,
Nat Hist, (1776) VII 298 He enclosed a female sLorpion

m a glass vessel 1870 Plnniu Mod Piatt Anghr 148
A female Salmon
abiot 1 1320 Benyn Sag (W ) 3716 Ye se llow a rauen

sittes and cries allaue It es the femal ot the thru 1393
Uow i k Lonf II 43 She sigh the bestes in lier kinde '1 he
male go with the femele x86x Chau ill Ignat Afr xk
(ed 2) 355 In both male and female the lian* is found worn
off the back.

2, ttaiisf of plants, trees • a When the sex is

attributed only lrom some accident of habit, colour,

etc, ,
sometimes after L femvta

2548 'I ti’tNi k Nanus ofHi rbts (1881) i» 1 he male [pym-
perncl] hath a ernnsm llourc, and the female hath a blewc
Home 1551 — Hei bal 1 (1568) Cnj b, I'ymjieinelhs of ij.

kjndts it that hath the blewc flume, is (.ailed tlie female

*377 fi Good JleitsfiiuA's Hush 11 (1586) 102 b, 'I he
female Elmos have no seede 1578 I.yij Dodotns 111. Iv,

400 1 wo kitulos of Femes the male and female Ibid \1

li 72C The wilde Cornell tree, is called in Latin, Cornits

few1tut in I* nglishr, the female Cornel tree X590 Shaks
Mids N iv. 1 48 'I he female Iuy so Linings the barky
lingers of the Flme 1726 Li uni AlAtt lt'\ Anhtt I. 27 a,

'I he female I ir< h Tiee is almost of the Colour of Honey
1788 Russiii in Phil Inins I.XXX. 27s The Female
'! 1' > .

i* .'i .
• -'ii' 1 'i\ tli* 'uge .( s i

f
its eaviiy from

pn e 3r6 1 -.1 ' • 'n 1' I «
1

- female myi tie.

1870 Ktvosi LY ill ha II 1
•* * Vi* 1

1 T *-. *
;

then stems some lifte 'I i3>8 J5 1 !< 1 is ,v.

II01 1 and Plant n 178 venule hems wiiu iitmp,' 2879
Prior Plant-n 78 Female fern, of old write! s, not the speeits

now called Luly fom, hut the biakc

b csp. m Fomalo hemp —funble-hcmp : see

FurnLi, sb.

*5*3, 2877 [st‘c Caiu hi mi' x] 1577 [see Cahi hi mi* 2)

0 Oi the parts of a plant. Fuui-bcaring
;

re-

sulting in a new individual.

X70X Gentl. Mag. 2/2 The ear is the female part [of mai/e]

2840 J Bam n» Lib* . Piatt Agtn, (id 4) 1 ti8 The
stamen, is tailed the male pait, the pistil, hung the

recipient, is called the female. 1882 Vini s Baths' Hot 897
The female cell or oosphtrt*.

d Of a blossom or ilower : Having a pistil and
no stamens; pistillate; fruit-bearing

1796 With 1 king Brit Plants (id 3) I 188 I11 the Ribe>s

alpmuni, the male and female (lowers are sometimes found
011 different plants x88o Gray Btii/ct Hot \i j 191

Flowers are . Female, when the pistils are pieseut and the

stamens absent. 1882 1he Cardin u Mir lfip/i Little

leil tipped female blossoms give promise of a good crop

IX. Ot or pertaining to those of this sex

3 Composed or consisting of women, or of

female animals 01 plants.

1552 Iltion, Female, of the feminine suite X63X Win-
now 1 s Nat Philos, (ed 2) 49 There ho sexes of In arhes .

namely, the Male or ! email* 1659 H AMMosn On Pi. Ixviii

ix Annot. 333 All the femal quilc. solemnly tame out

1667 Milton 7* L xi. 610 That fair femal ‘lioop that

sceind Of Goddesses 1697 Dttviil N Ing (aoig. iv. 795
Heifais from his Female Store lie took 17x0- xi Swift's

Lett (1767)111. hi 'I hey keep as good female company as
I do m tie 177* Ann Reg. 261 An use of the turnfaitalt
sc v not altogether justified by usage

4. Of or pertaining to a woman 01 women.
1635 A Si aii otu> (AM.*), Ihc I

1 email (duly or, the Life
of our blessed Lady 1700 Hindis Oma's Mi tarn. \ 11

S09 By a Female Hand Ife was to die 1712 4 Pori Rape
Lock iv 83 '1 here she 1 ollects the fori e of funaii lungs
1779-81 Johnson A P., Pope Wks IV. 1 m 'I hr whole detail

ot a female-day. 1812 IKuoncA Hit>

.

1 kvni, Nor shrinks
the female eye. 1823!' Ciissoid Asu-nt of Mont Riant
22 note. Female mticpuliiy may finally surmount danger
1868 Crackoi 1 Ess II 277 All this comes of.1 female instead
of a masculine education

b. Engaged 111 or exercised by women.
<*x690 Rusnw. Hist, Coll (i7"i) V jgb Sujc.mt Pr.uu is,

and one Mi. Pulford w*ere (omimtled for cmoiii.igtng tins

Female Riot. 1762 J Brown Poihy g Mas, x. (1761) 180
Miuain led the female IJaiue and Chou 1776 lliimoN
Deil, F. I. 153 A fcmali icign would have appeared an
inexpiable piodigy 1884 Un H 0? Id 19 Jmie 45 ,/r F ensile
suffrage was contrary to the manifest order of nature

6 Peculiar to or characteristic of womankind
1632 Lithgow 7 ra.i in 84, I , clot Iml lum in a female

habite 1667 Mir ion /’ L ix 999 Fondly uveieomc with
Femal charm x7I7I,ai>yM W Moniaoui Lett. 11 xlvu

39 A tiue female spirit of umtrudu lion 1732 Aiii.n 1 iinih
tilth', of Diet 258 Chesnuts.ire good in IAmafe Weaknesses
1855 'I hack 1 ray Ntwtomi

i

II bio * My ileaiesting’ tacli

other with female fervotn. 1863 Bat Rev 485 'I’hesc

letters Johnsonian 111 .11111, and intensely female—we do
not mean feminine—in style*

f 6 Womanish; effeminate
;
weakly Obs

*593 Shaks link II, in 11 1141’oyes clap their female
lomts In stiffe vnwieldic Armc*s 1594 Mari owl & Nashf
Dido iv in, I may not duie this female drudgt*ry *632
Lithgow Puw ir 65, I have heard them often demaund
the English . what they did with such Leprous stuffe
[Zantc currents] A question wmtlvy of such a female
Tiaffikc 1676 Dm iji n Anreng-Ztbe iv Wks.f 1883) V 263,
I smile at what your female fear foresees. 1725 Pow Qdyss.
1 469 Your female discord end. Ye dcedlcss boastcis I 1771
Goldsm. Hist. Eng II 227 The king remained m his tent,

awaiting the issue of the combat with female doubts and
apprehensions.

Ill Applied to various material and immaterial
things, denoting simplicity, inferiority, weakness
or the like

+ 7 a. Simple
;
plain, undisguised, b. Inferior.

1601 II Jonson Poetaster iv l, To tell you the femall truth
(which is the simple truth) ladies 1649 Blithl Eng Imp) ov



FEMALE. 151 FEMINEITY.
Impr. (1653) 48 Where theie can be a Male-Improvement
offer not to the Common-Wealth a Female

8 Said of the inner layer of horn on a hoise’s

foot, or of bark on a tree

1639 T de Gray Cornel Horsem 72 If the foot be bruised
with the shoo, or that the femall horn be hurt *884 Bower
& Scott De Bary's Phaner 337 Ihe superficially-foinied

layer (called the male) is removed from the stem a new
periderm appears This periderm grows quicker than the
external male coik, and is used technically as ‘female
cork

’

9 Said of pi colons stones, on account of paleness

or other accident of colour Cf 2 a
c 1400 Maundev (1839) xiv 158 Thei (the dyamandes]

growen to gedie, male and femele 1601 Holland Pliny
xxxvr xvi 587 That [loadstone] of Troas is blacke, and of
the female sex, m which regard it is not of that veitue that
others be Ibid xxxvn vu 617 The female Sandastres
came not such an aident shew of fiie 1865 Emanuel
Diamonds 112 The ancients called sapphires male and
female the pale blue, approaching the white, [was] the
female

flO. Female rime —feminine rime, see Feminine
1581 Sidney Apol Poetne (Arb ) 71 Ryme in the last

silable, by the French named the Masculine ryme in the
next to the last, which the French call the Female 1666
Dryden Ann Mirab To Sir R Howard, The Female
Rhymes are still m use amongst other nations 1685— Albion 4 Albanns Pref Wks (1883) VII 234 Our
scarcity of female rhymes

IV 11 . A distinctive term for that part of an
instrument or contrivance which is adapted to re-

ceive the coiiespondmg or male part.

a 1836 H Miller Paper in OR Sandst (1874) 342 The
male half of the hinge belongs to the head, and the female
half to the jaw 1889 Maync's Med Voc , Female the
part of a double-limbed instrument which receives the male
or corresponding part,

b (See qnot

)

1688 R Holme Armoury in xu 433/1 There is no differ-

ence between the male and female Tiepan, but for the Pm
m the middle which the female wants

C 1 Female gauge
,
an internal or bored gauge *

(Lockwood 1888); ‘Female joint, the socket or

faucet-piece of a spigot-and-faucet joint
1
(Ogilv ) ;

Female screw,
socket

,

a circular hole or socket

having a spiral thread adapted to receive the thread

of the male screw.

1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp it (1682) 11 A Female
Screw, to receive the Male-screw of the Stop-cock 1703
Moxon Meek Exerc 106 Two Male Screws fitted into

two Female Screws 1839 G Bird Nat Philos 72 The
female screw. must be of such a size as to admit the pro-

jecting thread of the male screw 1870 Eng. Meek 18

Mar 653/1 A screw working in a female socket

B sb.

1 , A female animal a. of lower animals. Often

in hisfemale : his mate
1377 Langl P. PI B xi 331 In euenynges also 3e[de]

males fro femeles. 1481 Caxton Myrr ir xiv 97 Byrdes

that ben femalles may not abyde there. 1553 Eden ‘I reat.

Newe Ind (Arb ) 15 The females [elephants] are of greater

fiercenesse then the males 1583 J B tr. Viret's Sch

Beastes D iv. This bird [Halcion] loveth smgulaily his

femal 1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 416 The Wars the

spotted Lmx's make With their fierce Rivals, for the

Female’s sake. 1769 J. Wallis Nat Hist Northumb I.

xu 410 A female, with a calf at her foot, is not to be ap-

proached without danger 1847 Marryat Childr N Forest

iv, The stag , . was acting as a sentinel for the females

x88x Lubbock Ants, Bees 4 Wasps 8 The abdomen of the

females sometimes increases in size.

b. generally, including the human species.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 122 To knowe a femel fro

a male c 1440 Promp Parv 154/2 Femel, no malz,feweUa

1340 Hyrde tr Fives' Instr ChrWom ir. 11 vjb,Assoneas
the man lokedde upon the femalle of his kynde, ne beganne

to loue her aboue all thynges 1590 Shaks. Com Err n.

i 24 Man Are masters to their females, and their Lords,

1613 Crooke Body ofMan 272 The Female generateth in

her selfe, the Male not in himselfe but in the Female 1800

Med Jml. IV. 320 The female of every animal m a state

of parturition is possessed ofa placenta, or substance analo-

gous thereto 1831 Carpenter Man. Phys (ed 2) 503

Conception and Parturition, in the Human female.

2, A female person ; a woman ox girl.

a. In express or consciously implied antithesis

with male
,
esp. one of the female individuals in

any class or enumeration compnsmg persons of

both sexes.

c 1313 Shorcham 44 Me schel the mannes lenden anelye,

The navele of the femele 1373 Barbour Bruce 1. 39 Ther

mycht succed na female 1535 Stewart Cron Scot III

139 Of king Williame the successioun did faill bayth of

famelt and maill 1649 Bp Hall Cases Consc iv v. 436

If the like exorbitancies of the other sexe were not meant to

be comprehended, females should be lawlesse, and the law

imperfect. 1632 Gaults Magastrom. 243 Satume did onely

eate up his male children, not his females 1818 Cruise

Digest (ed 2) III 355 The females incapable of performing

any military service. 1861 Maine Ant. Law 159 The
Danish and Swefdish laws, harsh to all females.

b. As a mere synonym for ‘ woman’.
Now commonly avoided by good writers, exc. with con

temptuous implication

C1380 Wyclif Sel Wks II 408 Two femalis shulen be

grynding at a queerne c 1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 3x1

Of femellys a quantite here fynde I parte 1390 Shaks.

Mids. N. in u 441 Cupid is a knauish lad Thus to make

poore females mad. 163* Lithgow Trav. x. 478 Females

have extreames, and two we see, Eyther too wicked, or too

good they be 1713 Steele Guardian No 43 ? 1, I would

6tnctly recommend to any young females not to dally with

men [etc ]. 1773 Wilkes Corr. (1805) IV 141 Just putting
on my hat, to attend the females to church 1801 Strutt
Sports 4 Past iv 1 263 Dancing an essential part ofa young
female’s education 1849 E E Napier Excurs S Africa
I 112 The ‘ lotty 1

of the present day and his. female, (for
the creature can scarcely he dignified bythe name ofwoman)
1863 J G, Bertram Harvest of Sea (1873) 193 This is per-
foi med by females, hundreds of whom annually find well-
paid occupation at the gutting ti oughs 1889 Pall Mall G
10 Aug 7/2 They are no ladies Ihe only word good
enough for them is the word of opprobrium—females
3 . attnb in certain nonce-words, as female-bar,

foe ; female-bane, transl of Gr QrjKvtyuvov

aconite, lit ‘ a thing deadly to females \
1399 Shaks lien V

,,
t 11 42 Phaiamond The founder of

this Law, and Female Barre 1601 Holland Pliny II 271
Others, for the reason before shewed, call it [AcomteJ
Theliphonon [rnarg Femalbane] c 1643 Howeil Lett
(1753) 445 A thousand such instances are not able to make
me a nusogenes, a female foe

Fe’inalely, adv. nonce-nod. So as to suit a
female
1867 Miss Broughton Cometh up as a Flower xvui,

Befoie the door stand many horses, mnlely and femalely
saddled

Fe’maleness. nonce-tod The character or

qualities of a female
1892 W W Peyton Mentor. Jesus iv 94 In maleness and

femaleness theie is a likeness to the divine nature,

t Femalism. Obs. rare
—1 [f Female +

-ISM ] = prec In qnot., curiosity

x779 Sylph 1 207 But femaleism prevailed, and I examined
the contents

t Femalist. Obs rare—1, [f Female i--ist]

One devoted to the female sex.
16x3 Marston Insatiate Countess iv. 111 34 Beauty can

make him [Wai] smile upon delightful Peace, Courting her
smoothly as a femalist

Femality (tfmceliti) Somewhat humorous
[f Female^ + -ity. Cf OF.jfemelete~\
1 Female nature or characteristics

1734 Richardson Grandison (1781) VI xxit 117, I was
afraid of your Femality, when you came face to face 1773
Lady's Mag IV. 3 My femality, or in other words, my
curiosity was greater 1844 Marg Fuller Worn igth C.

(1862) 113 Feminine element spoken of as Femality

b pi Samples of female character, females
ci8ox T Selwyn Warning to Batchelors 11 (MS), Knights
of the chaceTo be hunted yourselves were a pitiful case;

Suspect these femallties

2 Effeminacy, unmanliness.
? x6 Songs Loud Prentices(Percy) 68 Disband feamahty,

let courage be your portion

Femalize (fr m&laiz) , » [f. Female a + -ize ]

+1 inlr. To become effeminate or unmanly Obs

*674 T Dun ett Sp Rogue 11, Men are so Femali/d, so

idle grown, They court the Coy, and slight what may be

won
2 trans To give a feminine designation or

ending to [See quots forppl a ]

Hence Fe malized^/ a
1709 Shaftesb Freedom ofWit <5- Humour (17x1) I. hi

§ 1 105 note, When they consider the very Foimation of

the word Koii'ovorjfloodV-JJ upon the Model of the other fema-

liz’d Virtues, the Evyvto/Jtoovvt), 2 uujtpotrvioj, Aucaumln), ect

,

they will no longer hesitate on this Interpretation *887

N $ Q 7th Ser III 95 The following femahzed Christian

names . Alexandrma, Andrewina ana Wilhamma.
Femay, var. of Fumay, Obs

.

Femble, var. of Fimble.

Feme (fern). Also 6 feeme, 6-jr fem, 8-9

femme, [a. OF feme,
"Ft.femme woman, wife.]

1 Law (Chiefly conjoined with baron.) Wife.

(The technical spelling is feme, but in non-professional

use the mod,F, form has often been adopted. So also in

feme-cauert. see below.)

[1292], 1394, 16x1 [see Baron si, 5] a 1626 Bacon Max
<5* Uses Com, Law 1 (1636) 2 The feme is entitled to dower.

1714 Scroggs Courts leet (ed, 3) x6r If a Feme Copyholder

for Life takes Husband, who commits a Waste, this shall

hind theWife. [18x3 Byron in Moore Life (1847) 217 Divorce

rums the poorfemme,] x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed. e) II 334
The feme died leaving issue ,

then the baron died 1873

Dixon Two Queens IL ix vui 142 An ancient custom of

the land described the man and wife as baron and feme

+ 2 . In i6thc often used (in verse and some-

what playfully) for : Woman. Obs,

1367 Turberv Ovid's Epist 76 So bolde Away to have

a Greekish feme purloynde 1377 T. Kendall Flowers of
Eptgrammes 58 Three ills that mischefe men the Fem, the

Flud, the Fire. 1594 Willobie Aviso. (1880) xs Nature
hath begot Of Fleeting Feemes, such fickle store, 1633

H Whistler Upshot Inf. Baptisme 1 6 The Femwas con-

cerned as (m desire) one.

Feme covert (fem kzrvoit). Lem. [a KS.feme
covert a woman 1 covered ’ (=mod F. couverte), 1 e.

under protection ] A woman under cover or pro-

tection of her husband
;
a married woman, (Cf

Covert a. 4 )
[1528 Perkins Prof Bk (1532) 2 marg., Graunt de ferae

couert est void ] 1603 Fulbfcke 1st Pt Parall 4 A feme

couert cannot make a contract. 1668 R L'Estrange Vis.

Qnev (1708)70 My poor wife .being a Feme-Coverte, not

an Officer durst come near her 1743 Fielding_ Wedding-

Day iv v, Do you know, sir, that this lady is a femme
couverte? 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2)1 111 On petition of

femes covert 1838 Ld St. Leonards Handy bk. Prop,

Law xxy. 189 An infant, lunatic,/ewe covert, or [etc ]

b humorously : Wife.

1678 Butler Hud, in. 1. 862 Those .femme couerts to all

mankind.

Feme-sole (fe m sou 1). Law. [a. AF feme soulie

a woman alone ] a. A woman who has not the

protection of a husband ; an unmarried woman, a
spinster

;
a widow, b. A married woman who

with respect to property is as independent of her

husband as if she were unmarried
Also attnb, as feme-sole merchant

,
tradei, a

married woman who uses a trade alone, or without
her husband (Webstei)
[1328 Perkins Prof Bk (1532) 2 Mes si feme soule soit

executrix Ibid 20, Si feme soul fist fait del graunt]
1642 Ibid. (transl ofprec ) 1 § 20 If the wife as a feme sole

. grant a rent 17x4 Scroggs Courts-leet (ed. 3) 90 If the
Cattle of a Feme-sole be taken, and afterwards she marry
1843 Ld Campbell Chancellors (1837) 1 vu 121 The Queen
Consort . being privileged as a feme sole 1858 Ld. St.
Leonards Hanay-bl Prop Law xu 73 She becomes,
after the judicial separation a feme sole, a single woman,
with respect to property

Femenine, obs form “of Feminine.

Femerell (femerel). Forms 5 fomerel(l,

fumrell, 5-6 fymrelfle, fumerill, 6 fymerelle,
fomenl, fum(m)erel(I> 5- femerell [ad. OF.
fumeraille altered form oifumerole—lt funiat uolo

L. ffmdriolum, dim. of fUmarwm, f fumus
smoke ]
‘A lantern, louvre, or covering placed on the

Toof of a kitchen, hall, etc. foi the purpose of

ventilation or the escape of smoke’ (Weale,

1849).
c 1440 Promp Parv. 169/a Fomerel of ail halle, fuma-
num Ibid. 182/2 Fumrell of an hows,fitmartmn 1446
Churchw Acc. Yatton (Som Rec Soc) 84 It payd to

Wetyam Stonhowse for settyng in of to femerell in the

, stepyl, x‘l 1500 Ortus Voc Pvnj, Fumerale, a fumerill

xSix Nottingham Rec III 335 Y* fymerelle of y“ chymney
x6. Jml Bk. Expends in Gutch Coll Cur (1781) I. 204
Spent about the Femerell of the New Kitchin xvnu. vuirf

1883 Law Hampton Court 1 xin 174 The inside of the
femerell was as richly decorated as the rest of the roof

Femetorie, obs form of Fumitory.

Femicide 1 (fe misaid). [f. Feme + -(i)cide ,

see -cede i ] One who kills a woman,
1828 R. Macnish (title). Confessions of an unexecuted

Femicide.

Femicide 2 (fe*misdd). [f Feme + -(i)oide ;

see -cede a ] The killing of a woman.
xBot Satirical View Loud 60 This species of delinquency

may be denominatedfemicide. 1848 Wharton Law Li *

Femicide
,
the killing of a woman

Feminacy (fe-minasi). [f L. femin-a + -act,

after Eefeminacy ] Female nature, feminality.

1847 Lytton Lncretia (1B53) 37 The face took from the

figure the charm of feminacy.

+ Fe'minal, a, Obs. Also 4 femynoile. [a.

OF feminal= Pr. feminal, f.Lat.type *femindlisT
f.fetmna woman ] Of or pertaining to a female

or woman; female.

1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R xvn cxli (1493) 698 Rewa
is yeuen ayenst femynalle flnxe. 17 West On Abuse
Travelling xlvi, in Dodsl (1748) II. 82 For wealth, or fame:,

or honor feminal

Feminality (feminsediti). [f prec. + -ity.]

1. The quality or condition of a female
,
female

nature. Now rare.

1646 Sir T. Brown Pseud Ep 111 xvii 148 If in the

minority of naturall vigor, the parts of feminality take

place. 1702 Farquhar Inconstant iv 11, Not half so much
as devoting ’em [a beautiful face and person] to a pretty

fellow If our feminality had no business in this woild,

why was it sent hither? 1883 Mrs. Lynn Linton Social
Ess II 10 Thinking womanhood a mistake in exact pro-

portion to its feminality

2 ,
pi- only concr. or quasi-rowrr. a. The person-

ality of a woman ;
a female person, b A female

trait or peculiarity, c Something that women
delight in

,
a kmck-knack.

1823 New Monthly Mag XIV 262 Ladies are not per-

mitted to advance their femmalities beyond so chaste

a threshold. 1834 Tails Mag. I, 204 Certain feminahties

..peep through every page. 1840 Mrs Trollope in New
Monthly Mag LX. 199 All these pretty * femmalities \

4 Fe’ttrinary, a, Obs, [f. h.femin-a + -ary ]
Womanish.
1630 Lennard tr. Chnrron's Wisd n 111 § 13 277 Afemi-

nane, sottish calmeness, and vitious facilitie.

t Feminate, a Obs. i are [ad. L feminat-us,

f. femtna woman] a Resembling a woman;
effeminate, b Female, feminine.

a 1333 Ld. Berners Gold Bk M. Anrel (1546) LI,
With halfe a berde, as a femmate man 1357 North tr.

Guevara's Diall of Princes 8aa/i Money doth not only

hreake the femmate and tender hartes, but also the hard and
craggy rockes 1633 Ford BrokenH v, ni, A nation warlike

cannot brook ATemm ate authority

Hence + 3Pe*minately adv Obs.

1508 Florio, Insazzeare

,

to goe walking wantony, idly or
feminatlie vp and downe the streetes.

tFe‘mine, a. Obs, Also 5 femyn(e. [Con-

tracted f. Feminine] = Feminine a.

1530 Palsgb. 136 All the feestes of the yere be of the

femyne gendre 1364.Golding Justine 17 b, In Xerxes was
to be sene a kind of femme fearfulnesse. x6xo Mirr Mag.,
Lady Elbe xv, To do the Uke against the Femine kind.

Fexniueity (feminriti). [f. L femine-us

womanish (f fetnind) + -ity ] The quality or



FEMINIZE.FEMINICIDE.

nature of the female sex , womanliness ;
woman-

ishness.

x8zo Coleridge Lett
,
COlivers , etc I 72 The very

essence offemineity seems to speak in the true and touching

•words Ibid II 228 Of all men I evei knew Wordsworth has

the least femineity in his mind 1858 O W Holmts Ant,
Breakf.-t, (1883) 188 It had so much woman in it,

—

muli-

ebrity, as well asftrmneity

Feminicide (fltarmwid). rare, [f 'L.feinina

+ -(l)OIDE 2.] =FEMIOIDE 2
.

1833 Blackw Mag XXXIII. 545 Our transcendent

powers of cold-blooded femimcide

Femini*city. [f. L. femin-a, aftei rusticity ]
The quality or condition of a woman ,

womanliness.

*843 Fraser'sMag XXVII 226 Beautiful are both these

women in their graceful femtmcity.

Feminie (fe'mmi). ai ch. Also 5 femyne,
femynye, 6 femynie. [a. OF. famine, f. L.

fennna woman.] Womankind , a * set ’ ofwomen,
esp the Amazons

;
also the country of the Amazons.

1:1386 Chaucer Knt's T, 8 He conqueied all the regne
of Feminie. c 1400 Destr Troy 6669 The qwene of femyne
bat freike so faithfully louyt. c *430 Pdgr LyfManhode
11 xeix. (1869) in, I wot neuere whether 1 be in femynye,
ther wommen hauen the lordship. 156* Echoic house of
Women g in Hazl E P P IV 106 A foole of late contrived

a boke, And all in praise of the femynie 169a CoLrs,
Feminie

,

the women's country. r8az Byron Werner iv 1,

You bid me look into The eyes of feminie. 1834 Fraser's
Mag, IX 639 The dingy feminie who cry their biooins

1836 M. J. Chapman ibid XIV. 22 At the good deeds of
feminie let no man Sneer idly

t Fe'minile, ct Obs— 1
[f L femin-a + -ile

;

cf. It femmtnile.] Peculiar to a woman
;
feminine

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 111, 64 This forehead is also

called a great forehead, if it be compared with a fenunile
forehead

Feminility (femmrliti). [f prec. + -ity ] The
character or disposition peculiar to a woman;
womanliness, womanishness. Also quaswwicr
1838 Fraser's Mag XVIII 89 True feminility is oftener

found contemplating the exquisite points of some soul-

subduing picture. 189a H Ellis Criminal 111 53 The
corresponding character (feminility) is not found so often.

Feminine (fe minin), a. and sb Forms
:
4-6

femynyne, 5-6 fememne, -yn(e, 5 femynyng,
6 femmin, -yne, (Sc. famenene), 7-8 fcemimne,

4- feminine, [a. OF. and Fr. femmin
,
-me, ad.

JL
, femintnus, i.fhnina woman ]

1. Of persons or animals' Belonging- to the female
sex ; female Now rat e.

C1384 Chaucer H. Fame m. 275, I sawe peipetually
ystalled A feminine creature, 1393 Gower Coif II 313
The preie, which is feminine c 1470 Harding Chron 279
Edmond .None issue had neither male ne feminine c 1500
Melnsme 369 And now for a serpent of femenyne nature ye
shake for fere 1533 More Confnt Tindale Whs 434/2,
I had as leue he bare them both a baie charitie, as with y”
frayle feminyne sexe fall to favre in loue 1588 Siiaks
L L L. iv 11 83 But a soule Feminine saluteth vs 1613
Purchas Ptlgnmage (1625) 319 Of which Manly foLmimne
people [Amazons] ancient authors disagiee 1667 Milton
P.L 1 423 Those Male, These Feminine

b. humorously
i860 O W. Holmes Elsie V, (1887) 106 A side of feminine

beefwas .obtained

2. In same sense, of objects to which sex is attri-

buted, or which have feminine names, esp. one of
the heavenly bodies
1601 Holland Pliny I. 44 They say that the Moone is

a planet Foemimne 1633 T Adams Exp 2 Peter 11

10 Under her conduct and standard marcheth the whole
feminine army, envy, avarice, pride, See. 1653 H. More
Cotwet. Caboal (1713) 83 Five is acknowledged . to be
Male and Female, consisting of Three and Two, the two
first Masculine and Feminine numbers a 1658 Cleveland
Hermaphr, 6 Wks. 1687. 19 We chastise the God of Wine
With Water that is Feminine 1751 Harris Hermes Wks
1841 130 The earth is universally feminine 1839 Bailey
Festus (1854) 121 Ye juried stars . Henceforth ye shine in
vain to man • Earthy, or moist, or feminine, or fixed

3. Of or pertaining to a woman, or to women

;

consisting of women
; carried on by women

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlix 189 She lefte asyde her
femenyne wyll cifioo Melnsme 322 How be it dyuers
haue sith sen her in femenyn figure Ibid, 354 Which
cryed with a femenyne voys 1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 1

<Arb ) 36 Or wyl you soiourne in this my femmin empyre?
1643 Fuller Holy 4 Prof. Si i, 11. 31 Take notice of
some prtncipall of the orders she made in those feminine
Academies. 1649 Milton Eikon vii (1851) 388 Govern'd
and overswaid at home under a Feminine usurpation 1844
Disraeli Conmgsby 111 m, Feminine society. 1865 Miss
Braddon Only a Clod xxxvm, They weie growing too
seuous for feminine discussion or friendly sympathy 1876" 7 Haggard's Dan I 9 The feminine element in tne
business was supplied by his maiden sister.

4. Characteristic of, peculiar or proper to women

;

womanlike, womanly.
14, , Eptph in 1 nndale's Vis 113 Sche answered most

femynyne of chere Full prudently to euery questyon c 1440
Pramp Parv 154/2 Femynyne, or woman lyke, multebns
*555 Eden Decades 340 Of complexion feminine and fleg-
matike in comparison to gold, 1601 Holland Pliny II 219
I o such as be of a foemimneand delicate bodie. 1667 MiltonP , L ix. 458 Her [Eve’s] Heav’nly forme Angelic, but more
soft, and Feminine 1751 Johnson Rambler No 149 r 11My sister . the young ladies are hourly tormenting by every
art of feminine persecution. *835 Lytton R tenet 1, i. There
was something alipost feminine in the tender deference with I

which he appeared to listen. 1873 Lowrm,A wongmy Bits, |
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Ser 11 23 The most virile of poets cannot be adequately

rendered in the most feminine of languages

f to, Such, as a woman is capable of Obs,

1672 Sir 1 . Browne Let to Friend xi\, Some dreams
I confess may admit of easie and feminine exposition

5 Depreciatively . Womanish, effeminate ? Obs
ex430 Lydg Bochas n xiv (1554) 53 b, Last of eche one

was Sardanapall, Most feminine of condiLion. 1548 Harr.

Chron 18 Rebukyng their timeious henries, and Feminine
audacitie 1614 Raleigh Hist World in 1, ? 1 217
Nimas being esteemed no man of wane at all, but alto-

gether feminine 1647 Clari muon Ilist Rib 1 (1702)1 41

He was of so unhappy a feminine temper, that lie was
always m a teruble fright 1651 Houiiks Lenaf

A

n, \\i

112 Not onely to women, but also to men of feminine

courage

0. Gram

.

Of the gentler to which appellations

of females belong Of a termination • lhoper to

this gentler. T Of a connected sentence Consist-

ing of words of this gentler.

CX400 Test Lone 11 (1560)282/2 So speak I in feminine
gendre m general 1632 Lithcow Turn \ 472 Spewing
forth also this Fucmmine Latino: Nammansaetact miscrt-
cordiosa cst Acelesta, O Ecclesia Romanes J 1774 J . Bio ant
Mytlwl II. 41 Com was a fuiminine title of the Sun
1821 R. 1 urner Aits $ Sc. (cd. 18) 55 Most feminine nouns
end in H or it. 1845 Stoddari Lucycl Mettop. I 30/r

Evciy noun denoting a female animal is feminine

b Prosody. Feminine nine . in 1‘ tench versifi-

cation, one ending in a 1 mule e ’ (so called because

the mute e is used as a feminine suffix)
;
hence 111

wider sense, a rime of two syllables of which the

second is unstressed. Sofeminine ending, tci min-
ation (of a line of verse)

;
feminine c.vsuta, one

which docs not immediately follow the ictus.

The e feminine', the Fiench (
c mute*, and the

similar sound m ME. (dropped in the latei lan-

guage).

1775 Tyrwiiitt Chanceds Whs Pref Ess m § *6 Nothing
will be . . of such use for supplying the deficiencies of
Chaucer’s, metre, as the pronunciation of the e feminine.

1837-9 Hailam Hist Lit, 1 . 1 r fe 34 31 The Alexmidiiuc
had generally a feminine termination. 1844 Bit ic & I< 1 n on
tr Mnni’s Metres 27 The former close, because it tci mi-
nutes in a thesis, and is on that account, less foiublc, is

called feminine, the latter, masculine 1870 Lou 1 ll Study
Wind, (1886) 247 Of fenumne ihymes we find fame,
justice

’

1880 Swjnhurn! Stud Shahs, 11 (ed. 2) 92 V uses
with a double ending—which m English verse at least aie
not 111 themselves feminine.

B sb.

1. The adj. used absolutely.

t a. gen. She that is, or they that arc feminine

;

woman, women Obs.
C1440 Songs .V Carols 15th C. (Perry) 65 Not only 111

Englond, but of every nacion, The femynyng w> 1 presume
men forto gyd a 1605 Montgomi kii Pot ms (S T S ) In

25 The facultieof famenene is so, Vnto tliair fiennl to be
lus fo 1667 Milton PL x 891 Not till the World at
once With men as Angels w lthout 1< enunine

b. With defining word: The fenumne element
in human natuie.
1892 Pali Mall G 16 June 3/1 The volumes display the

above-noted characteristics of the eternal feminine in lls

singing moods.

c. A person, rarely an animal, that is feminine

;

a female, a woman. Now only humorously,
*5*3 Bradshaw St. Werbmge 1 2021 Doctryne F ei abouc

the age of so yonge a femynj ne 1599 Hakluyt l ~oy, 1 1 x

235 When the Fliphant is so entangled, they guide the
feminines towaids the Pallace 1606 Day lie ofGuts it, v,
Sweete Femenine, clip ofF the taile of tliy discourse with the
sissais of attention 1665 Glanvill Seeps Set xv 87 While
all ihmgs aie judg'd aecoidmg to their suitableness to the
fond Feminine 1774 J Bryant Mythol, I 202 The Deity
was represented as a feminine. 1887 Graphic ig Jan, 67/1We are two lone feminines

2. Gram. A word of the fenumne gender
1607 Topsclt Fonr-f, Beasts 114 They call it Zubi, and

the femuun heiof Zebiali. 1612 Brinslly Pos Parts
(1669) 105 These feminines want the singulat number;
ex untie, phalene 1612— Lnd Lit, ic8 In woidesof three
terminations, the fust is the Masculine, the second the
Femuune, the third is the Neuter *706A Bedford limple
Mus, vu 117 All Foeminines of the Singular Number, do
end in n. *774J Huyaht Mythol I 55 Eli/a It was made
a feminine in aftertimes 1885 Mason Engl. Gram. 25
Seamstiess and songstress are double feminines

tFe'minine, v, Obs [f. prec] trails. To
make feminine

;
to weaken, effeminate.

*583 Stubbes Anal Abus, 1.(1879) 17° Musicfce dooth
rather femenme the mxnde
Femininely (feunimnli), adv [f as prcc +

-ly 2 ] In a feminine manner, like a woman

;

womanishly. Also, in the feminine gender.
1649 Roberts ClatnsBtbl 365 Nor as any peculiar Dialect

of this tongue, using this word sometimes femininely, 1814
Byron Lara 1 xxvii, So femininely white [that hand] might
bespeak Another sex x8zx — Juan v. lxxx, Now being
femininely all artayed He look’d in almost all respects a
maid 1859 Tennyson Enid 1124 Femininely fan and dis-
solutely pale

Feminineness (fc*mininnes\ [f as prec +
-nebs.] The state or quality of being feminine

;

womanliness.
1859 Times 23 Nov 8/4 Buoncompagm is gentle even to

feminineness 1890 Blackw Mag. CXLVII. 258/2 Without
derogating from her feminineness.

Feminimsm, [f as prec. + -ism,]
1. The state of being femuune,
1846 m Worcester (citing Phren Jrnl ), and in mod Diets,

2. A feminine or woman’s word or expression.
1892 F Hall m Nation 13 Oct 28V3 The locution [veiy

pleasedJ has been, all along, 111 the 111am a feminimsm
Feminimitude. nonce-nut. [f. 1’eminin-e +

-(j)tudk ] The chaiacterislic quality of feminine
persons ;

womanishness
1878 J Thomson Plcmpotent Key ig The spite is but lus

[F'roude’s] flminmitmie

Femininity (feimnrmti) [ME fcmimmte,
f asprcc. + -ity Cf Er. fennumitf ]
1. I’cmimne qualily ; tin* chaiaetcmlic quality 01

assemblage of qualities pci laming lo the female
sex, womanliness , in eaily use also, female
natuie
4*1386 Chaucir Man of Law's T 26? 0 serpent undci

fomyny nylec. 14 Lydc. TempleofGla\ 1045 I In face, of
ferny ny[ni]te Thuiu^ honest diode aliaisshed so was she
< 1430 ( 1.'. .,.P f

\ ad App 63 In wli.unc yche vertuc is

1 J ‘ i"i .« mi femynyny tec 1835 Bfai/.w Mag,
XXXVII. 230 She was nil that my most 10m intic di earns
had fancied of fcinimntty. 1893 We\tm Ga. « > F’cb 4/0
What she [the Amei ic in w oni in] t onspicuously lacks, on the
other hand, is essential femininity.

com r 0x876 15 . Dawson Piog, J at. (1886) 191 A perfect
femininity of architcctuie, the Venus of Gothic creation

2. In deprceialive seme • Womanishness
XS63 E I, Swim in N <S ltd Su IV eC4 A ccitain

femininity, win* li oui patushuutlia 1 tall « liangenbleiuss,

1879 '1 1’. O'Connor lhauw\/l. Id 1 )6 Fcaturt • dtlioate
almost to femininity. 1855 Mam.Ii, !• \ am, iv July f The
fciniiiimty of {''melon's natuie,

3 In ajipltcd senses, a. The fact of being a
female to. I1 enunine pecul unity (in shape)
1867 Mom Stai s*6 Nov., 'J lime is no doubt of liui femi-

ninity, though her romiu-t fcit of .1 man is perfect. 1891
Pall Mall lr 2junes/t A pirt fm whuh the euibeianl
fenunimty of her physique obviously disqu ililits liui

4, cone), Womenmgcner.il; uomnnkmd,
x86g Daily Tel Apr. 7 f n 1 im* hi in’, ei

respecting the not faultless at ... 1 f

.

11 \ 1878 *
.

Emm 1 1 Mother's Hail II. . ,i si . 1 i
1 '.

1 , , ,

a tendc‘1 er and sofa ned sptt mu n ot lemimiuty,

Fe'mimnize, n. iaie~ l
. [f 1'iminine i

Dans To make (a word/ feminine, to give a femi-

nine form lo.

x868 F\ ITai 1 Benares 8 The name of King C h unpi, funl
niiurcd, hciame Lhat of the nutropohs of Anga, Champ ‘1

Feminism (femini/’m\ live. [I I, Jemma
+ -ISM ] 'I’he qualities oi females
1851 m Oi.ii \ 11

,

Feminity (f/'mi'mti’) {'ti[V.,Jcminih', a. OE.
fmintU, f.Lat type *femimtas, f.ftinina woman.]

1. --- FfcMJMKm 1 .

X386 Ciiai 1 1 it Man ofI a-.v's T "6a (I.Basil 460), O sei pent
vnder femenyte. 1 1470 Hahihm, Chon I’loein \iv, 'I lie

thyrde sonne wedilttl dame Blatimh, ful of femitiytee.
r 1485 Ihgby Myst. fiKSa) tu 71 Hue is iiutry, ful fayi and
ful of funyuy le. 14 Pol Ret,

,) / /Vi/wj

(

1806)4 j (hiodnes,
theRoteofallvertveWdnch KotuU is in y mire ferny111U X595
Sri nsi u Cot l lout 513 She* is the mitrhor of feuuimie,
1854Marion Haiii and .Horn it

,
sin laughed at tin* lutltci ous

repitition of feminity' in the si mini line 1868 Biiouniko
Ring /; Bh. ix 299 l’ut foith each tliaun And propu
floweret of feminity

,

2 -- Ej.mininitv 2 ,

2669 II, Mohr Exp. 7 Fpist vi. C| Theic bum; all these
symptoms of Feminity in the Church of Rome. 1890 J,
Foksti r in Academy 23 Aug. 14y/p There is . a diculed
note of feminity m his genius; a want of in inly strength.

3 = Ekminlnit’i 4 ; alto a hand of women,
t Queen offeminity ;

queen of the Amazons.
01430 IMX, Bochas i vi 11 (1544) 14 a, Theseus Wedtlul

Apolita The hardy queue of feniymtu*. 15x3 Bradshaw
S t. Wei burge 1 1C33 Nextc in ordre Was our blessed lady,
flouic of femynyte 18x3 Hoot. Queen's ll aie 171, I half
watchit. Quhuircvir blunus funemtye. x8x6 Sion Antuf.
xmi, I tell thee, Mary, Hector’s understanding, and far more
that of feminity, is inadequate to comprehend the extent of
the loss 1872 Browning Bijinc x\i, Provided . . this femi-
nity be followed By. . Pifinel

Feminivorous (fcmmrvnras), a tare~ l
. [f.

Iu femtn-a woman + -(F)vor-us devouring + -ous.]
That cats the flesh of women
x8so Examiner No 64 p 523/1 Our feminivorous bride-

groom howcvci is somewhat nuonsistently lcpreseated.

Feminization (fe muraisr iq-m), [f next +
-ATion ] a The action of making feminine, to.

The giving of a feminine inflexion to a word.
1844 BlaiXw Mag. LV 510 'I here is a sweetness, a soft-

ness, and feminization of tone, in the lower passages x886
H, Jami s Bostonians III. h. \uiv. 52 ‘To save it [the sex]
from what?' she asked, ‘F’rom the most damnable femi-
jn^hon !’ 1891 Miss Down, Ctrl ui Karp, 115 Iheir
[Poles ] careless and light-hearted femunsatioii of a verb.

Feminize (fe mmoiz), v [f L.ffmm-a + -ms.
Cf. hr. ffminiser'] a. Dans. To make feminine
or womanish, to give a feminine cast lo (a descrip-
tion) to. intr To become or grow feminine.

*<>5*, 1653 [see Feminizi d] 1776 * Coortnly Mi 1 moth ’

[S I Piatt] Pupil ofPleas II 08 It only* set veil the more
to feminize and to recommend ner to the spectator. 1790
Mrs A M. Johnson Monmouth I. 175 Let not an idea of
her feminize a soul that should now burn but for glory and
a crown 1841 J, T. Hi wr ett Parish Chrh III. 81 F’emi
***** this description . . and you see Harriette. 1866 Ch
limes 6 Jan 2/3 Any more than a boy is feminized by
learning music, 1892 Nation 21 July 45/2 May it not be
said that he feminized hun too much?
b. 1852 Blackw Mag. LXXI 85 The women would

make those present look very small . . but that they are
feminising.
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Hence Pe'mimzed ppl a

,

Fe'minizing vbl sb.

x6ga Wright tr Camus’ Nature's Paradox 113 Her vigor-
ous exertion made them incline to the thought of her beemg
a Male Feminiz’d 1653 H More Conject Cdbbal 43 The
Serpent said to the feminized Adam 1867 Ch Tunes 6 July
236/4 The feminizing of the clerical mind is one of many
evils, 1890 Harper’s Mag July 320/1 The husband, if he
has become sufficiently feminized, may go to the House.
FemisMng see FomishIng Ohs

II Pemme de cliambre (famdslanbr) [Fr.]

1 A lady’s maid
176a Sterne Let 12 Aug , I have got a decent femme

de chambre, and a good-looking laqnais 1824 Menwin
Counters Byron (1832) I 48 Fletcher’s wife was at that
timrfemme de chnmbre to Lady Byron 1849 Thackeray
Pendemtis lvn (1883) 564 Martha as femme de chnmbre,
accompanied her young mistress

2 . A chambermaid.
1890 Eng Illnst Mag Christmas No 272 The crisp and

beamingfemmes de chambre of our neighbours across the
Channel

Femoral (femoral), a. and sb [f L. femor
femur thigh + -al ]A adj Of or pertaining to the femm or thigh
Chiefly Anat , asfemoral artery

,
bone, etc.

1782 S Sharp Surgery Intr (ed 10) 30 The largest crooked
needle should be used in taking up the femoral arteries

in amputation 1800 Med frnl IV 333 The phenomena
which occurred in a case of deep-seated femoral hernia 1821
Scott Kentlw xxx, Flibbertigibbet thrust a pin into the
rear of the short femoial garment 1840 Hood Kilmansegg,
Her Accident xt, The femoral bone of her dexter leg. 1872
F G Thomas Dis Women 636 They may enter the femoral,
umbilical, and ischiatic openings

B sb =femoial arteiy

1859 Todd Cycl Anat V 542/1 In the Sloth thebrachials
and feinorals aie split up x88x Mivart Cat 213 The
femoral gives offa large branch called the deep femoral

4 Fe-morals, sb. pi Obs In 7 femoralles [a.

OF femoralles = late L.femorcilia, f.femor-,femur
thigh ] Clothing for the thighs ; bieeches.

1609 BiBLF(Douay) Lev vi 10 1 he priest shal be revested
with the tumke and the lumen femoralles.

Femur (fzm#i). PI. femurs (fT mibz), fe-

mora (fe mora) [a. L. femur thigh ]

1 Anat. The thigh bone in man and other verte-

brata
x799 in Med Jrnl II 482 The femur was found in blackish

fragments 1830 R Knox Beclard's Anat § 6x5 A case of

false joint in consequence of the fracture of the neck of the
femiu 1869 Gillmore Reptiles 4- Birds 1 12 The femur,

or thigh, is much lengthened and slightly curved 187a

Nicholson Palteont 3x4 The thigh-bone or femur, corre-

sponding with the humerus m the foie-limb.

2 Entom The corresponding part in an insect

;

the third articulation of the foot

1834 McMurtrif Cuvier’s A nun. Kingd 327 The ambu-
latory organs of locomotion consist of afemui,etc 1875

W HoughtonSk Brit Insects 128 In some genera the femur
of the hind legs is enormously swollen

3 Arch ‘The space between the channels [of

the Tnglyph] ’ (Gwilt)

1563 Shute Archit Dj b, The pillor shalbe garnished

with Canalicoli and the fifth parte is for Striae, which are

also called Femora.

Feu (fen), sb 1 Forms • a 1 fen(n, 3-7 feni^e,

(4 feen, 6 finne, fene), 2- fen P 2 van,

2-4 venn(e [OE fp*,fp*n neut ,
raasc =OFns.

fenne, fene masc (MDu
,
MLG venne, Du ven

fem
,
Du. veen neut.) water-meadow, bog, OHG.

Jenna fem ,
fenni neut (Ger.finne neut ,fehn fem.)

marsh, ON fen neut
,
quagmire, Goth. Jam neut.,

mud t—OTeut *fanjo{m {-jo-z, -j&) ]

1 Low land covered wholly or partially with

shallow water, or subject to frequent inundations
;

a tract of such land, a marsh.
Beowulf104 (Gi ) Se he moras heold fen and fasten 0888

K /Eltred Boeth xvm § 2, & eall \>ast his fennas & moras

jenumen liabbaS c 1205 Lay 18113 He dioflnscemen
geond wateres and geond fenes 1207 R, Glouc (Rolls) 146

Grantebngge & hontendone mest plente of dep ven c 1323

King of A bnaigne in Pol Songs (Camden) 70 He hath

robbed Engelond, the mores ant th[e] fenne 01440 York
Myst vn 126 They will slee me, be ffenne or ffnth 1323

Skelton Garl Laurel 132X In Lerna, the Grekis feu. 1600

Hakluyt Voy (x8xo) III 584 Mexico, which is seated in a
great fen 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1028 The joyless sun

draws the copious steam from swampy fens 1808 J Bar-

low Columb iv. 593 Win from the waters every stagnant

fen 1883 Stevenson Treas Isl in. xiv. (1886) xxx The
margin of the broad, reedy fen

fig 1676 Marvell Mr Smtrke 36 He did cut Poe-dike

to let m a Flood of all Heresies, upon the Fenns of Christi-

anity 1802W0RDSW * Milton 1 thou should'st be living’,

England hath need of thee ,
she is a fen Of stagnant waters

1866 Alger Soht Nat <5 Man 111 129 The hot fen of emu-
lation and vice

Tb esp. f The fen (obs ), thefens : certain low-

lying districts 111 Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire,

and some adjoining counties

903 O E.Chron an 905 Eall o3 5a fennas nor3 . ex540

Pilgr Tale 1 in Thynne's Anvmadv (1875) App 1 77 In

hncolneshyr, fast by the fene, ther stant a hows 1631 Star

Chamb Cases (Camden) 50 Divers lands and wast grounds

called the Fennes 1770 Gray in Coir N Nicholls (1843)

xij Two hundred thousand acres are drowned in the Fens

here 1809 Med Jrnl XXI 9a A short visit to the Fens of

Cambridgeshire 1890 Murray's Handbk Lincolnshire 4

Large flocks of geese are still kept in the Fens about

Spalding

VOL. IV.

4 2 Mud, clay, dirt, mire, filth. Also, excrement
0897 X /Elfred Gregory's Past xvi 104 He underfehtS

oaet fenn Sara Sweandra c rooo JElfric Gloss in Wr

.

Wiilcker 147 Limits, littum, fenn c 1175 Lamb. Horn 47
Ieremie stod in J>e uenne up to his muSe c 1250 Gen 4Ex 490 Or or Hum noe spredde his fen. 1340 Hampole Pr,
Consc 655 Of ]>e conies mykel foul thyng, Als fen, and uryn
and spyttyng c 1380 WycLir iVks. (1880) 62 To ba(>e hem
in lustis as swyn in feen 1460 Lybectus Disc. 1500 Bothe
maydenes, and garssoun, Fowyll fen schull on the throwe.
15x3 Douglas Mneism iv 17 The vile belleis of thai cursit
schrewis Aboundis of fen maist abhominable 1535 Stew art
Cron Scot III 440 The loving in ane mannis mouth, Maid
of him self, stmkis lyke ony fen Into the eins of all vther
men
fig 1387 Trevisa ffigden (Rolls) I 17 Virgile soujt gold
of wit and wisdom in the fen of Ennit }>e poete.

3 . slang, (see quots ) ? Obs
ax700 B E Did Cant Crew, Fag the Fen, drub the

Whore, 1725 New Cant Did ,
Feu, a Strumpet, or Bawd,

a common Prostitute

4. attrib. and Comb a simple attributive, as

fen bank, -boat, -boot, -country, -duck, -dyke, -earth,

-fowl, -frog, -grass, - land (whence fen-lander),

-river, -rush, -skate, -skater, -skating, -soil b. ob-
jective, asfen-affecter, -dweller, fanner, -fai ming;

-paring, a ongmative, asfen-born, -bred, -sucked

adjs
x6xfi Chapman Batrachom. 17 The farre-fam’de Fen-

affecter 1691 Ray Creation n (1692) 73 The *Fenbanks m
the Isle of Ely 1890 Daily News is June 6/2 A fen-bank
about six miles from Peterborough 1766 Pennant Zool
(1769) III 272 One of the little

fcfen boats 1805 Edin Rev
V. 401 The hard seam of his *fen-boot 1641 Milton Ch
Govt 11 63 That *fenborn serpent 1871 Swinburne Songs
lef. Sunrise, Eve of Revolution 296 These fen-horn fires.

1597 Drayton Mortimeriados 116 The *fen-bred vapours.
1830 T Allen Hist Ltncolnsh

.

I in 63 Other rivers of the

Fen Country 1867 Freeman Norm Cong (1876) I vi

441 The great religious houses of the fen country 1620

Vcnner Via Recta 111. 65 The *Fenducke, or Moore-hen.
1610 *Fen-dweller [see Fen-manJ 1647 Fuller Good Th
in Worse Z1

. (1841)84 Strange that those fen dwellers should
approach the fiery region. 1878 Mili.fr & Skertchley
Fenlandxm 416 The spleen offen-dwellers is often enlarged

1:1710 C Fiennes Diary (1888) 127Ye ffendiks . are deep
ditches wth drames a 1728 Woodward Fossils (1729) I 2°S
The surface is of Black “Fen Earth 1891 A. J. Foster
The Ouse 196 The *fen-farmers still gather m its market-
place on Thursdays. 1852 Clarke Fen Sketches 262 The
unexampled improvements which have taken place m Fen-
farming 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxi, Listen ye *fen-frogs

all 1844 Hardy in Proc. Berio Nat Club II 108 A cover-

ing of *fen-grasses 0 x00a Guthlac (1848) 50 He Jmrh |>a

fenland reow X070 O E. Ckron« an 1070 pet Englisce
folc of eall }>a feon landes comen to heom 1853 Longf
Hiaw Introd 30 In the moorlands and the fen-lands, ax661
Fuller Worthies (i8ix) II 21 Apud Ginnos

,

that is,

amongst the Fenlanders. 1797 A YoungAgrtc ofSuffolk
161 A very complete and effective tool, called a *fen-panng
plough, the funow ofwhich is burnt. 1546 Langley Pol.

Verg De Invent it vn as a, A kind of *fen-mhes y* grew
m the mansh groundes of Egipt x8aa Badminton Libr

,

Skating vu 268 A standard type of *Fen skates 188a N
& A Goodman {title), Handbook of *Fen skating 1846

J Baxter Libr Pract Agrtc (ed 4) I 375 Light fen soils

1605 Shaks. Learn iv 169 You *Fen-suck’d Fogges
b. In various plant-names, etc : as, fen-berry,

the cranberry ( Vaccmium Oxycoccus) ;
fen-cress

= Watercress (Nastwtvum officinale)', + fen-

down = Cotton-grass ;
fen grapes —fenberry ;

fen lentil, water lentils (Lemna minor) ,
fen-rue

(see quot ) ; 4 fen •whoxt=fen-berry.
1578 Lyte Dcdoens vi. xi 671 Those which the Germaynes

doo call Veenbesien, that is to sayMar*ih or Fen-berries

1678 Littleton Lat Did s.v, Fen-bemes. 1863 Prior
Plant-u (1879) 77 Fen-berry, from its growing in fens, the

cranberry 0x00a Sax Leetkd II 18 WiJ> heafod wserce,

genua ,*fencersan, 18x8 Todd, Fen-cress. xMAdxxHen
VII, c xg With no scalded fethers nor *fen dovvne nor none
other unlawful and corrupt stuffes 1720 Strype Stew’s Sure

(1754) II. 3x7/2 They bought Fen Down . for an Half
penny a Pound, and sold the same among Feathers for 6d

a Pound. 1597 Gerarde Herbal in clxvi. 1367 Moszbeeren,

Veenbesien
,

that is to sale *Fen grapes or Fen berries

1878-86 Britten St Holland Plant-n., Fen Grapes, Vac-

cinium Oxycoccus L x6ox Holland Pliny I 378 After the

manner of *Fen-lentils or Duckes meat 1863 Prior Plant-n

(1879) 77 *Fen-Rue, from its divided rue-like leaves and

place of growth Thalictruni fiavnm L X578 Lyte
Dodoens vi xi 671 Marrishe or *Fen Whortes grow . . in

low, moyst places

5

.

Special comb 4 fen-canopy (see quot.);

fen -cook (see quot.); fen -cricket, the mole

cricket (Gryllotalpa vulgaris) ;
fen-fever, a ma-

larious fever
;
fen-fire— Ignis fatuus, a will of the

wisp
;
fen-goose, usually the Grey-Lag Goose

(Anser anereus) ;
fen-nightmgale (see quot.)

,

fen-oak (see quot ) ;
fen-pole, a jumping pole for

crossing ditches, etc. ; fen-reeve, an officer having

charge of fen lands ;
fen-runners, a kind of skates

suitable for fen-skating, fen-shake, the ague;

fen-slodger, a name given to the Fen-men ; fen-

thrush (see quot ) Also Fen-hood, Fen-man.
1658 Rowland Monfet's Theat Ins 957 Our Countreyinen

that live about the Fens have invented a . . Fen-canopy
made of Cowes dung with the smell and juice whereof

the Gnats being very much taken let them sleep quietly in

their beds 1880 W. CornwallGloss ,
*Fencock. the water-

rail 1678 Littleton Lai. Did , A Fen-cncket, gryllo-

talpa X753 Chambers Cycl Supp ,
Fen-cncket, a name

given by some people to the gryllotalpa. 1772 J Lind

(title), A Treatise on the Putrid and Remitting *Fen Fever,

18x4-5 Shelley 1 The cold earth' ui, As a fenfire’s beam
on a sluggish stream, Gleams dimly. x8 Swinburne
A thens, Mocked as whom the fen-fire leads. 1606 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11. iv 11. Magmf 426 The wilde *Fen-goose.
1766 Pennant Zool (1776 40) li 482 Grey Lag, the Fen-
Goose of Lister 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds 147
Fen, or Marsh, goose. 0x825 Forby Voc.E Anglia, *Fm-
nightingale, a fiog 1868 W. H Wheeler Fens S Lui-
colush 69 Nor must the mention of the fen nightingales or
frogs be omitted x886 S W Line Gloss, ’’Fen-oaks,

willows. 1844 Camp of Refuge I xo It was a “fen-pole,

such as our fenners yet use 1865 W White E Eng II

172 The common lands are under the charge of 'fen -reeves'
1873 Ki ngsley Plays >5 Puritans 76 How merrily their long
fen-runners whistled along the ice-lane 1794 G Adams
Nat

<J-
Exp Philos I ix 350 What they [imported Insh

reapers] call the fen-shake 1856 P Thompson Hist.
Boston 644 The Fenmen were a century later known as
Slodgers or Fen-Slodgers. 1893 Baring Gould Cheap
Jack Zita I 57 Sons or grandsons of half-wild fen slodgers

1854 Baker Gloss Northampton I 226 *Fen-thrush, the

missel-thrush, Turdus viscivoms 1885 Swainson Prov
Names Birds 2 Missel Thrush (Turdus viscivoms) . Fen
Ihrush (Northants).

Pen. (fen), sb 2 dial [OE fyne mildew; the

mod. form (with e for OE y) is Kentish ; cf.

Fenny a 2
,
Vinewed ] A mould or parasitical

fungus that attacks the hop-plant.

1731 S Hales Stat Ess I 33 Hops were all infected with
mold or fen 1805 R. W Dickson Pract Agrtt (1807) II.

249 The mould or fen mostly occurs at a somewhat later

period 1842 Johnson FarmedsEncycl , Fen, the name of

a distemper to which hops are subject It consists of a
quick-growing mould or moss

II Fen, sb 3 [fen, m L. veision of Avicenna,

ad. Arab, ^js fann species, class.] A section m
Avicenna’s Canon
c 1386 ChaucerPard T. 562,

1

suppose that Avycen Wrot
never m canoun, ne in non fen Mo wonder sorwes *54* R-
Copland Guydons Quest Chirnrg Q nj, Sayth Auycen in

his fyrste fen of the fyrste boke of his Canon

*t* Feu, Obs rare [
? f QY.fen dung (see

Fients)
;
but cf FeniAI 2

The word occurs several times on the page, always in the

formfeuon (inf. and 3 pers pi ) ]

intr. Of certain animals * To void dung
1486 Bk St Albans F ij a. All bestis that here talow and

stonde vpnght Femayen when thay do so say as I the kenne
And all oder fenon that rowken downe thenne

Fen (fen), ».3 Also fam [Usually taken to be
a corruption of Fend v ] Irons To forbid Only
in *Fen {larks, etc ) I *, a prohibitory exclamation,

used chiefly by boys at marbles, etc
,
in order to

balk, bar, or prevent some action on the part of
another.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words 125 Fen slips over again 18s*
Dickens Bleak Ho xvi, ‘ I’m fly’, saysJo ‘ But fen larks,

you know I Stow hooking it ’. 1864 Bartlett Diet Arner

,

‘Fen play’, I forbid you to play x888 Berksk Gloss s v.

Ven, If one player says ' ven knuckledown ’ this means that

his opponent must shoot his marble without resting his hand
on the ground.

+ Fe’fiage. rare- 1
, [a OF. fenage, f. fener

to make hay late L. fvtndre, f. L. fvtnum hay 3
Hay crop.
1610W Folkingham Art of Survey i x. 25 The sowing

of the seede of Trefoyle . . doth much lunch Meddowes .

.

both in Forrage and Fenage
Fenaunee, obs form of Finance.

+ Pe nbrede. Ohs rare, [perh f Fen sb?- +
Beed, board ] =Mould-boaid.
1523 Fitzherb Hush § 3 The fenbrede is a thyn horde,

pynned or nayled . to the lyft syde of the shethe in the
ferther ende, and to the ploughe tayle in the hynder ende

Fence, sb. Also 4 fens, 6 fenst. [apliet f.

of Defence ]

f 1 The action of defending ;=Defence. Also,

the attitude of self-defence ;
in To stand atfence.

ri330 R Brunne Ckron IVace (Rolls) 8638 pen Octa
studied m hit. Jwught To stonde to fens auatlled nought.

*375 Barbour Bruce xx 384 That for default of fenss so was
lo-Truschit m-to placis ser 1x430 Syr Tryam 551 He
stode at fence ageyne them 0x400-50 Alexander 4753
For nouthire fondis he to flee ne na fens made. C1500
Felon Sowe Rokeby in Whitaker Craven (1878) 569 Yet, for

the fence that he colde make, Scho strake y fc fro lus hande

4 b, Cap offence . see Cap sb 4 Coat offence :

see Coat sb. 5. So Doublet offence

,

see Doublet
House offence * a fortified house Man offence :

a defender. Ohs.
c X425Wvntoun Cion ix xxi 12 De Hous of fens of Dal-

wolsy. xejbxMann $ Househ ^a/-(i84i) 158 Ffusten ffbr

to make doblettys off (fence 01470 Hfnry ll'allacev 1095
No man offens is left thathouse within 1488 WillofShame-
bourne (Somerset Ho ), Doblette of fence 15x4 Will of
R Poke of Wid. 4 June, All my cottes of fense of manse
body. 1555 Reg. Gild Corf, Chnsti Yoik (Surtees) 202

My coote of fenst, and steefe cappe 1664 Flodden F 15
Each house offence to fortify,

2 . The action, practice, or art of fencing, or use

of the sword. To makefence : to assume a fencing

attitude. Also, Master, teacher offence

1533 Udall Flexures LatinoSpeaking (x560) 133 Disciphnet

gladintona, is .the waie of tramyng men in the schooles

that maisters of fence keepe 1535 n> W. H Turner Select

Rec Oxford 131 Dennys, a poore scholler and a teacher of

fence. 1599 Shaks. Much Adov i. 75 lie proue it on bis

body . Despight his nice fence 1651 Hobbes Leviaih. r

v 22 Trusting to the false rules of a master of Fence 1828

Scott F, M. Perth IV, A man must know his fence, or have



FENCE 154 FENCE.

a short lease of his life 1831 Examiner itfa He will point

his sword at shadows, and make fence at your cat 1853
Macaulay Hist Eng IV 439 A man of consummate skill

m fence 1863 Mss. C Clarice Shahs. Char in. 87 Osnc..
comes to announce, the wager at fence with Laeites

b. transf.

*634 Milton Comits 790 Enjoy your . . gay rhetoi ic, That
hath so well keen taught her dazzling fence *862 Merivale
Rom Emp (1865) V xhv 354 Fence of tongue was the
weapon with which they were to maintain their honour
1871 Blacicie Four Phases 1. 79 The Sophists weie cunning
masters of fence 1883 Contemp Rev June 871 That shrewd
critic and experienced professor of Parliamentary fence

f 3 . Means or method of defence
;
protection,

security Obs
C1440 PromJ> Pam. 155/1 Fence, defence fro enmyes,

proteccio, defensw. 1565 Jewel Repl Harding 550 It is

thought to be the surest fence, & strongest warde for that

Religion , that they should be keapte s til in ignorance 1627
May Lucan 11 408 His choisest buildings were but fence

for cold *691 T. H[ale] Acc New Invent 39 To deliver

up his Majesty’s Ships to the . Worm wholly unprovided
of any Fence against them. 1745De Foe's Eng Tradesman
(1841) I ix 67 Employment is said to be the best fence
against temptation - 1756 Nugent Montesquieu's Spir
Laws (1758) I, xii 11. 261 The subject has no fence to secure
his innocence.
Proverb. 1674 N Fairfax Bulk# Selv g8 ,

1

dare be bold
to say, 'Ti9 such a flail as there can ne’ie he fence for 1730
Swirr Poems, On Stephen Duck 115 The Proverb says

,
No

Fence against a Flail.

4 concr That which serves as a defence,

fa Of persons . A bulwark, defence. Obs.
C1400 Destr Troy 7363 He was fully the fens Of all the

tulkes of Troy. 155a Godly Prayers in Litnrg Serv Q
Else (1847) 248 O Lord Jesus Christ, the only stay and
fence of our moital state.

b. Of things . A defence, bulwailc. arch (now
with mixtuie of sense 5).
c *240 Promp Parv. 155/1 Fence, or defence of closynge

(clotnynge, P) 1548Ucall, etc Erassn Par Luke x 4,

I send you foith naked, wythout weapon or fense. *671
Grew Anat Plants (1682) 1. 11 17 The Skin is the Fence of
the Cortical Body 1697 Dryden Vug Georg n 483A hilly

Heap of Stones above to lay. And press the Plants with
Sherds of Potters Clay This Fence against nnmod'rate
Ram they found. 1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy E hid 183
[The river] is a mighty Fence to the City Odia 1727 Swirr
Gulliver iv iv 278 My whole body wanted a fence against
heat and cold 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles tn xix, Deer-hides
o’er them cast, Made a rude fence against the blast 1838
Thirlwall Greece II 278 They hastily formed a high fence
out of the wrecks round the fleet

fig 173a Lediard Sethos II, Strangers would not believe
theie was a sufficient fence against cumes 1860 Pusnv
Mm Profit 311 They sin, who first lemove the skin . or
outward tendei fences of God’s giaces

+ C spec The tusk ofan elephant (
= Fr. defense).

Also, the involucre of a flower. Obs
17*7 Philip Qrtarll 219 The Fences of an Elephant, and the

Tusks of a wild Boar 1776 Withering Brit Plants (1796)
II 171 Involucrum, or fence, 2 leafits . to each floret

5 An enclosme or barrier {eg a hedge, wall,

1 ailing, palisade, etc ) along the boundary of a
field, park, yard or any place which it is desired

to defend from intruders Sunkfence one placed
along the bottom of a depression in the giound

;

sometimes applied to a ditch. Often preceded by
a qualifying word, as

.
gun-, pale-, quick-, ring-,

snake-, wue-, etc fence, for which see those words
151a Nottingham Rec III 340 Owre fense he twixe our

medo and Wilforth Pastur 1570 Levins Manif 63/16A Fence, vallum 1611 Bible Ps Iau 3 As a bowing wall
shall ye be, and as a tottering fence 1697 Dryden JEncid
ix 457 The famished hon . O’ei leaps the fences of the nightly
fold 171* Addison Sped No 56 r 3 This huge Thicket of
Thoms and Brakes was designed as a kind of Fence or
quick-set Hedge 1767 A Young Farmers Lett. People 62
They keep their fences in admirable repair 1786 Gilpin
Obs Pid Beauty Cwnbrld I 136 The lake performing
the office of a sunk fence 183a Act 3-3 Will IV, c 64
Sched O 1648 That point in a stone fence which is imme-
diately opposite a pool, 183a Ht Martineau Ireland 1.

2

A turf bank, was the best kind of fence used 1891 Edge m
Law Times XC 395/1 An ordinaiy fence, consisting of a
ditch and a bank
b transf andfig.

1639 Fuller Holy War 1 111 (1840) 4 When the fence of
order was broken 1691 HARTCLirrr Virtues 105 Those
who have broken through all the Fences of Law. 17*2-4
Pope Rape Lock 11 no Oft have we known that seven-fokl
fence [petticoats] to fail *761-2 Humd Hist Eng (1806) V
Jxx 350 To throw down all fences of the constitution 1820
Lamb Elia Ser 1. Christ's Hasp

, Breaking down the strong
fences of shame, and awkwardness.

e. Phrases . chiefly US. {To stand or sit) on or
upon the fence', (to be) undecided m opinion, or
neutral in action. {To be) on a person's, the other
side of the fence . (to be) on his side, on the side
opposed to him. To descend on the right side of
thefence : to take the side of the winner. To put
one's horse at a fence : to spur him on to leap it.

To make a Virginiafence ‘ to walk like a drunken
man ’ (Lowell Biglow Tapers Introd ).

*745 FranklinDrmheVs Did Wks *887 II. 26 He makes
a Virginia Fence. 1848 Lowell Biglow P Poems 1890 II.
82 A man represents Not the felleis that sent him, but them
on the fence. 1862 Ibid 287,

1

mean a km’ o’ hangin’ roun’
an settm* on the fence 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C vi,
Its allers best to stand missis’s side the fence. *863
Holland Lett Joneses v. 80 Any man who would stand
upon the fence. 1887 A. Lang Myth, Ritual £ Relig, II.

350 Mr Morgan puts his hobby at its highest fence 1891

Salisburym Guardian 28 Jan. 158/2 They gently descended
on the right side of the fence.

6.

Technical uses.

a A guard, guide, or gauge designed to regulate

the movements of a tool or machine.
(

1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 72 The Fence of the Plow [a

grooving-plane] is set to that Distance off the Iron-Plate of

the Plow, that you intend the Groove shall he off the edge
of the Board Ibid. 79 The Handle should on eilhei side

become a Fence to the Tongue Ibid go These Nails are

to serve for Fences to set, and fit each piece into its proper^ 1823 P. Nicholson Pract Build 223 Fence of a
—A guard, which obliges it to work to a certain

horizontal bieadth from the arris 1872 J Richards Wood-
working Machinery 185 A long strip or fence passing

behind as well as m front of the saw

b (See quots )

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Fence, the aim of the

hammer-spring of a gun-lock 1874 Knight Did Mtch
1 , 1835/2 Fence (locks;, an arm 01 protection which enters

the gates of the tumblers when they are adjusted in proper
position and coincidence,

o A ferrule, rare
*862 Borrow Wild Wales I 231 A thin polished black

stick at the end was a brass fence.

7

.

A state of prohibition, tare exc atinb ; cf.

fence-date, -month, -season ,
-time in x 1.

1874 Stubbs Const Hist I xii 537 [By the Great Chatter]

all rivers placed in fence [L in defense] aie thiown open

8.

Thieves' slang a. A receiver of stolen goods.
a 1700 in B E Diet Cant. Crew. 1708 J Hall Mem,

The fence and he are like the devil and the doctor
_

1812

Spot ting Mag XXXIX 209 Habberfield was considered

the safest fence about town 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xm,
111 treating the boys, you in-sa-ti-a-ble old fence,

b. A receiving house for stolen goods
*847 IHitst Loud News 22 May 232 The keeper of the

‘fence’ loves to set up in business there 1848 Punch
XIV 149 LetM Gahgnani rejoice ; and let his Bibliotheque

still remain the greatest literary
1 fence * in Europe. *863

W B Jcrrold Sign Distress 111. 26 The slums of London
—the fences and padding-kens

9 Sc Law. [from the vb ] The action of fencing

m various senses Cf. Fence v 8

154* Burgh Rec Prestwick 2 June (1834) 57 For f>
e losen

of ane fens maid be |>e said Allexr apoun ane wob of Jonat
Hunter cr575 Balfour Practicks 273 The affhmatioun
and fence of the court, that na man tak speach upon hand .

except the persewar and defender

10. atinb and Comb General relations : a ap-

positive (sense 5), as fence-wall b attributive

(sense a), as fence-school', (sense 4 b), as ^fence-

fabric', (sense 5), asfence-comer
,
-post

1876 Daily News 5 Oct 6/1 He sallies fiom his siesta m a
’’fence corner *609 Holland Amm Marcell xxix ix 253
The *Fence-fabrickes and all devices else requisite for a
siege, .were in readmesse *874 Knight Dtct Mech 1. 836/1
A device used for driving “fence-posts. *885H C McCook
Tenants ofOld Farm 196,

1

was standing by a fence-post

1598 Barret Theor Warr's 1 1 7 As one that vseth often
the *Fence-schooles 1642 Fuller Holy # Prof St. iv x.

285 He was diligent in beating down . the Manicheans,
in whose Fence-school he was formerly brought up 1823
P Nicholson Piad Build 338 ’’Fence-Wall—A wall used
to pievent the encroachment of men or animals.

11 . Special comb. * fence-guards (see quot ) ;

fence-jack: (see quot ) , fence-lizard (see quot )

;

*)* fence-man, a gladiator; fence-month, (a)

originally the time of fawning for deer, a period of
about 30 clays at the end of June and beginning of

July, during which hunting was forbidden
,

{b)

more broadly: the close season for fishing, etc,

during the time of breeding, not always being re-

stneted to one month
,
fence-play, f (a) a gladia-

torial combat; (b) transf. discussion; fence-
roof, a roof for defence = L. testudo ; fence-season,
fence-time, a close season or time for fish, swans,
etc. (see fence-month) , fenoe-shop, a shop at

which stolen goods are sold; fence-viewer, {CIS)
an officer whose duty it is to see to the erection and
maintenance of boundary and highway fences.

1883 W S Greslev Gloss Coal Mining, *Fence-guards,
rails fixed round the mouth of a pit-shaft, to keep people
and things from falling in. 1874 Knight Diet Mech I.

836/1 vFence-jack, a lever jack adapted for lifting the comer
or lock of a worm-fence in order to lay in a new bottom-iail

*889 Century Diet , *Fence-hzard, the common small lizard

or swift ofthe United States, 1553 Grimalde Cicero’s Offices
n (1558) 98 With hired *fencemen he suppressed all Publius
Clodius attempts 1580 Hollyband Treas Fr. Tong, Gladi-

ateur a maister of Fence, a fence man *594 Crompton
Jurisdiction 197 ’’Fence moneth is alwaies xv daies afore
Midsomer and xv daies after 1766 PennantZool (1769) II

I

245 There is no law for preserving the fish m it during the
fence months, *855 Doran Queens Eng Ho Hanover 1

1

vu. 117 The bucks weie denied, and he himself once shut
out, on pretence it was fence month 1580North Plutarch
(1676) 434 Games . Wrestlings, and “Fence-playes. 1878
Browning LaSmsias 25 Passing hghtiym review a certain
fence-play-strife 1609 HollandAmm Marcell, xxix xiv.

372 The Romans fitted their shields close one to another
in manner of a “fence-ioufe. 1880 Times 21 Dec. 6/4 To
stop the alleged traffic of salmon during the * close ’ or
* “fence ' season *789 G Parker Life’s Painter xv. 153
In Field-lane, where the handkerchiefs are carried, there are
a number of shops called ’’Fence-shops, where you may
buy any numbei 1546 Ptumpton Corr 251 Ye shall come
110 time wrong, ’’fence-time then other. *584 in Binnell
Descr, Thames {1758) 63 Fence Times, m which these
Fishes are not to be taken. *886 J, Hopkins’ Univ. Stud.

IV. 20 In 1647, “fence viewers weie appointed, by whom
every new building had to be approved

Fence (fens), v Also 5-6 fens(e. [f the sb ]
1. mtr a. To practise the use of the foil or

sword b. To use the sword scientifically either

for offence or defence

*598 Shaks Merry W n 111 14 Alas sir, I cannot fence

1684 R H School Rea eat 57 Defending your selffiom the
1 hrusts or Blows of those you Fence with 1737 Fielding
Hist. Reg m Wks 1882 X 225, I do a warnor 1 I never
learnt to fence 1779 Sheridan Critu. hi Wks 1873 II 181

Captain, thou hast fenced well ! 1829 LvnoN Disowned
147, I hope you both fence and shoot well,

c transf. of animals.

*697 Dryden Vtrg Georg in 343 The bellowing Rivals .

fence, they push, and pushing loudly roai

d fig Frequently of a witness: To fence with
(rarely trans to fence), to parry, try to evade

(a question).

1665 Bovlt Occas. Ref in vi (1845) 158 He lather fences

with sin 1677 Yarranton Eng Improv 9 The Friends
fence to get all the Estate *835 Motley Dutch Rep (1864)

I 151 For seveial months diplomatists fenced among
themselves 1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt VI xx 111 47 Seldom
in the Arena of this Universe did a Son of Adam fence

better foi himself 1880 Kinglaice Crimea VI v. 175 The
gallant French could only fence with an evil so great

1887 Jessopp Aready vi 181 The question he seemed dis-

posed to fence with. 1890 Standard 22 Feb 5/2 The
Chau man. ought to be able to overcome the tendency to
‘ fence ’ awkwaid questions.

2 . trans (Const against, from ) To screen,

shield, protect a the body, or a part of it.

1549 Olde Ei asm Par 2 Cor vi 7 On euery syde surely

fensed with the armouie of uistice *581 Mulcasttu
Positions xxvit (1887) 106 The arme in this [arm ball] is

fensed with a wooden brace. *586 A. Day Eng Secretary
(1625) 139 His pined corps, whom furresmust fence fiom the
least blast of cold. 1611 Bible 2 Sam win 7 The man
must be fenced with yron 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1 v 11 All

fishes in armour fenced with shels 169* Ray Creation lr

(1704) 378 The extremities of their Toes weie fenc’d with
Hook *826 Miss MiTroRD Village Ser ir (18G3) 249
Running down the stieet with an umbrella .to fence their

lodger from the . showei 1876 Blackmore Cnpps v.

(1877) 27 With one hand fencing her forehead

b a building, locality, esp. from weather 01 wind.

*577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush 1 (1586) 12 b, I lay my
corne upon a fayre flooie, closely fenced and seeled against

Mise x6oo Hakluyt Voy (1810) III 360We rode at anker
in a place well fenced from the wind *650 Fuller Pisgah
ir 60 [Jordan] is fenced by its own bieadth and depth
against all Passengers 1705 Addison Italy 7 A spacious

Harbour Fenc’d to the West. *756-7 tr. Keyslci 's 'Irav
(1760) IV, 5 This city is fenced from the violence of the
waves by several small islands. 1810 Scott Lady ofL 1.

xxvi, Moss and leaves combined To fence each crevice

from the wind *841 Jamls Brigand 11, The kitchen was
well fenced from the wind and min

c. gen in material or immaterial sense

C1510 More Picwt Wks 8/1 Fensyng my sclfe With the
crucifixe *553 T Wilson Rhet 57 Every creature hvyng
should fense it self against outwaid violence. 1593 Sh vks

3 Hen VI, 11 vi 75 Where’s Captame Maigaret, to fence

you now? 1602 Fulbecke Fandedes 16 By the continuall

practise of nations the right ofPnmogemtui e is fenced,

supported and defended *639 Fuller Holy War in m
(1840) 119 Fencing his forniei villanies by committing new
ones. *681-6 J Scott Chr Life {1747) III 378 Another of
those Ministries is to fence its Peace *692 tr Milton's

Def Pop Wks 1738 I 460 We may fence ourselves against

tiie latter [open enemies] 1850 Blackik AEschylns II 160

Fence every gate with valiant-hearted men *884 Tennyson
Bechet 143 He fenced his royal promise with an if

+ 3 trans To equip for defence. Obs
*599 Hakluyt Voy. II 1 131 A ship . well fensed with

munitions

+ 4= mtr To set up a defence against
;
to piovide

protection against Obs.

1676 Temple Let to Sir E. Dearing Wks. 1731 II 357,
I made use of this Circumstance to fence against this

Resolution of the States 1691 Ray Creation 1 (1692) 140
Feathers very thick set upon their Breasts to fence against

the cold of the watei. *702 A Charlett in Pepys’ Diary
VI. 246 The relapse of which I must fence against 1709
Swift Adv Relig Wks (1778)11 8a The common pi udence
of mankind is in no sort able to fence against them 1759
Sterne Tr Shandy I Ded Epist , I live in a constant

endeavour to fence against the infirmities of ill health

5 . trans To keep out, ward off, lepel. Said

both of persons and things Also to fence off,

out. Often with mixture of sense 6. arch.

a xgga Greene Poems, Shepherd's Ode 66 A cloak of grey
fenc'd the lain 1639 Fuller Holy War 1 ix 14 The
Bosporus was too narrow a ditch to fense the Pagans out
of WestChustendome 1643 Burroughes Exp Hosea vm.
(1652) 285 They fenced off thy word as with a shield c *7*0

C Fiennes Diary (1888) 130 These high banks aie made to

.ffence out y° water. *725 De Foe Voy round World(*840)

327 They had no bows to fence off the waves. 1742 Siiln-

stone Schoolmistr. 65 A russet kirtle fenc’d the nipping air.

*783 Paley Moral Phil (1818) II 342 Government is well

warranted m fencing out the whole sect from situations of
trust and power *816 Scott Old Mort xix,A cup of sack
shall fence the cold.

0 . trans. To surround with or as with a fence (see

Fence sb. 4, 5) ;
to enclose, fortify, protect,

1435 Nottingham Rec II 355 Thay to fens it [Est Croft]

ham selfe at thayre awne coste 1494 Fabyan Chi on vu
466 Y“ Englysshe hoste . was myghtely fensyd with wood
and tryes 1535 Coverdale EzeX, xxxvi 35 The . broken
downe cities, are now stronge and fensed agayne 1583
Stanyhurst Mneis 11 (Arb.) 54 Whate forte were best to

be fenced ? i6xt Bible Isa, v. 2 Hee fenced it, and gathered
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out the stones thereof 1631 T May tr Barclay’s Mirrour
0/ Mindes 11 39 Ihe lands of priuate men , were fenced

with ditches 1650 Fuller Pisgah m 11. 317 Ihe roofs

were flat and fenced with battlements 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I x 173 Well fenced either with hedge or
pale 1703 Trans Soc Encourag Arts IV 4 Which are
all fenced with a good stone wall 183a Lytton Eugene A,
1 1 3 The greater part of them fenced also from the un-
frequented road a little spot

absol 1893 Midland News 4 Mar 6 We must fence
more, and we shall be independent of herds

fig 1683 Burnet tr More's Utopia (1685) xxo The Minds
of the Utopians, when fenced with a Love for Learning
1763-5 Churchill Poems, Conference, Uiy writings so well
fenc'd in Law 1841 Myers Cath. Th iv § 26 306 The
Jews were fenced against communion with them 1843
H Rogers Ess (i860) III. 46 Vmcentius takes care to

fence his proposition with limitations. X870 Emerson
Soc <5- Sold ,

Bis Wks (Bohn) III 77 The men themselves
were fenced by etiquette

b with about
, m, round

,
up To fence off to

keep off by a fence. Also absol

1535 Coverdale 2 Chroti xiv 7 Let vs buylde vp these

cities, and fense them rounde aboute with walles. 1611
Bible Job xix 8 Hee hath fenced vp my way 1615 G.
Sandys Tra-v 100 Which makes the countrey people to

fence in those places 1667 Milton P L, iv 697 On either

side Acanthus. Fenc’d up the verdant wall 1697 Dammer
Voy I viii. 222 These leaves are fenced round with strong
Prickles above an inch long 17*3 Steele Englishman
No. 3. 15 His Property is fenced about with Laws and
Privileges 1822 ‘ B Cornwall’ Poems,

Let. Boccaccio v, Her
dwelling was Fenced round by trees 1869 R B Smyth
Goldfields of Victoria 610 Fencing in a Claim, making
a drive round the boundaries of an alluvial claim to secuie

the wash-dirt. 1877 E R. Conder.S<w Faithvm 349 It will

be difficult to fence m securely on the side of Pantheism

c To pait off by a fence or fences. In quot Jig
1881 C De Kay Vision of Nimrod. 11 9 Nation I fenced

from nation

t d Of a thing : To serve as a fence for. Obs.

1523 FmHERB Hush. § 125 Yf it [thy dyche] be .v. fote

biode [t]han it wolde fence it selfe & the lower hedge wyll
serue

7 intr Of a horse : To leap a fence

1884 A Watson m Longrn Mag III 6n What he lacks

in speed is compensated for by the cleverness with which
he fences 1891 Field 7 Mar 338/1 Harlequin and Fast Day
went to the front the way they fenced was a treat to see

8 tram. (Sc. Law ) a To open the proceedings

of (the Parliament or a Court of Law) by the use

of a form of words forbidding persons to interrupt

or obstruct the proceedings unnecessarily

1513-75 Drum Occurrents (Bannatyne Club) 214 He post

to William Pikis hous and thair fensit the Parliament

£1565 Ljndesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot (1728) 190 The
Queen stayed till the Parliament was fenced 1609 Skene
Keg May 158 The Court sould be fensed 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett (1862) I ig8,

1

know not if this court kept within

my soul be fenced in Christ’s name 1663 Spalding Ttonb
Chas. I (1792) I igi The parliament is fenced 1818 Scott
Hrt Midi xxi, * They wunna fence the court

1

b. To prohibit by law, edict, or proclamation

1596 Burgh Fee Glasgow 6 Aug. (1876) I. 180 Bot to fens

the same fra doing thairof

c To pomd or arrest for debt.

1570 Burgh Rec, Prestwick 20Nov (1834) 72 For this geyr

. qululk was fencet in his hand be Jhone Ondirwood officer.

fd. Hence, Tofence a band, to make a league

(L ferirefeedus). Obs rarer1
.

*533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822) 41 Commandis you me to

fens ane band with the Fader-Palrate of Albane pepill ?

9 In the Scottish Presbyterian Chinches. To

fence the tables : to deliver an exhortation calculated

to deter unworthy peisons from communicating.
_

1709W Stewart (of Pardovan) Worship Ch Scotl, n iv

140 He fenceth and openeth the Tables 1833 Fraser’s

Mag. VIII. 406 The objurgation, or fencing the tables, was
concluded 1879 Jamieson Scot Diet s v. Bicker-raid,

A clergyman m fencing the tables at a sacrament, debarred

all who had been guilty of [etc ] 1882 [see Debarration]

10. To close for hunting or fishing (a forest,

river, etc).

1767 Blackstone Comm II 3g The nvers that were fenced

j.were directed to be laid open.

til. To keep m position by a gauge or guide.

Cf Fence sb. 6 a. Obs.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc go Should you not thus Fence
them one piece being never so little out of its due Position,

would drive the next piece more out.

12. slang, a. To purchase or sell with guilty

knowledge (stolen goods). Also absol.

x6io Rowlands Martin Mark-allC ij/2To fence pioperty

[printed properly], to sell anything that is stolne 1789 G
Parker Life’s Painter 153 Fenced is disposing of anything

stolen for a quarter of the value. 18x9 J H Vaux Mem

,

I xu 141 He knew where to fence the book. *840 Marryat
Poor Jack xviu, Does old Nanny fence?

b. To spend or lay out (money).
a 1700 B E Did Cant Crew, Fence, to Spend or Lay

out. Fence his Hog, to Spend his Shilling 17*5 in New
Cant. Diet,

Fenced (fenst)
,
ppl a [f. prec + -ed L] In

various senses of the yb a. Furnished with de-

fences, fortified. Now only in Biblical phraseology

b. Provided with a hedge or rail, railed off, en-

closed. lit. andfig. Alsofenced tn. c Sc. Law
Poinded

;
see Ience v. 8 c.

£1440 Promp Parv. 155/1 Fencyd, or defencyd, defensus

,

mimitus, defensatus 3535 Coverdale Judith m 6 Holo-

fernes . conquered all stronge fensed cities 1600 Fairfax

Tasso ll. Ixxv, In fensed towres bestowed is their giaine

x6xi Bible 2 Kings xvu 9 They built them high places .

from the tower of the watchmen, to the fenced city 1637
Rutherford Lett (1862) I 207 Fenced goods that ye can-
not intromit with 1746-7 HerveyMedit (18x8) 203,

1

might
have beheld our fenced cities encompassed with armies

1853 Maksden Early Punt 77 The fenced enclosures of a
university 1853 Maurice Proph fy Kings xu 198 He
speaks, of its villages and fenced cities.

Fenceful (fe nsful), a [f Fence sb + -ful ]
Affording defence

;
protecting or shielding

16x6 Chapman Batrachom, (1858)8 Their fenceful bucklers
were The middle rounds of can' sticks 1729 Savage
Wanderer 1 194 [He] firms the conquest with his fenceful

mound 1751 G "West Education xlvtii, High o’er his

Head he held his fenceful Shield

Fenceless (fe’nsles), a. [f as prec + -LESS ]
1 a. Without an enclosure or hedge

,
unenclosed,

open
1587 Turberv. Epit if Sonnets (1837) 397 As plant shall

pioove upon the fencelesse land X649 Roberts Clovis Btbl.

432 Utterly to lay this vineyard waste, fencelesse, fruitlesse.

1770 Goldsm Des Vill 307 Those fenceless fields the sons

of wealth divide 1887 R Meeker in HarpeVs Mag
Apr 725/2 The fenceless, treeless landscape of the steppe,

b Without a fortification
,
unfortified

1740 C Pitt AEneid xu 789 Before him . the fenceless

city lay. 1*1873 Lytton Pausanias iv. vi. (1878)509 The
fenceless villages of Sparta

2 Without means of defence ;
defenceless

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 60 Fencelesse my brest, why
stay you it to cleaue? 1667 Milton P L, x 303 The Wall
Immoveable of this now fenceless woild. c 1750 Shenstone
Love 4 Hon Wks (1764) 1 . 327 On my fenceless head it’s

phtal’d wrath May fate exhaust. 18x3 Scoit Rol.eby 1 xvi,

O'er my friend my cloak I threw, And fenceless faced the

deadly dew 1850 Blackie JEschylus II. 254 The Greeks
Our fenceless chiefs Mowed down
absol. 1887 Century Mag July 334 Look what arms the

fenceless wield, Frailest things have frailty's shield

!

Hence Fe-ncelessness, f lack of skill in fence

(obs ) ; the condition of not being pxotected by a
fence.

1656 Trapp Comm Matt vu 3 A general doctrine, not
applied, is as a sword without an edge, not in itself, but to

us, through our singular fencelessness 1856 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. III. iv xiv § 34 The fencelessness . of the free

virtue lead[s] to the loving, order of eternal happiness

Fencelet (fenslet) rare, [f Fence sb. + -let.]

A small fence or hedge

[

189a Field 19 Mar yfifiA sort of second fencelet planted

on the edge of the dyke

Fencer (fensai). [f Fence v + -eb 1
]

1. One who fences, a One who fights, or prac-

tises fencing with a foil or sword ; a swordsman.
1581 Pet-tie Guazzo's Civ Corn) 1 (1586) 37 b, A fencer,

who making at his emmies head, stnketh him on the legge.

1509 Shaks Much Ado v a 13 As blunt as the Fencers
foiles 1649 Bp Hall Cases Consc n 11 im Whether of
the two is the better Fencer 17x2 Steele Sped No. 422

? 6 They do not thrust with the Skill of Fencers 1809

Roland Fencing 39 There has been, even bygood Fencers,

some controversy respecting this parade 1829 Lytton
Devereux 1. tv, You are the best fencer in the school

*j*b One who fences in public shows, a hired

or professional swordsman Obs.

157a Act 14 Elis c 5 § 5 All Fencers Comon Players in

Enterludes, & minstrels, not belonging to any Baron 1583
Fleetwood in Ellis Ong Lett. 1 II 392 One Dwelles,

a fenser nere Cicell howse. xfiox Shaks T-ivel N nr iv

307 He has bin Fencer to the Sophy. 1603 Knolles Hist

Turks (1638) 158 He appointed certaine Ruffians and
Fencers to watch her house.

•\ c. A gladiator. Alsofencer at the sharp. Obs.

1587 Golding De Mornay xxm 349 They had not made
their wonted shewes of Fensers. 103a Le Grys tr Velleius

Pciterc. 225 Most magnificent shewes of fencers at the

sharpe. 1637 R. Humphrey tr St Ambrose 1. 137 The
clamour of gamesters, the slaughter of fensers. 1693 Con-

greve Juvenal xi 15 A man .Able for aims ’Mongst
common Fencers, Practices the Trade, That End debasing,

for which Arms were made.

d Jig.
a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) II 206 A Quibbler .is a

Fencer of Language as.7x5 Burnet Own Time (1766) I.

254 Here were a couple of fenceis engaged m disputes

2 Austr One employed in putting up fences.

x88x Mrs C Praed Policy 4 P I 241 ‘Where is father?’

. .
‘ In the office settling with the fencers

1

1892 PallMallG.

7 June 7/1 This shuts Kanakas out from the business of

. sawyers, splitters, fencers.

3 A horse that jumps fences. Chiefly with pre-

fixed adj., as a good, bold,
etc. fencer.

1852 R, S Surtees Sponge’s Sp Tour xhv 249 Don’t

know that I ever rode a better fencer X876 World No. 120,

12 Few areas require a bigger or bolder fencer.

4 slang (see quots

)

a. 1700 B E. Did Cant Crew, Queere-colefencer, a
Receiver and putter off [of] false Money, c1700 StreedRob-

levies Consider’d, Fencer, receiver of stolen goods.

5. Comb , asfencer-like adj.
, f fencer-month =

fence-month

.

x66o Fishfr Rnsticl's Alarm Wks. (1679) 208 Ye glory

in your Fencer-like Faculties of Disputing <11700 B E.

Did Cant Crew, Season ofBeasts, a Hart or Buck begins

at the end of Fencer-Month.

Hence Fe’uceress [ + -ess], a female fencer

a 1661 Holyday Juvenal gs what young face Caught

Hippia thus ? for which she chose disgrace, To be instil'd

the fenceress 1

tFenclie. Obs. Somepartofthecarcaseofadeei.
c 1560 J Lacy Wyl Bucke his Testament a uj, The fenche

rostid and y° filet, and noumbels rosted.

Fencible ffe’nsib’l), a. and sb Foims • 4-6

fensable, 5-6 fensabil(e, 5-7 fensible, (6 -lbill),

5- fencible. [Short foi defensable. Defensible.]

A adj.

1. Of a pelson : Capable of making defence ;

fit and liable to be called on for defensive military

service Chiefly Sc
c 1335 Coer dcL 3296 For wehave hennne Syxty thousand
men fensable c 1475 RaufCcil^ear 329 One thousand of
fensabill men. 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 475 All other

men commandit for to tak That fensabill war 1637-50

Row Hist Kirk. (1842) 519 The toune of Aberdeen wes
charged, that all fensible persons appeare m their arms
x(Sg3 E. Halley in Phil. Trans XVII 601 The whole
Foice this City can raise of Fencible Men, as the Scotch

call them, is about 9000 1756 Ibid XL1X 880 There can
be no increase at all of our fencible men x8zo Scott
Monast xxxiv, Where is the roll of fencible men liable to

do suit and service to the Halidome? 1837 Cahlyll Fr.
Rev 1. v iv, Let fencible men keep watch and ward.

2. Of arms and armour . Capable of being used

for defence. Sc.

a 1572 Knox Hist Ref. Wlcs. 1846 I 87 The soldeouris

caist from thame thaire pickis . and ntheris weaponis

fensable, 15 Aberdeen Keg V 20 (Jam ) To consider

euery nychtuour qubay hes fensabil geir & vappynnis

3. Of a fortress, town, etc : Capable o± being

defended ; strong, well-fortified.

1590 Spenser F Q in x. to No fort so fensible But
that contmuall battery will rive. 1599 Hakluyt Voy II

132 A roade made very fensible with strong walls 1632

Lithgqw Tran, vi 299 Houses, being Walled and fensible

against the Arabs a 1682 Sir J Turnlr Mem ,
Battle of

Preston, Bailhe had lodged the foot among very fencible

enclosures 1820 Scott Monast. lx, This old tower of thine

is fencible enough

b. transf. of a building : That is in good repair.

1417 Surtees Misc (1890) 13 pat the foresayd Thomas
make hys pryve fensilble als it awe to be

4. Such as will serve as a fence or enclosure.

1799 J Robertson Agnc. Perth 84 All fences . . must be
left in a fencible condition.

5. The sb. used attnb. : Belonging to the corps

called Fencibles.

1795 Hist Europe in Ann Reg (1796) 50/2 The expences

accompanying the fencible cavalry 1804 Wellington m
Gurw Deep. II 642 To station the fencible battalion at

Surat s&tuRegnl 4 Ord Army 4 Officers of Fencible

and MihtiaRegiments rank together

B. sb. A soldier liable only for defensive service

at home. Also, land-, river-, sea-fencible.

1796 Sporting Mag VII 279 A military hero, whom the

. tactics of the day denominate a fencible 1803 G Rose
Dianes (3860) II 57 Captain Essmgton, commanding the

Sea Fencibles at Dover 1806 A. Duncan Nelson’s Fun 12

The nver fencibles were stationed close to the entrance

18x6 Scott Antiq xiv. ‘A* the sea fencibles, and the land

fencibles are on fit' 1837 Lockhart Scott (1839) I

305 Captain in the Perthshire Fencibles 1839 J Stevenson
Justiciary Garland 75 A fencible I’ll guard at home.

t Fencihly, adv Obs. [f. prec adj.+-LY 2
.] So

as to be capable of being defended

1523 Ld Berners Frozss I ccix 250 A squaie toure

thick walled, and fensably furmsshed for the warre.

Fencing: (fe nsin), vbl. sb [f. Fence v. + -ihg 1
j

The action of the vb Fence.

1. The action or art of using the sword scientific-

ally as a weapon of offence or defence , the practice

of this art with a blunted sword, foil, or stick.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xviu (1887) 79 Concerning

fensing, or skill how to handle the weapon. 1642 Fuller
Holy if Prof St. in xui 185 Fencing is warre without anger

<11735 Arbuthnot& Pope Martin Scrib. vu in Pope's Wks.

(1741 ) II. 26 These could no more be learned alone than

Fencing or Cudgel-playing 1829 Lytton Devereux 1 iv,

Fencing isan accomplishment in which Gerald is very nearly

my equal.

fig x6o3 Shaks. Per iv. vi 62 ’Prayyou, without any more
virginal fencing. 1687 Pryden Hind SfP n 33 Afterlong

fencing push'd against a wall, Your salvo comes, that he’s

not there at all 1849 Helps Friends in C (1854) II 9
There is skilful fencing even m your talk 3876 r reeman
Norm Cotiq V. xxui 1x7 A piece of diplomatic fencing.

^ In wider sense • (see quot )

169a 0 Walrer Histor. Illustr 158 Fencing, Pugdatus,

was fighting with Fists.

2. The action of protecting, or of setting up a

defence against (evil), •j* Also quasi-aw/'. Means

of defence (obs.)

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1 x 27 In sawtyng or fensyng

of a forteresse a slynge is good, a 1661 Fuller Worthies

(1840) I u 4 Providence having given men bands all

clothing and fencing is bestowed upon him x668 Cul-
pepper & Cole Bartho\ Anat n. 1 88 The more noble

parts require great fencing. 1761 Hume Hist Eng' II*

jixxvu. 308 The fencing against the pains and infirmities

under which he laboured occupied a great part of his time.

3 The action of putting up fences or enclosing

with a fence or protection ;
dhofencingm.

1628 Bp Hall Serm Wks 1634 II 3x1 All this provision

of Fencing, Stoning, Planting, were nothing without acon-

tinuall over-sight. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I xvx 274,

I went on with my planting and fencing 18x7-8 Cobbett

Resut U S (1822) 107 Fencing . presses itself upon the

attention of the Farmer 1892 Lockwood Did Meclu

Engm ,
Fencing In —The enclosure ofmachinery. Fencing

in is compulsory.

to. concr. An enclosure or railing, fences col-

lectively] sometimes preceded by some qualifying

word, as rail-, stone-, wi> e-fencing. Also the

materials offences for faims (U.S ).

20-2
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CXS8S R Browne Aftsw Cartw) ight 44 Let [him]

shewe an orcharde without some safe inclosing or
fencing 1837 Rusbin Elem D)awing 326 A decayed
fragment or two of fencing fill the gaps in the bank i88r
Eiicycl But (ed 9) XII 190/1 For Sussex, where .the
fencing for the most pait [is] what is called ciamped.

4 The action of leaping a fence.

1827 Sporting Mag. XX 203 With our fust fox we had
some very severe fencing 1861 WHYTE-MELViLLEAfX^ Hat-
barottgh 271; When hounds lun best pace, horses have not
wind for extraordinary exeitions in the matter of fencing,

5 Sc The opening of a Parliament or Court of

Justice with the prescribed formula denouncing
penalties against disturbers. Cf Fence v 8.

1708 Proclam in Lend. Gas No 4464/4 Our Proclamation
to be .read in Open Court immediately after Fencing
thereof 175a J Louthian Form 0/ Process (ed 2) 232
That ye be present at the said Justice*court, before the
down-sitting and fencing thereof.

6 . slang. The action or habit of receiving or
dealing in stolen goods.
1851 Mayhew Lomi Labour I 235 Their ' fencing ’

,

does not extend to any plate. 1880 Standard 10 Apr 5/2
Receiving stolen property, or * fencing ’. is hugely pi actised
in London
7, attnb and Comb

,
(sense 1 ), as fencing-foils,

-grace, -hall, -master
,

match, -school, -skill, etc.
j

(sense 3 ), asfencing-branch, -wire

;

also, fenoing-
cully, areceiver andstorerofstolen goods; fenemg-
gaaige (see qnot.)

;
fencing-ken or -repository, a

storing place for stolen goods
; fencing-machine,

a machine for shaping, fitting and finishing posts,

rails, etc for fences (Cent. Diet)
j
fencing-nail

(see quot ).

1669 Worlidge Syst Agrtc (1681) 101 The Black-Thorn
[etc] yield a very good “Fencing-bianch. <1x700 B E.
Diet Cant . Crew, “’Fencing Cully

,
a Broker, or Receiver

of Stolen goods. 1829 Lytton Devereux 11 i, A table
was covered with books, a couple of “fencing foils . and

letters 1874 Knight Did Mech I 836/1 ^Fencing-gage,
an implement to space and hold boards against a post
while nailing them 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 1 206 This
is the right “Fencing grace tap for tap, and so part faire
1601 Holland Pliny I 434 Our common “fencing-halls,
and places of publick exercises a 1700 B E Diet Cant
Crew, *Fencing-ken, the Magazine where Stolen goods are
secured <21648 Ld Herbert Life (1870) 34 The good
“fencing-masters present a foyle or fleuret to their scholars.

1779 Sheridan Critic 11 11, As smart as hits in a “fencmg-
match. 1874 Knight Diet Meek I 836/1 *Fencmg-
nail

,
a heavy nail of its class adapted for fastening on

fencing-boards 1812 Sporting Mag, XXXIX 209 A con-
venient “fencing lepository 1637 Nabbes Mmocosm i,

I was bred up in Mars his “Fencing schoole 171a Budgell
Sped No. 539 r 1 Like him who comes into a fencing-school
to pick a quarrel

Fend (fend), sb Sc and dial [f next vb ]
1 A shift or effoit which one makes for oneself.

To make afend : to make a ventuie
<2x724 Borrowstoun Motts m Ramsay Evetgreen I. 144

Scho maid an easy Fen 1794 Burns Tam Glen 11, I’m
thinking, wi’ sic a biaw fallow. In poortith I might mak
a fen', a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 2

5

,

1

think, through
life I’ll make a canny fen’, Wi hurcheon Nancy 1824
Scott St Rattan's xx, Out I wad be, and out John Bowler
gat me, but wi’ nae sma fight and fend 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss

,
' They make a good fend for a living ’ 1877

Holdemess Glass
,

1 He disn’t seem to mak a bit o’ fend ’

2

.

Activity m making shifts for oneself, energy.
1788 Marshall Yorlesh Gloss

, Fend, activity, manage-
ment, assiduity, prowess 1876 Whitby Gloss
3 Provisions, fare.

*804TarrasPoems34Naesumptuousfend,bu thamely food

t4. Naut = Fender. Obs
1658 Phillips, Fends

,

things hung over a Ships side to
keep another Ship from rubbing against it,

5 Comb., as fend-bolt (Naut ) = Fender a b;
feud-full a Sc

,
full of shifts 01 expedients

1678 Phillips, Fenders, pieces of old Cables [etc 1

hung over a Ships side called also “Fend-bolts. 1867
Smyth $axioms Ivord bk

,
Fendor FenderBolts, made with

long and thick heads, struck into the outermost bends or
wales of a ship, to save her sides from hurts and bruises
1820 Blachw Mag Dec 321 Else yere grown less “fendfou
than I ever saw ye

Feud (fend), V. Also 4-6 feude, (4 fenden),
7-8 *SV ,9 dial fain,feu, (Shortened fromDefend ]
1. trans =Defend v Now arch, or poet
a 1300 Cursor M. 28851 (Cott

) Ahnus fenddes his saul
fra be fend, c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 193 He com
right son. Normundie to fende 1393 Langl. P. PI C.
xxii. 46 He fendede hem fro foule vueles c 1400 Lan-
franc's Cirnrg 13 If >at we kunne fende him fro a fevere
c 1470 Henry Wallace iv 615 Wallace in ire a burly brand
tan draw . To fende his men with his deyr worthi hand
1503 Dunbar Thistle 4. Rose 133 And said, ‘ In feild go
furth and fend the laif * 1568 Fulwell Like Will to Likem Hazl Dodsley III. 322 Fend your heads, sirs, for I will
to it more once. 1647 H More Song of Soul 1 1. xxvn,
O heavenly Salems sons ! you fend the right a 1774
Fergusson Poems (1789) II 32 My trees . Shall fend ye
firae ilk blast o’ wind 1843 W E Frye tr Oehlenschl,

Gods 83, I only sought my realm to fend By wizard spell
and mystic song 1863 Emerson Boston Hymn 16 Free-
dom shall, fend you with his wing,
b r&fl and mtr for lefl

c 133° R Brunne Chron (1810) 216 po pat her purueiance
of Oxenford not held, With scheld & with lance fend hint
in pe feld c 1400 Destr Troy 10142 The freike with
a fauchon fendit hym well 1573 Satir Poems Reform,

xl 196 How he sold fend from, furie and thair fead 1724
R, Falconer Voy. (1769) 101 What will come, will come,

and there’s no fending against it 1837 R N icoll Poems
(1842) 17 To fend against the winter cauld The heather we
will pu' 1864 Sir J K James Tasso (1865) II xiv xxiv,
An agent prompt to fend and to attack 1865 S Evans
Bro Fabian 49 Goodman true, wouldst fend thyself Fioni
witchciaft and midnight elf?

2 mtr Tofend ami prove to argue, wrangle
1S75 Laneham Lei (1871) 17 Thus, with fending &

prooumg, with plucking & tugging c 1698 Locke Land
Undeist xxxi, Being able to fend and prove with them
1702 Vanbrugh False Friend 1, Instead of fending and
proving with his mistiess, he should come to a parrying
and thrusting with you 1721 Strype Eccl Mem. II

J.XV111 478 That delighted not in fending and piovtng 1855
Robinson Whttby Gloss

,
Fending and Proving

,
arguing

and defending 1877 N IV Line Gloss , After fendin’ aiv
piovin’ about summats
3 To ward 01 keep off, turn aside, keep out or at

a distance. Also, tofend back
cx$jz Gascoigne Fruttes Warre (1831) 217 So might we
fend our foes with blowes of English blade 1607 Dryden

Vtrg Georg in 466 With Fern beneath, to fend the bitter
Cold. 171a Mrs Centlivre Perplexed Lovers 1 1, You
shall not want a friend to fend that blow 1 1787 Burns
Holy Fair 73 Here stands a shed to fend the show'rs 1804
Tarras Poems 22 To fend the heat o’ simmer Winter.
1823 Crabb Teihnol. Diet ,

* Fend the boat prevent it

stoking against any thing i860 Maury Pays Geog
Sea 11 § 143 Warm water in contact with a cold non-
conducting cushion of cold water to fend it from the bottom
1876 Blackmore Cnpps il (1877) 12 Fending the twigs from
her eyes and bonnet 1877 Kinglake Crimea VI vi. 364 It
enabled him to fend back the masses confiontmg him

b. esp. with off
<11400-50 Alcxandei 1031 par a cite he assailes .Bot wees

wi3tly with in }?e walks ascendid, Freschly fendid of &
fersly with-stude c 1370 Marr Wit 4 Science iv 5 in
Hazl. Dodsley II 364 To fend and keep him off awhile,
until his rage be out 1669 Penn Ho Ct oss xx § 23 Do
you think that Words will fend off the Blows of Eternal
Vengeance ? 1816 ScottA ntiq xxxvn, ‘ Ye had aye a good
roof ower your head to fend aff the weather ’ 1861 Hughes
Toni Brown at Oxf xm. (1880) 127 Catch hold of the long
boat-hook, and fend her [the boat] off 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi xxiv 481 A spoonful in hot water . to fend off a
chill and fever.

absol 13 EE Alltt P. B 1191 pay fe3t & bay
fende of, & fylter togeder 1864 E Sarglnt Peculiar III.
123 The man of nerve looks boldly at the danger and fends
off accoi dingly.

4. mtr. To make an effort, strive or try to do
something

; to make a shift; to take precautions
against Sc and dial
15 • in Sibbald Citron Scot. Poetry II 46 Few for falsett
now may fend, c 1680 [F Sempill] Bamshm Poverty in
Watson Collect 1. 13 Then I knew no way how to fen
1712 Mrs CrNTLivHE Perplexed Loveis iv, We must fend
against that 1788 Marshall Yoiksk Gloss , Fend, to
strive as for a livelihood 1794 Burns Gone is the day,
Semple folk maun fecht and fen 1859 Geo EliotA Bede
(ed 4) 1, 43 I’d make a shift, and fend indoor and out, to
give you more liberty 1865 E Waugh Lane. Songs, God
bless him that fends for his livin’, An’ houds up his yed
thioughito'l

b
.

To fendfor : to make shift for, look after,

provide for. So in to fend for oneself Chiefly
dial or colloq

1629 Jackson Treat Dm Essence 11 Wks. 1673 II 139
They do not direct their brood in their motions, but leave
them to fend for themselves. 1660 H More Myst. Godl.
To Rdr. 24 They are such as . . fend for themselves as well
as they may 1785 Hutton Bran New Work 468 When
the awner will not fend for his sell 1787 Grose Piov
Gloss

,

I ha twa banns to fend for 1818 ScottHrt Midi
xx, ‘Ane wad hae carried me through the warld, and
friended me, aud fended for me.’ 1859 Geo Eliot A, Bede
94 * Lads as could fend for then sens.’

C. = Fare V 1
7. dial.

1781 Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss,, Howfend you, how
fare you? 1700 Mrs Wheeier Westmld Dial (1821) 113
I’d kna haw they fend all 1794 Burns Carle ofKellyburn
Braes 11, He met wi’ the devil

; says, 'How do you fen ?’

187a Black Adv. Phaeton 23 ‘How fens tee, Jeck? gaily?’
5. trans. = To fend for (4 b) Hence, to pro-

vide sustenance for, support, maintain. Chiefly
Sc and dial.

1637 Ruthertord Lett (1862) I. 223 Fend thyself, I will
hold my grips of thee no longer 1674 Ray N C Words,
10 Fend

,
to shift for. a 1774 Fergusson Poems , Rising

ofSessian 18 Haln’d mu’ter bauds the mill at ease And fends
the Miller T787 Burns Death ofMailie 32 Gie them guid
cow-milk their fill, Till they be fit to fend themsel 18x6
Scott Old Mort v, 'They are puirly armed, and warse
fended wi victual ’

t 6. To forbid. Obs. exc. dial Cf Fen v
C1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 9 ,

1

fend, Godes forbot,
that ever thou thi ife 1888 Elworthv W. Somerset Word-
bk , Ee fain un vrum gwain pun eez graewn
Hence F’e'nded ppl a., Pe nding ppl a.
1867 Emerson May-Day, etc Wks (Bohn) III 423 This

Oreads fended Paradise 1883 Ahnondbury Gloss,, Fending
industrious.

Fend(e, obs form of Fiend
Fendable (fe ndab’l), <z dial Also fendible.

[f. Fend v + -able ] Capable of fending or shift-
ing for oneself.
t674 Rav W C Words 18 Fendable, one that can shift for

himself 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss
,

1 A biave fendable
body in a family’, a famous household manager 1869
Lonsdale Gloss

,

‘ She’s a gay fendible body ’

Fender (femdati. (f. Fend v, + -er ]
1. = Defender Obs exc dial
a 1400-50 Alexander 1839 fendere of grece c 1440

Pt omp. Parv. 153 Fendowre, or defendowre. 1678 Four

for a Penny 3 He [a Pawnbioher] is the Common Fender
of all Bulkers and Shoplifts 111 the Town 1876 Whitby
Gloss

,
Fender

,
a defender m all senses

’

J

2. Something that selves to fend or keep off
something else a. m gen sense
1615 E S Brttams Buss in Aib Garner III 627 Fendere

or long poles 1825 Ann Reg 247* I his bone constitutes
a fin, or fendci 1841 Catlin N A met Ind (1844) I lv
32 Protected with the shield or anow fender. 1864 Sala m
Daily Tel 29 July, The coal bunkeis in a state of reple-
tion are the best kind of

1 fenders ’ for the piotection of the
boileis from shot and shell x88z Buckland Notes <5 Jottings
159 1 he loose feathers of the neck forming a fender to the
shouldei of the wing 1893 Temple Bar Mag XCVIII
468 The fenders .the tiaias of the chaperones

b, Naut. A piece of old cable, or olhei yielding
material, hung over a vessel’s side to picseive it

fiom chafing 01 collision with a whaif or with
other vessels. Also (see quot 18501
1626 Capt Smith A ccid Yng Seamen 16 They seiue for

Iunkes, fendors and biaded plackets for biests of defence
1627 — Seaman's Gram vn 30 Fenders are peeces of old
Hawsers called Iunkes hung ouer the ship sides to keepe
them from hi using 1821 A Fisher Jrnl Arctic Reg 34We were obliged to put fenders of junk over the ship’s side
to prevent her from being damaged by the ice C1850
Rudun Navtg (Weale) 117 Fendeis, uvo pieces of oak
plank fayed edgewise, perpendiculaily, against llie top
sides abreast the main hatchway, to pi event the sides of the
ship from being rubbed by the hoisting of anything on
boaid 1885 Runciman Skiffits 4 Sk 212 A sailor slipped
a cork fender over the side

C. A laige piece of timber placed as a guard m
front of any structure, esp, a piei, dock-wall, etc
Alsofender-pile (see 7 ).

1739 Labelye Short Acc Piets Westm Bridge 19 The
Use of these Fendeis . was 10 secuie the Woiks fiom the
Approach of Baiges 1838 Simms Public Wks Gt But 11

7 ’Ihe wing walls of the lock aie defended by detiched
guaids or fenders of timber 1836 in Bkli s hnus Archil
etc 1892 Daily News 27 Oct 2/6 The wheel of lus van
struck a fender immediately outside some hoaiding

d. In various other technical uses (see quols.)
1874 Knight Diet Mech

, Fender, an attachment to a
cultivatoi-plow to keep clods fiom rolling on to lhe }oung
com [Also,] A lub-plate on the bed of a wagon or
carnage to lake the lull of the wheel when the vehicle is

turning short 1884 Ibid Supph, Fender, a scieen against
a carnage or cai -step to keep dirt or mud fi oin being thrown
upon it by the wheels. A fender board.

e See quot Cf Fence 4 c.

1894 M Grant in Cent Mag. XLVII. 352/2 Ihe double
fenders or brow-antlers [of the moose] do the most damage
3. A metal fiame placed m front of a fire to keep’

falling coals from rolling out into the 100m
1688 MircE^ Diet

,
Fender. 1710 Swirr Jrnl to Stella

24 Dec , Only a mouse within the fender to warm luinself,

1765 Layaud in Phil. '1 rans LVI 17 An iron fender 1834
Mrs Carlyle Lett I 11 She actually boi rowed one of the
brass fenders. 1861 Dickens Gt Expect xxx, Sitting with
our feet on the fender

b A fire-guard ? U

S

1874 in Knight Diet, Mech,
C. Building. * A dwarf Avail in the basement of

a house, built up to carry the front hearth of a
fireplace’ (Gwilt)

4. A sluice-gate Sometimes applied to the
whole sluice.
lS47 C G Addison Law of Contracts 11 1 § 1 (1383)248A sliding fender used to prevent the escape of watu from

a mill-stieam 1868 Law Reports Q Bench Div III 289
In that part of the dam is placed a fender or seL of fenders
1884 Daily News 23 July 5/2 the paddlcr of a canoe got
sucked under a fendei into a swift stream

5- A device made of rushes, leaves, or plaited
papei, with which seals were sometimes encircled
to secure them from injury.

1864 Boute-ll Heraldry Hist $ Pop x\iv § 1 (eel 3) 399
‘ Fenders’ of this kind have been found attached to sc ils as
early as 1380 1891 _J. P Eauwaklr 111 Free Soc Antvj
19 Feb. 233 The seal is protected by a twisted rush fender

6 (See quot ) ? Obs
1682 J Collins Salt 4 Fishery 14 [Crude sea salt is] cai ned

in wicker Baskets or Fenders to Brine Wells
7 attnb and Comb

,

asfender maker

,

fender-
beam, (a) (see quot. 1874); (b) =fender-stop

;

fender-board (see qnot 1884 in sense 2 d) ; fen-
der-bolt Naut

,
(a) (see quot 1867), (b) a bolt by

which a fender is attached to a ship, etc
;
fender-

pile = Fender sb. 2 c ; fender-post (see quot ) ;

fender-stool, a kind oflong footstool usually placed
close to the fender

, fender-stop (see quot )
1874 Knight Diet Mech Fendei -beam r The horizontal

beam into which the posts of a saw-mill gate are framed at
top. 2 The inclined advance piece of an ice-breaker 3 A
beam suspended over a vessel’s side to waid off ice and
preserve the phnkmg and sheathing of the vessel 1678
A. Litti eton Lat, Diet s v ,

*Fender-bolts 1769 Falconer
Diet Mamie (17 fy) Gb, Fender-bolts driven into the wales,
stem, or sides of small vessels to defend their timber-
w°rk

,
>867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

, Fender Bolts 1891
Daily News Jan 2/5 The season has been a busy one foi
fenderand fire non makers 1739 Labelye Short Acc Piets
Westm Bridge ft The *Fender-piles which guarded theNorth-pomt of this Pier 1793 Smeaton Edystvne L § 224
Fixing the Fender Piles on the east side of the rock 1867
Smyth Sailor's Wird-bk

, Fender-piles 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech

, Fender-post, one of the guiding stanchions of a saw-
gate. 1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I 260 Let me put
you down in the raffle for a “fender stool, 1856 Bulls
Terms Archil, etc., *Fender Stop, the beams fixed at the
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extremity of a line of rails to stop the cai riages and pievent
their running off

Fender (fends i), v [f prec sb] To provide
with a fender or fenders

Mod (fechn ) Specifications for fendenng the river banks
Fenderless (fe ndaoles), a [f as prec + -less ]

Having no fender,

1878 Daily News 2 Jan ,
The fendeiless grate 1880 Ibid

15 Oct ,
House aftei house fendcrless, without fire-irons

Fendillate (fe ndile’t), v Aim rare

.

[f. F.
fendill-er (dim of fendre *—L findere to split) +
-am 3

] traits To ciack with many small fissures

Hence Fe ndillated ppl a \ Fendilla tion, fcn-

dillated condition

1853 Th Ross Humboldt's Trav III xxix 168 This rock
is much fendillated. Ibid III xxxu 401 Fendillated
crystals of pyroxene and mesotype Ibid 402 These, by
their fendillation and open devices, seem to establish that
peunanent communication between the surface of the soil

and the interior of the globe

Fending (fe ndig), vbl sb [f. Fend v + -ing 1
]

1 The action of the vb Fend, an instance of
this

;
csp mfending and proving (cf Fend v 2).

*583 Rich Phylotus Emeha (1835) 31 After greate
fendyng and prouyng had in the mattei 1655 Fulier Ch
Hist vni 111 § 9 Much fending, and proving theie was
betwixt them 1751 Johnson RamblerWo 95 r 2 The whole
discipline of fending and proving 177* Contemplative
Man 11 10 Theie’s no fending against Wind and Water.
1824 T JnrrcRsoN Writ (1830) IV 407 With fendmgs and
provings of personal slanders.

2 Sc Provision
1816 Scott Antiq xi, ‘That hae stouth and routh, and

fire and fending, and meat and claith
'

Fend-off (fend^f), sb [f. Fend v + Off]
The action of fending off

;
hence carter something

that fends off Also aitnb
1830 Examine

1

177/2 A Committee is the fend-off to
importunity, and the contrivance for obtaining time 1883
Grcsixy Coal Mining Gloss , Fend off bob

,

a beam hinged
at one end and having a free reciprocating motion fixed at
a bend in a shaft to guide the pump rods passing round the
bend 1880 Antrim <5- Down Gloss

, Fend offpost, a post
set in the ground to piotect an object from injury by carts,

etc
,
coming in contact with it

Fe'ndy, a. dial [f Fendo + -y 1
] (Seequots)

178a Sir J. Sinclair Observ Sc Dial 101 Fendy
Dexterous at finding out expedients 1814 Scorr Wav
xvm, Alice he said, was both canny and fendy 1851
Cumbrld Gloss

,
Fendy

,

thrifty, managing 1863 J Brown
Horn Subs (1882) 90 A fendy wife 1870 Du Barber
Forness Foil 32 She’s a gay fendy, hie body
Fene, obs. form of Feign

\ Fenerate, v Obs — •> [f L fgeneral- ppl
slem offxner-are ,

f. *faner- vai of fanor-, feenus
mleiest . see -ate ] traits To lend on interest.

1623-6 Cockeram, Fsnierate, to put money to vsune.

t Fenera tion. Obs [ad L. faneratidn-em ,

n of action f. fanerdre : see Fenerate v ] The
action or piactice of lending on interest

;
usury

1398 Barckley Fehc Man v (1603) 549 True love hath
respect only to his friends necessitie, without merchandize
or feneration 1612-5 Bi> Hall Contempt N. 7 iv m,
Giving to the poor is feneration to God the greater bank,
the moie interest. 1650 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep (ed 2)

120 What vices therein it [the hare] figured , that is fenera-

tion or usury from its fecundity 1721 m Bailey 1798
H T Colebrooke tr Digest of Hindu Law {1801) I 7
Feneiation at the rate of an eightieth pait by the month,

b. Interest on money lent. In some mod Diets

Fenerati tious, a. Obs.—° [f L fanerdtict-us

(f fanei are) + -ous ]
* Taken or given to usury, or

pertaining theieto ’ (Blount Glossogr 1656-81).

i Femerator. Obs rare
— 1 [a. L /generator,

agent-n f fanerdre . see Fenerate and -or.]

A money-lender, usurer.

1447 Boklnham Seyntys (Roxb) 158 Two detours quoth
Cryst to oon feneratour Were whylom Symund in a cuntre.

Fenerato'rial, a rare—1
, [f L fanerdton-us

ip,fgenerator) + -AL.] Pertaining to usury

1793 J, Berestord in LooLei -on No 79 The magic of the

foeneratorial rod was not wanting for the pui poses of convert-

ing his watches into wealth

Fenestella (fencste la), [a L fencstella

,

dim
offenestra window ]
1. Arch a. A small window-like niclie in the

wall on the south side of the altar, containing the

piscina and often the credence

1797 Genii Mag LXVII.11 649 A fenestella in the South
wall of the chancel. 1839 Stonehousl Axholme 226 The
fenestella, or small niche, contained a vessel, bason, or pis-

cina, for washing the hands 1843 Eulesiologist II. 56
A Fenestella with Credence-shelf,

b A small window
1848 B Webb Continent. Eccles 57 The dwarf-wall is

pierced by a broad fenestella with a trefoliated head 1849
Weale Diet Terms 183/1 Fenestella a little window
2 . Zool (See quots.)

1849 Murchison Silnria ix (1867) 188 The species [of

Lower Silurian Zoophytes] with a net-like form, Fenestella
and Retcpora Ibid x (1867) 2x7 The beautiful little cup-
shaped Fenestella of theWenlock limestone 1879 Rossiter
Diet Set Terms, Fenestella

,
a poiyzoon , known by many

fossil remains m Devonian limestones and other locks.

Fenestellid (feneste’lid) Palmont, [f. L.

fenestell-a + -id ] One of the Fenestellidm, a family

of palseozoxc polyzoans.

1882 AtJunxum 24 June 798/3 A new Spiral Fenestellid
from the Upper Silurian Beds of Ohio

+ Fe Hester. Obs Forms
. 3-5 fenestre,

6 fenester [a OF fenestre (Fr. fenMre) —L.

fenesti a : see next ] A window.
c 1290 S Eng Leg I. 229/337 po cam pare-m a fuyri

arewe at a fenestre a-non a 1300 Land Cokayue 114 in

E E. P (1862) 159 All pe fenestres pat be|> of ghsse 1393
Langl P PI C xxi 13 Then was faith in a fenestre ana
cryde a 1400 111 Enz Gilds (1870) 362 Byleue of J>e bay*
lyues nyme pe dores & pe fenestres 1483 Caxton Gold
L eg 370/4Thyse thre fenestres or wyndowes betohene clcrely
the fader the sone and the holy ghoost 1510-20 Compl too

late vtaiyed (1862) 7 Breke I d> d dores and fenesters 1513
Douglas AEneis xii Prol 169 Cletr fenystans of glas 1548
H\ll C/iron (xfiogi 605 In the Fenestres and wyndowes
were images resemblynge men of Warre

II Fenestra (fine stra) PI fenestra. [L.

fenestra window, f loot of Gr cpaivtiv to show]
A small hole or transparent spot lesemblmg a
hole

1 Anat A small hole or opening in a bone,
etc ; esp applied to the two openings on the inner

wall of the tympanum of the ear,fenestra ovals

,

rotunda (see quot 1884)
1844 Hoblyn Diet Med Terms rsi/x Fenestra ovalis and

? o lunda the oval and round apertures of the internal ear

1854 Owen She l
<J*

Teeth (1855) 33 The altsphenoids, form
the anterior half of the fenestra ovahs 1870 Rolleston
Auvn Life 7 An interorbital fenestra 1877 flvxizvAnat
In?’ Amm vu. 400 An oval fenestra, covered only by a thin
and transparent portion of the integument 1884 Barr Dis
Ear 111 1 260 The fenestra ovahs or opening into the vesti-

bule and the fenestra rotunda or opening into the cochlea.
The fenestra ovahs is m the upper and back part of the
inner wall at the bottom of a recess. 1 he fenestra rotunda
. is also situated at the bottom ofa recess in the bone

2 Zool (See quot

)

1881 Vines m Nature No 620 463 Fenestras openings
[in the zoarium] connected by the general substance of the
zoanum.

3 . Bot See quot Also c an opening through a
membrane’ ( Treas Bot 1866).
1828 Stark Eleni. Nat Hist h 459 The part at which

the seed has separated from the ovary is mdicatea by a
small mark or scar, calledfenestra.

t Feme stral, sb. Obs Also 5 fenestralle, 6
fenestrall [a. OF fenestral, f fenestre • see Fe-
nester ] A window-frame or lattice, often fitted

with cloth or paper as a substitute for crystal or

glass ; a window Rarely of the filling m of the

fiame . A window-pane.
[1291 Aids Exors Q Eleanor in Househ Exps (Roxb)

i3S Pro canabo ad fenestrallas uj d ] X399 Mem Ripon
(Surtees) III 129 Et in j parva seruia enip proj fenestrall

infra capellam Beatse Manse, i\d 1430 Lydg Citron Ti oy
11 xi, All the windowes and eche fenestrall Wrought were of
beryle & of cleare crystal! c 1430 — Mm Poems (Percy
Soc ) 203 To telle what shuld hire baggys been, Whoos
fenestralle were hard to glase 1519 Horman Vulg 242
Paper or lyn clothe straked a ciosse with losyngz make
fenestrals in stede of glasen wyndowes 1523 Skelton
Gad. Laurel 1387 The fenestrall, Glittryng and glistiyng
and gloriously glasid 1530 Palsgr 219/3 Fenesti all,

chassis detoille, on depanpier [X851 TurnerDom Aichit.
II 1 13 The windows were usually fitted with lattices or
fenestials ]

iransf <51430 Ptlgr LyfManhaden xlti (1869) 92 Thou
shuldest not weene that the soule haue neede of these eyeu
For bifore and bihynde, with oute bodelych fenestralle, he

seeth his gostlich good

Fenestral (fzne stral), a. [ad. L fenesti dl-is,

f. fenestra
;

see Fenestra ]

1 . Of or pertaining to a window.
1674-81 m Blount Glossogr 1691 Wood Ath Oxou II.

699 Collections of monumental and fenestral inscriptions

1696-g Bp W. Nicolson Eng Hist, Libr 11 145 Anth.Wood
Collected the Fenestral Inscriptions in the County of
Oxfoid 1776 R Graves Enphrosyne 1 iv, On almost every
occasion ofhuman life Fenestral, Parietal, and what not.

2 Altai, and Surg. 1 Having small openings like

windows’ (Wagstaffe). Fenesti al bandage, ‘a
bandage, compiess, or plaster with small perfora-

tions or openings to facilitate discharge ’ (Dungli-

son). Cf. Fenestrate v.

3 Biol. a. Of, pertaining to, or of the natuie of

a fenestra, b Furnished with fenestrse

1865 Gosse Land Sea (1874) 156 Pseudopodia that pro-

ject through the fenestral apertures.

Fenestrate (She str<?t), a. [ad. L. fenestrdt-

us, pa pple offenestrare, f Fenestra ]

1 Having small perforations or openings like

a window. Chiefly Bot and Zool

1835 Lindley Introd Bot (1848) II 21 The .
.
phragma

has a slit m its centre, and is said to be fenestrate 1846
Dana Zooph (1848) 5x4 Panetes fenestrate i860 Balfour
Man. Bot § 555 'I he replum sometimes exhibits perfora-

tions, becoming fenestrate. 1874 M Cooke Fungi 132 The
spondia in Hysterium proper are sometimes fenestrate.

2 . Entom. = Fenestrated 3.

1842 in Brandc.

Fenestrate (ftncstr^O, v. rare [f L fene-

strat- ppl. stem offenestrare (f Fenestra)
;

see

-ATE.] tram. To furnish (a bandage) with small

holes or openings. —
1887 Lancet 24 Sept. 604/1 Harelip strapping . is fenes-

trated, and cut into strips.

Fenestrated (fine stated), ppl a [f L.

fenesti dt-us (see prec.) + -ed 1
]

1 Aich furnished with windows
1849 Weale Diet Terms 183/2 Astylar and fenestrated

ought to be merely convertible tenus, but as they are not
[etc 3 In mod Diets

2 In scientific use Pierced with a hole or with

holes, perforated 1 Fenesti atedmcmbi aue (Anat )
•

that form of the elastic tissue of the middle or

contractile coat of the arteries, in which it presents

a homogeneous membiane the meshes of which
appear as simple perforations * (Hoblyn, 1S6S)
1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat IV 1370/1 Fenestrated mem-

brane 1865 Gosse Land <$• Sea 156 The shells [of Poly-
cystwa] are siliceous Their walls beautifully fenestrated

with large angular or circular perforations 1878 Bell
Gcgenbmter's Comp. Anat. 476 The coiacoid is not unfre-

quently fenestrated 1886 Guillemard Cruise ofMardusa
II x88 Fleshy, fenestrated leaves

3 Entom Having transparent spots.

1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1828) III xxxn. 301 The male
Locust® have a fenestrated ocellus

Fenestration (fenesti Jon) [n. of action f.

L fenestrare : see Fenestrate v ]
1 . The arrangement of windows in a building
1846 Civ Eng $ Archit Jrnl IX. 293 Ihe fenestmtion

of boane’s building was praiseworthy 1879 Sir G G Scott
Led Archit I. 159, I see no difference of principle in the
fenestration of the Early French and the Early English
Pointed styles

2 . Anat. The process of becoming perfoiated;

the formation of small holes b The condition

of being fenestrated or perforated
1870 Rolleston Amm Life 150 Reduced by extreme

fenestration to mere senes of filaments x88x Mivart Cat
329 Fenestration—denoting that a solid structure has dis-

solved itself at one spot or moie, so as to give rise to an
apeiture perfoiating it

t Fenestrelle. Obs ? are [a OF fenestrelle,

dim. offenestre see Fenester.] A small window
c 1420 Pallad on Hush 1. 534 A toure with plaine and

whited walles, And fenesti elles 1111 Ibid. 545 In every fene-

strell [sic MS , printed -tell]

Fenestriform (ftne strifpim), a rare— 1
, [f.

L fenestra window +-(i)eorm] Window-shaped
1860 Ecclesiologist XXI 359 The most westernly [bay]

carries outside fenesti tform panelling

Fenestrule (fine Stral). Zool. [ad L fene-

strula, dim of Fenestra] (See quot rS8i )

187* Nicholson PaUeont 196 The branches of the ccence-

cium unite with one another in such a manner as to form
ovate interspaces or ‘fenestrules’ x88x Nature 15 Sept
463/r Fenestrules—The square, oblong, or paitially rounded
openings m the zoanum—connected by non-cellular dissepi-

ments—of Fenestella, Polypora, and species allied to these

t Fenfield man. Obs (See quot

)

c 1630 Risdon Sum Devon & 215 (1810) 223 There are
certain tenants dwelling in and about the moor, which are
called Fenfield Men, m ancient times Fengfield

,

and these

be the king’s special tenants, pay him yearly rent They
may winter in the forest so much cattle as they can keep,

so that it be by day.

+ Feng, sb. Obs. Also 3 south, dial. veng.
[OK fing str. raasc = OFns. feitg ON fengr.

OTeut. *fangpo-z

,

f. root of*fanhan, OE fan

.

see

Fang v *] a =Fang sb 1 b =Fang sb a.

exx?5 Lamb Horn. 39 LeteS eower stale and eower reaflac

for ms J>er nan feng on C1205 Lay 1773 Swa heo ferden

to heora scipa mid alien heora uenge Ibid 8610 We scullen

. semen J?es fehtes & nawiht ]>es fenges <2x250 Owl #
Night 1285 At eche fenge Thu fullest mid thine ahene
swenge
Fengite : see Phengite. Min
IPe’tL-liood. nonce-wd Fens collectively.

1834 New Monthly Mag XLI. 324 A place ensconced in

fenhood

Fenian (finian), sb and a. [f Oil fane
‘ one

of the names of the ancient population of Ireland

'

(Wmdisch', confused 111 modem times with fleam
fern, collect , the name of a body of warriors who
are said to have been the defenders of Ireland in

the time of Finn and other legendary Irish kings.]

A. sb.

1 (See quot. 3879.) Obs exa. Hist.

1816 Scott Antiq, xxx, [A pietended translation from

Osman] Do you compare your psalms To the tales of the

baie-armed Fenians? 1861 E O’CurryZ.^ MS. Materials

Am Ir Hist 302 Goll Mac Morna, the great chief of the

Connacht Fenians X879 Encycl Bnt IX. 75/1 According

to popular tradition the Fians, or Fenians were mercenary

tribes acting as a permanent military force for the support

of the Ard Rig, or king of Eire.

2 One of an organization or ‘brotherhood

formed among the Irish in. the United States of

America for promoting and assisting revolutionary

movements, and for the overthrow of the English

government m Ireland.

1864 Leeds Mercury xi Mar., The men known under the

f
eneral name of Fenians are regarded with no friendly eye

y the Roman Catholic clergy in Ii eland and America.

1865 Sat Rev 4 Mar 240 Rebels (of late called Fenians).

1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. Iul 139 Several Fenians

were taken and shot.

!B. adj.

1 . Of or pertaining to the Fenians (Fenian sb. 1).

x86x E O’Cukky Lett. MS. Materials Anc Ir Hist. 299

The Fenian Poems, many ofwhich are attributed to Oism
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and Fergus 1862 W F Sk£Nr in Bl ofLismore Introd

80 Districts in which the Feman names enter most largely

into the topography of the Highlands

2 Of or pertaining to the Fenians
(
’sb 2) or to

Fenianism. Fenian Bi otherhood (see quot 1S90

)

1865Ann Reg 172 The new conspiracy commonly known
by the name of 'Fenian' Ibid 17s A secret society called

the Fenian Biotheihood. x8go C L Norton Poht
Americanisms 43 As generally understood in America, the
* Fenian Biotherhood ’ is a league pledged to the libeiation

of Ireland

Feminism (fr mantz’m) [f prec. + -ism] The
principles, purposes and methods of the Fenians
1866 Spectator 1 Dec 1329 'the revival of Fenianism is as

formidable as its outbreak 1870 Lowell Anions' my Bis
Sei.I (1873) 13 1 The invisible ommpiesence of Fenianism
1880 M> Cartiiy Own rimes IV I111 147 Their deaths did
not discouiage the spmt of Fenianism

t Fenicula'ceous, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f L

fmniculum fennel + -aceous ] Resembling fennel

1657 Tomlinson Renods Disfi 240 Wilde Parsnip its

stalk and muscary being femculaceous,

Penis:, obs. form of Phcenix

+ Pent, v Obs In 4 fenke, venire, [acl OF,
vencre\modF vaimre) —L vwccre ] trans To
vanquish ; conquei Also absol
c 1320 Settytt Sag (W) 2024 Ouertomen, venkud, and

bitratd 1340-70 Ahsaunder 323 Philip fenkes in fyght
1340-70 A lex <S- Dmii 330 Haddest bou fenked be fon .

J>at in |>i flech dwellcn

Fenks (fenks),// Also finks The fibrous parts

of the blubber of a whale, which contain the oil

,

the refuse of the blubber when melted. Also in

Comb
,
asfenk(s)-back . see quot

1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Res' II 399 A ‘fenk back’ or
dcpositoi y for the lefuse of the blubbei. Ibid II 434 The
fenks form an excellent mamue 1836 Uncle Philip's
Count rs Whale Fishery 232 Ihe men stir the blubber
with poles to pievent the fenks from sticking to the sides

1876 Whitby Gloss , Finks.

t Fen-lich, a and adv. [OE. fenhe, f. Few
sb 1 + -he, -is 1

,
the mod. form would be *fenly ]

Fenny, dirty, marshy, miry. Hence Fe'nliche
adv , filthily.

rxooo /Eltric Gram ix. (Z) 45 Paluster
\
fenlic exoaa

.$V. Gnthlac (1848) 22 Betwyx Jia fenlican gewndo J>a:s wid-
gillan westenes, J>aet he ana ongan eardian a 1223 Auer
R 206 Hwo se mile iSe niucliele fulSe nenhche uallen.
<2x240 U1 eisun in Coll Horn 202 Ich ham wiS lioie horie
fenliche lfuled

Fe*n-like, a. Resembling a fen, marshy
x5<Sx Daus tr Bnllinger on Apoc (1373) 225 b, Altogether

froggelyke and fenlyke 1660 Howell Lexicon
,
Fennie,

fen like, marcscageux, painstre

Fe-n-xnan. An inhabitant of the fens.
x6xo Holland Camden's Brit 491 Girvij that is, as some

interpret it, Fen men or Fen-dwellers x6xx Cotgr s y.
Boenf, As our fenne men [say], rather catch a ducke than
feed an Oxe 1626 Bacon Sylvu § 600 The Fen-men hold
that the Sewers must be kept. 1766 Pennant Zool, (1776)
I. 254 Stares . do great damage to the fen men by roosting
on the reeds 1856 P Thompson Hist Boston 644 The fen-
men were, a century later, known as the Slodgers, or Fen-
Slodgers 1865 Kingsley Hcrew Prel 19 After the snow
would come the fenman's yearly holiday

+ Fe*xme. Ob?, rare- \ ? A dragon.
i5<$7 Turberv tr Ovid's Ep vi 25 And that the waker

Fenne the golden spoyle did keepe

II Fenn.ec (fe nek) Zool. Also fennie. [Arab

CiLbsfenek, a name vaguely applied to various fur',

bearing animals ] The name of an animal (Cams
zerda) found m Afiica, resembling a small fox, but
having very long ears.

1790 BrucE Trav V 135 After leaving Algiers I met with
another fennec at Tunis 1848 Craig, Fennie c 1850 Nat
Eiicycl I 264 Various species of foxes and fox-like animals,
among which we may notice the fennec x888 Riverside
Nat, Hist V 4x2 The Fennec is a pretty little animal, rang-
ing over a large part of Africa

Fennel (fenel). Forms: x flnugl, fLnul(e,
fenol, thiol, 3, 5 fenyl(le, (4 fynel, 5, 7 fexul,
6 foenall), 4-7 fenel(l(e, 6-7 femiell, 7- fennel
See also Finkle [OE. fmugl, fintile wk. fem

,

fenol, finnl raasc., ad. popular L fenuclum,
fenoclum (substituted for class. L fseniculwn

,
dim.

offsentrn hay)
;

from the same form come OF.
fenotl (mod. F.fenomt), Vi.fenolh, W.f.noulno,
Sp hincjo~\

1 . A fragiant perennial umbellifer (Fetmculum
vulgare') having yellow lloweis, cultivated chiefly
for its use m sauces eaten with salmon, etc
a •jQo Epinal Gloss 451 Ftnictilus, finu^l, c 1000 jElfric

Gloss in Wr-Wulcker 322 Fenicuhm
,
fenol. aixrio in

*Wrigh t Lyric P» xm 44 The fenyl ant the fille 1393 Gower
Conf III. 129 His herbs The vertuous fenel 1486 Bl. St.
A loans B iv b, Wassh the flesh in y° Juce of fenell 1333
Elyot Cast Helthe (1339) 41a, Wyne . whenn the rootes
of persely or fenel be stieped 1338 Turner Libclhts, Foe-
nell\,Fenicnlum. 1602 Shaks Ham iv v xBoTheie’s Fen-
nell for you 1667 Milton P, L ix 581 A savone odour
. more pleas'd my sense Than smell of sweetest Fenel 1732
Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 260 Fennel contains a subtil
Spice *770 Goldsm Des, Vtll 23+ With aspen boughs,
and floweis and fennel gay 1706 Mrs Glasse Cookery
xyiu. 291 Garnish with fennel ana parsley. 1841-6 Longt.
Goblet ofLife v,The Fennel with its yellow flowers 1870
Browning Pheidipptdes 82 This herbage I bear—Fennel,
whatever it bode.

lb. With qualifying words indicating different

species
;
esp Indian Fennel, F&niculum Panmo-

num, an annual variety of F. vulgare employed in

India m curries and for medicinal purposes. Sweet
Fennel, Fsmculum duke or officinale,

grown m
kitchen-gardens for the sake of its leaves

1796 C Marshall Garden xvi (1813) 267 Sweet fennel is

an annual, cultivated for its seeds in medicine x8ix A T
Thomson Loud Disp (1818)34 The root of the common
fennel, and the seed of the sweet fennel, aie officinal

2 Popularly applied to plants resembling the

preceding, as Dog or Four’s Fennel, Anthemis
CoUtla\ Hog’s Fennel, Peucedamtm officinale ;

Horse Fennel, Seselt Hippomaraihrum ; Sea
Fennel, Crtthmum manttmum\ Sow Fennel =»

Hog's F. , Water Fennel, Callitnche verna.

1323 Fitziierb Hush. § 20 Doggefenell m the commynge
vp is lyke fenell, and beaieth many white floures 1688
R Holme Armoury ir 73/1 The dog Fennel hath small
deep daik leaves 1712 ti Pomet's Hist Drugs I 7 Another
kind of Fennel . . bears the Name of Sea-Fennel. 1863 Prior
Plant-n (1879) 77 Dog's Fennel

b. Fennel-flower, a herb of the genus Nigella

Also with distinguishing epithets, as Common

,

Spanish, Small, Wild Fennel-flower
1863 Prior Plant-n (1879) 77 Fennel-Flower, from its

fennel-like finely divided leaves x868 Hlreman Pax ton's

Lot Diet. 392/2 The species of Fennel-flower are curious
and ornamental

c Fennel-giant (Ferula communis), a plant

of the genus Ferula ; also with distinguishing

epithets, as Bi oad-haved, Furrowed
,
Knotted, etc

= Giantfennel,
1578 Lyte Dodocns n Kxxix. 269 The seconde kinde is

called .wilde Fenell, and gi eat Fenell and of some Fenell
Giant 1591 Sylvester Du Bat fas 1 m (1641) 27/2 Th*
Hearb Sagapen [side note Fenelgyanl] serves the slowe
Asse for meat 1654 Gataker Disc Apol 70 A Ferula, or
Fennel-giant, as some teun it 1794 Martin Rousseau's
Hot. xxn 237 It [Ferula] is so lofty and huge a plant as to
have acquned the name of Fennel Giant. 1848 in Craig
3 As an emblem of flattery

1584 Lyly Sappho 11 iv, Fancy is aworme, that feedeth
first upon fenell 1392 Greene Upst Courtier (1871) 2
Womans weeds, fennel I mean for flatterers 1634 Phyala
Lachrymarum (Nares), N01 fennell-finkle bring for flattery

4 attnb and Comb , as fennel-plant, -root
,
-seed,

-stalk? fennel-like, -nibbed adjs , also f fennel
apple, the name of a variety of apple

;
fennel oil,

‘ the oil of common fennel containing anethol and
a terpene’ (Watts) j fennel water, a spirituous

liquor prepared from fennel seed,=

F

enouillette
1664 Evelyn Kal Hort. (1729) 225 Apples “Fennel

Apple X72X m Bailey X855 Singleton Vvgtl I 63
Blooming “fennel-plants And giant lilies tossing to and fro

1642 Milton Apol Smect (1851) 288 To see clearer then
any “fenell uib’d Serpent c 1000 Sax Leechd. Ill 28
“Finol saed . gnid to duste, 1362 Langl P PI A v 156,
I haue . A PerJung-worjj of Fenel-seed for |ns Fastyng
dayes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 528 Take Eaith made with
Marjoram, bruised, or stamped, and set in it Fennell-Seed
*691 Ray Creation 1 75 You can by no Culture extend a
“Fennel Stalk to the stature and bigness of an Oak. vj$j
A Cooter Distiller 11 v (1760) 126 Simple Waters now
commonly made are . Cmamon-water, “Fennel-water, etc

*879 Eiicycl Bnt (ed. o) IX. 76/1 The fruits, are used foi

the preparation of oil of fennel and fennel water

Penner (fe nai). rare. [f. Fen sb.
1 + -eb1]

=
Fen-man
1844 [see Fen sb 1

5]

f Pe’imilicli, a. Obs. [f, Fenny + -hch, -ly
Dirty, filthy, miry.
a razg St. Marker 13 Fule ant fennihche i fleschliche

fulthen c 1230 Hah Meid ix Into ful5e fennihche akasteS
se mome
+ Fe'nnin, fenny. Obs [Corruption of Ger

pfenni(rPg ] English names for the German com
pfennig, now worth about a tenth of a penny.

x6xx Coryat Crudities 463 Tinne money called fennies.
1756 Nugent Gr Tourll 61 In most of the king of Prussia’s
dominions, the moneys are expressed by crowns grosses,
and fennins

Fennish (fe nif), a. [f. Fen sb.
1 + -ish.]

1 = Fenny a. 1 1 .

*57? B GoogeHeresbach'sHusb t (1386) 24 The land it
selfe is called fennishe, where the water still continues.
1602 Fulbecke 2nd Pt Parall 54 To turne fennish ground
into firme giound x66x Lovell Hist Anwt. % Mm 145
In Fennish and watery places 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

2 . Belonging to or produced from a fen, Also
of a bird : Inhabiting the fen.

1574 Whitgidt Def Aunsw in §30. 37 8 All the Fennishe
waters m a whole Countrey xfioo Maides Metam n in
Bullen 0. PI I 120 Where fennish fogges and vapours do
abound i66x Lovell Hist Amm $ Mm Introd. 4 Tit-
mouse, great fennish 1851 College Life time fas. /, 63
Symonds fell a victim to the fennish malaria.
3 Savouring of the fen

,
muddy

*66t J Childrey Brit, Bacon 88 The Stews were made
to feed Pikes and Tenches fat, and to scour them from their
muddy Fenuish taste.

Fenny (firm), a.
1 [OKfpmig, ffan Fen ]

1. Of the nature of, or characterized by, fen;
boggy, swampy
_c 100a Mlfric

G

loss in Wi -Wulckei 147 Uhgmosus ager.
Fenmg secer c 1420 Ballad on Hiesb, 11 22 The fenny feeld
it is not forto plowe. a 1440 Found St, Bartholomew's 22
Right vncleene it was and as a inaryce dunge and fenny

with water 1533 Eden Treat Nerve Ind (Arb ) 19 They
are engendered . in fennie & mamshe groundes *624
Capt Smith Vngtma iv 162 Large Fenny vnwholsome
Marshes. 1712 Steele hpect No 406 v 4 They journey
through the fenny Moors 1803 Luccock Nat Wool x86
Almost the only animal of the kind known through the
fenny district, 1858 Bushnell Nat § Supernat vi (1864)
192 Muddy riveis, with their fenny shoies, tenanted by
hideous alhgatois

2 Inhabiting, growing, or produced in a fen.

Now only of plants.

1343 Traheron Vtgo's Chirurg n ix. 42 He must abstaine
also from maryshe fyshes and fennie, and drye oystres

1545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 128 A fennye goose 1587
Harrison England n xmi (1877) 1 343 Fennie bote,
broome, tuifle, [etc] will be good meichandwe euen m
the citie of London 1605 Shaks Macb iv. 1. 12 Fillet of
a Fenny Snake, In the Caukbon boyle and bake 1607
Topsell Serpents (1608) 703 Dragons fenny, and living in
the manshes c 1629 Layton Synos Pica Ep Ded , Fenny.
Bitters in their hollowc canne make a terrible noyse 1660
Lovell Hist Amm.

<J- Mm 181 They are a fenny fowl
a 1721 Prior Solomon 1 324 In the tioubl’d Stream and
fenny Brake *8x8 Keats Eudyrn 1. 80 Winding through
palmy fern, and rushes fenny 1822 Hood Lycus, Like a
long silver rivulet under The long fenny grass

+ 3 Muddy, dirty. Alsofig. Obs
c 897 K /Eltred Gregory's Past xiu 74 Gif sio [hond] .

.

bi5 fennegu. 13 E.E Allit P B 1x13 J>aj J?ou be
man fenny, & al to-marred in myre pou may schyne pur3
schryfte a *340 Hami'OLePj/x/^j-Ixxvii 50 Vayn innglyiige
pat is in fenny wittes. 1633 Quarlls Embt n xiv (1718)
1 18 What fenny trash maintains the smoth’nng flies Of his
desires

!

4. Comb

,

fenny-seated a
,
situated m a fen;

t fenny-stones, a kind of Oichis
1631 Weever Attc. Fun. Mon 58 That famous fenny-

seated Monastery. 1397 Gerardt Hetbal 1. cv. 174 Of
Fennie stones. *678 Phillips, Fenny-stones, a plant some-
what of the nature and kind of the Cynos Orchis or Dog-
stones. X72X-X800 Bailey, Fenny stones

Fe'nny, a 2 Obs. exc dial. Also 1 fyms, 8
vmny. [OE fymg,

i.fync. Fen sbp mould. Cf.

Finew ] Spoiled with damp, mouldy, musty
c xooo iEltric Josh, ix 5 Fime hlafas 1373 Tusslr Hnsb.

xxxv (1878) 83 More fennie the laier the better his lust,

more apt to beare hops when it crumbles like dust X674
Ray S E C Words 65 Fenny cheese, mouldy cheese,
Kent 1736 Lewis TJianet Gloss

,
Fenny, rotten, mouldy

cheese ' vmny cheese c i860 Kentish, dial, ‘This bread
is fenny ma'am, all through lying m that damp place *

Fennyxe, obs. form of Phcenix.
Feno(c)chio, obs. f. Finochio, sweet fennel

Fenoe, Fenoed, var. of Finew, Finewed, Obs

t Fe'nory. Obs. ran-1
, [f. L fsenoi -, fams

interest + -v 3
.] Interest of money.

1572 T Wilson Usurye 85 b, Usuryc or fenorye is a gayne
demaunded aboue y° principal

t Fenouil. [mF.fenomllelf fenouil Fennel]
= Fennel apple ; see Fennel 4
1664 Evciyn Kal Hort. (1729) 207 Apples John-Apples,

Robillard, Red Fennouil.

f Fenouille-tte. Also 8 fen.ouillet(e. [a
F.fenomllette, f fenouil Fennel ] Fennel water
1706 Lond Gas. No 4280/4 French Wines, most Clarets,

Prunes, Brandy, and Fenouillete, 1713 Dr Swift’s Real
Diary 5 (D ) He’s a silly fellow. Went home to take some
fenouillet I was so sick of him X758 J S. Le D? an's
Observ Snrg. (1771) 282,

1

found a scent of Fenouillette.

FenowQe, -ed, var. of Finew, Finewed, Obs
FensabiH, -bly, obs. ff Fenoible, Fbncibly.

t Fe'HSive, a Obs. [Shortened form of De-
fensive.] = Defensive.
1583 Stanyhurst PEneis ir (Arb) 53 Fensiue seruice

XS9S Barnfield Some 1, Skm, the bodies fensiue wall 1602
Warner Alb Eng 13 Thelroyans seeke to retire into
their fensive towne. i6at Quarles Div Poems, Esther
(17x7) 137 The Hills His fensive Bulwarks are.

+ Fe‘nsure. Obs. Also 6 feanser. [f. fens,
obs. f. Fence v + -uke.] A fence.

1332 Huloet, Fence or fensure, vallum a xyoo Lord of
Lorn in Roxb Ball (1874) II, 332 The Lady is a hunting
gone over feanser that is so high.

Pent (fent), sb. Also 5 vent, 5-7 fente, 7 fenth.
[ad Ft. fente, f. fendre :—L.Jinddre to split.]

1, A short slit or opening m a robe, esp the
opening at the throat, usually closed by a brooch,
trimmed with fur, etc Also a placket or placket-
hole. Now chiefly dial.
c 2430 Syr Gener (Roxb) 5941 The stroke vndre the fent,

Queyntly al a-side it went. <. 2440 Promp Parv 156
Fente of a clothe, fibulalonum. c 1450 Henrysom Mor
Fab. 5s Flours fair fiured on euene fent, 1439 Wardrobe
Sir T, Fastolf in At cheeologia XXI 253, 1 jakket of red
felwet, the ventis bounde with red lether a 1300 Assembly
ofLadies, The coller and the vent With greate perles
were couched al after one worching 1302 Privy Purse
Exp Elis of York (1830) 69 Item for a nayle of sarcenet
mr fentes for the same gowne mjd 1330 Palsgr. 219/2
Fent of a gowne, fente. x6rx Cotgr., La fetite d'une
chemise, the fent of a shirt 1653 Uhquhart Jewel Wks.
(1834) 241 A cloth of gold petticoat, m the anterior fente
whereof was an asteristick ouch 1814 Law Case (Jam ),He put his hand into the fent of her petticoat.

2. fa. A crack m the skin (obs.)
; b. (see quot,

1776) ; e. an opening or rift m the ground.
1397 Lowe Chvrurg (1634) 188 Clifts or Fentbs in the

Eares or Nose. 1776 Da Costa Conch 343 The fent (Rima)
is the opening of the Shell? on the Slopes 1878 Lady
Herbert tr H&bner's Ramble it. ii. 244 A ravine, or rather
a deep fent in the soil.



FENT.

3. dial The binding of any part of the dress
1847 in Halliwell. 1877 N W. Line, Gloss, Fent, the

binding of a woman s dress

4 A remnant (of cloth),

1847 in Halliwell 185s Robinson Whitby Gloss., Fonts
remnants of cloth in varieties i860 O'Neill Client

Calico Printing- 312 If a fent mordanted foi black and
purple be dipped in hot caustic soda, it will [etc ] 1864
B Brieeley Irkdale I. iS6 A couple of fents of his own
weaving

5 attnb

,

(sense 4) asfent-dealer
, -merchant

1884 Month. Exam 18 Sept 5/3 Mr M. . started in
business as a fent and general merchant 1892 Simmonds
Trade Dtct Sup , Fent-Dealer, a piece broker, a letailer
of remnants of cloth

+ Fent, v obs
?To make slits in

rare- 1
, [f prec. sb] trails.

^Nottingham Rec IV 237 Forfentinge tennemoryons

"Pent, -ly, obs. and dial. ff. Faint sb., Faintly,
Fenugreek (fe niwgrzk) Forms I fenogre-
cum, 4-5 fene-

3 feyngrek, (4 ferny greke), 6
fene-, feny-greke, fen(e)-, fenigreek(e, (6 fene-
oryck, 7 feenegreeke), 6-7 fem-, feny-, fenu-
greek, (S fenegry), 7 fenu-Greek, 9 feenu-
greek, 7- fenugreek [OE fenogmeum, L.
fanugrsecum foi fsenum Grmcum Greek hay, the
name given by the Romans (see quot 1861). The
ME and later forms are ad hr. fenugrec=Fr.
fenugrec,fengrec ]
1 . A leguminous plant (.Trigonella Fcenum Grm-
cum

) cultivated for its seeds, which aie used by
farriers

c 1000 Sax Leechd II 181 Wi}> samm masan eft xedo on
wearmne ele Jia wyit J>e hatte fenogrecum 13 Med
Receiptm Rel Ant. I 51 Tak feinygreke and farse the
catte C1420 Pallad on Tlnsb n 43 Ffeyngrek is to be
sowe m this Janes ende 156a Turner Hei bal 11 5 a. The
flour or meale of Fenegi eke 1631 Markham Cheap Hush
1 Table Hard Words, Fenugreek is an Herb which hath a
long slendei trailing stalk 1708 W. King Cookery ix, The
herb fenugreek, with pickles, oil, and wine, was a Roman
dainty 1861 Miss Pratt 1<lower PI II, 97 Fenugreek
so called by the Romans from their having adopted the
practice of cutting and drying it for fodder 1877 Erichsen
Surg I 15 The patient should be roused by the use of
vinegar or fenugreek.

2 attnb., as fenugreek-flower, -seed
1614 Markham Cheap Hush 1 v (1668) 41 Take of Fenu-

greek-seed one ounce 1643 J Steer tr Exp Chyrurg
vi 25A Decoction of Foenegreeke or Melelot flowers 1701
Hamilton Bertkollet's Dyeing II ir m 11 T36 One dram
of fenugreek seed 1853 Sovru Pantroph 144 Cook it in a
saucepan with fenugreek seed

Fenum, obs. f. Fcenum, dial f. of Venom
Fenyce, obs. form of Phcenix

tFe'nyent, a. Sc. Obs rare. [a OF.feignani.]
s= Faineant attnb
*444 Sc Acts 19 Jan {title), Act for the way-putting of

Fenyent Fules.

Fenyh.0, -ye, -yie, obs Sc forms of Feign.
Feny(ne, obs form of Feign,
Fenyah, obs. form of Finish,
Feo, obs form of Fee sb 1 and 2.

Feoble, obs form of Feeble.
Feodary, Feodatory see Feu-
Feod(e, obs forms of Feud sb.

1 and 2
.

Feoff, var form of Fief sb.

Feoff (fef), 7J. Forms: 3 feoffen, 3-7 feff,

0-7 feoffe, (feofe, feoffee), 4-7 feoff, (9 dial
feft) Pa. t and pa pple. feoffed; also 5-6
feft(e, 7 feoft. See also Fief v. [Early ME.
feoffen

,

ad KF. feoffer, OP .fieuffer, fieffer, f. ficu,
fief', see Fee sb. 2, Fief sb ]
1. Law trans. To put m legal possession (pro-

perly confined to freehold interests in corporeal
hereditaments; formerly sometimes inaccurately
used of leasehold)

;
=Enfeoff v i ? Obs.

exago T Eng. Leg I 463/33 To feoffen heore children
pare-wiz echon 1207 R Glouc (Rolls) 7585 Men ofreligion
ofnormandie Hefeffedeheremidloncles C1330R Brunne
Caron, (1810) 33 pe abbey of Rumeye he feffed richely With
rentes c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Justma 648 J>e bischope
gert J>ane a nunry make & feffit for Justims sake c 1386
Chaucer Merck T 454 Every script and bond, By which
mat sche was feoffed in his lond *415 E.E Wills (1882) 24
the londes rentes that 3e bun feoffed In c 1423 Wyntoun
Cron v x 347 He fefte (?e kyrk .Wytht gret and fayie and
k® Franchys c 1430How IVise Mon taic^t Son 96 in Babecs

1
Si For ntchesse take hir neuere Jje more ]?ou3 sche

wolde bee hope feffe & ceese 1520 Caxton’s Chron Eng
v. 49 b/2 Whan Arthur had thus his hnyghtes feoffed. 1573
Iusser Husb. cxiu 1x878) 213 Gentne standes, not all by
landes, Nor all so feft 1620 Bp Hall Hon Mar Clergie
n 9 8 Anastatius feoffed in some Temporalties which hee
would rather die than not leave to his issue

b. Tofeoff{and person) to the use of (another)

,

to invest with the legal estate, subject to an obliga-

tion to allow the use to (the other person).
Until 1333 this proceeding was very commonly resorted to

to evade the burdens incident to ownership of land The
Statute of Uses passed in that year provided that in all

cases of feoffment to uses the cestui que me should have the
legal estate

*49* Act 7 Hen VII, c 20 § 7 Persones feoffed or seased
to thuse of theym.

159 FERAL.
+ C fig Obs

li f&
0
? BriTc C

/
2T* <i8io> z39 Men gyf God >e lest,

All/
him with a ferping c«go Will Palernex93 Til

alle his felawes were ferst feffed to here paie c 1374Chaucer Berth n m 38 J)o feffedest J>cm fortune wib
glosvnge wordes e 1460 Crt ofLaos 932 Nay God forbid
to feffe you so with grace c 1460 Tcmmelty Myst (Surtees)

£
e?’m m a

,

stede *SS6 Bp Hall

inheritance
l660 154 lhat wemay ^ feoffed in that blessed

d, f In wider sense : To present (a person) with
anything {obs

) Also dial, (see quot. 18 rs)
1377 Langl P. PI B 11 146 And feffe false-witnes with

floreines ynowe e 1450 Merlin 374 The kynge hym feffed
with his right glove. 1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss

, Fefted,legally secui ed with a maintenance ‘ He fefted his wife on
so much a year

'

+ 2 To confer (a heritable possession) upon.
Chieflyfig Obs.
137* Golding Calvin 011 Ps Ixxm, 7 God feoffeth abundance

ot all good thinges upon them 139a Warner Alb Eng
vii xxxv (1612) 169 Those Stiles were strange, but thay
Did feofe them oil the base-boine Muffe 1612-3 Bp Hall
Lontempi

, O T x \1, He makes his son his priest, and
teonees that smne upon his sonne which he received from
nis mother 1649~ Cases Consc m 1 (1634) 169 Feoffing
a supernaturall vertue upon diugges

Feoffee (feff). Law. Forms 1 5-6 feffeo, 5
fefee, -i(e, 5-7 feoffe, 5

—8 feofe(e, 7 feofy, 9
feeoffe(e, 6- feoffee, [ad AF. feoffe, pa pple.
oifeoffer . see prec.]

1 1 he person to whom a freehold estate m land
is conveyed by a feoffment.
*542-3 Act 34-s Hen VIII

, c 3 5 17 The donees, feoffes,
lessees, and deuisees therof 1660 Bond Scut Reg 02 The
leoflee his title is only from the Feoffor 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed_ 2) IV 427 In this case the feoffee hath an estate
upon condition 1876 Diguy Real Prop 1. 49 1 he giantor
is called the feoffor, the grantee the feoftee

2 spec a (More fullyfeoffee m or of trust') A
tmstee invested with a freehold estate in land Now
chiefly applied m pi to certain boards of elected
01 nominated tiuslees holding land for charitable
or other public purposes. Also in Feoffee to Uses .

see Feoff v i b
I*z75 Slat Wcsirn 1 3 Edm I, c 48 Et si lenfaunt seit

alomgne ou destourbe par le gardem ou par le feoffe ou
P?,r autre par quei ll ne puisse sasise smre] 14x1 A E
Wilts (1882) x9 Tenementes stondynge in feffies handes
*49* Act 7 Hen VII, c 2 § 5 They and their feoffes to
the use of every of theym 1593 Norden Spec Bnt

,

M se:

v

1 22 The schole is in. the disposition of sixe go-
veinors or feffees 1596 Spenser State Irel (1633) 19
Desmond conveyed secretly all his lands to Feoffees of
bust 1631 T Powell Tom all Trades 143 In the gift of
the Executoi, Heire, or Feofee of such Donor 1647
Diggls_Unlawf Taking Anns 11 21 As children who have
lost a father, and whose foi tunes by his caie are left to
Feoffees in trust, 1633 Gouge's Comm Heb

, Life, He was
chosen a Tiustee or Feofy 1680 Evelyn Diary (1827) III
26 A meeting of the feoffees of the poore of our parish 1733
II Grfswold Let to Walmesley in Boswell Johnson an
1736, It takemg up some time to informe the feoffees [of the
school] of the contents thereof x86i W S Perry Hist
Ch. Eng I xu 417 The attempt which the Puritans were
making to strengthen their party, by means of a Cor-

poration of Feoffees to buy up impropriations

fl£ 1635 Gurnall Chr in Arm xl (1669) 392/r Art thoi
not God's feoffee in trust to take care of their souls?

+ b. (More fully feoffee m mortgage
) A moil

gagee Obs
1390 Swinburne Testaments 93 In this case the feoffe*

cannot deuise the corne growing vpon the said lande x6a£
Core On Lit

t

209 b, The Feoffee in morgage
Hence Pe offeeship, the office of a feoffee
*632 Gaule Magastrom. 239 Whether you shall waxe xich

by offices, places, executorship, feoffeslup, &c.

Feoffment (fe ftnent) Law Forms
. 4-6, 9

dial. feff(e)ment, (5 feefe-, fef(e)ment), feoffa-

ment, 5 , 9 dial, feftment, 6-7 feoffe-, feof(e)-

ment, 6- feoffment [a. AF. feoffement

,

see
Feoffs and-MENT,]
1. The action of investing a person with a fief or

fee. In technical lang applied esp. to the particular

mode of conveyance (originally the only one used,

but now almost obsolete) in which a person is in-

vested with a freehold estate in lands by livery of

seism (at common law generally but not necessarily

evidenced by a deed, which however is now re-

quired by statute),

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron (x8xo) 234 Edward . salle gyue
Philip be Kyng Alle holy Gascoyn After \>e forty dayes of
}iat feSement, Philip salle gyue [etc ] 1439 E E Wills
(1882) 118 By wey of graunt or feeffement 1440 Promp
Parv. 133 Vefement,frofameutum 1^6$Mann 4 Honseh
Exp
lorde

473 Item, to go throw wyth the feffement of my
of Noiffolke *331 Dial, on Laws Eng 1 xxi

(1638) 39 He that hath, the estate, may lawfully make a
feonement thereof x66o R Coke Power 4 Sitbj 23 Feoff-
ment is the most ancient and necessary Conveyance which
is used by the Common Law 1767 Blacicstone Comm
II n xx 311 By the mere words of the deed the feoffment
is by no means perfected 1873 Poste Gains n Comm,
(ed 2) 172 The essence of a feoffment is livery of seism

b, spec (more fully) feoffment m, of upon

,

trust, feoffvient to uses . see Feoff v i b.

1489 Plumpton Corr 70 A feoffament of trust Indented
made by your mastership unto me. 1490 Ibid. 97 William
Plompton shewed to me a copy of astate & feftment,

mad by my master .to certaine feofes, to his beofe [=to his

own use] of lands, foi terme of his lyfe 1338 Leland Itin,
IV 14 To whom he left his Lana in Feoment withowt
Declaration of Wylie to any use 1532 Huloet, Feofment
ofTrust,fidei comimssum 1606 Holland Sneton § 23 163
The lurisdiction as touching feofments upon trust 1693
Kennett Par Antiq (1818) II. 58 This feoffment uas
JUQ'c^Uy suppressed. Feb 13,1633 1827 Hallam Const
Hist (1876JI vi 344 The piactice of feoffments to uses.

C dial. An endowment
1361 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 131, 1 will that all suche

feoffanients and annuities as I have made unto Symonde
Askwithe shall stand according to th* effecte of my graimte
therof maide 1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss

,
Fejtnuuts,

portions of property belonging to an endowment.
d Peed offeoffment The instrument or deed

by which corpoieal hei editaments are conveyed
?S45~^

t
m Eng Gilds (1870) 252 Hys dede of feoffement

r r
B Jonson Devil an Ass iv in, He haN caused A deed

of feoffment To be drawne yonder 1763 Blackstone
Comm I 70 By the custom ofgavelkind, an infant of fifteen
years may by one species of conveyance (called a deed of
feoffment) convey away his lands in fee simple 1876 Ban-
croft Hist U S II uiv in The lower province was
granted by two deeds of feoffment

=id Obs
*377 ,Langl P PI B 11 72 Symonyeandcyuile vnfoldeth

pe feffement 14 Plumpton Corr 46 My nephew shewed
to me a wyll made upon a feftment 1672 Pftty Pol, Anat.
(1691) 7 Forg’d Feofinents,

3

The fief conferred.
c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 249 Fo [v r To] wild be

feffementei. aid & bel granted ]>ertille.

Feoffor, feoffer (fe for). Law Forms* 5
feffer, (6 -or), -our(e, fefowre, 6 feofer, -ffour,

7 -ffeer, 5- feoffor, 6- feoffer [ad. AF.fcoffour,
f feoffer Feoff w]

"

1 Onewho makes a feoffment to another Rarely
Hist in feudal sense: One who invests another
with a fief.

144° Pi onip Parv 153 Fefowie,/rq/rt/»r 1483^^1^*^
txV *

c 1
,
e Sellers, Feoflforb, Donors, 01 Gratiter4

? i*qa
West 2nd Pt Symbol

\ Chancevie § 37 The feoffor may
reenter and have hvs land again. X6X3 SirH Finch Law
[1636) 133 A good Liuery of seism if the other enter m the
feofiois life time 1767 Blackstone Comm II it. \x
3** Unless the feoffoi hath given it a longer continuance
1863 NiCHOLsfiritton II 6 The first feoffor or the lord of

n anc*ent fee has a better right 1888 Eng Hist
Rev III. 41 Can a feoffer dispose of a fief without the
written consent of his feodary?

H 2. Formerly often misused for Feoffee.
*4a6 -EE Ifdls (1882) 71, I praye my feffours J>at bay

wolde enfeffe Philippe Dene on vj marces of 1 ente, 1331:

J. Atwell m Wells Wills {1890) 82 My feoffers of all my
/ o

,n Bromfelde X603 H. Crosse Vertues Cemmw,
(1878) 91 Hee is a bayliffe, steward, and Feoffei 111 trust

t Feofydye. Obs. = Feoffment m trust (Anglo-
L feoffamentumfidez ,

? abbieviatedfeofffidei),
*544-5 J _Mere Let m Abp Parker's Corr (ParkeiSoc)

x8, 1 would most heartily desire you to know \v ho received]
the feofydye of West Walton m Marshlands,
Feoh, obs. form of Fee sb 1

Feole, variant form of Fele a and adv
Feon, Feond, obs forms of Pheon, Fiend.
Feood, obs form of Feud sb 1

+ Fer, v App meaningless* see context of quot.
1599, of which the phrasem 1611 is piob. an echo.
*599 Shaks Hen V

,

iv iv 29 Boy He sayes his Name
is M Fer Fist. M Fer* lie fer him, and firke him, and
fen et him 16x1 BarreyRamA lley 11 1, 1 could haue ferd
and ferkt y’away a wench As soon as eare a man a hue
Fer, obs form of Fab

; Fear sb. ;
Fire,

Fera . see Febra.

Feracious (ferffi Jas), a [f. L ferdei; ferax
{{. fer-re to bear) + -ous.] Bearing abundantly;
fruitful, prolific

1637 Pockungton A ltare Chr, 148 This feracious and
praj?n‘u

]
t Plebiscite *657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp 303Which being very feracious would surrept all aliment from

their wheat X733 Thomson Libei ty in 363 Like an oak,
Nured on feracious Algxdum 1843 Carlyle Past 4 Pr
(1858) 139A world so feracious, teeming with endless results

Feracity (ferae siti). rare, [ad L,feracitdt-em,
noun of quality f ferax * see prec and -aoity]
The quality of being feracious

; fruitfulness, pro-
ductiveness.

“I* Of a person : The profit he makes
c 1420 Pallad on Huso xu 68 [The olive] wagged with

wynde of feracitee 1448 MS. Records Grocers Company,

Facsimile Copy 292 That eny seche brocour . Shulde be
contributory to the werkes of the place Euery Brocour
after his feraucite 1630 Elderfield Tythes 134 The earth,
cursed into a natural feracity of briars and thorns 1793
Beattie Moral Sc iv. 1 ^ 3. 517 Such writers, instead of
brittle, would say fragile, instead of fruitfulness, feiacity,
x8za Mrs E Nathan Langreath III. 290 The lack of fera-
city arising from the lower orders becoming desidiose

Feral (fl° ral), [ad L ferdl-is of or per-
taining to funeral ntes or to the dead.]
1. Of a deadly nature

,
deadly, fatal

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. 1 n. xi (1631) 30 Thence come
. vitious habits feral diseases, 1632 Gaule Magastrom
303 Caesar himselfe had noted, that the Ides ofMarchwould
be feral I to him 1773 J- Ross Frati lade (MS ) n, 298 The
feral tempter Stalks noiseless round him.

b. Astrol (See quots.)
The astrologers identified this with Feral a .

2

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol xvi 89 Feral Signes are SI
[Leo] and last part of >T [Sagittarius], Ibid clvi, 648 cj in
the seventh in feral! signes, argues death by Distraction
1658-1706 Phillips, Feral Signs are Leo and the last part



FERAL. FERE.
of Sagittarius, so call’d, not only upon Account of the
representing the Figure of wild Beasts, but also [etc ] 1819
J Wilson Diet Ashot , JLlie ) is also said to be feral, when
she is void of course, having separated from a planet, and
applying to no other

2

Of or pertaining to the dead , funereal, gloomy.
*640 Gaudi-n Love 26 Those Owles, and Bats,

and ferall Birds that love Darknesse, 1648 Eikon Bus 134
Such a degree of splendour, as those ferall birds shall be
grieved to behold 1678 H Vaughan Thalia Rediv. (1858}
246 A night, where feral fires appear instead of stars 1703
Berkeley Cave Duttmore Wks 1871 IV 504 Ravens,
screech owls, and such like feral birds 1785 HeadleyRuins
Broomholm Priory 14 in Fugitive Pieces 4 Oft the Bird of
Night Lengthens her feral note. x88x Palgrave Visions of
Eng 302 In feral order slow, The slaughter-barges go

Feral (fi» ral), a 2 [f L fer-a wifd beast + -al ]
I. Of an animal : Wild, untamed. Of a plant,

also {rarely ')
,
ofgiound : Uncultivated

Now often applied to animals or plants that have lapsed
into a wild from a domesticated condition

1659 D Pell Impr, Sea 213 It is impossible to reduce
this feral creature 1839 Darwin One Spec. 1 (1878) r8
The dovecot pigeon has become feral in several places

Lvell Pntic Geol II m xxxv 281 Domesticated
animals allowed to lun wild or become ‘feral 1877 Coues
& Allen JV Amer, Rod 200 A corresponding variability is

as normal to some purely feral animals as to the senu-
domesticated species 1882W T T Dyer in Natui e XXV
300 The Jardm des Plantes deals not merely with plants in
their feral, but also in their cultivated state 1882 Geikie
Geol Sketches 377 The feral ground, or terntoty left in a
state ofnature and given up to game, lies mostly upon locks

2 Of, pci taming to, or resembling a wild beast

;

brutal, savage.

1604 T Wright Passions v 268 Some arrive at a cer-
tayne ferall or savage brutishnesse 1639 D Pell Impr,
Sea 299 That feral and savage kinde of people which are
of a Cannibal nature Ibid 368 Against the Spaniard, ancl
the rest of our fenl, and remote Antagonists 1838 Blackw
Mag XLIII 789 A more potent chaim which converts
theferal into the human being 1847 Gu tillan in Tail’s
Mag XIV 622 It is not the feral or fiendish element in
human nature

3 Used as A wild-beast. Obs rare
1639 G Daniel Ecclns xm 61 What [alliance] ’twixt those

ferals of Societie, Hiena and the Dog?
Hence ITera lity, the state of being feral

1883 Stallydrass tr Helm's Wand Plants <5- Amm 21
Theie often sets m .a period of ferahty, when the land
presents the appearance of being exhausted by cultme.
Ibid 39 The freedom in which young horses weie bred
must have frequently led to complete ferahty

II Ferash (fera J). Anglo-Ind Also 7 farras,

trass. [Urdu from Arab. farrdsh, f.

fa) asha to spread] fA menial servant whose
proper business is to spread carpets,pitch tents, etc

,

and do similar domestic work In more common
use in India two centuries ago than now 5

(Yule).
x6oo J Pory tr Leo's Africa 11 321 Othei officers called

Farrasin, that is chamberlaines. 1608 Fryer Acc. E India
J- P 67 Wheie live the Frasses, or Poiters also *824 Hajji
Baba I 39,

1

am a ferash, (a carpet spreader) said he 1876
A. Arnold in Contemp Rev June 31 The governor kindly
sent ten ferashes, or servants, to conduct us

Ferberite (fa rberait) Mtn. [f Ferber name
of two celebrated mineralogists + -ite ]

I

I

. A proposed name (after J. J. Ferber) for a
variety of gneiss Obs
x8xx Pinkerton Pet1 al I 216 The other may be called

Ferperite, an honoui due to Ferber.

2 A yanety of wolfram fiom Southern Spam
(named by Liele aftei R Ferber 1863).
x868 Dana Mm 604 Ferberite . on chaicoal fuses easily

to a magnetic globule

+ Ferblet, a. Obs [Perh. for *forblei, pa. pple.
of *forblete to make soft, f bide soft ] ? Effeminate
a 1300 Fragnt Pop Sc (Wright) 27s A si 0113 wrecche and

ferblet, fast and loth to 3eve his god. Ibid 280 Debonere
ferblet, and lute luste to swynke
Fercest, -coat, var. forms of Faroost, Obs.

t Fercnle. Obs sore. [ad. L ftrcul-um
,

f.

fer/e to bear] A fiame, barrow, bier.
1605 Holland Sneton 131 He conveighed them within

two Feicules (or frames) into the Mausoleum

tFerd, sb 1 Obs Forms. 1 fyrd., 2-4 ferde,

(3 verde, 2 ferede), 3-5 ferd, (3 fserd, feord),

5 furde, furfch-e. * See also Fard sb [OE f%rd,

fip d, fyrd str. fern = OFris ferd, OS fard (MDu.
vaert, Du vaard, vaart), OHG fart (MHG vart,

Ger fahrt), ON. ferti (Da and Sw fard) :—
OTeut. ^farh-z (*—pre-Tent *porh-s), f. root far-
(Aryan for-) to go, Fare v 1

]

1 A military expedition OE. only.
nxoao Byrktnoth 221 (Gr) pat ic of Jusse fyrde feran

wille ciooo Ags Ps (Thorpe) xlm. 11 [xhv. 9] peah pu .

mid us ne fare on fyrd

lb Inferd . in waihke array.
c 1330 R Brunne Citron. (18x0) 163 With pe wille I go als

felawes m ferd

2 An army, host
823 O.E Chi on an 823 Pa sende he Aipelwulf his sunu

of psere fierde *154 Ibid an 1140 Te king ferde agenes
him mid micel maie ferd. c 1203 La\ 4152 He somenede
fierd swulc nes nseuere ear on erde a 1225 Ancr, R 230
Ter men uihtecS in peos strongeuerdes. <71250 Owl <5- Night
1668 Havestu xbanned ferde. CX300 Hnvelok 2384 Robert
.was of al pe ferd Mayster c 1330 Astump Vug 116
He schal sende after pee Of heuene ferde moche plente.

160

c 1330 Will Paleme 386 pemperour . on his blonk rides

til he fond al his fre ferd

3 A band, company, troop ; a gieat number
1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7920 A uerde her was binorpe pat

robbede al so uaste c 1330 Will Paleme 5326 Pe fairest

ferde of folk pat euer bi-fore was seie a 1400-50 A lexander

5577 Ferly ferd of his folke was in pe fild stiangild c 1400
Destr Troy 4094 With fyfty [shippes] in a furthe r 1420
AntursofArth xv (Bannatyne Club) 103 pere folowes me
a ferde of fendis full fell

4 Comb m early law terms, ferd-fare (see quot.

1641) ; ferd-wite (see quots ).

c X020 Secular Laws Cnut § 66 Gif hwa burh-bote oppe
bncjbote oppe fyrd-fare forsille c 1230 Gloss Law "J trms in

Rel Ant I 33 Ferdware, quite de aleren ost 1641 lermes
de la Ley x6o Ferdfare is to be quit from going to warre
c X020SecularLaws Cnut § 12 Fyrd-wite c 1250 Gloss Law
terms in Rel Ant. I 33 Ferdwite, quite de vntrance de
ost 1641 Tenues de la Ley 160 Ferdwit. 1684-1701
Cowell Law Did

,
Ferdwit, quit of murder committed m

the airay
,
also a fine imposed on persons for not gomgforth

in a military expedition.

tFerd, sb 2 Obs Forms* 4-5 feerd, ferd(e
[subst. use offerd

,
Feared ppl. a ] Fear, terror.

Chiefly in phraseforferd. Const with inf. or with
subord clause introduced by lest or that
a 1300 Cursor M. 3651 (Cott ) For ferde atte he mistraw,

Pou salle say pou art esau, 13 . E E Alht P C 215
penne such a ferde on hem fel c 1330 R Brunot Chron
(1810)88 Malcolme fled for ferd c 1384 Chaucer // Fame
n. 442 He for ferde lost hys wyt c 1420 Pallad on IImb
iv 160 For ferde of sonne On hem let nine a 1430 Knt de
la Tour 36 Loke that ye have ever a frendc . by you, for

ferde c 1460 Ttnvncley Myst. (Sui tees) 40 It gars me quake
for feid to dee

Ferd, var foim of Fard sb 1 Sc. Obs.

Ferd, obs form of Feared ppl. a
Ferd, obs foim of Fourth.

+ Fe rdegew. ?A vulgarism for Farthingale.
a 1333 Udall Royster D. 11 111 (Arb

) 35 We shall go m
our frcnche hoodes euery day

,
In our silk cassocks In our

tncke ferdegews, and bilhments of golde.

II Fer-de-lance (fgr do Ians, fe u ds Ians). [Fr
= head of a lance (fir lit * iron *) ]

1 Her. A lance-head used as a charge.
1892 Woodward & Burnttt Heraldry II 731 Fer-de-

lance, sometimes pointed, sometimes blunt.

2 (See quots

)

1880 Cassell's Nat Hist. IV 319 The Yellow Viper of
Martinique (Bothrops lanceolatus

)

called Fer-de Lance
theie, 1888 Riverside Nat Hist III 396 The genus
Pi igonocephalus includes the most venomous amm.il of the
western hemisphere, the celebrated fer-de lance, T lancco-
latus, of Brazil

j| Fer-de-moline (fe<u da m^ lzn). Hei [a F.

fer de moulin 1 lion of a mill '.] (See quots )
1741 Chambers Cycl

,
Fer de Moulin is a beaung in

heraldry ; supposed to represent the non ink, or ink of
a mill, which sustains the moving mill stone 1864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist

.J
Pop xvn § 2 270 The fer de-moline or.

Ferder, obs. form of Further v

+ Fe*rdful. Obs Forms: 4-5 ferdful(l, feerd-
ful, (4 ferttul), 5 ferdefall, ferdfulle. [f. Ferd
sb 2 + -PUL.]

1 . objectively. Inspiring fear; awsome, dreadful;

= Fearful i.

0x380 Wycur Sel. WIes III. 21 Who is pee Ink in stal-

worpnes, Loid? feerdful and preisable and doinge wondris7
1388— Dan 11 31 The lokmg therof [the ymage] was ferd-
ful 1414 Brampton Pemt Ps xl (Percy Soc ) x6 Lord !

Uu ferdefull face whan I schal se. 1488 Caxton Chast,
GoddesChyld 89 It was .ferdfull to Peter for to be wyth
ciyst in his cruel persecucyon.

2 . subjectively Full of fear; timorous. Also,
Cautious through fear (of offending)

; wary. Cf,

Fearful 3.

1382 Wycliv Prov xxv’ui 14 Bltsful the man that euer-
more is ferdful 1398 1 bevisa Barth. De P R v xxxvi
(1493) 15* The man is beraft boldenes and lmrdenes and is

fertful 14 HoccurvE Ad beatam Virement 47 H11 ferd-
ful shame, hir shende wole CX489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymonxx. 249 Now shew ye well that ye be ferdfull. ai502
in Arnolde Chron (x8xx) 264 ,

1

kiiowe myself so ferdful for
defaute of comyng
Hence Pe rdfulness = Feabfulnebs.
1388 Wyclif Ezek xxxu 23 Alle fallynge doun bi

swerd, whiche Jauen sum tyme her ferdfulnesse in the lond
of lyuinge men. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R vm 1.

(1495) 296 The worlde is place of ferdfulnes and of shame
14. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII 143 [The fiend] caste
hir downe m to dispayre by ferdefulnesse.

+ FeTding1

, Obs. Also I fyxdung, 4 fardung.
[OE fyrdung

\

f fyrdian to go on an expedition,
f fyrd

\

Ferd sb.T-] A military expedition
, an army.

c 1000 Laws Ethelred V. 26 Beo man georne ymbe
fyidunga tfxoao Secular Laws Cnut § 79 And se man pe
on pam fyrdunge setforan his hlafoide fealle c 1200 Trtn
Coll Horn 189 Mannes hflode buuen eorSe is fardung
^1230 Gen 4 Ex, 842 On-kumen was cadalamor, king of
elam, wi8 ferdmg stor

t Fe’rdlac. Obs. In 4 ferdlayk. [f. ferd

,

Feared ppl. a • see -look,] A state offear, terror
*340 Hamfole Pr Consc. 2913 Ne he for ferdelayk is

witte shuld lese Ibid 6427 pe synful par [in heile] sal fele,
pai suld in giete ferdlayk bebioght

fFe'rdly, a Obs rare—1
, [f. Feed sb.

2 +
-ly 1 ] Fearful, frightful,

1440 in Pol Rel # L, Poems (1866) 2x6 Nad I ben bab-
tyvj d in watei and salt, This ferdly fester wolde neuer me
froo.

Ferdness, obs form of Fearedness.
Fe’rdship. Obs. [f. ferd

,

Feared fpl n +
-ship] Terror.
a 1400-50 A lexander 988 And letis all ferdschip at flee,

t Fe*rdy, ci Obs, rare- l
. [f. Ferd sb 2 + i

]
Fearful, timid,
CX340 Cursor M. 17685 (Tnn ) He settle Joseph be not

ferdy

Fere,^ 1 Obs exc arch. Forms a i Northumb
foera, 2-9 fere, 3 south, vere, 3-6 fer, 3, 6-8
Sc, feir, (5 fevr), 4-8 feare, 4-9 faerie. (3 ,

6-8 pliear(e, pbeer(e, 7 pbere [ME. feie,
ONorthumb fd-ra, aphetic f OE geftra (Y-ficre)

•-pre-Eng *gtfdrjon-, i gi- (Y-) together + *ffo&
going, way, f ablant-root offaran ]
1. A companion, comrade, mate, partnei

; whether
male or female; fiarely m comb with a sb, as
meat-, play-, school-, sucking-fere : see those words
c 975 Rushw Gasp Matt xxni, 30 Ne wmrun vve foeran

eora in blodgyte uitgana c 1205 Lay 26135 Howel noin
al his feren and ferde to J>an munte a 1225 A net R 86
pu hauest mome ueren a 1300 Cursor lii 8607 (Cott

)

Fra hir fere sco stall lnr bain 1373 Barbour Bruce vr 70
Till hunt liym owt off the land as he wai a theyff, or
theyffs fer 1393 Langi P PI C xvnr 19 Peter and hus
feie Andreu £1420 SirAma lace (Camden) lvm, ‘ Is he
comun ' he sayd, 1 my nowun true fere ?

' 1535 Sttwart
Cron Scot II 600 Few feins with him that tyme he hul
<11372 Gascoigne A > ratgnm ofLover, A quest, Of whom
was falshoode formoste feere *575 A/puts .5 Virginia in
Ha/1 Dodsley IV 113 My sovereign lord and fnenclly pheei
1627 Drayton Aguicourt 100 E11glands valient Infantiy his
Pheres a 1775 * Hobte Noble

'

vii in Child Ballads cixxxix
(1890) 2/1 My femes five 1 1830 Ti nnyson Poems 40 The
lamb raceth freely with lus fere 1867 Jean iNGrrovv
Story Doom v 58 [She] went forth With fair and flatteung
woids, among her feres 1880 Webb Goethe’s Paiist 24
Mine ancient feie, be meiry !

b m phrases . to choose, have, love, take to or
unto {one's) fe) e

C1200 Tnn Coll Horn xx EIcli man haueS to feie on
engel of heuene. <11250 rrov Allfrcd 222 m O A Misc
116 Ne may he foi-vaie pe liyne hnuep to vere, c 1300
Cursor M 4450 (Gott.) Bot pe maystei iaolei do loseph
taght paini vnto feie : 1320 Cast. Love 483 He ne louede
[ine] neueie to fere, pat Meici my sustcr nul not lieie

c 1420 Chron Vilod. 498 Whom shall y haue now to my
ffer? C1440 Partonope i2g Ye liaue chose me to youic
feere

e. of inanimate things

*593 SouThwei l St Peter's Compi To Rdr
, Licence my

single penne to secke a pheere. 1595 — Poems, Davids
Peccant i, Femes now me my phoares,

2 A consoit
, spouse , a husband or wife

;
-j rarely

nuptial, wedded fere. Also in phrases, to give,

have
,
mat ry, take, wed to one'sfere.

c 1175 Lamb Horn 93 Me buried beo [Sapphira] nml lure
feie a 1300 Cursor M, 26692 Adam and eue his fere
CX330 Arth .5 Mol. 481 Fortiger for lone fin Hir tok to
feie and to wiue ? a 1400 Chester PI (Shaks Soc) 20B
With another then her feare We founde her doe annsse
c 1430 Hymns Vt?g. (1867) 105 pou shall not desire pi neij.
bons feere c 1450 Lohflich Giail lv 212 To jowre owne
brothir My dowhter I schal jeven to his fere c 1550
Adam Bell in Ritson Anc Pop P (1791) 6 1 wo of them
were single men, The third had a wedded feie <rx6ii
Chapman Iliad xvm. 339 The nuptial feie Of famous
Vulcan x6xa Two Noble Kinsmen v 11, This anatomy
Plad by this young fair pheer a boy a 1765 Sir Cawltre
11. 111 Child Ballads (18851 nr Ixi 38/1 Knights and lordes
they woed her both, Trusted to limit beene her feere 1798
Cor eridgg Anc Mar in, Are these two all That woman
and her fleshlcss Pheere? 1871 B Taylor Faust (1873) II,
HI, 1 187 Paris Took thee, the widow, as his fere

b Of animals Mate.
ff*547 Surrey m Tottell's Misc. (Arb ) 218 Eclie beast

can those hys fere according to lus mmde 1589 GarcNE
Poems, Mehcertus' Madrigal 1, No turtle without feie.

*59* Sylvester Du Bartas 1 v (1605) 152 If the Fisher
haue surpriz’d her [the Mullet’s] Pheere She followeth
1603 Drayton Odes m. 33 Each little Bird Doth chuse
her loved Pheere
3

,

An equal a Of a person : Peer
; also m

phrase, without (peer or) fere b. Of a thing:
in phrase, fereforfere (Sc ), every way equal.
*3 EE Allit P A 1149 Among her feie/ pat watz

so quyt ' c 1340 CursorM 5144 (Tnn ) Ar pei no knystts
ny kny^tis fere. 1348 Hall Chron 181 b, Thynkyng hym-
self a kyng, without either peere 01 feie 15 Knt of
Curtesy 460 A, noble Knight, withouten fere 1 1636 James
Iter Lane (1845)4 Fames of their feres good housewife
praises wmne, 1768 Ross Helenore 1, xx For joining hands
the just were feer for feer

t Fere, sbp Obs. Forms • a 3 fer, 3-7 fere,

(4 south vere), 5 Sc feir, 4-7 feare [aphetic f.

OE. gefdr neut { —*gifdrjo{m), f as prec ]
1. Companionship; chiefly concr. a body of
companions, company, party.
a 1300 CursorM 20419 (Cott ) Lokes pat na man of our

(er bi fore his mak lath chere. £1325 Ibid 24947 (Edin )

Wit al pair farnet and ban fei pai com to land £1340
Ibid 23208 (Trxn ) Crist let vs neuer be in pat fere c 1400
Destr, Troy 1132 With all the fere pat hym folowes.
2 . In phrase In fere, 1 fere (often written as

one word, and spelt y-) . in company, togethei

,

in common, A l infere : all together, altogether
c 1205 Lay 27435 Twera kmges peie xeuereweoren ifeie

a 1300 Sigua ante Jnd 117 in E E P (1862) ix Al pe see
sal draw ifere £1374 Chaucer Troylus 11 1217 She Iykyd
al infere, His persone, his aray, his loke, his chere c 1400
Sowdone Bab. xxg Shippes sheiie, vij hundred were gadered



FERE. 161 FERINE,

al in feie 1480 Caxton Citron Eng iv g Gogmagog and
conn undertake for to wrastlyn y fere 1313 Douglas AEnets
x v 15 AH sammyn swam, that, hand in hand yfeir 1363
Mirr Mag , Induct Kxiv, Sighes and teares, sobs, shrykes,

and ally fere 1613W Browne 'iheph Pz/teWks 1772 III

xi All th'entage which he me left, all in feere Leave
I thee 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol n \xxv, Much they
moraliz’d as thus yfere they yode

fb G. Douglas uses the pi form in nme-words.
1313 Douglas JEnets 1 Pref 231 All infens Ibid 11 vm

90 All infeu is Ibid x vu 628 Ally feus

1 Fere, sb 3 Obs [a ON fen —neut of OTeut.

*ferjo- Fere a ] Ability, power ;
health

c 1200 Ormin 1251 A33 affterr June fere c 1340 CursorM
3829 (Fairf ) He was in gode fere, hale and sounde

fFere, a Obs (after 15th c only .5Y )
Forms*

2-9 fere, 3-5 fer, (3 feore, 4 feere) Sc 4-6 feir,

8-9 fier, (9 fear), [a ON f&rr (or possibly

repr OE fere) — OFns fire •—OTeut. type

fdrjo-, f fSnl (OE fer, ME. Fore sb) going,

way, f.fciran Fake v 1
]

Able to go, in health
,
hence gen. able, strong

,

sound, ‘ whole ’ Also in phrase whole andfere
c 1175 Lamb Ilom 25 Hal and fere and strong and

stelewuiSe c xzog Lay 17618 Jif ich mai beon feore, ich

]>e cumen after sone a 1300 Cursor M 3829 (Cott ) He es

bath hail and fere 1373 Barbour Bruce vt 315 Thai thar

loid fand haill and feir a 1400-30A lexander 4282 Asfresche

& as feie a[s] fisch quen he plays £1440 Bone Flm 2006

The holy nonne makyth the syhe thus fere 1336 Bcr len-

nrN Cron Scot (1821) I p li, Thay come haill and feir

in thair bodyis to extieme age 1784 Burns Ep to Davie
a, We’re fit to win our daily bread, As lang’s we’re hale and
fier 1806 A Douglas Poems 22 There’s Jenny, comely,

fier, an light 1816 Scott Antiq xxvn, ‘I trust to find ye
baith haill and fere

’

absol a 1300 CursorM 20119 (Cott ) To fere and seke ai

did scho bote

t Fere, » 1 Obs Forms Inf 1-2 fdran (t

Northumb fcferan), 2 feren, (fearen), 3 fssren,

south vseren Pa t. 1 fdr(e)de, 2-5 ferd(e, 4
south verde, (2 feorde, foerde, 3'fserde), 3-5

farde, 3-4 furde [OE feran \vk. vb , corresp to

OFris flinty OS ferzan (Du voeren) to carry,

OHG fuoren (MHG vueren, mod G fuhren to

lead), ON. fera (Sw fora,
Da fore) to bnng —

OTeut fdrjan, f *fera (OE. fer, Fore sb way),

f ablaut-root offaran, Fare v 1

The OE verb, unlike all the equivalent forms in otherTeut

langs , was intransitive, having the sense ‘ to take a journey,

inarch, tiavel The difference in meaning betweenfaran
andfiran even in OE is hardly perceptible, and in ME it

wholly vanishes,fare being moie and more restricted to the

present-stem and fere to the pa. t. and pa. pple. See the

remarks s. v. Fare v ‘]

1. intr To travel, journey, go; =Fare v 1 i, 2

Beowulf301 Gewiton him J>a feian cgso Lindisf Gasp

John iv 3 Forleort ludeam & foerde eftersona in Sser maego

£«7S Lamb Horn 3 Redliche heo eou leted fere (ler-mid

C1205 Lay. 4471 His cnihtes mid him seoluen to ]>aie sas

fxrden <11223 Leg Kath 5 Ah Constentm ferde into

Fronc londe a 1300 Cursor M 3958 (Cott) Ful wrathli

gains him he ferd. £1330 R Brunne Carat (1810) 124 per

schtp ferd on the flode <11400-30 Alexander 5549 Sum
ferd all on foure feete 01420 Sir Amadace (Camden)

xxxvu, Thro the forest as he ferd.

2. To proceed, go on, behave; =Fare v 1 4; to

deal with.

1134 0. E Chron (Laud MS ) an. 1132 pa wiste be king

3[at] he feorde mid suicdom c 1173Lamb Horn 103 penne
mon mid fikenunge fearS. a 1300 Cursor

M

5710 (Cott)

pat folk sua wit J>am feid £1300 Belief 2076 Ana fuide as

men that wode were 1377 Langl. P. PI B xi 4x0 Ri3t so

ferde resoun bi the* c 1440 Generydes 4786 As a man beside

hem. self he farde 1450 Pastan Lett No 93 I 125 Oon of

the lewdeste of the sluppe badde hym. ley down hys hedde

and he should be fair ferd wyth 6 X45° Lonelicii Grail

xlix. 123 Thus with Iosephe ferden they there wel falsly

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour xix 218 The falter that she

ts ferde with, the more ferdfulle she shuld be to displese

b. To talce place, happen ;
=Fare v ' 6

1397 R. Glouc. (1724! 538 So it ferde ouer al enpoBeket

2143 As hit bi oure Louerd furde. c 1330 IVill. Palerne

1921 Cairende ouer cuntren. as here cas ferde c 1440 Booties,

Land MS. 359 3 b, Hee was wrothe that hit soo ferde

3. =Farb V 1
7 ,

8 .

a 1300 Cursor M. 2830 (Cott ) Hir langed to see how bai

fard £1340 Ibid 23162 (Tnn) For 30U ferde I neuer pe

bet. £1330 Will. Palerne 1497 He went wiBtli to william

towitehowhe ferde £1400 Rom Rose 499, I my suf so

mery ferde c 1420 Chron Vilod. 340 pat blessed virgyne

hurre dorter ryjt well ferde c 1477 Caxton Jason 18 She

. .demanded him how he ferde.

4 Combined with advbs. : =Fare v 1 III

Beowulf 1632 Ferdon forS Jionon £900 Boeda's Hist. 1,

vm (1890) 4a Ferde he [Constantinus] foro on Breotone.

0x300 Cursor M, 1x731 (Cott.) Foith pai ferd pair wai

£1350 Will. Palerne 30 It. ferde fast aboute floures to

gadere 135a Minot Poems 1v 19 Furth he ferd into

France 0x400-30 Alexander 813 (Dublin MS) Forth

with eufestyus he ferd

+ Fere, » 2 Obs Also 3 feir [aphet form

of Apfeir, Effeir.] intr To fall by right, appei-

tam, become, be proper or meet. Const with dat.
;

alsofor, till, to Chiefly infers.

a 1300 Cursor M 21444 (Cott) pou sal haf hroper al pat

pe fers a. 1300 E E. Psalter lxiv. 2 [lxv. x] pe feres loft-

sang, God, on-on, For to have in Syon c 137$ Sc Leg
Saints,

Thomas 2ir Richt wele it fens pe Seruand to kingis

fore to be a 1433 Honlate xxvn, The Papis armes at poynt

YOL. IV.

to blason and heir As fens for a persewant 1513 Douglas
AEneis 1 vi 34 Honour . quhilk feris me nocht to haue

f Fere, v 3 Obs. Also 7 feare [f Fere sb t]

a To be a companion to ; accompany b To
make companions of ; unite e To provide with
a consort , to mate
£1400 Rom Rose 3281 If bothe the hertis Love hath fered,

Joy and woo they shulle departe c 1440 Bone Flor 2086
Allas that we came here, Thys false traytur for to fere.

163a Womens Rights 328, 1 am like neuer to he feared, vn-
lesse some widdow be moued with compassion towaids mee
Fere see Feer a., fierce.

Fere, obs form of Far, Fear, Feer, Ferry v ,

Fire
Fere, var of Feir, Obs. Sc

,
appeal ance.

Fered, obs form of Feared^/ a
*j* Ferelay Obs [?a ON fcrju-leiga, f.ferja

ferry + leiga toll.] ? Passage-money.
xS47 NottinghamR ec IV 90 Item the ferelaye y d 1378

Ibid IV 178 Payd for the sawgers ferelay viy d.

Feretory (feifton) Forms. 4-5 fertre, (5
fiertre, feretre, fe(e)rtix, -yr, fertur(e, feratom?),

5-6 fertour, feretorye, (6 fer(t)ter, feretuxe,
-tery, fer(r)etorie, 8-9 fer(r)etry, 8- feretory.

[The current form is a perversion (by assimilation

to vanous names of objects used in ntual) of
ME. fertie, a OF fiertre —L. feretmin, ad Gr.

tpiperpov, f. cptpuv to bear ]
1. A portable or stationary shrme, often made of

or adorned with costly materials, m which were
deposited the lemams or relics of saints

,
a tomb.

£1330 R Brunne Chron. (18x0) 36 He tok vp the bones,
In a tertre tham laid c 1373 .5V Leg Saints, Clement 919
Quhene pe pupule come to se His fertyre & til hyme
pray 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 156/4 His bones there
leyde in a worshypful fiertre or shryne 1335 Stewart
Cron Scot III 92 Of Sanot Thomas translate wer the
boms Intill ane ferter fra his graif 1393 Rites 4- Mon
Ch Durh (Surtees) 58 A most sumptuous shrine above
the High Alter, called the Fereture 1709 Hlarne Collect

(Oxf Hist. Soc ) II 261 Reliques belonging to St Cuthbert’s

Feietory 176a H Walpole Verttee'sA need Paint (1765)

I 1 ig Porphyiy stones for Edward the Confessor's feretory.

1844Lingard Ch (1843)11 ix 80 The coffin was
then brought from the feretory 1863 Sir G G Scott Glean.
IVcsim Abb (ed. 2) 130 The golden feretory was placed
above the marble and mosaic base

2 In etymological sense : A bier.

c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxi 225 Thei setten hem upon a
blak Feme 1438 Will ofDuchess Exeter (Somerset Ho ),

I foibede any solempne Hers orFerture 13x3 Douglas
/Eneis vi xv 68 How mony fertyns Sail thow behald

a 1372 Knox Hist Ref Wks. (1846) I 239 A barrow, called

there fertory 1848 B. Webb Continent Eccles 16 A relic

of the patron saint was exposed oa a feretry in the nave.

3 . A small room or chapel attached to an abbey

or a church, in which shrines were deposited.

1449 Will Sir W Bruges m Illust. Mann 4 ExPs (1797)

133 In the middle of the feretorye a gret round blak corver

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng cclxi, The feratour of the abbey
of Westmestie 1393 Rites # Mon Ch Durh. (Surtees) 6

The shrme of the holy and blessed man Saint Cuthbert

within the Feretory 1727 Dart Canterb Cathedr 33 The
lesser Armary contain'd nothing but the Body of St Blaise,

being rather a Feietry than Store-room i860 Hook Lives
Alps I vu 382 He [Odo] was taken up in his leaden coffin,

and placed in the feretry of S Dunstan

4. attnb , asferetory-cusle

1489 Churchiv Acc St Margaret's
,
Westminster(Nichols

1797) 3 Lady Jakes for her grave 111 the feretre isle 7s. 4d.

1833 Rock Ch ofFathers III x 409 The feretory aisle.

+ Fe’retrar. Obs raie~ l
. In 5 ffertrer.

[ad medL feretrdn-us,i.feretrum seeFeretory
gnd -ary ] The custodian of the shrines.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 33 Wher the ffertrerys . fynde a

place moost convenient 1828 Rainf St. Cuthbert 113 The
Latin name of this officer was Feretranus, which I translate

Feretrar

,

or Shrme Keeper

II Fe’retrum. [L. feretnm : see Feretory.]

«= Feretory i.

1336 in Antiq. Sansb (1771) 192 A Feretrum, silver and
gilt, with four pillars and one steeple. 1878 Mackintosh
Hist. Civilization Scot I. xi 496 The feretrum, the shrine

in which the remains of the Saint wei e supposed to be kept

Fe*r-flax. [f ¥ fer iron + Flax.] (Seequot)

1889 DailyNews 10 May 2/7 A material known as fer-flax,

composed of iron and vegetable fibre shreds

Ferforth., obs form of Far-porth.

Fergusonit© (f5 jgsssnsit). Mtn. [named

after Ferguson (of Raith) ,
see-iTE.] 1 A metamo-

bate (and tantalate) ofyttrium with erbium, cerium,

uianium, iion, calcium, etc’ (Dana).

1827 Trans Roy Soc Edmb. X n zqt Fergusonite,

a new mineral species 1873 Watts Fownes' Chetn. 376 It

has since been found in fergusonite

|| Feria (fi® na) Eccl. [L. fena holiday (see

Fair sb ), in late L used with prefixed ordinal for

‘ day of the week ’
;
thus secztndafena- Monday

,

but Sunday {Dominicus, Dominica) and Saturday

{Sabbalum) were usually spoken of by their names

In Portuguese segunda, ierfa, etc feira aie still the

current names of the days of the week ]

A day of the week ,
a weekday, esp. an ordinary

weekday as opposed to a festival. Greater fena :

a particulai day of a certain week, that has an office

or commemoration proper to it, as Ash Wednesday,

Monday in Rogation Week, etc

1833 Cdl Wiseman Ess III 76 note, The Sundays and
fenas of Lent and Advent 1866 F G. Lee Direct AngL
(ed 3) 354 Fena, a week day on which no holiday falls

X883BLACK in Encycl Brit (ed g) XVI 510/2 It [the Roman
missal] contains the proper mtroit, collect for the festivals

and ferias connected with the ecclesiastical seasons

Ferial (fia rial), a and sb. [a. Fr ferial

,

ad
med.L fendlis, f fena : see prec ] A adj

1. Pertaining to the days of the week, or to a

week-day as distinguished from a festival

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI 293 Alcumus. ordeyned
here orisouns and office of masse for fet lal days [perf:nas\
c 1430 tr De Imitations I. xix 23 Somme are more sauory
in festiuale days, and somme in fenall. 1494 Fabyan v
lxxxui 60 The thirde Feryall daye in the weke they named
Wodnesday. 1303. Kalender Sheph (1506) A v, The letters

feryals of this Kalender 1342 Boorde Dyetary vu (1870)

243 Serve God the holy dayes . more dylygentler than to

do theyr worke the feryall dayes 1363-87 Foxe A $ M
(1684) II. 326 The commemmoration of Thomas Becket
shall be omitted & instead thereof the fenal service used
1838 Faber Life Xavter 63 In the afternoons of fenal days
he visited thepnsons 1882-3 SchaffEncycl Rehg Knowl
1956 The distinction between the festival and the simpler

fenal manner in the Gregonan style of church-music

2 Pertaining to a holiday.
£ 1300 For to serve a Lord vi in Babces Bk (1868) 372 In

fenall tyme serve chese shraped with sugur 1349 Banff
Council Rec. in Cramond Ann Banff(1891) I 25 Inhebitis

all uthens to sell ony flysche upon fenall or holy day x86o

Mrs Byrne Undercurrents Ovei looked I. 75 Admiral
Mackau ordered that all works in the navy should be
suspended on ferial days

3 . Sc Law. Fenal day
,
time : m which the law-

courts were closed, and legal process was invalid

1471 Act Audit. (1839) 16 The last court . was within
feryale tyme 1478 Act Dom. Cone (1839) x6/x Thai gert

it [a breif of inquest] be serwit m bervist, quhilk is fenale

tyme & forbiddin of the law *338 St Papers Hen. VIII,
I 396 Every day m the next weeke shalbe fenall, except

Fryday ana Saterday 1637 Let in Bibhoth Regia 140
Since the rising of his Majesties Council in this ferial time

If 4 =Feral« 1

1328 hnpeachm Wolsey in Furmv. Ball I 339 Antropose
commyth f>" to Areste with hys feryall Mase

IB sb. A week day not a feast or festival

1877 J. D Chambers Divine Worship 84 Sundays as well

as Fenals differed in Order, Dignity, and Precedence

Feriate (fi° ri|^t), a and sb. Sc [ad 'L.fendt-

us} pa. pple. offendfi (see Ferie v ), f.fena J
A adj. Of or belonging to a (legal) vacation.

£ 1430 Henryson Tale of Dog 34 The tyme is feriate,

S
uhairfoir no Juge suld sit in Consistone 1637 Acts
ed. 29 July, Comprending herein all vacant and fenat

tymes 1825 Ld Cockburn Mem. 11 134 He groaned over

the giadual disappearance of the Ferrnt days of periodical

festivity.

B sb. "Vacation, holiday.

1727 Banff Burgh Rec. in Cramond Ann Banff

f

1S43)

II 182 The Council allow the Grammer schollars feriot and
waccancie from the date hereof to the 20th Janry

*|* Feria’tion. Obs [n. of action f L feridri'

see prec ] Holiday keeping
;
cessation of woik

1612-13 Br Hall Contempt ,
N T. iv. xi, Here was not

a mere feriation but a feasting. 1646 SinT Browne Psend
Ep iv, xui 222 As though there wereany feriation m nature

1822 Mrs E Nathan Langreath III 291 [Apedanticspeaker

says *] No act of fenation marks the cheerful com field

Ferid, -it, obs forms of Feared fpl. a

I!
Feridgi (fen dg/). Also 8 fengee, ferijee.

[Tuik, 8ZJ.U firajf, vulgarlyflrfe] (Seequots.)

1717 Lady M W Montagu Let. 1 Apr (1825) 133 Their

shapes are also wholly concealed, by a thing they call a

fengee X743 R Pococke Descr East I iv v 189 The
dress of ceremony of the Turks, call’d the Ferijee, made
like a night-gown 1883 E O’Donovan Merv vi, A mantle

of calico which shrouds her from head to heel, and is here

styled theferidgi.
"

t Fe•rie, sb Obs. [a. OF.fen e, ad L. feria]

1 A festival, holiday Also attnb

*377 Langl P PI B. xm 413 Vch day is haliday with

hym or an heigh ferye. 14 Circumcision in Twiddles
Vis (1843) 83 Thys hee ferye That called is the circun-

sision 1338 Bale Thre Lawes 821 Sondayes & other

feryes. *548 W Thomas Ital Gram. (1567), Perm, the

feme daies noted and obserued by the cleargie x6x6 Bul-

lokar, Fene, a holiday.

2 =FRRIA.
, ,

c 1380 Wyclif Ser»t. Sel Wks II 57 How J>e Sabot shulde

be turntde fro Satirdaie to J>e first fene *3®7 Rqyl?A
Higden (Rolls) VII 81 pe next fery after the ftste of All

Halwes £1420 Chron Vilod 151 pe secunde ffery r pay

be gon to wyrche 1563 Grafton Chi on II 6r Because

it was Sunday, nothing was doone. So the day after,
^
which

was the second fery, the archebishop [Becket] was cited to

apere. 1388 A King tr. Canisius' Catech. 109 Euerie fourt

fene (called wenesday).

t Fe*rie, v Obs. Also 6 fery. [ad. L. fei zdri,

f feria holiday] zntr To keep holiday

1496 Dives * Pant. (W de W.) m 11 136/2 Euery daye

we be bounde to fene & to rest front synne. *54® Hooper
TenCommand™ 115 To abuse the sabbotlie is as mouche

as to fery unto god, and work to the deuill

t Fe’rient, a- obs-• [ad. L ferzent-em, pr

pple. of fenm to strike.] ‘Striking, hitting, or

knocking’ (Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).

Feriler, var form of Ferular.

t Ferine, sb Sc Obs rarer-', [ad Ft fanne
Farina.] Meal
1538 Aberd Reg V 16 (Jam.) Sewm bollis fenne



FERIITE. FERMAIL.

Ferine (fi° ram), a and sb [ad L. ferin-us,

f. fera wild beast. Cf Fr firin (sense 3).]

A. adj 1 Of or pertaining to, or of the nature

of, a wild animal, or wild animals
1678 Cudworth Iutell Syst 865 Transmigration of

Humane Souls there into Ferine Bodies *708 Monrux
Rabelais (1737)V 230 Some m ferine Venation take Delight.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v xi, That gentle daliance, which
passes between lovers of tliefeune kind 1871 Blackie

Four Phases 1 16 Dogs and cocks and other ferine com*
batants

b Wild, untamed.
1677 Hale Prim Ong Man n. vn 202 The only difficulty

. is touching those ferine and untamable Beasts. *713
Derham Pkys Theol iv x 178 Such as are of a Ferine,
not a Domestick Nature 1728 Morgan Algiers I Pref. 6
Instinct like that of the feune Animals

2 Of human beings, their actions and attributes

Bestial, beast-like.

1640 Bp Reynolds Passions xvi 165 Brutish and un-
naturall Desires, which the Philosopher calleth ferine
1678 Norris Coll Mtsc (1699) 305 A man to suffer the
ferine and brutish part to get the Ascendant over that which
is Rational and Divine 1786 tr Swedenborgs Chr Rehg
§ 588 A man from his inherent ferine nature would plunder
and massacre 1822 Southey in Q, Rev XXVI. 294 It was
necessary to become as ferine as themselves.
absol 1846 Landor /wag, Conv II, 218 There are ceitain

colours also of the mind lively enough to excite choler at
a distance in the silly and ferine.

3 Of a disease r Malignant rare.
1666 G Harvey Morb A tig l x 103 Thus a ferin Catarrh

happens, which through it’s corrosive quality oft Ulceiates
the Lungs 1884 in Syd. Soc. Lex
B sb. A wild beast. In mod Diets.

Hence Pe'rinely adv , Fe’rineuess.
1677 Hale Prim Ong Man 11. vn, 197 A conversation

with those would easily assimilate the next Generation
to Barbarism and Ferineness. 1847 Craig, Fennely.

+ Fe -ring(e, adv Obs [OE fsannga,fJerunga
(=OS f&rungo, OHG fdnnga), f fxr\ see Fear
•fA] Suddenly After 1 2th c only with genitival

s, used quasi-a^f mferinges dede, sudden death.
c 1000 Ags Gosp, Luke 11 And hawses faennga [c 1160

Hatton Gosp. Luke 11. 13 faennge] fceworden mid pam engle
mycelnes heofonlices werydes. c 1180 Rood-Tree (1894)
26/12 fa feringae wearS heo bseften al on brune a 1300
Cursor M. 7835 (Cott 1 Qua lais hand in felom O king
0 ferings ded He dei 01330 R Brunne Chron. (1810)
185 pis jere falle him pe ferynges dede
Hence + Fe ringly adv., suddenly
a 1300 E E. Psalter lxm[i] 4 Fermkli schote him sal pai

swa. Ibid, lxxiip]. 19 Fermkli . Waned pai

Feringb.ee (fen ggz) Forms . 6 flringi, 7
fringe, frangee, 8 fe-, flringy, g farmgee,
ferenghi, feringhee. [An oriental adoption of

Frank, with Arab, ethnic suffix -i ; in Arab

faranjl

,

in Pers. farangi ]

Formerly, the ordinary Indian term for a Euro-
pean

;
now applied chiefly to the Indian-born Por-

tuguese, and contemptuously to other Europeans.
*634 Sir T. Herbert Trav 171 A Christian Frangee.

1638W Bruton in Hakluyt's Voy. (1807) V 52 The Portu-
gaTs which they call by the name of Fringes. 1755 Hol-
wELLin J LongSelect Rec Govt. (1869)59 (Yule) By Feringy
1 mean all the black mustee Portugese Christians residing
in the settlement 1774 Bogle in Markham Tibet {1876) 176
Everybody was afraid of the Fnngies £1813 Mrs Sher-
wood Ayah ty Lady Gloss

, Fermghecs, Franks A name
given generally to Europeans in India, and to the descend-
ants of the Portuguese, who first settled in India these
are called Black Feringhees, being remarkably dark. 1834
Caunter Orient Ann. v. 60 The unhallowed feet offaringees
or Chustians. x866 A. Lyall Old Pmdaree 111,1in Verses
writtenm India (1889) a There goes my lord the Fenngh.ee,
who talks so civil and bland

Ferio (fe n|0). Logic A mnemonic word de-
signating the fourth mood of the first figure of
syllogisms (see quot 1551)
*55* T. Wilson Logike G vtj h, In Feno, the first must be

a negatiue vmuersall, the second an affirmatiue particular,
the third a negatiue particular. 1589 Pappe w Hatchet
(1844) 38 They bee all in celarent, and dare not shewe their
heads, for wee will answere them in ferio and cut their
combes 1702 Farquhar Inconstant 11 1 Wks (1892)1 331
Nursed up with Barbara, Celarunt, Dam, Ferio, Baralipton.
1864 Bowen Logic vu. 199 These [Moods] are named Bar-
bara, Celarent, Dam, ana Ferio.

FerisOH. (fererspn). Logic. Also 6 pheryson.
A mnemonic word representing the sixth mood of
the third figure ofsyllogisms (quantitatively similar
to Feno, but differing m the position of the middle
term)

.
1309 Barclay Shyppe o/Folys (1874) 1. 144 Another comyth

in with bocardo and pheryson 1741 Chambers Cycl s v.
Mood

,

Ferison. 1864 Bowen Logic vu 200.

Ferity (fe’nti) Also (6 feritee), 7 fentie.
[ad. L.fa itdt-em, f.ferns wild

; see -ity ]
1, The quality or state of being wild or savage

;

brutishness, wildness
;
hence, ferocity.

cx$s&tx Pol, Verg Eng Hist (Camden) 1 . 109 The rude
ragmge ofthe frenetick Scotts encresed with more beastlie
feritee x68a Sprat Semi bef Artillery Co 15 Is it not
rutisK Fenty rather than manly boldness 1774 J* Bryant
Mythol II. 363 The lion ramped . the pard sported none
of them betrayed anyferity 1883 J Burroughs m CenturyMag XXVII. hi Even in rugged Scotland, nature is ,

a good way short of the fenty of the moose,

162

b. Of a plant, etc. : Wildness, uncultivated

condition.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 648 The Suckers forgetting the

Ferity of their Nature 1713 Durham Phys Iheol 11 vi 55
- So many Plants are very noxious , some by their Feiitj,

and others by their poisonous Nature

2 Savage or barbarous condition
; *f

4 a form 01

instance of this

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Eg vn xix 384 Though the

blmdnesse of some ferities have savaged on the dead yet

had they therein no designeupon the souie 1632-62Hfylin
Cosmogr 11 (1682) 204 I he Ferity and barbarous condition
of the first Inhabitants 1703 Stanhope Paraphr, I 4x5

The ancient Rudeness and Ferity of our Country 1848
Herbert in Todd's Nennius p xcix, A population of the

extremest ferity

+ 8 Barbarity, barbarous or savage cruelty or

inhumanity. Obs.

1614 Raleigh Hist World v it §2 384 The true nature
of tyranny is none other than Ferity 1658 Sir T Browne
Hydriot. 111 45 To burn the bones of the King of Edom for

Lyme, seems no irrationall ferity 17x8 Prideaux Connec-
tion 11. 1 19 Feanng the brutal ferity of his Son
Ferk, var. of Fibk sb and v.

+ Fe*rlac. Obs. Also 3 farlac, fearlao. [f.

Fbab sb : see -look ] Fear, terror
a 1225 Ancr R. 306 Kume uorS per efter feilac, puiuh }>e

demares heste <1x223 St Maihei 16 Swuch farlac ich
fele. c 1320 Cast Love 672 In ]>e mere he stont bi-twene
two, Ne hab he ferlak for no fo.

Ferle, obs vai of Ferule.
*SS9 Mttr Mag

,
Mortimer tx, The one of knighthoode

bare the ferle

+ Fe’rliful, a. Sc and north dial. Obs [f.

Febly sb + -FtfL ] Fearful, wonderful
a 1300 CursorM 9314 (Cott ) Man sal him clep wit nams

sere, ‘ Ferliful
1 and ‘conseiler’. 1375 Barbour Bruce xu

4S3 The mast ferlifull sycht That euir I saw rx475 Rauf
Colinear 2 Thair fell ane ferlyfull flan within thay fellis

wide
quaswufw. 1308 Dunbar Tna Mamt Women 26 Off ferli-

ful fyne favour war than facets meik
Hence Fe*rlifully adv

,

fearfully, wonderfully
c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vih. xxxiv. 63 Swa deyd pat knycht

ferlyfully

f Fe rlily, adv Obs. [f. as prec + -ly 2
]

Wonderfully, extraordinarily.
<21300 Cursor M. 11424 (Cott ) pe stern went forth wit )>at

]iam ledd, And ferlilic pan war [mi fedd *3 E.E.Allit
P. B 962 For when bat be helle herde pe houndez of heuen
He wat7 ferlyly fayn

+ Fe’rling'. Obs exc Hist. [QE./fotJ8lmg,f.
ffortS-a t ourth + -lino.] = Farthing.
1. As a com • The fourth part of a penny,
cxooo Ags Gosp Luke xxi 2 pa geseah he sume earme

wydewan brmgan twegen feorS-lingas a 1300 Agst King
ofAbnaigne xo in Pol, Songs (Camden) 69 Richard spende
al is tresour opon swyvyng

, Haveth he nout of Walingford
o ferlyng 1605 Camden Rem (1636) 125 Two Easterlings
& one ferling 1707 Fleetwood Chron Prec. (1745) 40
Ferling is a Farthing or the 4th Part ofa Sterling.

2 (See quot.)
x6xo Holland Camden's Brit 1 497 There were in this

Borrough foure Ferhngs, that is quaiteis or wards.
3 The fourth part a of an acre

; b of a hide.
*693 Kennett Par Antiq Gloss s v Furendellns

, A
fardingel, farundel or ferling of land, 1 e the fourth part of
an acre. *846 G Oliver Monast Exon. 321 note. The
feiling was, perhaps, thirty acres.

t Ferlins.
*7x4 Fr Bk. ofRates 69 Ferlins-Stuffs,

Ferlot, var. of Fiblot
Ferly (fa ill), a. and sb. Forms : 1 feerlic, 3

fse(i)rlich, feorlic(h, 4 -lyoh, south, veorlich,
3-4 ferlio(b, -lik;(e, -lych, 3-5 ferli, (4 feerli,

fnrley, 6 ferrely, 8 ferley), 3 farli(k, 5-9 farley,
*ly, 5-6 fear(e)ly, 3 ferly [OE. fserhc sudden,
f fitr (see Fear) + -he, -ly 1 Cf, MDu vSrlich
(Du. gevaarlijk ), MHG v&rhch (Ger, gefahrhch),
OUl.fdrligr (Dan., Sw.farlig) dangerous,]

f A. adj. Obs.

1. Sudden, unexpected
c 873 K Alfred Oros iv v § x, & him p®r beeom swa

fserhc yfel J>aet [etc ]. c xooo /Eltric Gloss in Wr -Wulcker
173 Imber, fserhc ren. c 1200 Tnn. Coll Horn 6r Gif he
burh ferliche deS saule fro be lichame deletS c 1273 Long
Life 13 in 0 E Mtsc. (1872) 137 Fox and ferlych is his
[debes] wrench a 1300 Cursor M 3984 (Cott

) pat ferli
flode. 1382 Wvcur Prov 1. 27 Whan shal falle feerli
[repentmd] wrecchidnesse

2 Dreadful, fnghtful, terrible
cx2o3 Lav. 23533 Feorhc wes bat sweouen, bene king hit

auerde,
#
a 1225 St Marker 23 Ich iseh hwer ha faht wiS

be feorhche feont c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 305 To
se it was ferlike 1460 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 252 Furres of
ferly bestes <1x377 Gascoigne Whs. (1387) 164 A fearly
chaunce whereon alone to thmke My hande now quakis
3 Strange, wonderful, wondrous, marvellous.
<1x225 Ancr R 1x2 pet lies non veorhch wunder <2x300

CursorM 10863 (Cott ) He sal be of ful farh fame, e 1386
Chaucer Reeve s T 233 Wha herkned ever swilk a ferly
thing? £1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 4274 pus fell bis ferly
thing XS49-6* Sternhold&H Audi Israel, Attend, my
people, and give eare, Of fearely things I will thee tell
a 1630 Eger $ Gnne 974 in Furniv Percy Folio I 384 His
steed was of a furley kinde
b Wonderfully great

a 1300 Cursor M. 12080 (GiStt) A maister was bar selcuth
kene, At lesu was him ferli tene, a 1400-50 A lexander 5377
Ferly ferd of his folke was in be fild strangild,

B. sb. Obs. exc. Sc. and dial

1 . Something wonderful, a marvel, wonder. Ar
o

ferly no wonder Whatferly what wonder
C1205 Lav 3381 Heom buhte muchel ferlich <1x300

CursorM ri (Gott } Of ferlijs pat his kmghtes fell 1340
Hampole Pr Cousc 2935 If he ban haf drede, it es na ferly,

C13S0 Will Palerne 32S0 Moche folk him folwed bat ferli
to bi-hold. £1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1023 Here a feily
bat befell *335 Stewsrt Cion Scot II 271 As foi farleis
ncht few thairm he saw. a 1605 Montgomerie Devotional
Points vi 4s Vhat ferly, freind, thoght thou be fleyd To go
befor so gilt a Iudge 1646 G Danut Poems Wks 1878

1

37 To let the world know of some Death Oi novel (Farley
0x720 Bewick Si Gi aham xwi in Child Ballads vn ccxi
147/1 To see what farleys lie coud see 1780 J Maynf
Siller Gun r (1808) 117 The ferly is They walk’d sae sicker

I

1783 Burns To J Smith 164 Nae feily llio’ ye do despise
The hairum-scairum, lamstam boys 1790 Mrs Whlelfr
Westmld Dial, (1821) 98 What saw yee else, onny new
farly? t868 G Macdonald 11. Falconer I 12 ‘I’m no sic
ferlie that onybody needs be fnchtit at me ’

2 . Wonder, astonishment.
a 1300 Fiona <5 Bl 456 Po nuste Flori? wliat to lede For

be ferlich bat he hadde 13 EE A Hit P A 1085,
1 stod as stylle as dased qunyle. For ferly of bat freudi
[pi mted french] figuie 1393 Langl P PI C xu 228Litel
ferly ich haue. c 1473 RanfCoib.cai 903 Now haue I feilie

gif I fauour the ocht.

f Fe’rly, adv Obs. Forms* 1 f&rlfee, ferlice,

2-4 fer-, fserliche, (3 feor-, ferlike), 3-4 south
veor-, verliche, -lych, 3-6 far-, ferli(e, -ly, 4
feerlich, -li, -ly, (5 fairlie')

,
3- ferly. [OE.

ffei lice

.

see Ferly a. and -ly 1
]

1. Suddenly, unexpectedly
c xooo Ags Gosp Luke ix 39, & he fmrhcc lirymS 0x173

Lamb Horn. 89 O11 Jasso deie coni ferhclie muchd swei of
heofne. 0x200 Ormin 665 3 >ff batt itt ohlit fan like se}> pe
whte off ennglckinde 1297 R Glouc (1724) 299 Somme
deyde verlych as hn vp ry3t stode 1340 Ayenb 130 Ase
uayr weder went m-to lene and neiliche makep lus blench.
1382 Wvcur Josh x 9Josue felle on hem feeilich, 01440
Generydes 5813 Eche vppon other ferly on they sett c 1473
RaufCoilyar 176 In feir fairlie he foundis Quhan the
Coitjear bad, sa braithhe lie beird.

2 Dreadfully, frightfully, terribly.

13 . E E. A Hit P B 960 Al hi rolled wyth be rayn,
rostted & brenned, & ferly flayed bat folk bat in bose lees
lenged 0 1330 R, Brunne Chron. (1810) 18 He felt him heuy
& ferly seke

3 Wonderfully, marvellously, extraoidinanly.
a 1225 Ancr R 148 A ueoihcli god word bet te holi Job

seide c 1250 Gen Ex 2799 1c sal werken ftilike strong
a 130a CursorM 4263 (Cott ) loseph was faih fan in face
c 1330 Will Palerne 3238 pe horse gan faie wib lus fet &
ferliche neiyede. 01450 Henryson Mor Fab 32 Flowies
feily sweete c 1460 J'owncley Myst (Surtees) 49, I wille
you telle Tythyngesfailygoode 1535 S rrwAin Cron Scot
(1858) I 42 T hocht tha war young, 31c tha wer farlie fair

Ferly (fo rii), v Obs. exc Sc Forms: 4 ferli,

4-8 ferlie, (9 ferley), 4-6 farley, -lie, -lye, 5-
ferly [f. Ferly a ] 1 mtr To wondei
1375 Barbour AVwr<? vi 323 Thai Farlyit,and3ainythym

to se a 1400-30A lexander4761 Quen he had fei lied his fill

c 1300 Lancelot 3x17 That euery wight ferleit of his deid
iS*3 Douglas JEneis x Piol 86 Fiend ferly not 1597
Montgomerie Cheme $ Slae B46 Nane ferhes inair than
fuhs 1723 Ramsay Gent. Sheph 11 iv, Piggy They’ll
wonder what can make us stay Patie And let them ferly
1786 Burns Twa Dogs 122 They’ll tell what new taxation’s
comin. An’ ferlie at the folk in Lon’on. 0 1826 Hogg Meg
o' Marley 20 Wks 1840 V. 97 He sits down but to ferly.

b quasi-*ww. with sentence as obi
c 1400 Melayue 1474 Thay ferlyde why he fewterde his

spere 1500-20 Dunbar Ftnyit Frcir 63 All fowill ferleit
qubat he sowld be xBot R Gill ’lint Quey in Chambeis
Pop Hum Scot. Poems {1862) 178 Ilk ane ferlied nae a wee,
What luckless gate the duel could be.

2 . trans. To amaze, astonish. Only imfers. and
in passive.
a 1300 CursorM 17361 (Gbtt ) Ful ferlid all ban war bai

0x400 Melayne 552 Me ferlys of thy fure ax400-50
Alexander 4991 pe wale kyng Was m pa figure of hire
fourme noyt feihed a littell c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees)
2405 Na man be ferlyd, Bede biddes

+ Perm, v. Obs Also 4 ferme, -ye. [a OF.
ferme-r'—L firmdre to make fast, f firm-us firm ]
1 . trans. To establish, make firm
0 1330 R Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 15507 Wyues pay

toke, per loues to feime Two sones had pey at o terme
1377 Langl P PI B. x 74 pat folke is nougte fermecl in pe
feith c 1380 Sir Fermnb 2113 pay cussede l-same an
haste, To fermye Ioue by-twene hem 1513 Douglas FEneisxv 174 Or thai thar fute steppis ferm and tak array
2 To shut up, blockade.
*S*3 Douglas AEneis x v 181 He suld nocht from the

sege vprais, Bot still remane to ferm and clos the toun
*6SS J Jennings tr Elite 2 As a Neptune ferming the
winds of sedition in their gale.

3. = Affirm v
aJASS Holland Houlate xli, Thus in defence of the faith

as fermes ynewe The douchty Douglas is dede.
Fermacy, obs form of Pharmacy.
Fermage, Ferm(e, etc., var of Farhage,
Farm, etc.

Fermail (f5 jmeil). Antzq and Her Also 5
fermayll(e, 6 fermaulx, ) fermaile, -alo, -ault
[a. OF fermaille a clasp med L firmdcitlum,
f. firmdre to fix ] A buckle or clasp

, a setting.
1480 Caxton Ovid's Met x iv, A fermayll of gemes

plesaunt. 1483 — G de la Tour Muj, To Wynne suche
ouches or fermaylles, 1572 Bossewell Armone n. 38b,

|

One fermaulx lozengie, x6xo Guxllim Heraldry iv xv



FEEMANCE,

1660) 344 He beareth on a chief as many fumniles or

buckles 1688 R Holme Armoury 111 304/2 Buckles are

called Fermales or Fermaults 1863 Athensum No 1954

494/2 A Charact Fermatl of the fourteenth century 1877

Ll Jewitt HalJ-krs Eng Antiq 126 A circular object .

intended for a ranror, or for a circular brooch or fermail

Fermance, var of Firmanoe.

t Ferine. Cant Obs A hole

16*0 Dekker VillainiesDiscovered xvn P ij,A short staffe

having in the Nab or head of it, a Feime (that is. to say a

hole) 1688 R Holme Armory in iiu 168 Forme, Hole,

Cave, or hiding place 1725 111 Now Cant Diet

Ferment, var. of Ferrament, Obs

Ferment (fa'iment), sb. Also 6 fermente,

7 firment. [a. Fr. ferment, ad, L fermentum, f.

root offerv-ere to boil ]

X, ong Leaven or yeast Hence gen . an agent

which causes fermentation (see Fermentation i).

Modern chemists recognise two classes of ferments organ-

izedferments

,

which are living vegetable organisms, as the

yeast plant and other microscopic fungi ,
and unorganized

or chemicalferments,
which are certain compounds of or-

ganic origin, as diastase,
pepsin, etc

c 1420 Ballad. onHusb xi 524 Use this ferment For musty

brede 1683 Robinson in Ray's Corr (1848) 138 The venom
may chiefly consist m a subtle acid ferment *774 J

Bryant Mythol II 59 He taught the nations the use of

ferment 1807 Med Jml XVII 198 Hence he concludes,

that albumen is the true ferment 1871 TyndallFragm
Sc (1879)1 V 138 Pasteur, proved the real ‘ferments to

be organised beings

fig 1643 Sir T Browne Rehg Med 1 § 267 The fer-

ment of all Religious actions, is Wisedome 1690 Locke

Govt, n. xix (Rtldg ) 224 This hypothesis lays a ferment for

frequent rebellion 172Z Wollaston Rehg Nat ix 173

Gentle ferments working 111 our breasts 1877 T yndall in

Daily News 2 Oct 2/5 A ferment long confined to in-

dmmials, but which may become the leaven of the race

fb spec, m Alchemy (cf. Fermentation i b) ;

sometimes applied to the ‘philosopher’s stone’.

Also in cosmological speculations (see quot 1677)

1471 Ritley Comp Alch ix in Ashm (1652) 17 § Foment
whych Leven we call. 1610 B Jonson Alch 11 it, The red

ferment Has done his office 1677 Phil Trans XII 884

By Ferments he means the aforesaid Principles, (or Seminal

sparks hidden in matter) actually put into motion, and by

the variety of that motion producing the variety of bodies

1677 Hale Pum Ong Man n. vn ig3 Those Shells arise

de novo, not barely from the Plastick power of the Eaith..

but from, certain Seminal Ferments brought thither.

2 =Fermentation i.

1605 Timme Qnersit 1 vn 28 The more strong the wine

shal he, the moie sharpe the ferment of the vuieger 1695

Blackmore Pr Artli n 75 He through the Mass a mighty

Ferment spread 1707 Floylk Physic Pulse- Watcn 208

Abating the Ferment and Quantity of Humours X725

Bradley Pam Diet s v Quinquina, Stopping the Ferment

of Intermitting Fevers 1744 Berkeley bins § 1x1 Ihe

first feiment of new wine

3 fig
Agitation, excitement, tumult; = Fer-

mentation 2.
„

.

167a Marvell Reh. Tramp 1. 33 The Ecclesiastical

Rigours heie weie in the highest ferment 1681 IJryden

Acs SAchit 140 Several Factions from this first Ferment,

Work up to Foam, and threat the Government 1781 Gibbon

Decl tfF xxx III 88 The minister attempted to allay the

general ferment 1829 1 Taylor Eattins ix 240 A ferment

of sinister feelings 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng, II 20 T. he

foreign embassies were all in a feiment

Ferment (faime nt), v [a F. fermenter, ad

L feimentare, f fermentum leaven . see prec. sb ]

I vntr. Of material substances (in early use

primarily of dough or saccharine fluids) . To

undergo the action of a ferment j
to suffer fermenta-

tion , to ‘ work (The precise meaning has varied

with that of the sbs Ferment, Fermentation.)

1398 Trevisa Barth DeP.R xvn lxvm (1493) 644 Soure

dough hyghte fermentum, for it makyth paast ferment and

maketh it also aryse {excrescere et fcrucrefacit pastam\

1663 Cowley Verses, To Royal Society iv, All theiyuyce

did Ferment into a refreshing Wine 1663 Hooke

Miciogr igo Flies swarming, about any piece ot flesh

that does begin a little to ferment 1697 Dryden Virg
,

Georg iv 436 The tainted Blood. .Begins to boyl, and1 thio

the Bones ferment 1707 Curios, in PIusb 4- Gard 66 These

mineral Substances ferment, rise up 111 Vapoui s and bteams

1791 Blddqcs in Phil Trans LXXXI 174 As it approaches

more and more towaids nature [malleable iron] it adheies

less , and when the tools come clear up out of the mass, he

judges it to he fermented enough [cf Fermentation i d]

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric Chcm (1814) 6 Hung which hasfer-

mented 1838T Thomson Chcm, Org bodies 370 The blue

precipitate is removed into a coppei boiler till it assumes

the appeal ance of effervescing, or till it ferments 1842 A
Combe Physiol Digestion (ed. 4) 290 We allow bread to

ferment

fa yfo*

1671 Milton Samson 619 My griefs fennent and rage.

1771 Johnson Lett to Mrs Thrale 3 July, These refactions

fermented in my mind 178* Gibbon Decl prjf. HI ,)
v

,*

686 Fanaticism fermented 111 anarchy
,
1836 Fkovde tiist

Eng (1885) I 1 63 The northern counties were fermenting

m a half-suppressed rebellion 1879 O W. Holmes Motley

II 10 His mind was doubtless fermenting with projects

2 Iran

s

To subject to fermentation; to cause

fermentation in. ***
„ _ _

1672-3 Grew Anat Roots it § 18 (1682) 83 The Sap . is

fermented therein 1813 J Smith Panorama Sc, Sr Art

II 302 Liquors are fermented for the use of the table 1030

M. Donovan Dorn, Econ I 373 The yest, made use of in

the process of fermenting the dough, 1834 Brit Huso 1

272 There was as much moisture as was necessary to ferment

‘^59 R Hurd Dial 1. Sincerity w Commerce 29

163

;uiiDbuy icimcuiLiug ma suiutciiav. wwwa-knowledge.

3 transf. and fig To work up into a ferment or

agitation
;
to excite, stir up

1667 Decay Chr Piety ix § 5 When bitter zeal was once

fermented 1704 Pope WindsorFor 93 Yevig’rous swains,

while > outh ferments your blood 1712 Blackmorl Crea-

tion, Fierce winds with their furious breath ferment the

deep 1837 Dickens Pickvo x, Ladies who are endeavouring

to ferment themselves into hysterics 1852 Mrs Jameson
Leg Madonna Introd (1857) 23 A mere contemplative

enthusiasm fermented into life and form 1836 Emerson
Eng Traits, Religion Wks (Bohn) II 96 The Christianity

which feimented Europe.

b. To exacerbate ,
to foment, inflame.

1660 in Picton L'poolMitmc Rec (1883)1 3o6Findmge .

the same disputes fermented . against the merchants

a 1704T Brown Eng Satire Wks 1730 I 28 He fermented

the passions of the vicious 1764 Foote Mayor of G. 11

Wks 1799 I 186 To ferment a difference between husband

and wife 1868 1 tmes 21 Jan , To shew him fermenting the

Garibaldian movements.

Fermentable (fwme ntab’l), a. [f. Ferment
V + -ABLE.]

1. Capable of being fermented.

I73 I "7 Miller Gard Diet sv IVme, Fermentable Bodies

1793 Burke Corr (1844) IV 271 This fermentable sap por-

tends the dry-i ot. 1850 Daubeny Atom. 7 A, \ (ed 2) 347

I he cells which contain the saccharine and other fermentable

matters 1869 E A Pa rices Tract Hygtene (ed 3) 96

Organic fermentable liquids change very slowly.

fig *73* Hist Litterana IV 22 He proceeds to range

fermentable Subjects into Classes, 1840 Mill Ess (1859)

II 408 The fermentable elements of French society

2. Capable of causing fermentation rare.

1846 J Baxter Libr Tract Agnc (ed 4) I 133 The
fermented liquor must be separated as much as possible

fiom the yeast or fermentable matter

Hence Fe rmentabi lity, the quality of being

fermentable
1788 Projects in Ann Reg 83 Newman, was unwilling to

admit of the fermentability of milk.

t Fermentace'ous, a Obs [f. Ferment sb.

+ -ACEOUS ] Having the properties of a ferment.

1662 J Chandler Van Helmont's Onat 140 Fermenta-

ceous Odour dwells every where 1682 T Gibson Anat

(1697) 41 Hunger is caused from fermentaceous pai tides.

t Ferme’ntal, a Obs [f Ferment sb +-al ]

Of, peitaming to, or of the nature of, a ferment or

fermentation
1630 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep 11 vii 783 Cucumbers

may also debiliate the fermentall faculty of the stomack

1676 Newton in Rigaud Corr Set Men (1841) II 389 The
frame of nature may be nothing but ether condensed by a fer-

mental principle 1694Westmacott^c^ Herb (1695)132

Intense cold prevents their Fruit-beanngby suspending the

fermental action of the Principles.

Fermentarian (fatmenteo’rian). Eccl.Hist.

[f. L. fermentdri-us (f. fermentum * see Ferment

sb

)

+ -an ] A name applied in reproach by Latin

Christians to those of the Greek church, as using

fermented bread in the Eucharist 1773 in Ash

t Fermenta'rious, a. Obs-° [f. L. fer-

mentdn-us (f fermentum . see Ferment sb.) +

-ous ] Made of leaven ,
belonging to fermentation

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1773 m Ash

I* FeTIUCEL'ta'te, v. Obs. [f. L. fermentat-

ppl stem of fermentare, to ferment] trans To

cause to ferment ,
to leaven

1399 A M tr Gabelhouer'sBk Physicke 208/2, Rye meale

to be fermentatede with sower leaven 1613 Crookl Body

ofMan 218 A certaine paste should . bee fermentated

into the form of a man 1637 Tomlinson RcnousDisp

log The conditure is excellently fermentated

fie <21670 HACKrT A bp> Williams 11. 179 The largest

part of the Lords were feimentated with an Anti-episcopal

^°absaT
S

1656 Ben Israel Find Jud. in Phenix (1708) II

394 Every confection ought to be so pure as not to admit oE

any thing that may fermentate.

Hence Fe rmentated ppl a
1636-81 in Blount Glossogr *676-17*7 in Coles. *800

m Worcester (citing Bacon) .

Fermentation (foments jsn) [ad. L fer-

incntdti 011-eni, n. of action f. ferment-are to r ER-

ment ]
The action or process of fermenting

1. A process of the nature of that resulting from

the operation of leaven on dough or on saccharine

liquids. .... ,

The features superficially recognizable in the process m
these instances are an effervescence or internal commotion,

with evolution of heat, in the substance operated on, and a

resulting alteration of its properties Before the rise of

modern chemistry, the term was applied to all chemicnl

changes exhibiting these characters; in Alchemy, it was the

name of an internal change supposed to be produced 111

metals by a ‘feiment', operating after the manner of leaven

In modern science the name is restricted to a definite class

of chemical changes peculiar to organic compounds and

produced in them by the stimulus ofaverment (see Ferment

sb 1)

,

the various kinds of fermentation are distinguished

bv qualifying adjs,, as acetous, alcoholic,
butyric, lactic,

putrefactive; etc (see those words) In popular language

the term is no longer applied to other kinds of change than

those whichit denotes in scientific use, but it usually con-

veys the notion of a sensible effervescence or ‘working ,

which is not involved m the chemical sense

a m applications covered by the modem scien-

tific sense.

FERMENTESCIBLE.
*6ot Holland Pliny xxih vn II. 170 Some used to put

thereunto [the juice out of mulberries] myrrhe and cypresse,

setting all to frie and take their fermentation in the sun

a 168a Sir T Browne Iracts (1684) 26 Made by hmdnng
and keeping the must from fermentation or working. *7*8

Quincy Compl Disp, 8 The second is the inflammable Spirit

of Vegetable, and what is procured by the help of Fermenta-

tion 1796 C Marshall Garden, xin. ( 1813) 179 The dung of

animals . is put together foi fermentation. *842 A Combe
Physiol Digestion (ed 4) 1x0 Others . contended, that

chymification lesults from simple fermentation of the ali-

mentary mass *874 M Cooke Fungi 3 These cells are

capable of producing fermentation in certain liquids,

f b. in Alchemy. Obs
CJ386 ChaucerCow. Yeom.Prol SfT 2640ureccmentynge

and fermentacioun *47* Ripley Comp Alch ix in Ashm
(1652) 173 Trew Fermentacyon few Workers do understond

1509 Thynne Antmadv (*875) 32 Fermentacione ys a pe

culier terme of Alchymye. 1610 B Jonson Alch. 1

Because o’ your fermentation, and ctbation

fe m \anous other vague applications Obs.

as661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III 91 Others impute the

heat to the fermentation of several minerals. 167* Grew
Anat Plants 1 i § 30 (1682) 6 The General Cause of the

growth ofa Seed , is Fermentation *678 State Trials ,
Eat l

of Pembroke (1810) 1341 Claret, and .. small-beer • settheoj reiuvruiie yioiiuj id 4** * * rV r J *

blood upon a fermentation. 1707 Curios, inHusb # Gard 07

An acid Sait mingles it self with an Alkali • from which

Mixtuie results a Fermentation, and very sensible Heat

1728-46 Thomson Spring 569 The torpid sap in fluent

dance, And lively fermentation, mounting 1794 Sulivan

View Nat I 6g As soon as our continents were thus

delivered from the waters, the fermentations, ceased

+ d. Iron-smelting : see quot Obs.

179* Beddoes 111 Phil Trans LXXXI. 174 The hottest

part of the mass begins to heave and swell . . The workman
calls this appearance fermentation

2 fig The state of being excited by emotion or

passion; agitation, excitement, working Some-

times (with more complete metaphor) : A state of

agitation tending to bring about a purer, more

wholesome, or more stable condition of things.

c*66o J Gibbon in Spurgeon Trias Dav cxrc 9.A young

man in the highest fermentation of his youthful lusts

*682 Earl Anglesey State Govt in Somers Tracts II 196

Predicting the happy, future State of our Country ; and

that the then Fermentation would be perfective to it 1752

Hume Ess. $ Treat (1777) I 288 The minds of men being

once put into a fermentation *843 S Austin Rankes
Hist Ref II 161 Whether in such a state of fermentation,

they would wait patiently 1859 Mill Liberty 11. 61 In the

intellectual fermentation of Germany, etc.

Fermentations (faimentJ'-Jbs), a. [£
Fer-

mentation : see -ous ] Of a disease : That is

produced by some morbific principle or organism

acting on the system, like a ferment.

1888 Scott. Leader 6 Dec 5 The vast increase they show

in deaths from othei ‘zymotic' (or ‘ fermentatious ) diseases

Fermentative (faime ntativ), a [f. L fennen-

tdt- ppl. stem offermentare + -ive. Cf. Fr fei-

mentattfl
1 Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fermenta-

tion
;
developed by fermentation.

*663 Hooke Microgr 122 Vegetation, which is set a

moving by the putrifactive and fermentative heat *693

Blancard Phys. Diet 205/2 Some filthy and fermentative

Matter *737 A. Cooper Distiller 1 ti (*760) 10 The suc-

ceeding Separation or fermentative Motion, is averydifferent

Thing 1830 Daubeny Atom Th x. (ed 2) 350 Watching

it during the continuance of the fermentative process 1869

E A Parkes Pract HygieneigA 5) 20 The organic matter

may commence to undergo fermentative changes.
^

2 Tending to cause or undergo fermentation

x66z Childrey Brit Bacon 43, I doubt whether either

of them hath any thing of a fermentative power m them.

1671 Grew Anat Plants 1 1 § 31 (1682) 7 Beer, or any

other Fermentative Liquor. *748 Hart ley pbscrv Man
1 1 46 The. fermentative Disposition ofthe fresh Chyle 1S70

Foster Phys n 1 2*9 The fermentative activity of yeast

Hence Ferine ntatively cubit

,

and Ferine nta-

tiveness.
, , .

1684 Tyson Hist. R Soc iv 172 (T ) The white of the

egg he concluded, from its fermentativeness, to be impreg-

nated with air 1890 Wlbstee, Fermentatively.

Fermentatory (faimentatan), a |L Lat

type *fermentdtonm, f. fermentare to ferment]

= Fermentative i. , , ,

1763 Brownrigg in Phil Trans. LV 227 Liquors, which

by their fermentatory motion, generate more air than

they can imbibe lyyo Monthly Rev 302 A fermentatory

process is carried on in the stomach

Fe£ttl6XLtecL (fanue nted), ppl a [f Ierment

v. 4 -ED* ] Of a liquoi : That has been through the

process of fermentation. Of bread . Leavened.

*553 Eden Decades 258 Fermented breade dipte in a

sponefull of wyne. *646 Sir T Browne Pseud Bp ».iiv 82

From the distillation of fermented urine .. anseth an Aqua

vitae *732 Akbuthnot Rules of Diet 261 All feimented

Spirits, the [stimulating] Effects of which are very sudden

1813 Sis. H. Davy Agnc Chcm (1814) 136 The spirits dis-

tilled from different fermented liquors differ in their

^ermentescihle (faamentesrb’l), a Also

(erron.) -iscible. [f. as prec + -escible (see -esce

and -ibee) ] a. Having the power to cause fer-

mentation. b. Capable of being fermented

1684 tr Sonet's Merc, Compit xix 730 Fermentiscible

andoften bilious Humours bred of Meat corrupted *807

Med Jrnl. XXII *98 The albumen was so altered

without having lost its fermentescible action 1814

Rev XXIII 129 To excite fermentation in a feimentiscible

fluid 1863 Reader No 117, 346/3 Fermentescible liquids

ux. —" 2



FERMENTING. 164 FERNAMBUCK.

Peme'U’tiugf, vhl. sb [f. as ptec. + -tug 1
. ]

The action of the vb Ferment ; also attnb
1471 Ripley Comp Alch ix in Ashm (1652) 173 Fer-

mentyng in dyvers maners is don 1831 Carlyle Sari
Res (1858) 13 What a Fermen ting-vat lies simmering and
hid I 1846 f Baxter Libr Pract Agric. (ed 4) II 415
Twenty gallons in each fermenting tub 1856 Kane A ret

Expl II xi 37 My study-lamp is now fixed under a barrel

to raise a fermenting temperature

Fermenting' (foime ntirj), ppl a [f. as prec.

+ -ing 2
] That ferments; m senses of the verb.

*fig7 Drydpn Virg Georg n 10 When with fermenting
Juice the Vat o’ei flows 1705 Addison Campaign 108
Their Courage dwells not in a troubl'd Flood Of mounting
Spmts, and fermenting Blood 1816 J Scott Vis Pans
Pref (ed 3) 4 The feimentmg mischief burst forth. 187s
Taunt Map 0/7/tames 15 The bung flies upwards from the
fermenting beer,

Permentitious (fo-imenti /as), a [f assumed
L *fet mentui-us (f fermentum Ferment sb) +
~ous ] Of a fermenting or effervescent nature.

1807 A ICnox Let Buttenvoi th Rem (1834) I 67 It can
deceive us by 110 fermentitious feeling 1820 — Let H
More Rem (.T837) III 464 Mr Southey seems to take
pleasure m shewing off the annoying spectacles of fer-

mentitious religion

Perxnentive (faime-ntiv), a. [f Ferment sb

01 v + -ive ] Tending to produce fermentation.
1672 Phil, Turns VII 4030 Seeds, which by tlieveitue

of uieir fermentive Odours perform these transmutations
upon Matter 1674 R Godtrey Inj Ab Physic 2 Were
not Diseases themselves in a manner poysoiious and Fer-
meutive. *888 A thenasnm 23 Feb 247/3 The fermentive
organism is absolutely essential to the setting up of de-
structive rotting

Jig 1636 A 1 tif Handsom 104 Which is as stiong a leaven
to puffe the mind, as any thing, and no lesse fermentive
when natumll, than when artifictall

t Fermerer L Ohs. [f. Fekmery + -eb t
]

The superintendent of a (monastic) infirmary. Cf.

Enfermeuer
c *386 Chaucer Sontpn T 131 So did our sextein, and

our fetrmeiere, That lian ben trewe feeres fifty yere. *483
Cat/i Angl 127/2 A Fvrmem, y'nfirwarms
+ Pe’rmerer 2

. A. Obs Forms . 6 fer-

morar, 7 fermarer, -orar [f. fermcr, Farmer a

-f -er 1
] a* Farmer sb 2 2 and 3

<*1372 Knox Iitsi Ref iv (1632) 298 Thair Factours and
Fermorars *609 Skene Reg Map , Stal David II, 43
Fermoieis borne of husband men may not ficht for the
libertie of their piedicessours Ibid Table 79 Pcrmarer,
or Lenent to any man
Fermery, fa'rmery. Obs exc. Hist

Forms a. 4-6 fermene, -y(e, 4-/ fermori(e,
-y(e, 5 farxnary(e, 7 Jhst fermane, firmorie,
firmary £. 6 farmarie, -erye, -ory, 7 farmary,
6- farmery. [aphet. f. OF enfermene,

acl med
L infirmana

.

see Infirmary ] = Infirmary;
chiefly, the mfiimary of a monastery
*377 Langl P PI B xiii 108 IF 3e faie so in }owre fer-

morie c 1394 P PI, Ciede 212 Fennery and Fraitui with
fele mo houses C1430 Fitgr LyfManhode tv lx (1869)203,
I wole lede J>ee with me 111 to pe femerye to teste 0*530
PiAlfK Johun8s Gett thee to the faimerye 159* Rites $
Mott Ch Durh (Surtees) 44 A chamber called the Dead
Mane's Chambet in the said Farmeiy. i6ir Speed Hut
Gt Brit ix vm § 62 The rehearsall of his dying in the
Firmary 1626 Sfelman Glass, Ftrmanum al, Fenna
man, Angl. a fermane 1655 Fulllr Ch Hist vt 11 287
Infirmarium or the firmorie *89* W H. St J Hope tn
Venables Ckroit de Parco Lude I n trod 55 Of the farmery

(aijirnutorntin) very little has been made out
attnb a *490 Botontr Itin (Nasmith *778) 83 The fer

marye chyrch continet m longitudine 34 virgas

Fermete, van of Fibmity, Obs

t Fe’rmillet. Obs Also 6 fornaelet. [a

OF fermillet,fermaillet, dim. offermail Fermatl,]
An ornamental clasp, bucWe, or setting.
c id.73 Partenay 1082 A formelet, of gret ualure heyng,
With presious stoms gernesshed that thyng *633 J Done
tr A nstea s' Hut Sepiuagint 49 Those Stones were sus-
tayned by Buckles and Fenmllets of Gold for more firm-
nesse

+ Fe’rmison, Obs Forms
. 4 fermyson,

-sotm, 5 fsrmeson [a AF. fermyson

,

OF fer-
meyson, fei moyson L fh niahon-em, n of action
f,jirmdre, in med.L. to close (F fermer

) ]
1 A close-time for the male deer attnb

.

[1248 FootofFines (Record Office1
,
co Stafford,Quod Hugo

et heredes sui quolibet anno possint capere in predicto
parco unam damam in fermisona inter festum Sancti Mai tun
et Punficationem Beat® Manae et unum damum in pingue-
dme inter festum Sanctae Crucis in Mayo et festum Sanctis
Crucis in Septembn *13*3 Gloss IV. de Biblesvi, m
Wright Voc 174 Assez par my la mesoun De treste du
fenneyson {Eng Gloss taken of gres tyme]] c 1340 Gaw,
<S Gr Knt 1156 pe fre lorde hade de-fende in fermysoun
tyme pat per schulde no mon mene to pe male dere. ?a 1400
Morte Aith 180 Fflesch fluriste of fermysone.
2 A place where deer were kept.
C1420 Aiiiurs of Arth (Camden) 1, By fermesones by

frythy s, and fellee

t Fern, a, and adv Obs Forms* 1 fym, 3
fer(r)en, (fume), 3 Layamon v(e)orne, 4-5 fern,

(4 feorn, 6 fame) Also (as adv, and an Comb )
with prefix, I fcefym, 2 xefem, 3 lfuxn, nmrn,
afeorn, iv(e)orn, 4 yfern [Perh. repr. two dif-

ferent but synonymous formations (from different

ablaut-grades of the same root). The OE. fym

with y from u, an -1 item that has passed into

the -0 declension, seems to be a peculiarly Eng
formation (perh. in origin a sb ,

as the form with

prefixed ge may suggest
),
cognate with OS film,

font adv formerly (also m comb anfumdagon «
OE on fyrndarum), OHG. foi n (MHG. vorii)

formerly, ON font adj ancient (Sw font) The
sense ‘of last year', though not recoided before

the ME. period, seems to point to an OE feme,
which would correspond to OS fern past (ofyears),

OHG firm old (MHG virne old, verne adv last

year, mod Ger firne old, of last year), Goth.

fairneis old —OTeut *fei-njo-i cognate with Lith.

pemai adv., last year JA adj

1 . Of time : Former, ancient, of old.
Aftei 15th c. only m pluase oldfern days or years

;
cf 3

and Fernyear,
a 1000 Riddles lxxxi 9 (Gi ) Fym forS-gcsceaft c 1275

Lay 24793 Julius pat in vovne da^e bi-wan lnt mid fihte

c 1300 K Ahs, 6336 Feome men Clepeth heom Agofagy
a 1400 Octonian 477 Hy t ys well fern men seyden so. *3*9,
1562 [see Fi rnycar A 1] *37* Bp. Lesi ey Title Success.
n 6 b, I might here fetche foorth olde fame dayes

2 Fern year' last yeai : see Feunyear.
3 Comb fern-days, days of old.

a 1000 A tidnas 733 (Gr ) pis is se ilea eal walda god pone
on fyincKgum faederas cuSon. c 1205 Lay 27118 pat
Meilin 1 ftirn da^en seide.

B adv. Long ago, of old, formerly, a long time,
a a 100a GuthlefC 841 (Gr) pone bitran drync pone Eve

fym Adame geaf c rzoo 7 rut Coll Horn 39 Feren it is

pat we and me heldrcne habba.8 ben tiirnd fio him Ibid.
161 Hit is ferren atleien hohetil8e 1377 Lanol P PI B
xv 226 It is feire [v 1 fern] agoo m seynt Fraunceys. tyme.
c 1386 CHAuem Sqr 's T 248 For they han knowen it so
fern c 1422 Hoccleve Jereslaus's IVtfe 199 It n> ago fem
syn I spak vow to Of loue.

8 c 1000 Wnlftan (Napier) xvm 104 Eala, Xefyrn is, past

3urh deofol fela pinga inisfoi ^*203 Lay 24017 pa luurn here
stoden 4*230 Owl <$• Night 1306 Heo were lftun of prestes

inupe Amansed c 1273 in O E Jlhsc (1872)193 Ifurn ich
habbe lsunehed nnd worke and mid worde. c 1380 Sir
1<crumb 3207 Wei y-fern pay holpe ous nou3t.

Fern (fihn), sb P’orms: ifearn, 3 south vmrne,
4-7 feme, 6-7 fearn(e, (6 Sc fame, 7 fyme, 9
dial, feam), 7 fervon, 6- fern fOE. fearn str.

neut. =MDu vxren (Du vareri), OIIG fam,farm
(MHG. varn, varm

, mod Ger. fam) neut and
masc (not recorded m ON , but cf. Sw. dial fanne
ON. feme) .OTeut. farm- .—0Aryan *porno-,

whence Ski. parna neut, wing, feather, leaf

The primitive meaning of the word is doubtless

‘feather
1

;
foi the transferred application cf. Gr.

irrepov feather, irrepis fem ]
1 One of a laige gioup of vascular cryptogamous

plants constituting the N.O. Filues
;
a single plant

or fxond of the same ; also collect in sing.

Flowering' or Boyal Fern : Osmunda regahs

;

see Osmund. Hard fem= Blechnum. lady-fern
—Athynum fihxfemina. Male fern= Lastrea

Jihx-nias Prickly fern= Folystichum aculeatum.
For bladder-, buckler hare-foot-, holly-, maidenhair-,

tree-, etc fern, see those words
<2800 Corpus Gloss,, Filix

,
fearn c 888 K, -/Eltred

Boeth xxiu § 1 Atio dsiest of pa pomas & pa fyrsas & past

feam. c 1203 Lay 12817, I wude 1 wilderne nine hjecle &
mne useine. c 1330 Aith 4 Merl, 8873 No gaf he tlier of
nought a ferae c 1386 Chaucer Sqi ‘s T 247 Yit is glas
nought like aisscheu of feme CZ400 Maundev (1839)
xxxi 307 Tentes, made of black Feme 1477 Norton Ord
Alch vi. in Ashm. (1632) 93 Of Ashes of Feme 1323
Fitzherb Sum 6 b, Brome, gorse, fyi-s, btaken, feme
1621 Sir 1C Boyle in Lismore Pap (1886) II 16 He is

to vse ffyrnes and heath, but not wood to biew withal
*639 T de Gray Compl Hotseman 319 Take the root
of male brake or feam 1771 Smollett Humph Cl (1815)

239 A brown desert .. that pioduces nothing but heath
and fem 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles v xix, The tall fem ob-
scured the lawn 184a Tennyson TalkingOak 201 Hidden
deep in fern

2 atti ib and Comb simple attnb
,
asfern-ashes,

-bracken
,
-bush, -covert

, -faggot, -fond

,

1harvest

,

-leaf, -plant,
-root, -spore, -stalk, -stem, -tuft , ob-

jective, as fa n-gathei er
,
-grower, -thief, instru-

mental and parasynthetic, as fern-clad,

,

-crowned

•
fringed

,
-leaved, -thatched adjs

,
simulative, as

fern-like adj.

c *386 Chaucer Sqr 's T 246 To maken of Tern asshen
glas *743 Beverley Beck Act ii 2 Every quarter of fern
ashes 1367 Jewel Def Apol ir 25s In like order of
reason lie might haue saide it is not a * fearn bushe *380
Lyly Euphues (Alb

) 319 It is ablynde Goose that knoweth
not a Foxe fiom a Fearne-bush *84* Lever C O'Malley
cviu, An apparently endless succession of ^fern-clad lulls

*839 G Merldith R Feverel xxi, A pine overlooking
the *fern-covert 1612 Drayton Poly-olb xvu 23 The
*Fearne crown’d Flood. 1703 T N. City &C Purchaser
47 Heath, Brake, or "Fern Faggots *842 Faber Stynan
Lake 131 The "fern-fringed wall 1879 Encycl Brit IX
101/1 Columnam 1648 compared the "fern fi ond to butcher’s
broom *886 Hall CaineSow ofHagar iil xi, I’m a "fern-
gatherer 1864 T Moore Bnt Ferns *5 The amateur
"Ferngrower *855 Mrs Gaskell North 4 J1

11, Ihe
"Fern-harvest was over *688 R Holme Armoury n iv.

60/2 He beareth Argen t, a "Fern leaf. Vert 1840 Mrs
Norton Dtearn 82 "Fern-leaved Mimosa 1630 How

Phytologia Bnt 77 Muscus filtcinns Park "Fernhke
Mosse *884 Bowlr & Scott De Bary's Phancr 179 ln

Fern-like plants tubes are found *882 Vines Sachs' Dot
225 Bulbils from which ^Fern-plants aie duectly developed
1480 Caxton Citron Eng cell 322 Poure peple made hem
bredeof *fern rotes 1753 Chambers Cycl Supp

, Fern-root
was frequently prescribed by the antients in diet-drinks, for
removing obstructions *389 R Harvey PI Pore 13, I
tlimke the mad slaue, hath tasted on a "ferne-stalke, that he
walkes so invisible 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary’sPhancr
289 A number of "Fem stems with leaves in many rows
16x4 Sylvester Bethuha's Rescue hi 29 Their "Fem-thatcht
Towns *888 Athenmum 21 July 105A Some Tern thieves
were captured 0x835 Mrs Hemans Poems, Hour of
Romance, Under the "fern-tufts.

b. Special comb. : fern-allies, plants ofa nature

allied to that of ferns
;
fern-bracken = Bracken

(Butten & H ) ; fern-brake, (a) = prec
,

(b) a
thicket of fern

; f fern-bud, a kind of fern-fly, used
by anglers; fern-ehafer, a beetle {Scaralnms or

Amphimalla solstitiahs)

,

fern-cup, the cup-like

form of the fem just after coming through the
ground , fern-fly, a flyfrequentmg fern

;
fern-gale,

the Sweet Fern [Mynca Comptoma)

;

fern-moss,
a genus ofmosses, Fissidens\ fern-oil (see quot ) ;

f fern-sitter, a name given to the hare; fern-

tree= tree-fern ;
fern-web, a beetle (

'Scarabseus

or Melorontha horticold). Also Fern-owl, -seed
1879 Encycl Bnt IX 100/2 Groups often spoken of .

as *Fern-allies 16** Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II

352 A bath of
i
'fernebraks_ for your fustie bodie, *622

FLETciirR Beggar's Bush v i, Your breech is safe enough
the wolfs a fern-biake 1760 IVulton tj- Cotton’s Angler
App (1760) 121 *Fern-Bud, this fly is got on Fern 1774
G White Sclbome K 103 The appearance of the *fern-

chafer *8*6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol xvi (1828) II 5 Of this

nature seems to be that of the cockchafer and fern-chafer
*888 Pall Mall G 4 July 5/1 In their nightly gambols
through my garden they too often destroy my choicest
"fern-cups. *676 Cotton Angler 11 330 The "Fern-fly . is

of the colour of Fern or Biacken *686 Pi ot Stajffordsh

253 The Fern-Flyes feed on the young corn and grass, and
hinder their growth 1867 F Francis Angling vi (1880)

230 The Fem Fly . known to children as, ‘ Soldiers and
Sailors’. 1698 J. Petivfr in Phil 'Brans XX 398 Our
common "Fern Moss *868 Tripp But Mosses 181 Maish
Fern Moss Rock Fern Moss. 1733 Chambers Cycl hupp

,

*I<e> n-oil m pottery, a name given . to a sort of varnish,
which the Chinese use in their poicelam manufactories It

is also called lime oil a *323 Names ofHare tn Pel Ant
I 134 The hare 1 he lijtt-fot, the "femsittere *827 Hlllylu
in Bischoff VaiiDicmcn’s LcuuH.1832) 166 "Fern trees twenty
feet m height 1884 Boldrewood Melb Mem x\ *47
Picnics to fern-tiee gullies weie successfully earned out

*796 W. Marshall IV Devon Gloss
,
*Fern-web *869

Bi ac-kmoke Lorna D. vii (ed. 12) 37 With a hook and a bit

of worm on it, or a fern-web

Hence Perned ppl a, fern-grown; Pe rnist,

one who cultivates or lakes an interest m ferns

,

Pe rnless a

,

devoid of ferns

1845 Hirst Poems *55, I head on ferned and laurelled
lulls 1865 A thenceum No 1959 648/3 The fermst ofmeanest
capacity *888 — 21 July 105/2 Fairlight Glen, once the
loveliest spot on the southern coast, now almost fcrnless

*893 T E Brown Old John, etc 177 Rose plot, Fringed
pool, Ferned grot.

+ Peru, sb.~ Obs [peili repr 015 fireit, ON
firn pi

,
orig a cume, monstrous thing ,

for the

sense cf. mod Icel find ‘ a great deal, a lot
1

(Vigf ).] A huge quantity or number
a 1300 CursorM 3908 (Cott ) O Jns gret aght )?ou has me

lent I sal gret fern be-foi me sent c *323 Metr Horn 126
A lazer Com and asked Crist his hele, Bifor that Fern of
foie sa fele

Peru, sb 3 Obs exc dial. Also 4, 6 verne, 7
fearne. [ME verne, perh. f Virne to go lound,

a F. vtronner, f viron circuit ] A windlass
[a *327 Acc Worts Westm Palace in Promp Pars’

510 note, Gynes voc’ femes *328 Ibid , Circa facturam
eujnsdam veinesive mgenii ] 1546 Langli y Pol Verg De
Invent 11 vii 47 b, Cranes or Vernes to wmde up great
Weightes *374 Nottingham Rec IV 155 The vse of
a feme to lode the tymbei wytb i6*x Coicr

, Monlmet
a brasstbres, the barrel! of a windlasse 01 fearne Ibid

,

Cltevie, the engine called by architects, etc. a feaine
1847-78 Halliwell, Fearn, a windlass Line.

Pern (faun), v [f Fern sb i]

1. trails To cover with fern
c *420 Pallad, 011 Hush 1 338 The mapul, ooke and

assche etidureth longe In floiyng yf thou feme it welle
1862 Macm Mag Sept 426 How was it [island] licbened
and mossed, ferned and heathed ?

2. wtr To feed upon fern ? Obs
1376 Iurberv Venene 153 When he feedeth on feaine or

rootes, then it is called lowting or fearning *688 R
Holme Armoury 11 135/2 For the Feeding if Boar and
Swine be in open Grounds, on Heaths . they are Team-
ing

tPerna’mbuck. Obs Also 6 fernandobuck,
6-7 fernau(d)b'aek, 8 fernebourge. [Corruptly
f. Pernambuco, the name of a sea-port in Brazil ]
= Brazil sb. 1, Also attnb
1596 Drake's Voy (Hakluyt, jgy ) 13 In this place was

great store of fruite and much fernandobuck 1398 Florio,
Scoiano, a led wood called brasill or fernanbucke *6*7
Fynes Moryson Itin, m 534 Fernandbuck wood. *703
T S. Art’s Improv 28 [To stain wood led] Take Ferne-
bourge, half a Found, and Rain Water. 17x2 tr Pomet's
Hist Drugs I. 68 Most in Use is the Brazil-Wood, call’d
Fernambuck. *722 Act Encour Silk Manuf. in Land.
Gas. No, 6040/7 Brazil or Fernambuck Wood.



PEBNEBY. FEBREN.
Fernery (la-men), [f. Fern sbA + -ery ] A

place or a glass-case where ferns are grown
1840 E Newman But Ferns Introd (1844“) 11 A fernery
should possess a pure atmosphere 1863 Bates Nat

A mason I 70 1 he whole foiest glade formed a vast fernery
Fernicle, var of Vernicle, Obs

t Fern-osmund. Obs tare- 1
. [f. Feonj/i i

+ Osmund] The Royal Fern, Osnmnda regalis
1614 Markham Cheap Hush Table of Hard Woids,

Feme Osmund is an hearbe of some called Water-Feme

,

hath a triangulei stalke and it giowesm Boggs, Ibid 1

lxvi 39 [Some later editions have the mispnnted form
fernsmund which has been copied into mod Diets ]

Fe*rxi-owl, [f Fern sb i + Owl ] a Ihe
Nightjar or Goaisuckei, Capnmulgus europseus

,

b the Short-eared owl, Asto brachyotus
a 1678 Ray Willughby's Oruith ir 111 § 1 107 The

Fernowl or Goat sucker, Capnmulgus 1793 G White
Selborne (1853) II xxx 246 Not long after a fein owl was
procured 1832-5 E Jesst Clean Nat Hist (1843) 221
The fein owl, or night-jar 1870 Morris Earthly Par II
in 44 ’Midst bittern's boom and fern owl’s cry
b 1885 Swainson Prov Names Ent. Birds 129 Short-

eared owl Fern-Owl (Ii eland)

Fe’rn-seed. The * seed ’ of the fern Befoie
the mode of repioduction of ferns was understood,
they were popularly supposed to pioduce an in-

visible seed, which was capable of communicating
its invisibility to any person who possessed it

1596 Shaks i Hen IV, ir i 96 We haue the receit of
Fern-seede, we walke muisible 1630 B Jonson New Inn
1 Wks (Rtldg

) 411/1, I had No med’cine, sir, to go in-

visible , No fern-seed in my pocket 1756 Smart Herat
Canons Friendsh 76 Ask thy heart, if Custom. Hath sown
no undiscovei’d fern-seed there 1815 Scott Guy Mann
xiv, ‘ Thejr say she has gatheied the fern-seed and can gang
ony gate she likes ’ 1859 Sala Tw round Clock (r86i) 266
We are in the receipt of fern-seed, and can walk invisible

Fernshaw (fajnjg). [f. Fern + Shaw.] A
brake or thicket of fern

1845 Browning Flight of Duchess xui, Some stoiy or
other Of hill 01 dale, oakwood or fernshaw

Fernticle (fSintik’l). Obs. exc dial. Also 5
farntikylle, ferutyklle, 6 fayrntikle, 9 fan-
tic(k)le, famtic(k)le, Sc fairnitickle *A fieckle

on the skin, lesemblmg the seed of fein ’ (W

)

1483 Cath Angl 123/1 A Farntikylle, lenticula Ibid
12S/1 A Ferntykylle, casta 1551 Turnlu Ha bat 1 (1568)
Pnja, Rocket taketh away fiekles 01 fayrntikles with
vmegie 1876 Whitby Gloss., Farnticles the brown ‘pin
point pops ’ clustered in the complexion

Hence IFe-rnticledppl a
,
freckled.

1483 Cath Angl 123/1 Farntykylde, lentiginosus 1719
D’Uiu ey PillsYl 351 Pluggy fac’dWat And farmcled
Huggy 1880 A ntnm <5 Down Gloss , Farn-tickled,

Ferny (IS ant), a [f Fern sb i + -y i
]

1 . Abounding m fern, oveigrown with fem
*3*3 Fit/herb Hush § 50 That sycknes is moste com-

monly on ferny giounde 1667 Phil Frans II. 525 The
Sin face theieof is Heathy, Feiny and Furry aijzx
Lisle Hush (1752) 4 A red, sandy, ferny ground 1808
Scon Harm iv xv, The wild buck bells from ferny brake
i860 Donaldson Busk Lays 87 The flat ferny wastes all

he sleeping

2 Of or pertaining to fem, consisting of fem
1710 Phillips Pastorals vi 29 When Locusts in the

Fearny Bushes cry a 1717 Parni ll Flies 72 Your feiny
shade forsakes the vale 1804 J Gkaiiaml Sabbath (1808)

67 Woodless its banks but gieen with feiny leaves 1884
Bazaar to Dec 621/5 A gorsy, ferny growth-

3 . Of a fern-like nature, resembling fern

1791 E Darwin Bot Card 1 76 Ferny foliage 1870 J
Rhoades Poems 131 Evoiy pane is hoar with ferny nine

+ Fe'rnyear, fern year, sb. and ado Obs
Forms a. 1 fyrngdar, 4 fern!}ere, -yere, (g
ferner), 5, 8, 9 fernyear, 9 Sc. foirnyear. /3 3
lvuxnjer. [OF fyrngiar • see Fern a and Year
From 14th c often as two words, the aclj being

inflected m ME ] A. sb
1 A past year
c 1000 Gnomic Vers (Cott ) 12 (Gr ) Fyrngearum fiod

ci205 Lay 25139, I Jmn murn gere 1377 Lancl P PI
B xtt 5 How fele fern3eres are faren and so fewe to come
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb

) 32 Yfmyn aunte bethought
her wel of olde ferners she wolde not suflre that I shold haue
ony harme 1520 More 6 upplic Soulys Wks 296/1 Old fame
yeres 1562 J Hlvwood Prov fyEpigr (1867)4 Ye regarde
good prouerbes of olde feme yeeres.

2 Last yeai, ‘ yester-yeai [Cf mod Ger.

Jirnevoem wine of last year ]
* Skinner took Chaucei’sfeme yere to mean Februaiy

'

fHence in Coles 1692-1732
c 1374 Chaucer Troylusv 1176 Farwel al the snowghof

feme yere ' 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 423 ,

1

dar nat
speke a word of feme yeer 15 Sir Egeir (1711) 19 He

. then told him a fern-yeais tale 1737 Ramsay Scot
Prov xvui 14 If I live antther year, I ’ll ca’ tins year fern-

year

B. adv a In past years [Cf OE.fymgiara,
where the second element

=

Yore adv ] b. In the

course of last year
[c 1000 Ags Ps (Thorpe) xciv. 9 [xcv 8] Swa on grimnesse,

fym-geara dydan ] 1377 Langl. P PI B v 440 The kynde-
nesse ]?at myne euene-enstene kidde me fernyere 1786
Harvest Rig in Chambers Pop Poems Scot (1862)62 They’ll

reckon up what time fernyear The kim was held. 1806

J
t

Nicol Poems II 3 (Jam) He, fairnyear, 'gainst the

en’mie’s power, Wi a choice gang had wander’d

165

tFcroce, a Obs rare [ad. L fetdee-m,
ferox J = Ferocious a

J Jackson True Evang T 1 70 Feroce and belluine
men [shal cohabit] with the meek and placable

t Ferocient, a Obs [ad L ferocunt-em

,

pr pple of ferdcire, f fetox fierce.] Ragine
ferociously

*"*

1654 H ii
1Estrange Chas, I (1655) 94 So ferocient it [fire]

was, as the Ambassadour hardly escaped 1655-62 HMore Antid. Atheism (1662) 182 [Apostate spirits] that are
more feiocient 1684 tr Bouet's Merc Compu vi 176
Yitriolate Acidity able to coagulate the ferocient Spirits

Ferocify (jerba sifai), v [f L. ferdci- stem of
ferox + -i?y

] trans. To make ferocious or fierce.
1855 m Ogilvie Supp
Ferocious (ferifujas), a [f. L ferdci-, ferox

fierce, ferocious + -ous
]

1 Of animals or persons, their dispositions or
actions . Fierce, savage ; savagely cruel or de-
structive.

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep m xvi 144 The Lyon a
ferocious animall hath young ones but seldome 1791 Bos-
well Johnson (1816) III 87 He was by no means of that
ferocious character 1794 Sullivan View Nat I 188 The
most ferocious beasts are alarmed by it X828 ScottF M
Perth xxiu, One whom they had been taught to consider
as a ferocious libertine a 1853 Robertson Led h (1858)
76, I cannot see anything manly in that ferocious struggle
1886 Shlldon tr Flaubert's Salammbo x And pits for fero-
cious animals.
Comb 1849 James Woodman n, Is he a ferocious-looking

man?
2 Indicating or characterized by ferocity
*728 Pope Dune. 11 328 Slow lose a form shaking And

each ferocious feature grim with ooze 1826 Kirby&Sr Ento-
mol xlvn (1828) IV 418 Their prominent or ferocious eyes
Hence Fero ciously adv. Fero ciousness.
1766 Fordyce Semi Vug Worn (1767) II xm 223 Rough-

ness, and even ferociousness, in a man, we often overlook
*773 Mbs Harris in Pnv Lett Ld Malmesbury I 303
He [Dr Johnson] feeds nastily and ferociously x8x8
Hallam Mid Ages (1872) I 52 The respect which was felt
mitigated in all the rancour and feiociousness of hostility
X856 Kane Arct Expl I xxix 394 They [rats] gnawed
her feet and nails so ferociously that we drew her up yelp-
ing 1867 Miss Braddon A nr. Floyd 1 10 They hate me so
ferociously.

t Fero'citate, » Obs [f Ferocity + -ate.]
trans To make ferocious

, to taint with fierceness.
1666 G Harvey Morb Angl iv. 49 The sahn . is apt to

ferocitate and irritate the spirits

Ferocity (fgrp siti). [ad Fr ferociU
,
ad L

ferocitdt-em, f fetox Ferocious] The quality or
state of being ferocious; habitual fierceness or
savageness

,
an instance of the same

1606 Warner A lb Eng xiv Ixxxvl (1612) 355 With such
perseuerant hatred and ferocitie 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
II iv, Grimalkin degenerates not in. ferosity from the elder
branches of her house 1793 Burke Policy ofA llics Wks
1842 I 594 Such their ferociLy, that no engagement would
hold with them for three months 1851 Carlyle Misc
(1857) II 213 These ferocities and Sibylline frenzies. 1851
Ruskin Mod Paint. II ns 1 xiv- § 28 It [fear] is always
joined with feiocity

Ferocize (ferJu ssiz), » rare— 1
, [f. L fcrac-em

+ -ize ] trans To make ferocious.
1816 W Taylor in Monthly Rev LXXXI 537 That

hatred of wai which ferocizes man
+ Fe rous, a. Obs. rare — 1

[f. L fer-us wild +
-OUS ] Wild, savage

1653 A Wilson Jos I 75 To chace away those ferous,
and indomitable Creatuies

-ferOUS, in actual use always -iferous (l feras),

an adjectival suffix f L fer producing (f ferre to

bear) + -ous. In Lat the suffix -fer was always
preceded by i, either belonging to the stem as m
pestifer, substituted foi the stem-vowel asm semtfer

,

01 inserted as a connecting vowel as in serifer

,

so

that the suffix practically appears m Lat as -ifer ,

and in Eng as -tferous In Eng it appealed fiist

in words taken from Lat
,
either directly or through

Fr. adaptations m -fere, as m auriferous, baccifcr-

ons, hferous, cruciferous,frugiferous, glandiferous,

lactiferous, metalliferous, odoriferous
,
pomferous,

rosiferous, soponfeious, thurtfei ous, vociferous

On the analogy thus established -tfeious became
a living English suffix, capable of combining with

any Latin stem, and forms an unlimited number of

derivatives, e\

p

m Natural History, as aetdiferous,

argentiferous,
carboniferous, cocaferous, fossihfer-

ous, lucrtferous, sanguiferous, umbelliferous.

Ferow, obs form of Farrow a

Ferox (fe’r^ks) [a L. (salmo)ferox lit * fierce

salmon’, the scientific name ] A fish (Salmoferox),
the great Lake Trout
1867 F Francis Angling \i (1880)403 Lough Melvin .

contains salmon grilse, chan, ferox. 1884 M G Watkins
III Longrn Mag

;

June 176 Every now and then we had a

ferox for dinner

Ferrade, var. of Ferbid Obs

Ferrage, obs form of Ferriage
Ferrall, obs. form, of Ferule.

t Fe'rrament. Obs Forms 5 ferremen(t,

5—y ferrament, (ferment), [a OF fet rement,

ad. L.ferrament-um implement of iron, after which

the word was refashioned. Cf. Farrement ] In
pi Articles of iron

;
iron instruments or tools

;

irons, shackles ; iron fittings, ironwork.
a 1440 Found St Bartholomew's 37 Hym self so chargid

with ferramentys and Iryns 1446 Yatton Churchw Acc.
(Somerset Rec Soc ) 84 It payd for ferments to the stepyl

wyndows vu* xa 1474 Caxton Cheese 111 v (i860) G vj,

Tne fferremens and Instruments that bangen on the gurdel.

1489— Faytes of A. 11 xxiu 137 Cartes with fenementes
for to carie the roddes for the engins Ibid it xvxv 153
With grete mastes armed aboue wyth sharp ferretnentes

1597 Lowe Chtmrg 1 u (1634) 9 How many kinds of ferra-

ments ought the Chyrurgion to carry c 1640 J Smyth
Lives Berkeleys (1883) II 66 Ihe ferments of iron in the
windows 1660 Charac Italy 34 Their Eergamasque . a
oor Crab-louse cloyster’d up within these ferraments
ath not room to breath

Ferrandin, var of Farandine, Obs.

f Ferrane, Ferranea. Obs See quots
x8xa Sir H Davy Chem Philos 388 There are 2 com-

pounds of iron and chlorine . one formed by burning iron
wire m the gas . I have called it Pert auea . 'I he other

.

is a dark gray opaque substance . . and may be named
feirane

t Ferra-ra. Obs rare— 1 A broadsword; more
fully, an ‘ Andrea Feixaia'. Cf Andrew 1

1762 Churchill Poems, Proph Famine, There saw I

the Ferrara . Unwilling grace the aukward victor’s side

1785 Grose Diet Vulg longues v Ferrara, An Andiea
Fenara has become the common name for the glaymore, or
highland broad sword.

+ Fe'rrary. Obs. [ad. L {arc) ferraria ;
but

cf Ferrorie ] The smith’s art
;
lron-woikmg

1609 Heywood Brit Troy xm xxxvn, Vulcan works in
heauenly Ferrane. c x6xx Chapman Iliadxiv 141 The God
of ferrary

Ferrate (fe'reit). Chem. [f, L ferr-um iron h
-ate 4-

] A salt of feme acid

1854 J. Scoffern m Ords Ctrc Sc. Chem 439 A solution
of ferrate ofpotash is obtained 1873 Watts Fawues' Chem.
(ed xi) 455 A class of salts called ferrates

Ferrateen. rare- 1
. Cf Ferreting sb.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xxiv, Thou false man of frail cambric
and ferrateen

t Ferraunt, a Obs Also 4 farant, fera(w)nt,
feraunte. [a OF ferrant, ifer'—'L.ferrum iron ]
Of a horse : Iron-grey Also absol.

C1300 K Alts 3460 With him cam mony stede farant.

1 a. 1400 Morte Arth 2140 Ffewters in freely one fferaunte
stedes. Ibid. 2451 One ferawnt stedes. a 1440 SirDegieu
371 On a sted nerraunt.

Ferray, obs form of Foray"

t Ferre. Falconry Obs
[i486 Bk.St A /bans Dj b, Iflfyowre liawke nym the fowle

at the fer side of the Ryuer from you Then she sleeth the
fowle at the fer Jutty and if she slee it uppon that side that
ye ben on ye shall say she hath sleen the fowle at the Jutty
ferry ] 1602 Heywood Woman Killed Wks 1874 II 99
Your’s [i e. your hawk] missed her at thefeire.

Ferr(e, obs. form of Far sb , a

,

and v.

fFe’rreal. Obs rare— 1
, [f. L ferre-us (f.fer-

rutn iron) + -al ] Of or pertaining to iron.

1509A M tr Gabelhouer's BK Phystcke 379/2 [Recipe for]

the ferreall poudre, called Crocus Martis
Ferreau (fe i /an), a. rare, [f as prec. +

-an ] = Ferreous 2

1656-81 Blount Glossogr
,

Ferreau, iron-hke, hard-
hearted, cruel 1828 Southey Gndtronvx inZy&(i8so)V

g4 From the air The ferrean atoms came. [In some mod
lets ]

i Ferred, fe'rhede. Obs Forms: a. (i

Sefdrr6den), 3 ferraeden, fsereden, fer(r)eden,

3-4 ferede, fe:rred(e, (4 ferrade) J3 3 fer-,

verhede. [aphetic f. OE. gef£> rkden, f geftta

Fere sb 1 + rkden condition : see -red. As in other

similar compounds of sbs. ending in -r, the suffix

-red was in 13th c. replaced by -hede (see -head) ]
Companionship, society, fellowship

; a company
a c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn. 23 Ich lleue )>at halgan habben

ferrede on alle holinesse ext05 Lay 6020 Heo gunnen sen-

den ofRomamsceende feower ferraedene. a 1225 Leg Hath

E
03 Tu schalt beon Jjenne underfon 1 J?e feire ferreden & 1

e murie ofmeidnes c 1314Guy Waru> (A ) 1354 Leuer ous
were heron be ded. Than thou wer ded tn our ferred c 1325
Coer de L. 2278 Hun followed ful gieat ferrede C1330
Arl/u 4 Merl (Kolb ) 3528 With gret ferrade [rime-wd
made] c 1380 Sir Ferumb 2060 pou art now among Jies

fair ferede

fi 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 2017 He wende in Jus verhede
[v 1 ferhede] Toward bataile cx300 K Alts 3060 The
riche king of Mede, Hadde never suche feihede. C1325
Coer de L 1920 Him followed ful great ferhede

Ferrekyn, obs Sc form of Firkin.
Ferrel(l, obs form of Ferrule v.

Fe rrell. dial See quot
x86t Jrnl R Agric Soc XXII 11 248 There occur in

spots blocks of concrete, cemented gravel, day, and iron,

Hamptomcl, ‘
verrells’ or ‘feirells’ 1883 Havtpsh Gloss

104 Ferrol, an indurated lump of gravel, sand, and iron

These ferrols frequently occur in the heath-lands of North
Hampshire

f Fe rren, (tdv. and a Obs. Forms 1 feorian,
feorran(n)e, feorrene, 2-4 ferren(e, (3 feren,

verren, 4 fbryxme, fuxrene), 3 feorre(n, 3-5
feme, 6 farren. Also (after preps of, on) fer-

iom(e, ferrum ; see Aferrum [OE feorran,

feorrane, feorrene, corresp.to OS ferrana,ferran,
1 O'RG. ferratta, -no, f. OTetit. *ferr- Far adv The
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adj appears first in 12th c ; its development from
the aclv is paralleled m the mod.G fern.'] A. adv
1 From far, from a distance
Beowulf 839 (Gi ) Feorran and nean a zooo Caedmon's
Gen 1836 (Gr) Uncer twega feorren cunienra a 1000 Elate

993 (Gr ) Feorran geferede. a iaa$Antr R 70 Jif eni god
mon is feoriene lkumen a lago Owl if Night, 1320 Hwat
canstu of storie, Bute Lhat thu bi-haitest hi feori e ?

2 . Afar, far away, at 01 to a distance.
c 888 K. Alfred Booth xxxix. § 5 Da ongon he sprecnn

swiffe feorran ymbuton. rxooo Ags Gosp Matt xxvi 58
Petrus hym fyhde feoriana c 1205 Lay 25733 l*n. ise^en lieo

nawiht feorren a muchel fur smokien a 1225 Juliana. 71
pa, belial pat ha hefde ibeaten feorren to bthinden c 1250
Gen $ Ex 260* Mam dowter ful feren stod 013x5 Short-
ham 137 The sonne and monne and many sterren By easts
arysethe swythe fenen.

3. Preceded by piep
; of on (0), from fen'en

(ferrom) from or at a distance
; see Aferrom

a 1240 xSawles IVarde in Colt. Horn 249 A sonde of
feorren lcumen a 1300 Cursor M. 1x744 (Gutt

)
pai lokid

paiin on ferrom. fra. Ibid. 27372 (Cott ) O ferrum for to spi
C1300 Havelok 1864 Gleyues schoten him fro feme 1352
Minot Poems vn. 89 He saw ]?e toun o-ferrum bren c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb ) xvi. 72 J>e whilk men may see on feirum.
a 1400-50A lexander5520 In hokis of iren Flesch on ferrom
baim fia. c 1470 Harding Chron. vr 111 5 Shyppes came .

Fro ferrome sene.

B. adj. Distant, far, remote.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp Luke xix 12 Sum sethelboren man

ferde on ferren [c 1000 Coepus fyilen] land, c 1205 Lay 3331
Jef feirene kmges hiherde pa tidinde c 1250 O Kent Serin
in O E, Misc (1871) 27 po prie kmges of hepenesse pet
comen fram verrene Iondes ure louerd to seche <71305 .S’.

Rather 20 in E E P (1862)90 So inoohe foie of funene
lond. c 1374 Chaucer Booth, n vn 60A1 bom) [pat] lenoune
y-spradde passynge to feme poeples gop by dyuerse tonges
c 1386— Prol 14 Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages
. To feme halwes 11420 Citron. Vilod 745 pere come
foure clerkes to Wyltone from feme lond. 1548 Gest Pr.
Masse 126 In fairen contreis

Ferreous (fe'if|3s), a. [f. L ferre-us (fferrum
iron) + -00s.]

1. Of or pertaining to iron; consisting of or
containing iron.

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep 11. m 67 Veyned . with a
few inagneticall and ferreous lines Ibid, (ed x) 69 It cairied
away all ferreous and earthy parts 1842-3 Grovl Corn
Phys. Forces (1874) 129 A magnet being itself moved will
move other ferreous bodies.

2. Hard as iron , iron-like rare
x8m Blackw. Mag XII 280 Nothing too tough and

ferreous for their digestion

3. Entom.
‘ Of a metallic-grey hue, like that of

polished iron’ {Cent. Did]
Ferrer (ferai). Obs, exc dial [ad OF.

fernere : see Baerel - Berber.] a. = Barbel-
HERBER. b (see quot. 1877.)
a 1483 Liber Niger in Heuseh Ord 75 Thei sergeaunt [of

the cellar] hathe m keepinge . ferrets and poi tatives 1877N W L2MC Gloss,, Ferrer
; a cask having iron hoops.

t Fe rrer, fe'rrour. Obs. Foims
.
4-8 ferrer,

4-5 ferour, 5-6 ferror,-our(a, 6 farrour, (5 ferere,
-owre, ferrur, 6 farrer, ferrar). [a. OF.ferreor,

ferour (Fr. ferreur) =Sp herrador. It ferratare
med L ferrator-em, agent-n i.ferrdreto shoehorses,
f ferrum iron, in med.L. horseshoe : see Farrier.]
1. A worker in iron

; a smith.
c 1380 Wyclif Semi Sel. Wks I. 407 God is a ferour and

he is Goddis instrument C1400 Destr, Troy 1593 Fferrers,
flechours, fele men of crafte 14 . Nominate tn Wr,-
Wulcker 686 Hicfarrator, a ferrur. <7x440 Prornp Pars/
15 7/2 Ferrowre, smythe, ferrarms 1583 Golding Calvin on
Dent, cxxxvu. 845 The Farrour or locksmith hath an anuel
1609 Holland Antitt, Marcell xiv. xi 28 Andriscus she
taught the Ferrars craft for to get his living

2 . «= Farrier i.

1426E E. Wills (1882) 76,

1

make myn executours Iohn
Carpinter, comoun clerk, & Iohn Spore, ferroure <7x5x5
Cocke Lorell's B (Percy Soc) g Brydel bytters, blacke
smythes, and feriars. 155a Ruloet, Ferroure, horseleche,
or smythe whyclie cuieth hoises, vetermartus ntedteus.
1601 Holland Pliny II 4S0 Poppaea was knowne to
cause her Fen era ordinarily to snooe her coach-horses .

with cleane gold. 1798 SportingMag XI I ax Encouraged
by the nobility as riding-masters or ferrers

3 With sb prefixed as seigeant-, valet-, yeoman-
ferrer : An official who had care of the horses m
a large household.
*455 Heuseh Ord 23 In lh' office of the Stable—1 Sergeant

Feu our—1 Yoman Ferrour. 01x512 Fadyan Citron vu 686
A tall yoman, somlyme sergeaunt fenour to the kyng. 1541
Act 33 Hen VIII, c 12 § 16 The serieant or chief ferrour
shall bnnge with him the serynge yrons. 1601 F Tate
Househ. Ora, Edw II, § 56 (1876) 44 He shal haue a vallet
ferrour under him to snue the horses.

Ferret (feret), sbX Forms * 4 fyrette, g for-,

feret(te, 5-7 firret(te, 7 ferrit, 6- ferret [a.

OF (? *fret), fmret, furet (mod.F furet) - It

furetto, dim of the Com. Rom. word which ap-
pears inOF asfiron,fmron (:—L type *fundn-eni)

,

furon— Pr. futon. Cat. fur6, Sp huron (earlier

furon), Pg fnrao —late L. furon-em, recorded in
7th c. by Isidore Etym xn. 11. § 39 ;

usually
identified with late L furon-em robber (f, L. fur
thief

;
common in the Langobardic laws), whence

It. furone robber
The F dim. was adopted as MDu foret,furet, fret, mod
Du fret, mod G. frett, frettchen

,
the OF. furon appears

166

in early mod Du veure, Westpbal mint, denoting the same
or a similar animal ]

X. A half-tamed variety of the common polecat

(Ententesfxtidus), kept for the purpose of driving

rabbits from their buri ows, destroying rats, etc.

1398 Tri visa Barth DeP R.xvm Ixxv (1495)829 Afyiette
hyghte Migale and is a lytyil beest as it were a wesel

<7x440 Prornp Parv 171/2 Forette, or feiette, lytyil bestc

1ai$oo Chester PI. (Shaks Soc.) I 51 Heare are beares

squirelles, and firiette 1581 Lamhardt Euen iv iv (1588)

444 Ifany Labourer have used firrets to take or destroy
Deere. 1616 Sunn. & Markh Country Paime 647 Good
hunters will neuei put their ferret into any earth, whose
mouth they see stopt 1647 H More Song of Soul 1 11

lxvxv, Strait Graculo with eyes as fierce as Ferrit Repiy'd
X766 Pennant Zool, (1768) I, 78 Warrenerx assert tint the

Polecat will mix with the ferret 1844 Penny Cycl XXVII
167/1 Ferrets should not be fed befoi e they are taken to the

wanen. 1879 Encycl Brit (ed 9) IX. 109/1 The fenet is

peculiarly intolerant of cold,

lb transf andfig.
s6z6 L Owe n Spec Jesuit, (1629) 66 These Ferrets (or if

you will Iesuites) X64X Milton Reform 1 (185T) 31 Many
of those that pretend to be great Rabbles in these studies

have bin but the Ferrets and Moushunts of an Index 1856
Bokeu Poems (1857) II 25 A cunning ferret after doubtful
phiases. 1891 Daily News 19 June 7/3 He engaged him as
a kind of ferret or detective

2

slang a. A dunning tradesman (see quot.

1700). ? Obs. b. (See quot. 1889 )
•(- c. A pawn-

broker (Bailey 1736) Obs.

a X700 B E. Diet Cant, Crew, Ferret, a Tradesman that
sells Goods to young Unthrifts, upon Trust at excessive
Rates, and then continually duns them for the debt 1725
111 New Cant. Diet 1889 Bariilkl & Lu and Slang Diet

,

P'erret, a young thief who gets into a coal barge and throws
coal over the side to his confed eiates.

3. attnb. and Comb . simple attnb., as fenet-
'

eye
;
parasynthetic and simtlative, as ferret eyed,

-faced, -like adjs. Also *{* ferret-claw v
, fig to

scratch, claw like a ferret; to strip bare, ferret-eye,
‘ the spur-winged goose, so called from the red

circle aiound the eyes’ (Webster 1890).
1591 Greene Disc Coosnage

,
So ’’ferret-claw him at cards

that they leave him as bare of money, as an ape of a taile

<7x620 Fletcher Worn Pleased m. iv, H’as light legs else

I had so ferret-claw’d him <<1586 Sidney (J ),
Having

threatmng in her *feuet eyes x6ox Shaks Jut C 1, 11

186 Cicero Lookes with Ferret eyes 1781 Blntham
Wks (1838-43) X. xo4Ahook nose and ferret eyes 1837
Marryat Snarlcyyow (ed 2) III 111 36 Vanslyperhen,
whose small ferret eyes, and downcast look, were certainly
not m his favour, 0x700 B E Diet Cant Crew, *Fcrt st-

ayed or Eyes as red as a Ferret 1850 Eb Elliott More
Verse§ Prose I x8 Cried To prayerless Want, his plunderer
ferret eyed *870 L’Estrange MtssMtiford I v 156 They
are leally fenet-eyed this morning 1840 Barham Ingot
Leg

i
Spectre of Tapp ,

A little *ferret-faced woman 1843
James Forest Days u, A shrewd merry, *ferret-hke face

Ferret (fe ret), sb.2 Forms : 6 foret, 7 ferrit,

7- ferret See also Floret. [Usually believed

to be ad. It.fioretti floss-silk (rendered ‘fenet silk
’

by FI0110 : see quot. 1598), pi. of fioretto, dim. of
fiore flower

;
the corresponding F fletirethz% senses

answeung to both those explained below.]

+ 1 . attrib. Ferret-silk = floss silk Obs.
1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl (Arb) 80 When perchmentiers

[i.e makers of trimmings, F. passewentiers] put in no feiret
Silke 1598 Florio, Fioretti a kind of course silke called
foret or ferret silke. 1612 Sc. Bk Customsm Halyburton's
Ledger (1867) 326 Filosell or ferrett silk the pound vm h.

2 . A stout tape most commonly made of cotton,

but also of silk; then known as Italian ferret.

Gt eenferret, fig. of officialism (cf. red-tape). Also
attrib

,
asferret-ribbon, -ribboning.

1649 Gild Lano in Mackenzie Newcastle II 666 note. They
shall wear no show strings better than ferret nbinn 1668
Dryden Evenings Love iv 111, There’s your ferret-nbboning
foi garters 1697 Lond Gaz No 3331/4 Leather Breeches,
tied at the Knees with green Ferrit. 17x5 Ibid. No 5327/2
The working of Galloons, Ribbons, Feriet, &c. by Mills
2783W F Martyn Geog Mag II s68 The inhabitants [of
Amiens] carry on a manufactuie of ferrets. 1812 H & J.
Smith Raj Addr (1839) 54 Red wax and green fenet Are
fixed at the foot of the deeds 1826 Miss Mittord Village
Ser, 11 (1863) 426The boblnn, the ferret, shirt-buttons, shoe-
strings ? 1836 in Mrs Papendiek Crt Q Charlotte (1887)
II. 257 The Venetian blinds I had new strung at home with
silk ferret. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho x, Mr. Snagsby lias
dealt m , red tape and green ferret

t Fe'rret, sb.z rare-1
. Glass-making [a. Fr

ferret, fret, dim offer iron ] See quot.
166a Merrett tr Nen's Art ofGlass 364 Ferrets are the

lions wherewith they try whether the Metnll be fit to woik,
as also those Irons which make the Ring at the mouth of
Glass Bottles 1753 in Chambers Svppi Hence m mod
Diets 1874 in. Knight.

Ferret (fe iet\ v [f Febbet sb 1
;
cf. F fareter

(i6lh c. in Liltre), which may be the source ]
1. mtr. To hunt with ferrets
<? 1450 Lydg iii Pol Rcl <J- L Poems (1866) 26 With hem

that fyrretyth robbe conyngherthys. 1576, 1673, 1879 [see
Ferreting vbl sb x

]

b tram To hunt over (ground) with a ferret

;

to clear out by means of a ferret.

<2x483 Ltber Niger in Househ. Old. 66 To geve any
servaunts occasion to furett any mannys warreynes, 1879
Jefferies Wild Life in S C 214 Even if the burrows be
ferreted, in a few weeks this great hole shows signs of fresh
inhabitants. Ibtd 248 In ferreting this place.

2 . trans. To take (rabbits, etc.) with fenets.

Also, to drive forth by means of a feiret

1577-87 Holinshed Chron III. 893/2 Some fell to dunking
some to feietting of othei mens conies 1579 Gosson Sen
Abuse (Arb) 35 These prettie Rabbets very cunningly
fenetted from their borrowes a 1700 B E Diet. Cant.

C> mu, Fci reted, hunted as Conies 1724 Siurr Wood's
Execution Wks 1738 IV 234 Rabbct-catdur, I’ll ferret him
1884 York Herald 26 Aug 6/2 'I he tenants have permis-
sion to fenet and dig rabbits,

3 Of actions resembling a ferret’s

a To hunt after
,

to worry. Also with about
7599 Shaks Hen V, tv iv 30 lie fer him, and firke him,

and feriet him 1605 Old King Lair in Nichols Old
Plays (1779) 461 I’ll feiret you eie night for that word
1663 Butllr Hud 1 111 236 And vow’d He’d ferret him,
lurk where he wou’d 1713 Steele Guardian No 132 1*4
She does so fernt them about that they . give her im-
mediate warning 18x0 Laimu Let toManning (i8&8)l, 115
He fenets me day and night to do something.

b. To drive from, off, out of (a place). Also,
to ferret about, away. Jot th, out.

i6ox Deacon & Walker Spirits A Divcts 287 You are
almost quite ferreted fooitli fiom all youi staiting holes
*607 Uoi'sell Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 177 With Teirnr Dogs
they fenet him out of his den again 1655 Gurnall Chr
vi Ann iv (1669)193/2 Speak did the Lord ever ferret
thee out of tins burrow ? a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman xix
I’ll ferret him away *683Wvein rley Country Wife tv. in,

I’ll feriet her out to you piesently. 1691 Wood A th Oxon
II 124 Dr Laud , sifted and ferreted hnn about from one
hole to another 7727A HamiltonNeiuAcc E Ind I, vm.
86 They took Counsel to fen et them offtheir Island 1824W Irving T Jrav II 241 Measures were accordingly
taken to ferret this vciimn brood out of the colonies.

c mtr. To rummage, search about; ] to be
restless, worry ; also, to ferret up and dorm
158a North Plutaich (1676) 963 Souldiers, who went

ferntmg up and down in his House. 1624 Gel loot out of
Snare 52 Making him [a diuell] fenet vp and downe, from
tongue to toe. 1693 Soimn rnd Maid’s last Prayer 11. 11,

You must be ferreting in my Boiough 1792 A Young
Trav. Prance aoi Fenet among the booksellers and find

moie tracts upon agriculture than I expected. 1806-7 J
BnnnsroRD Miseries Hum Life xx. (1826) 276 How would
these conjurors fenet and sweat, To see us pair off 1891

E Gossr Gossip mLibiary xu 150 He has to ferret among
the pawnbrokers for scraps of finery

a trans. To search (a place) ; also, to question

(a person) searchmgly rare
1583 Stanvhurst AEneis 1. (Arb ) 27 <Eneas . vpgot, too

feiret al vncooth Nouks of strang country x6oy Sylvestlr
Du Bartas 11. iv. Magnificence 198 Ferret all Corners of
this neather Ball 1647 Wiiarton Wks (1683) 277, I have
proposed . to ferret the pool Quack in point of Art.

e. To burrow (a passage) rare
*583 Stanyiiurst ZEnets m, (Arb ) 93 Alpheus. .tins pas-

sadge ferreted.

4 To ferret out
,
up

:

To search out, discover,

bring to light

1577-87 Holinshed Chron II 36/2 That he were able to

Ferret out such , brats. 1581 J. Bell IIaddon'sAnsw Osor
122 b, Let us now fyrritte out the other, and see whatvermme
it is a 1643 W Cartwright Ordinary v iv. Let’s in, and
ferret out these cheating rake-hells 1775 Wlsliy Wks
(1872) XII 324 Rathci ferret them out, and drag them into
open day *847 Alb Smith Chr Tadpole xxxix (1870)330
She had been out in the village, and ferretted up all the
guides. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho ix, I have ferreted out
evidence, got up cases

5 slang. To cheat
a 1700 B. E Diet Cant Crew, Ferreted, cheated.

Ferretcr (fe retaa). [f prcc +-EB 1
.] a. One

who searches for rabbits, etc. with a fen et b One
who searches minutely ; a rummager Also with out
a 1601 F. Tate Househ Ord Edw II, § 58 (1876) 45
A ferretter, who shal have ij fenttes and a boy lo help
him <1x652 Brome City Wit 1 Wks. 1873 I 288, I have
heard my Mother say his Father was a Feiretter 1878
Tepieries Gamekeeper at H 33 Assistants, who act as
beaters, ferreters, etc 1887 W Rye Norfolk Broads 13
The Poet found it [rabbit] in the ferreter’b bag
b. x6xx Cotgr

,
Fureteur, a ferreter, searcher 1857

Planch/. Fairy l alts 261 Monkeys aie always gteat ferreteis

by profession 1863 Scotsman 7 May, Croker that inde-
fatigable ferreter out of mistakes

Ferreting (fe retig), vbl. sb. [f as prec +
-ing 1

] The action of the veib in various senses

a. The action of talcing rabbits, etc. with a ferret

b The action 01 piocess of searching minutely
1576 Turberv. Venene 180, I accoumpte fenettyng one of

the coldest chases that can be followed 1673 Newsfrom
Channel in Ansted Channel Isl 1 iv. (1862) 89 Whither we
commonly go a feiretmg 1859 Helps Prlends in C Ser
n I. v 201 Notwithstanding all the ferreting that has gone
on, we know little of Shakespeare's life x879jEriEnirs
Wild Life m S Co 136 The guns are laid aside, though
some feueting is still going on

Ferreting (fe retig), sb [f. Fjebeet sb‘t +
-lira 1

] =Feubet sb 2

1670 Overseer's Acc Holy Cross
,
Canterb , Tape and

Fereting for Bullocks girle <*17548 Gale 111 Bibl Popog,
Brit III. 21 Waistcoats edged and trimmed with black
ribbands or ferreting 1845 Mrs S C Hali Whileboy iv

27 A straw hat, with a piece of black coarse ferretting
dangling from it,

Ferretto (fere’to). Also feretto [a It. fer-
retto (di Spagnd), dim. offerro iron •—L fermm ]
Copper calcined with brimstone or white vitriol,

used to colour glass
1662 Merrett tr. Nen’sArt ofGlass 29 To make Ferretto

is nothing but a simple Calcination of Copper 1753 Cham-
bers Cycl. Supp., Feretto, a substance which serves to
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colour glass 1799 G Smith Laboratory I 123 Feretto of
Spain, is thus piepared.

Ferrety (fe reti), a [f. Ferret sb 1 + -y 1 ]
Resembling a ferret ol a ferret’s

1801 Med Jml V 15 Indicated by a flushed countenance,
ferrety eye 1876 J Wfiss Wit,Hum <5- Shake 11 54There
is nothing more feretty than your cynic 1877 Black Green
Past xi, I’he mail looked at Balfour with a pair of keen
and feirety eyes 1883 G H Boughton hi Harper's Mag
Mai 528/1 Jacob translated foi the ferrety old dame

Ferri- (fe n), formerly ferrid-, used in Organic
Chemistry in the names of certain compounds to

indicate the presence of iron in the 1
ferric ’ state

(cf Ferro-, the corresponding prefix used when
the iron is in the ‘Tenons’ state) Perricyan-
liy dric or Ferricya nic acid, an acid, H t FeCyfi ,

procured from vaiious ferncyamdes, and crystal-

lizing m lustrous brownish-green needles Penn-
cyanide, a salt of ferticyanhydric acid, e g. potas-

siumferricyamde

,

red pmssiate of potash
;
ferrous

ferricyamde,
Turnbull’s blue Ferricya nog-on,

the hypothetical ladical FeCy2 supposed to exist

m ferncyanhydric acid

1845 G. E Day tr. Simon's Amm Chem I 16 Ferro-
cyanide and ferndeyamde of potassium 1848 Craig, Ferrtd-
cyanogen 1854 J. ScorrERN in Orr's Circ Sc Chem 443
A hydracid

,
Jerroscsqnicyante acui

, 01 ferndcyanic acid
1869 Roscon Elem Chem 377 Femcyanic Acid 1878 King-
zett Anttn Chem 379 Potassic ferro- and feiri-cyanide

Ferriage (fe n^dg). Also 5 fery-, fenage, 6

ferrage, 9 ferryaga [f Ferry sb. and v + -age ]

1 The action or business of fenyrng a peison or

thing over a stream or other water, conveyance

over a ferry

C1450 Merlin 606 We requere feriage for cure horse at

this forde 1464 Mann 4 Hoiiseh Exp 241 To pay ffor

my ladyis fferyage att the ffery 1678-96 in Phillips 1691
T H[alu:] Acc Neva Invent p xcv. The right ofthe Ferriage
over all Rivers between the first Bridges and the Sea is a
Peiquisite of Admiralty 1835 W Irving Tour Prairies
xu, This Indian mode of ferriage. 1880 Miss Bird Japan
II 268 We were detained . . waiting ferriage

2 . The fare or price paid for the use of a ferry

c 1440 Promp Parv 156/2 Feryage,fenagntm 1573 Abp
Parker Let uiCorr (1858) 455Journeying, ferriage, carnage
&c 1599 Minsheu Sp Diet

,
Fletaddr, one that payeth

ferriage, or passage money 1735 Col Rec Pennsylv IV.
22 An Act for ascertaining the Rates of Ferriages to he
taken at divers Femes 1761 Franklin Let Wks 1887
III 145 They were by law to receive fio feinage of him.

1807 w Irving Sahnag (1824) 58 Ferryage nine-pence

1859 R F Burton Centr Afr in Jml Geog Soc. XXIX.
194 Settling ferriage with the . Lord of the Ferry

Ferriar, -er, obs forms of Farrier.

Ferric (fenk), a. [f. L ferr-um iron + -10.

Cf F ferrique ]
1 Of, peitaunng to, or extracted from iron.

1799 Sir H Davy in Beddoes Cantnb, to Phys 4 Med.
Knoiul (1799) 184 The argentic and feme pliosoxyds

185a Joubert in Jml Soc Arts 26 Nov , A feme solution

should he employed 1885 S Tromholt Anroia Borealis

I. 285 The Aurora Borealis should be produced by the

earth’s entering into clouds of feme dust

2 Chem applied to compounds in which iron

existsm its higher degree of valency, asferric acid,

a hypothetical acid HaIeO, assumed to exist in

the salts called ferrates, ferric bromide FeBr3 ;

ferric chloride Fe Cl3 ;
fem,cfluoride Fe F3 ;

feme
oxide Fe2 Oa ;

ferric sulphide Fea S3 Also ferric

state : see qnot. i88r.

1853W Gregory Inorg Chem (ed 3) 214 Ferric Acid
corresponding to manganic acid, is also unknown in the

separate state x88x 1tmes Jan. 3/6 The metal [iron] itself

when in the ferric state, or state of highest combining power.
1882 Geikie Text-bk Geol 11 n § 6. 174 Precipitates, con-

sisting prntly of the hydrated feme oxide
•j* Fe’rrical, a. Obs [f. as Ferric + -ax.] Of

or pertaining to non
x6xa Sturtevant Metalhca x 72 The permanent instru-

ments, and meanes which make up the Femcall Furnace
Ibid xi 78 Iron furnaces may be much reformed with
small charges, hauing our Femcall inuention suited to them

t FerricaTcite. Mm. Obs [f L. fern-,
comb, form offerrum iron + calc- Calx + -ite ]

An older name for Cerite, formerly supposed
erroneously to be a ‘ calx * or oxide of iron.

1794 Kirwan Min. I no Species mixed with a notable
proportion of iron, ferncalcites,

Feme, obs Sc. form of Farrow v
Ferrier (fe*n|3i). Also 5-7 Sc. feryare, fer-

rear, -lour, 8, 9 ferryer, [f. Ferry v + -ER 1
.]

1. =Ferryman.
CX440 Promp Parv 156/2 Fervare, pormeus 1513
Douglas JEneis vi v 8 Tmr nueris kepit war By ane
Charon, a gnslie fernar 1605 Stow Ann 250 The
feirier and his wife deceesing, left the same feme to

their daughter 175a J B Maccoll in Scots Mag
Aug (1753) 400/1 He met Archibald Macimsh ferrier i860
All YearRound No 55 xxg The ghosts have become
feiriers 1871 Browning Balaust. (1881) 45 The ferryer of
the dead, Charon Calls me,
2 dial (See quot

)

1886 Ckesh Gloss , Ferrier, salt-mining term ; one who
femes or conveys the rock saltnom the workings to the shaft

Ferriferous (fen feras), a [f L. ferr-um +
-(i)eerous ] Producing or yielding iron

;
ferrifer-

ous rock
,
a rock containing iron ore

x8n Pinkerton Petral I 486 This excellent mineralogist
suspects [it] to be ferriferous carbonate of lime 1871 Proc.
Amer Phil Soc XII 137 The fireclay under the femferous
coal 1883A nthropological Jml 322 Black heaps are more
or less common in connection with certain fernfeious rocks.

I* Ferrrfic, a. Obs [f L ferr-um iron + -fle-us

making : see -MO ] Iron-making
,
iron-producing

1671 Phil Trans VI 2235 1 he Fcrrifick (if we maybe
allow'd to frame such a word) or the Iron-making Principle
Hence 1753 in Chambers Cycl Svfip

t Fe rrilite. Mm Obs. [f L ferr-um +
-(1) lite ]

= Rowley Rag
1799 Kirwan Geol Ess 200 Again 50 Silex 30 Argil 15

Calx 5 I1011 should I imagine git e wacken and if the calx
be eliminated, and in its place, iron substituted, femlite will

result 1804 Watt in Phil. Trans XCIV 281 note. Mr
Kirwan states the specific gravity of rowley rag, which he
callsferrihte

, at 2 748.

Ferrite (fe 1 ait) [f L fei r-um iron 4- -ite.]

1 Mm a * A name proposed by Vogelsang for

the amorphous bydioxide of non, which in red or
yellow particles plays an impoitant part in many
rocks, and whose composition is as yet undeter-

mined’ (Dana Mm, 1875 App. 11

)

1879 Rutley Stud Rocks x 167 Ferrite is amorphous
red, brown, or yellow earthy matter

to.
1 An alteration product of chrysolite in the

doleryte between Gleniffar and Boyleston near
Glasgow, Scotland ’ (Dana Mm (1892) 455)
2 . Chem. A combination of feme oxide with a

metallic oxide more basic than itself, as barium
ferrite

,

BaFe204 ;
calcium fernte,

CaFe2 04 ;

copper ferrite, Cu Fe2 0*, etc. (Muir in Waits
’

Diet Chem. 1889 II. 547).

Ferrivorous (feri voras), a nonce-wd [f L
ferr-um iron +-(t)vor-us + -OUS.] Feedmg on iron

1834 Southey Doctor cxxvui, This poor creature was really
femvorous

Ferro- (fern)

1. Used as combining form of L ferrum iron,

chiefly Min. in the names of species containing

iron, as ferro-calcite, a variety of calcite which
contains carbonate of iron and turns brown on
exposure t^Dana 1868) ;

ferro-cobaltine, ferro-

cobaltite, compounds of iron and cobalt
;
i*ferro-

columbite, a synonym of tantalite, colmnbic and
tantalic acid being mistaken for each other (Shepard

1844); ferromagnetic a ,
ferromagnetism,

ferromanganese, see quots ,
ferrotellurite, a

tellurite of iron formed as microscopic yellow-

crystals on quartz ; ferro-tungsten, iron contain-

ing a certain percentage of tungsten.
x868 Dana Min 678 Ferrocalcite Ibid 72 Ferrocobaltite

1844 Shepard Mm 154 Ferrocolmnlite 1872-5 Cliftord
Lect (1879) I 241 Faraday gives reasons for believing that

all bodies are either ferromagnetic or diamagnetic x88x

Maxwell Electr 4 Magn II 46 When the magnetiza-
tion is in the same direction as the magnetic force .

.

the substance is called Paramagnetic, Ferromagnetic, or
more simply Magnetic. X850 W Gregory Lett Amin.
Mapiet. Pref 15 Heat, light, electricity, and ferro-mag-

netism Ibid Pref. 16, I understand by Ferro-magnetism
almost the same as Dr Faraday does by Para-magnetism

,

and I use the term m contradistinction to Vital or Ammal
Magnetism x88x Eucycl. Bnt XIII 352/1 The richer

manganeisens (containing rs per cent and upward of man-
ganese) the term * ferro manganese ' being applied to these

products 1877 Amer Jrnl Sc Ser 111 XIV 424 Ferro-
tellurite, a crystalline coating on quartz x88i Eitcycl.

Brit. XIII 352/1 Biermann ofHanover has prepared ferro-

tungsten containing from 20 to 50 per cent, of tungsten and
a few parts per cent, of manganese

2 . Chem. Ongmally used with the general sense

* containing iron ’
; but now applied to designate

‘ ferrous
1 as opposed to ‘feme’ compounds of iron

:

cf. Ferri-.
*J*
Ferrocjr anate = Ferrocyamde (the

distinction in quot 1810-26 belongs to an obsolete

theory of the structure of acids and salts). Ferro-
cyanhy dric or ferrocya’nic acid, a tetrabasic

acid, Hi Fe Cy2 ,
forming a white crystalline powder.

Ferrocy anide, a salt of ferrocyanhydnc acid, as

potassium ferrocyamde, popularly yellow prnssiate

of potash. Ferrocya nogen, the hypothetical

radical Fe Cy2 supposed to exist m ferrocyamdes.

f Ferropru ssiate = Ferrocyamde. + Ferro-

pru ssic acid

=

Ferrocyanhydnc acid
x8xo-a6 Henry Elem Chem (1826) I. 461 The salt called

triple prussiate (ferro-cyanate) of baryta 1819 Children
Chem Anal 327 Ferrocyamc Acid', we are indebted to

Mr Porrett for the first correct ideas of this acid. x8xo-*6

Henry Elem. Chem. (1826) I 463 The compound obtained

is, therefore, no longer a prussiate or ferro-cyanate, but a
ferro-cyanide X842 Grove Coir. Phys, Forces 51 This is

washed with an acid, which then gives with ferro-cyanide

of potassium, the piussian blue precipitate. 1869 Roscoe
Elem Chem 377 By acting with potassium amalgam on an
aqueous solution the ferricyamde is converted into ferro-

cyanide 1850 Daubeny A tom Th. vu. (ed, 2) 2x5 Cy x+
lron x forms ferrocyanogen 1876 Meldola in Encycl Bnt
V 555/1 The group FeCy, is regarded as an acid radicle

(ferrocyanogen), and a large number of its salts (ferro-

cyanides) are known

Ferroso- (fewu &>), Chem

,

combining form of

mod.L ferrosus Ferrous. Only in feirosoferne

oxide (see quots.).

1853 R Hunt Man. Photography 55 That peculiar inter-

mediate oxide to which the name of Ferrosoferric has been
given by Berzelius 1870 J T Sprague hi Eng. Mech
11 Mar fiar/s A natural substance, Fenosofeinc Oxide
Fe30 i known as the loadstone

Ferrotype (fe nftaip) [f Ferro- + Type ]
I.

1 A term applied by Mr. Robeit Hunt, the
discoverer, to some photographic processes mwhich
the salts of iron are the principal agents * (Ogilv ">

1844 R. Hunt in 14th Rep Bnt Assoc (1845) 11 36 On
the Fenotype, and the Property of Sulphate of lion in
developing Photographic Images 1845A tlieneeum 22 Feb
203 lhe Energiatype, or, as the discoverer now names the
process, the Ferrotype

2 A process by which positive photographs me
taken on fhin iron plates

, a photograph so taken
Also attnb

, asferrotype plate,
process.

1879 G Prescott Sp 'telephone 89 The feiretype plate
used by photographers x88o Tunes 5 Oct. 6/6 Ferrotypes

so called from being done on thin iron instead of glass

to —ferrotype plate.

1879 G Prescott Sp Telephone 274 Two small blocks of
wood one perforated for the mouth-piece and holding a
ferrotype

Hence Fe-rrotyper, one who takes photographs
by the ferrotype process.

Ferrour • see Ferrer
Ferrous (fe ms), a. Chem [f L ferr wn iron

+ -ous ] A term applied to compounds in which
iron combines as a divalent, e g ferrous oxide,

FeO, also called ironprotoxide
c 1865 G. Gore in Circ Sc I 199/2 Ferrous sulphate

(protosulphate of iron) 1873 J. P. Cooke Nem Chem 173
Ferrous and feme sulphates correspond to ferrous and
feme oxides. 1876 Harley Mat. Med 204 Iron forms with
chlonne Ferrous chloride

Ferruginate (ferri d^me't), v [f L ferrugm-,
fet rftgo + -ate k] To give to (anything) the colour

or properties of the rust of iron. Hence Ferru-
gmated ppl a ,

in mod Diets.

Ferrugineous (fen/dginfas), a [f L fer-
ruginc-us (f, ferrugin-em iron rust) + -ous ]

=
Ferruginous in all senses.

1663 Bulloicar, Ferrugineous, rusty, of an iron color.

X671 J Webster Metallogr xxvm 350 It [Loadstone] is a
hard Stone, ferrugineous, or irony. 169X Ray Creation

(1714) 87 Hence they [waters] are cold, hot . ferrugineous,

etc. 1750 G Hughes Barbadoes 11. 55 Stones . containing,

by their dusky ferrugineous Colour, probably much Iron

1859 Farrar J. Home 108 Black as the ferrugineous ferry-

boat of Charon x88a Garden t Apr. 212/1 The leaves . . ai e

very ferrugineous beneath
_

Ferruginous (ferri dginas), a. \t.h.ferriigin-,

fcmigo iron rust (f ferrum iron) + -ous Cf. F.

ferntgineux
The use xb, which exists also in Fr ,

is due to the word
being referred directly to the L ferrum, as if its formation
were analogous to that of oleaginous, etc ]

1. a. Ongmally: Of or pertaining to, of the

nature of, iron rust
j
containing iron mst (said esp

of mineral springs, earths, etc.), to. Now com-
monly : Of the nature of iron as a chemical ele-

ment
}
containing iron as a constituent.

a x66x Fuller Worthies, Bristolm 34 The Water thereof

runneth through some Mineral of Iron, as appeareth by the
rusty ferruginous taste 1684 BoyleMliteral Waters Wks
1772 IV 798 Mineral waters, especially ferruginous ones
179a A Young Trav. France 290 FrancheCompttS abounds
with red ferruginous loams 1807 T Thomson Chem (ed 3)
II. 342 Ferruginous prussiate of potasli. 18x6W Smith
Strata Ident 12 Concreted by a ferruginous cement 1834
Mrs Somerville Connex Phys Sc. xxx (1849) 352 A fer-

ruginous body acquires polarity 1871 BlackieFourPhases
1 123 The variations ofthe magnetic needle near ferruginous,

rocks 1871 Daily News 21 Sept , A very insignificant fer-

ruginous spring was the only one they came across.

2 Resembling iron-rust in colour ; reddish brown
1656-81 Blount Glossogr ,

Ferruginous of the colour of
rusty iron xj66 Pennant Zool (1768) I 104 The whole
upper part of the body is of a ferruginous color 1789 Mills
m Phil Trims, LXXX 93 The water tinges the sides of
a ferruginous hue 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 462 Root-
stock clothed with broad ferruginous scales.

b. In the names of animals, plants or minerals

2847 Craig, Ferruginous opal

,

or Jasper opal. x86x Miss
Pratt FlowerPI V 95 Ferruginous Sallow 1876 Smiles
Sc Natnrxv (ed 4)359 The Ferruginous .. and the Eider
duck visit the lock occasionally.

Hence Ferru-ginoxtsness.
X7*7m Bailey vol. II.

Ferrular, -ule, var ff. of Ferular, -ule.

Ferrule, ferrel(fersl),^ Forms: 5vyrell,

7-8 verrel, -il(l, 7-9 ferxel, -il, (7 ferrell), 8-9
ferule, 8- ferrule, [transformed (as if dim. of

L ferrum) from the older vet rel, vernl, vyrelle,

ad. OF mrelle, virol (Fr. virole), med L. virola

—L viriola, dim of virus, pi bracelets J

1 A ring or cap of metal put round the end of

a stick, tube, etc. to stiengthen it, or prevent

splitting and wearing.
x6xx Cotgr r Cartibcs d'vn moulinet, the ferrels, or bands

of yron whereby the ends of a windlesse are strengthened

1685 Land. Gas. No 2054/4 A Joynt Cane, wrought with a
Gold Head on it, and a Brass Fernl 2709 F Hauksbee
Phys-Mech Exp, v (17x9) 104 ,

1

took a fine Glass Tube
The upper Orifice had a Ferrel cemented on it. 17x5

Kersey, Verrel or Veml, a little Brass or Iron ring, at the

small end of a Cane, or Handle of a Tool, etc. 1794 W.



FERRULE. FERS,

Felton Carriages (1801) I. 222 The dragstaff is made of
strong ash, with iron fei rules on the ends x8zo L Hunt
Indicator No 33 (1822! I 357 Instead of the brass ferrel

poking in the mud, 1838 Dickens Nick Nick xxv, Produc-

ing a fat green cotton one [umbrella] with a battered feirule

1844 Regul fy Ord A rmy 10 The Lance of the Standards

and Guidons to be nine feet long (spear and ferrel included!.

[So in i860 ,
the word is not used in recent editions ]

atlnb 1799 Spirit Pub Journals (1800) III 209 Taking
especial care that the ferule end . be sufficiently dirty

2 A ting or band, usually either giving additional

strength 01 holding the parts of anything together

163a Sherwood, Verrill, or iron band for a wooddeii toole,

wrote 1708 Brit Apolio N 0 117 4/2 Dropt a Cane
with a Silver Fernl 1726 Desaguliers in Phil Tians
XXXIV 79, I fix'd a Leaden Pipe of 2 Inches in the
Bore, by means of 3 Fen els, 01 short Communication-Pipes

1730 Saverv ibid XXXVI 298 The Glass Concave was
fixed in the great End of a thm Brass Ferule 1773 Ibid
LXIII 418,

1

cover this part of the tube with a brass veirel,

183a Babbage Econ Alann/ 1 (ed 3) 10 A glacier’s ap-

prentice, when using a diamond set in a conical ferrule

1855 Holden Hum Osteal (1878) 37 A broad and thick

ferule of cartilage *859 Gullick & Timbs Paint 296 Flat

brushes, in German-silvei ferules 1867 J Hogg Mtcrost-

1 1 7 A handle of ebony, is attached by a biass ferrule and
two screws

3 {Steam-engine ) 'A bushing for expanding the

end of a flue’ (Webster)

4. The frame of a slate 1847-78 m Halliwell.

5 . Naut.
1823 Crabd, Feirule

,
a small iron hook fixed on the ex-

tremity of the yards, boom, etc

Ferrule, ferrel (fe ml), v Also 5 vyrell, 7-
ferrel(l, 8 fernl. [f prec ] trails To lit or fur-

nish with a ferrule.

1496 Bl St Albans, Fishing 8 Thenne vyiell the staffie

at bothe endes wyth longe hopisof yton 1670NARBOBOUGH
Jrnl in Acc. Sev Late Voy 1 (1694) 89 The Staves wcie
headed and ferrelled with Silver 171a J James tr Lc
Blond’s Gardening 196 Wooden Pipes , are fernled and
girdled with Iron 1787 Best Angling (ed 2) 10 If you
ferrel it [the rod], observe that they [pieces] fit 1870 Thorn-
burv Old Stories Re-told 247 To ferrule the pikes

Fe*rruled (fe-rald), ppl. a [f. as prec. + -ed 2
]

Provided with a ferrule

1867 F Francis Angling ix (1880) 318 A spliced rod is

very little heavier than a fcrruled one two feet shoiter.

3884 Pall MallG 23 Feb. 2/2 The feiuled ends of dripping
umbrellas 1893 IVestm Gas 20 Mar. 8/3 Ferruled tubes
having been put in, she [the Vulcan torpedo-depOt-ship] has
now realised the ouginal expectations

Ferrmtuuate (f2r« rmneit), v Obs. or arch
[f L. ferrummat-, ppl stem of ferrumindi e to

cement, f ferriimen cement, f fei rum iron]

trans. To cement, solder, unite

1623 in Cockeram. a 1641 Bp R Mountagu Acts fy Mon.
(164.2) 281 A course directly tending to break asunder that

which he intended to ferruminate and to foment 1650
Charlcton Paradoxes Pro! 23 The Terrestriall Atonies
aie fixed, coagmentated, and ferruminated into a solid Con-
cretion

_
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 399* The Have

[Boras] is best for feirummatmg gold.

fig 1819 Coleridge Lit . Ran (1836) II 275 Other pas-
sages ferruminated by Jonson from Seneca’s tragedies

Ferrumination (fer?>min^i Jon). Obs ox arch.

[ad L.ferriimindtion-em, n of action f ferriimi-

ndre ; see prec] The action of cementing together.

<
16x2 Woodall Sure Mule Wks (1653) 271 Ferrumination

is Lhe joymng together of a fracture in one and the same
Metal by a Mineral flux 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.

124 It helps the ferrumination of broken bones.

fig 18x7 Coleridge Biog Lit. 10,

1

mention this byway
of elucidating one of the most ordinary processes in the
ferrumination of these centos

Ferrup (fe r»p). obs exc dial Used in ex-

clamations, v/iat a ferrup,
what the ferrups

(
= ‘ what the deuce’), by the ferrups.
1679DRYDEN Tr § Cr hi 11, Put up, and vanish; they

are coming out . What a ferrup, will you play when the
dance is done? c i860 Staton Raysfro’ th‘ Loomcnary 38
Nay by the ferrups. 1863 Miss Lahee Betty o' Yeps Tale
(187a) 20 Whoy, what the ferrups don yo inyen?

Ferrur, var. of Ferrer Obs.

+ Fe*rrure. Obs~° [a. Fr. ferrure, f. ferrer
to shoe (horses) •—L. fenfire, f. ferrtm iron ]
Horse-shoemg, farnery.

1692-173* in Coles. 1775 in Ash.

+ Fe*rrurie. Obs. rare. Also ferrurye, [f,

ferrottr

,

Ferrer + -y 3
.] = Farriery.

x6ox F Tate Housth Ord Edw II § 56 (1876) 42 Avp.Het
carnauer that hath knoledge m marshausy & ferrurie.

Ferry (fe n), sb l Forms : 5 ferrye, 5-6 fory(e,
6 feme, 5- ferry [f the vb.

;
its late appearance

seems to exclude the supposition that it is a. ON.
ferja of equivalent formation. Cf Du. veer

, MUG.
vere, ver, xnodi.G.fahre in same sense ]
+ 1 . A passage or crossing. Obs
* *4*5 Wyntoun Cron, vm xl 143 At Jxe Ferry of J>e Hill

pai mete
2 . esp. A passage or place where boats pass over

a nver, etc. to transport passengers and goods
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 136/2 Fery over a watyr. 4x470

Henry Wallace r. 283 Besyd Landoris the ferrye our that
past. 1333 Coverdale Judg in. 28 They folowed him, &
wanne y® ferye of Iordane 1538 Leland Hm, I, 31 There
be 4 Placis namid as ferys apon the Water of Lindis x6xx
Coryat Crudities 20 The ferry wheie we were transported
into the He of France. 1775 Wyndham Tour Wales 42

168

Just above the ferry is the seat of Mr Vernon xSag J
Neal Bro. Jonathan 1

1

95 We blow .when we come nigh

the taverns or post offices, oi femes

3 . Provision for the conveyance of passengers,

etc by boat from one shoie to the oilier

4x489 Caxton Blanchardyn vm 33 lhe knight of the

Feiry attended to leceme him 1700 Mod Law Reports m
294 'lhe Defendant had petitioned the king to destroy the

Ferry 1847 Mrs A Kbru Hist Sei-vm x 193 Not to

inteifere with the ferry of Poscharewaz 189a Garihni k

Student’s Hist ling 20 A feiry was. established wheio
London Bridge now stands

fig 1830 Carlyle Latin -d Pamph v 32 We have all of

us our femes m this woild,

f b =Ferry-boat Obs
1390 Sltnsei! F Q 11 vi xg She soon to hand Hei feny

biought 1396 Shaks Much V in iv 53 Bung them I

pray thee to the common Fume Which Hades to Venice
X7ox Loud Gas No 3722/1 The Fiench hail sunk diveis

Ferries and other Boats m the River 1798 R P J 0111 in

Wales 24 (MS ) We here engaged a feny over the Wje
4 Law Tlie right of ferrying men and animals

across a rivet, etc , and of levying toll for so doing.

1721 '1o mes de la Ley 344 Perry,
is a Libertyby Preset ip-

tion, or the Kings Grant 1708 Shower Reports 257 If

a Feri y wei e granted at this Day, be that accepts such Giant,
is bound to keep a Boat for the Publiik Good 1843
Metson & Wi LhiiY Rachequci Reports X 161 'lhe defend-
ants were possessed of a certain ferry act oss the River
Mersey 1862 Law Reports XXXI Common PI 247*1110

plaintiffs are the lessees of an ancient feny
5 . attnb. and Comb. a. Chiefly aLtribulive, as

ferry-boy,
-ci aft, -place, -pole, -receipts, service,

-warden, -way
18x2 Examiner 21 Dec 816/2 James Dean, a *feiry-boy

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix 1306 For *feiy craft 11a fraucht he
thoelit to crawe c 1440 Promp Parv 156/2 ^Fay place

1663 Pefys Diary (1879) III 193 Mr Carteret and I to the

ferry-place at Greenwich 1806 SportingMag XXVII X73
'lhe feiry-place at Portsea a 166r Holyday Juvenal 23
There are A *ferry-poal, and frogs in Stygian waves *858

J B Norton lopics 186 The surplus *ferry leceipts are
given ^ip by the State 1892 PallMall G 23 Feb 3/3

It is pioposed to build a pier here, and to establish a 1 ferry

service iSj6Acti&Eltz c 10 § 10 The said*Ferry-warden
1884 Haiper’s Mag Oct 809/1 The town voted to discon-
tinue the *ferryway and the ferry.

b. Special comb., as ferry-bridge (see quot )

;

ferry-flat, US a flat boat used for crossing (and
sometimes descending) nvers ; ferry-house, the

residence of a feiry-man, also attnb , + ferry-look
(see quot ) ;

ferry-louper, one who has crossed

fiom the mainland, Orkn.\ ferry-master, US
a person in charge of a ferry; also, one who
collects the tolls at a ferry

( Cent. Diet ) ,
ferry-nab

(see quot ) ;
ferry-railway (see quot ). Also

Ferry-boat, Ferry-man
1874 Knight Diet Mech ,

*Ferry bridge
,
a form of feiry-

boat m which the railway-tram moves on to the elevated
deck, is transported across the water and then lands upon
the other side 1828 Fi int Mississippi Valley I. 230 The
*ferry flat is a scow-boat. 1838 Dickens O Twist xxi,
There was a light in the *ferry-house window. 1862 II
Marryat Year in Sweden II 329 A ferryhouse stretches
out like a sickle in the blue sea. 1 769 De Roe s TonrGt.
But I. 153 [The keeper of this feiry has the right] to
diedge for Oysters within the compass of his *Ferry-look
which extends 60 Fathoms, on each Side of the Castle.
1868 D Gorrie Snrmn # Wait, Orkneys iv 143 This mis-
guided man was a *ferr> louper 1883 All YearRound 19
May 463 Shouts [came] for a boat, as if from the * feiry-nab,
or point, on the other side. 1847 Knight Diet Mech ,

*Ferry-railway, one whose track is on the bottom of the
watercourse and whose carnage 1ms an elevated deck which
supports the tiain

t Ferry, sb 2 Cookery Obs [Etymology un-
known

;
OF. had ‘ painfere’, explained by Godef.

as ' bread for a festival’.] More fully. Candle
ferry ; A kind of spiced drink made with wine and
eggs. Also app. some kind of sauce
141390 Form Cury xli. 27 Cawdelfeny Take floer of

Payndemayn and gode wyne, etc. c 147s Noble Bk Cookry
(1882)32 Cawdelle ferry Tak clene yolks of egge welle
betene, etc. 1504 in Leland Collect. VI. bx Carpe in feny

Ferry (fen), v. Forms, 1 ferian, feris(e)an,

2-3 ferien, 4-5 fery, fere, 6 feme, 6- ferry.

Also 3-4 vene(n, (5 veryen). [QE f%rian=
OHG. feren, ON, ferja

,

Goth, faijan OTeut.
*farjan, i.far-om ; see Fare sb ]

+ 1 . trails To carry, convey, transport, take from
one place to another. Obs
Beowulf 333 (Gr) Hwanon ferigeaS ge fmtte scyldas?

xtxooo Elefte 108 (Gr) Heht wigend {>aet halite tree him
beforan ferian 4 2x73 Lamb. Horn, xxi Jifhe 3elier-godne
mon fereS to buriene 4 1*05 Lay. 10539 He uerde forS m
sae uereden hme vSen a 1300 Seven Sins 42 in E E. P.
(1862) 19 pe fend him derub . and is soul to helle he ferub
13 E E AIM P B 1790 pe kyng . watz ka3t by pe
heles, Feryed out bi be fete 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus n.
(1882) 82 We feme it to the deim
2 . esp. To transport or convey over water (now

only over a stream, canal, etc,, formerly also ovei
die sea) in a boat or ship, etc Often to ferry
(a person, etc.) over or across.

a xooo Andreas 293 (Gr ) We be , willaS ferigan freolice
ofer fisces baeo a xooo Riddles xv. 7 (Gr ) Mec mere*
hengest fereS ofer flodas. 1387 F James m Hearne Collect
(Oxf Hist. Soc.) I 199 For fernenge oure hoises from
Lambeth . 6d 1602 Fulbecke 2nd Pt Paratt 21 In this
case without ferrying ouer the hoise there was nothing due

vnto the bargeman 1609 Heywood Brit Troy v. xi 6
Chaion is tyr’d, with ferring soules to hell 1701 Land
Gas No 3722/2 Before night almost half of them were
fetned ovei 1784 Cowper Task 11 38 They themselves
once ferned o’er the wave are emancipate and loosed
1822 Hazi itt Pable-t II 111 45 A gul who had ferried me
ovet the Sevein 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos IV 1 15 He
was fei ned to the French bank
absol X4S7 Nottingham Ric II 365 Peid to Tomas Smyth,

foi feteyng v days at y° Bryges 1843 MarryatM Violet

vliv, 'I he ownei of a ferry feri les only when he chooses,

b. To work (a boat, etc.) across 01 over

1771 Mrs Gmrrn 11 tr Viand's Shipivi ecL 92 The rotten

canoe, that he hail howevei contuved to feri y ovei 1854
JSC Abbott Napolioh (1855) II xv 281 He pioinised

a napoleon to every boat which was fumed across,

C Of a vessel : To serve as a ferry-boat over
187a W F Butler Great Lone Land iv (1875) 55
A steamei ferries the broad swift-i tinning sticam

3 tnlr iaxicjl. To convey oneself, go, now
only, to pass over water m a boat or by a ferry

Of a boat To pass to and fro.

Axooo Byrhtmth 179 (Gr) p.xt mm sawul to bn siSian

mote mid fn&e ferian c 1380 Wyclif Setm Sel Wks II

178 Crist seide to hem verie we ovei be watei 4 1450 Lonb-
lich Grail I 176 In to here schippo forto take him, foito

veiyen ouei that lake 1589 Gri lnt Menaphon (Aib ) 30
She saylmg to Styx, thow fen lost ouer to Phlcgeton x6oo

Holland Livy v 1 (1609) 1383 note. They that would goe
to it, used to feiry ovei m small punts 01 whmies 1630 R
Johnson's Kingd <5 Commw 631 Upon these wateis doe
ferry fiftic thousand Boats toseive the use of the Citie

1787 Burns Vase, When death’s dark stieain I feiry o’er

1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 267 It irks me to think that thou
shonldst ferry over in ciazy Stygian wherry 1836 T
Hook G Gurney 111 333, I intended to lcmain until the

weather cleaied befoie 1 ferried bade. 1887 L Olipiiant

Episodes 72, I fciried across it

f b fig. Tofci/yover. to pass ovei, pictermit

*477 J Paston in Paston Lett No 787 III. 173, I may
not wryght longe, wherffor I (Tory over all thyngs tyll I may
awayte on you my selff

Ferryable (feriiab’l), a. [f prcc. + -able ]

Of a water That may be crossed m a ferry-boat.

1888 Blackw. Mag Aug 242 A place . on the Indus,

where it is fordable or ferryable.

Fe’rry-boat. [f Ferry sb + Boat ] A boat

used for conveying passengers, etc aexoss a feny
41440 Piomp Parv. 156/2 Feiyboot, poiteima 1458

Nottingham ltcc II 220, vs vujt? lecc-ptis de pioficuis do
ferybotes de tempoie 1380 Barit AN B 89 s A feny
boatc to cary ouer hoises 1644 Isvtiyn Muu (i8ig) I 123

The Tiber I crossed in a ferry boatc 17*3 Di. l'or Voy
lound World (1840) 322 One laigc, llo.it with sides to it, like

a punt or feiry boat x8xx Willing! on ill Gurw. Desp
VII 418, I shall pay the propnetor of the feny lio.iLs any
leasonable sum foi the time 1838 W Ei 1 is Visits Mada-
gascar vm 215 A windlass foi the large ferry-boat.

Ferrying (fen,iq\ vbl sb [f 1<erry v. +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb. Ferry
;
an instance

of the same. Also atti tb
, asfenyingfee, station

1873 A. W Ward tr Curtins’ Hut Gicece I 11 11 31

1

The ‘ Parali ’ lived by . ferrying and fishing 1879 J
Todhunter Alustis 47 Methought I waited For Charon’s
dismal fenymg 1887 PallMatlG 8 Mar 4/2 The iishei-

follc would practically be deprived of the feirymg-ft.es

between the steamers and the grotto 1873 A W Ward
tr Cm tins' Hist Greece I 11 1 27* A mere fenying station

Ferrying (fe-ri|ig), ppl. a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
]

That femes
111683 Oldham Poet Wks (1686) 33 Fenymg Cowls

Religious Pilgrims bore, O’er waves without the help of

Sail, 01 Oar

Fe*rryman. [f Ferry sb. + Man ] One who
keeps 01 looks after a ferry,

1464 Mann 4 Housch Exp 162 [I] payd to the ferry-

manes wyffe xij d. 1339 Miit Mag ,
Dk Clarence xxxiv,

As wise as Goose the fery man 1613 G Sandys 7 rav 134
Charon gum Fern-man, these streames doth guaid 1733
Hanway Trail (1762) I. ir xii 35 The ferry-man began to

be insolent 1833 Ht. Martineau 7 ale of Tyne 1 1 He
was a pretty ferryman to let a passenger stand calling foi

his boat 1878 B Taylor Denhalion r iv 33 The ancient
fenyman of Hades,
attnb x8ox M G Lewis in Tales ofWend I No 1. 7

The ferryman-fiehd.

f FerS. Chess. Obs. Also 5 flers, 6 ferse,

feers. [a OF. fierce, fierche, fieige (in med L
feraa, farzia), ad (ultimately) Pers. ferzeii,

Arab, uljp firzan, alsojy ferz. The Pers, word

means 'wise man 'counsellor’.]

1 . The piece now known as the queen.
4x369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 654 She stal on me

and took my fers And whan I saw my fers aweye Alas l

I couthe no lenger pleye a 2547 Surrey in Tottell’sMm
(Arb ) 2x And when your ferse is had, And all youi waire is

done. 1663-76 Bullokar, Fers, the Queen at Chess play

2 , A pawnwhich has passed to the eighth square

(see quot ).

1474 Caxton Chesse iv, vh. (i860) Liv, He may not

goo on neyther side til he hath been in the fardest ligne of

theschequer, & that he hath taken the nature of the

draughtes of the quene , & than he is a fiers.

3 The ferses twelve • according to Prof. Skeat,

all the men exc the king (the bishops, knights, and
rooks, being counted as one each)
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 723 Thogh ye had lost

the ferses twelve [1671 Skinner, Fers, Feers, Beerses, men
at Chess 1692-1732 in Coles ]

Fers, obs f Farce v ,
Fierce a

,
Furze, Verse.



PERSE FERVENCE.
+ Perse, ®. Obs, Forms : x feorsian, fyrsian,

3 fersien, flrsin, fursen, Orm. ferrsenn [OE
feorsian, fyrsian, f. feor, Fab] trans To remove,
put at a distance; hence, to forsake, with refi.
pron as obj to withdraw, go away
c loop Ags Ps (Lamb )lxxu[i] 27 (Toller)Da Se fyrsiab hix

fratnoe. cxzoaTrin Coll Horn 205 Fersien Jut fro him
swo Jiat he it nabbe. c woo Ormin 19663 Nohht ne birr> he
ferrsenn he Ne flea fra J>e33m off tune, a 1225 After. R 76He furseS bun awei urommard are stefne a 1223 Juliana
16 Ne schal me firsin him from nowtSer deouei ne mon
Persie, obs Sc foim of Farcy.
159ft D Fergusson Scot Prov (1783) 13 Fire is good for

the fersie, <11605 Montgomerie Mytins; w Pohuart 305
The fersie, the faUing-etull, that fels mania freihes

Ferte, var. of Fart sb 2.

I565“73 Cooper Thesaurus, Scnbhta, a delicate meate of
paste stuffed and wounded like a rope a ferte of Portugall.
tPe’rtee. Obs - 1 [a OF. fiertMx fa tat,

feitatx—L fentat-em, f ferns fierce ] Fierceness.
C1380 Sir Ferumb 664 Firumbras J>e hejsene kyngwas

a man of gret fertee

Fe*rter, ®. Obs [f ME fertre shrine; see
Feretory ] trans To put in. a shrine, enshrine.
£ 13*5 Metr. Horn. 143 He bar thir bannes menskelye

And fertered thaim at a nunrye C1450 St Cnthbert
(Surtees) 6995 And hare he fertird haim [banes] in hy
Perth, obs. form of Fourth.
Ferther, obs form of Further.

+ Fe’rtilage. Obs

.

[f Fertile + -age ] The
action or process of fertilizing

16x0 W Folkingham Art of Survey j. vm 15 Fertilage
consists in the enriching of the Soyle 1688 R Holme
Armoury m 333/2 Fertilage is an enriching of Soil

Fertile (foutil, -toil), a Forms; 5-6 ferfcyl(e,

-yll, 7-8 fertil(l, (6 fartyll, 6-7 firtile, -ill, 7
furtill, fertle), 5- fertile, [a. OF fet til (Fr
fertile—Fr. fertil), ad L fertihs,i ferre to bear]
1 Bearing or producing m abundance , fruitful,

prolific. Const, of in, rarely + to. a. lit. of the
soil, a district or region, rarely of animals.
c 1460 Fortescue A is fr Lim. Mon. ni, Dwellyn thai in

on the most fertile reaume of the worlde 1484 Caxton
AEsop v via, This yeie shallc be the moost fertyle of alle

maner of come 1581 Sidney Aj>ol Poeine (Arb ) 62 The
firtilest ground must bee manured 1624 Capt Smith Vir-

f
mta in xi 87 The ground was exceeding furtill 1785
arak Fielding Ophelia II ix, A soil not fertile of any

thing but weeds 1832 Ht Martineau Life in IV1Ids i 3
The plains are fertile in native plants 1853 C Bronte
Villette xv, These September suns shone on fertile plains

to. transf andfig
1481 Caxton Myrr. ti, iv 68 It [Probane, Ceylon] is

moche plenteuous of gold and syluer and moche fertyle of
other thynges 1603 Drayton Odes li 43 That Spray to
fame so fertle, The Louer-crowmng Mirtle 1730A Gordon
MafiePS' A niphith 23 Augustus being of a fertile and
lovial Disposition. 1791 Gentl Mag 26/2 The offspring of
his fertile imagination. 1819 T Jli-ferson Antobiog Whs.
1859 I T2i He was fertile in resources 1848 Macaulay
Hist Eng I 216 One family, singularly fertile of great men
1869 Freeman Norm Cong (1876) m. xiv. 335 England
was a land fertile in wan tors

2 Causing or tending to promote fertility.

1597

Bp Hall Sat 1 11, The coole streame that tooke his

endles name, From out the fertile hoofe of winded steed
1621 Burton Anat. Mel 11. 11 m 248 The Bnse most

f
leasant and fertile 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1 71 Lay
'igeons dung (or the hke stuffe, that is very hot, and fertill)

to the loots 1847 Emerson Poems, Wks (Bohn) I 485
They thank the spring-flood for its fertile slime,

Jtg. 1596 Shaks. 2 Hen. TV, iv 111. 131 With good store

of Fertile Sherris.,

f 3. Copiously produced, abundant. Obs.
1601 Shaks Twel. N 1 v 274 01 How does heloue me?

Vio With adorations, fertill teares 1667 Milton P, L ix
8ox Shall the feitil burden ease Of thy full branches

4 Comb, fertile-fresh, a
,

having luxuriant

foliage; fertile-headed a
,

(a) many headed;
(i) rich m expedients

1598

Shaks Merry W. v v 72 Greene let it he, More
fertile-fresh then all the Field to see 1632 Massinger &
Field Fatal Dowry 1 1, Cerberus loud and fertile-headed

1754J ShebbearcMatrimony (1766) I 23oThefertile headed
Wornan whipt a ten peck Bag over her Gallant’s Head
Hence f Pe rtile v Obs— 1 — Fertilize v ;

Te rbilely adv. ;
Pe rtileuess rare - Fertility

*580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 155 Who could not hut
fertilly requite his fathers fatherly education 1581 — Afol
Poetne (Arb) 19 The fertilnes of the Italian wit 1613
Markham Eng. Husb 11 1 v (1635) 27 According to the

fertilenesse of the Soyle in which they grow 1627-47
Feltham Resolves 1. lxxxi 252 He that hopes too much
shall coozen himself at last

;
especially if his industry goes

not along to fertile it. 1661-6 wood City of Oxford (Oxf

Hist Soc ) I 395 The meedes adjoining are fertilly soyled

+ Fcrtilent, a. Sc Obs - 1
[f. prec, after

analogy of opulent,pestilent ] Abundant, plentiful

*535 Stewart Cron. Scot II 553 Paljeoms Quhilk
fumeistwar rycht riche and fertilent, With gold and siluer

+ Ferti’litate, V, Obs. [f next, after debilitate^

trans. To render fertile, fertilize.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 193 A sweet nvolet
playes .. through the Towne, fertilitating the .Gaidens
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep.m xxvw (ed. 2) 151 A Cock
will in one day fertihtate the whole cluster of egges.

Hence + FertHitatmgppl a.

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud, Ep vit vn 352 From whence
. wee cannot inferre a fertilitating \printed fertihatmg

,

corrected in ed. 1658] condition or property of fecundation.
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Fertility (fsiti liti) Forms; 5 fertylyte, 6-8
fertilitie, -iUity(e, (fortylite), 6- fertility, [a
"Ft fertility ad. Lfertihtat-em, f fertilis Fertile ]
The quality of being fertile, fecundity, fruitful-

ness, productiveness a. lit. of the soil, a region,
etc. ; also of plants and animals
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxv. 92 The troienne foike multy-

plied in grete quantite for the fertylyte of the grounde.
1538 Starkey England 1 1 ,12 Maruelous culture and
Fortyiite c 1610-15 Women Saints <x886) 189 The first
Fruite of our mothers fertilitie *8x8 Byron Ch Har iv
xxvi, Thy waste More rich than other dimes’ fertility.

1859 Darwin Ong Spec iv (1873) 75 Ihe fertility of this
clover absolutely depends on bees visiting the flowers,

to transf. andfig.
x6xgG Sandys Tiav 103 Such larres proceeded from their

fertility of Gods, differing m each seuerall jurisdiction.
z666 Dryden Ann Mirab, Let to Sir R Howard, The
quickness of the Imagination is seen in the invention

,
the

fertility in the Fancy. 1750 Johnson Rambler'Ho 75 r 4,
I found some fertility of fancy 1802 Playfair lllustr.
Hutton Tk 495 All the fertility of his invention. 1848
Macaulay Hist Eng II 637 Halifax in fertility of
thought had no rival *878 Bosw Smith Carthage 136
Htmilco was a man of fertility of resource,

c pi. Productive powers
1626-7 Ld Falkland m Abp Ussheds Lett (1686) 379A general valluation of the different Fertilities 1708

Swift Sacrant Test. Wks (1778) IV 219 The fertilities of
the soil *868 Rogers Pol. Econ xn (1876) 164 Ground-
rent is a payment made for a particular site because it has
certain conveniences, productive powers, or . . fertilities,

which another site would not possess.

Fertilizable (fa Itilai zab’l), a. Also -isable.

[f Fertilize + -able. Cf. F.fertihsable ] a Of
land, etc. Capable of being fertilized, to Of the
female, or an ovum : Susceptible of impregnation
1832 R, Mudie Sot Annual 140 The ovary is the im-

portant part of the fertilizable organ *877 HuxleyAnat.
Inv. Anna vu 446 The perfect fertilisable female. 1880
Burton Reign Q Anne III xvm 197 Unfertile but fertil-

lsable clay

Fertilization (faitilai22l jan). Also -isation.

[n of action f. as prec. + -ation ; cf F feitihsa-
tion ] The action or process of rendering fertile.

1863 J G Murphy Comm. Gen xn 11 The two sides of
the Nile, its fertilization by a natural cause

b spec Biol. Fecundation; see Fertilize 2.

1857 Whewell Hist Induct. Sc III. 223 The fertilization

of the date palms 1862 Darwin Fertil Orchids 1 33 These
species require the aid ofinsects for their fertilization 1882
Vines Sachs' Rot 525 The first manifest result offertihsation
in the oospore is the division of its nucleus

Hence Pe rtiUzaidonal a., of or pertaining to

fertilization.

*888 J T Gulick in Linn. Soc Jml XX 233,

1

venture
to call this principle Fertihzational Segregation

Fertilize (favtilmz), v [f. Ferule + -ize ]
1. trans. To make fertile ; to enuch (the soil)

1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess 1 xi § x. 128 Our earth
needs no ram to fall upon it., to fertilize it 1760 Derrick
Lett (1767) I 97 He fertilised bogs, and cultivated barren
sands i860MqtlcyNetherl. (1868) I 1 8 Three great rivers

which had fertilized happier portions of Europe
to. gen. To render productive ht andfig.

1828 Mackintosh Sp Ho Comm a May Wks. 1846 III
487 The members of tne Legislature attempted to exclude
all the industry of other countries from flowing in to enrich
and fertilise their shores. 1866 Liddon Bampt Led v.

11875) 223 Intense religious conviction fertilizes intellect

x868 Feard Water-P'arm 11 xx Can nothing be done to
fertilise the vast majority of our streams ?

2 . Biol To make (an ovum, an oospore, a female
individual or organ.) fruitful by the introduction of
the male element ; to fecundate
Chiefly Bot. ; in Zoology common with reference to ova,

but otherwise rare

1859 Darwin Ong Spec, iv (1873) 79, T have not found
a single terrestrial animal which can fertilize itself x86x
Belamer FI Gard 14s If the Moss Rose is fertilized

with Rosa Galhca, interesting hybrids are the result 1879
Lubbock Sci Led. 1 8 It is a great advantage that the
flower should be fertilised by pollen from a different stock.

Hence Pe rtilized ppl a. Fertilizing vbl, sb
,

also aitrib Pe rtilizingppl a.

1651 R. Child m Harthb’s Legacy (1655) 34 In other
places they have a hke fertilizing fatnesse. 1655 In Hai tlib's

Legacy 193 A uch earth for Compost worth twenty shillings

a load at the least for the fertilizing of land 1807 Crabbe
Pm. Reg. in 275 Fertilizing showers. 1849 J F W
Johnston Exper Agnc vn 318 Gypsum has a remarkably
fertilising effect when applied to certain crops on certain

soils 1868 Peard Water-Farm, v 54 A tiny fish creeps
from each fertilised egg 1884A thenceum 12 Jan 49/3 The
author attributes the supply of fertilizing mud in Egypt to

the White Nile

Fertilizer (iauubizai) [f prec, + -er 1
]

1

.

One who or that which fertilizes (land).

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Kent 11. (1662) 57 Samt-foime, or
Holy-hay hetng found to be a great Fertilizer of Banen-
ground Z794 Sullivan View Nat I, 377 The agency of

snow as a fertilizer 18x5 W Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XXXVIII. 500 The torrent, now the fertilizer, now the
ravager of districts 1872 Spurgi on Treas Dav Ps Ixv.

ix The march of Jehovah, the Fertiliser, maybe traced by
the abundance which he creates,

to said esp, of manures.
1846 7 Baxter Libr Prod Agra (ed 4) II 6r Nitrate

ofpotash .. when employed as a fertilizer, is generally sown
by hand.
attnb 1893 Act 56 fr 57 Viet c 56 (title) The Fertilisers

and Feeding Stuffs Act.

2. An agent of fertilization in plants.

1844 Darwin in Life fr Lett. (1887] II 30 Flies are good
fertilizers. 1880 A R. Wallace 1st Life 473 Suitable
fertilisers and other favourable conditions.

Portlet, obs. var. of Firlot.

Ferula (fe rbfta) [a L. ferula giant fennel, a
rod.]

1 Bot A genus of plants
;
the giant fennel

1398 Trevisa Barth, DeP R xvn lxxi (1495)645 Ferula is

an nerbe 1562 Turner Herbal 11 1 b, The nature of Ferula
is the sorest enemie that can be to Lampreys 1693 Sir
T P Blount Nat Hist 465 Vossius , affirms them to be
Arborescent Ferula’s *8x* A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp.
(18x8) 175 This species of ferula is a native of Persia. x868
Mrs H L Evans Wmt in Algeria 25 The beautiful
feathery leaf of the ferula.

2 From the use of the fennel-stalk in Roman
times : A cane, rod, or other instrument of punish-

ment, esp. a fiat piece ofwood (see Ferule 2 quot.

1825)
, fig school discipline.

1580 North Plutarch (1676) 612 Many do put forth their
hands to be stricken with the ferula 16x2 Brinsley Lud
Lit. xix (1627)2x5, I have laboured and stnven by ferula,

and all meanes of seventy 17x2 E Cooke Voy. S Sea 123
We . had Ferula’s made to punish Swearing 1840 P.
Parlefs Ann 3x6 They had never known the infliction of
chastisement from either cane or ferula. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling 1 iv (1872) 27 His ever-changing course which
was passed so nomadically under ferulas of various colour

3 . Surg A long splint.

1688 R Holme Armtmry 111 444 1884 in Syd. Soc Lex.
Ferulaceous (fer'zde* Jas), a [f L femldce-ns

(f. ferul-a giant fennel) + -ous • see -aceous ] Re-
sembling the fernJa j having a stalk like a ferula

1657 Phys Did , Ferulaceous

,

like the herb ferula. 1691
Ray Creation 1 (1603) 194 These [Fountain] Trees are of
the Ferulaceous kind 1755 Porter in Phil Traits XLIX
253 The asa feetida is drawn from a ferulaceous plant.

Ferala*ic, fe rulic, u Chem [f. Ferula
+ -10] In jFerul{d)ic acid see quot
*876 Harley Mat, Med 598 The resin [Assafoetida] con-

tains ferulaic acid, C10 H10 O4, which forms iridescent prisms
1879 Watts Diet Chem. 3rd Suppl

,
Femdic acid

f Fe’rular. Obs. Also 7 lerrulax, feriler,

-uler. [ad L. ferular-is of or belonging to the
giant fennel.] = Ferula 2

1594O B. Quest. Profitable ConcemingsX iv a,A Feruler
to admonish them with. x6oo Abp Abbot Exp Jonah 364
The wicked are the worse when they are under the ferular

*644 Milton Areop 20 What advantage is it to lie a man
ifwe have only scapt the ferular, to come under the fescu of
an Imprimatur’ 1688 R Holme Armoury in 312/x The
Ferrular is an Instrument used by School-Masters to correct
their Scholars. 1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) 1775 in Ash.

Ferule (fe ru«l), sb. Also 6 ferrall 6-7 fertil(1.

[ad. L,.ferul-a : see Ferula.]
1. = Ferula 1 . Also a plant or stalk of it

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb 1 1049 Take ferules eke or saly
twigges take 1589 Fleming Bucol Virg. x 30 Syluanus
. came Shaking his flouring feruls 1620 Brinsley l ’tig

Eclog 95 The ferule is a big herbe hke vnto Fennel giant

2 = Ferula 2 .

1599

Bp. Hall Sat iv i 169 My limes relish of the ferule
still. 1636 B Jonson Discov, (1641) 115 From the rodde, or
ferule, I would have them free <1x656 Bp Hall Rem,
Wks (1660) 304 Whilst he was under the ferule 1825 Hone
Eveiy-day Bk. I 967 The ferule . was a sort of flat ruler,

widened at the inflicting end into a shape resembling a pear
with a hole in the middle, to raise blisters *850 W

Irving Goldsmith i 23 He resumed the ferule 1875 Farrar
Seekers 1 u. 24 To learn at the point of the ferule—trash.

3

.

attrib. and Comb., as +ferule-rod , + ferule-

fingered a., whose fingers are liable to the ferule
1528 Impeachm Wolsey 192 m Fumivall Ball I 358 Be

ware of the Ferralt Rodde 1 *620 Bp. Hall Hon Mar
Clergy 127 Those ancient ferule-fingred Boy-Popes
Ferule, var of Ferrule sb and v
Ferule (fe n«l), v. Also 6 ferrule, [f prec ]

trans To beat, strike, with a ferule.

1579 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb.) 24,

1

shoulde bee Ferruled
for my faulte 1873 Channing in Salt Ihorean (1890) 26
So he did hy feruling six of his pupils 1878 Mrs Stowe
PoganucP xiv X2r To ferule disorderly scholars.

Feruler, var. of Ferular.

f Fe’rvefy, v. Obs. * are. [ad L. fervefacPre,

f fervere to boil; see -fy] tians. To make
boiling hot. Hence Fe’rvefiedj#/)/ a.

*599 A. M tr. Gabelhouer's Bh. Physuke 27/a Cause then
your Armes with a fervefyede clothe to be rubbed. Ibid
65/2 Take a Horseshoe, and fervefye the same 1657
Tomlinson Renon's Disp. 159* To fervefy or decoct

t Fe•rvence. Obs, Also 5 farvence, vervens.
[a. OF.fervence, as if ad. L. *ferventia

,

f fervent-

em

;

see Fervent and -ence ]
1 . Boiling or glowing heat. Also, Violent ebul-

lition, fermentation.

14 , Lydg Temple of Glas 356 For Jwije I brenne with
feruence and with hete, Wib-in myn hert I mot complein of

cold, CX420 Pallad on Husb. xi. 441 Of fynest must m
oon metrete Or it he atte the state of his fervence, 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) 1 , 429 An holy welle, wluche is of so grete

feruence that hit castethe owte thynges caste in to hit

0x634 Chapman Revengefor Honour Plays 1873 III 532
Rays lascivious , . ingender by too piercing fervence in-

temperate. heats.

2. fig. Warmth of the emotions, intensity of feel-

ing or desire, fervency.

c 1430 Lydg Black Knt xxx, If that any now be in this

place, That fele in love brenning of fervence Lat him of

22



FERVENCY, 170 FESCUE.
routh lay to audience c 148s Bigby Myst. (1882) in. 1093

J>ey woll with a eruens of love me seke a 1529 Skelton
Pr to H Ghost 1 0 firy feruence, inflamed with all grace
<2x538 Hen VIII Let to A Boleyn in Select Harl Misc,

(1793) 147, I think my fervence of love causeth it 1591
7 rmih Raigne K John 11 (1611) 84 Zeale Spurs them
on with feruence to this shrine

Fervency (6 .rvensi). Also 5 farvenee, 6-7
fervencie. [f. as prec see -enoy ]
1 The state 01 quality of being fervent; glowing

or burning heat, intensity of heat. Now rare.

1598 Chapman Iliad vr 185 Flames of deadly fervency
flew fioni her breath and eyes 1633 P Fletcher Pise Eel
I. 2 About his head a rocky canopie Rebutting Phoebus
parching fervencie 1879 G Meredith Egoist III. x, 214
It is the sole star which preserves an indomitable fei vency

+ b Of cold • Intensity, seventy. Ohs
1615 Chapman Odyss xiv 693 The fervency Of that sharp

night would kill me
2

. fig ‘ Heat of mind ’, intensity of feeling or

desire, warmth of devotion, zeal, ardour, eagerness;

d
1 an instance of the same,
*551 Knox Faythf Adrnon Dvjb, Peter in a feruencie

first left his bote 1600 E Blount tr Conestaggio 6 They
continued their new navigation, with greater fervencie

1672-3 Comber Comp. Tnnple (1702) 368 1 he Motives that
ought to excite our Fervency 1734 Watts Belter 7nv.
(1789) 216 He drew some practical inferences with some
degree of fervency. 1824 Southey Bit 0/ Ch (1841) 173
The prayer which was prefeired with increased fei vency at

a martyi's grave 1865 Kingsley Hei ew, xv, She would
never have known the fervency of your love.

Fervent (ffiuvent), a Forms ; 4-6 feruente,
vervente, (5 ferfent, furvaunte, 6 farvente,
fervant), 4- fervent, [a. F fervent

,

ad L. fier-

vent-em, fervens,
pr pple offervere to boil, glow.]

1 Hot, burning, glowing, boiling
a 1400-50 A lexanderg&Ti. Flawines feruent as fyie. 1:1400

Lanfranc's Cirurg 31 1 In Jus caas we mowen use hoot
fervent oile 15x4 Barclay Cyt.fy Uplondyshm (Percy Soc)
p lxix, The Sunne is not fervent 157a J. Jones Bathes of
Bath H 10 Actuall fyre, working upon the water itselfcannot
ut into it agreater degiee of heat, then the degree of fervent
eate 1611 Bible 2/W 111 10 The Elements shall melt with

feruent heat. 1704J Pitts Acc. Mahometans 56, 1 haveseen
many to work all day. in the most fervent Harvest time
1849 Mrs. Somerville Connect Phys Sc. xxyu 300 The
short but fervent summers at the polar regions. 1874 S. Cox
Pilgr Ps vii. 147 A fervent waste in which it is lost

fig. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks 119/2 Let them all ..lerne
that god deliteth to se the feruent hete of y° hartis deuocion
boile out by y« body

+ b. In mediaeval pharmacy, of drugs : = Hot
1398 Trevisa Barth Be P R xix lxxvn (1495)908 Some

thynges that drawyth laxeth also and be feruent as Sea.
monea. 1378 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxx 187 The common
Camomill .is not so fervent as the Romaine Camomill, but
more pleasant.

+ c. Of cold; Intense, severe. Ohs.
1448 R. Fox Chron. (Camden) 116 Hit was a fervent coolde

weder 1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 3 Ther was one
fervent froste thrugh Englande *535 Stewart Cron Scot,
II. 337 The fervent frost so bitter wes. 1634 Harington
Salomes Regim. 182 A fervent cold Countrey.
2 . Of persons, their passions, dispositions, or

actions: Ardent, intensely earnest From 17th c,

almost exclusively with reference to love or hatred,
zeal, devotion or aspiration.
£1400 Desir Troy 2154 Than was Priam .. more feruent

to %bt. 14 Why / Cant he a Nun 7 m E E P (1862)
138 They were as ferfent as ony fyre To execute her lordys
byddyne. *334 Tindale i Pet iv 8 Above all thmges haue
fervent love amonge you, 1361 Daus tr Ballinger onApoc.
(1373) 25 b, We of this Church who haue bene feruenter
xxx. yeares ago than we be at this day. *591 Spenser
Gnat 296 He spide his foe with feruent eyes to his de
struction bent. 1673 Lady's Call. n. § 1 f 23 63 By
the ferventest praiers implore .. God. 1738 Wesley Ps
xih 8 My Heart in fervent Wishes bums. *768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat (1832) II. 215 It proves the glow of his kindness
the ferventer. 1836 Mrs Browning Aar. Leigh 1. 944Many fervent souls stuke rhyme on rhyme
b Of conflict, uproar, formerly also ofpestilence,

a wild beast, etc. : Hot, fierce, raging. Now rare.
1465 Marg Paston in Lett No 523 II 226 The pestylens

is so fervent in Norwych that [etc ], *494 Fabyan Chron
iv. Ixvii. 46 Whiche persecution was so Sharpe & feruent,
that [etc,] 135* Robinson tr More's UtoJ> (Arb) 139
When the battel is. most fierce and fervent. 1607 Topsell
Fourfi Beasts (1638) 543 There appeared unto them a Boar
, having fire-burning eyes, a despiteful look and every
way fervent 1814 Wordsw. White Doe of Kyi. 1. 43 A
moment ends the fervent dm.

+ Fe-rvent, v. Obs.~° [f. piec] trans. To
utter fervently. Hence Fervented ppl. a
a *626 W. Sclater Semi. Exper (1638) 68 Their fer-

vented supplication to have life prorogued

Fervently (iS’iventli), adv. [f. Fervent a, +
-iiY ] In a fervent manneu
+ 1 . Bnmingly, intensely, severely Ohs
*480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxliu 293 He myght not wel

endure no whyle so feruently he was take *561 Hollybusii
Horn Apoth 27 a. He that hath the jaundis so fervently
and sore. 1627 Hakewill^/^ ii.vu. § x 110 It continued
so feruently hot.

2 , With, warmth of feeling; ardently, earnestly,
hotly, passionately Now rare exc. in expressions
of love, desire, prayer, etc.
c *374 Chaucer Treylas iv 1356 The whiche frendes

ferueutliche hym preye To senden efter more 1494 Fabyan
Chron v. exm 86 Chilpench heryng of the takynge of his
sone, was. .more feruently amouyd 1568 Grafton Chi put

II. 27 The king pursued them more fervently then circum-
spectly, 1611 Bible Col. iv 12 Alwaies labouring feiuently
lor you 111 praiers. 1749 Fietding 7 out Jones III 94 Mis
Fitzpatrick then renewed her proposal and very fervently
recommended it X794 Sullivan Vino Nat I 9 Most
feiventlydo I love my God, my king 1825 T. JcrrnRSON
Autobiog. Wks 1859 1 83 i

I had fervently pressed the
I reasury board to replenish this paiticular deposit 1848
C Bronte J Eyre (1873) 3, I wished fervently lie might
not discover my hiding-place 1874 Stubbs Const Hist
(1875) III, xvin 31 Henry was fervently oithodox

FerventneSS (fa zventnes). Now rare [f.

Fervent + -ness ] The quality of being fervent.

1 Boiling, burning, or glowing heat , = b ervouu i .

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R x, ix (1495) 379 Smalle
asshes slakytli the feruentnes of the cole. 1533 Elyot
Cast. Helthe (1541) 73 a, It [melancholy] may not be so
littell, that the bloud and spmtes in their ferventnes, be as
it were unbridlyd 1386 B rich rMalanch xxvu 133 Although
it [water] be note, yet infeuour in degiee to the heate of
feruentnes 1600 F Walker Sp. Mandevtlle 46 b, The
great feruentnes of the hot starres

2 Ardour, eagerness, vigotu, zeal ; also an
instance of the same

;
= Fervour 2

0x430 Wycltf's Num xxv ix [MS. S], Y my silf schuldc
not do awai the sones of Israel mmy gieet hete [feruentnesse
of veniaunce] 1477 Earl Rivi-rs (Caxton) Bides 133
Whyche wit not be wele . stered for the feruentnesse of the
same tempest 1528 TiNdale Parab. Mammon Wks I 84
Christ here teacheth Simon by the ferventness of love *6xx
Speed Hist Gt But ix vm (1632)581 The Archbishops
feruentness in using such eager perswasions 1631 Celestina
m 40 His ferventnesse of affection is sufficient to marre
him, 1727 Bailey vol. II, Ferventness

Fervescent (farve sent), a [ad. L. fervesccni-
em, pr. pple offervescFre

,

inceptive verb f. fervere
to be hot.] Growing hot.
1683 Salmon Boron Med 1 162 Fixing the fervescent and

corrosive Humors 1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1775 in Ash,

Fervid (ffiuvid), a Also 7 fervide. [ad. L.
fei-vid-us burning, vehement, l.fervere to glow ]
1. Burning, glowing, hot. Now^u^ as rhetorical.

*599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bit. PhysicLe 6/2 Let it stand
a day or two in som fervide place. 1667 Milton P. L v.
301 The mounted Sun Shot down direct his fervid Raies
1718 Pope Iliad xvi. 939 Sol had driven His fervid orb
through half the vaultof heaven. 1794 Sullivan ViewNat
II 53 The more fervid the lightning, the more animated
they appear X833 N Arnoit Physics (ed 5) II 62 His
attention was soon recalled to the fervid land of the sun
*85* Thackeray Eng Hunt 11 (185B) 59 To hang on m the
dust behind the fervid wheels of the parliamentary chariot
Uansf *863 Swinburne Poems <$ Ball, Hendecasyllables

S Flame as fierce as the fervid eyes oflions 1871M Collins
Mrq <jr Merch. II m 61 The Christmas night had been
fervid There had been a dinner.

2. fig Glowing, intensely impassioned
1656-81 Blount Glossogr., Fervid

,
fierce, vehement a 17x7

Parnell Happy Man 16 The fervid wishes, holy fires.

Which thus a melted heart refine 1779-81 Johnson L P.
Wks 1816 X, 122 He is warm rather than fervid 1828
Carlyle Mise. (1857) I 211 Of Bums’s fervid affection
we have spoken already, *838 Dickens Nich Nick xxvu,
It is your . . fervid imagination, which throws you into a
glow ofgenius and excitement 1833 Macaulay Hist Eng
IV 335 The fervid loyalty with which Charles had been
welcomed back to Dover. 1872 Blackie Lays Highl. 155
Without the call of fervid preacher

Hence Fervi dity [+-ity] : a. Intense heat, b
Passion, zeal (J.). Fe*rvidly adv

,
in a fervid

manner; earnestly. Fervidness, the state or
quality of being fervid
x6ga Bentley Boyle Led Seim vi x88 A kind of injury

done to him by the fervidness of St Peter 1727 Bailey
vol II,Fervultty *775 Ash, Fervidity, heat *847 Craig,
Fervidly

,
very hotly, with glowing warmth 1872 Geo.

Eliot Middlem, 1, A young lady knelt down by the side
of a sick labourer and prayed fervidly

Fervol, obs. form of Fearful.

+ Fervorous, a Obs. Also 7 -erous. [f
next + -ous.] Full of fervour

, ardent, warm
*6oa T. Fitzherbert Apol, 36b, As feruerous in the loue

of God, as they are fyry in sensual appetyt 1658 Slingsby
Diary (1836) 203 Faithful and fervoious Professors *669
Woodhead St. Teresa 1 xv 94 They had a mind to cool
the fervorous employment of the Will.

Fervour, fervor (fo’ivai). Also (Jfervoure,

7 ferver [ME. fervor
,
-our, a OF fervor, -our

(mod F
.
feiveur)— Pr and Sp fervor, It fervore,

ad ~L.fervore-m, f. fervei e to be hot. For use of
fervour orfervor see Favour.]
1. Glowing condition, intense lieat.

£1440 Hylton ScalaPorf (W de W. 1494) 11 xxxiv, They
panten soo strongly that theybrast into bodily feruours

*5*9 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 1164/2 These prayers of his
holye Martirs, in the feraoure of theyr torment. *625
Purchas Pilgrims it 1317^ A number of Lamps which
ycelds vnto the roome an immoderate feruor *725 Pope
O.dyss x 184 Some power divine Sent a tall stag To
cool his fervour in the chrystal flood 1794 Mrs Piozzi
Synon I 207 Such effects follow naturally the fervour of
an African climate. *8x3 Shelley Q Mab vm 71 Those
deserts, whose fervors scarce allowed A bird to live 1891
Sir R Ball m Melbourne Argus r6 May, The moon was
also doubtless in a condition ofequal fervour.

't* b. Of water : Boiling, seething Ohs
a 1440 Found. St Bartholomew's 43 Ihe swellynge [sea],

yn his feruor leift vp hym self 1636 tr Hobbes' Elem
Phtlos (1839) 324 All fervour or seething is not caused by
fiie

2 Warmth or glow of feeling, passion, vehem-
ence, intense zeal

,
an instance of the same.

1340 Hampoie Pr Consc 250 Feivor of thoght 1382
Wyclif John 11 17 *1 he feruour of loue of thin lious hath
etunme 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 363 b/i She had mote
feruour of deuocion 1531 Dial on Laws Eng 11 hu (1638)
160 A veniall sinne letteth the fei vour thereof [chanty],
1638 Baker tr Balzac's Lett I 30 Such fervour is as well
beseeming fresh souldieis as young Fiyeis *732 LAW
Lei ions C xiv (ed 2) 240 And begin to know what Saints
have meant by fervours of devotion 1830 D’Israeli Chets I
III. ix 196 The fervour of loyalty vied with the pride of
magnificence 1882 A W Ward Dickens m 30 A fervour
unique even 111 the history of American enthusiasms
Fery, obs form of Fauhow v.

1337 m Liber Plnscardensis ix. xvxvi, Isal ger thi sow
fery agayn hir wil.

Feryage, obs form of Ferriage.
Fesande, obs foim of Pheasant
Fesapo. Logic A mnemonic woi d lepiesenhng

the fourth mood of the fourth figure of syllogisms,
in which the major premiss is a universal negative,

the minor premiss a universal affirmative, and the
conclusion a paiticular negative

,
the middle term

being subject of the major and predicate of the
minor premiss.

1827 Whately Logic 11. (ed 2) 98 Fesapo, 1864 Bowen
Logic vii 200

Fesaun(t, -awnt, obs forms of Pheasant
Fescennine (fesunoin), a and sh [ad L.

Fescenmn-us pertaining to Fcsccmna in Etruria,

famous for a sort ofjeenng dialogues in verse ]
A. adj. esp in Fesccnnme veises Pertaining to

or characteristic of Fesecnma
;
usually in a bad

sense, licentious, obscene, scurrilous
x6ox Holland Pliny I 443 Wanton Fescenmne cere-

monies. a *637 B Jonson Underwoods (1640) 243 We
dare not aske our wish in Language fescenmne 1726
Amherst I erne Fit l. fed 3) 1 A rainy oration m the fes-

cennine manner 18x3 Scoti Guy M xwvi, To lepeat a
certain number of Fescenmne veises 1873 Symonus Gik.
Poets vm. 252 A lude Fescenmne license

+ B. sh A song or verses of a licentious or

scurrilous character Ohs.
X62X-5X Burton A nat Mel in, i 1 1 409 Menander, did
write Fescenmnes, Attellanes, and lascivious songs 1660

Jkr. Taylor Bad Dubit 11, m rule 5 § x, I liaue seene
parts of Vugil changed into impure fescenmnes

Fescue (feskw^), sh Forms; 4-6 festu(e, (6
-ew, -nre, -we, 7 -er), 6 fe(e)akew, 7 fes(t)kue, S

fescu, 8-9 fesque, 9 dial, vaster, 6- fescue, [a

QY.fcsiu (Fr. fditt) a stiaw:—popular L. *fcstii-

cum = class L. festuca Cf. Pr. festue masc
, fes-

tuca,fesiuga fern,, It.festuco masc
,
festuca fem,]

*)• 1. A straw, rush, twig
;
a small piece of straw,

a mote m the eye (with ref to Matt. vu. 3)
Hence, a thing of little importance. Obs.

*377 Langl. P. PI B. x. 278 ]>e bcem lithe m 3owre
eyghen, And \>t festu is fallen foi 30m e defaute, In alle
manere men 1382 Wyclif Matt vu 3 What scest thou
a festu. or a litil mote, in the ene of thi brother, c *44

o

Promp Parv. 163/1 Fyschelle of fyschew, or festu,festuca.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 400 b/x He demaunded hym of the
festue and of the beme 1592 G Harvty Pieicc's Super 54A pretty feate for amber, to luggle chafFe, festues or the
like weighty burdens x6xo Holland Camden's Bnt I,

720 Thm strawes and fescues small

2 . A small stick, pin, etc. used for pointing out
the letters to children learning to read, a pomtei.
1513 MS Acc. St. John's Hosp , Canterb , Payd for iiy

festewys njd
_
X533 MoreA nsiu PoysonedBk. Wks. ixoa/x,

I shall lay it afore him agayn, and sette him to it with
a festue, that he shall not say but he 'aw it 1589 Nashe
Martins Months Minde 7 Though their fescue euen then
pointed at Capitall letters. 16x2 Two NobleK it 11, Ay,
do but put A feskve m her fist. 17*4 Gay What d'ye call
it 1. 1. 8, I . Taught him his Catechism, the Fescue held,
1762 Foote Orator 1 Wks 1799 I. 197 The fescues and
fasces, which have been consigned to one, or more matron
m every village. X825 J Jennings Dial W Eng Gloss 81
Vesier a fescue 1876 Browning Pacchiarotto 19 Play
schoolmaster, point as with fescue

fig. 1644 [see Ferular] 1648 Earl Westmrld Otia
,SVicr«(i879)53 AsAppetite, Not Reasons Fescue shall direct.

f 3 . ti ansf, (nonce-uses.) a The shadow on a sun-
dial b A plectrum for use with the harp or lyre.

1607 W[entworth] S[mith] Puntaine iv 47 The feskewe
of the Diali is vpon the Chrisse crosse of Noone *6x6
Chapman Homer'sHymn to Apollo 288 And with thy golden
fescue play’dst upon Thy hollow harp.

4, More fullyfescue-grass A genus {Festuca) of
grasses Hard, Sheep's

,
Meadow Fescue transla-

tions of the botanical names of species, F. durius-
cula, ovma

,
pratensis.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot xm 138 Sheeps fescue is a
welf known grass, always to be found in slieep commons
Ibid. 139 Meadow Fescue

,
one of the best grasses for cul-

tivation, has a culm for two feet high 1796 Morse Avier
Geog I 187 Fesque grass (Festuco) many species. *813
Sir H. Davy Agnc Chevt vm (18x4) 362 Tall fescue
grass stands highest, 1834 Hooker Hunal Jmls II.xxiv
176 Short sedges and fescue-grass 1853 Morton Cycl Agt ic

863/2 s v. Festuca
, The hard fescue 1864 Tennyson

Aylmer's F 530 Sweeping the frothily from the fescue.

t Fescue, V Obs [f. prec sb ] trans. To direct

or assist in leading with a fescue.
164* Milton Antmadv (1851) 201 Fescu’d to a formal

injunction of his rote-lesson. 17x4 Mandeville Fab Bees
II (*733) 9 They want more Fescumg and a broader Ex-
planation 21*749 Philips Odes (1807) 83 Fescu’d now
peihaps m spelling
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FESE.

Bese, Fesels, vai. of >eeze v Fasels, Obs.

Fesieian, Fesike, obs ff. Physician, Physic.

Fesion, obs. form of Pheasant,

tPess. Obs
1716 Land Gob No 5439/4 A black Mare With aFess

Tail, lately dock'd

Pesse 1 (fes) Her Also 6 fece [a OF /esse

—L fascia band
;
mod F hasfasce ad L]

1 An ordmaiy formed by two horizontal lines

drawn, across the middle of the field, and usually

containing between them one thud of the escut-

cheon
i486 Bk St Albans Her b ij, All the bastardis of all cot-

armuris shall bere a fesse c 1500 in Q Eliz Acad (1869)08

Pales, bendis, feces cheveroms 156a Leigh Armone 113 b,

The fielde Argent, a Fesse, Azure 1688 R Holme A r-

moury 1 111 34/1 Fesse, Gules 1763 Brit Mag. IV 238

Argent, on a fess, azure, three lozenges, or 187a Ruskin
Eagle’s N § 235 The Fesse, a horizontal bar across the

middle of the shield, represents the knight’s girdle

b In fesse (see quot. 1889). Party per fesse •

(of the shield) divided by a horizontal line through

the middle.
*572 BosskwellArmone 11 54 Heheareth d’Argente, flue

Fusilles m Fesse Gules 1705 Heaune Collect 12 Dec

,

A Book Expansed m Fesse 1830 Robson Bnt Herald
III Gloss

,
Ftssemays or inJesse i88g Elvin Diet Herald

60 In Fesse, a term to express the position of charges when
they occupy the position assigned to that ordinary

2 , attrtb. and. Comb , as fesse-hne ,
fease-point,

the exact centre of the escutcheon , + fesse-target

(see quot 1889) Also fesse-ways, fesse-wise

adv — in fesse (see Fesse i b)

1775 Ash, *Fesse line, the line that constitutes the fesse

1562 Leigh A rrnone 42 a, The *Fesse poynt 1864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist §Pop v 23 The heraldic Cross ls produced

by the meeting of two vertical with two horizontal lines,

about the Fesse point, 1586 Ferne Blaz Gentne 206

Adding to the same a*fesse Target, or scutcheon of pretence

1889 Elvin Diet Herald 60 lesse-Target, an old term for

Escutcheon of Pretence 1725 Coats Diet Herald (ed 2)

144 *Fesse-ways or in Fesse denotes things born after the

Manner of a Fesse *830 [see 1 b] 1775 Ash, *Fesse-wise

1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist <$- Pop xxi § 11 (ed 3) 369

Two buckles, their tongues fesse-wise.

Fesse 2 . Obs. exc dial A pale blue colour.

1577-87 Harrison England 111 vm, The floure [of the

Saffron Crocus] beginneth to appeere ofa whitish blew fesse,

or slue colour *847-78 Halliwell, Fess a light blue

colour Somerset.

Fessel, obs form of Vessel.

+ Fe*ssely, a Her Obs [f. Fesse sb + -lyI.]

=Party per lesse ;
see Fesse i b

*486 Bk St Albans, Her. B uj b, Byesly is called in arrays

ilj manere weys, fesy bagy,fesy target, and fesy generall

*889 Elvin Did. Herald 60 lessely, party pei fesse.

t Fessey, a. Her. Also 5 fesy [f. Fesse +
-Y ] Of a coat of anns Containing a fesse

i486 [see Fessely] *586 Ferne Blaz Gentne 180 This

Scutcheon following is also a fessey Armes.

Fessm, Sc form of Fasten v

1552 Abi* Hamiltoun Catech (1884) 77 Samekil is the lufe

of God and our nychbour fessimt and linkit togiddir

I*
Fe’SSitude. Obs tare—* [as if ad. L.

*fessiti7d-d, f fessits weaned.] Wearness, fatigue.

*656-8* in Blount Glossogr *721-1800 in Bailey

tFe’SSive, a Obs rarer1 [f. 'L.fcss-us weaned

+ -IVE ] Wearied, fatigued.

a *774 Fergusson Poems, Saturday'sExp 136 So we, with

fessive joints and lingering pace, Moved slowly on

Fessourt, obs Sc form of Fashion
*508 Dunbar Twa Mantt Women 189 He has a forme

without force and fessoun

Feat, feat-, obs. ff Fast, Fast-, Feast, Iist

|| Festa (fe sta) [It festa *-L festa (see Feast

sb.).'] A feast, festival, holy day ,
also attnb

*8*8 Shelley Lett Pr Wks 1888 II 242 The da^ onJOIO DHLLLLI T- ~

which I visited it, was festa. 1868 BrowningRtn^^bk vii

966 Sure that to-morrow would be festa-day 1880 Rusuitf

?Pr&tenta I* 391 The day it came home was. a festa.

Festal (fe slal), a and sb [a. OF festal, festel,

f L.fest-tim : see Feast and -al ] A adj

1 Of or pertaining to a feast or festivity

1479 in Eng Gilds (1870) 414 The festal! date of Seynt

Mighell Tharchangell *740 Somerville Hobbtnoln v749)

139 Blind British Bards on festal Days Shall chant this,

mournful Tale. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II xi 67 She pre-

sented herself in her festal dress *847 De Quincey hp.Mu
Nun vm (1853) *6A place radiant with festal pleasures

To Of a person Keeping holiday Of a place

Given up to feasting or festivity.

1798 Sotheby tr Wteland's Oberon (1826) I 15 At Bour-

deaux’ festal town *8ox Southey Thalaba vi xxvm, From

tents of revelry, Fioni festal bowers, to solitude he lan

*863Hawthorne OurOldHome 251The aspectofGreenwich

park, with all those festal people wandering through it.

2 11 f.tl 1 g a fr-.n ;
b-ice. rr-Y> joyous.

*749 ( r / * II t v .11 No warmth of festal

1 ir.li 1847 I 'I v A 1’/» 1 >, ~haks. Wks (Bohn) I.

-
|

1 1 0 1 j ,> , 1,1 1 > < < » 1 ot borrow health and
i>i. i,\i 1 1,1, f ,1 i>i. 1858 De QuinceyAictabiog
>, I jt * I 1, 1. l-i." i- w jic 1, elegant and festal air.

b quasi-arizt.

1747 Collins Passions 87 Amid the festal sounding shades

B sb A feast, festivity, merry-making.

*8x8 Shelley Rev Islam v" Ivi, Gore Or poison none this

festal did pollute *871 B Taylor Faust (*875) II 11. m
140 Off to the cheerful festals of the Sea 1

171

Hence Fe stally adv
,
in a festal manner

185a G W Curtis Wanderer tn Syria 279 The way could

not ha\e been more festally adorned 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sq (1886) 5 The chapel bell sounded most fes-

tally that sunny Sunday

1
“ Fe’Stel. Obs rare Also 5 featyllo. [f fest,

var of Fast v 4 -el ] Something that makes fast

a *300 E E Psalter cxlix 8 *483 Caih Angl 128/2

A Festylle^firmatorium
Festement, obs form of Vestment.

f Fe’stenance, festyuens. Obs. Sc. [f

Fasten v +-ance ] Confinement, durance.

1425 Sc Acts Jas I (1814) it. rt/2 The schiref sal ger

kep jjatm in festynance 1533 Bellenden Livy in. (1822)

225, 1 wil kepe him m festynens

Fester (fe star), sb. Forms • 4-6 festre, feature,

(5 featyre), 4- fester, [a OF festre (for the

change in termination from -It to -re cf. Fr. chapitre,

ipttre see Cbapitle, Epistle) = Pr
,
Sp

,
It

fistola L.,fistula : see Fistula ]

1 In eaily use = Fistula ;
subsequently, a rank-

ling sore, an ulcer In mod use 1 A superficial

supptuation resulting from irritation of theskm’
(Quain Diet Med 1882).
,2130a Cursor M 11824 (Cott) pe fester thnld his bodi

thuigh 1398 Trlvisa Barth De P R vit lix (149s) 27S
To the Canker and Festure [orig fistulam] Ibid xvn xiv,

Festre C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 89 Festre haji wijnnne

him a calose hardnesse al aboute as it were a goos penne or

ellis a kane Ibid 292 pis hole is clepid a festre of pe ers.

1547 Boorde Bren Health xxv 15 b, Ihe pyles or Erne*

rodes, Fystles, and Festures *607 TorsriL Bour-f Beasts

(1658) 501 Sheeps wool mingled With Hony is very medi-

cmable for old sores or festers.
. ,

,

fig *834 Lytton Pompeii iv 11, Thus, in the rankling

festers of the mmd, our art is to divert the pam
*|* 2 . A cicatrice, scar Obs
14 Norn in Wr-Wulcker 708 Hec cicatrix, a festyre.

1483 Cath Angl 128/2 A Fester, cicatrix. *54* R. Cor-

land Galyeu's Terapentyke 2 Hjb, Yf ye wyl bryng y°

vlcere to a festre.

3 [from the vb] The action or process of causing

a fester ;
= Festering vbl sb

i860 I Taylor Ultimate Civilization 117 Used to the

fester of the chain upon them necks

Fester (festoi), ». Forms: 5 fe(e)stryn,

(feestern), (5 festur, feyater), 5-6 festyr, (6

feaster), 4- fester [f prec sb. ;
OF. hadfeslrtr

in similar senses ]
1. mtr. Of a wound or sore : To become a fester,

to gather or generate pus or matter, to ulcerate.
_

1377 LaNol P PI. B xvit 92 So festred ben his woundis

1414 Brampton Pant Ps. xxxv. (Percy Soc ) 18Mywounds
festryn and rotynwith mne *530 Palsgb 548/2 Though
this wounde be closed above, yet it feastreth byneth and is

full of mater *635 R Bolton Comf Ajffl Come xv1 3*5

Draw a skmne onely over the spirituall wound whereby it

festers and rankles underneath more dangerously *747

Weslev Prim Physic (1762) 92 A Prick or cut that festers

1862 Mtrivale J?<7W. Emp.y. xlm 205 The wound festered

111 silence and concealment

b. Of poison, an imbedded arrow, a disease:

To envenom the surrounding parts progressively

;

to rankle HenceJig of resentment, giief, etc.

1589 R Harvey PI Pete (i860) t8 His owne poison would

haue festered in his owne flesh ci 1639Wottqn in Relw

(1651) 112 There had been ancient quarrels which might

perhaps lye festering m hm breast *695 Blackmorl / r,

Arth hi 489 Th’ Almighty’s Ai rows Fester in then Heart

178* J. Moore View Soc It (1790) I mi 13a A strong re-

sentment festered in the breasts of some individuals « 1869

Lecicy Europ. Mar II v 301 An appalling amount of moral

evil is festeung uncontrolled *87* Freeman Norm Conq

(1876) IV xviu. 119 The troubles of Saxony, if they had not

yet broken forth, were already festering 111 silence 1874

Green Short Hist in §6 145 Fever or plague festered in

the wretched hovels . ,

0. To fester into : lo become or pass into by

festering, lit andJig
c 1420 Pallad on Httsb xi 49 But kytte not to nygn, lest

that feestern into a wounde 1777 Burke Let Sheriffs of
Bristol Wks III 141 Smitten pride smarting from its

wounds, festers into new rancour 1790 — F?. Rci< 212,

I must bear with infirmities until they fester into crimes

2 To putiefy, rot, to become pestifeious or

loathsome by corruption

1540 Taverner Epist Ester daye, Postil, The leven ot

malice roted & festred in us 1599 Shaks Hen V, iv 111.

28 These fields : where (wretches) their poore bodies Must

lye and fester c 1600 — Sonn xciv, Lillies that faster

smell far worse then weedes *628 Prynne Cens. Cozens to

T heir sickly Soules fester, rot and pine away c i8zo h

Rogers Italy, Lake of Geneva 33 Ere long to die . And

fester with the vilest 1883 Century Mag June 218/1 The

slimy old moat that once festered under the palisade wall.

3. traits To cause festering in {lit and fig) ,
to

allow (malice) to rankle.

*570 Lyly Enphucs (Arb ) 47 All which humors are by so

much the more easier to be purged, by how much the lesse

they haue festred the smewes, 1602 Marston Antonios

Rev 1 t, I . festred rankling malice m my breast 1697

Congreve Mourn, Brule in si, Remorseless chains festnng

thy limbsWith rankling rust 1706 Estcourt FairExamp
v 1, Take heed, lest your ungentle Hand shou d fester what

you mean to heal. *8i8Mrs Shelley anhenst yi (1865)

80 That will heal instead of festering, the wounds of our

minds 1850 Mrs. Browning Front Bound Poems I 148

FESTINATTON.

- Cicatrize i. Obs
ex440 Bone Flor 1945 T he leche had helyd hyt ovyr tyte,

And hyt was festurd wytbowte del} te *§41 R. Copland
Galyeu's I erapentyke 2 F iv b, Lykewyse in the vlceres .

that yt is egal to be festred [Lat Galen Methodt PIcd, iv v,

Quod aequabile est, cicatrice mduci]

Festered (fe staid), ppl. a. [f. Fester 0 1 +
-ed 1

] In senses of the vb ; ht andfig
1430 Lydg Chroit. 'I ray n xu, Newe made festred sores.

15*6 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 254 b, Vnto the openynge
of the foresayd closed and festred woundes a 1533 Frith
Another Bk agst Rastell (1829) 220 My youth hath dis-

closed their festered ignorance *60* Fulbfcke 1st Ft.
Parall 15 Else the secrete fault was some festered and
lntieterate disease. 167* Milton Samson 186 Apt words .

.

are as balm to fester’d wounds

Festering (festanq], vbl. sb. [f as prec +
-ing 1 ]

The action of the vb Fester ,
an instance

of this. Also coiur a fester.

c 1440 Promp Pan

>

158/2 Feestrynge of wowndys, cica-

trical10 *541 R. CortAND Galyeu's Terapeittyke 2Fj,
Vlceres that come nat to festnng *6o8-xx Bp Hall
Medit <§• Values 11 § 4 What can ensue, bnt a festering of

the part? *804 Med Jml XII 98 It appears more like a
common festering produced by a thorn

Festering (fe song), ppl a [f as prec +
-ing 2

]
That festers, m senses of the vb.

1596 SpenserF Q. vi vi. 5 Inward corruption and infected

sm And festering sore, did rankle yet within 1654 E
Johnson Wond wrkg Provid iiu 5 Lest from their festenng

Teeth a Gangnn giow 1704 J Trapp Abia-Mule iv t

1707 My* festnng sorrows smart* x8*|3 Carlyle Past § Pr*

(1858)224 Draining oflf the sour festenng water .*884 Bible

(R V ) Isa. i 6 Wounds, and bruises, and festenng sores

Festerment (fe staiment). [f. Fester v +
-MENT.] a. The process or state of festering. In

quots fig. b. dial A rotting mass

1833 Chalmers Const Man (1834) II vii. 5 The brooding

fountain of so many festerments 1845 North Brit Rev.

II 488 The population have been thrown into the fester-

ment of an universal discontent. *884 Chesh Gloss s v

,

A festerment o’ weeds

Festerous (fc stores), a. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ous ] In a festering condition.

1854 Syd. DobellBalder ix 46 His branchless trunk Rose
festerous through the morning

+ Fe*stial, sb Obs. [ad med.L festidhs (pern,

error for festlvdlis), in many MSS of the original

work translated by Caxton.] =Festival sb. 1,

1483 Caxton Liber Fest Prol , I will and pray that it he

called a Festial [ed *491 festiuall] 1725 HkarneR Brunne
Pref § xvii. An excellent MS of the Book called Festival

or Festial ,

t Fe’stial, a Obs. rare—1
, [f L. festum (see

Feast sb ) + ~(i)al.] Pertaining to a feast

1737 Waterland Eucharist 461 Ihe Feast and the Cove-

nant were one federal feasting, or festial covenanting

t Festier. Obs rare. Also festerxe [a. F,

festiei e (Co'LgT./festter (15th c.) ndge-tile, f. OF.

fest (mod F.fatte) ridge ofa roof.] =FaSTIGIUM 2

1601 Holland Plmy II 552 The images wherwith the

festenes & lovers of the said church stood adorned Ibid

553 The festiers and lanterns of temples

Pestike, var of Fistic, pistachio nut.

Festilogy (festrlodgi). Eccl Antiq Also

festology. [ad med L festtlogium, f L festum

feast, after marhlogium corrupt form of mm tyro-

logium ;
the word was a translation of Middle

Irishfibre ] A treatise on ecclesiastical festivals

1845 Petrie Round Tawets 355 In the Festilogy of Aingir'

us Constantine is set down as Re* Rathenue. 1864 B

minds 1850 Mrs. Browning From Bourn 1 oems * 140 tion-em f. festinare : see rESTINATE

ausoc (i iwa —
,

- v:
—- ' ,

Gruing them one day an mcarnatiue to heale, and the next

day, a contrary medicine to fester

this W1U9UUUU1B » ovt uw.Mi ... - •--— -ir—.,

Forbes in Liber Eccl ’I eirenani de Arbuthnott Pref 73

Some allusions in the Irish Festologies. *867 tr De Plan-

talembert’s Monks of West III 293 Under the name of

sauctilogy or festilogy this circle of biographies was the

spiritual reading of the monks *88z R C Maclagan Scot

Myths 148 The Festology ofAngus.

Bestm obs form of Festoon
•j* Fe'stmauce. Obs rat e

— 0 [a OF festw-

ance,
ad. L.fesltnantta, n. of state f.festlnant-em,

pr pple offestinare lo hasten ] Haste, speed.

1730-6 m Bailey (folio) 1775 in Ash

+ Fe’Stinancy. Obs rate— 1
, [ad. L. festin-

antia\ see prec. and -ANCY,] Haste, burry

1660 Burney Ke'ps Smpov Ep Ded ,
Sermons . which

come without festmancie to the Fresse

t Fe’Stinate, (I. Obs i are, [ad L. festlnat-us,

pa. pple. offestinare : see next ] Hasty, hurried

*605 Shaks Learw vu 10 Aduice the Duke where you

aie going, to a most festmate [pr festiuate] preparation

*8zz Mrs E Nathan Langreath III. 292 [A pedantic

speaker says ] Let me not be too festmate in hoping [etc ]

Hence 7e stinately adv ,
hastily, speedily

1588 Shaks. L L L hi 1 6 Bring him festinatly hither

Festiuate (fe stme’l), v [f. ppl stem of L.

festinare to hasten ] +a mtr. To hasten, make

haste iobs, rare- 1
), b. tram. To hasten, accelerate

a *652 F Kirkman Clerio ff Lozia 128 This fair Princess

festmated rather to see her servant, than those.

p x8*a Shelley Let. to Ld Ellenborough Prose Wks
1888 II 383, I warn you against festinatmg that period.

x«x2 — Let. in Hogg Life II ul ioo It is possible to

festmate, or retard, the progre-s ofhuman perfectibility.

Festiuation (festin^-Jan) [ad L festind-

ion-em,
f. festinare : see Festinateo] The action,

f the vb. Festinate ;
haste, speed Ohs or arch.

*540-* Elyot Image Govt (*556) 86 To come, to Rome at
' festinauon or travayle. *6*3-18 Danielhis leisure, without)

22-2



FESTINE. 172 FESTTTAL,

Coll Hist. Eng (1626) 173 The solemnity with much festina-

tion, and little reuerence is performed *661 K W. Con/
Charac , Collcdge Butler (i860) 71 He’s a . Cervus in his

speed and festination 1721-1800 in Bailey 1822 T. Taylor
Apnleius viii 177 The temerity of a blind festination

b. spec {Path ) Involuntaiy hurrying m -walk-

ing, as observed m some nervous diseases

1878 A Hamilton Nerv. Dis 407 Any attempt at loco-

motion is attended by what has been called
1

festination
’

f FestrnCe. Obs [vanously ad Sp or Fr
festin and It festtno

:

see next ]
= next.

1520 Sir R Wingiteld in St. Papers Hen VIII, VI 55
By reason of the festyne kept the Sondaye at nyght 1670-98
Lassels Voy Italy l 137.1 saw divers palaces of Noblemen
upon occasion of their Festine 1738 [G Smith] Curious
Relations I iv 326 As the Festine would not allow to see
him that Day, he sent him Word, that he was welcome to

his Court 1819 Metropolis II 83 Not to mention the

splendid festins of our noblesse

f Festino (festf 110) Obs [a. It. festino, dim.

offesta Feast sb Hence Fr. and Sp. festm : see

prec ] An entertainment or feast

1741 H WALPpLE Lett H Mann (1834] I 111 9 How
excessively obliging to go to Madame Grifom’s festino

1766 Sterne Let 5 Feb Wks. (1872) 419/1 Nothing but
operas festmoes and masquerades 1865 Li slie & Taylor
Sir y Reynolds II vi too The balls and festinos

attnb 1778 Sheridan Camp 11 in, With festmo tents

and opera pavilions

Festino (feslai no). Logic A mnemonic word,
lepreseDtmg the third mood of the second figure of

syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a universal

negative, the minor premiss a particular affirmative,

and the conclusion a particular negative
;
the mid-

dle term being the predicate of both premisses.

1551 T Wilson Logike Hjb, Fes No true diuine con-
tenmeth philosophic 'It Some Englishe preachers con-
temne philosophic No Eigo some Englishe preachers are
no true dnunes 1837-8 SirW Hamilton Logic xxn I 437
Festino, in the second figure, is thus only Feno in the first,

with its sumption converted 1893 W. Minto Logic 178
Thus Festino is reduced to Feno
’KFe'Stiso. Obs. rare— 1

, [var of fetisso: see

Fetish.] A fetish.

1680 Mouden Geog Red (1685) 487 Keeping their
Festisoes day or SabbaLh on the Thursday

Festival (festival), a. and sb Forms: 4
festivals, 5-7 festi-, festyval(l(e, (7 feastival,

festrfal), 4, 6- festival [a OF festival, -vel,

ad. med Lat.festwdhs, f. L festTvus (see Festive) ]

A adj

1

Of or pertaining to a feast, befitting a feast-day
Now apprehended as the sb used attnb

,
hence no longer

in predicative use
13 E E. A Hit P B 136 Ne no festiual frok 1483

Cath Angl 128/2 Festivalle, ce&Aer- 1545 Jove Exp Dan
vu 108/2 How many festiuall hygh dayes to u 01 ship saints
haue thei made themselues c 1568 Fulke Ans-w Chr
Prot. (1577) 23 Such dayes are festiuall to those Samcts,
that [etc ] 1595 Shaks John ni 1 76 This blessed day,
Euer in France shall be kept festiuall 1659 Hammond On
Ps xxin. s Thou entertainest me with wine and oyle in the
most festival manner 1774 Warton Hist. Eng Poetry ui
112 Sung to the harp by the poets of Provence at festival

solemnities 1847 Grote Gieece 11 xlvm (1862) IV 216
Knowing no other festival recieation 1884 Bible (R V )

Isa 111 22 The festival robes and the mantles.

+ 2 Glad, joyful, merry Obs.
159a R D Hypnerotomaclua. 97 The aierie Teda beloved

of the mountains, Celebrated and preserved for the festivall

Oreades *651 Jer. Taylor Holy Living (1727) 220 Our
most festival and freeer joys c 1686 Roxb Ball II 138
My Festival Fellows was Roisterous Boys
B. sb.

1 . A time of festive celebiation, a festal day.
Also occasionally, a festive celebration, merry-
making. Also, to hold, htep, make, proclaim
festival Harvestfestival : see Harvest.

1589 Warner Alb Eng vi xxxi (1612) 152 There was I,

unseene of them, the Festifal to see 1391 Shaks. i Hen VI,
1 vi 26 Her Ashes shall be at high Festiuals Before the
Kings and Queenes of France 1653 HoccRorT Procopius 1

22 Those storms which happened about that feastival
1671 Milton Samson isg8 The morning trumpets festival
proclam’d Through each high street 1726 Aylifte Parcrgon
47a These Holidays or Samts-Days were m the ancient
Church called Festivals 1801 Soui hey Thalaba 1 xxxvm,
Here to repair, and hold high festival 1820 W Irving
Shetih Bk II 30 Of all the old festivals, that of Christmas
awakens the most heartfelt associations. 1822 K. Digby
Broadst Hon (1846) II. Tancredus 89 St George , his
festival was celebrated as early as the time of Constantine.
183a Ht Martineau Life in Wilds ix. 109 Children always
leady to make a festival.

lb. A musical performance, or series of perform-
ances, at recurring periods, mostly of three years e g
the Handel Festival

,

the Birmingham and Nor-
wich Festivals (see Grove Did. Mils, s.v. Festivals).

^ 2 The name given to a book in use before the
Reformation, containing an exhortation for every
festival-day, and frequently illustrative nariatives.

*49* [see Festial sb ] 1308 (title), The Festyuall, or
Sermons on Sundays and Holidaies 1610 A Cooke Pope
Joan in Harl. Misc (Malh ) IV 77 Or, if, you dare not
lead the scriptures, read your legends and festivals.

Festival-day. [f Festival a. or sb. + Day ]
The day on which a festival is held or kept.
*389 vtkEng Gilds (1870)45 On candelle brennend euery

festiiiale dai thorow-out pe. yere. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA iv. xiv. 270 The festyual dayes be oideyned for to serue

god onely 1582 N. T (Rhem ) John vu 2 The festival

day of the Iewes, Scenopdgia, was at hand 1623
Cocktram, Vtgtll, the eue or day before a festiuall day
3844 Dickens Chuezlevnt xxxiv (1890) 431 ‘ If the biler of
this vessel was toe bust, sir this would be a festival day
in the calendar of despotism

’

t Fe*stivally, adv Obs. [f Festival a +
-ly 2

] a. Joyously, gaily, b In a festival or

holiday manner, like a festival

C1374 Chaucer BoetJi 11. vu 59 How a man scorned
festiualy and myrily swiche vanite c 1450 Mirowr Salua-
cioun 3818 Til his novse he broght it with alle his myght
festivaiy. 1483 Cath, Angl 128/2 Festyually, festive,
solenmter. 1612 Brlrew ood Lang Relig xv. 156 They
[Grecians] solemnise Saturday festivally 1625 K. Long
tr Barclay’sA 1gents nx 111 133 With thee Peace festivally

clad is come 166z Gunning Lent Fast 37 We [Christians]

as festivally remembered Jesus Christ our true Passeover.

Festive (fe stiv), a [ad. L festiv-us

,

f festum :

see Feast and -ive Cf F festif]
1 Of 01 pertaining to a feast; such as befits a feast.

1651 Sherburne tr Martial's Epigi 11. xli, All festive jol-

lities forbear 1744 Thomson Summer 400 The glad Circle

. yield their Souls To festive Mirth 1791 Burke Tit French
Affair s Wks 1842 I 378 The appointment of festive anni-
versaries 1829 Lytton Disowned 36 1 he anointed ones were
in purple and festive pomp a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II.

108 Around the festiv e board. 1869 Botnru. A 1 ms <$- A rm
11 36 The Giecian festive games 1888 Miss A K GRrrN
Behind Closed Doors iv, A festive scene burst upon them
b Mirthful, joyous, glad, cheerful.

1774 Warton Hist Eng Poetry I 11 4/1 His vein was
chiefly festive and satirical 1826 Disrai li Vw Grey v.

xi, Her air was not festive, she seemed abstracted and dis-

turbed 1862 Stanley few Ch. (1877) I v 104 The festive

character which ran through the whole transaction

2 Of persons . Employed m, or fond of feasting

,

convivial, jovial. Of a place or season : Appi 0-

priatcd or devoted to feasting
Thefestive season spec =. ‘ Chi istmas-tide

’

173(5 Nixon To W Somennle m Somervile Chase, The
festive Night awakes th’ harmonious Lay 1770 Goldsm
Des Vrll 226 The parloui splendours of that festive place.
2801 Southey Thalaba vi, On silken carpets sate the festive
tram. 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng 1 . 353The new magistrates
belonged to a more festive party 1857 Wn lmott Picas

Lit xxi 130 A short review of his friend's festive evenings

Hence Pe stively adv., 111 a festive manner.
*8ofi Wordsw ‘ Where lies the Land', Festively she

[a ship] puts forth in turn array 1883 Pall Mall G zo
Nov s/i After studying his pages one may keep festively
the birthdays of Fiaulein Goethe's acquaintances

Festivity (festrviti) Forms : 4-6 festivite,

(5 festyvybe, 6 feastmtie), 7 fastivitie, 7-
fostivity. [a OF. festivity, ad L. fesllvitat-em,

f festTvus festive ]
1 fa. Festive quality, condition, or nature

;
fit-

ness for occasions of 1 ejoicing^ mirthfulncss, cheerful

urbanity
;
also (of writing, etc.), agreeable elegance.

1613 R C Table Alph (ed 3), Fcstiuitie, mirth, pleasant-
nesse 1622 S Ward Life of Faith m Death (1627) 108
Soules adorned with white Robes, that is glorified with

S
erfect righteousnesse, puritie and festiuitie 1657 W
Land tr Gassendis Life ofPetresc 1

1

274 Your. Urbanity
and pleasant jesting has not bin byme answered and recom-
pensed with like festivity a 1661 Fuu er Worthies (1840)
II. 317 The festivity of his poems 1681 H More Expos
Dan 286 The contrivance of the Prophetick Parable is of
admirable elegancy and festivity

b. Rejoicing, mirth, gaiety, such as befits a feast

1756-7 tr Kcysler's 7 rav (1760! II 139 The vintage is a
time of general festivity 1801 Southey 7 halaba vr xxiv.
The music of festivity 183a G Downes Lett, Coni Coun-
tries 240 The old man was honouied with a sort of triumph,
succeeded by general festivity 1884 Rita Vivunne v in.

There were laughter and mirth and festivity in the air

2 A festive celebration, an occasion of feasting

or rejoicing In pi Festive proceedings.
1387 Trevisa Higdcrt (Rolls)VI I 119 It byfel in a festivite

bat 0 knyght offred nouyt 1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II 197
At his giete festivite Kynges and yerles weie there
presente 1579 Fulkd Refnt Rastel 798 That our
feastiuitie may bee made in remembraunce of the reste
1624 Gataker Transubst 04 In his Easter-day Sermon
turning his Speech to the Festivity itselfe. 1678 South
Serin II x 356 There happening a great and solemn festivity
. he [David] condescends, ,to beg of a rich man some
small repast 1679 Eurnlt Hist Ref m 244 The King
ordered the office for his [Becket's] festivity to be dasht
out of all Bievtaues 1837 Dickens Pichvu 11, Tupman again
expressed an earnest wish to be present at the festivity
1848 Lytton Harold vi 1, Several persons bustling into
London to shaie in the festivities of the day 1861 M
Pattison Ess (1889) I 45 The Great Hall, seivmg as
a banqueting room for the oft recurring festivities

Festivous (festivas), a, [f. L festiv-us, f
festum a feast + -ous ] = Festive m all senses.
The older pronunc was (festsi vas)

1654 Gayton Pleas Notes, page-heading, Festivovs Notes
Vpon Don Quixot 1654 J Specd Verses, ibid ** 1 b, A
magick circle of Festivous wit. 1665 Manley Grottns' Low
C. Wanes 685 Superabundant and festivous Giatulations
*782 W. F. Martyn Geog Mag I 67 The Georgians on
festivious occasions indulge in the most unbounded excess
*8*9 Scott Anne ofG xxx, Some pretty pageant or festiv-
ous mummery 1865 Spectator 2r Jan 70 Thanksgiving
Day is not regarded as a festival, and not very festivous.

Festology : see Festilogy,
Festoon (festrPn), sb. Also 7 festin, 8 feston.

[ad. 'Er.feston ( = Sp fesion, Pg.festao), ad. It fes-

tone ; believed to be f festa Feast sb
,
the etymolo-

gical sense would thus be ‘ decoration for a feast \]

1 . A chain or garland of flowers, leaves, etc., sus-

pended in a curved form between two points
1686 Aglionby Pauttmg Illust Expl of Terms, Festoon,

is an Ornament of Flowers, employed m Borders and
Decorations a 173a Gay Story ofA rachne 209 Festoons of
flow’rs inwove with ivy shine. 1754 Mrs Delany Let to
Mrs Dcwes 6 July, I have not yet got shells large enough
for the festoons 179a A Young Trav France 22 Here
see vines, trained m festoons, from tree to tree 1820 W.
I rving SketchBk II 368 Strings of dried apples and peaches
hang m gay festoons along the walls 1852 D G Mitchell
Batte Summer 204 A itch festoon of nine banners 1856
KaneArd Expl I.x 106 Steaks of salt junk. are.. soaked
m festoons under the ice

b tramf Something hanging m this shape.
1841-44 Emlrson Ess,, Heroism Wks. (Bohn) I io2Thun-

deiclouds are Jove's festoons 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl
II 8 Large festoons of blue and white ribbon 1887 Ruskin
Pnetcrita II 398 The curved lock from which the waterfall
leaps into its calm festoons

2. At chit. A carved or moulded ornament repre-

senting this Pestoon and tassel border, xa pottery',

a band representing alternately festoons and a
hanging or drooping ornament
1676 Coles, Festoon, 1682 Wiifllr fmern Greece v 394We saw an Altar or Pedestal for a Statue, with Festins

carv’d about it 1692 Si ttlis Triumphs Loud., An Arch,
on which is elected the KmgVArms 111 a most noble Shield,
with Festoons of Silver on each side 1762-71 H, Walpole
Virtue's A need. Paint (1786)111 291 It lepiesents Flora
and boys in alto relievo supporting festoons 1875 Forinum
Majolica x. 88 On which aie repieseuted festoons of fruit.

1879 H. Phillips Notes Coins 10 The puteal which this

com presents has on each side a lyre suspended by a festoon

3 Ormth A lobe on the cutting edge of a
hawk’s beak.
1855 Dallas Nat Hist II 360 The True or Noble

Falcons, winch are distinguished . by a slight festoon or
sinuosity on the lateial margins of the upper mandible
4 Collector's name of a moth
1819 G Samouelle Entomol Compcnd 432 Apoda Tes*.

tudo, the Festoon

5 attnb and Comb
,
asfestoon-curtain, -viueyat d,

-root k Alsofestoon-like
,
adj

1794 W Fllton Carriages (1801) II 17 To a set of
*festoon Curtains for a Coach 1870 Rou 1 sion Aturu Life
32 In several *festoon-hke coils 1717 Bi km 1 ly frill Pour
Italy 9 June, *Festoon vineyaids nglit and left 1893
Huxley in Westm Gaz 29 Dec 4/3, I was not ovei
burdened with love for such dialectic *festoon-\voik

Festoon (fest/I n), v [f piec.
;
Fr has feston-

ner ]
| 1 mtr To hang in festoons Obs
1789 Mrs Piozzi foui 11 France I. 236 Willi vines richly

festooning up and down them
2 trans To adorn with or as with festoons
1800 Moor it Anacreon xlvi 18 Clusteis ripe festoon the

vine 1841 Emi hson Nat , Math Nat Wks (Bolmj II 224
Vegetable life, which festoons the globe with a garland of
grasses and vines 1870 Dishalu Lothair lxvi 349 The
arcades were festooned

3 To form into festoons
;
to hang up in or like

festoons. Also with up
1801 Gabrieili Myst Hush, I 267 The curtains were

festooned up with gold and silver coid 1811W Taylor in

Robberds Mem II 350 We should gladly have festooned
for you the last garlands of our hospitality 1859 Jlphson
Brittany 11 19 Curtains, which weie tastefully festooned
in gi aceful folds 1872 C King Mountain Sierra- Nev
xiv 286 Vigilance Committees quickly began to festoon
their fellow-men from tree to tree.

4 To connect by festoons
1832 Itnnyson Dream Fair Women 70 Growths of jas-

mine turn Their humid arms festooning tree to tree

Hence Festooned ppl a.

;

Festoo’nmg vbl. sb,

andppl a.

xBii Pinkerton Petral II 84 Their undulating and
festooned form i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxvn 205 A festooned
curtain formed entirely of minute ice ciystals. 1884 Syd
Soc Lex , Festooned-r ingi, the tendinous rings of the aurt-

culo-ventncular and arterial openings 111 the heart.

Festoonery (festw nun), [f, as prec. + -ERY]
collect A group of objects arranged in festoons,

a festoon-like arrangement
1836 Blackw Mag XXXIX 332 Everything in them so

bent as if conscious of their festoonery of silver 1864
Hawthorne Gr mtshawe vm (i8gi) gi n he singular aspect
of the room the spider festoonery, and other strange
accompaniments. 1881 Ma/nl Rlid Free Lances I v, 37
The drooping festoonery of the trees

Festoony (fest« m), <z. rare [f as prec. + -Y 1
]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling a festoon ; m quot
of a person : Making festoon-like movements
1864 Webster quoting Sir J. Herschel, i88a Baking-

Gould Mchalah xxi 287 The close [of her round] saw her
thick of speech, leery of eye, festoony of walk.

Festraw, var. form of Feasetbaw, fescue.

+ Fe stry, a Obs. [f Fester sb, + -yi] Full
of festers, festering
ci400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 341 A good oynement for to

make clene ulcera Jmt ben hon & festri & polipum. 1565
Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 547 Somewhat to salue a festry
matter, ye tel vs a long tedious tale.

t Fe’stual, a Obs. [f. L festum Feast + -ual,
after spiritual

,

etc.] Festival, festal.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix 83 To keipe the festuall and

the fasting day 1513 Douglas AEneis iv, vm 107 With
. festuall burgeonis arrayit 1546 Langley Pol Vtrg De
Invent 11. iv 42 a, Their festuall dayes. 1616 Sir W. Alex-
ander Poem in Drummond's Wks. (1711) 150 Happy Day,
to which .

.
(the consecrated) Festual Pomp is due, 1637



FESTUCACEOUS 173
Gillespie Eng Pop Cerent hi u 22 It is not necessary to
keep any festuall day

t Festuca'ceous, a Obs rare [f L festiic-a
stalk + -AOEODS ] Stalk-like.

1657 Tomlinson Renan's Disp 361 It enutts from one
loot many festucaceous surcles

t Festirceous, a Obs. rate [f. as prec. +
-nova ] Like a stiaw.
1638 J Robinson Eudoxa 11 123 Electnck bodies,

drawing up festuceous fragments

Festucine (fe stwZsain), a [f as piec. + -ine ]
a Straw-coloured b. (See quot 1S23 )
1646 Sih T Browne Pseud Ep v 111 237 Herein may be

discovered a little insect of a festucine or pale green, re*
sembling in all parts a Locust, or what we calla Grashopper
1823 Crabb Technol Did , Festucine (Min ), an epithet for
a shivery or splintery fracture 1874 M Collins Traitsmigr
III 1 3 Her turquoise eyes suited her festucine hair

t Festucous, a Obs [f as prec +-oos]
a. Straw-like, b (See quot. 1656 ,

? a mistake 1
1646 SirT Browne Pseud Ep 11 iv 81 Ifwe speake of

strawes or festucous divisions lightly drawen over with oyle
1656-81 Blount Glosso^r

, Eestucous,
belonging to a young

tender spng or stalk of a tree or herb from the root upward

+ Fe'sty, v Obs [ad. OF. festi-er, festeicr —
vulgar L. *festicare, f feshtm Feast j6] = Feast
v in various senses
138a Wyclif JVisd vui g, I purposide this to bnnge to

me, to festeye with me £11386 Chaucer Sqr ’s T. 337
This Cambuscan his lordes festeying, Til that wel nigh the
day began to spring 1483 Caxton G de la Tour Eb,
[1 hey] festyed and chyered their fadei 1490— Eneydos
xvi 63 Mercuryus drewe thyderwarde for to festye the sayd
athlas c 1500 Melusine 4g They all shalbe . . wel festyed
bothe of delycyous meetes and drynkes

t Fe'styfull, a. Obs, [Altered form of Fes-
tival

,
cf. Feastfol ] = Festival, a

c 1400 Maundev (1839) xix 208 To theise ydoles pei 3euen
to ete at grete festyfull dayes 1586 Sir E Hoby Pol
Disc Truth xi 41 The festifull dayes, which many dedicate
to Bacchus and Venus

+ Fet, ©. Obs exc. dial Forms: 1 fetian,
feti3(e)an, 3-6 fett(e, fete, 3 south, vette, 3-5
fott(e, fot(e 4-5 fatte, (4 fat, 5 fautt, feytte),

3-7 fet, 9 dial fot Pa t 1 fetode, 1-6 fette,

2

fsette, fatte, featte, south vatte, vsette, vette,

3-

4 fotte, 4-7 fet Pa pple. x fetod, feotod,

4-

6 fett(e, 3-5 fott, 4-5 fotte, 4 fate, 6 fatt, 4-7,

9 dial fet. [OE. fetian (also gefetiaii), a verb
app of the Teut. -ejan class Its affinities aie ob-
scure

;
possibly it is 1 elated by ablaut to OE fast

step, fxt vessel, OHG faijtfn (MHG fazzen,

mod G.fassen) to grasp, seize. See Fetch v.

After the OE. period chiefly used in the pa t and pa pple ;

hence the normal formfete of the present-stem was from an
early date commonly replaced by fct,fett{e, by assimilation

to the more frequent forms ]

A synonym of Fetch 111 various senses.

1. =Fetch tj. i.

a. with obj a person
,
= Fetch v i a

Beowulf 2625 Waes to bure Beowulf fetod a 1000 Caed-

mon's Gen 2666 (Gr ) He heht him fetigean to spiecan
sine cxaoo Tnn Coll Horn 61 Ure louerd lhesu cnste
fette adam ut of helle 1297 H- Glouc (Rolls) 92x8 pe
bissop vette Alisandre of hncolne <2 1300 Cursor M. 14965
(Gdtt ) Gas fet hir me c 1314 Guy Warm (A ) 4872 Fete
mr to me, c 1325 Coer de L 105 The kyng . bad That his
doughter were forth fette. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn T. 451
Forth he goth And fat his felaw c 1420 Citron. Vilod.

1931 Hurre soule was fate to heuene we angels fre c 1440
York Myst xv 226 Go furthe and fette youre sone 1519
Four Elem in Hazl Dodsley I 43,

1

will go fet hither a
company. 1548 Hall Chron (1809) 665 A farre frend is not
sone fet, 1568 Grafton Chron II 194 The sayd Piers was
fet home againe x6n Bible 2 Sam xi 27 Dauid sent, and
fet her to his house 1613Wither ^4iwscr Stnpt 11 t.Juven.

(1633) 127 Till death doth fet yee

b with a thing as obj
,
=Fetch v. i b

c 1250 Gen. 4 Ex 2744 He comen water to feten 1297
R Glouc (Rolls) 3073 Geans wule vette pulke stones vor
medicine a 1300 Cursor M 12310 (Gott ) Water fra pe
welle to fott c 1374 Chauctr Troylns v 852 The wyn
men forth hym fette c 1400 Maundev (1839) iv. 32 Men
comen fro fer for to fetten of that gravelle c 1440 Gesta
Rom lxv 282(Harl MS) He went Home, and fette a long
lope 1521 Bury Wills (1850) 124 For fettyng horn of lede
. from Berwillxvjd a 1553 XJxihi,i.RoysterD iv viu (Arb )

76 Shall I go fet our goose 1 1560 Becon New Cateck Wks
1844 II 304 Jehu . caused . , all the images to he fet out of
the temple of Baal. 1577 tr. Bulhnger's Decades (1592) 287
Let a httle water be fett. 1628 Wither Brit Rememb 1

349 Nought But what was fet farre off 1865 Harland Lane,
Lyrics 76 He said he’d fot it every neet. 1876 Oxfordsh
Gloss s v Fet, 1 ha' bin an' fot a bit a coal

2. =sFei:oh® 2.

<ii000 Prov. (Kemble) 6i(Bosw) JEAc ydel fet unhslo.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 173 pet fette to hem grete
strengpe c 1420 Pallad on Hush iv 192 Therof [water]
uppe wol be fette By rootes. 1559 Ludlow Churchw A cc

(Camden) 94 For my charges goinge to Herforde fatt be
a sitacion 1602 Warner A lb. Eng ix h (1612)230 This
Spanish Inquisition is a Trappe, so slyelie set, as into it

Wise, Godly, Rich, by Blanchers bace are fet,

3

»Fetch v . 5.

c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 83 He uatte pet he nes and nawiht
ne lefde of pet he wes c 1205 Lay, 29673 Mom mon per
usette hele. a 1225 Leg Kath. 2499, * be munt of Synai per
Moyses fatte be lahe at ure lauerd. c 1275 Lay 6460 pe
king toward ban deore pare he deap featte, c 1340 Gam <$-

Gr Knt 451 To pe grene chapel pou chose, I charge pe to

fotte, Such a dunt as pou hatz dalt, <11420 Chron, Vilod,

2346 Crokette & maymolte fatton bere hurre hele 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) I 3igpere [Colcnos] Iason fette pe golden
flees a 1450 in Eng Gilds (1870) 447 At qvvat place the
bietheren shul fetten her wax c 1460 Tovmclcy Myst. 17
"thus am I comen bofettes to fott

4 = Fetch v 6, 6 b, c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 36 (Cott ) He fettes fro pe rote lus kynd
?393 Gower Conf I 44 Wherof the worlde ensample fette
May after this C1430 Lydg Mtn Poems (Peicy Sac) 20
To se their kyng From two trewes trewly fet the lyne 1526
Ptlgr, Perf tW de W 1531) 206 b, Thou shalt fette thy
confort of his blessed deth and passion 1547 J Harrison
Exhort Scottes 212 To fet our examples not out of straunge
countreys 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log 1 i 4b, An argu-
ment is either mhaerent or fet elsewhere
5 = Fetch v. 7
1556 J Heywood Spuier <$ F vui 1 The flte fet such a

persing sigh 164a H More Song ofSoul 1. m lx-v 11, These
two old ones their last gasp had fet.

6. = Fetch© 9
1297 R Glouc (1724) 437, & verrore her wey uette To pe

kynges owe ost of France c 1425 Seven Sag (Percy Soc )

057 The bore bygan tothes to wette, And to the tre hyre
he fette 1470-85 Malory Arthurx 11, He fette his cours

hurlynge vpon sir palomydes 1583 Golding Calvin on
Dent xi 61 After the people had fet a windlasse and
trayled about the mountame Seir 1651 Fuller's Abel
Redvu , Tailor 177 He leap’t, and fet a frisk, or two.

7 = Fetch© 10 a.

<11547 Surrey Acneui 11 35 They with that wmde had
fet the land of Grece 1563 Mirr. Mas Induct, lxxi, In a
while we fet the shore

8 Idiomatically combined with, advbs. : see
Fetch v II To fet again to restore to conscious-
ness. To fet m • to take in a supply of To fet
off

'

to * pick off kill

«i553 TJdall Royster D. 111 111 (Arb ) 46, I will rubbe
your temples, and fette you agame 1602 Sir H Dockwka
Let in Moryson Itin it hi 1 259, I fet in turffe for
fewell 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 416 None could
stirre within shot, but he was forthwith fet ofF Ibid 582
In danger to be fet off with shot 1635 N R Camden's
Hist Ehs in xxyiii 285 Cuba .. where they fet in fresh.,
water.

Fet, obs. form of Fat.
Fetch, (fetj), sbf [f. Fetch v ]
1 . The action offetching, bimging from a distance,

or reaching after ; lit andfig. , a long stretch, a

far-reaching effort. Also to take a fetch
1549 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly N nj a, To the ende he

myght shew his learnyng to the people he tokea new fetche
in his mattier ci5S5 Harpsheld DivorceHen
88 With all their line long fetches and arguments x6xa
Shelton Qtnx I 1 vui 52 Nor did he hold the Fetch of
Adventures to be a Labour. x66a Glanvill Lux Orient
vm (1682) 61 There being vast fetches in the divine wisdom
which we comprehend not. 1681 —• Saddnctsmus 11 (1726)
450 Certainly Wit is not a Wild fetch 1692 Bp Patrick
Answ to Touchstone 74 From that which follows, there is

a wonderful fetch 1831 E Irving Expos. Rev I 354 Deep
fetches from the secrets of God 1855 Bain Senses «$• bit iu
11 § 14 We can leap from one passage to another, by the
remotest fetches 1881 Shairp Asp Poetry 11. 59 What but
a great fetch of imaginative power 1

ft) A ‘sweep’, sweeping movement. Obs.

1617 Hall Quo Vadis Wks § 16 59 So haue we seene an
Hauke after many carelesse fetches, to towre vp vnto the
prey intended a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour iv 1, Gave
his cuffe With such a fetch and reach of gentne a 1654
Seldfn Table-t (Arb ) 90 Some mathematicians . could
with one fetch of their Pen make an exact Circle

2 A contrivance, dodge, stratagem, tuck, also,

afetch of law, policy, state, and to cast afetch
c 1530 Redforde Play Wit <5- Sc (1848) 8 Beware thefechys

Of Tediousnes 1549-62 Sternhold & H Ps xli 7 And
cast their fetches how to trap me with some mortall harme
1575 Grindal Let to Burleigh Wks (1843) 35a By lease or

any other fetch of law X635 N R Camden's Hist Elis 111

355 1 he crafty fetches of the wilte Pnnce of Orange a 1677
Barrow Serin (1683) II ix 135 No strughngs of might, no
fetches of policy 1718 Freethinker No 49 355, I know
the Sex too well, not to understand their lermegant
Fetches X745 P Thomas Jrnl Anson's Voy 267 This
might be another of their politick Fetches 1762 Fooxr Liar
n Wks 1799 1 300 A mere fetch to favour his retreat. 1848
Lowell Fablefor Critics Poet Wks (1879) 135 A fetch,

I must say, most transparent and flat 1858 Bushnell Nat
<$• Supernal xi (1864) 365 It is no ingenious fetches of
argument that we want.

8 Naut a. An act of tacking, b (See quots )

a. 1555 Eden Decades 231 They lemayned abowte that

cape with many fetches compassyng the wyncl. *698 Fryer
Acc E India $ P 51 After several Fetches to and again,

at last they were within Call of us
b 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk„ Fetch of a bay or gulf,

the whole stretch from head to head or point to point.

1880 T Stevenson in Encycl Bnt XI 456 '2 The line of

greatest fetch or reach of open sea 1882 Ibid, XIV 615/1

what is wanted is to ascertain in such shorter seas the

height ofwaves in relation to the length of ‘fetch' in which
they are generated.

4

dial. a. An indrawn breath, a sigh b. A
difficulty m breathing.
1832 W Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 18 Peggy

said, and gave a fetch, ‘ Then I 'll go and attend him 1876
Whitby Gloss s v

,

1
1 have a fetch and a catch a stitch

in the side. 1878 Cninbrld. Gloss ,
Fetch, an indrawn breath,

6 nonce-use. A decoy-bud.
1624 Massinger Pari Love iv. 111, This fellow looks as

if he were her call, her fetch,

•f 6 with, adv, Fetch-about • a roundabout phrase,

a circumlocution. Cf. Fetch v. 11 Obs
1540 Coverdale Fncitf. Less Pref. Wks. 1844 I 207

Though the grace of the Holy Ghost use not long fetches

FETCH.
about. 1587 Golding De Mornay vi 82 Aftermany flonshes
and fetches about.

Fetch. (fetJT), jA 2 [Of obscure origin.

Although Grose in our first quot assigns the word to the
north of England, there seems to be no other evidence that
the simple sb was ever in popular use elsewhere than in
Ireland. The supposition that it is shortened from Fetch-
urc, or some equivalent compound of the vb -stem, would
plausibly account for the sense. On the other hand, it may
be noted that the Corpus Glossary a 800 has 1Faeccemaere ’

Asfecce seems to admit of no explanation as a Lat word, it

maybe conjectured to be OE , and the source ofthe present
sb , in the archetype followedfascce and vueie (nightmare)
may have been given as alternative English glosses on some
Lat word, and the compiler may have mistaken the former
lor a Lat lemma.]

1 The apparition, double, or wraith of a living

peison; see quot 1S25.
1787 Grose Prov Gloss , FeUh, the apparition of a person

living. N[orth Country] *825 J Banim Tales O'Hara
Fain

,
The Fetches

,

In Ireland, ‘ a fetch' is the supernatural
fac-simile of some individual, which comes to ensure to its

original a happylongevity, orimmediate dissolution , if seen
in the morning, the one event is predicted , if in the evening,
the other 1830 ScottDemonol.ux 177 His fetch or wraith,
or double-ganger. 1862 Mary Leadbeater Ann. Ballttoie
I vi 188 She believed she had seen lus fetch as a forerunner
of his death, 1871 TyloR Prim Cult

.

I 408 The Earl of
Cornwall met the fetch of his friend William Rufus
fd, 1839 New Monthly Mag. LV 342 Presentiment is the
Fetch ofdanger

2 . ? Comb fetch-like = sense 1.

1841 S C. Hall Irel I 13 Seeing his fetch-like before me

T Fetch, sb.'b Naut Obs var. or perversion of

Fish sb.
2

2670 NarboroUgh Trill, in Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711)
1 13,

1

was much afraid that I should lose my Mam-mast, it

fetched such Way, and broke the Spikes that fastned the
Fetches with working

Fetch, obs form of Vetch.
Fetch (fetj), v Forms : 1 feccan, fseccan, 2

feccean, 2-4 fec(o)hen, 3 Orm. fecchenn, 3-5
fechchen, south, vechohen, (3 fseehen, fechin,

4 fec(e)hyn, 5 fetchya), 4-6 feo(c)he, south
vecohe, 4-5 feoh, foe(c)he, 5-6 fac(c)h(e, south
vacohe, (4 fochohe), 3-6 fetche(n, fatche, (5
fotohe), 9 dial, fatch, vetch, Sc feah, 6- fetch.

Pa. t 3 fsehte, 5 feight(e, 8 fought, Sc. fuah,
6- fetched [OE fecc\e)an ; according to Platt

{Anglia VI.) and Sievers an altered form offetian
(see Fet v ), the originally syllabic i having, it is

supposed, become consonantal, and the resulting

combination (ty) having developed into the closely

resembling sound expressed by cc, 1 e. either the

geminated palatal stop, or something between this

and its mod. representative (lj). Cf, OE. orceanl

orchard from ort-^eard
Although no other instance is known m which the change

of ti into cc (=tj) has occurred, the correctness of the ex-
planation is strongly supported by the fact that in OE, the
forms with cc are confined to those parts of the vb. in which
the regular conjugation offetian has an 1. Thusfetian,
fetie, fetiafr gave place to feccan

,
fecce,

feccafr, but feta,
fetast, fetaeSremained unchanged ]

I 1 * ans. To go m quest of, and convey or

conduct back The first part of the notion is often

additionally expressed by go or come.

a with obj a person or animal,
eiooo jElfric Gen xlii 34 pact ge Jnsne eovverne hrojrar

feccon <11x23 O E. Chi on an, 1x21 He his dohter let

feccean c 1200 Trui. Call Ham 75 Wanne bu lest wenst
dea<5 cumeS to fecchende be a 1225 Ancr R 368 He wule
uechchen lure allunge to him to glone buten ende. 1a 1400

Chester PI. (Shaks Soc.) I 199 Goe fourthe, Joseph And
fatche our sonne c 2420 Chron Vilod. 732 yey wolden Jj

1"

theffe ou3t fache 1535 Coverdale i Sam xvu. 31 Saul .

caused him [Dauid] be fetched. 2588 Shaks Tit A.u iu.

53 lie goe fetch thy sonnes To backe thy quarrell 2600—
A Y L m m 1.

1

wil fetch vp your Goates- 2632 J. Hay-
ward tr Biondt's Eromena 104 The Fngat went to fetch

her aboord 2747 Hoadley Susp Husb 1 i. The Devil

fetch me, Child, you look'd so prettily, that [etc ] 2772
Franklin Autobiog Wks 1840 1. 30 There were some small

boats and we called to them to fetch us.
^
2845 E. Holmes

Mozart 17 We are everywhere fetched . in the carriages of

the nobility. 1845 S Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. If. 83 His
hearers .went armed to fetch him.

b. with obj. a thing
eiooo Ags. Gosp, Matt, xxiv 17 Ne ga he nyfcyr pat he

mnig bing on his huse fecce c xaoo Ormin 8633 He badd tatt

3ho shollde hunm pa an htell water fecGhenn. exa05 Lay.

^305 Brutes .comen. to faseben Jba stanes. <12250 Gen. 4
Ex 2889 Hem-seluen he fetchden Se chaf c 2340 CursorM,
8716 (Fairf ) He bad ga focche his brande. c 1385 Chaucer
L G. IV, 1347 Dido, And bad hire norice .

.
gon To feebyn

fyr c 2400 Destr 7r>y 4099 Poterhas & Protesselon ,

,

fecchid out of Philace . fyfte shippes. <1x460 Towneley
Myst 109 AstoylleGofotcheus. ct$%sjst Eug.Bk Amer
(Arb ) Introd. 27 They can goen vnder the water & feche

so the fyssh.es out of the water 354S Ludlow Churchw
Acc (Camden) 26 A horse to fache the rope. 1610 Shaks
Temp iv i 213,

1

will fetch off my bottle 263* Lithgow
Trav. x 477 Goe fetch me Wine 1697 Damwer Voy I

xv, 41s Our Guide made signs for us to fetch some ofour
meat, 2722 Du Foe MollFlanders (1840) 46 Step and fetch

my flute. 1809 Kendail Trav. II xlvu 150 He had then

f
one home ,to fetch a knife 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, The
rst cab had been fetched from the public-house

f c. To steal Obs.

137r Langl P PI B iv. 51 Bothe my gees & my grys his
gadelynges feccheth. 1622 Flltcher B-gsai's Bush v t,



FETCH.
What \ the action we are for now 1 ha 7 The fetching ofa
hack of clothes or so

d To fetch and carry : lit chiefly of dogs (cf

Caret 2)
; fig to run backwards and forwards with

news, tales, etc Hence (nonce wd ) fetch-aiul-
carry adj

,
tale bearing.

1591 Shaks 1 too Gent in i 274 Her Masters-maid hath
more qualities then a Water-Spaniell Impnmis, Shea tan
fetch and carry 1696 Loud Gas. No 3229/4 A brown
Gelding will fetch and carry like a Dog X770 Foote
Lame Laver 11 Wks ijrag II 80 Miss is so fond of fetching
and carrying 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) V 226
A raven may be taught to fetch and carry like a spaniel
*8x8 Scott Hrt, Midi xlix. That fetch-and-carry tell tale

1871 B Tayloii Faust (1875) I xu 145 As if nobody had
nothing to fetch and carry. But spying all the doings of
one's neighbor

2. To cause to come, as by a summons or con-
straining force; to succeed in bringing, to chaw
forth, elicit (eg blood, tears, etc ). Now rare.
C1374. Chaucer And <$• A>c 341 To your routh, and to

your trouth I crye, But well away, to ferre been they to
fetch 153a Huloet, Fetche by callmge, accerso 1533
Bale Vocacyon in Harl Misc (Malh) I 348 They can
fatch their frendes sowles from fiarmnge purgatory 1380
Sidney Arcadia iv. (1590) 427 Shee . with a pitiful cry
fetched his eyes unto her 1396 Shaks Tam Shi Induct.
11 48 Thy hounds shall fetch shull ecchoes from the hollow
earth i6ai Bp Hall Heaven upon £ai tk § 4 An vnwonted
extremitie of the blow shall fetch blood of the soule 1622
Srarrow Bk Com Pi ayer (1661) ng A new Star . fetcht
the Sages of the East to worship him 1691 Ray Creation
(1714) 228 The infant after diveis times drawing fetch’d
some milk 1697 Dammer Voy I xvi 442 The way of
fetching Fire out of Wood 1733 Pope Ess Man m 222
Fetch th’ aerial eagle to the ground x8zx Clare Vtll
Muistr I 23 Sympathywould fetch the tear From eachyoung
hst’ner 1862 Thackeray Four Georges it, The great hell
fetches us into a parlor

”b. To make (the butter) f come * by churning
1853 Jrnl, R Agnc Sue. XIV 1 74 The old barrel churn

. .will fetch it [butter] in cold weather in a quartet of an
hour. 1844W Barnes Poems Rural Life, Dorset Dial

,

A Witch ei Tha cooden vetch the butter in the churn
C To fetch the water, and (hence) to fetch the

pump to obtain a flow of water by f priming’.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Charger la pornpe

to fetch the pump c 1790 Imison S'ch. Aril 170 Water is
commonly poured thereon down the pipe, vulgarly called
fetching thewater *867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk , Fetching
thepump
fd To restore to consciousness

;
=12 b Obs.

1621 LadyM Wroth Urania 493 She then fainted agame,
and agame they fetched hei 1728 GayAV&r Op 1 vin,Give
her another Glass .. This, you see, fetches her 1744 MuchAdo in S, Fielding's Lett D Simple (1752) II 183 She is
coming, Madam, to heiself—I believe we have fetched her.
3. Of a commodity: To ‘bring in’, realize, sell

for (a certain price). + Also rarely of money : To
purchase, procure (commodities).
1605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 48 b, As money will fetch

all other commodities, so this knowledge is that which
should purchase all the rest. 1603 Locke Further
Coiistd Value ofMoney (ed. 2) 103 During such a state,
Silver in the Com will never fetch as much as the SiKer in
Bullion. 1732 Foote Taste 1 3 The Gmdo, what did that

• fetch? 1833 Hr Martineau Homes Abroad iv 57 His

« . *7
IS,r an acre ' i878 Bosw Smith Carthage

338 Wretched creatures .exposed for what little they could
fetch m the Roman Forum.
4 To move to interest, admiration, or goodwill
by some happy contrivance or telling feature

;
to

attract irresistibly Also absol. to ‘ take attract,
be telling or effective. Not in dignified use
*605 B Jonson Volpone 1 ii, I apprehend What thoughts

he has That this would fetch you 1607 Dekker Westw.
Hoe I it 11, Earl Ha ! Bird 0, I thought I should fetch
you 1708 Mrs Centlivrc Bnsie Body 1 1. Wks 1872 II
64 If thou’rt in Love with two hundred, Gold will fetch ’em.
1819 L Hunt Indicator No. 2 (1822) I 10 A venerable piece
of earthenware . will fetch his imagination more than ever
it fetched potter 1882 Besant A ll Sorts xxx, You shall

.

come on dressed m a pink costoom, which generally fetches
at an entertainment 1886 J K. Jerome Idle Thoughts
(1889) 109 To say that the child has got its father’s nose
fetches the parents

*{ 5. To go and receive
; to obtain, get (an object

of pursuit)
; to ‘ come by’ (one’s death). Obs

a *2O0
r
Moral Ode 222 Ich elches worldes wele \>et me

inahte feche cizaoTnn Coll Horn 187 Marne mannisshe
folgeden ure dnhte surne to fechen at him here hele
ciaos Lay, 6460 piQerward wende J?e king to-ward bon
deore her he dp<S fashte [c*275 featte] c1340Gaw $ Gr. Knt
396 pon schal seche me pi-self . . & focli be such wages As
bou deles me to day. 1377 Langl P PI B ix 160 If be
deuel help To folwen after be [Dunmow] flicche, fecche bei
it neueie. 1480-00 Plwnpton Corr. (1839) 91 Fech your
pardon andmy ladyes a 1533 Latimer Serve. # Rem

.

(1843)
*79 Christ sent this man unto the priest to fetch there
his absolution, *636 Waller Panegyric to Cromwell iv,
I he seat of empire, where the Irish come to fetch their
doom.

b. colloq To obtain, ‘take out’ (a court sum-
mons, etc.) against a person. Also To fetch law
of' to bring an action against
1832 Examiner 412/2 They were better pleased at what

th®F had done than if they had 1
fetched law ' of him.

o. To draw, derive, ‘ bonow ’ from a source, esp.
from one moie or less remote. Const, from or out
of. Now rare.

,
ISS2 Huloet, Fetche out of boke, depiomere, <11368

Ascham Schaltm. 1 (Arb) 72 Italie now, is not so fittea
place . . for yong men , . to fetch either wisedome or honestie

174

from thence 139* G Fletcher Russo Commw (Hakluyt
Soc ) 8 1 he right [river] Ocka . fetcheth his head from the
borders of the Chrim 1604 Shaics Otk 1 11 21, I fetch my
life and being, From Men of Royall Seige 1631 Weeveu
A nc Fun Mon 277 A fashion fetched from the Fiench
1651 R Child mHarthb's Legacy (1635) n, I desne not to
fetch Causes afar off, and to tell you of the sad Conjunctions
of Mars and Saturn 1653 Culi*lpi*lr Rtverius xm i 363
1 he Cure of this Disease you must fetch from the Chaptei
treating thereof 1712 Addison Sped. No 321 p 13 He
fetched this beautiful Cncumstance from the Iliad 1806-7

J IiuirsFORD Miser tes Hum Life (1826) v Conti
,
To fetch

a paiallel case out of Roman history 1871 R H Hutton
Ess (1877) I 37 A so called ‘ equivalent ’ for concrete fact
has been fetched out of actual existence

tb To derive as from a cause or origin; to
infer (an argument, conclusion) Obs.
1367 Maplet Gr Forest 27 Hie thude difference is fetched

from their tast or sauor 1623 Burgi s Pers. Tithes 2 Nor
to fetch any Argument from that Tenet to proue the point
in hand 166a Stilling! l Ortg hair 1 m. § 3 That they
were the more Eastern Chaldeans Scaltger fetcheth fiom
the signification of the word 1668 Cui plpplu & Cm n
Barthol Altai 1 is 20 From the indignation [of the Py-
loius] he fetches the cause of the Palsie 1691 Ray Creation
(1701) 231 Some fetch ail Argument of Providence fiom the
variety of Lineaments in the Faces of Men
+ c. To deduce (the origin of); to derive (a

pedigree, etc ) To fetch far or higher to find

a distant or higher origin for. Also absol Obs.
*553 Bale Vocacyon 111 Harl Misc. (Malh 1 I 355 To

fatch this thinge from the first foundacion. 1377 B GooglHeresbach's Hush 1 (rg86) 4 b, As farie as I can fetche my
petigree, all my Auncestours weie occupiers of husbandry
xSSxPuTTicGnaszo’sCiv.Conv 11 (1386) 99 b,By the example
of Lysimachus Yea, and without fetching so farre, wee see
[etc ] 1633 N. R Camden’s Hist Eltz, 11 113 Touching
this Rebellion (to fetch the mattci a little higher) 166*
Si illingfl Ortg Sacr 1. 1 § 11 Many great Families .

.

fetched their pedegiee from the Gods.

+ d. To derive (a word) etymologically Obs

.

1603 R Carew m Lett Lit Men (Camden) 100 Some
[words] are directhe fetched from the latine 1603 Camdi n
Rem (1637) 75, 1 rather would fetch Hoel from Hieltus. *680
Morden Geog.Ri.ct (1685) 43 The more Iudicious fetch their
Name from the Bay called by Mela, Sinus Codanus.
7 To draw, get, take (breath, fa breathing);
now rare. Hence by extension, To heave (a sigh)

,

to utter (a groan, scream)
,
to dram (a draught)

i552 Huloet, Fetche breath or wmde, prospiro 1363
Cooper Thesaurus, Asthma

, a disease, when a man can
haidely fetch his breathe. 1580 Sidney Arcadia in (1590)
276 Damoetas . had fetched many a sower breathed sigh
1607 Topslll Fow-f Beasts (1638) 293 The Home will .

fetch his breath short. 163a J Hayward tr Birndis Erv-
mena 106 The sicke woman, (fetching a deepe sigh) return’d
her this answer *691 G. Emilianne Observations 248 They
di 111k m good earnest, and fetch the greatest Draughts, they
can. 1707 J. Stevens tr Quevcdo’s Com Whs. (1700) 53
Fetching such dreadful Groans 1735 Ld G Lytt li.ton
Lett fr a Peisian (1744) 132 She fetched a Scream. 1748
J, Mason Elocut 24 You are not to fetch your Bieath
till you come to the Period x8oa T Btddols Hygeia yh
62 The child was still fetching deep sobs 1840 Dickens
Barn Rndge xxh, ‘ Very good said Mr. Tappertit, fetching
a long breath 1873 Howiils Foregone Concl 143 The
young gul fetched a long sigh.

b absol. (See quot )
1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss., To Fetch, painfully to drawm the breath

8 . To deal, strike (a blow)
; to make (a slioke).

Now chiefly colloq. + To fefih a fetch, to try a
stratagem
13 E E Alht P A 1157 No-jxyng my3l me dere To

fech me bur & take me lialte 1539 Mtr>. Mag, fas I
Scott. 111, He false traytour To get the crowne, began
to fetch a fetch. 1611 Bible Dent xix. 3 His hand fetcheth
a stroke with the axe. 1664 E Bushnlli, Comfit Shipivnght
68 lo fetch a stroake with the Oarcs 1678 Bunyan Pilgr
L 72 Apollyoi: was fetching of lus last blow 1863 PunchXLIX 228 Fetch ’itn [a donkey] a good whack *itli your
rumbereller ! 1888 Sheffield Gloss s. v., I’ll fetch thee a
nope [knock].

tb. Hence, To f have at’, reach, strike (a person)
*556 J Heywood Spider .5- F lvii Bbj b, Vew yonder

copweb cartel! Behold How thordinance lieth flics fer
and nere to facb 1608 Shaks Per 11 1 17 I’ll fetch thee
with a wanmon 1623 Bacon Ess

, Vicissitude (Arb ) 575The ConaUions of Weapons, and their Improiiement are.
First, the Fetching a farre of.

9 . To make or peiforra (a movement)
; to take

(a walk, run, leap, etc.) Of a liver; To make (a
turn, winding, etc ) Obs exc arch
*53° Palscr 348/2, I fetche a gambolde or a fryske in

daunsyng 1596 Siiaks Merck V v i 73 Colts, Fetching
mad bounds. 1601 Hoi land Pliny I 108 The riuet fetcheth
such windings to and fro 1611 Eeaum & Fl Maid's Trag
in 1, She did fetch so still a sleep 1632 Lithgow Trav
v 203, 1 would often fetch a walke, to stretch my legs 1660
Dryden Pyiannic Love iv n, Some faint Pilgrim re.
solvd to fetch his leap Runs to the Bank 1700 Con-
greve Way ofWorld iv iv, If so be that I might not be
tioublesome, I would have fought a walk with you. 1758
Mrs. Delany Autobiog (1861) III 308 According to the
country phrase, yesterday Sally and I ‘ fetched a charming
walk . 1739 B Martin Nat. Hist Eng I 213 The RlVer
fetches a large Winding 1762 Sterne Tr Shandy Y. xxlx,
suddenly he fetched a gambol upon one foot 1793 jemima
I ros They are all. gone to fetch an airing 1829 Southey
Corr withC Bowles (1881) i8r, I shall in vulgar English,
fetch a walk 1859 Thackeray Virgin. (1879) I 364 Mr.
Warrington was gone to fetch a walk in the moonlight,

b. Phrases, f To fetch one's birr, course
,
feeze

(see Bier a, Course sb 11, Feeze sb. 1 b), to

FETCH.

fetch a ciicuit' see Circuit 3 d; to fetch a
compass : see Compass sb 1 1 d
1535 [«e Compass sb 11 d] 1347 J. Harrison Exhort

Scottes 213 As one that mtendeth to make a greate lepe
I muste ronne back to fetche my course 1347, j5Sl [se(l

Circuit 3 d] 1332 Huloet, Fetche a compasse in speakinge
ambagio 1621 Burton Anat Mil 11 u in, A long-winced
hawk mounts aloft and fetcheth many a circuit m the
air 1633 Mu ton Hirelings Wks (1851) 384 Train’d up
by the Scnpture . without fetching the compass of other
Aits and Sciences 1722 Dl For Plague (I7S4) i47 Leaving
Stepney, they fetched a long Compass Ibid 16 My Brother
. fetch d a Round faither into Buckinghamshire 1814
Scott Wav Ixii, He fetched a laige circuit avoiding the
hamlet 1837, a 1847 [see ComrAss sb 1 1 d] 1839 Tennent
Ceylon II vm iv 330 It is necessary to fetch a circuit of
many miles 1883 Century Mag. XXVI 907/1 He had
fetched a compass of the whole [isle]

10 Naut (see also branch II) a To arrive at
come to, reach

; to come up with (a vessel)
’

1336 W Towrson in Hakluyt Voy (1589) g8 It was the
14 day of October befoie we could fetch Dartmouth 1603
Land Gas No 2888/3 After the Enemy had fetched them
[ships] 1748 Anson's Voy 11. 11 129 The Gloucester spent
a month in her endeavours to fetch the bay 1793 Nelsonm Nicolas Disp (1845) II 13 We could have fetched the
Sans Culotte 1833 Marryat Jac laithf vni, You’ll not
fetch the bridges tins tide 1880 Mrs Parr Adam if Even
69 A poor nigger-black, who never fetched the shore alive.
transf and fig 1637 Rutiieri ord Lett (1862) I 212,

I know that ye intend to fetch heaven and to take it with
the wind on yoiu face 1667 Milton/1 L vm 137 If Earth
industrious of her self fetch Day Travelling East
b To get into (the wake of a vessel) ; to get

into the course or current of (the wind) ? Obs.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd <$ Commw 239 Outwaid they

touch to take m fresh water, and fetch the wind, 2669
SiURMY Manner's Mag 1 19 The Chase is about, come
fetch her wack 1671 R J3ohun Wind 90 They should make
a cncuit without the Tropicks, to fetch theirWestern Winds,
1748 Anson’s Voy hi vm 377 Little more than a league
distant from the galeon, and could fetch her wake

c. To fetch headway or sternway :
* said of a

vessel gathering motion ahead or astern ’ (Adm.
Smyth)

d. To fetch way\ to move or shift (from the
proper place)

;
to break loose. Cf. 13.

1670 Narborough Jrnl in Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (i7u)
1 13 My Mam-mast . fetched such Way. 1769 Falconlr
Diet Marine (1789), The mast fetches way. 1800 Naval
Chi on IV. ss A shot has fetched way in the gun 1840
Marryat Poor Jack xxin, The upper p.u t of the cargo
fetched way a little, for it was loosely stowed *867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk

,
Tofetch way said of a gun or anything

which escapes from Us place by the vessel’s motion at sea
e. mtr. To lake a course

; to reach a specified
position, bring one’s vessel up.
1386 Marlowe 1st Pt Tamburl. m in 236 The Persian

fleet and men of war .Have fetched about the Indian conti-
nent *669 Narborough Jrnl. in Acc Scv Late Voy 1.

(17x1) 8 1 wo points of land by which a nnn may fetch into
any pait of the Bay 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) V 1811 We
stood over to Cape Elizabeth, under which we fetched at
about five m the afternoon. 1836 Marryat MnUh Easy
xm, He tacked in shore, and fetched well to w-indward of
the low point 1839_ Pliant. .Ship xu, The Dart tacked,
and fetched alongside of the frigate 1883 J D J Kn 1 y
111 Harper s Mag Aug 447/2 A boat, .with ability lo fetch
to windward.

+ f To fetch of, upon • lo gain upon. Obs
1659 H Pli l Iutpr Sea 312 Our ships fetching abun-

dantly of them 1693 Land Gas. No 2888/2 The Admiral
of the blue fetching very fast upon us
II. Idiomatically combined with ad\s. (For

11011-specialized comb
,
see the simple senses and

the advs

)

't" retch about, a. traits In sense 9, 9 b,
To fetch about a compass

, to fetch a way about
Hence with ellipsis of object : To take a round-
about course 01 method '|* Also ref in same sense.
*55 1 Robinson Moil’s Utop 11 (Arb) 72 Which fetcheth

about acircuiteor compasse ofv c miles r 15831* Browne
Answ Lartwiight 6 What neede lice haue fetched about
and made suche adoo 1593 Shaks. John iv 11 24 Like
a shiftedwmde vnto a saile, It makes the course of thoughts
to fetch about. 1607 Tourki ur Kw J tag* iv 1, You
fttch about well, but lets talke in pitsent Bacon
£ss 9 Cunning {Aib ) 441 It is strange, how farie about

frtch 1650 W Brough Sacu Pnnc (2659I
531 Tacking and fetching yourselves about as the wind
selves. 1823 Mrs Sherwood Young Forester in Houlston
Irctds I 11 s J etching a way about, in older that his
brothem might not trace his steps

b. To swing round (lhe aim, a weapon) so as
to gather impetus for a stroke. Also mtr for i efl
x6og Bible (Douay) i Kings xvu, 49 Fetching it [the sling]

about [he] stroke the Phihstian in the forehead *674 N
I aiuJfax Bulk tj/Selv 122 To gather stienglh enough (as
the arm does by fetching about)

t c * To contrive, devise, plan Obs
1611 Bible 2 Sam xiv 20 To fetch about this forme of

speech 1667 H. Hour Div. Dial. 1 xxvii (17x3) 56 This
is cunningly fetch’d about.
12 . retch, again. *j* a trails To take or get

back
; to recoup, make good Obs.

*536 Coverdale 2 Sant vm 3 He wente to fetch his powerSne 16x4 Br Hai l Recoil Treat. 017 When God had
t againe all the life which he had given 1617 Hifron

he*hatn receyu d^
^ êtc^ a£aine those losses which

tb. To revive, restore to consciousness Obs
1601 Bf.W Barlow Serm. Paules Crosse 49 To fetch her

againe. 1026 Bacon Sylva § (1627) 174 Bur bmells, wee



FETCH. 175 FETIAL,
see their great and sudden Effect In fetching Men again,
when they swoune 1669 Bunyaw Holy Citie 252 Revivings,
that, (like Aquavit®) do fetch again, and chear up the soul

13 Fetch, away. mtr. To move or shift from
its proper place , to get loose Cf 10 d
1769 Falconer Diet Mamie (1789), Chock, a wedge

used to confine a cask to pi event it from fetching an ay
when the ship is m motion 1808 Spa? tingMag XXX 123
We fetch away, and aie tossed to the farthest side of the
cabin 1833 Kane GrmndlExp \k (1856) 152 Even anchors
and quarter-boats, have * fetched away ’ 1890 \V C Russell
Ocean Trag II xxi 182 Every article on the breakfast
table fetching away with a hideous crash

14. Fetch, down trans = bring down (Bring
v 18), but more colloquial and expressive of
vigorous action a. To bring to the ground by a
shot or a blow, "b To force down (prices, etc )

1705 Bosman Guinea (1721) 298 l’his vast Number of Shot
were not sufficient to fetch him [Elephant] down 1726

Adv Capt R Boyle iss, I levell’d all at Hamet, and had
the good Fortune to fetch him down 1801 Windham Sp
(1812) II. 30 There weie but few whom they were able to

fetch down at a blow 1841 R B Peake Court City 1

ill, The late war has fetched down the price of women
*879 R. H Elliot Written on Foreheads I 7 Fetching
down the young rooks from the tree tops.

16. Fetch, in. f a. trans To gam for an ad-
herent. Obs.

1614 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 248 All the powers and ci aft

of hell cannot fetch him m for a customer to evill 1647-8
Cotterell Davila's Hist Fr. (1678) 13 Like artifices were
used to fetch in the rest.

+ b To close in upon, surround; to enclose,

take m Also to include (in one’s voyage).

1563 Golding Cxsar (1565) 68 They fetched in on euery
syde and slew those that stoode in good hope of wynning
theyr Campe 1594 Blundevil Exeic v (ed 7) 565 He
turning to the South, did fetch in all the Sea-Coasts untill

he came to Capo Razo 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy I 6$
A cage of Iron .. so high that it fetcheth in a world of
Laurel

t c. To * take in ’
;
cheat. Obs

1592 Greene Upst Courtier in Harl Misc. (Malh ) II

242 They were all fathered of one wmge to fetch in young
gentlemen 161a Rowlands More Knanes Yet ? 33 Who
will be drawne at Dice and Cards to play And he fetch’d

in for all that’s m his purse ?

10 Fetch, off. -fa To bring out of a difficulty
;

to deliver, rescue Cf bring off Obs
1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide 1 16 This hereticall and redicu-

lous soul fetcheth off himself thus. 1630 R Stapylton
Stiada's Low-C Warres 111 62 The whole Market-place
strove to fetch off the prisoners

fb To ‘ do’ or ‘ do for ’
;
to get the better of;

to make an end of. Obs
1597 Shaks 2 Hen. IV, in 11 324 As I retume, I will fetch

off these Iustices 1613 Notorious Cousnages of J fy A
West vi, She hath fetcht off Usurers and Misers, as finely

as they fetch off young heires 1618 in Gutch Coll. Cur,
II. 423 My Lord of Essex was fetcht off by a tnck 1633
Bp Hall Occas Medit lxxvn igo What fine devises to

fetch off lives. 16^3 H Ukonx. Antid Ath 111 xi. (1712) 122

We may add a thud [Question], which may haply fetch off

the other two
*|* c. To drain, drmlc off (a draught) Cf 7. Obs

1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendi's Life of Peiresc 11 99 He
fetcht off the Lusty Bowie of wine. Ibid 11. 137 Novellius

Torquatus is reported to have fetcht off at one draught
three Congu or Roman Gallons of wine

17 . Fetch, out. To draw forth; to bring into

clearness ;
to develop and display.

1644 Milton Educ

,

These ways if there were any Secret

excellence among them would fetch it out 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 21s P x Marble shews none of its inherent

Beauties, till the Skill of the Polisher fetches out the Colours.

1847 L Hunt far Honey x (1848) 134 It fetches out

.

the most beautiful strength of the human heart.

18. Fetch, over. + a. trans. To succeed in

delivering (a blow) Obs.

a 1640 J Ball Ansm. to Can \ (1642) 119 He might fetch

over a sure blow upon us

+ b. To get the better of. Obs.

c x6oo Day Begg Bedna.ll Gr. n u (1881) 35 'Tis he that

I fetch’d over for the sattin suite and left him in pawn for

the reckoning. 1680 R L'Estrange Colloq Erasm 199
They have fetch'd me over many and many a time

+ c To go over; to repeat. Obs.

1642 Rogers Naaman 606 What might be the cause why
Isaac fetcht over the blessing the second time.

19. Fetch up. + a trans. To bring to a higher

level or position
; to elevate, raise Obs.

x6o6 Shaks Ant fy Cl. iv. xv 33 The strong wing’d
Mercury should fetch thee vp, And set thee by loves side

X607-X2 Bacon Ess , Seeming Wise (Arb ) ai6 Hee fetched
one of his hiowes vp to his forehead 1703 Addison Italy

(J ), Any of those arts may be fetched up to its perfection
in ten years. X711 — Sped No no r 3 They have
fetched themselves up to the Fashion of the polite World

b To vomit. Also of a medicine, etc.. To
promote expectoration of Cf b> mg up
1309 H ' Buttes Dyets dne Dinner N nj b, Butter .

.

fetcheth up fleame doddered about the breast and lungs
x6aa Massinger Vug Mart v. 1, Fetch up What thou
hast swallowed

c. To recall (to the mind)
; to bring to light

16x4 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 454 To fetch up olde wordes
from forgetfulnesse 18x7 Chalmers Astron. Disc, iv (1832)

93 The knowledge he cannot fetch up himself from the

obscurity of this wondrous .scene

t d To rouse or stir up (a horse). Obs.

1363 Cooper Thesaurus s.v Eqmts, To fetch vp with the

spurre. 1573 in Earbt Alv, F 401.

fe To overthiow, * trip up*. Obs.
1615 T Adams Sptr Namg 43 The strongest Sampson

has been fetched up by this wrastler

f To make up (lee way, lostground, time, etc ).

1663 J Wilson Projectors 1 Dram Whs (1874)227, I shall
ha\ e the custody of the paush stock. If that will serve
you, command it

; we shall be able, I hope, to fetch it up
again before my time be out 1709 Sianhope Paiaphi
IV X22 Penitents will fetch up the ’lime they have lost

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 122 Mrs jewkes lies

snonng in bed, fetching up her last night's disturbanue
1794 1 jErrnusON Writ (1839) IV xie The time is coming
when we shall fetch up the lee-way of our vessel 1823
Thomas Brown in Honhton J 7 acts I xvi 3 Thomas did
not mind playing a day or two in the week, for lie knew
he could easily fetch it up again 1846 Jrnl R Agric Sot
VII. 11 686 [They] have inuih lee way to fetch up.

+ g To come up with, overtake Obs.
a 1622 R Hawkins Voy S> Sea. (1S47) 179 Being out ofhope

to fetch up this shippe 1669 Stormy Marini r'sMag. 1 14
The Moon must go longer 2 days before she can fetch up
the Sun, to come into Conjunction with her 169a R.
L’Estrange habits cnnkui, Says he [the Hate], I can fetch
up the Tortoise when I please 1751 Paltock P, Wilkins
I v 45 We fetched her up, and filed a shot

3l Naut To come or get to (a place) ; to reach

;

to come in sight of, (also To fetch up the sight

of) to sail along. ? Obs
1336W To'vrsoN 111 Hakluyt Voy (1389) 108 It is hard to

fetch upp a towne here if a sluppe oner shoote it 163a
Lithgow Trav 111 96 As we fetched up the sight of Nicasia
Ibid v. 181 We fetched up the coast of Cylicia. Ibid. ix.

398 We fetched up the little lie of Strombolo

1 mlr for rejl. To come to a stand; to 'pull

up ’
; to stop.

1858 Hawthorne Fr <$• It Jrnls V 703 When in quest
of any paiticular point, are likely enough to fetch up at
some other

Fetch-, the vb -stem in comb with adv , as

fetch-after, see quot. 18S8 , with sb as obj

t fetch-fire attnb
;
fetch-water, a water-earner.

1398 Chapman Iliad vi 493 But spin the Greek wives’
webs of task, and their fetch-water be X784 Unfortunate
Sensibility II xo In a country-town a much less change
would have been a sufficient topic for a fetch-fire gossip, or
a bake-house conversation x888 Lancet 30 June 1308 The
forms of caterpillar known . popularly . as ‘ fetch-afters ’,

from their mode of progression

Fetch-caudle. * Fetch-light.
1832 H Wedgwood m N

<J- Q 1st Ser VI 17 The super-

stition in Pembrokeshire appears in the shape of the fetch-

candle (In mod Diets )

Fetched (fetjt), ppl. a [f Fetch v + -ED 1
.]

Only in combs
,
as DEEP-FETCHED, Far-FETCHED

Fetcher (fe tjai). [f Fetch v. + -eb b]
1. One who or that which fetches, m vanous

senses of the verb. Also in phrase fetcher and
earner, and in comb

,
as water-fetcher

,

etc

1332 Hlloet, Fetcher of water Aquarius 1380 Holly-
band Treat Fr Tong, Faiseur de soubresanlts

,
a fetcher of

gamboldes, a tumbler. 1601 Weever Mtrr, Maid. Bvij,
The fetcher of Euridice from hell 1731 Gray Whs (1825)
II 161 You will take me for a mere poet and a fetcher and.
cairier of sing-song a 1863 Thackeray Mr <J Mrs Berry
u. The poor fellow has been employed, in the same office

of fetcher and carrier. 1877 Kinglake Crimea VI vi. 97
The wood and the water fetcher* went out.

To spec (see qnot. 1890). Obs
1800 P. H Brown George Buchanan 11 27 Lads pro-

ceeding to Cambridge from the remoter distnets went in
a body under a ‘fetcher’ 1892 Q Rev Jan 24 The
students were collected by 1 fetchers

1 brought to
Oxford, &c.

2. With advbs
,
asfetcher in.

x6xx Chapman Iliad 1 167 Of fight (the fetcher in of this)

My hands haue most share. 1660 Howell, Fetcher in,

amenenr
Fetching (fe tjuj ),©/>/. sb [f Fetch + -ing i

]
1 The action of the vb Fetch in various senses

•f Fetching of boards

:

=- tacking* see Board sl> 15
c 1374 Chaucer 7 roylus v 890 Swich wreche on hem, for

fecchyng of Eleyne, Ther shal ben take 1464 Nottingham
Rec II 377 For fecchyng of money at Retforde by ij tymes.

1381 Mulcaster Positions xx (1887) 84 To procure easie

fetching of ones breath, it is vene souerame 1622 Mabbe
tr Aleman's Guzman d’Alf I in v 2x6 Let me hue. in

a spacious Countrey where there is few fetching of boords.

167a Petty Pol Anat (1691) 76 Fuel costs nothing but

fetching 1727 Dn Foe Syst Magic v m 89 To give them
Job’s goods merely for fetching 1882 Miss Braddon Mi
Royal I 11 57, I hate such fetching and. carrying x88a

H M Leathes Notes Nat Hist xxo Their [dogs’] natural

propensities for hunting, watching, and fetching.

2. With again, up, etc : see adv combs ofverb

1513 More in Grafton Chroti II. 770 The fetching forth of

this noble man to his honour and welth 16x7 Hieron Whs.
II, 232 The reuiuing and fetching againe of a decayed
Christian 1 1633 Bp. Hall Occas Medit (1831) 205 The
fetching up my soul fiom this vale of misery and tears

1673 Penn Chr a Quaker xxu 388 It is not Fetching

in this Thought that gives Right Peace

Fetching (fe tjig), ppl a, [f Fetch v. + -otg 2.]

+ 1 That contrives, plans, schemes, crafty, de-

signing Obs.

1381 Pettie Guazzo’s Cvo Com, n. (1586) 97 b, Such
fetching heads consume themselves in a manner awaie,

in devising new kmdes of extortion 1383 Foxe A <J-
M.

<ed 4) 575/1 What cannot the fetchyng practise of the

Romish Prelates bring about?

2 Alluring, fascinating, pleasing, * taking *

1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy «t V 1 . 284 There is nothing.,

so fetching as a beautiful voice x88x Miss BraddovAsph.
xxvil 297 ‘What a fetching get-up,’ said Edgar. 189*

Athenmum at Nov 685/2 The imitation from Wordsworth
is particularly * fetching’

Hence Fe tellingly adv.
1889 Cath Nests 3 Aug 5/1 She was fetchingly attired

t fetch-life. Obs iare~\ In qnot. -liefe.

[’ f. Fetch vb + Life ] ? A messenger sent to
' fetch

1 the soul of a dying person.

1383 Stanvhurst /Enets iv 486 (Arb,) 111 On thee turrets

the sknch howle, lyke fetchhefe ysetled, Hei bunal roundel
doth ruck

Fetch-light. [Of uncertain formation
;
perh

f Fetch sb if that be an old word. But it may
be f Fetch v

,
as the * corpse-candle ’ is supposed

to be a light sent to ' fetch
1

the doomed person ]
A name given (app 111 South Wales) to the

' corpse-candle * (Welsh camayll corff), a spectral

light supposed to be seen before a person’s death
travelling fiom his house to his grave
169a Athenian Mercury VI vi. 1/1 Before the Death of

any person in the Family, there is an Appearance vulgarly
called a Fetch-light.

f Fetchling, var of Vetohung Obs.

1631 R Child in Hadlib's Legacy (1755) x Saint Fome,
called by Parkinson Medick Fetchling.

Fete (fit, fat), sb [a F ftte : see Feast rA]
L A festival, an entertainment on a large scale

1734 H Walpole Lett (1857) II. 308 The great fete at
St. Cloud 1779 Sheridan Critic m Wks 1873 II 184,
I suppose Thames to compliment Britannia with a fete In
honour of the victory, x8x8 Byron Mazepptt iv, He gave
prodigious fetes a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I 212 Titled
dames gave fetes upon the water. 1849 Thackeray Pen-
demits 1, The guests at my Lord So-and-so’s ffite.

2 The festival of the saint after whom a person
is named ; in Roman Catholic countries observed
as the birthday is m England.
1840 Thackeray Paris Si -bh (1869) 143 It is the Fete of

little Jacob yonder, whose brothers and sisters have all come
from their schools to dance at his birthday 1877 [see 3]

3. attnb., asfite-day

,

also ffite-contractor, one
who contracts to provide a fete or entertainment.

1817 J Scott Paris Revisit (ed. 4) 270 The towns of
Franee have all their particular fdte days 1877 J. T. Fields
Underbrush {1881) 224 A Councillor ofthe Parliament, sent
her on her fete-day, a bouquet 1885 Mabel Collins
Prettiest Woman vhi, Life was like one long fete day
1886 York Herald 7 Aug. 2/5 Public caterer, decorator, and
fete contractor

Hence 3P§ teleas a

,

having no fete.

x86x Cunningham Wheat # Tares 50 The poor fcteless

children haunted him

Fete (fity, v. [ad. F. filer, f fete . see prec.]

trans. To entertain (a person) a fete ; to feast

;

also, to give a fete m honour of, commemorate
(some event, etc ) by a fete.

*8x9 Edin, Rev XXXII 221 He was m general too fond
of flattering and ‘ feteing ’ his master a 1843 Barham Ingot.

.

Leg , Hermann, The murder thus out, Hermann's feted and
thanked 1849 Thackeray Pendenms lxvi, The. two foot-

men . intoxicated the page at a wine-shop, to fete Laura's
recovery. X879 Huxley Hume 36 Great nobles feted him
1892 Nation (N. Y) 29 Sept 239/2 The Government ,

judging that the anniversary ofthe invasion ofthe Tuileries

by the people, ought not to be f6ted.

Hence FS ted ppl a.

1852 Mrs Smythies Bride Elect xxxiii, Fair and feted

guest as she was t

Fete, obs. form of Feat.

II Fete-champetre. [Fr ;
f. ftte (see Fete sb.)

+ champUre rural:—L campestrem

,

f. campus a

field ] An outdoor entertainment, a rural festival.

1774 H. Walpole Lett H Mann (1837) VI 88 He gives

her a most splendid entertainment and calls it a fete

champetre. x8oo Mar. Edgeworth Belinda xi, He began
to talk of the last fete champetre at Frogmore. 1884 S
Dowell Taxes in Eng. III. 281 The battue system deve-
loped into the sort of lete champetre, with hot lunch, cham-
pagne, and liveried attendants.

Feteesh, obs. form of Fetish.

Fetel(es, var Fetles, ME., vessel.

Fetessor, obs form of Fetishes.
Fetfa, var. of Fetwa.
Feth.er(e, obs form of Featheb

t Fe’therfooted. Obs rare-1 [f OE. *f$er-

comb. form oifimer, Four Cf. OE fitierfit, -f(te

in same sense.] Fourfooted.
c 1173 Lamb. Horn 43 Innan ban like sea weren un-

aneomned deoi summe feSer fotetd, summe al bute fet,

t Fe’thok. Sc, Obs, rate- 1
. [A variant form

of Fitchew ] A polecat.

1424 Fc. Ads fas I (1814) II 6 And for x fulmartis

skynnis, called fethokm, vuj<f.

t Fe'thre, V Obs. In 3 south. vefl$CS)re [repr.

OE *fiHran, f.fitter a, load : see Fothbb.] trans.

To load
a 1225 Utter R 140 Louerd . . bu hauest imaked uooer to

heui uorte ueSren mide souie Ibid 204 Uor hit is

lueSSred \>et is, icharged

FetiaJ, fecial (frjal), a. and sb. [ad. L.

fetialis (erroneouslyfee-) : ofunknown origin.]

A
. adj, Of or pertaining to the fetiales (see B )

;

hence, heraldic, ambassadorial Fetial law : the

Roman law relating to declarations of war and

treaties of peace.

1333 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1 (1358) x6 The feciall

tawe of the people of Rome. 1684 tr. Agrippa’s Van. Arts



FETICIDE 176 FETLOCKED.
Ixxxi. 279 Every Servile and Mechamck-fellow, fecial

Messengers, and Caduceators 2826 Kent Comm 6 The
fecial law relating to declarations of war 1839 W O.
Manning Law Nations iv, vi (1875) 196 The Romans,
whose fecial college, etc x866 Comh. Mag, Nov, 631 The
members of the Fetial profession

B sb One of the fetiales, a Roman college of
priests, who fulfilled the function of heralds, and
performed the rites connected with the declaration

ofwar and the conclusion of peace
x&3 Bellenden Livy 1 (1822) 41 ‘ Deliver to me,1

said
the Fecial!, ‘the herbe.’ 1602 Segak Hon, Mil § Civ 1

111 4 It was not lawful for . any Soutdiei to take Armes,
untill the Facials had so commanded or allowed 1835
Thirlwall Greece 1. 173 It does not appear that they were
employed, like the Italian Fetials, to make formal declara-
tions of war 187$ Merivale Gen. Hist Rome xiu (1877)
76 Striking the fecial a blow.

Feticide : see F<e-.

Fetid, foetid (fe tid, ii tid), a and sb Forms *

6 foetide, (7 fetode, 8 faatid), 7- fetid, foetid,

[ad L fetid-us (often incorrectly writtenfcetidus),

f fetere to have an offensive smell ]A adj. Having an offensive smell
,
stinking.

A. M. tr Galelhouer’s Bk Physirke 159/2 It maketh
to blister both handes, & feet, out of which issueth foetide,

and stinckinge water 1661 Lovell Hist Amin <$• Min
157 Heron, the flesh is better though some count it foetid

1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 362 Animal Humours, by
Heat, stink and grow foetid 1775 Adair Amer hid. 2og
A kind of wild sheep which are of so faetid a smell. *85*
Mavne Reid Scalp Hunt v. 41 They [buzzard vultures]
tore out the eyes of the quarry with then fetid beaks 1879
GreenRead Eng. Hist xxi 107 Sent up their fetid odours,
rank with fever

fig. *805 Foster Ess. i. vii 109 The foetid heroes of the
Dunciad 1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 205 Any such faetid
mass of dead letter, as the labyrinth composed of the books
of practice 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist (1875) III, xvm. 77
The fetid atmosphere of a court

b. Fetidgum (see quot ) ; fetidfill, a pill con-
taining Asafoetida.

1789 W. Buchan Dorn. MedJifao) 299 The patient may
. . take . . foetid pills every six hours. 2858 Carpenter.
Veg. Phys 9 593 Foetid gums are of the nature of Gum-
resins . . and are distinguished by their powerfully disagree-
able odour. Those most in use are Assafoetida and Galba*
mm.
t B sb. pi. Fetid drugs. Ohs.

1707 Floyer Physic Pulse-Watch 333 Drawer of Faetids
1710 T Fuller Pharm, Extemp 394, I know that Fastids
will repress Vapours 111 Women. 1748 Hartley Observ
Man 1 11 183 The Smell of those Fetids which revive

Hence Feti’dity [ + -ity], the quality or state of
being fetid ; a fetid nature or condition ; foulness,

ill savour, offensiveness. Fe-tidly adv.} m a fetid

condition or manner
; offensively. Fe tidness =

Fetidity. Also concr something fetid

X704R, Brown tr, Plutarch's Mora Is III 465 Salts with the
Sea-water colliquating whatever is foreign and superfluous,
suffer no fetidness or putrefaction to bleed 1831 J Davies
ManualMat Med 283 Of a penetrating smell, and lemark-
able for its fetidity i860 Pusey Min Proph 124 What an
image . , of the fetidness of sin 1869 Daily News 5 Jan ,

Often foully dirty and so faetidly uncomfortable . the Mary-
lebone cells call stiongly for leformation

t Fetida. Obs. 1 ate. [short for Asafoetida.]
x599 Hakluyt Voy. II 1 218 There goetli out of Chaul

great store of Fetida 1736 Baii rv Housh Diet, ago Let
the person take cocea pills or foetida,

Fetifercms ; see Fce-.

Fetir, obs, fonn of Feature
Fetis(e, var. of Featous a. Obs.

Fetish, fetich(e (fe’tif, fjtiJ), sb. Forms :

7-8 fetisso, (8 feitisso), (7 fateish, feteesb.,

-tisoh, -tishe, -tisa), 8- fetich(e, fetish, [a F
fitiche, ad. Pg. feiti$o sb charm, sorcery (from
which the earliest Eng forms are directly adopted)
=Sp, hechizo in same sense

; a subst use offeihfo
adj ‘made by art, artificial, skilfully contrived ’ =
Sp. hechizo, It.fattmo

,
OF. faitis (see Featous)

•—L factichts Factitious.]
1

.

a. Onginally, any of the objects used by the
negioes of the Guinea coast and the neighbouring
regions as amulets 01 means of enchantment, or
regarded by them with superstitious dread, b. By
writers on anthropology (following C. de Brosses,
Le Culle des Dieux Fttiches, 1760) used in wider
sense : An inanimate object worshipped by savages
on account of its supposed inherent magical powers,
or as being animated by a spirit.

A.fetish (in sense ib) differs from an idol in that it is wor-
shipped in its own character, not as the image, symbol, or
occasional residence ofa deity
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage VI. xv (1614) 65! Heieon were

set many strawen Rings called Eatissos or Gods. 1696
Ovington Voy. Suratt 67 They [these Africans] travel
nowhere without their Fateish about them. 3723 J Atkins
Voy. Guinea (1735) 102 There is also at Cabo Corso, a pub-
lick Fetish, the Guardian of them all , ancl that is the Rock
Tabra. 1746 J Barbot Descr Guinea 230 The . gold is

cast into sundry shapes and sizes, which some there call
FetissoSjSignifyingin Portuguese charms, 1761 Brit Mag
II 294 The chief fetiche is the snake 1803 T. Winter-
bottom Sierra.Leone I. vn 123 The gree gree, or fetish,
hung round their neck. Iltd I xiv. 228 Idols These are
called Fe-teesh. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1837) III 84
As well might the poorAfrican prepare for himself a fetisch
by plucking out the eyes of the eagle. 2852-9 Prichard m

Man. Sei. Eng. 265 Others . .worship fetiches or visible
objects m which theysuppose some magical or supernatural
power to be concealed 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxv
523 Agreegree or fetish is thrown away as useless when the
consecrating nostium is discovered to be inoperative 1879
Encycl Brit IX. 118 If the wishes of the worshipper be
not granted the fetich . is kicked, stamped on, dragged
through the mud

e fig. Something irrationally reverenced.

1837 Emerson Addr Amer Schol Wks (Bohn) II. 183
Some fetish of a government is cried up by half mankind
1867 Goldw. Smith Three Eng Statesmen (1882) 192 He
was a worshipper of Constitutional Monarchy It was
his fetish. 1870 Lown l Among my Bis. Ser 1.(1873)140
Public opinion, the fetish even of the nineteenth century

1

2

. In representations of negro language . In-

cantation, worship, a magical or religious rite or

observance
;
an oath. Obs.

1705 Bosman Guinea x (1721) 123 They cry out, Let us
make Fetiche

,
by which they express as much, as let us

perform oui Religious Wotship /bid

,

If they are mjuied
by another, they make Fetiche to destroy him, 1727 W.
Snelgrave Acc Guinea (1734) 22 The Lord of the Place
had taken his Fetiche or Oath Ibid 59 They have all

their particular Fetiches Some are to eat no Sheep, others
no Goats. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Grateful Negro (1832)
245 note. An old Koromantyn negro adrmnisteied the
fetish, or solemn oath. 1828 G W Bridges Ann Jamaica
II xix 404 To take a fetiche is to take an oath, and to
make a fetiche is to render worship.

3. (See quot ) Obs.

1705 Bosman Guinea vi (1721) 65 Gold . mixed with
Fetiche's, which arc a sort of artificial Gold composed of
several Ingredients

4. attnb. and Comb, a simple attnb
,
asfetish-

ceremony, -day, -gold, -home, -priest, -worship.

b. objective, as fetish-monger
, -worshipper, -woi

-

shipping
;
also fetish-man, -woman, («) one who

claims to have communion with and powei over
fetishes, a fetish-priest

, (p) a fetish-worshipper.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi xv (1614) 649 Causing her

to eat salt with divers * Fetisso ceremonies hereafter men-
tioned 1819 Bowdich Miss to Ashantee 11. iv. 266 In
Ashantee there is not a common * fetish day 1723 J.
Atkins Voy Guinea (1735) 383 The * Fetish-Gold is thal
which the Negroes cast into various Shapes and wear as
Ornaments. 1819 Bowdich Miss to Ashantee H 111 254
The gold .deposited with their bones in the “fetish house .

is sabred 2723 J Atkins Voy, Guinea (1735) 101 The
Cunning of the “Fetish-Man (or Priest) 1836 Marryat
Midsh. Easy 9 He went away in wiath to the fetishman,
and asked for a fetish against Ins rival 1889 Dublin
Rev Jan 134 Arude tube offetishmen and idol-worshippeis.
1888 Scott Leader 9 Oct 4 The innate separatism of the
Unionist “fetishmonger stands confessed 1877 tr Tide's
Hist. Rehg, 10The power possessed by the. “fetish priests

is by no means small. 1723 T Atkins Voy Guinea (1735)
104 At Accra they have “Fetish-Women who pietend
Divination 3870 Lubbock Ong Cmnliz i (2875) 22 The
Fetish women in Dahomey 2807 W. Taylor tn Monthly
Afrt^-.XXIII 539TheVeneration fin the Lai eswas 01 lgmally
a “Fetiche-worship i860 Tristram Gt Sahara i 16 Traces
of fetish worship in Algiers, 1857 Sat, Rev III 345/2
Miserable “fetish-worshippers i860 W G Clark Vac. Tour
54 One must go among *fetish-worshipping savages

*t* Fe’tish, v, Obs. [f. prec.] a. traits. To pro-
vide or adorn with a fetish . see Fetish sb, 1. b.
infr for refl. To adorn oneself, dress up
1723 J Atkins Voy. Guinea (1735) 61 The Women are

fondest of what they call Fetishing, setting themselves out
to attract the good Graces of the Men. Ibid 73 The Natives
are better fetished than their Neighbouis Ibid 88 The
Women fetish with a coaise Paint of Earth on their Faces.
Ibid 95 She being always barefoot and fetished with
Chains and Gobbets of Gold, at her Ancles

Fetisheer, fetisher (fetiJVj, fe tifat)

Forms t 7 fetissero, (7 fetessor, 9 fetisser), 8
feticheer, -er, (9 fetisheer), 7- fetisher [ad
Pg feiticeiro, f feituo \ see Fetish sb.

; influenced
in the later forms by Fr.fdtiche or Eng. fetish ]
1 A charmer, sorcerer, * mechcine-man ’

;
a priest

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi xv (1614) 653 A ceitaine
water offeied them to drinke by the Fetissero 1687 J
HiLLiru in Phil, Trans (1697) XIX 687 The Fetishers had
done all they could to save his [the King of Feton’s] Life
1783 W F. Martyn Geog. Mag I 676 Each feticheer or
priest, has a fetiche of his own 1844 Ld, Brougham A
Lunel II. ix 237 The Fetissei orpuest now mutteied over
the board certain incantations 1864 Sat Rev XVIII. 458/1
The priests or fetisheers are all-poweiful in Dahome,
2 . = Fetish sb. 1.

1665 Sir T Herbert Tiav (1677)9 Mokisses, fetessors,
deformed Idols being mdeared amongst them 1699 Dam-
pier Voy II 11 iv 105 The Natives call lnm and say he
[Hippopotamus] is Fetissero, which is a kind of God
Hence Fetisheeress, a female fetisheei

1864 R F Burton Dahome II. 155 A quarter of the
female population m Dahome may he fetisheeresses.

Fetishic (fe tijik), a. [f. Fetish sb. + -10 ]
Characterized by adoration of a fetish

1883 Academy No 562 100 Snake-worship was one of
the commonest forms of fetishic religion.

Fetishism, fetichism (fe tijiz’m). [f
Fetish + -ism Cf. Fr. fditchisme] The woiship
of fetishes; an instance of this; the superstition
of which this is the characteristic feature
1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag II 646 He detects

everywhere fetislusm or the worship of tools 1846 Grote
Greece i xvi 1. 462 An original fetichism in, which particular
objects had themselves been supposed to be endued with
life 1833 Kingsley Hypatia xxx. 382 Dabbling in magic,
astrology, and barbarian fetichisms,

Fetishist, fetichist (fe-tajist). [f. as prec.
+ -1ST Cf. 7x. fetichiste ]

1. One who worships a fetish

1845 O Brownson Wks VI 384 As well might we charge
the people of Massachusetts with being fetichists i86e
Mill m IVestrn Rev XXVIII. 35 The Fetishist thinks

"

that his Fetish is alive 1870 Lubbock Ong Cimltz, 1. ,

These laces weie Fetichists before they became Buddist.
*

2 quasi-at# — Fetishistic
1859 R, F Burton Cenir Afr in Jrnl Geog Sac XXIX.

339 The faith of ancient Egypt . was essentially fetissist"

2861 Goldw. Smith Led Doctr Prog 1 ess 6 The negro and
fetichist populations of Africa

Fetishistic, fetichistic (fetiji stik), a.

[f prec 4 .10 ] Of, pertaining to, characterized
by, or resembling fetishism.

1867 Llwes Hist Philos I p xlii, Suppose one of the
travellers to be still in the fetichistic stage x868 Fiske
in Fortn. Rev IV 295 It is the primitive fetichistic habit of
thought 1877 E, R Conder Bas, Faith 1 5 Some germs
of fetishistic religion

Fetishry (fc tifri). [f Fetish sb +-ry] collect

Objects regaicled as fetishes ; an example or speci-

men of these
1885 D C Murray Rainlmv Gold 1, 11, vi. 76 The black

man passes the bit of rag or broken stick or other fetishry

Fetisly, -liehe, var ff of Featously,

t Fetissan, a Obs iaie~ x
[f. feiiss. Fetish

+ -an ] 01 the nature of a fetish ; fetish-like

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi. xv (1C14) 65a If this
Fetissan portion did not pacific their angne moode, by
daily presents of meat and drinke.

Fetisso, Fetissero, obs ff Fetish, Fetisher
1 Fe'tles. Obs Foims: o 1 f&tels, fdtels,

Orin fetless, south vetles, 3 fet(e)les. fi. north
dial 3-4 fetel, -ll. [OE fvdels sir masc., perh.

related by ablaut to feet, Fat sb., Vat In northern
ME the final jdisappeaied, as 111 mod burial from
bunds ] A vessel or receptacle; a bag, cask, sack.

In religious lang used fig. = ‘vessel*.
a c 893 K /Einsrn On# 1 i § 21 Twegen fmtels full

ealaS oooe waiteies c 1000 Saa Lcechd III 36 Do on
swylc f.etels swylc 3u wille c 2200 Oumin 14450 pe firrste
fetless wass F.rcidfull off wateir filledd. as225 Auer R
164 pis bruchele uetlcs, bet is wununonc vleschs. <11225
Juliana 18 Ower mix mawmex ]>at beoS he<i feontles fetlcs

1 1250 Gen ij h.x 561 Dat aruhe was a fetelcs good c 1300
St Mai gat etc 207 He in a strong vetles ous bro3te & in
a put ous caste

j8. a 1300 CmsorM 20932 (Cott ) Of cliesmg fetil wioght
he was c 1325 Metr. Horn. 140 Len me sum fetel tharto,
Quann I njai thin almous do c 1340 Cursor M 21623
(Edin ) A fetil that it wai no^tc tintc [was] set vndii that
heur for to hinte

Fetlock (fc Ltylc), sb. Forms ; 4 feetlakk, 4-5
fet(e)lak, 5 fytlo(e)k, (7 fitlook), 6, 8, 9 foot(e)-
lock, (6 fotelooke), 6 fete-, 7 feetlock, 6- fet-

lock. [ME fellah, fyllok, corresponding to MHG
ftcpach, mszlach (mod Ger.fszloi/i)

,

the foimation
is obseme , connexion with Ger. fessel pastern has
been suggested The woid was early interpreted

as f Foot sb + Look (of hair), and this notion
has influenced the spelling of some of the iorms
Sense 2 is due to confusion with Fetterlock ]
1. That part ofa horse’s leg where the tuft of hair

grows behind the pastern-joint
; the tuft itself

c 1325 Coer de Z, 5816 Up to the foetlakkes m blood,

f
*33<> A rth <$ Merl (Kolbmg) 5892 To J»e fitlokes in >e

bloa a 2400-50A le.xander 2049 pat foiesfad in pe flosches
to )>e fctelakis 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1 xvn, Her
horses went in blood up to the fyllokys 2502 Siiaks Ven
jr Ad 295 Fetlocks shag, and long. 1596 Bi> W. Bari ow
Phi ee Serin. 1 21 Falling to the ground they laie so thick,
that they couered the horse footelockes 2622 G Sandys
Ovid’s Met iv (1626) 82 Where Titan’s panting steeds
bathe their fieue feet-locks in the Deepe. 1697 Dryden
AEneid v 739 White were the fetlocks of his feet. 1796
Morse Amer Geog I 397 This wilderness, where the horse
sinks to Ins fetlocks at eveiy step. 1837 W Irving Capt
Bonneville I 47 The horses were often to the fetlock 1880
Browning Dram. Idylls, Mitllykeh 36 Her fetlock ls foam-
splashed too

b transf. of a human being.
1645 Z Boyd Holy Songs m Zion's Fiascos (1855) App

12/a These dance and leap With nimble fet-locks

2 . An apparatus fixed on the leg of a horse to
prevent running away; = Fetterlock
1695 Motteux St Ohm’s Morocco 271 Each Horse is only

fasten’d to a Stake and Fetlocks. 2828-40 Berry Encycl
Herald I, Fetlock or Fetterlock

,
a horse fetlock. 1856

[see 3] 2889 m Elvin Did Heraldry.
3. attnb and Comb., as fetlock-chain, -hair,

-joint
; fetlock-boot (see quot.) ; fetlock-deep a

(adv ), so as to cover the fetlocks.
1874 Knight Diet Mech„ *Fetlock-boot a protection for

the fetlock and pastern of a horse 1856 Whittier Old
Burying Grounds9 The farm-horse drags his “fetlock chain
2599 Siiaks Hen V, iv vn, 82 Wounded steeds Fret *fet-

locke deepe in gore. 1865 Kjngsi ey Hcrew vi, He reined
up his horse, fetlock deep m water, c 1720 Gibson Fan levs
Guide 1 vi (1738)94 Whereon the “Foollockhair does grow
1725 Bradley Fam Diet II sv Paits Horse’s Body, The
Pastern or “Footlock Joint. 1843 Youatt Hoi sc xvi 349A serious affection of the fetlock-joint,

Fetlocked (fe itykt), a. [f Fetlock sb. +
-ED s] a Having a fetlock, b. Hobbled
or fastened by the fetlock

5 hence, hampered,
shackled,
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Pattison in Prior’s Poems (1733! III. xli, The
Careless Husband and the Peevish wife

; The Troubles of

the Fetlock'd-Couple shew 1870 Lowell Among-my Bks
Ser 1 (1873)157 A language not yet fetlocked by dictionary

and grammar mongers.

Fetor, fcetor (fftoi) Forms* (5 fetoure\

7-9 festor, 6- fetor, fcetor [a. L fetor (incor-

rectly fcetor), f fetere . see Fetid.] An offensive

smell; a stench.

<1450 Mirour Saluacionn 416 Filles a man at eende with

rotynnesse and fetoure 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 313

His dolour did meres. With foull fetor that wes intollerabill

1646 Sut T. Browne Pseud. Ep iv x 201 IheFstor whereof

may discover it self by sweat and urine 1759 Phil Trans

LI 275 The fetor of these waters is not owing to mere stag-

nation 185* H D Wolff Pictures Spanish Life (1853)

179 The fcetor of coke and oil will drown the perfume of the

lily and the rose 1856 Kane Arct. Expl I xix 235 This

flesh of the female seal has not the fetor of her mate's

||
Fetfbol, -bole (fe'tbM) Min. [Ger fett-

bol (Freiesleben 1831), f. fett Fat sb 1 + bolBole ]

A variety of Chloropal
1835 C. TI Shepard Min 11 207 Fettbole Massive ;

com-

position impalpable 1868 Dana Mm 461 Fettbol has a

liver-brown color, a slightly greasy^ lustre

jPett(e, obs form of Fat, Feat.

Fetter (fetai), sb. Forms* 1 feotor, feter,

fetor, 3-7 feter, 4 fet(t)re, south vetre, (5 feder,

fettir, -our, -yr, fetur, -yr, 6 fetrer, fettar), 6-

fetter. [OE feter fern ,
cogn with OS. feteros pi.

m. (Du. voter m lace), OHG fegspra, MHG.
feeder (early mod Ger. fesser) fern., ON.figturr m.
(Sw. fiattrar pi ) :~OTeut *feterd, -ro-z, f fet-
S

^
v7

. r \ _t.i_._A. t au t rc r
v -OAryan fed-) ablaut-form offot Foot. Cf L
pedtea, Gr ireSif of identical meaning and root ]

1 A chain or shackle for the feet of a human

being or animal
;
hence gen a bond, shackle (rare

in smg)
c 800 Colpits Gl ,

Pedo, velpat-urum, feotor c 950 Lindisf

Gosp Mark v 4 ForSon oftust miS feotrum. gebunden wass

c 1000 Ags Ps Ixxvm 11 On feterum faeste c 1290-? Eng.

Leg I 107/20 Ake euere he hadde ane peire feteres 13

E E AIM P B 1255 Festned fettres to her fete under

foie wombes c 1380 Sir Femmb 1313 Of al hure chaynes

he ha> him raft, & ek hure vetres oundo C1430 Syr

Gener (Roxb ) 2741 A pare of fetures on bimfest C1489

Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvi 370 His feters that were on

his fete a 1541 Wyatt in TottelCs Misc (Arb ) 82 Clinkyng

of fetrers would such Mustek craue 165a Ashmole Theat

Client 216 Ryngyng of Fetens roaketh no mere sown 1794

Burke Sp W Hastings, They loaded their limbs with

fetters. 1876 Humphreys Com Coll Man lx 107 Antony

presented Avtavasdes to Cleopatra in golden fetters

b pi = Captivity.

1704. Addison Poems,
Campaign, Those who scape the

fetters and the sword a 1839 Praed Poems {1864) I 210,

I thought that freedom was as sweet as fetters

2 transf and fig Anything that confines, im-

pedes, or restrains , a check, restraint.

riooo Wanderer 21 (Gr) Ic modsefan minne sceolde

feterum saelan 1560 Rolland Crt Venus t 866 Deliuering

it To the beirar agane But fait or fetter 1002 Shaks.

Ham ill 111 25 We "Will Fetters put^ vpon this feare

i6j6 Dryden Aurengz Prol g Passion s too fierce to be

in Fetters hound 1781 Cowper Hope 449 The sacred

book Bound in the fetters of an unknown tongue 18x8

Cruise Digest (ed 2) IV. 530 The Court of Chancery will

not loose the fetters he has put upon himself 1851 Robert-

son Serm 1 xvm (1866) 305 He who puts fetters on the

mind. 1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876I IV xvu 00

Fortresses, which became in truth the fetters of England.

Fetter (fe tai), v 1 Forms
.
4-6 feter(e, fet(t)re,

(fi fedre, -dyx, fether, fet(t)yr, fetux), 6- fetter.

[£ prec sb.
;

cf. OFris./^ra, OHG.{ka^fesprdn,

ON figtra 1

1 tram To bind with or as with fetters; to

chain, fasten, shackle.

c X300 Haveloh 2758 He dide him bmde and fetere wel

With gode feteres al of stel c 1386 Chaucer Knt. s T. 371

Elies had I dweld I-fetered m his prisoun for evere moo

c 1420 Chrotu Vilod 942 He hadde y ffedryde to gedur his

leygus two- c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymou xvi 3691
He

made to he hroughte a grete payre of yrens, and fetred nym

wyth theym. X53S Stewart Cron
,
The king in presoun

strung, Fetnt ncht fast 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 54 Is

Majestas Imperii growne so kickish, that it cannot stand

quiet unlesse it he fettered? 1791 Mrs Radcliffe ^ww.

Forest xn. See that he is strongly fettered 1833 W. Irving

Tour Prairies 276, I now fettered my horse to prevent his

stlaying. 1847 Grote Greece (1862) III. xxx ’

actual chains in which thepnsoners had been fettered

b. transf and fig To impose restraint upon

,

to confine, impede, restrain Also with down.

J<z6 Filer1 Perf (W. deW 15311 172 Synne,
,
in the wmche

we be wrapped and fettered a 1586 Sidney Arcad n xxii.

200 Nether her woorthinesse. nor his owne suffenng for her

. could fetter his ficklenes. 1633 P Fletcher Poet Misc

70 Fond man, that thinks such file and aire to fetter. x68x

T empee Mem, m Wks, 1731 1 3S9> I n®ver
.

to be fetter’d in Business. xvxr Steele Sped. No aoralhe

Generality of theWorld are fettered by Rules. 1756 C Lucas

Ess. Waters II. 14a AH the other nulls have their wheels

fettered with icy chains, X788 Priestley Lect. Hist, v lxv

«2i The best faculties . may be sunk and fettered by super-

stition 1837 J, H. Newman Par, Serm (ed a) III xxv.

420 Can any. .human doctnne fetter down our hearts 1 1844

Stanley Arnold (165$) I. y. 207 The surest way to fetter our

own progress.

+ 2 . To bind (a wheel) with a tire. Obs.

1533 Fitzherb. Hush § 5 The wheles. .muste be well

fettred with wood oi yren,

VOL. IV.

+ Fe’tter, » 2 Obs -1
[? f. ^fetter, corruption

of Faitodr ] irons See quot.

1387 Mascall Govt Cattle (1653) 23 Also there be many
men that fetter them, which is, to cut the dew-lap before on

the brisket

Fetter, obs form of Feature.

Fettered (fe tsid),ppl a. [f. Fetter v. + -ed
"

1

]

1. Bound with fetters or chains.

a 13*3 Prose Psalter ci[i] 21 He herd |>e waie-mentynges

of )ie fettered. 1356 J Heywood Spider F 11 Bj 6, The
fettred flie. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev lit 11 Wks. 1856

I 107 May I be fetter’d slave to coward Chaunce 1696

Loud Gas No 3214/4 Two black Geldings, the one side

fettered 1814 Byron Corsair 111 ix, He, fast as fetter’d

limbs allow, pursued 1880 Miss Braddon fust as I am vi,

His fettered wrists hanging in front of him.

b. fig. Hampered by disadvantageous con-

ditions

1856 Olmsted Slave States 140 It is the old, fettered,

barbarian labor-system

2 . (See quot.)

1884 Syd Soc Lex
,
Fettered, in Biol , applied to the

limbs of animals when, by their retention withm the in-

teguments, or by their backward stretched position, they are

unfit for walking.

Hence Fe tteredness, the state ofbeing fettered

1636 W Montague Accompl. Worn, 112 Gracefulness is

averse to this slavery and fetterednesse.

Fetterer (fe torsi) [f. Better v + -erI.j

One who fastens fetters on (a person) lit. andfig
x6xx Cotgr ,

Entraveur, a fetterer, a shackler. 1846 Lan-

dou Imag Conv I 75 Which was the fetterer?

Fetterfoe, obs var. Feathereew, feverfew.

7a jgoo Chester PI (Shaks. Soc ) I. 120 Here be more

erbes Fynter fanter and ffetter foe

Fettering (fe tang), vbl sb. [f Fetter vP +
-ing 1

] The action of binding with fetteis.

a 1623 Gosson in Spurgeon Treas. Dav, Ps cxlix 8 If he

once fall to fettering of princes no flesh shall he able to

knock off their bolts again 1873 Burton Hist Scot V lix

332 The Perth citizen’s familiar way of treating the fettering

of a Highlander 1874 H R Reynolds John Bapt 11 98

That sign shall be the fettering of such unwilling tongue.

attrib x8x* Examiner 28 Sept 621/2 The old man was.

.

pushed forward to the fettering block.

Fetterless (fe tailes), a. [f Fetter sb and v

+ -less ]
Without fetters ; unfettered ; that cannot

be fettered lit. andfig
1604 Marston Malcontent 1 111, A tongue As fetterlesse

as is an emperouis 1804 Moore To Boston Frigate 9

Though man have the wings of the fetterless wind x8x6

J Gilchrist Plulos Etym 202, I would rather see them

as wild, lawless and fetterless as the bold Arab 189*

M Field Sight 4- Song 40 Fetterless her ample form.

Fetterlock (fe tafipk). Also 5 feter-, -ir-,

-yr-, 6 fettrer-, 7 feawter-, fewter-. [f Fetter

sb + Lock ;
in sense 1 a corruption of Fetlock ]

1 = Fetlock i. Also used attnb.

1387 Mascall Govt Cattle (1627) 135 They chppe away all

the hayre sauing the fetherlocke 16x7 Markham Canal

11 q His loyntes beneath his knees great, with long feawter

lockes 1678 Land Gas No 1338/4 A grey Mare

charm'd upon the 4 fettei-lock joints *688 R. Holme
Armoury n 154/1 1 ne Fewter-lock 1716 Land Gaz No.

4470/4 Ihe Fetter-Locks behind bigger than the other.

X84X Catlin N Amer. hid (1844) II xlv 85 Our horses

feet were sinking at every step above their fetterlocks,

b. transf of a human being.

1664 Butler Hud n. i 91 To set at large his Fetter-locks

2 An apparatus fixed to the foot of a horse, to

prevent his running away.
, . .

t X440 Promp. Parv 159/1 Fetyrlokke, sera compeditalis

1530 Palsgr 220/x Fetterlocke, serrure a goujons x6xo

Holland Camden's Bnt 1 5*0 The forrae of the KeePe *

built like a fetter-lock . , , .

fig 1841 James Brigand xxi, Despotic suspicion had not

invented the fetter-lock of passports ,,
- b The same represented on a badge, shield, etc.

Also a jewel of the same form.
__

It is figured as a cylinder to which a chain or steel band is

attached in the form of a D, one end being permanently

fixed and the other secured by a lock .

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 37 A Util fetirlok of gold with a

lace of perte and smal bedys therto of blak £1465 Pol Rel

* L Poems (1866) 2 An F. for be feterlock >at m of grete

substance. 1605 Camden Rem (1637) 346 King Edward1 .

.

bare his white Rose, the fetterlocke before specified 1646

Buck Rich. Ill, iv 115 The device was, A Faulcon encom-

passed witha Fetter-lock 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxix, Afetter-

lock, and a shacklebolt on a field-sable.

tFe’ttery, a. Obsrx [f- Fetter^ + -H.]

Of the nature of fetlers ,
binding, constraining.

1634 Gayton Pleas. Notes in vm. 123 The fettery Hand-

Cuffs of Gines Passamont.

Fettle (fe't’l), sb t Obs exc. Sc. and dial. [OE

fetel = OHG. fezfiil (MHG. ve^tl, Ger. fessel)

chain, band, ON fetiU bandage sbap --OTeut.

*faitlo~z, f. rootfat- to hold ] a In OE A g^dle,

belt, b A bandage C. A handle in the side of

a large basket, etc. Also attnb
,
as fettle strap.

c 888 K JEu-red Boeth. xxxvu. § 1 Mid fetlum & mid

ayldenum hylt sweordum aiooa Boeth fP
Sweordum & fetelum xS99 A M tr

Phvsiche 306/2 We must rowle the same [a wound] with

narrowe rowles, or with Fetles, accordmge to the constitu-

tion of the dLsease x8xa J Henderson AgncSurv.

Cazikn, 69 Each cassie has a fettle or handle m each side.

1847-78 Halliwell, Fettel, a cord used to a panniu

'

NW Ltne. Gloss
,
Fettle-strap,

the strap which sustains

a pannier.

Fettle (fe t’l), sb 2 [f. next vb ]

1 Condition, state, trim ;
in phr. [to be) m (good

,

high
,
etc.)fettle Also in pi the points, * ins and

outs’ (of anything); but this may belong to

Fettle sb 1

ex750 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dialect Gloss

,

Fettle, dress, case, condition 1768 Ross Heleitore 23 Her
tongue for fear tint fettlem her cheek 1804 R. Anderson
Cumbrld Ball 90We were young, and heath 1 fettle. 1829

J R. BEST-Perr 4- Lit Mem 365 A critic, who knows what

the north-countryman calls the fettles of the business, may
suspect an equivocation 1830 Tales Kirkb Ser n 270 1 m
in terrible poor fettle with the toothache. 1857 E Waugh
Lane Life, A Shetland pony in good fettle 1839 O W
-I T r D L/ 4 ...f a*. *TVio vniinor mflTHolmes Prof Breakf-t xn (1891) 3x3 The young man
John is ‘m fustrate fettle ’ 1890 W Beatty Kingston in

Forht Rev May 729 It would be surprising were they not

xn fine fettle

2 . The material used for * fettling’ a furnace

1894 Harped! Mag Feb 420/2 The molten metal is

thoroughly stirred or ‘rabbled* to make it uniform and
secure the incorporation of the ‘fettle*.

Fettle (fe-t’l), v. Forms 4-6 fettel, 4-7

fetle, (5 fettil, fetyl), 5-6 fetel(e, 9 dial fottle,

4- fettle. [Possibly f OE. fitel. Fettle sb 1
;

the primary sense would then be ‘ to gird up ’.]

1 turns. To make ready, put m order, arrange.

Now only dial, to put to rights, ‘ tidy up \ scour;

also, to groom (a horse), attend to (cattle).

13 EE AIM P B 585 He Jmt fetly in face fettled

alle eres Ibid C 38 In J>e tyxte >ere Jiyse two am on teme

layde, Hit am fettled in on forme c 1340 Ga-w fy Gr.Knt
656 Now alle hese fyue syjiez, forsojie, were fetled on Jus

knyxt « 1400-50Alexander 626 And faste by his enfourme

was fettild his place 156X Schole house ofWomen 571 in

Hazl E P.P IV 127 Our fily is fetled unto the saddle 1787

Grose Pro-vine Gloss , Tofettle tK tits, to dress the horses

X849 A Bronte Agies Grey (1858) 360, I. fettled up th

fireplace a bit 1864 T Clarke in Kendal Mercury 30 Jan ,

Woif hed fottled him a noice loll poi i* thoon 1880 Dorothy

46, I can Fettle both horses and cows

b. techn To line (a puddling furnace, etc ) ;
to

scour (rough castings).

x88xC R A Wright in Encycl Brit, (ed 9) XIII. 324/1

In fettling the furnace either oxide of iron bricks moulded

to fit the furnace are built in, or, etc X884 Imp.f Mach.

Rev 1 Dec 67x6/2 A castings cleaner, capable of holding a

ton of rough castings and fettling them m an hour,

c To ‘do for’ (a person), to beat.

1863 Kingsley Water-bdb 322 Tom offered to fettle

him over the head with a brick. 1884 Cheshire Gloss s v

,

A mother will threaten her child * I’ll fettle thee *.

d To mull (ale or porter)
;
see Fettled below.

+ 2 refl and intr. for refl. To get (oneself)

ready; to prepare; to address oneself to battle

Obs exc. dial (see quot 1855)
X3 E E. AIM P C 435 On a felde he fettelez hym

to bide. 11x423 Wyntoun Cron vm xvi 197 The Scotus

Tuk the fold, and manlyhly Fetlyt wyth thare fais in

fycht 1513 Scot Field 304 in Fumiv Percy FoM I 227

He fettlcn them to sowpe on a banke 1597-8 Bi> Hall
Sat iv vi, 43 He sels his teeme and fetleth to the warre

x6oo Holland Livy xxi. xvi (1609) 402 They rather trem-

bled than fetled themselves to consultation 1674 KAY
N. C Words, Fettle, to set or go about any thing 1855

Robinson Whitby Gloss ,

( We are just fettling for off.

b To busy oneself
;
to fuss.

X741S Swift Direct Servants lii, Pretend to fettle about

the Room. 1838 Carlyle Fredk Gt. (1865) II yn vu 325

He is getting his saddle altered fetthngabout this and that.

Hence Fe tiledppl a , m senses of the vb

0x460 Towneley Myst. 309 Ylle fetyld x86x Temple Bar
Mag I 420 A pint of fettled porter. 1863 Miss Braddon

y Marchmont I 95 A mug of fettled beer 1884 Cheshire

Gloss , Fettled Ale, ale mulled with ginger and sugar.

Fettler (fe tbi) dial and techn [f Fettle v.

4 -er 1
] One who ‘ fettles’ ,

spec m various tiades.

1871 Daily News 18 Aug , The cloth finishers, dressers,

fet tiers, and willeyers, are taking steps to obtain a general

advance X883 A bnondbury 4- Huddersf. Gloss ,
Fettler,

one who cleans up ,
especially one whose business it is to

clean machinery, engines, &C. 1884 Cheshire Gloss , Fettler,

one who sharpens the knives of the fustian cutters. 1892

Laboui Commission Gloss ,
Fettler, the person who cleans

out the fudd and dirt that accumulates m the cards 01 the

scribbler and condenser.

Fettling (fe tlig), vbl. sb. [f. Fettle v. tiso 1
]

1. The action of the verb Fettle in various

senses
;
an instance of this

, , , ,

1865 Carlylf Fredk Gt. IX. xx 11 18 Friedrich calculated

there would be very considerable fettling and
(

haggling

1869 Lonsdale Gloss ,
‘ I gev him a good fettling

b. Spec. The action of lining a puddling furnace

;

hence, the materials used for this. Also attrib

1864 Percy Iron 4- Steel 669 Iron puddled with limestone

fettling is always rotten 1872 Daily Hewsj Oct.,6 His

judgment, was against Sunday fettling & Steel

Trades Jml 4 Jan 20/a Sales of cokes and fettling mine-

rals are recorded in large quantities.

II
Fettstein (fe-tstsm). Mm. [Ger. fettstem

CWerneri8o8),ffett fat + stem stone ]
=El.®qlite.

V
x8x<W Phillips Outl. Mm. Geol. (1818) 32 The fettstem

consists of 44 sdex, 34 alumme, 4 oxide of iron, a small

portion of lime, and 16 parts of soda and potash. 1839 Page

Geol Terms s v

Feture, Fetus : see F<eture, Foetus

||
Fetwa (fe*twa). Forms

: j-9 fetfa, 8 fetva,

9 fethwa, fetwa. [Arab, (jfis
fetwa (pronounced

by the Turks fetfa), f. U fata, xn 4th conj. to in-

23
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struct by a legal decision (pr pple. ju Mufti) ]

A decision given (usually in writing) by a Mufti
or other Moslem juridical authority
lfizg Puhchas Pilgrims 1

1

ix 1608 Fetfa’s that is, Declara-
tions, or Iudgements of the Muftee 1704 J Trapp A bra
Mulev. 1 2000 In less than half an hour, The black deposing
Fetfawill be sign’d 1802 Paris as it was II Ixvm 334A fetfa or diploma of the Grand Signior 1836 Lane Mod
Egypt I 134 The Ndib desires the plaintiff to procuie a
fet'wa (or judicial decision) fiom the M oof'tee 1882 1 vttes

S Apr 9/4 The fetwa from the great Mahomedan Academy
will be awaited with curiosity

Feu (fi ft), sb Sc. Law. Forms - 5-8 few, 6-
feu. [a. OF feu, feu, fu\ see the variant Feb
sb 2

]
1 = Feb sb 2 1 ; also, a tract of land held in fee

(Used by modern Scottish jurists indiscriminately
with fee as a rendering of med.L feudum )
1609 Skene Reg Maj. Table, s v , Gtf the vassall com-

mittis ane trespas aganis his overlord he tines his few
halden of him. lib a, c 63, 4. [The word is not in the text,
which renders feudum by ‘lands’ ] 1734 Erskine Pnnc.
Sc Law (1809) 136 Allodial goods are opposed to feus
nr 1768 — lustit Sc. Law (1773) I. 209 When mention is

made of a feu or subfeu.we are not necessarily to understand
a grant of lands holden m feu-farm, but a feudal grant in
eneral unless where the subj ect treated of naturally con-
nes it to a feu-holding

2 A feudal tenure of land in which the vassal, in

place of military service, makes a return of grain
or money (opposed to Wabd or military holding
and BiiANOH or holding at a nominal rent)

;
a grant

of lands on these conditions ; in mod. use, a per-
petual lease for a fixed rent (= Feu-faem) Phrases*
In, upon feu

.

subject to such payments or per-
formance of duties

;
also to holdfeu , set vnlofeu

1497 Ld Treas Acc. Scot I 3x5, I resauit fra the Lard of
Teling of the releif of few and blanchferme of the entre of
JohneLord Glammys, thretj thre lib 1535 Lyndesay Satyre
2685 Set into fewJjour temporall lands. 1570 Satir Poems
Reform xxm 30 Thocht thair was sum that tuik thy rowmis
in few 1720 Land Gaz. No 5866/3 A small Part holding
Few of the Earl of Strathmore 1759 Robertson Hist
Scot (18x7) II hi. 74 By granting feus, and perpetual leases
of lands 1826 Scott Provinc Antiq II no A grant for
disposing of it, tn feu 1892 Gladstone m Daily News
35 Mar. 3/4 To hold land upon feu from the landlord,

fa A piece of land held 1
in fen ’

;
a holding.

1791 Newte Tour Eng. Scot 375 A small piece, or feu
of ground in Fifeshire S820 Scott Monast. l, The vassals
of the church were permitted m comparative quiet to
possess their farms and feus 1864 A. JVLKay Hist
Kilmarnock 313 On the other side some feus were un-
occupied .

3. atinb. and Comb., simple atlrib
,

as feu-
grant

,
-parchment, -rent, -system , special comb,

as feu-annual (see quot. 1710), hence -annualer
,

feu-charter— next ; feu-contract, the conti act
regulating the giving out of land m feu, between
the superior and vassal

, feu-duty, the annual rent

paid bya vassal to his superior for tenure of lands

;

feu-holdmg, a tenure of lands m feu
; feu-right,

the right of holding [land, etc ) m feu.

1597 Skene De Verb Sign s v Annuell, In the Actes of
Parliament maid be Queene Marie 4 Parlia. 29 May c 10
mention is maid of ground annuell, *few annuell and top
annuell, quhairof I am incertatne quhat they do signifie
17x0 J Dundas Vtew Feud. Law Gloss 127 Few-annuals,
that which is due by the Reddendo of the Property of the
Ground, before the House was built within Burgh *551
Sc Acts Q Mary (1597) § 10. 134 b, The *few annuellans
a 1768 Erskine Instit Sc Law (1773) 1. 207 The word ’’feu-
charter is nevermade use of but to denote the special tenure
by feu-farm 1832 Austin funspr. (1879) II hi. 879 The
*feu-contract is in the nature of a perpetual lease and is tn
Scotland the usualmode ofletting land for buildingpurposes
*597 Sf Acts fas VI, § 246 Incase it sal happen . ony
vassall or fewar to failzie in making of payment of his *few
dewtie *854 H Miller Sch <3- Schm xvi (1857) 356 Pay-
ing a large arrear of feu-duty a 1768 Erskine Instit Sc
Law (1773) I. 222 The vassal’s loss of his *feu grant 1748De Foe's Tour Gt Brit IV 39 Converted into Blanch and
Feu holdings, 1873 Burton Hist Scot V Ixiv 444 Some

of the beneficial interests thus conveyed were mere leases,
others were feu-holdings 1825 Scott Fam Lett, xa Oct
(1894) II 353 A grim old Antiquary all ’’feu-parchment,
snuff, and whisky toddy 1866 Miss Mulock Noble Life
xv 267 Houses, the *feu-rents of which made the estate
more valuable every year 1774 Petit in M“Kay Hist
Kilmarnock App 111 305 The reddendo of this *feu-nght is

£7 Scots yearly 1891 Labour Commission Gloss , The *feu
system is a custom (m use m Scotland) under which a piece
of land is purchased by a perpetual yearly payment.

Feu (fiw), v [f. Feu sb ] trans. To grant (land)
upon feu. Also tofeu off, out.

1717 De Foe Mem Ch Scot 11 23 Temporalities feu’d to
themselves *799 J. Robertson Agnc Perth 59 He had
recouise to waasetts

;
or feued off a part of his property at

a quit-rent 1854 H. Miller Sch % Schm xiv (1857) 301A little hit of ground, which he had failed in getting feued
out for buildings 1866 Miss Mulock Nolle Life vu 109
To find out the exact extent and divisions of his property,
and to whom it was feued

t Feu-age. Obs.rare. [a. OF. feuage,fouage,
f.y9«fire] (See quots.)

i6i8_Daniel Coll Hist. Eng 214 The Prince of Wales ,

imposing a new taxation upon the Gascoignes, of Feuage or
Chymney mony discontented the people 1706 Philliis
fed. Kersey), Fitage or Focage^Hearth-money, an Imposi-
tion of Twelve-pence for every Fire hearth. I

Feuar (fi» At). Sc Forms • 6 fear, fewar, 7
filer, 8 feuer, 9 feur, 7- fewar. See Fiar. [f.

Feu sb. + -ar ] One who holds land upon feu.

1513-75 Dinm Occurrents (1833) 237 Alexander Stewart
fear of Garuleis 1597 Sc Acts fas VI, §246 Ony vassal
or fewar, haldand landes in few-ferme. 1637-50 Row Hist
Kirk (1842) 105 The iler of Fmtray 1753 Scots Mag Feb,
86/2 Except of feuer of 31^ Scots of valued rent. 1843 Scott
Monast 1 note. Descendants of such feuars are still to he
found in possession of their family inheritances. 1876 Grant
Burgh Sch. Scotl 11 it. 109 Neighbouring feuars and pro-
prietors

Feud 1 (fi«d). Forms : a (after the early

14th c, almost exclusively Sc) 3-6 fede, 4 fed,

(6 fade), 6-7 fead, feed(e, 4-8 feid(e fi 6
food(e, feood, fude, 6-7 fuid(e, 6-8 fewd(e,

7 feaud, feode, feude, 7- feud. [The northern
ME. fede is a OF. fede, feide, fatde (the phrase

fede mortel= ‘deadly feud’ is recorded from 13th c ),

ad. OHG fthida (whence MHG. vShede, vide,

mod G. fehde) — OE. fsehpiu enmity OTeut.
*faihi])& str fem

,
noun of quality or state f. *faiho-

adj see Foe In 14- 15th c. the word occurs only
in Sc. writers, the form being alwaysfede,feide, or
something phonetically equivalent. In the 16th c.

it was adopted in England (being often expressly

spoken of as a northern word), with an unexplained
change of form, asfoodie, feood,find,fewd, whence
in 17th c. the foim now current. The ordinary state-

ment that the change of form was due to the in-

fluence of Feud sb 2 is obviously incorrect
, Feud

sb 2 is not recorded in our material until half a
century after the appearance of the forms foods,

fewd, and would not account for them even if it

were proved to have existed earlier; moreover,
even in the 17th c it was merely a rare technical
word used by writers on the * feudal system ",

and
its sense is too remote fiom that of the northern
feide for the assumed influence to have operated.
A plausible supposition is that there was an OE *f(od str

fem (f feo>an to hate) corresponding to Goth fijabwa as
frdod friendship to Goth. fnjaPwa. This would in ME.
normally become fede,, coalescing with the Rom word of
similar sound and meaning, but there may have been a
northern Eng dialect m which the word was pronounced
with a * rising ’ diphthong (pf. mod Eng four from OE
flower), and from which the fi forms were adopted In
17th c the word was occasionally altered into Foehood ]

fl Active hatred or enmity, hostility, ill-will.
a [Beowulfiog Ne gefeah he {were faehfie ] a 1300 CursorM 27455 (Cott ) He haldes wreth in hert and fede c 1375

Sc. Leg Saints, Margareie 476 For bare vertu fed hafl
f 1470 Henrv Wallace 1 354 A mar quiet sted, Quhar
Wil3ham mycht be bettir fra thair fede c 1475 RaufCoil-
$ear gfig His wyfe wuld he nocht forget, for dout of Goddis
feid 15^6 Lauder Ti actate xx Nother to spair, for Iufe
nor fede, To do dew lustice to the dede 1570 Levins Meunp.
205/34 Feade, odium. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist
Scot. 02 The fade and mimitie borne towards thair parents.
1787 Burns Tam Samson's Elegy x, Till coward death
behind him jumpit, Wi deadly feide
P 1566 Painter Pal Pleas I x Two cities bare eche

other deadlye foode 1596 Spenser F Q iv 1 26 Deadly
feood xsg8 Florio, Atzza

, anger, fuae, moode 2631
Gouge Gods Arrows 111 § 3. 187 This immoitall fewde
against worshippers of the true God 1705 Dyet ofPoland
4A Vice which rankles up to Fewd.

fa. ,5V Used in contradistinction tofavour,
a. 1530 Lyndesay Test Papyngo 622 The veritie . thaysulde

declare, Without regarde to fauour or to fede *560 Holland
Seven Sages (1837) 1 Thay tuke na cure of na manis fauour
nor feid. x6og Skene Reg Maj 137 For feed or favour of
ante man. 1637-50 Row Hist, Kirk <1842) 446 Thus have
I spoken nothing but the trueth, and that impartially,
without fead or favour to any
P *843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. (1858) 145 Decided without

feud or Favour

2 . A state of bitter and lasting mutual hostility,

(From 16th c often with allusion to 3.) Phrases .

to be at (deadly) feud, + to have (a person) atfeud
a PX425 Wyntoun Cron, vn ix 529 In Jiareire Ofawld

Fede, and gret dyscord 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 201
Synesueir on bell and buik, That euene on to vther sould be
trew In tyme to cum for add feid or for new a *775 Hdbte
Noble ix in Child Ballads (x8go) vii clxxxix. 2/2 The land-
sergeant has me at feid

P *583 Golding Calvin, on Dent iv 21 Hee will alwayis
bee at deadly foode with mee 1601 Holland Pliny x lxxiv.
308 Crowes and 0wles are at mortall feaud one with another
*611 Bible Transl Pref 10 His Queene and his . heire
were at deadly fuide with him 16x4 Bp Hall Recoil.
Treat 603 Of which sort there are divers at this day . at
deadly feode with the other Jewes. c :$6i A rgyle's Wilhn
Harl IIisc. (1746) VIII 30/2 He [Argyle] was at Feud with
all his Superiors m Scotland, a 1715 Burnet Own Time
(1766) I 6 Seeds of lasting feuds and animosities. *847
Grote Greece n. xlvii (1862) IV 189 Their ancient feud
against Korkyra. 1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV.
xvu 77 A partisan of Tostig would naturally be at feud
with Oswulf.

3

A state of perpetual hostility between two
families, Inbes, or individuals, marked by murder-
ous assaults in revenge for some previous insult or
mjury. More fully deadly feud. Cf Vendetta.
phrases as in 2.

“• xS8a-8 Hist, fames VI (1804) 225 That nathing done
..be comptit as deadhe fead in judgement 1599 Jas. I
Bo«A. Awpoi/ (1603) 47 Rest not, until yee roote out these
barbarous feides. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj 46 For the mam-

teinlng of weir (or deadhe fead) quhilk he hes with ane
other a 1657 Sir J Baltour Ann Scot (1824-5) II. 68
His Maiesties sentence and decreitt being read concerning
all feeds and matters of blood betutx the Hayes and Gordons,
P 1568 Lambarde Ap^atopofua B uj, Capitales mimicitiae,

Saxontce fce)?h [#c], nomen a borealibus Anglis hac nostra
memoria vsurpatum. Illi vero dictione non ita multum a
prion dissidente,fewd, et Deadlyfewdappellant i6ox Act
43 Elis c. 13 Whoesoever shall take any of her Majestie’s
Subjects or make a praye or spoile of his Persone or
Goodes, upon deadhe feude or otherwise. 16x3 Purchas
Pilgrimage vi xi 525 Mutual! feuds and battels betwixt
their seuerall Tribes and kindreds. 1797 Tomlins Law
Diet , Deadly feud is a profession of an irreconcileable
hatred, till a person is revenged even by the death of his
enemy. 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles m iv, Until these feuds so
fierce and fell Ihe Abbot reconciles. 1845 H H Wilson
Bnt India 1. 1 vi 3x7 A tribe which was at deadly feud with
the Joasmis 1868 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) II. vu ro8
Carrying out an ancestral deadly feud

+ 4. A murderous conspiracy. 06s rare—1
.

So OF feide This is our only southern instance of the
word before x6th c

c 1300 K A Its 96 Kyng Phehppe, of gret thede, Maister
was of that feide

5 . A quarrel, contention, bickering.
a. f 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) C/iron Scot (1728) 6 If it

shall chance us to continue any further in this fead it

shall redound to his advantage
p. 1662 Stillingfl. Ong Sacr. 1 vi § x We see how

small a matter will beget a feud between learned men 173a
Berkeley Alciphr v § 17 Ihe perpetual feuds between
the patricians and plebeians 1754 Richardson Grandison
(1781) IV iv 23 We were in the midst of a feud when you
arrived 1835 Thirlwall Greece I vu 279 1 he domestic
feuds which agitated thefamilyofTemenus 1841 D’Israeh
Amen Lit (1867) 53 The hero had come not to seek feud,
nor to provoke insult

8. ath-ib

,

asfeud-foe. Also, feud-bote, Hist [ad
OE fsehp-b6t\, a recompense for engaging m a
feud, a compensation for homicide.
[cxooo LawsEthelred ix § 25 And ne pearf aenig mynster.

munuc ahwar mid rihte faeho-bote biddan ne faihS-bote
betan ] x68x Blount Glossogi

,
Feud-boote 1706 Phillips

(ed Kersey), Feud-bote 17x1-1800 m Bailey 1640 King &
North Man 343 in Hazl E P P IV 306 If that I doe
ever meete with your fewd foes, Ise sweare by this staffc

that their hide I won bang.

Feud 2
, feod (fi«d). [ad. med L. feudum,

feoduvi : see Fee sbf\

1 — Fee 2 1

,

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 61, 1 might with casting about,
frame the nature of Feuds, or Patronage 1708 Termes
de la Ley336 Feod is anght which the Vassal hath in Land
1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) III 151 The Conqueror conferred
the estates on his principal followers as strict feuds 1872
E W. Robertson Hist Ess 256 The Benefice began to be
converted into the hereditary Feud.
2. = Fee sb 2 3.
1806 A Duncan Nelson 117 His Majesty conferred on him

the title of Duke of Bronte, annexing to it the feud of
that name 1825 T Jefflrson Antobiog. Wks 1859 I 91
Residing constantly on their patrimonial feuds 1865Man Et
Brigand Life II 271 The old papal feud of Beneventum

Feudal (fi« dal), a 1 and sb Forms 7feudall,
7-9 feodal, (8 Sc fewdal), 7- feudal, [ad.

med L.feuddhs,feodalis, ffeud-urn,feod-um, Feud,
Cf F fiodal)
1. Of or pertaining to a feud or fief ; of the nature

of a feud or fief.

16x4 Selden Titles Hon x88 Neither did the Prouinces
make them otherwise then Personal. For they were not
annext to them as Feudall a 1677 Hale Com, Law Eng
ix. 183 Wales, that was not always the Feudal Territory of
- England 1710 J Dundas ViewFeudalLaw xii 47 The
Money got foi a Few is moveable, not Fewdal, for it does
not succeed m place of the Few. 1861 Kemp Comm (1873)
III. Ini 497 The conversion of allodial into feudal estates,

b Her. (See quot

)

1847 Gloss Heraldry, Arms of Succession, otherwise
called feudal arms, aie those borne by the possessois of
certain lordships or estates.

2 Of or pertaining to the holding of land m feud.
1639 Spelman Fends <$* Tenures xxm, 38 There was no .

intervement Lord to claim them by any feodal Tenure.
1767 Blackstone Comm II. 39 In all countries where the
feodal polity has prevailed *781 Gibbon Decl. $ F II 48
The first rudiments of the feudal tenures 1873 H Spencer
Stud, Social v. 103 The feudal arrangement of attachment
to the soil

b. feudal system • the system of polity which
prevailed m Europe during the Middle Ages, and
which was based on the relation of superior and
vassal arising ont of the holding of lands in feud.
1776 Adam Smith W. N (1869) I 1. xi 251 Poland, where

the feudal system still continues to take place 1875
Kingslfy Herein, ix, The feudal system never took root in
their soil.

3. Of or pertaining to the feudal system
; exist-

ing or such as existed under that system, feudal
lawyer, one learned in feudal law feudal writers ;

those who treat of the feudal system.
1665 Sum Aff Netherl 32 By the Feodall (printed

Feodau) Law that King, their Lord, had forfeited his Right
to his Fee 1765 Blackstone Comm 1 241 According to
the known distribution of the feodal writers 1807 Crabbe
Par Reg ir. 206 Like them, in feudal days their valiant
lords. 18x6 Scott Old Mart il Those feudal institutions
which united the vassal to the liege lord, and both to the
Crown 1840 T. A Trollope Swum, m Brittany II. xo6
The ruins of two ancient feodal castles *886 Stubbs Med
S* Mod Hist. 64 It is time . that we had a feudal map of
England



FEUDAL.

Tb Feudal vassal lord, etc. : one holding that

position m the sense implied in the feudal system.

1639 Spelman Feuds 4* Tenures ii 4 Their Feudal Vassals

. enjoyed their Feuds from year to year at the pleasure

of their Lords 1839 W Chambers Tour Holland 65/r

Otho, the feudal proprietor of this stronghold 1856 Froude
Hist, Eng (1858) I 1 18 That loyalty with which the people

followed the standard of their feudal superiors.

c Occasionally of persons or their opinions:

Adhering to the principles of the feudal system.

1876 Freeman Norm Conq V xxiv 463 Lawyers would

naturally look at everything with feudal eyes 1883 Ouida
IVanda I. 89 We are very feudal still,

f B sb pi Feudal privileges Ohs rare.

16*5 F. Markham Bk. Hon 11 iv § 5 All sorts shall enloy

their Feodalls and Rights, to which they are truely borne

Hence Feudally adv., in a feudal manner or

spirit ;
undei feudal conditions.

1839 Hallam Hist Lit 11 11 5 44 The Pope cannot

depose these princes unless they are feudally his vassals

1850 Mazzini Royalty «$• Repub 158 Abjectly trembling

before the people when it arose yet feudally insolent when
the lion was quieted again 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy
II. 184 A very aged, ignorant, and feudally loyal couple

Feudal (fiwdal), a 2 rate, [f Feud 1 +-al.]

Of or pertaining to a (deadly) feud

1805 Scott Last Minstr 1 vui, The havoc of the feudal

war. Ibid ill iv, The foemen’s feudal hate

Feudalism (fi« daliz’m). [f Feudal aA +
-ISM ] The feudal system, or its principles.

1839 Keightley Hist, Eng I 82 The peculiar usages of

feudalism 1861 Wright Ess, Archseol. II.xiv 39 Feudalism

had originated in France 1867 Freeman Norm Coho

(1876) 1. 111 gi There was no systematic feudalism, but the

elements of feudalism were there 1875 Maine Hist Inst

vi. 154 Feudalism had grown up from two great sources, the

Benefice and the practice of Commendation

Feudalist (fizZ dahst). [f as prec. + -1ST ]

1. a A representative of the feudal system.

1822 Blackv) Mag XII. 268 The Castle [of Edinburgh],

the architectural chieftain of those grey and rugged feudal-

ists below. 1831 Crayonsfront Commons 28 To make each

Border feudalist rejoice

b. An adherent or supporter ofthe feudal system

1870 DailyNews 6 Sept 4 Those wretched feudalists [the

Prussians] 1874 Maurice Friendship BAs v 149 That

kind of civilization which I said the feudalists could not

give 1888 Truth 10 July 98/1 The Emperor is far more of

a feudalist than the Pnnce [Bismarck]

2 One learned m feudal law; = Feudist.

Feudalistic (fiwdali stik), a [f prec. + -10.]

Of the nature of feudalism ,
inclined to feudalism.

1882-3 Schaff Encycl Relig. Knoiul III 1710 The new

mediaeval forms, hierarchical and feudalistic. 1886 A M.
Elliott m Anter Jrnl Philol July VII 152 The mam
tenor of his life was feudalistic. .

Feudality (fi*d*HtiV [ad. F. feudahti

(Cotgr.), feodahti, f feudal (Cotgr ), feodal . see

Feudal a 1 and -ity.]

1 The quality or state of being feudal ;
the prin-

ciples and practice of the feudal system

X790 Burke Fr Rev Wks V 39s The leaders teach the

people to abhor and reject all feodality as the barbarism of

tyranqy 1827 Hallam Const Hist, (1876) I 17
holding of Assizes] had a powerful tendency to check the

influence of feudality and clanship 1845 Mill Ess II 265

The very essence of feudality was the fusion of property

and sovereignty 1858 Buckle Ctvihz (i860) II 11 in

There followed that struggle between feudality and the

church 1877 MissYonge Cameos IV m 36 Ihe many

means of raising money that feudality afforded

b. pi Feudal principles
. , . _

1814 Witness 1. in, It was a breach in your feudalities To

change the place , . ...

2. A feudal regime or system; a feudal-like

power ;
a feudal holding, a fief.

.

1800 Coleridge Ptccolom h vui, All the great Bohemian

feodahties. 182* Examiner 237/2 Capital in Great Britain

has become a feudality 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 306

He strove to connect himself with the old false Feudali-

ties which he once saw clearly to be false 1844 H
WilsonBrit India I 203 A principle recognised throughout

the feudality of India

+ 3 (Seequot) Obs~~°
xtoi Kennet Comets Law Did ,

Feodahtas ,
ieodality

or Fidelity paid to the Lord by his feodal tenant. Hence

1797 Tomlins Law Diet ,
Feodality, fealty. 1847 m Craig.

Feudalization (fi« dalaiz* 1
Jan), [f next: +

-ation ] The action of the vb. Feudalize ,
the

reduction (of a country) under the feudal system.

1862 Ld Brougham Brit Const, xi. 147 William had .

completed the feudalization of the whole Kingdom 1874

Stubbs Const Hist, (187s) I xi 360 tendency towards

feudahsation of the governmental machinery *876 h REE-

man Norm, Conq.V xxiv 460 The feudalization of Europe

Feudalize (fi« dalaiz), v. [f. Feudal a +

-ize.] irans. To make feudal, bring under the

feudal system, impart a feudal character to; to

convert (lands) into feudal holdings. Also, to re-

duce (persons) to the condition of feudal dependants

1828 Examiner 147/1 Could human beings be stultified

and feudalized, like the peasantry in days of yore, into

something a very little beyond the _clods they trod upon

1862 Ld Brougham Brit Const, in. 42 Allodial property

was daily diminished in amount by proprietors feudalizing

it. 1868 Milman St Paul’s 11 15 The Norman Conquest

feudalised the Church of England .

Hence Feu dalized ppl a
\
Feu dalozing vbl. sb.

x8« Ogilvie, Feudalizing, reducing to a feudal form

x8Sa La. Cqckburn Jeffrey I 365 Its strongly feudalised

179

condition 1867 Freeman Nornt Conq (1871s) I iv 252 The
feudalizing process went on vigorously 1875 Maine Hist,

Inst m 91 This is no doubt true of feudalised countries.

Feu'aary, feo’dary, sb. and a Obs exc arch

Forms
: 4-9 feodary, 5-7 -is, (5 feudory, 6 feo-

darry), 6-7 feudary, (7 -le), (7 feodar,feadary,

fad-, foedery) [ad med "L.feodari-us, i.feodum,

feudum : see Feud sbf and -aby.]

A sb

X One who holds lands ofan overlord on condition

of homage and service
,
a feudal tenant, a vassal.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII 191 So jiat after bat

tyme he [Iohn] and his heires schulde he feodanes to p»e

chirche of Rome 1494 Fabyan Chron vii 3igToholdeit

euer after as feodanes of y° pope 1568 Graiton Chron

II. 222 The Kmgof Scottes bound himselfe and them to belli 22Z JLUC XVI11^ uwuw uwwiiu ***“*«'-"— "

-

Feodanes to the Crowne of England 1613-18 Daniel, Colit

Hist Eng (1626) 134 He seemed absolutely the
_
Popes

Feudary 1631 Massinger Beleeve as you list 11 u, Our
confederates and freindes Founde it as feme as fate, and

seaventeene Kmges, Our fsedaries 1630 Fuller Pisgah

1 11 S Accepted of the Jewish King to be honourary feo-

danes unto him 1836 M J Chapman in Eraseds Mag
XIV 26 Earth shall to the despot homage yield, All power

and all dominion shall be his By thee, his feodary.

b A subject, dependant, retainer, servant.

1620 Ford Line of Life Ded ,
The sacrifice is a thnftie

loue and the Presentor a feodane to such as are maisters

of their owne affections a 1656 Ussher Ann vi (1658)

4Sg The Senate was ready to do him all friendly offices,

provided, that he became their feadary 1871 R Ellis

Catullus lxiu 68 0 am. I to live the god‘s slave? feodary he

toCybele? r __ 7 ,

f 2 . An officer of the ancient Court of wards

(see quot 1641). Obs .

149S Act xi Hen. VII, c 32 Preamb
,
The Office of Feo-

dane m the Countie of Essex, 1540 Act 32 Hen VIII

,

c. 46 A1 surveiors and feodanes, that shalbe appoyncted by

the said court, c X630 Risdon Stem Devon (1714) II 77

It became Mr Eveleigh’s Feodary of his County 1641c

lermes de la Ley 160 Feodary is an Office in the Court of

Wards, appointed to receive all the rents of the Wards

lands witrun his circuit, etc 1736 Carte Ormonde II 240

The inquisitions post mortem taken by escheators and

feodanes ^ _ .

^ 3 A confederate. (See Fedabie.)

B ad]. Feudally subject Const to

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. Ill 1166/1 His kingdome made

feodane to Rome 1648 Milton Obsera Art. PeacefIVs.

i7i8 I 35* A whole Feudary Kingdom 1651 G W. tr.

Cmuel’s Inst 74 A Subiect himself is either mediately or

immediately Feodary to the King. *655 Fuller Ch. Hist.

iil iv. § 16 Iohn being . not free, but feodary

t Feu datary, a and sb. Obs. Forms: (o

feudotarie, 7 feodatary, -otary, feudataire,

-arxe, foeditary, -otarie), 7-9 feudatary. [ad

med L feuddtdn-us, f feudal- ppl stem offeudare

to enfeoff, ffeudum : see Feud $b.i and -ary. Cf.

Fr
‘ ' “

adj. =Feudatory A. 1.

1614 Sflden Titles Hon. 2x1 Such as are mongst vs

feudatane marquesses 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 65 Prus-

land whose Duke is Feodotary to the Duke of Poland.

1674 Ch 4 Court of Rome 19 Sovereign Princes are not

here meant, but onely Feudatary

B sb

1 *= Feudatory B. i.

xe86 Ferne Bias Geutne 141 There is also a King,

and he a homager, or feudotarie to the estate and Maxestte

of another King, as to his superior lord 16x4 Sclden Titles

Hon 20 Now it acknowledges no superior But so many

as . do, as feudataries to other Pnuces, are excluded.

1676 R Dixon Two Test vn 489 The Unfaithful are the

Devils Feudatanes 1708 J Chamberlayne 0/ Gt Bri

1 ui 111 <1743) 164 All Ae Lords of England arefeudataries

to the King x8i8 Hallam Mid Ages (1872) I 31 The

perfect integrity of Louis accustomed even the most jealous

feudatanes to look upon him as their judge.

2. s=FEUDABYB 2.

X607 in Cowell Interpr ,

Feudato’rial,a. [f next+-AL] -
>Feudal.

*789 Mrs Piozzt Journ. France 1. 126 A settled system

of feudatonal life , , .. . - „
Feudatory (fill'd atari), a and sb Also 7

datory [ad. L type *feuddtori-us, f ined L.

feudare to enfeoff, f. feudum : see Feud 2 and

-oby ]
a adj. ,

X. a. Of a person : Owing feudal allegiance to

another; subject, b. Of a kingdom, etc. Under

the overlordship ofan outside sovereign Const, to.

a, rgoa Bacon Observ Libel Wks Z7S3 ST9 Any bene-

fimaryor feodatory king. x68o Moroen Geog Red (1685)

2x7 is Feudatory to the Pope. x7«£
Morse Amer

Geos II 210 Low or feudatory nobility *8*8 Tytler Hist.

Scot. (1864) I. 9 The petty chiefs had for a long period

been feudatory to the Norwegian crown

b. *759 Robertson Hist Scot (1802) I i. so/ If the one

crown had been considered . as feudatory to the other. 1884

XrZd-A Evaic 12 Sept s/x The armies kept up by the

feudatory stated tty Daily News 30 Dea s/6 Feudatory

^“of or pertaining to vassals or retainers

x86x Lytton & Fane Tannhauser 23 From.. all the

feudatory festivals, Men miss’d Tannhauser.

l^One who holds his lands by feudal tenure

;

a
x^5^LcKsroNE Comm I it iv 4S The feudatory could

not aliene or dispose of his feud. *814 Scott Chwalry

FEUIIiIiANTINE.

(1874)49 The barons or great feudatories of the crown 1843

PrescottMexico iv v (1S64) *3® The Indian Monarch had

declared himself the feudatory of the Spanish.

transf *825 Bfntiiari Indicat Ld Eldon 10 Court,

sitting as yet m public, cannot convert itself into a

sinecurist this accommodation it cannot afford to any but

its feudatories
, , , ,

2 A feud, fief, or fee ;
a dependent lordship

1644 Evelyn Diary 22 Nov, The kingdomes of Naples

and Sicily, pretended feudatorys to the Pope 1680 Morden
Geog. Red (1685) no Lorrain the Duke whereof is a
Prince of the Empire, and the Country was reckoned a
Feodatory thereof 1783W F Maktyn Geog Mae I.424

A feudatory of Thibet 1873 Lowell Amongmy Bks ber.

n 104 If be made the gift, the pope should hold it as

a feudatory of the Empire

Feudee (fittdz) rare—

1

[f. Feud 1 +-ee ]

One to whom a feud has been granted ,
a tenant.

X875J. Fisher Landholdtngm England iv. 38 The feudee

only became tenant for life

]| Feu de joie (fc d? gwa). Also pi. fetuc de

joie. [Fr
;

lit ‘fire of joy’.]

+ 1 A bonfire
;
alsojig Obs

1609 Bf.W BarlowAnno Nameless Caih xiThelesuites

would haue been pleasant Spectators thereof, as at a

Feu-de-ioy. 1658 J Robinson hudoxa 1 10 Unexpected

calamities will quench the feudejoy ofa long fore-set granu-

lation, 177* Mrs. Griffith tr Vuiud's Shipwreck 159 To
illuminate our feux de joye [1888 J Payn Myst Mnfridge

vn. The news that the Home Farm was on fire, which he

announced as though it were a feu de joie ]

2 (See qnot. 1867.)
1801 Sporting Mag XIX 146 Theyhad fired a fett-de-joye

opposite their Major’s house, 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk

,

Feu-deyoie, a salute fired by musketry on occasions ofpublic

rejoicing, so that it should pass from man to man rapidly

and steadily down one rank and up the other, giving one

long continuous sound

+ Feudiffraulier. Obs [
f. med.L feudum

(see Feud5 ^) + -graph+ -ER 1
.] (Seequot. 1688 )

16x0W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey To Rdr 3 It behoues

an honest and faithfull Feudigrapher to approue hmiseife

an intelligent and. diligent Improuer 1088 Js. Holme
Annoury iil 138/2 Feudigrapher is a Surveyor of Farmes

and Freehold Lands. _ _ ,

Feudist (fiii dist). Also 7 feodiBt, pheudist.

[f Feud a + -1ST. Cf. F feudiste ]

1 A writer or authority on feuds, one versed in

feudal law. Also attnb.

1607 Cowell Interpr.

»

Fealtiet This oath is vsed among

the feudists. 1610 W. Folkingham A rt ofSurvey in u 67

ManyFeudists doe holde that Feudatanus hath not an entire

property in his Fee *639 SpelmanFends 4 Tenures sacox

37 The Feodists therefore call them Cadnca a x68z Sir T.

Browne Tracts viu. (1684) *50 The Feudist term Ligens a

Ligando. 1767 Blackstone Comm, II 5° The oath of

femty, which made in the sense of the feudLsts every man
that took it a tenant or vassal. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng.

I. 185 Allodium, the name by which the feudists abroad

distinguished such estates of the subject as were not holden

of any superior. „ , , , . „
2 a. The holder of a feud or estate, b. One

living under the feudal system Obs.

x6xo W. Folkingham Art of Survey iv 1. 80 All ..

Rents, Sendees, Issues, and profits accrewing and renew-

ing to the Feudist or Possident 1767 Blackstone Comm.
II. xiv. 215 The Greeks, the Romans and even originally

the feudists, divided the lands equally

t Feudrstical, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -10 +

-al.] —Feudal. „ _ .

a x6x8 Raleigh in Gutch Coll Cur. I. 72 The civil, or

feudistical laws.
. _ , __ _

Feu-farm (fiu farm) Sc. Law.
[ad. OF. feu*

ferine : see Fee-Farm.] .

1. That kind of tenure by which land is held of

a superior on payment of a certain yearly rent.

Also, to hold, let
,
set mfeufarm. Cf Fee-farm j.

14 . Burgh Laws xcv (Sc. Stat I), Of landys lattin till

feuferme in burgh 145? Sc. Ads Jos. II (*59718/s/pon
setting of few-ferme of his awin land. 1473-4 Ld Treas

Acc Scot I 3 Compomt for the fewferme of Jphne of

Sollans for the grene jardis besyde Striuehne, composicio

xxh. 1564 Sc Ads Q Mary (1597) § 88 Confirmation to be

obtemed vpon mfeftmentes of few ferine of the Kirk-landes.

x<97 Sc Acts Jos VI g 246 Ony vassall or fewar, haldand

landes in few-ferme * 1768 Erskine\ Instit Sc Law(xrn)
I. aog A grant of lands holden m feu-farm 187* E. W.
Robertson Hist. Ess 138 It was not allowable for the

tenants in ‘Ward and Blench' to sublet their lands in feu-

farm. ... . ,

2. The annual duty or rent paid to a superior by

his vassal for tenure of lands.

1582-8 Hist Jas VI (1804) 224 The rentis, few femes,

and mealls of the lands of Pendreith

Feu’-farmer. Sc. Law [ad OF.feufermier\

see Fee-fabmeb.] «= Fee-farmer.

1609 Skene Reg Mai. 32 The fewfermer theieafter con-

strained by necessitie, is compelled to sell the lands.

Teuge, obs form of Fugue. Mus

||
Feuillage. Obs. ran. [F. feuillage

,
f.

feuille : see Feuille] Foliage

X714 Jervas Let to Pope 20 Aug in Pope s Lett (17^7)

icy, I inctose the out-line that you may determine

whether you would have it reduced to make room for

feuillage or laurel round the oval 1858 Simmonds Nict

Trade, Ftuillage<fxe.a(td'x
ia\ve%c\ a row ofleaves.branched-

'llFeuillantine. Obs, [F ;
prob. from the

Femllantmes, a congregation of nuns ] (See quot.)

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Feuillantms

.

small Tarts .

.

filled with Sweat-meats. *7*5 Bradley Fam Diet. s.v.

23 — 3
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Tarts, It tray be garnish'd with Fevillantmes or small
Fieuront of all sorts of Fruits

Feuille (foy) [a F feuille leaf] fa. A
thm plate

; a leaf {obs ). b. The name of a colour

.

see quot.
x66a PcTtir Taxes 35 If bullion be . beaten into feuilles

1883 Cassell's Font, Mag Nov 755/2 A very light green,
known as Feuille

_
II FeTrillemorte {ioymoxt), a. More commonly

in anglicized and corrupted forms . see Filemot
[Fr. , lit. ‘ dead leaf

5

] Of the colour of a dead or
faded leaf, brown or yellowish brown.
1690 Locke Hum , Und m xi (ed 3) 204 To make a

Country-man understand what Feuillemorte Colour signifies
1876 Ouida Winter City 11 22 She had feuille moite velvet
slashed with the palest of ambers.
b Comb

, as feuillemorte-coloured adj.
*840 H Ainsworth Tower ofLondon ix, An ample feuille-

morte coloured cloak

t Feuillet 1
. Obs Also 8 feuillette. [a F

feuillette —med L fohetta a measure of wine ] A
half-hogshead
17U Lend Gas No 4980/3, 44 Feuillettes, or half-hogs-

heads of Burgundy 1794 Burke Corr (1844) IV. 243 Four
feudlets of the best Burgundy

II Feuillet 2 (foyiye). Diamond-cutting [F
feuillet, dim. offeuille (see Feuille) ] (See quot )

1874 Knight Diet Mech , Feudiets the projecting points
of the triangular facets in a lose cut diamond, whose bases
join those of the triangles of the central pyramid
FeuiUeton (foyiyaton') [a F feuilhlon, f.

feuillet, dim. offeuille leaf ] In French newspapers
(or others m which the French custom is followed),
a portion of one or more pages (at the bottom)
marked off from the rest of the page by a rale, and
appropriated to light literature, criticism, etc. ; an
article or work printed m the feiulleton.
1845 A thenseum n Jan 42 The tendency of the newspaper

feuiUeton, in Fiance, to absorb the entire literature of the
day 1861 Sat Rev. 16 Dec 621 The Causertes de Qutnzavie
have the usual merits of French feuilletons. 1863 Macm
Mag Mar 394 Most of the journals [Russian] are furnished
with a feuiUeton in the shape of a romance 1887 Pall
Mall G 18 July 2/2 The Silcle published feuilletons daily
on literature, history, fine art, science, and fiction 1892
Nation 16 June 452/3 He writes a feuilleton on current
musical topics for the Vienna Neuc Freit Presse
Hence Feni lletonism, aptitude for writing feuil-

letons ; Feuilletonist, a writer of feuilletons;
Feuilletoni stio a„ characteristic of or suitable
for a feuilletonist

1840 Blackw Mag XLVIII 524 The number of young
feuilletonists is now very considerable in France 1843
Ibid LIV 674 Thefeuilletonists, or short story-tellers. 1885
C. Lowe Bismaick II. x 42 The Count worried his Chief
with what the latter called ’ feuilletonistic ’ remarks about
the difficulties of his social position in Pans 1888 Tyrrell
in fortn Rev. Jan_ 59 If men refrained from dignifying
- feuilletomsm . with the name of scholarship.

tFeute, fewte. Obs. Forms. 4 feute,
(foute, fuyt), 5 feaute, fewte, (fute) [ad OF.
fuite ‘voies du cerf qni fuit’ (Little), f.fuir-.-L,
fugZre to flee. Cf Fewe, Fuse ] The traces or
track (of an animal).
c *34* Gaw, Sr Gr Knt *425 f>e howndez . fellen as fast

to be fuyt C1350 Will Palerue 33 pe hound Feld foute
of J>e child. Ibid 2189 Whan be houndes hadde feute of be
hende best, ct440 Pi amp, Parv 159 Fewte, vestigium
1470-85 Ma-lohy A rthur vi xiv, He saw a black brachet
sekyng as it had ben in the feaute ofan hurt dere
Feuter, Feutered, obs. forms ofFeature, -ed.
Feuter, Feuterer see Fewt-.

1 Fever (fr vai), sb 1 Forms. 1 fdfer, -or, 2
feofet, (3 fefre), 3-5 fevere, (4 feavor), 4-5
fevxe, ftrver(e, 5 febre, (fevire, -oure, fewer),
6-8 feaver, 7 feavour, (feevor, 7-8 fevour), 3-
fever. [OE. fifor str masc

, ad L. febris fem
,

whence OF.fuvre (mod F. fibvre), Pr
,
Pg. febre,

Sp fiebre

,

It febb-re
; adopted independently in the

Teut langs
; OHG.fiebar (MHG. vieber

,
mod G.

fieber) neut , Sw fiber, Du.fever (not in Du.).
I he etymology aifebns is obscure. Brugmann (Grundnss

9=) regards it as a reduplicate formation ( —pre-Latin
bhcbhr•) on the root which appears in Skr bkur- to be

restless J

1. Pathol, a. A morbid condition of the system,
characterized by undue elevation of the temperature,
and excessive change and destruction of the tissues

;

an instance of this. b. The generic name of a
group of diseases agreeing in the above general
characteristics, each of which is specially designated
by some distinctive appellation, as intermittent,
puerperal, scarlet

,
typhoid yellow

,
etc. fever, for

which see under the defining word
c 1000 JTax Lcechd I. 148 Gif him fefer denge. c xooo
Ags. Gosp . Matt vm, 15, & he sethran hyre hand, St se fefor
[c 116a Hatton G feofer] hig forlet a 1225 Ancr R. 112 pet
was ode fefre. a X300 CursorM 20963 (Cott ) Man bat in
feuer was vnfer 1387 Thevisa Htgden (Rolls) I 333 Men
of pat lond hauep no feuere a 1400-50 A lexartder 2546 pat
he was fallen in a feuite 1494 Fabyan Chron vt clxv x6o
fhe Emperoure Charlys remouyd to the Cytie of Mantue,
Where he was grudgyd with a feuoure 1547 Boorde Brev.
Health cxxxv (1557) 49 b, A Feuer is an vnnaturall heate
grounded in the hearte and lyuer 1598 B Jonsoh Ev Manm Hum 11, 111 ,

1

will once more strme. ,to .shake the feaver

off. 16x4 Markham Cheap Hitsb 1 vm (1668) 48 Feavers
of all sorts as the Quotidian [etc.] 1678 Hatton Corr (1878)
169 Have a care of coming neaie those that have the feavour
1781 Gibbon Decl 4 F. II 134foot-n ,

She . died of a fever
on the road 1840 Dickens Barn Rudge v, The fever has
left him 1856 Emerson Eng 7 nuts. Char Wks (Bohn) II

57 His [an Englishman's] hilarity is like an attack of fevei

+ C. Fever ague [ad OF fievie ague, lit ‘acute
fever ’] : = Ague Fever lent [ad OF fievre
lente) . a slow fever. Obs
1338 R Brunne Chi on. (Rolls) 15729 Pe ffeuere agu ful

sore hym hatte i398TrevisaBarth DeP R xvn cxxxvi
(1495) 692 Oleum rosaceum helpyth ayenst fyreagu c 1400
m Ret Ant I 54 For the fever lente quha that has the
fever agu, that men calles lente es ell, if the sekeman heved
werkes that he may noght slepp, tak [etc ] c 1440 Prot/tp
Parv 163 Fyvere agu, querquera.

+ 2. In pi. with singular sense. Obs
ci000 Ags Gosp. Luke iv. 38 Da was simones sweger

geswenced on mycelum feferum [cxx6o Hatton G feofren]
138a Wyclif Matt, vin 14 He say his wyues moder hggynge
and shakun with feueris c 1450 St Cnthbert (Surtees) 5583
Par was a clerk pat pe feuers had 1491 Caxton Vitas
Patr. (W de W 1495) 1 xl doa/i She hadde the febies or
asces a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 314 The feaveis, the
fearcie, with the spein3ie flees

3 . A state ofintense nervous excitement, agitation,

heat
; an instance of this.

1586 T B La Pnmaud Fr Acad 1 666 There are two
causes intermingled, which bieede this franticke feaver of
our France. x6o5 Shaks TV 4 Cr 1 111 133 An enuious
Feauer Ofpale and bloodlet.se Emulation 1649 Jer Taylor
Gt Evemp it Ad Ser xn 57 The spirits leap out from
their cells of austenty and sobriety, and are warmed into
feavers and wildnesses *737 Pope Hor. Eptst 1 1 58 This
Fever of the soul. 1779 Mad D'Arblay Diary Feb , Both
she and Miss S, S were m fevers from apprehension 1814
Sir R Wilson Diary II. 353 The fever excited by the news
from France has not yet been allayed 1842 J H Newman
Par Scrm. (ed 2) V vm 120 A mode of life free from .

fever of mind 1873 Black Pr Thule v 75 A fever of
anticipation seemed to stir m his blood 1883 E Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Letcestcrsh 424 A fine fox set the field in
a fever

4 attnb and Comb. a. simplenttnb
,
asfever bale,

-dream, -fit, -glow, -hospital, -life, -nest, -patient

,

-spasm, -tint st, -vomit, -ward ; fever-hke adj and
adv. b objective, as fever-cooling, .destioyingn^s.
C. instrumental, asfever-cracking

,

-haunted
, -mad-

dened, -shaken, -sick, -smitten
, -stricken, -troubled,

-weakened adjs

1844 Mrs Browning Bertha ix, I lose that “fever-bale
And my thoughts grow calm again 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 668 The spieadtng tamarind shakes its*fever-
coolmg fruit x86x Mrs. Norton LadyLa G iv 331 Nor
fi esh coolingdrinksTo woo th«*fever-cracking lip 1884 Ayrf
Soc Lex.,*Fevei-destroying tree, the Eucalyptus globulus
1834 Mrs Hemans Eng Martyrs ». 2 The cavern of the
pnsonei s “fever-dream x68x 1 emple Mem in Wks 1731
1. 343 Being free of any Return of his “Fever Fits 1830
Scott Demonol 1 30 A sudden and temporary fever-nt
184a Emerson Led

, TranscendcntahstWks (Bohn) II 289,
I wish to exchange . this “fever-glow for a benign climate
1864 Kingsley Rom 4 Teut. 1 (1875) 13 Nothing was left
save “fever-haunted plains 1877 Gen, Gordon in PallMall
G 4 Mar (1884) 11/1 It is a “fever life I lead a 1577
Gascoigne Whs (1587) 5 And “fevei like I feede my fancie
still With such repast as most empaiies my health x6ia
Drayton Poly-olb. vu Argt

, When the Higre takes hei,
How fever-hke the sickness shakes her 1884 Syd Soc Lex

,

*Fever-nests, localities wheie fever is generated. 1802
Med Jrul VIII 562 The reception of “fever patients 1683
Chalkhill Thealma. Cl 26 Like a distempered Body
“Fever-shaken 1599 Pecle David & Bethsale Wks.
(Rtldg

) 466/1 Lie down upon thy bed Feigning thee “fever-
sick and ill-at-ease 1884 Syd Soc Lex , Feversick 1884
PallMallG 23 Feb 4 VeraCruz, that “fever-smitten port.
*“*3W Phillips Speeches vi 152 Of which revolution is
the “fever-spasm. 1818 Shelley Marenghe vm,The “fever-
stricken serf a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Ancestral Song 77 All
the “fever-thirst is still’d. 1836 J H Newman m Lyra.
Apost (1849) 87 That “fevei-troubled state 1671 Salmon
Syn Med m Uxxn 713 If there be “Feaver vomit 1802
Med Jrnl VIII 562 By converting these “fever-wards to
the purpose of a general house of recovery for all infectious
fever which might occur in the town 1597 Shaks 2 Hen
LV,i. l 140 The Wi etch, whose “Feauer-weakned io\nts,
Like strengthlesse Hmdges, buckle vnder life,

5 . Special comb. : fever-bark, bark useful in
cases of fever

; fever-blister (see quot ) ; fever-
bush (see quot. 1884) ; fever-fly, the Dtlophus
vulgaris

,
fever-heat, the high temperature of the

body m fever (on some thermometers marked at
112 F.), also fig ; t fever-hectic, = hecticfever
(see Hectic); fever-nut, the seeds of Csesat-
pma Bonducella\ fever-powder, a remedy for
fever; fever-root (see quot. 1884), also^fever and
ague loot, fever-sore (see quot.), fever-trap, a
place where one is liable to be caught by fever

;

fever-tree, -twig (see quots ) ; fever-weed, a
plant of the genus Eryngiuw, fever-wood (see
quot ); fever-wort, (a) (seequot ) ; {fi) aplantofthe
genus Eupatormm (Wore ) Also Fevee-lukdeit.
2830 Lindley Nat. Syst Bot 205 A kind of “fever bark

is obtained . . from Rondeletia febrifuga 1884 Syd, SocLex, Fever blister, the heipes of the lips wnich occurs
frequently in feverish or catarrhal disturbances of the body
179a J Belknap Hist New-Hampsh. III. 97 The Spice-wood (Lminis benzoin) or “Feverbush, is . common in
New-Hampshire 1884 Syd Soc. Lex

, Feverbush, the Ben-
somodonferum and also the Prmosverhcillatus 1889 Miss
Ji, A Ormerop Injurious Insects (1890) 129 “Fever Fly.

1838 Prescott Ferd. 4 Ts 11 vi (1849) II 367 Ximenes
whose zeal had mounted up to “fever heat was not to be
cooled by any opposition 1889 Jessorp Coming ofFriars
vu 309 'I he feeling of the country was approaching fever
heat 1607 Topsell Seipents (1653) 725 For “Fever-hec-
tichs they ptepare them thus X795 R, Anderson Life
Johnson 14 He had for his school-fellows Dr. James, in-
ventor of the “fever-powder, Mr Lowe, [etc ] 1853
Dunglison Med. Diet (ed 9),

*Fever loot 1884 Syd Soc
Lex

,
Fever root

,

the Ptei ospora anctromedea , also the
Tnosteum perfoliatmu 1676 T Glover m Pint Iruns
XI 630 The English call it the “Fever and Ague-root x86o
Worcester, *Fever-sore, the common name of a species of
caries or necrosis. 1891 C Crlighton Hist. Epidemics 589
More lecent visitors have remarked upon their towns
and villages as “fever-traps 1876 Foiest 4 Stream 13
July 375/3 The large tribe of the Eucalyptus (honey or
fever trees) 1884AJV/ Soe Lex , Fever tree, the

^Pinckneya
pitbens Ibid , *Fever twig, the Celastnis scandens

,

1855H Clarke Dn-t
,
*Fevei -weed, an eiyugium 1884 Syd

Soc Lex
,
*Fever wood, the Benzoin odorifermtt x6ix

Cotgr
,
Sacotm, “feauerwort 1836 Loudon Encyd Plants

170 Tnosteum, feverwort

+ Fe'ver, sb
'1 Obs~l [ad OF fevere, fevre,

febvi e,fain e = Pr fain e, It fabbro, OSp fabro —L.
fabr-ttm,faber ] A smith

14*5 York Myst Introd. 22 Feueis, Couureours [etc]

fever (ff voj), v [f. Fevek sb <]

1. trails. To put or throw into a fever
; lit, and

fig Also, i* tofever (one) into.
1606 Shaks Ant. 4 Cl nr xm 138 The white hand of a

Lady Feauer thee 1624 Heywood Gunaik IX 430 His
words feavered her all over 1689 Rycaut Hist Turks
II. i8jj His passion feaveied him into a desperate sickness,
1748 Thomson Cast Indol n 265 To his licentious wish
each must be blest, With joy be fevered 1820 Rears
Isabel vi, The ruddy tide Fever’d his high conceit of such
a bride a 1853 Rouektson Scrm Ser hi xx 262 A heait
which sin has fevered 1862 T A Trollopl Marietta I.

xvi, Tending to wear out and fever her body.

2. mtr. To become feverish, to be seized with a
fever. Also {nonce-use) of the eyes, To fever out •

to start out with fever or excitement.
1754“64 Smellif Midvoif III 380 She fevered and died

X791 Newte Tour Eng 4 Siott 171 He never fevei ed with
the fracture, and very soon recovered 1820 Keats Hyperton
1 138 This passion made His eyes to fever out, his voice
to cease. 1827 Scott Jrul 5 Jan ,

I waked for five or
six hours I think, then fevered a little

fig 1814 Byron Lara 1 xxvi, A hectic tint of secret care
1 hat for a burning moment fever’d there 1818 Byron Ch.
Har iv exxu, Of its own beauty is the mind diseased, And
fevers into false creation 1834 Disraeli Rev Epick in. vn,
dhat eager blood That in old days .So oft hath fevered
o’er victorious dieams.

Hence Fe vering ppl. a.
*794 J • Williams CryingEp 70 That high day of fevering

youth 1892W B. Scott Autob. I ix 98 At this moment of
fevering unrest

t Pe’veraMe, a. Obs — 1 [f Fever sb or v. +
-able.] Affecting with fever

; fever-like
xg68 G. Skeyne Descr Pest Anj, Ane feuerable in-

fectioun, maist cruelle.

Fevered {ti\3i&),ppl. a [f as prec. + -ed ]
a Of the body: Affected with fever, extremely
heated, b. Of the mind : Excited, over-wrought.
1628 Feltham Resolves 11 lxxxiv 241 A feaiered Body,

a boyling Sromacke. ^1653 G Daniel Idyll w 45 For
Feavered Minds, who find noe Ease 1697 Dryden Vug
AEitetd iv, Her blood all fever’d x8ox Southey Thalaba
v i, He lifted his fever'd face to heaven. 1843 J Martineau
Chi Life (1867) 148 A gale from heaven fanned his fevered
blow. 1850 Mrs Jameson Leg Monast Ord (1863)228
Her attempt to guide or crush the . fevered spirits of the
time. 1865 Mrs Carlyle Lett III 283 It is such a pity
to arrive at home entirely fevered.

Feverel, var. of February.
+ Fe-veress. Obs.- 1

[f. Fever sb + -ess 2
.]

Feverishness; fever.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xvn. cxvi. (1495) 680 In
them is moche superfluyte ofwatry moystuie . that is matere
of longe durynge feueresse.

Feveret (ffvaret) Also 8 feverette. [f. as
prec. + -et ] A slight fever
*7X* Thoresby Diary II 149 This new distemper by

physicians called a Feveret 1769 St James' Chron 3-5
Aug 4/2 You will certainly throw yourself into a violent
Fever, or at least a Feveret 1796 C Burney Mem.
Metastasio II. 129 Your most welcome letter found me
struggling with a catarrh and fevei ette 1863 T Thompson
Ann. Influenza 59 Throughout the whole course of this
feveret, the patients expectorate largely
fig X836 T Hook G. Gurney II 211 They kept me in
a perpetual feveret,

Feverfew (ffvaifiw, fe*v-). Forms. 1 fgfer-
fu3e >

-±Yi
310> 5 fevyxfue, 6 -fewe, fewerfew, 7

feverfue, feaverfew, Sc. feverfoylie, 5- fever-
few. See also Featherfew, Fetterfoe [OE
feferfuge, -fugie, ad. late L febrifuga, L febnfugia,
f. L.febrt- (febns

)

fever +fug-dre to drive away.
The mod. form cannot directly descend from the OE , its

source is the AF *fevrefue [fewerfne c 1265 in Wr -Wulck
556)1 which normally represents the Lat. Under Feathertew
(a corruption suggested by the * feather-hke ’ appearance of
the leaves) will be found forms in -foy ( -OE -fugie), which
in some dialects has been corrupted into -foil The name
feather-foil has by botanical writers been applied to another
feather-leaved’ plant * see Feather sb. 19 ]

a, The plant Pyrethrum Parthemum, b dial.
The Erythruea Centaurnim
rxooo riSiFRic Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 134 Febrefugia

feferfuge* c xooo Saxm L,sechd% I ( 134 Cuunelle feferfuge
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c 1425 Eng Voc in Wr -Wulcker 643 Hec febrifugal fevyr-

few 1362 Turner Herbal 11 79 b, The new writers hold
that feuerfew is better for weomen 1379 Langham Gard

Health (1633) 234 Feuerfue comforteth the stomacke, and is

good for the feuer quotidian 1673 Wedderburn Voc 18

(Jam ) Matricaria, feverfoylie 1741 Com/1 ham Piece 1

iv 258 Feverfew, Catmint, Pennyroyal, each 3 Handfuls
1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI III 3x4 Common Fever-few

Feverish (f? van/), a [f Fever sb + -ish ]
1, a Having the symptoms constituting fever

(see Fever sb 1 a) +Tb 111 of a fever (obs )

1647 Cowley Mistress, Cure 11, Drink which feaverish
men desire 1680 Burnet Rochester 70 A Feavensh Man
cannot judge of Tasts. 1701 Penn in Pa. Hist Soc Mem
IX 47, [I] navehad a restless, feverish night. 1779 Johnson
LifeAscham Wks IV 635 He was for some years hectically

feverish x796jANEAusTDN.FewiPrS-.sk/iT (1849) 228 Though
heavy and feverish a good night’s rest was to cure her

2

fig Excited, fitful, restless, now hot now
cold
1634 Milton Comus 8 Men Strive to keep up a frail and

feverish being 1670 Baxter CureCh Dm 174 To turn
the native heat of Religion into a feavourish outside zeal

about words 1752 Humf Ess <5- Treat (1777) I 163 This
feverish uncertainty m Human conduct seems unavoidable
1835 Macaulay Hist Eng III 228 A few hours of feverish
joy were followed by weeks of misery

8 fa Pertaining to fever Feverish matter

the impurity m the blood supposed to give rise to

fever (obs ). b. Of the nature of fever, resembling

fever or its symptoms
1398 Trevjsa Earth. De P. R vil xlui (1495) 256

Rysynge and stondynge of heere comith in the bodi
of feuerysshe matere 1651 Biggs New Disp r 230 Ihe
feavonsh matter doth not swim in the bloud 1680 Wood
Life (Oxf Hist Soc) II 497 This month is an odde
feavensh sickness dominant 1695 Blackmore Pr A rth
i. 573 Her Feavensh Thirst drinks down a Sea of Blood
1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 324 The Regimen in

the Article of Feverish Rigors 1802 Med Jrnl VIII. 428
Its effects in abating the feverish exacerbations are so con
siderable 1810 Scott Lady of L w xxxu, In feverish

flood, One instant rushed the throbbing blood

4 Of climate, food, etc • Apt to cause fever

Of a country : Infested by fever

1669 Narbohough Jrnl m Acc Sev Late Voy. 1 (1694)

14 A Fish larger than a Bonetto, but feavensh Diet, 1803
W Taylor in Ann Rev I 315 Ihe feverish shore of St

Domingo. 1879 Sir G Campbell White % Black 253
Tracts which are exceedingly feverish in summer 1883

G S Forbes Wild Life in Canara 34 The climate of

Soopah was occasionally very feverish for Hindoos

Feverishly (f? varijli), adv [f. prec. + -LT 2 ]

In a feverish manner • + a With &e symptoms
of fever (obs ) b. fig. As if under the influence of

fever
;
excitedly, fitfully, nervously, restlessly

*647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 227 If they find Gallita

feavenshly inclin’d, They post up prayers 1684 tr Bonet's

Merc Com/it xvi 573 The Blood fermenting Feverishly

through excess of Sulphur 1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 396

Feverishly looking for this night’s repetition of the folly

1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xxi, He watched Eva
feverishly day by day 1893 Daily News 29 June 6/4 In

spite ofa slight rally the closing was feverishly weak

Feverishness (ff vanjnes) [f. as prec +
-NESS ] The state 01 condition of being feverish

;

an instance of the same lit andfig.
1662 R. Mathew Uni AM § 76 97 It is to their great

benefit, in taking off from them feverishness 1709 Ld.
Shattesbury Cliaract (1711)11. 129 Satiety and Feverish-

ness of Desire, attend those who passionately study Pleasure.

1764 Eliz Carter Let Jan (1809) III. 237 Lord Lyttelton

has a slight feverishness 1860-1 Flo NightingaleNursing

S3 Feverishness is generally supposed to be a symptom of

fever—m nine cases out of ten it is a symptom of bedding.

Fe verite. nonce-wd. One who is ill of a fever

1800 Lamb Lett (1888) I 143,

1

have obtained two young
hands to supply the loss of the feventes.

Feverless (ff varies) [f. Fever sb + -less ]

Without fever, devoid of heat.

1819 Keats inW M Rossetti Life 161 Claret fills one’s

mouth, with a gushing freshness—then goes down cool and
feverless

+ Fe’ver-ln’rden. [f I ever sb. + Lurden

(imitating medical names of fevers). Said to sur-

vive dial, as fever-lurgan, -lurgy, -largie ] The
disease of laziness.

c 1500 Blowhole Test 73 in Ha/1 E P P I 93 ,

1

trow he

was infecte certeyn With the faitour, or the fever lordeyn

1547 Boorde Brev Health ch (1557) SSi I had almoste

forgotten the feuer lurden, with the whiche manye yonge
persons bee sore infected nowe a dayes 1636 Heylin
Sabbath n 149 1 hey have a feaver hirdane, and they cannot

stirre 1808 Jamieson Fever largie, evpl ‘Two stomachs to

eat, and none to work’ ,
county unknown

•f Fe’Verly, a. Obs.- 1
[f. as prec + -ly 1

]
=

Feverish 3
1477 Norton Ord Alch v in Ashm (1652)62 Feaverly

heate maketh no digestion 1847 Craig Feverly
,
likea fever.

Feverous (f? voras), a. [f as prec. + -ous J

+ 1. Ill of fevei
,
affected by fever ;=Feverish i

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R xvii xcix (1495) 663 Swete
pomegarnades easith feuerous men C1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 222 It wole make a man yvel disposed & feverous

1620 Venner Via- Recta il 24 They are lesse hurtfull, for

such as are feuorous, then other wines are 1796 Cole-
ridge Best. Nations Poems I. 206 Cool drops on a feverous

cheek
transf. and fig x8oo Hurdis Fav Village 101 The

fev’rouS kettle with internal evil totters on the bars 1820

Keats Eve St Agnes x, A hundred swoids Will storm his

heart, Love's fev’rous citadel.

2 fig =Feverish 2

1603 Shaks. Meas for M nr. i 73, I do feare thee

Claudio Least thou a feauorous life shouldst entertaine

1649 Milton Etkcn xv (1851) 430 The feverous rage of

Tyran mzing *749 Smollett Regicide v i, Whose fev’rous

life feels the incessant throb Of ghastly pame 1 *817 Cole-
ridge Biog Lit I ix 139 His intellectual powers were
never stimulated into fev’rous energy 1865 Ruskin Sesame

p xv, Feverous haste, has become the law of their being

3 Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or character-

istic of a fever
;

=• Feverish 3.

1393 Gower Conf II. 147 This feverous malady, 1503
Hawes Exam/ Vtrt xu 237 Exylynge the feuerous frosty

coldnes. 1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 4 a, The
_
feverous

burning of tne Heart 1645 Bp Hall Remedy Discontents

53 They finde themselves overtaken with feverous dis-

tempers 1796-7 Coleridge Poems (1862) 30 A dreamy pang
in morning’s feverous doze 1820 Keats Isabel xliv, What
feverous hectic flame Burns in thee, child ? 1864 Tennyson
Ett Ard 230 A night of feverous wakefulness

4 Apt to cause fever.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 786 Southern-Winds without Rain,
do cause a Fevorous disposition of the Year 1827 H Corn -

ridgc On Infancy in Lit World21 Mar (1890) Tne feverous

summer’s beam alike she dreads 1830 KingsleyA It Locke
xli. Hark 1 from Feverous alley Swells the wail of Eng-
lishmen 1890 Longman's Mag July 284 He was glad .

to retire from the feverous autumn.

Hence Pe verously adv.
<11631 Donne Poems (1650) 77 A malady Desperately

hot, or changing feverously 1829 Anniversary, The Poet

249 He, who . feverously grasps at a splendid loss 1879
G Macdonald P. Faber III 1 4 Either she would talk

feverously, or sit in the gloomiest silence

( Fe*very, a. Obs [f as prec. + -Y 1
] Af-

fected by fevei
;
feverish

i6xz B Jonson Catiline 111 it, And all thy body feuery.

’1612 Chapman 7 o Live with Little Whs 1873, 138

A fevery man’s thust

Few (fiw), a Forms 1 fSawe, f6awa, f6a,

a fseu, 2-3 feawe, Orm. fsewe, 4 south veawe,

(3 feaue), 3-6 fewe, 3-4 south vewe, 3-5 feu(e,

(3 feuwe, fawe, south, vawe, fowe, 6 feowe), 3
fa, 3~5 f°(e t

fon(e, (3 form, fune, 5 fewne,
foyn(e), 4- few compar 4 fewere, Sc. fewar,

foner, 6- fewer, superl 5 fewis(t, 6- fewest

[Common Teut . QJL.ffawe pi (usuallyfeawa on

the analogy of the adverbial fela, Fei,e many),

contracted/^:, corresp. to OFns f£ (very rare),

05 fdh, OHG.fao, fS, pi /She, ON fd-r (Sw fa,

Da foa), Goth, fawai pi.
,
repr OTeut. *fawo-,

cognate with L. pau-cus, Gr vafi-pos of same mean-

ing, L paullus little (;-*pau-r-los), pau-per poor,

and peril with Gr. iraveiv to stop
The equivalent words in OHG. and ON ,

and the synony-

mous cognates m Gr and Lat
,
were occasionally used in

sing with the senses ‘rare’, ’not numerous’, ‘small m
quantity’. In OE the sing is not recorded, unless Jia
with partitive genitive (as infia worda

)

may sometimes be
neut. absol , cf. similar use of ON. fatt, Fr. tin /eit de.

The use offea as adv. ‘ little, not much’ is another survival

of the prehistonc use of the sing The word is not found in

the extant remains of ©Northumbrian The ME iotmsfa
(northern), fo (northern and north midland) have the ap-

pearance of being from ON- , the formsfon(c,foun,fennie,

etc seem to have arisen from the addition of n as a plural

suffix, but the « remains in the coroparative/wew]

1. Not many; amounting to a small number

Often preceded by but, ffull, so, too, very, fwelt.

Without prefixed word,yew usually implies antithesis with

‘many’, while in a few, some few the antithesis is with

‘none at all Cf. ‘few, or perhaps none’, ‘a few, or

perhaps many '.

a qualifying a plural sb. expressed or to be sup-

plied from context.

c 900 Baida's Hist. 1, xvi [xxix ] (1890) 88 psette her waere

micel rip onweard & fea worhton xi54 0 E Chron (Laud

MS ) an 1138 Mid fseu men. c 1200 Vices 4 Virtues (1888)

23 Dis understands]? auer to feawe saules
_
c 1273 Lay.

26669 [Hu] leope to ]>an Bruttus and feue hii par nemen
a 1300 Cm soi-M 27864 (Cott ) par es smnes foun .wers for

to mend 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 764 Fone men may
now fourty yhere pas, And foner fifty <2x400 Maundev
(Roxb ) vii 24 In Egipte er bot fewe costelles £1420 Sir
Amadace (Camden) Ixx, Tber is ladis now in lond fulle foe

That wold haue seruut hor lord soe c 1440 York Myst. xxi

72 With wordes fewne. 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de w 1531)

123 b, The gyfte of prerogatyue called discrecyon. .is but in

fewe persones 1596 Shaks i Hen IV, n iv. in That
euer tins Fellow should haue fewer words then a Parret

1599 _ Much Ado 1 1 7 How many Gentlemen bane you

lost 1 But few i6ix Bible Job xiv 1 Man that is borne of

a woman, is of few dayes 1734 Berkeley Hylas 4 P, (ed. 3)

n. Wks. 1871 I 306 Few men think, yet all have opinions

1751 Orrery Remarks on Swift, Guilty in so few sentences

of so many solecisms. 1762-71H Walpole Vtrine's A need.

Paint (1786) III 47 No fewer than twenty-eight views

1845 Budd Dis Liver 280 Among the numbers of bodies

that I examined, very few had gall-stones 1870 E Pea-

cock RalfSkirl II 189 A man of few words

b, absol =few pet sons.

Beowulf1412 iGr) He feara sum beforan gengde. c 97s

Rushw Gost Matt xx 16 Momje forpon sindun xecaaed

& feawe soolice gecoren. cxooo Ags. Gosp ibid ,
And.

feawa gecorene <11225 Leg Hath 950 For ms him no

derure for to adweschen feole pen fewe ax300 Cursor

M. 8496 (Cott.) Fa it wist quat it wald mene <7 X34° tout.

19495 (Trin ) Of fewere pen of pre may no bisshop sacred

be c 1430 Syr Tryam. 540 Fewe for hym vepyth. 1484

Caxton Fables of Alfonce (1889) x Many one ben frendes

of wordes only, but fewe ben in fayth or dede, x$4» Hah,
Chron 161 Many sought for him, but few espied hym,

1653 Holckoft Proco/ius u 8 The Enemy . .entnng the

Town by few at a time. 1774 Goldsm. Nat, Hist (1776)

V 47 That curiosity very few have an opportunity of
gratifying 1821 Shelley Hellas 184 Few dare, and few
who dare Win the desired communion,

c followed by partitive genitive, and later by of.

Beowulf2662 (Gr ) Fea worda cwseS 918 O. E Chron
an 918 Htra feawa on weg comon cxooo Ags Cos/ Matt
ix. 37 Witodlice micel rip ys, and feawa wyrhtyna. 1297
R Glouc. (1724) 402 pere of scapede vewe alyue c 1330
R Brunne Chron (1725) 242 He went to play a wile with
fo of his banere 1526 Pu.gr Perf (W de W. 1531) 14
Fewe of them miscaryed 1611 Bible Dent vii 7 Ye were
the fewest of all people. 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 445
Few of the members of the late cabinet had any leason to

expect his favour 1873 Helps Ess
,
Aids Contentment 11

How few of your fellow-creatures can have the opportunity

d. predicatively.

c 823 Vesp Psalter cvii 39 Fea gewordne smdun c 1000
Ags Ps cvm[i] 8 Sien dsegas his fea. a 1300 E E Psalter
cvi[i] 39 pai ere fone made a 1300 Cursor M, 8599 (Cott

)

pair clathes was sa gnede and fa. 1483 Cath Aug

l

129/2

To be Fewe, rarere *594 Hooker Eccl Pol 1 (1676) 71
It behoveth our words to be wary and few. 17x1 Addison
S/ect No 93 F 1 We are always complaining our Days are
few. 1764 Goldsm Trav. 212 If few their wants, their

pleasures are hut few 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II 441
The gunmakers of Utrecht were found too few to execute

the orders. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 4 They may he fewer

m number than was supposed 1863 J. C Wilcocks Sea
Fisherman (1875) 163 The weed becomes very troublesome,
and the fish consequently few and far between

e. Some few • an inconsiderable number of

Also ellift.j absol, and followed by of
1303 Shaks Rich II, nr in 4 The king lately landed

With some few pnuate friends i6at Bp Mountagu Dia-
tnbae 526 Vnlesse * some few ’ and ‘ many’ in your language
be all one. 1684 J Lacy SirH Buffoon v. hi Dram Wks
(1875) 294 Jud He is the first subject that ever made him-
self a Knight Her Not by some few, my lord 1747 S
Folding Lett David Simple (1752) II is8 Some few
women Mod Some few of the survivors are still living.

f. Thefew : a specified company small in num-
ber; often with qualifying adj. Now often* ‘ the

minority *
; opposed to the many.

1549 Coverdale Erasm Par 2 Cor vi 17 They are huf
fewe, but onles ye auoyde the same fewes companie 1676
Marvell Mr hnnrke 28 A Few of the Few have been
carrying on a constant Conspiracy 1697 Drydln Virg,
AEneid ix 244 The wakeful few, the fuming Flaggon ply.

1777 Priestley Matt <5- S/tr (1782) I Pref 10 The favour
of the few may silence the clamour of the many 1873
Jowett Plato (ed 2) III. 183 A life not for the many, but
for the few.

+ g. elhpt. In few=in few words; m short

Also, To speakfew (=L pauca loqui ). Obs
1326 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 246 b, Be euer doynge

well, & speke but fewe. 1563 Jewel Def A/ol (1611) 116

To say al in few, they refused the name. X597 Shaks
a Hen IV, 1 1 112 In few ,

his death tooke fire and heate

away. x6xx B Jonson Catiline ur 11, I’ll end in few 1667
Milton P. L x 157 He thus to Evem few Say Woman,
what is this which thou hast done? 1723 Pope Odyss 1

476 The firmiesolve I here in few disclose 1742 Young N

t

Ih. ix 333 In few, to close the whole, The moral muse has

shadow’d out a sketch 1848 J A, Carlyle tr Dante's
Inferno (1849) 71 Who shall tell m few the many fresh pains

and travails that I saw?

h. At (the) fewest', at the lowest estimate of

number.
a 1400-30 Alexander 3399 Of sifhid chariotis him sued .

At be fewist, as I find a fouretene thousand. Ibid, 3738
Of females at )>e fewis foure & xxu Mille.

2 Like the cardinal numerals,/w may be used

to form with a plural sb. a virtual collective noun,

preceded by a, every

,

or (rarely) that, but constiued

with plural verb, (Cf. ME anfive mile, anfourti
jer\ and see Every 1 e.)

a. A few : a small number of. Not afew • many.
1297 R. Glouc (1724) 18 pe kyng with a fewe men hym.

self flew at ]>e laste. c 1386 Chaucer ProU 641 A fewe
lermes coude he. c 1400 Rom Rose 3988 He shall in a fewe
stoundes Lese all his markes, 1530 Sir R. Morysine Let,

17 Dec. in Tytier Edw, VI, I 345 I pray you let me now
and then have a few lines from you x6xx Shaks Cymb iv

ii. 283 Heere’s a few Flowres. X744 Berkeley Sins § 8a The
. constant use of tar-water for a fewweeks. 1796 H. Hunter
tr St -Pierre's Stud, Nat (1799) II 474,

1

will deliver my
thoughts . in a few words. 184B W. H. Bartlett Egypt
to Pal, x (1879) 220 One rock a few feet square.

"b. with ellipsis of sb. Often followed by of.

Also absol a few persons ; occas. with an adj ,
as

afaithful, select, etc. few, in which it approaches

the nature of a sb. + Afewer : a smaller number of,

a 1300 Cursor M, 1978a (Cott ) He badd pa men be all

vte don, pat m pat hus left bot a fon c 1380 Sir Ferumb
953 AI pe feldes po wem y-fuld of dede men on pe grounde,

Saue an. vewe pat leye & 3ulde. a 1400-30 Alexander 2061

Fra his faes with a fewe pe Aide to de-voide. <7x460

Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 103, I shall say thertylle of good
wordes a foyne 1347 Latimer Serm. fy Rem (1845) 426

Of which sort we have a fewer amongst us than I would
i6ox Shaks Alls Well 1 1 73 Loue all, trust a few, Doe
wrong to none 17x9 De Foe Crusoe (1882) 340 Thieves, of

which, it seems there were not a few *723 Pope Let. to

Swift 12 Jan ,
To pass my days with you, and a few such as

you <11743 Swift Wks 1778 VI 358 Party is the madness
of many, for the gam ofa few. x8ox Southey Thalala 1. xliti,

A faithful few Prest through the throng to join him 1871

Morley Voltaire (1886) a A level which had., been reached
only by a few. 187a Hardwick Trad. Lane. 17s A select

few of tried old friends.

c. Thatfew : rarely used for thosefew.
1834 Tennyson To F D. Maurice 5 That honest few

Who give the Fiend himself his due. i86x President
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Lincoln Message to Congress 3 Dec
,
A few men own

capital, and that few avoid labour themselves

d. A goodfew : a fan number (of) ;
(dial and

colloq ). Quite afew (US) a considerable number
1863 Mss, Toogood Yorksh Dial , There were a good few

apples on it 1864 Carlyle Fredk Gt IV 122 Of cannon
a good few 1865 Ibid V xix v. 499 A good few sorrows

1865 J. G Bertram Harvest 0/ Sea {1873) 85 As soon as
they are able to eat— which is not for a good few days
1883 P. Robinson in Harper's Mag. Oct 706/1 There's
quite a few about among the rocks

e Evety few (hours, miles, etc )
• every series

or group of a few , chiefly in advb phrases.

+ 0. Of a company or number* Small So of
a leader, to hefew in member. Ohs
1460 Paston Lett No. 357 I 526 The Due of Excestie

and other, with a few mayne 1475 Bk Noblesse
,
He saw

so few a compame of the Romains 1531 Elyot Gov 1 xvm,
A few nombre of houndes c 1563 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Citron. Scot (1728) 120 The earl of Angus was come . and
but a few number with him. rx6io Sir J Melvil Mem
(1735) 13 He did ride to the Parties himself with a few
company. 1611 Bible Gen xxxiv. 30, I being few in
number 1711 SwirTZci' 19 July, There was a drawing room
to-day . but so few company, that [etc ] 1828 C Words-
worth Charles I, A nthor ofIcdn BasihAS 133 Their number
assuredly has not been few.

4. Of quantity. Not much Afew . a little.

a qualifying a sb in smg Ohs cxc dial, in

afew broth
,
gruel, porridge

[Possibly a survival of the use of the sing of the adj as in
ON , but the sbs. to which it is now prefixed are treated
m dialects as plural, and referred to with pi pronoun ]

1362 Langl P PI. A. vii 269 A fewe Cruddes and Craym
*55° Lever Senn. (Arb ) 122 Hauyng a fewe porage made
of the brothe of the same byefe 1607 Topsell Four-/
Beasts (1658) 199 Broath . to sup now and then a few
1641 Best Farm BAs (5ui tees) 68 A pecke of malte and
some few honey 1803 S Pegce Anecd Eng Lang xvi.

(1844) 181 ‘Stay a few while,’ a Londoner says 1823
Brockett N. C Words 73 A ‘little few broth’ i88x
Leicestersh. Gloss

,

4 Av’ a few moor broth . thee ’re very
goodto-deel*

b. absol. A few. Used colloq or slang in

ironical sense,

=

4 a good bit
5

; also adverbially.

Also, Not afew

:

considerably.
[Perh orig. a comic Gallicism, after Fr unpeu ]
1761A Morphy Citizen II 1,

1

throw myeyes about a few.
1778 Susan Burney Let. in Mad D'Arblay’s Early Btaiy
July, Your letter which diverted him. not a few. 1807W
Irving Salmag (1824) 199 He was determined to astonish
the natives a few 1 1837-40 Haliburton Clockm (1862) 177
You must lie a few to put ’em off well. 1853 Smedley H
Coverdale v 26 ‘Can you sit a leap? '

‘ I believ e you, rayther,
just a very few* 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago III. vu, If
oneman m a town has pluck and money, he may do it. It’ll

cost him a few 1863 Lowell Lett, (1894) I 347,

1

am a
little few {unpetitpeu) vexed.

5. Comb,, parasynthetic, as fnv-acred, -celled

,

-flowered, -layered
,
-seeded, -whorled

X847L0NGF Ev 11 11 9 *Few-acred farmers 1875 Dawson
Dawn ofLife vl 139 *Few celled germs 1776 Withering
Brit, Plants (1796) II. 138 *Few-flowered x86x Miss
Pratt Flower, Pl.vl 23 FeW-flowered Sedge Spikelet of
from four to six flowers, the two upper barren. X884Bower
& Scott De Barfs Phaner <5- Lems 518 Narrow one- or
*few-layered bands. 1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot. 173
*Few-seeded fruit 1831 Woodward Mollnsca 83 Shell in-
volute *few-whirled.

Fewd(e, obs. form of Feud sb ?

f Fewe. Obs. rare—

\

[? a. OF fine L fuga
flight; cf. Feute. The synonym Fuse seems to
have arisen from the plural of this word ; otherwise
a misprint forfewte might be suspected ]

«=» Feute
sb.

*S*S Ld. Berners Frolss, II xxvh 32 b, He was ryght
desyrous to folowe his pray, and folowed the fewe of the hart
Fewel, obs form of Fuel.
Fewer, Fewle, obs forms of Fever, Fowl.
t Fewmand, v. Obs.~ l [Belongs to the ima-
ginary Sherwood dialect of the piece

;
cf. Fumish ]

trans To foul, to soil.

1637 B Jonson Sad Sheph 11 a, They [a young badger
and a ferret] fewmand all the claithes

Fewmets, Fewmishing : see Fu-.

Fewness (fiu nes). [f. Few + -ness 1 The
quality or fact of being few.
1 . Scantiness m number

,
paucity, small number

c500 Bseda'sHist in xv [xxi ] (1891) 222 Seo feams nedde
para sacerda paette aan biscop sceolde beon ofer tuu folc.
cxoooAgs. Ps. ci[i] 24 Feamsse dega nunra sege me a 1300
E E, Psalter, ibid , Feunesse of mi dates 138* Wyclif
ibid

, Fewenesse of my da3is 1482 Monk of Evesham
(Arb ) 89 The fewnes of spyrytuall men. 1333 Stewart
Cron. Scot I 387 For feuenes thai did fle x6ix Speed
Hist Gt Brit vii xxxvi. (1632) 385 Seeing the fewnes of
their pursuers X7og Hearne Collect (Oxf Hist Soc) II.
282 Spok& in vain because of the fewness of Auditors. 1859
Jefhson Brittany 11 0, I congratulated myself . on the
fewness of the things which I possessed

1* b- jFewness and truth : in few words and
truly. Obs
1603 Shaics Mens for

M

i iv 39 Fewnes, and truth, tis

thus, Your brother, and his louer haue embrac’d
2 . Scantiness in amount

; small quantity rare

,
*86x Darwin in Life # Lett (1887) III 263 The pollen, so

.important from its fewness. 1884 Tennyson Bechet in ni,
Doth not the fewness of anything make the fulness of it in
estimation ?

Fewsty, obs. form of Fusty.
Fewt(e(e, fewthe, -tye, obs. ff. of Fealty.

Fewte, var form of Feute, Obs.

t Pewter, sb Obs Foims: 4 feuter, (few*

tyre), 5 fewter, -tix(e, -tre [a OF. feutre,

fautie (:—late L filtrum see Felt, Filter), lit.

*
felt hence a felt-lined socket for a speai ]

The rest 01 support for a lance or spear attached

to the saddle of a knight or man-at-arms
C1350 Will Paleme 3437 Wip spere festened in feuter.

la 1400 MorteArth. 1366 A fane floreschte speie in fewtyre

he castes. ei45o Merlin 127 Gripynge his spere m the

fewtre c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 168 Thair cheyff chyftan

In fewtir kest a fellone aspre sper. 1470-83 Malory
Arthur vi 11, Syre Ector in fewter cast his spere and
smote the other knyghte a grete buffet

+ Fewter, v 1 Obs. [f. prec sb.] trans

.

To
put (a spear) into the * fewter ’ or rest

CX400 Melayne 1474 Thay ferlyde why he fewteide his

spere 1470-83 Malory Aithnr vi vi, And thenne they
fewtryd their sperys. 1337 K. Arthur (Copland) v ix,

Whan syr Gawayn espyed this gaye knyght he fewtred liys

speie and rode strayght unto hym 1396 Spenser F. Q. iv.

vi. xo He his thieatfull speare Gan fewter

+ Fewter, v 2 Obs Also Felter, [ad. OF.
feutrer to make into felt ] a trans To pack or

set (men) close together b intr. for reft. To
close in battle, come to close quarters.

?a 1400 M01 te A rth X7ii Ffifty thosandez of folke are

fewteride on frounte undyr ^one fie bowes 13x3 Douglas
Mneis x. vi 166 Thai fewtyr fut to fut and man to man

t Fewterer. Obs Forms, a. 4-5 vewter.

0. 6 -8 feuterer, futerer, pheu*, phewterer, 6-

fewterer. [ME vewter and eai ly mod E fewterer
appear to be conupted adoptions of AF veutner

(
= Anglo-Lat. velUanus) in same sense, f. OF.

veutre, vautre, veltre (later F. vautre) = Pr. vellre.

It. veltro .—popular L. *veltrum, corruption of L.

veriragnm (nom. -us) greyhound, a Gaulish word,
f. Celtic ver- intensive prefix + root frag- to run ]
A keeper of greyhounds Also in a wider sense,

an attendant. Also with defining word prefixed

;

asfox-, yeoman-fewterer.
c 1340 Gaw 4 Gr. Knt 1146 To trystors vewters ijod

0:450 Bk Curtasye 631 m Babees Bk (1868) 320 po vewter,
two cast of brede he tase. Two lesshe of grehoundes y f pat
he hase. 1545 Joye Exp Dan m E v b, These phansaicall
foxe fewterers. 1599 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum. \\

111, And perhaps stumble upon a yeoman pheuterer, as I doe
now a 1623 Fletcher Woinatis Prize 11, n, A dry nurse
to his coughs, a fewterer To such a nasty fellow. 1691
Blount Law Diet s v. Vautner, Hence our corrupted
word heuterer, for a Dog-keeper 1741 Compl Fain -Piece
11 i. 3x2 He that is chosen Fewterer, or that lets loose the
Greyhounds. x8ox SportingMag XVIII, 100 Feuterer, a
dog-keeper.

Fewterloek, dial form of Fetterlock.
Fewtir(e, var of Fewter, Obs.

J

fFewtrer. Obs, rare— 1
, [a. OF feutrier, f.

feutre felt.] A felt-maker, a worker in felt.

14 Lat-Eng Vac in Wr.-Wulcker 582 Fedorarius
[? read foderanus], a fewtrer

Fewtrils (fi# trilz), sb. pi dial. Little things,

trifles. Cf. Fattrels.
C1750 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane Dial. Gloss.,

Fewtrils, little tilings 1854 Dickens Hard T. 1 xi,
4
1 ha*

gotten decent fewtrils about me agen ’ 1837 J Scholts
Jaunt to see Queen 28 (Lane. Gloss ) Peg had hur hoppet ov
hur arm wi her odd fewtrils

+ Fewty. Obs. Sc In 6 fewtie. [f. Few +
-ty.] The condition of being few

;
scarcity.

*396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist, Scot (1885) 59 The
jaritie and fewtie or scant of sum of thame

+ Fez. Obs rare—

\

[ad. L.fxx. Cf. FiECEs]
Sediment, waste, excrement.
1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde (1364) 73 b, A watery

substance, thicke like bryne, or other fex mixed with water
Fex, var. of Fax, Obs., hair.

Fey (I?1
), a chiefly Sc. Forms: 1 f®3e, 3 faeijje,

south, vreiije, vaige, feeie, south, veeie, faie, 3-4
feie, south, veie, feye, 4 feige, south vei3e, fei,

4-5 fay, (8 fie), 4- fey. [Common Teut.
; OE.

fxge=OS /^i (MDu. vtge, Du veeg), OWO.feigi
(MHG. veige in same sense, also timid, cowardly,
mod.G feige cowardly), ON. feigr —OTeut.
*faigjo-

;

the ulterior etymology is uncertain : see

Kluge and Franck.]
1 Fated to die, doomed to death ; also, at the
point of death.

;
dying. In literary use now arch.

Still in popular use in Scotland . see quot 1861,
Beowulf 1368 (Gr ) Bil eal fmrhwod fssgne flseschoraan

Ibid 2141 N®s ic faege jxa gyt a 1000 Byrhtnoih 119
(Gr) Mt fotum feoll faege cempa. c 1203 Lay. 517 Heo
weren summe faie [c 1273 veie], 1393 Langl. P PI C.
xvi. 2 As a frek hat feye were forth gan ich walke
C1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 58 Death on the fayest fall,

CX470 Henry Wallace iv 92 Fey on the feld he has him
left for deid 1533 Stewart Cron Scot II 378 Throw
misgyding, or than the man wes fey 17 Jock J the Side
xxx in Scott Minstr Scott Bora (1869)103 There ’1 nae
man die hut him that’s fie 1790 Burns Shenffmuir 11,

lliro’ they dash’d, and hew’d, and smash’d, Till fey men
died awa, man 1828 Scott F. M Perth xvi, Man 1 art
thou fey ! x8Sx Ramsay Remw Ser 11 75 When a person
does anything that is contrary to his habits or dispositions
it is common to say, 4

1 wish the bodie he na fey ’
, that is,

that this unwonted act may not be a prelude to his death.
1882 A Lang Helen of Troy vi xyx, O’er stxange meat they
revell’d like folk fey.

absol. azooo Andreas 1332 (Gr) Faege swulton . on
geofene c 1203 Lav 31227 Feollen pa uai^e. a 1250 Prov
YElfred 170 111 0 E Mtsc. 112 For nys no wrt pat euer
mvwe pas feye furp vp-holde 1799 A. Johnston m Statist.

Acc Scotl XXI X48The Fye gave due warning by certain
signs of approaching mortality Ibid 149 [Superstition
having diminished,] the Fye has withdrawn his warning,
and the elf his arrows [In Hone’s Every-day Bk II X019,

followed by many later writer';, fye in quots 1799 is taken
as a synonym of Fetch. This seems to be a mistake ]

1

2

Leading to or presaging death , deadly,

fatal Obs
c 1470 Henry Wallace ix 1342 Full fey was maid that

rout xsijj Douglas YEnets x Prol 124 Bittyr was that
frute for his ofspnngand fey 1799 Statist Acc Scot XXI
130 What Fye token do ye see about me ?

1 3 Accursed, unfortunate, unlucky. Obs
a xooo Ci ist 1334 (Gr ) On pset deope dsel gefeallaS

synfulra here fsega gasstas *340-70 A hsannder 397 For
Sis feye folk Ser so fouli was harmed 13x3 Douglas /Encis
111. ix. 48 And of the company of fey Vlixes

*p 4. Feeble, timid
;
sickly, weak. Obs.

a 1000 Guthlac 281 (Gr ) Nis mm breostsefa forht ne faege

c 1330 Med MS in Archteol XXX 376Parwynke. beryth
bio flour, H is stalkys arn . feynt& feye c 1420Avow A rth.

iv. Feye folke will he fere 1513 Douglas JEneis xn v 41
1 hat now, thus sleuthfully, sa rant and fey Huvis still on
thir feldis

Hence Pey dom, the state of being * fey *.

1823 Galt Entail I. 156 4 1 would hae thought the half o’t

an unco almous frae you I hope it’s no a fedam afoie death.’

Fey, var. of Fay sb .
1 Obs faith

Fey, obs. form of Fay v. 2, Fee sb.2
,
Foe

Feyde, Feyer, obs. forms of Feed, Far.
FeylFe, obs form of Five.

Feygne, feynze, feynyn, obs. ff Feign v.

Feylour, var. of Feloure, Obs
Feyn(e(n, obs. forms of Fain, Feign.
Feynd, feynt, obs and Sc forms of Fiend.
Feynt(e, Feyre, obs. forms of Faint, Fear v
FeyBaunte, obs. form of Pheasant.
Feyfc, obs. form of Fight.

Feythhed. Obs. [f. OE. fsehf enmity + -hed,

-head ] Hostility.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) App. G 59 Cloten . . his foredene
[v r feythhed] for howede.
Feytous, var. of Featous a. Obs

Fez (fez), [a. (? through F.fez) Turk fes,

fh ; the name of the town Fez (in Morocco)
is spelt m the same way, and it is alleged that the

fez is so called from the town, where formerly it

was chiefly manufactured.]

A skull-cap formerly of wool, now of. felt, of a

dull crimson colour, in the form of a truncated

cone, ornamented with a long black tassel; the

national head dress of the Turks.
1802-3 tr Pallas' Tiav (1812) II 347 The clergy and the

aged wear under it [a high cap] the Fez, or a red, woven
calotte x85x Layard Pop. Acc. Discov Nineveh vm 196
Round his fez endless folds of white linen. 1863 Speke
Discov Nile 261, I gave each of my men a fez cap 1884

J T. Bent in Macm Mag. Oct 426/2 The island sailois

with their blue baggy trousers, red fezes, and bare legs

Hence PezzecL fpl a

,

furnished with or wearing
a fez. Also Pe zzy a , nonce-wd , in same sense.

1891 New Review Dec. 317 Fezzed officials 1876 G
M EREDiTH Beauch Career I iv 63 The fezzy defenders of

the border fortress.

Fezen, fezzan, dial, forms of Pheasant.

t Fi’able, fe able, a. Obs. [a. OF. fable,

feable, faithful, confident, f ferio trust.] Faithful,

in quot. quasi-x^

1483 Caxton Gold Leg, 437/2 Fader wylte thou receyue
thys hoostye for al the fyables of god that are or lyue.

Hence Pe’ably adv , confidently.
CX490 Caxton Blanchardyn (EETS) 128 Seeng pat

feabli he myght speke without doubte or fear

||
Fiacre (frakr). [F.fiacre ;

it is said that the

vehicles first so called belonged to an innkeeper
(in 1648) who lived at the sign of St Fiacre (De
Broc Anc. Rigime 11. 188).] A small four-wheeled
carnage for hire, a hackney-coach, a French cab.

1699 M. Lister Jonrn, Pans xn, They are most, even
Fiacres or Hackneys, hung with Double Springs 1741 tr

D'Aegeus' Chinese Lett. 1 5 This miserable Vehicle, which
the French call a Fiacre (1 e a Hackney-Coach) 1826
Longf in Life (1801) I vu 81 Cabriolets, fiacres, and
carriages of all kinds 1883 R Buchanan Annan Water
xxvn, Hailing a fiacre, he jumped id.

Fialle, obs form of Phial.

t Fian9aiU.es, sb. pi Obs. In 5 fyansialles,

7 fiancialles, fiansals. [a. F fian^ailles sb pi

,

a betrothal, f fiancer to betroth ] A betrothal
CX477 Caxton Jason 127 During the fyansialles and

trouthphghtyng of Iason and Creusa 1623 J Chamber-
lain Let, 6 May in Crt # Tunes Chas I (1848) 1 , 18 The
fiancialles were performed on Thursday 1653 Digges
Compl Ambass 183 Might she with a good Conscience
substitute a Papist for her sons Proctor for the Fiansals.

t France, sb Obs. Forms
: 4-5 fiaunce, 5-6

fyaunce, (5 fyence), 6 fiance, [a OF.fiance f.

pier to trust ]
1. Confidence, trust

1340 Ayenb 164 pe uerste poynte of prowesse hi clepiep
magnammitie. pe oper fiaunce 1x400 Rom. Rose 3484
In whom no man shulde affye,*Nor in hir yeftis have fiaunce.



FIANCE. FIBRE.

c 1440 Generyaes 5610 In whom suerly is all her fyence

a i55S Fhilfot tr Curio's Def in Exam $ Writ (Parker

Soc ) 348 They admonish me that I neither give any fiance

to thee,

2. A piomise, word of honour
1470-83 Malory Arthur 1 in, Syre Ector made fyaunce

to tne kyng for to nourisshe the child lyke as the Kynge de- 1

syred. 159a Wyrley Armone 70 From his gag'd fiatince

cleere I set him free

•j* Fi ance, v Ohs. [f F jiancer
,
f fiance a

promise ;
see prec ]

1. trans. a = Affiance v 2 b To give one’s

troth to , to take as one’s betrothed
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour lxxvu 99 He wold graunte and

fyaunce her to a man whiche was a paynym *360 Daus tr

Sleidane's Comm 433 a, The Duke of Florence had fiaunced

his daughter to Ascanio the Byshop of Romes nephewe
1613-8 Daniel Coll Hist. Eng (1626)29 Harold was fyanced

to the Duke’s daughter
b 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 119 b/2 Another louer hath

fyanced me by his fayth <11333 Ld Berners Huon xvm
50 lo fyaunce and to kys thre tymes the fayre Esclara-

monde 1587 Harmar tr Beza’s Serm 1 9 He hath.,
fianced & betrothed to himself his church

2 To make to promise, put upon one’s parole.

1592 Wyrley Armone 74 Rich prisoners were woon and

fienced Vpon their faiths

|| Fiance masc
, Fiancee fcm. (bans*) [F

fiance, fiancie, pa. pple f.jiancer to betroth ] A
betrothed person

1833 Ld Houghton in Life (1891) I xi 490 Nobody much
here except Clough and his fiancie, a clever-looking girl

1864 London Society VI 58 The bride elect, the fianci,

the trousseau . she took under her most special charge.

1883 Graphic 3 Jan 10/2 The fianci, Prince Henry 1890

Besant Demoniac 11 26 He would not trust himself to see

his fiancie, Elinor Thanet

Fiansals, obs form of Fian^ailles.

Fiant (fai ant). Also 6 flaunt, fyaunte. [L.

fiant (3rd pers pi pres subj. of fieri, see Fiat),

m the formula fiant hterse patentes, ‘let letters

patent be made out with which these documents

formerly commenced ]

A warrant addressed to the Irish Chancery for a

grant under the Great Seal. By Spenser used

iransf.

1334 Skeffyngton in St PapersHen VIII, II. 193 There

be serteyne fyauntes made, to be put up to the Kynges
Highnes, for officis m Ireland. 139* Spenser M Hnbberd

1144 Through his hand alone must passe the Fiaunt 16x4

in Cal State Papers
,
Ireland 7 Dec 530 Warrant to draw

forth a fiant of pardon unto Connor Roe Magwire, Esq

1873 Seventh Refi Deputy Keeper Records Irel 27 The
• Fiants’ extend from the 12th year of Henry VIII to the

present time.

t Frants, sh. Ohs Forms* 6-7 feance(s,

fya(u)nts, 7-8 flant(e)s, 8 fuanta [a OF fient

masc
,
fiente fem dung (repr popular L. types

*femitum, -a, f *femus,Ju. fimus dung), alsofiens,

pi. offien, repr. L firnunt. The specialization of

sense seems to be Eng] The dung of certain

animals, e g the badger, fox, etc (see quots )

1576 Ttjrberv Venene 184 The Badgerd pigges at commrag
out of the earth do commonly cast their fyaunts 1630

J Taylor (Water P ) Whs I 93/* A Deeres Fewmets, a

Bore or a Beares Leasses, a Hare or Conneys Crottoyes,

a Fox or a Badgers Feance 1727 BradleyFam Did s v
Badger, One of them casts his Fiants long, like a Fox.

*741 Compl Fain. Piece 11 1 297 The Hog-Badgers use

to cast their Fiants or Dung in a small Hole.

Hence f Pi*ant v
,
of an animal ; to cast its

excrements ;
to dung. Obs

1576 Turberv. Venene 184 They fyaunt within it [a hole]

and hide it

Fiar (ffai), sh Sc. Also 6, 8 fear and see

Feuab. [? f. Fee shJ + -ab, -eb ] The owner of

the fee-simple of a property, as opposed to the

life-renter. Conjunctfiar (see quot. 1597)*

11597 Skene De Vetb Stgn s v Feodwn
%
In this case the

husband is propnetar and the wife is conjunct fear or

liferentar. 1646 Sc Acts Chas / (1819) VI 204 If the

partie Delinquent be a Fiar, or hes any estate contracted

to hum 1734R Keith Hist Ch. Scot. 50 note. The Persons

contained in the Summons were these viz Norman Leslie,

Fear of Rothes, &c 1813 Scott Guy ll.xxxvu, The old

lady was certainly absolute fiar, 1832 Austin Jurispr,

(1879) II 1 858 The fiar (i e dominus or reversioner) may
enter and work them 1883 Ld R. Clark in Law
9 App. Cases 3x5/1 The trust purposes fail, so that the

truster is the fiar of the trust estate ’

Fiars (fl°rz), pi Sc. [PI. of filer, Feer a

standard ] The prices, annually fixed, 01 the

different kinds of gram Also more fully fiaris

prices, and shenff-fiars. Fiars-court, the court at

which the prices are fixed

1723 Acts Sederunt 21 Dec (1790) 278 Act declaring and

appointing the Manner of striking the Sheriff fiars Jbict ,

That there is a general complaint, That the said fiars are

struck without due care Ibid 270 Determining and fixing

the fiar-pnces 1833 Act 5-6 Will. IV, c 63 §16 The Fiar

Prices of all Gram m every Countyshall be struckby the Im-

perial Quarter. x86x W Bf£l Diet Law Scot, s v
,
The

prices fixed by the opinion of the jury and sanctioned by the

judge are termed the fiars of that year Scotsman 8

Mar , At a Fiars Court for the county of Renfrew held, in

Paisley, the prices of the season’s crops were struck.

Fiasco (ff|33'sk<?) [a (in sense a through F.)

It fiasco (see Flask) lit. ‘a flask, bottle’.

The fig. use of the farfiasco (lit. * to make a bottle 1

in the sense * to break down or fail in a performance is of

obscure origin , Italian etymologists have proposed various

guesses, and alleged incidents m Italian theatrical history

are related to account for it ]

||
1 A bottle, flask.

1887 Athenaeum 12 Nov 635/3 A fiasco of good Chianti
could be had for a paul

2 A failure or break-down m a dramatic or

musical performance. Also in a general sense . An
ignominious failure, a * mull
1833 Ld Lonsdale in Croker Papers (1884) III xxix.

325 Derby has made what the theatrical people callJ-'Gt uy Ucu 1UOUC wiitu. kiic uisauiuai ptujuu von
a fiasco x868 M Pattison Academ Org vn 329 We
have lately had some rude reminders m the fiasco

of our railway system, &c X879 Farrar St Paul II

347 They would take care that he should cause no second
fiasco by turning their theologicjealousies against each other.

Fiat (faiaet). [a L fiat ‘let it be done’, ‘let

there be made’, 3rd pers sing pres subj. offieri,

used as passive offaeere to do, make ]
1 ong The word ‘ fiat ’ itself, or a formula con-

taining it, by which a competent authority gave his

sanction to a proposed arrangement, to the per-

formance of a request, etc. Hence, an authoritative

sanction, an authorization. + Fiat m bankruptcy :

see quot 1848
[Compare the following examples in med L.* Ita fiat ut

ego Chlodoveus volui (Giant by Clovis in Mabillon De Re
Dtplomahca vi It. (1681) 463' Signature autem Papales

expediuntur ab ipsa sanctitate per Fiat simple? , vel per Fiat

geminatum, vel per Fiat propno motu, vel per Fiat, ut

petitur (Compend. Benefic Expos in Du Cange s v ) ]

1636 Sanderson Serin II 60 Unless the Lord be pleased

to set His fiat unto it, and to confirm it with His royal

assent 1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 Concl (1739)

201 Nothing can he concluded without the King’s Fiat

<11670 Hacket Abp Williams 1 § xox go That all the

Lecturers he Licenced with a Fiat from, the Lord Arch-
Bishop of Canterbury X768 Prtv Lett Ld Malmesbury
I 137 Mr Wilkes not being in custody, the Attorney General

has refused his fiat to the writ of error which he wishes to

sue out. 2834 Lytton Pompeu iv lx, I tell thee I have the

fiat of the prsetor 1848 Wharton Law Lex , Fiat mBank-

ruptcy, the authority of the Lord Chancellor to a commis-

sioner of bankrupts, authorising him to proceed m the

bankruptcy of a trader mentioned therein 1863 Carlyle
Fiedk Gt VI. xvi 1 132 The decisive fiat was given : ‘Yes,

start on it, in God’s name 1*

b gen An authoritative pronouncement, decree,

command, order

<21750 A Hill Wedding Day Wks. 1753 HI 173 Our
hands, at length, the unchanging fiat bound x8xo

S

helley

Zastrozzi xvu, Still Zastrozzi stood unmoved, and fearlessly

awaited the fiat of his destiny 1874 Stubbs Const H1st

II xvn 570 To determine by the fiat of the king alone the

course of national policy 1883 J Hawthorne Dust I. 44
Whose fiat m matters of fashion was law

2 With reference to ‘ Fiat lux (let there be

light) Gen L 3 m the Vulgate : A command having

for its object the creation, formation, or construc-

tion of something.
a 1631 Donne Storm 70 So that we (except God say

Another * Fiat’) shall haue noe more day. 17x0 Berkeley

Princ Hum Knowl § 60 If it be a Spirit that immediately

produces every effect by a fiat or act of his will 1779 T
Jefferson Corr Wks 1859 I 215 Put into movement by

the fiat of a comprehensive mind 1871 Tyndall
^

Fragm.

Sc (1879) I 1 6 Was space furnished at once, by the fiat of

Omnipotence, with these burning orbs? 1872Yeats Growth

Comm 358 St Petersburg sprang into existence by the

fiat of royal will

3 atti-ib.
,
asfiat-power-,

flat-money, US money

(such as an inconvertible paper currency) which is

made legal tender by a ‘fiat’ of the government,

without having an intrinsic or promissory value

equal to its nominal value.

x88o E. Kirke Garfield 30 We shall still hear echoes of

the old conflict, such as the virtues, of ‘hat-money . 1887

A Johnston in New Princeton Rev IV 176 The verdict

of approv al, however, has usually taken a form which implies

a certain fiat power in the Convention 1888 Bryce Amer.

Commw II hi lvi. 369 note, Greenbacks, or so-called fiat

(farset), v. [f. prec.] trans To attach, a

‘fiat ’to; to sanction. .... „ ,

x8« Fraser's Mag IV 246 Their adjudication is all but

fiated when they go out of office- 1863 Le Fanu House by

Churchyard (ed 2) I 7 My uncle fiated the sextons pre-

sentment, and the work commenced forthwith. 1871 Times

23 Feb ,
Mr, Justice Fitzgerald to-day fiated a presentment

for 500/ to the family of M’Mahon.

Flaunt, obs. var of Fiant

Fib (fib), sh 1 colloq. Also 8 phibb. [Of ob-

scure origin
;
possibly shortened from Fible-fable.]

1 A venial or trivial falsehood ;
often used as a

jocular euphemism for ‘ a lie ’.

x6ix Cotgr ,
Bonrde, a least, fib, tale of a tub. 1726

De Foe Hist Devil it tv. (1840} 221, I think it is a fib

X773 Goldsm Stoops to Cong in, Ask me no questions, and

I'll tell you no fibs. 1826 Scott Woodst x, A fib never

failed a fanatic i8a* Thackeray Fitz-Boodles Profi,

He must not tell fibs about himself or them l87S

JamesR Hudson 11. 48 No one. .was used ;o offering hollow

welcomes or telling polite fibs.

2 One who tells ‘fibs’; a fibber, a liar.

xe68 Hist. Jacob 4 Esau v. vi in Hazl Dadsley II 254

What sayest thou, thou fib? X&61 H Kingsley Ravenshoe

III ix. 140 ‘Oh 1 you dreadful fib , said Flora.

Fib (fib), sb/ [f Fib » 2
] A blow.

*814 sporting Mag XLIV, in A fib which he gave the

l
Black under the left ribs.

Fib (fib)
,
V 1 Also 7 flbb, 8 phib. [f. Fib jS.]

tnir To tell a fib ; to lie

1690 Dryden Amphitryon iv 1, I do not say he Ives

neither" no, I am too well bied for that* hut his Lordship

fibhs most abominably 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull iv iv,

Any particular mark whereby one may know when j ou

fib <11839 Praed Poems (1864) II 8 Both were ve-y apt

to fib ! 1863A Smith Dreamthorp xx Could I have fibbed

Could I have betrayed a comrade?

51 Webster 1S64 cites De Qumcey for a transitive

use, ‘ To tell a fib to ’
, see quot 1830 s. v. Fib v/

Hence 3?ibbmg vbl sb , the action of the vb

,

an instance of this
;

bbing fipl a

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xm xu. At the expence of a

little fibbing 1820 Lamb FinalMem mlTo Miss Hutchin-
son 255, 1 shall certainly go to the naughty man some day

for my fibbtngs. 1879 G Meredith Egoist xxvin, No one

could doubt his talent for elegant fibbing

Fab (fib), 7/ % slang trans. To strike or beat,

to deliver blows m quick succession upon, as in

pugilism. To fib about

.

to knock about Also

absol or inir.

1663 R Hfad Eng Rogue iv 32 Fib, to beat. 1692 Coles,

Fib, to heat 1783 Grose Diet. Vitlg Tongue s v. Fib, Fib

the cove’s quarron in the rumpad for the lour in his bung,

beat the fellow in the highway for the money in his purse

x8o8 SportingMag XXXII 77 Gully, fibbed him and kept

him from falling x8xa Ibid XXXIX 19 Crib, fibbed until

Mohneux fell 1831 Mirror~XNIl 247/1 If two men choose

to stand up and fib each other about - why let them do it

1865 G F. BerkeleyMy Life I 3x1 ,

1

fibbed at half-a-dozen

waistcoats and faces with all my might and mam.
fig xSxx Southey Lett (1856) II 236 As you will see in

the 'Quarterly*, where I have fibbed the 'Edinburgh' (as

the * fancy ' say) most completely 1830De QuinceyBentley
Wks VII 90 Here, again, Bentley got Bishop Greene under
his arm, and ‘fibbed ’ him cruelly

Hence IPi bbmg vbl sb ,
the action of the vb.,

an instance of this Also attnb.
xBxa J H Vaux Flash Did ,

Fibbing-gloak, a pugilist;

fibbmg-match, a boxing-match i%i\SportingMag XLIV.
72 Oliver got at the fibbing system 18x6 Times 25 Jan ,

Explain the terms fibbing—crossbuttock hangup—and

—

prime. 1840 Barham Ingol Leg, Bagman’s Dog, Muses
More skill’d than my meek one m fibbings and bruises.

Fibber (fi bai). [f. Fib w. 1 + -eb 1 ] One who
fibs or tells fibs ; a petty liar.

1723 Dyche Did ,
Fibber 1746 Brit. Mag 381 Molly .

was received as a great Fibber X798W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev XXVI 533 At length then, you fibber, you are return'd

1882 Payn ForCash only xxvt, For one’s lover to be a fibber

is bad enough.

Fibbery (fi bon). [f. prec + -y.] The practice

of a fibber
,
falsehood, lying.

1837 ‘Ducange Anglicus ’ Vulg, Tongue 42 ‘The Leary

Man ’ 6 And if you come to fibbery, You must mug one or

two. 1870 Standard 12 Dec
,
An official report, full of

delicate fibbery, was placarded to reassure tbe public

tFi'berkie. Sc Obs. rare, [f fiber, Fibbe+
-kie. Sc. dim. suffix.] A small fibre , a fibril.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol Anat n hl 91 The
Pericardium is firmly fastned by little smal Fiberkies

+ Fibicch.es, pi Obs rare. In 4 febicchis,

fybicoltes ? Contrivances, cheating tricks

136a Langl. P PI A. xr. 156 Jet am here febicchis of

Forellis of mony mennes wittes 1377 Ibid B x 2x1 Jet ar

bere fybicches in forceres of fele mennes makynge

Frbie-fa*ble. Obs exc dial Also 6 fybble*

fable, [reduplication of Fable ] Nonsense.

1581 J. Bell Haddon’s Answ Osor 407 The most fybble.

fable fi ever could be imagined. 1847 Halliwell, Fible-

fable, nonsense.

f 3?rblmg, ppl a. ? nonce-zod [as if pr. pple.

of *fibble v., f. Fib sb.
1 or zd.] Addicted to telling

little fibs.
.

x68x Hickehingill Vittd* Naked Truth ti 36 A nbung,

quibbling, fnblmg, fumbling Arch-Deacon

IlFibra. Obs. PLfibr®, fibras. [L fibra-

Fibbe ] A fibre, filament

1641Wilkins Math Magtcki v (1648)29 There are besides

divers fihne or hairy substances x6S7M Lawrence Use
£

Practice ofFaith 15 The youngest plants thrust their libra s

into the earth <*x66x Fuller Worthies 1. 330 The many

fibres appendant to the root thereof 1775 Ash, Fibra

+ Frbrate, Obs.-° [f. L
trans. To supply (something) with fibres or tua-

ments. Hence !Fi brated ppl. a
i68x tr Willis' Rem Med. Wks. Vocab , Fibrated, that

has small and hairy strings.

Fibre (forbw), sb Forms : 4 fyhre, 7 fiuer,

fiver, 7, 9 fiber, 9 fifer (dial), 7- fibre, [a F.

fibre (= Sp., Pgr Jit. fibra), ad. L. fibra, of un-

certain origin; variously referred by etymologists

to L rootsfid- (asmfind&re lo split) andfis- oxfit-

(as infiilum thread) The spelling/^* is common

m the U S., but is now rare in. England ]

f 1. After Latin usage : a. A lobe or portion of

the liver, b. pi The entrails. Obs

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P R v. xxxix (149s) r53 The
endes of the iyuer hyght fybre for they. . beclepyth the

stomake 1398 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann xiv x. They .

aske counsel 1 oftheir gods by theaspect of tnans intralesand

fibres x6ox Holland Pliny I 342 The lobes or fibres in

the smal Liuers of certame Mice

2 . Phys. One ofa number of thread-like bodies or

filaments, that enter into the composition of animal

(muscular, nervous, etc.) and vegetable tissue, a in
:

pmrnnls. Fibres of Corti : see Coutian a.
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1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts (1658) 99 His blood hath no
Fibres or small veins in it x6zx G Sandys Ovid’s Met vi.

(1626) H3The tbreds Oflife.hisfmers.wrathfullDeliusshreds

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep in xv 142 Wormes whose
bodies consist of round and annulai y fibers 1664 Pow er
Exp Philos 1 5 Herwings look like a Sea-fan with black thick

ribs or fibers, dispers’d through them 1704 F Fuller
Med Gyrnn (1711J 33 The Fibre it self strengthens by Use
1793 HoLCRorr Lavatcr's Physiog xx 98 In cold countries

the fibres of the tongue must he less flexible 1808 A Par-
sons Trai> 1 7 The natives eat the myrtle berries as an
astringent , their fibres being rendered extremely lax by the

climate 185s Bain Senses <$ Jnt. 1 11 § 4 1 he optic nerve
might contain as many as a million of fibres 1888 J.

Martineau Study Relig, I. n 1. 303 Its two thousand fibres

of Corti stretched.

fig a 1634 Chapman (W ), Yet had no fibres in him, nor
no force 1638 W. Grant in G Sandys’ Paraphr, Div.
Poems Pref Verse, Truth so sweetely strikes Upon the
Coids, and Fivers of the Heart 174a Young Nt, Th. v
1059 The tender tyes, Close-twisted with the fibres of the
heart 1 1831 CarlyleMisc (1857)11 329 Every fibre ofhim
is Philistine. 1847 Emerson Poems, MonadnocWks . (Bohn)
I. 435 And of the fibre Whose throbs are love a 1853
Robertson Addr 11 (1858) 55 They are bound up in eveiy
fibre of my being

b. in plants

1683 Cowley Ode Dr Harvey i, No smallest Fibies of a
Plant . His passage after her withstood 1676 Hale Con-
tempt. 1 254A Worm gnaws asunder the Roots and Fibres

of it 1703 Pope Vertnmnus 16 The thirsty plants feed

their fibres with reviving dew 1791 Hamilton Rerthollei'

s

Dyeing I 1 1 iil 52 The vascular fibies of the bark. 1838
T Thomson Cham Org Bodies 11 v 984 There is an
attraction between vegetable fibres and watery liquids 1865
Lubbock Preh Tunes xm (1869) 462 They also used the

fibres of the cocoa nut for making threads

3 One of the thread-like filaments of organic

structure which, form a textile or other material

substance
;
also transf of inorganic substances

1827 Faraday Client, Manip. 11 49 A silk fibre 183a
Babbage Econ. Mcinuf iv (ed 3) 32 Twisting the fibres of
wool by the fingers would be a most tedious operation 183a

G R Porter Porcelain <S Gl 282 Delicate fibres of glass

joined with the gieatest nicety 1878 Huxley Physiogr 193
A very liquid lava may be caught by the wind, and drawn
out into delicate fibres

4 collect. A substance consisting of fibres, whether
animal or vegetable. Also, Fibrous structure
1810 Henry Elem Client (1826) II. 273The woody fibre

does not undergo any change 1831 "R Knox Cloquet's
Aunt 7 Nervous fibre • this is the peculiar substance of
which the brain and nerves are composed 1847 Emerson
Repr Men, Montaigne Wks (Bohn) I 349 He has contrived

to get so much bone and fibre as he wants 1854H Milltr
Footpr Creat x (1874) 183 note. Pieces of coal which exhibit

the ligneous fibre 1858 Carpenter Veg Phys S 42 Even
these primary tissues maybe regarded as consisting of othei
paits still more simple,—namely, membrane and fibre.

b fig
1855 Bain Senses <£• hit, in iv § 17 A man of the political

fibre. 187a Bagehot Physics % Pol (1876) 47 There is an
improvement in our fibre—moial, if not physical, X885
Century Mag XXX 398/1 This love of fierce and cruel

sport was in the fiber,

5. esp. A fibrous substance fit for use in textile

fabrics.

1870 Yeats Nat Hist Comm 70 Vegetable fibres find

India their most prolific home 1875 D Kay in Encycl
Brit (ed. 9) I 565/1 The most important fibre is the crm
vegetal produced from the dwarf palm 1879 J Paton
Ibid IX. 131/2 Textile Fibres include all substances
capable of being spun, woven, or felted 189a K Tynan in

Speaker 3 Sept 290/1 [The roses] were swathed in cocoanut
fibre aird sacking

6. A subdivision ofa root, a small root or lootlet

;

occas. of a twig
1656-81 Blount Glossogr ,

Filers, the smal threads, or hair-

like strings of roots 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy n 56 The
Root consists of many small Fibers. 1787 Winter Syst
Hush 153 Their numerous fibres or lateral roots will extend
themselves horizontally 1807 J. E Smith Phys. Bot. 105
After they [plants] have begun to throw out new fibres, it is

more or less dangerous to remove them. 1810 Scott Lady
c>fL 1 xxv. Where weeping birch and willow round With
their long fibres swept the ground i8ai Shelley Prometh
Unb 1 154 To the last fibre of the loftiest tree XB40
Spurdens Suppl. Voc E Anglia, Ft/ers fibrous roots

fig. a 1679 T Goodwin Whs (1697) IV h 65 To apply
Christ, is . to strike forth a SprigOr Fibre from every Faculty
into him. *869 GouLBURNPwrj Holiness v11 55 Whatever
fibres there are in our nature by which we cling and cleave

to those around us. *879 Farrar St Panl{sM-£) 177 A man
who had tried, to extirpate the very fibres of the church,

+ 7. In ICepler’a system of celestial physics : see

quot. Obs.
[16x8 Kepler Epit. Astron Copermc v (1635) 643 Posui-

mus, in cumslibet planetse corpore du^lices inesse fibras .

.

fibrse latitudims fere quidem in parallelo situ manent toto

circuitu ] 1715 tr Gregory's Astron I 1 Ixvm 139 [The
Planet] will come nearer to the Sun, till the Right lines

drawn according to the direction of this part (that is, the
Fibres along which this attractive Virtue is propagated
from the Sun) are no more inclined to the Sun, Ibid lxix.

143 In each Planet there are Fibres (which he calls from their

Office, the Fibres of Latitude)

8 attnb.undComb
,
asfibre-cultivation

,
-machine

;

also fibre-basket (see quot ) ;
fibre-cell (see quot.

1884); fibre-gun (see quot.).

1884 Syd. Soc. Lex
,

*Fibre basket, Schultze’s term for the
sustentacular tissue of the retina, 1878 Bell GegenbaitePs
Comp Anat. 31 The contractile *fibre cells constitute the
first form. 1884 Syd Soc Lex , Fibre-cell, KClliker’s term
for the fusiform, nucleated, cellular structures which form
the involuntary muscles 1892 PallMall G, 21 July 7/1 The
progress made in *fibie cultivation W the colony, 1874

Knight Diet Meek ,
*Ftber-gttn, a device for disintegrating

vegetable fiber 1887 PallMall G 6 May 12/1 A few leaves

. were recently passed thiough Death's *fibre machine

Fibre (fsibst), v rare [f prec sb] mtr Of
plants To form or thi ow out fibres

1869 Daily News 6 Feb
,
The plant is sufficiently strong,

with ample room to fibre as prodigally as it likes,

Fibred (fsi baid), ppl a. [f. Fibre sb + -ed 2
]

Furnished with fibres
,
chiefly m comb ,

as finely-

fibred, three-fibred

,

etc Alsofig
1776 Withering Bril Plants (17961 II 14 Serpylhfoha

leaves 3<ibied 1844 Mrs Browning Lost Bower xxiv,

The wild hop fibred closely

fig 1869 Bushnell Wont Suffrage vm 177 They have
a nature fibred and feathered for the highest inspirations

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 67 Some of the kindliest and most
finely-fibred affections

Fibreless (foi boales), a [f Fibre + -less ]
Without fibres or fibre

,
without strength, nerve-

less

1864 Sat Rev at May, More nerveless and fibreless than
a screeching sopranello in the Papal choir 1884 L'pool
Mercury 3 Mar. 5/3 The fibreless Liberals who went into

alliance with them
Fibrement (fsi baiment). lare. [f. Fibre +

-ment ] The process of making fibre or flesh

1876 Lanier Poems, Clover 118 l he pastuie is God’s
pasture

,
systems strange Of food and fiberment he hath

Fibriform (faibnf/jm), a [f Fibre +
-(i)eorh ] Having the form of a fibre or fibres ;

fibre-like

1846 DanaZ<w//i. (1848) 700 Coralla calcaieous, consisting

of fibriform tubes 1884 Bowlr & Scott De Bary's Phaner
# Feins 497 They then always belong to the ‘fibriform’

category, resembling woody fibres in shape.

Fibril (fai bnl). [ad mod L.fibrilla' see next.

Cf J r fibrille ] A small fibre

1. Phys The subdivision of a fibre (see Fibre
a a) in a nerve, muscle, etc
x68x tr Willis' Rem. Med Wks Vocab , Fibrils, little

small strings of fibres, or of the nerves or veins 17x3
Cheselden Anat. m xv (1726) 247 The neivous fibrils

pi obably do not communicate 1794 G Adams Nat t$ Exp
Philos II xvu 286 1 he corresponding fibrils of the two
retinas 1805 Carlisle in Phil

‘
1 1am XCV 1 8 Three

large superficial nerves give off fibrils at right angles

1855 H Spencer Pnnc Psychol (1872) I 1 111 53 An
extremely delicate fibril less than of an inch m length

2 Bot The ultimate subdivision of a root

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 51 Theophrastus gives us great
caution to preserve the loots and especially the earth
adhering to the smallest Fibrils 1835 'Lxumx.'t lntrod Bot.

(1848) I 237 The minute subdivisions [of the root] have been
. called radicles others name them fibrils i860 Oliver
Less Bot (1873) 11 A Root gives off fibrils irregularly

3 Something resembling a small fibre.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan Der hi xx, Her dark hair curling

in fiesh fibrils as it giadually dried

Fibrilla (faibnla). PI fibrcllffl (faibull).

[mod L fibrilla, dim of L fibsa Fibre
)
=prec

1665-6 Phil Trans I. 317 A Nerve, or a Fibrilla related

to it is touch’d a 1754 Mead Wks (1762) II 535 Rays of
light, falling on the small arteries, instead of the nervous
fibrillse 1757 Watson Chem,Ess V 120 Fibrillse offeathers

1854 J. Hogg Microsc 1 111 11a The most delicate of the
elementary tissues of animals, such as the ultimate fibnllse

of muscles 187a Huxley Phys. ix 222 If the fibrillse of
the optic nerve are capable of being affected by light

Fibrillar (faibnlai), a. [fpiec. +-ar] Of,

pet taming to, of the nature of, or characteristic of

a fibrilla or fibrillse

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat. IV. 119/2 Fibrillar substance
occurs in Giowths in many varieties ofform 1859 Carpenter
Antm Phys 1 (1872) 33 The coagulum or clot being dis-

tinguished from that of albumen by the fibrillar arrange-
ment of its particles.

Fibrillary (fax bnlari). [f. Fibrilla + -ary.]

= Fibrillar.
1788 tr Swedenborg's Wisd Angels § 365 The fibrillary

Substance begins and proceeds thence every where 1875
H C Wood Pherap (1879) 312 When the poison is applied
. fibrillary contractions . are induced in the muscles,

Fibrillate (fai briUT), a [f. Fibrilla h-

-ATE 2
]
= FlBRILLATED,

1884 tr. De Bary's Fungi 1. 11 § 13, 57 In large compound
sporophores the surface of sections or broken pieces may
often appear fibrillate even to the naked eye

Fibrillate (fai'brih't), v. [f Fibrilla +
-ate 3 ] intr. Of the blood : To turn into fibnllas

;

to form fibrils or fibres

1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat III 746/2 Place a drop of the
colourless liquor sanguinis, before it flbriltates, on each of
the large slips 18S4 Jones & Siev Pathol Anat 11 29 It

appears as an homogeneo granular blastema with more or
less marked tendency to fibrillate or form actual fibres.

Hence 3Pi brillatmgppl a
1854 Jones & Siev. Pathol, Anat u 30 A thin layer of.

fibrillatmg material unites and holds together the divided
surfaces 1875 H Walton Dis Eye p xxn, Its circum-
ference xs dark and fibrillatmg

FibriUated (fai briltfited), ppl, a. [f prec.

4- -ed !.] Arranged in fibiils
;
having a fibrillar

structure.

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat, IV 138/2 Simple condensation
of the original fibnllated fibrin. 1851 Carpenter Man,
Phys (ed. 2) 319 The fibnllated network forming die buffy
coat undergoes the slow contraction. 1877 Huxley Anat.
Inv Anun u 104 A cortical layer, fibnllated in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the surface,

Fibrillation (faibnlei’Jan). [f as prec
; see

•ation.] The process of becoming fibnllated; the
state or condition of being fibnllated

;
an arrange-

ment into fibrils
;
also concr a fibnllated mass

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat III 743/2 But m the ordinary
fibrin of the blood, the fibrillation is less distinct 1845
Todd & Bowman Phys Anat I 227 A nerve presents
itself as a pale cord with a longitudinal fibrillation x86x
T Graham Pract Med 22 The coagulation or fibrillation

of the fibrme 1875 H Walton Dis Eye p xxii, From this

fibrillation the posterior set of fibres pass

b A quivering movement in the fibrils of a
muscle or neive
188a Quain Med Did

,
Fib) illation, muscular, a localised

quivering or flickering of muscular fibres.

Fibnlliferous (faibnli ferns), a [f as next

+ -(i)ferous ] Bearing or piovided with fibrils.

In some mod Diets

Fibrilliform (faibn lifjpjm), a [f Fibrilla +
-(i)form ] Having the form of a fibril or fibrils.

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 398/1 The fibrilliform fronds
of the fresh-water alga 1870 Bi~nti ty Bot 37 Inextricably
interwoven . so as to form a loose fibrilliform tissue

Fibrillose (fai brills), a . Also flbriloae [f.

as prec. + -ose ] a Covered or supplied with

fibrils , composed of fibrils b Marked with fine

lines as if composed of fine fibrils
,
finely striate

1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 1099 Fibrillose

,

covered with
little strings or fibres 1846 Proc Beriu Nat Club II 175
The stalk is pule, a very little fibrilose 1866 Berkeley
in Inlell Obsei-o. No 50 95 Pileus silky or fibrillose

FibrillO’SO-, comb form of prec.
;
only m Pi-

brillo so-stri atefl [ + -STRIATE], = P IBRILLOSE b.

1846 Berkeley in Pioc Berw Nat. Club II 190 Cup .

minutely fibnlloso-strmte.

(• Fi brillous, a Obs [f. Fibrilla+-ous]
a. Full of fibrils

;
composed of fibrils, b. Of or

pertaining to a fibril

1737 D Bayne Nerves 14 Hence arise those uneasy Sensa-
tions, Pams, fibrillous Spasms, &c 1746 Aederon in Phil
Trans XLIV 427 Its little fibrillous Fins are always in

Motion 1748 Ibul XLV 322 The Distemper still gained
Ground , ana a fine fibnllous Substance grew out from it.

1765 Sternf Ir Shandy VII xxxi, The brain being tendei
and fibrillous

Fibrin (fai bnn). Formerly also fibrme, and
in L. form fibrma. [f FIBRE + -IN] An albu-

minoid or piotein compound substance found m
animal matter

,
coagulable lymph.

x8oo Plul Trans XC 375 The substance called fibrin by
the chemists x8oz Med. prnl VIII 297 A disposition to

the formation of Fibrma 18x3 Sir H Davy Agnc Chem
\i (1814) 275 Fibrine constitutes the basis of the muscular
fibre of animals 1842 A Combe Physiol. Digest (ed 4) 292
Fibrin is that whitish and tenacious mass which constitutes

the solid part ofcoagulated blood. 1869 Roscoe Elem Chem.
434 The fibrin of flesh appears to differ from that of blood.

D. A similar substance in vegetable matter.

1819 J E Children Chem Anal 293 Vegetable fibrin

was obtained by Vauquelin from the juice of the papaw
tree 1856 Farmeds Mag Jan 2 We give him beans,
which abound in fibrine 1858 Carpent er Veg Phys §32
Gluten, fibrin, albumen, caserne, etc ,

form the basis of all

vegetable tissues

2. Comb , as fibrin-peptone (see quot

)

1884 Syd Soc Lex , Fibrin-peptone, the peptone result-

ing from the digestion in gastric juice of fibrme

Fibrillation (faibiwi Jan) [f Fibrin +
-ATiON.] The action or process of adding fibrin to

the blood 1884 in Syd Soc Lex

Fibrine (fai brain), a [f Fibre + -ineI]
Having the appearance of fibres

;
fibre-like

x88x W. C Russell Ocean Free Lance II 248 Fires .

shot out m fibrme forms like the wreathing of innumerable
tendrils of plants

Fibrino- (faibnno), used as a comb, form
of Fibrin, chiefly Phys., as ribrixto-albu-
miuous a

,

consisting of fibrin and albumen.

Pi brinogren [ + -gen], a proteid substance, enter-

ing into the composition of fibrin. Pibrino-
gene’tic, Pi brino-ffe nic [see -genic], Fibrino1

-.

genons [ + -gen + -ous] adjs
,
producing fibrin

Pi brino-pla stic a., concerned m the formation of

fibrin. Pi brino-pla stin = Globulin. Pi brino-
pu rulent a., containing a mixture of fibrin

and pus
1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 49/1 *Flbrino-albuminous

matter 1872 Huxley Phys 111 69 ^Fibrinogen is exceed-
ingly like globulin. 1876 Wagners Gen. Pathol 155 Fibu-
nogens are not only those coagulating spontaneously, but
almost all serous fluids Ibid 155 The humors of the eye
have no *fibnnogenetic property Ihd , A *fibnnogenic sub-

stance peculiar to the intercellular fluids Ibid, 228 Its

quantity stands m almost direct ratio with its contained
Hfibnnogenous substance. Ibid 155 A *fibrinoplastic sub-

stance belonging to the contents of cells 1872 Huxley
Phys 111. 70 The interaction of two substances globulin or
*fibrino-plastin, and fibrinogen 1876 Wagner's Gen Pathol
259 Abundant admixture of these constitutes the *fibrino-

purulent exudation.

Fibrinous (ferbnnas), a [f. Fibrin + -ous ]
a. Full of or composed of fibrin, b. Of, pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of fibrm
1830 R. Knox B6clard’s Anat. 305 The muscular flesh is

less red, and more gelatinous and flbrmous 1834 J Forbes
Laennec’s Dis. Chest 563 The fibrinous concretions were
softer. 187a F G. Thomas Dis Women 512 About the

very existence of the fibrmoqs polypus there is some doubt.
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Hence ribrino-sity, the quality of being fibrin-

ous.
*876 Wagner's Gen Pathol 228 Schmidt has examined .

93 transudates with respect to then fibrinosity

Fibro- (fei bra), used as a comb form of Fibre,
employed chiefly m Phys terms, to indicate a
fibrous condition. Pi bro-adipo se a

, consisting
of fibrous and adipose tissue Pi bro-are olat a ,

consisting of fibrous and areolar or connective
tissue. Pi'bro-bla st [ + -blast], one of the cells

in which fibrous tissue is immediately formed.
Pi bro - bronchi tis (see quot ) Pi bro- cal-
careous a ,

consisting of fibious tissue and con-
taining calcareous bodies Pi bro-ca xtilagfe, a
firm elastic material partaking of the structure

and character of fibrous tissue and cartilage;

hence Pi bro-cartila gluons a
,
of the nature of

fibro-cartilage Pi bro-ce Uular a , composed of
fibrous and cellular tissue. Pi bro-ch.on.dri tis,
‘ inflammation of a fibro-cartilage ’ {Syd Soc Lex.

1S84). Fibro-cy stic a., consisting offibrous tissue

and cysts Px bro-cysto ma, a tumour containing
fibi ous tissue and cysts Pi bro-fa tty a., * relating

to fibrous tissue and to fat’ {Syd Soc Lex 1884).
Pi bro-fe rrite {Min ), ferric sulphate occurringm
fibrous silky tufts and masses of a yellow colour.

Pi bxo-tnte stinal a , m fibro-mtestinal layer, the
innermost of the two layers into which the meso-
derm of some Invertebrata divides

1

(Syd Soc Lex
1884). Pi bxo-ligame ntous a

,
consisting of

fibrous tissue and ligaments. Pi bro-me mbraue
{Bot ) —fibro-membranous tissue Pi bvo-me m-
bvauous a

,
{a)

‘ possessing the nature of fibrous

and of mucous membranes 5
(Ogilv citing Dungli-

son)\ (b) Bot., consisting of fibrous and mem-
branous tissue Pi bxo-mu cous a ,

consisting of
fibrous and mucous tissue. Pi bio-mu sculai a

,

* pertaining to or consisting of fibrous and muscular
tissue' {Syd. Soc Lex 1884). Pi bro-myo ma, ‘a

myoma in which the tumour contains a large pro-

portion offibrous connective tissue
1 {Syd Soc. Lex

1884) ;
whence Pi bro-myo‘matous a. Fibro-

neuro ma, ‘ the form of neuroma which consists

chiefly of fibrous connective tissue
1 {Syd Soc. Lex

1884) Pi bxo-nu cleated a , composed of fibrous

tissue mixed with elongated nuclei Pi bxo-pla stic

a

,

fibre-forming; said esp. ofa tissue organized from
the lymph exuded on wounds Fibro-saxco ma,
a tumour intermediate in character between a
fibroma and a sarcoma. Fi>bxo-se xous a., pos-

sessing the nature of both fibrous and serous

membranes. Pi bro-va scular a Bot. (see quot

1845).
1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 148/2 The dense *fibro-adipose

cushion found in the sole of the foot *850 J Tomes
Denial Snrg (1873I 43 The superimposed *fibro areolar

tissue. 1876 Wagner’s Gen Pathol 373 Cells in this meta-
morphosis are called ^fibroblasts 1875 R. Fowler Med.
Woe. (ed 2), *Fibro-broncJutis

,

bronchitis accompanied with
the formation and expectoration of solid fibrinous, or tubular
membranous, casts of the bronchial tubes 1878T Bryant
Pract. Snrg. I in With calcareous matter *‘fibro-cal-

careous ’ 1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I. 250/1 *Fibro carti-

lages are useful as elastic cushions placed between the
bones. Ibid, 249/2 The triangular cartilage of the wnst
joint does not appear to me to be *fibro-cartilaginous in its

structure 1839 A Gray Lett (1893) 137, I saw some
strange things . *fibrocellular tissue, the most beautiful

thing you can imagine 1878 T Bryant Pract Snrg (1879)
II 239 Fibro-cellular tumours cause much local distress.

1854 Jones & Srev Pathol Anat iv 159 Cyst-like cavities,

filled with clear fluid are fouud m fibrous turnouts,

constituting thus a *fibro-cystic variety 1872 Peaslee
Char Tumours 26 *Fibro-cystoma. 1844 Dana Mtn
226 The *Fibrofemte of Pndeaux 1884 Ibid 6$6 Fibro-

fernte, delicately fibrous. 1847 Youatt Horse ix 218

An interposed *fibro-ligamentous substance 1882 The
Garden 28 Jan 69/1 The corm tunic consists of soft *fibro-

membraoe Ibid

,

The tunic consists of soft, *fibro-mem-

branous tissue 1856 Todd & Bowman Phys Anat II 3
The entire lining of the bone has been sometimes called

a *fibro-mucous membrane 1878 T Bryant Pract. Surg
I 117 *Fihro-nucLeated and recurrent tumours 1857
Bullock Cazeaux' Midwif 66 In the oviduct nothing
but cellular tissue and *fibro plastic elements are to be met
with 1878 T. Brvant Pract. Snrg I 137 The spindle celled

lands are most common in *fibro-sarcoma 1841-71 T. R
Jones Amm Kwgd (ed 4) 842 The heart, contained in a
*fibro-serou$ envelope. *845 Lindley Sch Bot x (1854)159
Vascular tissue usually occuis mixed with fibrous tissue,

and hence the mixture of the two is called *fibro-vascu!ar

x88a Vines Sacks' Bot 420, I was unable to satisfy myself
as to the tiue form of the fibro-vascular system

Fibroid (fei broid), a and sb. [f Fibre + -oid ]

A adj . Resembling fibre or fibrous tissue

,

fibroid change,
degeneration

,

a morbid change into

fibre or fibrous tissue.

185a Paget Surg Pathol h 155, I have proposed the

name of Recurrent Fibioid tumour. 1854 Tones & Siev
Pathol Anat 11 30 Masses of fibrine .become fibroid

tissues 1874 Ibid, iv 124 Fibroid degeneration is somewhat
allied to induration. 1875 B W Richardson Dis Mod Life
30 The simple growths include what are known as . .fibroid

tumour. ,

VOL, IV,

B. sb Pathol. A fibroid tumour.
187a Peasled Ovar Tumours 20 Scanzoni considered it

an ovarian fibroid 1876 Was iter’s Gen Pathol, 385 1 umor
So called fibroma or fibroid.

Fibroin (faibmin) [f Fibro- + -in] A
chemical substance which, is the principal con-
stituent of silk, cobwebs, and the homy skeleton
of sponges
1861 Hulme tr Moqum-Tandon n in li 90 Sponge is

composed of an animal matter which has been compared to
albumen and to mucus (Fibrome, Mulder) 1878 Kingzett
Anim Chevi 367 In a study of fibroin from silk, Schutzen-
berger concludes that it differs from ordinary albumin 1887
J Paton in Encycl Brit, (ed g) XXII 61/1 Silk fibre
consists essentially of a centre or core of fibroin Fibroin
has a composition represented by the formula C15H23N5 Oe.

Fibrolite (fai brilsit) [f. Fibro-+Gr. Xidos

stone
, see also -ite.] A fibrous mineral con-

sisting chiefly of aluminium silicate
x8oa Bournon in Phil Trans XCII 289 Fibrolite

always , either of a white colour, or of a dirty gray 1803
Nicholson's Jml IV. 14 Fibrolite accompanying the matrix
of corundum 1884 Dana Mm 375 Fibrolite was much
used for stone implements in the ‘ Stone age ’.

Hence Fibroli tic a
,
containing fibrolite,

1879 Dana Man Geol (ed. 3) 72

Fibroma (fsibrau ma). Path PI. fibromata
(f3ibrou*mata). [mod L

,
f L fibra Fibre + -oma ;

cf Carcinoma, Cystoma ] A fibrous tumour
1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 130/2 The nature of fibroma

leads it simply to enlarge, without change in, or around,
itself 1876 Wagner's Gen Pathol 385 Fibromata are for
the most part sharply circumscribed

Fibrome (fai bronm) [a Fr fib> ome ] =-prec.
1872 Cohen Dis Throat 206 The structure was altogether

similar to that of these fibromes.

Fibrose, « ? Obs. [ad. mod L.fibrostts ; see

Fibre and -ose ] = Fibrous.
*697 J. Petiver in Phil Trans XIX 681 The Roots

fibrose andwhitish 175a Ibid XLVII 511 Their external
appearance will show them fibrose 1775 in Ash.

-FibroSO- (foibraa so), comb f of prec or next,

as in fibro so-calca xeous ad] = fibro-calcareous;

fibro bo-cartila*ginous adj —fibro-cartilaginous
1856-8W Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool I. 83 Gorgoma,

the crust polypiferous, fibroso-calcareous, persistent Ibid.
II fig Chmueroidei, cranium fibroso-cartilagmous

FibrOUS (fai bras), a [ad mod L fibrosus:

see Fibre and -ous. Cf. Fibrose and Fr fibreux ]
1 . Full of fibres

,
formed of fibres :

a. m animals. Fibrous tissue: the ordinary

connective. tissue in the body. Fibrous tumours
Fibroid
1657 S. PuRCHAS Pol Flymg-Ins iu 7 Their [Bees’] back

and breast is a kind of reddish fibrous flesh 1661 Lovell
Hist Anim Min Introd , Their lungs are single, fibrous

and fungous x8oo tr Lagrange's Chem II 350 Blood
separates into two portions, the coagulum or fibrous part,

and the serum 1872 Huxley Phys 11. 23 Outside the
muscular coat is a sheath of fibrous or connective tissue.

1885 Creighton in Encycl Brit (ed p) XVIII 369/1 The
fibrous tumors may become cystic m their intenor.

b. m plants.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 616 There are of Roots, Bulbous Roots,
Fibrous Roots, and Hursute Roots. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.

144 Which large Violet from a fibrous root sendeth forth

many leaves 17x3 C’tess Wjnchelsea Misc Poems 232
Branches Of fibrous cordage and impending shrouds 1846

J Baxter Libr. Pract. Agnc (ed 4)1 279 From its fibrous

bark we procure the comfort of linen X870 Hooker
Stud Flora 300 Cyclamen hederxfohum

.

tuber fibrous

all over

c m minerals and metals.

1794 Sullivan View Nat I 45a Fibrous asbestos, alumen
plumosum, is mild magnesia, combined with silex, calcareous

earth, and a small proportion of argill, and iron 1805-16

R Jameson Char Mm 232 In the fibrous fracture we have
to attend to the thickness and the position of the fibres

i8r3 Bakewele Introd Geol (r8xs) 2x7 Thm strata of

beautiful white fibrous gypsum occur in marie 1858

Greener Gunnery 88 The metal has been changed from the

molecular to the fibrous

2 Resembling fibre or fibres ; fibre-like.

1707 Curios in Hush <$• Gard 81 There are fibrous Tubes
m Trees, for the Sap to mount 18x3 Shelley Q Mab 1. 94
Yon fibrous cloud Were scarce so thin, so slight

3 . Comb

,

as fibrous-rooted adj

1796 C Marshall Garden, xx (1813) 399 Divide fibrous

rooted perennial flowers 1845 Lindley Sch Bot vui

(1858) 134 Generally bulbous, sometimesfibrous-rooted.

Hence Pi brously adv
,
in a fibrous manner

,
like

fibres
,
and PPbrousness, the state or quality of

being fibrous.

*727 Bailey vol II, Fibrousness

,

fulness of fibres 1827

Westm Rev. IX 174 Fibrousness is its essential character

1833 J Holland Manuf Metal II 342 The fibrousness

produced by this operation is again removed 1854 Jones
& Sirv. Pathol. Anat u 33 They never show any organized

arrangement beyond a low grade of fibrousness x88x J S.

in Art jml 102/x The two faded leaves drawn so very

fibrously x8gx Harper's Mag Jan sxo/x Low-hanging
firs all fibrously a-glitter

Fibry (fei b’ri), a. [f. Fibre + -y i.] a Re-

sembling a fibre Tb. Abounding in fibres.

1802W Forsyth Cult Fruit Trees xiv (1824)264 Cut off

all the small fibry roots with a knife x88x Gard, Citron.

No 4T7 8x4 Hundreds of fibry roots 1882 The Garden

14 Tan, 31/1 Insert them u» small pots filled with fibry

turf.

Fibster (fi bstai). [f. Fib vf + -steb ] One
who fibs

; a fibber, petty liar

1848 Thackeray Van Fair xlviu, You silly little fibster.

x86x H Kingsley Ravenshoe I. xx You wicked old fibster 1

Fibula, (fi biz/la) PI fibulEB,-as. [a L.fibula,

f figere to fix, or the synonymousfivSrt (F estus)

.

|)
1 Antiq A clasp, buckle, or brooch.

1673 Ray Journ Low C. 346 Rings, Fibulae and abundance
of other implements. X736 Pope Let. to Cromwell 30 Dec
1710, His robe might be subnected with a Fibula. 1831
Wordsw Highland Broach, The Fibula, whose shape.
Still in the Highland Broach is seen 1851 D. Wilson
Prth Ann (1863) I vn. 226 A small fibula of bone 1869
T Nichols Handy Bl Bnt Mns 349 There is also a large
collection of fibulas or garment-fastenings.

2. Anat. The long or splint bone on the outer

side of the leg (app. from its resemblance to the

tongue of a dasp, of which the tibia forms the

other pai l).

1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) 1741 Monro Anat (ed, 3)
287 The sharpest Angle of the Fibula is anterior 183* R.
Knox Cloquet's Anat 377 It arises . from the fore part of
the inner surface of the fibula. 1872 Mivart Elctn. Anat
183 The femur does not articulate with the fibula.

Fibular (fi bir/lai), a. [f. Fibula +-AB. Cf.F
fibulaire ] + a Resembling the fibula : see Fibula
2 {obs

~ 1

) b. Of or pertaining to the fibula.

1729 Scheuchzer xn Phil Trans. XXXVI 98 The Bark
is not so easily roll’d up into a fibular Form *831. R.

Knox Cloquet's Anat 731 Anterior Fibular Artery. It

perforates the inferior extremity of the interosseous ligament
1854 Owen Skel, Teeth (1855) 64 A fibular ridge projects
slightly from the tibia

Fibulate (fi biwkit), v [f L fibulat-, ppl.

stem of fibulare to clasp, f. fibula : see Fibula]
+ a intr. (jnonce-use) To perform the action of
buttoning and unbuttoning, to fiddle with one’s

buttons {obs -1
). -j-b. irans. (see quot 1656-81).

C To put a button on (a foil). Hence Pi-tmlated
ppl a Pibulation. (see quot.).

1640 Brome Antipodes n ii, Your fingers fibulating on
your breast 1656-81 Blount Ghssogr

,
Fibulate, to joyn, or

fasten together 1658 Phillips, Fibulation, a buttoning,
or joyning together 1832-4 De Quincey Caesars Wks
1862 IX 138 Perhaps buttoned, fibulated as m the case of
our own foils

m

+ FlbulotLS (fibi/xlas), a. In 7 flbultLS. [f.

Fibula +-0U8.] Resembling a fibula.

x66a J Bargrave Pope Alex VII (1867) 129 A toung .

»

with a small fibulus button at the end of it.

-fie, suffix, repr. L -ficus
1 -making, -doing 1

(f.

weakened root offaepre to make, do), forming adjs.

(1) from sbs., with the sense * making, causing,

producing as m hononficus, factficus, or ‘ per-

forming as sacnficus

,

(2) from adjs , with the
sense ‘performing actions of a certain kind 1

, as

magnificus, also (in late and med L ) with the
sense ‘ bringing into a specified state as beatificus ;

(3) from vbs, with the sense ‘causing to
1

,
as

homficus, terrificus ; (4) from advbs, only in

benefiais, maleficus, adjs. of agency to the phrases
bene

,
male facere to do good, do ill (to). Except

in the two last-mentioned words, and in veneficus

(contr for *venettificus), the suffix -ficus is always
preceded by -z-, which is either the stem-vowel or
a substitute for it, or a connecting-vowel appended
to a consonant-stem Most of the L adjs. in

~{i)ficusxp-pzsx inFr ,
the terminationbeing adapted

as -{ifique ;
also in It., Sp , Pg , the form being

-fico. In EDg the suffix prob first occurred m
adoptions from Fr

,
like magmfic, and was often

spelt -{ifique down to the 17th c. In mediaeval

and mod L new formations with -{ificus were
very common, and many of them have passed, in

adapted forms, into the Rom langs and Eng , as

prolific, scientific. In scientific nomenclature new
words are still sometimes formed by the addition of

the representative of -{ificus to L. stems; such
words, if accepted at all, are usually ofinternational

currency, and it is often uncertain in which lang.

they were first used ; Eng examples are acidific,

chyltfic,fehcific, morbific
Several L, adjs in -ficus form their comparatives and

superlatives, ana their nouns of quality, from, a stem in

ficent-. In Eng (but not m Romanic) the adapted forms
of these words end m ficent

,

as beneficent
,
magnificent,

maleficent, munificent

Ficary (fi kari) rare [ad. mod.L, ficarta in

Ranunculus Ficarta the lesser Celandine ]
1848 Mary Howitt m Tyas Field Flowers I. 26 Our

garden fence With ficaries like a golden ram Shower’d on
the earth below

-fication (fik^’jan), suffix, repr. L -fication-em ,

the regular formative of nouns of action (see

-ation) from vbs in -fiedre : see-FY. Many words
of this formation (chiefly post-classical) were
adopted in Fr with their related vhs

, the sbs. in

learned form with the suffix fication, and the vhs.

m semi-popular form with the suffix -fier ; on the

analogy of these many new formations with these

suffixes arose in Fr From the 14th c. F. vbs in -dor
24
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with their corresponding agent-nouns in -Jication

have been freely introduced into Eng
,
as purify,

purification, sanctify,
sanctification

;

and hence the

suffix -Jication has become the recognized means of

forming nouns of action corresponding to vbs m
-fy, except such ns represent L vbs in -facVre (see

-paction) In general, however, such nouns of
action me (unless as mere nonce-wds ) formed only

on assumable mod L, types
;
but beautification has

been in use since 1 7th c , and words like Frenchi-

fication,
transmogrification, uglfication may occa-

sionally be met with In scientific language the

suffix forms many sbs (some of which have no
corresponding vb.) ; examples are acetficahon,

acidification
, ckylification , dentificaiion, ossifica-

tion

,

etc.

1799 Southey Lett (1856) I 85 Excuse the damned city-

country-fication of that word [cottage],

t Ficelle, Obs. Forms
. 4-5 fitoh(en, (flo-

chyu, fi.ch.eh., fl.ch.ene, fycche), ficche, fich,

(e; fycheh), 4-6 fych.(e [a, OF. fichier (mod F
ficher\ = Pr. ficar, Sp Inncar, fincar, ficar, Pg.

fincar, ficar

,

It. ficcaie : referred by Diez to a
popular L, *figicare, extension of L. figere to

Fix.]

1. trans. To fix, fasten, make firm, establish;

both in a material and an immaterial sense.
c 1340 Gem. 4 Gr, Knt 658 Alle J>ese fyue sy]?ez were .

fyched upon fyue poyntes c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 11 lv 45
Haue mynde ceiteynly to ficchyn ]>i house of a myrte site

in a lowe stoone 138a Wyclif Josh iv 3 In the place of
tentis, where }e this nyjjt fitchen tentis 1413-13 Hoccleve
Counsel to Hen. V,g God dieede and ficche m him your
trust. 1430 Lydg Chron Troy v xxxvi. To fyche fynally
the date c 1477 Caxton Jason 04 Whan she hadde put al
these thinges in a balance and ficned in her engyn she began
to recomforte inedea. [1330 Palsgr 549/1, fFyche (Lyd-
gat), I. stedye or make ferine or stedfaste, Je fiche. This
terme is nat yet [i.e, no longer] admytted ]

to To stud, furnish with something infixed.

C 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Caihctnna 852 Foure quhelis Of
be quhilkis \>e felyis all With scharpe houkis fichit be sail

1413 Lydg Pilgr. Sowle m iy (1483) 52 The compas of
this whele was fitched ful of holtes

2 . To pierce, penetrate ; lit and fig
Isas' Wyclif Ps xxxiv, 16 Thei ben scatend and not

ficchid with sorewe. 7/11400 Morte Arth 2098Thayflitt
fulle frescly her frekez, ffichene with fetheris thurghe J>e fyne
maylez 7a 1400A 1 thur462 Q uarels, arwes, J>ey fly smerte

;

pe fyched Men Jjru3 heed & herte

Hence Frcehmg vbl sb

,

in quot cotter the place
where anything is fixed, the ‘ print \
138a Wyclif John xx, 25, I schal se in his hondis the

ficclung of naylis

Ficelle (fise’l). [a. F ficelle pack-thread]
Only in comb

,
ns,ficelle colour, the colour of pack-

thread
; ficelle-lace, string-coloured lace

1882 Quern 22 July 94/1 No dress looked prettier than a
thin canvas of dark ficelle colour 1882 Worlds June 18/1
A white muslin trimmed with wide flounemgs of ficelle lace.

Ficesyn, obs foim of Physician
Fich, obs. form of Vetch.
Fich, Fich- • see Fitch, Fitch-,

Fichant (ftjant), [a F. fichant, pr. pple, of
ficher to fix : see Ficche v] (See quots.)

1688 Capt. J S Fortification 30 The Fichant or fixed
line must not exceed a Musquet shot. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Keisey), Line of Defence Fichant or Fixed Ibid

, Flank
Fichant is that from whence a Piece of Ordinance playing,
fixes its Bullets in a direct Line in the Face of the opposite
Bastion 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Fichant, in forti-
fication, said of flanking fire which impinges on the face it
defends

Fiche, obs form of Fish, Fitch.
Fichtelite (fi xtelait) Mm [Named by Bro-

meis in 1841 after the Fichtel Mts
, Bavaria, where

it is found : see -ITE ] A mineral resin occurring
in white crystalline scales on fossil pine wood. •

1844 Dana Mm, 5x4 The Fichtehte of Bromeis.,is a
similar substance.

Fichu (f*Ju, fi Jiu) [a F fichu, app a subst.
use of fichu adj m the sense ‘ carelessly thrown
on ’.] A triangular piece of some light fabric,

worn by ladies, now as a covering for the neck,
throat, and shoulders, formerly also for the head
1803 Morning Chron m Spirit Pub Jmls (1804) VII, 17

Must there be a particular act, regulating every piece of
dress? we should read of the Fichu Bill being committed,
the Landau Bill being reported [eta] 1824 Ladies Monthly
Museum July XX. 34 Bonnets of white sarsnet are tied
down with afichu 1823 Ihd JuneXXI 347 The mantelet
cap is of white gauze, the front ornamented with fichu
points 1826 Ibid Mar XXIII 171 A small fichit is thrown
carelessly ovet the neck 183a Mrs F, Trollope Dorn,
Mann Amer xvh (1834) 146 A scat let fichu relieved the
sombre colour of her dress 1877 M M, Grant Sun-Maid
11, She wore afichu of fine lace

Ficiform (fi sifpim), a. [f,
m

L,,ftci-, combining
form oificus fig + -eoem.] Fig-shaped.
1884 in Syd. Soc Lex.

' Ficinite (frsinoit). Min, [Named by Bern-
hardi in 1827 after Prof, Ficinus : see -ite.] A
hydrous sulpbo-phosphate of iron and manganese
1852 Shepard Mm 404 Ficimte, Bernhardi, 1868 DanaMm. (ed 5) § 583 Ficimte

+ Fieker, joculai perversion of Vicar
1589 Marprel Epit Title*p

,
Compiled for the behoofe

and overfhi ow of the vnpreaching Parsons, Fyckers, and
Currats Ibid (1843) 53 Fickers, parsens and currats

Fickle (fi k’l), a. Forms. 1 ficol, 3-4 fit-,

4 £Lck-, 4-6 fyck-, 5-6 fek-, fykel(e, -ell(e, -il(l,

-kil(l, -le, -ul, *yl(l, 3 south vikel, 7 fide, 6-

fiokle [OE ficol, f fic-ian to deceive (cf befician

m same sense), cognate with gefic deceit, f&cne
deceitful • see Faken a ]

+ 1 False, deceitful, treacherous Obs
a 1000 Gloss on Prov xiv 25 (Cott Vesp D 6) Vet sipellts,

ficol vel pietti. a 122$Ann A’ 268 Fikefe& swikele reades
a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott Horn, 185 Cunfort on eoijje \>et is

fikel and fals c 1300 Havelok 2799 We hauen misdo mikel,
pat we ayen you haue be fikel c 1323 Song Yesterday 30
m E E P (1862) 134 pis eorpeli ioie, pis worldly blis Is but
a fykel fantasy CX400 Song Roland 147 'Al ffals man’
quod the kinge ‘ Fekill is thy thought ' 2x423 Seven Sag
983 (P) With fykyl wordis and with false 2x430 Loneuch
Grailxlvi 40 Kyng Crwdelx was so fekel and felle a 1333
Ln BrnNERS Gold Bk M Aunt (1546) Xvuj, Otherwyse
theyr conueisacion shulde be fekyl to the people
absol 21440 BoneFlor. 2184 Thes four fekyll That harmed

feyie Floience

b Of places Treacherous, dangerous. Now Sc
1398 Trevisa Bai th DeP R. xix cxxix (1495) 938 Actus

is a place there beestys ben ofte dryuen and is slypper and
fyckyl 1883 Mrs Oliphant Ladies Lindores II xvt 41
It's a fickle comei in the dark . . A wrong step , and theic
would be no help.

2 . Changeable, changeful, inconstant, uncertain,

unreliable

:

a of persons, their attributes, feelings, etc
, also

often, with personification, of Fortune, Chance, etc
a 1275 Prov Alfred 353 in O E, Misc (1872) 123 For
mom men harnt fikil mod. 1330 Bale Apol Pref 12 b,

I maruile What hath moued the fyckle heades of our
doctours. 1392 Shaks Rom <$• Jut nr v 60 O Foitune,
Fortune, all men call thee fickle 1630 PrynneA nti-Armin
X14 It makes the fickle wauenng, vneonstant will of man,
the very basis 1663 Cowley Agnc Wks 1710 II. 708 An
impudent, fickle, and painted Harlot 1667 Milton P L.
n 233 When everlasting Fate shall yeild To fickle Chance
1783 Watson Philip II

I

(1793) II, vr 164 Though sovereign
princes . be naturally capricious and fickle in their attach-
ments 1814 Scott Ld of Isles vi vi, Veised in the fickle

heart of man 1861 Hoi land Less Life 111 44 Friends may
prove false, and fortune fickle 1870 Bryant Iliad I hi 85
The younger men are of a fickle mood
b of things, natmal agents, etc

2 x45a Henryson Compl Creseide 550, I clame upon
the fickill quheill sa hie 1313 DouGr as ASneis xii 1 106
Persave of weir the fykkill ward onstabill > 1363 B. Googe
Eglags, etc (Aib) 84 The surest Staflfe, in fyckle Dayes
2160a Shaks Sonn cxxvi, O Thou my louely Boy who in
thy power, Doest hould times fickle glasse 1612 Davii >

WhyIreland, etc, (1747) 15 The popes donation and the lush
submissions were but weak and fickle assurances. 1774
BrATTiE Mmstr 11 lv, Fancy now no more Wantons on
fickle pinion through the skies x8i8 Scott Rob Roy 1, He
who embarks on that fickle sea, requires to possess the skill
of the pilot. 1833 UxaPhilos Manvf 398 The fickle health
of childhood. <11839 Praed Poems (1864) I 234 Through
shine and sliowei My fickle shallop dances x86x Holland
Less Life 1 12 The weather being very fickle.

3 . As adv
;
only in combination with ppl. adjs.

xfixx Sylvester Du Barias n iv xv Decay X199 Oui
glory stands so fickle founded thus 1596 Frrz-GrFrRAY
SirF Drake (1881) 54 Fortvne . stoode not on her fickle-
rowhng wheele.

4 Comb , as fickle-fancied

,

-headed

,

-minded
(whence fickle-mmdedly adv

) adjs.
,

ficklewise
adv.

,
also fickle-tongue a

,

given to falsehood
;

+ fickle-hammed a
,
? weak in the hams.

«x6yo Hacket Alp Williams 1 (1692) 41 Those *fickle-
fancy d men. 1673 Lond Gas No 993/4 A Red Roan Nag
about six, and *fickle hammed 1577 Harrison England
n vu (1877) 1 168 The*ficlde headed tailors 1661 Hicker-
ingxll Jamaica 97 Those fickle-headed Soldiers a 1600
Hooker Eccl Pol vi. (1617) 280 Speaking of ^fickle-minded
men 1875 Howells Foregone Concl 111 68 I’ve behaved
rather *fickle-mindedly. 1393 Langl P PI C in 6 Bojie
fals and fauel and *fykel-tonge lyere 1877 Lanitr Poems

,

Bee 9 And flew Most *ficklewise about.

t Fi-okle, v l Obs. Forms 3 fikele, 4 fyckel,
fykel, 6 fykkle

, also 3 vikel(i. [fiequentative
of Fike v ; cf. Ger dial, ficheln (Grimm) m same
sense.] mtr To flatter Also tofickle with
a 1225 Aver R 84 ]?e vikelare put him preon in eien, bait

he mid vikeleS 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 845 pis was bo pe
gode dorter pat nolde vikeli nojt, Ofte ping pat is lvikeled
to worse ende is bio^t 1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R xvih
xxvu (1493) 787 A hounde ofte fyckelyth and fawnyth
wyth his taylle on men 1337 St Papers Hen VIII,
If 480 They goo aboute to fykkle with Iiyshe men
Hence I*i ckling vbl sb„ flattery, Tickling

ppl a. Also Pi ckler, a flatterer
a 1223 Ancr R 86 Uikelares beoS pieo kunnes Ihd 82

Attn speche is baebitunge, & fikelunge Ibid. 224 To
wenen pet hit were uikelunge Bifheo speke ueire Ibid 257
Leouere me beoo hire wunden pen uiknnde [v r fikehnde]
cosses. a 1240 Satvles Warde m Cott Horn 233 Of peos
fikehnde world 1297 R Glouc (1724) 30 Heo no koupe
of no fikelyng, and ne onswerede not so

Fickle (fi k’l), v 2 dial [Cf. Fickle « ib]
trans a To puzzle, to. (see quot 1736)
1367 [implied in Fickle-force] 1736 Pcccr Kenticisms

,

Fickle
,
to fickle a person in the head with this or that, to

put it into his head
, m a baddish sense. 1816 Scott Antiq,

xxwx, ‘She may come to fickle us a’.’ 1839 Smiles Self-Help
49 Then other questions were put to ‘ fickle ’ him

*|' Frckledom. Obs. rare- 1
, [f Fickle a. +

-dom ] The realm of fickleness

a 1734 Richardson Corresp (1804) III 315 Who would
wish for so transient a dominion in the land of fickledom 1

1 Frekle-foree. nonce-wd [f. Fickle v 2

(sense 1 ) + Force ] (See quot

)

1367 Maplet Gr Foiest 1 Adamant yeeldeth or giueth
place to nothing, wherefore the Greekes call it Fickle-force

Fickleness (fik’lues) [f hicKLE a + -ness
]

The quality or state of being fickle,

tl. Falseness, deceit, treachery Obs rare,
c 1397 CuAucrR Lack Stedf 20 Fiom Right to wronge from

tiowght to fekylnesse

2 Changeableness, inconstancy, variableness.
1348 Udall, etc Eiasm Par Luke iv 43 This lourneiyng

from place to place was not the disease of ficlenesse or of
vnstablenesse 1663 Boyle Occas Rifl (1845)291 The Muta-
bilityand Fickleness of Pi osperity 1716Addison Fretholder
No 25 ? x There are somewho ascribe this to the fickleness of
our climate 1828 Scott F M Perth xxv, It could not be
levity or fickleness of charactei winch induced lus daughter
to act with so much apparent inconsistency 1873 Spurglon
Treas Dav Ps Iyxxix 2 All things savour of the changes
of the moon and the fickleness of the sea

Fieklety (fi k’lti) rare— x
. — prec 2

x888 G Ai len Devil's Die II. xxv 122 Ihey hate the
imputation of fieklety or falseness

Fickly (fi kli), adv Now rai e. Also 7 ficklely.

[f as prec + -(l)y 2
] In a fickle manner, variably,

inconstantly, f deceitfully

a 1300 E I. Psalter v, 11 With par tunges fikeh pat dide
£•1425 Wyntoun Cron, vm xxxm 134 Bot Foriowne,
powcht scho fald fekilly Will noucht at ams Myscheffls fall

1660 Howri l Lexicon, Ficklely, mconstamment x666
IYpys Diary 30 Mar , Having given her mistress warning
fickly 1721 Southern!- Spar tan Damci 1, Apicsent pow’r,
that's fickly held By the frail tenure of the people's will

II Fico (ff’kc) [It.fico —L ficus Fig sb.
1 For

sense 3 see under Fig sb

+ 1 =FlG sb 1 2. Obs
a 1377 Gascoigne Ilerbcs Wks 11587) 153 To suppe some-

times with a Magmfico, And have a Fico foysted in thy
dish 1650 Johnson's Kvigd 4 Commowm 30 To reward
most of his gieat Captaines with a Spanish hco Ibid 57A poisonsome tucke of an Italian fico

2 . = Fig sb,
1 4 Obs exc arch.

1598 E. Gilpin Skiat (1878) 68 lie cry, a Fico for the
Criticke spleene 1606 Marston lawn 1 11 B iv b, For
wealth he is of my addiction and bid’s a fico for’t. 1823
ScottPevenl xxxvm, But proclaim 1—a fico foi the phrase
[After Shaks MenyW 1 m 33] 1886 Bynm'r>I Sitmage
wix 343, I wouldn't give a iico for all you ever recover
from her

1

3

. —Fig sb 2 To give thefico. Obs
1396 Lodge Wits Misery 23 Gluing me the Fico with his

thombe in lus mouth 1602 Carew Cornwall 1 22 b,
Hauing once recouered his fortresse, he then giues the
Fico

;
to all that his adversaries can attempt against him.

Ficoid (faikoid), a and sb [ad, mod L.
ficoides , f. Is.fTc-us fig

, see -old ]
A. adj a. =Ficoidal a. 1, b. Resembling

a fig
* fig-like.

1884 Syd Soc Lex
, Ficoid, belonging to, resembling, or

having an arrangement of parts as m the Genus Ficus.
Also, lesembhng a fig, fig-like

B sb. A plant of the N. O Mesembnacew.
1741 Compl. Fain. Piece 11 111 362 In a warm Day give

a little Water to your most succulent Ficoids 1846 Lindley
Peg Kvngd 525

rIhe seed-vessels of the Ficoids exhibit
lemarkable phenomena
Ficoidal (filcoi-dal), a. and sb. [f. as prec +-al ]
A. adj

1 Related to or resembling the genus Ficus.
1884 in Syd Soc Lex
2 Pertaining to, or of the nature of, the Natmal

Older Ficoidem or Mesembnacex. Ficoidal alli-

ance, a name given by Lindley to a group containing
the Mesembnacese and three other orders
1846 Lindley Veg Kmgd 523 The Ficoidal Alliance

Ibid 525 Ficoidal Exogens
B. sb A plant belonging to the FicoidalAlliance

1846 Lindley Veg Kmgd 525 1 hey are to Ficoidals the
princes of their race

II Ficoides (fikordfz) [modL ficoides. see
Ficoid] A botanical name applied to various
plants

, m quots the Ice-plant (Mesembnanthe-
vmm crystalhnu/n),

I7S3 Chambers Cycl Supp
, Ficoides 1784 Cowper Task

in 379 Hie spangled bean, Ficoides, glitters bright the
winter long. x8xx Mrs M Starke Beauties ofC M Maggi
48 Nymph on whose breast the gem’d Ficoides beams
Ficous (fsi kss), a [f L fic-us fig+ -ous ]
1884 Syd Soc. Lex

, Ficous, like a fig or like the disease
Ficus

1" Fict, a and sb. Obs [ad L fict-us, pa. pple.
offingcre to fashion, Feign ] A adj
1 . = Feigned 2 In quot. absol or quasi-m/w
1677 T Harvey tr. J Owen's Epigr i xxxi, Poets of

things past write false and fict

2 Mus, =Feigned 5 a Only m Fict voice (L.
vox ficta), a note altered by an accidental flat ac-
coidmg to the rules of Musica fiicta, i.e music in
which the accidentals were supplied, instead of
being left to the singer’s discretion. See Grove
Diet. Mus. II. 413/1.
1609 Douland Ormth. Mtcrol 87 The placing of Rests in

a Counterpoint is. tollerated . To auoide Fict Voices, and
the forbidden Internals.



PICT. 187 FICTITIOUSLY,

B. sb. A note occurring in certain Hexacliords

when alteied as above. Also Scale ofjids
1609 Douland Ormth Micro

l

25 The Scale of ficts or
Synemenon and how the Mutations are made

t Piet, v Mm Obs [f prec ] rntr To undergo

the alterations required by the rules of Musica

ficta

,

see prec
1609 Douland Ormth Microl 25 Musicke may Fict m

any Voyce and Key, for Consonance sake.

t Picta'tion. Obs. [f. L fict- (rare),y>y>\. stem

offlgbe to fix + -ation Cf med L Jictation-em ]
** Fixation (of a volatile substance).
1612 Woodall Sitrg. Mate Wks (1653) 271.

t Pi’Ctilage. obs. [f next + -age ] (See

quots.)

1610W Folkingham Art 0/ Survey 1 vn 14 Fictilage is

the forming and transforming of y® Matter in form or sub-

stance as in making of Tile Brick, Pots Glasse, etc

1688 R Holme Amiom

y

in 333/2 Fictilage is an ordering

of Clayie Ground for what use we would have it

Pictile (ft ktil), a. and sb. [ad L Jictil-em
,
f

fingh e to fashion : see -ile ] A adj

X. Capable of being moulded, suitable for making

pottery Now rare
*675 Evelyn Tei 1 a (1776) 8 The several Fictile clays

fig 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev (1872I I 1 U 6 Ours is a most
fictile world , and man is the most nngent plastic of creatures

2 Moulded into form by art ,
made of eailh, clay,

etc by a pottei
1626 Bacon Sylva § 841 Fictile Earth is more fragile than

crude Earth and dry wood than green 1^55 StanleyHist
Philos in g2, I was but fool’d To worship in his room a
fictile deity. 1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 1 5 And why may
not the Ton, Brawn, or Collops of fat be express d by these

raised Figures, and they Torosee plump, and en bon point,

as well as Fusil and Fictile ones 7 1823 Fosbrokc Encycl

Antiq (1843) I 96 The Etruscans, who were famous

potters, used to make fictile coffins 1835 Musgrave
Ramble Normandy 281 Curiosities fictile and fossil

3 Of or pertaining lo the manufacture of earthen-

ware, etc
,

haying to do with pottery. Also

(rarely

)

Skilled in or devoted to fictile art.

1854 Thoreau Walden (1863) 281, I was pleased to find

that so fictile an art was ever practised m my neighbour-

hood. 1864 C P Smyth Inker, m Gt Pyramid 1 1 (1880)

S That too graphic religion which the fictile nation on the

Nile ever delighted m 1888 Arts <5- Crafts Catal 46 And
Fictile Craft grew with his [man's] knowledge.

B sb A fictile vessel. _ . „
1830m Wgale Diet Terms. 1888 Arts

fi
Crafts Catal

45 'Ihese Fictiles tell the story of his first Art-mstincts

Hence Fi'ctilenesa, the quality or fact 01 being

fictile 1727 in Bailey vol II

Fictility (fiktiliti). [f. prec + -ITT.] The

quality or condition of being fictile In quot.

concr. An article of fictile ware.
1802 Leisure Hour Feb 271/2 The array of ancient nc-

tilities ’ was unhappily diminished by an accident

Fiction (fi kjen). Forms: 4 ficeion, (5-0

fyccion, -cyon, -tion(e), 7 flxion, jf- fiction

[a Fr Jiction (=Pr fiction,ficxio, Sp ficcion), ad

L fiction-tm, n of action f Jingere to fashion or

form: see Feign]
+ 1. The action of fashioning or imitating Obs

1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1658) 4*5 In some parts of

Germany it [the shrew] is called Zissmuss, from the

fiction of his voice 1711 Shattesb Charac vi. v (1737)

III, 381 The Art of Painting - suipassing by so many
Degrees all other Human Fiction, or imitative Art.

+b Arbitrary invention. Obs
a 1629 T Adams Two Sonnes Wks (1629) 422 The King

haumg made positiue lawes disdaines that a Oioome

should annuli those, to aduance other of his own fiction

1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks V 277 We have never dreamt

that parliaments had any right to force a currency of their

own fiction in the place of that which is real

*J*
o. concr. That which, is fashioned or named

;

a device, a fabric Obs
1379 Gosson.SVA Abuse (Arb ) 49 The other syttes drawing

Mathematical! fictions 1610 Guillim Heraldry in v (1660)

123 Thunder and Lightning theyhaue in their imaginary

fiction conjoyned 1784 Cowper 1 ask 1 416 Renounce the

odours of the open field For the unscented fictions of the

+ 2. Feigning, counterfeiting, deceit, dissimula-

tion, pretence Obs
, . . r ,

1483 Caxton Cato Aivb, He that sheweth him a frende

hy fyction and faynyng foi to dysceyue lurn 1502 Old
Crystal Men (W. de W 1506) 1 m 3^ Without hauynge

fyccyon in his woide c 153a Dewcs Introd Fr in Palsgr

xoai, I say without fiction 1605 Bacon Adv Learn. 1 vn

f 7 (1873) 56 A man of the purest goodness, without all

fiction or affectation 1609 Bible (Douay) PVisd vn
Which I lerned without fiction. , .

3 The action of ‘ feigning or inventing imaginary

incidents, existences, states of things, etc
,
whether

foi the purpose of deception or otherwise.

(The reproachful sense [= ‘ fabrication’] is merely con-

textual ) .

1603 Bacon Adv Learn, z. iv § 8 21 Hee that will easily

beleeue will as easily augment rumors so gieat an

affimtie hath fiction and beleefe 165* Hobbes Leviath u

xxvu 151 To be pleased in the fiction of that, which would

please a man if it were reall, is a Passion adhserent to the

Nature of man 1711 Shaftesb Charac
_
1 (1737) 1 4

Fraud occasion in the World 1S40 Thielwall Greece VII

99 The scene may appear to us so memorable, as to have
afforded temptation for fiction

b Thatwhich, or something that, is imagm atively

invented; feigned existence, event, or state of
things

, invention as opposed to fact
1398 Tkevisa Barth De P R 1 (1495) 3 They wysely

vse poetes in their ficcions. 1309 Hauls Past. Pleas,
Proem v. Whose [1 e Lydgate’s] fatall fictions are yet
permanent, Grounded on reason 1589 Warner Alb Eng
h Prose Add (1612) 332 The waues sollicited (a Poeticall
fiction) by the wife of Iupiter 1601 Shaks Twcl N. m
iv 141 If this were plaid vpon a stage now, I could condemne
it as an improbable fiction x6xa T Wilson Chr Diet 37s
The popish Priest-hood is an immaginary and blasphemous
fixion. 1798 Ferriar lllustr. Sterne

, Eng Hist 251 Fiction
is always more feeble than truth 1847 Emerson Repr
Men

,
Shaks Wks (Bohn) I 362 Few real men have leflsuch

distinct characters as these fictions 1835H SpencerPnnc
Psychol (1872) II viii ill 536 Until fact, has become
clearly distinguished from fiction 1876 Gladstone Homeric
Syncr 34 The fictions of the Virgihan age establish no pre-
sumption adverse to it.

c A statement or narrative pioceedmg from,

mere invention
, such statements collectively

1611 Bible Transl Pref 1 What a fiction or fable was
demsed 1635-60 Stanley Hist Philos (1701) 601/1 Let
us cast away all fiction 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1 317 Though
this was all a Fiction of his own, yet it had its desir’d Effect
1781 Gibbon Ded fy F. 11 xxxvi 326 Such an anecdote may
be rejected as an improbable fiction 1848 Macaulay Hist
Eng I 581 The messengers might have related mere
fictions without incurring the penalties of perjury. 1873
Holland A Bonnie 1. 17 He had been playing off a fiction
upon me
4. The species of literature which is concerned

with the narration of imaginary events and the

portraiture of imaginary characters ; fictitious

composition Now usually, prose novels and
stones collectively

;
the composition of works of

this class

1390 R Linche {title), The Fountame of Ancient Fiction
1780 Harris Phtlol, Eiiq Wks (1B41) 428 Dramatic fiction

copies real life x82g Lytton Devereux iv vi, Old people
like history better than fiction 1841 LaneA rab Nts I 63
The Arabs enjoy a remarkable advantage over us in the
composition of works of fiction 1862 Burton Bk Hunter
(1863) 10 The existing school of French fiction

b. A work of fiction; a novel or tale. Now
chiefly m depreciatory use ; cf. 3 b
1873 Manning Mission H. Ghost ix 258 They reac( nothing

but fictions and levities

5. A supposition known to be at variance with
fact, but conventionally accepted for some reason

ofpractical convenience, conformity with traditional

usage, decoium, or the like.

a in Law
Chiefly applied to those feigned statements of fact which

the practice of the courts authouzed to be alleged by a
plaintiffm order to bring his case withm the scope of the
law or the jurisdiction of the court, and which the defendant
was not allowed to disprove Fictions of this kind are now
almost obsolete in England, the objects which they were
designed to serve having been for the most part attained by
the amendment of the law.

1590 Swinburne Testaments 165 It were against all right

that he should be nidged the father of that childe, by
fiction of lawe 1767 Blackstone Comm II, 223 That
ancestor, from whom it i-> supposed by fiction of law to

have originally descended 1775 Ld Mansfieldm Mostyn
v Fabngas

,
Smith's Leading Cases (ed 9) I, 632 It is a

certain rule, that a fiction of law shall never be contiadicted

so as to defeat the end for which it was invented, but for

every other purpose it may be contradicted 18x8 Cruise
Digest (ed 2) I 26 It became a fundamental maxim, or
rather fiction of our law that all real property was originally

gtanted by the king x86x Maine Am Law 11 (1876) 26,

I employ the expression 'Legal Fiction' to signify any
assumption which conceals, or affects to conceal, the fact

that a rule of law has undergone alteration *876 Freeman
Norm Conq V xxu 17 The same spirit of legal fiction

shows itself m the way in which the facts of the great con-
fiscation are dealt with

b gen (chiefly transf')

1828 Ld Grenville Sink Fund xx To leduce debt by
borrowing is a mamfest fiction m finance 1840 Dickens
OldC Shop vn, By a like pleasant fiction his single chamber
was always mentioned ra the plural number i86x Mill
Utiht 1 2 The elements of algebra are as full of fictions

as English law

6 Comb., asfiction-mint ,
-monger, -rwriter

.

x8xo Bfntham Packing (’1821) vin Si note, Those fiction-

mints 1850 Sat Rev VII 43/x The rest are the regular

property of the fiction water, 1891 J Winsor Columbus
vi 1 12 The credulous fiction-mongers who hang about the

skirts of the historic field. 1891 Pall Mall G 7 Oct 3/1 He
is no mere fiction-monger

Hence Pi etion v, trans To feign, rare
~ 0

Pi etioned fpl a
x8ao Praed Surly Hall 238 His fictioned flame

Fictional (fi kfanal), a. [f, prec + -al.] Of,

peilaming to, or 01 the nature of fiction.

1843 F E Pacet IVaiden Berkingholt 97 Poisoning the

springs of fictional literature 1848 Blackw Mag LXIII

754 There is a fearful dearth of invention just now, especially

in the fictional department, 1863 Sat Rev, 19 Aug 227/1

He is . . the outcome of these fine fictional theories 1869

Arber Introd Monk ofEvesham 8 The confusion in con-

struction tends to prove the fictional character of the

work.
.

Hence Fictionally adv

,

in a fictional manner

,

by means oi a work of fiction.

1889 Hissey Tourm Phaeton 34 A somewhat similar old

house, in like manner made fictionally historic,

Fictionary (fi kjbnau), a [f as prec. + -aby.]

Existing only in fiction ,
imaginary, pretended.

x88a D C Murray Valentine Strange xxvi, Then out
came from his fictionary uncle’s care Gerard’s half sovereign

Fictionist (fi kjbnist) £f. as prec. + -IStJ
A narrator of or writer oi fiction ; a story-teller,

novelist.

1829 IFestm Rev XI 490 He stands among the foremost
of the prose fictionists of the hour 1836 Lytton Athens
(1837) II 402 The stones of the popular and oral fictionist

m the bazaars of the Mussulman 1873 M Pattison Ess.
{1889) I 309 Some of our fictionists have left this traditional
groove

Fictionize (fi kjanoiz), v [f as prec + -ize ]
trans

.

a. To turn into fiction b. To give a
fictitious form to.

1831 S R Maitland Ermnn vi 123 One of the writers
who has thought fit to fictionize the truths of revelation

1864 N £ Q V 13 The unicorn, as fictionized in heraldry,
is a white horse

+ Fi cticms, a. Obs. [as if ad L- *fictidsus} L
fichonem . see Fiotion.]

1 = Fictitious.

1644 Quarles Sheph Orac i, My report . .Was counted
fictious 1688 Prior Exod 111 14 vi, And study’d Lines
and fictious Circles draws 1710 Brit AJ/ollo III 3/2 Thy
Fictions Performance would ne’re be so dull. 1770 Gent/.
Mag XL 3x5 His R- H had assumed the fictious

name of Morgan 1804 J Lackington Confessions Pref 7,
I have called my old acquaintances by fictious names. 18x3
T 3vsm Lnci ettus I 122 The poet’s fictious tales Ibid.

II 361 A mighty army fills the plain with fictious war
2. Addicted to or characterized by fiction.

1641 T. Hayne Luther 1x3 Go, fictious Greece, go tell

Alcides, then, His club is nothing to great Luthers pen.
x66o tr Paracelsus’ Ai ckidoxis 11 26 As long as thy Fancy
. adhers to thy Fictious Books 1813 G Colman Br.
Grins, Vagaries Vind xxxiv, From fictious verse could
stubborn facts ensue

Fictitious (fiktijas), a. [f L. fictTci-us (f.

fingSre to fashion, Feign) +-ous see -mous ]

1. +a Artificial as opposed to natural (obs).

b Counterfeit, ‘imitation’, sham ; not genuine
16x3 Crooke Body ofMan 84 Able to distinguish betweene

natuval and fictitious precious Stones 1683 Boyle Eng
Notion Nat 29 Chymists distinguish V ltnol into Natural
and Fictitious, or made by Art 1723 Pope Odyss xvni
356 Three vases heap’d with copious fires display O’er all

the palace a fictitious day. 1734 tr Rollm's Anc Hist
(1827) VIII xix 295 By shellding fictitious tears X783
Watson Pkthp III

, 1 (1839) 19 The fictitious attack on the
foit. 1828 Scott F. M Perth xxxi. The fictitious old
woman ushered in Catharine *840 Macaulay Clive 45
Two treaties were drawn up, one on white paper, the other
on red, the former real, the latter fictitious

2 Arbitrarily devised, not founded on rational

grounds
1660 Jer Taylor Duct Dubit 1 11.76 Those things which

by abuse are passed into a fictitious and usurped authority
1662 H Stubbe Itid Nectar Pref 4 The unpractised (and
m many parts false, and fictitious) Doctrine 1736 Butler
Anal 1 m 96 The notion . of a moral scheme of govern-
ment is not fictitious but natural 1868 Rogers Pol Econ
III (1876) s Nations, who have no money have been con-
strained to invent a fictitious measure in order to express
values

3 Of a name • Feigned, assumed or invented,

not real. Of a character, etc : Feigned, de-

ceptively assumed, simulated.
a 1633 Austin Medit (1635) 02 Philip Melancthon thinks,

they [Melchior, Gaspar, and Balthazar] were not true, but
fictitious Names 1733 Pope Lett 7 Mar 1731, I may
make use of Real Names and not of Fictitious Ones 1783
Watson Philip III (1793) I nr 406 Men who act a fictitious

part. x8zo Scott Ivanltoe xxm. Her haughtiness .was..

a

fictitious character, induced over that which was natural to

her 1870 Dickens E Drood m,A fictitious name must be
bestowed upon the old Cathedral town.

4. Feigned to exist , existing onlym imagination;

imaginary, unreal
1621-31 Burton Anat Mel m iv 1. u 644 St Christopher,

and 1companyoffictitious Saints 1634 Habington Castara
(Arb ), Nobler comfort .then vice Ere found m her fictitious

Paradise, 1701 Rowf Amb Step-Moth, hi n, He laughs

At the fictitious Justice of the Gods 1827 Hare Guesses

(1839) 273 The facts in Poetry, being avowedly fictitious,

are not false 1865 Livingstonl Zambesi vi xr8 The
Portuguese would, by fictitious claims, leap all the benefit.

1877 R. Guten Stock Exch. Secur 64 Such fictitious

securities, as the loans of Honduras.

5 Of, pertaining Lo, or of the nature of fiction.

1773 Mrs Chapone Improv Mind (1774) II *44 Those
fictitious stories that so enchant the mind *838 Thirlwall
Greece II xvi. 358 Marvels which would be intolerable in

a fictitious narrative 1851 Thackeray Eng Hum (1853)

X07 Out of the fictitious book I get the expression of the life

of the time

0. Constituted or regarded as such by a (legal or

conventional) fiction.

1837 Kt. Martineau Soc, Amer, III 261 Being under

a sense of transgression for a wholly fictitious offence 1883

MaineEarly Law % Custom iv xooThegrowing popularity

of Adoption, as a method of obtaining a fictitious son.

Fictitiously (fiktrfesli), adv [f. prec. +
In a fictitious, imaginary, pretended or

counterfeit manner , falsely
,
by way of pretence or

sham,
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep v. xx 263 These pieces

fictitiously set downe, and having no copy in Nature 1769

Blackstone Comm iv 185 Not fictitiously .but from a real

tenderness of shedding his brother’s blood 1879 Cassell's

24 - a



FICTITIOtTSNESS

.

188 EIDDLE.
TecJtn Educ I 58 If the ceiling is flat all ornament upon
it must not fictitiously represent relief.

Fictitiousness (fiktijssnes) [f as prec +
-ness ] The state or quality of being fictitious

1660 Ingelo Bentiv <$• Ur (1682) 11 108 To free it [Truth]
from all suspicion of Fictitiousness 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. las 1*3 Its [comedy’s] essence consists in the fictitious-
ness of the transaction 185a N. But Rev Nov 43 Not-
withstanding the fictitiousness of the point of view

Fictive (fiktiv), a [a. F fictif -we, f L.
type *fiUTv-us, f fingpre to fashion, Feign ]
L In active sense f a Given to feigning. Obs
C149X C/iast. Goddes Ckyld, 28 In goddes sighte they ben

very fyctifs feyners

b. Adapted to or concerned with the creation of
fiction ; imaginatively creative.
1865 Macm. Mag Dec 156 The personages whom by his

fictive art he had called into being 1889 J M Robertson
Ess Cnt Method 122 Having a great fictive faculty

C Adapted to fashion or form
, moulding, rare

187s L Morris Food of Song v, Too formless to inspire
The fictive hand.
2 In passive sense, a Originating in fiction,

created by the imagination, fictitious Of a name

:

Assumed
161a Drayton Poly-olb. vl 93 Time to those things

whose grounds were vene true, 1 hough naked yet and bare
gave fictive ornament *837 Ft user’s Mag XV 636 It

must be some list of a party or else the names are fictive
x86o Ld Lytton Luctle it iv 1 60 What was there in such
fictive woes To thrill a whole theatre!

b. Of a counteifeit or fictitious character, not
real, feigned, sham.
1855 Tennyson Brook 93 Dabbling in the fount of fictive

tears 1878 GladstonePnm //<w/r**xi7 Thefictive advice
of Agamemnon to return home is taken m good earnest

t Fi'ctly, adv Obs. [f. Fict a + -ly 2
]

Feignedly, insincerely

1677 T Harvey tr J. Owen’s Efitgr. 1 77 When in the
Temple you pray, You two, not fictly, Abba, Father, say,

tFictor (fi kt3i, -01) Obs [a L fictor,
agent-n

fingere to fashion ] One who frames or fashions

;

esp. an artist or modellei in clay, etc
1665 Sir T Herbert Trim (1677) 139 Not such Beasts as

are in Nature, but rather as issue from the Poets or Fictors
brams *677 Gale Crt Gentiles II iv 420 The whole of
the New Creature

,
is to be ascribed to Christ . as the

Creator, Fictor and Effector thereof [1824 Elmes Diet
Fine Arts

, Fictor, in ancient art an artist who models or
forms statues and reliefs in clay (Hence in mod. Diets.) ]

+ Ficto se, a. Obs~° [f L. ficius, pa. pple.
oifingere to Feign + -ose ] Feigned, counterfeit.
1727 in Bailey vol II

+ Fi'cture. Obs. rare [ad. L. fetura, f
firgSre to Feign ] A feigning

1727 in Bailey vol II.

+Fieulnean, a Obs — 1 [f L ficulne-us ] Of
fig-treewood, 1 e worthless (see Horace Sat 1 vm 1).
1716 M. Davies A then. Brit II 278 So also are the few

Ficulnean Arguments and Infrunite Pamphlets of the
Nestonan Ariamsm wholly outshun and outdone.
Ficus (faikils). Path. [a. L. ficus fig, fig-

tree.] See quots.
c 1400 Lttifrauds Ctrurg (MS A) 287 Ficus is a maner

wexynge pat arisib upon a mannes 3erde tofore. 1494
Fabyan Chron clxxi. 165 At Goddes ordynaunce he had
that euyll called fycus. x86o Mayne Expos Lex

, Ficus,
Pathol Surg

,

name given to a fleshy substance or kind of
Condyloma resembling a fig

Fid, (fid), sb Chiefly Naut Also 8-9 Add.
[Of unknown origin

; it is doubtful whether all the
senses belong to the same word ]
1 . A conical pm of hard wood, from 9 to 30 in.

long, used to open the strands of a rope in splicing
1615 E S. Britain's Buss in Aib Garner III 629 Fids or

Hammers a 164a SirW Monson Naval Tracts m (1704)
342/1 Fids and Marling Spikes 1769 Falconer Did,
Marine (1789), Efltssoir a splicing fid X779-80 Cook
Voy II 39 Shaped somewhat like a large fid or sugar-loaf
2 A square bai of wood or iron, with a shoulder

at one end, used to support the weight of the top-
mast and also the topgallant mast.
1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet s,v„ The pin in the

heele of the top-mast which beaies it upon the ches trees, is
a fidd 1794 Rigging # Seamanship I 29 Fids are made
square. 1824 Ann Reg 271* An improved fidd for the
upper masts of ships 2867 m Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
3 . A plug of oakum for the vent of a gun
1626 Capt. Smith Acctd Yng Seamen 31 Their fids and

leads to keepe dry the touch hole i7ax-x8oo in Bailey.
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
4. ? to ansf A plug or quid of tobacco
1793 Grose Did. Vulg Tongue, Fid of Tobacco 1860 in

Bartlett Did. Amer 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
5 dial. A small but thick piece of anything.
1838 m Holloway Provincialisms, 1851 Newland The

Erne 71 It [a trout] was already cut into fids of fiye or six
mches in length* 1883 Hamj>sJu Gloss

, sb a piece
Ex, ‘ A fid of cheese
6 dial. See quot. [Perh a different word

,
cf

Fad, Fawd, Feald in same sense]
1863 Morton Cycl Agrtc (E. D. S.), Fid (Kent), i

thatcher s handful of straw,
7 . ‘A wooden or metal bar or pm, used t<

support or steady anything * (Webster).
J S Springer in Harper's Mag III, 319 Afte;

having knocked out the 'fid
1

, which united the chain thai
bound the load, the log rolled suddenly upon him. 1855

Colquiioun Oarsman's Guide 31 A fid is a wedge passed
through a hole to secure anything
8 attnb

,

asfid-hammer, -hole

1644 Manwayring Seaman's Did
,
Ftdd-hantmer is a Fidd

made sharpe at one end, to sphse a roape, and a Hammer at
the other end X72X-X800 Bailey, Piddhammer 1789
Trans Soc. Enconrag ArtsVll. 217 A top-mast inverted
the fid-hole to ship the tiller in x86g Sir J Rni d S/up-
butld xvi 315 Thus steel yards have snapped 111 the tiuss,

topmasts in the fid hole

Fid (fid), v [f prec. sb ] it atts. To fix (a top-

mast, etc ) with a fid

1729 Capt W Wriglysworth MS. Log-bk, ofthe
1Lyell'

31 Sept , Rigg’d the mamtopmast and Added it r i860 TI.

Stuart Seaman's Catech 18 Top tackle pendants, and falls

are used for Fidding or housing the mast

II Fidalgo (fidse lgu). Also 8 phidalgo [Pg
fidalgo nobleman, contraction forfilho de algo (obs )

son of something Cf. Hidalgo.] A Portuguese
noble Also (see quot. 1705)
1638 Sir T Herbert Trav 117 Whether the behaviour of

the Fidalgo displeased our Sea men, or that they understood
them not I know not 1703 Bosman Guinea xix 361 The
Vice-roys, here called Pludalgoes or Govemadors, which
compose the first State of the Kingdom x8ao Southey Sir
T More II 236 Our young fidalgos resemble this Caval-
liero as little as they do the Circassian gentry

tFi'dder, sb Ohs =Fid sb 1.

1644 Manwayring Seaman's Did s v Fidd, But when we
splise cabells w e use Adders ofwood 1678 111 Phillips s.v.Fid
f Fi'dder, v. Obs
x6xx Cotgr., Fretiouiller, to Adder, to lake, to pudder in.

Fiddsr, obs Sc. var of Fothlr sb.

Fiddle (fid’l), sb. Forms. 3-4 fl8-,

fltb.el(e, (4 fltlml, south vipsle), 4-5 fythel(e,

(5 fythal, -ll, -ylle), 4-6 fldel(e, (5 fad-, fidylle,

6 fiddel), 5-6 fydel, (5 -all, -yll, 6 -dalle, -dylle),
6- fiddle. [ME fifele, OE- *fitSele wk. fern, (im-
plied xn denv. fiSelere) =MDu vedel{e (Du. vedel,

veel), OHG. fidula (MHG videle, Ger. fiedel),
ON fipia (T>sl.fiddel)
Ihe ultimate origin is obscure The Teut. word beats a

singular resemblance in sound to its med L synonym vitula,
vtdula, whence OF vtole, Pr viula, and (by adoption from
these langs ) It , Sp , Pg viola see Viol. The supposition
that the early Rom vidttla was adopted independently in
more than one Teut lang would account adequately for ail
the Teut forms} on the other hand, *fiPul6n- may be an
OTeut word of native etymology, though no satisfactory
Teut derivation has been found ]

1 A stringed instrument of music
;
usually, the

violin, but also (with defining word as in bass
fiddle) applied to other instruments of the viol kmd
Now only m familiar or contemptuous use.
rxaog Lay 700a Of harpe & of saltenun of fiSele & of

conun 1377 Langl. P, PI B IX 102 Wolde neuere be
faithful faaer lus fithelwere ontempred ci430 Hoi land
Hrnulat 76r The lilt pype, and the lute, the fydill in fist

*535 Coverdale i Sam xvm 6 With tymbrels, with
myrth, and with fyddels. 1389 Pappe w Hatchet E iij b,
I must tune my fiddle, and fetch some more rozen
a 1680 Butler Rem (1759} I 138 Till all you built appear’d
Like that, Amphion with his Fiddle rear’d 1740 Somer-
villeHobbmol 1 323 Shrill Fiddles squeak Hoarse Bag-pipes
roar 1835Thackeray Newcomesl 22 Engaged in London
m giving private lessons on the fiddle 1870 H Smart
Racefor IVfe 1, The dear old country fiddles are playing
dance-music

b. In colloquial phrases Asfit as a fiddle . in
good ‘form’ or condition To hang up one's

fiddle , to retire from business, give up an undei-
taking. To hang up one's fiddle when one comes
home said of persons who are entertaining abroad
but not m their family circle To play first (or
second) fiddle to take a leading (01 subordinate)
position To have one's face made of a fiddle :

to be irresistibly chaiming. To have a face as
long as afiddle to look dismal.
2762 Smollett Sir L Gi eaves (1780) I vui 84 Your

honour’s face is made of a fiddle , every one that looks on
you loves you 1778 Learning at Loss II. 79 Our Friends
, returned, with Jack Solecism the first Fiddle as usual
1816 Scott Old Mart, xxxvii, How could I help it? His
face was made of a fiddle 1822 O’Meara Napoleon in
Exile I 227 He was of opinion that Prussia should never
play the first fiddle m the affairs of the Continent. x86a
H Kingsley Ravenshoe III ix 140 It was evident that
he had been playing second fiddle 1882 Miss Braddon

Mt, Royal III. xi 253 ‘Is Salathiel pretty fiesh V asked
the Baron. ‘Fit as a fiddle’ 1889 D Hannay Capt
Mairyat ix. He did not entirely hang his fiddle up when
he came home X889 H O’Reilly 50 Years on Trail 11,
I arrived at my destination feeling as fit as a fiddle.

2. Applied to the playei

.

a. =Fiddler Thefiddles', the band of fiddlers
1676 Marvell Mr Smirke 71 Envy began to dance

among the Bishops first, the good Constantine brought them
the Fiddles 1773 Brydone Sicily 1 (1809) 7 Barbella, the
sweetest fiddle m Italy, leads our little band
b transf. One to whose music others dance;

hence, a mirth-maker, jester.
x6oo Breton Pasqnil's Madcappe 64 Wks. (Grosart) 9 Hemay be but a foole, and she a fiddle 1693 Locke Thoughts

cone Educ. § 163 208 You would not have your Son the
Fiddle to every jovial Company 1728 Pope Dune 1 224
At once the Bear and Fiddle of the town. 1739 Cibbyr Apol.
(1756) I. 13 His easy humoui, whenever he is called to it
[company], tan still make himself the fiddle of it 1837
Markyat Dog-fiend' v, He was the fiddle of the ship’s
company

3 Something icsembhng a fiddle in shape or
appearance a Naut (See quot 1867); b Agrtc
(See quot 1874), c Gunmaking (See quot 1881)
*865 Daily 1 el si Aug 5/2 A heavy sea, which caused

the production of ‘ fiddles’ on the saloon tables at lunch time
1867 Smyth Sailor's Woid-bk, Piddle, a contrivance to
prevent things ftom rolling off the table m bad weather
1874 Knight Diet Mech

,
Fiddle a wooden bar about ix

feet long, attached by ropes at its ends to the traces of
a horse, and used to diag loose straw or hay on the ground
[etc ] x88x Gheeneu Gnu 248 The value of a stock is
greatly enhanced by a species of cioss pattern, or ‘fiddle’

4. In various slang uses a. (See quot 1700).
b A watchman’s rattle, o Scotch (j- Welsh) fiddle,
the itch. d. Stock-exchange * the sixteenth pait of
a pound. 6. A sixpence (Faimer)
a 211700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Fiddle, a Writ to

Airest 1783 in Grose Diet Vulg Tongue
b 1823W T MoncrieI’F Tom .5- Jeiry u 11, Log There’s

the Charlies’ fiddles going Jeiry Charlies’ fiddles?—I’m
not fly, Doctor Log Rattles, Jen y, rattles 1

0. 21x700 B E Diet. Cant Crew, Wtlshfiddle, the Itch
1826 J Randolph Let 20 Feb m Life J Quincy 421,
I have not catcbed the literary ' Scotch fiddle

’

d. 1825 C M Westmacott Eng Spy II 138 To do busi-
ness with me at a fiddle 1887 At kin House hemps 13 Done
at a fiddle.

5 Used mterjeclionally = Fiddlestick
1695 Congreve Lovefor L v m, Fore Hussy, you shall

have a Rod, Miss A Fiddle of a Rod, I’ll have a Husband.
0 The action of fiddling, or fig of fussy trifling

1874 Blackie Self-Cult 89 The eternal whirl and fiddle of
life, so characteristic of our neighbours across the Channel
7 . attnb and Comb a simple attnb

,
as fiddle-

lore, -make b. objective, as fiddle-fabucant,
-fancier, -holder, -lover, -maker, fiddle making
vbl sb

; fiddle-scraping adj

1836 Duiiourg Violin ix (1878) 271 Ihe noted Tvrolese
*fiddle-fabricants. Ibid ix 260 An ingenious “fiddle-fanuer.
1848 J Bishop tr Otto's Vtolm App v U8751 85 L Spohr
invented what he called a *fiddle-holder 18B5 Pall Mall
G 9 June 1/2 Now is the time for all “fiddle lovers to go and
rub up their “fiddle lore 1864 Sandys & Foster Hist
Violin ix 125 A large instrument of the "fiddle make
a 1680 Butli r Rem (17591 II 181 A good “Fiddle-Maker.
1885 Pall Mall G 9 June 2/x The great emperor of all
fiddle-makers, Antomus Stradivanus 1884E Hlron-Allen
Vtolin-mahing 11 vi 129 1 he wood used in “fiddle making
should be thoroughly dry 1879 Besant & Rice ’

l'was in
Trafalgads Bay 11 (1891) 21 She came to compaimg her son—the “fiddle-scraping son—with his late father

8 Special comb • fiddle-back, a back (of a
chan) shaped like a fiddle, also ath tb infiddle-back
tuood, a name given to various ornamental woods
used for the covers of books

,
fiddle-block Naut

(see quot 1858), ] fiddle-brained a

,

foolish,

frivolous, fiddle-dock (see quot 1823), fiddle-
faced a

,

pulling a long face, unhappy looking;
fiddle-fish, (a) a name given to the Angel-fish or
Monlc-fish

, (b

)

(see quot 1867) , fiddle-flanked a

,

having hollow flanks like a fiddle
;
fiddle-grass

(see quot.)
, fiddle-lipped a

,
of a flower, having

a lip shaped like a fiddle, fiddle-pattern, the
pattern of ‘fiddle-headed’ spoons and folks,
fiddle - patterned a — Fiddle - headed b.

;

fiddle -shaped a. Pot (see quot 1 866 ,
rendering

mod L panduriformis)

,

fiddlewood, {a) the
Citharexylon

, if) (see quot 1878-86).
1890 Longm Mag Jan. 312 A tall, old Chippendale arm-

chan, with a quaintly-carved “‘fiddle ’-back 1838 Simmonds
Diet Trade, *Fiddle-block, a block with two sheaves, one
over the other , the lower one smaller than the other x88a
Naris Seamanship (ed 6) 44 'Ihe lover end [is] spliced
round the fiddle block 1823 Crabb Technol Diet , *Piddle-
dock (Bot ). the llumex pulcher of Linnsuis c 1785 John
Thompson sMan (1829) 17 “Fiddle faced, wagtailed fellows
1883 W. Westall Lairy Lokcngim I v, White-chokered,
strait-laced and fiddle-faced 1748 Anson's Voy 11 xn 266
The Torpedo, or numbing fish, which is m shape very like
the “fiddle-fish 1850 All Year Round No 19 451 The
fiddle-fish (shaped like the butt of a fiddle) 2867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk, Fiddle-fish, a name of the king crab
{Limitlus polyphemus) c 1783 John ’Ihompsoiis Man is
Foul-breeked, rep shauked, “fiddle-flanked 1878-86 Britt en
& Holland Plant n , “Fiddle Grass, Epiloluum hvsutwn
L 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 4, Zingiberpandnratmn,
“fiddle lipped 1842 Barham lngol Leg , Misadv Margate,
I could not see my table spoons 1 he little “fiddle-pattern’d
ones I use 18x9 Reds Cycl XIV, s v , *Piddle shaped leaf

is oblong, broad at the two extremities and contracted in
the middle, like a fiddle or some sort of guitar. x866 7 reas
Bot , Fiddle-shaped, obovate, with one or two recesses or
indentations on each side 1713 J Pltiver in Phil 7 reins.
XXVIII 216 Barbadoes “Fiddle- wood, Cithaiexylum
Amencanum 1756 P, Browne Jamaica 265 Black-heart
Fiddlewood 1878-86 Brin en & Holland Plant-n , Fiddle-
wood, Sci ophularia aquatica

Fiddle (fi d’l), v [f. prec sb ]
1 mtr. To play the fiddle or violin

; now only
in familiar or contemptuous use Also fig
1377 Langl P PI B xm 231 For I can noither table lie

trompe ne fythelen at festes, ne harpen c 1440 Promp
Pary 159/2 Fydelin, or fyielyn, vttnlor 1530 Palsgr
549/1 Can you fyddell and playe upon a tabouret to ? 1628
Ford Lover's Mel v 1, What dost think I am, that thou
shouldst fiddle So much upon my patience ? a x66x Fuller
Worthies (1662) 120 This man [John Smith] could notfidle,
could not lune himself to be pleasant and plausible to all
Companies 1742 Pofe Dune iv 598 Others. Teach Kings
to fiddle, and make Senates dance 1836 W Irving
Astona I. 216 They feast, they fiddle, they dunk, they sing.
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b. qnasi-trans with cognate obj. In qnot fig
*377 Langl P PI B Xin 447 A Iered man, to lere be

what oure lorde suffred . And fithel J>e without flaterynge of
gode friday >e storye 1870 The Universe si May, We had
used to say they were ignorant, but now when we see a
monk-taught boy we fiddle another tune,

c tians with adverbs (nonce-uses)
1332 More Confut Barnes vm Wks. 739/a All maner of

people be he pope or pedeler monke or myller, freie or
fideler, or anye of the remenaunt that thys fonde frere
fiddeleth forth here by letters 1303 Nashe Christ's T 39 b,
Blowne vp honour, honour by antick fawning fidled vp 1640
G Daniel Trmarch. To Rdr 163 Let Nero diddle out
Rome’s Obsequies 1864 Fraser's Mag Apr 403 That im-
ulsive band which proposed to fiddle down the walls of our
ocial Jericho.

2 techn (See quot

)

1883 Gill in Encycl Ent (ed 9) XVI 244 s v Micro
meter, Each movable web must pass the other without
coming in contact with it or the fixed wire and without
rubbing on any part of the brass-work Should either fault
occur (technically called ‘fiddling’) it is fatal to accurate
measurement
3 To make aimless or frivolous movements

,

esp to play, toy about, at, on, over, with (a thing,
rarely, a person)

,
to act idly or frivolously. Also

tofiddle about

\

Palsgr, 349/1 Loke you fydell nat with your handes
whan your maister speketh to you 1604 T.Wright Passions
iv 11. § 3. 133 Some men you haue alwaies fidhng about
their garments 1663PFPYS Diary 13 July, The ladies
talking, and fiddling with their hats and feathers 1703W King Ait ofLove xu 13 Her fingers or her tongue would
fiddle 1738 Swift Polite Convers h, He took a pipe in his
hand, and fiddled with it till he broke it 1741 Betterton
Eng Stage v. 64 Some are perpetually fidling about their
Cloaths. 1761 Mrs Sheridan Sidney Bidulph (1767) IV
*34i I had pretended to be fiddling at it all the timewe were
at tea 1835 Browning Fra Lippo Lippi 13 You’ll take
Your hand away that's fiddling on my throat. 1883 H
Smart Hard Lines I m, They’ve had him fiddling about so
long in the school, he's most likely forgot how to gallop
1884 Sat Rev 12 July 40/1 A Ministry fiddling with
Franchise Bills.

to. slang (See quot

)

1851 Mayhew Land Labour I igg/r A lad that had been
lucky fiddling (holding horses or picking up money any-
how)
C trans Tofiddle away • to fritter away.

1667 H More Div Dial. 11 xiv (1713) 132 [They] fiddle
away their time as idlely as those that pJl Straws 1861
Beuesf Hope Eng Cathedr xqth C, vi 221 The common-
place way of treating it is that of simply fiddling it away
4 a. trans To cheat, swindle Now only

slang. Also with into, out of. b. mtr (see quot
1850).
x<x>4 Deiiker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II, 170 There was

one more that fiddled my fine Pedlers 1703 De Foe
Villainy of Stockjobbers Misc 268 There People can
Fiddle them out of their Money *738 Chester? Common
Sense 14 Oct , Somebody else would have been fiddled into
it again. 1850 Lloyd's Weekly 3 Feb (Farmer), I understand
fiddling—that means, buying a thing for a mere trifle and
selling it for double or for more 1851 Mayhew Loud
Labour I 424 The way the globe man does is to go among
the old women and fiddle (humbug] them. x861 Ibid III.
130 We are generally fiddled most tremendous.

5 slang. To take liberties with (a woman).
163a Chapman & Shirley Ball n, m, Fiddling ladies, you

molecateher!

Frddle-bow. The stringed bow with which
a fiddle is played; = Fiddlestick.
1837 W Hersfe in Gentl Mag Dec 484 Thine elbow

instinctively moving to the fiddle-bow even after sleep had
settled upon thy weary eyelids 1831 Brewster Nat.
Magic vm. (1833) 180 Drawing a rosined fiddle-how across
it 1871 B Taylor Faust (1875) I. 11. 40 The fiddle bow
wasplaying

Fiddle-case-
1 . The case m winch a fiddle is kept. Also

attnb
,
fiddle-case boots : boots as big as a fiddle-

case.

1647 Ward Simp CobUrzj To spend their lives in making
fidle-cases for futulous womens phansies 176a Goldsm CiiW xh, Heads as empty as a fiddle-case 1837 Lockhart
Scott VIII 71 Halfa dozen tall footmen each bearing
a fiddle case 1852 R S Surtees Sponge's Sp Tour lxvi.

536 Tweed trousers thrust into fiddle-case boots

2. pi. (See quot

)

1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant Fiddle-cases,

Rhmanthns crista-galli.

+ Fi’ddlecome, a Obs. [short for next, used
attnb ] Nonsensical, silly, tn.up.pery

1697 Vanbrugh Relapse iv 1 103 A fiddlecome tale of a
draggle-tailed girl 1777 Sheridan Tnp Scarb iv 1, Do
you think such a fine proper gentleman cares for a fiddle-

come tale of a child ?

t Fiddle-come-faddle. Obs rare [Altered
form of Fiddle-faddle, with come for Cum.
1663 Cowley Cutter of Coleman St in vm, They have

their Simpathies and Fiadle-come-faddles in their Brain

Fiddlededee (fid’ldid*) tnt and sb [f

Fiddle sb. or v., used m a contemptuous sense
with a nonsensical appendage ]A int. Nonsense 1

a 1784 Johnson inBoswell's Life(i 848) Appdx 837/1 All he
[Johnson] said was, ‘ Fiddle de-dee, my dear * 1833 J Neal
Bro Jonathan I 182 Fiddle-de-dee then ; I’ll venter it 1

1863 Trollope Belton Esi xxix 352 ‘He is a man very
estimable ’

.
‘ Fiddle-de-dee He is an ape,—a monkey,'

B. sb Nonsense, absurdity.

Mod. That is all fiddle-de-dee

Fiddle-faddle (fid’lifsed’l), sb, a. and tnt
[This and the vb are reduplications of Fiddle or
Faddle, cf Ger fickfack, and contemptuous forma-
tions likefiimfiam, skimble-skamble, etc ]A sb

1. Trifling talk or action
;

in pi. trivial matters,
trifling occupations or objects of attention.
1377 tr Bultinger’s Decades 103 This more then nedmg

nddle faddle smacks somwhat ofambition 1592 G Harvey
Pierce's Super Wks 1884 II 98 Away with these paultrmge
fidle-fadles *684 tr. Agnppa’s Van Arts xxx 86 The
Fiddle-faddles and Trifles of Mathematicians a X734N0RTH
Exam 11 v § 141 (1740) 403 Come leave your Fidalefaddles
of Presumptions cjj6a in Macaulay Ess Pitt (1854) 308/2
No more they make a fiddle-faddle About a Hessian horse
or saddle 1827 Scott Jml 8 July, The fiddle-faddle of
arranging all the things was troublesome 1849 Darwin
Life ff Lett (1887) I 377 Describing species of birds and
shells, &c , is all fiddle-faddle. 1861 T L Peacock Gryll
Gr 103 Where you just look on fiddlefaddles while your
dinner is behind a screen 1887 Jessopp Aready iv 134
Collecting cards. .and all the petty fiddlefaddle thatis grow-
ing so stale

2. An idler, trifler
; a gossip, chatterbox.

1603 Breton Merry Wonders, Maid Manan in a Momce-
daunce, would put her down for a Fiddle-faddle 1736
Mrs. Delany Let to Mis Denies, Mrs Montagu, Mrs
Gosling, and two or three fiddle faddles 1824 Westm
Rev. II 337 Your true fiddle-faddle Somebody, who would
he in high repute among his fellows x888 Berksh. Gloss
s v , A ‘viddle vaddle or viddle vaddler ’

B. adj. Trifling, petty, fussy . said of persons
as well as of things
*6x7 Collins Def Bp Ely 208 A great deale more of such

fiddle-faddle stuffe. 1727 De Foe Protest Monast 16 In any
other fiddle faddle part of Life. 171a Arhuthnot John
Bull in Arb Garner (1883) VI 603 They [liverymen] said,
‘She was a troublesome fiddle faddle old woman 1 ’ 1834
Bcckford Italy II 164 So fiddle-faddle and so coquettish
1833 Thackeray Newcotues II 69 The fiddle-faddle eti-

quette of the Court

o int Nonsense 1 Bosh 1

1671 Shadwell Humorists v, Fiddle faddle on your
Travelling and University. 1703 Vanbrugh Confed 11 i,

Fiddle, faddle, han’t I wit enough already? 1779 Mad
D’Arblav Diary xi Jan , Dr Johnson Pho 1 fiddle-
faddle

,
do you suppose your book is so much talked of and

not yourself? 1876 F. E Trollope Charming Fellow III.
xv 191 Oh, fiddle-faddle, my lord

!

Fiddle-faddle (fi‘d'l|fse d’l), v. [See the sb ]
intr. To be busy about petty trifles; to fuss,
‘ mess about’.
1633 Ford Broken H 1 iii, Ye may as easily Outrun a

cloud driven by the northern blast As fiddle faddle so £776
Mrs Delanv Lett Ser 11 II 202 Had you been bred up
only to fiddle faddle, you would have fiddle faddled all your
life 1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I 226 She has
fiddle-faddled about the garden, picking off halfa-dozen
dead roses.

Hence Piddle-faddliug vbl sb and ppl. a Also
Tiddle-faddler
1834T Meowin A ngler Wales I Pref ix, But lest I should

chance to be considered here one of the tribe of that fiddle-
fadling, dull old prosing pedant. *846 Worcester (citing
Qu Rev ), Fiddle-faddler, a foolish tnfler. 1830 Clough
Poems and Pr Rein (1869) I x68 Whatsoever your hand
findeth to do, do it without fiddle-faddling i8fir Miss
Braddon Lady Lisle (1885) 36, I don’t want him to he
afiddle-faddhng girl 1882 Society 14 Oct 11/2 The mistaken
notion that detail is a substitute for spirit and fiddle-

faddling for acting

Fi ddle-bead. [f. Fiddle sb + Head ]
1. Naut The ornamental carving at the bows of

a vessel, the termination of which is a scroll turn-

ing aft or inward like the head of a violin

1799 Naval Chron . I App State of Navy, Neptune

,

The
fiddle-head had a bad effect 1833 Marryat P Simple
xli, I hope Captain O’Brien will take off her fiddle-head,
and get one carved

2 . A locaL name for a young fern frond.
1883 J Hardy in Proc Berw Nat Club IX 563 Young

fern fronds—‘fiddle-heads as they are named—are greedily
devoured as substitutes for green vegetables

3 . A head as empty as a fiddle

1887 W.F Anstey m Macm Mag Feb 262/2 He hasn't
two ideas in his great fiddle-head

Frddle-hea ded, a. [f. prec + -ed 2 ] a
Naut Having a fiddle-head. b. Of a fork, spoon
Having the haudle made after the pattern of a
fiddle c Empty-headed, d (see quot. 1883)
1840 Hood Ktlmansegg, First Step m, In short a kind Of

folk— that is fiddle-headed. 1831 H Melville Whale vm
43 A projecting piece of scroll work fashioned after a ship’s

fiddle-headed beak. 1834 Whyte Mel\ ille Gen. Bounce v
(1855) 104 ‘You’ve broke it, you fiddle-headed brute 1

’ 1883
G Stables OurFriendtheDogvxi 60 Ftdale-headed, along,
gaunt, wolfish head, like what one sees in some Mastiffs

Frddlement. nonu-wd [f Fiddle v +
-MENT,] The action of fiddling, an instance of this

1839 Sala Tw roundClock (1861) 157 An egregious fiddler

used to attract large crowds in the street beneath listening

to his complicated Addlements.

Fiddler (fidlai, fid’ljoa). [OE fiSelere, f

*fiddian to fiddle, f *fi8ele Fiddle sb. Cf. ON
fiSlart ] One who fiddles

1. One who plays on the fiddle; esp one who
does so for hue. Fiddler's fare, money

, pay,

wages' see quots 1*597, f 608, 01700, 1785
a 1100 Ags Voc in Wr -Wulcker 3x1 Fidtcen, fiSelere

c 1330 Arth. Merl 6568 Ther were trumpes and fithelers

1463 Mann <$ Househ Exp 230 Govyn to a fedelere, the
saya day at nyte, uy d 133a More Confut Barnes viil

Whs 735/1 He fareth as he wer from, a frere waxen a
fideler, 1S97 isiPt Returnfr Parnass i 1. 380 He gave
me fuller's wages, and dismiste mee. 1608 Markham Dumb
Knight iii, Let the world know you haue had more than
fidlers fare, for you haue meat, money, and cloth 1644
Milton A reop (Arb ) 50 The gammuth of every municipal
fidler «170oB E Diet Cant Crew,Fidlers-pay, Thanks
and Wine 1721 Bolingbroke in Swift's Lett (1766) II 20
As fiddlers flourish carelessly, before they play a fine air

1785 Grose Diet Vulg longue, B idler's money
,
all six-

pences 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag (1824) 350 The fiddler
puts the whole assembly in motion 1886 Hall Caine Son
ofHagar n xvi, The fiddler’s function was at an end for

the present

b. Fiddler's Green
(Naut )

• ‘a sailor's elysium,

m which wine, women, and song figure piommently’
(Faimer)
1835 Sporting Mag. XVI 404 My grannan used to tell

me that animals, when theydeparted this life, were destined
to be fixed in Fullers Green 1836W Ii Maxwell Capt
Blake I xv note, It is belteved that tailors and musicians
after death are cantoned in a place called ‘ Fiddler’s Green ’

X837 Marri at Dog-fiend ix, We shape a course for Fiddler's
Green 1883 J D J Kelly m Harper's Mag Aug 441/2
The pilotless narrows which lead to Fiddler’s Green, where
all good sailors go

+ 2. A tnfler. Obs.
1591 R Cecil in Union's Corr (Rovb ) 197 This discoise

growes bymany fidlers in your cause 1733 Dache& Pardon
Diet

,
Fidler a tnfling, foolish, or impertinent Person

3 . slang A sixpence
1885 Household Words 20 June 155/2 A moie easily ex-

plained name [for a sixpence] is a Fiddler probably from
the old custom of each couple at a dance paying the fiddler
sixpence

4. a See quots 1750 and 18S7 b. A local

name for the Sandpiper ( Tnngoides hypoleucus ).

17S0 G Hughes Barbadoes 82 Fiddlers 1 his fly much
resembles a cockroach 1883 Swainson Prov Names Brit
Birds 196 Fiddler (Hebrides) 1887 Kent Gloss

,
Fiddler,

the angel or shark-ray

c A small crab of the genus Gelastmus Also
fiddler-crab

1714 J Lawson Carolina 162, Fidlars are a sort of
small Crabs, that lie m Holes in the Marshes 1867 W B
Lord Crab, Shrimp, 4* Lobster Lore 29 A ‘ Fidler-Crab'
(as it is sometimes called from the lapiditywith which it

works its elbows) 1883 S. L Clemens [‘ Mark Twain ’]

Life on Mississippi xlvm 429 The drainage-ditches were
everywhere alive with little crabs—‘fiddlers

'

5 . attnb and Comb

,

as fiddler lad
; fiddler-hke

adj and adv
1824 ScottRedgauntlet Let. xu, ‘Deil’s in the fiddler lad

’

was muttered from more quarters than one. £628 Vennlr
Balks of Bathe (1650) 359 It is Fidler-hke 1660 Howell
Parly of Beasts 128 He was dismissed Fidler-like, with
meat, drink, and money

t Frddlery. Obs In 6 fidlery. [f. prec. + -Y 3,]
The art or craft of a fiddler

1588 Fraunce Laimers Log i vi 36 As though Humfrey
Crowther were a whole mtegrall thing made and consisting
of these two partes, goodnesse and fidlery

Fiddlestick (fi-d’lstik), sb. [f. Fiddle sb. +
Stick sb ]
1 . The bow strung with horsehair with which the

fiddle is played. The devil rides on afiddlestick :

=here’s a fine commotion
14 Norn MS Reg 17 inWr -Wulcker 693 Hie arculus,

fydylstyk 1396 Shaks x Hen IV, 11 iv 535 The Deuill
rides vpon a Fiddle-sticke 1633 Walton Angler 106, I lent

you indeed my Fiddle, but notmy Fiddlestick 1773 John-
son in Boswell 15 Apr., Give him a fiddle and a fiddle-stick,

and he can. do nothing. 184Z Abdy Water Cme (1843) 210,

I might as well inquire whether the fiddle or the fiddle-stick

makes the tune.

2. humorously. Somethinginsigmficant or absurd,

a mere nothing. Often substituted for another
word in derisively repeating a remark. Also,

fiddlestick's end. Not to care a fiddlestick', to

Laie not at all

1621 Fletcher Pilgrim in iv, Shot with a fiddlestick •

who ’s here to shoot ye ? 1701 Farquhar SirH Wtldair
iv 11, Golden pleasuies 1 golden fiddlesticks 1 1796 Grose
Did Vvlg Tongue (ed 3), Fiddlesttck's End, Nothing.
1807-8W Irving Salmag (1824) 140We do not care a fiddle-

stick for either public opinion or pnvate ill-will 1838
Dickens Nick Nick vm, ‘ We purify the boys’ bloods now
and then.’ ‘ Purify fiddlesticks’ ends,’ said his lady 1835
Thackeray Neiocomes x, She proposed to die of a broken
heart A broken fiddlestick 1 1877 Black GreenFast jcxvii

(1878) 2x4 ‘Beware the awful fiddlesticks ’ she flippantly

answered

3 Hence as int. An exclamation equivalent to

Nonsense! fiddle-de-dee! Often w pi. Also,

fiddlesticks eitd 1
1600 Nashe Summers Last Will Wks (Grosart) VI 130
A fiddlesticke ! ne're tell me I am full of words 184a
Thackeray Miss Tickletoby'sLed vn, Do you suppose men
so easily change their natures? Fiddlestick 1 1854 H Ains-
s\ ortk Flitch ofBacon 11 17 ‘And she refused you.’ * Fortu-
nately she did, my dear,’ ‘Fiddlestick’s endl I dare say
you preferred her ’ 1837 Hughes Tom Brown ix (1871) 186

Fiddlesticks ! it’s nothing but the skin broken 1883 Steven-
son Treasure 1st 1. 11. (1886) 16 'Wounded? A fiddle-stick’s

end >' said the doctor 1887 Jessopp Arcady vu 219 Once
a labourer always a labourer? Fiddlesticks l

Fi ddle-string, [f. as prec. + Stbing ] One
of the strings on a fiddle, which by their vibration

produce the sound. Alsofig.
1738 Young Love Fame in (1757) 10B Fix’d is the fate of
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whores, and fiddle strings 1 1733 Arbuthnot Air 111. § so
A Fiddle string, moisten'd with Water will sink a Note in
a little time 1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett I 43, 1 do hut
fret myself to fiddlestrings 1884 E Htron-Allen Violin-
vtaking 11 xu 210 Ihe manufacture of fiddle strings.

Fiddley (ft d’l|i) Naut The iron framework
round the deck opening that leads to the stoke-

hole of a steamer
;
usually covered by a grating of

iron bars
,
the space below this.

1881 Standaid 17 Nov 2/3 The coverings of the fiddley*?
or openings to the stoke hole 1885 Runciman Skivers fy
Sfc 1 A few men were crouching m the fiddley *893
Westm Gas x Feb 4/2 They have had to sleep amidst the
'fiddlies ’ around the engine boilers

Fiddling (ft dhq), vbl sb. [f as prec + -ing1 ]
The action of the vb Fiddle in vanous senses
1. Playing the fiddle
C1460 Eitiare 390 Bothe harpe and fydyllyng, a 1680

Butler Rem (1750) I 7 Th’ Arcadians Whom nothing
in the Woild coula bring To civil Life, but fiddling 170a
Addison Dial Medals m Wks 1721 1 530 We see Nero’s
fidlmg and Commodus's skill in fencing on several of their
Medals 1879 Bcsant & Rice Trafalg Bay 11. (1891) 22
Theie could be no fiddling that evening.

2 Fussy trifling, petty adjustment or alteration.
1622 Massinger Virg. Mart iv 1, Hell on youi fiddling 1

31705 W. King ArtofLovexu 68 Some times your hair you
upwards furl All must through twenty fiddlings pass 176a
Songs Costume (Percy Soc ) 240 ’Tis so metamorphos’d by
your fiddling and fangling. That I scaice know my own
1878 111 N Ainer Rev CXXVI 249, I am sick of this
fiddling about

Fiddling (fi dhg), ppl a [f. as prec. + -ing2.]
1. That plays the fiddle.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11 (1590) 217, I curse the fidlmg
finders out of music 1780 Cowper Progr Err in A cas-
socked huntsman and a fiddling pitest a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) I 200 He lighted by chance on a fiddling fellow
2 a. Of persons : Busy about trifles , addicted

to futile and petty activity* b. Of things . Petty,
trifling, unimportant

; contemptible, futile.

a *66o S Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks (1679) 374 The
Fruit of their fidlmg Minds 1673 Wycherley Gentleman
Dancing Master 11 si. You grow so fiddling and so trouble-
some there is no enduring you 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) II 1 5 A soit of fiddling, busy, yet unbusy man
b. 165a Sir E Nicholas m N Papers (Camden) 301

Putting himself into eveiy fidlmg business <11673 Wood
Life (1848) 70 For feaie of making their meetings to be
vame and (idling 1705 W. King Ait ofLove 62 Ihe most
fidlmg woik of knitting a ^45 Swirr Dtrec to Servants
li, Wks (1778) II 358 Good cooks cannot abide what they

call fiddling work, where abundance of time is spent, and
little done 1886 J R. Rees Pleas of a Bk Worm v.
169 The quantity of fiddling, complaining criticism with
which many of our critical journals abound
Fide (faid), v rare-1

, [f. L fid-ei'e to CON-
FIDE ] ti ans To confide or entrust to

1863 Ld Lytton Ring A masts iv 66 The request that
hei infant daughter might be tided to the care of her friend

Frde&l, a rare— 1
, [f L. fide- (fides) + -al]

Pertaining to or based upon faith

18^4 Notes Biogr IV. Law p xxv, His far seeing fideal
realizations

t Fi deding, a Ohs Sc tare- 1 [ad L fide
digitus worthy of credit ] Trustworthy. In quot
ellipt a trustworthy person
1S3S_ Stewart Cron Scot III. 432 Schawin him be ane

ricnt fideding, Ane man ofgude
FTdoTClde. Obs [f lu. fidei, gen offides

faith + -oide 1 ] 'A faith-desti oyer
,
a breaker of

word or trust’ (Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).
1676-1717 in Colfs
Frdeist. nonce-wd [f. L. fide- (fides) + -ist ]
(See quot.)
1881 Dublin Rev Ser hi V 250 Writers who have ex-

aggerated the influence of faith .he [Olld-Laprune] would
call fideists

Fidei-commissum (fai dzisqkpmrsym) Rom
Law [a L fidei-commissum

3 neut. pa. pple of
fidei-contmittere

, f fidei,
dat. of fides faith 4- com-

mittere to entrust, Commit ] A bequest which a
peison made by begging his heir or legatee to
transfer something to a third person
I727"4I m Chambers Cycl 1767 Blackstone Comm II

11 xx 327 The fidet comnussum was the disposal of an in-
heritance to one, in confidence that he should convey it or
dispose of the piofits at the will of another
So Pi dei-comml ssary [ad L. fidei commis-

s(irtus s.e -Any], of, belonging to, or of llie

natuie of a fidei-commissum Fidei-commi s-
sanly adv [ + -ly2], in a fidei-commissary or
precatory mannei ; thiough a fidei-commissum
Pi dei-coinuu ssion, the action involved in a
fidei-commissum; an instance of this Pidei-
oontmi ssioner

[ + -er l], one who receives a
fidei-commissum Pi dei-commi ssor, * lie that
commits a thing to be disposed of by another’
(Blount Glossogi 1656-81).
1751 Chamblrs Cycl s v Fidei-Commissum

, A praetor
was elected, whose business was restrained to the single
matter of fidei-commissions Ibid

,
The fidei-commissioner

lefused to accept the trust 1880 Muirhead Ulpian xxv.
S 3 A fideicommissary gift may be left even by a mere nod

S
88
?

^aws 11 § 347 Fideicommissary inheritances Ibid
9 z6o Competent for a testator to bequeath single things by
ndeicommissary gift Ibid J 289 He cannot be appointed
fideicommissai lly 1880 — Ulpian 11 § 8 He to whom free-

dom is given fideicommissarily is a freedman not of the
testator's but of the manumitter’s

Fidejussion (faidzidgp-Jan) [ad L fidejussidn-
an, n of action f fide-jubere see next,] A giving
or being surety or bail

, suretyship.

1657 Faringdon 30 Serin 1 13 If he will be a surety, such
is the nature of fidejussion and suretyship, he must
Hence FicLeju. ssionary a
1880 Muirhead Gams iv § 137 [ He] gave his fide[ussionary

nndei taking for Lucius Titms for something indefinite

Fidejussor (faKkidgnssjr,

-

oj). Civil Law [a.

L..fidejussor
,
agent-n f fide-jubere

,

f fide,
abl of

fides faith +jubei e to ordei ] One who authonzes
the bail of or goes bail for another

,
a surety.

1539 .Sir. Acts fas V (1814) II 334 Ceitane vtheris his
collegis caucionens & fide Jussons 1647 Jtr Taylor Lib
Proph xvhl 239 If he would have appointed Godfatheis
to be fidejussors for them [Childien] 1768 Blackstone
Comm III 108 They take recognizances ofeertamfide-
jussois in the nature of bail 1880 Muirhead Gaius nr §115

Fidejussory (faidzidgtf san), a [ad L. fide-
jussbi i-us, f fidejussor, see prec] Of or peitam-
ing to surety or bail

1754 Erskine Prvne Sc Law (1809) 325 Relief against the
debtor is implied in fidejussory obligations 1774 Bi>

Halhtax Anal Rom Law (1795) 18 Any one that offered
the Fidejussory Caution
Fidel e, obs form of Fiddle
t Fiderle, a Obs Also 6 fydell, 7 fldell

[a I’ fidblc,
ad L fidel-is, f. fides faith.] Faith-

iul, sincere, tine

1539 Hen VIII To Sir T Wyatt 10 Mar. (R ),They weie
true and fidele unto us 1345 Raynold Byrth Mankynde
R iv, He is one of the moost fydell & faithfullest Apotlie-
caues in London

_
1671 Tine Nanconf 133 Our Lord

hath m his fidell discharge fully defined the formei 1677
Gale Crt Gentiles 111 Pref

,
An humble fidele mind

+ Fide‘lions, a. Obs. [f. L fideh-s + -ods ]

Faithful
1650 S. Shephard Candida 14,

1

have found thee coi dially
fidehous 1635 Marrow ofComplements 114 Your fidelious
servitour 1656 S Holland Zara (1719) 16 The Champion
and lm fidelious Land-lopei Soto

Fidelity (fide liti)
,
a Forms 5-6 fydelite,

itie, -ltye, *yte, -ytie, 6-7 fidelitie, (6 fidelite),
6- fidelity, [a F. fidlhti, ad. L. fidehtat-em

,
f.

fidehs faithful, f fides faith ]
1. The quality of being faithful; faithfulness,

loyalty, unswerving allegiance to a person, party,
bond, etc. Const to, towards.
1508 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1874) II 92 Amonge these

wasters is no fydelyte 1530 Caxton's Chron Eng m 25/1
They kepte fydelyte to the Romayns 1553 Q Janem Strype
Eccl Mem III App 11 4 Our special trust is in your
fidelities in this matter 3659 Hammond On Ps 520 Gods
mercies and fidelities to Ins people 1683 Burnet tr
More's Utopia (1684) 163 They seive those that hue them

with meat Fidelity 1791 Bentham Panopt Wks 1843
IV 225 Fidelity to engagements is a vntue. *839 Thirl-
wall Greece VI, 279 The conduct of Arsames raised Alex
ander’s suspicions of his fidelity 1856 Kane A ret Expl
II vm go A strict, stanch fidelity to the expedition

+ b To makefidelity : to take an oath of fealty
1494 Fabyan Chron. vn ccxxxvm 277 That Kynges of

Scotlonde, shuld make theyi homage and fydelyte vnto the
Kynges of Englonde x6og Skene Reg Maj U774) 79 Ane
other fidelitie sail be made be the woman, and her heires,
in the samme forme and words as homage should be made.
Ibid Table 80 He quha manes ane widow, sould make
fidelity to the heire of hir first husband,

c. Conjugal faithfulness
X094 Acct Sweden 70 home of them are accounted moic

eminent for Chastity before Marriage, than Fidelity after.
1835 J Neal Bro Jonathan III 227 If we are not barren,
our fidelity is proved.

t d. Word of honour, oath, pledge, also*
give, b/eak one's fidelity. By my fidelity . upon
my word Obs
1531 in. W H Turner Select Rec Oxford 103 The benche

dyd examen the foresayd [persons] uppon theyre fidelities
*574 Whitght Dtf Aunsw, 111 Wks 1831 I 306 None is

admitted to any degree but the same is first presented to
the university, by some one who giveth his fidelity fot
them 1581 MarbeckBk ofNotes 163 Pharao was punished
for breaking his fidelitie 1398 Shahs Merry W. iv 11 160
Bv my fidelity this is not well

2 Strict conformity to truth or fact

fa Of persons . Honesty, truthfulness, trust-
worthiness, veracity (z?(&j). b Of a description,
tianslation, etc : Correspondence with the original,
exactness.

1534 Morl On the Passion Wks 1344/2 Ought we to
doubte of his fidelitie and testimony? *597 Hooker Etcl
Poly § 19 29 The puncipall thing required in a witnesse is
fidelitie 1663 Stillingtl Ong Sacr 11 vi § x How then
can the fidelity of a Prophet be discovered by the event?
*7°p Strype Ann Ref I xxi 232 He trusting to their Fi-
delities, set them down as he received them. 1735 Pope
Lett 22 Jan 1709 Be very free of your Remarks in ie-
gard to the Fidelity of the Translation 1847 Emerson
Repr Men, Shales Wks (Bohn) I 359 The only critics who
have expressed our convictions with any adequate fidelity
1873 Darwin Emotions Introd 26 By this means [photo-
graphy on wood] almost complete fidelity is ensured
Fidepromissor (fai df,pr£)mi soi) Rom Law.

[a. L. fidefiromissor, agent-n f fide-promittfre, f.

fides faitlw-pronnttere to promise ] One who pro-
mises or pledges himself as seciuity for another;
a bail, siucty

1875 Poste Gants m Comm (ed 2) 403 The sponsor and
fidepromissoi have vanished fiom the legislation ofJustinian
x88o Muirhlad Gains Digest 604 Fidepromissors could he-
come accessory only to vei bal obligations

Fidfad (n clJmcl), sb. and a. [Short for Iiddle-
FADDLE

]

A sb a One who gives fussy attention to
trifles b A petty mattci of detail, a crotchet
X754 World No 93 The youngest is, in everything she

does, an absolute fidfad 1875 Mrs Lynn Linton PaU tern
Kernball II 31 The fidfads, called improvements, which
weie not wanted 1881 B W Richardson in Gd Words
XXII 52 He built himself a house, and fitted it with every
fidfad that could be suggested.

B adj. Fnvolous, fussy, petty
1830 R Hill in E Sidney Life (1834) 351 With the tinkling

cymbal fid fad musicians may tiy to tickle the fancy of such
lmlf-witted admirers 1844 Blackiu. Mag LV 199 From
exuberant 4to, down to the fid-fad concentration of i2ino

ridge (fids), sb dial 01 colloq [f. next vb ]
1. The action or habit of fidgeting

; the state of
being fidgety : in phr. to be m a fidge ,

also, a
commotion, sUr, fuss.

1731 Swirr Tim <$• Fables Wks 1778 IX 158 The twist,
thesqueeze, the lump, the fidge and all. 1790 J Macaulay
Poems 129 No ane gi’es e’er a fidge 01 fyke, Or yet a moan
183a W Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 56 He’s in
afidgeToget to Beamish forge JV.vler/ta II.
189

1 There’ll be such a fidge about 3 on, when you’re gone.’
2 A restless peison.

1884 111 Cheshire Gloss

Fidge (fids), v Obs. exc. dial. See also Fig v 3

[Of obscure origin
, thesensccloselyresemblcsthalof

Fike, but etymological connexion is hardly possible
unless the form lias undergone onomatopoeic modi-
fication Cf. Ger ficken to move about briskly ]
1. tnlr To move about restlessly or uneasily;

also, tofulgc about, ahoad, to andfro Of a limb •

To twitch.
1S7S J Still Gamut Gurton 1 iv in Harl Dodsley III

184 Where ha' you been fidgmg alnoad, since you your
nee le lost? 1577 Bklton Il'ks Young Wit (T) , Some
[dame] would fidge, as though she had the itch. 1667
Diiydtn Maiden Queen ill 1, What is it, that makes you
fidge up and clown so 7 1700 Congri vl Way of Wot hi v. 77
Ihe good Judge fidges off and on 1ns Cushion 1728
Swirr Mulhni.x. ,5 Timothy, You wnggle, fidge, and make
a rout 1786 Burns Ordination i, Kilmarnock wabsters
fidge and claw 1883 Stevtnson Tseasme Is/ 1. 111 (1886)
20 ‘ Look how my fingers fidges ’

b To be eager and restless Tofidge ftifatn :

(Sc ) to express pleasurable eagerness by restless

movements
1785 Burns To W. Simpson vi, Auld Coda, now, may fidge

fu’ fain, She’s gotten Poets o' hei ain 1790— 1am O'Minuter
1 85 Even Satan glowi ’d and fidg’d fu’um 1803 R Andlr-
SON Cumberld Ball 57 The bain and the byie . Will just
seem like cronies yen’s fidgin to see
2 trails To twitch, shrug, rare
1786 Burns Prayer to Sc Representatives vi, Ne’ei claw

your lug, an' fidge your back, And hum an’ haw.
Hence FVdgmg vbl sb.

1604 T M. Black Bk, Middleton'b Wks.V 523 The fidging
of gallants to Norfolk and up and down LOuntucs a 1734
North Exam n v § 124(1740)393 It was by their peipetual
fidging about from Place to Place

Fidget (fi dget), sb [f Fidge v
,
perh in imi-

tation of rickets ]

1. A condition ofvague physical uneasiness, seek-
ing relief in irregular bodily movements. App
first used in the fidget(s (now always pi ) as if the
name of a malady or pathological symptom (some-
times m definite pathological sense . see quot
1876). Hence transf a condition or mood of im-
patient uneasiness or restlessness.

1674 N Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv 134 Tis a thing that has
got the fidget 1750 Gray Long Story xxxiv, Jesu Maiia 1

Madam Budget (Cried the Square-hoodb in woeful fidget)

*753 World No. 7 39 Fits of the fidgets 1778 Mad
D'Arblay Diary Aug, I was really in the fidgets fiom
thinking what my reception might be 1781 Cow rut Con-
versation 208 Weaveis of long talcs Give me the fidgets
x8oo Mrs Herviy Mourtray Bam I 45 Iheir arrival,
owing to the fidget and hurry of Mis Moui tray, was some-
what prematui e 1837 How ittR 111 Life m vm (1862I484
The landlady and her daughter aie on the fidgets *839
E. FitzGerald Lett I 31, 1 have got the fidgets in my light
aim *864 J H Newman Apol (1863) 41 Palmer still

felt some fidget and nervousness 1876 Bartholow Mat
Med (1879) 403 Wakefulness from unrest of the peripheral
neives (fidgets), and similar causes, will generally be re
lteved by the bromides 1893 Dunglison Diet Bled (ed
21), Fidgets
2 [Fiom the vb] One who fidgets or worxies

unnecessarily, or who causes the fidgets m others
1837 F Cooper Recoil Europe I 208 He betrayed him-

self immediately to be a fidget xSSx Lady Hi mu:in Edith
159 Lord St Aubyn is a teinble fidget i88z 1 hree in
Nortvay 11 xo Dispense with that cieakmg-booted fidget,
the waiter

3 . [From the vb.] The action 01 habit of fidget-

ing, bustling about or worrying
,
also the rustling

of a dress, etc
x86o-i Flo Nightingale Nursing 36 The fidget of silk

and of crinoline 1890 Spectator 13 Nov, The policy of
legislative fidget carried to the most mischievous excess

Fidget (fi dget), v Pples fidgeted, -eting
(often incorrectly with double t) [f. prec. sb ]
1. tnir. To make movements indicative of 1m-
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patience, restlessness, or uneasiness
; to move rest-

lessly to and fro Also, tofidget about

1754 [see Fidgeting/// a ] 1809W Irving Kmckerb iv

iv (1840) 217 The governor snapping his fingers and fidget-

ing with delight 1827 Lytton Pelham 111 18 Davison
fidgeted about 111 his chair 1840 Dickens Barn Pudge i,

Joe had been fidgeting in his chair with divers uneasy
gestures 1858 R S Surtees Ask Mamma xxxm 138 The
Major has been fidgetting about Miring parties off. 1867

J Hatton Tallants of B xvm, The chairman fidgetted
uneasily m his seat

b To be uneasy, to worry
1884 Manch Exam 25 Nov 5/1 They can but fidget and

fume 1884 Mrs Ewing Mary's Meadow (1886) 58 Mother
fidgetted because I looked ill

2 tram To cause (a person) to fidget
; to make

uncomfortable, trouble or worry
, refi. to take

trouble. To fidget into to force into a specified

condition by fidgeting, hyperbolically, to fidget to

death.

*785 [see Fidgetingppl a ] 1815 Jane Austen Emma
11. ix 197 She says I fidget her to death 1836 T Hook
G Gurney I 85 The fever into which I had fidgetted
myself 1845 Ford Handbk Spam 1 55 Spaniards never
fidget themselves to get quickly to places where nobody is

expecting them 1847 Alb Smith Chr. Tadpole xxv (1879)
22a The heat fidgetted them all by day
3 To move about restlessly and uneasily rare
1819 Metropolis I 86 Fan flirting, and fidgetting the bod)

about

Hence Fi dgeted ppl a

,

Pi dgeting vbl sb

1765 C Smart Fable iv in Poems (1791) II xi Susan all

the rites of rage perform’d, As scolding fidgetting, and
fretting 1775 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) II 17
‘How can you say so. Sir!’ cried Bell colouring, and
much fidgetted. 1843 Ford Handbk Spam 1, 66 Nothing
is gained by fidgeting and over-doing

tFicLgeta'tion. Obs~ l [f Fidgets + -ation ]

The action of fidgeting; a fidgety movement.
1742 LadyM W Montague Lett II 248 Your Grace asks
me if I have left off footing, and tumbling down stairs , as
to the first, my fidgetations are much spoiled

Fidgetiness (fidgetmes) [f Fidgety +
-ness] The state or quality of being fidgety;

nervous restlessness, uneasiness

177a Franklin Wks (1887) IV 529 This fidgetiness (to

use a vulgar expression for want of a better) is occa-

sioned wholly by an uneasiness in the skin x86o-i Flo
Nightingale Nursing 55 A nurse will be careful to fidgeti-

ness about airing the clean sheets 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf xxviu (1889)269 That’s some of uncle's fidgetiness

Fidgeting1

(fi dgetiq), ppl a [f Fidget v +
-ING a

.j In senses of the vb
167a WycHerly Ltme in a Wood tl i. He is a fidgetting,

censorious, gossiping, quibbling wretch 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) VI li 319 My fidgetting Lord thrust m
his sharp face 1783 Mad D’Arblay Diary 25 Nov , This
was rather fidgetting intelligence 1839-40W Irving Wol-
fert's R. (1855) S He had warred for quiet through the

fidgeting reign of William. 1863 Pall Mall G 11 Apr. 1

Some fidgeting little matter of exchange
Hence IT dgetingly adv

,
in a fidgeting manner.

1882 ‘Basil’ Love the Debt II xxvm 270 A small parcel

which Mabel had seen her take up furtivelyand fidgetingly

halfa dozen times 1892 Temple BarMag Dec 370 Pamela
is fidgettingly handling the little objects.

Fidgety (fidgeti), a [f Fidget + -Y 1
.]

1. Inclined or disposed to fidget ; uneasy, restless

*730-6 in Bailey (folio) 1788 Mad D'Arblay Diary IV.

iv 187 He declared if I was fidgety he should have no
comfort 1827 Scott Jrnl to Aug , This is a morning of
fidgety, nervous confusion 1880 Miss Braddon Just as
I am xvm, He held the somewhat fidgety horse

2 Producing fidgetiness, disquieting 1 are ~ \
1883 Truth njune927/i Dining-rooms fidgetywithglitter.

Hence Pi cLg-etily adv , m a fidgety mannei.
1880 Miss Broughton Sec Th n in, Gillian fidgetily

watches her

Fidging (fi dgig), ppl a Sc [f Fidge v, +
-ing 2

] That ‘fidges’, restless, fidgety.

*637 Abf Williams Holy Table 60 As manly as he is

fidging 1721 Kelly Sc Prov 8 A fidging Mare should
be well girded. i8zi Blachw Mag VIII 6xg The fidging

Prentices, their elbows claw 1862 Hislop in Scot. Prw 5

b In phr fidging fain, eager to restlessness or

discomfort Const to with inf
’111700 Maggie Lander in Songs of Scot {1851) II. xxi

Maggie I
Jm fidgin’ fain to see thee, 1783 Burns Ep to J

Lapraik v *8z6 J Wilson Nod Amor Wks. I, 322 The
people in the pit, a fidgin fain to see her 189a in Northnmb.
Gloss

II Fi'dibus, [Ger
;
of uncertain etymology

;

for conjectures see Grimm] A paper match for

lighting pipes. Also attnb
1829 Longt m Life (1891) I 172, I was just lighting my

pipe , the ‘fidibus ’ fell from my hand 1889 Pall Mall G
24 June 6/1 Sleeping in mosquito cuitams and with 'fidi-

bus ’ pastilles

f Fidi’cinal, a. Obs.— 1
[f. L fidicin-, fidicen

lute-player + -Ah ] Of or pertaining to a player

on stringed instruments.

1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Music I 111. 1 233 Pulsatile
instruments in contradistinction to those of the fidicinal

or stringed kind

Frdimpli'citary, a nonce-wd. [f Eccl L
fid-es implicita implicit faith + -ary ] That puts
‘ implicit faith * in another’s dictum.
163a Urquhart Jewel Wks (1834) 198 Fidimplicitary

gown men satisfied with their predecessors’ contrivances

1817 Blackw Mag I 470 Fidimplicitary coxcombs.

t Fi’dious, a Obs.~ l Short for Perfidious
1640 Shirley Arcadia 11 1, Oh ' fidious rascal 1 I thought

there was some roguery

+ Frdiped, a Obs—"1 [badly f L fid- stem
offindere to split +ped~, fes ]

= Fissiped
1661 Lovell Hist Amin if Min Introd 4 Sea gull, white,

cmerous, piscatone, black, sterna, fidiped

+ Fidu'Ce. Obs [ad. L fiducia ] Confidence
1382 N T (Rhem) 1 Tim vi no note, Their [the Pro-

testants'] solefaith, their fiduce, their apprehension ofChrists
lustice 1613 Byiteld Exp Coloss 1 4 (1869) 35/1 Faith
stands in three things .—desires

,
fiduce, or confidence; per-

suasion

Fiducial (faidu/ J>al, fidiwjal), a [ad L.
ftducial-is

,
f fiducia trust, confidence see -al ]

1

Theol Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

trust or reliance

1624 F White Rep l Fisher 164 Such a Faith, as is both
an intellectuall and iiduciall assent to diume Promises 1636
H More Enthus Tru 43 Every thing has a fiductall

Knowledge of God in it <11703 Buricitt OnN T John
xv s Abide in me by a real and fiducial adherence a 1711
Ken Dwme Love Wks <1838) 312 Teach us to live with a
fiducial dependence on thy fatherly goodness 1870 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav Ps xxxi 3 II 63 The words . appear to
fasten upon the Lord with a fiducial grip

2. humorous nonce-use. Willing to trust.

1847 L Hunt Men, Women , $ B I ix 169 Taverns
not hospitable—not fiducial—don’t trust

T3. Trusted, trusty Obs
1647 H More Song ofSoul n 1. iv m, Prop fiduciall Of

all those lives and beings cleeped Natural!. 1730-6 m
Bailey (folio)

4 In Surveying, Astronomy, etc Of a line, point,

etc • Assumed as a fixed basis of comparison.
1371 Digges Pantom . (1391) 30 Note the degrees cut by

the line fiduciall. 1644 Nyf Gunnery (1670) 44 The Line
Fiduciall, because from this line proceeds the beginning of
the degrees in the Circle 1828 Hutton Course Math II

35 These sights and one edge of the index are m the same
plane, and that is called the fiducial edge of the index 1873
Maxwell in Life xiv (1882) 433 We need some fiducial

point or standard of reference.

5 = Fiduciary."
183a in Webster quoting Spelman
Hence ridu cially adv , in a fiducial manner.
1647 T Hill Best <$ Worst of Paul (1648) 22 God hath

given thee a sweet perswasion of soul to rest fiducially

1654 Warren Unbelievers 204 Fiducially trusting upon
Christ as.7x6 South Strut Wks 1737 VI 472^ It is the

Spirit of God alone, that enables the soul fiducially to

rest upon that object 1727 Bailey voL II, Fiducially,

honestly, trustily 1847 *n Craig

f FiduciaTity. Obs - 0 [f. prec. + -ity ] a.

Trustiness b A firm reliance; religious confidence.

*727-36 in Bailey *775 in Ash

Fiduciary (fuidi« pan), a and sb [ad L
fiductan-us, f fiducia : see Fiducial and -ary.

Cf. F fiduciatre
In Rom. Law fiducia denoted the transfer of a right to

a person subject to the obligation to transfer it again at

some future time or on some condition being fulfilled ]

A adj

1 a Of a person • In trust of a person or thing

;

holding something in trust. Obs exc m Rom. Law
1647 Bury Wills (Camden) 197, I doe acknowledge my

selfe to be but a fiduciane possessor of them vnder God
1632 Needham tr Selden's Mare Cl 254 Guthrunus King
of the Danes, was setled m Northumberland as a Fidu-

ciane Client to Alfred *788 Ld BuLKELEYinDk Buckhm,
Crt tf Cabinets Geo III {1853) I 445 The Pnnce in his

quality of Fiduciary Regent 1880 Muirhead Ulpicm xl

§ 3 He who has manumitted a free person becomes that

person’s tutor and is called a fiduciary tutor

b. Of or pertaining to a trustee, pertaining to

or of the nature of a trusteeship.

Fiduciary coemption (Rom Law) the formal purchase of

a married woman, the purchaser being hound by a ‘ fiducia'

to remancipate her to some one of her choice

*795 Wythe Dects Virginia 17 The Receivers possession

is fiduciary 1846 M'Culloch Acc Brit Empire (1854)11

139 The fiduciary system of the Roman Law, adopted by

the clerical chancellors *863 H Cox lustit 11 vui 493

note. It is not every fiduciary possession of property which

constitutes a trust 1875 Poste Gains 1 § 166 Fiduciary

guardianship arises when a fiee person is manumitted by
the alienee. 1879 Castle Law of Rating 71 The persons

in actual valuable occupation of property are rateable,

though they occupy in a merely fiduciary character. 1880

Muirhead Gams 1 § *13 a, Fiduciary coemption was also

had recourse to ofola to enable a woman to make a will,

2. Of a thing : In trust of a person ; held or

given in trust

a 1641 Spelman Admiral-Junsd (1723) 224 The High
Admiral himself cannot giant it for longer than his own
time, being but a Trust and fiduciary Power 1660 G
Fleming Stemma Sacrum 41 Scotland was once acknow-

ledged a fiduciary Kingdom to the Crown of England 1768

Blackstone Comm III Si Uses of land, .were considered

as fiduciary deposits and binding 111 conscience by the clergy

*827 Hallam Const, Hist (1876) I vi 344 Such fiduciary

estates were well known to the Roman j urists 1884 W S

Lilly m Contemp Rev Feb 264 Christianity , regarded

authonty as limited and fiduciary

b. Of or pertaining to something held m trust

1767 Blackstone Comm. II 333 The incidents, that

formerly attended it [the land] in its fiduciary state

f 3 Of the nature of, proceeding from, or imply-

ing trust or reliance Obs

1640 Gauden Love of Truth (1641) 32 Fiduciary assurance

and the like 1640 Howell Dodona’s Gr 19 Elaiana which

can relye no where upon meere love and fiduciary obedience

1648 EtkonBas 8a That fiduciary and fervent application of

their spints wherein consists thevery life and soul ofPrayer

1633 Gurnall Chi in Arm 11 242 The Christian, when he
hath gieatest victory over it [sin], even then must he

renounce all fiduciary glorying in this, a 1680 Charnqck
Attnb God (1834) II 245 It was this edged the fiduciary

importunity of the souls under the altar.

4. Of a paper currency : Depending for its value

on the confidence of the public or on securities

The Bank of England issue of £ 16,000,000 on securities is

called a ‘ fiduciary issue’

#
1878 H H Ginns Corres. in B. Price's Pol Econ 562 It

is wholly impossible that a convertible Circulation of fidu-

ciary (or security) notes should ever fall to that point [15
millions] 1880 Manch Guard 25 Oct , The system of a
fiduciary paper money began in Russia duung the Crimean
war 1891 Pall Mall G 3 Dec 7/1 The fiduciary issue

would then stand at 25$ millions 1892 Daily News 13 Sept.

2/3 The fiduciary currency of the United States

5 Of or pertaining to a person that is trusted

,

confidential rare
1882 F Anstey Vice Versd xu 2x6 Every right-minded

boyought to feel himselfm such a fiduciary position towards
his master

B sb

1. One who holds anything in trust ; a trustee

1631 T Powell Tom All Trades xx You know they are
faithfull fiduciaries in the election 1821 Scott Kenilw xu,
Persuade the good Sir Hugh to make me his fiduciary in

this matter

1 2 One who identifies justifying faith with as-

surance of one’s own salvation Obs.

*634 Hammond Fnndam xm 120 The second obstructive

. is that of the Fiduciane having resolved Faith to be the

only instrument of hisrus tification 1684 T Hocicin God's
Deer. 359 Some hold Fiducianes confidently pretend that

their names are certainly written in the Book of Life

+ 3 Something that secures confidence; cre-

dentials. Obs ,

*593 Abf Bancroft Dawig Posit, m xui 106 Let euene
of them deliuer the instructions from their Churches
together with the Fiduciary or Letters of credence

Hence Ficlu cianly adv + (a) trustfully, con-

fidingly (obs ) , (3) under the conditions of a trust

1633 ^ Sclater Fun Sermon (1654) 31 He really and
fiducianlyintended it 1863 H Cox Instit n vm 497 Equity
has annexed to the fiduciary possession of propertya mul-

titude of rules in favour of the persons fiducianly interested.

tFrduciate, » Obs. 1 aie~~ °. [ad. L fiduaat-
ppl stem offidftcidre, f. fiditcia trust ] bans.
1636-81 Blount Glossogr

, Fiduciate, to commit to trust,

or make condition of trust

Fie (fsi), tut. Forms: 3 fi, 3-8 fy, (4 fy!}),

5-9 fye, 6-7 phy, 5- fie [ME fi,fy, app a OF
fi'fy (mod F fi) •—L fi, an imitation of the sound
instinctively made on perceiving a disagreeable

smell Cf ON fy (Da fy, also fy skam dig, fie

shame to you 1 Siv.7^), of similar origin

The ON may possibly be a joint source of the Eng word,
but the early instances either occur in translations from Fr.

or imitate the Fr construction fi de ]

1 An exclamation expressing, in early use, dis-

gust or indignant reproach. No longer current 111

dignified language , said to children to excite shame
for some unbecoming action, and hence often used

to express the humoious pretence of feeling
1 shocked ’. Sometimes moie fully Lie, for shame t

Const -\of( =on), on, upon.

1297 R Glouc. (1724) 390 ‘ Fy a debles’, qua]? J>e hyng.
c 1330 King of Tars 612 Fy on ow everichon ! C1380 Sir
Ferumb 1378 * Fy', qua]? Moradas, ‘ wat ert J?ow; ]>at telest

of me so lyte?' c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's Prol 80 Of
all swiche cursed stories I say fy — Nun's Pr T, 71
Ye ben a very sleper, fy for shame c 1430 Pilgr Lyf
Manhode in xlvi, Chastitee whan she seeth me seith fy
c 1440 York Myst xxxu 103 Fye on hym, dastard * 1309
Hawks Past Pleas xi xxxv, Fy upon slouth, the noniysher

of vyce. <1x553 Udall RoysterD hi iv. (Arb) 52 What
weepe? Fye for shame ' And blubber! 1383 Babington
Commandm ix. (1637)91 Fie of that affection, that damneth
oursoules 1 *392 Shaks Ven $ Ad 611 Fie, fie, he saies,

you crush me, let me go. 1606 Sir G Goosecappe hi 11 in

Bullen 0. PI III 33 Fie for shame; I never heard ofsuch
an antedame. *677 Gale Crt Gentiles iv 113 Phy ' how
depraved is mans nature altogether 1 *749 Fielding Tom
Jones vm. ix, Fy upon it, Mr Partridge are you afraid

of facing a little cold? 1764 Foote Mayor of G n 1,

Fye Mr Brum, how can you he such a bear to your wife

183a Lytton Eugene A. 1 u, Fie, neighbour, fie, what’s the

good of profaneness *86* T A, Trollofe La Beata II

xiv, ixx ‘Fie l* said Beppma in a state of great delight

2 quasi-J^ + a qualified by an adj. * as Double
,

muchfie (obs.). b. as obj. in To cry (+ bid, f spit)

fie upon.
C1550 R Weaver Lusty Juventus in Hazl Dodsley II 87
Now much fie upon you* how bawdy you arel CISSS
Harpsitei d Divorce Hen VIII (1878) 173 Fie and double

lie upon the jmpudency of this shameless divine *599
Breton Author's Dreante, Folhe, he badde Fie upon
Wisdome 1662 J Sparrow tr Behme's Rem Wks , Dcf
agst Rickter 13 The Libeller spits Fy, and filth, against

the Repentance 1848 Thackeray Van Fair xyu, ‘ My
relations won’t cry fie upon me', Becky said.

3 ns sb

*376 Gascoigne Pkilamene m Wks 1870 II. 245 These
phyes, and many moe, Pore Philomene may meane a *643
W Cartwright Ordinary iv v in Hazl Dodsl, XII fegS

What angrypishes, and whatfies The list’mng taper heard
there sworn 1820 Scott Monast I 11 103 The child red-

dened . while the mother, with many a fye and nay pshaw
[etc]
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+ Fie, vfi Obs In 4 fye, 5 phy. [ad. Fr fier,

Pr. and Sp far, It fidarei—popular L *fidare,i

L fidus faithful] tram To trust; also refi.=

Fr sefier. Const 2n
1340 Ayenb 136 He linn fyeth more in ojnes uirtue Jjanne

ine his c 1.185 Dtgby Myst (1882) in. 1068, 1 his lover and
cavse wyll pay

t Fie, v 2 06s [f Fie *«/.] mtr. To say Fie'
c 13^4 P PI Crede 616 [He] fyeji on her falshedes Jiat

J>ei blfore deden.

Fxeble, obs form of Feeble

Fief (fif), sb. Forms
: 7 fsif, 7"9 &<**(*> 7“

fief [First in 17th c ; a F fief see Fee sb 2
]

1 =Fee sb 2 1, Male fief\
fief masculine', one

that could be held by males only
1611 Cotgr , Fief, a Fief, a (Knights) fee ; a Mannor, or

inheritance held by homage <11613 Overbury Obserz>

France Wks (1856) 238 They pawned all their Feifs to the

church 1671 F Phillips Reg Necess 419An Estate in Tayl
or Fief Masculine 1756 Nugent Gr Tour II 27 ’Tis he
only that can give away the great fiefs of the empire 1820
Scott Monast iv, A male fief 1838 Arnold Hist Rome
(1846) I xiv 267 Proprietors who received their land as an
hereditary fief 1868 Milman St Pants 43 The cession of
the kingdom as a fief of the Holy See

transf andfig.

*686 Dryden Ode toMrs Kilhgrevo 98 To the next Realm
she stretcht her Sway And the whole Fief, in right of
Poetry, she claim'd *8 W Sawyer New Year Numbers
xu, Not of thy strength nor cunning didst thou come, Into
the fief and hentage of life *873 Symonds Grk Poets 1. 27
The cities of Greece became the fiefs of foreign despots,

b Infief'=mfee - see Fee sb
'1 1 b

*728 Morgan Algiers II v 313 The knights hold the said
Islands in Feof fiom the king of Sicily x8zx Byron Mar
Fal v 1, In fief perpetual to myself and heirs 187* B
Taylor Faust (1875) II Pref 10 Faust receives the sea-

shore in feoff for ever

2 . Comb, as fief-holder, one who holds a fief

from a supenor,
*864 Kirk Chas, Bold. II rv hi 419 The fief holders of

France were still more assiduous in the cultivation of
martial exercises. *882-3 Schai-f Encycl Relig Knowl I.

484 The power of the feudal lords or fief-holders increased

+ Fief, Obs. [f piec. sb Cf. Feoff v ]
tram To grant as a fief Also to fiefout.

*792 A Young Trav France 327 The seigneurs, who
possess the same rights, sell and fief them at a still cheaper
rate Ibid 394 Seigneurs, who will not sell, but only fief

out these wastes

Fie'fdom. [f. asprec + -dom ] =Fief sb 1

1814 Mrs J West Alicia de Lacy I 130 To forfeit one of
our fiefdoms, is not enough

f Fie'ffal, a. Obs rare. [f as prec + -al ] Of
or pertaining to a fief.

1738 Hist Cit Excheq i 3 The Fieffal is the feudal
Juusdiction, by the Reason of the Fieffs, that is, where the
feudal Lord had power to do Right to* his Tenants upon
any Complaints.

Fie-fie (faifsi), ci Also fi-fl [f Fie by donb-
ling ] Jocularly used for’ Improper, of improper
character.
18x2 G Colman Br Grins, Two Parsons vn, What would

[if we were sinless] become of all the fie-fie ladies? 1837
T Hook Jack Brag xiv, There is such a long fie-fie story
about that. i86oTrollofe Framley P vi, One 01 two fie-fie

little anecdotes about a married lady 1873 St Paul’s Mag

.

Jan 9 She was rather fifi

Hence Tie-file sb
,
a woman of tarnished reputa-

tion. Tie-fie v a. mtr. To say Fie! b. trans.

To say Fie 1 to

1820 Lady Granville Let 23 Aug (1894)1 164 A mixture
of Dowager Lansdowne, fye-fyes, and venerable peers
1836 Libr Fiction I. 371 In ‘fie, fieing’ the excesses of
ch’vers gentlemen. 1892 Punch 13 Aug 72/4 Purists may
fie-fie, or sneer.

f Fiel, a Obs [perh. a survival of ME. Fble
a 2] Comfortable.
179a Burns Bessy 4 Spmnm Wheel 4 Frae tap to tae that

deeds me bien And haps me fiel and warm at e’en 1 1808
A ScottPoems (ed 2) 193 Her blankets air’d a’ fell an’ dry.

Field (fzld), sb Forms : 1-2 feld, 3-6 feild(e,

feld(e, 3 feeld, south, vaal.de, vald(e, (5 falde,

feald), 3-4 south veld(e, 3-5 felt(e, fild(e, (5
fyld(e), 4-6 feeld(e, 6-7 fielde, 6- field [Com.
WGer. ,

OE feld str masc corresponds to OFris.
and OS feld masc. (MDu velt, Du. veld neut),

OHG feld (MHG. velt, mod Ger fell) neut. •—

OTeut. *felpu-z masc, *felfin neut Not found
outside WGer, the Sw fait

,

Da felt being from
Get.

;
but the Finnish petto field is believed to have

been adopted from prehistoric Tent or pre-Teul.
Prob related by ablaut and Verner’s law to OE folds earth

(see Fold sb 3
); it is uncertain whether the Teut *fel}u-,

*folddit- are formed with t suffix from a pre-Teut. loot pel-,

represented m OS 1 poPe plain, field, or belong to the Aryan
root pelth or jbelt, whence Ski prthivl earth, Gr. irAarvj
broad ]

X Ground ; a piece of ground

+

1

Open land as opposed to woodland ; a stretch

of open land
;
a plain Obs

c *030 ByrhtfertWs Hctndboc in Anglia VIII. 299 On Jisere

stowe se seSela feld us gearcode swete hums a 11Z3 & A.
Citron, an 1112 Swiffe wistfull on wudan and on feldan.
c 1200 Ormin 14368 Wude, & feld, & dale, & dun *297 R
G-louc (1724) 563 To wodes & to feldes fh.ii] hulde hom day
&ni2t, a 1300 CursorM 3608 (Cott ) Bath in feild and in
forest. <1x386 Chaucer Knt.'s T 664 That feld hath eyen,

and the woode hath eeres ?a 1400Arthur/fls be feltes fulle

ofmenyscleyn 1338 Sthms.c.vEngland 1 11 52 Wyld Feldys
and wodys 1393 Marlowe m Pass Pilgr xix, Hillesand
vallies, dales anti fields *697 Dryden Virg Georg iv. 759
They strew’d his mangled Limbs about the Fidel

t b with reference to that which grows upon
the surface Obs
as000 Booth. Metr, Vi, WeaxaS liraSe feldes blostman.

c xaoo Ormin 9225 Itt wass hum3 off he feld a 13°° H. E
Psalter cu[i] 15 Als blomeof felde sal he [man] welyen awa
a 1300 Cursor

M

6080 (Cott ) Letus wild, be quilk jmt groues

on ps feild 1382 Wycur Luke xu 28 The hey which to

day is in the feeld c 1449 Pecock Repr 1 vi 28 The feld

is the fundament of the fiouns 1611 Bible Gen. 11 3 Euery
plant of the field

f 2. The country as opposed to a town or village.

Obs. exc arch or dial,

c 1400 Rom Rose 6237 Fulle many a seynt in feeld &
tonne c 1400 Gamelyn 672 He moste nedes walke in felde

hat may not walke in towne 1326 Tindald Mark xv. 21

They compelled Simon of Cerene (which cam out of the

felde) to bear hys crosse 1390 Shaks Mids N 11 1 238
In the Towne, ana Field You doe me mischiefe 1862 Bor-
row Wild Wales III 160, I don't think your honour is a
Durham man either of town or field

b That part of the open country which is hunted

over (peih originally transf. from sense 8). Cf.

huntingfield
1732 Law SeriousC xn (ed 2) 190 The next attempt after

happiness carry’d him into the field nothing was so happy
as hunting x8ox Strutt Sports 4 Past 1 1 6 King John
was particularly attached to the sports of the field 1864
Field 2 July 0/3 His [the huntsman’s] charactei in the field

has given tne highest satisfaction.

+ 3 The territory belonging to a city Cf L ager
assn Ld Berners Gold Bk M Anrel (1339)14011, In

the felde of Elmos, vnder a marble, is the pouders of Sysifo

Seteno 1372 J Jones Bathes of Bath 11. nb, The hot
wellse, in the fielde of Pad ua.

4 Land or a piece ofland appropriated to pasture

or tillage, usually parted oft by hedges, fences,

boundary stones, etc Often with defining word pre-

fixed, as clover-, corn-, hay-, turnip wheat-field.

c 1025 1titerl v Rule St Benet (1888) 73 Geswinc felda gif

hi nabbaS munecas e 1220 Bestiary 401 [De fox] goo o
felde to a furg 1297 R Glouc (Rolls') 7798 Feldes were
vol of come ecnon 1382 Wyclif Ruth 11 2 Y shall goo in

to the feeld and gedre een s c 1449 Pecock Repr. 275 Feeldis

in which thet hem silf uiien. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1v Ivi

316 That with the pale . flowers groweth in drie medowes,
and in the feeldes also 1637 Austen Frmt Trees 1 36 The
Flanders Cherries bear well in Orchards and Feilds X763
A. Dickson Tieai Agric. (ed 2) 94 There is scarcely a field,

in which we will not observe weeds of the two first kinds
1840 Dickens Barn Fudge iv, Fields through which the

New River took its winding course

b. pi Thefields, used in collective sense. For-
merly sometimes = a (cf. F les champs) or 2 b
<**533Ld Berners Huon lxxxvn 276 Hewas in the feldes

a hawkynge 1361 Norton & Sackv Gorboduc v 11, Chil-

dien play in the streetes and fleldes x6xx Beaum & Fl.
King * No King ir n, How fine the fields be, what sweet
living ’tis in the Country I 1856 Ruskin Mod Paint III
iv. xiv. § 31 The fields 1 All spring and summer is in them,

c Common, openfield

.

see those words
d A piece of ground put to a particular use,

as bleach, camping, print-field

.

see Bleach, etc.

5 An extent or tract of ground covered with or

containing some special natural formation or pro-

duction Chiefly with defining word, as coal,

diamond, gold, oilfields see those words
1839 Cornwallis New World I 55 Bowls filled with the

precious metal, and labelled with the name of the field from
which it was taken 1873 Wood & Lapham Waiting for
Mail 39 You've tried the best Victorian fields.

6 The ground on which a battle is fought ; a
battle-field More explicitlyfield ofbattle, conflict,

\fight ; field ofhonour.
a 1300 CursorM 6432 (Cott ) Wit Israel was left [>e feild.

a 1400-30 Alexander 430 pan foundis Philip to pe fyjt & he
fild entres c 1460 Fortescue Ahs 4 Lim Mon ix. The
Erhs of Lecestir and Glocestre toke hym and his sonne

f
nsoners in the ffelde 1392 R. D Hypnerotomachia 22
nstruments of war for the field 1604 Shaks. Oth 1 in

83 They haue vs’d Their deerest action, in theTented Field

1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg n 378 As Legions in the Field
their Front display 1718 Loud Gaz No 4739/3 The
Quarter-Masters of the Army are gone to mark a Field
of Battel *774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III 102 The
victor is obliged to fight several of those battles before it

remains undisputed master of the field 1824 W Irving
T Trav I. 32 My forefathers have been dragoons, and
died on the field of honour 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng
I 658 These three chiefs fled together from the field of
Sedgemoor 1851 E S Creasy 15 Decisive Battles (1864)
22 The Greeks could not stand before the Persians in a field

of battle 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I xi 182 The
English Ambassador remained upon the field of the conflict

1340 Ayenb 131 A ueld of uiyjt huennne him behouep
euie to wy^te mid dyeulen 1326 Pilgr Perf (W. deW *331) 7ab* Well exercysed in the feelde of vertues
and holy workes 1613 Crooke Body ofMan 36 Befoi e we
leaue the field, it shall not be amisse to disparkle all the
forces of our aduersanes. 1724 Swift Diapier's Lett
Wks. 1761 III 73 He is so far master of the field, that
no London printer dare publish any paper wutten m favour
of Ireland *775 Sheridan Duenna 1 iv, If I could hamper
him with this girl, I should have the field to myself. 1848H Rogers Ess I. vi 322 To drive the sophists from the
field x886 B L Farjeon Three Times T 1, I bade her
good-day, and left Captain BeUwood in possession of the
field.

e. Phrases • To keep, maintain thefield : to con-

tinue the fight, lit. and fig Also (chieflyfig) 7b
conquer thefield . to gam one’s point To hold the

field to hold its ground
;
not to be superseded 01

displaced To leave (another) the field to give
up the argument or contest. 7b leave the field
open to abstain from interference

a 1430 Knt de la Tour (1868) 21 Ye wylle speke notesly .

therfor y wille leve you the felde 1673 Dryden Marr a la
Mode n. 1 .

1

his tongue may keep the field against a whole
army of lawyers c 1686 Roxb Ball (1886) VI. 123 He
conquer’d the field Then they both weie united 1724
Suin' Drapier's Lett 111, His Majesty, pursuant to the law,
hath left the field open between Wood and the Kingdom of
Ireland 1853 Prescott Philip II, 1 11, Four knights were
prepared to maintain the field against all comers 1870
Tennyson Pelleas <$ Ettarre i6r All day long Sir Pelleas
kept the field With honoui 1887 A Birrfll Obiter Dicta
Ser 11 66 The last edition will long hold the field

7 In widei sense . The country winch is to be,

or has become, the scene of a campaign
; the scene

of military operations In the field engaged in

military operations. To keep the field to remain

m the ‘field’; to keep the campaign open. To
take the field • to commence military operations

,

to open the campaign.
a x6x2 Sir R Cecil Let in Naunton Fragm Reg (Arb )

61 They will learn the strength of the Rebels, befoi e they
dare take the field 1631 Hobbes Leviath n xxix 174 The
forces of the Commonwealth keeping the field no longer.

2676 Temple Let. to Pr, o/Oiange Wks 1731 II 410,

1

did
not believe Your Highness would do any thing in those
kind of Affairs till Your Return from the Field *724 De
Foe Mem Cavalier (1830) xo All the military part of the
court was m the field 1769 Junius Lett 11 13 A sincere

attachment to his King and Countiy first impelled him
to the field 1833 I Tayi or Sptr Despot 111 83 Their [the

Greek people's] eye was directed to the senate or the field.

1832 1 hackeray Esmond 111 1, Esmond . took the field .

.

under Webb's orders 1863 H. Cox Jnstft in, vm 713 An
army in the field abroad,
transf andfig 16x4 Saul Chesseplay xi {heading). All

the men being in the field 1831 Brewster Newton (1833) II

xiv 3 1 he greatest mathematicians of the age took the field

8 A battle ; now 7-are exc. in such phrases as

A hai-d-fought, hard-won field A single field-.

a single combat. Also to fight, i give, lose,

•\make, win (a, the) field. Hence, J* Victory, esp.

in to get, have the field.

1 a 1400Arthur 480 The falde was hys & Arthourez c 1433
Torr Portugal 213-5 Of the fynd the maystry to haue, Of
hym to wyn the fyld Of hyme he wane the fyld Jiat day
*473 Warkw. Chron 6 The Walschmenne loste the felde

1484 Caxton Fables ofAEsop m iv. The egle gat the feld

and vaynquysshed the bestes 1487 Wriothesley Chron
(1875) I 2 A feild that they made againstc the Kmge 1302
Arnolde Chron (i8n)p xxx.v,Afelde b> twene theKynge
and y“ Duke of Yorke 1533 Coverdaik 1 Macc x 50 A
mightie sore felde continuynge till the Sonne wente downe
1336 Bellendtn Cron Seal (1821) II 43 Ennimes of sic

strenth and multitud that he micht not well geif thaim feild

1536 Chron Gr Friars (Camden) 23 The commons made
a felde agaynst the kynge and lost it 1586 Warner Alb
Eng iv xx (1589) 89 The Danes got the feeld 1596
Shaks Merck V 11 1 26 This Symitare wpi) three fields

of Sultan Solyman 1605 Vjiiistkgan Dec Intell v. (16281

128 Battailes or Foughten Fields 1667 Milton PL r 105
What though the field be lost ? x8t6 Byron Ch liar in

xlix, In their single fields, What deeds of prowess unre-
corded died 1 1843 Prescott Mexico (1830) I 293 Many a
bloody field was to be fought
transf x86aJ Pycrott Cnclet Tutor -]-] Every old player

will recall many a hard-fought field

*|* b Order of battle, disposition of men m the

field Phrases, To pitch, set afield, to choose one’s

battle-ground, to dispose one’s men for fighting;

to gather afield, to collect an armed force.

*502 Arnolde Chron. p xxxiv, Y° Duke of Yorke set his

felde at Brent Heth c 1340 Order m Battayle Avij, Let
him study to breake hys [foe’s] felde 1348 Hail Chron.
K Hen VI, An. 4 96 b, That my saied lorde of Winchester,
intended to gather any feld or assemble people, in troublyng
of the kynges lande, and against the kmges peace a *562
G Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 274 Who pitched a feld rojall
ayenst theme 1600 Holland Livy vi xv 226 Either -part
beholding their captaine, as it were m a pight field 1678
Wanley Wond Lit World v 11 §32 470/1 Nicephoros

.

was slain in a pitch'd Field against the Bulgarians.

+ c Officer ofthefield= Field-officer. Genet al

of the field-, the general commanding in a battle

or campaign. Obs
1390 Nashe Pasqml'sApol 1 Dnj, Equal in respect of

theyr fight in battailes, as the Generali of the fielde and
the common Souldiours are 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb
vu (1703) II 269 There were above twenty Officeis of the
Field, slam upon the place

9 With mixture of sense 4: An enclosed piece

of giound m which some outdoor games are played,

as cricket
,
football field see Cricket, etc

;
also

elhpt with sb. to be supplied from the context
<1x788 Canning in ‘ Bat ' Crick. Man (1850) 36The poet will

he equally circumstanced m the field 1849 Laws ofCricket
ibid 57 No substitute m the field shall be allowed to bowl
1882 Daily Tel is June, Neither Spofforth nor Boyle were
in the field

b. Baseball The ground in which the fielders

stand, divided into Infield and Outfield.
1873 Encycl Bnt III 406/2 The theory of the game [Base

ball] is that one side takes the field, ana the other goes in

1891 N. Crane Baseball vi 43 The pitcher is the only player
whose position on the field is prescribed by the rules
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10 collect Those who take part in any outdoor
contest or spoit.

a. Sporting Also, m restricted sense : All the
competitors in a lace except the favourite To bet

,

back, lay against thefield : to back one (often one’s

own) dog, hoise, etc against all other competitors
1771 P Parsons Newmarket II 149 Camillas against the

field, for a hundred guineas 187a Lever Lei. Ktlgobbm
lxx, Bet on the field—never bach tne favourite 1883 Pruth
28 May 853/2 The Great Northern Handicap brought out
a better field than usual x888 Daily News 29 June, Pillarist

was backed against the field

tram

/

and fig, i860 Gen P Thompson Audi Alt. Ill
cxaxiu. 101 To speak up for 1 Victor Emmanuel against the
field*. 1884 Sat Rev 2 Feb 139 An historical prize will

bring together a much larger 'field

'

b Hunting Those who take part in the sport.

To lead thefield : to be first in the chase.

1806-7 J BnResrouD Miseries Hum Life {1826) in iv, In
hunting while you are leading the field 1830 Greville
Mem. Geo IV (1874) II xm. 77 The field which had been
out with the King’s hounds 1841 J T. Hewlett Parish
Clerk II 15 The hounds and huntsman, with the field at

theu heels. 1890 Sat Rev 1 Feb. 135/1 Fields of hunting
and riding men are very large

e Cricket The ‘ side
1 who are * out ’ m the

* field ’
; see 9 ;

also the players on both sides

1850 * Bat ’ Cricket Man 51 The disposition of the field

depends entirely upon circumstances 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown n vm, The hall sticks in the fingers of his left

hand, to the utter astonishment of himself and the whole
field 1859 All Year Round No 13. 305 Our field worked
like tigers x86a Sporting Life 14 June, On the reappear-

ance of the ‘field’, H H. Stephenson took the wicket. x88a

Daily Tel 24 June, The first over was sent down by Pal-

mer his field being arranged thus

11 Cricket and Baseball One who stands on the

field
;
one of the side that is * out ’

; a fieldsman

;

also in names descriptive of his position m the

field, e.g. in Cricket, + Long field to the hip (see

quot )
Longfield (+ straight) off, on (see quots ,

now usually long off, on) In the long field : at

the position of long field off or on. In Baseball

;

In-, out-, right-, centre-, left-field.

1830 Miss Mhtord Village Ser. iv (1863) 174 That exceed-

ingly bad field caught him out 1833 J. Nyren Yng
Cricketer’s Tutor (1893) 47 Longfield, straight on, should

stand at some distance out from the bowler’s wicket, to save

two runs Ibid ,
Long field to the hip The fieldsman

must stand out to save two runs opposite to the popping-

crease. Ibid
,
Longfield, straight off, should be an active

man His station is on the off side between the bowler and

the middle wicket 1830 ‘Bat’ Cricket Man 48 Long
Field Off, On 1839 All Year Round No. 13 305 Southey

a good bowler and ‘field’ 1889 Pauline VIII 24 The
out-gomg batsman . ought to have been caught in the long

field. Ibid , A good long field.

II An extended surface.

12 A large stretch ;
an expanse :

a. of sea, sky, etc.

1608 Shaks Per 1 1 37 Without covering, save yon field

of stars 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 103 The nimble

Horsemen scoui the Fields of Air 1732 Pope Ess Man 1.

41 Yonder argent fields above 1813 ShelleyQ Mab iv 20

The orb of day o’er ocean's waveless field Sinks sweetly

smiling, i860 Ruskin Mod Paint, V vn iv 140 note. De-

tached bars, darker or lighter than the field [of cloud] above.

b. of ice or snow.

1813 Bakewell Introd Geol (1815) 5$ Vast masses of rock

are sometimes enveloped in fields of ice 18x8 Sir J Les-

lie in Edm. Rev XXX 16 North West Passage, A very

wide expanse of it [salt-water ice] they call a field 1887

Ruskin Prcetenia II 178 The snows round . . are the least

trodden of all the Mont Blanc fields,

o, of immaterial things ; cf. 15.

i577 Googe Heresbath’sHusb (1586)1 7What divinitie there

is in it, and what a feeld of the acknowledged benefits of

God, you have heard. 1590 Greent Never too late (x6oo)

60 Loue had wrapt him in a field of woes 171a Black-

more Creation vi (18x8) 203 Who can this Field of Miracles

survey. 1847 L Hunt Men Women ft B, II xi. 265 He
discloses to us the whole field of his ignoiance 1867 A
Barry Sir C. Barry vi. 190 The whole field of English

history.

13. The surface on which something is portrayed,

a. Her. The surface of an escutcheon or shield

on which the ‘ charge ’ is displayed Also the

surface of one of the divisions in the shield.

c 1400 Destr Troy 6290 Hys feld was of fyn gold, freche

to behold, With bre lyons launchond c 1435 Torr Portugal
Xiao Sir Torrent ordenyth hym a shela, It was ryche in

every field 1573 Bossewbll Anuone 11 56 The field is

parted per fesse embattyled x6io Guilum Heraldry n 11

(1660) 52 The Field is the whole Surface of the Shield over-

spread with some Metall, Colour, or Furre, and compre-

hended! 111 it the Charge 1705 Hearne Collect. 12 Dec ,

The Arms .are A field Jupiter 180a Refs Cycl s v Bar,

When the field is divided into four or more equal parts, it

is then blazoned, barry. 1839 Tennyson Elaine 661 Sir

Lancelot’s amre lions Ramp in the field

fig 1593 Shaks Liter 72 This silent warre of Lillies ana

of Roses in her faire faces field 1607 Hieron Whs, I. 414

A field of sincerity, charged with deedes of piety,

b. The groundwork ot a picture, etc.

1634 J Bate Mvst Nat % Art iv 162 How to make
white letters in a blacke Feild Take [etc ] 1695 Dryden
tr Du Fresnoy's Art 0/Painting xlv 51 Let the Field, or

Ground of the Picture, be clean. 1849 Ruskin Sev Lambs
vi. § 14 17 s Shadow is frequently employed as a dark field

on which the forms are drawn

0. Numism (See quot. 1876 )

1876 Humphreys Coin-Coil. Mm, vu. 82 The field,, is the

yol. jv.

plain part of the coin not occupied by the principal figure or
type. 1879 H Phillips Notes Corns 6 The setting sun is

illumining with his rays the whole field of the medal,

d. Of a flag : The ground of each division.

1867 Smyth Satlods Word-bk 301 The flags of the British
navy were severally on a red, white, or blue field

+ 14 . Green field' the green cloth of a counting
house Ohs. (Can this be the sense in quot. 1599 ?)
1470 Liber Niger in Househ Ord (1790) 51 And suche

dayes as the Kings chappell removeth, every of these
children then present receveth mirf at the grene feald \MSS
in Brit Mm read seald,fatd] of the conntyng-house for
horse hyre dayly, as longe as they be journeying [1599
Shaks Hen V, 1 111 17 His Nose was as sharps as a Pen,
and [f read on] a Table of greene fields ]

III Area of operation or observation.

15 . An area or sphere of action, operation, or
investigation ; a (wider or narrower) range of
opportunities, or of objects, for labour, study, or
contemplation

;
a department or subject of activity

or speculation.

1340 Ayenb 240 Huanne oure Ihord wolde by uonded of
jie dyeule * he yede m-to desert uor Jpe desert of religion
lsueld of uondinge 1380 SidneyA rcadiai (1622)19 Avery
good Orr or might have a fair field to use eloquence in, if

[etc ] it 26 Bacon Sylva § 228 As for the increase ofVertue
generally it is a large Field, and to be handled by it self

1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 82 A large and plain Field
doth here open it self unto us 1711 Addison Sped No 160

F 4 This Failure opens a large Field of Raillery 1730
Beawes Lex Mercat (1752) 2 The wide field for trade
that now lies before us, 1807 T. Thomson Chew (ed 3)
II. 143 A very interesting field of investigation, a 186a
Buckle Cwthz (1873) III v 350 The philosopher and the
practical man. each is in his own field, supreme

b. (without a or the.) Scope, opportunity, extent

of material for action or operation. ? Obs
x664Dryden.£ival-Ladies 111 i,Thouhast not field enough

in thyyoung breast, To entertain such storms to struggle tn

x68x Temple Mem. nr Wks. 1731 I 343, I thought I had
Field enough left for doing them good Offices to the Duke
1719 Swift To Yng Clergyman, e matter will afford

field enough for a divine to enlarge on.

10 The space or range within which objects are

visible through an optical instrument in any one
position.

1747 Gould Eng. Ants 32 Kill her, and . place her Body
on tne Field of a Microscope 1763 Maty in Phil Trans
LV. 305 It filled the field of the telescope 18x2-6 J . Smith
Panorama Sc. # Art I 474 The visible field is twenty
degrees in diameter 1871 Tyndall Fragm Sc (1879) II

xm 307 Organisms shooting rapidly across the microscopic

I field 1884 F J Britten Watch 4- Clockm. 102 A very
superior achromatic glass giving a flat field.

b held ofobservation, view or vision : the space

to which observation, etc. is limited.

1812-6 J Smith Panorama Sc Sc Art II, 7x8 The whole
field of view through the foot-wide arch. 1817 Chalmers
Astron Disc 11 (1852) 53 That circle by which the field of

observation is enclosed. 1833 Bain Senses S? Int 11 11 §3
The eye can take m a wide field at once, 1839 Reeve
Bnitany 236 They are not seen m the picture, being much
to the left of our field ofview 1862 Merivale Rom Einp

(1865) VI lu. 300 The field of vision is overclouded

fig 1877 E R Conder Bas Faith ii 83 No scintillation

of its existence twinkles within the field of our knowledge

17. JPhysus The area or space under the influ-

ence of, or within the range of, some agent. To be

in, out of the field' see quot. 1884. Magnetic

field, any space possessing magnetic properties,

either on account of magnets in its vicinity, or on

account of currents of electricity passing through

or round it.

1863 Tyndall Heat ii § 33 (1870) 37 The exact equivalent

of the power employed to move the medal in the excited

magnetic field x88x Maxwell Electr $ Magii I 45 The
electric field is the portion of space in the neighbourhood of

electrified bodies, considered with reference to electric phe-

nomena. 1884 Watson & Burbury Math Tk. Electr. #

Magn. I 48 In physics a body which is within the range of

the action of another body is said to be tit the field of that

other body, and when it is so distant from that other body

as to be sensibly out of the range of its action it is said to

be out ofthefield,

IV attrib and Comb.
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General relations . a. simple attrib. (sense 1 ),

as field-dew, -fiower\ (sense 2), as field-craft

,

-dweller, -honour,
-mate, -pastime, -properties

(of a greyhound
1

), -smell, -tent
,

(senses 2 and 4)

field-trial ;
(sense 4), as field-crop, -gate, -hedge,

•husbandry, -path
,

-rent, -toad, -seed, -stones
;

(sense 7 ), as field-battalion, -cap, -duties, -equip-

ment, -evolutions,
-exercise, -insignia, -movements,

-service, -troops,
-watch, b. objective (sense 4)1 as

field-purging ppl. adj. c. locative (sense 4)1 ^
field-faring ppl. adj.

,
. . e .

1875 G P Colley in Encycl Brit II. 59pA An infantry

regiment [in the Piussian army] has three field battalions.

1888 Sir M Mackenzie Frederick the Noble ym 140 He

wore the ample blue cloak of the Prussian Cavalry, with fur

cane and “field cap 1887 Pall MallG 26 Sept 5/2 No

one expects to fill his hag
7
save by “ficldcraft i860 Gosse

Rom Nat, Hist (1866) 105 The injuries done in our field-

crops 1889 Daily News 16 Dec 7,1: Indian agncultuml

field cropseeds. 1390 Shaks. Mids N. v 1. 422 With this

"field dew consecrate. xS^Regul^-Ord.Army 127 Sub-

ordinate Officers understand their “Field Dutiea 1576 m
Russia at close 16th C (Hakluyt Soc) Introd. 9 1 he ,

Tartars are barbarowse and “fyilde dwellers 1808 Welling*

TO^ jn firw. Deep. IV, 29 A “field equipment with a pro-

portion of horses. 1875 G P Colley in Encycl Brit. II

579/2 The war establishment of a field equipment troop is 6

officers and 233 men. 1833 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl ,

A regiment is instructed m the “field exercise and evolu-

tions 1892 PallMallG 8 Dec a/x A sketch of “fieldfanng

women 1633WaltonA nglor 214 “Field-flowers perfum’d
the air 1823 Lytton Falkland 59,

1

see him gathering

the field-flowers 1891 S C Scrivener OurFields 4 Cities

33, I was . elad to see the horse turning towards a “field-

gate 1823 in Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) 1 399 A “field-

hedge and bank 1737 M Green Spleen (1738) 5 “Field-

honours Atchtev’d by leaping hedge and ditch 1760 J
Eliot (title), Essays upon “Field-Husbandry m New Eng-
land 1823 J. Badcock Dom Aviusetn 34 This stick, or

baton became the “field insignia of a general. 1786 Burns
Brigs ofAyr 36 The feather’d “field mates, bound bv Na-
ture’s tie 1798Wellington m Gurw, Desp 1 . 12 Wellesley

practising them in combined “field movements x8
"Wordsw* Sonnets (1838) 131 To chase mankind, with men
in armies packed For ms “field-pastime. 1722 De Foe Col
Jack (1840) 66 It was agreed to spread from the “field-

path to the road way 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 294
Through old field-paths we'll wander 1883 Ckatnb. Jrnl,

303! he “fieldproperties of a greyhound xSoiWeever
Mirr Mart E vj b, “Feeld-purging Februanus 1380

Hollyband Treas Fr. Tong, Champart, “fielde rent 1864

H Stencer IUusir Umv. Progr 418While alongthe*field-

roads . the movement is the slowest 1888 Daily News ,

11 Sept. 2/5 A fair amount of business is now being trans-

acted in “field seeds. 1636 J. Harrington Oceana 57
The Youth for “field-service armed and under continual

Discipline 1869 E A. Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed. 3) 118

On field service .the same duties are enjoined x8i8 Shel-
ley Rosalind xno “Field smells known in infancy 1799

J Robertson Agrtc. Perth

,

“Field stones were gathered

off the land, where it seemed to be fit for tillage 1892 Jrnl.

Archeeol. Inst No. 194. 135 Small field-stones concreted

with sticky gravel. 1733 Smollett Quix (1803) IV. 174
Among these trees we have pitched some “field-tents 1849
JohnstonExp Agnc. 60 Such “field-trials as appear to me
likely to throw light upon it 1873 G. P Colley in Encycl.

Bnt II 595/2 “Field troops [in the Prussian army) in peace
time form the standing army 1871 Daily News 13 Jan ,

The last intermittent French “fieldwatch is definitely ascer-

tained to have quitted Bondy. 1883 Seebohm Eng Village

Comm. i. (1884) 4 A common “fieldway gives access to the

strips

19

Prefixed to the names ofmany animals, birds,

and insects, often m the sense of ‘ wild to indicate

a species found in the open country as opposed to

house or town, as field-ass, -cricket, -mouse, -rat,

-slug,
,

-spider ,
field-duck, the little bustard (Otis

tetrax) found chiefly in France ; field-finch, (see

quot); field-lark (Alauda arvensis); field-

martin (Tyrannus carohnensts)

;

field-plover

(US), a name for two species of plover, and for

a sandpiper (Bartramia longieauda)

;

field-spar-

row (US) (Spizella pusilla or S agrestis) ;
field-

titling, +-tortoise (jocular), -vole (see quots.).

138a Wycuf Jer. ii 24 A “feld asse vsid in wildernesse.

x6oo E Blount Hasp Inc Fooles A iv. Those “field-

Cnckets play the parrats so notably x868 Wood Homes
without II vui. 161 The black-bodied Field Cncket (Ache 1a
campestris) 1892 W. H Hudson La Plata 183 The “field-

finch, Syi alts luteola xs8oBarfta!/z/ M 331A “field mouse
with a long snoute x86x Mrs.NortonLadyLaG m 69 The
small field-mouse, with wide transparent ears, Comes softly

forth 1362 Turner Herbal 11 60 b, The roote of Myrrhis

dronken in wyne helpeth the bytynges of “feldespyders.

1647 H More Song of Soul iv vi, Unlesse that wiser men
make't the field-spiders loom. 1864 J C, Atkinson Pro-

vincial names ofBirds, *Field Titling, sb ,
Prov name for

the Tree Pipit, Anthus arloreus 1708 Motteux Rabelais

iv ban, A “Field-Tortoise, alias, eclip’d a Mole 1868

Wood Homes withoutH xxxi sg8 The Short tailed Field

Mouse otherwise termed Campagnol or “Field Vole (A nn
cola arvensis)

20

In many names of plants growing in the

fields, as field-bindweed, -forget-me-not, -mush-

room, -rhubarb, etc
;

field-ash. (Pyius aucu-

pana)
;
field-basil : see Basil 1 2 ;

field-brome-

grass (Bronuts arvensis)
;

field-cypress : see

Cypress 1 2 b ; field-kale (Swapis arvensis) ;

field-madder, + (a) rosemary, (i) a common
modem book-name for Sheiatdia a> vensis ;

fiLeld-

nigella or nigel-weed (Lychnis Githago) ;
field-

south.ern.wood (Artemisia campestris) \
field-

weed (Anthemis Cotula, also Hngeron phladel-

phtettm) (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1884) ; + field-wood,

? gentian (? = OE feldwyrf).

1378 Lyte Dodoensv1 lxx 748 “Feelde Ashe. x866 Treas

Bot. 118 “Field balm, Calannntha Ncpeia 18*5 Loudon
Encycl Agnc.§ 4962 798 The “field-beet, commonly called

the mangold-wurzel. x85x Miss Pratt Flower PI. IV 17

“Field Bindweed this plant is one of the most troublesome

weeds. 1846 J Baxter Libr. Pract Agnc. (ed 4-) I 369
The . “field-brome grass is found in some of the best

pastures. Ibid. I 131 The .large red “Field Carrot, was

the only vanety employed for agricultural purpose m Eng-

land 1378 Lyte Dadoens 1 xviu. 28 Called m English

Ground Pyne and “field Cypres 1867 Sowerby Eng Bot

VII. 105 “Field Forget-me-nofc x86x Miss Pratt Flower.

PI IV 6 “Field Gentian contains in every part of it some

of the tome bitter principle common to the tribe cx000

Durham Gloss in Sax Leechd HI 305/1 Rosnmrttmm,

sun deav & bothen & “feld medere. x86x Miss Pratt

Flower. PI III 144 Field Madder, Corolla funnel-shaped.

183a Veg, Subst Food 331 The “Field Mushroom is the

only species cultivated in this country. 1378 Lyte Dodoens

11 xi 160 Cockle or “fielde Nigelweede, hath straight.,

stemmes. 1391 PercivallJ/ Did,, LechedsgMltna, white

“field onion. 1868 Hereman Paxton's Bot Diet

,

“Field

Rhubarb, 1838 Clarks in Free, Berw. Nat. Club I. 163

20
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The bank was enamelled with the barren Strawberry and
the *Field-Rush. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI, IV. 48
Field Scorpion-grass . the whole plant is rough with
spreading bustles. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11 ix §3. 190
Common Mustarde, or *fielde Senuie 1776 Withering
Bnt. Plants (1796) III. 700 *Field Southernwood- 1861
Miss Pratt Flown , PI III 262 Field Southernwood is

a very raie plant . The involucre is of a purplish brown
colour 1826 Miss MiTroRD Village Ser n (1863) 411
The *field-star of Bethlehem,—a sort of large hyacinth of
the hue of the misletoe 1303 Gower Con/, II 262 The
faldwode and verveine, Of herbes ben nought better
tweine 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI III 139 *Field
Woodruff the flowers are bright blue Ibid, V 300 ''Field
Wood Rush , a common plant has a straight unbranched
stem.

21. Special comb. : field-abbot (see quot ) ;

field-allowance, an allowance to an officer, and
sometimes to a private, on active service, to meet
the increased expenses attendant thereupon

,
field-

artillery, light oidnance fitted for travel and
for active operations m a campaign; f field-bar,

the border 01 limit of the field m a telescope

(see 16); field-battery, a battery of field-guns,

'(•field-battle, a sham-fight; f field-beast, an
animal used for di aught or for ploughing, in pi,

cattle, ffield-biaIiop,transl Fr ivequedcs champs,
one who is hanged m chains; f field-breadth,
-brode, a short distance

;
field-cannon =field

piece ; field-carriage, the carnage for a field-gun,

its ammunition, etc
;
field-club, an association for

the study of Natural History by outdoor observa-

tion , field-oolours {Mil), small flags for marking
out the ground for the squadrons and battalions ;

also the colours used by an army when in the field

(cf camp colours)

;

field-cornet, * the magistrate of
a township in the Cape colony * (Simmonds, 1858)

;

whence field-cornetcy, the territory under the
jurisdiction of a field-cornet; field-culverm, a
culverin for use in the field of battle (cf field-piece )

;

t field-deputy, a representative attached to an
armym the field; field-derrick (see quol ); ffield-

devil, used by Coverdale, after Ger feldteufel
(Luther), as transl. of Heb. svc-irlm (A V.
' satyrs ’), field-dressing, appliances for dressing
a wound in the field

,
field-driver (see quots )

;

f field-fight, a fight m the open, a pitched battle

;

field-fleck, ? nonce-wd

,

a ‘spot * of land
; f field-

foot, ? the right foot (of a hawk) ; field-fort (see
quot ) ; field-fortification, the constructing of
field-works

,
also concr a fieldwork

,
field-geolo-

gist, a geologist who studies by observation m
the field

;
field-gun = field-piece , whence field-

gunner
; field-hand, (a) a slave who works on a

plantation; {b) a farm-labourer; field-hospital,
{a) a moving hospital

;
ap. ambulance

;
(b) a tem-

porary hospital erected near a field of battle,

field-ice, ice that floats in large tracts, '(• field-

keeper, a scarer of birds from cornfields; fleld-

kirk {Antiq. ; repr. O.E feldunce) a chapel or
oratory in the fields; field-lens = Field-glass 3 ;

field-lore, knowledge gained fiom the fields

;

field-magnet (see quot ) ; + field-man, one who
lives or works in the fields, (0) a field labourer,
a peasant, also attrib

,
(b) a lover of field sports

;

t field-mark, a badge or mark for identification

m the field ; field-master (Hunting), master of
the hounds

; field-naturalist, a naturalist who
studies by outdoor observation

; field-net v ,

trans to catch (ground game) with nets in the
fields ; field-notes, notes made in the field, e

g

by a surveyoi, naturalist, etc
; field-park, ‘the

spare carriages, reserved supplies of ammunition,
tools, etc for the service of an army m the field

’

(Wilhelm Mil. Diet
) ; field-piece, a light cannon

for use on a field of battle
; + field-place, a level

place, a plain; cf Feeldy#
; field-plot, {a) a

plan of a field or piece of land drawn to a
scale

,
(b) a plot of land

; f field-pondage (see
quot.); field-practice, ‘military practice m the
open field’ (Ogilv.)

;
field-ranger (see quot);

whence, field-ranging vbl. sb., attrib
. (see quot.);

field-reeve (see quots ) ;
field-roller, arollerdrawn

over a ploughed field to crush the clods and level
the ground

; f field-room, -roomth, open or un-
obstructed space; also fig. ; field-sconce, a de-
tached earthwork

; f field-separation, collect, m
Sc. Hist separatists who attend field-conventicles;

field-show =fidd-tna

l

; field-sketching, ‘the art

or act of sketching m plan rapidly, while m the
field, the natural features of a country’ (Cass.);
field-sports, outdoor sports, esp hunting; f field-
staff (see quots ) ; *t* field-teacher, an instructorm
military exercises; field-telegraph, one used in
military operations

; fieldtram (see quots ) ; field-
trial, a trial in the open field, esp of hunting-dogs,

f field-ware, produce of thp fields; the crops;

field-whore, a * very common whore ’ (Halhwell)

;

field-wife, (a) nonte-ivd (see quot and Gen xxxiv

l, 2) ;
(b) = next ; field-woman, a woman who

works in the fields ; cf. field-man ; + field-word,
a battle-cry, a watch-woid. Also, Field-con-
venticle, Field-day, Field-marshal, etc

1833 Penny Cycl I 13/1 Field-Abbots were secular
persons, upon whom the sovereign had bestowed ceitam
abbeys, for which they were obliged to rendei military

service 1833 Stocquller Milit, Encycl,
,
Certain extia

allowances are granted to them [officers], according to

their several ranks, and these ai e denominated *field allow-
ances 1644 Evelyn Mem (1857) I. 123 I wo pieces of
field-artillery upon carriages 1879 Cassell's Tcchn hduc.
Ill 308 The broad distinction between the field artillery

and the gamson-artillory 1771 Masicelyne in Ww/ Trans
LXI 338 Let ENWS . repiesent the field-bar of the
telescope 1875 tr Comte tie Pans' Hist Civ fiVar A mei
I 450 Several field-battenes elected in the vicinity of the
arsenal 1697 Luttuell Brief Rtl (1857) IV 233 On
Wensday next will be a feild battle 1382 Wyclif
Nunt xxxu. 26 Oure *feeldbeestis, and howsbeestis
we shulen leeue x66o R Coke Power <5 Subj 183
A freeman who hath Field-beasts valued at thuty pence,
shall pay a Petei-peny 1708 Motteux Rabelais

,
Pantag

Prognost v, One of those W01 thy Persons will go nigh to
be made a *Fietd-Bishop, and, mounted on a Horse that
was foal’d of an Acoin, give the Passengers a Blessing with
his Legs 1333 Coverdale 2 Kings v xg He was gone from
him a *felde bredth. in the Ionde — Cm xxxv 16 Whan
he was yet a *felde brode from Ephrath 1863 Carlylt
Fredk, Gt V xix v 503 With only * field-cannon 1871
(titled. Transactions of the Newbury Distnct *Field Club.
1875 G C Davits {title), Rambles and Adventures of 0111

School Field Club. 1721 Bailty, *Field colours 1812
A Plumtre Lichtenstein's Trow. I 67 Field cornet a
magistrate who decides in the first instance little disputes
that arise among the colonists 1863 W. C Baidwin Afr
Hunting 231, I was asked by a field-cornet what I had m
my wagon 1890 Pall Mall G 00 Jan 2/x Her [the Dutch,
housewife's] brandy liqueur is the praise of the county—or
rather the ‘ *field-cometcy. *684 J Peter Siege Vienua
109 Long *FteId-CuIverin 2706 Loud Gas No 4280
Messieurs Van Collen and Cuper, two of their High Mighti-
nesses Field Deputies. 1874 Knight Did, Mech I 838/2
*Field-dernck, one used for stacking hay in the field 1335
Coverdale 2 Chron xi 13 He founded prestes to y* h>c
places, & to feldedeuels 1884 Syd See. Lex ,

*Field-
dressing 2826 Cushing Nesvburyport 119 Field Drivers,
Moses Somerby, Charles Toppan 1833 Mumcip Corp 1st
Rep App iv 2109 The Field Drivers [of Bedfoid] peiform
the duties of a hayward 1860 Bartlett Americanisms,
Field-driver, a civil officer, whose duty it is to take up and
impound swine, cattle, sheep, horses, etc going at large in
the public highways [etc ] 1888 Bryce Anter Comimv. II,

xr xlvni 229 Hog reeves (now usually called field drivers)
1600 Holland Livy 129 Rather a competent guard for
defence of the campe, then a sufficient power to maintain
a *field-fight 1653 H. More A ntui Atk. ill xu (1712)
124 Field-fights and sea-fights seen m the Air, 1892
Miss J Barlow Irish Idylls 111 32 A meagre *field-fleck
and a ramshackle shanty on the hill’s wan grey slope
x68x Lond Gaz No 1610/4 Lost a Tarsell Gentle willi

the hind Pounce of the *FieId-Foot lost 1773 Ash,
*Field-fort, a fort towards the field

, a foil thiown up in a
field 1831 J S. Macaulay Field Fortification 6 Those
only wanted for periods not exceeding one or two campaigns

are termed *Field Fortifications 1836 Olmsted Slave
States 46 Able-bodied field-hands were hired out at the
rate of one hundred dollars a year 1870 Froude Csesar ix

91 These slaves were not ignorant field Bands. 170* Lond
Gaz No. 3713/3 Their Field-Hospital is arrived here
1869 E A Parkes Preset, Hygiene (ed 3) 635 Movable
field hospitals to be made of tents. 1796 Morse Avter
Geog II 13 The *field-ice is oftwo or three fathoms thickness
1873 Bfdtord Sailer’s Pocket-bk iv (ed 2) 118 The limits
of field-ice in March extend fiom Newfoundland to the
Southward as far as 42° N latitude 1620 Markham Farew
Husb (1623) 93 If your *Field-keeper doe vse to shoot off
a Musket, or Harquebush, the report thereof will appeare
more terrible to these enemies of corne 1772 T Simpson
Vermin Killer 19 Field-keepers are necessary just before
the corn is ripe a 1035 Laws Cunt, Eccl ix 111. (Thorpe),
Feld cirice, peer le^er-stow ne six, mid knttixum scilhngum
1837 Mrs Gaskell C. Bronte (i860) 4 It is probable that
there existed on this ground a field-kirk . in the earliest
times 1837 Goring & Pritchard Mtcrogr. 207 The said
slider-holder, with its *field-lens 1891 S P. Thompson
Dynamo-El Mach (ed 4) 2 Every dynamo consists of two
essential parts, a *field-magnet, usually a massive stationary
structure ofiron surrounded by coils ofinsulated copper wire,
and an armature , The function of the field-magnet is to
provide a magneticfield ofgreat extent and intensity e 1440
Secrees 134Wylde Ictus J>at feldmen clepyn skarioles 14
Voc in Wr-Wulcker 692 Hecrustica, afeldmanwyfe £1475
Babees Bk, (1868) 7 Kutte nouhte youre mete eke as it were
Felde men c 1373 Balfour's Praettcks (1734) 536 Fetid-men
quha has mair nor four ky x8ix Sir P Warwick in Hone
Every-day Bk II 146 He was a labonous hunter, or field-
man 1689-90 Proc agst Freuchla Select Harl Mtsc (1793)
478 A detachment .landed the field-mark being matches
about their left arms x68o Lond. Gas No 1523/4A brown
bay Gelding a Field mark of Tar on the Hip 1893 Daily
Tel 14 Nov 3/5 Lord Robert Manners was acting as field-
roaster, 1789 Montagu Let. in G White Selbome (1877) II
236 You ate a field-naturalist 1800 J Watson Confess
Poacher v 62 In field-netting rabbits, lurchers at e equally
quick, i860 Bartlett Americanisms, *Field-notes 1873G P. Colley in Encycl Bnt. II 579/2 All tools and im-
plements for a company of engineers, and a ‘field-park’
159° J. Smythe Concern Weapons 33 And the next day he
entered the towne and brought m foure and twentie ""field

Pieces. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I xiv 276 A couple
of field-pieces stood pointed towards the barricade 1382
Wyclif Luke vi. 17 Jhesu stood in a *feeld place. 1639
Burtons Diary (1828) IV 470 All original maps, field-
plots, and field books 1884 Mag Art Mar. 2x3/2 The
velvety green of spring-watered field-plots, x6xa Sturte-
Yant Metallica (1834) 96 *Fleld-pondage, is a kind of

Pipeage, which comieigheth water into seuerall pastures
. and fields, and leaueth a pond of water for cattle
and beasts to drink in 1883 Pall Mall G 17 June 6/1
' Field Rangers’ is a teim applied to ‘speculative builders’
of the lowest class 189a Labour Commission Gloss

,

*FuId-)angmg Houses, hastily and badly built structures
erected on the outsknts of all large towns and cities by
1 jerry-buildeis' 1617 Nottingham Rec IV 354 Ouer-
seers of the feild or Field Reeues x88x and kuppl,
Cnmhld Gloss , Field Reeve, a peison having charge of
a stinted pasture belonging to different owners 1607 Row-
lands Ramons Hist 48 We will not make oui prison in this
place, As long as there is field-room to be got 16x2
Drayton Poly-olb xu 204 Falling bac.be wheie they Might
iield-i oomth find at large, then ensignes to display. 1672
Dryden Cong. Granada iv. 1, Which Hearts, for want of
Field-room, cannot bear 1673 —• Marr a-la-mode 11 1, It
is tolerable when a man has netd-room to run fiom it 1688
Catt J S Fortification 123 Field-Skonces, and others
Forts with Ramparts. 1680 G Hickes Spirit of Popery
Pref 1 Scottish-Nonconfoinusts, especially those of the
Field Separation 1831 J S Macaulay lneld Fortif 245
It is piesumed that the beginner in field-sketching has
already learned to copy plans 1674 Essex Papers (Camden)
I 210 * Field sports, of w l h I have evei bin a Lover 1814
Scott Wav. iv, Field-sports the chief pleasure of his own
outhful days 1721 Bailey, *Field staff, a Staff carried

y Gunners, in which they skrew lighted Matches 1847
Craig, Field-staff, a weapon earned by gunneis, about the
length of a halbeid, with a spear at the end, having on
each side ears screwed on, like the cock of a matchlock,
where lighted matches are contained when the gunners
are on command 1623 Bingiiam Compar Rom 4 Mod
Wanes Xijb, Where aie oui * Field-teachers? Wheie is

our daily meditation ofArmes? 1874 Knight Diet Mec/t I.

839/1 The field-telegraph of the German army consists of
[etc ] 1873 G. P Coufy in Encycl Bnt II. 397/2 The
field telegraph detachments are trained in peace time to
everything connected with telegraphy. x8x6 C James
Milit Diet s v Tram, *Field-tram

,
a body of men con-

sisting chiefly of commissaries and conductors of stores,
which belong to the Royal Artillery 1864 Burton Scot
Abr I iv 136 A field-train of unusual strength for those
tunes 1362 J. Hpywood Prim # Epigr (1B67) 73 * Feclde
ware might sinke or swym. 1730 Ellis Mod Jrlushandm
II 11 136 The farmer’s corn, and other of his field ware
c 1473 Piet Voc in Wr -Wulcker 794 IIec rustica, a *fyld-
wyfe 1591 H Smith Prep Marriage 35 Not a street-wife,

like Thamar, nor a field-wife, like lJinan , but a house-wife
1891 T Hardy Tess I. 171 A field-man is a personality
afield; a field-woman is a portion of the field 1643 in
Rushw Hist Coll (1701) iv. I 42 The Field-word for the
King was Queen Mary. For the Parliament God our
Slnug/h ai6ps Urquhart Rabelais 111 x 83 Apollo was
the I' ield word in the Day of that Fight.

Field v. [f. prec. sb ]
1 mlr- To go into the field (see Fields 2);
of a pigeon : To obtain its food from the field

1868 Darwin Amm PI II 32 Highly improved breeds
of the pigeon will not ‘field’ or search for their own food
2. t) ans a To leave (corn) m the field to harden,
b transf. To expose (malt-wash or gyle in casks) to
the action of the air and sun to pi omote oxidation
1844 Jml R Agrti Soc V 1 267 [The oats] after being

well fielded, were thrashed immediately

+ 3. a. tntr To ‘ lake the field
5
(see Field sb. 7)

,

to fight, b. irans. To fight with. Obs.
1520 Lyndesay Cornpl

\

353 And feildit vther, in land and
burgh 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 598 How King Mal-
colme and the Danis feildit agane 1536 Belli ndtn Cron
Scot, (1821) 1 . 135 It was defendit to feild the Romanis
with plane battall 1590 Splnser F. Q ii. vi. 29 Who, soone
prepard to field, his sword forth drew
4 mtr To bet on the field (see Field sb 10 a)

against the favourite
x886 Daily News 4 June 3/3 A marked disposition to

* field ' on the Grand Prize of Pans X890 Ibid 19 June 6/1
The professionals fielded staunchly

5 a mtr To act as fielder m base-ball, cricket,

etc b. trans To stop and return, (the ball).

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1663) 41 Batting,
bowling, and fielding, as if for life x88o S Lakeman What
Isawm Kafir-Land 57 They fielded for the cannon-shot
as though they were cricket-balls 1883 Daily Tel 21 Aug

,

The ball being sharply fielded at cover-point. Mod Well
fielded, Sir 1

Fieldage (ffldedg) rare. [f. as prec. + -age.]
(See quot

)

1880 Jersey Weekly Press 23 Oct. 21/6 The fieldage or
twelfth sheaf . , upon a portion of land situate on the said
fief

Fie‘ld-bed.
1 A portable or folding bed chiefly for use in the

field
; a camp or trestle bedstead.

1380 Hollyband Treas, Fr Tong
,
Lict de camp

,

a fielde
bed CIS90 Greene Fr. Bacon v 10 A fair field-bed with
a canopy 1709 Strype Ann Ref I. Iv 604 The Spanyard
. made his brags, that he had turned the English ensigns
into Spanish field-beds 1728 De Foe Capt. Carlcion (1841)
33 He ordered his field-bed to be put up rear the powder
2. A bed m the open field or upon the ground.
1392 Shaks Rom <$• Jul 11. 1 40 lie to my tiuckle bed.

This Field bed is to cold for me to sleepe 1643 G Daniel
Poems Wks 1878 II 42 The night is fled, and Daye's best
Chorister Kickes his feild-Bed with Scorne 1734A Murphy
Gray's-Inu Jrnl No 100 He was making his Brags that
he had been m a Field-bed with a young Lady, whose
Brother was present
attrib. 1399 Massinger, etc OldLaw vs u, A ‘strumpet’

and a ‘whore’ And such fine field-bed words.

Field-book.
1. A book for use in the field,

a The book m which a land-surveyor notes
down the measurements as taken uj the field,
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3616 A Rathborne Surveyor 136 The order of making of

a necessary and fitting Field-booke 1685 Petty Will p. vu.
Maps and field-books, the copies of the Downe-survey 1777
Barmby hiclos Act 9 A proper field book of the said town-
ship 1807 Hutton Course Math II, 64 Enter the measures
in a field-book.

b A botanist’s or naturalist’s book foi preserv-

ing collected specimens while in the field

1848 W
^
Gardiner Flora of Forfarshire 56 To preserve

gooa specimens, the collector would requite to be provided
with a field-book 1849 Balfour Man Bot §1229(1855)659.

2 (See quot

)

1853 Lytton My Novel 111 xxix, My great-grandfather
kept a Field-Book, in which were entered the names of all

the farmers, and the quantity of land they held

Pie ld-conve’nticle. An open-air religions

meeting. See Conventicle 4 c.

1678 Marvell Corr ccclxi Wks 1872-5 II 631 They [the
Scots] still continue their field conventicles, a 1715 [see
Conventicle sb 4 c] a 1806 C J, Fox Hist, 129 The
punishment of death . had formerly attached upon the
preachers at field conventicles only
transf. 1711 Shaftesb Charac (1737) I 2T Ifwe had .

grave officers and judges, erected to restrain poetical licence
we shou’d have field-conventicles of lovers and poets

Hence Pie ld-oonve nticle v , tntr

,

to frequent

or hold field-conventicles. Pie ld-conve nticler,

one who attends or frequents field-conventicles
*680G Hickes Spirit ofPopery Pref 3 They [the Scotch]

began to Field-Conventicle Ibid 67 Juspopuh vindication,
and Naphthah are the Pocket-books of the Field-Conven-
ticlers 1687 Loud Gaz No. 222 i/r Those Enemies of
Christianity as well as Government and Humane Society.
The Field-Conventiclers.

Field-day

.

1 Mil A day on which troops are drawn up for

exercise in field evolutions ; a military review.

1747 Scheme Equip , Men of War 32 These periodical
Intervals of eating and drinking are to the Citizens as it

were Field Days, for improving their Valour 183a Regal
Ttisti Cavalry in 62 Almost every movement at a field
Day should be followed by an Advance in Line 1869E A
Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 31 624 Our present field-days
represent the very acme and culminating point of war.

b transf andfig. A day occupied with brilliant

or exciting events
1848 Thackeray Bk Snobs xx, The mean pomp and

ostentation which distinguish our banquets on grand field-

days. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11 vui, This terrible field-

day passed over without any severe visitations m the shape
of punishments 1864. Knight Passages Work Life I 1

2oq Thursday is to be a great field-day m the Commons
2 . A day spent in the field

a. Hunting A day on which the hunt meets
1823 Byron Juan xin cvm, Sometimes a dance (though

rarely on field days, For then the gentlemen were rather
tired)

b. ‘ A daywhen explorations, scientific investiga-

tions, etc,, as of a society, are carried on m the
field’ {Cent JDicti)

Fielded (fflded), ppl. a. [f. Field v +
-ed 1 ]
1. Engaged in a field of battle

;
fighting in the

open field, as opposed to * protected by a fort '.

1607 Shaks Cor 1 iv 12 We with smoaking swords may
march from hence To helpe our fielded Friends 1808 J
Barlow Columb v. 760 Untrench'd they dare oppose Their
fielded cohorts to the forted foes

2 Cricket Of a ball : Stopped and returned from
the field. Also transf
1884 Anstey Giant's Robe xxxvm, ‘ I can hold on till the

night itself, Bertie, my boy I ’ with a cleverly fielded yawn
Mod That was a well fielded ball *

+ Fie'lden, a and sb. 06s Also fleldon(e,
[f Field sb. + -en 4

] A. adj.

1 Level and open.
1604 Edmonds Observ Ceesar's Comm no Footemen are

not onely of importance m fielden countries, but are neces-
rane also m mountenous or woodie places 1669 Worlidge
Syst Agnc (1681) 15 Wheat in the Fielden Country is

subject to Mildews
2 Consisting of fields.

1623 Favine Theat. Hon m n 336 The whole Uniuersitie
being then a fielden and woodie Wildernesse.

3 Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the field

(see Field sb. 2) ;
rural, rustic

1620 tr Boccaccio's Decameron 161 Of a fielden clownish
lout he would needs now become a judge of beauty 1620
Brinsley Vugil 58/2 Now will I meditate a fielden Muse
(viz a pastoral! song) with my slender reed 1623 Favine
Theat Hon vu xm 271 With Fagot-sticks they erected a
poore Fielden Lodging
B absol or sb. Field land.

1621-51 Burton Anat Mel 11 11 m 261 Our Townes are
geneially bigger in the woodland than the fieldone. 1649
Blithe Eng Improv Impr (1653) 15 Those that use to fetch
their seed out of Chilterne into other parts or Countries of
the Fieldon 17x2 J Morton Nat Hist Norihampt. 7
Tillage-land, or Fielden

Fielder (f?ldm). [f Field sb. and v. -f -Eit 3
]

+1 One who works m the field (see Field
sb 4) Obs.
I393 Langl P, PI C xviii 103 Folke bo)»e sowers [v r

felders] and shupmen
2. Sporting, One who backs the field against the

favourite.

1853Whyte Melville DigbyGrand I vi, I accommodate
a vociferous fielder with six to four in hundreds.

3. Cricket and Baseball. = FIELDSMAN.

Fieldfare (ffldfeai). Forms: 1 feldeware,
4-7 feld(e)fare, (4 feldyfare, feldifer, 5-7
fel(e)fare, 6 feldifair, 7 felfar, feldefer, velde-
fare, 8 felchfire, 9 fell-fare, dial, felverd), 7-
fieldfare [ME fddefaie (4 syll in Chaucer) -?
OE *feldefare (miswritten/c/r/mar, only once oc-
curring). Of obscure formation

; app it means
4 field-goer

', f feld Field +far- (see Fare v ) ;
but

the presence of the middle syllable is not accounted
for, and this, with the divergent spelling m the OE.
gloss, suggests possibility ofcormption frompopular
etymology
Not related to OE. feala-, feolufor, of unknown origin, in

glosses rendering anocrotalus (pelican), porphyria (some
water-bird), and torax (of unknown meaning). This must
have been the name of some large bird ]A species ofThrush ( Turaus pilans), well known
as a regular and common autumnal visitor through-
out the British Islands
a 1100 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 287 Scorellus^clodhamer and

feldeware c 1325 Gloss in Rel Ant II 78 The feldefare, la
greue c 1350 Will, Palerne 183 Fesauns & feldfares c 1381
Chaucer Pari Foules 364 The frosty feldefare. c 1450
Holland Howlat 228 T he Feldifer in the forest 1562
Turner Herbal 11 25 a, At the tyrne of yeare the feldefares
fede only of lumper berries the people Eate the feldefares
undrawen 1634 T Johnson Parey's Chmtrg xxv xxu.
(1678) 621 It feeds on pepper, as the Felfars with us do upon
Ivy-berries. 0:1670 Hacket^!^ Williams l (1692) 82 Such
long wing’d hawks were not to be cast of to fly after field-
fares 1694 Acct Sweden 7 Small Birds of the bigness of
Veldefares 1785 Cowper NeedlessAlarm 20 Berries .With
which the field-fare, wintry guest, is fed x8xo Scott Lady
ofL. in v, The fieldfare framed her lowly nest 1852 M
Arnold Poems

,
Tristram * Iseult, Hollies With scarlet

berries gemm’d, the fell-fare’s food
attnb 1681 Chetham Angler’s Vade-m, xxxv. § 3 (1689)

227 The Feather of a Felfare quill.

b Proverb (See Farewell int 2 b)
c 1374, c 1400 [see Farewell] 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus

iv 718 Gude mcht now feldifair, Fair on fond fuill

Fieldful (ffldful) [f. Field sb +-ful] As
much as will grow in a field.

1889 Cornh. Mag July 51 A single frost will turn a whole
fieldful black

Field-glass, [f. Field sb + Glass ]
1 A binocular telescope for use in the field.

1836 Wellington Let. 8 Oct in Stanhope Conversations,
I send you one ofmy field-glasses x88o Ouida Moths I 20
A prolonged gaze through a friend’s field-glass

2 ‘A small achromatic telescope, usually from
20 to 24 inches long, and having from three to six

joints’ (Ogilv.)

3 That one of the two lenses forming the eye-

piece of an astronomical telescope or compound
microscope, which is the nearer to the object glass.

1831 Brewster Optics xli 340 A larger lens than any of
the other two, called the field-glass 1867 J Hogg Microsc.
1 11 40 An amplifying lens by which the field of view is en-
larged is called a field-glass.

Fielding, sb. dial [f Field sb. + ? -inqI
; but

cf Fielden] (See quot.)

1847 Jrnl R Agnc Soc VIII 11 265 The north-west
sandy districts or fieldings

Fielding (ft ldin) , vbl. sb. [f Field v + -ing i
]

1 The action of the vb Field.
a The action or process of exposing com, malt,

etc. to the action of the air. Also attrib

1848 Jml. R Agnc Soc IX 11 501 Thewheat is harvested
much greener Six or seven days is as much fielding as is

usually given 1875 Ukf Did Arts III 1076When fieldmg
is resorted to [in making vinegar], it must be commenced in
the spring months The fielding method requires a much
larger extent of space . . than the stovmg process.

f b. The action of taking the field or fighting.

1526 in Pitcairn Cron Trials I 237* Ffor Insurrectioune
ana Feilding aganis Johne Duke of Albany.

c. Cncket and Baseball. The action, of stopping
or recovering and returning the ball

1859 A ll Year Round No 13 306 Their fielding was first-

rate 1862 J Pycroft Cricket Tutor 81 Long-stopping re-

quires clean fielding 1884 H.C Bunker m Harper’sMag

i
an 299/1 Somebody will do a little neat fielding [m base-
all]

2 Conib , ffieldang-pieoe =field-piece \ fleld-

mg-plane, ‘a plane used in sinking the margin
round a panel ’ (Jam

)

1582-8 Hist Jcants VI (1804) 132 They , came in stcht

of thair enemie, with twa feilding peeces of guns, 1646 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll hi. I 400 The Army follow ed up after

the Fielding Pieces.
__

+ Fie’ldish., a Obs, [f Field sb t -ise ] a.

Inhabiting the fields, b. Level and open,
U1541 Wyatt ‘My Mothers maides' 2 They sing a song

made of the feldishe mouse 1587 M Grove Pelops ,5- Hipp.
(1878) 31 If there be any wyght that mindes to trye By course

of charets on the fieldish playne.

Fieldite (ffldsit) Mm [f Field, name of the

geologist who first examined it+ -he ] A variety

of tetrahednte.
1868 Dana Mut 104 Kenngott has named it Fieldite.

"t*
FieTcL-la-nd. Obs. a. A level plain. OE.

only. b. Level and unenclosed land.

c 1000 Cleric Dent. i. 7 Fara)> to Amorrea dune & to

obrum. feld landum. 1669 Woar idge Syst Agnc (1681)35
Champain or Field-land. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 234 Field

Lands are not exempted from Milldews 17x0 Lend, Gaz,

No 4674/71 65 Acres of Pasture inclosed, and 80 Acres of
Field Land,

Fie'ld-ma’rshal. [After G fetd-mai schall ]
The title of a military officer of high rank.
1 In continental armies (= Ger feldmarscha.il, F.
maiithal de camp) In 16th c and early 17th c ,

an officer subordinate only to the * captain-general *

or ‘general’, and charged with the control of the
encampment and sustenance of the army. As in
the case of other designations of military rank, the
application greatly changed in the 1 7th and follow-
ing centuries At present, in German-speaking
countries and m others (e. g. Russia) which have
adopted the term, it is the highest military title,

superior to that of general
[1579 Digges Stratioticos 126 As shall be ordayned by the

Marshals of the fielde a 1587 Garrard Art War (1591)
234The high Marshall ofthe fielde, or maister ofthe Campe ]
1614 Selden Titles Hon 325 The Tnbuni Mihtum (as it
were, Field Marshalls) 1701 Land. Gas No 3692/2 Count
Muttom is entred into the Emperor’s Service,who has made
him Lieutenant Field-Marshal-General 1706 Ibid No.
4201/2 Field-Marshal-General Herbeville continued there.
17x0W

h

itworthA cc Russia (1758) 66 He was made Prince
of the Empire in 1706 and Felt Marshal in 1709 1848W H KrLLV tr.L Blanc’s Hist 'lenY I 475 The Russian
army had passed under the command of Field-marshal
Paskewitch
2 . In the British army, a general officer of the

highest rank.
The title was first conferred in 1736 (see quot.) ; since then

the army has always had a few field-marshals, either mem-
bers of the royal family or generals who have rendered dis-
tinguished services The Army List for 1894 gives the names
of six officers of this rank
X736 Gent Blag VI. 56 D of Argyle, and E of Orkney,

Field-M arshals of Great Britain 1844 Regul if Old Army
29 A Field Marshal is to be saluted with the Standards
and Colours of all the Forces, except the Horse and Foot
Guards
Hence Pie ld-Ma rshalship.
1853 in OgilvieSuppl 1864 inWorcester (citingQ Rev)
Fxe’ld-mee ting, [f Field sb +Meeting]
+1. A hostile meeting in the open an ; a duel
1603 H Crosse Vertnes Commvu (1878) 14 Whose hot

bloud cannot he cooled withoutreuengeandfield-meetmgs.
2. A religious meeting in the open air Hist
1649 G Daniel Trinarch , Hen V ivii, The first S4* .

.

Had such feild-meetings x8x8 Scott Hrt Midi xv, He .

had been present at a field-meeting at Crochmade. 1882 J
Taylor Sc Covenanters 72 The bishops sought . to deter
the people from frequenting the field-meetings

Hence Pield-mee ter, one who attends or fre-

quents field-meetings (sense 2).
1680 Hickeringill Meroz 29 No Thanks to the Con-

venticlers and Field-meeters, they show’d their good Will

Fie*ld-night. A night maiked by some im-
portant gathering, discussion, etc Cf Field-day.
i86x Falkirk Herald 2 Mar , Yesterday night was a field

night the beauty of Falkirk was in the Corn Exchange
x88o Trevelyan Early Hist. Fox v 196 The debate was
remembered as the greatest field night for a generation

Field officer. * An officer above the rank of
captain, and under that of general’ (Stocqueler)
1656 J Harrington Oceana 127 A field officer shall

be elected . by the Scruteny of the Council of War. 1724
Land Gaz No 6310/2 All the Field Officers having the
Honour of being admitted to his Table 1804 Wellington
m Gurw. Deep III 549 A field officer shall not hold an
office upon the staff x86o Tyndall Glac 138 One peak
stood like a field-officer with lus cap raised above his head
Hence Field-o'ffieerism.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev (1857) II 111 v vi 310 Spanish
Field officensm struck mute at such cat-o'-mountaiu spirit

Fieldon, var. Fielden sb Obs
Fie’ld-pre’aclier. [f Field*# +Preacher]
One who preaches in the open air.

1688 in Ellis Orig Lett. Ser 11 IV 148 Balfour is a
Scotch field-preacher. 1755 Connoisseur No 86 The spirited

harangues of our field-preachers 1839 Stonehouse Ax-
holme 209 He [Wesley] commenced field preacher

,
and

itinerancy followed as a natural consequence

Field-preaching. [f- Fields + Preach-
ing ] -The practice of preaching in the open air

;

an instance of this,

1739 Wesley Wks (1872) I 185 Our Lord’s Sermon on the
Mount (one pretty remarkable precedent of field-preachingl
18x4 Scott Wav xxxv, Have you left a great part ofyour
command at a field-preaching? 1882 J Taylor Sc Cove-
nanters 72 At first, these field-preachings were peaceable.

Fieldsman (ft ldzmaen) [f B ield sb + Man.]
a. Cncket. One of the side which is m the field

;

a fielder, b. (See quot 1833 )

1823 ‘Ion Bee’ Slang 206 Fieldsmen (turf)—those who
make it a rule to give odds against the favorite, or any
particular horse, they are considered very knowing 1824
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1 (1863) 176 An uncertain
hitter, but a good fieldsman 1850 ‘Bat’ Crick, Man. 40
The positions of the Fieldsmen are arranged accoiding to

efficiency, i88x DailyNews 9 July 2 A possible catch to a
more plucky fieldsman.

Fieldspar, obs. form of Feldspar.

Fieldward, -wards (ffldwqid, -z), adv. [f.

Field sb. + -ward(s.] Towards the fields, in the

direction of the fields

182a Keats Isabella xxxix, Glossy bees at noon do field-

ward pass 186a Calverley Verses cj- Tr 82 Fieldward
winds the lowing herd x866 Carlyle Rcmin, (1881) I 277
My commonest walk was fieldwards.
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FIELD-WORK. 196 FIERCE,

Field-work. [f. Field sb + Work ]

1 Work done in the field 01 in the fields.

1777 Robertson Hist Amer (1783) III. 277 In Peiu .

negroes .are employed in lield-woik 1844 Marc Fuller
Worn igth C (1862) 53 Those who think it impossible for

negresses to endure field-work 185 x J S Macaulay Field
I'ortif 243 The beginner in field-sketching should com-
mence his field-work in a road 1836 Kanc A ret Exfil I

x 109 Mr Kennedy used October and November for Arctic

fieldwork. x8gx N. Crane Baseballvi 43 There is no depart-

ment of the game so full of life as field work
2 . Mil. A temporary work or fortification thrown

up by troops operating in the field.

1819 Rees Cycl ,
Field-works are for the most part, formed

by the excavation of the soil 1831 J S Macaulay Field
Foittf 169 The manner of attacking field-works is very
diffeient from that employed in the attack of fortresses.

t Fie'ldy, a Obs. [f Field sb. + -5 L]
1. Level, open ; exposed.
c 1580 Wyclif Serin Sel. Wks I. 214 [Crist] stood in a

fieldi place c 1449 Pecocic Refir 280 In the feeldi placis

of Moab *376 Fleming tr Cams’ Dogs in Arb. Garner
III 238 In neldy lands rather than m bushy and woody
places 1398 Florio, Ptaggioso. .fieldie

2 That grows in or inhabits the fields,

138a WycLir Wisd xix 18 Feeldi wilde thingus in to wati

i

ben turned X5g8 Florio, Camporeccio, fieldie. that growes
in the fields

3 Forming a field or fields Cf Field sb 12 a.

1398 Sylvfster Du Bartas n. 1 iv. Handie-Crafts 431 In
fieldy clouds he vamsheth it away

Fiend (find). Forms : 1--2 fdond, north, ffond.

{pi. fiend, f^nd, feond, fond, north ffond, flon-
das ; dat. smg ffend, ffnd, fdonde), 3-4 feond
{pi feond, fiend, feondes), (3 feont, fond, south.

veond), 2-7 fend(e, (3 fent), 3-6 find(e, 3-7
femd(e, (4 south vyend), 4-6 feynd, fynd(e,

(5 fynt), 4-7 feend(e, (4 fende, 7 feigne), 8 Sc.

fient, fint, 4- fiend [Com Tent. ‘ OE.fiond**
OFns /land, OS. /land, ftund (MDu. vtant, Du
vijand), OHG ftant (MHG. vtent, vtnt, mod.G.
fetnii), ON fjdnde (Svr.fiende, Da fjende), Goth.

fijands ; originally the pr. pple of OTeut *ftjejan

(OE fiogcan, OHG fien, ON. fjd, Goth, fijan)
to hate The formation is parallel with that of
Friend,]

+ 1. An enemy; foe. Obs.
Beowulf 2289 Stone \>sl aefter stane, steareheort onfand

feondes fotlast <1973 Rushw. Gosp. Matt v 43 Hate june
fiond [c xooo and c x 160 feond] c 1030 Byrhtferth's Handboc
in Anglia VIII 323 Gefhtgeorne & godes fynd. 0x175
Colt Horn 231 Bi tweone frend and fend. a. laze; Alter R
08 Ueond J>et buncheG freond is swike ouer atle swike c 1320
R Brunne Medit 1124 And be fende honde to make to pe.

1540 Ayenb ig He ys wel renay Jiet Jiet land J>et he halt of
his lhoide deb into pe hond of his uyende
2 spec. The arch-enemy of mankind; the devil.

More fully : Jlend of hell
, foul fend, old fiend.

^Fiend's hmb=\uxsh of Satan (see Limb)
a 1000 Hymns yhi, 23 (Gr.) Du fiond geflasmdest c 1000
Sax Leechd II 294 Hit eac deah wib feondes costungum
yflum c 1x73 Lamb Horn. 67 Ure fond nefre ne linnen
[cease] for to fonden us mid sunnen. 0x225 St Marhcr. z
Ouercomen ant akasten. pe feont a 1300 Cursor M. 1056
(Cott ) Caim was be Andes fode c 1340 CursorM 14880
(Trm ) Leuer had pei se pe fend of hclle fen him amonges
hem to dwelle. <11380 Wyclif Sel Wks. III. 357 It fallip
ofte pat a tyraunt and a fendis lyme is put bifore a lyme
of Crist X303 Langl. P PI C. xxi x8 Fecche pat pe
feond cleymep. <1x460 Play Sacram 033, I shalle yow
hlysse to saue yow alle from the fendis blame 15x3 Scot.
Field 598 in Chatham Mtsc. (1856) II, What it is to be false,

and the finde serve I 1526 Tindale Luke vm 29 And was
caryed of the fende into wildernes 1605SHAKS Lear lit vi

9 Beware the foule Fiend. X667 Milton P. L. x 233 The
Gates .belching outrageous flame since the Fiend pass'd
through. 1708 Bnt Apollo No. 99 3/2 Drugs of more Force
Than e’er was conceiv'd, by the subtil Old Fiend 1848

Mrs Jameson Sacr. 4 Leg Art (1830) 64 The fiend is the
worst part of the picture

b In foims of asseveration or execration
: + The

fiend on thee > The foul fiend / Also Sc. Fient
a (cmni

,

etc.),fent ane, haet— 1
Devil, never a one,

crumb, whit’, etc

a 1568 A Scott Poems (1820) 51 Feind a crum of the scho
fawis 1637 B, Jonson Sad Sheph 11, 11, 0 , the feind, and
thee 1 Gar, take them hence a 1774 Fergusson Rising of
Session Poems (1845) 29 The fient ane there but pays his
score, 1787 Burns Two. Dogs 16 The fient a pride, nae
pride had he Ibid. x8o Fient haet 0’ them ’s ill hearted
fellows x8x8 Scott Br Lamm vi, What the foul fiend
can detain the Master so long?
3. An evil spirit generally; a demon, devil, or

diabolical being
;
more fullyfiend of hell.

a 1000 Guthlac 392 (Gr ) No pser pa feondas gefeon porfton.
£•1173 Lamb Horn 33 Ah a per is waning and granung
and feonda bitinga crzepGen fyE.x 2961 It was on fendes
wise wro3t £1386 Chaucer Somfin Prol. 10 Ffreres and
feendes been but lyte a-sonder c 1440 Generydes 2320 But
suerly they be fendez 1309 Hawes Coitv Swearers 24 To
redeme you from the fendes of hell 1603 Camden Rem. 7
They yellen as fends do in hell 1694 F. Braoge Disc
Parables iv 132 Revenge . . makes a man a fiend incarnate
*738 Wesley Psalms lvii 4 Inflam’d with Rage like Fiends
in Hell 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar vi, A frightful fiend
Doth close behind him tread. 1840 Macaulay Ranke Ess.
(185+) 545/i In the language of Goethe’s scoffing fiend.

4 transf a, A person ofsuperhuman wickedness.
(Now only with reference to cruelty or malignity.)
c 1220 Besttary 450 For wo so . . fienkeo iuel on his mod

fox he is and fend iwis c 1300 Havelok 2229 He with his

hend Ne drop him nouth, that sor fend 1393 Langl P PI.

C xxiir 38 Fieres folweden pat feonde [Antichrist] c 1473
Rauf Coiliear 892 Fy on that foull Feind [sc. Mahoun]
1390 SrENSER F Q 11 vi 50 that cursed man, that cruel

feend of hell 1799 CAMPBrr l Pleas Hope 1 327 Where
human fiends on midnight errands walk 1875W S Hay-
ward Love agst World 45 He is at times a perfect fiend

b. +A grisly monster (e g a dragon) {obs ).

Also applied to baleful or destructive influences or

agencies personified.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 597 It is playnly your purpos. With
suche fyndes to fight 1500 Sfenser F Q i 1 22 Whose
corage when the feend [the monster Errour] perceivd to

shnnke. 1784 Cowper Task 11 185 He calls for famine,

and the meagre fiend Blows mildew from between his

slinvel'd lips.

c. Applied with jocular hyperbole to a peison

or agency causing mischief or annoyance
1621 Burton Anat. Mel m 11. 11. iv (1845) 345 If you do

but stir abroad, these fiends [sc women
,
transl. umbrae in

Petromus] are ready to meet you at every turn 1807-8

W. Irving Salmag (1824) 303 It is that fiend Politics, Asem
—that baneful fiend, which bewildereth every brain. 1870
Lowell Study Wind

,
Swinburne’s Trag (1871) 162 This

sorcery which the fiend of technical imitation weaves about
his victims. Mod. The autograph-fiend ,

the cyclist fiend

;

the interviewer-fiend ;
the newsboy-fiend ;

the organ fiend.

d. A kind of firework.

1634 J Bate Myst Nat. fy Art 11. 75 How to make fiends,

or fearefull apparitions

5

attrib and Comb : a simple attnb., asftend-

breed, -face b objective, as fiend-compelling

,

-fraying adjs. c instrumental, as fiend-begotten ,

-drawn
,
-tenanted, -tiedadj s d. originative, asfiend-

horn adj. e. parasynthetic, asfend-hearted adj

x8io Scott Lady ofL \v. v, Aught that Yon fiend-
begotten monk can tell x8oa Scott Thomas the Rhymer m.
18 m Mutstr Scot. Border II 289 Brangwain was there .

And *fi6nd-born Merlin’s gramarye 1386 Warner Alb Eng
11 xm (1597) 62 Brute . suppressed so the state Of all the

Fiend-breed Albinests. 1856 R A Vaughan Mystics (i860)

II xo8 Solomon achieved his ’‘fiend-compelling wonders by
its aid. x8ax Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1 126 As one checks
a fiend-drawn charioteer 1870 Browning Ned Bratis 56
Horrified, hideous, frank fiend-mces 1 1664H Mori. Myst.
Inin xviii 69 Ihe *Fiend-fraying Holy-water X847 Craig,
*Fiendkearted, having a very wicked or depraved heart

1892 Daily News 21 Sept. 5/5 Who was grasping his *fiend

tenanted fiddle so firmly by the throat 1754 Armstrong
ForcedMarriage iv 1 Misc (1770)11.80 My quick levenge
Shall burst this *fiend-tied most unnatural knot

t Fie’nden, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -en * ]

-Fiendish.
c 1315 Shoreham 83 I-schelde ous Fram alle fendene

jewyse 13 .EE AHit P. B 224 Fylter fenden folk
fortydayez lencjxe.

t Fie ndful, a. Obs rare— 1
[f. as prec. +

-pul ] Proceeding fiom fiendish agency.
C1590 Marlowe Faust Final Chorus, Faustus is gone,

regard his hellish fall Whose fiendful fortune may exhoit
the wise 1832 m Webster
Hence Fie ndfully adv. 1847 in Craig.

Fie’ndhdad. [-head] =Fiendshif b
1830 Westm Rev XII 356 He will find a moie flattering

treatment of his fiend-head.

Fiendish (ffndij), a. [f. as prec. + -ish]
Resembling, or characteristic of, a fiend; super-

humanly cruel and malignant
1329 More Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks 1187/1 This woman

was so fendish. 1798 Coleridge Anc Mar. vh 6 It hath a
fiendish look x8ox Southey Thalaba vm x, Through the
vampire corpse He thrust his lance And Its fiendish
tenant fled 1823 Prakd Troubadour 11 363 And Satan will
gnn with a fiendish glee. 1871 Freeman Hist Ess Ser. 1

74 The fiendish brutalities practised by him
transf, 1836 Kingsley Lett I 35 The wavy lightning

glared over the sea with fiendish light

Hence Fie ndlshly adv
;
Fiemdislmess.

1613 Bp Hall Holy Paitegyncke 39 Those Dames which
vnder a cloke of modestie . hide nothing hut pride, and
fiendishnesse x8ox Southey Thalaba 11. xvii, A smile That
kindled to more fiendishness Her hideous features 1879
Black Macleod ofD vm, A calm and dignified silence is

the best answer to the fiendishness of thirteen

Fiendism {ft ndiz’m). rare-\ [f. as prec. +
ism.] Fiendish spirit 01 manner.
1852X0. Cockburn Circuit Journeys (1888) 380 The wretch

maintained his domestic fiendism to the last,

t Fie'ndkin- Obs. rare, [f as prec. + -kin,
dim. suffix ] A little fiend or evil spirit.

1377 Langl P PI B xvm 371 Fendes and fendekynes
bifor me shulle stande

Fie’ndlike, a. [f as prec. + -like.] a. Re-
sembling a fiend, b. Characteristic of a fiend.

1605 Shaks Mach v.vui. 69 His Fiend-like Queene
, Who

by selfe and violent hands, Tooke off her life. 1716 Rowe
Ode New Year 19 Ev’ry Fiend and Fiend-hke Form 1774
Warton Hist Eng Poetry I 160 The last circumstance
recalls a fiend-like appearance drawn by Shakspeare 1804
J Grahams Sabbath 391 Their little ones, Tremble beneath
the white man’s fiend-like frown 1 1834 T. S C Abbott
Napoleon (1853) I. vm. 130 With fiendhke ferocity they
hurled themselves upon each other

Fiendly (f* ndli), a. [OE. fiondlict f. fiond
\

Fiend

+

-lie, -ly L]
+ 1 Hostile, unfriendly. Obs
After the OE. period perh always with mixture of sense 2,

CI050 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 168 Hosttcus, uel hostihs,
feondlic c XX75 Lamb Horn x07 [W]e xnajen Jmrh godes
fulste J>a fondhche sunnan mid icompe ouercuman c 1205
Lay. 8660 He fusde heom to mid feondhche strengSe. c X386

Chaucer Can, Yeom Ptol «§ T 730 He seined frendly

But he was fendly, both 111 werk and thought 1470-85
Malory Arthur xvi xvi, He lanne vpon his broder as a
fendly man a 1329 Skelton Image Hypocr 346 Tofeyne
yourselves fnndley And be nothmge but fyndly

2 . Resembling or befitting a fiend, fiendlike,

devilish, diabolical.

c 1386 Chauclr Can Yeom Prol <]• T 603 This feendly
wrecche Out of his bosom took a bechen cole c 1422 Hoc-
clevl Jereslaus’ Wife 784 It manly is to synne, But feendly

is longe lye ther-ynne 1470-85 Malory Arthur xi 1, An
horryble & a fyendly dragon C1510 Barclay Mirr Gd
Manners (1570) G v, 1 Ins is thur chtefe study and findly

pollicy 1362 Phaer AEneid vm Y j b, Cacus fiendly sprite

i8ox Southey Thalaba ix xxvn, * Curse thee 1 ’ cried the

fiendly woman x8x8 Shelley Rev Islam vm xxi, Yes it

is Hate, that shapeless fiendly thing 1831Wilson in Blackw
Mag XXX. 554 You talk as if you suspected the Peers of

having profited by the fiendly Advice

Hence Fiemdlmess, the state of being fiendly.

i860 Lit Churchnt VI 264/1 The ferocious ficndlmess to

which the whole population had been brought

f Fie’ncLly, adv Forms 1 fSondlice, 3
-liohe. [OE fiondlice, f fiond, Fiend + -lice,

-ly 2
.] In a fiendly manner, a. Like an enemy,

angrily, b Like a fiend, terribly.

a 1000 Juliana xi8 (Gi.) Hyre J?a burh yne ageaf andsware
faidei feondlice 0x203 Lay 85 Vt of ban fehte [)e was
feondhche stor, Eneas the due mid ermde at-wond.

t FiencL-rese. Obs. [OE. fiondiks, f. fiond

,

Fiend + rats, Rese ] Fierce or hostile onset

0x000 Cxdmoiis Gen 900 (Gi ) Ic fi acoSlice feondraes

sefremede c 1203 Lay. 23960 Frolle him to fusden mid his

feond raise

t Fie’nd-scathe. [OE fdondscafta, -sceatSa, f

fiond. Fiend + srada, sccaba enemy ] A monster.
Beowulf 554 Me to grunde teah fah feondscaSa c 1203

Lay. 26039 Aus feond sca&e to |nne siue-siffe

Fiendship {ft ndjip) [OE fiondscipc, f fiond,

Fiend + -scipe, -ship ] fa. Enmity {obs ) b.

[A new formation ] The personality of a fiend.

egootr Bxdals Hist ill xiv (1890) 208 He Ra.dwaldes
feondscipe fleah c 1203 Lay 22966 ?if on uolke feond-scipe

arereG an a.ur au time bitweone twon monnen 1874M & F.
Collins Frances I 104 If we may believe his Fiendship

t Fie'nd-slang'ht. Obs In 3 feon.d-8leeh.t

[ME feond-shvht, f feond, Fiend + slseht— OE.
sleaht slaughter ] Slaughter of foes

c 1205 Lay. 16456 Fare we heom to-3a.nes & makien feond
slash tes

tFie’Ild-tliewS, sb pi. Obs [ME fion-tiewats,

f feon{d, Fiend + tica-iues, pi of Seaw, OE tSiaw

manner ] Evil-conduct.
c X205 Lay 579 Home ]rar fcollcn |?mh heora feou Gewass

Fier, var. of Fauna sb l 2, Feik, I’ ewe a Obs

+ Fierce, sb Ha Obs. (See quot )

1634 Pcacham Genii Exerc Hi. 144 This [the Pale] in

ancient time was called a. fierce, and you should then have
blazed it thus, hee beares a fierce Sables, between two
fierces, or

Fierce (fx^Jts), a Foims : 3-6 fers(e, (4 firs),

4-6 flers(e, fyers(e, 6 fearce, -se, (5 feres, -ys,

fuerse, furse, 5-6 feers(e, 6 fayrse, ferse), 3-
flerce. See also Feer a. [a. OF. fers,fiers in

same senses, nom. form of fir, fier (mod.F fier

proud) =Prov.fer, It. and Sp fier 0 .—L.fcrus wild

(of an animal), untamed, fierce ]

1. Of formidably violent and intractable temper,

like a wild beast ; vehement and merciless m anger

or hostility.

Less emphatic, and less associated with the notion of
wanton cruelty, than Flrocious, which was never used,
like this word, m a good sense (see 2)

a. of persons, their dispositions or attributes

0x300 CursorM 2107 Nembrot was fers, prud, and fell

£1374 Chaucer Anel fy Arc 1 Yow fiers god of armes
Mars the rede 1483 Caxton Chas Gt 26 Hys syght and
regarde fyers & malycyous 1370 B. Googe Pop Kmgd 10

With countenaunce ferce and grim 1607 Shahs Cot 1 tv

37 A Souldier not fierce and terrible Onely in strokes

1667 Milton PL 11 44 Moloc the fiercest Spirit That
fought m Heav'n ; now fiercer by despair 1712-4 Popl
Rape Lock iv. 7 Tyrants fierce that unrepenting die 1794
Mrs Radcliite Myst. Udolfiho xxvm, Montoni turned
upon him with a fierce and haughty look 18x2 J Wilson
IsleofPalms 11 578 I« lerce savage men Glare on them 1832
Miss Yonge Cameos I xxxn 277 Hugh Lupus, the fierce

old Earl of Chester, was likewise a Lord Maicher
absol, 1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 251 Thus wording timidly

among the fierce,

b. of animals
1377 Langl. P. PI B xv 300 God sent hem fode hi foules

ana by no fierse bestes a 1400-30 Alexander 3922 A beste
Fere fersere ban an ohfaunt 1383 Golding Calvin on

Deut xlvu. 281 Swine bee not so fearce as to fall to rending
downe of the tree x6n Biblt Job x 16 Thou huntest me
as a fierce Lion 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 741 Fierce
Tigers couch'd around. 1781 Cowper Retirement 234
Poetry disarms The fiercest animals with magic charms
1874 C Geikid Life in Woods v. 84 It is amazing how fierce

some of the small snakes are
absol. ex400 Destr. Troy 888 So )>t fuerse by-flamede all

with fyre hote

+ 2 . High-spirited, brave, valiant. Obs.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 39x0 A1 so be dosse pers Of france
were Jmr echon J»at so noble were & fers 13.EE AUtt P
B 101 Be ]>ay fers, be bay feble for-lotez none. X475 Bk
Noblesse 2 Next after came the feers manly Danysh nacion
1483 Caxton Chas Gt 74 Oliuer was so fyers of fayt a tS33
Ld Blrnlrs Hnon lv. 185 Our man is fyers and of gret



FIERCE. FIERY.

hardynes — Gold Bit M Aurel (1346) Fvnj, A lusty

horse fyerse and flmgyng

3, Proud, haughty Ohs. Cf. F fier.

c 1290 S Eng Leg I 272/34 With grete nobleye ; swy}>e

fierce and proute c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1 xhx (1869)

30 But of yow j haue no neede
;
haue your herte neuere

morefeers c 1430 ABC ofAristotle in Babees BA (1868)

11 [Not] to fers, ne to famuler, but freendh of cheere 1593

Shaks 2 Hen VI
,,
iv lx 45 He is fierce and cannot brooke

hard Language.

4 Of natural forces, e. g fire, wind, etc.
;
also of

passion, disease, conflict, persecution, etc • Angry,

violent, vehemently raging

a 1300 Cursor M 23239 (Gott ) pa dmtes er ful fers and
fell, c 1340 Ibid 1854 (Trin ) Aboute fyue moneys hit stode

Wipouten falling pat fers flode c 1350 Will Paleme 436

Saue a fers femuse folwes me oft c 1400 Destr Troy 569
Flamys of fyre han so furse hete <1x450 St Cuthbort

(Surtees) 4579 Persecucioun fers and fell. 1490 Caxton
Eueydos lxu 162 The bataylle was fyerse 1508 Fisher

Wits (1876) 270 The assautes of deth was fyers and sbarpe

1508m A rtiolde's Chron (1811) p xlm, The Duke of Burgon
was dryuen in to Englond with a ferse streynable wynde

%6xi Bible Jer xxv 37 The fierce anger of the Lord 1697

Dryden Vtrg. Past 11 14 The Locusts fry’d with Heat,

and I with fierce Desire *708 Pope Ode St. Cecilia n8
Music the fiercest grief can charm 1799 G Smith Labora-

tory I g If the rocket burst as soon as it is lighted the charge

is too "fierce 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 173 A mind
heated by a fierce conflict 1863 Bryant Poems,

Little

People ofSnow 289 Cruel we, Who suffered her to wander

forth alone In this fierce cold l 1874 Deotsch Rem 419

Two centuries and a half of fierce discussion

5 Ardent, eager ;
full of violent desire

;
furiously

zealous 01 active "f
Const for, to, upon, and to

with inf.
1377LANGL P PI B v 67 To affaiten hire flesshe]?at fierce

was to synne c 1450St Cnthbert (Surtees) 7260 For to gyue
she was full fers 1513 Douglas Mneis x. vn 102 He on
cace was fleand fers as flynt 1601 B Tonson Poetaster

(1602) v in, And, Lupus, for your fierce Credulity, One fit

him with a paire of larger Eares 1647 Clarendon Hist

Reb iv (1702) I 239 One of the Fiercest men of the Party.

1654 Sir E Nicholas in AT Papers (Camden) II 149 He is

fierce for the Duke of Gloucesters returne. 1702 Eng.

Theopkrast 314 It is not good to be over fierce upon any-

thing <*1744 Pope Odyssey vm, Vengeful slaughter, fierce

for human blood 1871 Browning Balaust 1821 The feast

was fierce But brief *874 Morley Compromise (1886) 115

The fiercest hunt after the grosser prizes.

b dial Brisk, lively, vigorous

*877 N W Line Gloss

,

* If thoo's so fierce ower thee

wort 1’ th’ mormn’ thoo’ll be dauled oot afore neet ’ 1881

Letcestersh. Gloss., ‘ Ah'm glad to see ye luke so feece to-

dee.’ 1886 S W Line Gloss
,
‘Oh, they were fierce, they

were as merry as crickets
’

+ 0 Of a number : Great, immense Ohs

c 1400 Destr Troy 1617 Fuerse was J>e nowmber Of lordes

of J>e lond. Ibid 2271 So fele fightyng folke be a fuerse

nowmber.
7 quasi-adv =Fiercely
<11300 Cursor M. 1763 (Cott.) pe ram it fell sua fers and

fast 1591 Shaks i Hen. VI, 1 1 14 Mid-day Sunne, fierce

Lent against their faces. 1771 Goldsm Hist Eng IV 164

The war continued to rage as fierce as ever 1853

Macaulay Hist Eng. IV 102 The war, which was now all

but extinguished, might blaze forth fiercer than ever

8 attnb and Comb * a parasynthetic, fierce-

eyed, faced, fanged, -minded, -natured b ad-

verbial, as fierce-descending, -flaming, -looking,

-menacing,

-rushing
;
-trotted.

1735 Thomson Liberty v 43 By No '•‘fierce descending

woli Disturb’d 1873 Svmonds Grk Poets vu 227 They
will slay me, those *Fierce-eyed dread goddesses. *870

Geo Eliot Dan Dcr IV liv no A fierce eyed tempta-

tion 189a Pall Mall G 21 Jan 3/1 These . *fierce-faced

beasts, with their noiseless footfall. 1851 H Melville

Whale xlu 209 The *fierce-fanged tigerm his heraldic coat.

X740C Vnx VEnetd xii 1337 His Eyes, *fierce-flaming, o er

the Trophy roll a 1839 Macaulay Hist Eng V 23 Ac-

costed by ’’fierce-looking captains 1735 Somerville Chase

in 302 Another pard Gnns *fierce-menacing X785

Cruttwell Bible, 3 Macc vi x8 Forgetfulness seized nis

*fierce-minded confidence 16*5-8 Caettaens Hist Elis.

11 (1688) 246 This Parsons was a violent *fierce-natured

man. X725 Pope Odyss xxiii 7s A Boar *nerce-rushing in

the sylvan war
Hence + Pie Ycebead [

+

-head] =Flerceness

c 1440 Promp Parv 156/2 Fercehede,fcrocitas,seventas

t Fierce, v Ohs, [fprec. adj] traits. To make

fierce ; to inflame

1565 Golding Ovid's Met m. (1393) 65 And for to fierce

hir ire. Another thing . there commeth in the mcke

t Forceful, a. Ohs. rare-1
. [f. as prec. +

-ful.J Full of fierceness
;
ferocious, savage.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 412 If it had as much
strength, as courage, it would be as lieirceful as any Bear*

Fierceish. f f1° isif), a. rare- 1
, [f as prec.+

-ish.] Somewhat fieice
;
inclined to fierceness.

1840 Eraser's Mag XXI 82 He strode with, head erect,

- and rather fierceish glance T
Fiercely (fi® Jtsli), adv. [f as prec. + -1*1 2

] In

a fierce manner ,
furiously, impetuously, violently ,

t sternly, haughtily
a 1300 CursorM 16793 (Gott) Sua fersh pe erd quock, pe

grauis it vndid. 13 E E, Allit P. C 337 Thenne oure

fader to be fysch ferslych biddez. 01350 Will Paleme

1766 Fersely on here foure fet as fel for swiche bestes

1471 Ripley Comp Alch m in Asbm (1652) 142 Fersely

brennyng as Fyre of Hell a 1333 Ld, Berners Hiton lxxxi,

The gayler answered fyersly with grete pryde, xoxx Bible

Estherxv 7 He lookedvery fiercely upon her 1631 Gouge

God’s Artotvs m. § 6 19s The more fiercely Christians are

assaulted, the more closely they will cling together. 17x5-20

197

Pope Iliadxxi 703 Fiercely rushing on the daring foe 17x9

Young Busins 111 1, Sending his soul out to me, in a look

So fiercely kind, I trembled, and retired. x8ox Southey
Thalabas111 xxix, Up she raised her bright blue eyes, And
fiercely she smiled on him 1829 Alford in Life 11873) 42
Read mathematics very fiercely being afraid of the papei to-

morrow 1834 Pringle Aft SI \i 202 The noon-day sun
flamed fiercely down upon us 1835 Macaulay Hist. Eng
III 496 The Pailiament was wrangling even more fiercely

Comb 1809 Wordsw Feelings qf the Tyrolese in. The
gales Of fiercely-breathing war.

Fiercer. (fiPis’n), v rare, [f Fierce a +
-en 5 ] a trans To make fierce. Tofiei cen up :

to brush up, enliven, dial b mtr To become
or grow fierce. Hence I’leToening^/ a.

1831 J Wilson Ummore 11 1 30 TheNalad in the fiercenmg
foam her prow Buries x88x Myers Wordsworth 73 A metal

which can grow for ever brighter in the fiercenmg flame

Mod Staffoutsk ,

‘
I think it has fiercened her up a bit

’

Fierceness (fisrsnes). [f as prec + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being fierce.

1. a Formidable violence
;
intractable savage-

ness of temper
;
vehement and merciless fury

138a Wyclif i Macc iv 8 Dreede ge not mwardli the

feersnesse of hem 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R v. xvm
(1493) 123 Yf [the] cnynne [of beestes] be broke all theyr

cruelnes and fyersnes faylle 146* PoL Poems (Rolls) II

268 God smote the said Henry for his gret fersnesse. 1526

Tindale Eph iv 31 Bitternes. fearsnes [6vpor], and wrath

1553 Eden Treat Newe Iiui (Arb ) 13 The females are of

greater fiercenesse then the males 1695 Ld Preston Boetk

11 74 note. The Fierceness of the People being not wholly

subdued 171a Swift Proposal Corr Eng Tongue 27 The
same Defect of Heat which gives a Fierceness to our

Natures, may contribute to that Roughness ofour Language

1865 Kingslfy Herew xxi, The priest looked at him with

something of honest fierceness in his eyes x8ys Jowett
Plato(&d 2) III 288 He is like a wild beast, all violence and
fierceness.

•+b. Sternness, seventy. Ohs.

1382 Wyclif Rom xi 22 Therfore se the feersnesse of

God; sothh feersnesse into hem that felden doun C1400

Apol. Loll 17 pe fersnes he nober to mikil ne to litil. 1643

Milton Divorce Introd., To pacify the fiercenes of this

gentle Ordinance.

fc. Bravery, high-spirit, mettle. Ohs
cx400 Destr. Troy 4823 The fame of our fuersnes fares

abrode c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn 111 18 The fyersnes of

the sayd courser 169a E Walker Epictetus’ Mor xxxi,

Who admires the manly Fierceness that adorns his Face,

d Eagerness + Const, to with tnf
1533 Bellfnden Livy 1 (1822) 73 That utiur limmare for

fersnes to fie, left the ax stikkand in the kmgis hede

2 Of natural agents, disease ,
also of passions,

conflict, etc. : Intense vehemence, furious activity.

X435 Misyn Fire of Love 1. xxvii 38 Grete fensnes of

turmentis. 1541 R Copland Galyen's Terapeutyke z C y.

Lay vpon the sayd vlceres a playster vntyll that the yre and

fyersnesse be abated 1665 Manley Grotuis'LmvC Warres

353 It proved very dangerous by the fierceness of the Frost

and cold 17x8 Rowe tr Lucan vn 1040 They curse the

cruel Gods, in fierceness of Despair x885 Manch Exam
20 June 3/2 The present fierceness of trade competiUon

throughout the world 1891 E Peacock N. Brendan I. 271

The fierceness of the storm was over

+Fie*rcety. Ohs. Forms 4-6fe-,fi-,fyerste(e.

[f as prec +-ty] = Fierceness
1382 Wyclif Judith 111 11 And 3it ner the latere these

thingus doende thei mygten not swagen the feerste of his

brest CX450 Mnour Saluacioun 4233 The fierstee of this

streit dome is noted be virgines ten 1494 Fabyan Chioh

vii 394 The northyn wynde blewe with suche fyerste c 1300

Melusme 119 He considered the fyerste of hys vysage.

f Fie-rdhalf. Ohs. [f fierd, Fourth + Half]
A fourth part, a quarter

aN Fairfax Bulk # Selv. 21 Such a kind of some-

«whatkin, as truckles beneath the very tinyness of an hall

nothing, and is forsooth a fierdhalf nothing.

Fie-rding. pseudo-arch, [a Sw. fording'.—

ON fjirtfungr . see Faething
Introduced from a Swedish writer by Blackstone in his dis-

quisitions on Teutonic legal antiquities, and by some later

writers mistaken for a term of early Eng law ]

An alleged name for a quarter of a hundred or of

a shire Also attnb infierding-court

1768 Blackstone Comm III 34 The antient Gothic courts

in their lowest instance, or fierding-courts 187a E W
Robertson Hist. Ess 120 note, The district between the

Hundred and the greater Shire—the Fierding or Quarter

1889 Century Diet ,
Fierding court

,

one of an early class of

English courts, so called because [etc J

|| Fieri (fsierai). [L fieri, inf. to he made,

come into being Cf in esse, m posse ] Used m
med L phrase ntfieri

.

in process of being made or

coming into being. + Formerly sometimes treated

as an Eng phrase, as in the fieri,
m ourveryfieri.

1640 Bp Hall Episc 1. 11 8 The Roman Church, then in

the fieri of reforming 2677 Plot Ox/ordsh 1x7 Many of

these formed stones seem now to be in fieri x68x Keltg,

Clertci 5 There is a certain magical influence of nature .

that tempers us all diversly in our veiy fieri 1726 A Hor-

neck in Glanvill's Sadductsmus 363 The things then being

in fieri, when it [the book] was printed 183* Austin

Junspr II (1885)910 The contract is still infieri as between

obligor and obligee

||
Fieri-facias (fereraqf? Jises). Law. [L.

fieri-fiacias cause to be made, f fieri (see prec ) +

facias cause, 2nd pers. sing. pies, subj oifacen to

do, make ]
* A writ wherein the sheriff is com-

manded that he cause to be made out of the goods

and chattels of the defendant, the sum for which

judgement was given ’ (Blackstone) ; the common
process for executing a judgement Often quoted as

Fi fa (fai fe1').

14S3 Poston Lett II. No 474 133 A fierifacias is come
out of the Exchequir for Hue Fen. 1544 tr. Nat Brev. 177

He shal haue execucyon against them by the statute of

acton Bumel by a fieri facias 1685 Keble Kings Bench

Rep I 947 Recovery of Debt on Fi. fa. directed to the

Sheriff into London 1728 Carthew King's Bench, Rep.

(1741) 419 There were two distinct Writs of Fi fa brought

to the Shei iff 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II 174 Nor were
lands originally liable to a private person's debts, nor any
execution but by fiei 1 or levan facias. ^1829 Maule &
Selwyn King's Bench Rep VI no The plaintiff claimed as

a purchaser of a term, seized and sold by the sheriff under

a writ offi. fa.

fb. punningly. (Cf. Fieby a. 4 b.) Obs.

1394 Nashe Unfort Tran. Wks. V 44 Puiseuants with

red noses a purseuant with the vene reflexe of his fine

facias 1608 Pennyless Pari.vaHarl Misc (Malh ) III 74
They that drink too much Spanish sack shall he served

with a fiery-faces x6tx [see Facies i] 1667 Dryden
Wild Gallant it. 11, I use to tell him of his Title, Fiery

Fierily (fai8 rili)
,
adv. [f. Fiery a. + -iy 2

.]

In a fiery manner.

1 With the appeaiance or colour of fire
_ _

1824 tr Hoffmann's Devil's Elixir I 75 The rising sun,

which now ascended fieryly 1859 J C Mangan_Poems 69

I

The sun ere he fierily sinks 1885 G Meredith Diana III.

\

xv 304 Her musmgs on him. fienly brushed her cheeks

2. With ardour ;
ardently, eagerly, passionately.

1600 Abp. Abbot Exp Jonah 37 The Prophet so finly is

set, and so hotely enflamed to run from his dutie 18*5

Blackw. Mag XVIII 448 Long, and eagerly, and fierily I

gazed. 1880 G Meredith Trag. Com. via (1892) 1x2 He
lived with the pulses of the minutes, much as she did, only

more fienly

Fieriness (faio’rines). [f as prec. + -ness J

The quality or condition of being fiery

fl. The attribute of containing the element fire;

igneous nature. Ohs.

1680 H More Apocal. Apoc. 74 As ifaburning Mountain
hadbeen cast intothe Sea, the earthinessand fieriness thereof

being so contrary to Water
2. The condition of being hot as fire, or of glow-

ing like fire.

1611 Cotgr
,
Ignition firinesse , the being red-hot 1698

J Fryer E India <5- Persia 104 Water is sprinkled, to

mitigate the Fieriness of the Sun

f b. Inflammation
;
fieriness of the face=Ery-

sipelas, Obs
1616 Surfl & Maekh Country Farme 206 It quencheth

the firinesse ofthe face 1658 A Fox Wurtz Surg 11 xxtu

139 All the fieriness and burning is gone [from a wound]

c Of a liquid or viand . see Fiery 4 c.

1698 J Fryer E India Persia 157 Their Relishing Bits

have not the Fieriness of ours. 1837WhittockBk Trades

(1842) 393 Flavour, mellowness and a due strength without

fieriness, comprised all that need be desired to produce

a British Brandy
,

3 Ardour of temper ;
tendency to fire up .

16*5-8 Camden’s Hist Ehz iv. (1688) 568 The Fieriness

and Heat of his Youth. 1704 Addison Italy (1733) 37

Natural Fieriness ofTemper 184* Dickens Lett, (ed s)l.

76 Katey (from a lurking propensity to fiery ness) [is named]

Lucifer Box.

+ Frerize, v. Obs
— 1 [f. fier. Fire sb. +-ize ]

mtr To become fire, assume the properties of fire.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I, li (1641) ir/2 But Aire tume

Water, Earth may Fierize.

3?ierk, obs f. of Firk

Fiersday, Sc. form of Thursday.

Fiers(e, obs forms of Fierce.

II Fie£t6 (fygrtfi). [F fierte, f fur • see Feer tr.]

Haughtiness, pride; high spirit

1673 Dryden Marr A la Mode 11 1, I assume something

of fierte into my countenance 1784 Han. More in W
Roberts Mem. (1833) I- 353 This preposterous pride Mrs

Palmer seemed to think a noble fierte. 1841 Lady Blessing-

ton Idlerm France I. 171 A certain fierte of aspect.

Fi6l?y (fei° ri), a Forms : 3 furie, -y, fuyre.

-y, 4-6 fyre, -10, -y, 4~7 (S

6-7 Aerie, (6 fyeri), 6-9 fir(e)y, 6- fiery, [f.

Fire sb +-y\ Cf OYm. fiurech, Du vung Da,

fyng, MHG vmrec, vntnc (Ger feting).']

1 Consisting of or containing fire
,
flaming with

fire. Fiery-drake,
-dragon=Fire-drake

ci*7S Passion 660 in O E Misc 56 J»e holy gost heom

com vp-on in fury tunge eizgo ^ Eng Leg I 39/175

A fiery Drake bar-opon a3em heom comrnde huy seme.

1393 Gower Conf II 183 For to wissen hem by nightA firy

pffilr hem alight 1526 Ptfgr Per

f

(W deW 1531) 3 b,

The holy goost appered on apostles in fyry tonges xeii

Bible Dan 111 23 These three men fell downe bound into

the midst of the burning fierie furnace. «x8oo Cowper

Heroism 85 Where no volcano pours his fiery flood a 1822

Shelley Satire upon Sat. 34 And rams on him like flakes

of fiery snow 1832 De la Beche Geol Man. (ed 2) 113

One vast flood of burning matter rolling to and fro its

x866 B Taylor Palm $ Pine, Passion’s fiery flood,

b. Fire-bearing; esp of an arrow, dart, etc lit.

andfig , , .

c 130a St Brandan 332 Tho ther com in a fun arewe at a

fen^tre. C1386 Chaucer Knt 's T, 706 Loue hath his firy

dart so brenningly Ystiked thurgh my hert. c 1500

Lancelot 1227 Loues fyre dart smat one to the hart 1697

Dryden Vtrg. Georg 1 447 He deals.his fiery Bolts about

1796 H Hunter tr St. Pierre’s Stud Hat. (1799) 1. 8$ The
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Father of Day, with his fiery shafts a x8aa Shelley To
Italy 3 As the earthquake’s fiery flight

e. In biblical allusions : Attended with or per-

formed by a display of fire.

1847 Emerson Poems, Problem Wks (Bohn) I 401 Ever
the fiery Pentecost Girds with one flame the countless host
1850 Hake Mission Com/ 9 The fiiy baptism of the day of
Pen tecost 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1 883) 233 The aw ful fiery

Law [see Deui xxxm 2] deliveied by God Himself
2 Depending on or performed by the agency of

fire
;
infiery trial with reference to the testing of

metals ; also, f of a metal, tested by fire t Fiery
\weapons = Fibe-abms. Fiery wound : a wound
indicted by fire-arms

1398 Teevisa Barth De P, R vnr xxv. (1335) 127/1 He
[Mars] dysposethe and makethe able to fyrye werkes and
ciraftes 1555 Philfot in Strype Eccl. Mem III App xlvm
156,1 cownsel ye therfor to the fyenGold ofthe Deity of owie
Christ 1398 Barret Theor Warres 1 1 2 The wars are
much altered since the fiene weapons first came vp Ibul 3
Well wishing in my hart . that this mfernu.ll fiene engine
had never bin found out 1611 Bible i Pet iv 12 Thmke
it not strange concerning the fiery tnall which is to trie you
*704 Pope Windsor For 113 The whirring pheasant feels
the fiery wound 1876 Freeman Norm Conq V xxiv. 393
The fiery trial which England went through
3. Having the appearance of fire

;
brightly glow-

ing 01 flaming, of a blazing red.
MS Herald's Office in R Glauc (1724) 4B4 note, In

whiche enetid appered in the West 11 steires of fuyry
colour 1480 Caxton Chron Rug ccxxxii 232 Many sterres
- fyl doun to the erth leuyng behynde hem fery hemes
1561 Burn. Paules C/i A n, On Wednesday was scene a
marueilous great fyne lightning 1590 Spenser F. Q 1,

lxxv 7 Flyeth fine light, i6ox ? Marston Pasqittlfy Hath
1 208 Your nose is fine enough 1607 Topsell Fonr-f
Beasts (1658) 6 The head, and back parts to the tail, are of
a fiery colour 1727 Dn Foe Syst Magic r iv. (1840) 102
These fiery appearances are nothing but certain collections
df matter exhaled by the influence of the sun from the
earth itox Mrs Radci trrn Rom Forest xi, 1 he sun threw
a fiery gleam athwart the woods 1878 Morley Cnt Misc.,
Cat lyle 163 Veiled h> purple or fiery clouds of anger.

b. absol, 01 quasw/i rare

1
1847 L Hunt Men, Women, fy B I. xiv. 239 Hair amount-

ing to a positive fiery.

c. Of eyes (with mixture of sense 5) : Flashing,
glowing, ardent.

1568 R Grafton Chron, (1812)11. 192 The king, .having
black eyes, which when he waxed angry, would seeme to
he fyrle x6ox Shaks Jul C 1 ii 18O Cicero Lookes with
such Ferret and such fiery eyes. 1819 Shellty Cyclops 463
So will I, in the Cyclops fiery eye 1841 W Spalding Italy
St It Isi I 32 The dark fiery eye and marked features of the
Neapolitan fisherman.

4. Hot as fire; blazing, burning, red hot
+ Fiery-tnphcity . see qnot 1730
c 1390 S Eng. Leg. 1. 105/146 Nomen huy pich and brum-

ston* And ope hire nakede tetidre both al-fuyn it casten.
**97 R Glouc (Rolls) 6866 Pat heo wolde pom furyvre.
*535 Stewart Cron, Scot II 461 Ony spark out of ane fyne
brand 1397 Hookerj&v/ Pol v § 54 nsThesword which is

made fiene doth not only cut hut also huine i6g7DRYDEN
Virg Georg 1 137 The fiery Suns too fiercely Play 1726
tr Gregory s Astron. I. Pref 5 That the Sun and Stars were
fieiy or red-hot Stones. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Fiery tnplicity,
are those signs of the zodiack which surpass the rest m fiery
qualities, as Leo, Aues, and Sagittarius 1744 Berkeley
Sins § 186 The throne of God appeared like a fiery flame.
1836 Macgillivray tr Humboldt's Trav xx. 291 The sky
became clearer and the atmosphere more fiery

fig a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxvm 140 be worde pat is

fyry thorgh pe haly gast. 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 1. iv. 87
Hath thy fiene heart so parcht thy entrayles ?

b. Ofa tumour, etc . Burning, inflamed. Fiery
face • one affected by erysipelas.

x6oo Surflet Conntne Farme n xliv. 291 Of these two
ointments, the first is better for skurfs, and firy faces,
*758 J S. Le Dran's Obstrv Sttrg Hid (1771) Bbb,
Antra-v, a red fiery Tumour 1784 Cowper Task 11. 183
Bids a plague Kindle a fiery boil upon the skm.

c. Acting like fire
;
productive of a burning

sensation or inflammation.
*535 CoverdaleIsa xiv 29 The frute shalhe a fyne worme,

*577 Northbrooke Dici>tg{i&^) 5 This is that fyne serpent,
that as many as looke vpon lum should hue x6ix BibleNnm xxi 6 Fierie serpents xSzx Shelley Hellas 533 Like
a fiery plague breaks out anew. 1855 Bain Senses % hit ji
11. § 13 The fiery taste of alcoholic liquors

6 Of persons, their actions and attributes :

a Ardent, eager, fierce, spirited.
£*385 Chaucer L, G IV 2292 Philomeue, He caste his

fery herte up on hyre X393 Gower Con/ III 237 Sardana-
pallus Was^ Fall into thflke firy rage Of love 15*9 More
Com/, agst. Tnb in Wks 1219/1 Y° firye affeccion that we
heare to onrowne filthy fleshe 1394 Shaks Rich III, iv
111 S4 Then fierie expedition he my wing 1650 Hubbert
PillFormality 24Very fieryand zealous for the mamtenan cc
ofEpiscopacy. i68iDryden^& %A chit 136A fiery Soul,
which working out its way, Fretted the Pigmy-Body to
decay. x848

>
MACAULAYAfxr/ Eng, II 459 Adventures irresis-

tibly attractive to his fierynature 1867 FreemanNorm Conq ,

(1876) I. v 290 Such fiery zeal implies the firmest belief,

b Fiercely irritable, easily moved to violent
anger.
1390 Shaks Com Err iv iv 53 Alas how fiery, and how

sharps he lookes 1640 in Hamilton Papers (Camden) App
259 His speeches did so fascinate the old fiery little man.
*7*° Toiler No 231 F2 Ateinble Apprehension of his fiery
Spirit. 1732 Young Brothers 1 i, Rome calls me fiery Let
her find me so 1 1806 Surr Winterm Land (ed 3) II. 273The signor and this fiery Montagu exchanged some fierce
looks 183a Miss Yonge Cameos II xv 163 Charles, in his
fiery petulance, declared that he would go.

c. Of a horse : Mettlesome, spirited.

*593 Shaks Rich II, v ii 8 The Duke Mounted vpon
a hot and fierie Steed. 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg in. 130
The fiery Courser Pucks up his Ears 1827 LyttonPelham
x, My horse was the most fiery, in Pans
6. Of a vapour, esp gas in a mine: Liable to

take fire, highly inflammable Hence of a mine,
etc. : Containing inflammable gas, liable to ex-

plosions fiom firedamp.
1731 Bp R Pococke Trav Eng (1888) I 206 Hiey aie

much troubled with what they call fiery air When it is

very had, they let down a candle by aiope, to set fire to the
fiery damp, as they call it Ibid 207 Nothing but the
vapours or fiery damp that come out of the spring 1851
Greenwfll Coal-trade Terms Northumb £ Dash 27
A furnace of the width of 10 feet will be sufficient for
any mine, however fiery 1868 Daily News 30 Nov ,

The
seam of coal was known to be a fiery one 1887 Ibid
30 May 5/3 Both pits are situated 111 what the miners call

a ‘fiery’ disti ict

7. attnb, and Comb a. adverbial, asfiery-bright,

fierce, -flaming, -hot, -kindled
,

-liquid, -rash,

-seeming, -shining, -red, -short, -spat /ding, -twink-
ling b parasynthetic, as fiety-faced, -footed,

-helmed, -hoofed, -mouthed, -pointed, -spangled,

-spirited, -sworded, -tressed, -visaged, -wheeled

,

-winged Also, fiery-new, f (a) = Brand-new
obs. (cf fire-new) ;

(b) of wine, not yet mellowed

;

fiery-puissant, iransl. of L ignipotens, working
powerfully with fire

1331 Elyot Gov ir vi, The elen "firye bright 1394 SrrNSER
Amoietti xvi, Legions of loves Darting their deadly ar-
rowes, fyry bright 1588 Fraunce Lawteis Log Ded

,A raging and *fireyfaced Ai istotelean 1819 Shelley Cyclops
486 The Cyclops’ eye so ‘fiery fierce 1398 Sylvester Du
Bm tas n ii, Columnes 469 David Holds a fierce Lyon’s
*fieiy flaming Crest 1390 Spenser F Q i xu 2 Scarcely
had Phoebus harnessed ms *fyne-footed team *392 Shaks
Rom tj- Jul hi, u 1 Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds
1748 Thomson Cast Indol 11 xxxu, A fiery-footed hoy,
Benempt Dispatch. 17x3-20 Pope Iliad xx 52 In aid of
lioy came, Mars fiery-helm’d 161* Drayton Poly-olb
1 3 Where Titan still vnyokes his *fieiy-hoofed Teame 1398
Thevisa Barth DeP R xi xm (1495) 398 Whan *fuy hole
yren is quenchyd in water 14 Hoccllve Compl Virgin
221 Now thowart fiosty cold now *fyry hoot 1850 Ti nnv-
son In Mem. cxiv, Some wild Pallas fiery-hot to burst AH
barriers. 1395 Shaks. John 11 1 338 Backe to the stained
field You equall Potents, ‘fierie kindled spirits 1635 H
Vaughan Silcx Scmt 1 Midnight (1858) 54 Thy heav'ns
Are a *firie-liquid light 1396 Spensi r F Q v. vm 40

The “fine mouthed steedes 1644 Feast of Feasts 2 Take
a taste of their new, *fiery-new Divinity. 1842 Tennyson
Will Water 98 The vintage, yet unkept, Had relish, fiery-
new. *393 Shaks Liter 372 The fair and *fiery-pointed
sun 1373 Twyne JEneidx E ej, 1 ake that shield which
The *fyrypmssant god unvict gaue thee 1631 Weevlr
Anc Fun Mon 212 Which fiene rash temper of his. 1593
Shaks Rich //, 11 111 58 Here come the Lords fierie red
with haste. 1846 G E Day tr. Simon'sAmm Client II 228
The urine was usuallyofa fiery red coloui 1628F Fletcher
Drake's Voy (Hakl Soc.) 149 An infinite swarine of "fierie-
seeimng wormes flying in the aire 1394 ? Greene Sehmus
Wks XIV. 288 Mars Mounted vpon his ‘fine shining
wame 1847 Tennyson Pnnc. v. 297 *Fiery short was Cyril's
counter-scoff 1386 Marlowe 1st Pt Tambiti l v u. Even
from the "fiery-spangled bed of heaven 1396 Fitz-Gefi rey
SirF. Drake (1881) 63 The *fierie-sparkling precious Chryso-
lite. 1632 J Wright tr Camus' Nature's Paiadox 266 1 he
*fiery-spinted Beast carried Liante towards the besieger’s
Trenches 1821 Byron Cam 1, 1, Guarded by *fiery-sworded
cherubim *743-6 Collins Ode to Liberty 97 The fiery-
tressed Dane o’erturn’d the fane a 1649 Drumm of
Hawth Poems Wks (1711) 15 'Mong fiery twinkling
gleama Of warm vermilion swords 18x3 Shelley Q, Mob
vii 87 The*fiery visaged firmament expressed Abhorrence
1632 Milton Penseroso 51 The fiery-wheeled throne, 1737
Dyer Fleece iv, an Fiery-winged winds rous’d by sudden
storms

e In the names of birds and animals • fiery-
brandtail, the redstart (Ruticilla phesmeurus') ;

fiery-flare, -flaw —fire-flaire, the sting lay
; fiery-

tangs, dial, (see quot.)
; fiery-topaz, a species of

humming bird
*813 J. Headrick Agric Sure Forfars App. 55 Both

these species [crab ancllobster] are called in Angusshire
Firy-tangs. 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk, Fieryflaw
mfire-Jlaxrc, a northern designation of the sting-ray {.Ram
pasttnacd\ 1868 Wood Homes without H xxix 554 The
oddly shaped nest is made by the Fiery Topaz {Topaaa
pyra) 1879 Miss Jackson Skropsh Word-bk., Fiery bran'-
tail, the Redstart

Fiery-cross : see Fiee-cboss.

Fife (faif), si Forms: a 6 fiphe, fyfe, 6-
fife. (3 6-7 phi-, phyfe, -phe [First appears
in 15th c : it is uncertain whelhei it is directly
a. HGer pfeife (see Pipe sb ), or a corruption of
F. fifre fife, fifer (15th c m Little), a. OHG.
pflf&ri (mod.G pfeifer) piper, fifer, f. pftfan to
Pipe ]

1 . Mus, A small shrill-toned instrument of the
flute kind, used chiefly to accompany the drum in
military music.
*555 Watreman Fardle Facions 11 xi 248 Thei [Turkes]

vse a dromme and a fiphe, to assemble their Bandes 1377Fenton Goldt Epist 310 Out of little and smal phyfes, come
a voice deare and shrill. 1674 Playford SkillMns Pref 5When he hears the sound of the Trumpet, the Fife and
Drum. 1710 Philips Pastorals v 32 In thee The rudeness
°f my rural fife I see 1846 Grote Greece 1. vm. (1862) II.
2X3 Ibetf Step was regulated by the fife.

b (See quot

)

1876 Staintr & Barrett Diet Mus Terms, Fife, an organ
stop A piccolo, generally of two feet 111 length.

2 The sound of this instrument
, m quots transf

1627 P Fletcher Locusts 11 iv, And blasts with whistling
fifes new rage inspire x8xo Scott Latiy ofL 1. x\xt, The
laik's shrill life may come from the fallow

3 One who plays the fife
;
a fifer

1348 Privy Council Acts (1890) II 166 For one monthes
wages for mj drummes and two fyfes, every at xb 1508
Barret 7hear Warres 11. 1 18 Instructing the Drummes
and Phifes their seuerall sounder 1623 Markham Souldters
Accid 15 Ihe Phiphes (if there be more then one) the eldest
shall march with the eldest Drumme 1649 Ann. Barber-
Surgeons Loud (1890) 406 Paid to the Drumme & Phiffe—
12J Mod Theysent thedrums and fifes to diown his voice.

4. attnb

,

asfife-bird. Also, fife-major {Mil.'),

a non-commissioned officer who superintends the
fifers of a regiment
1834 Whittier Lit Rec Misc 241 I heard a mellow

gush of music from the brown-breasted fife-bird 1802 James
Milit Diet , Pife-majoi.

Fife (fsif), z» [f piec sb ] a intr To play
on a fife b trails. To play (a tune) upon or as
upon the fife

1837 LoNGr Drift-Wood Piose Wks. x886 I. 322 All blow-
ing and drumming and fifing away like mad 1887 Steven-
son Underwoods 17 Winds that m darkness fifed a tune

Hence Fi fing vbl sb

,

the action of the vb
c 1817 Byron To T Moore 11, Fifing and dramming Oh

Thomas Moore I 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven I xxi. § xx.
The fluting and fifeing expire, the drumming remains

Fifer (faifai). [f as preu + -ERb] One who
plays the fife

1340 in Vicary’s Anat, (1888) App xu 242 Item, for Iohn
Pretre, fyfer, wagis x\s vnjd 1385 Tas I Ess Poeste
(Arb ) 17 Syne Plufers, Diummes, and Trumpets clur do
craue The pclmell chok. with Lirum loude alwhair 1639
Touriano, Rifaro, a piptr, a fifer, a fluter 1809 Pinknly
Trav, Prance 247 This is some fifer who has obtained this
leave. 1840 Act 3-4 Viet c 96 $ 53 Drummer, trumpeter,
fifer x868 Morris Earthly Par 11 (1870) 147 The fifer
[must] stop His dancing notes the pensive drone that chid

Fife-rail (foifire 1 1). Naut [Said by sailors

to be so called because the fifer sat on this rail

while the anchor was being got m ] fa
‘Rails forming the upper fence of the bulwarks on
each side of the quarter-deck and poop m men-of-
war ’ (Adm. Smyth, 1867) {obs ) b. The rail round
the mam-mast, encircling both it and the pumps
and furnished with belaying pins for the running

1721—1800 Bailey, Fife Rails 1804 A Duncan Mari-
ner’s Chron Pref 19 Drift-rails, fife rails, slieci mils, waist-
ratls, etc x88x W C Russlll Ocean Free-Lance II iv.

168 [It] whitened the rigging and the fife-rails

FTfF (fif), v nonce-wd [Echoic ] To play on
the Pandean pipes. (In quot. quasi-//aw )
1886 Tinsley’s Mag July 65 The man with the Pandean

pipes trying to fiff himself into a Consumption
Fifish. (foi fij), a. Sc, [said to be f. Fife the
name ofa Scotch county + -ish

; applied originally
as a term of oppiobrium to people from that
county.] Somewhat deranged
1822 Scott Pirate ix, Very, very Fifish, as the east-country

fisher-folks say 1824 —Rcdgauntlet vn, ‘Just Fifish, wowf
—-a wee bit by the East-Nook or sae ’

Fift, obs form of Fifth
Fifteen (fift/n, frflfn), a and sb Forms : 1 fif-,

fyft<§ne,-t#ne, 3-6 flf-,fyften(e, isouth vyftene,
(3 fythtene), 3, 5 fiveten(e, 7-8 -een, 5-7 fyve-
tene, 6-7 fifteene, 9 Sc. feifteen, 6- fifteen
[OE fiftine, -tyne corresponds to OFns fifltne,
OS. ftftem (LG. fifteen, Du. vijftieii), OHG.
finf-zehen, fmfzchan (MI-IG vunfi-, fitnfzehen,
mod G funfzehit), ON fimtdn (Sw femton, Da
feinten), Goth Jimjtaihun

; f OTeut. *fimfi Five
+ *tehun Ten see -teen]
The cardinal number composed of ten and five,

represented by the symbols 15 or xv.
A as adj

1 In concord with sb. expicssed
Beowulfx^ (Gr ) He sloh fyftynemen aioooGuthlac

908 (Gr ) He on westenne wiceard geceas fiftynu gear, c 1x60
Hatton Gosp John xi 18 Ofer fyftena furlenga c 1250
Gen

1
J- Ex. 413 For fiftene ger liadde adam, 3an caim of

eue cam. 1297 R Glouc (1724) 416 A comete hym
ssewede vyftene ny*t ywys a 1300 Cm sorM 27737 (Cott

)

Pir ar be springes o wreth fythtene. 134a Hampole Pr
Consc 4564 Aftir Jiair dede Anticrist sal regne, yhit fiften
days a 1400 Prymer{1891) 59 Heere bygynneth the fyftene
psalmes 1348 Forrest Pleas Poesy

e

472 Thebeste ffyue.
tene shealinges not surmowntmge 1602Warnlr /I#/ Eng
xi Ixu 272 Saint Nicholas Bay fifteene hundred Miles from
Mosco is away 1647 Fuller Good Th in Worse T (1841)
92 An agitation to bring down jubilees to fifteen, twelve,
or ten years. 1766 Pennant Zool (1768) II. 235 Taken in
clap-nets of fiveteen yards length, 18x9 Shelley Peter Ball
vu 23 For fifteen months. 1883 Stevenson Treas, Isi, 1 i,

Fifteen men on the dead man’s chest
2 With ellipsis of sb , which may usually be

supplied from context. The Fifteen

,

the Court of
Session (formerly) consisting of fifteen Judges.
Also, the fiist Jacobite rising (m the year 1 71 5).
c *050 ByrhtfertEs Handboc in Anglia VIII 303 Gif bar

synt fiftene to lafe todaelaS call swa ba oSre a 1300
Cursor M. 8863 (Cott ) pis temple . . of beght it had fiften



FIFTEENER. 199 FIFTIETH.
[eln] 1660 Sir B Ruddier Poems 83 Give me a Virgin of
Fifteen 171a 4 Pope Rape Lock iv 38 Hail, wayward
Queen l Who rule the sex to fifty from fifteen 176$ Dublin
Mercury 16-19 Sept 2/2 A Black Gelding about fifteen

high a 1797 H Walpole Mem Geo II, I 266 A man en-
gaged m the former rebellion or as the Scotch call it in the
Fifteen 18x4 Scott Wav lxiv, ‘Ye were just as ill aff in
the feifteen ’ 1815 — Guy II xxxvm, ‘A man's aye the
better thought o’ 111 oui country foi having been afore the
feifteen ’ 184a Orderson Creol vm 75 From adolescent
fifteen . to mature twenty-five

+ 3 ==Fifteenth a Obs
1375 B \rbour Bruce 11 17 On the fyften day c 1430 Free-

masonry 251 The fyftene artycul maketh an ende, For to the
mayster he ys a fiende 1525 Ld Burners From II exxv
[cxxi ] 356 lo be at Hamton the fyftene day of May 1598
Grencwey lactius' Ann vt vi (1622) 130 The fifteene Ka-
lends of Nouember *623 Bill ofCompt in N Shake Soc,
Ttans (1885) 498 In the fifteene yeare of his Matla* raigne

B flS sb

1 Eng Hist = Fifteenth sb 1. Obs.

1404 Fabyan Chron vn 480 In this yere also the Kynge
helde his parlyament in the whiche was graunted vnto hym
thie fyftenys 1540 Nottingham Rec III 379 To Master
Meyre in money to make owte the Fyftenv h 1393 Shaks
2 Hen VI, iv vu 23. 1643 Prynne Sov Power Pari 1

ted 2) 23 Both the Houses gave halfe a tenth and halfe a fif-

teene, to be disposed of as the Lords thought fit, for the
defence of the Realme,
2 A set of fifteen peisons or tilings a A set of

fifteen players forming a * side ’ at Rugby football
1880 Times 12 Nov 4/4 The two Universities always

place strong fifteens in the field 1890 Daily News 4 Dec
2/3 The visitors brought a powerful fifteen, and secured the
victory after a splendid game.

t b (see quot ) Obs
1688 R Holme Armoury m 231/2 A pair ofBeads called

Fifteens, containing fifteen Pater Nosters and 150 Aves,

c Cnbbage An exact sum of fifteen pips counted,

on two or more cards, a court card reckoning as 10
1674 Cotton Compl Gamester ix 108 That makes you six

Games, because there is two fifteens and a pair 1830 Hoyle
made familiar 58 They neither foim a pair, a fifteen, a
sequence nor a flush

3 A game at cards • see quot.

1884 Daily News 13 Feb 5/6 During a game of fifteen, a
species of poker, several cards were marked
C Comb , as fifteen - spitted adj ; fifteen-

pounder, a gun throwing a shot that weighs fifteen

pounds ; fifteen-shilling a., worth fifteen shillings

1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 100 ^Fifteen pounders 185s
Macaulay Hist Eng IV 698 The ministers resolved to

issue *fifteenshilhng bills, for the payment of the troops.

1832 Johnston in Proc Berw Nat Club I 7 The *fifteen-

spined stickleback

Fifbeener (fifti noa) [f prec + -ER1 ] Abook
printed in the fifteenth century
1830 Blackiv Mag XXVII 306 An ardent devotee of Fif-

teeneis 1876 Cutter Rules Diet Catal 68 Such books
are fifteeners or the rarest Americana

Fifteenth (fiftimp, fi-ftfn)>),a: and sb Forms.
1 fifteiSe, -dotta, -6(o)g8a, 3 fiftdotSa, south.

vrftethe, vyfteope, 3-4 flftend(e, 4 south.

vyfteope, 6 Kent vifftend, 4-7 fiftenth(e, (4
ftftenpe), 5-6 fyfte(n)th(e, (6 -teenth), 6-7
flvete(e)nth, 6- fifteenth [OE. flftiofta (fern

and neut -e), ffiftine Fifteen on the analogy of

ttofta Tenth From the 14U1 c the forms descend-

ing from the OE become rare, being superseded

by a new formation on Fifteen 4- -th, which still

remains. A third form of the ordinal, fiftmtfte

,

appears in the Ormulum, Hampole and the Cursor

Mundi, and appears to be due to Scandinavian

influence , cf ON. fimtdnde (Sw femtonde, Da.
femtende). The other Teut. langs. agree with the

ON in having the ordinal suffix as -d- instead of

OExvz.fiftinde, OS *fifteindo (Du mjftiende),

OHG. funfzindo (MHG vitnfzehende, mod Ger.

funfzehnte), Goth fimfta-taihunda (= fifth +
tenth) ] The ordinal numeral belonging to the

cardinal fifteen.

A. adj.

1. In concord with sb expressed,
c 900 Baida’s Hist iv xxvu [xxvi ] (1891) 358 py fiftegSan

Reare c 1000 Sax Leechd III 190 Mone sefifteoSa CX200
Ormin 9x70 Onn hiss fiftende winnterr 1297 R Glouc
(1724) 32 2 The viftethe peni of hor god 138a wyclif Nmn.
xxvm 17 In the fiftenthe day a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1869
One the fyftethe day. iS3S Coverdale 2 Kings xiv 23 In
the fyftenth yeare of Amasias. *749 Fielding Tom Jones
xv xii, And herewe put an end to the fifteenth book. 1851
Rusicin Stones Ven. (1874) I 1. 30 Dull inventions of the

fifteenth century.

2 With ellipsis of sb.

1641 Milton Ck. Govt x vi 23 A councell, from which by
any thing that can be learnt from the fifteenth of the Acts,

no faithful Christian was debarr'd *753 N Torriano
Gangr Sore Throat 123 She having had a very bad Night
from the Fourteenth to the Fifteenth

8 Fifteenth part one of fifteen equal parts into

which a quantity may be divided
1626 Bacon Sylva § 798 A Fifteenth Part of Siluer 1662

Graunt Bills ofMortality vu 42 London bear[s] the fif-

teenth part of the charge of the whole Nation m all Publick
Taxes.

B. sb

1. A fifteenth part
;

esp m Eng Hist A tax of

One-fifteenthformerlyimposed on personalproperty.

e 1380 Wychf Eng, Wks (1880) 66 Men supposen alle J>es
passen t>re fiftenfpes 1496-7 Act Hen VII, c 12 {title) An
Acte for Fyftenthes and Tenthes 1318MS.Acc St John's
Hosp

, Canterb , Payd for y wrytys for alowans off j>e viff-
tend 1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 lxiv (1739) 133He took a fifteenth which was granted to his Father 1763
Blackstone Comm I 1 vm 298 Tenths and fifteenths were
temporary aids granted to the king by parliament 1879
Castle Law ofRating 21 The collectors of the tenths and
fifteenths granted to the King in the City of London
2 Mus. a. (see quot 1876 ) b. (see quot.
1880

)

a 1397 Morley Introd Mus 71 An eight, a twelfth, a
fifteenth, and so forth be perfect cordes 1609 Douland
Omith Microl 79 Others are tripled, to wit, a fifteenth,
which is equall to the sound of an Vnison, and an Eight,
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet Mm Terms

, Fifteenth, the
interval of a double octave
b 16x3 Organ Specif Worcester Cathedral, In the choir

organ 1 smal principal or fiftentli of mettal 1776 Sir J
Hawkins Hist Music IV 1 x 149 Of the stops of an
organ, the most usual are the Diapasons Tenth, Twelfth,
Fifteenth [etc ] 1880 Grove Diet Mus

, Fifteenth is a stop
or set of pipes in an organ sounding 2 octaves or 15 notes
above the Open diapason.

Hence Fiffcee nthly adv
, in the fifteenth place

a 1642 Sir W Monson Naval Tracis in (1704) 322/1
Fifteenthly, they ought to take Account 1691-8 Norris
Pract Disc (1711) III. 170 When he shall yet further con-
sider Fifteenthly

Fifth (fifji), a and sb Forms • 1 fxfta, (fern. &
neut fifte), 2-7 fift(e, (3 4 fyfft), 3-4 south.

vifte, 3-6 fyfte, -the, (3 fLvet, 5 fyvet), 4-5 fyve-

(P®, >tli(e, (4-5 fifpe, -the), 5-7 fith(e, 6- fifth

[OE fifta=QiBn% fifta, OS fffto (Du vijfde),

OHG fimfto
, finfto (MHG vunfte, vunfte

,

mod
Ger.funftt), ON finite (Sw. and Da femte), Goth
*fimfta OTeut. *fimfton f. pre-Teut. *penqto-
(Gr we/xiTTor, Lat quin(c)ius), f *penqe Five. The
normal form fift still survives in dialects; the
standard form, which first appears in the 14th c ,

is due to the analogy of fourtiii] The ordinal

numeial belonging to the cardinal five.

A adj 1 In concord with sb expressed.
cx000 ./Elfric Lev xix 23 Me Jjam fiftan geare c rooo

Sax Leechd II 298 Fifte maegen is CXX75 Lamb Ham
103 peo fifte sunne is Tnsticia a 1223A tier R. 198 pe vifte

hweolp hette Inobedience a 1300 Cursor M 9232 (Cott

)

To recken forth pat leuedi km, pe fift eild wil we be-gm.
1340Ayenb 12 pe vifte article zuo is pet [etc ]. C1380 Wyclip
Set Wks III 444pe fyfft heresie c 1400 Destr Troy 7333
headiugjOf the Fyuet Batell in the Felde 1486 Bk St
Albans Ej b, The fithe yere a grete stagge 1326 Pilgr
Perf (W de W. 1331) 307 b. By the vertue of the fyfth
worde that thou spake for great mystery 163a Sanderson
Semi 447 The fift position 1700 Dryden Pal 4 Arc ur
168 With smiling aspect you serenely move In your fifth

orb, an d rule the realm of love 1781 Cowper Hope 414 Just
made fifth chaplain of his patron lord 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1 vm, The fifth form would fag us, and I and some
mote struck and we beat 'em 1884 \yd Soc Lex , Fifth
ventricle [of the brain], the caMty which lies between the
two layers of the septum lucidum

b To smite

,

f stab m, under the fifth rib

'

to

strike to the heart lit and fig.
The Revised Version (agreeing with the older Eng ver-

sions]has ‘m the belly
1

, the translators of 161 1 regarded VJDTT

hSmesh as the same word as Jtfonesk fifth part , the two are
from different roots, as the other Semitic langs show
x6ii Bible 2 Sam u 23 Wherefore Abner with the hinder

ende of the speare smote him vndei the fift nbbe, 1641 W
Hooke New Eng Teares 11 Death stabs them in the fift

nb 1822 Shelley Chas /, 1. 104 Smiting each Bishop
under the fifth rib

c. Thefifth -wheelofa coach , waggon, etc.
;
pro-

verbially used for something superfluous.

x8gi Law Times XCI 205/2 The functions of the grand
juror are too often those of the fifth wheel in the coach.

2 With ellipsis of sb.

0 E Chron an 827 Fifta was Eadwine Norpan hymbra
cyawg c 1175 Lamb Horn 39 Fifte is pet pu scalt forgeuen
pon monne pe wiS pe agultet a. 1300 Cursor M 23233
(Gatt ) Of belle pines pe fx^ft es vndemes of dint, pat pa
wreches par sal hint. 1384 R Scot Discov Witckr, x vm
13 Statutes made in the fift of Elizabeth 1678 B R. Let
Pop Friends 8 That cursed, unfortunate Fifth of November.
1723 Pope Odyss ix 395 The lots were cast on four ; Myself
the fifth x8i8 Shelley Rev Islam x ix 3 Each fifth shall

give The expiation for his brethren here

3. Fifthpart one of five equal parts into which
a quantity may be divided.

1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxxv *30 The kyng axed the

fifthe part of all the meoble goodes of englond 1563-73
Cooper Thesaurus, Cochleanum . two fift partes a 1687
Petty Pol, Arith (1690) 73 The same Lands will produce
a fifth part more of Food.

4 quasi-adv In the fifth place. Fifthly.
1326 Piley-. Perf, (W de W, 1331) 293 Fyfth, they be

mortifyed from the inordynate affeccyon of paTentes

B sb. 1. = Fifth part. See A. 3. Also, a fifth

part of moveable goods granted to the king.

1337 Records Wketst B yb, Sesqtaquinia

,

6 103 12 to

10 (1$) a fifte more. 1378 T N tr Conn IV India 6 The
kings fiftes and revenues 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 209 To
set down 3 Fourths and 4 Fifths 1724 Swift Drapter's
Lett v (1725) 147 When tne Pubhek shall have lost Four
Fifths of its Annual Income forever 1777 Robertson Hist.

Anter (1783) III 370 The spoil after setting apart the

king's fifth, was divided among 480 persons.

2 Mus. a. The interval of three tones and a
semitone, embracing five diatonic degrees of the

scale Also in augmented, diminished, perfect

fifth

,

for which see those words
1397 Morley Introd Mus. 70 A third, a Fift, a Sixt.

i6$z Noivsfr. Lowe-Countr 8 He Knows Thirds, Fifths,

Eights, Rests, Moods, and Time. 1737 Ozell Rabelais V.
80 La Quuite a Fifth, or the Proportion of Five in Musick.
1823 Dannecey Encycl Music, Fifth, a note m music, of
which there are three species, viz. the perfect fifth, called

also dominant, the diminished and augmented 1864 Mrs
Gatty Parables fr Nature Ser iv, 131 All the fifths were
either too flat or too sharp.

b. The concord of two tones separated by this

interval.
‘

1656 tr Hobbes' Eleui Philos xv xxix 372 The Organ [of
hearing] will make that Concord which is called a Fifth

1674 [see Concord sb. 5]

3. pi Articles ofthe fifth degree in quality ; fifth-

rate material
x88x Daily News 7 Sept 3/4 Butter thirds, io6r

,
fourths,

99s
;

fifths, 7&r *893 Westtn Gas 5 June 6/3 Formerly
only as low a quality as good fifths were imported.

C Comlr. fifth - eham (see quot ) , fifth-

essence = Quintessence ; fifth-penny, =? fifth

part ; fifth-wheel (see quot

)

1874 Knight Diet Meek I. 839/2 *Fifth-chain, the chain
by which the single lead horse in a team of five is hitched
to the end of the tongue 1585 Jas I Ess Pocsie (Arb.) 35
Poure out, my frends, there your *fift-essence fyne. 1733
SwirT Prop Pay Nat Debt, Wks (1841) II 123 The lands
of the primacy are let so low that they hardly pay a *fifth

penny of the real value 1809 Bawdvi en Domesday Bk 4x6
Torksey and Hardwick paid the fifth-penny of the tax of the
city of Lincoln *874 Knight Diet Mech. I. 839/2 *Fft7i
wheel, a wheel or segment above the foie axle of a carriage
and beneath the bed- the fifth wheel forms an extended sup-
port to prevent the careening of the carnage bed.

b. When prefixed to certain sbs
, as form, rate,

etc
, fifth forms a combination, which is used at-

tnbutively, passing occas. into an adj

,

and through
the absolute use into a sb
1666 Land. Gas No 38/4 A Fifth Rate Fregat, called the

Sweepstakes- 1672 Lacy Dumb Lady, Prol , My less than
fifth rate wit 1689 Land. Gas No 2451/4 Admiral Herbert
had with him 10 fourth Rates, 1 fifth Rate, and 2 Tenders
1747 J Lind Lett Navy i (1737) 22 Captains of a fifth

rate 1837 Hughes Tom Brown 1 ix. For most of the sixth
spent their evenings in the fifth-form room
Hence Pi’fthly adv

, in the fifth place
1326 Pilgr Peif (W de W 1531) 8 b, Fyfthly, they must

despyse y* deuyll with all bis pompes. i68x H More Exp
Dan App 111 297 Fifthly, If it be demanded why, etc x68x-6

J. Scott Chr Life (1747) III 252 Fifthly and lastly, That
Christ also was that Jeliovah and divine Lord and King is

evident 1800 Young in Phil Ttans XCI 8s Fifthly by
immersing the eye in water

t Fifth, monarch,. Obs. Christ as the head
of the f

fifth monarchy ’
, see next.

1638 Cowley Cutter Coleman St Epil Wks T710 II 893
So great and gay a one [Congregation] I ne’er did meet At
the Fifth Monarch’s Court m Coleman-street 1660 Bibhoth.
Fanai vaHarl Misc (1746)VI 1

1

70/2 He had resolved to
keep it till the Coming of the fifth Monarch.

Fifth monarchy. The last of the five great

empires referred to m the prophecy of Daniel
(Dan. ii 44), m the 17th c identified with the
millennial reign of Christ predicted m the apoca-
lypse. Also attnb

,
esp in Fifth-monarchy man,

one of those in 1 7th c, who believed that the second
coming of Chnst was immediately at hand, and
that it was the duty of Christians to be prepared
to assist m establishing his reign by force, and in

the meantime to repudiate all allegiance to any
other government
1637 Evelyn Diary 10 Aug , Desperate zealots, call’d the

Fifth-Monarchy Men. 1677 Dk Lauderdale in L Papers
(1885) III lvn 89 How soone they [the disaffected in W
Scotland] may take armes no man can tell , for they are

f

erfitely fifth monarchic men 170a Sewall Diary 31 Jan.
1879) II 52 William Parsons of 88 years, is buried. Was
in the fifth monarchy fray in London but slipt awaym the
Crowd 1731 E. Calamy Life (1830) I 1. 76 He [Calamy’s
schoolmaster] was a sort of Fifth Monarchy man
Hencerifth-moxia*rchical, a

,

ofor pertaining to
the Fifth-monarchy ; Fifth-nio'naxcMsm nonce-

wd., the principles of the Fifth-inonarchy-men ;

Fifth-momaroMst =» Fifth-monarchy-man
1679 Oates Narr Popish Plot Ded A ij b, An Anti-

christian pretence of a Fifth Monarchical Soieraignty over
all the Kings and Pnnces of Christendom. 1703 E Ward
Hnd.Rtdiv II ix , Fifth-Monarchical Fanaticks 1736 Plea
Sacrain Test xxo Venner, and the other Fifth. Monarchists
in England 1832-4 De Quincey CaesarsWks 1862 IX 9The
fanatics of 1630 who proclaimed Jesus for their king were
usually styled Fifth-Monarchists 1870 Lowfll Among tny
Bks Ser 1 (1873)235 The turbid zeal ofFifth-Monarchism

Fiftieth (frftiefO, a {sb.) Forms. 1-2 flfti-

go'Ba, -ge'tSa, fiffceogo’Sa, -gate, 3-3 fiftifSa, -‘So,

3 fiftugete, 4-6 fif-, fyftatli(e, -tyth(e,6- fiftieth.

[OE flftigoHa earlier *fifttgunpa, corresponding

to ON. Jhnvitugdnde (Sw ,
Norw femtiande

,

Da.
femtiendeX f. Fifty on the analogy of Tenth.
In the other Teut langs the ordinal suffix is different!

OFris fifticksta(Du vijftigste), OHG f/nfstigbstaQiLliG.
vitnfzegesie, mod Ger fnnfsigste ]

The ordinal numeral belonging to the cardinal

fifty Fiftieth part

.

one of fifty equal parts into

which a quantify may be divided.

c xooo -iElfric Gram (Z

)

283 Qmnguagesimus, se fifteo-

goSa. c 1x73 Lamb, Horn, 87 pe fiftuSa dei fram pan
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estertid. c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 117 pe fiftugeSe dai after

estrene dai, 138a Wyclif Nitm vm, 23 Whanne the fyfdthe
geer of age thei han fulfillid. 1330 Palsgr 372 Cwquan
tiesine fyftyth 1379 Fuliie Heskins' Pari 49 3 The fiftieth

Chapter sheweth the understanding of the same text by
Effrem xfiii Bible Lev xxv it A labile shall that fiftieth

yeere be vuto you 17a! Newton Oittcks in xxi (ed 3)325
The fiftieth pai t of an Inch 1868 Lockyer Heavens (ed 3)
310 The fiftieth pait of a second of arc 1800 Young in

Phil Trans XCI 48 Their difference was exactly one-fifth

of an inch, To this we must add a fiftieth.

Fifty (fifti), a, and sb Forms : 1 flftis, 2-4
fifti, 3 Orm. flfftiq, south vifti, 3-5 fl-, fyfte,

3-6 fyffcy, 4-6 fiftie, -tye, (6 fyvetie), 7 fivety,

4,7- fifty. [OE fIftig = OFus fiftick,ftftech, OS
ftftick (Du vijftig), OHG fimfzug (MFKS.fumfzec,
funfzcc,

mod,Ger. funfetg), ON fitntn ttgir (Sw
femtio, Norw. and obs. Da femti), Goth, fimf
tigjus, OTeut. *fimfi Five + *tigiwia, pi. of *teguz

decade • see -ty ]

A. adj The cardinal number equal to five tens,

represented by 50 or 1 Also with omission of sb

,

and in comb with numbers below ten (ordinal and
cardinal), as fifty-one,fifty-first, etc
Beowulf 33 (Gr) Fiftie wintra cxaoo ASltric Vent

xxu 29 Fifiis yntsena seolfres a 1175 Cott Horn 225 Fifti

fedmewid c *203 Lay 1285 Fifti scipenfulle 1297 R Grouc.
(1724) 518 Arst he adde lleye an erthe vnssnned vifti Sjei

c 1325 Meir Horn 18 A man haht him fifty penis £1380
Wyclif Whs (1880) 192 Fourty or fyfty in a queer c 1400
Destr. Troy 4064 In hor company come clene bhippes fyftd

1483 Cath Angl 132/2 Fifte sithe, qumquagesies <*1361
G Cavendish Metr Vis m Life Wolsey (1823) II 31 This
fyvetie or threscore yere 1388 Shaks. L . L. L iv ill 242
A withered Heimite, fiue score winters worne, Might shake
off fiftye looking in her eye 1611 Bible Gen. ix aB And
Noah Iiued after the flood, three hundred and fifty yeeres
1683 Pennsylv Anhvues I 57 To secure the Paeyment of
fivety pounds of like money, 1777 Robertson Hist Amer.
(1783) II 377 Near the fifty-third degree of latitude *847
Tennyson Prmc v 305 Some fifty on a side 1878 Morley
Carlyle Cnt Misc Ser 1. 199 The disruption of the French
monarchy fifty years afterwards

b Used indefinitely as a large number.
1818 Byron Juan 1 cvm, When people say, 1 I’ve told you

fifty tunes', They mean to scold 1870 Kingsley in Gd
Wotds 004/1 A merchant who had fifty things to tell us of
his own special business

f c. = Fiftieth. Obs.

*539 Tonstall Semi. Palm Snnd. (1823) 58 Expoundynge
the gospel of John m the fyfty treaty 1358 Kennedy
Comfend. Treatise in Wodr Soc Misc (1844) 123 The
Apostolis ressavit the gift of the Haly Gaist the fyftiday,
callit in our language Wytsounday 1378 Timme Caluine on
Gen 156 As we may read in the fiftie Psalme.

B sb

I. A set of fifty persons or things.
c xooo Ags, Gosp Mark vi.40 Hi ba saeton hundredon &

fiftixon 138a Wyclif Luke ix 14 Make hem to sitte to mete
by feestis, fyftyes 1611 Bible 2 Kings 1 13 Hee sent
againe a. captame of the third fiftie, with his fiftie —
r Mace, iii 55 Iudas ordained captains ouer fifties, and
ouer tennes 1844 Lingard Anglo Sax Ch (1858) II ix 64
Every deacon read two fifties [fifty psalms] 1894 I vnes
23 Feb, 8/4 The price rose by fifties to ,£3,450.

2 a. The age of fifty years, b. Thefifties • the
years between fifty and sixtym a particular century
or m one’s life.

c 1714 Pope Innt Hor , Epist 1 vli 73 Near fifty and
without a Wife 1833 Tennyson Mattel 1 vi 31 Ah, what
shall I be at fifty Should Natuie keep me alive? 1880 Miss
Broughton Sec

.
Th. II in, iv. 157 ,

1

know that I am some-
where in the fifties, and that I was bom on a Monday 1889
R B. Andfrson tr Rydberg’s Tent Mythol. 9 A series of
works published in the fifties and sixties

+ 3 . A fifty-gun ship Obs.
*778 Burke Qorr. (1844) II 249 Two ships of the line, two

fifties, and about four lesser frigates 1799 Naval Citron.
I 292 Ships of the line 188, Fifties 27.

C Comb
,
as in fifty-fold adj and adv

; fifty-
gun-ship

; fifty-per-cent a
,

usurious
;

fifty-

weight, half a hundredweight,
cxaoo iELrRic Gram (Z ) 285 Qmnqnagenarius

,

"fiftigfeald
1606 Shaks Ant. <! Cl, 1 11 70 Till the worst of all follow
him laughing to his graue, fifty-fold a Cuckold 1872
Proctor Ess Astron xt 158 Exceeding fiftyfold the volume
of the Sun. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 58 Ten sail of the line,
and a "fifty-gun-ship 1832 MarryatN Forsterxm, A fifty-

gun ship, frigate, and two corvettes, made their appearance.
x8aS Knapp & Baldw Newgate Cal III 496/1 No trades-
man of a "fifty per cent conscience 1667 Primatt City
& C Build, 105 Nine hundred and "fifty weight of Lead
taken up in Ledges and Gutters. 1840 W. S Mayo
Kaloolah 140 Packing on my back about fifty weight of
iron bolts

Fiftyless (frftdes), a [f prec. + -less } 'With-
out fifty j in quot = not fifty years old
1767 G. Canning Poeius 87 Let not your fiftyless lover

despair.

Kg (fig)> sdl Forms : 3-5 figs, 4-6 fyg(g(e,

(4 fife). 5-8 flgg(e, 6-9 Sc. and 9 dial, feg, 9
dial, vig, 5- fig. [a. OF. figs, figue,

ad Prov
figetyfigua » Sp higa (obs. rare), It. fua (rare)’—
popular Lat *fiea fig, f L. ficus («-stem) fig-

tree, fig. The L ficus was taken into OE as

fic (see Fike sb.1) and was represented directly m
OF. byfi ( = It. fico

,
Sp. higo, Pg figo), and *fica

Ufie]
1. The fruit of the fig-tree or Ficus, esp. the fruit

of the Ficus tarica. + Figs ofPharaoh : the fruit

of the Sycamore Fig (Ficus Sycomorus)
<1x223 diner R 130 Swete frut, }>et me clepeo figes 0x323
Coer de L. 1540 Fyggys, raysyns, in frayel 1393 Langl.
P. PI, C in 29 Ne on croked kene )>orne kynde fygys wexe
01400 Maundev. (1839) v S° Fyge trees j?at beren no leves
but fyges vpon the smale braunches, & men clepen hem
Figes of Pnaroon 0x430 Two Cookery-bks. 15 An sethe
fygys in Wyne & grynde hem 1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas
1 111 S73 The milky Fig, the Damson black and white
1671 Salmon Syn Med in lxxxn 713 Apply a Cataplasm
of Figgs and Raisons stoned 1730-46 T homson Autumn
679 Beneath his ample leaf the luscious fig x8ox Soutiij y
Thalaba 11 xxxiu, BefoLe their guest 1 hey laid the lus-

cious fig 1870 Morris Earthly Par I 11 552 In the orchard
hangs aloft The purple fig

b. =Ftg-tbee Any tree of the genus Ficus,

esp Ficus canca. Indian Fig' the Banyan (F.

mdica), or the Pipal {F teligiosa).

1382 Wyclit Nnni xx 5 The whiche ne fige getith, ne
vynes, ne powmgamettis 01400 Rom Rose 1364 Fyges, &
many a date tree There wexen 0 1440 Prontp Pam 159
Fygge or fyge tre, ficus. 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729)
222 Figs and Mulberries will be propagated by their Suckers
1763 Churchill Gotham 1, The Fig, which gave our first

Parents Cloaths. i860 Delamer Kitch Gard 150 The Fig
—Ftcits canca

0 In the East and West Indies popularly applied
(like the corresponding words m Fr

, Sp ,
and Pg.),

to the Banana, also to the Cochineal Cactus
1582 N LiTCHnrLD tr Castaneda’s Discern E Ind ix 22

Fruites that is to saye, Pomegranets, Figges of the Indias,
Oienges 1700 S L tr C Fryke’s 7wo Voy into E 1 31
Pisang Figgs,which are a long kind of I lgg 17x2 tr Pomet's
Hist Dings 1 17 The Indian Fig call'd Jamacan is the
same Plant that .. bears the Cochineal, 1794 [see Cochi-
neal a]

+ 2 . A poisoned fig used as a secret way of de-

stroying an obnoxious person. Often Fig ofSpam,
Spanish , Italianfig Obs
0x389 Theses Martmiame 21 Have you given him an

Italian figge ? x6x6 R C Times' Whistle w\ 1151 Tins boy
. long he shall not soe, if figs of Spam their force retaine
x6 North Theiet’s Lives (1657) 43 Tamberlaine dul
cause a Fig to be given him, and aftei his death man led
lus widow 1670 G H. Hist Cardinals 111 1 233 Some
report he was poyson’d with an Italian Fig. 1691 Bethel
Provui God 33 He durst not have disobeyed for, fear of
a Dose, or a Fig

3 . As the name of a disease, from the resemblance
in shape fa In human bemgs : The disease

Ficus
, or the piles Also pi. Obs.

34 Non in Wr -Wfilckei 707 Hie figyis, the fyge 1483
Cath Angl 130/j he Figes, nmdam morbus, fiats. 01350
laLoyoTreos Health (156$)M ij, It isgood ifthe fygge blede.

b. Famety. An excrescence on the frog of a
horse’s foot, somewhat resembling a fig.

1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts 4x4 Of the Figge, A Horse
having receiued any hurt in the sole of his foot there will
grow in that place a ceitain superfluous piece of flesh, like
a Figge x6x6 Surfl & Markh Country Fame 142 You
must pare the hoofe betwixt the sole of the foot and the
figge 1733 Chambers Cycl, Snff ,

Fig in the manege, is

a sort of wart on the flush and sometimes all over the body
of a horse 1823 in Crabb Technol Diet
4: As a type of anything small, valueless, or con-

temptible
,

also, •f a dried fig ,
a fig’s end. In

phrases • + Never a fig = not at all
,

{to + bid,

care
,
give) a fig, or fig's end for ; to mind

,
value

{a person or thing), be worth afig orfig's end.
0x400 Destr Troy 12206 He fortherit neuer a fyge with

his fight yet 0 1430 Crt ofLove xcvm, A Figge for all her
chastite 1 1371 Hanmer Citron Irel (1633) 115 If hee
threaten as an enemie, a figge for his Monarchic, a 1572
Knox Hist Ref Wks 1846 i 173 A feg for the fead, and
a buttoun for the braggyne of all the heretikis m Scot-
land. 1600 Rowlands Let Humours Bloods 7 All Beere
in Europe is not worth a figge 1632 Shi rwood s y Figge,
Not to care a figge for one,fairs lafigue a 1634 Withals
Diet 557 Fitnn umbra non einerim

, I will not give a fig’s

end foi it. 17x0 Bnt Apollo III 3/1 No Man Does care
a Fig for such a Woman 1728 Vanbr & Cm Prov. Hnsb.
ii 1 49 Pshah l a Fig for lus Mony 1 1840 Thackeray
Cathei me vu. We have it from nature, and so a fig for Miss
Edgeworth 1832 — Esmond in ii, Nor . is the young
fellow worth a fig that would 1833 Robinson Whitby
Gloss , A feg’s end for it. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 185
Charlie does not care a fig about it.

t b. Used contemptuously; so Fig’s end used
as a substitute for some other word. Also as
an exclamation, Cf Fiddlesticks t Fiddlestick’s

end l Obs
1604 Shaks Oth 1. iii 322 Vertue? A figge, ’tis m our

selues that we are thus, or thus Ibid. 11 1. 236 Redo. She’s
full of most bless’d condition lago BJess'd figges-end
1732 Foote Taste u Wks 1799 23 This is Mynheer Baron
de . Lady. Mynheer Figs-end.

5 . dial A Jaism.

1787 Grose Prov Gloss
,
Figs, raisins, W. x88o in W.

Corn-tv. Gloss, x88a Hainfsh Gloss

6 . slang.

1798 Edgeworth Pract Educ I 315 Coiners give names
to the various kinds of false money which they circulate

,
such as fiats, ovfigs, orfigthmgs
7 Soap-making (See quots.)
1883 Caritnter Manitfi, Soap 1 12 The appearances

known as ’grain’ or 'strike' in a hard soap and ‘fig’ in a
soft soap, are due to the crystalline character of soap Ibid.*
vi. 161 To produce a grained soft-soap (or

1

fig ’)

8.

Fig {of tobacco) : a small piece, Cf. Fid
1837-40 Haliburton Clocknt (1862) 187 How are you off

for tobacco? paid Mr. Slick, Grand, said he, got half a fig

left yet 1893 Mrs C Praed Outlaw Lawmaker I. 103
Running round to the store for a fig of tobacco
9. atinb. and Comb, a simple attrib

, asfig-box,
-dium

,
-juice, -plaster,

-skin, -fait, wasp, -wood
-yard

,
fig-like adj b objective, as fig-gathei ei

\

-lover, -seller

1868 Less Mid Age 126 The one man of the company set
his foot upon the old "fig-box 1864 Thoreau tape Cod
x. (1894) 324, I saw a great many barrels and "fig drums
1332 Huloii, "Figge gatherer, feetor 1833 Hicmc tr
Anstoph (1872) II 637 Pound together garlic with "fig.
juice. 1845 Lindley Sch Bot iv (1838) 28 b, The loots
have long*ng-hke fibres 1332 HuLOET,*Figge \o\xar,ficetor
1884 Browning I-ei tshtah (1883) 56 Try a *fig-plaster may
it ease thy pangs ' 1483 Cath Angl 120/2 A *Fige celler,

ficarms 1833 Browning PraLippo 85, I starved On "fig-
skins, 1352 Huloet, "Figge tartes, collylna 1883 G Allen
m Knawl 3 Aug 66/1 The "fig-wasps lay their eggs in the
fruit of the capnfico 1875 PorLEN Anc <$- Mod Fnm 33
"Figwood, willow, plane, elm, ash [etc] 1370 Levins
Mamp 2x0/29 "Fygyeard, ficetmn. 1874 Farrar
Christ 35 Winding thro’ the rich figyards and olive groves
10. Special comb., as fig-apple, a kind of apple

(see quot ) , fig-banana, a small vauety of the
banana common in the West Inches {Cent Diet )

;

fig-bean, a name for several species of Lupmus
;

fig-bird, (a) = Becoafico
,

{b) see quot. 1854;
fig-blue, soluble blue {Cent Diet ) , flg-cake (see

quot 1858), fig-dust, finely ground oatmeal, used
as food for caged birds {Cent Diet.)

,

fig-eater,
{a) one who eats figs

;
{b) =Becoafico

, fig-fauns
=L fauni fleam (see Forcellini s. v. ficarms)

;

fig-finch.=

B

eccafico
, fig-flower, a fig of the fiist

crop ; fig-frail, a frail or basket of figs (see Frail
sb )

,

fig-gnat, a gnat, Culcxficarms

,

injurious to
the fig ; fig-mangold, a name given to several

species of the genus Mesembriantkemum
; fig-

peeker=-BECCAFico
, fig-peepul, the Indian Fig

(see above, sense 1 b) , fig-shell, a shell somewhat
resembling a fig

;
fig-sue dial

,
a posset of bread,

figs, and ale; fig-Sunday dial

,

Palm Sunday;
fig-water, a decoction of figs. Also Fig-leaf,
-TREE, -WORT.
1707 Mortimer Hnsb 542 The *Fig-apple is also newly

propagated, the Tree yielding no Blossoms . nor hath the
Fruit in it any Core 1637W Coles Adam in Eden ccxn
333 T hey are usually called Lupines . yet some call them
*!• lg-beanes after the Dutch name 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plant it, Fig-Bean, 1376 Newton Lemme's
Complex (1633)105 "Figge-birds 1854 J. W Warti r Last
ofOldSquires mu 138 The chiff-chaffs , one ofwhich Sussex
people call the fig-bird. 1837 Wheelwright tr Aristo-
phanes II 29 She once supplied us with "fig-cakes and figs.

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, I- ig-cakc, a preparation of
figs and almonds worked up into a hard paste, and pressed
into round cakes like small cheeses 1332 Huloet, "Figge
eater, ficarms 1678 Ray Willughby's Omith 216 The
Beccafigo or Fig eater. 1730 Birie (Douay) Jcr I 39
Therefore shall dragons dwell there with the *fig-fauns

1653 Moufet & BcNNrT Health's Intprov xvm 162 The
"Fig-finch, the Thrush and the Oisters. 17x9 London &
Wise Compl Gard v. 94 Figs bear twice a year, viz first

in July and August, and are usually call’d "Fig-Flowers
1607 Middleton Five Gallants iv v, Upon paths made of
"fig-frails^ 1658 Rowland Moufiet 's Theat Ins 054 Cnlex
ficarms, i e "Fig Gnat 1731 Medley Kolben's tape G.
Hope II 255 African "Fig-Marygold with a long triangular
leaf and a flesh coloured flower x88xE Holub Seven ITr
in S Africa I 1 16 Fig-mangolds of various kinds are es-

pecially prominent 1647 R Stafylton Juvenal 267 The
ficedula or "figpecker, called by the Italian ' beccafico ’, be-
cause it feeds most on figtrees 1864 A V. Kirwan Host
4 Guest 1 2 Several species of dates, fig-peckers, roebuck,
and wild hoar 1839 Lang Wand India 303 The tamarind,
the *hg-peepul, the pomegranate, and others of the plains.

1732 Sir J Hill Hist Amin. 151 The "Fig-shell, with the
depressed clavicle. 1888 Riverside Nat Hist. I 352 The
species of Ficula are known from their shape as fig or pear
shells. 1831 Cumbrld Gloss, *Fig-Sue, bread and figs
boiled in ale 1830 N. A- Q. xst Ser. II 68/2 "Fig Sunday.
1747 Mrs. Delany Autobiog. (1861) II. 480 "Fig-water has
cured him.

+ Fig (fig), sb 2 Obs, [ad. F. figue (in phrase
faire la figue to make the gesture described), ad.

It flea ;
cf Sp higam dar la higa to ‘ give the fig

By some identified with Fig sb 1 (foi a story purporting to
account for the use, see Littrd s v ) According to others,
It fica had an indecent sense: see Tommaseo’s Diet J

A contemptuous gesture which consisted m thrust-

ing the thumb between two of the closed fingeis or
into the month. Also, fig of Spam, and To give
{a person) thefig.
1579 Ulp Fulweix Art ofFlattery ii C iv/x For a token

I thee sende A dotinge Figge of Spayne 1399 Shaks
Hen V

,
in vi. 62 The Figge of Spame 1600 Shepherd's

Slumber in England's Helicon Ziv, With scowling browes
their follies check and so giue them the Fig 1891 C E
Norton Dante's Hell xxv 133 The thief raised his hands
with both the figs, crying, ‘ Take that God 1

’

Yig (fig), sb 3 [f. Fig v 4 2.

It has been asserted that in fashion prints * Full fig ’ (ab-
breviation for figure) and 1 Demi fig * were formerly used
for front and back or side views of the figure ; but we have
failed to find confirmation of the statement ]

1. Dress, equipment, only in phr. infullfig.
1841 T Hook Fathers # Sons xxi, In full fig for the cere-

mony, 1839 De Quincey Casuistry Rom Meals Wks. III.
269 All belted and plumed, and in full military fig 1866
Motley Corr. 14 Aug. II. 247 We all turned out iq full fig
t}ie other day.
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2

Condition, form

1883 Sherer A i Home m India 203 Lord Alanc was in

meat fig Mod The horse was in good fig for the race,

f Tig, V 1 Obs. rare, [f Fig sb '] tram only

m + Tofig away (a person) to get nd of by means

of a poisoned fig Obs. Cf Fig sb. 1 2

1600 Bp W Barlow A nsvu Nameless Cath 23 Cardinals

Allen and Toilet ,
yea Pope Sixtus qumtus himselfe, all

figg’d away in a trice Ibid 109 What an excellent veine

botn Popes haue in Figging each other away

f Fig, zk 2 Obs [f. Fig sb 2
] tians To insult

(a person) by giving him the fig see Fig sh 2

1507 Shaks 2 Hen IV, v in 123 When Pistoll lyes, do

this, and figge me, like The bragging Spaniard

+ Fig, v 3 Obs, Also 7 figge. [var of Fiketi 1
;

cf. also Fidge v) tntr. To move briskly and

restlessly ,
to jog to and fro Also, tofig about

*S95 Enq Tripe-wife (1881) 148, I trotted from my trotter

stall. And figd about from neates feete neatly drest 1598

Sylvester Du Bartas 11 1 Handte-Crafts 505 Like as a

bound that upon the sent doth ply, Figs to and fro, and

fals m cheerfull cry 1644 Quarles Barnabas # B (1651)

73 They that run to sermons, figge to lectures, pray

thrice a day [etc ] a 1734 North Exam l 111 § 125(1740)

204 Multitudes of factious People incessantly figed about

Hence Fi ggmg vbl sb
,
and ppl, a.

1577 B Googe Heresbach's Hnsb (1586) 6 Not medling

with figging, chopping, & changing, nor seeking their living

by handycrafts. 1601 Deacon & Walker Answ to Dare

l

100 Your violent Askings and figgmgs about those your idle

vagaries a 16*7 Middleton Chaste Maid 111 11, Their short

figging little smttle-cock heels 1 a 1659 Osborn Observ

Turks Wks (1673) 334 Their daily figging up and dow n the

streets unattended, 01x693 Urquhart Rabelais 11 xxxu,

Their figging Itch, wngling Mordicancy 01x734 North
Lives I 99 His figging about at the first entrance.

Fig (fig), v 4 [var. of Feague ]

1. tians. = Feague v. 2 b To fig out (a horse) •

to trot out in lively condition Also to fig up, to

make lively or spirited.

1810 Storting Mag XXXVI 182 He said the horse was

figged with ginger. 1819 Moore Tom Cnb'sMcm 94 In

vain did they try to fig up the old lad. 1825 C. M West-

macott Eng Spy I 177 Fig out two lively ones [horses]

2 To fig out. to dress, ‘get up’. Also to fig

up • to furbish up, make ‘ smart ’.

1837 Marryat Dog-fiend xx, Landsmen are figged out as

fine as Lord Harry. 184* Thackeray Sec Fun Nap '

he styled the dress I had figged myself out in.

+ 3 ? To stuff Obs rare~ x
.

Johnson explains this ‘To put something useless into a

person’s head Low Cant ’
, _

169a R L'Estrange Fables ccccm 378 Away to the Sow

she goes, and Figs her in the Crown with another Story

tFig, » 5 slang- Obs. [Of doubtful origin]

perh (like Feague, Fig Fake) repr Ger.

fegen

.

see Fake v. The spelling fiegge (see Tig-

boy) seems to support this ] tntr. To pick pockets

Hence Pi’ffger (see quot )
Pi gfgin&T vbl. sb. only

in figging-law (see quot. 1785)
c 155a Dice-Play Bva, Hyghc law robbery ;

Figgmge

law, picke purse crafte x6xx Dekker RoanngGirle Wks

1873 III 920 All his traine study the figging law 1785

Grose Diet Vnlg. Tong ,
Digger, a little hoy put in a

window to hand out goods to the diver Ibid., Figging

law, the art of picking pockets.

Figarde Obs. rare~^. [corruptly ad. G
pygarg-us ] =Pygakg
*
1388 Wyclif Dent xiv 5 A figarde.

Figary, var form of Fegaey, vagary

Figate, 1 obs form of Faggot.

1645 N Drake Siege Pontejr (Surtees) 69 They made

ligates, of which they made a bamcado. This eevmng the

enemy was seene to bring. figateS

+ Fi’g-boy. Obs. slang [f. stem of Fig vP +
Boy ] A pickpocket
0550 Dice-Play Dvb, Where by fyne fingered Fegge

boye picked shalbe his purse. 1602 W Watson Quodhbets

Rehg fy State 61 Practicall science muented by fig-boyes,

and men of the Bernard high lawe,

p Fi-g-cLote. Obs Also 5 -dode, 7 -date. Con-

jectured to be ad. Pg figo doudo, wild (lit.
* mad )

fig,= Fr. figue folle Ct. Du. vijghe dote, dodesche

vijgh (Kihan) m same sense. In the S.W counties

dough-fig is used for a dried fig, the word^?g alone

meaning a raism ] An inferior kind of fig

x48x-go Howard Househ. Bits (Roxb) 351 Item, f°r

a topet of fygge dodes ij * x55* Huloet, Figge dote,

hmcon 1655 Moufet & Bennet Healths Improv xxu.

204 Let Dioscoudes commend his yellow figs, ana Ira*

tensis his Mariscas or Fig-dates,

tFiffee, Obs Forms: 4-5 fygey(e, £ figee,

figge [Perh. onginally a. OF, figl a dish of

curds, subst use of pa pple of figer to curdle
,
m

later use associated with Fig sb x
]
A dish m old

cookery a offish (see quot. 1381) 5 to- of figs, etc

1381 in S Pegge Forme ofCury (1780) 114 For to make

Fveey Nym Lucys or tenchis and hak hem in morseiis

[etc ] *4 , Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 119 A figg®

To mak a figge tak figges and bode themm wyne, then [etc ]

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks 94 Ffygey Take figges and caste

hem in a potte And [etc ].

t Fi’gent, a. Obs, Also 6 figgent, 7 figient,

Fitchant f? f Fidge v. + -ent ] Fldgety, restless

x<g8 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878) 51 He Is an odd figgent iagk

Vol, IV,

called Iealousie 1605 Chapman, etc Eashu Hoe m ii

D iv h. Quick What kind of figent memory haue you? Pet
Nay then, what kind of figen t wit hast thou 1 16x3 Beaum.
& Fl Coxcomb iv 111, He was somewhat figent with me
a 1616 — Fr Lawyer nr i, I have known such a wrang-
ling advocate Such a little figent thing a 1627 Middleton
Chaste Maid in m, I never could stand long in one place

yet , I learnt it of my father, ever fig.ent

t Fi'ger. Obs [a OF figter (mod Y.figuier),

{.figue Fig sb ?] A fig-tiee Alsofiger-tree
a 1300Cm sorM 804 (Cott 1 pal cled pam panm pat mister

Wit leues biad bath 0 figei CX300 K Alts 5784 Appel
trowes and fygeres c 1320 Sir Tnstr 30B2 Ful ner J>e g.it

bai abade Vnder a figer tre a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 86 On
Firres and fygers pei fongen heore seetes 1401 Pol Points

(Rolls) II 1x2 The curse that Crist 3af to Phariseis, figured

la the figre tree

t Frgetive, a. Her. Obs. Also 5 figityve, 7
figitrve. [ad heraldic Lat. ftgitlv-us irregularly

f. L figlre to fix. see -tiye ] =FrfCBED.
1486 Bk St Albans,Her Cvjb.Thys cros is founde other

while pycche or figityue in armys 16x0 Gutllim Herald)

y

n vu (x6xi) 69 Crosses that haue the whole fourth part

figitive 1828-40 Berry Encycl He> aid I, Figetive
,
fitened

Figged (figd), ppl' a [f Fig sb 1 + -ed 2
]

= Piggy a and 3
X720 Humourist 157 Then they eat figged pudding 1839

Ure Diet Arts, etc s v Soap, Interspersed with the figged

granulations of stearate of potash

Frggery, sb rai e. [f. Fig sb.° or v 4 + -eey j

Dressy ornament.
1841 Thackeray Sec Fun. Nap i, Coquettes cover their

persons with figgery, fantastically ari anged.

Frggery-four, vulgar U S pronunc of figui e-

(of~)four (trap) : see Figure sb. 19 c

Figging (ti gi^)j sb. [f Fig sb 1 + -ING 1
]
The

granulation produced in soft soap by the addition

of tallow in the manufacture.

1830 Ure Did Arts, etc sv Soap

tFi’ggins, Obs [A variant form of Fegs J

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 v, By my figgms, godmother,

I cannot as yet enter m the humour of being merry

a 1693 Ibid 111 lu, By my Figgins, I believe it

t Fi'ggle, ® Obs. rate-1. [Cf Fig v 3 and

Daggle, Draggle, etc ] mtr To fidget about

a X652 Brome Lovesick Court v. 11, Our fleecy sheep. Who
shake their heads, figgle, and wnth their tayls

t Figgum, Obs ?Juggler’s tricks.

16x6 B Jonson Devil an Ass v vni, Toy See, he spits

fire Pov O no, he plaies at Figgum, The Diuell is the

Author of wicked Figgum

piggy (fi gi), a. [f Fig sb 1 4 -y

1. Resembling figs, sweet as figs
;
m quot.fig.

1548HooperDeclar xoConmtandm iv 39 A gentle, swete,

and fyggie god that will not see thabhommation

2 Made with figs, i. e raisms ;
see Fig sby 5

1846 Spec Cornish Dial 53 A thoompmg figgy pudden.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
Figgie-dcnudie, a west-

country pudding, made with raisms, and much in vogue at

sea among the Cornish and Devon men.

3 In Soap-making : Containing white granula-

tions, like the seeds of figs, of stearate of potash.

x86a O’Neill Dyeing # Calico Print 185/1 The quality

of soft soap is thought to depend in some measure upon the

existence of white particles diffused^through the mass,pro-

ducing the appearance called ‘ figgy ’•

Fight (fsit), sb Forms . a. 1 feoht(e, 2-3

fiht(e, 3 f8eht(e, fahte, feht(e, south, veht, feiht,

(feoht, flth, Apt, fy^te), 3-5 fi3t(e, south 3

vihte, 4 vx(y)3t, (4 fejt, floht, fyh.te, south.

vyhte, fyth), 4-5 fyght, (5 feght, feyghte,

fighte), 5-6, 9 Sc. fecht, 8 Sc. (faught), 9

dial, feight, 3. 5“ ^ T Sefeoht, 2-3

lfiht. [f. next vb , OE had three words, feoht

e

wk. fern., feoht and gefeoht str nent Cf OFns.

fiuchte wk fem
,
OS. and OHG fehta str. fern.

(MHG. vehie fem ) ;
also Du. geveiht, OHG gifeht

(MHG geveht, mod.Ger gefeckt

)

str. neut.]

1 . The action of fighting Now only arch, m
phrase (

valiant

,

etc.) m fight. + In fight : en-

gaged in battle

Beowulf 95g (Gr )We past ellenweorc feohtan fremedon

c xooo Ass Ps cxlui[i] 1 God ttece> handa mine to feohte

C1175 Lamb Horn, 151 BeoS stronge on fihte c 1205 Lay

23208 To-gmdre heo fusden and velit heo bigunnen 13

E E. A Hit P B, 275 He watz famed for fre pat fe3t loued

best 2340 Ayenb 219 Moyses ouercom amalec . naht be

mat ac be his holy biddmges c X420 Antins of Arih.

xxil, For Fraunse haue 3e frely with 3aure fi3te wonne. 15x3

Douglas AEueis X vi 76 Thar syre that compameon was

in fecht To Hercules 1548 Hall Citron. (.1809) 296 The

ward the English, being trained to that fight [1 e the prao

tice of archery] did thereby chiefly mamtame themselues

with honourable aduantage against all nations.

2 A combat, battle

a. A hostile encounter or engagement between

opposing forces, = Battle i. Now arch or

rhetorical

^893 K /Eixred Ores, 1. ix | 1 pmt gefeoht betuh

Cretense & Athemense pam folcum. c 1205 Lay 18693 Alle

pa seouen mhte llaste pat selliche feoht. c 1310 m Pol Songs

(Camden) 190 Sue Jakes ascapede Out of the fykte mwel
muchele drede. 1596 Shaks j Hen. IV, 11 m 58 Thou hast

talk’d .Of all the current of a headdy fight 1600 Hol-

land Livy xx 327 The conflicts and fights at sea, in the first

Punick warre. a 1671 Ld. Fairfax Mem (1699) 68 This

was the issue of Hornsby Fight, X789 Cowper Ann.
Mem. 1789, 23 Siege after siege, fight after fight x8zx

Shelley Hellas 474 The sea-convulsmg fight 1852 Ten-

nyson Ode Death Dk Wellington 96 He that gam d a

hundred fights.

to. A combat between two or more persons or

animals. Not now usually applied (exc rhetoric-

ally) to a formal duel, but suggesting primarily

either the notion of a biawl or unpremeditated en-

counter, or that of a pugilistic combat
c 1300 Tictvclok 2668 So as bi*twenen hem a fiht Fro pe

morwen ner to pe mlit. a 1400 Octouian 1093 The Sarsyns

cryde To hare God Mahone To help her geaunt in that

fvght 1606 Shaks Tr 4 Cr. iv v 90 As you and Lord

Alneas Consent vpon the order of their fight 1678 Butler

Hud, hi 1 84 The ancient Errant Knights Won all their

Ladies’ Hearts in Fights 17x2-4 Hope Rape Lock v 77

Nor fear’d the Chief th’ unequal fight to try, Who sought

no more than on his foe to die 1818 Shelley Rev Islcnn

1 vui 4 An Eagle and a Serpent wreathed m fight 1826

T Wilson Noct. Ambr Wks 1855 I 174 You hear faint

far aff echoes o’ fechts wi’ watchmen. 1840 Blaine Encycl

Erie of Warwick after long fight, wisely did perceiue Ins

men to be ouerpressed. 1592 Shaks Ven. <$• Ad 114 Hie

god of fight 1666 Evelyn Meni (1857) n 5 The Duke of

Albemarle was stillm fight. 1680 Mqrden GeogRect US85)

88 No River affordeth more sufficiency for Fight. 1859

Tennyson Enid 223 So that I be not fall n m fight

b. In. obvious phrases : To \fang,

,

*p take {the)

fight, to givefight, to make {a)fight

^1300 CursorM 55*5 (Cott ) If pai tak agams vs fight

eiiSo Golan os 4 Caw. 762 Of tliair stnfe sa Strang, ins

feght so fellely thai fang 1831 Examiner 89/x Suppose

they should make fight upon the occasion. 1835 Marryat

P. Simple x, They . bad resolved to ‘ give fight . 1847 -
Childr N Forest xx. We will make a fight for it. 1884

Times 5 Mar 5/2 Apparently he made a great fight

+ o. Method of fighting. Obs.

X603 Knollks Hist 'Pinks 638J 89 After the tnaner of

the fi|ht of that time, 1613 Hayward WilliamJ 77 After-

Riir Sports § 4077 (1852) 1229 New rules of the ring

adopted after a fatal fight between [etc ]

c With various qualifying attributes. Runmng
fight a fight kept up while one party flees and the

other pursues. Sham fight' a mimic battle (in-

tended to exercise or test the troops engaged, or

simply for display) *p Single fight: a duel.

Stand-up fight one m which the combatants

‘ stand up ’ manfully to each other.

1506 Shaks i Hen IV, v 1 xoo, I will . Try fortune

with him, m a Single Fight. X697 Dryden jEneid via 751

Henlus in single Fight I slew 1727 in Bailey yol II
_

s v.

Fights

,

Runmng Fights [at Sea] 1876 Green Short Hist.

vu § 4 4tx The runmng fight between the two fleets

lasted throughout the week. 1884 Pall Mall G 0 July i/x

We can all understand a stand-up fight on a clear issue.

1890 Spectator 20 Sept 362/i The sham fight near Gross-

wardem in Hungary
3. fig Strife, conflict, struggle for victory; -
Battle 7.

ciooo Bi Manna Mode 66 (Gr)WearS seo feohte to grim.

a xa*5 Ancr R 162 Ure Louerd sulf stont per bi pe uihte

a 1300 CursorM 20114 (Gott ) Loued scho nouper fun na

stnue. X340 Ayenb 131 A ueld of uiy3t huennne him be-

houep eure to libbe. 1526-34 Tindale i Tun vi 12 Fyght

the good fyght offayth 1667 MiltonP L vi 30 Well hast

thou fought The better fight 1794 Burns Contentedm
little 6 Man is a sodger, and life is a faugnt. 18x8 Shelley

Rev Islam v. 11. 7 What secret fight Evil and good. .Waged
thro’ that silent throng _

4

Power, strength or inclination lor lighting;

pugnacity. Also in to showfight.
xfxa SportingMag XXXIX 138 Which ultimately took

the fight out of him. 1863 H KingsleyA Elliot Ixv, 188

Until—something or another happens to make little Eleanor

show fight. 1886 McCarthy & Praed Right Hon. I vu.

120 Their country had fight enough in her yet. 189a G.

Hake Mem 80 Yeais lxiv. 272 Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,

a man of fight ,

f 5 A kind of screen used during a naval

engagement to conceal and protect the crew of

the vessel. Usually in pi, Obs. See also Close-

fight
,

1598 Shaks Merry W n. 11 142 Clap on more sailes,

pursue vp with your fights Glue fire 1631 Herwood />our

5laid of West iv. Wks. 1874 II. 316 Then now up with your
a * . * TV A L ... G/m er Tim Wlfh Vfllll*

m rs avigation, areme wiiaic- vrT —r— ' :

hang round about the Ship, to hinder men. from being seen

m fight, or any place wherein men may cover themselves

end yet use their Arms 1721-1800 in Bailey.

t to. Foremost fight (nonce-use) : a breastwork

on a rampart ;
= foufight

,

L propugnaculum.

c i6xx Chapman Ihad xn. 271 They fiercely set vpon ..

The Parrapets ras’t euerie formost fight. 1 lieUreeKs 3 ec

stood, and stil repaird the forefights of their wall

f 8. A division of an army in battle array. Gt,

Battle sb. 8. Obs
1622 Drayton Poly olb. x\ii 221 The Kmg into three

fights his forces doth divide,

7 . Comb ,
as in+fight-field, -time , Also ffight-

rao’t (?= -racked) a

,

overthrownm battle , + flgM-

v^te, a fine for taking part in a disturbance

x6xx Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv. iv Decay 031^ ill one

winding Cave Become the*Fight-FieM oftwo Armies brav-e

cx6xx Chapman Ihad xv. 490 His fall was like a fi"ht-rac t

towre, e 1400 Desir Troy 6267 pat our fos with no faulshed

in pe *fyght tyme, Sese not our Cit£ c 000 Laws Edw 4
Gnih, xm, Past *fyht-wite. c1250 Gloss Law Terms in Rel.

Ant I. 33 Ficthwite, quite de medlSe de lamcrci

Figtt (fait)
,
v. Pet. t andpa pple fought (fgt).

Forms • Infin. 1 feohtan, fehtan, north fehta,

3 fehten, south, rehten, (3 feahten, fahten,
9
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fuhten), 3-5 fejt(e, (4 fett), 3-6 feghte, 4-8 Sc.
fecht, 2-3 feihten, (4 feygtte), 5-6 feyght(yn,
(5 fayjte, 6 Sc. feicht), 6, 9 dial, feight

, 2-3
flhten, Orm fihhtenn, 3-5 fljtefo fite(n, 4
south, vijte, (4 fyj>t), 4-5 fighte(n, 4-6
fyghte, 9 dial foight, fught, 3- fight. Pa t 1

feaht, fsehtj pi fuhton, (2 feight, 3 faht, fseht,
feaht, feht, feoht, feuht, fuht), 3-5 faat(e,
-ght(e, 3 south, vagt, (3 faehte, fagt, fapt), 3-5
fo3te, (5 foghte, flights), (3 fougte, 4 fouhte,
6 fougte, foughted, fought, 9 font), 3-5 faults,
-ghte, (4 fauht, -th, fawght, 5 faughth, fawte, 6
faucht), (5 fet, 8-9 dial or vulgar fit), 6- fought.
Pa. pple. 1 fohten, 3-6 foghten, (3 fughten), 4
foujten, (foojte, founts), 5-9 arch foughten, (4
-yn, 6 foohin, 6 fowth, 6- fought), 7-9 dial or
vulgar fit, fitten. [A Com WGer stiong vb *

OE feohtan = OFris.fiuchta, OS *fehtan (not re-
coided, but cf the sb fehta ; Du vechten), OHG.
fehtan (MHG vehten, mod Ger.fechteii) OTeut,
type *fehtan (faht, fuhtum,fohtono-).
The conjugation of this vb is peculiar, because In all the

other vhs that have the n- and o grades these are caused
by the piesence of a liquid or nasal

; possibly the forms have
been influenced by the analogy offehtan to plait Outside
1 eutonic the formal equivalent is L pectirc to comb, thoughme difference in sense causes some difficulty ; see Brugmann
Grundrtss II §680]

1

B

1. intr To contend in battle or single combat
c 000 Pol LawsA Ifredvn, Be Son Se mon on cynges liealle

feohte axooo Riddles vn 5 (Gr) Mec mm frea feohtan
nateo 0120$ Lay 3939 Heo bi-gunnen to fuhten £1250
Uen 4 Ex 3227 He ne nugen fi3 ten agen, for [he] wio-
vten wopen ben. #*1300 CursorM 5666 (Cott ) Feghtand
fand he Iuns tua 1352 Minot Poems v 78 Sir Edward,
oure glide king Faght wele on. )?at flude* £1430 Lydg
Bochas viii xxix (1534) 194 b, Howe King Arthur Fet with
his kmghtes, and liueth in Fayrie. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAynton xu 291 Yf we fyghte strongly, he is deed wythout
remedy 15 Sir A Barton m Surtees Mtsc (1890) 73b eight till ye hearemy whisstill blowe *396 Shaks 1 Hen
IV

1
v. iv 151 We rose both at an instant and fought a long

houre by Shrewsbury clocke 1603 Florio Montaigne 1
111 (1632) 7 Captame Bayart . having stoutly foughten so
long as he could stand *700 Congriwe Way of World 111
*» * mought once they wou’d have fit 1719 Dn Foil Crusoe
(1840) II xu 263, I resolved to die fighting to the last

Blackmoke Lorna.D n, Not that I was afraid
Of fighting I had foughten all that time.

t> Const against, fon or upon, with (a
person)

; hence, tofight together
0 E Chron an SH Stuf& Wilitgar fuhtun wib Brettas.

c tooo Ags Gasp Luke xiv 31 OoSe gyf hwylc cynincg
wyle faran & feohtan agen oSeme cynmg 0x175Lamb Horn 129 pe King constantmus ouer com al bet folc
pe feiht to seines him. cx200 Ormin 1842 He shollde fihhtenn
Onn|ten an drake a. 1300 CursorM 6405 (Cott )A lauerding
bight amalec, hat on pain faght, and pai on him 1:1340
Ibid 7462 (Trin.) Ouper sende he to me hider A mon bat
we mayfi3te to gider. 011400 BurghLaws xu (Sc Stat I),
JUe may nocht fecht apon pe burges 1473Warkw. Chi on 6
I her thei faughthe strongly togedere 1335 Coverdale
i Macc xii 13 The kynges aboute vs haue foughten agaynst
Ys -

Bible i Sam, xvn, ro Glue me a man, that we may
tight together 1678 Lady Ciiaworthm Hist MSS Comm
?2th Rep App v. 48 Some of [the King of France*] ships
have fought with some Dutch ones. 1715 De Foe Fam
Instruct. (1841) I iv 86 It may be your mothei may fight
with you. 1804 R Anderson Cumbrld Ball. 83 What a
lickin Tou gat when tou fit wi' Tom Wheyte.

c. Const, for <= on behalf of (a person, etc ) ; on
account of (a thing)

; hence in indirect passive
a 1300 CursorM 15733 (Cott ) Al ledi for to fight. On him

he suld ha foghten fore, c *320 Sir Tnstr. 1034 He faust
for ingland CX440 Gesta Rom xlix 220 (Harl MS ),1 wolle Fite for hn 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps Iv 10
Angels, whome wee know to feyght m battellray for usi
1672-3 Marvell Reh. Trausp. Wks II. 212, I think the
cause was too good to have been fought for *782 Wolcot
in J J. Rogers Opie (187B) 22 He is ready to fight up to
his knees in blood for her Majesty 1847 Mrs A. Kerr
Hist. Seruia xx, 364 The principle of emancipating the
Christian population, for which the Servians fought,

a. Proverb
1a 1300 Salomon 4 Sat (1848) 272 Wei fyPt pat wel flyb

quop Hendyng C1440 Gesta Rom lvu. 420 (Add MS > It
is an olde sawe, He feghtith wele that fleith faste
e To bring or get (oneself) into, out of, to (a

certain condition, etc ) by fighting
Lawfulness Expedit Eng 3 We must doe as a man

that fighteth himselfe out of prison *643 S Marshall Let
a“ many unworthy Gentlemen fight themselves and
posterity mto slavery 1873 Sat Rev xo May 630/2 His
sentence is to fight himself to death, with trained gladiators
in the amphitheatre
f Phrases. Tofight ivith one's own shadow \ to

struggle vainly; to talk at random Cf Gr
dieicifxaxuu For to fight at shaip, to fight (for)
one's own hand(s), tofight one's heart out, to fight
the tiger, to fight tooth and nail: see Hand.
Heakt, Sharp, Tiger, Tooth For That cock
won'tfight

.

see Cock sbD- 2 c.

PPpfVLK̂ Jdesiins' Pari 377 In which argument he
nghteth with his owne shadowe
2 . transf. and fig. a To contend, strive for

victory, struggle, engage in conflict Const as m x
axqoa Sal # Sat 499(Gr Vponne feohteS se feond c 1x73

Lain l Horn. 151 FihteS wiS Pe aide neddre c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn 137 pe flesliche lustes be fihteS togenes pe soule,
rti34'd Hami’olc Psnlter xviu 3 His body in pe whilke he
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faght wip pe fend 1393 Langl P PI C. xxn 65 To fighten
and fenden ous fro fallyng m-to synne 1483 Caxton G de
In TourH uj, Alwey fyghtynge ageynst the fire of lecherye
I5“Z Bentley Mon matrones 11 17 Against whome for my
sake thou foughtedst so sore on the ci osse x6xx Bible i Cor
ix 26 So fight I, not as one that beateth the ayre. 1645 E
Calamy Indietm agst Eng 9 Men that fight against a
Reformation 1733 Pope Ess Man in 305 For Modes of
Faith let graceless zealots fight 1835 Tennyson Mandu 1

v * S7 “
I
s better to fight for the good than to rail at the ill

*873 J C Wilcocks Sea Fisherman 163 These Iaiger fish
fight well, sometimes requiring five or six minutes to kill
them.

b. To fight up against : to struggle against
(something of overwhelming power)
1768 Sterne Sent Jonrn (1778) II. 54 (Sword) The

Maiquis had fought up against his condition with great
firmness 18x7 Coleridge Btog Lit (1847) II X42 I soon
felt that human nature itself fought up against this wilful
resignation of intellect 1838 Lytton Alice vn v, Luraley
fought up against his own sensations

c. To clash, or jar with rare.
Swinburne Spousals (1686) 8 This distinction

fighteth with the former definition of Spousals 1645
Rutherford Tiyal % T11. Faith (1845) 81 It cannot be
meant of Christ personally, for so it should fight with the
scope of Paul -:M Miss Yonge Womankindw 116 One
of those tints that ‘fight’ with the fewest colours

f d To operate as an argument, ‘militate’
1387 Golding De Momay xiv 2x3 All the reasons which

thou alledgest against the immortalitie of the soule. doe
feight directly to the proofe of it

o quasi-irans, with cognate object. Also + to
fight it

a 1300 CursorM 17090 (Cott ) 'Hu he again ur wyperwin,
ur bateil tok to fight *523 Ld BnuNrus Froiss I xxxi 45
1 here was a sore batayle, and well foughten hande to hande
1526-34 TrNDALc 1 Tim vi r2 Fyght the good iyglit offayth
*593 S haks 2 Hen VI, \ m 220, I shall neuer be able to
fight a blow. 1606 G W[oodcocke] tr Ivstin 68 a, Their
was a field fought betweene the fugetiue senators and

FIGHTING.

---T-j-y History (1786) II 498 o. , ic scua[c Dis-
patched their ambassadors to Alarm, desiring him to give
them leave to fight it with him in the open field 1776Hurst in Trial of Nnndocomar 64/1 The battle of Buzar
was fought the 23d of October. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell
Yf, “ 5 I ve half a mind to fight a duel. 1847 MarryatUuldr N. Forest xxvn, A severe action was fought m the
streets

b To maintain (a cause, quarrel) by fighting.
Often transf. , tofight an action (at law), a case, etc.
1600 Shaics A Y L. v iv 49, I haue had foure quarrels

and like to haue fought one 17x3 Addison Cato 1 1, He
fights the cause Of honor, virtue, liberty, and Rome 1784

,

GF 239 We fought this business four
whole days. 1868 Yates Rocl Aheadm v, Gilbert Lloyd
saw that there was no use fighting the question any longer.
1893 Times XCIV 559/r If I had had my way, I
would have fought every one of these actions

C To win oi make (one’s way) by fighting.
1859 Tennyson Enid 870, I will not fight my way with

gilded arms. All shall be iron x86x Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf iv (1889) 3® No one knew whether a boy ..would
have to fight his own way in the world
4. trans. To combat , to engage or oppose in

battle
; to war against

1697 Dryden AEneid vii 653 To fight the Phrygian and
Ausoman hosts 1794 Southey Botany-Bay Eel u, ’Tis a
fine thing to fight the French for fame! 1859 TennysonEnid 221 Then will I fight him and will break his pride,

to transf and fig.
1784 Cowper Task hi 560 The shifts Which he that fights

a season so seveie Devises 1850 Tennyson In Mem cxivm She cannot fight the fear of death. 1832 M Arnold
irtstrj Iseult xiv, Some ship that fights the gale.
c To beat, flog Chiefly absol. Obs exc dial

,*573 Tusser rtsb Ixxvu (1878) 169 A wand in thy hand,
though ye fight not at all, makes youth to their busmessc
better to fall 1875 £ nsse x Gloss

,
‘I wants more learning

and less fighting' 1877 N. W Line Gloss, ‘I sha’n’t let

°4f "ijy g° t0 school no more, master feightb bairns ’

o. To contend in single combat for (a prize).
1826 Scott Woodst xiv, I . . have fought prizes 1834Drowning Paracelsus iv 119 While we fight the prizerroop you in safety to the snug back-seats.
6 . To cause to fight

, to set on to fight.
ct6So Hickeringill Wks {1716) II 528 The Prince of

Poets never fights his Champion Achilles, till he has first
buckled on him his Armour of Proof 1828 Scott F. M
Perth xvi, The nobles and gentry had fought cocks 1864

fought'
3 Mitt. Fr, 1. iv, Rubbish was shot, dogs were

7. To command, manage, or manoeuvre (tioops,
a ship, gun, etc ) m battle.

1779 Burgoyne Let. to Constituents (ed 3) 15 My intention
of fighting my own regiment as colonel x8iaj B Skerrett

la
Sept 615/1 Gallantly fighting his gun

*843 Blackw Mag LIV 216 He fights his vessel well 1862Gen Lee in Century Mag May (1887) xSo/x General A. P
Hill fights his troops well
8 With adveibs. To fight back' to resist. To

fight down : to overcome. Tofight off : (a) trans
to deliver oneself with effort from

5 to repel, lit.
and Jig j (p} i?ttr

,

to try to back out of anything
TT0fight over : to fight one after another. Tofight
out . to settle (a dispute) by fighting, to fight to
the end

; often tofight it out
1548 W. Patten in Arber’s Garner III 109 If they had

meant to fight it out 1388 Shaics Tit, A v m 102 That
true hand that fought Romes quarrell out. 16x0 ShaksTemp in 111 X03 But one feend at a time lie fight their
Legions ore. <1x732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 99 It

is better to yield to piovidence, than to fight it out

*93/2 S’tand' to, and fight it out witfout fear T^HookWidow ,5- Marquess (1842) 242 Fight off the wedding, Ifyou
?v

aSe
n ^

e
*,
1-make al?V “cuse x886 Law 'Unfed

n
lhe ls)«es which are not fought out. 1890 John

d.^!sm
P
anfd?/

2 Th6S6 ^ fightin® Te
9. Tofight shy

; perh. ong. to lose confidence m
battle

; recorded only m the sense . To keep aloof
avoid intercourse with a person, evade an under-
taking, etc. Const, of. Similarly in 15th c. To
fight sore at heart

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iv 123 He knewe well hesayd trouth and beganne to fyghte sore atte his herte. 1778Mad DArblay Diary Nov, I fight very shy with Mr
Seward, and he takes the hint 1786 Mackenzie LounrerNo 98 r 2, I fought a little shy, as the saying is ifexW. Irving Life Lett (x864) II 44. I have had to fight
shy of invitations that would exhaust time and spirits 1867Froude Short Stud (ed. 2) 138 The better sort of people
fight shy of him 1 ^

Figitable (faitab’l), a. [f prec. + -able 1
Ready for fight, in fighting trim
1823 C Westmacott Points of Misery 32 Drover verv

abusive, coachee very fightable 1837 New Monthly MaeL 422 If the chap s fightalile, I’m his man 1864 Dailylei xx Nov., lhe Sanspareil came out of action a fight-
able ship 6

Fighter (fax tai) [? OE.feohtcre (Lye) =OHG
fehtdn (MHG. vehtseie, mod. Ger fechtef) . see
Fight v and -Hit 1.]

1. One who fights
, occas a fighting man, a warrioi .

c 1300 IC. Alts 5703 Alle his gode fightteres 1375 Bar-
hour B-nice xi 102 He had of fechtaus with hym thar Ane
hundreth thousand men and ma x483 Caxton Gold Leg
°%T eeaunt hath ben a fightar fro his chyldehod
1683 Baxter Paraphr N T Matt x 16 Sheep and Dovesme no good fighteis against Wolves and Hawks 1763
Churchill Ghost i 173 Whether repletion is not bad. And
fighters with full stomachs mzul 1823 Byron jfitciH xiv xx
I ve seen them [writers] balance even the scale with fighters’
1883 Stevenson Treasure Isl i 11 (1886) 11 He did not lookmuch like a fighter

•fi% a 13°° CursorM 18081 (Cott ) A faint fighter me thine
er bou c 1430 Life St. Hath (Gibbs MS ) 64 My lord thesu
enste whyche is pe Iiope and croune of alle his fyghters
1036 S. Winter Serin x8i Lest you seem to be found
fighters against the Lord of hosts 1861 Trench Epistles 7Churches 86 Ihese daring fighters against God
t 0 One employed to fight, a champion, bully

16x1 Beaum. & Fl. Maids I rag iv. 1, Y’are grown a
glorious Whore, where be your Fighters? 1:1683 Roxb
Ball Y 21 s Keep Frank still for your writei, And Poultenev
for your fighter ’

1 2 A pugnacious person ; a biawler. Obs.

,W° Destr Troy i-j$x The fortune of feghters maybe
lell chaunse 1413 Lydg Pilgr Sowle iv. xxxv (1483) 83
Robbours fyghters and debatours 1552 Act 5-6 Edw
if'

c P ?_3 Fray-makers and Fighteis 1537 N. T
-T1111% 111 3 No fighter, not couetous

Fighteress (fai tores) rare £f prec + -ess ]A female fighter or soldier, an Amazon.
1864 R. F Burton Dahome II 69 foot-n , The king

.

keep_s the fighteresses for himself.

Fighting (foi tig), vbl sb. [f. Fight v + -im 1

]
l. The action of the vb. Fight m various senses,
an instance of the same
axzzsAncr R 228 J>e ueorSeuroure is, sikernesse of Godes

helpe i5e vihtunge .Qein 1340 Ayenb 239 He hedde arered
and ymad manye werren and manye vrjtinges 1484 Caxton
Fables of YEsop, etc (1889) II 3x0 The fyghtynge of the
wymmen. 1535 Coverdale x Esdras iv. 6 The other yt
medle not with warres and fightmge 1724 Df Foe Mem
Cavalier (1840) 58, 1 have had fighting enough upon these
points of honour 1828-40 Tytler llist Scot (1864) I 172
It was impossible to come to close fighting 1871 FreemanNorm Cong (1876) IV xvm 231 While they were receiving
the rewards of their fightings

s

t2. An alleged designation for a company of
beggars. Obs
1486 Bl St. Albans Fvj b, A Fightyng of heggeis
o attrio, and Como, a simple attnb

, <\&fighting-
day, -face, -gear, -ground, -line

,
-order, -ship,

-song

,

•strength, -trim

i?.
nt 2) L^onole, He was a coward who

had his *fightmg days *879 Browning Halbert <$ Hob 58With an outburst blackening still the old bad “fighting-
1®1® Scott Pibroch ofDonutl Dim, Come with your

fighting gear, Broadswords and targes 184s James ANeil vii, We might contuve to get into better “fighting
„*83 Newsfax_Sept 5/4 Detachments all in

full fighting order 1863 P Barry Dockyard Econ 185 No
fighting ship is worth anything now-a-days without coal
and speed. 1872 Black Adv Phaeton xxvm 379 Now this
is a fighting song 1380 Sidnfy Ps xvm xx My “fighting
strength, by thy strength, strengthned was 1886 T K.Laughton m Diet Nat Biog VI 387/1 The urgent ne-
cessity of keeping the ship at all times in perfect ^fiEfhtiner
trim 0

to. Special comb. . fighting-cook, see Cook sb.
1

2 b. , fighting-field = Battle-field
; fighting-

lanterns, lanterns used during night actions

;

fighting-sails (see quot 1867); tfighting-school,
a gymnasium; + flghting-stead Sc., battle-field;
fighting-stopper Naut. (see quot.)

; f fightmg-
wise, battle array.
1676 Dryden Aurengz 11 1. 93S In “Fighting Fields,

wfieie our Acquaintance grew. *867 Smyth Sailor's Word-



FIGHTING-. FIGURANT.
bk

,

*Fighting lanterns 1627 Caft Smith Seaman's
Gram ah 38 If you see your chase strip himselfe into
"fighting sailes *867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk , Fighting-
sails, those to which a ship is reduced when going into
action ,

formerly implying the courses and topsails only

1535 Co^erdale 2 Mctcc iv i2 He durst make a "figh tinge
scole vnder y3 castell 1373 Barbour Bruce xv 378 [He]
wes ded ncht in that ilk "fechting-sted, 1881 Hamersly's
Naval Encycl ,

*Fighting-stopper, an arrangement of two
dead-eyes, connected by rope laniards, and furnished each
with a tail of lope When a shroud is parted in action, the
tails embrace the severed parts, and then they are hauled
together by the lamaid c 1340 Gaw <$• Gr Knt 267 Had
I founded 111 fere, m *fe3tyng wyse, I haue a hauberghe at
home and a helme boJ>e.

Fighting (fai tig), ppl a [f, as prec + -ing 2 ]

1 That fights, able and ready to fight, bearing
arms, militant, warlike

a. of persons, their attributes, etc
a 1340 Hamtole Psalter xiv 1 labernakill jpropirly is J>e

mansyon of feghtand men. c 1400 Apot Loll. 3 pis fijtmg
kirke ? a 1400 A rthuryft powsandez ten Of hardy & welle
fyghtyngMen c 1300 Melusaie 128, xxw thousand fyghtyng
men 1602 Shaks Ham hi iv 113 O step betweene hei,
and her fighting Soule 1663 Gerbifr Counsel 39 No moie

then Souldiers fight without a fighting Captain 1835
Macaulay Hist Hug III 233 The fighting men of the
garrison

fig *592 Shaks Veil, Ad 343 To note the fighting con-
flict of her hew, How white and red, ech other did destroy

b of natural or mechanical agents.

*3 , E E A Hit P. B 404 On folde no fiiesch styryed
]jat |?e flod nade al freten with fe^tande waijez. 1641 Wilkins
Math Magick 11 iv (1648) T73 These fighting images 1667
Milton P. L ii 1013 The shock Of fighting Elements
2 Comb fighting crab (see quot 1868), fight-

ing fish., a Siamese fish {Bettapugnax) ; fighting
sandpiper, the ruff {Machetespugnax)
1868 Wood Homes •without H iv 90 The Fighting Crab

{Gelasimiis bellator)

Hence Pi-ghtmgly adv
,
pugnaciously.

1632 Brome Northern Lasse 1 111, She fi own’d and
look'd figlitingly 1841 J T Hewlett Parish Clerk I 60
Why should they be so fightingly inclined?

Fi'ghtist slang orjocular, — Fighter
x^T] Daily News 8 Oct , Tuikey had just acquued repu-

tation enough as a ‘fightist’ to daunt half a dozen second-
rate powers

t Fight-lac. Obs. [OE feoht-ldc : see Fight
sb and

-

lock] Fighting, battle

c 1000 Laws Ethelred ix iy. Si hit J?urh feoht-lac si hit

Jmrh leaf-lac a 1230 Owl <5- Night 1697 3et ich ow alle

wolde lede pat fee] ower fiht-lac leteth beo

t Fi’ghtless, a. Obs. [f. Fight sb + -less ]
Without fight or fighting

*593 G Markham Trag Sir R Grmvile (Arb ) 69 Yet
should we fightlesse let our shyps force file a 1618 Syl-
vester Panaretiis 782 Fight-lesse to fight, and without
force to force.

t Fi’gllty, a. Obs.- 1 [f as prec. + -Y h] War-
like.

c 1230 Gen fy Ex 346 Of hem woren 3e 3etenes horen,
Miijti men, and fi3ti

Fi g-leaf. [f. Fig sb.
1 + Leap ]

1 Ihe leaf of a fig-tiee
,

chiefly m reference to

Gen 111 7.

1535 Coverdalc Gen in 7 They., sowed fygge leaues
together. 1673 Wycherley Country Wife 11. (1688) 19,
I wou’d as soon look upon a Picture of Adam and Eve,
without fig leaves, as any of you 1834 Lowell Jrnl in
Italy Prose Wks 1890 I 116 The evening is so hot that
Adam would have been glad to leave off his fig-leaves,

b transf slang (See quot.)
1891 Farmer Slang, Fig-leaf, an apron In fencing, the

padded shield worn over the lowei abdomen and right
thigh

2 fig A device for concealing something shame-
ful or indecorous; a flimsy disguise rare m sing
*5S3 LATiMERArttz//"Serin (1584) 296 b, It is all but figge-

leaues what man can do. 1621 Bacon Submission to Ho
Lords in Rushw. Hut Coll (1639)1 29 Without Fig-leaves
I do ingeniously confess and acknowledge, that [etc ] 1733
Lady M W. Montagu Lett (1893) II 291 Fig-leaves are as
necessary for our miuds as our bodies 1843 Lowell Glance
bef Curtain

, For men m earnest have no time to waste In
patching fig-leaves for the naked truth 1850 Kingsley A It

Locke xx, They tore off .even the fig-leaves of decent
reticence

3 . attnb. , asfig-leafcovering, defence.

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide 111 37 The novice hath driven
you to a meere Figg-leafe defence 1698 Sidney Disc.
Govt. 11 § 21 (1704) 139 These are imperfect Figleave covet-
ing:, of Nakedness. 1850 Whittier Old Portraits 2 The
tearing off of the fig-leaf covenng of its sin

Hence Pi gleaf v irans

,

to cover with a fig-leaf,

or fig-leaves. Pi g-leaved ppl a

,

a. made of fig-

leaves
;
b (see quot. 1820)

1880 S L Clemens ['Mark Twain’] Tramp Abroad 1 .

(1881) 515 Yet these ridiculous creatures have been thought-
fully and conscientiously figleaved by this fastidious genera-
tion

>
1710 Brit. Apollo III 2/1 Adam made himself a pair

of Fig leav'd Breeches. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks
1883 VII. 309 A husband is a charming cloak, a fig-leaved

apron for a wife 18*0 Green Umv Herb I. 289 theno-
podinm Seratiman, fig-leaved Goosefoot.

Fi*gleSS, a. [f. Fig sb x + -less,] Without figs

1623T Adams Barren Tree Wks (1629) 968 Ihe Figlesse

Fig-tree, the gracelesse Christian, is good for nothing

t Fi'gling. Obs. A little fig

1612 tr Benvenuto'sPassenger 1,11 173, Ifindeinmyselfe
daily a great desire to these ngges, or fat fighns

Figmaline, var of Whigmaleerie Sc.
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Figment (fi gment) [ad L figment-tun, f fig-
short stem ofJingPre to feign, fashion ]
1 1. Something moulded or fashioned, eg an

image, a figure, a model Obs.
*S92 R D Hypnerotomachia 34 b, The excellence, dihcat-

nes and perfection of this figment and woorkmanshippe can-
not be suffi[ci]entlie expressed 1607 Toi-sell FontJ Beasts
(1658) 97 Some aie of opinion, that this Achaian Hart was
but an invention or figment made m bread 1664 H M ore
Myst Bug via 24 This Statue is become the eternal God

Heaven and Earth though it be really a meie figment
2 A pi oduct of fictitious invention
a An invented statement, story, doctrine, etc

t early use also . A fraudulent device
I432-S° tr Higdeit (Rolls) I 177 [The Greeks] reteyne

to them the figmentes of Smonis, the fallace of VlLxes
1577 Hanmer Anc Eccl Htst

, The fond figments of hereti-
cal! persons. 1398 B Jonson Ev Man in Hum iv iv,
Deliro I heard he was to meet your worship heie Punt
You heard no figment, sir, I do expect him a 1639 W
Whately Prototypes 11 xxiv (1640) 9 It is a sin to lie, even
for Gods cause, and to defend even his justice with false
tales and figments *774J Bryant Mythol I 340 From this
abuse ofterms the silly figment took its nse 1862 Thackeray
Round Papers

, On halfa loaf 233 Have we invented a
monstrous figment about going to shoot pheasants with Mac
in the morning? 1874 Stubbs Const Hist Il.xvn 316 Royal
prerogative was not a figment of theorists

b. Something which exists only as an arbitrarily

framed notion of the mind
1624 Gataker Transubst 33 We have . great reason to

reject it, as a figment ofmans brnne 1665 Glanvill Scepsis
Set 71 Therefore [space] has a kind of being that is no
arbitrary figment 1744 Berkeley Sins § 33s Beauty,
virtue, and such like are not figments of the mind 1873
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II 201 We must not conceive that this
logical figment had ever a real existence 1877 E Caird
Philos Kant 11 xu 484 A self-conscious being existing
alone in an unconscious world, is a figment of abstraction

Pigmental (figme ntal), a [f prec. + -al ]
Of the nature of a figment

;
fictitious, imaginary,

not real

1633 H More Antid (1662) 170 These figmental im-
pressions 1669W Simpson Hydrol C/iym 74 From this

onginal by figmental additions came the Gamanen. 1727 in
Bailey, vol II.

Pigmentary (figmentan), a rare [f. as
prec +-aby] =prec
1887 T Gift Victims I x 276 The same girl who had been

wont to start fiom shadows the most figmentary

t Figmenti*tiouS, a obs- 1 [f as prec.

+

-moos
] Addicted to the framing of figments

1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks (1679) 323 Whence
came this Whiffle and Whimzy withm the circumference of
thy Figmentitious Fancy?

Figmentor. Obs.—1
[f Figment + -ok] One

who makes up figments, or fictitious tales.

1638 T. Herbert Trav 307 Frier Odeuc of Friuli a con-
temporary and fellow Traveller and Figmentor with our Sir
John [Mandeyille]

fFignade. Obs rare. ? =Figee
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 43 For stondand fygnade Fyrst

play J>y water with hony and salt, Grynde blanchyd al-

mondes [etc] Ibid 54 For the secunde course Take
ryse and fletande fignade.

t Fi'gO. Obs [a OSp and Pg figo— Fico ]
=

Fico in various senses.

1399 Shaks Hen V, iv i 60 The Figo for thee then.

1600 Hakluyt Voy III 740 A fruite which they [natives of

the Moluccas] call Figo Ibid 741 Lemmons, cucumbers,
cocos, figu, sagu 1640 Glapthorne Ladies Pnvilege v,

You do not mean to make a gul of me, a figo for a thousand

fFigonale. Obs ? Some kind of basket
c 1430 Holland Hrnulat 833 Syne for aue figonale of frut

thai straif in the steid

Fi’g-tree .
[f. Fig sb 1 + Tkee ] A tree of the

genus Ficus, esp the Ficus canca
a 1340 Hampole Psalter civ 31 He smate Jwire vynjerdis

& ]jaire fige trese c 1430 Lydg Chorle $ Byrde (Roxb ) 1

He myght not forsaken his fattenesse Ne the fyge tree ms
amerous swetenesse 1667 Milton P L ix iiox The Fig-

tree—not that kind for fruit renowned, But such as, at this

day In Malabar or Decan spieads her Amies 176a Wal-
pole Vei tue's Anecd Paint (1763)! 11 28 The milk that

flows from the leafof a young fig-tree 1862 KendallPoems
119 How lone we sit beneath this old Fig-tree.

attnb 1332 Huloet, Figge tree staffe or stalcke Ibid
,

Figge tree dioue, or groue 1889 Pall MallG 26 Dec 3/a

The seventh and ninth columns from the fig-tree corner [of

the Ducal Palace]

+ Frgulate, a. Obs.-°. [ad. L. figuldt-us,

pa pple. offiguldre to fashion as a potter does,

f figulus potter, f. fig-

:

see Figment ] (See quot

)

1730-6 in Bailey (folio), Figulaie, made ofearth or potter’s

clay

f Fi gulated, a Obs — °. [f L. figuldt-us (see

prec ) + -ed 1
] = piec.

1670 in Blount Glossogr (ed 3) 1721-1800 in Bailey.

Figuline (fi gwHin, -am), a. and sb. [ad. L.

figultnus, i figulus potter ]

A adj. a, Such as is produced by the potter

;

made of earthenware, b. Of earth Suitable for

the potter, fictile.

1637 Tomlinson Refunds Disp 146 Turpentine may not

onely be well reserved in an iron or glass vessel, but in a
figuline also 1686 Plot Stajfardsh 124 The Smectic and
figuline Earths. 1697 Evelyn Numtsm via 280 Improving

Figuline Ware by Palissy’s White Glaze. 1790 Pennant
London (1813) 171 Wedgewood . . making it the repository

of his figuline ware

B. sb

1 An earthen vessel
, in pi. pottery.

1878 LoNcr Ktramos ro6 1 his Potter whose figulines
and rustic wares scarce find him bread.

2 Potter’s clay

1839 R F. Burton Cenir Afr 111 Jrnl Gcog Soc XXIX
383 Ihe figuline, a greyish-brown clay, is proem ed fiom
river-beds

Figurability (fi giurabi liti) [f. next, see
-bihty

, -ity
] Ihe quality of being figurable

1730-6 BAiley (folio)Pref
, Figurahhty ofBcdy orMattei

,

is that universal Disposition thereof, whereby it is under a
Necessity, of appearing or putting on some Sort of Figure
1794 G Adams Nat $ Exp Philos IV App 492 What
are properties of matter? 1 Extension or magnitude,
and consequently figurabihty 1848 in Craig

Figurable (fi giurab’l), a, [f. Figure v. +
-ABLE ]

1 Capable of receiving a definite figure or form
1603 Z Jones tr De Layer's Specters 43 Much lesse can

they take a body of the Ayre for that is not figunble 1644
Digby Nat. Bodies \vi (1645) 177 Wax remameth figurable,

whethei it be melted or congealed. 1753 Johnson s v. Thus
lead figurable

,

but not water. In mod Diets

2 Capable of being represented figuratively
1880 G Meredith Tiag Com xvi (1802) 228 He waited,

figureable by nothing so much as a wild horse m captivity

Figural, a Also 6 figniall(a. [a OF.
figwal, ad late L. *figurdhs (implied m figurdli-
tds), f fig/ha Figure jA]

+ 1. «= Figurative i, 4. Obs.
C1450 Henryson Mar Fab 22 Ouerhailled with tjpes

figurall c ISS5 Harpsfield Divorce Hen VIII (1878) 142
Scripture is to be expounded by the allegoncall or figurall

and by the tropologicall sense 1621W Sclatdr Tythes
(1623) 82 Their caeremomes were shadowy and figurall

f2 Anth Of numbers. Representing some geo-

metrical figure, such as a square, cube, etc ,
con-

sisting of factors Cf Figurate a 3 a Obs.
Figural arithmetic m quot., the arithmetic of ‘figural’

numbers
1331 Recorde Paihiv Knowl.i Anjb, Defin

,
Formes [ir

produced by arrangements of points m rows] whiche
I onutte considering that their knowledg appertaineth
more to Anthmetike figurall, than to Geometne 1357 —
Whetst Ay b, Many nombers are referred to some figure

So if I saie that 16 is a square nomber, bicause it is made
of .4 multiplied by 4 then is 16 here to be called a figurall

e

nomber 1674 Jeake A nth (1696) 173 1704 in Harris
Lex Techn.
quasi-*# 1696 Lond Gaz No 3183/4 Treatise of Anth-

metick m all its Parts, viz Integers, Fractions Figurals,

etc

3 . -j- a. Pertaining to figure or shape {obs

)

b.

Of or pertaining to figures, rare
1630 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep. (ed 2) vr xiv 287 Yet

equall incongruities have been commonly committed by
Geographers and Historians, m the figurall resemblances of
severall regions on earth 1813W Taylor Eng Synonyms
(1856) 175 Keeping is a bad word, though a painter’s term
for figural perspective 1884 Schlifmann m North Amer.
Rev CXXXIX 526 Wealsoseemthe wall-paintings figural

representations

4. Mus = Figurate a. 4.
In mod Diets

+ Fi’gnrally, adv. Obs [f prec. + -ly 3
]

1 By way of a figure, figuratively
c 1380 Wyclh- Setm Sel Wks II 6 [Joon] is Hely figu-

rall c 1430MirourSaluacioun 77 This fortakened a virginix

ymage with hir childe figurelly 1341 Cov erdale Old Faith
vi, He came and performed all things in deed that they had
figurally in their sacrifices *350 Hutchinson Image ofGod
in (1842) 23 Who doth not see that these things are to be
taken figurally of God 1

2 See Figural 2. To multiply figurally. to

multiply into itself, so as to raise to a higher

power.
1674 Jeake Arith (1696) 206 When a Fiaction is given to

he multiplyed Figurally, multiply the Numerator by himself
and the Denominator likewise

+ Fi’gtirance. Obs—°. [f Figure©. + -ance]
The action of figuring or expressing some form or

shape.
1730-6 m Bailey (folio) 1773 in Ash
|| Figurant (fzgwran) masc

,
Figurante

(fzgwnLnt)fem {fit.figui ant, figurante, pr. pple

01 figtirertQ Figure
The pi masc was formerly sometimes written fignrans.

It 15 often impossible to determine whether figurante is

intended for the F. or the It word see next ]

1 . A ballet-dancer

1790 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) I. 126 The
lascivious agility of his figurantes. 1807 T, Horne tr

Goede's Trav II 264 The theatre at Paris its statists

and figurants 1837 Major Richardson Brit Legion ii.

(ed 2) 42 A sort of ballet the figurans and figurantes in

which were inmates of a mad-house 1839 Smiles Self-Help
in (i860) 32 The poor figurante must devote years of inces-

sant toil to her piofitless task

2 A supernumerary character on the stage who
lakes no prominent part, and has little or nothing

to say.

1773 H Walpole Lett. (1837) VI 193 Plays, in which
comedians, singers, dancers, figurantes, might all walk at a
coronation 18x6 J Scott Firs Pans (ed 3) 342 The women
can be little more than the figurantes, receiving a mock
reverence merely to carry on the drama 1886 Athenaeum
2 Jan 15/1 [In the play] Shakspenre is a mere figu-
rant
transf, 1893 Nation 21 Sept, 21 1/2 They were but figu-

rants in the great drama
26-2
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II
Figurante (figwrante'). PI -ti, eccas -tes.

[It. figui ante, pr. pple offigurare to Figure ]
=

prec i

178* Miss Buknfy Cecilia (1809) I v!u 81 The figuranti

will divert you beyond measure. *8at Byron Juan iv

lxxxv, As for the figuranti, they are like The rest of all

that tribe 1826 HEBrR Jonrn India (1828) II xxvut 283
The bundles of red cloth which swaddle the figurante of

Hindostan
Irausf 1830 Scott Dcmonol 1 20 The green figurante's

came capering and frisking with great glee 1870 O W
Holmes Old Pol of Life (1891) 269 The spangles of con-
versational gymnasts andfigurantes

Figurate (figiuwit),j>pl a. and si [ad L.

figurdt-us, pa. pple. of figui die to form, fashion,

f.figura Figure ] A ppl a

f I. Framed according to, or exemplifying,
* figures ’ of grammar 01 lhetonc Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 394 A uayr com se . for aitoyr conrouse, and
many suche be figurate by syucopa 1669 MiltonA ccedcnce
Grammar Wks 1738 I 607 Of figurate Construction, what
is useful, is digested into several Rules 1674 Petty Disc.

Dupl Proportion Ded Av, Figurate and measured periods

•fb = Figurative 4 Obs
1548 Udall, etc ErastJt Par. Luke xvui 34 In these

woordes there laie pnuely hidden some figurate & mistical

mamer of speaking a 1677 Barrow Serin Wks 1716 II

363 Some do scarce admit those figurate senses 1728 in

Earbery tr Burnet's St. Dead II 47 The Diction of holy
Scripture is figurate

t e As pa pple.\ Figured, prefigmed Obs
1563 W1N3FT Four Scotr Tkre Quest. Wks 1888 I 85 The

sacramentis of theEuangell exlubitis mdeid and ventie thai

graces figurat only and Koipit for in the Auld lestament.

d. Expressed by figures as opposed to letters.

*830 IVeslnt Rev XIII 229 That system [of numerical
signs] is neither literal, like the Giecian nor altogether

figurate. like the Arabic

2. a Having definite form or shape
Now only in medical use, as figurate fieces (opposed to

diffluent)

*626 Bacon Sylva § 602 Plants are all Figurate and De-
terminate, which Inanimate Bodies aie not 1678 Cudworth
Intell Syit 801 Tertullian drives the business so far, as
to make the Soul it self Figurate *755 Johnson, Figurate,
resembling anything of a determinate form, as figurate

stones retaining the foims of shells in which they were
formed by the deluge,

fa. Formed into figures or patterns

1867 J Hogg Microsc 1 11 133 The symmetrical and
figurate depositions of siliceous crystals

3. Math fa = Figural 2 Obs.

1614 T Eedwell Nat Geovi Numbers i x A rationall

figurate number is a number that is made by the multiplica-

tion of numbers betweene them-selues 1636 Kecoides Gr
Artes 559 A Figuiate Number is a number made by the
multiplication ofone number ormoreby another 1674 Jeake
Anth. (1696I 179 Figurate Fractions are deferred to the
Fourth Chapter

b Figurate numbers', numbers, or series of

numbers, foimed from any arithmetical progression

in which the first term is a unit, and the difference

a whole number, by taking the first term, and the

sums of the first two, first three, first four, etc

,

terms as the successive terms of a new series, from
which another may be formed m the same manner,
and so on So Figurate arithmetic, the science of

such numbers
Thus from the arithmetical series 1, 2, 3, 4, etc , a second

series i, 3, 6, 10, etc (‘triangular’ numbers) is formed as
above described

, and from this again a third senes, 1, 4, xo,

20 (‘ pyramidal
1 numbers)

1706 W Jonfs Syn Palmar, Matheseos 163 The Sums of
Numbers in a Continued Arithmetic Proportion from Unity
are call'd Figurate Numbers 1783 Hutton Math. Tables 7
The several orders of figurate numbers, which he [Vieta]
calls triangular, pyramidal, etc 1816 tr Lacroix's Diff 4
Int Calculus 528 Ex 2 The sum of the x first terms of any
progression of figurate numbers being requued
1666 Collins in Rigaud Corr Sci Men (1841) T 122 As to

Figurate Anthmetic, it is largely bandied m Maurolycus
4 Music - Florid. Cf. Figured 7 a
1708 J Harris Lex Tecfm s v Descant, Figurate or

Florid Descant, is that wherein Discords are concerned, as
well (though not so much) as concords 1793 Mason Ch.
Mus 28 Figurate we nowemploy to distinguish florid from
more simple Melody 1833 New MonthlyMag XXXVIII
199 Haydn’s masses are more figurate than those of his pre-
decessors.

B sb

+ 1 Something possessing form or shape rare
1610W Folkingham ofSurvey it ix 62 The Content

Solid is of Timber, Stone, and other Bodies or Figurates

2 A figurate numbei , fa a number consist-

ing of factors ; esp an integral power of any
number. Equitater figurate • a square number.
Cf A 3 a. Obs
16x4 T Bddwell Nat Geom Numbers i 4 The figurate 4

is made by one multiplication of one number by it selfe

Ibid

,

An equilater figurate is made of equall numbers, or of
one number multiplied by it selfe.

fa. (See A 3 b )
1796 Hutton Math. Diet I 469 Malcolm’s Arithmetic,

p 396. where the subject of Figurates is treated m a very
perspicuous manner

t Fi'gnrate, 0 Obs [f. L figurat- ppl. stem
offigurare to Figure ]
1. irans To give figure or shape to

;
to shape.

16x3 Crookf Body ofMan 263 The harder and more sohde
parts are figurated together, but not together perfected.
For of the bones some are sooner perfected, some later.

Ibid 307 Sixe dayes it is m Milke Twelue figurate the

flesh 1623 in Cockcram
2 To present m figure, outline, or visible shape.

1704 Hearne Duct Hist (1714] I 38 So do Chronological

Tables figurate to us the Series and Concatenation of Times

3 a To represent by a figure or emblem
;
to

typify b. To speak of in a figure, or figuratively

c To treat as figui ative. d. To liken or compare to

a 1333 Coverdale Lord's Supper 451 They did in their

gesture and ute figurate a certain image of a sacrifice 1602

Marston Ant <5- Mel v Wks 1856 I 62 The glowe worme
figurates my valour. 1609 Bible (Douay) Gen mv Comm,
Melchisedec knew how to figurate hts eternal priesthood

1634 Jer Taylor Real Pres 274 The Fathers .. call the

figure, by the name of the thing liguratecl

D, 1643 R O MarisMor

t

v 22 It is well figurated in

Scripture by sleepe,

C a x8o6 S Horsley Serw (1811) 408 Those who have

improved upon St Austin’s hint of figuratmg this passage

a c 1430 Henryson Mor Fab 22 This feinjit Foxe may
well bee figurate To flatteiers

4. To furnish with figures of speech.

1652 Urquiiart Jewel Wks (1834) 292 There is neither

definition, distribution or any scheme ngurating a speech

5. Math : cf. Figurate a 3 a and Figural 2 .

1674 Jlake Anth (1696) 289 To Figurate any Cos^ick is

Cossically to multiply the same by it self

Hence Fi gurated ppl. a ; m quots = Figurate
1642 F Potter Interpr ofNo 666, 195 The number 30

is a figurated number, because three times ten, or five times

six, make this number 1660 Ingelo Bentiv <S Ur it (1682)

202 After the dissolution of Figurated matter. 1848 Craig,

Figurated, having a determinate foim

f Fi’gurately, <Mv Obs [See -ly 2
]

1 = Figuratively i and 2

1333 Frith Disput Purgat it Gnj/x He dare not vnder-

stoiide this thynge as figuratelye spoken a 1677 Barrow
Serin (L ), Doing it then mediately and figurately by his

prophets

2 Accoidtng to a grammatical figure

1330 Palsgr 402 They use vault fyguratly by Syncopa for

voulut,

3 {To multiply) figurately — Figurally 2

1674 Jeake Anth (1696) 249 Let then 100 be multiplyed

Figurately to the xotu Power

Figuration (figiurr 1 Jon) Also 5 figuracion

[a b
.
figuration, ad L figftrdtion-em, n of action

f figui are to fashion, Figure]
1. The action or process of forming into figure ;

determination to a certain form.
1361 T. Norton Calvin's Inst 11 xiv (1634) 230 Finally

the figuration of Chi 1st, hath with them the place of be-

getting 1656 H More Enthns Tn 4 1 he mward figura-

tion of our brain or spirits into this or that representation

1677 Grew Anat Fruits v l §2 The Vessels serve for the
Figuration of the Fruit 1836 R A. Vaughan Mystics (1 860)

II 230 A mysticism like that of Tauler strives to escape all

image and ‘figuration

'

b. quaswwirr The resulting form or shape

;

Contour, outline

1432-30 tr Higden (Rolls) I 109 The chiefe cite is callede

Brundusium in that hit holdethe in the figuracion of hit

the similitude of the hede of an herte *563-87 Foxe A <yM (1596) 77/1 Constantine caused a Crosse after the same
figuration to be made of gold and precious stones 1638
Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus m. 33 Quincuncial forms
. are also observable in animall figurations x6gyT Smith
m Lett Ltt Men (Camden) 240 The difleient shapes and
figurations of letters in several ages of the world 1728
PcMBrRTON Newton’s Philos 8 The figuration and the mo-
tion of bodies strike our senses more immediately than most
of their other properties 1842 De Quincey m Blachw
Mag LI. 13 Their very figurations now appeared to

reflect and repeat each other 1890 J PI Stirling Gifford
Led iv 71 Finite things were the figurations, the linea-

mentations of extension

2 The action of representing figuratively
,
an

allegorical or figurative representation
1561 Daus tr Ballinger on Afoe Pref (1573) 12 It [this

Apocalips] sheweth vs also senary descriptions and figura-

tions of matters most weightie 1379 Fulke Heskins’ Pari
266 The sacrament is not a bare figuration of the flesh of
Christ. 1664 H. More Myst Imq 213 In Prophetxck
Figurations one individual Beast signifies a Multitude of
men 1737 Wattrland Eucharist (1739) 28 The dark
Intimations of the legal Types or Figurations. 1840
Lytton Ptlgr Rhine xxvi, The faun has been made the
figuration of the most implacable of fiends. 1871 Macduff
Mem Pa/mos xix 256 The island-home may have possibly

added power and reality to the figuration

3 The action of framing figures or shapes : a.

in dreams, in quot qw&si-concr b Ornamenta-
tion by means of figures or designs rare
1632 Gaule Magastrom 176 There is neither vertue nor

efficacy m such fabrications, or figurations, fiom God,
Angels, nature 1730-6 Baiiey (folio), Figuration, &
chimerical vision 1866 J G Murphy Comm Ex xxvi
36-7 The figuration is wrought not by the loom, but by the
needle

+ 4 Math a The making of arithmetical figures

b. The multiplying of a number into itself (see

Figurate v 5 ); involution. Obs
.
c 1430 A rt ofNontbrynge (E. E T S ) 2 Ffigure is clepede

for protraccione of figuracione 1674 Jeake Anth (1696)

373 Figuration of the Sinister part of the Divisor.

5 Music

.

Employment of figurate or florid

counterpoint; alteration of a theme or counter-

point by the introduction of passing-notes, rapid

figures, etc.

*597 Morley Introd. Mus go Phi. What is Figuration?
Ma When you sing one note of the plam-song long, and
another short, etc, a 1646 J. Gregory Ntcene Creed Wks

(1649) 53 The Singing of the Nicene cieed with all the
Ornaments and figurations of Hat monte 1883 Parry in

Grove Diet Mus III 759 1 he pi ocess is rather that of free

figuration of two or three parts, giving in general a contra-

puntal effect to the whole 1889 Ibid IV 761 The mixed
style, in winch the figuration introduced consists chiefly of
suspended concords [etc ]

Figurative (h gitiraliv), a Also 4- 5 figuratif,

4-6 fygurative, -tyf, -tyve [a Fr figuratif,

ive, ad late L figuratmisfi figui are to b jgole ]

1. Representing by a figui e ot emblem
,
emblem-

atical, typical

1358 Trevisa Earth DeP R vi x\vu (1495) 217 Dremes
ben somtyme wrappyd in fyguratyf mystyk. 1304 tr De
Imitatwne iv xi, This royall souper, in the which thou

hast nat purposed to be eten the fyguratyue lambe 1397
Hooker Sect. Pol v xv (1611) 208 This they will say was
figuratiue, and seiued but for a time. 1650 Bulwtr A nthro-

pomet 174 The Nails were made for a figurative token

1833 Marsden Early Punt as They weie a part of the

divinely appointed constitution of the Jewish church, and

had passed away with the rest of its figurative and mystic

ceremonial

2 Pertaining to, or of the nature of, pictorial or

plastic representation

1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1658) 156 Serpents in whose
heads are many pretious stones, with such naturall seals or

figurative impressions as if they were framed by the hand of

man 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) I 77 Hus is the 1 epic

scutative orfigurative writing, which forms the lowest stage

of hieroglyphics 1889 J Hirst in Archieol Inst Jntl
No x8r 34 Transmission of both geometric as well as

animal and figurative decorated forms from East to West

+ 3. Pertaining to the use of graphic symbols

Figui ative anthmetic : algebia Also, Of the

natuie of a symbolic diagram Obs
1690 Leyeourn Cwsus Math 335 Division is done in

Figurative Arithmetick by applying some Line of Sepai a-

tion between the Dividend and the Divisor 1800 tr La-
grange's Client, I 13 Let us still exhibit a figurative table

4: Of speech • Based on, or involving the use of,

figures 01 metaphors ;
metaphorical, not liteial

14 Prose Legends in Anglia VIII 134 Legeauus &
figuratif spekynges a 1368 Coverdale Hope Faith

f

xxvu,

Bya figurative and boriowed speech he declareth the horror

of the damned 1589 Puttcnham Eng Poesiei iv (Arbi

24 The vtterance in prose is also not so voluble nor m
fine allowed that figuratiue conueyance .as meeter is 1607

Topsell Serpents (1653) 653 A witty check, or a figurative

flout 17x1 J Grefnwood Eng Gram. 2x7 Customary or

Figurative Syntax is that which is used in the Forms of

Speech wherein Words are put together according to a
Metaphoncal or borrowed Sense 1783 Reid Int Powers

15 Theie is a figurative sense m which things are said to be

m the mind 1843 H J Rose in Encycl Metrop II 891/1

Will it be contended that this was not figurative language?

1839 Ecce Homo 111 (ed 8) 26 The mistake of confounding

a figurative expression with a literal one

D. Metaphorically so called.

14 Prose Legendsm AnghaYlll x 18 The figuratif body
of Chryste Jiat is holy chirche. 1377 Hanmlr Anc Eccl
Hist (1619) s Also Princes, whom the prophets have
made figurative Christs. 1832 Lewis UseffAb Pol Terms
v 44 Confound real with figurative Sovereignty 1842 S
Lo\ erHandyAndy 11, He saw a real instead of a figurative

blister

5 Abounding m or addicted to figures of speech

1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie in vu (Arb ) 166 Which
thing made the graue ludges Areopagites to forbid all

manner of figuratiue speaches in their consistone of
Iustice *693 Dhyden Juvenal Pref, Sublime subjects

ought to be adorned with the sublimest and with the most
figurative expressions 1740 J Clarke Educ. Youth (ed 3)
88 Tho’ they are easy Authors, yet they are moie Figura-

tive than Oa-sar 1783 H Blair Led, I xiv 274 Ihey
will pour forth a torrent of Figurative Language 1789 Bfl-
Siiam Ess I u 25 Shakespeare is the most figurative writer

. in our language 1878 Browning Poets Crotsic 113 La
Roque broke bounds Of figurative passion

+ 6 Mus. = Figurate a 4 Obs

1744 Snppl Harris's Lex Techit s v Counterpoint,

Counterpoint is divided into simple and figurative Figura-

tive Counterpoint is of two Kinds, in one, Discords are

introduced occasionally, as passing Notes m the other, the

Discoid bears a chief Part of the Harmony

Figuratively (figmiativli), adv. [f. prec

+ -ly 1
] In a figurative manner.

1 . In or by means of a figure or emblem
*393 Langl P PI C xvh 294 And how fynde hym bote

figuratifliche a ferlyme Jjynke]> c 1430 Speculum (1888) 33 In

Gedeones flece was this shewed figuratively 1308 Fisher

7 Pemt Ps ooiy, Theie be thre partes of penaupce whiche

this holy prophete sheweth derkely and fyguratyuely by the

symylitude of thre dyuers byrdes X646 Sir T Browne
Pseud Ep in vu X2X The sense is still the same, for

therein are figuratively intended Vzziah and Ezechias 1780

G Horne Disc (1794)111 xvii 379 Figuratively and sacra-

mentally presented in the temple on earth
,

2 By or as a figure of speech ;
metaphorically.

*533 * Rith Disput Purgat (1829) 151 He dare not under-

stand this tiling as figuratively spoken 163* Hobbes
Lcvtath in. xxxv 220 Figuratively, those men also aie

called Holy 1740 Fielding Tom Jones vii 11, To express

myself less figuratively, he determined to go to sea 1867

Miss Broughton NotwtselyU 282 It is very, very difficult

figuratively to get inside another person

Fi’gurativeness. [f as prec + -ness ]

The quality of being figurative

a 1729 S Clarke Serin II cxxn 45 From the figura-

tiveness of these expressions 1816 J Gilchrist Philos

Etyin 227 Dispense with the figurativeness of Bacons
style ' 1837 Hallam Hist Lit in iv § 8 The precepts of

Revelation, notwithstanding their brevity and figurative-

ness. 1881 Athenmum No 2811 328/2 The figurativeness of

another kind of which. .Rossetti’s sonnets are so full
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+ Fi’gnrature. Obs tare~ x [as if ad. L
*Jiguratura, f figftrare to Figure . see -ure ]

Form, make, shape.

1643 Bp f Morton Preseutm, Schismatic 2 One may see

the face of another, and yet not discern the hnaments and
figurature

Figure (fi gst, -lui), sb Forms 1 3-4 vig(o)ur,

(3 wygur), 4-5 fig(o)ur, (5 feguie), 4-6 fygura,

3- figure [a. Fr figure (
= Pr , Sp , It. figuia),

ad L. figiira ,
f *fig- shoit stem of finger

e

. see

Feign
The L word was the ordinary rendering of Gr <rx4d“

(see Scheme) in its many technical uses, several of the

senses below are traceable, wholly or in part, to Greek philo-

sophy ]

1. Form, shape.

1. The form of anything as determined by the

outline ; external form ; shape generally

*393 Gower Conf III 52 But yet it [a statue] was as in

figure Most Itch to mannes creature 1477 Earl Rivers

(Caxton) Bides 141 A man that is in a aerke haue may
not se his propre figure. 1535 Coverdale Ezek x 32
r
Ihe figure of their faces was, euen as I had sene them.

x6afi Bacon Sylva § 221 The Figure of a Bell partaketh

of the Pyramis 1697 Dampifr Voy (1729) I S37 Their

Faces are of a flat oval Figure 1698 Keii l Exam J h
Earth (1734) 289 The Theorist had deduped its [the

Earth’s] true Figure from its true causes 1756 Nugent Gr,

Tour I 164 The figure of the city is an oblong square

1830 Kater & Lardn Mech 1 5 Bodies having very dif-

feient volumes may have the same figure 1878 Huxley
Physiogr six 318 In addition to this change of size . the

figure of the ship suffers a change

b. In generalized sense, as an attribute of body
1471 Ripley Comp Alch 111 m Ashm (1652) 141 Both fy-

gure and ponderosyte 1690 Locke Hum Und 11 xxn § 2

Solidity and Extension, and the Termination of it, Figure

1744 Harris Three 'treat (1841) 29 Such things as are

peculiarly characterized by figure and colour 1831 Brew-
ster Optics xvu § 90 147 Crystals whose simplest form

had only one axis of figure 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I.

275 Figuie is the only thing that always follows colour

f c. Appearance, aspect ;
also, altitude, posture

1513 Douglas JEncts v mil 13 The seis figur wes ab-

hommable 1658 Sir T Browne Hydriot iv 58 Some
Christians decline the figure of rest, and make choice of

an erect posture 1684 CharnockA ttnb God (1834) II 577
To have devout figures of the face, and uncomely postures

of the soul

d transf The * shape ’, state (ofa matter) 1 are

1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt (1865) I 111 111 150 As to Fried-

rich's Pomeranian quarrel, this is the figure of it

2. Geom. A definite form constituted by a given

line or continuous series of lines so arranged as to

enclose a superficial space, or by a given surface or

series of surfaces enclosing a space of three dimen-

sions
;
any of the classes or species of such forms,

as the triangle, circle, cube, sphere, etc

1340 Ayettb 234 Ine }>e rounde figure j>e ende went ayen

to his ginmnge 1551 Recorde Pathw Knoiul 1 Denn ,

Figures be made of prickes, lines or platte formes 1570

B11 lingsley Euclid 1 xv 3 Of all figures a circle is the most

perfect 1603 Holland Plutarch’s Mor 814 A Figuie is

the superficies, circumscription, and accomplished linea-

ment of a bodie. 1714 Steele Englishman No 46 T hat

beautiful Figure in Architecture called a Pyramid 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1865) 97A circle is .a figure constituted

by the circumvolution of a straight line with its one end

fixed 1823 H J Brooke Introd. Crystallogr 137 The
new figures would be octahedrons. 1840 Lardner Geom

134 A figure may be constructed similar to a given figure

f 8 . The proper or distinctive shape or appear-

ance (of a person or thing) Obs

0x300 CursorM 22x48 (Cott) O thinges sere }>air nature

[anticnst sal do] tumd to be in sere figure *340 Hampole
Pr Come 2320 A devel in his fygur right <-1386 Chaucer
Monk's T 232 Than God him [Nebuchadnezzar] restored

to his regne and his figure 1x400 Maundev (Roxb ) iv 13

Scho bad hem J>at he schuld hafe na drede of hir, what

figure so euer he sawe hir 01400-50 Alexander 360 pe

figour of a freke he sail take eftire 1475 Bk. Noblesse {.fitto)

21 Wonderfulle entreprises. that Hercules did, whiche is

wnten in figure of a poesy 1599 Shaks Much Ado \ 1 15

Doing m the figure of a Lambe, the feats of a Lion xoxx

Bible Isa, xhv, 13 The carpenter, maketh it after the figure

ofa man
,

4. Of a living being : Bodily shape, occas. in-

cluding appearance and bearing. Now chiefly of

persons

13 E. E Aim. P, A 746 Quo formed be by fayre

fygure? 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 283 b/i A. monkof a rygnt

honourable fygure and parure. 1484

—

FablesofsEsgpw iv,

To the [the pecok] they [the godaes] haue gyuen fayr fygure.

a 1533 Ld Berners niton xlu 140 Yf I stiold dyscryue his

foule fygure at length. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm 11 Cij,

When other creatures Look downwards on't, [thou] hast an

erected figure 1740 Chesterf Lett I. bui. 174 [Poets]

represent as persons, the passions and many other things

that have no figures nor persons belonging to them 1774

Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) II 106 There is little known
exactly with regard to the proportion of the human figure.

Ibid IV 24 Few readers . are not as well acquainted with

the figure of a Squirrel 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid vi

Georgia 42 The figures of some of the women are handsome.

x86g Boutell Anns fy Arm, vu xog This hauberk was ad-

justed to the figure by a belt 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd
Men I u 140 His dignified aspect and commanding figure

Tb. The bodily frame, considered with regard to

its appearance
17*5-20 Pope Iliad xx 71 Wise Nestor then nis reverend

figure rear'd. 1728—Dune n 62 So lah’nng on, with

shoulders, hands, and head, Wide as a windmill all his

figure spread.

5 An embodied (human) foim; a person con-

sidered with regard to visible foim or appearance.

c 1250 Gen. Ex 1006 In Se dale of mambre, sa3 abraham
figures Sre c 1420 Anturs of Arih xi, Ho was a figure cf

flesche, fayrest of alle £1450 Loneuch Grail xhn 303

The fegure bat there owt gan gon 1602 Shaks Ham 1 1

109 T his portentous figure Comes armed through our watch

1673 Dryden Mai r a la Mode m 1, What a figure of a
man is there 1 1730 A Gordon Maffels Ampkith 50 Two
Figures in the Action ofgoing into the Amphitheatre 1754
Richardson Gi andison IV xxi 153 She is a very fine figure

of a woman. 1768 Sterne Sent Jottm (1782) II 81 A tall

figure, of a philosophic, serious, adust look 1877 Rita
Vivienne 1 iv, He saw a figure leaning against the embra-

sure of one of the windows

b. colloq A person of grotesque or untidy ap-

pearance. Figwe offun a ludicrous personage,

an oddity.

1774 Mad D’ArblaY Eaily Dtaty (1889) I 322, 1 ob-

tained leave to come down, though quite a figure x8xx

Miss L M Hawkins C’tess tyGertr (K 0), Figure of fun

x8ia Lady Burchersh in Lett (1893) 61 Words can't de-

scribe the figures the women dress here of a morning 1840

Mrs F Trollope Widow Married vu, What, can have

induced you to make such a figure of yourself? x86x

Hughes Tom Blown at Oxf xvm (1889) 173 The figure of

fun was a middle-aged man of small stature 1886 Burton
Aiab Nts I. 82 Each of them is a figure o’ fun after Ins

own fashion

6 t/ansf. A peison as an object of mental con-

templation
;
a personage

1734 Watts Reltg Jitv (1789) 216 She had rather bear an
inconvenience herself, than give an uneasiness even to the

meaner figures of mankind 1847 Emerson Re/r Men,
GoetheWks (Bohn) I 389 And he flung into literature, in his

Mephistopheles, the first organic figure that has been added
for some ages 1874 Green Short Hist vi § 6 335 This

utter absence of all passion makes the figure of [Thomas]

Cromwell the most terrible in our history. 1888 Bryce
Amer Commit) II I111 327 The disappearance of this

brilliant figure [Hamilton]

7 Conspicuous appearance In phrase To make
(familiarly to cut

)
a figure

a m neutral sense, with qualifying adj . To
present a (good, bad, splendid, ridiculous, etc ) ap-

peaiance
j
to produce an impression of specified

character on the beholder

1699 Bentley Phot 361 Any Metaphor at all makes but

l very bad Figure 1710 Steele Tatler No 57 F x To
understand among what Soit of Men we make the best

Hamilton Neio Acc E Iltd I xix 134
66 Goldsm

Figure 1727 A
The City makes a good figure from the Sea 1766 Uoldsm
Vic IV x, When Moses has trimmed them a little, they will

cut a very tolerable figure 1791*0 Gambado 1 Aim Horsem,

v (1809) 87 London Riders. . who cut so smait a figure

in a country town 188a Serjt Ballantine Exper 1 456

Witnesses of this kind cut but an awkward figure in the

hands of a skilful counsel. 1883 S C Hall Retrospect I.

240 He made but a poor figure in the House,

b To appear in a ridiculous aspect

1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 2x2 It was as much as I could do

to keep my Countenance at the Figure he made 1854

Felton Fam Lett xlvi (1865) 343 There is nothing more

comical than the figure an EngusJih scholar cuts when he first

comes to Athens

c. To occupy a conspicuous or distinguished

position ; to play a prominent or important part

;

to attract admiration or respect . Cf. F.fairefigure

1691 J Wilson Belphegor v 1 Dram Wks (1874) 368

And what figure do you make in this house ? 1697 Dryden
JEneid 11 xi6 While his arms rul’d the Counsels of the

Court, 1 made some figure there. 1711 Addison Sped

No 92 P 8 Gentlemen that make a Figure at Will s 1736

Butler Anal 1 ui, Revolutions, which make a figure even

in the history of the world. 1749 Chesterf Lett II, 233,

I am very willing that you should make, hut very unwilling

that you should cut, a figure , the cutting a figure being

the very lowest vulgarism in the English language. 176^-71

H Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint (1786)! 223 The first

painter who seems to have made any figure in this reign.

1809 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I 171/2 Bo>s, who make a

considerable figure at school . often make no figure in the

world X824W Irving T Trav I 187 If they did not make

much figure in talking, they did in eating *864 Burton

Scot Abr I iv 206 Kirkaldy of Grange .cut some figure in

P
8
lU

Importance, distinction, * mark \ Now only

with reference to persons, in phrases (somewhat

arch ) man, ivoman offigure, a person of rank and

station

169a Dryden St Evremonts Ess 192 Persons of the

greatest Figure make every thing valued according to their

Fancy X703 Maundhell Journ Jerus, (1734) 44 Another

River, of no inconsiderable figure. 1711 Addison Specs,

No. 122 r 7 The speech was designed to gne him a

Figure in my Eye. 1760 De Foe s
r
i our Gt Boti.il 63

Wallingford . a Place of great Figuie <rx8op K White

Rem. (1817) 379, I met him . in company with persons of

apparent
3
figure. 1851 Carlyle Sterling n. 1 (1872) 89 Mr.

Sterling, a private gentleman of some figure.

b. Style of living, ostentation, display arch.

1602 Ld Cromwell 111 iu, 2 Our County now exceeds

the figure Of common entertainments *720 De Fol Capt

Singleton xx (1840) 342 He obliged her not to increase her

figure, but live private 1807 fielding s Tom Tones l Life

xx Fond of figure and magnificence, he incumbered himself

with a large retinue 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1. ix (1872) 55

Lieutenant-General Barton of the Life-guards lived in

a certain figure here m town.

II. Represented form }
image, likeness.

9 The image, likeness, or representation ofsome-

thing material or immaterial.

a 1340 Hampoix Psalter xxn 4 III men . bens pc figure of

ded. c 1400 Maundev (Roxb) vu 25 Euermare in ]>e

middes of Jxam es funden \>e figure of be crosse _
148X

Caxton Myrr 1 111 9 He fourmed hym [man] to his figure

and semblaunce 1531 Eli ot Gov i xxvi, There is nat

a more playne figure of ldlenesse, than playmge at dise

1608 Shaks Per v 111 92 In Hehcanus may you well

descry A figure of truth, of faith, of lojalty 1658 Sir

T. Browne Hydriot 111 40 The mystical Figures of Pea-

cocks, Doves and Cocks 1791 Burke App Whigs Wks
VI 30 He is their standard figure of perfection 1878

B Taylor Deukauon Argt. xo She is no figuie of the Faith

of her day
-(• b. An imaginary form, a phantasm. Obs

^1384 Chaucer H Fame 1 48 Oi if the soule warmth
al and some Be avisions or be figures 1598 Shaks
Merry W iv u 231 To sciape the figures out of your

husbands braines

10 esp, An artificial representation of the human
form
a In sculpture • A statue, an image, an effigy,

t To work by the figure (quot 1598) perh to operate on
a wax effigy of a person, for the purpose of enchantment
(Schmidt)

,
some have referred it to sense 14.

« 1300 Cursor

M

2290 (Cott ) Lik til his fader pat was ded
Awygur was mad, 01300E E Psaltei xcvi[il 7 Alleschente

be pat mirthen in par vigours [m simnlacrts] als c 1400

Bestr Troy 4349 The Figur of his faderwas falsi} honour* t

1483 Caxton Cato Aujb, To adoure the ymages and other

fj gures humayn 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4087 S tage Direct

,

Heir sal Dissait he drawm up, or ellis his figure xsg8 Shaks
Meny W iv iu 185 A witch She workes by Chaiines, by
Spels, by tb’ Figure x6xt Bible x Kings vi 29 Carued

figures of Cherubims 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg 11 646
rlhe breathing Figures of Corinthian Brass X717 Lady
M W. Montagu Lett II xlvi 35 All the figures have their

heads on X807-8 Scott Wav App 11 ,

1

tried to frighten

her by introducing a figure through a trap door 1851

Hussey Papal Power m 158 The use of figures in

Churches

b In painting, chawing, etc . A representation

of human form (as opposed to landscape, still life,

etc ) . Now restricted to representation of the whole

or greater part of the body.
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xi 43A hoist of grene lasper with

foure figures and vm names of ouie Lord perm 1 1440
Promp Parv 159/2 Fygure, or lykenesse 1676 N01 th s

Plutarch Add, Lives 75 His Cabinet, furnished with many
Pourtraitures and Figures of those who had been Tra\ ellers

1695 Dryden tr Du Fiesnofs Art ofPainting Vied 37 In
the principal Figuies of a Picture .consists the principal

beauty of his [the Painter’s] Work 1705 Addison Italy 13

Tapestry, m which are wrought the Figures of great Per-

sons x8ax Craig Led Diawing \ in 428 If your subject

be of figures 1832 G Downfs Lett Cent Countries I 14

On the front are the figures of his wife and child.

c. Her (Cf. F figure the face )

1727-41 Chambers Cycl ,
Figure, in heraldry, a bearing in

a shield, representing or resembling a human face ; as a sun,

a wind, an angel, etc

1 11. Represented chaiacter, part enacted; hence,

position, capacity Obs.

x6xo Shaks. Temp 111 111 83 Brauely the figure of this

Harpie, hast thou Perform’d 1673 Dryden Mair a la

Mode v 1, Since he a. King, methinks he has assumed
another Figure. 1675 Temple Let to Sir J Williamson
Wks 1731 II 344 II is Majesty would upon no Occasion

quit the Figure of Mediator. 1711 Steele Sped. No 262

r 6 Those who appearm the higher Figures of Life 1721

De Foe Mtin Cavalier (1840) 113 Your majesty . . shall he
served by me in any figure you please

•j- b. One acting a part Obs rare

1494 Fabyan Chi on vu cexwin 258 She was there as a
fjgure, a woman werynge that habyte without professyon of

oidre.

f c A person dressed in character Obs

1767 J Penn SleepySeim v, Horse-jockeys, Italian figures,

rope-dancers, and ballad-singers.

12. An emblem, type + In figure

.

in emblem-

atical representation. + To be zn figui e

'

to be

typical 1" Infigure io

,

emblematic of
0x340 Hampole Psaltei cxlvi. 8 He hilys halywnt wit?

figure forto stire men to seke. c 1366 ChaucerA . B C 169

Ysaak was figure of his [Christ’s] deth certeyn. c 1450 St
Cuthlert (Surtees’) 697 fe ship >at beres vs m >e se. Of haly
kyrke j?e figure be 1497 Bp Alcock Mons Perfect. Aij,

I his mount is in figure and svgnefyeth relygyon 1532

More Canfut TindaleWks. 385/1 Al thing vnto them came

in figures. 1607-12 Bacon Ess Counsel (Arb ) 312 The
aunctent tyoies doe sett fourth in Figure, the incorporacion

. of Councell with Kmges. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm 1 C,

Oh gentle power Figure ofpeace. 1647SaltmarshY/atrAles

Glory (1847) 149 A rest or peace in figure to that glory and

fulness to be revealed in us* x6$x C» Cartwright Cert*

Relig 1 122 The Rock, .was a Type and a Figure of Christ

X73o-6m Bailey (folio) 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 453

It has long been usual to represent the imagination under

the figure of a wing ,

III, Delineated or devised form; a design or

pattern.

13 A delineation illustrating the text of a hook;

a diagram, an illustration When used as a lefer-

ence usually abbreviated tofig.
The L. fieura = Gr <rgyp.o. as applied to mathematical

diagrams
,
but the mod use is influenced by sense 9

c 1391 Chaucer Astral. 1. § 3 For the more declaracioun,

lo here the figure. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde (1504)

By, Not orely in wordes, but also in huely and express

fygures. X551 Recorde Pathw Knowl 11. Pref, Ilie

charges in cuttyng of the figures a 1660 W. Ouchtbed
(title), Mathematical! Recreations, or a Collection of sundry

Problemes . illustrated with divers Brasse Figures 1703

Moxon Mech. Exeix 173 As you see in the F tgure at b

X849 Sk Nat. Hist
,
Mammalia IV 113 Two figures of

skulls (Fig. n and 72) x85x P. L Simmonds (title), Ure s

Cotton Manufacture, in two volumes with one bundled, and
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fifty original figures 1885 LEUDrsnour Cremona's Pioj
Glow 81 Let 111 the first figuie a tiausversal m be drawn to

cut fij b, c, dm A, B, C, D respectively

14. Astrol

\

A diagram ot the aspects of the astro-

logical houses ;
a horoscope. A figui e of heaven

or the heavens • a scheme or table showing the dis-

position of the heavens at a given time. To cast
,

erect, set a figure • see the vbs.

1393 Gowe 11 Conf III 79 He Thiough his caiectes and
figures The maistiy and the power hadde 1610 13 Jonson
Alch iv iv, By erection of ner figure, I geht it 163* tr

Bacon's Life Death 1 The Figmes of Heaven, under
which they were born 1678 Butler Hud 111 1 455 He set

a Figure to discover Ifyou weie fled to Rye or Dover 1716
Addison Drummer 11. i, They aie casting a figure, 1831
Brewster Newton. (1855I I n 21 He bought a book on
Judicial Astrology and in perusing it he came to a iigure

of the Heavens
15 An arrangement of lines 01 other mailings

forming an ornamental device
,
one of the devices

combined into a decorative pattern
,
also applied

to similar markings produced by natural agency

Also collect f Infigure : so as to form a pattern

1507 Shaks Lovcds Lompl 17 Oft did she heave her
napkin tohercyne Laundeitng the silken figuies m the
brine 1623 Bacon Ess Friendship (Arb ) 17s It was well
said That speech was like Cloth of Airas, opened, and put
abroad; Whereby the Imagety doth appeare in Figure,
wheicas in Thoughts, they lie but as in Packs 1637
Milton Lycidas iog His bonnet sedge, Inwrought with
figures dun 1665 G Havers Sir T Roe's Voy E Ind
447 This Seal the Great Mogul, either in a large, 01 lesser

figure causeth to be put into all Fumanes 1833 Hr
Maktinuau Loom <5 Lugger 11 vi 118 A beautiful figure

that velvet has, to be sure 1855 Iennyson Brook 103
Sketching with her slender pointed foot Some figure On
gaiden gravel i860 Tyndall Glac 11 I 232 The luminous
figure 1 elected from such a surface is exceedingly beautiful.

irans

f

1667 Milton P. L vii 426 Part moie wise In
common, lang'd in figure, wedge tlnr way. 1718 Lady M
W Montagu Let 10 Apr (i8fii)I 358 He begins a sort of
solemn dance 'I hey all stand about lum 111 a regular figure

16 Dancing One of the evolutions ot move-
ments of a dance or dancer ; also, a set of evolu-

tions
;
one of the divisions into which a set dance

is divided.
1636 Massinger Gt Dk Florence iv i. Keep your figure

fair. And follow but the sample I shall set you 1806-7 J
Beresford Miseries Hum Life (1826) 111 xvu, Blundering
m the figure all the way down a country dance xBzSAnal
Loud Ball-room 62 The figure and tune being selected, the
M C should be informed of it 1874 Mrs H Wood Mast
Gi eylands I 84 Such was the commencement of the figure

17. Skating ‘ A movement, or senes of move-
ments, beginning and ending at the centre’

(
Badm

Libr, Skating 145)

1869 Yandi rvell & Witham Syst Figure-skating ix 164
To commence a figure the skaters stand opposite each other,
as on the sides of a square

IV. A written character. Cf. 15 .

4 18 gen. Applied, e g., to a letter of the alpha-

bet, the symbol of a musical note, a mathematical

symbol, etc Ohs.

1397 M orley Inirod.Mus Aunot
,
Figures in lime shorter

thannummes cannot he tied or enter in ligature. 1607 Shaks
Twion v 1. 157 Shall wute in thee the figures of their loue
Euer to read them thine Hid v 111 7 The Charracter lie

take with wax, Our Captame hath in euery Figure skill

1609 J Douland Ormihop Microl 39 A Breefe is a Figure,
which hath a body foure-square, and wants a tayle R
1660 Barrow Euclid 11 1 Schol

,
Seeing by reason of the

figure —,
that A is not [etc ]

10. A numerical symbol. Originally, and still

chiefly, applied to the ten symbols of the so-called

Arabic notation Two (or double), three. Jour, etc

figures \ a number amounting to ten or moie, a
hundred or more, a thousand or more, etc

,
a sum

of money indicated by such a number. Man of
figures one versed in arithmetic or statistics

In Cricket, To get into or reach double or threefigures —
to make ten or a hundred runs.

as225 Ancr R. 214 pe 3iscare make# Jjerinne figures of
augrim. c 1303 Edmund Conf 223 in E E. P (1862) 77
Arsmeti ike radde in cours & his figours drouj aldai <1x369

Chaucer Dcihe Blannche 447 And recken with his figures

ten. c 1433 Ci aft Nombryuge 1 In Jns craft ben YSid teen
figurys. 1342 Rlcorde Gr Aries (1573) 42 There are but
ten Figures, that aie vsed m Authmetike 1600 T Hill
A nth 5 b, The Cipher (for so the figure o is peculiarly

named, although it be generally called and accompted as a
figure) 1674 PLAYroRD Skill Mvs 1 m 36 The Figures
usually placed over Notes in the Thorough Bass of Songs.
1746-7 Hekvey Medit (1818)72 Arithmeticians have figuies,

to compute all the progressions of time 1817 Tierney 111

Pari Deb 1357 The noble loid could not disprove figures

1884 Punch 5 Apr 161/1 Mr B , A R. A
,
sends a ‘single

figure —for which lie asks three figures 1884 Lillywhite'

s

Cricket Attn 64 Lancashire could not reach three figuies

either time

h figure of eight . see Eight 3 Also atinb

,

as in figure of eight bandage, sutu/e. Figure of
eight moth : (see quot

)

1604 Marston Malcontent iv 11, [The brawl] Why/tis but
singles on the left, two on the nght a figure of eight 1813
Kirby& Sr Entomol I 196 The figure-of-eight-moth (Bom
byx cseruleocephala, F ). 1871 Holmes Syst Surg fed. 2)

V 308 The figure of eight bandage is formed of a single con-
tinuous roller

C. Figure (of) four : a trap for catching animals,

the trigger of which, is set in the shape of the

figure 4.

187a 0 W Holmes Poit Breakf-i 1 (1885) 10 Rabbits aie

entrapped in ‘ figgei y fours ’. 188:5 Farmi b. Americanisms,
Figure Four, a huntei’s trap for Targe game Also called

a deadfall
20 Hence, An amount, number, sum of money

expiessed in figures.

1842 Punch II 118/2 He may put a better desseit upon
his table at a lighter figuie than now 1848 Thackeray BK
Snobs x, Accommodating a youngster with a glandeied

charger at an uncommonly stiff figuie 1869 Tyndall Notes

Led Light § 127 The index of refraction . reached so

high a figure as 2 4.

V. In various uses, representing the technical

applications of Gr ffxVPa

21 Rhet Any of the various ‘ forms’ of expres-

sion, deviating from the normal arrangement or

use of words, which are adopted 111 order to give

beauty, variety, or force to a composition
,
e.g

Aposiopesis, Hypeibole, Metaphor, etc. Also,

figure ofspeech.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's Prol 16 Your termes, your coloures,

and your figuies, Kepe hem m store, til [etc ] 1389 Putten-
11 \mEng Poesiem vn (Aib) 166 Figurcsbe the instruments

of ornament in euery language 1396 Harington Metam,
Ajax (1814) 11 And minding to speak it shorter, by the

figure ofabbreviation 1609 Bible (DouayJ/’.r exm Comm,
By the figure Apostrophe he speaketh to the sea, river, and
hilles c 1633 Hobbes Rhet (1840I 519 A figiue is garnish-

ing of speech in words, or m a sentence 1663 Boyle Occas

Refi Pref (1848) 22 That noble Figure of Rhetonck call’d

Hyperbole. 1766 Chestebf Lett 188 The Egotism is the

usuall and favourite figure of most people's Rhetonck

1824 L Murray Eng, Gram (ed 5) I 486 Figures of Speech
imply some depaituie from simplicity of expression 1878

Bosw Smith Carthage 161 The proveib ‘as many slaves,

so many enemies* was, in their case, no figuie of rhetoric

but the stern and simple tiuth

b In a more restricted sense (with mixture of

senses 9 and 12): A metaphor or metaphorical

mode of expression
,
an image, similitude

1433 Misyn Fire ofLove 3 pe flaume, whilk vndyr fygute

I cald fyer 1326 Pilgr Peif, (VV de W. 1531) 1 Decfareth

it by the similitude ana fygure of the passage of the chyldren
of Israel from Egypte. i6n Bible i Cor iv 6 These things

. I haue in a figure transfened to my selfe 1727 Porr, etc

Art ofSinking 77 That destroyer of fine figures, which is

known by the name of common sense. 1782 Priestley
Corrupt Chr. I 11 156 [These] expressions have much the

air of figure and allusion 1853 Brimley Ess 44 Simile and
figure may be regarded as a natural short-hand 1873 Jowltt
Plato (cd 2) III 96 The old Pythagorean ethical symbols
still exist as figures of speech among ourselves.

22. Grammar. Any of the permitted deviations

fiom the normal forms of words (eg Aphseiesis,

Syncope, Elision), or from the ordinary mles of
construction (eg. Ellipsis). + Formerly also

figure ofspeech.

x66g Milton Accedence Gram Wks 1831 VI 467 Words
are sometimes encreast or diminish! by a Letter or Syllable

which are call’d Figures of Speech 17*1-1800 in

Bailey
28 Logic. (See quot 1837-8.)

*331 Wilson Logike (1567) 286 Examples of the fiiste

figure and the inodes thereof 1389 Pappe w Hatchet B b,

'Tis neither m moode nor figure 1628 T Spencer Logick
258 Aristotle dehveis the forme of Syllogismes and divides

them into three figures 1663 Evelyn Mem (1857) III 141
A Reverend Father has put Mr 4 Cressy’s rhapsody into

mode and figure. 1708 Switt Sacramental Test, As to that

ai gument I v» onder by what figure those gentlemen speak

1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xx (1866) I 400 The forms
determined by the different position of the middle term
m the premises of a syllogism, are called figures,—a name
given to them by Aristotle

24s Mas 1 Any short succession of notes, either

as melody or a group of chords, which produces

a single, complete, and distinct impression ’ (Grove).
1884 R. Prentice Musician III 29 The first Invention is

founded entirely on the opening eight-note figure.

VI atinb and Comb.
25 a simple attnb (sense 10), as figure-action,

-incident
,

-painting
,

-picture, -piece
,

-sculpture

,

-study, -subject

,

b, objective (sense 4), as figiire-

trainmg\ (senses io, 15) as figure-carver, carving,

-stamper, -weaving.
i860 Rlskin Mod Paint V. ix i 198 Heroic [landscape]

. is frequently without architecture , never without *figure-

action, or emotion Contemplative [landscape] lequires .

‘‘'figure incident 1868G Stephens RunicMon II 511 The
‘'figure-stampers and “figure-carvers of the Early and still

more of the Later Iron Age 1849 Southey Comm -pi Bk
Ser n 34s To cut up a fowl in the air .This sort of “figure-

carving implies abominable cookery 1873 Hamerton
Intell Life vn. 239 The wife is with you always the
world, to you, is a “figure-picture in which theie ls one
figure, the rest is merely background. 1864 A McKay Hist
Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 250 He excelled in landscapes, and
“figure-pieces 1874 Micklethwaite Mod Par Churches
in Whether or not “figure-sculpture ought to be employed
in ecclesiastical architecture 1884 Rlskin in Pall Mall
G 10 Dec. 11/1 The vast irruption of sensual “figure-study.

1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 374 An ivoi y patch-box, with
“figure-subject carved in relief 1871 (W/r),*Figure Training.
1831 G Porter Silk Mannf 234 “Figure-weaving is the
art of producing various patterns in the cloth

26 Special comb . figure-maker, (a) one who
casts or moulds figures

, (b) a maker of wooden
anatomical models for artists

;
figure-servant,

nonce-wd
,
a qommeicial clerk ;

figure-six a (see

quot 1851 ); figure-skater, one who practises

figure-skating
;
figure-skating, the ait or practice

of skating in figures (see Figure sb 1 7) ; figure-

stone (film )
= Agalmatolite. Also Figure-

caster, Figure-dance, Figure-flinger, etc

1830 J. H Nfwman Diffic Anglic 205 Operatives,
join neymen, “figuie sei vanls and labourers 1831 Mayhew
Land Labour I 36/2 The han, they [coster-lads] say
ought to be done in “figuie-six curls 1892 T M Witham
Figure-skating in Skating (Badm Libr ) 111 45 Dry cracks

ai e vei y dangerous to the “figure-skater 1832H Spencer
Gracefulness Ess 1891 II 384 Early attempts in “figure-

skating, are fatiguing 1892T M Witiwm Figure-skating
in Skating (Badm Libr) in 57 A figure-skating club the
membeis of which aie mostly English 1803 R Jameson
Char Mm II. 604 It is brought from China, and has
received the name “Figure stone 1832 L Olipiiant Journey
to Katmandu 174 Amongst other minerals are corundum,
figui e-stone, and talc.

Figure (fi g^h -Iui), V [f prec sb
;
cf OF

(and modFr ) figurer (— Pr. and Sp figurar, It.

figurare, ad L figui die, f. figura Figure sb),

which is probably the source ofsome of the senses ]
j* 1. tians To give figure to , to form, shape

; to

bring into shape. Obs
?a 1400 Morte Arth 2151 The faireste fygured folde that

fygurede was ever 1333 Eden Decades 261 The damme
by lyttle and l>ttle figurethe the mfoime byrthe 1643
Evelyn Mem (1819) I 186 Piedcstals exquisitely cast and
figur'd c 1790 Imison Sch Art II 155 The bed of hones
should be very little larger than the metal intended to be
figured upon it

4 b With complement , To shape into; also to

shape into (a specified form) Obs
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1 Ivxn (1869) 42 Flesh and

blood it is in sooth, but biecl it and wyn it is figuied 1626

Bacon Sylva § 352 Some [shining wood] was found to be
Firm and haid , so as it might be figured into a Cioss

2. To lepresent m a diagram oi picture.

c 1380 Wyclit Sel. lVks. Ill 456 po holy Trinity in no
matiere schulde be fygund 111 bat fouime by wluche
comynly hit is peyntid c 1391 Chauclr Astrol. 1 § 9 Next
this folwytli the ceicle of the dayes that ben figured in

maner of degrees c 1430 Pdgi LyfManhode iv 11 (1869)

175 Oideyned j haue that peyntea it [the beste] be lieeie

and figuied c 1300 Meluwie 364 Ryche pictmes where as

weie fyguied many a noble hystory 139* Splnslr Muiop
277 Arachne figur'd how love did abuse Euiopa like a bull,

1776 Wn iiering Brit Plants (1796) IV 111 Fuchsfasttgi-
atus of Wulfen, figured m Tacq coll 111 14 2, is perhaps

the plant of Linnmus i8i4Wordsw White Doe ofRyl 11,

20 1 he sacred Cross , and figured there The five dear wounds
our Lord did bear 1831 Carpi nter Man Phys (ed 2) 531
The Perch

,
whose Encephalon is hei e figured 1882M inchin

Unipl. Kincmat. 17 Some such curve as that figured

b. To trace, mark (a design, letter, etc )
1326 Tindale 2 Cor 111 7 The muustracion of deetli tliorowe

the letters figured in stones 1801 Southey 7 halaba v xu,
Whose windows lay m light, And oF their former shape
Rude outline on the earth Figured

3. To picture in the mind
,
to imagine Const,

with simple compl and object clause.

(Sometimes tofigure to oneself cf F sefigurer)
< ,

1603 Shahs Meas for

M

1. 11 53 Thou art alwayes figuring

diseases in me , but I am sound 1637 Nabbks Microcosm.
hi, I am transform’d into a happiness Cannot he figuied.

1718 Lady M W Montagu Lett (1861) I 367 He had .

already figured his bride to himself with all the deformities

in nature 1760 H Walpole Corr (ed 3) III cccxlvu 332
You cannot figuie a duller season 1831 Carlyle Sart.
Res 1 2 In all speculations they have tacitly figured Man
as a Clothed Animal 1831— Stei ling 1 iv (1872) 27,

1

figure

him a brilliant creature 1868 Airy Pop Ash on 111 123
Theie is no difficulty at all in figuring to ourselves that

[etcl 1886 Mrs Lynn Linton Paston Carew xlti. All the
pams and griefs his imagination had ever figured

4. To portray or represent by speech 01 action.

1473 Bk. Noblesse 21 Aventuious dedis that Hercules, as
it is figured m the v booke of Boecius, toke uppon him
*394 Shaks Rich III, 1. 11. 194 Anne I would I knew thy
heart. Glo ’T is figur’d in my tongue 1634 Ford P War-
beck 1 i, Thy heart Is figur’d on thy tongue ax668
? Davenant in Dryden Prose Wks 1800 1 11 214 An heroic

poem should be . like a glass of nature, figuring a more
pi acticable virtue to us than was done by the ancients 1894
R H Shcrard m Westm G 13 June 2/1 The aficionados

do all in their power to figure a Spanish audience but these
simulated enthusiasms have but a hollow nng
45 ‘To prefigure, foreshow’ (J ) Obs

1393 Shaks 3 Hen. VI, 11 1 32 Thiee glorious Sunnes,
each one a perfect Sunne In this, the Heauen figures some
euent

6 To be an image, symbol, or type of, to repre-

sent typically.

-1401 Pol, Poems (Rolls) II 63 Two perfit lyves, that actif

and conternplatif comounh ben callid, ffulli figurid by Marie
and Martha 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 10 T hese sexe

vertuhs he fyguryd mystyly In the sexe wengys Of the
cherubyns 1430-1330 Myiv ourLadye 0.50

r
lhe body of her

blyssed sonne vas fygured by the sayde arke 1604 Dek-
ker King's Entert Wks 1873 I 280 A Personage, figuring,

Tim Counsell of the City. 1633 H Cogan tr Pinto’s Irav
xxxii 129 This boy leaned on his elbow upon the Chaems
chair and figured meicy 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 11 593
Soft Peace they [olives] figure, and sweet Plenty bring.

4 7. To display the form of, to exhibit a resem-

blance to Obs
1367 Mapli t Gr Forest 34 "Birdes tongue is an Herbe It

figureth the tong of a Budt, wheteof it hath his name In
his top it figuietha taile to looke to 1779 Forrest Voy
N Guinea 54 A high island which remaikably figures a
cock’s comb.

48 To represent as resembling
, to liken (a pei-

son or thing) to (another) Obs
1393 Gower Conf Til. 118 Taurus figured is Unto a

bulle. i£ao Caxton's Chron. Eng in. 24 b/i This man was
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cursed every ynche, and therfore he was figured to Ante-

cryst 1523 Ld Blrners From I cccxcix 601 Sermons
made figurynge them to the people of Israeli, whome kynge
Pharaon kepte longm seruytude.

9 fa To predicate in a metaphorical sense

(obs.)
b To express by a metaphor or image.

£1386 Chaucer Pars T ip 022 (Ellesmere) Manage is

figured betwixe Cnst and holy chirche 1836 Emerson
Nat Prospects Wks (Bohn) II. 171 The difference . is

happily figured by the schoolmen, in saying that the know-
ledge of man is an evening knowledge but that of God is

a morning knowledge. 1857 Buckle Cnhhz I vu 22s That
image of desolation under which the noble old man figured

his immeasurable grief

f10 To frame (a discourse) according to rhetori-

cal figures , to adorn with figures of speech Obs.

1652 Urquhart 7<WWks. (1834) 292 Ironical cromatick,

or any other way of figuung a speech by opposition, being

formules of oratory 1727 Bailey vol II s v Figures

( Theatrical), Orators figure their Discourses

31 To adorn or mark with figures
,

to embellish

or ornament with a design or pattern

1480 Wardr Acc Edw IV (1830) 116 Blue velvet figured

with tawny 1595 Shaks John v. 11 53 Had I seene the

vaultie top ofheauen Figur'd quite ore with burning Meteors

1609 Bibi e (Douay) Isa xl 19 Hath the goldsmith figured

it with gold V 1723 Pope Odyss iv 808 A goblet of capacious

mold, Bigur’d with art to dignify the gold 1883 Truth 31

May 769/2 Crimson satin, figured with velvet flowers

12 a. trans To mark with (numerical) figures ,

to express or indicate by figures Also, f To

figure (a sum of money) on (a person) : (slang) to

total up against.

1683 Drydln & Lef Duke ofGmse v it So what was
figured twelve, to thy dull sight Appeared full twenty-one

1773 Gentl Mag XLIII 654 His antagonist figured on

him (as his phrase is) at the game of two handed whist, about

^200 1781 Covvper Let. to J Hill 3 Oct , Your draft is

worded for twenty pounds, and figured for twenty-one

b. intr To use figures in arithmetic. Also

trans. To figure tip : to reckon up with figures

Tofigure out', see 15 c

1834 H Miller Sch Schm 111. (1858) 52 He wrote and

figured well 1884 Bread Winners 24s I’ll figure it all up

and take my pay
e trails Mus To write figures over or under

(the bass) m order to indicate the intended har-

mony. Cf. Figured fpl a 7
1674 Playtord Skill Mns HI S You find here only men-

tioned and figured a third, fifth, and eighth 1881 G A,

MAcrARREN Counterpoint v 20 It is recommended to figure

the bass throughout these exercises

13 intr Dancing To perform a figure or set of

evolutions (see Figure sb 16 ). Also, to figure

away, down,
out (see 15 d)

1744 Coll. Country Dances 2 Foot it again and half figure

1780 CoWPER Progr. Err 366 We Teach him to fence

and figure twice a week. 1820 W Irving Sketch Bk ,

Christmas Eve (1865) 251 The squire himself figured down
several couple with a partner. 1828 Longf in Life (1891)

I. 139 One passing regret that he cannot . . figure away 111

the dance with the best of them

14 intr a To make an appearance, to appear

;

often with as: To appear m the character of,

stand for ,
also, to look like + Tofigurefor : (a)

to pose as a claimant for, pretend to
;

(b) to stand

for, represent To figure in : to come upon the

scene Cf Figure^ 6
1602 Warner Alb Eng x lvu (1612) 233 The Duke of

Gmze, who earst had figur'd for the Crowne. 1634 D Ave-

nant Temple ofLove Dram Wks 1872 I 287 On the other

Side an Asiatiquem the habit ofan Indian borderer figured

for the Asian monarchy 176a Goldsm Nash 50 When he

first figured at Bath, there were few laws against this de-

structive amusement 1812 H &J. Smith R ej Addr xvn

(1873) 162 Like great Jove, the leader figuring in, Attunes to

order the chaotic din 1815W H Ireland Scribbleontama

106 note. This gentleman formerly figured as shopman at

an oil warehouse. 1826 Disraeli Vtv Grey 11 xiu, On the

door of one of the shabbiest houses in Jermyn Street the

name ofMr Stapylton Toad fora long time figured 1837—
Venetia. 1. vm, The intervening woods figured as the forests

of Thessaly 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 11 One of those

robust and incisive constitutions, to which doubt figures as

a sickness. 1893 Law Ttmes XCIV 454/1 Propositions of

this kind will not figure upon the Statute-book yet awhile

b. To make a distinguished appearance ;
to be

conspicuous or notable. Also, Tofigure away, off:

to ‘show off’ Cf. Figure sb j.

1736 Bolingbroicb Patriot (1749) ul
„

B 33 Persons who

figured afterwards in the rebellion 1762 Churchill Ghost

iv, Whilst my Lord figur’d at a race 1771 Mad d Aublay

Early Diary 8 May (1889) I 112 Dr. King came m and

figured away to his own satisfaction before Mr Garrick

1803 T Jefferson Writ (1830) III 50* We shall get en-

tangled in European politics, and figuring more, be much

less happy. 181a Foster Let 7 Feb , in Life Corr (1840)

I lxxxv 426 Without obtaining, against the monopolists of

the bar, even the opportunity of fairly figuring off in this

jabber 1814 Chalmers Evict. Ckr Revel, v. 147 Such a

testimony would have figured away in all our elementary

treatises 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ IV. 236/1 Yorkshire

then begins to figure as a cloth-malung county.

15, Figprre out.

+ a trans. To display or exhibit in visionary

forms or shapes. Also, To exhibit obscurely,

shadow forth. Obs.

1602 Daniel Hymen's Tri in li, No Time .. forme to .

leave for Sleep to figure out the rest 1721 R Keith tr.

T A ICempis’ Solil. Soul xm. 207 If . thou dost figure out

by such a Document, .somewhat, .both just and reasonable.

fb To portray, represent

1637W Rand tr Gassendi's Life Peiresc i. 59 He never
refused to suffer himself to be painted or figured out m a

Statue 1702 Addison Dial Medals Wks 1721 1 400 The
Emperor holds a Globe in his hand, to figure out the Eai th

c To work out (a sum) by means of figures

1884 Punch 15 Mar 125/1 Whitewash . on which you
could figure out a sum

d. intr To step out and perform a figure in

dancing
*753 Foote Eng in Parts 1 Wks 1799 I 36 When 'twas

her turn to figure out, souse she flapp'd on her back.

Frgure-ca ster.

*t*
1. One who practises the casting of figures (see

Cast d 39 and Figure sb. 14) ,
‘a pretender to

astrology 5

(J.). Obs
*584 R Scot Discov Witcher xi xxi. 169 The vaine and

trifling tncks of figure-casters 1642 Milton Apol Sweet
(1851) 306, I, by this figure-caster must be imagin’d in ..

distresse.

2 One who casts up figuies (see Figure sb 19).

1831 Scott Ct Robt vu, Movable troops for which this

figure-caster [the Logothete] makes no allowance 1880

Swinburne Stud Shaks 1 (ed 2) 10 A whole tribe of fiuger-

counters and figure casters

Frgure-ca sting, vbl sb. The action or piac-

tice of casting a figure (see Cast v. 39)
1600 Abp Abbot Exp Jonah 287 Figure casting to

judge of nativities ls a lying vanity 1625 HartAnat Dr
11 xi 123 Figure-casting, with a world of other forbidden

trash. 1868 Milman St Paul's 299 Foolish fears . from

the opposition of planets, and from figure-casting.

Figured (ft gsi’d, -mid), ppl a. [f. Figure v
and sb + -ED 1 and 2

]

I. In various senses of the vb : Shaped into

a figure or figuies
;
represented by figures, etc

1552 Huloet, Figured like an Image, imaginatus. 1599

Shaks Pass Pilgr 52 He refus’d to take her figur'd proffer

1697 Dryden AEneid v 704 This Goblet, rough with figur’d

Gold 1710 Pope WindsorFor 335 The figur’d Streams in

Waves of Silver roll'd

2 Having a particular figure or shape. In comb
with advbs

,
asfair, foul, ill figured

7a *400 Morte A rth 2151 The faireste fygured folde that

fygivrede was ever c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode iv 11 {1869)

175 Thilke beste was so foule figured that [etc.], a 1533

Ld BrRNERS Hiton civ 593 Thoughe they were ones fayre

now they be fowle and yll fygured 1821T Dwight Travels

II. 141 Its summits are finely figured, and richly diversified,

fu Having definite shape, also, formed into

figures or patterns. Cf. Figurate A 2 Obs
1626 Bacon Sylva § 588 Trees and Herbs, in the growing

forth of their Boughs and Branches are not figured and

keep no order 1786 R Willan in Med Commwi II 118

He had a figured natural stool, and two or three loose

motions 1789 G White Selbome (1853) II xli 272 Geese

and cranes move in figured flights

4 Adorned or ornamented with patterns or de-

signs. Figured card=Court card.

c 1489 Caxton Elanchardyn u 15 Riche tapysserye of the

destruction of Troye, Well and alonge fygured 1593 Shaks

Rich II, m 111 150 lie giue . My figur’d Goblets, for a

Dish of Wood 1596 Harington Metam Ajax 36 Fugerd
sattm and velvet 1611 Cotgr

,
Velours a fond de satin

Figured Satin 1777 Shfridan Sch Senna 11 1, A pretty

figured linen gown x8ax Shelley Prometh. IJnb iv i.

The figured curtain of sleep 188a Mrs* Raven's Tempt

II 87 She wore a figured shawl

5 . Adorned with rhetorical figures figurative.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxvi 10 Figunt speiche, with faceis

tua c 1698 Locke Cond Underst §32(1762)127 Figured

and metaphorical expressions do well to illustrate more

abstruse and unfamiliar ideas. 1727 Pope, etc Art of
Sinking 108 Style is divided by the rhetoricians into the

proper and the figured x86x M. Arnold Pop Educ

France 170 The figured language of which he is a master

0 . Of a dance Consisting of figures.

1711 Shaftesb Chnrac III gr Enthusiasm, which is .

.

wrought upon by Chalices, Candles, Robes, and figur d

Dances. 1879 Geo Eliot Coll Brtakf P 95 Nor any

missing of their figured dance

7. Mus. a = Florid b Figured bass —
thorough bass : see Bass sbP>

1879 Grove Diet Mns s v.. Figured Counterpoint is

-where several notes of various lengths, with syncopations

and other ornamental devices, are set against the single

notes of the Canto fermo ,
and Figured melody, or Canto

figurato, was the breaking up of the long notes of the

church melodies into larger or more rapid figures or passages.

8 Her. (See quot and cf Figure sb 10 c.)

1830 in Robson Brit Her III. Gloss 1889 Elvin Diet

Her. s v
,
Charges on which human faces are depicted, are

blazoned Figured, as the Sun, Crescents, etc.

Hence Frguredly adv

1636 Abp. Williams Holy Table i ix Not so figuredly and

distinctly in the later,

Fi’gure-dance. A dance, or exhibition of

dancing, consisting of several distinct fignres or

divisions (see quot. 1801).

x8ox Strutt Sports 4 Past nr. v 17$
Tim grand figure-

dances are pantomiirucal representations of historical and

poetical subjects, expressed by fantastic gestures.

fig a8x6 Coleridge LayServe 327 The giddy figure dance

of political changes.

Fi’gure-dancer.
1. A performer in a figure-dance

*753 A Murph\ Gray S'Init- Jml No 25 They all had

the Honour of Kissing a Figure Dancer 1779 Sheridan

Critic 1 1, French spies disguised like fiddlers and figure

dancers. 1819 Metropolis II 202 The figure-dancers, flower-

girls, characters [etc ]

2. slang (See quot)
1796 Grose Diet Vnlg Tongue,

Figuie Dancm

,

one who
alters figures on bank notes, converting tens to hundreds

Fi*gure-fli nger. A contemptuous synonym

of Figure-caster i

1387 Fleming Contn Hohnshed III 1271 Simon Pen-

brooke a figureflmger, and vehementlie suspected to be a
coniurer 1652-62 Heilin Cosmogi in (1674)113/1 Every
Astrologaster or Figure-fimger was called a chaldean 17x2

Hearn f Collect (Oxf Hist Soc)III 407 Mr Gadbury the

Figure Fhnger mentions the Custom in one ofhisAlmanacks

So Pi gmre-fll nging- vbl sb = Figure-casting

a 1625 Boys Wks (1629) 734 Not tjy starre-gazing, or

figure-flinging, or conjuring, or any curious act 1652 Gaule
Magastrom. 60 Afantasticail figure-flinging 1723 Hearne
in Rem 1 July (ed 2) II 165 Being much addicted to

astrology, he gave over his trade and set up the trade of

figure flinging and publishing of almanacks.

Fi'gure-lxea'd.
1. A piece of ornamental carving, usually a bust

or full-length figure, placed over the cut-water of

a ship
1765 Ann Reg 185 Hits Majesty’s ship . will soon have

a new figure-head 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 113 If

her figure-head be finished off by the same builder, she s

perfect 1887 Besant The World went xxvii 207 The
beautiful carved group once served for a figure-head,

b. humorously for : Face (of a person).
.

1840 Marryat Poor Jack v, [It] had knocked his figure-

head all to smash 1884 Pae Eustace 91 If you don’t want
your figure-head spoiled

2. Said depreciatingly of one who holds the

position of head of a body of persons, a community,

society, etc
,
but possesses neither authority nor

influence Also attnb
1883 Congregationalist Dec 1019 Mere diocesan figure-

heads with no opinions at all 1885 Harper's Mag Mar
6x0/2 A mere figure-head president. 1891 Spectator 12Dec
832 A mere figure-head to the Government.

3 . Arch A grotesque head, animal, etc ,
carved

in. stone on the corbel of a building ,
a corbel-liead

1874 Archxol Assoc Jml Dec. 416 The row of figure-

heads is continued inside that portion of the church

Hence Figure-liea dless a , without a figure-head

Figure-hen dship, the position of figure-head

1878 Besant & Rice Celia's Arb I xv 219 The figure-

headless ironclads of the present degenerate days 1884

Pall Mall G. 14 May 3/1 The figure headship of the Oppo-

sition

FigureleSS (fi gables, -liules), a [f FIGURE

sb. + -less ] Without figure or a figure.

1 Without shape, shapeless

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv 1 (1641) 198/2 If beer

I write . . These Figures figure-less 1892 W S LILLY Gt
Enigma 287 They are figuieless and formless.

2 Not bearing a figure

1840 Rock Ch ofFathers II vi. 262 The plain, figureless,

wooden cross, borne in procession during Passion-tide

3 . Mus Devoid of figure (see Figure sb 24).

1887 E. Gurney Tertmm Quid II 30 Figureless counter-

pointless see-sawings.

Figurement (fi garment, -lurment). raie [f.

Figure 0 + -ment ] a. Presentation of figures to

the mind. b. Introduction as a figure or ornament

1850 Blacioe /Eschylus II 237 But yesternight, with

figurement most clear, I dreamt 1879 G Meredith Egoist

I xiv 255 An embellishment such truly as should one day

gam for them an inweaving and figurement—in the place of

bees, ermine tufts [etc ] upon the august great robes

Fi'gurer. £f as prec + -ER i.j One who
figures + a One who serves as a figure or type

of. f b. One who makes use of a figure or type.

4 c One who figures or counterfeits; an imitator.

4d, — Figure-dancer, e. = Figure-skater

1548 Gest Pr Masse 104 Aaron .was a fygtirer of Christ

1565 Jewel Repi Harding (1611) 331 And whatsoeuer they

were that vsed this word, Figura, in this matter of the

Sacrament, D Steuen Gardiner scornfully calleth them

Figuratores, Figurers. 1665 Herbert 7«zu (1677) 383

Parrat, painful figurer of humane voice 1782T Vaughan

Fashionable Follies! 204 The prettiest figurer at the opera

1882 N Sc A Goodman Fin skating 10 Ihe contempt felt

by figurers for fen skaters

Flguresome (fi gaiszmi, -nusum), a [f as

piec + -SOME ] Bent upon making a (prominent)

figure. „ „ .

1884 Blackmore Tommy Uptn I w 234 A. liguresome

member of the Opposition, had given notice of a”question

Figurette (figiuret). rare l
.

[f- Figure

sb. + -ette ]
= Figurine.

*850 Leitch tr Millions Anc. Art % 307 349 The silver

inlaid work on bronze figurettes in the museum at Naples.

t Fignre’tto. obs rare [? error for It.

figurato figured (stuff).] (See quot. 1678.)

1662 Stat Ireland (1765) II- 473 Figurettoes with silk or

copper 1678 Phillips, Figvretto, a kind of stuff so called

from the flowres or other figures which are wrought upon

it 1721 in Bailey *775 ip Ash , .

Flgurial (figmo rial), a.
* Represented by figuie

or delineation ’ (Craig 1847)*

Whence in mod. Diets, . ,

Figurine (figiurzn). [a. F
.
figurine, ad. It.

figurtnet, dim. offigura see Figure and -ine j

A small carved or sculptured figure

1854 tr. Lamartine’s Celebr Char II 333 Copper frames

ornamented with wooden figurines representing personages

from history 1883 Pall Mall G 15 Mar. 2/2 A Roman
girl .selling figurines at the doors of a temple.
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Figuring (fi gsnq, -iimq), vbl sb [f Figore
V + -INQ J

]

1

.

The action of the vb Figure Also with out

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1335/1 Hys blessed bodye
and bloude in the sacrament, thoughe they seme dead, for

the more fill representacj on and fygurynge of the same
bodye and bloude remaynynge deade on tne crosse 1648

W Mountagut Devout Ess xui § 6 168 Chaines which vain

Lovers forge for the fig in ing out the powei fulnesse ofbeauty
1859 Geo Eliot A Bede 5

‘ There’s the sperrit o’ God 111 all

things 1’ the figuring and the mechanics.' x88x Kraus in

Metal World No 24 37 1 The apprentice should acquire a
knowledge of piactical figuung
attrib 175a N Dukes (title), A concise and easy Method

of learning the Figuring part of Country Dances

f 2. a. ? Configuration, form (or peril emblem-
atic significance), b. An impressed shape. Ohs
1 1385 CriAUCEtt L.G W 298 This flour bereth our alder

pris 111 figurynge 1665 Glanvill Seeps Set. xxii. 221 Let
us consider .the diveis figurings of the brain

3 ,
=» Figure-skating

*869 Vandervcix & Witham Figure skating 1 . 24 From
these two figuies [3 and 8] we get the terms ’figure skating’,

01 ’figuring’. ,

t Fi’gurist. Obs [f as prec + -ist ] One
who maintains the figurative nature of something
(e g. of the presence of Christ in the Eucharist)
1585-7 T. Rogers 39 Art (1607) 289 The Symbolists,

Figurists, and Significatuts are of opinion that the faithful

at the Lord's supper do 1 eceive nothing but naked and bare
signs 1625 Bp Mountagu Appeals to Ceesar 297 The
Figurists, Significatists, Symbolists, taught you this Doc-
trine 1737 Watehland Eucharist (ed 2) 453 Dr. Cud-
woith’s notion is tn no way favourable to the Figuusts, oi

Memorialists

t Figuristian. Obs. (Meaning not clear)

1716 M. Davies A then Brit II. To Rdi 45 The lnfimous
Class of Mechamck Figuristians

fFi'gnrize, v Obs —1 [f Figure sb. + -ize ]

intr To indulge in figures of speech.
1649 H Lawrence Some Consul, ix Will the way to helpe

our selves be to fall a Figuring and Allaegormng ?

Fi gury, a.1 Obs [a. OF figur i figured.] =
Figured (of satin, velvet, tinsel, etc).

1467 Nottingham Rec II 262 Duas mamcas de saten figur’

1473m Ld Treas Accts Scot, 1. 73 Agovne of blac satyne
figory 1489 Wardr Acc.Edw JV(1830) 116 Velvet russet
figury 150a Pnv Purse Exp Eltz of York (1830) 6g
A gowne of sattyn fyguie <*1577 Gascoigne Wks, (1587)
302 Cloth of gold or tinsel figune

Figury (fi gan, -iun), a 2 [f Figure + -y 1
]

Having plenty of ‘ figure* or pattern.

1893 Tunes 12 June 13/5 Small plain logs are difficult to
sell, but large and figury logs are scarce and wanted

Fi'g-wort. [See Fig i^a] The name of

ceitam plants reputed to cure the ‘ fig’, a. The
pilewoit (Ranunculus Ficand)

,

b. The genus
Sirophularia, esp. .S’, aquatica and S nodosa
a 1548 Turner Names ofHei bs (E D S ) 42 The second

kynde called in latine Chelidomum minus is called in eng-
lishe Fygwurt. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 xx. 31 The lesser

[celandyne] is called 111 English Pyleworte or Figwoite
b 1597 Geiiarde/Z^iW 11 ccxxxiv. 579 Theie is another

Figwoort called Scrophularia Indtca. 1668 Wilicins Real
Char 11 iv §5 xos Figwort, an Herb \Scrophnland\ 1758
Mrs Delanv Life fy Corr III 507 Matfellon and figwort
flounsh here remarkably 1865 Gossn Land 4 Sea (1874) 7
The figwort with its brown bead-hke blossoms

t Fike, sb 1 Obs Forms : 1 fic, 3, 5 flke(s, 5
fyke. [OE. fic, ad L. fic-us,] a. A fig; also

attrib., asfike-tree b A fig-tiee.

<1975 Rushvi Gosp. Matt xxi 19 And forwiSnade son® se
fic — John i. 48 MuSSy Su were under Saem fictree ic

gisaeb a 1300 CursorM. 804 (Gott
)
pai clad }>aim wid

leuis of a fike tre. 14 Nom m Wr -Wulckei 713 Hec
ficus, a. fyke or a fikes

Fike (fsik), sb 4 Sc. Also 7-9 fyke [f Fike v ']

_
1

1

, Something that causes one to fidget, esp the
itch. Also, thefikes= the fidgets Obs
Infirstquot possibly a differentword; Hhepiles Cf.Ficus.
« 1605 Montgomerie Flytmg 313 The frencie, the fluxes,

the fyke and the felt 1736 Ramsay Sc Prov (1750) xlm
87 Ye have gotten the fikes in your arse or a waft clew
a 1758 Ramsay Address of Thanks xxii, A Briton . as his
fancy takes the fykes, May preach or print his notions
17 Lady Dalrymfle in Lives of Lindsays (1849) II 322
Your mother’s cold was another of my fykes,

b. A restless movement,
i7go M vcaulay To Cheerfulness Poems 129 No ane gies

e’er a fidge or fyke Or yet a moan
2 Anxiety about what is trifling, fuss, trouble.
17x9 Hamilton and Epist to Ramsay i, O sic a fike and

sic a fistle I had about it ! 1790 Burns Tain o' Shanter 193
As bees bizz out wi’ angry fyke 1808 E. Hamilton Cottagers
afGlenburme 169, I dinna fash wi’ sae monv fykes 1827
Scott Sitrg\ Dan 11, Have I been taking a’ this fyke about
a Jew
3 Dalliance, flirtation

1808-80 Jamieson, ‘He held a great fike wi’ her/ x8xo

J Cock Simple Strains 144 (Jam,) They had a fyk thegither

Fike (folk), v 1 Chiefly Sc and north, dial
Forms 4, 5, 7-9 fyke, (6 fyk), 3, 7- fike. [?a

ON fikja (raie in Icel)=MSw fiikja to move
briskly, be restless or eager. Cf ON fikenn eager.

See Fig v 3
, Fitch v ,

Fidge v]
1 mtr. To move restlessly, bustle, fidget

; fig
to be fussy or restless, vex oneself Also, to flinch,

shrink, To fike andfling : to caper about
;
alsofig

c X220 Bestiary 656 Pike'S and fondeS al his mist tie mat
he it forSen no wi3t c 1325 Coer de L. 4749 The Sarazynes

208

fledde, away gunne fyke £1340 Gam. fy Gr Knt 2274
Nawjxer fyked I, ne flaje, freke, quen Jiou myntest c 1440
Promp Pam 160/r Fykin a-bowte 1505 Burtl Pilgr m
Watson Collett. 11 26 'I he Bee From hole to hole did fyke
1697 W Cllland Poems 105 We forsooth must fyke and
fling, And make our Pulpits sound and ring With bulkie
words, against the Test 1786 Burns On a Sc Said 21
Wha can do nought hut fyke an’ fumble. i8ox Macneill
Poems 11844) 88 Nae langer grane nor fyke, nor daidle, But
blandish ye the lang-shanked ladle 1818 Scott Hit
Midi x, To fyke ana fling at piper’s wind and fiddler's

squealing. 1825 BROctcrTTN -C Words, Bike, to fidget, to
be restless 1883 Mas. Oliphant Wizard's Sou vn, Old Blair-

allan comes fyking

b. To dally, flirt,

1804 Tarras Poems 58 No to fike wi’ yon wild hizzie

Janet's dochter x* the glen

2

.

trails To vex, trouble. Tofike one's noddle :

to trouble one’s head. Also, to shrug (the

shoulders).

1572 in Saiir Poems Reform xxxi 124 Blind Jamie tauld
me ells That quyitly jai news did fyk yame 1808-80
Jamitson, ‘ This will fike him ’ 1809 Christmas Ba’tng in

J. Skinner Misc Poetry 123 Some baith thair shou’ders up
aid fyke, 1837 R Nicoll Poems (1843I 263 It snoozes on
thro’ lain and snow, Nor fykes its noddle

hFike, V.2 Obs. [’ repr OE. *fiuan (fific-) ,
cf

OE. bcjician beflcian) to deceive, gefic deceit

;

prob cognate with Faker ] mtr To flatter, fawn,

act or speak deceitfully.
a 1225 St Marker (1862) 13 Thu fikest quoth ha ful tiling

a *225 A iter R 206 pe scorpiun fikeS mid te heaued &
stingeS mid te teile c X2$o Meid. Maregrete xm, Meidan
Maregrete nulle we nout mitte fike C1325 Advice to Women
in Wright Spec Lyr Poetry 46 Wymmon, war the with the
swyke, That feu ant freoly ys to fyke

Hence Fi bng ppl. a
,
fawning

1x1225 Alter. R. 256 Leouere me beoS line wunden pen
tukiinde cosses

Fikel(e, obs form of Fickle.

+ Fi’kenung. Obs i are—'1
, [f *fiken(en) vb.,

extension of Fike v.
2
] Deceit.

CH75 Lamb. Horn 103 Ideljelp . penne mon mid fike-

nunge feaiS and de® for 3elpe mare penne for godes luue

Fikery (fai kon) Sc [f Fikev + -ery] Fidget-

iness, fussiness ; fuss.

1823 Galt Entail I 306, ‘ I canna understand what for a’

this fykerie’s about a lump o’ yird ’ 1823 Petticoat Pales
I 330 ‘ I couldna be fashed wi’ sic fikery.’ 1850 Carlyle
in Froude Life in Loudon xvm (1884) II 51 His fussiness
and fikery has brought angry growhngs

Fikie, fiky (fai ki), a Sc. [f. Fike sb. + -y.i]

Fidgety, restless. Also, That costs much trouble,

minutely elaborate.

1768 Ross Helenoie 1 28 Your fiky dress 1823 Galt
Ringan Gilluuse I xiv 154 My Lord there is hyte and
fykie 1825 Brockett N -C. Words, F ikey 1830 Galt
Lawne T 11 v (1849) 55 Sooth to say, I was disturbed and
fykie

pFila.ce. Law Obs Also 5 Alas, 6 fylas, 8

Blaze [a. AF jfilaz, ad med I. fiilacium,
either f.

L fitlum thread, File sb a
,
or perh. shortened fiom

late L. chai tophylacium (ad, late Gr. x“P”roip«Ad-

kiov) place for keeping papers'] = File sb 2 3 b.
[xzga Britton ji, xvn. & 12 Et si le bref soit perdu ou

remu£ mahciousemcnt de filaz, adounc cesse le poer la

Justice ] 1434 Proc <5- Ordin Pnv Council Eng. (1835)
IV 260 A cedule annexed to pe ai tides pat remayne in pe
Bias mpoffice of b° prive seal a 1483 LiberNiger in Househ
Ord (1700) 33 Other lettres ana remembiaunces be kept
upon a filace 1509-10 Act 1 Hen VIII, c. 8 Yf the clerlce

of the petie bagge wyll not receyve the same office . and
putt yt on the fylas to remayne ofrecorde 1537m StatePap
(1834) II. 501 The fylaceis and recoides of the Chauncery
Hence + Filace v trans

, to place on a file, to

file.

1537 in State Papers (1834) II 499 Before a bille of com-
pleinte be exibytid and filaceid with the Master of the Rolles
clerke

+ Fila’ceous, a, Obs. [f L. filum thread +
-aceous ] Consisting of thread-Uke parts.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 6x4 It is the Stalk that maketh the

Filaceous matter 1694 Westmacott Script Herb (1695)

194 Of the filacious matter of the Bark Cables . are
made.

Filacer, filazer (filasat, -zm). Forms: a. 6
felysiour, filliser, 7-8 filizer, filizar, 9 fyliser,

7- filacer, -azer. fl. 7-8 philaser, -azer, -iser,

lzer [f. Ftlace + -er 2
] A former officer of the

superior courts at Westminster, who filed original

writs, etc. and issued processes thereon. Also
a corresponding officer of the Irish, superior
courts
[143a Act 10 Hen VI, c 4 Que null Filicer, Exigenter, ne

autre officer desore enavaunt fera tiel entree en ascun seute ]

xjxa Act 4 Hen, VIII, c 4 § 1 The Felyssour or exigenter
in whose offyee suche sute is taken. 1562 Act 5 Elis, c 1

§ 5 All Attornies, Protonotaries and Philizers. 1613 Sir H
FinchLaw (1636) 23 The profits of the office of a Fxfizer, &c
cannot be put in execution. 1667Wood Z.x/f(Oxf Hist Soc )

II 105 John Hickmote of Wmdsore in Berks, esq a philiser

1708 J. Chamberlayne St Gt Bi it 11 111 (17433 2^ A List
of the Philazers of the Court of Common Pleas, with the
counties belonging to each respective Philazer x8i8 Hallam
Mid, Ages (1872) III. 88 A petition to forbid filazers

from practising 1827 Bingham Reports IV 63 A praecipe
into Cambridgeshire had been filed with the filacer of the
County of Cambridge 1837 Act 7 Will IV # 1 Vid c 30,
Sched A, Offices abolished by this Act On the Plea Side of
the Court of Queen’b Bench The Office of Filacer In the

Coui t of Common Pleas * The Office of Ftlaceis for the
seveial Counties, Cities, and Towns in England and Wales
1883 Gemral Advertisers June, William Woodlock, E&q.

Solicitor, formally Filazer of the Court of Equity.

1 Filacery. Obs In 7 filizarie [f prec. + yfl
]

The office of a filacer.
J

1625 Sir H Finch Law {1636) 358 In an assize of an office
as of a filizane.

Filagree . see Filigree

Filament (fi lament) [ad mod L filament-
um, f late L filare to spin, f filum thread, Cf
F filament.]
1. A tenuous thread-like body, resembling a fibre

of tow , a minute fibre. Often m scientific nse, as
applied to animal or vegetable structure

*594 T B La Prtmaud Fr Acad 11 31 The. filaments
are htle long threeds, slender & white, sohde & strong

1664 Power Lap Philos 1 66 Those long filaments of
which the substance of Brain consists 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants 1 vi §9 {1682) 43 Every one having a Seed appendent
to it, whose Coats it cntieth by a double Filament. 1774
J. Bryant Mythol I. 364 The riveis conveyed down their
sti earns fine filaments of brass 1791 Hamii ton Berthollet 's

Dyeing I 1 n 1 123 Differences in wool consist in the length
and fineness of its filaments 1841 H Milltr 0 R Sandst.
1 T2 The stone was of filamentary texture, the filaments
ladiating in straight lines from the centre to the circum-
ference 1854 J ScorrnnN in Orr’s Circ Sc Chem 6 The
suspending filament should be unspun silk 1855 Bain
Senses <$ Int 1 11 § 14 The part where the filaments of the
nerve aie distributed 1876 Rock I cat. Fabr. 1 x The fila-

ments drawn out of the leaves of plants

fig — 1 Scrap * shied
1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1 (1873) 356 Is there

the least filament of ti uth in it ? *875 Emerson Lett fy Soc.
Aims, Quot <$• Orig Wks (Bonn) III 2x4 Fiom the
slenderest filament of fact a good fable is constructed

b spec The infusible conductor (usually some
form of carbon) placed m the glass bulb of an
incandescent electric lamp and raised to incan-

descence by the passage of the cunent.
x88x S. P Thompson Eleut Less Electr § 374 In these

lamps the carbon filament is mounted upon conducting wires
which pacs into a glass bulb, into which they are sealed,

the bulbs being afterwards exhausted of air.

2. transf., e.g. mfilament of air, light, etc.
;
also

m Hydromechanics (see quot 1850).
1646 SirT BrownePseud Ef 11 iv 80 Effluviumpassing out

in a smaller thied and more enlengthened filament stineth
not the bodies interposed. 1712 Blacicmore Creation u
(1718) 51 The ever-rolling Orb’s impulsive Ray On the next
Threads and Filaments does bear x8xo Vince Elan Astron,
xxi. 229 Part of that exceedingly fine filament of light
was intercepted 1822-56 De Quincey Confess (1862) 73
Slender as a filament of air. 1828 J. M Spearman Brit
Gunner (ed a) 200 The lateral pressure of a filament of flu>d

is equal to its vertical pressure c 1850 Rudim Ncang
(Weale) 154 A Filament is an imaginary portion of a stream,
of very small breadth, consisting of a row of corpuscles, or
of an indefinite number of particles, following each other m
the same direction x86o Tyndai l Glac. 1 xxi 146 The fog
was drawn away in long filaments by the wind 1879 G
Prescott Sp Telephone 128 The action of the helix upon
filings, consists in grouping them under the forms of fila-

ments parallel to the axis

3 . Bot That part of the stamen which supports
the anther

;
also (see quot. 1884).

1736 P Browne Jamaica 123 Vegetables that have three
distinct Filaments 01 male geneiative parts in every flower

1759 B Stiliingfleet Misc Tracts Nat Hist. Introd
(1762) 30 Six long thready substances called the filaments
each terminated by an oblong body . , called the anthera,
1776 Withering Brit Plants (1796) I 22, 10 Stamens in

each, and the Filaments not united 1858 Carpenter Veg.
Phys, § 9 The filaments of the Berberry stamen 1884 Syd,
Soc Lex ,SexualFilament, the one-celled stalk ofthe oogo-
nium ofsome Algae when it also beats an anthendium
4 nonce-uses. a. A thread-like band, b. (with

etymological reference) A spun thread.
17x5 tr Pancirollus' RenimMem I iv u 157 The Pagan

Priests had a Cap upon their Heads, which they bound
with a woollen Filament. 1791 Cowper Odyss vm 345
Hung them numerous from the roof diffused Like spider’s
filaments

Filame’utar [f prec + -arI ] =next.
18 Jml Micrasc Sc XXVIII. 425 (Cent Diet) Even

such slips of mesentery . often exhibit a filamentar (cras-
pedal) thickening

Filamentary (filame’ntan), a [f. as prec.

+ -ary ] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
a filament or filaments.

1841 [see Filament i] 1858 T R Jones Aquarian Nat.

277 Its head is provided with numerous filamentary tenta-
cula. x86o Tyndall Glac, n xxx 407 They should change
the expressions which refer the structure to the sliding of
‘ filaments' past each other Such filamentary sliding may
take place in a truly viscous body 1867 F Franci&Angling
vi. (1880) 197 A senes of small filamentary appendages,
serving as fins. 1875 Blake Zool 322 In the higher organized
Entozoa a filamentary nervous system has been recognised

Filamented (fi lamented), a. [f. as prec. +
-ed 2

] Provided with filaments
1889 BuckHandbk Med Sc IV. 626 The cells were larger

and were nof filamented

Filameatiferous (fi lamenti feres), a. [f as

prec +-(i)febous ]
£ Bearing a filament or fila-

ments; fihferous’ (Cent, Diet.).

Filamento-, comb form of Filament In
filamenlo - cribrate, having sieve-like openings
fringed with filaments.

1846 Dana Zoofh. (1848) 513 Parietes filamento-enbrate.



FILAMENTOID. EILCHMAN.
rilamentoid (filame ntoid), a. [f. Filament
+ -oid ] Having the appearance of a filament

,

like a filament. 2884 in Syd, Soc Lex
Filamentose (fi laments s), a, [f as prec +

-ose] = Filamentous
1848 m Craig 1834 Woodward Mollmca 11 194 Gills

filamentose along the sides of the back 1874 Cooke Fungi
isThe anatomical filamentose elements of lichens

Filamentous (filame ntas), a. [f. as prec.+
-ous.]

1 a Composed of or containing filaments or

thread-like parts, b. Resembling a filament or

thread; thread-like.

1671 Grew Anat Plants 1 11 § 8 (1682) 12 The filamentous
Extremities of some Roots 27*7 Bradley Fa»t Did s v
A hint, Stone alum , it is nothing out a filamentous Talk soft

to the touch 1789 A Crawford m Med Commun II 355
A saturated solution of the salt shoots into long fila-

mentous chrystals *827 Faraday Chem Mamp iv 101

A small platina wire or other piece of filamentous matter
1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat. 609 A layer of dense and
close filamentous cellular tissue unites the muscular to the
mucous membrane i860 Gosse Rom Nat Hist 165
Ranging among the filamentous leaves ofthe Myriophyllum.
1871 Darwin Desc Man II.xm 74 The backs ofthe feathers

. are filamentous or plumose

2. Of a plant: Bearing filaments or thread-like

parts

183s Lindley Introd. Bot (1848) II 123 Some of the fila-

mentous tribes 187a Oliver Elem Bot n. 295 Many of
these filamentous species [of Algae] multiply themselves
by the contents of the cells which form their filaments

8 Of or pertaining to a filament or filaments

i860 Tyndall Glac 11 xxxm -pi The seams were de-
veloped where filamentous sliding was entirely out of the
question

FHame'ntule. tare- 1 [f as prec + -ule]
A small filament ; spec (see quot

)

1837 Macgillivray Hist Brit Birds 1 Introd 78 These
filamentules have the same relation to the filament, their

shaft, that the barbules of the feathers have to their barb.

!Filaino(r)t see Filemot

Filander1 (filae ndaa). Chiefly pi. Forms: 5
fylaundris, 7 felandars, inlanders, -enders,

fylanders, 6- Slander(s. [a OF. filandre

popular L *filandula, dim f. (Jana)filanda wool
to be spun.
The word is used in mod F for a gossamer thread, also

for various fibres m animal and vegetable organisms ]

In plural. Thread-like intestinal worms causing

a disease in hawks , the disease so caused.

i486 Bk St Albans B vij b, A medecyne for wormys m an
hawke wicbe sekenesse is called the Fylaundns. 157s
Turberv. Faulconne 252 These Slanders are smal as

tbreedes 1615 Latham Falconry 7 These occasions of

extraordinary and vntimely heate, may ingender the in-

landers a 1682 SirT Browne Hawks Misc (1684) 1x5 This
mayprobablydestroythatobstinateDiseaseoftheFilander

or back-worm 1891 Harting Gloss in Bill Accipitrana
22a Ftlanders, intestinal worms

t Pila nder 2
. Obs rare, [ad late L. phel-

landnon, Gr cj>ew6vfipiov
] The plant Stavesacre

(Delphinium Staphisagna

)

1575 Turberv Faulconne 286 To scowre by medicine

Take graines of Slander otherwise called Stauesaker.

Pilander 3 (filse'ndai) A name given to a

species of Maci opus (M Brumi). Also, Filander

Kangaroo
*737 tr C. De Bruyft's Trav. Mosc $s Persia II xoi When

I was at our general's country seat [in Java] I saw a certain

animal called Filander. 1841 WaterhouseMarsupiaha 223

Filander Kangaroo, Macropus Brumu
Pilander, v see Philandeb

Filar (farlai), a. [f L. fil-um thread + -ab.]

Of or pertaining to a thread ; esp in filar micro-

meter
,
microscope, one having threads or wires

across its field of view
1874 Knight Did Meek ,

Filar-micrometer. 1879 New-
comb & HoldenAsiron 90 By the filar micrometer we can

determine the distance apart m seconds of arc of any two

stars A and B 1884 Knight Diet Meek, IV, Filar sus-

pension (Electricity), said of a magnetic needle, which is

suspended by a filament of silk.

Filarial (hie® rial), a, [f mod L. fildri-a, f

fil-um thread + -al ] Of or pertaining to the

genus Filana of paiasitic worms. Filarialperiod-

icity (see qnot

)

x88x Athenseum 5 Feb 203/3 A paper by Dr Manson, 1 On
the Periodicity of Filarial Migration to and fromthe Circula-

tion/ was communicated by Dr Cobbold 1883 B W
Richardson Prev. Med vii 788 In the filarial disease the

filarial embi yos are found in the blood of the person affected

by them, 1884 Syd Soc Lex
,
F, periodicity, Cobbold’s

term for the phenomena of the periodical daily appearance,

in the blood, of the embryos of the Filana sanguinis

homims during the night or the hours of sleep, and their

absence during the daytime or the hours ofwaking

Filarian (file® nan), a [f. as prec. + -an ]
=

prec. In some mod. Diets.

Fila'riate, v. [f, as prec.
+ -ate 3

] trans To
infect with Filaria Hence Fila riatsdppl a
1884 Manson in Trans Linn Soc, Ser 11 Zool ii 368We

may settle the relationship of the mosquito to the Filaria .

By filanating a man by means of Filarue metamorphosed

in passing through the mosquito. Ibid. 369 The blood of a

filariated man
Filariform (filse'rifplm), a. [f as prec. +

-poem ] Ofthe form of Filana.

Vol. IV.

209

Filarious (file® rios), a. £f as prec. + -ous ]
Infected with Filaria
1883 Manson Filana Sang Horn 48 Hooihoah, a highly

filarious district. 1884. — m Trans Linn Soc Ser. n
Zool II 370 My filarious patients

Pilate (fsi lft), a. Entom. [f. L fil-um thread
+ -ate 2

] (See quots

)

1826 Kirby & Sr Entotnol IV 294 Margin Filate when
the edge is separated by a channel, often producing a very
slender threadlike margin Ibid, IV 324 Filate when in-

versatile antennaehave neithera terminal nor a lateral bristle

Filaterie, obs form of Philacteby
Filatory (fi latan) [ad. med.L filaton-um

,

f fildre to spin, f. L filum thread ] A machine
for forming or spinning threads
? 18 Tookd (Webster 1832), This manufactory has three

filatones, each of 640 reels

Filature (fi latiiu) [a F filature (as if ad. L.
*fildtura

,
cf It filatura), f, late L fildre to spin,

f filum thread.]

1. The action of forming or spinning into threads j

the reeling of silk from cocoons.
1783 Burke Rep Affairs India Wks 1842 II 27 Buying

up the cocoons for the Italian filature i860 Ure Did
Arts II, 277 Floss-silk is the name given to the portions of
ravelled silk broken offm the filature of the cocoons,

b. attnb infilature-silk — floss-silk.

1804 Colebrooke Husb. Bengal (1806) 133 The prime-cost
of fileture-silk [«c]

2 An establishment for reeling silk.

17S9 Chron in Ann Reg 165/1 Ihe public filature at
Savannah 1772 Franklin Lett Wks. 1887 IV 477 note.

Fifty-four pounds [of silk] had been reeled at the filature of
private persons 1831 L D B Gordon m Art Jml.Illust.

Catal n**/x The process of Reeling the Silk from the
Cocoons is carried on m establishments called filatures

1880 Miss Bird Japan I 270 In the rear of the filature is a
large fireproof building

3Fila.w, obs. form of Fellah.

Filaze, Filazer • see Filaoe, Filacer.

Filbert (filbsit). Forms, a 4. philliberd,

6-7 philbert, (7 -lbert), (8 philberd, -bud) 0.

5 fel-, 5-6 fyl-, 6-9 filberd(e, (7 -buid, fillberd),

6-9 dial. filbeard(o, (6 fyl-), 6 filberte, (fil-

bert), 6-7 fUbird(e, (6 fylbyrd), 4- filbert

[prob. short for filbert (1. e Philibert') nut, dial

Fr. noix de filbert (Moisy Diet. Patois Noimand)
from being ripe near St. Philibert’s day, Aug. 22

(OS). Cf. Ger. Lamberts -nuss ]
1. The fruit or nut of the cultivated hazel

(
Cory

-

lus avellana)

[129a Britton ii, xxiv § 1 Et asfoiles, et as flours (w r. e a
philbers) ] a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 92 pe fyge and be filbei t

were fode med so fayre c 1440 Fromp Parv i6oFylberdc,
notte, Jilhtm 1333 Elyot Cast Helthe (1539) 21b, Fyl-

berdes and hasyll nuttes are more stronge in substance than
wall nuttes 1620 Venner Via Recta vu 127 Filberds are

wholsomer then the common Hasell-Nuts *7x2 E Cooke
Voy S Seajo Something bigger, and more oval than a Fil-

beard 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist. (1776) IV 29 The acorn,

the philberd, the chesnut, and the wilding. 1846 J Baxter
Libr Pract Agnc (ed 4) I 264, I grew two hundred
weight of filberts upon fifty-seven trees

2 The tree bearing the nnt ,=filbert-tree.
1393 Gower Conf II 30 And after Phillis pbilliberd This

tre was cleped in the yerd c 1450 Lydg Compl Loveres

Life 68 The filbert eke, that lowe doth encline Her bowes
grene ? c 1473 Sqr. lowe Degre 37 The fylbyrdes hangyng
to the ground 13*3 Fitzherb. Husb § 140 Fylberdes and
walnuttes may be set on the nuttes in a gardeyn 16x6

Surpl. & Markh CountryFarme 34.1 Filberts, doe grow of

smalshoots 1796 C Marshall Garden vl (1813)80 Filberds

are raised from nuts or suckers 1838 Glenny Card Every-
day Bk 21 Filberts must be planted by the same rules

8 , attnb, and Comb. a. simple attrib
,
asfilbert-

grove, -hedge, -nut, -tree
,
-walk b similative, as

filbert nails ; filbert-formed,
-shaped adjs. Also,

+ filbert-mouse, the common dormouse (Mits-

canhnus avellananus), so called from its fondness

for filberts

‘Filbert nails’ are often referred to as a beauty, but some-
times regarded as a symptom of consumptive tendencies

a 1843 Barham Ingol. Leg ,
Lady Rohesta

,
A pretty little

hand with . *filbert formed nails. 155a Huloet, *Filberde

groue, coryletnm 1742 Fielding J Andrewsm iv,A short

Walk, shaded on each side by a “Filbert Hedge
<
01821

Keats Poems, ‘ I stood tiptoe ’ 33 A filbert hedge with wild

bnar overtwined 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 345 Of the

Nut-mouse, Hasel 1-mouse, or “Filburd-mouse 1861 Trol-

lope Frandey P I. 1. 9 Clear white hands, “filbert nails.

1552 Huloet, “Filberd nutte, aieUtna. 14 Nom, in Wr -

Wulcker 713 Hec mortis
,
a “fylberdtre 1551 Turner Herbal

1 (1568) M 111 a, The gardyne nutt tree [is] called the fyl-

berde tree 1751 Phil. Trans XLVII. 176 The fruit of the

nut and filbera-tree will be most numerous 1879 Miss

Jackson Shropsh. Woni-bk ,

•
I never sid the filbyard trees

covered ooth lamb-tails [catkins] as they bin this ear’ [1879]

Filch (filf, filtf), sb. [Belongs to next vb It is

uncertain whether the sb in sense 1 was the source

of the vb., or derived from it ; in the other senses

it is f. the vb ]

f 1 . A staff with a hook at one end, used to steal

articles from hedges, open windows, etc Obs
1622 Fletcher Beggar'sBush n. 1, Thus we throw up our

Nab-cheats And then our filches 1632-48 Dekker Eng.

VtllantesM nj/2 [He] carries a short staffe . which is called

|
a Filch a visa B E Did Cant Crew, A good Filch,

\ a Staff, ofAsh or Hazel, with a Hole through, and a Spike

at the bottom, to pluck Cloathes from a Hedge or any thing
out of a Casement. 1723 m New Cant Did
2 That which is filched or stolen

,
also,

‘ a good
taking

’

0x627 Middleton More Dissemble) s besides Women iv
11, Save ev’ry hour a filch or two, Be it money, cloth or
puUen 1798 Wolcott (P, Pindar) "J ales ofHoy Wks, 1812
IV 424 He put a fine parcel of money into the pockets of
the proprietors quite a Filch

t o One who filches or steals ; a filcher. Obs
177s in Ash x8xo Poole Hamlet Trnvestie 11 111, A very

Filch, that more deserves to hang. Than any one

4. The action of filching or stealing.

1877 Five Years' Penal Semit 111 246 She were an out
and outer in going into shops on the filch

Filch, (filf, filtf), v Also 6 ftlche, Hitch,
fylche [Of unknown origin

, see prec sb
Originally slang, and, like many other slang words, first

recorded in x6th c The following passage is often quoted
as an earlier instance, but the various reading filched
(* flinched ',

‘
given way ’) seems prefeiable, and in any case

the present vb yields no good sense —
lex300 Song in Langtoft Chron (Rolls) II 264 In toune

herd 1 telle,Tfiairbaghel and thairbelle Benfilchedand fledde ]

1 trans. To steal, esp things of small value
,
to

pilfer. Occas in weaker sense : To take away sur-

reptitiously

1561 Awdelay Frat. Vacab. 3 Or els filtch PoultrVj
carymg them to the Alehouse 1396 H Clapham Bnefe
Bible 1 65 Let such as haue filtched Church-liumgs, marke
this 1602 and Pt Returnfr Parnass 1 11 (Arb) 9 Those
eggs which haue ben filcht from the nest of Crowes and
Kestrells 01677 Barrow Serin. Wks 1716 II 133 From
him they filcht that proud uncivil humoui 1714 Gay
Triviam 58ThewilyFox Who lately filch'd the Turkey’s
callow Care 1783 Paley Mor Philos (x8r8) I 94 If he
filched a book out of a Library x8io T JcrrrRSON Writ
(1830) IV 138 A mere contrivance to filch wealth and power
to themselves 1836 Mrs Browning Aur Leigh vi 671
I did not filch,—I found the child. 1873 Symonds Gi k Poets
vu 212 He would filch me hence
dbsol 1567 Harman Caveat 32 They be skilfull m

filching x688 Ld Delamer Wks (1694) 26 For when
Servants aiepmcht, they will be filching 1866 Geo Eliot
F Holt 56 If I don’t lie and filch somebody else will

b with away, off

1377 Test
^
12 Pat) larchs (1604) 52 Ye shall purloin the

Lord’s offering, and filch away pieces of it 1678 Butler
Hud, in. 1 1176 What made tnee. filch the Ladie’s Heart
away? *829 Lytton Dtsowned 4 The rascals would not filch

off the corner of your garment 1843 Prescott Mexico v
u (1864) 283 He succeeded in filching away much of the
territory of his royal kinsman

fc To introduce stealthily into Obs. rare—'1 .

1589 Nashe Almondfor Parrat 3 Thou shouldst filche

tlvyselfe into our gouemement
2 To rob {of something), oare

1567 Harman Caveat 29 If they meete with a woman
such they filche and spoyle 1837 Howitt Rur Life HI.

111 243 No man is m danger of being filched of his purse

-f 3 To beat, strike. Obs

1367 Harman Caveat 84 To fylche, to beate, to stryke
x6xo Rowlands Martin Mark-all (1874) 38 Filch, to beate.

Hence Filched///. a.

1367 Drant Horace Epist xiii. E iv. Drunken Pyrrhe
beares her wool her flycesie filched game, a 1623 Fletcher
Chances 1. lx, I foster up jour filch'd Iniquities! 1809
Scott Poacher 74 1 he filched lead the church’s roof affords.

1856 Bokcr Poems, Anne Boleyn r 1, Phis same haughty
moon That floods our prospect with her filched beams.

Filclier (filjw, filtjbi) [f prec. + -ebT]
One who filches , a petty thief, pilferer

1373 Tusser Husb (1878) 23 Purlomers and filchers^that

loueth to lurke 1621 Molle Cavierar Liv Lilrr 1 vii 39
Begins to fall upon these filchers 1702W J Bruyn's Voy
Levant xxxviii 152 TheArabians are thegreatest Fllchers in

the World i860 J P Kennedy Swallow B xxxvm 376 A
filcher of caps and napkins from a washerwoman’s basket.

Hence Ii lcliexy, the art or practice of a filcher

1607 R C[ardw] tr. EsUenne's Wot Id of Wonders xv 82

Feates of filchery and cunning conueyance

Filching’, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
]

1. The action of the veib Filch
1367 Drant Horace Epist E viij b, Thy facte not lesse m

this thy filchinge meanes 1397 J Payne Royal Exch 35
Avoyde filchinge and robbmge
2 concr. That which is filched or stolen.

1834 Lytton Pompeii iv. 11, By what reserved filchings

from marketing . hast thou been enabled to make them
serve thee? 1872 Geo. Eliot Middltm xlvi, To pay some
call where she distributed her small-filchings

3 . attnb, and Comb

,

asfilchng-sack, -trade

0x392 Greene James IV (1861) 192 Ihe filching trade

•when time serves. *836-48 B D Walsh Anstoph
,
Knights

1. ui, I'll flay you for a filchmg-sack

Fi lching1

,
ppl n. [f. as prec + -lire 2 ] That

filches; pilfering

1570 B Googe Pop Kingd. iv 54 To looke that no dis-

order be, nor any filching hande 1302 Wyrley Armone
151 Ah filching death, thou felonous bloodie thiefe. 1639
Genii. Calling (1660) no This filtching Devil, that thus

steals from men their precious hours 0 1700 B E Diet,

Cant. Crew
,
Filchmg-cove

,
a Man-thief.

tFi’lchingly, adv Obs [f prec +-LT2
] In

a filching manner; stealthily, surreptitiously

1383 Golding Calvin on Dcvt, clvm. 978 They will not go
filchmgly to cut downe a patche of medowe *398 Florio,

Artiba. by stealth, filchmgly. 0x693 Urquhart Rabelais
in. xvm. 149 Cull’d by fervent Lovers filchmgly,

+ Fi’lchman. Obs [f. Filch v (
? or sb.) +

-man. as in many other slang words
,

cf. darkmetns,

fakman, etc] = Filch sb. 1

27
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*561 Awdelay Frat. Vacab. 4 An Upright Man is one

that goeth wyth the trunchion of a staffe, which stafFe they

cal a Filtchman. 1673 R Head Canting Acad. 60A short

Truncheon which he calls his Filch-man

P£ld(e, obs. form of Field.

f Pildor. Obs In 4 fildore, fyldor. [a Fr.

fil d'or thread of gold ] Gold thread Also attnb
a taro m Wright Lyric P. ix 33 A fyldor [printed fyld

or] fax to folde. 13 .EE Alht P. A 106 As fyldor fyn

her b[o]nkes brent C1340 Ganv. # Gr. Knt 189 Folden in

wyth fildore aboute ]>e fayre grene

Pile (fell), sb 1 Forms: 1 fill, fSol, 3 south.

vile, (5 vyle), 4-7 fyle, 4- file. [OE fiol (Anglian

fil) =MDu , MLG. vth (Da. vijl, LG.fie), OHG.
ftla, ftgila, fihala (MHG. vth, vtgel, modGer
feile) ;

ON. with anomalous initial consonant fil
(modJcel )jol, MSw fa l, MDa,fel, the mod Sw.

and Da fil are prob adoptions from LG. or FIG ).

The OTeut. *fihlA is commonly referred to the Aryan
path, nasalized form of the root feik, to which the primary

sense 1 to scratch, mark' is assigned ,
cf OS 1. pisat1 to

write, L. pmgire to point The OS1. (also Russian, Bo-

hemian, etc ) pila file, saw, Lith pela, pelyczia file, have

a remarkable similarity of sound to the Teut. word, but

etymological affinity cannot be affirmed ]

1 . A metal (usually steel) instrument, having one

or more of its surfaces covered with numerous small

raised cutting edges or teeth, for abrading, reducing,

or smoothing surfaces. To bite,gnaw afile : fig to

make an attempt that can result only in vexatious

failure (in allusion to the fable) ;
similarly to lick

afie (see quot 1647).
a 800 Corpus Gloss (Sweet) 1234 Lana, fill, c 1000 Riddles

Ixx. 4 (Gr ) Ic eom laf fyres and feole. 138a Wvcur Isa.

xliv t2 The yren smyth with the file wroite 143a E. E.
Wills (1882) or A vyle, and a forser with loke and kye
1484 Caxton Fables ofMsop ill. xu, She [the serpent] fond
a fyle whiche she beganne to gnawe with her teethe 1549
Compl. Scot. 111 28 Ane file is ane instrument to file doune
ym *647 H. More Song ofSoul 1. n cxii, Like the mis-

taken Cat that lick’d the file 1649 J, H Motion to Pari
Adv Learn. 26 As soone as they have done licking of this

file 1S07 Evelyn Numism. yi 214 The File . which they
use for the smoothing of the edges 1786 Beattie Minstr.
11 . xiv. So gnaw’d the viper the corroding file 1824Tuedgold
Ess. Cast Iron 90 These bars yielded freely to the file 1880

W. Cory Mod Eng. Hist 1. 105 He bit at the file of English
obstinacy, and broke his teeth.

b. fig esp. with reference to the polish imparted

by a file. (Cf the use of L. lima.)

a 1223 Alter R. 284 He is Jn uile bet misseiS \>z ocJer

misdea J>e 1621B Jonson Gipsies Mctcimorph.Wks (Rtldg

)

1528/1 From a tongue without a file Heaps of phrases and no
style. <21639 Wotton in Rehq. Wotton (1685) 341 If it

shall pass the file of your Judgment. 1749 Akenside Odes
It. i, The nice touches of the critic’s file.

1

2

. =fh-shell. Obs.— 1

*705 J Fetiver in Phil. Trans. XXV, igss The fine blush

Jamaica File

3 . slang An artful, cunning, or shrewd person.

Also, a man, ‘fellow’, ‘cove.
[Cf Fr. slang lime sourde, lit ‘a silent file’, in similar sense.]
i8ra J H Vaux Flash Diet., File, a person who has had

a long course of experience in the arts of fraud is termed
an old file upon the town ; a man who is extremely cun-
ning is a deep file. x8rg Metropolis I. 61 You’re an old
file. I know you well

;
you're as deep as Garrick. 1838

Dickens O Twist (xZp!) 233 The Dodger desired the jailer

to communicate * the names ofthem two files as was on the
bench 1848 Thackeray Van. Farr lv, All the old files of
the Ring were in it. 1857 Hughes Tom Biownx iv. (1871)

84 Old Blow-hard was a dry old file. 1877Holdemess Gloss.,
'A deep awd file

’

4, attnb and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

file-chisel, -cut, -dust

,

-handle, -smith, -strobe, -trade.

b. objective, as file-cleaner, -cutter, -grinder,

-maker
; file-cutting, -finishing,

-grinding, -nib-

bling,
,
-tempering vbl. sbs,

1874 Knight Diet Meek ,*File-chisel Ibid ,
*File-cleaner.

x888 Hasluck Meek. Workshop Handybk. 86 This method
ofcrossing the *file cuts is recommended.

<
1677-83 Moxon

Mech Exerc 58 *File-cutters also use it to make their
Chissels. x8go Pall MallG 2 Sept 4/2 The knife-ganders
and file-cutters in Sheffield 1819 Rees Cycl s v File, The
most likely machine for *file-cutting x6ox Holland Pliny
II 519 The *file-dust which commeth of lead. 1876V0YLE
Miht.Dict (ed 3) s v File, Little shavings or shreds . called
file dust 1883 Daily News 25 June a/8 The *file-grinders

still stand out 1874 Knight Did Mech
,
*File-grinding

Machine

,

a machine for surfacing forged or rolled file-

blanks to bang them to Form previous to cutting. x888
Lockwood's Did Terms Mech. Eng

,
*File Handle. 184a

Bk Trades 230 Some *Flle-m akers are in the habit of using
the coal of burnt leather 1869 Times x Jan 4 Mighty little

will be done by such *file-nibbling or tinkering over law of
entail. 1865 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct 4 A meeting of the ^File-

smiths' Union 1677 Moxon Mech, Exerc 15 The Smooth
file is to take out those cuts, or *file-stroaks, that the fine

file made. 1888 Hasluck Mechanic's Workshop Handybk,
84 Without stopping the file-stiokes. 1874 Knight Did,
Mech

, *Fih-tempei mg 1887 Daily News 20 June 2/6 In
the *file trade there is apparently a slight change.

6. Special comb
,
as file-blank, a piece of soft

steel, shaped and ground ready for cutting, to form
a file ; also attnb ; file-card, a caid used for

cleaning files
, file-carrier (see quot.); f file -fast

adv., ? securely
; file-ahell, a species of Pholas

,

so

called from the roughness of its shell; file-

s-tripper (see quot,). Also File-fish.
1874 Knight Did Mech,, *File-blank. 1892 Simmonds

Did. Trade Suppl., File blank Forger, a workman who

prepares the crude material for the file-cutter 1884 Knight
Diet, Mech IV, *File Card x888 Hasluck hitch Work-
shop Handybk 86 These file cards are used in the same
way as the scratch brushes 1874 Knigii r Did Mech ,

*File-camer, a tool-holder like the stock of a frame-saw
ax225 Ancr. R. 244 pe ueond .weaiS lbunden *uileueste

mid te holie monnes beoden 1752 Sir J Hill Hist Antm
177 The West Indian *File-shell 1874 KnightDid Mech ,

*File-stnpper, a machine in which a worn-out file after

being softened by heat, and slow cooling, is smoothed to

prepare it for being re-cut

Pile (fell), sb 2 Also 6-7 fyle. [Properly two
different words, ultimately of identical etymology .

(1) a. Fr. fil— Pr. fil, It filo, Sp hilo —L. filum
thread; (2) a Fr file

— Pr
,
and It fila, Sp. hila •—

Com Romanic *fila, fem sing
,
according to some

scholars a vbl sb f. filate

,

to spin, draw out

threads, f. L. filum.]
I. Senses chiefly repr. F.fil.

+ 1. A thread, a fig. The thread of life. b.

transf Of the nerves : A nerve-cord. Obs
x6o6 N Baxter Sidney's OurantaNij b, The fatall Sisters

would not cut her file. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658)

223 A dabble file or threed to the top of the tail.

+ 2 . The thread, course, or tenor (of a story,

argument, etc). Obs.
1560-1 Schort Somme xst Bk. Discipl. Clt Scot § 14

Following the file and dependance of the text 1596 Spenser
F Q. vii vi 37 111 fitting for this file To sing of hills and
woods ’mongst wars and knights 1612 Shelton Qmx, hi.

x I. 209 You must promise me that you will not mtemipt
the File ofmy doleful Nanation, a 1630 Wotton in Reliq.

Wotton. (1685) 223 Let me resume the File of my Relation

1647 N Bacon Disc. Govt, x xlv. (1739) 73 If the file of his

purposes be nghtly considered

3 . A string or wire, on which papers and docu-

ments are strung for preservation and reference.

In recent use extended to various other appliances

for holding papers so that they can be easily

referred to.

1525 in Vicary's Anat (x888) App vui. 214 Thapothe-
caries shall kepe the billis that they serue, vpon a fyle.

1649 Lane. Tracts (Chetham Soc ) 233 Their examinations
remaining still upon fyle m Manchester 1666 Pepys Diary
Dec

,
Burning all the unnecessary letters which I have

ad upon my file for four or five years backward. 173a
Acc Workhouses 175 Keep the tradesmen’s notes upon
a file. 1768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks 11 Wks 1799 II 259
There are some of their names, I am sure, that I never desire

to see on my file x866W CollinsArmadale II iv 111.277

Some place m the City where all the papers aie kept, as
he calls it, in file 188a Black Shcutdon Bells vi. A printed
slip which the latter pulled off a file

fig, 1581 J. Bell Haddon’s Answ Osor. 275 We hang
uppe this accusation also upon the file of your other slaun-

derous lyes. 1659 J Arrowsmith Chain Pnnc 200 This
commination standeth upon the file in holy Scripture.

b esp. one in a court of law to hold proceed-
ings or documents in a cause, etc- ;

the list of

documents, etc
,
m a cause.

In the Court of Chancery the pleadings themselves were
filed ; in the Common Law Courts the pleadings and judge-
ments were enrolled, and only affidavits and collateral

documents were filed.

1607 in Cowel Interpr. 1631 Star Chamb Cases (Camden)
42 The sentence of the court was. that the btll should be
taken off the fyle, that [etc ], 17x8 Prior Solomon 11 722
Causes unjudg’d disgrace the loaded file 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed 2) V. 283 They will not, however, order the fine

to be taken off the file. 1833 Mylne & Keen Reports II.

247 This was the only bill upon the file relative to the
testator's estate 1885 Law Timed Rip LII 681/2
A motion was made to take the affidavits off the file.

+ C. A catalogue, list, roll. Obs.

1566 Partridge Hist Plasidas D iy, Thus ended they
their mortall race, their file was at an ende, 1597 Shaics
2 Hen IV, 1. iii. 10 Our present Musters grow vpon the
File To fiue and twenty thousand men of choice. 1620
Dexker Dreame 10 With Pens of Steele, Etemall Files
to keepe Of euery Nation, since the Earth began. X697
Dryden Disc Epic Poetry Prose Wks 1800 III. 441
The file of heroick poets is very short 170a C Mather
Magn Chr in. m. (1852) I 344 It would not be improper
under this file to lodge the singular and surprising successes
of his prayers 1795 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX.
333 Catalogued files ofmuiders.

4. A collection of papers placed on a file, or
merely arranged in order of date or subject for

ready reference.

a x6a6 Bacon Adv. Villters Wks. 1740 III 566 After you
have ranked them into several files, according to the subject
matter. 1699 Garth Dispens 32 Then from the Compter he
takes down the FileAnd with Prescriptions lights the solemn
Pile 1806 Naval Chron. XV 113 Files of newspapers.
x8o6 Wilberforce in G, RoszDianes (i860) II. 212 Having
just this moment got a file of letters, 1847 Ld Houghton
m Life (1891) I ix. 401 You can get at the newsroom a
file of the Times, 1831 D, JerroldS/. Giles xu 121 A man
who has a file of receipts to show for everything x86o
Mrs Gaskell C Bronte 301 She sent to Leeds for a file of
the ‘Mercuries' of 1812, ’13 and ’14.

8. Her. = Label (but sometimes distinguished,

cf, quot. 1727). [So in Fr,]
1562 Leigh Armone (1397) 107 He beareth Argent a fyle

with lij Lambeaux Azure, for a difference Some will call

them a Labell of three pointes c 1640 J Smyth Lives
Berkeleys (1883) I 120 The Cheveron . distinguished by
a file with five labels to shew that he was a fifth brother
1710 Hearne Collect. 5 May, A Shield with a Cross Saltire

and a File of 3 Points 1727 Bradley Fain, Did s.v File,
Some distinguish File and Label, calling the File the upper
horizontal Line, and the Label the Point that issues from it.

1889 Elvin Did. Herald,, File or Label.

6 . A disease, ? from its producing an appearance
of lines or thieads. fa 111 trees-Fr fil {obs )

;

b. in cattle dial
x6oo Surelet Countne Fai me in xlvu 320 The file is

a disease m trees that fretteth their barkes x688 m R
Holme Armoury 11 86/1 1892 NorthurnbiHand Gloss
s v File,

1
File m the foot ' is a disease peculiar to cattle

and sheep.

II. Senses repi. Fr file.

7 Mil. The number ofmen constituting the depth
from front to rear of a formation in line, etc. In
file one behind the other. For Indian, Single

file see those adjs. lank andfile

:

see Rank.
The front of a file is one man (the file-leader), the depth

may be any number
,
but in the modern English formation

of infantry it is only two, consisting of the front and the
rear rank men
1398 Barrlt Theor Warres 111, 1 37 By file, I vnderstand

all the line of all the souldiers standing consequently one
after another, from front to the trame. 1623 Markham
Souldteds Accid 6 A File ought neuer to be aboueten
persons deepe. 1633 T. Stafford Pac, Hib. 11 (1821) 324 It

was impossible formen to march but in file 1667 MiltonP L
vr. 339 His Chariot stood retir’d From off the files ofwarr.

1734 tr. Rollin's Anc Hist V 9 Each squadron had 8 m
depth, for that was the usual depth of the files 1790 Burns
Sheriffmuvr 13 Great Argyle led on his files, 1796-7 Instr

# Reg. Cavalry (1813) 34 The others will first cover m file

with precision x8xoWELLiNGTONinGurw Desp VI 2o8The
1

6

th are very strong ; when I saw them the other day they
were 59 file a squadron. 1816 Byron Siege Cor xxm, Even
as they fell, in files they lay. 1838 Prescott herd ft Is

(1846) I x 406 Riding along their broken files. 1864 Skeat
Uhland’s Poems 243 Tne brave Fernando, Searching
through the files of wai.
transf and fig a 16x3 Ovfrbury A Wife (1638) 109

Hunger and cold ranke in the same file with him 1649 Bp
Hall Cases Consc (1630) is That we be not in the first file

of enhancers 1650 R Stapylton Strada's Low C Warres
11 44 He was by the Emperour valued m the first file of
Nobility c 1663 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem, Col. Hutchinson
(1846) 31 In all his actions it [valour] ever marched in the
same file with wisdom. 1700 Blackmore Song of Moses,
The foaming files o'ertook them in the chase 17x3 Young
Last Day 11. 142 The radiant files ofangels 1842 1 ennyson
Locksley Hall 178, I the heir of all the ages, in the fore-

most files of time.

b Phrases : + To accept the files, to open one’s

own ranks for a charging enemy to enter To double

the files : to put two files in one and so make the

ranks smaller ;
also fig To close their files, see

Close v. 10 b. To take the right-handfile, to take

precedence.
1616 Bingham Milan's Tadics xxix 137 notes, Double

your files to the right or left hand xfiz9 Massinger Picture
hi v, There are Many who may take, the right-hand file

of you 1642 Fuller Holy ft Prof St 1 i 3 In her hus-
bands absence she is wife and deputy-husband, which makes
her double the files of her diligence. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey) s v File, To Double the Files 1868 Kinglake
Crimea IV. v 163 It used to be said of the foreigners that

they ‘ accepted the files ’.

e. A small body of men, formerly varying in

number from two to twelve or more, but now
usuallytwo. Also, when ‘marchinginfiles’ (seefile-

marching va. 11), the two soldiers walking abreast.

x6x6 Bingham Milan's Tadics xxi\ 136 notes. When x6

men (that is a file) are so extended, that they possesse as

much length as 32 should doe (that is, as 2 files) 1624
Capt Smith Virginia vi 239 They met with a file of
Saluages that let fly their Arrowes 1647 Sprigge Anglia
Rediv 11. iv (1834) 103 Twelve files of men with firearms

and pikes X702 Steele Funei-al v 70 A file of Men,
Bumpkin, is six Men 1769 litmus Lett xxxi 142 The gene-
ral was escorted by a file of musqueteers. 1832 Regul Instr
Cavalry xii. 43 A File, two Soldiers placed one behind the

other when formed m ranks, but abreast when matching in

file 1836 MarryatMidsh.Easy vui, I shall send a sergeant

and a file of marines to fetch you 1844 Regul <§• Ord
Army 262 A Non-commissioned Officer, with a file of men,

8 . A row of persons, animals, or things placed

one behind the other The common file = 1 the

common herd ’ {obs. or m ch ) In file one after

another, in succession

1603 Shaks. Mens forM in 11 144 The greater file of the

subiect held the Duke to he wise 1607— Cor 1. vi 43 1 he
common file did budge From Rascals worse then they

1636 tr. Hobbes' Elern Philos 364 This Hoarse Sound ,

seemeth to be nothing but the dividing of the air into innu-

merable and very small Files 17x2-4 Pope Rape Lock 1

137Here files of pins extend their shiningrows. « 1734North
Lives III 134 He furnished, one state apartment of divers

rooms m file 1740 Somerville Hobhnol in 230 Before

him march in Files The rural Mmstralsy. 1794 Wordsw.
Guilt Sf Sorrow iv, Long files of corn-stacks. 1826 Disraeli

Viv Grey in vui, I push my way into court through files of

attorneys Ibid, vi 1, A double file of wine-glasses and
goblets 1834 H Miller Scenes <J- Leg xviu (1857) 2®4
An endless file of bare gloomy cliffs 1838 Prescott Ferd,
ft Is, (1846) I. xi 432 Whose military prowess had raised him
from the common file. 1843 Darwin Voy, Nat 11 (1879) 33
When the ants came to the road they changed their course,

and in narrow files reascended the wall 1836 Kane Arct.

Expl I, xvi 192 The men were standing in silent file on

each side of it 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L, iv 121 A file

of camels

9 . Chess One of the eight lines of squares ex-

tending across the board from player to player

An open file • one on' which no piece or pawn of

either colour is standing. To seize the openfile

:

to

place a rook or the queen on the first square.

1614 Saul Chesse-play 1 3 Imagine that the blackeKing
for his first diaught playeth his owne Pawne into the third
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house in his owne file 1680 Cotton Cornel. Gamester iv.

(ed 2) 39 The Rook goes backward and forward in any file

i860 Pardon Handbk Chess 15 The horizontal rows of

squares are termed ranks and the vertical squaresyf/«.

10 The nan or track of a hare, also, To run

her file (see quot. 1838)

181S Shorting Mag XLV 109 It Is strictly necessary to

look into the hares’ files for wires 1838 Holloway Pro-

vincialisms, When sportsmen say the hare runs her File,

that is runs round the same track continually to foil or de-

ceive the dogs
, - ,

11 attnb and Comb., asfile-closer, -leader (f-lead )

,

-mark Also, file-fire, -firing, firing by files, now

called independent firing (opposed to volley-finng)

;

file-marchmg, marching m files, by turning from

a formation m line to the nght or left, so that the

line becomes a series of files facing to the nght or

left flank, *t* file-wort, Gerarde’s rendering of

botanical L flldgo, the name of a genus of plants.

1888 Harper's Mag Apr 788/1 The officers hidden as

#file-closers behind their companies. 1857New BoyatStyles s

m Househ. Words 9 May 436 The usual *file-fire of glances

was exchanged. 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev-HI vi 111 324

His Jurymen are charged to make feu de file, *file.firing till

the ground be clear. 1847 Infantry Man (1834) 40 Inde-

pendent or file firing may commence. 1775 Ash, File-lead

the foremost man in the file 16x6 Bingham /Elian s

Tactics v 42 Hee that leadeth the file, who is also called

the “file-leader 1796-7 Instr <$• Peg Cavalry (1813) 18 The

file leaders preserve such distances as they ought from which

ever hand they are to dress to 1809W Irving Kmckerb.

(1861) 135 Most people require a file-leader 1847 Infancy
Man (1854) 49 “File marching may be adopted 1597 Ge-

RARDE Herbal App ,

*Filewort is Filago minor

i File, sb 3 Obs. [a OF.file (Fr fille) girlt-

L fiha daughter ] A girl, woman ;
also in a bad

sense, a concubine, a whore.

1303R Brunne Handl Synne 4540 To rage wy}> ylka fyle

[gl maydgerle]. *393 Langl. P PL C vn 135 Dame
purnele a prestes file, pnoresse worth hue neuere.

+ File, sb.l Obs [perh a .variant form of VlLB

used absol ] A worthless person (male or female)

;

a rascal
, „

/11300 Cursor M 71s (Cott.l Sorful bicom (mt fals file

c 1300 Havelok 2499 Men mithe thethen a mile Here him

rore, that fule file C1330 R Brunne Citron. (1810) 9s pat

did Roberd trauaile for nouht, he was a file fU5° Douce

MS 559 (Bodleian) Quest. 240 My brotheres wyfe may be

a fyle

+ File (foil). sb 6 slang. Obs Also 7 foyl, 8

foile. [First appears m the longer form foyl-cloy

(laterfile-cloy) ,
possibly this is not a comb offile

sb, but the original from which the latter is

shortened, but the etymology is unknown. Cf.

to file a cly (File © *).] A pick-pocket. Also,

file-cloy, -lifter

1673 R Head CantingAcad 101 The sixth is a Foyl-cloy.

1670 Warning for Hottsekfrs Title-p, Budg and bnudg,

File-lifter, Tongue padder, the private Theif 1693 Kennett

Par Antiq Gloss s v Putta, A file, or pick-pocket whore

1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V 218 Pickpockets, Divers,

Buttockmg-Foiles 172* Bailey, Bulk and File, is when

one jostles you while another picks your pocket 1725 New
Cant. Diet ,

Ftle-Cloy, a Pickpocket, Thief or Rogue 1743

Fifldino Jon Wild. iv. xui, A Pickpocket, or, in truer

Language, a File

-t-Flla, sb 6 Obs. Apparently = Fylde, proper

name of a district in Lancashire

1775 Sir E Barry Observ Wines 416 The files of Lan-

cashire

File (fail), sbl US local, [app. a. Du. foil,

given in BomhofFs Diet as variant or synonym of

dwell floor-cloth, corresp to ON. hjegill towel

•-OTeut *J>vagilo-z f *]>wahctn (OE. ptvfan) to

wash.] A cloth used for wiping a floor or a table

after scrubbing, a house-flannel

1851 Eliz Warner Wide W. World II. xxu (1832) 368
-- - — * 1 Ididntvnnw

‘A file ' ’ said Ellen ‘ 0 I remember now I didn’t know

what you meant Margery calls it a dish-cloth, or a nooi-

cloth, or something else’ i860 in Bartlett Diet Anier.

1889 m FarmerAmencamsms
File (foil), ® 1 Forms . 3 south vile, 4-7 fyle,

(5 fylm), 6 fill, 5- file [f. File sb 1 ,
cf. OHG

fMn (MHG. vilen, mod.G feilen), Du. vijlen ]

1. trails To rub smooth, reduce the surface of,

with a file To file {one's) teeth . (fig) to render

harmless To file in (or t a) two to cut in two

by filing

In the contextual use ‘to sharpen
1 (weapons) sometimes

associated with Affile , . . - *
a 1225 Alter R. 284 And ms jret iren acursed pet twurUeO

\)t swarture & ruhure so hit is ofture & inore mled i

C1340 Gcuw & Gr Kni 2225 A denez ax Fyled in a fylor

C1420 Chon. Vtlod 334 And a file to file bis nayle a two

1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen VIII
,
c 6 Pmnes shal haue the

point well and rounde, filled, canted and sharped. *553

Eden Treat News hid (Arb ) 16 He fyleth and whetteth

his home on a stone 1599 Broughton's Lett 1 6 It is
^

tune enough to file your teeth, or muzzle you 1696 Luttrell

Brief Rel (1857) IV 65 Some persons are committed tor

fyling the edges of new shillings 1787 HoLCROFTtr Dije

Baron Trenck <1886) II 33, I filed the iron which passed

through it on the outside 1876 Voyle Miht Diet (ed 3)

s v File, Leaving the surface that has been filed more or

less smooth
. . , , .

absol. x68o Cotton Compl, Gamester 1. (ed 2) 10 Others

have made them [false dice] by filing and “““W
Hasluck Meek Workshop Handyok

.

85 Take an oli

and file away steadily,

b fig. To remove the loughness of
;
to smooth,

polish, elaborate to perfection. Also, to wear
down

,
to bring into (a certain condition) as if by

filing.

0x400 Rom Rose 3812 His tunge was fyled sharpe 8c

square 1551 Recorde Pathw Knawl title-p ,
All fresshe

fine wittes by me are filed 1568 T Howell Arb Auntie

(1879) 101 Nor he that files his smoothed speeche ex6oo

Shaks Sonn lxxxv, Precious phrase by all the Muses fil'd

1700 Dryden Fables Pref. Wks (Globe) 494 Dante had
begun to file their language, at least in verse 1757Wesley
Wks (1872) IX 192 The Treatise which he has had leisure

for many years to revise, file, correct, and strengthen against

all objections. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe 11, And file your tongue

to a little more courtesy 1837 Dickens Pichw xhi, His

bones [were] sharp and tnm tne iron teeth of confinement

and privation had been slowly filing them down for twenty

years. 1889 Temple Bar Mag Nov 406 Lads who would

he filed into business shape.

2 To remove (roughnesses, part of a surface,

etc.) by filing. Now onlywith away, off. Alsofig,
ax225 Ancr R 184 He is Ja uile 8c uileS awei al )>i rust

1597 Hooker Reel. Pol. v xxvu (1611) 241 They that would

file away most from the largenesse of that offer <11618

Raleigh Advice of Son (1651) 7 iDeath hath already filed

from you the better part of your natural forces 1625

Fletcher Noble Gent 1 1, That Files off all rudeness and

uncivil ’haviour 1670 Clarendon Ess Tracts (1727) 216

He will never file away the stain 1707 Norris Treat

Humility iii. 154 It [Humility] files off the roughnesses of

our passions. 1833 J Holland Manuf. Metal II 201 They

adjusted the balance by filing away some of the thickness of

the longest part of the beam. 1850 H Rogers Ess II iv 204

What was required was to file away asperities [in language].

1859 Tennyson Vvuien 621 So grated down and filed away

with thought.

File (foil), v 2 Forms : 2-3 fulen, 3 filen(n,

3-6 fele, 4-8 fyle, (6 fyll, 7 feel), 3- file. [OE.

*fylan (in combs a-, be-, gefylan) =MDu. vuilen

,

OHG. f&len OTeut. *fiiljan, f. *fiilo- Foul a

In early southern ME the spelling fule-n represents both

this vb (the « being sounded 5) and the originally intran-

sitive vb Foul .—OE fdltan J

1 . trans To render (materially) foul, filthy or

dirty ; to pollute, dirty ;
to destroy the cleanness

or purity of, = Defile ©-1 2. Obs exc. dial

13 EE Allit, P B 136 No festiual frok but fyled

with werkkez. 1340 Hampole Pr Cause 2348 A thyng es

fouler bat may file pan pe thyng )>at it fyles c 1475 Rauf
Coihear 446 Oft fylit my feit in mony foull fen 1494

Fabyan Chron. vi exevu. 202He felyd theholy lyker with the

fruyte of his wombe 15*3 Fitzkerb. Hush § 41 If any

shepe be fyled with dounge about the tayle i6ix G
Wilkins Miseries Inforced Marr v in Old Plays (1825)

V 86 As not to file my hands in villains blood xrax

Kelly Sc Prov 384 You need not file the House for

want of Legs to carry you to the Midding. X753 Stewart s

Ti ml App 84 A piece which is laid by foul, will file ones

finger 1792 Burns Willie's Wife iv. Her face wad fyle the

Logan Water 1825 Southey Tate Paraguay m. 44 No
art of barbarous ornament had • filed her face. x8oo jllp

worthy W Somerset Wrrd-bk ,
Ftfey to defile

fio 1607Tourneur Rev Trag n.Wks 1878 II 64A word

that I abnorre to file my lips with. x6rf Bryskett Civ.

Life 78 He will not vouchsafe himselfe to file his hands vpon

so base a person

"b Proverbs.

a 1250 Ovul Night 1 100 Dahet habbe that like beste, That

fuleth his owe nest. xS68 Jacob 4 Esait 11 m m Hazl.

Dodsley II 2x6 Claw a churl by the tail aud he will file

your hand. 1823 Galt Entail II. xx. 190 Its a foul bird

that files its am nest

fc mtr for refi To become soiled. Obs.

1565 Calfhill Anew Treat, Cross (1846) 132 His garments

never filed ,
nor his shoes waxed old

f d. absol Also mtr., to void excrement Obs.

1560 Becon New Catech. Wks (1844) 6a If doves, or any

other fowls or beasts file upon their [l e. the images] heads,

they perceive it not x6ix G Wilkins Miseries Inforced

Marr m in Old Plays (1825) V 40 Oaths are like smoak

from a chimney that files all the way it goes.

+ 2 . turns. To taint with disease, infect Obs,

X456 Sc. Acts James //(1814) § 6 And not lat pame pas

away fra pe place, to fyle pe cuntre about thame

3 . To render morally foul or polluted ;
to de-

stroy the ideal purity of; to corrupt, taint, sully;

= Defile vf 3. Obs exc.arch

[c 1x75 Colt Horn 203 Ich habbe, mid flesches fuKe

ifuled me ] cxaoo Ormin 1959 Patt nan ne s
^
ol
i?
e

ben Wibb haspenndom purrh macche. C1290 S Eng Deg.

I. 287/314 Alle bo pat his ordre fuylden ou?t with .

,

worldes feo <r 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol. , To confourme

men ^at are fi^ in adam til enst

*434

bat othir. C1470 Harding Chron ccxvm. v, They the trewce

had broken and did fyle cisoo Doctr Gd btrvanntsxo

A good name that none dooth fyle sgoa Ord Crysten Men
(W. deW 1506) iv xxi 251 If he hath broken and fyled the

pieuyleges of the chyrche, iS94 JAS VI in Tytler Hist

Scot. (1864) IV. 217 That so wise and provident a prince

[Elizabeth] should be so fyled and contemned by a great

number of her own subjects, a 1668 D’Avenant Siege hi

(X673) 75 The bold warrier, that hath deserv’d Fame .

once feel’d [mod ed fil’d] his victories Are quite forgot.

6 . To charge with a dime, accuse Obs.

c 1460 Ttnoneley Myst (Surtees) 273 To thare prynces thay

can hym fyle C1560 Durham Depositions (Surtees) 64 Mr.

Ratlyf was in great greif that Doon shuld fyll his man
Dixon for certain shepe 1721 Kelly Sc Prov 376 You
are busy to clear your self when no Body files you 1759

Fountainhall Decisions I 14 They . . were ready to file, by

their delation, sundry gentlewomen

f b To find guilty, condemn Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 173 pe courte opon him

sat, be quest filed him & schent 1525 in Pitcairn Cnm
Trials Scot I *131 Quhil pai had . fylit pame of pe said

slauchtir 1609 Skene Reg. May iv 1 § 5 Gif ante man is513UUUI.il -V • O -J * TT fr T
fyled or condemned of that crime. 1637-50 Row Hist.

Tirk (1842) 387 He was noted as if he had fylled him

Hence
-J*
jpiledppl a

5
ar are niyu ru v*."*

, c
Iisyn Mending ofLife 129 No man filys hym-self

with wardly bisynes after pat be truly has 10yd in lufe— -- j --— - — ,

Douglas jEneis iv Prol. 104 Is that

trew luif, guid faith and fame to fyle? 1605 Shapes

Mach m. 1 65 For Banquo’s Issue haue I fil d my Mmde.

j8i6 Byron Ch. Har hi. emu, Had I not filed my mmd,

which thus itselfsubdued, i860 TrollopeFramltyP xxxm

mo Why had he thus filed his mind ?

f 4 . To violate the chastity of, to deflower; to

debauch. Obs, =Defile vf 4.

1 a.iA.oo Morte Arth 978 He has forsede hir and fylede

CTififrSeUyW (Surtees) 75 For me^as she never

fylyd 15 . Peebles to Play xvm, ‘Ye fyld me, fy, lor

shame 1 ’ quoth she.

45. To sully the honour of, dishonour. Obs.

ssDBFILE® 1 ^ r ,

CI2« Gen 4 Ex 3498 Tac Su nojt m idel min nanie[n]

Ne swer U Ik To fele in gamen ct490 Destr Troy *1120

Eueryledewill pe lacke and pi lose file. c*44°

xvn 62 (Harl MS.) He made the new laws, & <yl*d not

1483 Cath, Angl 130/2 Filed, deturpatus. 1590 Spenser

F Q iii i 62 She lightly leptout of her filed hedd. And to

her weapon ran 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth (E. E. T S ) 95 His

fyled conscience.

File (foil), v s Also 5-7 fyle, (fill, fyll). [f.

File sb 2
]

1. trans. +To siring upon a thread (obs.) ;
to

place (documents) on a file , to place (papers) in

consecutive order for preservation and reference.

Also, \tofile together, up (obs.)

1601 Holland Pliny II 613 Their maner is to bore holes

through them, and then to file them vjp into chains and

collars i6ag B. Jonson Staple of N. it, They sort and

file And read the news and issue them 1653 H Cogan tr.

Pinto’s Trav. xxxvi 142 At her arm pits hung a many of

little idols filed together. x68a GsEwAnat Plants Pref. 3

A Letter now filed amongst others in the Custody of the

Royal Society 1770 Franklin Wks (1887) IV 364. Ho
care is taken to file the newspapers 1865 Dickens Mut
Fr XU. u, Miss Abbey filed her receipts

transf and fig 1581 J Bell Haddon's Ansio. Osor 292

Let not this accusation of Osonus be filed uppe amongst

the other hys false reproches and lyes 159* Spenser FQ.
iv ii. 32 Dan Chaucer. On fames etemall beadroll worthie

to be fyled 1632 Massinger Maid ofHon iv. 111,

1

am no

churchman • Such a one must file it on record 1647 Fan-

shawe Pastor JFtdo 187 Thou dost file One Lye upon

another well 1753 Short in Phil. Trans XLVTII 14

F Fnsi .files it up, as the sixth of the errors, which he says

have been discovered m the Pnncipia. 1778 Amman
Mag. I 20X Lest I should be filed upon that chain.

b. spec. To place (a document) in a due manner

among the records of a court or public office , esp.

tofile a. Hll(m Chancery), an information. Also,

+ tofile up (obs ).

xsxx-a Act 3 Hen. VIII, c 23 § 3 The same accomptes . .

to De taken and tiled up in the Pipe Ibid §sTheKinges
said lettres missives annexed and fyled to the same Ac*

comptes 2529 More Dyaloge hi "Wks, 213/1 He* .therwitn.

brought in those letters and filed them among the recordes

of the court 1677 Land Gaz. No 1211/4 If they do

not forthwith File and Enter all such their Proceedings

1760 Blackstone Comm, iv 305 When an information is

filed. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 80/1 An office copy of

the executors’ accounts . . filed the first of October, 177

4

*

x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II 20 Leaving two daughters,

who afterwards filed abill in Chancery against the trustees.

1853 Marsden Early Punt 387 The king cancelled the

judgments filedagamsthim 1886 Williams in Encycl Brit.

(ed q) XX 342/1 The difference between filing and regis-

tration is that the documents filed are filed without alteration,

while only an epitome is usually registered

•fig x6xo Middleton Inner-J empleMasques C 1 b, Thy
faire desires m Vertue’s Court are filde 174* Young Nt.

Th vu. 502 Let conscience file the sentencem her court.

+ 2 To arrange m consecutive order Obs.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 435 m BabeesBk 313 Gromes palettes

shyn fyle and make litere. 1:1470 Hardingfhron vn. 1,

In balade thus it shall be made and fyled 1607 Fletcher

Woman-hater 1 u, I would have my several courses and

mv dishes well filed 1676 Grew^««( Flowers u § 4 (1682)

164 Not being filed one just over another but alternately.

4 8. To arrange (men, soldiers) in a file, or files.

2508 Barret Theor Warres m. i 44 The other halfe is to

be brought vnto the trame of the pikes, and

like maner. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 87 Jh^y stood a

hundred deepe filing themselues one opposite to the other

1642 Fuller Holy t Prof St iii xvm 200 The King ot

Sweden never filed his men above six deep in one company

1643 Sir T Browne Rehg Med. 11 § 1 One man is ranked

witn. another, another filed before him, according to t

q
4f M^n^Djmarcb. or move in file. Also with

away, etc. To file off, ‘to wheel off by files from

moving in a spacious front, and march in length

(Stocqueler Mil. Encycl). _

x6x6 Bingham Ilian's Tactics xix too wfej. The first

[kind of Rhombe] both filed and ranked, this wather fileffi,

nor ranketh X703 Land, Gaz Na 39*4/5 Some 01 tneir

Battalions filed UP several steep and narrow Passages *704

Ibid, No, 4034/1 At night they filed and stood to the North-

ward vje&lbid. No 4475/3 The Enemy filed off towards

the Thickets *749 Fielding Tom Jones tx in. This fair

creature entering the field of battle, immediately filed t

that wins where [etc ] 1796-7 Instr Reg Cavalry (x 813)

89 The whole divisions thenfile from, their reverse flanks

xloS Scorr Mam. 1. xxxi, Till, filing from the gate, he

past That noble tram. 1813Whlungton in Grn^
XI, ioi note, The French troops shall file out tomorrow

Al — 2
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morning. 1838 Hawthorne Fr & It Jrnls (1872) I 70

A party of Americans filed into his studio 1876 F E
Trollope Charming Fellow I iv 48 The players file off in

the wake of the host 1883 E E Hale in Harper's Mag.
Dec 145/2 They filed away for the south.

f b. To march in line, keep pace with
;
m

quot.j^f. Obs.

*613 Shaks. Hen VII7
,
in u. 171 My endeauois Haue

euer come too short of my Desires Yet filld tmod. edd
filed] with my Abilities 1619 Fletcher M Thomas 1 n,

Too light To fyle with her affections.

c U.S To file upon • to march upon, occupy

(vacant land).

1879 H. King in Scribner's Mag Nov. 132/1 Intervals not

yet 1

filed upon ' or ' opened up 1

5 . tram. To cause or order (soldiers) to hie

off
1831 Examiner 358/1 When the soldiers had returned .

.

they were filed off in four divisions to receive billets for the

night.

Hence Filing ppl. a.

1616 Bingham ^Elian’s Tactics xix no notes. The filing

Rhombe began at the front point & reare-point& proceeded
to the flanks

t File, slang Obs [Cf. File sbf] To
pick pockets Also, Tofile a cly.

a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew s v Tout
,
Do you Bulk

and I'll File, if you’ll jostle him, I will Pick his Pocket.

Ibid, s.v Cly, Filed a Cly, Pickt a Pocket

Hence Fi ler, a pick-pocket. Fi ling vbl. sb
,
the

action of the vb. File, in comb, filing-lay,
pocket-

picking
1674. Cotton Carnpl. Gamester i (1680) 5 Filers, Budgies,

Droppers &c. may all pass undei the general appella-

tion of Rooks. 1719 D’Urfey Pills III 100 A filer my
Sister, a Filcher my Brother. 1743 Fielding J Wild iv. 11,

I am committed for the Filing-Lay.

File, obs var. of Vile, Foil sb.

Filed (faild), ppl a [f. File vJ + -ed 1.] In

senses of the vb : chiefly fig. of speech, etc.

:

Polished, smooth, neatly finished off or elaborated

;

fine (now rare). Also with defining word prefixed

asfair-filed, true-filed adjs.

C1530 Ld Bernfrs Arth Lyt.Bryt (1814) 477 Thy tong
is fayre fyled *548-77 Viokstc Anat, Pref Verse,That fyled

phrase 1570 B Googe Pop Kmgd 11 22 b, Their eloquence,

and filed tongue. 1599 A M tr Gabelhouer's Bk Pkysicke

379/2 Take filed Iron. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)

328Wee goe not about with filed speech and rich rewards to

circumvent thee 1623 B Jonson Pref Verses in 1stFo
Shaks

,

In Ins well torned, and true-filed lines. 1823 Scott

g
iiiiitmD xxx, Thou hast a better filed tongue than either

rkvecceur or I 1888Kasluck Meek. WorkshopHandybk.
87 With regard to finishing filed work *892 Nation 4 Aug.
88/3 Mr. Aldrich’s filed lines show his even power

File-fish, [f File sb 1 + Fish sb) +a. =file-
shell (File sb 1

5) Obs b. A fish of the genus

Balistes, having its skin granulated like a file.

1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist. VII iv 61 The latter [kind] are

called Pholades or File Fish 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Auat.
III. 077/2 The incisors of the File fish.

Filemot (fil/mpt), a. and sb. Forms' a 7-8
feinll(e)mort, (7 fueillemort), f(i)euIanio(r)t,

fiI(l)-amo(r)t, -imot, (8 foliomort), 8-9 flllemot,
8- filemot. /3 . 7 philia-, phylia-, ph.yllam.ort,

7-8 philemort, 7-9 philamot, (8 -mort), -omot,

9 plul(l)imot [A corruption of Feuillemobte.]
A adj = Feuillemobte a

1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 98 Her fieulamort old gownes
he begs *688 R, Holme Armoury 11 247/1 The Wings of
a Feuill-mort colour. *698 J Petiver m Phil Trans. XX
334 They are of a Tawny or Phyllamort Colour. *702
Lond. Gaz, No. 3835/4 A Feulamort Persian Silk. *7*2
Addison Sped No. 265 r 5 One of them was blue, another
yellow, and another Philomot *794 Martyn Rousseau’s
Bot xvu ,239 The leaves fade first to purple, and then to

feuillemort colour 1840 Browning Sotdello 11 313 Let
Vidal change His murrey-coloured robe for philamot, And
crop his hair, 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 177 Each com-
partment crowded with labelled folios all filemot with age
and use.

b Comb filemot-coloured adj.

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-vi. xxxtv § 8 (1689) 188
Philomot coloured Mohairs. 1847 James J Marston Hall
xxvii, A fillemot-coloured cloak lined with light blue.

B. sb. The name of a colour, viz that of a dead
or faded leaf

;
(may have a plural).

1653 W. Rokcby m Surtees Misc

.

(1858) 16,

1

would have
it trimmed with a philamot or some pretty colour. 1657
R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 3 Instead of the fresh and lively

reens these [islands] were apparrel’d with Russets, or at
est Phyhamorts. *659 Lovei ace Poems (1864) i6q Lucasta
’stills new life m fields of fueillemort. 1703 M Martin

, Desct W Isl (1716) 13s It’s of a dark colour, and only
dyes a Philamot 17a* Cibber Double Gallant 1, A mottly
crowd of Blacks, Tawny, Olives, Feulamots, and pale Blues.
a *745 Swift Direct Servants

,
Footman

,

The colours you
ought to wish for are blue, or filemot, turned up with red
*84* Brand's Pop Antiq II 173 The Egyptians [use]

yellow, or flllemot. *844 James Agincourt I 37 His tight-

fitting hose were of a light phihmot, or brownish yellow

Filer 1 (fbilai). [f. File 0.1 +- -er1 .] One
who files or works with a file; spec +one who
files down gold and silver coin.

*598 Florio, Limaro, a filer or maker of files. *660
Howell Lexicon

,

A Filer, Ivneur. 1692 Luttrell Brief
Rtl (1857) II. S54 Sevetall clippers, comners, and filers

taken up in the Mint on Sunday last, and sent to Newgate
*88a Bvrm Weekly Post 24 June 5/5 Gun-action Filers
wanted *884 Birtn. Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/5 Spur Filer and
Finisher wanted.

Filer 2 (fai laO [f File v 3 + -eb1.] a. One
who places something upon a file. b. An apparatus

for filing or holding papers
1880 Ltbr Unvo Knoaol. (N Y ) XI 377 Notice is given

to the filer of the caveat 1874 Knight Diet, Mech., Filer,

an office device for holding bills and loose papers

Filer 3 : see File v 4

3Pilet(e, obs form of Fillet

Filial (fi lial), a Also 6 feliall, fyliall, 6-7

filialL [ad. late L ftlidl-is, i.filt-us son, Cf F.

filial,]

1. Of or pertaining to a son ot daughter

a. Of sentiments, duty, etc . Due from a child

to a parent. Filialfear see Feab sb. 3 d

1393 Langl. P PI, C ix. 216 Vs no final [v. r. filial]

loue with bis folke *532 More Confnt Tindale Wks
700/1 Christen people receme the spirit of feliall loue *667

MiltonP L. xii 306 Disciplin’d from servil fear To filial.

*759 Robertson Hist Scot I vii 494 James had hitherto

treated his mother with filial respect. 1834 Ht Martineau
Denterai a xn, Now her filial cares were ended *857 H.
Reed Led Eng Poets II. xi. 67 The filial piety of her
children for poor auld Scotland

f
1 b. That is the due of a son or daughter. Obs.

*558 Wills <$ Inv N. C (Surtees) II. 175, I giue to my
said Sonne Rob'rt in full contentacion & payment of his

fyliall porcion of all my goodes 1635 Quarles Embl n
xv (1718) 121 At length corrected by the filial rod Of his

offended, but his gracious God *795 Wythe Decis Vir-

ginia 6 The sum of the plaintiff Mary's filial portion

c. Ofa relation, designation, etc. . Characteristic

of a son or daughter.

1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 150 The
(
primitive Christians

did include this filial title of our Saviour together with his

names into the compass of one word.
transf *874 Stubbs Const Htst. (1875) I m. 52The founda-

tion of new villages . standing in a filial relation to the

original settlement

2 ‘Bearing the chaiacter or relation of a son

or daughter” (J ) Now only transf. and fig of

a thing : That is the offspring of something else

*667 MiltonP.L vi. 722 Thus the filial Godhead answer-

ing spake a 1711 Ken Psyche Wks, 1721 IV 185 Paternal

God gave filial God to die 1718 Prior Celia to Damon
102 Where the old Myrtle her good Influence sheds ; Sprigs

of like Leaf erect their Filial Heads. *762 tr Busclnngs
Syst. Geog IV 213 A collegiate-church, to which . belong
four other filial churches. *889 Times 13 Aug 3/1 The size

of the parent seed was reproduced in the filial seed

fb. Entertaining the sentiments of a son or

daughter. Obs rare

1754 Richardson Grandison V, u soYour ever affectionate

and filial friend

t e. absol (quasi-sb ) An off-shoot Obs.

1538 Leland Itin (171 1) VII 48 The Body ofthe Cathedral
Chyrch [m Carlisle] is ofan older Building then the Quyer.
And yt ys as a Filial denveid from S Oswalds fast by
Pontfreyt. *762 tr Buschmg's Syst Geog. IV- 214 This
church is a filial of the parish of St. Veit.

Filiality (fili|SE'liti). [f. prec. + -ity. Cf Fr.

fihahtl,] a. The relation of a son or daughter to

a parent, b The quality of being filial

*6x5 T Adams Two Sonnes 70 There are that chalenge

a fihalitie—as the Jewes—‘ we have one Father even God’.
1633 — EXP- * Peter 1 4 75 Infinite good things we par-

take, if we be sonnes; but all lies in the assurance of this

fihalitie *775 in Ash *829 Jas. Mill Hum Mind{iB6^)
II xiv 53 Paternity connotes filiality *8 R Thomas in

Chr. World Pulpit No 432 87 Irrehgion is as unnatural as
want of filiality in a child

Filially (fi'liali), adv [f. as prec. + -ly 2.] In

a filial manner ;
with filial feeling or affection.

*6*3 Bp Hall Holy Pancgyrtck 25 There is no seruant of
God, but feares filially. 170a C Mather Magn Chr, hi. n
xxx (1852) 520 His prayers were observable for the, filially

familiar strains of them. 1843 Gladstone Glean V i 37
Dutiful affection filially accorded to their own [Church]

Filialness (filialnes) [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being filial
;

filial affection or con-

duct.

*727 in Bailey vol II, *775 in Ash, 1874 Bp Magee in
Hansard CCXIX 27 There is something very one-sided in

this cry for fatherliness from the Bishops when they meet
with no filialness

Filiate (fi v. [f. med.L fihdt- ppl
stem oiftliare to nave a child, i.fih-us son

;
see

-ate 3
.] trans = Affiliate v. To fihate itself:

(fig )
to declare its author.

1791 Hampson Mem J Wesley II 191 The language, in

several passages, filiates itself 1824Examiner 11/2 A young
girl brought

_
before a Magistrate, m order to fihate her

expected offspring, a 1843 Southey Doctor ccxxxi. (1848)
624/1 Many parts hearing so strong a likeness that no one
can hesitate at filiating them upon the ipstssimus Luther.

Hence Filiated ppl a,

1810 T Jefferson Writ (1830) IV. 139 On these the
filiated societies model their opinions. *839 Bailey Festus
xix (1848)217 The great paternal .fire wherein AH filiated

nature ceaseth work

Filiation (fili|« ! Jen). Also 6 filiaeion. [a.

F.filiation, ad med L, filidtion-em
,
n of action

f. filiare, recorded in sense ‘ to give birth to’, f. L.

fih-us son.]

1 . Theol. The process of becoming, or the con-

dition of being, a son.
Many Diets have a sense ‘ adoption as a son illustrated

by the first of our quots from Donne. The sense is ety-

mologically justifiable, and may probably exist; but quot.
1628 - seems to show that it was not intended by Donne

ais»9 Skelton Prayers, To the Father 18 The only
Sonne of God by filiaeion. *6a8 Donne Semi vi (1640) 56
God hath forgot all these paternities, all these filiations all
these mviscerations of Israel into his owne bosome Ibid

57 God shall forget his former Paternities and our former
Filiations 1720 Wattrland Ei%ht Semi 155 Those Ex-
pressions of Image, or Form of God, relate to Christ’s Son-
ship or Filiation. *893 Fairbairn Christ in Mod. Theol,

491 Continuous incarnation is progressive filiation.

2 The designating (of a person) as a son;
ascription of sonship

1657 Pearson Creed (1741) 105 After our Saviour’s nomina-
tion immediately followetn bis filiation

3. The fact of being the child of a specified

parent Also, a person’s parentage ,
* whose son

one is

161* Speed Hist Gt Brit ix xix § 4 Yee be borne withm
this Land and all the three Estates of the Land haue
knowledge of your birth and filiation afoiesaid *799 Ma-
lone in Boswell's Johnson an 1744, Mr Cust’s reasoning,
with lespect to the filiation of Richard Savage 1855 H.
Splncer Pnnc Psychol (1872) II. vm. v. 569 Where the
monogamous relation makes filiation clear

4 The fact of being descended or derived, or

of onginatmg/?w« ;
descent, tiansmissionfrom.

*799 Kirwan Geol Ess 323 The lesemblance by no
means evinces the filiation of the latter fiorn the former
1850 Merivale Row Lmp (1 865) I Pref 13 The institu-

tions of modem Europe aie derived by more direct filiation

from those of Rome 1874 Mahax 1 y Soc Life Greece vii

109 The filiation of Aristophanes’ comedies from these

choruses

5 The relation of one thing to another from
which it may be said to be descended or derived

;

position m a genealogical classification

*794 Kirwan Min I. p xv, The intricate filiation and
connection of these productions 1859 Darwin Ong Spec
xiv (1873) 371 And would give the filiation and origin of

each tongue *864 H Spencer Illustr Untv. Progr. 131
This he asserts to be the true filiation of the sciences

6 Formation of branches or offshoots; chiefly

cotter

,

a bianch or offshoot of a society or lan-

guage.

1777W Dalrvmple Trav Sp fy Port no The order of

Alcantara was instituted a filiation of Calatrava. *8*4
Berington Lit. Htst. Mid. Ages v (1846) 231 The northern

dialects were filiations from one Common Stock 1832

Blackw. Mag. XXXI 65 The dcmocratical party, with
their numerous filiations, in the towns *890 J T Fowler
Cistercian Statutes 5 That great system of filiation and
visitation which went so far to make up what has been
called the 1 Cistercian idea ’.

7 . = Affiliation 3 lit. and fig
*56* in Child-Mamages (E. E. T S ) 86 Margaret Wilkin-

son came to the Vicar of Budworth with a filiaeion *839
Ld Brougham Statesm Geo. Ill (ed 2) 60 A mandamus to

the Justices to make an order of filiation upon a foreign

ambassador’s secretary

fig 179* Boswell Johnson an. 1761, The filiation of a

literary performance is difficult of proof *887 SaintsbUry
Hist Eltzab Lit. xn (1890) 448 The direct filiation of

euphuism on Spanish originals is no doubt erroneous

Filibeg (fi hbeg). Sc. Also 8 plulebeg, 8-9
philabeg, -ibeg, flllibeg, feilbeg, 9 philiberg,

phillibeg. [ad. Gael, feileadh-beag the kilt of

modemjshape, f.feileadh a fold, plait + beag little,

as distinguished fromfeileadh-mor the large kilt of

primitive form.] A kilt

1746 Act 10-21 Geo. II, c 39 9 17 The philebeg, or little

kilt 1771 Pennant Tour Scotl I (1790) an 1 he fell beg,

1 e little plaid, also called kelt is a modern substitute for

the lower part of the plaid 1773 Johnson Lett to Mrs.
Thrale 24 Sept., Old Malcolm m his filibeg 1794 Burns
Jolly Beggars, John Highlandman

,
His philabeg and

tartan plaid *828 Landor Imag. Conv. III. 203 Persian

robes and Scotch philhbegs.

Filibuster (fi'libpstai), sb Forms : 6 flibutor,

8-9 flibustier, 9 fllibustier, fillibuster, fili-

buster. [The ultimate source is certainly the

Du vnjbuiter, in Kilian vnj-baeter (see FREE-

BOOTER). It is not clear whether the 16th

c. Eng. form flibutor,
of which we have only

one example, was taken from Du directly or

through some foreign lang. Late in the i8lh c.

the F. form flibustier was adopted into Eng
,
and

continued to be used, with occasional vanations of

spelling, until after the middle of the present

century. About 1850-54, the form filibuster, ad.

Sp filibustero,
began to be employed as the desig-

nation of certain adventurers who at that time were

active in the W Indies and Central America ;
and

this has now superseded the earlier flibustier even

with reference to the history of the 17th c.

The mutual relation of the forms is involved in obscurity

It is possible that the corruption offn- intofit- maybe due
to the influence of the word Flyboat (Du vheboot, whence
F fiibot, Sp.fiibote) ; but against this it may be urged that

in our first quot. the word seems to be applied to marauders
onland InFr the formfnbustier(which may be a corruption

of Eng. freebooter) occursm Du Tertre Hist, des Ant-Isles

(1667) III. 151 , butflibustier is app first recorded in A 0.

Oexmehn (Esquemeling) Hist desAvantnners (1686) ; this

writer says that it comes from the Eng fiibnster

'

corsair ’

,

in the earlier ed of the work in Dutch (1678) the word does

not occur. It is possible on the one hand that the corrupt

form of the Du word may be ofEng origin, and may have
been taken into F from its use in the Eng colonies m the

W. Indies
;
or, on the other hand, that the F form arose in

the European wars of the 16th c , and is the immediate
source of GaxraxA'sflibutor. In any case the insertion of



FILIBUSTER,

the J probably originated m Fr as a mere sign of vowel-
length, though from the Dictionnmre de Trevonx we learn
that the 5 was already pronounced in 1704 In the Did
itymologique of Menage (who died in 1692), s v Jltbot, the
formfiioutier occurs, with the explanation (doubtless erro-
neous)

1 celui qm gouveme unJhbot'. The Sp filibuster

0

is presumably ad F fithustier ]

+ 1 . gen = Freebooter Ohs ran —1 .

<11587 Garrard Aite Warre (i«j) 236 Such as bnng
wares to the campe, he [the High Marshall of the Field]
must take order that they be courteously vsed procuring
themaconnoy to the intent they may. remaine satisfied,

without suspect of being robbed of theeues and flibutors.
Ibid 154 Clearing the hye wayes from, fleebooters

2 spec, a One of a class ofpiratical adventurers
who pillaged the Spanish colonies in the "West
Indies during the 1 7th c.

179a Burke Heads for Consid Wks VII 93 The Fli-
bustiers about a century back bi ought calamities upon
the Spanish colonies 1822-56 De Quincey Confess. (1862)
6 This man is a buccaneer, a pirate, a flibustier.

b A member of any of those bands of adven-
turers who between 1850 and i860 organized expe-
ditions from the United States, in violation of
international law, for the purpose of revolutionizing
certain states in Central America and the Spanish
West Indies

1854 Lowell Camb. 30V Ago ProseWks i8go I 85 He
who was ordained to-day might accept a colonelcy of fili-

busters to-morrow. 1855 Thoreau Let in Atlantic Mo
(1893) LXXII 744/1 The gold-diggers and the Mormons,
the slaves and the slaveholders and the fhbustiers 1856
Whittier Panorama

,
Haschish ix, A raving Cuban fili-

buster 1

attnb 1857 Gen P Thompson Audi Alt I u 6 To
avoid a collision with the filibuster power [1 e. the U S A ]

c In wider sense : One who resembles a *
fili-

buster’ (sense a or b) in his actions, now esp. one
who engages in unauthorized and irregular warfare
against foreign states.

1860W G Clark Vac, Tour 31 The contrast which these
filibusters [Ganbaldians] presented to the royal troops was
exceedingly striking 1863 Draper Intell Devel Enrobe
IV (1865) 95 The Greek colonists were filibusters, they seized
by force the women wherever they settled

d. nonce-use, A vessel employed in filibustering;

a pirate craft.

1860 Motley Netherl (1868) II. xvui 455 The coast of
Dunkirk swarmed with their craft, from the flybooter or

filibuster of the rivers to the larger armed vessels

3 U.S. One who practises obstruction in a legis-

lative assembly • see Filibuster v 2

1889 Boston (Mass ) Jml 14Jan. 2/2 Ahumiliating ‘ treaty'
with a single determined filibuster

Filibuster (fi libo star), v [f prec. sb ]
1 intr. To act as a filibuster

1853 Longf in Life (1891) II 247 Youths rather inclined
to filibustering in Cuba. 1862 S. Lucas Secularia 135 He
prayed with fervour as he went fillibustenng.

to. quasi-Amr. Also tram. To subject to the
methods of a filibuster

x86a B. Taylor Home tfr Abr Ser n, 11 67 When the in-

mates [ofa prison] have enjoyed a satisfactoryperiod of rest
and seclusion, they join m companies, and nlhbuster their
way out 1887 L. Olxphant Episodes 122 ,

1

was endeavour-
ing to filibuster a constituency

2 . U,S. To obstruct progress in a legislative as-

sembly; to practise obstruction
1882 Sir M H_ Beach in Standard 24 Mar 3/2 The

objectionable practices of ‘filibustering ' and ‘ stone-walling*.

1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl 20 Feb. 2/3 Ex-Confederates
Filibuster to Prevent a Vote on the Bill

Hence PiUbn’atering vbl, sb., also attrib. and
ppl a

; also Filibtrsterer, one who filibusters.

1856 Tait's Mag XXIII 433 They are willing to find
a safety valve for a portion of their filibusterers and loafers.

1856 Genii Mag New Ser I 1x1/1 The President has
recognised Walker, the filibustering chief of Nicaragua.
X857 Gen P. Thompson Audi Alt I xxiv 89 America has
long been engaged in two courses of avowed and notable in-

justice, ‘filibustering' and slave-dealing Ibid, Nobodywould
look for economy to a filibustering nation. X859JEPHSON
Brittany ii 14 Palmy days of filibustering prosperity X885
Times (weekly ed ) 23 Jan 1/2 A fUbustering expedition to
Cuba is being prepared 1888 BryceA mer. Commit) I. x. x.

137 Systematic obstruction, or, as it is called in America,
‘ filibustering ’. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch $ Dec

,
He

found that the men . were high-minded, law-abiding citizens

instead of filibusterers.

Filibnsterism (fihbtrstariz’m). [f. Fili-

buster jd.+ -ism.] The practice of filibustering;

inclination to, or tendency to support, filibustering
x86a J Spence Amer. 74 Fihbusterism is another branch

of the same tree [as Repudiation]. 1880 American XII, 361
FiUbustensm had excited the troubles.

Filibusterous (filibirstams). [f. as prec. +
-ous.] Resembling the conduct of a filibuster.

1883 St James’s Gas 19 Apr 3 It would be hard to say
why that was a design less fihbusterous than the occupation
of New Guinea. x8qo Sat. Rev xo July 64/2 In a manner
gallant but slightly filibusterous—theword deserves coining
—he broke down the resistance of the Mexicans

Filioal (fi likal), a [f. L filic-,filix fern +
-al ] Of or pertaining to ferns
X835 Lindley Introd Bot. (1848) II 93 The FiUcal alli-

ance, consisting of vascular Acrogens

Filicauliae (fiiikjj lain), a, [f L./tli-,/Hunt
thread

+

caul-em stalks -ire.] Having a thread-

like stem. 1884 m Syd. Sec Lex

213 FILIOLE.
Filicide 1 (fi lissid) ,[f. L /Ili-tts, /ilia son,

daughtei + -cide • see -cide i.] One who kills a
son or daughter

,
a slayer of his own child.

1823 Douglas III xx 267 Fearful of being discovered by
the intended filicide 1848 Lowell Fablefir Critics Poet
Wks (Moxon) 365,

1

told how it [the aloe] . discharging its
pisul

m
shot The botanical filicide dead on the spot.

Filicide 2 (fi lissid). [f as prec. • see -oide 2 ]
The action of killing a son or daughter.
t66s J Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 217 Homicide, Filicide,

Fratricide 1839 F Barham Adamns Exul. 47 Let not the
race Of mortal men Utterly perish, thro’ our filicide. 1879
A. E. Sproul in Boston Herald 3 May, Additional details
of the Pocasset filicide are given below.
Hence Pilioi'dal a concerned with the slaughter

of sons and daughters
*8$aT.B Owen in Ld Ingestre's Meliora I 133 His ruin

realized the fihcidal fable ofSaturn
Filiciform (fill sifj&m), a. [f. L. jihc-, Jilix

fem + -(i)form ] Having the form of a fem

;

fern-shaped.

18^6 in Smart Suppl
, and in mod Diets

Filicoid (fi likoid), a and sb [f as prec + -OIB.]
A. adj. Resembling a fern.

1847 in Craig 1876^ Page Adzi Text-bk. Geol xiv 268
The same gigantic coniferous and filicoid plants are found
B sb A plant having the appearance of a fem

1847 in Craig

Filicology (filikp lodgi). [f. L Jihc- filix fem
+ Gr. -\oyia discoursing: see -(o)logy ] The
science or study of ferns. 1884 in Syd Soc. Lex.
Filiety (filsreti). rare. [ad. late L.fihetat-em

sonship, f. /thus son.] = Filiation 2.

1851 Mill Logic (ed 3) 1 . 1 il § 7. 45 The concretes, father
and son, have, or might have, the abstracts, paternity, and
filiety, or filiation.

Fuife : see Five-leas'

Filiferous (fbili ferns), a. [f. "L.ftl-um thread
+ -(i)eerous.] Bearing or provided with thread-
like parts.

X84X-7X T, R, Jones Antm. Ktngd (ed 4) 61 The presence
ofa prehensile apparatus of filiferous capsules. 1846 Dana
Zooph. (1848) 513 Cells filiferous within.

Filiform (fai lifjMm), a [f as prec + -(i)roRM,
cf. F Jiliforme ] Having the form of a thread

;

thread-like.
X757 Pultney in Phtl Trans I. 66 The style is filiform

x8xx Pinkerton Petral II 310 The amorphous lava .

sprinkled with filiform crystals of felspar 1887 Ruskin
Preetenta II 15a This [inlet] was crossed, by the delicatest
of filiform suspension bridges.

Hence Fi liformed ppl. a in same sense
1851 Darwin Cimpedia I 9,

1

distinctly saw a long fili-

formed organ, bearing excessively fine hairs m lines.

Filigrane (frligr^in), sb. Forms: a. 7-9
flligrain(e, flllagreen, (7 fllagram, fiTgran,
fllegreen, filogram, 8 fllagram, -green), 8 flli-

green, fLUigrane, -grean, -green, 8- filigraue

0

.

7 philignn, 7-8 philagrain, -green, -grin,

[a Fr Jihgrane (in 17th c often -gramme), ad. It.

fihgrana, f L Jilum thread and grdimm gram.]
1 =Filigree sb. 1.

x668 Lady Chaworth in 12th Ref Hist, MSS Comm.
App v 10 A cabinet of cnstall and phihgnn. a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) I 183 As if it had been wrought in Filograin

Land Gaz No 1721/1 Coco nut Cups set in Flllagreen.

PhiL Trans XX.VIII 226 Their Embroiderers work
W. Combe Boydell's

x68aLand Gaz
vjvxPhiL Trans XXVIII 226 Thei
in Filigreen very curiously. 1794

1

Thames I. go Taste has run into the contrary extreme of
frippery ana filigrane. 1850 Longf Blind Girl of Castll-

Cuiltt in 68 The crown of filigrane suspended from the low-
arched portal

b. transf esp of architectural ornament
17*7 BradleyEarn Did s.v Caramel, The Sugar thickens

and a kind of cunous Filigreen orNet-work, wul be form'd.
ti6*-qi H. Walpole Verlue’s Anted Paint (1786) I 104
For airy towers of almost filigraine we have none to he
compared with those of Rheims 1775 — Let to Sir H.
Mann 22 Apr

,
Adam, our most admired, is all gingerbread,

filigraine, and fan-painting

2 attnb, — Filigree 2. Also filigrane-work
= Filigree-work.
1680 Ashmole Diary 358 A gold chain . composed . of

philagreen links m great knobs 1687 £ Browne Trav.
(ed. 2) 147 A cunous Filegrane Handkerchief and two fair

Filegrane Plates, ax689 A Behn Novels (1722) II 194
This case.shall be , like those delicate ones of Filligrin

Work, which do not hinder the sight 1690 Songs Costume
(Percy Soc ) 194 In filgran casset 1696 tr Du Slant's Voy.
Levantx 122 AgoIdenSunof Filagram-Work 1710 Steele
Toiler No, 245 r 2_A small Cabinet , in which were several
Filagram Cunosities. 1715 tr Mad D'A nets' Whs, 4x6 All
in large Flaskets of Filagreen Gold 1742 Mrs. Delany
Autobiog. (x86x) II 169 A fine present m a large filligrane

silver box. 1753 Hogarth Anal Beauty vin 96 The great
number of its filligreen ornaments 1786 tr Bedford's
Vathek (1823) 67 Drawing from a flllagreen urn, a parch-
ment. 1847 Ansted Anc World viii. 144 Their edges appear
like golden filigrane-work

+ Filigrane, v Obs, = Filigree v. Hence

t Fi ligranedppl. a.

1690 Evelyn Fop's Did ,
Fil-graut’d, Dressing-boxes .

.

or whatever else is made of siLver wire-work

Filigree, filagree (fi'ligr*, -lgn),sb Forms

:

a. 7-9 flllagree, 8-9 fllligree, 7- filagree, 9
filigree. 0 8 phillagree, plul(l)igree, -grew.

[Abbreviated from filigreen ; see Filigrane ]

1

.

‘ Jewel work of a delicate kind made with

threads and beads, usually of gold and siltei
*

(Encycl. Brit ).

1693 Evelyn Diary 13 July, A cabinet of silver fillagree.

17axLoud Gas No. 6014/3 Fine chac’d Philigrew and Hous-
hold-Piate 1789 Mrs Piozzi Journ Frances 118 Ear-rings
of silver fillagree finely woiked x8sx Byron Juan nr lxm,
Gold cups of filigree. x8ax Scott Kemhv vi, A beautiful
Venetian mirror, in a frame of silver filigree

transf. 1873 Browning Red Cott Nt -cap 69 Palace-panes
Pmholed athwart their windowed filagree By twinklings
sobered from the sun outside

to. The art of making this work.
1800 SpiritPub Jrnls (1801) IV 366 Having her daughters

taught French and filagree.

2 attnb ( = made of, ot worked in, filigree) ;

also filigree glass (see quot ), Filigree-work.
1747 H Walpole Let to Conway 8 June, It is set in

enamelled meadows, with phillagree hedges X779 Forrest
Voy N Guinea 299 Goldsmiths^who make filhgree buttons
1797 Mss. Radcliffe Italian xi, Enclosed within a filigiee

screen of gold, lay the image of the saint 1803 Gent blag.
in Spirit Pub. Jrnls (1804) VII 44 Flllagree tea-caddies.

1843 Lytton Last Bar h, 11, A collar or necklace of uncut
jewels set in filagree gold. 187aYeats Techn Hist Comm.
264 Filigree glass consisted of spirally-twisted white and
coloured enamel glasses, cased m transparent glass 1886
Sheldon tr. Flaubert’s Salammbd 4 Gold filigree baskets
containing flowers

Filigree (fi ligrz), v [f prec sb ] traits, To
ornament with filigree work, to work m filigree.

Hence Pi ligreed/^f a.
1831 Trelawny Adii. Younger Son lvi, A little filagreed

basket of fruit. 1847 Tait's Mag XIV 383 Vestijjes of
pre-Adamite existence found filagreed into fossils, or intag-
lioed on stones 187a ‘Mark Twain ' Innoe Abr xiv. 95A domed and filagreed white temple burst upon us

Fi ligree-wo-rk. [f Filigree sb +Work]
1. Work in filigree.

1773 Genii. Mag, XLIII. 433 A thick board cut through
like filligree-work 1848 Lytton Harold 1 i, An uncut
jewel, set in Byzantine filagree work.
fig 1818 Hazlitt Eng Poets iv 96 The Rape of the Lock
the most exquisite specimen offiligreework ever invented.

2 . transf. Stone-work resembling filigree

1700 Pennant London (18x3) 94 Quatre-foils of philligree-
work 1857 H Miller Test Rocks 1 38 Columns oF an
elder Alhambra, roughened with exquisite filagree work.

Fi’liism. nonce-wd. [f L fih-us + -ism
,
after

Nepotism ] Undue partiality for one’s own son
1823 in Examiner 681/2 The filiism and seertiaryism of

the Earl of Eldon here are as great evils as nepotism ever
was in Rome.

Filing (farliq), vbl sb 1 [f. File w.l +-ing UJ
1. The action of File lit andfig
1398 Trevisa Barth De P R. xvi. xiv. (1495) 568 The

powdre that fallyth fro the yrenwyth fj lynge 1557 Recorde
Whetst By b, The filyng, sharpenyng, and qmckenyng of
the witte. 1683 Moxon Mech Ex ere 53 An Instrument
of great use for flat Filing. 1694-5 Pefvs Let to Jan in
Academy (1890) 9 Aug xix/i Our Fnend’s Learning, wants
a little fileing

attnb 1774 Foote Cozeners I. Wks. 1799 II. 147 The
clipping andfiling affair compels him to keep a little private.

2. concr. usuallypi One of the particles rubbed
off by the action of the file

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R xvi. iv (Tollem.MS ), The
vilynge of golde take in mete. X591 Percivall Sp Did

,

Limaduras, the filings. 1646 SinT BrownePsetid.Ep lit

xxit. 165 For medicalluses, wee take downe the filings ofIron
or steele. x66x LovellHist Anna % Min 79The filings of

the foremost hoofes given with water help the frettings in
Horses *772 Priestley in Franklin's Whs (1887) IV. 489
A mixture ofiron filings and brimstone x8iz Sir H. Davy
Chem Philos 259 Filings of copper are usually employed.
1855 Milman Lat Chr (1864) II nt. vu 154 The minutest
filings from the chains of St Peter.

3 . Comb., as flling-blook, a block of wood
grooved to hold small rods or bars while being filed;

fllmg-machme (see quot.) ; filing-pin, a piece of

hard wood used in silvermanufacture to file against.

1874 Knight Did Mech I. 843/1 *Filing-block *Fihng-
machme, 1 A machine used in the mint to reduce the weight
ofcoin planchets, when above the standard 2. A machine in

which a file is mounted as a jig-saw, or to reciprocate in a
manner similar to that of a file m the hands of a workman

Fi'lin.g, vbl. sb 2 [f. File vfi] The action of the

vb. File ; \concr. excrement.
1340 Hampole Fr. Consc 2345 Now er J>ai made foule and

ugly Thurgh fylyneofjrau syn anly. 0x460 Urbamtatis 53
in Babees Bh (i863J 14 Kepe by hondys fayre & welle Fro
fylynge of the tDwelle, x6 Childe Waters in Evans O B.

(1784) II xxxv. 2x3 And take her up m thine arraes twaine,

For filing of her feete a x6» R. Hawkins m Hawkins's
Voy (1878) 196 Nor u any of their nestes, was to be found

the fifing ofany fowle.

Filing’ (fai liq), vbl sbfi [f File v 3 + -ing 1 ]
The action of File v 3

;
an instance of this. a.

The action of putting a document on a file lb.

Mil. The action of forming a file or files

a. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 1, xi, Fees, for enrolling®,

exemplifications . filings of words. x888 Law Times
LXXXV 132/2 The filing by a debtor of his own petition

b. 1796 lusty 6- Reg. Cavalry (1813) 8 Filings, formings,

and in general the movements of manoeuvre 2832 Rcgnl.
Insir, Cavalry il 9 Filing is an operation of the squadron

t Fi’HoleV Obs

.

Forms : a, 4 fylyole, 5 fe-

lyole. 0 6 fyall, -ell, phiolL [a. OF. filloele ,

-elle, Jillole, alsofiole, -lie, /yole, app. a column,
turret] ? A column, turret, or pinnacle
X3 E. E. Alltt P B. 3462 be coperounes of he canacles

..Wer fetysely formed out m fylyoles longe. 24x475 Sqr.
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lowe Degre 835 Your curtaines of camaca, all in folde, Your
felyoles all of Golde 1501 Douglas Pal Hon m. xvu,

Pmuakillis, Fyellis,Turnpekkis Gilt birneist torns. 1513— JEneis xh. Prol. 71 Euery fyall, fane, and stage.

t Fi-liole 2
. Obs - 1 In 6 fllUole. [a OF.

(and mod. dial. Fr) filliole (Fr. filleule) L.

ftliola
,
dim. of'/ilia daughter.] A god-daughter

xg Wyse Chylde 4 Emp Adrian (W deW
,
repr i860)

14 It were synne to take his cosynne vnto wyfe . , or his

liiltole, or ony of his lygnage.

Filionymic (fi liitmi mik) rare. [f. L. fitli-us

son
;
after Patronymic.] A, name derived from

that of a son.

1870 Lubbock Ong. Civihz, lx, 316 The Rejangs among
whom the filionymic is not so common.

IlFilioqiie (fHiiou-kwt). [L.] The word (=
‘ and from the Son ’) inserted in the Western ver-

sion of the Nicene creed to assert the doctrine of
the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son as

well as from the Father, which is not admitted by
the Eastern Chuich. Also altnb., as fihoque
clause, question .

1876 C M Davies Unorth Lend go With reference to

the ‘ Fihoque ' clause, * One branch of the Church Catholic
affirms on this point, whilst the other declines to affirm’

Ibid 239 The * Fihoque ’ question.

Filip, obs form of Fillip.

II Filipendula (filipe*ndi«la). Obs exc. as

botanical Latin. Also 6 philypendula. [mod
L. fern, of filipenduhis hanging by a thread, f.

filwn thread + pendulus hanging, f pendere to

hang Cf. ¥1
.
filipendule.’] The drop-wort {Spiraea

Filipendula)
? 1540 tr. Vigo’s Lyttel Practyce A iij/2 Rotes of Phily.
endula 1548 Turner Names ofHerbs

,

Oenanthe is called

oeth of the Herbanes and of al our countrey men Fili-

pendula 1635 MourET & Bennet Health’s Improv (1746)

364What Shepherd is ignorant that his Flock feedeth upon
Filipendula, Daisies [etc.]? 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey)

Filipendulous (filipe ndwZlos), a. [f. mod L
filipendul-us (see prec) + -ous ] Hanging or

having the appearance of hanging by a thread.

1864 in Webster. x88g in Wagstaffe Moyne’s Med,
Diet,

Filizar, -er, obs. ff. of Filaohr, -zer.

Fill (fil), sb.x For forms see the vb. Also 4
folia, south, voile. [OE. fyllo, fiyllu fem. =OHG.
fulh fem (MHG. vulle, Gcx,fulle fem ), ON fyllr

{fylh) fem (Da fylde raasc and fem
, Sw. fylle

ncut.), Goth. {ufar)fullei OTeut. *fulltn-, n. of
state f. *fullo- Full a. But m Eng. the word has,

from similarity of sound, always been associated

with the vb. Fill. Senses 2-4 stnctly belong to

a distinct word, f. the vb ]
1 A full supply of dnnk or food

; enough to

satisfy want or desire. Since OE. only in to

dnnk, eat
,
have, take

,

etc one's fill. Const, of,
also in apposition to obj,

Beowulf 562 (Gr ) Nses hie Saere fylle gefean haefdon.
C893 K. ZElfred Oros 11. iv § 8 Dnnc nu Sine fylle.

c 1173 Lamb. Horn 53 To eten hire fulle c xaao Bestiary
483 Fret hire fille as300 Cursor M. 3536 (Cott ) Lang es
sipen I ete my fill 14 Sir Beues (MS M ) 2473 Of that
water he dranke his fyl, 1508 Fisher Wks (1876) 234 He
coude not haue his fyll of pesen and oke comes 1549-6*
Sternhold & H Ps, civ 259 Beastes of the mountaynes
thereof drinke their fils i6xx Bible Dent xxul 24 Thou
mayest eate grapes thy fill. 1697 Dryden Virg Past x, 114
Away, my goats, away : foryou have browz'd your fill 1810
Scott Lady ofL. i i, The stag at eve had drunk his fill

1817 Shelley Revolt ofIslam vii xix, She sucked her fill

even at this breast.

transf and fig c 1200 Tnn Coll. Horn. 51 Hie hadden
be fulle of wurldes ncheise, c 1340 CursorM 23547 (Trin.)

Vche mon shal haue be folle of al pat he aftir wilne wolle,

1551 Crowley Pleas 4 Pain 615 Of blysse or of payne they
shall haue theyr fyll ' x6n Bible Prov. vil 18 Let vs take
our fill of lone vntill the morning 1653 Holcroft Procopius
1 6 Having had their fill of mourning. 1775 Johnson Lett,
to Mrs Thi ale (1788) I exx 259 The hay. to-day has tts

fill of sunshine 1821 Shelley Adenitis vn. He takes his
fill Of deep and liquid rest. x86x Hughes Tom Brown at
0.\f Introd (1889) 1 He was having his fill ofhunting
b Hence used with mtiansitive vbs as an ad-

verbial phrase . ‘to (his) heart’s content’.
c 1300 Havelok 954 pe children with him leykeden here

fille c 1340 CursorM 10475 (Tnn ) fere she my3te sorwe
hir fille c 1400 Melayne 213 They had foughten thaire fill

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm Par John xix 113 That ye may
looke your fyl upon hym. 1642 H, More Song of Soul 1.

111 xlm, They danc’d their fills 1770 Gray in Corr, N.
Nicholh (1843) 107 Talk your fill to me and spare not. 1808
Scott Mann vi xv, Let my boy-bishop fret his fill 1866
Mrs Gaskfll Wives 4 Dan xi (1867) ixg She burst
into a passion of tears, and cried hei fill.

2

.

A quantity sufficient to fill a receptacle of
empty space

;
a filling, charge lit. andfig

1555 Ludlow Churchw. Acc (Camden) 62 Paid fot a fylle

oftymber x d. 1849 Gbote Greece it 1xxiv.(i862) VI 473 It

imparted to her a second fill of strength. 1881 Stevenson
Virgin Puerisq 102 If there is a fill of tobacco among the
crew, pass it round 1884 Eissler Mod High. Explosives
26s The earth and clay for the fill were obtained from Fruit-
vale

b. An embankment to fill up a gully or hollow.
1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 18 July, The fill will be 150

feet long, 1887 M. Roberts Western Avemus 71 They
made a ‘ fill’ or embankment eighty feet high

214

3

.

The action of filling (esp, a cup or glass), lit.

andfig, rare
a 1732 T. Boston in Spurgeon Treas. Dav

.

Ps. Ixxxi. p 10

A fill proposed and offered to empty sinners <2x810

Tannahill Poems (1846) 68 I’ll treat you wi' a Highland
gill, Though it should be my hmdmaist fill

4 t Of a river : The point at which its stream is

filled, the head-waters
;
in quot. opposed to fall.

Hence transf in proverbial use, Neither fill nor

fall * neither head nor tail, not a trace {dial,)

1622 Drayton Poly-olb xix. (1748) 333 A stream, that

from the fill to fall, Wants nothing that a flood should be
adorn’d withal 1887 Kent Gloss s v

,

1My old dog went off

last Monday, and I can’t hear neither fill-nor-fall of him *

+ Fill (fil), sb a Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 phil,

7 fil. [var of Thill.]

1 . pi. The thills or shafts of a cart sing. The
pair of shafts, * the space between the shafts *

(J.).
1606 Shaks Tr 4 Cr xix. ii 48 And you draw backward

weele put you l’th fils 1631 Rowley Woman never V 111,

I will Give you the fore Horse place, and I wilbe in the Fill’s.

1707 Mortimer Hush. 164 This Mule being put in the Fill

ofa Cart . . ran away 1755 in Johnson
2 . Comb., as fill-horse = shaft-horse.

1596 Shaks Merch V 11 n 100 Thou hast got more haiie
on thy chin, then Dobbin my philhorse has on his taile

1648 Herrick Hesper (1844)11 38 Some cross the fill-horse.

1693 Kennett Par Antiq. Gloss, s, v Pnllanns, The horse
which goes m the rods is commo[n]ly called thefillar, and
the fill-horse. <1 1825 in Forby Voc E, Anglia.

Fill (fil), v Pa. t. and pa. pple. filled (fild).

Forms: 1 fyllan, 2 fallen, 3-5 full(e(n, fille(n,

(3 felen, 4 south velle), 4-6 fyU(e, 3- fill [ME.
fullenitt) OE fyllan — OFns fullia, fella, OS.
fulltan (Du vullen), OHG.fallen (MHG. vullen,

Ger.fallen), ON fylla (Sw fylla, Da fylde), Gotli.

fulhan OTeut. *full]an, f. *fullo- Foll a ]
I. To make full.

1. To supply with as much as can be held or

contained
;

to put or pour something into (a re-

ceptacle) till no more can be received Also, to

fillfull. Const '\mid,\of{—Q¥. genitive), with.

a. in material sense
c xooo Ags Ps lxxx[i] 10 Ontyn bmnemuS and ic hine teala

fylle 1 c xi60 Hatton Gosp. Luke xv x6 Da ge-wilnede he
his wambe fellen of bam bean-coddan J»e ba swin seten.

£1205 Lay 20507 Me feolden heom [scipene] mid folke
£1250 Gen. 4 Ex 1225 A fetles wiS water fild £1320
Cast. Love 731 A welle bat fulleb be diches a-boute be
wal. 1393 Gower Coufi. II. 204 That o kist Of fine golde.
anone he Side full c 1440 Cafgravf Life St Rath v 1962
Of laumpes hangynge. ffilt with pat oyle, 1599 Marston
hco. Vtllame 11 vn 205 That they their paunch may fill

with Iras blood 1645 Rutherford Tryal 4 Tn. Faith
(1845) xx Jesus Christ .was full of grace a vessel filled to
the lip. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg, m 283 Who fill’d the
Fail with Beestings of the Cow 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

I 249 At the tale of ptty my eyes are filled with terns x886
D C Murray Cyme Fortune vi, The broken , . gentleman
. .filling his pockets with fairy bank-notes

b in immaterial sense.

a xooo Andreas 323 (Gr ) He . wuldres fylde beorhtne bold-
welan c 1200 Tnn. Coll Horn 1x7 pe hob gost com uppen
be apostles and filde ful bat hus here hie inne seten. a 1300
CursorM 832 (Cott) God .fild bis werld al wit his grace
13 Poems fr VernonMS 71 Ffullyng hem of bi fatnesse

Of inward saunctite c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 27 Of grace
my poujt bou fille. 1471 Ripley Comp, Aten, v in Ashm.
(1652) 138 Theyr howsys wyth stench they fyll. xg6x Norton
& Sackv Gorboduc 1 1. (1571) A iv/x His enuious hart ,

.

Filled with disdaine. 1667 Milton P, L 1 495 Ely’s Sons,
who fill’d With lust and violence the house of God. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg in. 522 Linnets fill the Woods with
tuneful Sound 17x0 Addison 'latter No 220 pi Having
received many Letters filled with Compliments 1744 Bp.
Warburton Wks (x8xx) XI 244 note. The public therefore
cannot be as impatient for their conviction as this de-
cipherer is for filling his subscription x8xa Southey Life
(1850) III 338 Surely such a subscription might soon be
filled 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng II. 29 Three more years
filled with injuries.

c. Phrases * t Tofill the hands of{a Hebraism)

:

to invest with an office, To Jill one's hand (at

Poker) (see quot 1885). Tofill me'spipe

.

to attain

to easy circumstances or wealth {slang).

1535 Coverdale Jndg, xvn 5 Micha .fylled y' handes of
one of his sonnes, 1821 P. Egan Tom 4 ferry vi 84
Such persons have lived just long enough, according to
a vulgar phrase, to fill their pipe, and leave others to enjoy
it 1885 H. Jones in Encycl Bnt (ed. 9) XIX. 283/1
The dealer then asks each in rotation who have chipped
whether they will fill their hands (1 e, whether they will
exchange any cards foi an equivalent number from the top
of the pack) or play the hand dealt

d. To fill a ship's bottom (see quot. 1867). To
fill the ice (see quot. 1892).

_
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk,, Filling a ship's bottom,

implies covering the bottom of a ship with broad headed
nails, so as to give her a sheathing of iron, X892 J Kerr
Gloss. Curling Terms, Curling 380 Fill the ice

,
place stones

on the way to the tee.

e Sc In hand-loom weaving, absol =to fill the
‘ pirns ’ or bobbins witli yarn, thus making them
ready to be placed in the shuttle,
x88g J, M. Barrie Window in Thrums xn 108 Nanny went

to the loom in his place, filling as well as weaving

1

2

To impregnate Cf Foil a Obs
1607 1!oFs&ii.Fourf Beasts (1658)48 They desire the Cow

at eight months old, but they are not able to fill her till they
be two years old. 1645 Milton L'Allegro 23.

_

3 . intr To become full, either in a material or
immaterial sense. Of the bosom : = fill out (16 b)
1607 Shaks. Tvnon iv ui 244 The one is filling still, neuer

compleat 1685 Cotton tr Montaignel 211 A soul stretches
and dilates itself proportionably as it fills. 17x3 Guardian
No 171 In a few weeks, when the town fills 1751 r
Paltock P Wilkins (1884) I ix 93 Upon launching my boat
I perceived she was very leaky, so I let her fill 1803
J Davis Trav Amcr 57 A bosom just beginning to fill

1850 Tennyson In Mem. xix, Twice a day the Severn fills,

t b Of a list, etc • To be filled up Obs
xvxo Loud. Gas No 4661/3 The Lottery for two Millions

of Florins fills with great Success

4

.

Naut. a. trans. Of the wind : To cause (the
sails) to swell

;
to distend

16x0 Shaks. Temp Epil xa Gentle breath of yours my
Sailes Must fill 1735 Phil Tt ans XLI 536 The Sailor
concerns himself no farther with the Wind, than as it fills

his Sails 1887 Bowen Virg. AEneid 111. 268 South winds
filling the sails

b. mtr Of a sail : To become full of wind.
1835 Marryat Pirate 1, The jib filled as the frigate

rounded to.

c trans. Tofill the sails 'to brace the yards
so that the wind stukes the after side of the sails,

and advances the ship in her course '
(Smyth).

1794 Rigging 4 Seamanship II 312 Fill the sails 1847
Sir J. C. Ross Voy S Seas II. x68 By backing and filling

the sails we endeavoured to avoid collision. 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pocket-bh x (ed 2) 354 Fill the head sails,

d. absol. ; also tofill away
x68x Lend Gaz No 1628/1 In the mean time, the Admiral

who had been beaten off, filled and laid them Aboard the
second time 1832 Marryat N Forster xh, The commodore
made the signal to fill. 1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xxxv
133 Each vessel filled away, and kept on hei course x86q
G Balmanno in Merc Marine Mag VII. 369 Thinking
there must be room ahead I filled again.

6. To stock or store abundantly
e xooo Csedmon’sGen 106 (Gr ) Tudre fyllaS eorSan aelgrene,

1388 Wyclif Gen, 1 22 Wexe je, and be 3e multiplied, and
fille ge the watns of the see. 1667 Milton P, L vii 397
Be fruitful, multiply, and m the Seas And Lakes and run-
ning Streams the waters fill X782 Cowper Progr. Err. 480
The wriggling fry soon fill the creeks around 1835
Macaulay Hist. Eiig. III. 203 This parliament was filled

with Dermots and Geohegans [etc ] 1856 Emerson Eng,
Traits

,
Ability Wks. (Bohn) II 42 The rivers are arti-

ficially filled with the eggs of salmon.

0 To charge or make up with some foreign

material
,
hence, to adulterate.

X887-X890 [see Filledppl. a 1 b ].

II. To occupy completely.

7 To occupy the whole capacity or extent of;

also, to spread over or throughout, pervade.
a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 28 pe suotnesse pat per of com

velde al bat lond a 1400-50 Alexander 3065 His folke
fellis all pe flode a forelange 0 brede 1608-xx Bp Hall
Medit 4 Vows 1 § 34 The heart ofman is. so infinite in

desire, that the round globe of the world cannot fill the
thiee corners of it 1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt 1 130
Water which fills the sea 1690 Locke Hum Und, 11 iv.

§2 The Idea [which] belongs to Body, whereby we conceive
it to fill space 1768 Johnson Let. to F A, Barnard 28

May, The maps.. fill two Atlantic folios 1848 Macaulay
Hist Eng I 397 The fame of her great writers filled

Europe. 1860 Tyndall Glac 1 ii. 17 Glaciers which once
filled the valley 1884 tr Lotze's Logic 444 The discussion
which fills the XHth book of Anstotle's Metaphysics, 1892
Daily News 17 Oct 2/7 Wherever theie is sufficient business
between the two [townsj to ‘ fill’ a wire

b. In immaterial sense . To be all that is con-

tained in

1890 J Martineau Seat AntJioiity Relig, Pref 6 The
mere resort to testimony for information beyond our pro
vmce does not fill the meaning of ‘ authority’

c slang To fill the bill (a) Theatrical : see

quot. 1891. ib) US.' To do all that is desired,

expected, or required ; to suit the requirements of

the case’ {Cent Diet).
1882 Chicago Tribune, ‘ Affable Imbecile ’ would about fill

the bill for you 1891 Farmer Slang Diet
,
Fill the bill,

to excel in conspicuousness as a star actor whose name is

* billed ’ to the exclusion of the rest of the company

8. To hold 01 occupy (a position) ,
to discharge

the duties of (an office, place, post, etc ) In tofill

a chair
,
place, seat

,
etc with mixture of sense 7,

So f To fill the time . to do what is wanted at the

lime.
c nooApol. Loll. 1 pe pope fillip not in dede, ne in word,

be office of Petir in jerp x6ox Shaks All's Well 1 u 6g,

I fill a place, I know ’t Ibid in vn 33 In fine, dehuers me to

fi 11 the time, Her selfemost chastlyabsent 1697DRYDEN V irg.

Georg, iv. 294 Thus make they Kings to fill the Regal Seat.

1711 ^
Steele Sped. No 2 pi He fills the Chair at a Quarter-

Session 1769 Goldsm. Rom Hist (1786) II 105 His assid-

uity in filling the duties of each [employment] 1821 Byron
Juan iv. xv, They were not made in the real world to fill

A busy character in the dull scene 1848 Macaulay Hist,

Eng. II, 608 Perth filling the great place of Chancellor

1871 Freeman Norm. Cottq. (1876) IV. xviu, 2x6 Stamford,

like Lincoln, fills a prominent place in the wars ofEdward.
1876 Gladstone Hontenc Synchr 49 Who fills the Chair
of Chemistry at Athens. 1885 Law Times LXXIX 170/2
The post which is now filled by Mr Ubert.

9 . a To occupy or furnish the means of oc-

cupying (what is vacant). + To fill the room of:

to take the place of.

1562 Turner Herbal n 67 a, The asshes may fill the rome
of spodium. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 23s Amusements
which fill a vacant hour.
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b To put a person or thing into (a vacant place)

1503 Shaks. 3 Hen VI
, hi 1 16 No Harry 'tis no Land

of thine, Thy place is fill’d, 1868 Freeman Norm, Cony.

(1876) II App 588 The people at large claimed a voice in

filling the episcopal chair,

III, To satisfy ; to fulfil, complete

10. To produce a sense of fullness in , to satiate,

satisfy, glut, in both material and immaterial

sense Chiefly ofa personal agent
,
occas. ofa thmg

Const with.
*11300 CursorM 6842 (Cott.) pe pour men hunger for to

fill. Ibid 17227 (Cott ) Mi flexsh lust to fill 1340 Ayeiib.

77 Hi onderstondej* \>et al Jse worlde ne is na3t a guod
snode uor mannes herte to uelle C1440 Promp Pare
160/1 Fyll wythe mete, sacio 1485 Caxton Paris «$• V 31
Coude not be contente ne fylled to beholde hyr fayre loue.

1550 Mtrr Mag , Dk Suffolk xvii, How fast she fylde me
both with prayes and prayse. 1607 Shaks. Ttmon 1 1. 271

To see meate fill Knaues, and Wine heat fooles. 1607
Topseix Fonr-f, Beasts (1658) 360 A Lion, when he is

satisfied and filled he layeth aside that savage quality 1661

Pepys Diary 23 July, I sat before Mrs Palmer and filled

my eyes with her 1715 Cheyne Philos Prtnc Relig 11 il

70 Nothing but the absolute and increated Infinite, can
adequatly fill and super-abundantly satisfy it [the desire]

x8»i Keats Isabel it. Her full shape would all his seeing fill

+ b mtr. To become satisfied or satiated Obs,

<7x330 R. Bbunne Chron IVace (Rolls) 2392 Sone after-

ward Jmy fillede of Leyre. 1592 Shaks. Ven # Ad, 548
Glutton-like she feeds, yet never filleth.

+ 11. To make satisfaction for, atone for (a fault).

a 1300 CursorM 24700 (Giitt ) Suilk fautis mai men fill.

12 + a. To carry out in or to its fullness, execute,

perform (a command, duty, promise, etc ) ; to ful-

fil (a prophecy, etc.). Also toJillforth Obs
ciooo Azartas 42 (Gr) Fyl nu \>z. frumspraece cizoo

ORMIN917 He nenamm nan gom To fillenn all hiss wikenn

<71225 Alter R 386 Luue fulleS J>e lawe £1250 Gen <5-

Ex 1463 Bat he sulde fillen 8at quede fiat he abraham
quilum tfede a 1300 CursorM 14531 (Cott ) He com for .

be prophecis to fill, c 1340 Gaw <j- Gr, Knt. 1405 To fylle

pe same forvvardez ]?at )>ay by-fore maden c 1380 Wyclif
Serm Sel. Wks I. 324 Goddis wille is fillid asideli. £1400
Destr. Troy 602 But this forward to fille, first ye me sweire.

CX500 Lancelot 3353 Thai.. All redy war to fillyng his

command 1578 Scot, Poems z6th C. II. 131 To fulfill his

Fathers will, Till fill furth that he said.

+ b To make perfect, accomplish, complete,

finish, (a work, period of time, ‘ one’s days ’). Also

with inf as obj. Obs.

c 1175Lamb Horn 39 pet seofeSe is chente,heo fulleS alle

ba oore Jung and ended £1300 Havelok 354 Deth him tok

pan he best wolde Liuen, but hyse dayes were fulde c 1330
R Brunne Chron, (1810) 34 Auht jere was he kyng, his

dales alle filled 138a WyclifEx xxxvi 8 Alle thewise men
in herte maden to fille the werk of the tabernacle 1388—
Jer li 63 Whanne thou hast fillid to rede this book. £1400
Destr 7 roy 1109 To fillyn our fare & our fos harme. x6xx

Bible Isa lxv. 20 An oldeman, that hath not filled his dayes

0. Comm. To execute (a trade order). Also

{US'), To make up (a prescription).

1866 Lowell Lett (1804) I 369, I sat down and did what
I could to answer (‘fill , I think, is the proper word) your
order. 1891 PallMaUG 15 Oct 7/2 In order to fill this one

order by a single firm 1891 H Tuckley Under the Queen

75 The individual who fills their prescriptions.

IV. With the introduced contents as obj

+ 13 To put (wine, etc) into a vessel with the

view of filling it , hence, To pour out. Also, To

Jill about, out{see 16 c). Obs. exc. arch. (Cf Ger.

jitllen )
£1450 Erie Tolous 374 Fylle the wyne, wyghtly he badd.

1530 Palsgr. 549/2,

1

fyll armke . je verse a boyre xfixg

Markham Eng Housew 11 1 (1668) 12 Having filled it

[Milk] into a dean vessel. 1637 T Morton New Eng
Canaan in. xiv 134 Fill sweet nectar freely about. 1705

W Bosman Guinea 230 Brandy in the Morning and Palm-
Wine in the Afternoon are very briskly filled about. 17x0

Word-bk , Ftlling-in, the replacing a ship’s vacant planks

opened for ventilation, when preparing her, from ordinary,

for sea 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 269 The outline is com-
manding and there is no detail with which our materials

enable us to fill it in at all, which is not in perfect harmony
with the whole 1883 Sat, Rev 8 Sept 302 The aposiopests

is seldom filled in 1893 Sir J W Chittym Law Timed
Rep LXVIII. 430/1 He had left the date blank for the

plaintiff to fill in.

16 riiiout.
a. Irons To enlarge or extend to the desired

limit. Cf 4.
ax700 Dryden (T), Whom pomp and greatness sits so

loose about, Thathe wants majesty to fill them out 1707
Norris Treat. Humility vi. 278 They may not . so fill out

the sails of our reputation in this world.

b. rntr To become distended, or rounded in

outline.

2851 Carpenter Man. Phys fed 2) 360 As each set of

muscles is relaxed, the veins , fill out again 1888 Illustr

Sport <5- Dram News, ax Jan. 511/1 Merry Hampton [horse]

is thickening and filling out

o trans To pour out (wine, etc ) Cf. 13
1602 Marston Ant # Mel. n Wks 1856 I. 28 Fill out

Greeke wines. X749 Fielding Tom Jones vni v. Filling

out a glass of wine 1864 G. Dyce Bella Donna II. 145
The tea was filled out and getting cold.

d — Fill up (see 1 7 g) 1880 [see Filled ppL a. z]

17 PHI up.
‘ Up is often used without much addition to the force of the

verb’(J)
a irons To fill to repletion, b. To complete

the process of filling; to fill the vacant parts or

places in (anything) , to supply the deficiencies in.

1605 Shaks Macb iv m 62 Your Wiues, your Daughters
. could not fill up The Cesterne of my Lust 1712 Steele
Sped N0 432 r xi When you want a1 rifle to fill up a Paper

1780 A. McDougall in Sparks Com Avier Rev (1853)111

136 They have passed very decisive laws for filling up their

regiments for the war. 1803 Scott Bonnie Dundee, Come
fill up my cup, come fill up my can 1824-9 Landor Imag
Conv. (1846) II 209 He has left us a design to fill up. 1891

S C Scrivener Our Fields <$ Cities 72 These people could

fill up their time at agriculture.

o. To supply (a deficiency, a vacancy)
,
to pro-

vide an occupant for (a vacant post).

1596 Shaks i Hen IV,

\

tv. li. 35 Such haue I to fill vp
the roomes of them that haue bought out their seruices

x6n Bible Col \ 24 Who fill vp that which is behind of

the afflictions of Christ in my flesh. X694 F. Bragge Disc.

Parables v, 181 A numerous progeny to . fill up the vacancies

left by the fall of the rebel angels 1891 Law Times XC
419/2 He has had to fill up two High Court judgeships,

fd To come up to the measure of
;
to equal.

1588 Shaks L L L.v. u. 193 How many inches doth fill

vp one mile!

+ e To complete the measure of. Obs.

x6xx Bible x Thess u x6 Forbidding us to speak to the

Gentiles, that they might be saved, to fill up their sins

aiway 1642 Chauncy in Bradford Plymouth Plantation

(1856) 396 God sometimes hids a sinner until his wickednes

is filled up.

+f. To fulfil, satisfy Obs
1596 Shaks Merck. V iv i. x6o Comes . . to fill vp your

Graces request in my sted.

g. To write what is requisite in the blank space

ot spaces of a cheque, form, etc. Cf. 15 b
1803 Ld Eldon in Vesey's Reports VII 78 A blank, left

for the name of the person was not filled up. 1885 Act 48
Viet, c 15 Sched. n. Forms, Part li. Form (A), You are

hereby required to fill up accurately the under-written form.

1885 Manch. Exani, 3 June 4/7 One of them [cheques] he
filled up for 1,000,

h To stop up ; to do awaywith (a hole) byfilling.

1596 Shaks x Hen IV, hi. u. 116 To fill the mouth of

(1874) _
whiskey ]
absol, c 1510 Robin Hood 1,

* Fyll of the best wyne sayd

Robyn 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. 1, I fill’d into

your cups x6xx Bible Rev xviu. 6 In the cup which she

hath filled fill to her double 1820 Scott Ivatihoe xxi, He
hath no pleasure save to fill, to swill, and to call for more.

14. To fill a receptacle with (any material) , to

put or take a load of (corn, water, etc.) on board

a ship ToJillpowder (see quot. 186?).

1297 R, Glouc. (1724) 13 He lette sende hys messageres in

to al Grece , And lette fulle corn, and oyl, & wyn, by iche

syde 1496 [See Filler x.] igS7 W. Towrson in Hakluyt
Voy (1589) 114 Here we filled water, and after set saile.

1697 Dampier Voy I xv. 404 Having fill'd our Water, cut

our Wood, and got our Ship in a sailing posture 1725 De
Foe New Voy. (1840) 35 Having the long-boat and the

shallop, with about six and-thirty men with them, away they

went to fill water. 1797 Nelson in Nicolas Disp II_ 224

Eighteen rounds of powdei filled 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk,, Fillingpowder, taking gunpowder from the casks

(0 fill cartridges.

V. Idiomatically combined with adverbs. (For

non-specialized combinations, see the simple senses

and the advbs.)

15. rill in.

a. trans. To complete (an outline), b. To put

in, esp. by speech or in writing, what will occupy

a vacancy or vacant place, c. Naut. (see quot.),

1840 Clough Amours de Voy nr 178 A chamber filled in

with harmonious, exquisite pictures *867 Smyth Sailor's

up rabbit burrows maae dv I

There was a pond here, but it has been filled up

i mtr. * To grow full ’
(J.) Of (the bed of)

a sea To silt up.

1695 Woodward Nat Hist. Earth 1 (1702)49 Neither the

Palus Mceotis nor any other Seas, fill up, or by degrees

grow shallower.

VI. 18 . Comb. The vb.-stem is prefixed to

various sbs, forming sbs with the sense * he who
or that which fills something’, as fill-basket, a

name applied by gardeners to certain large or pro-

lific lands of peas, potatoes, etc. ;
fill-belly,

a glutton; fill-(th.e)-diket
-ditch a, epithets of

the month February , + fill-knag, ? a drunkard ;

fill-paunch (see quot.) ;
fill-pot, ? a tippler

;

fill-sack, fill-space (see quots.); + fill-square

(Geom), one of the complements of a square

x88x Oxfordsh. Gloss Suppl
,
*Ftll basket, a large kind of

pea 1553 Becon Rehques ofRome (1563) 49* .V)!-y
are

*fvlbellyes and Epicures x6ix Cotgr , Wee call it [Febru-

ary], *Fil!-dike. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C 314

In February—* 1 fill-ditch \ as the old folk call it <ii&>5

Polwart Flytmg iu Montgomerie 790 Buttne hag, *nll

knag l 1859 Torriano, Ttra-pancia, a stretch-gut, a gulch-

bellie, a *fill-panch. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum I l. m
Bullen O, PI, IV 315 Host There, my fine *fiUpots ; give

theword asyou passe, a 1635 Naunton Fragm Reg (Arb)

55 The people then called him, *FiU sack, by reason of his

meat wealth 1827 Lamb Lett (1888) II 194 The artist

(who had clapt m Miss merely as a *nll-space). 1551 Re-

cords Pathw Knowl 1 xvi, When there are more then one

[square] made about one bias line, the *filsquares of euery

of them muste needes be equall.

JTill(e, obs. pa. t. of Fall v.

FILLER.

Pi-liable, a [f prec + -able ] Capable of

being filled.

1483 Cath Angl 130/2 Fyllabylle, saciabihs 1870 Graphic

14 May 563/2 When the white hands of April are fillable

With blossoms.

+ Fillady, filliday. Obs Some bird in

Newfoundland
x6as N H. Let 18 Aug in Whitboume Newfoundland,
The Fowles and Birds of the Land are Partnges, Curlues,

Filhdayes and such like 16*3 Ibid 7 Filladies, Nightin-

gales, and such like small birds. 1674 J. Josselyn Two
Voy to N-E. 100 Filladies are small singing Birds.

FiUamo(r)t, -ander, obs ff. Filemot, Fi-

LANDER 1
.

+ Fi'llatrice. rare— 1
[[a F. filatrice, woman

whospms, also (17th c) a stuff with a woof of

floss-silk, f.filer to spin ] attiib in Fillatnce-stiijf,

a sort of stuff ? made of floss-silk.

1714 Fr, Bk ofRates 41 Fillatrice-Stuff, as mercery, per
zoo Weight.
+* Fille 1

. Obs [OE Jilte

,

app. shortened from

cerjille
,
Chebvil.] ? = Chebvil

In Wr-Wulcker 323 (£1050) it glosses serpillnm, which
properly means thyme

_
Halhwell’s Diet has 1 Fill, the

plant Restharrow hut gives no authority

c xooo Sax. Leechd 34 Fille and finule <111310 in Wright
Lyric P. xui. The fenyl ant the fille

•+ Fille 2
. Obs, [a. F.femlle.']

1 . A leaf.

cx/gfiMed Rec. in ThorntonRom p xxxvi,Take vervayne
or vetoyne, or filles of wormod, and make lee therof

2 . As the type of something worthless. [Perk,

another word.]
X297 R. Glouc (1724) 297 Al nas worji afylle c 1305 Pilate

87 in E. E P (1862) 113 Pilatus . . ne jaf nojt wo+ afille.

Filled (fild)
,
ppl a [f. as prec, + -ed 1

.]

1. In various senses of the vb
1580 Baret Alv F494 Filled, satisfied, saturatm 1769

Falconer Did Marine (1789) Y y uj, The filled cartridges.

ini* Atm Reg 9/1 A Chinese . offered me a filled tobacco
pipe x8Ba Pall Mall G. 12 July 8/2 Barges laden with
filled shell are arriving 189a Lockwood Mech. Eng in.

Diet , Filled Rail, a point rail, or a stock rail, which has
one or both sides filled up flush

b. Made up by the addition of foreign materials

;

adulterated. Of cotton fabrics: Faced or sized

with certain preparations serving to give the ap-

pearance of greater substance
X887 Pall Mall G 25 June 12/1 A word in defence of the

much abused ‘filled’ cottons x888 Nature 26 July 294/x

The methods of production of * filled’ (t e. adulterated and
watered) soaps X890 Daily News 25 Apr 5/3 A mysterious

product analogous to margarine, known to the trade as 'filled

cheese’.

2 With adverbs • see Fill v. 15-17
1849 Florist 264 The variety caused by numerous petals

and a filled-up outline 1865 ComhillMag Feb 179,

1

will

. take them before and after my filled-up hours x866

Howells Venet.Lifexvi 248 A filled up canal 1880 Daily
News 26 Aug 2/3 The hooking clerk gives him a filled-out

memorandum,
Fillemot, -ender, obs, ff. Filemot, Filandeb,

Filler 1 (filaj). [f. Fill v +-ER 1
]

L One who or that which fills ; in various senses

of the verb
1496 Nottingham Rec. Ill 291 To l>e fillers hat filled

grauell at Trent side. 1541 R Copland Guydon's Quest
Chirurg

,

The fyller and nonryssher of the other 1641 Best
Farm, Bks. (Surtees) 59 Hee that forketh the waine is to

stande on the stacke [! waine] and forke to the stacke

and fillers 1755 Young Centaur Wks. 1762 IV, 197 Centre

of all good' Filler of immensity' x8x6 Byron Let to

Moore 5 Jan , The fifteen hundred fillers of hot rooms,

called the fashionable world x886 Pall MallG 5 Oct. 14/1

The peaches come in large pans, and each ‘filler’ selects

with a fork only the perfect halves,

b. .Sc, A funnel
178a Sir J. Sinclair Obsero Scot, Dial 118 A filler, a

funnel *847 in Craig.

2. Something used to fill a cavity, stop a gap,

complete a load or charge, make bulk, etc

X591 Grfene Disc Coosnnge (1592)22 Laying in the mouth
of the sack certaine choise coles, which they call fillers, to

make the sack shew faire 1697 Dryden AEueid Ded. (1709)

207 It [an epithet] is a mere filler, to stop a vacancy in the

Hexameter 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk,, Filler

,

a filling

piece on a made mast X884/W/Mall

G

17May4 A cigar

consists of three parts, the wrapper, the bunch, and the filler

1885 HarpedsMag. Mar 608/2 It consists of marble blocks

inclosing a ‘filler ’ of cemented granite stones.

8. With adverbs, asJUler-m, JUler-up.
1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit I 44 b, Those parts which.,

lie between these principal parts, are very properly calld

fillers up. 1735 Pope Let to Cromwell 17 Dec, 1710, A
Mixture of forc’d and inextricable Conceits, and ofneedless

fillers-up. 1776 * Courtney Melmoth’ Pupil Pleas I, 2x7

Detraction is a necessary filler-up of the vacuum 1877

N. W. Line Gloss,, Fillers in, small stones in the inside of

a rubble-wall. . ,

4. Comb.

:

filler-box, a receptacle for prepared

clay in a bnck machine.
1884 C. T. Davis Bricks $ Tiles v. 177 It is impossible to

fill the charge-boxes, or as they are also termed, the filler-

boxes ’, with any degree of regularity in dry-clay machines

Filler 2 (fi'ku). Also 7 fillar, 9 viller. [f

Fill sbfi + -eb 1 ] A thill- or shaft-horse, Also

atlrib

,

as filler-horse.

1695 KennettPar Antiq Gloss, s v. Pnllanus, The horse

which goes in the rods is commo[n]ly called the fillar. 1852

C. W. H[oskins] Talpa 3 Just as the filler-horse was con-
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gtatulating himself that it was all plain sailing now. 1888
Berksk Gloss, Filler.

Filleroy, obs, form of Phillyrea.

Fillet (filet), sb. Forms 4fllete, philett,

4-5 felet(t, 5 fllett, 5-6 fl-, fylette, south.

vyletfee, 6 fyllet(t, (6 fylet, flllott, 7 Slot, 7-8
flllit(t), 6-7 phillefc, 4-7 filet, 6- fillet, [a. Fr.

filets Pr filet, S-p,filete, Itfiletto, a Com. Romanic
diminutive of L. filuvi thread.]

I A head-band. a. A ribbon, string, or narrow
band of any material used for bmding the hair, or

worn round the head to keep the headdress m
position, or simply for ornament
Also Jig',, esp with, reference to the vitta with which m

classical antiquity the heads of sacrificial victims were
adorned, or to the ‘snood’ formerly worn as a badge of
maidenhood.

<11327 Pol Songs (Camden) 154 Habbe he a fauce filet, he
halt hire hed heje a 1400-30 A lexander 4338 Oure para-
mours vs to plese ne pride Jmim bewenes, Nonthire ffurrers,

filetts, ne frengs c 1467 Paston Lett. No 568 II. 208 She
wuld fayne have a new felet 1530 Palsgr 220/1 Fyllet for

amaydens heed, frontean 1553 Eden Treat Newe hid.
(Arb ) 18 All . of the kinges bande, haue a silken fyllet of
scarlet colour tied about their heades 1626 T H[awkims]
Caussiu's Holy Crt 93 Euen those, which haue yet the fillet

of shamefastnesse vpon theyr browes, suffer themselues. to
runne, after the torrent of Examples. 1697 Dryden Virg,

Georg 11 67s Ye sacred Muses Whose Priest I am, whose
holy Fillets wear *704 Pope Windsor For 178 A belt her
waist,a fillet binds her hair 1775 Burke Let to ElliotWks
1842 II 241 These priests, begin by crowning me with their

flowers and their fillets. 1839 Mrs Hemans Poems, Lady
of Castle, Those long fair tresses . Bursting their fillet.

1877 Beerbohm Patagonia vi 91 Their hair is kept from
falling over their faces by a fillet tied round the head
attnb. 1847 Emerson Poems, Mithndates Wks. I 140

Ivy for my fillet band ; Blinding dog-wood m my hand.

+ b (See quot.) ? nonce-tt.se (transl Gr SidSq/ia).

*688 R Holme A rinoury in 3/1 Ofa Crown, the Diadem,
Or Royal Fillet, is that part which compasseth the head,

c. In the harness of a horse (see quot)
1607 Markham Caval 11. u. 12 Cauezan, or any other

binding fillet ouer the nose of the horse.

2. A strip of any material suitable for binding

;

a baud or bandage
; f the edging or list of cloth

*60* Holland Phuy I 239 The brims & borders of the sea,

called for the resemblance of fillets or lists In a cloth. Taeniae.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Jsl x. xxxvu 144 Her daintie
breasts, like to an Aprill rose From green silk fillets yet not al 1

unbound 1734 tr Roilin's Anc Hist (1827)1 ir 1 226 The
body was swathed in lawn fillets. *769 Mrs Raffald Eng
Hottsekpr (1778] 301 When it is almost cold bind it up with
a fresh fillet *834 Lytton Pompeii i n. She will bind the
door-posts of her husband with golden fillets *865 Living-
stone Zambesi v. 114 Fillets of the inner bark of a tree

Wound spually round each curl

transf. 1796 H. Hunter tr St -Pierre's Stud Nat (1799)
I 7 Yellow antherm of flowers, suspended by fillets of white,

b. A surgical bandage
*8oa Paley Nat. Theol yiu. (1805) 122 The fillet is almost

always strapped across [a fracture] for the sake of giving
firmness and strength to the bandage. 1807-26 S Cooper
First Lines Snrg. (ed 5) 409 A band, or fillet, which goes
round the head.

c Obstetr (See quot 1884)
*753 N Torriano Midwifry 35 In this Case a Fillet is

necessary 1884 Syd Soc. Lex,, Fillet a loop or noose
used from very ancient times for the extraction of the head
of the child,

3 . A thm narrow strip of any material. In many
mechanical applications, e g. in Coining, the
ribbon ofmetal out ofwhich the blanks or planchets

are punched; in the Carding-engine, a strip ofcard-

clothmg
5

‘ a perforated curb to confine the curds

in making cheese ’ (Knight)
,

etc.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 15 A fillet of Lead, 1724 Swift
Prometheus, The Mixture fi e the metal for Wood’s half,

pence] In Fillets roll’d, or cut in Pieces, Appear’d like one
continu’d Spec’es. 1779 Bailey Adv Arts II 14 An iron
Fillet [ofaplough] six inches and a quarter long

,
its extreme

breadth is two inches and a half, and three sixteenths of an
inch thick. 1859 & Year Round 2 July 239/1 Fijlets, or
ribands of gold [for coming] *893 Daily News 9 June 5/4
Some of them [coins] perhaps have been cut from the

.

cracked parts of the fillets.

T 4. In etymol. sense (after Fr filet) -. A thread

or string a. fig pi The f threads ’ of life. b. In
plants . A fibre of the root ; a nb or vein of a leaf

;

the pistil or stamen of a flower, C, The * stiing
’

of the tongue. Obs.

*390 Greene Orl, Fur (1599) 19 Seek not To .slice the
slender fillets of my life *601 Holland Plmy I. 557 All
other come . . haue many small fillets or strings appendant
to the roots *660 Hexham, Ribbekens die door de bladers
loopen. Fillets or Sprouts which run through the leaves of
Trees or Hearbes a 1603 Urquhart Rabelais nr xxxiv
287 To have the Fillet of her Tongue untied. *730-6 Bailey
(folio), Filet is used to signify those threads that are usually
found in the middle of flowers, as the Lily, Tulip, etc 3733
Dyche & Pardon, Fillet in Anatomy, ’tis the Extremity
of the Ligament under the Tongue, called the Frenum

6.

A band of fibre, whether muscle or nerve
; a

flap of flesh : a. A mnscle. Obs.

*533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1341) 83 b, Excessive multitude
of humors . . do extende the muscules or fyllettes. 1343
Traheron Vigo's Chtrurg 1. l i b, A muscle is a membre
compounde of synnowes, ligamentes, and fieshie fyllettes, or
as it were, threads fylled w* fleshe

to. (See quots )
*840 G. Ellis Anat. 27 A band of fibres is continued from

its nucleus to the fibres of the lateral part of the medulla on

316

which it lies ; this band is thefillet of Riel 1884 Syd. Soc,

Lex., Fillet
,
a tract of obliquely-curved white nerve-fibres

seen on the surface of the pons Varolu, and occupying a
triangular area at the side of the tegmentum

+ c. A lobe of the liver. Cf Fibre i a Obs.

*607 Tofsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 402 The fillets of the

liver of a mouse <*1636 Ussher Ann vi. (1658) 279 The
liver of it had no filets 1602 R. L'Estrange Josephus'
Antiq m ix (1733) 70 The Fillets of the Liver

d pi The fillets', the loins (of an animal,

rarely of a man).
? a 1400 Morte Arlk 1138 His [Arthur's] flawnke and lus

feletez, and his fairesydez. 1483 Cath Anri, 130 A Felett

of be bakke, pala *323 Fitzhfbb, Huso, § 76 The ix.

propertyes of an hare the ix to haue two good fylettes

1611 Markham Country Content (1649) 6 His [the hound’s]
fillets would be thick and great 1613 Crooke Body ofMan
11, 65 The Loynes the fleshy parts on either side are called

in Greeke ifioa, Pntpa dpalpando, in imitation whereof wee
call it the Fillet, as it were Feele it. *737 Bracken Farrieiy
Impr (1757) II 27 The Reins of a Horse, or what we
commonly stile the Fillets 1790 Burns Let. to Ntcol 9 Feb

,

She had been quite strained in the fillets beyond cure 1892
Northnmberl. Gloss

,
Fillets, the hollow between a horse's

ribs and haunch bones.

f e (See quot
,
app a misunderstanding.)

*688 R Holme Armoury 11 *34/1 The Fillets, are the
fore-parts of the shoulders next the Breast. Whence 17a*
in Bailey.

6. Cookery, a. A fleshy portion of meat near

the loins or ribs of an animal, easily detachable

,

the ‘ undercut’ of a sirloin or rump of beef ; a
similar fleshy part m the body of a fowl, b One
of the thick slices into which a fish is easily

divided
, also, a thick slice of meat, tongue, etc

The fillet of beef is sometimes cooked like the fillet of
veal (sense c) : see quot 1747. In the above senses some-
times with Fr. spellingyYfef

c *420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 31 Take filetes of porke and
half horn rost c *430 1 wo Cookery-bks. 49 Take lardes of
Venysoun or of a Bere, & kerue hem Jnnne as Fylettes of
Porke 1658 T Mayerne Archuuag Anglo-Gcul xiu. 7
The Phillets of Beef *723 Bradley Fam Diet s v Pike,
A Pike Filets fry’d. 174* Compl. Fam Piece 1 it 174 Cut
a Fillet of Veal into 3 or 4 Fillets. 1747 Mrs Glasse Art
ofCookery 21 A Fillet of Beef is the Inside of the Surlom
You must carefully cut it all out from the Bone roll it up
tight ; tye it with a Packthread 1824 Byron Juan xv.
lxvi, Young partridge fillets *84* Thackeray Mtsc Ess
(1885) 385 The beefsteak cut from the filet, as is usual in

France *846 Soyer Gastron Regen 166 A small fillet of
tongue Ibid 266 Take out the fillet from beneath a rump
of beef Ibid 329 Carefully skm and bone the breast [of a
turkey] without separating the fillets Ibid. 360 Pass a
knife down the back bone [of a hare] keeping it close to

the ribs till you have extracted the fillet. *833 Kane Grtuntll
Exp. xvn (1854) 130 The filet ofa large Ivory one [sea-gull]

is, a morceau between a spring chicken and our own un-
surpassed canvas back

e, A ‘joint’ consisting of the middle part of a
leg of veal, boned, rolled and tied with a string

or ‘fillet’; a piece of beef, fish, etc piepared m
a similar manner.
*700 Dryden Fables 2*3 The rest They cut in Legs and

Fillets for the Feast *732 Fielding Miserm ui, A fillet

of veal roasted *747 Mrs Glasse Art of Cookery 93 To
Roast a Fillet or Collar of Sturgeon Take a Piece of fresh

Sturgeon take out the Bones, and cut in Lengths then
begin to roll it up as dose as possible . and bind it round
with a narrow Fillet. 1769 Mrs. Rai-fald Eng Housekpr.
(1778) 100 Take a fillet of a cow calf, stuff it well 1833
Mauryat Jac. Faithf III 1, We dine at half-past three

—

fillet of veal and bacon—don’t be too late for dinner.
attnb *84* J. T Hewlett Parish Clerk 1 . 125 Firmly

united by a fUlet-of-veal skewer.

7 . Any object having the appearance of a fillet or

band.
*6ix Speed Theat. Gt Bnt 1 xvi 31/1 From a split cloue
a white blewish Flowre shortly springeth from whence

Fillets of Saffron are gathered before the Sunne, and dried.

*696 Aubrey Mtsc (1721) 33 The two Filots, which cross
the greater Circle, were of a pale colour 18*7 Coleridge
Biog Lit , 247 Above the moon was a huge volume of deep
black cloud, while a very thin fillet crossed the middle of
the orb 186a Tyndall Mountaineer yl 43 We once halted
beside a fillet of clear spring water to have a draught *863— Heatv § 192 (1870) *33 Every fillet of mercury freezes

the water with which it comes into contact

8 Arch a A narrow flat band used for the

separation of one moulding from another
; a fascia

b. A small band between the flutes of a column.
[1379 Mem, Rtpon (Surtees) IIL 101 Item fac. filetes et

aha necessana pro clo totam sept 3*.] *473 Ckurchw
Acc St Mick , Cornhtll,

For sconcheons and afelet for the
same pewes *363 Shute Archit D 3 b, At the toppe of the
pillor lieth Astragalus and his fillet being half so high as the
Astragalus 1630 Contract in Proc. hoc. Antiq 8 June
(1893) 374 The filutts of the Moulds fairly guilt 1780 P.
Smyth tr Aldrich's Archit (1818)108 Reason would place
the small fillet of the architrave upon the greater. *8*3
Elphinstone Acc Caulul (1842) I 107 A fillet, formed by
stones projecting a very little from the wall 1879 Sir G G
Scott Led Archit. I 248 The heaviness of large roll

mouldings was often relieved by fillets

8. Her. a. A horizontal division ofa shield, one-

fourth of the depth of a Chief. +to. A band
running round near the edge of a shield, one-third

or one-fourth of the breadth of a Borders or an
Orlh (obs). f o. A band usually drawn from the

sinister chief across the shield
;
usually calledfillet

of bastardy (obs,).

1372 Bossewell Armorie xzb, A Fillet conteyneth the
fower parte of the cheefe. *634 Peacham Gentleman's

Exerc. hi *s* A Fillet the fourth ofan Orle. *731 Chambers
Cycl , Fillet is also used for an ordinary, drawn like the bar
from the sinister point of the cheif across the shield, in
manner of a scarf, though it is sometimes also seen in the
situation of a bend, fesse, cross, etc *756-7 tr Keysler's
Trav (1760) I 183 Two coats of Arms

, one, three wheels
and a sword, in the other two fillets and six balls *766
Porny Heraldry (1787) 53 The Chief is an Ordinary . , Its
Diminutive is a fillet, the content of which is not to exceed
one fourth of the Chief 1882 Cussans Heraldry iv 57
I cannot recall to my memory any instance of a Fillet being
employedm English Armory

10. Ent. and Omith. a, A coloured band or

stripe b. In a spider: The space between the

eyes and the base of the mandibles or cheli-

ceise.

*668 Wilkins Real Char 133 Grey plover . . which hath a
black fillet about the eyes 1841 E Newman Hist Bnt.
Ins it 17s A fillet is a longitudinal stripe, and a band or
fascia is a transverse one.

11 In various technical uses*

a. A raised rim or ridge on any suiface, esp. ‘ a
ring on the muzzle and cascabel of a gun ’ (Adm
Smyth)

,
also, the thread of a screw.

*703 Maundrell Journ Jems. (1732) 90 These Stones
are let into each other with a fillet fram’d round about the
cavity 1874 Boutell Anns $ Arm v. 78 The [sockets]

of these javelin heads aie finished with a circular raised
fillet. *88* Raymond Mining Gloss

, Fillet, the rounded
corner of a groove in a roll

b. Carpentry. A nairow strip of wood fastened

upon any surface to serve as a support, etc. or to

strengthen an angle formed by two surfaces

*779 Piojects in Ann Reg 101/1 These fillets will, form,

as it were, a sort of small ledge on each side of all the joists

*836 S C. Brels Teims, Fillets are also used as stops to

room and closet doors *88* EveryMan Jus own Mechanic

§ 1281 Nail or screw a fillet 1 in. square down the centre of

the three rafters

c. Bookbinding A plain line impressed upon
the cover of a book. Also, a rolling tool used for

impressing the line.

1641 Camilton's Disc m Hail Misc. (Malh ) V 11 r

Curiously bound up in leather or parchment, with fillets of
silver or gold 1880 Print Trades Jtnl xxxu 13 The
black outer level is surrounded in turn by a gilt fillet or
line *890 Zaehnsdorf Bookbinding xxm. (ed 2) 1x8 Tools
and Materials required for Finishing.—Rolls, fillets, pallets

d. Printing. ‘A rule with, broad or broad and

narrow lines, principally used as a border’ (Knight).

e. Gilding and Painting (See quots.)

*730-6 Bailfy (folio', Fillets, a little rule or nglet of leaf-

gold, drawn over certain mouldings, or on the edge of frames,

pannels, &c. 1794 W Felton Carnages II. Gioss., Fillet,

a narrow painted border, not exceeding one inch broad.

12 attnb and Comb., as fillet gutter, 'a sloping

gutter, with a learboard and fillet thereon, to divert

the water’ (Gwilt)
;

fillet-plane, a moulding-

plane for dressing a fillet or square bead (Knight,

1874) ;
fillet-swift (see quot.)

*86* Swinhoe N China Camp. *6 The anxious screech of

the fillet swift (Cypsclus vittatusX

f Fi’llet, sb 'i Obs. rare— 1
. (See quot.)

*587 Harrison England 11 xv. (1877) 1 272 Which bill [of

dishes] some doo call a memoriall, other a billet, but some
a fillet, bicause such are commonlie hanged on the file

Fillet (fi let), v [f. Fillet sbA] Pples. filleted,

filleting.

1. trails To bind with or as with a fillet.

a To bind or tie up (the hair) with or as with

a fillet (see Fillet sb 1) ; also with up.

*604, *638 [see ppl a ’] 1602 R L’Estrange Josephus'

Antiq v x (1733) 1Z7 That Experiment . of filleting and
twisting up his Locks *82* Blackw Mag. X. 313 For whom
do you comb, brush, and fillet your tresses? *832 Moir
Poems, Remembered Beauty, Her golden tresses . . Were
filleted up with roses

b t To bind or tie up, to confine or swathe with

a bandage (obs ) Also Surg To bandage (a limb).

*633 Ford Broken H, v 11, Quick fillet both his arms

*738 J S, Le Dran's Observ Sure (1771) 288 Stop the

Blood, by fiUettmg the Arm 1764 Hadley in Phil Trans
LIV. 8 The feet were filleted, .being first bound separately,

and then wrapped together

c gen To encircle or gird with an ornamental

band
;
also with about.

*6*1 Bible Ex xxxvm 28 He made hookes for the pillars,

and ouerlaide their chapiters, and filleted them *784

Cowper Task v 402 A stump filletted about with hoops

of brass *860 All Year Round No 46. 459 Amber mouth-

piece). filleted with 1
sparklers*, as the English cracksman .

calls diamonds
transf. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 342 The great

round roofe being all enameled and filhted, with the pic-

tures of Saintes

2 Cookery. To divide (a fish) into fillets. Also,

to cut the fillets out of (a fowl, etc.).

1846 Soyer Gastron Regen 103 Fillet a brill by passing

a good knife from the head to the tail of the fish close to the

middle bone [etc ] Proceed in like manner until you have

got off all the meat from the hones Ibid 332 Fillet a

poularde by splitting the skm up the breast, and passing

your knife down the bone, keeping close to the ribs until

you have scooped them [1 e. the fillets] out.

3 . Buildingand. Carpentry. To close or coyer the

interstices between boards, slates, etc., with fillets.

Cf. Fillet sb. n b.
1843 Hill in Jritl R Agric Soc. IY. ti 358 In filleting, the

under edge of each floor-board is cut away, and a fillet, one
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inch widei and three-fourths of an inch thick, is intro-

duced.

4. To mark or ornament with fillets ; now chiefly

in Bookbinding
x6ax QuAiu.es Argaluslf P, (1678) 88 Armors of Steel, fair

filletted with Gold, 1642 Fuller Holy ft Prof St m xxlv.

227 The second edition of the Temple by Zorobabel, as it was
new forrelled and filleted with gold by Herod, was a statelier

volume then thatfirst of Solomon 1665 T Herbert Trav
(1677) 250 HisA rgyraspideswhohad theirAmour damasked
and filletted with Silver. *747 Franklin Let. 1 Sept. Wks
1887 II. 91 A book whose covering is filleted with gold
Hence SI lleter, one who fillets sense 4.
1884 BirtJt. Daily Post 23 Feb 3/4 Japanners—'Wanted,

a good Cash-box Filleter

Filleted (fi leted), ppl. a.
1 [f as prec + -EDk]

1. Bound with or as with a fillet or fillets. Also,

filleted about. Ofa victim: Having the headbound
with a fillet.

1604 Dekker Kings Entert "Wks. 1873 1. 318 Her haire—
filletted about with snakes. 1638 T. Herbert Trav 338
They weare their heare very long, and filleted. 1735 T
Amory Mew (1769) 11. 221 We had a sight of the filleted

subject [a mummy] 1768 Foote Devil 1 Wks, 1799 II. 253
The purple pinions, and filletted forehead, 1879 Browning
Phetdippides 47 The filleted victim.

2 . Cookery. Cut into fillets

1871 Daily News 29 May, Dinner, which consisted of
filleted soles, boiled chicken, and cold beef

3. Marked or decorated with a fillet : see Fillet
sb senses 7, 9, 10 c.

16x1 Cotgr., Vetade, the filletted Cockle. 18x2-6 J
Smith Panorama Sc. & Art I 149 These kinds of piers

have their shafts sometimes filleted 1880 Print Trades
Jml xxx 20 The binding will be artistic filletted in gold,
and lettered

+ Fi'lleted, ppl. a 2 Ohs [f as prec + -ed 2
.]

Having fillets (see Fillet sb 5 d)
;
only in comb,,

as broad-, full-, narrow-filleted.
16x7 Markham Caval. vt 3 Your running Horse somwhat

long filletted between the huckle bones, and the short nbbes
1637 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 8x The men are well
filletted. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 27 The
strait or narrow filletted Horse. Ibid 124 The muscular
fiesh full upon the Loins or Fillets, which is what we call

Broad-filletted

Filleting (fi*letiq), vbl. sb. [f. as prec + -INS 1
]

1. The action of the vb. Fillet m various senses.

1398 Vestry BAs. (Surtees) 274 To the mason for the
filleting ofthe church, ljr. mjrf 1823 P. Nicholson Pract
Build. 400 Filleting consists m covenng the meeting-joints

with fillets of slates.

attnb. 1643 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 192 Six dayes and a
halfe worke in filiating and playstenng worke
2. concr a. A woven material for binding ; tape

;

a piece of the same
;
a band or bandage

1639 De Gray Compl. Horsem 79 Take a peece of Filliting

and bind it above the Pastern-joynt. 1658 A Fox Wurtz'
Surg ix xxviii 197, I tied , on the roulers two fillettins

7764 Hadley in Phil Trans LIV. 6 The filleting went
round the upper part of the body 1778 Eng Gazetteer

(ed 2)s v Manchester, Tapes, filleting, and linen cloth 1882

Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needlewk , Filletmgs, an un-

bleached and yery heavy description ofHolland Tape
b. A head-band,=

F

illet 1.

1648 Herrick Hesper. (1844) II. 218 Put on thy holy
fillitings.

c. Fillets or ornamental lines, e.g, of gilding on
the covers of a book.

1747 Franklin Let, 1 Sept Wks 1887 II. 91 The whole
filleting round the covei [of the book],

FiUi-, see also Fili-.

Filling (fi lit)\ vbl sb. [f. Fill v. + -ibtg 1
]

1 . The action of the vb. in various senses Also

with advbs
,
as filling in, out, up : cf. Fill v. V.

Only gerundial
1x440 Promp Parv. 160/2 Fyllynge, 1mpleeio 1486

Nottingham Rec III 233 Fullyng vp of J>e dyke. 1380

Hollyband Treas Fr 'long, Remplissement, a filling

a 16x0 Healey Cebes (1636) 147 They imagine the filling of

that [the belly] the full fruite of all their expected good
17x2 J. James tr Le Blond's Gardening 209 This Wall
being made all round, you begin the Filling in of the

Bottom. 1726 Iteom AlbertisArchit I 38b, One thing is

proper for the outward Face of the Wall, another for the

cramming and filling up the middle Parts. 1703 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 114 The interior filling of the walls was with

rough Rubble x8x6 Chalmers Let in Life (1831) II 31

Such a filling up of the time as will keep you away from, the

evil communications. 1870 Lowell Wind (1886) 190

He .does his filling-in rather shabbily. 1884 Bimi Daily
Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Wanted, several Boys, used to Filling-m

and Finishing 1888 Lockwood's Mech Engm. Diet ,
Box

Filling, the filling up of a moulding box with its body of

sand enclosing a pattern

2. concr. Also pi. That which fills or is used to

fill a cavity or vacant space, to stop a hole, to

make up a bank or road, the interior of a wall, etc.

Also, f a full supply or f
fill * (of food, etc ).

a 1400-30 Alexander 4263 pat is J>e filling of fode pat ilk

flesch asius. c 1430 Pilgr LyfMaithode iv xix (1869) 183

We haidden many goode vesselles in whiche we hadden put

filhnge [emplage] of the grete tresores of Paradys. X596-7

S Finche in Hist. Croydon Epp (1783) 133 Great finite and
chalke for the buildinge, and small for filhnge i6ix Bible

Ex xxvm 17 Thou shalt set m it Settings [marg.pW in it

fillings] of stones. 1640 Sanderson Serm, II. 174 Binding

them [the stones] with fillings and cement 164* Best
Farm, Bks. (Surtees) 59 The foreman to lye the courses [of

hay] ; another to lye the filhnge and to fill after him X770

G. Semple Building in Water 119 The Bank of any common
filling 1830 J. Hodgson in J, Rains Mew. (1838) II. 174

VOL. IV,

A few feet of the fillings of Its foundation walls. 1831
Ruskin Stones Ven. I, xvm § x The fillings of the aperture
are unimportant. 1878 L, P Meredith Teeth 74 The enamel
at the margin of the filling is fractured 1892 Daily News
17 Nov 3/3 The excavated material will form good * filling',

b. Something of inferior quality putm to occupy
space.
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat vii (1867) 176 [Heraldic coatsl

of a later edition, are so full of filling that they are empty
of honour. 1733 Swift On Poetry, The prefaces ofDryaen
. , meerly writ at first for filling To raise the volume’s price
a shilling. 1737 Bentley Remarks Disc Free-thinhtng
in 6 § 34 Why that spiteful Character given to all Crowds ?

meer Fillings of his own, without warrant from his Original
i860 Wornum Anal. Ornament 19 All such superficial

decoration is . mere filling 1887 Pall Mall G. 23 June
12/x The practice of putting into higher class goods . . even
the smallest quantity of filling.

8. Similarly in various technical uses (see quots.).
1838 Simmonds Did, Trade, Fillings, prepared wort,

added in small quantities to casks of ale to cleanse it.

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 844/1 Filling, an embankment
of stone, gravel, earth, etc, to make a raised bed for a road,
railroad track, or canal An artificial, elevatedway Ibid. I.

844/2 FtllingflVeaving), the weft-thread which fills up the
warp 3883R Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser n 439 For
this coat, which is called filling, use one halfground lead and
any good mineral.

b JVattt. (See quots

)

1794Riggmg ft Seamanship I 24 Fillings are pieces fayed
to the side of the mast, edges of the front-fish, and cheeks.

1837 P. Colquhoun Comp. Oarsman's Guide 30 The oar or
scull is

1
filled

1 with harder wood between the shank and
loom, called the upper and under fillings c x86oH Stuart
Seaman’s Catech. 67 What is termed the ‘ filling’ ? , . the
intervals between the frame timbers are filled up solid so
that if the outside planks be injured a watertight surface
would remain.

4 attnb. and Comb., as filling-earth ,
-machine

,

-room, -stones. Also filling-nail (see quot. 1850
and quot. 1867 s.v Fill v. I d)

;
filling-thread,

one of Ike threads for the woof or tram ; fllling-

timber (see quot ) ;
flllmg«transom. (see quot.).

1634 T Johnson Parefs Chirurg. 1163 Their fellowes ..

put them, yet alive, in tne mines, which served them for so
much ^filling earth 1884HealthExhib Catal. 110/2 Meat
CuttingandSausage-MakingMachines *FfilingMachlnes.

1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) VI. 1943 Some expert swimmers
were one day detected under the ships, drawing out the
•filling nails from the sheathing c 1830 Rudtrn. Navig.
(Weale) 134 Filling nails are generally of cast iron, and
driven very thick in the bottom planks instead of copper
sheathing 1799 Capt Watkins m Naval Chron I. 206
It was impossible to fill cartridges as fast as they wanted
them, though the *fillmg rooms were crouded 1383
Higgins tr Junius' Nomenclator 20a The ^filling-stones,

rubbish conveyed betweene the two outsides of a wall. *639
Fuller Holy War 1 xm (1647) 20 Hungary might bring
filling-stones to this building 1642— Holy ft Prof St It.

xvm xi6 Their walls though high, must needs he hollow,

wanting filling-stones. 1886 Pop, Sc MonthlyXXVIII. 483
To make one yard of cloth, a shuttle carrying the *filling-

thread is thrown across the web perhaps 1,300 times c 1850

Rudtm Navtg (Weale) xr8 *Filling-timbers, the Inter-

mediate timbers between the frames that are got up into

their places singly after the frames are nbanded and shored.

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk ,
*Filling-transom, is just

above the deck transoms, securing the ends of the gun-deck
plank and lower-transoms

Filling (fi liij), ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That fills or is adapted to fill.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 300 Things that are Sweet and Fat,

are more Filling 1674 P HenryDianes ft Lett (1882) 267
The world to come, not this, is the filling world. X69X-8

Norris Pract Disc IV, 179 Can a Man Sin with this great

and filling Thought before him? 1837 Dickens Pickw. xhv,
* Crumpets is not wholesome * But they’re so cheap, and
so wery fillin’ at the price ’ X87* Daily News 3 Noy., The
most convenient, not to say filling, luncheon.

Hence Fi’Ilingly adv

,

in a filling manner,
xfixx Cotgr., Ftllingly, compleatly, perfectly

Fillip (fi lip), sb. Forms : a . 6 flllippe, -op(pe,

£yl(l)ippe, -yp(pe, -op, 6-9 flbp, (6 -op), (8

Allup), 6- fillip. /3 . 6-7 pMLlip, (6 phil(l)ippe,

phylyp, 7 plulip, -lop) [app. onomatopoeic

;

cf. Flip, Flirt, used in similar sense.
_

The sb.

and vb appear nearly contemporaneously in 16th. c.

;

it is uncertain which is the source of the other,]

1 A movement made by bending the last joint of

a finger against the thumb and suddenly releasing it

(so as to propel some small object, or merely as

a gesture)
;
a smart stroke or tap given by this

means.
1330 Palsgr. 220/1 Fylhppewith ones fyngar, chiequenode,

1589 Pasquil’s Ret. 20 Their Bookes be Glasse, giue them
but a filip, they run to powder. 1394 Plat JeweU-ho m.44
Gestures or actions, as a crosse made on the forehead for

a C, a pbillip forD *619 Rich IrishHubbub {1623) 24 Hee
gives the cup a philhp to make it cryTwango. 1721-1800

Bailey, Fillip, a throw of a Piece of Money with one’s

Finger or Nan *701 Boswell Johnson xo Apr. an 1772,

The Prince, by a fillip, made some of it [wine] flym Ogle-

, thorpe’s face 1862 Merivale Rom Emp (1863) IV. xxxvi

234 He could . draw blood from a slave’s head with a

b. Something of small importance; a trifle.

Mso, a short space of time, a moment.
x6at Molle Camerar Liv. Ltbr. V. xvu, 380 The rest is

lot worth a fillip with the finger. >633 D. R[ogers1 Treat

Sacraments 1 171 If the Lord then crosse. thee so, not in

;ome petty filip of a finger, but in a tedious sort. x8ax

Byron Sardan. 1 ii, Eat, drink, and love, the rests not

rorth a fillip. 1880 Griffis Jap. Fairy World xvu, (1887)

130 The tortoise . . in a fillip of the finger was down in the
gardens of Riu Gu.
2. In a wider sense : A smart blow (with the fist,

etc.). Now rare.

1343 Becon Invect agst. Swearing 28 a, Suche a fylyppe,
as snal fylyppe them downe into the botome of hell lyre.

137S J. Still Gamut Gurton v 11 in Huzl. Dodsley III 238
There was a knave not far, Who caught one good filip on
the brow with a door-bar x6x8 Fletcher Chances in iv.

One, if foule play Should fall upon us Will not file back
for phillips. 1772 tr Galland's Aral Nts IV. 131 One
give poor Bakbarah a filip on the nose with all her strength.

fig. 1788 T. Jefferson Wnt (1859) II 250 The Marquis
de la Fayette, with several others, nave lately received a
fillip for having assembled to sign a memorial to the King
8. Something that serves to rouse, excite, or ani-

mate ; a stimulus.
a 1700 B. E Did Cant. Crew

t

Give Nature a Fillip, to
Debauch a little now and then with Women, orWine, 1740
Cheyne Regimen 80, I willingly allow, that fermented

.

Liquors, are excellent Remedies, temporary Filips, Whips
or Spurs. 18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 238 This bon mot gave
a fillip to my spirits 1837Whittock Bk Trades {1842)273
A remission of two-thirds the duty on flint-glass, .has given
the trade a fillip 1847J Wilson Chr North (1857) I 144
Without the filip ofa little scandal

Fillip (fi lip), v. [See the sb ]

1 . irons. To put into motion by a fillip ; to toss

(a com) with a fillip. Also with away, down,
forth, off.

1343 [see FilliprA a.l 1584 R Scot Discov Witcher xm
xxx 338 When he hath Slipped the mome . he must sate

;

What is it? 1622 Donne Serm. xvi 137 Not be able to nip
or fillip away one of his own wormes a x68o Charnock
Attnb. God (1834) II 70 That can fillip nature with his
finger into that nothing whence he drew it 1783 Mad.
D’Arblay Diary 9 Dec, I was forced to begin filliping off

the crumbs . . from my muff 1831 A. Fonblanque Eng.
wider’lAdmunst (1837) 1

1

155 Had our aforesaid merchant
filliped a nut sharply against his bullying giant 1871 Tylor
Print Cult I 61 The use of an elastic switch to fillip small
missiles with.
transfi andfig 1333 Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb ) 17 These

playn testimonyes wolde take no place with Tmdal for .

.

he agenst me fylipt them forth betwene his fynger and
his thombe. 1624 Br. Mountagu Gagg in 42, I like not
that the ancient Fathers should so be philipped off, and sent
away. 1689 Anstv. Lords' ft Commoners Sp 21 Those
Tests [etc. 3 .which . were so easily filliped down by his
Vigorous Successor.

b. To stimulate, urge Also witbforward.

1531 T. Wilson Logike Cvuja, They will, with good
indeuoure, filip nature forward. 18x9 Shelley Cyclops 145
Pour that the draught may fillip my remembrance.

2 To strike with a fillip ; to tap smartlywith the

nail-jorat of the finger. Also with out.

1380 Baret Alv. F 503 To fiihp one, tahtrum itnpingere,

incutere, infnngere alicui. 1386 J. Hooker Girald. Irel
in HolmshedW 86/1 There is not a meane subject that dare
extend his hand to fillip a peere of therealme. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 725 If you fillip a Lute-string, it sheweth double,

or Treble. x68x Depos, Cast. York (Surtees) 249 My Lorde
. . did arise from his seate and phillipped him over the nose.
1786 tr Beckford’s Vathek (1834) 49 Others poised them-
selves over a fire, and without mercy filliped their noses

1851 D. Jerrold St Giles xxvm. 288 Like earthen vessels

;

that properly filliped should perforce reveal a . fracture.

1862 H W. Fuller Dis. Lungs 33 A good example of it

piay be obtained by fihping the inflated cheeks.

transfi andfig 1607 Shaks. Cor v. 111 59 Then let the
Pibbles on the hungry beach Fillop the starres 2667 Den-
ham Direct Paint 11. ii. 66 How the hard Pellets fell away
as dead. By our inchanted Timber fillipped. 1837 Reade
Course of True Love ii (1868) 4a Patrick, .could not bear
to be filliped 1876 T Hardy Hand of Etlielberta 1 . 148
To escape the risk, of having his eyes filliped out by the
twigs that impeded his progress.

8. gen. To strike smartly.

1577 Holtnshed Chron (1808) IV 220 There was one
[stone] that lent him a blow on the shoulder, an other of

them philipped him on the fingers. 1397 Shaks 2 Hen. IV,
l. ii. 253 If * do, fillop me with a three-man-Beetle

4

.

intr. To make a fillip with the fingers Also,

tofillip with (1
one's)fingers, and tofillip it,

1377 B Googe Heresbach’s Hush (1386)11 xiob, If you
do but fillip with your finger upon the other end 1599
Porter Angry Worn. Abtngd in Hazl. Dodsley VII 300
When he scarce can tnm His gouty fingers^ thus he’ll

?
hilhp it. 1626 Bacon Sylva 5 183 If you fillip upon the

Srim, or outside. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy IL 407 Ofsuch
a rare timber, that one Slipping upon one end of them, you
heare it easily at the other end. 1842 Tennvson Gadvoa. 25

He laugh’d Then fillip’d at the diamond in her ear 1871

B Taylor Faust (1873) II. L ill 40 Just see me fillip with

jny fingers.

b, quasi-/m#x To give a fillip with (the fingers).

1712 Hearns Colled, III. 371 Then filip your Finger and
Thomb.
Hence M'lliped ppl, a,, Frlliping vbl. sb.

x6xx Cotgr., Chiquenaudi

,

fillipped, 1622 Massinger
Virg. Mart, v. 1, Tush, all these tortures are but fillipings,

Fleabmngs. a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xx. 169 Inter-

larded with a double row of bobs and finger fihpings. *836

Dobell Eng. m Time of War, Shower in W%r Time
,
The

dnp Did whip the filliped pool.

Fillipeen, var. ofPhilippine, a game of forfeits.

Filliser, Qbs, form of Filacer.

Fillister (fi lists*). [Of unknown origin ]

a. A rabhetmg plane used in making window-
sashes, etc. b. (See quot. 1874.)
18x9 Rees’ CycL xxvn. s.v. Plane, There is also a third sort

[of rebating planes], called fillisters, used for sinking, or

cutting away the edge of the piece ofwood to form the re-

bate, 1874 Knight Did, Mech. J 844/2 Ftlhstei , the
* r OO



PILLOCK. FILOPLUME

rabbet on the outer edge of a sash bar, to hold the glass and
the putty.

i Pillock. Obs. Forms 55,6 flllok, (<S fyilok),

6, 8 fillook. [Of obscure formation j tne original

sense is peril, ‘filly’ (cf Welshjfilawg filly, wanton
girl, in Salesbury 1547filoc, which maybe an early

adoption from Eng ). The word may be f. Fill-Y

+ -OOK, or represent (with Northern pronunciation)

an OE. *fylece wk fern
,
corresponding to OHG.

fuhhha *—OTeut *fuhkdn-,i *ful-,fol-\ see Foal,]

A wanton young girl Also attnb.

1 c 1450 Hoccleve's Let Cnpide 262 [MS Arch. Seld B24]
Swyche fillokes [other texts filthes] as weren vertulesse

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv 74 So mony fillok with fuck
sailis Within this land was nevir hard or sene 15 Hye
way to Spyttel Hons 142 in Hazl.E P P IV 29 Mychers,
hedge-creepers, fylloks, and lushes 1569 E Hake Neioes
Pennies Ckurchyarde (1579) Gj b, Yong fillock Jylles, and
hawdie Jacks.

Pillop, PHlott, obs. forms of Fillip, Fillet

Flllowite (fi ltmait). Mm [Named by Brush

and Dana 1879 after A. N Pillow see -ite,] A
phosphate ofmanganese, iron, calcium and sodium,

found in transparent yellow or brown crystals.

*879 Amer Jml Sc. Ser in. XVII. 363 Flllowite occurs
in granular crystalline masses

Pill-up, sb. [f. verbal phr. to fill tip : see Fill v.

For the stress see Bbeak-down ] That which
serves to fill up a hollow or stop a gap.
187a Daily News 2 Sept , They are falling by spadefuls

into the cart, and have now to do service as a fill-up for

some pestilential ditch 1883 Pall Mall

G

12 Sept 4/2 The
incident of the ‘Sempiternal Club ’ looks a little like a
‘fill-up’.

Filly (fib), sb. Forms : a 4 (in Comb ), 6
fely, (6 felee, felly), 5-8 fillie, (6 file, fiLLle,

fyllye, 8 Alley), 6- filly, fi 7 philly. [? a ON.
fyljct wk. fern \—*fulj6n f.ful-,fol- : see Foal.]
1 . A young mare, a female foal.

1

a 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks Soc) I 51 Atter and foxe,
filhe,marealsoe. 1535 Test Ebor (Surtees) 206 To Thomas
Milner, hir sone, a file with a white foite a 1641 Suckling
Anew to Let Wks. (1696) 99/2 An unback’d Filly may by
chance give thee a fall 1709 Lond Gaz No 4591/4 Stoln
or stray'd a black Fillie, two years old. 1848 Kingsley
Saint’s Trag, ill. UL 93 What's good for the filly, is good
for the mare, say I

b. To slip her filly : transf. of a woman, to

miscarry
1665 Pepys Diary 31 Mar ,

My Lady Castlemaine is sick
again—people think, slipping her filly,

2. transf Applied to a young lively girl.

2616 Beaum & Fl Scornful Lady in i, A skittish filly

will he your fortune, Welford. 1668 Sedlfy Mulb Gard.
1. 1, I believe nobody will be very fond of a Hide-Park
Filly for a Wife 1721 Addison ipect No. 211 r 9,

1

am
joined in Wedlock for ray Sms to one of those Fillies who
are described in the old Poet 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies
I (1875) 390 Katharine’s a young filly that will neither be
led nor driven 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl\ ofFleet I 41
You are but a filly yet.

3. attnb ana Comb
,
as jilly-foal

; f filly.stag,

a filly fool.

1523 Fitzhekb. Hush § 68 It is a horse foole, bycause a
horse gate it, though it be a *felly foie 1884 W. Sussex
Gas 25 Sept Advt., Brown draught brood maie, with filly

foal 1378 Will off Dehnarshe in Test Karl (1893) 125
Item, Johanni, filio Thomse Sympson, unum *felystag.

Hence f Fi Uy v., to give birth to a filly. Fi Ily-

ins’, vbl.

1598 Florio, Partorire . . to calue . to fillie. Parto .

.

a
calumg, ,a fill[y]Ing, etc

Filly, obs. form of (Felloe), Felly
FiUy-folly (frliifp It). [One of the onomato-

poeic reduplications expressing the notion of some-
thing trivial, cf Fal-lal.] A foolish or ridiculous

notion ; a foolish hobby.
1565 Jewel Dtf Aj>ol (1611) 511 Ye doe but trifle with

your Filly Follies.. 1765 Sterne Tr Shandy VIII xxm,
'Tis the sporting little filly-folly which carries you out for
the present hour,—a maggot, a butterfly a fiddle-stick.

Film (film), sb. Forms : 1 fUL-, fylmen, 5 vilm,

5-6 fylme, (6philome) , 6-7 filme, 7- film. [OE.
jfilmen str. neut

,
membrane, caul, prepuce, cognate

withOFns filmene skin, theWGer *filmm(ii)i is

an extension (with suffix lepr. OTeut. -jo-) of
*felmen*) -on- (OE. ks-felma skin ofan egg), f. the
same root as Fell sb 1]

1

1

. A membrane, animal or vegetable. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd II 204 Her suit tacn aheardodie lifre,

ge on bam laeppan, & healocum & filmenum <, 1400 Lan-
fane's Cirurg (MS A) 241 Rethma bat is J>e }>inne skyn
Pat is clepid pe vilm of be ize. c 1440 Promp, Parv 160/2
Fylme, of a notte, or oper lyke, folhculus 1530 Palsgr
220/1 Fylme that covereth the brayne, taye 1562 Turner
Herbal u. 31 b, Rounde cornes diuided one from an other
by filmes y

t rynne betwene 1610 Barrovgh Meth. Physick
1 ix. 5639) 13 The filmes and tunicles of the stomack 1693
Evelyn De la Quint Compl Gard 47 In a Wallnut . one
part goes to make a Green, Tough, and Bitter Bark, another
part the Shell lin’d with Films 1743 Lond <5- CountryBrew
hi (ed al 193 Twelve Eggs, their Shells being only bruised,
but the Films not broken 1764 Harmer Obsero. 1. vu 313
The papyrus, a sort of bulrush . whose stalk was covered
with several films, or inner skins, on which they wrote

f b. Applied to the tongue. Obs rarc~\
1644 Bp Hall Serm 0 June Rem, Wks (1660) 101 This

Joose gad busie filme, which we carry m our mouths

218

2. An extremely thin pellicle or lamina of any

material.

1653 Quarles Emil ilx (1718) 102 The painted film but

of a stronger bubble 1747 Gould Eng Ants 54 'these

wmgsare composed of exceedmgfine and thin Films a 1799
Black Led Chem (1803) II 677 An ingot appears fine,

even when cut through with a chizel, because this carries a
film along with it from the sui face, which covers the rest

1831 Brewster Optics xvi 138 Even silver and gold, when
beaten into thin films, are transparent 1853 Htrschel Pop.

Led Sc vi. § 29 (1873) 245 As if the two media were sepa-

rated by an exceedingly thin film of air x86o Emerson
Cond Life

,
Fate Wks (Bohn) II. 318 A tube made of a

film of glass. x86oT\ndall 67«c i vi 44 The small bubbles
of air ruptured the film of water.

to. Often applied to the emanations from the

surface of bodies (‘ Simulacra
.
Quae quasi viem-

branos summo de corpore rerum Direplae volitant’,

Lucr. iv. 35), which in the philosophy ofEpicurus

were supposed to be the objects of perception.

x68a Creech tr. Lucretius iv 38 Images of Things Which
like thin films from bodies rise in streams 169a Bentley
Folly of Ath (ed 4) 8 Those fleeting superficial films of

bodies 1785 Reid hit Powers 11 xx,The films ofEpicurus
. are the productions of human fancy

3. esp. A thin pellicle forming a coating or over-

lying layer.

1577 Googe Heresbach’s Hush. (1586) iv. 184 The Hony
is covered with a thinne nne, or filme. 1665 Phil Trans.

I 34 A slimy film floated on the top of the water 1704 F
Fuller Med Gymn (17x1) 18 Cover’d with an oily Film of

several Colours. 1726-46 Ihomson Winter qoi, An icy gale

. o’er the pool Breathes a blue film 2784 Cowper Taskw
292 The sooty films that play upon tne bars 1806 Med
Jml XV, 148 A semi-transparent white film, which proved
to be new cuticle. x8xa Sir H Davy Chem Philos 294
A reddish film which burns like phosphorus is deposited

X851 Ruskin Stones yen, (1874) I. xx 218 The pearly film

of the Nautilus shell 1863 Lyell Antiq Man 34 The film

of matter which is thrown down annually upon the plain

during the season of inundation

to. Photography A thin pellicle or coating of

collodion, gelatin, etc. spread on photographic paper

or plates, or used by itself instead of a plate

1845 Thornthwaite Guide Photogr 52 The film of Isin-

glass peels off and will be found to bear a minute copy of
the original 1883 Hardwick's Photogr. Chem. (ed 9) 175
If the sensitive film of Iodide be allowed to lie loosely

upon the surface of the Collodion, the picture will be very
feeble. x8go Woodbury Encycl. Photogr , Film Negative
Process, or film photography, is a term applied to processes

in which flexible films are used instead of glass plates

4. A morbid growth upon the eye Also said of

the growing dimness m the eyes of a dying person

;

sometimesfilm ofdeath
x6ox Holland Pliny II. 367 The webs, filmes, and cata-

racts which trouble the eyesight. 17x2 Pope Messiah 39
He from thick films shall purge the visual ray *76* Sterne
Tr. Shandy VI x, The film foisook his eyes for a moment
1822 Hazlitt Tabled I. vu 147 An odd fancy, like a film

before the eye. X877 L Morris Epic Hades n 104 O’er his

glaring eyes the films of death Crept
fig 1626 T H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt 60 The euill

spirit, instantly spreadeth a filme ouer theyr eyes a ijix

Ken Psyche Poet. Wks 1721 IV 253 From sensual Films
when free’d, she saw strange sights. 1846 Grote Greece I

xvi (1862) I. 370 Ihey looked at the past with a film of
faith over their eyes

5. transf. A slight veil or covering of haze, mist,

or the like, lit andfig
1833 L Ritchie Wand by Loire 31 The interminable

vineyards of the Loire, already covered with the film of early

twilight 1837 Syd Smith Let to Singleton Wks 1859 II.

265/1 A slight film thrown over convenient injustice 183.7

H Miller FirstImpr xiv,(i8s7) 244 An incipient frost, in

the form of a thin film of blue vapour 1883 Times 10 Aug
2/3 The brown walls show through a film of peach and
almond blossoms,

0 . A fine thread or filament, as of gossamer, silk,

etc. lit andfig
1592 Shaks Rom Jul 1 iv 63 Her Whip of Cuckets

bone, the Lash of Philome 1781 Cowper Anti-Thelyph-

thora 73 When floating films envelope every thorn a 1822
Shelley Unf Drama 230 Floating on the line Which, like
a film in purest space, divided The heaven beneath the
water from the heaven Above the clouds. 1845 Darwin
Voy Nat vu 1 (1879) 161 They were in undulations like

films of silk blown by the wind 1849 Ruskin Sev, Lamps
iv § xo 102 A riband spoils all that is near its wretched
film of an existence 1859

1

Taylor Logic in Theol 203
We must not trust ourselves to any suen films of corre-
spondence

7. Comb., asfilm-hke

,

-winged adjs,
;
also f film-

broke, ruptured ,
*}* film-bursting, hernia

,
film-

fern, a fern with filmy fronds, esp. one of the genus
Hymenophyllum

;
film-free a

,
free from film, not

obscured, clear
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 281 Men )>at weren *filme broke.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 lvi 83 The leaues pound and layde
too healeth *filme [printed filme] burstings [Fr hergnes]
1865 Gossb Land Sea (1874) 352 Out of the crevices many
species of *Film-ferns project their tufts of pellucid fronds.
1880 Browning Dram Idylls, Pan Luna 19 From each
web of mist Utterly *film-free—entered on her race The
naked Moon.

(
1865 Tylor Early Hist Man 1 9 Dreams

dre *film-hke images which fly off from the surfaces of real
objects *875 Lanier Poems, Symphony 139 All shynesses
of *film-winged things

Film (film), v [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cover with or as with a film. Also,
tofilm over

; + up
160a Shaks Ham ;ij iv 147 It will but skin and filme

the Vlcerous place a 1656 Bp Hall Rem Wks. (1660) 251
Grosse infidelity that hath filmed up thme eyes 1700 C.
Davenant Disc Grants Introd 7 Ihey do but film over a
sore which breaks out afterwards with greater rancour.

2794 Coleridge Rehg Musmgs Wks (1829)1 90 And curse
your spells, that film the eye of Faith 1876 Farrar Marlb
herm xxix 290 Would you linger by the stagnant pool be-
cause its surface is filmed with the mdescence of decay?

2 . intr for refi To become covered with a film

(as the eyes) ;
to grow dim or obscure as though

covered with a film
;
hence {poet rare) of distant

objects, to become hazy, fade away. Also, tofilm
over.

1844 Mrs Browning Dead Pan, Straight her eyeballs
filmed with horror 1850 Neale Med Hymns (1867) S3
Eyes are filming o’er in death 2877 Lanier Poems, Florida
Ghost 5 Past far-off palms that filmed to nought.

Filmed, ppl a. [f Film » and sb + -ed ] a.

Covered with a film b Having films.

1637 NABBrs Microcosm iv E in. Colours do not take My
filmed eyes, 1649 G Daniel 7 rmarch , Hen. V cxci,

Soe the Autumnall Gossamere kmtts the Sun, (within his

narrow film’d Cordage) to all his wealth. 1878 B Taylor
Denlahon iv. m, Wash thine filmed eyes And look around
thee

Filmart, -mert, obs. and dial ff. Foumart,
Filmiform (fi Imifpim), a [f. Film sb. +

-(i)fokm ] In the form of a film, film-like

1831 [Potl] Assassins oftheParadise 43 The loaded air,

.

Flouts filmiform

Frlmograph. [f. as prec + -(o)ghaph] A
name given by Pumphrey to a camera adapted for

the use of films (1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr
)

Filmot, var. of Filemot.

Filmy (fi Imi), a [f. Film sb + -y 1 ]

f 1. Of membranous stsucture Obs
1661 Lovfll Hist Anna Min Introd 37 The ventricle

is filmy, and therefore cold, hard, dry, and glutinous 1665

Evelyn Diary 9 Feb , Its lower beak being filmy, stretches

to a prodigious wideness when it devours a great fish.

2 Forming a tlun pellicle or coating,

1628 Wotion Let, 14 Dec in Rehq Wotton (1685)441
A little Excrescence upon the uttermost ball of his Eyes, a
filmy matter, like the rudiment of a Pm and Web 1735 N
Torriano Gangr Sore Throat 04 As these filmy Membranes
came away, the Weasand or Throat became freer 1772
Priestley in Phil 'Iruns. LXII 219 The water had de-

posited a filmy kind of matter. 1853 Kant Grmnell Exp.
xxxvii (1856) 344 The area of filmy ice. 1885 R Buchanan
Annan Water m, Encrusting its black sides with a species

of filmy salt.

3 . Resembling a film, of extremely delicate tex-

ture, gauze-like ,* consisting of slender filaments, as

ofgossamer.
1604 Drayton Owle 764 The Spiders in his traine their

filmie netting cast. 2664 Power Exp Philos 1 30 Another
pair of filmy Tiffany long wings 1740 SomluvilleHobbmol
II 190 The luxurious Wasp His filmy Pennons struggling

flaps in vain. 18x3 Scott Tncrm in xi, It seem’d a veil

of filmy lawn a X839 Praed Poems (1864) II 21 The filmy

shroud Of many a mild transparent cloud. 1871 R Ellis
Catullus Ixix 3 Some robe most filmy

fig 1794 Coleridge Lines on Friend who died ofFever,
Vanity her filmy net-work spread x8zo Hazlitt Led.
Dram. Lit. 75 A veil of words and filmy abstractions 1856

R A. Vaughan Mystics (x86o) II ix. 1 120 The filmiest

evanescence of the feeling has to be anatomized.

to. Ptlmy-fiem, Ptlmy-leaf, names of a genus of

ferns, Hymenophylhim {C-L film-fem, Film sb 7)
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 886 Hymenophyllum, Filmy-

Leaf x86x Miss Pratt Flower PI VI 154 Order Filices

(Filmy Fern) 1882 The Garden 5 Aug 111/3 Ihe Filmy
Fern House in the Pine-apple Nursery

4 Covered with or as with a film ; beclouded,

dim, hazy.
1825 J NrAL Bro Jonathan III 345 With eyes no longer

white or filmy 1833 Ht. Martintau Briery Creek 1 3 The
filmy orb of the moon. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav 132

Gradually the filmy trees defined themselves

6 Comb
1821 Shelley To Night iv. Thy sweet child Sleep, the

filmy-eyed

Hence Fi lmily adv
;
Fi lminess

X727 Bailey vol II, Filnimess. 1832 Fraseds Mag.
III 483 The haze and filminess dropped from our ‘optic

nerve'. 1870 H Macmillan Bible Teach an. 262 The
milk-white filminess of the onyx x8go Harpeds Mag Oct.

803/2 Something that filmily wavers before their senses

|| Filon (filon) Mining, [a F. filon vein,

lode, f. fil thread (see File sb 2
) ] A mineral

or metallic vein, a lode
1845 Gibson in Cambrian Jrnl

,

(1863) 149 The collaterals

cross the main filon in angles of incidence.

Filoplumaceous (fsi \bj[ume x Jas), a. Ornith.

[f mod 'L.filopluma (see next) + -aceoub ] Of the

nature of a filoplume.

1890 Cours Field $ Gen Ormth n, § 3 128 Types of

Feathery Structure 3. The hairy, bristly, or filopluma-

ceous

Filoplume (fai l<5pl«m). Ornith [ad. mod.L.

filopluma

,

badly f L filiim thread +pluma feather.

(The correct L. form would be *fihpluma )] (See

quot. 1 890 )

1884 Syd Soc. Lex., Filoplume. 1890 Coues Field <$•

Gen Ormth 11 § 3. 128 Different kinds of Feathers 4
Eiloplnmes, filoplwnm, or thread-feathers, have an ex-

tremely slender, almost invisible stem and usually no vane,

unless a terminal tuft of barbs may be held for such. .These

are the nearest approach to hairs that birds have,



pilose 219 FILTH.

Pilose (falls's) Bot and Zool [as if ad L.

*filds-us, f. filuni thread ] Having a thread-like

termination.

1823 Crabb Techtol Diet
,
Filase, ending in a thread like

process , an epithet applied to insects and plants 1884 Syd
Soc Lex

,
Pilose, m Botany.

+ Pilose'lla. Obs exc Hist. Forms: 7 file-,

filozella, 8 filosella. Also 7 philizella, philo-

sella. [Corruptly ad. It filosello, according to

Mussafia a perversion (after Jilo thread) of *foIi-

sello .—popular L. *follicellus cocoon (whence OF.
foucel), dun of L folks bag ] A kind of stuff.

= Filoselle b.

i6ix Cotgr , Filoselle the stuff Filozella 1619 Purchas
Mtcrocosmus xxvu 269 The new deuised names of Stuffes

and Colours Veletato, Philizello, Paragon *640 m Entick
London II 160 Silk say cahmancoes and phillosellas, broad,

the dozen yards ox. 4d 1678-96 Phillips, Filozella, a kind
of Stuff

Filoselle (fi losel). Forms . 7 fil(l)-, fyllozel,

7-9 fllosel(l, (7 flliosell), 9 filoselle. Also 7
pluliaelle [a Y.filoselle, fern , 0F filloisel masc ,

ad It.filosello : see prec ] a * Ferret or floss silk

;

grogram-yam* (Simmonds)
j6iz Sc Bk Customs in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 326

Filosell or ferrett silk the pound viu/i i66z Stat Ireland
(1765! II 464 Fyllozell or Paris silk 1876 M M Grant
Sun-Maid iv, It was a wonderful piece of work of woven
gold and silver and filosel

attnb 189a Pall Mall G. 27 Oct 1/2 It is a wide ribbon,

which has the appearance of platted filoselle silk

fb. A kmd of stuff (?a mixture of silk and
wool).
0x605 in Beck Draper's Diet x6 note. The paragon,

peropus, and phihselles may be affirmed to be double chamb-
letts Ibid

;
To make this a phihselle, a peropus, a paragon,

or a buffyn is but to alter the breadth

t Pilose'tta. Obs. Also fillizetta [App
altered from It. filosello by substitution of the It

suffix -etla for -ello But cf Sp.jiloseda mixture of

silk and wool.] ? = prec.

1598 Florio, Filosello, a kinde of course silke which we
call, filosetta or flouret silke 1623 J Taylor (Water P )

PraiseHempseed4 Shag, Fillizetta, Damaske and Mockado

Filosofe, -phie, obs forms of Philosophe, -y.

Pilot, obs. form of Fillet.

t Prloitr, Obs Forms : 4-5 fyior, -oure,

-owre, 5 flllour [Shortened ad. OF affiloir

med L affilatonum, f ajfildre : see Affile v ] A
tool for sharpening steel, a hone or whetstone
c 1340 Gaw 4 Gr Knt. 2225 With a borelych bytte Fyled

in a fylor, fowre fote large, c 1440 Promp. Parv 160/2

Fylowre, of barbowrs crafte acutecula,filanwn. 1483 Catk.
Aitgl. 130/2 A Filoure, affilatortum.

Hence + Fi’Iour, v. 05s.— 0 traits

.

To whet,

sharpen. 1483 in Cath. Angl 130/2

Filour, var of Feloure Obs foliage.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3690 Gilden platis, Flamband all in

filour & fewlis en-blanchid

[Filour, explained in some Diets as ‘ a curtam-

rod,’ is from Bk. of Curtasye 447, where fylour is

prob a bad reading for sylour, Celuee ]

Filozofe, -fie, obs. forms of Philosophe, -y

f Pi lseu, v. Obs. Forms
: 3 filatnen, 4 fulsun,

fylsen, 5 felaen, -yn, fllsom, fylsy(n [ME.
fils(t)ne-n, {, Filst sb.

;

cf. -en 6.] trans To
minister to, aid, support; to ftuther, promote..
c xaoo Ormin 6170 Himm birrj> he fillstnenn wibh Jan fe.

c xaao Bestiary44 His fader him filstnede swo Sat he ros fro

dede. ^1325 E E A Hit P B 1644 pe souerayn of heuen
Fylsened euer hy fader, cxaoo Destr. Troy 4871 Yche
freike is here frynd to filsom here spede 0x400-50 Alex-
ander 4669 Je fage ay he flesche & felsen it wele

tPiTsne, v Obs. rare— 1
, [f ON. fylgsni

(sb. pi ) hiding-place (cf Goth fulhsni sing msame
sense), f. OTeut, *fulg- ablaut-var. of *felh- to

hide : see Fea.l v ] vntr. To lurk
70x400 Morle Arth 881 Sire, see je 3one farlande, with

3one two fyrez, Par filsnez pat fende,

t Filst, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 fullest, fullest,

fylst, 3-3 fulst, [OE. fullest, fullest
,
fylst—

OFns folhste
,
folste, fulhste, OS. fullSsti,

OHG.
folleist,folhst ;

connected with next verb ] Assist-

ance, support, furtherance
0x000 Boeth Metr xxm. 14 Mid Godes fylste 0x000

Caedmon's Exod 554 (Gr ) Is . . msegenwisa trum, fullesta

msest. c 1x75 Lamb Horn. 1x3 He ne mei habben nane
mihte .butan godes fulste. c xao$ Lay 1747 pa Conne of
wode com Brutun to fulste. 0*30 Halt Meid, 17 Hue
forme fulst is sihSe

+ Filst, v. Obs Forms* I fulleestan, fulldsten,

fylstan, 2 felsten, 3 fulsten, south, vulsten,

filsten. [OE. fulls&stan
,
fulUstan, fylstan—OS

fullishan
,
OHG falleisten

The word is a compound of the OTeut. vb *laistjan to

follow, attend upon , with regard to the prefixed element
see Follow v ]

trans To aid, help.

4893 K ASlfrfd Oros in xi § 10 Pirrus him fylste.

cxooo Ags. Gosp Luke v 7 Hig hicnodon hyra geferan,

.

paet hi comun ant him fylston [cxx6o Hatton felsten].

c xaoo Trtn Coll. Horn 29j>ese two he ben leihter and lust

uulsted pe }>ndde hat is he fleshche lust 0 1275 0 . E, Misc.
X35 pe bet sal he pe felsten to don al )nne wfile.

b. refl To give one’s aid to

r X200 Tmt Coll Horn 193 He deleS him fro gode and
fulsteft him to fie deuel

Flitch obs. f. of FlLOH.

Filter (fi ltai), sb Forms
: 5-9 filtre, (6 fylter,

-ture), 6- filter Also 7 philter [ME filtre,

a. OF.filtre, ad medL filtniui . see Felt]
fl =Felt sb Also a piece of felt. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxvi 125 pan es he sette apon a

blak filtre, with pe whilk pai lift him vppe and settez him
in his trone Ibid xxxiv 152 pai dwell alt m tentez made of
blakk filtre

2 A piece of felt, woollen cloth, paper, or other

substance, through which liquids are passed to

free them from matter held m suspension
Now only with reference to chemical manipulation, where

the filter is usually of unsized paper

1563 T Gale Antidot 11 76 b, Distill them by a fylture or
thorowealyttle bagge, or by apeece of clothe 1683 Pettus
Fteta Min 1 (1686) 214 Dissolve the Vitriol and purify it

through a Filtre X769 Lane in Phil Traits LIX 220
The clear liquor being decanted, the remainder was passed
through a filter x8xa Sir H. Davy Client. Philos

.

285 The
whole is then to be poured upon a filtre of cloth 1846

J Baxter Libr Pract Agnc. (ed. 4) I 53 Collected on a
filter, washed and dried

b * A twist of thread ’ (or a stnp of cloth) * of
which one end is dipped in the liquor to be defe-

cated, and the other hangs below the bottom of
the vessel, so that the liquor drips from it ’

(J.).

Obs exc in capillaryfilter.

xSS9 Morwyng Euonynt 75 Distillacion by a filter, or a
list of wollen cloth x66o Boyle New Exp PJtys Mech
xxxv 263 We resolved, instead of a List of Cotton, or the
like Filtre, to make use of a Siphon of Glass 1727-41 in
Chambers Cycl 1874 Knight Did Mech I 45s/2 Capil-
laryfilter, a simple mode of freeing water of its larger im-
purities by means of a cord of loose fiber

C. In wider sense : Any contrivance for freeing

liquids from suspended impurities
,
esp an appa-

ratus consisting of a vessel in which the liquid is

made to pass through a stratum of sand, charcoal,

or some porous substance

1791 J Peacock Patent No 1844 The filters will be
cleansed by drawing out the head or body of water or fluid.

2834 S Bagshaw Patent No 6708 An improved filter for

water or other liquids 1872 Baker Nile Tnbut xx 339
Nevertheless the natives had scraped small holes in the
sand, as filters X879 A B MacDowall in Encycl Brit

.

(ed 9) IX 167/2 The filter was occasionally cleaned with
an exhausting and condensing pump
d transf andfig

1605 Timme Qnersit 1 v 20 The common salt
.

passing
thro' the philter of the earth. x8oa Palsy Nat Tlteol.

xu (1803) 241 This natural filter [the bills of a duck]. 1840
Alison Hist Europe (1850) VIII 1 § 39. 150 The whole
information was strained through the imperial filters 1873
Tristram Moab xn. 228 A heavy conversation of ponderous
compliments passed through the dragoman filter

3. Acontrivance for arresting dust, smoke, disease-

germs, etc. in the air which, is breathed

1874 Knight Diet Mech sw Filter, Air-filter.

4 A material for filtering, rare.

1823 J Badcock Dom Amusem 26 The burning it over
and over again produces a better filtre than at first 1870
Tyndall in Nature 27 Jan. 341 This [cotton-wool] was the

filter used by Schroeder in bis experiments on spontaneous
generation

5 . attrib. and Comb., as filter-shop ;
also filter*

bed, a pond or tank with a false bottom covered

with sand or gravel, serving as a large filter
,

also

fig ; filter-faucet (see quot ) ; filter-paper, porous

paper to be used for filtering ; fllter-pTess, (a) a

filter in which the liquid is forced through by pres-

sure
; (1b) a machine for extracting oil from fish

1874 Knight Diet Meek I. B46/2 *Filter-bed, a settling

pond whose bottomis afilter. 1885 Weekly Notes 7 Feb 24^
The water was filtered through filterbeds on their premises.

1892 Pall Mall G 23 May 2/1 All that is known here of

the Transvaal comes through the political filter-beds of

Cape Town 1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 846/2 ^Filter-

faucet
,
one having a chamber containing sand, sponge, or

other material to arrest impurities 1889 Pall MaltG 2

May 7/1 The sludge is next forced into a ^filter press 1842
Dickens Amei Notes II. iv 112,

1

have seen water like it

at the ^Filter shops.

Filter (filter), v. Forms
. 7 fylter, 7-9 filtre,

6- filter. Also 6 philter [ad mod.L filtrare,

f
.

JHtrtim Filter sb. Cf. F filtrer.

]

1, trans. To pass (a liquid) through a filter, or

some porous medium, for the purpose of removing

solid particles or impurities. Also with off. Also

absol

1576 G Baker feviellofHealth 1 i 2The dropping caused

by a Lyste, or piece of Woollen doth . which maner of

dooing the Chymistes name Fyltnng 1594PLAT Jewell-ho

,

Chun Concl 23 Some use to filter this Lee divers times

1605 Timme Quersrt. l ix. 36They dissolue many times, they

fylter, and coagulate. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1 1. 5 31

The Sap not being filtred through so fine a Cotton 1747

"Wesley Print, Physic (1762) 86 Filtre the Tincture thro'

Paper, 1784 Cowper Task 11 507 Sages strove In vain to

filter off a crystal draught Pure from the lees. x8xa-6 J
Smith Panorama Sc. 4 Art II 355 Putrid and stinking

water may be rendered sweet by filtering it through char-

coal-powaer. 1838 T Thomson Client. Ore Bodies zoo Via

then filter, washing the blue-coloured sulphate of lime re-

roaming on the filter till it becomes red 1853 Soyer Pan-
troph. 27 The liquid was several times filtered.

b. transf andfig
1830 Gen P Thompson Exerc {1842) I 291 The Chamber

of Deputies, though filtered through every process which
policy could invent. 1856 Emerson Eng Traits, First
Visit Whs (Bohn) II 5 1 he passage would no doubt strike

you more in the quotation than in the original, for I have
filtered it 1885 Manch Exam xo Jan 5/3 At present hts
instructions to counsel are filtered through a solicitor 1892
Pall Mall G 4 May x/3 Each of these images is 'filteied*

through a colour screen

c. Said of the filtering material.

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 37 The sea-weed filters

the salt-water. 1882Watts Diet, Chem. II 648 Paper which
filters slowly may be improved in quality by this treatment

2 To cause (a liquid) to pass drop by drop, or
slowly, through a porous medium (now only in

passive) ; also, i* to give forth through the pores,

exude rare
X583 Stanyhurst AEneis 111 (Arb ) 71 The tre of swart

blud filtred abundance X644 Dicby Two ’I rent 1 xx. 183
That streame [of atoms] ciymbing and filtrmg it selfe

along the stones streame i860 Maury Phys Geog Sea x
§ 466 Rivers some of which are filtered through soils

which yield one kind of salts

3 . zntr. To pass as through a filter
3 to percolate.

Also with away
,
down.

Cf F Jiltrer, used refl and intr. in this sense

1798W Blair Soldier's Friend 100 The water will filter

through the sand. 1864 Marsh Man <5- Nature 438 A
stratum of snow causes almost all the water that composes
it to filter down into the earth. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 687
Water will filter through the cell-walls into the cavities of
the wood
transf. and fig. 1821 Clare Vill Minstr I 207 The

sunbeams, filtering small. Freckling through the branches
fall 1868 Yates Rock Ahead n ui, A perpetual stream of
. .

people . would filter through her drawing-rooms.

4 To obtain by filtering Also transf rare
X794 Pearson m Phil Trans LXXXIV 387 The liquid

filtered from these solutions had a sweetish and bitterish

taste. X845 Darwin Voy Nat 1 (1879) 5 Fine dust, which
appeared to have been filtered from the wind by the gauze
of the vane at the mast-head

Hence Filtered, Filtering ppl. adjs Also
Fi Iterer, that which filters or serves as a filter.

X727 Bailey vol II, Filtered, strained through a Paper,
Cloth, etc 1794 Schmeisser in Phil. Trans LXXXIV.
421 The remaining filtered liquor was saturated with puri-
fied pot-ash, 1809 J F Archbold Patent No 3225 It
[sea water] is passed through a filterer x8ax Clare Vill
Minstr. II. 162 ,

1

love to watch thy [an hour-glass's] filter-

ing burthen pass. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory iv. The
filtered tribute of the rough woodland 1B53 Soyer Poh-
troph. 4x2 Eight barrels of filtered water. 1859 Cornwallis
New World I 38 The stretcher might have been directly
under this water filterer.

Filter, var. form of Felter v., Philtre.

Filtering (fi ltang), vbl. sb. [f. Filter v. +
-ING I.]

1. The action of the verb Fh/ter
1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I 191 The filtering of this

ram through the ground. 1845 J.
Wilkinson Patent No

10x84 The whole process of filtering is effected by pressure

fig. 1876 Geo Eliot Dan. Der III xlu 23s There’s
been a good filtering of our blood into high families

2. attrib. and Comb , asfiltering-apparatus, -bag,

-box, -funnel, -material, -medium, -paper, -staiid

,

-vessel ; also filtering-basm (see quot 1874) ;

filtering-cup, a cup of porous wood used to illus-

trate the pressure of the atmosphere
;
filtering-

press =filter-press

;

filtering-stone, any porous
stone through which water is filtered, filtering*

tank=filtering-basin (Kmght).
1845 J. Wilkinson Patent No 10,984 Which [a cistern]

must be considerably above the level of the *filtering appa-.
ratus. 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 846/2 *Filtering-basin,

the chamber in which the water from the reservoir of water-
works is received and filtered previous to entering the mains
X792 G Cowen PatentNo 1920 A quantity of sand, or any
other *filtenng material X79X J Peacock Patent No 1844
The ascent of the fluid through the *filtenng medium 1757
Lewis in Phil. Trans L. 163 The colourless sorts of miter-
ing-paper are preferable for this use to the coloured 2876
Harley Mat. Med 311 Filtering Paper is an almost pure
formofcellulm. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I 846,/z*Filtering-
press, a press in which the passage of a liquid through a

body of filtering material is expedited by pressure applied

thereto; a pressure-filter. 1827 Faraday Chem Mantp 1.

17 The ^filtering stands are of this kind x8xa J Smyth
Pract Customs (18&) 234

* Filtering Stones,—Duty—for
every £ 100 value 1811 J Ashley Patent No. 347s An
improved ’‘filtering vessel for purifying water.

Filth (filjO, sb. Forms . 1 ffVp, 2-4 feltte, 4
south, veolthe, 5 felthe, 3-4 fuJtte, 3-6 fylth(e,

(3 fuylbe, 6 faylt, fyit), 3-5 filthe, 3- filth.

[OE. fylS str, fem. = OS ffilitha (Du. vuilte),

OHG. ftlhda:-OTeut, *ftlhp&, n. of quality f.

*fAlo- Foul a.]

+ 1. The quality or state of being foul; a filthy

state or condition ;
filthiness

,
m pi. foul treatment,

indignities. Obs.
c 1300 IT A Its. 6370 Veolthe loveth al heore lynage. 1481

Caxton Gadfi ey 304 What fylthes the turkes made them to

suffre 1579 Lyly EnphuesJArb ) 38 The Lacedemonians
were wont to shewe their children aronken men .. that by
seing their filth, they might shunne the lyke fault.

2 concr. Foul matter.

fa. Putrid matter, corruption, rottenness; in

later use, purulent matter, pus Obs,

cxooo Ags, Gosp, Matt xxm. 27 And hig synt innan fullq

28-2
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deadra bana, and ealre fylSe [xx6o Hatton felfie] ixxoso

Liber Scmtltt viu (x88g) 38 panne fylo [putredo] seo fa
innan wealS byb utaworpen to haele sar by5 geopenud.

C1430 Life St Hath. (1884) 49 pe temporal kyng whiche

ys now proude in hys power and to-morwe schal be fylthe

and wonnes xgz6 Pilgr Per/ (W. deW 1431) 240b, He
scraped ya stynkyng fylth & corrupcyon of her deed body
1561 Hollybush Horn Apoth 11 To draw the fylt out of

the head 1696 Pechy tr Sydenham's Whs iti 11 116 The
Inflammation which the Small-Pox has impressed upon the

Blood . no less indicates Blood-letting than the filth [L
collumes] which has been gathered together does Purging.

b. Uncleanly matter, dut. Now only in stronger

sense, expressing violent disgust : Loathsome dirt.

Rarely inpi filth of various lands, filthy matters.

cxapo S Eng Leg

\

1. 191/52 pare feol out of eifar eye
Fuylfa ase fai it were slym <*1300 CursorM 22397 (Cott

)

All be filthes of his maugh sal onst vte c 1340 Ibid. 468
(Trin ) In fat court fat is so clene No fulfa may dwelle ne
he sene C1430 Lydg in luvner Dont. Archit III 39
Voydynge fylthes lowe into the grounde 4:1440 Promp
Patv 161/1 Fylthe of mannys nose, snotte, pohpus 1555
Nottingham Rec IV. 109 He swffares mwke and fylthe to

be powered yn y8 hy strett 1626 Bacon Sylva § 397 Waters
found in Rising Grounds of great Cities must needs take

m a great deate of Filth 1721 Strype Ecel Mem III

xxn. 180 The Chamber on one sidoof which was the Sink
and Filth of all the House 1836 Emerson Nat , Pi aspects

Wks (Bohn) II. 173 The sordor and filths of nature, the sun
shall dry up 1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 30 A palace with
superb staircases reeking in filth

c. Vermin ( { formerly// ). In mod. use (? dial.)

restricted to insect parasites.

CX400 Maundev. (1839) v 61 In that Abbeye ne entrethe

Dot no Five ne Todes ne Ewtes For thei e wei e wont to ben
many suciie manere of Filthes Mod (Yorks ) A dirty brute,

with his head swarming with filth. The cuirant bushes are
covered with filth

B. fig a. Moral defilement, vileness ; corruption,

pollution, obscenity
a 10*3 WulfstanIZw/*. (Napier) xxxiii 161 note, To manege
. ane cwenan gemaenum ceape bicga.5 and will fa ane fylpe

adreogab an seller anum. aszz^Ancr R 84 J>e bacbitare
opened so bet fulcJe hit stroked wide 01300 Vox:

Wolf16s in Had E.P P. I 63 And ltuie in fuTthe and in
sunne. 4:1380 Wyclif Wks (x88o) 299 pei ben blaunchid
Wib oute as sepulcris, and wifanne ful of fylfa 1450Knt
de la Tour (1868) 77 The prince suffered suche feltne to be
done. 1638 Penit, Coif vm. (1657) 209 The filth of stn

is purged by the Laver of tears 01704 T. Brown Sat.
agst. Woman Wks 1730 I 56 Wallowing in all the filth of
boundless luxury. 18x3 Shelley Q Mab v 159 Every
slave now dragging through the filth Of some corrupted city

his sad life i860 Hook Lives Alps. I. v. 226 Forbidding
. .all the filth of the wicked

*1* b. pi. Moral impurities, corrupt or impure
actions, transgressions. Obs.
c Moo Vues * Virtues (1888) 131 Holi maiden of fanke,

and clane of alle fel3eg._ a 1225 St Marker. (1862) 3 Biwite
thou mi bodi the is al bitahte from fleshliche fulthen 4:1340
Cursor M 10x05 (Trin ) To make me falle in fulbes fele

CX440 York Myst xx 180 All filthes of flesshely synne.

1583 Satir Poems Reform, xlv Pref 60 Compared to swyne
returning to the myre, In thair awin filthes to get tliair fames
defyled.

c. Foul or obscene language
;
vile or loathsome

imputations.
1730 Swirr Traulns x. 25 Among the rout He wildly flings

his filth about 1879 Froude Csesar xv 237 Instead of
scolding and flinging impotent filth

4 Said ofa person : A vile creature
; a scoundrel

;

a slut, drab, whoie. Obs. exc. dial
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2542 Lest bat foule felbe schuld have
hem founde fare 140a Hoccleve LetterofCupid 262 These
Iadyes . . were noon of thoo . but swyche filthes as weren
vertulesse. 1565 HardingmJewel Dcf Apol. (16x1) 27 loan
of Kent, that filth Was she a sister of yours ? 1607 Shaks
Tvman rv t. 6. *608— Lear (Qo 1) iv 11. 39 Filths sauor
but themselues. x6xa R Sheldon Serm. St. Martin’s 65
Their filthes lie by their sides to satisfie their abhominable
pleasures xmo Mbs Wheeler Westmld Dial (1821) 13
Nea yan can bide wie him, an arrant filth 1 X869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Filth

,
a disreputable woman, a scoundrel 1871 R,

Ellis Catullus xlu. 13 O ugly filth, detested Trull.

5 alls zb. and Comb
,
as filth-disease

,
-ferment

;

filth-created, fed, -sodden adjs

185* Dr. Guy in Ld Ingestre Mehora. I. 96 *Fihh-created
fever and disease i88$SctenceVl 101/1 Typhoid-fever and
other preventable *filth diseases 1891 Daily News 5 Oct.
5/5 How is the *filth-/ed oyster to be distinguished ? 1891
C. Creighton Hist, Epidemics 589 Spots of soil so situated
in cups ofthe hills as to retain and multiply the *filth-ferment.
*871 Napheys Prev. 4- Cure Dts. 1, vm 264 A *filth-sodden
porous earth

Hence Filthless a [-less], without filth
;
un-

defiled FiTthous a [-ous]= Filthy.
14 . Balade in Commend our Lady 51 (Chaucer's Wks

1561) Fountain al filthlesse, as birelf current clere. 1546
Bale Eng Votaries it (1550) 9 b, And so sent hym forth
abrode to maynteyne all kyndes of ydolatry and fleshly
fylthouse lyvynge.

+ Filth, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make
foul, defile.

4:1430 Lonelich Grail xliii 21 Alle blak becomen they .,
and i-fylthed.

#
1598 E Gilpin Skial. (1&78) 31 Filthing

chaste eares with tneyr pens Gonorrhey.

t FiTthery. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. + -ery.]

*=Filthiness.
a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 370 Wallowing in all filthery of

gluttony and luxury

1* FiTthhead, -hood. Obs. Forms: a. 3 fulp-
hede, 4-5 filth-, flit-, fylthede,*heed, (5 filthet).

ft 6 fllthood. [f. Filth sb. + -head, -hood.]

Filthiness, uncleanness lit. and fig. Also concr

filth. To do one's filthhood : to void excrement.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 2go pe chyld dude hjskunde fulfa

hede. 1382 Wycur Lev xvm 7 1 he filth-heed [Vulg tur-

pttuduieui\ of thi fader, and the filth-heed of thi moder thow
shalt not discover. Ibid Rom 1 27 Mawhs in to mawlis
worchmgefilthhede c 1440 tr Girald Hist Iiel (E E T S)
31 Ihe fylthede of the lend folk yn whych thay ladde har
lyf. 2583 Stanyiiurst /Ends 11. (Arb) 52 With dust al

powdied, with filthood dustye bcdagled-

Filthify (filfafai), v [f. Filthy a. + -fy ]

trans To make filthy, lit andJig
iygo J Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 13 Filthified they

flounder to Remorse x8zi Bentiiam Whs (1843) X 524
He was covering my clean napkin with his ‘flag of abomi-
nation ’ filthified x8zS Whewell in Todhunter Account of
Writings, etc (1876) II 94 Mathematics with which Mr,
Thompson has filthified his subject

Filthily (fi lfali), adv. [f. Filthy a. -f- -ly 2
]

In a filthy manner.
155a Huloet, Filthilye,.jMf. 1596 Daluymple tr. Leslie’s

Hist, Scot 11, (1887) 144 I11 the ix £eir of his regne, qululke
sa filthihe he had ruled. 1633 Prvnne Histrto-Mastix 1

vi 111. 366 For the liberty of doing filthily and obscenely, is

next to the liberty of speaking filthily and obscenely. 1709
Steele TatlerHo 31 Px The ancient Romans would scold,

and call Names filthily x8« Byron Ch. Har. 1 xvn, For
hut and palace show like filthily

Filthiness (fi lfanes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The condition of being filthy,

1. In physical sense : Foulness, uncleanliness
? a 1500 Wycket (1828) 15 The puttynge nwaye of fylthenes

of the fleshe 2538 Bp. Watson Sev Sactam xm 78 The
pneste washeth his handes, that nooutwaid filthynes should
seclude hym from the communion x6ix Bibi e 2 Macc xx. 9
The filthmesse of his smell was noysome to all his army

+ ‘b concr Filth
;

spec, matter, pus Obs.

1531 Tjndale Exp. x John (1537) 8 Y* water once in the
yeaie casteth al fy1thynesse unto the sydes of it 1580
BmoitAIv F51X The matter, or filthinesse that commcth
out of a bile x6xx Bible Isa. xxvm, 8 All tables are full of
vomite and filthmesse X649DRYDEN Upon Death of Ld
Hastings 54 Was there no milder way but the Small Pox,
The very Filth’ness of Pandora’s Box?
2. Moral corruption or pollution; obscenity;

vileness, wickedness.
2526 Pilgr. Perf (W do W. 1531) 183 b, Than the deformite
& fylthynes of synne is taken away X684 Coutcmpl
State ofMan 11 x (1699) 246 This deformity and filthiness

of sin 2741 Richardson Pamela I 138 A Woman that

seems to delight m Filthiness 2834 Lytton Pompeii 1. vi,

Men reeking with all the filthiness of vice

+ Fi’ltfiish, a Obsr* [f. Filth sb + -ish]
Filthy.

1530 Palsgr 312/2 Fylthysshe as ones eyes he that haue
whyte slyme in them, chassietix. Ibid

,

Fylthysshe os mysse
women of yll lyuyng, putaine
Filthy (fi-ljii), a. [f. Filth sb. + -y 1.]

1. Full of filth
; besmeared or defiled with filth

;

dirty, foul, nasty, unclean. *)* Thefilthy parts : the
private parts.

In early use often hardly more emphatic than the mod,
dirty', it is now a violent expression of disgust, seldom
employed in polite colloquial speech. Cf the similar de-
velopment in F?lth ri sb, also in Foul a
138a Wyclif Zech in. 3 Jhesus was clotbid with filthi

dothis. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R. xvm xcv (1495)
842 A serpent . louyth fylthi places 1553 Eden Treat.
Nezue Ind. (Arb.) 17 The mhabitantes Tnaue almost no
apparel, coueung onely theyr fylthy partes 1581 Mul-
caster Positions xxxv (1887) 132 To go home thorough
stinking stieates, and filthy lanes 1682 Otway Epil. 21
Apr

,
From the filthy dunghill-faction bred, New-form’d

rebellion durst rear up its head. 17x2 Steele Sped No
509 r 3 The benches around are so filthy, that no one can
sit down. 1832 Tfnnyson Pal ofArt 201 In filthy sloughs
they roll. x865 Kingsley Herew my, He was filthy and
ragged.

f lb. Of air or clouds : Murky, thick. Obs.

1399 Shaks. Hen V
\
111. iii, 31 The code and temperate

Wind of Grace O’re-blowes the filthy and contagious Clouds.
1605 — Mach 1 i. 12 Houer through the fogge and filthxe
ayre.

2. Fond of filth, delighting in filth,

1526 Pilgr Perf. (W de W. 1531) x8 The fylthy and
stynkynge lust of the body 1635 Swan Spec M Pref.
(2043) i Like a filthie flie she seeks all over the body for a
scare 1778 Bp Louth Transl. Isaiah Notes (ed. 12) 156
The filthy animals that frequent such places.

3. Morally foul or polluted, obscene.
1S3S CoverdaleZ^/j iii 1 Wo to the abhominable, fylthie

and cruel cite 1596 Shaks x Hen IV, 11 11 49 Ballads -

sung to filthy tunes x6xx Bible Col m 8 You also put off
all these, anger . . filthy communication out of your mouth
1682 BunyanHoly War264. Being filthy, arch, and she they
quickly coirupted the families 1712 Addison Sped No
271 V 4 The Matron . . commended the Discretion of the
Writer, for having thrown his filthy Thoughts into Greek.
1871 Alabaster Wheel ofLaw 213 From this heaven die
filthy one . . descends to the earth to tempt and excite to
evil Mod. He could not stand their filthy talk.

1* 4. Disgraceful, contemptible, low, mean, scurvy,
disgusting. Obs.

.
cupoDestr. Troy 10362 Neuer so filthy a fare hade fallyn

in his bond. 1545 Bbinklow Cornpl. xxiv. (1874) 65 Anty-
chryst had fownd out that fylthy auricular confessyon.
*577"®7 Holinshed Scot. Ckron. (1805) II, 419 This murther

was one of the most filthiest acts that ever was done.
1596 Shaks. i Hen IV, m 111 79 Doulas, filthy Doulas
26x0 Bp Carleton Junsd 166 Taking other errours from
other filthie heretiques 2648 Milton Tenure Kings 42
The filthy love of game, 2728 Vanbr & CiB Prov Hush.
v u 07 What’s his filthy Name! 1828 Scqtx F, M. Perth
xvi, Thou filthy weavei of rotten worsted

b Filthy lucre, dishonourable gam = Gr. aic-

\pbv uipSos (Tit 1 n). Sometimes jocularly

used for : Money ; also absol. ‘ The filthy *

1526-34 Tinuale Titus 1 xx leachmge thmges which they
ought not, because of filthy lucre. 1680 Hickeringill
Meros 30 2709 Addison TallerNo 1x6 ?7, 1 did not make
that Judgment foi the Sake of filthy Lucie 1877 Black-
more Cripps (1887) 225, I can catch my own without any
appeal to ‘ the Filthy

’

5 quasw£ A filthy person
x68x Otway Soldiers Fort 1, i. Damn’d Whores, hout ve

lilthies.

6 quasi adv = Filthily
x6x6 Rich Cabinet 93 b, Modesty shutteth a young mans

lippes so that he will not talkc filthy 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet, xi. 180 Which makes them shew filthy fine,

7 Comb
1823 in Cobbett Rnr Rides (1885) I 318 Filthy-looking

people 1824 J Symmons ir Agantem Msch 70 Where
filthy-handed Mammon dwells

Filtrate (fi ltrdt), sb [ad. mod L filtiatum,

f. filtrdre. cf. Filter v and -ate 1
] The liquor

which has been passed thiough a filter.

1845-6 G E Day tr Simon's Amin Cltem II 125 The
lead contained in solution m the filtrate was separated

1875 Darwin InsecUv PI vi 89 The filtrate contained as
much of the fibrin as had been digested

Filtrate (fi ltreit), v. Also Jr fllterate [ad.

mod L,Jilt} at- ppl stem offiltrate to Filter ]
1 . items — Filter w 1.

16x2 Woodall Snrg Mate Wks (1653) 245 Calcine them,
and after mbibe and liltiate them, eti 1764 Harmer Obsero.
xxvii iv. 192 1 hey filtrate it [the wine of Schuas] through
a cloth, and then it is very cleai 1852 T11 Ross Humboldt's
7 rav. II xxiv. 439 Leaves of the plantain used to filtrate

the liquids 0865 Ld Brougham in Cue Sc. I Introd

Disc 23 The process of vegetation filtrates or distils the

liquid, so as to produce from the worst, the purest water
Jig 1776 Johnson in Boswell Life II 408 He never
clarified lus notions, by filtrating them through other minds
2885 H N, Oxenham Shott studies 331 A Christianity

filtrated of all its sectarian dogmas
2 To cause to percolate

,
= Filters 2

2661 Boyle Spring ofAir it. Index, A vessel by which
Air may he filtrated thorough water 1794 Sullivan View
Nat 1. 68 The waters, filtrated through these bodies

3 tntr = Filter v. 3,

2725 BradleyFam Diet, s v Milk, A white Liquor which
filtiates thro’ the Glands ofWomen’s Breasts 1780 Schotte
in P/ul Trans, LXX 480 Digging a pit into the sand ,

into which the water filtrates Horn all sides 1834 Pringle
Afr hh. v 210 Through which the stream .filtrates silently

and unperceived.

fig 1876 Tinsley's Mag XVIII 43 The corruptions of

the higher stratum of society had been slowly filtrating to

the loweu
Hence Fi Itrated ppl. a

,
Filtrating vbl. sb. :n

quots attrib,

X665 Hooke Micrdgr 128 The filtcrated Oyl 1730 Stuart
in Phil. Trans XXXVI 356 A small Quantity of filtrated

Bile 1772 Monro ibid LXII 30 The water being taken
up by the spungy filtrating paper. 181* J Ashley Patent
No 3472 The water .ascends through the filtrating medium
2836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav xxiv 350 The
filtrated water losing itself in the crevices.

Filtration (fibre 1 Jbn). Also 7 Alteration,

[a. Fr filtration

,

f filtrer to Filter ]
1. The action or process of filtering

1605 Timme Qnersit 11 in. 1x5 Chynncal workings, as

distillations filtrations 1758 Elaboratory laidopen Introd.

60 Filtration is generally practised, by means either offlannel
cloth, or paper 1822 Imison 3 c. 3 Art II. 7 Filtration is a
finer species of sifting 2862 Stanley Jew Ch, (1877) I v.

xoo Vessels of stone, used for the filtration of the delicious

water from the sediment of the nver-bed

fig. 1843 Prescott Mexico 1. vi (1864) 55 It is not easy
to render his version into . English rhyme, without the

perfume of the original escaping in this double filtration.

2 A gradual movement hke that ofwater passing

tluough a filter
;
percolation.

_
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1 70 For Motion the Spirits move

impetuously down the Nervous filaments, but for Sensation
they onely creep by a filtration down their Coats,

#
1707

Cnnos in Huso 4- Gard 69 If we pursue this Sap in its in-

comprehensible Filti ation through the Pores of Plants 1794
I
G Adams Nat % Exp Philos. 11 xxi 414 (The pervasive-

ness of light and heat] has been overlooked as an accidental

filtration.

t FiTtrature. Obs.-1
. [f. Filtrate v. + -ube ]

= Filtration 2.

1670 W SiMrsoN Hydrol Ess. 145 The sabulous matter.

.

by its various filtratures and percolations,

Fxltz, var. form of Fixz
Fimasliing r see Fumishing.
Fixable (fi-mb’l), sbi Also 5-6 femble, 6

fembull, ferule, fiemble, (fyrble) [a. Du.femel,
LG. fimel, a. F. (chanvre) femelle, lit. * female

hemp this name being popularly applied to what
modern botanists call the male plant.]

1. The male plant of hemp, producing a weaker
and shorter fibre than the Carl hemp or female

plant Formerly also the fibre of this as prepared

for use Also more fully,fimble hemp.
1484 Ckurckw. Acc Wigtoft, Boston (Nichols 1797) 78

Paide for femble, and for makyng thar of in bell-ropes,

xx 5d. 1577 Wills 4 Inv N C (Surtees) I 415 Tenn dosen
femle hempe vijf. 1577 B Googe Heresback's Hush 1 39 b
The Female or fyrble Hempe. 1669 Worlidge Syst. AgnC

.

(1681) 277 Gather the Fimble, or earliest Hemp and Flax-

1707 Mortimer Husb, 1x8 The light Summer-hemp, that

bears no Seed, is called Fimble nemp. 1731-59 Miller



FIMBLE. FINABLE,
Gard, Did (ed. 7) s v Cannabis, The Fimble Hemp is

the male Plants 1877 ^ Line Gloss
, The finable, or

female hemp, was applied to domestic purposes, *877 [see
Caul hemp i]

2 attrib.

a 1519 Invent in Genii Mag Apr (1864) 501 Ij payr of
ffembull Shetts, y* viy‘l 1348-9 WillofA Peyrson (Somerset
Ho ), A payre of shettes a lynnyne & a Femble 1623-3
Invent in Best Farm. Bks (Surtees) 162 note. Three [pound]
of femble harne, 4s

t Finable, sb 2 Obs [?var of Thimble] App
a ring for fastening a gate
1397 A Itharp MS in Simpkrason Washingtons App

p. xxxviu, For a hoke and fimble for Great Norrells gate

+ Fi’mble, v. Obs exc. dial, [app an onoma-
topoeic variant of Famble or Fumble, altered to
express a more delicate movement ] a mtr To
move the fingers lightly and frequently over any-
thing. b trails To touch lightly and frequently

with the ends of the fingers See also quot <*1825
*577 Hee Relat Spir, i (1659) 6 She is much fimbhng

about the Stone on her breast 1647 H More Song ofSoul
1 11 lxxxm, When he the black silk rope soft fimbhng felt

a 1823 Forby Voc E Anglia, Fimble, to pass through with-
out cutting Ex 1 My scythe fimble the grass ’

II Fimbria (fi mbria) [L fimbria, thread, fibre,

firnge ] A fringe • spec, a Anat the fringed end
of the Fallopian tube ; b Bot (see quot 1847)
173a Sir J Hill Hist Amm 304 There runs all round

the sides of the fish a kind of fimbria 1754-64 Smellie
Midwif I 11 § 2 97 The cavity of each [of the Fallopian
tubes] ends in an open mouth from the brim of which is

expanded the Fimbria *847 Craig, Fimbria, in Botany,
the dentated or fringe-like ring of the operculum of mosses,
by the elastic power of which the operculum is displaced
187a F G. Thomas Dis Women 625 The Fallopian tube of
each side is connected with the ovary by one fimbria

Fiuibrial (frmbnal), a. [fi prec + -AL 1
] Of

or pertaining to a fimbria.
In some mod Diets

Fimbriate (frmbri^'t), a [ad. L fimbnat-us
fringed : see -ate 2

] a. Her. — Fimbriated.
b Bot, and Zool Fringed

;
bordered with baits 01

filiform processes
1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 33 Eleusine Scales truncate,

fimbriate >846 Dana Zoopli (1848) 666 Tentacles long
fimbriate 1870HookerStud Flora 50Dianihusplumanus

petals fimbriate. 1870 Rollcston Amin Life 39 The
fimbriate portion of the mantle

Fimbriate (fi mbn^'t), v. [f. L fimbria fringe

+ -ate 3. Cf. L. fimbndtus fnnged ] tram. To
finish or decorate with a border of any kind.
i486 [see Fimbriated] 1639 Fuller Holy War y xxiv,

271 Besides the divers tnckmg or diessmg [heraldick

crosses] , as piercing, voiding, fimbriating

Fimbriated (fimbriated),/// a [f piec +
-ED t ] a. Her, Of a bearing . Bordered with a

nanow band or edge, b gen Having a fringe

;

fringed Chiefly in scientific applications, as Anat

,

Bot , Zool.

a i486 Bk St Albans
,
Her. Dja, Thys cros fimbriatit

or borderit, 1386 Ferne Bias Gentne 174 He beareth B
on a crosse Gewles fimbriated or bordured Argent. 1610

Guillim Heraldry 11, vn (1611) 73 In the crosse fimbriated

the edges thereof doe occupie the least portion therof 1864
Boutell Heraldry Hist fy Pop xxi § x (ed. 3) 356 A pall of

the last, fimbriated and fringed gold
b, 1698 J Petiver in Phil Trans XX 403 A Calyx

whose Divisions are fimbriated 1732 Sir J. Hill Hist.

Aiiun 133 The small, flatted, and, as it were, fimbriated

Porcellana 1797 M Baillic Morb Anat (1807) 401 The
fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tubes. x86a Darwin
FertiL Orchids vi 283 The labellum is covered with longi-

tudinal and fimbriated ridges 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv
Anim m 134 Tentacles, which maybe slender and conical,

or shoit, broad and fimbriated

Fimbriation (fimbni^Jbn). [f. as prec +
-ATiON ] The condition or fact of being fimbri-

ated , in quots concr a fringe or bolder.
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist § Pop xxxii (ed 3) 47s
A led fimbnation to lepresent the red field of the National

Flag itself i88x N F Nation XXXII 376 The
_
error

consists in the width of the white border or fimbnation of

the St George’s cross

Fimbriato- (fimbn^i to), used as combining

form of Fimbriate a.

1866 Treas Bot , Fimbnato-lactmate, having the edge
cut up into divisions which are fimbriated

Fimbricate (fi'inbrik£it), a. [Erroneous var.

of Fimbriate a., perh due to association with

imbricate.] =Fimbriate a.

1846Worcester (citingP Cyc ), Fimbricate (Bot.), fringed}

jagged. 1884 Syd Sof Lea ,
Fimbricate,

Hence 3Fi rubricated a,

1879 Cassell's Techn. Edttc IV 154/x The ciliary organs

or fimbricated margin of its [the oyster’s] beard

||
Fimbrilla (fimbrrla) Bot. and Phys [mod.

L dim. of Fimbria : see -il.] A minute fringe.

1884 [see next]

Fimbrilliferous (fimbrili -ferns), a Bot [f.

prec + -(i)fbrods ] Bearing small fringes.

1866 Treas Bot, Fimbrilliferous, bearing many little

fringes, as the receptacle of some composites 1884 Syd
Soc. Lex., Fimbrilliferous, having small fringes or a fim-

brilla

Fimbrillose (fi mbnlJu-s), a. [f. as prec, +
-qse ] Bearing a fimbnlla.
1884 m Syd. Soc. Lex,

t Frmbrious, a Obs [f L fimbri-a+ -ous ]= Fimbriate a
1637 Tomlinson Renon’s Disp 295 With broad, mucro-

natea, fimbnous, ensped leaves 1662 J Chandler Fan
Helmont's Onat 246 The tongue is cloathed with a fim-
bnous or seamy coat

+ Fime. Obs. [ad L fimus dung ] Hung.
1460-70 Bk Quintessence 11 Renewe be fyme oonys in |>e

wike *599 A M tr Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke 319/1 Take
nue Horse fime 1607 Topsell Font-f Beasts (1658) 203 The
fime or dung of such Females as live in the Mountains 1647H More Poems 73 Inward parts Lie close upwrapt m that
dulljduggish fime

Fimetarious (finute* nss), a [f, L. fimet-um
dunghill + -ARiOTJS ] Growing on or amidst dung.
1866 in Treas. Bot, 1884 in Syd Soc Lex
Fimetic (fime tik), a nottce-wd [f. as piec.

+ -10.] Pertaining to or concerned with dung
1880 Ruskin in rgth Cent VII 944 Tlie necessary oh-

scunties_of fimetic Providence.

Fimicolous (finu kolas), a [f Tu.fim-ns dung
+ col-ere to inhabit + -ous ] Inhabiting dung.
1874 Cooke Fungi (1875! 245 Only seven or eight do not

occur on dung, whilst fifty-six are fimicolous

Fin (fin), sb lorms 1 finu, 3-7 flame, (7 firm),

4-5 f3rn.(ne, (south vyn(ne), 7- fin Also 7
phin [OE fiim str masc

,
cognate with the

synonymous MDu mime (mod Du. mn) fern

,

MLG. finite fern
; the mod Ger. finite is prob.

adopted from LG. The L pinna fin is prob the

same word ]
1 . An organ attached to various parts of the body

in fishes and cetaceans, which serves for propelling
and steering in the water. With prefixed adj„ as
anal, caudal, dorsal, pectoral, ventral, etc., indi-

cating the part to which the organ is attached
Applied also to similar organs in other animals,

as the flipper of a seal, the modified wing of a
penguin, etc

c xooo jElfric Lev xi 9 Ne ete ge nanne fisc buton ]>a be
habbajj Annas & scilla. a 1223 St Marker g be fisches hat
i )?e flodes fleoteS wiS finnes. c 1300 K. Alis 6591 They
liveth, so theo heryng Feet and bond buth heore \ynnes
c 1400 Rom Rose 7008 Swimme Bet than a fish doth with
his finne cx430 Two Cookery bks 104 Take a Sturgeon,
and kut of the vyn fro the tayle to he hede, on he bakke.

*59? Hakiuyt Voy II 1 107 The . fish had on euery side

a wing, and toward the taile two other lesser as it were finnes

1671 Milton P. R. ii 345 All fish . of shell or fin 1699
Hacke Coll Voy 11 62 Penguins have .only two Fins or
Flaps, wherewith they are helped to swim 1803 PaleyNat
Thcol xu 11803) 233 If you cutoff the pectoral fins, i e the
pair which lies close behind the gills, the head fallsjpione to
the bottom 1883W H Flower tn Encycl Bnt XV. 395/1
Bahenoptet a [has] a small falcate dorsal fin

b. {Fish) of everyfin

.

= of every species. Cf.

Feathek.
1723 Pote Odyss, xix 134 Fish of every fin thy seas afford,

c A finned animal ; a fisb.

1349 Latimer 6th Sertn. bef Edw VI (Arb.) 178 Wee .

,

haue not caught one fynne. 1881 Leicestersh Gloss , Theer
'asn’t a fin 1' the stank 1893 Daily News 15 Dec. 3/3 It is

to be hoped that Mr Watson will add fins to fur and
feathers

t d. Phrase, to put out one'sfins : fig ? to bestir

oneself eagerly
1461 Marg Paston in Lett No. 369 1. 544 And now he

and alle his olde felaweship put owt their fynnes, and am
ryght flygge and mery
2 Something resembling a fisb’s fin.

a. jocularly. The arm and band (of a man), or

simply the hand
1783 Grose Did Vnlg Tongue, Fin, an arm. 1801 Nelson

inA Duncan Life (1806) 140/ 1 am Lord Nelson ,
see, here’s

Riyfiii’ shewing the stump ofhis right arm. 1833 Smedley
if Coverdale 11. 12 Lend us a fin, old man, for I feels pre-

cious staggery-like. Mod. (slang) Tip us your fin (= shake
hands)

t b. The lid (of the eye). Obs.

1604 Mahston Malcontent 1 111, Here's a knight shall

ride at the ring Till the fin of his eyes look as blue as the

welkin 1623 Webster Duchess of Malfy 11, i, The fins of
her eye-lids look most teeming blue.

c The baleen of a whale (? obs ). Hence, a

blade or thin strip of whalebone.
1634 T Johnson Farcy's Chtmrg xxv. xxi. 1013 Th?

finnes that stand forth of their [whales'] mouths, which are

commonly called Whale-bones, being dryed and polished,

serve to make buskes for women. 1706 Loud. Gas No
4238/4 Cut-Whalebone . . in Fins 1838 Simmonds Diet
Trade, Fin, a blade ofwhalebone.

3 . A projecting part.

*J«a. A lobe of the liver or lungs. Obs fare

1615 Crooks Body ofMan 131 In brulte beasts it [the

Liner] is diuided into foure, flue, or six Lobes or Finnes.

Ibid 385 Each Lung is diuided into two Lobes or Finnes.

b. A sharp lateral projection on the share or

the coulter of a plough.

1653 Blithe Eng Imprav Impr T97 Be carefull in keep-

ing your Share phin as sharp as may be. 1677 [see

Chep] *7*7 Bid Rust, s v Plough, Some set on the right

side of the Coulter a small Wing or Fin, which cuts in two
the bottom of the Roots. 1739 tr. Duhamel's Hnsb 1 via.

(1762) 44 A hollow plow-share has a fin both ways , which
fins must also begin at the point. 1807 Vancouver Agme
Devon (1813) ns When the land is designed to be ploughed

clean . a long pointed share, with,a small fin or wing, is used,

c Mech. (see quots ).

1874 Knight Diet, Meek. I, 846/a Fin, a slip inserted

longitudinally into a shaft or arbor, and left projecting so
as to form a guide for an object which may slip thereon, but
not rotate Ibid. I. 847/1 Ftn, a tongue on the edge of a
board 1876 Aitken Guns (Brit Mannf, Industr) 21
Presses fitted up with cutting-out tools, punch out, trim, and
relieve the stampings from the superfluous metal, or ‘ fins

*

left after stamping

4 dial The herb restharrow Alsofin-weed
1649 Blithe Eng Improv Impr. xvm (1653) 120 They

bear plenty of Phins, Moss, and Shargrase. 1790W Mar-
shall Midi Count Gloss

,
Fin,amms a nteusis, rest-harrow.

i8*i Clare Vtll Mtnsir 1. 204Where the blushing fin weed’s
flower Closes up at evening hour,

5 . attnb. and Comb . a simple attributive, as
fin-apparatus

,
-membrane

;
b. objective, as fin-

cutting vbl sb.
; c paiasynthelic and similative,

asfin-shaped, -tailed, -winged ,
fin-like adjs.

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV. 173/2 The connexion which
exists between the *fin-apparatus and the body of Clio.
1886 Pall Mall G 16 Aug s/a Discovering that the pike
gorged our perch ravenously with and without their fins

we gave up the *fin-cutting 1666 Dryden Ann Jlltrab,

157 Ere *fin-hke oars did spread from either side. x88g
T H Emerson Eng Idylls 43 He stood in his boat rubbing
his fin-like hands 1874 Wood Nat Hist 369 the *fin-

membranes are brown 1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 651/2
*Fin-shaped caudal processes xBgz Ld Lytton Ring
Poppy Prol 319 Tritons stall Their *n11-tail’d steeds in azure
caverns 1820 Shelley Vision of Sea 150 A blue shark .

The ’’fin-wmgbd tomb of the victor

6. Special comb. fin-back = Finner
;

also

attnb , as finback calf, whale ; also fin-backed
whale

;
fin-fish. = Finher; fin-fopt, (a) a swim-

ming-foot ; a pleiopod
;

(b) a name for buds of the
generaHetiomis or Podica ;

fin-footed a., Ornith.
{a) web-footed ; {b) having the toes furnished with
flaps or lobes, lobate-footed j (c) 'm Mollusca,
pteropod’ (Cent. Diet); flu-keel, a keel shaped
like a dorsal fin inverted

;
fin-leg, the leg of an

aquatic insect, used as a fin ; fin-ray, one of the

hard spiny or soft jointed processes which support
the skin of the fins

, -f-
finscale, another name for

the Rudd; fin-spine, a spine or spiny ray of a
fish’s fin ,

fin-spmed a
,
having spmy fins, acan-

tliopterygions ; fin-toed a. =fin-footed (b)
; fin-

weed (see sense 4) ;
fin-wliale = Finner

1725 Dudley in Phil. Trans XXXIII. 258 The ^Finback
Whale is distinguished from the right Whale, by having a
great Fin on his Back 1851 H. Melville Whale xxxi 151
The Fin-back is not gregarious. 3843 Zoologist I 33 *Fin-
backed whale (Baleeneptera hoops) 1694 NarborouCH m
Acc Sev Late Voy m 3 A ^Fin-fish swam by our Ship.
1787 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXVII 375 When they
[whales] are of a certain size, they are brought to us as
Porpoises; when larger, they are called Grampus, or Fin-
fish. 1843 Zoologist I. 34 It [a whale] is well known among
fishermen by die names of finner, fin-back, fin-fish. 2849
tr. Cuvier's Anim Kingd 423 Which appendages are
used m swimming, or are *fin-feet 1886 Encycl Bnt. XX.
223/2 The group formed by the Heliomis, and the .

.

Podica to which the name * Finfoots’ has been applied
3646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep. v. 1. 234 It [the Pelecan]
is *fin-footed like Swannes. 3804 Bewick Brit. Bitds
(1847)11 153 Linnaeus describes it as a genus distinct from
. .waders in general, on account of its being fin-footed 1893
Westm. Gaz ax Feb ix/2 Boats . exhibiting all the most
recent devices m bulb and ’’fin keels. 3843 Zoologist I. 57
The *fin-legs could not he well made out. 1863 Spring
Lapl 162 The same, both in shape, colour, number of scales,
and finrays 1677 PlotOxfordsh 184A Fish of the squam-
mous kind, which they call a "^Finscale, somwhat like a
Roach 2771 Forster in Phil Trans LXI 318 note, The
fish is supposed to be the same with the rud or finscale

1876 PageAdv Text-bk Geol xm 228 Detached *fin-spmes
known to the palaeontologist as ichthyodorulites_ 1674 Ray
Collect, Hug IVoids 91 Such whose toes are divided, which
I may call *Fm-toed, 3847 Hill in Gosse Bu ds ofyamatca
439 A bird with fin-toed feet, *885 S. Tromholt Aurora
Borealis II 283 The family of whales which have been
named fin ’ whales, from a fin on the back.

Fin (fin), v. [f prec. sb.]

1. trans. a. To cut off the fins from (a fisb).

b. To cut up (a chub).

*S*3 Bit. Kernynge in Babees Bk, (1868) 265 Fynne that

cheuen. *799 Sporting Mag XIV io Fin a chub, cut him
up, 3853 Fraser's Mag. XL.VIII. 694 When he puts the

slice into a fish, he truncheons eel, fins chub, [etc ]

2 nonce-use. To keep supplied with fish. Cf
Fin sb. 1 c.

1808 J. Barlow Columb vnr 484 Swarms . . Repeople
still the shoals and fin the fruitful tide

3 . U.S. Of a fish : To wound with its fins. Alsp
intr, of a whale, To fin (out) * to lash the water

With its fins when dying
1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 13 Feb , Hehad never been

bitten by a dog, but. had been finned by fish

Hence Pruning vbl sb , in quot. attrib. (sense 1 a).

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 197 Finning and Hitching
knives

Fin, obs. f. Fine.

Finable, fineable (fsi nab’I), a.1 [f. Fine v,

+ -able ] Liable or subject to a fine

1 Of a person, also of an offence . Liable to be

punished by a fine.

1485 Act x Hen. VII. c. 7 The said Offences of Huntings
[shall] be but Trespass finable. 1593 in Vicary's Anat.

(1888) App xy. 276 All suche ahantes and straungers beinge
founde withe a faulte .shall he fyneable 2647 N Bacon
Disc. Govt Eng. 1, Ixlx (1739) 180 Before this Law, this

crime was but finable, 1761 Hume Hut, Eng, I. App. i.



FINABLE. FINANCE.

ioo If any of them give him assistance they are finable to

the king i860 Wynier Curios Ctvihz 503 The Legis-

lature should make it a fineable offence to work a dry stone

without a fan

2 Of a tenure : Subject to the payment of a fine

on tenewal. Of a tenant Liable to pay such

a fine Also of a wnt : On which a fine or fee lias

to be paid
c 1600 Nobden Spec Brtt

,
Comw. (1738) 35 Their tenure

is ad voluntatem Domini, and at euery taking finable at the
Lordes pleasure and henotable x6xx Cotgr , Questable

,

finable, taxable, as some tenants are at the pleasure of
then Lords 1641 Pei mes de la. Ley 84 b, Some Copyhold
is fineable that which is fineable, the Lord rateth at what
fine he pleaseth 1646 Grant in Ld Campbell Chancellors

(1837) III. Ixvh 308 A grant was made of all such part of
fineable writs as former Lord Keepers have had
Ilencc Fi na.blen.ess.

1727 Bailey vol II, Finableness, liableness to be fined, or
to pay a Fine or Amercement
Finable (fai nab’l), a [f Fins v 2 + -able.]

Capable of being clanfied, refined, or purified

In mod. Diets

t Fi nably, adv. Obs [f OF. finable final +
-LY a

. Cf. Ob' finablement ] = Finally.
1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 361/1 In such wise finably she

inyghte come to heuen, 1541 R Copland Galyeu's Tera-

peutyke D iv, Fynably of the Eleboi e what it is

Final (fainal), a and sb. Also (4 ferial),

4-6 fynal(l, 4-7 finall(e. [a. F final,
ad L.

ftudl-is of or pertaining to an end, f finis end ]

A. ad],

1 Coming at the end (of a word, a series).

1330 Palsgr Introd 28 Every femmyn plurell endeth in S,
added to the E fynall of his singular 1821 Shelley Hellas
note, The final Chorus is indistinct and obscure 1838 Dc
Morgan Ess. Probab 202A colon placed after the final letter

1865 Geikie Seen <$ Geol Scot xin 340 In this final chapter
let me present the reader with a brief summary 1881 Loot,
bail Annual oi In the final tie they were beaten by the
Walsall Swifts.

t b Her. in quadrate final, according to Feme
a field hearing a ‘token of arms' other than a
representation of a living creature. Obs.
[1486 see Finial a ] 1586 Fernc Blaz. Gentne 206 The

aimes called Quadrates were nine in number, and they were
either finall, or Royall

e Law. Final process (see quot.). Final
proof'. (U.S.) the process observed in paying for

pre-empted land after six months’ occupancy.
1768 Blacicstone Comw III. xix. 379 Mesne process is .

sometimes put in contradistinction to final process, or process
of execution 1884 Mtlnor (Dakota) Teller 5 Sept

,
He .

makes final proofs and attends to all business of that kind

2 . Marking the last stage of a process
;
leaving

nothing to be looked for or expected ; ultimate.
c 1363 Chaucer L. G. IV. 2101 Anadne, This is the fynal

ende of al this thyng. 1x440 Govt Lordschtpes (E E. T. S )
48 He made many morales epistels to Aristotel of greet delyt
to haue his secree fynal *304 Atkynson tr Be Imitations
Hi. lxiv, Dyrecte it by thy grace contynually in this lyfe

vnto the fynall countrey of euerlastyng peace, a 1533 More
Whs. 578/1 By his word electes, he meneth the finall and
eternall electes 1649 Milton EiKon Fref

,
A Person .who

hath payd his finall debt both to Nature and his Faults
*736 Butler Anal 1, 11. 38 Delay of punishment is no sou
nor degree of presumption of final impunity. 1803 Foster
Ess 1 ui 37 The final basis of all character. 187* Mobley
Voltaire (1886) 9 Philosophic candour and intelligence are
supposed to have hit their final climax.

3. Putting an end to something (rarely const of
to)

;
putting an end to strife or uncertainty

; not to
be undone, altered, or revoked ; conclusive.
Foimerly often m phr. final peace or concord= med. L.

pinahspax, coucordm.
cs33° R. Brunne Chron (1810) 338 pe parties wold male

a finalle pes. c 1386 Chaucer Prankl T 250 Taak this
for fynal answere as of me c *489 Caxton Blanchardyn
x 40 His resolucion fynall was 1339 Mirr, Mag

,
Dk

Suffolk xi, But syth we could no fynall peace induce.
1390 Spfnsfr F Q 1 ix 51 At last, resolv’d to work his
finall smart, He lifted up his hand 1623 Bacon Ess

,

Greatn Kingd (Arb) 489 Examples, where Sea-Fights
have beene Finall to the warre. x66o R Coke Power

<J-

Snbj. 95 Treason does ever produce fatal and final destruc-
tion to the offender X77X Junius Lett xhx 255 You
would long since have received your final dismission and
reward. 1707 G. Washington in Sir J Sinclair Corr, (1831)
II. 26 Nothing final in Congress has been decided respect-
ing the institution of a National Board of Agriculture
1827 Hood Mids Fairies xxxiv, Time shall be final of all
things i860 Tyndall Glac, 1. xii. 89 We made a series
of final measurements
4. Having regard to end or purpose

;
chiefly in

Final Cause (see Cause sb. 4 b)) final clause

(Gram.), a clause expressing purpose or intention.
C1400 Test Loveu. (1560) 281 h/a Aristotle supposeth that

the actes of every thing been in a manner his finall cause
*383 Exec for Treason (1675) 42 The very causes final of
these Rebellions have been to depose her Majesty from
her Crown x6o6 Sir G Goosecappe m 11. in Bullen 0 PI
III 53 Wer’t not for women, who of all mens pompes Are
the true final causes. 1878 Mobley Condorcct Cnt Misc
76 All predispositions are destined to develope themselves
according to their final purpose. [See also Cause sb 4b ]B sb

1 The adj' used absol. + a For final = finally,

conclusively. Infinal — in conclusion (obs.). To.

That which comes last; completion, end, finish.

Now rare
c *374 Chaucer Troyhis iv 14s Thembassadours ben an-

322

swered for fynal 1393 Gower Con

f

III 383 And now to

speke as in finall Toucnend that I undertake. 1582N Liche-
riELD tr. Castanheda's Conq E Ind 20 b, Those two Pilots

had tiauailed to bring to finall and execution theirdiuelhsh
intent 16x7 Collins DeJ Bp Ely II x 427 The heele is

the finall, the bottome of Gods workemanship 1834 Syd
Dobell Balder xxv. 186 Finish each stern powei lo such
an exquisite final that it ends A plumed feeling

2 In various applications due to elliptical uses

oftheaclj : e g. a. The final letter of a word. + b
Music. (see quot 1885). c Athletics The deciding

game, heat, or trial, d The last of a senes of

examinations
,

also pi (Oxford colloq

)

1609 Douland Ornilh Microl 15 Euery Song ending in

the Finals, is regular and not transposed Ibid 41 Euery
crooked Finall, whether it ascend or descend, is a Breefe

1627 Abp Ussher Lett (1686)383 Without any difference

of Initials and Finals x88o A Gibson {title), Aids to the

Final [Law examination] x88o Amateur Athletic Assoc
Laws for Meetings 21 The best three competitors of the

first trial shall be allowed three more tries each for the final

1883 W S Rockstro in Encycl Bnt XIX 169/1 The
intervals of each ‘mode* [of plain chant] are derived from
a fundamental sound, called its ‘final.* (Note Analogous
to the tonic or key-note of the modem scale ) 1894 Grant
Allen in IVesim Gas 20 June 2/1 Taking a pass degree in

Finals Mod The initials and finals of these words form a
double acrostic

Hence Fi nalism, the belief that the end or limit

has been reached. Fi nalist, one who believes

that the end or limit has been reached.

1883 J Parker Tyne Ch 18 The infallibility of this

finaltsm was most obnoxious to a mind so strong minded.
1883 — Apost Life II 265 They were not finalists; they
felt that something more might be possible

II Finale (fzna \e) [It finale adj. (used subst.)

—L. findlem • see prec ]
1 Music, a ‘ The last movement of a symphony,

sonata, concerto, or other instrumental composi-

tion’ b ‘The piece of music with which any
of the acts of an opera are brought to a close’

(Grove).
[1724 Explic Foreign Words in Music 31 Fin, Funs, or

Finale, is the End or last Note of a Piece of Mustek ] X783
Mad D’Arblay Diary x Jan , The conclusion [of the opera]

is a long historical finale 1784 New Sped No 21 3/2
Several of them [the new airs] were encored, as was the
finale x8oo Mrs Hervby Moiertray Fain II 147 He lias

treated me with the overture of the piece we shall have a
grand finale at home. 1837 Dickens Ptciiv 11, The finale

concluded, the dancers promenaded the room x866 Engel
Nat. Mus 1 10 Weber has introduced m the Finale of the

first act, an Arabian melody. 2875 Ouselev Mus Form x
Si A fugue on the original theme will often make a good
finale to a set of variations.

fig x8xo
his praises,

[etc]

2 The last scene or closing part of a drama or

any other public entertainment
X814 Byron Let 14 Feb in Moore Life, It doubtless

gratifies me much that outfinale has pleased, and that the
curtain drops gracefully 1831 Longf in Life (1891) II 209
Scherb has promised to read his lecture on Faust by way
of finale

3. The conclusion, end
;
the final catastrophe.

1785 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Jnv, Indtscr (1786) II 114
Her finale of the matter was, that [etc ] x8x6 Gentl Mag
LXXXVI 1 60 In the real battle . we are most pleased
with thefinale x8ax Syu Smith Wks (1859) I 340/1 It
seems to us no bad finale of the pious labours of those
who [etc.] 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage x66 The natives
remembered the crucifixion of 3000 of their countrymen,
the finale of their attempt at revolt.

FxnaTe, v tntr. noncc-wd

.

[f. prec.] To con-
clude, wind up
1797 Mrs A M Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) I 199 Mrs.

Brown .
.
generally finaled with, ‘God knew, hundreds soon

went ’.

Finalitjf (famae liti). [ad. Yx.finaliti, ad late

L finahtatem, f.fzndhs : see Final and -ity.]

+ 1, An end in view, a guiding object. Obs — 1

X54X R. Copland Galyen's Terapeutyke 2D iv b. Thou
shalt prepose two fynalytees of curacyon
2 . The relation of being an end or final cause

;

the principle of final cause viewed as operative m
the universe.

1839 Darwin in Life 4 Lett. (1887) II 247 On the con-
trary he [Naudin] brings m his principle of finality. 1877
E Caird Philos. Kant 11 xii 486 A relation between tne
parts of a living being, which can only be expressed by the
category of finality.

3 . The quality, condition, or fact of being final

;

the condition of being at the limit
, also the belief

that something is final (First used in this sense

with regard to the Reform Bill of 1832.)
1833 Croker in Croker Papers (1884) II. 200 Althorp's

explanations as to the finality . of the Bill. 184a Grove
Corr.Phys Forces{filI) 160 Instead of approaching finality,
the more we discover the more infinite appears the range of
the undiscovered 1846 S B Williams Pnttc Railw.
Managein 26 Letus not devise our future works and arrange-
ments with the idea of ‘finality’ to cramp our exertions.

1873 C M Davies Unorih Loud. 167 They claim finality
for the revelation of Emmanuel Swedenborg 1878 Bayne
Punt. Rev 1. 21 Calvin . fell into the error of finality

b. concr. Something that is final, a final action,

state, or utterance.

*®33 Jeffrey in Ld Cockburn Life I 332 1 have just taken
my last peep into that heart-stirring House of Commons .

There is something sad in th?s? finalities. 1859 Hawthorne

> Bentham Packing 37 This, the finale of

,
sounded in his ears by jus sergeant trumpeter

Fr <3- It Jmls, II 203 I cannot bear to say that word as
a finality x86o O W Hoi mes Elsie V 223 Each propa-
gandist ready with his bundle of finalities

4 attnb
1839 Tent'sMag VI 630 John Russell To Reform he has

been detnment.il He is our own Finality John 1844
Disraeli Coningsby vi 111, Odious distinctions were not
dtawn between binality men and progressive Reformers
1836 Emi-rson Eng 'liatts, Lit Wks (Bohn) II 115 The
perceptive class and the ptactical finality class are evei in
counterpoise.

Hence Finalityship, nonce wd (cf quot. 1839
in 4)
1839 Tail's Mag VI 631 Hie vehement patriotic desire,

entei tamed by his Finalityslup [Loid J Russell], to keep
out the Radicals and the lories

Finally (fai niUC, adv Also 4 fynaly, 5-6
-ally, s fynallich. [f Ijnal a + -ly 2

.]

1. In the end, lastly, at last, ultimately
ex374 Chaucer Troylits in xoo6 For |mr-with mene I

fynaly be peyne Fullv to slen c 1400 Beryn 1521 Fynallich,
to the end of hir accordement X447 Bokpniiam Scyntys
(Roxb ) 2 What was the entent Of the auctour fynally
a 1333 Ld Berners IInon lix 206 Fynally the forse of the
paynyms was so gret that at length they coude not abyde it

a 1610 HrALi y Cedes (1636) 134 And finally, confirmeth the

body in perfect soundnesse 1729 Bui ler berm Wks. 1874
II. 36 Evil prevailing finally over good 1823 J Neal
Bro Jonathan I 8 Finally, after having beaten him at

everything else, he beat luni at his own game i860

Tyndai r. Glac 1 ix 64 We finally swerved to the light

b. Indicating the last point 01 conclusion of

a discourse, treatise, etc
1326 Pilgr Pet/ (W deW 1531) 2 Fynally, I beseche all

. lo pray for me wretche 1611 Bible 2 Cor mu xi Finally,

bicthien, farewell 1743 J Morris Scnit vn 206 Finally,

let us all fear God.
quasi sb 1874 Aldrich Prud ralfrey x (1885) 164 The

poor old parson s interminable nmthlies and finallies

2 So as to make a complete end
;
in a manner

not to be reversed or altered
;
once for all, de-

cisively, conclusively
cx400 Dcstr Troy 10802 Lest his folke 111 the feld weie

fynally distroyet 1312 Act 4 Hen VIII c 18 § 14 All

manner of Officers [shall] be utterlye acquyted & fynallye

discharged for evei 1630 Fuli i r Ptsgah nr ix 430 Devils

he cast out ofmen so finally, that they entied no more into

them a 17x6 South Serm. (1737) II. 229 Many men are

finally lost 1801 Fostlii in Life <“j Corr. (1846) I 130 Finally

settle the great account 1884 Month Exam 28 May fi
The anangement. would, deal finally and effectually with

a national question

Finance (fi-, famce’ns), sbJ- Forms. 5 fenaunoe,

fi
-<5 flu-, fynaunce, (5 fynance), 5- finance,

[a OF finance, n. of action f.finer to end, to settle

a dispute or a debt, pay ransom, to bargain for, to

furnish, procure, f fin : see Fine sb The senses

now current are adopted from mod Fr
Johnson 1755 and some mod. Diets mark the stress on the

first syllable, though all editions of Bailey 1721-90) have
the stress on the second syllable, which is now usual ]

f 1. Ending, an end Obs. rare
12x400 Cov. Myst (1841) 223 God, that alle thynge dede

make of nowth . .
puttyst each creatuie to lus fenaunce.

x6x6 in Bullokar.

+ 2 a. Settlement with a creditor
;
payment of

a debt
;

compensation or composition paid or

exacted. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 2534 To make for yeur wrongis to 3ew rnte

hi3e fenaunce. 14 Lament Mary Magd. (1Chaucer's Wks
1561), Tlieie is no moie, but dethe is my fynaunce c 1470

Henry Wallace viii. 926 Thar finance maid, delyuerit gold

full sone.

b. esp. A payment for release from captivity or

punishment; a ransom. Phrase, to put to (one’s)

finance= Fr mettre dfinance. Obs.

1439 Rolls Pari V 22/1 Where as the seid Countesse . •

hath made a Lone of aMCCh to the seid Erie of Somerset,

for the payment of hts fenaunce 1473 Bk Noblesse 14 The
said King Johan was put to finaunce and raunsom of thre

millions of scutis of gold 1323 Ld. Berners Froiss I

cccxi 193 Y° other knyghtes were put to their fynaunce.

1368 Grafton Citron. II 120 The sayde Foulkes after he

had lyen a certame of tyme in prison, was for his finance

delivered. 1397 Gmstard§ StsmondB ij, I for your finaunce

give that ye iove best

+ 3 . Supply (ofgoods) ;
stock ofmoney ;

treasure,

substance To makefinance [=OF.fatrefinance]

.

to furnish, supplies Obs,

1475 Bk. Noblesse 9 Thoroughe lak of provision of men of

armes, tresour, and finaunce of suffisaunt nombre of goodes.

1489 Act Dow. Cone 129 That nain of tbaim . . supple the

said James in making of fynance or vtherwais. 1302 Ord.

Crysten Men (W. deW 1506) iv xxi 225 Yf the procurer or

tuter ofony faderlesse chyldren gyueth theyr fynaunce unto

usurye. 1692-1732 in Coles

. f 4 Borrowing of money at interest Obs.

1332 Chamberlain Let 8 Jan. in Strype Eccl Mem II.

xiu 349 The Emperor . sought to have what he could by
finance and other means 1721 Strypte Ibid II xm 350
There was no money to be had at finance m Antwerp under

xfi in the hundied for one year

6 A tax
,
taxation

;
the revenues of a sovereign

or state (in pi. passing into 6) Obs.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA hi xiv 200 A prynce . ought

before hande to . . see where and how hys fynaunce shal be

made and taken 1548 Hall Chron (1809) x6r In like robes

folowed the Lordes of the finaunce £1598 LambARDE
Office of Alienations in Bacon’s Wks 1778 II 401 All the

finances or revenues of the imperial crown be either extra-

ordinary or ordinary 1670 Cotton Espernon 11 vn. 306

Buhon..Sur-Intendant of the Finances.



FINANCE,

6 . pi. The pecuniary resources, a. primarily
,
of

a sovereign or state ; b. transf. of a company or

an individual.

a 1781 Gibbon Decl $ F II 33 To their wisdom was
committed the supreme administration of justice and of the

finances 1845 McCulloch Taxation 111 11 (185a) 444 1 he

management of the finances of a great nation

b 1739 Cibber Apol (1756) I 169 The finances of the

other house held it not above one season more 1766 Cow per

Wks (1837)XV 13 My finances will never be able to satisfy

these craving necessities 1783 Fox Sp E India Bill 1 Dec
in Sp (1815) II 247 The finances of the East India company
184a Barham Ingot. Leg , Sir Rupert 16 These, and a few

less defensible fancies Brought the Knight to the end of his

slender finances.

c. Expenditure. ? nonce-use.

1730 Gay Let to Swift 6 Dec (1766) II 1x8 The duchess

is a more severe check upon my finances than ever you were

7, The management ofmoney, esp public money

;

the science which concerns itself with the levying

and application of revenue m a state, corporation,

etc. + Man offinance — Financier.

1770 Junius Lett xXxix. 201 His first enterprise in finance

18x4 Wellington m Gurw. Deep. XII 119 The law on
finance yesterday passed the House of Peers. 1816 Bentham
Law Taxes Wks 1843 II 58* It is too much to expect of

a man of finance, that [etc] 1843 McCulloch 'luxation

in 1 (1852) 4x7 No scheme of finance can be bottomed on

sound pnnciples which disguises these necessary conse-

quences of war
8 attnb and Comb

,
as finance-chamber, com-

mittee, -minister (sense 7) ; +finance-making vbl.

sb (sense a b)

1845 S Austin Ranke's Hist Ref. Ill 251 The emperor

had been required to restore to the empire its *finance

chambers (Kammern) 1807 Mom. Citron in Sptr Publ
jrnls (1808) XI. xia That 'Finance Committee <1x467

Gregory Chron 132 Withowte anny of *fynaunce makynge
orramsom 1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks 1B08 V 405 The
gun obvious duty of a common 'finance minister 1843

.mIcCuixoch Taxationm m (1852)468 Our finance ministers

can claim no credit for peculiar . ability in this respect

t Finance, sb.2 Sc Obs. Also 6 fynance.

pa. AF. *finance, f finer to refine, f fin Fine a ]

Fineness (of piecious metals)

1473 Sc Acts Jos. Ill {1814) II X05/1 pe new pennyis..

liaue be course vnto J?e tyme J?at J?e fynance of J?ame be

knawne. 1478 Ibut (1B14) II 118/2 His bienes sail mak
a sett & Reuyle [rule] of his moneye baith gold & siluer

of be wecht & finance fat It sail halde 1553 he Act. Mary
(1814] II 499/1 That na goldsmyth mak siluer vnder the

lust fynance of elleuin penny fyne vnder the pane of deid

Finance (fi-, faints ns), v. [f. Finance sb i]

+ 1. a irans To put to ransom b mtr. To
pay ransom. Obs.

1478 Plumpton Corr. p. lxu, Some of them labored and

treated by them to make them fynance, as they had bene

the Kings enemies 1494 Fabyan Chron vii. 362 [They]

caryed away with theym many of the cytezeyns, beynge

ryche, and fynauncyd theym at great summes ofmoney

2 traits To furnish with finances or money ;
to

find capital for.

s866 Times z Feb. 7/3 To finance a business a new verb

is to supply it with capital to make a daring speculation.

1883 F. P Henry in Law Tunes 28 July 247/2 It was

alleged that Manning had financed or backed Hannam,

a cattle dealer, lending him money to trade with.

3 mtr. To conduct or engagem financial opera-

tions, to manage monetary affairs ;
to provide one-

self with capital.

1827 [see next] 1883 DailyNews 12 Feb 5/7 He financed,

in the most successful manner, with paper money

Hence Fua ncing vbl sb ;
also attnb

1827 Hone Every-day Bk II. 12 They [our ancestors] had

no counting-houses, no ledgers, no commerce, no financing

1866 Morn Star 17 Mar ,
The old board allowed this man

to do what was sometimes called financing x88x Carlyle

in Froude Life 111 Loud II xxiv 481 Those millions you

have heaped together with your financing work

Financeer, var of Financier v.

-j- Fina’ncer. Obs. [f. as prec. + -eb ^.] = Fi-

nancier 1 .

a 1630 R. Johnson's Kutgd <$ Commw 166 His Financers

and Officers used for the collection. 1636 Blount Glossogr,

Ftnancer, an Exchequer-man, Receiver, Under-Treasurer

or Teller in the Exchequer 1666 Lond^Gae No 37/2 lhe

Fmancers and Partisans were here [Paris] for some time in

a little ease 1769 Goldsm Hist Rome 1. 421 The financers

or farmers of the public revenue.

Financial (fin* njal), a [f as prec. + -(i)al.]

1. Of, pertaining, or relating to finance or money

matters. Financial year the annual period foi

which accounts are made up
1769 Burke State of Nation Wks 1808 II 112, I shall

make no objections whatsoever, logical or financial, to tins

reasoning x8xa G Chalmers Dom Econ Gt Brit 102

A financial operation was performed which gradually re-

lieved the embarrassments of the State i86x Lincoln in

Raymond Life 168 The financial year ending on the130th ot

June 1861 1882 Miss B raddon Aff Royall 1 to She had

hardly ever given a thought to her financial position

2. Of a memberm a society That pays (his sub-

scription), * paying ’ as opposed to ‘ honorary .

Also, that is not in arrear with his payments.

1892 Daily News 29 Feb 3/3 The Miners' Federation

contains m round numbers x80, 000 paying or financial

members, as they aie called, among the bottom workers .

Hence Pixta-ncially adv
,
in relation to financial

matters, from a financial point of view

*795 Burke Thoughts on Scarcity Wks, 1808 VII. 4*4?

323
'

I consider . . the stopping of the distillery, occonomically,

financially, commercially as a measure rather well meant
than well considered X864 Bp. of Lincoln Charge 3
Financially, the diminution of grants received has not

been great 188a Macm Mag XLVI 439 Progress m this

respect must he attempted only when financially safe.

Financialist (finse njalist) [f. Financial +-

-ist] = Financier 2

1864 Daily Tel 27 Apr , The astute financialist who
created this great agency [the Credit Mobiher]. 1884 Truth

4 Sept 374/2 Certain great cosmopolitan financialists who
hold large amounts of Unified Bonds

Financial!! (finas‘njian) rare~°. [f. FINANCE
sb. + -(1)an ] =Financier.
1846 Worcester (citing Month Rev ).

t Fina-ncical, a Obs. rare. [f. as prec.+

-10+-AL] = Financial.
x8oo Ann Reg 230 The financical difficulties of France .

formed the proximate cause. [And elsewhere in same vol ]

Financier (finse nsisi). [a F. financier

,

f

finance see Finance sb 1]

*J* 1. Fr. Hist. An. administrator, collector, or

farmer of taxes before the Revolution Obs.

1678 in Phillips App 1741 Hume Ess xv. 185 The only
Gamers by it [the oppressive fiscal system in France] are

the Financiers
,
a Race of Men hated by the whole King-

dom *733 Johnson Diet ,
Financier [in italics as a foreign

word], one who collects and farms the public revenue

2 . One who is concerned with finance ;
one who is

skilled in levying and managing public money
x6x8 Bacon Let to Jas I, 2 Jan Wks (Speddmg) XIII

453, 1 whom only love and duty to your majesty hath

made a financier x68t Colvil Whigs Supplic (1731) 136

So we may prove Financiers thieves *770 Ld Malmesbury
Dianes 4 Corr. (1844] I 52 His [Charles III of Spam]
own subjects are starving, and his financiers are at their

wits1 ends 1790 Burke Fr Rev 330 The objects of

a financier are to secure an ample revenue, to impose it

with judgment to employ it ceconomically [etc ] 1824

Byron Juan xvi xcviu, Most orators, but very few finan-

ciers 1874 Green Short Hist tx. § 10 710 Walpole, was
the first English Minister who was a great financier.

_

3 A capitalist concerned in financial operations.

1867 Pall Mall G. 26 July 7 A financial combination of

London financiers and financial houses x88o Disraeli

Endym xxxvin, Forty years ago the great financiers had
not that position in society which they possess at present

Hence Pina nciexy, the practice or occupation

of a financier.

x88x Blackw Mag. CXX1X 176 Speculative customers

who had an instinctiveflaire for accommodating financiery,

began to find him out

Financier (fi n«nsi®\i). v Also financeer. [f.

prec sb.; first in vbl sb. and ppl. tsAp financiering,

after engineering,
etc.] a mtr. To play the part of

a financiei
;
to conduct financial operations. Chiefly

in contemptuous use ;
now often {esp. in US), to

swindle, cheat Also quasi-trans. tofinancier away,

out of. b. trans. =Finance v. 2. Hence BTnan-

cie ring vbl sb and ppl a.

x8oo Morn Chron. m Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 163

Your financiering genius 1822 Examiner 290/1 The un-

speakable financiering of the ‘ heaven-born *. 1843 blaiftw.

Mag LIV 243 The financiering economist of cheese parings

and candle ends’ 1864 Carlyle FredkGt, IV xvi vu 339
Expenditures and financienngs 1863 Ibid VI. xx vi 147

Endless sore business he doubtless has, of recruiting, finan-

ciering, watching and providing X864 Sala in Gutty Jet.

27 Sept , At least one-fifth of the five millions of dollars .

has been ‘ financiered’ away to private uses i86s~Diary
in Amer. I 129 He tned havd to financeer us out of an

additional forty cents. 1884 -V Y Herald 27 Oct 4/3 Rail-

road construction and financiering i8jja Harpers Mag
Feb. 429/2 This region . does its financiering in Chicago

X894 Daily News 3 Oct. 6/3 Intent upon persuading her

husband to financeer the Onofalga Company

Financist (finse nsist) [f. Finance sb.
1 +

-ist.] = Financier sb 2 and 3.

x88x Daily News 18 Nov 3/4 Financists hastened a little

what must have happened soon or late 1887 Ibid 30 May 3/4

The financists wanted to keep their concession 1888

Unrv Riv Oct 218 Mexico was looked upon as an El

Dorado by the financists of the St. Simonian school

•j- Financy. Obs rare. [f. F finance : see

Finance sb 1 and -ancy ] =Finance sb 1 3 j
6.

1656 in Blount Glossogr [citing Bacon] 17*7 Arbutiinot

And Coins, Diss Navig 227 when he was straitned in his

Financies at the Siege of Byzantium

Finary, obs. f. Finery 2 a puddling furnace.

Finch (finj). Forms : 1 fine, 5-6 fynche, 4-

finch. [OE. fine str. masc =MDu. vmke (Du

vink), OYLG.fincho wk, masc. (MHG. vmke, Ger.

fink) ,
not recorded 111 ON. (Sw fink. Da finke)

J
The OTeut *fiiiki-z,Jinkjon-, would correspond to a pre-

Teut *pmg-, which Fick finds _m Gr viyya. young bird

FIND,

family Fringillidse. *t*
To pull afinch to swindle

an ignorant or unsuspecting person (cf to pluck

a pigeon).
a 700 Epntal Gloss. 423 Fnngella, fine £1050 Ags Voc.

in Wr -Wfilcker 286 Irmgilla, fine c 1386 Chaucer Prol.

654 Ful pnvely a finch eke coude he pull, c 1400Rom Rose

638 In many places were nyghtyngales, Alpes, fynches, and
wodewales <71532 Dewes Introd Fr in Palsgr 9x2 The
fynche, le prnckon 1390 Shals Mids N. hi 1 *33 *°55

Moutet & Bennet Health's Iinpnrt> (1740)188 Finches for

the most part live upon Seeds 1720 GaY Poems (1745) I*

176 And pecking finches scoop the golden rind 1847 Lytton
Lucretia 31 The linnet and finch sang still from the neigh-

bouring copses 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 71 Brisk

any finch He twittered.

D. With defining words, forming popular names

Of species of Frmgilhdse and of other birds of

similar appearance, as fallow finch., the wheat-

ear ;
mountain finch, the brambling ,

purple

finch (U S ), (see quot. 1884) ;
storm finch, the

stormy petrel ;
thistle finch (=F chardonnerei),

yellow flnnh, rare names for the goldfinch Also

Bullfinch, Chaffinch, Goldfinch, Greenfinch.
*678 Ray Willughby's Omith 255 The great pied Moun-

tain-Finch. is of the bigness ofa yellow Finch 1708 MOt-
teux Rabelais iv lix (I737) 244 Snytes . Thistle-Finches.

*768 Pennant Zool II 434 Like. the storm finch, they are

dispersed over the whole Atlantic ocean <*1826 Longf.

Autumn 23 The purple finch x8z8 Stark Elcvi* Hat Utsf

I 245 The Mountain Finch 1884 CouesN Antef Birds

(ed 2) 346 Carpodacm purpm eus, Purple Finch (better

Crimson Finch). Ibid 347 C Cassini Cassin’s Purple Finch

2. attnb. and Comb., as \Jinch-bird3 -inbe Alsq

+ finch-egg, a contemptuous epithet.

1552 Huloet, Finche byrde, achantis x6o6 Shaks. 7V
* Cr V. i 41 Pair. Out, gall 1 Ther Finch Egge 1 180a

Bingley Anna. Biog (18x3) II. 168 Of the Fincn tribe in

general

Finch., obs. form of Finish v
Fi'HCh-backed, a. ’I Obs =next
*796W. Marshall MidlandCounties Gloss ,

Finch-bached,

white on the back, as cattle

Pinched (fin ft), ppl. a. [?f. Finch+-ed2;
but the meaning is not accounted for.] (See quots.)

1786 Culley Live Stock 36 They [Long-horned Cattle]

, have (in general) a white streak or lace along their back,

which the breeders term finched. 1794Wedge Agrtc Suiv
Chester 31 Their [cows’] prevailing colours are red, bundled

and pied, with almost universally ‘finched*, or white backs

182510 Loudon Entyd. Agnc. § 6108 954 (quoting Culley).

Fiuchery (fi njen). [f. Finch + -ery.] A
place for finches, a decoy
x88j Eng. Illust Mag Sept. 779, 4,425 finches were caught

in this finchery alone _ _ . .
_

+ Function. Obs. rare [a OF finction,fin-

cion, ad. vulgarL. *finctibn-em (class L ficiibnem)

:

see Fiction ] A fiction, invention.

a 1529 Skelton Image Ipocr. 11. 283 That frames his Suc-

tions Into distinctions.

t Frncture. Obs. [ad. It finctura (mod.

fintura), a. vulgar L. *finctura, f fingbe to Feign

Cf OF finlure.] =Feint sb. 1 a.

1595 Saviolo Practice Htva, If he use any fincture or

false thrust, answer him not 1599 MARS10N Sco Villante

111 xi 226 Of counter times, fractures, sly passataes.

Find (fsind), sb [f. nextvb]
1 An act or instance of finding; in hunting lan-

guage, the finding of a fox, etc. ; in wider use, a

discovery, eg of minerals, treasure, archaeological

remains, etc. Somewhat colloq.

1823 Southey Let 30 Aug. (1856) III 498, I only litme

’twill fit the man that finds it. And a good find he had , for

it [a hat] was a new one. 1832 W. Jerdan Autolnog I XS7

The public, as fox-hunters say, shall have the benefit of the

‘find’ x868 G Stephens Runic Mon I 195 We need not

despair of fresh finds 1883 E Pennell-Elmhirst Cream
Reicestersh 299 They realised the find ofa fox* 1884 7

American VII 220 T he Pans Figaro announces a find of

lettersby Beaumarchais 1887R Murray Geol l ictona 159

The Frying-pan gold field, where some good finds were made.

2. concr That which is found

1847 in Halliwell 1858 McCombie Hist Victoria xv.

2i8lhe great ‘ finds ’ of gold were first discovered on the

old Golden Point on Forest Creek 1865 Lubbock Preh

Times 1 (1869) X2 Bronze weapons aie entirely absent from

the great finds of the Iron Age.

3. A sure find. a. Sporting, a place where a

1 find ’ is sure to be made ; b. colloq one who or

something which is sure to be found

1838 Thackeray Yeltowplush Papers vu. His son was a

sure find (as they say) during li is illness x866 H.W Wiikel-

weight Sporting Sketches 335 There are certain, coverts

which are sure finds. _ ,

4. Comb ,
as find-spot, the place of finding.

I eut PWgr- 1 wiuwi * mmvs. ... ^ j j a

(Hesvch). and in various Indo European words denoting

colour 0S1 pegii particoloured, Skr pinga brown, reddish,

also young animal,Jnnjara gold-coloured, Pingala brown,

brown animal (cf Gr TTiyyoAos lizard) Cf. also Spink, the

chafiinch=Gr trctyyos and a-n-^a ( —'spinpa) Of similar

sound and meaning, but not demonstrably connected, are

F ptnson, Sp pinchon, pinzon, Catal pinsii. It pvncione

med Lat fiviciSn-em ;
also Welsh pwc, Eng dial, ptnl,

Breton pint, tint, the chaffinch ,
and Russian UliHICa wil-

low-wren (and cognates m other mod Slav langs ) It seems

uossible that some at least of these words are of echoic

origin ,
the call-note of the male chaffinch is, m England,

often represented as ‘spink ’or ‘pink]

1, A name given to many small birds of the order

Passeres, esp to those of the genus Fringtlla or

1876 J. Ffrgusson Indian ArJnt 1 vii 170 note, He
Could only ascertain the ‘ find spot’ of five or six [specimens].

Find (famd), v Pa. t andpple. found (found)

Forms: a 1 find-an, 2-4 ftnd-en, 3-7 flnde,

fynd(e(n, 2-4 south vmde, vynde, (2 fundan,

3 findin, feind, 5 fende, fyne, 9 dial fine, Sc,

and north. 3-9 fiu, 4-5 fon(d), 3- find &. 1

gefindan, 2-3 lfinden, south, lvinden, 4 lfixtd,

yfynde. Pa t sing, a I fand, also wk form

funds, 4 south, vand, 3-4 faand, 1-5 fond, (3-5

fonde, 3 south vond, 4-5 foond, 3-5 fande,

funds, 5 faunde, 6 fund), 3-6 founde, 5- found,

fon, funn, 3
fane, 5-8 Sc fand, 9 dial, fan),,



FIND, FIND-

ft 2-3 ge-, ifund(e, south, lvunde, 3 ifond, -at.

south lvond, 5 yfonde, 3-5 1-, yfound(e, pi 1

fundon, (2 fyndon), 2-4 -en, 3-7 founden, (4
found-, fundya, 6 Sc fundm), 4-5 fonden, 3-5
founds, 5- found, Sc. 4- fand, (9 dial fant).

ft 2-3 ifunden. pple a, 1-5 funden, (3
fundun), 4-6 founds, (4 fownde, 4-5 founden,
fond(an, -in, -yn), 5- found

;
(also 4 fonts, 5

fon, 8 dial, fawnd, Sc. 4-6 fundin, -yn, 6 -mg,

4-9 fun, 9 fan, fund), ft 1 gefunden, 3 lfonden,
ifun.de(n, 4 yfounde(n, south, yvonds [A
Com. Teut. str.vb : OE.jindtm (pa. t.fand,fgnd,

pi. fundm, pa. pple. funden) = OFns. finda, OS
fiiuian,ftthan (MDu., Du vinden), OHG.fndctn

(MHG widen
,
mod.G. finden), ON. Junta (Sw,

fitttta ,
IDs., finde), Goth,ftn)an,\ Tent, root

pre-Tent *pen(- whence OInsli //uzot I find.

Some regard this as a nasalized form (with an n
originally belonging to the present stem only) of the root

pet- of L. pctere to seek, aim at Others would identify it

with the widely represented Indo-European root pent,

(:pont;pnt ) to go, journey, whence OTeut *fanpjou{OHG
fendo, OE f£tla) footsoldier, pedestrian , on this supposition

the development of sense is similar to that of L. uwenlre to

pome upon, to find.

The OTeut. conjugation, Jin}a>t, fan}; fundrnt, fun-
dona, (Goth funpuni,funpans are due to the analogy of the
forms with }), should by phonetic law have yielded OE
*fl$dn, *fd$, funden, funden

}

as this would have been an
apparently unique ablaut-series the vb, was naturally affected

by the analogy of vbs like bindan, grindan, wmaan For
the short formsfin, fait

,
fun (chiefly Sc ) and for the sur-

vival offand as pa t cf remai ks on Bind ]

I. To come upon by chance or in the course of

events.

1. irons. To come across, fall in with, meet with,

light upon. Primarily of persons, and implying
perception of the object encountered; hence of
things viewed as agents.

Beowulf2126 (Gr) Ic . grundhyrde fond axoooBoeth,
Matr xui. 38 Seo leo eall Sast hio fint. cr175
Lamb. Horn. 83 pe sunne scmeS frorh pe glesne ehpurl
and ho nimetS al swuch hou alse ho per on vint Ibid 107
He met findan fele pe beoS bet lpo^en and isto^en pene he
<1x205 La.y 12303 Heo munden bene king par he wes an
slaeting <1x300 Cursor M. 1183 (Cott.) Quen adam abel
bodi fand For soru on fote moght he noght stand C1394
P, PI Crede 631 Whoso for-gabbed a frere y-founden at

pe stues c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) vm 29 In pat nuier er
oft tymes funden many precious stanes C1489 Caxton
,Sonnes ofAymon xxiv. 526 Men shold fynde in the worlde
but fewe suche knyghtes as he is one 1513 Douglas s.

E

neis
vnr 11 beading, The sow with gnsis . Eneas fand 1660
Boyle New Exp Phys. Meek xxxv (1682) 138 Which
impels the water it Andes in its way. 1703 Addison Italy
Pref , Many new Subjects that a Traveller may find to em-
ploy himself upon. 1883 Century Mag XXVI 911/2 They
might find traces of European sojourn on the island

absol 1340 Ayenb. 38 Yef pe vfnst and najt ne yelst pou
hit stelst. x6xx Bible John xxi 6 Cast the net on the right
Side of the ship, and yee shall find.

b. with f obj and tnf. ; or with olj. and. compl.
a 1000 Juliana 364 (Gr) Ic hme finde ferS sta'Selian

c 1*75 Pass Our Lord 325 in 0 E Misc 46 pesne mon we
funde vorbeoden vre lawe c 1340 Cursor M. 6827 (Trin )

pm enemyes beest pou fyndes o stray, c 1385 Chaucer
L. G W 1798 Lncretia, Ryghte as a wolfe that fynt a lamb
allone C1450 Merlin 4 He was founden dede 1552 Lyn-
desay Monarche 5517 Geue thare sail ony man, or wyue.
That day be funding upon lyue 1670 Lady M Bertie in
12th Rep. Hist. MSS Comm, App v 21,

1

could not find
her at horn. 1826 J. Wilson Noct Ambr Wks 1855 I 179
He has .been fun' lying in the middle of the road.

c. To meet with m records. *p Also absol.

c 1x75 Lamb Horn 47 We uindeS in hahe boc bet ieremie
pe prophete stod . . m pe uenne up to his muae a two
Cursor M 356 (Cott) pis element? pat al thinges bindes
Four er pai, als clerkes fipdes 1340 HampolePr Consc 7176
Als in som boke wryten es fonden c 1400 Destr Troy 13494
Fro the towne of Thessaile Eght furlong, I fynd 1678
Abp, Sancroft in D’Oyly Lift (1821I II 406 There we find
the holy maq in a great strait of affliction. 17x2 Addison
Sped. No. 4x5 P 3 We find Semiramis leading her three
Millions to the Field 1861 M. Pattison 2?rr. T1889) I 34
In 1276, we find the Emperor and the King of England 111

constant communication.

d. To come upon, begin acquaintance with or

operation upon (any object), when it is m a specie

fied condition
;
often contrasted with leave

0x460 Tmuneley Myst (Surtees) 59 In the state thou it

fand Thou shal it turne a 1568 Ascham Scholem (Arb

)

133 He found that Colledge spending scarse two hundred
markesby [th e] yeare . he left it spending a thousand markes
and more. <*1656 Bp Hall Rem. Whs (1660)179 Affliction
never leaves us as it Andes us. 1784 Cowper Task 111 286
The morning finds the self-sequester’d man Fresh for his
task. 1827 Examiner 481/1 They can only administer the
law as they find the law 1884 Gladstone in Standard 29
Feb. 2/6 That is the state of things we found established

2 . To discover the whereabouts of (something
hidden or not previously observed)

;
sometimes

with implied notion of picking up or carrying off.

Of 9*

c x*5o Gen. 4- Ex 1878 Salamon findm is sal, And his

temple snSen wiS-al. a 157* Knox Hist Ref. Wks. 1846 1.

360 The multitude had fundin, buieid in the Kirk, a great
number of ldolhs 3656 Cowley Mtsc,, Gold 11 A curse on
him who found the Oare 1 Mod I found a shilling on the
floor,

3 To meet with, come to have, obtain, receive, get

(chiefly, something desirable or needful). Tofind

m
favour, grace

, mercy : see the sbs. To find one's

account in (something) : to receive advantage from

(a course of action), to experience to be profitable

(=Fr trouver son compte)
a xooo Casduton’s Gen 1436 (Gr ) Heo no . rcste fand

0x220 Hali Meid 7 Swuen swetnesse pu schalt ifinden in

his luue c 1374 Chaucer And fy Arc xo6 Hir fredome

fonde Arcyte c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 294 The wortlne har-

bene that I haue fundin heir 1581 J Brut, Haddon's

Answ, Osor. 380b, What heresy [was evei] so absurde, that

found not creditte somewhere ? 1596 Dalrym 1*1 r tr

Leslie's Hist Iscot 11 (1887) 169 Finding occasioune to win
honour .. blythlie he apprehendes it x6n Bible Ttansl
Pref x But yet [it] finaeth but cold mtertainment m the

world 1737 Bracefn Famery Impr (1757) II 231, 1 have
always found my Account in such Method 1767 Blackstonc
Comm II. 369 Upon a petition preferred to the lord tn his

court baron the paity grieved shall find remedy 1781

Cowper Chanty 557 No works shall find acceptance in that

day. 18x3 Macaulay Epitaph on Martyn
,
The Christian

hero finds a Pagan tomb 1853 F W Newman Odes of
Horace Pref 5,

1

. despan of finding readers among those

who seelc solely for amusement. x86x M Pattison Ess

(1889) I 47 Such commodities . . found little market.
absol x6xx Bible Job xxxiv. xr He [shall] . . cause euery

man to finde according to his wayes.

+ b with tnf. as obj. Ohs rare

*375 Cantic, de Creatione 851 m Anglia I, pat y may
fynden glad to be in al my lyf tyme ones

4 To gain or recover the use of (one’s limbs,

powers, etc ). To find one's feet : lit. of a child -

To be able to stand.
, fig. to become conscious of or

develop one’s powers Cf Feel v 6 d.

a 1535 More Whs. 1254 The bitch, had founde the foote

agayn and on she came, 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, 11 1

147 We must haue you finde your Legges. Sin ha Beadle,
whippe him till he leape ouer that same Stoole 1642
Fuller Holy 4- Prof. St v xix 438 They thought it high
time for the Cow to find her hoins 1667 Milton P L vm
97 His [the Sun’s] beams, unactive else, thtr vigor find

1673 Ess Ednc Ccntlcuiom 26 Children .. when they find

their own feet, will not abide the tedium of a School 1827
Keble Chr V 23 Tun. xi. The groveling worm Shall find

his wings. x868 Holme Lee B Godfrey 11 8 Olive was just
beginning to find her feet

5 . To discover or perceive on inspection or con-

sideration , to perceive or recognize the presence

of. Sometimes approximating to the sense of Fr.

trouver • To consider (a quality, circumstance) to

be present. Tofindfault see Fault sb 6
138a WyclitLuke xxm 4 ,

1

fynde no thing of cause in this

man c 1400 Maundtv (Roxb )vn 25 Euermare in pe mtddes
of pam es funden pe figure of pe crosse. 1486Bk St A Ibans
E j b, Ther in fyndyn wee suche dyuersite. 1553 W11 son
Rhet (1580) Pro! A iv b, Mahtious folke, that love to finde
faults m other mennes malters 1735 Berkeley Def Free-
thinking in Math § 30,

1

find no sense or reason in what you
say 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng. I 354 Nor did the woild
find anything ludicrous m thepomp which surrounded him.

b. with complement or infinitive

c xaoo Tim Coll Horn 87 And cumefi perto [the huse]
and fint hit emti 13 .EE A Hit P A 870 On alle he*
forhedez wryten I fande, pe lombez nome c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 522 Or we departye henne; al hool pou schalt me
vynde 1^97 Montgomt: ie Clieme 4 Sine 1256 For he
esteemt ms faes defate, Quhen anes he fand them fald

1724 Ramsay Tea-t Misc (1733! I. 34 When we fand our
purses toora 1879 Geo Eliot Coll Breakf P, 292 ,

1

find
no scheme Content them both

c. refi. To perceive oneself to be in a specified

place or position, or condition of body or mind.
Also m weaker sense . To come to be (in the course

of events). How do you find yourself9 how are

you? Cf Fr se trouver

,

Get sick befinden
c 1386 Chaucer Pard, Prol 383 Who so fyndetli hym out

of swich fame 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 26 Than
fynt he hymself . More strong to performyn his journe.
1 1485 Caxton Blanchardyn ii 14 Blanchardyn fonde hym
self 111 aduyses wyth his mayster, walkynge wytlnn the
paleys. x6oo Fairfax Tasso xv lu. 277 On the mountaines
top themselues they fand 1633 Bp Hall Haui Texts 212
Do not ye find yourselves perplexed herein? 1692 R
L’Estrange Fctbles xcv 89 Pray, Sir, How d’ye Find your
self? 1791 Mrs Radclitfe Rom Forest xu. Tell me how
you find yourself x8x6 J Scott Vis Pans 43 He was
quite sure of finding himself comfortable 1823 B Clissold
Ascent Mt Blanc ax We found ourselves opposed by a
parapet of congealed snow. 1873 Black Pr Untie xu 183
Lavender found himself entering a drawing room

0 . To discover, come to the knowledge of (a fact

or state of things) by experience or trial. Const,
with simple obj. (obs. rare), obj and mf or com-
plement, or clause as obj. Also, in. a more sub-
jective sense (cf Fr trouve? ) : To feel to be
(agreeable, disagieeable, etc ), to consider or re-

gard as (ridiculous, excellent, etc

)

a 1300 CursorM. 25180 (Cott ) Bot pat es man-hed mast o
mede, be funden treu in ilk nede. C1400 Rom Rose 2707
They thee fande Curteis and wys X435 Misyn Fire ofLove
20 He has fun pam woipi to haue hym-self «x533 -^d.
BcRNERs/fwow Ixx. 240 Ye shall fynde the mater other wyse
theu Gerarde his brother hath sayd 1570 Buchanan Cha.,
vuBleoH'Wks (1892) 49 He fand to be trew in deid all yat he
suspectit afoir. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1608) 596 Cadmus,
not finding their return, went likewise to the same fountain
x6xx Bible Dan, v 27 Thou art weighed in the balances,
and art found wanting 1626 Bacon Sylva § 22 We finde
that Violets yeeld a pleasing Sent 1711 Steele Sped
No 6 7 2 He finds Rest more agreeable than Motion 1768
Sterne Sent. Joum (1778) II 83 (Character)

How do you
find the French? 1831 Keble Servi v (1848) 120When his

severe trials came .he was found wanting 111 some qualities.

1886 Mamh, Exam. 27 Feb 5/2 Deer forests have been
found to pay better than sheep grazing

b Often in phrases, Tofind \it) ffit, impossible,

necessary
,
etc to {do so and so)

1629 S'kertogenbosh s They found fit to build there the
fourth chtefe Towne. 1776 'Inal of JVundocomar i6/a
Whatever contingent expenses you may find it necessary to
disburse in Calcutta 1879 B Taylor Stud. Germ Lit, xj
Hildebrand finds it impossible to decline the defiance.

7 . In certain senses of Feel fa To suffer,

undergo (punishment, pam) {obs.

)

b To suffer

from, feel unpleasantly (cold, etc ) , now colloq. or
dial

,
also, to find of e. To perceive (a smell,

taste) {Sc). Cf also 16.

<1x300 Cursor 1

1

G295 Oft pai fand his wrake.
CX400 Maundlv (1839)111 17 At the Cop of the Hille Men
may fynde no Wynde 1633 Bp Hall Hard Texts 369
Before she Andes the throwes of her travell 1723 Present
State Russia II 24We did not find the Cold very sensibly

1771 Goldsm Hist Eng II. 298 Henry found little un-
easiness at Perkin's nruption 1826 J Wilson Noct Amir
Wks 1855 I 274 Do you fin’ the smell o' bumin, sir 1884
Jrrrntins Red Deei xiu 154 Even those who are hardened
to it find of the cold

+ 8. —Find out {0.o c). Obs.
c 1zoo Tnn Coll Horn. 5 ForleteS gure synne pat je ne

be ifunden on sunne 13 EE Alht P B 547 War pe
now In pc fylpe of pe tlesch pat pou be founden neuer,
a 1400 Octouuin 229 Sche was founde with the dede 1530
Palsgr 550/1 Howe canste thou denye it, wast thou nat
founde with the nmner? x6xx Heywood Golden Age 1 Wks,
1874.III 19 This impostuie neuer shall be found. 1692
Locke Educ g 124 The first time lie is found in a Lye, it

should lather be wondered at as a monstrousT hinge in him,
174.X-3 Wesley Extiact of Jrnl (1749) 83 O, I find you,
I find you 1 I know where you are Is not your name
Wesley* a 1774 Fergusson Election Poems (1845) 4a Had
some laird his lady fand In sic unseemly couises.

II To discover or attain by search or effort.

8 To discovei 01 obtain by searching
C950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt xxvi. 60 All 8iu somnung ge-

sohton leas witnessa wiS ftonehselend & ne fundon c xooo
Ags Ps lxxvi 16 [lxxvn. 19] (Gr ) Ne biS pair e8e bin spor
on to findanne ax200 Moral Ode 243 in Tnn Coll Horn
227 Hie secheS reste par non ms ac hie hies ne mu3en ifinden

1375 Barbour Bruce 1 60 Thar mycht succed 11a female,

Quhill foundyn mycht be ony male, c 1386 Chaucer Sqi ’s

P 462 Herbes shal I ryght ynowe yfynde To hole with
ourhurtes. c 1420 Pat/ad on limb. \ 10 To write. For
usbondry how water shal be fonde. 1553 WirsoN Rhet,

(1580) 98 Is his Lease long mough Then I will finde

a hole in it I wairant tliee 1656 Cowley Friendsli in
Absence ik, A Bird . Finding at last no passage out, It sits

and sings 1785 Burns To VV Sampson xv, The Muse, nae
Poet ever fand her, Till by himsel lie leain’d to wander.
1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 534 The exiles tried to find

another leader 1870 C. F Gordon Cumming m Gd Words
133/2 The slope [is] so rapid that you can scarcely find footing

absol cx250 Gen. 4- Er 3190 He hauen sojt, And
funden, and hauen up bro^t 8e bones X340 Ayenb 24 Cher
wyt wel uor to understonde, and sotil wyt wel uoi to vynde.
1382 Wyclif Matt vn 7 Seke 3e, and 3e shulen fynde

b To discover (game) m hunting. Also absol

£1420 Avow Artli xxxi, The bore buttunt thay funde
Was colurt of the kmgus hunde. 1486 Bk St Albans Evb,
When she shall with houndes be foundyn and soght 1565-

73 Cooper Thesaurus, Good hounds open not but where
they finde 1848 Mrs Jameson Sacr. tjr Leg. Art (1850)

196 The dogs found 1883 Siierak At Home 4- in India

207 Lady Montego .. heard the view hallo. They had
found.

c. To come again into view of, to recover (some-

thing lost)

axzz$Aucr R 48 Louerd . min heorte is icumen ajein

eft . ich hire habbe ifunden a 1300 CursorM 4108 (Cott

)

He went him forth and forper soght Til he pam faand he
fund noght. 13 .EE Alht P A 327 Now haf I fonts

pat I for-lete 1382 Wyclif Luke xv 5 Whanne he hath,

founden it, he ioyinge puttith on Ins shuldris c 1440 Gene,

rydes 53 He wystc not them [his knyghtes] to fynde 1596
Shaks Menh V 1 1 143 By aduenturmg both [sbaftsj

I oft found both 1667 Milton P. L vnr 479 She disap-

peerd I wak’d To find her, or for ever to deplore Her loss.

X791 ‘G Gambado’ Ann Ilorsem ix. (1809) 106, I, soon
found the hounds again

d. fig in phrase, To know where to find him,

you

,

etc. So, j* When may wefindyou ?

1581 J Bell Haddon’s Answ Osor 153 Set downe your
mynde whereunto you will stand, that we may know once

where we may finde you x6oz W. Watson Dccacoidon

147 Whereby father Parsons and his adherents did so square

their actions, as neuer any man huing can tell where to find

them. ax6z6 Sclater On Rom iv (1650) 25 Versifellesl

Where may we finde you? 1856 J H Newman Callista

6x He did not understand his nephew, or (to use a common
phrase) know where to find him

e. refi To discover and attain one's special place,

powei, or vocation.

1647 H More Poems 294 [The soul] infinitely has fun

Herself, her deep’st desire unspeakably hath wonne 1889
Spectator 14 Dec. 839 Browning may be said almost to have
found himself in the delight he had in reading other persons’

souls. 1893 Academy n Mar. 222/1 It was as assistant to

Bam that Mmto found himself.

10 . To succeed m obtaining (something needed

or desired)
; to procure (money, bail, sureties, etc )

Cf iS
155a HuloeTj Fmde suerties, vadio 1609 Skene Reg

May no Gif sic borgh may not be founden, he sail pas to

the knavvledge of ane assise, 1640-x Kirkcndln. War-
Conirn Min. Bk (1855) 81 They find surelie to uthers, as

accoids of the law 1821 Examiner 350/1 You shall find

security for your good behaviour 1868 Act 31-2 Vu-t c

54 S 5 It shall not be necessary to find Security for

Expenses



FIND. FINDAIi.

b. To get or obtain (opportunity, time, etc ) by
arrangement or management.
a 1225 Ancr R 330 Him ms no J>mg leouere J>en J>et he
muwe lvmden ancheisun uorto 3iuene 1335 Coverdale
Haggai 1 4 Ye youre selues can fynde tyme to dwell in

syled houses 1636 Cowley Imit Martial's Epigr 21 If

we for Happiness could leisure finde 1711 Steele Sped
No 76 T 3 He would find an Opportunity to take some
favourable Notice of him 1760 H Walpole Corr (ed 3)

III ccclvui 376, I just found a moment to write you a line.

1868 J H. Blunt Ref Ch Eng I 466 The volume had not
been long in print before the king found time to read it

c To summon up (courage, resolution, etc to

do something) To find m one's keen t : to be in-

clined or desirous
,
to prevail upon oneself (to do

something)
,

in present use chiefly, to be hard-

hearted enough. *f T° find one's countenance . to

assume a certain demeanour
<71374 Chaucer Troilus in 079 He took a light, and fond

his contenaunce As for to loke upon an old romaunce
c 1440 Gesta Rom lxx 324 (Harl. MS ) He slepte so

savourly, jmt )>e preste ne non othir nmt fynde in hire herte

to wake him 1351 Robinson tr Mores Utop (Arb ) a6 Th ey
can not fynde in their hertes to Ioue the author therof 16x1

Bible 2 Sam vu 27 Therfore hath thy seruant found in his

heart to pray this prayer vnto thee 171* Steele Sped,
No 27 ti Ihey cannot find in their Hearts to relinquish

it 1861 Geo Eliot SilasM xiv 255 Not as I could find

l’ my heart to let him stay 1’ the coal-hole more nor a minute.
Mod, At last he has found courage to speak

11 Of things, a To obtain as if by effort. So
tofind expression, ingress, outlet, place, etc. Also
occasionally, to have in a specified place
x8xo Scott Lady of L ill ix. The billow That far to

seaward finds his source 18x3 H & J Smith Horace vi

London 90 Clouds Which quickly find vent m a deluge of
tears x8xo Shelley Cenci v tv 99 The only ill which can
find placeUpon the giddy, sharp and narrow hour Tottering
beneath us. 1860W F Collier Gt EventsHist v (1871)

173 The devotion of the people found vent chiefly in pilgrim-

ages. 187s Jowett Plato (ed 2) III. 696 An opening suf-

ficient to enable the largest vessels to find ingress.

b To reach, arrive at as a destination

a 134a Hampole Psalter xx. 8 pi nghthand fynd [L in-

ventat] all pat has pe hated 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud
Ep 11 111 7a The iron being guided toward the stone, untill

it find the newtrall point wherein its gravityjust equalls the
magnettcall quality xSox Southey Thaldba vu. xx. Yet
may a dagger find him
c To come home to, take hold of, reach the

understanding or conscience of.

a 1834 Coleridge Con/ InquiringSpirit 1 (1840) 10What-
everfinds me. bears witness for itself that it has proceeded

from a Holy Spirit. 1865 M Arnold Ess Cnt 1 (1875) 37
As long as his new casting so fails more fully to commend
itself, more fully (to use Coleridge's happy phrase about the

Bible) tofind us 1891 Drummond in Pall Mall G 17 Oct.

7/a The books of which I have been speaking found me and
taught me
12 To ascertain or attain by mental effort

;
to

discover by study or attention

a xooo Cynewulf's Christ 183 (Gollancz) Hu maeg ic .

andsware aemge findan Wrapum to wipere c 1175 Lamb.
Horn 103 EaSe met pe mon fundan hu he lune seolf amerre.

a 1250 Owl <}• Night 705 pe nqtingale hadde andsuere gode
lfunde c 1320 Senyn Sag (W 1 2371 Ac thai ne couthe nowt
i-find, Whi th' emperour was bhnde 1481 Caxton Godfrey
cxxxvu 204 The due bad hyra saye that he hath founden

1538 Starkey England 1 11 68 We may perauenture fynd
some mean to restore our cuntrey a 1631 Donne Poems
(1630! 3 Teach me to finde What wmde Serves to advance

an honest minde 1678 Phillips, To Find. the Skips Trim,
a term in navigation to find how she will sail best 1697

Dryden Virg Georg ill. 701 This Remedy the Scythian

Shepheids found x8xa-6 J Smith Panorama Sc 4- Art
I 48x We must rest contented with viewing the true figure

of an object, without expecting to find its natural colour

13 To ascertain by calculation
;

to get at or

obtain (the solution of a problem).

c 1391 Chaucer Astral Prol 1 Conclusiouns that han ben
fownde c 1300 Lancelot 407 We have fundyne so 17x4

Whiston Euclid (ed 3) hi 1, To find [Billingsley 1370 has
To finde out] the Center of a given Circle 1840 Lardner
Geom, 141 We find the point £ on the second parallel from

OY at a certain distance above the fifth parallel from OX
14. To find one's way ;

primarily

,

to make out

one’s way by observation or inquiry
;
to contrive

to reach one’s destination. Hence m weaker sense,

said of persons and things , To go or be brought to

a place in spite of difficulties, or not quite as a

matter of course
[1a i*as Auer R 66 pe ueond ivond wei touward hire of

hireuorlorenesse 1:1230 Gen j- Ex 3246, xn weijes oer-111

Sat euenlc kinde of Israel Mai Sor his wei3e finden wel. 1393
Gower Conf I 265 If thou wolt finde a siker weie To love,

put envie awaye. 1667 Milton P L iv 889 Who would
not, finding way, break loose from Hell?] 1746-7 Hfrvey
Mcdit, (1818) 71 That fatal javelin finds its way to the

hearts of all the sons of Adam. 1803 J Bristed Pedestrian

Tour II 633 Her cousins had been bankrupted and had
found their way up to London. 1827 Examiner 792/2
English corn is finding its way into Holland 1833 Thirl-

wall Greece I xi A weak and sluggish river, which
scarcely finds its way to the sea 1847 Marryat Chtldr

N Forest iv, Could you find your way home ? 1873 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) I. 340 Notions which have found their way
into the drama
+ 15 To contrive, devise, invent ; to discover (a

scientific fact, etc ) Also with forth, up Obs
O, E. Chron an 918 Se cyng haefde funden, Saet [etc ]

0x240 Uretsun in Cott Horn, 199 Pet pubnnge pene Munuch
to pire glednesse pet funde Sesne song bi Se. a X300 Cursor

M 1469 (Cott 1 Enoch, .was pe first pat letters fand c 1380

VOL, IV.

Wso.tr Whs (1880) 279 Tradictons founden vp of synfol
wrecchis 1393 Gowlr Conf II i6x The first in thilke
londe . whiche the melodie fonde Of reedes 1430 Lydg
Chron I roy 1 111, Famous Argus . fyrst that art yfonde
0x449 Pecock Repr 334 For this eende religiouns weren
founde and foundid c 1450 Henryson Mor Fab 77 At
the last hee finds fourth a wyle 1368 Gratton Chron II

143 Many have fouud suggestions . to bring this your
realme into subversion 1633-60 Stanley Hist Philos
(1701) 106 About this time Anaximander found the obli-

quity of the Zodiack

16 dial. To feel (a pulse)
;
also intr. to feel,

grope.
1826 J Wilson Nod Amir Whs 1853 I 164 You wad

hae fan' a pulse with -®sculapian solemnity 1892 Northumb.
Gloss , It's that dark, aa'll he' to fin* for the sneck.

17. Law + a. tntr To determine (Only in OE )
0x000 Laws Alfred § 18 in Thorpe Laws (1840) I 72 Swa

we aei be lsewdum men fundon

b *pTo determine and declare (an offence) to

have been committed (obs ) ; to determine and de-
clare (an issue) to be (so and so).

1493 Act xx Hen VII, c 3 Pream
,
The seid offences ..

myght not be punysshed except it were first founde and
presented by the verdite of xq men 13x3 Wriothesley
Chon (1875)1 9 They saide he hanged himselfe, but it was
fownde contrarie 1602 Shaks Ham v. i 5 The Crowner
hath sate on her, and finds it Christian buriall. 1647 N.
Bacon Disc Gorot Eng 1 lxvn (1730) 168 If it were found
for the supposed Offender, he was bailed till the next coming
of the Justices 1673 C Hatton in Hatton Corr (1878) 121
Ya crowner’s inquest have found it only manslaughter. 18x7W SelwynLaw Nisi Pruts (ed 4) II, 1223 Judgment shall

be given for defendant, although the issue De found against

him
c To determine and declare (a person) guilty or

innocent.
<71400 Apol Loll 45 pe Hoti Goost, wan He comip, schal

find pis world of dome c 1473 RaufCoilpear 290 He will

be found in his fault, that wantis foroutin weir 1331-3
Act 23 Hen VIII, c x Ame personne founde gyltie of any
abbettement. 1613 Shaks. Hen VIII

,

11 1 7 Is he found
guilty? 1784 Cowper Task 11 12 He finds his fellow guilty
of a skin Not colour’d like his own. 1821 Examiner 544/1
The Jury found the defendants guilty

d. To agree upon and deliver, ‘bring in’ (a ver-

dict). Also with obj sentence introduced by that

1574. tr Littleton's Tenures ioo a, The Graund Assise ought
by the law to finde that [etc] 0x657 Sir J. Balfour
Ann Scot (1824-5) H 58 The said courte fand that the

said edicte did no wayes extend towardes the subiectes of
the kingdome of Scotland 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng II

37 The jury found a verdict of guilty 1888 Latw Times
LXXXV 132/2 Thejury at the tnal found that the managing
director had ratified the contract
ahsol xfiaa Bacon Hen VII, axo They would inforce

them to finde as they would direct 1891 Law Times XC.
283/1 The jury found for the plaintiff

e To ascertain the validity of (an indictment,

etc ). Tofind a (true) bill : see Bill sbfi 4.

15x2 Ad 4 Hen VIII, c. xo Any office or offices found
before Eschetour or Eschetours 1334 Act 26Hen. VIII,
c 2 An inditement of xu men lawfully founden 1647
Clarendon Hist Reb vi (1703) II 99 This Indictment and
Information was found by the Grand Jury. 1769 Black-
stone Comm, IV. xxui 301 To find a bill, there must at

least twelve of the [grand] jury agree. 1845 Stephen Laws
Eng II 484 An indictment for treason must be found
within three years after the commission of the act of treason.

III. 18. To procure (something) for the use of

(somebody) • with direct (or direct and indirect)

obj. j to supply, provide, furnish. Allfound (in

regard to servants) : with all customary articles of

food, etc
,
provided.

c x2oo Trut Coll Horn 213 Wi sholdest pu pis finden pe

noht ne fost perof <2x225 Marher, 20 Hwa so. makeo
chapele oSer chirche oSer lfindeS in ham liht ooer lampe.

1297 R Glouc (1734) 297 pat euere ey3te hyde lond an man
hym ssolde fynde. a 1300 CursorM 13277 (Cott ) Wit pair

scipp pai fand pam fode c 1386 Chaucer Knt *r T. 1555

And euer more Eterne fyr I wol bifore the fynde. c 1430

Piter LyfManhode it xix (1869) 82 He wolde that here

herkeners . founden hem here vitailes. x543-4 Ad 33

Hen VIII, c 11 § 3 Boroughes not findinge burgesses for

the parliament 1563 Richmond, Wills 167 My thre natural

sonns shalbe fownden meate and drynhe 1603 Johnson
Kingd $ Commonw 152 No more then every horseman [is

accounted] a rider, or able to finde himselfe armour 1647

N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 Ixxi (1739) 192 For every

Plough, every man should find two compleat Horses 1762-71

H Walpole Vcrtue's Anted'. Pauit (1786) III 253 The
subscription was but ten shillings a year * Britton found the

instruments. *8x4 Col. Hawker Diary (18931 I 122 The
hotels do not find breakfast. 1867 Freeman Norm Cong

(1876) I. App. 662 The government required each county to

find its quota of ships. 1884 Punch 8 Mar 118/2 Wages

£ 1 8, all found but beer #
b with immaterial object.

1664 Butler Hud il 11 386 Honour is like that glassy

Bubble That finds Philosophers such trouble. X771 Junius

Lett xlix. 254 The perpetration of new crimes Will find

employment for us both. 1858 Buckle Cvoiliz (1873) II

vm 574 The forms of constitutional government they could

bestow, but they could not find the traditions and the habits

by which the forms were worked.

19 To support, maintain, provide for (a person,

rat ely an institution). Tofind m : to supply with,

t Tofind to school

:

to maintain at school.

[App, from 18 by conversion of indirect into direct obj.]

*375 Barbour Bruce i 322 Nane Wald do sa mekill for

him, that he Mycht sufficiantly fundyn be 1393 Langl.

P. PI C. vi. 36 My frendes founden me to scole. e *430

Hymns Virg (1867) 59, I wole pee fynde til pou be oolde.

a 1329 Skelton Replyc. 147 Exhibicyon Therewith to be

founde At the universtte 1399 Hakluyt Voy II n 73
Condemned persons are found by the king as long as they
do liue. 1713 Steele Guardian No 58 p 3 The king of
Sweden finds me in clean linen 1793 Burke Thoughts
Scarcity Wks 1842 II. 249 Unless the labourer is well fed,

and otherwise found with such necessaries of animal life

1830 Gen P. Thompson Exert (1842) 1. 212 Decline finding
paupers in venison 1857 R- Tomes Amer m Japan vm
183 Boatmen's wages are from one-and-a-half to two and-a-
quarter dollars per month, whenfound,

b. So Tofind oneself', to provide for one’s own
living or needs. + Also said transf. of a war.
c 1386 Chalcer Nun's Pr T 9 Sche fond hirself 1466
Mann <$• Househ Exp 346 Item, to y fellers of tymbre,
and to fynde them selffes, vuj d 1533 Becon Retiques of
Rome (1563) 24 b, Such poore as haue not wherof to fynde
themselues 1383 Washington tr NIcholay Voy Turkic
m. iv, 76 b, They have . 4 Aspres of pension by the day,
but upon that they must fynde themselves 1624 Bacon
War with Spain (1629) 45 The war in continuance will

finde it selfe 1633 H Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxul 133
A certain pay to find himselfwithal, and to live upon 1754
Fielding Voy to Lisbon Wks 1882 VII 99 It was expected
the passengers should find themselves in several things

1847 Marryat Chtldr N Forest vi, They found them-
selves, as fowls can always do when they have a great range
of ground to go over.

+ c. To serve to maintain Obs.

5483 Festwall(W deW 1515) 59 Ofy° wheet was so grete

plente yl it founde all y° people for thre yere 1323 Fitz
herb, Sitrv 2 b, It is to be enquered what maner of beestes
or catell it [the medowe] is most necessary vnto, and hone
many it wyll fynde 1386 T. B. La Pnmand, Fr Acad
429 He gave to every citizen as much wheate os would finde

him three moneths.

IV. With adverbs.

20. Find out.

a. To discover by attention, scrutiny, study,

etc ;
to devise, invent

;
to unriddle, solve.

133* Huloet, Finde out by studye, excudo 1368 Grafton
Chron, II 637 Johannes Fauscius first found out the

noble science of Impnntyng x6xx Bible 2 Chron u. 14
A man of Tyre, skilfull to find out euery deuice which
shall be put to him 1667 Milton P L. ii 406 Who shall

. . through the palpable obscure find out His uncouth way
X7ia Addison Sped No. 542 1* x Since the circulation of the
blood has been found out 1744 Harris Three Treat 11

(1765) 363 note. They found out Laws 1871 R.H Hutton
Ess. (1877) I 38 It aims . . at finding out how they may be
really united.

b To come upon by searching or inquiry; to

discover (what is hidden). Cf. 9
153* Wilson Logike (1580) 36 b, Thei doe searche narrow-

lie and . at lengthe finde out the Mine x6xx Bible Job xi

out of Truth. 1634 Herb:
Madoc ap Owen Gwynedd

5RT Trav 217 A .
.
proofe that

first found out that ContinentMadoc ap Uwen tiwyneaa nrst louna out tnat continent
now call'd America 1712 Steele Sped. No 308 ? 5, 1 was
very much surprized that any one should find out my
Lodging 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii vn, As she is a
woman of very great note, I shall easily find her out *8x6
Scott Antiq xxiv,

1 Whenever Misticot’s grave was fund
out, the estate, should be lost.’

c To detect in an offence
;
to detect, discover

(a fraud, etc); to penetrate the disguise of, discover

the identity or true character of. Cf 8.

xylx Steele Sped, No 51 ? 7 If at the Catastrophe he
were found out for a Traitor X74* Richardson Pamela
I 65 Pray don’t reveal yourself till ne finds you out a 1833
Robertson Serut. Ser. 111 vm. 108 When once a man has

found himself out he cannot be deceived again 1883 tubbs’

Mercantile Circular 8 Nov 982/2 'I he worthlessness of

. .clayed cottons is now being found out by the consumer.

+d. To provide, supply. Obs — 1

0x715 Burnet Own Tune (1823) 1. 328 It was not possible

for them to find out funds for so great an expense

21. Find Tip. To discover by search

Said to be 1 a Norfolkism’ (W Taylor in Robberds Mem,
II 135) ‘Still common in Suffolk’ (F Hall)

[Cf 1380 in 13 and 1430 in Finder 1 c ] 1799W Taylor in

Robberds Mem 1. 260 You have a mind . to find up * More
Reliquesof Rowley’. 18x7 — Monthly Mag XLIV. 314

Jerom .. found-up a Hebrew original of the first book of

Maccabees. 1832 Ht Martineau Each § All vu 96, I am
going into the depths of the city to find up a money lender

Findable (fsundab’l), a. [f asprec + -ABLE J
That may be found : see senses of Find v
ci449 Pecock Repr. 1. viii 41 Many mo of hem hen

fyndeable and knoweable by mannis resoun a x66x Fuller
Worthies 1. (1662) 73 I return such persons to have nothing

more to be said of them, findable by all my endevours. 1791

Waring in Phil. Trans LXXXI 152 The series findable as

above mentioned. 1843 Mrs Carlyle Lett I. 252 I felt

about for pillows, none were findable. 1887 T* A Irollope

What I remember I vu 151 There exists—still findable

I suppose a large lithographed portrait of her.

+ Findal. Obs. Forms: 1 fyndele, 3 find-,

fundles, 6-7 pi. findelles, findal(L)a, f^ndalla.

[OE fyndele str. masc., £ fund- ablaut-stem of

find-an to Find; quot. a 1225 points to a form

*findels, f. the pres -stem (cf Da. findelse).] a.

Invention, b. That which is found ,
treasure-trove

a xooo Scintilla 108 Ad utventionein, to fyndele a 1223

Ana R 6 pe vttre nwle .. is monnes findles Ibid

8 Monnes fondles. 15*5 B°ys Sandwich (1792) 775

Fmdalls to be ordered by the mayor, bailiffs, and jurats,

where they happen [etc ] 1570 Ibid, Wrecks and fyndalls

floating, and the half of all wrecks and fyndalls jottsome.

0x508 tr. CharterEdw I to Cinque Ports in Hakluyt Voy.

I. 137 And that they [Barons] shall haue their findelles

in the sea and in the land. 1629 in Boys Sandwnh (1792)

| 775 Wrecks and findals,

29



226 FINE,FIN DE SlisCLE.

|| Fin de si£cle (fsen do sygkl’). [Fr] A
phrase used as an ad] m sense : Pertaining to, or

characteristic of, the end ofthe (nineteenth) century,

characteristically * advanced ’ or modern.
1890 Daily News 29 Dec 2/2 The finance of the year has

been special—^£7; de stick 1891 Melbourne Punch 4 June
377/1 Thefin de silcle ballet.

Finder (founds.:). [f. Find v + -er 1
]

1. One who or that which finds, in various senses

of the vb. ; one who comes upon or discovers by
chance or search ; f one who contrives or invents,

an inventor, deviser , + one who discovers (a coun-

try, a scientific truth, etc ).

c 1300K A Its 4794 Beheldeth me therof no fynder
;
Her

bokes ben my snewer c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blannche
1168 Pictagoras the firste fynder was Of the art 71x420
Hoccleve De Reg. Prutc (Roxb ) 179 The first fyndei of
our fatre langage .maister Chaucer, c 1430 Life St Kath.
(1884) 46 J>e fynder of all euels he fends 1467 Act 4 Hen
VII

, c 2 § 1 The Kyng therof to have the on half, and
the fynder the other halfe. 1326 Ptlgr. Per/. (W deW
1331) 81 b, The fynder of the ryght waye to heuen 1335
Eden Decades 77 Christophorus Colonus the fyrst fynder of
those landes. Ibid 134 The Chaldeans beynge the fyrst

fynders of letters 1660 Fuller Mtxt Contempt. (1841) 184
The first finders, founders, and forgers of false reports 17x1
Mrs Centlivre Marplot v, By Marplot’s direction [I found
you]

;
you know he's a very good finder 1763 Blackstone

Comm 1 ix 349 Concerning treasure trove, he is to enquire
who were the finders. 1870 Emerson See. <$ Soht xu. 269
Time is the finder, the unweanable explorer

b One whose occupation it is to find; spec.

slang, One who picks up the refuse of the meat-
markets.
V In Termes de la Ley 1641, and hence in certain Diets ,

erroneously said to be an early synonym for
11 Searcher fas

the designation of a Custom-house official) , m 14 Ric II.

cap xo, and other statutes, the AF tronour (trone-keeper)
was misread as trovour (finder), whence the mistake.
173a Low Ltfe (1764) 16 The whole Company of Finders
are marching towards all the markets 1839 Maurvat

DiaryAmer. Ser. 1 II. i2gFinders,who would search all over
the country for every appearance on the surface of a good
vein of metal. 1851 Mayhew Land Labour I 253 Leaden-
hall-market . . was infested with ‘ finders \ They carry
bags round their necks, and pick up bones or offal

e In comb with advbs
,
asjinder-out, f -up.

6x430 Lydg Bochas 1 11 (1344) 3 b, He [Nimiod], was
fynder up of false religion, 1333 Udall Flowers Latin
Speaking (1360) 103/2 The deuiser and fynder out of all

my pleasures x6ir Siiaks Wmt T v 11 i3iHadIbeene
the finder out of this Secret x6xa Woodall Snrg Mate
Pref, Wks (1633) 1 The first finders out of the Science

2. Sporting. T A dog trained to find and bring
game that has been shot ; a * water-spaniel re-

triever (fibs.). Also, one used to discover the track

of, or ‘ put up ’, game for the sportsman,
1376 Fleming tr Cains' Dogs In Arb Garner III. 26

6

The Water Spaniel is called a Finder because hefindetli
such things as be lost. 1681 Hickcringill Wks (1716J

I

214 This Couple or pair usually Hunt together as a Grey-
Hound and a Finder 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) I. 34.
1803 Ann. Reg 800 One or two small dogs called finders,
whose scent is very keen, and always sure of hitting off
a track. 1824 Miss Mittord Village Ser 1 (1863) 93 Dash

is a capital finder, and will beat a cover with any
spaniel m England.

3. A contrivance or instrument for finding.

+ a, An index. Obs.
1588 J Mellis Brief Instr Civb, Vnto which Leager it

shalbe necessary to ordein 01 make a calender, otherwise
called a Repertory or a finder

b A small telescope attached to the large one
for the purpose of finding an object more readily,

1784 Herschel m Phil Trans. LXXV. 41 The finder of
my reflector, 1871 tr. Schellens Spcctr Anal, hn 244
Janssen left the spectroscope to look for a moment through
the finder, or small telescope

c. A microscopic slide divided by crossed lines,

so that any point in the field can be identified

readily
x867 J Hogg Microsc 1 in 187 A finder, as applied to

the microscope, is the means of registering the position of
any particulai object in a slide.

d. Photogr. A supplementary lens attached to
a camera, to locate the object in the field of
view.

[1889 P. H Emerson Naturalistic Photogr 1 i (1890) 133
The handiest view finder for quick exposure work is to fit

a double convex lens to the front of the camera ] 1894
Brit Jnil, Photogr XLI. 83 Cameras m which the finders
were carelessly fixed

Fi*nd-fault. Obs. exc dial [f Find v. +
Fault j£.] One who finds fault (see Fault sb 6);
a fault-finder, censorious person
rS77 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 17 Frantike findefaults,

dispraysing and condemning euery good endeauour. 1636
Trapp Comm, Matt. vu. 4 Hypocritical find faults, that
can say such things to others, when themselves are most
obnoxious 1863 G Melly Sp Soirde L'pool Co-op Assoc
17 Feb, We have a good old Lancashue saying, that one
mend-fault is better than nine find-faults
attnb 1398 Florio, Cacafion , a vame, self-conceited,

others-scormng, find-fault foole.

t Find-faulting, vbl. sb. Obs rare-1
, [f. phr.

findfault (tieated as if one word) + -ing 1
] The

action of finding fault In quot, attnb
.
i6S4 Whitlock Zootomta. 347 She doth not set Businesse

back by unquiet branglings, and findefaulting Quarrells.
Findhorq. ; gee Finnan,

If

t Frndible, a. Obs.- a [ad L. *findihilis, f.

find-ere to split] That may be split or cleft

Hence TPndibleness, capability ofbeing split

1636 Blount Glossogr

,

Findtble. 17ZX-90 m Bailey
1730-36 Bailey (folio), Fmdibleness

Finding (fai ndig), vbl sb. [f. Find v + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Find m its 01 dinary

senses ; an instance of the same. Also with out
c 1340 Cursor M 3363 (Inn) Joseph . I haue founden

here. Of his fyndynge bonke I god so c 1449 Pecock
Repr 1 xui 70 Into whos fynding and grounding doom of
mannys resoun may suffice x6xx Bible heel xm 26 The
finding out of parables is a wearisome labour of the mtnde
1870 Mrs Riddell Austin Friars 11,

‘ You speak as though
my misfortunes had been ofmy own seeking \ . ‘ They have
been of your own finding ’.

b. That which is found or discovered
;
also, a

find, a discovery
1398 Florio Trouadelli

,

findlings, children found, findings

1644 Milton A reop 36 When a man hath bin labouring
in the deep mines of knowledge, hath furnisht out his find-

ings 1803 W Taylor in Monthly Mag. XX 339 The
findings at Pompeii, preserved in the Museum of Portici

1876 Tait Ret Adv P/tys Sc xm (ed. 2) 322 To Joule
we owe the first precise findings on the subject.

2. The action of inventing or devising ; a device,

invention. Now only with out, formerly also

with up
a X300 Cursor M. 27661 (Cott ) O nith cums finding of 1I

1340 Hamfole Pi Consc. 1557 pai styrd God tyll wreth, In
}>air new fyndynges of vamte c 1380 Wyclif Whs (1880)

77 Here owene fyndynge vp, bat crist & aposths spoken not
of 6x400 Destr, Troy 4296 ,

1

will tell here a tale Of )>e

fyndyng of false goddes. 1378 Timme Calmne on Gen 15X
The finding out ofHarps and such like Musical Instruments
1642 Rogers Naatnan 182 Beseech the Lord not to leaue
thee to thine owne findings

3 The action of providing or supplying
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 338 He gaf a certem of possessioun

for fynding of li^tis. 1380 Baret Alv. F 556 A finding .

.

of things that one lacketh.

4. The action of maintaining or supporting (a

person or an institution). + At a person'sfindings

:

at his own cost or expense. CfT Find v 19 .

a X300 CursorM 3223 A sergaunt J>at had ben ay at his
finding, Euer si|>en hat he was child gemg 1404 Fabyan
Citron, v cxiu 86 He gaue possessions for the fyndyng of
hir. 1535 Gardiner Let to Cromwellm Strype Reel Mem
I. xxx 213 The finding of young childien to school 1642
Rogers Naaman 360 We will be at our owne findings
1709 Strype Ann. Ref I xxvi. 309 An annuity for the
finding of a school in Guilford 1840 Thackeray Catherine
vu, She will be very glad to pay for the finding of him

•j* b Keep, maintenance, provision, support Obs.

1393 Langi P PI. C vu 293 [To] haue my fode and my
fyndynge of false menne wynnynges. c X449 Pecock Repr.
nr v 303 He mygte haue askid hts lijflode and fynding of
hem to whom he prechid 1470-83 Malory Arthur vn 7,

That he hadde al maner of fyndynge as though he were
a lordes sone *363-73 Cooper 7 hesanrus, Antiona

,
finding

in meate, drinke or apparell,

c in pi. (See quots ) Also attnb. m finding-
store (US).
1846 Worcester (citing Chute), Findings pl

,
the tools

and materials used by shoemakers. 1838 Simmonds Diet.
Tiade, Findings, the wax, thread and tools which a jour-
neyman shoemaker has to supply himself with foi his work
Ibid., Finding-stores, an American name for what are termed
in England grindery-warehouses

,
shops where shoemakers'

tools, etc. are vended.

5. The result ofa judicial-examination or inquiry;
the verdict of a jury, the decision of a. judge or
arbitratoi

.

1839 Lang Wand, India 364 The court martial still ad-
heres to its finding of murder 1863 PallMall G. 17 May
ix Fitly says Sir Joseph Arnould, in his eloquent finding
1884 G. Hastings in Law Times Rep. 3 Apr 175/1 The
findings of an official referee have always been consideted
as equivalent to the findings of a jury.

Findling, obs. var. of Foundling.
Findon, fi.nd.ram : see Finnan.
t Frn&y, a. Obs. Also 3 findia, findige,

fundie. [ME findig, fundi(fi) ; cf. OE, gefyndig
capable, Da fyndzg powerful, solid, f. fynd
strength, substance.] Firm, solid, weighty. Of a
harvest : Plentiful
6x200 Ormin 4149 Cnst iss strang & stedefasst & findi3 &

unnfakenn exzoo Tnn, Coll Horn 119 pus hie segen |?e

hob gost on tungene euene, and Jrerefore weren fundie on
speche, Ibid Bidde we nu be holigost bat he giue us
findige speche. a 1677 Proverb in Jumus Etymologicnm
(ed. Lye 1743) s. v. Fyndie, A May cold and wmdy maketh
the barn full and fyndie

4, Fine (fain), sb t Forms : 3 fin, 3-6 fyn(e, 3-
fine. [ME, fin, a OF fin = Vt, fin-s, fi-s, Sp fin

,

Pg fine

,

It fine •—’L.fimem,finis end.
In med L and OF the word has the senses 1 ending of

a dispute, settlement, payment by way of composition ’

,

hence the various applications in branch II ]

I End. (Obs. exc m phr mfine )

t 1 Cessation, end, termination, conclusion, finish

Phr. to bnng to fine, set thefine of. Obs.
c 1200 Tnn Coll, Horn 238 Pine wiSute fin. *297 R.

Glouc. (Rolls) 8347 P1S stalwarde cnstine vole bis worre
brogte to fine, 13 E E A llit. P, A 634 Why schulde
he not pay hym at be fyrst fyne? 6 1460 Pol. Rel # L
Poems 73 When bat pyte . . hath sett the fyne of al myn
heuynesse c 1500 Lancelot 1388 Deth that neuer shal haf
fyne. *360 Rolland Crt, Venus m 724 And sa to bung
piy argument to fipe I can not find [etc

J.
x6ox Shaks All's

Well iv. lv, 35 Still the fine’s the Crowne 1664 FloddenF
1 2 A lucky fine and end to make *839 Bailey Festu's
xxx (1848) 348 Open thine arms O death 1 thou fine of woe
b Phrase, In (+ the)fine ; also rarely

| a , fat
f offine) : + (a) m the end, at last

;
(b) to conclude

or sum up, finally
;
also, m shoit.

(a) 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 91 pe noble Constantyn, (bat was
kyng here of bis lond, & einperour atte fyn) 1 1430 Merlin
286 But in the fyn he mote yeve grounds a litill 61340R Morice in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 24 In fyne he was
perceyved to affixe one of the papers upon the dore 1574
J Stii l Gamm Gw ton v 11 in Had Dotfsleylll 246 My
cockis, I thank Christ, safe and well a fine 1693 Mem Ct
Techely 1 41 In fine after a Months obstinate defence . the
Turks took the Fort by assault
{b) *401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II 91 I can telle wel a fyn what

heresio amounteth 1330 Crowity hpigr 917 Ye must
saye as they saye, be it wrounge or ryght In fine, ye must
praysethem 1649 Milton Eihon Wks 1738 1 408 In fine
he accuses Piety with the want of Loyalty, a 1704T Brown
Sat. French King Wks 1730 I. 60 In fine, the Government
may do its will *849 Ruskin Seven Lamps vn § 8. 103We have, in fine, attained the power of going fast

+ c, The latter part (of time), close. Obs
6x400 Souidone Bab, 306 The daie passed to the fyne.

1399 Hakluyt Voy II. 1. 200 About the fine of September*
1615 G Sandys "J'rav. 101 Vntill the fine of December.

1 2. End of life, decease, death. To do, take
(one’s)fine : to die Obs.
c 1250 Gen $ Ex 3852 Alle[3e]olde deden 8or fin. #1300

Flonz <jj Bl 441 Hi beden Goa giue him uuel fin fat so
manic flures dude J>erin a *300 CursorM 3903 (Cott ) He
was bc chesun of lur fine Ibid 21 102 (Cott) ]Jer tok he
fine. 6X330R. Bkunne Chron (1810) 189 Or I git do my
fyn* C X33o Assump Virg, (Add MS ) 777 He wolde haue
ben at hure fyne jif he mygt haue come bi tyme, *494
Fabyan Chron. n xxxi 24, I haue here shewed vnto you,
the fyne or ende of Brenmus. *348 Hall Chron 131 b,
Choked and brought to his fatall fine. 1336 Lauder trac-
tate 209 Geuc ge Indure vnto gour fyne.

f3. The extreme part or limit of anything; a
boundary. Also^ extreme case, extiemity Obs
a 1300 Cursor M. 23200 (Gdtt

) ]>c pitt of hell pine It es
suo depe, widuten fine, bat end ne bes bar neuer upon.
6x400 Rom Rose 1538 Of the welle, this is the fyn 1386

J Hooker Girald Irel in Holmshed II. 135/2 Vpon the
fines and marches in Ulster. *596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s
Hist. Scot. (1883) 114OU1 King nevir to that fine, at ony
tyme to haue bcine brocht, that [etc ] 1839 1 Taylor Logic
m T/teol 139 The ‘ settled fine ’ to which each aspires to rise.

+ 4. End in view, aim, purpose, object
,
esp m

phr. to what fine. Hence, the purpose for which
a thing exists Obs.
c *374 Chaucer Troylits n 743 To what fine is soche loue,

I can not seen. 6x386— Meic/i T 862 Sche knew eek the
fyn of his entent 1413 Lydg Pilgr Soiule lv xx. (1483) 63
To what ende or fyn Engendied ye me? 1333 Bellenden
Livy t (1822) 38 To schaw to quhat fine tliay war cummin
*562 Winzet Cert Tract in Wks 1888 I 31 For thair
abusing of the samyn to ane vther fine than He [God]
institute thmn 1603 Di icKrR, etc Patient Grissell (1841)

42 Our fine be now to apparel all these formei in some light
sarcenet lobe of truth

+ 5 Final issue, consequence, result Obs
1313 DouglasfiEnets iv Prol 130 3 it luflis ony to that

fyne, quharby Thi self or thaim thow fiawart God removis
*549 Contpl Scot, x 84 Pm us past to the oracle of appollo
til inquyre of the fyne of the \eyns that vas betuix hym and
the romams, 1605 Lond, Prodigalm 11, Theie's the fine.

II. 6. Law. A ‘ final agreement ’
;

* an amicable
composition or agreement of a suit, either actual

or fictitious, by leave of the king or his justices
’

(Blackstone)

[1299 A ct 27 Edw I, ci Quia Fines in Curia nostra levati

finem lmbus debent ltnponere et nnponunt, &. ideo fines

vocantur, maxime cum post duelluni & magnam assisam in
suo casu ultimmn locum & finalem teneant & peipetuuin ]

b spec The compromise of a fictitious or collu-

sive suit for the possession of lands : formeilym use

as a mode of conveyance in cases where the oichnaiy

modes were not available or equally efficacious.
The ptocedure was as follow's The person to whom the

land was to be conveyed sued the holdei for wrongfully
keeping him out of possession

, the defendant (hence called
the cognizor) acknowledged the right of the plaintiff (or

cogmzee) , the compromise was entered on the records of the
coui t ; and the particulars of it were set forth in a document
called the foot ofthe fine (see Foot) 1 his method of con-
veyance was resorted to by tnarued women (who could not
alienate land by any othei process), and as a means of
barring an entail The cognizor was said to acknowledge or
levy afine ; sometimes the vb to levy was used intrans with
fine as the subject. Also to sue afine

[xa Bracton De Legibus Angltee v iv vm § 3 VI. 70
Item sufiicit finis factus in cuua doniim regis [etc] 1292
Brihon it 111 § 24 Par acoid del purchaceour et del donour
covendra level fin en nostre court ] 1483 Act 1 Rich III,
c.7 § 1 Notes and fynes to be levied in the Kinges Corn t shold
be openly and solempnly radcl 1309-10 Act 1 Hen VIII,
c 19 Pream

,
Your said Oratour levyed seveiall Fynes of

all the foresatd Manouis. xfioz Siiaks Ilam v 1 114 His
Statutes, his Recognizances, his Fines, his double Vouchers,
his Recouenes a 1626 Bacon Max <$ Uses Com Law
(1636) 31 A Fine is a reall agreement, beginning thus, ‘Htec
est finalis concordia, etc ’ 1731 Lady Luxborough Let, to
Shenstone (1773) 281 A lawyer to see me execute a fine, in

consequence of my pai ting with my house in London 1773
E. Bonhote Rambles Mr Frankly (1797) I 81 He forbade
me his house, sued a fine, and cut me off with a shilling.

x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed, 2) VI 138 A fine was levied accord-
ingly

fc Hence used gen for • A contract, agreement,
6x330 R Brunne Chron, (1810) 106 Sir Henry mad J?e

fyne, and mad J>® manage. 136a Lange, P PI, A 11 5*



FINE.

Meede In Mariage was [I feffed] To beo fastnet with fals J>e

fyn was arered

III A composition paid

7 a FeudalLaw A fee (as distinguished fiom the

rent) paid by the tenant or vassal to the landlord
on some alteiation ofthe tenancy, as on the transfer

or alienation of the tenant-right, etc to Mod Law
A sum of money paid by a tenant on the commence-
ment of his tenancy m order that his rent may be
small or nominal
c 1435 Tory Portugal 1086 Omage thou shalte none nor

ffyne 13*3 Fitzherb, Surv Prol , To cause them to pay
more lent or a gretter fyne than they haue ben acustomea
to do in tyme past 1625 Act 1 Chets 7

,
c 2 § 1 His

Majestie having received divers Fines and sommesofMony,
according to the said Contracts 1710 Prideaux Ong
Tithes 11 82 Reckoning 111 their Fines as well as their Rents
x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) I 351 Wheie a fine is certain,

the tenant is bound to pay it immediately upon his admit-
tance 1862 Ln Brougham Brit Const x 138 The fines

paid by his vassals on succession to or alienation of their
fees 1877 Act 40 & 41 Viet c 18 § 4 Oil every such lease
shall be reserved the best rent that can be reasonably
obtained without taking any fine or other benefit in the
natuie of a fine

8 f a In phr To make (a)fine : to make one’s

peace, settle a matter, obtain exemption from
punishment or release from captivity, esp. by means
of a money payment Obs exc Hist.
1297 R, Glouc (1724) 511 Some hu lete honge Bi hor

memoiesanhey Vort hu adde fin imad c 1325 Coer de L
3350 Charges mules Off brende gold For our heyres
to make fyn c 1325 Mctr Horn 46 To mak the fin For
sin c X330 R Brunne Citron Wace (Rolls) 15966 When
Penda hadde to Cadwalyn Obliged hym, & mad his
fyn c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 184 It is lijttere to make
a fyn for moche money Jian to purge hym 1422 J Yongf
Pnvytye 204 And there this McMahom>, with dyuers othyr
enemys, fynes withhym makid, pees forto haue iS74inW H
Turner Select Rec Oxford 351 Richard Lloyde shall make
fyne for his contemptuous wordes x8gt Northumb Assize
Rolls (Surtees) Pref. 25 The matter . . settled by the Swet-
hops making a fine with Diomsia for 20 marks

tto. A sum of money offered or paid for exemp-
tion from punishment or by way of compensation
for injury. Obs.

[i2g2 Britton 1x11 §7 Sur peyne de raunceun et de fin ]

c 1340 Cursor M. 6753 (Tnn ) If Jxef haue no fyn ny 31ft .

he shal be sotde 1628 Earle Microcosm Meere Cull
Citizen (Arb ) 94 A harsh scholemaster, to whom he . payes
a fine extraordinary for his mercy

C. A certain sum of money imposed as the
penalty for an offence. + To pit to (one’s) fine \

to fine

1329 More Supplic. Soulys Wks 206/2 The v C. poundes
whych he payed for a fyne by the premunire 1542-3
Act 34-5 Hen VIII

,

c 27 § 84 No persone for murther
or felome shall be put to his fine, but suffer accord-
inge to the lawes 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reh. 1 (1843)
10/1 He was condemned in a great fine 1719W Wood
Surv Trade 302 Which cannot fail of bringing many more
to the Church, than is possible by Fines and Imprison-
ments. 1827 Hallam Const Hist (1876) III xvli 327
Fines to the amount of£ 85,000 were imposed on the Cove-
nanters x86x M Pattison Ess. (1889) I 47 A blow .

.

subjected the offender to a fine.

d transf A penalty of any kind. arch. + To
pass afine fig. to pronounce sentence.

1503 Hawes Examp Virt v 59 Deth xs fyne of euery
synne. 1580 Lupton Sivqtla 14 To pay the fine of dam-
nation for euer, a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) I 141 Two
Self-admirers may pass a Fine Upon all Judgment 1697
Dryden Enetd xi 1222 Too dear a Fine, ah much la-

mented Maid, For warring with the Trojan hast thou
paid 1705 Addison Italy 501 Fines set upon Plays,
Games, Balls and Feastings 1876 Blackie Songs Relig 4
Life 195 We stood for our faith, when our life was the fine

1 9 A fee or charge paid for any privilege. Also,

probate duty on a will. Obs.

[1422 E E. Wills (1882) 51 & soluerunt pro fine iujor

nobilia ] 1434 Earl of Oxford in Ellis Ong Lett Ser, 11,

I no That the said Shipp, without any fyn or fee . may
have licence to make the furst viage unto St James 15*1
Bury Wills (Camden) 120 Item to Mr Miles, for the aquitans
atthys cownt makynginFornham and fory® fyne ofy® testa-

ment vs vnj tf c 1744 Pari Bill in Hanway Trav (1762)
I v lxxi, 323 All persons should be admitted into the free-

dom ofthe said company, upon payinga fine of fifty pounds
I*V. 10. Comb , fine-rolls (=rotuh oblatorum

orfimum ; see quot. 1891) ;
fine-setting vbl sb

,

fining, mulcting.
x8oo 1st Rept. Public Records 54 The Fine Rolls. i853

Thomas Handbk Pull Rec. 39 The Fine Rolls of King

J
ohn 1891 Scargill-Bird Guide to Public Records 35 The
Lolls upon which were entered the sums ofmoney (or other

property ) offered to the king by way of oblation or fine for

the passing or renewal of charters or grants, and for the
enjoyment of lands, offices, wardships, exemptions and
other marks of royal favour, were called Oblata or Fine
Rolls The first of these appellations fell into disuse after

the reign of John, the latter only being thenceforward re-

tained, 1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 17 This fine setting

is no breach of privilege

|[ Fine (fin*), sb.2 Irish Hist. [Irish] An
Old Irish family oi sept
1873 Sullivan Introd. O'Curry's Anc. Irish I. 79 The

clan comprised several Fines. 1875 Maine Hist Inst, iv

105 My own opinion is that the ' Fine ’ is neither the
Tribe nor the modern Family but the Sept.

Fine (fain), a Forms
: 3-5 fin, fyn, 4-6 fyne,

(4fyin), 4- fine, [a F. fin=Pr fin-s, Sp., Pg.,

It. Pino (also It fine) Com. Rom. fino (med.L.

m
ftnus), prob. a back-formation from finite (pa
pple finito) to Finish On the analogy of the
many Rom vbs in -ire derived from atijs (e g
grossire to make thick, f grosso thick) the vb
finite seems to have been felt to presuppose an
adj fino Similar back-formations (from adjs of
ppl form) aie Sp tueido intelligent from L cor-
datus

,
It manso gentle from L mansiulus The

Rom word has passed into all the Teut langs
,

cf OHG., MHG. fin (mod G fern), MDu , Du.
fijn, Icel (15th c ) finn, Sw.yfoz, Da fun
In Fr the word now chiefly expresses delicate and subtle

perfection, as opposed to all that is gross or clumsy In
Eng the senses derived from this notion are still current,
but the word came to be used as a general expression of
admiring approbation, equivalent to the Fr beau, which it

renders in many adopted locutions ]

I Finished, consummate m quality
1 Of superior quality, choice of its kind
a 1300 Cursor M. 2870 (Gott ) Men findis lompis on Jxe sand

Of ter, nan finer m pat land 1377 Langl. P PI B 11 9
With pelure be finest vpon erthe c 1385 Chaucer LG W
673 Cleopatias, She made a shryne Of alle the rubies
and the stones fyne In al Egypte that she coude espje.
c 1440 Promp Pan), x6i/r Fyne wyne, falernum. 1653
Walton Angler 130 Certain fields make the Sheep that
graze upon them . bear finer Wool. 1872 Yeats Growth
Comm 31 Elba remarkable to this day for the fine iron it

f
reduces absol 1 a 1400 Morte Arth 3373
fonde of J?e fyneste, And reche to the npeste

2 Free firom foreign or extraneous matter, having
no dross or other impurity

, clear, pure, refined,

a Of metals : Free from dross or alloy.
a 1300 Cursor M 16453 (Cott ) Quen )>ai fine gold

for-soke CX384 Chaucer H Fame hi 258 Of gold As
fyne as ducat in venyse CX450 Mirour Saluacioim 1148
This reuerent Throne was made of finest gold. 1557N T (Genev ) Rev 1 15 And his fete lyke vnto fyne brasse
x6xx Bible Ezra viu 27 Two vessels of fine copper, precious
as gold 1757 Jos Harris Coins 31 Coins should contain
certain assigned quantities ofpure or fine silver 1867Ckamb
Jml xxxvm 105 ‘Fine’ gold being purer than ‘standard’.
x88x Raymond Mining Gloss , Fine metal, the iron or
plate-metal produced in the refinery

JiE *7»7 Swift Further Ace E Currl, Mixing a
greater quantity of the fine metal of other authors with the
alloy oi this society

to. Of gold or silver • Containing a given pro-
portion of pure metal, specified respectively in
1 carats ’ (see Carat) or ‘ ounces ’ (sc. per lb troy)

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. m 85 The golde being 24 Carets
high, & the siluer 12 ounces fine x666 Act 18 Chas II,
c. 5 § 1 For every pound troy of gold or silver that shall be
finer upon assay than crown gold or standard silver 1820
G G. Carey Funds 95 Gold of twenty two carats fine

signifies that twenty two parts of the whole mass is pure
gold and two parts ofsome otherraetal. 166a EW Robert-
son Hist Ess 1. i 3 The purest gold, 24 carats fine.

Jig, 1581 [See Carat 3]

0 Of liquids ; Free from turbidity or impurity,

clear Also occas of air • Pure.
1481 Caxton Myrr 1. i 6 The good wyn that is aboue

abideth alway clere and fyn 1567R Edwards Dam 4Pith.
m Hazl Dodsley IV 35 Methiuks this is a pleasant city .

The air subtle and fine 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot (1885) 27 Ane spring, of fyne, freshe and fair water.

111637 B. Jonson Rules Tavern v. Let our wines without
mixture or stum be all fine. 1671 Grew Anat Plants 1 11

(1682) 15 Which transient Sap . thus becomes fine 17*3
Swift Stella at Woodlark, She view’d the wine To see
that ev'ry glass was fine 1745 R Pococke Descr East
II 1 5 They .brought fine oil of olives 1819 Shelley
Cyclops 47 Here the air is calm and fine.

+ 3. Pure, sheer, absolute; perfect. In phrases

adopted from OF., esp. (of, with, by) fine force,

(by) absolute necessity, also (by) main force
; fine

love, fine heart, etc. Obs.

c 1320 Cast. Love 1405 Ther was never fadur to his child

Of fyne love so meke and myld. c 1330 R Brunne Chron
(18x0) 35 Kymak com for fyne awe. c 1340 Gam 4 Gr
Knt 1139 Me be-houez of fyne force, Your seruaunt be,

c 1450 Merltrt 156 By fyn strengthe c 1475 Partenay 3831
Whom I so louedwith hert Fyn 1564 Haward Eutropms
vii 61 Cesar . of fine force caused the Romaynes to create

hym consul! 1670 Cotton Espemon I it. 45 To effect

that by fine Force, he could not obtain by the more
moderate ways of Addresses, and Treaty 1706 Phillips

(ed Kersey), Fine Force (Fr Law Term) an absolute un-
avoidable Necessity or Constraint. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

4 . Of persons • 4 a Consummate in virtue or

excellence. Chiefly as nme-word Obs.

13 E. E Allit P. A. 1203 A god, a lorde, a frendful

Bun. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 257 A baron bold

& fyn. c X400 Rowland 4 0 14 Sir Cherlles gud & fyne
c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1901 Twa halymen and fyne,

Saint benet and bischop Marcellyne.

f to Used with reproachful designations : Con-
summate, 1 egregious Obs Cf. 1 a c.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron, vi vi. 18 A schrewe fyne. 1598
Shaks Merry W v. 1 19 That same knaue (Ford hir

husband) hath the finest mad diuell of lealousie m him that

euer gouern’d Frensie 1604— Oth, 1v. 1. 155,

1

was a fine

Foole to take it

5 . Of persons or actions ; Consummately skilful,

highly accomplished. Now only as a contextual

use of ia ; Admirably skilful.

c 1320 Orfeo 265 To her harpyng that was fyne c 1400
Destr. Trey 7716 A fyn archer 1535 Stewart Cron Scot
III 436 To seik him leichis that wer fyne and gude, To
heill his woundis. x6ox Shaks. Jut C. j. 1. 10 In respect

of a fine Workman, I am hut . . a Cobier. 1837 Disraeli

FINE.

Venetia 1. tu, A fine musician 1880 L. Stephen Pope v. 133
Pope was a really fine judge of literature

II. Delicate, subtle

6 a. Exquisitely fashioned
; delicately beautiful

13 E E. Allit P A 170 Herfygurefyn c 1450 Why
I can't be a nun 113 in £ E P {1862) 141, I fylle Among
the herbes fresche and fyne. 1530 Palsgr 312/2 Fyne at.

any worke that is small and subtylly wrought, soultil 1596
Spenser Prothalamion 27 Lhey with fine fingers cropt

.

The tender stalks xfixo Shaks Temp 1 11 317 Fine ap-
partsion my

_
quemt Ariel Hearke in thine eare 18x9

Shelley Ceuci iv 1 133 Warp those fine limbs To loathed
lameness. 1867 Iennyson Window 88 Fine little hands, line
little feet

to. Of immaterial things, e g emotion or feeling

.

Delicate, elevated, refined. Cf 10.

1606 Shaks Tr 4 Cr hi ii 24 Some loy too fine For the
capacitie ofmy ruder powers 1707 Mrs Radcuffe Italian
Yxxiii (1824) 7x3 A moment of finer joy 1842 Tennyson
Locksley H. 46 What is fine within thee growing coarse
to sympathise with clay.

7 Delicate in structure or texture, delicately

wrought
;
consisting of minute particles or slender

threads or filaments Opposed to Coarse.
Often contextually coincident with sense 1

c 1386 Chaucer Prol 453 Hire covercKiefs weren ful fine
of ground a 1400 Sir Perc 453 He fande a lofe of brede
fyne. 1558 Bury Wills (Camden) xsx, J fyne hone x66o
Act 12 C/ias II, c. 4 Sched s v. Brushes, Fine, or head
brushes, xjrax BerkeleyPrevent.Rum Gt.Bnt Wks III.

199 More fine linen is wore in Great Britain than in any
other country 1737 Bracken FarrieryDnpr (1756) I xx8
Any Thing that is termed fineWork. 184a Bischoff Woollen.
Mamtf II. 192 The wool is fit for clothing purposes or for
making fine flannels. 1884 A. R Pennington Wtclifvi 187
They were written on fine vellum

b In mmute particles, comminuted
1535 Coverdale Lev ii i A meatofferynge of fyne floure.

1589 Pappe w. HatchetD ij b, They haue got themselues
the fine meale 1602 Shaks Ham v 1 116 Full of fine Dirt.
1820 Shelley Witch xliv 6 Interwoven with fine feathery
snow 1885 Manck Exam 4. May 5/3 The air is in fact
quite misty with the fine impalpable dust which it contains,

c Attenuated, of small density, subtle, rare
1626 Bacon Sylva § 761 When the Eye standeth in

the Finer Medium 17x2-4 Pope Rape Loch il 6x Trans-
parent forms, too fine for mortal sight, Their fluid bodies
half dissolved in light *783 Pott Chirurg Whs. II. 219
The exudation of a fine fluid x86o MissMulock Parables
30 in Poems 273 Air so rare and fine.

d. Very small in bulk or thickness
;
extremely

thin or slender.

CX400 Maundev (1839) iu 17 Upon the Body lay a fyn
plate of Gold. 155* Huloet Fine threde, arachnion 1577
Googe Heresbach's Hitsb (1586) il 68 Make a fine hole
m the stocke. X590 SpenserF Q r iv 21 Like a crane his
neck was long and fyne. c 1790 Imison Sck Art 1 223
The fine membranes between a frog’s toes. xSax Shelley
Prometh, Unb 11 1. 116 Thine eyes underneath Their long
fine lashes.

fig 1588 ShaksL.L L.v.l 19 He draweth out the thred
of his verbositie finer then the staple of his argument 1845
Ld Houghton in Life (1891) I vm 360, I think my own
finer [lines of judgment] just as distinct 1884 Munch
Exam 26 May 5/1 Margins of profit are so fine 1891
Farmer Slang,

Cutfine, to narrow down to a minimum.

e. Athletics. Reduced in fat to the proper degree

by training.

18x5 SportingMag XLVI 44The gentlemanwho brought
him [Oliver] so fine into the ring in his combat with Painter,

1887 R L Stevenson Pastoral in Longm. Mag IX 598
With a certain strain in the expression, like that of a man
trained too fine and harassed with perpetual vigilance

8 . Of a tool, weapon, etc. : Sharp-pointed, keen-

edged; sharp.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5824 He frusshit at Philmene with a
fyn launse x6xx Shaks. Wvit. T, v 111 78 What fine

Chizzell Could euer yet cut breath? 1848 Macaulay Hist
Eng. I 342 Those exquisitely fine blades which are required
for operations on the human frame 1871 Morley Voltaire

(1886) 8 A fine sword, very fatal to those, who [etc.].

fig. cx6oo Shaks. Sohh. Iu 4 For blunting the fine point
of seldom pleasure x6aa Bacon Hen. VII 51 The finer

edges or points of wit

•f 9. Of bodily constitution . Delicate, sensitive,

tender. Obs.

1607 Totsell Faur-f, Beasts (1658) 583 Some fine or deli-

cate person which cannot endure so gross a medicine. x66x
Lovell Hist Amm. 4 Min. Introd

,
[Meats] fit for fine

complexions, idle and tender persons

lu. a. Of distinctions, reasoning, objects of per-

ception, etc. : Subtle, delicate, refined, b. Of
senses, organs, instruments: Capable of delicate

perception or discrimination, sensitive to delicate

or subtle impressions

1567 R Edwards Dam. 4 Pith in Hazl, Dodsley IV. 17
Now mens ears are finer. X580 Baret Alv, F 544A subtile

and fine distinction, distwetio tennis4 acuta. 1606 Shaks
Tr 4 Cr 1. 111 338 For here the Trojans taste our dear’s!

repute With their finest palate, 1693 Dryden Juvenal
Ded 41 The most delicate touches of Satire consist^ in

fine Raillery *7x2 Addison Sped No 409 P 1 Gratian
very often recommends the fine Taste, as the utmost Per-

fection of an accomplished Man- 1784 Cowfer Tosh vi

562 Grac’d with polish’d manners and fine sense, x8ox

Southey Thalaba hi xi, The subtile sounds, Too fine for

mortal sense 1855 Bain Senses 4 Int. 11 11 § 8 The part

endowed with the finer tactile power feels the other. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1 § 43X A fine balance
should turn with about a 500,000th of the greatest load

which can safely be placed in either pan 1885 Law
Times LXXIX. 171/2_The distinction between motive and
intention is perhaps a little fine.
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+ 11. Intellectually subtle, clever, ingenious. In

bad sense, Cunning, artful. Obs.

1377 Langl. P PI, B x 247 Had neuere freke fyne wytte

be feyth to dispute c 1450 St Cnthbert tSurteesl 7S70 In

all doyng disctete and fyne 1359 Mirr Mag , Pall R
Ti csiluut xii, To crepe into whose fauour we were full fyne

and slye *579-80 North £71(1676) 159 Soon after he

understood they were counterfeit Letters, made by Hanni-

bals fine device to have drawn him out 1607-12 Bacon
Ess Empire (Arb) 298 The wisedome of all theis latter

tymes, in Princes1
affaires, is rather fine Deliveryes, and

shiftinges of daungers and mischeifes than solid and

?
rounded courses to keepe them aloofe 1610 Bp Carleton
•urisd 6 Some of the finer Iesuits are growen more cun-

nmg in the manner of dehuering it 1701 Rowe Avtb Stef-
Moth, n 11 942 One fine project of tne Statesman's Brain

1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide vm (1807) 57 Men of fine heads,

and nice calculations

III Senses developed m Eng (chiefly = Fr.

beau)

12 Used as a general expression of admiration :

Excellent, admirable in quality
;
ofrare or striking

merit
c *440 Pi omp Parv. 161/1 Fyne, or ryght goode 1580

Sidney A 1 caaia (1622) n6 To my conceite the fine cleane*

nesse of bearing it was exceeding dchghtfull 1671 Lady
Mary Bertie in \ith Rep Hist MSS. Comm App v 22

Two very fine new plays 1676 Cotton Angler 11 1 5 As
fine Rivers, and as clear fiom. encumbrance to hinder an
Angler, as any you ever saw 1729 Law Screens C 1 (1815)

9 You see them pleased with fine preachers 1751 Chat-
ham Lett Nephew 11 7 They [Homer and Virgil] contain the

finest lessons for yourage to imbibe 1756-7 Keysler's Trav
(1760) IV 451 Part of the fine paintings have already been
brought from Dusseldorp *794 Southey Botany Bay Eel
11 ’lis a fine thing to fight tne French for fame 1 1829
Lytton Devercux 1 111, Candoui no longer seemed to me the
finest of virtues 1833 Ht Martineau Maitch Strike 1 9
Shake hands, my fine fellow. 1836W Irving Astana II.

314 He accordingly fitted out a fine ship of four hundred
and ninety tons 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab (1878) 5 He
thought of the fine times coming when he would be a man.

Tb Of thoughts, sayings, etc. : Admirably con-

ceived or expressed
1676 Hobbes Iliad Pref (16861 10 Two or three fine sayings

are not enough to make a Wit, 1695 Dryden Parall
Poetry <5- Paint Prose Wks 1800 III. 348 The word ees,

or brass, was taken for a trumpet, because the instrument
was made of that metal,—which of itself was fine 171a
Steele Sped No. 288 n Saying as many fine Things as
their Stock of Wit will allow 1875 Jowftt Plato (ed 2)

III 569 According to his own fine expression, 1 the thought
of God made God ’

C Often used ironically.

1581 J Belt Haddon's Answ Osor. 36 How say you fine
man ? 1613 Siiaks etc Hen VIII, V. iv 74 Y' haue made
a fine hand, fellowes 1670 Ld Chanceli or in R Mansel
Narr Popish Plot 40 You are a fine Fellow

J
first to

come to His Majesty then to the Lord Powis 1683 in
Wood Life (OHS) III 70 That ‘ to execute penal lawes
upon dissenters was ’ —speaking ironically—' a fine way to
unite us’. 1797 Mrs. Radciiffe Italian xvi, Fine plots
they would lay 1855 Browning Fra Lippo 201 A fine way
to paint soul, by painting body So ill 1861 T A. Trollope
La Beata I. iv 74 It is all very fine, but one must live.

1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister 9 323 Telling your mates
of your fine goings-on.

13. Remarkably good-looking, handsome. Said
both of persons and things.
In the i8{h c the expression ‘a fine woman * (= une Idle

femme) was very often used where we should now rather
say ‘ beautiful ’ or ‘ pretty'.

1340-70 Alex. 4 Dmd 591 But hit [a tomb] fair be & fin,
folie je holden 1598 Yong Diana 36 A Shepherdesse so
fine perdie, So liuelyyoong and passing faire 1726 Franklin
Jrnl Wks 1887 1. 106 From the battlements of this upper
castle you have a fine prospect *749 Fielding Tom
Jones vm vm, [She] is still a very fine woman. 2791 Mrs.
Radcuffe Rom. Forest x, She is a fine girl 1828 ScottF M. Perth xxx, To make yourself acceptable to a fine
woman 1833 Ht Martineau Brooke Farm iv 43 As fine
a set of lads and lasses as could be seen. 1867 Miss Brough-
ton Cometh up as Flower xxx (1878) 334 A monstrous fine
woman 1868 Lockyer Elem Astron 1 (1879) 34 The finest
ring nebula is the 57th in Messier’s catalogue

to. Of the features, etc , m a more elevated sense

:

* Beautiful with dignity’ (J )
1801 Southey Thalaba. ix. 11, Her fine face raised to Heaven.

1849 C Bronte Shirley ii, He seems unconscious that his
features are fine. 1878 Hutton Scott 1. 4 His father was a
man of fine presence.

14. Of handsome size or growth.
*59° Greene Never too late (1600) 3 The finest buds are

soonest nipt with frosts 1703 Maundrell Jouru Jems 40
Orange Trees all of so fine a growth . that one cannot
imagine anything more perfect in this kind 1796 C. Mar-
shall Garden, xvn (1813) 279 Some sorts [offruit trees] grow
finest in a warm soil 1870 Mrs H Wood G. Canterbury
II i 9 A fine child you call him .He is not a fine child, for
he is remarkably small , but he is a very pretty one

to Colloquially often with derisive notion : Very
large

;
also followed by large, big, etc.

1833 Ht Martineau Berkeley 1 111 33 You had a fine slice
of bread and honey just before Miss Berkeley came in.

15 Of the weather, a day, etc. : In which the sky
is bright, or comparatively free from cloud. Often
merely in the sense : Free from ram. Also N'aut.
of the wind (see quot. 1867).
[=F. beau , F has also un tempsfin bright and cloudless

weather, but this seems not to have influenced the Eng use ]

1704 Cuningham m Phil Trans XXV 1688 Fair and
pleasant weather, with fine gales at S.E. 1732 Berkeley
A Iciphr it § 1 The weather was so fine they had a mind to
spend the day abroad. 1836 M. Scott Cruise Midge 1. 11.

39 A fine breeze, that was neatly a fair wind up the liver.

1867 Tennison Window 153 ‘ Cuck-00 1 Cuck-ooV was ever

a May so fine ? 1867 Smyth Sailor*s Wo? d bk ,
Fine In eases,

said of the wind when the flying-kites maybe earned but
lequinng a sharp look-out 187a Wood Insects at Flame
m 337 On a fine day, it is very interesting to watch the

ants [etc ]

to One of these fine days, etc (
= F. un de ces

beauxjours) 0ften used playfully or derisively with

reference to the occurrence of some nnlooked for

event.

1853 Miss Mulock Agatha's Hush I 111 65 Miss Bowen
set oil one fine morning, hoping [etc ] 1854 Dicklns Hard
T 1 xi 89 You'll get yourself into a real muddle, one of

these fine mornings.

16.

Of dress : Highly ornate, showy, smart

Hence of persons. Smartly dressed. Chiefly in

disparaging use. Prov Fine feathers make fine
birds
*526 Pilgr. Perf. (W de W 1531) 84 With fayre and fyne

clothes 1506 Siiaks. Tam Shr. 11 i 319,

1

will be sure my
Katherine snail be fine 1665 Boyle Occas Refl v v (1845)

313 A Colour'd suit, that but last Week, would have been
thought a fine one. 1721 Kelly Sc Prov 109 Fine Feathers
make fine Birds. 1730 Swirr Death 4 Daphne, Fine as a
col’nel of the guards 1771 Mrs Harris in Pnv Lett Ld
Malmesbury I 214 A dress which was pretty and fine 1798

i
fANE Aumtn Northang Abb (1833) I 11. 7 She had a harm-
ess delight m being fine

17.

Characterized by or affecting xefinement or

elegance
;
polished, dainty, refined, fastidious, etc

*54® J- Heywood Prov (1362) I j b, Lyke one of fond fancy

so fyne and so neate, That would haue better bread than is

made of wheate. a 1555 Latimer Scrm fy Rem. (1845) 109
Those fine damsels thought it scorn to do any such thing

unto Mary 1732 Porn Ep Bathurst 73 Soft Adonis, so

perfum’d aiul fine X774 Mrs Harris m Pnv Lett Ld.
Malmesbury I 279 She is too fine to come to town till the

day before the birthday. 1786 Burns Holy Fair \v, His
English style, an’ gesture fine Are a* clean out o’ season

x8oo Mrs Hervey Mourtray Font. I 55 Since she had
been admitted into the society of her fine neighbours 1814
Wordsw Excursion vi, Yet farther recommended by the

charm Of fine demeanoi. 1885 B nsant Children ofGibeou
11 xxxn. He’s only a working-man, you see He hasn’t got
your fine ways.

18.

Of speech, writing, etc : Affectedly ornate

or elegant.

*773 Mrs Chapone Improv Mind (1774) II. 113 Idle

gallantry and unmeaning fine speeches c 1800 K White
Lett. (1837) 334 Never make use of fine or vulgar words
1837 J. H. Newman Par Scrm (ed. 3) I xm 202 A price

for the indulgence of fine speaking. 1867 Fro man Norm.
Cong (1876) I App. 610 By way of fine writing

b. Flattering, complimentary.
1848 Macaulay Hist Eng. I x68 When this haggling was

very obstinate and very skilful it was called by some fine

name 1865 Mill m Morn. Star 6 July, I hope you don’t

suppose that I think all the fine things true about me which
have been said [etc ] *874 Mobley Compromise {1886) 169
Hardly . moic than a fine name for self-indulgence.

B sb (The adj, used absol ) + a. A fine woman,
t to Fine quality, c. The fine part of anything,

d. Fine weather.
*607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. m. v, Me thinkes she makes

almost as faire a fine. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 111 i, Fairs,

fines, and homes, are but flesh and blood *696 J F
Merchant's Ware-lio. 15 What it wants in the fine, you have
compleated in the strength a 1834 Lamb FinalMem viii.

To H C Robinson 264 You go about, in ram 01 fine, at
all hours. x886 G Allen Maitme's Sake xvm, The fine of
the day will all be gone by that time.

C adv. = Finely; a In a fine manner, elegantly,

etc ; as, to talk fine. to. Well, very well
;
com-

pletely, fully
; also m \Fullfine ; + Wellandfine :

to one’s satisfaction, thoroughly. Ohs. exc dial.

C Delicately, mincmgly, subtly, with nicety
a. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 31 Annamalit fine

with flouris Off alkin hewis under hewm 1708 Load Gaz
No 4406/4 A strong Bay Horse that

.
goes fine 1730

Swift Paneg on the Dean
,
The neighbours who come here

to duie, Admire to . hear me speak so fine. 1751 Female
Fonndl II 46 Nothing could be imagined finer turned than
the Praises which he gave me 1773 Hist Ld Ainsworth
I 9 Servants who drest finer than tneir mistresses 18x2W.
Taylor m Monthly Rev. LXXIX 384 All ‘the personages
talk fine x8xa L. Hunt m Examiner 14 Dec 785/2 They
spoke finest

b. c 1385 Chaucer L G W 1715 Lucrece, The husbonde
knew the estns wel and fyn. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7168 Iche
freike was fyn hole of here fell hurttes c 1470 Harding
Chi on c v, Rulyng that lande in peace and lawe full fine.

£*554 Interl Youth in Hazl Dodsley II. 12 Your brother
and you together Fettered fine fast » 1889 Barrie Window
in Thrums x68 ,

1

believe fine ye mean what ye say 1890W A Wallace Only a Sister 9 327,

1

could see all fine from
behind the curtains

C. 1588 Shaks L L. L v. 1 22 Such rackers of orta-

griphie, as to speake dout fine
(<
when he should say doubt.

16x1— Cyvib 1 1 84 Dissembling curtesie r How fine this

Tyrant Can tickle where she wounds I 1676 Cotton Angler
11. v. 35 To fish fine, and far off is the principal Rule for
Trout Angling. 1704 J Trapp Abra-Mule hi. 1. 1191 Thy
Plot weis wrought Too fine for my dull Sight.

D. Comb
1. Of the adj. a. With pr pples. forming adjs.,

asfine-appearing (U S. dial.), -looking.

1879 Howell L Aroostook (1883) II 59 ' She is very *fine-
appearing,' said Lydia. Stamford smiled at the countrified
phrase.

to. In parasynthetic derivatives, as fine-baited,
-eyed, -feathered, -featured, -fleeced

,
-furred,

-grained, -haired, -jointed
,
-mouthed

,

-nosed
,
-paced,

-skinned, -spirited, -threaded, -timbered, -toned
-tongued, -tubed, -united, -woolled

'

1598 Shaks Merry IV 11.
1 99 Lead him on with a "fine

baited delay 18x5 Keats Epistle to G F' Matlmv 35 The
"fine-eyed maid 1751 R. Paltock P Wilkms(fe.f) II u 2gA very

A
fine-feathered cieature 1657 Cokaine Obstinate

Ladym i, 'Ime-featur'd Mars 1835 Url Philos Manuf
131 The high prices at which the "fine-fleeced animals were
sold 1630 Drayton Noahs Florid 97 The "fine-furd Erimn
1538 Leland Itut (1744) VII 8x Very fayie and "fyne
gieynyd Okes. 1859 F A Grhtiths Arhl Man (1862)
gs Fine grained, Oi musket powder 17x1 Loud Gaz, No.
4890/4 Very Fat and "fine hail’d 1849 Parker Goth.
Archit, 1. 1. (18741 16 "Fme-jointed masonry a 1700 B E
Did Cant CrewfFinc-wouth’d, nice dainty. xBxi Sport-
ingMag XXXVIII hi Should the executioner be too fine-

mouthed X655 Fuilir Ch Hist vi 11 § 1 The Monks
themselves were too 'fine-nosed to dabble in Tan fatts. 1625
B Jonson Staple ofN 1 1, A "fine paced gentleman 1701
Loud Gaz No 3748/4 A black Gelding "fine Slcm’d 1714
Mandlville Fab Bees (1733) II 315 Many "fine-spirited

cieatures 1890 Child Ballads vii ccvi 145/2 It is a fine-

spmted ballad as it stands 1833 Hlrschll Astron 11 84
A 'fine threaded screw 1634 Massinger Very Woman 11

in, 1 his day the market’s kept foi slaves
, go you, And buy

you a "fine-timber’d one to assist me 1864A M< Kay Hist
Kilmar noth {18801 120 A "fine-toned organ 1580 Sidney
Arcadia (1622) 238 My "finc-witted wench Aitesia, x868
Darwin Antm $ PI I m 99 "Fine woolled sheep

2 Of the adv a With pr pples., forming adjs,

asfine-dividutg, -feeling, sounding, -tapering

1879 Glo Eiiot C oil Breakf P 610 Brains and "fine-

dividing tongue 1795 Jemima I 4 1 his is yoiu amiable
your "fine feeling Miss Temuna 1845 Ford Hattdbk

Spain 1 35 The names of the animals are always "fine-

sounding 1728-46 'I iiomsqn Sprwg 384 The rod "fine-

tapeang with clastic spung
to. With pa pples., forming adjs, as fine-bred,

-dressed, -set, -sifted, -spoken, -ti icked, -wrought
1667 Drydln Wild Gallant m 11, A "fine-brccl woman

1710 Palmer Prove? bs 1x1 Many a fine-bred gentleman has
been luin’d by a title x68x Oiway Solditr's Fort 11. 1,

A dainty "fine-drest coxcomb 1703 Moxon Meek Exert
tit *Fine-set, the lions of Planes aie set Fine, when in

working they take off a fine shaving 1823 P Nicholson
Pract, Build 223 Fme-set. *824 Miss Mutord Village

Ser 1 (1863) 197 The "fine-sifted mould of the slnubberies

1666 pLrvs Diary 1 Apr , I find him a very "fine-spoken

gentleman 1853 Lynch Self-Irnprov v 105 The talk and
airs of fine-spoken leputable people x6oo J Land Tom
'1 cl-troth 235 1 licsc mincing maides and "fine tuct truls, nde
postTo Plutoes pallaec 169 x Norris Pract Disc 23gAsthe
laborious Spidei weaves her "fine-wrought Web 1725 De
Foe Voy. round World

{

1840) 198 Fine-wrought China silks

18x6 Shelley There is no work 21 The fme-wrought eye
and the wondrous ear

C„ With veibs, forming verbs, asfine-burnish

1833 Hoi land Manuf Metal II 40 Women, who care-

fully"fme-burnish the bows with a polished steel instiument

3 Special comb ; fine-arch, (see quot.)
,
fine-

boring vbl. sb

,

the process of giving a fine bore

to a gun , fine-cut a., (a) finely cut, delicately

chiselled
, (b) cut so as to be fine

, fig cut down
to narrow limits; fine-edge v., to put a fine edge

upon, sharpen ; fine-fingered a
,
(a) delicate, fas-

tidious
; (/>) light-fingered

;
fine-headed a

,

(a )

given to making fine distinctions , (
b) clear-headed,

clever ; ffine-palated a ,
pleasing to the palate

;

fine-sight (see quot ) ;
fine stuff (see quots ) ,

fine-

toothed a

,

(a) of a file : having fine teeth ,
(b) of

persons : delicate or epicurean in matters of taste

or palate ; fine world=

B

eau-monde. Also Fine-

art, Fine gentleman, Fine lady. Fine-spun,

Fine-weather, etc

1874 Knight Did Mech 1 . 847/1 *Ftne-arch, the smaller

fritting-furnace ofa glass-house 1891 PallMallG 30 May
7/2 Tne process called '"fine-boring’ 1894 Daily News
Jan 5/2 These days of "fine-cut profit on safe monetary
usiness. 1824 Mechanic's Mag No 46 280 Easy mode

of "fine-edging a Razor. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par
1 Tint 13 To professe Chrisq ib not an ydle nor a delycate

"fine fyngred matter, c 1559 m Strype Ann Ref I xiv 189

These finefingered rufllers with their sables about their

necks 1603 Breton Mad World (Grosart) xi/i Taking

me for a fine fingreed companion 1579 Tomson Calvin s

Scrm Tim 1007/2 Some "fine headed and learned fellowe

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent fi 307 Some which are so

fine headded that they will make God a Iyer 1603 Florio

Montaigne 11 xvn. (1632) 366 T he finer headed, and more
subtle-brained a man is 174a Loud * Country Brew 1

(ed. 4) 37 The desired End of enjoying "fine-palated whole-

some Drink 1859 Musketry Instruct. 34 *Fme-sight is

when the line of sight is taken along the bottom of the notch

of the back sight, the fine point of the fore-sight being only

seen in the alignment 1825J Nicnoix>on Operat Mechanic
6ix "Fine stuff is merely pure lime, slaked first with a

small quantity of water, and afterwards [etc ] 1858

Simmonds Did Trade, Fine-stuff, the second coat ofplaster

for the walls of a room, composed of finely sifted lime and

sand mixed with hair. 1601 Holland Pliny I 430 As they

say that be "fine-toothed, and have a delicate tast 1842

Bk. Trades 231 The fine toothed files 1801 Han Morf
Wks VIII. 181 Persons who are pleased exclusively to call

themselves the "fine world

t Pine, v. x Obs Forms 1 3-6 fine, (3 fin, 4
fyn), fyn(e(n. Often with strong pa t

1 3-4 fan(e,

(3 fa-yne), 4 fon, 5 fyne. [ad OB' finer= Cat

,

Sp
,
Pg finar

,

It. finare, com. Rom finare, f L.

ftn-is end.]

1 mtr Of persons and other agents : To cease,

stop, give over, desist. Const, inf with to.

1297 R. Glquc. (1734) 140 Heo ne fynede neuer mo ar \>o



FINE. FINE-DRAWN.
oJ>er ware at gronde a 1300 CursorM 3309 (Cott.) Bot ax

J>e quils he ne fan To be-hald J>at leue maidan C1375 Sc
Leg Smuts\

Jacobus 338 For-Jn |>e lele mene, ore J>a fane,
Tmnkand na ewxl vent to hill 1430 Lydg Chrou Troy
1 u, He wolde not fyne Flaynely to worke to his conclusyon

2 To come to au end, fail, pass away, end.

Also, to come to the end of one’s life, to die
a 1300 CursorM 22268 (Cott ) Sua sal cnsten kingrik fine.

13 E E. A Hit P A 328 Schal I efte forgo hit er euer
I fyne? 14 Lydg '1 einple ofGlas 372 In short tyme hir
turment shulde fyne c 1500 Lancelot 2081 This Is his mycht
that neuer more shall fyne 15 Bk, Fair Gentleioom
m Laiteham's Let. (1871) Introd 96 Here Fineth Lady
Fortune

3. irons To bring to an end, complete, conclude,
finish

c 1374 Chaucer Troytus iv Proeme 26 Father of QWynne

»

This ferthe book me helpith for to fyne 1426 Pol Poems
(Rolls) II 134 Alleoure trouble to enden and to fyne a 151a
Fabyan Chron vn 682 An ende of thys boke Here is now
fyned, whereof the sence piecedyth 1593 Shaks Liter 936
Time’s office is to fine the hate of foes

b To finish off (a part of a building)

1448 Will ofHen VI m Willis & Clark Cambridge I 369
Euery boterace fined with fimalx Ibid , Smale tourettis
fined with pynacles

Hence Fined ppl a,, Fining vbl si.

ci300 K Alts 8015 God geve alle good fynyng 1 c 1448
Avyse ofHen VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge I 367 Fro
the Crest unto the fynyng of the pynnacles 1571T Fortes-
cue Forest of Hist 64 b. Considering what we reade of
their fined labours. *596 Drayton Legends

, Robert cxv,
In fined things such meruails infinite.

Fine (fern), V 2 Also 3-7 fyne. [f Fins sb 1]

tl trans. To pay as a fine or composition Ohs.
x*97R Glouc (1724)463 Me bounde men & enprisonede,

vorte hn fynede raunson Ibid. 528 So Jmt vor >e manslagt
pe clerkes finede wip him gret raunson inou 1599 Shaks

Hen V, iv vu 72 Know’st thou not That I have fined
these bones of mine for ransom

»

+ 2. To impose (a tax) upon. Obs
1563-87 Foxe A <$• M (1596) 307/1 Shortlie after a tax

was fined upon the countrie of Norfolke

+ 3. mtr To pay a penalty, ransom, or composi-
tion Const, with (a person). Obs.
W97 R Glouc. (1724) 511, & wo so nolde a3en horn at hor

wille fine. Hu harnde hous & other god 1526 Customs of
Pale (Dillon 1892) 85 Unto that theie have ffined with him
for theire trespas 1548 Hall Chron (1809) 0 He made
them fine of newe 156* Stow Eng Chron (1565) 155 b,
He was deteyned in prison vntyll he had fyned with the
kyng for 8000 poundes 1563-87 Foxe A gM (1684) III.
|6i Except you fine with me, I will puta Collar about your

transf xaA.fig 1580 Sidney Ps Iv 18 He ransom’d me, he
for my safetie fin’d In fight 1634 Shirley Examples tv i,

A challenge t Some young gentlemen that have Strong
purses and faint souls ao use to fine for’t

b. esp to do this in order to escape the duties

of an office Const for

,

esp m to fine for (the

office of) alderman
, sheriff etc. Also, + tofine off

*537 Order of Hospitalls Bvj, Except he he such a one
as have boi ne th’ Office ofan Alderman, or hath fined for the
same 1663 Pepys Diary 1 Dec , Mr. Crow hath fined for

Alderman
_
1682 Enq. Elect Sheriffs 41 Charlton . chose

rather to Fine than to run the risk of being confirmed by
the Commons to hold 1706 Estcouht Fair Examp v 1,

You . are able to Fine for Sheriff upon occasion 1751
Johnson Rambler No 116 v 3 Some have fined for Sheriffs

1761-2 Hume Hist Eng (1806) V lxix 179 Box apprehen-
sive of the consequences which might attend so dubious an
election, fined off

fig a 1680 Butler Rent (1759) I 82 So sadly dull And
stupid, as to fine for Gull.

+4. Of a magistrate: To fine with (a person).

To accept a money payment as the price of con-

nivance. Sc.
1609 Skene Reg. Mai. 135 Gifany Lord of Regahtie sells

any theif or fines with him for theift done.

5. ^a. To pay a fine on the renewal oftenure. (Cf.

Fine sbJ 7.) Obs. b. irons. Tofine down or off

.

to

arrange for a reduction of (rent) upon payment of

a fine. So, tofine down a lease

1670 Walton Lines 1, 50 Our Tenant offered to fine at
so low a rate as held not proportion with his advantages

1705 Land Gas No 4183/3 The Tenant fining down a Part

1709 Ibid, No 4540/5 Fining off part of the Rent after the
rate of ten Years Purchase 1880 [see Fining below]

6 Tofine and recover : see Recover.
1831 Scott Jml (1890) II 401 ,

1

believe I have fined and
recovered, and so may be thankful

7. To pay a consideration for a specified privilege,

or for appointment to an office.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par. John xviii 13 Beeyng a
benefice sette to sale it [the bigh-pnesthood] was fined for

euery yere to the princes 1776 Adam Smith W N. i x.

(1869) 1 130 Such adulterine guilds were obliged to fine

annually to the king for permission to exercise their usurped
privileges 1813 Scott Rokeby n. xxx, Nobles and knights
Must fine for freedom and estate 1818 Hallam Mid

Ages II vui 11, 117 In England, women, and even men,
simply as tenants in chief, and not as wards, fined to the
crown for leave to marry whom they would 1876 S. Dowell
Taxesm Eng I iv 33 In the fifth year of King Stephen,
the Londoners fined in C marks of silver, that they might
have sheriffs of their own choosing.

8 . trans. To punish by a fine, to mulct. Hence
simply, to punish {obs

)
With the penalty or amount

expressed as a second object, or introduced by m.
*559 Fabyan Chron (rSri) 615 Of the whiche prysoners

some were after fyned, and some punysshed by longe im-

prysonment. 1603 Shaks Meas. for M. in 1. 1x5 If it

were damnable, he being so wise, Why would he for the

m
momentane tricke Be perdurablie fin'de ’ 166a Stillingfl,

iSrfcr
- 11 § 11 He was , lined five talents. *679

Burnet Hist Ref. I. n 166 He was fined in 400 Pound
1692 Locke Consul Money 12 To Fine Men one Imrd of
their Estates seems very hard 1722 Sewel Hist Quakers
(1795)1 in 153 They were fined for not taking offtheir hats
1794 S Williams Vermont 294 Others have been fined in
large sums 1827 Hallam Const Hist (1876} III, xui 9 It
was against law to fine a jury for giving a verdict contrary
to the court’s direction 1874 Green Short Hist iv § 5
198 The King was strong enough to fine and imprison the
Earls Mod The magistrate fined him forty shillings.

Hence Fined ppl a
, m fined-doivn (sense 5) ;

Fi rung vbl. sb,, the action of the verb, an instance
of this

,
alsofining-down, m quot. attrtb

1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law iv ii, Your smiles deserve
a fining. 1660 Fisher Rusttcks Alarm Wks (1679) 125
Finemg, banishing and such like. x88o Daily J el 31
Dec. 3/5 Many of the tenants have paid large sums for
fined-down leases Ibid

,
The fining-down system, by which

reductions of rent were bought out by lump sums.

Fine (fain), v 3 Also 4-6 fyne(n. [f Fine# ]To make or become fine.

1. trans To make fine or pure
, to purify from

extraneous or impure matter; to clarify, refine.

Also to fine down Obs exc with reference to beer.
1* To fine thaff\ to dnve it off in the process of
cleansing the wheat.
*340 Ayenb 106 Ase deb bet uer [bet] clenzej) and fineh bet

gold. C1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W de W. 1494) 11 xm,
Also sone as the wyne is fyned & clered thenne it stondeth
styll 1487 Act \ Hen VII, c 2 Preamb

, To fine and part
all Gold and Silver 1520 Whitinton Vitlg (1527) 15 This
rynlet of malvesy is not fyned 1570 Spenser ShepJi Cal
Dec 125 As the chaffe should in the fan be fynd 16x3
J Rovenzon Treat. Metallica D uj. The Sowe-Iron may
be fined at one time 1686 Plot Staffardsh 338 They have
a knack of finemg it [ale] in three days time to that degree,
that [etc ] 1761 Franklin in J Adams Wks (1850) II 82
note, The porter is fined down with ising-glass 1797
Downing Dts Homed Cattle 22 That will help to fine ana
thin the blood *8*3 J- Badcock Dorn Amttsem. 103 To
‘fine down’ Spirits i8sg Sala Gas-light <$• D vi 71 Has
it been adulterated, ‘fined’, doctored
fie 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 2634 For in heven may na
saul be sene, Unto it he fyned and clensed clene 1628 Coke
On Litt 97 a. The Law of England hath beene fined and
refined by an infinite number of graue and learned men
1663 Blair Autobiog- 11. (1848) 49 The Lord is pleased by
trials to fine the faith of his servants 1871 Browning Pr
Hohetist, 1324 Fined and thrice refined I' the crucible oflife

2 mtr To grow or become fine or clear; to

clarify lit. andfig. Also, tofine down
1552 Huloet, Fine, reste, or settle, as wine dothe or other

licoure, side 1664 Evelyn Pomona Gen, Advt (1729) 89 It

will work so long, that when it fines, the Cider will be hard
1719 Free thinker No, 134 T 6 The perpetual violent
Motions hinder his Mind from fining. 1756 C Lucas Ess.
Waters I 46 Water which appears muddy and foul,

will fine upon standing. 182a Imison Sc. Art II 159
The liquor is now suffered to stand for some time to fine (or
become transparent) *859 Hughes Scouring of White
Horse iv 62 [The ale] hadn't had quite tune to fine down

f 3 trans. To make beautiful, handsome, or
elegant Also, To fine up * to furbish up, smarten.

Obs.

c 1400 Rom Rose 1696 For it so wel was enlumyned With
colour reed, as wel fyned, As nature couthe it make faire.

*567 Trial Treas, in HazI Dodsley III. 263 Though the
style be barbarous, not fined with eloquence 1627-77
Feltham Resolves 1 xxvm 48 He does fine up his homely
house 1655 Gurnall Chr in Arm. xu (1669)47 To bestow
a great deal ofcost m fining up an old Suit 1664 J. Wilson
Cheats 11 iv, He does not fine up himself, as he was wont,

f 4 To improve in quality Obs.

1683 Penn m R Burton Eng Emp. Avter vu (1685) xxx

Whether it be best to fall to Fining the Fruits of the Country
or send for foreign Stems or Sets already good 171a

Mortimer Hitsb II v. 23 It fines the Grass, but makes it

short, tho’ thick.

5. To make small, thin, or slender.

a. To break into fine or small particles. Obs.

exc techn.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm Par Luke Pref 9 b, They fyne
and beate to powder not receiptes of theyr owne, but of
Chnstes. 1725 Bradley Fain. Did s v. Ploughing of
Land, If the Land mounts full of Clots . you must fine it by
harrowing it when Rain comes *88o Lomas A Halt Trade
i, 9 The large pieces must first be . fined by the small tods

used for road metal,

b To make keen or subtle.

1839 Bailey Festus xxix. (1848) 337 Senses fined And
pointed bnlhantwise

c. To fine away, down, to make gradually

finer , to thin off, whittle away or down (either a

material or an immaterial thing).

1801 Strutt Sports $ Past Introd § 33. 39 The author.,

endeavours to fine away the objections of its opponents.

2826 Granby II. ui 34 You fine down her good qualities so

dexterously 1844 Mrs Browning Child Asleep vm, To
fine down this childish beauty To the thing it must be made
1866 Ferrier Grk Philos I v 34 So imperceptibly are they

[the changes] fined away into each other. 1868 Helps
Realmahxvi (1876)449 Fining down his original statement.

1872 Browning Ftfiite in, The human beauty. Tricot fines

down if fat *887 Fenn Offto Wtlds xxix. The sharp stake

formed by fining down a good-sized tree.

6 intr. a. To become comminuted dial

1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss
, Fme, to become fine and

powdery, in consequence of having been slaked

b. To become attenuated or delicate.

1889 Eng.lllust. Mag.Tbzc. a55 The wind fined into light,

delicate curls of shadow upon the sea.

C. Tofine away, down , off

,

to become gradually
fine, thin, or less coarse

,
to dwindle away to the

Vanishing-point.
1858 Bushnell Serin, New Life 416 The low superstitions,

the coarse and sensual habit have gradually fined away
1876 R. F. Burton Gorilla L I 324 Fining imperceptibly
away till lost in the convexity of the waters x88x Daily
Tel 5 July 2/2 Fining away with delicate keenness at the
forefoot 1884 St James's Gas 29 May 6/1 Beauchamp.

.

had fined down very much since the Two 1 housand
7. Of the weather : To clear, rare.
1888 Scott. Leader 12 July 7 [Sailor says] The weather

fined a bit

8 . It am. To bring into good condition
1835 Sir G Stephen Adv, Search Horse it 27 ‘ He was

brought out half an hourbefore, Sir, with legs like millstones
They trotted him up and down just tofine his legs

'

Hence Fined ppl. a. , Fvnva.gppl. a

'
X483 Cath AngL 131/1 Fynde, defecatus, meratvs 1355

in Strype Bed Mem. III. App xhv i23Notwith pure and
most fined gold. 1599 A. M tr. Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke
ToRdr 1 Euerye fined and perpolne witte_ 1613 Chapman

113 O blow away, A1

vapours from the fined ayre 0x661 Fuller Worthies 1

(1662) 245 Fined Silver in Wedges, 1839 Bailey Festus
(1854) 469 How mind will act with senses fined we know
not x888 Daily News 4 Apr 3/x A gradually fining river.

Fine, dial, form of Find.
Fineable, var. form of Finable
Fine art. £Ortg in pi. as transl. of F. beaux-

arts
;

cf. Fine a. IIL]

1. In phiral, the arts which are concerned with
‘the beautiful or which appeal to the faculty, of
taste

;
in the widest use including poetry, eloquence,

music, etc., but often applied in a more restricted

sense to the arts of design, as painting, sculpture,

and architecture Hence m sing, one of these arts ;

also transf. an art or employment requiring refined

and subtle skill comparable to that required m the
practice of * the fine arts

’

1767 [see Art sb 11] 1821 Craig Led Drawing i 4 Our
advancement in the fine arts 1839 De Quincey Wks (1864)
IV 1 {title} On Murder, considered as one of the Fine Arts.
1856 Emerson Eng 1 rails, Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn) II
85 Often they have been the friends and patrons . of the
fine arts. 1884 Gladstone Sp in Pari 28 Apr , At that
period the art of obstruction was not so much of a fine art
as it is now. 2890 Watson Con/ Poacher v 58 Poaching
is one of the fine arts . and the man who would succeed
must be a specialist.

2. collect, smg. In generalized sense : The fine arts

as constituting a department of practice or study.

Also attrtb (often hyphenedfine-arf).
Mod I have no pretension to any knowledge of fine art.

The column headed ‘Fine-Art Gossip' in the A thenmnm.
The fine art galleries of the museum are not yet opened

Fine-draw, V, [f. Fine a and adv + Dkaw v.

The stress is equal or vanable ]
1. trans. To draw or sew together (two edges of

a rent, two pieces of tapestry, etc ) so finely that the
join is not noticed

; to mend (a garment) neatly.

[17x3 (Implied infine drawer : see below) ] 1755 in John-
son 1756 ’B.OLiDid Trade s.v., It is now prohibited to
fine draw pieces of foreign manufacture upon those made
in Great Britain, a 1774 Goldsm, tr. Scarreds ComteRom.
(1775) I. 83 Had not a bungling taylor advised him to get
his hat fine-drawn. 1833 Marryat P Simple [L ), It was
in my best pair of kerseymeres, but, thanks to the skilful

little seamstress, I got them finedrawn 1852 James Pe-
quimllo III 196 Did you ever buy a coat without looking
through it to see that it wasn't fine-drawn?

2. To draw out to minute fineness, tenuity, or

subtlety, lit. and fig. Somewhat rare.

1761 Churchill Rosciad Poems 3763 I 57 Let wits, like

spiders, from the tortured brain Fine draw the critic-web

1845 Mrs S C Hall Whitcboy iv 35 The rude but genuine
hospitality was being fine-drawn in every direction

D. mtr. (nonce-use.) To execute elaborate varia-

tions

1859 G Meredith R Fcaerel II iv 44 To gentlemen and
ladies he fine-draws upon the viol, ravishingly

Hence Fine-drawing vbl. sb , the action of the

vb., also concr. (see quot 1 SS8). Also Fine-
drawer, one who fine-draws
37x3 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 225 If you tare a piece of

Muslin into two Pieces, and give it to one of their Fine-

Drawers to set it together again 1735 Dyche & Pardon
Diet

,
Fine Drawing,a Way of mending Rents in Cloaths,

a particular Part of the Taylor's Art, and commonly a
distinct Employment. 1871 G MeredithH Richmond lv

(1889) 524 Toss common-sense overboard, there's no end to

your fine-drawingS 1883 A Imondbnry Gloss,, Finedrawer.
x888 Elwoktby W Somerset Word-bk„ Fine drawing,
the name ofone of the sorts of long or combing wool, sorted

out of the fleece.

Fine-drawn, ppl a. £f- Fins a. and adv. +
drawn

,

pa pple of Draw
When used attnl. it may have chief stress on first syll ]

Drawn fine; drawn out to extreme thinness,

tenuity or subtlety, lit and fig. Also in Racing

and Athletics . Reduced in weight or fat by exercise

and * training’.

1840 Elaine Encycl Rural Sports iv. vi g 1699 484 He
may go through a very long and severe run, and yet return

comparatively but little finer drawn than when he went out.

1869 E A. Parkes Prad. Hygiene (ed. 3) 387 Many men
are ‘overtrained*, 1 e,, too fine-arawn from absorption of fat

1876 T. S. Egan tr. Heine's A tta Troll, etc 249 The fine-

drawn aristocrats. 1884 R. Marryat in 19th Cent.May 840



FINEER. 230 FINERY,

Struggling against that fine-drawn netwoik of circumstance

1887 H Smart Cleverly Won 11 14 She was in ttairiing, and
latner fine diawn to boot 1887 Loweli Dutwo 23 Fme-
diawn analyses of the Rights of Man 1888 Elwoiuhy IV
Somerset IVordbk , That story is too fine drawn

—

u e
giossly exaggeiated

'I* Finee’r, v 1 Obs Also 8 finnier [early

form of VENEiitt.] = Veneer hi. andfig Hence
Finee red fipl a. ; Frneermg vbl sb

*708 New Vtetu ofLondon I 98/2 The Communion Table
is neatly Fmnierd 1716 Prot Mercury 18 May 6 Chests
of Drawers .. of the Newest Fashion and best Fineer’d
Woikm Walnut-Tree 1778 R Tickell Wi cath ofFashion
g8 See Palmerston fineer his Bout's Rhimels 1780 Descr
Tunbridge Wells xi The yew especially is of late become
very fashionable, and the goods Sneered with it are certainly

excessively pretty 1781 Havley Tn Temper w 144 Our
young lord Fineer'd the mean interior of his mind 1832
Gell Pompeiana II 74 This sort of Sneering with rare
marbles.

f Fineer, v 2 Ohs rare~ l [app ad. Dn.fini-

eren,fijneren to collect money 01 riches (Oudem.),
ad OF.finer

,

cf Fine v ] (See quot )
1758-65 Goldsm. Ess

,
Biog Mem

,

The second method of
running into debt is calledfivciring , which is getting goods
made up in such a fashion as to be unfit foi eveiy oilier

purchaser, and if the tradesman lefuses to give them upon
credit, then threaten to leave them upon Ins li mcls Ibid

,

1 he young man could face, fineer and bring custom to a
shop with any man in England

Fine ge'ntleman. a A gentleman of

polished manners and refined tastes b A gentle-

man of fashion, one who is distinguished for ele-

gance and correct style m dress and habits of life

;

now usually in sarcastic use.

173a Berkeley Altiplir i. § n Men of pleasure, men of
fashion, and fine gentlemen. 1848 Macaulay 1list. Eng I

368 The fine gentleman's ornaments, Ins embroidered coat,

his fringed gloves 1879 Froude Ciesar ix go Fine gentle-
men could once more lounge m their clubs.

Hence Pine-gfe*ntlemanisli a , foppish.
1865 Spectator 29 Apr. 471/1 Some highly affected and

fine-gentlemamsh verbosity which we have not met befoie.

Fineish. (foi nij), a. Also 6-9 finish, 7 fyiush
[f. Fine a. + -ish] a Affecting lcfincment,

fastidious (obs.). b. Somewhat fine, in various

senses of that word.
1583 Stanyhurst Ainas, etc (Arb) 145 Tyndarus

Would needs bee finish, with bitter frumperye taunting
<^1639 W Whateiy Prototypes n xxx (1640) 103 An idle,

coy, finish maide is so much the more disdained of wise
pei sons 1647Ward Simp Cobler 86, 1 have here and there
taken a few finish stitches. 1650 B Discolltmintum 48 My
habit is somwhat fynish as other Gentlemen are 1832 Miss
MiTroRD Village Ser, v (1863) 344 A fineish girl 1867
Carlyle Retain. (1881) II 165 He was the leanest of man-
kind face and head fineish and of a Jew type rather.

Fine la*dy. A lady of quality or refinement

,

a lady of fashion. Often applied sarcastically to

a woman who dresses showily, imitates the manners
of a class above her own, or is devoted to display
and disdains useful work. Also attrib (hyphened
fine-lady).
1801 Mar Edgeworth Belinda (1832) II xxi 82 The poor

gardener, who had been cheated by some fine ladies out of
his aloe. 1862 Mrs Carlyle Lett III 143, I had got a
little girl in place ofmy fine-lady housemaid *893 Miss
K. Simpson Jeame o' Biggersdale 1x5 Romany lasses could
not expect to lead fine-lady lives

Hence Pine-la*dioally adv
,
after the manner of

a * fine lady
' , Pine-la dyish. a

, like or proper to
a 'fine lady’, finical; Pme-la dyism, the dis-

position and behaviour of a * fine lady ’, also concr.

a fad 01 crotchet of a ‘ fine lady *
;
Pme-lady-like

a. — Ftne-ladyish

1777 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) H 189 Rather
than appear finical and fine-ladyish, I got out 1784 R
Bage Barham Downs II. 40 Assuming a certain degree of
fine lady-hke effrontery. x8xx Byron Let to Hodgson 13
Oct Wks (1846) 549/1, 1 am growing. fine-Iadicallynervous
1834 Tail’s Mag I. 596/1 The upstart affectation of her
fine-ladyism was fulsome 1866 Geo Eliot F Holt (1868)
64

1 One sort of fine-ladyism is as good as another said
Felix 1867 H Kingsley Silcote of Silcotes xlvni, A little

too fine-ladyish.

Fineless (fai nles), a rare. [f. Fine sb.1 +
-less ] Boundless, infinite, unlimited.
1604 Siiaks 0th in, nl 173 But Riches finelesse is as

poore as Winter, To him that euer feares he shall be poore
1839 Bailey Festus xix (1848) 214 All fineless as the future
1878 Browning La Stasias 45 That which dropped the dew
its fineless food

Finely (fai nil), adv Forms: 4 fln(e)-, fyn-
liohe, 5-6 fyn(e)ly(e, 4, 6- finely, [f. Fine a.

+ -ly 2
.] In a fine manner (see senses of the adj.).

f 1 In a consummate degree
5

perfectly, com-
pletely Obs.
c 1320 Cast, Loven^z Hou fynliche in herte God loueh he

1340-7° Altsaunder 1201 Fende mee finliche well to fonde
my strength, 1655 CulpepperRwenusvn 1.152 The Tumor
vanished, and she was finely cured.

2 . With consummate skill, with beautiful work-
manship or admirable finish In mod. use merged
in 6.

c t^o Cursor M, 6563 (Fairf) Hit ys of gold finely dijt

4 < Tundale’s Vis 1656 Of red gold fynly ennamelyd
X587 Tukberv. Trag T, (1837) 169 And finely fim&ht up the

3 In a state of fine division
;
to a fine point or

edge
, so as to be subtle or delicate m structure ;

delicately, minutely.
C1550 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) T\nj, Make them into

pouder fynelye 1578 Lme Dodoens 1 1 4 *lhe leaves aie
much more jigged finehcr cut 1606 Pi aciiam Dt awing
iv 10 Get yon black lead, shaipened finclie 1718 Lady
M W. Montagu Let Ctess Mar 4 Jan , Napkins as
finely wrought as the finest handkerchiefs 1816 L Hunt.
Rimim 111. 16 The other fineher spun 1847 Johnston 111

Proc Bern) Nat Club II No v 222 The skin is very finely

stuolate 1863 Lyl u,Antiq Man 46 Finely laminated sand
fig 1693DRYDEN Otig of Sat Piose Wks x8oo III 212
Hete is tne Majesty of the hctoick finely mixed with the
venom of the other 1885 Bookseller 5 Mai 240/2 'Ihe dis-

tinction in these mixed lact-s seems veiy finely drawn

4. With respect to action, speech, etc : With
delicacy and nicety , delicately, subtly, nicely
1548 Hall Chron 18 He would that poinct should be

more fynely and closely handled 1608 Yotksh Iraq 1 11,

Chide me? Do ’t finely then I7xoHearni Lolled II 369
In y City of Rome they spoke more finely than in P10-
vmces 17x2 Addison Sped No. 345 p 21 The hlw Passion
that ivas awakened in linn [Adam] at the sight of her [Eve]
is touch’d vtty finely 1851 Mrs Browning Casa Guide
Windows 2 Who touched the hcait of us So finely that the
pity scarcely pained 1867 F Frank is Angling m (1880)

79 The angler is compelled to fish as finely as possible 1883
Kendal Mercury 4 limes 23 Nov 5/1 An elevating or
finely humanising tendency

+ 5 Cleverly, cunningly, shrewdly Obs.
1542 Udali Ei asm Apoplt 11 (1877) 326 The aigument

of his fiendes he did moste finely wrest to the contrme of
then menyng *579-80 Noin n Plntarch{1676) 154 Whcieis
he himself by Hannibal was first finely handled and deceived
<*1639 Wotton Essex <5* DL DuelJim

,
Wee tate this one

secret as it was finely earned at 4000/ 111 piesent money.

6. In a manner fitted to call forth admiration

,

admirably, beautifully, excellently, splendidly.
1690W Walker/dioinat Auglo-Lat 330 Thou hast plaid

thy part finely 1759 tr Dnhanicl's Hush 11 1 {1762) 128
The ciop came up finely 1807 G Chalmi ks Caledonia I.
1 iv 135 Loehhart-hiU is finely situated on the right b ink
of the Clyde 1850 Lynch 1 heo Trm 81 Greenish tints,

finely contrasting with its [the moon’s] own soft white,

b. ironically

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pail 222 He scoffeth finely at our
spintuall sifting of the sacrament so fine. X598 Siiaks
Merry W.y in 22 Wee ’ll betiay him finely 1691 Soimr
Semi. Nat. 4* Mens ofConscience 11, I doubt not but you
will find that kingdom finely govei ned in a short time
1778 Mad. D’Arblay Diary Sept

,
When we are away, I

suppose she pays us off finely X883 Stevlnson 7 reas Isl
1 iv. My heait was beating finely when we two set forth

c. dial Used predicatively as quas>i-a$. : Very
well in health

_
*818 Todd Johnson s v. Finely 7 In Cumberland a man

in good health being asked how he is, answeis ‘ he is finely’
x84oSpurdens E Anglian Wds ‘How is your wife, John,
after her groaning?’ ‘Finely, sir, thank ’ee * 1878 m
Cumberld Gloss

7 With respect to dress Showily, handsomely.
*665 Boyle Occas Refl, (1845)354 Many of them as finely

and as richly dress’d, as if [etc J

8 Comb. With pples. forming adjs , as finely-

ai died, -bred
,

-chequered
,

-pinnated, -situated
,

-tempered, -timed, -varied, veined, -wrought.
1876 Geo Eliot Dan. Der III xxxv 35 Each ’’finely-

arched chapel *8 . 1 ristram in Queen's Printers! Bible-
Atds 54 A swift or “finely-bred camel 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 776 The “finely-checkered duck 1870 Kingslly in
Gel Words 239 “Finely-pinnated mimosa leaves 1875W
McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire 94 The “finely-situated

. Endcliffe House 1869 Boutell Arms 4- Ann. vii 120
Their “finely-tempered blades. 1658-9 Burton’s Diaiy (1828)
III. 558 His was a “finely-timed speech 1876 Geo Eliot
Dan Der. IV. h 23 Her voice 111 its “finely-varied tones
1763C0LLINSON in P/til Trans LIV. 65 Foui “finely-veined
transparent wings *873 Hamerion Intell Life m 111.

(1876) 91 The “finely-wrought texture of the verse.

Fineness (foi nines) [f Fine a. + -ness ]
The quality or state of being fine.

1. Choice or superior quality
cx4oo Test. Love u. (1560) bqi/i Margarite . slieweth in

it selfe by fineness of colour, whether [etc ] 1523 Fitzherb,
S nrv. 3 The fynenesse of the grasse *612 Drayton Poly-olb
xii 515 For finenesse of her turfe surpassing 1847 Tlnny-
son Prntc 11. 133 Some men’s [heads] were small , not they
the least ofmen, For often fineness compensated size,

t b. concr. Articles of good quality. Obs
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 40 Such other like costly

furniture and fineness

2 Freedom from foreign admixture, purity.

a. in metals • usually in the sense of comparative
freedom fiom alloy.

1487 Ad 4 Hen. VII

,

c 2 Pream
,
It causeth Money .. to

be made worse in Fineness than it should be 1555 Eden
Denudes 38 Of lyke finenes to that wherof the florenes are
coyned

#
1638 Penkethman A rtach K iv, The finenesse of

their Coine,w Inch did farre exceed ours 170$RoyalProcl
x8 Junem Loud Gaz No 4029/1 The Currency of all Pieces

shall . stand Regulated, according to their Weight and
Fineness. 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 640 The money
of the kingdom should he recoiued according to the old
standard of fineness.

b. Of a liquid Clearness.
1657 Howell Londtnop 13 The finenesse of the River

1664EvelynPomona Gen Aavt. (1729)87 Bioach the Vessel
. and see what Fineness it is of

3 Fine or striking appearance, handsomeness.
Ofdress Showmess, splendour.
X§S3 Eden Treat. Newe Ind (Arb ) 14 The chiefe cytie .

is m situacion and fynenes much lyke vnto the cytie of

Milaync 1667 Decay Chr Piety v 87 The fineness of
Cloaths destroys the ease a X704 T Brown Praise Wealth
Wks 1730 I 84 The fineness of his address 17x9 London& Wisl Coiupl Gaul p \xv. In the beauty and fineness of
the liecs 1749 Fillmng Tom Jones xvi v, He gieatlv
admited the fineness of the diessLS 1841 L Hunt Seer
n (18G4) 76 Hl wiote to the Prince of Orange upon the
fineness of Ins troops

4. Slenderness, temuty, thinness. Of a point or
edge Keenness, sharpness

*533 Ei Y01 Cast Ildthew (1540)17/1 By fourme is vndei-
stancl giossencsse, fynenesse, tliickncsse or thynnesse
1657 J Smith Myst. Rhet 69 Litotes, Aitot^ smalness or
finenesse, derived fioin Aims {litos small or fine) 1702
Mo\on Much E.xeic. 193 A Sciew, whose Thiead shall be
of the same fineness that Uil Sciew and the Shank is of
1825 J Nicnor&oN Opetat Mtchamc 352 The wire is

then m the piopcr state for being leduecd to the utmost
dc.giee of fmuiLSb it is capable of sust lining 1837 Landor
1\ntainirouWks 1846 II 312 As little as asilkwoim knows
about the fineness of hei tincad.

5 The quality of being composed of fine particles,

filaments, tlneads, or material 111 geneial. the
opposite at coarseness.

1634 Sir T IIluhliu Trav 182 Taffataes of transparent
finenesse 1770 Cm sti ui Mist U h\ II Ki\ 538 Irish
linen much about the same fineness and puce of the last

1846 McCuliolh Acc Brit Elliptic (1854) I 505 Without
liijuiitig the fineness of the fleeee x86o Ruskin Mod
Paint V ix vn 268 Fineness of structure in the body
tenders it capable of the most delicate sensation 1879
Cassill’s Tedin Educ IX 158 Ihe degice of fineness to
which this gundiug is carried vanes
6 Of immaterial things, e g of thought and

speech Subtly-refined quality, delicacy, subtlety.
x6o6 Siiaks Tr 4- Cr 1 111 209 Those that with the

finenesse of their soules, By Reason guide his execution
1607 R C IV01 Id of Wondtis To the Reader A iv, 1 he
finenesse, fitnesse, and featucsse of the phrase 1634 JrR
Tam or Rial Pies. 205 It were a finenesse of Spirit to be
able to believe the two parts of a contiadiction 1689-90
Tempi e Ess Learning Wks X731 I 167 That Language
' 1

<*
1 c-< 1 ” - ’ ’Fm . * „> ,,

1718 1

1

1 \ !’ ^1 ,
I s, < 1 - ( 1 |

«-..
s ,

1

^ -i lev. , > ,
li l> \ ..-

tmguishtng Character. 1780Mad D’Akih ay DiaryApr
, He

played with a fineness that lesembled the mail we looked
at at Pio/zi’s benefit *856 Masson Ess x 452 Those
peculiar finenesses and flights of intellectual activity which
are native to verse *878 E. Jenkins Ilavctholme 98 The
delicate fineness and ftagiancc of her flattuy

b A nice or subtle point or matter
; a subtlety.

1622 Mahiie tr Alunan's Gusman d’Alf 11 11 17 Thinking
that there was no need of these finenesses and niceties
betweene them <117x6 South Serin ExUmp Prayers
(1737) II iv 130 In matters of wit, and finenesses of imagin-
ation

7. Subtlety, astuteness, cunning; a stratagem,

artifice Cf FiNibSE 3 , 4 Now tare.
154

6

St PapersHen VIII, XI 374 He said that the fyne-
nesse of the Frencheinen was suchc, that they wold gyve a
thowsande to Wynne a niyllion 1581 T Howlll Denises
(1879) 233 Your curious hed may finenesse frame 1658
Cjleveiand Rustick Rampant (1687) 469 By this Fineness
they are gained to quit the Gates 1663 Flagellum', or
O Cromwell (1672) 55 For his paity had tryed all ways to
over reach the Prcsbyterean with fineness and Artifice

X685 H More Cursory Refl A x a, Against all the Fine-
nesses of Rome 1872 Tlnnvson Gareth 4- Lynette, And
so fill up the gap where force might fail With skill and
fineness

Finer 1 (fsimi). [f Fine + -er 1
.] One

who or that which fines or refines, a refiner.

*489 Ad 4 Hen VII, c 2 Pream., Fynours and parters

of golde and silver by fire and water *577 B Googd
Heresbach's Husb (1586)11 no The finers rather desier the
coles that aie made of the pine tiee 1647 Haward Crown
Rev 23 Chiefe Finer [in the Mint] Fee, 10/ or ad 1815
Specif of Hushet’s Patent No. 3944 Fineis’ iron, or metal
of a quality fit for the purposes of the puddling furnace
1858 Bushncll Seim New Life 280 Is it a finer’s fire?

Finer 2 (foi noi) dial [f Fine v a + -er1 ]
*891 Labour Commission Gloss

,
Finer, the one who

fines, a name given to the inspector by Lancashire factory

hands

Finery 1 (fomeri). [f. Fine a. + -ery ;
perh.

on the analogy of Bravery.]
1. +a 'Fine’ appearance, beauty or elegance

viewed disparagingly (obs.). b Smartness, stylish-

ness, affected or ostentations elegance or splendour

(now rare).

Liza Law Serious C. iv. 57 They want to maintain their

families in some such figure and degree of finery as a reason-
able Christian life has no occasion for *741 Watts Ivtprov
Mind 1 xv § 4. 214 Don’t chuse your constant Place of
Study by the Finery of the Prospects. *741 Middleton
Let Jr Rome Postscr 244 To gaze at the finery of these
paintings 1792 Wolcott (P Pmdar) More Money Wks
x8x2 II 496 Never wish to keep a thing for finery 1847
James Convict 111, There was a looking for comfort rather
than finery. 1865 Merivale Rom Emp VIII lxvi 250
They represent, a certain fantastic finery of manners

2. concr Gandy or showy decoration, showy
dress. Also in pi
x68o Miss A Montague in Hatton Corr (1878) 240, 1 doe

not heare of much finnery, and what I shall have will not
deserve that name 1726 Amherst Terrx Fil v 25 Sciences
and arts have declin’d m Oxford, in proportion as their

fineries have increased 1751 Johnson Rambler No 170
Y4 My sisters envied my new finery. 1805 N. Nicholls
Let in Corr. w Gray (1843) 53 When Mr Walpole added
the gallery, with its gilding and glass, he said, ‘he had
degenerated into finery ’ 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps 1 § 7
x6, I would not have that useless expense m unnoticed



FINEKY. 231 FINGER.
fineries or formalities, 1858 HawthorneFr.QIt fmls I

192 Children rendered stiff
1

by the finery which they
wear

1 3. pi. Instances offine or delicate workmanship.
1713 Derham Phys. Theol vm iv 407 The minute Cuno-

sitfes and inimitable Fineries, observable in those lesser
Animals

Finery 2 (fsineu). Also 7-8 finary [a. Fr
finerle, f finer to refine, Fine vfi

; see -eey ]
1 A health wheie cast iron is made malleable,

or m which steel is made from pig-iron
1607 Cowell Interpr, s v Blomary

, One of the forges
belonging to an iron mill called a Finary. 1613 J Ro-
venzon Treatise of Metalhca. C4 The furnaces may be
made with conuement places therein for the Finery and
Chaffery 1697 View Penal Laws 255 Any Iron-Mill Fur-
nace, Finary or Blomary for the making of iron or metal
1831 J Holland Meutiif Metal I 80 One man and a boy
at the finery should make two tons of iron in a week 1864.
Percy Iron 4 Steel 579 Before the intioduction of[puddling]
the conversion was always effected m a finery

2 The action of refining iron, rare
1830 Ure Diet Arts 699 The finery is executed in

peculiar furnaces called lunnmg out flies

3 Comb, as finery-cinder (see quot 1826);
finery-furnace (see quot. 1874) , finery-hearth.
=finery-furnace.
1788 Priestley in Phil Trans LXXVIII 154 Also when

the scale of iron, or *finery cinder, is heated 1810 Henry
JEleut Chem (1840) II 21 Iron thus treated [with water
when red-hot] may be crumbled down into a black powder,
to which the name of finery cinder was given by Dr
Priestley 1791 Beddoes in Phil Trans LXXXI 173
The reverberatory has been substituted in the place of the
*finery furnace 1874 Knight Diet Mech I. 847/2 Finery,
furnace,

a species of forge-hearth in which gray cast-iron
is smelted by fuel and blast, and from which it is run into
iron troughs for sudden congelation 1693 Lister m Phil
Trans XVII. 866 Bars taken up out of the •“Finnery
Harth, or second Forage, are much better Iron than those
which are made in the Bloomary.

Frne-spu n, a [f. Fine adv + Spun ppl. a ]
1 . Spun or drawn out to extreme tenuity

j delicate

in texture, flimsy

1674 N Fairfax Bulk 4 Selv Ep Ded , When men had
wrought up all the Woman within them that was feeble and
glowing, into a fine-spun thread. 1704 F Fui ler Med.
Gymn (1718) 20 The Solids are so fine spun. 1798 Sothlby
tr Wieland's Oberon (1826) II. 152 Fine-spun as if aerial
spiders wove a web to deck, not hide the form of love 1856
R. A Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 33 The fine spun, gay.
coloured ribbons of allegory

2 fig Elaborated to flimsiness, excessively subtle

or refined.

1647 SirR Fanshaw tr Guanno's Pastor Futon vi 13
That Mistresse in the art of making The fine-spun lyes, that
sels so deer False words, false hopes and a false leer *719W Wood Sum, Trade 161, I am an Enemy to the fine-spun
Notions, some Men do advance concerning them 184a
Emerson Nat , TransccndentahstWks (Bohn] II 280 The
materialist mocks at fine-spun theoues

Finesse (fine s), sb Forms 6 fynes(se, 7-8
flnes(s, 6- finesse [a F finesse = Pr and Sp.

fineza,Qt±.finesa,\\. finezza —Com Rom *fimtia,
f.fino Fine a (Many of the early examples may
belong to Fineness

, cf the spellings playnes,

prophaness forplainness
,
pi ofaneness )]

+1. = Fineness in various senses
,
purity, degree

of purity (of precious metals)
,

clearness (of a
liquid)

; slenderness, delicacy of structure or texture
*3*8 Paynel Saleme's Regun H b, Wyne made botte, by

reason of the clerenps and fynes, ouer cometli a mans brayne
the soner 1549 Latimer 1st Semi bef Edw VI (Arb ) 33
The fynes of the Silver I can not se 1362 Turner Herbal 11

59 b, Tamarisk hath much finesse in the partes 1603 Bacon
Adv Learning 1 iv. §5 20 Copwebs of learning, admirable
for the finesse of thiead and worke 1609 Skene Reg Maj

,

Sint David II, 44 That it be equivalent, & conforme to the
current money of England in wecht & fines 1663 Phil
Trans I 66 Sand and Powders of several finesses, 1700-1
Act 12-13 Will III, c. 4 § 3 Silver Vessell Plate , less in
finess then according to the Standaid of this Kingdom

+ b Ostentatious elegance or splendour Obs
*549 Olde Erasm Par Eph Prol ij, Therefore where vn-

necessary fynesse wanteth, accept true meanyng playnesse

1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie m xxui (Arb ) 273 Too much
finesse and curiositie is not commendable in an Embassadour

1 haue knowen such of them, as studied more vpon what
apparell they should weaie then they did vpon th’ effect of
their errant

2 Delicacy ot subtlety of manipulation 01 dis-

crimination
, lefinement, refined grace.

Now rare, and only as a foreign word
1564 A B tr Jewel's Apol Lv, The old fynesse and elo-

quence that Cicero and Cesai vsed m the Latin tonge
1380 Framfton Dial Yron 4 Steele 148 b, I doe not speake
of the finesse and delicatenesse that there is m sodermg of

it 1704 F Fuller Med Gymn. Pief
,
The Perfection of

an Operation shall depend upon a certain Finesse 17*7-41
Chambers Cycl , Finesse among us, it is chiefly used to

denote that peculiar delicacy or subtlety perceived in works
of the mind This man understands all the Finesses of his

art. The substance and necessary part of a language is

learnt at a little expence It is the Finesses and delicacies

that cost the most 1730 CiiESTERr Lett III ccxxiv is To
understand all the force and finesse of those thiee languages
1782 Cowper 7 able-t 652 His musical finessewas such 1791
Mad. D'Arblay Diary 2 Aug ,

Hei smije, which was rare,

had a finesse very engaging 1821 Hazliit Table-t I iv,

90 Tact, finesse, is nothing but the being completely aware
of the feeling belonging to certain situations, passions, etc

1878 Masque Poets 31 Where the gold festal goblets stand
Carved by Lysippus’ rare finesse.

3 Artfulness, cunning, subtle strategy.
133® m Ellis Ong Lett Ser in I 298, I knaw ellis the

fynes of the man and nayn mayr dowbyll in our realm
1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 v (1739] 12 Nor could
Austin with his miracles 01 finesse settle one footstep of his
Church-policy amongst them 1713 Stfele Guardian No
174 V4 Nor shall I speak dishonourably of some little artifice
and finesse used upon these occasions 1798 Jane Austen
Northang Abb (1833] I v 21 She was not experienced in
the finesse of love 1869 Rawlinson^wc Hist 20a He was
a master of finesse

4 An artifice, stratagem, trick.
156a J Shute Combine's Turk Wars 4 When the Turcke

dyd undeistsnde this fynesse of Scanderbeg 1613 Daniel
Hymen’s Tn. (1717) in Full of their Finesses, Serve their
own Turns in others Businesses 1736 Monitorlio 27P12
The project . is as delicate a Finesse in politicks as has
been played for many a year 1790 Beatson Nov <5 Mil.
Mem 281 By way of finesse, she saluted the Admiral
1839 Times 6 Apr in Spirit Mitrop Consent Press (1840)
I 196 Though cordially sensible to the merits of a bold
finesse.

b. In whist
:
(see quot ).

1862 ‘Cavendish* Whist (1870] 28 A finesse is an endeavour,
by the second or third player, to obtain or keep the com-
mand of a suit by heading a trick with an inferior card,
though holding a higher one of the suit not m sequence.

Finesse (fine s), v [f prec sb ]
1 . mtr To use finesse, artifice, or stratagem.
1778 Conquerors 61 The flights finesse 1803 Edm Rev

II 103 But our authoi can hector as well as finesse 1867
Miss Braddon Aur Floyd 1 15 She diplomatized and
finessed with them as if she had been canvassing the county *

b trans. To conduct by artifice; to bring or
modify by finesse or delicate handling into (a speci-

fied state) Also with away.
1814 Jane Austen Watsons Concl (1879) a9° Till such time

as Reginald de Courcy could be talked, flattered and finessed
into an affection 183s Ruskin Stones Ven I. xiv § 16
A battlement may be decorated or finessed away into
traceries 1883 L Wingiteld B Philpot II 111 73 The Bill
had been finessed through the first stage

2 a. Whist mtr. To attempt to take a trick by
finesse, also trans To play (a particular card)
for the purpose of finessing.

1746 Hoyle Whist (ed 6) 4 He finesses upon your Partner.
Ibid 40Your Adversary finesses the Knave 175a A, Murphy
Gray's-Inn frill No 7 F 4, I can now return my Partner’s
Suit, lead through the Honour, Finesse [etc.] 1837 Dickens
Pickm. xxxv, Mr Pickwick had not finessed the heart
1885 Proctor Whist vit 86 You may finesse more deeply in
trumps than m plain suits.

b. Croquet mtr. To play one’s ball out of the
adversary’s way
1873 J, D. Heath Croquet Player 63 Blue's best game

would be to finesse to the corner near him
Hence Fine ssed ppl. a

,
Fine ssing vbl. sb.

Also Fine aser, a schemer, strategist

1746 Hoyle Whist (ed 6) 68 Finessing, means the en-
deavouring to gam an Advantage by Art and Skill 1774
Goldsm Petal 106 If they were not his own by finessing

and trick 1833 Miss Sedgwick Lvnooods(1873) I 212 Con-
triving like an expert finesser. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven I
xxi. § ir Educated imbecility and finessed foolishness. 1861
Macm Mag Dec 134 Finessing is scarcely ever admissible
inquadrille, the number of cards being too limited.

Fine-Still, sb [f Fine a. + Stile sb.] A
vessel used m distilling spirit from treacle.

1731-3 P Shaw Chem Led xn (1753) 247 Coarse-Stills

ana Fine-Stills.

Hence Fine-still v , to distil spirit from treacle

or the like; Fin.e-BtiH.er, one who fine-stills;

Fine-stilling vbl sb.

173r-3 P Shaw Chem Led xii (1735) 248 There needs no
articular Experiment to shew the business of the Fine-

tiller, this being no more than working fiom aWash
made by fermenting Treacle with Yeast 1847 Craig, Fine-

stiller Finesttiling is employed in distilling spirit from
treacle, or other preparations of sugar.

1* Fi’new, sb Obs. exc dial Foims. 6 fe-

nowe, 7-8 finnow, Anew, 8 vinew, vinnow,

g dial vmny [f Finew v ] Mouldiness, mould
*556WithalsLW N ij a/i Fenow or horenesse in bread,

mucor, -cons 1658 Evelyn Fr Gard, (1675) 230 En-
damaging the beans by a musty finnow, which bespots them
1669 Boyle Contn New Exp n. (1868) 68 "1 he fruits were
covered with a kind of mucor or Fmew 01172* Lisle
Observ Husb (1737) Gloss

,
Vmnow, mouldiness.

+Fi’new,© Obs. exc dial Forms* 6-7 fenow,
firm aw, vxnew, 8 finnow, 9 dial, vinny. [OE
fynegian, f fynig mouldy (see Finny a.2 ), f fyne ;

see Fen sb 2] a mtr To become mouldy or

musty b trans. To cause to become mouldy.

Also fig.
c 1000 Canons Mlfrtc § 36 paet >aet halite husel sceole

fynegian 1381 Pettif Gnasso's Civ Conv 1 (1586) 30
Secretes which he suffered to mould and vmew within it,

a 1633 LrNNARD tr Chanon's Wisd 1 xxm. § 1 (1670588

With time it [sadness] i usteth and fenowetli the soul mi72*

Lisle Observ Husb (1757) 206 Whereby the undeimost
corn finnows [marg gloss molds]

Hence FT newing vbl. sb

153* HuLorT, Vinewing, or mohnge of breade or wyne for

stalenes, mucor 1609 C Butler Fern, Mon (1634) 174 It

[syrup of violets] may be kept a year without finnewing or

corruption

Fine-weather, a. Fit or suitable only for

fine weather
1829 Marryat F, Mildmay in, A , frigate ran on board

of us and left her fine-weather-j’ib hanging on our fore-

yard.

t Fraewed, & Obs exc dial. Forms, a 6-y
fenoed, fen(n)owed, finnowed, 7 flnewed. f3 .

6-9 vm(n)ewed, (6 ven-, vmued, 7 whxnid,
vinnowed), 9 vanned, -led. [f Finew sb or

v + -ed.] Mouldy.
a. 1574 Hellowes GueuarcCs Fam. Ep (1377) 94 Bread

long kept groweth finnowed. 1669 Bovle Contn NewEip
it (1682)42 The paste was finewed or mouldy.

fi 133* Huloet, Vynued, mucidns. Vjnewed wyne.
1606 Shaks h $ Cr 111. 15 Speake then you whimd'st
leauen speake 1880 IV Cormv Gloss, s v., Blue.npe cheese
is called vmnied cheese,

b. fig.
a 1371 Mirr Mag

,
Ld Hastings xxvni, A Souldiers

hands must oft be d> ed with goare, Least, Starke w ith rest,

they finewd wax and hoare. 1619 Favour Anttq Tri-
umphing xni § 10 334 The foisty and fenowed Festival

1633 E. Terry Voy E Ind 117 Who instead of the two
Breasts of the Church, the Law and the Gospel, are fed with
mouldy and finnowed Traditions

£}. 1602 F Beaumont in Speght Chaucer, That many of
his words are become (as it were) vinewed & hoane with
otierlong lying

Hence + FPnewedness.
1380 Baret Alv H 460 Hoarnesse, or vinewednesse,

t Finewy, a. Obs. Also finnowy, vinnowy
[f. Finew sb + -y1

] Mouldy. Hence Fi newinees.
a 1722 Lisle Observ Husb. (1757) 54 The moldiness and

finnowyness of the grass Ibid 82 The seed-beans were
finnowy Ibid Gloss

,
Finnowy, vinnowy, vmnewed, vin-

ney, mouldy

II Fingan, finjan. (finga n, -d^a n). Also 7
fia-ion, 9 fingian. [Arab. finjan, m
Egypt fingan ] A small porcelain coffee-cup, used
in the Levant
1609W Biddulph in T Lavender Trav Englishmen 66
A Fm-ion or Scudella of Coffa 1836 Lane Mod Egyptians
1 . 168 The coffee-cup (which is calledfiuga'n) is small and,
being without a handle, is placed within another cup, of
silver or brass 1842 Lady H Stanhope Mem (1845) I 111,

81 The pipe, coffee and a finjan of orange-flower water,

Fingent (fi nd^ent), a. iare~ l
. [ad L fingent-

em, pr. pple ofJingSre to fashion, form] Given to
fashioning or moulding
1837 Carlyle Fi Rev. {1857)1.1 1 u 7 Man is the most

fingent, plastic of creatures.

Finger (fi Tjgai), sb. Forms: 1 finger, 3
fenger, fingre, finker, 3-4 south. ving(ejre, 3, 7
fingiier, 4-5 f^ngir, -yr, fin-, fyngur, fingere,

fyngre, 4-6 fynger, 6 fin-, fyngar, 3- finger.

[Com Teutonic. OE. and OFns finger, OS.
fingar (Du zlinger), OUG.fingar (MHG vmger,
Ger. finger), ON. fingr (Sw , Da finger), Goth.

figgrs —OTeut *fingro-z
1 he pre-Teut. antecedent is uncertain ; of various forms

that are phonologically possible the most likely, on the
ground of meaning, is *penqrSs, related to *penqe Fnr ]

I. 1 . One of the five terminal members of the
hand

; in a restricted sense, one of the four exclud-

ing the thumb. In this latter sense, the fingers are
commonly numbered first to fourth, starting from
that next the thumb Also, forefinger, index-

finger, the first; middlefinger (ffool's finger), the
second

; ring-finger (annular

,

+ leech-, t medical,

tphysicfinger), the thud , littlefinger {earfinger),
the fourth.

rgso Lindisf Gosp Matt xxui 4 MiS fynger, hioranallas
tSa [byrcSenna hefiga] ymbeerr*. c 1050 ByrhtfertJCs Hand-
hoc in Anglia VIII 326 past )m cume to J>aes lacstan fingres

naegle, r 1175 Lamb,Horn 13 pas x bebode J>e godalnuhti
seolf idtbte and awrat mid is a3ene fingres c 1290 S Eng
Leg l 309/320 peos fif fingres j^e deuel hath 1362 Lang

l

P, PI A 11 11 HirFyue Fyngresweoiefrettetwith Rynges
c 1400Lanfranc's Cirmg 158 Bitwene pe litil fyngir and J>e

leche fiyngir 14 Camb, MS Ff v 48 If. 82 (Cath Angl
13 1/2) The fifte fynger is the thowmbe 1326 Pilgr Pe?f
W de W. 1331) 34b, Caused a meruaylous swete sauour to
respyre and smell aboute bis fyngers 1549 Bh. Com Prayer

,

Matrimony,To put it vpon thefoweith finger of the womans
left hande i6xx Cotgr , Le doigt sale, the middle finger,

which we (after the Latines) call the fooles finger 1621
Molle Camcrar Liv Libr v u 321 His fourth finger
called the Ring-finger or Physicke-finger 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1, vm, Upon the medical finger of the same hand,
he had a ring 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 229 T hey
lay their four Fingers along the Artery 1794 Cow per Let
3 Jan , My pen slips out of my fingers 1804 Mtd frnl
XII 24 Contractions .so small as only to admit the passage
of the little finger, 1819 Shelley Cmci 111 1 83 Those
pallid hands whose fingers twine With one another x86x
HuLMEtr Moqmn-Tandon 1 11 4 The fingers are 5111 number
in each hand they are named thumb, index, middle, ring,

and little finger

b. Little fivger\ used to signify the smallest

member of the body.
x6xx Bible 2 Chron x. 10 My litle [138* Wycijf, lest]

finger shall be thicker then my father’s loynes. 1670 Ray
Eng. Piov. 17s He hath more in's little fingei^ then thou in

thy whole body 1736 Ramsay Scot. Prov xiv. 34 He has
mail wit in his little finger than ye have in a’ your bouk.

2. transf. andfig
x6xaBacon Ess ,

Jitdicaiui c (Arb 1458 An ancient Cleaike
is an excellent finger of a Court, and doth many times

point the way to the Iudge himselfe 01661 Fuu er Worthies
(1840) III. 216 The least finger thereof[body of lies] finding
credit could prove heavy enough to crush any innocence
with posterity, 1827 Pollok Course T, vii 327 Touched by
the mortal finger of decay, 1814 Wordsiv, Excnrs vi 19
Spireswhose solemn finger points to Heaven 1862 B Taylor
Poet's frnl. iu. 112 The fingers of the ram In light staccatos
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on the window played 1891 B Harte First Family of
TasajaraW 1 27 On whose mute biown lips Nature seemed

to have laid the finger of silence.

b. Viewed as * the instrument of work (J ) ;

esp. (after Heb use) as attributed to God
i: 8*5 Vesp Psalter vm 4 Ic gesie heofenas were fingra

Sinra a 1340 Hamfole Psalter vm 4,

1

sail see hi heuens

werkes of Ktyngirs 1377 B Googe Heresbath'sHmb (1 586)

1

j b, All things handled with honest and vertuous fyngers

prosper the better 1383 Aar Sandys Strut (1841) 288

He cast out devils by the finger of God x6xx Bible Ex
vni 19 The Magicians said vnto Pharaoh ; This is the finger

ofGod 1645 Waller Efnst Vandike x8 Fode, that forget’st

her stubborne looke This softnesse from thy finger tooke

1727 De Foe Syst Magic 1 111 (1840) 77 What they did by
tneir sorcery was not done by the finger of God

3. Phrases : a \ To bring tip on the finger • =
1 to bnng up (young animals) by hand ’

,
see Hand,

f To have mostfingers . to be m the greatest need

To lay orput afinger upon (aperson) : to ‘ touch

meddle with however slightly. To lay or put one's

finger upon : to indicate with precision To look

through the or one'sfinget s (at, upon) : to take no

heed, pretend not to see
,
also, to see indistinctly.

To put (+ set) one's finger in one's eye see Eye
sb. 2 c. With one's finger m one's mouth : (a)

helplessly inactive ; (b) with nothing accomplished,

' looking foolish ’

*t*
To speak at one's finget s of :

to speak off-hand about. To stir a finger : to

make the least effort To turn or twist (a person)

I ound one's (little)finger : to make subservient to

one’s will or caprice

<349 Latimer 4th Set »t tef Echo. VJ (Arb ) 103 If the

kynge . shoulde loke through Ins fingers, and wynke at it.

1330 Coverdale Spir. Perle xx ig3 As thoughe God must
.loke thorowe the fingers vpon the wicked world a 1568
— Bk Death in v (1379) 263 Many which haue set

finger in the eye, knocked vpon there breastes [etc ] 1379
Gosson Sch A base (Arb ) 24 To shew you that which I see

in a cloude, loking through my fingers. 1607 Topsell Fonr-f.
Beasts Pref ,

He was an unskilful Divine which could not

at his fingers speak of these things. 1617 Markham Caval
II 109 Those that neuer suck their dams, but are biought
vp vpon the finger. 1649 Cromwell Lett 14 Nov , To
stand with our fingers m our mouths 1677 Yabiunton
Eng Improv 171 It is we poor Men that have most Fingers

1834 H. Miller Sch 4 Schm (1858) 338,

1

would not stir

a finger in assertion of alleged lights 1853 Motley Dutch
Rep v ill (1866) 698 Margaret had already turned that

functionary round her finger *863 R. S. Hawker Prose
Wits (1893) 41 He wished he’d never laid a finger on him
to save his life 1874 in Spectator U891) 28 Mar 443 He
returned to Ireland with his finger 111 his mouth 1889

Repent. P Wentworth III 236 Any definite complaint on
which a physician could have put his finger 1894 Doyle
S. Holmes 120 You lay your finger upon the one point which
we [etc.]

b with reference to the capacity or condition of

the fingeis. + To have a finefinger . to be apt at

‘fingering’ bribes. + To havefingers made of lime-

tvngs : to be thievish Myfingers itch : I am eager

or impatient, j“ Eachfinger is a thumb
;
hisfingers

are all thumbs • he is extremely clumsy With
a wetfinger', with the utmost ease.

134*Udall4pophth To Rdr ,Whei%by toany good matter
III the booke conteined, readie waie and recourse maie with
a weate fingei easily be found out 1346 J Heywood/Vww
(1562) G uj b. Whan he should get ought, eche fynger is a
thumbe 1549 Latimer 5th Serin bef. Edw VI (Aib ) 131

Brybes wyl make you peruert lustice Whyyou wil say We
touche none No mary

_
But my Mystres your wyfe hath a

fyne fynger she toucheth it for you 1573G HLkbxx.'ILetter-

bk (Camden) 10 Am quaestion which I culd not shew with a
wet finger out ofsum excellent writer xsg6 Harington
Metant. Ajax (1814) 65 A certain gentleman that had his

fingers made of lune-twigs, stole a pice of plate. 1600
Holland Livy xxxvm. xli (1609) roog They had lesse store

of pillage and bootie with them to set tneir . fingers on
itching 1754 Foote Knights 1. Wks 1799 I, 69 If Dame
Winifred were here she’d make them all out with a wet
finger 1796 Nelson in Nicolas Disp II 280, I thought it

most proper not to take him (although my fingers itched for

it) 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. vn, It makes one’s

fingers itch to think of it

C. with reference to ‘taking part in’, 'interfer-

ence
* or ‘ meddling \ To burn one's fingers : see

Burn v 14, 14 b; so toput one'sfinger tn thefire,

+ tn a hole. To put or dtp one's finger(s in • to

meddle in (a matter) To have a finger in • to

have something to do with ; to take some part in

(a business) ; so to have afinger in the pie

1346 J Heywood Pi ov (1362) F iv, It were a foly for mee
. . to put my finger to far m the fyre, Betweene you. Ibid
H ij b, To make me put my fynger m a hole 139* Lam-
barde Archeton (1633) 83 Whatsoever other Commissioners

will dip their owne fingers in the Suits 1600 Abp Abbot
Exp Jonah 416 The High Priest had a finger both tn the

Trumpet and the Fast. 1639 B Harris Panvals Iron
-Age 75 Lusatia must needs, forsooth, have her Finger

in the Pye. 167a R Wild Declar. Lib Cause, 10 None
durst begin, for fear they should bum their Fingers 1828

Scott F. M Perth vu, You will needs put your fingers in

the file 1861 W. S. Perry Hist C/t Eng I vi 23? The
King . had a finger in all the disputes in Europe 1886

Miss Tytler Buried Diamonds xn, Susie liked to have a

finger in every pie.

d with reference to grasping or holding. In
one'sfingers : in one’s grasp or power. To let [a

thing or person) slip through ones fingers ; to let

go one’s hold of (hi. and
fig.), t Outof (apersm's)

332
-

fingers : out of his clutches. 1* To hang long be-

twixt thefingers : to be long in hand.

1623 Bingham Xenophon 139 Let vs he gone out of their

lingers c 1643 HowrLL Lett. (1635) I. v 216, I am one of

them, who value not a curtesie that hangs long betwixt the

fingers

e (For phrases referring to the 'fingers ends
,

see Finger-end.) A t one'sfingerf )
tips- ‘ at one’

s

finger-ends ’.

1870 Harper’sMag Nov. 864/1 The best learning that the

world affords, my Bert has at lus fingers’ tips

4. i* a One of the divisions of the foot in reptiles

b. One of the articulations of a bat’s wing
1607 Topseil Serpents (1653) 738 The fingers of their

[Lizards’] feet were very small, being five m number Ibid

(1608) 794They [Tortoises] havefour legs eveiy foot having

five fingers or divisions 1626 Bacon irylva § 360 On each

Foot he [the Chameleon] hath five Fingers 1883G Alli n

in Knovil 22 June 368/1 Between these fingers, and from

them to the hind legs, stretches the membrane by means of

which the bat flies

c. ' One of the two parts forming a chelate

or forceps-joint, especially the smaller part, which

hinges on the other’ (Cent. Diet

)

5. As a measme. a The breadth of a finger.

Also as a definite measure=$ inch.

c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxi 97 N ere a fote lang and v
fyngers on brede 136* Edi is Arte Namg 1 xvm 19 Foure

graines of barlye make a fynger foure fingers a hande

foureliandes afoote *607 lovsixs. Pourf Beasts 19 1 heir

tayle is about three fingeis long 2719 London & Wise
Compl Card, 167 You must lay a Finger thick of Moss upon
those Shelves c 1830 Arab Pits (Rtldg) 236 The lady

had on a rose-coloured girdle at least four fingers m width
18 Hall Mexican Law 79 (Cent Diet )A finger, in Mexi-
can law, is the sixteenth part of a foot

+b. Asti on = Digit. Obs
1361 Eden Arte Narag 11 vm 33 The Astronomers deuide

into xn equall partes, as well the Diameter of the Sunne as

of the Moone And these partes they call fyngers, punctes

or prickes,

C US. slang A ‘ mp ’ of liquor [So F doigt ]
1888 Newpot t Jml 25 Feb (Farmer!, ‘Which is correct,

spoonfuls or spoons ful V ‘In Denver we say fingers
’

d In US., the length of a finger (about \\
inches).

6 That part of a glove which is made to receive

a finger.

1363 Cooper Thesaurus
,
Digiiaha, thinges couering the

fingars fingers ofgloues 1655 Mrq Worci srriiCent Inv,

§ 89 White Silk knotted in the fingers of a Pair of wlute

Gloves 1884 Chester Gloss ,
Finger-stall a covering made

by cutting off the finger of an old glove,

b dial, in pi The foxglove
1888 ELwoRrHYW Somerset Woid-bk ,

Finger v, Foxglove

7 Skillm fingering (a musical instrument); touch

*741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. cn 499 Miss L
has an admirable finger upon the harpsichord 1751 R
Paltock P. Wilkins (1884) I xxiv. 24s Softness and easiness

of finger *850 Mrs F Troli ope Petticoat Govt 78 Her
brilliant finger on the piano forte.

II. Something which resembles a finger.

8. A finger-like projection
,
esp such a part either

of the fruit, foliage, or root of a plant
1702 J PrTlVKR in Phil Trans XXIII 1264 Having its

Spikes or Fingeis shorter 1864 Browning Jas Lee's Wife
in 11, Our fig tree . has furled Her five fingers 1888
Ettcycl Brit (ed 9) XXIX G62/2 Some of these [varieties

of T urmeric] consist of the somewhat cylindrical lateral

tubers, which are distinguished in tiade as ‘ fingers ’ 1894

J E Humphrey in Pop Set Monthly XLIV 497 A hand
may contain from a dozen to twenty fruits 01 ‘ fingeis ’.

b. ‘ A cartilaginous slender appendage some-

times observable in fishes between the pectoral

and ventral fins ’ (Crabb 1823V
9. a. A short and narrow piece of any material,

b. Short forfinger-biscuit (see 14 b)

*846 Francatflli Mod Cook 397 Fingers, or Naples bis-

cuits. 1863 A themewn No 1989. 803/2 Elderberry wine and
fingers of toast

10. Something which performs the office of a
finger . the ' hand ’ of a clock (now dial ) ,

in Mech
,

any small projecting rod, wire, or piece which is

brought into contact with an object in order to

initiate, direct, or arrest motion, or to separate or

divide materials

1496 in Acc Ld High Treas Scot I 292 Item for lokkis,

fyngens, and boltis to the bombartis 1784 Cowper Task
iv it8 Fancy, like the finger of a clock, Runs the great

circuit *855 Mrs Marsh Heiress ofHaughton 1

1

iv, One
cannot discern the finger moving on the dial plate. 1878
A. Barlow Weaving 214 In Webster's loom a temporary
race is formed by means of' fingers ’

,
inserted and withdrawn

at proper times, and two shuttles may be thiown separately or
simultaneously 1884 F J Britten Watch QClockm (1892)

204 A small gold finger, projecting far enough to reach the
edge of the smaller roller

11. Printing . a One of the grippers which hold
the paper m a prmting-machme b (See quot )
1869 S T Davenport in Eng Mech 31 Dec 377/2 Filling

in the separate colours [m coloured printing] by small
inking-rubbers, known as thumbs and fingers

12 In a reaping machine (see quots ).

i860 Gard Citron 14July6s8/3The fingeis [of the reaping
machine] having sharp points, flat vertical sides 1873
Daily News 13 Aug , By the addition of what are called

‘fingers’, the ‘reaper' will cut com, however much it may
be laid 1878 Ure Diet Arts IV 18 The knife consisted
of a serrated blade, at first straight, but afterwards waved,
and passing through pointed sheaths now called ‘ fingers ’.

13 Withvaiious defining words prefixed, esp jn
popular names of plants, ns bloody (man's) finger-
dead man's (men's) fmger(s, devil's, dog-, fairy-,

fox-, Ianfs, lady's, lords' and ladies'
,
purplefingers

’

see the difleient words

III. attnb. and Comb
14 General relations a simple atinb

,
css finger -

fillip ,
-game, -joint, -1 mg, -tip, -work

,

b Emu-
lative, chiefly in the sense of lesembling a finger m
shape, as finger-bisiuit, -muffin, prayer book,

-shell
,
finger-like, -shaped adjs

; c objective, as

fingei -licking, -pointing, finger-squeezing adj.

1846 Franca ini li Mod Cook
J397

The "finger biscuits must
be immediately placed on a baking sheet, and put in the oven
1884 Yah s Recoil II vi, On the other side of the news-
paper came a 7 finger-fillip 1871 Tylou Prim Cult I 68
T he ancient Egyptians used to play at some kind of "finger-

game 1838 Dickens Nich Nick iv, Cracked his "finger-
joints as if he were snapping all the bones 111 his hands
x86oG II K, Vac Tour 139 There is no patting on his
part, or cringing and "fingei -licking on that of colly 1776
Withering Brit Plants (1796) III 735 Outer scales of the
calyx with "finger-like divisions i86oTyndaii Glue 1 a
20 The lower glacier, cleft into finger like ridges 1842
Charles Whitehead Richard Savage (1845) II ix 294
T heie was my devilish mother m a side box, gay and gig-

gling, "finger pointing [etc ] x86o Emerson Cond, Life,
Power 44 Their instincts are a finger pointing of Piovi-

dente. 1889 (title), '1 he * Finger Prayer Book 1333 Cover-
dai n Esther vm 2 The kynge put of his "fynger rynge .

. & gaue it vnto Maidocheus. 1B79 Maclear Celts n 13
Costly finger-rings 1857 Wood Com Obj Sea-shore vi 116
Alcyonium digitatum, or the "Fingei-shaped Alcyonium

1770 Jenner PlacidMaii II g2 For one cold, bleak, "finger-

squee/ing night 1842 T tnnyson Launcelot
<S Q Gum

,

As she sway’d T he rein with dainty "finger-tips 1883 E
PnNNrLL-ELMiURST Cr earn Lctcestersh 314 Theie was a bite

at one’s fingertips 1849 Bock Ch ofFathers III x 334
A uch pall of silk the "fingei-work ofsome queen

16 . Special comb : as finger-alphabet, an alpha-

bet consisting of certain dispositions of the fingers

as a means of communication between the deaf and
dumb ; a deaf and dumb alphabet

,
finger-bar, the

bai which carries the fingers of a leaping machine
(sense 12) ;

finger-board, (a) ‘the flat or slightly

rounded piece of wood attached to the neck of m-
slrumcnts of the violin and guitar class, on to which

the strings are pressed when stopped by the fingers’

(Stainer & Barrett)
;

(b) a key-board, manual

;

finger-bowl=fingerglass ; finger-breadth, (also

fingei's-breadth) the width of a finger used as a

measure; finger-brush (see quot ), finger-cold a

dial

,

cold enough to benumb the fingeis
,
flnger-

ooral, a millepore (Millepoi a alcicomis)

,

finger-

counting, calculation by means of the fingers,

finger-cymbals (see quot ) ;
finger-director, ‘ a

metallic cylindertapenng towards the extremity, and

open in front
;
used in the leclangular operation

of lithotomy ' (Syd. Soc Lex. 1 884) ,
finger-fed a

Sc
,

' delicately brought up, pampered ’ (Jam ) ;

finger-fern, the name of a kind of Spleenwort (As-

plemum Ceterach) ;
finger-fish, the star-fish

;
cf

fivefingei s\ finger-flower, the fox-glove (Digitalis

purpurea)', finger-glass, a glass vessel to hold

water, for i msmg the fingers after dessert , finger-

grass, grass of the genus Digitana (N O. Gra-

minex) ; Redfinger-grass, Digital 1a sanguinalis
;

finger-grip (see quot ) ,
finger-guard, tlic quillons

of a sword, recurved towards the pommel as a pro-

tection to the fingers
;
finger-hole, one ofa series of

holes in a wind-instrument, which are opened and

closed by the fingers in playing ;
finger-language,

language expiessed upon the fingers by means of

the finger-alphabet ;
finger-length, the length of

a finger used as a measure ; + finger-loping (see

quot.)
,
finger-mark, the mark left upon a surface

where the finger has touched it
;
finger-mark v ,

trans. to mark with a (dirty) finger (also in quasi-

passive sense)
,
hence finger-marked ppl adj.

,

finger-mirror, a dentist s month-mirror fitted with

a clasp or attachment to the finger ;
finger-nut

(cf finger-screw) ;
finger - orchis (see quot ) ,

finger-parted a. Dot, divided into lobes more

or less lesembling the fingers of the hand
,
finger-

passage Mus

,

a passage suited to the study and

practice of fingering
;
finger-pieoe, a piece actu-

ated by the finger
;
finger-plate, a plate of metal

or porcelain fixed on either side of a door above

and below the handle to prevent finger-marks;

t finger-plum, a kind of plum; finger-print=
finger-mark

,

alsofig

,

finger-puff(Hair-dressing),
‘ a long and*slender puff, often made by rolling the

hair over a finger ’ (Cent Did ) ,
fiuger-readmg, a

method ofreading, practised by the blind, bypassing

the fingers ovei raised letters; finger-root=finger-
flower ,

fingers-and-thumbs, a popular name for

Lotus cormculaius

,

fingers-and-toes (#) = prec ;

(b) - Anbury 2 (alsofinger-and-toe)\ finger-screw,

one made with wmgs so that it may be turned by the
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fingers, a thumb-screw, + finger-shade, the action

of concealing the mouth with the fingers, flnger-

shield (see quot.)
,
finger-smith slang, {a) a

midwife ,
(b) a pickpocket

,
finger-snap, a snap of

the fingers ;
whence finger-snapping

,
finger-

speech=finger-language ;
finger-sponge,asponge

with fingei-shaped lobes or branches ; finger-steel

(see quot ) ,
finger-stocks (see quot ) ; finger-talk

= jingo -language ; so finger-talking
,

finger-

tray, finger-watch (see quots ) Also Finger-

end, -POST, -STALE, -STONE
1751 Smollett Per Ptc, (1779) III Ixxxw 285 She asked,

by the help ofthe *finger-alphabet 1865Tylor Early Hist
Man u 17 To spell out sentences with the finger-alphabet

1893 Jrnl R Agric Soc Dec 710 The *finger-bar was
necessarily earned higher <11672 Wood Life (O H S ) I

257 The ^finger-board of the violin 1879 Stainer Music of
Bible 15 In the guitar the finger-board forms a back or strip

of wood behind the strings for their whole length 1864
Worcester, *Finger-boivl. 1884 Harper's Mag July 309/1
Guests . unused to finger-howls 1594 Blundevil Exerc.
xn 11 vi (ed. 7) 583 Foure barley kernels couched close

together side by side are said to make a *finger breadth

1639 B Harris Panval’s Iron Age 179 Spain was indeed

within her fingers breadth of destruction 1721-1800

Bailey, Fmgers-hreadth, a Measure of two Barley Corn’s

Length, or 4 laid side to side 1817 Coleridge Btog. Lit

205 It does not desire a single finger-breadth more than

what is necessary 1883 Crane Bookbinding x, 87 The
finger-biush’ is . about the sue of a shaving-brush, of

stiff hairs cut square at the ends. The brush, being dipped

m the colour, is diawn across the fingers, so as to jerk the

colour off in spots 1862 Thoreau Excursions (1863) 302 It

is *finger-cold 1887 Kent Gloss

,

4 ’Twas downright finger-

cold first thing this maming * 1884 Gow Grk Math § 8

That more complicated system of *fingercounting 1888

Stainer & Barrett Did Mus Terms 126 Small cymbals

are sometimes attached to the fingers and are hence called

*finger-cymbals 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. lxvn 408 This

herbe [Ceterach] is called in English *Fmger feme 1621

BurtonAnat. Mel. (1624) 300 For the spleene, maiden-haire,

fingerfeame 1796 Morse A liter Geog I. 328 Star Fish or

*Finger Fish 1629 Parkinson Paradtsus xcvu 383 Some
doe call them [foxgloves] *Finger-flowers, because they

are like vnto the fingers of a gloue, the ends cut off 1831

Brewster Optics vn 71 Blue glass, like that generally used

for *finger glasses 1874 Knight Did Meek I 848/1 *Fin-

f
er-gnj>, a tool for recovering lods or tools dropped into a

ored shaft 1883 Guesley Gloss. Coal Mining,
Finger

Grip, a tool used in boring for gripping the upper ends of

the rods 1879 Stainer Music ofBible 96 Four of its tubes

have small lateral *finger-holes 1874 Sayce Compar Philol

i 52The*finger-language of the deaf and dumb 1837 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett II 329 The baby is about three finger-

lengths long 1644 Bulwer Chiron no The wagging and
impertinent extension of the Fingers in speaking Cresollius

condemnes this Finger loping gesture as very uncomely.

1840 Dickens Barn Pudge 11, Dirty ^finger-marks upon his

face 1889 Daily News 10 Dec 7/9 Brilliant, lasting polish.

Will not finger mark 1884 Knight Did Meek IY 33

4

/2

*Finger-mirror 1398 Gerarde Herbal 1 cm. § 2 17°

Roiall Satyrion or ^finger Orchis, is called of the Latines

Palma Christi 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 17 Lower
leaves [of Veronica triphyllos\ entire middle *finger-parted.

Ibid 1099/1 Finger-parted,
divided into lobes having a

fanciful resemblance to the five fingers of a human hand

1883 Parry in Grove Did Mus III 384 The familiar out-

lines of the principal harmonies afford the most favourable

opportunities for finger-passages 1881 Grfener Gun 201

This gun is loaded by turning the finger-piece, which lies

in the foi e-part of the stock, round to the top of the barrel

1831 Ord $ Regul. R Engineers § 19 91 Brass Sashes are

not to be allowed, nor*Finger Plates, except for one or

two rooms in a House *879 Cassell’s Techu. Mduc IV.

208/2 Fingerplates for doors 1577 ® Googe Heresbachs

Hush, n 96 The *fynger Plomes being of the length of a

mansfynger. 1884 J Parker in Chr ivoi Id 15 May360/4

The word * dogma’ seems to me to bear the *finger-prmts

of the pedant or the priest x8qx Galton in 19th Cent

XXX 304 My collection of analysed finger-prints x88a

FRirND Devonslu Plant-n
,
*Ftngers and Thumbs, -Lotus

comiculatus L , or Cypnfedmm Calceolus L 1730» S in-

gers-and-toes [see Anbury 2] 1812 W. Spence (title). Obser-

vations on the Disease in Turnips, termed in Holdemess
4 Fingers and Toes 1873W. T Thornton m Encycl. Brit

(ed. 9) I 367 The roots present a thickened, palmated appear-

ance, giving rise to the popular name for the disease, fingers

and toes’ 1883 DailyDews 18 Sept 2/5 Stunted growth and

finger-and-toe 1825! Nicholson 0peratMeckaHtc$2O
TJnturning the*finger-screw X7*x Puckle Club 28 Brethren

in iniquity [gamesters] using *Finger-shade, Mouth-spirt, or

Shouldei dash. 188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needle-

work, *Finger-shield, a silver appliance made to fit the first

finger of the left hand It is employed to pi otect the finger

from the needle x8ia J H, vaux Flash Did ,
Finger-

smith, a midwife. 1884 Gd Words June 401/r A couple of
4 fineer-smiths ’—pickpockets x8ax Blac/cw, Mag IX., 714 finger-smiths ’—pickpockets - ... -
Coats of finest nap, For which I ne er recentd a finger-snap

1884 Pall Mall G 8 Nov 2/2 ,

1

do not value Government

at a finger-snap 1882 Society 14 Oct xa/x I he
rts at a ftneer-snap 1002 ooci _

Pi’s song with a *finger-snapping accompaniment, goes

well 1838 J Martineau Stud Chr 37 T hejfinger-

1884.
Reports
cousift’s

very well j m . _,t
speech of ceremony 1884 Knight Diet Mech IV. 334/2
*Finger-steel, a steel instrument like a skewer or awl, used

for restoring the edge of the currier's knife while in use xooo

Plot Staffordsh 390 *Finger-Stocks, into which the Lord

of misrule, used formerly to put the fingers of all such per-

sonsascommitted misdemeanours 1656-81 Blount Glossogr

,

Daciylagtc, *finger-talk, speech made with the fingers 1843

J T Hewlett College Life II, xxix, Having had the diffi-

culties explained to him in dumb-show and finger-tmic

1833 H Clarke Did s v Finger, *Finger-talking 1884

Knight Diet Mech. IV 334/2 *Finger-tray, a small pan,

attached by a clasp to the finger, used by dentists for carry-

ing amalgam or plastic filling ct 1680 Butler ylW
II 393 He [an Hypocute] is the Devils Finger-Watch,

that never goes true, but too fast, or too slow, as he sets

Mm <91x7x8 Penn Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 842 A Finger

VOb. IV.
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Watch, to be set forwards or backwards, as he pleases that

has it in keeping

Finger (E-ggai), v [f prec. sb Cf Ger
fingernl\

+ 1. trans. To point at with the finger Ohs.
t 1450 [see Fingering vbl sb x] 1483 Cath Angl 131/2
To Finger, digitare

2. To hold 01 turn about in one’s fingers ; to put
one’s fingers upon, touch with the fingers j

also, to

do this lepeatedly or lestlessly

1590 Spenser F d m il 6 To finger the fine needle and
nyce thread. 1690 Dryden Don Sebastian m li, You would
fam be fingering your rents beforehand 1762 Goldsm Ctt

W cu, In China, our women are never permitted to finger

a dice-box 1833 Kingsley Hypatia vn 92 Philammon,
fingering callously the first coins which he ever had handled
x86x Hughes 1 ovi Brown at Oxf xiu, The. crew fingered

their oars 1870 Mod. Hoyle 46 To finger the squares of
the [chess-]boai d whilst planning your move is strictly legal

hut a most villanous habit 1287 R N Carey Uncle Max
xxx 244 She was never weary offingering her silks and satins

Jig 1883 T H. Green Proleg Ethics § 297 To be always
fingering one’s motives is a sign of an unwholesome pre-

occupation with self

b To touch or handle (money) with unworthy
motives + Also absol.

1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxvu. 139 They [the Romams]
fell to fingering [context speaks of 'receiuing giftes and
rewarde'] x6sx Jer. Taylor Serin for Year 1 xxi 264

It is a huge dishonour to be too busie tn fingnng money
in the matters of religion 1884 Tennyson BeeAct 1. 111. 56

The cardinals have finger’d Henry's gold

•j* c. To lay hands upon, apprehend (a person).

Also to handle roughly, * claw * Obs
1624 Sir R Aldworth Let 27 Dec in Lismore Papers

(1888) Ser n. HI 136 The two Releeuers feighin [Fagan]

and lyney [Leyne] I knowe and Dout not but to finger on

Thursday ne\L 1670 W. Walker Idiomat Anglo-Lat 200

How would I finger him 1 Qmbus ilium lacerarem tnodts 1

3 intr To make restless or trifling movements
with the fingers (const at)

;

also, to play 01 toy with

-j- Tofingerfor (Jig) to grope for, hanker after

1633 Gurnall Chr in Arm. xi (1669) 130/1 Thy heart is

fingering for more of these than God allows thee x8xo L
Hunt"Rimini 11 119 They stood with their old foreheads

bare, And the winds fingered with their reverend hair 1858

Kingsley Poems, Sappho 22 She flung her on her face And
fingered at the grass 1869 Tennyson Pelleas <$• Ettarre

433 Pelleas Fingering at his sword-handle.

4. trans To lay the fingeis upon or touch with

a view to plunder ; to pilfer, filch. Also const.

from . To take or remove fraudulentlyfrom
ieao Palsgh 530/2 Bevvnre of hym, for all that he can

fyngar gothe with hym x577~®7 Holinshed Chron. Ill

1136/1 So likewise did the Spanish soldiors that could

come to finger awe thing of value 1393 Skaks. 3 Hen. VI,

v 1 44 But whiles he thought to steale the single Ten, The
Kingwas slylyfinger'd fromtheDeck 1655 FullerCA Hist.

in 11 § 6 His Predecessors ..grasp it fast in their fist, in

defiance of such Popes as would finger it from them *693

Mem Ct Teikely 1 17 The Troops took away all they

could finger without paying for it.

•j-b To cheat (a person) out of (a thing)

1709 Brit Apollo II No 70 2/2 Three Thornbacks .

.

artfully finger'd me out of five Guineas. _

5 To play upon (an instrument) with the fingers.

1315 Barclay Egloges iv (1370) Ciq/2 Yet could he pipe

and finger well a drone 1603 Drayton Odes x 61

1

o seeke.

Of Pindar that Great Greeke, To Finger it [the harp or lyre]

aright. 1641 Evelyn Mem (1837) £ =7 He had fingered an

oigan 1873 C Keene Let. in G. S. Layard Life vn (1892)

152 A dummy bagpipe chanter I earned in my pocket, and

fingered on every possible occaston
. , , _

b To play (a passage of music) with the fingers

used in a given way (where there is a choice of

methods of execution)

c. To mark (a piece of music) with figures indi-

cating the fingers with which the notes are to be

P
x8x6 Geuff Mag. June 539/2 All the lessons are sufficiently

fingered 1891 Times 2a Oct 14/2 The latest issues . of

Bach's organ works are carefully edited and fingered.

6 To manipulate with the fingers, * to perform

any work exquisitely with the fingers ’ (J ) i

elaborate, bestow minute labour on. Also with

1816 J Gilchrist Philos* Etynu 185 If they can finger up,

ot arrange words into* soft, smooth, pretty, insignificant

composition Jhd 236 Addison’s composition is carelessly

irregular, but nevertheless much-laboured and fingered.

t7- Finger out', a To read carefully or with

effort, passing the finger along the lines, b To

point out as with the finger. Obs. *

1
,680 Tenicins m Mansel Narr Popish Plot xox He re-

ceived all the Tryals that were printed, and hadfingerd

them out 1767 W Handury Charities Ch -Langton 134

Amity of dunce with dunce, Fingers out genius all at once.

8 Finger up (nonce-use) ' intr. to run. up in

finger-like extensions. _ . , _ , .

1854 Hooker Himal. Jmls I. xi 264 Peninsulas, be-

tween which the misty ocean seemed to finger up like the

fiords of Norway , ^ ,

Hence Pi'ngerable a rare
,
that can be fingered

ugerative a ,
apt to ‘finger’, thievish Pi-n*

irerer, onewho fingers 5
esp a pilferer, thief.

rs6i Awdelay-Fw/ Vacab. 8 A Fyngerer, an olde beaten

chflde, not onely in such deceites but, etc 1674 Josselyn

Vov New Eng 08 The Indians are very fingurative or

thievish. X89XG. DU Maurierm Harper sMag Aug 383/1

Four strings ,
but not the fingerable strings of Stradivanus.

FINGKERINGh

1893 Scribner's Mag May 614/2 Dencombe was a lingerer

of style

Fingered (fi ggaid), ppl

.

a-
1 [f Finger 11 +

-ed l.] In senses of the vb In Music • Marked
with figures showing what finger is to be used for

producing each note
177S Ash, Fingered, touched, stolen 1823 Crabb Tech-

nol Did., Fingered, a term applied to piano-forte exercises.

Fingered (fi ijgaid), pjpl a 2 [f. Finger sb +
-ed 2

.] Having or provided with fingers

1 a. Of a person, chieflyin parasynthetic deriva-

tives, as light-, rosy-, thru-fingered.
<11529 Skelton ElynourRummyng41 How she isgumhed,

Fyngered and thumbed, Gently ioynted. 1863 Dickens
Mut. Fr, 1 11, The great looking-glass reflects . Mrs
Veneering; fair, aquiline nosed and fingered

b. Of a glove, etc. , also in parasynthetic deri-

vatives, as cutfingered ; see Cut ppl a 12 .

139 x [see Cutppl a xa] 1739 Mrs Delany Life 4- Corr.

(r86x) II 35 Six pair of cut fingered gloves. 1849 Southey
Comm -pi. Bk Ser n 584 The stalks of the leaves furnished

stockings, and ladies fingered gloves

2 Bot. a. Of a leaf or plant * Digitate, b. Of
the fruit or root : Shaped like a finger

1668 Wilkins Real Char 11 iv. 98 A fingered leaf, being

from one foot-stalk divided into many segments 1738
Phil 'Jians I 590 Spongta Americana capitata et digi-

tata

,

The fingered sponge of Planner 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower PI VI 40 Fingered Sedge 1883 Evang. Mag.
Nov. sir The carpels fail to unite, and we get what are

called ' fingered citrons ’.

Finger-e’nd, finger’s e’nd. PI finger-

ends, fingers’-ends. The end or tip of the

finger

C1400 Destr, Troy 8795 Folowand the fell to he fyngur
endys cx400 Lanfrant’s Cintig. 28 ]>e skyn of the fyngris

endis 1398 Shaks Merry W v v 88 With Tnall-fire

touch me his finger end 1635 SirE Nicholas inN Papers
(Camden] II 321, I will never desert whilst I canwagg nose,

toes, or finguers end 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist Drugs I 133
Fruit, about the size of ones Finger End 1825 Scott
Jml 20 Nov, His finger-ends can describe what he
cannot bring out clearly in words

b. Phrases . *j* To arrive at onisfingers ends, to

come to gnawing one’s fingers’ ends , to reach the

extremity ofpoverty At one'sfinger{s' ends

.

ready

at hand. To have (or + know), at (or f on) one's

finger(s' ends or tips • to have thorough familiarity

with (a subject, branch ofknowledge, etc ) (To live)

by one'sfingers' ends : by industry ormanual labour.

fTo suck (anything) out ofone's ownfingers' ends'.

to arrive at by one’s own ingenuity. To one's

finger-ends ; completely, entirely, quite + To get

upon the finger-ends (— Fr. avoir sur les dmgts) .

fig to incur a sharp reprimand, to ‘ catch it
*

1346 J. Heywood Prov. (1562) E y, I suck not this out
ofmy owne fingers eends. 1333 Latimer Serm (1575) m.
1B1 He forgetteth them not, but hath them at hys finger s-

ende (as they say). 1361 Hoby tr. Castighone's Courtyer

1. C b, You haue at your fingers endes that belongeth

thereto. 01x368 Coverdale Bk. Death xl. (1579) 194
He maie be the better aquainted with them, and have
them on his fingers endes 1577 tr Bnlhnger's Decades

<1592) 581, 1 knowe at my fingers ends, whatkind of men.
are in this citie 1379 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb ) 36 If any
parte of Mustek haue . ariued by fortune at their fingers

endes 1621 Burton Anat Mel Democr to Rdr (1676)

32/2 Thousands . live singular well bv their fingers ends

166a Greenhalgh in Ellis Ong Lett Ser n IV 14 Their
Service-books they have at their fingers’ end 1693 Apol
ClergyScot 37,

1

am afraid I may get upon the Finger-ends,

because I did not name my Witnesses 17x1 Steele hpect.

No 156 P s Names which a Man of his Learning has at his

Fmgers-Ends *8x6 Earl or Dudiey Lelt (1840) 143,

I already have all these authors completely at my fingers

ends x86a Carlyle Fredk. Gt (1865) III. ix 11 82 All

manner of Military Histories, we perceive, are at his

finger-ends. 1883 Haipefs Mag Jan 3*2/2.

1

would be
Duchess to my finger ends

Fingering' (figging), sl) A-130 7-° Sc fln‘

gram, S Sc. flngrim, fingrine, flngrum, -om,

9 fLngexm. [The oldest formsfingram, etc, com-

bined with the difficulty of connecting the sense

with that of finger, suggest that the word may be

an early corruption of If.fin gram, lit
4 fine gram’

(cf grogram from gros giant).

1 A kind ofwool or yam used chiefly in knitting

stockings ;
‘ worsted spun of combed wool, on the

small wheel ’ (Jam ). Also attnb.

x68x Colvil Whigs Supphc (1751) 107 There fingram

stockings spun on rocks lyes x8o8 Jamieson, Fingertn

187S Flam Needlework 10 Fingering Yarn. 1885 Basaar
30 Mar 332/1 Stocking . knitted with German fingering

wool 1894 Wesim Gas. 10 May 3/3 Stockings made from

the best ‘fingerings*.

+ 2. A kind of woollen cloth. Sc. Obs.

1707 G. MiEGE.Pr.fr. State Gt. Brit. JL 24 F
“*V?

S
*J
f

Sheep they have in Scotland produce abundance ot Wool,

from whence come . . Fmgnnes, Serges [etc
j

*7*9 -Bet o

Geo I, c 13 An Act for . preventing Frauds . m manu-

facturing Serges and Fingrums. X733 P. Lindsay Interest

Scot. 105 At Aberdeen, and Countries adjacent, large

Quantities ofour own coarse tarred Wooll are manufactured

mto coarse Serges, called Fmgrams.

Fingering (fi'ggang), vbl. sb. [f. Finger v.

+ -ING J

] .

1 The action of the vb Fingerm vauous senses.

ex45o Bk. Curtasye 249 m Babets Bk 306 Bekenyng,

fynguryng, non J>ou use. 2533 T. Wilson Rhtt. (i|8o) *44



FINGERING*.

As when one hatli . got his livyng with light fingeryng.

1567 Drant Horace Eptst Bj, Measure the lawe of sounde

by fingering, or by eare x6ax Sanderson Serm. I 214 Uzza

had better have ventured the falling, than the fingering of

the ark, though it tottered 1760 Impostors Detected I 251

He shall not have the fingering of her any more than

myself 18x8 Jas Mul Brit India (1840) I 1 111 80 The
Directors had expected the fingering of the money. 187a

0 W Holmes Poet Break/

4

1. (1885) 28 Covers browned

. with the fingering of hook-misers.

+Tb Wcuk done with the fingers. C f.

F

inger v 6.

i$ga Spenser Mniopotmos 366 Nor ame skil’d m loupes of

fingnng fine

2. Mus a The action of using the fingers in

playing upon an instrument; the proper method

of doing this.

c 1385 Chaucer L G W. Prol, 91 As an harpe obeieth to

the nonde, And maketh it soune after his fingeimg. 1545
Asciiam Toxoph (Arb ) 39 Instrumentes whyche standeth

by fine and quicke fingeringe. 1593 Pass Morrice 78 Shee
toolce her lute, singing to her fingering this sonnet *674
PLAYroRD Skill Mus n. 103 The Rule of true I mgenng
1836 Mrs. Browning Anr. Leigh 1, I learnt much music .

fine sleights of hand And ummagmed fingering.

to The indication, by figures set against the

notes of a piece of music, of the way m which the

fingeis are to be used 111 its performance

1879 Grove Diet Mus I 527/2 The earliest German
fingeiing was the same as the present English system

3 attrib

1603 HoLL\im Pluiarch’sMor 1252, 1 am better acquainted

with the fingnng Musicke and manuall practise than other-

wise «x68o Butler Item (1759) I 255 A cheat, That lets

his false Dice freely run But never lets a true one stii

Without some lingering Trick or Slui 1883 Blackie in

Couteurp Rev June 814 Not fiom any fingering induction

of external details

Fingering (fi-ggarig),ppl a [f. Finger v. +
-ing a

.J
That fingers (an instrument) , also, ad-

dicted to ‘ fingering ’ or petty manipulation
171a Spectator No. 338 V 2 Those fingering Gentlemen

should be informed that they ought to suit their Airs to the

Place, 1709 Wokdsw. Poet's Epitaph v, Philosopher t a
lingering slave. x8x5 [see Finicai ness]

Fingerish (fi ggarij), a nonce-wd [f. Finger
sb + -ish ] Of 01 pertaining to the fingers

1892 M North Recoil'. Happy Life I vu 259 Fingers

were their only tools and, .by the end of the day the saucers

must have had a strong fingerish flavour.

Fingerless (fi ggaiies), a, [See -less ] With-
out fingers

2838 Dickens Htch Nick, xxxi, Aftei putting on his

fingerless gloves with great precision.

Fingerlet (fi ggorlel) nonce-wd. [See -let ]

A small or delicate finger.

1834W Johnson louica (.i8s$)77 Those straying fingerlets

that clutched At good and bad

Fingerling (fvqgsilu)) Also S ftngenn [f.

Finger sb +-ling Cf Ger fingerling glove-

finger, thimble (MliG. fingcrlinc ring) ]

+ 1 , One of the fingers of a glove ; a fingei -stall.

c 1440 Promp Pam 161/2 Fyngyrlynge of a glove, ehgi-

tabulum 1330 Palsgr 220/* Fingerlyng of lether, delot

1380 Hollyuand Trees Fr, Tong, Vn doigtier
;
a tlnmble,

a fingerling

2 A very diminutive being; used to translate

Ger Daunurlmg (Goethe Faust')

1833 Anster Fanstus ir 11 (1887) 128 Pigmies, emmets,
fingerhngs, And other active little things. 1867 Contemp
Rev VI. 50 Thumblings and Fingerhngs whom thePygmies
have enslaved

3 . A name for the parr (Salmo salmulus) Cf.

Brandling 2

a 1703 Ray Synop Method Piscvum (17x3) 63 Salmulus,
The Samlet Herefordiensibus, Branlm If Fwgerin Ebo-
racensibus 1836 Yarrell Fishes II 43 The transverse

dusky bars from which this fish has obtained the name of
Brandling and Fingerling.

attrib, 1888 PallMall G 7 Apr 6/1 A couple of wretched
fingerling srnolts.

'|* Frngerly, a Obs rare~x [f Finger sb. +
-LT I.] Of or pertaining to the fingers.

1619 Sir J Sempill Sacrilege Handl 81 They poynted
him out, as by afingerly demonstration.

Frnger-nai'l. One of the nails of the fingers.

To onesfinger-nails . completely, thoioughly.
ax240 Wohnuge m Cott Horn. 281 pat te blod wiang ut at

tine finger neiles. *842 Tennyson E Moi ns 22 He seem’d
All-perfect, finish’d to the finger nail 1884— Bechet in 1,

He’s as like the King as fingernail to fingernail x888
Graphic Summer No. 21/1, I was a theosophist to my
finger-nails

Fi nger-post. A post set up at the parting of

roads, with one or moie arms, often terminating

in the shape of a finger, to indicate the directions

of the several roads
,
a guide-post

1789 Mrs Piozzi Joum France II 291 The words Route
de Belgrade upon a finger-post 1837 Toulm Smith Parish
357 The Highway Surveyors ought to put up finger posts .

where they are likely to help travellers

transf and fig 1793 Beddoes Math, Evid 158 It had
pleased him to christen the pronouns, the fingerposts of
language 1837 Stanley Mem Canterb 1 31 So many
finger-posts, pointing your thoughts, along various roads,
to times and countries far away
b slang (See quot.)

1783 Grose Diet. Vnlg Tongue, Finger post
,
a parson,

so called, because like the finger post, he points out a way
he probably will never go, l e, toe way to heaven.
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Hence Fi ng-er-posted ppl a ,
having a finger-

post ; in quot. fig Pi ngfer-postless a., without a

finger-post

1883 H. O Forets Hat Wand E Archip 88 Flowers

with a beautifully painted and finger-posted labellum

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy III 147 A labyrinth of cross-

roads, fingerpostless, guidcless.

Frnger-stall. A cover or protection for the

finger, usually of leather, e g the finger of a glove,

used in some handicrafts, m dissection, or when the

finger is injured or diseased.

1483 Cath .Angl 131/2 A Fyngyr stalle, digitate 1378

Lyte Dodoens 11 xxiv 175 Foxe glove hath, fayre, long,

round, hollow Homes fashioned like fingar stalles 1606

Holland Sneion, 74 The fore finger of his light liand hee

perceived , . to be so weake, that . he could hardly set it to

any writing, with the helpe of an hoope and finger-stall of

home 1643 1 Stetr tr Exp Chyrurg \v 64 Finger-stalls

made of Leather 1832 Babbage Econ Manuf 1 (ed 3) 14

The child puts on tnc forefinger of its right hand a small

cloth cap or finger-stall 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh ,

Word hk 148, I cut my finger, but I clapt a finger-stall on

Frnger-stone.
*1* 1 . A stone sufficiently small to be cast by the

hand. Also attnb. Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xi 46 A lytil Jmine, as it ware a
fynger stane cast, es anojier chapell 1688 I Clayton in

Phil Trans XVII 984 They are so nigh the Shoar, that a
Man may atmost fling a Finger-stone on Board

2 . A cylindrical stone, convexly tapering to a

point; a belemmte
1773 Johnson (ed 4), Finger-stone

,
a fossil resembling an

arrow 1802-3 tr Pallas's I rav (1812) II 229 A whimsical

mixtuie of broken helemmtes, or finger-stones

Fingery (fi ggori), a [f. Finger sb. + -y 1
]

Branching into fingers or finger-like divisions

1821 Mom in Blackw. Mag. VIII 527 The broad fern

with its fingery leaf 1840 Jml R Agrtc Soc. I iv. 403
Turnips grow fingery and of little value,

Fingian • see Fingan.

+ Fingle-fangle. Obs. [reduplication of

Fangle Cf Fiddle-faddle ] A trifle ;
some-

thing whimsical or fantastic Also attrib

11x632 Broke Covent Gat den 1. 13 This comes of your new
Angle fangle fashion. 1678 Butler Hud. m in 221 To
wrangle, About the slightest fingle fangle. X7io Brit Apollo
III No di 3/1 A Woman I Love, A hind of Female
Fingle, Fangle.

Hence Fi ngle-fangledj)// a.

1631 Biggs New Disp. T xi The upstart fingle fangl’d

Paracelsian.

Fmgram, obs variant of Fingering sb

Fingrigo (fnjgnge). The name m Jamaica
for a prickly climbing shrub, Pisonia aculeata

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. p. liv, They grind the roots of
Fingrigo and Lunetree between two stones 1756 P Browne
Jamaica 252 Fingrigo or Thorny Mimosa Tins prickly

shrub is frequent m most of out sugar colonies

t Fi’ngure, Obs.-* [irreg. f L fing-Src to

frame + -ure ] A fabrication, coinage
1592 Nashe P. Pemlesse E nj b, Doctor Watson, retorting

vene merihe his owne licentious fingures upon lum.

Finial (fi nial)
,
a and sb. Forms : 4-6 fynial(l,

-yal(l, 5-7 finiall, 6- finial. [A variant of Final,

app. of Eng. origin, as no similar form has been
found in OE. or med Lat.]

A adj.

+ 1, = Final. Obs.
? a 1400 ChesterPI (Shaks. Soc ) I 157 Rittes ceremonial!,

. Shall utterlye cease, and take ther ende fyniall. 1426
Audelay Poems 50 There was faythfolc made a feneal code
X447 Bokenham Seyntys (Ro\b } 116 Graunt them to dyenm
fynial grace 1460 Pol Rel j- L, Poems 105 Fynyal blyse

1486 Bk St. Alban's, Her B in a, Ther be ix quadrattis for

to consider v. quadrate finiall and mj loyall

2 [Suggested by the sb.] Forming the crown
or completion

5
crowning rare~\

x888 A. S Wilson Lync Hopeless Love 182 Until..life
erects its finial part, The formulation of the heart.

B, sb Arch. An ornament placed upon the

apex of a roof, pediment, or gable, or upon each
of the corners of a tower, etc ; a similar ornament
serving as a termination to a canopy or the like,

or to the end of an open seat in a chuich
1448 Will of Hen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambudge

I 369 Euery boterace fined with fimalx 1572 Indenture
4 Jail in H. Walpole Vertne's A need Paint (1765)
I App , All the seid fynyshiug and performyng of the
seid towre with fynyalls 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
1 l 223 From this faire Palace then he takes his Front,
From that his Finials 1600 Holland Livy xxxv x (1609)

894 Gilded shields were set up on the finiall or lanterne
of Jupiters temple x6ox — Pliny mv xii 552 To set up
Gargils or Antiques at the top of a Gavill end, as a finiall to
the crest tiles 18x1 J Milner Eccl Archti. vii 105
Pinnacles surmounted With an elegant flower, called a
finial. 1833 Turner Dom Aichit II vi 255 The finish of
the northern gable with its beautiful finial 1870 F. R
Wilson Ch Lmdisf 31 The low open seats are ornamented
with finials

to. transf. andfig
1301 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 v 085 As the Phoenix on
my Front doth glister, Thou shall the Finials ofmy Frame
illustre 1632 Holland Cyrup 206 The absolute perfection
and finiall of many noble and excellent Actions 1876 R F.
Burton Gorilla L I 96 Monotheism, the finial of the
spiritual edifice. 1880 Blackmore M Anerley III 111 33
An ivied bush, which served as the finial of the garden-
hedge.

FINICKING-.

Hence lYniailed ppl a , having, or decorated
with, finials

2830 T Inki rsley Romanesque Arclut France 323 An
external Pointed aich, suimounted by a tuangle crocketerl
and fimalled

t Fi’nially, adv. Obs [f. Finial a + -ly2,]
= Finally
1588 J Read Compcnd, Method no b, Finmlly all affects

that are called Rumatick

Finical (fi mkal), a. [Connected with Finick
v.. Finicking

, as finical is the eailiesl recorded,

it may be the sotucc of the othei words; m any
case ultimate derivation from Fine a seems piob-
able] Of persons, their actions and attributes.

Over-nice or particular, affectedly fastidious, ex-

cessively punctilious 01 precise, in speech, diess,

manners, methods of woik, etc. Also of things •

Ovei -scrupulously finished ; excessively 01 affect-

edly fine or delicate m workmanship.
1392 Nasiit P Pemlesse (ed 2) 10 h, She is so fimcall in

her “.peach, 1607 R C. World of Wonders 50 Women
gorgeously apparelled, fimcall and fine as fippence 1630
Howell Ep IIo-El I 1. 1, Expressions made up of a
bombast of words and finical affected complements x66o
H More Myst Godl To Rdr xi Moie trim and elegant
fancies, who are so nice and finical that they would not
come near a soie 1709 Steelt Tatler No 82 § 6 Your
open Sleeves . made a much better Show than the finmkal
Diess I am 111 X727 Porr, etc Art of Sinking xxx The
Finical Style consists of the most curious, affected,

mincing metaphors, 1734 Richardson Gratuhson (1781)
II 11. ix Laid G seems a little too finical in lus diess

1820 Miss Mnroiro in L’Estrange Life II v 1x9 Such
a pretty, little, delicate, ladylike, finical gentleman 1 1840
Thackeray Cnt Rev Wks 1886 XXIII 167 It might
be painted with a good deal less finical trifling with the
pencil. 1887 Saintsbury Hist Elvsab Lit. v. (1890) 189
The finical scholarship of the present day
absol <*1843 Hood Compass xxu, Fear quitted the most

finical

Hence -f Fimical v ,
nonce-wd tram to dress or

‘get (oneself) up’. Fi nically adv

,

in a finical

manner, affectedly, fastidiously. Fi aicalness,

(a) the quality of being finical
;

(b) a finical thing,

a refinement. Finicality, («) finical quality,

(//) something finical.

1394 Nashe Unfort Trav. 15, I was ordained Gods
scourge from aboue for their dainlic finicahtie. 1639
Torriano, StnngtUo fimcaly drest up. 1670 Covel Diaiy
(1893) 261 We had no such finicallnessc as knives or forkes,

onely our hands and teeth 168a Mus Been False Count
1 11. 20 You think youi self a \eiy fine fellow now, and
finical yourself up to be thought so 1762-7X H Walpole
Vet tue's Anccd Paint (1786) V 206 His works have no
more ment than finicalness can give them 1777 Robert-
son Hist Amcr (1778)1. iv 372 Fimcally attentive to diess

x8i6 J Gilchrist Philos. Etyni 217 [He! would arrest the

press to alter a comma, yet with all inis fingeung fini-

calness, has not left a single well-constiucted paragraph
in his whole wntings 1 18119 Sporting Mag. V 60 After

sipping with all the fimcalhty of spmstenan consequence
her sixth cup of the enlivening liquid 1826 Blacfciu Mag
XIX 655 To cut joints . . nuLher m slices too thick, noi in

such as are fimcally thin. 1884 J. Payn Lit. Recoil 256
He sometimes exhibited a whimsical finicality

Finicism, (fi nisis’m). [f. ne\t + -ISM.] Finical

affectation.

1844 N Brit Rev. II. 63 Notwithstanding . of this

theatrical finicism, he was always himself again before an
audience 1862 Temple Bar Mag VI 132 There was no

finicism in the Author of Waverley.

Finick (fimk), sb. [? Back-formation from

Finical
;
m sense 2 more prob. f next vb ]

*t*
1. A finical person. Obs.

1706 Reflex upon Ridicule 103 Does he think to be

courted ior acting the fimek and conceited? Ibid, 119

She’s an affected Fimek
2 dial. ‘Mincing, affected manners’ (.S’ Chesh

Gloss. 1887).

Finick (fi nik), v Chiefly dial. Also finmek

;

in glossaries spelt finnaek, -ock, etc. [See

Finical, Finicking.] zntr. ‘To execute work in

a fastidious manner, wasting time over unnecessary

details’ (Holderness Gloss ); ' to mmee, affect airs’

(S Chesh. Gloss ). Hence Fx nicking vbl sb.

1869E Wadham Eng Versficat 147 The verse laughs at

such finnickmg, and asserts its true division

Finicking, finikin (finikii), -in), {ppl) a.

and sb Also finnickmg, finmkm, (9 finican).

[Of somewhat doubtful etymology ;
most likely

f. Finick v. + -ing 2 , the chief difficulty is that the

aclj is recorded from the middle of 171b c, while

the vb. is known only from a very recent period

It has been suggested that finikin is the original form,

and is of Du origin ; cf, MDu fijnkens adv, accurately

neatly, prettily (Kilian) On this hypothesis the woids

finical and finick sb and vb must in some way have been

evolved from finikin The conjectuie however is unsup-

ported by evidence, and finical appears 70 years earlier

than the earliest known instance offinikin ]

A. adj. Affecting extreme refinement ;
dainty,

fastidious, mmcmg
;
excessively piecise in trifles

Also of things : Over-delicately wrought or

finished , also, insignificant, paltry, trifling.

x66x A Bromd Leveller \ Poems 72 Your Madams and

Lords, And such finikin words c 1680 Roxb Ball (1891)

VII 467 He’s a finikin* vapouring Taylor. 1741 E. Poston

Pratler (1747) 1. 230 Thou finicking Stuff, Put thy Hands
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in a Muff 1822 Blachw Mag II 444 To apply their

finican hands, and utensils to the laborious task 1831

In asar's Mag II 74s Quiet and finikin as his [Horace’s]

satire is 1837 Dickens Pickm xix, With all the finicking

coxcombry of youth 1863 G Meredith R Fleming x,

Out came the old, broad, bent figme, with little finicking

steps 1886 1 Hardy Mayor Castcrlndge xu, Such
finmkin details

b In eulogistic sense Dainty, pretty Obs

c 1749 Rohm Hood 4- Allen a Dale xvm m Child Ballads

v cxxxvin 174/1 A finilau lass. Did shine like glistering gold

B sb (in formfinikin
,
finnikin).

f 1 A finicking person. Obs,

1744 Mrs E Heywood Female Sped (1748) I 82 Every
public place so abounded with coxcombs and finikms.

f 2. A variety of pigeon Obs

1723 Bradley Fam Did s v Pigeon, Many sorts of

pigeons, such as Carriers Ftmkms 1763 Treat Dom
Pigeons 136 The Finmkin These Pigeons are possessed of

certain whimsical gestures when salacious 1867 Tegetmeier
Pigeons 17s The Finmkin.

Hence IT nickingly adv.

1880 Vehn Lee Italy iv 11 153 Finickingly finished like

a fan painting

Finicky (fi mki), a dial and XJ S. [f Finiok

v 4- -yi ]
= Finicking a

i8zs Brockett Gloss N. Country Words, Finmhy, trifling,

scrupulously particular 1887 Critic (N. Y ) 9 Apr., A great

number of the rules . seem equally what New England
matrons call ‘finicky

1 1802 B Matthews Americanisms

,5
Briticisms 24 Professor Freeman, frequently finicky in

his choice of words

+ Frnifest. nonce-wd. [f ’L.fim-s end +fcst-

um Feast.] (See quot

)

1331 R Robinson tr More’s Utop (Arb ) 133 The whyche
woordes may be interpreted pnmifeste and fimfest, or els in

0111 speache, first feaste and last feast

Finific (faun fik), a [f. L fini-s + -me ] Putting

a limit lo ,
limiting ,

in quot absol or quasi-*#.

1830 Coleridge in Lit Rem (1836) III 2 The eternally

self-affirmant self affirmed .whose definition is the essential

fimfic in the foim of the infinite

Finifugal [faun fiz/gal), a. nonce-wd. [f. L,

fint-s end +fug-a flight + -al ] Of or pertaining

to shunning the end (of anything)

1883 L A Tollemache m Jml Ednc 1 Sept. 307 In

modern as well as in ancient times, the finifugal tendency .

is apparent

t Fi'nify, v. Obs Also 7 ftnefy, finifie [f

Fine a + -li)mr.] tram. To make fine
,
to adoin,

deck, ‘trick up*. Tofimfy it see*quot. 1611

1586 Warner Alb Eng 11 x, Her rotten trunk and rustie

face she Unified than. x6xx Cotgr Pimper, to sprucifie, or

fimfie it
,
curiously to pranke, trimme, or tnckevp himselfe

1678 Mrs Bern Sir P Fancy iv 111, Get you gone, and

finefy your knacks 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv x (i737> 4*

Some dress'd the Pages in Womens Cloths, and Unified

fhem like any Babies.

Hence Fi mfied ppl a ; Fi mfymg vbl, sb

1628 Wither Brit Rememb ir 2067 Some parted from

Our City walls so fimfi’d, As if their meaning was, to shew

their pnde In Country Churches 1633 Gurnall Chr til

Arm viu (1669) 267/2 Now while thou art in a natural estate

(though never so Unified) Old Adam is thy father 1674

Dryden Mall u, 111, Such licking, patching, and finifyrag

•J* Finigra phical, a. humorous, nonce-wd

1394 Nasht Unfort Trav Wks (Grosart) V 37 In their

sincere and finigraphu-all cleane shirts and cuffes *39®

— Saffron Walden Ep Ded heading. To the sincere

& fimgraphicall ranfier of prolixious rough barbansme [1 e,

a baiber]

Finikin, var. form of Finicking.

Fining (foi mg), vbl sb. [f. Fine o.3 + -ing 1
.}

The action of the vb. Fine.

1 The operation or process of refining (metals)

;

esp that of conveitmg cast iron into wrought iron

by heating it m contact with charcoal ana so re-

moving the carbon
*302 Pnv, Purse Exp. Elia, of York (1830) 38 Certain

personnes . that wrought m fynyng of iron 1383 Abp.

Sandys Serm (1841) 366 The fining of gold in the furnace

1864 Percy Iron Steel 579 It seems somewhat absuid to

designate the process of incomplete decarburization as re-

fining, and that of complete decarbunzation as only fining

Ibid ,
I apply the word fining to the operation of con-

verting cast into malleable iron in a hearth or open fire

urged by a blast of air with charcoal as the fuel

2 The operation or process of clarifying (a

liquid
;
esp beer, wine, etc )

Also the process by

which a liquid becomes fine or clear.

1607 Dekker Wh Babylon Wks 1873 II. 215 No vines

could please our taste, But of her fining 1683 Lena Can

No 1862/8 New Experiments, for Fymng and Improving of

Syder 1707 Mortimer Hush xvi 339 It [Beech] is good

also for Fuel not to omit the Shavings of it for the fining

of Wine 1846 J. Baxter Libr Pract Agnc I 137 Dp
operation of fining will be unnecessary to such beer 1004

Reader 9 Jan. 53 To investigate the cause of this fining or

the blood
, Tt

lo concr Anything nsed for this purpose. Usu pi

1772 Jackson m Phil 1 rans LXIII 5 On® ou
,

nc
j_

e anl^

a half of good isinglass was convened into good fining

182a Imison Sc <$• Art II 160 A preparation of isinglass and

sour beer, called finings, is put into it 1831 MayhewZwh
Labour I 184 The coffee is made of a dark colour by means

of what are called ‘finings’ which consist of burnt sugar

1883 Act 48-9 Viet, c 50 § 8 Finings for the purpose of

clarification [of beer]

8 . Comb . fining-forge (see quot.) ;
fining-pot

a crucible in which metals are refined j
fining

roller (see quot.)

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 848/2 1,Fmtugfotge an open
health with a blast by which iron is freed of impurities or

foieign matters. 1611 Bible Prim xvn 3 The “fining pot
is for siluer, and the furnace for gold 1879 Sir G G Scott
Led Archil I 134 Let us thiow them boldly into the

fining-pot. 1874 Knight Did Meek I 848/2
1Fining-

roller (Paper-maktng\ a cylindrical wn e-cloth sieve in the

paper-making machine, which allows the finely ground stuff

to pass, hut restiams the coarse fibers and knots

Finion, var form of Fingan
Finis (faims) [a 'L, finis end.]

1. The Latin word for ‘end’, formerly, and still

occasionally, placed at the end of a book.
Almost universally used in the earlier half of this century

;

in recent hooks * End' or * The End’ is substituted

[? a 1400 Chester PI xu Temptation, Finis paginae duo-

decimo] CX460 Play Sacram , Finis 1323 Fitzherb
Hush, Finis 1621 Burton Anat Mel, Finis 1697 Evflyn
Medals vu 253 And now I have but a Word to add before

I come to Finis 1839 Bailey Festus, Finis

2 Hence, the conclusion, end, finish
;
end of life,

death.
1682 D[’Urity] Butler’s Ghost 1. 47 To deck the Finis of

his Face, 1719— Pills (1872) IV. 328 Under this Stone lies

one who writ his Finis 1863 Carlyle Fredk. Gi. IX xx.

x. 169 Next Year . must be the finis of this long agonistic

tragedy 1871 Carlyle m Mrs Carlyle's Lett III. 200

Fast falling into imbecility and finis, poor man 1874
Longf in Life (1891) III. 223 Though that may be the

proper finis of the book

3. End in view, ultimate destination, rare

1830 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. v (1872) 162 Which is itself

aJims or kind of goal

Finish (fi mf), sb. [f next vb.]

1 The conclusion, last stage, termination ;
also

(colloq or vulgar

)

the * end ’ of a man
1790 A M. Johnson Monmouth III 140 To look upon

death as the finish of your sorrows ! 1806 Southey
Lett (1856) I 361 The fit and worthy finish of such

a life. 1814 Mad D’Arblay Wanderer V 318 And here

is the finish of all I have to recount 1826 Sporting

Mag XVII 321 You would like to hear what was the finish

of the noted Will Barrow 1827 Ibid XXI 78 The finish

of the hunting season I unfortunately lost.

b elliptically in Sporting . The end of a hunt,

race, etc
,
the death of a. fox ;

also in phrase, to be

in at thefinish. Alsofig
1873 W, S Hayward Love agst World 13 The old squire

was determined to be m at the finish. 1879 Jefferies Wild

Life in S. C. 133 Think for a moment of a finish as it is m
reality 1891 H Le Caron 25 Years in Secret Serv (1893)

188 It was in the speeches from start to finish.

2 That which finishes, or serves to give com-

pleteness or perfection to anything

1793 Copper-Plate Mag No 13. The choir received it s

embellishments and finish from Henry the Eighth. 1823

Gr. Kennedy Father Clem 1 20 To obtain that finish

to his education which it was thought could only be ac-

mired by travelling [etc ] 1868 Freeman Norm Cong.

1876) II x 313 Two smaller towers were designed as the

finish of the building 1890 Century Mag Jan 362/1 To
have an American finish put to her education and manners

b. Building. The last coat of paint or plaster

laid upon a surface.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract Build

\

417 Over this a coat 01

oil-colour called the finish, is laid. , , .

3. The condition or qnality of being finished

or perfected _ _
c 1805 Mar Edgeworth Whs. (Rtldg ) I 354 There was

a want offinish, as the workmen call it, in my manufacture

1857 H Miller Test Rocks vi 229 They could not, com-

patibly with such nicety of finish, be laid over each other

1876 Humphrey Com-Coll. Man xxvi 397 High finish could

not be obtained in the mode by which this massive money

was produced 1883 Newhall in Harper s Mag Jan 278/2

They [gloves] are tanned with sumac and gambler as

these produce softer finishes# 1885 Mcaiclu Exaui, 22 Feb

5/3 Mr Reeves sang with perfect finish

4 slang A house of entertainment, where the

night is finished.

1830 Sala Tw round Clock (1861) 17 The innumerable

finishes and saloons, i860 Thackeray Level (1869) 204

A weakly little man . , whose pallid countenance told, ot

Finishes and Casinos.

5 (See quot.) ,

J875 Ure'* Did. Arts l 38 Methylated spirit can be

procured also in small quantities . containing in solution

ioz to the gallon of shellac, under the name of ‘finish .

1888 Dumfries Standard 22 Feb 3 The traffic in methy-

lated spirit or ‘ finish’ as it is popularly called.

Finish (fi nij), v. Forms * 4 finob, 4-0 fenys,

fen-, fynissh, -yaoh, -ysh, -yssbe, -each, 4
finisch, 6- finish. [ME fenys, fimsch, a. OF.

femss- (Fr fmss-) lengthened stem of femr

(fimr) = Vr fenir, Cat. finir, It. finite

.

L
fiiiire, ifinis end ]

X irons. To bring to an end; to come to the

end of, go through the last period or stage of.

Often with gerund (formerly with inf.) as object

:

To s make an end of’, cease (doing something).

+ Also, rarely, To put an end to, cause to cease,

CX350 Will Palerne 3934 Then was Jmt ferli fijt finched

bat time 1*1400 Marie Arth. 4255 Qwene they had

ffenyste ]ns feghte 1481 Caxton Myrr 1. xx, 60 The sonne

the whiche neuer shal fynysshe to goo with the heuen.

*1633 Ld Berners Huon lv 185 Who so euer dyd fyght

aVaynst him were lyke myserably to fynysshe his days

JoJdrayton Bar Wars vi 87 In Death what can he

That I should fear a Couenant to make With it, winch,

welcom’d, fimsheth myWoe? 1697 Drydin Virg Gear*

iv, 674 His Griefs with Day begun. Nor were they finish d

FINISH.

with the setting Sun 1796 H Hunter tr St Pierre’s Sind

Nat, [1799) III. 567 That calm ambition of gold, 111 winch

all the ambitious finish their course 1847 Marryat Childr.

N Foust vui, Edwaid had just finished a hearty meal

t8gt E Peacock N, Brendan I 256 As he finished speaking

b. lofinish off: to provide with an ending (of

a certain kind).

1834 H N Coltridce Grl Poets (ed 3) 51 Plutaich

finishes off the story in his usual manner

2 To bring to completion ,
to make or perform

completely
;

to complete Also with off, *t’ up

To finish to (do) ; to succeed completely m
(doing).

a 1400-50 Alexandir 2144 For quen I done haue with.

Dary & my dede fenyschid. C1489 Caxton Blanchardyn
xi, 41 Hys enterpryse that ful sore he desyred to fynysshe

a 1533 Ld Berners Huon lxii 217 Whan the sacrement or

baptysme was fynyshyd. iSS® Citron. Gr. Friars (Camden)

84 In August [1553] was the aulter in Powlles set up agayne,

and fenysyd in September 1593 Shaks 3 Hen. VI, 11 v 28

How many Dayes will finish \p the Yeare 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam Wits (1616) 269 When Nature hath

finished to forme a man in all perfection 1648 W.
Mountagve Devoute Ess 1 vvm §3 336 They expose them-

selves to the reproach of having begun what they were

unable to finish *669 Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681) 185

Yet have I not finished to attain the right Method, or way

of ordering them toSx-h HumeHist Lug (1806) III xlvu

694 The marriage of the princess Elizabeth with Frederic-

was finished some time after the death of that prince. 1810

J Smith Panorama Sc 4 Art II. 686 Finish sowing green-

house plants 1828 Scott F. M. Perth 111, He cuts all his

gloves out for the right hand) and. never could finish a pair

m his life 1848 C K. Sharpe Let 7 Feb (1888) II. S9°

That bloody-minded person who finished oft the work.

absol i6ri Bible i Chron xxvii 24 Ioab , began to num
ber, but he finished not 1856 Ruskin Mod. Pamt. III. iv

ix § 5 God alone can finish

3. To deal with 01 dispose of the wliole or the

remainder of (an object) ;
to complete the con-

sumption of (food, one’s stock of anything), the

reading of (a book, etc )

1326 Tindale Matt x 23 Ye shal nott fynysshe all the

cites of israhel tyll the sonne of man be come 1856 Kan e

Aid Expl. I xxxu 434 He and Brooks will doubtless finish

the two [potatoes] 1884 F M Crawford Rom. Singer I

72 Would you mind finishing the canto ?

H. To complete tlie destruction of; to dispatch,

l-ill- Also in weaker sense : To complete the dis-

comfiture or defeat of
;
to reduce to complete ex-

haustion or helplessness. Now chiefly colloq.

16x1 Bible Dan. v 26 God hath numbred thy kingdome,

and finished it. 175S Mem Ca.pt P Djake I a.vu X87

Five Germans, who were resolved to finish, me* xoio

Sporting Mag XLVIII x8r Lancaster was completely

finished; 1840 Goodrich P Parley’s Ann 188 They were

for finishing him [a wounded man] outright with then

bayonets 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav 308 If he still

obstinates himself, he is finished by [etc ] 1884 E P Roe
Nat Ser Story lx, The moist sultnness finished me
ox-heart cherries

, £ .

4 To perfect finally or m detail ;
to put the final

and completing touches to (a thing). Also with

Wilson Lagde{T.$6\ 39 b, Those [the hands, arms

and feet] bee the partes whiche finishe the whole and inake

it perfecte c 1333HarpsfieldDivorceHen VIII (1878) 80

To perfect and finish our answer i6rr Bible 2 Cor vui o

Wee desired Titus, that as he had begun, so hee would also

finish in you the same grace also 1683 Soames tr Botleau j

Ait ofPoetry 11 20A faultless Sonnet, finish’d thus, would

be Worth tedious Volumes of loose Poetry 1703 Moxon
Mech Exerc 249 They finish the plastering by Trowelling

and boshing it over with fair Water and also brish over

their new Plastering when they set, or finish it 1713 Steele

Enghshm. No 7 45 To a good natural Discernment Art

must therefore be joined to finish a Cntick 1807W Taylor

m Ann Rev. V 713 He was compelled by his father to

finish up his pottery minutely x8x6 J Smith Panorama

Sc <S- Art I 17 The hole may be finished with a file. 1842

[see Finger-nail] . ,

absol 1852 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 187 The plasterers

were .finishing off, and clearing away their scaffoldings

J, To complete or perfect the education of (a

person) ,

1734 tr Rollin's Anc. Hist (1827) IX. y 169 She sent her

most illustrious citizens to be finished and refined in (jreece

1796 Dr Burney Meiastasw I 214 Most of the great

singers . had been formed or finished by him 18x4 Jane

Austen Watsons yli (1879) 21s The accomplishments which

are now necessary to finish a pretty woman _
a 1839 Fraud

Poems (1864) II 158 Where were you finished/

c. To complete or perfect the fatting of (cattle).

1841 fml. R Agnc Soc IT 11 226 The cattle by means

of the turnip are ‘ finished out * and in a proper state for the

butcher in the spnng. 1831 Ibid XII 11. 334 Many flock-

masters 1
finish’ their sheep before selling 1865 Rid, ber

11 I ir 259 If the lambs are well summered it will answer

to finish them off in the house or yards.

-j* d. With complement or into : To make into

by a final operation Obs

1704 Swift Battle ofBh. Wks 1778 I 437 Pohte con-

versation has finished thee a pedant, 1812 W. Taylor in

Monthly Mag, XXXIV. 4» This earth is to be finished

up into one vast terrestrial paradise.

5. intr. To come to an end, reach the end , to

Cease, leave off. Also with off Also, to end in

(something!, to end by (doing something),
%

CI450 Merlin 111. 54 They sey tliei stmll neuer femsshe

till thei haue auenged the detli of Aungis. c 1489 Caxton

Sonnes ofAy/non ix 248 And beganne to make so grele

a sorowe as thoughe all the worlde had fynysshed a foie

his eyen. X503 Hawes Examp, Virt u, Infernal!
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payne that shall not fynysslie 1327 R Tiiorne His Booke

in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 233 Which maine land finisheth

m the land which -we found 1563 Shute Ardut Dja,
Wherwith. finisheth the first 1591 Shaks i Hen VI, m
1, 201 Exeter doth wish His dayes may finish, ere the

haplesse tune. 1788 Franklin A ntobiog Wks 1840 I 143

Partnerships often finish in quariels 1829 Landok Wks
(x868) 1 . 205/3 If we begin to reinstate old words, we shall

finish by admitting new ones 1863 Kingsley Water Bab
10 Finishing off somewhere between 12 and 4 1881 Sat

Rev 25 June 818/1 Kermet.se finished a couple of lengths

in front of Kingdom
„

b. To finish with (a) To cease to deal with,

have done with (obs ) ;
(b) to complete one’s work

at or upon.
178a Miss Burney Cccilm (1809) IV, 62 He appioved ,of

her finishing wholly with the old Don 1823 South ly Life

(1850) V 139 To-night I shall finish with Queen Marys
reign

f c. To die. Obs.

1378 T. N tr Cong W India Pref 4 Considering that all

fiesn, must finish, I seek for no quiet lest 111 this transitoue

life 1611 Shaks Cymb. v v 36 Who with wet cheekes

Were piesent when she finish'd,

f 6 trans (After L. finire ) To assign a limit

or boundary to ;
to limit Obs rare -1.

1587 Golding De Momay iv 47 So as he finish or bound
hunselfe _ „
Finish-able (fimjab’l), a. rare. [f. Finish

v + -able ] Capable of being finished

1831 Carlyle Let 26 Feb in Froude Life (1882) II vu

141, I purpose senously inclining heart and hand to the

finishing of ‘ Teufelsdriickh if indeed it is finishable.

Finished (fi’nijt), ppl a [f. as prec. + -ed 1
]

1 In senses of the vb • a Brought to a conclu-

sion, ended, b. Completed C. That has passed

through the last process or stage of manufacture

or elaboration

1383 Stanyhurst Aeneis in. (Arb ) 93 At leingth kept he

silence, with finmshed historye resting, 1682 Creech
Lucretius (16S3I 62 End their almost finisht race, and die

1801 Southey rhalaba vu xxx, From the finish'd banquet

now The wedding guests are gone. *833 J HavuMBMctnuf
Metal II vu, 185 It is not an uncommon thing to purchase

a finished stove, take it to pieces, and use the . pieces as

models *857 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 338 They most Likely

will not live to see the finished book 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed 2)V 7 Rather the materials for a work than a finished

composition 1887 Daily Neivs 23 Nov 2/7 Bleached and

finished linens are m good request.

2 Consummate, perfect, accomplished

1709 Steele Toiler No 126 iri Lydia is a finished Coquet

17*8 J Chamberlayne Rthg Philos Pref (1730) 42 If not

by finished Atheists, yet at least by unsettled and wavering

Minds, 1831 Henslow Let. Darwin in Darwin's Life

$ Lett. (1887) I 167 Not in the supposition of your being

a finished naturalist, but as amply qualified for collecting.

1844 Disraeli Conmgsby m. 11, The finished gentleman.

c 1850 Arab Nts (Rtldg) 236 He possessed a countenance

of the most finished beauty

Finisher (fi'mjat) [f as prec + -eb1 ]

1. One who or that which finishes (m the dif-

ferent senses of the vb.)

1326 Tindale Heb xii 2 Jesus the auctor and fynnyssher

of oure fayth 1387 Golding De Momay Ep Ded
,
God

the vene founder, furtherer and finisher of trueth 1397
Hooker Eccl Pol. v xlu 83 The other a finisher of all his

troubles 1667 Milton P L xh 373 O Prophet of glad

tidings, finisher Of utmost hope ! 1786 Sir J Reynolds
Disc, xiu (1876) 69 A portrait by Denner, or any other high

finisher *827 SnortingMag XX 267 By way of a finisher,

washing the flax in the rivers kills hundreds of fish 1873
Lowell Spenser Prose Wks (1890) IV 297 note. With all

his abuudance, he was evidently a laborious finisher.

2. spec a In various trades The workman, or

machine, that perfoims the final operation m
manufacture
x6gx Southerns Sir A Love in i, I am poor Couitant

your Taylor's finisher, 1833 Ure Philos Manuf 169 This
finisher carding engine is furnished with finer teeth than
the scribbler 1869 T Leicester m Eng Mech 3 Dec
282/1 It is then passed on to the finisher or workman 1875
Ure's Diet, Arts I, 423 The ‘foiwarder’ then passes the

book on to the ‘finisher’, whose duty it is to add the

required lettering and ornament 1884 Standard 14 Apr
3/7 A strike . has commenced among the Masters and
finishers ' of the hoot trade

b. Finisher ofthe law • jocularly, the hangman,
executioner
1708 Motteux Rabelais v. Prol (1737) 37 The Finisher of

the Law 1734 Grub St Jrnl 2 May i/r, I imagine that

in point of order . the finisher of the law ought to diaw up
the conclusion 1833 Frasers Mag VIII 30 Thistlewood
was suspended by the finisher of the law 1833 Tint'sMag
II. 168 It [the Newspaper Press] is the grand inquisitor

—

the expositor—the flagellator—the finisher 1

c. colloq. Something that finishes, discomfits,

or ‘does for’ anyone, ‘a settler’ In Pugilism,

one who gives a blow that ends a fight ; the blow
so given.

1817 Sporting Mag, L. 34 As a finisher, there is a great
analogy between Randall and the late Dutch Sam 1827
III

d

XX 60 He gave him . four or five such finishers, as

[etc ] 1832 MarryatN Forster xliv. This conversazione
was a finisher to Dr, Feasible 1876 Besant & Rice Gold
Butterfly III 106 When I saw her marriage . I thought it

was a finisher.

Finishing (finijirj), vbl sb. [f as prec +
-ING

I ]
1. The action of the vb. Finish.
011533 Fisher Prayer E 111/1 The Smyth vseth the

hammer towardes the finisnyng of his worke. 1614 T.

Mr Cooper all I can to the finishing of my Lady Exesters

picture 1737 Foote Author 1. Wks. 17991 135 A sketch

can never convey him His peculiarities require infinite

labour and high finishing x886 Athenaeum 18 Dec 832/x

Ihe cuts are as good as photography, delicate finishing,

and choice modern cutting can make them

2. concr That which completes or gives a finished

appearance to any kind of work In Building and

Caipentry,
decoration, ornamental work I11

Bookbinding, the lettering and ornamental woik

on the covers

1663 Gerbier Counsel 13 If the Builder will have the

Building to have no other finishing. 1712 Addison Sped
No 285 ? 3 Give the last Finishing to every Circumstance

in so long a Work 1766 Entick London IV 287 The wain-

scot and finishing very neat 1783 J Phili ips Treat Inland
Navig 25 To have a lawn terminated by water is a finish-

ing, of all others the most desirable C1830 Ritdtm Navig
(Weale) 118 Finishings, the carved ornaments of the quarter-

gallenes 1884 H. P. SrorroRD in Harpers Mag Jan 181/1

The house is of a pale cream-color, with white finishings

3. attrib. and Comb., as finishing governess,

machine
,
master

,
mortar, wood Also finishing-

card (see quot.) ;
finishing cloth, calico prepared

for ‘finishing’; sofinishinggoods, linens’, finish-

ing-coat, in Building
,
the last coating of plaster

;

finishing-hammer, the last hammer used by the

gold-beater; finishing-press (
Bookbinding ),

a

small press used m the process of ‘ finishing’

;

finishing-rolls, a second set of rolls in a rolling-

mill ;
finishing-school, a school where a pupil’s

(usually a young lady’s) education is ‘ finished’

1874 Knight Did Mech I 848/2 *Ftntshing-card, a
machine in which the process of carding is repeated. 1892

Daily Nerus 19 Mar 5/i Printers’ and "finishing cloths slow

x8gz Ibid 6 Aug 6/4 Printing and “finishing goods slow

1862 Times 2 Jan., A “finishing daily governess_ wishes to

devote three or four hours every afternoon to the instruction

of pupils 1892 Daily News 5 Mar 2/7 Cross Channel

demand foi “finishing linens 1869 Ibid 10 Dec., Double-

blast thrashing and “finishing machines. 1709 Han More
Rem. Educ (ed 4) I 79 All . have the honour to co-

operate with a “finishing master 1662 Gerbier Pnnc 19

Bricks to be daubed over with “finishing Morter. 1703

Moxon Mech Exere 230 The finishing Morter to represent

Stone, should be made of the strongest Lime. 1881 Ray-

mond Mining Gloss
,
*Finishings oils 1836-7 Dicklns Sk.

Bos (1830) 204/2 I'll bring in a bill for the abolition of

“fimshing-schools 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vid 111.

He sent his daughters to the most expensive finishing-school

in Paris 1887 West Shoi e 427 The white cedar, a splendid

“finishing wood.

Finishing, ppl. a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
] That

finishes , esp in (to put, give, receive) thefinishing

(f hand,) stroke or touch.

1705 Stanhope Paraphr II 296 The finishing, or the

First, act of Repentance *707 Reflex upon R tdicnle 330
A Mind well turn’d, receives the finishing stroke and polish-

ing from Science 1734 A Murphy Gray’s-Inn Jrul No 71

r 4 In each Species of Wilting I have given the finishing

Hand to some Pieces 177* Walpole Anecd Painting TV
145 {On Gardening), We Ure of all the painter’s art when
it wants these finishing touches *831 Keble Semi v

(1848) 106 With the finishing touch he completes his

picture of that intense depravity 1858 R S Surtees
Ask Mamma lxxxi 334 To enable them to put the finishing

stroke to their respective arrangements

f Fi niahment. Obs. [f
as prec. + -ment j

End, finishing, completion
;
death.

2x340 Gaw <$• Gr Knt. 499 pe forme to be fymsment
foidez ful selden 1448 WillofHen VI in Willis & Clark

Cambridge I 353 After the fimsshement of the edifications

ofoon of the same Colleges c 1450 Merlin 23 Merlynbegan to

telle of the fynyshment of Ioseph 1559 Abp Parker Corr.

(Parker Soc) 103 To the finishment and stay of that offen-

dicle 1648 W. Mountague Devoute Ess 1 xvm § 3 336
None must undeuake this edifice, but after computation of

the pertinences requisite for the finishment

Finite (foi nait), a and sb. Also 5-6 fynyte.

[ad. L.finit-us, pa. pple. of finire to put an end

to, bound, limit, f, finis end, limit JA adj

+ 1- Fixed, determined, definite. Obs

1493 Festival!(W deW 1515)70
1

There was made a fynyte

loveday betwene the kyng & Thomas 1603 Holland
PlnlarcKs Mor 1191 Giving us assurance of that which is

finite and determinate. x68o H. More Apocal Apoc 334
A finite vast number is here put For an indefinite numerous
multitude

2. Having bounds, ends, or limits, bounded,

limited; opposed to infinite

1387 Golding De Momay iv 42 For if any of them [per-

fections] be finite, then he is not infinite. 1631 Hobbes
Leviath. 1 ui. u Whatsoever we imagine, is Finite 169a

Bentley berm Folly ofAtheism vi 21 That supposed In-

finite Duration will be limited at two Extremes and con-

sequently must needs be Finite 1834 Moseley Asiron 111.

(ed 4) 11 The surface of the earth is finite in every direc-

tion.

To Having an existence subject to limitations

and conditions.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Arttllerievr, I am but finite,

yet trune infinitely. 171a Addison Sped, No 421 F 7 The
whole Heaven or Hell of any finite Being. 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend (1863) 67 Of eternity and self-existence what
other likeness is possible in a finite being, but immortality

and moral self-determination? 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

I 4x6 Of the absolute goodness of any finite nature we can
form no conception.

3

Math Of abne • Terminated Of a quantity,

number, distance Limited, neither infinite nor
infinitesimal Of a gioup Containing a limited

number of substitutions Of a solution Resulting

m a finite quantity Finite points such as are not
at an infinite distance apart. Finite senes (see

quot. c 1865)

1370 Billincsli v Euclid 1 Post u 6 To produce a right

line finite, straight foi th continually 1660 Barrow Euclid
1 1, Upon a finite light line to describe an equilateral

tuangle 1840 Lardner Geom 276 The distance VF, re-

mains finite c 1863 Circ Sc I. 573A A senes is called

a finite senes when it has an assignable last term 1885
Leudlsdorf Cremona’s Proj Geom 139 Two othei finite

*

points on the curve. Ibid 265 Ihe finite segment FF‘ is

cut or not by the tangents according as the conic is a hyper-
bola or an ellipse 1885 Watson & Burbury Math Th.

d h Pi
Eledr $ Magn I. 38 It may be proved that -j-g- is the

only finite mtegi al solution in ft of the equation, 1893 A. R.
Fohsytii 1 h Functions 5871 liese finite discontinuous groups

aie of importance on the theory of polyhedial functions,

4.

Gram Of a verb : Limited by number and

person , not m the infinitive mood.
1795 L Murray Gram Syntax 86 A simple sentence hasm

it but one sulyect, and one finite verb 1798 Ibid (ed 4) 111

1 13 note, Finite verbs arc those to which number and person

appertain

5 Music. (See quot.)

1869 OusrtEY Countei

p

xv 103 If the canon is concluded

by a coda, it is called Finite

II App misused for infinite

a 1400 Cm Myst (Shaks Soc ) 93 That it may plese his

fynyte deyte Know leche m this to sendyn us.

33 quasi-ri,

1 The adj. used absolutely.

1687 Dryden Hind <5- P 1 105 But how can finite giasp

Infinity? i6go Locke Hum Und 11 xv § 12 Finite of any
Magnitude, holds not any proportion to infinite 1823 Cor n-

ridgd Aids Refl (1836) 15s Reasoning from finite to finite,

on a basis of truth will always lead to truth 1847 Emer-
son Poems

,
ThrenodyWks (Bohn) I 492 My servant Death,

with solving rite, Pours finite into infinite,

lb Thefinite : that which is finite

1843 Maurice Mor «$• Met Philos in Fncycl Metrop II

575/1 The finite and the infinite are both alike thoughts of

our own 1873 Jowfti Plato (ed 2) IV 9 To us, the notion

of infinity is subsequent rather than prior to the finite

2 A finite thing , a finite being see A 2

a 1610 Fotherby Atheom n x §4 (1622) 309 All termes,

and all mdeterminations, all Unites and all infinites, 1648

Botle Seraph Love xxvi (1700) 134 It being impossible for

an Aggregate of Finites to comprehend one Infinite

1846 [see Finited ppl a )

Finite (foi nail), v [f. prec. ,
or f. ppl. stem

of L. finire.'] trans. To make finite
;
to subject

to limitations

x6z8 T Spencer Logtck 47 The matter doth finite, and

contract the amplitude of tne foime 1847 Bushnell Lin

Nurt. n. v (1861) 318 The Lord to be is there, there to per-

sonate and finite himself 1867 Eng Leader 20 Apr 224

There are two sides—a divine side and a human Side the

latter being finited, attempered, and dimmed
Hence Shunted ppl. a.

1846 Clissold tr Swedenborgs Prmcipta 1 in 81 In

relation to things much finited and compounded, this finite

is as it were nothing ,
nevertheless it is a something and a

finited ens x868 Contemp Rev VIII 617 To find God
finited in Nature 1884 Gasp Divine Humanity ill. 60

Man in his finited state is dust of the ground

[Fmiteless a spurious woid in the Dictionaries

Cited by Johnson from Sir T Browne (.Pseud Ep, 1 11,

where the real 1 eading is ' fruitlesse ’) ]

Finitely (foi noitli), adv [f as prec. •+ -ly *
j

In a finite manner or degree

1634 Jeu Tayior Real Piesence xi 216 Christ moved

finitely by dimensions, and change of places 1677 Hale

Pnm Ong Man, 1 v 114 Within such a compass as is

finitely distant from this hour. 1736 Butler Anal v. r30

Such creatures would be made upright or finitely perfect

1748 Hartley Obscrv Man 11 11 185 The Balance will ulti-

mately be in favour of each Individual finitely.

Finiteness (foi nsitnes). [f. as prec + -ness ]

The quality or condition of being finite ;
the con-

dition of being limited in space, time, capacity, etc

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits, d Dtvels 89 It ariseth

from the fimtenesse, and dimensiuenesse of the angelical!

nature. 1708 Berkeley Commonpl Bk Wks 1871 IV 490

Fimteness of our minds no excuse for the geometers row

Proctor Earn Sc Stud 5 No theory of the fimteness ot

space can possibly be more utterly inconceivable than the

idea of infinite space itself.

Finitesimal (fomite’simal), a. Math [f.

Finite a., after millesimal, etc ]
Denoted by the

ordinal* of a finite number.
1861 H J. S. Smith Th Numbers m in Rep Brit Assoc.

326 Any term which occupies a finitesimal place m any one

arrangement should occupy a finitesimal place in every other

arrangement. . , . ,

? Erroneously used for infinitesimal, in tne

sense ‘ exceedingly minute
1836E HowardR . Reeferxxx\ii, A spasmodic contraction

of tne finitesimal nerves.

fFini'timate, a Obs [f. L finitivi-us border-

ing upon + -ATE 2
] Bordering, neighbouring, close

by Const, to. .

1378 Banister Hist Man 1 21 We finde the seuenth

[vertebra], fimtimate, and next adioynmg to the Vertehres

of the brest Hid 11 9 This middle Caitilage is to the

bony dnnsion of the nose aunswerable, and very fimtimate.
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t Fi’nitive, a Obs Also 6 finative, finrbyve.

[ad L. finitlv-us defining ]

1 a. Definitive, final, b Defining.

1593 Rich Greenes Newes F b, Richard had no sooner thus

added his finative concluison, but [etc] 1656 Blount
Glossogr , Fmitive, which defines or determines 1730-6

Bailey (folio), Ftnitive,
defining

2 Erroneous uses • a. Put for L. fimtnnus .

Of or belonging to the frontier, b * = Finical
1540 Compl. Scot, xx 166 The fyrst sort of battelhs and

veyris that broucht the romans to ruuyne, vas callitbattellis

finityuis, Afuubus. 1640R Brathwait(‘ Phil Panedomus')
Banister Led 67 The Tale of that Finitive Girle [app =
affecting fine language]

t Finitor. Obs. Asiron [a L finitor, agent-n

f. fmu e to bound , a literal transl. of Gr dplCwv

Hokizon ] The horizon.

I5g4 Blundevil Exerc vi Introd (ed 7) 604 The other

Crosse Diametei sigmfieth the Horizon, which for distinc-

tions sake is otherwise called the Finitor 1671 Flamsteed
in Rigaud Corr Set. Men (1841) II 124 Not thinking but
that the appearance would be invisible as celebrated under

our finitor 1688 R Holme Armoury m 147/1 In Terms
of Art used by Limners Finitor [is the] Horizon 1704 J.
Harris Lex Techn ,

Finitor, the same with Horizon.

Finitu&e (fi mtifid) [f. Finite + -tude ] The
condition or state of being finite ; the condition of

being subject to limitations
;
= Finiteness

1644 R. Hau,vood Davui's Sand 13 The fimtude of the

King's presence 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II iv 514 Void
of aT power and composition, and therefore of al fimtude

and limitation 1733 Cheyne Eng Malady 1 vm. § 4 (1734)

73 It seems Precision is a Contradiction to Fimtude 1836

Sir G Head Home Tour 128 Those catastrophes which
serve to remind man of the fimtude of lus wisdom 184a

Dr Morgan Diff Int Calculus 66 The values ofx which
satisfy such a condition are separated by intervals offimtude

1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron iv. ui. 505 This idea of the fim-

tude of space

Finity (finiti) [ad OF. finiti, f fini (pa.

pple offimr to bound) Finite a ] = prec

167S Burthocge Causa Dei Ep Ded Aujb, The Finity

of Sin, that m its own Nature cannot Merit an Infinite

Punishment 1813 Busby Lucretius I 1081 Ihe laws of

nature Finity oppose 1855 Miss Cobbe Intuit Mar 17

Creatui es exposed by the finity of their natures to con-

tinual temptations

Finjan: see Findan
Finkle (fi’gk’l) Obs exc. dial Forms. 3 fene-

cel, 4 fenkil, 5 fenkylle, 4
-5, 9 fenkel, 5-6

fenkellfe, 6 fyncle, 6, 9 finekle, 6 finkil, 7-9

flnkel, Ankle. See also Fennel [ME.fenecel,

ad. L. fxniculum see Fennel. The immediate

source may be continental Teut. j
cf. Du. venkel,

OHG fenachal, finachal mod. Ger fenekel ]
=

Fennel i.

c 1265 Voc in Wr-Wulcker 556 Femculum, fenecel C1440

Promp Paiv rss^ Fenkylle, femculum 1367 Maflet
Gr Forest 42 Fenkell is an Herbe of the Gardaineandfielde

common to them both. 1639 Rowbotham Gate Lang Uni.

xn § 132 These are spices. Pepper fenil orfinkel, thyme

1883 A Imondbury Gloss., Finkel, fennel

attrib c 1330 Med. MS. m Archxol. XXX. 351 Take

y« jus of fenkel rote And droppyn in y« eyne 1362 Langl

p PI A v 156A Ferjuog-worj) ofFenel-seed [v.r fenkil seed].

Finks, see Fenks.

Finless (fi nles), a, [f. Fin sb. + -less ] With-

out a fin or fins

1396 Shaks i Hen IV, in i. 151 Afinne-lesseFish 1775

111 Ash 1863 C A Johns Home Walks 150 A thin cylin-

drical fish with a blunt head and finless tail.

Finlet (fi nlet) [dim of Fin ] A small fin

1874 J G Wood Nat Hist 579 Delicate filamentary

finlets decorate the tail in some species

Finn, Fin (fin). [OE. Fmnas pi
,
correspond-

ing to ON Finnr, Sw., Da., Ger Finite.

In the first and second centuues the name is recorded as

L Feiini (Tac), Gr <Ploi 01 (Ptol) Presumably of Teut

origin
;
some have conjectured that it is 1 elated by ablaut

to Fen j#] ...
The name used by the Teut nations for an indi-

vidual of a people in North-Eastern Europe and

Scandinavia, calling themselves Suomi or Suonu-

laisset, and speaking a language of the Ural-Altaic

class. Often applied more widely to include other

peoples closely allied ethnically and linguistically

to the Finns proper or Suomi.
C893 K zElfred Oros. 1 1 (Sweet) 17 pa Fionas Sc J>a

Beormas spraecon neah an gejjeode. xS99 V K MIJrea j

Oros in Hakluyt Voy I He xudged, that the Fynnes and

Biarmes speake but one language 1834 Lathamm Smith, s

Did. Cl Geog I 804 Finn is not the name by which, either

the Finlanders or the Laplanders know themselves. It is

the terra by which, they are known to the Northmen.

Finn see Finnip
Finnac(k see Finnoc

Finnan (fi nan). Also findhorn, findram.

Antrum, Andon, finnon. [A place-name used

attnb. app orig, tbe name of the riverFindhorn, or

ofa place so called on its banks ;
but confused with

jFindon, the name of a village in Kincardineshire j

A haddock cured with the smoke of green wood,

turf, or peat earth. More fully finnan-haddock

(-haddid), -spelding
a 1774 Fergusson Leith Races Poems (1845) 33 Abe

Buchan bodies . Their bunch o’ findrams cry. 18x1 W.
Thom Hist. Aberdeen II. 170 Findon haddocks are ..

esteemed a greit delicacy x8x6 Scott Antiq xwi, The
elder girl was preparing a pile of Findhorn haddocks
(that is, haddocks smoked with green wood). x86x Ramsay
Remui. v (ed 18) 121 ‘ Findon,’ or ‘ Finnan baddies/ are

split, smoked, and partially dried haddocks. 1873 J G
Bertram Harvest ofSea 205 Genuine Finnans, smoked m
theongmal way bymeans ofpeat-reek. 1893 Times 13 Dec.

3/6 Central Fish Market..Aberdeen finnons sold well

Finned (find), [f Fin sb 4 -ed 2
.] Having

a fin or fins (see senses of Fin sb.) Also m para-

synthetic derivatives, as pnckly-, red-finned.

1340-70 Alex 4 Bind 298 Of be finnede fihes our fode to

laccne x6xx Cotgr , Perche de liter, a wholesome, rough-
find rocke-fish. 1707 Mortimer Hnsb 6x They plough
up the Turf with a broad finned Plough 1774 Goldsm,
Nat Hist (1776) VI 303 The fish that have pony prickly

fins, are called Prickly Finned Fish 1785 Grose Did
Vulgar Tongue s.v Fin, A one finned fellow, a man who
has lost an arm 1864 Boutell HeraldryHist. §• Pop xxi,

§ xx (ed 3) 369 Dolphins finned and ducally crowned or
1868 Morris Earthly Par. I 313 Seeing The red-finned

fishes o’er the gravel play

Finner (fi noi) [f. Fin sb 4- -eb 1.]

1 A name given to whales of the genus Balsimp-

tera, esp. the Rorqual, from the fact of their having

a dorsal fin. Also finner-whale
*793 Statist Ace Scotl V igo These [whales] commonly

measure from 60 to go feet in length and are denominated
finners 1822 Scott Puate 11, Ihe Berserkars used to

snap them [swords and spears] all up into pieces, as a

finner would go through a herring net 1833 E Forbes
Lit Papers v 152 The mighty finners (Balsnopierd), whose
prodigious fleetness makes them too dangerous to encounter

1865 A thencenm No 1987 732/3 Skeleton of a finner whale

1880 Daily News 8 Dec. 0/7 1 he great northern Rorqual
Razorback, or 1 Finner'

2 = Finnocj.

1803 J Mackenzie Prize Ess Htghl Soc II 377 Finners

or finnocs, which usually aboundm every salmon nver, have

fins of a yellow colour

Finnic (fi nik), a Also 7 Finnomck. [f

Finn 4- -10. The form Finnonick is ad. modL
Fmnonicus, f Ftnno Finn ; cf LappomcP\ a
Pertaining to the Finns, Finnish, b. Now usually,

Pertaining to the group of peoples ethnically allied

to the Finns, or to that division of the Ural-Altaic

languages to which Furnish belongs
1668 Wilkins Real Char 1 L§in 4 The Finnic [language]

used in Finland and Lapland. 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland

76 The Finnomck Language. 1878 /V Amer.Rev CXXVI.
368 The Lesghian and other tongues of the Caucasus, by
some pretended to be of Finnic origin

Hence Pi nmcize v nonce-wd., to give a Finnish

form to.

1827 Westm Reo.Vll 320 The foreign names have been

gradually finmcized, and Biblta is now written Pipha.

’Finn inking
,
finnilrin . see FINICKING

Finnier, var. of Fineeb v ,
Obs

+ Finnimbrnn. Obs. rare~l
. [Of arbitrary

formation • cf commbrum, var of Conundrum ]

A tnfle, a gimcrack
1633 Walton Angler (1676I 263 He saw Ribbins and

Looking-glasses and Hobbyhorses and all the other

finnimbruns that make a compleat Country Fair

Finnip. slang Also Ann, Army. [Said to

be a Yiddish pronnne of Ger fiunf five.] A five-

pound note.

1846 R L Snowden Magistr Assist 346, I ..got six

Finnips and a Cooler for the Yacks. 1863 Mayhew Land.

Labour III 396 The notes were all finmes (£5 notes), and

a good imitation. 1879 Macm . Mag Oct 503/1 Fifty quid

in double finns. ** _ . _

Finnish (fi nif), a [f. Finn + -ish; cf ON.
Finnskr, Sw.,Da Ftnske, Ger Fmnisch ] Pertain-

ing to the Finns ;
raiely m wider sense = Finnic b.

Also absol quaswiJ
,
the Finnish language.

1789-96 Morse Am U11 Geog. XI 84 The Ostiaks, who
are likewise a Finnish race

_
a 1843 Hood Sir J Bowrtng

24 Although you should begin in Dutch, and end (like me)

m Finnish. 1856 Gazetteer of the World III 359 The
Finnish peasantry.

, _

Finnoc (finite). Also 8 finnac(k, -eck, -ock,

8-9 phm(n)ock [a Gael fionnag, f fionn white ]
‘ A white trout, a variety of the Salmo fario ’

(Tam )

1771 Pennant Tour Scot

l

(1794) 230 Phinocs are taken

here in great numbers 179a Statist Acc Scotl, III 3®°

A trout called a finneck appearsin . . July andAugust 1834

Jardine in Proc. Berm. Nat. Club 1 No 2 sr This fish

I consider to be the Salmo albus of Fleming, .the Phinnock

of the north and west of Scotland c 1830 Nat Eucycl, I.

38 The nver abounds with trout, finnock, eels.

Finny (fi’m), a 1 [f Fin sb +
-J

1
]

1, Provided with or having fins
,
finned

xsoo SrENSER F Q in vm 29 Proteus Along the fomv

waves driving his finny drove 1693 Blackmore Pr, Arth

iv 52 The Finny or the Feather d Kind. 1830 Blackie

JEschylns I 142 With finny monsters teems the sea.

b. nonce-use Of a person With arms like fins.

1883 F M Crawford Dr. Claudius vii. Miss Skeat .

.

looked tall and finny.

2 Of the nature of a fin ;
like a fin

1648 Herrick Hesper (1869) 338 Never againe shall I with

finnie-ore Put from or draw unto the faithfull shore x668

Wilkins Real Char 133 Fumy substances, standing out

from each side like wings . ,

3. a Of or pertaining to fish b. Teeming with

fish Cf. Fin sb. 1 c.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 187 He..With patient angle, trolls

the finny deep 1831 Btackw. Mag XXX 965 Instinctive

all with finny life. 1867 J. B Rose tr l irgil's shneul 99
The headlong osprey skims the finny flood

t Fi nny, vrnny, aP Obs. exc dial. [OE.

fiymg, f fiyne mould Cf Fenny] Mouldy
<2x722 Vinney [see Finewy] i86x Ramsay Rcmiu Ser 11

p xxix, ‘ I can’t eat un [a loaf], zur it be soa vinny/ I dis-

covered that he meant ’mouldy’ 1863 BarnesDorset Dial

97 Blue vmny, or vinmed, cheese.

Finny see Finnip.

|[ FiuocMo (finp kio) Also 8 fenochia, -io,

•occhio, finocha, finochi, 8-9 An(n)oclna [It,

finocchio ‘—popular L fenoclum . see Fennel ]

The sweet fennel (Fcciticultwi diilce) ;
also called

the dwarf or Fiench fennel.

1723 R Digby Let to Pope 14 Aug How spring the

Brocoli and the Fenochio 1767 J Abercrombie Ev Man
own Gardener (1803) 658/1 Fuachio, or French fennel , for

soups, sallads, etc. 1796 C Marshall Garden, xvi (1813)

267 Finochio is a sort of dwarf fennel* 1847 Craig, Ftn-

nochta, a variety of fennel
.. , ,

f Fi’nter-fa-nter. Obs. [A jingling redu-

plication of unmeaning sounds. Cf. Fiddle-

eaddle. ] The name of a herb.

1 a 1400 [see Fetterfoe]

j| FiO'CCO. Obs. Also 7 erron. fioochio. [It,

fiocco (pi fioccht) see Flock sbf\ A tassel.

1694 S Johnson Notes Past,Ld Bp Burnett 2Fiocchio's

or Cardinals Horse-top knots 1714 Hist Mitre # Purse 30
A Cardinals Horse with his Fiocco upon him

f Prole. Obs. Also 4-5 fyole, viol(e, fiolle,

6 fyoyle. [a OF fiole, pinole ^Vx.fiola, med L.

fiola (class. L. phiala, Gr. <piakrf) see Phial,

Vial ] A bowl, cup, or phial

13 . E. E AIM. P B 1476 Fyoles fretted with flares

& fleez of golde 0:1375 Joseph Arim 290 Sencers . and
a viole of sence X382 Wyclif Num vu 13 A siluem fiole

[1388 viol], hauynge seuenti sides aftir the peyse of the

seyntuarye c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xi 43, xii fiolles of

gold 14 . Voc m Wr -Wflicker 583 Fiola

,

a ffjole or a

cruet. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xiii 47 The fyole fulle of the

holt libacion 1341 R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirttrg ,

A glasse full, or the mountenaunce of a fyoyle

Fion. A piece entfiom a fish and used for bait.

1875 Wilcocks Sea Ftshemi, 137 This [mackerel] bait is

termed a last, lask, float, or fion

Fiond, obs form of Fiend

Fiord, ^ord(fyoojtfi). Also8fuir,9fyord. [a.

Norw. fiord'.—ON. fjgrbr -—prehistoric *ferpu-z ]

A long, narrow arm of the sea. Tunning up between

high banks or cliffs, as on the coast of Norway
1674 tr. Scheffer'sLapland 147 Till it comes to Titns-fiord.

174a Middleton in PhiL Trans XLII 167 These Shores

have many Inlets or Fuirs. 1818 E Henderson Iceland

I p vi, The Faxe Fiord abounds with lava. 1833 Kane
Grinned ExP xlvin (1856) 447 Those great indentations

known as the Fiords 1863 Lubbock Preh Times 81 In.

the sheltered and shallow fiords of Denmark, the sea is

generally calm.

b attnb , asfiord-mouth ; fiord-like adj.

1885 Pall Mall G. 7 May 4/2 Coal Harbour is situated on
the same fiordhke Burrard Inlet. 1887 Ibid 23 Aug 6/1

Islands . lying in the fiord-mouths.

Fiorin (faionn), [App. a corruption of Ir.

fiorthdn long coarse grass] A species of grass

(Agrostis stolamfera or alba) Alsofionn-grass.
1809W Richardsonm Farmers'Mag X. 503 The variety

of Irish grass called Fionn x8xa Examiner 7 Sept 563/2

The wheat has been fairly eaten out by the couch andfioim
grass. 1856W Allingham in A themeum 26 July 931 The
clover and the fionn deep x866 Evening Star 24 Mar ,

The fionn grass, which some farmers anathematise as aweed

Fiorite (fro* rait) Min. [Named by Thomson

1796 from Santa Fior-a, its locality see -ite]

An incrustation formed from the decomposition. 01

the siliceous minerals of volcanic rocks about

fumaroles, or from the siliceous waters of hot

springs.
, ,

1808 T Allan Mm Nomen 52 Mailer s glass, or Lava
glass Fiorite 1830 Lyell Pnnc Geol. 1. 214 A siliceous

incrustation, first noticed byDr 1 hompson under the name
of fiorite. 1884 Dana Min igg The original fiorite occurs

in tufa ,

II Fioritura (f/pritzi’ra) PI. fioriture. [It.

fiontura, f fionre to flower ] A florid ornament

or embellishment m music
_

Usually pi.

1841 Lady Blessinoton Idler in France 1 220 The only

defect I can discover m her singing is an excess offiontm t.

a 1859 De Quincey Conversation Wks XIV 155 These im-

promptu torrents of music create rapturousjforxiwrr.

transf X873 Symonds Grh Poets x. 323 The modem poet

[endeavours] to embroider their materials with the dazzling

fioriture of his invention.

Fip (fip) U.S. [short fox fippenny bit ] (See

quot. i860.)
x86o BartlettDid Amer„ Fippenny Bit, or contracted.

Pip,fivepence In Pennsylvania, and severalofthe Southern

States, the vulgar name for the Spanish half-real 1876

T. Hill True Order Studies{f&-j%) 49 The . .ftps and eleven

penny bits of fifty years ago.

Hence Pi psworbli, as much as maybe bought or

sold for a ' fip \
1844 Maury Let to A Maury 23 June, b Corbin Life

(1888) 48 If nonsense will sell at all, I am sure you have
here three fipsworth of it.

Fipenny (fi peni). slang. Also fi’peuny, fip-

pen(n)y. (Corruption ofFive-penny.] (Seequots)
x8n J, H. Vaux Flash Diet., Ft'penny, a clasp-knife.



rippEircE. FIRE

1889 Barr£re &. Leland Slang, Fipenuy (thieves'!, a clasp

knife The tern is in common use in Australia, where it

was introduced by the convicts

Pi-ppence. Colloq. [Corruption offive pence.]

— Five pence
1607 R C World of Wenders 50 Women goigeously ap-

paielled, fitncali and line as fippence 1721 J Ki lly Scot

l'rov. 18 As fine as I1 ippeiice, you’ll give a Groat raking

1823 Blackw Mag XIII 4S7 On leaving the lush crib, we
can figuie them giving lippence to the diawer.

Fipple (fi p*l), sb. Also .Sr. faxple, [Cf Xcel.

flipi lip of a liorse ]

f 1. The plug at the mouth of a wind-instrument,
by which its volume was contracted Obs rare

— 1

i6z6 Bacon Sylva § 161 Let tlieie be a Recorder made
with two Fipples, at each, end one

2

.

north dial. * The undeilip in men and ani-

mals, when it hangs down large and loose ’ (Jam.).

To hanga (the, one's)jipple

:

to look disappointed,

discontented, ox sulky
,
also, to weep.

1805 A Scott Poems 23 (Jam) Condemned to hang a
faiple x8z£ Bkockett N Country Gloss.,

1 See how he
hangs his fipple’ 1892 Northnmb. Gloss, s.v. ‘What a
fipple !’—what a face you’re making.
3 dial. (See quot

)

1892 No thumb Gloss

,

After stooks of com remain stand-
ing for a time, the bottoms of the sheaves become natuially

longer on the outside than the inside, which is called their

‘fipple’.

t Fi'pple, •v. Sc. Obs. Also 6 fepple. [Cf.

Sw Jlipa to weep with distortion of the mouth.]
mtr. 1 To whimper, whine; ? to slaver, dubble
14 Peebles loPlay \xv, He fippilit like ane faderles foie.

T508 Dunbar Tua Marut Women 114 He feppilhs like a
faicy avei, that flyiiL on a gillot.

Fir (foi). Forms. 3-S firr, 4fer, south. ve(e)r,

4-5 fyr(re, south vyxre,4-7 firre, (6 fire, 7fyre),

7 fur, 4- fir. [ME firr, firre,
perh. repr. OE.

fyre 01 ON.fyri- (ra combs. fynskSgr fit wood,
etc.; cf Da. fyr)'.—OTent. *furhj6n- f furhd,
forhit, whence OE. furh(wudu), OHG. forha
(MUG. vorhe, Gox.fohre), ON., Norw., Sw.fura
For the formation cf. Beech, OE. bice :—*bdkjdn

f bokd (Gcr. buche
)

A form differing in ablaut-grade is OHG, vereh-cih (rare

early mod Ger fergh), Lombardfereha, all denotinga kind
of oak (L. xsculns). The L. quercus oak is doubtless cog-
nate ]

1 . The name given to a number of coniferous

tiees, of different genera. Scotcli Fir (Pinus
sylvestns), a native of Arctic Europe and Asia

;

peihaps indigenous m a few spots of northern

Britain
;

called also Scotch JPme. Silver Fir
(Abies pectinated}, a native of the mountainous
parts of middle and southern Europe , so called

fiom its whiteness under the leaves Silver Fir

of Canada (Abies balsamea), a small tree which
furnishes ‘ Canada balsam.’ Spruce Fir (Picea

excelsa), a native of northern and mountainous

central Europe ; called also Norway Spruce
(The first quot is doubtful . the word may be Far )

a *300 Cursor M. 1*501 (Gott ) [Rekels] ,
es a gum fiat

cutnmes offin. C138X Chwczk.Pari Foules 179 The saylitig

firr. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R.xv11 iv. (Tollem MS),
Veer [1535 Fer] is a tre J>at strecchej> in leng)»e upwarde
a *490 Botoner Itin (1778) 175 Arbores et mastys de vyrre
cum anchoris jacent. 1530 Palsgr 220/2 Fyrre a tiee,

sappm 1590 Spenser F.Q rig The firre that weepeth
still. 1624 Caft, Smith Virginia 1 19 The locky clifts

overgiown with Fare. 1713 C’tess Winchelsea Misc.
Poems 188 The silver Firr dotes on the stately Pine. 1777
Hunter in Phil. Ti ans. LXVIII 47 Spruce fir, Scotch fir,

Silver fir, Weymouth fir 1794 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot,

xxvm. 446 Silver Fir is so named from the whiteness of the
leaves underneath 1846 J Baxter Libr Pi act Agnc
I 267 ‘As a nurse’, ‘no other tree equals the Scotch fir.’

1877 Bryant Odyss v 290 Firs that reach the clouds.

2 . The wood of any of these trees. Fir-m-bond,
‘ a name given to lintels, bond-timbers, wall-plates,

and indeed all timbers builtmwalls ’(1846Buchanan
Technol. Diet ).

*398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xvn. exxi. (1495) 684 The
ver lotyth anone vnder erthe x6u Bible x Kings vi 15
Hee couered the floore of the house with plankes of firre.

1677 Yarranton Engl Improv. 69 Many Cities are built of

Fir, 1823 P Nicholson Pract Build 261 The fir which
is mostly used in carpentry is distinguished by the name of

Memel Fir,

b. Sc = candle-fir-, see Candle sb. 7
1813 W. Beattie Entertain, Instruct Tales 1. 31 Pate

. but-a-house dare hardly look, But had, and snuff the fii

3 . attrib and Comb. a. simple attnb .
(sense i),

asfir-bark, -clump
,
-cone (hencefir-coning, nonce-

wd ),
-green

,

-plantation
,
-seed, -top, -wood, (sense

2), asfir-lathing,
-plank, -pole, -limber , to instru-

mental or parasynthetic, as fir-bordered, -built,

-scented, -topped adjs.

1840 Mrs Norton Dream a The changeful beams still

play'd On the "fir-bark 189* Daily Neivs 7 Sept 2/1 Along
the "fir-bordered road 1867 Smyth SatloVs Word-bk ,

*Fir-
built, constructed of fir 1842 Faber Styrian Lake 356
Groupes of birch , Rise up , Among the ^fir-clumps dark,

x8x8 Keats Endym, 1 256 Oak-apples, and *fir-cones brown,

1819 Miss Mitford in Life (1870) II 56, I like it [reading]

better than "fir-cdmng—better than violeting. 1884
Girl’s Own Paper 20 Nov 136/1 The newest greens are

called cresson and '
^fir-green >884Health Exhtb, Latal,

84/1 Webbing made of reed and used in substitution of
"fir lathing 1855 H Claw,a Diet s v Fir, "Fir-plank

1824 Miss Mxtiord Village Sei, 1. (1863) 61 The daik
verdure of the "fir-plantations. 1703 Moxon Mcch. Exerc
177 The Pole is commonly made of a "Fir-pole 1823 P.
Nicholson Pract Build 223 Fir-poles, small trunks of fir-

trees x88o OmvxMoths II 384 He was thinking of green,

1! 212 Upon the "fir-tops hung the bones of nimdcred men.
x886 Pall Mall G, 28 Aug 3/2 The "fir-topped hill that shuts

out the view of the lake c 1340 Leland Itin vii (1744) 22

Ther be founde in Monsch and Mossy Giornde . "Fyr-

woodde Rootes. xfiix Biull 2 ham vi 3 Instiumuits made
of Firre wood 1877 Black Green Past 11. (1878) 12 That
distant line of firwood on the hottzon.

4

.

Special comb : as fir-apple, -ball, the fruit

of the fir-tree, a fir-cone; + fir-beech, the lime

or linden tree (L. fiha) ;
frr-b ob =fir-apple ;

fir-

Brush, (see quot); fir-candle =-Fir 2 b; fir-

cedar (see quot ) , fir club-moss =fir-moss ; fir-

deal, a deal or plank of fir
,

also, fix-wood cut

m planks ;
fir-marigold (see quot ) ;

fir-moss

(see quot ) ,
fir-needle (see quot ) ,

fir-pme = 1

,

fir-rape, a parasitic plant on roots of fir and beech

(Hypopithys multifioi a) ,
fir-spell dial. = Fir 2 b

(111 quot. referring to fii -roots so used). Also Fir-

TllEE.

1712 J James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 147 The Fir-Tree

bears a scaly Fruit of a pirarmda! Figure, call'd the "Fir-

Apple 1878 Brittln & Holland Plant-11 184 Fir Apple
.."Fir Balls "Fir-bob 1577 B Googe llcrcslaclis Hush
11 (1586) iox b, The Fyire, the Ohe, the Chcstnutte,

the "Fyrrebeeche 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-
bk

,
*Fir-brushes

,
the needle-foliage of fir trees x6ox Hol-

land Pliny II 179 The great Cedar, called by the Gieeks
Cedi elate, as one would say, the "Fir-Cedre, yeeldeth a
ceitam pitch or parrosm named Cedria 1835 Miss Pratt
Ferns 138 Order Lycopodiaceac, L. Selago (

' Fir Club-moss,

Upright Fu-moss) 143°) *558, 1604, x6x8 "Fir deal [see

Deal sb.
1
’

1, 1 b]. 1834 Pringle Afr Sk ix 308 The *fir-

mangold [mesembryanthemum] was expanding its radiated

crowns over thousands of acres. 1879 Prior Plant-n, 80
*Ftr-ntoss, a mossy looking plant like a little fir tree, Lyco-
podium Selago 1883_Hampsk. Gloss

,
*Firneedles, the

leaves of the Scotch Fir 1843 MarryatM Violet xxxv
zgo The *fir-pines . told us that we had reached the highest

point of the lulls. x86x Miss Pratt Flower PI III 384
Order Monotropeas (Yellow Bird’s-nest) called also vFn-
rape 1884 Evangelical Mag Feb 60 The Fir-Rape .

.

grows at the foot of beech and fir trees 1697 Phil Trans
XIX 382 Examine the "Fir-spells, as they call them, who
are brought up the Rivet Ouse by the Turff-men and sold

at York
Fir, var form of Fun.

t Fi rdon, v. Sc Obs Also firdotm, fnd(d)-

oun. [ad F, fredonn-erl\ mtr To warble, to

quaver m singing Hence ST rdomng vbl sb

1399 A Hume llynines, Day Estivall 18 Their firdoning

the bony birds In banks they do begin 16 Montgomerie
Cheme <5- Slae vu. (m Ever Green 1724) Compleitly mair
sweitly Scho fridound flat and schairp

Fire (fai^), & Forms : 1 iyr, 2-4 fur(e, 3-5
fuyr(e, 4 fuir(e, 5 feure, 2-5 fer(e, 3 south.

ver(e, (5 feer), 2-7 fier(e, (3 feir), 4-6 fyr(e, (5
fyyr, 5-7 fy©r(e, (5 foyer, 6 fyar, fieare), 2-5

fir, 3- fire [Com. WGer : OE fyr str. neut =
OYn&.fiur^fior, OS.fiur (Du. vuur, Flem. vier),

OHG fiur, f{lir (MHG viur, fiwer, Ger feuer)

,

the Icel filr-r str. masc., fire stx. neut
,
fire, and

Sw , Da.fyr, lighthouse, beacon, may be of German
or Eng origin -The OTeut. *fihr- (cons, stem)

corresponds to Gr irb-ip, nvp, Umbrian pir, Arm.
hur, of same meaning ; cf Skr. pit, pdvaka fire ]

In poetry sometimes as two syllables (fai a*)

A, As simple sb.

1 . The natural agency or active principle operative

in combustion, popularly conceived as a substance

visible in the form of flame or of ruddy glow or
incandescence.
c 825 Vesp Psalter xvii 9 [xvui 8] Astag rec in eorre his

& fyr from onsiene his bom a xooo Caedmon's Exod. 93
(Gr ) Him beforan foran fyr and wolcen. r 1175 Lamb.
Horn 89 On >isse deie com >e halie gast on fures heowe
to godes hirede, exa00 Oemin 174x4 He swallt hut rh.

firess wunde c 1250 Gen Ex 1140 Do meidenes herden
quilum seien, Dat fier sulde al {Sis werld forsweSen 1297
R. Glouc (1724) 151, Y formed as a dragon, as red as pe
fuyr X340 Ayenb 263 per me geb uram chele in to greate
heteofuere c 1380 Wyclif Set Whs III 102 panne maist
Jjou wip tendre gete fuyre of pat stone, 1447 Boicenham
Seyntys (Roxb ) 21 The feer wych owt dede renne From his
[the dragon’s] mouth 1326 Pilgr Pei

f

(W deW. 1531)3
Whiche from y° gyrdell downwarde was all Ij ke fyre x6o

7

Hieron Whs I. 364 Fier is known to be fier by the heat,

though for the time it haue no flame 1622 Mabbe tr

Aleman's Guzman d'Alf 1 49 With a face as red as fire

1781 Gibbon Decl F III Jxxi 802 Fire is the most
powerful agent of life and death X837 J. H Newman Par.
Serm (1839) 1 . 1 9 Fire does not inflame iron, but it inflames
straw

b as one of the four * elements’,
a 1300 Fragm Pop Se (Wright) 121 Next the mone the

fur is hext, 1376 Baker Jewell of Health 170a, Mans
blood out of which diavv, according to Art, the fowre
Elements The water of it auayleth m all sicknesses The

The foice of fire ascended first. .Then air succeeds

c with lcfeience to hell or pmqaioxy
, some-

times m pi Also m Alchemy,
t
Fire of Hell—

Alkahlst
c 973 Rnshsti Gasp Mark 44 Dei )> fyi ne bi5 gidrymad.

c xooo Ags Gosfi Matt v 22 be be sega, pu stunta, se by3
scyldig helle fyies a 1x73 Cott Horn 221 pat tee fer
ax30o Curs01 M 29165 (Cott) J>e fier of puigaton 1577
ViiLunConfut Ping 102 But whatdoctrme is ti>ed bylhe
fire of purgatory? 1637 G Starkey IIelvtout's Vind, 241
The sweet oyt by cohobation with the fire of Hell tihat
is, the Akhahcst) becomes volatile 1667 Milt cm P L 1

48 In Adamantine Chains and penal Fire 1829 A Fon-
niANQUii Eng, under 7 Admimst (1837) I 373 [A child-

witness] * knows that people who sweai falsely in a Court
of Justice go to bnmstone and file’

fig 1847 Ilnnyson Princ v 444 The fires of Hell Mix
with his hearth

d. Volcanic heal, flame, or glowing lava; f a
volcanic eruption.

c 1582 Skory in Nature XXVII 316 The fyeis doe ofte

breake forth from out the hole in the topp of this lull 1632
Lithgow Turn ix 391 This last and least fiie [of Etna]
inline downe in a combustible flood 1734 Pope Ess Man
iv 124 Shall burning ./Etna Foigct to tliundei and recall

her flies ? 1811 W. J Hooker Iceland (1813) II 106 Hocla,
fiom the frequency of its fires . has been the most cele-

brated 1843 Darwin Voy Nat. 1 1 The volcanic fires of
a past age.. have rendeied the soil unfit foi vegetation

*{” 0 Fantery — Cautery. Cf to give the fire

in 1 f. Obs
1633 Markham Faithf Farrier (1638) 103 The Actuall fire

stoppeth corruption of membeis, and stancheih blood The
Potential! fires aie Medecins Corosive, Putrefactive, or
Caustick 1737 Bracken Farrteiy Imp) (1740) II 199 As
Horses must submit to Fire Ibid 218 Is not this Oil, 111

a great measure, what we call potential Fire?

f Phrases + To give fire (to) :
(a) to apply a

match to, set light to

,

to kindle, lit andfig. , also

absol
,

(b) in faiTiciy (also, to give the fit e), to

cauterize
; in quots. absol. To set (

|- a) fire to

(f of, f in, f on, -| upon) ; to apply file to, kindle,

ignite. To strike (or f smite) fire

:

see the verbs

c 1430 Lydg. Minor P ,
Agst Idhn. xx, Peryodes .

Fiom fljntes smote fuyre, darying in the roote 1368

Graiton Chron. II 107 b, Thei set fire in their lodg-

ynges, and departed m good ordie of battail. 1380 Bare!
A tu F 450 To strike fire with a flint, excutcie sihcis

sctntillam. 1580 Blundtvil Horsemanship iv chxxv
(heading), Of Cauterization, or giuinc the fire 1390 Sir

J Smyth Disc Weapons 21 The Harquebuziers giving

fire with their matches to the touclipowdei 1604 Is

Ghimstoni Hist Siege Ostend 45 A fine Bullet .. set file

of a barrell of Poulder. 1607 A Brewer Lingua iv 1, He
gives fire to the touch-hole 2623 Bingham Xenophon 50

All arose and . set fire on the Carts, and Tents 1633
Bp Hall Hard Texts 349 Who shall invade their country

and set a fire on their chief City 1633 Markham Faithf
Fm-ner (1638) 103 There are two waies to give file 1669

Sturmy Manners Mag v, 85 These Fuses are very certain

to give Fire, a 1674 Clarendon /list Reb. xm (1704) III

334 The Lady having given fiie her self to the Cannon,
1700 Tyrrlll Hist. Eng II 786 They set Fire on the

Suburbs 1725 Loud Gas. No 6447/4 One of the said

Persons did strike Fiie 1737 Brackln Farmery Ivtpr

(1757) II a17 The absurdity of giving the Fire foi the Cure
of Bog-spavins 1761 Gray Let to B)own 24 Sept Fire

was given to all the lustres at onceby trains of prepared flax

g. In exclamatory phrases (cf 1 c)

[1601,1604 see Brimstone ib ] 1825 J Neal Bio Jonathan
11 91 Fire an’ brimstone ! lay hold o’ the trumpet, I say 1840

Dickens Barn Rudge I, Fire and fury, master 1 . ,What have
we done, that you should talk to us like this 1

h. Proverbs ^ Do not put fiie to flax or tow

t There is no fire without smoke : 1 e everything

has some disadvantages. There is no smoke with-

outfire (see quot 1670).
a 1450 Knt de la Tour 25 It wille make her do and thenke

the worse, as it were to putte fere m fle\e 1539 Tavlrner
Erasm Prow (1552)57 Put not fyer to fyer .This proueibe

is touched in Englyshe where it is sayde, that we ought

not to put fyre to towe 1346 J Heywood Prov (1362) Hj,

There is no fyie without some smoke 1670
_
Ray Piav

143 No smoke without some fire, i.e There is no stiong

rumour without some giound for it x888 F. Hume Mad
Midas 11 xu, ‘There is no smoke without fire’, leplied

Rolleston, eagerly

2 . State of ignition or combits! ion. In phrases

:

On fiie (also + of a fine, (a) fire) . ignited,

burning
; fig. inflamed with passion, anger, zeal,

etc. To set (or tput) on fire (also +m (a)fire,

+ on a fird) : to ignite, set burning
;
also fig to in-

flame, excite intensely. To set the Thames onfire .

to make a brilliant reputation See also Afire
Not found in OE

,
nor is there anything analogous in

German , F, has en feu The phrases in lit. sense chiefly

refer tq destructive burning cf 5
£-1409 Apol Loll, 3 For boo jne chimneis ich low of pe

fendis blowing is sett in fire <11400-30 Alexander 2470
Fest I all on [v r in] a fiie }>e foly is3oure awen c 1483 Dtgby
Myst. (1882) m 742 Goo m-to j>is liowsse, & loke ye set yt

on a feyer. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon l 17, I shall

sett all his londes in fyre c 1500 Melustne 228 He swaie

his goddes that he shuld putte al on fyre 1548 Hall Chron
107 b, The fortresse thei toke and set it on fire i55J

T
Wilson Rhet (1580) 136 No mans nature is so apt, straight

to be heated, except the Oratour hymself he on fire. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Jack Cade xvn 6 Set much part on fire. 1641

Shuts Sarah <$•Hagar (16^) 148 Certainly, if God’s mercy
be m a fire, our thankfulness must not be m a frost <1x680

Charnock Wks. (1864) I 195 Water poured on lime sets it

on fire by an antipenstasis. 1697 Dampier Voy I xv 4x4

The Sea seemed all of a Fire about us 1724 Dn Fon Mem
Cauaher (1840) 14* They were all on file to f4ll on x8x?



FIRE. FIRE.
Shelley Rev Mam vi. iv, For to the North I saw the town
on fire *857 Trollope Three Clerks vu,When Sir Gregory
. declared that Mr Fidns Neverbend would never set the
Thames on fire, he meant to express his opinion that that

f
entleman was a fool 1871 Freeman Norm Cong (1876)
V xvn 80 Enough was carried beyond the sea to set on

fire the minds of all

b To catch, takefire, (+ set onfire) to become
ignited (see Catch v 44, Take v ). Also {colloq

or vulgar), to catch on fire
1644 Digby Two Treat 1 183 The Indian canes if they

be first very di y, will of themselves set on fire 1886 Conway
Living^ orDead x, Now, don’t catch on fire like that, Philip.

3 Fuel in a state of combustion
;
a mass of burn-

ing material, e. g on a hearth or altar, in a burning
furnace, etc J* To keep onisfire ; to stay at home
Coals offire see Coal i b
a woo Caedmon's Gen. 322 (Gr ) Lajon J?a oSre fyndonJam

fyre c 1205 Lay 1196 He halde }>a mile in J>at fur c 1290
S Eng Leg I 12/373 Oner a gret fuyr and strong, C1350
Will Paleme 907 Sum-time it hentis me wi> hete as hot
as ani fure, but quicliche so kene a cold comes jjer-after

C1430 Two Cookery-bks 42 Do hem on apotte ouer J?e fyre
e 1460 Play Sacram 682 To make an ovyn as redd hott as
euer yt can be made wt fere c 1500 Melnsine xxxvi 264
To long he had kept his fyre 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1883)
31 As the gold is prouine in the fyr ?ciss8 Cavendish

menis agst Prynne (Camden) 24 He condempnes the boohe
to the fyer 1697 Dryden PEneid n 398 The Wreaths and
Relicks of th’ Immortal Fire 1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy
Wks 1871 IV 564 Cold weather ; forced to have a fire.

1735 Pope DonneSat n 112 No kitchens emulate the vestal
fire 1823 Scott F. M Perth 11, A good fire, with the
assistance of a blazing lamp, spread light and cheerfulness
through the apartment 1834 H. Miller Sch <5 Schm v
(1837) 95 The second apartment . had its fire full in the
middle of the floor, without back or sides

b transf. andfig ;
also in phr near thefire

1360 Daus tr. Sleidcuie's Comm. 408 1 he other Princes
and states, especially suche as are nere the fire 1396
Harington Metam AjaxtySn) xi6 You may make a great
fiie of your gams and be never the waimer. 1611 Bible
Jas 111 6 The tongue is a fire, a world of imquitie 1633
P Fletcher Purple Isl v. in, So shall my flagging Muse
to heav’n aspire And warm her pmeons at that heav’nly
fire 1639 Laud in Rushw, Hist Coll (1721) III n 899 Let
him make a happy use of coming so near the Fire, and yet
escape *663 Hooke Microgr 210 The excellent contrivance
of Nature, m placing in Animals a fire nourished .

by the materials conveyd into the stomach 1709 Pope Ess.
Cnt 195 Some spark of your celestial fire

f C Fire ofjoy • a bonfire
;
= Feu de joie i.

a 1674 Clarendon Rehg. 4 Policy (1711) I vi 314 Pre-
parations by the magistrates for making fires ofjoy

d The same serving as a beacon. [Cf Da fyr
lighthouse.]
171X Land Gas No 4893/3 The Fire [in a lighthouse] will

he lighted from the First Day of September

e. Proverbs A burnt child dreads the fire * see

Burnt 3 b \ A soft fire makes sweet malt • said

as a recommendation of gentleness or deliberation.

Thefat is m thefire : see Fat sb 2
3 c

7(ZX3ao Salomon 4 Sat, (1848) 276 Brend child fur drede}?,

quoth. Hendyng 1340 Ayenb 116 ]Je ybernde uer dret

c 1330 R Hilles Common-Pi Bk (1858) 140 A softe ffyre

makyth swete malte *330 Coverdale Spir Perle xm.
(1588) 141 A Burnt hands dreadeth the fire 1663 Butler
Hud 1 111 1231 Soft fire, They say, does make sweet Malt,
Good Squire

+ f transf. in enumerations : A household Obs.

1630 R Johnson's Ktngd 4 Cotmmv 214 Parishes , in

spine of which.,a thousand housholders or fires doe inhabit.

1633 H Cogan tr Pmto's Trav xviu. 63 A town of fifteen

hundred fires

1

4

:. a. The means of lighting a fire or setting

something alight ; a live coal, b Firing, fuel.

a *300 CursorM 3163 (Gott.) Suord ne fir forgat he noght,

And yong ysaac a fagett broght. 1540 Act 33 Hen VIII,
c. 6 With quarelles gunpouder, fyre, and touche. x6n Bible
Gen xxu. 7 Behold the fire and wood ; but where is the

latnbe for a burnt offring?

b 1347 Nottingham Rec IV. 91 In exspenses for fyar

apdcandelle *633W Brereton Trav {1844) g6 There is

a mighty want of fire in these moors, 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L § 374 Little extra expence , except a little more
Lead, and a little more Fire

5

.

Destructive burning, esp of any large extent

or mass of combustible material, e g. a building,

forest, etc. ; a conflagration. Also in phr. fire

and sword, {f iron and fire) ;
also attrib. At

fire
1

s-length (rare) : at a safe distance in the event

of fire For {to set) onfire, etc see 2.

axxgsCott Horn 239 Wicdrednessewurd)>erI>anbatferto
for him abeintS }>at middemad cxzoS Lay 2139 He fuhten

wi8 his leoden mid fure & mid here C132S Know Thyself30
in E E.P 11862) 131 Hit fareb as fuir of heth 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C xv 96 Fur on heie houses 1304 Wriothesley
Chron (1875) L 3 A great fier at the ende of London Bridge

1368 Grafton Citron II 3x4 Spoylyng the Countne with

yron and fyre as he went 1577 B Googe Heresbach's

Rusl 1 (1586) 9 b, These offices (Forfeare of fyre) you see,

are all severed from the house 1600 Holland Livy vn. 269

In euene place nothing but fire and sword 1667 Water-
house (title), A short narrative of the late dreadful fire in

London 1724 T Richers Hist R Geneal Spam 33 They
put all to Fire and Sword- 1738 JohnsonLondon 14 Now

a rabble rages, now a fire 1780 in Lett, xst Eat l Malmes-
bury (1870) I 463 This night we are quiet, and I hear no

attempts at fiie have been made 1781 Cowper Conn 736
Till the last fire burn all between the poles 1820 Shelley
Ode to Naples 148 The fields they tread look black and hoarv

With fiie. 1830 Westm. Rev, XIII, 3x3 * The dissolution of

social order,' which oui fiie-and-sword logicians so long and
confidently preached 1833 1 eollopl IVaiden xi\, That
would be saving something out ofthe fire 1862 H Marryat
Year tn Sweden II 428 Wooden houses, wisely placed at
fne's-iength from each other.
Jig 1548 Hall Chron 99 b, The greate fire of this dis-
cencion, betweue these twoo noble personages, was utterly
quenched out 1634 tr Scudery's Curia Pol 3 To see this
fire extinguished, before the flame grew highei.

b. Sc. Law, Lette> s offire and sword before
the Union, an order authorizing the sheriff to dis-
possess an obstinate tenant or proceed against a
delinquent by any means in his power
x68x Visct. Stair Insht Law Scot iv xxxvm § 27 (1693)

662 Letters of Fire and Sword are given out against them
(Z1768 Erskine Insht IV. ui. § 17 (1773) 691 If a party was
so obstinate as to continue his possession in despite of the
law, the Scots privy council granted letters of fire and
sword, authorising the sheriff to dispossess him by all the
methods of force x86tW Bell Diet Law Scot sv

Q. An exclamation used as a call for aid at a
conflagration.
1682 N 0 Boilcau's Lntrui xv. 201 One cryes, Firel

Fire ! Fire 1 the Chuich doth burn 1819 T. Moore Tom
Crib's Mem 21 As a man would cry ‘ fire 1

’

d. To go through fire to submit to the severest
ordeal or proof

,
to go through fire and water to

encounter or face the greatest dangers or hardest
chances
c 825 Vesp Psalter lxv[i] xe We leordun Sorh fvr &

weter, 1334 Hfrvft tr Xenophon's Housekolde 61 blhey
wolde gladly folowe theym through fyre and water, and
throughe all maner of daunger 1390 Shaks. Mids N 11

u 103 And run through fire I will for thy sweet sake 1398— Merry W 111 iv 107 A woman would run thiough fire &
water for such a kinde heait x66o Jer. Taylor Worthy
Communicant 11 § 1 119 We also are to examine . how we
have passed through the fire? 1781 Cow ter Expost 321
[They] Would hunt a Saracen through fire and blood.
a 1796 Burns Ronalds ofBennals 19 The Laird o' Blackbyrq
wad gang through the fire If that wad entice her awa, man
6, Torture or death by burning Also, Fire and

faggot see Faggot 2. Hence + {Topersuade) by

fit e by extreme inducements
1646 SirT Browne Pseud Ep 1 ni 9 And are not some-

time perswaded by fire beyond their hteralities 17x8 Prior
Chanty 8 Did Shadrach's Zeal my glowing Breast inspire,

To weary Tortures, and rejoice in Fire.

7. Lightning
; a flash of lightning

;
a thunderbolt

More fully, f levenesfire,fire of heaven 4* Elec-

tricalfire the electnc fluid, electricity

1154 0. E, Chron an 1122 Com se fir on ufenweard Jione
stepel c 1230 Gen 4 Ex 3046 Dhunder, and hail, and
leuenes fir. c 1300 Cursor M, 196x3 (Cott ) pe fire of heuen
par has him stunt 1393 Langl. P PI C iv 102 penne
falleth per fur on false menne houses 1747 Franklin Lett
Wks 1840 V x86 He imagined that the electrical fire came
down the wue from the ceiling to the gun-barrel 1748 Ibid.

215 Vapors, which have both common and electrical fire m
them x8ao Shelley OdeW Wind 11. 14 From whose solid

atmosphere Black rain, and fire, and hail will burst

8 a An inflammable composition for producing

a conflagration or for use in fireworks , a firework

More fully artificial fire= Fr. feu d'artifice Obs
exc infalsefire

.

see False a 14 b
160a Dekker Satiro-Mastix E nj, We must have false

fiers 1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav xx 71 Nine hundred
pots of artificial fire. x65a J. Davies tr, Mandelslo's Trav,

31 The Artificial Fires, which are made use of to frighten

these Creatures 1700 J Jackson in Pepys Diary VI 232
The rockets, and other smaller fires, were in abundance

1777 G Forster Voy. Round World II. 92 We let off some
false fires at the mast-head.

b. Greek fin : a combustible composition for

setting fire to an enemy’s ships, works, etc. ; so

called from being first used by the Greeks of Con-
stantinople. Also wild fire : see Wildfire.
a 1223 Alter. R, 402 pis Grickische fur is the luue of ure

Lourde. c 1477 Caxton Jason 101 b, Sparkklyng and
brennyng as fyre grekyssh 1855 Hewitt Anc, Armour
1. 90 The receipt for the composition of the Greek Fire may
be found in the Treatise of Marcus Grecus

9 Coal Mining = Firedamp.
1883 in Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining
10 Luminosityor glowing appearance resembling

that of fire.

xSgx Shaks. r Hen VI, 1, 1 12 His sparkling Eyes, repleat

with wrathfull fire- 160S — Mach 1. iv 31 Starres, hide

your fires, Let not Light see my black and deepe desires r

1735 Pope Prol Sat 5 Fire in each eye, and papers in each
hand. 1821 Shflley Prometh Unb. 1. 762 Their soft smiles

light the air like a star’s fire. 1863 J C Wilcocks Sea
Fishenti. (1873) 271 Should the ‘ brime r

or ‘ fire’ show itself,

the fish will not be likely to strike the nets 1873 Black
Pr Thule x. 16a A great fire ofsunset spread over the westPr Thule x. 164 A great fire ofsunset spread over the west

b. Fires of heaven, heavenly fires .
{poet) the

stars Fires ofSt. Elmo • see Corposant ‘f Fatu-

ous, foolishfire (obs )

=

Ignis eatuus.

1563 W FulkE Meteors (1640) xx b, Ignis faiuus, foolish

fire 1607 Shaks, Cor 1. iv 39 Or by the fires of heauen,

lie leaue the Foe. 1667 Milton P L xji. 236 Before him
bum Seaven Lamps as in a Zodiac representing The
Heav’nly fires, X774 Goldsm. Nat, Hist, <1862) 1. xxi 134
Floating bodies of fire . the fires of St. Helmo, or the

mariners light. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv 235 Like the

mystic fire on a mast-head.

11, Heating quality (in liquors, etc ) ;
concr. in

joculaT use, ‘ something to warm one ardent spirit.

Also (see quot 1819).

1737 Fielding Hist Reg. n.Wks. x88a X. 223 We’ll go
toy* a little fire, for 'tis con&unded cold upon the stage,

18x9 Rees Cycl. s v Fne, Also the heat of fermenting sub-
stances has often been called thair fire 1831 1 hackeray
Eng Hum 11, [He] was of a cold nature, and needed per-
haps the fire of wine to warm his blood 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sg 37 One corner of land after another is tried

with, one kind of grape after anothei Those lodes and
pockets of earth that yield inimitable fragrance and soft
fire still lie undiscovered

12. Burning heat produced by disease , fever, in-

flammation. Also disease viewed as a consuming
agency St Anthony's fire : erysipelas

,
also,

+ wildfire, W:ildfire ^ St. Francis'fii c(Spenser)

.

? = St Anthony’s fire

c 1386 Chaucer Parson’s T ? 427 By the fyi ofseint antony
or by cancre c 1400 Lanfram's Ciruig 223 Pannricium
is an enpostym aboute he nail and is sivi}?e hoot and ful

offier 1580 Baret A Iv F447S Antonies fire, ignis saier
1580 Blundevil Hoisemanshtp iv clxv 69 You must get it

[the pellet] out with an instrument . Then to kill the fire

Take [etc] x$go Spenser F, Q i iv 35The shaking palsey,
and Saint Fraunces fire 1686 Lady Russell Lett I xxxvi.

94 111 of St Anthony's fire. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg in.

727 When the thirsty Fire had drunk Their vital Blood.

1737 Bracken FarrieryImpr (1756) I 301 The Inflamma-
tion, which they term Fire. 1843 Sir T Watson Led.
Physic II Ixxxtx. 767 Erysipelas . called St Anthony’s
fire x866 G Macdonald Ann Q. Neighb. xxvu (1878) 460
The unseen fire of disease.

13 . In certain figurative applications of sense 1,

a A burning passion or feeling, esp. of love or
rage.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol

,
pai kyndils Jiaire wilhs

wib ye fyre of luf *433 Misyn Fire ofLave 1 Hampole by s
boke has named lucendium Anions, j>at is to say * pe fyer of
lufe’ 1398 Shaks Merry W u i. 68 The wicked fire of
lust. 1694 F Bragge Disc Parables xu 408 Rage, and
fury, and impatience are frequently attended with the
epithet of fire, X780 CowrER Table T. 606 The victim of Ins
own lascivious fires 1818 Shelley Rev Islam x xl, With
an inward fire possesst, They raged like homeless beasts

1859 Tennyson Enid 933 He fain had loosed m words of
sudden fire the wrath - . that burnt him all within,

b Ardour of temperament ; ardent courage or
zeal ; fervour, enthusiasm, spirit.

xfiox Shaks Jnl C, 1 ri 177, I am glad that my weake
words Haue strucke but thus much shew of fire from Brutus,

1709 Steele Tatler No 61 r 1 Among many Phrases which
have crept into Conversation [is] that of a Fellow of a
great deal of Fire 18x4 Sporting Mag XLIV g2 Both
were full of fire and courage 1865 Kingsley Herew, xx,
Hereward was haranguing them in words of fire

c Liveliness and warmth, of imagination, bright-

ness of fancy
;
power of genius, vivacity

;
poetic

inspiration

1656 Cowley Pindar Odes, Ta Mr Hobs vi, Nor can the
Snow which now cold age does shed Upon thy reverend
Head, Quench or allay the noble Fires within. 1680-90
Temple Ess Poetry Wks. 1731 1 237 The Poetical Fire was
more raging in one, but clearer in the other S737 Popp
Hor Ep ix i 274 Corneille’s noble fire 1847 Ilhist Land
News xo July 27/1 As an actress^she has fire and intelligence

1869 J, Martineau Ess II 228 For the poet there is a season
of inward fire 1877 R. W Dale Led Preach 1 26 They
have neither the fire of a human genius nor the fire of a
Divine zeal.

14 The action of firing guns, etc ;
discharge of

fire-aims , also in phrases, + to give, make {a)fire

To openfire . to begin firing. Between twofires

;

lit and fig. Under fire

.

within the range of an
enemy’s guns T Weapon offire= Fire-arm.
[The similar use ofF feu shows that this is not (as is often

said) a separate word f Fire v , but a transferred use of the
sb as it occurs in the phrase to givefire (see x f) =* F fain
feu]
1390 J, Smythe Concern. Weapons 27 Liking the aforesaid

Weapons of fire, because [etc ] x6oo Sir John Oldcasile v.

ix, Unconstant fate. That hast reserved him from the bullet’s

fire. 1637 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 8 Some of the Soldiers
of the Castle gave fire upon them 1706 Land Gas No
4243/1 We made great fire all Night with our Cannon
1709 Steele Tatler No 80 P 9 The Charge began with the
Fire of Bombs and Grenades 1813 Scott Paul's Lett
(1839) X12 One fire struck down seven men of the square
x8x6 Sporting Mag, XLVIII 237 A learned Barrister was
practising a fire at a mark 1847 Marryat Childr.N Forest
iv, You snail have the first fire. 1833 Macaulay Hist Eng,
IV 280 Most of Mackay’s men had never before been under
fire. 1859 F A Griffiths Artil. Man (1862) 248 A direct

fire from a battery is when the line of fire is perpendicular

to the parapet 1885 Tunes 20 Feb 3/6 He was about to

find himself placed between two fires—viz. the Mahdx and
the reinforced garrison of Metammeh
fig 170z Burke Cerr% (1844) IV 17 If they have received
the fire of the grand juries with a good countenance 1848
Thackeray Gt Hoggarty Diauu ix. Miss Belinda opening
the fire, by saying she understood Mrs Hoggarty bad been
calumniating her.

b. False fire, see Ialse a. 14 b. Reverse,

running fire', see the adjs. Also ti ansf. Kentish

fire, a mode of applauding by * volleys * of hand-
clappmg, etc ; see Kentish.

c. To hang, miss fire . see the vbs,

!B. Fire- in Comb.
I General relations.

1. attributive, a gen, (sense 1), as fire-chariot,

-colour, -crag, -fame, -flash, -food, -glance, -heat,

f -lime, -ordeal, -storm, -stream ; (sense 3), asfire-

beacon, -blaze, -coal, -link, -shine, -signal
;
(sense

14), asfire-shock.
1804 Edtn, Rev, III 430 The Amonian *firebeacons. 1603

Verstegan Dec Intell In (1628) 80 A torch, or as they
terme It a *fire-bl&se, 1849 Southey Comm,-ft Bk II. 391
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Elijah dropping his cloak as the *fire-chariot carries him
away. *640 Witt's Recreations

,
Epit

,
On a Candle

,
And

with it a "fiie-coale a 1672 P S[terry] Wks (17x0) II 283
The Fite-Coals, which our Saviour taught his Disciples to

cast on their Enemies *802 Beddoes Hygbiav 17 P How
hot 1 N She has been like a fire-coal these two hours
x8xi Pinkerton Petral II g6 One pretty large, of the

scarce "fire coloui with the purple tinge 1821 Shelley
Provieth Unb iv. 333 My cloven "fire-crags 18x7 Cole-
ridge Sibyl heaves (1828) II. 304 The shadows By the

still dancing "fire-flames made 1586 Fttherstone (title),

Brutish Thunderbolt, or rather Feebie-*Fiei -Flash of Pope
Sixtus the Fift, against Henrie of Navaire 1632 Lithgow
Tiav. 1 35 Earthquakes, thunder, and fire-flashes 1842
Barham Ingol. Leg , Smuggler's Leap, Thefire-flash shines

fiom Reculver cliff. x8ax Joanna Bajllie Metr Leg,
Wallace xxvi,To see the "fire-flood in their rear a 1833 Mrs
Hemans Poems, League of Alps iv, Where the sun’s red
*fire glance earliest fell. 1823 J Badcocic Dam Amusem 65
*Fue-heat at 2120 ofFahrenheit produceddetonation a 1000
Satan 128 (Gr ) "Fyrleoma stod geond Jsset atolc scrasf 1494
Fabyan Citron vn ccxxiv. 250 Many vncouthe syghtes
were this yere seen in Englonde, as hostis of men fyghtyng
in the skye, & fyre lemys 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676)

884 Tying Torches of "Fire-links unto their hoi ns 1711
Shaitesb Charac. (1737) III 41 That new kind of "fire-

ordeal 1871 Rossetti Poems,
My sister's sleep v, By vents

the "fireshine drove And reddened 1824 J Symmons tr

JEschylns’ Again 31 note. This description of the ’ fire-

signals is very finely imagined. *581 Marbeck Bk of
Notes 478 Helias was taken vp into Heauen in a *fire

stoime x8xx W J Hooker Iceland. (18x3) II. 142 Ihe
*iire-stream over-ran the southern district.

Tb. Of or pertaining to the worship of fire, as

fire-deity, -god, -spirit, -temple. Also

F

ire-worship,
-WORSHIPPER,
1871 Tylor Prim Cult II xvi 252 A distinct "fiie deity.

Ibid 253 The KFire-spint 1815 Moore LallaR (18x7)260
By the "Fire God’s shrine 1741 D Wray in Athen, Lett
(1792) II 470 He will lay the foundation ofa "fire-temple.

C. In the names of various receptacles for burn-
ing fuel, asfire-bag, -basket

,
-cage, -chauffer.

1843 Portlock Geol. 682 On the outside [of the kiln] . a
niche is formed to receive the fuel, and is called a *fire-bag
1855 H Clarke Diet , *Fu e-basket, portable grate 1874
Knight Diet, Mech. I 862/2 *Fire-cage, a skeleton box or
basket of iron for holding lighted fuel 1538 Inv R. Hynd-
mer in Wills <$ Inv (Surtees) 162, Ij *fyer chavffers.

d. Pertaining to the fire of a hearth or furnace,

as fire-bellows, -block
,

-blower
,

-brush, -cheek,
-cricket

,
-door, -grate, -nook, -rake

,
-set, f -stock,

-stove,

C1475 Piet Voc in Wr-Wfilcker 779 Hoc repostlium, a
"fyirbelowys 1836 F. MahoneyRel IatherFront u (1859)

247 ,

1

made the kindling "fireblocks shine. 1884 Health
Exhib Catal 65/1 Patent "Fire Blower, for regulating
the draught in ordinary grates. <*1743 Swirr Direct.
Servants, Footman, Clean away the Ashes from betwixt the
Bars with the "Fire Brush 1884 Health Exhib Catal 82/t

"Fire Cheeks and Hearths of Marble Mosaic 1330 Palsgr.
220/2 "Fyre crycket, cncqnet. 1839 ‘R.xhk.weSteam Engine

§ 304 The "fire-door, which closes the mouth-piece or door-

way 1664Evelyn 7c «/,//orr (1729)229 Let the "Fire-grate
stand about three Feethigher than the Floor. 1840 Marryat
Poor Jack xlix, I . . went to the fire-grate 1845 R. W.
Hamilton Pop Educ 11. (ed 2) 21 Their huts are seen and
their "fire-nooks exposed 1660 Hexham, Een kam-stock, a
"Fire-rake which Brewers and Bakers use 1833 H Clarke
Diet

,
*Fire-set, fire-irons e 1440 Promp Parv 161/2 "Fyyr

stok 1736 Toldehvy Hist IwoOrph III. 205 He came
with- his head into the "fire stove

e. In the names of implements or instruments

hearing, containing, or sending forth fire, as fire-

arrow, -cane, -gun, -shaft, -spear\ -weapon.
1720 Dn Foe Copt Singleton xvn (1840) 291 They would
shoot "fire arrows at you 1809 NavalChron. XXII 374

We should indulge them . with a few shot and shell, not
forgetting Congreve’s fire arrows 1887 Graphic 17 Dec.
662/1 He . . had produced a *' fire cane’, which warmed its

owner’s hand, and supplied him with lighting for his cigar
16B0 H. More Apocal Apoc. 88 They let off their "Fireguns
and Pistols. 1628 (title), A new invention of Shooting
"Fire-Shafts in Long-Bowes. 1349 Cornpl Scot vi 42 Mak
1 eddy 3our "fyir speyris, hail schot, lancis, pikkis 1616
Bingham Tactics Mhan u 25 note. The ’’fire-weapons

haue theire advantages x86o IIewitt Anc.Armour Supp,

489 The analogous fire-weapons

f In the names of various kinds of fireworks,

as fire-cracker, + -lance, T -sword, + -target.

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade

,

*Fire-cracker 1634 J Bate
Myst. Nat § Art n 89 The description and making of
three sorts of *Fire lances. Ibid 11 88 How to make a
"fire sword Ibid 11, g4 How to make a "Fire-target.

g Pertainingto a conflagration (sense 5), (a) gen.

as fire-bell, -drum, -gown, -ladder, -loss, -shell,

-telegraph, -watch
, (6) used, in kindling a confla-

gration, as fire-bavin, -fagot

,

•mixture
;

(c) con-

cerned with the extinction of a conflagration, asfire

-

barrow, -boat, -bucket, -float, -mam, -marshal(U.S ),

-pipe, -pump
1890 Daily Nevus 9 Jan 2/5 "Fire harrows and hose were

quickly on the spot 183a Webster, *Firelavm, a bundle
ofbrush-Vood, used in fireships, a 1626 Middleton Change-
ling v, Buckets 1 ladders 1 The ’’fire-bell rings 1867
Dickens Lett. 22 Dec (1880) II 320,

1

have heard the fire

bells dolefully clanging all over the city 1876 N.Y Nautical
Gaz, in Prod Mag VI 73 An iron "fire-boat 138s Higins
Junius' Nomenclator 270 Incendianj siphones , "Fire
buckets 1844 Dickens Mart Chus xxvu, Rows of fire-

buckets for dashing out a conflagration in its first spark.

18x4 Scott Wav xxxiv, A kind of rub-a-dub dub like that
with which the "fire-drum alarms the slumbering artizans

1828-40 Tytler Hist Scot, (1864) I 137 Piles of "fire-fagots,

mixed with bundles of pitch and flax.. were m readiness.

1887 Daily News 18 June 3/5 Five "fire-floats were quickly
sent from ships in tne harbour, *874 Mrs Whitnfy We
Girls xu 249 Mrs Hobart has a fire-gown ’ she made it

foi a fire, or for illness, or any mght-alarm 1832 Examiner
700/1 It was 20 minutes befoie the *fii e-ladders were
brought 1891 Daily News 30Nov 5/4 Apiofessional ’’fire-

loss assessor 1853 H Clarke Did ,
*Iire-main, watei-

pipe for occasions of conflagration 1894 Stead If Christ
came to Chicago 2gs "Fire-Marshal Sweme has lemamed
m command of the firemen for many yeais 1855 Hewitt
Anc. Armour \ 90 These early "fire mixtures c 1865 Ld
Brougham in Circ Sc. I Intiod. 6 Water forced out of

a pump, 01 from a "fire-pipe 1892 PallMallG 0 Feb 2/1

The "nre-pump has a throwing power of sixty feet above
the highest pinnacle of the hotel a x8i8 M G Lewis Jrnl,
W Ind (1834) 70 A "fire-shell is blown, and all the negroes
. hasten to give their assistance 1694 Acc Sweden 27
There is also a "Fire Watch by Night 1673 F Kirkman
Unlucky Citizen Anj b, The next year 1666 being the ’"Fire

year.

2 objective (sense 1), as fire-bnnger, -spewer,

-striker, -user
; fire-beanng, -belching, -breathing,

-darting, -foaming, -resisting, -spitting, -using

adjs.; (sense 3), as fire-holder, -keeper, •kindlei
,

-trimmer
,
fire-making vbl. sb

,
fire-kindling vbl.

sb and adj,; (sense 5), asfire-annihilator,
-extin-

guisher, -extinguishing, -quencher, -quenching

1849 Mech Mag LI 424 The so-called "Fire Annihilator

of Mr Phillips 1833 Grote Greece 11 lxxxiv XI 153 They
set fire to the city with *fire-beanng arrows 1301 Syl-
vester Du Ben tas 1 iv 22 1 heir * Fire-breathing Horses

*837 Carlyle Fr. Rev I vi 1 267 On a sudden rises

Sansculottism, many-headed, hre-breathing. 1594 Marlowe
& Nashe Dido 1 1, Exhal’d with thy ‘fire darting benmes
1760 Goldsm Hist Rome (1786) I 199 The fue-darting eyes
of the Romans 1849 Mcch Mag LI 381 The patentee next

describes a poi table *fu e-extinguisher 1876 N Y Nautical
Gaz. m Prad Mag VI 73 This boat and her )fire extin-

guishing apparatus deserve detailed description 1363
Golding Ovid's Met 11. (1593) 31 His "fier-foming steedes

They take from manger trimly dight 1872 H W Taunt
Map Thames 49/1 A frying-pan, pot, and kettle, all to

fit a "fireholder 1881 Greener Gun (ed 2) 45 These fiie-

holders were usually attached to the girdle 1873 L Wal-
lace Fair God v iv 278 When my sword is at the throats

of the *fiie-keepets [of an A7tec temple] 1643 [Angitr]
Lane Vail Achor si To darken and smother the "fire-

kindlers 1849 E C Orrit tr. Humboldt's Cosmos II.

508 note, The ‘ fire-kindler ’, Prometheus Ibid

,

1 he *fiie-

kindhng Titan on the Caucasus. X884 Q. Victoria More
Leaves 107 Brown begged I would drink to the ’“fire-kind-

lmg ’ c 1386 Chaucer Can Yeom Prol 4 T 369 Som sayd
it was long on the *fuyr-makyng 1865 *1 ylor Kai ly Hist
Man ix 228Theaitoffiie-malang 1690 Norris Beatitudes
(1692) 178 The business of a "Fii e-quencher, who . may
rescue the pile of building from the devouring Flames 17x8

J Chambcrlayne Rehg Philos (1730) II xvu § 23 ’lhe

Pumps in a "Fire-quenching Engire 16x2 Sturtlvant
Metallica (1854) xx6 Maintained with such "fiei-resisting

meanes that it cannot possibly melte or burne down 1830
Chubb Locks tf Keys 24 Safes which were sold as fiie-resist-

mg 1483 CatA Angl 132/x A ’’Fire spewer, igntnomus
1631 T Fuller David's heinous Sin xxxix, "Fire spitting

cannons 2483 Cath Angl xiiji A*Firestrykerl/7<gjf/aAir
x8gx Daily News 26 Sept 2/5 Prisoner ana Jensen joined

the ship as *fire-trimmers 1863 Tylor Em ly Hist Man
ix 235 Any known race of "fire-users. x86z D Wilson
Preh. Man v. (1865] 82 Man is peculiarly *fire-usmg.

3 instrumental, locative, and originative, as fire-

baptism, fire-armed, -baptized
,
bellied, -bom, -burn-

ing, -burnt, -clad
, f -coached

,
-cracked, -crowned,

-footed, -gilt, + -given, -hardened, -hoofed, -lighted,

-lipped, -lit, -marked
,
-mouthed, -pitted, -robed

\

-scarred, -scathed, -seamed
\

-warmed, -wheeled,

-winged adjs

1398 Sylvester DnBartas n. i. 1 Eden 249 A ’’fire-arm’

d

Dragon 1682 Dryden & Lee Dk ofGuise in 1, I'll meet
him now, though fire-armed cherubins Should crossmyway
183X Carlyle Sort, Res vt. vn, My Spiritual New-birth, or

Baphometic *Fire-baptism. Ibid lr via, The *fire-bapttzed

soul here feels its own Freedom 1892 Daily News 5 May
5/4 The little

‘
*fire bellied toad of poisonous properties

1846R Chambers Vestiges Creat vi (ed 5) 93 The numer-
ous upbursts and intrusions of *fire-born rock c 1273 Death
216 m 0 E Mtsc (1872) x8o Swo he me wule for-swolehen
be ’’fur-bermnde drake, c 1290 F Eng Leg I 290/86 *Fur-
barnd he was b°ru Iuggemont. 1373 Twyne PEneid xi

Kkiij, Poales of length firebrent at end 16x5 Sylvester
Hymne Aimes 55 The *Fire Coacht Prophet 1836-48 B D
Walsh Anstoph , Achamians iv li, It rings With a harsh
jar, like "fire-cracked things 1870 Tennyson Window 151
The "fire-crown’d king of the wrens 1363 Golding Ovid's
Met 11. (1593! 39 My "firefooted horse. 1613 Chapman
Rev. Bussy D'Ambois Plays 1873 II 148 Hee draue as

if a fierce and "fire-giuen Canon Had spit his iron vomit
out amongst them *627 May Lucan in 536 (1635) E nj b,

Stakes, and "fire harden’d oaks 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met ir 393 Those "fire-hooft steeds 1830 Lynch Thee,
Trut v. 80 A . "fiie-lighted 100m 1839 Bailey Festus
iv. (1848) 33 Mountain, and wood, and wild, and "fire-

iipped hill 1849 Miss Mvlock Ogilvtes (1875) too The
pleasant "fire-lit room. 1703 Loud, Gaz No 41x4/4A brown
Mare ^fire-marked I I, m the near Buttock 1390 Spenser
F.Q 1 ix 52 That "fire-mouth’d Dragon 1739 Mountains
in Phil Trans LI 290 The sheets [were] scorched and
"fire pitted in like manner x6xx Shaks Wint T. iv iv 29
The "Fire-roab’d-God Golden Apollo 1853 Kingsley
Hypatia xui, 147 A doleful "fire-scarred tower 1848 Mrs
Jameson Sacr <$• Leg Art (1850) 64 Swarthy red, as if

"fire-scathed. 18x3 Milman Fazio (1821) 79 Thy. "fire-

seamed visage, 1836 tSjxcs.Arct.Expl. I xv 173 Our only
"fire-warmed apartment. 1822 Milman Martyr ofAntioch
izx His "fire-wheel'd throne iftoi Sylvester Du Bartas
1. 11 656 Then like a Squib it falls, Or "fire-wing'd shaft.

1826 Milman A Boleyn (1827) 41 The fire-wmg’d ministers
of Heaven's just wrath.

b. In names of occupations, processes, etc
, earned

on by the aid of fire, asfire-hunt, f -trade
; fire-fish-

ing, -gilding,-hunting, -offering, -polishing; -silver-

ing vbl. sbs. Also forming verbs, as fire hollow
-hunt
1831 J. Holland Manuf Metal I 295 Peisons employed
m "fire-gilding 1864 Iennvson En Aid 570 Enoch’s
comiade . "Fire-hollowing this m Indian fashion, fell Sun-
stricken 1832 Haliburton J raits Amer, Humor III i7I
The "fire-hunt was Sam’s hobby 18x4 Sporting Mag
XLIV, 62 The method of approaching the red deer
by means of "fire-huntmg them *883 T Roosevelt

Hunting 'J rips v 158 Fiie-hunting is never tried in the
cattle country c 1870 J G Murphy Comm Lev 1 9 A
'’fiieoffeiing, a flung, 01 offering made by flu. 1849
Plllatt Curios Glass Making 31 By lewainung, technic-
ally called "file polishing, the glass preserves its lefractive
brilliancy xfiax Burton Anat Mel Democi toRdi (1657)
63 "Fire-trades, as Smiths, Forge-men [etc ]

4.
parasynthetic and similative, as fire-angry,

-burning, -flowing, -like, -opalesant
, -souled,

-spirited, -swift adjs,

c 1489 Canton Sonnes ofAymon xxn 476,

1

am well sure
that Chailemagne shall wexe "fyre angiy for it 1562
Cooper Anew Pmv Masse (Paiker Sol) 66 But your
scalding hot and "fireburning chanty may be more justly
charged with the continuance thereof. 1820 SunurY Vis
Sea 19 Like whiilpools of "fire-flowing non *367 Maplet
Gr Forest 56 The Peare tree is called Pyrus, for that it is

m his fashion and kmde of growth, Piranndall or "firehke

1873 Tennyson Q. Mary 1 v, I’ll have it burnish’d firehke.

1882 Myliis Renewal of Youth, eti 94 “Fire opalescent
wilderness 1 1876 Swinburne ErcchtJi (ed 2) 47 Wrath of
a "fire-souled king 1839 Bailey lestns xvn (1848) 159
Tilings hidden, seen alone by eyes " Fire spirited 1876
Swinburne Erechth (ed 2) 16 "Fne-swift wheels That whirl
the four-yoked chariot.

II Special comb.
6. fire-action, the action of firing, esp skiimish-

mg m line , fire-adjuster (see quot.)
;
fire-alarm,

an automatic arrangement by which notice of fire

is given, also attnb , Tfire-nmel, enamel pro-

duced by file , fire-ant (see quots
) ,

fire-back,

(a) the back wall of a furnace or fire-place
;

(b) a

pheasant of the genus Euplocamus (E igmtus),

lienee fire-backed adj (Cent Diet)
, fire-balloon,

a balloon whose buoyancy is denved fiom the heat

of a flaming combustible suspended at its mouth

,

fire - bank (see quot ) ;
fire - barrel, a cylinder

filled with combustibles, used m fire-ships; fire-

bar, one of the iron bars of a grate or of a boiler

furnace
,
fire-beater (for -bceter . see Beet v II)

dial, a stoker; fire-bill (see quot), fire-blast,

a disease of certain plants, giving them a scorched

appeaiance
,
fire-blight, a disease of hops

, fire-

board, (a) a board used to close up a fiieplace in

summer, a chimney board; (b) (see quot 1883),
fire-boat -= Fibe-ship x

;
fire-bolt, a thunder-

bolt
,
hence fire-bolted adj

, stmek with lightning;

f fire-borne (f borne = Bomb sb i), a beacon;
fire-boom Naut (see quot 1867) ; fire-boss

(U.S) Mining (see quot
; cf Fireman 5); fire-

bottle, an early application of phosphorus for the

purpose of fire-lighting
; fire-break ( U.S ), a

cleaied space round a homestead, a village, etc to

guard against praine fires ; fire-brick, a brick

capable of withstanding intense heat without
fusion, also attnb

,
flre-bndge (see quot. 1874)

;

T fire-bnef, a circular letter asking assistance for

sufferers by fire
;
fire-brigade, an organized body

of firemen
;

j* fire-broil, the heat of a conflagra-

tion
,
fire-bug (US), an incendiary, T fire-cane

(see quot 1644) ; fire-cask, a cask of water, pro-

vided as a resouice against fire on board ship;

fire-ohamber (see quot); f fire-chemise (see

quot ) ;
fire-churn =fire-drill

,

fire-clay, a clay

capable of resisting great heat, used for fire-bneks,

etc ; fire-club, + (a) a kind of firework
;

(b) US.

a club of firemen (?) ; fire-cock, a cock or spout

to give water to extinguish a fire ; t fire-coffer, a
kind offireship , fire-company, (a) afire-brigade;

(b) a fire insurance company
;
fire-crook = Fire-

HOOK
; fire-department, (a) the department m an

insurance office which deals with insurances against

fiie
;

(b) US. a body of firemen , fire-dog=

A

nd-

iron; f fire-dragon — Fire-drake; fire-drill,

the name given by Tylor to a primitive contrivance,

consistingofan obtuse-pointed stickwhich is twirled

between the hands with the point in a hole in a

flat piece of soft wood till fire is produced ;
hence

fire-dnllmg vbl. sb. ; fire-edge, lit. the edge of a

weapon hardened in the fire , hencefig. (now only

dial.) fire, spirit, ‘ freshness ’
; fire-escape, an ap-

paratus for facilitating the escape of persons from

a building on fire ; fire-fan, (a) a small hand fire-

screen (obs.)
,
(b) (see quot 1874) >

fire-fiend, (a)

fire personified as an evil spirit of destruction
;

(b)

a fire-god
;

(c) an incendiary (colloq.) ; + fire-fit a,,

fit foT burning
,
fire-flag, (a) a meteoric flame

;

(b) a flag of distress, when a ship is on fire
,

fire-
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flair, the stmg-ray, Trygon Pastinaca or Raia
Pastmaca , f fire-flyer, a kind of firework

; fire-

free a

,

safe from fire, fire-proof; fire-grappling,
a giappling iron with which to capture fireships

,

fire-guard, a wire frame or semicircular railing put
in front of a fireplace, to keep children or others

from accidental injury; also a grating placed
before the bars of a fire to prevent the coals from
falling out ;

fire-hole, («) a furnace
; (3) (see quot

1835) , fflre-hoop, a hoop made of brushwood
steeped in. tar, etc

,
set on fire and thrown into an

enemy’s ship
;
fire-hose, a hose pipe for conveying

water to a fire
;
fire-insurance, insurance against

losses by fire ; also attrib, ; fire-isle, a volcanic
island

;
fire-junk, a kind of fireship ; fire-king,

{a) fire peisomfied as a monarch
; (

3) a champion
fire-eater ; fire-lamp. Mining, a basket of burning
coals used {a) to give light to banksmen where gas
is not used, (3) to create a draught

; fire-lighter,

(a) one who kindles a fire
; (3) material for light-

ing fires ,
fire-lute, a composition or lute capable

of resisting great heat ; fire-maker, onewho lights

or makes fire or a fire
; fire-marble, Mm = Lu-

MAOHEij , fire-mark, the mark left by a branding-
iron, fire-measure =

P

yrometer
; fire-money, a

payment for firing at school , + fire-night, a night
round the fire-side ; fire-opal, a variety of opal
showing flame-coloured internal reflections

; fire-

piece, (a) = Fire-abm ; (3) a picture having as its

subject a fire
,
fire-pile, a pile ofwood on which

a person is burnt to death, or a corpse is cremated

;

fire-plug, a contrivance for connecting a hose, or
the supply-pipe of a fire-engine, with a water-main
m case of fire

,
fire-policy, the official certificate

leceived from an insurance office, guaianteeing
the payment of a certain sum m the case of loss

of properly by fire
,

fire-porr, fire-prong dial

,

a poker; fire-raft, a raft for setting an enemy’s
shipping on fire; fire-roll {Naut ), a peculiar

beat of the drum on an alarm of fire
;
fire-room,

a room containing a fire-place; + fire-salt a ,

pungently salt, fire-setting, the softening or
crackmg of the woiking-face of a lode, to facilitate

excavation, by exposing it to a wood fire built

close against it (Raymond Mining Gloss), f fire-

snort a ,
sending forth fire through the nose ; fire-

spout, a jet of volcanic fire (cf waterspout)
,
flre-

spnt {dial

)

= Fire-brand
, f fire-spy, one who

is on the look out for a fire; fire-steel (see

J
uot } ; fire-stick, (a) a burning brand

, (3) —
re-drill

;
fire-stmk, Miming (see quot. 1881);

fire-swab {Naut), the wet bunch of rope-yarn

used to cool a gun in action and swab up any
grains of powder ,

fire-swart a

,

f {a) blackening

with fire ; (3 ) blackened by fire
,
flre-syrmge, a

piston and cylinder employed to produce combus-
tion by means of the heat resulting fiom the com-
pression of air

,
fire-teazer, a stoker

,
fire-tile, a

tile capable of lesishng great heat
,
fire-tower,

(a) a tower with a beacon 011 its top, serving the

puipose of a light-house
; (3) a watch-tower to

guard against fires in towns
;
fire-trap, a place

with insufficient means of egress in case of fire

;

fire-tree, {a) a kind offirework
; (3) =*flame-tree ,

{c) in New Zealand the Metrosideros tomentosa

{Cent Diet.) ; + fire-trunk, {a) a kind ofprojectile

or ‘ fire-work ’
; (3) Naut (see quots ) ; fire-tube, a

pipe-flue, fire-vessel, {a) a receptacle for fire, afire-

pan; (3) =Fibe-ship; fire-ward, -warden, US.
the chief officer of a fire-brigade

;
fire-water-

work, the name given by the Marquess ofWorcester

to a rude steam-engine which he invented; fire-

well (see quot ) , + fire-wheel, a kind of fire-worlc,

a catherine-wheel
;
fire-worm, {a) = Fibe-FLY ;

(3) a glow-worm , fire-wreath =fire-hoop

3875 Clery Min. Tact ix 100 "Fire-action was the actual

means of victory, 1882 Sala Atiter. Revis (1883) 229 note,

A ** Fire Adjuster’ is a gentleman who is continually

‘adjusting’ claims for losses by fire *849 Mech Mag
LI 425 A difficulty which has proved fatal to all our "fire

alarms 1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 849/2 Fit e-alarm Tele-

graph 1423 Jas I Kingis Q xlvui, Hir nek, quhite as the

"fyre amaille. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xx 91 Small

emmets, called here "fire-ants, from their painful biting.

1863 Bates Nat Amazon ix (1864) 241 Fire-ants {formiga
defogo) undei the floors 1862 Wood Ittnstr Nat Hist

,

Buds 613 The very handsome "Fireback is an Asiatic bird,

inhabiting Sumatra 1874 Knight Diet Mech I. 862/1

Fire-back, 1822 Imison Sc, Art I 170 "Fire-balloons,

or those raised by heated air 1847 Tennyson Princ Prol

74 Afire-balloon Rose gem-like 1888 J PayN Myst Mir-
oruige ix, A fire-balloon which he had sent up on a Guy
Fawkes' Day 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining

,
*Fire-

bank
, a spoil-bank which takes fire spontaneously 1703

Moxon Mech Exerc 13 A course sort of Iron fit for "Fire-

bars 1844 Proc Inst Civ Enj> III. 312 The fuel is spread

over a large surface of fire-bar [ina furnace] 188s F Campin
Mech Engineering xii 168 At a are fire-bars forming the

VOL. IY.

f
rate 1704 Loud Gas No 4082/3 Throwing down "Frra-
iarrels 1883 Manch Guardian 17 Oct 5/2 A determined

attempt was made by a "firebeater to murder his wife
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
*Fire-bill, the distribution

of the officers and crew in the case of the alarm of fire 1727
Desaguliers in Phil Trans XXXIV 269 "Fire-Blasts
may be occasion’d by Solar Rays 1 effected from, or condens'd
by Clouds 1824 Forsyth Fruit Trees xxvn 373 This is
what is called a fire-blast. *730 Ellis Mod Husbandm.
rv i VI 74 They [hops] are subject to the "Fire-blight,
and the Mould or Dwindle 1855 H Clakke Diet

,
"Fire-

board, chimney-board 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining,
Fire-board, a piece of board with the word fire painted
upon it to caution men and lads not to take a naked light
beyond it, 1883 A T Slosson in Harpers Mag Apr.
804/1 There was a fire-place, but it was closed by a fire-
board 1826 Mrs Shelley East man II 11 51 * Fire-boats
were launched from the various ports 1583 Stanyhurst
JEneis, etc (Arb ) 137 A clapping "fyerbolt (such as oft,
with rownce robel hobble, Ioue toe the ground clattrethk
183a Bryant Hun icane 37 As the fire-bolts leap to the
world below. 1839 Bailey Festus (1848) 16/2 The root of
oak "firebolted. c 1440 Pronip Pcero 29 Beekne or *fyre-
borne, far (pkarus P ) 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789), In which sense it [boute dehors] is usually called
fire-boom. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

, Fire-booms,
long sp&rs swung out from a ship’s side to prevent the
approach of fire-ships or vessels accidentally on fire 1883
Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, *Fire-bosses (U S A ), under-
ground officials who examine the mine for gas, and inspect
every safety-lamp taken into the colliery 1823 J Bad-
cock Dam Amusem 122 A most useful application of
phosphorus is the art of making the "fire bottle, that
affoi ds immediate light 1885 Boston (Mass ) Jml 26 Sept
4/1 Fears are entertained for the safety of the town, and
teams are out plowing "fire-breaks around it. 1793 Trans
Soc Enconrag Arts IV 123 Let the whole of the cylinder
be lined with "fire bricks. 1865 Daily Tel 21 Oct 5/x

The fire-brick footway 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Client
Technol I 263 Admitting a current ofair behind, or through
the "fire-bridge 1874 Knight Diet Mech. I 862/2 Fire-
bridge, a plate or wall at the back of the furnace to prevent
the fuel being earned over a *643W Cartw bight On the
Great Frost 51 We laugh at "fire-Briefs now, although they
be Commended to us by his Majesty 1838 Penny Cycl X
279 Within a few years the firemen belonging to the different
insurance companies m London have been formed into a
body—the "Fire Brigade 1583 Stanyhurst Mneis in.
(Arb.) 7S Then my holye domesticall housgods, In last nigbts
"fyrebroyls, that fromTroy skorched I saulued 1872 O.W
Holmes Poet Break/-t 1 (1885) 7 Political "firebugs we
call ’em 1883 Pall Mall G 6 Sept 12/1 It is believed
there exists an organized band of 'firebugs ’ 1644 Digby
2 Treat 1 xvu 147 Indian canes ( called *firecanes), being
rubbed with some other sticke of the same nature, will of
themselues sett on fire 1670 Lassels Voy Italy I. Pref,,

They bring home nothing but firecanes, parots, and
Monkies 1804 A Duncan Marine?3s Chi-on III xox
The only article we now wanted was water I recollected
the '"fire-cask in the mizen-chaifis 1859 Ranking Steam
Engine § 303 In the External Furnace Boiler, the furnace
or "fire-chamber is wholly outside of the water vessel or
boiler 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 863/1 Fire-chamber

(Puddling

%

the chamber at the end of the puddling-furnace.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v Chemise, *Fire-Chemise is a
piece of linen cloth, steeped in a composition of combus-
tible matters

, used at sea, to set fire to the enemy's vessel

1865 Tylor Early Hist, Man ix 253 Churning fiercely at

the "fire-chum 18x0 Rees Cycl s v , A very excellent "fire-

clay 1869 E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 309 The
radiating power of the small barrack grate is aided by a
fireclay back. 1634 J Bate Myst Nat & Art 11. 92 The
description and making of two sorts of "Fire-clubs 18*6

Cushing Newburyport Pref, The fire-clubs and engine
societies [ofthe town] 1856 Emerson Eng Traits, Cockayne
Wks (Bohn) II. 67 To carry the boisterous dulness of a
fire-club into a polite circle 1707 Act 6 Anne c. 58 § 1 To
the Intent such Plugs or "Fire Cocks may always upon
Occasion of any Fire He opened 1844 Proc Inst Civ Eng
III 318 In enclosed premises firecocks are much to be
preferred [to plugs] 1804 Naval Chron, XII 331 Four
"Fire-coffers filled with combustibles. 1832 Webster, *Fire-

company, a company of men for managing an engine to ex-

tinguish fire a 1668 Davenant Siege Rhodes (1673) 20 The
"Fire-crooks are too short 1 1855 H Clarke Diet

, *Fn e de-

partment, body of firemen 1840 Dickens Bam Budge x,

The "fire-dogs in the common room 1356 Chron Gr.

Friars (Camden) 3 In the ayre was sene "fyere draggons and
sprettes flyenge 1865 Tylor Early Hist Man ix 228

The use of the "fire-drill Ibid 237 It comes much nearer

than ‘"fire-drilling
1

to the yet simpler process of striking

fire with two pieces of split bamboo 16x4 Markham
Cheap Husb. r 11. (1668) 29 [To put a horse to these lessons]

after his "fireedge is taken away, will but bring him to a
loathing of ins instruction a 1684 Leighton Comm, x Pet.

(ed Valpy) 38B Blunt that fire-edge upon your own hard.

.

hearts 1878 Cnmbtrld. Gloss ,
‘ He gallop’t his laal nag

till t’ fire edge was off ’ 1788 Specif. DnfmtVs Patent No
1632 1 A Machine called a "Fire escape, 1832 Examiner
678/1 They rush to the fire-escapes, a 1700 B. E Diet.

Cant Crew, *Ftre-fanns, little Hand-Skreens for the Fire

1706 Collier Refl Rtdic, 43 They praise the Fire-Fan that

is offer’d them. 1874 Knight Diet, Mech I 867/2 Firefan,

a small blast apparatus adapted to a portable forge 18x5

Moore LallaR (1817) 251 ’Tis he The fellest ofthe "Fire-

fiends’ brood 3595 Chapman Ovid's Banq. Sence Cj b, That
lye like "fire-fit blocks 1798 Coleridge A tie Mar v vi,

A hundred "fire-flags sheen 1879 Ann Reg 22 The red

ensign reversed (fire-flag) was run up <*1703 Ray Syn,

Method Pisciitm (17x3) 24 Pastmaca manna . the"Fire-

Flaire, 1861 J Couch Brit Fishes (1862) I 74 The Tor-

pedo and Fire flair have soft and sweet flesh. 1799 G
Smith Laboratory I 30 Charges for "fire-flyers and wheels

1630 Fuller Pisgah 11 v 122 So "firefree they could not be

burned. 1833 Sir H. Douglas Mtht Bridges (ed 3) xxi

Light boats were constantly kept m readiness, with "fire-

grapphngs, to meet and anchor anything that might be

drifted down the stream. 1832 Burn Nav $ Mil Tech.

Fr Diet, n 96 "Fireguard 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract.

Build, 36a The "fire-hole, or furnace. *835 Sir J C Ross

Narr and Voy, Explan Terms p. xvi, Fire-hole, a hole in

the ice, kept open in order to obtain water to extinguish fiie

1876 Davis Polans Exp ix 217 The crew had been em-
ployed in keeping the fire hole open 1583 Higins Junius

‘

Nomenclator 279 Malleoli "fire hoopes 1867 Smyth
Settlor's Word-bk

, Fire-hoops 1883 CenturyMag XXVII.
p33 The stream might have played, like a "fire-hose, on the
loll House roof. 1822 Loud Directory 6 Norwich Union
"fire insurance Society 1838 Ld St Leonards HandyBk
Prop. Law vn 45 A word of advice about your Fire In-
surance x8x8 Shelley Rev Islam vn viii 8 From the
"fire-isles came he 1884 Chr World 28 Aug 641/3 Ihe
burning gunboats and "fire-junks 1829 Carlyle Misc

(1857) II 101 The Birmingham "Fire-king has visited the
fabulous East. 1861 Latsure H 17 Oct 66x Thus aided
[by the wind], the fire-king marched victoriously from east
to west 1876 Chautb Jml 11 Nov 733 The fire-king de-
voured flaming brimstone by way of dessert 1883 Gresley
Gloss Coal Mining, *Fire-lamp 1779 Hist Europe in
Ann Reg, (1780) 127/1 Will the Clerks, or even the "fire-

lighter come to prove it? 1738 Elaboratory laiiopen Introd.
Si The "fire-lute 1710 Palmer Prone? bs 6x Even from the
"fire makers and necessary-women, to the groom of the stole.

1863 Tylor Early Hist Man ix 228 The wide-spread
legends of first fire-makers 1816 W. Phillips Mm (1818)

97 It has obtained the name of "Fire marble a 1661 Holy-
day Juvenal 253 What learns his Son, who does . "Fire-
marks, and Country-jails with joy admire ? 1690Land Caz
No. 2571/4 Lost a brown Gelding a Flower-de-luce Fire
mark on the near Hip 1833 N. Arnott P/wsics II 115
The apparatus has been called Wedgewood’s Pyrometer, or
"fire-measure 1721 in Picton L'pool Mumc Rec (1886) II

74 All gratuities such as entrance money, cockpenny,*fiie
money,and quartendge *633 NodesHibernx i 3 Some have
learned more of their Teacher on a "fire-night, than sitting
at the desk all the day 18x6R Jameson Chat Mm I 238
Third Sub-species, "Fire Opal 1738 [G Smith] Curious
Relat II 358 Twenty-seven F01 esters, with "Fire-Pieces in
their Arms 1773 J Wright Let in A thenmim 10 July
(1886) 56/3A report that I paint fire-pieces admirably 1664
H More Myst Imq xv 167 Multitudes mattyred either
at one common "fire-pyle, or else m bams and dwelling-
houses 1863 Blackw Mag Sept 292 Hercules who has
ascended from the fire-pile to the Nectar Hall of Olympus
1713 Lond Gaz No 5x16/11 Scarcity of Water, occasion’d
by the want of "Fire-PIfigs in the Street 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xx, 1 hepony looked with great attention into a fire-

plug which was near lum 1855 Ogilvie Suppl, *Fire-
Policy 1358 Inv R Hyndmer in Wills §• Inv (Surtees)
162 A "fyer porre, a payre of tonges [etc ] 1853 Whitby
Gloss , Bire-porr 1568 Inventory W Strickland in Rich-
mond Wills Inv (Surtees) 222 A "fyer pronge 1776 T
jErFERSOM Lett Writ 1893 II 83 One of the two "fire rafts

grappled the Phoenix ten minutes 1844 H H. Wilson
Brit India III 52 To destroy any armed boats or fire-

rafts they might meet with 1830 Marryat King’s Own
lu, He desired the "‘ fire-roll ’ to be beat by the drummer
1803 Forsyth Beauties Scotl (1806) III 123 One wing of a
new castle m which there are between fifty and sixty "fire-

rooms 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11 xn 246 Partly because the
water hereof was salt with a witness, "fire-salt, as I may say.
xfiit Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv 111 Schisme 629 The "fire-

snort Palfreys 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II 184 Three
"fire-spouts broke out 1811 W J Hooker Iceland (1813)
II 128 Several fire spouts were distinctly seen 1848 C.
Bronte J Eyre (1857) 267, I have seen what a "fire-sprit

you can be when you are indignant 1676 C Hatton m
Hatton Corr (1878) 141 One ofmy La Ciaven’s "fire-spyes

1583 Higins Junius' Nomenclator 244 Igmanwm a "fire-

steele wherewith to strike fire out ofa flint, c 1300 Havelok
966 Was it nouth worth, a "fir sticke 1387 Golding De
Mornay xi 15B The babe, who thinkes his Nurce does him
wrong when sometimes shee plucks a firestick from him.
1794-6 E. DarwinZoon (1801) I 30 Ifa fire stick be whirled
round in the daik 1833 Sturt Exped S Australia I. ui.

105 Several earned fire sticks 1863 Tylor Early Hist.

Man ix 238 For many years, flint and steel could not drive
it [the fire-drill] out ofuse among the natives, who went on
carrying every man his fire-sticks 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss

,
*Fire-stmk, the stench from decomposing iron pyrites,

caused by the formation of sulphuretted hydrogen 183s
Ogilvie Suppl ,

*Fire-swab, a 1000 Crist 984 (Gr ) FaereS
sefter foldan "fyrswearta leg a 1849W Taylor in Southey
Comm -pi BA IV 93 Thy shatter'd fire-swart hall 1863
Tyndall Heat 1 13 The "fire syringe 1827 Westm Rev
VII 279 The "fire-teazer who holds the soul of the steam-
boat in his hands 1843 Mill Logic I 1 iv. §1 105 The
fire-teazer of a modem steam engine. 1834 Ronalds &
Richardson Chem. Technol (ed 2) I. 34B The nnder-surface
of the cylinder being protected by "file tiles from the direct

and too powerful action of the fire 1827 G Higgins Celtic
Druids Pref. 46 They have of late obtained the names m
f
eneral of "fire towers. 1887 Spectator 28 May 722/2 The
uildmg appears to have been a regular "fire-trap 1801

Strutt Sports # Past iv lit 332 Exhibitions consisting

chiefly in "fire-trees,jerbs, and rockets 1639 J C[ruso]Art
of Warn e 154 To make a "fire-trunk Take a piece of light

wood .bore it through with ahole ofan inch in diameter;
place at the one end an half pike To charge the trunk, put
a charge of beaten powder in the bottomc [etc ] 1687 J.
Richards Jiytl Siege Bnda 26 Stones, Granadoes, Arrows,
Bullets, and Fire-Trunks. 3769 Falconer Diet. Man/ie
(1789), Sausisson, the trough which communicates the flame
from the tram to the fire-trunks or powder-barrels in a fire-

ship. 1830 Falconer'sDid Manne. Fire-trunksare wooden
funnels fixed in fire-ships under the shrouds, to convey the
flames to the masts, nggmg, and sails. 3835 H. Clarke
Diet , *Fire-tube 1382 Wyclut Ex xxvii 3 Toonges, and
hokes, and "fyer vessels 3827 Examiner 723/1 The Dart-
mouth sending a boat to one of the fire-vessels. 3763 J.
Adams Diary Feb Wks. 1850 II 344 Collectors, wardens,
"fire-wards, and representatives, are regularly chosen 183a
Webster, Fire-ward, Firewarden. 1663 Mrq Worcester
Cent. Inv Index, A "Fire Water-work 68 1879 Geikie m
Encycl Brit, (ed 9) X 250/1 Emanations of carburetted
hydrogen, which, when they take fire, are known as "Fire-

wells 1634 J Bate Myst. Nat <5- Art n 77 How to make
Gironells or "firewheeles. 1799G Smith Laboratory I 27
The fire wheels that are used on land, turn upon an iron
pm or bolt, drawn or screwed into a post 1567 Maplet
Gr Forest 113 Another which is called the "fier Worme, &
semeth as it were to be a kmde of Spider. 3821 Byron

81



IFIRE 242 FIRE.

Cam n i, I have seen the fiie-flies and fire-worms 1639

J C[ruso] Art of Warre 93 Fire balls, gianadoes, *fire-

wreathes, and fire-trunks 1862 H Marryat Year m
Sweden II 346 note, Fiie-arrows shot from the bows, as well

as fiie-wieaths cast into the vessels of the enemy

b In various plant-names, as fire-bush, (see

quot ) ; fire-grass that., parsley piCTt (Alchemtlla

arvmns), so called because used as a remedy for

erysipelas (J Smith,Dom Bot. 1871); fire-leaves,

(a) Plantago media , (b) Scahosa succisa ;
fire-

pink (see quot.) ,
fire-weed, applied to various

plants (see quots
)
that spring up on burnt land.

1882 Garden 13 May 322/2 The *Fire Bush (Embothnum
coccineum) which thrives so well in Devonshire i860

Gard. Citron 11 Aug 738 *Fire-leaves. In Gloucestershire

the name is given to the leaves of Plantains ; and we have
heard it in Heiefordshire used for the Scabiosa succisa

(Devil's bit), 1882 Garden 6 May 307/2 The *Fire Pink
(Siltne vi rguticd) —The flowers of this Catchfly are unsur-
passed as regards brilliancy by those of any other plant.

1702 J Belknai* Hist New-ITampsh III 133 No other

cultuic being necessary . but the cutting of the ^fire-

weed 1820 Loudon Encycl Plants 706 Senecio hteraci-

falius m North America, as vulgans in Europe is

known by the name of the Fire-weed x8s7Thoheau Maine
W" (1894) 330 There were great fields of fire-weed {Epilo-

burnt angustifohnm)on all sides 1861 Miss Prats Flower
l’l II 104 In Virginia, the Thorn-Apple is called Fireweed
1866 Treas Bot ,

Fireweed, an American name for Ercch-
thites hieracifolia 189a R Kipling in Times (weekly cd

)

24 Nov 13/3 1 he fire-weed glows in the centre of the drive-

ways
c. In provincial or local names of birds and

insects, as fire-crest, the golden-crested wren
{Reguhts igmeapilhis)

;
also fii e-crestcd wren

,

fire-flirt, the redstart (Rutuillaphccnicurits)

;

fire-

Bang*-bird, the Baltimore oriole (see Fiee-bied)
,

fire-tail, (a) the ledslait; (b) a small finch-like

bud of Tasmania
;

also, fire-tailed finch ;
(t) (see

quot. 1868)
1885 Swainson Pros). Names Birds 229 *Fire crest Ibid.

13 Redstart *Fire flirt 1855 Lowell Let to Stillman
21 May, The linnets, catbirds, *fire hang-birds, and robins
1802 G Montagu Omith Diet (1833) 412 *Fire-tail . . the

Redstart 1865 Gould Hdbk Birds Australia I 406
Zonreguithus beHus,

Fne-tailed Finch Fire-tail 1867
CornJi Mag XV 593 ‘There’s a firetail', said the boy
1868 Wood Homes without H xxv 481 Those splendid
insects which are popularly called Ruby-tailed Flies or Fire-

tails and scientifically are teimed Chrysididce

Fire (f3i°i),2».i Forms: 1 f^rian, 3 furen(ii),

4-7 fyre, (4 fijre, 5 firm), 6-7 fier, 4- fire, [f

Fire sb ; OE had fynan (once, m sense 1) ; cf.

OHG fimrbn to be on fire,fiuren to set on fire

(MHG viuren, mod G feuerti) ]

+ 1 . trans To supply with firing. (Only OE )

C970 Canons of Edgar, Penitents § 14 Fede {jearfan and
scryde and husije and fyrige, baSige and beddige.

2 trans To set on fire, so as to damage or de-

stroy ;
sometimes, to consume or destroy by fire

a 1400-50 Alexander 2217 A full thousand he fangid to

fire pe foure jatis c 1440 Promp. Parv 162/1 Fynn, or

sette on a fyre, or bnnnyn c 1490 Adam Bel 117 in Ritson
Anc Pop P. 9 They fyred the housem many a place 1392
Lyly Midas 1 1, Least desiring things above my reach, I be
fiered with Phaeton 1699 Bentley Phal. 77 Cylon fired

the Pythagoiean College. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII lvi

180 He fired his camp 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag m. 11.

When all your stacks were fired, she lent you gold

b To light, Handle, ignite (anything intended

for the purpose ;
now only a beacon, or something

explosive).

1393 Gower Conf I 81 Smon Withinne Troie a tokne
hath fired £1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xvii 399 He
toke a torche and fyred it 1571 Digges Pantom. Pref
A uj b, He hath . . sundrie times by the Sunne beames fired

Powder 1665 Str T. Roe’s Voy E Ind 428 They fire an
innumerable company oflamps 1705 Phil Trans LXXXV.

f
6i Twenty white lights, which were fired at Beachy
lead i860 Tyndall Glac n 111 242 Gunpowder could

easily be filed by the heat of the sun’s rays converged

+ c Tofire about • to surround with fires Obs
c 1440 Bone Flor 709 The Grekys had fyied hym abowte,

That he myght on no syde owte

+ d Used in the imperative as an impiecation.
1732 Foote Taste n Wlcs 1799 I 23 Fire me, my Lord,

there may be more in this than we can guess 1760 —
Minor 1 ibid I 241 Fue him, a snub-nos’d son of a bitch

3 fig To set (a person) on fire
;
to inspire with

passion or strong feeling or desire
; to inflame, heat,

animate Also, to lundle or inflame (a passion, etc ).

a 1225 St Marker 18 WiS \>e halwunde fur of pe hall gast
moncunne froure fure min heorte c1383 ChaucerL G. W.
1013 Dido, That al the world her beute hadde y-fyred
<21420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 3833 They kyndlen 11 e,

and firen lecherie 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev 11 111,

What danke mamsh spiut, But would be fyred with im-
patience? 1697 Dryden Vvrg Past vw 99 Verse fires the

frozen Veins 1728 Young Odes to King Wks 1757 I 176
What hero’s praise Can fire my lays, Like His’ 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xv iv, Perceiving she had fired the
young Lord’s pride. 177s Johnson Tax no Tyr 22 The
nations of Europe were fiied with boundless expectation

1813 Scott Roheby 1 xu, Fired was each eye, and flushed
each brow. <11862 Buckle Misc, Wks (1872) I 13 Venice,
that land so calculated to fire the imagination of a poet
1881 Mallock Romance Nineteenth Cent II 62 These
imaginations fired him with a new longing for her

+ b = Feague <v ab
*737 Bracken Famery Imfr (ed 2) II. 61 You may

chance to get a View of the Horses without the Dealer’s

having first put them upon their Mettle, or fired them, as it

is called
,
for the last of these they will do, if possible, unless

the Horse happens to set his Tail naturally

4. mtr To catch fire, to be kindled or ignited;

+ also, to be consumed by fire Of a coal mine :

(see quot 1892) To fire up : (of a volcano) to

burst into flame
a 16x8Raleigh Afiol 29 For I will fire with the Galhoones

if it come to extreamity, x68x Land Gaz No 1628/2 In
this Fight, the Fngat fired twice 1731 S Hales Stat Ess
I 270 As in the case where houses ai e first beginning to fire.

*774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1862) I vm 39 Gunpowder will

readily fire with a spark. 1869 Phillips Vesnv 111 39 On the

20th of April ram came with the Sirocco, and the mountain,
as usual, fired up 1892 Norlhmnberld Gloss s v , A pit is

said to have fired when an explosion of gas has taken place

b transf Of flax : To become covered with
black spots as if burnt.

1814W S Mason Sunt Ireland I xm ix 263 They find

fiom experience that the lattei [American flax-seed] fired

much more than the former [Dutch flax-seed]

5 fig To become inflamed, heated, or excited.

Tofire up : to show sudden heat or anger.
X568T Howell Aib Auntie (1879) 3®> I iage an^ rewe,

1 fire and freese 1604 Marston Maliontent v 11, Women
are flax, and will fire in a moment 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones v x, The parson . fired at this information 1798
Tane Austfn Northang. Abb (1833) I vi 23 If I weie to

near any one speak slightingly of you, I should fire up in a
moment 1824 W Irving T. Trav I 261 She fired up at
the arrogance of the squire 1832 Examiner 388/r His
heart swells, and his imagination fires x8do Dickens Barn
Fudge xli, I should have fired and fumed 1

6 transf. a trans. To redden or cause to glow
as if on fire ; to suffuse with a fiery hue.

1393 Shaks. Rich II, in 11 42 When He [the sun] fires

the prowd tops of the Easterne Pines. 1633 P Fletcher
Purple Isi 11 10 The flaming bloud, Which fir'd her scarlet

cheek with losie dies 1784 Cowper Task v 2 The sun .

Ascending, fires th’ horizon X878 B. Taylor Deu/ealion 11.

11. 39 As a strong sunset fires the unwilling East,

b. tntr. To glow as if on fire, to glow as red
as fire

1865 J. C. Wilcocks Sea Fishenn (1875) 1x8 When the
water fires, or, as the fishermen term it, * bnmes ’ 1886 A.
Lang Lett to Dead Authors xvii 177 Watching the dawn
as it fired.

7 . a trans. To affect (the body) with a burning
sensation. ? Obs b intr. To become heated or
inflamed 1 US.
1673 Ray Joiim Lem C 439 Olives are of a horrid

taste, firing the throat and palate 1889 Century Diet.
s v , His feet fire easily in walking. (Colloq

)

8 trans To drive (any one) away from a place

by fire
;
with out, out of,from, or equivalent const.

Alsoyfc Obs or 1 are

1330 Palscr 551/1 Come out, or I shall fyre the out
1390 Marlowe Edw II, in. 11, March to fire them from
their starting-holes xfiog Shaks Lear v in 23 He shall
bring a Brand from Heauen, And fire vs hence, like Foxes
16x5 Byfield Expos Col. 111 5 Lust will not usually out
of the soul . till it be fired out with confession 1677W
Hubbard Nanative 128 The rest of the Enemy being first

fired out of their strong hold, were taken X728 Swift
Let Dull Wkly Jml 21 Sept, The law is like the wooden
houses of our ancestors where you are very often fired

out of all you have

I*
b To force (a way) by fire Obs.

1671 Crowne Juliana 11 Dram. Wks 1873 1 33 Ha 1 the
gates fastened I Fetch me a torch. I’ll fire my way to ’um.

9 . trans. To subject to the action of fire
; to pre-

pare by heat
,
e g. to bake (pottery, bricks, etc ) ,

to dry or cure (tea or tobacco) by artificial heat.
x66a R Mathew Uni. A Ich Ixxxix 159 The gentlier thou

dost fire, the better wil thy Work be 1782 Wedgwood in
Phil Trans LXXII 307 The kiln in which our glazed
ware is fired furnishes three measures 1803 J. Nicol
Poems I 28 (Jam) The dough is then rolled thin, and cut
into small scones, which, when fired, are handed round
the company. 1823 Beverley Lighting Act 11 18 Hoop,
fire, cleanse, wash or scald any cask 1873 Sat. Rev XL
353/1 For green tea the leaf is ‘fired' within two hours of
picking 1883 U S. 10th Census Report Agric Tobacco
02 If a damp spell occurs after the barn is filled with to-

bacco it is sometimes fired with wood to save it x888 Pall
Mall G 19 Nov 2/1 The work is fired, again painted with
enamels, again fired, and so oc

10 . Farriery To burn, cauterize.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 299 Then to give him
the fire, which Absyrtus doth not allow, saving the Spleen
lyeth so, as it cannot easily be fired, to do him any good
1677 Lond Gaz No 1201/4 A Hunting Gelding fired for

theSpaven on the near leg behind 1737 BrackeuFarrieiy
Impr (1736) I 320, I see no Harm in Firing or Cauterizing
oung Colts 1869 E Farmer Scrap Bk (ed 6) 27 They ’ll

e most of them ‘blistered’ or ‘fired’, and turned out 1

11 . To supply (a furnace, etc ) with fuel
, to at-

tend to the fire of (an engine).
1760 Goldsm Cit W xcm p 3 [He] might as well send his

manusenpt to fiie the baker’s oven. 1862 Smiles Engineers
III 25 George firing the engine at the wage of a shilling a
day. 1890 Daily News 26 Dec 5/7 The Edinburgh Woiks
have as much coal as will fire the retorts for at least eight
or ten days 1894 Chamb Jml. 30 June 414/1 The boilers
were fired by oil

b. absol Also with up : To make up a fire ; to
light up the fire of a furnace

;
hence colloq. to light

one’s pipe.

1879 Baring-Gould Germany II 368 In the depth of
winter it is quite enough to fire up twice in the twenty-
four hours x88x M. Reynolds Engtne-Drvoing Life 17 He
allows the fireman to find out how to fire, when to fire, and

where to fire 1890 Century Mag 127/2 When we had fired
up he giew more and more in coidial mood 1893 Catholic
News 2i Oct 6/s, I had been firing on the line for five years
back

C To fire off (a lain) to cause it to cease
burning
1884 C T. Davis Bricks, etc 283 When the fiist kiln has

been fiied off

12 To apply fire to (a charge of gunpowder) m
order to cause its explosion , to discharge or let off

(a gun, firework, etc ), explode (a mine, etc ).

Also, tofine off
To fire a salute

,
to fire a certain number of guns as a

salute , to fire a broadside, to fire all the guns on one side
of a ship. Also fig
X530 Palsgr 530/1 Fyer this pece . ajfnstez ceste piece

1602 Shaks Ham v 11 281 Let all the Battlements their
Ordinance fire 1699W Hackl Coll Voy iv 37 They load
them with loose Powdei and they fiie them with btone-
sliot 1703 Berkeley Cave Dmimore Wks 1871 IV 506,
I desired one of 0111 company to fire off his gun 1799 G
Smith Laboratory I 17 Ihcse soits of rockets are fiied on
a board or stand 1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xxvu 91 At
sundown, another salute of the same number of guns was
fired 1847 Marryat Cluldr N Forest xv, Edward fired
his gun into the body of the man 1883 J Gilmour Among
Mongols xxvi 315 A grey-headed old man comes out and
flies off crackeis. x886 Mrs Lynn Linton Paston Carcw
xl, Only when Mary filed a broadside into hei charactei
did Mrs Richard give tongue in her behalf

b. causal To cause to discharge a fire-aim

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 4a The instructor will fiie each
recruit singly.

13 . mtr. or absol. To discharge a gun or olhei

fiie-aim
;
to shoot. Const at, upon

,
into

,

etc
Frte / as a word of command, is now apprehended as the

vb in the imperative , originally it was prob the sb (=s

Fr fcit)

£1645 T Tully Siege of Carlisle (1840) 47 Stradhng
threatened to fire upon them 17x9 Di Fol Ct itsue (1840)
II iv 93 He fired, and hit two 1721 — Col Jack (1840)
227 We had orders not to fiie upon the laughers X794
Southey Botany Bay Eel 11, 1 fired, they fell 1848 Mac-
aulay Hist Eng II 250 Devonshire had been fired at
from Colepeppci’s windows. 1833 Halihurion Nat <5

Hum. Nat. I vm 231 He has fired into the wiong flock

this time 1883 Law 'Junes 9 May 29/2 The plaintiff fiied

at him, but did not hit him

b. transf (.Bell-ringing.) To nng all the bells

m a peal at once
1788-1880 [cf Firing 6 b]

c fig. To fit e away : to start off and proceed
(in a speech or action) with cneigy and rapulily,

to ‘go ahead.’, colloq

1775 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary 4 Mai
,
Mr Buiney

fired away m a voluntary 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xvn,
Now then, Billy, fire away. 1841 E Fit/Gi hald Lett
(1889) I 67 Then Edgewoith fires away about the Odes of
Pinaar x88o Payn Conjid Agents III 156 You tell it to

me, and I will tell it to him Fire away.
14 mtr Of a gun, etc To go off
1668 Loud Gaz No 260/4 The Gun fired, killing two men.

1799 Naval Chron I. 440 A quantity of six-inch live shells

fired 1816 SporttngMag XLVII 194 Thekeepeis lieaid

a gun fire

b fig To go offm an explosion of passion.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxiv, Madame de Belladonna
fired off in one of her furies

15 . trans To eject or propel (a missile) from a

gun or other fire-arm. Tofire away

.

to consume
(ammunition) by firing

1588 Shaks L L L hi i 63 Is that Lead slow which is

fir’d from a Gunne? 1864 Macdougall Modern War vu
17& He paralysed one-half of his army by shutting it in

behind the ravine, where it did not fire a shot Ibid xm
428 There is a tendency m the soldiers to fire away their

ammunition m a reckless and aimless manner 1885 Tunes
23 Jan 9/2 A man who had never commanded a regiment or

fired a shot in anger

b. transf. To propel or discharge (a missile) as

from a gun. Also absol (cf 13 )
X708 Ockley Saracens (1848) 143 The Persian archers

firing on them all the while 1849 Pitman’s Ghost in Bards
of the Tyne 409 (N01 thumb Gloss ) They fired styens_ at

him 1878 A Hamilton Nerv Dis x 270 A boy having
fired a brick at her. 1885 'limes 4 Feb 4/4 If you want
something to eat, fire a stone through a window

c. fig ;
also, tofire off

1830 J W Croker in Croker Papets (1884) III xxvu
214 He had a most effective style of firing off his joke 1839
Reade Love me Little I 1, 29 Her ardent aunt fired many
glowing phrases in at the [carnage] window 1861 Hughts
Tom Bi own at Oxf 11, He would not notice the looks of

recognition which Tom kept filing at him 1873 Argosy
XVI. 443 ‘Miss Timmens is not worth her salt’, fired Tod
x888 Bryce Amer, Commit! Ill cxi 600 The great set

speeches being fired off .with a view to their cnculation m
the country,

16 . US, slang To turn (any one) out of a place

;

to eject or expel foicibly ; to dismiss or discharge

peremptorily, to 1 eject (a picture sent m for exhi-

bition). Frequently with out.
It has been suggested, that this sense is derived from 8,

but this seems unlikely

1885 Milner (Dakota) Free Press 23 Apr 5/2 If the prac-

tice is persisted in, then they [pupils] should be fired out

1887 Lisbon (Dakota) Star xi Feb 4 Postmaster Breed says
the next time such a thing occurs he will fire the offender

bodily 1889 PallMall G 29 Apr, 2/1 A Commissioner who
should he discovered to have reported a subordinate unjustly

would be fired from his high post. x8g2 Nation (N V ) 13

Dec. 447/2 Artists of genuine ability have found their can-

vases fired.



FIRE 243 FIRE-EATER.

Fire, v ’ Obs. variant of Veer
1536 Bellenden Cron Scot iv xiv, Thay fynt thair

takillis, and sank down in y° middis of y° see

[ Fireable, a. Obs -1
[f Fire v + -able ]

Capable of being fired or set on fire

1662 J Chandler Van Helmont's Onat 137 If Iron be

not throughout its -whole Body fireable, but a Coal altogether

fireable

Fi're-arm. Usually^/ [f Fire sb + Arm sb 3
]

A weapon from which, missiles are propelled by the

combustion of gnnpowdei or other explosive (The
sing is late and rare m use )

1646 Evelyn Diary, Brescia, Here I purchas’d my fine

carabine this citty being famous for these fire-armes 1647
Clarendon Hist Reb. n. (170a) I 92 Noi had they Am-
munition to supply their few File Arms 1719 Dr Foe
Cmsoe (1840) I xvu 331 I left them my fire-arms; viz

five muskets 1840 Thackeray Pans Sk-bk (187a) 197
He heard the report of a fire-arm 1879 Cassell's Techn
Educ III 067 Battles are more and more fought out with
fire-aims

Hence Pi re-armed ppl. a provided with fire-

arms
1869 Petheiuck Trav I 139 The negroes having only

clubs and lances, they were soon overpowered by the fire-

armed Arabs

Fi*re-ball. [f. Fire sb + Ball sbf\

1 A ball of fire or flame
,
applied esp to certain

large luminous meteors, and to lightning in a

globulai form.

1553 Eden Decades 2x7 The fyer baule or starre commonly
cauled saynt Helen x6ri Speed Hist Gt Bnt 616/2 There
was such a Tempest & thunder with great firebals of light-

ning 183S Browning Paracelsus 1 'Igo toprove’

,

Unless

God send His hail Or blinding fireballs 1862 Tyndall
Mountaineer 1 8 Sometimes the lightning seems to burst,

like afiieball 1883 H A. Newton in Encycl Bnt XVI.
108/1 Another class of luminous meteors known as shooting

or falling stars, fire balls [etc] 1888 P G TaIt ibid

XXIII 330/1 The most mysterious phenomenon is what
goes by the name of ‘globe lightning’ or ‘fire-ball’,

2 Mil. A ball filled with combustible or explo-

sive materials, used as a projectile, either to damage
the enemy by explosion or to set fire to their works

1595 Barnfield Cassamdia xli, Vulcan darted Against
their Tower his burning fier-bals 1609 Holland Amm
Marcell xxiv iv 340 Tumbling downe huge stones, with

fiiebrands, and firebafls [inalleolts] 1684 ScanderlegRediv
v 120 They shot above 2000 Cannon Bullets into the Town,
and 500 Fireballs 17S3 Chambers Cycl Supp ,

Fire balls

are bags of canvas filled with gunpowder, sulphur, saltpetre,

pitch, &c 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 505 A fire-ball

struck the rfija’s elephant,

b Jig.

1673 Traherne Chr Ethics xxv. 390 Virulent speeches are

a fire-ball tossed to and fro, of them that love death. 1718

Hickes J Kelilewell 11 xxix 131 At this Time there were
Fire-Balls of Dissention flung all over the Kingdom,

e. Her (Seequot)
1830 Robson Bnt Her III. Gloss, s v Ball, Fire Ball,

or Ball fired proper, is always represented with the fire

issuing from the top When otherwise, it should be so ex-

pressed in the blazon ; as, a ballfired m four places

3.

a. A ball of coal-dust and clay or other

material, used for kiudlmg fires, b A ball of

fire-brick, put into a fire to save fuel

FiTe-bird. Also 6 fierea-bird.

1. fa A bird which stays by or hovers round

the fire (quot 1593 ). b (See qnot 1865.)

*593 TeU-trotKs New 7 Gift 12 This weather-beaten

fieres-bird 1863 Tylor Early Hist.Man ix 232 The story

of the fire bird a bird which pecked at it [a tree] and made
fire come forth

2 a. US A popular name of the Baltimore

oriole, Icterus galbula. b. A kind of bee-eater.

1824W Irving T Trav (1849)436 The fire-bird streamed

by them with his deep-red plumage 1836 Bryant Poems,
Indian Story viu, The hollow woods Ring shrill with the

fire-bird’s lay *892 Pall Mall G 12 Nov. 3/1 You may
watch the red fire bird (a kind of bee-eater) as it sweeps

. round the bush-grown moat of the fortress

Fi re-blende. Min. [translation of Ger. feuer-

blende (Breithaupt m 1832), f.fetter Fire + blende .

see Blende ] = Pyrostilpnite.
1830 DanaMm 343 1873 Ure's Diet Arts(ed 7) 13. 393.

Fi're-boot, t-bote. Law Obs. exc Hist. [f.

Fire sb, + Boot sbP Cf. OE fjr-bfta one who
4 beets ’ or mends a fire ] The repair or mending

of a fire
;
wood used for this purpose, fuel (granted

by the landlord to the tenant) , the right of a tenant

to take fire-wood from off the landlord’s estate,

1484 Lease of Manor ofScotter (N.W Line. Gloss), 12

carect subbosci pro le heybote et octo focal pro fyrbot

*337 Tusser ioo Points Hush, lxv, A blocke at the harthe

. Shall helpe to saue fier bote 1339 Will ofE, Boraston

(Somerset Ho ), My saide wyf shall have ceitayne under-

woodes appoynted to hei by my executours towardes her

fyreboote 1657 Sir H Grimstone in Croke's Reports I

477 Those trees were long since fit only for fire-boot *78®

Ayliffe Parergon 506 If a Man cuts Tiees for Cartboot,

Ploughboot, and Fireboot 1824 Hitchins & Drew Corn-

wall II 2x4 Gathering for fire-boot and house-boot .

branches of oak trees 1888 A thensenm 12 May 596/3 The
privilege of firebote in the lord's wood, that is gathering

sticks for fuel

Fire-box. [Box j£.2]

fL A box with materials for procuring fire, a

tinder-box Obs.

*555 Eden Decades 291 Euery man caryeth with hym a

fyre boxe 1806-7 J Beresfokd Miseries Hum Life (1826)
Post Groans No 43 Comforts of a fire-box 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xlvu. He earned in his pocket, too, a fire-

box

+ 2 A kind of firework. Obs.
1634 J Bate Myst Nat. 4 Art n. 75 How to make fire

Boxes In these boxes you may put golden rayne, starres,
serpents petrars [etc ]

3 The chamber of a steam-boiler in which the
fuel is burnt.
1830 Stephenson & Locke Locomotive Fixed Engines

65 Those [wheels] on which the ‘fire-box' rests 1887 J. A
Ewing in Encycl Bnt XXII. 316/1 The boiler is fitted
with a cast-iron internal fire-box.

Fi’re-brand. [f Fire sb + Brand fi.]

I A piece ofwood kindled at the fire,

c 1203 Lay 25608 Sloven [flojen ?] of heore hsegene swulc
fur-burondes c 1300 K Alts 6848 Theo kyng sygh a lem,
so a fuyrbroud c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xni 57 A wikked
man..kestabrynnandfyrebrandatoureLord 1391 Spenser
Vvrg Gnat 343 Tisiphone doth shake Her flaming fire

brand 1684 Bunyan Ptlgr 11. (1862) 296 As the Proverb is,

he could have hit a Fire-brand, had it stood in his way
1786 tr. Bedford's Vathek (1868) 6 Eyes which glowed like
firebrands. 1828 Berry Encycl Her. I, Fire-brand in-
flamed ppr , fire brands, borne in coat-armour, are generally
represented ragulv 1887 Bowen Vtrg JEnetd 1 525 We
Pray thee the firebrand fell from the? Trojan vessels to keep.

+ b. transf. One who is doomed or deserves to

burn in hell ; usuallyfirebrand of hell Obs.
1340 Hampole Pr Consc 7421 Or he us made for noght

els to dwelle In erth, bot to he fyre brandes in helle *331
Crowley Pleas Pam 270 Eternall fyre is redy for eche
hell fyrebrande 1560 Becon New Catech. Wks 1844 II

204, 1 was by nature, a very firebrand of hell

2. Jig One who, or a thing which, kindles strife

or mischief, inflames the passions, etc.

1382 Wyclif Isa. vu 4 Thm herte be not ferd of the two
tailes of these smokende fyr brondis 1581 Savile Tacitus'
Hist n Ixxxvi (1591) 104 This man became a principall fire-

brande of the warre 1383 Exec for Treason (1675) 16 Dr.
Sanders the Popes firebrand in Ireland 1647 Clarendon
Hist Reb. iv. (1702) I 293 And so this firebrand of Privi-

ledge inflamed the City at that time 1690 Norris Beati-
tudes (1692) 67 Meer Firebrands in Society, that kindle and
lay waste where-ever they come 1791 Burke Corr (1844)
III 278 These fierce republicans, even the very firebrands

of the Jacobins i860 Motley Netherl I iv 132 Not
peace, hut a firebrand had the King held forth to his

subjects

f3. = Brand-mark Obs
1673 Lond. Gan. No 1049/4 A speckled Mare . marked

with a Fire-brand on the near shoulder 1704 Ibid No
4037/8 A Cart Gelding . a Firebrand on the near
Shoulder

4. A local name for the redstart.

1890 in Gloucest Gloss

6 atlrib. Ftrebrand-new (dial)=BRAND-XEW.
C1420 Pallad on Hush IV 328 Umbidelve The rootes,

and dryve ynne a firbronde pynne 1606 Shahs Tr Cr
II 11 no Our fire-brand Brother Pans bums vs all. 1882

W. Wore Gloss
,
Fire-brand-new quite new

Hence Fi re-branded ppl. a, (a) = Brand-
marked (obs ) ,

(b) furnished with fire-brands.

Pi‘re-brandism (nonce-wd), the disposition or

behaviour of a (social) fire-brand

1673 Lond Gaz No 764/4 The Gelding is brown the

Letter R firebranded on the farther buttock 1818 Keats
Endym, in. 7 Who will see unpack’d Fire branded foxes

to sear up and singe Our gold and ripe-ear’d hopes 1887

Sat. Rev. 5 Nov 643 Firebrandism of this kind is . an act

either of unpardonable folly or .wickedness

+ Fi*re-cra ncel. Obs [Cf. Ger. feutrkram

in same sense , also hranzel, dim. of kranz wreath ]

=fire-hoop, -wreath • see Fire sb. B. 5 .

1753 Magens Insurances II 444 Cannons, Muskets

Granadoes, Fire-Crancels, pitched Hoops.

Fi're-cross, fi ery-cro'SS. [See Cross 13 ]

A signal used anciently in Scotland, and more

recently in the Highlands, to summon the men

to a rendezvous on the sudden outbreak of war.

It was called in Gaelic cros-tdraidk or crann-tdraidh —
cross or beam of gathering, and consisted of a cross or piece

of wood burnt at one end and dipped in blood at the

other—symbolical of fire and sword—which was handed

from clansman to clansman, each man immediately on re-

ceiving it running with it to his nearest neighbour, so as to

spread the alarm over a district in a short time (Poetical

references to it are often mere guesses founded on the name

)

1347 m Reg Privy Seal XXI 43 (Jam) The fire Croce

bemg borne throw the hale Realme i54§
Patten Exped

Scott in Arb Gamer III 63 1615 Sir D Campbell Let,

in Pitcairn Cnm. Trials Scot III 23 Sir James thetraitour

hes latlie directit out ane fyrie croce from the head of Lock-

errane to the Tarbart 1641 Milton Refami n (1831) 51

To proclaime a fire-crosse to a perpetuall cmll warre.

1810 Scott LadyofL hi xviu, He vanish d, and o er moor

and moss Sped forward with the Fiery Cross 1820 Lingard

Hist Eng (ed 4) VII. 16 Arran had dispatched the fire-

cross from clan to clan

Fired (fai®jd), ppl a. [f Fire v. + -ed L]

1 Set on fire or alight, kindled

c 1420 Pcdlad on Hush 1 920 The fyred nuttes smolder

1336 J Heywood Spider <$• F lvu 130 Euene peece Hath

a spider gonner, with redy fired mach 1663 Manley

Grohus' Lm-C Warres 937 The Holland ships also at-

tempted to succour their fired Vessels 1719 D Urfey Pills

I 197 To quench a fir’d House. 1884Pall Mall G 30 Dec.

a/t The gases from the fired gunpowder.

2 As transl. of L. tgmfus . a>. Tried in the

^1382 Wyclif Rev. ni 18,

1

counseile thee, for to bye ofme

gold fynd.

f b Full of fire, fiery, (hi. and_/f^.) Obs

<21300 E. E, Psalter cxviit, [cxix ] t4o Fired Jnspeche es

swithe wele a 1340 Hampole ibid ,
F fynd gretly pi worde

bat is, hi worde pat is fyry thorgh be halygast 1388

WYCLirNum xxi 6 The Lord sente find serpentis in to the

puple

3. Of flax
;

(see quots and Fire 0.1 4 b).

1789 Trans Soc Encourag Arts I 204 Except fired or

mildewed flax, both of which being improper for linen

cloth. 1814 Mason Surv Ireland I. xm ix 264 The leaves

are, by the wet, laid flat upon the stem, the flax instantly

appears fired (which is a number of black specks appeanng
upon the stem)

4. Her. Of a fire-ball . Represented with fire

issuing from the surface. See Fire-ball 2 c.

5. Fired off-, said of a kiln when the fire has

ceased to bum, but before the heat is exhausted

1884 C T Davis Bnchs, etc 284 If it is desired to admit

hot air to the upper part of any kiln, this may be done by
opening the dampers at the top of a fired-off kiln

Fi re-damp. [See Damp sb ] A miner’s term

for carburetted hydrogen or marsh-gas, which is

given off by coal and is explosive when mixed in

certain proportions with atmospheric air

1677 Phil Trans. XII. 895 The Fire-damp did by little

and little begin to appear in crevisses and slits ofthe Cole

1710 Bnt Apollo III. No 3 2/2 What Miners relate con-

cerning Fire-damps 1774 Pennant TovrScotl in 1772, 49

The colliers dare not venture with a candle in spots where

fire-damps are supposed to lurk 2879 Cassells Techn

Educ 1. 143 Two different gases, known by the miners as

fire damp and choke-damp
attnb 1867 W W. Smyth Coal & Coal-mining 200 The

ingenious ‘fire-damp indicator’ of Mr. Ansell 1874 Knight
Diet Mech I 863/1 Fire-damp-alarm, one which indicates

the presence of dangerous quantities of gas or fire-damp m
coal workings

, , r

Fi re-drake. [OE fyr-draca, f fyr, Fire sb +
draco, dragon.]

1 A * fiery dragon ’
,
a mythical creature belong-

ing to Germanic superstition

Beowulf5371 J»a wses frecne fyr-draca, faehSa gemyndis

1393 Gower C</nf III 95 Sometime the fire-drake it semeth.

1522 Skelton Why not to Court 978 That he wolde than

make The devyls to quakeLyke a fyerdrake 1683 Crowne
City Pohttgues 11 i, Were not your writings like so many
Fire drakes? no person [would] come near ’em. 1863

Kingsley Hereno. xm. He expected the enchanter to enter

on a fire drake 1883 Longm Mag. Sept 517 Woodcuts,

representing fire-drakes, and other fearful wild-fowl.

f2. a. A fiery meteor, b. A will-o’-the-wisp

1563 W Fulke Meteors (1640) 10 Flying Dragons, or as

Englishmen call them, fire Drakes, be caused m this raaner

1607 G. Wilkins MiseriesEnforcedMarr m Hazl Dodsley

IX 572 Who should be lamps to comfort out our way, And
not like firedrakes to lead men astray *631 Chatman Ceesar

4 PompeyWks 1873 III 159 So have I seen a firedrake glide

at midnight Before a dyingman to point his grave. 1831 Sir

F Palgrave Norm $ E”g- I I27 He deals u signs, por-

tents, fire drakes armies fighting m clouds.

+ 3. A kind of firework. Obs.

1607 Middleton Five Gallants hi 11 82 But, like fire-

drakes, Mounted a little, gave a crack, and fell 1634 J
Bate Myst Nat Sf Art 80 How to make fire Drakes.

1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey)
.

transf. a An alchemist s assistant, b A man
with a fiery nose e. One who is fond of fighting

;

s= Fire-eater 2. d. A fixe-man. e. = Fireship 2.

1610 B. Jonson Alch II. 1, That’s his fire drake. His lungs,

his Zephyrus, he that puffes his coales 1613 Sharks. Hen.

VIII, v. iv. 43 Twenty of the Dog-dayes now reigne in’s

Nose . , that Fire-drake did I hit three times on the head.

c 1626 Dick ofDevon. 1. 11 inBullen O PI II 14 Our shipps

Carrying such firedrakes m them that [etc ] a 1670 Hacket
A bp Williams 11 (1692) 146 It is not strange that such, fire-

drakes as he writes of could not forbear to threaten the

nation. 1631 Dekker Match niee 1 Wks 1873 IV 140

Another Fire-drake • More Salamanders I a 1700 B E Diet

Cant Crew, Fire-drakes,
Men with a Phenix for their

Badge, in Livery, and Pay from the Insurance-Office, to

extinguish Fires 1710 Bnt. Apollo II. Q. No 3 7/1

A Fire-drake of Spam [might] put you in the same Plight.

Frre-ea ter.
1 A juggler who eats or pretends to eat fire.

1672 Evelyn Diary 8 Oct , Richardson the famous Fire-

eater. before us devour’d bnmston on glowing coales, chew-

ing and swallowing them. zj6a Goldsm Cit W l\xxv.

Stage-players, fire-eaters and wire-walkers ought not

entirely to be despised 18*7 G Higgins Celtic Druids

221 Like the celebrated fire-eater in London

2, One fond of fighting, a duellist; one who
seeks occasion to quarrel or fight

1804 Morning Herald m Spirit Pub fruls (1805) VIII.

249 The Sieur W-d-m, fire-eater in ordinary to the troop.

1827 Barrington Personal Sk II 8 About the year 1777,

the ‘Fire eaters' were in great repute 1840 Thackeray

Pans Sk-bk. (1869) 25 He killed a celebrated French fire-

eatei 1864 Spectator No 187 627 Sober-minded men not

fire eaters wishing to fight for puie fighting s sake.

b. (US.) Before the Civil War; A violent

Southern partisan.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I 55 The new-

comer proved to be , as he pleasantly acknowledged, a
Southern Fire-Eater. 1879 Tourgee Fool's Err. vu 30 An
original Secesh, a regular fire-eatei.

3

Trade slang. A quick worker.

1841 Savage Diet. Printing, Fire-eater, Compositors who
are expeditious workmen are styled Fire Eaters 1889

Barr£hf & Leland Diet Slang, Fire-eater one

who does a great amount of work in a very short time.

So Frre-ea ting z>bl sb. and ppl a
1810 Metropolis II. 207,

1

would as soon sit down in com-

pany with my butcher as with these fire-eating fellows

31 — 2
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1848 Thackeray Van Fair xvii, A fiie eating and jealous
warrior 1863 Hawthornt Our Old Home (1883) I 55 My
fiie eatmgfnend hashad ample opportunities to banquet 011

ins favorite diet 188a W Haslam Yet not J (1883) 8 He
did not like that fire-eating' kind ofpleaching 1890 Spectator

4 Jan , The absence of liie eating among the leading states-

men of Euiope

Fi’re-engine. [f Fire sb + Engine ]
1 A machine for throwing water to extinguish

fires

c 1680 SirS Morland's Pumps Bioadside, Bnt Mus 816
m 10 90 For a Fire Engin with one Pair of Handles
Twenty three pound 1725 Dlsaguliers Exper Philos,

(1744) II 505-519 heading, Mr Newsliam’s Fire-Engine
1755 Franklin Let Wks 1887 II 405 A stream [ofwatei]
from, a fire-engine will foice through the strongest panes of
a window x8o60 Gregory Mech (1807)11 175 Fire engine
[is] the name now commonly given, to a machine by which
watei is thiown upon fires to extinguish them 1836 Dickens
Sk Bos, Our Parish. 1, The services of that particulai ly
useful machine, a parish fire-engine, aie required

2 A steam-engine. Obs exc local,

17ZZ Barnes in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789! II 685 note

,

The charge of water was calculated as if to be diawn by
horses, whereas it may be done much cheaper by help of
a fire engine 1750 Franklin Wks (1887) II 164 They
waited for a fire engine from England to dram their pits

1806 O Gregory Mech. 1x807) II 353 This [1 e. the steam
engine] has often been called the Fire-engine, because of the
file used in boiling the liquid 1867 W W Smvth Coal
«$- Coal-muting 6 Newcomen appears to have fiist tried
his ‘fire-engine ' on the large scale at a colliery near Wolvei-
hampton 1880 W. Cornw Gloss , Fire-engine, a steam-
engme.

f 3 A healing apparatus Obs rare
1708 J Chamberlayw St Gt Bnt 1 1 ui (1743) 9 One

fiie-engine conveys waimair to every individual Part of the
Machine [Lombe’s machine for thiown silk],

Fi•re-eyed, a. Having eyes glowing as with
fire

1S96 Shaics 1 Hen IV, iv. i 114 To the fiire-ey’d Maid of
smoakie Warre .will wee ofTei them. 1601 DmunfallEarl
ofHuntington iv 1 m Ha/1 DodsleyVIII 178 Anon comes
forth the fire-eyed dreadful beast 1602 Mauston A ntonio's
Rev. v v, Gum fiei-eyed rage Possess us wholly 1823
Moore Fables 137 Like certain fire-eyed minstrel maids
1831 Carlyle Sort Res. (1858) 64 Only at lare intervals
did the young soul burst forth into fire eyed rage.

Fi‘re-faug, sb [f. next vb] Tie state of
being fire-fanged or overheated.
x8i3_W Leslie Snrv. Naim. 454. *855 Jrnl R Agnc.

Soc XVI 11 328 Suppose the oxygen had been supplied to
the decaying mass would there have been any firefang 1

Frre-fang, v. Obs. exc. dial [f Fiiie sb. +
Fang v 1

] trans. To lay hold of with fire
; to

singe, scorch
;
m quot absol. Also jocosely of the

hurtling of heretics Obs in gen. sense
1562 Scott N Y Gift to Queue x in Bannatyne Poems

(1770) 245 And quha eit fiesch on Fridayis was fyre-fangit.
x6i8 M Baret Horsemanship L 37 A hasty fiie does not
only firefange but also taketh away the true rellish

Hence Frre-fanged ppl a., + (0) gen caught by
the fire, singed, scorched {obs ) ;

(b) spec of barley,
oatmeal, etc., of manure and straw

;
also ofcheese

:

Having a scorched or singed appearance, smell, or
taste, as if overheated. Frre-fangmg vbl sb

,

the action of the vb.

1513 Douglas AEneis xii v 202 This Chonneus Ruschit
on his fa, thus fyiefangit and onsaucht 16x5 Markham
Eng Homew n vu (1668) 166 Too hasty a fue scorcheth
and bui neth it [1 e the Malt],w hich is called among Maltstei s
Fire-fang’d 1725 Bradley Fam Diet s v Malt, With a
moderate Fire, for fear of Fire-fanging *790 Grose Prov
Gloss (ed 2), Fire-fanged, fire-bitten Spoken of oatmeal
&C that is overdried North 1808 Jamieson r v

, Cheese
is said to bzfirefangit, when it is swelled and cracked, and
has received a peculiar taste, in consequence of being ex-
posed to much heat before it has been dried i860 Lonsdale
Gloss , Fv e-fanged, of oats or barley too hastily dried m
the kiln

Frre-flaught. Ong. Sc [f. Fire sb. +
Flaught. Cf. Fireslaught ]

1. Lightning
, a flash of lightning , a storm of

thunder and lightning.

c *37S ? Barbour Troy-bk 1 468 Ande fyre-flauthtis our
pe feldes flee Ine syk fladdams & flambys briht. c 1425
Wyntoun Cron, vt v 33 A gret fyre flawcht Dan
hapnyd in Rome. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5556 Than
sail ye sone ofgod discend As fyreflaucht haistely glansyng
1645 Rutherford Tryal § Tn Faith (1845) 149 Reasons
work not in a moment, as fire flaughts in the air 18x6
Scott OldMoit xxxvm, He passed byme like a fire-flaught
1876 Miss Yonge Three Brides (ed 3) I xi 167 She passes
like—like a fire-flaught, whatever that is—just bows

lb. The northern lights ; aurora borealis
1787 Grose Prov. Gloss

, Fire-flaught the northern lights

2. trans/. a A sudden burst or rush.
1637 Ruthertord Lett. (1862) I civ 265 A fire-flaught of

challenges will come m at mid-summer and question me.
1880 Swinburne Study Shahs 173 Even Gonenl has her
one splendid hour, her fireflaught of hellish glory,

lb A fiery glance
1802 Jamieson Water Kelpie vui in Scott Muistr, Scott

Bord.fiZ6fi 338 From ilka ee the fire-flauchts flee And flash
alangis the flude. 1826 J Wilson Nod Ambr Wks. 1853
1 , 136 Every coorser flmgin’ fire-flaughts frae bis een

Fire-fly, [f Fire jnL]

1. A lampyrid or elatend insect which has the
property of emitting phosphorescent light
1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat Ins 1019 Of the Fire-fly

1736 P Browne Jamaica 432 The larger Fire Fly 1814
Cary Dante's Inf, xxvi. 31 Fire-fhes mnumerous spangling

o’er the vale 1880 Ouida Moths II 262 Where the fire-

flies flash amongst the lemou blossoms and the myrtle,

2 attnb, and Comb.
x8o6 Moorl Lake Dismal Swamp 11, Hei fire fly lamp

I soon shall see 1838 Bushnell Serin New Life 189
A mere fire-fly spaik in comparison 1876 Ouida Winter
City vu 183 Such as echo through the firefly-lighted corn

Fi’re-fork. [f as prcc ] Obs exc dial A
fork-shaped instrument used for Stirling up the

fire, putting on fuel, etc
c 1440 Promp Parv 161/2 Fyyr forke, ttcioiianuin 1483-4

Act x Rich III, c ta, Firefoikes 1347 Lane Wills I 108

Ij yrnes for the oven mouthe and a fire-fork 1627 Drayton
Agincouit 179 The women eagei as their husbands weie
With Spits and Fireforkes 1727 De For Hist App ix

(1735) 169 A fourth came out, not with a Sword, but a Fue-
Fork. 1873 mlSussex Gloss 1887 in Kent Gloss

Jig 1683 Crowne Sir C Nice 111 Wks 1874 III 301
Bell Who brought this picture? Hot The common fite-

fork of rebellion

FiTe-hearth. [f. as prec.]

1 The pavement of buck or stone on which
a file is made

; the hearth in front of a fireplace.

c 1440 Promp Parv 161/2 Fyyr herthe, focanum 1615
Crooicl Body ofMan 45 The Testicles are . the Feu-place
or Fire hearth, where the Lares or housliold-Gods of the
body, do solace and dispoit themselues 1703 T N City

«S
C Purchaser 43 Bricks aie frequently used 111 Paving of
Sinks, and Fire-hearths *769 11 Pnicr Obseni Revers.

Payments (1792) II 276 note, Theie was a tax of two
shillings on every fire-hearth

2 A kind of cooking range or stove for ships.
x6j6Lond Gaz No 1x27/4 The Invention of Iron Fire-

Hearths for Ships c 1830 liuduti Navig (Weale) 1x8 Fire-
hearth, the fire-place and conveniences in the galley for
cooking the provisions for the people

Frre-liook. [f as prec.] a. A large hook
used in pulling down burning buildings, b (See
quot 1874).

1467 in Eng Gilds (1870) 383 That ther be v fuyie hokes
1383Higins Junius’ Nomenclator Hama a fire hooke
1620 Nottingham Rec (1889) IV 371 We present the townes
fyer hookes to be decayd for want of steales [handles]
1788 Franklin Autol Wks. 1887 I 203 Fines apply’d to
the puichase of fire engines, ladders, fiie-hooks. 1812 H &
J Smith Rej. Addr , Tale Druiy Lane 89 The engines
thunder'd through the stieet, Fire hook, pipe, bucket, all

complete, 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 867/2 Fire-hook
(Steam engineering), a kind of book for lakmg and sturing
the furnace fire

t Fi’re-ho't, a [f as prec ] a Of matenal
things Hot as fire, red-hot. b fig Inflamed
with zeal, passion, or lust Obs

a. 1000 Elene 937 (Gr ) Fyihat lufu 1398 Trevisa Barth
de P R x iv. (Tollem. MS.), As it farep m fyre hoot yren
and in btennynge cole 1483 Caxton Gold Leg (1892) 979
Whan it was fyre hole X589 R HarveyP Perc 17, 1 dare
sale (with that firehot Preacher) that [etc]. 1595J Wefveu
in Shake C Praise 16 Faire fire-hot Venus 1603T Hutton
Reas Refusal 37 In the dales of firehot persecution 1678
R R[usskll] Geber in. 11. hi. v 224 That the Plates may be
kept fire-hot

Frre-house. [f as prec Cf ON eldhus ]A house with a fireplacem it, as distinguished from
the out-buildings. Obs exc dial. Sometimes,

+ the paiticular room in which the family fire was.
c 1000 jElfric Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 184/26 Caminatum,

fyrhus 1330 Test Ebor. (Surtees)V 292 Every fyer howse
wt m the panshing of Acclome 1632 in S O Addy Hall
of Waltheof (1893) 182 note. The Hall or Fierhouse of the
now mansion house of the said John Parker 1633 Pagitt
Chnstianogr (1646) 1 237 Ive (or Ine) granted to the
pope, that every Fire-house within lus Kmgdome should
yeaily pay mm a peny x68o in N % Q 3rd Ser (1866)
IX 432/1 All that ancient Messuage or Firehouse wherein
one C M now dwelleth 1878 Cumberld Gloss

, Fire-house,
the dwelling—in contradistinction to the outbuildings.

Fi're-iron. [Cf. MHG viunsern ]

+1. An iron (or a steel) for striking a light. Obs
c 1300 St Brandon 639 He brow3te a fur-ire and a ston

Forto smyte fur tlierwith c 1440 Promp Parv 161/2 Fyyre
yryn, to smyte wythe fyre, Jugtllus c xaoo Melusme' 23
Raymondm hadd kyndled the fyre with hys fyre-yron
1330 Palsgr. 220/2 Fyre yron to stryke fyre with,.Am/
2. pi. Implements for tending a domestic fire,

usually shovel, tongs and poker.
x8xa Specif G, Babb's Patent No 3526, A new Method of

producing . fire irons 1848 C Bronte J Eyre xxi, The
grate and fire-irons were burnished bright x886 J K.
Jerome Idle Thoughts (1889) 36 Hammering, shouting and
rattling the fire-irons

+ Fire-isle. Obs rare—1
, [f. Fire sb + OE.

ysla,ysela hot ashes ] In pi Ashes, embers
c 1230 Gen Ex 1130 Oc quane here apples ripe ben, fier-

lsles man mai cSor-inne sen

Fireless (ferules), a [f Fire j£.+-less.]
Devoid of fire, without a fire.

+ 1« Unlit, not flaming Obs.
1649 StanleyEuropa etc 29 Wi th hizzing firelesse Torches.
2 a Having no fire, without a fire

1661 Bkome Epist to Mr. J B 6 My fireless chymnies
catch the cold. 1773 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889)
II 1x7 This cold season, when there is no writing m a
fireless room. 1789 Wordsw Evening Walk, When fire-

less are the valleys far and wide 1832 Hawthorne Blithe-
dale Rom I. v. 8x, I went shivering to my fireless chamber
b Of a tribe; Having no knowledge of or

means of procuring fire

1863 Tylor Early Hist. Man ix 228 The mention of
a fireless race ibid 239 A fireless people

3 fig. Without energy, life, or animation.
XS98 Sylvester Du Bartas u, 1, 1. (1641) 86/1 The Beast

is lust less, sexless, fire-less, mute 1636 Traip Comm
Matt 111 ix The Latmes call a dull dronish man, a fileless
man
Fi’re-light. a The light given by a fire or

fires. +b Lightning {obs). c (quot 1845)
=

Aurora 5
Beowulf3037 He Fyi-leoht geseah c 1340 Cursor M

22680 (Trin ) As )>ondir do}> wij> file li^t 1769 De Foe's
Tour Gt Bi it III 210 It takes its Name fiom Flam, a
British Word for a Fire-light x8oo Herschll in Phil
Trans XC 480 Their disposition to transmit candle-light
or fire-light 1845 Hirst Com Mammoth 21 Flashed, like
the hre-lights of the Noith, When Winter rules the frozen
eaith i860 Tyndall Glac 1 v 41 The ruddy fiie-light

gleaming over the walls
* °

t Frreling. Obs— 1 [see ling.] A little fiie

13 Image Ipocr 108 in Skelton Whs, (ed Dyce) II 413
For many a hyerhnge With a wilde fyeilmge. .Shall pryck
owt as a post

Fi’reXock. [See Lock sb ]

1. A gun-lock in which spaiks were produced
(either by #friction 01 percussion) to ignite the

puming
The name was at first given to the Wheel-lock, in the

17th cent it became transferred to the Flint-lock
1347 Inventory in Meynck Antient Armour HI 15 One

chamber pece blacke with a fier locke 1623G M[arkiiam]
Souldicis Accid 53 Pistolls, Petroiiells, or Dragons all

these aie with fiie-lockes, and those fire-lockes (for the most
part) Snap-hances. 1639 R Ward Animadv Warre 1 293
The Firclocke is surest to give fire, and not so apt to be out
of kiltet ; besides they will indm e Spand 24 houres together
without hurting them 1633 Mrq Worcester Cent. Inv
No 44 A perfect Pistol with Prime, Powdei and Fire-

lock 1677 Ld Orrlry Art of War 31 In the Fire lock
the motion is so sudden, that what makes the Cock fail

on the Hammer, strikes the Fire, and opens the Pan at
once

2 A musket furnished with such a lock.

1590 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 47 Wheieby they [the

stones] should fade to strike lust vpon the wheeles being
fiic-lockes, or vpon the hammers or steeles, if they be Snap-
hances 1625 G M[arkham] Sottldieis Accid 41 They
[cuirassiers] shall haue a case of long Pistolls, fierlockes (if

it may be) but Snaphaunces, where they are wanting
1630 R Johnson’s Ktngd,

.J-
Commw 382 Pait earned

Fue-lockes oftwo foot, and the residue Pikes. 1662 J Davies
tr Mandelslo Trav E Iltd 51 They have no fire Arines
with wheeles, nor 3 et Fire-locks 1703 Luttrell BriefRel
(1857) V 305 An agent is arrived lieie, to buy 30,000 fiie-

locks x8xx Gen Doyle in Napier Penms War (Rtldg)
11 App. 427 Six months have passed without a fire lock

being made • 1869 E A Parkls Tract Hygiene (ed 3)

324 The English army have extemporised tents by sus-

pending blankets over their firelocks

3 A soldiei armed with such a weapon
1643 R Symonds Diary Civ War(Camden) 181/2 Colonel

John Russell, with the Prince’s ffeielockes, assaulted

1704 Collect Voy (Church ) III 728/2 Where they posted
12 Firelocks x8ox Wellington in Gurw Desp I 283 The
other corps will amount to about 2000 fiielocks 1844
H H Wilson Brit India.ll 342 The detachment scarcely
mustered nine hundred and fifty firelocks

4. attnb,

,

asfirelock musket,firelock piece.
a 1577 Gascoigne Conipl Gr Knt Weedes (1587) 183 My

chaunce was late to haue a peeieles fiieloclc peece 1631
Schedule of Prices in Meynclc Ant Arm III. xox For
a pair of firelock pistols a 1672 Wood Life (1848) 24 Capt
Bunce returned safe with six fire-lock musquets

t Fi rely, and adv Obs [f Fire sb + -lt ]A adj Ardent, furious

B adv Ardently, with fierce eagerness
1340 Ayenb 35 pe Jxridde bo3 of jzise renne is to uerliclie

yerne to ke mete 1433 Misyn Fire of Lave 11 iv 73 ]>e

qwhilk fyrely & opynly is byrnyd with fyre of lufe

Hence 1 Frrelihead, ardour, eagerness.
1340 Ayenb 33 ]?e more Jxet is Jxe like ueihchhede [ardciti ]

Jje more is J?e zenne

Fireman (fai® -man),

f 1. One who uses fire-arms ; a gunnel Obs
1626 Rawleigh’s Ghost 4 The best experienced souldiers

01 firemen. 11x648 Ld Herbert Life U77°) 51 Notwith-
standing all that our Firemen speak against it [archery]

1724 De Foe Mem, Cavalier(1^40) iBx The cannoneeis and
firemen were killed. X727 A Hamilton New Act E lnd
I xxii 263 The fire Men place themselves at convenient
Distances along the skirts of an Hill

2. One who attends to a furnace or the fire of

a steam-engme
1637 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 53 One or two of these

were Firemen that made the fires in the furnaces 1784
Wedgwood in Phil Trans LXXIV. 367 The fire about the
oven was kept as even and steady as possible, by an ex-

perienced fireman, under my own inspection 1883 Manch.
Exam 19 Feb 4/7 The fireman jumped off but the driver
and a brakesman weie killed

t 3 . fig A ‘ fellow of fiie *
,
see Fire sb. 13 b

1709 Steele Tatler No 61 p 1, I had last Night the
Fate to drink a Bottle with Two of these Fire-men

4. One who is employed to extinguish fires

17x4 Gay Trmiaui 362 The Fire-man sweats beneath his

crooked Arms 1766 Entick London IV 262 This office

keeps in its service 30 fiie men 1853 0 W Holmes
Poems 140, 1 asked the firemen why they made Such noise
about the town.

5. Mining One whose duty it is to examine the

workings of a mine to see that no fire-damp is

present, to attend to the blasting, etc.

1866 J Hogg 111 Intellect. Observer IX 2 As there was no
great quantity [of inflammable air] detected, the ‘fireman

*

thought it sufficient precaution to put up a 1 danger-signal

1883 Law Tunes LXXIX. X19/2 The fireman should not

allow any shot to be fired without seeing the charge put m,
and without first carefully examining the place.



FIRE-MASTER. FIRE-SLAUGtRT,

0

Comb , asfireman-waterman
1836 Dickens Sk Boz, Tates vu, ‘Did you want to be

put on board a steamer, sir?
1

inquired an old fireman-

waterman
Hence Fire manslnp

(
nonce-wd ), the craft or

function of a fiieman.

1874 Daily News 17 Mar 5 The amateur firemanship of

a nobleman 1881 M Reynolds Engine-driving Life 66

Now is the time foi the display of good enginemanship,

—

ah 1 and good fiiemanship.

Fi-re-master.
f 1. An officer of artillery who superintended

the manufacture of explosives or fireworks. Ohs

i6xz F Markham Dec Warre hi 11 87 The Fier-mastei

being he that hath the art how to make and compound all

manner of Fire-workes *688 Capt J S Fcrttf 132 By
this, a Fire Master may lay his Granado at any place.

i6gz Capt Smith’s Seaman's Giam 11 xiv no Discovered

by Mr Valentine Pyne, late Fire-Master of England 1708
Chamberlayne St Gt Brit n m (1743) 108 Mr Watson,
Firemaster to the Grenadiers 1824 Byron To Hancock

7 Feb
,
A firemaster (who is to burn a whole fleet),

b (See qnot

)

1876 Voyle Mil Diet s v , The designation of fire-master

is still known in the ordnance branch of the service , he is

an officer of the royal artillery, and is entiusled with the

inspection of ordnance stores at foreign stations.

2 A local title given to the chief officer of a fiie-

brigade
1865 A nn. Reg 5 The fiie-master [m Edinburgh] and

others had reason to be grateful for their deliverance

•j* Fi'ren, a. Obs Forms : 1 fyren, 2-3 furen,

(3 fern's 3-5 flren, fyren (-in, -nn) [OE fyien,

OHG fiurtn (MHG viuren) .—OTeut *fdirtno-,

f. *fflir, OE fyr, Fire sb ] Consisting of or con-

taining file ;
flaming with fire

971 Blickl Horn 43 ponne biS he Reteald to jiaere fyienan

ea 1c 1000Martyrolog 1um 4 (1894) Ond Rotnanen gesawon
fyren cleowen fcefeallan of heofonum c 1175 Lamb. Horn

89 Wes lsegen bifoian heore elche swile hit were furene

tungen. c 1203 Lay 18863 Of his eiene scullen fleon furene

gleden a 1300 Cursor M 22680 (Cott ) All j>e stanes

aboue pe erth and benepen sal smut togedtr wit sli maght,

als thoner dos wit firen slaght. 138a Wyclif 2 Kings u. 11

Loo 1 the fijren chaare and the hjren hors deuyden euer

either c 1400 Apoll Loll 08 Taking pe scheld of pe feip,

m pe wilk we may sleckun all the firun dartis of the enemy.

c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 157 Pat prynce of deuelys

3af hym drynken of a fyren cuppe brynnyng drynk wyth
brymston

Frre-new, a. arch. [Cf. Ger feuerneu ;
also

Brand-new] p Fresh from the fire or furnace

(obs ) ; hence, perfectly new, brand-new.

1594 Shaks Rich III 1 in 256 Your fire new stampe of

Honor is scaice currant 1599 H Buttes Dyet’s dru
Dinner N vb, Curdes fire newe for these be most
digestible 1615 Sylvester Hymn Alms 19s Fire-new

Fashion m a Sleeve 17*3 Addison Guardian No 113

r 2 Another suit fire-new, with silver buttons to it 1800

Coleridge Ptccolom iv vu, Duke Fnedland is as others

A fire-new noble 184a Browning Solil. Sp Cloister in,

A fire-new spoou.

Fire-office. An office for issmng policies for

insurance against fiie , a fire-insurance company
1684 H S (title) An answer to a letter giving an account

of the two msuiance-offices The Fire Office and Friendly

Society 1716 Loud* Getz No 5488/8 Hand-in Hand
Fire-Office 1727 Swift What passed in Loud ,

All the

fire offices were required to have a particular eye upon the

bank of England 184a Syd Smith Lett Wks 1859 II

324/1 Leave me to escape in the best way I can, as the

fire-offices very kindly permit me to do 1861 Dickens Gt
Expect xxxi, Insured m some extraordinary Fire Office

Frre-pan. [OE fyrpanne,
f.fyr, Fire +panne,

Fan ]

1.

A pan or receptacle for holding or carrying fire,

e g. a brazier, a chafing dish, a poitable grate

cxooo /Elfric Gloss 111 Wr -Wulcker 124 Arula, uel

battlla fyrpanne. 1382 Wyclif Ex xxxviu 3 Fleshhokes,

hokes, and fier pannes 1432 E E. Wills (1882) 91 A
vergyous baiell, and a fyerpanne 1567 Inv Sir G, Conyers

in Wills <5- Inn N C (Surtees) 267 A poer, a fier pann.and

a pair of tonngs xx*1 a 1639 Sfottiswood Hist Ch it cot,

vi xiu (1655) 306 That tne watch tower called Repent-

ance, be repaii ed, a great bell aud firepan put into it a x66x

Holyday Juvenal 58/1 The Romans had fire-pans, or

chafing dishes, placed in their baskets *767-9 S Paterson
Another Traveller J II 141 He next takes the p!ps in one

hand and the fii e-pan in the other *833 J Holland Manuf
Metal II 158 The portable brazier, or fire-pan, which

might be used in any apartment requntng to be warmed

2 A pan for heating anything over a fire Obs

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 285 Hold it in a fire-

pan over the fire untill it be baked so hard as it may be

made 111 powder 1638 Rawley tr Bacon's Life § Death.

(1650) 44 To poure them upon a Fire-pan somewhat heated

f 3 The pan which held the priming of a flint-

lock gun Obs
1613 T. Jackson Comm Apost Creede I 192 This was

but as a little flash in the fire panne.

+4 A kind of firework Obs
C1793 in Spirit Pub Jmts (1709! L 91 They ran about

lettmg off fire-pans of all sizes , firing crackers [etc j

6 Mining, 1 A land of fire-lamp ’ (Gresley Gloss

Coal Mining 1883)

t Fi're-pike , Obs.

1. An instrument for stirring or making up a fire.

1413 Lvdg Pilg Sowle in vu (1483)55 With fyre pykes

they cast them in the forneis 1532 Inv in Noake Wor-

cester Monast. (1866) 157 Two awndyerns, a fyer pyclte.

1563-87 Foxe A Sr M (1596) 65/1 When this triumphant

martyr had beene pressed downe with firepikes.

245

2 A fire-bearing pike or lance used in sea-fights.

Also used as a signal of distress
1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks (Spenser Soc.) 528 The

Fngots threw fire pots in at the Ports and stucke fire pikes
in her sides 1635 Ld Lindsey in Sir W. Monson Naval
Tracts 111 (1704) 335/1 If your Ship should happen to run
aground in the night, You shall burn a Fne-Pike 1644
Prynne &Walker Fiennes' Tt lal App 10 They made their
often attempts with Scaling Ladders, Fire-pickes, Granadoes.

Fi're-place. A place for a fiie, esp the pai-
tially enclosed space at the base of the chimney
appropriated to the fire

; a hearth.
*702 T Savery Miner’s Friend 34 An Engine of a three

Inch-bore, requires a Fire-place of not above twenty Inches
deep. 1710 Swift Lett (1767) III 39,

1

have no fire-place in
mybed-chamber 1825 J Neal Bro Jonathan II 28 They
sat round the great fire-place 1844Mem Babylonian P'cess
II 117 A temporary fire-place constructed with, loose stone.

Fi*re-pot. t a - All earthen pot containing
combustibles or explosives used as a missile. Obs
exc Hist. b. The receptacle for the fire m a fur-

nace or heating-stove, e A crucible (Knight
Meek Diet 1874)
*627 Capt, Smith Seaman’s Gram xh 57 You must be

carefull to cleare the decks with, fire-pots. 1669 Sturmy
Manners Mag v 86 Fire-Pots may be made of Potters-
Clay, with Ears baked, and to it hang lighted Matches
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp

,
Firepots

b 1871 Nichols Fireside Science 229 Around the ash-
chamber and fire-pot [of furnace] 1874 Knight Meek
Diet., Base-burning Stove, one having a magazine to hold
a supply of fuel, which falls out at the bottom as that in the
fire pot becomes consumed.

FiTe-vote. dial [f. Fire sb. + Pote v dial

to push J A poker, an iron bar for stirring the fire.

1651 Depos Cast York (Surtees) 51 Mending the fire with
the fire-poite, 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss Ftre-poat,

the poker. 1865 Waugh Goblin's Grave 15 Iv aw’d had
a led-whot fire-pote or two

Fi're-proof, a [f. Fire sb + Proof a ] Proof
against fire

;
incombustible

a *638 Mede Paraphr 2 Pet 111 App Wks (1672) in 618
That such as had departed out of this life not fully purged

should not be found fire proof at that day 1642 Fuller
Holy 4 Prof St 11 iv 159 The one of bnck fire-proof.

*823 J Badcock Dorn Amusem 184 To render Wood
Fireproof or incombustible *8 . Moore Case of Libel
x, A grim old dandy, seen about With a fire-proof wig.

fig *830 Carlyle Mtsc. (1857) H. 152 Perennial, fire-proof

Joys, named Employments
Hence Pi re-proof v. trans., to render proof

against fire Fire-proofing" vbl. sb ,
a the

action or process of rendering fire-proof 01 incom-

bustible , b material for use in making anything

fire-proof; c attnb.
*867 A Barry Sir C Barry vi 167 The ‘fire-proofing’

ordered by Government 1883 Pall Mall G 13 Dec. 3/2
He carefully examined my fire-proofing work on the dome
[of St Paul's Cathedral] 1884 Health Exhib. Catal 831

Models showing application of ‘Silicate Cotton’ for fire-

proofing 1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct 5/1 With the aid of

electric light and all the fire-proofing appliances of to-day.

Firer (fai® rat), [f as prec. + -er 1
) One who

or something which, flies, in senses of the vb.

1. One who sets anything on fire
,
also, one who

superintends the ‘firing’ of glass.

188a Pall Mall G 29 June 2/1 On the hills the ‘firers’

are at work, burning off the scrub *8go Ibid g Feb 6/1

One is the chemist, another the decorator, a third the firer .

fig *823 Roscoe Sismondis Lit, Enr (1846) I, xiv 401

Silvia, the forest’s honor, the soul’s firer.

b An incendiary. Obs. exc. const of,

1602 Carew Cornwall n 136/* Others burned Mouse-

hole, the rest marched as a gard for defence of these firers

*716 Glossogr Angl Nova, Boutefeu ,
a wilful Firer of

Houses 1841 J T. Hewlett Parish Clerk II. 136 A bully,

and a firer of ricks

2. One who discharges a fire-arm Also applied

to the fire-arm itself, usu in comb

,

as single-firer, a

gun that can be fired only once without reloading

1868 Daily News 6 Oct., One can never be sure that the

firer has exercised sufficient caution in regard to the ex-

clusion of bullets 1885 Manch. Exam ig Oct. s/5 The
rifles can then be discharged at the option of the firer

1887 Set, Amer (N. Y ) 21 May 320/2 Theoretically it

[magazine gun] has a great advantage over the single firer.

b. A contrivance for firing a gun Only m
comb

,

as quick-firer. . . . ,

.

1887 Daily News io Mar 2/5 The rifle and its qtiiCK-firer

should be ordinarily used in this way

Fi re-rai sing, vbl. sb Ong a technical term

in Sc. law [f. Fire sb. + Raisingvbl sb

,

f Raise ]

The action or crime of kindling an mcendiaiy fire.

on, incendiarism.
, , „ _ ,

185 in Land Gaz No 2032/3 We hereby fully Pardon

L Indemmfie them for ever, of all Slaughter, Blood,

itilation, Fire-raising, burning of Ships 1754 Erskine

me Sc Law (1809) 3* Rape, murder, and wilful fire-

line *8ao Scott Monast ix, Doest thou menace the

v Church’s patrimony with waste and fire-raising l *855

iCaulay Hist, Eng. III. XVU 113 Outrages, robberies,

raisings, assassinations

0 Fire-raiser, an incendiary.

3ei Daily News 1 Dec 5/3 The exemplary sentences

aed at the Central Criminal Court on two fire-raisers

Fire-red, « Obs. [f as prec + Red a. Cf

HG viurrot ]
Red like fire

982 Wyclif Lev, xiv. 49 He shal take fier reed silk.

386 Chaucer Prol 624 A Sompnour That hadde a fire-

1 cherubinnes face. *601 Holland Pliny I, 154 People

borne with eies like owles, whereof the sight is fire red
1626 Sandys tr Ovids Met. xiv 779 Iron, boyld In fire-red

furnaces

Fi're-screen.
1 A movable screen, whether hanging, standing,

or for use with the hand, to intercept the heat of
the fire.

*758 Johnson Idler No. 13? 8 We have twice as many
fire-screens as chimneys 1824 Scott St Ronan's xxn,
A couple of her ladyship’s diawings, made up into fire-

screens 1833 N. Arnott Physics II 44 In our drawing-
rooms it is common to have plate-glass fire screens, which,
white they allow the light to pass, defend the face fiom tlie

heat

2 A wire frame placed in front of a fire to keep
back sparks, falling cinders, etc ; a fire-guard

1874 Knight Diet Mcch I 871/1 Fire screen.

3.

Naitt (see quol.)

1815 Falconer's Marine Diet (ed Burney) 436 s v Saeen,
Fire-screens are pieces of fearnought hooked round the
magazine passages, and also round the hatchways, wheie it

is necessary to pass the powder. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's

Word bk

Fire-ship.
1 A vessel freighted with combustibles and ex-

plosives, and sent adnft among ships, etc. to destroy

them.
*588 Parke tr Mendoza's Hist. China 170 Captayne of

the fire shippes of Chmcheo 1628 Meade in Ellis Ong
Lett. Ser 1. Ill 270, I cannot hear of above some two or
three of our fireships lost 1709 Steele Tatler No 21 P 16

Sir Edward Whitaker, with five Men of War, four Irans-

ports, and two Fireships, was arrived at that Port a 1859
Macaulay Hist Eng V 20 Montague bitterly described

him as a fireship, dangerous at best, but on the whole most
dangerous as a consort

2 slang. One suffering from venereal disease

;

a prostitute.

1672 Wycherley Love m Wood 11, Are you not a Fire-

ship, a Punk, Madam? 1673 R Head Canting A cad 18

Ihy Sweep-stakes still shall bare the Bell, No Fire-ship yet
aboard it fell 1738 Swift Polite Conv 11 Wks 1883 IX 447
No , damn your fire-ships, I have a wife of my own. *748
Smollett Rod Rand I xxm, *A fire-ship I more like

a poor galley m distress that has been boarded by such
a fire ship as you ’

Fi're-slLOvel. [OE. fyr-scofl, f fyr, Fire +
scofil, Shovel.] A shovel for placing coals on a
fire or for removing coal or ashes.

c 1000 /Elfric Gloss inWr Wulcker 358 Batilla, fyrscofl

1543 ln Rogers Agnc 4 Prices III. 572/1 Fireshovel 1/8

1567 Inv. E Hutton in Wills $ Inv (Surtees) 250 A paire of

tonges, a porr & a fyer shule 161a Sc. Bk Customs m
Halyburton’s Ledger (1867) 304 Fire shooles the dozen

*719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (1883) 227, I took a Fire Shovel and
Tongs 1838 Dickens O I wist ix, The Jew, tapping the
fire-shovel on the hearth _
Fireside (fei^soi d, attrib foi® asoid) [f Fire

sb. + Side ]
1. The side of a fire-place

;
originally

,

the place

occupied by the two seats right and left of the fire

under the chimney, hence, the space about the

fire
,
the hearth

1563 O Foxe m Child Marr 58 This contract was made
toward evemnge nere the fireside a 1639 T. Carew Poems,

Spring 20 Love no more is made By the fire side *705
Hicklringill Pnest-ci 11 1 12 The news coming to the

Pope, as he was saying his Beads by the Fire-side *798

Malthus Popul (1817) III 74 The warm house, and the

comfortable fireside, would lose half of their interest *859

W Collins Q of Hearts (1875) 3 My brothers had made
ray place ready for me by their fireside

2. transf.

a As a symbol of home and home-life.

1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I 149 They would fight man-
fully for their shops and firesides *894 DailyNews 6 June

6/4 The English are regarded as the nation most appre-

ciatory of the home, the fireside.

f D collect. Those who sit round ones fiie or

hearth ;
one’s household Obs,

1720 Lett from Land Jml 13 He has a numerous

Fireside of squabbling Brats *722 Pope Lett (1735) I 27 *>

Enjoy your own Fire side that is, all those of your Family

who make it pleasmgtosit and spend wholeWintry Months
together 1785 Mad D’Arblay Lett 3 Jan., A very happy
new year to you and your fireside.

3

attrib (quasi-a# )

1740 Mrs DelanyL?A’ <S-
Carr (1861) II. 137* I own such

a downright fire-side epistle from her disappointed me 1807

Crabbe Par Reg III 621 The fire side chair, still set, but

vacant still. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge 1, The fire-sideS, 1871 Lowell My Study W ,
A Lincoln, The

s confidence, the fireside plainness, with which Mr.

Lincoln always addresses himself to the reason of the

American people
. .

Hence (nonce-wds ) Firesi dev, one who sits by

the fireside. Fireardeship, the personality of one

who sits by the fireside.

1817 Hazlitt Round Table in Rev XVII 157 Fiie*

sider [cited by the reviewer as coined by Hazlitt 1 a 1859

L Hunt Fancy Concert, What concert twould please his

Firesideship to have

t Fi’re-slaught. Sc Obs [f. Fire sb + ME
slaht, OE. sleaht stroke, blow : see Slaught ] A
flash of fire ot lightning ; lightning.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1760 (Cott.) Fire slaght fell wit thoner

and rain c 137S Sc Degf SatntS) LativeitHtiS 36 AIsa. It

has vertu Fore to resyst agane fyre-slacht *549 Compl.

Scot vi. 60 The fyir slaucht vil consume the vyne, 1872

Tennant Papistry storm'd 24 As thunder on the fiie-

slacht's back.



FIEE-STONE, 246 FIRING.
Frre-stone. [OE fyrstdn (

= Ger fetterstem),

i.fyr, Fire + shin, Stone ]

*fl A stone capable of being used in sinking
fire* a A popular name for iron pyrites, b. A
flint, esp the flint of a fire-lock Obs,
c iooo ACltric Gloss in Wr-Wulckei 148 Pintes, ncl

poparts lapis, fyrstan c 1440 Promt Pnrv 161/2 Fyyr-
stone, for to smyte wythe fyrc.focarts 1579 Lily Euphues
(Arb ) 121 Y“ fiie-stone 111 Liguua, though it be quenched
with railke, yet againe it is kindled with water 1671
J WnnsTcn Metallogi 114 Marchasites or Fire SLones
1738 J Woodward Catal Fossils (1729) 1 176 In Yorkshire,
wheie these [Pyntse] aie called Fire-Stones 1865 Iylor
Early Hist. Man ix 246 lion pyrites shared with flmt,
the name of Fire-stone.

b. 1530 Palsgr 220/2 Fyre stone, pierre a fev 1586
Withals Diet H vij/2 A file stone to strike file with, silex
*700 Astry tr. Saavedra-Faxardo I 283 The Prince's
Heart should resemble the Fit e-stone or Flint 1833
J, Holland Mamif Metal II v 87 Afterwards a firestone
was screwed into the cock This ‘firestone' was not at
first of a vitreous nature but a compact pyrites or mar-
casite.

2 a. A stone that resists the action of fire
,
one

used for lining furnaces, ovens, etc b A local
name for certain calcareous sandstones found in the
carboniferous and cretaceous strata, c. A local
name for granite, tufa, etc

a c 1475 Piet Poe. m Wi -Wulckei 805 Hie albestus
a fyirstone 1651 R Child in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 75
Sandy stones commonly called fire-stones, because they will
enduie strong flies 16741 Sturuie m Phil Trans XVII.
606 A Wall of the best Fue stone to keep off the force of the
Fire from the Walls of the Furnace 170a Savery Miner's
Friend 26 The Fuinace being made of Fire-stone 1862
G P Scrope Volcanos 384 Employed, under the name of
Bakofenstein, as a fire-stone for the lining of ovens,
b 1707 MoRTiMrR Hnsb. vi 95 Any soft Stone as Fire-

stone, Limestone, etc , if broke small, and laid on cold
Lands,must be ofadvantage 1833 Lyell Princ Geol III
286 An inferior deposit called, piovmcially, ‘Firestone,' and
by English geologists the ‘ Upper green-sand ’ *839 Mur-
chison Silnr Syst 1 xxxiv. 452 A subordinate band of
reddish sandstone, the firestone of the country people
189a Simmonds Diet Trade Suppl , Firestone, a local name
in Surrey for the soft calcareous sandstone .sold under the
name of heaithstone
o 177® G Semple Building' ui Water 56 The Carriage-

way was to be paved with Fu e-stone, i860 Ecclesiologist
143 The wallmg generally is built of a volcanic stone

called [in the West Indies] firestone.

3 A hearth-stone.

1613 Rovenzon Treat Metal Dhj, The fuinace may
bee pulled downe, & a new fiie-stone or hearth put in
1842 S C. Hall Ireland- II 6 The stones have been
removed by the peasant!y to make * Fire-stones ’

Frre-tongs, pi [OE.f§rtang, f fyr, Fire +
tang, Tong] Tongs used for handling ignited
combustibles.
a 1100 Gerefa in Anglia (1886) IX 263 Fyrtange, waei-

pundemj and fela towtola. 1463 Rolls Pari V. 507/1Eny of theese Wares . That is to sey, eny Fyretonges
1671 J. Webster Metallogi

.

xvn. 250 Of which [Brass] is
made fire-tongs 1853 J D. Dale tr. Baldeschls Ceremo-
nial 199 Two thuribles, with the boats and fire-tongs

Frre-water.
1. ‘A name given to alkahest’ (Chambers Cycl.

SupP * 1 53)-

2. Any strong liquoi or ardent spirits

Originally used by (or attributed to) the North American
Indians: chiefly current with reference to the pernicious
effects of alcoholic liquors on barbarous races, or in
vituperative or joculai use

1826 J. F. Cooper Mohicans xi, His [Magua’s] Canada
fathers taught him to drink the fire-water, and he became
a rascal 1849 Whittier Marg. Smith's Jml Piose Wks
1889 I 32 Never taste of the strong fire-water, but dnnk
only of the springs. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf, x,
His father had a horror of the fire-water which is
generally sold to the undergraduate.

Frre-wood, firewood. Wood for burning

,

fuel. Also altnb.

.
*49® Nottingham Rec III 2go For brekyng of fire wodde

in the owte wodes *553 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb ) 19
This tree serueth thepi for firewood. 1602 Fulbecke 2nd
Pt. Parall 52 And the termor hath house-wood . . and
fire-woode belonging to his tearme of common right 17x9De Foe Crusoe (1840) I ix 143 I. placed my fire-wood afl
round it. 1813 Elphinstone Acc, Caubnl (1842) II 175
During the day, they issue forth in swarms to search for
forage and fire-wood. 1889 Evening News 3 Dec. 4/5
Firewood Cutters.

Frre-work, frrework.
1 1 Work done by, in, or with fire,
xfiox Holland Pliny II 467 But for that the . smoke .

,

may stifle and choke them , they are forced to giue ouer
such file work 1607 Breton Murmurer D mj, His heart
the Anuile wheron the deuill frames his fireworke. x6og
Rowlands Crew Kind Gossips 15 lie vndertake, The credit
of this fire-worke [tobacco-smoking] quite to shake 1686
Plot Staffordsh ix §10 336 To the fire-works succeed the
Arts relating to water.

+ 2. An apparatus for working with fire, a
furnace

; also, a place where the material for fire

is obtained Obs
1607 Dekker Knfs Conjur (1842)21 Themap ofa country

that lyes lower . than the cole-pits of Newe castle, is farre
more darke then the colliers of those fire-workes are 16x3
Rovenzon Treat. Metal Civ, The furnaces or fire-workes
may lie made rounde 1674 Petty Disc Dupl. Proportion
30, 1 know that in Fire-works great Fires are more profitable
than small ; as in Brewers Coppers.

3 f A combustible or explosive composition for

use in war (obs ) , a projectile or other machine
charged with such composition
1360 Whitehorne Ord Souldionrs title-p, And more-

over how to make Saltpetre, Gunpowder, and divers
sorts of Firewoiks or Wild Fire 1636 Featly Clavis
Myst xiv. 189 Gianadoes and other fire-works do
more harm to them that cast them than to the enemie
1676 Loud Gaz No 1119/3 The Enemy set fire to a
Fuework they had prepared in the Court of Guaid of
the said Bastion c 1710 in Tomngton Mem (1889) 140
Some boats mann'd, arm'd, and with fireworks to burn
a French privateer 1777 Buret Corr (1844) II 142 The
construction of all firewoiks is understood at the ordnance-
office 1831 J S Macaulay Field Forttf 181 In the
attack of fortified houses, the fire of the loop-holes may be
stopped by the introduction of small rockets, or any other
artificial firewoik, that will create smoke
Jig *633 G Herbert Temple

, Slarre in, First with thy
fire-work Burn to dust Folly 1679 Establ. lest 3 These
Men of Tempestuous Principles are continually making
their Fireworks in our very Intrals.

4 Any contrivance ior the use of fire to produce
a pleasing or scenic effect. + a. A c

set piece*

;

an anangement of pyrotechnic contrivances to
foim a pictorial or ornamental design. Also
piece offiiework.

*575 Gascoigne Pr Pleas Kemlw
,
At which time there

wer hre-works shewed upon the water; the which were
both strange and wel executed. 1390 Webbe Trav. (Arb )
29, I my selfe was there -constrained to make a cunning
peece of fire work framed m form like to ye Arke of Noy
1644 Evelyn Mem (1857) I *37 The night ended with fire-

works . The first appeared to be a mighty rock 1673
Lond Gaz No 1027/4 A rare Fire work was erected on the
little Isle .. representing the Alliance of the Confederates
*795 in Ld Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 314 The shrubs of
the island weie rooted out to make a place for a fiie-work.

b. A single piece of pyrotechnic apparatus,
c. g. a rocket, squib, etc.

x6xx Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl v x, A justice
. used that rogue like a firework, to run upon a line
betwixt him and me. 1684 Contempl State ofMan n ix
(1699) 232 A Wheel of Squibs and Fire-Works. X731 Swirr
Answ. to Simile, Like fire-works she can burn m water
1849 F B. Head Stokers <$ Pokers x. (1851) 93 Sparks
created by the sudden ignition of a sackful of fire-works

e. pi. (formerly also smg.) A pyrotechnic dis-

play
‘ „

1588 Shaks. L I L. v i 119 The King would liaue mee
present the prmcesse . with some delightfull ostentation .

or fire-worke. 1623 K Long tr Barclay's Argents Ui.
xxiv 228 In expectation of fire-workes, which hee had
promised not far from the shore. 1761 FooteLyan Wks.
*799 I- 387 After supper a ball ; and to conclude the night,
a firework 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng I. 476 The banquet
[was followed] by brilliant fireworks, and the fireworks by
much bad poetry. 185* D Jerrold St Giles xx 206 The
omission ofthe bonfires and the fireworks did pain me.
transf 187a Huxley Phys. ix 222 The remarkable dis-

play of subjective fireworks which follows a heavy blow
upon the eyes

1670 Eachard Cont Clergy 31 He has neither squibs nor
fireworks the curs’d carrier lost his best book of phrases.
1682 Dryden Abs tf Achit, n. 450 In fireworks give him
leave to vent his spite , Those are the only serpents he can
write. 1883 F M Crawford Dr Claudius ix. Barker
turned on the fireworks of his conversation for the amuse-
ment of Claudius. 1889 Barr£re & Leland Slang Diet ,

Fireworks {tailors), a great disturbance, a state of in-
tense excitement

5. attnb and. Comb., asfirework-factory, -maker.
1885 PallMall G. 4 Nov 4/1 Norwood, where Mi Brock

has ms thirty acres of "firework factories. 1892 Ibid.
x Nov 5/2 We are busy manufacturing the smaller "fire-
work goods all the year round 1803 tr. Lebrun'sMonsieur
Botte II. 230 The "fire-work maker loaded ten porteis
with grenades. 1883 PallMall G. 4 Nov. 4/1 None more
healthy than the firework maker
Hence Pireworkless a, devoid of fueworks.
Pi rewo rky a., like a firework, abrupt, jerky.
*856 Dickens Lett, (1880) I. 437 Whom I found with

some fireworkless little boys in a desolate condition 1887
Graphic 15 Jan 66/2 The Major departed m his usual
fireworky way. _i88g in Pall Mall G. 13 May 6/2 He dis-
ported himself in his kaleidoscopic and fireworky fantasia.

Fi-re-wo rker. [f. Fire sb, + Worker, after
Firework ]
fl One who has to do with, fiieworks or ex-

plosives in war ; spec an artillery officer, under the
fiie-master. Obs
1626 Purchas Pilgrimage (ed. 4) 527 They tooke some

of these Fue-workers, & one of which being examined,
confessed after M. Prmgs Relation thus x686 Lond.
Gaz. No 2x24/2 They will be 8000 fighting Men, besides .

Gunners and Fire-workers 1703 Ibid. No 3913/2 A Lieu-
tenant, with 5 Fireworkers, killed x8oo Dundas in OwenWrilesley's Desp, 564 Each company to have an additional
Lieut -Firewoiker,

2 One who makes fireworks
; a pyrotechnist.

*77* m J T Smith BL. Rainy Day (1861) 52 Torre the
fireworker divided the receipts at the door with the pro-
prietor. 1833 Burnes Trav Bokhara (ed 2) I 176 All the
fire-workers of Lahore seemed to be exerting their talents
in pyrotechny.

So »1" Eire-working vbl sb

,

the management of
fireworks or explosives (obs.)

\
Fire-working///

a., working with fire,

1738 Whitworth Acc, Russia 60 He understands nava-
1 shipbuilding, fortification, and fire-working 1830W Maginn Homertc Bail. 169 A vessel wrought By the

fire-working god.

Fi re-worship. [f as prec + Worship ^.]
The woiship or adoration of fire

*774 J Bryant Mythol I 210 Here was the source of
fire-worship 1871 Tylor Prim Cult II 254 The fire-
worship of Assyria, Chaldea, Phoenicia
So Pi re-wo rshipper, one who worships fire

a follower of Zoroaster
1806 T Maurice Iall Mogul Introd 19 Persees, who

though in these pages denominated fire-worshippers are
[etc] 1879 Sir G G Scott Led ArJnt I 13 The Fire-
woi shippers of ancient Persia.

Firing' (ibnT-ig), vbl sb. [f. Fire v + -ing 1 ]
1. a. The action of setting on fire or alight
1348 Hall Chron 18 b, Perceiving by the fiiyngof the

beacons that the people began to assemble 1677 Yar-
kanton Engl, Impi ov x6 The rume of some thousand
Families since the firing of London. 18x7 Cobbett Wks
XXXII 150 Those meetings led to the firing and pulling
down of houses.

" "

b The action of catching fire or becoming
ignited Obs or rare.
1388 G Fletcher m Hakluyt's Voy (1598) I 480 The

greatest mconuemence of their wocfden building is the
aptnesse for firing, which happeneth very oft 1641 Best
Farm Bks. (Surtees) 61 Then doe wee drnwe up a leape
aboute the middle of each roomstead wheai by the dainger
of filing is prevented 1677 Hale Prim Ong Man
r 111 95 By the eiuption of Sulphureous Vapours, and the
firing thereof, these protuberances of Mountains and Hills
may be made. 1750 Ellis Mod Hush 111 1 87 Firing,
the spontaneous combustion of hay when stacked damp,
2 The action of subjecting to the operation of

file
; preparation, baking, or curing by heat

1782 Wedgwood m Phil Irans LXXII 307 Their use is
confined to a particular structure of furnaces, and mode of
firing 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 228 This window has
had four firings at a very high temperature 1885 Harper's
Mag Apr. 679/1 The glazing and filing of potteiy has been
a fine art x888 Times (weekly ed ) 23 Nov 9/4 Tha
process called 1 firing’ [of tea] is a kind of loastmg

3.

Farriery Cauterizing (See Fire v 10 )
1644 Prynne Sc Walker Fttuncs’ 'Inal 65 Who should

not use cauteries or firing till the utmost extremity 1866
Rogers Agnc Prices I xv 282 In 1385 firing was used
to cure horses of spavin. 1891 Daily News 21 Api 5/4
Firing, for curb especially, need not be a severe operation

4 Applied to a disease m tobacco and in flax

.

see quots. and cf. Fire v 4 b
1688 J. Clayton in Phil Trans XVII. 947 What they

call Firing is this When there lias been a veiy wet and cold
Season, and very hot Weather suddenly ensues, the Leaves
[of tobacco] turn brown, and dry to dust 1812 Dubourdieu
Agnc.Sum Antrim 197 Flax is subject to a disease called
firing, which often attacks it when near ripe 1888 Paton
& Dittmar m Encycl. Bnt XXIII. 424/2 Tobacco plants
. have been subject to a disease called ‘firing/ caused
by the long continuance of very wet or very dry weather.
5. The action of supplying with fire

;
the feeding

and tending of a fire or fuinace.
1892 Labour Commission Gloss,, Filing, attending to

the fires and keeping them up to the required heat for
carbonising coal.

6 The discharging a fire-arm, a mine, etc

.
1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1638] 69 All things being now

in readtnesse for the firing of the mine. 1684 Scanderbeg
Rediv vl 143 The fierce Firings of the said Battalions
1790 Beatson Nav,

<J- Mil Mem I X57 Night coming on,
the firing on both sides ceased 1883 Manch Exant.
3 Oct. 4/7 The tram drew up amid the firing of guns.

b. transf. m Bell-ringing. The ringing of all

the bells m a peal at once
1788 W Jones, etc Clavis Campanalogia 4 Those

clambenngs and firings (as it is called) that destroy all

music x88o m Grove Diet Mtts
7. concr. Material for a fii e, fuel
<**555 Ridley m Contemp. Rev (1878) XXXI 771 To

give him both meat, drink, clothing, and firing 1391
Greene Disc Coosnage (1592) 23 Fewel or fienng, being
a thing necessary 1667 Pepys Diary 24 Aug , The bells

rung , butno bonfires any where,—partly from the dearness
of firing. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog II 212 Want of firing
is the greatest inconvemency that both islands labour under
*833 Hr Martineau Brooke Farm 11 x8 Their mother
explained that the bojs cut firing on the common
fb. A quantity of burning fuel Obs rate,

c 1483 Digby Myst (1882) 11. 433 Here shall entere a-nothet
devyll .with a fyeryng

8 . attnb and Comb , as (sense 1 )firing-chamber',
(sense 3) fi) ing-iron ; (sense 5) firing-door,

-hole,
-machine, -tool, etc

; (sense 6
) firing line, party

,

-pin, etc. ; firing-place, a fire-place (obs ) ;
also,

the place from which a gun is fired
, firing-point,

the temperature at which an inflammable oil is

liable to spontaneous combustion.
1892 Lockwood’s Diet, Mech Engin ,*Firing Chamber or

Lighting Chamber, the small cavity or chamber thiough
which the charge of a gas engine is ignited. 1892 Pall
Mall G 13 Dec 6/2 A small but well-preserved hypoeaust,
with its "nrmg-door 1892 Lockwood's Did Mech Engin,,
*Firing Hole, the door in the side of a reverberatory
furnace through which the fuel is introduced to the grate
area. 1733 Chambers Cycl Supp

,
s v., When the farrier

has made his "firing-iron red hot in his forge, he applies
the thinnest part to the horses skin 1881 Ld Hartjngton
m Daily Tel. 6 May 2, General Stewart was obliged to
put every reserve man into the "firing line 1839 F A
Griffiths Artil Man (1862) 48 The "Firing party move
to the grave 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk

,
Firing-party,

a detachment of soldiers, marines, or small arm men selected
to fire over the grave of an individual buried with military
honours. 1890 J. G. Smith m Upland Shooting 138 Carry
an extra "firing-pin, as you may break one. 17x5 Leon
Palladio’s Archit. (1742)11. 99 Hearths and "Firing-places,



FIRISH. 247 FIRM
1879 Browning M Relph 78 The turf marked out for the
party’s firing-place. 1878 lire's Diet. Arts IV. 370 Mineral
oil, one or two degrees above the standard ’‘firing-point,

may, if stored in a populous locality, cause sad disaster

t Finish., a Obs—° [f. Fire sl> + -ish]

Savouring of file Hence + Pi rishmess.
1568 Turner Herbal in. 6s There is a finshnes m it.

t Firk, ferk, sb Obs [f. next vb ]

1 A smart sudden blow 01 stroke, as with a
whip , a flick, flip ; a cut or thrust (with a sword).
a 1634 Randolph Muses Lookmg-glasse 1 iv, My Apish

imitation Does as good service As your proud whip,
with all his ferkes, and jerL.es a 1670 Earl Orrery Guz-
man (*693) 40 Both of them, had a Fierk at each of my
Haunches
2 A trick, dodge, subterfuge. Also, a freak,

prank, caprice.

16x1 Barrey RamQAlley nr. m Hazl Dodsley X 329
Leave this firk of law. 1636 Davenant Wilts in Dodsley
Old Plays (1780) VIII 4g8 This was such a firk of piety

I ne'er heard of *68a H More Atmot Glanvill's Lux O.
211 A pretty juvenile Ferk of Wit
8 ? A dance ,

? a partner for a dance
1632 Shirley Hyde Park 11. 11, Come, choose your fiik,

for dance you shall

Firk, ferk (fajk), v Forms : a 1 fseroian,

fercian, 4 ferkien, 4-6 ferke, (5 fark), 7- ferk

/8 6-7 flrke, (7 flrek), 9 dial vxrk, 6- firk.

[OE fercian, fsercian, prob. f far (see Fake sb 1
)

InOE known only m one example in the sense 1 to bring,

conduct ’
; but the vb fercian to support, feed, may pern

be the same word, as this sense may have developed from
that of supplying with provisions for a journey (cf Fare
^ 18)

+ 1 trails To bring, carry, conduct; to help

forwaid on one’s way Obs.

O E Citron an 1009 pet folc fsercodon [v r fer-

codon] 3a scipo eft to Lundene c 1350 Will. Palerne 3630
pel bisihche fondede fast to ferke him forward 1393
Gownu Conf III. 29s This lord The which upon the see

she [Foitune] ferketh ct400 Destr Tsoy 614 The flese

for to fecche, and ferke it away Ibid 3840 So bolnet was
his body, pat burthen hade ynoghe The fete of pat freke to

ferke hym aboute Ibid 6032 All necessaues [pai] ffechit

fro the fiete, & ferkit to bonke
2 *pa. To urge, press hard; to drive, drive

away Obs.

1340-70 A lisaunder 66 By force of hur fight 5ei firked

hym Sennes Ibid 83 [pei] Felled pe falsse folke, ferked

hem hard. 1606 Chapman Gentleman Usher 1 i, The red
fac’d Sunne hath firkt the fiundermg shades 1640 Brome
Antipodes in 11, This shall serve To firke your adversary

from court to court. 1674 N Fairiax Bulk 4 Sell

>

74
There is somewhat m it, that firks us more at such a nick

of time to wake
b With advbs : To drive, force, or move sharply

and suddenly off, out, up
, f to cut off (some one’s

head). Also dial to drive or ‘ferret* out (vermin),

to clear out (a burrow, etc ) Tofirk up {fig ) : to

stir up, rouse. + Tofiik to death, {out) of life : to

put to death
1:1400 Destr Troy 143 He caste ip his thoghte The freike

vpon faire wise feike out of lyue. Ibid 5260 With a fouclion

felle to ferke of his hede Ibid 12191 pe fell kyng of Frigie

I ferkid of lyue Ibid 12362 With hor fos to he felly ferkit to

dethe 1610B JonsonAlch 11 i,He puffes his coales,Till he
fiike nature vp, in her owne centei 1640 Brome Antipodes 11

u, As Tumblers doe ; when betwixt every feat They gather

wind, by firking up their breeches 1644DigbyTwo I realises

(164s) 1 377 He [the badger] will pisse upon his taile, and
by firking that up and downe, will endeavour to make
their eyes smart 18x7-8 Cobbett Resid U. S (1822) 249
These vermin our friend firks out (as the Hampshire people

call it). 1823 New Monthly Mag VIII 496 If I do not

ferk you out of all likelihood of ringing the beauty, why
mandamus me 1 *878 P Robinson Indian Garden xo6 Not
all the mangolds of Cathay will firk up Christmas spints

1891 Sheffield Gloss Suppl ,
Ferk, to cleai out ’Come,

lass, let’s ferk all them nooks out 1

’

c To contrive to get or * raise ’ (a living) ; to

get (money) from a person Also, to cheat, rob

(any one). Tofirk up to hatch or vamp up (a

business), Obs.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh in Dodsley Old Plays (1780)

III 344 As from poor clients lawyers firk money. 11x6x6

Beaum & Fl Little Fr Lawyer m 11, A fine lawyer, sir,

And would have firk’d you up a business, And out of this

court into that 1622 Fletcher Beggars' Busk in i> Were
ever fools so ferk’d ? 1624 — Rule a Wife in iv, These
five years she has firkt a pretty Living 1709 Brit Apollo

II No 63 3/2 She Firkt a Living upon Earth

+ 3 . rejl and mtr To urge oneself forward; to

move quickly, hasten + To firk {oneself) up : to

stait up, set oneself m motion To frk out ivith

{a sword) • to draw hastily. Obs
13 . E E Alht P B 897 Fast Jie freke ferkez vp Ail

ferd at his hert. c 1340 Gaw 4 Gr Knt 173 pe foie pat he

ferkkes on Ibid 2013 pat o)>er ferkez hym vp & fechez

hym his wedez X340-70 Alex 4 Dtnd 300 Ne foure-

fotede best [we] ferke to kill c 1400 Melayne^ 484 He
ferkes owte with a fawchon And hittis the Sawdane one
the crownn c 1400 Destr Troy 6585 The freke ben in

fuerse hast ferkid on horse, a 1400-50 Alexander 766
He Farkis to see Philip Sc fangis his leue Ibid 926
Philip Ferkis furth with a fewe folk. 1509 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V 244 The bonme Northren cobbles

with their Indian canaos firking as flight swift thorow
the glassy fieldes of Thetis, as if it were the land of yce.

_

*t* b mtr

.

To move about briskly ;
to dance, jig

;

to flaunt or frisk about ; to be lively, frisky, or

‘jiggish’. Also tofirk it. Obs

.

XS95 Nashe Havcwithyou Ep Led , Wks (Grosart) III
17 Neuer surcease flaunting and firking it in fustian 1606
Sir G Goosecappe 11 1 in Bullen O PI III 32 Your
dauncers legges bow for sooth, and Caper, and jerke and
Firke a 1623 Fletcher Woman's Prise h vi. They have
got a stick of Fiddles and they firke it In wondrous waies.
c 1630 B Jonson Expost Inigo Jones, How would he firk,
like Adam Overdo, Up and about 167a Villiers (Dk
Buckhm ) Rehearsal (Arb )xis We’l fnsk m our shell, We’l
firk in our shell a 1679 Earl Orrery Gusman iv (end),
Well since I am restrain’d a while from doing, I’ll ferk it

with thinking

4 trans To beat, whip, lash, trounce, drub. Obs
exc arch.

1567 Edwards Damon # Pithtas in Hazl Dodsley IV
0, I had firk’d him trimly, thou villain, if thou hadst

sword
164

f
iven me my sword 1599 Shaks Hen y, 1v iv 29
I Fer lie fer him, and firke him, and ferret him a 1623

Fletcher Women Pleas'd 111 iv, I have paid her, I have so
ferk’d her face. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 11 u, He has
firk’d And mumbled the rogue Turks. 1708 Brit Apollo
No 9. 3/x Who Bound up a tingling "Rod, and firk’d his
Tail 1722 Sewel Hist Quakers iv 128 At this the Judge
said, * Take him away, Prevaricator 1 I’ll ferk him ’ 1736
Ainsworth Lat. Diet 1, To firk,fiagetto 1863 Sala Capt
Dangerous I iv 97, 1 would sooner see a poor togue soundly
fhked at the post.

*pb To play (a fiddle) Obs.
1668 Davenant Man's the Master in ii, Firk your

fiddles I

Hence Pi rking vbl sb. and ppl. a Also Px rker,
one who firks. Pi xkery (see quot 1611).
1394 Nashe Unfort Trav Wks (Grosart) V 70 Why

should I goe gadding after firking flantado Amphibologies ?

1602 Marston Ant 4 Mel in Wks 1856 I. 34 He would
proove a rare firking Satynst. x6xx Cotgr ,

Bichecotene
. .firkerie, an odde pranke, or ierke, in whoonsme x6ix
Barrey Ram-A lley iv 1 F iv, She shall haue bayle And
a firking wntte Of false imprisonment, a 1625 Fletcher
Mad Lover v iv, No firking out at fingers ends 163a
Rowley Woman never Vext iv 1 51 These brislce factors

aie notable firkers. x6r6 Davenant Witts (1673) 197 Sir,

these are the firkers of the City Fiddles 1634 Gayton
Pleas Notes 111 1. 68 Your soberest Jades are firkers m
Corners 1664 Butler Hud 11 11 448 Give thy outward-
fellow a ferking a 1704 T Brown Sat French KingWks.
1730 I 59 That I had the firking of thy bumb with holly.

1719 D’LJrfey Pills (1872) IV 263 In Paul’s Churchyard
. dwells a noble Firker Take heed Lest you taste of
his Lash

+ Frrketfc. Obs =next.
1323 Nottmghm Rec No 1396, 6 Unum cadum, Anghce

a firkett, mgri sopi.

Firkin (fa flan), sb Forms
: 5 ferdekyn, fer-

ken, 6 fl-, fyrken, fyrkin, Sc. ferrekyn, (7 firk-

ing, 8 ferkm), 9 Sc. finkm, 6- firkm. [In t 5th c

ferdekyn
,
app a. MDu. *merdekijn, dim. of znerde

fourth, fourth part : see -kidt ]

1

.

A small cask for liquids, fish, butter, etc
,
ori-

ginally containing a quarter of a ‘barrel* or half

a ‘ kilderkin ’.

1423 Act 2 Hen. VI, c 14 Ferdekyns de Harank 130a

Arnolde Chron (r8ix) 83 To enacte that euery. barell,

kilderkyn and firkeu of ale and bere kepe ther full mesur

xs Aberdeen Reg (Jam ), Ane ferrekyn of saip. 1633

Walton Angler 223 Put them into some tub or firkin

1743 De Foes Eng Tradesman (1841) I xxvi. 258 Butter,

in firkins 18x7 W Selwyn Law Nisi Pruts II 1177 He
carried the firkins as far as Bowes 1879 J Burroughs
Locusts 4 W. Honey 10 As the dairy-maid packs butter

into a firkin x886 Pall Mall G 20 Aug 4/1 The farm

labourer carries his day’s allowance to the field in a sort of

miniature cask, known to him as a ‘ firkin ’, which may
hold from a quart to a gallon

b humorously applied to a person.

1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks 111 78/2 Most of them are

transformed to Barrels, Firkmgs, and Kinderkms, alwayes

freight with Hamburge heere. a X700 B E. Diet Cant
Crew, Firkm offoul Stuff, a Coarse Corpulent Woman
1830 Galt La-wne Todd II vi vm 313 Rather than see

our school defiled with yon finkin of foul stuff

2

.

Used as a measure of capacity Half a kilder-

kin. (The ‘barrel’, ‘kilderkin’, and ‘firkm’

varied in capacity according to the commodity )

1463 Mann 4 Housek Exp 299 Paid for a fferken ale,

x d 1323 Tindale John 11 6 Pottes of stone contayn-

ynge two or thre fyrkyns a pece. 1342 Records Gr. Arfes

(1575) 204 Of Ale the Fyrken contemeth 8 gallons 1600

T Hyll Anth r. xm. 66 b, 8 gallons in measure make

x firkin of ale, sope, herring ; 9 gallons x firkin of beere

,

xoi gallons, 3 firkin of salmon or Eeles 1668 Denham
Second West Wonder 4 in Poems 107 Another was done

with a Firkin of powder. 1713 Warder True Amelons 32

Honey, that will make us a Ferkm of good Mead 17*7

Bradley Fain, Diet, s v , Two Firkins make a Kildeikm

1828 Scott F. M. Perthxn, ‘They made me drink a firkin

of Malvoisie
’

3

.

attnb. and Comb

,

as firkin-man, -trade (see

quot 1706) ,
ale-firkin see Ale

X670 J Smith Englands Improv Reviv'd 164, 4 wooden

Vessels of Firkm size. 1706 Phillies (ed. Kersey), Firkm-

man, one that trades with a Brewer for small Beer, to furnish

his own Customers. X743 Land 4 Country Brew, n, (ed 2)

158 The honest Brewer or Firkm man Ibid,, This Monster

m Iniquity sold his Firkin-Trade

Hence {nonce-wds ) Vi rkin v , trans. to store up

in firkins. PixkineeT [see -eeb], one who sells

by the firkin.

1363-87 Foxe A 4 <i684) HI 732, I cannot firken up

my butter and let the poor want 1842 Blachw Mag.

LII 468 The orders—the princely prices, came from king-

doms that were magnificent—-not from costermongenng

republics, .not from illiberal guilds of salt-butter firkineers.

Firlot (fsityt) Sc Forms* 5 ferlot, 6 feirt-,

ferfc-, ferttielett, fertleitt, forlet, fyrlot, 7-8
furlot, 8 farlet, 6- firlot. [First m L. ferthe-

lota, app repr ON fidrfe Jilotr fourth part* see

Lor.
The OE hlot does not appear to have been used in the

sense of ‘(fractional) part’ ]

1 A measure of capacity for com, etc, the fourth

part of a boll

[1264 Comput Vicecom de Forfar (Jam), In servicio

regis uj cela ij boll et j ferthelota ] 1426 Sc Acts Jas I
(1597) § 7° They ordaned faure firlottes to conteine a boll

1484 Act Audit 36/2, m ferlotis of mele riS4omW H
Maxwell Sports 4 Adv Scott xxvin, (1833) 229 Oats, 47
chalders 1 boll 2 firlots X708 J Chamberlayne St Gt Brit
ti 111 11 510 The Firlot of Linlithgow contains Thirty one
Pints Sterling Jugg, for the Measuring of Wheat, Rye, Meal,
etc 1824 Meek Mag No 46 279 You can determine the
weight of a firlot of gram in the short space ofhalf a minute
1876 Grant Burgh Sch Scotl it 458 note. Another [gives]

a firlot, and another two firlots of meal

b. A certain measure used for other commodities;
also, a great quantity.

1349 fnv ofBrine (Somerset Ho ), xy ferthelettes of grece
butter 1383 Inv ofPostilthwaite (Somerset Ho ), Itm_v.
feirtletts couerlete game a 1832 Fire of Frendranght hi
in Child Ballads vir exevi (1890) 46^1 Ye’s hae a firlot o the
gude red gowd 2883 J Purvcs in Contemp Rev Sept.

353 Poachers . who in a night secure a ‘ firlot ’ of part-

ridges

2 A vessel used to measure a firlot of corn, etc

*573 Tyrie Refut Ansiu Knox 40 b, Na man doth licht

ane lanteme, putting it vnder ane firlot *577-95 Descr
Isles Scotl m Skene Celtic Scotl III App 437 To take sa
mony firlotts as micht stand side by side *670 Ray Prov
287 Mony words fills not the furlot 18x5 Scott GuyM
11, The old castle, where the family lived, in their de-
cadence, as a mouse lives under a firlot

Firm (faim), sb 1 Also 6 feme, [ad It , Sp
and Pg firma, a Com Rom n. of action f. L,

firmdre to confirm, in late I, to ratify by one’s

signature, f firm-us Firm a Cf Farm sb winch
is another form of the same woid. The word first

occurs m translations from Sp. writers ; in sense 2

it was prob taken, like other commercial words,

from Italian ]

+1 Signature, sign-manual. Obs
1374 Hellowes Gurnards Fam Ep 62 The firme of my

hand I cannot denie Ibid. 257 This letter is without
date or firme 1388 Parke tr Mendoza's Hist. China Bi
He doth firme the petition with his own firme with led
inke [1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1864) 50 The Articles

were confirmed by the King’s Firma ] 1688 Loud. Gae
No 2354/2 He puts the Grand Signior*s Firm or Name
to all Imperial Commands. *707 Freind Peterborcnu’s

Cond. Sp 143 We order these Presents to be passed with
our Royal Firm. 1733 tr Italian certificate in. Magens
Insurances I 304 The frequent knowledge we have of his

Firm and Signature

2 a The ‘style* or name under which the

business of a commercial house is transacted, b
A partnership of two or more persons for carrying

on a business , a commercial house.

1744 in Hanway Trav (1762) I v IxvL 301 We are come
to the unanimous resolution of fixing one house, under
the firm of Messieurs Hanway and Mierop 1785 Mrs
Bennett Juvenile Indisciet (1786) II 135 He could not
oppose the wishes of the respectable partners without alter-

ing the firm of the house x8oz Mar Edgeworth Moial
T, (1816) I xix. 163 All we want to know, is the number of

your note, and the firm of the house. 18x7W SelwynLaw
Nisi Pruts II 1063 An action biought by the other parties

m the firm, for goods sold and delivered *86x W. Bell
Diet, Law Scot 387/1 A proper or personal firm is a finm
designated by the names of one or more of the partners

A descriptive firm has reference to some such circumstance

as the place where the company is established, or the trans-

actions in which it is engaged 1864 Mrs Riddell George
Geith I ii 9 Trading under the nim of ‘Grant & Co.’

1870 Dickens E. Drood vui, My small patrimony was left

a part of the capital of the Firm I am with. *882 Serjt
Ballantine Exper vm. 81 A respectable firm of solicitors

c transf Applied (chiefly in sarcastic use) to

a number of persons regarded as associated for the

promotion of their common interest.

a *707 Burke (T ), The hill was carried by a very small

majority, consisting of partners m the firm. 1819 Metropolis

II 209 He won a little money in Bennet Street, (where, to

he sure, it seldom happens that any one, not of the firm,

does win) 1862 Merivale Rom Evip (1865) VII. lx. egi

The plebeian emperor, the head of the Flavian firm,

d Longfirm (See quot 1882 )

1869 Orchestra a Jan 235/1 The doings of ‘the Long
Firm a body of phantom capitalists who issue large orders

to supply an infinite variety of goods 1882 Ogilvie s v
Firm, Long Firm, a term given to that class of swindlers

who obtain goods by pretending to bein business In a certain

place, and ordering goods to be sent to_ them, generally

from persons at a distance, without any intention of pay-

ment *888 Rider Haggard Mr Meeson’s Will xv, John
would give James briefs, and James’s reflected glory would
shine back on John In short, they were anxious to establish

a legal long firm of the most approved pattern.

Firm, sb.% Hist [ad. med L.firma' see Farm
sb.%\ Occasionally used instead of Farm sbfi in

translations of med L documents.

*839 A Jeffrey Roxburghsh. Ill iv. xix He granted to

Sir Robert Erskine ^100 out of his firms in Aberdeen

1873 W McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire 54 James III

granted to his Queen the whole Lordship of Galloway, with
the customs and firms of the burghs of Kirkcudbright and
Wigtown, as well as the Castle of Thneve.
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Firm (foim), a. and adv

.

Forms r 4-6 ferm(e,
6 fyrme, 6-7 firme, 6- firm [ME ferine

,

a.

OF. (and Fr )ferme •.—'L.firmus ]A /r^.

1. Having a close consistence, of solid or compact
structure or texture

;
not readily yielding to pressure

or impact.
1611 Bible Job xii. 24 His heart Is as fiime as a stone.

1614 Raleigh Hist World in § 5 To dry up the abundant
slime and mudde of the Earth, and make the Land more
iirme. 1667 Milton P. L, 1 350 Down they light On the
firm brimstone. t«6 Shelvocke Voy round World 28 To
case it all over with firm thick plank *727 Swirr Gulliver
in 11 187 Upon the firm earth. 1812-16 J Smith Pano-
rama i>c $ Art I. 5 Cast steel takes a fine firm edge
1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt Blanc 20 The surface of the
snow was of so firm a consistence that [etc ] 1854 Badham
Hahent, 170 The flesh is rather too firm when fresh

2 . Securely or steadily fixed, not easily moved or

shaken, stable.

1597 Shaks 2Hen IV, iv v. 204 Yet, though thou stand's!
more sure, than I could do, Thou art not finne enough.
1598— Merry W hi 11 49 It is as possitiue, as the earth
is firme. 1694NARBOROUGH m Acc Sev Late Voy. 46 They
lie in Veins in the Earth, and in the firm Rocks 1784
Cowfer Task v 156 So stood the brittle prodigy, though
smooth And slipp’ry the materials, yet frost-bound Firm, as
a rock. 1791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom Forest h, The glass
was yet firm in the windows. Mod Try whether the post
is firm in the ground
3 . That does not shake, quiver, or waver

;
steady

in motion or action ; having control of the muscul ar

foices of the body, not relaxed or nerveless.

*593 Shahs 2 Hen, VI, m 1 igo King Henry throwes
away his Ciutch, Before his Legges be firme to beare lus

Body 1614 Bp Hall Recoil '1 reat 102 This firme and
beautifull light [the Sun] 1656 Cowley Davideis hi 504
The Lion’s royal whelp leaves the rugged Bear for firmer
claws 2667 Milton P. L vi 534 Him soon they met
Under spred Ensignes moving mgh, in slow But firm
Battalion 1697 Dryden Vvrg Georg hi 121 Upright he
walks on Pasterns firm and straight 1809 Roland Fencing
82 Extend the longe provided you feel yourself firm and
steady in that position 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I.

273, 1 nevei heard but one woman who had so firm a touch
[on the piano] *840 P. Parley's Ann. I. 176 A wise
man’s feet are always firm in the stirrup 1870 Bryant
Iliad I iv 120 O aged man, would that thy knees were
fiim As is thy purpose.

4 Healthy, robust ; sound, undecayed (Cf. in-

firm ) ? Oh.
1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Hush. m. (1586) 124 b, If the

Horse have an ache [sifebnt], give it him with water, if he
be ferme [« nonfebnt] with good strong Wine 17x5-20
Pope Iliad xvii 348 Lamented youth 1 in life’s firm bloom
he fell. 1776 G Semple Building in Water 84 Those
which were painted were all quite rotten, but those that
were not painted continued firm. 1798 Malthus Poput
(1817) I 428 In the firmest stages of life

5 Of non-mateual things Fixed, settled, estab-

lished Of a decree, law, or sentence . Immutable
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth in vi 78 ,

1

ne trowe nat \>&t }>e

pris and grace of J>e poeple ne is ferm perdurably. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb ) xvi. 74 pou sail hafe weie withouten
ferme pees all way. 1538 Starkey England 1 1. 16 The
law of nature ys in al cuntreys fyrme and stabul 1368
Grafton Chi on II. 173 We .promise to observe and holde
his deede firme and stable. 1600 Shaks. A V L 1. 111 83
Firme and meuocable is my doombe. 1623 Burges Pers
Tithes 64 If the Law bee. firme for Personal Tithes 1660
Milton Tree Comntw 430 The happiness of a Nation
must needs be firmest and cerLamest in a full and fiee

Council of thir own electing 1837 Whewell Hist
Induct Sc. (1857) I 2a9 This apotelesmatic or judicial
astrology obtained firm possession ofmen’s minds

fb. Assured, secure (as a possession, etc).

Also of a person : Assured ofa thing. Oh,
1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 733 The King Send hym to be

in ferm keping. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 283b/! They
mette and were feime of the lignage promysed. 1394 First
Pt Contention (1843) 30 You shall have yourfirme rewaide
1671 Charente Let Customs 64 He who was Govemour
at the tune did not deliver it up to the King ofPortugal,
but kept it fiim to the King of Spam. 2737 Whiston
Josephus' Antiq, vh. ix § 6 The kingdom would be firm to

him when David was dead.

+ c Well-ascertamed, certain, sure. Of an argu-

ment: Well-founded, valid. Oh.
1377 Langl P PI B xii 283 ]>orugh fuire is fullyng and

]jat is ferme bileue 1382 J Bell Haddon's Answ Osor,

494 Alleadgyng no firme, or honest proofe of ya crimes.

2396 Shaks Merck V iv i 53 There is no firme reason to
be lendred Why [etc ] 1616 Surit & Marich. Country
Farmer If the drops ofWater comming from the roofes of
Houses doe fall one a good while after another, he shall

hold it for firme, that cold is neere at hand 2693 South
Serm II 187 If the sole use ofWords were to inform the
Person, whom we speak to, the Consequence would be firm
and good.

6 Of a person, his attributes, etc. Immovable
or not easily moved

;
constant, steadfast

;
unflinch-

ing, unshaken, unwavering
; resolute, determined.

2377 Langl. P PI B, xv 341 Wherfore folke is }>e feblere
and noujt ferme of bileue. c 1400 Rom Rose 3229 If he be
so ferine & stable, That fortune chaunge hym not. 1490
Caxton Eneydos xu, 43 Make thy selfe feime wyth hope.
2352 Abp Hamilton Catech (1884) 4 Thairto gyf ferme
credens 2398 Shaks Merry W. iv v 28 Her Mother,
(euen stiong against that match And firme for Doctor
Cams) 2637 Decree Star Ckamb. § 24 m Milton Areop
(Arb) 20 Tne Court doth hereby declare their firme re-

solution 2639 B Harris Panval's Iron Age 24s The people
of Liedge are very firm Roman Cathohcks 2731 T Sharp
in Lett, Lit. Men (Camdeu) 375 A firm and lasting friend-

ship. 1838 Lytton Alue 1 ix, Lady Vargrave, though
touched, was firm 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng. I 225 Those
classes which had been the firm allies ofthe monarchy 1832
H Rogers Eel Faith (1833) *81 [1 hey] were firm beheveis
in the theory of insight 1873 HelpsAmm fyMast (1875)4
It is my firm belief that [etc ]

b Steadfast in attachment to (a person, cause,

or the like).

2705 Walsh Hor. Odes 111 m 2 The man that’s resolute

and just, Firm to his principles and trust a 2713 Burnet
Own lime I 393 While the Parliament was so firm to the
King 2726-46 Thomson Winter 482 Phocion the Good
To virtue still inexorably firm

c Indicating steadfastness or resolution.

1802 Mar Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I 21 1 * I am the
count replied he, in a firm tone 1844 Mem Babylonian
P'cess II 253 The firm voice ofthe captain giving his orders

2878 B Taylor Deukalion n iv 81 Pity shines From those
firm eyes

7. Comm, a Of prices • Maintaining their level

;

with no downward tendency. Of commodities:
Not depressed in market value. Also transf ap-
plied to the market, a season of trade, etc b
A firm offer : one which the person making it is

resolved not to increase.

2883 Daily News 7 Nov. 4/7 American puces were firm

1887 llnd 7 June 2/6 English wheats m the country markets
are somewhat irregular, though most generally nrm 2887
Times 25 Aug g/i The Money Market has been a little

less firm to-day 1892 Daily News 23 Nov 2/7 There is no
probability of the market becoming weaker Indeed, a con-
tinued firm wmtei and a good spring is looked forward to

f 8. Firm land, firm-land: dry land, solid

earth , the mainland (as opposed to an island), a
‘continent’. Oh as a recognized phrase. [=med
L. terrafirma, F terrefei me ]
*553 Eden Treat. News Ind (Arb.) 8 They see the con-

tinente or fyime lande, extended euen to the North Pole

1594 Blundevil Exerc v. (ed 7) 574 The South firme
Land is called of some Magellanica 16x2 Brehtwood
Lang 4 Rehg x. 93 Thus it is in the firm land of Asia
hut in the islands about Asia [etc ] 1667 Milton P L. ii

589 A frozen continent which on firm land Thaws not
1682 Wheler Journ Greece 1. 22 It is joyned to the Firm-
land by a Woodden one [bridge] 1872 Browning Ftjlne
lxxxu s No more to do But tiead the firmland, tempt the
uncertain sea no more

f 9 ellipt quasi

-

jA = prec Oh.
2398 Hakluyt Voy I 438 No such Islands may bee found
m the Scithian sea towaid the firme of Asia 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb 11 407 Betwixt the fore-land and the fiime, Shee
[Wight] hath that nanow Sea, which we the Solent tearme.

2613 G Sandys Trav 1 19 Ashore on the firme of Asia.

B adv and quasi-adv
1377 Langl P. PI B. xix. 116 That she fuisteand formest

ferme shulde bilieue 1667 Milton P L xii 127 He
firm believes 1703 Moxon Mcch Exerc. 137'The shorter

all the Bearings ofTimbers are, the firmer they Bear 1768-

74 Tucker Lt Nat (1832) II 304 Chauty is built firmest
upon faith and prudence x8ox Southey Thalaba xi iv,

Her rosy feet press firmei, as she leaps Upon the wing
b Chiefly in phr. to stand firm (lit, and fig ),

and to holdfirm (to)

a 2340 Hampole Psalter xvm 10 pat bat be halden ferme
2370 Billingsley Euclid 1 Def. iv 2 A right lyne is that
which standeth fiime betwene his extremes 26x2 Biblf
Josh, iv. 3 The place where the Priests feet stood firme
16x1 Shaks Cymb 11 1 67 Heel'd make the Heauens hold
firme The walls of thy deere Honour 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 900 Wee that hold firme to the Works of God 2724 Dn
Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 277 He, an old tried soldier,

stood firm. 2836 Emerson Eng, Traits, Manners Wks
(Bohn) II 43 ,

1

find the Englishman to be him of all men
who stands firmest in his shoes 1837 Spurgeon Serin
New Park St II 132 Those who hold truth pietty firm
and will not let it go.

C. Comb
1. Of the adj. : a. with sb., as +firm-wood (used

as adj ). Also firm-land (see A, 8)
1743 tr Columella’s Hush ni xvu, Authors who denied

that the upper firm-wood branch is fit for bearing fruit

b. In parasynthetic adjs
,
as firm-based, -footed,

-framed, -nerved, -paced, + -pi oposed, -sinewed,

-textured
;

also firm-hoofed, having hoofs not
cloven.
1820 Keats Hyperion 11 138 My ^firm-based footstool.

1877 Black Green Past 111 (1878) 20 He was a bony *firm-
framed young man 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep. vi
vi. 297 Solipes, or *firme hoofed creatures, as Horses, Asses,
Mules, &c 1870 Bryant Iliad v 286 Thy firm-hoofed [Gr
puvvyas] coursers 1821 Joanna Baillie Met Leg

,
Wallace

xxxvii, The *firm-nervea youth’s exerted force. 1799 Camp-
bell Pleas. Hope 1, lim-paced and slow, a horrid front
they form. 2399 Shaks Hen V, v 11 462 The King hath
graunted euery Article According to their *firm proposed
natures. 1884 Black Jud Shahs mu, His *firm-sinewed
figure. 1834 Hawthorne Eng Note-bks (1883) I 333, I
found her sensible, and *firm-textuied, rather than soft and
sentimental

2 . Of the adv. with pa. pples
,
forming adjs

,
as

firm-braced

,

-compacted,

\

-planted
,

-rooted (hence

firm-rootedness), -set, -written .

1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 47 *Firm-braced I sought my
ancient woods. 1779 Potter AEschylus I 142 {Supplicants)
Their ^firm-compacted ships. 1870 Bryant Iliad I xii 382
Oaks *Firni-planted 1808 Mrs E H. Iliff Poems (1818)

97 *Firm-rooted in the yellow sands, i860 Pusey Mm
Proph 587 The allusion is to its *firm-rootedness 2603
Shaks Mach. n. 1 56 Thou sure and *'firme-set Earth Heare
not my steps 2863 I Williams Baptistery 11 xxm (1874)
83 O firm-set, ever-during scene • 1649 G.Daniel Tnnarch ,

Hen V ccxv, *Firme-\vntten destmie Reverts the Breath of
Kings,

Firm (farm), V. Now rare exc. in technical use
Forms : 4 ferme, 5-7 firme, 6 fyrme [Partly ad.
(either through F. fermer or directly) L. firmdre,
f fiimus Firm a

;
paitly a new formation on the

adj]
1 . trans To make firm or fast

; to set or fix

firmly or securely
;

also, to hold (a thing) fast.

c 1374 Chauctr Boeth 1 v 14 (Camb MS ) Fastne and
ferme thise eithes stable with thilke bonde by whiche thow
gouemeste the lieuene a 1400-50 Alexander 1369 And
fat [tower] he fiches & firmes sa fast to be wall 1609
Bibi e (Douay) Gen vu x6 Annot , The dore was to be
firmed without for better indunng the forcible waters.
16x5 Chapman Odyss xm 246 He to a stone Turn'd all
her sylvan substance; all below Firm’d her with roots, and
left her 1669 Boyll Contn New Exp 11 (1682)46 Ihe
Reciever seemed to admit the external air therefore I
firmed the cover with Turpentine. **670 Walton Lives 1

77 The stones were again by the masons art so levelled
and firm’d, as they had been formerly 1808 J Barlow
Cohnnb vn. 733 Ihey firm the base Of Freedom's tem-
ple, while her amis they grace 2853 Singllton Vugil
II 70 With its griping fang Ihe anchor firmed the ships

2883 Bum Weekly Post 7 Feb 1/7 Keep spang floweis
well firmed in the ground 2890 Hosin West China 166
Men removing with their toes the weeds from the roots
of the young shoots, and firming the lattei m the giound

+ b To fasten 01 fix (the eye) upon (some-
thing) Oh.
1390 SpenserF Q ii vh x As pilot Upon his card and

compas firmes his eye

+ 0 To steady, support Obs. raie
2646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep v xvi 258 The stafle of

his [Christ’s] direction, whereon if he firmeth lnmselfe, he
may be able to overcom the billows of lcsistance

2 To make firm in consistence; to compact,
solidify.

2380 North Plutarch (1676) 83 The force of the watei
did firm and harden it, and made it grow so to Land 1605
B Jonson Volpow 11 1, Ihe powder .clear’d her wrinkles,
Aim’d her gums, fill’d her skin, colour’d her hau 16x0W
Folkingham Art of Survey 1 x, 24 Boggle and spungie
grounds are setled, fastened and firmed by frequent
ouer-flowing them with Fords 1737 Uvrrt Fleece m 137
Ever and anon, to firm the woik, Against the web is dnv’n
the noisy flame 1842 Jml It Agnc Soc III 1 123
By every means firm the land after wheat-sowing x88a
Garden x8 Mar 185/3 Plant carefully, well firming the soil

about their roots with the hand 1890 Hosir West China
19 Drums for firming the papei as it comes from the pulp
troughs.

+ 3 trans To strengthen, make robust Oh
1392 Greene Palmer's Veises vin Wks (Rtldg ) 303/2

When in the Virgin’s lap earth’s comfort sleeps Both corn
and plants are filmed

1 4 To establish, settle, confirm (a person, etc ) ;

to strengthen (m resolution), encourage. Obs
1303 R Brunne Handl. Syline 9889 God 3yue vs grace ,

Yn ]>e beleue to ferme vs iy}t 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus,
xxh 52 The heart Which finned is by what the Wise
impart. Fear cannot daunt 2630W Brough Sacr Pune
(1659) 543 Solid knowledge will Firm the Mind in Truth
2682 N O Boileau's Lntrm m 171 Thy Valour firm’d the
wavering Troops that day,

+ 5 . To make (an agreement, etc.) firm
;
to es-

tablish firmly, settle, strengthen Obs
c 1425Wyntoun Cron vm i 4oTwaErlys Comechargyd

in Scotland To tret, and ferme a Marriage 1577-87 Holin-
siied Chron. Ill 1184/1 It was further concluded also, that

a peace should be firmed .betwixt therealmesof England
and Scotland. 1594 Lodge Wounds Civil War in 1 in

Hazl. Dodsley VII 135 And we will firm our honours by
our bloods 1659 H L’Estrange Alliance Dtv. Off 486
1 hese testimonies firm the comparison betwixt such persons

and Adam 2673 Dryden Amboyna ir 1, Hold back your
Hand, from firming ofyour Faith 2729 Savage Wanderer
1 204 He won the Belgic Land And firms the Conquest
with his fenceful Mound, 1808 J Barlow Columi 11 294
Ten wide piovinces .Bless the same king, and daily firm

the sway

fb. To make (a possession, title, etc) sure;

to assure, secure; also, to attach (a person) se-

curely Const to, unto Obs.

1330 R WHYTroRD Werke for Househ E, The blessynge
of the parentes dothe fyrme and make stable the possessyons
and the kynred ofthe chylder 2624T Scott Belg Souldier
x8 That [he] be especially carefull to firme and ccntract
unto himselfe. the King of Poland 2664 J Wilson A
Comntmus v 111, Since your joint unanimous concent Has
firm’d that title 1669 J Owen inT Gale Jansemsme Pref

,

That ground shall be firmed to them speedily by new Briefs.

+ C gen. To ratify formally
;
to confirm. Obs.

*599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe 13 When hee [William I] firmed
and rubnekt Kentishmen’s gauill-kmd of the sonne to m-
herite at fifteene. 1659 H L’Estrange A lltance Div Off
435 Solemn leagues solemnly firmed by oaths 1685
Dryden Albion Alhlnuts 1 8 Jove has firm’d it with an
Awfull Nod 1703 Pope Thebais 591 Be present still, oh
Goddess 1 . Proceed, and firm those omens thou hast made.

1

6

. To make (a document) valid by authoritative

seal, indorsement, signature, stamp, or the like;

to subscribe, sign Also, tofirm with the hand
1510 Will ofj. Deram (Somerset Ho), Fyrmed . w4 my

hand 2574 Hellowes Gncnarcts Fain. Ep 62 To firme it

with the hand, is meere follie llnd. 64 If Catiline and
other his fellowes had not firmed the letter of their comura-
tion Ibid 231, 1 caused your bill to be firmed by the Queene.
1588 Ord Sp Fleet 111 Marl Misc (1744) I xii These my
instructions are firmed bymy hand 1613 Hayward Norm.
Kings

,
Will, I, 98 Charters and deeds &ere firmed by the

parties speciall seale 2641 Termes de la Ley 156 b, Writings
were wont to be firmed m England with Crosses of gold.

1690 Dryden Don Sebastian v. 120 Your Fathei’s hand,
Firm'd with his Signet.
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fb To affix, ‘ sign
’

(one’s name) to a docu-

ment 01 writing Obs.

ijjao Will ofA Chevy (Somerset Ho \ In witness whereof
we naue fyrmed our names 1582 N Lichefield tr Cas-
tanheda’s Conq E Ind. 153 He firmed therevnto his name
absol 1529 Will ofA Chevy (Somerset Ho), Because heie

is 1100 space to fyrme on this side we haue fyrmed on the

other side 1620 Shelton Quix. IV 11. 10 Another shall

firm for me
7 . mtr To become firm.

188a in Ogilvie 1883 [see ppl adj below], 1887 £
Chesh Gloss

,
Firm, to grow firm A cheese-making term.

Hence Firmed ppl a (spec, in Falconry see

quot. 170G). Fi rming ppl. a. a tram That
confirms or ratifies b mtr. That is becoming
firm see Firm a ‘j.

1574 Hellowfs Guevara's Fam Ep. 36 It [a lettei] had
not come firmed or with superscription 1623 Bp Mountagu
App Caesar Ep Ded

2
I did it with a firmed purpose to

leave all private opinions 1649 G Damei. Tnnarch
Hen IV, ccclxv, Belgia, only (in a firmed state Wrought
out by others)has been fortunate 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),

Firmed or full Firmed (in Falconry), well fledged or well

cover’d with Feathers 1816 L Hunt Rimint iv 06 A noble

word 1 exclaimed the Prince, and smote Preparingly on earth

his firming foot 1839 Bailey Festns (1854) 33a A vital wind
invisible, Yet firmed and bounded in a beauteous form 1883
Scotsman g May 10/1 Sold at firming prices

+ Fi'gmable, a Obs. [f. Firm v + -ABLE ]
1 Worthy to be ratified.

1584 R W. Three Ladies ofLondon in Hazl Dodsley VI.
282 You will make an ill matter seem good and fiimable

Firmament (fa amamfint). Forms 4-6 fer-,

fyrmament(e, 3- firmament [ad L firma-
ment-urn

,

f.firmd-re to strengthen, f. firmus firm.

Cf OF firmament.
In class Lat. the word means ‘ something which strengthens

or supports * (cf 3) In the Vulgate it was adopted, in imita-

tion of the arepeutfia of the LXX (properly ‘firm or solid

structure ’, f orepeoeiv to make firm or solid, f crrepeos firm,

solid), as the rendering of Heh. S’'pi rdqUp., applied to the

vault of the sky The Heb word prob means ‘ expanse

from the root Ppl raqae. which in the Bible has the senses

‘to tread’, ‘to beat out (metals)’, ‘to spread out’, but in

Syriac the vh means ‘ to condense, make firm or solid ’,

whence the Gr and Lat renderings of the sb ]

1. The arch or vault ofheaven overhead, in which

the clouds and the stars appear ;
the sky or heavens.

In mod. use only poet, or rhetorical

[c 1050 Bjrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 309
On bam oorum dmge he &eworhte firmamentum Jimt ys beos

heofon ] c 1250 Gen 4 Ex 05 Do god bad ben 3e firma-

ment. c 1290 Y. Eng. Leg I 226/248 J>at huy ne yseyen

no Jung bote be se ant be firmament C1386 Chaucer
Merck T 97s Bright was the day, and bliew the firmament.

1^55 Eden Decades 33 That lyttle sleepe that they had was

abrode vnder the firmamente 1667 Milton P L. iv. 604

Now glow’d the Firmament With living Saphirs 1693

Luttrell Brief Eel. (1837) III 192 This morning a rain-

bow seen in the firmament 1846 tr Schlegel'sPhil. H1st. 80

The northern firmament possesses by far the largest and most

brilliant constellations 1877 Bryant Poems, Receive thy

Sight u, The pleasant rays That lit the glorious firmament.

b Heaven, as the place where God dwells Obs

exc. in Biblical and liturgical phrases

13 EE A Hit P B 221 Thikke Jwwsandez Fellen

fro the fyrmament, fendez ful blake. X388 Wyclif Ps. cl 1

Hene 3e be lord in hise seyntis 1 herie je him m be firma-

ment of his vertu 1 xfi3S Coverdale Song 3 Cluldr 33
Blessed be thou in y® firmament of heauen x6ix BiblePs
cl x Praise him in the firmament of 1ns power

e transf. and fig
1326 Pilgr Perf. (W deW 1531) 104 Pite, whiche may

wele be called tne firmament of perfeccyon, for it is the

stablysshment of all holy conuersacyon, whereby man .

discemeth waters from waters. 1643 Milton Divorce 11

xxu (1831) 127 That it may be suffer’d to stand in the place

where God set it amidst the firmament of his holy Laws

1667 — P L, 11 175 What if this Firmament Of Hell

should spout her Cataracts of Fire? 1871 E F Burr Ad
Fidem vi 97 A whole firmament of twinkling philosophers

and philosophies

|2 In old Astronomy The sphere containing

the fixed stars j the eighth heaven of the Ptolemaic

system
„

C1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xi 43 Pe xn. signez of pe firma-

menti 1450-1530 Myrr our LaHye 93 A nother heuen ys

called the fyimamente, where are the sterres i55* Records

Cast ICnoivl (1536) 7 Aboue these seuen planetes, is there

an other heauen or skie, whiche commonly is named the

Firmament, and hath in it an infinite numbre of starres

1633 N. Carpenter Geog. Del 1 iv 79 The distance, of the

Firmament, wherein are placed the fixt Starres is not

measurable by mans Industrie 1663 Boyle Occas Kejl

(1843! x3 Those Stars that shine in the Firmament or highest

visible Heaven
,

•j*b Hence, applied sometimes to the other celes-

tial spheres. Firstfirmament : the Prwiuvi mobile

c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T 197 O firste moving

cruel firmament, With thy diurnal swegn that croudest ay.

*393 Gower Conf III 2 He can yiven every Jugement,

Which longeth to the firmament Both of the sterre and of

the mone. 1331 Records Cast Knowl (*330) xx dhis

motion is called of auncient writers the motion of the r irst

firmament .

0. transf in Alchemy (Cf. Heaven.)
16x0 B. Jonson Alchemist 11 in. Your sunue, your moone,

your firmament, your adrop

1

3

. In the literal etymological sense : Anything

which strengthens or supports; a substratum, a

firm support or foundation, lit. andfig.
*S54 Knox Godly Let, B viij, Here is tne firmamente of

VOL. IV.

my fyrst cause a 1533 Philfot Exam. # Writ (Parker
Soc y 382 Paul calleth the church the firmament and pillar

of truth 1378 Banister Hist Man 1 17 [That] this same
hone might he vnto Lannx as a firmament, and foundation
1613 Crooke Body ofMan 388 It was not safe that his
thmne coat should runne along without some Firmament.
a 1626 Bacon Interpr Naturex Wks 1857 III 218,

1

thought
it good to make a strong . hank to guide the course of
the waters, by setting down this position or firmament,
namely, That all knowledge is to be limited by religion.

1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exentp II ix 121 This duty to
parents is the very firmament and bond of commonwealths
1701 S Sewall Diary 30 June (1879)11 38 The absence of
him who was the Firmament and Ornament ofthe Province

b The process of strengthening oi making firm
1630 Bulwcr Anthropomet, 144 The tongue hath a liga-

ment or bridle for two causes . First for the firmament of its

Basis.

1

4

. (See quot

)

1690 Evelyn Mund. Muliebris 7 Pins tipt with Diamond
Point, and head, Bywhich the Curls are fastened. In radiant
Firmament set out — Fop-Did 18 Firmament

,
Diamonds,

or other precious Stones heading the Pins which they stick
in the Tour, and Hair, like Stars

5 . Comb
*593 Nashe Christs Tears Wks (Grosart) IV 70 Theyr

Firmament-propping foundation, shal be adequated with
the Valley of Iehosaphat

Hence Fi rmamentwa rds adv
,
towards the

firmament ;
heavenwards

1886 Burton Arab His I 188 Then she flew firmament-
wards to circle it

Firmamental (fsimame ntal), a [f prec +
-AL ]

1 Of or pertaining to the firmament.
x6oo Dr Dodypoll 1 1 in Bullen O PI III 100 Looke on

the heavens colour'd with golden starres, T he firmamentall
ground of it all blew xfiax Burton Anal Mel m iv. 1 v,

If there be infinite planetary and firmamental worlds 1637
Cokaine Obstinate Lady 11 1, He was an intricate prog-
nosticator of firmamental eclipses. 1869 Tyndall m Fortn
Rev 1 Feb 240 To obtain the most perfect polarisation of

the firmamental light 1874 T. Hardy Madding Crowd II.

vn 8x In the vast firmamental hollows overhead

•j- b. Alchemy Firmamental water . liquid as

pure as the firmament ; app. rectified Aqua Vitas

1550 MokwyhgJStohmsw 97 These make disceitful image
and likeliness of youth : the firmamentall water dothe it in

dede. [x666 Dryden Ann Mtrob 281 An hollow crystal

pyramid he takes, In firmamental waters dipt above ]

2 . Of the nature of a supporting framework or

permanent substratum : cf. Firmament 3.

1696 Brookhouse Temple Open 40 The Flesh is the Incre-

mental or Changeable Part, and the Spirit the Firmamental

or Immoveable Part 1823 Coleridge Lit Rem (1836) II

337 note, The firmamental law that sustains and disposes

the apparent world

t Firmame’ntary, a Obs. rare [f. as prec

+ -ABY] —prec
1633 T Adams Exp 2 Peter « 7 Some by that firraament-

ary division of the waters, have dreamt of a watery heaven

above the stars 1690 Boyle Chi Virtuoso 1 69 And much
more must they do so who believe there were Firma-

mentary comets.

Firman (fouman, |[ferman). Forms: a. (7

firma, 8 flrhman), 8-9 formalin, firmaun, 7-

firman. 0 7 phirman, 7-9 phirmannd. [a.

Pers. ^fi+jiferman, OPers. *framdna (som Pehlvi)

= Skr. pramdna command ] An edict or order

issued by an Oriental sovereign, esp the Sultan of

Turkey
;
a grant, licence, passport, permit

x6x6 Sir T Roe in Purchas Pilgrims (1624) I xv xvi 341

Then I moued him for his fauour for an English Factory to be

residentm the Towne,which hee willingly granted, and gaue

present order to the Buxy to draw a Firma . for their resi-

dence 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav 30 But upon sight of his

Phirman (or Letter ofcommand) hee agreed willingly 1704

Collect, Voy (Chuicb.) Ill 57*/® Your Majesty’s Firman,

or Letters Patent 1710 Pitt Let in Edm Rev (1893) 131,

I had a phirmaund under his great seal x8x6 Genii Maq
LXXXVI 1. 323 A translation of the fermaun itself has

since been forwarded byDr Hunt 1863 Kinclake Crimea

(1877) I xvu 369 Having caused the Porte to issue firmans.

transf 1833 Hood Poetry, Prose
, 4 Worse tv, He bows

to the metrical firman, As dulcet as song of the South 1840

Barham Ingol Leg, St Odille 111, A German Paid his

couit to her father, conceiving his firman Would soon make

hei bend
, _ „

t Fi'rmance. Sc. Obs, Also 6 fermans, fir-

mans, 7 fermanoB [ad. OF. fennance (1) an

enclosure, (2) a guarantee, f. feriner to shut, con-

firm, secure—L firman * see Firm z>.]

1 The state or condition of being confined; con-

finement, imprisonment, chiefly in phrase* (to

keep, put) mfirmance Also concr. An enclosure.

Douglas /Enets xn Prol 176 Within fermans and

parka cloys of palys c 1363 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Cliron

Scot (1728) 63 Himself to be put in sicker Firmance 1613

Bp Forbes On Revel xx, 221 The surenesse is cleered m
the person apprehendei, and manner of fermance 1679 m
G. Hickes Spirit ofPopery 64 We . do Command , all

Sheuffs to Search for, the Persons afternamed and put

them in sure Ward and Firmance 1721 Wodrow Hist

Ch Scot (1829) II. 11 xm 485 Three men in firmance for

robbery. 173a J Lowthian Form ifProcess (ed. 2) 137 The

Rebels put them in sure Ward, Firmance and Captivity

2, Assurance, confidence; also, a soiuce of con-

fidence. To make firmance to to give a pledge

of faithfulness to

x«6 Bellenden Cron Scot Pioheme Cosmogr vi, So

jang I swomit in hir seis deip That sad auismg with hir

thochtfull lance Couth find na port to ankir hu firmance.

Ibid 11. 1, 10 h, For the fame of ane nobyll prince is ane grete

film ance to his realme. Ibid n. xvi 21 b, Als sone as G.illus

was maid hyng to stabil the realme to him with sickir

firmance, he tuk Jse aithis of his pepil

b Firmly established condition, stability.

1533 Bellenden Livy (1822) 107 The Romanis ar brocht
to sic firmance, that they may sustene the plesand frute

of libertie

Firmary, var of Fermert, Obs

,

infirmary,

t Firma'tion. Obs, [ad L *firmdtidn-em, n
of action f firmdre to make firm, i firmus Ferm ]
1 The action of making firm or fixing steadily

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep iv i 179 If we define

sitting to be a firmation of the body upon the Ischias.

2 Ratification, confirmation

1684 T. Hockin God's Decrees 1531'he incarnation, passion,

and resurrection of our blessed Saviour , being the firma-

tion and seal of all

Firm©, a. JTer. (See quot. 1889.)
1688 R Holme Armoury 1 v § 31 A Cross Patee Entyre

(or Fixed or Firme). *889 El\in Diet Her 61 Finite,

a term used for a cross pattee, when it extends to each
side of the shield ‘ the same as a cross pattde throughout,

or entire.

Firm©, var of Forme Obs
,
first.

Firment, obs form of Ferment.

Firmer (fa xmai). [ad. F. fermoir chisel for

making mortices, altered form (as if f. fermer in

obs. sense to fasten, secure) offormotr

,

which was
earlier anglicized as Former ] Used onlym comb.,

firmer-chisel, -gouge, -tool (see quots.).

[1688, 1727-31, 1764 * see Former ] 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract Builder 239 The firmer chisel is a thin broad chisel,

with the sides parallel to a certain length, and then taper-

ing, so as to become much narrower towards the shoulder.

It is used by being driven by the blows ofa mallet on the

handle 1876 Givilt Encycl Archit. Gloss. 1243 Firmer
Tool

,

a chisel used by joiners with a mallet, by which the

sides of mortises are formed 1888 Lockwoods Diet Mtch.
Engm , Firmer Tools,

the ordinary short chisels and gouges
of wood workers, so termed in order to distinguish them
from paring tools

Firmest, obs. form of Foremost.

•J* Frrmify, v Obs. rare, [f Firm a + *(i)fy.]

trans. To make firm. intr. To become firm.

1378 Banister Hist Man r 5 You shall not dread, to finde

the examples of Syssarcosis very playne, in the fleshy firmi-

fieng of tne teeth in their Celles Ibid 17 Os Hyoides is

so firmified in the middest, as to neither part it easely

slippeth

+Firming chisel »firmer-chsel
1799 Trans Soc Encourag Arts XVII 337 Work off the

remaining wood with a large firming chissel.

*j*Fi rmitude. Obs [ad L firmitudo, ffirm-us

Firm a ] The quality or state of being firm, m
the various senses of the adj.

;
firmness, solidity,

stability, strength
;
stability of purpose, resolution.

*341 R. Copland Galyen’s Terafentyke 2 E j ,
They do vse

these names, Dyspathies, Metasyncnses, Imbecyllitees,

fyrmytudes [Lat firntiUtdtnes\ and sondry other such

names 1379 Twyne Phisicke agst. Fort n cxiv, 308 a,

Vnlesse the minde had put on the same firmitude ana con-

stancie agaynst it [the payne]. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 1340 The stability and stedy firmitude of those broad

fiat faces which it [the cube] hath x668 H More Div
Dial. 1 § 4 (1713) 10 So great a firmitude is there m Life

against all the subtle attaques of shifting Reason 1701

W

Nichols Consol, to Parents 112 What great Firmitude of

Mind they have to oppose against such a cutting misfortune

t Frrmity 1
. Obs Also 5-6 fermete, -ltie,

6-7 firmitia, *yte. [a OF. fermetd, f. ferine

Firm a
,
refashioned after Firm and -ity ]

1. Firmness, solidity, stability. Also, moral

firmness, firm allegiance, constancy.

a 1450 Kilt de la Tour(1B68) 83 [It] were to long to compte
the tenthe party of her fermete, for they ouercome the

deuelle and bys temptaciones 2480 Bury Wills (1850) 39
For the more fermete and stedfastenes therof, and that yt

perpetually shulde indure. *363W Fulxe Meteors (1640)

25 b, There was no firmity or strength in it [the ayre] to

beare them [birds] up 1380 Puttenham Eng Poeste il

(Arb ) 113 The square for his owne stay and firmitie re-

quireth none other base then himselfe 1638 ChjllinGwoktk
Pel Prot 1 vi § 7 329 The strength and firmity of my
assent a 1636 Ussher Ann vi. (1658) 337 Pyrrhus, doubt-

ing the firmity of the Macedons unto him, yielded thereto,

cx729 Earl of Ailesbury Mem (1890) 51 His firmity and
presence of mind.

2 A means of strengthening; an assurance.

1323 St Papers Hen VIIIj IV 94 If manage myght be

goten on this side and that side, it woll be..good for bothe

the realmes, and a firmyte of kmdnes.

t Fi’rmity 2
. Obs - 1 Aphetic f. Infirmity.

1426 Audelay Poems 31 To socoui ham, in here fyrmetd.

+ Firmless (f3 imles), a Obs. [f. Firm a. -h

-less ] Unsteady, shifting

1598 Sylvester Dn Bartas 11 n iv. Cohimnes 667 In

Egypt it [Astronomy] erects A famous School, yet firm-lesse

in affects. *603 Ibid il m lit. Lavoeg26 We float On firm-

lesse sands of this vaste Desart <11744 Pope (Webster),

Does passion still the firmless mind control?

Firmly (f3 imli), adv. Tf as prec. + -ly 2
] In

a firm manner.

1, With little possibility ofmovement, so as not

easily to be shaken or dislodged; fixedly, securely,

strongly; steadily, immovably.
c 1374 Chaocer Troylus 111 1429 (1488), I wist That your

humble seruant Were m your harte yset so fermely As ye
in mine. «*533 Ld Berners Hnon Iv 187 Euery man
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praysed gretely Huon tliat he helde hym selfa so feimely

1591 Spenser Mmopotntos 58 His bi east-plate Befoie
his noble hart he fiimely hound c 1630 Jackson Creed
iv xt, Chanty fiiniher rooted in their hearts 1704
Newton Opticks (1721) hi 1 365 How such very hard
Pal tides . can stick together so fiimly 1776 Gibbon
Dccl <s

F I 334 The dangetous frontiei of Rhretia he so

firmly secured, that [etc ] x86o Tyndall Glac 1 xvm 127

To fix at each step my staff fiimly 111 the consolidated snow
*880 Geikie Phys Geog, u, 7 The atmosphenc envelope
clasps the planet fiimly

2 Without wavering, hesitation, or doubt , con-

stantly, resolutely, steadfastly

c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vm xv 29 pe lele Scottis men
To gyddyr stood sa fermly 155a Ascham in Lett Lit
Men (Camden) 12, I am thus nrmelie persuaded 1647
Ci arendon /list Pei 1 (1843)14/2 He was firmly resolved
never to tmst him 1751 Johnson Rambler No 177 ? 9
A copy which he firmly believed to he of the first edition

1781 Gibbon Decl <5- F III 119 The Goth, on whose
fidelity he firmly lelied i8d8 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
I no The nation was firmly attached to hei editaiymonarchy
1871 Mouldy Voltaire (1886) 11 It was time to tiust firmly

to the free understanding of men for guidance 1887 Daily
News 7 June 2/6 Foreign wheats fiimly held

3 Comb

,

asfirmly-braided, -closed, -rooted.

1877 Black Green Past xxi. The sunlight touched the
*fii mly braided masses of hair 1888 F Humd Mad, Midas
j 111, With ''firmly-closed lips 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1852) II 249 The ^firmly-rooted Chustian may say

Firmness (famines) [f. as prec. + -ness]
The state or quality of being firm

1 Solidity, cohesion, resistance to pressure

1653 Hoi.croft Procopius 11 53 Which encieasmg by de-
grees, crumbled and brake the firmenoss of the stones x66x
Boyle Spring 0/Air 111. xxxi (1682182 In the short history
we have published of Fluidity and Firmness 1799 Kirwan
Geol Ess 108 Firmness is that coherence which resists per-

cussion, and its opposite is brittleness, or fragility 1831
Carpenter Man Phys. (ed 2) 155 The requisite firmness
and solidity are given to the animal fabric

2 The quality of being to a large extent un-
moved or immovable

;
fixedness, stability.

1397 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m, 1. 48 Make the Continent
(Wearie of sohde firmenesse) melt it selfe Into the Sea
a 1627 Hayward Edw VI (1630) 13 Both the easmesse and
fii nines [of the union] might be coniectured. 1703 Maun-
drei l Jonrn Jerus 89 The whole work seems to be endued
with such absolute fiimness, as if it had been design’d for

Eternity x8oz Paley Nat Tlieol vm § 3 (1819) 86 By
firmness I mean not only strength but stability

3 The stale or quality of being firm in mind

,

resolution, steadiness, steadfastness.
Hence, m Phrenology, the ‘hump’ or ‘oigan’ supposed to

indicate the possession of this quality
1361 ti Calvin's Foure Scrm u D ij b. That constauncye

and firmnes of minde as.684 Earl Roscommon Whs.
(1753) 42 Nor can th’ ./Egyptian Patriaich blame my muse,
Which foi his fiimness does his heat excuse 1741 Mid
dldton Crcei

o

I vi. 318 Cmsar is said to have boin the
news of her death with an uncommon fiimness 1874
GRErN Short Hist iv. § s 162 Teirible as weie the suf-

feungs of the English army, Edward's firmness remained
unbroken

+ b. Steadfastness of attachment to a person or

cause
;
faithfulness, fidelity. Ohs

a 1627 Sir J Beaumont To the Prince 14 Your noble
firmenesse to your friend 1633 Sir E Nicholas in N
Papers (Camden) II. 11 His Majesty’s affection to religion
and his fiimness to his word 1667 Milton PL ix 27a
But that thou shouldst my firmness therfoie doubt To Goa
or thee I expected not to hear
4 Comm, Steadiness in price, or of prices
1880 Globe s Mar 3/4 The featuie m Foieign Government

Secunties is the firmness of Peruvian Bonds 1883 Manch.
Exam 14 Dec 4/t There being little inclination to take
short bills, owing to a belief that the present firmness will
not last 1890 Daily News 16 Sept 3/4 The outlays on
behalf of this pair did not affect the firmness of Signorma
and Nunthorpe, who maintained their Saturday rates

Firmor, Firmorie, var of Fermer, -y
a.x618 Ralitgh m Gutch Coll Cur, I 83 A meie tenant

at will, or Armor of the profits

il Pirn (firn). [Ger firn,firne, lit ‘lastyeai’s’
(snow), subst use of firm adj ‘of last year’,
see Fern a ] A name given to snow above the

glaciers which is pailly consolidated by alternate

thawing and freezing, but has not yet become
glacier-ice.

1833KaneGrmnellExp vm (1836)61 The' firn', or consoli-
dated snow of the Alpme glaciers 1833 J D Forbes Tour
Mt. Blanc 33 Magnificent is the piospect which these firns
sometimes present. 1878 Huxley Physiogr 133 The im-
perfectly consolidated substance, partly snow and partly ice,

is known m Switzerland as NSvi or Firn.

+ Fi'rous, a Obs rare

,

In 6 flerous, fyrous.
[f Fire + -ous] = Fiery 4.

1303 Hawes Examp Vnt xu 237 In to the sygne of the
fierous lyon Ibid xiv 296 He dyd vs lyght with his puie
bemys Quenchynge of mars the fyrous lemys
Firre, obs form of Fir.

t Fi•rren, a. Obs. In 4 firrene, 6 Sc firrrn,

firron. [f Fir -t- -bn ] Made of fir.

<1x300 Havelok 2078 A fayr firrene wowe *313 Douglas
ASneis 11 vi 17 The firryne closouris opnys, but noyise oi

dyn, And Greikis, hid the hois coist within, Patent war
maide 1378 Inventories (1815) 233 Ane thik firrin plank.

Firret(te, obs. form of Ferret.
Firring see Furring

#
Firry (fa n), a. [f. Fir + -y l.] a Abound-

ing in firs b Of or pertaining to the fii

1833 Lamb Elia, Blakemoor

,

Thy firry wilderness. 1843

Iennvson Miller’s Dan 6 Oft I heard the tender dove In
firiy woodlands making moan 184a Hood Elm 1 ree hi
avi, With many a fallen acorn-cnp, And mast, a firry cone.

Firs, obs form of Fierce a
First, sb Obs, exc dial m comb Forms

1 first, fyrst, 3 firsts, south mrste [OE fyrst
str. fern =OHG first (MIIG vit st, Gtv.fi> st) *—

*fersti-z\ cf the ablaut-vai. Du, LG vorst:—
*fursti-z, of same meaning, which corresponds
phonetically to Skr. prshti fem nb

;
in sense it

is nearer to the (prob cognate) Skr. prshtd back ]
The inward roof or ceiling of a chambei

; also,

a ndge-pole
;
=fiirsipicae.

ciooo AUltric Gloss, in Wr -Wulcker 126 Laqrtear, fyist
c 1275 Death 155 in O E Misc. (187a) 179 pe rof and pe
vnste schal ligge on pine chynne 1378 Durham Hahn
Rolls (Surtees) T49 In manu Johanms fii. Gilberti x spars
et j first, et in gardino prxd Thomai sunt v ribs et firsts

b Comb
, first-piece (Chesh Gloss.), -pole,

(Shropsh . Wordbk ), the ridge piece of roof-
limbers

First (foist), a (si ) and adv Forms* 1 fyrst,

fyrest, first, 2-6 fyrst, 3 Orm firrst, south, vorst,

4 forst, 3-4 ferst, (3 feirst, forest, -1st, south.
verst), 3-5 firste, (3 fireste, -ist, south virst),

furst(e, 3-7 fnst, (4 freste), 4-5 fryst, (6 fruist),

3- first. [OE fyrst,fyrest, Ol‘ris fcrost,-est,-st,

OS. furist, used absol as fuPisto wk masc,
prince (MDu. vorste, mod Du. vorst prince), OHG
Jurist foremost, first, highest, absol. furtsto prince
(MHG vurste, mod.G ferst sb

,
prince), ON.

fyrst

r

(Sw forsta , Da. firste , the sbs. Sw. furste,
tie.,fyrste, pnnce, aie adapted from Ger.) Com
Tent. *funsto-, a superlative formation on the stem
*fur-, for- (see Fore adv , For prep ). The coi-

responding comparative occurs in OIIG. furuo,
ON fyrre, eailier. From the same stem, with
different superlative suffix, is formed OE forma
first, whence the double superlative form fyrmest

.

see Former, Foremost.
The OTeut fm -, for-, represents OAryan pr-, whence in

most of the Aryan iangs words meaning * fiist’ me derived,
chiefly with supeilative suffixes Cf Skr pratkama, OS1

pilvh, Gi irpAiTor, jrpwrurros, L pi linns ]

A. adj That is before all others, cailiesl 111

time or serial order, foremost in position, lank, or
impoitance Hence often seiving the function of a
numeral adjective, the ordinal of One, m which
use it may be written ist.

In Eng , as in most other Iangs , the number one has no
regularly formed ordinal, and in OE the wantwas supplied
by the use of various superlative adjs meaning ‘ foi emost

’

or ‘earliest’, viz fyrst, forma, fyrmest (also foi west,
Noithumbrianfa ifwest) and direst, In middle English the
other words became obsolete, or lost their ordinal sense, so
that first became the sole representative of the ordinal of
one This is now its most prominent use, and colours all the
applications of the etymological sense, but the word can
still he applied (like L primus, F premier, etc ) in contexts
whepe a true ordinal would be madmuisible, as m ‘ the first

days of the year ',
‘ one of the first men in the country’, etc

I. As simple adjective

I, In regard to time : Prior to all others in occur-

rence, existence, etc
;
happening, existing, or pre-

senting itself before the others ; earliest

a 1000 Cmdmon's Exod. 399 (Gr ) Fyrst ferhSbana. c 1220
Bestiary 675 Dus fel adam vre firste fader 1343 in Heath
Grocers' Comp. (1829) 43 The freste Wardynes that euer
were, of owre fraternyte ct440 Promp. Parv, 162/1
Fyrste be-getynge, primogemtura. 1483 Cath Angl
132/1 pe Firste martyr, proihomartir 1300-20 Dunbar
Poems lxxxi. 5 Sen oure first father formed was of clay
<11626 Bacon Max 4 Uses Com, Law (1636) 23 This
maner of gaining lands was in the first dayes, and is not
now of use in England. x66a Stillingi-l Ong Sact 1 iv

§ 7 Cadmus Milesius, supposed to he the first writer of His-
tory 1698 Vanbrugh Prov, Wife 1 i, He is the first

aggressor, not I 1848 Macaulay Hist, Eng II x6 Another
planted the first vines in the neighbourhood of the Cape
of Good Hope x868 Lockyer Elem Astron v. (1879) 193
The first clock in England was made about 1288

b. With the application defined by a relative

clause, for which in mod Eng. to with infinitive is

often substituted.

c i2oo Ormin 797 He wass pe firrste mann pat brohhte
word onn eorpe a 1300 Cursor M. 1469 (Cott ) Enoch .

was pe first pat Ietteis fand. c 1400 Destr Troy 4330 The
furst pat was founden of J>es fals goddes 1368 Tilney Disc
Manage Avij, I will not he the first, that shall disobey
1798 Coleridge A nc Mar, xi, We were the first that ever
buist Into that silent sea 1837 Buckle Civtltz I xu
638 [Voltaire] was the first who popularized in France the
philosophy of Newton Mod You were the first person to
explain the matter He is always the first to find fault
This part of the system was one of the first to be developed,
and one of the first to disappear

c Said of anything which occurs or presents

itself next after a given point of time expressed
or implied m the sentence
1607 Marston What you Wilt v, The first thing her

bounty shall fetch is, my blush colour satin suit from
pawn 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II 11 42 The first

business was to get canoes 1732 Berkeley Alciphr in

§ 6 Make an experiment on the first man you meet 1834
L Ritchie Wand by Seme (1835) 138 The first thing to be
done was to secure lodgings 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng
II. 138 One of his first acts, after he became King, was to

recall Ormond fiom Ireland 1871 M Coiuns Mm &
Merck. 1 vui 240, I shall get back to London by the first
tram *

d With emphatic force, where it is implied that
the first event or occurrence is the only one to be
regarded or waited for.

1399 LANcr Rich Redeles m s6 pey ffolwitli be vois at
be ffi ist note 1306 Pylgiym Sir R GuyIfaide (Camden)
16 to eueiy pylgtyme at the firste fote that lie setteth on
Iondc tlieie is giaunted plenary lemyssion 1607 Shaks
Cor. 1 vm. s Let the fust Budget dye the others Slaue
x6,3 MarylllC^ Wks 1872-5 II 433 [•Mock speech'
of Charles It], I have made Crew, Bishop of Durham
and, at the first word of my Lady Portsmouth, Prideaux’
Bishop of Chichester 1699 Hacki: Coll Voy ir 30 SomeMen of War lay icady to put out after us upon the firstNews of our being near <11822 Sheiley Unfin Drama
*53 Like a child’s legend on the tidelcss sand, Which the
first foam erases half and half Leaves legible

e. In phi , : At {[ the) fii st sight (or znew), at
{the) first blush. (Also,

|
atfirst dash, push

)
a 1300 Cursor M 8020 (Cott ) He Lneu pam at he fast

sight. 1579 Lviv Enphucs (Aib) 52 Euphucs at the first
sight was so kindled with desne, that [etc ] 1383 Golding
Calvin on Dent ix 51 Tine it is that we peiceiue it not at
the first push a ttys Mariowi Ilero <S Lcander 1 r76Who ever lov’d, that lov’d not at first sight? x6xx
Middleton Rom mg’ Girl iv 1, Sir A You can play any
lesson [music]? Moll At first sight, sir. 1663 Sir T
Herbert Trav (1677) >130 At f>rst view I thought they had
some resemblance with those four monsters 1670 Cotton
Espernon 11 v 202 So brisk an Aiticle as this at first dash
and before the King would proceed to anyfuilliei Treaty
would staitle the Spanish Giavity 17026’ Mather Magn
Chr 1 11 (1833)1 54 They saw no Indians but such as at"the
first sight always ran away 1702Eng

,
7 hcophr ast 575 A fool

may so fai imitate the mien of a wise man, as at first
blush to put a man at a stand what to make of him 1873
JowrrT Plato (cd 2) I 426 Tlieie is more of system m the
Pliaedo than appears at fiist sight

f. {The) first t/ung: advb phrase= as the fiist

thing that is done.
[1396 Shaks tHcn IV, in in 203 Rob me the Exchequer

the first thing thou do’st. *720 Humorous Lett, in Loud
7ml (1721 J 50 My fanry earned me, the fiist thing
it did to Rome.] 1836 Dicutns AY Bos 2 Go to this
woman the first thing 111 the 11101 nmg 1883 Anstty
tinted Venus 74 I'll buy a cloak foi her the first thing
tomorrow moinmg 1893 Pall Mall Mag II 79, I was
to hand it over to him the moment we pulled up . so that
he might give it to the little one first thing

g ellipt for * llie first of the season ’

*599 H V - s Rj. , Dinner G uj b, The fiist buds,
or yong . * .

1 / from the roote i860 Gossf
Rom No ‘ t • * J i

> -st cuckoo, the first swallow,
sent a thrill through our hearts which is not lepeated

h After the name of a day oi the week • Next,
following north dial.

1781 D Ritciiie in Southey's Life ofA Belli.1844) I 252,
I , must piepare a new seimon foi Sabbath first. x868
Atkinson Cleveland Gloss ,

‘ hat’rda' first' for Saturday
next. 1890 Glasgow Herald 24 Mar, 1/1 Tickets foi the
special service in the Cathedral, on 1 hursday first

2. Preceding all others in a scries, succession,

order, set or enumeration.
O E Chron an. 963 On pe fyrste sunnon daej of Aduent.

a 1300 CursorM 7219 (Cott ) Sampson, bt fiist wijf lerd pe
witte 1380 Lay Polks Catech, tLamb. MS ) 171 The furst

part [of the Hail Mary] contenys pe wordys of Gabriel
c 1400 Lanfranc's Ctrurg 11 We seie is hoot in pe firste

degree pat is I-heet of kyndely heete 1484 Caxton Fabhs
of /Esop u. Proem, A fable whiche is the fyrst and formost
of this second book 1399 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner
L v, He maketh Quaile the first dish of the first course

1670 LadyM Bertie in 12th Rep Hist MSS Comm App.
v 22 The second part is then the first time acted 1773
Goldsm Stoops to Conq 11, The first blow is half the battle

1827 Jarman Powell's Devises II 291 The testator had a
fitst marriage in contemplation 1834 L Ritchie Wand by
Seine 124 The first thing that fixes our ey e is the noble nver
covered with boats 1830 Tennyson In Mem lxxxv 108

First love, fiist friendship, equal powers, That many with
the virgin heart. 1874 Chadwick Base Ball Man 28 When
a player is on the first base and one on the third. Mod
Take the first turning on the right.

b in dates, with ellipsis of day Also m sport-

ing language The First, spec the first ofSeptember
(when partridge-shooting begins).

*593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, 11 iv 71, I summon your Grace,

to his Maiesties Parliament, Holden at Bury, the first of

this next Monetb. 1673 S’ loo Hint Bayes 20 Do'st thou
take this to be the fiist of April? 18x8 Jas. Mill Brit
India II. v. v. 325 He encamped on the ist of June within

three miles of the place,

c. In thefir stplace \ an adverbial phrase= first,

firstly see Place
1663 Sir T. Herbert Trav (1677) 393, 1 shall therefore in

the fiist place see what [etc ]

d U.S The first= even, or so much as, the

fiist ; even one, a single

1849 Let in N Y Tribune 23 May 2/2 On my
knees, which I couldn’t move the first inch 1837W A
Gilbert Sp in Ho. Reps 27 Feb (Bartlett), I am not

aware of having committed the first act which would bung
upon me the displeasure of the house

e With a cardinal numeral. In this combina-
tion three varieties of word order have been used,

(ft) The earliest recoided form is the two {three,

etc ) first (=Fr. les deux premiers, Ger. die zwei

ersten). This still survives, though it is now rarely

used where numbers above 3 or 4 are concerned.

f (b) In i5-i6th c. two {three, etc) the first
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occasionally occurs, (c) In i6tli c. the growing
tendency to regard first as an ordinal led to the
introduction of the form the first two {three, etc ),

corresponding to ‘the second two (or three, etc

)

This is now the universal form in the case of high
numbeis ,

but for numbers up to 3 01 4 many
writers use it only when the number specified is

viewed as a collective unity contrasted with the
second or some succeeding 2, 3, ot 4 in the series.

(a) 1340 Ayenb u}>e Jm verste iga6 Ptlgr Perf (W deW
1531) r Of the whtche thre bokes, the two first be but as
prefaces 1650 R SrAm/roN Strata's Low C IVarres
1 13 The two first dayes the King had the Victory
1779-81 Johnson L P , Pope Wks IV 136 Each of the six
first lines of the Iliad might lose two syllables 1781 Gideon
Decl <5- F III 197 During the five first ages of the city

(£) 1447 Shillingi-ord Lett (Camden) 28 As ye have al-

legged by two the furst divers articulis 1331 Elyot Gov 1

xi, Two the fyrste bokes of the warke of Anstotell 1540-

1

— Image Gov 79 In eight the first yeeres of his empire
(e) 1593 Fale Dialling 35 Omitting likewise y° first three,

&c 1661 Bramhall Just Vmd 1 2 For the first six
hundred years and upwards 1704 Hearne Duct Hist
(1714) I 134 He wiote the Life of Alexander in x Books,
wneieof the first two are lost i860 Ellicott Life Our
Lord viu (1865) 373 The first two Evangelists

3 Foremost or most advanced in position (said

of things either at rest or in motion) In OE as

an independent sense,— ' front ’
;

subsequently as

a special use of sense 2, first opposed to second,

thud, etc
a. 1000 Laws Ethelbert § 51 iEt Sam feower toimm

fyrestum 1647 R Stafylton Juvenal 218 The first-file of
oiators 1704 Marlborough in Loud Gaz No 4045/2
With the Foot of the First Line, I passed the Lech 1801
James Mtlit Diet s. v Line

,
In order that the first line .

may not endanger the disposition of the second line, by
precipitately crowding upon it Mod He was sitting in
the first row of seats. Tne first horse in the race

b In adverbial phrases (wheieforemost may be
substituted), headfirst, feetfirst

,

etc., i.e with the

head, feet, etc., foremost.

1877 Spurgeon Serin XXIII 46 We used to dip our toes

in the waves instead of taking a plunge head first,

4 Foremost, preceding all others, in dignity,

rank, importance, or excellence.

1382 Wyclif Mark ix 34 If any man wole he the firste

among 30U 1348 Patten Exped Scot in Arb. Garner
III. 118 It was counted for the first part of medicine to have
it [1 e the finger] cut quite away. 1670 G H Hist Car-
dinals 1 11 37 The Apostles were all first, and all last, with-

out any difference of priority 1720 Ozell Vertot’s Rom
Rep II xiv 346 Courage, a General's first Quality. 1770
Langhorne Plutarch (1879) II 639/1 Eumenes raised him-
self to the first military employments 1798 Anti-Jacobm
xxxi 182 The song of Rogero is admitted on all hands to

he in the very first taste 1821W Taylor m Monthly Rev.
XCV 538 Fruit and vegetables, articles of the first necessity

at Naples 1837 Hi* Martineau Soc Amer III 30,

1

was
told a great deal about ‘the first people in Boston' 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng I. 370 There were coffee houses
where the first medical men might be consulted

b In official titles, etc
,
indicating that the person

designated has precedence over colleagues, as first

minister (more commonly ‘prime minister’); First

Lord of the Admiralty, of the Treasury ; fist
lieutenant, etc

1753 Hanway Trav (1762] II 11 1 70 The first minister

is a kind of lepresentative on behalf of the regal pre-

rogative 1782 Ann. Reg 255 Royal Oak—Mr Gwatkm,
first lieutenant, killed 1843 Carlyle Past # Pr n xvu
174 Ofwhom as First Lord of the Treasury we could be sd

glad and proud. 1838 Simmonds Diet. Frade, First mate,

the chief officer of a merchant vessel
,
the next in rank to

the captain 1866 H Coppee Giantty his Campaigns 25

His first-lieutenancy dated fiom Sep 16,1847. 1884 Manch
Exam ig Feb 5/2 The plaintiff was engaged as first teuor

at the Comedy Theatre.

II absol (quaswi.)
S. In certain absolute uses

a. Thefirst the thing or person first mentioned.

(Where only two are mentioned, theformer is now
commonly preferred

)

1370 Lyly Enphues (1607) B iv, I am neither so suspitious

to mistrust your good wil, nor so sottish to mislike your

f
ood counsaile, as I am therefoie to thanke you for the

rst, so it stands me vpon to thmke better of the latter,

1774 Pennant Tour in Scott in 1772, 238 They yield bear

and potatoes, much of the first is used in distillation

b. spec in Her. The first— that tmctuie which

is first mentioned m a blazon
1362 Leigh A rmorie (1597) 28 b, I sayde, voyded of the

first, because Argent was the first that was named 1703

Hearne Collect 8 Dec
,
Sable,A Cross argent, charg'd with

another of the first. 1828-40 Berry Encycl Her LI,

Filshed quarterly or and az ; on the second and third

quarters, an eagle, displayed, of the first.

c. The first first part, the beginning (
obs.

or dull, m ordinary phrases). Esp in phrases

Thefirst ofthe ebb, flood, or tide.

<1x586 Sidney Arcadia 11 xxvu (1590) 220 b, But now
perceiuing the flood of their fune began to ebbe, he thought

it policie to take the first of the tide 1670 Narbohough in

Acc Sev, Late Voy (17x1) 44 At the first of the Flood we
caught five hundred Fishes 1761 Brit. Mag II 44° The
six prames dropt down upon the first of the ebb. *784

Unfort Sensibility II 67 It was boiling from the first of

the morning, till they wanted their dinners 1798 Invasion

II. 14, I had. from the first of his entrance, kept retreating

to the other side of the room 1840 Marryat Poor Jack
xxu, We shall be able to stem thefirst of the flood.

d Printing (Sec quots.)
1683 Mo\on Mech Exerc II 319 The one they dis-

tinguish by the name of First, the other his Second, these
call one another Companions Ihe First is he that has
wrought longest at that Press x888 Jacobi Printers'
Vocab

,
First

,
the senior or leading partner of the two men

who work at a hand press

e First and last all, ‘ one and all \
1389 R Harvey PI Perc 2 First and last, helpe, quench

all.

6 In adveibial phrases with a preposition :

a From the first • from the beginning, at the

outset, to start with. Ftom first to last fiom be-

ginning to end, throughout
x6n Bible Luke 1 3 Haumg had perfect vnderstandmg

of things from the very first 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr (1757) II 18 Their Practice, from the first, is ill

grounded 1849 Grotf Greece n lxxit (1862) VI 347 The
mainstay of the Thirty from first to last 1885Manch Even.
Hews 16 July 3/1 The disaffected section made a dead
set against him from the first 1893 Strand Mag VI 473/x
Mr Gladstone was m his place from first to last

b At first (also, at the first

,

now rare) : •{* (a)

first, for the first time
,

*1* (<$) in the first place

,

f (c) at once, immediately
, (
d

)
at the beginning,

at the first stage
(a) <zi300 CursorM 12605 (Gott) Wid Jie grete maistns
us he badd Till man had hir lornai made, ]?an at he fnst on
1m toght scho c 1340 Ibid 1558 (Fairf.l And now at first :

wakkenes woghe 1682 Creech Lucretius 11 576 In Phrygia
Com at first took birth

(
’b) 1340 Ayenb 46 Of Jitse 3enne uondej) J>e dyeuel in vif

maneres Auerst me foie zisb® efterward me foie wordes
(etc] c 1380 Wyclif Set Wks III 359 We graunten at

he firste, hat [etc ].

(c) 1362 Langl P PI A vn 159 And hoped aftur hunger

J>o, hat herde him atte furste a 1626 Br Andrewes 7 Serin,
iv (1627) 65 He bids them but whistle for an Angeil, and
they will come at first 1643 Prynne Sov Power Pari
m 132 How little coheience there is in this Argument, the

silliest childe may at first discern
(d) 1577 B Googe Heresbaeh's HusS. iv (1586) 183 Their

bioode lieth very small at the first 1399 H Buttes Dyets
drteDtnner B iv, This fruite was at first white. x6tr Bible
John xu 16 These things vnderstood not his disciples at

the first. 1671 Milton Samson 883 Why then Didst thou
at first receive me for thy husband ? 17x2 Steele Sped
No 455 P3 ,

1

am no more delighted with it than I was at the

very first. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 23/1 He was at first

very ill, then got better 1843 M Pattison Ess (1889) I

25 The assurance he had at first displayed was now suc-

ceeded by an air of embarrassment 1874 Boutell Arms
<5r Arm xi 216 At the first they made petards with it

-f-
c With thefirst

:

among the first (persons or

things); hence, chiefly, especially (cf. L cum
prisms')

16x1 Abp Ussker Lett (1686) 13 Of which we will not

fail to certifie you with the first x6ax T Bedford Stnne
untoDeath 34 This is appnmS necessanum, necessary with

the first x66o F Brooke Le Blanc's Trav 270 The servant

. coming m with the first.

7. Elliptical uses passing into quasi-^ (admit-

ting of plural)

a. Anything that is first {nonce-uses)
*387 Golding De Mornay vi, 71 There are two Firsts

.

the one is Gods worde, and the other is God 1892 Daily
News 1 Dec 2/3 The 1st June and December are the two
quietest ‘ firsts ’ in the year

b Comm First ofexchange • the first of a set

of bills of exchange of even tenor and date.

[The ellipsis of bill is common to all the European langs_
,

but the phrase is often written in full, both in Eng and in

the other langs ]

1809 R Langford Introd Trade 27 Three months after

date, pay this my first of Exchange (second and third

not paid) to the order of Mr R Rich x866 Crump Banking
v 137 In case of delay of the arrival of a first of exchange

c. A place in the first class in an exammation-
list

; the first place m an athletic contest Also,

a man who has taken a place in the first class

1830 Clough Dtpsychus ix no Philip returned to his

hooks Got a first, 'tis said x86i Hughes Tom Brown at

Oxf iv (1889) 32 He’ll be a safe first, though I don’t believe

he reads more than you or I 1883 M Pattison Mem 26

The men who got firsts would have done so equally at any
college 1883 Cyclist 19 Aug io8g/i He won foui firsts

and a second last week
d. Mus (See quot 1823)

<21774 Goldsm. Exper Philos (1776) II. 159 The per-

formers on glasses, who play firsts, seconds, and sometimes

a base altogether 1823 Crabb TecnnoL Diet , First (Mm ),

the upper part of a duett, trio [etc ]

e JBase-ball\ = first base,

f pi. Used to denote the best quality of certain

articles of commerce, e g butter.

1823 J Nicholson Operat, Mechanic 535 The finest marls,

called firsts, are selected for the aiches of doorways, &c
1832 Porter Porcelain # Glass (Lardner) 186 Crown glass

is sold, according to its quality, under four different

denominations—firsts, seconds, thirds, and fourths 1887

Times 27 Aug , Butter —Firsts, xigr , seconds, 113s

B adv [OE. fyrst, the accus. neut of the adj

Cf ON fyrst, OHG funst,]

1 Before any other or anything else, m time,

serial order, rank, etc , before anything else is

done or takes place Also in strengthened pkr.

first of all,first andforemost.
0 E Ckron an 963 Se biscop com jia fyrst to EI13

c 1200 Ormin 6876 Forrpi coroenn |>e33 himm firrst To sekenn

1 batt ende 1297 R Glouc. (17*4) 383 To chyrche & to

poueie men he 3ef vorst, as he ssolde CX340 CursorM

22879 (Tnn ) Bi his wilte dojx jiat kyng out of J>e harde tre

to spryng forst )se leef &. J>enne Jm flour and sijien fruyt

1373 Barbour Bruce 1 542 Julius Cesar Off Rome wes
fryst maid Empeiour 1377 Langl P PI B xty 116 pat
she furste & fbrmest ferme snulde bilteue c 1450 St Cuth-
bert (Surtees) 732 pat straue wha fust to landemyght Wynne.
iS53 T Wilson Rht t (1580) 5 [He] must fasten his mynde
firste of all, upon these five especial! pomtes 1633 R N tr

Camden's Hist Elts 11 mi xio She wished them, first and
formost to get the Queene’s assent 1667 Milton P L i

377 Who first, who last Rous'd from the slumber, on that
fiery Couch X718 Prior Alma m 397 Who first offend will

first complain 1776 TrialofNundocomar 68/1 Having re-

ceived that money, I will pay you first, and ifter that will pay
others 1814 Wohdsw Excui stou r Poems (1888) 422/1 Oh,
Sir 1 the good die first 1841 Ruble Semi xi. (18481 275
The tv o who first saw our Lord 1874 Stubbs Const Htst.

I xu 492 Consent of the historians makes him, first and
foremost, a legislator 1884 W C Smith Kddrostan 88
Your wet ropes give blisters first And then a horny hand

b. proverb First come, first served

1345 Brinklow Compl xvn E nj, First come first serued,

so one or ij shal be all payed, & y° rest shal haue nothing.

1632 Massinger Maid of Hon 1 11, And you know, I irst

come first serv’d, i860 Macm, Mag June 113 The sailors .

rushed away to the boat Fnst come, first in 1887 Tunes
(weekly ed ) 24 June 7/4 It was a case of first come, first

served

c In a statement, discourse, or argument, where
points or topics are enumerated * In the first place,

as the first thing to be mentioned or considered,

firstly

c 1380 Wyclif Set Wks III. 441 pai say furst, jiat [etc ]

r 1386 Chaucer Melib r 275 Ffirst and forward ye han
erred in thassemblynge of youre conseillours 1393 Langl.
P PI C vn 15 For ich formest and ferst Haue ybe
vnboxome 1383 Babington Comviandm v (1637) 41 First

& formest let them [etc ] 1644 H Parker Jus Pop 39,
I make answer First Secondly Thirdly 1711 Addison
Sped No 89 r 4 First of all I would have them seriously

think on the Shortness of their Time. 1847 [see Firstly i]

+ d. At first, originally Obs.
ciiootr BullofPopeAgatho in Cod Dipl V 3oIcSaxulf,

Se wses first abbot and nu earn biscop <1x300 Cursor M.
3373 (Gott ) Frist was he here as vr thrall, Nou vnder me es

he mast of all 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann 11 xvni

(1622) 58 Plancma growing more insolent then first <21721

Prior (J ), Heav’n, sure, has kept this spot of earth uncurst,

1o shew how all things were created first.

e First and last . taking one thing with another,

at one time and another, reckoned altogether, in

all. First or last • at one time or another, sooner

or later.

1678 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rep Hist. MSS
Comm App v 45 Lord Shrewsbery is like to marry Mr.
Chiffens his daughter who will be first and last made
worth 40,0001 to him 1699 Dampier Voy II 11. 2 The
Bay of Campeachy, where I lived first and last about

3 Years a 1700 Dryden (J ),
All are fools and lovers first or

last. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I iv. 65, I brought away
all the sails first and last

2 Before some other specified or implied thing,

time, event, etc.

a 1300 CursorM 1625 (Gott ) Bot firist a tre, ar i bigine,

I sal here sett of noe kinne 1567 Satir Poems Reform
vn r8q Conarus was wclosit First being dewlie for his

fault deposit 1597 J Payne Royal Exch 38 Although it

be long fyrst yet they come x6xx Bible 2 Sam. xm 13
Thou shalt not see my face, except thou first bring Michal
Sauls daughter x6i8 Bolton Floras (1636) 231 They
wasted the puissance of Sertorius in battel 1 ,

though it was
long first 1662 J Davies tr Olearms'Voy Ambass 7 Ask’d
when those ot Holstein would be receiv’d , he told him .

it would be three weeks first 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(i8rx) VIII. 15 Mr Pocock undertakes to deliver this, but
fears it will be Saturday night first 1766 Goldsm. Vic W
xvviii, I wounded one who first assaulted me 1835 Dickens
Domt v, She had this bit of work to begin first that bit

of work to finish first. 1884 A R Pennington Wichf ix

297 It is impossible for the priest to remit the sins of any
unless they are first remitted by Christ

b. In preference to something else, rather,

sooner (than do something specified or implied, or

allow it to he done)
1580 A Melville 111 Life (1819) I 11 87 They shall have

all the blood of my body first a 1623 Fletcher Hunt.
Lieutenant 11 iv, My noble childe, thou shalt not fall in

virtue, I and my power will sink fiist 1797 Frere &
Canning m Anti-Jacobin 11 ix, I give thee sixpence? I

will see thee d—d first 1 xBio Shelley Cenci v m 99
0 weak, wicked tongue . . would that thou hadst been Cut
out and thrown to dogs first 1 1869 Browning Ring «S

Bk IV x 3x1 Die? He’ll bribe a .gaoler or break prison

first 1 , , ,

3, Tor the first time, then and not earlier (with

reference to a specified time, place, etc ).

c 1300 St. Brandan 246 After than that semt Brendan
furst this yle i-se3 CX330 Will Palerne 648 ]>us was ferst

here sad sorwe sesed \>a.t time, c 1400 Maundev (1839) xi

126 From, benne, Pylgrymes mowen fyrste se vn to Jeru-

salem. <*1461 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 249 Whan seyntes

felle fryst from hevene c 1600 Shaks. Sotin. civ 2 For as

you were when first your eye I eyde, Such seemes your

beautie still 173s Berkeley A leiphr x § i, I knew him
first at the Temple 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 25A
When was it that you first heard mention of the bond l

1850 Tennyson In Mem xl, A maiden in the day When
first she wears her orange-flower 1

C Comb
1 Chiefly of adv. with ppl adjs

,
as first-begot,

-begotten (whence first-begotfenship)

,

-built,
-con-

ceived, -created, -done, -endeavouring
,

-famed,

-formed, -found, -framed, -gendered, -gotten, -grown,

•intended, -invented, f -banned (= First-born),



FIRST.

-imade,
-mentioned,

-moving
;
-named, etc. Also

with oidinaiy adj
,
as first-ripe Also with vbl

nouns, as,first-beginner, -beginning
;
-comer, -mover,

-running The combs, first-movable, -moved,

-mover, -moving have all been used as equivalents

for thepnmum mobile of the old astronomy.

1587 Golding JDe Momay vi. 71 Hee calleth him the

"Firstbegmner. i860 Munro Lncrehm (1864) 1 55,

1

will

open up the "first-beginnings of things. 1671 MiltonP R.
1 89 His "first-begot we know 138a Wyclif Zech xn 10

In deth of the "first bygoten c 1440 Piomp Pars. 162/1

Fyiste begoton, pi imogemtus 1383 Golding Calvin on

Deut cxcv 1212 Hee was not of the common sort, but had
as it were a "first-begottenship 1887 Bowen Virg ZEncui
111 17,

1

Found my *fn st-bmlt walls in an evil hour on the

shore 1868 Lowell Sheiks Pr Wks 1890 III 43 The privi-

lege which only "first-comers enj oy tBBoLibr Umv Knowl.
X. 368 The foundling named by the first-comei iS93
Shaks 2 Hen VI, 111 11 44 The '“first-concerned sound
135a Huloet, "First cieated, protoplastcs 1671 Milton
Samson 83 O first-created beam 153a Hui oct, "First done
or spedde, prieuersus 1627 Milton Vacat Exerc. 2 Hail
Native Language, that by sinews weak Didst move my
"first endeavouring tongue to speak 1839 Tennyson
Guinevere 321 The two *first-famed for courtesy 1497 Bp.

Alcocic Mans Perfect B nj, Our "fyrst fourmed faders

1874 Darwin in Life 4 Lett. (1887) III. 194, I have found
first-formed theones erroneous 1594 Blundevil Exerc it.

(ed. 7) 109 So shall you have the "first found number 1633
Earl Manch. Al Moitdo (1636) 12 Our "first-framed father

Adam. 1388WYCLIF.PJ civ [cv ] 3d Hekilhde ech the "firste

gendtid thing in the lond ofhem 138a Ibid , He smot alle the

"firste goten in the lond ofhem 1785 J Phillips Treat.

Inland Navig 47, 900/ less than the’first-intended expence

1827 G Higgins Celtic Druids 35 The “fust invented letters

a 1300 E.E Psalter err. [cv.] 36 He smate al "fivst-kmned

in land of \>a 1630 Drayton Noah's Flood 203 The earthly

Heauen, where he had plac’t That "first-made Man 1877

J. D Chambers Dtvme Worship 390 The "first-mentioned

formularies are the more ancient. 1394 Blundevil Exerc.
in. 1. m (ed 7) 281 The tenth [sphere] is called the "first

movable 1667 MiltonP L in. 483 That Crystalline Spheaf
whose ballance weighs The Trepidation talkt, and that * first

mov’d Ibid vil 500 As the great "first-Movers hand First

wheeld thir course 1771 Smollett Humph. Cl (1815)118
The opposition cursed him, as the indefatigable arudge of
a first-mover. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet., First Mover in

the old Astronomy, is the Pnmum Mobile C1625 Milton
On Death fan Inf 39 Whether above that high " first-

moving sphere Or in the Elysian fields. *838 Dickens
O Tavist xviu, The "first-named young gentleman 1599
H Buttes Dyets drte Dinner Cy, In Latine Preecocia,

or Praematura Id est Soone ripe, or "first ripe. 1611
Bible Nnm. xm 20 Now the time was the time of the first

upe grapes 1764 Foote Patron n Wks 1709 I 341 When
the sprightly "first-runnings of life are rack’d off, you offer

the vapid diegs to your deity

2 In syntactical combs of a permanent nature

or with a special meaning . for many of these,

asfirst cause
,
cousin, intention, magnitude, person,

principle, water, see the respective sbs. Many
of them are used httrib. and as adjs., and are

then regularly written with the hyphen: see esp.

first chop (Chop sb 6 4), First-class, First-

rate. Also, first aid {to the wounded), assist-

ance given on the spot in the case of street-acci-

dents and the like, before proper medical treat-

ment is procured
;
first birth, a first-born child

;

also fig. ; hence +first-birth-right ; first coat,

the first layer of plaster or paint; hence first-

coated a.
;
first cost, prime cost ;

also attnb.
;

first-foot (inorth ), the person who first enters

a house after the beginning of the new year;

hence first-footing ;
first form, {a) the lowest

form m a school
,

{b) in Printing (see quots )

,

first fattocks {Naut
;

see quot.)
;

first man
{Mining', see quot.)

;
first motion {Mech ; see

quot.)
;
first night, the night on which a play, or

a particular representation of a play, is first pro-

duced on the stage ; also attnb
; hence first-

nighter (one who assists at a ‘first night’), first-

nighting
; + first penny (see Penny) , first

sight, (a) see sense 1 above
;

(b) that which is seen

for the first time (nonce-use), also attnb ;
whence

first-sighted ppl a. {nonce-wd ) ;
first story =

First floor. Also First day, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R, ix. xxxi (1495) 366 The
vertue of the angell that slewe the *fyrste byrthes were
wythstonde therby 1827 Hare Guesses Ser 1 (1847) 33
Those twin firstbirtlis of Poetry 1630 J Trapp Clavis to
the Bible I, 299 Then came forth Perez . who took the
"first-birth-right and kingdom by force 1823 P Nicholson
Pract Build 390"Aii st Coat of two-coat work, in plastering,
is denominated laying when on lath, and rendering when
on brick 1870 Eng Mech. 11 Feb. 383/1 The laths are
* primed ’ or "first-coated 1772 Franklin Lett Wks 1887
IV 347 Which, at the *iiist cost here, can scarce be reckoned
at less than half a guinea a head per annum 1778 T»
JurrEHSON Lett Wks 1893 II 156 The master had once
sold the whole cargo for 5s 3^ the hvre, first cost. 1840
L'pool frnl 4 July 1/4 Quantity of soiled account books

. at first cost prices, 1803 Nicol Poems I 33 Gam) Ere
new years’ morn begin to peep At doors, the lasses sentne
keep, To let the "first-fit in 1883 T. Parker Tyne CTt.

4 How glad the dear soul was when she had a good
‘first-foot* on New Year’s morning. 1864 A. M'Kay
Hist Kilmarnock (ed 4) 112 Another custom was
that of '•'first-footing on the morning of New-year’s day.
1883 Black in Harper'sflag Dec 63 At midnight
‘ first-footing

1

begins, and it is considered very lucky if your

252

fiist visitor should be a daik haired man 1683 Moxon
Mech Exerc II 376 *First Point, the Form the White
Paper is Printed on, which generally by Rule ought to have

the First Page of tiie Sheet in it 1888 Jacobi Printers

Vocab ,
First Forme, the inner or outer [forme] of a sheet

—

whichever is printed off fiist 1867 Smyth Sailor's W11 dbk ,

*Fust Flittacks, timbers m the fiame of a ship which come
down between the floor timbers almost to the keel on each

side 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, *First man,
the head butty or coal getter m a statl, who is re-

sponsible for the safety of the men working under lum
and for the proper working of the coal 1888 Lotkitiood's

Diet Mech Engm ,
*First-motion, a term of general

application, as first motion shafts, fiist motion belts, fiist

motion wheel, &c
,
meaning the one which first receives,

and then communicates, power to its successors. 1894
Westm Gas 3 Apr 2/3 A 1 “first-night ’ notice 1886

Boisgobey’s Steel Necklace v 79 All the *fust-mghters

had turned out in force 1887 Daily Ncivs 3 May 6/1 'I he

social philosophy of "first mgnting 1674 Marveli Corr
Wks 1872-5 II 424 E of Pembroke marryed to Madame

8
erronal’s [s«r] sister The King gives 1000 "first peny. 1773
oldsm. Stoops to Conq hi. Then your "first sight deceived

you, for I think him one of the most brazen first sights

that ever astonished my senses 1839 Farrar J Home
27 Without any first-sight vows of eternal friendship 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. 303 To compliment our own
sagacity, in our "first-sighted impressions 1662 J Davies
tr. Mandelslo's Trav 137 The River which often overflowes

drowns them sometimes to the "first story 1834L Ritchie
Wand by Seme (1835) 181 [The prisons] were sometimes
placed in the first story of the donjon i860 Bartlett
Dtcf. Amer s v Story, In the United States the floor next
the ground is the first story. [Cf. First 1 look 2 ]

First (faxst), v. [f. First a ]

+ 1 nonce-uses. a. tntr As rendering of Gr.

irpuTtbeiv: To have the first place, be first, b
ttans. With allusion to the vb. to second (see con-

text) : To advance (a person) to the first place.

1623 Gill Sacr. Philos iv 49 That Hee may bee Kn iratri

•trpiarevuiv firsting, 01 having the first place 01 prehemincnce
in all things 1656 S. H Gold Law 11 These also will

befool you. to gam you to second the King, that so ye may
second, and so first them.

+ 2. trans. To propose (a resolution), ‘move*
(as opposed to * seconding *) Obs
1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 66 The question m the

morning, which was firsted and seconded 1638 Ibid III

193 The question which is firsted and seconded.

3 dial. To * set out * with the hoe.

i860 Jrnl R Agrte Soc XXI. n. 386 The swedes..were
not ‘firsted’ until August 6th

First see Frist sb and v. Ohs.

Fi’rat-Toorn, a. [f. First adv. + Born a ]

1

.

That is bom first, eldest

138a Wyclif Luke 11 7 Sche childide her firstc born sone

1413 Pilgr Sowlc (Caxton 1483) in vm 55 Cayn the fyrst

borne child 1611 Bible Dent, xxi 13 If the first burne
sonne be hers that was hated 1847 Mrs A Kerr Hist.
Servia 230 He often called him ‘Son’, saying, 'Alexa, his

first-born son, was not dearer to him ’

transf. 1784 Cowpfr Task iv 701 The firstborn efforts of
my youthful Muse* 1807 Crabbe Newspaper 449 Read your
first-born work a thousand times

b. nonce-use. That is the rjght of the first-born.

1770 Goldsm Des. Vill 256 Spontaneous joys . The soul
adopts, and owns their first-born sway

2.

absol. (quasi-j7a)
a 1340 Hamfole Psalter cxxxiv 8 He smote J>e first borne

of egnpt fro man til best. 1387 Golding De Mornay vi 71
The Firstborne of God 1667 Milton P. L i. 489 Jehovah

equal’d with one stroke Both her first born ana all her
bleating Gods. 171a Steele Sped No 263 r 1 Camillus
and his first-born dwell together. 1837 LyttonE Maltrav
m iv, Teresa was trying to teach her first-born to read
transf 1830 Tennyson Ode Mem 92 The love thou bearest

The first-born of thy gemus.

b rarely as sb with plural ending.
1866 J H. Newman Gerontms 11 21 All praise to Him .

By whom proud first-borns from their thrones are cast.

First chop, first-chop : see Chop sb"'.

Fvrst cla’ss, first-class.
A. (as two words)
The first of a series of classes in which things or

persons are grouped Usually implying priority

xn importance; esp. in fixed 01 technical applica-

tions, e g. the highest grade of accommodation for

travellers by railway or steamboat, the highest

division in an examination-list.

1807 [see Class sb 4]. 1846 Commercial Mag Oct 133
There is a first-class for those who are willing to pay for the
superior comfort

b. ellipt. A place in the first class of an exam-
ination list (cf Class sb. 4 ) ;

one who has
obtained such a place.
1838 British Mag VI. 100 There was no double First-

Class [Referring to Oxford] 1839 Farrar J Home 186 My
getting a first class 111 the May examination 1883 Oxford
Umv Cal 40 Candidates must have obtained a First
Class in Litt Gr et Lat at the First Public Examination
B attnb or adj (written with the hyphen)

(In attributive use sometimes with stress on the first syll ;

in predicative use the stress is equal or on the last )

1

.

Of or belonging to the first class in a recognized
series of grades : as, a first-class (railway) carnage,

a first-class man (in an examination : also written

fitsi-classman).

1846 Commeictdl Mag Oct 133 His Lordship . refused
to travel in the first-class carnages, and went as a second-
class passenger 183a A nn. Reg 207 A ‘composite * carriage,

the centre being a first-class compartment, i860 All Year

FIRST-FRUIT,

Round No 74 560 An Oxford first class man 1869 Punkin
Mid11 Sky 14 The fust-class star Capelia 1871 Smiles
Charac 11 (1876) 33 A fust-classman at Oxford 1887 Spet-
tatoi 23 June 860/1 A Balhol Scholar, a first-classman

b In US sometimes used of the lowest or least

important giade as, a first-class cleik (- one who
receives the lowest salary)

2 gen Oi the highest grade m importance, value,

or excellence , of the first or best quality

1838 R S Suhtets Ask Mamma xlv 159 First class
servants who had. fallen into second-class circumstances
1872 Raymond statist Mines «J Mining 147 The first class

ores were shipped to Reno and San I* lancisco 1879
M'Carthy Own Times II xxvm 351 Only one fiist class

reputation of a military older had tome out of the war 1883
Leeds Met aery 24 June 4/4 Unless some foieign question
of first-class impoitance should ausc

b colloq Extiemely good, ‘first-rate’.

1879 Sturgeon i>erm XXV 90 When lie was on the road
to Damascus to hunt the saints, he was on first-class terms
with himself

3

.

quasi adv a Byfirst-class conveyance, etc. b
colloq. Excellently, veiy well indeed (cf. first-rate)
1895 Month Feb 197 She looks fust class and healthy

Mod To travel first-class How are you getting on?
Oh, first-class

First-day. The name given (chiefly by
members of the Society of Fncnds) to Sunday, as

being the first day of the week
a 1690 G Fox 7rnl (1690 I 168 Upon the first day after,

I was moved to go to Aldenham steeple house a 1713
Ellwood Autobug (1763) 101 One First day in four there

was a more general Meeting. 1843 WnmirR First Day in
Lowell Prose Wks 1889 I 369 One must be heie of a
pleasant First day at the close of what is called the 'after-

noon service’

attnb 1773 Hut Brit Dom N Amer 11, iv. 278 First-

day Baptists, whose weekly holiday is the Sunday 1872
Whittier Penn Pilgrim 385 Fan First-Day mornings.

tFi'rsteil, a. Sc Obs Also firstxn. [Length-

ened form of First a , ultimately due to the ana-

logy of Eightin ]
= First a.

1394 Battell ofBalrtnitess in Scot Poems x6th C. II. 351
The firstm man in counsall spak Good Errol it was lie

Ibid II 353 The firsten shot was to neir . The nixtm shot

thair foes hurt

tFi'rster, a. Obs. [f First + -er Cf G
erstere ] Earlier, former
1608 Ceitif. in Peel Spat Valley (1893) 125 Followynge

the same brooke untyl yt come to the firster boundarye
where yt begun 1633 Pvntamsmc the Mother Ep Ded

,

In those firster times of Protestancy, the name of Puritan
was scarce heard of.

First-floor.
1. The flooi or story of a building next above

the ground floor.

1863 Dickens Mitt Fr. 1 iv, This is the gentleman who
has. taken your first-floor.

2 . The floor or story which is built on 01 just

above the ground ; a ground floor Now only V S
1663 Gerbifr Counsel 101 The first Floore of a building

should not lye level with the ground i860 Worcester,
First-floor, the basement ofa building [U S ]

3 . colloq The personwho occupies the first floor

1861 Mrs Carlyle Lett III 83 A piano hued in by ‘ the

first floor yesterday.

4. attnb

,

asfirst-fioor-room, -window
1840 Dickens Old C Shop vm, An oval board over the

front first-floor window 1877 Black Green Past m. (1878J

19 In the first-floor room ofa small house in Piccadilly

Fi’rst-fruit. Chiefly pi [Ong. as two words

;

used as tiansl of L privatise ]
1. The fruits first gatheied in a season; the

earliest products of the soil
;
esp. with reference to

the custom of making offerings of these to God or

the gods
1382 Wyclif Nnm. xviu 12 What euer thing thei shulen

offre of fiist fruytis to the Lord 1483 Cath. Angl 132/

1

Firste Tratt, pnmicie, i535Covfrdali,Z.«*w 11 14 Yf thou
wilt offre a meatofferynge of the first frutes vnto y° Lorde
1667 Milton P L.x 1 433 Thither anon A sweatie Reaper
from his Tillage brought First Fruits 1723 Pope Odysi
xiv 497 The first-fruits to tlie gods he gave 1870 Bryant
Iliad I ix 292 The first-fruits of his fertile field

2 . transf. andfig Tho earliest products, results,

or issues of anything ; the fiist products of a man’s
work or endeavour.

1397 Hooker Eccl Pol v lvi (16x1) 309 The first fruites

of Christs Spirit 1633 Walton Angler 56 It is a good
beginning of your art to offer your first-fruits to the poor

1677 Waller Loss Dk Camb
,
As a First-fruit, Heaven

claim’d that Lovely Boy ; The next shall live, and be the

nation’s joy 1718 Prior Poems Postscnpt to Pref, The
blooming Hopes [of] my then very Young Patron have
been confirmed by most Noble First-Fruits 1866 J H.
Newman Gerontms 111 25 That calm and joy uprising in

thy soul Is first fruit to thee ofthy recompense 1868 Free-
man Norm Cong II vu 72 One of the first fruits of the
gieat national reaction.

3 . Eccl. and Feudal Law. A payment, usually

representing the amount of the first year’s income,

formerly paid by each new holder of a feudal or

ecclesiastical benefice, or any office of profit, to

some superior
The first fiuits ofthe English bishoprics and other benefices

were paid before the Reformation to the Pope, afterwards

to the Crown . see Annates.
01380 Wyclif Whs (1880) 66 It is symonye to 3eue hym

[the Pope] J>e frystefruytes for ijifte of a chirche c 1394
P PI Crede 729 ]>ey [freies] freten vp be fu[r]ste-froyt.



353 rise.
FIRST HAND.

*545 Bbihklow Cornel 2 b, Of first frutes, both of benefices
and of lordes landes. 1387 Harrison England ir 1 (1877)
1 24 Our first fruits, which is one whole yeares commoditie
of our living 1622 Bacon Hen VII, 16 The King did vse
to rayse them [Bishopb] by steps

, that hee might not loose
the profit of the First fruits 1710 Swift Let to Hartey
7 Dec. Wks. 1841 II 455 I he first-fruits paid by all incum-
bents upon their promotion amount to £450 per annum,
1767 Elackstone Comm II 67 The king used to take the
first fruits, that is to say, one year’s profits of the land
4 attrib

,
as fiist-fruit offering

;

first-fruits*
book, a record of first-flints

1633 Fuller Ch Hist 1 x vu § 2 That there were in Eng.
land foure thousand five hundred Benefices with Cure, not
above ten, and most of them under eight pounds in the first
fruits-book 169$ Congrfve Lave for L . Prol* 25 We
bring this day 1 he first fruit offering of a virgin play*
Hence First-fruit v traits

, to offer ot pay as
first-fruits, First-fruitable a {nonce-wds ).
1621 Bp Mountagu Diatnbx 465 It was giuen them m

charge, to first-fruit their tenths of whatsoeuer the ground
brought forth Ibid 302 Euery herbe was Titheable and
if soj then shew reason why not first fruitable also.

First hand.
__

A adv. phr Atfirst hand (also atfirst-hand)

;

From the first source or origin, without inter-
mediate agency or the intervention of a medium

;

direct from the maker, pioducer, or original
vendor Also with at omitted.
1732 Fielding Miser 1 vu, All bought at the first hand

too x8xx Snorting Mag XXXVII 76 Gave ninety guineas
foi that, which he might have purchased at first hand for
five and-forty 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 219 Such a man
is what we call an original man , he comes to us at first-
hand 185a Dickens Bleak Ho xxiv, Asking Phil Squod

what ltr [the ltfle] might be woith, first-hand 1865 M
Arnold Ess. Crrt. vui (1875) 337 Matters we cannot well
know at first-hand.

B adj. (first-hand). Of or belonging to the
first source, original

; coming direct from the first

source and not through an intermediate channel or
agency

;
obtained direct from the producer or ori-

ginal vendor.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. 338 Second-hand

messengers, and first-hand insults. x86x M. Pattison Ess.
(i88g) I 31 Dr Pauli’s study of first-hand sources gives a
correctness to his language, which [etc] 1871 R- H.
Hutton Ess {1877)1 83 What knowledge you have of such
beings is not direct, not first-hand at all 1890 Spectator
31 May 765/1 The author has had access to some first-hand
information

t Fi*rst-head, -hood, Obs. [f First a +
-HEAD, -HOOD

] The position of one who is first j

pnmacy.
X38a Wyclif Ecclus xxiv 10 [6] In alle folc of kindethe

firsthede I hadde. 16x9W Whately GocCs Hush 1 (1622)
60 Diotrephes desired to be reputed the onely man (which
is the loumg of first-hood, as the Apostle calls it) *1670T Goodwin Exp Eph vi Wks i68t I 83 In Election
Christ held the Primacy, the First-hood.

+ Fi-rsting. Obs rare [? f. First a + -ing 3
as in sweetmg

;
etc.

;
or misprint for firstling

—FirstLina.
1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts 233 Their firstinges, or those

which are first of all engendered.

Firstling (flustlig). [f First a. + -ling.]
The first of its kind to he produced, come into
being, ot appear

;
the first product or result of

anything. Usually in collect, pi
,
likefirst-fruits.

In its earliest recorded use, perh. after G erstlmg
*535 Coverdale Prov 111 9 Honoure the Lorde with y*

firsthnges of all thine encrease. 1574 tr Marlorat's Apo-
cahps 9 Christ is therefore called the firstlings of them that
ryse againe 1605 Shaics Math xv, 1. 147 The very first-
Ungs of my heart shall be The firstlings of my hand 1684
Bunyan Pilgr. 11 Introd , Perhaps they will unbrace Thee,
as they did my firstling. 1830 J G Strutt Sylva Bnt no

Chancellor Bacon procured the firstlings ofthe species
[me Plane] from Sicily x86i Sala Butch Piet vui 120
She had sacrificed her youth, the firstlings of her beauty
b esp The first offspring of an animal, the first-

born of the season
*593 Drayton Ecloguesm 130 Beta shall have the firstling

of the Fold. 1697 Dryden Vtrg Past 1. g The tender
Firstlings of my Woolly breed. 1723 Pore Odyss. tv 841
The fh sitings of the flock are doom’d to dye 1839 Mrs.
Hemans Poems

,
Forest Sanctuary

,

No fair young firstling
*“791 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 141 Each kind was penned by
itself, the firstlings apart.

0 attrib.

*<•** Bible Deui xv tg All the fiistling males that come
ofthy heard 18x4 Cary Dante’s Pai adise xxiv 142 From
this germ

,
this firstling spark, The lively flame dilates 1863

Mactu Mag Mar. 349 On our soil her foot is set With themstung violet 1870 Bryant Iliad I xv. too A hecatomb
Of firstling Jambs.

Firstlin(g)s, adv Sc. [see -lings] = First
adv 1 .

18*7 Tennant PapistryStormed 23 Firstlms ae cork, than
the tither, Hetly they chasit ane amther.

Firstly (faustli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2
]

1. In the first place, before anything else, first.

Used only m enumerating heads, topics, etc. in discourse

,

and many writers prefer first, even though closely followed
hy secondly, thirdly

,
etc

The word is not in Johnson's Diet, Smart (1846) s v First
has the note : ‘ Some late authors use Firstly for the sake of
its more accordant sound with secondly, thirdly, etc

'

c 153a Dewes Introd Fr. m Palsgr, 028 Fyrstly, premier-
vient 1362 J. Heywood Prov. 4 Epigr. (1867) 2x6 Walke
thou fyrstly, walke thou lastly : Walke in the walke that

standeth fastly 1668 Wilkins Real Char 393 The Adverb,
Firstly, secondly, thirdly 1723 Lady M W Montagu
Best (1893) I 466 A most delightful [ballad] , which has
been laid firstly to Pope, and secondly to me iyz6 Ibid I
495 Firstly, she was pleased to attack me in very Billings-
gate at a masquerade 18x6 Scott Old Mart iv, The con-
sequence thereof . will be, firstly, that I will tweak thy
proboscis or nose. 1847 Be Quincey Sp Mil Nun § 5
First (for I detest your ridiculous and most pedantic neo-
logism o\firstly) X857 Gladstone Onf Ess x Iheseobjects
are twofold firstly, to promote [etc.]

1

2

In the beginning, originally. Obs— 1

139* Sylvester Du Bartas \ v (1621) 108 To save vs And
same the wounds th* old Serpent firstly gave-Ys
3 . quasi The "wordfirstly used m making sub-

divisions of a subject.
1698 Farquhar Love <$> Bottle iv u, They hate to hear a

lellow in church preach methodical nonsense, with a firstly,
secondly, and thirdly 1739 Goldsm Polite Learning, Lit
Decay, 1 he most diminutive son of fame . has his vie and
his his firstlies and his secoudhes 1846 Lowell Lett
(1894) I 113 In the next place (turn back a page or two and
you will find that I have laid down a ‘ firstly ’)

t Fi'rstxnost, a Obs- 1- £f as prec. + -most ]
First, foremost
c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciruig g pe science of elementis, whiche

pat ben firstmoost force of natural Jnngis

t Frrstness. Obs rare. [f. as prec + -ness ]The quality or state of being first.

x6g6 W Sclater Expos 2 T/tess (1629) 106 This firstnes,
or precedence of Apostasie, to the day of Christ 1659
Hammond DispatcherDtsp Pref Wks 1660 II 163 When
I give a firstness of Precedency and Presidency to the
Pope 1673 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V 183 Oh » the
firstness, the fieeness the matchlessness of Chnst

r

s love
to fallen man in becoming man 1

First rate, first-rate,phr., a (
adv ), and sb

A As phrase and adj
1 First ? ate : the highest of the * rates

’
(see

Rate sb.) by which vessels ofwar are distinguished
according to size and equipment. In phrase of
{the)first rate

,
also from an early date used transf

(now rare
; superseded by the attributive use 2).

x666 Land. Gas No 65/2 Twelve new Ships, all of the
first Rate 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse 1 m, Now has he
ruined his estate to buy a title, that he may be a fool of the
first rate 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 111 lii, His natural
parts were not of the first rate x8xo SportingMag XXXVI.
230 He having struggled hard with Cnh and other boxers
of first-rate 18x6 Scott Old Mort 11, Ere Folly cut down
her vessels of the first-rate.

2 attrib. (passing into adj.) Fiist-raie : of the
first rate (said of vessels)

; heacegen Of the highest
class or degree of excellence.
X672 Evelyn Mein, (1837) II 66 A few of his Majesty’s

first ratefngates. a x68x J Lacy SirH Buffoon 11, iv, There
are your first, second, third, fourth, and fifth-rate wits too
*7*4 Mandeville Fab. Bees {1733) H. *49 A first-rate man
of war 173a Berkeley Alaphr \ § xx, I never saw a first-

rate picture in my life 1853 Bright Sp. India 3 June,
The question is one of fiist-rate importance x888 Duff
Pol Surv. s As long as France remained a first-rate

power.

3. Hence used as an emphatic expression ofpraise
or approval • Extremely good, excellent,
18x2 Knox & Tebb Corr II 90 Worthington was a first-

rate Christian
; out I think he was not a first-rate divine,

*879 F W Robinson Coward Conscience 11 ix, 'Miss Hil-
derbrandt is first-rate, and no mistake ’

4 quasi-flak' {colloq.) Excellently, very well.

Also, in excellent health, quite well.
1844 W. T Thompson Major Jones' Courtship 168 (Bart-

lett) Mary liked all the speakers first rate. 1857 Borth-
wick Three Vrs California xii 211 As ifyou really wanted
to know the state of their health, they [Indians] invariably
answer 1 fuss-rate x88o Howells Undisc Country iv 79,
I want to go away to-moirow feeling first-rate 1884 Pae
Eustace 15 'Dod, sir, my claes fit ye first-rate.'

B sb

1 . Naut. A war vessel of the first rate ;
used esp

of the old three-deckeis cairying 74 to 120 guns
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv lxu (1737) 234 The biggest

First Rate 1790 Beatson Nav
<J- Mil Mem. I 72 She

was larger than any of our first rates 1825 Bentham
Ration Row 76 The command of a first-rate is accepted by
those only who cannot obtain a frigate 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 134 Forced to put about the first-rate

2 . transf, A person or thing of the highest class

or rank
0x683 Oldham ArtPoetry, Poets have been held a sacred

name, And plac’d with first Rates in the Lusts of Fame
1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officer in ii, She [a woman] is

called the Melinda, a first-rate, I can assure you. 1781
CowrER Let, to Newton 22 July, Our great wheelbarrow,
which may be called a first rate m its kind, conveyed all

our stores 1828 D’Israeli Cltas I, II xi 274 In the
House, these leaders of party were both firstrates.

Hence First-rately adv ; First-rateness, the

state of being first-rate, first-rate quality ; First-

rater, one who or something which is first-rate.

1806 Sporting Mag. XXVII 243 Who may be deservedly
titled first raters in their profession 1837 Dickens Pickiu.

xli, ‘He must be a first-rater,’ said Sam. 1843Blackw Mag
LIV. 713 Of all instruments the violin, first-rately plaj ed,

is the most heavenly 188a Pall Mall G 19 June 5/x

The note of first-rateness, ofpermanence, is hardly here

t Fi’rstsMp. Obs [f. First a.+ -ship ] The
position of being first.

1632 Lyndt Via Tula 39 Peter had a Primacy of order,

that is, a First-ship among the Apostles, a x66x Fuller
Worthies

,
Suffolk (1662) in. 67 Two Firstships met in this

Man [Necton], for he Handselled the House-Convent..
Secondly, He was. the first Carmelite, who [etc ]

FirfcJi 1 (f3J]>). Chiefly northern Obs or auk.
Forms

: 4 firjje, fyrbe, 4-6 fyrth, 6- firth
[Metathesis of h kith sb 2

] A synonym of Frith
sb 2 in some of its senses • A deer-forest, hunting
ground

, apiece of ground covered with brushwood
with a few trees

; a coppice, small wood. In poetry
frequent in alliterative phrases,firth andfell,firth
andfield,firth andfold see Jkith jA 2
c *375 >Sir Leg Stunts, Blasius 77 pane send he ma

hnychtis To hwnt m [to] Jmt sammyne fyrth 9 <2x400
Morte Arth 1708 We have foundene m jone firthe ffifty
thosandez of folke of ferse mene of armez c 1423Wyntoun
Cion 1 xiiL 52 Ane Lande Of Fyrth, and Felde. c 1473
Rauf Coihfiar 682 Fyne foullis in Fyrth 1513 Douglas
AEneis vu. Prol. 162 Quhen frostis days onrfret bayth fyrth
and fauld 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot II sg3 The fox that
rynms m the firth 2381 Savile Agnc (1622) 192 The
firths and the thickets he proued the first in his owne per
son 1794 Burns A Vision (1st version) 17 Looking over
firth and fauld, Her horn the pale-fac’d Cynthia rear’d.

Firth. 2 (faJtJi) Also 5 fycth. See also Frith
si>.$ [app a. ON.fiprbr' see Fiord.
Firth orfrith was originally a Sc word, introduced into

English literary use c x6oo ]

An arm of the sea ; an estuary of a river.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vi xx 108 pai of fors, as wynd

{iame movyd, Come in )>e Fyrth 13x3 Douglas AEneis
nr. vi 123 1 he lie of Cecil! devidit hes allhaile, Ane narrow
fyith flowis Betuix that costis 1535 Stewart Cron
Scot (1858) I 9 So hapmt tham to wend Out throw ane
firth endlang ane cragie cost x6ox Holland Pliny I 43
In many firths and armes of the sea 1637 Ruthlri-ord
Lett 11862) I lxxxiv. 215 Glad may our souls be that are
safe over the firth 1774 Nicholls Corr w Gray (1843)
173 The Castle, from whose summit the Firth of Forth is

seen for many miles. 1839 "W Chambers 7 our Holland
31/1 A neck of sea possessing all the appearance of a navi-
gable firth 1865 Geikie Seen $ Geol Scot 125 The sea
runs inland m long narrow firths.

Fi*r-tree. [f Fib + Tree] =Fir i.
138a Wyclif Isa xiv 8 Fyrre trees also gladeden vp on

thee 1430-50 tr Higden (Rolls) I 335 There be bryddes
whiche thei calle bemacles whomnature producethe ageyne
nature from firre trees. 1377 B Googe HereslacRs Hush
11 (1586) xox b. In the mountaines delighteththe Fyrre tree
1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 196 A little after the
Equinox, prune Pine and Fir-trees 1712 tr. Poinet's Hist
Drugs 1 148 They grow in Clusters upon a Kind of Tur-
pentine or Fir-Tree. 1833 Longf. Hiavo vu. 63 Give me
ofyour balm, O Fir-Tree 1

Firy, obs. form of Fiery.
IPxrze, obs. form of Furze
Fisc, fisk (fisk). Also 7 fisque. [a Ft. fisc,

or independently ad L. fiscus rush-basket, pui se,

treasury. The current spelling m Sc. Law is fish,
in other uses fisc ]
1. Antiq. The public treasury of Rome

; under
the Empire, the imperial treasury or pnvy purse of
the Emperor.
1398 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 11 xi (1603) 49 Ctesar .be-

stowed the goods of Aemilia Musa, a rich woman, fallen to
the fisque , vpon Aemihus Lepidus 1601 Holland Pliny 1

1

463 The Fisque or City chamber fay that means was soone
acquit of all debts. 1679 Burnet Hist. Ref. I 274 The
endowments of the heathenish temples were.. adjudged to
the fisc, or theEmperor’s exchequer 1865 Merivale Rom.
Evtp VIII. Ixiu ss The endowment of the professors.,
seems to have been made from the fisc

b. Any royal or state treasury; an exchequer.
Now rare {Hist, or with allusion to ‘confisca-
tion

7
). Also altnb m fisc-lands (Hist) -fiscal

lands.

*599 Broughton’s Lett 111 tx As if your inuentions u ere
al Treasure trouue, fiske royal 1606 Sylvester Du Bar-
tas 11 iv, « Magnificence 6oq Peiu By yeerly Fleets into
his Fisk doth flow. 1697 Evflyn Nunusm vu 233 Hie
Fisque and publick Treasure 1788 Priestley Led. Hist
V xlvui. 360 A fine must therefore be paid to the fisc.

x8ox A Ranken Hist France I 251 Public or fisc lands,
which formed the revenue of the government 1834 Mil-
man Lat Chr. I in. it 287 King Chlotaire demanded for
the fisc the tlurd part of the reveuue of the churches x868
Mill in Star 13 Mar , How can that be confiscation by
which the fisc is not to receive anything

C. jocosely. A man's purse or * exchequer
1
.

1820 Lamb Elia Ser 1 Two Races ofMen, The streams
were perennial which fed his fisc

2 Scots Law The public treasuiy or ‘ Crown
to which estates lapse by escheat • in the phrase
‘ as to the fisc ’ (translating quoadfiscum), i e so
far as the Crown rights ot escheat are concerned.

+ Hence incorrectly used for : The right of the
Crown to the estate of a rebel.

[1641 Sc Acts Chas I (1870) V. 413 § 107 Provyding all-

wayes that..the bandis or contractes heirby ordeened to
perteene to jje neerest of kine shall not fall wnder fae com-
pas of escheat nor ait any pairt therof perteene to J>e relict

jure relicts Bot shall remame in be owne nature quoad
fiscum et relictam as they wer befor pe making of this actc]
1680 in Fountamhairs Hist Notices (1848) 1. 269 1 he King
was sending a letter converting the sentence to banish-

ment, and confiscating hts ship and all his goods, but prefer-
ring his creditors theirin to his fisk. 1754 Erskine Pnnc.
Sc. Law if it. § 11 Personal bonds are now moveable in
respect of succession, but heritable as to the fisk, and hus-
band and wife, 1773— Instit, Law Scot 11 11 | 10 head-
ing, By the word fish in this statute [see quot. 1641] is
meant the crown's right to the moveable estate of persons
denounced rebels.



FISCAL. 254 FISH.

3 . = Fiscal sb I- a Sc. Law (obs ) b« Used
by Browning after li.fsco
173a J Louthian Foim 0/Process 111 ig Every Sheriff or

Fisk of Court, to whom the Execution of the Warrand is

committed, oiders a Party for the Prisoner’s safe tians-

portation and gives Receipt to the Fisk of the County lie

receives him from 1868 Browning Rtng§ Bk lx 14 'I he
Court Requires the allocution of the Fisc.

Fiscal (fi slral), a. and sb Also 6 fyscall, 6-7
fiscally (7 phiscall). [a. Fr fiscal

,
Sp fiscal, It

fiscale, ad late ’L.fiscdlis, f fiscus Fisc. ]A adj.

1 Of or pertaining to the fisc or treasury of a
state or punce

;
pertaining to the public revenue

1363 Foxe Martyrs 333 (1632) I 475/2 Which excludcth
all light both fiscall and Ecclesia.stu.all a 1618 Raleigh
Cab Council xix (1658)50 It behoveth the Prince to have
a vigilant eye on. such fiscal Ministers 1652 Howeli
Rcvol Naples 11 49 That he should send a Trumpet for the

Fiscal Proctor iy6g Blackstonl Comm I 281 We pro-

ceed now to examine the king’s fiscal pierogatives, or such
as regard his levenue 1838 Prescott Pcrd § Is (1846) II

xvi 113 Alonso de Quintanilla a fiscal officei of the crown
1863 Fawcdit Pol Econ iv 111 (1876) 549 The last remnant
of Protection has been banished fiom oui fiscal system

b Fiscal lands (transl of L terra fiscales) : in

Frankish history, lands belonging to the king.
In some mod. Diets

2 Of or pertaining to financialmatters m general

Fiscal year, a financial year • see Financial a 1.

(Chiefly US.)
1865 II Phillips Amer Paper Curr II 44 The estimates

foi the fiscal year weie only calculated to the tenth ofJune
187a Raymond Statist. Mines <5- Mutiny 99 The above
figuies represent the condition of the company at the close
of the fiscal year ending June 30 x88o E Kntitc Garfield
42 The work of the past fiscal year.

B. sb.

+ 1 = Fiso I b
*39° LAMHARor Compos for Alienations in Bacon's Whs.

(174.0) III 54gWar asitis entertained by diet, so can it not
be long maintained by the ordinary fiscal and receipt

2 . As the title ofan official, m various connexions

t a. A minister or official of the treasury
; a

treasurer Obs
165a Howeli Rcvol Naples n go The Captain propos'd

to the Fiscal, That . a Tax should be impos'd upon all the
Nobles 1665 Sin T Hkrbi rt Trav 60 To those onely his

Fiscal or Treasurer yearly giving out above foi ty millions of
Crowns 1676 W Hubbard Happiness of People 26 In-

fenour Officers, such as aie Fiscalls and Treasurers.

b. In Italy, Spain, Spanish colonies, etc
, the

title given to legal officials of various ranks, having
the function of public piosecutors; tinder the Holy
Roman Empire, the highest law officer of the

crown.

1539 T PrRY in Ellis Ong. Lett Ser 11 II 147 Myne
aewracyon presentyde by the fyscall *6zz R Hawkins
Voy. S Sea (1847) 103 That suite, which in Spaine is pro-

secuted by the kings attumey, 01 fiscall 1757 Hist Europe
m Ann. Reg (1758) 15/1 The King of Prussia was con-
demned for contumacyand the Fiscal had orders to notify
to him that he was put under the ban of the Empire 1779
H. Swinburne Tran Spam xln 370 Don Pedio Rodriguez
Campomanes, fiscal of the council of Castille. 1845 S
Austin Ranke's Hist Ref I 199 The emperor caused the
plenipotentiaries of the city to be cited before the fiscal of
the empire *868 Browning Ring Bk IX 133 Exactly
so have I Your Fiscal, made me cognizant of facts

c. In Holland and Dutch colonies: A magis-
tiate whose duty it is to take cognizance of offences

against the revenue.

1653 Sir E. Nicholas in N Papers (Camden) II 18 The
childien's late insurrection in this town for having their
trumpet taken fiom them by the Fiscal 1700 S L tr

Pryhe's Voy E Ind 114,

1

never saw him more; without
doubt he run away for fear the Fiscael should call him to
an account for the death of my Companion 1773-84 Cook
Voy (1790) IV. *241 They waited on the governor, the lieu-

tenant-governor or the fiscal 1796 W Taylor in Monthly
Rev XXI £14 Peter Paulus, a man of forty yeais of age,
originally Fiscal of the Admiralty *842 Orderson Crcol.
viu 83 The Fiscal consigned him to the penal gang
d Sc. Short for Procurator fiscal

*68* in Land Gaz No 1649/2 All Sheriffs Officers of
the Mint, Commissars and their Clerks and Fiscals *8*8
ScottHrt Midi xvui,‘ Is it onlyyou?’ answered the fiscal

*885 C Gibbon Hard Knot I xvu 237 The eyes of the
Sheuff and the Fiscal were turned to Sarah
3 The name given m Cape Colony to a shrike
(Lamns Conans'). Also, fiscal-bird.
*8zz Latham Hist Birds II 23 The Canary-Biter, or

Fiscal-bird the tail feathers in the cinereous species are
twice as broad as in the Fiscal 1884 Sharpe Layaid's
Birds S Africa 374 Fiskal Shrike

Fiscality fhskse llli)
.

[f as prec + -ity Cf
Fr.fiscahM.j Exclusive regard to fiscal considera-

tions

*835 Bentham Ration Reui 301 We shall have ceased to

consider colonies with the gieedy eyes of fiscality *83*
Peacock Crotchet Castle lx, The other classes of society,

combined by gunpowder, steam, and fiscality *887 J C
Morison Serv of Man 35 A grinding fiscality which, at
last, exterminated wealth

Rscalize (frskalaiz), v rate— 0
, [f Fiscal a.

+ -izb ] irons. To deal with fiscally ; to cause to

yield revenue. Hence Iggscaliza fcioa.

*886 H C. Dent Year m Brazil 315 Which, under careful
fiscahzation, would give an annual sum of over one million

milreis to the Treasury,

Fiscally (fi skali), adv [f as prec. -t- -ly2.] In
a fiscal manner

,
from a fiscal point of view.

*845 Miai l m Nonconf V 197 Society, fiscally considered,

is an msuiance association 1864 Daily Til 7 Out ,
Rai-

sins, molasses, and hewn timber also figuie for lessened
totals, but fiscally they are compaiatively unimportant

1 Fi’SCelle. Obs. Also 5 fysehelle [a F fis-

cclle
, ad L fiscella,

dim offistus basket ] A little

basket
The quot from the Piomptorium apparently shows mis-

apprehension of the meaning of the woid Way’s ed leads
‘ fysehelle of fyschew or festu and explains this as mean-
ing 4 basket of osier' , but this is obviously mconect

[<? 1440 Promp Pai-v (1499', Fysshell, fysshewe or festu,

fesinca ] 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 55/1 She sawe t]ie lytyl

ciybbe or fiscelle *491 — Vitas Pat/ (W de W 1495) 1

xxxvii. 43V1 He made fyscelhs wouen wyth Rede and
10likes

Fischerite (fijorsit) Mm, [Named in 1844
after G. Fischer see -ite.] A hydrous phosphate
of aluminium, found in green veins in sandstone
*846 Amer ftnl Sc Ser 11 II, 415 Fischente is a phos-

phate of alumina

II Fiscus (fi skz?s). [L. : see Fiso.] = Fisc 1, 1 b.

1650 Jlu. Taylor Bun Semi 31 So have I seen a river
paying to the Fiscus, the great Exchequer of the Sea
a tribute laige and full 1861 Pearson Early <$ Mid. Ages
Fug 195 Four years were sufficient [bai] against the imperial
fiscus.

Fise. Also foise, flee. [Cf. Sw fis, Da fids ]

+ 1 = Fist sb 2 i.

14 Nominate inWr -Wulcker 679 Ilec hnda, afyse *823
Egan Grose's Diet Vulgar Tongue, pice or Poyse

,
a small

windy escape backwaids
2 US. dial. (See qnot Cf. Fist sb 2

3 )
187a Schele de Vert Americanisms 470 Pice or phycc .

designates very generally in the South a small worthless cur.

f 3 attnb fise-ball—fist-ball,

a *300 CursorM 3879 (Cott
)
pai-bi groues sum apcll tre,

Wit appuls selcut fair Lo se, Quen Jnu ar in hand, als a fisc

bal, To poudir wit a stink J?ai fal

3Tisgig(g, var. of Fizgig

Fish, (fij), sb 1 Forms . 1-2 fisc, 3 0> m, flesk,

3-

4 fls(s(e, fix, (4 fizs), south visa, vyss, 3-5
fiohj 5-6 fych(e, 3-5 flssh(e, (3 fishsh, fischsch),

4-

6 fysch(e, -ssh(e, (6 flszsh), 5-6 fysh(e, 4-6
fishe, 3- fish [Com. Teut. ; OE fisc str. masc =
OFns fish, OS.fisc (Du. visch), OITG fisc (MHG
visch, Ger. fisch), ON fisltr (Sw and Da fish),

Goth fishs —OTeut, *fisko-z •—pre-Teut. *pisko-s,

cogn with L piscis and Oil tasc ('—*peiskos).’\

X. 1 . In popular language, any animal living

exclusively in the water
;
primarily denoting verte-

brate animals provided with fins and destitute of
limbs

, but extended to include vai 1011s cetaceans,

crustaceans, molluscs, etc. In modern scientific

language (to which popular usage now tends to

approximate) restricted to a class of vertebrate

animals, provided with gills throughout life, and
cold-blooded; thelimbs, if present, aremodified into

fins, and supplemented by unpaired median fins.

Except in the compound shellfish, the word is no longer
commonly applied in educated use to invertebrate animals
c 825 Vesp. Psalter vm a Fuglas heofenes & fiscas saes

c *175 Lamb Horn 120 Alfe pe fiscas ]>e swummen in pere
se c 1200 Tnn, Colt Horn 177 Fishshes and fugeles
c 1250 Gen <$- Ex 160 God made . ilc fuel and euentc fis

0290 .S’ Eng Leg I. 10/302 A fair 3water with grete
fischsches. c 1386 Chaucer Prol 180 A Monk, whan he is

recchelees, Is likned til afissh pat is waterlees. *485 Caxton
Chas Gt 205 Fysshes alle blacke 1535 Coverdale
1 Kings iv 33 He talked of foules, of wormes, of fis/shes.

1653 Walton Angler 179 He [the Pearch] is one of the
fishes of prey *695 Woodward Nat, Hist. Earth in 1.

(1723) 153 Whales and other great Fishes 17*9W Wood
Sum Trade 334 Shells of Fishes, known by the Name of
Cowries *726 Gay Fables 1 iv, 37 The Fishes skim
beneath the mam *774 Goidsm Nat Hist IV 3 The
whale, the limpet, the tortoise and the oyster as men have
been willing to give them all the name of fishes, it is wisest
for us to conform. 1842 H. Miller 0. R Sandst in. (ed 2)

68 Fishes seem to have been the master .existences of five

succeeding formations, ere the age of reptiles began.

to. collect sitig. used for pi.

a 1300 Cursor M 9395 (Cott), Foghul and fiche, grett
thing and small c 1400 Maundev (Roxb)xui 57 Cnste
filled paire nettes full offisch *486 Bk St Albans Fvy a,

A scoll of ffysh 1556 Chron. Gr Friars (1852) 48 Her-
rynge and other fyche that was tane on the see 1563Myi r
Mag

,
Somerset xxm, For the fyshe casting forth his net

*6xx Bible Num xi 22 Shal all the fish of the sea bee
gathered together for them? 1667 Milton P L. vii 401
Fish with thir Finns and shining Scales Glide under the
green Wave 17x5-20 Pope Iliad xxi 136 Let the Fish
surround Thy bloated Corse. *780 Cowper Let lo Mrs
Newton 2 June, When I write to you, you answer me m fish

I return you many thanks for the mackerel and lobster
*802-3 tr Pallas' Tram. (1812) II 132 Such port is fie-

quented by fish of passage 1808 Forsyth Beauties Scott
v 384 Herrings mackerel, cod-fish, whitings, hadocks, and
some others, may with propriety be called fish of passage

C. phr. A nice or pretty kettle offish (colloq.) :

an awkward state of things, a ‘muddle’. To be or
feel like a fish out of water : to be or feel out of
one’s element Drunk (dull, mute) as a fish :

very drunk (etc ). To drink like a fish • to drink
excessively Tofeed thefishes : (a) to meet one’s

death by drowning
;
(b) to be sea-sick. All is fish

that comes to or •p in (his) net • 1 . e. nothing comes
amiss to him, he turns everything to account
*523 Ld Bernlrs Pi oiss I ccccxvi, 727 Suche as came

after toke alt for all was fysshe that came to net 1613
Purchas Pilgt image vi xii 636 The Arabians out of the
desalts aie as Fishes out of the Water c 1620 Z Boyd
Zion's Ploweis (1855) 48 All’s fish that comes m net 1654G ytaklr Disc Apol 7 He is as mute as a fish 1700
Congreve Way of Woild iv ix, Thou ait both as drunk
and as mute as a fish 1769 Fai conlr Dut Mai me
(1789) Gggij, To ciuise as a pu ate, to make all fish
that comes to the net 1840 Maruyat Poor Jack xi
You're as mute as a fish 1837 Hood Drinking Song xl|

’

He’s the dunker that vetily ‘drinks like a fish 1
' 1865

J G Blriram Haroest of Sea (1873) 228 Being a com-
mission agent, it is all fish that comes to my net 1870H Mladi Ride N Zealand 313 His first act was to ap-
pease the fishes by feeding them most liberally *886
Baring Gould Court Royal vi, The lawyer was as a fish
out of watei here 1889 Bridges Beast ofBaahns iv, And
theie you stand, As dull as a fish 1

d I11 other proverbial expressions

*546 J H ls wood Piov (1562) D ijb, Fishe is caste
awaie that is cast 111 due pooles a 1625 Fr ltchkr Mohs
Ihennas I m, No swearing , Pic ’ll catch no fish else 1630
J Taylor (Water P)Wks 1 117/2 The Piouerbe sayes.
If you sweare you shal! catch no fish 1710 Bt it Apollo
III No 29 3/2 Tis good Fish, if it weiebut Caught 1857
T’ROLLOPr 1 /tree Clerks xvi, There were still as good fish

m the sea as had ever yet been caught out of it

f e. in the quasi-oath God's fish ' (more com-
monly Odds-fihh).
C1728 Earl AirLsnuHY Mem 649 Gods fish ! when two

rogues fall out, their mastei then is like to know the tiuth

2 In combination with various qualifying woids,

as lantern-, lump-, monk-, pipe-, rock-, toad-,

whistle-, wolf- : see those words Blubber-
fish, fish yielding blubber, as the whale, porpoise,

etc Royal-fish, alsofish-royal (see quots.). Also
Angel-, Flat-, Flying-, Gold-, Jelly-, Shell-,
Sun-, Sword-fish.
1756 R Rolt Diet Tradi ij Comm , Royal fish, are

dolphins and sturgeans ; as also m France, me salmon and
trout , so called, because they belong to the King, when
cast upon the sea shore Blttbbci -fish arc whales, poi poises,
tunnies, sea-calves, and other fat fish 1776 Customs Manor
of Epsuoith in Stonehouse Axholme (1839) 145 When any
"fish loyal be taken in the nvei of Tient, within this Manor
. it belongs to the Lord of the Manor 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Wotd-bk
,
Royal Pish, whale and sturgeon

3- a. Applied fig to a person (also collect to

persons) whom it is desirable to ‘ catch ’ or 4 hook ’

1722 Dl For Col. fack (1840) xi6 The subtle devil found
us proper fish foi her hook *753 FooTr Eng in Pans 11

Wks. 1799 I 42 The fish [a rich young booby] is hook’d
*885 Boy's Own Paper 5 Sept 771/1 People would think he
was an easy fish to catch

to. Used (with prefixed adj ) unceremoniously for

* person ’.

*750 Coventry Poutpey Litt. 11 ix. (1785) 67/2 They .

smoaked him for a queer fish, as the phrase is *771
Franklin Antobiog Wks 1887 1 . 137 He was an odd fish.

*820 Lamb Elm
,
Sonth-Sea-PIouse

,
Humourists, for they

were of all descriptions . Odd fishes 183* Examiner
395/2 The lady, who was a ‘ loose fish,’ became acquainted
with him 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. (*882) 19/2 The
queerest, coolest fish in Rugby.
4. The flesh of fish, esp as used for food ,

opposed

to flesh, i e the flesh of land-animals, and fowl,
that of birds.

a 1300 CursorM 13502 (Gott ) pis bred and fisse was delt

abute 1393 Langl P PI C vii 159 Hij etep more fisch

pan flesh 1398 Thevisa Barth De P R xm xxvi

(1495) 461 Female fysshes ben more longq than male
fysshes and haue more harde fysshe c 1400 Lanfianc's
Ctrurg 60 Salt fisch, c *460 Lydg & Burgh Secrees

1653 In etyng of ffyssh make no contynuaunces 1568
Grafton Chron II 232 Ships furnished with Bisket .

freslie Water, salt Fishe 1650 Sir T Browne Pseud
Ep (ed 2) hi xxv 143 We mortifie ourselves with the diet

of fish. 1756 R Rolt Diet Trade <$• Comm , Great Fish
is that which is just salted, and yet moist. 1768 Travis
in Pennant Zool (1777) IV 12 The fish of a Lobster’s claw
is moie tender, delicate, and easy of digestion than that of
the tail *813 Sir H Davy Agric Chem (18x4) 288 Fish
forms a powerful manure
b Meat having the qualities of fish.

*607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1658) 444 The taile of a
Beav er is fish, but the taile of an Otter is flesh,

C. phr. Neither fish nor flesh (nor good red

herring), also neither fish , flesh, nor fowl 1. e.

neither one thing nor another
,
without the parti-

culai qualities (or merits) of either To have other

fish to fiy

'

to have other business to attend to.

To makefish ofone andflesh (orfowl) ofanother ,

to make an invidious distinction
,

to show par-

tiality.

1528 Rede me be nott wroihe I hj b, Wone that is nether
flesshe nor fisshe *546 J Htywood Prov (1562) Cyb,
She is nother fyshe nor fleshe, nor good red hearyng *596
Shaks 1 Hen IV, 111 m, 144 1600 Holland Livy xxiv xlv.

(1609) 540 He had the party himselfe in jelousieand suspition,

as one neither fish nor flesh, a man of no credit 1660 Evelyn
Mem (1857) HI 132 ,

1

fear he hath other fish to fry. 1682
Dryden Duke of Guise Epilogue ^0 Damned neuters, in

their middle way of steering, Aie neither fish nor flesh nor
good red-herring. *721 J Kelly Sc Prov 220, I will not
make Fish of one, and Flesh of another. *885 Manch,
Exam 21 May 5/2 This is making fish of one and fowl of
another with a vengeance, *889 Mrs Oliphant PoorGent
xhv, 4 I’ve got other things in hand I’ve got other fish

to fry’



FISH. 255 FISH.

5 Asiron a The Fish or Fishes (L. Pisces),

a zodiacal constellation, situated between Aquarius

and Anes. b The Southern (+ South) Fish (L

Piscis australis, anciently Piscis notius major),

a southern constellation, bounded on the north by

Capricorn and Aquarius.

c 1386 Chaucer Sqr’s T 265 Now dauncen lusty Venus
children dere. For in the fyssh her lady sat ful hye 1551

Recorde Cast. Knoiul (1:556) 067 Laste of the 12 signes

commeth the Fyshes Ibid 271 The Southe fyshe, con-

tjunynge 13 starres

II attnh and Comb.

6 . General lelations : a simple attnb (sense 1),

as fish bone, -egg, -guts, -haunt, -shell, -skin,

-spawn

,

(sense 4), as fish-dinner, -meal

1530 Palsgr 220/2 *Fysshebonne, areste a 1653 Gouge
Comm. Heb xiu 1 Fish-bones in the dark make a bright

lustre 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) I 228 The points of these

lances are sometimes made of fish-bone 1661 LovellH1st

Anim, Sf Mm Introd , Before the eating of a *fish-dinner,

the body is not to be heated with exercise 1863 J G
Bertram Harvest Sea. (1873) 66 The collection and dis-

tribution of fish-eggs 1768 Travis 111 Pennant Zool

(1777) IV 12 The bait is commonly *fish-guts tied to the

bottom and middle ofthe net 1833} Rennie Alph Angling

50 The angler must find these *fish-haunts 1597 Shaics

Hen IP, xv 111 90 Making many Fish meales, they fall

into a kind of Male Greene-sicknesse, 1601 Holland Pliny
11 307 The said hairs burnt m some earthen pan or

fish-shell 1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) VII 366 They
aie impregnated m the manner of fish-spawn.

b connected with, the catching or selling of fish,

as fish-bag, -basket, -f -boat, -boy, + -craft, -creel,

-market, -net, \ -officer, -salesman

,

-f-shambles

,

4 -ship, -shop, -spear, -stall, -street, -trap
,

-van,

-wagon, -woman.
1815 Sporting Mag XLVI 11 If my *fish-hag should fall

in the way of such a man. 1838 Dicktns O Twist xxi,

Women with *fish-baskets on then heads 1663 Spalding

Trent Chas I (1820) 82 Eighteen gentlemen passing the

water of Findhorn in a *fish-boat, were pitifully drowned

1853 Reade Chr Johnstone xiu. 217 The *fish-boys struck

up a dismal chant of victory 1480 Caxton Descr Brit

12 Seuarn is swyft of streme, *fishecraft is thenn 1552

Huloet, *Fishe market and fishe streate 1863 Miss Brad-

don Eleanors Viet 1, The slimy and slippery fish-market

a 1000 Boeth Metr xix 21 Hwy je nn ne settau on sume

dune fisc net eowru ciaoo Tnn. Coll Horn 175 Wer-

pmde ut here fishnet in J>e se 1472 Presentmts ofJunes

in Surtees Misc (1890) 23 pt
Jj
1 sell noy feche w‘ owt y* be

abyld be *fyche offesers 1868 Peard Water-Farm xv

154 An eminent *fish-salesman 1601 Holland Pliny I 243

The Maquerels furnish the *fish shambles 1676 Land
Gas No 1144/1 Several English *Fish Ships are arrived.

1827 Hone Every day Bk II 58 Pedestrians turn in to

sup at the *fish-shops 16x1 Bible Job xli. 7 Canst thou

fill his head with *fish-speares 7 18x8 Sporting Mag II.

xoo Well pleas’d with the bargain, she left the *fish-stall

1837 W Irving Cap Bonneville III, 44 Trout and other

fish, which they catch m ‘*fish traps' 1858 Simmonds

Diet Trade, *Fish van, a light spring-cart for transporting

fish , a railway truck set apart for fish. 1863 Tylor Early

Hist Man. 1. 11 The fish waggon comes by 1698

J Crull Muscovy 141 You may hear them Abuse one

another like Fish-Women. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

IV 170 In those private letters the Princess expressed

the sentiments of a fury in the style of a fish-woman

C in the names of dishes, etc ,
composed of fish,

asfish-ball, + -hr00, -broth, -cake, -chowder, +--pickle
,

,

-pie, -pudding, -soup

1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 3x6 *Fish Balls, with Brown
Sauce, >4 Nominate inWr -Wflicker 740 Gams,

a fysc-

browe 1660 Howell Lex Tetrag, *Fish-bioth, or fish-

pickle, murette de poisson 1883 Fisheries Exhib, Catal,

3x6 *Fishcakes m Curry 1723 Bradley Fean Did ,

*Fish Pie, a Dish usually serv’d upon Days of Abstinence.

1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 3x6 Fish Pudding, in tins

1886 Sat Rev 6 Mar 328/r *Fish soup is made out of the
' trimmings ’ of fish.

d objective, as fish-breeder, -cadger, -catcher

,

-curer, -frier,
-hawker, -sellei ; fish-breeding

,

-packing, vbl sbs ; fish-eating, -selling;
ppl adjs.

1883 E R Lankester Adv Science (1890) 214 So far as

it affects the procedure of fish-catchers, *fish-breeders, or

fish-culturists 1889 Barrie Window tn Thrums 189 Hen.

dry had been to the *fish cadger m the square X530 Palsgr.

220/2 *Fysse catcher, peschevr. 1847-8 H Miller First

Imp- x (1837) l66
>
I have seen a *fish-curer’s vat throwing

down its salt when surcharged with the mineral. 1835-6

Todd Cycl Anat I 323/1 The fisli-eating Osprey 189a

Encycl Cookery I. 660/1 Larger fish require a vessel called

a fish-fryer, which is fitted with a perforated orwire strainer

1893 Daily News 14 Apr 6/6 The wife ofa fish-frier, 1866

Cornh Mag May 616 *Fish-hawkers wrangle and organ,

gnnders count their ill-gotten coppers e 1^40 Promp Parv,
163/1 *Fysch sellare, fascaruts* 1768-74 Tucker JLt, Nat,

(1852) I 475 *Fish selling rhetoricians.

e. similative, as +fish-drunk, -shaped, -like, adjs

1591 Percivall Sp Did ,
Embarbascar, to make *fishe

drunke *6xo Shaks. Temp, n. u 27 A very ancient and
fish like smell 1833-6 Todd Cycl. Anat, I. 93/2 The
elongated fish-like form of those amphibia. 1840 Dickens
Barn Rudge\xZ^) 3/2 Dull fish-hke eyes 1878 H H Gibbs

Ombre 8 The counters should be long or fish-shaped

f instrumental and originative, as fish-deryved,

—'fprl m'Fppsfo'MT jirhe

1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal p xxxvi, Fish derived

products 16x4 Sylvester BetIndian's Rescue \ 297 Fish-

fed Carmamans 1833-6 Todd Cycl. Anat, I 280/1 The
fish-feeding Grallm.

g, appositive, asfish-god, -goddess,

1856 Stanley Sinai $ Pal. v (1856) 256 Dagon the

Fish-god. Ibid
,
Derceto, the *Fish-goddess.

7 Special comb : fish-backed a

,

shaped like

a fisb’s back, swelling upwards
, + fish-basil (see

quot ) ;
fish-bed, a deposit containing the fossil

remains of fishes ; fish-bellied a., shaped like a

fish’s belly, ‘ curved underneath, the depth of cut ve

increasing towards the centie’ (Lockwood), so also

fish-belly, used attnb.
;
fish-berry, a name for

Cocculus tndteus, the fnut of Anamirta cocculus

,

used for stupefying fish, fish-bone-thistle=
fish-thistles ; fish-bone-tree, ‘the Panax crassi-

folium, a small araliaceons tree of New Zea-

land’ {Cent. Diet.)-, fish-brine, afish-saucej fish-

broth (see 6 c), humoi ously, salt-water ;
fish-ear,

a box in which fish are earned alive in the water

,

fish-carle Sc., a fisherman (Jam.) ;
fish-carrier,

(a) a vessel used to transport the ‘ catch ’ from the

fishing-boats to the shore
;

{b) a contrivance for

keeping fish alive whilst transporting them from
place to place; fish-carver, a camng knife for

fish
;
pi a camng knife and fork for fish

; f fish-

elimber, ? ==fish-berry ;
fish-coop, {a) =fish-pot-,

(b) ‘ a box about three feet square used in fishing

thioughice’ {Cent. Diet)-, fish-crow{US), acrow
(Corvus ossi/ragus

)

that feeds mainly on fish
,
fish-

culture, the artificial breeding of fish, piscicul-

ture
;
hence fish-cultural a

,
of, pertaining to, or

concerned in fish-culture, piscicultural ; fish-cul-

turist, one engaged m fish-culture, a fish-breeder,

a pisciculturist, fish-eagle, an eagle that preys

upon fish ; t fish-ear (see quot ) ;
fish-eater, (a)

one who lives chiefly upon fish; (b) chiefly pi

a knife and fork to eat fish with ; fish-eye-stone

Min
,
obs synonym ofApophyllite , + fish-face,

a term of abuse
,
fish-fag, a female hawker of fish,

a fishwife
,
fish-farm, a place where fish-culture

is earned on; hence fish-farmer, fish-farming;

+ fish-fast, the observance of fish-days (see Fish-

day)
,
fish-flake ( U. S.), a frame upon which fish is

laid to dry; fish-flour, (a) =fish-meal ,
{b)

c a dry

inodorous fertilizer made from fishes, used for

manure’ (Cent Diet)', fish-gaff, a pole with an

iron hook at the end by means of which heavy fish

are secured when caught with a line
,
fish-globe,

a spherical glass vessel in which fish are kept;

fish-glue, glue obtained from the bladders and

sounds of fish, isinglass ; fish-gorge, a primitive

implement for catching fish, consisting of some-

thing (e. g a stone) fastened by a string for the

fish to swallow ;
fish-guano =fish-manm e

;
fish-

hack, a name of the Cobius mger (Adm Smyth)

;

fish-hawk, the osprey, or bald-buzzard {Pandion

haliaitus) ,
fish-house, + (a) a place where fish

are kept; (b) a place where fish is sold; fish-

kettle, a long oval vessel for boiling fish; fish-

knife, a broad knife, usually of silver, for cutting

and serving fish at table ;
also, a knife for eating

fish with
;
fish-ladder, a senes of steps to enable

fish to ascend a fall or dam by a succession ofleaps

;

*|* fish-leep, a fish-basket ;
fish-liquor, the liquid

in which a fish has been boiled ;
fish-liver-ori, a

term applied to the oil obtained from other fish

than the cod {Syd. Soc, Lex 1884) j
fish-lock

=

fish-weir ;
fish-louse, a general name for crust-

aceans parasitic on fishes , fish-man, + (a) one

who makes a meal of fish
;

{b) a fish hawker

;

(c) a fisherman; (d) a student of ichthyology;

fish-manure, a manure or fertilizer composed of

fish ; f fish-mariner, the sail-fish ; fish-maw, the

sound or air-bladder of a fish ; fish-meal, dried

fish ground to a meal; fish-meter (see quot);

j* fish-mint, water-mint; fish-oil, oil obtained

from fishes and marine animals, spec, cod-liver oil

and whale oil ;
fish-owl, an eared fishing owl, of

the genus Ketupa, with rough feet; fish-pass =

fish-way ;
fish-pearl, an artificial pearl (see quot.);

flsh-pomaoe, the refuse of fish after the oil has

been expressed, used as a fertilizei; fish-pot, a

wicker basket for catching fish, esp. eels, also

crabs, lobsters, etc. ;
fish-potter, one who uses or

has charge of fish-pots ; *J*
fish-range, a place for

catching and drying fish, fish-room (see quots );

fish-sauce, sauce made to be eaten with, fish
;
fish-

scrap, fish refuse, used as a fertilizer ;
fish-slice,

a fish-carving knife ; also, an implement used by

cooks for turning fish m the pan
;

fish-slide,

* a fish-trap for shallow rivers and low waterfalls

.

used in the southern United States ’ {Cent. Diet )

;

fish-sound, the swimming bladder of a fish,

4 fish-stew=

F

ish-pond

.

see Stew; fish-stick

(see quot.) ; + fish-stone, ? a stone table for the

sale of fish; fish-story, an incredible tale or

« yam *
; f fish-stove =fish-stew ;

fish-strainer,
s

(a) ‘a metal cullender with handles for taking

fish from a boiler ;
(b) an earthenware slab with

holes, placed at the bottom of a dish to dram

the water from cooked fish ’ (Simmonds) ,
fish-

thistles, the Chamsepeitce casabonse (Syd Soc Lex.

1884), fish-tiger, a bird that preys upon fish;

fish-tongue, ‘an instrument sometimes used for

the removal of the wisdom-teeth so named from

its shape’ {Syd Soc. Lex. 1884); fish-torpedo,

a torpedo resembling a fish m shape and with an

automatic swimming action ,
fish-trowel, a fish-

carver in the shape of a trowel
,
fish-warden

{US.), ‘an officer who has jurisdiction over the

fisheries of any particular locality’ {Cent. Diet )

;

fish-way, an arrangement for enabling fish to

ascend a fall or dam ;
fish-weir, + (a) a draught

of fishes; (b) = Fish-garth; fish-wood, («) (see

quot ) ; (J>)
1 the strawberry bush, Euonymus

americanus ’ {Cent Diet ) ;
fish-worker, 1 a fish-

cultunst’ {Cent. Did ) ;
fish-working, ‘fish-

culture’ {Cent. Diet ) ,
fish-works, {a) * the appli-

ances and contrivances used in fish-cultme
;

{b)

a place where the products of the fisheries aie

utilized; a fish-factoiy’ {Cent Did.) ; + fish-yard

= Fish gabth. Also Fish-day, -gig, -hook,

-HONGEB, -POND, -POOIi, -SKIN,-TAIL, -WHOLE, -WIPE

1825 J. Nicholson Operat Mechanic 644 Fish-backed

rail 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccxm 549 L’Obelius

calleth it [another wilde Basill] Corcoros, which we have

Englished Fish Basill 1834 Edm Rev LX, 118 Fish-
bellied instead of parallel rails 1862 Smiles Engineers III.

282 The line was laid with fish-bellied rails. 1888 Grfen-

well Gloss Coal-trade terms (ed 3) 38 Malleable non rails

of the “‘fish belly pattern 1882 Garden x Apr 220/1 Chamve-

peuce (*Fish-bone Thistle) ciooo ./Elpric Gloss in Wr-
Wfllcker 128 Liquamen, uel gamut, fisebryne 1820

W Tooke tr Lucian I 553 From inadvertence pour the

fish brme into their lentil soup 1599 ISAshe Lenten Stnffe

44 The churlish frampold waues gaue him his belly-full of

fish-broath 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 199 Model of

fish-car towed by the smack for keeping the catch alive.

1804 Tarras Elegy on Sauhe xx Poems 143 Ye *fish-carles

never lift an oar, In codlin greed. 1886 Pall Mall G 29

Tune 4/1, I went out to the fleets on hoard a steam fish-

carrier 1888 Ibid. 27 Dec 2/2 Among Mr Burgess’s

other notions, however, one took the form of a fish carrier

The carrier he has invented is made of zinc 1697Dampifr

Voy. (1729) III. I. 447 *Fish-Chmer has a welted Stalk .

its Beaus are red, with a black Kernel these being bruised

and cast into Rivers intoxicate the Fish 1803 S Peggd
Anecd Eng. Lang 277 A fish coop for taking fish in

the Humber, made of twigs, such as are called eel pots m
the south. 1883 CenturyMag Sept 682/2 The fish-crow

fishes only when it has destroyed all the eggs and young
birds it can find. 1863 J G Bertram Harvest of Sea

(1873) 61 The art of *fish-culture is almost as old as civil-

ization itself 1872 [title). Transactions of the American

Fish Cultural Association 1874Amer Cycl III 219 This

method has been extensively adopted by American *fish

cultunsts 1678 Ray Willnghby's Ormth. n 59 A Fisher-

man of Strasburgh . sets forth the Bald Buzzard under

the title of Fish-Eagle. 1890 H. M Stanley mPall
MallG 28 June 2/2 Fish eagles 1748 Phil. Tunis XLV.

233 The other [order, of Fishes] is furnish d with Organs

analogous to Lungs, which we call ^Fish-Ears, or Gills.

174X Chambers Cycl, Ichthyophagt, *Fish-eaters 1849

Southey Comm-fl. Bk. Ser. 11, Babylonian Fish-eaters.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal 78 Fish Eaters, Fish Carvers

1803 R. Jameson Char Mm II 601 Ichthyophthalmite

or *Fish-eye-stone a 1623 Fletcher Hum Lieutenant

i, i, Whether would you, fish face? 1786 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Bozzy & Pioszi 21 With vulgar fish-fags to be

forc’d to chat. 1860 Times 8 Mar. 8/4 We rail away at

one another . with the impotence of fish-fags. 1863 J. G
Bertram Harvest ofSea (1873)238 *Fish-farms for the cul-

tivation of the oyster alone X554 T SAMrsoN in atrype

Eccl Mem III.App xvm.49 *Fish-fasts, vows, pilgrimages.

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm (1862) 195 A sort o fish

flakes 1863 Thoreau Cape Cod x 197 The houses here

were surrounded by fish-flah.es, close up to the sills, 1880

G B Goode Menhaden 141 (Cent Diet) Biscuits made

from *fish-flour were in good condition after having been

kept for ten years in an unsealed jar. 1887 PaU Mall G.

28 June 6/2 His two sisters were cut and stabbed with

a 4sh-gaff. 1601 Holland Pliny II 438 This *fish-glew

[Ichthyocolla] is thought to be best, that is brought out

of Pontus. 1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 13J
Isinglass, or

Fish-glew. x86x Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. in. 181

Isinglass or Fish-glue is the prepared air-bladder or swim-

ming-bladder of the sturgeon 1883 B Phillips m Century

Mag Apr 900/1 Starting with the crude fish-gorge, l can

show, step by step, the complete sequence of the fish-hook

1884 C w. Smiley in U S. Commies, of Fish 4- Fisheries,

Retortfor 1881 665 Six farmers used about five sacks each

of *fish guano 01x8x3 A Wilson Osprey Poet Wks
(1846) 280 God bless the fish-hawk and the fisher 1848

Thorfau Maine W. (1894) 35 Fish hawks were sailing

overhead r xoooMlfnds Gloss Supp mWr -Wfllcker 184

Piscinale

,

fischus. 1483 Cath, Angl. 132/2A Fische house,

piscanum 1701Lewd Gas No 3748/4Asand stretdieth.

from the South end of the Town to the most Southern Fish-

houses. 1877 S.O Jew ett Deephaven 224 Going to market

was apt to use up a whole morning, especially if we went

to the fish-houses. 1681 Grew Musmum 1 § x. 2 A long

Cauldron like a *Fish-kettle, _
x8« J. Badcock Dorn.

Amusem 16 Over the pan, or fish kettle, put a gridiron.

1403 Nottingham Ree II 20, j. fyschknyff, y d J8ZS

tTcosnett Footman's Directory xag Have two soup-ladles

and fish knives 1826 The Ass t Apr. 2 You there with

the pinking eyes and the fish kiufe nose 1885 Bqmpas

LifeF, BucMmd ix, x8o Many fish-ladders had proved

useless. <7x440 Promp Parv 163/1 *Fysch leep, ttassa

1832 Miss Mitford Village Ser v (1863) 365 He s actually

discussing the whole concern ! fish, *fish*luiuor, bread, atxX
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butter, and. parsley x66x N Riding Rec. VI 43 The
tn iltier of Bugnall presented for that he do usually keep in

the back beck a *fish-Iock 1340 Sir R. Sadler State

Papas I 48, I eat eggs and white meats, because I am
an evil *fishiwin a 1584 Hist Tom Thumb m Harl

E P P. II 220 Tom is caught by a Fishman 1794-6

E Darwin Zoon (1801) IV. 145 A fishman asleep on his

panniers 1805 Sporting Mag. XXV 7a My fish-man of

whom I constantly purchase 1856 L Agassiz m Bence
Jones Life Faraday (1870) II 378 The enthusiastic fish-

man whom you met at Dr Mantell's. 1391 Sylvester Hit

Bartas 1 v. 381 Thou *Fish-Manner {side note The Sayle-

Fish], Thou Boat-Crab. 1840 Malcom Trap 30/1 I tried

shaiks’ fins, birds’ nests, *fisn-maws 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, Fish maws are sent to China and used as glue,

&c 1854 Badiiam Haheut. 03 They ate it [fish] raw, dried,

or ground down in whalebone mortars into xfish meal biead.

1880 Daily News 8 Nov 2/5 The officers (*fishmeters ns

they are called) appointed by the Corn t of the Fishmongers’
Company sewed 18 tons 7 cwt of fish as unfit for human
food 1578 Lyte Bodoens 11 Ixxiv, 043 The seconde wilde

kynde .. is called . in. English *Fisshe Mynte, Brooke
Mvnte. 1861 Hulme tr, Moquin- Tandon n. hi. 188

Whale oil, known under the name of *Fish oil, is obtained
from the Common Greenland Whale 1887 Pall Mall G.
22 Nov 2/2 The duty-free admission into the States of ..

fish-otls 1867 A L Adams Natm alist tit India ii4We
were staitled one night by the unpleasant laugh ofthe * fish-

owl (Ketupa. ccylonensis) 1873 A ct 36-7 Viet c 71 §17 No
person shall wilfully scare or hinder salmon from passing

through any *fish pass. 1885 Bomtas Life F Buckland ix

189 Varying weirs required different foims of fish pass.

1833 Ure Did. Arts II 361 In Saxony, a cheap but
inferior quality [of pearls] is manufactuied They are

known by the name of Gei man *fish pearls a 1355 Philpot
Exam <$• Writ (Parker Soc ) 336, That ^fish-pot or net ui

the which both good and naughty fishes be contained
1681 R Knox Hist Ceylon 28 They place Fish-pots between
the Rocks 1847 Gossn Birds Jamatca 430 It was brought
to him alive, having been knocked off a fish-pot buoy i8zo

Southey Lett (1856) III 183 The *fish-potters being
unanimously of opinion that this is not the season. 1699
Dampier Vey. II 11 12 A little to the East of this River is

a *Fish-Range Here are Poles to hang their Nets on, and
Barbecues to dry theirFish 1813 Falconer's Did Mai me,
*Fish-room

,
that place between the aftei-hold and the

spirit-room, c 1850 Ritdun Navtg, (Weale) 118 Fish-room,
a place parted off in the after-hold . It was formerly used
for stowing the salt-fish to be consumed on board x8i8

Byron Beppo vn, I would recommend The curious in
*fish sauce to bid their cook buy Ketchup 1886 Punch
20 Nov 252/2 The unavoidable absence of the *fish-slice.

*879 Encycl, Brit, X 133/1 Gelatin-yielding substances .

comprising .. bladders and *fish sounds. 1532 Huloet,
*Fishe .. stewe, icthyotrophia, 1885 Chamb, Jrnl 73
A proposal to revive the fish stews or ponds which in by-sh stews or ponds which m by-

gone tunes were so plentiful in this country 1873 J C-
Wilcocks SeaFisherm 37 A *fish-stick consists generally

of a young holly hush deprived of its bark, and the branches
left about a foot m length at bottom, diminishing to six

inches at the top
;
the fish being thrust on through a hole m

the back 1822 m Picton L'pool Muntc Rec, (1886) II 379
The erection of such a number of*Fish Stones m Derby
Square as they may think proper for the accommodation
ofthe neighbourhood. 1887 C F. Holder Living Lights 97
Exaggerations are often termed ‘ *fish stones for the rea-

son perhaps that improbable tales are related concerning
the denizens of the sea. 1615 Sandys Journey iv 255 The
*fisli-stoues by him hewne out ofthe rocke, and built 1879
E Arnold Lt Asia 1. (1886) 20 The pied *fish-tiger hung
above the pool 1878 N Amer Rev. CXXVII 236 The
Shah sent a *fish-torpedo against the Huascar 1833 H
Clarke Diet , *Fish-trmml. 1826 Cushing Newburyport
xi8 *Fiskwardens Messrs Offin Boardman, [etc] 1870
Law Rep V. 671 No mill is prejudiced by the making of
a *fishway m the dam. c 1000 Ags Gosp Lukev 4 LsetaS
eowre nett on J>one *fisc-wer a ixoo Gerefa in Angha(x&36)
IX 261 Fiscwerandmylne macian 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 423 Tweye grete fische werys 1883 Harped

s

Mag. Aug. 376/1 Fish-weirs along the rocks. x86x Miss
Pratt Flower PI II 73 The celebrated *fish-wood (Pisii-

dia erythnna) used for the purpose of intoxicating fish.

1683 m Picton L'fool Muntc Rec. (1883) I. 287 Allowing
Mr Maior all the fish taken in y° ’’fish yards in one tide

1789 Ibid II 241 To destroy the Fish Yards now set upon
the river Mersey.

Pish, (fij), sb 2 [Of doubtful etymology.
The comb fish-paunch, synonymous with sense x,

suggests that the word was a transferred use of Fish
sb *} the appropuateness of the name on this supposition
is not obvious, but the same may be said of many nautical
terms of undisputed etymology On the other hand, it is

possible that the word is a F fiche (see next) , it is not
known that the F word was ever used m sense 1, but its

etymological sense is ‘ a means of fixing *]

L Naut. ‘A long piece ofhard wood, convex on
one side and concave on Ihe other

*
(Adm Smyth),

used to strengthen a mast or yard
;
a fish-piece.

1666 Land Gaz No 59/3 We put hard hands on Jury
Masts and Fishes 1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Giant
1 xvi 79 Lash the Fish on to the Mast 1748 Anson's Voy
in. vn 367 His fore-mast was broken asunder . . and was
only kept together by the fishes which had been formeily
clapt upon it 1749 Chalmers Phil, Trans XLVI 367
The Spikes, that nail the Fish of the Mainmast 1834
G. B. Richardson Umv Code v 2143 Can you let me have
a fish for my mast 7 c i860 H Stuart Seaman's Catech 73
One fore and one aft fish dowelled and bolted to spindle and
side trees.

transf. 1833 M Scott Tom Cringle xvi. (1839) 410 A
black paw with fishes or splints whipped round it by a band
of spunyarn.

2 . A flat plate of iron, wood, etc laid upon a
beam, rail, etc., or across a joint, to protect or
strengthen it

;
in railway construction=fish-plate

1847 Specif Adams # Richardson's Patent No 11 713 2
To connect the two Iron rails together we use wood 01 iron
fishes. 1873 R, F. Martin tr, Havres' Winding Mack

, 4

Rods tied together by oak fishes of the same scantling as

the rods 1875-6 Proc hist
.
Cm Engin XLVI 202 The

original road had been laid with fishes 16 inches long

3. attnb. and Comb , as fish-bar, -beam, -bolt,

-hoop, (see quots ) , fish-jomt, a joint or splice

made with fish-plates (alsofish-platejoint) ,
hence

fish-joint v, -jointed, -jointing; fish-front,

-paunch, = sense r; fish-piece = I, 2 above;

fish-plate, one of two plates bolted together

through the ends of two rails on either side

of their meeting-point to cover and strengthen

the joint
; hence fish-plating.

1874 Knight Did Mich. I. 872/r *FisJt bar, the splice

bar which breaks the joint of two meeting objects, as of

railroad rails or scarfed timber x8ga Northnnib Gloss s v

,

A *
’‘fish beam ’ is a composite beam, where an iron plate is

sandwiched between two wood beams 1875 J W Barry
Railw Appliances (1890) 61 The nuts of the ’'fish-bolts aie

apt to shake loose with the jar of passing trains. 1888

Lockwood's Diet Mech. Engin., Fish-bolt, a bolt employed
foi fastening fish plates and rails together 18x3 Falconer's

Did. Marine (ed Burney), *Fish-front, or Paunch is a long

piece of oak or fir timber, convex on one side, and concave

on the other, used to strengthen the lower masts 01 yaids,

when they are sprung 1794 Rigging <$ Seamanship I 24
At the lowei end of the fish is driven on a hoop, called a
*iish-hoop, which is beat close to the sides of the mast

1849 J Samuel in Proc. Inst Civ Engm VIII. 263
A number of these *fish joints had been laid down 1868

Daily News 3 Nov , The almost universal adoption of the

new ‘fish joint rail’ 189a Northumb Gloss 286 A ‘fish

joint
1

is a joint made by holtmg or riveting a plate on
each side near the ends 1833 Di-mpsty Prad Railw
Engineer (ed 4) 265 A poition only of the lines of this

kingdom being as yet *fish-jointed .. It is obvious that with

the same rail a fish-jomted road is much stronger. Ibid

267 Mr Ashcroft has accomplished the ’’fish-jointing of 150
miles of line without accident 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk

,
*Fish-piece. 1869 Sir E J Reed Ship-build vi 102

The fish pieces or covering plates 1833 Dempsey Prad
Railw Engineer 268 The chairs are ca-st so that one side

foims a ’'fish-plate 1889 G Findlay Eng. Railway 42 I11

1847 Mr Bridges Adams introduced the suspended joint

with fish plates 1889 Life ofVignoles xui 183 Vignolcs

always claimed to have been one of the earliest to introduce

the fish-plate joint. x88x Young Every Man his own
Mechanic § 437 An exemplification of this fish-joint or ’’fish-

plating is to be seen on any railway

Fish (fij), sb 3 [ad F fiche (of same meaning

;

also peg), f ficher to fix see Fioche v ]

A small flat piece of bone or ivory used in-

stead of money or for keeping account in games

of chance ; sometimes made in the form of a fish

Populaily confused with Fish sb 1

;
hence the collective

stag is used for pi.

1728 Vanhr & Cm Prov Hnsb 1 1, I am now going to

a party at Quadrille . . to piddle With a little of it [money],

at poor two guineas a fish 1751 Eliza Hlywood Betsy

Thoughtless I 230 She was just going to call for the cards

and fishes. *766 Anstey Bath Guide vm 90 Industrious

Creatures l that make it a Rule To secure half the Fish,

while they manage the Pool x8x6 SportingMag XLVII
297 A notorious gamester at a game of loo, accumulated
a large quantity of fish, 1825 Hone Everyday Bk I.

91 Mother-o'-pearl fish and counters 1878 H H Ginns
Ombre 9 A penny a fish will be found sufficiently high play

Fish (fij), sbA [f Fish v.
;
the senses are un-

connected J

1

An act of fishing colloq

x88o Scribner’s Mag XX 542/2,

1

will go find Tim and
have a fish

2. a. The purchase used in * fishing ’ or raising

the flukes of an anchor to the gunwale, b. (See

quot. 1892.)
1823 H B Gascoigne Nov Fame 31 The tricing Fish

the careful Gunners hook, No time is lost, it firmly grasps

the Fluke. 1892 Northumb Gloss
,
Fish, a tool used for

bringing up a bore rod or pump valve

3 . attnb . and Comb. The sb in sense 2, or the

vb -stem, occurs in various technical terms (chiefly

Naut ') : fish-back, a rope attached to the hook
of the fish-block, and used to assist in ‘fishing*

the anchor ; fish-block, the block of a fish-tackle

,

fish-davit, a davit for fishing the anchor; fish-

fall, the tackle depending from the fish-davil, fish-

head, -martingale, -pendant (see quots ); ffish-
rope -fish-fall ;

fish-tackle, that used for fishing

the anchor. Also Fish-hook 2

1862 Narks Seamanship 74 *Fish-back, from the fore-

castle, and secured to the back of the fish hook X627 Capt
Smith Seaman’s Grant 11 xo The Dauxd is a short peece
of timber, at the end whereof they hang ablocke in a strap
called the *Fish-block, by which they hale up the flook of
the Anchor to the Ships bow 1840 R. H Dana Bef Mast
xxxi i2o The '"fish-davit [was! rigged out 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed 6) 93 Iron fish davits are now fitted to
nearly all snips. x86a Ibid. 74 It [the fish martingale] keeps
the davit from topping up as the *fish fall is hauled taut
1842 Proc. Inst. Civ Eng II 171 The *‘ fish-head* for di aw-
ing a ‘ drowned clack ’ 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Muting
109 Fish-head

,

an apparatus for withdrawing the clacks of
pumps through the column 1862 Nares Seamanship 74
*Fish martingale, a large jigger, the double block secured
to one of the bolts m the davit head, the single blockhooked
down to a bolt m the ship’s side 1730 T. R Blanculey
NavalExpositor, *Fts& Pendant hangs at the end of the
Davit 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk 234 The upper end
[of the fish davit] being properly secured by a tackle from

*Fish and Cattrope Halliers, Ropeyarns . . were all of
lare stuffes of great puce. 1841 II H. Dana Seaman's
Man X05 *Fish tackle

Fish, (fij),® 1 lJa t and pa. pplc fished (fijt)

Forms : I fiscian, 3 fissen, Orm fisskenn, 4-5
fysah.e(n, fis(s)he(n, 4-6 fisch(e t fishe, (4 Abclie,
fyschyn), 6 fyshe, 6- fish. [OE fiscian— OFns*
fishia, OS. fiskdn (Du visschen), OHG fhkbn
(MHG vi when

,

mod Gcr fischen), ON fisha
(usuallyfiskja of diflenng conjugation

, Sw fisha
Da fishe), Goth, fiskdn —OTeut. *fiskdjan. i.

*fisko-s Fish sb l
]

X. mtr
1. To catch or tiy to catch fish

; to use nets or
other apparatus for taking fish. Const after,for
c888 K A2LrRFD Booth xxxti § 3 Donne Re fiscian willaj>

zxaooOKMiN 13297 To fisskenn nffterr fisskess <11300 K
Horn 1x36 Ihc am a fissere, Wei feor icome bi este For
fissen at pifeste c 1305S t Audi am 3111 E L Poems (xB6z)

98 As I11 fischede aday Bi he se oiue louerd com c X386
CHAUcr R Reeve's T. 7 1’ipen he coude, and fisshe, and nettes
bete c 1440 Piomp Pant 163/1 Fyschyn, piseer 1346

J Heywood Prov (1562) Djb, He hath well fysht and
caught a frog 1674 ti Scheffers Lapland 107 1 heir way
of fishing alteis with the season 1727 Swirx Gulliver in

1 1 8 1, I beheld some people fishing with long angling
rods 1848 Life Notmandy (1863) 1 . 283 They fish for them
very much in the same manner.

b. fig (wilh reference to Mark 1, iy).

14x3 Pitgr Smule (Caxton 1483) v xiv 80 These tonges
were taken them as for theyr pryncipal Instrument for to

fjsshen with 1352 Latimer Seim vn (1562) 125 b, Their
special callyng is to fishe, to preache the worde of God

C To fish m Doubled loatcis: fig to take ad-

vantage of disturbance or trouble to gam one’s end
1368 GRArTON Chion II. 102 Their perswnsions whiche

nlwayes desyre >our unquictnesse, whereby they may the

bettei fishe in the water when it is troubled 1625 Bi>

Mount agu App Cccsm v 43 They fare full andfattby
lushing in troubled waters 1722 Siwll Hist Quakers

( r795) I iv 276 You delight to fish in Doubled wateis

1707 Spirit Pub Jrnls (1709) Though drunk as fish 0111

infers be, The thing sure little matters , Only it forces you
and me To fish m troubled waters

2 To search by di edging, diving, or other means

for something that is m or underwater, eg. sunken

Ucasuie, pearls, coral, etc

1653 F W. in W FuIke's Mcteois 166 Gold found in

Waters and Rivers is fished for, and is 111 form of little

Grains 1690 Luttreut Brief Rcl (1857) II 129 The
giant for fishing for silver at a wicck m the West Indies.

1697 Dampitr Voy I vi 134 A very uch Ship lies to this

day
,
none having attempted to fish for her

3 To use artifice to obtain a thing, elicit an

opinion, etc. Const aftet ,for
1563-87 Foxe A 4- M (1684) II I. 239 They both did come

but to fish for some things which might make a shew that

my L Chancellor had justly kept him 111 prison 1383
Stanyuurst rEirets iv (Ail) ) 108 Crosse thee seas fish for

a Kingdoom. 1638 Pant, Conf vn (1637) 190 To fish after

secrets. 1752 Fielding Amelia viii x, The Half Guinea,

for which he had been fishing 1806-7 J Bekcstord Miseries

Hum Life (1826) in xxm, At the game ofcommerce losing

yotu life in fishing for aces 1848 T iiackeray Van Fair
iv, The first woman who fishes for him, hooks him. 1886

Mallocic Old Order Changes II 217, 1 should have fished

for you to ask me. Mod To fish for a compliment

b To fish for oneself : to get all one can
;
to

seek one’s own profit exclusively
;
to rely on one’s

own efforts.

1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 m (1739) 8 This raised

the price of the Clergy, and taught them the way to fish foi

themselves. 1633 Baxter Chr, Concotd 117 Such men fish

most for themselves 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L 11 48

He leaves you to fish for yourself among his miscellaneous

stores 1892 Northumb Gloss ,
‘ Aa’ll gan an fish for mesel

’

c Harvaid College Slang (see quot 1851)

:

absol. to curry favour, strive to ingratiate oneself

with another.
X774 T Hutchinson Diary 10 Oct I 261 He courts me

a good deal, and fishes I fish in return; and I think

neither of us meets with much luck. 1831 B H. Hall
College Words and Citst , Fish. At Harvard College, to

seek or gam the good-will of an instructor by flattery,

or officious civilities, to curry favor Students speak

of fishing for parts, appointments, lanks, marks, &c.

II. trans

4 To catch or try to catch (fish)
;
to take as fish

are taken; to collect (coials, peails) from the

bottom of the sea
1385 T Washington tr Nirholay’s Voy tv vii 1x8 b, The

Mistdan Sea whereas are fished great quantitie of Pearles

X6xx Bible Jer, xvi 16, I will send for many fishers and

they shal fish them. 1667 Hv Oldenburg m Phil Tians

II 432 Red Coral is fished from the beginning of April till

the end of July 1828 Scott F M Ptrth
,
Thou hast fished

salmon a thousand times 1865 J G Bertram Harvest of

Sea (1873) 233 There is a period every yeai dunng which

the oyster is not fished.

transf and fig. CX374 Chaucer Troylnsv 777 Tofisshen

hire, he layde out hook and lyne 01400 Rom Rose 7494

1 0 fisshen sinful men we go
6 transf. To draw or pull out of water, mud,

etc, ; to discover and bring out ofa heap of lumber,

a deep place, or the like. Also with out, up
1632 J. Lee Short Survey 21 The inhabitants fish out of

the bottomes of their lakes a certame rude matter 1707

Loud Gaz No 4304/1, 29 Brass Guns, lately fished up

1727 A Hamilton New A cc E. Ind II 1 224 We fished

up some small Fir-trees, which we had converted into Masts.

1778 Foote Trip Calais 1 Wks 1799 II 343 My wife fished
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out a large piece of blue apron upon the top of her fork

x8za Byron Werner n 1 29 He help’d to fish the baron

from the Oder 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I 219 He
was fished by his disciples out of the mud 1880 Lomas
Alkali Trade 200The crystals aredrawnout or ‘fished’,

and allowed to drain 1889 J K Jerome Three Men in

Boat 64 We had to fish them out of the bag

Jig 1652 J Wright tr Camus’ Nature's Paradox 10

{Sometimes he fished wealth at Court, sometimes m his Go-

vernment 1886 Edin Rev CLXI 1 I 177 [A service] either

fished up from some ancient ‘ use ', or invented afresh, like

some of the fancy litanies we have heard of *889 Spectator

S3 Nov 7x2/2 Out of the vast reservoir of facts something

might be fished up of interest

b. Naut To fish the anchor : to draw up the

flukes to the gunwale
1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789), To fish the Anchor,

to draw up the flukes upon the ship s side after it is catted

1890 W C Russell Ocean Trag I 111 57 They . were

fishing the anchor forwards.

absol 1893 R Kipling Many Invent 364 {Envoy), Stop,

seize and fish, and easy on the davit-guy.

c Coal-tinning. (See quot

)

1888 Greenwell Gloss Coal-trade Terms (ed 3) 38 Fish,

to catch up a drowned clack by means of a fish-head.

0. To try to catch fish in (a pool, stream, etc.).

(Cf. similar use of shoot, etc) To fish out ; to

exhaust the fish from.

c 1440 Lydg Secrees 579 Lyk hym that fyssheth a bareyn
pool. 1539 Act 31 Hen VIII

,

c 2 § 1 Vnreasonable per-

sones . haue fished the said pondes as well by night

as by date 1676 Cotton Angler vi 47 Do but Fish this

stream like an Artist 177a Poetry in Ann. Reg 224 She
fish'd the brook 1838 James Robber 11, You are quite

welcome to fish the stream 1866 Daily Tel 5 Jan 5/1 Rye
Bay is more fished perhaps than any piece of sea bottom

in the world i8ga Daily News 12 Apr 2/1 Whether the

Thames is over-fished, or, as the very gloomy prophets say,

fished out

b. transf. To search through (a receptacle,

region,,etc )for (something material or immaterial).

17*7 Swift fit Pope Pref to Miscel , Some have fished the

very jakes for papers left there by men of wit 1728 Pope
Dune n 80 Oft, as he fish'd her nether realms for wit, The
goddess favour’d him 1865 Masson Rec Brit. Philos, iv.

260 Nowhere else are the various sciences so fished for

generalizations

7 Chiefly with out : To get by artifice or patient

effort ;
to ascertain, elicit (a fact ox opinion).

Const.from, out of Cf. L expiscari

£1374 Chaucer Troylus in, 1113(1162) He that nedis most

a cause out fisch 1331 Instr, in Elyot Gov (1883) Life 72

To fish out, what opinion the Emperor is of us 1541 St.

Papers Hen VIII, I 663 We maye fyshe out of them,

whither they were procured or sent hither by any maner of

meanes XS90 Greenwood Collect Sclaund Art Bb, They
. haue. commaunded certaine theire priests to fish farther

fpuce of accusation 1663 Pefys Diary 7 Sept , I could not

fish from him . what was the matter 1700 Strype Ann
Ref I. xxm 271 Hoping by this means to have fished out

money either of the king or him 17x3 Addison Guardian
No 71 F 4 An admirable knack of fishing out the secrets

of his customers 1770 in Doran Mann <$ Manners (1876)

II ix 211 To desire a Lady to fish out of me whether I

actually intended to go or not 1866 Mrs H Wood St.

Martin’s Eve xxxu (1874) 412 She was trying to fish out

what real business he had at Hatherton

III 8, [A new formation on the sb] traits.

To dress (land) with fish-refuse as a fertilizer. US.

1631 R. Child in Harthb’s Leg (1653) 36 In the North
parts of New-England, where the fisher men live, they

usually fish their Ground with Cods-heads 1894E Eggle-
ston m Cent Mag Apr 851/2 InNew England the peculiar

mode of fertilizing learned from the Indians introduced a
new verb , the first comers 1 fished

1
their corn ground,

Fish (fij), v 2 [f Fish ^2]
1 trans. To fasten a piece of wood, technically

called a fish, upon (a beam, mast, yard, etc )
so

as to strengthen it ;
to mend (a broken spar, etc )

with a fish or fishes Abo Tofish together.

1626 Capt Smith Accui Yng Seamen 3 Ready for .

fishing or spliceing the Masts or Yards. Ibid 13 A Jury-

mast is made with yards, rouftrees, or what they can

fished together 1748 Anson’s Voy in 1 295 We were
obliged to fish our fore-mast 1823 P Nicholson Pract
Build 120 Sometimes the pieces that are applied on the

sides are made of wood , in this case, it is called fishing the

beam 1840 R. H Dana Bef Mast xxv 83 All hands were
now employed . fishing the spntsail yard. 1875 R, F.

Martin tr Havrez' WindingMach. 5 Fishing the rods with

the wooden fishes.

b To fasten (a piece of wood) on.

1711 S Sewall Diary 10 Sept (1879) II. 322 Our Axel-

tree broke quite off. Fish'd on a piece in the morning,

2 . To join (the rails) with a fish-joint.

1850 C H Gregory in Proc, Inst Civ. Engin IX 405
‘Fishing’ the joints of the rails with two pieces of cast or

wrought iron secured by bolts or rivets. 1866 W, H Barlow
ibid XXV 409 It would not do .to fish old rails

Fishable (fi Jab’l), a. [f Fish v 1 + -able ]

a. That may be, 01 admits of being, fished in. b.

Of the weather : Suitable for fishing, rare.

xfixx Cotgr , Pescheable, fishable, which may be fished in.

1819 Blackw Mag V. 591 The water . . was fishable 1867

F Francis Angling ix (x88o) 315 A river, fishable from

the shore x8oa Illust Sporting News 14 May 328/3 Warm,
genial, and withal enuneptly fishable weather.

Fi'sh-day. [f. Fish ^i+Dat] A day

on which fish is eaten, usually in obedience to an

ecclesiastical ordinance j
a fast-day.

a 13*7 Pol Songs (Camden) 151 On fyhsbe day launprey

ant lax c 1440 Anc Cookery in Hoiiseh . Ord. (1700) 429

Take almondes and. .tempur horn, on fyssheday wyth wyn,

VOL. IY.

and on flesheday with broth of flesh. 1564 Act 5 Elis c 5

It shall not he lawfull to eate any flesh vpon any dayes
now vsually obserued as fish dayes, or vpon any Wednes-
day now newly limited to be obserued as fish day 1641
‘ Smtctymnuus ’ Vitid Ansso § 2 is In the Calendar
Fish dayes are now called Fasting days x6pp T Brown
m R L

’

12strange Colloq. Erasm (1711) 358 If it happened
to he a fish-day, we had sometimes three whitings.

Fished (fijt), ppl a. 1 [f Fish v l + -ed 1
]

Only m Fished-up fig. brought up.

1849 Darwin m Life $ Lett (1887) I 366,

1

feel sure that

the newly fished-up names would not he adopted.

Fished (fijt), ppl a 2 [f. Fish v 2 + -ed i,]

Strengthened, or fastened together, with a fish or

fishes. Ftshed-beam (see quot 1846)
1846 Buchanan Techn. Diet,, Fished-beam, a beam belly-

ing on the underside 1875-6 Price Williams in Proc Inst.

Civ Engin. XLVI 160 The relative strength of the fished

ends of the rail as compared with that of the solid part.

1882

N

ares SeamanshiJ[ed 6)235 Fished yards are heaviest

on the damaged side 1888Lockwoods Diet. Mech. Engin.
141 Fishjoint, or Fishedjoint.

Fished (fijt), ppl. A.3 [f. Fish sb.1 + -ed 2
]

Supplied with fish.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd % Commonw 363 Savoy. Many
and large lakes it hath, and those very well fisht. 1846

McCulloch Acc. Bnt Empire (1854) I. 641 Not one had
a full cargo, only one or two being half fished x88a

F Day Fishes of Gt Brit II. 215 The trawl-net boats

were very poorly fished

Fisher (fi Jar) Forms: I fiseere, 2 fixers,

3 fisesere, 3-4 fissar(e, -er, south vyssare, vis-

sere, 3-5 fisch-, fysehar(e, -er(e, (5 feeher,

fychere), 4-6 flash-, fyssher(e, (5 fysshyer, 6

flszher), 4- fisher. [OE fiseere, OFns fisher,

OS fishan (Du visscher

)

=OHG fisedn (MHG.
vtscher, Gei fischer), ON fiskari (Sw fiskare,

Da fisher) .-OTeut. *fiskaiyo-, f *fisko-z Fish sbl

Lfke other OTeut sbs with this suffix it has be-

come an agent-noun related to the vb. * see -ER 1
]

1. One who is employed m catching fish. Now
arch. ;

superseded in ordinary use by Fisherman
£893 K ASlfred Oros 1 1. 17 [Daer] huntan gewicodon,

o]>hefisceras,o)>l>efugel[er]as. cxi<]$Lamb Horn 97 Petrus

wes fixere. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1724) 265 Hys vyssares come
to hym, & so gret won of fyss hym brojte. 138a Wyclif
Isa xix 8 And mowme shul the fissheres 1553 Eden
Treat. News lud. (Arb) 22 The mhabitantes are great

fyshers on the sea. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 137 The
patient fisher takes his silent stand. Intent, his angle

trembling in his hand X758 Descr Thames 227 Fishers

distinguish their Herrings into six different sorts. 1851

Kingsley Song,-Three fisherswent sailing away to the West

b. transf. andfig. (esp. after Matt iv 19).

cxoeo Ags Gosp Matt, iv 19 CumeS after me, & ic do

baet xyt beoS manna fisceras a 1300 CursorM. 13325 (Cott.)

Fra pis dai forth 1 sal J>e ken for to he fissar god o men.

1663 Cowlly Ess etc (1669) 133 They found them Hunters

and Fishers ofwild creatures, they have made them Hunters
and Fishers of their Brethren 1664 H More Apol 111 §3
Who profess myself a Fisher for Philosophers, desirous to

draw them to . the Christian Faith

2 . An animal that catches fish for food.

156a Bulleyn Bk. Simples (1579) 78 Herones, Bittemes,

fete ] These fowles he Fishers 1576 Fleming tr Cants'

Dogs in Arb Gamer III 245 The Dog called the Fisher

. seeketh for fish by smelling among rock and stone. 1813

Byron Island iv 11, The feather’d fishers of the solitude.

b spec The pekan or Pennant’s marten {Mustela

pennanti
)
of North America (also fisher marten

fisher weasel) Also, the fur of this animal

1796 Morse Amer Geog, I 200 The fisher has a general

resemblance to the martin, but is considerably larger. 1879

M M Backus in Encycl Brit. IX 838/1 Fisher, size, 15

by 30 inches, glossy, dark and durable, 188a Beck Draper's

Diet,, Fisher (fur), these skins are larger than sables, and

the fur is longer and fuller 1883W H. Flower in Encycl.

Bnt. XV 577/2 Mustelapennanti the Pekan or Pennant’s

Marten also called Fisher Marten.

^ 3 A fishmonger. Obs

a 1400 in Eng Gilds (1870) 353 No ffysshyere ne no pulter

ne shal bygge ffysche ne pultrye [etc.] 158a m W H
Turner Select Rec. Oxford 420 Any fisher that occupieth

any standinge or shoppe.

f 4 An implement used by tanners (see quot

)

1688 R Holme Armoury iu 35V® The Fisher is an Iron

with Nett-work, made from side to side of it with strong

Iron Wyers, with this the Bark is taken out of the Water.

1726 Diet Rust (ed 3) s v.

5 . A fishing-boat
,
a vessel employed m fishing

iS^Thoreau Cape Cod ix. (1894)2x1 We saw countless

sails of mackerel fishers abroad on the deep.

6 attnb and Comb a. simple attnb., asfisher-

bark,
-house, -heel, -net, f -pan, -ship, -stall, -town

b appositive (

—

that is a fisher, belonging to the

classof fishers), asfisher-boy,-carl, -child, -folk, -girl
,

-people, -swam, -train, -woman Also fisher’s coat,

1861 H Marryat Year in Sweden II 341 The passage of

small "fisher harks down to Carlskrona 1621 Lady M
Wroth Urania 308 From a Run-awayand pooie *F:sher-

hoy he made me a King 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,

Fisher-boys, the apprentices in fishing vessels 1870 Morris

Earthly Par. Ill iv. 212 A few rough "fisher carles there

were. Ibid, 227 The "fisher children hand in hand 1854 H.

Miller Sch >S- Schm xxu (1857) 481 Some ofour Cromarty

"fisher-folk *888 Daily News 18 Dec 3/6 Here fisherboys

and "fishergirk. crowd the stage. 15*5 La Berners AVews,

II xlvii. 162 Without the towne there were certayne "fissher

houses, 1870 Morris Earthly Pai . III. iv 227 And "fisher-

keel on fisher-keel The furrowed sand again did feel. x6ox

Holland Pliny II. xix. i 4 Thread, passing good for to

be twisted and knit into "fisher-nets. 1890 Daily News
15 Feb, 6/4 A black fisher-net dress trimmed with well-

imitated mimosa. 1535 Coverdale Amos iv 2 Youre
postente caned awaye in "fyssher pannes. 1885 Truth
28 May 848/2 "Fisherpeople hauling their boat through the

surf 1611 Bible John xxi 7 He girt his "fishers coate

vnto him. 16x4 Eng. Way to Wealth in Harl Misc, (Malh.)

Ill 235 Busses, bonadventures, or "fisher ships. 157a

Nottingham Rec IV. 145 A "fyssher stalle that Thomas
Reve stans in 16*7 P. Fletcher Apollyontsts nr ai,
Those "fisher-swaynes by full Jordan’s wave, X538 Leland
Itin. (1744) VII 55 A lytle prety "Fyssher Town cawled
Wyrkinton 1647 Clarendon Hist, Reb vn (1703)11306
In Dorset-shire little fisher Towns, Poole and Lyme 1725

Pope Odyss xxu 425 When by hollow shores the "fisner-

trara Sweep with their arching nets the hoary main x8x6

Scott Antiq. xxvi note, The "fisherwomen ..put in then

claim 1863 Bates Nat Amazon ix (1864)258 The two
dusky fisherwoinen marched down to their canoe.

7. Special combs : fisher - fish (see quot ) ;

f fisher's berry = fish-berry ; t fisher’s folly,

an angler’s house in the country, fisher’s-knot,

a slip knot, the ends of which lie horizontally, and

will not become untied (Davies) ;
fisher’s ring

or seal=fisherman's ring. Also Fisher-boat,

Fisherhan,
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,

*Fisherfish, a species of

Remora, said to be trained by the Chinese to catch turtle

1787 Best Angling {fA 2)67 CoenIns mdicits called also

baccae fiscatortse,*fisher's berries. 1638 Brathwait Snrv
Hist. 183 As one who had taken a surfeit of the City, h’as

built hunselfe a new "Fishers folly m the Countrey. i6ix

Markham Countr, Content. 1. x. (1668) 53 A "Fishers knot,

which is your ordinary fast knots, foulded four times about,

both unaer and above 1741 Compl. Fain. Piece ir 11 331

You may tie your Links together with the Fishers or

Weavers Knot. 1689 Lond Gas. No 2486/! He afterwards

broke the "Fishers Ring, and caused the Lead of the Bulla

to be likewise broke

Fi’sher-boat. A boat used by fishermen.

£1440 Prornp Parv 162/2 Fyscharys boote, phaselus

1541 Act 33 Hen VIII, c 2 The great diminucion of the

Kmges name, fisherbotes and mariners. 1662 J. Davies tr

Olearius' Vqy Ambass. 395 To send the Baggage by Sea,

m six great Fisherboats. *741-3Wesley Extract of JrnZ.

(1749) 110 It seem’d strange to me, to attempt going m a
fisher-boat, fifteen leagues upon the main ocean. 1874

Farrar Christ 136 The rough fisher-boats of Bethsaida.

fig. 1663 Cowley Pindar Odes, To Mr Hobs iv, The
Baltique. and the Caspian Seem narrow Creeks to thee,

and only fit For the poor wretched Fisher-boats of Wit

Fi'sheress. rare. [See

-

ess.] A female fisher.

x6ix Cotgr ,
Pescheresse, a fisheresse, a woman fisher.

1685 Evelyn Mrs Godolphm 210,

1

would sometymes call

her the fisheress of her sex. _ _

Fisherman (fijaimaen). [f Fisher + Man.]
1. One whose occupation is to catch fish.

1526 Tindai e Luke v 2 The fisshermen. were wasshynge

their nettes 1605 Shahs Lear iv vi 17 The Fishermen

that walk'dvpon the beach Appeare like Mice, 1780 Harris

Philol Enq.Wks (1841)429 Massinello who in a few days,

from a poor fisherman rose to sovereign authority,

Milman Lat Chr (1864) II iv v. 293 St Gall was a skilful

fisherman and supplied the brethren with, fresh nsu from

die lake.

transf 1878 Fraser's Mag. XVIII 628 The natives are

splendid fishermen ofmoney.

2 An animal that catches fish. (Cf. aisofisher-

man-chver m 4 )

1634 T Johnson Farcy's Chirurg (1649) 51 Of the Fish

called the Fisherman. This fish is called the Fisherman,

because he hunts and takes other Fishes

3 A fishing-boat; a vessel employed in the

business of talcing fish

1604 E Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 185 There entred

six Fisher-men into the Towne whereof one was sunke

1700 SL.tr Fryke’s Voy. E hid. 356 The 15th we met
with an English Fisherman that was coming from Ysland

;

he was loaden with Salt-fish

4 attnb. and Comb ,
asfisherman apostle, pilot ;

also, fisherman-diver, the merganser : fisher-

man’s bend, a kind of knot ,
fisherman’s night-

ingale, a name for the sedge-warbler; fisherman’s

ring (see quots ) ;
fisherman’s walk (see quot ).

1653 Walton Anglen 28 His four "Fishermen Apostles

1885 G Allen Babylon vi. We call him a "fishermandiver

1886 Pall MallG 8 Sept. 8/2 The suggestion that a "fisher-

man pilot should be placed onboard each ofthe four cruisers.

cx86o H, Stuart Seaman’s Catech 2 A "fisherman’s Lend.

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk ,
Fisherman's Bend, a knot,

for simplicity called the king of all knots 1884 Public

Opinion 5 Sept. 299A My old angler friends call this

bird [the sedge warbler] the "fisherman's nightingale.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v. Seal, The pope has two kinds

of seals the first used in apostolical briefs^ and private

letters, Ssc ,
called the "fisherman’s ring —This isa verylarge

ring, wherein is represented St Peter, drawing his net full

of fishes 1877W Jones Finger-rmgi98 The ‘ Fisherman s

Ring ’ is the Pope’s ring of investiture. 1867 Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk ,
^Fishermans Walk, an extremely confined space,

* three steps and overboard is often said of what river

yachtsmen term their quarter-decks.

Fishery (fi JSn). [f. Fish vf + -ery, or f

Fisher + -y 3
.] ,

1. The business, occupation, ot industry of catch-

ing fish, or of taking other products of the sea or

rivers from the water.

In this and the following senses often preceded by some

defining word* s-s bank‘s oeiy coasts cod-i river-

>

salmon-, sea , whale-fishery.

1677 YarrantonEng. Improv. 142 We have not one fourth

part of Moneys sufficient to drive the Trade of England,

and set up the neglected Fishery 1769 Lloyds Evening
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Post 2a Sept 293/2 The Butish fishery at Iceland has this

year turned out butpooily *890 PallmallG 2June 2/1 The
French fishery upon the coast of Newfoundland, once very

large, has fallen away to a mere nothing

2 A place or district where fish are caught;

fishing-ground.

1609 Dampier Voy II 11 124 It is a great Fishery, chiefly

for Snooks, which they catch m the Lake 179a G Washing-
ton Lett Writ 1891 XII 243 The landing by Bishop’s

house, which used to be, and no doubt still is, good fishery

1823 Byron Juan it xxxi, Where God takes sea and land,

Fishery and farm, both into his own hand.

3 A fishing establishment ;
colled, those who are

engaged in fishing in a particular place
1710 Land Getz No 4713/3 Some English Gallies had

destroyed the French Fishery there* 1788 T Jeiterson
Writ (1859) II S39 This produced an outcry of the Dunkirk
fishery 1883 E. R Scidmore Alaska iv. 33 The Kasa-an
fishery has distanced its rivals

4. Law. The right of fishing in certain waters.

Fretfishery

,

an exclusive right of fishing in public

water, derived fiom royal grant ; several fishery,

an exclusive right to fish derived from ownership

of the soil
;
common offishery,

the right of fishing

in another man’s water , commonfishery, the right

of all to fish m public waters
1748 LadyM W Montagu Lett (1893)11 167 The fishery

of this part of the river belongs to me. 1767 Blackstone
Comm II 39 A fiee fishery, or exclusive right of fishing m
a public uver, is also a royal franchise He that has a
several fishery must also be the owner of the soil 1817W
Selwyn Law Nisi Pniis II 772 A plea, which prescribed

for a several fishery m an arm of the sea. 1832 Miss Mir-
toro Village Ser. v. (1863) 462 Colonel Talbot possesses

a light of fishery for some mile or two up the river.

5 colled Fish of different kinds (
nonce-use).

1828 Miss Miti-ord Village Ser nr. (1863) 491 Martha
Glen having been long his constant customer, dealing with
him in all sorts of fishery and fruitery.

6 attnb. and Comb

,

as fishery house, industry,

law, etc
; fisheries act, exhibition', fishery-salt

(see quot. 1884)
1338 in Archseologia LIII, 380 The fyssherye house at

Guisnes 1864 Glasgow Daily Herald 24 Sept., I have been
stationed here as fishery officer. 1865 Esquiros Cornwall
132 The fishery women pointed out to me the surface of

the bay striped with red 1868 Peard Water-farm xm
128 There were no fishery laws in France 1883 E R.
Lankester Adv. Science (1890) 215 More accurate know-
ledge of fishery-animals shall be provided 1883 Fisheries

Exhib. Catal. 74 Fishery Salt. 1884 Chech. Gloss
,
Fishery

Salt, coarse salt made specially for curing fish 1894 LIally

News 19 Jan 3/3 As an outcome of the County Fisheries

Exhibition held last year at Truro, the Technical Instruc-

tion Committee of the Cornwall County Council resolved

to establish a fisheiies school

Fishet (fijet). nonce-wd. [see -et.] A little

fish.

1823 Lamb Lett (1888) II 84,

1

wash my hands in fishets

that come through the pump thick as motelmgs.

Fishew, Obs
,
var. of Fioho.

*75S Mbs Delany Let, to Mrs Denies 364, I brought a
little cold from Longleat, and lost ray good fishew.

Fishful (fijful), a [f. Fish sbf + -pul]
Abounding in fish.

1350 Phaer JEneid iv (1358) Kj, Most lyke a byrd that

. . his haunting kepes Among the fyshfull rocks 1605 Cam-
den Remains (1638) 1 Fishfull and navigable rivers 1632-
62 Heyun Losmogr 11 (1682) 147 Not far from a Fishful
Lake i860 All Year Round. 3 May 79/2 Rising from the
fishful Thames 1889 Hissey Tour m Phaeton 227 The
fishful-looking nver Bure

Fishgavtb (frjgai];) [f. as prec. + Garth ]
A garth or inclosure on a nver or the seashore for

preserving fishes or taking them easily.

1434 Let in Burton & Rame Hemmgbrougk 393 Oon
fysshgarth is at yis tyme void of take. 1532 Act 23 Hen.
VIII, c. 18 Certaine engines for taking of fish in the said riuer
commonly called fishgarthes 1634 FordP. Warbeck iv 1,

The earl shall deliver from his ransom The town ofBerwick
to him, with the fishgarths 1771 in Picton L'pool Mimic
Fee (1886) II. 240 The several fish garths erected within
this Port 1894 R S Ferguson Hist Westmoi land 109
There was a perpetual quarrel about a fishgarth in the Esk
Fi’Sh-gig. [var of Fizgig, the first element

being modified after Fish, from its use in catching

fish] (See quot 1788.)
= Fizgig 4.

a 1642 Sir W Monson Naval Tracts vi (1704) 332/2
These Fishes are taken with Fishgigs 1788 Falcon-
bridge Afr. Slave Tr 41 The fish-gig ail instrument used
for striking fish consists of several strong barbed points
fixed on a pole, about six feet long, loaded at the end with
lead 1802 Barrington Hist N. South Wales L 16 The
men fish with a fish-gig.

Fi'Shkood. rare [f Fish sb.T- + -hood,] The
state or condition of a fish

1866 F Buckland Cur. Nat, Hist, Ser 3 1 . 125 Thousands
. ofyoui babies have I reared up to fishnood, 1887 Story
ofa Kiss I vi 95 A shark in the bloom of early fishhood.

Fi sh-hook, [f Fish sb 1 and v + Hook ]
1 A barbed hook used for catching fish.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV 295 [A] goldene fisch-

hook. 1482 York Myst, Introd, 40 lhose that makes
pynnes or maketh flisshe-hukes. 1333 Eden Decades 201
Crooked like a fysshehooke 1611 Bibi e Amosvt 2 4x732
T Boston Crook in Lot {1805) 12 Aptness to catch hold
and entangle, like .. fish-hooks. 1872 Yeats Techn Hist.
Comm. 342 The manufacture of English fish-hooks is com-
puted at one-sixth that ofneedles

2, Naut. An iron hook foiming part of the tackle
used to raise the anchor to the gunwale of a ship

*627 Capt. Smith Seaman’s Gram, vii 30 Hitch the
fish-hooke to the Anchors flooke 1803 A Duncan Man-
ner’s Chion III 206 In fishing the anchor, the fish-hook

gave way ci860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech 36 The
fish tackle consists of two double blocks, and one single

block, the lower one is fitted with a fishhook.

3 attrib. and Comb
,
as fish-hook maker ,

fish-

hook; wire, a wire consisting of twisted strands,

with a piece of wire resembling a fish-hook in-

serted at intervals
; alsofish-hooked wire

*696 Lend. Gas No 3206/4 Tim. Kirby, the Son of
Charles Kirby, Fish-hook Maker 1892 Star 20 Sept 4/3
All knowledge of the use of this fishhook wire was disclaimed

by the defendants This fishhooked wire is manufactured,
and finds a maiket

Fishify (fijifai), v. [f Fisii sbX + -(i)ey.]

trails. To turn (flesh) into fish.

1392 Shahs. Rom fy Jul. 11 iv. 40 0 flesh, flesh, how ai t

thou fishified 1768 Poetry m Ann. Reg. 241 Ev'ry dish
Seem’d transmuted .There was fishified flesh, and fkshified

fish 1863 Examiner 11 Mar 131/3 We have, m an English
version . the good flesh of Mohere’s shrewd simple piosa
fishified by Mr. Kenney into . verse.

Fishily (fi Jili), adv [f. Fishy + -ly 2
.] In

a fishy manner.
1851 Fraser's Mag XLIV 439 Naples, is as fishily in-

clined as ever 1879 F W Robinson Coward Come 111.

i, Marcus shook hands fishily all round.

Fishiness (fijines). [f as prec. + -ness]
The quality or fact of being fishy

1766 Pennant Zool (1812) II 17 Its [the bittern’s] flesh

has nothing of the fishiness of that of the heron 1834
BECicroRD Italy I 31 I am not gieatly surprised at the
fishyness of their site 1833 Kane Grmnell Exp. xxvi.

(1836) 214 The fishiness .is no longer disagreeable

Fishing (fi Jig), vbl sb * [f. I ish v + -ing 1
]

1. The action of the vb Fish.

a. The action, ait, or practice of catching fish

c 1300 Cursor

M

13278 (Cott ) Petie and andieu .wit Jmir
fissing war )mi fedd. 1464 Nottingham Rec II 374 For
a lyne boght for the same fisshyng. 1370 Act 13 Ehz
c. 11 § 3 Such Cods and Lings as they shall happen to take
. by their own fishing 1632 Lithgow Trav. m 103 The
best fishing that the whole Ocean yeeldeth, is upon the
coasts of Orknay and Zetland 1762 H Walpole Vertuc’s
Anecd Paint II 1 19 Representations in miniature ofthe
huntings, fishings, and productions of the country 1814
Scott Wav iv, Of all diversions fishing is the worst quali-

fied to amuse a man who is at once indolent and impatient,

b proverbs.

1346 J. Heywood Prat) (1562) Div, It is yll fyshyng
before the net 1614 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 695 There
is no fishing so good as in troubled waters a 1663 J Good-
win Filledw the Spirit xm (1670) 362 Those Proverbial
Sayings , Theie is no fishing like to a fishing in the sea, no
service like the Service of a Kmg 1671 F Phillips Reg
Necess 432 It grew into a Pioverb amongst us not yet
foigotten, No fishing to the Sea, no Service to the King

c. transf. and fig Also with advbs., as about,

out
,
up (see senses of the vb )

1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Matt iv 19 The newe
fyshyng, wluche serued wyth the nette of the Gospell to
catche men 1641 Hindu J Bruen vu 27 Witnesse hereof,

in parents such fishing for heires 1720 Loud Gaz No 5909/2
Forbidding either the fishing up, or receiving any of the
Effects that might be driven on the Coast *741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I 79 Why is all tins fishing about for

something when there is nothing? 1889 Century Diet

,

Fishing out, the removal of fish from a fish-pond, the
‘ drawing 1 of a pond.

2. To go (also ME. wade) a-fishing

.

a. lit (OE.
had onfiscdS gdn )

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2ig8 For ge be]? men bet iteijt to
ssolfe & to spade To cartstaf & to ploustaf & a wissinge
[v rr a fischyng, in fuschinge, to fysschynge] to wade

b. transf (
nonce-use

)
To rob on the highways.

x6o8 Pennyless Pari in Harl Mice. (Malh ) III 78
Soldiers, that have 110 means to thrive by plain dealing go
a fishing on Salisbury Plain

3 The piivilege or right of catching fish in

certain waters
;
common and several fishing —

common and severalfishery : see Fishery 4
1495 Act 2 Hen VII c 62 § 1 The Mede called the Kingis
Mede and half the fysshmg of the Watir called lemise
1523 Fitzherb Sum 9 Also of mylnes seuerall fysshmges
and commen fysshmges what they be worfhe *607 Norden
Sum. Dial no Hath the Lord of the Manner any peculiar
fishing within any river 1788 Filey Inclos, Act 24 Wrecks,
fishings, and all other royalties

4. A place or facilities for catching fish
, fishing-

ground, fishery.

*396 Spenser Stale Irel (1633) 95 A good towne, having
a plentifull fishing 1641 m J Knox View Brit Entp.

(1785) II 397 The Imployment of the Fishermen till they
come to their Fishings outwatds bound 1795 J Richard-
son in J Robertson Agnc Perth 377 Upon the Tumble

there are scattered fishings belonging to different pro-
prietors 1813 Scott Guy M vu, Ellangowan’s hen-ioosts
were plundered and his fishings poached.
5 attrib and Comb : a simple attrib (sense 1)

as fishing-bark, -basket, -boat
,
-box, -craft, -gear,

-ground, -hook, -house
,

-hutch, -line, -net, -pen,
-season, -ship, -smack, -tackle, -town, -trade,-village

,

•weir
1841 W. Spalding Italy § It Isl III. 349 The list in-

cluded "fishing barksand small coasters 1838 Jamts Robber
h The ’•'fishing-basket under the arm. *732 Berkeley
Alcipkr. v. § 1 Several •'fishing-boats and lighters, gliding
up and down 1836 Marryat Mulsh Easy xm, They had
received information from the men of a fishing-boat 1870
Law Rep Comm PleasV 639 A "fishing-box so arranged
that a fish going into it cannot get out. 1699 Dampier Voy

II n. 3X If they are not piovided with Hooks, Lines or
Harpoons or any other '"Fishing-Craft *873 W McIl-
wraitii Guide Wigtffumshu e 91 Stranraer was the rendez-
vous of the fishing craft 1863 Lveil Antiq Man in
Ihe Swiss archaeologist has found abundant evidence of
"fishing-gear 1641 111 J Knox View Bnt Emp (1785) II
397 They are to make them [nets] m a readinesse against
they come to the "fishing grounds 1725 De Foe Voy
round World (1840) 350 "1 hey had neither "fishing-hook or
nets 1799 G Smith Laboratory I 237 Your small fishing
hooks 1676 Con on Angler i p, I have lately built a little
"Fishing House upon it [the river], dedicated to Anglers
1778 Eng Gazetteer (ed 2) s v Selsey

,
This peninsula has

several fishing-houses towards the shore 1868 Law Rep
Queen’s B III 289 The water . is used to supply the mill
and also a "fislnng-hutch or trap 1466 Maun $ Hoicseh.

Exp 2x2 My mastyr paid hym for v "fyshenge lynes 1863
Lubbock Preh Tunis 373 Their fishing lines were made
of the baik of the Erowa 1530 in Weaver Wells Wills
(1890) 143 A vowlyng nett and a "ffyshing nett 1699
Dampier Voy II n 103 He would soon destroy their
Canvas and Fishing-Nets 1864 Tennyson E11 Ard 17
Enoch Arden play’d Among swai thy fishing-nets ana
boats up drawn 1791 W, Jrssop Rep Thames Isis 20
’Ihe Sills of the old Lock and "Fishing Pen may be raised
18 Inches *699 Damimi r Voy II. 11 12 Where the Indian
Fishers lye m the "Fishing-Seasons 1783 J Knox View
Brit Emp I 319 Several "fishing-ships from Kmsale take
abundance oflmg every year Ilnd I 302 "Fishing-smacks
from Harwich 1876 J. Saundi rs Lion m Path vu. The
tiny fleet of fishing-smacks weie all hauled up together
on the shingle 1703 Land Gaz No 3935/4 A Vellum
Pocket-Book, with some "Fishing-Tackle in it 1813 Ex-
aminer 13 Feb X02/1 E George fishing tackle-maker

1699 in J Picton IJpool Mimic Rec (1883) I 325 It was
foimeily a sni ill "fishing-town 1662 J Smith England's
Imptov Reviv'd (1670) 258 The "Fislnng-lrade, being m
our own Seas, and on our own ground 1699 Dampier
Voy II n 124 At this Opening is a small "Fishing Village

1870 Law Rep Comm. Pleas V 639 A "fishing-weir ..of
solid masonry
b Special comb

, as fishing-breeze, one favour-

able for fishing; fishmg-crib (see quot.)
,
fishing-

flake — fishflake ; fishing-float (see quots )

;

fishing-room (see quot ) ;
fishing-tube (see

quot ) ; fishing-wand (.5V )
= Fishing-rod.

1888 E J Mather Nodaid of Dogger 279 There has
been a ‘ smai t "fishing bree/e ’ during the night, resulting

in a heavy catch x886 C Adams in Longm Mag VII. 652
Owing to the increase of fixed engines, called "fishing cribs

x86x L L. NoriLr After Icebeigs 20 We aie glad to jump
ashore at Mrs. Bridget Kennedy’s "fishing-flake 1727-41
Chambers Cycl., *I< ishiugfloats, are little appendages to

the line, serving to keep the hook and bait suspended at the

proper depth 1893 Standard Diet , Ft\hmgfloat, [U S ],

a scow used in seme-fislung, from which an apron is let

down to the bed of the river foi the more convenient hand-
ling of the seme. 1879 E W H. Hoi dswouth m Encycl
But IX 266 ‘"Fishing rooms’ 01 poitions of the shoie set

apart for the curing and stonng of fish 1874 Knight Diet
Meek I 873/2 *Iishmt‘-tube (Microscopy), an open-ended
glass tube for selecting a micioscopic object in a fluid

2889 Barrit Window m Thrums 96, I was in the garden
putting some rings on a "fishing-wand

Frshing, vbl sb 2 [f. Fish v 2 + -ing L] The
action of strengthening ot supporting with a fish

,

see Fish sb 2 Pishing-key, a kind of fish-plate

1798 Ntlson m Nicolas Disk (1845) III. 132 The two
masts, by good fishing will hold fast *837 Marryat Dog
fiend xu, I wish I had the fishing of your hack that is so

bent. *832 Specif Bi tiff's Patent No 14096 2 Into this

metal clip, which I term a fishing key, the ends of each
rail at its junction with the preceding or succeeding rail

are received

Fishing (fijig), ppl. a. [f as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That fishes

1 Of an animal : That catches fish (The names

of such animals are sometimes hyphened.)
Fishingfrog, a fish =Angler 1 2
1688 Clayton m Phil, Trans XYII 9B9 The Fishing

Hauk is an absolute Species of a Kmgs-nsher *766 Pen
nant Zool (1769) III. 94 Ihe fishing frog grows to a large

size. 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal (ed. 4) 133 The Fishing

cat. is very common 111 Lower Bengal about Calcutta

2 Of an accusation, inquiry, etc • Preferred or

put forward in order to elicit information which

cannot be gained directly.

1831 Peacock Crotchet Castle xv, He again threw out

two or three fishing questions 1844 Ld. Brougham A
Lnnel I u 37 So she framed what our lawyers call her

fishing question 1863 H G Wilson Sp befPrivy Council

3 Merely colourable and fishing Articles of accusation.

Hence Pi shingly adv
1837 Lockhart Scott (1839) VIII 23 One of the College

librarians yesterday told Sir W , fishingly, ‘ I have been so

busy that I have not yet read yow Redgauntlet’ 1893

Field 27 May 771/1 The onlooker who is not fishingly

inclined
v

Frshmg-rod. [f Fishing vbl sb ] A long

slender tapering tod to which a line is attached

for angling. I ormerly called also Angle-bod
1352 Huloet, Fishing rodde, calamus 1591 Percivali

Sp Did , Veleta, the toppe of a fishing rodde, tragnla

1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officer iv u, You have some-

thing like a fishing-rod there x86x W F Collier Fist

Eng Lit 175 Izaak Walton, who wieldedpen and fishing-rod

with equal love and skill, was bom at Stafford m 1593

Fishless (fr-Jlis), a [f Fish sb * + -less.]

Without fish; devoid of fish

1391 Florio and Fruiies 109 Where you shall have
the aire birdies, the sea fishles. 1633 Fuller Ch Hist,

vi 339 The rapid seas shall sooner fishless slide 1879

Walford Londomana II. 38 Fishless ponds and ragged

turf.
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Fishlet (fi Jlet). rare [f as prec. + -LET ] A
very small fish

1886 Content/) Rev June 856 We might have filled a boat

in an hour with queer fishlets. 1890 Q Rev July 221

The fishlets are fed from time to time with yolk of egg

Fishling (fijlig) rare [f. as prec, + -ling,

dim suffix ] A small or young fish

1884 Mauch Exam 30 Aug 3/2 The curious fishling

which wants to find out what is behind the door, 1893
Field 4 Feb 152/2 The unhappy fishhng

t Frshly, adv. Obs [f. as prec + -ly 2
] Like

fish, fishily

1699 Cowley Voy in Cook's Voy (1790) III. 846 Which
fowles . tasted somewhat ftehly

Fishmonger (fijm^gai). [f as prec +
Monger ] One who deals in fish

1464 Mann, .$* Honsch Exp 243 The ferst day offMarche
at the Fyshemongeiys howse 1394 Plat Jewell-ho 1 9
This malceth the Fishmongers wiues so wanton 1725
Bailey Erasm Colloq 309 It was at a time when 'tis the

Fishmonger’s Fair 1865 Dickens Mitt Fr i xvn, The
fishmonger pulls off his hat with an air of reverence.

Hence Pi slunong'ermg vbl. sb

,

in quot attnb.

186a H. Marryat Year in Sweden I 160 Abraham Cabe-

liau, known in the fishmongenng world, from a cod which
still bears lus name
Fishpond (fi JpFnd) [f- as prec. + Pond ]

1

A pond m which fish are kept

c 1440 Promp Part) 163/1 Fisshe ponde, vivarium 1653

Walton Angler u 42 An herb Benione, which being hung
in a linen cloth near a Fish Pond makes him [an otter]

avoid the place 1777 W Dalrymple Trav Sp # Port
liv, There is a terrass on the south side, with a fish-pond

1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 723 A small country seat,

surrounded by pleasant gardens and fishponds,

fig 1669 Woodhead Sf Teresa 1 xix 117 To make so

filthy a Fish-pond, as I was, so pure

b. Applied jocularly to the sea (cf hemng-pond)
1604 Dekicer Honest Wh. 1 Wks 1873 II 9 1 had not

saild a league in that great fishpond hut I cast up my very

gall 1661 Ogilby His Majesty's Entert 18 The great Fish-

pond Shall be thine 1866 G Macdonald Am Q Netghb

» 3 Our queer German brothers over the Northern fish-pond

2 . A depression in a card-table to contain ‘ fish

’

(see Fish sb.T) or counters

1785 Cowper Let to Newton 19 Mar, When covered

with a table-cloth, the fish-ponds are not easily discerned

Xl'sh-pool. [f Fish sb x
] A pool of water

to contain fish ;
a fishpond

c 950 Ltndtsf Gasp Johnv. yin ]>®t fiscpol [L in pisci-

nain\ cx000 Suppl ZElfncs Voc in Wr-Wulcker 178

Uutanum, fiscpol ,
Eurtpus nel piscina, fiscpol c 1425

Seven Sag (P) 883 To a fische-pole he come 1529 Sup-

plic to King 48 Fyshe pooles well stored with dyuerse

kyndes offyshes. 1616 Surfl & Markk Country Farme

77 The Fish-poole, which we haue appointed to be in

the midst of our Court 17x8 Prior Solomon 11 638 To the

large Fish-pools, or the glassy Floods

b (See quot.)

1718 Steele & Gillmore {title) An Account of the Fish.

Pool consisting of a Description of the Vessel so call’d,

lately invented and built for the Importation of Fish alive

Frah-scale. [f. Fish jM] One of the scales

of a fish’s skm. Chiefly attnb

^

(in quot 1834

referring to ichthyosis, ci.fish-skin disease below)

;

fish-scale tile, a tile shaped like a fish scale.

ax66x Holyday Juvenal 61 Was this a price for fish-

scales ? 1834 Good Study Med (ed 4) IV 465 One case is

recorded, in which the face was the only part exempted

from the fish-scale covering x88x Young Every Man his

own Mechanic § 1260 Fish-scale tile slabs, £ 12 lor per 100

Ibid § 1261 The fish-scale slabs are notched or rebated on

the lower edge 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needle-

work 207 Fish Scale Embroidery The principal parts of

the design . . are covered over with brightly tinted Fish

scales sewn to the foundation with coloured silks

Fish-skill, (fi Jiskm). [f. Fish sb i]

1 The skm of a fish.

*651 J Hall Grounds ofMonarchy it. 31 Hanging fish

skins about the wals of the Chamber. 1739 Colebrooice in

Phil, Trans LI 43 Apiece ofold wainscoat was smoothed

with a fish-skin 1859 Lowell Biglow Papers Gloss
,
Fish-

skin, used in New England to clarify coffee

2 . attrib and Comb., fish-skin disease (also

shortened fish-skin), ichthyosis
;
fish-skm gram,

grain (in leather) resembling the skin of a fish.

*703 Loud Getz No 3896/4 Tfe ,had about hnxi a Fish

skin Plaister-Box with Silver Instruments 1814 T Bate-

man Cutan. Dis (ed 3) 49 The Ichthyosis, or fish-skin

disease 1834 Good Study Med (ed 4) IV ifiiLepidosts

Ichthyiasis Fish-skm 1879 Eng Mech. 11 Feb 534/2

Steel rollers, for making the ‘fish skm' grain

Fi'sh-tail. [f Fish sb 1] The tail of a fish

Chiefly attrib, of things resembling a fish’s tail in

shape or action, e g a spreading flame from a kind

of gas-burner, hence called fiish-tail burner, -jet

(also shortened fish-tail)

,

fish-tail wmd (see

quot 1875)
*840 Met.A Mag. XXXII 343/® The best small light is

the fish-tail jet 185a J Bourne Screw Propeller 56

Fowles's Fish-tail Propeller 1864 Sala m Daily Tel Oct

,

I turned on a fishtail burner, c 1865 Lethebym Circ Sc

1 . 128/2 In the case of cannel coal, the holes are small >
and

for common London gas they are rather large Theformer

are known by the name of Lancashire or Scotch fish-tails.

187a O W. Holmes Poet Break/-t x (1883) 247 We have

no more reverence for the sun than we have for a fish tail

gas burner 1875 Times 16 July 5/s A nasty shifting breeze

blowing down the ranges all day, now on this side, now on

that,—a ‘fishtail’ wind x88a Daily Newsj$ Sept. 6/1

The day was bright with a strong fish-tau wind* 109a

Daily News 29 Mar 6/6, I spliced it to the bedstead, in
what they call a fishtail knot

b Hence us predicative adj. rare
1891 Daily News 28 Mar. 5/6 The wind was very fish-tail

and tricky

t Fi'sh-whole, a Obs. [f. Fish sb *] As
sound as a fish

;
thoroughly sound or healthy

a 1225 Juliana 59 Heo ase fischhal as bah ha nefde no-
wher hurtes ifelet c 1400 Maundev (Roxd ) xu 32 He was
clensed of lepre and made fisch hale £1430 C/iev, Assigne

353 V Fyve cheynes I haue & J>ey hen fysh hole. 1599
H. Buttes Dyets dne Dinner M, As sound as a Trout
And another phrase, Fish-whole, I think is most ment of
the Trout

Fishwife (fi'Jwsif). [f as prec +WirE.] A
woman who sells fish.

1523 J Roper Will in ArchsoL Cant (1839) II. 154,

I bequethe to the making of an horse way, for the fisshe

wyves 1662 J Davies tr, Qtearms' Voy Amb 80 They
abuse one another like Fish-wives 1739 J Miller Jests

cxv, She bid the Fish-Wife about half what she asked
1867 J Macgbegor Voy, RobRoy (1868) 72, I took the tow-
line thrown down from the quay by some sturdy fishwives.

Fishy (fiji), a [f as prec +-yL]
1 Abounding in fish. Now poet or humorous
1532 Huloet, Fishye, or full of fishe piscosus, pisen-

lentus 163a J Lee Short Surv 20 Hath many fishie

rivers and lakes. 1725 Pope Odyss iv 499 Bait the barb’d

steel, and from the fishy flood Appease th’ afflictive fierce

desire of food 1833 Blacknv Mag XXXIII. 833 On the

hanks of that fishy loch we stood 1870 Bryant Iliad I. ix

265 As when two winds upturn the fisny deep

2 Resembling a fish or something belonging to

a fish ;
fish-like

x6n Bible i Sam. v 4 Only the stump \inarg fishy part]

of Dagon was left 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep v xix.

260 The Mermaids with womans head above, and fishy

extremity below 1703 Maundrell Journ Jems (1721)

Add 2 Two Syrens, which twining their fishy Tails to-

gether, made a Seat 1863 N Macleod Return. Highland
Par in Gd Words 505 Lachlan had become so accustomed

to this kind of fishy existence 1868 Helps Realmah ui

47 I know nothing of these fishy, half-under-water people

Comb. 1825 J Neal Era. Jonathan II xxvi, Getting over

the ground upon a pair of droll, fat, fishy looking legs

b. Of the eye. Dull, vacant of expression

Also in comb fishy-eyed adj

1836 T Hook G Gurney III 23 The door was opened

by a tall, fishy-eyed maid 1847 Alb Smith Chr Tadpole

xv U879) 136 The same vacant faces, looking with the

same fishy stare into the lecturer’s countenance. 186a

Sala Seven Sons I vl 128 A pallid young man with a fishy

eye. 1877 A. B Edwards up Nile xi. 291 The Sheykh of

the Cataract—aflat-faced, fishy-eyed old Nubian

3 Of odour, taste, etc. : Characteristic of or

proceeding from fish.

1616 Chapman Musseus 383 It is enough for thee To suffer

for my love the fishy savours 1667 MiltonP L iv 16B

Better pleas'd Then Asmodeus with the fishie fume 1791

Cowper Odyss iv 346 "Which the fishy scent subdued

1837 M Donovan Dorn. Eton II 211 An example ofa pure

fishy taste without the slightest degree of rankness.

4 Having the savour, smell, or taint of fish.

1547 Boorde Brev Health § 292 Clawe nat the skyn with

fyshye fyngers 1667 H Stubbe in Phil Trans II 501

A Bird called a Bellman, but a kind of Cormorant, that is

of taste Fishy 1791 Mad D’Arblay Diary 8 Aug , The

part by the sea was so fishy that I rejoiced when we left

it 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1831) II vi. 9° The

very air was fishy

5 . Consisting of fish
,
produced from hsh.

1699 Dampier Voy II, 1 11. 28 Soy is made partly with

a Fishy composition. 1725 Pope Odyss v. 64 Watery fowl,

that seek their fishy food. 1879 Chr Rossetti Seekfi
F

279 In connexion with the fishy family 1884 Illust Lmd
News 13 Dec 371/3 The guests washed down their fishy

repast with Latour Blanche.

0 . colloq. ox slang a (?With the notion ‘ slippery

as a fish’, or perh. with allusion to meat with a

‘fishy’ taste.) Of dubious quality, unreliable,

questionable, ‘shady’ b. Haying ‘fishy’ eyes

(see 2 b)
;

hence, languid or ‘ seedy esp as the

result of a debauch
1844 Disraeli Coningsby 1 ix, I thought it was all up

The most fishy thing I ever saw. 1865 J. C Wilcocks

Sea Fisherm (187s) «7 There he lay certainly doosed

fishy about the eyes 1880 J Payn Confid Agutt III

151 Langton’s French is very fishy x88a Black Shandon

Bells xi, I always heard he was fishy about money matters.

x88z American V 83 Altogether, the story is too fishy

Fisic, Fisician, obs ff. Physio, Physician,

Fiat : see Fisa

+ Fisk. v Obs . Also 4-6 fysk(e, 6-8 fiske

[Possibly a frequentative (formed with k suffix as

in walk, talk, lurk ) of OE fysan to hurry, or of

fisian, fjsian Feeze v Cf the synonymous Sw.

fjaska, a frequentative oifjasa to bustle, make a

fuss.] wtr. To move briskly, scamper about, frisk,

whisk
;
also with, about, abroad

,
m and out, to

c xygoGaw, 4 Gr. •£"«/. 1704 & he fyskez hem by-fore, bay

founden hym sone. 1393 1>angl P. PI C x 153 What

frek of bys folde fiske}> fus a-boute ? c 1440 Promp Parv.

162/2 Fishm a-bowte yn ydilnesse, vagor. 1549 Latimer

her taile. c 1620 Z. Beno Zion's Flowers (1855) 114 Why
feare yee so, thus Asking in and outi a 1700 B. E Dtct

.

Cant. Crew, Gadding-Gosstps, way-going Women, Fidging

and Fisking everywhere 1721-1800 in Bailey.

quasi-* aits *536 J Heywood Spider 4F lvu 242 If he
scaped this, at all times to be ware, With faint fond flies,

to fishe ngayne a warfare

Hence Fi siting- vbl sb and ppl, a. Also Fi sker,

one who frisks or scampers about
C1440 Promp Parv 162/2 Fyscare a-bowte ydylly, dis-

cursor, discursati tx, vagnlics vel vagaior 1323 Fitzherb
Hush § 45 If a shepe haue mathes, ye shall perceyue it by
her bytynge, or fyskynge. 1592 G Harvey Pierce'/ Super.

173 Not such an other mutterer . or a fiskmg will ifiox

Deacon & Walker Anssu to Darel igo Being growne
very weane with your violent Askings i6tx Cotgr s v.

Trotiere
,
A fisking huswife, a raungmg damsell c 1620

Z Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 91 Thoughts Come buzzing

so within my . breast, With fisking traine 1675 Rules of
Civility v in Antiquary (1880) II. 58/2 Madam . fisking

and prathng are but ill ways to please.

Fisnamy, fisonomie, obs. ff Physiognomy.

tFiss-bnttoaked, a ? Obs.

155a Huloet, Fissebuttoched sowe, tarda umber, trossa.

Fissenless, var of Foisonless

Fissi-, less correctly fisso-, used as combining

form of L fasus, pa. pple of findcre to split, em-
ployed in Biol ,

Phys
,
Zool, m terms formed chiefly

on the analogy of late L. fasipes (see Fissiped) to

indicate the condition of being cleft Fissi-

co state a, [L costa nb : see Costate], having the

nervures or nbs divided (Syd Soc. Lex ). Fi ssi-

daotyl, -yle a. [Gr. S&ktvA-os finger], having

the digits divided Fi BSigemma tion, a mode
of reproduction intermediate between fission and
gemmation. Fi ssili ngual a [L. lingua tongue

+ -al], having the tongue cleft, said of a sub-

order of saurian reptiles, hence called Fusihnguta
Fi ssipa lmate a [see Palmate], partially web-

footed; semipalmate Hence Fi ssipalma tion,

partial palmation, or incomplete webbing of the

toes Fi ssipartuxi tion, the action of giving

birth to young by fission (in quot transf.)

Pi ssiro stxal a. [L rostr-um + -al], having a
deeply cleft beak ,

belonging to the order of birds

thence called Fzssirostres Fi ssiro strate a [as

prec. + -ate 2
] =prec.

1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I. 268/1 Families of the Fissi-

rostral tribe 1856-8 W Clark Van der Hoeven’s Zool

II 377 Natatores —Feet .
palmate or fisso-palmate 1:881

0. Fisher in NatureXXV 243 The act of fissvparturition

by which the moon was bom must have been sadden.

FLssibility (fisibl liti) [badly f L fats- ppl

stem offindere to split, cleave + - {f)hihty -ITY.J

The quality of being easily cleft.

1798 PennantHindoostan I 144 They [bamboo canes] are

oftenmade use of for frames of houses, for which their ready

fissibility, and their lightness, peculiarly adapt them

Fissile (h Sil), a Also 7 fissel, 8 fissil. [ad.

L fasil-ts,
f. findire to cleave • see -ile Cf Fr.

fissile ] Capable of being divided or split ;
cleav-

able
;
inclined or tending to split

1661 Lovell Hist Anim % Min. Introd ,
Some are Fissil,

as the spectacle stone, others not, as mettals 1756 C
Lucas Ess. Waters II 128 It springs slowly through a soft,

fissil rock 1830 Lyell Prrnc Geol (1875) II ni xlvin 572

Layers of drift peat, sand or fissile clay 1857 H- Miller
Test Rocks xi 427 They communicate often a fissile cha-

racter to the stone in which they occur 1887 Bowen Vtrg
/Encid vi 180 Ash-hewn timbers and fissile oaks with the

wedges are rent

Hence Fi saileness =next
1727 Bailey vol II, Fissileness, aptness to be cleaved

Fissility (fisrlili) [f. Fissile + -ity ] The
quality of being fissile or cleavable

1670-81 in Blount Glossogr 1689 G Harvey Curing

Dis by Expect, xxn 178 The knowledge of the fissility of

a stone. 1837 T. Maccullocii Attributes God III xlv 202

Had the fissility of slate not been known it would scarcely

have been credited 1882 Geikie Text-bl Geol 11 11 § 6.

i2x This superinduced fissility or ‘cleavage’ has resulted

from an internal rearrangement ofthe particles

Fission (fi Jsn). [ad.L fasion-em, n ofaction

f findere to split ]

X The action of splitting or dividing into pieces.

1865 Pop, Sc Rev Jan 177 Fission or the separation of

cuttings is used to perpetuate the same variety

2 spec, in Biol. The division ofa cell or organism

into new cells or organisms, as a mode of repro-

duction.
1841-71 T R, Jones Anim Kingd. 49 In some elongated

species the fission is effected in a longitudinal direction

1846 Patterson Zool 38 A Medusa may actually be gener-

ated . by fertile ova, by gemmation, and by spontaneous

transf. 1883 AbbottAlphabet, Vau had the singular fate of

generating four other letters by a sort ofspontaneous fission

Fissiparous (fisi paras) [f. mod.L. type

fasipar-tts (f. Fissi- + L. parPre to bring forth; in-

correctly on analogy of vTviparus) + -ous ] a>. Of
organisms . Producing new individuals by fission

b Of or pertaining to the process of reproduction

by fission Hence Fissi'paronsly adv.

1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat. 1 . 145/2 The first of these modes

of reproduction is entitled fissiparous. *872 Nicholson

Palxrnt 94 The polypes produced fissiparously resemble

one another in organization. 1887 W. Hooper xn Encycl.

Brit XXII. 464 Organisms which are fissiparous, and when
cut in two form two fresh independent organisms.

transf 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 70 All error xs
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wliat physiologists teun fissiparous. x8ao Times 21 Nov
g/j Scotch Home Rule and, perhaps, half a dozen other

fissiparous developments of ‘ national life’.

So Ti ssipara tion, the process of fissiparous

reproduction. Fissi pansm = prec. Fi ssipa rity,

the attribute of being fissipaious

1864 Athenaeum No 1920 216/1 Fisstpaiation and gem-
mation 1868 E P Wright Ocean World iv 77 This is

what Naturalists term generation by division—fissiparism

01 fission. 187a Dana Corah 1, 57 This dividing one’s self

111 two, for the sake of an increase of population, is the
process called spontaneous fission or fissiparity x8gi

Momst I 627 The change from fissiparity to sexuality

Fissiped, fissipede (fi siped, -pJd), a, and
sb. [ad. late L fissiped-em, f. fiss-us, pa. pple. of

findSre to split +ped-em, pis foot.]

A adj Having the toes separated.
1656 Blount Glossogr , Fissiped, cloven-footed 1847

Craig, Fissiped x88a W A Forbes in Nature No 639.

287 Ihe three great groups of fissiped Carnivora.

B sb An animal having its toes divided.
In the two first quots the word may be Latin
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep v 1. 234 It is discribed like

fissipedes, or hirdes which have their feet or clawes divided.

1688 R Holme Armoury 11 309 '2 Fissipedes, 01 having
open Toes [are] Aquatick Birds living much in Water
1847 Craig, Bissiped 1854 Encycl Brit VII 542 The
second subdivision, denominated Fissipedes, are destitute

of pincers.

Hence Fissi1pedal a
,
Fissi'pedate a — Fis-

sured a.

1883 W H Fowler in Encycl Brit XV 434/1 The
Fissipedal Carnivora weie divided by Cuvier into two
groups. 1884 Syd Soc Lex

,
Fissipedate

Fissive (fi’siv), a [f L type fiisslvus, f

finders (pa pple jissus) to split ] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, fission.

1873 Huxley & Martin Elem Biol v 29 The whole
plant is built up by the fissive multiplication of the simple
celL in which it takes its origin

Fissle, fistle (fi s’l), sb. Sc. [f next vb.]
* Bustle, fuss ’ (Jam.).
17x9 Hamilton Ep to Ramsay 24 July, O sic a fike and

sic a fistle I had about it. X768 Ross Helenore 1 35 The
oddest fike an’ fisle that e’er was seen

Fissle, fistle (fisT),z>. Sc. and dial. Also
fisle, fissil. [echoic : cf Fizzle.]

1. mtr. To make a slight continued noise; to

rustle
;
to move with such a noise,

1721 Ramsay Whs I Gloss Fistle to stir. X789 Davidson
Seasons, Winter 232 Or icicle drop frae the bended twjg, Wi’
fissling dm, amang the leafless bn’rs 18x6 Scott Antiq. ix,

‘He heard the curtains o’ his bed fissil*. 1823 Galt R
Gilhaise III 65 The wind again began to fisle, and the signs
of a tempest were seen 1831 Grdenwell Coal-trade Terms

,

Northnmb Dark. 26 Fissle, Fistle, to make a crepitant
noise or faint crackling. 1836 T Aird Poet. Whs 132 The
little mouse .. Creeps from her hole and fissles through the
grass. 1839 All Year Round No. 34 179 The dead leaves
were fisthng in troops down the lanes

2 . To move about restlessly or uneasily; to fidget.

1783 Burns Ep. to J Lapraik xxn, Twa lines frae you
wad gar me fissle. 1853 Robinson Whitby Gloss

, Fizzling,
fidgeting as a person in a state of bodily uneasiness 1863
Robson Bards oflyne 319 Whole patriot bands . Do fyke
and fistle sair about her.

Fissle, dial, form of Thistle.

Fissural (fi'Jiural), a [f Fissure sb. 4- -al ]
Of or pertaming to a fissure, also, inclined to ’form

or having fissures.

x88x Wilder & Gage Anat TecJm 501 (Cent Diet ), To
confine the discussion of the fissural pattern to a brief
statement of what appear to be the constant and inconstant
fissural characters 1884 Syd Soc.Lex , Fissuralangetoma,
angeioma of the natural fissures of thebody.

Fissuration (fijiurei Jan), [a. F jissuration,

n. of action i.fissurerx see Fishtjbew. and -ation.]

1 The action of Assuring or splitting asunder;
the state of being fissured or cleft.

1864 Intell, Olserv No. 33. 193 A slight fissuration of the
caudal end. 1887 Airier Jml. Psych I 342 Whether
fissuration be due to mechanical causes or [etc.]

2 Biol. = Fission.
1867 J Hogg Microsc 11. 11. 403 The multiplication of the

species is effected in some by spontaneous division or
fissuration 1884 Syd Soc Lex., Fissuration

Fissure (fi Jiui) ,
sb. [a. F. fissure, ad. L fits-

sura, f findire (pa. pple.
i
/£w»j) to cleave ]

1 . A cleft or opening (usually rather long and
narrow) made by splitting, cleaving, or separation

of paits ;
* a nanow chasm where a breach has been

made ’ (J ).

1606 R. Cawdrey Table Alpk., Fissure, rift, cleft, or
pertition 1677 Plot Oxfordsh . 233 Of but few gallons of
water forced through a narrow Fissure, he could raise

a mist in his Garden 169s Woodward Nat Hist Earth
(1723) 6 Those Strata were divided byparallel Fissures,
X730-46 Thomson Autumn 8x1,

1

see . . The gaping fissures

to leceive the rains 1814 Cary Dante, htf xiv. 107 Each
part, except the gold, is rent throughout ; And from the
fissure tears distil 1836 Stanley Sinai $ Pal 11 (1858]
xi2 The vast fissure of the Jordan valley,

b. Jig. (of non-material cleavage)
1876 Douse Gnmm's L § 61. 130 A dialectic fissure, as it

were, was originated 1890 Spectator 5 July, They were
.. divided by too deep a social fissure from the Indians
whom they were expected to convert

2 . spec a. Path. A narrow solution of continuity
produced by injury or by ulceration ; also, an in-

complete fiaclure of a bone, without separation of

parts. {Syd Soc Lex)
c X400 Laufranc's Cintrg 270 Whanne J?e bowels fallib

adoun born 3 a fissure 1 a biekynge x6ox Holland Pliny
xxi xx, [It cureth] the Fissures in the seat 1676 Wiseman
Sitrg v iv. 379 By a Fall or Blow the Scull may be fissured

or fractured this Fractui e or Fissure may be under the

Contusion, or [etc] 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fissure
. In Surgeiy a kind of Fracture, or breaking of a Bone,
that happens in the length of it 1767 Gooch Treat Wounds
I 249 Ihe best Authors divide the mjuiies, of which the
skull is susceptible, into five kinds, as sifissure, a,fracture,
[etc ] 1876 Duhring Dis Shin 49 Fissuies aie linear

wounds having their seat in the epidermis or coinim

b Anat
,
Bot

.

etc. A natural cleft or opening m
an organ or part

; e. g. one of the sulci or depres-

sions which separate the convolutions of the brain

1656-74 Blount Glossogr
,

Fissure, a cleft, a division,

a paited leaf 17x3 Dlrham Phys -Theol xv, 11 101 In
other Animals the Fissure of the Pupil is erect. 1797 M.
Baillid Morb Anat (1807) 184 The mouth of the eaith

woim consists of a small longitudinal fissure. 1871 Darwin
Desc, Man I 1 10 Bischoff . admits that every chief

fissuie and fold m the brain of man has its analogy in that

of the oiang 1884 Syd Soc Lex., Fissure 111 Botany,
the line of cleavage of seed vessels and antheib, and the

clefts of a divided leaf.

c. Her. A diminutive of the bend sinister, being

one fourth, of its width f Also, a riband, or eighth

pait of a bend (obs ).

1486 BL St A Ibans, Pier E vij b, Thys fyssure is calde
a staffe, and in french it is cald a baston. 1362 Leigh
Arntone nob, A ribande conlemeth in biedeth, the eight
parte of y° bende . This ys also called a Fissure x6xo
Guillim Heraldry 11 v (xon) 53 It is commonly called a
Fissure in that it cuts or rents the coat ai raour in twame
X828-40 Berry Encycl Herald I, Fissure is the fourth part
of the bend sinister and by some called a staff.

3 The action of cleaving or splitting asunder;
the state of being cleft

,
cleavage

1633 T.Adams Exp 2nd Peters 11. 226 The apertion of
heaven in these places signifies a visible fissure ofheaven.
1853 Kane Grinncll Exp xxviu (1836) 232 On striking the
surface with a walking-pole . lines of fissure radiated from
the point of impact

4. attrib and Comb., as fissure theory
;
fissure

claim, -needle, vein (see quots ).

X87X Tyndall Fragm. Sc (1879) I ix 281 ,

1

had heard the
Via Mala cited as a conspicuous illustration of the fissure

theoiy 1874 Knight Diet Meek., Fissure-needle, a spiral

needle for catching togethei the gaping lips of wounds
1881 Raymond Muting Gloss

,
Ftssure-vem, a fissure m

the earth’s crust filled with mineral 1886 York Herald
4 Aug x/4 As usual in such fissure veins as the workings
increase in depth the lode will consideiably increase both in
thickness and richness 1894 Westm Gass 4 May 6/1 The
reef is lepoited to be a true fissure claim

Fissure (fi Juu), v [f prec sb]
1 trans To make a fissure or fissures in; to

cleave, split

1656 Ridgley Pract Physic 173 When the inward place
is Fissured, the outward remaining unhurt 1676 [see

Fissure sb 2] 1841 Lever C. O'Malley xlvu, The French
cannon had fissured the building from top to bottom X863
Lyell Antiq Man xi (ed 3) 202 By that convulsion the
region around Natchez was much fissured x86g Phillies
Vesttv viu, 237 The strata would be fissured and displaced

2 . mtr. To break into, or open in, fissures
;
to

become cleft or split.

Hence I’i’ssuxmg vbl. sb and ppl a.

1830 Lyell Princ Geol I 419 The rending and Assuring
of the ground 1839 Todd Cycl Anat V 49/2 'Ihe process
of Assuring or segmentation. 1862 G P Scrope Volcanos

47 The Assuring effect upon solid rocks.

Fissured (fi fluid), ppl. a [f Fissure sb, or

v + -ed ] Having a fissure or fissures
,
broken up

by fissmes.

1788T Taylor Comment. ofProclus I. p cxii, Quadrupeds
having solid or many fissured hoofs 1816 Shelley Alastor
S79 Ivy clasped The fissured stones with its entwining arms
1843 Darwin Voy, Nat, xvi. {1873) 352 Fluids that escape
from the fissured ground 1872 Oliver Elem Bot 1 m 21
Which lobes, after the expansion of the flower, become
fissured near their margins.

Fissureless (fi (luiles), a [f Fissure sb. +
-LESS.] Without a fissure or fissures.

1873 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs’ Bot. in. 111. 630 The
fissureless pieces of ice.

Fissuriform (frjmnffom), a. [f. Fissure sb.

+ -(i)eorm.] Resembling a fissure m form,
x86x Hulme tr Moquin-Tandon 11 vii. xii 3 88 The two

lateral pits are fissuriform.

Fissury (fijlun), a nonce-wd [f. as piec.

+

-Y !.] Having, or full of, fissures.

1823 Blackw Mag. XVII. 339 Should the rock . . happen
to be loose or fissury.

Fist (fist), sb 1 Forms : 1 f#st, (feest), 2-6
fest(e, (3 south, veste), 3-5 fust(e, (3 south.

vuste), 4-5 feest, 4-6 fyst(e, 4, 6-7 flste, 5- fist.

[OE. fyst str. fem corresponds to OFris. fist,

MLG fihst (Du. vuisf), 0H.Q.fhst (MHG. vtist,

mod.Ger fiaust) WGer. *fiiisti

By some scholars this is referred to an OTeut form
*fAhsii-s, *funksti-z.—pre-Teut *fnqstis (whence OSI.
pgsti of same meaning!, f ablaut-variant of *penqe Five.

1. The hand clenched or closed tightly, with the
fingers doubled into the palm

:

a. gen , esp for the purpose of strikmg,
ftgoo Lorica Gloss 49 m 0 E Texts (1885) 173 Pumas,

fyste. c xooo /Elfric Exod. xxi. x8 Gif men ciaa}> & hira

o),ei liys nextan mid . fyste sticb* c 1050 Monastic Sign,
language in Techmei's Iniornat Zeiischr.f allg Sprgsch.
II 124 Raer up b>ne fasste c 1 160 Hatton Gasp Mark xiv*

65 Sume mid fasten hme beaten c *203 Lay 22785, &
beodden }m uustes uusden to sweoien. ax225 After. R.
106 He bolede ),et te Giws dutten . his deorewurde muS
mid bore dieon fustes c X400 Laufranc's Cintrg 105 ])e

fyngris of his hand ben folden into his fist 1490 Caxton
Eitcydos xxvii X07 Smytynge her brestes wyth hei handes
and fustes 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W ) 233 b, They
layde on hym with they fystes and other wepens 1388
Marprel Epist. (Arb) 4 You will shortly haue twenty
fistes about your ernes. 1626 J. Pory in Ellis Grig. Lett
I 331 III. 230 The Queen brake the glasse windowes with
her fiste 1630 Bulwer Anthropomct 17s He only fights

with a closed fist 1740 Somluvilll Hobbmol 11 294 His
lion Fist descending crush’d lus Skull 1840 Dickens Old
C Shop v, Testifying . a vehement desire to shake her
matronly fist at her son-in-law 1863 Kingsley Herein. II.

II 36 Which we inheiited by right of fist.

b. for clasping or holding something within.

I-Ience also, grasp, grip, clutches. Now chiefly

jocular.
Cf F. poing, still the ordinary word in this sense. In

Eng hand is now commonly used
1297 R Glouc (1724) 34s Bo]>e liys honden he nom Vol

of J,e poudre Sc of J,e erjie And closedes to gader & hys
fustes bojie adrou c 1320 R Brunne Mcdit. 212 He bat

Jjou seest yn be piestes fest a 1400 Prymcr (1801) 18 He
hoolditli the world m his feest C1400 Dostr Troy 10995

Philmen the fre ltyng, ]xit lie in fyst hade 1483 Caxton
G de la Tour E vij, She with her fyst touke hym fast by
the mantell c 1300 Melusine xxxvm 302 The geaunt, that

held his sybe in his fyst 1568 Gratton Citron II 2 He
that a little before perswaded luinselfe to have helde all

England m his fist, now [etc ] 1590 Spenser F Q 11 vu

34 More light then Culver in the Faulcons fist 1676 Hobbes
Iliad (1677) 244 Lycon broke his sword one part staid in

his fist ; The other flew. 1727-38 Gay Fables 11, ix 10, I

know, that in a modem fist, Bubes in full energy subsist

1807-8 Syd Smith Plymley’s Lett. Wks 1859 H 13^/2 No
eel in the well-sanded fist of a cook-maid ever twisted

as [etc] 1833 Mrs Browning Prometh. Bowid Poems
(1850) 1 . 182 To shatter in Poseidon’s fist The trident-spear.

1864 Sir F Palcrave Norm. Sr Dug III. 19 The leash

m his fist

c In various phrases To grease the fist or

(one) in the fist

.

lo bribe, pay well ; so, J to

mollify thefist To make a {good, poor, etc.) fist :

colloq. to make a (good, etc.) attempt at some-

thing Also, Hand over fist, hand to fist', see

Hand
1598 Bp Hall Sat iv v. 2 That some fat bribe might

grease him in the fist 1698 Fryiti Acc E India Sf P 08
Till a right undei standing be created which commonly
follows when the Fist is mollified 1700 S L tr Frylu's
Voy E Ind. xxi, I had now and then greased the Chief

Surgeons Fist 1880 Howllls Undisc Country v 87 Mrs
Burton is really making a very pretty fist at a salon

d in falconry, with refeience to carrying hawks.
1482 Monk of Evesham xxxm (Arb ) 73 Sothely he bare

there on hys fyste a lytyll byrdde lyke a sparhauke. 1486

Bk St AIbansD j b, When ye haue yowre hawke on yowre
fyst. 1562 J Heywood Prov $ Epigi (1867) 214 They
[falcones] wyll check oft, but neuer come to the fist 1828

J. S Sebright Obsetv Hawking 47 The goshawk is termed
a hawk of the fist, because it is from thence, and not from
the air, that he flies at his game. 1863 Kingsley Herew
xv, He will have his hawks to sit on his fist.

e Used occasionally for + (a) A blow with the
fist (obs ) ;

(b) the art of using the fists, boxing

1767 H Brooke Fool ofQual I hi. 74 Hairy gave him
such a sudden fist in the temple as drove him staggering

backward Ibid I vi 206 [He] gave him such a sudden
fist in the mouth a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 13 Skilful

in fencing and in fist.

2 . The hand, not necessarily clenched or closed.

Obs exc. in jocular use
a 1300 Fragm Pop. Sc. (Wright) 322 Thelbowes to the

schare, the mstes to the chynne 11x3x4 Guy Warw (A)

4059 Manx he smot of fot & fest 1393 Langl P PI C
xx 124 The fader is benne as be fust with fynger and with

paume a 1400-50 Alexander 4674 With ilka fingire on
ijoure fist. 1383 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb ) 28 1 his fist

shal sacrifice great flocks on thy sacred altars 1386 J
Hooker Girald. Pel in Holmshed II 24/2 She. did

wring hir fists, and cried out with a lowd voice. r628

Ford Loveds Mel 11 i, Humbly on my knees I kiss your

gracious hand. I have a fist for thee too, stripling
<
1650

Bulwer Anthropomet, 11 1x3 The people of Nunudiaeat
out of their Fist. 1708 Motteux Rabelais tv v (1737) 20

Panurge and his Antagonist shak’d Fists 17x9 D’Urfey
Pills (1872) III 105 Each Lad took his Lass by the Fist

Mod colloq. Give us your fist, old fellow . t. e. shake

hands.

b. Print, slang An index mark GET.
x888 in Jacobi Printer’s Vocab. s.v.

3 . The ‘hand* that one writes; handwriting.

Now only jocular.
[1324 R Dolphine Let 19 Apr in M A E Wood Lett

R Ladies (1846) II 23 The letter is subscribed and signed
1 By the rude fist of your servant Richard Dolphine .]

a 1333 Udall Royster D. ni. v. Loke you on your owne
fist, and I will looke on this 1367 Turberv Ovid's Ep

,

Ulysses to Penelope U j b, I knewe thy freendly fist at first,

c 1090 in Bctgford Ballads (1877) 757 Several Yards of Fist

Were wantmg to compleat the List. 1864 Derby Day 1, 8

Your friend writes a tolerable fist

4. attnb. and Comb

,

as fist-like adj ; fistwise

adv. ;
fist-ball (see quot.)

,
fist-fight, a duel with

fists ; fist-free a
,
unharmed by blows ;

fist-law

( = Ger.faustrechf)

,

the right ofthe strongest ;
fist-

mate, an opponent in a boxing-match;
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meat, in phr. to eatfist-meat, to leceive a blow m
tbe mouth from a fist, fist-work, fighting with
the fists Also Close-fist.

158s Higins tr. Nomenclator 296 Folks a *fist ball or
a wind ball beaten with the fists to and fro in play 1603
Holland Plutarch!s Mor v iv. 773 At hurl-bats and *fist-

fight 1615 Tomkis Albumazar v. ix, Neuer a sute I wore
today, but hath been soundly basted Onely this faithfull

Countrey-case ’scap’t *fist free 1831 Examiner 436/1 It
was probably acquired by *fist-law (the jus gladn

,

or
Faustrecht,

of the old Civilians). 1836 R A Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I 3S A rough age of fist-law 1647 R
Stapylton Juvenal 214 Hie [His ?] *fist-hke dowcets. 1834
Landor Whs 1x846) II 239/2 A third [fights] because tne
next parish is an eyesore to him, and his *fist-mate is

from it 15^3 Jack Juggler (Grosart 1873) 47 Gentlemen
are you disposed to eat any *fist-mete? 1393 Langl P PI
C xx 150 As my hand and my fyngres, Vnfolde ojier

yfolde, a *fust-wise ojier elles, A1 is nit bote on hand
a 1603 T Cartwright Confut Rhein N T (16x8) 514 The
same hand which being first stretched forth palm-wise, is

after gathered fist-wise 18x9 T Moore Tom Crib’s Mem
(ed 3) 6 A Ring and fair *fist-work at Aix-la-Chapelle

Fist (foist), sb 2 Forms 5 fyyst, 5-7, 9 fiste,

6-7 fiest, fyest, fyst(e, 9 Sc feist, 7, 9 fiat

Also Foist. [First appears m 15th c., though.

OE. has the vbl sb fisting (see under Fist v £
).

The various WGer. langs have synonymous words
representing the three ablaut-typesfatst-, fist-,fist' ;

MDu veest, mod Du vijst, MLG vist, mod HG.
fist Cf ON. fisa (Da fise) to break wind, and
see Fise sb.

A view widely held is that OTeut *fisti- is f *fest —
0Aryan *pczd-whence L. pedere, Gr p&ew (from bzd-), Lith
headytt, and that the root fis was evolved from this; but
the hypothesis does not clearly account for the facts ]

+ 1 A breaking wind, a foul smell, stink. Obs
1440 Promp Parv 163/1 Fyyst, stynk, lirtda. 1511 De-
maundesjoyous u Kemble Salomon (1848) 288 It is fartes

and fyestes a 1529 Skelton Elynour Rummyng 343 Jone
sayne she had eaten a fyest , By Christ, sayde she, thou
lyest, I haue as swete a breth As thou. 1605 Jonson, etc

Eastward Hoe iv, F iv b, Marry, fyste o’ your kmdnesse.
1 thought as much. 1611 Cotgr., Secrette . a fiste. 1664
Cotton Scarron 44 With that hewhistled out most mainly.
You might have heard his Fist From one side of the skie

to th’ t’ other.

+ 2 The fungus usuallyknown as puff-ball (Lyco-

perdon bovista). Also called Buileist, Pockfist

(see those woids) and Wolves
1

fist. Obs
1397 Gfrae.de Herbal 111 cIxil 1386 Puffe Fistes are

commonly called in Latine Lupi crepitus or Woolfes Fistes
s6xi Cotgr , Vesse de lonp, the dustie or smoakie Toad-
stole called Bull fyste, PufFyst, wolues fyste

3 U S. dial A small dog. Cf. fistmg-hound
i860 Bartlett Diet Amer

,
Fiste (1 as m mice)

4 Comb ,
fist-ball=

F

uzz-ball, Puff-ball
1633 HerrickK Obron's Feast Poems (1869) 471 A little

fust-ball [1648 Hesper 137 Fuz-ball] pudding standes By
1640 Parkinson Theat Bot xiv lxiv 1324 The Fusse balls

or rather Foist or Fist balls

Fist (fist), v 1 [f Fist jfl. 1 ]

+ 1. intr. To fight with the fists Obs.
? a 1300 Salomon fy Sat (1848) 272 pou most fist and fle

ylome wip eye ant wij> herte 1705 [see Fisting vbl sb ],

2 trans To strike with the fist, beat, punch.
IS97 Shaks 2 Hen IV, ir 1 23 If I but fist him once,

1681 Dryden Sp Fnar v ii, I saw him spurning and fist-

. ing her most unmercifully 1876 Tennyson Harold 1. i,

The boy would fist me hard

3 To grasp or seize with the fist, to handle.

Now esp Naut ’f Tofist about, to hand round.
1607 Shaks Cor iv v 131 We haue beene downe to-

gether in my sleepe fisting each others Throat 1683
Cotton tr Montaigne I 621 Neither is it [the Bible] a
book for every one to fist 1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair
11 i, I warrant they [salvers] were fisted about among his

dirty levee of disbanded officers 1840 R H. Dana Bef
Mast 124 We had to fist the sail with bare hands 1867
Smyth SailoVs Word-bk ,

Fist, to handle a rope or sail

promptly 1870 Meade Ride N Zealand 356 To see me
take off my coat and fist an oar

To fist (a person) with to place in his

hand, to make to accept Obs rare

1399 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw Eccl Biog II 83
For all theire importunate pressmge of him they could by
no means fist him with one penny thereof

Hence Fi'stmg vbl sb ,
the action of the Vb

1608 Shaks Per iv vi 177 To the choleric fisting of
every rogue Thy ear is liable 1703 E Ward Hud Rediv
1. 1 88 Each Zealot’s Purity consisting In bitter Words,
and sometimes fisting.

+ Fist, v 2 Obs. Forms
: 5 fyistyn, 6 fyest,

(flesten, fysthe), 6-7 fyst(e. [? OE *fistan (? im-

plied vafishng vbl. sb ), f *fist sb. (see prec.) j
cf.

Du. vijsten
,
veesten, MHG. visten.]

mtr To break wind
c 1440 Promp Parv 163/1 Fyistyn, cacco. Undo 1530

Palsgr. 549/1 Beware nowe thou fysthe nat 1570 Lfvins
Maitip 92/25 To Fyest, pedere 1605 Marston Dutch
Courtezan iv v Gij, I must fiddle him till he fyst x6n
Cotgr., Vessir, to fyste, to let a fyste.

Hence Pi sting vbl. sb. Also Piaster, one who
fists.

c 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr -Whicker 162/43 Pesiculatio
,

fisting £1440 Promp. Parv 163/1 Fyystynge, hndacto
1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll, Waters F ij , As with
fystynge and shytyng. 1580 Hollyband Treas, Fr. Tong,
Cest vn gros, vn grand vesseur, a great farter or fyster

1611 Cotgr., Venneur, a fijzler or fyster.

Fisted (fisted), ppl. a [f Fist sb.
1 + -ed 3

]
Having or possessed of fists, fighting with the

fists

1806 Sporting Mag XXVII. 243 The fisted knights being
well matched

to In combination with some defining prefix, as

close-, clumsy-, hard-fisted see those words.

Fi’ster. [f as prec + -er l.] A blow with the

fist

1823 Coleridge Lit Rem. IV 281 A partisan enjoying
every hard thump and smashing fister he gives the adversary

Fistful (fi stful), sb [f. as prec. + -ful ] As
much as a fist will hold, a handful.
1611 Cotgr , Poignee,

a handful!, fistfull 1862 Trollope
Orley F I xxn, Felix brought forth a fistful of fruit

1872 Besant & Rice Ready-Money M xvm, Sometimes
with a fistful of money, sometimes without a dollar

Fistiana (fistiimna, -i^na). humorous [f as

prec +-(i)ana. cf boxiana ] Matters relating to

the fists and boxing.
1840 (title) Fistiana or the Oracle of the Ring 1837

Kingsley Two Y Ago II 129 When you are driven !

against the ropes, * hit out ’, is the old rule of Fistiana and
common sense 1881 R Buchanan m lllust Land News
3 Oct 555/1 In matters of fistiana, science, combined with
pluck, is everything

t Fi’Stic, sb Obs. Foims: 6 fistike, (festike,

fjrstike), 6-7 flstiok, 7, 9 fistic [ad. (through

med.L fisticum)
Arab ^....1 fistuq, fiustuq,

-aq

,

a. Pers 4'•> pistah

,

whence ultimately Pistachio ]

= Pistachio Also,fistic nut, tree

1348 Turner Names of Herbes 63 Pistacia are called oF

the poticanes Fistica, they may be called in english Fistikes

or Festike nuttes c 1350 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) C i],

Oyle of Fystikes healeth the hemicrane 1362 Iurner
Herbal ir 91 b, The figure of y“ fistic tre is almost rounde

1378 Lyte Dodoens vi lvm 734 The tree which bringeth

foorth Fistick Nuts 1640 Parkinson Theat Bot xvi xx
14x6 The Fisticke Nut groweth to be a tree of a reasonable

large sise 1633 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv

(1746) 300 Fisticks are Nuts growing in the Knob of the

Syrian or EgyptianTurpentine-tree. X7o8MoTTEUXi?«&?/<wr
iv lx (1737)247 Pistachoes, or Fistick-Nuts.

Fistic (fistik), a Not m dignified use. [f.

Fist sb 1 + -10 ] Pertaining to or concerned with

the fists 01 their use m boxing
,
pugilistic

1806 SportingMag XXVIII 146 Having a little know-
ledge of the fistic science. 18x2 S Jones in D E Baker
Biog Dram. Ill 451 The fistic hero in this afterpiece was
seveial times interrupted by hisses *865 Dickens Mitt
Fr 11. xu. This was another common procedure of the

ladies, when heated by verbal or fistic altercation

Fistical (fi stikal) [f. as prec + -al ] «=prec

1767A CampbellLexiph 33 Having instantaneous recur-

rence to fistical ratiocination 1823 Blackw Mag XIV 65

The man I sing, who in a fistical combat, beat . the

butcher of Bristol

Fisticuff (fi stikof), sb Also fisty-. [f. Fist

sb .
1 + Cuff sb.

2
,
the foim may be imitated fiom

handiwork.']

1 . In pi Blows or fighhng with the fists

1603 Armin Foole upon F (1880) 23 The foole . falls at

fisty cuffes with him 16x3 T. Godwin Rom. Anttq (1658)

92 In this kmde of fight succeeded fisticuffes a 1625

Beaum & Fl Little French Lawyer iv. iv, To revenge my
wrongs at fisty-cuffs a *743 Swift (J ), My invention and
judgment are perpetually at fisticuffs, till they have quite

disabled each other. 18x2 Sporting Mag XXXIX 34
Fighting men and lovers of fisty-cuffs 1838 R. A Vaughan
Ess Rev I 23 The blows are not mere fisticuffs.

1877 Symonds Reitaiss Italy v. 243 It now and then

happened that the literary gladiators came to actual fisticuffs

2 attnb. (quas\-ctdj )

1749 Fielding Tom Jones rv vui, It is lucky for the

women, that the seat of fistycuff war is not the same with

them as among men x8io Naval Chron XXIV 360 The
fistycuffs art 1848 J GrantAdv Aide-de-C. xxxui, Many
a fisticuff battle and bicker.

Fisticuff (fi stikrf), v. [f prec sb 3 a trans.

To strike or cuff with the fists. Alsofig. to. mtr
To fight or spar with the fists.

1650-3 Hales Dissert de Pace in Phenix (1708) II 351

This Writing will be so fisty-cuff’d by many 1833 New
Monthly Mag. XXXVII 488 A brace ofjudges fisticuffing

on the bench. 1885 M Pattison Mem 52 He would .

.

have fisticuffed me round the room for my pains.

Hence Fi stioufflng vbl sb. Also Fl’Sticufifer,

a pugilist
;
Fi’stiou ffery, fighting.

1823 Blackw Mag XIV 327 On the moral propriety of
conjugal fistycuffery I had prepared some copious remarks.

1834 Hawthorne Eng. Note-oks (1883) II 173 The mis-

cellaneous assaults and batteries, kickmgs, fisticuffings ,

which the inferior officers continually perpetrate. 1878

Jefferies Gamekeeper atH 196 The keeper himself is not

altogether averse to a little fisticuffing, 1B88 Century Mag
Feb 562/1 Every fisticuffer .had heard of Bob's strength.

Fistify (frstifoi), v. humorous nonu-wd [f.

Fist v. + -(i)ft.] mtr. To fight with the fists

x86o Thackeray Round. Papers, Late Gt. Victories (1876)

38 There has been fistifying enough.

+ Fi’Sting, ppl- a. Obs. [f Fist v.2] That

fists 1 applied as a contemptuous epithet Fisting

cur, dog, hound \ a small pet dog (cf. foisting

hound).
1529 More Coinf agst, Tril 111 Wks 1262/2 A lyttle

Nonnes were of Antichrist and the deutll. 1376 Fleming
tr Cains' Dogs in Arb. Gamer III. 267 This cur [the

Spaniel gen tie] which somefrumpmgly term Fisting Hounds
serve in a manner to no good use. x6ix Cotgr., VessaiUe,

a fystmg , or a crue of fysting slouens or sluts 1630

J. Taylor (Water P ) Wks 11 227/1 No Damtie Ladies
fisting-hound. 1688 R Holme Armoury 11 186/2 The
Puppy, or Fisting-Dog, [is] such as Ladies delight in

tFi’Stiuut. Obs. Also 7 fLstenut [corrupted

form offistic nut • see Fistic sb ]
1676-1732 Coles, Fiste nuts 1773 Ash, Fistuiut

Fiatle, var. of Fissle and dial ^Thistle.
Mstle : see Fistula

tFi’stmeal. Obs [f. FistiA 1
;
cf.OE fStm&l

measure of a foot ] The breadth of the fist

1621 Bolton Stat Irel 37 (an 3 Edw iv) Every English
man shall have an English Bow of his own length and
one fistmele at the least betwixt the neckes.

•j* Fi’stock. Obs. 3 are
~

*. [dim. of Fist sb.1 ;

see -ock ] A fist.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met ix (1593) 227 Scarce able for

to stay His fistocke from his servants face

j t Fi’stucate, v. Obs.~° [f. L fistuedt- ppl

stem of fistiicare to use a fistftca or rammer ; see

-ATE 3
.] (See quot )

1623 Cockeram 11. E p v, To Ramme downe stones, fistu-

cate

||
Fistula (fi sthrla), sb Forms’ a. 5-6 fyatel,

(6 fistle, fystle, -yl), 6-7 fistule, (6 fystule).

fi 6 fystela, fistulay, -ey, flstelow, -olo(e,

phistilo, 6-7 flstxilo(e, 7 fistlLa, 6- fistula [a L.

fistula pipe, flute (also in pathological sense= 1),

of which the popular repiesentative in OF. was
festre

,
Fester sb

In Eng. the word appears first in adapted forms, perh.

taken from OF fistle, fistule ]

1

.

Pathol. A long, narrow, suppurating canal of

morbid origin in some part of the body ; a long,

sinuous pipe-like ulcer with a narrow orifice

a 1481 Caxton Rcynaid (Arb) 82 Colyk, stranguyllyon,

stone, fystel or tanker or ony other sekenes 1327 Andrew
Bmnswyke’s Distyll IVateisQ iv. It is good for to wasshe
the fystules with the same water twyse in a daye 1347
Boorde Bi ev Health S 236 A fystle 1399 A M Gabel-

kouer’s Phystck 318/2 This cureth all wounds, and all

fistles

ft [1398 Trevisa Barth de P R vn hx. (1495) 274
Fistula, the fester is a postume that rootyth wythin ] 1363

T. Gale Antidot 11 25 This vnguent doeth also profyte

muche in Fistulays. c 1370 Sir H Gilbert Q Elia Acad
(1869) 5 Towchmg all kindes of Vlcers, Sores, Phistiloes,

wowndes, &c 1379 Langham Gard Health (1633) 12 It is

good for all wounds, fistilaes, and sores of the mouth.
1671 Salmon Syn. Med nr. xxu 423 It cools Feavers and
cures Ulcers, Fistulas, Cancers 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of
Diet 360 It happens sometimes to end in a Fistula. 1879
Green Read Eng. Hist xviu 89 Henry, notwithstanding
his fistula and his fever, was able to sit on horseback

fig

.

1381 J BellHaddon's Anew. Osor. 389b, Fosteryng
continually this fretting Fistula within the Bowels of the

Christian commonweale 1622 W Whately God's Husb.

H 48 An heart diseased with that grievous fistula of

hypocrisie 1644 Bulwer Chiron 5 The mouth is but a
running sore and hollow fistula of die mmde.

b. in animals, birds, etc

1607 Markham Caval vit xxvi 45heading. OfthePoll eu ill

or Fistulain the Necke 16x4— Cheap Hush vnt xvi. (1668)

133 The Fistula in hawks is a cankerous, hollow Ulcer in

any part of a hawks body 1678 Loud. Gaz No. 1311/4
A sorrel Gelding having formerly had a Fistula. x86x

G, F BerkeleySportsm. IF Prattles x 162 Sylph [a mare]

. having been blistered too severely on the withers where
a fistula had evidently been apprehended

2 . Bot. = Cassiafistula' see Cassia 4
x8i2 J. Smyth Pract of Customs (1821) 62 This is the

purgative fruit or pods of the Cassia Fistula, black or purg-

ing Fistula

3. A natural or normal pipe or spout in cetaceous

animals, insects, etc. (see quots )
X646S1RT. Browne Pseud Ep iilxix 154 Like cetaceous

animals andWhales, the Lampreyhathafistula spout or pipe

at the back part of the head. 1658 Ibid m xxvi 2x5 The
Fistula or spout [of the Whale] x66x Lovell Hist Amin,
trMm Introd

,
The Mollusca , have a fistule above the

head 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat Hist
*
Gloss

_
App.,

Fistula, the intermediate subquadrangular pipe, in insects,

formed by the union of the two branches of theanthawhich
conveys the nectar to the pharynx

4. Eccl A tube through which in early times

communicants received the consecrated wine ,
now

used by the Pope only.

*670 Lassels Voy Italy 11 53 The fistula, or pipe of

gold wherwith the Pope receiues the consecrated blood of

our Satuour in the Chalice. 1848 Ecclesiologist VIII. 99He
h'eld the chalice with Ins right hand, and the fistula in the

chalice with his left, while the brethren in order imbibed.

|i
5 Mus. A reed instrument or pipe of the

ancient Romans.
1717 LadyM W Montagu Lett {1803) I 301 A rural

instrument, perfectly answering tbe description of the

ancient fistula, being composed of unequal reeds 172a

J Richardson Statues Italy, etc 185 0 ne sits upon a Rock
playing on a Fistula 1727 Pope Menr, M. Scrtblerus 1. v.

Wks. 174 r II. X9,

1

will have it [the Whistle] exactly to cor-

respond with the ancient Fistula

t Fi’stula, v. Obs. In 6 fystle. [f. prec sb 3
mtr. To form or become a fistula.

*547 Boorde Brev Health yl 9 If this impediment do
encrease, and a remedy by tyme not had, it wyll fester and
fystle. 1646 J. Whitaker Uzziah 39 Till at last it fistula

or gangrene.



FISTULA’D.

t Fi'Stula’d, ppl a. Obs. Also 6 fystyled, I

fystuled, 7 flstuled [f Fistula.,fistule + -ed 2
]

Formed into, or accompanied by, a fistula

1547 BooRor Brcv Health!?rtf. 4 Woundes that be festered

and fystyled. Ibid § 377 Some be playne woundes,& some
fystuled, & some be festered 1636 Earl Monm. A did fr
Parnass 147 Wounds that are fistuled, and incurable

cancars Ibid 155 Fistula’d 1662 R Matiii w Uni Alch.

§ 16 10 Sundry stinking Fistula'd Ulcers running in it

Fistular (fi stuilui), a. [ad L. fisiular-is, f.

fistula, : see Fistula sb. and -ar 1

]

1 . Bot. Hollow and cylindrical lilte a pipe or

reed, tnbe-hke Also, consisting of tube-like parts

1704 J Harris Lex Teckn s v Fl<nuer> Compounded
Flowers, aieeithei, Discous Plamfohous Fistular, which
is compounded of many long, hollow, little Flowers like

Pipes <11722 Lisle Hash (1757) 150 The fibres and fistular

parts of a plant 1845 Lindley Sch Bot vm. (1858) 130

Leaves fistular. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 149 Umbelli-

feras Herbs Steins usually fistular, solid at the nodes.

2. Path. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

fistula.

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fistular, Fistnlary

,

or

Fistulous, belonging to a Fistula 18 tr Bichat's Physiol.

(L ), Such, too, is the charactei of the mucous membrane 111

fistular canals.

t Fi stulary,
a Obs. [See -ary 2

] = prec

1616 Chapman Homer’s Hymns, Hermes Wks (16251 83
Apollo Gaue him the farr-heard fistulane Reede 1650

Blount Glossogr
,
Fistnlary, belonging to that disease

[Fistula] or to a pipe

•f Frstulate, v Obs [f L fisluldt- ppl stem

of fistuldre
,

f. fistula . see Fistula sb and
-ATE 3.]

1. intr (in Path) To form or grow to a fistula

1607 Topslll Fourf Beasts (1638) 322 That the upper
part of the wound heal not faster then the bottom, foi fear

of Fistulatmg 1663-76 Bullokar, Pistillate, to turn or

grow to a Fistula

2 tram. To make tubular

1731 Student II 378 It \ihalat\ signifies to perforate or

fistulale Ibid 379 Their tubes, pipes or ducts, fistulattd,

or hollowed, to circulate the blood and juices

Hence Pi stulatedppl a
,
Fi'stulatmg vbl sb.

and ppl. a Also (Fistula tion, the formation of

a fistula

1612 Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) 79 Cure old and
fistulated soies 1617 Markham Canal vn 64 There many
times followetli cankerous soies and fistulatmg *638 A.
Read Chtrurg xxix 213 Wounds tending to fistulation.

1636 Earl Monm Advt fr Famass 3x2 Cankers and
fistulated wounds must be cured by fire 1639 Bp Gaudtn
Slight Healings (1660) 2 The old sores and fistulatmg ulcers

of tlus Church and State

Fistule anglicized form of Fistula, q. v.

Fistulidan (fisti« lidan). Zool. [f modL
fistulid-es (see Fistula and -id) + -an ] (See

quot 1842)
1835 KirbyHal # Inst. Amin. I vi. 214 The third and last

section of the Echmoderms . are the Fistulidans 1842
Brande Diet Sc Lit $ Art, Fistulidans a tribe of
Echinodermatous animals, comprehending those which have
an elongated cylindrical tube-like body.

Fistuliform (fi stuslif^im), a [f Fistula +
-(i)form:.] Of the form of a reed or tube.

1823W Phillips Iutrod.Mm (ed 3) Introd 88 Minerals
occurring m round hollow columns are termed fistuliform..

Stalactites and non pyrites occur fistuliform

Fistulose (fistittl<?u‘s), a [ad. L. fistulos-us,

f. fistula

.

see -ose ] =next
c 1420 Pallai on Husi 1. 375 For bylding better is the

harder myne The fistulose and softer lete it goone To cover
with 1846 Worcester (citing Hooker', Fistulose, formed
like a fistula; fistular, 1881 Nature XXIII 426 A mass
of fistulose coral.

Fistulous (fi sti^Ias), a. [ad. L. fistulos-us :

see prec. and -ous.]

1. Path. Of or pertaining to a fistula; of the

nature of a fistula
,
attacked by a fistula.

x6xx Cotgr., Injection a squirting, or conueying of a
liquid medicine . into a hollow and fistulous vlcer 1721
S Sewall Diary 13 Mar (1882) III. 284 His fistulous thigh

1797 Baillie Morb Anat (1807) 337 A fistulous orifice ls

gradually formed 1869 E A Partces Pract Hygiene
(ed 3) 98 Fistulous sores are apt to be produced.

2 . a. Resembling a pipe 01 tube inform, tubular

lb Having or containing a tube or tubes
,
honey-

combed with small tubes e. Of a flower : Having
many long hollow florets.

1578 Banister Hist, Man iv 48 b, The flesh of it [the

tongue] is rare. Fistulous, & soft x6ox Holland Pliny I xi.

i 310 Hanging togither only hy a little pipe and fistulous

conveiance 1603 — Plutarch's Mor. 1009 As for the flesh

of the Polype, it is to see to, fistulous, and spongeous, like

unto hony-combs 1671 Grlw Anat Plants 1 v. (1682)39
The Fistulous Pouches of Wake-Robin, or of Dragon
1688 J Clayton in Phil Trans XVIII 128 Vipers have
I believe their Poisonous Teeth Fistulous *712 tr Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I x8s The Flowers . having their lower Part
fistulous. 1830 Lindley Nat Syst.Bot 159 Stems fistulous

rooting 1838 Times 4 Nov 7/3 The careworn soil .

pierced with fistulous passages of miles of hard piping

Fisty (fi sti), a. [f. Fist sb.
1 + -y 1

j Of or

pertaining to fists, or their use m boxing.
x68x CoLViL Whig's Snpplic (1731) 34 A fisty strife Be-

tween a preacher and his wife 1821 Byron Juan xr lv,

Like to the champion in the fisty ring. 1840 Thackeray
Pans Sk 3k (1867) 409 He engages in a fisty combat with
a notorious boxer

Fit, fytte (fit), sb i Obs. exc. arch. Forms : I

1 fitt, 4-5 fyt(t, 4-6 fltt(e, 5-6, 9 fytte, 5-8 fit

[OE fitt sti fem. = OS. *fittia, preserved in

latinized form in the preface to the Holland . * Jnxta

morem vero lllius poematis, omne opus per mtteas

distmxit, quas nos lectiones vel sententias possumus

appellare
Some regai d the word as identical with OHG. fieri list of

cloth, mod Ger fitse skein of yarn, also explained in the

17th c as ‘ the thread with which weavers mark off a day’s

work’; the sense ‘division 01 canto of a poem’ might well

be a transferred use of this The Ger word coi responds to

ON fit str. fem
,
hem, also

1 web ’ of a bird’s foot —Ol’eut

*filjA, of unknown origin see remarks under next sb ]

1 A part or section of a poem or song; a canto

£888 K iEi.rnnn Booth xvci § 1 (Gr) Se wisdom J>a jias

fitte asungtn haifde 1362 Langl. P PI A 1 130 Cumse[]>]

er a Fitte. £1386 Chaucer Sir ThoJ>as 177 Lo, lordes,

eer is a fyt , If ye wil eny more of it, 1 o telle it wol I fonde

a 1400-30 A lex under 5626 Now fynes here a fitt & folows a
nothire £1450 Bk Cnrtasye 349 m Babees Bk 309 Of cur-

tasie here endis |>c secunde fyt 1389 Puttenham Eng
Poesie 1. xxvi (Arb ) 63 This Epithalanue was deuided by
breaches into three partes to seme for three scuerall fits or

times to be song X77X Johnson Let to Langton 20 Mar
m Boswell, Dr Percy has written a long ballad in many
fits x8i2 Byron Ch Har 1 xau, Here is one fytte of

Haloid’s pilgumage 1864 Skeat Vhland's Points 213
The fiist ‘ fytte ’ here is ended ,

2 A strain of music, stave. Also, to dance afit.

<11500 Iak <5- his step dame m Herng's Archm XC 78,

I shall yow shewe of my gle Ye shall hatie a fytte

?a 1548 King Estmere 243 in Peny Reluj (1765) I 68 To
playe my wide and mo a fitt 1 1330 R Wrvnit Lusty In-

ventus in Ha? I Dodsley II 48, I would fain go dance a fit

X578 Glide <5 G Ball (1868)182 Sa sail thay pype ane mime
fit. 1673 Ti ue Worship God 63 An aftei noon Sermon
many times serves only like a fit of Mustek, to Lull them
asleep after their Dinnei x68x W. Robertson Phraseol
Gen (1693) 6x1 Come now, strike up and give us a fit

Fit (fit), sb 2 Forms : 1 fitt, 4-7 fitt(e, 5-6

fytt(e, 4, 6- fit [OE fitt, str., of uncertain gender;

recorded only once
;

the sense ‘ conflict
1

seems

probable from the context.

The OTeut type *fitjo- ,
-jA is not found in any other lang

with any of the senses explained below It is possible, how-
ever, that the word may ue cognate or even identical with
prec

,
and that the primitive sense may have been ‘juncture’,

* meeting’, cf the vbs Icel fiija to knit, early mod Du.
vitten

1
to accomodate, to fitt, to serve’ (Hexham); on this

supposition Fit sb.\ a

,

and v. would also be cognate ]

1 Conflict, struggle. Only in OE. rare ~ K
a xooo C,edition's Gen. 2072 (Gr.) [Abraham] sloh and fylde

feond on fitte.

f 2 . A position of hardship, danger, or intense

excitement ; a painful, terrible, or exciting experi-

ence. Obs
In quot 1550 there is an apparent re development of the

OE sense.

CX323 Song Yesterday 93 in E E. P (1862) 135 pat feiful

fit may no mon fie £1386 Chaucfr Recvi’s T 264 We han
had an yvel fit today Ibid 310 So mery a fit ne had she
nat ful yore — Wife's Prol 42 This noble king The firste

night had many a mery fitte With eche of hem £1400
Rom. Rose 3197, I mene not that [love], which . bnngith
thee in many a fitte, And ravysshith fro thee all thi witte

SirEglam 234 An haraere fytt never yehad ?<11300

Chester PI (SETS) 205 And now that fitt may I not
flee Ibid 390 Four wyndes they be Which shall blow
before Christ ther is none so fell their fitt may flee 1530
Bale Eng Votaries n Hvij b, The first fit of Anselme with
kynge William Rufus x6ox Holland Pliny I 8 In this

fearefull fit also of an eclipse

+b. Ini6thc occas : A mortal crisis ; a bodily

state (whether painful or not) that betokens death.

1379 Lyly Euphnes (Arb
)
x8i The patient is y® neerest

death when he thmketh himself past his disease, and the
lesse gnefe he feeleth y® greater fits he endureth 1590
Sitnser F Q 11 vh 66, The life did flit away out ofher nest,

And all his senses were with deadly fit opprest 1391 —
Rmnes Time 598 Feeling the fit that him foiewarnd to die

3 a. A paroxysm, or one ofthe recurrent attacks,

of a periodic or constitutional ailment In later

use also with wider sense .,A sudden and somewhat
seveie but transitory attack (of illness, or of some
specified ailment).
<1x347 Surrey Faith/ Louer declareth

,
Songs <§• 5 (1585)

15 b, As sick men in their shaking fits procure them seluesto
sweat 1601 Shaks Jitl.C 1 11 120 HehadaFeauer And
when the Fit was on him, I did marke How he did shake
X667 D Allsopp in nth Rep Hist MSS Comm App v 8

Taken with a fit of the collicke. 1691 Blair inW SPerry
Hist Coll Airier Col.Ck (x86o)I 6 The Bishop of London
. . was taken . with a fit of the stone 1723 N Robinson
Th Physick 146 The Fits of Intermittent Fevers 1771
Smollett Humph Cl. (1815) 3,

1

expect to he laid up with
another fit of the gout. 1806-7 J Beresford Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) iv xvi, A violent fit of coughing 1833
Bain Senses <§ hit 11 11 § 3 (1864) 123 A cut or a scald is

different from a fit of rheumatism or gout

fig. 1367 Drant Hoi ace's Art Poet Cj h, Sawes there be
to cure thy greedie care To master thyne assaltynge fyttes.

t b spec. A paroxysm oflunacy (formeily viewed
as a periodic disease) Obs.
1388 Shaks. Tit, A. iv i 17 Vnlesse some fit or frenzie do

possesse her
_
1390 — Com. Err iv 111 91 Belike Ins wife

acquainted with his fits On purpose shut the doores against
his way 1697 Dryden /Eneid in 365 In her frantick Fitts
1722 Wollaston Rehg. Hat ix 201 Cruel tyrants, .who (at

least in their fits) divert themselves with the pangs and con-
vulsions of their fellow-creatures

c. A sudden seizure of any malady attended with

FIT.

loss of consciousness and power of motion, or with
convulsions, as fainting, hysteria, apoplexy, para-
lysis, or epilepsy. In iSth c often used spec with-
out defining word = ‘fainting-fit’ or ‘fit of the
mother ’(ie of hysteria see Mother)

, m recent
use it suggests primarily the notion of an epileptic

or convulsive fit.

1621 Burton Anat Mel. in 111. 111 689 A jealous woman
that by this meanes had many fits of the Mother 1650
Bulwer Anthropomet 141 Who fell stiaightway into
a Convulsion and EpilepUcal fits x68x Otway Soldier's
Fort 1 1, One Kiss of him wcie enough to cure Fits of the
Mother 1702 Steelt Fimei al 1 (1734) 20 Fits are a mighty
help in the Government of a good-natured Man 1762
Goidsm Ctf. W xxi § 15 Obseive the art of the poet
When the queen can say no more, she falls into a fit take
my word for it, that fits ate the true aposiopesis of modern
tragedy 1789 W. Buchan Dom Med (1790J 629 Convulsion
fits often constitute the last scene of acute or chronic dis-

ordets 1833 Ht Martinlau Loom <5- Lugger 1 v 76When
the fainting fit came on in which she died Mod ‘Has
she faintedV * No, I feai it is a fit

1

d. Hence colloq in various hypeibolical phrases,

as to scream oneself into fils, to throw (a person
)

into fits Also, To beat {a person, a thing) into

fits : to defeat ox excel thoroughly, * beat hollow ’

,

to give (a person)fits to inflict humiliating defeat

on
; in US to rate or scold vigorously.

*839 Hood Tale Trumpet xxix, It beats all others into
fits 1848 Thacki ray 31 Snobs XX, Till the little wretch
screams herself into fits 1839 Farrar Jut Home 1, He
beat you to fits in the Latin verse i860 L Harcourt
Dial ics G Rose II 104 Such a proposal would have
thrown him into fits. 1861 Dickens Gt Expect I iv, If
you could only give him his head, he would read the clergy-

man to fits 1872 E. Keen si on Iloosier Schoolm xh 66,

I rather guess as how the old man . will give particular

fits to oui folks to day 1885 Runciman Shippers 4 Sk.,

Old Pirate 87 We goes out and tackles a East Indiaman.

.

and lie gives us fits.

4 In various uses originally transf from 3
a A sudden and transitory state of activity or

inaction, or of any specified land of activity, feel-

ing, inclination, or aptitude
1386 Warner Alb Eng 1 11 20 His seruants fear lus

solemn fittes 1391 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 111 186 The
Sea hath fits, alternate couisc she keeps From Deep to

Shoie and from the Shore to Deeps 1634 Milton Cornns

346 Wrapt in a pleasing fit of melancholy 1667 Fiavel
Saint Indeed (1754) 143 We have our hot and coid fits by
turns 1697 Bi* Patrick Comm. Ex. xx. 8 Stedfastly

resolve not in a Fit but constantly 1744 Berklley Sins
§ 213 Certain peisons have fits of seeing in the tlaik

<1x764 Lloyd A laic Poet Wks 1774 I 73 Who to

Tottenham Court In furious fits of zeal lesort 1807-8W
Irving Salmpg xvu. (i860) 391 This outrageous merriment

threw the whole family into a violent lit of wondering.

X852M1SS Yongi- Cameos 1 11 11 He had many fits ofdevotion
x88a Picion Cromwell ii 25 The boy had fits of application

alternating with fits of idleness

b spec m Optics, (see quot. 1704).
1704 Newton Optics ir. 111 (1721)256 The returns of the

disposition of any Ray to be reflected I will call its Fits of

easy Reflexion, and those of its disposition to be transmitted

its Fits of easy Transmission, and the space it passes between
every return and the next return, the Inteival of its Fits

1803 Edin Rev I 455 The law of the fits might be
fancifully resolved into a still more general law 1831

Brewster Optics xv § 83 126 I11 virtue of which they

possess at different points of then path fits or dispositions

to be reflected or transmitted hy transparent bodies

c Often in phr Byfils (and starts) • by uregular

impulses or periods of action, at varying intervals,

fitfully, spasmodically. Also more rarely, + at,

+ upon, fits, by fits and girds (obs exc dial ),

4* spasms, or t turns
;

by halms andfits.

1383 Golding Calvin on Dent vn 39 He doth not thinges

by fittes as Creatures doe but he contmuetli alwayes in

one wilt 1615 G Sandys Trav 72A lazy people, that worke
but by fits. <1x617 Hieron Wks. II 489 Vpon fits you
shall haue them talke like angels, and yet are deuils

indeede 1620 Sanderson Serm ad Pop 1 (1681) 145 If

thou hast these things only by fits and starts *633 Swan
Spec M (1670) 363 The swallow sleepeth but by ‘halves

and fits’ (as we say) which is no sound kind of rest 1630

Fur ler Pisgah 1 ii 3 That froward people worshiped him
hy fits and girds 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1 25 Without
any sahency or leaping, without any fits or starts m Us Pro-

gression *678 Cuoworth Intel! Syst. 1 iv § 17 503 To
suppose that Orpheus had by Fits and tuins been of different

humouis 1782 Mad D’Arblay Let 19 Mar, Let me
murmur as I will by fits, I would not, if I could, change

your destination. 1783 T Jnn erson Corr Wks 1859 I

426 No particular State, acting by fits and starts, can harass

the trade of France, Holland, &c 1791 Burke Th French

Affairs Wks VII 49 The non-payment is only by fits and

spasms 1803 Southey Madoc in W x, As the flashes of

the central fire At fits arose 1830 Tennyson In Mem.
xxm. Breaking into song by fits 1862 Mrs H Wood
Mrs Halhb 1. xiv, Jane was more hopeful by fits and

starts than continuously so. 1884 Chesk Gloss, sv, The
clock strikes by fits and gurds

1

d fThe time during which, a 'fit* lasts, a

* spell’, short period {obs ) Also, a spell of

weather of a specified kind {obs. exc dial.)

1583 Fuliie Defence m 203 After you have railed a fit

*6x5 Dyke Myst Self-Deceiving xx6 Which is not settled

and rooted, but onely for a fitte <2x625 Fletcher Huni.

Lieutenant iv iv, I will not leave ye for a fit <rx6a8

Preston New Covt (1634) 213 He may for a fit, put out his

hand to wickedness. 1683 Temple Ess. Garden Wks 1731

I. 188 Attended by some Fit of Hot and Dry Weather.

1683 Dryden Horace,
Ode hi. xxix. iv, Sometimes ’tis grate*



SIT,

ful to the Rich, to try A short vicissitude, and fit of Poverty
tyai Swift Corr. Wks 1841 II 556 A fit of good weather
would tempt me a week longer 1868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss s v ,

‘A strange dry fit we 've had for seear
’

e A capricious impulse, humour, mood.
a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) I. 174 Invention Disdains

t’ obey the proudest Wit, Unless it chance to b’ in the Fit

1786 Borns To J. S iv, Just now I ’ve taen the fit o’ rhyme
1787 Mad D’Arblay Diary 6 Mar

,
I assured him I was

seized with a silent fit 1869 Mrs Stowe Oldtman Folks
iv. 30 When the fit was on him, hewould shoea horse better
than any man m the county

f A violent access or outburst oflaugh ter, tears,

rage, etc

1634 Whitlock Zooioima 47 The Doctresse would have
a shaking fit of Laughter at you presently 1676 Hobbes
Iliad (1677) 377 Achilles, when his fit of tears was
laid came from his throne 1678 Wanley Wond Lit
World v 11 § is 469/2 In one of his drunken fits he was
buried alive 1778 Mad D’Arblay Diary 26 Aug , [She]
took me into a back room, and burst into a hearty fit of
laughter. 1816 Shelley A lastor i;i Her breath I umultu-
ously accorded with those fits Of intermitted song 1874
Carpenter Ment Phys t vn (1879) 325 A piolonged fit of
grumbling 1886 J K Jerome lale Thoughts 64 He would
go off into fits of merriment over every word you uttered

5 Comb., as + fit-meal adv

,

by fits and starts

(cf Piece-meal) , fit-weed (see quot )
X593NASHE Christ's T 34 a, Rather then day-diuersi-

fying Agues should fit-meale feede on them 1736 P
Browne Jamaica 185 The stinking Eryngo or Fittweed
All parts of this plant are reckoned very powerful anti*

histencs.

+ Pit, sbfi Obs. rare
— 1 Iu 3 fitte (2 syll

)

[ME Jitte, perb •—OE. *fitta, of obscure ongm

;

possibly f. OE Jilt, Fit sb 2

It might be supposed to be a subst use of Err« , but that
word has not been found before the 15th c , and is perhaps
a derivative of this ]

An adversary of equal power , one’s ‘ match
a 1230 Owl 4 Night 782 Thou deth mid strengthe and

mid witte That other thing ms non his fitte

Pit (fit), sbfi [f Fit v *]

I The process of fitting or rendering fit -j* a In
the phrase out ofJit,

app meaning * fitted out,

settled m life’ (obs. rare ~ *) b A preparation

or fittingyfr/' something (US) Cf. outfit
a 1688 Bunyan Hem/ Footman {1608) 42 Till my children

are out of Fit 1883 New Eng Jml Educ XVII 133
[This Academy] has for many years given an excellent fit

for college

2 . A fitting 01 adaptation, of one thing to another,

esp the adjustment of dress to the body ; the style

or manner in which something is made to fit. To
afit to a nicety

1823W T Moncrieff Tom 4 Jerry 1 iv, A tight fit, not
much hunting room 1868 E Yates Rock Ahead 11 111,

He noticed all these details down to the fit of her gloves

1884W C Smith Kildrostari 69 A man May he ashamed
too of his rustic fit. x8goC M Woodward Manual Train
xv 247 How to saw to a fit on the right or left of a line,

b cona A garment that fits

*83* Examiner 1 1/2 It’s rather a tight fit 1849 Thackeray
Pendentns xvn. It [the gown] was an excellent fit.

3 Soap-making The condition of the liquid

soap in the operation of * fitting ’
, see Fit v 10

1883 W. L Carpenter Mannf Soap vi 173 Practice and
observation alone enable the operator to obtain ‘a good fit

Ibid., A fine fit gives a very large nxgre.

4. A fit-out . a furnishing with all that is lequi-

site, esp in dress ; an equipment.
1836 Marryat Midsh Easy xx, They condescended to

have a regulai fit-out —and it so happened that the fit-out

was not far from a regular fit, 1844 Dickens Mart Chuz.
xxm, Who says we ain’t got a first-rate fit-out ?

5 Comb

,

as fit-rod (see quot

)

1867 Smyth SailoVs Word-bh
,
Fit-rod, a small iron rod

with a hook at the end . to ascertain the length of the bolts
or treenails required to he dnven in

Pit (fit), a Forms 5 fyt, 6 fitte, 6-7 fytt(e,

6- fit [First recorded c 1440 ,
possibly f. Fit sb s

,

though as that word is known only from a solitary

instance the derivation is very doubtful. The adj.

is recorded a century eai*her than the modern verb,

and appears to be its source ;
the view that it is

a pa pple of the vb. Jitte to marshal troops (see

Fit v 1
1) is tenable only on the assumption that

the vb. had an unrecorded wider sense To some
extent the adj appears to have been influenced in

meaning by Feat a ]

1 Well adapted or suited to the conditions or

circumstances of the case, answering the purpose,

proper or appropriate. Const, for (also, rarely,

with ellipsis offor) or to with mj
c 144a Promp. Parv 163/1 Fyt, 01 mete, congruits 1330

Bale Image BothCh xxi Hh vb, Nothings faireapered this

stones whan they were hewen, squared and made fitte

foundacion *594 Willobie in Shirks C. Praise 10 No
tyme or fit occasion leave 1397 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, i 11.17

Thou art fitter to be worne in mv cap, then to wait at my
heeles 1399 H Buttes Dyets dne DinnerM v, Tench .

.

is fittest meats for labouring men *613 Shaks Hen VIII,
II u 117 Prethee call Gardiner to me, my new Secretary
I find him a fit fellow <1x616 Beaum & Fl. Bondncet 111 i,

Steel us both with angers, and warlike executions fit thy
viewing 1634 T Johnson Party’s Chirurg xxvj xxxvi,

([1678) 654 The time fittest for the use of Apophlegmatisms
is the morning 1639 Fuller Holy War v xxix (1647)281
A Spaniard . . proposed the Fiench Tongue as most fit.

263

1663 Butler Hud 1 1. 863 This is no fit Place Nor time, to
argue out the Case. 1710 Prideaux Ong "lithes 11 53
What is the fittest portion of our Substance to he set apart
1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I 11 14 Until he could find a
fit opportunity of quitting Normandy 1862 H Spencer
First Prtnc 1 v §32(1875)119 Forms of religion must
be fit for those who live under them *873 Jowftt Plato
(ed 2)111 231 Those stones are not fit to be repeated
b absol. ; esp m survival of thefittest

1843 Carlyle Past 4 Pr 11 vm. in I here is in every
Nation and Community a fittest, a wisest, bravest, best
1867 H Spencer Biol § 193 II 53 By the continual survival
of the fittest, such structures must become established

2 Befitting the person or the circumstances, agi ee-
able to decorum, becoming, convenient, proper,
right Const as above. Now only m piedicative
use, as It is fit that

,
etc., or to with mf.

C1440 York Myst 1 65 Fetys and fayre and fyguredfull
fytt xSS4_9 •Songs 4 Ball Ph 4 Mary (i860) 4 In hjme
voyd was nothyng that was nydfull and fytt x6oi Shaks
All's Well in vi 14 It were fit you knew him, least he
might at some great and trustie busmesse fayle you 1607— Cor in 11 83 Say to them Thou . Hast not the soft way,
which thou do’st confesse Were fit for thee to vse 1625
Bacon Ess , Innovations (Arb ) 526 What is setled by
Custome, though it he not good, yet at least it is fit 1649
Bp Hall Cases Const (1630) 203 There are Theological!
verities fit for us to know and beleeve a 17x3 Burnft Own
Time (1766) I 102 While he was balancingm his mind what
was fit for him to do 1787 Bentham Def Usury x 04 It
is one thing, to find reasons why it is fit a law should have
been made : it is another to [etc ]

absol. t68x Dryden Abs 4 Achit 763 If the Croud be
Judge of fit and just, And Kings are onely Officers in trust,

Then [etc ] 1810 D Stewart Philos Ess n 1 1 215 The
idle generalities we meet with about the ideas of the good,
the fit, and the becoming.

b In phrases, to see, thinkJit.
x6xx Bible 2 Macc. iv ig Which . the bearers therof

thought fit not to bestow vpon the sacrifice, a 1687 Petty
Pol Arith (i6go) 95 All these things may he done, if it be
so thought fit by the Sovereign Power 17x1 Steele Sped
No 43 p 3 Where and in what manner we see fit *761
Hume Hist Eng III lxi 322 Cromwell thought fit to

indulge a new fancy 1815 Mrs Sherwood Susan Gray 73
If God sees fit that I should marry, m his due time he
will provide me with a worthy husband 1873 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) I 477 The Athenians have thought fit to

condemn me
+ c Needing, requiring, or calling for (action

of some kmd). Const to vifh. passive mf Obs
1621 Elsing Debates Ho Lords (Camden) 54 Fytt to be

so done, but the matter of Yelverton cannot be paste over
1661-2 Marvell Corr xxxm Wks 1872-3 II 77 Wherein
you shall find it [the Petition] fit to he alterd, he pleased
to returne it corrected to us 1736 Burke Suit 4 B. Wks
x8rs I S3 Good sense and experience, find out what is fit

to he done in every work of art.

+ 3. Of a manufactured article: Of the right

measure or size ; made to flt, accuiate in fit, well

or close-fitting Obs.

X530 Falsgr 312/2 Fytte as a garment or other thynge.

1388 Shaks L L L iv i 30 One a these Maides girdles

for your waste should be fit. 1396 Harington Metam.
Ajax (1814) 8 To which you must have a hollow key with a
worm fit to that screw. 1641 French Distill, l (1651) 6

The stopple ground very smooth and fit to the mouth of

the Vessell 1646 Crashaw Poems 118 Her garments, that

upon her sit close and fit 1703 Moxon Mech Exeic ifig

A square hole made fit to it in the hithermost Cheek.

4. Possessing the necessary qualifications,propeily

qualified, competent, deserving Const as above

,

also \of For phi. Fit to hold a candle to. see

Candle 5 c.

1573 G Harvey Letier-bk (Camden) 44 Having now at

the lenght so fit a barer as I have. 1391 Shaks. Two Gent
1 11 45 ’Tis an office of great worth. And you an officer fit

for the place a 1392 H Smith Wks (1866-7) I 476 They
thought themselves fitter to govern than he 1607-12 Bacon
Ess, Youth 4 Age (Arb) 258 Yonge Men are fitter to

invent, then to iudge ; fitter for execution, then for Councell

1621 LadyM Wroth Urania 421 None how much soeuer

condemn’d, but may liue to he fit of commiseration and
respect 1670 Temple Let to Earl NorthumberlandWks
1731 II 220 Nothing makes Men fit to command, like hav-

ing team'd to obey 1722 Dc Fon Rehg Conrish 1 1.(1840)

22, 1 think my father is the fittest to give him his answer

1771 Franklin A ntobiog Wks 1840 I 89 This is a business

I am not fit for 1833 Browning FraLifipo 107 Let's see

what the urchin’s fit for x868 Bain Ment 4 Mor, Sc
(1873) 624 Every man being fitter to take care of himself

than of another person.

5 Iu a suitable condition for doing or under-

going something
,
prepared, ready. Const for,

or

to with mf ;
otherwise Obs. exc. dial.

[C1534 tr Pol Verg Eng Hist (Camden 1846) I. 102

Bnttame seemed feete for the invasion of hostilitie ] 1368

Grafton Citron II 113 The sayde Lewes was in all pomtes
fit for their handes. 139® Shaks Merck V v. 1 83 The
man that hath no musicke m himselfe Is fit for treasons.

1603 _ Meat for M. xii i 266 The Maid will I . make fit

for his attempt 1604— Oth in. iv 166 If I doe finde him
fit, lie moue your suite 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1 (1847) 4 If

I be not fit to go to Prison, I am not fit . to go to Judge-
ment 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 610 Is

the money fit? 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc. aia Having
prepared the Work fit For the Lathe. X784 Cowper Let. xo

Feb ,
When I am more fit for mental occupation than at

any other time. 1796 Mrs Glasse Cookery xix 300 They
will befit to eat in two or three days, 1823 Crabb Technol,

Diet
,
Fit for service (Mill, an epithet for healthy men

capable ofundergoing the fatigues of service a 1823 Fokby
Voc, E Anglia, ‘Come, stir, make yourself fit' 1846 J.

Baxter Libr, Prad. Ague (ed, 4) II 343 Which makes

the land perfectly clean and fit for the wheat crop

FIT.

b Inclined, disposed. Now chiefly colloq. and
dial iu stronger sense : Angry or troubled enough
to (do something desperate or violent)

, exhausted
enough, ‘ready’ to (sink to the ground, etc ).
1580 Baret Alv F 603 Fitte inclined, disposed, accomo-

datus 1583 Abp Sandys Senn. (1841) 308 When men arq
heavy laden with grief and sorrow, then are they fittest to
call for and to receive refreshing 1728 De Foe lyst Magic
(1840)251, 1 am fit to hang myself because I can’t find it out.

1787 Burns ToW Creech 50 And Calvin’s folk are fit to fell

him 1821 Clare Vill Minstr II 24 To look at things
aiound he’s fit to freeze 1848 J H. Newman Loss 4 Gain
11 He keeps you standing till you are fit to sink 1878
Cumberld Gloss , ' They war fit to feyt about her

’

quasi- 1808 in Spu it Pub Jmls (1809) XII 301 It

made us laugh fit to kill oui selves

c of things * Likely, * enough ’ (to) colloq

1776 Bentham Wks I 276We hear now and then of a sort

of Government fit to break one’s teeth, called an Ochlocracy.

6 In Racing or Athletics'. In good ‘form’ or

condition , hence colloq m good health, perfectly

well. Fit as afiddle : see Fiddle i zb
1869 Bradwood The O, V. H (1870) 28 Vale House was

not as ’ fit’ inside as modern conveniences might have made
it 1876 Ouida Winter City vi 124 To hear the crowd on
a race-day call out ‘My eye, ain’t she fit 1’ just as if I were
one of the mares 1883 Manch. Exam 17 Jan 5/3 General
Stewart with his men and camels, all apparently well and
fit 1891 Dixon Did Idiom Phr s v Fit, ‘How are you?’—

‘ Very fit, thank you ; never felt better
*

7 quasi-adv = Fitly.
c 1440 [See sense 2 above ] 1581 J BellHaddonsAnsw

Osor 200 This would have accorded farre fitter with your
exposition 1591 Shaks Two Gent iv iv 167, 1 was tnm’d
in Madam Iulias gowne Which serued me as fit As if the
garment had bin made for me. 1613W Browne Brit Past
inWks 1772 II 33Limos .fed well Which serv’d Marina
fit 1630 M Godwyn tr Bp Herefordr Ann Engl 153
The mention of Poole falls fit with our time *637W Rand
tr Gassendis Life Peiresc 11. 75 One cup would go fit into

the other.

8 Comb , as ffit-forked adj

1398 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 i, iv Handy-crafts 214
Their fit-forkdd stems

Pit (fit), v 1 Forms * 5 fitte, 7 fitt, fyt(t, 6-
flt. [Sense 1, found only in tile Morte Arthur*
c 1400, is of uncertain etymology, but may possibly

be f. Fit sb 3 Apart from this use, the word first

appeals late m 16th c when it was presumably a
new formation on Fit a The coincidence of form
and meaning with the 16-17th c Du and Flemish
vitten to snit, agree, adapt, is remarkable, but

most piobably the two words have developed their

identical sense independently by different processes,

though they may be from the same ultimate root
In mod editions of 15th c works, the words sit, bestt

(=tobe becoming), sitting (=becoming) are often misprinted

fit, befit, fitting', the latter do not appear to he older than
the Elizabethan period, but when once introduced they
rapidly superseded the older synonyms

,
probably owing to

their obvious connexion with Fit a ,
they were felt to ex-

press the meaning more forcibly ]

+ X. 1. tram. To array, marshal (soldiers). Obs.

Only in the Morte Arthur.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1753 Thus he fittez his folke. Ibid

1989 The kynge ffittes his fote-mene, alles hym faire

thynkes Ibid 2455 pe frekke men of Fraunce folowede
thare aftyre, ffaire fittyde one frownte.

II To be fit, becoming, or suitable (to).

+ 2 intr. To be fit, seemly, proper, or suitable.

Chiefly wipers or opxasi-iinpers Obs. or arch
(The first examples given under the trans sense 3 may

belong here, as the obj -pronoun is probably dative. Cf.

similar use of sit )

1574 H G. tr Cataneo's Most briefe Tables Aiij a, Howe
to determine vppon a sodayne fitteth well to euerye one
that hath anye domges. 1392 Shaks Rom 4 Jnl 1. v 77 It

fits when such aVillame is a guest. 1594 Spenser Amoretti
liv. 5 Sometimes I joywhen glad occasion fits 1594Fit st Pt.
Contention (1843) 8 Whose Church-like humours fits not for a
Crown 1394 Carew Hnarte'sExam Wits (1616) X30 This
fitteth, not to be remembered to the Preachers of our time,

c1620Z Boyd Zion's Floioers(xBss) 5Amtttais Sonne fites for

what I intend. *632 Milton Penseroso 78 If the air will

not permit, Some still removedplace will fit 1671

—

Samson
1318 To appear as fits before th' illustrious lords 1663
Gerbier Counsel 95 None will deny but that Greatnesse

and Conveniency being conjoynt fits best *725 Pori-' Odyss
in 83 The genial banquet o’er, It fits to ask ye, what your
native shore, And whence your race?

“b. To agree or harmonize with. Obs
1388 Siiaks. 'lit A hi. i 266 Why dost thou laugh? it

fits not with, this houre, 1605— Lear in 11 76 He Must
make content with his Fortunes fit. 1394 Carew Huartc’s
Exam Wits (x6x6) xig A name, which might fit well with a
furious Giant

3 trans. Chiefly wipers, or quasi-wipers. To be

suited or suitable to, be proper for ; to be in har-

mony with, become, befit.

a 1386 Sidney Arcadia ir x 14a b, How euill fits It me to

haue such a sonne 1590 Marlowe Edit/ II, ni li, Things
of more weight Than fins a pnnee so young as I to bear

1393 Shaks. Liter 1613 Few words shall fit the trespasse

best, 1671 Milton Samson 1236 This msolence_ofher kind
of answer fits. 1703 Rowe Ulyss ru 1. 1240 This Boldness

does not fit a Stranger *723 Pope Odyss in. 57 Thee first

it fits, oh stranger ! to prepaie The due libation x8o6

H Siddons Maid, Wife, 4 Widow II 239 What the con-

tents of Middleton’s letter were it fitted me not to inquire

1832 Tennyson Death DA. Wellington iu, Lead out the

pageant sad and slow, As fits an universal woe x866 Geo.



FITCHED,

Eliot F Holt I. i ,49
Her person-. would have fitted an

empress in her own right.
. , . , .

f4 To be well adapted or statable for; to

answer or satisfy the requirements of ; to answer,

suit. Also, f Tofit tf, t Tofit ones turn : to serve

one’s turn. Obs.

ick Hanmer Citron. Irel. (1633) 179 Little Iohn came to

Ireland, and found in the woods enough to fit his humours

i<o8 Sjiaks. Merry W n 1. 166 Trust me, I thought on her

;

shee'll fit it. 1603 SirG. Fenton in Lismore Papet s Ser. 11.

(1887) I 74 A coursse which may ease you, and yet will

fytt my turne 1677 Horneck Gt, Law Consul iv (1704)

126 A temptation which will fit one, will not fit another

1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 197 Of these Rowlers they have

several . . that upon all occasions they may chuse one to fit

then purpose 1749 Fielding Tom 'Jones via iv, There is

a piece of cold buttock and carrot, which will fit you

6 . To be of the right measure or proper shape

and size for ;
to be correctly shaped or adjusted

to. Said esp. of dress ; alsofig Often absol. The

capfits t see Cap sb 1
9. Tofit to a T\ see T.

1581 Pettie tr, Gnazzo’s Ctv Conv, n (1586) 5 1 h, To finde

a fashion for a saddle to fit ame Horse 1603 Siiaks Meets

for M. iv. it, 46 Euerie true mans apparrell fits your Theere

0x691 Boyle Firmness Wks 1744 I. 278 As much of the

atone, as was contiguous to the marchasite fitted the mar-

chasite so close as if [etc ] 179S Burns Song, East May, a
brow wcogy* And how her new shoon fit her aula schactu t

feet 1828 Scott F M Perth xxxiv, [The] armour

,

is light, and will fit thee well *842 Tennyson Walk
to the M 57 Those manners next That fit us like a nature

second-hand. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 207 A leaden ball

to fit the bore 1849 C Brontl Shirley I 111 49 You cannot

always cut out men to fit their profession 1863W.C Bald-

win African Hunting vi 152 1 he only utensil big enough

to cook htm m was a soap-boiler, which he just fitted 1885

J de Griez in Law Times LXXX. 138/2 A suit of clothes,

which the latter refused to accept, on the ground that the

clothes did not fit him. Mod Your description fits him to aT.

absol. 178a Cowpeu Gilpin xlvn, My head is twice as big

as yours, They therefore needs must fit. 1889 Bridges Feast

ofBacchus in. 47 Pam I like the hat. Ph Is it comfort-

able ? Pam. It fits like fun.

b intr. To be of such size and shape as to nil

exactly a given space, or conform properly to the

contour of its receptacle or counterpart ; to be ad-

justed or adjustable to a certain position. Often

with in (adv and prep.), into, m with.

1694 Acc Sev Late Voy. 11 (1711) 142 On the upper Lip

is a cavity or hole which the lower (printed upper] Lip fits

Anier. Addr. i 29,

1

have no reason to suppose that she

[Nature] is bound to fit herself to our notions.

8 To fix, apply, adjust, or insert (something) so

that it fills exactly the required place, or conforms

to the contour of its receptacle or counterpart.

Const, in, into, on, to, upon) also with m adv.

xfiix Bible i Kings vi. 33 Gold, fitted vpon the earned

worke. 1628 Dicby Voy. Medit (1868) 86 The Jonas (to

whom wee continually fitted saile) 1667 Milton P. L v i

LA u tuvuy ui uwiu r
exactly into. 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc. 283 I hen your

Wainscot will fit exactly between any two lines of the

Arch *867 Freeman Norm Coiuj (1876) I App 644 A
a ti\ iiiStlr ftin* ctnvw tRay

nuill iW/ A ivnuuioo -* 1 V' 1—1 -I - rr rr

—

statement which curiously fits in with our story i8gx

Speaker 11 July 37/1 The complicated mechanism invented

m the library would not fit into modem life. Mod. This

peg fits into this hole.

III. tram. To make fit

6 . To make fit or suitable ;
to adapt to the object

in view, to make ready, prepare; + rarely with*//.

Const, for, to with sb or inf.

:

otherwise dial. only.

1600 Hakluyt Voy III. 200 A notable strong ship in

all thuiges fitted for a man of warre 1611 Bibik Rom ix

22 The vessels of wrath fitted to destruction 1628 Dicby

Voy, Medit (1868)5 In like manner wee fitted our seleues

for fight 1634 Earl Cork Diary in Lismore Papers

Ser. 1 (1886) IV. 43, I rodd with my daughter .to fyt the

howse against her removall thither 1670 Narborougii

Jml in Acc Sev Late Voy (17x1) 28,

1

judged this a very

fit Haibour to fit the Ship in 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland
66 Skins, either plain or fitted up for use 1677 Yarranton

Eng. Improv 53 There is much in preparing and fitting of

the Flax 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 74 You must know
how to grind, and whet them, foi they are not so fitted

when they are bought 1713- 20 Pore Iliad n. 186 They

Office 1784 Cowper Task 1 374Winds from all quarters .

fit the limpid element for use 1877 Mrs Ouphant Makers
Flor. 1. x The action of time may fit Rome, for becoming

the capital of Italy. 1880 IV. Comw. Gloss, s v
,

‘When shall

I fit thedennar?’

b. To render (a person) competent or qualified.

Const as above,

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol v i § x [If] that which fitteth

them bee their vertues 1647 Trapp Comment,
t
on Epist,

681 Such as fits a man for some particular calling 1671

Milton P. R. i 73 Who Pretends to fit them so Purified

to receive him pure 1720 Ozell Vertot's Rom Rep II.

ix 48 To fit himself to shine m it more conspicuously x8zo

W Irving Sketch Bit 1 . 174 Accomplishments, fitting him
to shine both in active and elegant life, x888 Bryce Amer
Commit/. Ill Ixxx 54 It does not completely fit him to

weigh the real merits of statesmen.

absol. (U S. only.)

1878 Scribner's Mag XV. 426/2 There are schools that

fit for Harvard There are those that fit foi Yale.

7. To fashion, modify, or arrange so as to con-

form or correspond to something else. Const, to,

formerly also f into, +for

,

1580 Lyly Enplmes (Arb ) 473 For as thou fiamest thy

manners, so wil thy wife fit hers, zsgo Shaks. Mids N, 1.

1. 11B To fit your fancies to your Fathers will 1615 R
Bruch tr. Gerhard's Soule's Watch title-p ,

Heavenly
Meditations fitted to all the Dayes in the Weeke, c 1643

Howell Lett, iv xiv 19, 1 return here enclos’d the Sonnet

. .rendered into Spanish, and fitted for the same Ayr it had
in English. 1665 Boyle Occas, Reft (1843) 36 Scarce any
thought will puzzle him to fit words to it. 1718 (title) A
Book of Psalms in Blank Verse fitted into the tunes com-

monly used. *850 Tennyson In Mem lxxv. 6 Expert In
fitting aptest words to things 1853 H. Reed Led. Eng
Lit 1 (1878) 36 How exquisitely the individual man and
the external world are fitted to each other. 1877 Huxley

seamen fitted Rigging. 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 136

Having fitted in the Bressuramers, Gliders, Joysts, etc

X7X0 De Foe Ciusoe 1. 242 He had a Bow and Arrow, and

was fitting it to shoot atme 1796H Hunter tr St -Pierre s

Stud. Nat (1799) I 3i The tyrant who fitted the unhappy

traveller to Ins bed of iron. *867 Smyth Sailors Word-bh ,

Fit rigging, to cut or fit the standing and running ngging

to the masts, etc. 1879 Cassell's lecJm. JB.dnc IV 78/1

The practiceof fitting them [water-tight bulkheads] has since

become common *£583 Knowledge 13 July 30/1 A dress-

maker would fit the belt best 1883 Law rimes LXXIX
366/2 Hoods will also be fitted over the tops of the doors

fig *873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) V. 14 The accuracy with

which the question and answer are fitted into one another

b. To fit on : to try on (a garment, etc ) with

the view of ascertaining whethei it fits the peison

(Also colloq. with the person as obj ) Tofit the cap

on to take some allusion as applying to oneself

1842 Whittock, etc Bk Irades 431 When the suits are

commanded to be fitted on 1842 Tennyson St S Stylites

206 The ciown 1 the crown 1 So now ’tis fitted on and grows

to me 1836 RrADE Never too Late xxiv, The truth is

when a seal clung sermon is pieached, each sinnei Likes it

to himself I am glad the prisoners fitted the cap on.

1 0. To appoint, determine, or settle as may he

fitting. Obs,

x6 . Beaum & Fl Laws Candy 1. i, My prisoner I sur-

render Fit you his ransom. — Mad Laver 111 1, If by

my meanes Your busines may be fitted. x62x-3i Laud

Sea. Serm. (1847) xo This time is in God to fit

•f b. Sc. To adjustor balance (an account); also,

to examine, test, or audit (accounts) Ohs.

x6<3 Burgh Rec, Glasgow (Rec Soc ) II 269 To meit

with Mr George Young and to fitt and cleir ane compt

with him.

10. Soap-making To bimg (a mass offluid soap)

into such a condition that it will separate into two

strata, the upper purer than the lower.

1866 Tomlinson Cycl Useful Arts II 539 The soap is

fitted, 1. e. the contents of the copper are fused in a weak
lye or in water 1883 W. L Carpenter Mauuf. Soap vi

173 The English practice is to fit rather ‘fine ’ 1887

Encycl But XXII. 204/1 It is impossible to ‘fit’ or in

any way purify soft soap.

IV. 11. To supply, furnish, or provide with

what is fit, suitable, convenient, or necessary. ? Obs.

when obj. is a person.

1391 Shaks Two Gent. 11 vii 42 Fit me with such weedes

As may beseeme some well reputed Page. 1593 —John
in. m 26, I had a thing to say, But I will fit it with some
better tune 1627-77 Feltuam Resolves 1 xxv. 44 Those

[senses] which carry the most pleasing tasts, fit us with

the largest reluctatrons 2633 Wai ton A ngler 71,1 wil fit

him to morrow with a Trout for his breakfast x66o Boyi v

New Exp, Phys.-Mech Proem 7 The last nam’d Person

fitted me with a Pump. 1703 Moxon Mech E verc. 32

Having fitted yourselfwith a Hole in your Screw-plate

*737 Bracken Farriery Itnpr (1757) II 61 They will pre-

tend that they can fit you to a Title with such a Horse

1892 Law Times Rep. LXVII 231/1 A steamship of 1074

tons net, fitted with steam steering gear

b. frefl To fit oneself, to suit oneself, get

suited. Also pass. To befitted, to be suited dial.

1667 Pepys Diary 29 Jan ,
He promised she should

stay till she had fitted herself 1786 Burns To G Hamilton

14 If sae be ye may be Not fitted otherwhere 1877N W
Line. Gloss

,
I’m just fitted where I am x88a Lane. Gloss,,

Fitted, suited, served,

c. Tofit out: to supply with what is necessary

;

to equip, rig out. Ohs. exc. Naut. or transf from

that use.

scrimmage, and they must fit some one over that. Mod,
(Derbyshire) I’ll fit you out foi this

f I~Lt, v 2 Obs rare—'1 [f. Fit sb 2
] irons.

To force by fits or paroxysms out of (the usual

place).

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. c\ix, How haue mine eies out of
their Spheares bene fitted In the distraction of tins madding
feuer?

Fit (fit), © 3 [Sc. pronunciation of Foot.] In
the game of Culling (see quots )

1831 Blackw Mag, Dec 983 Fit fair and rink straight

1892 J. Kerr Hist Cut hug 361 The crampit 01 the hack is

immoveable, and no advantage must he taken by changing
to a place from which the shot could be more easily taken

This is fit fan. Ibid , He must first fit the tee, le he
must so place himself that his eye travels along the central

line toward the farther tee, while his right foot rests in the

hack or on the hed of the ciampit.

Fit, Sc. and dial var. of Foot
;
also var. (dial,

or vulgar) offought

:

see Fight ©

Fitch (fit/), sb I Obs. exc. dial. Forms * 4-5
flcche, fetch, S~6 fiohe, 6 feche, fytoh, fitche,

5- fitch, [var. of Vetch ]

1 . = Vetch; the plant Victa sativa, or its seed

Also attrib

,

asfitch-grass.

1382 Wyclif Isa xxviu 23 Barly, and myle, and ficche

[1388 fetchis] in ther cocstes c 1420 Pallad, on Hush 1

550 Fitches fiynge afoie hem [bnddes] ofte 1539 Bp
Aylmtif Haibotowe II j, Satan soweth tares and fytehes

of heiesies and sectes continually x6xx Bum. Isa xxvin

23 Doth he not cast abroad the fitches? 1723 Buadiey
ham Did s v.Sand, It was sowed with Oats and Fitches

1670 R Coke Disc Trade 63 A Dutch Ship . may be
built and fitted out to Sea for half the terms an English
nl T\~ T? A « All
Ship can. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 9 All loaded with
Baggage and fitted out for travelling, 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. 21 My poor honest Dress, with which you fitted

.... r 4..L.1 -X XT. J J T ...... TV/T.V.me out. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 70/2, I saw Maha
Rajah order the house to be fitted out for him X824LANDOR

. r. tin.. .0 .£ t ir »u... 1..2 ......

M

1390 Bauuough Meth Phuttk r xvxvn 61 Put in

a pecce of a spunge as much as the fiche. 1634 Peacham
Genii Exerc. 1 xxii. 69 A little eare waxe to the quantitie

of a fitch.

4 2 transf. Something resembling the seed of a

vetch Ohs.

1623 Hart Anat Ur n vni 102 Red Vetches 01 Fitches

in the residence are recorded to sigmfie great inflam-

mation of the Liucr

Fitch, (fit/), sh 2 Also 6 fyljche, feche, fyche,

fiche. [a (perk, through an unrecorded OF form)

MDu iiissc, fisse, whence OF fissel Fitchew ]

1 = Fitchew
xsso J Coke hug 4 Ft Heralds § 213 (1877) xx8 Wehave

UiaUB) 14 AV4U1I.J.W41 fcW 5u.WV.jr *3 «*«**.» vr—.w-w,

fitted out others. 1803 Stevenson Catnona 2 At a mer-

chant’s in the Luckenbooths I had myself fitted out

d. To fit up • to supply with necessary fittings,

furniture, or stores.

1670 R Coke Disc Trade n 36 The Dutch . do fit up
more Ships for Navigation, and cheaper than the English

X728 Pope Let. to Swift 20 June, He has fitted up his farm

1821 Shelley Eptpsyck 313 ,

1

have fitted up some chambers
there 1839 Jephson Brittany xv 243 The kitchen was
fitted up with large boilers and ovens.

trans 1869 J Martineau Ess. II. 136 Their neighbouring

skies are fitted up with moons

12. To visit (a person) with a fit penalty
;

to

punish. Obs. exc Australian. Also dial, with out
a 1623 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant iv 1, If I do not fit ye

let me frie for’t 1685-8 Roxb Ball VII. 470 His Lass
n ..I j nx. 1 e t 1 — ..o.

—M. a ill, JUU IU1 1.1119 i l/UbWAMKWVW rrrr.rw,

Arms (1890) 3 A sergeant of police was shot m our last

Anvu. Min 49 Fitch The pmt of use taken fiom them

is the skinne, 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fitch, a Polecat.

2 . The fur or hair of a polecat

1302 Will of Soiverl/y (Somerset Ho ) [Furred with]

fyxdies 1663-73 Bui 1 okar, Fitch, the furr of the Polecat.

1879 M M Bac kus in Encycl Brit. IX 838/1 Fitch Size

about that of the American mink 1884 J C Staples 111

Girl's Own Paper 8 Mar. 354/3 Some [brushes] are made

of sable, htcli, and other hairs

3 A biush made of the lmn of a fitchew or pole-

cat
,

also, a small brush made of hog’s hail

1873 Spon IVorkshop Rec Ser 1 106 The smallest hog-

hair blushes are called fitches

4 att) ib
,
asfitch-brush , -hair.

1840 Thacki ray Pans Sh Bk ,
French Sell Paint (end),

Can you describe it ? No, not if pens were fitch-brushes

Fitcli, v. Sc. and north dial [app. an inter-

mediate iorm between Fike and Fidge ]

1. mtr. 1 To move by slow succussations from one

place to another ’
(
Jam ). Cf. Fidge ©.

1637 Gillespie Eng Pop Cciem iv vm 35 They are so

nettled theiewith, that they fitch hither and thither. 1790

A Wilson Poems 63 A speakin* Pack's owre learnt for

me, Or ane that steers an’ fitches

2 irons. ‘ To move any thing a little way from

its former place ’ (Jam.)
1892 Norihnmb Gloss., Fitch that flake—remove that

hurdle

b * To lift and lay down again, to touch a thing

fiequently ’ (Jam ) ;
= Fidge ©.

[169a J Curate Sc Preslyt Eloquence m 90 This John

[Simple] was ordinarily called Fitch-cape and Claw-poll,

because in the time of Preaching, or Praying he used to

claw his Head, and mb his Callet.]

j* Frtohant, a. Obs. [var. of Figent : cf.

Fitch v ] Nimble, 1 estless.

ci6oo Beaumont Grammar Lectm e SloaneMS 1709^ 17

To visit often the pagan puppett playes, and to behold

their fitchant anticks.

Fitche, -(£© (fi'tj<0,
ct Tier. Also anglicized

Fitcht. [ad. Fr.fieht, fichie, pa. pple oificher to

fix] Fixed: applied to a cross, the lower ex-

tremity of which is sharpened to a point.

137a Bossfvvell Armone 11 64 b, S beareth Sable twoo

Delphmes d’Argent, addorscz hariant, betwene sixe Crosses

Botony Fitche, a x66x Fuller Worthies (1662) 141 A
Cross Patee fitchee betwixt the Attire. 1864 Boutell

Heraldry Hist, <§• Pop yi 29 When the shaft of any Cross

is pointed at the base, it is said to be Fitchee

Fitched (fitjt), a Tier. Also 7 fitohet. [k

prec. + -ed 1
.] = prec.

1362 Leigh Armone 57 a, The field Azure a crosse formye

filched Oi x6n Cotgr , Croix fichie, a crosse Fitchet.

1688 R. Holme Armoury hi 145/1 Pencils of all sorts,

as Duck Quill pointed and Fitched x705Hearne_Collect.
2i Dec., A Fesse . . between three Crosses fitched Gules.

1889 in Elvin Diet. Her., s,v. FitchS,



PITCHER, 265 FITTER.
Pitcher (fi tfai), v. Mining intr. (See quot.)
1863 Garland W Comtv Words m Jml Roy. Inst

Cornw Apr. 48 Flickered, to be baulked, stopped short
The word is mostly used in. mining, where some difficulty

occurs in the boring of a hole for blasting

Pitchet (fi tjet). Also 6 fechet, 7-8 flchat
[dim. of Fitch sbf\

1 =Fitchew i, 2.

1535 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 09 My blew furryd
gowne of fechets 1653 Walton Angler 1 1 14 The Fichat

and the like creatures 1773 T Simpson Vermin-Killer
23 The Polecat, Fitchat, Fitchew, Formet 1885 [see
Fitchew i]

2 Incorrectly : The weasel Ohs exc dial
1693Ray Synods Anvmal 193 1713 Richardson in Phil

Trans XXVIII 170 He [Ray] says that Mnstelet vul-
garise called here a Foumart or Fitchet 1881 Leicester
Gloss ,

Fitchet sometimes incorrectly applied to a weasel

Fitchew (fi tfw). Foims
. 5 feolm, fyehew,

( plural feeheus, fyehews, -eux), 6 fechowe,
fioh.eu.xe, fltchewe, 7 fltcholl, fitohaw, 8

fl(t)cher, fitchole, 4- fitchew, [a. OF. fissel

(pi fissiaulx), later Jissau (Cotgr ), a diminutive
formation on the word which appears m Du. of
1 6-17th c as fisse, visse, vitsche (see Kilian and
Hexham) ]
1 A foumart, polecat
1418 E E Wills (1882) 34 My furre of Fycheux 1486
Bk St Albans B vij b, That no fulmertis nor feeheus
com nott in to hir 1377 Harrison England m iv.

(1878) n. 25, I might here intreat . of the weasell
fitchew, and such like 1688 m A L Humphreys Hist
Wellington (1889) 123 Pd for killing of a fitcholl and a
hedgehogs 8d 175a Sir J Hill Amm 347 They all

call it Mustela, we the Weasel, the Foumart, or the
Fitcher 1787 Grose Provinc Gloss , Fitchole

,

a polecat,
fitchet or ficher 1788 Wolcott (P Pindar) Peters Pen-
sion Wks 1812 II 18 Your fowls have suffer'd by the
fitchews 1885 Encycl Bnt XIX. 333/1 To this [its fetid

smell] it is indebted for its English namesfitchet,fitchew.
b Used as a term of contempt

1604 Shaks Oth iv 1 130 'Tis such another Fitchew.

2 The fur of the polecat.
C1394P PI Crede 293 A cote ha]? he furred WiJj foyns

or wip fitchewes ojier fyn heuer 1493 Will of Squyer
(Somerset Ho ) Penulatam cum fyehew pollys. 1302 Will
of Grene (Somerset Ho ) (Gown furred with] Ficheuxe

1334 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 98 My gowne furryd
with ffechowe 1721 Bailey, Fitchow, a Pole-cat also the
skin of it

+ Frtehew, v Ohs -1

a 1630 May Satit Puppy (1637) 83 Yet this is she whom
Pride did become as a full Oath doth a desperate Gallant
that fichew’d with a degenerate posture of the Chmne

+ Pi’tcliock. Obs Also fich.-, fytchock,
fltoh.uk. [f Fitoh sb 2 + dim suffix -ook ]

—
Fitchew

;
also as a term of contempt.

a 1613 Beaum & Fl Bonduca 1 11, And make ye fight

like fichocks — Scornful Lady v 1, Farewell, fytchock 1

1804 Duncumb Herefordsh I 213 A fitchock, a pole cat

1847 Halliwell, Fitchet, a polecat, also called fitchuk

+ Frtchy, « 1 Obs [f Fitoh 1 + -y!.] Re-
sembling a fitch or vetch
r6io Healey St Aug Citie of God 612 There is lenti-

citla of lens, a little fitchie kind ofpease

Pitchy (fitji), <3.2 Her. [Anglicized form of

Fitche.] = Fitche. Also transf,
i6$o Fuller Pisgak iv iv 68 Silver sockets made fitchy,

or picked, to he put into the earth 1763 Brit Mag. IV 638
Three cross croslets, fitchy 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist,

fy Pop. xv. (ed. 3) 213 Crusily fitchy or.

+ Fi telfoot Obs. rare- 1
. [?Cf. Fittle a ]

An alleged designation for the hare.

a 1323 Homes ofHare in Rel Ant I 133 The sittere,

the gras-hoppere, The fitelfot, the foldsittere

Fitful (fi tful), a. [f. Fit j3.2 + -EUL. A word
used once by Shakspere, and popularized by writers

of the beginning of this century ]
1. Of a disease Characterized by fits or pa-

roxysms. Obs exc. m Shakspere’ s phrase.

1603 Shaks Mach in u 23 Lifes fitfull Feuer 1744
Armstrong Present. Health 1 131 Quartana this fitful

pest With feverish blasts subdues the sickening land

2 . Chaiactenzed by irregular fits of activity or
strength

; coming and going by fits and starts

;

full of irregular changes; spasmodic, shifting,

changing, capricious.
1810 Scott Lady ofZ.t. Prol., And down the fitful breeze

thy numbers flung. 1816 Byron Siege Cor xxi, So seen by
the dying lamp’s fitful light 1832 Ht Martineau Each $
All 11. 18 His impulses were generous, but fitful 1841

Miall Nonconf. I 1 The fitful and convulsive energy they
have at times displayed 1874 Motley Bameveld I. 1 5
The first fitful years ofpeace

Fitfully (fitfuli), adv. [f. prec + -i.y 2 ] In a

fitful manner , by fits and starts.

1792 Wordsw Descr Sketches Poems (1888) 17/2 Fitfully,

and in flashes, through his soul, Like sun-lit tempests,

troubled transports roll *834 Mrs Somerville Connect
Phys Sc xxxvn (1849) 424 Here we have a star fitfully

variable 1880 Ruskin Prietenta III 181 The fireflies

,

shone fitfully m the still undarkened air.

Fitfolness (fi. tfhlnes). [f. as prec. + -HESS.]

Fitful condition or quality
*823 Lytton Falkland 12 Fitfulness of temper 1839

Smiles Self-Help x. (i860) 264 A habit of fitfulness and
ineffective working
Fitliel(e, -ul, obs. forms of Fiddle.

Vol. IV.

Fi’tly, a. rare. [f. Fit a + -ly 1
] =Fit a.

1573 Tusser Hush (1878} 183 Giue childe that is fitly.

1840 Browning Sordello vi 441 ’Twere fitliest maintain the
Guelfs in rule

Fitly (fi tli), adv [f. Fit a + -ly 2
]

1. In a way that is fit, properly, aptly, be-
comingly, suitably, appropriately
cisso in Strype Cranmer (1694) App No 4g 138 Their

heads [standith] most fyttely on London bndge 13 Tur
bervile Compl, lost Dove

, Epitaphes etc (1367) 130 h, Eche
part so fitly pight as none mought chaunge Tus place
1697 Shaks Cor iv 11, 34 Cats that can ludge as fitly of
his worth. As I can of those Mysteries 1667 Milton P L
viii 394 So fitly them in pairs thou hast combin'd 1732
Berkeley Alciphr 1 § 2 The mind of man may be fitly
compared to a piece of land, a 1822 Shelley Cyclops 193
Well, isthedinnerfitlycookedandlaid? 1870Swinburne-Err
St Stied (1873) 277 Seen fitlier by starlight than by sunlight.

fb At the fitting time or season. Obs
1603 Shaks. Lear 1 il 184 From whence I will fitly bring

you to heare my Lord speake 1611 Bible Prov xxv 11
A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold m pictures of
siluer 1623-6 Gociceram ir, Fitly

, opportunely.
2 Comb

, as fitly-contrived, fitly-/air.
1398 Sylvester Du Bartas n 11 iv Cohmmes 373 Our

Learned Elders Heav’n’s shining Signes imagin’d ntly-fair.

1677 Gilpin Demonol (1867) 18a A fitly-contnved subject.

Fitment (fitment), [f. Fit v + -stent]

+ 1. A making fit, preparation. Obs.
1611 Shaks Cytnb v. v 409 ’Twas a fitment for The pur-

pose I then follow’d

+ 2 . That which is fitting or proper
; duty Obs.

1608 Shaks Per iv vi 6 When she should doe for clyents
her fitment shee [etc ]

3

.

A piece of furniture Usually in pi Fittings
1831 Ord <S- Regul R Engineers (4 19 The expense of

repairs of Fences, Fixtures, Fitments, &c. 1862 Mrs
Freshfield Gnsons 4 Bern , xvn 282 In keeping with the
other fitments of the room 1888 Illnstr Lond. Heats 29
Dec , Every variety of Fitment and Furniture 1891 Times
22 Oct. 16/5 The library has an enamelled wood fitment.

Fitness (fi tnes) [f. Fit a + -ness ]
1 . The quality or state of being fit or suitable

;

the quality of being fitted, qualified, or competent
1580 Baret Alv F604 Ablenesse, fitnesse, handsomnesse,

habihtas *397 Hooker Eccl. Pol v vi (1611) 193 Com-
petent to shew their conuemencie and fitnesse i6ox Shaks.
All's Well 11,11 31 Haue you, I say, an answere of such fit-

nesse for all questions? 1748 Hartley Observ Mann u 138
The Harmonies, and mutual Fitnesses, of visible things
1783 Burke Affairs India Wks 1842 II 11 His fitness for
the supreme council 1845-6 Trench Hills Led Ser 1.

m 49 Every other man has fitnesses for one task rather
than another. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) IV. 132 Their
fitness as instruments of thought to express facts

b. The state of being morally fit , worthiness.
1647W Lyford Transl Sinner (1648) 3 Not because of

our works, or fitnesse, or betternesse of disposition in us

1743 Wesley Answ Ch. 36 No Fitness is required at the
Time of communicating 1838 J Martineau Stud Chr.
332 To insist on a mere moral fitness.

2 The quality or condition ofbeingfit and proper,

conformity with what is demanded by the circum-
stances; propriety.

1397 Hooker Eccl Pol. v. § 7. 13 In things the fitnes

whereof is not of it self apparent 1613 Shaks Hen VIII
n iv 231 The Queene being absent, ’tis a needfull fitnesse
That we adiourne this Court till further day 1784 Cowper
Task v. 672 Make him. hear Of rectitude and fitness 1820
Byron Let. Wks 1846, 133/1 Their system has its rules, and
its fitnesses, and its decorums

b The
(eternal) fitness of things : a phxase

extensively used m the 18th c with reference to the
ethical theory of Clarke, in which the quality of
moral rightness is defined as consisting in a ‘ fitness

5

to the relations inherent in the nature of things.

Hence popularly used (at first with playful allu-

sion) for : What is fitting or appropriate.
Clarke's own usual phrase is ‘ the eternal reason of things'

;

but the words fit exAfitness are constantly used by him as
synonyms of ‘reasonable* and ‘reason*.

1703 Clarke Hat. 4 Rev Rehg (1706) 52 They [the
Hobbists] have no way to show how Compacts themselves
come to he obligatory, but by inconsistently owning an
eternal Fitness m the thing itself 1730M Tindal Christi-
anity old as Creation 337 His [God’s] Commands are to be
measured by the antecedent Fitness of Things 1749
Fielding Tom Jones 1v iv, The rule ofright, and the eternal
fitness of things 1749 Lady Luxborough Let to Shenstme
29 Nov (1773) 148 My writing a Postcript after so long a
letter is not according to thefitness ofthings Hote Be
it known, these words thus applied are fashionable. 1885
Manch Exam 13 Sept 4/7 Mr. Slagg . showed a cha-
racteristic sense of the fitness of things by confining his
attention [etc ]

+ 3. The quality of fittmg exactly (cf. Fit a. 3)

;

correspondence of size and shape. Obs,

1658 A Fox Wnrts1 Surg n. xxv rso Have a good Knife
also about you, in case you have need to cut the splinters to
a fitness. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I m. 188 If there was
any similitude or fitness, that 1 might he assured it was my
own foot *793 Smeaton Edystone L § 235 Where there

was the least want of fitness either the stone or therock was
cut, till each stone would come into its exact relative position.

^4 Readiness, inclination. (Cf. Fit * £, 5b)
1604 Shaks Ham v 11 209 (Qo 2) I am constant to my

purposes, they^ followe the Kings pleasure : if his fitnes

speakes, mine is ready

Fitsides (fi'tsaidz), adv Sc- ? Obs [f fit

,

Sc form of Foot + Side] Onlymphr To be fit-

sidels with (a person) ; to be on the same footing

with

,

to be ‘ upsides ’ or quits with-

x6og Burgh Ree Glasg (Rec Soc.) I 304 And thou wart
out of thy office, I sould be fit syde with the 175a A B.
Stewart in Scots Mag July (1753) 338/2 He would be fit-

sides with Glenure, where ever he met him
Fltt (fit), v. local [Of uncertain origin : identity

with Fit v. i is possible.] To vend and load
(coals)

; to load (a vessel) with coals for transport.
1600-1 Order of Hostmen’s Comp in Brand Newcastle

II 272 note. None shall fitt any keell . without the consent
of the owner thereof 1623 Ibid 28 Apr

, To fitt and load
coles abord of the keeles 1825 in Brocket t N C. Words
Hence Fi ttmg vbl sb. ; in quot attnb.

1843 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay, etc 108 The Faithers o’
the fittin’ trade The Quayside a’ways pacin'

Fittable (fitab’l), a rare-°. [f. Fit v +
-able ] That may be fitted

1611 Cotgr , Accontmodable, fittable, aptable, appliahle
1660 Howell Lexicon, Fittable, aceommodable
Fittage (fi tedg) local [f. Fitt v + -age ]
The commission allowed a fitter or coal shipper
1708 J C Compl. Collier (1845) 49 Their pretence is to

have and get no more than two Shillings and six Pence per
Chaldron . for Fittidge *892 in Northumb Gloss
attnb 1797 Monthly Mag III 73 Mr A Baker, staith-

man and fittage agent to the Beamish South Moor Colliery

Fitted (fi ted), ppl a [f Fit v + -ed 1 ] a In
various senses of the vb.; alsofitted-up b Often
used predicatively with the ppl. sense somewhat
obscured. Adapted, ‘calculated’, likely. Const
to with tnf
1736 Butler Anal x Wks 1874 I 101 Circumstances

peculiarly fitted to he, to them, a state of discipline 1777
Watson Philip II (1793) 1. 11 26 How much soever Philip's

power and character were fitted to excite jealousy. xBio
Sporting Mag XXXVI 156 Elegantly fitted-up pleasure
boats i860 lire’s Did Arts (ed 5) III 713 A white, uni-
coloured or fitted soap would he the result 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk , Fitted Furniture articles of spare
supply, sent from the dockyard 1888 Times 26 June 12/5
Advt

,
Fitted plate chests.

Hence Frttedness, the state of being fitted.

1611 H D. Disc Liturgies (1661) 77 The singing then
used, and its fittedness to the duty of Christians m praising
God. 1643 T. Coleman Hopes Deferred 3 There is no
fittednesse to receive 1894 Drummond Ascent ofMan 267
Fitness to survive is simply fittedness

'l* Fi-then, sb. Obs Forms* 5 fyton, 6 fytten,
fltton(e, 6-7 fitten [Of unknown origin.

The suggestion that it is a corruption of fiction is in-

admissible The form coincides curiously with the cor-

ruption of L python found in various Teut. langs, . ON.
fttin, MDu. fytoeu necromancy, sorcery]

An untruth, a be, an invention
Ci\qoPromp Parv 163/1 Fyton, or lesynge, mendactum

2330 Palsgr 220/2 Fytten, mensonge, mentene a 1577
Gascoigne Fruites of Warre 24 Wks (1587) 118 Let not
dame flattery m your bosome creepe. To tel a fittone m your
Landlords eares 1599 ® Jonson Cynthia’s Rev j iv, He
doth feed you with fittons, figments and leasins 1654
Gataker Disc Apol 69 Others of them may wel he deemed
Fittons of his own framing, as [etc] 1823 J Britton
Beauties Wiltsh III 373 Bitten, a feint, a pretence

t Fi’tten, a Obs.—1 [as if a pa. pple. (strong

formation) f. Fit v ] Suitable, fit.

1642 H More Song ofSoul iv xxx, Sensation The soul
some fitten hint doth promptly lend To find out plantall

life.

+ Fi tten, » Obs Also 6 fiton. [f. Fitten
sb.] tntr, To utter falsehoods, fib, tell hes
1577-87 Holinshed Chroh II 13/2 Least the apostle should

haue beene thought to haue fitoned c 1380 Lodge Answ.
to Gossen Wks 1B79 III 30 Yf Boetyus fitten not 1624
H Mason Art ofLying v 104 How can I tell that they
doe not fitten and deinse all that vpon their fingers ende?

Fitter (fi tai), sb 1 [f Fit v 1 + -ek 1
]

1. One who or that which fits (see the vb.). Also
with adverbs, asfitter-out, up
x66o Hexham, Een genever, a Fitter, an Appher, or an

Accommodatour 1707 Mortimer Hush ix 146 Sowing .

with French Furze seed, they reckon a great Improver of
their Land, and a fitter of it for corn 1839 Sala Tin 1 mtnd
Clock (1861) 224 Nothing more can be done for a palace than
the fitters up of a modern club have done for it

2 spec in various trades (see quots.). Also m
Comb

,
as gas-fitter

,
hot-water-fitter, etc.

1838 Simmonds Did Trade, Fitter a weigher at the
mint, a tailor, one who tries on and adjusts articles of
dress 1883 Law Times LXXX 8/1 A cutter and fitter of
wearing apparel. 1888 Lockwood's Did Mech Engin ,

Fitter or Engine Fitter—a working engineer whose duties

consist in the fitting together of machine or engine parts

189a Labour Commission Gloss , Fitters, tenn applied to
those persons who paste together the portions cut out to
form the boot-upper, to prepare them for sewing

Fitter (fi l3i), j5.
2 local, [f. Fitt v + -er 1.]

One who vends and loads coals ; a coal-broker

1678 in Brand Newcastle (1789] II. 66g The customers,

collectors, fitters, and other, officers in the said port

1739 Enquiry Reasons Advance Price Coals 31 The Host-
men or Fitters at Newcastle are an incorporated Company
1843 T. Wilson Pitman’s Pay, etc, 108 The ‘Runnin*
Fitters' stannin’ still Ibid, 117 Mourn, a’ the fitters o’

the Quay 1

+ Filter, v. Obs. rare. [Perh cognate with
MHG. vetze, mod G. fetzen rag, scrap, and ON.
Jit hem (see Fit sb 1

) ; the vb. (perh first used in

pa. pple. ; see next) is formed with frequentative

suffix -eb 5 common in vbs expressive of the action

of breaking into small pieces.] intr To break
into small fragments.

34



TITTERED. 266

c 1380, *1450 [? implied in next] xfioo Abp Abbot Exp
Jonah 319 When Sampson was disposed he brake the cordes

and ropes wherewith he was tyed , they nttered and dis-

solved even as the flaxe which is burnt with the fire

+ Filtered,#/ a. Obs. [f prec. + -ed 1
.]

Ragged, wearing rags ;
also of clothes, slashed,

cut into tags or streamers,

cm8o WYci if Wks (1880) 60 Many raggld & fittrid

squyens. C1450 Myrc 1x46 Hast J>ou ben prowde . Of
fytered clothes as foies done?

Fi tters, sb pi. Obs. exc. dial See also

Flitters [f Fitter v] Fragments, pieces, atoms

In various obvious phrases, as to tear to fitters,

to break m{to fitters,
etc. To be m fitters . fig to

be broken up into small parties

153a More Confut Ttndale Wks 374/2 Whiche the deuil

hath by y» blast of his mouth finished al to fitters. 1614

Raleigh Hist. World 11 293 Which Image , was with

Fire from Heaven broken into fitters, 1639 Fuller Holy
War iv xxxu 22s They were in fitters about prosecuting

their titles to this city, 1715 tr Pancirollus' Rerum Mem.
II 1. 273 That Sarsaparilla is to be chosen which is hard

to be broken but when it falls into Fitters 1869 Lonsdale

Gloss, Filters, very small pieces, fragments. 1886 in

^ W. Line. Gloss

fitting (frtiq), vbl. sb [f. Fit V + -INa 1
]

1. The action of the vb Fit in various senses.

Also gerundially with omission of in. Also

with advs.
t6o7 Hieron Wks. I. 301 There should be also . . a fitting

of this generall truth touching Christ to his owne particular.

X719 Freethinker No 154, I am fitting out for one of the

most compleat Beaus in Christendom 1746-7 Hirvey
Medit (1818) 73 They saw the fatal arrow fitting to the

strings 1829 Marryat F. Mildmay xxui, The ship was
fitting 186a Dana Man Geol 583 In the final fitting up of

the earth with life there was still a reference to him [Man]

x886 Ruskin Prxterita I. vt. X79 The perfect fitting of

windows
2 . concr. Anything used in fitting. Usually in pi.

:

Fixtures, apparatus, furniture. Alsofitting-up.
x8«3 J. Badcock Dom. Antusetu. 77 Bladders filled with

a quantity of this gas and the neck, or fitting-up of its end,

made capable of being closed or opened, i860 Hawthorne
Marti Faun xxxi. (1883) 321 These fittings-up of polished

marble. 1864 Bp of Lincoln Charge 7, 42 grants for

fittings and books. x868 Freeman Norm Conq

.

(1876) II.

viu, 207 All the roofs, floors, and fittings were burned.

3. Meek. Engin (see quot 1888)
1878 W. Allan Rose 4 Thistle 13 1 What though your

labour is merely stone-breaking, Turning or fitting, or

wielding the spade x888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek Engin
,

Fitting, that section of mechanical engineering devoted to

the bringing together and adjusting of the different portions

of engines, machines, See.

4 Soap-making See Fit v. 10
x86o lire's Diet Arts (ed. 5) III. 713. 1885 W. L.

Carpenter Manuf Soap vi. 17a The finishing operation

for yellow soaps is termed ‘fitting* in England,

5. attnb ,
asfittmg(-out)-shop

1840 Marryat Poor Jack xu, I went to a fitting-out shop.

2888 Lockwood'sDiet. Mech Engin
,
Fitting-Shop, the shop

in which the operations of fitting are carried on.

Fitting (frtlrj), ppl. a. [f as prec. + -IHG 2
.]

That fits . a. Becoming, appropriate, proper, suit-

able. Id. That conforms to the contour or size of

something
;
now only with prefixed advbs. (often

hyphened), as close(-ly)-, well ill-fitting.

Many examples m editions of 15th c works are spurious,

the reading of the MSS. being sitting, which was formerly
used in the same sense. It is doubtful whether the reading

of our first quot, is not similarly incorrect, as Fit v 1 has

not otherwise been found so early

1333 Stewart Cron, Scot. Ill 486 Thre men war clad in

Stand [coit-]armour. 1595 Shaks. John v vi. 19 News
fitting to the night, Blacke, fearefull, comfortlesse. 16x7

E. Owens in Ltsmore Papers (1887) Ser, 11, II 113 T^hus

much I thought fytinge to acqueynt your Lordshipp

1705 Stanhope Paraphr, II 355 Use all fitting means of
putting it to Shame, 1825 Southey Paraguay in 44
Which seem’d to be for beasts a fitting lair 1845 M
Pattison Ess (1889) I 20 Counsel such as is fittinga bishop
should give. 1866 Geo Eliot F Holt (1B68) 10 Her tight-

fitting black dress was much worn x88x Rita My Lady
Coquette xvu, It’s the fittmgest name.

Hence Pi ttiugly adv., m a fitting manner;
Pi ttinffness, the state of being fitting

1641 Jos Shute Sarah 4 Hagar (1649) xo6 Let ns carry

our selves fittingly 1653 Jeh. Taylor Gt Exemp. 1 vi. 11

§ 28 (1667) 182 He . . need not question the fittingness of
Godfathers promising in behalf of the Children for whom
they answer 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon II. 93 The fire-

ant, which might he fittingly termed the scourge of this

fine nver 1866 Argyll Reign Law vu. (ed. 4) 377 Whose
labours were to match with a cunous fittingness into lus,

Fitting, Sc. form of Footing.

Fittiah, obs form of Fetish sb.

1744 W. Smith Voy. Guinea 196 They are kept in Fittish.

houses or Churches built for that Purpose in a Grove.

fFittle, a. Obs rare See quot.

1552 Huloet, Fittle or runmnge witted,y«fjAr.

Fitty (fi ti), a 1 Obs. exc. dial. [? f. Fit a. or v.

+ -Y 1
; but cf. Fdatogs, Featish, and Featy of

which it maybe a corruption.] Fitting, becoming,

proper, suitable ; hence, nice, trim, neat,

1589 Pvttenham Eng Poeste hi, ix (Arb) xfip Others
strained themselues to giue the Greeke wordes Latin names,
and yet nothing so apt and fitty, 17x6 Exmoor Scolding 73
Thy buzzom Chucks are pretty vittee Ibid. 560 Tha
stewarliest and vittiest Wanch that comath on tha Stone
o' Moulton. 0x800 Ballad in Edm, Mag, Oct. (1818) 32.

The fittie fairies liftit her. x88o W, Comw. Gloss
,

* Your

dress isn't looking fitty
’

Hence Frttily adv ;
Frttmess, Fi 'ttyways,

-wise adv
,
properly

1746 Exmoor Scolding 209 Tha hast no Vittiness m enny

keendest Theng x8xo Devon 4 Comw Voc in Monthly

Mag XXIX. 433 That coat is fittily made x88o W Comw
Gloss., ‘Do behave fitty-ways.’ 1893 Couch Delectable

Duchy 50 We’m going to do the thing httywise

Fi'tty, <z 2 [f Fit sb*. + -Y 1
] Subject to fits

x8xx E Nares Thinks I II 161 They . turned out so

sickly and fitty that there was no rearing them anyhow

Fittyland (fi tilsend) Sc. [f fit. Sc form of

Foot v + Land ]
* The near horse of the hinder

pair m the plough, which “ foots ” the unploughed

“land” while its neighbour walks m the furrow’

(Reid Burns Concord. 1 889).

1787 Burns Aitld Farmeds Mare xi, Thou was a noble

fittie-lan
1

|| Fitz (fits) Forms • 3-4 flz, (3 fyz% (5 flee,

fytz), 4- fitz [AF. spelling of OF. fiz (pro-

nounced fits) -—earlier filz Lat films son

The form is due to the phonetic law in OF that a palatal-

ized l caused a succeeding s to become ts (written s) ]

The Anglo-French word for ‘son’, chiefly Hist, in

patronymic designations, m which it was follow ed

by the name of a parent m the uninflected genitive

Some of these survive as surnames, e.g. Fitzherbert,

Fitzwilham
,
etc

;
m later times new surnames of

the kind have been given to the illegitimate children

of royal princes.
*f*
Also in 1 2- 15th c used occas.

in adopted AF. phrases. Beau fitz
=

‘ fair son’;

fiz a putain — * whoreson
1297 R Glouc (1724) 432 Syre Roberd le Fyz Haim my

fader name was a 1300 Stgtta ante Judicium 179mE E P
(1862) 12 Merci lhsu fiz mari. a 1300 CursorM 11879 (Gott )

* Fiz a putames*, he said, ' quat er 30 ?’ 1393 Langl. P PI
C. x. 311 ‘Beau fitz’, quaj» he fader, ‘we shullebfor defaute*.- ' * • ' ** " 0450

ry le i'ytz jsmpryce 1055
Fuller Ch. Hist ix. Ded 49 You snail be even in the

language of the Apostle himself, Fitz-Dieu, A Son Of God
1814 Mrs West Alicia de Lacy II 92 The contentions of

Henry Fitz-empress with Eleanora of Guienne.

b nonce-use One whose surname begins with

Fitz , 1 e. an Irishman of Anglo-Norman extraction.

1848 Macaulay Hist Eng. vi. (1858) II. 130 The Fitzes

sometimes permitted themselves to speak with scorn of the

O’s and Macs

II Fiumara (fmmaua) [It ] A flooded river,

a mountain torrent , also the dry bed left by it.

1820 T S Hughes Trav Sicily II x 244 The road was
no more than a fiumara, over which at this time a torrent

from the melted snow was flowing 1833 Newman Lett

(1891) I. 306 We passed various fiumaras dry, of course

1839 R F. Burton Centr Afr in Jrnl Geog Soc XXIX
104 The bums descending from the upper heights form
fiumaras of considerable extent.

Five (faiv), a. and sb. Forms : 1-2 fff, 3-5 fif,

(3 fifve, 4 fijf, fyf, 5 feyffe, fiffe), 3-4 south vif,

2-3 south, vyve, 3-6 fyve, 7 Sc. fywe, 3- five.

[Com. Teut. and Aryan . OE. fif, inflected fife

(ME five, vyve'),fifa, fifim (ME fiven,
viven) —

OFris, and OS fif (Du vijf), OHG. fimf, finf,

funf (MHG. vuitf, mod.Ger. funf), ON fivim
(Sw. and Da. fem), Goth, /2>«/:-OTeut *fimf(i

pre-Teut. *pempe
,
modified by assimilation of

consonants from OAryan *penqe, whence Skr.

pafica, Lith. penkl, Gr irevre, nipire, Lat. quinque,

Olnsh c6ic, Gaulish pempe, OWelsh pimp (mod.

Welsh pump).]
The cardinal number next after four, represented

by the symbols 5 or V,
A. as adj

1. In concord with a sb. expressed.
The Five points, (a) the principal points of controversy

between the Calvinists and Arrmmans, relating to predes-
tmation, satisfaction, regeneration, grace, and final persever-

ance ; (fi) the reforms demanded by the * People’s Charter *

of 1838 (see Charter sb 1 d) The Five Ports', the Cinque
Ports Thefive senses

,
wits

:

see the sbs.

ciooo Ags Gosp Matt xvi 9 Ne ge gebenceaS brera fif

hlafa and fif Jmsend manna, c 1030 Byrhtferth's Handboc
in Anglia (1883) VIII 2g8 Nim |?as an hund tida &

E
as fif & wyre fif dagas c 1230 Gen 4 Ex 746 Fif
urges wer oor-inne bi tale, 5er-fore it hi3te pentapohs,

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7B88 Ac he vif pors of engelond.

1340 Ayenb 179 Vif hinges specialhche destorbep zohe
ssriffbe 142a J. Yonge Pnv. Prtv m Secreta Secret
(E. E. T S ) 180 If Jiou fynde noght ffyue vpberers hat be
lykynge to he. 163* Weever Anc, Fun. Mon 268 Loid
Warden of the flue ports 1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 182
The national petition . praying the House to take into
consideration the five points in which the working classes

deemed their best interests involved, to wit, universal
suffrage, vote by ballot, annual parliaments, salaried mem-
bers, and the abolition of the property qualification.

Tb. Phrases, To know how many (blue) beans

makefive (see Bean 6 d)
;
^to come m with (one's)

five eggs (see Egg sb 4)
2. With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be

supplied from context. ^Aoxofive, in five (parts)

:

see A prepf 6.

c xooo Ags Gosp Matt, xxv 2 Hyra fif wseron dysige,

and fif gleawe. c xaoS Lay 25891 pses bures dure he warp
adun * pat heo to barst a uiuen. a 1225 Juliana 71 Alle

FIVE.

italde bitale seoue siSe tene Si forSre jet fiue. 0x200 Moral
Ode 28 in Lamb Horn 289 Betere his on almesse before

hanne ben after vyue c 1330 Kins' of Tars in Eng Stud.
XI 33 Him hou3t his hert is brast o fiue 1391 in Nichols
Progr Q Ehe HI 117 In this square they . played, five

to five, with the hand ball x6xx Bible Isa. xxx 17 At the
rebuke of fiue, shall ye flee 1823 Byron Juan x xxxui,
Ihermometers sunk down to ten, Or five, or one, or 2ero.

b esp. of the hom of the day, asfive o'clock
, etc

1532 Huloet, Ffiue of the clocke, hoi a quinta 1603
Shaks Mens forM iv. 11 127 Let me haue Claudios head
sent me by fiue 1737 PorE Hor Epist n 1, 162 A sober
Englishman would knock His servants up, and rise by five

o'clock 1842 TrNNYsoN W Waterproof 1, IIow goes the
time? 'Tis five o’clock

3. Coupled with a higher cardinal or ordinal

numeral following, so as to form a compound
(cardinal or ordinal) numeral.

0 1000 Cxdmon's Gen 1x31 (Gr ) Wintra hafde fif and
hund-teontig 0x223 Leg Hath 2530,

1

Nouembns monecS

be fif & twcntuSe dai 1297 R Glouc (1724) 3 Fyue and
pntti schiren heo maden in Engelonde 1333 Coverdale
Josh xiv jo This daie am I fyue and foure score yeare

olde 1579 Fulkl Heskins’ Part 382 The fiue and twen-

tieth Chapter ptoceedeth vpon the same text x6xo Shaks.

Temp in 11 16,

1

swam ere I could recouer the shore, fiue

and thirtie Leagues off and on 1786 Burns Cry to Scotch

Represent xxiv, Now, ye chosen Five-and Forty, May
Still your mither's heart support ye

4. = Fifth i and 2.

c X550 R. Wever Lusty Juventus in Hazl Dodsley II.

04 Read the Five to the Galatians. 1660 Bloome Archil.

B, The five part of one such part.

B as sb

1 The abstract number five

1398 Trlvisa Barth De P. R. xix. cxviii (1495) 022

One done to foure makyth the seconde odde nombre, that

is the nomine of fiue and hyghte Quinanus 1876 Mason
Eng. Gram (ed. ai) § 62 note, We say ' twice five is ten’

2 A set of five things a. Caids and Dominos.

A card or domino marked with five pips

1674 Cotton Gamester vi 80 The Deuces, Treys, Fours,

and Fives 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod Hoyle 81 Suppose

your hand consists of a four, five, and six of spades. Ibid,

95 The next player then plays # to the single five

b Ci ickct. A hit ior which five runs are scoied

1839 All Year Round No. 13. 306 1 he loose balls we hit

for fours and fives.

3 pi fa. -five taids; see C 2.

1674 Cotton Gamester 150 All fours is play’d in Kent,

and Fives in Ireland.

b. The five fingers ;
also, bunch offives ; the

fist, the hand
,
to use (one's) fives : to fight with

(one’s) fists Afives (slang) : a street fight (Farmer).

1823 C M Wistmacoit Eng Spy I. 290 With their

bunch of fives 1837 Dicklns Ptckw 11, Smart chap that

cabman—handled his lives well. 1863 Reade Hard Cash

xxxiv, Now look at that bunch of fives.

c. (See Fives 2
)

4 f a* pl Five-penny nails, b. pi. Gloves,

shoes, etc., of the fifth size c. Short ioxfive-found

note d. pi. Short forfive-pe> -cents

n. 1629 MS. Acc St. John's Hasp Canterb
,
For one

hundred of flues and one hundred of sixes, xjd,

b x6 . Description of Love (1629) I loved a Lasse

^

Her

wast exceeding small, The flues did fit her shooe Mod,
What size gloves does she take? Fives

c 1837 Dickens Ptckw 11, Want change for a five.

x86o F W Robinson Grandmother1s Money II. iv in 290

I’ll bet ten to one in fives upon it

d. X848 Thackeray Van Fair xx, Look what the

French fives were when I bought for the account.

C Comb.
1. a Combined with sbs., forming adjs

,
as five-

act, -bar, -card, -day, -guinea, -minute, -pound,

-storey, -wheel, -year-old
1882 L TrNNYSON m Daily News xo Oct (1892) 2/2 The

contrast of action that can be provided m a busy *five-act

tragedy full of incident. 1709 Steele latler No. 37^2
[She] moves as if she were on her Nag, and going to take

a *Ftve-Bar Gate 1823 Byron Juan vm lv, So was his

blood stirr’d . As is the hunter’s at the five-bar gate

1870 Hardy & Ware Mod Hoyle 81 No hand in ’five-

card cribbage can be made to count so many 1830 Mrs
Browning Poems I 236 God's ’five-day work he would

accept. 1706 Loud Gas No. 4208/3 A Purse, with 3 Five-

Guinea Pieces 1884 F J Britten Watch fy
Clockm. 224

’Five minute repeaters give aftei the hour the number of five

minutes past it 1691 Loud Gas No 2626/4, 100/ m Old

Gold and ’Five Pound Pieces 1806 T. S Surr Winterm
Lond III 253, I have inclosed you afive pound bank note.

1887 Roy Proclam, in Standard x8 May 3/2 Every Five

pound Piece should have . our effigy 1679 Exec Bury
6 Four ’Five-shilling pieces they will afford for Fifteen

shillings good Money 1870 Ramsay Reinin vi (ed 18)

202 He diopped a five sn illmg-piece. 1769 St Janies

Chron. xo-11 Aug 3/4 ’Five-year-olds p
st 1892 Daily

News 26 Feb. 3/7 Taylor saw Robinson pick up a five-year-

old girl

b. In parasynthetic adjs with suffix -ed 2
,
as

five-bart'ed, -beaded, -cornet ed, -foiled\
•lobed,

-pointed, -rayed, -toed, -toothed.

1733 Svvirr On Poetry 13 A founder’d horse will oft

debate Before he tries a *five-barr’d gate 1820 Clare

Rural Life (ed 3) 177 The five-barr'd gate with ease

they leap. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's Field 186 The tender

pink ’five-beaded baby-soles 1483 Cath Angl 132/2 *Fyve

cornerd, fimtcigonum 1638 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus

ui, The circular branches of the Oak five-cornered in the

tender annual sprouts i860 Ruskin Mod Paint V- vt.

vil § 13 The ’five-foiled star. 1823 Crabb Techn. Diet ,

’Five-Iobed, qmnquelolatus. 1777 Pennant Zool IV 34

Astenas [Beaded] .. smooth above the aperture; below
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*five-pointed. x8oa Binglev Attim. Btog (18x3) III 433
The “five-rayed star-fish 1854 Owen in Lire Sc (c 1865)

II 82/1 The “five-toed or pentadactyle structure 1877-84
F E Hulme Wild FI p vii, Calyx tubulate, “five-toothed.

C In parasynthetic sbs with suffix -er 1 (chiefly

colloq ),
denoting individuals of a certain rank or

size, asfive-boater,

-master
,
-rater.

1887 Pall Mall G 25 July 2/1 The iron-sheathed five-

masters the Agmconrt and the Minotaur 1889 Century
Diet, Five-boater, a whaling-vessel carrying five boats,

a large whaler 189a Daily News 24 May 2/6 The new
Gosport five-rater.

d. Comb, in advbl sense (=in five paits) with

pa pples , imitating scientific L words with
quinque- or quinqui-.
1823CRABB lechn Diet , Five-cleft, qmnquejidus Ibid

Five-parted, qmnqueparti tits.

2 . Special comb., as five-acre, a piece of land

consisting of five acres
; + five-cards (see quot )

;

five-corner(s (Austral), the fruit of Styphelia

tnfiora

,

or the plant itself; t five-double a , (a)

five-fold; (b) consisting of five twice over; also

adz

t

,
five-finger exercise, a piece of music

written for the purpose of affording practice in the

movement of the fingers in pianoforte playing;

five-finger-tied a. (nonce-wd ), ?tied with all the

fingers of the hand, t five-foot—

F

ive-finger 2,

five-lined a, consisting of or marked with five

lines, esp of a parliamentary ‘whip’ with five

underlimngs to denote urgency; five-maled a,
nonce-wd having five male organs or stamens,

pentandrous; IFive-mile Act, an act passed in

1665 forbidding Non-conformist teachers who le-

fused to take the non-resistance oath, to come
within five miles of any town, etc , five-per-

cents
,
stock or shares paying five per cent mteiest

on their nominal value
, f five-pieoe, a five-pound

piece; five-score, rarely used for ‘a hundred’

(Shaks.) , five-stroke (Billiards), a stroke by
which five points are scored , five-yearly a

,

cele-

brated every five years, quinquennial Also, five-

o’clock (see A. 2 b), used attnb m five-o’clock

tea (colloq shortened a five o'clock)

1863 Tennyson Grandfather xx, Harry is in the “live-

acre 1674 Cotton Gamester 123 “Five Cards is an Irish

t
ame .There are hut two can play at it, and there are dealt

ve cards apiece 1888 Boldrewood Robbery under Arms
xxxiu, You won’t turn a “five-comer into a quince dig and
water as you like 1552 Huloet, “Ffyue double, quincuplex

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 11 1103 0 fair, five-double

Round 1594 2nd Report Dr. Faustus xxviu in Thoms
Prose Rom (1B28) III 103 Every archer being five double
furnished 1606 Shaks Tr #CV.v.n 157 And with another

knot “fiue finger-tied, The fractions of her faith are bound
to Diomed 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), “Five-foot [printed

foor] or Star-fish. 1659 Tohriano, Steltione, the star-fish, or

“five-foot-fish 1787 Sir J. Hawkins Johnson 418 Roubi-
liac called for paper, and scored thereon a few “five-lined

staves. 1884 L'pool Mercury x8 Feb 5/6 The following

five-lined whip has been issued to members, a 1794 Sir
W Jones Tales (1807) 171 This “five-mal’d smgle-femal’d

flow’r 167a Marvell ReA. Transp 1 Wks (Giosart) III.

224,

1

thought he deserved to be within the 1
“five mile Act

and not to come within that distance of any corporation

1689 Apol. Failures Walker's Aecus 24 Five-nule-Acts.

187a Ld Shaftesbury in Hodder Life(1886) III 307 “Five
o’clock tea, thatpernicious, unprincipled andstomach-ruining
habit x88z Wore. Exhib Catal ui 4 Five o’clock tea sets in

fine porcelain x886 Punch 16 Jan. 36/2 Ladies invite their

friends to ‘ a five-o’clock'. 1667 Pepys Diary 21 Sept., This
day also came out first the new “five-pieces in gold, coined

by the Gumy Company 1848 Thackeray Van Fairxxli,

‘How well he made that “five stroke, eh?' x6x8 Bolton
Florus 11 vu (1636) 114 This proclamation was made . . at

the Quinquennal, or “five-yeerely playes.

+ Five, v. Obs. [f. prec ] a. In the game of

Five-cards. To five it (see quot.). b. trans

.

(nonce-use.) To count by fives

1674 Cotton Gamester xiu 123 Before you play, ask

whether lie will five it, if he speaks affirmatively turn up
the next Card of the Pack under that first turn’d up, and
that must he trumps; if not play it out. 1769 R. Wood
Ess Homer, Lang 4- Learning, When therefore I say that

he Jived them I take. the liberty of coming a word .cor-

responding precisely with the old Greek term [rejuwravrreToi]

Five-finger. [OE. fiffingre wk.fem (sense

1), f fif Five + Finger ]
1 A name for various plants, a. The cinque-

foil (Potentilla replans and other species), b The
oxlip

(Primula elatior). c Lotus comiculatus
c 1000 Sax LeechcL III. 123 Ac ceowe hwytes cuduwys

saed & fiffingran selce dm3 Kr be etan <x 1825 Forby V?c

E Anglia \\\ Five fingers, oxhps, primula elatior. 1845
S Judd Margaret nr. (1851) II 293 The leaves of the five-

finger draw together to shelter tne flower when it rains

x866 Treas Bot., Five-fingers, potentilla reptans and
canadensis

2 . A popular name for a species of star-fish.

1678 Phillips, Five-finger,
a Fish resembling a Spur-

rowel, which gets into Oysters, when they open and sucks

them out. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. xv. (1883) 213
She made prize of several five-fingers.

+ 3. Card-playing. The five of trumps. Also

five-fingers Obs.
*6x1 Chapman May-Day v. ii.Wks 1873 II. 400,

1

.lost it

[the set] haumg the varlet and the fiue finger to make two
tricks 1674 Cotton Gamester xui. 123 The five fingers

(alias, five of trumps) is the best Card in the pack

4 Comb five-finger-grass= 1 a.
1640 Parkinson Theat Bot 398 In English Cinkefoile

and five linger grasse, or five leafed grasse. 1879 Prior
Plant-n

,

Five-finger-grass or Five-leaf, a plant so called
from its five leaflets, potentilla reptans
Hence Five-fingering vbl sb (see quot )
1889 A T Pask Eyes Thames 58 They go out 1

five-
fin geimg ', 1 e catching star-fish for manure
Fi’ve-fi ngered, a [f. Five + Finger + -ed 2

]
Having five divisions more or less resembling the
fingers of the hand. Five-fingered grass = Five-
finger 1 a Five-fingered root (see quot 1746)
1362 Turner Herbal 11 xxo b, Ctnkfoly or fyuefyngred

grasse 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 lvi 83 Cmquefoyle is called
in English of some Fiuelingred-grasse 1746 Howell

in Phil Trans XLIV. 228, I found it to be the Oenanthe
aquatica ctcntse facie of Lobel which is called by the
inhabitants [of Pembrokeshu e] five-finger’d Root
Fivefold (fax vfunld), a. and adv Forms . 1-3

fiffeald, (fifeald), 2-3 fiffald, -fold, 6 fivefolde,
•fould, 7- fivefold [OE fiffeald, f fif Five +
-feald -fold.] A adj

1. Consisting of five together, comprising five

things or kinds
c xooo ^Elfric Gram (Z

)

284 Quinarius, fiffeald. c 1173
Lamb Horn 75 Heore nf-falde mihte horn wes al bmumen.
c i2oo Ormin 7836 Himm birrj» off all hiss stnne beon
hurrh fiffald pine clensedd 1601 Shaks Twel. N 1 v, 3x2
Thy tongue, thy face, thy limbes, actions, and spirit, Do
giue thee fiue-fold blazon 1624 Quarles Job (1717) 183
He hath tom me with the five-fold knot Of his sharp
scourge x86o Pusey Mm Proph 308 He pronounces a
five-fold woe on the five great sms of the Chaldseans

2 . Five times as great or numerous
,
quintuple.

*587 Recorde Whetst B ij, Qumtupla. 5 to 1 : 10 to 2 .

Fiuefolde. 1611-13 bp Hall Contempt. O. T. 111 v. All
the brethren are mtertamed bountifully, but Benjamin hath
a fiue-fold portion 1830 Bentham in. Westm . Rev XIII.
431 As the quantity of business-time is five-fold, so is the
quantity of delay time five-fold

B adv. In five-fold proportion.
1571 Digges Pantom iv xxv Hh, The diameter of this

body. is fiuefolde in power greater than the side of his
inscribed Cube 1885 Manat. Exam 20 July 6/1 London
itself has increased fivefold since the century began.

Hence Fi vefold v. rare trans. To quintuple.
1838 BusHNrLL Serm. New Life 165 The capacity of

religion may be five-folded

Five-leaf. Forms. I fifldafe, 3 fiflef, 4
fivelef, 5 fllife, 6 fyvelefe, 7 fiveieafe. [OE.
fifUafe wk. fern

,
f. fif Five + liaf Leaf.] The

plant cinquefoil (Potentilla reptans).
cs000 Sax. Leechd II. 72 pa wyrt pe hatte fifleafe.

c 1263 Gloss. Navies Plants in Rel Ant. I 36/2 Qumque-
foltum fiflef c 1425 Voc in Wr -Wfllcker 645 Pentifolmm,
fihfe. 1362 Turner Herbal 11 xxob, Quinquefolium is

named in English herbe fyuelefe 1379 Langham Gard.
Health, Fiueleafe. The root boyled in water helpeth the

raging ach of the teeth. 1884 Syd Soc Lex., Fvoe-leef,

the potentilla replans, from its five leaflets

Five-leaved, a, [f. Five + Leaf + -ed 2 ]
Having five leaves
1638 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus iii 155 The five-leaved

flowers of Henbane. 1698 J. Petiver in Phil Trans XX.
3x6 Five leaved Mock-Mustard 1704 Land. Gas. Ho.
4068/4 Two five Leav'd Lacker'd Screens

b Five-leavedgrass = Five -leap.
1326 Grete Herbal cccxlvu, Peenthafilon is an herbe

called fyue leued 1378 Lyte Dodoens 1 ivi 83 Cinque-
foyle is called of some FyueleauedGrasse 1614 Markham
Cheap Husb 1 (1668) Table Words, Quinque-folio . is that

Herb which is called Five-leaved Grass 1884 Syd. Soc
Lex , Five-leavedgrass

,

or Potentilla reptans.

Fiveling (farvliij). [f. as prec. + -ling, dim.

suffix] ‘A twin crystal consisting of five indi-

viduals’ (Cent. Diet ).

Fivepence (farvjpens). Also colloq. Fipeence.

[f Five + Pence.] a A sum of money, equal in

value to five pennies. Phrase Asfine asfivepence.

see Fine a. 16. Tb. U.S. The value of 5 cents or

2id (Cent Diet )

Fivepenny (fai’vpsm), a. [f. Five a +Penny ]
Valued at or amounting to fivepence. A five-

penny rate, tax . one at fivepence in the pound.

Fiver (forvai). colloq [f. Five + -er 1
.]

1 A five-pound note. In IJ S a five-dollarnote.

1833 Whyte Melville Digly Grand i, Spooner , loses

a five-pound note, or, as he calls it, a fiver 1894 Doyle
5 Holmes 62 I'll lay you a fiver . . that .. you will never

. hear from him again

2 Anything that counts as five (as a hit for

five at cricket).

3 . Thieves' slang. A fifth (term ofimprisonment)
187a Daily News 27 Apr 3/4 They announced that they

were in for a ‘
fiver ' or a 1 sixer according to the number

of their visits to a particular gaol

t Fives
1
. Oh =Avives.

1396Shaks Tam Shr in. 11 54 His horse.,past cure ofthe

Fmes. 1639 T. De Gray Compl. Horsem. 79 This terme
Avives we have also gotten from the French, secundum
vulgus, it is called the Fives or Vives.

Fives 2 (fsivz). [pi. ofFive sb., used as sing.

The reason for the name is obscure. The conjecture that

the gamemay originally have been played by five persons on
parVi side appears to be unsupported by evidence , the ifith

c game of Bord and Cord (see quot s. v ) is stated to have

been on one occasion played ‘five against five'; but the

two games had apparently nothing in common except that

they were games of ball played with the hands. The slang

use of fives for the hand (see Five B 3 b) has not been

found until long after the appearance of the name
of the game; otherwise it would afford a plausible ex-

planation cf Fr jeti depaume,which onginally denoted
hand tennis, though afterwards transferred to the later

tennis played with rackets The statement common in

Diets., that the name was given ' because three fives, or

fifteen, are counted to the game’, is unsatisfactory the

number of 1 points ’ in the Eton game is 15, but they are

not divided into groups of five, and in other varieties there

are xi, 20, or 25 points ]

1. A game m which, a ball is struck by the hand
against the front v all of a three-sided court. A
variety of the game,m which a wooden bat is used,

is called bat-fives.

1636 Div 2tag lately acted 8 He had a purpose, to goe
on the Lords day to play at a sport, called flues 1726
Amherst Terra Ftl xxxiv (1741) 179 The old ball-court,

where I have had many a game at fives x8ox Strutt
Spot Is $ Past 11. 111 88 Hand-tennis, is now called fives.

1862 H Kingsley Ravtnshoe xxxv. The little man was
playing at fives against the bare wall

2. attrib. and Comb
,
as fives-ball, -bat, -player ;

flves-courfc, a prepared court where the game of

fives is played
;
also collect, for the persons who

frequent a fives-court.

1823 in Hone Every Day Bk I 863 I made the first

“fives-ball. 1857 Hughes Tom Btmvn 1 ix. (1871) 184

A favourite old “fives’-bat 1822 Hazlitt Table-t I ix.

205 Cavanagh was the admiration of all the “fives-courts

1819 Sporting Mag III 210 Cavanagh, the famous hand
“fives-player

Fivesome (foi vsmn), a and quasi-ri Sc Also

4 flff-sum. [f. Five + -some.] Five in all, five

together.

1375 Barbour Bruce vt. 149 Fiffsum in the furd he slew

? x6 Ballad, Ktnmont Willie xi They guarded him five-

some on each side.

+Fi*ve-square, a and sb Obs [f. Five
after the logically correct four-square', cf. three-

square ]

"

A. adj Having five (equal) sides; equilaterally

pentagonal.
1332 Huloet, Ffiue square, quinquangntus 1360 Bible

(Genev ) x Kings vt 31 The vpper poste & side postes

were fiue square 1637 W Coles Adam in Eden lxin,

The seed-vessel, when it is ripe is formed five square.

33 sb A (regular) pentagon
1587 Golding De Morttay xv. 241 Afiuesquare conteineth

both a Fowersquare, and a Triangle.

Hence Fi ve-squared ppl. a. = Five-sqdare A.
1333 Coverdale r Ktngs vi 31 He made two dores .

.

with fyue squared postes 1562 Turner Herbal n. 7 The
twygges [of Broome] are roughe and fiuesquared,

Fl ve-'frwe’nty. US. Used attnb in Five-

twenty bonds (or shortly five-twenties), certain

bonds issued by the U S government m 1862,

1864, and 1865, so called from being redeemable

at any time afterfive years from date of issue and

payable m full at the end of twenty years.

1886 in Webster Suppl,

Fivety, obs. form of Fifty.

Fiat (fiks), sb. See also Fixes, [f the vb. j the

senses have no nmtual connexion ]
1. (orig U.S.) A position from which it is diffi-

cult to escape a ‘tight place’; a difficulty,dilemma,
predicament.
1839 Marryat Diary Amer Ser. 1. II 166 The Ameri-

cans are never at a loss when they are in afix. 184a Bar-
ham Ingol Leg

,
St. Medard, A Stranger there. Who

seem’d to have got himself into a fix 1854 E Forbes
Let in Wilson and Geikie Life xiv 532 The Scottish au-

thorities have run me into a fix 1873 Black Pr. Thule
vu 101 And is this the fix you wish me to help you out of?

2 The material used for lining a puddling-fur-

nace ; fettling.

1871 Trans, Amer Inst Mining Eng I 327 In puddling

30 per cent less * fix’ was required x88x Raymond Mining
Gloss 35 Fettle or line with a fix or fettling, consisting of

ore scrap and cinder,

f Fix, d, (and adv ). Obs. [ad L. ftx-us, pa.

pple. offtgere to fix, fasten ; the immediate source

may have been OF,fix (13th c.mHatzf.). Cf mod.

F . fixe (iflthc.m Littre), Sp.fijo (earlier/£w), Pg.

fixo, It.fisso.]

A. adj. =Fixed in various senses: a. As ap-

plied to the stars b. Firmly placed or settled

;

not easily moved; not liable to fluctuation or

change. C. Of a substance : Not volatile.

c 1374 Chaucer Troyius 1 298 His fixe and depe impres-

sion CX391 — AsiroL II. $ 3 heading. The sterres fixe.

2x430 Lydg. Mm. Poems 23s With eye fiyx looke on his

visage ci449 Pecock Repr 393 Curatis , . schulden haue

a stable fix endewmg of lyflode, c 1332Dewes Introd Fr.

in Palsgr. 1054 All the starres fixe. x660 tr. Paracelsus

Archidoxes 1. x. 142 Take then the fix Element that re-

mained after the separation ofthe Three ImperfectElements.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 5188 Those Salts being rendered

so fix, that by a gentle nre they are not so much, as at

all moved.
B adv. Fixedly, steadily,

x6ox T, Weight Passions (1621) 305 Why cannot many
abide that you looke fixe in their eies

Fix (fiks), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. fixed (fikst)

[Ultimately f. L ftx-us (see Fie a.), pa. pple. of

figlre to fix, fasten. The proximate ongm is un-

certain ,
it may have been an Eng. formation on

34—

a
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Fix a, or ad. med. L, fixare or F fixer (if the

latter existed m 15th c ;
Hatzf. quotes Montaigne

c 1590 for the eailiest known use) Cf. Sp. fijar

(earlierfixar), Tg.fixar, It. fissare

The earliest recorded use is ‘ to fix (one’s eyes) upon an

object' ,
tins is the oldest and still the most prominent

application of the corresponding verb in Italian, and it

appeals 111 Du Cange's only example of med L fixare
The use in alchemy 5 nearly as old m Eng ; it is found m
the Romanic langs and m the medLat writers on alchemy

(e g R Lulli Ep ad Robertnni) While m Romanic the

veib has only tne senses derived fiom L fixus, it was in

Eng taken as the lepresentative of L figere ,
superseding

the earlier Ficche, and (m some applications) Fast and
Fasten vbs ]

1 To make firm or stable.

1 trans To fasten, make firm or stable in posi-

tion , to place, attach, or insert and secure against

displacement Const, m, on, to, etc

To fix bayonets (Mil.) to attach them to the mouth of

the musket or rifle

*4 Songs <$• Carols 15th C. (Percy Soc ) vi 6, I thoujt m
mynd I schuld ayfynd The wehle of foitunat fyxyd fast

1489 Barbour's Bruce (Edin MS ) x. 402 Thair ledderis

. maid ane clap, quhen the crucliet Wes fixit [older text

festnyt] fast 111 the kymell 1348 Hall Ckron 160 His
head to be fixed on a poole 1634 Sir T Hi unrRT
Trim 2x3 The Bats hang (by clawes fixed to their

wings ) 1659 B Harris Pai mat's Iron Age 39 The Forts

could not hinder them fiom fixing their cluches in the

flat country X665 Hooke Mtcrogr Pref Fij, Fixing both

the Glass and Object to the Pedestal 1694 Acc Stv. Late
Voy 11 (1711)3 We fixed our Ship with Ice-hooks to a large

Ice-field 1772 Franklin Exper Wks 1887 IV 509 In
Philadelphia I had such a rod fixed to the top of my
chimney 1842 Tennyson Gardeners Dan 126 Holding
the bush, to fix it back, she stood 1860 Tyndall Glue r

xxvii 210 The last stake being fixed, the faces of the men
were turned homeward 189z Law ’I tines Rep LXV 582/1
Ihe posts of the gantry stand on planks, and are fixed

thereto by iron dogs and dowels.

f lb. Tofix thefoot orfooting • to obtain or take

a sure foothold lit andfig Obs. (Cf Fasten v i,

and Lat. figere gradient.)

1583 Stanyuubst Aeneis 111 (Arb ) 89 He stutted, ajpaled

,

And fixt his footing. 1607 Shaks Cor 1 vm, 4 Fix thy
foot. 1641 J Jackson True Evang T n 98 The moie
weary [the Oxe] is, the more strong doth he fixe lus foot-

ings 1634 tr Martints Conq China 52 The Taitars could
never fix a foot m China x68x DrydeN Sp Friar 1 1, I’ll

plant my colours down In the mid breach, and by them
fix my foot

f C. To affix (a seal), attach (a codicd) to Obs.

1568 Grafton Chrou. II 173 All the Nobditie of Scotland
entered into bond wheieunto were fixed their severall

seales. Ibid 434 To be fixed as a Scedule to his last will

and testament 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 2*1/2, I have
seen him wet two papers, and fix his seal to them
d In immaterial sense. To attach firmly; to

implant securely (principles, etc )
*11533 Ld. Berners Gold Bk M Aurel xxxvm (1539)

70 As sone as the goddes haue gyuen theim a doughter,
forthwith they ought to fyxe in theyr hartes a newe remem-
brauuce 167a J Lacy Dumb Lady To Rdr , You are fixed

to the freehold never to he parted 17x2 Budgell Sped
No. 319 F4, I resolved to fix his Face 111 my Memory
1789 \Y Buchan Dom Med (1790) 25 Early application

often fixes m the mind an aversion to books 1833 Bain
Senses <S- Ini in. 1 § 5 While the mind is elsewhere, there

is no pi ogress m fixing them [lessons]

e. To ‘fasten’ (an imputation, responsibility,

etc ) on a-person.

1663 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) Ded Auj b, The worst
Reproach, Malice can fix upon your Name 1694 Acc,
Sweden 90 The Odium . was easily fix’d upon the Ministers

1744 Berkelfy Sins § 353 It will not seem just to fix the
imputation of Atheism upon those philosophers 1809
Scott Fain, Lett. 10 Sept (1894I I 148 Ellis fixes on me an
article about Miss Edgeworth's Tales.

f intr for refi. To become firmly attached or

implanted , to adhere to. lit and fig ? Obs.
1682 D’Urpey Butler*s Ghost 159 For, salve the matter

how you will, I fix to my Narration still 1713 Desaguliers
Fues lutpr 43 They pass over them, without fixing to

them 1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8ix) VII 299 Pre-
judices in disfavour of a person at his first appearance,
fix deeper than prejudices in favour

2 To secure from change, vacillation or wander-
ing

,
to give stability or constancy to (the mind,

thoughts, affections, purposes)
*604 Shaks Oth v 1 5 Thinke on that fixe most firme

thy Resolution 1603 Bacon Adv Learn 11 xi §3 Images
are said by the Roman church to fix the cogitations of
them that pray before them 1642 Fuller Holy Prof S
hi xxl 2x2 A constant impression of Gods omnipresence is

an excellent way to fix mens souls 1793 Object to War
Examined <$- Refuted 37 What other system is likely to fix

your fluctuating opinions? 1831 Dixon W Pennxvn (1872)

143 At length his mind began to fix itself 1873 M°LARrN
Serin. Ser n vu 120 Thy tremulous and vagrant soul shall

be braced and fixed

b To make (a person) constant in attachment.
Const, to, m ? Obs
*710 Pkideaux Ong, Tithes Reasons for Bill

7
They are

seldom well fixed to "Virtue and sober Behaviour 1738
Johnson London 145 How , Can surly virtue hope to fix

a friend? *747 in Col Rec Pennsylv. V. 153 To improve
this favourable opportunity for fixing these Indians in the
English Interest 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvni xu, Can
the man who is m possession of these be inconstant ? Im-
possible ! they would fix a Donmant 1796 Jane Austen
Pride f Prej vi, If awoman conceals her affection from
the object of it, she may lose the opportunity of fixing
him.

c. To settle immovably the purpose or convic-

tion of (a person). Const to with mf.
;
also on,

for,
against Now only in passive

1671 Milton Samson 1481, I am fixed not to pai thence
without him 1697 Drvdln Vtrg Georg iv 126 They
challenge, and encounter Breast to Breast

,
So fix’d on

Fame 1700 — Fables
,
Ceyx § A Icyone 48 If fate has fix’d

thee obstinate to sail 1701 W Wotton Hist Rome 111 50
Marcus was fixt upon taking him 1766 Franklin Let
Wks. 1887 III 456 The ministry me fixed for us 1836
DAuwiNin Life <S

Lett. (1887) II 68,

1

am fixed against any
peuodical

f d With complement

.

To lender unchangeably

(so and so). Obs
1726 W. R Cm twood Adv, Boyle <J Castclmau 59 This

Interview had fix’d my Heat t mtirely hers *744 S Fillding
David b tntple (ed 2) 1 . 44 The Girl was commanded to re-

ceive lum in such a manner, as to fix him hers. 1777 Hist
Eliza Wat wick I 238 That important one [re day] which
fixed me wretched for ever

3 . To dnect steadily and unwaveringly, fasten,

set (one’s eyes, attention, affections, etc
)
on, upon,

f to (an object)
c 1430 Lydg. Min Poems 35 Hyr eyen she fixethe on
him 1309 Hawes Past Pleas xx\ xix, Specially I

gyve to you a chaige To fyxe your love, for to be tutc

and stable Upon your lady. 1393 Shaks 2 Hen VI 1.

11 5 Why are thine eyes fixt to the sullen earth? 1663
Sir T. Hlrbirt Trav (1677)44 Could but these Idolaters

fix their mind upon Heaven 1709 Biukiiiv ’I It Vision

§ 83 Ihe more we fix our sight on .my one object 179a

G Washington Lett Wnt. 1891 XII 197 The enemy’s
attention would be less fixed to it 1802 Mar Eitgi worth
Moral T (1816) I vih 60 The hand, upon which every eye
was fixed. 1866 J Martinlau Ess I 173 We fix attention

on a single fundamental problem

b. absol To concentrate one’s attention or mind
on. Also intr for refi. (said of the eyes, atten-

tion, etc ).

1663 GriiniER Counsel E vy«, You could not suffer your
Eyes to fix on slight objects. 1690 Locke Hum Untl m
vi § 28 In most other bodies, not propagated by Seed, ’tis

the Colour we most fix on, and are most led by. 1760
oiiNsoN Idler No 97 F 7 He will find nothing [in these

ooks] on which attention can fix

C. Of an object of vision or thought • To e rivet’,

attract and hold fast (the eye, the attention, etc )

173a Hist Jack Connor I 231 The Major gase a loud
Hem, and having fix’d Sangfroid’s Eyes, call'd out, [etc ]

1781 J Moore View Soc It (1790) I \1 437 Your admi-
ration is fixed by the animated equestrian statue xtoz
C Smith Desmond I 33 There is not in the woild another
[subject] that really fixes my attention an instant. *823
Byron Island iv vu, A shune would fix The eye upon its

seeming crucifix *888 Bryce Ainer Commw II xlvi 206

That which chiefly fixes his attention is the influence of

a State Victory on an approaching national contest

d To make (the eyes, features, etc )
motionless

or rigid (as in death) Also intr for 1 efl

1821 Shelley Prometh Unb 1 600 Fix those tortured
orbs in peace and death 1842 Punch II. zo Ere death her
charms should fix 1877 W. G. Wiu S Love that Kills xxi.

Her heart stops, and her eyes fix

e. To make (a person) motionless with astonish-

ment or other feeling, to hold spellbound.
1664 J Wilson A Comnemns 1 1, She fixt me, Ducas

1793 Fate ofSedley II 76 Faulmus was fixed m astonish-

ment 1802 Helen of Glenross IV 18 At the first view of
her I was fixed in admiration

4 a. ti ans. To deprive of volatility or fluidity.

Ong. 111 Alchemy,
to fasten a volatile spirit or essence by

combination with a tangible solid or fluid , also, to render
(mercury) solid by combination with some other sub-
stance
1460-70 Bk Quintessence 15 Also it is needeful }>at he vse

ofte good wiyn at his mete and at Jie sopei, in Jie which be
lixid pe 5 essence of gold as I tau^te 30U to 1471 Ripley
Comp Alch Ep in Ashm. (1652) 115 Djssolve, Dystill,

Sublyme . and Fyxe, With Aquavite. 1698 Frylr A cl

E Ind. <$• P 53 The Earth penetrating the ranfied
Cuticle, fixes the Humours by intercepting their free con-
course 1700 Astry tr. Saavedra-Faxnrdo I 42 He will

have a fancy to fix Mercury 1702 c Mather Magn Chr
11 vii (1852) 145 The animal spirits are . fixed with acid,

bilious, venemous ferments in the blood 1727 Fielding
Love m Sev Masques v x, Women, like quicksilvei, are
never fixed till they are dead 1803 Chenevix in Phil
Trans XCV, xu Mercury can be fixed by platma 1883
Htrvey tr Behrens' Microsc m Bot 111 § 4. 178 The cell

wall becomes rigid, and the protoplasm with slight con-
traction is ' fixed

’

b intr foi rejl To lose volatility or fluidity;

to become firm, rigid, or solidified , to congeal, set

1626 Bacon Sylva § 847 The Quicke-Siluer will fix, and
runnenomore 1713-20 Pope Iliad v 1114 When the fig’s

f

iress’d juice, infused m cream, To curds coagulates the
iquid stream, Sudden the fluids fix 1777 Robertson Hist
A mer. (1778) I iv. 328 The blood fixes and congeals in

a moment
5 trans. To make (a colour, a drawing, photo-

graphic image, etc.) fast or permanent.
1663 Hooke Microgr 70 Colours .capable of being .fixt

with several kinds of Saline menstnmms 1750 Franklin
Let. Wks 1887 II 170 This color, given by the flash from
two jars only, will wipe off, but Foui jars fix it 1843
A thensmm 22 Feb 203 The first who succeeded m fixing
the images taken by the camera 1839 Gullick & Timbs
Paint. 316 There is no satisfactory method of ‘ fixing ’ pastel
paintings 18730: VogePs Chem Light 1 6 No means were
then known to make the pictures durable .. or as we now
say, to fix them

+ b To set down in writing .fixerpar tent)
1630 Capt Smith Trav. Ded Wks (1884) 808 Sir Robert

Cotton . requested me to fix thewhole course ofmy passages

m a booke 2636 North's Plutarch
, Add Lives 76 The

Laws (on Paper fixt) pass the Seas

C To give permanent form to (evanescent
images).
*1x834 Lamb Acting ofMunden O for the power of the

pencil to have fixed them when I awoke 1

6 a To force into 01 overtake in a position fiom
which escape is difficult; to ‘coiner’, ‘nail’, lit.

andy?^
1736 Ltdiard Life Marlborough 406 It was lus opinion

that they should fix the Rebels at Preston 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (1742) III 371 As I enteied one Room he went
into another At last I fixed lnm speaking to Rachel,

b To hold (a person) engaged or occupied, so

as to prevent his leaving the spot
1668 ETiicHruci She Would if She Could 1 11, When

Mr Courtal lias fixed ’em with a beei -glass 01 two, he
intends to steal away. 1764 Footl Patron 1 Wks 1799
I 334 I< lx the old fellow so that she may not be miss'd

c. To fix {a person) with one's eyes : to direct

upon lnm a steady gaze from which he cannot

escape.
Cf F fixer avet tail, condemned by Little as incoriect

1792 Mad D’Arblay Diary 27 June, Mrs Wells fixed

her eyes on Mrs Ciewe Mrs Cicwc fixed her in return

with a firm, composed look 1879 1< W Robinson Coward
Come 111 \i\, Uisula ‘fixed’ Mrs Coombes with a
steady, searching state 1894 Mrs II Wakl> Marcella I

142 Marcella fixed him with her blight frank eyes

d Of the eyes . To an ext (an object of vision)

with the gaze, 1 e. to have a steady vision of it.

1791 Mad D’Aiuilay Diary 4 Jun (1842) Y. 211 His eyes
. could not fix any object steadily

*j* 7 . To transfix [After L figcie ] Obs rare— 1
.

1638 G Sandys Job xx in Divine P 27 While from the

raging sword lie vamely llyes, A Bow of Steele shall fixe

Ins trembling thighes

II To place definitely

8 To place in a definite and more 01 less per-

manent position , to set, station To fix up : to

set up
1368 GHATTON Ckron II 18 The Citizens .. fixed on his

giavc stone this Epitaph 1633 Maumion l<iue Companion
111 n, Were I a goddess I would fix you up A monu
ment for your hypocusy 1634 Silt T Hi miLRr Trav 8

’Ihe Pole stai is fixt in the tip of the little Beares taile

1633 Walton Angler 1. 7 Hee shall finde it fix’d before the

Dialogues of Lucian 1674 Diydvn's Mall Ded Wks 1884

VIII 508 ’Ihe Gloiy I take in seeing your Name fixt m the

Fiontispiece 1766 Got dsm Vu IV xvi, It [a picture] was
so veiy large that we had no place in the house to fix it

1768 Silrnl hint Joum (1778)11 199 The beds were
fixed up near the file* X796 T. Twining hav Amet
(1894) 3 The dining-table was fixed in the middle of the

room
b To place, install (a person, oneself) m a

position, with preparations for a stay
,
m early

military use, *1 to set (oneself) m a posture of de-

fence To fix (a persort) up (colloq ) . to ‘ put

(him) up’, provide with quarters

1697 Dampier Voy I 5 We fixt ourselves against our

Enemies, if we should be attack’d 1825 Scott Earn Lett

(1894) II 349 After he has had his umbrella and port

manteau accommodated, and himself comfortably fixed [m
a coach] 1867 1 roi low Chrou Bar set l xxxvi 316 She

fixed herself at her desk to xvute her letter 1889 Mrs C
Praed Rom of Station 161 He’d fix up Mr. Sabine com
fortably for the mght

e. To establish (a peison) m a place ofresidence,

a position or office, to take up (one’s quarters,

abode) , to locate, settle (an industry, etc ) in a

certain place In passive
,
to be (comfortably or

otherwise) * placed ’ or circumstanced
1638 Sir H Wotton m FourC Eng Lett 34 In any

part xvhere I shall understand you fixed 1639 B Harris

Par wal's Iron Age (ed 2) 1 xv 27 John Calvin fixed his

Chayre at Geneva 1665 Sir T Herbi ht Trav (1677) 353

Noah fixed lus Quarters somewhere in Mergiana 1677

Yarranton Eng Imprcni 134 Here this Trade of making

Mum may be fixt with veiy great advantage 1694 Dryden
Love 1 numphant Ep Ded

,
Our decay’d Gentry look

about them for some illustrious Family, and there endea-

vour to fix their young Darling. 1702 C Mather Magn
Chr iv (1853) II. 10 Conforming to the ceremonies of the

church of England, he was fixed at Biddiford 175 Hist

Young Lady of Distinction II 214 He is fixing himself, as

if he was to live here for ever 1739 RobertsonH1st Scot

I H, 145 They determined to fix their residence at Edin

burgh 1803 Southey in Robberds Mem W Taylor I.

475 We are iixed heie for some time 1844 Jml R Agric

Soc V 1 282,

1

am happy to see them all comfortably fixed

1861 M, Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 39 The Hanse fixed their

factories in Lisbon, Bergen, and Novogoiod

9 . intr {or refi To settle, take up a position;

esp, to settle permanently, take up one’s abode.

1638 Sir T Herbert Trav. 102 Bidding faiewell1 to the

world [he] fixes at Zirmol 1710 Steele Tatlcr No 263

F 4 The Dinner has crept . from Twelve o’clock to Three,

and where it will fix no Body knows 1737 Whiston

Josephus' Antiq xvm vi § 5 Those [Governors] are not to

fix there, but to stay a short time 1760 Goldsm Cit W
xxv, F 7 Wherever luxury once fixes, no art can either lessen

or remove it. 1796 Jane Austen Pride 1$ Prey (1885) 1

vi 21, I had once some thoughts of fixing in town *8oi

Southey Thalaba vi xiu, The solitary Bee Seeking in

vain one flower, whereon to fix. 1862 T L. Peacock Wks
(1875) III 300 Well, let us fix here

10 To take up one’s position mentally ? Obs

1623 Massinger Dk Milan u i. Take heed That you fix

here, and feed no hope beyond it, 1646 H Lawrence
Comm. Angels 170 Your hope iixeth upon seeing him in

heaven 1633 Nicholas Papers(Camden) II. 332 MatsDun



FIX. 269 FIXED,

sur tout ; and there I fix and pray 1757 Chesterf Lett.

IV. cccxxl 94,

1

am lost in astonishment and conjectures,

and do not know where to fix

b To fix on or upon to settle one’s choice on
or upon ; to decide upon, choose, select.

1653 H Cogan tr Pinto’s Trav, lxxvi 311, I was nomi-
nated unto him as the fittest he could fix upon 1712
Pope Vertumnus 82 Of all these lovers Fix on Vertumnus
and reject the rest *823 H J Brooicd Introd Crystallogr

229 Our choice would probably fix on that which was most
predominant 1855 Costello Stor Screen 74 The night
which Laloubiere fixed upon for the carrying out of his plot

C To decide, determine to (do something)
, also

const for with gerund, or with subord. sentence
1788 Tr%fler 206 He fix’d to come with some eclat to

Town 1794 Miss Gunning Packet IV 33 They fixed for

f
oing to the parsonage early the next morning 1813
outhcy Nelson I 132 It was immediately fixed that the

brigadier should go 1834 Keble m Card Newman's Lett
(1891) II 23, I have fixed to go to London next week 1866
Times 29 Dec 10/3 The lady had entirely fixed to lead a
life of celibacy

11

To appoint or assign the precise position of

;

to refer (something) to a definite place, time, etc.

;

f to appoint or attribute exclusively to (some par-

ticular person, thing, etc )
1662 Stillingfl. Ong Sacr 1. v § 1 [The ancients had

various estimates of the length of the year ,] what certainty

can we possibly have which of them to fix their accounts to?

1692 Locke Educ § 15 When Custom has fixed his Eating
to certain stated Periods, his Stomach will expect Victuals at
the usual Hour 1737 Johnson in Boswellt,1791) I. 52 Here
will I fix the limits oftransgression 1776T Jefferson Let.

Writ 1893 II 88 The commissions . do not fix the officers

to any particular battalion 1790 Paley Horse Paul 11. 11

We have these circumstances each . . fixed to a particular

time. 1874 Newman Tracts Theol fy Eccl 340 The full

moon is not fixed to any certain day in either month 1875
Jowett Plato (ed 2) IV 271 Wherever we fix a limit, space
is springing up beyond
b To allocate, determine the incidence of (a

responsibility, liability, etc.) Also, To fix (a

person) with costs, liability, etc to impose upon
him the obligation of meeting or paying them
1833 Ld Brougham in Mylne & Keen Rep II 248 No

degree of mistake would entitle the Court to fix a next

friend with costs 1850 Florist June 159 Take care to fix

your judges with the full responsibility of their decisions

1884 Sir J. Bacon in Law Times’ Rep. LII. 568/2 The
Lability with which the plaintiffs seek to fix them 1888
Bryce Amer Commw III lxxxvi 131 The American plan
of dividing powers makes it hard to fix responsibility

12

To settle definitely, to appoint or assign

with precision, to specify or determine Const.

at, for, to

1660 R. Coke Power <5- Subj 134 After some reasonable

time fixt 1694 Moleswokth Acc. Denmark 223 The
prices of all these Drugs are fixed a 1713 Burnet Own
Tune II. 303 What definition or standard should he made
for fixing the sense of so general a term 1719 Free-Thinker
No 120 IP 6 The ordinaryMeetings ofthe Senate were fixed

to the Day of the Calends. 1739 Chesterf Whs (1892) V
500 Chronology fixes the dates of facts 1769 Goldsm
Rom Hist (1786) I 3x9 He afterwards fixed the price of
com to a moderate standard 177a Franklin Whs (1887) IV
431 The opening of the session is fixed for next Tuesday
1821 Southey Life (1849) I. 42 This recollection fixes the

date to 1778, when I was four years old. 1825 Scott Lain
Lett 13 May (1894) II 263 Mr Chantrey has been down
here fixing the place for the King’s statue. 1869 E A- Parkls
Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 3 The War Office authorities have
fixed the daily supply at 8 gallons 1876 Gladstone
Homeric Syuchr g An endeavour to fix the place of Homer
in History
absol 1748 m Sir J Picton L'pool Mimic Rec (1886) II

167 To paint an Altar Piece in such scripture-histoncal

manner as the said Committee shall fix.

13

To settle or determine the form of, give a
permanent form to (language or literature)

1712 Swirr Proposal 31 That some Method should be
thought on for ascertaining and fixing our Language for

ever 1752 Hume Ess. <5- Treat (1777) I. 223 Eminent and
refined geniuses fix the tongue by their writings. 1837
Hallam Hist Lit I 111 1 § 57 241 The use of printing

fixed the text of a whole edition 1874 Maurice Friend-
ship Bks 111 75 It [Wycliffe’s Translation of the Bible] has

fixed the language

14

a. To adjust, make ready for use (arms, in-

struments, etc ) , to anange in proper order, f To

fix a shell . to fit it with a fuse Also with up
1663 Pepys Diary 12 July, I found the arms well fixed,

charged, and primed 1666 Earl OrreryState Papers (1743)

I 24r We have m every garrison one gunsmith who buys

arms for us, and fixes them up privately 1697 Dampier
Voy I ut. 43 We went back to fix our Rigging, which was
shatteredm the Fight 1701 FarquharSVH Wildair 11 1,

Are all things set in order? the toilet fixed, the bottles and
combs put in form? 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1776)D d,

No shells, fixed during the service, are to be kitted 1779
Forrest Voy N Guinea 287, I thought it a good oppor-

tunity to fixmy german flute 1797 Washington Let Writ.

1892 XIII 417 To have the press fixed for copying

b In wider sense (chiefly US. colloq)'. To
arrange, get ready, put in order ;

to put to rights,

make tidy, * rig up \ Also with up. To fix out,

*to set out, display, adorn, supply, fit out’ ( Cent )

[1760 Bickerstaff Dr. Last 11 vu. We’d fix things

directly, I’ll settle whatever you please upon her] 1832

Macaulay Life # Lett (1883) I 272 As soon as I was

fixed m my best and had breakfasted. 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer Ser 1. II 228 ‘ Shall I fix your coat or your

breakfast first?' 1842 Dickens Amer Notes (1830) roi/a

You are advised to have recourse to Doctor so and so,

who will ‘fix you’ in no time. *86o 0. W Holmes Elsie

V (1887) 77 Come here, girls, and fix yourselves in the
glass 1882 Mrs A. Edwards Ballroom Repent. I 4
None of the physicians in Europe can fix her up. 1884
Miss Wilkins in Harper's Mag July 304/2 I’ll hev to

fix me up some thoroughwort tea 1891 B Harte First
Family ofTasajara 11, Mother’ll fix you suthm’ hot

e US Tofix it to arrange matters. Anyway
you can fix it . whatever you do, contrive as yon
may To fix (another’s) flint, to settle 01 ‘do
for ' him.
1840 Haliburton Clockrn. Ser 111 xn, Their manners are

rude They want their flints fixed for ’em *843— Sain
Slick inEng I n, A wet day is considerable tiresome, any
way 3 ou can fix it. 1859 0 W. Holm is Prof Brcakf-t,

1 (1891) 15 If you can’t fix it so as to be born here [Boston],
you can come and live here

d U S ‘ To make favourable to one’s purposes ’

(Bartlett) , to ‘ squaie ’.

1886 Boston (Mass.) Jml 13 July, An organized attempt
is being giade to fix the jury Ibid 24 Aug 4/3 Fixing
Legislatures

15 (See quot

)

1881 Raymond Mrnvig Gloss ,
Fix, tofettle or line with a

fix orfettling the hearth of a puddling furnace

Fixable (fi ksab’l), a Also 5 fixabull, -lbill,

S-9 fixible [f. Fix v + -able ] Capable of

being fixed : m various senses of the vb.
In quot i486= Fitche (Her.)
1486 Bk St A Ibans, Her C ij b, Hit is calde a cros

patee fixible 1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess 1 ix § 2

Since they cannot then stay what is transitory, let them
attend to arrest that which is fixable 2785 Phil Trans
LXXV, 370 The stock K is to slide in a rebated groove
AD, and be fixable to any part thereof by the screw O
1796 Hist m Ann Reg 49 The highest extent was
fixable by the magistrate 1817 Coleridge Biog Lit 76
The chemical student is taught not to be startled at dis-

quisitions on latent and fixible light 1837 Carlyle Fr
Rev (1857) I 1 i 11 7 For ours is a most fictile world A
woild not fixable.

b Capable of being made non-volatile \ Fix-
able air • carbonic acid gas.

1766 Lee in Phil Traits LVI 100 The quick-lime,

attracting fixable air, was reduced 1794 Sullivan View
Nat I 267 The air m animals is mostly inflammable, but
that in vegetables fixible 1887 Sat Rev 8 Jan 65 Sub-
stances which have a fixable odour.

*t* Fi xal, a (and sb ) Her.. Obs Also 5 fLxiale.

[f. L fix-us Fix a + -al I.] (See quols )

1486 BK St, Albans, Her B j b, Fixall in armys is calde

the thirde degre by the right lyne from the right heyre by
line male Ibid Bij, The bastarde of the fixiales 1586

Ferne Blaz Gentne 1 235 The fourth coat-armor perfect

is called Fixall [p 230 anna fixa] This did alwaies

belong to that personne, which was the next of the third

degree, to the right heyre male

Fixate (fi ks^>t), v [f L. fix-us (see Fix a )

+ -ATE -1 ]
1. trans To fix

;
to reader stable

188s MindX 560The percipient often judges on general

grounds without laboriously fixating the sensation. 1887

Science 16 Dec 293 To fixate and hold one sensation is an
art that must be learned

2 uitr To become fixed.

1888 Amer Jml Psychol I 506 Some subjects fixate first

and then the eyes close, or are closed by the operator

Fixation (fiks^i Jan) Also 5 fixacioua [ad.

med L fixation-em (used in Alchemy), n of action

f fixdre to Fix.]

I The actiouoffixing, invarious senses (see Fixv ).

1652-6 Heylin Cosmogr t (1682) 89 The fixation of

the Popes in the Metropolis 1671 F Phillips Reg.
Necess 67 After the fixation of the Common Pleas or

Actions of the people to a certain place in the Kings Palace

at Westminster 1671 Phil Trans VI 2132 Some ob-

servations, touching Colours, in order to the Increase of

Dyes, and the Fixation of Colours 1776 Adam Smith
IV N. n iv (1869) I 360 If this legal rate should be fixed

below the lowest market-rate, the effects of this fixation

must be [etc] 1810 Bentham Packing ( 1821} 90 The fixation

of the punishment not lying within the province of the jury

183a Austin Jurispr (1879) II lvi 924 Procure the fixation

of the stamp to the evidentiary instrument 1864 Bowen
Logic iv 84 Language has an important influence m the

regulation and fixation of Thought 1874 Carpenter Ment
Phys 1 1 § 20 (1879) 21 The * training ’ mainly consists

in the fixation of the Attention on the audible result 1886

Blackie What does Hist Teach 1 24 The fixation of the

order of succession to the throne

to The fact or condition of being fixed

ax631 Donne in Select (1840)219 Three enemies to that

fixation and entueness of the heart 1660 Fuller Mixt
Contempt xlix (1841) 211 Which giveth the fixation to a
colour and setteth it in the cloth 1683 Dr Fitzw illiam

Let in Lady Russell’s Lett (1773)9 When your thoughts

have been saddened by a long fixation on the doleful

object. *831 Carlyle Mtsc (1837) II 301 Yet it had at-

tained no fixation or consistency 1894 IVestnt Gas 17

Jan 7/2 The first ofa course of lectures on locomotion and
fixation in plants and animals.

c A fixed habitation or location (obs.)
,
a fixed

proportion or standard.

1614 Raleigh Hist World 1. 8 For to Light created 111

the first day, God gave no proper place or fixation <ti66x

Fuller Worthies Suffolk ni (1662) 68 He was buried at

York, far from Ipswich his first fixation, 1774 Franklin
Ess Wks 1840 II 412 No everlasting, invariable fixation

for coining can be made 1836 Blackw Mag XXXIX.
63 The Prussian tariff pretends to proceed upon an ad
valorem fixation.

2. esp in scientific uses : The action of depriving

ofvolatilityor fluidity . see Fix v. 4 . + In Alchemy.

The process of reducing a volatile spirit or essence

to a permanent bodily form; the conversion (of

mercury) into a solid by amalgamation or combin-
ation In mod use . The process of Tendering

solid a liquid or semi-liqmd substance ;
coagulation

;

also, the process of causing (a gas) to combine
with a solid.

1393 Gower Coif II 86 Do that there be fixation With
tempred hetes of the fire 1477 Norton Ord Alch m
Ashm (1652) 58 Without him Generation shall be none

,

Neyther of our Tinctures fixation 1576 Bakfr Jewell of
Health 166 b, This besides serveth to fixation in Alchemye
matters 1394 Plat Jerwell-ho 111 38 For the better fixation

of the Mercune. 1610 B Jonson Alch 11. i, Two Of our
inferior works are at fixation 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud
Ep 11 i 50 1 he determination of quick silver is properly fix-

ation 1663 Glanvill Scepsis Sci vu. Salt dissohed, upon
fixation returns to its affected cubes 1759 B Martin Nat.
Hist Eng I Somerset 85 A Fixation of cold phlegmatic
Humours 1803 R Chenevix in Phil Trans XCV 104
The fixation of mercury by platina is by many regarded as

visionary 18x3 J Thomson Led Iitflant 643 The stiffness

of a frost bitten part . may be owing . to the fixation by
cold, of the oil contained in the cellular membrane 18x3

Sir H Davy Agnc Chem 11 (1814) 57 The fixation of

oxygene by the combustible body in a solid form 1872

Oliver Elem. Bot 1 11 18 This fixation of the catbon and
liberation of the oxygen of carbonic acid has been termed
vegetable lespiration

f b The quality or condition of being non-

volatile 01 able to resist the action of fire Obs
1626 Bacon Sylva § 32B Gold hath these Natures Great-

11 esse of Weight, Closenesse of Parts, Fixation; [etc]

<11691 Boyle IVks IV 307 Adding fixation to a body, that

was before either volatile, or less fixed 172X W. Gibson
Farrier's Dispcns 11 Introd 74 Fixation where the

Surfaces of the Particles of Bodies are so small .that they
cannot be raised by the Force of Fire.

t c. concr. A product of fixation. Obs
1669W Simpson Hydrol Chym 1x4 Mercitnus Precipi-

tatus Diap/torcticus, which is a fixation or Precipitate

Fixative (fi ksativ), a and sb [f Fix v +
-ATIVE Cf Fr fixatif]
A. adj Tending to fix

1644 Nye Gunnery 11 (1647) 29 Opium is of a congealing
and fixative nature 011832 Bentham Wks (1843') VIII
30 But for these fixed and fixative signs, nothing that ever

bore the name of art or science could ever have come into

existence 1870 Eng Mech 25 Feb 576/1 One of the uses

of this fixative process is supposed to be the preserving of
the. colour of drawings from decay
B sb That which serves to set or fix , spec a

preparation used to fix colours, or charcoal or
crayon drawings.
1870 Eng. Mech ir Mar 638/3 There are some papers

which absorb the fixative with difficulty

Fixator (fiksJi’tai). [agent-n f Fix v after

Latin analogies. Cf Fr. fixateur ] That which,

fixes , a fastener, fixer

1874 Roosa Dts Ear 217 Rudinger considers this thm
muscle to be a fixator of the medium cartilaginous plate.

1884 in Syd Soc Lex.

t Fixatory, a Obs. In 7 flxatorie. [f. Fix v.

after Lat analogies : see -OKY ] Serving to fix ;

having the property of fixing.

1603 Timme Quersit u lii 112 Salt peter being now put
into a fixatorie fire, you shal see that it contemeth within

it all maner of colours.

Fixature (fi ksativu) [f. as prec. after the

analogy of Cubvatube, etc ] A gummy prepara-

tion for fixing the bair
i860 Thackeray Level the Widower ii, A barber, with

his tongs and stick of fixature for the niustachios 1883
E Lynn Linton lone I xi 263 No brushing could make it

smooth ; no fixature keep it straight

Fixed (fikst), ppl a [f. Fix v. + -ed 1 ]
1 Placed 01 attached firmly

;
fastened securely

;

made firm or stable in position.

1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Hitsb iv. (1586) 179 b, The
fixed or standing Hives, bee discommodious 1593 Shaks
z Hen VI, in 11 313 Bitter searching termes Delmer’d
strongly through my fixed teeth. 1647 Cowley Mistress,

Inconstancy, The most fixt Being still does move and fly.

1694Acc Sev Late Voy 11 (1711)51 Where the firm or fixed

Ice lies 180S T Lindley Voy -3zvw//(i8p8)273 By means of
two fixed pieces of wood ^*850 Rndim Navig (Weale)
118 Fixed blocks, those blocks that come through the sides

and are bolted, as the sheet, tack, and brace blocks 1882
Minch in Unipl Kinemat. 71 When a body, M, rolls on a
fixed surface, AB.
b. Her. Of a cross : Having its limbs attached

to the edges of the escutcheon := Fikme
1688 R Holme A cad A rmory 1. v § 31 A Cross Patee

Entyre(or Fixed or Firme) ..This term (Fixed, or Entyre)
must be added, to shew that . . they are joyned to the sides

of the Escochton 1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I s.v.

Crosses which are usually borne m the centre of the
escocheon without extending to the sides, when attached
thereto are termed fixed, as a cross patt6e fixed

2 In immaterial sense’ Firmly attached or

implanted, securely established; secured against

alteration or dislodgement In early use often

(now rarely) ofpersons * Firmly xesolved , constant,

steadfast ,
bent, set, or intent upon anything. Fixed

idea : an idea firmly rooted in the bram, with a
tendency to become unduly dominant [F. iddefixe\.

Fixed fact : a well-established fact ( U.S ).

1380 Baret Alv. F 632 Mindes certelnly fixed, to trie the
matter by dint of sword 1625-8 tr. Camden's Hist Elis.



wfwn
•T XJitJliUi FIXION,

hi. (16881385 A Lady fixed and constant 111 her Religion,

16*7-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xlv. 71 How fixt he was to

Tonathan ' 1655 Sir E Nicholas in N Papers (Camden)
II 348 This man is a fast fixt Cathohke *706 Hcarne
Colled 7 Mat ,

A Man of no fixt Resolution 1712-4 Pope
Rape Lock v. 5 Not half so fix'd the Irojan could remain,

While Anna begg'd 1821 Shelley Prometh Unb 1 262,

I defy thee with a calm fixed mind 1831 Cariyli Safi
Res in iv (1858) 139 A deadly fear of Population possesses

the Hofrath, something like a fixed-idea 1847 Boston
Post June (Baitlett), 1 hat he did dispose of a large quantity

of oil, and afterwards desert fiom the vessel are fixed facts

1849 Macaulay Htsi. Eng II. 165 For all persecution_he
felt a fixed aversion i860 Motley Nether

l

(1868) I i 4
Philip seemed to become . more fixed in Ins determi-

nation 1868 Freeman Norm Cong (1876) II vn 153 The
fixed purpose of raising forces 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

V. 28 The lawgiver . was a fixed idea in the mind of the

Greek
3 . a. Of a person’s eyes, thoughts, etc : Steadily

or intently directed towards or * fastened ’ upon an

object.

1552 Huloet, Fixed, intentus 1616 Chapman Mnswus
358 A tower so high, As soon would lose 011 it the fixed bt

eye. 1643 Dlnham CoopePsH. 112 But my fixt thoughts
my wandring eye betrays 1725 Pope Odyss. xm 35 All,

but Ulysses, heard with fix’d delight 1791 Mrs Radcliitl
Rom Forest vm, He regarded her with a fixed attention

1850 Hare Mission Com

f

124 Disease and death are glaung
with fixt eyes upon them
quasi-adv 1649 G Daniel Trinarch., Rich II, clxviii,

Kites cannot looke the Sun fixt in the face.

b. Of a person, his countenance, etc. : Made
rigid or immobile (as by strong emotion or ^solu-
tion, or in death).
1608 D. T[wil] Ess. Pol. 4 Mor 67 That Vertue is but

weake .that cannot with a fixed countenance out stare the
threatening eye of Danger. 1801 Sous hly Thalaba 1 iv,

Looking up to her fix'd countenance 1824 Lams Elia
Ser it, Bleuecsmoorm II—shire

,
As fixed and motionless as

the marble effigies that kneel around thee 1833 Ht
Martineau Manch Sit ike x. 109 The papers in his hand
shook, but his countenance was fixed and his attitude
firm. 1888W Black Lochaber III vm, Her eyes .were
fixed and staring.

4. a. Deprived of volatility + Fixed air : a
name given by Black in 1754 to carbonic dioxide

{carbonic acid) ; see Air sb. a

1766 Cavendish 111 Phil Trans INI, 141 By fixed air, I
mean that particular species of factitious aiij which is

separated from alkaline substances by solution in acids or
by calcination 1807 T. Thomson Cheat (ed. 3) II. 187 To
this species of air he gave the name of fixed air, because it

existed in these bodies tn a fixed state

b Not easily volatilized; not losing weight
under the influence of fire. Fixed alkali . see

Alkali 3, 6. f Fixed nitre ==potassium carbonate
1641 French Distill v. (1651) 171 Little fixed salt can be

extracted from them, onely volatile 1669 Boyle Contn
New Exp. 11 (1682) 13s, I put Aqua. Fortis with fixed
Nitre into a Receiver 1685 — Salnbr. Ainu The fixedest

of Metals, Gold itself 1688 J. Clayton m Phil Trans.
XVII. 9x4 The fixeder Saline Particles of the Marine Salt.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl s v ,
Of all metals, gold and silver

alone are fixed
, 1 e on remaining a long time exposed to

the most intense flame, they alone_ lose nothing of their

weight. 1744 Berkeley Fixed salts are much the
same in all bodies. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 1 1 (1760) 6
Only a fixed husky matter remains 1830 Faraday Exp.
Res xxxiv. 207 Mercury is volatile at temperatures above
30° but fixed at temperatures below 200.

C Of acids and oils: That cannot be distilled

or evaporated without decomposition.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chern. II. xlix 215 Fixed oils. 1805

W. Saunders Mm, Waters 324 The iron is held m union
with a fixed acid 161a J. Smyth Pract ofCustoms (1821)

160 Oils .. aie divided by Chemists into two kinds; fixed
or fat oils, and volatile or essential oils. >8S9

,

Gullicic &
Times Paint. 206 The Fixed Oils . . are so called because
they do not almost entirely evaporate in drying
5 . Of a colour, photographic image, etc. • Fast,

lasting, permanent. Said also of the photographic
plate.

1791 Hamilton BerthollePs DyeingI Introd xo Mordants
(serve] to render the colour more fixed 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed, 2) III 51 Colours which are dyed in this way become
fixed. x888 Abney Instr, Photog, xxn. igo The plate is

known to be fixed by looking at the back of it, which should
appear black. Ibid. xxxv. 278 When the prints are fixed
they will appear colourless in the whites.

8. Definitely and permanently placed ; stationary

or unchanging in relative position Fixed point

:

a place where a policeman is permanently stationed.

*569 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse ig And is this

Honzont a fixed Circle or not? It is fixed, and without
motion i66js Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 221 Houses and
fixed Inhabitants. 1667 Milton P, L in 669 In which of
all these Orbes hath Man His fixed seat, or fixed seat hath
none. 1704 J. Harris Le r. Techn.^Fixed Line ofDefence.
in Fortification is drawn along the Face of the Bastion, ana
terminates in the Courtine 1848 T. Curwen Gram Vocal
Music (1866) p xxiv, Unlike the ‘ fixed Do’ of the old nota-
tion, the ‘movable Do’ . is no difficulty whatever 1858
Merc.Mamie Mag. V. 30 A Fixed Red Light will be shown
at the head of the .Breakwater.

b. Fixed star . a star which appears always to

occupy the same position in the heavens (and so

distinguished from a planef).
Cf Fix a„ earlier used in the same sense.
Almanack for Year 1386(1812) 8 A1 planetys and sternes

S
rxt, 1:1430 Lydg Min. Poems 153 Stella eratice, nat
xed. 1561 Eden Arte Nautg Pref,, The SuUne & Moone
& the other Planetes & fixte Starres x6g7 Dryden Virg
Georg. 1. 209 Sailers , found a Name For ev'ry fix'd and

270

ev’ry ivandring Star. 1812 Woodhouse Astron viii 51 The
tiansits of fixed stais are used for regulating clocks
absol 1667 Milton P L 111 481 They pass the Planets

seven, and pass the fixt

c Fixed capital see Capital sb 3 c Fixed
property that which consists in immovables, as

land and houses
1845 M fCuLL0cn Taxation 1 n (1852)74 Land and other

fixed pioperty, 1848 Mill Pol Eton 1 vi § x Capital

which exists in any of these datable shapes is called Fixed
Capital *863 Fawcett Pol Eton 1. tv (1876) 41 Fixed
capital may continuously repeat the assistance which it

lends to industiy

7 . Definitely appointed or assigned
;
not fluctuat-

ing or varying
,
definite, permanent

a x6g8 SirW IYmpi r Misc hi i, One loves fixed Laws,
and the other arbitrary Power. X741 Middieton Cicct o

(1742) II vn eoi He [Cicero] laid it down as the fixt rule
of his administration 1838 Thirlwall Greece III 101 A
fixt and uniform rent x86x M Pati ison Ess (1889)1 47
Every Hanse town was m its turn lepresented, according to

a fixed cycle 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 434 The conceptions of
good and bad, just and unjust, arc fixed and unchanging.

8 Prepared, put in order '{* Of a shell . Fitted

with a fuse. ‘ Fixed ammunition', a charge of

powder and shot inclosed together m a wrapper or

case ready for loading ’ (Knight).
1638 Pcmt Coif vu (1657) 245 The Tient Fathers plant

their fixt Canon, to discharge Anathema's 1769 Falconi r
Diet. Marine (1789) Cc ivb, The fixed shell is placed upon
the wad

Fixedly (fi ksedli), adv . [f prec. + -ly 2
]

In a fixed manner, firmly, securely, steadfastly;

attentively, earnestly
,
intently, steadily.

1598 Sylvester Du Bat tas 11 1. iv. Handy-crafts 643 On
Gods face his eyes he fixtly bears 1654 Earl Orrery
Pm then, (1676) 217 He would only look fix'dly upon her
x66x Marvell Cum xxix Whs. 1872-5 II 72 His Majesty
is most fixedly honorable. 1690 Lockl Hum Und m vf.

§ 22 If we pretend that the distinction of Species is fixedly
establish’d X702 C Mather Magn Chr (1853) II 167
It was his manner to meditate . fixedly upon some truth

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng II 230 The old man looked
fixedly at the King x86£ Trollope Belton Est xxvm
335 It was almost impossible for him to make up his mind
fixedly to any purpose

Fixedness (fi ksednes) [f. as prec + -mess ]
1. The quality or condition of being fixed m

various senses a Ofmaterial things • Immobility,
steadiness of position, stillness, permanence.
1641 Bp Hall Serm in Rent Whs (1660) 66 The Earth

was made for fixednesse and stability. 1649 H More Song
of Soul in 1 xxxiu, What eye could bear in contemplation
So long a fix’dnesse ? a 1711 Ken Hymnotlieo Poet Wks.
1721 III. 170 The Fix’dness of a Star. 1812-16 J Smith
Panorama Sc 4 Art II 448 The beauty and fixedness of
the colours 1845 Maurice Mor Phil m Encycl Met*op
S90/1 The Eleatic ‘fixedness’, which was the formal op-
posite of the Heracleitan ‘flux’. 1859 0 W Holmes Prof.
Breakf-t xii 274 The fixedness of the smileless mouth.
b Of immaterial things : Definiteness, invari-

ability Of peisons and their attributes : Firmness,
resoluteness, steadfastness {in); steadfast adherence
to (a cause) , intentness, attentiveness.
1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt O T. xx x, The fixednesse

of his terme, is no less mercie than the protraction. 1680
R Mansel Narr Popish Plot xz A person whose fixed-
ness to the true Interest of his Majesty , they well knew.
1784 J Brown Hist Bnt Churches I no That notwith-
standing her fixedness m her own religion, she would
compel none to it 1823 Examiner 709/2 The fixedness of
her despair 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1 vn. v, All hearts
set, with a moody fixed ness,

_
on one object 1863 G. Eliot

Romola 1 xv, He was looking at her with mild fixedness
while he spoke, 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)V 122 The great
defect of both his [Plato’s] constitutions is the fixedness
which he seeks to impress upon them

t 2 The quality of xesisting the action of heat, or
of being non-volatile Obs.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 28 The Proprieties of Gold (such as

are the Malleableness Fixtness in the fire) 1764HEBER-
dcn in Phil. Trans IN. 58 The natron resembles the
vegetable alkali in taste and fixedness 1812-16 J Smith
Panorama Sc 4 Art II 365 The fixedness of platma
admirably fits it for crucibles.

Frxen(e, obs forms of Vixen-

.

Fixer (fi ksai). [f. Fix v. + -er 1
]

1 . One who fixes.

1885 Instr to Census Clerks 69 [Workmen employed m the]
Dye-House Fixer, Dunger, Washer Ibid, 95 [Workmen
in the Zinc Trade] Fixer 1889 Amer Mission. Dec. 363
Where the ‘boss’ and the fixer of elections aie unknown
189a Daily Chron 28 Apr. 8/1 Blind Fixers wanted
2 Something used foi fixing (a volatile sub-

stance, a drawing, a colour or dye )
1849 Johnstun Exper Agric 129 Experiments with gyp-

sum as a fixer of ammonia, 1882 Hamerton Graphic Arts
123 The fixer [for charcoal drawing] is simply a very weak
solution of gum-lac in spirits of wine 1885 Ivestmld Gas
13June 8/6 The albumen . is used as the fixer of bright
aniline dyes m calicoes

+Fi'xes, sb pi. Obs [?f Fix v.

,

or a cor-
ruption of *faexes, Eng. pi. of F/ex] (See quot

)

The discrepancy of the explanations in the two quots
is prob. due to some error

1594 Plat fewell-ho in. 79 Aquafortis, whose faeces (fixes
the Goldsmiths vnproperly tearme them) haue beene first

stricken down with some fine siluer 1819 Rees Cycl
XIV, Fixes is a name given by the workmen in gold and
silver to a solution in [? read of] silver, from its use in
carrying down and fixing the heterogeneous acids mingled
with aqua-fortis

Fix-fax L (fi ksifreks) Also 9 dial fiofao
fig-fag [See the variant Pax-wax ]

*

The thick tendon in the neck of cattle or sheep
[C1280W dl Bidllswori ii in Promp Parv 388 Et si ad

le 1venue (ftx wex) an col dorere ] c 1460 J Russell Bk
Nurture 444 In )>e nek Jie fyxfax hat Jxnv do away [c 1500
Pr-Fng Glossm

y

(Harl MS 2x9, f 150) in Promp Parv
388 Le vendon

,
the fax wax ] 1691 Ray Creation (1714) 157

Which aponeurosis is taken notice of by the vulgar by the
name of Fixfax—or Packwax 1737 Brack™ Famery
Itnpr (1756) I 317 T he 1* ix-fax of the Neck 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss

, Fixfax 1878 Cninbrld Gloss , Picfac,figfag
1' Frx-fax.2 Sc Obs fare - 1 [Onomatopoeic;

the reduplication expresses hurned and repeated
movements; cf.FiDPAn,Ger fickfack,ctc] ‘Hurry,
the middle of any business ’ (Jam.).
1768 Ross Hclcnorc 11 326 When the're just i* the fix fax

o’ theii dm
Fixial(e see Fixal Her.
Fixidity (fihsi diti) Now rare, [badly f. Fix

a or Fixed ppl. a
,
afterfluidity ] = Fixity

R cites an example from Boyle’s Works (1772) III
78, where the ong reading is fixity, see Fixity i quot.
1666.

1762 tr Bitschiug's Syst Geol I 45 Copper retains its

fixidity the longest in the hie next to Iron 1778W PryceMm Comnb 1 111 51 Quicksilver has eveiy property of
Metal except fixidity 1872 W F Bun lr Gieat Lone
Land xm (1875) 198 Assuming gieatei fixidity of purpose.

+ Fi'xily, a Her Obs. App = ]? itohA
i486 Bk St Albans

,
Her B hj b, Of theym [croslettis]

iherbejuu dyuerse Cros fivyly, Cros paty [etc ]

Fixing (fiksig), vbl. so. [f as prec + -ING 1
.]

1 . The action of the vexb Fix in various senses

Also with advbs , as fixing out, up; and ge-
rundially with omission of tn.

2605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 xxn § 14 The fixing of the
good [hours of the mind] hath been practised by two means
vows , and observances or exercises. 1666 Earl Orrery
State Papers (1743) I aS I >

I find multitudes of arms are
fixing amongst the Irish gunsmiths 2769 Falconer Diet
Marine (1789) D d, The filling and fixing of the shells 1792
m Picton L'pool Muuu Rec (1886) II 267 To superintend
the fixing up of the said figure 1817 Keats Lett Wks
1889 III. 53 Another reason of my fixing is, that I am more
in reach of the places around me 1883 Mrs Roli ins New
Eng Bygones 157 For the daughters . table-linen and
beading were to be stored away for their fixing out

b. Photogr The process of rendering (a nega-

tive, etc ) permanent ;
concr that which fixes

1853 Family Her, 3 Dec 510/2 In the next operation, the
fixing, it will become much lighter <1x865 J Wyldl in

Cm Sc. 1 . 146/1 Hyposulphite of soda is largely prepared
for photographic ‘fixing’ 1879 Cassell’s Ttchn Educ
III 65 For the fixing of the image we should recommend
the use of a dipping bath.

e A method or means of fixing, rare
1660 Jlr Taylor Duct, Ditbit. 11 ii I 360 [The Jewish

feasts] were only , fixings of their thoughts, apt to
wander to the Gentile Customes 1793 Smlaton Edystone
L X2i To cut the rock so as to get a firm fixing foi

our work.

2 . concr. a. Inpi (orig. U.S.) Apparatus, equip-

ment; trimming of a dress, the adjuncts to any
dish, garnishing Also {Australian slang), strong

liquor (Barrere and Leland 1S89)
1827 T F Cooptr Prairie I 11 30 ‘ Your fixen seem none

of the best for such a calling ’ 1839 Marryat DiaryAmer.
Ser 1 II 228 White wheat and chicken fixings, 1842
Dickens Amer Notes (1850) xox/i Said iny opposite neigh-

bour, handing me a dish of potatoes .‘will you try some of
these fixings!’ 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt 11, Delicious

frog ‘fixings’. 1835 Browning Men <S Worn, Bp Blougram's
Apol. 212 Neat ship-shape fixings and contuvances x86x

Lowell Bislaw P Poems i8go II 230 We don’t make no
charge for the ride an’ all the other fixms. *882 B Harte
Flip ii, He’s lost his rod and fixins.

D. =Fix sb. 2.

X874 in Knight Did. Mech I 874/2.
3 attnb and Comb

,
as fixing process, solution

(Photogr ) ,
fixing-bath, {a) Fhotogr

,

the bath 111

which a developed negative or positive is plunged
in order to fix it

;
{b) Tanning (see quot ).

1868 M. C Lea Photogr 35 Ihe negative *fixmg-bath
consists of a strong solution of hyposulphite of soda 1885

C T. Davis Manuf Leather xxxix 601 [ The tanner] pre-

pares a new liquor termed the ‘fixmg-bath.’, consisting of

water sufficient to cover the skins [etc] C1865 J Wylde
in Circ Sc I 141/2 The “fixing process is intended to dissolve

away that poition of the silver salt which has not been acted

on by the light 1872 W. F. Stanley Photogr. 21 The
quantity of “fixing solution required will be m proportion

to the number of prints to be fixed

Fi’xing, ppl. a. [ + -ing a
.] That fixes.

(Often difficult to distinguish from the vbl, sb used attnb.

'

see prec 3

)

1641 French Distill i. (1651) 10 By the adding of some3 thing to it [any volatile body] 1873 Hamerton
Life x x 387 The gradual fixing power of habit

+ Fi’adou. Obs [ad rned-L Jixion-em, n. of

action f. L figure to Fix. Cf. OF. fixton.} =
Fixation 3.

1555 Eden Decades 340 This is a token of purenesse and
fixion. 1605 Timme Quersit 1 xiv 67 A propertie belonging

to the most fixed salts, and a token of their assured and
most constant fixion a 1631 Donne Serm (1640) lxiv, 648

There must be a Fixion, a settling thereof so that it shall

not evaporate into nothing
Fixxou(e, obs forms of Fiotiom,
X599 Thynne Antmadv 32. 16x5 G. Sandys Trav.

152.



FIXITY. 271 FIZZLE.

Fixity (fi ksiti). [ad. assumed L. *fixitatem,

f fixus : see Fix a and -ity Cf. ¥i.fixity] The
quality or condition of being fixed.

1. Originally spec m Physics . The property of en-

during heat without volatilization or loss of weight
1666 Boyle Ortg Formes 382 So much do the Fixity

[Wks 177a III 78 fixidity] and Volatility of Bodies depend
upon Texture 1757 Walker in Phil Trans L 129 This
cremor was found to have a great degree of fixity 1811

Pinkerton Petrdl II 220 Tartarm, notwithstanding its-

fixity, is found in soot 1826 Faraday Exp Res xxxn

205 Retaining them in a state of perfect fixity

2 gen. The condition of not being liable to dis-

placement or change ; stability or permanence in

situation, condition, or foim

1791 Hamilton Berthollets Dyeing I 1 1 li 40 The oxyd

of tin increases the bnghtnessand fixity of several [colours],

1807 W Taylor in Ann Rev V 375 The translation of

the Bible gave fixity to the tongue of the new religion

1858 Froude Hist Eng III. xvu. 325 The unbending fixity

of a law of nature 1877 C. O'Neill m Encycl Brit VII

579/1 The aniline purples . are only fitted for use where
great fixity is not demanded 1883 Chitty m Law Times
Rep LII 6go/i Irresolution and want of fixity of purpose

h Fixity of tenure . the condition of having a

fixed, permanent tenure.

1844 Miss M Hennell Social Syst. 8a The expediency of

giving fixity of tenure to the tillers of the soil in Ireland,

c. concr. Something fixed

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit I 296 Fancy, on the contrary,

has no other counters to play with, but fixities and defimtes

Fixive (fi ksiv), a rare— 1
. [Lat. type *fixlvus

f. figere to Fix ] Adapted to fix, tending to fix.

(Cf Fixative).
a 1834 Coleridge Biog Lit. (1847] I 322 App , When it

acts as a Solid it exerts the same fixive power.

t Fi/xly,^. Ohs. [f.Fixa. + -ly2.] =Fixedly.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 v 583, I know thy constant

sight Can fixly gaze against Heav’ns greatest Light. 1604

T Wright Passions iv u § 4 132 To stare fixly vpon one

commeth from blockishnesse, as in Rustickes.

t Fixnet. Obs. rare—

'

l
. ? A swaggerer (other

edd publishedm the author’s lifetime read Thraso).

*583 Stubbes Anat Abus. C 11J, [Silks, velvets, etc ] may
be wome . of the nobylity but not of every proud fixnet

indifferentlie.

Fixture (fi’kstiiu). [Altered form of Fixuee,

after the analogy of mixture ]

1 . The action of fixing ; the process of fixing or

settling, or of becoming fixed or settled 1 Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. m 111. 67 The firme fixture [so

F 1 and Q of 1630 ,
the later Ff have fixure] of thy

foote, would giue an excellent motion to thy gate 179*

Smeaton Edysione L § 277 Employed m fixing and com-
pleting the fixture of the iron-work 1797 Washington Let.

Wut, 1892 XIII 430 We must yield to the time she

requires to prepare for her fixture here. 1817 G S Faber
Eight Dissert (1845) II. 202 The ultimate fixture of the

sacred floating island appears in the greek legend of Delos

b. The condition ofbeing fixed ; fixedness, fixity.

x8og-xo Coleridge Friend. (18x8) III. 235 It was the

Roman instinct to appropnate by conquest and to give fix-

ture by legislation 1830 L Hunt Autobiog II xv. 167

They [Wordsworth’s eyes] were like fires half burning, half

smouldering, with a sort of acrid fixture ofregard

C. concr. A means of fixing or setting fast.

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 223 Two Lewis holes upon
the upper surface of each stone, those served as temporary

fixtures for the work of the succeeding course

2 Anything fixed or securely fastenedm position

;

anything made firm, stable, or immobile.
x8xa Coleridge m Southey Omniana II 17 Features,

which are looks become fixtures. 1831 De Quincey Dr.
S. Parr 111 Wks 1862 V 139 Even the most absolute fix-

tures (to use that term) in an English structure, must often

be unsettled m a thoroughly Latin composition. 1841-44

Emerson Ess ,
Circles Wks (Bohn) I. 123 There are no

fixtures in nature. The universe is fluid and volatile. 1838

Glenny Gard Every-day Bk 125/1 The side cloths are m
some Tulip-houses fixtures 1878 Spurgeon Treas Dav, Ps.

civ 5 The earth, remains as stable as if it were a fixture

b U.S, in pi. Appendages, apparatus, ‘ fixings ,

1834 Bartlett Mex. Boundary I 11 12 The blacksmiths

. , were employed in making many small fixtures to the

wagons. 1874 Coucs Field Omith 1 vi 41 When travelling

your fixtures must ordinarily be limited to a collectmg-chest

3 . Law. In plural, ‘Things of an accessory cha-

racter annexed to houses or lands, which become,

immediately on annexation, part of the realty it-

self’ (Wharton Law Lex.).

1738 Gray Let to Wharton 21 Feb
,
I am much puzzled

about the bishop and his fixtures
<
1770 JuniusLett xxxvi,

179 Tenants, who have had warning to quit . destroy the

fixtures. x86x Kent Comm (1873) II xxxv 343 The right

to what are oidmanly called fixtures or articles of a personal

nature affixed to the freehold x88sE Robertson in Encycl,

Bnt XIV 274/2 In respect offixtures, the tenantmay some-

times remove them.
transf. 1786-89 Bentham Whs, (1843) II. 34a Gleose

ascriptitd, fixtures to the soil on which they are born

4. A person or thing permanently confined to or

established in a particular place or position

1788Mad D'Arblay Diary 6 Nov , Miss Goldsworthy was
a fixture at her side 18x2 Byron Ch Har. 11 App D 3,

All the Franks who are fixtures, and most of the English

. etc of passage, came over to their opinion. 18x8

Hazlitt Eng Poets v (1870) 128 His sentiments have very

much the air of fixtures x8ax Ticknor Life, Lett. & Jml
(t838)II ix 162 Mrs Grant from age and its infirmities

. . is a fixture. 1889 Lowell Lett (1894) II. 376 We have

. .an American circus that seems a fixture.

5 . Athletic and Sporting, rarely Commercial. An
appointment or date foi a meet, race, etc. ; hence,

the meet, race, etc itself. Also sktrib.fixture-card
182s Sporting Mag XV. 346 Appointments have been

substantiated into fixtures 1826— XVIII xxi Owthorpe
—not the fixture of that name in Nottinghamshire 1862
‘Scrutator’ (Horlock) Country Gentleman 146 Our next
fixture is made already for Frampton Wood 1869 Times
26 Feb 10/2 Fixtures of the principal yachting clubs.

1882 Daily News 4 Mar ,
Bristol Woof Fair and the opening

of the Colonial sales in London These important 'fixtures’

had been looked forward to 1886 Cycl Tour. Club Gaz
May 173/1 A neat fixture card from the Dublin Club

Fixure (fi ksuu) Obs or arch. See Fixture
[ad late L fixiira, f figere to Fix].

Fixed condition, position, or attitude,* fixedness,

stability

1603 Drayton Bai Wars i xxxiu. This dreadfull
Commet Whose glorious fixure in so faire a sky Strikes
the beholder with a chilly feare. 1606 Shaks Tr £ Cr 1

m xox Rend The vnity. of States Quite from, their fixure

[Ff 3 and 4 fixture] ifin — Wint T v 111 67 The fixure

of her Eye ha’s motion m*t. 1648 W Montague Devout
Ess 1 vi § 3 62 The unfaithfulnesse of all material! goods,
m point of duration and fixure 1680 Hon Cavalier7 Those
Wandrmg Stars who have no Fixure from Heaven 1733
Gray's-Inu Jml (1756) II No 33 Ihe Fixure of her Eyes,
and Feebleness of her whole Person. 1817 Coleridge Lay
Sermonm Ch <5- St. (1839) 404 The very habit and futures

. that had been impressed on their frames by the former .

wmteis.

Fizenless, fizzenleas, obs. ff, Foisonless.

Fizgig, fisgig (fi’zgig) Forms: 6 fisegig,

fysgygge, 6-7 fisgigg, 7 fisguigge, 9 fizzgig,

6- fisgig, 7- fizgig. [A compound of Gig, which
had the senses . 1. frivolous person (Chaucer); 2.

whipping-top (Shaks ) ; the first element is ob-

scure, but may peril, be identical with Fise. The
Swiss-Ger.fisigugg,foolish busybody, can hardlybe

connected. Sense 3 seems to have been suggested

bythat ofFizz without regard to the second element.

Sense 4 was app. taken from Sp fisga harpoon ]

1. A light, frivolous woman, fond of running or

‘ gaddmg ’ about
;
= Gig

a 1329 Skelton Eltnour Rummtng 338 Than sterte forth

a fysgygge, And she broughte a bore pygge. 1596 Gos-

son Pleasant Qmppes for Gentlewomen 13 When you
looke for praises sound. Then are you for light fisgiggs

crownde. 1611 Cotgr , Trotiere, a raumpe, fisgig 1656

S Holland Zara (1710) 140 A Fis-gig, a flurt, a fickle .

foolish Female 187a Browning Fifine xxxm 46 In short,

prefers to me. this fizgig called Fifine 1 1877 N. W Line
Gloss , Fizgig, an ugly woman J a woman dressed in a

strange or unbecoming manner.

2 (See quots )
1636-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Fisgig [1681 Fisgig] Is a kind

of Top, which boyes play with 1883 Hantpsh. Gloss
,

Fizgig, a whirligig , a round piece of iron or brass, ser-

iated at the ran ; through two holes near the centre, a

piece of whipcord is passed When set in motion by the

twisting of the string, either in the air or in water, it

makes a whizzing, hissing, or fizzing noise.

3 A kind of firework ; a squib.

1644 Nye Gunnery 11 (1647) 01 How to make Fisgigs,

which some call by the name of Serpents. 1668 J. White
Rich Cab (ed 4) 87 The serpents or fisgigs are made about

the bignesse of ones little finger, by rowling a paper upon

a small rowler and choakmg the paper coffin an inch from

the end, then fill it three inches with powder dust 1886

Dowden Shelley I vii 306 Fiery fizgigs in the hands of

a pair of gleeful boys.

4 A kind of harpoon.
Perverted into Fishgig. The Gig which appears in this

sense from 18th c is perh a shortened form.

1563 J Sparke m Hakluyt Voy, III 320 Those bomtos

. being galled by a fisgig did follow our shippe 300 leagues.

1668 D Smith Voy Constantinoplem Misc Cur (1708)111

31 A Fisgig, a kind of barbed Iron, at the End of a Pole

tyed fast to a Rope 1798 Acc. Bks. in Ann. Reg 460

Spears, fizgigs., or other articles.

5 . In various senses suggested by the grotesque

sound of the word or by association with Fizz . a.

A piece of tawdry finery, a gim- ciack. b
_

A silly

notion, anabsurd crotchet, c. To makefizgigs' app

some drawing-room pastime (perh m sense 2).

1822 Southey m Q Rev XXVIII 26 Modes of devotion,

with their outward and visible signs .the banderoles, and

humgigs, and fizzgigs of superstition 1824 Blackw. Mag,
XVI. 287 You soon take a fine fizgig into your head. 1823

T Lister Granby vui (1826) 104 Ihe Miss Clifton*, were

always an courant du jour . . were the first who made
fizgigs, or acted charades.

Hence + Przgrg v intr to run or gad about

1394 Nashe Vnfort Trav 32 Why should I goe gadding

and fisgigging after firking flantado amphibologies?

Fizz, fiz (fiz), sb colloq Also 8 phiz. [f.

next vb. Cf the earlier Fise ]

1 A hissing sound
*842 S. Lover Handy Andy 1, Every fizz it [the soda-,

water] made 1833 O W Holmes Poems 177 No rub-

bmg will kindle your Lucifer match If the fiz does not

follow the primitive scratch *870 Thornbury Tour Eng.

II xxx. 268 A palpable devil flew off in a fizz of fire.

2 a A disturbance, fuss

a 1734 North Exam 1. 11 § 83 (1740) 74 What a Phiz of

a Scandal is here upon the King 1804 Tarras Poems 107
• Douce wife quoth I, ' what means the fizz ?

’

b Animal spirits or ‘go’

1836 Mrs. Stowe Bred I xvn. 233 Just enough fizz m
her to keep one from flatting out. 1884 Pall Mall G.

a Apr. 5 Mr Little has fizz and go enough to make excellent

capital out of a broomstick

8 concr. Something that fizzes ;
an effervescing

drink, esp champagne
1864 Punch XLVII. roo We .ordered some fizz. 1879 E
K Bates Egyptian Bonds II ix. 226 Let's have a bottle

of fiz, old fellow

Fizz, fiz (fiz), v [Echoic ; cf. Fizzle v ] intr.

To make a hissing or sputtering sound.

1683 Crowne Sir Courtly Nice m, I kiss'd all the wenches
as I came along, and made their moyst lips fiz again

1687 Cotton Burlesque upon £ (ed 2) 136 Thou oft

hast made thy fiery Dart Fizz m the hollow of his heart

1786 Burns Scotch Drink 37 O rare * to see thee fizz an1

freath I’ th’ lugget caup 1827 Praed Red Ftsherm. 213

And the water fizzed as it tumbled m 1 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer Ser 1 I 286 Some black Fellow brings Out

the leather hose and fizzes away with it till the stream has

forced the dust into the gutter. i86x Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf v (1889) 38 His host put the kettle on the fire

and then, as it spluttered ana fizzed, filled up the two

tumblers

b. To move with a fizzing sound
1864 Reader 3 Dec. 707/2 The bluebottle fizzes fussily

into some poor man's cottage. 1880 Sir S Lakeman What
I saw in Kaffir-Land 48 Up and down the lines he used to

fizz with his fat podgy legs

c traits. (causal )
1663 Cotton Scarron JEn iv 80 There will I stand with

flaming taper, To Fizze thy tail instead of paper.

Hence Fi zzing vbl sb.

1842 C Whitehead if Savage (1845) II iv 217 Such

a roaring, and fizzing, and chuckling 1877 Whaxall
Hugo's Misirables iv. xxv. 13 The children heard the

phizzmg of a match.

Fizzen, var. of Foison.

Fizzer (fi zm). [f. Fizz’ v. or sb. + -er 1
]

1 slang Anything excellent or first-rate.

1866 Lond Misc 19 May 235/2 If the mare was such a
fizzer why did you sell her? 1889 Boldrfwood Robbery
under Arms (1890) 318 That was a regular fizzer ofa spree.

2 =- Fizz sb 3 , altnb., asfizzer-man, -brigade.

1894 Wesim. Gaz 11 Sept 3/2 I may explaia that the
* fizzer-man ' is a species of camp-follower who. .takes every

opportunity of disposing of his wares, consisting generally

of sherbet-and-water In hot weather Tommy Atkins

patronises the fizzer brigade very largely

Tigging' (fi z'upuppl. ci- [fi Fizz v. +-ing 2
.J

1 . That fizzes.

184* S. G Hall Ireland I. 71 Endeavouring to divert the

attention from, the fizzing tram. 1860 Sala Lady Chesterf

v 76 He always associated that fizzing wine with Jacobin-

ism. 1877 M. M. Grant Sun-maid vui, A shining salver

bore a small fizzing urn.

2 slang. First-rate, excellent ; chiefly quasi-zftfo.

1883 Daily Tel. 1 Aug 2/2 * She’ll do fizzing remarked
Mr Menders, * to stick up at the end ofthe barrer.

Fizzle (fi z’l), sb. [f. next vb ]

X, The action of breaking wind quietly.

1398 Florio, Slqffd, a fizzle, a fiste, a close farte. a 1700

B E Diet Cant Crew, Fizzle, a little or low.sounding

Fart. 1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus' Grobtanus 208 Now
let a Fizzle steal m Silence forth 1836-48 B. D. Walsh
Anstoph Knights n. iv, And then in court they poisoned

one another with their fizzles.

b. The action of hissing or sputtering.

184a Barham Ingold Leg , Auto-da-Fi,
Whose beards .

.

Are smoking, and curling, and all in a fizzle. 1852 Mrs,

Stowe Uncle Tom’s C. xm _n8 Ihe chicken and ham had

a cheerful and joyous fizzle in the pan

2 A failure or fiasco; U. S. college slang, a
failure in recitation or examination.

X846 Yale Banger 10 Nov in Hall Coll. Words 4* Oust,

(1851) 130 To get just one third of the meaning right con-

stitutes a perfectfizzle 1884 L'pool Daily Post 13 Sept 5/7

The affair will be a simple lizzie.

Fizzle (fiz’l), v. Also 6 fysel(l, 7 fisle. [t

Fise : see -le. Cf. also Fizz and Fissle.]

+1 intr. To break wind without noise. Obs
c 153a Dewes Inirod Fr. in Palsgr 937 Uener to fysel

1601 Holland Pliny II 286 As for Onopordon, they say if

Asses eat thereof, they will fall a fizling and farting.

1711 E. Ward Quit I 413 He gap’d and fizzl’d twice or

thrice. 1739 R Bull tr 1Dedekindus' Grobtatftis 268 To
fart and fizzle in the Time of Need.

b. quasi-trans (with cognate obj )

1721 D’Urfky Two Queens Brentford Epi!., I fizzle such

small puffs ofWind
2 . intr. To make a hissing sound; to hiss or

sputter (as a wet combustible, or a fire-work).

1839 All Year Round No 36, 22a The black oil fizzles

x88x Daily News 7 Nov 5/1 Unambitious rockets which

fizzle doggedly downwards

3. fig. a intr. (chiefly U. S. colloq.) To fail,

make a fiasco, come to a lame conclusion
;
m US

college slang
,
to fail m a recitation or examination

Also, to fizzle out, b. turns US. college, slang.

To cause (a person) to fail in examination, or

the like
, „ „

1847 Yale Banger 22 Oct in Hall Coll Words *5
* Cusf

(1851) 130 My dignity is outraged at beholding those who
fizzle and flunk in my presence tower above me. 1830 I ale

Lit Mag. XIII 32* And *3* Fizzle him tenderly, Bore

him with care 1878 Cuntbld Gloss ,
Fizzle, to work busily

but ineffectively 1884 Melbourne Punch 4 Sept 98/2

Another of Mr Mirams’ pet fads has fizzled ignomimously

out. 1893 Sat. Rev xi Nov 538/3 A general recognition by
the Chicagoans that their show had to some extent fizzled.

Hence 3Ti zzlmg vbl sb. and ppl a.

1616 B Jonson Devil an Ass v. ui, It is the easiest thing,

Sir, to be done As plain as fizzling. 1638 Brome Antipodes



FIZZLER. 272 FLACK.
JtH iv, Fah on your passages, Your windy workings, and
your fishngs at The harre 1758 Gray Lett. Wks 1884 II.
368 That old fizzling Duke is coming here again 1815
tr. Petris Chit-Chat (1816) II 22 The fizzling of the bacon
she was ftying. 1893 A Walters Lotos Eater vw 157 The
more complicated set pieces .lay in a fizzling, sputtering,
snorting heap
Fizzle, var. of Fissle

t Fi'zzler. Obs. [f prec. + -erL] One who
fizzles or breaks wind without noise
158a MS Cott App xlvn (Fenton’s Voyage) f 36 A

fyzeler 16x1 Cotgr
,
Petincur, a fiz/ler, or fyster.

Fizzy (fi zi) a iare~ x
[f. Fizzz/ + -y 1

]. Given
to fizz In quot Jig.
185s Sat. Rev. 17 Nov 45/2 It is a very good aiticle, this

rollicking, noisy, fizzy letter.

|| I^eld (fyeld). [a Norw.^Zrf*—ON flail \ see
Fell sb,] An elevated rocky plateau, almost de-
void of vegetation.
i860 Gosse Rom Nat Hist

.

51 Tlie wildest and most
barren of those snowy fields 188a Three in Norway vn
S3 We rambled on across the field.

Fjord, var of Fiord
Fla, var. of Flo, Obs

,
an arrow.

Fla, obs form of Flaw sb
l
,
Flay, Flea

Flab (flseb), sb dial. Also flap [f. onomato-
poeic stemflab

,

expressing the notion of something
thick and broad

; cf. Jlap
,
dab, slab ] (See quot.

1825)
? x8 Receipts m Cookery 43 (Jam Suppl. 1825) To make

Catchup Gather your large flabs, cut off the root ends,
and takeoff the rough skins; knock them to pieces, ana
put them m an earthen jar [etc ] a 1825 Foiuiy Voc. E.
Anglia

,
Flaps pi large broad mushrooms

TFlab, v Obs [Onomatopoeic
,

cf. Flap v.]
tians To flap (the wmgs).
1763 Girton Compl. Pigeon-fancier 107 The smiter has

a particular manner of failing and flabbing its wings

T Fla bberdega sky, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [var,
of Flabbergast v ]
182a New Monthly Mag. IV 37 I lay like a log, Quite

flabber-de-gasky’d, as sick as a dog 1

Flabbergast, sb. 1 Sc. rare [f. next, for
the sense cf ‘flabngast to gasconade. Perthshire

’

(Jam ).] Bombast.
1831 Fraser's Mag IV. 161 The ‘Asiatic style ofoiatoiy 1

with its meretricious flabbergast,—its diluvial verbiage

Flabbergast (flae bajgast), V colloq Also 8
flaba-, 9 flaber-. [First mentioned m 1772 as a
new piece of fashionable slang, possibly ofdialectal
origin

; Moor 182:5 records it as a Suffolk word,
and Jamieson, Suppl 1825, lias Jlabngast to gas-
conade,Jlabngastit worn out with exertion, as used
in Perthshire The formation is unknown

;
it is

plausibly conjectuied that the word is an arbitrary
invention suggested by Flabby or Flap and
Aghast.]
ticms, To put (a peraon) in such confusion that

he does not for the moment know what to do or
say

;
to astonish utterly, to confound

1772 Ann Reg n xgi On New Words
, Now we are

Jlabbergasted and bored from morning to night. x8ox
Mar Edgeworth Angelina iv (1832)77 They quite flab-
bergasted me. 1840 Disraeli 13 July m Cort w Sister
(1886) 158 My facts flabbergasted him 1878 Mozley Ess.
Hut § Theol I 89 It perfectly flabbergasted the Commons
Hence Fla Vbergasta tion, the action of flabber-

gasting; the stale of being flabbergasted.
1836 Punch 13 Dec XXXI 240/1 We scarcely remember

to have ever seen any respectable patty m a greater state
of flabbergastation.

Flabbiness (flee bines) [f next + -ness ]
The state or condition of being flabby, flaccidity.
1727 Bailey vol II, Flabbiness, limberness with Moisture,

Stateness, &c. 1774 GolDSM Nat. Hist (T776) II 197
The fat, and the flabbiness of that, seems to give an appear-
ance of softness, 1834 Bnt, Hush I 140 A certain want of
spirit and flabbiness of flesh 1856 G. Meredith Shav
Shagpat 370 The hon came trundling along in utter flabbi-
ness, raising not his head
b. In immaterial things: Wantofvigom, feeble-

ness, lajoiess, slackness
*883 Solicitor's Jrnl 24 Nov 63/1 The practice of the

courts has tended to establish a general vagueness and
flabbiness. 1889 H F Wood Englishman ofR-ue Cain 1,

Weakness of character, or flabbiness of intellect.

Flabby (fise'bi), a [An onomatopoeic modifi-
cation of the earlier Flappy

; the voiced ending
inJlab- as compared withJlap- gives to the syllable
a feebler effect suited to the meaning. Cf Du.
Jlabberen (of a breeze) to flutter, Sw dial

. Jlabb
the hanging underlip of an animal. With sense 2
cf. slabby ]
1. Hanging loose by its own weight, yielding to

the touch and easily moved or shaken, flaccid, limp,
soft

; said chiefly of or with respect to flesh.
[1598, see Flappy.] 1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 780

His flabby Flanks decrease. 1740 E Baynard Health
(ed 0} 10 Loose and flabby, wrinkled skin 1732 H Walpole

l1 “37) I 163 The town is empty, nothing m it but
flabby mackerel. X766 Smollett Trav 163 Ducks very
fat and flabby 18x3 J Thomson £.ect Inflam 545 Her
tongue had .become yellow, swollen, and flabby. 1838Holland Titcomb's Lett vi 58 Their muscles are flabby.

mortahty
KENs Nr. 111. 111, This flabby lump of

2 Of language, character, etc ; Weak, wanting
* back-bone *

;
nerveless, feeble.

1791 BoswrLL Life Johnson (1831) IV. 356 note
,
Garrick,

after listening to him for a while turned silly to a friend,
and whispered him, ‘What say you to this?—eh? Flabby,
I think’ 1853 Sat Rev 10 Nov, 35/2 Flabby hebdomadal
drivel x86x Ibid 14 Dec 596 The flabby talk of people who
are expressly told to keep their minds clear of all knowledge
of the principles which it involves 1864 Carlylt Fndk
Gt IV mi vm x8i An indolent flabby kind of creatuie
1880 Standard 22 Dec , Flabby logic like this

3 Damp, clammy.
c 1780 M. Monsey Let to Mrs Montague in J C

Jeaffreson Bk about Doctors II 87 How do you stand this
flabby weather? 1849 DicierNS Dav Copp (CD cd ) 157
There was a flabby perspiration on the walls

Hence Pla bbily adv
,
in a flabby manner.

1846 Worcester Flabbily, in a flabby maimer. 1836
G. Meredith Sheet). Shagpat 325 His tawny skin hung
flabbily and his jaw drooped

+ Fla-bel, sb. Obs Also 6 flable [ad. L
Jldbell-um fan, dim of *fidbruin, pi. fldbra gusts
of wind, i.Jldre to blow J a. A fan b. Entom ,

in grasshoppers (see quot. 1658).
1552 Huloet, Flable and fanne idem 1370 Levins

Mampi 36 A Flabel, Jlabellum 1628 Venntr I obacio
(1650) 402 The lungs which are the flabel of the heart
*658 Rowland Moufet's ’1 heat Ins. 992 They [Grashop-
persj sing not with their mouth but by the reverberation
of a little membrane under the flabells

, (so they call those
two coverings behmde the hindei thighs cleaving to the
belly) 1656-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Flabel, a Fan

1“ Flabel, V Obs 7 are—'- [f prec. sb Cf.
OF Jlabeller

,
ad late L Jldbelldre ] traits To fan.

1633 Urquhart Rabelais i xxmv 176 It is continually
fiabbell’d [= Fr tfventd], blown upon, and aired by the
north winds

Flabellate (flabe Mt), a. Bot. and Zool. [f

"L.Jldbell-um (see Flabel) + -ate 2
] Like a fan

m form, fan-shaped
18x9 G Samouelle Eutomol Compend 197 Rhtpiphorus,

antennas pectinated or flabellate 1833 G Johnston Nat
Hist, E Bord I 2x4 The branchlets of the Elms [are]
alternate zigzag, and flabellate. 1836 W Clark Van der
Hoevcn's Zool I 235 Branchial two flabellate

Flabellation (flmbeltf1 Jsn) Surg [a Y.fla-
bellation

, n. of action f. L Jldbelldre to fan, f fld-
bcllum fan ] The action oi fanning.
1638-78 Phillips, Flabellatron a fanning with a Fla-

ble or fan 1884 Syd, Soc Lex , T<labellatum the act of
fanning, employed to keep injured parts and the dressings
covenng them cool

Flabe lli-. combining form of L Jlabellum
fan, used to indicate a fan-like form or arrange-
ment, as mJlabclhfohate, Jlabelliiiervcd adjs
x88o Gray Strutt Bot 111 § 4 92 Flabelhnerved, where

straight nerves and ribs radiate fi oin the apex of the petiole,
as m Fan-palms 1884 Syd Soc Lex , Flabtllfoliate having
leaves which fold like a fan, as those of Oxalis acetosclla

Flabelliform (flabe'lifjnm), a Bot. and Zool.
[f "L.Jldbell-um fan + -(i)pobm J Having the foim
of a fan, fan-like

*777 Miller m Phil. Trans LXVIII 179 A palm with
flabellifoim leaves i8z8 Stark Elem. Nat Hist II 295
Antennae flabelliform or pectinated x86r Hulme tr Mo-
gutn-Tandon 11 vn 408 They have an anterior flabelliform
filament x88o C & F. Darwin Movent PI 206 The
branches are flat, or flabelliform.

II Flabellnm (flabe lwm). PI flabella (erro-
neously -1). [L. Jlabellum fan see Flabel sb ]
1. A fan, applied esp to a fan earned in reli-

gious ceremonies
1873 Maskell Ivories 91 The bishop’s pastoial staff,

again, has not diopped out of use like the flabellum 1889C D Bell Winter on Nile xvi. 154 Officers wave round
the shrine flabella and fans.

2. Science A fan-shaped part of anything.
1867 J Hogg Mtcrosc 11 1 270 The frond consists of

olive-coloured irregularly-divided flabelli

t Fla ber, a. Obs rare-1
. [Cf. FlabjA] ?=

Flaberkin
1687 Mrs Bthn Lucky Chance n i, There’s no other way

of quenchiug the fire in her flaber chops

t Fla'bergu dgion, fla bergullion. Obs.
[The assonance of these foims with Clapperdud-
geon, Slubberdegullion (also slabber-), and the
similarity of sense, suggest that they may eithei
be variants of one word, or at least belong to the
same group of experiments in the invention of
grotesque words ] (See quots

)

x6xx Cotgr, Baligaut
,
an unweldie lubber mishapen

Jowl, ill fauoured flabergulhon Ibid, Tramouenailles,
scoundrells, ragamuffins, base rascalls, flabergudgions 1677
Miege Eng-Fr Diet

, Flabergulhon or (rathei) Slaber-
degulhon, un sot, rtn impertinent

t FIa*berkin, a Obs rare-\ [?f Flaber
(recorded later, but perh. in dial, use) + -kinI
Puffed out, puffy.

1392 Nashl P Pemlesse (ed 2) 2 a, Natuie hath left him
a flaberkin face, like one of the foure winds

+ Fla-bile, a Obs rare, [ad L Jldbil-is

,

f
flare to blow J Of musical instruments : Played
upon by blowing

, wind-. Also transf
X727BAiLFYyol II, Flabile, easily blown 1728 R NorthMem Mustek (1846) 24 These [instruments] were either

nabile or nervous , the former were either trumpets (tuba),
tl
o

®stu'a
» and the other divers sorts of harps. Ibid.

78 As for . mercenary musick, it was cheifly flabue

Flabotomye, obs form of Phlebotomy.
+ Flacce’scency. Obs rate- 1

[f l
flaccesccnt-cm, pr pple of Jlacccscere to wither f
flacter e to be flabby, f flaccus flabby see -enoy

1*

The quality of becoming flaccid
1664 Power hap Philos 11 117 The reason of its flaerP«

cency, upon admission of external Ayr, is, because fern

1

X72X-X800 111 Bailty 1 J

Flaccid (flteksid), a. Also 7 flaccide (8
flacid) [a Y.flaccide (Cotgi ), ad L flaccrdusA
flaccus flabby ]
1 Wanting m stiffness, hanging or lying loose orm wrinkles

5
limber, limp

; flabby Chiefly of
flesh and smulai structures ; raiely of a person
1620 Vi nner Via Recta v 87 The one it malceth flaccide

and the othci subtea to putrefaction 1660 Boyle NewExp Phys Mich iv 46 The sides of the Bladder m-ew
flaccid 1704 F Fulllr Med Gymn (1711) Yet aro
the Muscles not Flaccid, but Tense and Finn 1751 T0hn
son Rambler No 117 r 8 The flaccid sides of a football'
X848 Thacklray M Snobs Wks IX 385 His double chm
over his flaccid whitey-biown shirt collar 1848 Van
Fair Ixi, ’1 lie flaccid children within. 1879 Froude Ciesar
xv 234 His hair moist, his eyes heavy, lus cheeks flaccid
b Of vegetable organs and tissues: Bending

without elasticity, also, relaxed from want of
moisture

; drooping
1626 Bacon Sylva § 493 The part, against which the Sun

beateth, wa\eth moie famt and flaccide in the Stalk, and
thereby less able to support the Flower 1776 Withering
But Plants (1796) II 233 Stem flaccid, rough with strong
hans 1873 Darwin Insettw PI ix 226 The leaf being
flaccid and apparently dead 1882 Vini s Sachs' Bot 67s
The current of watci also ceases as soon as the tissues
which have become somewhat flaccid are again tuigescent
2. Of lmmatenal things : Wanting vigour and

nervous cneigy, limp, feeble

1647 II. Mouk Song of Soul 11 1 n xli, What’s dull or
flaccid, nought illustiative 1855 Tennyson Maud 1 1 zoA scheme that had left ns flaccid and drain’d 1875
Farrar Silence 3 V, vm 140 It is because bis resolutions
have been feeble, and hu, purposes flaccid.

Hence Pla ccidly adv

,

in a flaccid manner;
Pla'ooidness, the state of being flaccid, flaccidity.

1727 Bailey vol II, Flacculness 1847 Craig, Flaceidly
1876 tr Wagner's Gen I'atkol 238 The flaccidness of
the tissues 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda I 1 xn 218
Belinda has thrown herself flaceidly into a chair

Flaccidity (flmksi ’dlti). [f Flaccid a. + -ity.

Cf 1* J?at cultid.

1

I The quality or condition of being flaccid;
want of stiffness or tension, limpness, looseness
*676 W isi MAN Surgery vi 11 444 Theie is neithci Fluxion

nor Pain, but Flaccidity joyned with an Insensibility 1725
Chfyni Ess Healthvw 173 The Viscidity of the Juices and
the I1 laccidity of the Fibres, would be removed 1800
Young m Phil ’I runs XCI 62 The flaccidity of the eye
after death x88z Vini s Sat /is’ Bot 689 So long as no
actually peiceptible amount of flaccidity, i.e. of withering

takes place.

b Of immaterial things Want of firmness and
vigour

, limpness, flabbiness
1778 Bp. Lowtii Isaiah, Dissert liu, The Piophet would

expiess the drowsiness and flaccidity of his countrymen
1806-7 J BnicsroRD Miseries Hum Life 11 xvi, The
flaccidity of mind with which you [etc] 1873 Ligiit-
rooT Comm Col (ed 2) 124 A vagueness, a flaccidity, of
conception betrays itself in tlieir language
2. Used to render It. Jlaccidezza, Fr Jlachene .

A disease of silkworms.
18 Riley Silk-Culture 36 (Cent Diet.) The worms are

attacked by flaccidity

FTacco(u)n, obs Sc foim of Flagon.
Flache, obs form of Flash.
II Flacherie (flaj^rj) \Y.Jlacheiie (Littre Supp.)

a disease ot silkworms.] = X^laccidity 2
1885 Lady Cr aud Hamilton tr Life Pasteur 132
A characteristic specimen of the disease called morts-
flats or flaclierie x888 E. A. Butler Silkworms v 71 It
is possible for flachenc to become hereditary.
Flacbet, var. of Flatchet, Obs
Flaeian (fit 1 Jian), a and sb Eccl. Hist. Also

6 Flaccian [f. Ilaci-us + -an ]
A. adj Of or pertaining to 1< lacius Illyricus, a

Protestant divine of the 16th c , who opposed the

adiaphonst views advocated by Melanchthon. B
sb. A follower of Flacms Illyricus; an anli-

Adiaphorist Hence Fla danism, the doctrine
or principles of Flacms Illyricus and his followers

;

Fla cianist= Flacian sb.

1365 T. Stapleton Fortr Faith 146 Thus write the Flac*
cians and zelous Lutherans 1619 Brlnt tr Sarpfs Come
Trent vi (1629) 527 Whole Parishes of Lutherans, Zmng-
hans, Flacians, Anabaptists 1847 F Prandi tr. Cantu's
Ref Europe I 98 Hence arose the heresy of the Flacians
or substantiahsts 1872 Shipley, etc Gloss Eicl Terms
s v Adiaphonstic Controversy, His [Melanchthon’s] sup-
porters were called Philippists , his opponents, Flaciamsts,
1882-3 SchatfEncycl Rehg Kno-wl, III 1827 Pure Luther-
anism, free from all Flacian extravagances
Flack (flask), sb. dial, [echoic

;
cf, F. flac in

same sense
] A blow, slap, or stroke.

1823 Moon Suffolk Words, Flack, a blow <2x825 Forby
Voc. E Anglia

, Flack, a blow, particularly with something
loose and pliant

Flack (flsek), v. Obs exc. dial [ME Jlacken, ot

onomatopoeic formation=MDu. vlacken (Kilian),
Icel.flahet to flap, hang loose.]
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1 mtr To flap, flutter
,
to flap the wings

;
to

throb, palpitate

*393 Gower Conf III 315 Her herte [began] to flacke

and bete 1567 Maplet Gr Forest 71 The Crow flieth and
flacketh about his eies> and face 1788W Marshall Yorksh
Gloss , Flack, to flicker as a bird , to throb as a wound
1876 Mid Yorksh Gloss , Flacky to pulsate heavily

2 To hang loosely dial
a 1825 Forby in Voc. E Anglia. 1847 in Halliwell
3

.

(tans To move or shake intermittently, to

flap, flick
;
also, to flap or flick with (something)

(Connoting a clumsier instrument and a ‘ flatter*

blow than flick )

1751 R Paltock P Wilkins (1884) I xu 137, 1 observed
it frequently flacking its short tail. 1819 Metropolis I 58
He now flacked his boot with a silk handkerchief 1859
Sala Gas-light <$* D. aaxiu 383 Flacking his horsewhip
1870 Daily Tel 20 Aug 3 Flacking his cloak in the eyes of
a huge bull

4 Agric To beat with a flail ; also to rake (hay)

1744-50W Ellis Mod Husbandm VI nu 71 They flack

the Heap of Corn not only once as it lies, but they turn it,

and thrash it again and again. x8gx Rutland Gloss , Flack
in, to rake hay in a long row
Hence Fla eking vbl sb

,
the action of the vb.

1844 Zoologist II 500 The flight was quite distinct from
the ‘flacking along the water’ of which Mr Parsons
speaks

Flacker (flsekai), v Obs, exc dial [ME.
fldkeren (possibly repr OE. *flaconan , cf flacor
adj

,
flying, fluttering, and fliconan Flicker v ),

corresponding to MDu flackeren, ON. flgkra to

flutter (Da flagi-e), MHG. vlackem (mod G.

flackenl) to flicker, a frequentative f the onomato-
poeic stemflak- • see Flack v
The OHG flagordn

,

Flemish vlaggheren (Kilian) to
flutter, may be compared as parallel onomatopoeic for-

mations ]

1

.

mtr To flap, flutter, throb ; esp of birds, to

flap the wings, to fly fluttermgly In mod dial

also tram To flap (the wings) (Whitby Gloss

)

13 EE A Hit P B 14x0 Foies in foler flakerande
bitwene 1535 Coverdale Isa vi 2 From aboue flakred

the Seraphins 1631 R H Arraignm Whole Creature
xvin 321 As two Birds, that are flackering, and flying at

the two ends of a threed 1785 [Hutton] Bran New Wark
75 (E D S ) How strangely the mind of man flackers and
flounces ? 1877 Holderness Gloss s v

,
‘ Ther was a lot o'

bods altegither, an didn’t they flacker, mun, when Ah let

gun off amang em!’
•j<2 —Flatter v Obs rare—1 (Perh a corrupt

reading ;
cf. however the similar sense of

Flicker v )
ami Alter R 222 Men . . Jiet flakered [w r faltreS,

flattereo] hire of freolac

Hence Tla ckering vbl sb and ppl a
c 1440 Gesta Rom xxvi xoo (Harl MS ) pe Faucon seynge

this, makethe a flakeryng with his wynges 1565 Golding
Ovid's Met VIII. (1593) 192 Within the compasse of this

pond gieat store of osiers grew and flackring flags 1855
Robinson Wk-tby Gloss , A flackering at the heart.

Placket (flse ket), sb 1 Obs. exc dial Forms

:

4-5 flacked, 4-6 flak(k)et(t(e, flag(g)et(te, (5

flagot), 5-7 flackett, (4 flackette), 6 Sc flacat,

6- flacket [a ONF. *flaquet, flasquet ( = Cen-

tral OF flaschet, flachet), dim offlasque (Jlache,

Jlasche) see Flask sb and -et ]

A flask, bottle, or vessel, now applied in dial

use to a barrel-shaped vessel for holding liquor

c 1320 Sir Beues 1298 Bred & flesc out of his male And of

his flaketes win & ale. c 1350 Will Paleme 1893 Pe
flagetes he let falle 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) in 171

A flakett ful of mams blood 1465 Mann fy Househ Exp.
4go My master payd fore a flaket of sylver, xx s 1539
Bible (Great) 1 Sam xvi 20 Isai toke an asse laden with

breed, and a flacket of wyne. 1673 Depos Cast. York
(Surtees) 196 She gott a flackett of ale 1733 Maitland
Hist Edm 1 ni 37 Two Flackets of eight pounds weight

FIa*cket, sb 2 Obs rare [? f. next vb ] A
bunch (of hair). Cf. Flaggat.
1599 Hakluyt Voy II i 113 Sixe goodly yong ladies

had vpon their heads caps of Goldsmiths worke, hauing
great flackets of haire, hanging out on each side

Placket (flse’ket),® dial [freq of Flack0 ,cf

ON flgkta of same meaning ] mtr To flap about.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words s v
,
Womens nbbons or loose

geer are said to * Flacket about’ It is more expressive than

Jlap A dressy loose woman would have the former word
figuratively applied to her ‘ She’ll go flacketen about'.

Flackoun, flaeon, obs forms of Flagon.

II Flaeon (flakon), [F flaeon ,
the word was

adopted in wider sense in ME ; see Flagon ] A
small stoppered bottle ;

esp. a scent-bottle or

smelling-bottle.

1824 Scott Redgannilet Let xu, The exercise of the fan,

theflaeon and the other duties of the Cavaltere Serviente

1841 Lady Blessington Idler tit France I 251 A flaeon

of rock crystal 187a Longf in Life (x8pi) III 208 An
oblong ebony tray, with two glassflaeons for the ink.

JFlae, Sc. form of Flea.
3?lael(le, obs form of Flail

Flaff (flsef), sb. Chiefly Sc [cf next vb.] A
flutter or flapping of the wings ; also, a puff, gust

1827 Wilson Nod Anibr (1855) I 277 The snow was

. giving them sair flaffs and dads on their faces, 1827

W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd 25 He gave his wings a

flaff X833M. Scott Tom Cringle xvm 509 Merely helping

themselves over the top by a small flan of their wings.

VOL. IV.

1834 — Cruise Midge (1836) I ii 50 When with a flaff and
a rustling brush through the topmost leaves he [the owl]
came down 1894 Crockett Raiders 301 A flaf o' wind
Flaff (fltef), o. Sc. [onomatopoeic ; cf. Flap.]
1 mtr To flap, make a flapping, to flutter Of

the lungs or heart To pant or throb
X513 Douglas AEneis xn xm 175 This vengeabill wraik

. Evyn in the face of Turnus Can fle and flaf 1786
Burns Addr of Beelzebub 47 Blaffan wi’ duds Frightin’
awa your deucks an’ geese [etc.] X815 G Beattie John
o' Amha' in Life (1863) 252 The watchfu' mate flaff'd i'

the gale Wi’ eene screech. 1880 Antrim <$• Down Gloss,
Flaff, to flutter or flap

2 trans To flap (the wings)
1827 W Tennant Papistry Storm'd 5 Thou fiaff’d thy

wings, and in a crack Flew frae th’ unsicker stance !

Hence Fla fling vbl sb and ppl a
15*3 Douglas AEneis x vu 63 All the blayd, vp to the

hylt and hand, Amyd hys flaffand longis {in tnmido pul-
monel hyd hes he X584 Hudson Du Bartas' Judith 708
A thousand flafflng flags 1833 Moir Mansie Wauch xu
79 A severe shaking of the knees and a flafflng of the heart.

Flaffer (flse far), v. north dial [f Flafp v
+ -er 5

.] mtr To move with a rustlmg motion
,

to flutter Also with out
X7 Cohn Clout in Aitken Scott Song 189 Mony a birdie

Flaffered briskly roun about. 1863 Robson Bards of
Tyne 342 Oft fra its nest It flaffer’d out at neets, man.
ITafte, obs var of Flaucht sb*.

Flag (flag), sb.
1 Also 4-7 flagg (e, (5 flagge).

[Of obscure origin
;

cf. Du. flag, occurring in

Bible 1637, Job viu. 11 margin (the Eng. Bible

has the same word in this passage), also mod Da.

flseg (in Dansk Ordb 1802, but not found in MDa

,

which has flm,ft3sd& in the same sense) ]
1. One ofvarious endogenous plants, with a bladed
or ensiform leaf, mostly growing in moist places.

Now regarded as properly denoting a member of

the genus Iris (esp. I. pseudacorus) but sometimes
(as in early use) applied to any reed or rush.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV 157 pere herdes fond
hym among mory flagges and sprayes, and sente hym to

SiUa c 1440 Protnp Paw 165 Flegge, infram S idem
quod Sedge <2x533 Ld Berners Gold Bk M Aurel
(1546) Q, The drye flaxe will brenne in the fyre, and the

grene flagge smoke in the flame 1563 B Googe Eglogs
vin (Arb.) 64 He that once preserued m Flags, the sely

suckyng Chylde 1624 Capt Smith Virginia 11 26 The
chiefe root theyhaue for food groweth like a fiagge m
Manshes 1763 Churchill Duellist 1, On Lethe’s Stream,
like flags, to rot 184a Guide to Trade, Cooper 74 A flag

or rush should be put round the groove X873 G C Davies
Mount. <S- Mere 11 6 Gazing with a feeling akin to awe at

the tall rushes and flags

b With words indicating the species, as garden
flag (Iris germamed) ;

sweet smelling flag,

spicewort (Acorns Calamus) ,
water flag, yellow

flag (Inspseudacorus) Also Corn-Flag
<71550 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) Eivb, The loyce of

yeolowe fiagge put into thine eare is of the same operation

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 xxxv 193 That kmde [of Iris] whose
flower is purple and blewe is called of some garden

flagges. 1580 Baret Alv F 639 The water Fiagge, or

the yellowe wild Ins 1640 Parkinson Theat Bot u xlvm

139 The sweet smelling Fiagge 1831 J Davies Manual
Mat Med 373 The American Blue Flag, Ins versicolor

c In pi. or collect sing A kind of coarse grass

1577 Holinshed Chron I 185 The hay of our low mea-

dows is also more rooty, foggy and full of flags 1639

Horn & Rob Gate Lang Uni xxxu, Arable ground being

. cleared from the roots of the flag 1847 Halliwell,

Flag also applied to the small pieces of coarse grass

common in some meadows 1878-86 Britten & Holland
Plant-n., Flag (3) Probably A ira esespitesa L

d. Used for Alga Obs.

*778 Milne Bot Did , Algse, Flags 1807 J E. Smith
Phys Bot 402 Algs,

Flags, whose herb is likewise a frond

2

.

The blade or long slender leaf of a plant, e g.

of Ins and of cereals

1578 IsiTE, Dodoens 11 xxxv 193 The narrow leaved Ireos,

his flagges be long and narrowe 1599 T M[oufet] Silk-

wormes 34 Sweetest Iris beareth shortest flagges 1750

W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm II i 38 This Oat has not only

a strong large Stalk and Ear to nourish, but also abroad
Flag besides 1850 Bromfield in Phytologist III 1006

The green leaves [of Typha latifoha]. are used for mats,

chair-bottoms and basket-work, under the name of flags.

1880 Jefferies Gt Estate 8 The wheat was then showing

a beautiful flag

f 3 ? =flag-basket. Obs.

1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 182 For every twenty

sugar flags. x8xa J Smyth Prad of Customs (1821) 23

Annotto, Package tared, and 6 pei Cent, allowed for Flags.

4 attnb and Comb, as flag-bed, -flower ; flag-

bottomed, -fenced

,

+ -shaggy adjs. Also flag-basket

dial, a basket made of reeds, chiefly used by work-

men for carrying their tools, ? flag-broom (see

Flag sb 2
5) ; flag-leaf, an iris ;

flag-reed (see

quot.) ;
flag-worm, a worm found in the roots of

flags and used by anglers.

1859 Geo Eliot A Bede 262 Emptying his tools out of

the *flag-basket 1656 Trapp Comm Eph vi 4 Like Moses

m the ^flag-bed 1840 R. H Dana Bef Mast xxvm g6

Furniture, including a dozen *flag-bottomed chairs 1878

Smiles Robt Dickvu 79 Beyond them the *flag-fenced fields

In the distance 1763 Chambers Cycl Supp *Flag-flower

See Ins 1801 Southey Thalaba xx xxxiv. The flag-flower

blossom'd on its side 1827 Clare Shefh. Cal. 53 Mint and

flagleaf, swording high Their blooms to the unthinking

eye. 1833 Sturt j. Audiaha II vii. 181 The reeds are the

broad *flag-reed ([arundo phragmatis) 1603 Sylvester
Du Bartas il 111 rv Captains 123 Th* aged Floud pensive
leaning his *flag shaggie head Upon a Tuft 1653 Walton
Angler 178 He will also in the three hot months bite at a
Flag-worm, or at a green Gentle 1787 BestAnghug (ed 2)

xoFlag-worms, or Dock-worms Found among flags.

Flag (flteg), sb 2 Also 5, 7 fiagg(e. [Cf.

Icel flag neut. the spot where a turf has been cut

out, ON. flaga wk. fem slab of stone (cogn with
Flay v ) , these appear in Eng as Flaw sb 1

,
but

some dialects have app. retamed -ag- in adoption
of ON. words. Cf also Flake sb 2

, Flaught 1
]

1 A piece cut out of or pared off the swaid

;

a turf, sod Also collect Now dial (E Anglian).
c 1440 Promp Paw 16 Fiagge of ]pe ertbe temcidvum.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st vm lvi xao Upon his shield

anheap of fennie mire In flagges and turfs. .Did smoth'nng
he, not bum 1691 Ray S. E C Words (E D S ),

Flags, the surface of the earth, which they pare off to bum

,

the upper turf. Norf 1847 jml. R Agree Soc VIII. 11

306 The flags are burnt in small heaps Ibid Ser 11 III
11 659 Covered with grass flag, cut 3 inches thick.

b. The slice of earth turned over by the plough-

share, also, the ground thusmade leady for sow ing.

dial. (It Anglian) only.

1787 Marshall E Norf Words (EDS), Flag, the
furrow turned 1795 Annals Agric XXIII 27 To dibble

beans, one row on each flag x8oo Iraits Soc Encourag.
Arts XVIII. 109 The plough turned over a flag of nine
inches 1823 Moor Suffolk Woids, Flag . the portion of
clover land turned at once by the plough <1x825 Forby
Voc. E Anglia, Flag 2, The surface of a clover lay of the
second year, turned up by the plough. The wheat for the
next year’s crop is dibbled into the flag *845 Jml R
Agric Soc V 11 340 Nothing rose to cover the ground
after the first mowing, so as to make a flag for the wheat

2 . A flat slab of any fine-grained rock which may
be split into flagstones ,

a flagstone

1604 Vestry Bks (Surtees) 282 A cesse of uj<f the pound
shalbe levied for the winmnge of flaggs 1658 in Picton
Itpool Mimic Rec (1883) I 188 That a new flagge be laid

over the watercourse 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl in 1772,

297 A stone chest formed of six flags. 1799 J Robertson
Agnc Perth 34 The brown flags were at one period used

in covering houses. 1839 E D. Clarke lrav 33/1 The
new promenade is paved with large flags 1871 Tyndall
Ftagin Sc (1879) I xn 308 With a hammer and chisel

I can cleave them into flags

b pi. A flagged foot-pavement.
x8oa Mar Edgeworth Moral T (18x6) I xui 106

Dancing dogs, that he was exhibiting upon the flags. 1850
Clough Dipsychus 11 iv 3 Shall I . like the walking shoe-

black roam tne flags To see whose boots are dirtiest ?

3 . Salt-mining ( A very hard kind of marl found

near the first bed ofrock salt * (Chester Gloss. 1884).

1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining 1892 Comhill Mag.
Sept 263 A shaft is sunk till the ‘ flag ’ or * bean metal ’ has
been pierced

4. Glass-making, (see quot).
1883 Chance in Powell Principles Glass-making iit These

grate-rooms are sunk several feet below the level of the bed
of the furnace, and are separated from each other by a
portion of the bed, which is called the flag

5 . attnb. and Comb., as flag-way ; flag-like adj.

Also ?flag-broom (see quots
;
perh belongs to

Flag sbfl) ;
flag-harrow, a harrow for thoroughly

breaking lip the flag (sense 1 b)
;
flag-sandstone,

sandstone that may be split into flags (sense 2).

And Flag-stone.
1697 Dampier Voy 1. 150 The Leaves that make the brash

part of the *Flag-brooms which are brought into England
. are a small kind of Palmeto. *755 Johnson, Flag-
broom, a broom for sweeping flags or pavements commonly
made of birch-twigs, or of the leaves of the dwarf palm.

1845 Jml. R Agric Soc V 11 333 The land . may be
broken down by a *fiag-harrow, called by some a crab-

harrow. 1849 Murchison Stlitria vn 125 These flaghke
Strata 1843 Portlock Geol 505 The micaceous *flag

sandstones of the old red are highly calcareous 1800 in

Spirit Public Jrnls. (1801) IV 263 The *flag-way is

pleasant to saunter and idle. 1875 Le Fanu Will Die xix.

xi6 He walked slowly up and down the silent flagway.

Flag (fiaeg), sb$ [perh. subst. use of Flag a.,

though that is not recorded so early. Cf Fag
sbfl r]
1 a. pi. The quill-feathers of a bird’s wing; in

quot. i486 the cubital or secondary feathers of

a hawk’s wing Also attrib. b. (See quot.)

a. 1486 Bk St. Albans Bj, The fedens at the wynges

text the body be calde the flagg or the fagg fedens 1575
Turberv Fanlconne 274. Otherwhile it chaunceth, through

the hurte of a Hawkes wing, that one or twooofhir Flagges

. are broosed. 1615 Tomkis A Ibumasar 11 iv, If I mue
these Flagges of Yeomanry 1635 Quarles Evibl 111 i

(18x8) i38Like as the haggard, cloister’d mher mew .. to

lenew Her broken flags *678 Ray WtUnghly’s Omith
84 The flag-feathers of the Wing [of the Kestrel] are in

number twentyfour. 1741 Chambers Cycl s.v Feather, The
vanes or webs in the flag part ofthe wing 1858 W. Clark
Van der Hoevents Zaol. II 379 Wings acute, with flag-

feathers often short. ,
fe. 1890 Coues Omith 11 in 182 Crural feathers are

sometimes long and flowing, as in the ‘flags’ of most
hawks.
2 . pi. (See quot.)

1892 Simmonds Did. Ttaih Suppl , Flags, a technical

name for a variety of quills

Flag (flaeg), sb * Also 5-7 flagge. [A word
found in all mod Tent, langs

,
but app first re-

corded in Eng, ; cf. Da.flag (1569m Kalkai), Sw
flagg, flagga (not in Soderwall MSw. Diet ), D11.

85
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vlag (
vlagghe lnKihan 1599), Ger Jlagge (17th c.

,

alsoflacke\
Whether the word originated in Eng

,
Du , or Scandi-

navian, it may plausibly be supposed to be an onomatopanc
formation, expressing the notion of something flapping in

the wind; cf Flack v
,
Flag ».1, MDu vlaggheren to

flutter If the word be of Eng origin, there are other

possibilities it might be a transfeired use of Flag sb 1
,

or, if the primary sense were ‘square of cloth’ or the like,

it might be the same word as appears in OE flacg ‘cata-

plasma' (Wr-Wfllck 386) and ftage, recorded m 1139 as an
Eng name for a baby s garment (Du Cange s v ) ]

1 A piece of cloth or stuff (usually bunting),

varying in size, colour, and device, but most fre-

quently oblong or square, attached by one edge

to a staff or to a halyard, used as a standard,

ensign or signal, and also for decoration or

display.
For black, red, white, yellow flag, see the adjs. Bloody

fag (Shaks K Hen. V, 1 u 101) cf quot 1724
[1481-90 Howard Househ Bks. (Roxb ) 42, ij stremers,

standartes, and ij fagges] 1530 Palsgr. 220/2 Flag or

baner of a felde, guidon

.

1595 Shaks John n l 207 These
flagges of France Haue hither march'd to youi endamage-
ment 16x2 W Pakkes Curtame-Dr (Giosart) 47 Each
Play-house aduanceth his flagge in the atre x6j6 Drvden
A urengz v 1, In eithei’s Flag, the golden Serpents bear,

Erected Crests alike 1702 Royal Proclam in Land, Gaz.
No. 3872/1 Any other Flags, Jacks, Pendants or Ensigns

1724 R Falconer Voy (1769) 1x8 They consented to hoist

the bloody Flag, and neither to give or take Quarter.

1783 W Thomson Watson's Philip III, vi 442 The flag

of rebellion is displayed throughout all Bohemia. 1834 M
Scott Tom Cringle 304 Don’t cease firing, although his flag

be down—it was none of lus doing. 1840 Dickens Old C.
Shop xix, Flags streamed from windows and house-tops

tramf and fig.
1592 Shaks. Rom <$- Jnl v. 111 96 Beauties ensigne yet Is

Crymson in thy lips, .And Deaths pale flag is not aduanced
theie. 1604— Oth. 1 1 157, I must show out a Flag and
signe of Loue 1663 Sir G Mackenzif Religions Stoic

xx (1685) 160 Who would not bow the flag of his private

opinion to the commands of the Church 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr ( 1756) 1 . 351 ,

1

have often been sorry to see

a Flag ofHorse-Soleshung out upon every silly Smith’s Door
1825 Hone Every-day Bk I 1254 A white apron may be
the ‘ flag ’ of the 1 Licensed Victualler's profession ’, but it is

not the barber’s ‘flag’. 1881 Miss Braddon Asph II 318
She ‘ blushed celestial red ’ her lover, .hung out a rosy
flag on his own side

b Flag (of truce) : a white flag, carried by
a messenger or hoisted on a vessel, to express a
wish for parley with the enemy. Hence, the

person or the ship dispatched with a flag of

truce
*582 N. Lichepield tr Castanheda’s Cong E Ind xlii 98

Then the enimies helde up a flagge [Margin] This flag

was a sign and request of peace 1627 Capt Smith teaman's
Gram xui. 62 They hang out a flag of truce. 177SR Mont-
gomery in Sparks Corr Anier Rev (18531 1 495 Firing upon
a flag of truce 1779 T Jefferson Let Writ 1892 II 259
A flag sails hence to morrow to negotiate the exchange of
some prisoners. 1:8x0 Wellington in Gurw Desp. VI 107
He should fire upon all flags m future 1842 Campbell
Napoleon <5 Brit. Sailor 62 He gave the tar a piece of
gold, And, with a flag of truce, commanded He should be
snipp'd to England Old

c In various nautical phrases, as To give {deny,

refuse, etc ) the honour of theflag to make (or re-

fuse) an acknowledgement ofsupremacy by striking

the flag to another. To lower or strike one'sflag

.

to take it down, esp. in token of respect, sub-

mission, or surrender. The flag of defiance is out

(naut slang) (see quot 1700).

1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet s v Flaggs, At sea to

lower or strike ones Flagg in fight is a token ofyeelding, but
otherwise of great obedience and respect. 1673 Ln Shaftes-
bury Pari. Sp, in Collect. Poems 235 They came to that
height of insolence, as to deny the Honour and right of the
Flag avjoo B E Diet Cant Crew s v. Flagg The
Flag ofDefiance is out, (among the Tars) the Fellow’s Face
is very Red, and he is Drunk *779 F Hervey Naval
Hist II 146 Firing upon a Dutch man of war who refused
him the honour of the flag 180a Windham Sp Defimt
Treaty 13 May, Sp (1812) III 428 The notion that peace
would hush up all our dangers had induced us to give up
to Holland the honour of the flag. x88x Palgrave Visions
Eng 275 Above the war-thunder came shouting, as foe
struck his flag after foe

2 . Naut. A flag carried by a flagship to indicate

that an admiral is m command, an admiral’s em-
blem of rank afloat Hence, of the admiral, To
hoist or strike one's flag' to enter upon, or re-

linquish command
1695 Land Gaz No. 3088/4 A Squadron of Dutch Ships,

whereof 3 carried Flags 1697 Ibid No 3329/4 Sir George
Rooke hoisted hts Flag on Board the Defyance 1707
Ibid. No 4390/3 This Morning he struck his Flag on board
the Nassau 1769-89 Falconer Diet Marine s v Admi-
ral, Admirals that have earned no flag 1796 Nelson in
Nicolas Disp II 187 The Admnal thinks I shall be ordered
to hoist my Flag here 1809 Sir A Hammond in G Rose
Dianes (i860) II. 359, I never meant to chaige him with
having deprived me of my flag 1867 Smyth Settlors
Word-bh

,
Flag Also, a certain banner by which an ad-

miral is distinguished at sea fiom the inferior ships of his
squadron

b. A ship carrying an admiral’s flag, a flagship
1652 Perfect Account No 101 2065 The Garland was

engaged by two Dutch Flags X710 Land Gas No. 4755/2
That they did not do it is attributed to the Loss of their
two Flags 1829 Marryat F Mtldmay yu (Rtldg) 67,
I .

.
quitted the flag with a light heart,

c Applied to the admiral himself Also, Flag !

the answer returned to a sentry’s challenge by an

admiral’s boat
1665 Pepys Diary (1879) III. 274 Not giving to all the

Commanders, as well as the Flaggs 17x9 Sir E Byng in

Torrmgton Mem (1889) p xi, My whole pay as a flag of

the fleet 1747 J Lind Lett Navy (1757) I fl3 H more
than two flags, then the commander in chief is to have one
half of the eight 1867 Smyih bailor's Word bk , Flag
3 slang An apron
1851 Mayhfw Loud Labour (1861) I. 218 Flag

,

an apron
1882 Echo 29 Aug. x/5 Ere long we may expect to hear that

a Congiesb of Servant girls lus been discussing the use of

the ‘flag’.

4 Sporting The tail of a setter or Newfoundland
dog. Also of a deer; occas of a horse. Cf
quots under Flag a.

1859
1 Stonehenge’ (J H Walsh) Dog 1 iv 97 The stern,

or flag [of the setter) is furnished with a fan-hke biush of

long hair 1883 G Stables Our Friend the Dog vn 60

Flag, the tail, applied to SeLters and Newfoundlands 1891
R. Kipling Plain Tales 148 A switch-tailed demirep of

a marc called Arab because she has a kink in hei flag.

5 ? = Fag sbA 2

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 875/2 Flag, the uneven end
of an uncut tuft of hair m a brush. 1893 Standard Diet.,

Flag

,

the split end of a bristle

0 . Printing A mark made by the concctor of

a proof, showing an omission by the compositor

of some words which are written by the corrector

m the margin
;
an ‘ out’

7 . attnb and Comb
,
as flag-bearer, -case

,
-pole

,

flag-bedizened adj Also flag-boat, a mark-boat
in sailing or rowing matches; flag-captain, the

captain of a flagship ;
flag-dues (see quot )

;

+ flag-fallen a., unemployed; said of actors in

allusion to the lowering of the play-house flag ns

a sign of closing
,

flag-furlmg a. {fig ), dis-

posed to cease fighting, pacific; flag-lieutenant,

an officer acting as an aide-de-camp to an admiral

,

flag-list, the roll of flag-officers or admirals
,
flag-

pay, the pay of a flag-officer or admiral , flag-

raising vbl. sb. {US), a ceremonious hoisting of

a party flag
;

flag-rank, the rank of admiral

;

flag-share, an admiral's share (one-eighth) of

prize-money; flag-station {Railways), a place

where trains stop only when signalled to do so

;

flag-wagging, Milit slang, signalling with flags

held in the hand
,
flag-waver, one who tries to

arouse popular enthusiasm , so flag-waving vbl sb

Also Flag-officeh, Flagship, Flagstaff.
1887 Times (weekly ed ) 24 June 4/4 The houses were

largely *fiag-bedizened 1835 Lytton Riensi 11 in, The
different servitors and *flag-bearers ranged themselves on
the steps without 18x5 Sporting Mag XLVI 187 The
Caroline passed fiist round the *flag-boat 1829 Marryat
F Mildmayvw (Rtldg) 66,

1

saw the *flag-captain. 1870
Colomb & Bolton Flashing Signals 39 The *flag-case is

made of strong patent leather. 1892 Simmonds Diet. 7 rade
Suppl

,
*Flag Dries, a charge on ships, in some harbours,

for hoisting flags 1609 Rowley Search for Money B ltj/i

Foure or flue *flag-falne Plaiers 1802 in Spirit Public Jmls
(1803) VI 174 A fresh assortment of “flag-furling orations,

expected by the pacific packet 1708 Nelson in Nicolas
Disp III. 2 Your note about the "Flag Lieutenant 1873
ColombLet. xi June in Fifteen Vrs NavalRehrement(x886)
13 A large nominally active *Flag Lust X7X9 Sir E Byng in

’lomngtonMem (1889) p ix, My *fiag pay x8Z\PallMall
G g Sept. 3/2 That is a contretemps to which annexation by
^flagpoles is occasionally exposed 1864 Sala m Daily Tel
18 Nov, ^Flag-raising consists in stretching a big banner
. across a street, and this banner contains a colossal transcrip-

tion of the particular ‘ ticket ’ which the flag-raisers support

1894 Westm Gas. 7 Sept 8/2 His profession of the Protestant
faith having prevented lus attaining *flag rank 1867 Smyth
Sailor1's Word-bk

,
*Flag-share 1852 Hist etc. County

Oxford 681 Here [GosfordJ is a *flag station on the Oxford
and Bletchley branch of the London and North-Western
Railway 1887 Pall Mall G 24 Mar 11/x So slowapro-
cess as that of ‘ *flag wagging ’ 1894 Westm Gaz 28 June
2/3 The Pretona *flag-wavers. x8pz Pall Mall G 12 Nov
2/2 *Flag-waving is all very weir, but it is a miserable
proceeding when influenced by such sordid motives

t Flag1

,
sb.5 Sc. Obs [Cf. ON.fiagd similarly

used ] An opprobrious term applied to a
woman.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv 71 Sic fartmgailhs on flaggis

als fatt as quhaihs 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2x37 Ane fistand

flag 1866 Edmondstoun Shetland % Orkn, Gloss
,
Flaag,

a large clumsy woman

f Flag, sb 6 Sc, Obs. [var of Flaw
;
cf Sw.

flaga, wmd-flaga

,

Du vlaag, earlier vlaeghe, vlage.]

A blast or gust (of wind)
,
a squall. Flag offine :

a flash of lightning.

1513 Dougias FEneis 1 111 61 With fluidis ourset the
Troianis, and at vndir By flaggis and rayne did fra the
hevin descend Ibid vu Prol 49 Dym skyis oft furth
warpit feirfull levyne, Flaggis of fyir and mony felloun
flawe 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I 9 In mony flag
that fuuus wes and fell

Flag (flseg), sb 7 [Cf MLG vleger, 1 coinwoith
somewhat more than a Bremer groat ’ (Schiller &
Lubben) ] A gioat, fourpence.
1567 Harman Caveat 85 A flagge, a wyn, and a make (a

grot, a penny, and a halfe penny), a 1700 B E Diet Cant
Crete, Flagg, a Groat 1851 Mayhew Land. Labour (1861)
I 251 A tremendous black doll bought for a flag of a retired
rag-merchant

t Flag, a Obs [Perh a. OF flac (:-L.fiaccus)
of same meaning For the change of c into g cf
flagon

, filaget, repi earlier flacon
, filaket. See

next vb ]

Hanging down, drooping, pendulous, esp. of
hau, and a hoise’soi dog’s tail. Also mcomb as
flag-eared, -thighed,

-winged
1591 Pi rcivali Sp Diet

,
Em apotado de orejas

,
flag eared

flnci idus 1613 Hiywood Brazen Age 11 11, The fierce
’lhessalian hounds With theirfl.igge ernes 1637A Warwick
Sparc Min 112 He [the heton] strave to get above her [the
hawk] labouring to make hei flagge-winged, and so escape
1668 Land Gas No 273/4 About 17 years of Age, bright
flag hair 1683 Bi> 01 Ferns 111 Wicked Contrw S Black-
head in Select IIart Mice (1703) 521 His hair hangs flag
without any curls 1683 Lend Gaz No 1866/8 A Send
Gelding with a bald Faec and a long flag lad 1765
Ireat Dom Pultons 91 The feathers on their thighs hang
loose, wheieby they are said to tie flag-thigh'd.

Flag ( fleeg), v 1 Also 6 -7 flagge [? f Flag a. ,

cf Ob flaquir to become flaccid But prob there
is a mixture with an onomatopoeic foimation, ex-

pressing the same notion asflap,flack, but imply-
ing less energetic movement ]

1 mtr To hang down
,
to flap about loosely.

1545 [see FrAGGiNG ppl a ] 1609 Bnnr (Douay) Eaod
xxxix 19 Which a lace of hyacinth loyned, lest they should
flagge loosely 1650 Iiui wi.u Anthropomct 178 Least the
heavy Breasts should flag down loo low 1655 Theophama 2
He discovered a tall Ship, with her sails flagmg about her
masts x8ox Southey Thalaba m xvm, When the out-

strain'd tent flags loosely x8x8 SuriU Y Rev Islam hi

xvu. 3 Its sails were flagging in the breathless noon

•f b. To sink down heavily Obs.
x6i7 Am* Abbott Descr World, PeruV iv, Which bedds

are deiused of Cotten wooll, and hung vp betweene two
trees in the which flagging elowne m the middle, men and
their wiucs and their children doe lie togethei

-j c trans. To allow to droop , to hang down,
drop (the head, ears, tail, etc ) Obs Cf 5
1637 Heywood Dial, Anna Phillis Whs 1874 VI, 310
No one but droopes her wings, and flags her tayle 1644
QuAULrs Shepk Oracl vn, Wheieby I was compelled To
flag my sailes 1725 Bradity Fain Diet s v Celery, It

waips and flags its He*ad too much 1757 W Thompson
R N A dvoc 20 Dogs, have flaged then Tails and would
not even smell to it

2. intr To become limp or flaccid. Now only

of plants To dioop, fade
x6xx Cotgr .Flestrn to fade, wither ; flag, droope 1644

Dicbv Nat Bodies (1645) 1 xu § 4 127 When the string [of

a bow] beginneth to flag 1667 Bi ale in Phil, Trans II

424 The Cliei ry-Blossoms then flagging, but not much
altering their Colour 1668 Culpeppi r & Coli Barthol
Anat 11 m 02 The Lungs flag and become small again

1767 Nat Hist m Ann Reg 106/1 Having made an aperture

in the bladder, it flagged immediately of itself 1846 Jml
R Ague Soc VII 11 523 The white crops flag, and the

turnip leaves turn yellow i860 Di LAMru Hitch Gard 79
They may be cut out with balls of matted fibtes, and being

then well watered, will scarcely flag at all

+ 3 mli Of wings To move feebly or ineffectu-

ally in attempting to fly. Of a bird . To move its

wings feebly (an early use also Irons, with wings

as obj ) ;
to fly unsteadily or neai the ground. Obs

1590 Spenser F' Q To Earl Essex, My Muse, whose
fethers Doe yet but flagg and slowly learn to fly 1596—
Hymn Heav Beauty 30 The faulcon flags awhile her

fluttering wings beneath 1603 B Jonson Sejanus v 111,

Crokmg Ravens I'Tag’d up and downe 1624 Gataker
Transnbst 220 Like eagles wee must scare aloft up to

heaven, and not flagge downwaid 1635 Cowley Davideis

in 330 T lie Wings of T ime flagg’d dully after it

fig 1644 Bulwer Chiron 5 Speech divided from the

Hand flags and creeps upon the ground a 1683 Oldham
Art ofPoetry (1686) 3 Others flag low, and humbly sweep

the dust 01x764 Lloyd Otic to Genius Poet Wks. 1774 II

174 Whose nerveless strains flag on in languid tone

b. ?To fly level, without soaring; or peril,

(after Flag sbf) to fly with long sweep of wing
1846 KiNGSLrY Saint's Tiag v ill, One bad Flags fearful

onward 1849— Misc (18591 II. 308 Long strings of sea-

fowl aie flagging on steadily at railroad pace

4. To become feeble or unsteady in flight.

Hence in wider sense (in early use perh consciously

transf.) : To be unable to maintain one’s speed

;

to lag, or fall into a halting pace, through fatigue

;

to become languid, lose vigour or eneigy

1639 Fuller Holy War iv xi (1640) 188 No wonder then

if the wings of that aimie did quickly flag, having so heavy

a weight of curses hanging upon them 1665 Boyle Occas

Refl 11 v (1845) 113 Too commonly our Resolutions flagg

with our Joys. 1691 Norris Pract Disc 3x2 We shall be

far from flagging in our Duty 1692 Locke Educ § 15

(1699)23 His Stomach flagging into a downnght want 01

Appetite 1745 De Foe's Eng Tradesman vi (1841) I 44

His credit by degrees flags and goes off 1780 Mad
D’Arblay Lett July, She does not suffer one's attention to

rest, much less to flag, for houis together 1810 Scott Lady

ofL 1 vi, ’Twere long to tell what steeds gave o’er Who
flagged upon Bochastle’s heath. 1821 Skellfy Boat on

Serchio g4 The boat flags with intermitting course, And
hangs upon the wave 1853 Soyer Pantroph, 394 Ihe

major-domo perceived that appetite began to flag 18S"

Kane Arct Expl I xu 127 The dogs began to flag; but

we had to press them 1874 L Stephen Honrs in Lib.

(1892) I 11 63 His zeal in setting forth an example never

flags for an instant

b Of an author, or his works, a diversion, game,

conversation, etc. ; To fall off in vigour or interest,

to grow dull or languid,
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1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 253 Yet doth he sometimes

seem to flag a little, and speak more Languidly and Scepti-
cally about it a 1743 Swift (J ), 1 he pleasures of the town
begin to flag and grow languid 1767 Gray Let Poems
(1775) 3=S The diction is not loaded with epithets and
figures, nor flagging into prose 1773 Mrs Chapone Im-
prov Mind (1774) II 99 Suffering the conversation to flag,

for want of a subject 1838 Dicktns Nick Luck vi, When
this topic flagged, he turned to the grey headed gentleman,
and asked if he could sing 1861 Hughes Tom Brmun at
Oxf xlvii, By degrees the cricket flagged, and most of the
men went off 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl Fleet 1 x.

(1883) 83 Come, gentlemen, we let the glasses flag

t e To flag in money , to be slow to pay it

1608 Yorksh 1 ra$ B j a, Shall it be said in. all societies,

That I broke custome, that I flagd in monie ?

f 5 trails a lit Of a bird, etc * To cease to

ply vigorously, relax the efforts of (its wings) from
fatigue. Of conditions, circumstances, etc. : To
render (the wings) incapable of soaring

,
to clog,

impede b Hence To allow or cause to become
languid , to be tardy in prosecuting (a purpose) ;

to deprive of vigour, animation, or energy, to

depress, enfeeble Obs
a 1622 F. Markham Bk War v. ix 197 The minde if

still it be ouerlaid with its owne toile, must either flag her
wings or stoope to a faulse prey 1687 Dryden Hind <5• P
111 500 Nor need they fear the dampness of the sky Should
flag their wings, and hinder them to fly 1709 Prior Ode
Hi, The Thousand Loves, that arm thy potent Eye, Must
. flag their Wings, and die 1715 Mrs Barker Exthus
I 93 Our Roman Eagles began to flag their wings
b 1602 Marston Antonios Rev in 111, O, for thy sisters

sake, I flagge revenge 1636 S Holland Zara {1719) 140
A kind of fulsome Recreation, that flags our Crests 1670
Eachard Cont Clergy 22 There is nothing that flags the
Spirits . as intense Studies. 1720 Weiton Suffer Son of
God II xxi 571 How forcible this Wretched Spirit of con-
tradiction is to Quell and Flag the inclinations of doing
Good 1737 W Thompson R N Advoc g The bloody
Brine flags by its softer and raw Juices, the Strength of
the Pickle

e Toflag rem • to slacken speed rare
1848 Lytton Harold 11 11, Took ship from Cherbourg and

have not flagged rein, till I could say [etc.]

Flag (flseg), it A [f Flag jA 1
]

1

1

. irons. To plant about with flags or reeds

1683 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct
,
The waters are flagged about

with Calamus aromaticus.

2 To tighten (the seams of a barrel) by means
of flags or rushes

1757W Thompson if N Advoc 15 A Cask, which was
not well flag’d. 1842 Guide to Trade, Cooler 50 Inside

joints must be flagged 1846 SirT D Lauder in Eiuycl
Bnt (ed 8) IX 639/1 After which it [the barrel] should be
flagged, headed, blown, and tightened

3 To cut off the flag or blade of (wheat)
1846 Jnd R Agnc Soc

.

VII. n 538, I had to flag my
wheat three times and then it was partially laid

Hence Pla gging vbl sb Also attnb
1842 Guide to Trade

,
Cooper 73 Pulling offfiom the head,

with the flagging iron, the stave or staves that [etc ]. 1846

Trnl R. Agnc Soc VII 11 299 So rank will be the corn-

crop there, that in spite of two or three flaggings, it is

almost sure to go down and spoil.

Flag (flseg)j v 3 Also 7 flagge [f. Flag sb 2
]

trails. To pave with or as with flagstones

Also of a stone or stones To form the floor or

paving of Toflag over

;

to cover with a pavement.
1613 G Sandys Trav. 130 The stones so great, that eight

floores it eight flagge the ends, and sixteene the sides

Ibid 177 The wals are flagged with large tables of white

marble, 168a Wheler Journ Greece 11 187 It is flagged

also withm with white Marble, and paved in like manner
1709 Steele Tatler No 179 r 8 What Ground remains is

flagged with 1arge Quarries ofwhite Marble *810 Attn Reg

7SS The streets in Pans are not flagged on the sides,

as in London 1833 Mrs Gatty Panto Nat Ser. x (1869)

123 The hearthstone that flagged the grand old chimney
arch of ancient times 1884 G H Boughton in Harper's
Mag Oct 714/1 They flagged the dead over with their

own grave stones.

Flag (flaeg), [f Flag sb.^\

1. trans To place a flag over or upon
;
to deco-

rate or adorn with flags To flag out (a race-

course) : to mark out by flags

*873 ‘Stonehenge' Bnt Sports 11 11 1 §6, 311 In a

steeplechase, where the ground is not flagged out. 1889

Times 1 Oct 3/3 In honour of the day all tne official build-

ings here were flagged.

2 . a To inform or warn by flag-signals b. To
communicate (information) by flag-signals C To
inform by flag-signals that d. To decoy (game,

esp deer) by waving some object like a flag to

excite the animal’s attention or curiosity

1884 G 0 Shields in Harpe-ds Mag Aug 367/2, I will

give you a point or two on flagging antelope. 1883 T
Roosevelt Hunting Trips vi 181 One method of hunting

them [antelopes] is to flag them up to the hunters by
waving a red handkerchief to and fro in the air 1886

Leeds Mercury Nov ,
At Mmeke some men working in a

limekiln flagged the tram on account of an obstruction on
the track 1887 Pall Mall G 24 Mar n/x A map of the

battle ofHasheen was flagged across Wimbledon Common
1893 Capt King Foes in Ambush, sr, I flagged old Feeny
half an hour ago that they hadn’t come through here

Flagan, obs form of Flaggon

+ FXa’gartie, a, Obs Sc, [Cf. Flaoket v ]

Flouncing; boisteious

1333 Lyndesay Satyre 2137 Ane fistand flag, a flagartie

fuffe.

Flagary, var of Fegaby=Vagaey.
1828 Blackw Mag XXIII 46 None of your bantering

and flaganes
, for have him you must

t Fla'gel.
1 Obs Also 4 flegel [a. OF.

flageol, flagel, flajol, a Pr flajol, flcmjol ;
of

unknown origin the vulgar Lat type would be
flaviolus

Diez’s suggestion of derivation from Rom flauio flute is

untenable on phonological grounds ]

= Flageolet
c 1323 Coer de L 6681 They herde no pype, ne flagel.

a 1330 Fretgm A lexanderm Rouland4 V. (1836) p xx, The
wane gan a fiegel blawe.

Flagel.
2 Used with etymological allusion for

Flail, q v.

1647 Fuller Good Th in Worse T , Occas. Med x 218,
I finde two sad Etymologies of Tribulation One ftom
{Tnbulus) a three forked Thorn The other, from Tnbulus

,

the Head of a Flail, or Flagell.

Flagellant (fladge lant, flse dgelamt), sb and
a [ad L flagellant-em, pr pple of flagellare to

whip, f flagellum . see Flagelle sb ]A sb.

1 One who scourges himself by way of reli-

gious discipline or penance
; esp one of a sect of

fanatics (L flagellantes) that arose in the 13th c.

Usually jfl/.

1563-87 Foxe A M (1396) 139/2 Flagellants going bare-
foot in long white linen shirts, with an open place m the
backe 1664 H More Myst Intq 323 In their Nmevites
or Flagellants 1781 Priestley Corrupt CJtr II xx 213
There arose a sect called the Flagellants, or whippers

1837 Miss Winkworth Tattler's Life If Serin 126
r

ihen
appeared the ghastly processions of the Flagellants

2 In wider sense (chiefly tramf from 1 ) : One
who flagellates (himself or others).

1783 Burke Sp Nabob Arcot's Debts 9 These modem
flagellants are sure to whip their own enormities on the
vicarious hack of every small offender. 1833 PlanchA tr

Ctess D’A nlnoy's Fairy Tales
,
Gracieuse 4 Pei cinet (18581

8

The flagellants so fatigued themselves, that they could no
longer lift their arms 1879 Geo Eliot Theo Such 11 29
That modern sect of Flagellants who make a ntual of
lashing—not themselves but—all their neighbours.

fig 1849 Bp of Exeter in CrokerPapers{i8Z^) III xxvi

194 This coincidence of opinion avowed by his [Macaulay’s]
intending panegyrist with that of his actual flagellant

Comb. 1876 Gbant Burgh. Sch. Scotl xx v 199 The
unhappy teacher had sometimes to perform the duties of a
flagellant-general.

33 adj

Given to flagellation, flagellating.

1880 Swinburne StudyShake 1 27 The broad free sketches

of the flagellant head-master of Eton.

fig 1891 G Meredith One ofourCoitq II. x. 233 So fla-

gellant of herself was she

Hence Flage llantism
1833 Milman Lat. Ckr. (1864) IX. xxv. i 8 Wretched

peasantry maddened to Flagellantism. 1836 Kingsley
Mtsc ,

Fronde's Hist Eng II 74 The philosopher may
look on wars as in the same category with fiageliantisms.

Flagellar (fladge lax), a [f L flagell-um +
-ar 1 ] Entom * Pertaining to the flagellum of an

antenna ’ {Cent. Diet )

Flagellate (Are dgelff’t\/a. pple rare. [ad.

L. flagelldt-us, pa. pple. of flagclld-re to whip ]
Flagellated, scourged
1876 J Ellis Ciesar vi Egypt 143 Christy was one time

bound, With scorn assail’d, and flagellate with thongs.

Flagellate (flse dgel/t), a. [f Flagell-um
+ -ATB 2

.]

1 Biol a. Furnished with vibratile flagella, b.

= Flagelllform.
1877 Huxley Anat Dai Anint. 11 79 Those flagellate

Infusoria which are termed ‘monads’, 1878 Bell Gegen-
baur's Comp Anat 21 The cell runs out into a fine process,

and forms a flagellate cell

2 Bot Having runners or runner-like branches.
*88* Vines Sachs’ Bot 379 The male branch may become

an ordinary flagellate branch

Flagellate (fls? dgehit), v [f. L. flagellat-

ppl. stem of flagelld-re, f. flagellum . see Fla-
gelle sb ] trans. To scourge, whip
1623 in Cockeram 1721-82 in Baxley 1771 Smollett
H C linker II 173 To be insulted, flagellated, and even
executed as a malefactor 1837 Landor Pentameron Wks.
1846 II 313/2 [That] the angels were created only to

flagellate axiu burn us 1838 R S Surtees Ask Mamma
xu 9 The outside passengers . proceeded to flagellate

themselves into circulation

fig 1804-8 Foster in Life <§ Corr (1846) I lxi 341,

I flagellated myself in great anger 1830 Westm Rev
XII 27

a

The Quarterly could for once flagellate an oppo-

nent without having recourse to its old art of wilful

misrepresentation *836 Emerson Eng Traits

,

Wks
(Bohn) II 39 Their drowsy minds need to be flagellated by
war.

*

Hence Fla gellated ppl a.

1836 E Howard R Reefer xni, The flagellated boys con-

tnved to hush up their sobs. 1884 Pall Mall G, 29 July

3/2 The flagellated flesh visibly shuddered.

Flagellated (flse’dgel^ted), a Zool and Biol,

[f Flagellate a. + -ED 1

] Provided with flagella.

1887 W. J Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII 4x8/2 The
flagellated chambers of all other sponges Ibid

,

Collared

flagellated cells or choanocytcs

Flagellation (Are dgel* 1 Jan). Also 5 flagel-

lacyon, 6 -cion. [ad. L. flagettdttdn-em, n. of

action f flagellare to Flagellate ] The action

of scourging
,
a flogging, whipping.

1326 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 13 Suffrynge intoler-

able turmentes, flagellacyons, and moost cruell and bytter
deth 1664 H More Myst Imq 466 Excoriating their

bodies in processionary flagellations 1763 Sterne Tr
Shandy VIII xxxi, Speaking of his abstinence, his watch-
ings, flagellations. 1838 Dickens Anch Nick xiu, A fearful

instrument of flagellation, supple, wax-ended 1873 H C.
Wood Therap. (1879) 161 Mild flagellations may be used
to keep up the external capillary circulation

fig 1490 Caxton Eneydos xx 73 In all the places of thy
flagellacyons, peynes and tormentes 1302 Ord. Cryst.
Men (W. de W 1306) iv, v 175 By sykenesses, losses of
goodes, warres, and other flagellacyons

b. spec. The scourging of Chnst
; a picture re-

presenting this

X426 AUDELAY Poems 55 Vij blodes Crist he bled The
thred in his flagellacion 1630 Donne Deaths Duell (1632)

33 In his flagellation and thornes 1703 Maundrell Journ.
Jems (1732) 72 The first place they visited was that of the
Pillar of Flagellation 1741 Chambers Cycl s v Flagel-
lation, We say a Flagellation to denote a picture, or print,

representing the torment inflicted on the Saviour

Flagellative (flte-dgele'tiv), a. rare [f. as
prec + -iVE ] = Flagellatory.
1836 E Howard R. Reefer ix, He attended to no depart-

ment of the school but the flagellative,

Flagellator (flse dgekitax). [agent-n. f L.
flagellare to Flagellate ] One who scourges or
flogs (In quot 1691 = Flagellant A 1.)

1691 G. D’Emiliane Frauds Rom . Monks 358 In the
midst of these Flagellators was earned a Representation of
the Scourging of our Saviour, 1824 Examiner 103/2 He
was the flagellator of the boy Lynch 1876 Grant Burgh
Sch Scotl ii. v. 198 The flagellator having been sum-
moned before the Council, declares that the fault was not
his.

fig 1830 G Croly George IV, vi 76 The rise of this

grand flagellator [the newspaper press]

Flagellatory (flse dgelata n) [f L. type *fla~

gtlldtonus see prec and -ory ] Pertaining to

flagellation or flogging
1838 Fraser's Mag XVIII. 399We quote one flagellatory

piragraph 1844 Tuppfr Tvjuis 11 16 Often had he screened
his bad twin brother from the flagellatory consequences of
sheer idleness 1890 Sat Rev 30 Aug 266/1 The unwilling
specimen of so much flagellatory skill

t Flagelle, sb Obs [ad L.flagellum dim. of

flagrum scourge ] A scourge.
c 1430 Lydg Bochas I. (1544) 15 a, Their olde offences to

punishe As a flagell c 1430— Mm. Poems (Percy Soc )

146 Thu must of righte yeve hym is penauuce, With this

flagelle of equite and resoun.

f Flagelle, v Obs. [ad L flagellare

,

f fla-
gellum . see piec ] trans To scourge.

1330 Bale Eng Votaries 11 Rnj/i A man wold thmke .

that Sathan wer sent to flagelle the church

t Flagelli’feran. Obs [f med L flagelltfer

(f. flagellum scourge + -fer bearing) + -an.] =
Flagellant sb. 1 •

1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. 167 The Baptisme of water
is now ceased • and the Baptisme of voluntary blood by
whipping is come in place thereof, without which none can
be saued, as the Flagelhferans [printed -ertans, corrected
in laterEdd] published.

Flagelmerous (flsedgeli fares), a. Zool

,

etc.

[f. L. flagell-um + -(i)ferous ] Bearing a flagel-

lum or flagella; flagellate.

x868 tr. Figmer’s Ocean World 99 Flagelliferous Infu-

soria.

Flagelliform (fladge kfpjm), a. Zool. and Bot.

[f. Flagellum + -(i)form.] Having the form of

a Flagellum.
2826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol (1828) IV. xlii 133 First, fla*

f
elliform ovaries consisting of conical tubes. 187s Blake
ool. 200 The tail is flagelliform, very long 188a Vims

Sachs' Bot 356 Flagelliform branches.

Flagellist (flee dgelist) rare, [f L.flagell urn

+ -1ST ] One who scourges himself.

1833 I* Taylor Faitat. v 1x3 The Christian flagellist

might, draw as much blood from his back in a year.

||
Flagellum (fladge l#m). PI flagella, [L.

flagellum whip, scourge ]

1. In humorously pedantic use : A whip, scourge.

*807 ‘Ben Block' (title) Flagellum flagellated *830

Lytton P. Clifford m, Boxing-gloves, books, fly-flanking

flagellum *842 Barham IngoL Leg , Ivgol Penance, The
Knight. Received the first taste of the Fathei’s flagellum

2 . a Bot A runner or creeping shoot

[1398 Trevisa Barth De P, R. xvxx cxviu. (1493) 682

The hyghest braunches of a vyne hyghte Flagella ] 3887

Bentley Bot. (ed. 5) 117 The Runner or Flagellum is an
elongated, slender, prostrate branch, sent off from the base

of the stem, and giving off at its extremity leaves, and
roots, and thus producing a new plant

b Zool. and Biol A lash.-like appendage.

1852 Dana Crust 1 227 Outer antennae as long as the

front, flagellum lo-jomted 1878 Bell Gegenbaur's Comp.
Anat 79 The flagella, are modifications of the cilia 1883

Athenxum 12 Dec. 773/3 A cholera bacillus showing a
flagellum at either end.

Flageolet 1 (flsedgdle t, fte dg^let) Forms :

7 flajolet, flageollet, -eret, flagolet,7-9 flagelet,

-llet, (8 flagelate), 7- flageolet, [a Fr flageolet

,

dim, of OF flajol : see Flagel

1 A small wmd instrument, having a mouth-

piece at one end, sue principal holes, and some-

times keys.
35-2



FLAGEOLET. FLAGON.276

iSgg Leak Water whs 27 A Cyclope plaies upon a

X-lajolet *711 Addison Sped No 5 P 3 'll16 Musick pro-

ceeded fiom a Consort of Flagelets 1788 Cowpm Death

Bullfinch is Well taught he all the sounds express d Of
fiagelet or flute 1840 Dickens OldC 'Shop xix, Vagabond
groups add their uproar to the shall flageolet

trims/. i65z Tatiiam Aqua Tn. 11 To shew they [the

winds] were Joves Flagerets

2

A playei on the flageolet. Obs.

*676 Ethlkedge Man ofMode hi In ,
That’s one of the

walking Flajolets

3 A slop in an organ having a tone similar to

that of the flageolet

1832 Sfidel Organ 97 Flageolet .imitates the tone of the

insttument bearing the same name
4 attnb

,
as flageolet-master, -tone (see quot J.

1667 Pepys Drary x Mar ,
I find the flageolet-mastercome,

and teaching my wife *888 Stainer & Barrett JOict

gfits Terms,
Flageolet tones, the natural harmonics of

stringed msti uments, so called from, their pure flute like

quality of tone

II Flageolet

‘

2 (flfficl3tfle*t, fla^ote) [Fr flageolet,

corniption of flageolet,
dim of flageol'.—L.faseolus.

Cf Easels.] A species of kidney-bean

*88$ Pall Mall G 9 Sept 4/2 Flageolets, the piece de

resistance, are the next cause of amusement

Flaget, var of Flackm, Obs., a bottle, cask.

Flaggan . see Flagon 2
.

f Flaggat. Obs rare [? var of Flaoket sb 2
;

but cf 1< aggot ] A bundle, faggot

1375 Barbour Bruce xvii. 615 Gret flaggatis tharof thai

maid.

Flagged (flmgd), ppl a 1 [f. Flag sb 2 + -eg 2
]

Paved with flags or slabs of marble, stone, etc.

*634-5 Brereton Trav (*844) 86 The daintiest flagged

channels *777 W. Dalrymti-E Tretv Sp <$• Port 111, Our
apartment had a flagged floor. *852 R S Sum EES

Sponge's Sp. Tour lxu 350 They paced backwards and
forwards under the flagged verandah

Flagged (flsegd)
,
ppl a.

2 [f. Flag sb& + -ed 2
.]

Having a flag, decorated with a flag

*79* Cowper Yardley Oak 96 The deck Of some flagged

admiral. *874 PArwoRrn Coats 0/Arms 364 A turret arg.

flagged gu
Flagger 1 (flue gar). Anglo-Irish [Cf. Flag

j5,1
,
also Fuggeu and OF. Jlechiere

,
flequiere

,

flagiere water plants, flags collectively.] = Flag sb.1

*842 S Lover Bandy Andy xv, Its banks sedgy, thickly

giown with flaggers and bulrushes 1843 Lever y Hinton
xx, The sedgy banks, whose tall flaggers bow tlieir heads
beneath the ripple that eddies fiom the bow.

Fla'gger A [f Flag v 3 and sb 2 + -er 1
]

I . One who flags or lays down flagstones.

*868 Whiimah Poems, To Working Men 6 Flagging of

side walks by flaggers.

2 slang A sheet-walker.
1865 Daily Paper

\

Police Report (Farmer), She wasn’t

a low sort at all—she wasn't a flagger as we call it.

Flagger 3 (flse gai). [f. Flag sb^y -er 1
]
A

man who carries a flag before a traction-engine to

warn drivers of vehicles, etc.

189a Scott Leader 9 Jan 4 The * flagger ’, who turned up
some time after in hot pursuit of the fugitive [engine],

Flagget, var of Flacket Obs ,
bottle.

Flagging (flsegiq), vbl sb * [f Flagv 1 +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb. Flag 1

*6** Cotgr., Alaehissement a flagging, or falling downe,
through feeblenesse 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol
Amtt n. vi 102 The swelling of the Heart and the Flag-

ging thereof 1855 H. Sfenclr Psychol (1870)1 it.

v 236 That flagging of the circulation which accompanies
the decline of life 1865 M Arnold Ess. Cnt. 1 36 He
was inclined to regret, as a spiritual flagging, the lull which
he saw
Fla’gging, vbl. sb.

2 [f Flag v. 3 + -ing 1,]

1. The action of paving with flagstones

1656 H Webb in D King Vale Royall 11 209 The Flag-
ging of the long West lie was this year begun by Dean
Mitter 1824 in Picton L'pool Mnmc Rec. (1886) II 341
The paving and flaggingof streets, *893 BirkenheadNews
9 Dec 1/2 Tenders for the Flagging, Channelling, and
Sewering of various Passages in the Borough.

2 concr The material used in pavmg ;
hence, the

pavement (The two first quots are doubtful

)

1622 Vestry Bks (Surtees) 178 For making upp a wall and
flagging about the bells fioore for five dayes att xd per
diem, inj s. ij d *660 Ibid *97 For setting upp the fount
and flagging about itt, 8 s. 6 d *825 Beverley Lighting Act
II. 27 The flagging and other materials thereof to be taken
up *85* LoNGr Gold. Leg. 11 1 50 He heard angelic feet
Fall on the golden flaggiug of the street. *86* Holland
Less Life 111. 39 Stretched at her length upon the flagging,

3. attnb
, asflagging stone.

1830 N S. Wheaton /ml6
366 A vault covered with

a coarse flagging stone, *868 Lossing Hudson 172 Almost
inexhaustible quarries of flagging stone.

t Fla’gging, vbl sb 3 Obs [? f. Flag sb. 4 +
•ing 1

] ? A long flowing hat-band.
,

1695 Land Gaz No 3045/4 His Coat whitish, with
hlack Tnming, a black Hat and Flaging.

Flagging (flse’gig), ppl. a [f. Flag vl +
-img 2

.j That flags, hanging down, drooping;
falling, languid.

*S45 Raynold Byrlh Maniynde (1564) Cj, That her
brestes be neyther to great, soft, hangyng, and flaggyng.
c 1620 Z Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 10 Against the yard
The flagging trainsaile flapt. *636 B Jonson Discov Wks
(Rtldg ) 759/1 The language is thin, flagging, poor, starved.

1715-20 Pope Ihad xxnr. 1039 The wounded bird With
flagging wings alighted on the mast. 1838 Wordsw.

Sonnets x, Dull, flagging notes that with each other jar

*874 L Stephen Hours in Lib (*802) I v. 189 He had

recourse to stimulants to rouse a flagging imagination

Hence ITa ggingly adv
a *693 Urquhart Rabelais in v 54, I would come off

but very faintly and flaggingly

+ Fla’ggiall, a Obs.
[f Flag a 4- -ISH.]

Somewhat ‘ flag ’ or lank ,= Flaggy a 2 1

*669 Land Gas No 402/4 Of a brown Haggish Hair

1685 Ilnd No 2058/4 A tall slender man, flaggish lank Hair.

Flaggon, var of Flagon.
Flaggy (flee gi)> 1 [f Flag sb 1

t- -y 1
]

L Abounding in flags or reeds

1382 Wyclif Exod 11 3 He putte the litil faunt with ynne,

and sette out hym in the flaggi place of the brinhe of the

flode. 1552 Nottingham^ Ru. IV. 104 For the flaggy

peyse of grounde lyeng in Estcrofte. 16*0 G Fletchi r

Christ's Viet xhx, Old Cliamus flaggy banks *64* Best
Farm Bks (Surtees) 40 There is a little Haggle piece to-

wardes the west ende *8z* Clari Vill. bhnstr I 125

The rings went whirling round, Till they touch’d the

flaggy bank 1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept, 299/2 Its

favourite flaggy haunts

2 Consisting or made of flags or reeds.

*6z* G Sandys Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 176 The rupture of

his browes He shades with flaggie wreathes, and sallow

boughes *698 J. Fryer E India <S- Peisia 17 Their

Flaggy Mansions Hags upheld with some few Sticks,

supplying both Sides and Covering to tliur Cottages

a *7** Kln Edmund Poet Wks 1721 II 200 Cam will

ere long his flaggy Tresses rear

3 Resembling a flag or reed, flag-hke

IS77 B. Googl Heresbach's Husb (1586)111 *20 Rather soft

sweete grasse, then hie and flaggy *597 Gcrardl Herbal
1. xxxiv 45 The common Flower de-luce hath long and
large flaggie leaues, like the blade of a swoide *652 Cul-

pepi u Eng. Physic 95 (Flower de luce) The flaggy kmdes
thereof have the most physical uses c *730 Burt Lett N
Scotl (1760) II. xxvi 310 A kind of short flaggy grass

4 Of com, straw, etc. . Having a laige flag (see

Flag sb 1 2).

*842 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ill 11 300 Straw bright and
ieedy, not flaggy. 1850 Ibid XI. n 691 My corn being

too strong and flaggy _ „ ,

Flaggy (flse’gi), *2.2 Obs. exc dial. [f. Flag®.1

+ -y 1 Cf. Flag a

,

Flaggish ]

1 Hanging down limply or lankly, drooping,

pendulous.
*576 Newton Lemme’s Complex (1633) *5* The cheekes

seeme flaggy and hanging downe. *590 SrrNsru F Q 1

xi 10 His flaggy winges when Forth he did display, Were
like two sayles c *6ao T Robinson M Mai?d. 1 238

Curhnge y° flaggy lockes of the Neptuma plaine *68*

Loud Gaz No. 1614/4 A Tall Man with Brown flaggy

Hair *697 Dryden Vtrg Georg iv 40 Basking in the Sun
thy Bees may lye, And resting there, then flaggy Pinions

dry *725 De Foe Voy Round World (1840) 135 Her breasts

were plump and round, not flaggy and hanging down *8*4

H Busk Fugit Pieces sap 1 he flaggy sail Chides the dull

absence of the quickening gale *8a* Craig Led Drawing
1. 52 A large head with wide-spread, flaggy wings . . to

lepresent a Jupiter Pluvius

2. Soft and flabby, having no firmness, flaccid.

a *565 Sir T. Chaloner in Q Ehz Boethius (E E T.S )

147 My skynne do sagg in wrinkles slacke, my flaggy

lymbes do tremble. *626 Bacon Sylva § 453 It will beare

a great flaggy Apple *634 T. Horne fauna. Ling (ed 8)

9 Lillies Wither and grow flaggy. *668 Culpepper &
CoLr Barthol Anat 11 in 91 It [.the Heart] becomes soft

and flaggy, and gives no pulsation. *705 Bosman Guinea.

238 The flesh is so flaggy and the Bacon so sorry *888

Elworthy W Somerset Wordbk., Flaggy
,
flabby, limp.

Hence Fla g-giness, the state of being flaggy

1654 Z Coke Logic Ded. (1657) A nj b, Through the flag-

ginesse of her Pinion *684 tr Bpnct's Merc Compit xiv.

480 When there is a weakness or-fhe Stomach, especially

a flagginess. *736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 60 The lungs, by
their llagginess fastening themselves to the sides

_
*755

Johnson Flaggtness, laxity, lunbemess, want of tension.

Flaggy (fisegi), a 3 [f. Flag sb.* + -y 1
]

Cleaving readily into flags, capable of being split

up, laminate
*847 Ansted Anc. World iu 23 A grayisli-coloured

sandy stone, often slaty or flaggy 1877 A H. Green
Phys. Geol 11 § 7 85 A rock which is regularly and not

very thickly bedded, so that it can be split up into slabs for

paving, is called Flaggy, or a Flagstone.

Flagitate (fits dgiwt), v. [f. L fidgitat- ppl.

stem offlagitare to demand earnestly, f root flag :

see Flagrant] tram. To entreat (a person)

earnestly
;
to importune (rare).

1623 Cockeram, Flagitate

,

earnestly to importune,

1656 Blount Glossogr , Flagitate, to ask instantly, to

desire earnestly 1862 Carlyle Fredk, Gt III xiv in.

639 Carteret himself shall go and flagitate the Dutch 1865
Ibid. V xvm, 1 7 Schmettau earnestly flagitatmg the
Hanoverian Officialities.

Flagitation (flsedgit* 1 Jon). Also 5 flagita-

cyon. [ad. L flagitatidn-em, n. of action f flagi-

tme see prec ] The action of asking or demand-
ing with earnestness or passion
1658 Phillips, Flagitation

,

an earnest begging *727 in

Bailey vol II

If A mistake for Flagellation.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvu 96 The tourment and flagi-

tacyon wherof the see was, bette m nghte grete violence.

tFlagi’tion. Obs. [badly f. !"L.fldgttium see

Flagitious] Flagitious conduct; flagitiousness.

.
*598 J Keeper Courtiers Acad, 244 [Riches] being the

infamous offspring of couetousnesse, and guilty euen of the
same flagition. 1600 E. Blount Hasp. Incur Fooles 1.58

A woman stuffed with all krade of flagition and villame.

t Flagi tio’sity. Obs~° [f L. fldgitws-us
(see next) + -ity.] Flagitiousness.

1727 BAtinY vol II, Flagitiosity *775 m Ash
Flagitious (fladgijbs), a Also 4-6 flagi-

cious(e. [ad. OF flagtaeux, flagitieux, or L
fldgiliostis, f flagitvum shameful crime, also im-
portunity , related toflagitare see Flagitate © ]
1 . Of peisons * Guilty of or addicted to atrocious

dimes; deeply criminal, extremely wicked
*382 Wvcur 2 Macc. vn 34 Thou cursid of alle men

most flagiciouse 158* Campion m Confer 1 (*584) Cij,
That flagitious Apostata. a *6*7 Bayne On Coloss (1634)
98 Is it lit the Wife should be kept under the government
of a flagitious servant? 1715-20 Pope Iliad xm 788 Cumes
shall whelm in ruins yon flagitious town. *879 Gladstone
Glean III l 16 The most flagitious of mortals
absol 1796 Bp Watson Apol Bible 3 You will have

annihilated in the minds of the flagitious all their fears of

future punishment

^1 b Loosely used for : Infamous
174* Richardson Pamela (1742) IV 364 The common

Executioner, who is the lowest and most flagitious Officer

of the Commonwealth
2 . Of actions, character, principles, etc : Ex-

tremely wicked dr criminal , heinous, villainous

1550 Vi RON Godly Saiyngs (1846) 142 Flagitiouse

douiges and factes *651 Raleigh's Ghost Pref , Men, of

so fl igitious Iivls, that [etc ] 1701 Rowi Amb Step-Moth
11. i, i his Age, Ofmost flagitious Note *726 De Foe Hist.

Devil 1 iv (1840) 51 Having committed a flagitious cnme.
1781 Gibbon Did <5 /' II xxxu 247 Ills faith is pure,

though Ins manncis aie flagitious 1823 Lingard Hist
Eng VI. 232 His principles were of the most flagitious

description 1875 Bryce Holy Rom Emp lx (ed. 5) 134
The flagitious life of the pontiff.

Flagitiously (llac^i Jbsli), adv. [f piec.

+ -LY-] In a flagitious manner; ati ociously,

villainously.
i6*2-*5 Bp IIall Contempt O T. (1622) VI xvi iv.

79 If Amasa were now justly payd foi the arerages of his

late rebellion it was flagitiously uucll 1679 J. Good-
man Pcnit Pauionui m vi (1713) 391 Such men ns have

lived flagitiously and wickedly 1845 Ln Campbei l Chan-

cellots (1857) V cxvit 346 Some of the scenes are most

flagitiously indecent 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. 1 562

A sentence so flagitiously unjust

Flagitiousness (fl«ul/,i James) [f as prec. +

-ness J The quality of being flagitious

*692 Bi-nti i y Boyh Led 1 3 T he corruption and Flagi-

tiousness of Life which naturally attend it 1750 Student

I 176 A and others would intentionally avoid all acts

of flaguiousness and villany *855 Miiman Lat Chi

(*864) IV vn 11 72 The flaguiousness of his life as Pope

Flagless (flseglvs), a [f Flag sb.^ and 4 +

-less] Destitute of a flag or flags.

1. Not paved with, flagstones

*840 R Bui mner Excursion Denmark, etc II 350 The
rough paved flagless thoroughfare

2 Not bearing a flag or ensign
;
unadorned by

flags or banners.
*866 Morning Star 10 July, Within an hour or so, Milan,

now so dejected and llaglcss, will rejoice and be adorned

again 1880 Baring Goui d Mehalah 141 He pointed sadly

to his flagless staff, and shook his head

Fla glet [f. Flag sb. 4 + -war.] A small flag

187a Daily News 25 Mar , T he light blue flaglet on the

forepeak of the Cambudge boat.

Flag-man. [f-

1

lag Man.]

f 1 An admiral, a flag-officer. Obs.

1666 Pepys Diary (1879) III 428 To Mr Lilly’s the

painter’s , and there saw the heads of the Flaggmen in the

late great fight. 17*3 [Dariilli ] Gentleman Instructed ill

(ed 5) 409 He was a kind of Flagman, a Vice-Admiral, in

all those Expeditions of Good-fellowship

2 . One who has charge of or carries a flag ;
one

who signals with a flag

*832 Lincoln Herald 13 Jan. 1 The crowd all rushed into

the yard, with Beck, the flagman 1875 ‘ Stonehlncd Brit

Sports 11. 1. xiv. § 1. 487 The Starter is allowed an assistant,

besides a flagman. *890 Pall Mall G. 14 Jan 6/1 The

flagman .obeyed the order

Flag-officer. Plant [£ Flag sb 4 + Offi-

cer.] An officer who carries a flag, a irii

admiral, vice-admiral, or rear admiral b. In U S.

navy 1857-1862 the official title of an officer in

actual command of a squadron {Cent Diet)

*665 Evelyn Diary 30 June, I went on board the Charlesj

to which came all the flag-officers to his Majesty *79«

Morse Amer, Geog II 341 He formerly appointed the flag

officers. 1806 A Duncan Nelson. 119 The rank of a flag-

officer. *859 in Gen Navy Reg USA. (1888) 931 The

commission of senior flag officer of the United States Navy

*870 Colomb Let Apr xn Fifteen YearsNaval Retirement

5 Fifty Flag Officers is too few

Flagon.

1 (flse'g^n). Forms ; 5 flagau, flakon, o

flaocon(e, fLaccoun, (iSia flackoun), 6 flagone,

5—9 flaggon, 6- flagon. [ME flakon

,

ad. OF.

flacon earlier flascon med.L. flascon-em ; see

Flask sb ]

1. A large bottle for holding wine or other

liquors
;
m early use sometimes spec, a metal bottle

with a screw top, such as was carried by pilgrims

(cf Flacon, and quots 1578, 1647, 1653) an
\ .

1470-85 Malory Arthur vii. xtv 234 And there shalt

thou here with the of my wyn in two flagans of siluer they

ar of two galons 1494 Fabyan Chron vn 540, u flttg-

gonysofgolde. *527Andrew BrunswykesDistyll Waters

B ij b, Take a flatte flaccon or botell of glas *57® lyte

Dodoens v. xxxu. 59a Gourdes, .be oftentimes used (espe*



FLAGON. FLAIL,
dally of the Pilgrimes) in steede of flagons or bottelles

1603 Drayton Odes v 25 Bring forth your Flaggons (fill'd

with sparkling Wine} 1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 226
With thy netted knapsack, bisket, wine, And bursten-
bellied flaggons 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 v 26 What
difference is there between a bottle and a flaggon? gieat
difference, for the bottle is stopped with a stoppel, but
the flaggon with a vice a 1754 Sir W Jones Hymn to

IndraWks 1799 VI 340 While from their diamond flagons
The feasting Gods exhaustless nectar sip 1847 James
J Marston Hall ix, Having divided the last drop in the
flagon equally between himself and me

to Recently applied by wine-merchants to a
glass bottle of flattened globular shape with a neck,
holding nearly twice the quantity of an ordinary
wine-bottle

2 A large vessel containing a supply of drink
for use at table , now esp one with a handle and
spout, and usually a lid.

1512 Act 4 Hen VIII, c 7 § 7 Basons, Flaggons, Bottles .

or any other suchWares ofTin or Pewter 1663 Butler Hud
1 11 115 Did they coyn Bouls, and Flaggons, Int‘ Officers

of Horse and Dragoons 1828 Scorr F M Perth u, He set
the flagon on the table, and sat down 1883 Manch Exam
30 Oct 8/4 They were supplied with beer in the usual
stately German flagons with pewter covers

to. spec A vessel of this description, used to

hold the wine at the Eucharist

1485 Churckw Acc St Mary’s Hill, Lond (Nichols

1797) 114 A leeske of laton with a flakon 1663 Bk. Com
Prayer Communion, And here to lay his hand on every
vessel (be it Chalice or Flagon) 1686 Land, Gaz No
2x64/4 Stole out of the Parish Church of Ashborne a
Silver gilt Flagon. 187a 0. Shipley Gloss Eccl Terms,
Flagon

,
the vessel 1 on the credence for the wine at mass

;

z on the altar, if the chalice be too small

3 As much as a flagon will hold , also, a flagon

and its contents
;
hence, as a measnre of capacity

(see qnot. 1858).
1602 Shaks Ham v I 197 A pour’d a Flaggon of Remsh

on my head once 1703 Lond. Gaz No 3906/2 They sent
his Grace 36 Flagons of Wine 1750 Johnson Rambler
No 49 v 10 He had drank many a flaggon 1830 James
Darnley xxxvui, Sending over many a flaggon of wine and
hvpocras 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Flagon, a measuie
of two quarts

4 attrib. as flagon-bracelet, -chain, ? a chain-

bracelet to which a smelling-bottle (F flacoii)
could be attached
1564-78 Bulleyn Dial ag’st Pest (1886) ix Here is also

a Flagone chaine of the hundred angelles that you did giue
me in your laste greate Feuer 1598 Lane Wills II 97
One flagon cheane vhj 11 twoe flagon cheane braselette

liy 11 1606 Marston Parasitaster iv 1, I was a simple
countrie Ladie, wore golde buttons, trunck-sleeues, and
flaggon bracelets

Flagon 2 (flaegpn). Anglo-Irish Also flag-

gan. [Corrupted form of Flaggeb 1
.] =Flag sb 1

1878-86 Britten & Holland Platti-n ,
Flaggan, Iris

Psendacorus L — Ireland (Belfast) 1882 Hardimcke's
Science Gossip Feb 43 Local names of plants. Co. Ferma-
nagh —Iris, ‘ Flagons

t Fla’gonal, a Obs rare—L In 7 flaggonal.

[f Flagon 1 + -al ] Of or pertaining to a flagon.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 v 26 This is called a cup
of dissimulation, or flaggonal hypocnsie.

t Fla gonet. Obs [f, as prec. + -ET ] A small

flagon ; a flagon shaped vessel.

1599 Bp. Hall Sat. vi i 84 With a big-bellied gallon

flagonet 1648 Herrick Hcsper , Invitation, In aburmsht
flagonet stood by Beere small as comfort, dead as chanty

Flagonless (flse’gpnles), a [f as prec. + -LESS J
"Wanting or not having a flagon.

a 1849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) 459 Wifeless, friendless,

flaggonless, alone.

+ Fla-grable, a Obs.- 1 [f L. flagra-re to

blaze (see Flagrant) + -ble ] Tending to blaze

;

capable of being set on fire

1669 W Simpson Hydral Chym 251 Sal Alkalt made
out of spurt of Wine which before Was Flagiable

Flagrance (fl* 1 'grans). rare, [ad (either di-

rectly 01 through OF flagrance) L. flagrantia
,
n.

of quality f.flagrant-em Flagrant J
1 lit. Blazing or glowing condition

1847 Blackiv Mag LXI 735 We had been brought now
to the very flagrance of the aog-star. 1892 Baring-Gould
Roar ofSea III lux 235 Some vent had been found, and
the attic was in full flagrance.

2 . Of an offence : The quality or state of being

flagrant
;
glaring shamefulness

16x2-15 tlr Hall Contempt NT iv xv, They bring to

him a woman taken in the flagrance of her adultery 1863

Mrs C Clarke Shaks. Char, xm 321 The shuffling

sophistry is the very flagrance and crassitude of baseness

Flagrancy (fl* 1 gransi). [ad L flagrantia :

see prec and -ancy.]
1 lit The quality of being flagrant

;
glowing or

blazing condition Obs. or arch
1626 Bacon Sylva § 722 Lust causeth a Flagrancie in the

Eyes. 1822 T Taylor Apnletus 300 So many various

stars are beheld supernally in ether, 1. e. m the most clear

flajjrancy of fire.

1599 Sandys Em ops Spec, (1632) 240 To draw the modest
beauty of a Virgin out of tne flagrancy of Harlots 1650

Trapp Clavis to Bible III 56 So they dyed in the flagranc>

of their lust.

2 , Of an offence, crime, evil, etc. : Heinousness,

enormity, outrageousness.

277

1714 Steele Apol Pref, Polxt. Writ (1715) 215 The
Flagrancy and dangerous Consequence of what was doing
1760 Derrick Lett (1767) I 64 A punishment which was
greatly inadequate to the flagrancy of his crime a *797H Walpole Mem Geo III (1845) II x 221 Ministers
were borne down by the flagrancy of the provocation, x8xo
Bentham Elem Art ofPacking (1821) 245 To do what can
be done towards holding up to view the flagrancy of the
disease

Flagrant (fle* grant), a [ad I. flagrant-em,

pr pple of flagrdre to bum, f. root flag-. Aryan
bhleg- to blaze.]

1 lit Blazing, burning, flaming, glowing arch
15x3 Bradshaw St. Werburge 11 334 Torches were called

on eche syde flagrant x6a6 G. Sandys Ovid’s Met vur
161 His mother snatcht it Out of the fire ; and quencht
the flagrant brand 1692 R L’Estrang£ Josephus' Antiq,
iv iv (1733) 8* It [a Fire] was clear and flagrant. 1814
Southey Roderick v 10 Round the crackling hearth, Where
heath and cistus gave their flagrant flame 1856 T Aird
Poet Wks 352 Forthwith burst The flagrant lightnings

Fb Of a fluid Iiery, hot Henct. Inflagrant
blood

\

opp. to m cold blood Obs
16x4 Raleigh Hist World m 73 The Lacedaemonians

would in cold bloud perform what the Athenians did usually
in flagrant 1676 EcALin Phil Trans XI 588 More sober
allayers of thirst, than their Flagrant kill devil

C fig.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves n xlvi 249 They, w ho to others

seemed flagrant m their tongues, had Ice congealed in their

frozen hearts. 1634 Herbert Trav 108 Quenching his

flagrant thirst at tne streame 1822-56 De Quincey Confess
(1862) 132 Flagrant health, health boilingover in fiery rapture,

2 a Of war : Raging
,
actually m progress, b

In flagrant delict (
=• L flagrante delicto) in the

very act. rare
18x8 Hallam Mid Agesif&Ti) III 157 Except in moments

of flagiant civil war 18 Paltrey (Webster 1864), A war
with the most powerful of the native tribes was flagrant

1872 E W Robertson Hist Ess 137 When an offender
was taken m flagrant delict.

1

3

Offeelings, passions, etc {rat ely of persons)

.

Ardent, burning, intensely eager or earnest Obs
1515 Barclay Egloges iv (1570) C v/4 By flagrant ardour

inflamed 1507 Hooker Eccl Pol v xxxix (i6xx) 262

A thing which stirreth up flagrant desires and affections

1675 Marvell Corr ccxlix. (1872-5) II 467 Strangways,
a flagrant churchman, made privy counsellor. 1708 Ozell
tr Botleau's Lutnn iv. 62 Give Energy to my Enervate
Tongue, While the fir’d Chanter’s flagrant Rage is sung
1784 Cowper Task 111 794 He burns with most intense and
flagrant zeal To serve nis country

4 In occasional uses referring to the visible aspect

of flame f a - Resplendent, glorious. Obs
1a 1500 York Myst, Innholders 39 0 flagrant fader 1

graunte yt myght so be.

+ b. Burning red from a flogging Obs
17x8 Prior Henry fjr Emma 452 The Beadle’s Lash still

flagrant on their Back 1728 Pope Dnnc 11 128 T[utchin]

flagrant from the lash x8x2 Southey Lett, (X85S} II 264
Half went over red-hot fion the conventicle ,

the other

half, flagrant from Bridewell CX838 De Quincey Skahs-
peare Wks 1863 XII 57 A young man yet flagrant from
the lash of the executioner or the beadle

C Flaring, gaudy
1858 Carlyle Fredk, Gt. (1865) II vi. ui 164 A highgoing

. Dowager (who dresses, if I recollect, in flagrant colours)

5 . Of an offence, crime, etc. ;
also of an offender

Glaring, notorious, scandalous, * flaming into

notice ’
(J ).

1706 De Foe Jure Dm Pref 25 The constant Enormities
committed by such flagrant Wretches 17x2 Steele Sped.
No. 430 IP 3 The Fault I speak of was so very flagrant.

1746 Smollett Reproof96 You are a flagrant misanthrope

1771 Fletcher Checks Wks. 1795 II 260 Many indi-

viduals were cut off on account of their flagrant

wickedness. 1824 Dibdin Libr Comp. 746 Ney—an in-

different General, and a flagrant traitoi X838 Thirlwall
Greece II xi. 22 They had been guilty of a flagrant violation

of religion 1893 F. Hall in Nation (NY) LVII 142/2

Nor are his errors less numerous or less flagrant than

those of Mr. B.

+ 6 . = Fbagrant. Obs
[The L. vbs.flagrare and fragrare were often confused

in MSS J cf. F flairer to smell, which in form represents

the former The last quot
,
however, is burlesque ]

1450 Pol Poems II 232 ffhe monethe ofMay Flagrant

in her floures c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth, Lyt Bryt (1814)

376 In the flagraunt odour therof, bothe the body & the

herte is reioysed i6it Beaum & Fl Knt Burning Pestle

iv. v, For now the flagrant flowers do spring.

Hence Fla'gvantness.
1727 in Bailey vol II.

Flagrantly (flb grantliljoa’z'. [f.prec +-ly 2
}

In a flagrant manner or degree
,
glaringly, noto-

riously, scandalously

1756 J. Warton Ess Pope il (1772) 6x An epigram of four

lines ,
[is] a species ofwit flagrantly unsuitable to the dignity

of the epic muse 18x8 Cobbett Pol. Reg XXXIII 701

You will see how flagrantly the honour and glory, of our

country are all sacrificed to the selfish views of the

Boroughmongers 1874 Motley Bamevtld II. xx. 332
A privilege which had been flagrantly interfered with.

t Fla-grate, v. Obs [f. L flagrdt- ppl. stem

offlagrdt e to bum.]
1 . intr To burst into flame , to Deflagrate.
1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters II xox It does not flagrate or

fulgurate, as nitre does

2 tians To injure by fire; to burn.

Hence Fla grating ppl. a

1705 Grfenhill Art Embalming lii, 336 Typhon’s de-

structive and flagrating Power was made more temperate.

+ Flagra'tion. Obs. [as if ad L *flagrdtion-

an, ageat-n f flagrare to blaze.] The action of

bursting into flame or blazing up; burning; a
conflagration.

1669W Simtson Hydrol Chym 142 Unless the Hydropick
moisture be exhausted by fiagration 1694 Westmacott
Script Herb (1695) 214 If it [Spirit] take Fire and Con-
sume even to the Fiagration and Explosion of the Gun-
powder 1727 in Bailey vol II 1847 in Craig
fig X679 G R tr Boyatuan’s Theat World n 186 For

it fortuned so after the Universal Fiagration of Italy.

Fla g-root. US [f Flag sb l
] The root of

the sweet flag (Acot us Calamus) , the plant itself,

1851 Thoreau Autumn (1894) 77 Flagroot, a plant which
looks like a cock’s tail or a peacock's feather in form.

II Flagrum (fl-? 1 gri>m) Zool [Lat flagrant
whip ] A part of the jaw-feet of some crustaceans.
1855 Eng. Cycl

,
Nat Hist III. 86/2 They [Hippides]

have neither flagrum (fouet) nor palp

Fla'g-ship, fla gsnip. [f Flag sb* + Ship
sb ] A ship bearing an admiral’s flag

1672 Lond Gaz No 684/4 We believe there are several
other sunk, and amongst the rest a Flagship X740 John-
son Life Blake Wks IV 369 With the loss of one flagship,
and six other men of war 1887 Spectator 30 July 1019/1
The ‘ Inflexible the flagship for the Admiral

Flag-staff, £La gstaff. Fl (-staves),
-staffs, [f. Flag sb± + Staff] A pole or
staff on which a flag is hung
<216x3 Overbury Charade? s, Baylor Wks. (18561 76 He

. cannot sit unlesse he beare a flag-staffe 1698 Fryer
Acc E Ind ij- P 8z Flying the several Colours on
Flag-Staffs erected for that purpose 1706 Pmtrips (ed
Kersey), Flag-staves 1790 Beatson Nav 4- Mil Mem
II 166 Hoist a red flag on the flag-staff. 1848 Dickens
Dornbey ix, It began with the erection of flag-staffs

Fla-g-stome, fla gstone. [f Flag sb 2 +
Stone J a A flag or flat stone suitable for pav-
ing, etc.; hence often in pi = pavement, to. Sand-
stone capable of being split up into flags

a 1730 A Gordon Maffei 's Amphtth 359 A Pavement
of large Flag-Stones 1791 Boswell Johnson (1848) 807/z
Over his [Johnson’s] grave was placed a large blue flag-

stone with this inscription 1840 Mrs F Trollope Wtdozo
Mamed xu, Enjoying the sea-breeze on the broad flag-

stones of the Marine Parade.
b 1812-16 J Smith Panorama Sc Art T 220 If . a

block of flag-stone were converted into a pillar. x868
Lossing Hudson 184 Extensive quarries of flagstone.

aitrib. 1842 H Miller O R Saudst x (ed 2) 229 The
flagstone quames of Caithness and Carmylie
Hence Fla'gstoned, paved with flag-stones.

1885 S O Jewett Marsh Isl xi, From whence one could
look across the flagstoned court

FTaich, var. of Fleech v to flatter

Flaid, obs pa t and pple of Flay, Fley, vbs.

Flaik, obs. Sc or dial form of Flake
Flail (fl^'l), sb Forms 1 fhgel, 3 Otm fletgl,

4-5 fleil(e, -yl(e, 4-6 flaill, 5 flayel, flaylle,

flaelle, 5-7 flaylle, 6 flale, flael, 6-8 flaile, 7
fleale, fleyle, (8 flay), 4- flail [The late OE
fitiel is possibly a corruption of *fligil, corre-

sponding to MDu
,
Du., LG. vlegel, OHGdflegel

(MHG vlegel, mod Ger flegel) —WGer *flagil,

prob ad L flagellum lit * scourge,’ but already

in the Vulgate used for 'flail’ Some scholars

have thought that the WGer word may be f. OTeut
root *flah-,flag- pre-Teut. *plak- (cf. Lith plhkti

to stnke, Gr irhijyvbvai)
,
but this appears im-

probable Cf. the synonymous Rom. forms, OF
flaiel,flael,fleel (mod F. fl(au), Pr flagel, flachel,

Sp flagelo, Pg flagello, It fragello L flagellum.
The 15th c. spellingflayel, and perh some earlier

forms, are influenced by the OF word.]

1. An instrument for threshing com by hand,

consisting of a wooden staff or handle, at the end
of which a stouter and shorter pole or club, called

a swingle or swipple, is so hung as to swing freely.

axsoo Gerefa. in Anglia { x 886) IX 264 To odene fhgel

and andlamena fela eiaoo Ormin 1500 pa presshesst tu

Jnn corn wi>p fie*}! 1362 Langl P. PI A. vu X74 Faytors
flapten on with fleiles from morwe til euen 1481 Caxton

Reynard (Arb ) 15 Alle ranne theder some with a rake,

some with a brome .some with a flayel 1526 Pilgr Perf,
(W. de W. 1531) 134 b, The flayle tryeth y° come from the
chaffe 1635 Cowley Damdets iv 170 Nor did great Gideon
his old Flail disdain. Afterwon Fields iyaySwiFT Gulliver
in. ii 183 A blown bladder fastened like a flail at the end of

a short stick x868 Rogers Pol Earn, x, (1876)24 Thirty

years ago all com, or nearly all corn,was threshed by the flail.

Proverb 1674, 1730 [see Fence sb 3]

b. fig Also in phrase To be threshed with your
ownflail

.

to be treated asyou have treated others

c 1489 Caxton Blanckardyn xxxiL 121 Beten wyth the
flayel of fortune 1589 Pap/ew Hatchet (1844) 23 Faith

Martin, jou shall bee thresht with your owne flaile x68a

Dryden Mac Fl 82 A scourge of Wit, and flayle of Sense
1781 Cowper Expost 30a Flails of oratory thresh the floor

1831 Carlyi e in Froude Life (1882) II 208 A tall, loose .

vehement-looking flail of a man
2. A military weapon resembling a threshmg-flail

in construction, but usually of iron or strengthened

with iron, and often having the staking part armed
with spikes Cf Morning-stab.
Also Protestantflail (Eng Hist.) a weapon consisting

of a short staff, loaded with leadj attached to the wrist by
a strap, it is said to have been earned during the excitement
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of the * Popish Plot* (1678-81) by persons who professed to

be in fear of murderous assaults by ‘ Papists’

c 1475 Partenay aggg Flaelles thre of yre c 1500 Melusme
xxxviii. 303 The geaunt toke hys flayel of yron, & gaf

geffray a grete buffet *396 Spenser F Q v. ix ig He
with ms yron flaile Gan drive at him, with might and
maine 1633 P Fletcher Purple Isi xi 24 She . Drove
farre their flying troops, & thresht with iron flail ? c 1682

Ballad 111 Roxb Ball IV 33 Listen a while, and I’ll tell

you a tale Of a new Device of a Piotestant Flayl a 1734
North Exam (1740)372 A certain Pocket Weapon called

a Protestant Flail 1887 Diet Nat. Biog. XI. 332 [S College]

made himself notorious ,by inventing a weapon .which he
called * the protestant flail'.

f 3 [After Y.pUau ]
Something that swings on

a pivot, a. A swing-bar for a gate b. A beam
like that of a balance (by which two buckets can

be lowered alternately into a draw-well) c A
lever with the free extiemity weighted, forming

part of a cider-press. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin 206 Merlin caught the flayle of the yate and

plukked it to hym and yede oute as lightly as it hadde not

naue ben lokked c 1450 Henryson Mer Fab x 177 Law-
rence gird downe [the well] The other bade aboue and held

the flaill 1691 Worudge Cyder (ed 3) 113 ’1 he Flail Press

.with heavy Weights or Stones at the end of the Flail

f4. As transl of L flagellum'. A scourge Obs.

1432—50 tr Htgden (Rolls) I 139 Takenge a flayle in

thene honde

6. attrib and Comb., as flail-man ; flailflnned,

-like adjs Also, flail-cap ( = Du vlegelkap
,
Ger

flegelkappe ), the cap (Cap sb 1
12) or Caplin of

a flail
,
flail-capping dial. =prec

; f flail-press

(see 3 c)
; f flail-staff, the part of the flail held m

the hands
,
flail-stone, an elongated stone with a

hole at one end, for use as a flail-swmgle
; f flail-

swinger, a thresher, flail-swingle, the swinging
or freely-moving part of the flail

c 1440 Promp Part) 165/1 *Fleyl cappe, cappa *878
Cumbld Gloss

,
*Flail capptii

,

the leather attached to the
upper end of the flail soople. 1630 Donne Progress Soul
xxxvi Poems (1669) 302 The * Flail-fin n’d Thresher and
steel-beak’d Sword-fish 1880 Browning Dram Idylls Ser
11 224A human sheaf it thrashed *Flail-like 1855 J Hewitt
Anc Armour 1 327 The '"flail-man in our engraving is

engaged m the assault of a castle. 1864 Ld Palmtrston in
Dally Tel 16 Dec., When the first threshing machines were
introduced there was a revolt among the flail men. c 1440
Promp Pan

>

165/2 *FleyI staffs, or honde staffs, manu-
tentum 1831 D, Wilson Preh Ann (1863) I iqo Like
the ruder "flail-stone, the morning-star, when efficiently

wielded, must have proved a deadly weapon c 1515 Code
Lorell's B (Percy Soc) 4 Adam auerus *flayle swenger.
c 1440 Ptomp. Pars. 165/2 *FleyIe swyngyl, virga

Flail (fl^l), v Also 5 flayle, 7 fleyle. [f.

prec sb In eaily examples of sense 1 perh ad

OF.flaeler ,-L flagellar

e

to Flagellate.]

1

.

tram To scourge, whip ; to beat or thrash.

Also toflail along, to drive by beating.

14. Songs % Carols (Percy Soc ) lx 72 They hym naylyd
and yl flaylyd, Alas, that innocent 1 1839 K. H Digby
Mores Cathohci ix. xi. 373 He flails me, and makes all my
body burn with his fire. *873 Holland A. Bonmc v, 85
That's the way my mother always flailed me 1888 Boldre-
wood Robbery wider Arms (1890) 7 We soon got sharp
enough to flail him [a pony] along with a quince stick.

2 To strike with or as with a flail.

1583 Stanyhurst Mneis
,

etc. (Arb ) 138 For Mars they
[the Cyclopes] be sternfulye flaylmg Hudge spoaks and
chariots 162a H. Sydenham Serin. Sol Occ 11 g7 If we
can fleyle down the transgressions of the time 1878
Stevenson Inland Voy 165 The misery . made me flail

the water with my paddle like a madman. 1878 Cumbld
Gloss., Flail, to hit

,
to beat with a down stroke *883

Blackiu Mag Nov, With giant stroke she flails about,
And heaps a score of dead
3 . To thresh (com) with a flail

1821 Sir J. D Paul Rouge el Noir 24 Clod Pens verses
on the sheaves he should be flailing.

.fig *857 Whittier What ofthe Day 30 See through
its cloud of dust, the threshing-floor, Flailed by the thunder,
heaped With chadless grain 1

t Flai’ly, a. Obs rare- 1 In7flaly [f. Flail
sb. + -T 1

] Acting like a flail.

1632 Vicars Aenetd v, 123 At once all furrows plow
With flaly-oares and slicing foredecks fierce,

Flain, obs. pa. pple of Flay.

Flair 1 (flevi). [a. OF. and F flair

,

f plainer
,

flairer to smell -—popular L, fldgiare, altered
form offragrare : see Fragrant.]
+

1

An odour, a smell Obs.

1340 Hamfole Pr Const 9017 Alle swete savours War
noght hot als stynk to regard of jjat flayre. 1 a 1400
Morte Arth. 772 Syche a vennymous flayre flows fro his
lyppez.

|| 2 [mod.Fr] Power of ‘scent’, sagacious per-

ceptiveness, instinctive discernment.
1881 Mrs. LynN Linton My Love I. 291 Gip, with the

keen ‘flair’ of her kind, saw how things stood 1883 Miss
Braddon Wyllard's Weird II. a 47, I see you have the
true flair

Flair 2 (fleer). Also flare. [Cf. QY.flair (14th

c.) some kind of flat fish ] The ray or skate
1668 Wilkins Real Char 11 v. § 3. 133 Flare, Thornback.

*1672 WilluGhby Ichthyogr (1686) Tab C N 5 The
Skate or Flair. 1710 Sibbald Hist Fife 11 50 Rata
Items, the Skate or Flair. 1740 R. Brookes Art ofAngling
it v. T05 The Scate or Flare . is a gristly Fish, with
a flat smooth, and very broad Body 1862 Couch Brit.

Fishes I. 87.

Flair, var form of Flare.

t Flai ring, ppl a Obs. In 3 fleirand [pr

pple of *flair vb„ a. OF flamer

,

see Flair 1
]

Smelling
,
odorous, scented.

a 1300 Cursor

M

3695 iCott.) Quen he hadfeld Ins fleirand

cloth

Flaitehment * see Fieechment

t Flaite, v 1 Obs. rare— 1
. [?foi *flate, Flat

vfi] intr. ?To flatter

c 1430Hymns Virg (1867)74 Quod ouerhope, '{jan y flatir,

6 sumlytne flaite ]>ou schalt ly Lie, and pi silf it haue'

Flaite (fl^l), V 2 Obs exc dial Also 6 Haight,

7 flayte [var. of Flight v ] tram. To frighten,

scare, terrify Hence Flai ted ppl a
1565 Golding Ovid’s Mel. ti (1593) 39 His steades that

yet for feare doth run Like flaighted fiends 164a Rooms
Naavum 138 Till the Lord by his tcirois flute her 1674
Ray S Ijf E C. Words (1691) 98 Flaite. 1721 m Bailly.

Flake (fl£*k), sbfi 1 orms
.

4-6 flek(e, 5-6

fleyke, 6 fleake, Sc. flaik, 7-8 fleak, (7 fleack),

5- flake, dial 9 fleigh, fleak, flaik [? a. ON
flake, fleke wk masc., hurdle, wicker shield (Da.

flage hurdle), corresponding to MDtt vlake fern,

(mod Du vlaak hurdle on which wool is beaten),

MLG. and mod US.flake sort of fishing net. The
senses of the word seem to point to some root

meaning to plait; a connexion with OTeut *fle/itan

(=L. pledhe, f. root *plek-; cf. Gr. nKiicetv) to

plait, is suggested by the Ger. synonym plecktc (cf.

Ger. kaseflechte— cheeseflake m 2 below), but in-

volves phonological difficulties The L pldga net,

is prob. cognate.]

1 . A wattled hurdle. Now dial
;
in some places

applied in wider sense to a hurdle of any kind
c 1330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 321 A brigge he suld do

wnhte, Botes & barges ilkon, with flehes mak {ram tighte

1415 C/utrchw A cc. Somerset (1890) 68 For fityng off flakes

and huidylls vj d CX470 Harding Chron ciwvii 1

When they were oucr yJ quake of mosse & mue, 1 hey
drewe the flekes ay after as they wtnt 15x1 Nottingham
Rcc III 330, lj fleykes to he set by twen y > masons and the
wynde 1513 Dougi as /Eneis xi 11 14 Sum of Eneas feris

bessely Flakis to plet thanie piessis by and by 1743 Land
$ Country Brew iv (ed 2) 322 If the Wind blows there are
set Fleaks to shelter the Heap 1863 Grtavls in AT <5- Q
Ser 3 III 96 This [oblong mound] is surrounded by iron

fleaks 01 hurdles

b. The same used as a temporaly gate.

C 15x4 Exam C More in Chclham Misc II x6 Never
Sate but a ktull fleke that was for the most parte teyed
fast. 1669 Worudge Syst Agnc (1681)325 A Heack, a
Gate set up 111 a Gap 1847 Haluwell, Fla/ee a tem-
porary gate or door

2 . A fiame or rack for storing provisions, in mod.
use esp oal-cakes Cf. bread-flake.
c 1420 Pallad an Hush, xn 248 Plommes summen drie,

And hem on fleykes kepe 1519 Horman Vulg 156 b, Ley
this meate in trayes and flekis 1578R tchmond Ik ills (Sur-
tees) 281, luj chesis and a flake, uijs A chese flake, ihj j

1641 Best Farm. Bis (Surtees) 171 One peare of flcakes
1800 Tians Soc Eucourag Arts’KNllI 335 Netted frames,
resembling the flakes usedm Yorkshire for drying oat-cakes

1865 B Brierlly hkdale I 91 A ‘flake’ or ‘fleigh’, well
thatched with cresp-lookmg and nicely hiowned oatcakes

b A stage or frame used for chying produce,

esp. fish
,
a fish-flake. Uplandplake

:

a flake for

drying codfish, built permanently upon the shore
1623 Whitbourne Newfoundland 57 Flakes whereon men

yeeiely dry their fish 1642 Blithe Eng. Imfirov Impr.
xxxv (1653) 230 When it [Woad] is ground it is to be. laid

upon the fleakes to dry
_
1792 J Bi lknap Hist New-

Hampsh III 215 The fish is .spread on hurdles, composed
of brush, and raised on stakes, about three or four feet from
the giound , these are called flakes. 1876 BANCRorr Hist
U S II xxxvi 393 Wherei er safe inlets invited fishermen
to spread their flakes.

3 . Naut (See quot

)

X867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
, Flake, a small shifting

stage, hung over a ship’s side to caulk or repair a breach

t 4 . A flap on a saddle to keep the rider’s knee
from touching the horse. [Perh. a distinct word.
Cf. Flet ri. 2] Obs
1568 Turberv in Hakl. Voy. I. 388 Of birch their saddles

be, Much fashioned like the Scottish seates, broad flakes to
keepe the knee From sweating of the horse.

5 Mining A framework of boards, used as a
shelter against ram and wind
1653 Manlove Lead-mines 8 Fleaks, Knocking*;, Coestid.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet Ij b, Fleaks [are] those very
useful things that the Miner uses to make for Shilter, when
he has as yet no Cfle to hold off the Wmd and Ram fiom
his Shaft. 1824 in Mander Derbysh Miners' Gloss

6 . attnb. and Comb
,
asflake-hurdle

;
also flake-

Toom, flake -yard, 1 an inclosure in which flakes

for drying salt are built, and m which fish are
dried’ (Cent Did')
1890 Gltmcestersh, Gloss, *Flake or Vlake hurdle, a wat-

tled hurdle 1894 Morris Wood beyond World xvn 132 A
tall fence of flake-hurdles,

Flake (fls'k), sbfi Forms : 6-8 fleak(e, 9 dial,

fleak, Sc, flaike, 4- flake. [Ofdifficult etymology

,

possibly several distinct words have coalesced,
though ultimate derivation from the Aryan root

flag- (cf. Gr. wkTjyvvvcu to beat), parallel and
synonymous with pick- (cf Lith plaku I beat)

may plausibly account for all the senses, and also

foi the fact that most of these lesemblc senses be-
longing to Flaw or Flaught, or to lelated words
in other Teut langs (f Aryan root plak-) Sense 1

lias not been found earlier than C hairnet, though
Junius cites an OE. ‘

flacea 7 pl.rd'ra, flaws or flakes
of snow’; it appeals to be cognate with ON.
pldke flock of wool, lock of hair, and peih. with
OHG floicho of same meaning (if this be genuinely
a Tent word, lepr a pre-Teut *pfygnAt-, and not
an adoption of L floccus) ;

the OE flacor, flutter-

ing, has also been computed The Da flage,
sneplage, usually cited as equivalent to E flake
peih con esponds lather to P law (Da g upiesent-
mg ON. g as well ns ON /•) ;

the Dansk Ordbog
1800 explains it as a large mass of falling snow, as

opposed toflok which means a ‘ flake ’ in the Eng.
sense The senses expressing the notion of * some-
thing peeled or split off* may be compared with
Flay v. (OTeut *flah- —OArynn *plak-) There
is possibly a thud primary sense, ‘ something flat’;

cf OIIG flak adj, (mod Gci .flack), Du. vlak flat,

Sw flaka plate, Nonv. flak ice-floe But the

mutual relation of the luig. senses is very un-

certain ]

1 a One of the small flocculent pieces in which
snow falls

c 1384 Ciiauctr IT. Fame m, 102 As flakes fallen in great
snowes 1589 Pappe w, Hah hit 2 For your flakes of snowe
weele pay j ou with slones of hayle 1597-8 Bp Hall Sat
1 vu, White as flakes new blowne a 1649 Drumm, Hawth,
Poems Whs (1711) 5 Icmples spread with flakes of vugin
snow 1784 Lowri it 7 ask tv 326 1 lie downy flakes De-
scending Assimilate all objects 1820 Shellly Sensitive

Plant m 26 The rose leaves, like flakes of crimson snow,
Paved the turf

b. A light fleecy tuft, a small piece of some
light looscly-cohcnng substance, as down or fluff;

a flock
; a fleecy stieak (of cloud).

1653 H More Antid Ath 11 vii. (1712) 61 All the Bus!
nesses of Men do very much depend upon these little long
Fleaks or 1 bunds of Hunp and Flax 1665 Hooke
Microgi 202 I ookmg most like to a flake of Worsted
prepar'd to be spun 17x2 tr Pomct’s Hist Drugs I 153
In the flake [otig fiocon] tlure are seven Seeds as large

as Lupins 1741 Stack in Phil Tians XLI 600 Some
small Fleaks of Clouds 1833 Ht Mauiinhau Manth
Strike 1 14 You had rather see her covered with white

cotton flakes than with yellow ribands 1855 Kingsliy
Heines 1. (1868) 5 Rocks and breakers and flying flakes of

foam 1877 Black Green. Past xxxv. (1878) 278 There was
not a flake of cloud in the sky.

C. ? Gossamer thread, rare—"1 .

X817K1RUY&SP EntomolW xxm 336 They pull in their

long thread so as to form it mto a ball of flake.

2 A portion of ignited matter thrown off by a

burning or incandescent body, a detached portion

of flame
; f a flash (°f lightning).

X3 E. E A Hit P. B. 954 Flakes of soufre. 1590

Splnsi k F Q m u 5 The rosy red Flasht through her

face, as it had beene a flake Of lightning through bright

heven fulmmcd x6ox Wrn cr Mirr. Mart E vnj b,

Which all at once doe vomit Sulphure flakes 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev 1, ut, AH the upper vault Thick lac’t with

flakes of fire x66o Howlll Lexicon, Flakes that flee

from hammeied red hot iron. 1697 Drydln Vug Georg

iv 254 Huge Flakes of Flames expire 1876 Geo, Eliot

Dan. Der I 303 Like falling flakes of fire 1877 Bryant
Poems, Voice ofA ntumn 1, Forest leaves fall, like flakes of

light

3 A minute exfoliated piece ofsomething a scale,

flattish fiagment
, + a splintex (of wood) In the

first quot app pig., a * bit', small poition

c 1500 Maid Evilyn 109 in Had E P, P. IV 86 A freie

dyd she gyue Of her loue a flake 1533 More Apol 1 Wks
845/2 Sifted to y° vttermost flake of branne 1599 T
M[ourcT] Sitlnoormes 69 Some graines of muske and

Ambres flake. 011648 Digby Closet Open in Leisure H.

(1884) 377/1 Three or four flakes of Mace 1676 Grew
Anat Plants (1682) 263 Flakes or Grams of Bay-Salt 1705

Addison Italy 370 Little Flakes of Scurfe cX720W Gibson

Farrier's Guide 11 Ixxmx (1738) 252 A Prick of a Nail,

a Stub, or a Fleak. 1799 G Smith Laboratory 1. 21 Fine

iron flakes

4

.

A thin broad piece peeled or split off from the

surface of something In recent use also spec, a

chip of hard stone used m prehistouc times as a

cutting instrument
;
cf Flint-flake.

1591 G Fletcher Rnsse Connmv. (Hakluyt Soc) 14

They teare it [a rock] into thin flakes and so use it for

glasse-ianthorns x6or Holland Pliny II 467 The flint or

rock . , will cleaue in length, and come away by the sides

in broad flakes X607 Topsei l Serpents (1658) 675 A thin

fleak of a hoin, which being laid over black, seemeth black

1703 Moxon Mech Exen. 218 lhe Beam and Tooth cut

and tore away great Flakes of the Mettal 1845 Darwin
Voy Nat xvt (1852) 369 The shells . scaling off in flakes

1865 Lubbock Preh Times 1 (1878) 13 We have a list com-

prising 310 long flakes and about 2000 small ones 1875

Lyell Fnnc. Geol II 111 xlvu. 367 Flint Flakes having a

fine cutting edge are met with

b. A piece of skm or flesh peeled or torn off;

t a tom strip (of a garment).
x6xx Sylvester Du Bartas il iv iii Schisms 236 Her

mantle (tatteied all in flakes) 1802 Med Jml VIII 30

The skin, instead of becoming branny, separated in large

flakes 1877 Bryant Odyss v 520 Flakes of skin Were
left upon the rock. 1894 Daily News 26 June 8/2 The flesh

hung m flakes, on his arm
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5 A stratum, lamina, or layer. (In quot. 1616
applied to the shell of an oyster )
1577 B Googe Heresbach's Husb (1586)1 aib, ThePlowe
breakes it not small yenough, but tumeth up great flakes

16X3PVRCHAS Ptigrvnagevi v § 2 (1626) 649 A Sedgie Reed
called Papvrus, which easily diuides it selfe into thmne

flakes 1616 Browne Brit Past 11 111. 56 And claps it

twixt the two pearle hiding flakes Of the broad yawning
Oyster 1828 Stark Elem Nat Hist II 485 Flakes or thin

lamina; 1843 Portlock Gecl 543 A dark green, talcose,

clayey matter, disposed m irregular flakes. 1882 Garden
14 Jan 27/3 Thymes and Veronicas grow over stones in

great flakes when let alone

b pi (See quot

)

1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, Flaikes, shaly or fissile

sandstone

6 A (loose) sheet of ice
; a floe.

*555 Eden Decades 305 The flakes or pieses of Ise doo
flote aboue the water 1685 Luttrell BriefRel (1857) I

207 Vast flakes of ice of severall miles 1796 Morse Avier
Geog I 139 To coast in small vessels, between the great

flakes of ice and the shore 1820 W Scoresby Arct Reg.
I 243 Immense flakes of ice resemblmg fields in the extent

of their surface

7 pi. The portions into which the flesh, esp of

certain fish, naturally falls.

1611 Bible Job xli 23 The flakes of his flesh are loyned
together x6zz Drayton Poly-olb xxvi (1748) 371 JThe
salmon] whose gram doth nse in flakes with fatness inter-

larded *698 Tyson Opossum in Phil Trans XX 130
Lamina; [of fat] easily separable from one another, m broad
Fleaks 1892 H Hutchinson Fairway Isl 19 The salmon

was insipid though Mr Trewm showed the curd
between its flakes

8 A bundle of parallel threads or fibres ;
a lock

or band of hair not twisted or plaited arch.

1592 Lyly Midas m 11, Your mustachoes hanging downe
to your mouth like goates flakes 1697 Dampier Voy I 37
Maho Whose Bark is made up of strings or threads You
may draw it offeitherm flakes or small threads 1713 Steele
Guardian No 86 p 5 The flakes of hair which natuially

suggest the idea of lightning 179a Dibdin Female Crusoe

in Naval Chron XXIV 464,

1

dressed some cotton into

thin flakes 1839 Marryat Phantom Ship vui, His hair

fell in long flakes upon his shoulders 1870 Swinburne
.Ess § Stud, (1875) 363 The heavy straying flakes of un-

filleted hair
transf 1658 Rowland Moufet's lheat Ins 908 That

Honey is best for substance, which if you lift it up falls

to the earth still homogeneous, unsevered, no way parted

asunder, but remaines in one continued flake or line

9 A kind of carnation with striped petals

1727 Bradley Fam Did s v Carnation
,
The Flakes are

of two Colours only, and those always strip'd i8zz Loudon
Encycl Gardening m 11 977 The varieties of this flower

[carnation] are now arranged m three classes, flakes, bi-

zarres, and picotdes

10 [from the vb ] A small fractuie or ‘chip

1866-7 G Stephens Runic Mon I 205 A mere accidental

flake, and not touching the letter itself

11. a attnb in the trade names for varieties of

certain products, asflake-manna, -tapioca
,
-tobacco

,

from their flaky appearance
x886 Daily News 24 Dec 2/6 Tapioca Singapore flake

sold at ratherfirmer prices 1889 Syd. Soc Lex s v Manna

,

Flake Manna

,

a term employed in English commerce to

denote the larger fiagments and better qualities of manna.

1894 Westm Gaz 14 Feb 2/1 Flake tobaccos are growing

in popularity

b Comb , as flake-heaped ppl a ; also flake-

feather, a plumule of extreme fineness and silky

texture, found in falconme birds, hence flake-

feathered ad] (in quot transf) ,
flake-knife (see

sense 4) ,
flake-stand, the coolmg-tub of a still-

worm, flake-white, a pigment made from the

purest white-lead in the form of flakes or scales

*837 W Macgillivray Brit Birds I Introd. 79 If it be
necessary to give these feathers a name, they may be called

*flake-feathers. 1848 D Greenwell Poems 35 The ’•flake-

feathered trees show like giant plumes 1880 Browning
Dram. Idylls Ser 11 Pan 4 Luna 38 *Flake-heaped how or

whence. The structure of that succourable cloud. What
matter? 1865 Tylor Early Hist Man vm 195 The
*flake-kmves are very rude 183° Donovan Dottt* Ecoti

I 255 The mash-tun and *flakestand might both be worth

twelve shillings. x66o Albert Durer Revived x8 White
Lead, or ’•Flake White. 1752 Lady Luxborough Let to

Shenstone 6 Nov ,
My great parlour is painted with flake-

white. 1883 J. Payn Thicker than Water xxix (1884) 220

Her whole face with a pallor on it like flake white or dead

white

t Flake, sb£ Ohs [Cf Du vlak blot, speck,

also Fleck jA] A blemish, flaw, fleck.

13 E E A Hit. P. A. 046 Hys flok is with-outen flake.

*555 Eden Decades 233 They espie m theim euery smaule

spot or flake . „ _

+ Flake, sb 4 Obs rare~x
. [? a. F. fiaque or

Du vlacke (Kilian) ] A shallow pool, salt-marsh

1598 tr Lmschoteris Disc, Voy i, in 5/2 Vpon the coast

of Brastlha lieth great flakes or shallowes, which the

Portingales call Abrashos. „„„
+ Flake, sb 5 Obs. Also fleake. [Cf OHG.

flee blow, stroke, also Du. vlaag gust of wind,

Flaw.] a. ?A heavy blow. b. A gust of

wind
1559 Mirr. Mag, Salisbury xxxix, A pellet came, and

drove a myghty fleake, Agaynst my face. 1626 Capt Smith

Accid Yng Seamen 17 A flake of wind.

Flake (fl<?'k), sb o [Cf. Fake sb 1, and Ger

flechte of same meaning ]
= Fake sb 1

1626 Capt Smith Accidence 27 Coyle your cable in small

flakes [printed slakes]. 1891 H. L Webb in Eledr, in

Daily Life, Making a Cable 17S The cable is arranged in
flat coils each coil is technically known as a c

flake
’

t Flake, « Obs. Also flaot. [app a var. of
ME Wlaice —OE tulsec ] Tepid

1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg 255 Fille his eere ful of flact

watir r 1430 TwoCookery-bks 21 Wasshe hem [Rys] clene
in flake Water
Flake (fl<? !k), z> 1 Also 9 fleak [f Flake sb 2

]
1 tntr t a Of snow To fall m flakes Obs
b transf To fall like flakes of snow.
1430 Lydg Chron Troy iv xxxiv (1513) X vj, Snowe that

flaketh fro Iupyters toure 1398 Florio, Affioccare, to
flake as snowe doth 1832 Morn Winter Wild m Poet
Wks II 219 Butterflies Down flaking m an endless
stream 1800 W C Russell Ocean Trag, III xxvi 19 Red
stais trembled in the silver lamps flaking, as it seemed,
upon the eye out of the mirrors

2 1tram a To cover with or as with flakes (of

snow, etc ) ; to fleck b. nonce-use. To form
(snow) into flakes

1602 Marston Ant fy Mel in Wks 1856 I 30 The
shuddering morne that flakes, With silver tmetur, the east

vierge of heaven 172S Popf Odyss iv 773 No winds in-

clement flake the fleecy snow 1843 Hirst Poems 70 The
arching azure overhead Was flaked with gems 1838 LongfM Standish 1 14 His russet beard was already Flaked
with patches of snow, as hedges sometimes in November
3 . a 'j’To break into small pieces (obs.). b. To

break flakes or chips from ; to chip Also, in a

more restricted sense (see quot from Nature 1879).

c To break or rub away or off in flakes , to take

offm flakes or layers

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11 xlv 247 Negligence flakes

away more of its [the Soul’s] steel and hardness, than all

the hackings of a violent hand can perform 1632 Heywood
Iron Age 11 1 Wks 1874 III 362 Fall on the murderer,

And flake him smaller then the Lybean sand 1665 Hooke
Microgr no Large pieces of the Shell sticking on to them,
which were easily to be broken or flaked off by degrees

X667 Watfrhouse Fire Land 69 Chapels, Churches, Monu-
ments all which it flaked and enervated 1833 Brown-
ing Men Sr Worn

,
Old Pictures at Florence xxiv, Their

ghosts Watching each fresco flaked and rasped 1864

Realm 2 Mar 8 The Cyclopean blocks [of newspapers] are

flaked off m reams and quires 1863 Tylor Eaily Hist
Man vui ig8 Most stone knives of the kind seem to have
been used, as they were flaked off 1879 Nature 18 Sept

483/2 He [Mr F. H Cushing] accidentally discovered that

small fragments could be broken off from a piece of flint

with much greater precision, by pressure with a pointed

rod of bone or horn, than by blows w ith a hammer stone .

To this process Mr Cushmg gives the name of flaking, to

distinguish it from chipping produced by percussion Ibid.,

Arrow-heads could in this way he flaked even into the most
delicate . shapes 1887 W Rye Norfolk Broads p iv,

Watermen are believed to flake off their dirt by rubbing
themselves against the sharp angles of square flint church

towers

4 mtr for refl. To come away or off in flakes;

to scale or chip off

*759 Colebrooke in Phil Trans LI 45 It flaked off from

the hoard 1839 W S. Coleman Woodlands (x866) 109

Covered with reddish bark that flakes off readily on being

touched. 1877 A B Edwards Up Nile 11 29 Its stuccoed

cupola was flaking off piecemeal 1879 [see Flaky 2]. 1883

Law Times 14 Feb 285/1 The enamel surface had flaked

away in several places

6 trans To mark with flakes or streaks.

1615 Heywood Foure Prentises Wks 1874 II 240 Wee’ll

flake our white steeds in your Christian blood 1837 H
Miller Test Rocksw 182 Jupiter is known by the dark,

shifting bands fleaking his surface in the line of his trade

winds

6 (Anglo-Irish.) To beat, flog In quot absol

1841 S. C Hall Ireland II. 316 note. My back was sore

with the flaking Flake away, my jewil

7 mtr dial. (Seequots )
[Perh belongstonextvb]

c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial Gloss.,

To Fleak, to bask in the sun 1876 Whitby Gloss
,

1 Fleeak’d

1’ bed’, laid naked Ibid

,

‘ Fleeakmg in bad weather’, going

out too thinly clad 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-bk ,

1
1 seed a ruck o' lads an' dogs flakin’ o’ that sunny bonk *

1884 Chesh Gloss , One who is lazy in the morning and will

not get up is described as ‘lying flaking i' bed
’

+ Flake, v 2 Obs [var of Flack, Flag ]
=

Flag v. in various intr senses. To become lan-

guid or flabby. Of a garment • To fall in folds

1480 Rolt Devyll 13, I will contynewe and never wyll

flake Thoughe I tnerforemy lyfe lose shoulde 1343 Raynold
Byrth Mankynde 11 vii {1634) 137 If the right biest flake

and flagge 1392 Wyrley Armone 100 Downe to the

ground doth sweeping vestment flake.

Flaked (flak’d),/// a [f Flake sb 2 or v 1

+ -ed 1 or 2
] a. Arranged in or formed into

flakes or layers b. Maiked with flakes or streaks.

1377 Harrison England mi. vui (1878) n 31 It is not

cloued as the lillie, nor flaked as the scallion 1703 T N.

City 4 C Purchaser 107 Chimney-pieces of Egyptian, or

black Fleak’d-marble 1849 Florist261 A bizarre Carnation

is considered to belong to a higher class than the simpler

flaked kinds 1839 R F Burton Centr Afr in Jml Geog

Soc XXIX 1x2 A sea of purest azure, flaked by fleecy opal-

tinted vapours x86o Ruskin Mod Pamt. V, vi ix 80 The
spire of the cypress, and flaked breadth of the cedar, *888

Wine, spirit Beer 8 Mar. Advt ,
Flaked rice malts.

Fla’kelet. [f Flake sb 2 + -let ] A small

flake

1887 T G Bonney in Jml Geol Soc XHV. 17 Flakelets

of fragmental mica or earthy matter.

Flaker (fte1 koi) [f Flake v i + -be 1
]

I One who flakes; spec one who strikes off

flakes of flint to be used as gun-flints.

1879 Encyd. Bnt IX 326/1 An expert flaker will make
7000 to 10,000 flakes in a day of twelve hours.

2 . An implement for flaking flint.

1891 D Wilson Right Handsi A wooden flaker sufficed

for the Aztecs in shaping the easily-worked obsidian. 1891

Ardrossan Her 30 Oct. 2 Flint implements and weapons,
including flakers, &c.

Flaking (fl* 1 kig),ppl a [f Flake v * + -ing 2
.]

That flakes, m various senses of the vb
1836 Lytton Athens (1837) II 561 The wild steeds .

from their fiery breath Scatter the flaking foam *870
Hooker Stud Flora 115 Potenhlli1 frnticosa .. bark
flaking

Flakon, obs form of Flagon.

Flaky (fl* 1 ki), a Also 6 flakie, 8 fleaky, 8-9
flakey. [f Flake 2 + -y 1 ]

1 Consisting of flakes, or of what resembles

flakes ; said esp of snow.
1380 Sidney Ps cxxxv 111, In flaky mists, the reakmg

vapors nse 1394 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v 111 86 Flakie darke-

nesse breakes within the East. 1663 Hooke Microgr no
A white coat, or flaky substance on the top, just like the out-

sides of such Shells. 17x4 Gay Trivia 11 199 She bids the -

Snow descend in flaky Sheets. 1802 Med Jml VIII 435
A flakey sort of milk 1810 Crabbe T ofHalls Wks. 1834
V 23 Snow-white bloom falls flaky from the Thorn 1823

E Smith Let. in Bray Tamar # Tavy (1838) I 209 A mass
of flaky white fog 1839 Marryat Phantom Ship xi, The
sky was covered with flaky clouds 1836 Kane Arct Expl.
I xxi. 270 A snow, moist and flaky

b. Of a flame : cf. Flake sb 2 2

1776 W Combe Dialchad 7 With flaky flames the distant

region glow'd.

2 Separating easily into flakes ;
flake-like.

Flaky-spar, a local name for Calotte.
1672 Boyle Ess Gems 22 Diamonds themselves have a

grain or a flaky Contexture, not unlike the fissility, as the

schools call it, m wood c 1720W Gibson Farries}s Dtspens
II it (1734) 93 The genuine true Salt is transparent and
fleaky 1748 tr Vegetius' Distempers Horses 107 Scissile

or flaky Alum 1738 Descr. Thames xvx A flat, luscious and
flaky I ish like the Salmon 1784 J Twamley Dairying 98
It is warmth that causes Cheese to cut Flakey 1837 M
Donovan Dont Ecan II 5 The flesh [ofthe cod]when boiled

becomes firm, and flaky 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T
(1851) I vm 179 Pies, with such white and flaky paste

X84I-7X T R. Jones Amm, Rmgd (ed 4) 728 The flaky

lateral muscles of the caudal region disappear 1872 Black
Adv. Phaeton xn 162 The flaky red surface of the old tower.

1879 Mrss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk , Flaky spar . the

local name given to this spar is very likely due to the

manner in which its beautiful rhomboidal prisms sever or

flake

8 Full of locks or tufts of hair.

1803 Pic Nic No. 7 (1806) II 32 His [an ass’s] flaky ears

prick’d up withal 1877 Black Green Past xxxvm. 1x878)

304 His beard m twisted and flaky tangles

Hence Pla kily adv

,

in a flaky manner. Fla ki-

ness, the quality ot condition of being flaky.

1831 J Wilson in Blackw Mag XXIX 306 A better day
for a [snowball] Bicker never rose flakily from the yellow

East 1748 Phil Trans XLV 364 Brine-Salt hath ever-

more two main Defects, Flakyness and Softness.

Flale, obs. form of Flail.
'

Flam (Stem), sb 1 and a. Also 7 flamm(e.

[See Flam z>]

*

A sb.

-fl. A fanciful notion, caprice, whim. Obs.

0x623 Fletcher Hum Lieutenant iv 1, Presently With
some new flam or other . She takes her chamber 1672

Eachard Hobbes' State Nat Lett. 20 It may be convenient

for you to calL this a flam, a whisker, a caprice.

2 A fanciful composition ; a conceit. Obs,

0x637 B Tonson Underwoods, Execr Vulcan 36 Ana-
grams, Or Eteosticks, or your finer flams Of eggs and
halberts 1723 Swirr Let to Pope Wks 1761 VIII. xu 46
Philips writes little flams (as Lord Leicester called those

sort of verses) on Miss Carteret 1755 Gray Let to Wharton

9 Mar ,
Must they too come out 111 the shape of little six-

penny flams, dropping one after another, nil Mr. Dodsley

thinks fit to collect them into a pretty volume?

3 . A sham story, fabrication, falsehood ;
a piece

of deception, a trick.

1632 Sherwood, A flam, or a flimflam tale, notte 1637

Pocklington Altars Chr 22 The Lincolneshire minister

can devise no flamme (as he speaks) to shift off these .

cleaie places in Origen. 2633 Fuller Ch Hist 1 u. §9. 12

His Flamens and Arch-Flamens,seeme Flamms and Arch-

Flamms, even notorious Falshoods 1760 Foote Minor 11.

Wks 1799 I. 257 Had the flam been fact, your behaviour

was natural enough 1826 J Wilson Noct Avibr Wks 1855

I s And all that comes after a fhm and a flam x888 D. C.

Murray Danger Catspaw 164 The letter’s a flam,

b Humbug, deception ;
flattery, ‘blarney*.

x6oa South Conscience Serin 1737 II xii 443 All pretences

to the contrary are nothing but cant and cheat, flam and
delusion 1823 Brockett N, Country Wds, Flam, flat-

tery bordering on a lie. 1831 Mayhew Lend Labour I.

367 * There aie very few who take money ,
indeed they pro-

fess to take none at all But that is all flam , said my
informant 1878 Cuvibld. Gloss, Flam, flattery—equiva-

lent to blarney

f B. adj [Developed from nn attrib. use of the

sb ;
cf Fancy C adj ] That is intended to de-

ceive ;
counterfeit, fictitions, sham. Obs.

1678-9 C. Hatton x8 Mar in Hatton Corr. (1878) I 184

His Low9 had been impos’d on by a flamm report 169a

Contnv S Blackhead in Select Harl Misc (1793) 3*6 She
addeth a flam story, that she had got his hand by corrupting

one of the letter-carriers, 1692 R L’Estraxge Josephus'

Antiq xvi vi, He could not so conveniently impose upon
his Father with flam Stories against his Brothers.
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Hence + Flam-flirt int. (cf. Flim-flam-flirt),

nonsense.
iSga R, W. 3 Lords <5 Ladies B iij b, Fly, flam flurt why ?

Can a file doo hurt 7

Flam (flsem), sbf [Piob. echoic ] A signal

by beaL of drum (see quot. 1819)
1796 Gnosc Did Vnlg Foilrue, Flam, a single stroke on

a drum 18x9 Rels Cyil XII s v Drum, '1 he Flam is

a beat made by the two sticks striking almost at the same
instant on the head, but so as to be heard separately 1848-9
111 Southey Comm -pi Bit IV 434 I11 beating the drum there

is the roll, the swell, the flam and the ruffle 1876 in Voyle
Milit Diet, (ed 31.

Flam (flaem), sb 3 [Of uncertain origin
;
pos-

sibly identical with r lambe flag, ins
;

* the

flams' may have been used for the place where
these plants grow, and the meaning of the

sing may have been wrongly deduced ] (See

quots.)

*7*5 Hearne R Brume's Chron Gloss s v Flout, It is

withall remarkable, that low, watry, rushy places are fie-

quently call’d Flams by persons in and about Oxford
1791 Rep Navtg Thames .5- Isis Estimate 3

r

l he I'lam or
Close to be cut through, and Gangways to the Bridge for

the Towing-Hoises 187a H W Taunt Map 0/ 1 /tames

p. x, The reedy flams which line its left bank

f Flam, sb ^ Obs.— 1 1 Short lor Flambeau.
51755 Amory Memoirs 449 We had but one flam left An

accident might likewise extinguish it, and then what could
we do 7

Flam (fisem), v. [Belongs to Flam sb 1
;

if sense

I below be not a different word, the vb is the earlier

Cf Flim-flam and 1< lamfew, of either of which

flam may be a shortened form,]

»)*1 trans ?To counterfeit, ‘mock’. Ohs
C1500 Rails Raving etc 3687 Flam not the flouns at wyll

faid, To mend hir mak at god has maid
2 To deceive by a sham story or trick, or by

flattery; also, to Jlam off, up. Obs exc dial, or

us
1637 Heywooo Dial 11 Wks 1874 VI 112 You do not

well to jeere and flam Me a 1658 Ford, etc Witch Edmon-
ton u 11, Was this your cunning?—and then flam me off

With an old witch, 1660 Bond Sent Reg 188 Damnable
Usurpers flaming the people in the mouth with a tale

169a South Serin {1697) 465 A God, who is not to be
flamm’d oflf with Lyes *760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822)
II 296 No such tricks for me. I am not to he flammed so
neither 1837-40 Haliuurton Clockm (1862) 153 Few
would accept it without some sponsible man lo indorse it,

that warn’t given to flammin 1876 Whitby Gloss
,
I'lam

up, to cajole 1884 Chcsh Gloss
,
Flam

, to humbug, 01

deceive 1 He’s only flammin '

Flam, vai. of Blamm, Flan
t Fla-man, flammant. [a. F. flamant \

see Flamingo] A flamingo
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Flamet or Flanunant, a large

ana fine Fowl, as big as a wild Goose, having the Legs and
Neck very long 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv xli (1737)
166 A Phemcopteie (which in Languedoc they call Flaman)
1737 Ozell Rabelais 11 1 II 14 You would have said they
had been Cranes, or Flamans (note a flame coloured Bird
with long red legs) 1730-6 m Bailty (folio).

Flamant, flanunant (flsemant). [a OF
flam(m)ant, f flam(m)er to Flame] Flaming.
Obs exc Her
1607 Topsell Foitr-f Beasts 485 This constellation is

stiled as heate-beaung hot, flammant — Serpents
(1658) 751 The second is ieddish, like fire flamant x6io
Guillim Heraldry 111 iv 95 He beaieth seuen Fire brands
Flammant and Scintillant, Proper. 1889 Elvin Did Her ,

Flamant
,
Flammant Flaming or Burning.

t Flama'tion. Obs- 1
[f. Flame v + -ation

]

Hence JTamatious a. [-ous]. (See quot,)
x688 R Holme Armoury n 387/a A Flamation, or

Flamatious feeling ; as the pain ofburning and scalding

Flamb (flaem), v Sc Also 5-6 flawme, 6
flame, 6, 8 flamm. [a. F. Jlambe-r to smge

;

originally a var. offlam(iii)er to Flame ] trans.

To baste (‘ with flaming lard’, Jam ).

c 1440 A nc. Cookery m Househ Ord (ivgo) 450 Take
fygges and fine hom, and flawme hom with honey 7**550
Freins of Btrmik 137 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 289 Scno

bad the madin To flawme, and turne, and lost thame
tenderly c 1568 Lauder Godlie Tractate 460 Euerie fatt

Souch fedis and flammis ane vther 1818 Scott Br Lamm
xui, The iron ladle, with which she had just been Jlambmg
(Anghcl, basting) the roast of mutton
Proverb, *721 Kelly Sc Prov. 93 Every Man flamms

[note basteth] the fat Sow’s Arse They will be sure to get
most Gifts that least want them

+ Flambant (flse mbant), a Obs, exc Her
[a. F. flambant

,

pr. pple. ofjflamber to flame.]

a. Her. Flaming, on fire. 1b. (See quot.
J597 )
*597 Gerard Herbal 1 lxxxvu (1633) 144 There is another

to be seen with a floure mixed with streakes of red and
yellow, lesembhng a flame of fire, whereupon we have
called it flambant a 1661 Fuller Worthies iv (1662)46
An Urn with an Heart flambant [printed flamboul] sup-

f
orted by two Angels 1889 Elvin Diet. Her

,
Flambant

,

'laming or burning

+ Flamb e. [a. OF. ffambe (var. of ffamme
Flame sb.), still used in Fr as the name of the
plant] a A torch. Tb. The yellow flag (Iris

pseudacorus) ; in quot attnb,
c *430 Lydg. Bochas 11 xxvii {1554) 63 b. No flambes nor

brondes clere shining To bren his body w* fiers funeral
i486 Bk, St Albans C v, Take smale flambe rotis.

380

Flamb(e, obs forms of Flame.

Flambeau (floe mbim) Forms * 7 fl&mbo, -oy,

8 -oe, 7- flambeau
j
pi 7 flamboys, 7-8 -o(e)s,

7- flambeaus, -eaux [a F flambeau (=med L.

flambellum) ,
f.jlambe Flame sb ]

1. A torch , esp one made of several thick wicks

dipped m wax , a lighted torch

1632 St Trials
,
Ct Comngsmark, etc 11, I had a flam-

beau in my lmnd *638 Sir 1 HrunvRi Irav fed 2)133
Others fired their flnmbeuuxes [nr] 1697 Ctess D'A tinoy's

Trav (1706) 148 After the Collation was ended, Flamboys
were brought 111 1749 Kili ding Font Totusv 11 xiv, Eyes
as big as two laige flambeaux 1816 Scott Antiq xvv,

An open grave, with four tall flambeaus plated at the

corners 1840 Dickens Bam Rndge xvi, Many a private

chair preceded by lunmng-footmen bearing flambeaux,

b A fire-signal or beacon
1688 Wood Life (1894) III 533 A great flambo on Combs

his house was seen as far as Ncwnham
| 2 transf andfig (Cf. toich, finchand) Obs.

1670 Eacharo Coni Clergy (1705) 13a Receiving some
benediction from the flambo's ofyour Eyes a 1670 Haciclt
A bp Williams i ccxxvi (1693) 220 Our Laws of Correc-

tion against such dangerous Flambeaux 1685 Grattan's
Coni tier's Ortic 54 The sayings of Alexander are the
Flamboes of his deeds

3 A large decorated candlestick.

(In mod Diets )

4 South U. S. * One of the set of kettles used in

the open-kettle process of sugar-makmg, so called

because the flames of the furnace strike it with

most force* (Cent Diet) [So m Fr ]

5 . attnb and Comb
,
asJlanibeau -bearer, -light

x8o6 A. Duncan Nelson's Fuueial 25 'I he men worked by
candle and flambeau light 1859 Dickens F 1 wo Cities

xi ix, Monsieur the Marquis, with Ins flaml>eau-beai er going
on before, went up the staircase to a door in a corridor

Hence Fla mbeatted ppl a., furnished with or

lighted by flambeaux
1852 Meattdenngs ofMem I 166 Flambeaued folly of the

long procession

Flamberg, fLamberge (flee mboig, flan-

b|rg) [a. OF flambeige, proper name of the

sword of the Paladin Roland and of that of Renand
of Montauban , hence, generally, a sword

,
the

form Fioberge occurs eailier, ancl is prob moie
correct; of unknown (presumably Teut) etymo-
logy ] A kind of fencing-sword 01 rapier

1885 E Castle Schools ff Masters of Fence (1892) 27*
The sword is a tiansition rapier of the Flamberg
type Ibid 333 The special character of this so called

I lainberg is the comparative simplicity of the hilt

+ Fla'mble, v Obs rare- 1 [f OF Jlamble
'L.fiammula

,
dim. offiamma flame ] nitr. To

be in flames , to flame
1557 K Arthur (Copland) v iv, Lyke as y 3 land and

water had gambled [Canton has flammed) all on fyre

Flamboyance (flsemboi ans) [f as next;
see -ance

] The quality of being flamboyant.
*891 A themetint 17 Jan. 86/1 Flamboyance may be a

better augury of right richness when chastening comes than
conventional moderation

Flamboyancy (fl&mboi ansi), [f. next see

-ANCY ] = prec. In mod Diets

Flamboyant (fleemboi ant), a and sb. Also

9 flambeauant [a. F Jlamboyant, pr. pple. of
Jlamboyer, OF. fiambener, f flambe Flame sb
The OF word may however descend from the pop L

*J2auimidich e (whence It fhunmcggiare) or the recorded
late Ij.Jlaminigdi e (Gelhus) ]

A. adj,

1. Arch Characterized by waved lines of con-
trary flexure in flame-like forms (Gwilt) ; of the
style prevalent m France in the 15th and the first

half of the i(3th c, Also absol. (quasi ).

183a Rickman in Archieologia XXV. 182 They are of all

dates, from Early French to the latest Idamboyant. *836H G Knight Archit Tour Normandy 215 A change
which has recently acquired the fanciful appellation of

Flamboyant, 1848 Rickman At c/ut 153 A tendency to
the Flamboyant style of tracery is frequently observable.
*86* Beresf Here Eng Cathedr, 19th C, 31 The exuberant
Flamboyant of the continent 1883 Gd Words 503 Etch-
ingham church, with its curious flamboyant window

b. In loose and transferred use : Flond, flondly
decorated.

1879 Dowden Southey i. 9 That flamboyant penmanship
admired by our ancestors 1883 L Wingfield A Rowe I
v 94 Sir Francis Burdett indulged m flamboyant perora-
tions 1887 Saintsbury Hist. Ehzab Lit 11 42 Although
he [Sidney] seldom or never reaches the beauties of the
flamboyant period of prose
2 Of wavy form, suggesting the outline of a

flame. Said chiefly of a sword
1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der 362 With massive face,

flamboyant hair 1878 Browning La Saistaz 80 He there
with the brand flamboyant 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ
in 152 A Siamese grotesque head, [with] flambeauant ears.
1885 E Castle Schools <§ Masters of Fence (1892) 334 By
some writers it [the name Flamberg] is restricted to the
flamboyant Spadone or Zweyh&nder
3 Flammgly or gorgeously colouied.
185* Longf Gold Leg in, xli, See, too, the Rose, above

the western portal Flamboyant with a thousand gorgeous
colours. 1867 D G. Mitchell Rural Studies 3 Whose
daughters, in flamboyant ribbons, were among the belles of
the parish. x888 Punch 13 Oct, 170/3 Oh, the flamboyant

flare of those fiendish designs, With their sanguine paint
splashes

B. sb. A name for certain plants with flame-
coloured flowers.

1879 Mrs Bishof SI Malay Pen i in Leisure H, (188A
20/2 That wondeiful flowering tree variously known as the1 flamboyant ’ and 1

the flame of the finest ’ (Poinciana
regia). 1885 Lady Brassty The Trades 141 The richly-
coloured orange and yellow flowers of the fiamboyante
(Poinciana)

Hence Flainboy antly, adv.
1894 Speaker 26 May 586/2 Upon this canvas they are

radiantly and flamboyantly alive

Flamboyantize (flremboi antaiz), v [f. piec.

+ -izii
] a. intr To become flamboyant b.

ti ans. To rendei flamboyant.
1846 Euleswtogist VI 70 Just when Middle Pointed in

Fi nice, was beginning to Flamboyantize 1857 Ibid
XVIII 229 Two great mangolds

; one Flamboj anused.

Flamboyantism (flaimboi antiz’m) [f. as
prcc. + -ism ] h lamboyanl style
*846 Ecclesioloitst VI 72 The west window m its Flam-

boyantism, much resembles the eastern.

Flambu-ginous, a. rare- 1
. [A burlesque

formation on Flam ] Of the nature of a ‘ flam ’

1813 sporting Mag XLII 19 The flambugmous sea-
monster, known by the name of the Non Descript

Flame (fltf'm), sb Forms: 4 flaume, 4-5
flarame, (5 Home), 4-6 flawme, flaumbe, 5-7
flambe, (7 flam), 4- flame, [a Ob Jlambe,
Jlamme —L. Jlamrna, of disputed etymology

, ac-
cording to some scholars for *Jldgma, f root *jlag-

mJlagraic to blaze
,
according to others for *Jldina,

fJld-i e to blow ]

1 Vapour heated to the point of combustion;
ignited gas. Also, +JlameoJfire
a without plural

C1384 Chaucui II Fame 11 261 Flaumbe ys but
lyghtcd smoke 1398 Till visa Barth De P R x iv.

(*495* 376 Fldinme is fyre in ayry matere c 1400 Maundev
(Roxb ) via 29 Oute of Jte wlulk commes flawme of fire

1563 Fui ke Meteors (1640) 23 Where earthquakes have
becne, great abundance of smoke, flame, and ashes, is cast
out 1678 Hoiiui s Decam vi 60 Flame is nothing but a
multitude of Sparks *704 Newton Optic/,

s

in xi 134 Is
nut flame a vapoui, fume, or exhalation heated red hot, that
is, so hot as to shine? *831 Brewster Newton (185s) II
xxv 368 Flame consists of particles of carbon brought to
a white heat,—an opinion of Sir Humphry Davy's.

b with plural A portion of ignited vapour,

often spue-ilk e or tongue-like t 'loput toJlames .

to set on fire

a 1340 Hami'oi e Psalter xxvm [xxix ] 7 pe voice of lord
sherand be flaume of fii e *377 Langl F, PI B xvn «9 pe
weyke and fyie wil make a warme flaumbe. c *400 Destr
Troy 12009 Idammesof fyre fuerse to behold CJ1450 Lone-
licii Urtnl xlvm 174 Fir and flambes they casten echedel
vppon Moys there that he sat a 1533 Ld Berners Huon
Ixiv 22i His vj sage became lyke a flame of fyer. 1697
Drvden Virg Georg iv 554 Thrice to the vaulted Roof
the blames aspire 1722 Scwm Hist Quakers (1795) I iv

272 1 he flames ascended abovemy head 1800 tr. Lagrange s
them. II 245 The acid burns with a blue flame 1874
Morii-y Compromise (1886) 17 Ihe sky of Paris was red
with the incendiary flames of the Commune
c fin (see also 6.)

*548 Hall Chron Hen VI, 154 The inhabitauntes per-

ceyuing, that the great flarame of the Enghshe force was
extinct and consumid 1601 Shaks All's Well 1. 11 59 Let
me not hue After my flame Iackes oyle *623 Favine
Theat Hon 11 i 61 Saint Hierome, the cleare flame of
the Church 1887 Bowi n Virg. AEneid 1 263 War’s great
flame he shall kindle in Italy

d. pi (with the) — fire Chiefly with reference

to death or destiuction by burning Phrase, to

commit to theJlames.
*483 Caxton Gold Leg 249/2 The blessid chyldren wente

thorugh the flambes 1656 Cowley Poems, Misc 10 Pity
him Jove, and lus bold I heft allow, Ihe flames he once
stole from thee grant him now 17*3 Steele Englishman
No 55 354 He was put into the flames with the General

Acclamation of the Multitude 1782 Pritstley Corrupt.
Chr II ix 191 Ziska condemned the rest to the flames

*817 Shellty Revolt of Islam xu xxv, 1 When the con-

suming flames had wrapt ye round
e. with reference to hell or purgatory

1382 Wycut Luke xvi 24 Send Lazarus that he kele

my tunge , for I am turmentid in this flawme c 1575W
Fulke Confut Doctr. Purgatory (1577) 182 To quench the

flambes of pm gatory, *637-50 Row Hist Kirk (1842) 304
By hellish flams thy soule devoured bee *832 Tennyson
Sisters 7 She died : she went to burning flame

f f. Vitalflame (see quot ). Obs in scientific

use
1706 Philips (ed Kersey), Vital Flame, a kind of subtil

gentle kindled Heat which some suppose to be in the

Heart of Living-Creatures.

2 The condition of visible combustion In

phrases. On flame

,

J* on or of a flame, tn a flame,

111 Jlames : blazing, on fire
,
transf of a wound,

etc
,
inflamed

, fig inflamed with, anger, passion, or

zeal Also to put or set on or z» (t «) fitsrne, to

burst intoflame(s
,
etc See also Aflame

2490 Caxton Eneydos 11 14 The cyte was cruelly sette

a fyre, and on a flamm *638 SirT Herbert Trav (ed 2)

297 Redolent gums incenaiated or put to flames, wherein

the dead body is laid. 2652 J Wadsworth tr Sandoval s

Civ Wars Spain 351 The timber of the Church taking fire

therewith, all was immediately of a flame 2658 A Fox
Wurtz' Snrg. in. 1 220 If a wound be m a flame when
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drest 1656 Cowley Poems

,
Mistress 15 [My heart] 'tis all

on flame *676 Hobbes Iliad (1677) 182 Set the Argives
hollow ships on flame 1685 Crowne Sir C Nice v 49 What
a flame had your negligence put me into 1697 Damfier
Voy I 116 'lhey found their Boat all inflames 1721 De
FoeMem Cavaher(1840) 47 The town was all on a flame.

1764 Goldsm 1 rav 219 Unknown those powers that raise

the sout to flame 1790 Blatson Nav <$ Mil Mem I 74
Setting the nation in a flame against the Minister 1790
Willocks Voy 11 Immediately his face was all over in a
flame 1818 Shelley Rev Islam nr xvi 8 Below the
smoke of roofs involved in flame 1847 Tennyson Pnnc
vt 348 The day Now set a wrathful Dian’s moon on flame.

1879 M Pattison Milton 33 Once, at twenty, he [Milton]
wai. all on flame by the casual meeting with a damsel.

3 . transf A bright beam or ray of light {esp from
a heavenly body).
cx374 Chaucer Boeth 11 Metr 111 39 pe flamus of pe

sonne pat ouer comep pe sterre ly3t 157a Bossewell
Armone it 132 These starres cast from them flambes
m maner of heares x6xx Bible Wisd xvn 5 Neither
could the bright flames of the starres endure to lighten that
horrible night 1710 Pope WindsorFor 300 Where clearer
flames glow round the frozen Pole 1842 Longf Sp Stud
hi v. When the moon began to show her silver flame 1877
Bryant Poems

,
Little People ofSnmu 184 The northern

lights, such as thou seest In the midwinter nights, cold,

wandering flames

b pi Applied hnmorotisly to 1 red ’ hair. Also
to one who has such hair Cf. Carrot 3.

1823 ‘J Bee’ Slang, Flames, red haired people receive this

appellation 1 vho should I fling my precious ogles upon
but Flames—she as lived at the Blue Posts?’

4 fig Bright or glowing light
; brilliance, bril-

liant colouring
1781 Cowfer Friendship it. That jewel of the purest

flame 1873 Ouida Pascarel II 162 The flame of roses
burns on every handsbreadth of untilled ground

5 . Something resembling a flame of file : a. A
flame-shaped ornament, b A streak or patch of
colour or the like

1602 Segar Hon Mil. If Civ 11 xvn 88 Mantelets of
greene cloth of siluer . bordered about with flambes of
golde 1680 Land Gaz No 1562/4 A Bright Bay Gelding
. a white Flame from the Forehead almost to the Nostrils

1820 Shelley Witch vi
3
The sly serpent, in the golden

flame Of his own volumes intervolved 1888 Miss Braddon
Fatal Three 1 vi, The yellow stonecrop made a flame of
colour on the top

8. In certain figuiative applications of sense 1

a. A burning feeling or passion, esp of love

:

To fan the flame, to heighten its intensity by
artificial or artful means
<11340 Hampole Psalter cxxxvn 1 Alle kyndul pou in pe

flawme of pi luf. c 1386 Chaucer Pars T T 279 Thanne
feeleth he anoon a flambe of debt a 1450-1530 Myrr, our
Ladye 212 Thre flaumbes of charyte. 1601 Shaks All's
Well 1 in. 217 So true a flame of liking 1667 Milton P L.
v 807 Abdiel Stood up, and in a flame of zeale severe

The current of lus fury thus oppos’d 1702 Pope Sapko 20
Ah youth ungrateful to a flame like mine 1 1708 Rowe
Royal Convert Prol , The same Flame, by different Ways
express’d, Glows in the Heroe's and the Poet’s Breast

1783 J O’Keeffe Birth-day 17 The lovely town-bred dame,
Dear cause ofmany a flame 1800 Mrs Hervey Mourtray
Fain IV 212 ,

1

neglected no opportunity offanning the
flame 1814 Cary Dante,

Paradise in 69 She seemed with
love's first flame to glow 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest

Woman ix, This flame of ardent ambition kept her alive

b. quasi-o>«<r The object of one’s love. For-

merly poet
,
now onlyjocular

1647 Cowley Mistress, Eccho 11, Thy flame, whilst living,

Was of less beauty. 17M Prior Ode, Eupheha serves to

r,ce my Measure; But Cloe is my real Flame <11760
Browne Poems,

Let to Cormna (1768) 109 My earliest

flame, to whom I owe AH that a Captain needs to know.
1807 W. Irving Salmag (1824) 263 This little damsel was
my uncle John's third flame 1840 Thackeray Pans
Sk -bk (1872) 237 Her heart remains faithful to her old flame,

the doctor.

+ C Brightness of fancy, power of genius, vigour

of thought Obs.
1642 Denham CoopersH 88 As thine his fate, if mine had

beene his [Homer's] Flame, 167a Villiprs (Dk Buckhm )

Rehearsal 1, Persons of' Quality that understand what
Flame and Power in writing is 170a Rowe Tamerl. Prol ,

Like him (tho’ much unequal to his Flame) Our Author
makes a pious Prince his Theme

+ 7 A name ofa vauety ofcarnation (See quot

)

1727 Bradley Fam Diet s v. Carnation, The Flames
have a red Ground always strip’d with Black or very dark

Colours.

8

A name given to certain British moths.

1819 G Samouelle Entomol Compend 399 Noetua
putris, the Flame. Ibid 422 Geometra rubiadata

,
the

Flame 1862 Morris Brit Moths II 15 Anticlea rubi-

dana, the Flame

9

altnb and Comb a simple attnb ,
vsflame*

banner
,
-heat, -lamp, -hght,

-signal, -tongue.

1880 Tennyson Columbus, The great *flame banner borne

byleneriffe 18x2-6 J Smith Panorama Sc ^ Art 1, 11

In changing the form of iron, the white *flame heat is used

1888 Daily News 10 May 3/1 Miners’ electric lamps so

convenient that it would really seem to be nothing short

of criminal folly to run the slightest risk with ‘flame lamps
1611 Speed Hist.Gt Brit vi ix. 75 The search of Tyrants

by the *flame-light of Persecutions a 1835 Mrs Remans
League of Alps xxvi. Poems (1875) 237 *Flame-signals

through the midnight sprung 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der
vin. lxiv, Where the flowers are no better than a crop of

*flame-tongues burning the soles of our feet

b objective, asflame-breathing, -darting, -snort-

ing, alsoflame devoted.
-6ax G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vn. (1626) 235 *Flame-breath-

Voii. IV,

ing buls you tam’d x6xi Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv
ni Schisme 403 The Welkin’s studded with new Blazing-
Stars, *Flame-darting Lances 1767 W L Lewis Statius'
Thebaid vi 76 They crown with Cypress the *Flame-
devoted Bier 1614 Sylvester Du Bartas, Betkuha's
Rescuem x *Flame-snorting Phlegon’s luddy breath began
Reducing Day
e instrumental and originative, as flame-bred,

-feathered, -irradiated, -robed
,

-sparkling
.;

-tipped,

-uplifted, -winged.
1606 Sylvester Dn Bartas 11 iv 11 Magnificence 361

If I live, I live her *Flame-bred-Flie 1591 Ibid 1 iv 272
With his ‘flame feath’red arrow 1649G Daniel Trmarch ,

Hen V, xem. High wrought drosse Shines from his [the
Sun’s] *flame-irradiated Earth 175a H M[oore] 'IoMemory
of Dr Doddridge vn, [He] midst the *flame-rob’d Bands
a Seraph glows 1625 K. Long tr Barclay's Argemsv ax
402 Thy chaste Aflame-sparkling eyes 1836 Keble in Lyi a
Apost (1849) 21S Some “flame-tipt arrow of the Almighty
falls 1842 Sir A De Verb Song of Faith 52 The legion
hands Of Aflame-uplifted Demons 1621 G Sandys Ovid's
Met xiv (1626)890 Ioue with *flame-winged thunder earth
affrights a x88x Rossetti House of Life ix, One flame-
winged brought a white-winged harp player

d parasynthetic and similative, as flame-eyed,
-faced, -haired, -like, -shaped adjs

; flame-like

,

-wise advs ; limitative, vsflame-proof
X609 B Jonson Masque of Queens Wks (Rtldg) 568/2

*Flame-ey'd Rage 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 50
That Aflame-faced patriot band cx605 Rowley Birth
Merl. iv v 343 Above yon Aflame-haired beam that
upwards shoots. Appears a dragon's head 1367 Maplet
Gr. Forest

5 b, The Chrusoprase is . in the night time
Aflamelike, m the daytime yelow. 1621 G Sandys Ovid’s
Met xv (1626) 7x8 Rouling about his eyes that flame-like
blaz’d. x886 Itlustr Land. News 2 Jan ,

The materials
had been made ‘flame proof. 1876 D Wilson Preh. Man
vn (ed 3) 193 One *flame-shaped arrow-head 1865 Swin
burne Atalanta 37 My heart Takes lire and trembles Aflame-
wise.

10

Special comb : flame-bearer, a book-name
for the genus Selasphorus of humming-birds, cha-
racterized by the great brilliancy of the gorgets of

the males
;
flame-bed (Steam-engine ) (see quot )

;

flame-box, ‘ sometimes applied to that portion, of

the shell ofa steam boiler which, contains the smoke
or flame tubes’ (Lockwood 1892) ;

flame-bridge,
‘ a wall rising from the flooi of a furnace to cause

the flame to impinge upon the bottom of the boiler’

(Knight 1874) ,
flame-cap, a pale cap-like appear-

ance which the upper part of the flame of a safety-

lamp or fire-damp indicator assumes, and which
indicates the presence of gas ,

flame carpet, the

moth Corenna propugnana, flame-cell, a small
cavity m the excretory canal of a flat-worm (see

quot.) , flame-chamber (see quot.)
,
flame-engme,

‘ an early name for the gas-engine, m which the

piston is moved by the expansion due to the sudden
combustion of a body of gas in the cylinder’

(Knight 1874), flame-flue, ‘the combustion flue

of a horizontal boiler, so named to distinguish it

from the smoke or return flues which are built m
brick-work’ (Lockwood 1892) , flame-furnace,

a furnace m which the ore or metal is exposed to

the action of flame, but is not in contact with

the fuel; f flame-god, ?the sun; flame-kiln (cf

flame-furnace) ;
flame-plates, the top or crown

plates of a boiler flue or fire-box (Lockwood
1888) ;

flame-shoulder, the moth Noetua plecta
• 1882 Ogilvie s v , The little ^flame-bearer (Selasphorus
scintilla) inhabits the inner side of the extinct volcano
Chinqui, in Veragua. 1859 Rankine Steam Engine § 304
The flame chamber, has often a floor of fire-brick, called

the *flame bed. 1893 Dublin Rev July 653 The wick of the

lamp has to be pulleddown until the flame becomes pale and
non-luminous In this condition it is small and of low tem-
perature, and therefoie ill-suited to produce ‘flame caps.

186a Morris Bnt Moths II xB Coremia propugnana,
Flame Carpet x888 Entycl. But XXIII 537/1 The
spaces between the round connective-tissue cells ofthe body
are star-shaped in form, and .into these the finest excretory
tubules . open by funnels, into each of which projects a
vibratile cilium, thus constituting the so-called

1

*flame-cells’

1859 Rankine Steam Engine § 304 The. Aflame-chamber,
being the space immediately behind the bridge in which the

combustion of the inflammable gases that pass over the

bridge is or ought to be completed. x86a A tlanticMonthly
July 70/3 Ericsson soon discovered that his *flame-engme,
when worked by the combustion of mineral coals, was [etc.]

1888 Lockwood's Diet Mech. Engin., *Flamefurnace, a
reverberatory furnace xsgg Marston Sco Villame 1 11

175, I thmke the blind doth see, the ‘flame God rise From
Sisters couch, each morning to the skies 1807 Vancouver
Aerie Devon (1813)28 This limestone is burnt in what are

called Aflame-kilns *86a Morris Brit Moths II. 141

Noetuaplecta,
*Flame-shoulder

b in some names of plants with vivid scarlet

or enmson flowers flame-flower, a species of

Kniphofia (
Tritonia); flame lily (see quot,);

flame-tree, (a) the Sterculia acerifolia of New
South Wales, (b) the Nuytsico flortbunda of

Western Australia, also called fire-tree , ic) the

Buteafrondosa or palash tree

1882 Garden 14 Jan 19/2 We came across several colonies

of Pampas Grass associated with *Flame flowers (Tri-

toma) 1841 Mrs Loudon Ladies' Flower-Gard 129 Pyro-

knon, the *Flame Lily x866 Treas Bot , *Flame tree,

Brachychiton acenfolmm 1883 Cassell'sFam.Mag Oct.

685/1 The palash is a fair-sized tree, and its flowers are very
bright scarlet, from which it is frequently spoken of as the

‘flame tree’ 1885M rs C Prai d Australian Life filhext
are flame-trees, showing in spring vivid patches of crimson

Flame (fl? !m),o Forms 4-5 flambe, flaumbe,
flaume, flawme, famine, 4- flame See also

Flamb. [ME flambe
,
flamme, a OF Jlambe-r,

fia?n{m)er, f flambe,flamme Flame sb ]
1 vntr. To bum with a flame or with flames , to

emit flames ; to blaze Also with away, forth,
out, up
1377 Langl P PI B wii 205 A fyre flaumencle forth

oute of bo}>e la X400 Mortc Arth 1975 Owre kyng geite
felschene his fyre?, flawmande fulle heghe 1481 Caxton
Myn n m 67 Fyre brennyng goth flatnmyng vnto the
clowdes. 1548 Hall Chi on 195 b, Other causes made y°
Fyre to flame x6ox Shaks Jut C 1 m 16 His left Hand
which did flame Like twentie Torches 163* Lithgow
Trav x 479 Fire Ij ing hid under ashes, and touch'd will

flame 1654 H L’Estrange Chas I (1655 1 165 The Admiral
of Portugal began to flame being fired with two Holland
fire ships 1667 Milton P L i 62 A Dungeon horrible,

on all sides, round As one great Furnace flam’d

1725 De Foe Voy round World {1840) 242 A volcano
flamed out that night 1774 Goldsm. hat Hist (1862) I

viu 39 Spiuts of wine will flame with a candle, but not
with a spark. <1x839 Landor Imag Cotw

,
Southey 4

Parson 11, There is a paleness in intense fires ; they do not
flame ont or sparkle 1853 Kane Grinnell Eap xxxix, 356
Lard lamps flaming away vigorously

b M
1377 Langl P FI B \vn 225 panne flaumbeth he U>e

hoi j goste] as fyre on fader& on films 1614 Bp- H all Recoil
Ti eat. 976 Cruelty hath but smoaked before, now it flames
up 1752 Young Brothers 1. 1, Sparks ofwar. Which might
one day flame up to strong revenge 1770 Langhorne Plu-
tarch (1879) II 591/1 The Servile war wanted but little

fuel to make it flame out again 1793 Object, to War
Examined $ Refuted 27 The Republic flames out in

many parts with Civil War 1890 Century Mag Jan 362/1
Alien blood flamed in her veins

t e. transf. To emit a smell (also, of a smell,

to issue) with violence like that of flame.

1377 Langl. P PI B xn 255 Whan his caroigne shal

come in caue to be buryed, I leue it flaumbe ful foule pe
folde al aboute 14 Ml Laud 656 fol 4b, A flauour
flambe)? perfro, pey felleden bit alle

2 fig a. Of the passions, etc * To bum like

flames. Toflame out • to burst out violently.
<2x591 R. Greenham Whs. (1599) 22 Though he keep thy

sinne from flaming out <1x623 Beaum & Fl Lover s Pi 0-

gress 1 1. (Rtldg ) 637/2 Lascivious fires, should such flame
in you 1707 Norris Treat. Humility vi 240 Here and
there where their malice flames out. 1849 Macaulay Hist
Eng. II 244 The rage of James flamed high

b Of persons • To bum (with envy, fury, indig-

nation, etc ) , to look angrily or passionately upon.
To flame out, up : to bieak out into open, anger
or indignation ; to *

fire up ’.

*548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Matt xxii 106 Whiche
wholy flame with enuy and hatred 1681 Crowne Hen
VI, iv 49, I flame with fury to be at it a 1701 Sedley
Happy Pair (1766) 16 With heat of loue he flam'd upon
his mate 1754 Richardson Grandison V, my tia If
the alliance take effect how will she flame out !

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. I. 195 He flamed with in-

dignation. 1858 Carlyle Fredh Gt (1865) I 111 vi 180 An
Osiandensm much flamed-upon by the moie orthodox
ism. 1858 Ibid (1865) II v vui 132 Queen Sophie . did
oni.e lose her royal patience and flame out.

3 transf To glow like flame oi as with flames

;

to shine brightly, gleam rnddily. Also with away,
forth, up, etc.

13 E, E Alht P A 768 Maskellez bryd bat hrygt
con flambe. 1530 Palsgr 551/1, I have sene the yertbe
flame a nyght season lyke any fyre. 1535 Stewart
Cron Scot. II 320 The face of Phebus flamand fair.

1621 Beaum & Fl Thierry Sf '1 heodoret 111, 11 (Rtldg 1

417/2 There’s anger yet Flames in your eyes 1698
Crowne Caligula 1 Dram Wks 1874 IV 360 Caesar
[led] A flying camp of ranting concubines. Who flam’d, and
gave a lustre to the day c 1710 C Fiennes Diary (1888)

257 Diamonds wcl flamed at y“ Least motion 1740 Dyer
Ruins Rome 21 The rising sun Flames on the rums. *777
Mad D’Arblay Diary Oct

,
This . room was flamiog

with veLvet. *807W Irving Salmag (1824) 133 Fling a
red shawl over the figure of a fashionable belle, and let her

flame away with it in Broadway 1826 Syd, Smith Wks.

(1859) II. 74 The mud is flaming with the scarlet curlew.

1882 Edna Lyall Donovan xv, She felL the colour flame

up m her cheeks. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq 15 The
dentist flamed forth in his second dress as a captain of
banditti

4. a mtr. To move as or like flame.

1633 P Fletcher PurpleIsi xi iv,Thoseholy Fishers once
amongsThouflamedst bright with sparkling parted tongues.

1732 Pofe Ess Man 11 65 Meteor-like, flame lawless thro’

the void 1892 Tennyson Death of CEnone 38 (Akbar's
Dream) Once again thou fiamest heavenward

To. trans To send forth or convey by flaming

14 . Lydg Balade of our Ladte ix, Flambe down be
doleful light of thyn influence x6xo Shaks. Temp 1 n
200 In euery Cabyn, I flam'd amazement sometime I’ld

diuide. And burne in many places 1892 T A Cool Old
Tourame I. 91 An old system of signalling by beacon fires

. .which flamed messages along the v alley.

f 5. To bum, set on fire, consume with flames

1583 Stanyhurst AEncis m. (Arb ) 79 Sundry hostes are
flamed on altars 1590 Spenser F Q iii ix 18 Malbecco
seeing them, resolvd . To flame the gates. 1612 N Field
Woman's a Weather-cock 1.1, The Masculine Element of
Fire Shall flame his Pyramids downe to the Earth 1737
Whiston Josephus’ Antiq Diss hi xih. Some were nailed

to crosses, and others flamed to death



FLAME-COLOUR.

f 6 To cruise to glow with enthusiasm, zeal,

etc ;
to kindle, inflame, excite, animate Obs

c *380 Wyclif Sel Wks III 36 J?e swete odour fwrof

schulde flawme menuys lieitis 1596 Spenstr T< Q v 1 14

Flam'd with real of vengeance mwaidly, He ask’d [etc]

16*7-77 Felt ham Resolvis 1 xiv 22 That sacied vigour

which had wont To flame the Poets noble brest *640

Shirley Coronation 11. Djb, 'Iheir courage is bo nobly

flamed.

7 . To subject lo the action of flame. Cf Sc

Flame
1875 Urc's Bid. Arts III 88 Aftei flaming, the pieces are

successively laid on an inclined table exposed to thefue

1885 Dolliy Bacteria Investigation 1 69 The pipette is

first thoroughly steulized by flaming every portion of it.

Flame, obs form of Fleam
Flame-colour. The colour of flame

,
a

bright reddish yellow or oiange
1608 B Jonson Masque of Beauty, Splendor in a robe of

flame colour 1712 Addison Sped No 263? 7 Melesinda

wraps her Head in Flame Colour 1838 J Marti Nrau
I) tint Chr 143 The preternatural flame-colour mingled in

the crucibles of hell.

b attub 01 adj =nexl
1763 Del Pino Sp. Diet ,

Caballo do colen utorado, a
flame colour horse

Fla'me-coloured, a. Of the colour of flame

1596 Shaks 1 Iten IV, 1 11 xi A faire hot Wench in

Flame colonicd Taflata 1647 Stapyiton Juvenal 22 He
Weaies a fung’d petticote & flame colotu’d veyle 1704

SwieT / Tub 11. Flame coloured Satin 1876 Gno Eliot

Dan Da IV I111 96 Hei dusky, flame coloured garment

fig 1784 R Bagi: Barham Downs I 113 Damnation 1

swore my Lord, and a few other flame-colouitd ejaculations

Flamed (fl?Und), fpl a. [f. Flame v. and sb

+ -fd 1, ^ ]
1

.

Aflame, binning.

1413 lhlgr Saule m vm (Caxton 1483) 55 A furnoys.

alle flammed with fyre. 1383 Stanyiiurst Hums 11. (Arb )

54 The . Greeks thee flamd citty with ruthlesse victorye

lansack 1634 Habingion Castara (Arb ) 61 A flamed dart

shot from her eye

2 Furnished with flames
1851 E.J Millington tr Dtdron'sChr Archxol I 452

Wheels which are both winged and flamed . to express the

extreme of velocity.

3 Of a tulip* Bernmg flame-like marks
1663-76 Ray Flora 94 The flowers are yellow, and some

stuped, featheied, or flamed 1846 J Baxter Libr. Prclct

Agi te. (ed 4) I 302 A Tulip, is called flamed, when a broad
luegular stupe runs up the middle of the petals, with short

abrupt projecting points, branching out on each side.

t Fla'meful, a Obs, rare—'1
, [f. Flame +

-FUL ] Full of flame In quot fig
1398 Sylvester Du Bartas n i 1 Eden 401 When pale

Phlegm, or saffron colour'd Cholei print upon oui Under-
standing's Tables

,
That, Water wracks ; this other, flame-

full Fables

Flameless (Armies), a [f Flame sb. +
-less ] Devoid of flame ,

burning without flame.

t6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv 1 Trophies 53 A fire so

great Could not live flameless long 1638 G Sandys Par
Dtv. Poems, Lament Jer 11 7 Jehova foisakes His flame-

lesse Alt ir 1837 CarlyLe Fr Rest (1857) I 1 vn x 219 It

burns flameless, as chained coals do 1884 Swinburne in

19 Vi Cent. May 775 The flameless fire ofimaginative thought

Flamelet. [f as prec. + -let] A small

flame.

1849 Longe By the Fireside, K Witlaf's Drinking-
Horn vm 3 The flamelets flapped and flickered 1871

R. Taylor Faust (1873) II iv 11 231 Upon our phalanx*

shining lances A nimble host of flamelets dances

Flamen (flymen) Forms: 4-5 flamyn(e
(erron fLaume), 4-7 flamm (e, 7 flaiumm(g, 7-
flamen, [a. L. flamen, of doubtful etymology

;

some modem scholars believe it to stand for *flad-

men, f dad- WAryan *bhlad- as m Goth. blbt-an,

OE. blot-an to sacrifice pothers regard it as standing

for flagmen, f. root flug- to bum (from burning

sacufices).]

1 Rom Antiq A priest devoted to the service

of a particular deity. + Flamm diall=L flamen
diahs, the flamen of Jupiter

*5^3 Bellenden Livy 1 (1822) 34 Yit he institute the

sacrifice that pertenit to the fianun diall 1607 Shaks Cor
11 1 22g Seld showne Flamins Doe presse among the
popular Throngs. 1644 Milton A reef (Arb) 37 The
Romans knew of learning little but what their Augurs and
Flamins taught them 1733 Pope Ess Man in 266 Then
first the Flamen tasted living food 1880 Muiriiead
Gants 1 § x 12 No person is elected to the office of one of the

gi eater flamens, 1 e a flamen of J upiter, Mars, or Quirinus
unless bom of farieate parents

2 trans/. Applied to other piiests, etc.

c 1400 Maundev (1839) xu 141 The Archiflamyn or the
Flamyn, as oure Erchebisshopp or Bisshopp .seythe thus

1630 Bulvver Anthropomet 210 Egyptian Priests and other
Flamines of the Natural Law used Circumcision 1660
HicicruiNGiLL Jamaica (1661) 79 The Muses and their

Flamens they cashiere 1789 Burns Let to Mis Dunlop 13
Dec , Ye venerable sages, and holy flamens, is there prob-
ability in your conjectuies? 1808 J Barlow Colwttb iv 316
Let tne poor guardless natives never feel The flamen's fraud.

3 The L flamen and archiflamen (see Arch-
FiiAMEN) were used by Geoffrey of Monmouth to

denote the two giades of alleged sacerdotal func-

tionaries in heathen Britain, whose place was taken
on the conversion of the island by bishops and
archbishops. Hence pseudo-Hist, in Eng writers.

282

c 1330 R BRUNNr Citron Wace (Rolls) 5756 Eyglit &
twenty flamins men tolde 1387 1 revisa Iitgditi (Rolls)

II xix, 28 bisshoppis icleped flamynes 1480 Canton Deur
Brit 25 To these archbisshops sees weic subgette xxvnj

bisshops and wete called flammes 16x2 Drayton Poly-olb

vi 11 xi2 Willi Fanes vnto her Gods, and l1 Kmins eticry-

where 1632 Colleges CaveatforProf (1653) 132 It holds

as much for Bishops and Archbishops (instead of Fiatnmins

and Archflaminms)

4

atti ib
,
asJlamen-priest

a *533 Ld Berners Gold Bk PI Autel 11 v (1335) 114b)

Their gownes long lyke flamine piestes

Hence Fla*menship, the office of a flamen
x6oo Holland A«>yxxvi win (1609)601 C Claudius, the

Aich flamine of Jupiter, lost his Flamineship x6xo Heally
St Aug Citie ofGod (1620) 71 Fl.umnes, inheritors of the

ancient Flamine-slnp

Flamenco, -go, obs forms of Flamingo.

Flamer (fl^ 1 mai) [f Flame v + -i>it i
]

1 One who or that which flames

1591 Sylvester Du Baitas i 11 996 And then no more
you would the Aire allow For Clement, then th* hot bright

Flamer now 1612 Sturtevant Metallita (1834) no The
Scottish coal is the best flamer 1887 Pall Mall G 9 Dec
5/2 Armed only with an electric battery, or was it only

a flamer? with which he signalled to the magic lantern

2 slang. A peison or thing glaringly conspicuous.

1809 Spirit Pub Jrnls (1810) XIII 163 Dmk Daiedevil
. sported a brace of flameis (wenches) on Ins coach-box

*840 H Cockton Vtil Vox 11 s A criticism on the even-

ing’s performance winch certainly was 1 a regular flamer.’

Flamery, obs foim of Flummery.
Ma'ineship. nonce-mi. [f Flame sb +-smr ]

The personality oi dignity of (the god of) flame.

1*1637 B Jonson Underwoods
,
E xeciation Vulcan, Pox

on your Flameslup, Vulcan

•J Flamet. Obs. [a F. flamet (also m Pr.) ]
= Flamingo *706 [see Flaman 3

Flamfew (flic mfiw) Also 6 fl.am.efew, 9 .5V.

flamfoo [Corruption of F. fanfelue *—med.L.

farnfalucahv-hhlz, lie, app ad.Gr vojxipiXvf bubble

Cf motl.F.fanfreluche ] A gewgaw, tnfle, fantastic

thing.
Also Sc 'Any gaudy trapping m female dress,' ‘a gaudily

dicssed female' (Jam

)

1580 13aret Alv F 614 A Flamefcw, or the mooncslune in

the water 1383 Stanymursi VEneis, etc (Arb
) 138 Voyd

ye fro thecse flamfews set a part the begun wmek 1890
Pemple Bar Mag Nov 430 Fancy, had bodied forth a
curious flamfew

+ Fla miual, a Obs [ad. L. fldmmdhs, f

flamen Flamen ] Of or peitauung to a flamen

0:1693 Urquhart Rabelais in \lvin 385 The Flannnal
Mists, and mysterious Flamens

Flamineous (fle'mrnfas), a. Also flamimous
[f L flamm-, Flamen + -isous, -ious. Cf L
fldminnis ] Of or pertaining to a flamen.

1846 Worcester Flamineous (citing Monr). *864 Wor-
cester Flamimous [? Error forJlammeous, in H More ]

Flaming (lie1 inirj), vbl sb. [f Flame v +
-ing 1

] The action of the verb Flame Also

contr , somethingwhich flames or resembles a flame.

c 1400 Destr 7 1 oy 970 T he flammyng of be flese was ferly

to see. 1346 Bai e Eng, Votaries 1 30/1 A starre, wbiclie

seined with flamynges of fyre to fall into the sea, 1834
Ruskin Led Aulut Add 128 Wherever colour is intro-

duced, ornamentation may consist in mere spots, or bands,

or flannngs.

Flaming (fl^mir)),pfil. ci Also 4 flammande,
flaumbeaud, 5 flawmand [f. as prec + -ing 2

.]

1 . That flames
;
in flames or on fire, as a com-

bustible ; esp. m flaming sword.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xxxm 150 pe flawmand swerde

J>at Godd ordaynd bare before Jxe entree 1309 Hawts Past.
Pleas XLin ix, Thus in flanvynge tonges all aboute I flye

x6ix Bible Gen 111 24 A flaming sword 1781 Gibbon Decl

$ F III. 137 The spoil, and cattle, of the flaming villages

x8zx Shlllky Prometh Unb. i 88 Nor yon volcano’s flam-

ing fountains

fig 1422 tr Secreta Secret , Pi iv Priv (E. E T. S.)

191 A fldwmyng vertu dwellys yn J?e hert *309 Hawes
Joyf Mcdit 17 0 llambynge honour of euery hardy lierte

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII 11 x6 O these
flaming spirits 1 1874 Morley Compromise (x886) 264 The
flaming hopes of its friends.

f b. Flaming chapel = F chapelle ardente : a
chapel or chamber thickly set with lighted tapers
X802 Pans as it was II lxvii 318 A flaming chapel was

constructed at the entrance of the house.

2 . Burning hot, inflamed, fiery.

1697 Dryden Virg Georg hi. 841 Red Blisters And
flaming Carbuncles 1786 Burns 1 Oncefondly lov'd', Who,
distant, burns 111 flaming torrid climes 1871 R Ems
Catullus Ixiv 334 As some labouier. Under a flaming sun.

b. quasi-tfrfo
,
asflaming-hot. lit andfig

1638 Sir T Herbert Ttav. (ed. 2) 32 The wind less’ned,

and weather grew flaming hot x68i Baxter Apol.
Nonconf Min 111 Flajning-hot Disputer

3 . transf Emitting rays of light, flashing, glow-
ing, bulliant. t Flaming fly= Firefly
13 EE Alltt P, B 1468 Alle be fruyt in bo formes

of flaumbeande .gemmes ? a 1400 Morte Aith 198
Ffesauntez enflureschit in flammande silver, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 3986 Hir ene flamyng fresshe, as any fyne stones.
x686 Plot Staffordsh 1x6 Our English Glow-wormes, as
well as the American, or flanung-flyes, have a luminous
juice in their tailes 1744 Berkeley Sins § 187 The glory
of the Lord, which was wont to appear in a flaming light.

1826 Disralli Viv Grey in vn, Tne large yellow eye grew
more flaming and fiery.

FLAMMEOUS.
to in regard to colour Resembling flame, very

blight or vivid

<•1450 Cit of Love 793 Her mouth is short Flaming
somedele, not ova rod 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav
tud 2) 297 The llannana’s fiotn a dark-gieene, mellow
into a flaming yellow 1718 Prior Solomon j xxxvi, At
Noon m flaming Yellow blight 1863 Miss Braddon
Eleanor's Vitt II 1 3 The flaming poppies among the
opening corn. 1865 Caiuyie Endk Gt VI xvi xn 282
Voltaue has used his flanungest colours on this occasion

j* c Of a person * Gaudy, * loud flaring

1781 R King London Spy 93 A serjeant of the guards
enteied with a flaming wench
4 /g Highly coiouted, high flown

; stailling,

extravagant.
1606 Shaks Tr i? Cr 1 11 115 He hauing colour enough,

and the other higher, is too flaming a piaise foi a good
complexion 1720 Di Foi Capi. Sitighten xi. (1840) 191,
I had heard some flaming stories of Captain Avery, and the
fine things lie had done in the Indies 1796 Jani- Austen
P/idetj Puj \ (1813) 224 The good lady did give him
a most flaming character *830 Pin slott Peru II. 6 The
flaming pictures given by the natives of the riches of the
land x868 lirLi’s Realniii/i II xvu 287 Theie comes out
a flaming attack ag mist some poor man
5 l'lagiant, glaring, monstious ? Obs
1706 Collu u Reply to Dr !•timer (1730) 412 The most

flaming Instances of Vice 1737 Watlrland Eucharist
583 A Ihimng Absurdity

6 Like waving flame m appearance
, flamboyant

1373 Barbour Bntce \i 192 Vnh banens richt freschly
flawmand x686 Loud Cats No 2x76/4 A Silvet Hiked
Sword, with the Blade waved 01 flaming 1874 Boutell
Arms

.J-
Arm ix 177 The blade of this swoid not un-

commonly affected a wavy 01 flaming (ftamboyante) outline

Hence Fla mingly adv.
1627-77 Fi 1 t ham Resolvis 1 xx 37 How quaint and

flamingly amorous [is Solomon] in the Canticles 1681

Baxh it Act Sherlocke v 203 Why would he meddle (and

so flamingly meddle) with what he undei stands not ? 1834
H Ainsworth Rookwood 1 iv (1878)31 A flamingly gill dial

1888 Ilarpo 's Mag Nov 838/1 You are flamingly patriotic

Flamingo (flami qg<?) Foi ms* 6 (fleming),

fiemengo, 7-8 flamingo, flamenco, 7- flamingo

See also Fleming, Flaman [a Pg. flamengo, Sp

flamenco, Pi flamenc, according to Hatzf -Darin

f. Rom flama l1 lame sb + suffix -enc (a Tent -mg)

often appended m Pr and occas in OF to sbs of

I,, origin The F. nainc,flamant, is believed to be

an alteration of the Pr form
, cf OF fieriant uon-

gray, from fieri enc So called f> om the colour
]

1. A bird of the genus Phanicoptcms

,

with

bright scarlet plumage, extremely long and slender

legs and neck, and a heavy bent bill •

1563 J Si'ARia: in Hakluyt Voy III. 520 The fowle of the

fi esh riuers whereof the 1' lenieiigo is one, hauing all redde

feathers 1634 Snt T HritunitT liav 212 Sundry other

Birds, as . Posse-flemingoes 1697 DamI'ilr Voy (1729) I.

70,

1

saw a few Flamingo’s, which is a sort of large Fowl

1867 Ji an Ingllow Songs on Voices Buds, Sandmaitms,
Where rosy-winged flamingos fish all d ty.

2 ailrib. and Comb., as flamingo-legged adj.
;

flamingo flower or plant, a name for Anthui win
scherzenanum
1862 1 hornbury Turncr I 14 A flamingo legged footman

1882 Gat den x Apr 212/2 The Flamingo flower Ibid

9 Sept 226/1 The Flamingo plant

]* Flamrnical, a Obs. [f. L.flamm- ,
flamen

Flamen + -W -al.] Of or pertaining to a flamen.

1641 Milton Ch Govt. Wks. 1738 I 63 Superstitious

Copes and flanumcal Vestures

Flamm, flam, ? inconect form of Flawn. (But

cf Flamm icic )
1819 Scott Bride Lammcrm x, A tart—a flam—and

some nonsense sweet things 1820 — Monast xvi, The
wafers, Hamms, and pastrymeat.

+ Flammatoi'lity. Obs. Also 7 flamability

[f next; see -bilily, -ity ] = Inflammability.
1646 SirT Brownl Pseud hf> \i xn 335 The oily fat and

unctuous parts wherein consist the principles of flamma-

bility 1669 W Simpson Hydrol Chym 246 The same

Essential properties of Flairi-Unlity

Flammable (floe mab’l), a [f L flammare
10 set on fire : see

-

able] = Inflammable
18x3 Busby ti Lucretius I 731 That igneous seeds, no

longeL linked lo matter flammable, become extinct 1807

Morning Star 12 Apr , 1 heir houses are built of much less

flammable materials than ouis

f Flamma’tion. Obs. In 7 flamation [n of

action f. Is.flammare • see piec ] Exposure to fire.

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep ir v 90 White or Cns-

talinearsemck sublimed withsalt,will notendurefiamation.

Flammeous (flse infos), a Now rate. [f. L.

flamme-us (f J,'lamina flame) + -ous ]

1 Of the nature of flame.

1664 H Mown Myst. Imq 45 An inanimate and un-

intelligent masse of flammeous matter x686 Goad Celest

Bodies 11 vn 245 Comets are Flammeous, or Lucid

Expirations pi oduced by the Planets 1775 m Ash

2 Resembling flame 01 its attributes ,
flame-

like
;
hence, slunmg, resplendent

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud.Ep m xxv 177 Thisflammeous

light [of the Glow-worme] 1672 Phil '1 rans VII 4071

The flammeous Life of the Bloud 1728 Earbery ty Bur-

net's St Dead II 34 The Glory of the Person of Christ

is described as lucid and flammeous

3 Flame-coloured
1656-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Flammeous,

somewhat coloured

like a flame of fire 1867 A L Adams Wand Nat India



FLAMMICK, 283 FLAKE.

113 The fiammeous flycatcher {Pencrocotus flainmens)
red is the prevailing hue of the former [males]

Flammery, obs var of Flummery
-}• Fla’inmick, Obs rare— 1 [a F flannche ]

A confection made with butter, eggs, and cheese
1600 Surflet Countne Fartne v xxu 720

•j- Fla nunid, a Obs rare— 1
. [ad L flam-

mid-us, f flamma flame ] Flame-coloured
,
red

1610W Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1 m sTheflammid
Carbuncle, purple Amethyst

Flammi'ferous, a rare— 0 \i ~L. flammifer
bearing flame (f. flamm-a Flame -\--fer bearing) +
-ous ]

Bearing or producing flame.
1656-81 in Blount 172X-X800 in Bailey In mod Diets

Flairmirgerous, a rare Also 6 flamiger-

ous. [f L flammiger bearing flame (f. flamma +
-ger bearing) + -ous ] Bearing flame, m quots. fig
1592 R D. Hypnerotomachta. 44 One of these flamigerous

Nymphes 1596 R L[inche] Diella v. With that inrag’d

(flamigerous as he is' 1775 111 Ash
Flammi-vomoiis , a rate [f.L fiammwom-

us (f flamm-a flame + -vomits vomiting) + -ous ]

Vomiting out flame
1663-76 Bullokar, Flammivomous

,

vomiting or belching

flames of fire 1745 W Thompson Sickness 11 284 Hark,
how the anvils thunder round the dens Flammivomous 1

f Fla’mpoint. Obs Forms 4 flaumpeyn,

5 flampoynte, flampayn, -peyn, -poyne, 6 flam-

pett. [? a. F *flan point# ] A pie or tart orna-

mented with pointed pieces of pastry
c 1390 in Pegge Forme ofCury (1780) 54 To make Flaum-

peyns 14 in Househ Ord (1790) 443 Flampoyntes 1494
Fabyan Chron vii 587 Flampeyn flourisshed with a Sco-

chounr oyall 1525 in Pegge Forme ofCury (1780) X73 Item,

a Flampett

Flamy (fl^nn),a. Forms 5-7 flammy, 6

flambye, 7 flamie, 6—flamy [f Flame sb + -yI
]

1 Of or pertammg to flame or flames ; consisting

of flames ; beset with flames.

1494 Fabyan Chron vi. clxm 156 The hydde fyre m
processe breketh oute and shewith great lyghte and flammy
blase 1558 Bp Watson Sev Sacram xvi 100 The fyerye

floude dothe ouerflowe with his flambye waues 1621

G Sandys Ovid's Met u (1626) 223 He foure times
assaildTo sack the flamie Pile 1752 H M[oore] foMemory
ofDr Doddridge vi, The flamy Car, fire-breathing Coursers

drew 1814 Cary Dante, Paradise xxv. 133 The flamy
circle at that voice so rested

2 Resembling flame ; flame-like

1626 Bacon Sylva § 30 Vital spirits are a substance com-
pounded of an airy and flamy matter 1638 SirT Herbert
Frav {ed 2) 47 A flammy rednesse will orespread the

heavens a 1661 Holyday Juvenal (1673) 22 The flamy

vail he wears 17x5-20 Pope Iliad xiv 400 And flamy

crocus made the mountain glow 1801 Southey Thalaba
ix vu, Her flamy hairs curl up 1875 H R Proctor in

Encycl Bnt III 94/2 Should the aurora be flamy, and
shoot out rays

fig a 1586 SidneyA rcadia n xvu. 176 b, My thoughts

With flamie breathes doo issue oft in sound 1845 Carlyle
Cromwell (1871) IV 3 Avery flamy, fuliginous set of doc-

trines

1

3

Performed by the agency of flame Obs.

c 16x1 Chapman Iliad vu 69 His body I’ll resign To be
disposed by his friends m flamy funerals 1635 Swan Spec
M vi § 2 (1643) 202 [Water] can keep our mansions from

. a flamie conversion into ashes

4 Comb ,
asflamy-glittering.

1581 Sidney Astr <5- Stella lxxvi. Her flamy-glittenng

lights increase with time and place.

Flan, (flaeu), sbf Sc. Also 8-9 flarm, 9 flam,

[cf Icel flan sudden rush, flana to rush ] a A
sudden gust or puff of wind b A puff of smoke
driven down the chimney by a gust of wind.

c 1475 Rauf Cotbfiar 2 Thair fell ane ferlyfull flan within

thay fellis wide. 1701 J Brand Descr Orkney,
etc 81

Tho' the wind be not so strong, there will come Flanns and
Blasts off the Land 1742 J. Mill Diary (1889) 13 The boat

was laid under water by a sudden flan 1820 St Kathleen

III 1x0 It blows squally, as the flams o
1 reek flappin’ doun

the lum may tell ye x866 Edmondstoun Shetland Orkn
Gloss, Flan, Flann, a gust of wind. S.

Flan (flsen), sbfi Coming, [a F flan (OF.

flan, flaon see Flawn) ong a round cake, but

trans

f

to this sense from the similarity in shape ]

A disc of metal before stamping
,
a blank

1868 G Stephens Runic Mon II 511 That round stampt

flan or lamina which thus is mounted x88o B Head
Guide Coins B M 2 The form of the ingot (ftan) of most

of the early coins was bean-shaped or oval.

Flan (flsen), sb 3 dial Also flam [f Flan a ]

a A shallow b. A broad-bnmmed hat ( —flan-

hat see the adj

)

a 1790 Grose Prov Gloss fed 2), Flan, a shallow.

North 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
Flam, a shallow

b *877 Holdcmcss Gloss, s v

,

1 Sun’s si parlus hot Ah 11

put mi flam on ’

Flan (flsen), sb 4 dial Also flam A net used

in ferreting rabbits Also attnb,, 2sflam-net
1801 W B Daniel Rural Sports I. 35a After the holes

are covered with Purse-Nets called Flaus, the Ferret

should be put m 1876 Surrey Gloss,, Flam or Flam-net,

a small net used 111 ferreting rabbits.

Flan (flsen), a dial. Also 9 flam. [Of un-

known etymology. There is a remarkable coinci-

dence of sense with F flamer slightly concave

(said of a grindstone), according to Hatzf-Darm.

f flan tart, Flawn
,
but it is difficult to assume a

parallel derivation for the Eng dialect word ]
Broad, flat, and shallow ; also, ‘ shallow with

sloping sides ’ (Lonsdale Gloss ).

1781 Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss
,
Flan, shallow 1787

Grose Prcnnnc Gloss, Flan, broad 1825-79 Jamieson,
Flan, ‘flat, not very hollow' 1876 Mid \orksh Gloss ,

Plan-hat is a summer hat with a flapping brim, worn by
the farmer’s wives 1878 Cnmbld Gloss s v , They gave us
fry’t eggs and collops in a flan dish.

Flan (flam), v dial
. [Connected with Flan a

Cf Flanch, Flange vbs ] mtr a Of a vessel,

etc • To expand towards the top, to vuden up-
wards Also, Toflan out b Of a window-jamb
To splay or bevel internally Cf Flanking
1788 W Marshall E Yoiksh. Gloss, Flan, to spread

wide as the sides of a bowl or scuttle 1876 Mui-Yoi ksh
Gloss sv

,
‘How she does flan with that gown of hers •’

A flower vase ‘ flans out ’ at the top

Flan, obs iorm of Flane, Flay
Fla’ncard. Obs exc Hist. Also 6 ?flaimkart,

flankett, 8 flankart, 9 (Hist) fl.anoh.ard. [a

OF.flancard, f flane Flank sb

1 a A piece of armour for the thigh b In horse-

armour, one of the side-pieces covenng the flanks

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAyrnon in 142 His swerde cut

thrugh an hundred mayles of his flancardes 35x3 Dolg-
las At nets vit xi 76 Biirmst flaukartis [In.ad flan- e^flaun-]

and leg harnes 1548 Hall Chron 12 a, Some had . the

guissettes, the flancardes droped & gutted with red 1555
Eden Decades x88 A barbed horse with his barbes and
flankettes 1870 Black tr Demmm’s Weapons War 350
The side pieces or flanchards which joined the front plate

or breast-piece to the thigh-pieces and croupiere

2 =Flanker sb 1

1767 T Hutchinson Hist Mass II 11 163 And firing

briskly from the flankarts, saved the house

Flanch. (flanf),.rfl.i Her AlsofLaunaK, fl.anq.ue

[? a. OY.flanche fern , =flanc masc
,
Flank ]

A sub-ordinary formed on each side of the shield

by a line aiched or convex towards tbe centre,

always borne double or m pairs

We have not been able to find direct evidence thatflanche
was used in Fr in the heraldic sense , but the formflanqne,
and the adjs flaudit, flanqut, are in Geiiot (ed Palhot

1664)
1562 Leigh Armone (1597) 70 b, He beareth Ermin, y

Flaunches, Vert This is one degree vnder the aforesaide

Flasques x688 R Holme Armoury 1 iv. 39 He beareth

Gules, two Flanches Argent 1727 Bradley Fam Diet.

s v ,
Flanches are always bom by Pairs ,

the Flanch bends
more than the Flask 1828-40 Berry Encycl Herald I,

Flanch, Flanque, or Flasoue Leigh would make flanch

and flasque two distinct subordinate ordinaries, but Gibbon
very judiciously accounts them both as one.

Hence Flanchedppl.a ,
having flanches

1688 R Holme Armoury 1 ix 93 He beareth Vert, a

Pile, and two demy ones Imbowed or Flanched *889

Elvin Diet Her s y, A shield of Fitz-Alan, flanched ar

Flanch (flanf), si 2 Also flaunoh. [This and

its variant Flange are prob. f Flanch, Flange
vbs Tbe usual explanation is that the sb is ad

OF flanche fern =flanc masc, Flank; but tbe

sense is hardly suitable ]

1. = Flange 2

1726 Desaguuers in BIul Trans XXXIV. 81 With a

Shoulder or Flaunch screw’d within the Circle O O by 4
other Screws 1784 Darwin ibid LXXV 3 Another leaden

ring or flanch was soldered round the leaden pipe 1862

Smiles Engineers III. 8 With flanches cast upon the tire

of the waggon-wheels to keep them on the track

2 Comb as flanch-chuck, -mill (see quots)

*833 J Holland Manuf. Metal II x 249 Coffee is ground

bywhat is called a flanch mill, having the body composed of

rolled iron, and being screwed against a post in the kitchen

1842 Francis Diet Arts

,

etc, Flanch Chuck, a chuck.

Formed like a flanch ,
but instead of holes being bored in it

furnished with several points, upon which tne article to

be turned is fixed

Hence Flanched/// a ,
having a flanch.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L 196 The flanched border

which surrounds the face of the pillars 1851 Greenwell
Coal-trade Terms Northumb. Durham 7 Tubs having

flanched wheels

Flanch (flanf), v Also fl.aun.cli, Flange v.

[Of obscure origin ;
there would seem to be some

connexion with the synonymous Flanv . ; but the re-

lationbetween the twowords is not explained byany

known process of derivation. Assuming the prim-

ary sense to be ‘to extend laterally flanch might

conceivably be derived from. F flanc Flank ;
but

no vb *flancher of similar sense has been dis-

covered mFr of any period.

An OF flanchir.flangu ,flainchir occurs as a synonym
(perh a variant) offlechir to bend (cf Flinch) Can the

Eng vb be an adoption of this in a specialized sense?]

mtr To spread, widen out, to slope outwards

towards the top. Also with out, off.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV 357 Dark grey

and smooth within, the border flanchmg out 180a Frans.

Soc. Enc ArtsXK 288 The sides, from the floor-heads to

the top of the gunwale, flaunch off on each side

Hence Fla nohmg vbl sb and ppl a
1802 Gentl Mag Apr. 325/1 The boat is about 30 feet

lone built in a flaunching manner 180a Capt Reed in

Naval Chron VII. 490 The curvature of the keel and the

flaunching sides . render it almost impossible to be upset.

1803 Ibid IX 283 The flaunching, or spreaduig form of tlie

boat gives her a considerable bearing

F1 a.Ti fiftna.3 ft (Use rjkontf 1 d). Fencing, Also 7

flancanade, -konade, 9 flancormade [a F flan-

conade, f flanc . see Flank ] A thrust in the flank

or side

1664 J Wilson Cheats iv i Dram. Wks (1874) 68 Ob
serve—how true it bends 1 Ah 1 for a pass in flanconade I

1698 Farquhar Love # a Bottle 11. n, Sal sa 1 defend

flankonade,madam 1779 Sheridan Critic 11. u, Hah 1 thrust

in tierce parried then flankonade . and a palpable hit

1889 Pollock etc Fencing 11 (Badm Libr ) 53 This is the

famous thrust known as flanconnade or liement dy
octave

attnb 1809 Roland Fencing iv 74 This flanconade

thrust cannot he well made use of, unless [etc ]

f Fla'udaxt. Obs. [Of unknown origin ; some
of the quots. suggest that it was supposed to be

originally a term of fortification ] A part of a

lady’s head-dress (see quots.).

1690 Evelyn flfundus Muhebns 6 Montd la haut, and

Palisade, Sorti, Flandan .. Burgoigne, Jardme, Cornett
— Fop-Dict x8 Flandan, a kind of Pinner joyning with

the Bonnet a 1693 IJiiquhart Rabelais in xlvi 375 Great

Ladies with theirFlandan, Top-knots and Sultana’s 1694

N H Ladies Diet 10 s v Apparel, A Flandan is a kind of

Pinner join’d with a Cornet. Ibid 425 s v Top-knots, Will

it not be convenient to attack your Flandan fust, says the

Maid ? More Anger yet? still Military Terms?

^ Fla’xi&erkin. Obs. (See also Flounderkin
and Flandrican a.) [f. next -r -kin ]

1. An inhabitant of Flanders, a Fleming Also

attnb. (quasi-d^O = Flemish. Obs.

1694 S Johnson Notes Past. Lett Bp Burnet 1 3a Till

we are in the Condition of the Flanderkin Towns, he need

not urge us with their Practice and Example 1698

Luttrell Brief Rel (1857) IV 432 The Flanderkms have

laid a duty of 3 guilders upon every£ 100 of Irish wool that

is imported there x8xo Jane Porter Scot Chiefs in xv

342 The Flanderkms suddenly giving way with cries of

terror 1821 Hogg Jacobite Relics Ser 11 11 8 But Flan-

derluns they have nae skill To lead a Scottish force, man
2 slang. (See quots )

a 1700 B E Dut Cant Crew, Flanderkin, a very large

Fat Man or Horse x8xx Sporting Mag. XXXVIII 63

Flonkins are amongst the nondescripta in ornithology

You read of them under the name, I believe, of Flander

kms
Flanders (fla ndoiz). [ad Du. Vlaanderen pi

;

the name of an ancient countship now divided be-

tween Belgium, France, and Holland ]

+1. Short for • a. Flanders-lace , to. Flandets-

horse.

1690 Evelyn J\fundus Muhebns 3 Four Cushion-Cloths

6.re scaice enough, Of Point, and Flanders 1718 Cibber

Noniur or 11 ii. Does he keep lus Chariot and Berlin, with

six flouncing Flanders?

2 attnb as Flanders chest, flax,
lace (whence

-laced), inai e, shape
,
wagon to Flanders brick

= Bath-brick
, +Flanders colour, ?tawny orange

,

Flanders counter see Counter sb.3 3 , + Flaa-

ders-fortuues, -pieces (see quots 'i
; + Flanders

tile (a) = Flanders brick ;
(b) —Dutch tile.

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Flanders brick 1875 Uie’s

Diet Arts II 401 Flanders Ends, commonly called Bath

bricks [1433 Nottingham Rec II 140 Hnam cistam

Flaundr* ] 1460 Inv in Rtpon Ch Acts 365 De j *flandyrt,

kist, 3s. 1652 Inv T Teanby ofBarton-on-Humber(N !V
Line Gloss \ One fBaunders chist 1721 Strype EcU Mem.
II xu 338 His standard an unicorn silver ermine and his

pensils *Flanders colour 1557 Wills & Inv N.C (Surtees

1835) 158 In the Halle ij *flanders counters ther carpetts

xx* 1842 McCulloch Diet Commerce s v Flax, *Flanders

or Dutch flax is of the finest quality a 1700 B E Diet

Cant Crew, *Planders-fortuues, of small Substance 166+

Newsman 26 May in Mrs. Palhser Lace vu. 102 A black

lute-string gown with a black ^Flanders lace 1690 Evelyn
Muudus Muhebris 3 With a broad Flanders Lace below

x686 Land Gas No 2170/4 An open ‘Flanders lac’d Neck-

cloth 16x3-16 W. Browne Brit. Fast 1 v 503 A stubbome

Nagge of Galloway or a ‘Flaunders Mare x8x6 Scott

Old Mart ii, A wheel carnage dragged by eight long-

tailed Flanders mares a 1700 B E Diet Cant, Creiv,
*Flandcrs-pzeces, Pictures that look fair at a distance, but

coarser near at Hand 1664 Dryden Rival Ladus 111 1,

He lov’d that ‘Flanders shape, that lump of Earth And
Phlegm together, xS44 Tiler Magnus C C C, Oxon
(MS.), Impensa sacelh It’ jpro oleo et *flawnderstele ad

mundanda candelabra sacelh, mjd 1577 B Googe Hercs-

bach's Husb. iv (1586) x6xb. To beate m powder Bncke,

or Flaunders Tyle. x600-1 Trinity Coll Acc in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) II 483 Flaunders tyles to paue

the chimney in the . great chamber. 1876 Voyle Milit

Diet (ed 3), *Flanders Wagon, a wagon suited to the

transport of all light stores.

t Fla’ndrican, a. Obs Also Flandrikan

[f prec. + -io + -an ,
but prob. an etymologizing

alteration of Flanderkin ]
== Flemish.

x8oo J Milner Lett. Prebendary (1813] 165 John Hooper
married a Flandrican woman 1824 M‘Culloch Highl.

& TV Isles Scotl I 57 It iv m vam to affect to despise it

as Tudesque or Flandrikan (in style of architecture)

t Fla’ndrisli, a Obs. exc arch. Forms
. 4-5

flaunderich., -drisshi, s. -dryssh, 9 flmindrislu

[f as piec. + -ish.] *= Flemish.
c 5386 Chaucer Prol. 272 Vp on bis heed a fflaundryssh

beuere hat *632 Lithguvv ‘I t av. x 480 The Gentlemans

seruant, a Flandnsh Fleming 1809 W Irving Knickerb.

(1861) 234 In rich apparel of the antique flaundnsh cut

t Plane. Obs. Forms 1-4 flam, 3-4 flon,

4-5 flone, 5-9 Sc flane, 5-6 flain(e, [6 fiayn).

[OE flan masc. and fern = ON. flemn masc.,

36 — 2



FLANERIE. 281 PLANK.

cognate with OE fid see Flo The word sur-

vived longest m Sc
,
otherwise the normal form

would have beenJlone ] An airow
Ihirwulf 2438 (Gr ) Syfifian hyne HseScyn of hornbogan

his freawine flane gpswencte a 1000 Byrhtnoth 71 (Cir )

purh flanes fiyht a 1225 Juliana 7 pe flan pe of luuefleoS

c 1340 Gaw <5 Gr Knt n6r At vche [Jjat] wende vndir

wandewapped aflone c 1450 Htnryson Mor Fab iv 152

His bow he bent, ane flane with feddens gray He hailht

to the held 1567 Satir Poems Reform 111 32 Ane flame

lat fle with bow in tyme of neid. 1724 Poems on Royal
Company of A reliefs 34 Burnished swords and whizzing

flane 1?.

Planel, obs foim of Flannel.

II Fl&nerie (flan’rz). [F. JlAnene, f flAner to

lounge, saunter idly.] The disposition or practice

of ail idler or lounger

1873 Hamerton Intell Life x vn (1876) 371 Intellectual

flanerie. 187s H James Transatl Sketches 126 The aim-
less UAnerie which leaves you free to follow capriciously

every hint of entcitainment

II Flaneur (flanor). [F flAneur, f JIAner •

see prec.] A lounger or saunterer, an idle * man
about town \
1872 E. Braddon Life in India vi 236 He will affect

a knowledge of London life that only comes to the regular

flaneur after years of active experience 1876 Ouida Winter
City vi 149 An existence which makes the life of the Pans
fWneuis look veiy poor indeed

Flang (flaeq) A two-pomtedpickused by miners.

1858 in Simmonds Diet Tiade 1874 m Knight Did
Meek
Flaug, obs and dial pa t of Fling v
Flange (flsendg), sb [See Flancii sb 2

]
1 A widening or branching out, the pail that

widens out fa in a pan ; b 111 a metallic vein.

x688 R Holme Armoury m. vn 320 '2 The top that goes
out wider than the bottom, is called the Flang of the Pan
*747 Hooson Mineds Did I j b, Mange [is] a Place where
a Vein takes a run out of Course into one, and sometimes
both Sides, insomuch that the Ore lies moie scattered

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss
,
Flange, applied to a vein

widening,

2 A piojcctmg flat rim, collat, or nb, used to

strengthen an object, to guide it, to keep it m
place, to facilitate its attachment to anothei object,

or for other purposes

*735 Drear & Pardon Did
,
Flange, those Side Pieces

that are cast on to Iron Pipes or Ban els to screw ’em fast,

or to hang ’em by 1833 J Holland Manuf Metal II

247 At each end of this cylmdei there is a deep flange or
margin 1838 Simms Public Whs Gt lint 70 The flange

or lib on the tne shall not project more than one inch

*879 Cassell’s Techn Educ IV 207/1 The whole are
firmly secuied by two metal flanges . which are tightly

sciewed up
3 Hence a. Any rim 01 projecting surface b.

A flattened-oul disc Also, blank-flange
1876 Voyle Milit Did (ed. 3) s v, The inn of metal

round the mouth of gun caps used with percussion muskets
is called a flange 1877 llolderness Gloss , Flange

,

the
bum of a hat 1884 Knight Did Mech IV, Flange, a
plate for covering.,the end of a pipe or cylinder

4. atlnb and Comb
,
as flange-coupling, -joint

,

flange-maker ,
flange-busliing (seequot ), flange-

pipe {US), pipe in sections with flanges for fixing

together ,
flange-pulley, a flanged pulley

,
flange-

rail, {a) a rail with a flanged base
;

(b) US (see

quot 1864) ;
flange-wheel, a flanged wheel

1884 Knight Did Mech IV, *Flange Bushing
, a flange

cairying a shell which acts as a bushing to a hole Ibid

,

*Flange Coupling, a device for connecting pipes at any
angle from o° to go0 1864 Webster, *Flange-joint, a joint
m pipes etc made by two flanges bolted together 1884
Knight Did Mech IV, *Flange Pipe, *Flange Pulley
1864 Webster, *Flange-rail, a rail having on one side a
flange to keep wheels, etc

,
from running off 1888 Lock-

wood's Diet Mech Engm
,
Flange Rail, a flat-bottomed

or flat rail, as distinguished fi om a double-headed rail.

Flange (flrendg), v. [See Flanch v ; in senses

2 and 3 f prec sb ]
1 intr To widen out Also, with out
1820 Wilbraham Cltesh Gloss

,
Flange, or flange out, to

spread, diverge, to mciease in width or breadth 1878
Stevfnson Inland Voy 167 The east-end of a church as
it flanges out in three wide teriaces

2 To take the form of a flange (In recent Diets )
3 trans To supply with a flange, attach a flange

to, foim a flange upon
1873 R Wilson Steam Boilen 92 By flanging either the

ban el or end plate

Flanged (fluend^d), ppl a [f. piec sb 01 vb ]
Made or fitted with a flange

*797 J Curb Coal Viewer Engine Builder 5* The
angle of the flanged end of the communicating pipes 1832
T Wright Celt, Roman, <$ Saj-on (1861! 166 Flanged tiles

were not unfiequently used foi this purpose

Flanger (flsrndwi) [f Flange v + -eh k]
1 (See quot)

1893 Labour Commission Gloss
,
Flangers

,
also called

‘boiler-smiths’, are men, m the shipbuilding industry, who
bend the plate edges where angles cannot be made to fit

2 US, A vertical iron or steel bar for scraping
snow and ice from the inside of rail-heads to make
100m for the wheel-flanges {Standard Diet

)

Flanging iflse-nd^iq), vbl sb [f Flange v +
-ing 1 ] The action of the vb. Flange
1861 W. FairsairN Iron 150 It will bear punching and

flanging like a sheet of copper 1869 Sir E J. Retd Skip-

build vi 103 To facilitate the flanging

b atlnb and Comb., as flanging-haminer,

-machine, -pi ess

*874 Knight Did Mech I 876/1 Flnnging-inacJiiiu

1884 Ibid IV, Flanging Hammer, a machine for turning

flanges on sheet-metal for boilers, tanks [etc ], Ibid ,

Flanging Pres ,

Flanging (flaendgig), ppl a [f. as prec +
-ing 2

] That flanges or has a flange.

1880 H. C St John Wild Coasts Nipon 152 Ihe house-
fly’s proboscis has a broad or flanging end

Flank (flseijk),j/» 1 Forms: I flane, 4-7 flanke,

(4 flaunke, flawnkke), 6-7 fiauck(e, 5- flank,

[a F flane

,

= Pr Jlatu

,

It fianco (Sp, Pg.flaiuo,
only m transferred senses, appears to be from

Fiencli) •—pop. Lat *flaiiLum
The ulteiior etymology is disputed The most probable

hypothesis appears to be that it is adopted from the Teut
word which appears in OHG hlancha, lanka, MDu lanke

,

eaily ME Lonki ;
instances of Romanic,/?- from Teut

hi- aie believed to occur 111 some proper names, as F Floo

vent, med L Flodoardtts Die? regarded the word as

a nasalized form of the L flaccus flaccid, comparing, for

the development of sense, Ger weiche flank ftom weich
soft , but no adj *flattens is known 111 L or Rom ]

I As denoting a part of the body
1. The fleshy or muscular part of the side of an

animal or a man between the ribs and the hip.

a xxoo Prudcntnis Glosses cited by Napier in Academy
XLV 457 Ilia, fiances, c 1330 Arth <S- Merl 9247Schuldtr

and side and flaunke also c *400 Lanfranc’s Cirurg 269
pou muste ordeyne fastnyngis tofore & bilunde & m hise

flankis 1341 R Cotland Guydon's Quest Chirurg iv

iv. Pij b, l he x place is in the flankes for the rupture

*583 Hollyband Cantpo dt Fior 187 Ihe poore jawde
Winch hath no fleshe on hisflancs 1639 Massinglk Unnat
Combat 1 t, Charge her home in the flank 1691 Ray
Creatton n (1704) 387 The Hedgehog hatli his Back-Sides

and Flanks set with strong and sharp pi tckles X782 Cov\ pi r

Gilpui 127 Which made nis horse's flanks to smoke 1866

Rogers Agnc. <5 Prices I. xxi 532 They [marking irons]

may have been employed to brand the Ranks of colts and
cattle.

b. A part of the same sold as thick or thin

flank
1706 Mrs Glasse Cookery xvm 289 Take a piece of thin

flank of beef and hone it

c in Arachnuta and Crustacea', The pleura

or side of the tergum and thorax
1833-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 202 The {ia.no, {pleura?), have

mutually approximated and become united If the carapace

is laised m a crab, the flancs or picur.L are seen beneath

+ 2 The belly
;
the womb Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvm i (1495) 738 An
olyphaunt hath tetys vnder the breste and the niaare in

the flanke bitwene the tliyesbehynde 1481 Cayton Myrr.
11 vi 76 They here them 11 yeie in their flankes

3 In the Leather trade ; That part of the hide

or skin which covered the flank of the animal

1874 Knight Did. Mech ,
Flank 3 The thin portion of

a skin of leather 1883 C T. Davis Manuf Leather 1.

1 38 The parts of hides are called butts, backs, flanks, etc

4 pi (See quots ) [Cf. F. vial deflancs ]
1706 Phillips (cd Kersey!, Flanks (among Fatriers)

a Wrench, Crick, Stroke or other Grief m the Back of
a Horse, also a kind of Pleunsy, proceeding from his

being over-run with too much Blood. x8xo Jamis Milit
Did (ed 3), Flanks in farriery, a wrench or any other

grief in the back of a horse

II. Transferred uses (with gen sense ( side ’.)

5 gen The side or lateral part of anything, e.g.

of a building, a mountain, etc.

i624Wotton Arclut (1672) 17 When the Face of the
Building is nairow, and the Flank deep Ibid, 29 Ihey
[1 e Pilasters] are commonly narrower in Flank, then m
Front 1859 Tennyson Vivien 674 So long, that mountains
have arisen since With cities on their flanks 1892 Wood-
ward & Burnett Heraldry II. 687 Flanks (F. flancs) the

sides of the escucheon

0 Mil The extreme left or right side of an army
or body of men m military formation

;
a wing

+ A flank (see also Aflanx), mflank : at the side

To turn theflank (of an enemy) : see Turn
1348 Patten Exped Scotl Iijb, The Master of the

ordmaunce did gall them with hailshot and certeyn other

gunners with there peces, a flanke, from our Rerewarde
1368 Graiton Chron II 1309 Whilest he and his horsemen
gave the charge on the flanke of their battaille. 1600 in

Lisntore Papers Ser. 11 (1887) I. 33 He drew vpp that

squadron to chardge them in fnancke 1667 Milton P. L
vi 570 He scaice Had ended, when to Right and Left
the Front Divided, and to either Flank retird 1726 Leoni
Albertis Archil I 69 Whoever offers to approach between
these towers, is exposed to be taken in flank and slam
x8xo James Mi lit Diet (ed 3', Flank en potence is any
part of the right or left wing formed at a right angle with
the line x8xo Wellington in Gurw Desp VI 316 The
enemy having it thus in their power to throw their whole
force upon both flanks of this army 1844 H Wilson Brit
India II. 271 They were taken w flank by a troop of
cavalry.

7 . Fortification Any part of a work so disposed

as to defend another by a flanking fire 5 esp. the

part of a bastion reaching from the curtain to the

face and defending the opposite face.

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt Tamburl in u, It must have
store of ordnance, that from every flank May scour the
outward curtains of the fort 1672 Lacfy tr Tacguett's
Milit Archit. m 4 The flanques of the Bulwork and
Courtme 1704 Lend Gas No 4082/3 The Ditch is doubly

P.ihsadoed, with very good Flanks within 1704 J Harris
J c.x I'liAn , h lank of the Courtme or Second Flank

is
that part of the Courtme, between the Flank, and the
Point wheie the Fichant Line of Defence ends 1810
James Milit Diet (ed 3) s v Fortification, Flanks ofthe
Bastion are the parts between the faces and the cuitam
1868 Kingiakl Ctuiiea (1877) III \ 364 At the flanks of
the bastions

8 III other technical uses • a Arch (See quot

1874) b Mech (See quot 1842).
1842 Francis Did Arts

,

etc
, Flank, the straight part

of the tooth of a wheel which receives the impulse 1874
Knight Did, Mech I 876/r Flank (Architecture) the
haunch of an arch, the shoulder between the crown and
the springing

III 9 . atlnb and Comb
, flank-piece, (senses

6, 7) as flank attaik
,
company

, defence, file, fire,

inarch, movement, offiiei ,
flank-wise adv. Also,

flank-bone, the ilium or haunch-bone, flank-wall,

a side wall.
1876 Voyle Mild Dut (ed 3),

*Flank attack one of
the modes of attack whereby the side or flank of an aimy
is attacked x668 Culium r & C01 n Barthol, Anat iv

xvi. 351 Os Innominatum which some term the *Flank-
bone 1809 Wi llinmon m Gurw Desp IV 324 1 lie ’’flank

companies of the 29th, 43rd and 52nd Regiments 1851

J S Macaulay Field For tif 150 If the chinch is not built

on a plan favourable to * flank defence x8io James Milit
Did (ed *Flankfilis are the two first men on the

right and the two last men on the left, telling downwards
from the right x8xo Wlilington 111 Gurw Desp VI
331 Be prepared, particularly with your *fiank fire every
morning 1866 E B Hami rv Opa at War vi 404 Thus
Billow’s march to the field of Watciloo was a *flank match
1796 Instr 4 Reg Cavalry (18x3) 39 In the ’’flank move-
ments of ranks by three’s or by two’s 1601 Cotgr , Soitbs-

poictrute, the ’•flanke pecce, or bottoine of the brisket of
an 0\e, &.c 1703 Moxon Mech Evert 265 If the House
had stood by it self, then we might have had light to the

Stairs from the *Flank Wall 1819 Rels Cycl , Flank-
walls, 111 Engtneery, are the same with wing 01 return-walls

of a lock or bridge 1603 Fiorio Montaigne (1634) 148

He pursued them, and charged them *flank-wise 1863

Kinglakl Crimea II 279 Battalions of infantry which
Mentsclukoff had been moving flankwise

Flank (fltcqk), sb 2 Obs exc dial Forms: 4
flaunke, 6 flanke, 9 dial vlank [Cf Flake sb 2,

of which this may be a nasalized form, Sw. has

{sno)Jlanka a snowflake ] = I lake sb 2 2

13 EE A tlrt P B 954 Felle flaunkes of fyr & flakes

of soufre 1586 J Hoohlr Girald It el in IIolinshedYl

148/1 Ills companic carried vpon the ends of then poles

flankes of ficr 1888 Elworthy IV Somerset Wotd-bk.,

The vlanks was biowin all over the place

Flank (flsegk), V Also 6-7 flanck(e, flanke,

(7 flanque) [f Flank sb 1 Cf. Yx.flanquer'\

f 1 mtr To shoot on the flank or sideways
, to

deliver a raking fire Obs.

1348 W. Patten E\pcd Scotl N vij, Loopholes as well

for shooting directly foorthward as for flankyng at hand

2. trans. To guard, protect, strengthen, or defend

on the flank

1596 Splnslr F Q iv xi 36 A brasen wall, Which mote
the feebled Britons strongly flancke Against the Piets

1398 Barret Thcor Warns in 11 70 Some do vse to

flanke the two sides of the battell with sleeues of shot.

1608 Grimstoni. Hist France (1611) 464 The Brittons

horse that flanked the armic, growes amazed, and leaues

the foote naked *638 Sir T, Herbert Trav (ed 2) 34
A Castle flanckt with Ordnance. 1662 J Davies tr Man-
delslo's hav 215 The Walls are very broad, and flank’d

with Towers. 1666 Dryden Ann Mirab xxvi, Our per-

fum’d ]>rey flank’d with rocks, did close m covert lay

X704 Hymn Viet lx, 1 his Wing the Woods may flank, the

Castle that 1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 95 A strong

mti encliment, flanked with bastions a 1837 H T Cole-

isrooke m Life (1873) 409 The parts of the wall do not well

flank each other 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 385 It was

flanked throughout its length by towers at equal distances

of two hundred feet

fig x68o J Scott Serm Wks 1718 II 24 We cannot

.

Flank and Rear our Discourses with Military Allusions

*757 Monitor No 100 T 8 Ambitious men flank and fortify

one crime with another 1884 Chi, World 25 Dec. 995/1

Flanking himself with an apt quotation from the Psalms

absol 1644 Prynnl & Walktr Fiennes' Inal

\

App 11

Fortified with a gallant Parrapet well flanking *®7*

Lacey tr Tacguett's Milit A rchit. m 4 Kach part of the

Fortification must flanque and be flanqued.

3 To menace or attack the flank of, to take m
flank Ofartillery To fire sideways upon, to rake.

*599 Hakluyt Voy II 1 123 Flanckmg and scorning all

the ditch with their harquebussie 1600 Holland Livy

xxv 564 Beaten back affront, beset behind, flanked on the

sides and environned round 1736 Lediard Life Marl-

borough III 40 The Enemy had, from hence, very much
flank’d the Right of the Approaches *782 P H Bruce

Mem 1 29 One of our own guns unhappily missing that

object, the ball flanked our own trenches 1820 Scott

Monast 1, An advanced angle.. with shot-holes for flanking

the door-way _ ,

absol x6s4 tr Scndery's Cm in Pol 70 To leave no

enemy in the rear to march aftei , and so to flank or offend

4* o To place (artillery, a battery) on the flank,

for either attack or defence Obs 1 are.

1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav v. 12 They had moored

up the Galley, and by it raised up a platform, whereupon

they had flanked 25 Pieces of Ordnance
t

4 To take up or be posted in a position at tne

flank of , to be placed or situated on either side of

Also pass
,
To be flanked by or with to have

situated or stationed on the flanks or sides

1651 Davenant Gond'lert ni. 11 xvi, Prostrate Meads,



FLANK 285 FLANNELETTE.
With Forrests flanck’d, where shade to darkness grew
a 1748 C Pit r Ep toMr Spence 34 Where stately colonades
aie flank’d with trees 1779 J Moore ViemSoc Fr (1789)
I xxiv 188 A well made road flanked on each side by
very high hills 1838 Dickens Nick Nick xv, These viands
being flanked by a bottle of spirits & a pot of porter i860
Tyndall Glac 1 m 23 High mountains flanked us on
either side 1871 L Stephen Playgr Enr iv § 3 231
A mountain, flanked by real precipices

+ b mtr. To occupy a flank position, border
on or upon Obs
1604 Grimstone Hist Siege Ostend 192 Ten others [em-

brasures] flanke vppon the approches a. 1680 Butler
Milford-haven Rem (1759) I 417 That Side which flanks
on the Sea and Haven needs no Art to fortify it 1828
Webster, Flank, v 1 to be posted on the side

5 turns To march past or go round the flank

of
,
in quot transf

1893 Westm, Gan 22 Dec 2/3 Did they flank the snow
and go round to the right, or did they bring the whole
avalanche down on top of them ?

b U.S slang To dodge, etc (see quot)
187a De Vere Americanisms v 286 The term to flank,

which, from the strategy of the geneials, descended in the
mouth of privates to very lowly meanings When the
men wished to escape the attention of pickets and guards
by slipping past them, they said they flanked them , drill

and detail and every irksome duty was flanked

,

when it

could be avoided by some cunning tnck Soon the poor
farmer wasflanked out of his pig and his poultry

6 In various nonce-uses a To strike on the

flank or side b Of a ship : To present the flank

or broadside to (a gale). C To Jlank down

,

to

bring down upon the flanks or hips
x6oi Holland Pliny I gor As the said wind may fianke

it on the side 1704 Swirr Batt Bks (end), Flanking
down his Arms close to his Ribs, hoping to save his Body
176a Falconer Shtpwr 11 298 For this assault should either
quarter feel, Again to flank the tempest she might reel

Hence Fla nking vbl sb
,
and ppl a

1704 Loud Gets No 4082/3 There is a Flanking Line
which runs from the Round Tower 1813 Scott Rokeby
v in, The flanking guns dismounted lie 1841 Lever
C O'Malley xc, Who poured in a flanking fire 1864
Burton Scot Air I v. 294 When he has built his first

flanking works, he wants to protect these works in the
same way 1870 Daily News 20 Oct ,

This distant flanking
of their line of communication made the defences that they
raised all the easier to examine 1886 Willis & Clark
Cambridge II 508 The flanking turrets

Flank (floegk), v 2 [Onomatopoeic; cf flick,

spank ] trans To whip with a light, sndden
stroke, to flick , a1 so, to ciack (a whip''.

1830 Lytton P Clifford in, He then, taking up the driv-

ing whip, flanked a fly from the opposite wall 1833 Anflo-
sappluc Ode in Whibley Cap and Gown 136 Kicks up a
row, gets drunk or flanks a tandem-Whip out of window
1861 Mrs Penny Romance Dull Life vu 52 He still

eased hu feelings by flanking everything in the room with
a very dusty pocket-handkerchief

+ Fla’nkard. Obs Hunting [a OF
(
[noeud)

flancar'fl, f flanc Flank Cf Flancabd ] See
quot 1576 ;

also P transf a wound m the side

1567 Harman Caveat (Shaks Soc ) 29 Somepreuye wounde
festred with a fylthy firy flankard 1576 Turberv Venerie
128 Two [knottes or nuttes] whiche are m the flankes of the
Deare and are called flankardes 1616 m Bullokar
Flanked (flaeqkt),/^/. a 1 [f. Flank v + -edI.]

In senses of the vb
1706 Phillips <ed Kersey), Flanked Angle, the Angle

made by the two Faces of the Bastion Ibid, Flank’d or
Double Tenaille See Tenaille 1828 J M Spearman
Brit, Gunner fed 2) 44 The barbette batteries must be
established in the flanked angles of the bastions

Flanked (flsegkt), ppl a 2 [f. Flank sb I +
-ED 2

] Having a flank or flanks . only with de-

fining woid, asfull-flanked
1634 Heywood Witches Lane iv Wks 1874 IV 223 He’s

broad buttock’d and full flanck’d.

Flanker (flseqkat), sb,1 Also 6 flancker, 7
fiankier. [f Flank v l + -ejr k]
1 . A fortification projecting so as to flank or defend

another part, or to command the flank of an assail-

ing enemy
1550-1 Edward VI Lit Rem. (Roxb ) II 307 Also for

flankers at the kepe of Guisnes willed to be made 1647
Sprigge Anglia Rediv (1854) t8x The west-gate, wherein
were four pieces of ordnance, and two in the flanker 1698
Fryer E India Persia 59 The Castle is seated towards
the bottom of the Bay, commanding it every way from the

Points and Flankiers 1753 J Bowdoin Let to Franklin
is Nov m Franklin's Wks (18B7) II 317 note, At each
cornei a flanker, in which is a couple of canon. 1813 Scott
Trterm in, xv, Embattled high and proudly towered,

Shaded by ponderous flankers

+ 2 A cannon posted so as to flank a position.

1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 107 The flankers then in

murdnng holes that lay Went of and slew, God knowes
stout men enow *577-87 Holinshed Chron III 1191/2

Capterae Vaughan, entered the ditches, and viewed the

flankers , whereupon the French shot off the same flankers.

3 One posted or stationed on either flank a
Mil

[

One of a detachment of skirmishers thrown

out on the flanksof anarmywhen marching, toguard

the line of march Usually// [

=

Y.flanqueur ]

1586 J Hooker Girald Ire

l

in HohnshedYl 159 Setting

out his flankers in severall places. 1635 Barriffe Mil
Discip lxi (1643) 16 The Pikes being the Flanquers 1796

Stedman Surinam II xx, 96 With a few flankers or rifle-

men outside the whole. 1863 Comh Mag Jan 52 Their

services as scouts and flankers proved mvaluaole

b. in non-military uses
1827 Lady Morgan O'Briens fy O'Flakertys I 219 Lady
Honona was still excluded by a blockade of carnage:,,
and her old flanker the Castleknock 1803 Standard
Diet , Flanker 2 In grouse driving, one or the men walk-
ing on the flanks of the line of drivers, to keep the birds
m the desired line of flight

4

Anything which flanks or adjoins laterally

esp a a side -wall of a courtyard; a wing of
a building

, fb a side-piece of timber
,
o a side-

piece of armour (see quot. i659), = Flanoard ;

fd. afootpath by the side ofa highway, aside-walk,
e one of the side horses in a three-horse vehicle
*600 Surflet Countrte Famie 11 hv 377* To make them

[citron-trees] a hood and flankers of Bay trees 1611
Cotgr

,
Flanchere

{

A flanker, side peece, or flanking peece
of timber, in building 1631 Earl Cork Diary in Lismore
Papers Ser 1 (1886) III 102 He bwyldmg an enghsh
howse with 2 fflankers 1659 Torriano, Fiancai 1, flankers,
or sidepieces for an armed man or barbed horse 1682Wood
Life (1894) III 25 The highway pitched the middle part
w ith peebles, and the two collaterals or flankers with hard
white stone 1823 Scott Let toD Terry 29 Oct in Lock-
hart, The front of the house is now enclosed by a court-yard
wall with flankers of 100 feet 1879 O'Donovan m Daily
News 16Apr 3/1 While the central animal is runmngalong
a deep narrow cutting, the flankers are on the top of high
banks on either side , or vice vet sa

Fla’nker, sb 2 [f. Flanker v 2
] (See quots

)
j

184a Gosse Canadian Nat n They throw out lighted
fragments, ‘ flankers as they aie called 1847 Halliwell,
Flanker, a spark of fire West

Flanker (flasrjksj), v 1 Obs. exc. arch [f

Flanker sb.i
,
cf however ~D\x.flankee) en, ad. F

flanqutr to Flank ]

1 trans. To support or protect on the flanks ; to

defend or command from a flanker , to strengthen

with flankers

*598 Barret Theor Warres iv 1. 96 At euery angle of
the battell a good squadron of Muskets to flanker it

euery way 1624 Capt Smith Virginia v 191 He began
his first peece of fortification, vport a Rocke which flankers

the Kings Castle 1633 T Stafford Pac Htb 11 xxi 233
The ground was flankerd from the Earles quarter by
the Cannon 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav (1677) 40 The
City is compassed with a thick Stone Wall, Hanker'd and
moated about. 1721-1800 in Bailey, To Flanker

,
to fortify

the Walls of a City with Bulwarks or Countermures
flg *6x2 tr Benvenuto’s Passenger 11 i §27 433The Philo-
sopher also flanckers this intention ofours 1621 Earl Cork
in Lismore Papers Ser. n (1888) III 18 This purchase
will secure and flanker yt [property] in tyme of trouble.

2 mtr. To make an attack on the flank

1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 619 One of these great
mounts he cast up directly against the face of the towne,
and the other at a comer of the same, to flanker alongst

the wall *664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 20 Where those sharp
winds do rather flanker than blow fully opposite upon our
plantations

Hence Fla nkered ppl a.

x86o Whittier Tutce of Pis 18 The gnm, flankered

block-house, bound With bristling palisades.

Fla’nier, v 2 Obs [f. Flank sb 2 + -eb 6
, cf.

flacker, flicker mtr To sparkle. Hence Flam-
kering ppl a
*567 Turberv Epitaphes, etc 127 The fits of love And

flanckrmg sparkes of Cupids fire. 1577 T Kendall
Flowers ofEpigr 49 By flanckeryng flame of fine love, to

cinders men are wome.
Flanky : see Fltjnkey.

Mann : see Flan.

Flannel (flsenel), sb. Forms: 6-8, 9 {dial )

flan.(n)en, 6-7 flan(n)mg, flan(n)ell, (7 flan-

mon), 7, 9 (dial') flanmn, 8 .Sir. flainen, 6-

flannel [Of uncertain etymology, App. first

recorded in Eng, whence the continental forms

were prob. adopted: F.flanelle (late r7th c), It.

frannella,
frenella,flannella,

Sp. flanela, franela,

Pg farinellct (? influenced by fannha flour), Ger.

flanell (1715), Du. flanel, flenel As flannel was
already m 16th c a well-known production of

Wales, a Welsh origin for the word seems antece-

dently likely. Some scholars have conjectured,

that the formflannen is the original, and is a cor-

ruption ofWelsh gwlanen ‘ a flannel ’ (O. Pughe),

f gwldn wool (
= Ix, olann :—OCeltic Hiland •—

older *wlana). This is plausible, but involves

some difficulties : the Welsh word is not originally

a name for the material, but (as is indicated by

its formation with the individualizing suffix -en)

means literally an article or piece of material

made ofwool ;
and the assumed change offlannen

intoflannel is perh less explicable than would be

the contrary change, which might be ascribed to

the analogy of linen, woollen Another suggestion

is that the word is an AF diminutive of Off.flame
blanket or coverlet.]

1. An open woollen stuff, of various degrees of

fineness, usually without a nap
1503 Privy Purse Exp. Elis of York (1830) 94 For iuj

yerdes of fflanell mj s ax586 Sidney Arcadia n 11 § 1

99 She found Dorns, apparelled in flanen 1597 T J
Serm. Patties C. 54 Thou shalt haue course flamng to he
thy best attyre 165a Sessions Rec Wenlock 9 Aug in

Jackson & Buroe Shropsh Folk-lore xxxu (1883) 480 John
Eaveus badger of flanen *677-8 Marvell Corr. cccxxil

Wks 1872-5 II 581 Greater penaltyes upon those that da
not bury in flannell 1704 F Fuli.fr Med Gytnn (1711)
2i2 Flannel is scarce necessary or convenient on this side

old Age 1790 Burns ’Iam o' Shanter 153 Had their

sarks, instead o’ creeshie flannen, Been snaw-white seven-

teen hunder Iinnen 1 1849 Claridge Cold Water-cure 69
Mr Priessnitz expects all his patients to leave off wearing
flannel next to the body 1882 Beck Drapet ‘s Diet s v
Flannel, Such [Flannels] as have the pile raised on one side

are termed Raised Flannels, when both sides are so
covered they ai e Double raised Flannels

b pi Different kinds of flannel
,
flannel goods

in general.

1581 Act 23 Elis c 9 § 1 Logwood wherewith divers
Dyers dye Caps, Flannels *643 Pr\nne Open Gt Seale
21 All Worsteds ana FUniuns within these Townes and their

Suburbs 1875 Ure's Diet Arts II 401 In Ireland a few
varieties of low flannels and coatings, called Galways, are
manufactured from Irish giown wool

+ c With reference to the obligation of burying
in woollen (18 & 19 Chas II, c 4) A shroud Obs
a 1683 Oldham Sat in Poems § Transl (1684) 174 He

could not save Enough to purchase Flannel, and a Grave
1683 Tryon Way to Health 320/1 Ifthey escape the Wooden
Tenement and Flannel

d Ludicrously used to designate a Welshman.
1598 Shaks Merry W. v v 172 I am not able to answer

the Welsh flannel

2 pi a. Underclothing made of flannel , also,

pieces of flannel used foi bandages, etc.

*722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 296 Having my flannels

taken off my legs 1771 Smolleti Humph Cl I 17 Apr ,

She forgot to pack up my flannels 184* Emerson Nat
,

ConservativeWks (Bohn) II 274 A universe m slippers and
flannels.

b Garments of flannel, for boating, cricket etc.

:

to get or ; eceive one’sflannels (see quot. 1SS9)
1888 J Payn Myst Mirbndge ix, He had worn cricketing

flannels 1889 Boy's Own Paper 24 Aug 746/1 Careless
schoolboys lightly dressed in flannels 1889 Barr£re &
Leland Slang, Flannels (Harrow), to get one's flannels is

to obtain promotion to the school cricket, or football eleven

3. (See quot

)

1884 Knight Diet Meek IV 346/1 Flannel, the first stage

in the manufacture of plain cloth

4 transf. a Naturalflannel (see quot 1856) b.

In popular names of certain woolly-leaved plants

Poor Man's Flannel — Adam’s flannel ;
Our

L01 d's or Otir Saviour's Flannel . Ecticum Vul-

gate (Bntten & H.) C. slang (see quot 1823)
*823 ‘ J Bee ' Slang, Flannel (warm), grog, punch, or gm-

twist, with a dash of beer in. 1856 Griffith & Hentrey
Microgr Diet 265 Flanimt, Natural, a harsh fibrous

texture, sometimes found covering meadows, rocks, etc.,

after an inundation It consists of the interwoven filaments

of Conferva, with adherent or entangled Diatomaceae, In-

fusoria, crystals of carbonate of lime, etc.

5 att) ib or adj a Made of flannel

*585 Higins jfunius' Nomenclator 164A flanell peticoate

i6ix Florio, Bambagma, bumbasine. Also a flanell wast-
cote 1618 Brathwait Rem after Death, Descr Death
v. He weares Nomantle, flannmg trowses. a 1700 ?Dryden
Suurn cinque In flannen robes the coughing ghost does walk.

1784 Johnson Let to Mrs. Thrule 9 Feb , I have just be-

spoke a flannel diess 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vlu,

In white flannel shirt and trousers,

b In nonce-uses : Resembling flannel

1764Walpole Lett (1820) III 9, I have little fevers every
night, which bid me repair to a more flannel climate *795
Wolcott (P Pindar) Puidanana Wks 18*2 IV 186 A pair

of flannel cheeks composed her face

6 attrtb. and comb, as flannel-maker, trade,

-weaver
,
-weaving

;
also -f flannel-act (cf. I c)

;

flannel-cake, a kind of thin gnddle cake
;
flan-

nel-flower, -plant, the mullein, hence flannel-

leaf
,

flannel rash (see quot ) ;
flannel-weed,

some water-plant.

1678 T Jones OfIIcart 4- Soveratgn 403 (By a Canonical
''Flannel Act) [it] must be buried out of the way, as useless.

1792 Miinchhausen’s Trav xxi\ 131 Ten thousand thousand
Naples biscuits, crackers, buns, aid "flannel cakes 18**

Clare VtU Minstr I 114 Antique mullein’s "flannel-

leaves. 1703 Land Gaz No 3776/4 John Judd "Flannel-

maker. 1848W A Bromfield in Phytologist III 598 Ver-

bascum thapsus from the texture of the leaves known here

[Hampshire] sometimes as the 1 "flannel-plant’. *888W A.
Jamieson Dts. Skin 111 (1891) 41 The * "flannel rash' which
Hutchinson and othershave noticed on the chest is another

instance of an eruption due to clothing *879 Encycl Brit

IX 292/1 Blankets, a special branch of the "flannel trade

Ibid Nearly the whole population . finds occupation in

"flannel weaving *893 Pall Mall G 10 July 30/3 The
rains .have put a little mote water into the river, and there

is not so much "flannel weed to contend with.

Flannel (Use nel), v [f prec. sb.] trans. a To
wrap in flannel, b. To rub with flannel

1836-9 Dickens Sk Bos, Our Parish vl, The children

were yellow-soaped and flannelled. Ibid , Tales i, The
second floor front was scrubbed, and washed, and flannelled.

Hence Flannelled ppl, a
1784 J, Belknap Belknap Papers (1877) I 383 She knows

what it is to tend a flannelled pair of legs and hands a 1845
Hood To Grimaldi 1, Joseph 1 they say thou'st left the

stage, To taste the flannell’d ease of age.

Flannelette (flsengle’t) Also flannellette.

[f. Flannel + -ms ] a. (See quot. 1882 ) b.
A cotton fabric, made in imitation of flannel.

1882 Caulfeild& Saward Did Needlework, Flannellette
,

a description of a very soft Flannel, measuring 28 inches in

width. 1887 Daily News 12 Jan 3/1 Huge stacks of a
poverty stricken article called flannelette 1893 Lady 17
Aug 172/2 I* lanuelette is not flannel
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Flannelly (flffi neli), a. [f ns prec + -ly 1 ]

Chaiactenstic or of the nature of flannel
;
flannel-

like. Alsofig (In quot 1842 quasi-adv)
c 1839 Landoii 2ttd Colivets Southey «fj- Landor Wks

1846 II. 174/1 'I lie dreary hj'dropathy and flanelly vou.es of

llieswathed and sinewless 1842 Uiscnoi t Woollen Manuf
(1862)11 148 It [the wool] works more flannelly 1889 H A.
Dodds Rep Pata Exhib 5 The sooty 1

flannelly* appearance
of the manipulation m some of the exhibits

Planning (floe mg), vbl sb [f. Flan v +
-ing I

] (See quots

)

1849-50Wi'ale Did. Terms, Planning, the internal splay

of a window jamb 1852 Raint North Durham referred to

in Diet Ann (Arch Pull Soc 1862) 1874 Knight Diet
Mech I 876/2 Planning (Building), the internal flaie of a
window jaml>. The embrasure Oi of a fireplace Coving,

Manque, Planqued Her. see Flanch sb. v

Plant, obs form of Flaunt
t Planta'do. Obs. [?f Flaunt v with

pseudo-Sp ending ] ? Flaunting Also atU tb.

1583 Stanyiiurst Mncis 1 (Arb ) x8 Thee Troian nauye
the sea sake foaming wyth hraue flantadoe dyd harrow
i594[see Firking]

Flantitanting, ppl a nonce-wd [A re-

duplicated formation on planting — Flaunting
Cf Flaunt-tant ] Flaunting
1596 Nashe Safi on Walden 71 In that ilounshing flanti-

tantmg goutie omega fist

Flap (flaep), sb Forms
: 4-7 flappe (6 flepe),

7-8 flapp, 5- flap, [f next vb.
;

cf. Du flap blow,

fly-flapper, ltd of a can ]

I The action of the vb Flat
+ 1 A blow, slap, stroke Alsoflg Obs
61330 A rth <5- Alert 8084 With fauchouns, axes and

b.ittes, Ich gaue other son flappes. 1377 Langl. P PI B
xiil 67 This fi eke Pieched of penaunces And flappes of
scourges 6x460 Towncley Myst (Surtees) 206, I shalle

lene you a flap, My stiengthe for to kythe 1535 S11 WAitr
Ct on Scot I 382 fhair freikis fell with mony fercie flap

b. A blow given with something broad and
loose (cf 2), Alsofig f A flap with afox tail

fig. ? a contemptuous dismissal
,
a trivial rebuke

(cf Flap v 2 d)

*£53 T, Wilson Rhet (1580) 38 So that he [the lawyer]
gameth alwaies wheieas the other get a warme Sonne often
tyines, and a flappe with a Foxe taile, for all that euer thei
haue spente 1598 Florid, Fageiolata, a Aim flam tale a
flap with a foxetaile 1653 A Wilson Inconst, Lady in 1,

Liquoi ish flies do sometimes meet with flaps 17x7 Will of
S Jackson, If the Beadle make any demand send him
away with a Flapp of a Fox taile 1726 Swii r Gulliver
ill. u. 17 This Flapper is . employed . to give him a soft

Flap on hu> Eyes 1727 Gay Lady <5- Wasp 8 The slightest

flap a fly can chase a 1734 North Exam 1 u § 84 (1740)

75, I found another Flap for the House of Peers

2 ‘ The motion of something broad and loose
’

(J,), as a wing or a fly-flappei
;
the noise produced

by its motion, or by contact with some other

object Cf Flap v 5.

1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) V 9 The flap of a swan’s
wing would bieak a man’s leg x8i6 Byron Siege Cor xxn.
The flap of the banners, that flit as they’re borne. 1823
Scott Pevenl ix, The flap of their wings must have been
gracious in the ear of the famished prophet 1859 Kingsley
Misc (i860) I 152, I can hear the flap and snort of the
dogs’ nostrils i860 Tyndall Glac u 1. 226 A gnat can
execute many thousand flaps of its little wings m a second.

II Concrete uses

+ 3 Something broad to stake with; esp a fly-

flapper. Obs
6x440 Promp. Parv 163 Flappe, instrumente to smyte

wythe flyys 6x515 Cocke Lot ell's B. (Peicy Soc ) 2 In his
hande he bare a flap for flyes 1558 Phaer AEneid v, Argt
L iv b, Y® game called Ccestus (which is fighting with bagges
or flappes of leather hanging by stringes, whenn is either
lead or sand) 1624 Heywood Captives 1 1 in Bullen 0 PI
IV, The butcheis wyves stood with theire flapps in theire
hands like fanns 1726 SwirT Gulliverm 11 ig A young
Man with a Flap came up to my side, and fiapt me gently
on the Right Ear
4 c Anything that hangs broad and loose, fastened
only by one side ’

(J )
1522 Skelton Why not to Court 1166 With a flap afoie his

eye 1606 Shaks Ir 4 Ct v 1 36 Thou greene Sarcenet
flap for a sore eye 1668 Wilkins Real Char 131 The lessei

having small roundish flapps on either side of the body
X704 Loud Gaz No 4058/6 A Negro Boy the Flap of
one of his Ears being cut off 1849 Parxman Oregon Tr
(1872) ig2, I put aside the leather flap that coveied the low
opening 1891 Kipling Light that Failed x, [He] gave
him a letter with a black M on the envelope flap

b. A pendant portion of a garment, hat, or cap.
Hence applied to the garment or hat itself (slang)
1530 Palsgr 220/2 Flappe of a gowne, cappe 1590

Greene Mounir Gann (x6i6) 11 His coat was greene
Turned ouer with a flappe 1632 Sherwood, The flap, or
back point of a friers cowle, cabnir 1699 Dampier Voy
II m 64 We spread abroad the Flaps of our Coats 1707
Hearne Collect 14 Sept, An arm full of ym he took home,
covering them with one flap of his Gown. *7x3 Swift
Frenzy J. Dennis, The flap of his breeches dangled be-
tween his legs 1792 Mad D'Arblay Let, toMrs, Phillips
NflV

j
An old-fashioned suit oF clothes, with long flaps to

a waistcoat [etc] 1875 Plain Needlework 18 The old-
fashioned shift with flaps 1892 C. T Dent Mountaineering
iv 104 Tying the flaps of his nat over his ears,

c Of a. saddle , also transf
1849 Murchison Siluria v 95 A geological saddle, having

one thin and partly metamoiphosed flap only on the east
Side, x886 Encycl Bnt. XXI 142/1 The saddle consists
of the tree, .the seat, the skirts, and the flaps.

d The tail of a ciustacean
X774 Goldsm Nat Hist VI 373 The spawn . sticks to the

barbs under the flap, or moie property the tail [of the crab]

184a H Milllr O R Sandst vm (cd 2) 173 T he terminal

flap of this gigantic crustacean was continuous.

e (See quot

)

1669 Hacki Ong Voy (1699) HI 62 Penguins , have
neither Feathers nor Wings, but only two Fms or Flaps,

wherewith they are helped to swim
5 Something broad and flat, hanging or working

(vertically) on or as on a hinge
1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s v Biforis, Bifore finestix
with two flappes 1754 A Murphy Gray's Inn Jrrtl No

103 r 9 One 'iable, the Flap broken 1825 J Nicholson
Opuat Mechanic 140 He makes each sail to consist of

six or eight flaps or vanes moving upon hinges 1840
Dickens Barn Fudge iv, It [the cellar] had a gieat black
wooden flap or shutter 1859 Musketry Fnstr 71 The first

and second class men should be trained to fire at 300
and 400 yards with the flap of back-sight down 1867
Troliope Chi on Barset I iv. 27 There was a table one
flap of it was gone altogether

b A valve Tide flap : a valve used to shut

off the tide water from, a sewer
1824 R. Stuart Hist Steam Engine 151, i.c,c, are the

valves or flaps 1869 Lonsdale Gloss
,
Flap, the leather or

valve of a pump. 1884 Health Exhib Catal 55/2 A Col-

lection of Sanitary Iron work, such as tide flaps, &c 1892
Pall Mall G 7 Sept 1/3 We descend to the other side of
the ' flap ’

—

the men’s term for a 1 penstock
’

e Anat. f (a) The epiglottis Obs (b) In

fishes . The operculum or gill cover , a similar

cover for the nostril

6x550 H Lloyd Treas Health Hiv, Agaynst al grefes in

the flap bemge in the mouth whyche enuereth the wind pipe
x68iW Robertson Phraseol Gen. (1693) 1224 The cover or
flap ofthe throat, eptglossis 1802 Binclly Antm Btog (18x3)

I 37 They fill their mouth with water, then throw it back-
waids with so much force as to lift open the great flap,

and force it out behind x88x Gunther 111 Encycl Bnt
XII 637 Nostrils of Rata Icmprten

,
with nasal flaps

levelled

d One of the floats of a paddle-wheel.
1840 ThacIvLRAY Catharine vi, The Ensign’s arms were

working up and down like the flaps of a paddle wheel

6. Somelhwg broad and loose, irrespectively of

connexion with anything else; esp. an overlying

layer ; a broad piece of any material.

1603 Florio Montaigne (1634) 187 We are all framed of
flaps and patches ana of so shapelesse and diverse a con-
texture, that [etc ] <21634 Randolph Heyfor Honesty v
Wks (1875)474 A rump 01 a flap of mutton were a fee For
Jove’s own breakfast 1764 Footf Mayor of G 1 Wks
1799 I 173 The damn’d fat flaps of shoulders of mutton
1843 1 HAcicpRAY Contnl to

1Punch' Wks 1886 XXIV. 145
The flap of a shoulder of mutton I ate cold 1848 — Bk
Snobs 1, We had flaps of bread for plates 1866 Datly ’1 cl

18 Jan 5/2 Large flaps of swine’s flesh make their appear-
ance at breakfast. 1884 Eowlr & Scot tDe Bary's Phaner
x 14 The great flaps of cork on the cortex of Boswellia papy-
rifera x88g Barklre& LelandS lang. Flap (thieves), sheet
lead for roofs

b A laige, broad mushroom Also Flab
1743 Pickering in Phil Trans XLII 598 The thin Fila-

ment is that to which the Edges of the Head of the Mush-
room adhere, while it is, what is commonly called, a Button,
and from which it separates by expanding to a Flap 1769
Mrs Raitaid Eng Honstkpr (1778)361 Scrape large flaps

. and boil them m their own liquor. 1854 Fug. Lycl I

90/1 The common mushroom m this state is called a flap.

*j*o. collect. Scraps Obs
*730-6 Bailey (folio), Flap, moist meat for hogs
7 . Surg a A portion of skin or flesh, sepaiated

from the underlying part, but remaining attached
at the base
1807-26 S Cooplr First Lines Surg. (ed 5) 377 Placing

the nap of the cornea in regular contact with the pait with
which it was naturally joined 1856 Kane A ret E.xpl II
xn 127 A flap let down fiom his forehead 1878 T Bryant
Pract Surg I 536 The flaps weie 1 effected and a large
gland enucleated

b A piece of flesh or skm grafted upon an
injured or defective part
*8x3 J Thomson Led. Inflam 225 The mode of repairing

noses by a flap or portion of flesh taken fiom the arm. 1894
Westm Gaz 31 Aug 3/1 The grafting upon the injured ..

part of flaps of skm taken, from a neighbouring surface.

8 pi in Farnery. A disease m the mouth of
horses.

1587 L Mascal Govt Cattel 11 (1600) 163 Giges or flappes,
is pimples or teates in the liinde of his [a horse’s] mouth
x6*o Markham Masterp 1 xti. 32 Swelling in the mouth,
a signe eithei of canker, flaps, or lampasse 17 Farrier's
Did, (J,), When, a horse has the flaps, you may perceive his
lips swelled on both sides ofhis mouth 1847 Youatt Hone
vm 206 The sublingual glands sometimes enlarge and
are called gigs, and bladders, andflaps in the month
9 dial or slang A woman or girl of light or

loose character.

1631 Mabel Celestma ix. xio Fall to your flap, my Masters,
kisse and clip Ibid 1x2 Come hither, you foule flappes
1892 Northnmbld Gloss s v

,
A young giddy girl is called

a flap, or a woman who does not settle down to her domestic
duties.

Ill attrib. and Conib.

10 . General relations, as flap-basket, -door, -seat,

-trap, -valve
, -window (sense 5) ,

flap-eared ad]
1862 Sat Rev XIV 186/2 He goes out to all Lancashire

with his little *flap-basket, and doles out his two ounces of
tea 1844 Zoologist II 748 The *fiap-door of a glass hive is

opened x88x Raymond Mining Gloss
, Flap-door, a man-

hole door. 1596 Shaks Tam. Shr iv 1. 160 A horson
beetle-headed *flap-ear’d knaue 1891 Daily News 4 Feb.

3/4 Mr. Samuel asked why flap seats were permitted
at Drury-lane Thcatie 1858 Skynng's Builders' Prices
Advt , *Flap Traps always kept m Stock. 1867 W W
Smyth Coal «S Loal-vtmmg 211 The chambers aie fitted
with * flap valves 1874 Knight Did. Mich I 876/2 Flap,
valve

,
a \alve which opens and shuts upon one lunged saleA clack-valve 1825 Beverley Lighting Act 11 ig Leave

open the dooi, hatchway 01 map-wmdow
11 Special comb • flap-apple «= Flap-jack i b •

flap-dock (alsoflap-dtek, flap-a-dock), local names
for the foxglove; flap-fracture - compoundfi ac-

ture

,

flap-hat, one having flaps 01 a flapping
bnm

;
flap-holder (see quot.)

, flap-leg, the leg
that supports a flap of a table

; flap-mouth a
mouth with broad, hanging lips (whence flap-
mouthed adj ) ; flap-operation. Med. (see quot

1884) ,
flap-sight, in a rifle, one that turns up or

down on a lunge ;
flap-wing dial

, the swift

1750W Er Lis Country Housewife 25 Turnover, oi *FIap-
Apple, or Meat Pasties 1846 E Anglia Gloss Suppf
*l<lapdock, foxglove X658 A Fox Wurtz' Surg n XJtvl

165, I call this a Flap-fracture, when the Wound of the
broken leg goeth oncly through the flesh and skm, and
cometh fortli with the one end 1866 Browning m Mrs
Orr Life (1891) 275 Great black *fiap hats 1884 Knight
Did Mech IV 346/1

yFlap Holder (Surgical), a delicate
prehensile instrument for holding flaps of sutures 111 confined
situations 1882 Sai a Awar Rems (1885) 98 A *flap leg
was let down; and a table was improvised 1631
P. Fiuchtr Sicehdcs 111. iv, F ljb, So, haue you done?
I1 te *flapmouth Triton, thou beslauciest me 1592 Shaks
Ven <$ Ad 920 Another flapmouthd mourner volies out
lusvoyce 1602 2nd Pt Return fi Pauiass iv n (Arb)
51 Begin thou Fuior, and open like a phlaphmouthd hound.
1785 T. Jones in Med Comntnn IX 326 (title) Case of
a Flap Operation, united by first Intention 1884 Syd Soc.
Lev s v. Flap operation, a method of ainputition 111 which
a portion of the skm is leflected fiom the subjacent soft

parts before these and the bones are divided 1887 Rider
Haggard ""'ii f ud, , n«i One of the repeaters

fitted ,i s< 1834 H O’Brien Round
Towers ltd ,o llus, may »o Suiu, is applying a steam
engine to crush a ilapwing

Flap (fla’p), v Also 4-6 flapp(c [prob. of

onomatopoeic origin
;
cf. clap, slap,flack, etc Equi-

valent words in form and sense are Du flappen to

stuke, clap, Ger flappen to dap, applaud
]

+

1

trans To strike w ith a sudden blow. Also

with down, tn sunder. In later use chiefly imply-

ing a stroke with a blunt weapon Obs exc.

dial.

1 a 1400 Morle A rth. 2782 Alle Je flesche of J>e flankelie

flappes in sondyre 61477 Caxton Jason 67 b, A grete

whaling or tourbilhon cam sodaynlyaml flapped him on the

visage. 1526 Ski lion Magnyf 1525, I shall flappe hym as

a foie to fall at my fete 1843 T Wilson Pitman’s Pay 11.

hxvn, Flap her doun at yence wi’ pouther

+ b. inlr. or absol. Obs
1362 Langi ,P PI A vii 174 And flapten on with fleiles

from morwe til euen 1398 Trlvisa Barth. De P R xn ix

(1495) 419 A storke smytyth other flappyth with his bylle

6 1400 Destr. Troy 7674 Tedius flappit at hym felly with
a fyne swerde 6 1460 7owneley Myst (Surtees) 206 Now
falle I the fyr-.t to flap on hys hjde.

+ c. To flap in the mouth (with a he) • to tell

a barefaced falsehood to Also, to flap the he in

one's teeth. Obs
*579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 68, I will flappe Ferardo in the

mouth with some conceipt x6xx Cotgr
,
Emboucher d'vtt

mensonge to flap in the mouth, with an (apparant) lie

6x645 Howell Lett (1650) III. xxin 37 They will flap the

lie in Truths teeth 1634 Fuli er Comm Ruth (1868) 162 So
many children flap their patents in the mouth with a lie

2 . To strike with something flexible and broad

(e.g a fly-flapper)
,
to dnve away 01 qff\ to put

out (a light) as with a blow so given
6 1400 Destr 1 roy 11795 Ten tymes be tyde Jxit hit fest

was on fyre, & flappit out onone Vnto smorther & smoke
c 1440 Promp Parv 164 Flappyn wythe a flappe,flabello

*553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 201 When many flies stode

feedyng vpon his rawe fleslie he was contented to haue
them flapte awaie 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 966
With the rest of lus taile he flapped and beat her legges

*677 Compl Servant-Maid 68 Take a clean linen cloth and
gently flap it [the lace] over oftentimes. 1726 Swiit Gul-

liver in 11 16 With these Bladders they now and then

flapped the Mouths and Ears of those who stood near

them *735 Pope Prol Sat 309 Yet let me flap this bug
with gilded wings 1842 Tennyson St Simeon Styliics 172

They flapp’d my light out as I read 1843 Le Fevre Life

Trav Pays I 1. 1 7, I was assured that two men would
run before me to flap away the flies

b. Of a bird To strike with the flat of the

wing
;
also to drive off (etc ) by flapping.

1585 J B tr Viret's Sck Beastes Dj, When the female

tarieth over long m the feeldes, they [Pygeons] flappe them
with their winges x6ox Holland Pliny I 271 Flapping
the water with their wings 1694 R L’Estrange Fables

ccclxxvui, The Eagle Fiapt off the former [the Beetle], and
Devoured the other [the Hare] 1813 Busby Lucretius iv,

847 The cock flaps away the darkness with his wings 18x9

Wiiten AioM/tfw Hours(i5zo)y6 Night’s shrieking bird Flaps

the fnezed window with her wing 1827 Tennant Papistry
Storm'd 62 They [doves] forc’d and flappit to the yird That
spulyier and fae

c. flg. To call the attention of, as if with a flap

;

to prompt, remind. Cf quot. 1 726 in 2 and Flap-
per 1.

1790 Mad. D’Arblay Diary 20 May, * He wants nothing

. but a flapper’ ‘Yes, and he takes flapping inimitably -

1888 Conlemp Rev LIII 13 They despatched an agent

to L01 don to ‘flap’ the Colonial Office.



FLAP. 287 FLAPPING.
d mir To make a flap or stroke Also with

down + Toflap at
(
something

) with afox's tail

.

saidfig of a lenient or pretended reproof
1381 Lambarde Eiren iv xvi (1588) 582 This is but to

strike or flap at a fault with a Foxe taile, and none other
c 1839 Landor Imag Conv Wks (1846) II ic8, I flap down
with the border of my glove, and brush away these gos-
samer pretensions

+ 3 a trails To clap (the hands), b. mtr To
clap, applaud. Also quasi-fram To clap (ap-
plause’) ,

to signify by clapping Ohs
138a Wyclif Prov xvh 18 A fool man shal for 103c flappe

with hondis — Jer v 31 Prestus flappeden for io3e
their hondes 1383 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1 (Arb) 42 Thee
Moors hands clapping, the Troians, plaudite, flapped

4 a trans To toss with a smart movement;
to throw down suddenly

, to fold together roughly.
Also, to toss (a pancake) Ohs exc dial
c 1320 Seuyn. Sag (W) 766 The greihond hente the adder
m strong ger, And flapped here al aboute his er 1644 R
Culmer Lathedrall Newes Canterbury 5 The m.ud went
to bed, leaving the Ruffe flapt together as her mistm had
stampt it 1847 Halliwell, Flap a froize, to turn it in the
pan without touching it 1877 N IV Line <7loss ,

‘He
flapped th' newspaper doon upo' th’ floor

'

b. mtr To fall or throw oneselfdown suddenly;
to flop coltoq

1660 Fisher Rusttcks Alarm Wks (1679)448 He flaps
suddainly down into a piece of Cow-dung 1733 Foote
Eng in Pans 1 Wks 1799 I 36 Souse she flapp’d on her
back. 1834 S R Maitland Voluntary Syst (1837) 89 They
. . flap down on their knees before the Bishop 1863 Car-
lyle Fredk Gt VIII xvm xm 50 Soldiers flap-down to
drink it from the puddles

5 mtr Of anything attached at one extremity or
loosely fastened To swing 01 sway about loosely

;

to flutter or oscillate as when moved by the wind
Often with the additional notion ofmaking a noise
by striking against something, or by the reciprocal

concussion of the paits

1329Skelton Elynoitr Ruvimyngxga Naked pappes, That
flyppes and fiappes c 1620 Z Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 9
I'le let the Mam Saile flap against the yard 1633 Quarles
Emil in xi, My Canvace torn, it flaps from side to side

1644 Digby Nat Bodies (1643) 370 This Diaphragma
flappeth upon all occasions, as a drum head would do,
if it were slack and moyst 1796 Southey Ball $ Metr
T., Rudiger Poems VI 21 The long streamer fluttering fast.

Flapp’d to the heavy gale xSosWordsw Waggoner Concl
30 when windows flap 1813 J W. Croker in Croker
Papers (1884) July, We are now lying at sea with our sails

flapping. 1840 Dickens Bam Rudge lv, The cheery deep-
red curtains flapped and fluttered idly in the wind 1876
E Jenkins Blot Queen’s Head 7 Proud of their sign-board
wherever it flapped and shone 1877 Holderness Gloss

,

Flap
,
to close or shut with violence. * Shut deear or it’ll

flap teea, ther’s sike a wind '

*b. trans (causal

)

To jeause to flap; to move
(any suiface) percussively! Also, to shut (a door)
to sharply
1563-73Cooper Thesaurus s v Windesflaptogither

wide garments, m the aire 1727 Swift Further Acc E
Curlly His books flapping their covers at him 1801
Southey Tlialaba. m ix, I hear the wind, that flaps The
curtain of the tent, 1801 Lusignan II 164, I flapped my
door to, and locked it

6 a mtr Of a hat . To have the flap or flaps

swaying up and down or dioopmg.
1679 Trials of White, fy Other Jesuits 82 He had an old

black Hat on that flapp’d *7*2-3 Guardian No 11 P 9He was so ill that his hat began to flap.

b. trans To pnll down the flaps of (a hat)
*73* Smollett Per Pic (1779) III Ixxvui 41 They had

flapped their hats over their eyes *738 Johnson IdlerNo.
49 f 3 It began to ram he flapped his hat 1840 Dicxcens
Barn Rudge 1, Wearing a hat flapped over his face

7. trans. To move up and down, beat (the wings).
*367 Golding Ovid’s Metam vi 116 But that she clad in

feathers white hir lazie wings must flap *703 Dampier
Voy. III. 115 They flew flapping their Wings like Lap-
wings 1740 Somerville Hobbmol n 190 The luxurious
Wasp m the viscous Nectar plung’d, His filmy Pennons
struggling flaps in vain *874 Wood Nat Hist 287 The
Swift does not flap its wings so often as the Swallow.

b. absol and mtr To beat the wings; to make
movements like the beating of wings. Also of
wings : To move up and down, beat.

1697 Dryden ZEneid Ded d iv. The Dira flapping on the
shield of Turaus a 1704 R L’Estrange (J.),

fTis common
for a duck to run flapping and fluttering away. *821 Clare
Vill Minstr I 87 They [leaves] flap and whistle down
*823 Byron Island iv xui, While o’er them flapp'd the sea-

birds’ dewy wing. 1842 Hood 7 urlles vii, Five splendid
Turtles Were flapping all alive. *863 Tyloe Early Hist
Man 11 21 Flap with the arms 1874 T Hardy Madding
Ciowd II vn 81 A light flapped over the scene, as if re-

flected from phosphorescent wings

8. mtr (with advb. extension) a Of a bird

To make way by flapping the wings b Ofa ship

To make way with the sails flapping (Cf 5 )

*775 Clayton m Phil Trans LXVI 104 They only
swim and flap along on the water at an extraordinary rate

*853 Kane GnnnellExp ix (1836) 63 We pursued our way,
flapping lazily alongside of the ‘pack’ *870 Kjngslly 111

Get. Words 1 June 38/1 A slate-blue heron . flapped fifty

yards up the creek.

9 T a trans. To flap open . to throw open like

a flap see Flap sb. 5 . b mtr. To move like a
flap

*669 W. Simpson Hydrol Chym 97 Gas getting passage

,
flapi

> open the CEsophagus *834-3 Todd Cycl Anat I.
053/1 lhe valves flap together ana close that opening
10 slang. (See quots

)

1883 Daily'Tel 18 Aug 3/1^70 obtained by flapping
a jay 1889 Barrere & Leland Slang, hlap the diimnock,
to pay Ibid

, Flap , to rob, to swindle, 1

to flap a jay', to
swindle a greenhorn

*t*U The verb stem used adverbially With a
flap or clap Obs — 1 Cf Flop
1716 Cibber Love makes Man 1 1, About eight a Clock

flap I They all sous'd upon their Knees
Flapdoodle (fleepdw d’l), sb colloq. [An arbi-

trary iormation,; cf. Fadoodle]

1.

(See quot. 1833 )
1833MARRYAT P Simple (1863) 210 ‘The gentleman has

eaten no small quantity of flapdoodle in his lifetime
1

What’s that, O’Brien?’ replied I ‘Why, Peter,’ rejoined
he, 1

it’s the stuff they feed fools on ' 1863 KingsleyWater-bab vi (1878) 266 Where flapdoodle grows wild
2 a Nonsense

,
‘ bosh ’

, humbug. Also as
inter], b A trifling thing, a gewgaw.
*878 Besant & Rice Celia’s Arb II m. 43 A bit of lace

now, or any other fal-lal and flap-doodle Ibid

,

III vu
xor ‘Fudge and flapdoodle!’ 1884 Mark Twain HucL
Finn xxv, A speech, all full of tears and flapdoodle
attnb 1891 B Harte First Family 7 asajara II vii,
Reading flapdoodle stories and sich

Hence Flap-doo die v mtr., to talk nonsense

,

to maunder Plap-doo dler [-er i] (see quot )

1889 Barrage& Leland Slang, Flapdoodlers (journalistic!,
charlatan namby-pamby political speakers 1893 Westm
Gas 11 July 2/1 He flapdoodled round the subject in the
usual Archiepiscopal way
t Flap-dragon (fkEpdisegpn), sb. Obs. [f
Flap v. + Dragon
The original sense may have been Identical with a dialectal

sense of snapdragon, viz a figure of a dragon's head with
snapping jaws, carried about by the mummers at Christ-
mas , but of this there is no trace in our quots ]

1. a ‘A play in which they catch raisins out of
burning brandy and, extinguishing them by closing

the mouth, eat them’ (J); = Snap-dragon b
A dish of the material used in the game
*399 B Jonson Cynthia's Rev v 111, From stabbing of

armes, Flap dragons and all such swaggering Humors
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. xui Wks 1873 II 83 Give me
that flap-dragon lie not give thee a spoonefull 162a
Fletcher Beggar's Bush v u, I'le go afore and have the
bon-fire made. My fire-works, and flap-dragons, and good
back-rack.

c A raisin or other thing thus caught and eaten
*388 Shaks L L L V 1. 45 Thou art easier swallowed

then a flapdragon *599 Massinger, etc Old Law 111 11,

I’dhad my two butter-teeth Thrust downmy throat instead
of a flap-dragon *791-1823 D’Israeu Cur Lit (1866) 287
Such were flap-dragons, which wei e small combustible bodies
fired at one end and floated in a glass of liquor, which an
experienced toper swallowed unharmed, while still blazing

d As a type of something valueless.

*700 Congreve Way of World nr. xv, A flap dragon for

your service, Sir

'

2. A contemptuous name for a German or

Dutchman. Also attrib.

162a Fletcher Beggar's Bush iv 1, You shall not sink for

ne’er a sous’d flap dragon, For ne’er a pickled pilcher of
’em all, sir. 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks 11 264/2 As
bumsie as a fox’d flapdragon German 1644 Nest Perfi-
dious Vipers, etc in Marl Misc (Malh.) V 437 The Com-
mons of England will remember thee, thou flap dragon,
thou butter-box

3. slang (See quots )
G1700 B E Did Cant Crew,

Flap-dragon, a Clap or
Pox 1783 m Grose Diet Vulg Tongue
Hence Fla paragon v (nonce-wd ) trans

,

to

swallow as one would a flap-dragon

1611 Shaks Wint T m hi 100 To see how the Sea flap-

draeon’d it [the Ship]

Flapjack ( flsepjdgsk). Now dial or US.
[f Flap v. (sense 4 a) + Jack ]

1. a. A flat cake, a pan-cake, b An apple turn-

over or flat tart, an * apple-jack
*

cifioo Day Begg BednallGr v (:88i) 114 My Mother .

could have taught thee how to a made butters and flap-

jacks *620 Taylor (Water-P ) Jack-n-Lent B ij, A Flap-
mck, which in our translation is call’d a Pancake 1641

Brome Jovia.il Crew 11 Wks. *873 III 376 Flapiacks, and
Pan-puddings 1823 J. Neal Bro Jonathan I. 272 Like
a flap-jack in a fryin’ pan 184a Hawthorne Avier. Note-
bks, (1883) 303 We had a splendid breakfast of flapjacks,

or slapjacks, and whortleberries

Comb. 1872 C KingMountain Sierra Nev. vu. 133 Long-
hurst came upon the boards as a flapjack-fner.

2 a. A kind of hydraulic machine (see quot.

1842) b dial The lapwing
1842 Taylor in Proc Inst Civ. Eng II 102 For low falls

[of water] there were many machines for instance the

old ‘flap-jack’, with a reservoir of water at one end of a
beam and a pump at theother. *847 Halliwell, Flap-jack

,

the lapwing Suffolk

Flapped (flsept), fpl. a. [f Flap sb + -ed 2
]

1, Of the cheek or ear: Formed like a flap;

pendulous
x66i K W Conf Charac , Informer (i860) 47 Why his

reverend ears would serve veryvvell for two leathern patches,

to sow to each side his flapt jaws 1840 Dickens Old C
Shopxtviu, The dwarfput his hand to his greatflapped ear.

2. Of a hat or garment . Having a flap or flaps.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. vm. 90, I turned up

my flapt slouched hat, 1780 J Adams Diary 1 Jan. Wks
1851 HI 246 A little hat covered with oil cloth, flapped

before *848 Mrs Jameson Sacr, <5 Leg Art (1850) *41

The scallop-shell on his flapped hat i860 Hawthorne
Fr <$- It Jrnls II 303 Square-skirted coat, flapped waist-
coat, and all the queer costume of the penod
Flapper ifim’poi), sb [f l1 lap v. + eh 2.]

One who or that which flaps, in senses of the vb.

1 One who flaps or strikes another. Hence
(after Swift) * A person who arouses the attention
or jogs the memory

, a remembrancer. Also, of
a thing • A reminder
1726 Swirr Gulliver in 11 17 [The absent-minded philo-

sophers of Laputa] always keep a Flapper in their Family
•And the Business of this Officer is gently to strike with

his Bladder the Mouth of him who is to speak, and the Right
Ear of him to whom the Speaker addresseth himself *747
Chesterf Lett \cix (177411 291, I write to you byway
of flapper, to put you m mind of yourself 183a Blackiv
Mag LXXI 85 There issome advantage in having a flapper
to remind us of 0111 faults

2 Something flat to strike with , a fly-flap

1370 Levins Mantp 72/2 A flappei, flabellum 1783
Wolcott iP Pindar) Ode R Academicians 11 Wks 1812
I 55 For flies most charming flappers 1884 Pall Mall G
15 Aug 4/2 lhe captain sat with a flappei specially made
for the slaughter of the vermin at his right hand
fig. 1612 tr Benvenuto's Passenger 1 v 35 An effectuall
flapper to driue away the Flies of all worldly vanities

b Something broad and flat used for making
a noise by striking.

1823 Scott Talism xi, They clanged their flappers in
emulation of each othei 1888 Elworthy W SomersetWird-bk

,
Flappers, clappers for frightening birds 1 he

looie parts are geneially called the flappers. 1889 Cent
Did Flapper. 5 pi .verylongshoeswornbynegro minstrels
3

.

A young wild duck or paitridge
*773 G White Selborne xxxix 99, 1 saw young teals taken

alive along with flappers, or young wild ducks 1809
Mar Edgeworth Tales Fashion Eife, Manteuvring my,
Lightbody happened to be gone out to shoot flappers
ax823 in Forby Voc E Anglia 1888 Berksh Gloss,
Vtapper, a young partridge just able to fly

4 Something hanging flat and loose
,
spec the

striking part of a flail, a swingle
1834 Lowell Jml Italy Prose Wks 1890 I 194 He lifts

the heavy leathern flapper over the door 1862 1 kornbury
Turner I 5 Her hair is surmounted by a cap with
large flappers 1893 Baring Gould Cheap JailL Z I 37
Runham, flourishing his flail over his head, and throwing
out the flapper in the direction of Drownlands
b. A broad fin or flipper , the tail ofa crustacean

1836 Marryat Midsk Easy xxiv. With hands as broad as
the flappers ofa turtle 1876 Miss BuckleyShort Hist Nat
SV.xl 421 The hand ofa man, and the flapper ofa porpoise
1880 Huxley Ciayfish 1 20 These two plates on each side,
with the telson in the middle, constitute the flapper of the
crayfish

c. slang The hand. (Cf flipper)
[1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 441 He thrust out a

couple of broad arms, or rather flappers ] 1833 Marry at P.
Simple (1863) 201 *My dear Mi Simple, extend your flapper
to me' 1868 Lessons Mid Age 19 ‘Come, Frank, and
extend the flapper of friendship ’

d. (See quot

)

1836 Whyte Melville KateCov xvm, Two well-mounted
officials, termed ‘ flappers ’ by disrespectful sportsmen , but
whose duty, it appears, is to keep the chase in view till it

either beats them off for pace, or leaves them 'planted' at
some large awkward impediment
5. Something hanging or working by 01 as by a

hinge. In pi = Clapnet.
1796 J Owen Trav Europe I 263 The stranger came up,

claimed the flappers, and told us, they were 1 pour attraper
les papillons ’. 1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat. III. 058/1 The
opercular bones, forming flappers which open ana shut the
openings ofthe branchiae 1883 Gresley Gloss CoalMining
no The flappers or doors fall to or close of themselves
6 . atti ib and Comb asflapper-shoottngipzme 3)

;

also flapper-bag (see quot ) ,
flapper-dock, (0)=flap-dock ;

[b) (see quots ) ; flapper-skate (see

quot ).

1871 N &Q Ser. nr. VIII 143/1 *Flapper-bags, burdocks,
or what is betterknown in Scotland as docken *886 Britten
& Holland Planl-n Suppl., *Flapper Dock

,
the large

leaves of the Colt’s foot Probably Petasites vulgaris
1863 Standard 43 July 5 Mr. Clutterbuck .proceeded .

up the Brousa for the purpose of *flapper shooting 1839
Yarrell Brit fashes'll Suppl 66 Raui intermedia, *Flap-
’per Skate *886 Gunther in Encycl Brit XX 299/2 The
Flapper Skate (R macrorhytichvs'

Hence Fla pper v. tnfr, to move like a flapper,

1 e with a loose flapping motion
1835 Hogg, in Fraser's Mag. XI. 359 The two setpents

came flappering on *862 J F Campbell TalesW High-
lands IV 140T he three great flappering sails. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss , Flapper, to quiver, flutter.

tFlappet (flee -pet). Obs. In 7 flapet, 8 flap-

pit. [ft Flap sb +-et.J A little flap (Flap sb

4 b, and 5) ;
also in pi. finery, fallals.

1575 Laneham Let (1871) 24 Yet durst he. vvype hiz face,

with the flapet of his fatherz lacket i6*r Beaum. &. Fl
Knt. Bum Pestle 1 m, What brave spirit could be content
to sit in his shop with a flapet ofWood, and a blew Apron
before him. 1728 Vanbb & Cib Prov Hush. j. 1, They sell

ribbons and flappits, and other sort of geer for gentle-
women «WN#

Flapping (flse’pii)),^/ sb [f Flap® + -ing 1
]

+ 1 The action of knocking or beating
; also

attnb Obs.

1629 Gaule Pract. Th 333 He’s made their flapping,
flouting, spawling Sport a 1693 Hrquhart Rabelais m xl

331 The banging and flapping ofhim
2. The action of moving (wings) tip and down.
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P R, xn xui. (1495) 422 By con-



PLASH.FLAPPING.

tyiuial flappyngc of wynges the gnatte makyth noyse in the

ayre 1824 Lamb Elia Sei 11 Blakesmoor in H shire,

The hum and flappings of that one solitary wasp 1843

Lever J Hinton xxxiv, 1 he heavy flapping of strong wing

would point the course of a heron

8. The action of swaying or working to and fro

something broad and loose

163* J Taylor (Water P ) Turn Fort. Wheel (1848) 13

Thev hold your blessinge in no more avayle Then is the

flapping of a fox his talle 1 1841-7* T R Jones A nun
Kingd ted 4) 603 By vigorous flappings of this extensive

organ, the animal [the poulpe] actively impels itself through

the water in a backward direction.

Pla pping, ppl a. [ + -tng 2
]

That flaps,

xgga Wyrley Armoris 144 The flapping brace strikes off

his setled hood *706 Loud Getz No 4336/4 A dark brown

Mare with flapping Ears *7*1 Gay Trivia 1 128 Beneath

his flapping Hat secures his Hair 1839 Geo Eliot A
Bede 414 Totty tiotted off in her flapping bonnet *864

Miss Braddon H Dunbar I. xvi 385 She took the gt eat

flapping eats of the animal in her two hands,

t Flappisli (flse-pij), a Ohs - 1 [f Flap v

+ -ISH Inclined to swing or toss loosely about

1665 Howard Committee iv 119 You are so flappish, you

throw urn [your keys] up and Down at youi tail

Flappy (flse'pi)
j
a [f Flap v. + -Y 1

]

+ 1 = Flabby a 1 Ohs.

1398 Florio, fmpassti e to grow flappy, withered, or

wnmpled [16*1 to grow flappie and wnmpled]

2 dial (See quota.)

1846 Brockett N C Words (cd 3) Flappy, wild, irregular,

unsteady ‘ An old flappy body’ *8gz Northumbld Gloss,,

Flappy

,

uneven, unsteady ' I he carpet’s lyin' aall flappy’

t Fla'p-sauce. Ohs [f Flap v. + Sauce j/a]

A glutton

1340 Palsgr Acolastus 111 i Nivb, Nowe hathe this

glutton 1 this flappe sawce (the thyng) that he may plentu-

ously swallowe downe hole.

1- Flapse (flteps) Ohs. [Cf Ger flaps of similar

meaning ]
An impudent fellow

a 163* Brome New Acad, iv 11, You are a Flapse to terme

my sonne so

Flare (fleai), sb. 1 Also (in sense 4) 9 flair, [f

Flabe v Not in Johnson or Todd.]

1. The action or quality of flaring, or giving forth

a dazzling and unsteady light ,
dazzling but ir-

regular light, like that of torches ;
a sudden out-

burst of flame. Alsofig Obtrusive display, osten-

tation.

*814 Scott Ld. of Isles 1 xxvm, Lighted by the torches’

flare 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. (1857) L 1 111 Vlu> 80 Gardes

Suisscs marching 111 the flare of torchlight *848

Thackeray Van /'Vzzrxuc, We should all come home after

the flare, and the noise, and the gayety 1888 Fall Mall
G 6 Sept 8/2 Flares of dazzling crimson and purple shot

up from the mouth of the ciater *888 Set. Amen N. S.

LVIII. 31 Too modest for business push and flare

2. a Nant. — Flabe-uf 3 b. A combustible

made to be burnt as a night-signal at sea, and

formerly as a railway fog-signal.

1883W C Russell Sailor's Lang 52 Flare, a light made
by firing a tar-barrel, etc. 1883 Fisheries Exlnb. Catnl 41

Boat Launching Flare *883 Law Tunes Rep. LIII 60/1

The I C U burnt flares over her quai ter *887 Pall

MallG 10 Jan, ‘Flares' were burned for the purpose of

warning the drivers of trains 1889 W Rig Ci outer 10

'Flares’ are burned sometimes to warn mariners on bad

nights

3. Photogr Seequot 1868 Also, a similar ap-

pearance in the object-glass of a telescope.

*868 Lea Photogr 88 Flare or ghost in the camera is an

indistinct image of the diaphragm 1878 Lockyer Star-

gazing 11 xi 140 A ‘flare’ appearing, shows a want of a

slight alteration of the setting screw, on the same side of

the object-glass as the ‘ flare ’ or elongation appears

4. Ship-build Gradual swell or bulging outwards

and upwards. Cf Flabe v 4 .

1833T Richardson Merc Marine Archit 1 To give them
more flair in the stem head *882 Payne Gallwey Fowler
in Irel 23 The sides are nearly upright with little flare

5 altrib and Comb , as flat e-light ; also flare-

lamp, a lamp with an unprotected flame
;
flare-

spot (= sense 3) ;
flare-tm, a tin vessel in which

powder or other combustible material is burnt as

a signal at sea.

189* R. Kipling City Dreadf Ft 83 We don’t know what
fiie-damp is here. We can use the *flare-lrimps *894

Westm Gaz . 1 Dec 6/3 A *flare light was observed from

the barque 1893 Abney Photogr xxxi (ed 8 1 219 Flare

spot' 1884 W.C. Russell Jack's Com tsh III xm, There

was a “flare tin aboard, and fiom time to time we burnt

this over the rail.

Flare (fle<), sh 2 dial. [Of unknown origin

;

cf the synonymous Fleed.] The ‘leaf’ or fat

about the kidneys of a pig Also attnb

1847 Halhwell, Flare
,
fat round a pig's kidney, *83t

Mayhew Load Labour I 199 Flare-cakes are round

cakes, made of flour and 1 unrendered' (unmelted) lard, and

stuck over fieely with currants 1881 Oxfordsh Gloss

Snppl , Fleeum, the leaf of a pig (Ro\ton),Jleenr (Yarnton

)

*888 Land Tradesm Advt. This Lard . is made from the

best Pork Flare only

Flare, sh 8 * var. of Flaib 2, the skate

Flare (flesi), v. Also 6 fleare
; 7 fl&ire, 7-

9

flair, [Of unknown etymology ; the mod Norw.

flam ‘to blaze, to flaunt in gaudy attire’ (Ivar

Aasen) has been compared; but sense 5, withwhich

this agrees, is app. a somewhat late development.]

288

1. train fa To spread out (hair)
,
to display

in an expanded form. Also with out Ohs

C1550 Robin Conscience 289 m Hazl E P P III 244

To dye and to fleare your haire so abioad . you doo it

shamfully use *333 Becon Jewel Joy J vj b, It is inough

for chast and pure maydes to weare simple apparell .

wythout the flannge out and coleryng of tlieyr heare

b To spread out to view, display
,
occas with

mixture of sense 5 Hence, To wave to and fro

(or found). 7'o flare a handkerchief (slang) * to

whisk it out of a person’s pocket

a 1774 Goldsm Surv Exper Philos (1776) II 182 In

seeing a flaming torch, if flared round in<a circle, it appears

as a ring of fire *838 Poc A G Pym Wks 1864 IV 116

We began instantly to make eveiy signal in our power, by
flaring the shirts m the air *83* Mayiu w Lord. Labour I.

a lift Just after that I flared it (whisked the handkerchief

out) *862 Burton Bk Hunter (1863) 292 'I hose who flare

their qualities before the world 1884 F J Briiti n Watch

,5 Clotkm. 96 Hardening the drill by flaring it 111 the air

ta intr. Of hair, etc. . To spread out conspicu-

ously, to stream or wave in the wind Ohs

*570-80 North Plutarch (1676) 667 This Lady . shew-

tng her mourning Appaiell, and hair of her head flaring

about her eyes *398 Siiaks Merry W iv vi 42 Ribonds-

pendant, flaring ’bout hei head 1602 Marston Antonio s

Rev in. 11, Let flaie my loosed hair *676 Hoiirls Iliad

(1677) 336 His plume by Vulcan made of golden hair

ore hts shoulders terribly did flare 1837 Coornit Recoil.

Em ope II 131 Her cap flared in the wind

1 3 To display oneself conspicuously Ohs

*633 T Adams Exp. 2 Peter 1 6 The daughters of Moab
andMidian light housewives, dancing, frisking, and flanng

*709 Prior Hans Camel 90 The Truth is this 1 cannot stay

Flaring in Sun-shine all the Day.

4 a mir Of the sides of a vessel . To swell

or bulge out gradually upwards
,

also, to flare

over. , ,

.

1644 Sea man's Diet 40 When a ship is a little howled in

neere the water, and above that the work doth hang over

againe . they say, that the woike doth Haire over. 1836

W Irving

-

4 (1849) 86 Their gunwales flare outwards

*883 Harper’s Mag July 934/2 It will be best to have the

sides of our oblong diving-ben flare a little

b. trans. To cause to spread giadually out-

wards.
*857 CoLquuouN Compl Oarsman's Guide r A skiff can

be more conveniently flared, which gives buoyancy. 1838

Maury Phys Gcog Sea 11 § 61 These pipes aie then flared

out so as to present a large cooling surface *888 Wood-
gate Boating 143 T he gunwale was flared out wide at

these points

5. intr Of a candle, lamp, etc. • To burn with,

a spreading, unsteady flame, as when blown by the

wind ;
to shine as such a flame does ,

to glow with

or as with flame. Also with about, away, out, and

quasi-* ans with cognate obj To flare into : to

pass with a flare into.

*632, *633, *66* [see Flaring ppl. a] a 1700 B E Diet.

Cant Crew, Flare, to Shine or glare like a Comet or Beacon

1727 Bailey vol. II,/'hiring,wasting or consuming wastfullv

,

as a Candle 1794 Mrs. Radci itfe Myst Udolphoxxvi,The
wind made the torch flare *80* Southey Thalaba Xti.

xvm, The unpruned taper flares a longer flame *8x9 Shll-

lty Medusa 32 The midnight sky Flares *839 Tennyson
Lancelot 4 Elaine T020 Lo 1 the blood red light of dawn
Flared on her face *874 Grfen Short Hist 11 § 4. 72

Town and hamlet flanng into ashes. *879 Beirjiohm

Patagonia vui. 132 The fire flared away without emitting

any warmth
transf andJig 1837 J H Newman Par Seme. (1839)

I, xi, 165 Before the flame of religion, hi the heait is purified

. it will flare about. *868 Mjlman St. Paul's 303 The
Queen's Protestant zeal flared out against these idolatrous

images. 187* R Ellis Catullus lxvm 141 Juno’s self

Crashes her eager rage, in wedlock-injury flaring 1876

Green Stray Stud 3 A gilded vane flares out above the

gtey Jacobean gables

b. nonce-use (with on). To go emitting flames

*820 Keats Hyperton 1, 217 Hts flaming robes streamed

out. .On he flared, From stately nave to nave.

c. trans. To light upwith aflare. Also {causative)

To cause (a candle) to bum with a flare. Toflare
out • to send foith by means of a flanng flame

174S Mrs Haywood Female S^ect (1748)111 309 For fear

of flaring or putting out his beloved lights. *833 Kane
GrmnellExp xxvm (1856)238 The south-western honzon

is flared with red streaks. *86* Dickens Gt. Expect I111,

He flared the candle at me again, smoking my face and
hair. 1874 Green Short Hist vii. § 6 409 The English

beacons flared out their alarm along the coast,

6. To flare up \ a. to burst into a sudden and

temporary blaze ;
also jig. Hence of peisons •

b. to break out into sudden anger
;

c. to have a

‘ jollification make merry boisterously.

a *846 Thackeray Cnt Rev Wks 1886 XXIII 99 Is

a man . to despond because he can’t in his person flare up
like the sun? *867 Smiles HuguenotsEng 428 They [per-

secutions] flared up again .with increased fury *886 Sir

F H Doyle Remm 388 The grass suddenly flared up

"b. *840 Mrs Carlyle Lett. 5 Oct (1883)1 *19 It is just

because I love you that I flare up \\ hen [etc ] 1870 Mrs
Riddell Austin Fnars iv, You flare up like a hull at sight

ofa red cloak.

c. i860 C Keene Let in G S Layard Life vi (1892)

138 We flared up again last night, and hailed the NewYear
with the usual ceremonies.

Flare-out. [See next and Flabe ©.] = Flabe-

up 2 b
1879 M'Carthy Donna Quixote xvu, Paulina had a haid

struggle many a time to keep down her temper, and not to

have what she would have called a flare-out,

Flare-up (fleoqop). [f verbal phraseflare np *

see Flake v The stress is variable (cf Break-
down), but most commonly falls on the first syll

]
I A sudden breaking out into flame

*859 M Nami r Life Dundee I 11 351 T he star of Lauder-
dale well nigh consumed the patriot Duke [Hamilton]
with the fierceness of its flare-up 1864 Realm 13 Apr. 2 The
percussion and flare up of lucifer-matches

2. fig. (not xn dignified use) . a A brilliant but

temporary access (of popularity, etc.), b A vehe-

ment outbreak of anger ; a violent commotion, c.

An uproarious merrymaking, a ‘ spree’.

a *866 Mrs Carls ii Lett III 327 That flare-up of

popularity in Edinburgh
b 1837-40 Haliuurion Clockm (1862)239 Some of our

young citizens got into a fl.1n.-11p with a party of boatmen
a desperate row it was too *839 Sir C Nami-h in Bruce

Life iv (18851x33 The men would have been destroyed or
defeated, and a pietty flat e-up would have run like wildfire

to Carlisle 1843 W Irving Life <S Lett (*866) III, 381

T lie President’s Message has not been of a tone to cieate

any flare-up 111 England. *884 Manch, Eram
7 May 5/3

When the Countil shows a determination to have a de-

cisive voice there is a flare up
0 *844 Ai u Smith Adv Mr. Ledbury vn (1886) 2* We

ought tohave a flare up in our 100111s *831 Mayhew Land
Labour I 160 Some have been having a flare up.

3. Nant A mghl-signal made by burning some

highly inflammable material Alsoflare-up light

*858 Adm Reg in hietc Marine Mag V 103 Pilot-

vessels are to exhibit a Flare-up Light every 15 minutes

x88o C K BriutY Other Side 11 At night she [a pilot boat]

burns a ‘ flare up ’ whenever she sights a ship’s light *883

Daily News 25 June 5/6 Rockets were at once sent up and

blue lights nnd flare-ups burned.

Flaring (fle° rig), vbl sb. [f. Flabe v + -ingI
]

cotter, m pi Gaudy or showy tiimmmgs,. 7 are

x88x Blackmohk Chnstowcll xn, Two girls .. with their

Sunday stripes and flanngs on.

Flaring (fie-mg), ppl a [f. as prec. + -iNG 2
.]

f 1 Of the hair, etc Spreading out or waving

conspicuously, flaunting. Of a minor Giving a

bulging or enlarged outline ;
exaggerating Ohs

1393 Nashi Christ's Teaies, Wks (Grosart) IV 2x1 Thy
flaring froun/ed Periwigs *6*8 Bolton Floras (1636) 33
Marching forward with, flaring head-tyres speckled like

skins of seipcnts 1635 Quarlts hmbl 11. vi ^718)85 This

flaring mirrotir represents No light proportion, view, or

feature *641 Mil ton Ch Govt 1 (1851) 23 In a flaring

tire [they] bespeckl’d her with all the gaudy allurements of

a Whore.
2 Over-conspicuous, glaring, showy, gaudy;

+ extravagant, irregular Now used as transf.

from 4
*610 G FLnrciirn Christ's Viet, onEarth liv, To search for

flanngshclls. a *639 Osiiorn Characters %c (1673)630 Sucha

I< hiring and intemperate a Course, as that ofa Souldier. 17x7

Prior Alma 11 518 A young flaring painted whore *74^7
Mrs Di i any Let to Mis Dewes 446 Crimson and yellow

flaring hangings of paper 1769 Gray Let Poems (1775)

365 No flaring gentleman’s house, or garden-walls, bieak

m upon the repose of this . paradise *820 Hazlitt Led
Dram Lit 346 The language is a mixture of metaphysical

jargon and flanng prose *89* E Pracock N. Biendon

II 3x3 This flanng Anonyma, as he called her

3 . Of a vessel, etc : That has its sides curving

gradually outwards from the base.

*627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Giant xi 52 If she were laid

out aloft, and not flaring c *830 Rudim Noting (Wcale)

118 It is said that a ship has a flanng bow when the topside

falls outward from a perpendicular. *883W C Russell

Sea Queen III. 111 57 A good-looking vessel, having what

sailors call a flainng bow, which made her appear as round

as an apple forward.
,

.

4. Burning with a broad irregular flame ;
shining

brightly and fitfully.
,

1632 Milton Penseroso 132 And when the sun begins to

fling His flanng beams 1633 G Herbert temple, CA

Windows 111, Speech alone Doth vanish like a flaring thing

*661 Davenport City Night-Cap hi 1, I have tuggdwith

tempests Out-star a the flanng lightning *764 ooldsm

Trav 400 Flaring tapers bnghtning as they waste *034

Ht Martincau Tarrers 1 18 He put out his flanng candle

fig. 1884 Pae Eustace 67 He stared at the speaker tor

several moments with a flaring countenance.

Hence Flanngly adv., in a flanng manner,

gaudily. In mod. Diets.

Plary (fle^ri), a rare [f Flabe sb. + -i 1
]

Gaudy, showy. ..

*866 Carlxle Remm (1881) I *57 They were not so well

dressed as their Edinburgh sisters, something flary, giarj>

colours too flagrant and ill-assorted *873 — in Mrs. La •

lyle’s Lett I. 263 Flary, staling, and conceited, stolid-

looking girls _ _ . „ (

Flash (ftej), sb. 1 Forms: 5 flasobe, 5-t>

flassh(e, 9 dial fLass, Jr- flash.. [Of onomatopoeic

ongin
;

cf. the synonyms flosche (Flosh), Flask

sb 2 (which are earlier recorded), Plash (=MDu.

plasch), which seem to imitate the sound of * splas

mg ’ in a puddle The synonymous F. flache may

have influenced the Eng word ;
it is ^

regarded as a subst. use offlachc,
fem of Or .Jtac

adj soft:—

L

.flaccus."]

1 . A pool, a marshy place Obs. exc. local,

ex440 Piomp. Parv 403 Plasche, or flasche, whei e ieyn

water stondythe torrens, lacuna *323 Fitzheeb •

§ 70 The . flasslies, and lowe places, and all the hoio

bunnes and pypes that growe therm 1622

Poly-olb xxv 60 They [birds] fiom flash to flash, h

full Epicure Waft, as they lou’d to change their Diet eu?ry



FLASH. 289 FLASH,

meale c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane Dialect Gloss
,

Flash, a lake 1826 H N Coleridge StxMonthsW I 280
A long flash, as they call it, or river with a large bay 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Flash Also, a pool, Also, m the

west, a river with a large bay, which is again sepaiated
from the outer sea by a reef of rocks 1870 E Peacock
RaIf Skirl II hi ‘ Hev* ye forgotten when we was a
duckin' on Ferry Flash 7 '

attrib. 188a Lane Gloss
,
Flash pit, a pit nearly grown

up with reeds and grass

2

.

[Cf F flache place where a paving-stone has

sunk ] (See quot

)

1888 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, Flash (Cheshire!, a
subsidence of the surface due to the working of rock salt

and pumping of brine

Flask (flsej\ sb.
2 [f. Flash zi I

]

1 Burst of light or flame (and senses thence de-

rived) , cf Flash vJ- III,

1 A sudden outburst or issuing forth of flame or

light; a sudden, quick, transitory blaze. Flash m
the pan (see quot. 1810)

;
Jig. an abortive effort or

outburst ; cf. Flash v 1
5 c

1566 Painter Pal Pleas I 108 Astouned like one that

had been stroken with a flashe of lightening 1633 Swan
Spec. M vi. (1643) 300 It fired with a sudden flash 1697
Dryden Vug. Georg iv 712Ihree flashes of blue Light’nmg
1705 Bosman Guinea 318 Missing his shot by a flash m the

Pan. 1725 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 309 Our men
saw plainly the three flashes of the guns 1810 James Milit

.

Diet (ed 3), Flash in the pan, an explosion of gunpowder
without any communication beyond the touch-nole 1833
Marryat P Simple lvm, I now discharged grape atone,

waiting for the flash of the fire to ascertain their direction

1838 Merc Marine Mag V 60 It is a Fixed White Light,
varied by a Red Flash every half minute

"b slang. Flash oflightning : a glass of gin.

1789 Geo Parker Life’s Painter izg 1801 Sporting Mag
XVII 34 That fashionable liquor called flashes of lightning.

1830 Lytton P Clifford II. iv 112 The thunders of elo-

quence being hushed, flashes of lightning, or, as the vulgar

say ‘glasses of gin ’ gleamed about

C. transf. The quick movement of a flag m
signalling

1870 Colomb & Bolton Flashing Signals 30 To make
a short flash, the flag is moved from a to b To make a
long flash, the flag is waved from a to c

2 t> ansf The brief period during which a flash

is visible : t &• For a flash • for a brief moment

;

while the fit lasts {obs ). b In a flash : imme-
diately, instantaneously.

1623 Bacon Ess GreatnessKmgd (Arb I4B5 The Persians,

and Macedonians, had it for a flash. *648 Milton Tenure
Kings (1650) 3 Most men are apt enough to cmll wars and
commotions as a noveltie, and for a flash hot and active

i8ox Spirit Pub Jmls (1806) IX 372 To the helm, my boy,

in a flash 1838 O W Holmes Aut Break/-t vi 160

A thoroughly popular lecture ought to have nothing in it

which five hundred people cannot all take 111 a flash

3 A bnef outburst or transient display of some-

thing legarded as resembling a flash of light

xfioz Shaks Flam v 1 210 Your flashes of Merriment
that were wont to set the Table on a Rore 1652-62

Heylin Cosmogr. in (1673) 8/2 A brave flash of vain-

glorious hospitality 1663 Boyle Occas Reft v iv (1845)

?
og An unseasonable disclosure of flashes of Wit 1819
Syron Juan 11. xxxvm, But now there came a flash of hope
once more 1873 Black Pr Thule 11 27 A sort of flash

of expectation passed over Lavender’s face

4 Superficial brilliancy; ostentation, display;

also *1* brilliant distinction, * 6clat ’ {obs
)

-j- Phr.

To cut aflash (cf Dash sb. 10).

1674 S Vincent Yng Gallant's Acad 97 Whose Enter-
tainments to those of a higher rank are not only flash and
meer Complement 1711 Addison Sped No 59 T x

Pedants are apt to decry the Writings of a polite Author,
as Flash and Froth 1733 Genii Mae, XXV 118 Berry
gave him a crown to make a flash with to the boys. 1780
Mad D’Arblay Diary June (1891) I 27T Miss Weston,
whose delicacy gave way to gaiety and flash, whether she

would or not 178a C. A Burney Jml. 15 Jan m Mad
D’Arblay Early Diary II 306, 1 had not a very entertaining
evening, but I would not but have been there, for the flash
of the thing 1793 Fate ofSedley I 50 Some men cut a
flash without any fortune. *827 R H. Froude Rem (1838)

I 44s, I shall he drawn . into foolishness and flash, and
everything that is disgusting 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust
Prel Theat 8 Mere flash a moment’s interest engages

+ b A piece of showy talk; a vain, empty
phrase or vulgarism. Obs
1605 B Jonson, etc Eastward Hoe iv i, Sir Petronell

Flash, I am sory to see such flashes as these pioceede from

a Gentleman of your Quality 1649 Milton Eikon xil

(1851) 433 Hee next falls to flashes, and a multitude of

words 1733 Dyche & Pardon Diet , Flash a Boast,

Brag, or great Pretence made by a Spend-thnft, Quack,
or Pretender to more Art or Knowledge than a Person

has

+ 5 A brilliant or ‘showy’ person, usually in.

contemptuous sense, one vain of his accomplish-

ments or appearance, a coxcomb, fop Obs.

1603 B Jonson Sejanus 11 1, Such a spirit as yours, Was
not created for the idle second To a poor flash, as Drusus

165a Benlowes Theofih xi* Jix 200 Thou, jnconsidrate

Flash, spencPst pretious Dayes In Dances, Banquets, Cour-

tisms, Playes. 1677 Miege Eng-Fr Diet , A Flash, an
empty shallow-brained fellow, 1764 Low Life 65 The Jem-
mies, Brights, Flashes and Smarts of the Town 1807-8

W Irving Sdlmag (1824) 78 She is the highest flash of the

ton—has much whim ana more eccentricity-

+ 8 slang, A wig Obs.
a 1700 B E Diet, Cant Crew, Flash

,

a Periwig *7®°

Bailey vol II. (ed 5) Canting Words, Flash, a Peruke,

VOL. IV.

Rum Flash, a long, full, high priz’d Wig, Queer Flash ,

a sorry, weather-beaten Wig
7 . An ornament consisting of three short pieces

of black velvet nbbon sewn to the collar of a full-

dress tunic, and hanging down the back , supposed
to be the remains of the bow which fastened the

‘queue’ Now worn only by the officers of the

23rd Royal Welsh Fusiliers. {N Sp Q. 8th. Ser.

VII 20 Apr. 1895)
1837 T Hook JackBrag III. 1x5 A young man, dressed

in the uniform of some volunteer corps of cavalry, wearing
flashes.

8. A preparation of cayenne pepper or capsicum
with burnt sugar, used foi colouring spirits

x8zo Accum Adult Food 10 The substance which they
(brandy merchants] purchase under the delusive name of
flash

,

for strengthening and clarifying spirituous liquors

is m reality a compound of sugar with extract of capsicum.

1

9

. A small piece ; ? a dash or sprinkling
1615 Latham Falconry n vtu 95 Put into it . one flash

or two of Saffron

10 pi. The new shoots of a tea-plant.

1880 Eliot James Indian Industries xxvui 344 The new
shoots or ‘flashes’, as they are called, come on four,

sometimes five, times between April and October.

II. Sudden movement of liquids, etc. (cf Flash
v I)

fll. A sudden movement of a body of water,

a splash ; a breakei Obs
1627 Cast Smith Seaman's Gram x. 47 Which make the

Sea rebound in flashes exceeding high. 1632 Sherwood,
A flash of water, gaschis d'eait 1713 Derham Pkys
1 heol iv xv 245 The Miller with nis Man . were so
washed with Flashes of Sea water, that they were almost
strangled therewith

b. A sudden rush of water, let down from a
weir, to take a boat over the shallows of a river

1677 Plot Oxfordsh ix § 46 234 Were there a convenient
number of Locks, or Holds for water to let down flashes as

occasion should serve. x68g S Sewall Diary 29 Mar (1882)

I 303 Flashes to help them over the Shallow places. X758

Descr Thames 162 But this is a Charge only m Summer,
and paid for Flashes when the Water is low 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word bk s \ , To make a flash, is to let boats
down through a lock. 1884 Knight Diet Mech IV. 76/1
The substitution of a continuous navigation upon the upper
Seme by the aid of movable dams, for the intermittent

navigation by flashes

112 transf, A sudden burst of rain, wind, steam,

etc
,
a fit of activity, a spurt Obs.

1633-4 Whitelocke Jml Swed Emb (1772) II 3®* Yett

the wind being by flashes large, thej went twenty leagues

up and downe 1685 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc.) Ill 15®

Waters extreame low, tho* many flashes of raine. Rivers

almost dried up XTo6PHiLUFs(ed Kersey), Flash, asudden
Spurt x8o8 J B Dabney in Naval Chron, XXI xo7Some
few were scalded by flashes of steam

13 A contrivance for producing a ‘ flash ’ (senses

11, 11 b) (See quots and Flash-board.)
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1832) I 32 The miller, when

he takes up his flashes, lays them it may be on the bank
1841 Brees Gloss Civ Engin , Flashes, a description of

sluice, erected for the purpose of raising the water over

any shoals while craft are passing x86x Smiles Engineers

I 11 iv xs2 In some cases these drainage waters were

conveyed over it [the New River] by what w ere termed

flashes Note, The flash consisted of a wooden trough

about twelve feet wide extending across the river.

Ill attnb and Comb
14 a. simple attributive, as flash-loch, -mark

,

-water, -weir (senses 11, n b)

1788 Act 28 Geo III c 51 § 14 All the old Flash Locks or

Weirs thereon 1791 W. Jessof Rep. Navig Thames 4
Isis 9 Water at the flash mark 4ft 6 on the Sill 1793 R
Mylne Rep Thames rg The Time of Flash waters coming

down
b. Special comb , as + flash-flown a , ? uttered

in idle talk; flash-flu© (see quot); flash-

lamp {Photogr), a lamp used to give a flash-light

;

flash-light, {a) a light so arranged as to give forth

sudden flashes, used for signals and in lighthouses

;

(li) Photogr (see quot 1890) ;
flash-pan, (a) the

pan in an old flint-lock for holding the priming

by which the charge is exploded
,

(b) a small

copper pan with a handle, in which powder is

flashed as a signal {Cent Diet

)

;
flash-pip© (see

quot 1874), flash-point=flashing-point ;
flash-

run (see quot 18(17) !
flash-test, a test to deter-

mine the flashing-point of kerosene, etc , flash-

wheel (see quot ) Also Flash-board.
1632 Lithgow Tran vm 339 Let not surmisers thinke,

ambition led My second toyles, more *flash-flowne praise to

wed x888 Lockwood's Did Mech Engin , *Flash Flue,

the flue underneath an egg-end or similar externally fired

boiler 1890 Woodbury Encycl Photogr 373 The electric

lamp, magnesium lamp, and “flash lamp 1891 H L Webb
in Eleclr inDailyLife, Makinga Cable x88 Flag-signalling

had to be exchanged for flash-lamps 1886 Set A liter N S

LtV, 16/2 A ’‘flash-light, that is to say, one which can be

made to glow or disappear at pleasure 1890 Woodbury
Encycl Photogr 289 Flashlight, usually made by blowing

magnesium powder through a small flame x8ga Marc,
Stokes Six Months in Apennines 163, I was compelled to

photograph these most interesting bas-rehefs by the flash-

light. 1874 Knight Diet Mech ,
*Flash-pipe, a mode of

WhMng gas by means of a supplementary pipe pierced with

numerous small holes throughout its length. 1878 lire's

Diet. Arts Suppl IV 370 The legal “flash-point of petro-

leum 1867 Smyth Sailor*

s

Word-bk., *Flash Run, in car-

ronades, a cup shaped enlargement of the bore at the muzzle.

1874 Knight Dtct Mech ,
*Flash-wheel, & water-raising

wheel having arms radial or nearly so to its axle, and re-

volvmg in a chase or curved water-way by which the water

passes from the lower to the higher level as the wheel ro-

tates.

+ Flash., sb 3 Obs. [The examples of 16-1 7th c

prob echo Henryson, possibly the copy in

Chaucer's Whs. 1561 may be correct in reading

fasshe, a OF. fats or faisse bundle, sheaf] A
bundle or sheaf (of arrows).
CX450 Henryson Test Cres 167 in Poems 4 Fables (1865)

81 Undir his girdill ane fiasche of felloun flams x6oo

Fairfax Tasso xi xxvm 201 Her ratling quiuer at her
shoulders hong. Therein a flash of arrowes feathered weele
1671 Skinner Etyrn Ling Angl iv

,
Flash of flames [read

flames], expl. a Sheaf of Arrowes 1678-1706 Phillips,
Flash ofFlames (old word), a Sheaf of Arrows.

Flash., sb 4 [Of doubtful origin
,
possibly an

application of Flash sb 2 13 ]
= Flashing^/ sb 1

1374-5 Jesus Coll. Accts in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) III 611 Item to the Plummer for settmge m lead

over the chappell where the flasshes were taken awa>e
1614-15 Trinity Coll Accts ibid II 488 Laying the leads

after the masons, setting on flashes and sodenng

t Flash, of Obs. In 5 flasch, flaisch See

also Flake a [The forms, compared with those

given under Flake a , suggest that the word may
be a confusion ofOF flac, flache ‘feeble, insipid’

(see next) with the similar-sounding ME wlake,

wlacke tepid ] Lukewaim, tepid. Alsoflash-hot
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cincrg 263 Bode hem m a double

vessel & distille it in his eere flaisch. Ibid. 266 Loke pat

alle hmgis hat }>ou Ieist J>erto be flasch hoot.

•f Flash, a.
2 Obs. Also 6 flashe. [? ad. OF.

flac, flache (mod.F. with unexplained alteration

flasque) flabby, weak, insipid L. flaccus ; see

Flaccid Cf. Flashy ]

I . Weak, wanting in tone.
1362 Turner Herbal 11 30 a, If the stomack be so flashe

and louse that it can hold no meat Ibid 11. 74 a, Oxys is

geuen vnto a flashe, louse or weike stomacke.

2 a Of food . Insipid b fig Of speech,

reasonings, etc : Trashy, void of meaning.
a 1601 Bp Barlow Defence 89 The white of an egge,

without salt, is flash and unsavery. 1642 J Eaton Honey-
combe Free Justif. 84 The mingling and mixing together

of wine and water, maketh flash matter of both

b x6xa Brinsley Lud Lit. 166 Matters vnfit for an
Epistle, flash and to little purpose, hut very childish. 1622

S Ward Life Faith in Death xox Loath I am to mingle
Philosophicall Cordialls with Diuine, as water with wine,

least my Consolations should bee flash and dilute. 1640

Fuller Joseph's Coat vm (1867) 180 Flash m his matter,

confused in his method, dreaming mms utterance.

Flash (fl«J), «-3 Chiefly colloq. [f Flash sb 2]

1 Gaudy, showy, smart. Of persons: Dashing,

ostentatious, swaggering, ‘ swell

1785 EuropeanMag VIII 96 One of that numerous tribe

of flash fellows, who live nobody knows where 1836

J H Newman Lett (1891) II 200 If I could write a flash

article on the subjunctive mood, I would, merely to show
how clever I was. 1838 (1 Sumner in Mem 4- Lett (1878)

II. 23 Bulwer was here a few minutes ago 111 his flash

falsetto dress 1860 Trollope Framley P. ix, This flash

Member of Parliament *867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,

Flash Vessels, all paint outside and no order within 1877

Black Green Past xliu (1878) 348 A bit of flash oratory-

on the part of a paid pleader. 188a Illustr. SportingNews
4 Feb 502/2 A flash y oung rider frightens his horse out of

his stride before they have well reached the distance

b. Of an hotel, etc : First-class, fashionable,
1 crack/ * swell
1840 Thackeray Pans Sk -bk (1872) 89 He frequented

all the flash restaurateurs and boarding-houses 1841 in Col-

Hawker Diary (1893) II 310 We then got into Meunce’s
flash hotel

2 Counterfeit, not genuine, sham
181a SportingMag XXXIX 210 How could’st thou be

So silly. Flash screens to ring for home-spun rope. 1821

Arm Reg 193 Passed for the purpose of suppressing the

‘Fleet’ or ‘flash-notes’. 3837 Hood Agnc Distress vu,

‘A note’, says he ‘thou’st took a flash ’un ’ 1863 R. B.

Kimball WasheSuccessful?xu 138 The difference between
the real and the flash fashionable.

3 . slang Knowing, wide-awake, ‘smart’, ‘fly*.

18x2 J H. Vxpx Flash Did , Half-flash and half-foolish

applied to a person, who has a smattering of the cant

language, and . pretends to a knowledge of fife which he
really does not possess. 1818 Sporting Mag II 2x7

Immense sums of money have been lost by the very flashest

of the cognoscenti 1839 H Ainsworth J. Sheppard I xu

339
‘ Awake '—to be sure I am, my flash cove 1’ replied

Sheppard

4. belonging to, connected with or resembling,

the class of sporting men, esp. the patrons of the

‘ring’
1808 Sporting Mag XXX 126 A sort of flash man upon

the town 1809 Ibid XXXIII asS Crib, who was backed

by what is termed the flash side. 1823 Byron Juan xi xvii,

Poor Tom was Full flash, all fancy. 1838 Dickens Ntch
Nick, xix, A gentleman with a flushed face and a flash air

x86a Whyte Melville Inside Bar iv (ed 12) 267 After thg

departure of the flash butrber 1880 G. R Sims Thrtc
Brass Balls xi, One of the flashyoung gentlemen who haunt
suburban billiard-rooms

6. Connected with or pertaining to the class of

thieves, tramps, and prostitutes. Chiefly m Comb ,

as flash-case (
= Flash-house), -cove, -crib, -ken.

Also Flash-house, Flash-man.
6x700 B.E Did. Cant, Crew, Flash hen, a House where

87
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Thieves use, and arc connived at 1718 C Hitchin Re-
ceivers $• 'lluef-Takers 8 A Ken or House frequented by
the Thieves and Thief-'l akers, or, in their own dialect,

thoroughly Flash 1800 Sporting Mag XVI 26 Mack and
I called at a flash ken in St Giles’s, 1819 Ibid V 12a

The flash part of the creation 1823 Egan Grose's Diet

Vulg. Tong , Flash Cove or Covess, the master or mistress

of the house 183a Examiner 684/1 She has been the asso-

ciate of ‘flash thieves’ 1839 H Ainsworth J Sheppard
I xi* 322, I know the house . , it’s a flash crib. Ibid. Ill

xu 28 I've been to all the flash cases in town

b esp. of the language spoken by thieves : Cant,

slang Also quasi-j#.

A statement made by Dr Aikin, Country round Man-
chester (1795) 437, that 1 flash ' language was so called be

cause spoken by pedlars from a place called Flash near
Macclesfield, is often repeated, hut is of no authority,

1746 Narr Exploits H. Swims in Boriow Zincah (1843)

II. 129 They began to talk their Flash Language, which
I did not then understand 1736 Toldervy Hist Two
Orph II. 79 Copper learnt flash, and to blow the trumpet
178a G Parker Hum. Sk 34 No more like a Kiddy he’ll

roll the flash song 181a J H Vaux Flash Diet (1819) 173
To speak good flash is to be well versed in cant terms, 1840
Hood Miss Kilmansegg, Her Misery xvm, His comrades
explain’d in flash. *847 Emerson Repr Men,

Montaigne
Wks (Bolin) I 343 He will use flash and street ballads.

1858 O W Holmes Ant Break/-t (1891) 257, I used all

the flash words myself just when I pleased

Hence Fla’shly adv {slang), in a flash manner

;

handsomely, elegantly Also, in flash language.
1812 Sporting Mag XXXIX, ig A sort of despondency

flashly termed fencing 1857 Song in Ducange Anglicus
Vulg Tongue 42 Your fogle you must flashly tie.

Flash (Ape]), v 1 Forms: 4-5 flas(s)(c)he, 6-

flash. [app. of onomatopoeic origin
;
with senses

1-2 cf. plash
,
dash

,
splash ; the 13th c. variant

Flask has been referred to an alleged OF. *flas-

quer

,

a supposed older form of Yx.Jlaquer. With
sense 4 cf. flap and slash. The use of the word
to express movement of fire or light (branch III),

which is now the most prominent application, has

not been found (unless in one doubtful example)

before the second half of the 16th c It seems to

have originated 111 a transferred or extended use of
sense 1 ;

the coincidence of the initial sounds with
those offlame may have helped the development of
sense; cf Sw. AivX.Jlasa, Eng dial flaw, to blaze]

I Expressing movement of a liquid.

X, intr. Of the sea, waves, etc. : To rush along the

surface
;
to nse and dash, esp. with the tide. Also

with tip In later use with mixture of sense 9
1387 1 revisa Higden (Rolls) Ibid II 369 J)e wawes of be

see Siculus, Jrat flaschej» and wasche(? vppon a rokke bat
hatte Scylla 1577-87 Holinshed Chron 1. 181/3 The sea
. also flashed vp vnto his legs and knees 16*3 W. Browne
Brit. Past. 11 ui, Yet will a many little surges be Flashing
upon the rocke full busily 1634-5 Breheton Trav (1844)
I 166 Sometimes the waves flashed into the ship at the
loop-holes at stem 1727-46 Thomson Summer 601 The
tortured wave . . Now flashes o’er the scattered fragments
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle (i8sg) xvu 473 The roaring
surf was flashing up over the clumps of green bushes 1834
Mfdwin Angler m Wales II 243 The Tivy flashed in

a sheet of foam through the chasm. 2850 Tennyson In
Mem lxx 13 The cataract flashing from the bridge, The
breakei breaking on the beach

2 trans. To dash or splash (water) about

,

abroad, upon something. 06s exc. with mixture of
sense 11

c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 985 Rynse hym with rose
watur warme & feire vppon hym flasche 2528 Paynel
Saleme Regim H b, The spume [froth of wine] to be
thynne and soone flashed 2590 Spenser F. Q 11 vi 42
With his raging armes he rudely flasht The waves about
2602 Carew Cornwall 266 Somewhat before a tempest if

the sea-water bee flashed with a Sticke or Oare the same
casteth a bright shining Colour 2611 Cotgr , Gascher, to
dash, plash, flash (as water in rowing) 2638 Sir T
Herbert Trav (ed 2) 20 The wave flashing upon our
decks much salt water 2813 Scott Rokeby 11 vi 21
Flashing her sparkling waves abroad

3 . trans. To send a ‘flash’ or rush of water
down (a river) ; also absol. Also, to send (a boat)

down by a flash.

1792 W Jesso 1* Rep Thames fy Isis 20 Every Inch that
can be gained will save much time and water in flashing
from above 1840 Mrs. Btowning Drama Exile Poems
1889 I 69 We [earth spirits] . Flash the river, lift the
palm-tree, The dilated ocean roll 1874 Knight Did,
Mech

,
s v. Flashing

,

The gunboats were flashed over the
falls at Alexandria By means of a wing-dam

t H. 4. trans. To slash, strike swiftly
;
also,

to dash, throw violently down 06s
? 0140a Morte Artk. 4238 The ffelonne with the ffyne

swerde freschely he strykes, The ffelettes of the fferrere
syde he flassches m sondyre 1548 Udall, etc Erasm
Par. Luke iv 33 With much, great roaryng flashyng hym
on the grounde.

III. With reference to file or light.

5 . intr. Of fii e or light T0 break forth suddenly
Of lightning; To break forth repeatedly, to play.

Of a combustible, a gun, etc ; To give out flame,

or sparks ; to burst into flame. Also with about,

off", out, up, etc.

The first quot is difficult
; possibly it gives a tiansferred

use of sense 2 The passage is our only example of branch
III before 16th c
C2400 Destr Troy 12498 A thoner and a thicke rayne

l>rublet in the skewes . . All flasshet in a ffire the firmament

ouer 1548 [see Flashing ppl a 1] 1506 Spenser F Q
v v 8 So did Sti Artegall upon her lay That flukes of fire

Out of her steely armes were flashing seene. 1618 Elton
Exp Rom. vn (1622) 214 They shall feele the flames of

Hell flashing vp in their owne soules 1650 S Llaiuci

Eccl Hist (16541 1 9 ‘lhe flame vehemently flashed about

,

which was terrible to the beholders 1661 I3ovi e J'/iys

Ess., Salt Petie § 21 121 The Nitre will immediately take

fire, and flash out into blewish and hahtuous flames

2791 Mrs Radclutl. Rom Forest vm, lhe lightning

began to flash along the chamber 1858 Cari yle./' wf/. 6 t

(1865) I 111 xi 206 1 he gun flashed off, with due outburst,

and almost with due effect i860 Tyndall Glac. 1 11 12

Lightning flashed about the summits of the Jungfrau 1887

Bowen Virg AEneidm 199 From the clouds fire flashes

again and again.

b. Of a hydro-carbon To give forth vapour at

a temperature at winch it will ignite

1890 Daily News 22 Oct 5/3 lhe low temperature at

which both flashed

c. To flask in the pan ; lit. said of a gun,

when the priming powder is kindled without

igniting the charge
,
fig. to fail after a showy

effort, to fail to ‘ go off ’.

1687 Settle Refl Diyden 20 If Cannons were so well

bred in his Metaphor as only to flash in the Pan, I dare lay

an even wager that Mr. Dryden durst venture to Sea 2742
Compl Fam Piece 11 i 320 It will occasion it oft-times to

flash in the Pan a great while before it goeth off 179a

Gouv. Morris m Sparks Li/t t} Writ (1832) I 377 Thui
majesties flashed in the pan yesterday 1830 Gai r Lawrie
T 111 lx (1849) lr4 Flashing in the pail scares ducks 185a

W JuRDAuAutobiog IV xiu 237 Cannon attempted a joke
which flashed m the pan

+ 6 trans ’ To scorch with a burst of hot

vapom Ohs rare
~ l

.

2600 Holland Livy xxvni xvm 683 Others flashed and
half sensed with the hole steem of the vapour and breath

issuing from the light fire

7 . intr To emit or reflect light with sudden or

intermittent brilliance; to gleam. Said also of

the eyes

2792 Mrs Radcuffe Rom Forest u, The almost expiring
light flashed faintly upon the walls of the passage 2820
Shelley Let. to M Gisborne 281 Like winged stars the fire-

flies flash and glance. 2834 Mtdwin Angler ui Wales l 268
Rapid zigzags, that flashed each like a plate of silver 1854
Tlnnyson Charge Light Brigade iv, Flash'd all their

sabres bare, Flash'd as they turn’d m air 2857 Holland
Bay Path xvni 207 Her eyes flashed 1868 Frtlman Norm
Conq (1876) II yu. 26 The prince who had never seen steel

flash in earnest

8. trans. To emit or convey (light, fire, etc.) m
a sudden flash or flashes. Also withforth, out
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1 274 They flashen fire

from either hand 2639 S Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir
Events 100 Yet ere he thundred by deeds he flasht out
lightning by threats 1697 Dryden AEneid vm 39 1 he
glitt’ring Species . on the Pavement play, And to the
Cielmg flash the glaring Day 2744 Gray Let. Poems
(177s) 176 Ifany spark of Wit's delusive ray Break out, and
flash a momentary day 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 186
Rift the hills, and roll the waters, flash the lightnings,

weigh the Sun.
trans/ and /ig 2592 Siiaks Yen Ad 348 But now

her cheeke was pale and by and by It flasht forth fire 2665
Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 179 Who flashes him this

thundring retort, For thy ambition 2854 JSC. Abbott
Napoleon (1855) II. xxi 397 His eyes flashed fire.

b. To send back as a flash from a mirror; to
reflect. More fully toflash back
17x6 Pope Iliad vm. 54 Of heaven’s undrossy gold the

god’s array, Refulgent, flash’d intolerable day 2808 J
Barlow Columb v 201 Then waved his gleamy sword that
flash'd the day 1808 Scott Marnt 1. 1, Their armour .

.

Flash'd back again the western blaze

c transf. To cause to appear like a flash of
lightning; to send forth swiftly and suddenly.
Also with out. Const zn, into, on or upon.
2589 Greene Mcnaphon (Arb

) 32 She flashed out such
a blush from her alabaster cheeks that they lookt like the
ruddie gates of the morning 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav
(ed 2) 105 His name would flash terrour into the hearts of
his most potent adversaries, 1700 Farquhar Constant
Couple v 111, Methmks the motto of this sacred pledge
should flash confusion in your guilty face 1794 Coleridge
Death Chatterton vi, Thy native cot she flash’d upon thy
view, 28x3 Shelley Q Mab m 143 Red the gaze That
flashes desolation, strong the arm That scatters multitudes,

d. Toflash dead . to strike dead with a flash.

1682 Dryden & Lee Duke 0/ Guise iv 111, This one de-
parting glance shall flash thee dead 1600 Dryden Don
Seb hi 1, Now flash him dead, now crumble him to ashes

9. intr T0 come like a flash of light
; to burst

suddenly into view or perception Also withforth

,

m, out

,

etc

1590 Spenser F Q iii u 5 Ever and anone the rosy red
Flasht through her face 1683 Dryden Life Plutarch I 118
The arguments flash immediately on your imagination, but
leave no durable effect. 1782 Gibbon Decl F II xxxiv 281
A martial ardour flashed from the eyes of the warriors
2852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tords C xv, A sudden recollection
seemed to flash upon him 1856 Masson Ess v 163 In
1720 he [Swift] again flashed forth as a political luminary
2862^Thackeray Pour Georges 111 (1876)75 Garrick flashing
in with a story from his theatre 2866 Mrs Gaskell Wives
Dan xi (1867) 111 Molly’s colour flashed into her face

1874 F C Burnand My Time vm 68 It flashed acioss me
that almost the last name I had heard was this identical
one 2879 CasseWs Ttchn. Educ III 186 The picture
flashes out almost instantly.

b To move like a flash, pass with lightning

speed, Also with, cognate obj. To flash its wap

1821 Shelley Hellas 956 When desolation flashes o’er
a woi Id destroyed 1839-40W Irving Wol/ert'sR (i8S r)

151 The French intellect flashes its way into a subject
with the rapidity of lightning 2859 Kingsley Misc, (i860)
11 141 1 he lurchers flashed like grey snakes after the hare
1877 Black Gtten Past 11 (1878) 11 The swallows dipped
and flashed and circled over the bosom of the lake.

10 To break out into sudden action
, to pass

abruptly into a specified state Also withforth
, out

1605 Siiaks. Lear 1 111 4 Euery howre He flashes into one
grosse crime, or other 1712 H FlltonDwj Classics (iji?)
8 'they flash out sometimes into an megulai Greatness of
Thought. 1859 Tfnnyson Enid 273 Whereat Geraint
flash’d into sudden spleen 1862 G P Scroit Volcanos

39 It [water] flashes instantly into steam with explosive
violence 1873 Symonds t,ik J’oetsvn. 189 Athens flashed

into the full consciousness of hei own greatness 1877
A H Gri 1 n Phys (not 219 The -> «— * <v— ,

forth in lepeated explosions 2884 1 s s ,,

1st 111. \iv, At this pool Tom flashed 0111 axe 4 nero

b. Toflash up ' to burst into sudden passion or

anger
2822 Scon Fam. Let 25 June (1804) II xviu 143 Though

we do not flash up in an instant like Paddy, our iesent-

ments are much inoic enduring

11. trans To cause to flash
; to kindle with a

flash
,
to draw or wave (a swoid) so as to make

it flash.

1632 Lithgow Tiav vm 375 We cyther shot off a Har-

quebuse, or else flashed some powder in the Ayre 1709
Brit Apollo II No 7 2/2 They will flash off the Gun-
powder. 1801 Southey Thalaba v xvvvi, Forth he flash’d

ins scymetar 2816 Keatingi Tiav (1817)1 155 The oil

is usually flashed , a few diops of water make it de-
flagrate 1850 Kingsiky Alt Z.oihe v. (1876) 60 Turning
round I had a lantern flashed in my face 1880 Encyct.

But XI 325/2 Sometimes a small poition [of gunpowder]
is roughly granulated, and ‘flashed’ on plates of glass

t b. To illuminate intermittently
, transf., to

make resplendent with bright colours. Obs, or

arch
1607 Bnrwi'R Lingua 1 i, Dimming and flashing it with

various Dyes. 1862 Buckii Civiliz II 189 The darkened
sky flashed by frequent lightning 1894 E H Barker Two
Summetstn Guyenne 01 The turf was flashed with splen,

did flowers of the purple 01 this

12 To exptess, utter, or communicate by a flash

or flashes
;
esp. 111 modem use, to send (a message)

along the wires of a telegraph.

2789 Cowi'ER Ann Mirab 55 Then suddenly regain the

prize And flash thanksgivings to the skies I 1813 Shelley
Q. Mab v 1 19 The proud uch man’s eye Flashing com-
mand 1847 Tknnyson Pnnc Prol 78 1 hro' twenty posts

of telegraph They flash'd a saucy message to and fro. 1858

Fkoudl Hist I'.ng. Ill xvn 439 The cannon . flashed

then welcome through the daikness 1888 Buiigon Lives
12 Gd. Men II v 69 The intelligence was flashed next day
all over England
13 intr. To make a flash or display, cut a figure,

show off. Also, toflash it (about or away) Now
colloq. or slang
2607 Shaics. Timon 11. i 32 A naked gull Which flashes

now a Phoenix 165a C B. Stars lton Herodtan 115

While they with Plaies and Sports doc squib and flash.

2697 Collilr Ess Mor hubj 1. ill. 130 Methinks 'tis fine

to Flash in the Face of Danger 2780 Mrs Thrale in

Mad. D’Arblay Diary Lett 29 June (1842) I. 409

My master . jokes Peggy Owen for her want of power to

flash 2798 O’Krf rn Poutambleaw in 1, Spunging upon

my customers, and flashing it away in their old clothes

1798 Geraldma 1 . 46,

1

nod to lum whilst he is flashing

the gentleman amongst the girls 1877 Five Years' Penal
Serv m 22o He flashed it about a good deal foi a long

time . Sometimes he was a lotd, at others an earl

b. slang. To make a great display of, exhibit

ostentatiously, show off, ' sport ’.

2785 Grose Diet. Vulg Tong, Flash . to shew osten-

tatiously, to flash one’s ivory, to laugh and shew ones

teeth 2819 Moore Tom Crib's Mem (ed 3) 2 His

Lordship, as usual is flashing his gab 1832 Examiner

845/1 It was known that the deceased had money, in con-

sequence of flashing his purse about 1864 Reader 23 Jan

96 Ladies go to chuich to exhibit their bonnets, and young

gentlemen to flash their diamond rings.

14 . In certain technical uses,

a Glass-making intr. Of a blown globe of

glass : To spread out or expand into a sheet Also

trans (a

)

To cause (a globe of glass) to expand

into a sheet
; {(>) To cover (colourless glass) with

a film of coloured glass, to melt (the film) on

or over a sheet of colourless glass.

1839 Urf Did Arts 581 s v Glass-making Few tools

are needed for blowing and flashing crown-glass 1846 W.
Johnston Beckmanns Invent (ed. 4) I 135 Plain glass

flashed or coated with a very thin layer of [rose-colouredj

glass Ibid 133 Glass-makers used to flash a thin layer ot

red over a substratum of plain glass 2876 Bartf Glass tjr

Silicates 82 Until at last the softened mass instantaneously

flashes out into a circular sheet 2883 Proctor in igr*

Cent. Nov 882 Not merely flashed with a violet tint, but

the glass itself so tinted

b Electric lighting To make (a carbon fila-

ment) uniform in thickness, by plunging it when

heated into a heavy hydro-carbon gas.

2888 Pall Mall G 19 July 2/2 We have carried the manu-

facture of our filaments to such perfection that although we

do not flash them there are absolutely no inequalities

discoverable,

Hence Flashedppl a.

2876 Barft Glass # Silicates 06 Glass made in this way is

called ‘ coated ’ and sometimes ‘flashed ’
glass 1890 URQU-

jjart Electric Eight ix (ed. 3) 284 * Flashed' Filaments,
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Flash (fltej), v 2 dial [f Flash jA4]
1884 Cheshire Gloss

,
Flash, to put small sheets of lead

under the slates of a house to prevent the rain from,

running into the joint,

Fla sh-board. [f Flash z/

1

+ Board j&] a
(See quot, 1768 ) b A board set up on edge
upon a mill-dam, when the water is low, to throw
a larger quantity of water into the mill-race

1768-74 Iucker Li Nat (1852) I 32 The miller of an
overshot mill has shoots lying over every one of his wheels,

stopped by flash-boards, at their upper ends Ibid Should
an eel wriggle under any of the flash-boards, this might
give the water a passage without any act of the miller

i860 Bartlett Diet A vier , Flash. Board. 1868 Peard
Water-Farm xv 158 When the connecting canals have
been cut, and the flash-hoards erected

Jig x8az T, L Peacock Maid Marian iv, He pulled up
all the flash-boards at once and gave loose to the full

torrent of his indignation

Flasher (flaejhi). [f Flash v 1 + -er ] One
who or that which flashes.

+1 One who splashes water Obs.

x6u Cotgr , Gascheur also, a flasher or dasher of water,

1736 Ainsworth, A flasher of water, aspersor.

2 Something which emits flashes of light

1686 Goad Celest Bodies n iv 198 They were Spit-Fires,

Thunderers and Flashers

f 3 One of the attendants on a gaming table

(see quot ). Obs
1731 in Malcolm Mantlets <$ Cast Loud (1808) 166 A

Flasher, to sweat how often the banlt has been stripped

1736 W. Toldervy Hist Two Orphans I 68 [He] had
often sate a flasher at M d g n's 1797 Sporting
Mag X 312

4 A person of brilliant appearance or accom-
plishment
1735 Johnson (citing Diet ), Flasher, a man of more

appearance of wit than reality 1779 Mad D’Arblay
Diary Oct I 260 They are reckoned the flashers of the

place, yet everybody laughs at them for their airs 1780
Ibid May I 333 Sir John Harrington one of the gayest
writers and flashers of her reign

5 The workman who * flashes ’ glass (see quot ).

1839 Ure Diet Arts 582 s v. Glass making He next hands
it to the flasher, who . wheels it rapidly round opposite

to a powerful flame, till it assumes, finally [the figure] of a
flat circular table,

0

(See quot

)

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 876/2 Flasher a form of
steam-boiler in which small bodies of water are injected

into a heated boiler and flashed into steam

7 a ‘ A name of the lesser butcher-bird . see

Flusher ’ (Ogilvie 1882).
b A fish ( Lobotes sunnamensis).

x88z Jordan & Gilbert FishesN Anter. 555

Flashful (flae Jful), a rare, [f Flash sb. +
-FDL ] Full of flashes.

1890W C Russell Ocean Trag. Ill, xxxi 154 The sky
. flashful in places with a view of the cross of the southern

hemisphere 1891 Illnstr Lond News 13 June 774/3
A strange, gloomy huddle of discoloured countenances flash-

ful with, eyes

Flash-house, [f- Flash a* + House ] A
house frequented by ‘ flash ’ persons (see Flash a 3

5) , a resort of thieves
,

also, a brothel.

x8x6 Rep Committee on Police Metrop, 209 Is the flash-

house an assistance to the officer? 1828 Macaulay Ess
,

Hallam (1843) I 192 The humours of a gang of footpads,

revelling with their favourite beauties at a flash-house

Flashily (flee Jilt), adv. [f Flashy + -ly 2
.]

In a flashy manner
,
gaudily, showily Also, like

or as a flash

1730-6 Bailey (folio). Flashily

,

vainly, frothily 1863

Speke Discov Nile 134 (Farmer) Flashily dressed in coloured

cloths and a turban, 1864 Miss Braddon H Dunbar v,

He chose no gaudy colours or flashily-cut vestments. 1888

BryceAmer Contimv III xeix 392 An ill-omened looking

man, flashily dressed, and rude m demeanour.

Flashiuess (flsejmes). [f. as prec +-ness]
The quality of being flashy.

+ 1 Want of flavour, insipidity, Obs
1626 Bacon Sylva § 461 When you would take away either

their [Artichokes, etc] Flashiness or Bitterness *655

Moufet & Bennet Health's Injfrov (1746) 345 What is

Fish before Salt correcteth the Flashiness thereof?

Jig a 1603 T Cartwright Conjut Rhem N T (1618)

481 The flashtnesse and unsavourmesse of the allegories

1769 Public Advertiser 8 June 4/2 The Insipidity and
Flashmess of Quality-prattle

2. a. Of speech : Superficial brilliance, b Of
dress * Gaudiness, showiness.
X709 Brit. Apollo II No 9 2/2 The Flashyness of his

Discourse 1834 Hawthorne Eng Note-bks, (1879) I 163

With some little touch of sailor-like flashmess

Flashing (flae Jig), vbl sb 1 [f Flash w 1 +
-ins 1 ] The action of the vb. m various senses.

1

A splashing (of water).
1611 Cotgr ,

Gaschement a flashing, dashing, or plashing,

as of water in rowing 1727 Bailey vol II ,
Flashing .

dashing or spurting as Water, a Spurting

2. The process of letting down a flash of water

to carry a boat over the shallows of a river

1791 Rep Navig Thames
<J-

Isis 11 By removing the

shallows, and continuing the use of Flashing

3. The bursting out or sending forth of flame or

light

1573 Baret A Iv F 617 The Flashing of fire, or lightning,

comscaho 1652 F Kirkman Cleno fy Lozxa 81 They

began their Flashings and Musique until all were gone out

1748 Franklin Lett Wks 1840 V 218 The sphere of elec

tncal attraction is far beyond the distance of flashing x88o

Browning Dram Idylls, her 11 Echetlos 8 A flashing came
and went.
transf and Jig 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1 v (1614) 26

So much the greater is their sinne, that seeke to flash out

these flashings 1641 Mu ton Ch Govt. 1 (1851) 12 Rome,
fiom whence was to be expected the furious flashing of

Excommunications 1676 R Dixon Nat. Two Test 282

Mingled with Poetical flashings and ginghngs

4 A rapid movement resembling or producing

a flash of light
,
the drawing 01 waving of a sword

with a flash

1865 Lecky Ration. (1878) I 43 The coruscations of the

Aurora are said to have been attributed to the flashings of

their wings x886 Sheldon tr Flaubert's Salammbo 19

Excited by the flashing of the naked swords

5 . techn. a Glass-making. (See Flash v. 14 a )

1832 Babbage Econ Mantif iv (ed 3) 35 The process for

making window glass, termed flashing. 1839 Sat Mag 23

Feb 66/x Flashing, tnat is, uniting a thm layer of coloured
glass with another layer which is colourless

b. Electric lighting (see quot. and Flash v.

14 b)
1892 Gloss Electr. Terms m Lightning 3 Mar Suppl,

Flashing
\
(a) Of a dynamo machine Abnormally long

sparks sometimes seen at the commutator of a dynamo
(b) A process for rendering the filaments of incandescent

lamps of uniform resistance throughout.

0 . attnb and Comb., asflashing-furnace

,

flash-

ing-board, a sloping board at the bottom of a door

or casement to keep off the ram ;
flashing-point,

the temperature at which the vapour given off from,

an oil or hydrocarbon will ‘ flash ’ 01 ignite.

1832 Burn Nav Mil Techn Diet 11 Eng -Fr
,
Flashing

board, reverseau. 1830 Ure Diet. A rts 580 (Glass-making)

There are . several subsidiary furnaces to a crown-house .

3 a flashing furnace, and bottoming hole for communicating
a softening heat 1878 Ure's Diet Arts IV 570The flashing-

point was proved to have been abnormally high

Flashing (flae Jig), vbl. sb 2 [f Flash v 2
;

cf Flash ^ 4
]

concr (See quot. 1874.)
1782 Phil Trans LXXII 350 At its junction with the

wail a flashing of lead is earned along horizontally. 184a

in Gwilt Encycl Archit § 2214. 1874 Knight Diet

Mech I 876/2 Flashing
,
{cC\ A lap-joint used m sheet-metal

roofing, where the edges of the sheets meet on a projecting

edge (i) A strip of lead leading the drip of a wall into

a gutter

Hashing(A® \vt£),ppl.a. [f. Flashv 1 -t--iNG2 ]

1. That flashes, in various senses of the vb
1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Jos in. 3 Wberof cometh

that horrible and broade flasshmg flame of fyre? x6r6

J Lane Cont Sqr's T xi 330 His horse was of a sangine

color redd, so weare his flasshmge plumes aloft his head.

1727—46 Thomson Summer 382 Fast, fast they plunge amid

the flashing wave 1835 Lytton Rtenet 1. 1U, Before the

flashing eye and menacing gesture of the cavalier

b transf andjig.
1613 Hieron Tnail ofAdopt Wks. 1624 1. 315 Imagina-

tion and fancy may breed a certame flashing ioy, but there

is no perpetuity, no setlednesse of reioycmg 1634 Z Coke
LogtcK Ded (1637) Ay b, Scorched with flashing zeal 1826

Disraeli Viv Grey v xii, Her lovely face was crimsoned

with her flashing blood 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) II 93
Again and again she beholds the flashing beauty of the

beloved
, . ,

e. Flashing light (in a hghthonse, etc ) Flash-

ing signals, signals made with flashes of light.

1838 Mere MarineMag V 30 Flashing Light on Hogsten

.. It is Fixed, with a Flash once every three minutes 1863

Colomb m Jml. R. United Service Instit VII 386 We
then agreed that a system of flashing signals was prac-

ticable

2. Comb

,

asflashing-eyed adj.

x88o Miss Broughton Sec Th m.iv, ‘You are ruining the

child 1 ’ cries Gillian, still flashing-eyed and panting.

Hence Fla shingly adv
,
in a flashing manner.

1891 Illustr Lond News six Noy 638/3 They rain dash-

ingly, a visible brilliance

ilashly adv : see Flash a 3

Flash-man. (Also as two words) [Flash

a 3
] a One who is ‘ flash ’ or knowing ; a com-

panion of thieves ;
a bully, a ‘ fancy-man \ b A

sporting man ;
a patron of the ‘ring’; a ‘swell*.

a 1789 G Parker Life's Painter 141 A flash-man is a

fellow that lives upon the hackneyed prostitution of an

unfortunate woman of the town 1833 MarryatP. Simple

(1863) 233 A large mob vowing vengeance on us for our

treatment of their flash man, 1839 H Kingsley G Hamlyn
v, ‘ You're playing a dangerous game, my flash man

b. 1812 Sporting Mag XXXIX. 21 The display of flash-

men, from the Peer on the coach-box, to the most gentle-

manly-looking pick-pocket, was very complete. X819 Moore
Tom Crib's Mem 35 Shouts and yells From Trojan Flash-

men and Sicilian Swells Fill'd the wide heav’n

Fla'shmonffer. [f. as prec. + Monger ]

One who uses the ‘ flash language

1823 C M Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 395 A little cnb, as

the flashmongers would call it.

Flashness (floe Jims), [f Flash a.
2 and 3 +

-ness ] The quality or state of being flash.

|1 a Of the stomach: Weakness b. Of reason-

ing Insipid, flavourless character ,
superficiality.

1362 Turner Baths 8 h, They are good for the lousnes and

flashnes of the stomack. 1604 T Wright Passions v iv 184

The acutenesse in the other [plausible persuasions] will allay

their flashnesse and render them pleasant.

2. a. Gaudmess, b Affectation of ‘ flash’ ways.

See Flash a 3 1. t .

1885 Runciman Shippers & Sh. 260 All the tawdry flash-

ness of the place 1888 Boldrewood Robbery under A ruts

xvi, (1890) 109 ‘Through Starlight’s cussed flashness and
can-yin’s on in fine company.'

Flashy (flse Ji), a [f Flash sb.2 and v. + -y *

Association with Flash a 2 and 3 has probably

affected some of the senses ] t

+ 1 Throwing up water, splashing. Obs
iS83STANYHURST^«ieirn.(Arb Isg Not sogreat a ruffling

the nuer strong flasshye reteyneth x6xi Cotgr , Gascheux,

flashie, plashie, washie, dashing, bespathng.

2 ’t a. Over-moist, watery, frothy -j-b. Insipid,

tasteless, vapid
1625 Bacon Ess

,
Studies (Arb) xi Distilled Bookes, are

like common distilled Waters, Flashy things 1658 Evelyn
Fr Gard 198 The other [turnips] being soft, flashy, and
insipid 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agnc (1681) 41 The taste of
them is more sweet and flashy than Groats madeof common
Oats 170a W J Bruyn's Voy Levant xxi 94 They
[artichokes] eat not so flashy as when they are Boyled after

ourWay 1743 Lond # Country Brew, iv (ed. 2)329 It is

not the first flashy, frothy Yeast 1771 Ann. Reg 107/1

The young grass which springs in consequence of a flood,

is of so flashy a nature that it occasions this common com-
plaint. 1847 Haluwell, Flashy.. loose, unstable, as un-

sound grass , insipid

fe fig. Of persons and immaterial things:

Trifling, destitute of solidity or purpose ,
void of

meaning, trashy Obs.

1597-8 Bp Hall Sat. Postscr , It can yeeld nothing but a
flashy and loose conceyt to the judgement. 1637 Milton
Lyctdas 122 Their lean and flashie songs. 1647 Trapp
Comm Epistles 146 Their mirth is frothy and flashy, such
as smooths the brow, but fils not the brest 1679 Shadwell
True Widow31 Theyare acompanyof flashy, frothy Fellows
1743 J Mason Self-Knowl m vi (1833)202 To read Froth
and Trifles all our Life, is the way always to retain a flashy

and juvenile Turn.

3 Giving off flashes, shining by flashes 3
glitter-

ing, sparkling, brilliant, lit andjf^ Also, lasting

only for a flash, transitory, momentary
1609 Holland Amm Marcell xxm xu. 239 Flashie

lightemngs 1630 Prynne God No Impostor 13 Reprobates
haue oft times many sodaine, transitory, and flashy loyes.

168a New Newsfrom Bedlam 28 My Gallick Tongue, and
my rare flashy Wit, Shall make theWhigs and all the Tones
split Themselves with laughing a 17x1 Ken Hymnotheo
Poet. Wks 172XIII xip, I soon feltmy flashy Goodness fade.

1741 Richardson Pamela (1742) III 343 So flashy and tran-

sient a Glare. X780MAD D’ArblayZharj/ Apr ,
She wasvery

flashy, and talked away all the evening 1784 C Burney
Let 16 Jan in F. Burney Early Diary (1889) II 317,! had
a good flashey evening. 18x9 H Busk Vestnad iv. 35
One ruby glitter’d like the flashy Mars 1826 Scott Jrnl.

29 Mar, A fine, flashy, disagreeable day, snow-clouds
sweeping past among sunshine 1840 Macaulay Life <$•

Lett. (1883) II. 81, I will try to make as interesting an
article, though I fear not so flashy, as that on Clive. 1884
Munch. Exam 11 Sept 5/1 He looks beyond the momentary
triumphs of a flashy and adventurous policy

b. In depreciative sense, chiefly of speech, a
speaker, or writer : Superficially bright ;

brilliant,

but shallow
;
cheaply attractive.

a 1690 G Fox Jrnl. Life,
eta I xo8 An high Notionist,

and a flashy Man *739 Cibber Apol v 107 The false,

flashy Pretender to Wit 1823 De Quincly Lett Ednc v.

(i860) 97 The secondhand report of a flashy rhetorician

1833 Browning Paracelsus 129 Patient merit Obscured
awhile by flashy tricks. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI 295/1

As stories, these were cheap and flashy,

f 4. Excited, impulsive, eager. Obs
1632 Vicars Virgil xi. 366 The ladte . With light heel’d

flashy haste the horse o’retook 1767 Bush Hibernia. Cur.

(1769) 22 By that time he has discharged his. five or six

bottles, he will get a little flashy, perhaps. 1781P Beckford
Hunting xxx 244, I have seen hounds so flashy, that they

would break away from the huntsman as soon as theysaw a
cover.

5. Showy, fine-looking
;
gaudy, glaring

1801 Gabrielh Myst Hush III 255 They then got into

their carriage, a mighty flashy one, to my muia 1805

Wellington in Gurw. Dtsp 14 Jan ,
The equipment which

I propose .although not so flashy, would he more useful

1829 Cunningham Brit Paint I 31 People naturally fond

of flashy colours. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro' M 313 The
splendour of a very flashy silk waistcoat

8 Of persons : Given to show, fond of cutting

a dash, ‘ swellish
1

;
also, vam and conceited

1687 Congreve Old Back 1. iv, Young termagant flashy

sinners, a 1704T Brown Pleas Epist Wks 1730 l i« Those

flashy fellows, your Covent Garden poets. 1787 G Colman
Inkle <5- Vanco u. i, A young flashy Englishman will some-

times carry a whole fortune on his back X850 Hawthorne
Amer Note-bks (1883) 375 Veteran topers, flashy young

men, visitors from the country

7 Comb., asfiashy-looking adj.

185a Earf Gold Col Australia 72 That flashy-Iooktng

man in a tandem was transported for bank robbery. 1880

Marg Lonsdale SisterDorawii 209 Aflashy-lookmgman,

with conspicuous rings and watch chain.

t Flask, sbl- Obs. [var. of Flash sb'] =
Flash sbP 1.

, „
<11300 E E Psalter cxliitil 7 Noght tume )jou Mace fra

me, And to falland in flask like sal I be. 1472 Mem Rtpon
(Surtees) III 242 Set respondet de er de annuo redditu

exeunte de uno clauso vocato Flask infra terntonum de
Northstanley.

Flask (flask), sb 2 Forms : I flasee, flaxe, 6-

7

flasks, 7 flaso.ua, 6- flask. [A word found in

nearly all the Teut and Rom. langs. ; whether

adopted from late L. into Teut , or conversely, is

undetermined. The earliest known examples are

m Latin : three different declensional forms appear
87 -a



FLASK. 292 FLAT.

m med.L
,
mid all of them are represented m the

Rom. langs. (i) In Gregory's Dialogues c 6oo
(ir xvm; cf i. lx) the form fiasco ,

flastontm
(whence It. fiascone, F fiacon * see Flagon) de-

notes a wooden vessel, apparently a small keg in-

tended to be earned by pedestrians and to contain

a supply of wine to be consumed on a journey
;

it

is theie stated to he a word belonging to the

vulgar speech. In later use the word appears as

a synonym of butticula

,

Bottle, and applied to

a vessel either of wood, leather, metal, earthenware

or glass. The Greek transl of Gregory’s Dialogues

,

believed to be of the 8 th c., has <j>Ka<rruov, which
is frequent in Byzantine waters of the loth c. (2)
In the 7th c Isidore {Eiym, xx vi § 2) gives the

form fiasca, which he regards as a derivative of
Gr stating thatjlascts, were originally made
for carrying ancl storing phialm (? shallow drinking

cups), though afterwards used to contain wine
,
the

form survives m It. fiasca

,

OF. fiache , fiasche

,

fiaskc,flasque (the last of these survived till 16U1 c.,

and m the sense ‘ powder-flask ’ to a later period)

(3) The form fiascus is given m Du Cange, but is

prob only a latinized form of 11.fiasco, which may
represent med L. fiasco (uom ) , equivalent forms
are Sp. fiasco, fiasco, Pg fiasco
The woid occurs in all the Teut langs. exc Goth

,

and always as wk fem : OE fiasce,
moie usually

fiaxe, OHG fiasca (MHG ulasche
,
also vlesche

with the vowel change normal m some dialects

before sch
,
mod.Ger fiasche), MDu. fiassthe ,

fiessche (mod Du fiesch)

,

ON fiaska is doubtful,

as it has only been found 111 the nicknames fifsku-
skegg

,
Jlgsku-bakr, explained by Vigf as * bottle-

beard’, ‘bottle-back'
;

Icel., Sw.fiaska. Da fiaske
may be from Ger. In the mod continental Teut
langs. it is the ordinary word for bottle

; m OHG.
ithad the same wider sense as in. OE (see 1 below)
The OE. word, which would normally have be-
come *fiash in mod E

,
appears not to have sur-

vived into ME In 16th c. the F. jlasque was
adopted m the sense powder-flask (the wider sense

being then aheady antiquated m Fi ). The older

Fr sense, a bottle, first appears in Eng about

1700 ;
whence it was adopted is not clear, but as

the word is chiefly associated with Italian wine
and oil, it may most naturally be regarded as from
the It. fiasco, the etymological identity of which
with the already existing Eng word would be
readily perceived.
Scholars who regard the word as of Rom origin usually

accept the view 01 Diez, that fiasco is for *vlasco
t
a meta-

thesis of *vasclo, fiom L vasculum This is satisfactory
with regard to meaning (St. Gregory describes as vascula.
lignea what he says were vulgarly called Jlascones), and
involvesno insuperable difficulty with regard to form, though
the phonetic process supposed has no precise parallel in any
known instance; for approximately similar phenomena,
such asfiaba fromfabnla, see Diez The early occurrence
of the tyyvsfiascaw,fiasednem, and the absence of the type
fiascum in early use, are somewhat unfavourable to this
hypothesis. The assumption that the word is ofTeut origin
is chronologically legitimate, and presents no difficulty exc
the absence of any satisfactory etymology A connexion
with Flat a, would be phonetically probable, but there is

no evidence that the sb originally meant a flat vessel From
Teut the word has been adopted into many other langs :

Lapp fiasko,
lasko, Hung. palaczk, Polish fiasza, Czech

fia&e ]

f 1 In OE. : A vessel of wood, skm, ot other
material, for carrying liquor. Obs
Prob. not widely current in OE , it occurs chiefly as a

rendeung of the cognate L word, which in some glossaries
is rendered by bnlriic

«goo Wlrfertk Gregory's Dial 11 xvui, Twa treowene
fatu wines fulle 5a syndon on folcisc flaxan gehatene tong
qu<e vulgofiasconesvocautnr] ciooq Ags Gosp Markxiv 14
Sum man berende sumewaeterflaxan [Vulg lasenam aquae]
c 1000 ASlfric Colloq m Wr -Wfllcker 97 Ic bicge hydaand
fell and wyice of him flaxan.

2 A case of leather or metal (formerly often of
horn) carried by soldiers or sportsmen to hold gun-
powder. Now usually powder-flask,
[T he fig quot. from Donne is referred by Latham to a sup-

posed sense ‘qtuver’. The Cent Did omits the quot
, but

gives the sense ‘a quiver, a set of arrows in a quiver’,
quoting (prob from Nares) a misprinted version of a passage
from Fairfax, q v in Flash sb 3

]

1549 Privy Council Ads (r8op) II 348 Flaskes, cviij;
touche boxes, c 1598 Barret Theor IVarres 111 i 34 To
charge his peece, either with his flask or bandeher. 1630
R, Johnson's Kingd. <$• Commit) 217 Every souldier is able
to make his owne Fiaske and Touch-box 1634 T John-
son Paregs Chimrg u (1678) 273 His Guard had his
Flasque full of Gunpowder set on fire 1863 Dougall
Shooting (ed. 2} 66 The most pleasant flask to handle is that
covered with leather

fig- 1612-5 Bp Hall Contempt 0. T xx ix, This sul-
phurous fiaske [Rabshakeh], therefore, dyes in his own smoke.

Donne St Lucie's Day Wks (Grosart) II. 203 The
sun is spent, and now his flasks Send forth light squibbs, no
constant rayes.

b (See quot ) ? Obs.
*769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) F iij, Powder-flasks,

or flasks charged with gun-powder and fitted with a fuse,

are provided to be thrown upon the enemy’s deck

3 A bottle, usually of glass, of spheroidal or

bulbous shape, with a long narrow neck
,
applied

esp to the bottles of this form, protected by a
covering of wicker-work or plaited grass, etc in.

which wines and olive oil are exported from Italy

(also more fully Florence flask) ; a similar vessel

for use in a laboratory. In verse sometimes used
loosely for ‘ bottle ’ Also, the contents or capacity

of a flask.

Z693 SouTHrnNC Maul's Last Prayer 11 1, A drop of oil

left in a flask of wine. 1697 Dampilr Voy I 535 A Flask
of Wine which holds 3 quarts will cost 18 Stiveis 1701
Dl Foe True born hug 11. 60 I hey toss the flask 1705-30
S Gali in DM Topog Lett III 33 We were entertained
with several flasks of excellent Florence 1708 W King
Cookery iv, Then for the Bourdeuux you may freely ask,
But the Champaignc is to each man lus flask *8x6 J
Smith Panorama Sc Art II 12 Having fitted a brass

cap to the mouth of a thin bottle, or Florence disk
1841 W Si'aloing Ifalv <5- It Id II 42 In many graves
earthen flasks 1842 Tlnnyson Autiley Crt 26 A flask of
cider from his father’s v ats 1878 Huxi rv Physiogr 40 'I o
boil water in a glass vessel, such as a I lorence flask 188a

Ouida Marcmma I 191 Had some black bread and a flask

of water

fb. A definite quantity of liquid (see quot '1.

a 1700 B E Dut Cant Cnw, Masque also a Pottle or
five Pints and half, that quantity, formerly of I lorence, now
of any Wine,

c, A bottle of glass or metal, somewhat flat 111

shape and of size suitable to be carried in the

pocket, intended to contain a supply of wine or

other beverage for use on a journey, usually fur-

nished with a screw-top, and (when made of glass)
encased m leather for protection.

1814 Scott Wav. xlv, 'You shall have it’, answered
Waverley . giving him some drink from his flask i860
Tyndall 6 lac 1. xi 80 Our brandy flasks were also nearly
exhausted i86x Dicklns Gt L.ipect xx, A pocket-flj.sk

of sherry
d. (See quot

)

187a Raymond Statist Mines $ Mining 16 Which claimed
to nave a capacity for delivering 4,000 flasks per month.
1881 — Mining Gloss

,
h task, an iron bottle m which quick-

silver is sent to maiket It contains 76J pounds

4. Founding. Afiame orboxused to hold a portion
of the mould for casting. [Ptrh. a distinct word J
1697 Evelyn Numtsm vi 214 Medals counterfeited by

casting off in the Flask ax700 B E Did Cant Crew,
Flasque,

a Bottle of Sand, hound about with lion, into
which the melted Metal is by Coyners and others poured
1852-61 Archtt Publ See, Did s.v

,
Flask, a term used by

ironfounders to express the iron or wood frame intended to
receive the sand which forms the upper or the movable part
ofthe mould
6 s.w dial A kind of basket (see quot ).

[In Welshffilasg, cf Flasickt (Welshffilasged'), from which
this may possibly be a back-formation Cf however the
use of OF. fiache for a certain measure of capacity for
peas, etc ]

1888 Elworthy W Somerset Word-lk
,
Flask, the large

oval basket used for linen by all washerwomen 1891 Daily
News 15 May 7/2 A ‘flask

1

containing either a turkey or
a goose.

6 altrib and Comb,, asflask-case, -glass, -shaped

;

also, flask-leather, a fastening for a powder-
flask

;
flask-shell, a mollusc whose shell is flask-

shaped.

1709 Land. Gaz No. 4573/4 Her Majesty hath been
graciously pleased . to Grant unto Jane Tasker . the sole
working and making of "Flask-Cases, and covering and
casing with Flags, Rushes and Straw, "Flask glasses now
used in England, in imitation of those which come from
Florence, during the space of fourteen Years 1598 Bariut
Theor. JVarres 111 1 34 With his "Flask-leather upon the
rightthigh 1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat, I 43/2 The cirrigrada
have a large "flask-shaped stomach. 1868 Wood homes
without H. v 105 A common British species, the "Flask
Shell (Gastrochxna modwlma) is notable for its habit of
boring through various shells.

+ Flask, sb 3 Obs. Also 7 flasque. [ad. Fr.

flasque one of the cheeks of a gun-carriage, var of
flaqtte plank, beam, pel h of Teut origin; cf Ger.
flack level, flat In 16th c flanque (app = ‘side
piece,’ f plane Flank sb i) occurs in the same
sense ] The bed in a gun-carriage.
1578 Inv, R Wardi obe § Jewel-ha (1815) 258 Ane flask

of elme for ane moyane <11700 B E. Did Cant Cieiu,
Flasque a Carriage for Ordinance. 1721-1800 Bailey,
Flask, a Bed m the Carnage of a Piece of Ordnance

t Flask, vO Obs Iu 3 flaskien, vlasken.
[See Flash v ]

1. trans. To splash, sprinkle
;
= Flash v. 2 .

« ia*5 Alter R. 314 Heo vlaskeS water heron Ibid

,

And
3if dust of lihte hountes wmdeS up to swuSe, flaskie teares
on ham
2 To cause to wave or flutter, to flap,
11565 Golding Ovid's Met, it. 14 The weather flaskt and

whisked \ p her garmentes being slacke Ibid, \i 886 Boreas
gan To fiaske his wings, withwaumg of the which he raysed
than So great a gale

Flask (flask), v 2 [f Flask sb.-] trans + a.
To protect as a flask is piotected. b. To put
into a flask

*7°7 Curios in Hush, # Gard 2x2, I put at the bottom of
a Vessel the Ozier that flask’d a Glass Bottle. 1855 Brown-
iNG Popularity xn, There’s the extract, flashed and fine.

+ Fla’sker, sb Obs - 1
[f. as prec. + -aui]

(See quot )
J

x8x6 Citron m Ann Reg 133 The smugglers, or, as they
are styled from the manner of conveying the whisky
Flaskers I hey entered a house and deposited their laden
flasks

t Flasker (flaj skai), v Obs. exc dial [Ono-
matopoeic, with frequentative suffix common m
vbs. expressing agitated motion

;
cf. Flask ».i]

1. wlr To flap about (as a fish)
;
to flutter (as

a bird)
;
to flounder

1681 Cm 1 IIAM Anghr's Vade-m vu. § 5 (1689)76 Hale
him not too near the top of the Water, lest by flaskenng he
break your Lme CX746 J Colihr (Inn Bobbin) Lane,
Dialect Wks (1775) 29 Denwn toom I l’thWetur. on
flaskeit int’ eh geete how’d on o Sawgh. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss

,
Flasket

,

to snuggle, to flutter as a bird does its wings.
2 , Hans To smother, stifle, also, to bewilder
x8i8 R W11 hraiiam Cheshire Gloss

, Flasker, to choke
or stifle , a person lying in the mud and unable to extricate
lnmself, is said to he flaskered *884 Cheshue Gloss

, ‘For
goodness sake, childer, bond yer din, aw’in fair flaskert
wi’ th’ ni?e

*

Flasket (fla-skcl) Also 5-7 flaskett, 6 -it.

[a OF fiaujuct (northern form oiflachet), dim. of
Jlasque, placin', Fla.sk sb -

Sense 1 appears to be unknown in Fr ; Welsh has
ffilasged 111 same sense, doubtless adopted from Eng (cf

Ftask sb.1 5} In sense a the earlier foim is Placket]
1. ‘ A long shallow basket ’ (J ).

1460-65 Chnrchw Acc St Andrew's, Eastcheap m Brit
Mag XXXI 395 Item for a baskett to put in the Juellys
and for hj Flasketts. 1596 Si>i nser Piothal 26 They
r~

u .-<1 f-v -o f t’ 1 A- hr*- 1664 Evelyn Sylva
1 ’s, e (» < ! 1, v -e v .ids more limber and

si
1

.1. . ei* .

1
- 1 s,,\ x7ooPaunell Battle

' >.1 , Y Vi ’ 5* ' v •' t ed Loaves attempt to
1
e L ee

1

1 .
1

1 1770 1 1'try in Ann Reg 220
Hie Fauns thro ev’ry furrow shoot To load their flaskets
with the fruit <11849 J L’ Mangan Poems (1859) 66
A fisher with his teeming flasket x88i Miss Yongl Lads
Sf Lasses J.anghy iv 147 Theie was a great flasket, which
they carried between them, each holding one handle
tiansf 1756-66 Amory J. Dmtde (1825) III 79 His belly

as a vast flasket of garbage projected monstrously before,

b A similar article made of metal
1610 G KLrTuiiu Christ's Vid in Heaven 85 Bring,

bring, ye Graces, all your silver flaskets 1715 tr Mad.
IPAno’s H'ks. 4x6 Precious Stones, Laces, Ribbands, all

m large Flaskets of Filagreen Gold. 1725 Poit Odyss. x
420 The silver stands with golden flaskets grac’d

c So much as is contained in a flasket

1540 Act 32 Hen VIII, c. 14 For a flasket of nope im.rf,

d. dial ‘ A shallow washing tub ’ (Halliwell)

1814 Plggf huppl to Grose,
I lasket

,

an oval tub with two
handles, used in washing Votk, *888 Sheffield Gloss,
klasket, an oblong or oval-shaped tub usttT 111 washing
clothes.

2 . A small flask.

*577 Flnton Gold Epist 30 Dauid was a theefe when
he conueyed the flasket of water from the beds head of
Saule *583 Wills 15 Inv N C (Surtees i860) 74 Thre
glasse flasketts 3/ 1634 Malory s Arthur vm xxiv, They
. saw a little flasket [1485 flacked] of gold stand by them.

1891 A Lang in Longm Mag Aug 444 And then he takes

his flasket out, And drinks a rousing cup

+ Fla’sHsatfle, a Obs. [ad OF Jlcchisable

(also speltflacisable), f.fiechir to bend ] Pliable,

inconstant, changeable.
*430 Lydg. Chran Troy 1. vi (15x3) Divb, They be so

flaskysable Who trusteth them shal fyndethemful vnstable

1430 — Bochas iv. xv. (1554) 116 Fortune of kynd is so

flaskisable.

Flasklet (fla sklet) rare A little flask

*862 T A Ttoliope Marietta II. xv. 272 Flasklets .

ensconced in a cupboard.

+Fla-sky, a Obs. rare— 1
. [? f. Flask sb 1 +

-Y !.] ? Belonging to a ‘ flask ’ or muddy pool.

*575 R B App1us <5 Virginia E, Then flasky feends of

Limbo Lake lus ghoste do so turmoyle That he have neede

of Carons helpe, for all his filthy toyle.

Flasque (flask). Her [a F flasque ] A
bearing similar to a flanch, but occupying a
smaller part of the field (see Flancii sb T

)

The heraldic use is not recorded in F., but in the sense
‘ cheek of a gun-carriage ’ (see Flask sb ,

) it was a synonym
otflanque, which had also a heraldic sense=

F

lanch sb,
1

156a Leigh Armory 121 The fielde Or,y Flasques Azure
*6x0 Guillim Heraldry 11 vi (1611) 63 A flasque is an
ordinary consisting of one arch line drawne somewhat
distant from the corners of the chiefe and meanely swelling

by degrees until you come towards the middest of the

Escocheon, and from thence again decreasing with a like

comety discent unto the sinister base points X72X-1800 in

Bailpy, Plask, *864 Bouti ll Heraldry Hist Pop vu

32 Flasques or Voiders are formed by two curved lines

and are always borne in pairs. 1872 Rusktn Eagle's N.

§ 235 The Flasque, a space of colour terminated by a curved

line on each flank of the shield.

+ Flat, sbi Obs [a. OF.flat] A blow, buffet

C1320 Sir Beues 3432 j?e king of Scotlonde, wi)> is bat

A 3af him swiche a son flat Vpon Jm helm c *330 Arth.

<5 Mtrl 49x0 Ther com the kmgGvinbat, And gaf Gueheres

swiche a flat.

Flat (fltet), sb 2 [Alteration of Flet, influenced

by Flat a and sb.3 The word was until recently

peculiar to Scotland, where the original form sur-

vived into the present century ]
1 A floor or storey in a house.
x8ox A Ranken Hist. France I 442 The houses con-

sisted of several flats or stories *827 Ann. Reg 1+3 "
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tenement, consisting of three flats x86i Morning Post

27 Nov
,
The numerous family in the fourth flat 1887

Times 27 Aug ix/3 A fire broke out in a flat of the mill

2 . A suite of rooms on one floor, foiming a com*
plete residence First, second

,

etc fiat a suite on
the first, second, etc. floor

1824 Scott Redgauntlet v, We chose to imitate some of
the conveniences of an English dwelling-house, instead of
living piled up above each other in flats 1845 Mrs John-
stone Edm Tales I 267/2 That comfortable, airy, roomy,
first-flat, consisting of dining-room, parlour, three bed-
rooms. *887 Miss Braddon Like Unlike II iv, The
rents of these flats seem to be extortionate

3 attnb and Comb , as fiat-house, -law, fiat-

butlder
,
-dweller

,
-holder.

1889 Pall Mall G si May 6/3 The cunning way m which
the flats are planned deserves study by all *flat-builders

1894 Daily News 4 Jan 4/7 *Flat dwellers and Hygiene
1894 Westm Gaz 10 Feb 2/2 The defencelessness of the
*flat-holder has been found out 1884 Times (weekly ed )
12 Sept 14/1 Enormous ‘

*flat ’ houses. 1894 Westm Gaz
10 Fen 2/2 She will settle a question of*flat-law

Plat (flset), a
,
adv

,

and sb 3 Forms • 5-7 flatte,

(9 dial

)

flatt, 4- flat [a ON fiatr (Sw. fiat.

Da flak') =OHG flag .—OTeut *flato- Cf Flet.
No certain cognates are known , connexion with OAryan

*plat-, plath- (Gr irAa-rus, Skr prthii
,
broad) is plausible

with regard to the sense (cf F plat flat, believed to be
ultimately from irAards), but the representation of OAryan
t or th by Teut t (exc when reduced from tt after a long
vowel) is anomalous. The synonymous Ger flack is uncon-
nected ]A adj

.

I Literal senses.

1 Horizontally level; without inclination. Of
a seam of coal Lying in its original plane of de-

position ;
not tilted.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7326 He felle to J>e flat erthe. c 1440
Prom Para 164/1 Flatt, bassus velplanus. 1605 Shaks
Lear in 11 7 Thou all-shaking Thunder, Strike flat the

thick? Rotundity o’ th’ world *634 Sir T Herbert Trazi

35 Houses flat a top 1634 Milton Comtes 375 Though
sun and moon Were in the flat sea sunk 1669 Sturmy
Manner's Mag vu v 6 As the common flat Mariners
Compass doth divide the Horizon 1805 Forsyth Beauties
Scotl I 268 The strata near the Esk are termed flat seams
of coal 1842-76 Gwilt Archit § 1903 g, In India all

buildings of any importance have flat roofs. 1860 Tyndall
Glac 1 ix 62, 1 reached the flat summit of che rock. 1879
Harlan Eyesight ix 133 A flat desk promotes a stooping
position

b Arch. Flat arch (see quots )

1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit 1 xxiv, Arches flat (those

are call'd so, which are but a Section of a Circle). Ibid. 1

xxv, Certain Arches are turn’d over the Cornices of Doors
and Windows, which Workmen call Flat-Arches, to prevent

the Doors and Windows from being press'd with too much
weight. 1762 H Walpole Vertue s Atiecd Paint (1765)

I v 114 This Saxon style begins to be defined by flat and
round arches 1872 Shipley Gloss Eccles Terms, Flatarch
An arch m which the sides of the voussoirs are cut so as

to support each other, but their ends form a straight line

top and bottom

2 Spread out, stretched or lying at full length

{esp on the ground) ; rare, exc. 111 predicative use

(often quasi-advb ) withfall,fling, lay
,
he, etc

a Chiefly of a person* Prostrate, with the

body at full length + Also in phr. afiatfall
c 1320 Sir Bettes 1040 A felde him flat to grounde 1399

Langl Rich Redeles 11 183 [The birds] (fell with her

ffethens fllat vppon J>
e erthe and mercy be-soujte. c 1440

Jacob's Well 23 Sche flatt on he ground cryed 'god

haue mercy on me !
’ c 1450 Holland Howlat 838 The

folk Flang him flat in the fyre. 1535 Coverdale Isa.

xhx 23 They shal fall before the with their faces flat vpon
the earth x6xo Shaks Temfl II. u 16, Fie fall flat, Per-

chance he will not mmde me x6si Lady M Wroth
Urania 138 None parting from him without flat falles, or

apparent losse of honour 1657 J. Smith Myst Rhet 56

Thus a great wound is called a scratch , a flat fall, a foue

1719 De For Crusoe (1840) II xiv 293 He laid me flat

on the ground. 1726 Adv Capt R. Boyle 290,

1

order’d

every Man to lye flat upon their Bellies till we had

received the Fire of the Enemy 1836 Kant Arct Expl.

I xxx 411 The hunter is flat and motionless 1860-1

Flo Nightingale Nursing 33 ,

1

have seen a patient fall

flat on the ground who was standing when his nurse came
into the room 1891 R. Kipling Tales /torn Hills 186

That night a big wind blew the tents flat.

b Of a building or city : Level with the ground

;

also, levelled, overthrown.
1560 Bible (Genev ) Josh vi 20 The wall fell downe

flat 1607 Shaks Cor in l 204 This is the way to lay the

CiUe flat 1666 South Serm Consecr Bp. Rochester Serm

(1737) I v 166 That Christ-Church stands so high above

ground, and that the church of Westminster lies not flat

upon it, is [etc]. 1671 Milton P. R. iv 3S3 What ruins

kingdoms, and lays cities flat „ _ . ,

Jig 1611 Shaks Cymb 1 iv 23 To fortifie her iudge-

ment, which else an easie battery might lay fiat.

0. Of things usually more or less erect or

elevated.

1671 Milton P, R. 11 223 Cease to admire, and all her

Plumes Fall flat , „ „ a
Jig 1671 Milton Samson 596,

1

feel My hopes all flat.

1684 T Hockin God’s Decrees 333 To raise our expecta-

tions of happiness high, and then to have them fall flat

and low
, , ,

+ d. Of a plant. Creeping, trailing on the ground

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 lxxxvi 127 Vtrbenaea stepwa in

English Base or flat Veruayne. , ,

© Lying m close apposition, with its whole

length or surface in contact irrespectively of posi-

tion Ffaitt Of a sail Flat aback or aft (see

quot. 1815) : said also of the vessel.

*559W Cunningham Costmgr Glasse 86 Placing my
Instrument flat on th’ earth 1581 Maplet Diall Destmu
66 In theyr coursing they [Hares] apply their eares fast

and flat to their bailees 1684 R, H School Rccreat 138
Spreading your Net on the Ground smooth and flat *715
Desaguliers Fires Inipr 131 When tt is open, it may
be flat to the Chimney 1769 Falconer Diet Marvte
(1789) s v Aback

,

Lay all flat Aback. 1796 Withering
Brit, Plants IV 76 Saucers dark green, lying flat on the

leaves, 1813 Falconer's Diet Marine (fid Burney), Elat ajt

is the situation of the sails when their surfaces are pressed
aft against the mast by the force of the wind 1840 R H
Dana Be/ Mast vi, We found the vessel hove flat aback
1885 H J Stonor in Law TimesLXXX 119/1 The ladder
was standing flat against the side wall

f. Paper-making Packed without folding.

1890 Jacobi Printing xxxi 249 A ream may be either
' flat 4 folded *, or ‘ lapped ’.

g Of the hand . Extended, not clenched
1847 Tennyson Princ 11 343 The child Push’d her flat

hand against his face and laugh'd 1839 — Enid 1563
The brute Earl unkmghtly, with flat hand, However
lightly, smote her on the cheek.

3 Without curvature or projection of surface

a Of land, the face of the country. Plain,

level; not billy or undulating
c 1440 [see 1] 1553 Brende Q Curtins tv 49, ANacion

inhabiting vpon a flat shore 1610 Shaks Temp iv 1 63
Thy flat Medes thetchd with Stouer, them [Sheepe] to

keepe. 1673 Temple Observ United Prov Wks 1731 I 44
The whole Province of Holland is generally flat. 1748 Relat
Earthq Lima 2 This Town was built on a low flat Point

of Land 1838 Murray's Hand-bk N Germ 71 High dykes
protect the flat country from inundations x8sg Jephson

Brittany xu 202 The country became more and more flat

b Of a surface : Without curvature, indentation,

or protuberance ; plane, level

1331 T Wilson Logtke (1380) 37 When thei se the ground
beaten flat round about 1539 Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse

47 As touchyng your opinion, that th* Earth is flat, I will

prove it to be round e. 1383 T Washington tr Nicko-

lay’s Voy iv. xxxvi 159 b, Not any carved images of saints

but on flat pictures painted 1632 Lithgow Trav vi 262

The flat face of the Rocke. 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 268

That makes the Moulding flatter, this more circular x8iz-6

J Smith Panorama Sc. $ Ait I 32 To grind one surface

perfectly flat, it is necessary to grind three at the same
time. 1824 R Stuart Hist Steam Engine 179 The flat

face to which the blocks are ground *882 Syd Voc Lex
,

Chest, Jlat A chest which has lost its rounded front

c Of the face or nose.

c 1400 Yivame Gaw 259 His face was ful brade &
flat 1560 Bible (Genev ) Lev. xxi 18 A man that hath

a flat nose 1607 Shaks Punon iv 111 158 Downe with

the Nose, Downe with it flat, take the Bridge quite away
1697 Dampier Voy 1 325 Tneir Faces are oval, their Fore-

heads flat 1829 Lytton Devereux n 111, A very flat, ill-

favoured countenance 1836 W Ibving Astoria II. 281

Their noses are broad and flat at top

^ d Flat numbers : those corresponding to plane

surfaces, 1 e numbers composed of two factors

*557 Recorde Whetst. C uj, Superficiall nombers, or

Flatte nombers

e. Flat side (e.g. of a sword) ; opposed to the

edge. Also to turn (a sword
) flat

a 1440 Sir Eglam 1240 Syr Egyllamowre turnyd hys

swerde flatt 1727 W Snelcrave Guinea <5- Slave Trade

(1734) 236 Lifted up his broad Sword, and gave me a Blow
on the Shouldei with the flat side of it 183* G R Porter
Porcelain k GL 226 The flat side is to be turned towards

the observer 1833 Lytton Rienzi 1. ni, Touching the

smith with die flat side of h» sword.

f Having little projection fiom the adjacent

surface. Rarely const to.

1728 Pope Dune 11 43 With pertflateyesshewindowed well

its head. 1863 Carlyle Fredk Gt V. xiv. v 201 It can

now be discovered by any eyes, however flat to the head

4. transf. in Painting. Without appearance of

relief or projection Plat tint

.

one of uniform

depth or shade

*755 Johnson, Flat, without relief, without prominence of

the figures x8ax Craig Led Dravnngu 95 Throwing every

mass ofshadow into a flat tint Ibid 111 133 The pictures

were in their general appearance, flat, insipid, and un-

interesting 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. x8 The impossi-

bility of spreading a flat tint on the vellum *879 Cassell's

Techn, Educ III, 186 Pictures, flat, and deficient in light

and shade, or brilliance.

6 With additional notion : Having a broad level

surface and little thickness. Of a foot : Touching

the ground with the whole surface; but little

arched.
c 1430 Two Cookety-bks, 29 Serue hem in almost flatte

1330 Palsgr 312/2 Flatte as a thyng is that is brode

*577-87 Harrison Englandm m, (1878) m 224 Of fishes

I find flue sorts, the flat, [etc ] *597 Gerarde Herbal 58

Flat wheate is bearded and bordered with very rough and

sharpe ailes, wherein consisteth the difference 16x3-39

I Jones in Leoni Palladio's Archit (1742) II. 4+ Those

great Pilasters in the Angle of the inside of the Temple are

too flat 1632 Lithgow ’Iran vi 247 They weare on their

heads flatround Caps 1697 Dampier Voy I 49 The Booby is

a Water-fowl .her Feet are flat like a Ducks Feet a 172*

Keill Manpertmi Hiss (1734) 65 These conjectures con-

cerning flat Stars . are rather the stronger. 1769 Mrs
Raffald Eng Housekpr (1778) 303 To collar Flat Ribs of

Beef 1840 Lardner Getnn 34 This ruler consists of a flat

piece of wood with a straight edge *859-74 Tennyson

Vivien 348 May this hard earth cleave and close again,

and mp me flat, If I be such a traitress 1888 Lockwoods

Diet. Mech Eng., Flat File, is either a tapered or a

parallel file. 1882 Quain Anat (ed 0) I 8 Tabular or flat

bones, like the scapula, ilium, and the hones forming the

roofand sides of the skull.

i* b Of false dice . Broad and thin. Obs
c 1330 Dice.Play Ajb, A bale of flatte synke deuxis .

A bale of flat cater trees 17** Puckle Club 30 Flats

Note, Dice flatter than they are long, to throw Trays and
Quaters

C Of a blade, as opposed to * tliree-edged \

d. Phrases * fiat as a fawn, flounder,
pancake

(see those sbs

)

e Of a vessel . Wide and shallow.
147X Bury Wills (Camden) 242,

1

peluem laton voc’ a flat

basyn 1492 Ibid 73 My flatte gylte cuppe. vt^xlVilloJ
C Bedford in Weaver Wells Wills 27 John Bys the

yonger a fflat cuppe of sylver 1332 Huloet, Flatte bole

for wine, etpatala 1611 Bible Lev 11 5 A meate offering

baken in a panne [ma?g on a flat plate]

XI Senses of figurative origin

6 Unrelieved by conditions or qualifications

;

absolute, downright, unqualified, plain, peremp-

tory Nowchiefly ofa denial, contradiction, etc , and
m Shaksperian phrases,flat blasphemy, burglaiy

1331 T Wilson Logtke (1567) 61 a, The aunswerer must
still vse flatte demyng 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843)

121 Whosoeuer taketh and keepeth the mony of another

sheweth himself a flat theefe 1586 B Young Ghosso'j

Ctv Conv iv. 183 If I would tel you a flat lie, I wold say

no 1592 Greene Upst Courtier in Hart Mtsc (Malh

)

II 248 Why, Sir, to be flat with you, you hue by your
legges 1603 Shaks Meas. for Meas 11 11 131 That in

the Captaines but a chollencke word, Which in tne souldier

is flat blasphemie x6xx Beaum & Fl, King No King
iv in, This is my flat opinion, which I’ll die in 16x4 Bp
Hall Recoil Preat 864. Who knowes not, that S Homer,
and S Virgil are flat for it? 1641 Milton Ch Govt. I (1851)

23 His Son Constantius prov’d a flat Anan 1685 Baxter
Paraphr NTs Cor vu 12, 13 I bring you not this as a
flat command of Christ, but as my best Advice 1699 Bent-
ley Phal 304 A piece of flat Nonsense. 1713 Swift Apollo
ouhoitted vu, She gave no flat denial 1788 T Jefferson
Writ (1859) II 551 In flat contradiction to their Arret of
December last 1839 Keightley Hist Eng 1 . 97 He claimed

to be put in possession but met with a flat refusal 1871

Morley Cnt Mtsc Ser 1 163 A flat impostor x8«)i R
Kipling Tales from Hills 212 It’s flat, flagrant disobe-

dience 1

b. In the conclusive expression, That's flat (a

)

formerly — that’s the absolute, undeniable truth ,

(b) a defiant expression of one’s final resolve or

determination
1388 Shaks. L L. L. hi. i 102 The Boy hath seld him

a bargains, a Goose, that’s flat 1396— 1 Hen IV, iv 11

43 *665 Surv Aff Netherl 120 Its the greatest Bogg of

Europe, that’s flat 1716 Addison Drummer 1 1, 111 give

Madam warning, that’s flat 1832 Smedley L. Arundel 1

15
4 1 won’t, then, that's flat ’, exclaimed Rachel.

c Of a calm* Complete, ‘dead’.

1631 Howell Venice 1x9 The wind became a flat calm

X697 Dampier Voy I 413 It fell flat calm 1880 Lady
Brassey Sunshine $ Siorm 34 Half an hour later it was
a fiat calm

7 Wanting in points of attraction and interest

;

prosaic, dull, uninteresting, lifeless, monotonous,

insipid. Sometimes with allusion to sense 10.

a. of composition, discourse, a joke, etc. Also

of a person with reference to his composition, con-

versation, etc.

1573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 20 Mi over flat and

homeli kind of writing. 1636 Bp Hall Ot.cas Med (1851)

63 They have proved poor and flat in all other subjects

x66z Pepys Diary 11 May, A dull, flat Presbiter preached.

X71X Addison Sped. No 124 p 2 We should complain of

many flat Expressions 17x2 W Rogers Voy Introd. 16

Such strange Stones, as make the Voyages of those who
come after to look flat and insipid 1806-7 J Beresford
Miseries Hum Life (1826) vu xxx, The longest story of

the flattest proser that ever droned x8aa Hazlitt Table-t.

Ser n. x (1869) 204 The flattest thing of yours they can

find x86x M. Pattison Ess (1889) I 31 A rather flat

treatment of trite themes 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q.
Netghb xiu (18781 254 I am rather a flat teller of stories.

1889 County x in CornhillMag Mar
,
He is always appre-

ciative of the flattest joke.

b of one’s circumstances, surroundings, etc.

1602 Shaks Ham x. 11 133 How weary, stale, flat, and
vnprofitable Seemes to me all the vses of this world 1706

Atterbury FuneralSerm 8 All Earthly Satisfactions must

needs grow flat and unsavory *798 Coleridge Fears in

Solitude 67 How fiat and wearisome they feel their trade.

1848 Mrs GaskellM Barton xvii, It seems so flat to be
left behind 1884 Q Victoria More Leaves 25 It seemed

to strike me much less than when I first saw it, as all is flat

now.

c. Tofallfiat (said of a composition, discourse,

etc > ; to prove unattractive, uninteresting, or in-

effective ; to fail in exciting applause or approval.

1841 Macaulay W, Hastings (1880) 634 The best written

defence must have fallen flat i860 Dickens Lett, (1880)

II 12s All my news falls flat. *883 C L Pirkis Laiiy

Lovelace II. xxv. 80 The haranguing . fell as flat as the

reasoning

8. Deficient in sense or mental vigour
;
stupid,

dull, slow-witted.

1509 Shaks Hen V, Prol 0 Pardon, Gentles all The
flat vnraysed Spirits, that hath dar’d to bring forth So

f
eat an Obiect, x6ox Sir J Ogle Parlie at Ostend in Sir

VereComm 158 Nor do I believe that, any of you judge

me so flat, or so stupid, a x68o Butler Rem (1759) 1. 152
No dull Idolater was ere so flat In Things of deep and solid

Weight X878 Seeley Stem 1 . 312 ,

1

look for nothing from

empty, slow, flat people.
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9. Wanting in energy and spirit ;
lifeless, dull

Also, out of spints, low, dejected, depressed.

160a Shaks Ham iv vn 31 You must not thinke That
we are made of stufTe, so flat, and dull. That, [etc ] 164*
Dk Newcastle Let in Life (1886) 330 The town will not
admit of me so I am very flat and out of countenance
here. cx68o Beveridge Serin (1729) I 37 Lest he should
grow flat in his devotions. i8ox Med Jrnl V 324 Her
spirits were dull and flat 1805 Lamb Lett (1888} I 213,
I am now calm, but sadly taken down and flat 1844 Alu
Smith Adv Mr, Ledbury xxm (1886) 71 The audience
not witnessing any situation half so comic as the one they
had just seen, were proportionately flat

b Of trade, etc . Depressed, dull, inactive.

1831 Lincoln Herald 30 Dec. 1 The trade for barley is

exceedingly flat, 1894 Tunes (weekly ed
) 9 Feb, 123/2

Tallow trade, flat, but prices unchanged 1894 Daily
News 1 June 3/3 A flat market for maize

10. Of drink, etc . That has lost its flavour or
sharpness

,
dead, insipid, stale.

*607 HrvwooD Woman kiltie Epil.j The wine drunk too
flat 1626 Bacon Sylva § 367 Spirit of Wine burned
tasteth nothing so hot 111 the Mouth but flat and dead
*708 J Philips Cyder 1 49 Fruit to the Tongue inelegant
and flat. 177a Priestley in Phil. Trans LX 1 1 154 When

cyder is become flat or dead x86x Gro Eliot Mias M
20 Tankards sending forth a scent of flat ale

11. Of sound, a resonant instrument, a voice : Not
clear and sharp

;
dead, dull

1626 Bacon Sylva § 154 If you stop the Holes ofa Hawkes
Bell, it will make no Ring, but aflat noise, or Rattle, <1x663

Sandlrson in Trees. Dav Ps cl 5 The cymbal will be flat,

it will have no life or spirit in it. 1718 Prior Pleasure
Sox Too flat I thought this voice, and that too shrill 1831
Brewster Nat Magic ix [1833) 217 1 he variety of sounds

, produced by the leport of his fowling-piece Sometimes
they are flat and piolonged, at other times short and
sharp

b Music Of a note or singer : Relatively low
in pitch , below the regular or true pitch B

,
D, E,

etc. Jlat . a semitone lower than B, D, E, etc. Of
an interval or scale . — Minor.
1501 Shaks Two Gent 1. 11. 93 Now you aie too flat,

And marre the concord, with too harsh a descant 1597
Mqrley Introd, Mus 3, b signifying the halfe note and
flatt singing 1609 Douland Omith Microl 15 To singfa.
in a flat Scale 16x3 Drumm op Hawth Poems 144 Like
Arions Harpe Now delicately flat, now sweetly sharp 1674
Plavford Skill Mus xi 05 A flat Third lower, is C fa ut
1678 Phillips s v Cliff, The B-ClifF being only to shew
when Notes are to be sung flat x6gx Ray Creation 204
Cartilages and Muscles to contract 01 dilate it [the wind-
pipe] as we would have our Voice Flat or Sharp 1773
Barrington m Phil Trans LXIII 270 The flat third is

E
lamtive 1874 Ho ps Sac Press ut, 46 For the sixth time
e hears C flat instead of C sharp played 1873 Ouso rv
Harmony v 67 All the fifths m tuning keyed instruments,
are tuned a little flatter than perfection.

c. quasi-twfo
Mod She has a tendency to sing flat.

12.

Gram, f a. Of an accent, a syllable • Un-
stressed.

1580 Puttenham Eng. Poesie u xni (Arb
) 133 [Re] being

the first sillable, passing obscurely away with a flat accent
is short. t6i2 Brinsley Pos Parts (1669) 94 Every Noun
Substantive Commune increasing flat or short m the Geni-
tive case, is the Masculine Gender What mean you by
this, to increase flat 1 A To have the last syllable but one
pressed down flat in the pronouncing.

b. Of a consonant • Voiced, i e. littered with
vibration of the vocal chords, eg b, d, v, etc

,
as

opposed to breath, eg. p, t,f, etc.

1874 R, Morris Hist, Eng Gram §54 B and d, &c are
said to be soft or flat, while p and t, &c. are called haid or
sharp consonants

13.

Stock-exchange (U S.) Stock is said to be
borrowed Jlat, when the lender allows no interest

on the money lie takes as security for it {Cent, and
Standard Diets.).

14.

Comb
a. In parasynthetic adjs , as fiat-backed, -billed

\

-
1breasted,

-browed
, -chested, -crowned, -decked,

-
1ended, -faced, -fiooied,

-handled
, -heeled

,
-hoofed

,

-mouthed
,
-pointed, -ribbed, -roofed, -soled

,
-stemmed,

-surfaced, -toothed
,
-topped, -visaged

x688 R. Holme Armoury it ix 185/1 *F!at Backed, when
it [Grey-Hound] is even between the neck, and spaces X646
SrnT Browne Pseud. Ep 111 xix 154 *Flat-bild birds x688
J Clayton in Phil Trans XVII 990 All Flat-bill’d Birds
that groped for their Meat 1667 N Fairfax ibid II 348
This Woman was as ^flat-breasted as a Man, 1838 Dickens
O Twist vm, A snub-nosed, *flat-browed hoy X77X
SmollettH Clinker Wks 1806 VI 63 She is , awkward,
*flat-chested, and stooping 1664 Wood Life (Oxf Hist
Soc)II 8 For a new hat *flat croun’d 71 6d 1884! Col-
borneHicks Pasha 97 A *flat-decked vessel. 1839 Httndbk
Turning 97 A fine *flat-ended tool 1859 Helps Friends
111C Ser 11 II.viu xis The Sea. a melancholy #flat-faced
thing. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-lk. 304*Flat-floored boats
1676 Land Gas No 1039/4 *FIat-handled Silver Spoons
1725 Dc Foe Voy round World (1840) 267 Shoes ’’flat-

heeled 1697 Loiid Gas No 3301/4 A punch Horse *flat

Hoofed. V a 1400 Morie Arm 1088 *Fflatt mowthede as
a fluke 17x0 J Harris Lex Techn II, *Flat-pointed Nails,
1684 Loud, Gas No. 1908/4 One Dark brown Gelding a
little *flat Rtbb’d, 1688 R Holme Armoury 11 ix 185/2
Flat Ribbed, iswhen the both side Ribbs [of a Grey-Hound]
cling and are near to gather 1598 Hakluyt Voy III 391
Their houses are *flat-rooffed. 1847 Disraeli Tenured iv
xu, Flat-roofed villages nestle amid groves of mulberry trees
x66a J. Davies tr Oleanus' Voy Ambass. ytf Their shooes
are and *flat-soaI’d 1849 James Woodman ix, The
tread of the abbess in her flat-soled sandal x86x Miss Pratt

Flower PI VI. Bg *Flat-stemmed Meadow grass 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I 193 Place a ^flat-surfaced bottle

empty on its side. 1766 Pennant Zool (1769) III g 'I he
fossil tooth of some *flat-toothed fish 1862 Ansted Channel
Isl 1. 11 (ed a) 32 The southei n islet is * flat topped 1774
Curtis in Phil Traus LXIV 383 They are *flat-visagcd,

b With pr. pple forming adj
, as fiat-lying

1765 A. Dickson lseat Agnt (t-d 2)284 Dow flat-lying

land

15 Special comb , as flat-arch, (see 1 b)
;
flat-

back, (<r) (see quot. 18S8)
,

(b) slang, a bed bug
(Faimer)

; + flat-bean, a name for some species of

Lupinus ,
flat-bedded a ( Geol ),having a naturally

plane cleavage ;
flat-bill, a name for certain birds

having broad, flat bills, e g a bird of the genus

Platyrhynihus ,
fiat-body (Entom ), the name of

a moth , flat candle, a candle used m a flat-candle-

stick
;
flat candlestick, one with a broad stand and

short stem, a bedroom-candlestick ,
flat-car (U.S),

1a railroad-car consisting ofa platform without sides

or top
,
a platform-car’ {Cent Diet.), fiat chisel,

a smoothing chisel; flat-crown (Arch ) = Cohona
4; flat-feet (see quot ); flat-hammer, ‘thehammer
first used by the gold-beater in swaging out a pile

of quartiers or pieces of gold ribbon ’ (Knight)

,

*t* flat-house, ? a sheriffs office, a roofed shed for

impounded animals
,

flat impression {Punting),

seefiat-pull ; + flat-lap, a term descubing a pai-

ticular posture of the leaves of a plant (see quot )

,

flat-lead, sheet lead
;
flatmove {slang: see quot )

,

flat nail (see quot ) ,
flat-orchil, a Kind of lichen,

Roccella fusifomits, used as a dye (Ogilvie 18 . ) ;

(•flat-piece, a shallow drinking-cup , flat pliers,

pliers having the holding part or jaws flat
,
flat-

pressing (see quot.); flat pnll Printing (see

quot ) ;
flat race, a race over clear and level

ground, as opposed to hurdle-racing or steeple-

cliasing, whence fiat-racer, -1 acvtg

,

flat-rail,
f a

railroad rail consisting of a simple fiat bar spiked

to a longitudinal sleeper
* (Knight)

;
flat rod (see

quot ) ;
flat-roof v Irons., to covet with a flat

roof
;
flat rope (see qtiots ) ;

flat seam Naut (see

quot ) ;
flat-sheets pi {a) Mining (see quots ) ,

(b) Geol. and Mining

,

* thin beds, flat veins, or

blanket veins or deposits of some mineral usually

different from the adjacent layers
;
often contact-

deposits ’ {Standard Diet); flat-square a, of a
file : one whose section is a rectangle ; flat-stone

(a) a kind of stone which cleaves into thin slabs

;

(£) (see quot 1847); flat-tool (a ), *a turning

chisel which cuts on both sides and on the end,

which is square
*
(Knight)

;
{b) an elongated conical

tool used in seal-engraving for bringing ribbons

or monograms to a flat surface {Cent. Diet.)

,

flat-top (US), a name for Vernoma novebora-

censis
;
flat-ware, 'plates, dishes, saucers and the

like, collectively, as distinguished from hollow-
ware’ (Cent. Diet.), flat-work, (a) Mining (see

quot 1851), (b) a piece of matenal of any kind
wrought into a flat shape; flat-worm (Zool,), an
animal of the class Platyhelmintha. Also Flat-
boat, -BOTTOM, -CAP, -PISH, -FOOT, HEAD, etC.

1888 Addy Sheffield Gloss ,
*Flat-bach, a common knife

with its back filed down after it is put together. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 1043 Of the *flat Beane called Lupine.
1657 W Colls Adam m Eden ccx.i 333 Some call them
[Lupines] Flat-beans. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 221 No
quarries affording *flat bedded stones having occurred. x86o
Oosse Rom Nat Hist 17 The *flat-bill uttered his plaintive
wail. 18x9 Samouelle Entomol C ornpend 443 1 mea ap-
plana, the common *Flat-body i860 J Curtis Farm Insects
4ixThe Flat-body Moth 1836-9 Dickens .

5*4 Bos, Scenes
xv. (1892) 125 The flaring *flat candle with the long snuff.

1493 Bury Wills 8x Another *flatt candelstykeof laton
1859 Dickens Haunted Ho v 22 A bedroom candlestick
ana candle, or a fiat candlestick and candle—put it which
way you like x88x Chicago Tunes x8 June, Demolishing a
couple of *flat-cars. x688 R Holme Armoury in vm
359/1 The thud is termed a Chissel, or a “Flat Chissel
x88x Young Every man his own Mechanic § 568 1 he flat

chisel is used for smoothing the work, or taking off the
remaining wood that was left by the gouge 1704 J Harris
Lex Techn I. s v Corona, The ’’Flat-Ciown, is . a par-
ticular Member in the Donck Gate it hath six times more
Breadth than Projecture 1873 Slang’Diet ,

*Flat-feet, the
battalion companies m the Foot Guards 1698 S Sewall
Diary 9 Mar (1878) I 47a Our Horses are broke out of
themselves, or else are taken out of the stable Sent presently
to their *flat-housc, but hear nothing of them 1706 Ibid
25 Mar (1879I II. 157 Surpris’d the Sheuff and his Men at
the Flat-house 1800 Jacodi Printing sul1 185 Pull three
or four good sound *flat impressions, with not too much ink
1671 Grew Anat Plants 1 iv § x6 Where the Leaves are
not so thick set, as to stand m the Bow-Lap, there we have
the Plicature, or the *Flat-Lap 1812 J H Vaux Flash
Diet s. v

,
Any attempt or project that miscarries, or any

act of folly or mismanagement in human affairs is said to be
a *

’fiat move, C1850 Rudim Navig (Weale) 135 *Flat nails
are small sharp-pointed nails, with flat thin heads 14*2-3
Abingdon Acc (Camden) 92 Item j *flatpece aigenti 1330
Palsgr 220/2 Flatte pece, tasse 1333 CovrRDAi e i Kings
vu 50 Flat peces, charges, basens x88x Young Every
man his own Mechanic § 273 A pair of *flat pliers, of the
ordinary kmd. x88x Porcelain Wks Worcester 21 The
manufacture of plates and dishes is called *Flat Pressing.

1888 Jacodi Printers' Voc , *Flat pull (or impression) a
simple proof without under or overlaying 1848 Thackeray
Bh Snobs xv, Sporting Snobs who rode *flat races.
x886 Earl 01 Sun oik, etc Racing (Bndm Libi ) 1 -TA few *flat-racers have come over [from Ireland] to us
Ibid , Steeple-chasing 11 289 As a rule, ’’fiat-racing is a bad
preparation fo» the jumper 1890 Daily News 17 Feb %/e
When the flat laung season begins x86o lire's Diet Arts
(ed 5) II 226 +Flat u>ds in mining, a senes of rods for
eommimicating motion fiorn the engine, houzontally, to the
pumps or other mat-lunery in a distant shaft 1717 Tabor
in Phil Tt aits, XXX 362 The Grecians us’d to cover or
’’Flat-roof their Houses with these [tessellated] Pavements
187^ Knight Dut Mech I 878/2 Some *831 ropes for
innnng-shafts, are made by sewing together a number of
lopes, making a wide, flat band 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wot d.
bh

,
*Plat-si ain, the two edges or selvedges of canvas laid

over each other and sewed down 1869 R B Smyth Gold-
fields Vutona 61 1 *Flat-sheets, sheet iron flooring at the
biace and in the plats and junction of drives to facilitate the
turning and management of tiucks 189* Northumbld
Gloss

,
Plat sheets, smooth lion plates laid over an even

floor at a pit bank, on which the tubs ate run to be emptied
or returned to the cage 1831 J Hot x and Manuf Metal l.

299 l'he files are *flat squaic 1677 Pi or Oxfonhk. iv. §3x!

77 The blouses are covued, for the most part in Oxford-
shire (not with tiles) but “flat-stone. 1847 Halliwell, Flat-
stone

,
a measure of iron-stone 1853 O Byrne Artisan's

llamtbh 28 Mat tools for tinning liai d wood, ivory, and
steel 1830 Bautiht Diet Amo , lion Weed, a plant,
called in the North-eastern States* Flat Top 1653 Man-
iovi Lead-Mines 26 1 Roof-woiks, ’’Flat-works, Pipe-works
1686 Plot Staffoidsh, ix fe 7 335 I11 hammering ofthis flat-

woik they beat the plates first one by one 1851 Tapping
6loss to Manlovi, Plat Work, a mining term descriptive of
a species of lead mine, so called from its form, which is

broad, spt cadmg horizontally, not without inclination,

B. adv. (Of. A. 2
,
m many examples of which

the word admits of being taken as adv.)

-j'l. By horizontal measuicment. Obs.

1663 Gt nun it Counsel 82 Fiet seehngs the woikmanship
only at five shillings a yaid, measuted flat

2 Downright, absolutely, positively, plainly;

entirely, fully, quite. Cf Dead adv 2 Now rare
iS77_87 Hot iNSiii d Cluon, II 33/2 As for Gerrot it differ-

ed) flat from Girald a 1391 R Gkllniiam Serrn 1 (1599)
98 They that are thus borne again . cannot full flat away
by sin. x6ox Di nt Pathw Heaven 246, I am flat of your
minde. X703 Mo\on Mech, Exerc 114 I he Iron of a Plane
is said to be set Rank, when its edge stands so flat below
the Sole of the Plane, that, it will take off a thick shaving

1770 Jinnlr Placid Plan II. 117 Sir Harry contradicted

him Hat 1784 Bach Barham Downs II 242 That wild
thing, Peggy, told me, flat and plain, if I did so again, she
would pull it off 1859 Barth tt Diet Amer,Flat brohe,

utterly bankrupt, entirely out of money,

+ 3. Directly, exactly. With respect to the

quarter of the heavens Due Flat against : lit.

andfig directly contrary to. Cf. Dead adv 3
1531 Tin dai n Jup John (1537) 28 When the Sonne is

flat sowth 1338 Li land Itin IV 54 Then Porte Crokerton
flat Est 1362 Coopiii Ansiv Pnv Masse 80b, Christes

wordes and institution is so flat agaynstc you, as you [etc ]

1633-4 WiUTU ockl Jrnl. Stved. Emb (1772) I 123 The
wind continued flatt and high against Whitelocke’s course,

4: (To sit)fiat down ' plump on the ground.
1852 Mrs. Stowl Uncle Tom's C xxvm, Sitting flat down

on the floor.

C absol, and sb 3

1 absol (quasi-sb ) That which is flat. On the

fiat . on paper 01 canvas; on. a smooth surface, as

opposed to in relief. From thefiat from a paint-

ing or drawing on paper, canvas, etc (opposed to

fi om the round).
1862 J C IioniN.soN Ital, Sculpt 60 Luca simultaneously

with his enamelled terra cotta sculptures, also practised

painting on the flat 1884 Cassell's Pam Mag. Mar
216/1 Occupied m shading in chalk from the flat 1883

G Ai len Babylon v, To model a composition m relief from

an engraving on the flat

B. The flat surface or portion (of anything)

;

esp, the broad surface (of a blade) as opposed to

the edge
,
also, the inside of the open hand, etc

Sometimes treated as a sb admitting of a plural, as 'with

thefats of their swords' , butfat is more usual

c 1374 Chaucer TroyIns iv 899 (927) Beth rather to hym
cause of flat than egge 1470-83 Malory Arthur xvi viit,

Syie Bois gafe hym grete strokes with the flatte of his

swerd vpon the vysage 1626 Bacon Sylva § 145 The Strings

of a Violl doe giue a far gi eater Sound, by reason of

the Knot, and Board, and Concaue vnderneath, than if

there weie nothing but onely the Flat of a Board 107X

Grew Anat Plants 1 1 § 16 T his Cuticle is not only spread

upon the Convex of the Lobes, but also on their Flats,

where they are contiguous X719 Dn Foe Crusoe (1840) I

iv 69 On the flat of the green. I lesolved to pitch my tent.

1727 W Snelgrave Guinea 4 Slave Tiade (1734) 2S“ He
gave me a slight blow on the Shoulder, with the flat of his

Cutlace 1779 Forrest Voy. N Guinea 77 An island like

the flat of a plate turned bottom up x8x6 Keatinge Prav

(1817) II 264 The breast, loins, flat of the neck 1828 Scott

F M Perth 111, Striking the flat of his hand against that

which the armourer expanded towards him 1833 Eegul.

Instr Cavaliy 1 47 Tne flat of the thigh to the saddle

1861 Dickens Gt Expect, xlvi, Here’s old Bill Barley on

the flat of his back 1883 Planch Exam 23 June 5/3 J- he

military cleared the piazza with the flats of their swords

c. Level country In Horse-racing

:

level ground

without hedges 01 ditches, cf fiat-race, also, the

level piece of turf at the end of some race-courses.

Hence gen The race-course.

1836 J Wilson Nod Arnbr Wks 1855 1 180 Sic a body

could never hae been bred or born on the flat iom
G. H H. Qlifhant Law cone. Horses,

etc. App 27° A<



FLAT. 295 FLAT
Across the Flat i M 2 Fur 24 Yds 1877 Ouida Puck ix,

Your young lordling spends all his time on the ‘flat’

1886 Earl of Suffolk, etc Racing (Badtn. Libr ) 273 In
steeple-chases, hurdle races, and on the flat 189a J Kent
RacingLife C Bentmck u 48 He will win unless a crow
flies down his throat as he comes across the flat

2 A horizontal plane
, a level as opposed to

a slope + On the flat of on the level or plane
of. f Of a flat ,

on the same flat : on the same
level or plane
1605 Bacon Adv Learn 1 v §5 24 No perfect discouene

can bee made vppon a flatte, or a leuelt 1607 Chapman
Bnssy cT A whois Plays 1873 II 3 They move with equall
feet on the same flat 1026 Bacon Sylva § 803 It were
good to tne that Exposing of Flesh or Fish both
some height aboue the Earth, and vpon the Flat of the
Earth 1636 Massinger Rashf Lover in 1, It was not in

The power of fortune to remove me from The flat I firmly
stood on 1650 Trapp Clavis III 17 The cloud levelled
mountains, raised valhes, and laid all of a flat , that is

made all plain 179* Bentham Panopt 1 155 A declivity

is preferable by far to a dead flat 1822 T Strangeways
Mosquito Shore 28 This high eminence has a flat at top of
about 1500 acres

b. Sometimes opposed tofall
1643 Feller Good Th in Bad T (1841) 68 Either on the

flat of an ordinary temper, or in the fall of an extraordinary
temptation 1887 Ruskin Praetenta II. 11 60 Some three
inches of fall to a foot of flat

+ c. A geometrical plane, irrespective ofposition

;

an even surface.

1624 Wotton Archit ix, 83 It comes neere an Artificial!

Miracle , to make diuerse distinct Eminences appeare vpon
a Flat, by force of Shadowes 1659 Moxon Tutor Astron

V ( 1686) 137 A Plain in Dyallmg is that Flat whereon a Dyal
is Described 1674N Fairfax Bulkfy Selv 69 Whatsoever
moves as much in a flat as it can for the earths rim, we
reckon [etc ]

+ d. A plane figure Ohs rare.

1674 Teake A nth. (1696) 175 Those Superficial Figures
called Like Flats are such . as bear a certain Proportion
in their Sides unto each other

3 . Building a. The horizontal part of a loof,

usually covered with lead
1842 Brande Diet Sc etc

,
Flat, that part in the covering

of a house, of lead or other metal which is laid horizontal

1833 Act 18-19 Viet c. 122 § 17 Fifteen inches above die
highest part of any flat or gutter

t b. A landing on a stair-case
;

also, the ' tread
*

of a stair.

1730 A Gordon Mappeds Amphith 290 A Stair of 20
Steps, interrupted by a Flat 1793 Smeaton Edystone L
§ 88 There was but one flat or tread of a step above the
center of the house

4 Mining a A horizontal bed or stratum of

coal, stone, etc ; a horizontal vein of metal, or

a lateral extension of a vein

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet

,

The Flat always lies on that

Side of the Vein which Faces the Water 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 108 The quarry-men cross-cut the large
flats, which are laid bare x88i Raymond Mining Gloss ,

Flat, a horizontal vein or ore-deposit auxiliary to a main
vein ,

also any horizontal portion of a vein elsewhere not
horizontal 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining

,
Flats, sub-

terraneous beds or sheets of trap rock or whin 1886 G A
Lebour Geol Northnmb $ Durh. (ed. 2) 62 Flat, the lateral

extension of a lead vein

b (Seequots)
1846 Brockett N C Words (ed 3) Flatt, in a coal

mine, the situation where the horses take the coal tubs
from the putters 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, Flat,

a district or set of stalls separated by faults, old workings,
or barriers of solid coal. 1892 Northumbld Gloss

,
Flat,

the part of a screen at a pit where the coals rest, and are
cleaned before being put into the waggon
6. A piece of level ground ,

a level expanse ,
a

stretch of country without hills, a plain
, the low

ground through which a liver flows

1296 Newminster Cartul (1878) 144 Stokwelfiatte Ser-

uonreflatte c 1340 Gain 4- Gr. Knt 507 Fallez vpon fayre
flat. ?

a

1400 in Cartul Abb de Seleby (Yorks Rec Ser.)

II 42 Xy sehones jacentes m mj locis sive flattes 1310
in Yorks/t Archxcl Jml VII 39 note, One parcel of land
called Peeston’s flatt 1602 Sbaks Ham v 1 273 Till of
this flat a Mountame you haue made, 1695 Blacecmore
Pr ArtA 1 200 Some range the Flats, and Scour the
Champain Land 1759 B Martin Hat. Hist Fng. I 45
A large Flat of barren, heathy ground *852 1 hackeray
Esmond 1 111, A large pleasant green flat, where/he village

of Castlewood stood 1877 A B Edwards Up Nile vui 199
The river widens away before us, the flats are green on
either side

fig *683 Dryden Pref and Misc Wks 1800 III 49
Milton’s Paradise Lost is admirable , but am I bound to

maintain, that there are no flats amongst his elevations?

18 De Quincey Convers Wks 1863 XIII 176 Very often

it [conversation] sinks into flats of insipidity through mere
accident 1878 Morley Vanvenargues Cnt Misc 26 The
mere bald ana sterile flats of character

b A tract of low-lying marshy land ; a swamp.
1610 Shaks Temp 11 11 2 All the infections that the Sunne

suckes vp From Bogs, Fens, Flats 1670 Milton Hist
Eng. n 53 Through bogs and dangerous flats 1821 Earl
Dudley Lett 27 Nov (1840) 294 The flats and swamps
of Holland *839 A utobiog BeggarBoy 99 The Cambridge-
shire flats or marshes

c Australian (See quot 1869 )
1869 R. B Smyth Goldfields Victoria fin Flat, a low

even tract of land, generally occurring where creeks unite,

over which are spread many strata of sand and gravel, with
the usual rich auriferous drift immediately overlying the
bed-rock 1874 Walch Head over Heels 79 Every man on
the flat left his claim 1879 D M. Wallace Australas, iv

£8 In the gold districts such deposits form ‘flats'.

6 Chiefly pi. A nearly level tract, over which
the tide flows, 01 which is covered by shallow
water , a shallow, shoal.

1350 J Coke Eng 4 Fr Heralds (1877) § 155 102 The
sea is full of flattes, 1393 Shaks John v vi 40 1628
Digby Voy Medit (1868; 94 Wee shaped our course to

f
ett ouer the flattes into the nuer of lhanies 1678 R.
.'Estrange Seneca's M01 (1702) 477 When we have scap'd

so many Rocks and Flatts 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) IV
1408 We were insensibly drawn upon a large flat, upon
which lay innumerable rocks of coral, below the surface of
the sea 1813 J Thomson Led Inflam 621 The boat
grounded on the flats a little to the east of the pier 1867
Smyth bailor's Word-bk , Flat a shallow over which the
tide flows If less than three fathoms, it is called shoal or
shallow
fig 1644 Milton Ednc 2 Those Grammatick flats &

shallows where they stuck.

7 Agi ic fa One of the larger portions into

which the common field was divided
,

a square
furlong

1323 Fitzherb Sum a If they [the acres] lve by great
flattes or furlonges in the commyn feldes 1641 BestFarm.
Bks (Surtees) 43 In fower dayes the said dozen shearers
finished the saide flatte, and there is m it 14 through landes
and two gares 1688 R Holme Armoury 11 u. § 32, 3
Ridges, Butts, Flats 1883 Q Rev CLIX 323 Theoretically
each flat was a square of 40 poles, containing 10 acres

fb A tract of arable land
,
a cornfield. Ohs.

Douglas AEneis ir vu (vi), 13 The flate of cornys
rank. Ibid vu xm 38 The gallo corn flattis of Lyde.

c dial. (See quots
)

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-bk., Flats, same as
Feerings 1884 Chesh Gloss

,
Flat, a broad flat bed as

distinguished from a narrow rounded butt We speak of
ploughing a field in flats when there is no indication of
reens .A wide space cohered by any particular crop is

called aflat, as
‘
a flat o' taters

1

8. Something' broad and thin,

a A thin disc

173a Berkeley Alctphr iv ix. Is it [a planet] not a round
luminous Flat, no bigger than a Sixpence?

fb Chiefly j)/ Dice of a shape to fall unfairly

when thrown (Cf. A 5b) Ohs
1343 Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 54 What false dise vse they?
flattes, gourdes 1664 J. Wilson Cheats iv 1 Dram

Whs (1874) 67 Taught you the use of the fullam, the flat,

the bnstle 17x1 Puckle Club 21 note, At dice they have
the doctors, the fulloms, loaded dice, flats.

c. slang in pi. Playing-cards. Cf Bboad
sb 6
181a J H Vaux Flash Diet , Flats, a cant name for

playing cards i8ax Haggart Life 36 We played at flats

in a budging-crib

d. Cotton-spinning (See quot 1874 1

1831 L D B Gordon in Art Jml. Illusti Catal p iv**/2

The filaments, after emerging from the flats, he m nearly
parallel lines among the card teeth of the drum 1874
Knight Diet Meek I 878/1 Flat ifaiding), a strip of

wood clothed with bent teeth, and placed above the large

cylinder of a carding-machme

e In a breech-loadmg gun : The piece of metal

projecting from the breech to support the barrel

x88x Greener Gun 230 When the barrels are for breech-

loaders, the flats are formed on the undersides of the breech-

ends

f A flat strip of wood inserted under the inner

edge of a picture-frame and projecting beyond it

;

usually gilded Called also Mat
1886 W G. Rawlinson in 19th Cent XIX 400 Small

drawings, greatly injured by the very modem-looking deep
gold flats brought close up to them

g In various uses (see quots )
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11 464/2 Women wear Hair in

Falls or Flats when the hair hangs loose down about the

shoulders 1847 Halliwell, Flats, small white fresh-water

fish, as roach, etc 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Flat a
rough piece of bone for a button mould 1874 Knight
Diet. Meth I 878/1 Flat, a surface of size over gilding

1888 Lockwood’s Diet Mech Engm ,
Flats, Flat Bar Iron

1893 Farmer Slang, Flats, base money

9 Something broad and shallow.

a. A broad, flat-bottomed boat

1749 W Douglass Summary (1755) I 461 A large scow
or flat, to carry persons, cattle, and goods with a canoe-
tender 1801 Nelson in A. Duncan Life (1806) xg4 The
enemy’s flats (lugger-rigged) were anchored Three
of the flats and a bug were sunk. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk , Flats lighters used in river navigation, and
very flat-floored boats for landing troops 1879 F Pollok
Sport But Burmahl 2X, I went up in the first Govern-
ment steamer and flat to Prome

b, A bioad, shallow basket used for packing

produce for the market Cf. A 5 e

1640 in Entick London II x8i Packs, trusses, flats, or
maunds Z840 New Monthly Mag LIX 267 A basket
resembling those which they call butter flats x886 Daily
News 4 Dec 3/4 Watercress costs the hawker at the rate

of from, xdf to 171 a flat 1889 A T Pask Eyes Thames
138 Ihe Mimosa comes over m small fiat hampers called

‘flats’,

c A shallow two-wheeled hand-cart

1884 Charnb Jml 5 Jan 9/1 Butchers' carts, coster-

mongers’ flats, and other light conveyances

d (See quots.)

X791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing II it i n 32 Silk

treated with these galls gained in the dye-bath or flat. 1804

Ct Rumford in Phil. 'Finns XCIV 178 Ihe broad and
shallow vessels (flats) in which brewers cool their wort,

e U S -flat-tar' see A. 15.

1864 in Webster,

f Applied to articles of chess. A low shoe or

sandal (Irish)
;
a low-crowned hat (US)

1834 Planche But Costume 375 Brogue-mrleaker, that

is flats made of untanned leather, graced their feet 1830
BartlettDid Avar

,
Flat, a broad-brimmed, low-crowned,

straw hat, worn by women. 1864 Miss Wftherfll Old
Helmet II xvt 269 But you will not wear that flat there?

10. Ship-building a (see quot 1867

)

18x5 Fahoner's Did Marine (ed Burney), Blais, m ship-

building, the name given to all the timbersm midships 1867
Smyth Sailor'sWot d-bk.^ Flats, all th e floor-timbers thathave
no bevellings in mid-ships, or pertaining to the dead flat

x86qSirE J Reed Shipbuild v 93 Horizontal flats extend-
mgbetween the bulkhead and a cast iron cellular stem post

b. The partial deck or floor of a particular

compartment.
1869 Sir E J Reed Shipbuild ix 177 Iron plates similar

to those used in the flats of stoke holes, 1893 Daily Amus
3 July 5/6 Tank room, capstan engine fiat, and. the patent
fuel space

11 Theat A part ofa scene mounted on a wooden
frame which is pushed in horizontally or lowered
on to the stage

1807 Director II 331 The entire assemblage of wings and
drops and flat 1836-9 Dickfns Sk Bos (1850) 259/1
A strange jumble of flats, flies, wings [etc ]

12 House-painting A surface painted without
gloss, so as to appear dead: see Dead#. 13b
Also the pigment employed for this purpose. Cf.

Flatting Bastardflat (see quot

)

1823 Mtchanids Mag No 7 108 The rooms - were
painted with Chinese Flat on walls. 1881 Young Eveiy
man Ats own Mechantc § 1591 BastardFlat is thinned with
turpentine and a little oil To procure a good flat, it is

necessary to have a perfectly even glossy ground, and it

should be of the same tint, but "a Tittle darker than the
finishing flat.

13. slang A person who is easily taken'm, and is

said to be ‘only half sharp’
, a duffer, simpleton.

Cf A 8 A primeflat (see quot. 1812)
1762 Goldsm Nash Wks (Globe) 546/2 If the flat has no

money, the sailor cries, I have more money than any man
in the fair 1812 J H Vaux FlashDid

,
Flat, any person

who is found an easy dupe to the designs of ihe family is

said to be a prime flat 1848 Thackeray Van F'airx,
‘You wouldn’t be such a flat as to let three thousand a year
go out ofthe family

1

14 Music, a. A note lowered half a tone below
the natural pitch, b. In musical notation, the

sign b which indicates this lowering of the note ;

a double flat bb indicates that it must be lowered

by two semitones c. Sharps andflats : the black

keys of the keyboard of a piano
1389 R Harvey PI Pere (isgo) 21 It can neuer be goode

musicke, that stands allvpon sharpes, andneuer aflat a 1634
Randolph Muses’ Lookmg-GL iv v. The lutenist takes flats

and sharps. And out of those so dissonant notes does strike

A ravishing harmony 1669 Cokaine Fun Elegy T. Pilk-
ington Poems 78 His Flats were all harmonious 1674 Play-
tord Skill Mas 1 iv 15, I have seen some songs with four
flats 1694 Phil Trans XVIII 72 Flats or Half-notes to
other Keys 1706 A Bfdford Temple Mus 111 57 Methods
of altering their Tunes, by Flats and Sharps placed at the
Beginning 1806 Callcott Mus Gram v 57 The mark
now used for the Flat was originally the letter B. 1834
Medwin Angler in Wales I 215 Twelve lines in each, of
hair and Indian hurl, alternately, like the flats and sharps

of a piano, 1872 Banister Musk 7 A Flat, b, indicates the
lowering of the note to which it is prefixed, one semitone

d Shaips and flats : used punnmgly for (a)

sharpers and their victims
;

(If) recourse to weapons.
(a) x8ox Sparling Mag. XVII. 37 there me sharps and

flats in Pans as well as London 1823 C. M Westmacott
Eng Spy I. 368 That emporium for sharps and flats, famed
Tattersall’s

a 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx, He was somewhat hasty
his flats and sharps

15 . Short forflat-racer.
x8xx Sporting Mag XXXVIII. 168 He had one of the

finest fiats m the world in training

16 U.S colloq To give the flat ’ to give n flat

refusal (to a suitor) (Cf A 6.)

1839 in Bartlett Did Amer
17 . aiti ib and Comb., as flat-like adj ; flat-

catcher, one who takes m simpletons ; a swindler

,

also used of a horse , soflat-catching vbl sb.
1821 Moncrieff Tom 4 Jerry 1 vi. (1828) 22 Do you think

we shall get the *flat catcher [a horse] off to-day? 1841
Blackiu Mag Aug 202 Buttoners are those accomplices of
thimblenggers , whose duty it is to act as flat catchers or
decoys, by personating flats 1864 Land Rev, x8 June
643/2 ‘The Bobby’ or cbinked-back horse, is another
favourite flat-catcher 1821 Egan Tom <$• Jerry 346 The
no-pinned hero gave, as a toast, * Success to *Flat catch-

ing'. 18x3 Sporting Mag. XLII 24 It would appear de-
grading and *flat-like

t Flat, ® 1 Obs. Pa t 4 fiat(te, flattxde [ad.

OF. fiatir,flater to dash, hurl, tntr. to dash, be
thrown down ]
1. trans To cast suddenly, dash.

CX330 ArtA 4 Merl 9748 Arthour Wib his sextene, pat
on hem plat, And euerich a paien to deb flat 1362 Langl.
P PI A v 224 Til vigilale pe veil fette water at his eqen,
And flatte [v r flat, flattide it] on his face. 1375 Cantic.
de Creations 221 in Anglia 1. 303 etc., Doun she flat here
face to grounde

2 To smite or strike , in quots. absol.

cx330 Arth 4 Merl, 9562 Bothe on helmes and ysen
hatten, The dintes of swordes flatten 1362 Langl P PI
A vu 174 Penpe Faytors . fiapten [v r flatte, flatten] on
with fletles from morwe til euen.
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3 . intr To dash, rush
;
to clait out.

c *33° A rth <$ Merl 5672 For the mouthe he [a dragon]

had gumnge And the tong out flattinge 1:1430 Mirim
275 The saisties were so many that thei moste flat in to the

foieste wolde thei or noon

Flat (flaet', v 1 [f Flat a]

tl trans To lay flat 01 level, raze, overthrow (a

person or building) Const, to, with (the earth or

ground). Obs
1607 Tourneur Rev Trag 11 li, I durst vndertake With

halfe those woids to flat a Puritancs wife 1611 Splcd
Hist Gt Brit tv. v 447 Some few [Forts] wherof he
flatted to the ground 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 iv 5

She hath ..flatted their strongest Forts 1637 Hiywood
Royal King 1 1, His bright sword Pierced the steel crests

of baibaious infidels, And flatted them with earth

2 . Naut. To force (the sail) flat 01 close against

the mast. Cf. Flat a. 2 e Toflat m a sail (see

quot. 1772) ; also absol.

a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracis m (1704) 329/2 He
hears the Seamen cry flat a Sheet 1667-70 Davi nans &
Dryden J empest t. 1, Flat, flat, flat in the foic-slicet there

1726 Atlv Ca.pt R. Boyle 23 "Who flatted their Sails and
laid by till the Spanish Ship came up 1769 Falconer Dut
Marine

,
Aback, the situation of the sails when their surfaces

are flatted against the masts by the force of the wind 1772

J H Moore Pract Navig. (1810) 273 7 oflat m, to draw 111

the aftermost lower corner or clue of a sail towards the

middle of a ship, to give the sail a greater power to turn

the vessel. J'o flat m forward, to draw in the foie sheet,

jib>sheet [etc ], towards the middle of the ship

fb tntr Of a ship * To turn her head from the

wind ; to go round on her lteel Ohs
1622 R Hawkins Voy. S. Sea § 34 83 For ill lesse then

her length, shee flatted, and in all tlic Voyage but at that

instant, she flatted with difficulty

*|* c. Of the wind . To abate, drop Ohs
*748 Anson's Voy in, 1. 297 The wind flatted to a calm

3 . trans To make flat in shape a. To reduce

to a plane surface ; to reduce or obliterate the con-

vexity, projections, or protuberances of. "b. To
make broad and thin; to reduce the thickness or

height of, esp. by pressure or percussion ;
to squeeze

or beat flat. Also with down, out
Now chiefly in technical use, ordinarily Flatten.
a 1613 M. Ridley Magn Bodies 3 Egge forme flatted at

the bottoms. 1626 Bacon Sylvet § 477 Take two Twigs of
seuerall Fruit Tres, and flat them on the Sides. 1684 R
Waller Nat Exper 76 The Ball was flatted so, that it

would stand upon the bottom 1697 Creech Manthns iv

980 She Distends their swelling Lips, and flats their Nose.

1803 Fessenden Terrible Tractoration 1 led 2) so note,

Suppose that the earth was flatted near the poles 1837
Fraser’s Mag LVI. 608 The smooth crisp curves become
cockled, flatted, and destroyed

b 1631 Evelyn Mem. (1837) I 283 The bullet itself was
flatted 1638 Evelyn Fr. Gard ("1675) 279 In drying them
[Abricots] leave them whole only flatting them, that they
may be equal in every part. 1741 Compl Fain -Piece 1. 11 163
Make them into Loaves, and flat them down a little, 1774
Goldsm Nat Hut. VIII. 99 (The Wasp

)

The composition is

at length flatted out until it becomes a small leaf 1780 Von
Trails Iceland 356 Fishes which are to be found in slate,

have been compressed or flatted. *837 Marrvat Dog-Fiend
lv, Smallbones was flatted to a pancake. 1884 F J Britten
Watch 4 Ctockni 128 A suitable stone is selected and flatted

to a proper thickness by holding it against a diamond mill

which is kept wetted

c. To spread or lay out flat.

1700 Congreve Ovid's Art of Love, A Face too long
shou’d part and flat the Hair

f 4 tntr To become flattened. Of a swelling

:

To go down, lose its roundness. Obs.

1670 Cotton Espemon 1 m 143 A Harquebusvshot .

that passing through one of his cheeks flatted upon his

Gorget *677 Temple Cure Gout Wks 1814 Til, 260, 1 ob-
served the skin about it to shrink, and the swelling to flat

yet more than at first 1723 Hdxham Small-pox Phil
Trans XXXIII. 393 His Pox flatted and grew pale,

"b U.S To flat off\ to slope gradually to a
level To flat out : to become gradually thinner.

Hencefig. to fail in business ; to prove a failure,

to collapse, etc.

1839 Bartlett Diet Amer,, To Flat out, to collapse, to

prove a failure . as ‘The meeting flatted out’ *864
Bushnell Work 4 Play, Growth of Law 123 The great
surge of numbers rolls up noisily and imposingly, hut
flats out on the shore and slides back into the mud of
oblivion 1863 Thoreau Cape Cod ix 166 The bank flatted

off for the last ten miles. 1865 Holland Plain T. iv 129
Those who have failed in trade . or to use an expressive
Yankee phrase, have ‘flatted out’ in a calling or profession.

1887 ProctorAmer in Knowledge 1 June 184/1 Toflat out,

to diminish in value—a Western phrase suggested by the
diminished productiveness of metallic layers as they grow
thinner

f 5 . ? To find the horizontal area of (land). Obs
X770E Heslerton Inclos. Act 13 To flat, set out, and allot

the lands

+ 6 trans. To render (wine, etc ) insipid or vapid
1626 [see Flatted 4] 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb.

an To demonstrate by what Principles Wines and Spirits

ire made, exalted, depressed, and flatted 1703 Art § Myst
Vintners ix The Genuine Spirits of theWme also are much
flatted and impaired

fb To make dull or spiritless; to make less

lively or vivid
; to deaden, depress. Obs.

1648 Etkon Bos. xvi 141 Nor are constant Formes of
Prayers more likely to flat and hinder the Spirit of prayer
anddevotion, 1692 Burnet/W Careix xxx So great alength
does flat the Hearers, and tempt them to sleep 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11 (1709) 90 Any considerable

Degrees of Sickness or Age flat the Senses 1699 Lurnet

39 Ait x (1700)118! hat Impression is worn out and flatted

17x0 Norris Chr Prud vi 278 A multitude of woids
winch serve only to flat and deaden out devotion

*t*
c intr. To become dull, depressed or feeble

;

to droop, to slacken. Obs
1634 Fulllr Ephemens Pref 5 Their loyalty flatteth and

deadeth by degrees. 1692 Tempi l Mem Wks I 448 'ihe

Hopes of those gieat Actions began to flat a 1718 Pi nn
Maxims Whs 1726 I 819 Our Resolutions are apt to flat

again upon flesh Temptations

f 7 . Music. To lower (a note) by one semitone

1674 [see Flatting vbl sb 3] 1683 Boyh Effects of
Mot, vu 88 A determinate note, which was Cefa ut a little

flatted (In some mod. Diets )

8 a. To cover (a surface) with flat, 1 e lustreless,

paint. Id Carnage-building To remove the glo=s

from (a surface) prepaialoiy to varnishing. C To
apply a finish of size to (gilding) as a protection.

a 1842-76 Gwiit Atchti §2290 Ihe ceilings, to be
painted and flatted and picked m with extra colours

1858 Styling's Builders' Prices 93 Moulded Skirtings If

flatted, add 0 \d. 1889 Pall Mall G 13 May 1/2 Preferring

to set it [a pictuie] on one side after it has been flatted in

b 1879 Cassell's I it Jin Edm IV 222/1 Apply a second

coat of black Japan, and flat again. The whole should then

be vai nished with hard drying varnish, flatted down and
finished.

e 1841 in Maunder Set <J
Lit Treas

9 US. colloq. To give a flat refusal to; to reject

(a lovei). Cf Flytj^ 16.

1859 Baktittt Dut Amer, Toflat, to reject a lover; as
* She flatted him ’.

10 intr To fish from a Flat \sb% 9 a) 1

1630 Disci I /;«;//« (1758 175 lhat every Ilcbbeunan shall

fish by the Shore and not to lie a Floating or Flatting for

Smelts between two Anehors in the Midst of the Stream.
*
1* Flat, Obs rate— 1 In 7 flatt [? f. L

flat- ppl stem offlare to blow ] trans. 1 To blow
(a trumpet)
1675 Teonge Diary 23 Dec (1825) 127 Chrismas day wee

keepe thus At 4 in the morning our trumpeters all doe

flatt then trumpetts, and begin at our Captain's cabin

playing a levite at each cnbine cloorc

t Flat, vfl Obs [?ad OV.flat-er to FLATTER

,

cf however Flaite vP] To flatter; in quot absol.

1313 Douglas /Eneis iv Prol. 240 Quliat slyeht di&sait

qucntly to flat and fene.

Fla’t-boat, (Also as two words

)

1 A broad, flat-bottomed boat, used for trans-

port, esp, m shallow waters
1660 F Brookt tr Le Blanc's Trav. 209 Almost every

inhabitant hath his Almady or flat boat, wherein they
recreate upon the Lake 1711 fond Gas No 4919/2 They
have a great number of flat Boats with thun x8oi N 1 1 son

m Nicolas Dup ax July IV 427 A Flotilla to consist of
Gun boats and Flat-uoats 1806 Naval Chron XV 90 He
commanded a division of flat boats

b U.S. A large loughly-made boat formeily

much used for floating goods, etc. down the Missis-

sippi and other western rivers.

1837 Ht, Mautincau Soc Amer II 199 Notwithstanding
the increase of steam-boats in the Mississippi, flat boats are
still much in use 1883 C F Woolson bor the Major iv,

African slaves poling their flat-boats along the Southern
rivers

2 attnb. and Comb., as flatb oat-man, ‘a hand
employed on a flat-boat' (Bartlett).

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc Amer II 200,

1

felt a strong
inclination for a flat-boat voyage down the vast and beautiful

Mississippi 1864 Lowell McClellan's Rep Prose Wks
1890 V. xi6 A country where a flatboatman may rise to the
top, by virtue of mere manhood
Hence Flat-boat v trans., to transport in a flat-

boat (US. colloq.).

1838 Nat, Intelligencer 29 July (Bai tlett) Fruit, which he
flat-boated from Wheeling to that point

Fla t-bottom, sb A boat with a flat bottom.
(Cf. prec. and Bottom sb 7

)

1379-80 North Plutarch (1676) 337 The Tarentines .

sent him great store of flat-bottoms, galleys, and of all

soits of passengers x66o F Brooke tr Le Blands 7 rav
1 xviu 38 They use flat-bottoms, which do great services
upon the River 1863 Cariyle Fredk Gt xix v 310
Admiral Conflans Makes little of Rodney’s havoc on the
Flatbottoms at Havre.

Fla’t-bo'ttom, a —Flat-bottomed.
1598 Florio, Fiatla, a flat bottome boat or barge x66o

F Brooke tr. Le Bland's Trav 70 Where they use flat-

bottome boats. 1733 Monitor No x6 (1756) I 141 Frighted
out of their senses with scarecrows, invasions, flat-bottom-

boats, &c. 1884 Pall Mall G ix Sept xi/x A flat-bottom
pontoon, divided mto watertight sections

Fla’t-bo'ttomed, a. (Stress equal or variable )
Having a flat bottom : chiefly of a boat
1582 N LiCHcriELD tr Castcnheda's Cong. E. Ind xhi.

33 b, They haue no quiell, but are flat bottomed 1692
Land. Gas No 2797/3 Our Mortar-pieces are put upon
flat-bottom’d Boats x8io C. James Milit Diet, Flat-bot-
tomed boats, are made to swim in shallow water,

_
and to

carry a great number of troops, artillery, ammunition, etc
x8a6 Vignoles 20 May in Life (1889) 200 Agreed with Mr.
Gibbs to adopt my flat-bottomed form of rails for the Croy-
don line

Fla’t-cap,
tl- A round cap with, a low, flat crown, wom in

the 1 6-17th c. by London citizens. Obs
1398 B Jonson Ev Man in Hum li i, Mock me all over

From my flat-cap, unto myshining shoes 16x3 J Stephens
'
Satyr Ess 292 With the same confidence that ignorant
Painters make a broad face and a fiat-cap to signifie King

Harry the Eight 1630 Di kklr amiPi Honest Wh x Wks
1873 II no Hat caps as pi oner aie to Citty Gownes As
to kings tliur Crownes 1688 K Holme A 7 moury hi 1 It /2
1891 C Crlighton Hist Epidemics Brit 483 The sight
of a Londoner’s flat-cap was dreadful to a lob

'| 2. One who wears a flaL-cap, esp a London
citizen or ’pi entice Obs
1600 Hiywood i Edw IV, 1 Wks 1874 I 18 Flat-caps

thou cull'st vs We scorne not the name 1631 Dekker
Match Mte 1 Wks 1873 IV 149 King What s her Hus-
band? Lad A fl.Ttc.ap X719 D’Uri'ey Pills IV 109 The
Town of London, Where tne Flat-caps call Men Cousins
1822 Scoit Nigel xv, The flatcaps of the uty
3 . A sl/e ot writing-paper, usually 14x17 inches

1873 in Knight Dut Mech.

t Fla’tchet. Obs. Also fiachet. [Cf MHG.
flalschc broadsword ] A sword

iS77 Stanvhurst Descr Irel in Hol/ushcdVl 14 They
1 un like bedlam barretors into the streets with their naked
flatdiets 1383 — Nineis 111 (Arb ) 77 In grasse theyre
flachets and tergots warelyc pitching

f Plate, sb Obs 9m e~ L
. App = Flatus 2

a 1644 Quariis J 11 g Widow v. i, There’s a Malignant
Ilypocondnacall Plate within her, which fumes up, and
distui bs her head

t Plate, v Obs. [app a dial var. oFWlate,
to fed disgust or nausea ] intr. To feel nausea.

Hence 1 Fla tingmess, nausea
1398 Tutvisa Barth Do P It xvir exu (1495) 676 Oyle

dra-stes is not good to mete, Foi suche exeytj th flatyngnesse

S. spewynge c 1400 Lanftanc's C iruig 98 pat may be
knowen bi swetnes of pc inoup, bi Hating [v r wlattynge]

whanne pat a man is fastynge

Plated (flirted), a Phonetics, [formed as if

pa pplc of yiate v., f 1* lat-US ] Of consonant-

sounds • Produced byflatus, 1 c by breath without

any vibiation of the vocal chords.

1887 Ems Speech sounds in Encyil Brit XXII 382
[T he sounds produced by expelling air] are eitherfated.

.

or voiced or else whispered

Plateaus, vai ot I’Latuous Obs

Flat fish, fla t-fish. A name for fish of the

family Plcuronectidiv
,
which includes the sole,

turbot, plaice, etc

17x0 Loud. Gas. No 4742/3 All sorts of flat and fresh

lush 1837 M Donovan Dorn. Icon II 167 Sevual flat-

fish live many hours out of the water 1870 Ylais Nat
Hist Comm 57 Turbot, soles, and other so-called flat fish

Fla t-foot.
1 . (See quot. 1 884 )
1870 Holmls Syst Surg. Ill 693 A slight degree of flat-

foot is common m guls 1884 Syd Stic Lev
, Flat-foot, a

condition of the foot in wluth the tarsus does not possess,

or loses altogether, its usual arch

2 . US slang (See quot )

1887 Proctor Amer in Knowledge 1 June 184/1 An
Ameucan ‘flat-foot’ is a man who stands firmly for his

party

Fla't-f00*ted, a. (Stress equal or variable
)

1 Having flat feet, 1 e. feet with little or no

hollow m the sole and a low instep. Of a horse .

Having flat hoofs, with the soles near the ground
x6ox Hoi land Pliny I 351 There haue been now oflate,

Serpents knowne flat footed like Geese 1673 Land Gaz
No 979/4 Stolen n Gelding . flat-footed before x688

R Holme Armoury n ix 185/2 [A Gity-Hound] Long,

and Flat-footed 1609 Dami*ilr Voy. II 11 70 Pelicans are

large flat-footed Fowls, almost as big as Geese i860 Mayne
Exp, Lex, Lciopoues, old term applied by Galen to

those who were flat-footed.

b. transf Of a rail=

F

lat-bottomed
1889 G. Findlay Eng Railway 42 The ‘ fish-bellied

1

rails

were found troublesome to roll, and tins led to the intro-

duction of the flat-bottomed or ‘ flat-footed ’ section of rail.

2 .U.S. colloq Downright, plain and positive

To come out flat-footed (for) : to make a bold or

positive statement of one’s opinion, or the like.

1846 N V. Herald 30 June (Bartlett), Mr Pickens has

come out flat-footed for the administration 1838 Harper’s

Mag Sept. 563 His bold, flat footed way ofsaying things

1863 Gray Lett II 304, Complaining of Lyell that he does

not come out * flat footed ’ as we say, as an advocate of

natural-selection transmutation

Hence Fla t-foo tedly adv ,
Fla t-foo’tedness.

1890 Daily News 13 Sept. 3/1 The human foot is libelled

by these dreadful coverings, in which many a good player

flat-footedly dashes about. 2882 Standard 19 Sept 5/1

Flat-footedness is due to improperly-made shoes

Flatb. Also fLaith. Irish Hist. [Irish.] A
lord (see quote ).

1873 Sullivan Introd O'Curry's Anc. Irish 1 101 The
first class [of A tres] were the true lords or Flaths, the

Hlaford of the Anglo-Saxons 1876 — in Encycl Bnt. V
799 An aire whose family held the same land for three

generations was called aJlaith or lord

+ Flatb©, flatb. Obs [Cf OHG.flado, MHG.
flade flat cake ; an OE. *fla&a has not been found.]

1. = Flathon, Flawn.
<7x430 Interl. Gloss John de Garlands in Wright Voc,

127 Elaonesfartos

,

flathen ystuffyd

2 A name for the 1 ay or skate
c 1440 Promp Parv 164/2 Flathe, or flathe [$»c], fysche

(flay, or fiacch, fysch) (R)agadws 1466 Mann A Hausen

Exp. 334 Item, the same day my mastyr paid for amatne

. xuj d 1362 Turner Herbal 11 127 a, The fishe called in

Latin pasttnaca manna, whych is lyke vnto a Hath. *577

Harrison Descr Eng in 111 in Holmshed (1587) 1 . 224 Uur

chaits, maidens, kingsons, Hath and thornbacke. nwx J.

Keymor Dutch Fishing (1664) 8 Soals, Thorneback, Floith

[«e], Scate, Brett [etc ).
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Fla’t-liead.
1

.

One who has a flat head
;
spec, a member of a

tribe of North American Indians named from their

supposed practice of flattening their childien’s heads
artificially.

The tnbe now commonly known by this appellation is the
Selish or Hopilpo , but ‘ they do not flatten the heads of
their children, and appear never to have done so , the name
Flathead being at first applied to them by mistake ’ (Encycl
Amer 1886)

1837 Gen P, Thompson Exerc (1842) IV 225 There are
flat-heads there [Sierra Leone] as in other countnes 1837
\V Irving Capt Bonneville I 121 The Flathead levelled
his piece, and bi ought the Blackfoot to the ground 1841
Gatlin N Amer Ind (ed a) II. no The Chinooks cor-

rectly come under the name of Flat Heads, as they are
almost the only people who strictly adhere to the custom of
squeezing and flattening the head 1862 D Wilson Preh
Man (1876) II xxi 221 The strange practice of American
Flatheads far to the north east of the Altai chain

2 AttsUalia The local name for a fish of the

genus Ceratodiis

1832 Bischotf Van Diemens Land 11 32 The market of
Hobart Town is supplied with small rock cod, flat-heads,

and a fish called the perch 1852 Mundy Our Antipodes
viu 195 A good basket of schnappers and flatheads

3 US. ‘A snake which flattens its head, as a
species of Heterodon ’ (Cent Diet

)

1888 Bergen in Pop Sci, MonthlyXXXIII 660The blow-
snake of Illinois is variously known in Other localities as
hog-nose, flat head, viper, and puff adder

4 Arch An ornament of an archivolt with a flat

uncarved surface.

1883 Mollett Did Art §A rclueol , Flat-heads, an orna-
ment peculiar to the Romano Byzantine period, which,
decorates archivolts

B. attnb Having a flat head or top
1874 KnightDiet Mech I 878/1 Flat-head Nail, a forged

nail with a round, flat head 1891 Scribner's Mag Sept
311/t The flat-head houses of Brooklyn

Fla*t-liea*cLed, a (Stress equal or variable )
a Having a flat head or top. f b. Wearing a flat

hat
ids* Ld. Digby Elvira in (1667) 36 A sharp-pointed Hat,

(Now that you see the Gallants all Flat-headed) Appears
not so ridiculous, as [etc ] 2752 Sir J Hill Hist. Amm
103 The laiger, smooth, and flat-headed Amphisbaena 1833
Sir H Douglas Miht. Bridges iv 185 Flat-headed boats

1880 G Meredith Trag Com 242 I have not a spark of
sense to distinguish me from a flat-headed Lapp, if she
refuses 2881 Freeman SuLj Venice 216 This doorway is

flat-headed and has lost all medieval character

f Fla'thon. 06s Also fl.ath.oun. [ad.medL.
flalon-em,fladon-em see Flawn ]— Flavvn

C1430 Two Cookery Bks i 56 Flathouns in lente. C1430
Ibid 11 73 Flathonys.

+ Fla-tile, a Obs. — ° [ad. ~L.fldlil-is blown,

f flare to blow.] (See quot.) So + Flatrlity.

1727 Bailey vol II, Flatile, unconstant 2656 Blount
Glossogr , Flatihty, inconstancy 2722-2800 in Bailey

+ Fla*tion. Obs rare— 1
, [as if ad. ~L.flation-

em, f flare to blow ] Blowing or breathing

1708Dodwell Mart HumaneSouls 23The vt/oi), or Flatus,

is by the Fathers supposed to continue so long, and no
longer, than the Act of Spiration, or Flation, lasts.

Fla't-iron, sb.

1 An iron with a flat face for smoothing linen, etc.

1810 Sporting Mag XXXV 78 A certain flat iron, which
she held in her hand 2845 Alb Smith Fort Scatterg,

Fam viu (1887) 29 [She] attacked a small collar somewhat
savagely with a flat-iron

2 attnb and Comb
x86a H. Marryat Yearm Sweden II. 370 Huge wooden

triangular frames, like flat-iron stands *874 Knight Diet.

Mech.1 878/2 Flat-iron heater, a stove specially adapted
for heating smoothing-irons, a laundry stove

Hence Fla t-iron v , to smooth with a flat-iron

;

Flat-i romng vbl. sb (in quot Jig)
2863 Mrs Whitney Gaywortliys xxxn (1875) 3*4 Her

features levelled themselves into a plane of benignity, as if

theyhad been suddenly flatironed. 2879E GarrettHouse

by Works I 213 She is not the sort ofwoman to beputdown
by any of your flat-ironing processes.

+ Fla'tive, a Obs rare, [ad L type *fldtvv~

us, f.flare to blow ] Engendering wind, flatulent

2399 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner Fvjb, Artichokes,

remove flative humours. 1607 Brewer Lingua v xvh Mij,
Bate not too many of those Apples, they bee very flatiue.

Fla'tland (flse t|land) An imaginary land in

space of two dimensions (see quot. 1884)
2884 Abbott Flatland 1. § 1 (ed 2) 3 I call our world

Flatland Imagine a vast sheet of paper on which straight

Lines, Triangles, Squares, Pentagons, Hexagons, and
other figures, instead ofremaining fixed in their places, move
freely about, on or in the surface, but without the power of

rising above it or sinking below it 1892W W R Ball
Math Recr x. 191 We may picture the inhabitants of

flatland as moving, on the surface of a plane or between
two parallel and adjacent planes

Hence ITa-tlander, an inhabitant of Flatland.

2884 Abbott Flatland (ed 2) Pref

Fla'tling, fla'tlings, adv and a. Obs. exc.

aich. or dial, [f Flat a. + -ling(s ]

A. adv.

1 . In a prostiate position, at full length, flat.

Often withfall, he, etc.

2373 Barbour Bruce xvit 369 Oft leddres, and men Thai
gert fall flatlings to the ground c 1450 Mtrour Saluacioun
2501 The knyghtes upon the grounde laide than the crosse

flathng 2330 Lyndesay Test, Papyngo 184 Scho .flat-

VOL. IY.

lyngis fell, and sw appit in to swoun a 2605 Montgomerie
Plyttngw Polwart xn, I’s fell thee like a fluike, flatlings
on the flure 1632 Lithgow Tt av 1 37 The halfe of his
body and right arme fell flatlings in the file 1895 J H
M'Carthy Loud Leg III 118 In a moment he had
stumbled backwards and fallen flatlings into the ditch
2. With the flat side

2470-83 Malory Arthur vm xxxn, Sire tnstram smote
vpon hym fyue or sixe strokes flatlynge on the neck 2378
Timme Calnine on Gen 221 This shaking sword was not
always shaking with the edge towards Man, but sometimes
flathng also 2392 Harington Orl Fur xxx hv, It [the
blow] lighted flathng on him 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xlii,
[His] sword turned in his hand, so that the blade struck
me flatlings x868 Morris Earthly Par. 1 322 He smote
him flathng with his sheathed sword
3 . Of motion • On the level, horizontally.
2398 Sylvester Du Bartas n. 11 iv. Columnes 325 He

doth not ride Flathng a-long, but vp the Sphears steep side

4 dial. Plainly, peremptorily
1847-78 in Halliwell, Flatlms

,

plainly, peremptory.

+B adj (In form flathng only ) Of a blow:
Dealt with the flat side of a weapon. Obs
2379-80 North Plutarch, Alcibiades ait Flathng blowes

1609 Heywood Bnt Troy xi gi A flatling blow that on
his beauer glancst

+ Fla'tlong, adv. Obs Also 6 Sc fLatlangis.

[f Flat a + -long j an altered form of prec ]
1 In or into a prostrate position
2370 Henry's Wallace v 1120 Flatlangis [MS thwortour],

1600 F Waliccr Sp Mandeville&^a., [Ihey] let them selues
fall flatlongdowne to the earth, a 163a in T Taylor God's
yudgem 1. 1 xxix 133

2 . With the flat side ; also, with the flat sides in

contact
2380 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 304 The pittilesse sword did

hut hit flatlong, 1602 Carew Cornwall 34 a, They have
a device of two sticks filled with corks, and crossed flatlong

x6xoShaks Temp 11 l 181 a 1648 L Herbert Life (1886)

141, I clapt my left foot . flat-long to the left side

Flatly (fl82 til), adv [f Flat a. + -ly h
]

1 In a flat or prostiate position ? Obs
c 2423 Wyntoun Cron vm xxxvm. 69 He ran And layd
hym at |»e erd flatly i5ga Shaks Ven 4 Ad 463 At his

looke she flatly falleth downe
2. a. With small curvature, b. As on a flat

surface; without relief

1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Treat, (ed. 2) II 1 203 It was
very flatly arched 2883 C. C Perkins Iial. Sculpt 116

Plants, fruits, and flowers are treated flatly, and not in

the round.

3 a In a plain, blunt, or decisive manneT ; with-

out ambiguity, qualification, or hesitation
;
plainly,

bluntly; decisively b. In the unqualified sense

of the statement , absolutely, completely
a 156a Cooper Answ Pnv Masse 38 If I should flatly

deny, that the mytuster receiued 1378 Chr Prayers in

Pnv Prayers (2831) 541 To speak flatly, those only are-

the things, that are .hurtful unto us a 2628 Raleigh
Prerog Pari (xfeB) 9 He was flatly denied the Subsedy
demanded 1761-a Hume Hist Eng (1806) IV K11 641 The
common council of London flatly refused to submit 2809

Pinkney Tram France 57 He flatly told me, that I must
either have that or none 2879 McCarthy Own Times II

xxix 389 He seldom expresses any opinion one day without

flatly contradicting it the next

b XS77 tr Bullmger’sDecades (1592) 101 Mankind being

flatly corrupted by sinne 1383 Babington Commandm
1 (1615) 17 Such things as flatlie and directly are contrary to

the loue of thee 1642 Milton Ch. Govt iv 14 Flatly

against Scnptuie 169a Bentley BoyleLed vh 246 Which
is flatly impossible. 2849 Rusk in Sev Lamps u § 1 29

Of all sin there is no one more flatly opposite to the

Almighty 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par Churches 187

This is of course flatly impossible

4 In a dull or spiritless manner
;
without zest

;

insipidly.

2644 Digby Two Treat 11 Concl 461 We shall but flatly

relish the most pouiant meates. 2697 Dryden Virg Past.

Pref (1721) I. 87 That famous Passage of Lucan which
Brabeufhas rendered so flatly 1708 Brit Apollo No 45.

3/2 The Line [is] flatly Dull and Poor. 1863 DickensMnt
Fr, in vi. He did not appear to have hidden anything, so

went off flatly iSB^Manch Exam 22 July 3/1 It simply

says ineffectively and flatly what has been said effectively

and brightly by a score of writers.

b. Comm With little competition.

1887 Daily Hews 8 July 6/8 The more important parcels

offered in public sale to-day went off flatly

Fla/bman (fire tman). [f Flat sb. + Man.]
One who navigates a flat See Flat sb.

3

9 a.

1883 Manch Guardian xa Oct s/a Two flatmen have

been charged with attempting to murder a woman 1884

L‘poolMerc 14 Feb 5/10 About 330 flatmen employed on

the flats of the Bridgwater Navigation Company

Flatness (fire tnes) [f. Flat a. + -ness ]

1. The quality or condition of being flat or level ;

esp of a country.
c 1440 Promp Parv. 164/2 Flatnesse, planicies 1602

Holland Pliny 11. Ixv 31 Wonderfull it remaineth How
it should become a Globe, considering so great flatnesse of

Plaines and Seas. 2703 Moxon Meek. Exerc 150 They
try the flatness of the whole Frame of Flooring again

1796 Morse Amer Geog I 723 The perfect flatness of the

coasts. 2838 Murrays Hmid-bk H. Germ 37a The weari-

some flatness and monotony of their, country

2 . The quality or fact of having a small curva-

ture ;
diminished convexity.

1683 Ray Corr. (1848) 134 The flatness of its bill. 1796

H. Hunter tr St. Pierre's Stud Nat (1799) I p iv.

The flatness of the Earth at the Poles. 1816 J. Scott Vis.

Paris (ed. 3) App 324 To Neuilly, to view the bridge .cele-

brated for the flatness of its nrches 1867J Hogg Microsc
1. 11 7s Flatness of field denotes the exact capability of
an objective to show the peripheral 01 marginal portions of
the field with the same sharpness as the central. 1870
Whmuptr in Alpine Jrnl V 6 lhe flatness of the curves
of the toches vtoutonnees

3 1 Want of rebel or prominence ’
(J )

1702 Addison Dial Medals m 164 One would think the
Coiner look'd on the flatness of a figure as one of the
greatest beauties in Sculpture 1883 A Mary F Robinson
m Mag 0/Art Sept. 478/2 The brilliant light m which the
outline is lost, the solidity almost to flatness all remind us
of Hans Holbein

4 The condition of having great breadth in pi 0-

portion to the thickness
1878 Newcomb Pop Astron 111 iv 344 The extreme

thinness and flatness of the object

5 Outspokenness, plainness (of speech).

1887 Poor Nellie (1S88) 10 He feared he had contradicted
the Archbishop with a flatness amounting to rudeness

b Absoluteness, unqualified condition
t6ii Shaks Wmt T in 11 123 *1 hat he did hut see The

flatnesse of my misene.

6 Want of incident or interest
, monotony

1882-3 H S Holland in Schaff Encycl Rehg Knowl
III 2051 The prosy flatness of common life

b Comm. Dullness, lack of competition
x8xz G Chalmers Dam Econ Gt Bril 419 The flatness

of the trade of Ireland 1891 Times 10 Oct 12/2 The
flatness ofthe American market

7 . Deficiency in flavour
,

deadness, insipidity,

vapidness.

2707 J Mortimer Husb xx 508 Deadness or Flatness in
Cyder, which is often occasioned by the too free admission
of Air into the Vessel 1862 Delamer Ketch Gard 93
Amixture ofsorrel corrects the peculiar flatness ofits flavour

8 Of sound Deadness.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 157 That Flatnesse of Sound is

ioyned with a Harshnesse of Sound 1734 Watts Rehq.
Juv (1789) 160 Long custom has induced a sort of flatness

into these sounds

9 . Want of spirit or energy; apathetic condition,

dejectedness , lack ofmental acuteness or alertness

;

dulness of mind.
1642 J Shute Sarah Hagar (1649) 84 Jezebel re-

proached him with a flatness of spirit, as if he were not
worthy to sway a Scepter 1671 Glanvili Disc M Stubbe
Pref Aijb, It would be look’d upon as flatness, or fear, if

I should deal softly with such an Adversary 1720 Welton
Suffer Son of God I xin 332 The disgust and Flattness
of our Souls, in Relation to those never-fading Treasures.
180a Paley Nat Theol. xxiu (1803) 45B The flatness of
being content with common reasons. 18x0 Knox & Jebb
Corr II 3 A flatness of mind was gradually stealing upon
me 2876 Geo Eliot Dan Der III xxxvi 97 We should
stamp every possible world with the flatness of our own
inanity.

10 Of an author, literary style, conversation,

etc : Want ofanimation, brilliancy, or pomtedness,
prosaic dulness

2649 Milton Eikon xvi, To help_ those many infirmities,

[in prayer] rudeness, impertinencie, flatness, and the like

we have a remedy of Gods finding out 2723 Pope Iliad
Pref, Some of his [Homer's] Tianslators having swell’d

into Fustian and others sunk into Flatness 2742 Watts
Improv. Mind 1 v § 10 For some scores of lines together
there is a coldness and flatness 2844 Stanley Arnold
(1858! II 144 The flatnesses of most of those who have
written on this subject

Fla't-nose, sb and a.

A sb One who has a flat nose
x6. Old Round, Call Philip flat-nose; straight he frets

thereat 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat (2852) I. 456 ‘ You look

at me so wistfully’, says the flatnose 2873 Browmng
Anstoph Apol. 93,

1

and the Flat-nose Oft make a pair

B, adj — tLAT-NOSEDO
1636W Durham in Atm Dnbrensia (1S77) 8 The Flat-

nose Satyres 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet 12 Flatnose
Dogs which Ladies keep for pleasure 2881 Raymond
Mining Gloss , Flat nose shell, a cylindrical tool with v alve

at bottom, for boring through soft clay.

Fla/t-nosed, a
1 Having a flat nose.

2530 Palsgr 3x2/2 Flatte nosed, cainus. 2375 Fleming
Virgil's Bucol x, 9 The litle flat nozde gotes Shall crop

and nip the tender twige 2382 Pettie Guazso's Civ. Conv.

1 (2586) 37 If their beloved bee flat nosed, they tearme her

amiable, 2677 Hale Prim Ortg Man 11 vit. 200 The
Ethiopian . flat-nosed and crisp-haired 2853 Hickie tr.

Anstoph (1872)11 648 The . flat-nosed women shall sit by
the side ofthe beautiful.

2 of a tool, asflat-nosedgraver
1872 Proc Amer Phil Soc XII. 226 A flat nosed graver

would have left a smooth trough

t Flatri'se. obs — 1 [var. ofJlatay,
Flattery

after the analogy of Faietise.] = Flattery
C1440 Generydes 4042 With his fayre wordes, full of flatnse.

Flats, var. of Flotesse. Obs .

Flatted (fire ted), ppl a. [f Flat v s + -ed i
]

1 Laid fiat; levelled with the ground or surface.

Of the sea * Made smooth or calm.

i68x W. Robertson Phrased, Gen (1693) 611 Flatted or
made flat, squatus 2700 DrydenFables, Ceyx ty Alcyone

232 Then frothy white appear the flatted seas 2723-20

Pope Iliadv 121 The yellow harvests And flatted vine-

yards, one sad waste appear 1730 Thomson Autumn 337
The fields around Lie sunk, and flatted in the sordid wave.

2. Beaten or pressed out flat j flattened ,
deprived

of convexity or rotundity
;
made broad and thin.

1378 Banister Hist, Man, 1 28 The mfenour part of
Radius . is not onely at the end flatted, hut also ample,

large, 2630 T B[ayley] Worcester’s Apoph 47 Turning
88



PLATTED. FLATTER.

the flatted bullet round with lus fingci 1797W Johnston

tr Beckmann's Invent II 232 Hatted metal wue began

to be spun round linen or silk thieatl 181a J. Smyth
Pract Customs (1821) 68 Coflee is convex on 011c side,

and flatted on the other, with a deep ftuiow, which runs

along the flatted side 1879 W Collins Hogue's Life ix

104 He turns out a tolerably neat article, from the simple

flatted plates

f 3 Made of flat bats Obs

1805 R W Dickson (1807) II 161 The hurdles are gene-

rally of two kinds, either flatted or rodded

f 4. Rendered vapid or insipid Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 377 An Orenge, Lunon and Apple ..

fresh in their Colour, But then Iuyce somewhat flatted.

5 Of pigments and painted surfaces • Dead, dull,

without gloss

1851 0 > d <S
Regnl R. Engineers xix 89 Two 100ms

flatted or French grey 1859 Gullicic & Timos Paint. 243
A ‘flatted’, dull, or unshimng suifacc

] Fla’tten, a Obs rare [?var of Flotten ]

1 Of milk : ? Skimmed (in quot app. stale, sour

;

peril, associated with Flat a
)

*593 Plat Jewell-ho it. 13 Soke in broken becre, or

flatten milk

2. fig =FLEETEN 2

a 1625 Fletcher Hum Lieutenant 111 v. What a flatten

face he has now How like an ass he looks 1

Flatten (Hoe t’n), v. [f FLAT a + -en 0
]

(*1, traits To lay flat on the ground Obs iare

1712 J. Mortimer Husk 11 xn, If they [sheep] should lie

in it [flax], and beat it down, or flatten it, it will rise

again the next ram

2

Naul To flatten in (a sail) • to extend it

more nearly fore-and-aft of the vessel Also absol.

(Cf. Flatz/ 2 2 )

1839 Marryat Pliant Ship x, Hard apoitl flatten in

foi ward ! 1836 R. H. Dana Seamen's Friend 51 Flatten m
your jibsheets 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bit , laflatten
1/1, the action of hauling m the aftmost clue of »i sail to

give it gi eater power of turning the vessel henceflatten
infonvaid to haul in the jib and foi etopmast staysail-

sheets towards the middle of the ship, and haul forward the

foi e-bowhne

3. = Flat v 2
3 a and l>,

.

a 1630 Donne Progr Soule xiv Poems (1634) 298 As if

for that time their round bodies flatned were. 1726 Monro
Altai

t

n 201 The two superior of these four [superior Dot sal

vertebrae] . are flatned by the Action of the Musculi
longi colit. 1735 Johnson, Flatten ,

to make eveii or level,

without prominence or elevation. 1762H Walpoli Vei tue’s

Anecd, Paint. I iv 98 The supeuorhonouis paid to Michael
Angelo, whose nose was flattened by the blow 1802 Pally
Nat Theol ui. Wks. 1825 III. 20 Its muscular conformation

. is throughout calculated for flattening the eye 1883
Hardwick's Photogt. Client (ed. Taylor) 214 A longer

exposure in the Camera invariablyJlattens the picture,

destioying its rotundity and stereoscopic effect

b 173* Chambers Cycl s v Coining, The bars or plates

are passed several times through a mill, to flatten them
further 1794 Sullivan View Nat I 353 Beautiful crystal-

lizations regularly flattened 1871 L Stephen Playgr
Europe 11. § 1 78 We were frequently flattened out against

the rocks, like beasts of ill repute nailed to a barn
fig 1884 St L Hlbbert in ForIn Rev. Feb 242 Reason
snubbed and flattened out the emotion 1889 Barr£re

& Leland Slang, ’Toflatten out (American) * I flattened

him out ’ t e ,1 had the best of him, of the argument.

4 mtr for reft To become flat, or more flat

,

to lose convexity or protuberance ; to grow broad
at the expense of thickness Also with out.

a vjzs Keill Manperiuis’ Biss. (1734) 51 The Spheroid
that continually flattens 1734Watts Rehq Jnv (1789) 85
Our real form grows cold and pale it flattens, it witneis
into wrinkles 18*6 Keatinge Trav. (1817) II 97 On
approaching the coast, the surface of the country flattens,

and approaches water-level 1828 Stark Elem Nat Hist
I. 149 The horn flattens and turns inwards 1884 H
James Little Tour 109 (Cent Diet ) As I proceeded it [the

country] flattened out a good deal 1885 L Wingfield
Barbara Philpot III v 132 A glittering doll in a shop-
window causeth the noses of the bystanders to flatten 1893
Westm. Gaz 18 Mai 8/1 The dip of the reef ' flattens*.

t>. Of the wind or a storm. To decrease m
force Cf. Flat v 2 2 c

1748 Anson Voy 1, viu 79 The stoim at length flattening

to a calm 1805 Naval Chron XIII. 239 The Wind
flattening .she missed stays

5 trans. To make ‘flat’, vapid, or insipid Also

fig
163* Sanderson Serin II 2 As if all use of rhethorical

ornaments did adulterate, corrupt, and flatten the sinceie

milk of the word 1686 Goad Celest Bodies 11. v 221 The
Celestial Bodies do ferment or flatten the Air. 1753 John-
son, Flatten

,

to make vapid,

b. mtr. to become insipid.

1692 R L1Estrange Fables clxi 132 Satisfactions that.,
flatten in the very tasting 170a Eng. Theephrast 254
Without some tincture of Urbanity, good Humour flattens

for want of Refreshment and Relief

6 . trans To make dull, deprive of attraction,

interest, or impressiveness ; also toflatten down.
1693 W Freke Sel Ess xxxiv 210 When you gallop

over a good Author, you flatten him, and lose half his
Life and Substance 1710 Stetle Tatler No 204 p 5 It

flattens the Narration, to say his Excellency in a Case
which is common to all Men <*1713 Burnet Own Time
(1724) I, i6a The odiousness of the crime grew at last to be
so much flatten’d by the frequent executions. 1820 Lamb
Lett. (r888) II 57 That I did not write . was simply that
he was to come so soon, and that flattens letters 1889
Spectator 14 Dec. 840 When the pilgrims , break out into
verse, they flatten down what had been far more effectively
and imaginatively said in prose.

298

*1*7 To deprive of eneigy or ‘file’; to depiess

Also with away Obs

.

1683 R. Giiovr Persuns Commumon 22 Our Passions

.may be Charmed, or Raised, or 1* lattened 1700 Stei le

Tatler No 47 T* 3 He was sunk and flattened to the lowest

Degiee X772 J Adams Diaiy 23 Nov Wks. 1830 II, 305,

1 find they are both cooled, both flattened away 1796
BurIvL Corr IV 362 So fai from endeavouiing to excite

this spirit, nothing lias been omitted to flatten and lower it

Tb. To cause (a maikcl) to become depressed.

1891 Daily News ie Nov. 2/1 These two influences sufficed

to flatten all the maikets.

8 . To lowei (a musical note) m pitch ;
also absol

1824 Mirror III 105/2 Flattening and sharpening and
rosining bows 1825 D anneley But Mus

,
'Boflatten, to

lower a note one or two half tones 1872 Danisn it Music

55 1 hat same note sharpened or flattened

9 To pamt (a surface) so that it shall have no
gloss

,
to deprive (paint) of its lustre. Also absol

1823 CRAnn Techn Did., To flatten, is to give n newly
painted walL such a coat of colour as takes off its glossy

appearance 1874W Crookes Dyeing Caluo Print vn
517 The colouring matter may also be flattened 01

deprived of its lustre

10 Tanning see quot

1875 lire's Diet Aits III 95 In some cases, as in the calf-

skin, it is skived and then shaved, or, as it is called, flat-

tened at right angles to the skiving

Flattened (ilai't’nd),/// a. [f prec +-edi
]

In senses of the verb.

1796 Withering Brit Plants IV 113 Long slendei

thread-shaped but flattened leavLs. 1833 L. Rncmr Wand
by Loire 39 The bridge is composed of fifteen flattened

arches 1803 Lyit l Antiq, Man 11 27 Its shape is that of
a flattened cone 1884 Bower & Sco n Be Bary's Phaitet

290 Rings, of which the outer at least consist of broad
flattened pieces

fig *874 Gi 0 Eliot Coll Breakf-P. 621 Is wisdom
flattened sense and mere distaste?

Flattener (fltc to) [f. as prcc + -er 1
]

One who flattens ;
something used for flattening

1741 [see Fr atteu sb 5 i] 1:864 Carlylt Fiedk Gt IV
xvi vi 329 Iheie followed a dryness between the divine
Emihe and the Flattener of the Earth [z e Maupcrluis,
from lus having pioved the flattening of the earth at the
poles ] 1875 Plain Needle-work 14 A11 old tooth brush handle,
which might be called the ‘flattener’. 1879 J. Paton in

Encycl. Brit X 661/2 The flattener, with a piece of chaired
wood, rubs it [the opened cylinder of glass] quite smooth.

Flattening, vbl.sb. [f as prec +-ing1]
1 The action or process of making flat In
Class-making, the process of laying out (sheet-

glass) flat

1879 J. Paton in Encycl. Bnt, X. 660/2 The opening,
flattening, or spreading of the glass Ibui 661/1

2 The process of becoming flat
,
the condition

of being flattened.

1726 Monro Anat ir 199 This Flatnmg on tlicii Sides
is of good Use 1854 W K. Kuiy tr, A rago’s Astron
131 The flattening at the poles [of the earth] i860
Tyndall Glac 11 xxiv 359 These disks [in ice] have been
mistaken for bubbles .and their flattening lias been ascribed
to the pressure [etc ] 1878 Huxlly Physwgr xix. 325 The
earth’s flattening is very much less proportionally than that
of the orange

3 altrib and Comb, (chiefly in Glass-making :

see 1 ), as flattening arch, furnace, iron
, kiln,

oven, stone
,
tool.

1879 J Paton in Encycl Brit X 661/2 The waggon
then goes back to the “flattening arch. 1874 Knight
Bid Meek T 878/2 ‘‘Flattening-furnace 1858S1MMONDS
Diet Trade

,
*Flattemng-iron, a laundress’s or workman's

smoothing iron 1872 W. R Greg Enigmas 272 1 hat
God will pass a flattening-iron over all and smooth out
every salient individuality 1879 J Patonm Encycl Bnt
X 661/2 The “flattening kiln consists of two chambers
built together, tiie one for flattening the cylinders, the
other for annealing the sheets The cylinder, after being
gradually reheated, is placed in the centre of the “flattening
oven, upon a smooth stone. Ibid , The “flattening stone or
table, mounted on a movable waggon
t Fla'tter, sb 1 Obs. Forms* 4-5 flatonr,

(vlatour), 5 flater, 6 flatter, [a OF. flatere,

flateow fflateur, agent-n. f jlater to Flatter,] =
Flatterer.
1340 Ayrnb 25G Ulatours and lyejeres byeb to grat cheap

me hare cort c 1400 Cato’s Morals 8 in CursorM App
iv 1669 Alle fals flaters. a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 123
Beter is the frende that pnkithe thanne the flatour that
oyntethe 1559 Mtrr Mag, Mowbray's Bcaushm xi,

And whyle the rest prouyded for this thing, I flatter I
brake fayth and promise both

Flatter (flee tai), sb 2 [f Flat v + -er 1
]

1. A workman who makes something (e g a blank
or planchet, a hide or skin, etc.) flat

1714 Mandeville lab Bees (1725) I 249 The silver-spin-
ner, the flatter, the wire drawer and the refiner. 1741
Chambers Cycl,, Flatter or Flattener See Coining. 1885
C. T Davis Manuf Leather xxix 497 The sides next go to
a flatter, who levels off the shanks with a currier's knife

2. A tool used in making things flat, e g a very
broad-faced hammei used by smiths.
1874 Knight Bid Mech 1 . 878/2 Flatter(Wire-drawing),

a draw-plate with a flat orifice, to draw out flat strips,
such as watch-springs, skirt-wire [etc ]. 1888 Lockwood’s
Did Mech. Engm

, Flatter,
a species of hammer used by

smiths. Its use is to finish over broad surfaces which have
been brought to size by the sledge and set hammei
+ Fla’tter, sb 3 Obs [f next.) Flattery
*593-4 Sylvester Profit Imprisonm 437 O that hee

never had prefei’d the Serpents flatter Before th’ eternall
Law of all the Worlds Creator

Flatter (fla loi), v 1 l'oims a 3 flatteren
4-6 flater(6

v
ii, (5 flateryn), 6 flattir, 6- flatter

J3 4 vlatorien. [Ofsomewhat doubtful etymology.
In sense it represents OF Jlate-r (mod F flatter

)

= Vx.flatar, the primary meaning of this word is

believed to be ‘to flatten down, smooth’
, hence

‘to stroke with the hand, caress’ (a sense still

current 111 Fr ) , this sense, as well as that of OF
flater,

-tr to dash to the ground, is plausibly ac-
counted foi by derivation from the Tent word
winch we have as Fl \t a The normal form which
flal-er should assume when adapted into E. is the
iare Sc Flat v. As ME did not adapt Fi vbs
by addition of a suffix -er to the stem, 01 adopt
them in their infinitive fonn, the Eng flatter

cannot he paralleled with Gei flattiren
, MDu

flatte > en, Sw flattcra, which are normally formed
adaptations from the French, it might however
have arisen by association of the vb with its deri-

vatives, OF flatcic, -our Flatter sl> 1, andflatene
Flattery. More probably, however, the native

Flatter v -, an onomatopoeia expressive of light

repeated movement, may have developed n sense

resembling the primary sense of the F. woid, and
hence have been accepted as its equivalent Cf.

ON flatb-a, MSw, flakra
,
fliba, to flatter, all

prob. of onomatopoeic origin It may be signifi-

cant that in the earliest instance of ME flatteren

it occurs as a various leading foi flakeren, which
corresponds precisely to MSw.flab a just cited]

fl. inti Of an animal, bird, etc. * To show de-

light or fondness (by wagging the tail, making a
caressing sound, etc ) Const upon, with. Obs
c 1386 CttAirci it Metch. T. 815 Lyk to the scorpioun

That ll.tterest with thin heed whan thou wilt stynge 1387
Tin visa Htgdui (Rolls) II 431 pit foules at Diomeaes
temple springe.]? water and llateicj? wi]> J>e Giees. 1583
Hoi lyband Lampo di 1 tor 41 Here is. a meery Utle dogge
See how lie flatteieth with Ins tale 1607 Toi'srLL Fottr-f

Jit lists 105 She [the Cat] lnth one voice to btg and to

complain .. anothei among hir own kind, by llattung, by
hissing, by puffing, by spitting Ibid 160 Dogges who
would fawne & gently flatter vpon all those which came
cliastty is. religiously to worship there.

*j* b. tians. Rarely used m Fr. sense . To touch

or stroke lightly and caressingly Obs
[1580 IIari 1 A tv F 666 To feele and handle gently, to

flatter, to dnllie, and deceiue, palpo] 1599 H Buttls
Dyets dne Dinner M, Trout is a fish that loveth to he
flattered and clawed m the water 1650 [see Flattering
ppl a 4] 1725 Uradi lv lam. Did s v Bee, The Bees
that compose his 'I ram flatter him with their

r

l rumps.

2. To try to please or win. the favour of (a person)

by obsequious speech or conduct
;
to coiut, fawn

upon f Also mtr toflatter with
1340 Ayeiib 61 pe blondere defended and excuse]? and

wryep }>e kueades and ]>e zennes of ham pet he wyle
ulatcri. r 1380 Wvclin Set Wks III 344 pes men
flateien hem, for ];et hopen to liaue wynnyng of hem. 1387

Tki visa Higdcn (Rolls) III 315 3 if ]?ou woldest flatere wi]>

Denys be kyng, b°u schuldest noujt wasche ]>ese wortes

c 1440 Promp Part) 16 ( Flateryn, aditlor 1559 Mirr
Mag,, Woicestcr ii, To frayne the tiuth, the living foi to

flatter 1593 Shaks Ruh II, 11 1 88, I mocke my name
(great King) to flatter thee a 1744 Porn Epitaph xv, One
poor Poet Who never flatter'd Folks like you 1764

Goldsm. Tiav. 362 Yet think not I mean to flatter kings,

or court the great 1830 1 ennyson Metmaid 43 The bold

merry mermen would me me, and woo me, ana flatter me
1842 Lytton Zaitoni 1 1 5 \ et was lie thoroughly uasocial

He foi med no friends, flattered no patrons
absol 1393 Langl. P PI C in 147 Ancres and here-

mites bat eten bote at nones, And freres bat flateren not

1413 Ptlgr Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv xxxm 82 Them nedeth

nought to glosen ne to flateren, for hope of yeftes

3 To praise or compliment unduly or insincerely

*t*
Const of. *1* Also in weaker sense, to gloss ovei,

palliate (faults), speak too leniently to (an of-

fender) f Formerly also mtr. toflatter with,

atzz$Ancr R. 222 (MS Cleop C vi)Men bet flattered

[1other texts faltreS, flakereS] hire of fieolac, 1535 Cover-

dale Prov xxviii 23 He that rebuketh a man, shall fynde

moie fauoure at y° last, then he that flatreth him iSS*

Latimer Serin 31 Jan., Here leame not to flatter with

any body when they do wickedly, for Chust, peiceauing

his disciples to be vnbeleuers, flattered them not, hut

lebuked them for their faultes 1659 Ray Corr (1848) 2,

I would not be flattered, I am not so fond ofmy own con-

ceits. 1738 Pofi* Eptl Sat 1 86 Let ev’ry Fool and Knave

Be giac’d thro’ Life, and flatter’d in Ins Grave Mod Youi

beautiful voice — ’ ‘ Ah 1 you aie flatteitng me’
absol 1500-20 ?Dunbar Poems (1893) 310 Wryte I of

liberalise Thau will thay say I flatter quyte 154B Hall
Chron Edw IV, 198, I neither dare nor wil write lest

some men might thynke that I flattered a hue 1782

Cowper Table T 88 ’I he lie that flatters I abhor the most

4 To gratify tbe vanity or self-esteem of, to

make self-complacent, to make (one) feel honoured

or distinguished. Also, To tickle (a persons

vanity).
c 1400 Rom Rose 5941 Another slml have as moche for

right nought . If he can flater hir to hir pay i5®° Bible

(Genev) Ps, xxxvi 2 He flatteieth lumselfe in his owne

eyes 1601 Shaks Jut C 11 1 so8 When I tell him, he

hates Flatterers, He says, he does
,

being then most

flattered 1717 Lady M W. Montagu Let to Abbe Conn
1 Apr, It is the emperor’s interest to flatter them *79*
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Mrs Radclitfe Rom Fo>a

t

vm, I am . flattered by the

distinction} oil offer me 1845 M Pattison Ess (1889)1 22

This was intended to flatter the bishop’s vanity a 1864

Prescott (Webster), Others he flattered by asking their

advice.
traits/ 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F 175 A splendid

presence flattering the poor roofs

5 To play upon the vanity or lmpressionable-

ness of (a person)
,
to beguile or persuade with

artful blandishments; to coax, wheedle Const

from, into, to
,
out of. f Also intr toflatter with.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx 43 In me was falset with

every wicht to flatter 1537 Matthew Jndg xvi 5 Flatter

with hym [1539 Taverner Flatter him] & se wherm hys

great strength l}eth 1579 Gosson Sell Abuse (Arb ) 21

As waywarde children the more they bee flatered the worse
they are 1591 Tronb Raigne K John 11 (1611) 82 For
Puests and women must be flattered 1592 Warner Alb

Eng vn xxxiv (1612) 167 He flattered his Neeces from
their mother 1650 Fuller Pisgah n 1 § 24 65 Or did

he hope to flatter Heaven into a consent? 1667 Milton
P L. x. 42 Man should be seduc’t And flatter'd out of all,

believing lies Against his Maker 1706 Phillips (ed

Kersey), Flatter, to coaks, soothe up or wheedle 1833

Alison Hist Europe (1849) II ix § 51 276 You may
easily flatter a tyrant but to flatter twenty-five millions

of people is as impossible as to flatter the Deity himself

absol 1611 Bible i Esdras 1v 31 The King was fame to

flatter, that she might be reconciled to him againe

6. To beguile, charm away (sorrow, etc) ; also,

to beguile, charm to (tears) arch
xg8o Sidney Arcadia 1 (1629) 52 A place foi pleasantnesse,

not vnfit to flatter solitarinesse 1507 Shaiis Rich. Ill

,

iv iv 245 Flatter my soirows with report of it 1820

Keats Eve St Agnes in, Music's golden tongue Flatter'd

to tears this aged man 1871 R Ellis tr Catullus lxvm

39 If nor books I send nor flatter sorrow to silence

7 To encourage or cheer (a person) with hopeful

or pleasing representations , to inspne with hope,

usually on insufficient grounds Also, To foster

(hopes) f Formerly also mtr toflattei with.

1377 Langl P PI B xx 109 Fortune gan flateren }>o

fewe And byhight hem longe lyf 1393 [see Flattering

ppl a. 2 ] 1587 Fleming Contn Holmshed III 1351/1 My
lord, you are verie sicke, I will not flatter with you 1592

Shaiis Veit. # Ad 989 Hope doth flatter thee in thoughts

vnlikely 1597 — 2 Hen IV, 1 111 29 Flatt’ring himselfe

with IQo in] Protect of a power Much smaller, then the

smallest of his Thoughts. 1601 — Twel N 1 v 322 Desire

him not to flatter with his Lord, Nor hold him up with

hopes, I am not for him 1730-1 Swift's Lett (1766)11 123

Now were you m vast hopes you should hear no more from

me but don’t flattei yourself 1762 H Walpole Vertue’s

A need Pamt (1765) I vi. 137 The Carews were flattered

with the hopes of this match 1794 Paley Emit n v
(1817) 23 It was his business to have flatteied the prevailing

hopes 1842 Tennyson Two Voices 204 Wilt thou make
everything a lie To flatter me that I may die? 1855 Pres-

cott Philip II, I 11 ix 243 Men had flattered themselves

with the expectation of some change foi the better 1890

Daily Nevus 24 Nov 3/5 The Irish filly never flattered her

backers
absol 1593 Shaks Liter 172 Desire sweetely flatters

b To please with the belief, idea, or suggestion

that Now chiefly refl

1592 Shaks Veiu $ Ad. 978 Reuiuing loy bids her re-

loyce, And flatters her, it is Adonis voyce 1711 Addison
Sped No, 165 IP x Their People might flattei themselves

that Thiugs are not so bad as they leally are 1753 Hume
Let 5 Jan in Burton Life <$ Corr (1846) I 378 My fnends

flatter me that I have succeeded. 178a Priestley Corrupt

Chr I Pief 13, 1 flatter myself I have given reasonable

satisfaction <21796 Burns ‘As I was a wandering’,
I flatter my fancy I may get anither 1844 Disraeli

Comngsby v iv, They flattered themselves it might be

done. 1883 Stevfnson Treasure 1st, iv xvi, We flattered

ourselves we should be able to give a good account of

a half-dozen

8 To ‘ caiess gratify (the eye, ear, etc)

Johnson describes this as ‘ a sense purely Gallick’ , but it

occurs in his own writings, and is now established

1695 Dryden Observ Du Fresnoy's Art Paint 130

A Consort of Voices pleasingly fills the Ears and flatters

them 1722 Wollaston Relig Nat. ix 206 He might

be flattered with some verdures and the smiles of a few

daisies on the banks of the road 1882 Stevenson New
Arab Nts (1884) 120 The beauty of the stone flattered the

young clergyman’s eyes.

absol 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 80 ? 2 The Hill

flatters with an extensive View

9 . To represent too favourably, to exaggerate the

good points of Said esp. of painters, or the like

1581 Pettie Gnazzo's Civ Conv 1 (1586) 4 But if I flatter

not my selfe, I have a whole minde vi ithin my crasie bodie

1591 Shaks Two Gent iv iv 192 Yet the Painter flatter d

her a little 1665 Boyle Occas Refl vi x 222 If Art have

not flatter’d Nature 1765 H Walpole Verities Anecd
Pamt IV 18 Oliver said to him ‘ Mr. Lely, I desire you
would use all your skill to pamt my picture truly like me,

and not flatter me at all’ 1768— Hist Doubts 95 How
much the characters of princes are liable to he flattered or

misrepresented 1885 E Garrett At any Cost x. 709 My
friends do not think that my portrait flattei s me
absol 1634 Prynne Documents agst Prynnc (Camden)

25 A Queene, in whose prayse it is impossible for a poett to

fayn, or orator to flatter 1758 Home Agis Ded., A grate-

ful imagination adorns its benefactor with, every virtue, ana

even flatters with sincerity

10 With adverbs. Toflatter m (nonce-use) . to

usher m or help foiward with flattery To flatter

up'
*J* (a) to indulge unduly, pamper, * coddle ’

,

(b) to flatter extravagantly 5
to work (oneself) up

into self-complacency ;
(c) nonce-use , to call up

(a smile) by flattery

1588 Shaks LL.Lv n 824 To flatter vp these powers
of mine with rest 1669 Dryden Tyranmck Love iv 1,

I, like the Fiends, will flatter in his Doom 1848 J Water-
worth Canons # Decrees Trent 38 No one ought to flatter

himself up with faith alone x8gx G Meredith One ofour
Cong III. xm 273 ‘We go’, Victor said to Nataly, and
flattered-up a smile about her lips

Hence Flattered^/ a
c 1440 Prcmp Parv 164 Flateryd, adulalus 1665 Manley

Grotins'Low C JVarres 165 His Mind was so elevated into

a flattered Conceit of himself 1714 Shaitesb Misc Refl,

v 1, They become, like flatter'd Princes, impatient of Con
tradiction 1725 Young Love Fame 1 13 B latter’d crimes
of a licentious age, Reproach our silence 1888 Sat Rev
23 June 773/2 Tne flattered monarch refused to interfere

r
|* Fla'txer, ® 1 Obs [Onomatopoeic; cfflacker,

flutter, flitter} mtr. To float, flutter.

c 1375 Barbour Troybk 11 1752 He . Flatterand amange
be wawes wode With gret force of his armes gane swyme.
?

a

1450 Chaucer's Nut’s T 1104 (Petworth MS) Aboue
her hede her dowues flateringe [other texts flikennge],

a 1803 Sir Patrick Spens in Child Ballads in lvm 27/1
And mony was the feather-bed That flattered on the faem.

Flatterable (flse terab’l), a nonce-wd [f

Flatter v i 4 -able ] That may be flattered, sus-

ceptible to flattery

a 1734 North Lives I 124 He was the most flatterable

creature that ever was known.

Flatter-blind (flee t3J|blamd), v nonce-wd
[f. Flatter vfl 4 Blind v ] irans To flatter so as

to make blind
,
to blind with flattery

x8x8 Coleridge Let in Lit Rem (1836) II x My next

Friday’s lecture will, if I do not grossly flatter-blind myself,

be interesting

Flatteroap (flse taiksep). Obs exc dial, [f

as prec + Cap sb ij A flatterer

x68xW Robertson Phrased Gen (1691)613 Avaunt all

flattercaps X855 Robinson Whitby Gloss
, .

Flatch or

Flatfercap, a flatterer , a term applied to wheedling children,
when they try by flattery to gain their own little ends

Flatter-doci (flse taidpk) [? f. Flatter v 2

4- Dock sb 1] A provincial name given to several

large-leaved aquatic plants (‘docks'), probably

from the floating leaf.

1820 Wilbraham Chesh Gloss , Flatter Dock or Batter

Dock, pond weed or potamogeton, 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plant-n , Flatter Dock

Flatterer (flse torsi), [f Flatter 7/.1 +-ER 1
]

1 One who flatters, in various senses of the vb
,

esp. one who employs false praise to obtain favour

or otherwise serve his own purposes
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiv 4 Flaterers & balcbiters ere

fere fra his life 1413 Pilgr Smvle (Caxton 1483) nr m 51

Ye that haue ben flaterours and traitours to youre frendes

1526 Pilgr Perf iW de W 1531) 88, I had lever be

reproued of euery persone, than to be praysed of a flaterer

a x68o Butler Rem (1759) II 443 A Flatterer is a Dog,

that fawns when he bites 1727 Gay Fables I 1 77 For

beasts of prey, a servile train* Have been the flatterers of

myieign 1838 Dickens Nick Nick xxviii, *1 am_ afraid

Sir Mulberry is a flatterer, my lord’, said Mrs Wititterly.

x88x Rita My Lady Coquette xx, You are a sad flatterer,

Rose
2. Comb., asflatterer-like adj.

1630 Drayton Moses 1. 118 Three lab'nng months them

flatterer-like beguiled

Fla-fcteress. Obs [f Flatter sb.1 4- -ess Cf.

OF. flateresse ] A female flatterer

1483 Caxton G de la TourG ij, In her companye she had

a woman a flatteresse and a grete liar. X569 J SANroRD tr

Agrippa's Van. Artes 154 Wherefore Plato calleth this

[Cookery] the flatteresse of Phisicke 1658 Hexham,
Een Vleydersse,

a Flattresse, or a Flattering woman.

Flattering (flse tang), vbl sb. [f Flatter

4- -ing l,] The action of the vb. Flatter, in its

various senses Now rare exc. in gerundial use.

m225 Ancr R 320 Vor fearlac, vor flatterunge a 1340

Hampole Psalter v xx W1J5 flaterynge hal deuoure whana

swa bai may felaghe wi]j J?aun c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb )

1077 Thurgh his fals natermg With the Sodon was he

dwelling 1563-87 Foxe^ M (1596) 951/2 Ihe preachers

preached nothing but lies and flatterings 1007 Hieron

Wks I 430 Secret soothing and flattering of the heart. 1678

R Barclay Afoi Quakers Ded,, Ihe flattering of court

parasites _ ,
Fla ttering, ppl a. [f as prec. 4- -nro

1 Of a person, his actions, utterances, etc : That

flatters or tries to please by praise, generally in-

sincere ;
adulatory.

1484 Caxton Fables o/Msop x xv, The foole whiche herd

the flaterynge wordes of the foxe beganne to open his bylie

for to synge 1550 Crowley Epigr 839 Be ware of all

flatterynge frendis 1600 Shaks A. Y L iv 1 188 That

flattering tongue of yours wonne me 1781 Gibbon Decl <?-

F III 115 The most flattering bard . would have hesitated

to affirm, that he surpassed the measure of the derm-gods of

antiquity,

f b. Coaxing, wheedling. Obs
C1386 Chaucer Friar's Pral 30, 1 schal him telle which

a gret honour Is to ben a fals flateryng lymytour 1697

Dryden Virg Georg hi 269 Thy flatt'nng Method on the

Y
2
Ut

Suggesting pleasurable (usually, delusive) an-

ticipations or beliefs
;
pleasing to the imagination

xm3 Gower Couf III. 174, 1 shall . deceive and lie With

flaterende prophecie. 15it Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 57

Flee all y« false flateryng promesses of y* worlde. 1596

Shaks Tam Shr 1 1 44 Euen as a flattnng dreame.

X7i7 Pope Epist. to Jervas 23 What flatt’ring scenes our

wand’ring fancy wrought 1 ^1859 Macaulay Hist Eng
V. 305 He had consulted by letter all the most eminent

physicians and, as he was apprehensive that they micht

return flattering answers if they knew who he was, he had

[etc] X87X R HurleyLet in Raymond statist Mines t?

Muting (1872) 203 The prospects at this camp are very

flattering

b Of the weather, the stars, etc : Promising,

(delusively) encouraging hope. Now rare

1633 T Stafford Pac Htb n xxx 278 Don Juan .

.

hourety expecting a wind to bee gone, and findlDg a flatter-

ing gale went aboard 1697 Dampier Voy. I 4x3 Such

flattering weather is commonly the forerunner ofa Tempest

1711 Swift Jml to Stella 27 Oct , It has been a terrible

rainy day, but &o flattering in the mornmg’, that I would

needs go out in my new hat 1847 Emerson Poems
,
Thre-

nody Wks (Bohn) I 400 For flattering planets seemed to

sav This child should ills of ages stay

3. Gratifying to self-esteem, highly compli-

mentary
*757 Burke Alridgm Eng Htst Wks 1842 II 593 These

opinions are flattering to national vanity 1820 Lamb Final
Mem viii lo Mr Rogers 277 It is not the flattenngest

compliment to an author to say, you hav e not read his

book yet 1831 Sir J Sinclair Corr II. 273 The very

flattering terms in which he expressed himself 1852 Mrs
Stowe Uncle Tom's C xxxvi, The dark beauty of the sup-

posed little girl drew many flattering comments from the

passengers „ _ ,

+4 Caressing, handling lightly. Cf. Flatter v 1

x b £)bs

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11 w 1 30 Their [Baal’s priests’] flatter-

ing hands . did theatrically let out some drops of wild

bloud

5 . That represents too favourably; said esp. of

a picture or the like

1595 Shaks John it i 503 Till now, infixed I beheld my
selfe, Drawne m the flattering table of her eie 1 17x8 Pbior

Alma in 23 The flatt’ring Glass of Nature 1774 Goldsm
Ratal. 63 A flattering painter, who made it his care 1 o draw

men as they ought to be, not as they are

6 quasi-adv = Flatteringly adv.

1592 Shaks Rom $• Jul n li 141 All this is but a dreame,

Too flattering sweet to be substantiall.

Hence Fla’ttermgness, the quality of being

flattering.

1894 Temple Bar Mag Cl 195 She gently tempers its

flatteringness by the remark

adv. [f prec +Flatteringly (Ate toriqli),

-LY 2 ] In a flattering manner.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 107 pey answerde ful

falsely and flateryngly Jrat nay 1548 Hall Chron Introd 7
The king flatenngly and with great dissimulation made
proclamacion 1661 Cowley Disc Govt O Cromwell Ess

(1669) 56 Pray Countryman (said he, very kindly and very

flatteringly) 17x9 London & Wise Compl Gaid 298 How
flatteringly fair soever the weather appear. 1865 Mbs
Riddell Geo Geitk II. vi 56 Still hope whispered flatter-

ingly that the girl might grow to love him

t Fla’tterons, a Obs [f. Flatter^"1 or

Flatter-y 4- -ous ] Of, pertaining to, or suitable

for a flatterer
,
flattering

1546 Bale 1st Exam Anne Askevue x8 b, Trust not to

moche in the flatterouse faunynge of soche wylye foxes.

Hence Fla tterously adv
,
flatteringly

1667 Oldenburg Let to Boyle 3 Dec. in Boyle's Wks
(1772) VI. 253 If he durst believe himself, who is flatterously

given, he is much better than he was before.

Flattery (flse ten) Forms • 4 fLatene, {south.

vlatene), 4-6 flatery(e, (5 flatere, -eri, -irry,

-urye, 6 flat(ti)ry), 6—7 flattens, 6- flattery,

[ad. F flattene (OF flatene^Vr. flatana), f

flatteur (OF flatete) a flatterer, f. flatter (OF.

flatef) • see Flatter v 1 and -eby 1 b ]

1. The action or practice of flattering ; false or in-

sincere praise
,
adulation; cajolery, blandishment

c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W 52155 For thou leuestwel fiatene.

c 1386 ChaucerPars. T r 539 Fiatene is generally wrongful

preysmg 14x3 Pilgr Sewle (Caxton 1483) iv xxx 78 How
d«ir ther ony man deceyuen suche persone by fauour of

flaterye X484 Caxton Fables ofHisop 1 ix, Ofte the sooa
men lese theyr goodes by the deception and flaterye of the

peruers and evylle folke 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de "W 1531)

in Somtyme vnder the cloke of good maner, he bryngeth

in adulacyon or flatery 1646 J Blnbrigge Vsura auo/n-

modata 15 The flattery of deceitfull borrowers 1710 Steei r
TatlerNo 139 T 1 That general Cause ofall their [Women s]

Follies, and our Misfortunes, tbeir Love of Flattery
#
177X

Goldsm Htst Eng II. 217 He was resolved to maintain

himself in it by tyranny over his inferiors, and flattery to

the queen 1820 Disraeli Vtv Greyw. 1, Flattery is the

destruction of all good fellowship
,

2 fig, ‘ Gratifying deception, delusion (bchmidt).

c 1600 Shake Sottn. xhi 14 My friend and I are one

Sweet flattery l then she loves but me alone. 1604 — Ota

iv i 133.

3 . With a and pi.

*593 Shaks Rich II, 111 11 216 He does me double

wrong, that wounds me with the flatteries of his tongue

1665 Boylf Occas Refl Ded 6 It is .Your Cttstome to look

ev’n upon Smal Praises as Flatteries xjooDryden values

Pref, You never cool while you read Homer, even not in

the Second Book (a graceful Flattery to his Countrymen)

Flatting (flse tig), vbl. sb. [f. Flat v •£ 4- -ing 1 ]

1. The action, or process of laying, pressing, or

beating out flat; spec, the process of roiling

metal into plates; also in Class-making

,

the process

of flattening a split glass cylinder.

x6xx Cotgr ,
Ernplatement, a flatting , a laying flat vnto ;

a making broad or flat. 1687 Talbman London's Tu 6 In

another apartment is . Flatting and Drawing of Gold

Wyre 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 318 A flatting-mill,

such as those employed m the flatting of gold
38-2
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b concr A layer of moitar

3829 J Hodgson hi J Rune Mini (1858) II 161 The wall

has been constructed in lcgul.ir fl ittmgs, wilh layeis uf

basaltic rumlat work between eicli 11 Uting of the 11101 t-u

-|-

2

The process of btcmmng Hat Ofwine : The
piocess of becoming vapid or insipid

1665 Hooke 1Muiogr 30 '1 he flatting of the Surface 111 the

middle is fiom the abatement of the waters pressure out

wards 1675 \V Charieton 1woDue n 160 The Palling

or Matting of Wines
>|*3 Music The lowering (of a note) by one

semitone Obs.

1674 Playi-okd Skill Mns 1 11 10 These two B Cliffs are

usually put to sevctal Notes in the middle of any song or

Lesson for the Flatting or Sharping of Notes
^4 Coal-immng, (See quots

,
and see Flat sb. 4.)

1883 Greslly Gloss Coa-l Mining, Flatting, drawing 01

leading coals underground with horses and lads 1891

Labour Commission Gloss
,
Flatting is ihe stacking of

coal by boys at the Hat

5 Gilding and Housefiavnting

\

The action of

Flat 0 2 8 Also concr The overlaid coal,

1823 P Nichoison Pract Build 4x0 Hie Nottingham
wlnte-lead is the most esteemed foi what is called flatting,

or dead white 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic
§ 1582 The finishing coat is to be ‘flatting'

6 attnb and Comb , asflathugfurnace, hammer,

hearth, stone
,
tool

,
(chiefly 111 Glass-making . see

1) , flattingcoat, colour, white (sense 5) ;
fLafcting-

mill, a mill for flattening, esp one foi rolling

metal into sheets and forming the nbbon from
which the planchcts are cut m coming.
1875 Use's Did Arts II 402 The “flatting coloui should

be incorporated with a large quantity of spirits of tuipentme

1810 Jami.s Milit Diet
,
Flatten, a “flatting hammer 1618

in Lout’s Debates (Camd. 1870) 138 Twoe “flatting milnes

1799 G Smn\\ Laboratory I 3x8 A flatting-null, such as

silver wire diawers use. 1823 P. Nichoison Pract Build
406 In the opciation ofmaking it [milled lead], a laminatmg-
loller is used, or a flatting-null x8gx Star 24 Oct. 4/6
Jeweller’s flatting mills

Flattish (lire tij), a. [f Flat a, + -ish,] Some-
what flat.

1611 Speed Thcat Gt Brit n xu § 4 Where the lnls settle

any thing flattish 1713 Dfrham Phys.-Thcol, iv xi note ,

These worms have large flattish Heads. 1840 Fmd Hull
Docks Com 9, It is a flattish shore 1877 J,

D. Chamhths
Divine Worship 253 The Chalices of the thirteenth century

were round and wide-mouthed and flattish

Flatty (flae ti), sb slang, [f. Flat sb 8 + -Y 1
.]

One who is ignorant of the methods of professional

thieving, aflat; also comb • flatty-ken (see quot )
x8« Mavhtw Lond Labour (1861) I. 218 They betiay to

the ‘flatties’ all their pi ofits and proceedings Ibid (1851)

I 243
1 Flatty kens’, that is, houses the landloid of which is

not ‘awake’ or ‘fly’ to the ‘moves’ and dodges of the tiade

Flatulence (flartiz/lens) [a F. flatulence

,

f,

flatulent

.

see Flatulent and -ence ]

1 gen The condition of being charged with gas.

aiBiS Sheridan Sch Scand hi hi. Wks 1821 1 77 The
Spa water has all the peitness and flatulence of Cham-
paigne, without the spirit or flavour

2 . esp The state or condition of having the

stomach or other portion of the alimentary canal

charged with gas
1858 Copland Diet Pract Med I 1044 When flatulence

precedes or attends organic lesions of the stomach

b. The tendency m vaiious lands of food to

produce this slate.

3 . fig Inflated or puffed-up condition, windiness,

vanity
;
pomposity, pretentiousness.

1711 tr S Wcrenfcls' Dis Logomachys 229 Remember to
distinguish between true Sublimity of Mind and Stile, and
avam flatulence of both X750 Johnson Rambler No 73
1 10 Covert insults which serve to give vent to the flatulence
of pude

Flatulency (flee hz/lensi), [f. next : see

-ENOY

]

1 . = Flatulence 2. Also an instance of this
1660 Lovell Hist Auuu £ Min 139 They discussing

then flatulency by garrulity 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments v
(1735) 140 The most sure Sign of a deficient Perspiration is

Flatulency, or Wind 1757 A Coorra Distiller 11 vm
(1760) 135 Cinnamon dispels Flatulencies, and is a pleasant
Cardiac 1806 Med Jml XV 367 His disease 01 iginated
fiom flatulency 1858 Copland Diet Pract Med I 1043
Flatulency an undue foi mation and accumulation of an
m the stomach or intestines, with fiequent rejection of it

b Tendency to cause flatulence.

_
1599 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner E vnj, Otliei leferre

it to their [Beanes’] fiatulencie, whereby they provoke to

lecheiy.

2 - Flatulence 3
1662 Gurnall Chr. vi Arm (1669! 343/2 The flatulency of

them which puffs up others into pride c 1698 Locke Cond
Underst xxu, Puffed up with a flatulency arising from a
weak and nanow comprehension.

Flatulent (fise tiwlent), a Also 7 flatilent

[a. HI,flatulent, ad mod L flatulent-us, f L fldt-us
a blowing, f flare to blow * see -ulent ]

+ 1 Of a windy nature, full of air or wind. Of
a tumour * Turgid with air. Obs
1600 Surtlet Conntrie Las me vt xxu 773 The vnpiofit-

able and excrementous humour consumed, and the flatulent

or windie parts thereof discussed 1704 F Fuller Med
Gymn (1705) 70 The Contents of the Stomach aie much
rarefi’d and flatulent a 1723 Quincy Lex Physico-Med
(1730) Flatulent Tumours are such as easily yield to the
Pressuie of the Fmgei, but readily 1etum, by their elasticity,

to a tumid State again 1745 Bhownmm. m Phil Mans
LV 238 those ‘pints of fountains are flatulent and clastic.

2 Liable to, 01 prolific in, wmdy blasts rate.

1671 R I’ohun ll'ird 63 'the Spnng and Autumn are

the most Matulent Seasons of the yeere 1840 Barham
Ingot. Leg , Bagman's Dog, Those flatulent folks V nown in

Classical stoi y as Aquilo, Libs, Notus, Auster, and Boreas

3 Generating or apt to generate gas m the ali-

mentary canal
,
causing wind.

1399 H Burn s Dyets d> te Dinner C y b, Peaches Being

soft, moist, and flatulent, they engender humours. 1674-81

Block! Glossogt. s v , Pease and Beans are flatulent meat

1731 Arbuthnot Almnuts vi. (1735) 221 Vegetables abound
more with aerial Particles, than animal Substances, and
theiefoie are more flatulent X837M Donovan Dorn Eton
II 321 Eaten 111 quantity it [beet-root] often proves flatulent

4 a Of a disease, etc • Attended with or caused

by the accumulation of gases in the alimentary

canal, b. Of persons : Troubled with flatulence

see Flatulence 2 .

1653 CuLPi.pprR Riverins \\i 1. 147 Whence comes a flatu-

lent Asthma X733 Ariiuthnot R tilts of Diet 372 If they

aie not flatulent several have been cured l>y a Milk-Diet

1844-57 G Bikd Unit. Deposits (ed 3) 310 Being mei cly the

subject of occasional attichs of indigestion, with flatulent

eructations 1847 Youatt Horse uv 300 Flatulent Colic

alsol 1858 Cort and Diet. Pract Med III 1 350 The
dyspeptic, the flatulent, and the sedentary

6 fig Inflated or puffed up, ‘windy’; empty,

vain, pretentious

1658 Osborn Adv. Son (1673) 237 Religion glows flatulent

and Hypociitical 1897 Dm din Hums Ded e4 IIow
many of those flatulent Writeis ha\e I known 1742
Young A~t Ik. vi 239 I1 latulent with fumes of self-applause.

1863 W i? Q 3rd Ser IV. 284 Much of the poetry is little

moie than very flatulent declamation 1870 Swinburne
Ess ,$ Stud. (1875) 261 A score or two of poems, each more
feeble and more flatulent than the last

Hence Flo. tulently adv
,
in a flatulent manner ;

Fla'tulentness, the condition of being flatu-

lent

1563 T Gall Anttdot 11 39 It liealeth flntulentnes of

Hypochondria, etc. X727 Bailey (vol II>, Elatulentness,

Wmdmess, Flatulency 1864 Wi bsti r, Elatulently

+ Fla’tuling, vbl. sb Obs. 1 are— 1 [as if f

*flatulc vb ,
back-formation from Flatulent ] In-

flation (of the flesh)
j
puffiness

1634 T. Johnson Paiey's Chintrg xv xii 572 This half

crude humor remaining theie, raiseth much flatuhng

+ Flatuo se, a Obs rare [as if ad. L *jldtuos-

us, f flatus a blowing ]
»= Flatuous

2727 in Bailly vol. II

f Flatuosity (flee tin# siti). Obs. [ad. F.

JlaUtositl
,

f. flatueux'. see Flatuoue and -ity]

The state or condition of being * flatuous

1 . = Flatulence 2

1600 SuurLET Counti ic Farme vi xxu. 777 It attenuateth
crude and colde humours, and flatuosities abounding m

flegmatike and melancholicke persons 2675 J Love Clovis
Med 43 Remove that flatuosity, which is the cause of thy
Disease. X727 Bradlly Fam Diet s v Apoplexts

,

Caused
either by Phlegm, Melancholy, Flatuosity, or Choler.

1884 Syd Soe. Lei
,
Flatuosity, flatulence, the development

of gas in the interior of the body
b Tendency to cause flatulence

1708 But. Apollo No. 49 2/1 It is added to windy Ali-

ments to correct their flatuosity

2 conct A quantity of wind, air, or gas

1597 Lowe Chirutg. (1634) i°8 Oedema, which is, the
flatuosities dispersed in other parts musculous. xfioi Hol-
land Pliny 1 . 2i If this flatuositie [L flatus] or vapour doe
struggle and wrestle witlun the cloud, from thence it com-
meth that thunderclaps be heard

f Fla’tllOUS, a. Obs. Also 7 fLateous [ad.

F. flatueux

,

as if ad. L *fldtubs-us

,

f L flatus a
blowing . see -ous ]

1 Of a windy nature
;

full of wind or gas ,
=

Flatulent 1

1580 G Harvey Three Proper Lett 12 Such feveious .

and flatuous spirits as lurke within 1603 Holland Plutarch’s
Mor 704 Like as in our bodies there arise certeme flatuous
tumors 1653 Gauden Hierasp 44 Their flatuous and un-
refined Wines 17x0 Death ofT Whigg 11 43 Whose Blood
being flatuous and foul

2 a. Resulting from inflation, b. Resembling
wind in its action.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard Cyrus 111 134 Seeds, wlieiem at
fust may be discerned a flatuous distension of the husk
1662 J Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat 78 It hath well
pleased the Eternall, to place 111 the Stars, a flatuous, violent,

motive force

3 . =Flatulent 3.

x6ox Holland Pliny II 170 If a man eat them [mulberries]
alone they swell in the stomack and be vei y flatuous. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Rom Quest. (1802) 64 So it is that
pulse be flateous and windy 1676 T Glover in Phil
Trans XI 634 They use no correctives to take away the
flatuous, nauseous, and other bad qualities of them.
4 . = Flatulent 4.
1600 W. Vaughan Directions for Health (1633) 53 The

morphew, or else some flatuouswindyhumour 1694 West-
macott Script Herb. 20 The plaster seldom fails in cold
flatuous pains 17x0 T Fuller Pharm. Extemp 118 It

[1 e the Electuary] is a notable experimented thing against
flatuous Stitches in the Side
6 fig — Flatulent 5
1630 May Lucan Contn. 1 353 But swift as thoughts can

flie in a moment goe The flatuous dreames through th*

aire 1633 A. Wilson fas I, 291 Willing to be less than
the least in the Times flatuous opinion. 1720 J Johnson
Canons Ch. Eng. Advt. to Reader § 7 They were drawn

m .1 uiy flatuous Style, and contain hut \uy little Sense
in many Lints

Hence [ Fla tuousness.
x6ooSuriiit Conntrie Fati/tcw xxn 797 Such [wines!
liiguidtr a in isse of many crudities, and much flatuousnes

J

1620 Vinnlr Via Ruta vu 113 In 1‘euers (by icason of
their heat and flateousnes) they are not to he admitted
1647 Ward 6wtp Colder 87, I can impute it to nothing but
to the flatuousnessc of our diet.

'

Flatus (fit-
1 u“s). Fl flatuses, [a L flatus

a blowing, f flare to blow ]

||
1 A blowing, a blast

, a breatli, a puff of wind
Flatus votis (the Ineatli of the voice), a plnase used to

descube the ultia-nommalist opinion attributed to Roscel-
lmus (utli c 1, that umveisals have no substantial 01 con-
ceptual existence, but consist 111 nothing 11101e than the mere
sound of their names
1692 Ray Dis sot World 1. ni (1693) 10 It might possibly

be effected by the same Causes that Earthquakes are, vu
subterraneous Flies and Flatuses 1706 S Clarice Let to
Dodwcll 31 You make the Soul, as being a mere Flatus,
to have a mot e in eearious subsistence even than mere Matter
itself 1875 WiiiTNi v Life Lang iv 64 Made by lettmg
slip a bit of bicath exflatus

2 Path. An accumulation or development of
wind in the stomach or bowels

,
wind.

1669W Hydiol Chym 85 From the antipathetical

concourse of which two atiseth a secret mcoei cible flatus

1728 Rutty in Phil I tans XXXV 563 She said neverthe-
less, that Flatuses would sometimes be dischaiged from the
Pudenda 1858 Con ami Diet Piatt Mid. I 1043 To
ascci tain the source of the flatus which is often formed so
abundantly m the digestive canal 1872 11’ G Thomas Dis
IPont1 11 133 That a flee escape of flatus might he un-
obstructed

3 . A morbid inflation or swelling lit and fig.
2702 Eng. Thiopbtast. 9 Blown up with a flatus of envy

and vanity 1730 Swu r Find Ld. Cat tent Wks 1761111

189 An incensed political surgeon will lay open the

coiruption of his heart, and spots and flatuses of his spleen

4 . nonce-use — Afflatus 2.

1719 D’Uiuev Pills (1872) II 201 But this is not it, That
the flatus will fit, Or make the dull Reader glow meiry

Flat-ways, -wise (Arc twJ'z, -woiz) Rarely

flat-way. [f, l'LAT a + -wav a, -wise] With
the Aat side (instead of the edge) uppermost, fore-

most, or applied to another surface. Opposed to

liDUE-WAYB, -WISE.
x6ox Holland Pliny xvm xvm 578 The broad hit of the

plough-share, ljmg flatwise 1684 lion 1. Pmousn Anna
4 Solid Bod. vu 108 These Plates were laid on flat-wise.

1692 Rushworui Hist Coll. (1721) V. 358
r

lhcy drew then

&woids, and laid on some of them I* latw.13 s 1751 R Pal-

iock P Wilkins (1834) I. xix. 195, I leaped off flatwise

with face towards the water c X790 Imison Sch Art II xi

Steep the print, flat way, in warm water xSot Med Jml
XV II 212 1 1 [was] very difficult to get the handle ofa spoon

(flat-ways) between hts teeth 1870 E, J Ri ed in Macw
Mag, Nov 3/2 Such a raft will not float flatwise 1879

F W. Robinson Coward Conscience 1 111 , He fell flatwise

upon the gravel

Flaughen (flaxen). Sc. Also flaugiun,

flauchin. [Cognate with next ,
the precise forma-

tion is obscure.] A fialce of fire or snow.

1649 Visct Kenmurj. Sp tn Select Biog (1845) I 401

The spaiks and flaughens of this love shall fly up. x8xx

A Scon Poems 43 (Jam ) As new fa’n snaw lhat, fleecy

pure, in flaughms fa'

Flanght (flgt, Sc flaxt), sb 1 Chiefly Sc. Also

4-5 flaght.e, 8-9 flaucht [MI£ flajt, prob lepr.

either OE. *fleaht or ON. *flalit-r (Icel Jl&ttr

,

used onlyiu the sense ‘act of fiaying’ : see Fnlzner

s v ) ;
the OTeut type would be *JlalUtt-z , f. either

of the parallel rootsJlah-,flak- (Aryan plak-, plag-),

whence Ilake sb 2 and Flaw sb ,
a

,
both which have

senses identical with those of this word ]

1. — Flake rf 2 ia Obs exc Sc
l8o8

*483 Cath AngU 133 A flaghte of snawe, Jloccus

Jamieson s v Plaudit, A flaucht of snaw.

b. A lock of hair or wool
;
- Flake sb - 1 b

,

spec (see quot. 1825).
1786 Ross Helenorc (1789) 53 In flauglits roovc out her

hair. 1806 R. Jamu son Pop Ballads l 20 Hes sent to

you what >e lo’ed maist, A flaught o’lus yellow hau xoaS

Bhockltt Gloss H C. Words, Flant, Flought a roll ot

wool carded ready for spinning

2 A flash , a flash of lightning ; a ' tongue of

flame; <= Flake sbf 2 Cf. Fibe-elaught
01x300 Cwtsor M 17372 (Cott) His cher hk was flaght

[pr slaght] o fire, a 1724 Vision 11 in Ramsays Ever-

green (1824! I 212 The Thunder crakt, and Flaucbts aid

rift Frae the blak Vissart of the Lift. 1820 Blackv) Mag
Nov. 202 Naethmg but a flaucht o’ file every now ana

then, to keep the road by 1876 Mid-Yorhsh ploss
,

Flaught or Fire-ftanght applied to the particle of live

gaseous coal which darts out of a fire 1887 Swinburne

Locrma iv 1. 159 When your eyes Wax red and dark, witn

flaughts of fire between, I fear them

3 A sudden blast of wind (and rain) ,
si1 lake

sb 5 b, Flaw sb.1 . Sc .

x8oa Sidbald Chron Sc Poetry IV Gloss ,
Elaggu,

Flaughts

,

sudden blasts of wind, or of wind and rain Jiuo

Sc, The snaw is fieem by in flauchts.

4. A turf
;
also collect, turf. Obs, exc. dial, Gt.

Flag sb 2, Flake sb 2

13 E E AIM P A 57a_I felle vjmn hat floury^fla3k

ATX Cl L XACCU k KJ.9 Ivv l» O LUU UH V A tH*g**« _ - , 1

Flaight, a light turf 1876 Whitby Gloss ,
Flaughts pi

turves for the fire In Whitby Abbey Rolls, ‘ flagnts
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Flaught (flaxt), sb.% Sc [var. of Flocht ]

1. A spreading out, as of wings for flight
,
a

fluttering or agitated movement
,
a commotion.

1821 Galt Annals of Parish vn 75 Nothing was
spared but what the servants m the first flaught gathered
up in a hurry and ran with 1823 Sir A Wylie II 1 5
Getting up wi a great flaught of his arms

2 A flock ot birds flying together ; a flight

1818 Edtn Mag Aug 155 As gin they had been a fiaucht

o' dows.

Flaugllt, sb 3 Sc. [f. the vb ] In pi. * Instru-

ments used in preparing wool ’ (Jam )

1875 m Ure's Diet Arts II 402

Flaught (flaxt)
,
v. Sc and north dial. Also

flau.ch(t [f Flaught sb 1 (sense 1 b)] ‘To
card (wool) into thin flakes’ (Jam Suppl 1825).

Flaught (flgt, Sc. flaxt), adv Sc [Cf Flaught
sb 2

J
With outspread wings

,
with great eagerness

(Jam) Cf. Flaughtbked
i8ofi Train Sparrow # H , Poet Reveries 80 Then flaught

on Philip, wi’ a rair, She flew, an’ pluck’t his bosom bare

Flau’ghtfbred, adv Sc [f Flaught adv +
bred, pa pple of Bbede v 2 to spread out ] "With

the arms spiead out like the wings of a flying

bird ; hence, eageily
1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 14 Lmdy catcht afa , Flaught-

bred upon his face, and there he lay Ibid. 82 Flaught.

bred upon her, butt the house he sprang 1785 Poems
Buchan Dial 4 The first man that Came flaught-bred to

the toulzie

FlaU'ghter, sb. Sc Also 5-9 flauchter, (6

-tax), 9 fl.aeh.ter [prob a parallel formation to

Flaught sb \ with suffix -tro- instead of -in- ]

A paring of turf Also Comb
,
flaughter-fail, a

tm f cut with a flaughter-spade, 1 e a breast-

plough used for this purpose
1493 Act Dom Cone (1839) 288 Twa hingand lokis,

a flauchter sped, a cruk [etc.] a 1550 Chnstis Ktrke Gr
xxn, For faintness thae forfochtm fulis Fell doun lyk
flauchtir fails 1799 J Robertson Agnc Perth 247 The
spade for paring ought to be similar to that usedm Scotland

for casting Turf, provincially the Flaughter-spade 1818

Edin Mag Oct 331 A sufficient quantity of flauchter-fail

was pared from the eastern side of a hill 1846 Brockett
Gloss N C Words (ed 3), Flaughter, the thm turf turned
up when ground is pared

FlaU'ghter, v t Sc. Also 9 fla(u)eliter [f.

prec ]
‘ To pare tuif from the ground’ (Jam )

1721 Gloss in Ramsay's Whs. I 388.

Flaughter ( flu xter), v 2 Sc, and north dial

Also 8 flauchter, 8-9 flawter. [app. f. Flaught
sb*; cf Fliohter, Floghter vbs.~\

1. intr To make a fluttering motion ,
also of a

light, to flicker

1789 D. Davidson Seasons 84 The wild duck Fast

flaughters, quacking to the farther shore 1816 Scott
Anttq xxi,

‘ He wad hae seen a glance o' the light frae the

door o’ the cave, flaughterrag against die hazels on the

other bank
’

2 a. mtr To be in a flutter; to be angry or

afraid b. tram. To put into a flutter ,
to frighten,

flurry

1787 Grose Prov Gloss ,
Flawter,

to be angry or

afraid N 1847 Whistlebmkie (Sc Songs) (1890) II 238

His muckle thick skull she would flaughter 1855 Robin-

son Whitby Gloss
,

* I was sair flowter’d
*

Hence Flau ghter sb

,

a flutteung motion,

flutter

1789 D Davidson Seasons 42 The swallows pop Wi
lazy flaughter, on the gutter dub

*t Flagging, ppl, a Obs. ? = Flogging.
1682 D’Urfev Injured Princess 116 Ask him if_he

knows where we may find a sound Wench he’s a flauging

old Whipster, I warrant him
fFlaumpaump. [? Corruption of Flampoint ]

159a G Harvey Pierce's Super. 181, I have seldome .

tasted a more savoury flaumpaump of words, .in any slut-

tish pamfletter

Flaumpeyn, var of Flampoint.

Flaunt (flgnt), sb Now rare. Also 6-7 flant.

[f Flaunt v.]

1. The action or habit of flaunting, or making

a display Also + m or upon theflaunt.
*1625 Boys Wks (1630) 403 The Flant and froth of a

faire phrase without soundnesse of Argument a 1635

Flltcher False One it. 111, Dost thou come hither with thy

flourishes, Thy flaunts, and faces, to abuse men's manners.

a 1625 — Woman’s Prize n. 1, Is this stem woman still

upon the flaunt Of bold defiance? Ibid 11 vi, They are 1

th‘ flaunt, sir 1830 Holmes Our Yankee Girls 19 Who
heeds the silken tassel’s flaunt Beside the golden corn ?

f 2 Something used to make a show ; snowy
dress, finery Qbs.

1590 H. Smith WeddingGarment 39 So the wedding Gar-

ment shall seeme better then all the Hants of vanity 1011

Shaks Wiut T iv iv 23 In these my borrowed Flaunts

Flauut (flgnt), v Also 6-8 flant [Of un-

known origin
The monosyllables of similar ending are (exc. perh

gaunt) all from Fr ;
but no Fr word is known which

could be the source. Possibly the word may be an onomato*

preia formed with a vague recollection of fly, flout and

vaunt Prof Skeat compares mod Sw CisX.flankt loosely,

fluttermgly (f flanka to flutter, waver), also mod Ger,

(Bavarian]flandei u to flutter, flaunt
,
but the late appear-

ance of the word in Eng- makes it doubtful whether any

connexion exists.]

1 mtr Of plumes, banners, etc To wave gaily

01 proudly. Of plants * To wave so as to display

their beauty.

1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl (Arb ) 63 [A soldier] Whose
fethers flaunt, and flicker in the wmde As though he were
all onely to be maiht 1634 [see Flaunting ppl a 1 ]

1717 E Fenton tr Secutidus' Bas 11 Poems 195 Where,
flaunting in immortal Bloom, The Musk-Rose scents the

verdant Gloom 1789 Mrs Piozzi Joum France I 59
Orange and lemon trees flaunt over the walls 1814
Southey Roderick 1 36 Banners flaunting to the sun and
breeze 1844 Hood The Mary ix No pennons brave
Flaunted upon the mast 1859 W S Coleman Woodlands
(1866) 149 Though woodbines flaunt and roses glow
2 a Of persons . To walk or move about so as

to display one’s finery
;
to display oneself in un-

becomingly splendid or gaudy attire
5 to obtrude

oneself boastfully, impudently, or defiantly on the

public view. Often quasi-trans toflaunt it [away,

out, forth), to Of things To be extravagantly

gaudy or glaringly conspicuous m appearance.
1566 Drant Hot Sat 1 11. B, In suits of silkes to flaunte

1583 Stubbes A not, Abus 11 (1882) 108 That flaunt it out m
their saten doblets 1S90 H Smith Wedding Garment Serin

(1S92) 335 Else when our backs flant it like Courtiers, our

soules shall strip like beggers 1593 Greene Croatsw Wit
(1617)28 Lamiha came flaunting by,garnishedwith theiewels

whereof shee beguiled him 1652-62 Heylin Cosmogr 1

(1682) 124 The Wife of every Mechanick will flant it in hei

Silks and Taffaties 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 1 iv, You
loiter about alehouses or flaunt about the streets m your
new-gilt chariot 1734 Pope Ess Man iv 196 One flaunts

in rags, one flutters in brocade 1748 Richardson Clarissa

Wks 1883 VII 312 They will flaunt it away in a chariot and
six 1820 W Irving Sketch Bk (1821) II 113 The Miss
Lambs might now be seen flaunting along the street in

French bonnets 1840 Thackeray Bedfoi d-Row Consp 1

(1869) 270 He could not bear to see Sir George and my
lady flaunting m their grand pew 1847 Tennyson Princ.

Prol 140 If our old halls could change their sex, and flaunt

With prudes for proctors, dowagers for deans [etc ]

fig. 1581 Sidney Astr <5- Stella 111 3 Poems (Grosart 1877)

I 8 Let dainty wits cne on the Sisters nine Or Pmdares
apes, flaunt they in phrases fine 1624 Gee Foot out of
Snare v. 3g Flanting with the vam, aenall, fantastick

bubble of an Episcopal Title.

3 trans To display ostentatiously or obtrusively

,

to flourish, parade, show off.

1827 Hood T-wo Peacocks Bedfont li, The Summer air

That flaunts their dewy robes 1840 Thackeray Paris

Sk bk (1872) 8 The haberdashers flaunt long strips of

gaudy calicoes 1871 R. Ellis Catullus x. 17 Then
supremely myself to flaunt before her 1879 Froude
Caesar ix. 98 1 hey [the pirates] flaunted their sails in fron t

of Ostia itself 1886 Sidgwick Outlines Hist Ethics n
§ 4 33 The eccentricities with which Diogenes flaunted

his. fortitude and freedom.

Hence STau ntmg vbl sb

1729 Mrs Pendarves in Mis Delaity's Corr 230, I
told him of your flauntmgs 1876 Miss Braddon J Hag-
gards Dan. II. 59 ‘There’ll be fine flaunting when she’s a
married woman and her own mistress

’

t Flaunt-a-flaunt, adv [f Flaunt ». ;
with

onomatopoeic reduplication expressive of the nod-

ding movement of plumes • cf rub-a-dub
,
pit-a-pat

,

and see An,aunt ] In a flaunting position ;
also

quaswA bragging display, swagger.

1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl Epil (Arb ) 83 With high copt

hattes and fethers flaunt a flaunt. 158a Breton Floortsh

upon Fancie (Grosart) 18 Thy Fethers flaunt a flaunte Are
blowne awaie with winde 159* G. Harvey Pierce'sSuper

.

(Grosart) II 61 To shewe himselfe brauest in the flaunt-

aflaunt of his courage

Flaunter (flg ntai), sb [f Flaunt v + -er 1
]

One who flaunts.

1598 Florio, Porta pennachij, a tosse feather, a flanter,

a swaggrer *68i T Jordan London's Joy 14 No Ranters

;
or Vaunters or Chanters or Flaunters 1719 D’Urfey Pills

I 5 St James's Square, And Flaunters there 1742 War-
burton Note on Pope’s Ess Man iv. 194 (Jod) The pride

of heart is the same both in the flaunter, and the flutterer

1877 Morley Crit Misc Ser 11 400 The painted flaunter of

the city 1883 Punch 8 Sept. 120/3 Foolish flaunter caught

By studied smile and calculated leer

Flau’nter, v intr a. A To quiver ;
also fig.

'

(see quot. 1808) to. US ? To caper. Hence

r
FTau-ntermg ppl a.

1768 Ross Helenore ir 332 An' prest her flaunt’ring mou*

upon her lips 1808 Jamieson, Flanter, 1 To waver, to

t he in some degree delirious 2 To waver, to flinch, to

1 faulter in evidence or narration 1840 P Parley's Ann I

T 215 Neddy . flauntered and scampered again over the

. drying ground

1 Flaunting (flg tint]), ppl a That flaunts

1. Waving gaily or proudly like a plume or a

banner.
7 1623 Massinger Bondman it i, For all your flaunting

feathers 1624 R Davenport City Night<ap nr 1, My
Taylor bringing home My last new gown, having made the

sleeves too flanting. 1634 Milton Counts 543 A bank
1 With ivy canopied, and interwove With flaunting honey-

suckle 1681 Moores Baffled 24 In the Evening the Earl

commanded a Squadron of Horse to fetch off the flanting

Standard 1809 W. Irving Kniekerb (1861) 55 Mantled

with the flaunting grape-vine, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)

l II 394 Oh then I earned casque with flaunting feather

2 Making an obtrusive display ;
showy, gaudy,

d 1567 Turberville To his friend, that refused hint, 1

r EpitaPkes, et c (1870) 203 Yeeld me thy flanting hood ,
shake

r off those belles of thine 1577 Stanyhuhst Descr Irel in

r- Hohnshed VI 47 A flaunting ostentation of a roisting kind

y of rhetonke 1660 Pepys Diary 29 June, He told me in

what high, flaunting terms Sir J. Grenville had caused his

[preamble] to be done. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 28 1 3 As
flaunting as Mrs Gingham, the deputy’s wife 1786 Burns
To a Mountain Daisy, Ihe flaunting flow’rs our gardens

yield x8zg Lytton Dtsowiud 13 A flaunting carpet, green,

red, and yellow, covered the floor 1847 Alb Smith Chi

Tadpole x\ix (1879) 258 [A] dingy public-house com-

pletely thrown into obscurity bj two flaunting gin-shops at

the corner 1868 Miss Braddov Dead Sea Fr I xit 254

Their serio comic woes about recalcitrant butlers and flaunt-

ing housemaids 1885 Maneh Even News 10 Sept 2/2

A strong effort was made to remove flaunting vice from the

streets

Hence Flau'iitingly adv

,

in a flaunting manner
1581 Sidney Astr $ Stella li 2 Poems (Grosart 1877) I

70 So may your tongue still flauntingly proceed 1584
R W Three Ladies Land 11 E ij. For I must to the

wedding Both vauntmgly and flauntingly, although I had
no bidding ^1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill vm 71 'lhe more
flauntingly to gallantrize it 1874 Burnand My Time xvm.

157 Across the road stood .a flauntingly dressed woman
Flaunt-tant. Obs. 1 are“ h [A reduplicated

formation on Flaunt Cf Flantitanting ] A
showy array (of words).
i66z H D Disc Liturgies 49 Not to be satisfied with

a flaunt tant of high words

Flaunty (flg nti), a. [f Flaunt a + -y 1
]

1 a Of persons : Given to display or show,

ostentations, vain to Of things Showy, gaudy
1756 J Owen Trav Europe II 260 These flaunty caps

are of no mean expence 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. 1. 585
A boy in female attire, indescribably flaunty and gaudj.

1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 272 '1 here's a flaunty

sort of young woman at the poteen shop there' 1843

Ld Houghton Let in T W. Reid Life I. 292 His mind
seems somewhat less flaunty. 1856 Mrs Browning Aur
Leigh 1 872 While yom common men dust the flaunty

carpets of the world For kings to walk on

2 Sc ‘ Capricious, eccentric, unsteady ’ (Jam

)

1821 GaltA nuals Parish xx 198 She was a flaunty woman
and liked well to give a good-humoured jibe or jeer.

Hence Flau'ntily adv
,
Flan, ntiness.

1830 Examiner 323/2We like people to air their gaudiest

pretensions bravely and flauntily 1851 D Jerrold St
Giles 111 24 A woman flauntily dressed .suddenly entered

the shop 1854 Elaciw Mag LXXV. 434 Effeminacy of

composition, and flauntiness of colouring.

Flaur, obs Sc. foim of Flavour

II Flautando (fla«ta nek). Mus [It., pr pple

offlautai e to play the flute, f flauto flute.] (See

quot. 1S76 )
1825 in Danneley Encycl Mus. 1876 Stainer& Barrftt

Diet Mus lerms, Flautatido,flautato (It ), like a flute ;

a direction to produce the flageolet tones on the violin,

II Flautino (flawtfno) Mus [It
,
dim offlauto

flute.] a. A small flute, piccolo, or flageolet b.

A small accordion, c. = Flautando. d. An
organ flute-stop

1724 Expi Foreign Wotds Mus 31 Flautino

,

a little

or small Flute like what we call a Sixth Flute, or an
Octave Flute 1825 Danneley Encycl Mus

,
Flautino

also denotes a species of tone which is produced by a
peculiar method of bowing on the violin or noloncello.

*852 Seidel Organ 97 Flautino . stands m the third

manual of the new organ in St- Peter’s, at Petersburg

1876 Stainer & Barrftt Did. Mus Terms
,
Flautino, an

instrument of the accordion kind

Flautist (flg tist) Mus [ad It flautista, f.

flauto flute ] One who plays the flute, a flutist

i860 Hawthorne Mark Faun x (1883) 109 The flautist

poured his breath m quick puffs of jollity 1879 Stainer

Music of Bible 80 The attitude will not strike a modem
flautist as being either comfortable or convenient.

II Flauto (flazA to) Mus [It : see Flute sb ] A
flute ;

used also as a name for several organ-slops.

1724 Expl Foreign Words Mus 31 Flauto is a Flute

1753 Chambers Cycl hupp ,
Flauto is used to denote

a flute or the part to be played by that instrument Flauto

trasverso a German flute. 1825 Danneley Encycl, Mus ,

Flauto dolce, see Flute A he Flauto piccolo, an octave

flute. Flauto traverse, a traverse, or German flute 1876

Stainer & Barrltt Diet Mus Terms,
Flauto auiabue,

an organ stop consisting of sweet toned closed, or some-

times open, pipes It is generally of 4 ft pitch

II Flautone (flaz/t<5 ne). Mus

.

[It
,
augmenta-

tive offlauto flute.] (See quot 1S25 )

1825 Danneley Encycl Mus
,
Flautone, an organ stop of

sixteen, and eight feet, stopt, and made of wood. 1876

in Stainer & Barrett Diet Mus Terms s v Flute.

Flavaniline (fl^vse nilain). Chem. [f L.

fldv-us yellowH- Aniline ] (See quot. 1889 )

1882 Athenaeum No. 2859 21 1 [Herren Fischer and

Rudolph reported its discovery to the Berlin Chemical

Society ] *889 Roscoe & Schorlemmxr Chem III in

238 When acetanilide is heated with zinc chloride for

several hours to 250-260°, Flavaniline CgHitNiCIH,
a beautiful yellow colouring matter, is obtained_

t Flave, a Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.fldv-us Cf

OF flave ( Pare) ] Yellow.
1657 Tomlinson Return's Dtsp, 504 The green and

flave part also of the flower

Haver, obs form of Flavour v.

+ Fla*veseate, v. Obs rare— 1
, [ineg f. L.fldv-

esc-dre (see next) +-ATE 3.] trans. To make yellow

1657 'Iomunson Renoit's Dtsp. 370 Art .flavescates the

red, and changes many colours

FlaveScent (flfi've-sSnt), a, [ad, L fldvescent-

em, pr. pple. of flavesedre to become yelLow, f.

fldv-us yellow.] Turning a pale yellow, yellowish.

1853 in Gray Bot. Text-bh (ed. 4) cited in Worcester
(i860) 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 46 Spores.,

colourless or flavescent.
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Flavicant (Ik71 vikant), a [f L fldv-us yellow,

after the analogy of Albicant ] Verging on

yellow, yellowish.

1871 W A Llightom L ithcn Flat a 37 Thallus various in

colour, white flavicant 1884 111 Syd. Soc Ll.x

Flavicomcras, a Obs.— 0 [f L flaw. om-tis

(f fldv-us yellow + coma hair . see Coma -) + -OUS.]

Having yellow hair

2727 m Bailly vol II ; whence m mod Diets

Flavid (Hi? 1 vid), a. [ad. L flavid us, f fldvus
yellow] Yellowish, tawny.
2762 Faiconer Shipwr 1 169 No snowy breasts the

flavid nymphs adorn.

Flavido- (H?1 vicb), used as combining form of

L flavtdus

,

in Natural History descriptions occas

piefixed to other adjs to indicate a yellowish tint

1871 W. A Leighton Lichen-Flora 41 ClaJiuieiu]

tnchiale, Ach flavido-cmei ascent Ibid 88 A[lcdoua]
cana, Ach pallido canescent 01 pale flavido-rufcscent

Flavin (fl*' vm) Chem. Formerlyalso flavine,
[f. L fldv-us yellow + -in] A yellow dye-stuff

prepaied from quercitron bark.

*853 Napier Art Dyeing 344 Flavine 1864 Watts
Diet Chem II 655 Flavin 1886 I'.ncycl Brit XX. 175/2
From xoo parts of querciti on about 85 of flavin are obtained,

having a tinctorial power inoie than twice that of the
original bark

Flavindin (fbvrndm). Chem [f. as prcc +
Indin ] (See quot

)

1854 Thomson Cytl Client., Flavindme 1864 Watts
Diet Chem II 655 Flavvidin, a substance appaiently
isomeiic with indin and indigo-blue

Flavo- (lb 1 vo), used as comb, foim ofL fldv-us

yellow, indicating the presence of a yellow tint

1

.

Bot, and Entom (Piefixed to other adjs )

18x6 Kirby & Sp Entomol. (1828) II xix 125 note. The
abdomen is covered with longish flavo pallid hairs 1847

J Haiidy in Proc Berw Nat. Club II. No 5 257 Legs
ddute-flavo testaceous 1871 W A Leighton Lichen-
Flora 38 Thallus yellow or flavo-virescent

2 Chem. Used 111 tlie names of various com-
pounds, as flavo-cobalt (whence flavo-cobaltic),
/lavo-phemn, flavo-purpurin
1879 Watts Diet. Chem 3rd Suppl 1 m Flavopurpurm

is easily soluble in alcohol, and crystallises therefrom m
golden yellow needles. Ilnd 544 The so-calledfiavocobalt

1889 Roscop & Schorlemmer Client II n 139 The Flavo-
cobaltic Salts may be considered as loseo-cobalt compounds
in which two-thirds of the acid radical is replaced bymtroxyl.

Flavorous (fk71 voros), a Also flavourous.
[f next + -ous cf humorous ]

1 Full of flavour
;
pleasing to the taste and smell,

savoury ; ‘fragrant, odorous’ (J).
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg, ir 326 Fruits, declin’d Fiom

their first flav'rous Taste. 1725 Pope Odyss 11 386 Puie
flav’rous wine i8xg H Busk Tea 136 The flavorous drop
Affection’s hand instils 1847 BlueJew. Mag LXII 609
The addition to the daily stew of a bird or beast unusually
flavorous.

fig 1740 A. Hill Let in A L. Barbauld Richardson's
Life % Corr (1804) I. 50 Sheath the two contraries m a
flavorous and spirited smoothness r888 P Cushing Black-

smith ofVoc II iv 98 Women found something unusually
flavorous m this piece of gossip

2 fig. Having a flavour of. rare ~ 1

1885 G S Merriam Life A Bowles I 11 14 Ancient
villages, flavorous of the olaen time

Flavour, flavor (fl?1 vai), sb Forms . <t. 4-
flavor, 5 Sc. flewonre, 5- flavour /3 . 6 .Sk.

fleoure, fleure, fleowre, Beware, -ere, 8 Sc.

flaur. [app an adoption of OF. flaur, flemr

,

*flaor,fraor smell The euphonic v of the a forms
cannot be pioved to have existed m OF (the OF.
formjlaveur alleged byRoquefort being unauthenti-

cated)
,
the analogy of OF. emblaver for earhei

emblaer, povoir (mod. pouvoir) for eailier pooir, is

open to question Possibly the word may have
undergone assimilation to savour
The OF forms cited above are treated by Godef as

variants offlairor —vulgai L *frdg(r)8rein (cf It fragoie),
f frdgrdre (see Fragrant) , but some scholars refer them to
a Lat. type *’flatdrem

,
fflat- ppl. stem offidte to blow

With legard to the use of -our or -or, see Favour ]

1 . A smell, odour. In mod. use with more limited

sense (cf. 2) . A more or less subtle admixture oi

accompanying trace of a particular odour
;
an ol-

factory suggestion ofthe presence ofsome particular

ingredient
; an aioma.

13 . E E A Hit. P A 87 So frech flauorez of frytez
were, As fode hit con me fayre refete c 14*3 Wyntoun
Cron ix xxvi 107 Of pat Rute jxe kynd Flewoure, As
Flouus havand, }>at Sawouie He had C1450 Henryson
Mar Fab 66 The Foxe the flewer of the fresh Herring
feils 1483 Caxton Gold Leg . 183/1 A flauour like a smoke
of frankencence smellyng so swete. 15x3 Douglas /Encts
vii 11 134 Ane stiang flewir thrawis wp 111 the air 1542
Boorde Dyetary vm (1870) 246 Stand or syt a good waye
of from the fyre, takymge the flauour of it 1568 Skeyne
The Pest (i860) 18 I'leure of stank or corrupt reueir 1606
Birnie Kirk-Bnriall (1833) 26 To avoyd the deads flewer,
they were constrained to bury abroad 1667 Dryden State
Itmoc. m 1, Myrtle, Orange, and the blushing Rose Each
seems to smell the flavor which the other blows 1781 J
Moore View Soc It (1790) I xxin 266 The body is said to
emit a very agreeable flavour 1843 James Forest Days li,

Spill a drop [of ale) on the floor, to give a new flavour to
tne room 1870 Dickens E. Droad m, A city, deuving an
earthy flavour throughout from its cathedral crypt

2 The element in the taste of a substance which

depends on the co-operation of the sense of smell

;

a more or less subtle peculiarity of taste distinguish-

ing a substance from others
,

a touch 01 slight

admixture of a particular kind of taste; a

savour.
Milton’s use offlavour in the fust quot

,
whcie he ap-

parently distinguishes it both fiom taste and smell, has

given use to a conjecture that the sense is that of L.flavor
yellowness (a cotrtctly foimed woid, though without

classical authonty) Possibly a recollection of the tL\l ' Ne
nituearis vinum quando fiavisut' (Pros' x\m 3.) led

Milton to use the woid in what, he may have imagined to be

its etymological sense But it is not certain that he did not

mean it simply 111 sense 2

[1671 Milton Samson 544 Desire of vv me T hou couldst

repiess, nor did the dancing Rtibie the flavor, or the

smell, Or taste Allure thee 1 1697 Conghi vi Juvenal
Sat, xi 32 If brought from far, it [I'ish] veiy dear has

cost, It has a Flavour then, winch pleases most 17x2

Addison Sped No 409 P 2 That Sensitive Taste, which
gives us a Relish of every different Flavour that affects the

Palate 1743 P Thomas Jtnl Anson's Voy 331 White
[Cape Wine] if kept two years, has much the r lavoi of

Canary, 1789 Mrs Pioz/i Joinn Fiance II 372 Oak
smoke gives the pecuhai flavour to that bacon, 1846 J
Baxter Libt Pi act Agru (ed 4) II 419, I have seldom
obscived the wine to have any very sensible flavour,—

meaning, by flavoui, that compound sensation of smell and
taste which characterises die finer kinds of wines

3 fig. (of I and 2) f a. * Fragrance ’ (ofrenown)

(obs ) b An undefinabie characteristic quality

instinctively apprehended, c Piquancy, zest

c 1449 Plcock Repr. 1 nvi 90 He schuldc thamie hauc .

.

more noble flaouur of digne fame 1699 T°MI ttI 1 Poenr,

(*724) 44 The soft Reflections leave a grateful Flavour in

my Breast 1866 Carlyli 111 Glass? Weekly Her 15 June
(1883) 1/7 Happy is he (still more is shot who h is got to

know a Bad Book by the very flavour 1874 Maiiai i y Soc
Lift Greece viu 244 A certain aristocratic flavour must
have ever dwelt about the Athenian 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I 338 They have lost the flavour of Socratic irony

m the narrative or Xenophon 1876 1 hi vi l\ an Macaulay
II xiv 399 The hospitality at Holly Lodge had about it

a flavour of pleasant peculiarity

4 = Flavouring 2

*785 Trusler Mod Times II 82 Three fourths of the

white wine drank in this kingdom are compositions put
together here, and made palatable by a liquor they call

flavour
Flavour ( fir1 vai),v Also 6 flavor, [fprec.sb]
•|' 1 zntr. To be odorous, savour, smell Obs
£1425 Wyntoun Cron vm vm 16 Wyth Spyceiy wcllc

savorand, And of kynd welle flevorand Dat like Hart Sclio

bawmyd
2 To give flavour, taste, or scent to ;

to season

,

in first quot. + to make to ‘smell ’ warm
154a Boorue Dyetary vui (1870) 248 Flauer the insvde of

them [hosen] agaynst the fyie 1730-6 in Baiily (folio)

1830 M. Donovan Don Ecou I. 23 Some of their wines
were flavoured with a kind of pitch 1873 Tristram Moab
xiii 241 The water only slightly flavoui ed oui tea

fig 2883 S C Hall Retrospect I. 66 Oaths . flavoured
every third sentence that was uttered on boaid ship

3 . To try the flavour of ; to taste rai e
— 1

.

1823 Lamb Lett (1888) II 87 Youis is the dehcatcst
melting piece I ever flavoured

Flavoured (fit
71,void), ppl. a [f Flavour sb

and v + -ED.] a. Mixed with some ingredient

used to impart a flavour b. Having flavour,

chiefly, having a specified flavour, indicated by some
defining word as ill-, well-, orange-, vanilla-, etc

flavoured.
1740 Dyer Rums ofRome 498 High testaceous Food And

flavour’d Chian Wines a 1764 Dodsllv Agi ic 11, Herbs, or
flavour’d fruits. 1867

4 Guila ’ Invalid's Ck. xli (ed 3) 23
Well-flavoured gravy [maybe] pouted over them Ibid xlv

25 Any mcely-flavoured mince-meat. Mod Vanilla flavoured
chocolate

fig. 1789 Gouv Morris in Sparks Life <$• Writ (1832)
I 301 Her conversation is better flavored than her tea

Flavourer (flr^var.-u) [f Flavour v +
-er 1

] Something used to impart flavour, a
flavoui ing

1884 P Browne in G11 Is' Own Paper Jan 155/3 Fill up
the stock-pot .with half the onginal quantity of vegetables
and flavourers. 1886 A H Church Food Grains Ind 174
Condiments, spices, and flavourers

Flavouri’ferous, a nonce-wd. [f Flavour sb.

+ -(i)eerous.] Bearing flavour
;
fragrant

a 1774 Fergusson Canongate Playhouse 24 With flavour-

iferous sweets shall chace away The pestilential fumes of
vulgar cits

Flavouring (flr^vsnrj), vbl sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING !.]

1 The action of the vb. Flavour (see Flavour
v. 2) , also attrib , asflavounng-essence, -purpose.

1845 Cooley Cycl. Prod Receipts (ed 2) s v Essence of
Soup Herbs, A superior flavouring essence for soups, &c
1867 ‘Guila’ Invalid's Ck 1 (ed 3)2 Celery seeds are
a capital aid in flavouring 2892 Pall Mall G 5 Oct 7/2
The liquor which is to be used for flavoui ing purposes

2 concr. Something used for giving flavour to
food or drink
1845 Cooley Cytl Pract Receipts (ed, 2) s v Essence,

The essences used as perfumes and flavouring. 1887 L.
Oliphant Episodes 150 Sauces and flavourings

fig 1888 A then&um xi Aug 181/3 The modern ‘romantic
ballad ’ too often produces the effect of having been made to
order with an orthodox flavouimg of ejaculatory irrele-

vance in italics.

Flavourless (fii7l-vailes\ a [f Flavour^
+ -less ] Without flavour

1730-6 111 Baili-v (folio) 177s m Asir 1871 M Collins
Miq Modi I mu 264 [He] sat disconsolately down to
the flavourless soup. 1883 Century blag. XXVI 814
Being fluvoiless in comparison with those gi own in Europe

3

b fig. (cf F 1.A\ OUR sb $).

x86x Hot 1 and Less Life 111 45 A life by the side of
which the life of childhood is as flavorless as that of a fh
1883 Fitoutu Shoit Stud &er iv 184 lo the many they
seem flavourless and colourless

Hence Pla vourlessness, the state or condition

of being without flavour , in quot fig
1865 Pall Mall G 23 Sept. 3/1 Something of flavouiless-

ness must maik a man who can represent a composite
public opinion

Flavoursome (fl? 1 voiswm), a. [f as pree.+
-bomb] Full of flavoui

1853 Kani Grumdl l-.xp xvi (1856) 130 Ihese little

Guillemots aicvuy juicy and flavorsome 1863 Pil-
grimage. ova J'raiius II 273 Whether..dog mutton ain’t

as flavoursome as boss beef

fig 1866 ih i$ StateRev 3 Aug 488 Versification lacking
that flavoursome loughncbb which is the almost inevitable

accompaniment of vigour

Fla’voury. a [f. as prec + -Y 1
] =piec.

1727 in 15aill/ vol II 1892 Daily News 12 Dec 7/6
Advt

,
Samples of Tea full and flavory in the cup

FlavOUS (fk71 vos.), a [f. L fldv-us yellow

+ -ous ] Yellow.
x666 J Smith Old Agt (ed 2) 2x9 The Mcmbianc it self

is somewhat ofa flavous Colour, 1846 in Buchanan Techno!
Diet 1884 111 Syd Sol Lex

Flaw (fig), 1’ orms 4 flay, 4-7 flawe, (6

flaa), 4- flaw [Perh a ON flaga wk fem
,
ic-

corded m sense ‘ slab of stone ’ (Sw. flaga flake,

also flaw in a casting, etc , Da. flctge may coire-

spond either to this woid or to Flake sb qv)
The ON. word may have been used m wider senses

derived from the various applications of the Tent

root *flah-, flag- parallel and synonymous with

*flak- whence F lake sb.-

;

the close resemblance in

sense between flaw ami flake is noteworthy. It is

possible that an OE *flage, *flagu existed ]

I. A detached piece ot something

f 1. A flake (of snow)
,
a flake or spark (of fire)

Obs. (Cf. Flake ^ 1, 2.)

c 13Z5 Gloss IV. dc Bildesw. m Wught Voc. 160 La houclie

me entra la .umf dc neyf [gloss .1 flay of snow] l

a

1400

Mode Arth 2556 pc flawcs of fyie flawmcs one thetre

holmes a 1400-50 Alexander X756 Rnjt as a flaw of fell

snawc ware fallyn of a r} ft cx425 Wvntoun Cum vi 1 78

Stcrnys. Wes sene, as fUwys of fyie hrynnand 1483 Cath

Angl 133/1 A flawe of fire X513 Doucias JEneis vii 11

xx2 Hir ciownoll Infyut all of byrnand flawis scliane

1597 Shaks 2 Hen. IV, iv. n. 35 As sudden, As Flawes

congealed 111 the Spring of day

2 . A fragment; spec Si ‘ the point of a horsenail

broken oft by the smith after it has passed through

the hoof’ (Jam.). Hence in Not worth a flaw,

(Cf F lake sb - 3.) Obs cxc. Sc
1605 Siiaics Learu iv 288 But this heart shal break into

a hundred thousand flawes 1607 1 otsi li Four-f Beasts

415 It will ranckle worse, by reason of the flaw of yron

remaining in the flush 1810 J Sim Deil
<J
M'Ommxe 111

Harp Perthxh (18931 96 Your masons are no worth a flaw

3 . (Cf. Flake sb - 4, 5, and Flag sb.
2 1,2) a. A

turf, or collect, turf. Aflaw ofpeats

.

the quantity

got in a season.
x8ix A Scott Poems 161 (Jatn ) A lusty whid About what

flaws o’ peats they've casten, and sae gude 1836 RtCHARD-

son, Sous flayed or stripped from the top of the surface of

the earth are in the North called ‘flaws’

'(• b A slab or layer of stone Obs
1570-6 Lamuakdl Peiamb. Kent (1826) 151 [An alleged

Saxonfiosi(Uu\ signifleth a rocke, coast, or flaw of stone

II. A breach, broken or faulty place

4. A crack, breach, fissure, rent, rift

1626 Bacon Sylva fe 79 1 hough the Vcssell were whole,

without any Flaw 2685 Duydi n Thren A ugust 1 31 If

with a mighty Flaw the flaming wall, Shou’d gape immense

ax700 B E Did. Cant Crew, Flaw, a water-flaw and

a crack in Chrystals 1712-4 Tope Rape Lock 11 106 Or

some frail China-jar receive a Flaw a 1745 Swirr (J.),
He

that would keep his house m lepair, must attend every little

breach or flaw 1764 Burn PoorLaws 236 Where a flaw is

observed [111 their appaiel], a patch is piovided for it 2842

Long i Sp Stud ill vi, The meiest flaw that dents the

horizon's edge i860 Tyndall Glac u xxiv, 355 O*1 t^ie

closest examination no flaw is exhibited by the ice

fig 1606 Shaks Ant, £ CL 111 xn 34 Obserue how

Anthony becomes his flaw 1615 Wither Shcph Hunt in

Juvenilia (1633) 4x2 When to my minde griefe gives a flaw

Best comforts doe but make my woes more fell 1044

Milton Divorce To Park, He will soder up the shifting

flaws of his unjust permissions a 1862 Buckle Livuiz.

(1869) III v 480 He has to be called m to alter the working

of his own machine to fill up its flaws

-j- b ‘A disease in which the skin, recedes lrom

the nail ' {Cent Dtct) Obs
In the quots white flaw seems to be a perveision ot

Quicktlaw, see also Whitlow. ,

1579 Langham Gard, Health (1633)52 Rapes are goo

for white flawes, and such like diseases of the nailes rSB0

Baret Alv F 669 A white flawe, redvaa
5 . A defect, impeifection, fault, blemish

a. in material things
1604 Dt KKEH Honest IVA x G uj a, I wanant they are

sound pistols, and without flawes <11680 Butler teem



FLAW 303 FLAX.

(1759) I 391 Thou hast a Crack, Flaw, soft Place in thy
Skull 2684 R H Sch Rccreat 149 The best sound Cork
without Flaws or Holes 1713 Steele Guardian No 16 f 5

1 he smallest blemish in it, like a flaw m a jewel, takes off

the whole value of it 1801 Wolcott (P Pmdai) Teats <5

Smiles Wks 1812 V 14 Grieve so fair a Diamond holds

a flaw *869 J J Raven Ch Bells Camb (1881) 2 The
bell was nevei good for anything, from the number of flaws

in the casting 1882 Ouioa Maremma I 67 Grew with-

out a flaw anywhere, in feature, or limb, or body
b in immaterial things, andfig

1386 A Day Eng Secretary (1625! 73 Theie is but one
slender flaw in the touchstone of thy reputation 1588

Shaks L L L v 11 415 My lone to thee is sound sans

cracke or flaw 1623 Bacon Ess
,
Riches (Arb ) 237 Vsury

is the certainest Meanes of Game But yet it hath Flawes

1667 Poole Dial betw Protest <§• Papist (1735) 46 1 here

is a Flaw in the very Foundation of your Argument 1703
Berki-ley Commonpl Bk Wks 1871 IV 453 They discover

flaws and imperfections in their faculties 1772 Priestley
Inst Reltg (1782) II 291 We should have thought [it]

a considerable flaw in their characters 1840 Thirlwall
Greece VII. lvi 146 No flaw was ever detected in his

reckonings 1833 C. Bronte Villette 1 2 He inherited her
health without a flaw,

c esp. In a legal document or proceduie, a

pedigree, title, etc : An invalidating defect or fault

1616 R C Times' Whistle v 2049 The lease, that hath
noe flawe. For a whole hundred j ernes is good m lawe.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 448 Some flaw or other must be

found m his Relations and Pedigree a 1713 Burnet Own.
Time (1766) II 194 A Pnnce who knew there was a flaw in

his title would always govern well 1848 Dickens Dombey
11, There seemed to be no flaw m the title of Polly Toodle

1883 Sir T Martin Ld Lyndhurst iv 116 The evidence

[was] clear, and a flawm the indictment was the only chance

of escape

d. A failure in duty
,
a shortcoming in conduct,

a fault.

174a Young Nt Th v 142 Each salutation may slide in

a sin Unthought before, or fix a former flaw 1781 Cowpfr
Truth S50 Life for obedience, death for every flaw 1828

Scott F M Pet th xxxvi, That will not only cure spiritual

flaws, but make us friends with the Church again

6 Sc A * fib falsehood

1724 Ramsay Gent Sheph 11 111,

1

shall tell ye a’ That ilk

7 Comb , asflaw-seeking adj

1844 Lowell Love 25 Not with flaw seeking eyes like

needle-points

Flaw (fig), sb 2 [Not found until i6thc ;
pos-

sibly •—OE *flagu=MDu vldghe (Du vlaag), MLG.
vlage, Svv flaga, ofsame meaning; the primalysense
may be ‘ stroke’ (Aryan loot *plak-\ see Flay v ) ]

1

A sudden burst or squall of wind j
a sudden

blast or gust, usually of short duration.

15x3 Douglas AEneis vii Prol 49 Flaggis of fyir, and
mony felloun flawe 1326 Tindale Acts xxvu 14 A flawe

off wynde out of the northeste. 1383 T Washington tr

Nicholay’s Voy 1 xi 13 Within a moment arose a sodain

Borasque or Flaa 1628 Digby Voy Medit (1868) 51

Towardes night wind came vncertainely and by flawes

1674 Josselyn Voy New Eng 54 We have upon our Coast

m England a Michaelmas flaw, tnat seldom fails 1723 De
Foe Voy round World (1840) 128 It blew not only by
squalls and sudden flaws but a settled terrible tempest

2809W Irving Knickerb vi ix (1849)379 [He] was knocked
overboard by the boom of a sloop in a flaw of wind 1839
Long? Wreck Hesperus 111, He watched how the veering

flaw did blow The smoke, now West now South x88x

ScribnersMonthlyXXII 530/1 The playful breeze freshens

in flaws

fig 1567 Turberv Louer to Cupid Epitaphes (1867) 83
Dispaire that grewe by frowarde fortunes flawes 1390
Nashe Pasquil's Apol 7 The Church is ouertaken with
such a flawe, that [etc ] 2840 Marryat Oita Podr III

24 He would flounder and diverge away right and left, just

as the flaws of ideas came into his head 1863 Mrs C
Clarke Shaks Char xv. 37s Flatterers who shroud them-
selves from the first flaw of adversity that rocks the struc-

ture.

Tb. A fall of ram or snow accompanied by gusty

winds ; a short spell of rough weather
1791 Statist Acc Scot I 422 The falls of snow, which

generally happen in March all over Great Britain, is in this

neighbourhood called St Causnan's Flaw 1830 Scott

Jml 7 July, I rather like a flaw ofweather 189a Steven-
son Across the Plains 209 The flaws of fine weather, which
we pathetically call our summer Ibid 212 Scouring flaws

of ram
•f- 2 fig A sudden rush or onset; a burst of

feeling or passion ; a sudden uproar or tumult Obs

1396 Spenser F Q v v 6 She at the first encounter on
him ran . But he . from that first flaw him selfe right well

defended 1603 Shaks Mach m iv 63 O, these flawes

and starts would well become A womans story 1676

Dryden Anrengz v i, And deluges of armies from the

town Came pouring m, I heard the mighty Flaw When
first it broke

3 . Used as rendering of F fliau scourge

1481 Caxton Godfrey 33 Suffred a grete flawe to come in

to the centre, for to chastyse the peple

4. Comb asflaw-blown adj ; also, *j* fl.aw-fl.ower,

a name for Anemone Pulsatilla
1820 Keats Eve St Agnes xxxvn, Quick pattereth the

*flaw-blown sleet 2397 Gerarde Heibal n. Ixxni § 3 3°9
Passe flower is called after the Latin name Pulsatilla or
*Flawe flower

f Flaw, <2. Obs ~ 1
[? ad, L,fldvusl\ 1 Yellow.

(So m glossaries, but the meaning is doubtful

)

C1450 Crt of Love 782 Lily forehede had this creature,

With hveliche browes, flaw, of colour pure-

Flaw (flg), v i [f. Flaw sb i]

1

ttans To make a flaw or crack m
;
to crack

;

to damage by a crack or fissure ; to cause a defect

in, mar
1663 Hooke Microgr 34 The blunt end seemed irre-

gularly flawed with divers, clefts 1676 Phil 'Jtans XI 753
That stuns the Diamond and so flaws it 1697 Drvdln
Virg Georg 111 358 Ihe Brazen Cauldrons with the Frost
aie flawd 1794 Sullivan View Nat I 362 [Glass] being
reduced to powder, or otherwise flawed 1800 Howard in

Phil Ttans XC. 208 The breech was tom open and
flawed in many directions 1834 Dickens Hard T 131
I hey fell to pieces with such ease that 3 ou might suspect
them of having been flawed befoie

b with, immaterial object, 01 fig
1613 Shaks Hett VIII, 1 1 93 France hath, flaw’d the

League Ibid 1 u 21 Which hath flaw'd the heart Of all

their Loyalties 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 11 11, He an-
swer'd, My worship needed not to flaw hts right 2852
Thackeray Esmond 1 vu (1869) 67 It must be owned

that she had a fault of character that flawed her per
fections 2887 Swinburne Locrtne 1 11 278 Have I not
sinned already—flawed my faith ?

*1* c To flaw off to bieak off in 'flaws’ or

small pieces Obs Cf toflake off,\

2663 Hooke Microgr 98 By looking on the surface of
a piece newly flaw’d off

•j* d slang To make drunk Obs.

2673 R Head CantingAcad i 63 He that is flawed m the
Company before the rest a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew,
Flaw'd, drunk 2723 in New Cant Diet
2 mtr To become ciacked Also, to break

off in flakes or small pieces {obs ).

1648 Herrick Hespet. (1869) 68 This round Is nowhere
found To flaw 2665 Hooke Microgr 33 Those that flaw’d

off in large pieces were prettily branched 2691 T H[ale]
Acc New Invent 103 It hath crack’d, flaw’d, and rose in

ridges 2774 Projects in Ann Reg 21 2/1 No less fit for

the inside of buildings, than tenacious and incapable of

cracking or flawing 1832 Landor Count JulianWks 1846

II 514 The original clay of coarse mortality Hardens and
flaws around her. 1857 P Colquhoun Comp Oarsman's
Guide 9 Elm is very apt to flaw and splinter shortm the Ians

3 Sc To lie or fib Cf. Flaw sb 1 6.

2724 Ramsay Gent. Sheph n i. But dinna flaw, Tell o'er

your news again, and sweat till ’t a*.

Flaw (flg), » 2 [f Flaw sb -] a. mtr Of
the wind * To blow in gusts b. treats To ruffle

as a flaw of wind does rare.

2803 Flinders in Phil Trans XCVI 245 The wind
flawing from one side and the other 2891 Stevenson
South Seas 11 xvi m Age (Melbourne) 20 June 4/3 Long
catspaws flawed the face of the lagoon

Flaw, obs or dial form of Flat
Flawe(n, obs pa. pple. of Flay.

Flawed (flgd), ppl. a. [f Flaw v + -ed ’
.] In

senses of the vb a of material things, b of

immaterial things

a. 1632 Shirley Ball iv m. What wise gamester Will

venture a hundred pounds to a flaw’d sixpence? 2663

Hooke Microgr 6 Appearing white, like flaw’d Horn or

Glass, i8gi E W Gossc Gossip m Library xvu 210 [He]

made his pictures of real life appear like scenes looked at

through flawed glass

b. 1603 Shaks Lear v iu, 196 But his flaw’d heart

Twixt two extremes of passion, toy and greefe, Burst

smilingly 1767 Warburton Semi 1 Cor xm. 13 A flawed

and faulty heart 1832 1 h vckeray Eug Hum v (1876) 320

A hero with a flawed reputation

tFlawer, Obs.- 1 [f Flaw® 2 + -er 1
.]
=

Flaw sb 2

1737 Stackhouse Hist. Bible (1767) VI viii v 417 note,

Storms, commonly called Michaelmas flawers, at that time

of the year make sailing dangerous

Flawfol (fig ful), a [f Flaw sb. + -ful ] Full

of flaws or defects

2881 Furnivall Let 24 Nov , You American girls insist

on all us flawful men being as good and flawless as you

are 2893 Daily News 29 Mar 5/2 Few persons have left

flawless poems, but Vaughan's are particularly flawful

Flawless (fig les), a [f. as prec. + -LESS ]

Free from flaws, without a ciack, defect, or im-

perfection

1648 Boyle Seraph Love iu (1700) so Devotion is like a
flawless Diamond 1733 in Johnson 2856 Ruskin Mod.
Paint IV v toi § 18 1 he sea is as unsullied as a flawless

emerald 1863 Pall Mall G. as Apr xi Reynolds was
almost flawless. 2884 Symonds Shaks Predecessors ix 361

Flawless poetry.

Hence Flawlessly adv ,
Flaw lessness.

2884 Princetown Rev July 78 We know her to be good

and flawlessly pure 2888 Sat Rev 22 Sept 340/2 The
strength and flawlessness of the reins 2890 I. D Hardy
New Othello I. vm 184 May was flawlessly fair.

Flawn (flgn) Obs. exc arch Forms: 3
-
7,

9 flaun(e, (4 flaunne), 5-7 flawn(e, 8-9 flawn.

[a OF flaon (Fr flan) of same meaning '—early

medL fladon-em{It fiadone honeycomb),a OHO
flada flat cake (MHG. vlade, mod Ger fladen) =
Dn vlade, via pancake —WGer *flapon- (see

Flathe) : by many scholars regarded as cognate

with Gr. nkaGavov calce-mould, irAanfr broad ]

A kind of custaid or cheese-cake, made in various

ways. Also, a pancake Prov Asflat as aflawn.
c 2300 Havelol 644 Pastees and flauues 1 c 2390 Form of

Cnry (1780) 74 Take hony clarified and fiaunne. <-2400

Rom Rose 7044 With tartes, or . With deynte fiawnes,

brode and flat 1-1440 Anc Cookery in Ilouseh Ord (1790)

432 A flaune of Almayne 2376 Turberv Venerie 188

Master Raynard will be content with butter, cheese, creame,

flaunes, and custardes 1681W Robertson Phraseol Gen.

(1693) 470, I love such dinneis as Milkmeats, Flawns,

Custaids, Cheesecakes 2721-2800 Bailey t v ,
As flat as

a Flawn 1820 Scott Abbot xxmii, He that is hanged in

May will eat no flaunes in Midsummer 1840 Basham
Ingol Leg

,
Jackd Rheims, The flawns and the custards

had all disappear’d

b ttansf of a fiat cap
1602 Dlkrlr Satno-mastiA Hiv, Cast off that blew

coate, away with that flawne

Flawy (flg 1), a [f Flaw sb.
1 and 2 + -y h]

1 Full of flaws or defects

1712W Derham in Phil 7 rails XXVII 479 Those Trees
are become cracked, and very flawy within. 2755 m
Johnson; and in mod Diets.

2 Coming in gusts
,
gusty

1828 in Webster 1881 Scmbnet's Monthly XXII 532 '2

Pushing the yacht is often required 111 light, flawy wind

Flawyn, obs pa pple of Flay
Flax (flieks), sb Forms 1 fleex, fleax, 1-5

flex, 4 south vlexe, 4-6 flexe, 5-7 flaxe, (7

flacks), 4- flax [Com WGer. 1 OE fleax=
OFns. flax, OS flaks (MDu., Du , LG vlas),

OHG flaks (MHG vlaks, mod G flacks) .—OTeut.

*flahsom str neut ; commonly referred to the

OTeut. root fell-,flak- to plait —OAryan *plek-,

flok- ,
cf Ger Jlech-ten ,

L plec-tere, Gr. ir\£rc-uv

Some think however that the root is flah- (
—

OAryan flak') as in. Flay v ,
the etymological

notion being connected with the process of ‘ strip-

ping’, by which the fibre is prepared ]

I. The plant

1 The plant Linum usitatissimum- bearing blue

flowers which are succeeded by pods containing

the seeds commonly known as linseed It is

cultivated for its textile fibre and for its seeds

cxooo ^Elfric Exod ix 31 Witodlice eall hira flex and
hira bernas wseron fordone 1398 1 revisa Bat th De P R,
xvii xcVn (Tollem MS ), Flexe growejj in enen stalkes,

and bere)> ^elow floures or blewe. 2484 Caxton Fables of
VEsop 1 xx, Whanne the flaxe was growen and pulled vp
1562 Turner Herbal n 39 b, Flax is called of the Northen
men lynt 1677 Yarranton Engl. Jmfrav 47 The Land
there for Flax is very good, being rich and dry 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot xvu. 240 Flax has also a corolla

of five petals i860 H Macmillan Bible Teach 111. (1870)

49 The flax extracting From the earth the materials of those

fibres which are to be woven into garments for us

2 With qualifying word prefixed, in the names
of other species of Linum or of plants resembling

the true flax, as dwarf-fairy-, mountain-,purging,

spurge-, toad-, wild flax . see qnots
,
and the

different words
a 1387 Sinon Barthol (Anecd Oxon ) 28 Lviana, witde

flax 1670 Ray Catal Platif 196 Linum arvense Common
wild Flax 1863 Prior Plant-n 8x Dwarf-, or Purging-,

or Fairy-Flax, Linum catharticum. 1878-86 Britten &
Holland Plant-n 187 Mountain Flax, (x) Linum caihar-

ticum . (2) Erythraa Centnunum. Ibid
,
Wild Flax, (1]

Linana vulgaris (2) Cnscuta Epilinum

b. Hew Zealand Flax, Phonmum tenax (also

called flax-bush,
-lily, -plant), a native of New

Zealand, the leaves of which yield a textile fibre.

1846 Lindley Veg Kittgd iv 203 In New Zealand they

[Lilyworts] are repiesented by the Phonmum or Flaxbush

2834 Colder Pigeons' Pari Introd. 5, I bad to pass the

night under the shade of a flax-bush 1870 Braim New
Homes vm 375 The native flax {phonmum tenav) is found

m all parts of New Zealand

IX The fibre of flax.

3 The fibres of the plant whether dressed or un-

dressed
C1325 Gloss W de Btblesw in Wright Voc 156 Pik thi

flax e-1386 Chaucer Prol 676 This pardoner hadde heer

as yelwe as wex, But smothe it heng, as doth a strike of
flex 11x483 Caxton Vocab x8 The lynweuar, Weuethmy
lynnencloth Of threde of flaxe 2530 PalSgr 221/1 Flaxe

redy to spynne,fillace 1602 Shaks Twel N. 1 111 108 It

[haire] hangs like flax on a distaffe 2666 Pepys Diaiy

(1879) VI 34 In the town did see an old man beating of flax,

1767 Warburton Serin 1 Cor xui 13 Human laws, like a
thread of flax before a flame, vanish and disappear before

popular commotions. 1825 J Neal Bro Jonathan. Ill 323

You broke away from us like the Philistine from the un-

twisted flax
, __

fig 1333 More Debell Salem v Wks 940/2 He spmneth

that fynelye with flex, fetclunge it out of his owne body a<=

the spider spynneth her cobwebbe

b pi. Diffeient sorts or qualities of flax

1886 Daily News 6 Sept 2/4 There is a brisk inquiry for

tows, hemps, and flaxes,

1

4

: Asa material ofwhich a candle or lamp wick

is made , the wick itself Obs.
CQ7$Rushw Gosp. Matt, xii.20 Flacx w/lin smikende ne

adwaescet c 2380 Wyclit Semi Sel Wks. II 189 Preestis

of the chirche, jmt smokiden bi pride as brent flex 2329

More Comf. ngst, Tnb 11. Wks 1200/r It is a thing right

hard to put flexe into fyre, & yet kepe them [the fingers]

fro burning. 1560 BrBLE (Genev ) Jsa xln 3 The smoking
flax shall He not quench 2393 Shaks 2 Hen VI, v n 55
Beautie . Shall to my flaming wrath, be Oyle and Flax

163a Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry iv. 1, He has made
me smell for all the world like a flax or a red-headed

woman’s chamber.

5 . A material resembling the fibres of the flax-

plant or used for a like purpose
*563 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb) xg The flaxe whiche

is lefte, they sptnne agayne 1624 Cai>t, Smith Virginia

vi. 2x6 A kinde, .of Flax, wherewith they make Nets.



FLAX.

b. in the name of a variety of asbestos with flax- ,

like fibres, as Earth-, Fossil-, Mountain-Flax,

q v. For Incombustible flax, see Asbestos 2.

i860 Whittier Doitbh-h Snake 4 Whether he linked in

the Oldtown fen Oi the gi.iy e.uth flax of the Devil's Den
6. Cloth made of flax

,
linen

c 897 K JEi 1 rld Gregoiy's Past xlv 87 Of Srere eorSan
cymeS Sect fleax, Dost biS hwites luwes 1340 Aycnb 236

Chastete [?et is be-tokned be fie huite ulexe 1373 Baki t

Alv F643 That beaieth or weaieth fiaxe or linnen 1851

Mrs. R Wilson New Zealand 23 His lobe of glossy flax

which loosely flows 1872 A Domeu Ranolfv. 111. 93 In
flowing vest of silky flax, undyed

III. attrib. and Comb,

7. a. simple atlnb Gcneial relations (with or

without hyphen), as flax-blade, i* -hoik (see Boll
sb l

), fibre, leaf plant
,
stalk, stem, straw, + top

1872 A DoMrTT Rat10if 1 v 11 With *flax-bladcs binding
to a tiee the Maid <1x325 Gloss W tie Biblesw m Wright
Vdc 156 note, Boceaus

,
*flaxbolles [puntedixlaxlolles]

1875 Urds Diet Aits 409 Attempts have been made to

prepaie *flax fibre without steeping 1884 Bracken Bays
ofMaori 69 Zephyrs stirred the *flax leaves into tune 1838
Penny Cycl X 305A The *flax plants aie passed between
these cylinders 1875 lire's Bid Arts if, 400 The im-
mersion of the *flax stems in water i860 Ibid II 228 1 he
sheaves of 'flax-straw are placed erect in crates. 138a

Wvcur Eccltts xxi. 10 A flax top gedcrcd togidere [Vulg
stnppa collecta] the synagoge of synnerts

b. Concerned with flax as a commercial product,

asflax culture
,
-factory,

-industry,-man, -merchant

,

-mill, -shop

,

- spindle, -tithe

1875 Uic'sDtd Arts II 455 Lands, prepared for *flax

cultuie 1509 in Mit Harborough Records ( 1890) 232 Ric'

Beale *Flaxman 1799 A Young Agnc Lute. 197 Let it

to flaxmen at ^3 or £4 pei acre 1807 Vancouvi k Ague.
Devon (1813) 207 1 he flaxman only finding seed, and agi ee-

rng to have the field cleared by a given time *835 Unr
Philos Mastiff, 221 The proprietots of many *flax-mills
1600 Sit John Ohtcastle U in, Aman may make a *(1tx shop
in your clummes, for any fire there is staring 1679 Bi di oi

Popish Plot 27 A Gen tie-woman that kept a Flax-shop
in the Mmones 1875 lire's Did Arts II 456 The steam-
driven *flax spindle 1692 Rokiry Diaty 18 Whethei
*Flax-tylh were small tythes or not

c Made of flax, asflax canvas, -sandal, -tin ead.

1872 A Domiht Rudolfxxi u 378 His feet—with gi ecu
flax-sandals shod 1882 Caulililo & Sawakd Did.
Needlework 210/1 Flax Canvas may be piocured 111

various degrees of fineness and make 1891 Daily News
8 Dec 5/8 Flax-thread and spun stuffs

d objective, as flax-dresser
,

-hachler
,
-spinner,

+ -smngler
;

flax-cutting, -dressing
, -growing,

-spinning vbl sbs
1632 Sm Rwoon, A*flax-dresser, limere. 1894 H. Speight

Nuidei dale 304 As many as 800 flax dressers 1780
A Young Tour Tret I 164 They next send it to a *flax-

hncklei 1856 Farmer's Mag Nov 379 The severe trial the

'flaxspmners expenenced 1838 Penny Cycl X 305/2
*Flax spinning is now carried on with most success in

Yorkshue 1663 Canterbuiy Marriage Lictnccs (MS 1,

Charles Abbot ’'flaxswingler.

8.

Special, comb. : flax-bird, (a) the North
American goldfinch, Chrysomitns insiis , (b) tf.S,
' a book-name ofthe scarlet tanagei

,
Pit anga 7 uh a ’

{Cent Did.) ; (c) dial the common Whitelhroat,

Curmca cmerea
; t flax-box, a box to hold the

flax or tow match for firing a caliver or match-
lock, flax-brake (see quot.), flax-breaker ~
prec

;
flax-comb, an instrument for cleansing and

straightening flax fibres, a flax-hackle; flax-cotton,

cottonized flax; f flax-flneh. ?some species of

finch ; flax-hackle (see quot ) ; f flax-hoppe, a
head or seed-pod of flax; flax-hurd, the coarse

parts of flax, tow
; flax-xipple (see quot ) ;

flax-

soutoher (see Scutcher)
;
soflax-scutching vbl sb

,

flax-thrasher, a machine for beating out the seeds
from the bolls of the flax-plant; flax-wench, -wife,
-woman, a female flax worker.
1822 Latham Hist Birds VI, 120 American Yellow Finch

. feeds on the seeds of flax, aldei, &c, and is called in

the back parts of Carolina, the *Flax Bud 1576 Lane
Lieutenancy 1 77 Six calhuers, fyve *flaxe boxes 1688
R Holme Armoury hi 111 48 A *Flax Brake is two pieces
of Timber with Teeth made in them to bruse Flax stalks

1889 Elvin Diet. Her ,
*Flax-breaker iflu Cotgr ,

Jtrosse . a *flax-combe, or hatchell 1755 Johnson, Flax-
comb, the instrument with which the fibres of flax are
cleansed from the brittle parts. 1851 Lowrix Lett (1894)
I 192 The *flax-cotton is a great thing 1639 Horn &
Rob, Gate Lang. Uni xiv § 153 The goldfinch, larke,
nightingale and ^flax-finch are singing birds 1825 J
Nicholson Operat Mechanic 402 The ^flax-hackle is an
instiument or tool constructed for the purpose of hackling
or straightening the fibres of the flax 14 Voc in Wr -

Wulcker 584/3 Folhcnlus, a *flexhoppe 1614 Markham
Cheap Husb. 11 iv 93 A little Rozen melted together with
*Flaxehurds. 1673 Phil Trans VIII 6067 Lap the joynted
place about with a little hemp 01 flax hurds 1880 Antrim
Sf Down Gloss ,

*Flax-ripple

,

a comb with large iron teeth
through which flax is drawn, to remove the bolls or seeds
1846 J Baxter Ltbr Prad Agnc (ed. 4) I 277 The first

^flax scutching mill 1611 Shaks Wint T 1 11 277 My
Wife , deserues a Name As ranke as any r Flax-Wench
*59* Greene Disc Caosnage (near end) How a *Flaxe wife
[etc], 1611 Cotgr,, Filandiei e, a *Flaxe-woman,
b In the names of plants, as flax-bush, -lily

(see sense 2 b)
,
flax-dodder, Cuscuta Epilinum

,

flax-tail, a dialect name of the lecd-mace, Typha
Iatifoha\ flax-weed, Liliana vulgaris, toad-flax,

304

flax-worts, the name given by Lindley to the

order Ltnacese.

1852 J M Wilson Farmer's Did Agru
,

*Flat-dodder
1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI V. 313 The Reed-mace is

in Kent often called *FIa\ tail 1597 Glmardi Herbal 445
Toile fiaxe is called of the hcibaristes of 0111 time, Lman.i,
01 *Flaxweede 1846 Liniiley Vig Kuigd vn. 485
Lviaiex, *I< la\u oils

Flax (flteksj, a lare 1
.

[f. prec] Having the

coloni of flax
,
flaxen

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy II 241, I have my flax hair

built in many stiange and differing fashions

Flax (flecks), v [f prec. sb ]

1 traits. To wrap in fine linen iaie~ y
.

i860 Readi- Cloutci it IV 368 And oh the sheets I he
m here Dives was ne’er so flaxed as I

2 US. a. trans To beat , app. m allusion to

the beating of flax Cf. Flaxen v, b mtr 7'o

flax round . to * knock about,’ bestir oneself.

1866 Lowli l litglow P. Introd,, I think toJinx for to

bait [is American] 1884 Miss L W Baldwin Van/., Sell
‘2 ttichcr in Vnginta iv 29 I'm gotn

1

to make some dried-

apple fritters Fr dinner, an' you must flax roun' .111' give

me a lift

t Flaxed, ppl Obs, [f Flax sb + -ed 2
]
=

Flaxen.
1613-6 W. Browni Brit. Past i iv 8s Hei flaxed hair

crown’d with an Anadcm <11687 Cotton 1Vinter 28 The
Cup-bearer Gammed Has capp’d his fu/lcd Based head.

Flaxen (lire ksen, flee ks’n), a and sb Forms

.

6 flaxan, 6 , 8 flaxon, 7 flexen, -on, 6- flaxen,

[f Flax sb. + -en 4
]

A adj.

1 . Consisting or made of flax.

1521 Bury Wills (1850) 119 I tem a flaxan shet 1597 xsi d*t.

Returnfr Parnass 11 1 700 He shall he in a good llason

sheete. 1601 Holland Pliny xix 1 3 The toile made of
Cumes Flaxen cords, are so strong, that the wild Bore
falling into it, will bee caught 1660 Biouni Boscobcl 41
His Majesty put off his couise shirt and put on a flexen

one. 1739 Shari* Surgciy Inticd 52 The best Materials
for making Ligatures are the Flaxen Thiead that Shoe-
makers use. 1825 J Nicholson Opeutt. Mechanic 405
A patent for spinning a flaxen thread. 1876 Rock '

2ext.
J'abr 1 6 Fine unnuxed flaxen linen

2 . f a ? Of the colour of the flax-flower ; azure.

1603 Ttyall Chev. 11 111 m Bullen 0 PI (1884) III 315
Like Eagles they shall cut the flaxen ayre

b Of the colour of dressed flax* chiefly m
reference to the hair, f Flaxen wheat (see quots.).

1523 Fir/iium Husb § 34 I'laxen whtate hath a yelowe
eare 1602 Shaks Plant iv v. 196 All Flaxen was Ins

Pole. 1616 SuniL & Markh Couutiy Fnruie $$1 That
kind of Wheat which amongst the English is called Flaxen-
wheat, being as white or whiter than the finest Max 16*1
Burton Anat. Mel. 111 11 11 il (1624) 376 Leland com-
mends Guithera for a faire flaxen nan e 1720 Gay Poems
(1745) I 179 Nor is the flaxen wig with safet> worn 1810
Sporting Mag XXXVI. 182 He [the sick horse] had a
white mouth and a flaxen tongue 1862 Miss Braddon
Lady Andley 1, That drooping head, with its wealth of
showering flaxen curls

3 . Of or pertaining to flax as a commercial pro-

duct

1707 Loud Gas No 4383/1 The Hempen and Flaxen
M.mufactuie 1757 Dylr Fleece m 369 Who tends the
culture of the flaxen reed 1875 Ure's lint. Aits II 405
The flaxen uades of the United Kingdom
4 attrib and Comb, as flaxen-haired, -headed,

-wigged adjs ; flaxen-egg {dial), ‘an abortive

egg’CIIalliwell).

1630 R. Johnson’s Kmgd
.J-
Coutturn 293 The people

generally are * flaxen haired 1863

1

Williams Baptistery
1 vu (1874) 84 An Angel . Like a flaxen haired child

fB jj Material made of flax ; linen
;
a lmen-

clotb. Obs
1520 Lane Wills II 8 A bordecloth of flaxen to be an

alter cloth. 1599 Nottingham Rec. IV 250 One diaper
table cloathe

;
one of flaxen 1672 J Lacy Dumb Lady

n Dram Wks (1875) 44 I'll see you byried in the flaxen
your grandam spun herself 1696 J F Merchant's Warc-ho.
16 Flaxens .made of the same Flax as the foimer

Flaxen (flarksen), v dial. [Cf. Flax v 2 ]
(See quot

)

1881 Leicesteish Gloss
,
Flaxen, to beat, thrash. ‘Ah

followed ’im up, an' flaxened him well
’

Flaxenish (flse ksemj), a rare. Also 7
fleximsh. [f. Flaxen a H- -ISH ] Somewhat flaxen
z66i Peacham Compl Gent 167 A dark flexinish hair

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex VII (1867) nt A hard-
favoured, lean man, tall, with a thm-haired flaxenish beard.

Fla-x-seed, flaxseed.
1 The seed of flax, linseed

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c 5 § 29 One Rood is limited to be
sown with Linseed otherwise Flaxseed or Hempseed ?i6 .

L Delaware in Child Ballatis VII. 314 I’ll hie me To
Lincolnshire, To sow hemp-seed and flax-seed 1737
Berkeley Let Wks 1871 IV 248 It is hoped your flax seed
will come in time 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Flax seed,
the boll of flax, generally termed linseed

b. The plant Radiola Millegrana, the seed-pods
of which are similar to those of the flax plant

,
cf

Allseed c

1848 C A Johns Week at Lizard 290 Radiola Mille-
grana, Flax-seed, grows in similar situations

2 A name given to the pupa of the Hessian fly

from its resemblance to a flax-seed. US
1886 Times 18 Aug 10/6 Pupae resembling small and

rather elongated flax seeds On this account they are called
‘ flax seeds

1

in America. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. II 410

FLAY.
The larvm [of the Iltssian flj] assume the pupa state called
the flaxseed stage.

3 . attrib and Comb (sense 1), as flax-seed mill
oil, flaxseed ore — dyestom oi

e

see Dyestone
’

1831 J Davus Manual Mat Mid 71 Flaxseed oil

1874 Knight Dut Mich I 881/2 Ilax seed Mill, one for
grinding flax-seed fm the more ieady absti action ofthe oil

Flaxy (ficeksi), a [f Flax sb +-yI] Of
the nature of or resembling flax

, made of flax.

Also absol

1634 M Sandt s Pi udetue 16 The Flaxie [colour] having
whitenessL, appu tames to Tempeiance *659 Torkiano
Lined, flaxie, made of flax. 1835 U hi. P/nios Manuf 20
T he substance which attaches the flaxy filaments to the
vegetable vessels and inembtancx.

Flay (IUT0 )
sb dial, [f Flay v ] A part of

a plough, for ‘flaying’ or paring off the surface of
the ground.
1805 R W Dickson Prad Agnc I 8 An iron earth-

board firmly screwed to the coulter, winch m some places
is called a flay 1879 Miss Ja< kson S/nopsk Word bl

,

I'day, part of a plough ; it goes before the coulter and
pares off the sm fact, of the ground, turning it under the
furrow which the plough makes

Flay (lit
71

), v. Fa t. and pa. pplc. flayed.
Foims : 1-3 flean, 3 flan, 3-4 flen, flo, 4 flaje,

4-

5 flyje, flyghe, 5 fla, fle, 5-6, 8-9 dial, flee,

5-

7# 9 thal. fley, 3-9 flea, 6-7 flaye, 6- flay

Also (see esp sense 5) 6-7, 8-9 dial flaw(e
J’a t 3 south VI03, 3~4 flow, 4 flout, 4-5flogh,
flew; 6 fleyd(e, fleid, 7-8 flead, 6- flayed. Pa.
pplc. 3 ivlajen, flo, 4 vlajo, yflawe, 4-7 flam(e,
flayn(e, 5 fleyn, fleyen, 5-6 flawe(n, 6 flene,

fleme, 6-7 flean(e ,
5-6fleyed, fleyd, 6-7 flawed,

6 -8 Seed, flead, flea’d, 7-9 fleaed, 7 fled, flaid,

flaied, 6- flayed [A Com Tout, str vb •—0E.

Jhlaii (pa t *flog, pi flogon, pa. pple *flagen) —
MDu vlaen, vlcieghcn, vlaedin, ON. fla (Sw. JIK,

Da.flaae )
.—OTeut *flahait, f Aiyan root *plak-,

whence Or uhr/ocreiv to strike. Cf. Flake sb

t LAW sb 1 and - ]

1 Dans, To strip 01 pull off the skin or hide of

;

to skin a with object a person . often 111 to flay
alive (or [ quick)
a 800 Cotpus Gloss. 659 Deglolurc, flean c 1205 Lay

64x8 03er he hcoin lette quic fltui c 1300 Havdok 612
He shnl him hangen, or quit llo. 1430 Line, Chon. Troy
1. 111, Out of lm. skynne he hath him stript and flaue 1474
Caxton Chi lie 28 lie djd hym to be flayn al qu>k. i<«
3surn Dteadts 261 Whom the Barbarians fleyde alyue and
slcwe 1687 Congri vi. Old Hath 11 1, No doubt, they
m ould have fka'd me alive X709 Prior Paulo Pnrgantt,
'I hey should be bang'd or starv’d, or flead 1800 Sporting
Mag XV 51 You must flea a Muscovite to make him feel

1865 Kingshy IIci esv. v 109 If I catch lum, I will flay

him alive.

b with object an animal
c 130a Pol. Songs (Camden! 191 We sliule flo the Conyng,

ant make roste is loyne C1350 JVill Paleme 1682 Men
that fast fonden alday to fkn wilde bestes cx420 Libet
Locot urn (1862) 50 I'yrst flyghe thyn elys i486 Bk St
Albans Enjb, Now to speke of the bestes when thay be
slayne How many be btrypte and how many be flayne.

1558 Warm. tr. Alexis Sec* in 73b, Than kyll him
[a young crow] and flawe bun, 1681 Ciietham Angler's

Vade-m xxxix § 12 (1689) 26 Take Eels, flea, gut and wipe
them 1741 Compl. Bam Ihete 1 11 136 Flea your Hare,

and lard it with Bacon 1849 Jamls Woodman vn ,
Whole

deer were often brought in to be broken and flayed

absol 1597 Hooker Reel Pol. v § 65 (1632) 340 To
them which thinke it alwayes imperfect reformation that

doth but sheare and not flea.

2 To strip off or remove portions of the skin (or

analogous membrane) from ;
to exconate. Often

hyperbolically (of. scarify).
c 1250 Meid Mai egret

e

xxxvi, Mit swope*? ant mit scorges

habbe ye me flo 13 . 1c. E A Hit P A 809 With
boffetez watz hys face flayn 1482 Monk of Evesham
(Arb ) 73 Sum of hem had her fyngers f[l]ayne i5<>S~73

Cooi*er Thesaurus, Adun to be flawed, to be scorched,

as mens thies or legs be with fretting 1596 Colse J'ettelope

(1880) 168 These fingers should have flead his face^ 1610

B Jonson A Ich iv 111, You shall Be curried, claw’d, and

flaw'd, and taw’d, indeed 1628 Donne Semi liv 546 If

thou flea thy selfc with haire cloathes and whips 1659

Lovelace Poems (1864) 233 Rayl, till your edged breath flea

your taw throat 1697 Dryden Virg Ess Georg (1721) I

206 The Goats and Oxen are almost flead with Cold 1721

Cibber Rival Fools m, I’ gad he wou’d have flea’d your

Backside for you 1748 Relat. Earthq Luna 111 § 3 292

The 'I aste of it is so harsh, that it fleas the Tongues of such

as are not used to it. 1840 Mrs Carlyle Let 5 Oct ,
In

the aidour of my medical practice I flayed the whole neck

of me with a blister 1840 Macaulay Hist Eng, (187*)

II xv. 171 The piospect of dying m Newgate, with a back

flayed and an eye knocked out

3 . fig and transf.

a. To inflict acute pain or torture upon
1782 Cowfkr Progi Err 583 Habits are soon assum d

;

but when we strive To strip them off, 'tis being flayd

alive 1884 L J JrNNiNGS CroLer Papeis II xiv 49

Macaulay has laid bare the entire process of flaying art

author.
,

b. To divest (a person) of clotbmg ;
to ‘ strip ,

undress humorous nonce-use,
i6ix Shaks Wint T iv iv 655 Nay prethee dispatch

;

the Gentleman is halfe fled already.
_

c To strip (a person) of his money or belong-

ings by extortion or exaction ,
to pillage, plunder,
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Also, to do this by cheating
; to * clean out \ Cf

fleece, shear
1584 Powtl Lloyd's Cambria 345 Officers were sent

afresh to flea those who had been shorne before 1620
Melton Astrolng 3 A griping Lawyer will bee sure

to fleece him, if hee do not flea him 1620 Ft ter Rush
21, I haue beene among players at the Dice and Cardes,
and I haue caused the one to flea the other 1621 Burton
Anat Mel 1 11 iv (1651) 157 They are so flead and fleeced

by perpetuall exactions 1665 Tfmple Let to Ld Arling-
ton Wks 1731 II 6 The Hollanders being flay'd with
Taxes, distracted with Factions 1879 Froudd Cassarxxu
381 Plundering cities and temples and flaying the people
with requisitions 1893 Farmer Slang, Flay

.

2(American)
To clean out by unfair means

d To strip (a building, or the like) of its

extenor ornament or covering
1636DAVENANT Witts v v. How 1 flea monuments of their

brazen skins 1 2670 J Covel Diary (HakI 1893) 182 The
ruins of an old castle that was here , it was all flead to

build the Turkish moschs. *687 Burnet Trav 111 (1730)

169 The Outside is quite flay'd, if I may so speak, but on
design to give it a rich Outside of Marble 1847 Tennyson
Prmc v 514 As comes a pillar of electric cloud, Flaying
the roofs and sucking up the drains

4 To strip or peel off (the slan). Also with off,

•j* up
c 1250 Meid Maregrete xxxiv, At ]jet fel from he fleisc

f
unnen ho to flo 1382 Wyclif Micah 111 3 Whiche eeten
eshe of my peple and hildiden, or flewen, the skyn of

hem fro aboue c 1450 Henryson Wolf Wedder 39
Poems (1865) 204 With that in hy the doggis skyn of he flew

1587 Mascall Govt Cattle, Hogges 267 They doe vse to .

flea vp the skinne on both sides c 1626 Dick ofDevon, v
i m Bullen O PI II 97 Flea the Dwells skm over his

eares 1646 Evelyn Diary 23 Mar., As it snows often it

perpetualy freezes, of which I was so sensible that it flaw’d

the very skin of my face 1651 H More Second Lash m
Enthus Triumph, (1655) 168 Touchy, proud men as it

were with their skins fiean off. 1743 Fielding J Wild nr
vn, The first man that offers to come in here, I will have
his skin flea’d off 186s Swinburne A talanta 58 And we
will flay thy boarskm with male hands
transf and Jig 1607 Dekker Northw Hoe it Wks,

1873 III 28 Flea offyour skins [z e take offyour disguise]

1634 Whitlock Aootomia 530 (The world’s] outside fiime

of contentednesse, which when flaid off, what appeareth but
vanity, or vexation of Spirit

+ to. To tear off (a man’s beard) together with

the slan. Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne C7iron Wace (Rolls) 12452 Fful manye
kynges had he don slo, and flow be berdes ofalle ]>o c 1450
Merlin 6ao, I shall make thy beerde be flayn, and draw
from thy chyn boustously 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1.

xxvu. They gafhym their berdys clene flayne of.

6 transf. (chiefly dial ) a. To strip the bark,

nnd, husk, or other integument from , to bark, peel

b To remove ot strip off (nnd, bark, etc ) Also

with off (Chiefly in formflaw

)

a *574 R ScarHop Gard (1578) £9 To flawe the Poales

. is more than needeth to be done in thys behalfe *686

Plot Staffordsh 382 They flaw it [Timber] standing about

the beginning or middle of May. *7*3 Derham Phys -

Theol iv xi 192 Birds, who have occasion to husk and
flay the Grains they swallow *869 Echo 9 Oct., In Sussex

a man was believed to earn from£40 to ^45 111 the year,

including what he gets from flawing timber in the spring

b c 1320 Cast Love 1308 As a mon Jie rynde fleh 1577
B Googc Hei esbuch's Hnsb (1586) 74 Cutte it [a hud]

round about, and flawe of the nnde *623 Cockeram 11,

To Fley 01 pull off the ruideor skm, Deglubate 163* MS
Acc St John’s Hosp

, Canierb., [Layd out] for flawmge
the tanne uijjt 1\d 1796 Trans Soc, Encourag Arts
XIV 234 From the largest of those arras, I flawed off slips

of nnd.

c. To paie or stnp off thin slices of (turf).

Also with off, up.

1634-5 Brereton Trav (1844)96 They cutt and flea top-

turves with linge upon them 1688 R HolmeAmtoury in

ix 390/2 A Turf Spade, .is to cut and flea up the surface of

any thing flat 1724 Swirr Dra.fi Lett vn, That odious

Custom of cutting Screws which is flaying off the green

Surface of the Ground, to cover their cabins. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss

,
Play, to pare turf with a breast plough

0. Phrases. To flay a flint : to be guilty of the

worst meanness or extortion in older to get money
(cf Flay-flint). •(' To flay the fox to vomit

(translating F. slang Scorcher le renard).

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 xi (1694) 42 He would flay

the Fox* 1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV 398 Some ofthem

were so strict that they would flea a flint, a 1700 B E. Diet

Cant Crew, s v. Flay, He’ll flay a Flint, of a meer Scrat

or Miser „ _ ,

+ 7 ? To clarify (oil) Obs. rare~\ [Perh a

different word ]
1530 Palsgr 551/1, I flaye oyle with water, whan it

hoyleth, to make it mete to frye fysshe with. Je detamgs
Ihuyle

8 Comb + Flaybreeeh, a flogger

1671 H M tr Colloq Erasmus 49 He is a more cruel

fiayoreech than even Qrbilius

Hence Flayed (+flayn)
ppl. a

c 1440 Promp Parv 163/2 Flayne, or flawyn, exconatus

*585 Lupton Thous Notable Th (1675) 10 A fleaed Mouse
roasted 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 1 in Furies 467

The Dysentery Extorteth pure bloud from the flaydd veins

a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) zoo His jests are old flead

Proverbs, a 1652 Brome City Wit v Wks 1873 I 363 The
fresh skm of a flea'd Cat 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 635 Let the

flea'd victims in the flames be cast 1835 GentlMag Feb

102/2 The loose flayed skin which belonged to the arms.

Flay, var. of Fley v to frighten.

Flayel, obs form of Flail.

Vol. IV.

Flayer (flf 1 a-0 [f Flay v. + -er1 J
1 One who flays

,
also fig one who f fleeces

’

or

practises extortion.

CX440 Promp Parv 165/1 Flear of beest, exconator
1598 Florio Scdrticaporcelli, a fleaei ofhogs 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage 11 xm § 1 Enery box must yeeld hi*, owne
skin and haires to the flajer, 1800 Hunnis J'av pillage
*52 Her lamb By the bleak season slain, her welted coat
Yields to the flayer 1865 Dickens Mitt. Fr in 1, Pubsby
& Co are regular flayers and grinders

2

.

Hist (transl F Scorcheur). One of a number
of French brigands in the 14th century,who 'flayed*

or pillaged the people.
183a tr StsmondPs Ital. Rep xiv. 310 The French had

bands called flayers {/Scot chenrs) 189* Cornh Mag Oct.
416 His whole life was spent m raids upon the Brabanters,
late-comeis, flayers, free companions [etc.]

Flay-flint. [See Flay v 6 ] One who is

guilty of the worst meanness or extortion for the

sake of gam
, a skm-flint

1672 Shadwell Miser 1, A pox on this damn'd Flea-flint

1719 D'Urfey Pills I 141 The Flea-flmLs, the Germans strip

’em bare 1842 Tennyson Walking to Mail, There lived

a flayflint near , we stole his fruit, His hens, his eggs.

Flaying (fte*

1

q), vbl sb. [f. Flay v + -ing 1
]

1 The action of the vb Flay.
c 1440 Promp Parv 165/2 Fleyngeof beestys, excorlacio

1565 Golding Ovid's Met Epist (1593) 3 The fleamg off of
piper Marsies skm 1848 H Rogers Ess I vi 321 The
flaying and dissecting of a sophist at the hands of so

dexterous an anatomist as Socrates

2 . attnb. and Comb , as flaymg-knife,
season,

-shovel, -spade.

1842 Browning Waring 1 vi. Some Junius shall tuck
His sleeve, and forth with #fiaying-kmfe. 1794 T Boys
Agnc Snrv Kent 97 The oaks are all cut in the ’flawing
season, for the bark of all sizes 1887 S Clicsh Gloss

,

*Fleym-shovel, a sort of plough with a single long handle
like a spade driven by the hand *573 Richmond Wills
(Surtees) 242, nj peatspades, ij *flainge spades 1879
Miss Jackson Shiopsh. Wordbk ,

Flaymg-spade, an 1m-
lement for paring off the surface of rough grass land for

urning.

Flaying, ppl a [f. Flay + -ing 2
.] That flays.

1663 Butler Hud 1 11 967 Could not the Whipping-
post prevail To keep from flaying Scourge thy Skm
1728 Gay Bcgg Op 11 1, Those fleamg Rascals the Sur-

geons

Flayl(le, obs f. Flail.

Flayn(e, obs. pa, pple of Flay.
Flayre, obs. f Flaie
Flayt, pa t. of Flite v Obs. to scold

Fie, obs 1 Flay
Flea (fit), sb Forms * 1 Adah., fldh., flda, fldo,

3-5 fie, 3-6 flee, 6 Sc fla, 8 Sc fiae, dial Heigh,

9 Sc. flech, dial, fleok, 6- flea. PI 1 fldan, 4-6

fleen, 5 flen. [Com. Teut • OE flSah str (prob.

masc ), flla wk masc. or fem. j
corresponding to

MDu., MLG. vti (Du. vloo), OHG fldh, flfoh

str. masc. (MHG vldch str masc
,
pi flake, vld

str. fem ,
mod Ger floh fem ), ON. flo str. fem

(pi flder) ;
repr OTeut *flauh-, or more probably

*plauh- (cons -stem) cogn. with Flee v ]

1 A small wingless insect (or genus of insects,

Pulex

,

the common flea being P. irntans), well

known for its biting propensities and its agility in

leaping ;
it feeds on the blood ofman and of some

other animals
<1700 Efiwal Gloss S13 Pulix, fleah. ciooo Sax Leechd

I, 264 Heo [gorst] cwelS fa fiean c *305 Land Cokayne

37 Nis J>er flei, fie, no lowse c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's

Prol 17 Hast thou had fleen al night or artovv dronke?

1547 Boorde Brev Health ccxcix 08 Flees the whiche
doth byte and stynge men in theyr beddes 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 696 Fleas breed principally of Straw or Mats

1733 Swift On Poetry 353 So naturalists observe a flea

Hath smaller fleas, that on him prey ,
And these have

smaller still to bite ’em, And so proceed ad infinitum

1791 Boswell Johnson [1831) II 186 The counsel upon the

circuit at Shrewsbury were much bitten by fleas 1858

Hawthorne Fr <$ It. Jmls I. 227 Fleas m Rome come
home to everybody’s business and. bosom 1874 Wood
Insects A hi 771 The best-known foreign Flea, the Chigoe

(Pulexpcneti aits)

to As a type of anything small or contemptible

1388 Wyclif i ham xxiv 15 Thou pursuest a deed

hound, and a quyk fle [*382 flyje] c 1450 Henryson Mor
Fab. 195 For it is said m Proverb, But lawtd All other

vertewis ar nocht worth ane fle. 1501 Douglas Pal Hon
in. 660 Me thocht yu had nouther force nor will for till

haue greiuit ane Fla 1857 R Tomes Ainer in Japan v
126 These Lilliputian bumpers would not have floored

a flea

2 -flea beetle : see 6 below.

*805 R W. Dickson Pract Agnc II. 760 The hop-

plant., is liable to he wholly devoured by the ravages of

the flea *842 Johnson Farmer’s Encycl, Fly in Turnips

(A Itica nernomm) It is sometimes called tne black jack

and sometimes the flea or black fly i860 Curtis Farm
Insects List Engravings, A Itica nernomm, the Turnip fly

or flea Attica concinna
,
the Hop flea, or beetle

3 . Applied, with defining word prefixed, to small

crustaceans which leap like a flea • see Sand-flea,

Waueb-flea Beach-flea (U S ) = sand-flea

*888 Riverside Nat Hist, II 76 The ‘beach-fleas’ so

common on the sandy beaches

4.
phr A flea vn one's ear: said of a stinging or

mortifying repi oof, rebuff, or repulse, which sends

one away discomfited . chiefly m phr. to go (send,

etc) away with a flea in one's ear. t b For-

merly also = anything that surprises or alarms,

matter for disquietude or agitation of spirit after

F. (avoir or inettre ) la puce a I'oieille.

c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode 11 x\xl\. (i86gl_ 91 And
man} e oothere grete wundres [ye haue seyd] whiche ben
fleen in myne eres [F putts es oicillcs] *577 tr De
L'Isle's Legendarie B vj b, Sending them away with fleas

m their eares, vtterly disapointed of their purpose 1577
Dei* Relat Sfiir 1 (1659)423 [He] at length had such his
answer, that he is gone to Rome with a flea m his eare,

that disquieteth him a 1625 Beaum & Fl. Love’s Cure hi
111, He went away with a flea in’s ear, Like a poor cur. *659
B Harris PanvaPs Iron Age 1 1 ix 18 The Protestants

have made Leagues to uphold themselves, and put a flea

into the ear of France. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull in vi,

We being stronger than they, sent them away with a flea m
their ear, 1741 Richardson Pamela I xxu s6t

I was
hurrying out with a Flea in my Ear, as the Saying is *838
C K Sharpe Coir (1888) II 5io[He]cameoffunvictonous
with a flea in his ear. *887 Rider Haggard Jess xiii, I sent

him off with a flea m his ear, I can tell you.

5

.

Comb, as
*f*
flea-catcher, -feeder, -skinning

;

flea-bi own, -coloured adjs.

1794 G Adams Nat Exp Philos I. 538 The peroxide
[of lead] may be precipitated of a brilliant *flea-hrovvn

colour 1&06 Spirit Pi/b Jmls (1807) X. 221 Bug Destroyer
to His Majesty, and *Flea Catcher in general 1776 Anstfy
Election Ball (1808) 230 A new-fashioned *flea-colouied

coat 1603 Breton Wit's P?iv Wealth (1639) Bb, They
that love their beds are great *Flea-feeders *860 SalA
Lady Chester/, v. 81 This pebble peeling *flea-skinning

principle,

0 Special comb. • flea-bag (slang), a bed ; flea-

beetle, a small leaping beetle of the genus Haltica,

the species of which lavage hops, grape-vines,

turnips, and other plants
,
flea-louse, a leaping

plant-louse of the family Psylhdse

,

flea-lugged

(Sc ), unsettled, harebrained (Jam ) ,
flea-powder,

a remedy against fleas
; f flea-trap, m quot. an

opprobrious epithet applied to a person

1839 Lever H Lorrequtr xxxix, I think the gentleman
would be better if he went off to his *flea hag himself.

184a Johnson Farmer's Encycl , Fly in Turnips (Altica
nemoruvi) a species of *flea beetle which attacks the

turnip crop 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Mtsc (1733) I. 90 Wi
*flae-lugged sharny-fac’d Lawne 1823 Galt Entail III.

70 Yon lea-luggit thing, Jamie i6gg Poor Robin A iv.

Since Scoggm found out his *Flea-Powder a 1616 Beaum.
& Fl. Bonduca 11 m, 1 Daughter Are they not our
tormentors? Car Tormentors? *flea-traps 1 1681 Otway
Soldier's Fort v i, Do you long to be ferking of Man's
Flesh, Madam Flea-trap?

to In various plant-names, as flea-dock, the

butter-bur (Petasttes vulgaris) ;
flea-grass, flea-

sedge, Carex fiuheans

,

+ flea-seed, Plantago

Psyllium

;

flea-weed, local name for Galium
verum ;

flea-wood (see quot.)

1597 Gerarde Herbal App, *FIeadocke is Peiasites

1847 Halliwfll, Flea-dock, the heib butter burr 1670
Ray Catal Plant Angl 148 *Flea-grass This was so
denominated by Mr. Good} er, because the seeds do in

shape and colour somewhat resemble Fleas 1820 Green
Umv Herbal I 252 Carex Pnlicans *Flea Sedge, or Flea
Grass 156a Turner Herbal it. 105 b, Psillitim may be
well called *fleasede or fleawmt because y- sede is very

lyke vnto a fle 1892 Northvmbld Gloss ,
*Flea-wood, the

bog myrtle or sweet gale, Myrica. Gale A housewife’s cure

for fleas

Flea (fl?), V Also dial, fleck [f. prec sb j

trails To rid of fleas, remove fleas from
a *610 Healey Theophrastus (1636) 79 He sweepes the

house and fleas the beds himselfe 1700 Congreve Way
of World iv ix. Go flea dogs, and read romances 1 1884

Chesk Gloss s v Fleck ,

1 Her father had gone up to fleck

the bed ’

Flea, obs f Flay
Flea-bane. [See Bane

]

A name given to

various plants : esfi a A book-name for the genus

Inula (or Pitlicai id), esp Inula dysentenca and

1 Pulicarta
1548 Temuri*.Names ofHcries (E D S 1 30 Coniza maye

be called in enghshe Flebayne 1563 Hyll Art Garden

(1593) 35 The Gnats also be chased away with the decoc-

tion of the herbe named Flehane, spnnckled on the beds

*597 Gerarde Herbal 11 cxxiv 391 Conysa from time to

tune hath been called in English Fleabane 1640 Parkinson

Theat Bot xiv xv 123a Conysa paluslrts major, the

greater Mai sh or water Fleabane x794MartynRoussean’s

Bot. x> vi 394 The Flea-banes middle (dysentenca) and less

(fiultcaria

)

are of this genus (Inula

\

1854 S Thomson
Wild. Fl hi (ed 4) 243 The flea-banes (Puhcaria) noted

for smoking off fleas

b. A book-name for the genus Engeron, esp.

E. acre (called also bluefleabane).

18*3 Sir H. Davy Agnc. Chem (1814) 364The fleabane

of Canada has only lately been found m Europe *820

Green Univ, Herbal I 513 English botanists have named
it [Engeron acrej blue-flowered or purple flea bane *831

J Davies Manual Mat. Med. 220 Philadelphia Flea Bane
Scabious. Engeron fhiladelphicuvt *863 Baring-Gould

Iceland 190 The drier ground was starred with white and
pink Alpine flea-bane [Engeron Alp }

c. Applied to Plantago Psyllium (from tbe ap-

pearance of the seed).

*578 Lyte Dodoens u lxx 104 This herbe is called in .

.

Latine Psyllium and Herba Pnlicans in English Flea,

wurte and Fleabane *597 [see Fleawort],

t Flea-bit, a. Obs. rare. =Flea-bitten 2 .

1696 Loud. Gas

.

No 3194/4 A flea bit Mare
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Flea-bite, [f r LEA sll. + ElTE s!> ]

1 The bite of a flea , the red spot caused by it.

2570 Levins Mamp 149/27 A Fleabit, vtarsus athas
1789 W Buchan Dorn Med (1790) 215 The small pox
begin to appear At fust they vety nearly lesemble flea-

bites 1801 Soinnmn Robbcrds Mem IV laylor I 378,
I am used to flea-bites, and never sciatcli a pimple to a sore

1884 Syd Soc Ll x. s v, Flea-bites have been mistaken for

. the rash of typhoid, and other appearances.

2 fig Anything that causes only slight pain
; a

trifling inconvenience or discomfort
; a hurt, loss,

accident, etc of very small consequeuce or import-

ance
;
a mere trifle (Cf Flea-biting 2 )

[a 1440 Hyi ton Scala. Per/. (W de \V 1494) 1 xxxvui,
Ihe felynge of thyse temptations fyleth the houle nomore
than yf they heide an hounde beike, 01 a flee byte] 1582
Breton Floo) tsh vpou Faucie (Grosart) 25/1 When nil these
pangues are hut Flea bytes to mine 1630 J Taylor (Water
P.) Brood Cormorants

,
Cntpnrse 12 If they doe lose by

Puates, tempests, rocks, ’Tis but a Fleabite to their wealthy
stockes, a 1656 Br Hall Rem Wks (1660) 2 The greatest

bodily sicknesses weie but Flea-bites to those scorpions

1779G Klate Sketches Nat I 64 'I he labours of Heicules
were a flea-bite to it. 186a Sala Seven ions I. vu 169 The
money was a mere flea-bite, a miserable fifty.

3 A small reddish spot on a horse or dog, re-

sembling the mark made by the bite of a flea Cf.

Flea-bitten a.

*68x Loud Gas No 1608/4 A middle-size White Spaniel
Dog with two reddish Ears full of little Fleabits 1690
Ibid No 2571/4 A dapple grey Mare .with led Flea bites

about hei Head and Neck.
4 atinb
1605 Breton Honour of Valourxui, When mortal wounds

doe shew but flea bite smarts.

Hence Flea-bite v, trans ‘ To cover with biles

of fleas’ (Hyde Clarke 1855). Flea-biter, one
who bites like a flea

;
m quot fig.

1629 Gaulk Holy Madn. 324 Wearish Wretch; so like
a Flea-biter hee lookes.

+ Flea'-biting, vbl sl>. Obs. [f. as prec. +
Biting vbl sb ]
1 The biting of a flea

;
the spot caused by this

1552 Huloet, Fleabitinge, puhana sigua. 1582 M.
Philips in Hakluyt Voy (1600) III, 475 They leatie

belunde them a red spot somewhat bigger than a flea-bitmg
1676 Wiseman Swgery, Lues Von 1 5 The attendance of
a Cancre is commonly a breaking out all over the body, like

a fleabiting

2 fig A small hurt, damage, etc.; = Flea-bite 2 .

1553 T Wilson RTiet. 69 b, AI these are but fie bitynges
in respect and comparison of that which I shnl now show
you XS93 Nasiie Christ's T 86 b, If wee make a sport
and flea byting of his fearefull visitation 162X Burton
Anat Mel 1 1, 1, v (1676) 8 That which is but a fleabiting
to one causeth insufferable torment to another 17x1
R. CooprR Country-Man's Proposal (1712) 13 I will shew
you that would be but a Flea-biting to the Nation.

3. = Flea-bite 3 ,

*598 Florio, Liardo, a horse marked with red or tannie
spots or fleabitings.

Flea-bitten, a [f. as prec + Bitten ppl. a.]

1 Bitten by (or infested with) fleas.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel 1 111 111,(1676) 127 Redness of
the face and itching, as if they were flea-bitten, or stung
with Pis-mires c 1626 Dick ofDevon v 1 in Bullen O. PI
(1883) II. 87 In my fleabitten Trundle bed. 1751 Smollett
Per P%c (1779} IV

-

Jxxxvu. 36 You old flinty-faced, flea-
bitten scrub 1823 Blackso Mag XIV 508 Snug and
flea-bitten, in their own personal garrets

2 Of the colour of a horse, dog, etc. : Having
bay or sorrel spots or streaks, upon a lighter

ground.
1370 Will of Barttllmew (Someiset Ho), Geldinge flea-

bitten colour. 1577 B. Googe Heresbnch's Hush. 11 (1586)
116 b, The fleabitten horse prooveth alwaies good in tiavell.
1685 Lend Gaz. No 2032/4 A Lusty strong well spread
gray Gelding beginning to be Flea-bitten about the Head
and Neck 1846 E Jesse Anecd Dogs 282 We now see
them [pointers] of a flea-bitten blue or grey 1863 Times
2x May, A tall and very powerful flea-bitten gray
Hence Flea, -bittenness.
1837 Fraser's Mag XVI 532 The mares'-nests of its dis-

covery were amply suited by the flea bittenness of its style,

Fleach, dial, var of Flitch
Fleagm, obs form of Phlegm
t Fleak, sb [? A use offleak, Flake sb.% 3 ]A teim of reproach used to a woman
*636 Davenant Witts in 1, Scirvie Fleake l 'tis not foi

naught You boyle Eggs in your Gruell

Fleak(e, obs or dial, form of Flake.
Fleaie, obs form of Flail,
Fleam, obs and dial, var of Phlegm
Fleam (fl/m),^ 1 Forms : 6 fleume, 7 flame,

fleame, fleme, (8 fleem, flegme), 8, 9 dial flem,
(fleyam, vlem), 7- fleam. Also 8 phleam, 9
phleme. See also Flue. [a. OF. flieme (Fr.

famine) — Pr, fleeme, Sp. fleme,
It. fiama, repr.

med.L. fletorna (Wr.-Wulclc. 400), fledomum
(Leiden Gloss OET. 114), from late Lat fleboto-
mum, ad. Gi. <p\epor6fxov: see Phlebotomy. Fiom
the med.L. forms were adopted OE. flyime, OHG.
flietuma, fliedema (MHG. fitedemc, vlietelii, vhe-
dene, vaod.Gev.fliete); cf. also MDu. vttme, vheme.
The modF. use= sense 3 below.]
1 . A surgical instrument for letting blood or for

lancing the gums ; a lancet. In Great Britain Obs,

or arch , ; the U S. diets, treat it as still current for

a gum-lancet
[« 1000 A Idlulm Gl m Zutschr f.dA IX. 453 Fhbo-

tomo, blodsexe velflytman
] 155* HuLorr, Bloude lettynge

the mstrumentc wnervvy th bloude is letten, culled a fleume
16x1 Cotgr

j
Disihaussotr

,

a I1 leame , the toole wherewith
Barbei s dimde the gum from the tooth which they would
draw out x688 R Hoi mi. Armoury 111 xin 481/2 An ..

Ancient Flegme, or I leame 1712 E Cooki Voy S Sea
76 A little Fleem made of a Flint 1790 J Wolcott (P
Pindar) hp to J Bruce 230 Wks 1812 II 166 Noi Scotch’d
with fleams a sceptered Lady’s lude 1859 Thacki hay
Virgin, xl, Get a fleam, Gumbo, and bleed lum. 1865
Tylor Fatly Ihst Man vm 219 'Ihe sharp stone with
winch the native phleme used to be armed, 1874 Knight
Dili Mci/i I 881/2 Pham, a gum-lancet
2 A kind of lancet used for bleeding horses.
x6x6 Sum l & Mahkii Country Forme 1 xxvm 123

The Farrier must neuer be vnprouidcd with tooles as
fleame to let bloud with [etc } 1748 tr Vegctius' Distemp.
Horses 46 You shall Strike into it a Fleam made of hard
steel 1769 De Foe's

'

2our Gt Brit. Ill, 104 The principal
Manufactures here [in Sheffield] are Razors, Lancets,
Phleams [etc ] 1847 Youatt Horse xi. 362 Bleeding is

.performed with a fleam or a lancet

3 Comb., asfleam-shaped adj Also fleam-stick
(see quot. 1842) ;

fleam-tooth, a fleam-shaped
tooth of a saw
1856 Kane Aict. E.xpl I xvn. 206 The ^fleam-shaped

tips of their lances were of unmistakable steel 1842
Aktrman Gloss Wilts. *Flevt-stick, the small staff used to
strike the flem into the vein. 1874 Knight Did Mech.
1 881/2 */'leam tooth

Fleam (flfm) sb - In 4-7 fleme, 4, 9 that.

flem. [App. a var of Flume (ML fltrn), which
has both senses; but the phonology is obscure;
there may be some confusion with a Teut.word, OE
*JUam •-Jflanmo - f root ofOHG.flawen to wash.]

+ 1 . A stream, river. Chiefly m flem Jordan «=

L.flttmen Jordams. Obs.
C1300 kt Margarete Ivm, Ant let the folewen in holt

fonston, Abe ih5 Christ was ymself y the flem turdan.
13 . E. R. A Hit. P C. 309 pe grete flem of by flod folded
me vmbe. £1430 Syr Tryam 14a 'lo fleme Jordon and to
Bedlem. 15x6 111 Myrr. our Leutyc (1873) p 1, The water of
fleme lordane was stopped ayenst the natural course.

2. An artificial channel, watercourse, mill-stream.

Now only dial.

1523 Fitzheru Surv. xi (153$) 55 By a mylne fleme made
with mens hande x686 Pi 01 ittaffordsh 356 Cutting a
fleme or main carnage 18 foot broad. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shtopsh IVordbk

, Flem, a mill-stream 1 e. the channel of
water from the mam-stream to the mill. x88x Lcieu.hr
Gloss

,
Fleam

, a ‘mill-tail’, the stream that flows from
a watermill after having turned the wheel.

Fleam (fi/m), ty.
1 Obs cxc dial [f prec sb 2

]
tnir. To flow, stream. Also, transf to drift away.
ci400 Destr. Troy xxv. 10004 Blode flemyt o fer m flattes

aboute c 1463 Eng Chron. 92 His trew blode has flemed
botlie be swerde and exyle 1863 R. Buchanan Undertones
120 As the vapours fleam'daway, behold 1 I saw. A nymph.
+Fleam, v 2 Obs. 1 are. In 5 flym [ad. OF.

flmie r, flieme-r, f.flieme Fleam j£,i] trans. To
cut with a lancet
X483 Caxton Gold Leg. 434 b/r Anone the same ly tel

whelke beganne to blede as one had flymed hit.

Fleam, var. of Fleme sb and v.

Fleamy, obs and dial. var. of Phlegmy.
Flean, obs. inf. and pa. pple of Flay.
Flear, Fleash, obs ff, of Fleeb, Flesh.
Fleat, var of Fleet v.

Fleawort (flf-wswt). [OE flfawyrt, f. Flea sb.

+ Wort ] A name given to various plants.
Amongst the plants that have been so called from their

supposed virtues in destroying fleas are Inula Conysa and
some species of Cineraria and Ertgeron Turner and
many subsequent writers apply the name to Plantago
Psytlmm, the Lat and Gr names of which (Pnhcaria,

i^uMiok) refer to the resemblance of the seeds to fleas.
cxaooAgs Voc. in Wr -Wulcker 273/24 Panms \gpapi-

rus], fleawyrt. 1548 Turner Hatties of Herbes (1881) 65
It [Psyllium] may be called m English Fiewurte c 1550
Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) Mvijb, A bath made of the
decoction of flewort taketh away all goutes 1597 OrnARDC
Herbal 11 exxiv. § 1 390 Conyza viator, Great Fleawoort.
x6ox Holland Pliny II. 239 Psyllium, Fleawort, is

f
ood for the vlcers thereof X756 Sir J Hu l Herbal iso
'leawort, Psyllium

,

the flower is composed of four small
oval petals 1820 Green Untv Herbal I 304 Cineraria
Integnfoha, Mountain Cineraria or Fleawort Ibid I 512
The old name of this plant {Ertgeron Viscoswn] is . great
fleawort 1825 T E Smith Eng, Flora III. 443 Ctnetana
palnstns

,

Marsh Flea-wort
attnb. 1600 Suri-let Countne Farms i, xii. 6x Putting

thereto the muscilage of fleawort-seede

Fleay (flfi), a. Also 7 fleaie, 9 Sc. fla9ie,
fleefcy. [f. Flea sb. + -y 1.] Full of fleas.
x6xx Cotgr., Pulcter

,

fleaie, of a flea, full of fleas. 1870
Jas. Orton Andes $ Amazons u xxxvi. 487 After stopping
at fleay Tiberias.

6

Flebergebet, -gebit, -gibet, obs. forms of
Flibbertigibbet.

t Fle-bile, Ct. Obs [a OF. flebile, ad L. fle-
bil-is that is to be wept for, also tearful, plaintive
see Feeble ] Of style : Doleful, mournful, plain-
tive. Also absol.

,‘? I734 North Exam 1, ii. § 37 (1740) 49 A flebile Style
this upon a mournful Occasion. Ibid 11. v § g4 (1740) 374The more calm and moderate Style, not without a Tinct of
the Flebile.

+ Fle’ble, v Obs. [vai. of Feeble p ; cf th»
OF. forms fleible, etc oifeible Feeble «.] mtr
To grow weak
c 1350 Will Palerue 2660 Heic men flebled fast& failpiUn

of litre mete Ll ‘

Flebotomy ; sec Phle-
+ Fleccbe, V Obi. Forms

. 4 fLeoohi, fleob-
chi, (? tmspi ini) fleeche, 3-5 ftecohe See also
Flinch v [ad. OF. fletJm (mod F. flkhir to
bend), also flcchicr to bend, hun aside, flinch- of
obscure etymology ; connexion of some land withL.fleetcre to bend, is commonly assumed, but the
supposition has not been shown to be m accord
with phonological laws ]
1. inti. To bend, flinch, give way; to waver

vacillate Obs.
’

aboute nother hider ne tindcre 1340 Ayenb 253 bet bou
ne /lechclii uor tolcue to guod led C13S0 Will Paleme
763 He set Ins si?t satlli to b=‘t wmdowe euene, boute
fleLChinge or fcyntise 1387 Tin visa Ihgden (Rolls) V. 41

1

1* or be staat of holy clurche 111 Kngdond schulde nouat
fleeche [ L. vanHat ct], 13 Mmor Poemsf , Vernon MS
6 16/171 pe tleuel flecehepfrogodi-sspous «X42oHocclcve
De Keg Prtnc \li, Some man Dampnable erroure
holdith, and can not fleeche for no counseille ne lede.

2 tia/ts. To turn out, drive away
Peril another word; cf O.E. flgtgtm (once) to drive

away
1 1340 Cursor M. 994 (Trin ) Out is he put Adam be

wrccched Fro paradis fouly flecclicd

Flecchere, -our, var of Fletcher, Obi.

Flecb(e, var of Flefch.

II Fl^cke (flgf) Also 8 fletch. [Fr. Jlkhe,
primarily ‘arrow’.]
1 Fortif =>Aihio\\ 8 .

x7io Loud Gaz No 4755/2 We attacked the two ileches
1761 Lond, Mag XXX 460 Several small fletches that
were thrown up along the front. 1804 Wellington 111

Gurw Disp
, 2 o Major Graham 29 Mar

, The best thing
to do would be to knock down that bad work in front of
the gateway, and to make a good modem fliche in lieu
thereof. 1827 Southi'Y Hist. Penins War II 107 The
suburb beyond the l*.bro was defended by ledoubts and
fitches 1851 J S Malauiay Fu/d Foitif iox The fleche

. differs flotn a redan only in having no ditch.

2 . Aich A slender spire, esp one placed over
the intersection of the nave and transept
1848 B Wi'iui Continent Ecdeswl, 160 A very elegant tall

flCche for the sanct-bell x886 Mrs Caddy Jeanne D'Arc
83I ts high pitched lead roofwith manypinnaclesand fliches

Flecher, var of Fletcher, Obi

Fleck (flek), sb 1 [Not found before 16th c.

,

though the related Fleck v. and Flecked ppl a
occur earlier , adopted from or cognate with ON
flekkr (Sw flack, MDa. flylike), corresponding to

MDu. vlecke fern. (Du vlek fern, neut), MLG.
vlecke fern

,
vlek neut

, OHG flec{ch, fleccho,

blow, mark of a blow, speck, spot, place (MHG.
vice, vleike, mod Ger. fleck,

Jlecken speck, spot,

hamlet) •—OTeut *jlckko-} -kon-, Cf the deriva-

tive Ger flicken to patch
The ulterior affinities are somewhat obscure

,
some of the

senses strongly suggest connexion with Flake sb 1 and the
OAryan root flag- or pink to strike , but the root vowels
seem to belong to different ablaut-series Further, the
sense ‘patch’, found in continental Teut,, points to con-
nexion with ON.//I patch, rag, the form of which implies

i (neither e nor a) as the root vowel Possibly two distinct

OTeut. words have coalesced ]

1 . A mark in the skm
; a blemish, freckle, spot;

also, a sore or abrasion of the skin

1598 Florio, Vara, a fleck, or freckle in ones face x6ox
Holland Pliny II 377 'Ihe gieace of a swan is commended

for to cleanse the skin of the face from all flecks and
freckles 1695 KrNMrr Par Anhq, s v Flcsche-Axe,
Fleck is .a sore in the flesh, from whence the skm is rubbed
off. x866 Swinburne Poems .5- Ball

,
Lain Vat 4 Her neck

. wears yet a purple speck faner for .1 fleck 1889N W
Line Gloss, s. v , Them harvist-bugs lies maade big flecks

cum oot all oher my airms
fig 1850 Tennyson In Mem hi, Fret not That life is

dash’d with flecks of sin 1870 Hesua Stretton Needle's

Eye 1, 196 There was not a fleck upon lus reputation,

b. A patch, spot, or streak of colour, light, etc.

1804 Nllson in N icolas Disp (1846) VI 120 They have
been badly painted as it is all run in flecks. 1849 Longf
Building Ship 89 Shadows broken by many a sunny
fleck 1863 Macm Mag Jan. 172 The universal blue

from Earth to Heaven was filled with flecks of fire 1863

Baring-Gould Iceland 208 The red gable of Hlitharfyall

with a fleck of white on its apex1 1889 N W. Line Gloss,

s. v. Fleck, Black marble wi‘ yalla flecks m it

2 . A small paiticle
; a flake, speck.

1750 Walpole in Phil Trans. XLVII 47, I never per-

ceived, that I voided , any flecks of a stone 184X--4

Emerson Ess Cn clcs Wks. (Bohn) 1. 125 As we see flecks

and scraps of snow left in cold dells in June 1861 Sir

T Martin Catullus, Lam Ariadne 202 And flecks of wool

stick to their wither’d lips 1875 H C Wood Therap (1879)

92 A fleck of rust on a bright surface of steel will steadily

enlarge

t Fleck, sbf Obs. rare—1. [Origin unknown ,

the meaning is clear from Isidore Etym. xrr. xxix,

where the L. word is vulpes ] A fox.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 86 The Fleck saith Isidore .is

naturally subtile, and hath many fetches to deceiue one.
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+ Fleck, sb/ 05s. exc dial Also flick.

= Flake sb 2

*S7S Turbervile Falconne 364 Barrowes flicke or Iarde

jtfqx Percyuall Sp Diet, EnxAndta, fat, flteke, sewet.

*630 J Taylor (Water P )Gt Eater Kent Wks i 144/2

What say you to the Leafe or Flecke of a Brawne new
laid to be eaten hot out of the Bores belly raw?

_
1881

/ of Wight Gloss , Flick or Vhck, the laid of the inside

of a pig 1883 Harnpsh Gloss , Fleck, the fat of a pig

before it is boiled down into lard

1* Fleck, 1proper name 05s. Used in proverbial

phrase Fleck and his make

,

a contemptuous desig-

nation for a man and his paramour
1529 More Dyaloge 1 xvu 22 b/i, I tell you nothyng now

of many a flekke and hys make that maketh theyre metyng
at these holsum hallows 1532 — Confut Barnes vnr

Wks 780/2 What would the general counsail . haue sayed

vnto that frere, and what vnto flecke hys make? 1346 J
Heywood Prov (1867) 57, I did . heere, How flek and

his make, vse their secrete hauntyng

Fleck (flek), 0 1 Also 5 flek(k)e, 7 fleoke

[f. Fleck sb 1
,
cf ON Jlekka (peril the source),

Da flskkc, Sw. flacka, Ger fiecken ] trails. To
spot, streak or stripe

;
to dapple, vanegate

C1430 Lydg Mvt Poems (Percy Soc) 199 The whyght
flekkyd with the brown 1576 Tukberv Venerie 10 1 heir

legges streaked and flecked with redde and blacke 1641

G Sandys Paraphr Song Sol iv 1, Vntill the Morning
fleck the sky 1697 Dryden Vtrg Past ir 53 Two Kids

Both fleck’d with white 1798 Coleridge Anc Mar 111.

via, The sun was flecked with bars 1830 Tennyson Poems,

Love Sorrow, The first green leaf With which the fearful

springtide flecks the lea. 1872 Black Adv Phaeton x 139

Overhead the still blue is scarcely flecked by a cloud 1873

Symonds Grk Poets via 250 The feathers of the soanng
bird were flecked with gold and crimson grain,

b. To force m flecks or patches into, rare

1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll viu. The wind flecked the

blood into the face.

Hence Me eking vbl sb Also concr.

1892 Daily News 3 May 2/4 In other materials this fleck-

ing with irregularly recurrent hints of colour is confined to

stripes 1893 Westm Gaz 9 Feb. 6/1 White spots and
fleckmgs in the waistcoats.

t Fleck, v 2 Obs. exc dial [? var. of Flag} v

intr To fly low
;
to flit, flutter about

1363 Golding Ovid's Met via (1393) 189 tShe] flecketh

neere the ground 1621 Markham Prev Hunger (1635)

200 The old Cocke, the old Henne, and all their poots

flecke and runne together 1621 G Sandys Ovid's Met

.

Via (1626) 156 They fleck as lowe as earth, And lay their

egs in tufts 1884 Chesh Gloss ,
Fleck, to fly,

trails/ and fig 1627-77 Feliham Resolves n xiv 188

He flecks from one Egg to another, so hatcheth nothing

1648 Earl Westmoreland Oita Sacra (1879) 134 The
Relict Doth voluntary fleck into Deaths armes 1632

Shirley Sisters Prol ix The Town will still be flecking,

and a Play will starve the second day

+ Flecked, a Her Obs. [? Misspelling of

Flect ] Arched, bent
1661 Morgan Sph Gentry 1 a 13 The Flecked, The

Nubile, are of the nature of the Air 1678-1706 Phillifs,

Flecked, a teim in Heraldry, arched like the Firmament

fig x66x Morgan Sph Gentry 1 vn 101 Devide not thy

Coat among the deadly sms by . the Flecked and Waved
line of pride

Flecked (flekt), ppl a [f Fleck sb l or vO
+ -ED 1 or 2

] Having or marked with flecks
;

occas preceded by some defining word as foam-,

pearl-flecked, for which see those words.

1

Of animals, their feathers, skms, etc. : Dappled,

pied, spotted

1377 Langl P PI B xi. 321 Foules, With flekked

fetheres c 1386 Chaucer Merth T 604 He was ful of

Iargon, as a flekked pye *348 Will of R North or
Kehng (Somerset Ho ), Flecked cowe. 1601 Holland
Plmy II 403 They [sheep] will proue flecked and of diuers

colours 1786 Culley Live Stock (ed 4) 41 The generality

are red and white mixed or what the breeders call flecked

x88i Leicestersh Gloss , Flecked,
spotted, mottled, speckled

b Of a person* Marked with spots
;
freckled.

1868 Geo. Eliot Sp Gipsy 54 Pepita, fair yet flecked

0.

Of wood-work . Grained; marked Obs.

1664 Evelyn Sylva via 27 The firme and close Timber

. [of the Wall-nut tree] is admirable for fleck’d and

chambletted works 1670 Ibid xvvu (ed. 2) 134 Curiously

polish’d and fleck’d cups and boxes.

"t*
2 Of persons, their faces or cheeks . Marked

with patches of red , flushed Obs.

1544 Phaer Regim Lyfe (1560) TJ v;, The face red in

coloure & flecked a 1377 Gascoigne Herbs Wks (i5°7j

103 His flecked cheekes Now chery red, now pale and

green as leekes i6ax Burton Anat, Mel 11 v 1 vi (1051)

396 If they drink a cup of wine or strong drink, they are as

red and flect as if they had been at a Majors feast 1693

Congreve Juvenal xi 3x7 What tho thy Wife come

reeking home, Fleck’d mher Face, and with disorder d Hair

3 Of darkness Dappled with bright spots. Of

the sky . Dappled with clouds Of clouds Cast

like flecks over the sky ;
in cpsotfig

1597 Shaks Row i$- Jul. it hi 3 (Qo x) Flecked daike-

nes like a drunkard reeles, From forth dales path. * *»49

Drumm of Hawth Hist. Jos V Wks. (1711] 106 Many
were groping through these flecked clouds of ignorance

x8xo Scott Lady ofL m u, Invisible in flecked sky, 1 he

lark sent down her revelry 1866 T. Edmondston Shetl

<;• Ork Dial, Flecked,
applied to the bottom of the sea

when it has bunches of seaweed growing upon it

f Fle’cken, v Obs exc dial, [f Fleck sb +

-en 5
] a intr. To take a fleck or snade of colour

;

to colour, torn. b. irons To mark with flecks

307

Hence Me okened ppl a., flecked, grained,

marked.
1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 30 When they [Oates]

once beginne to shoole they will streightway after begmne
to flecken 1881 Leicestersh Gloss

,
You nmer see a

pnttier fleckened bit o’ mapple-wood.
Flecker, obs form of Flicker v.

Flecker (fle kai), v [f. Fleck v + -er 0 ]
tians a To mark with flecks

;
to dapple, b To

scatter like flecks 01 flakes (See next).
1828 Sterling Ess Tales (1848) II 4 The wide and

gleaming nver fleckered with a myriad of keels

Fleckered (fle’ksid), a. Also 5 Sc. fiekerit.

[f prec +-ED 1
.]

1 . Marked with flecks or spots; dappled, streaked,

variegated
C 1430 Golagros Gaw 473 Ferly fayr wes the feild,

flekerit and faw X792 R Cumberland Calvary v. 495
Morning, crimson'd all the flecker'd East. 1823 Moor
Stiff. Words, Flecker'd

,
variegated, of two or more colours,

descriptive of domestic poultry x86x Geo Eliot SilasM
300 Silas and Eppie were seated . 111 the fleckered shade of
the ash tree

2 Scattered in flecks or patches
1823 Joanna Baillie Poems 292 Like spots of flecker’d

snow 1831 Helps Comp Solit 11. (1874) 57 They arrange

themselves like those fleckered clouds

t Fle*cket. Obs rare—1 [f Fleck sb. + -et ]

A small fleck or spot

1684 Land. Gaz No. 1898/4 He is of a Liver colour with
white Fleckets.

Fleckled (fle*k’ld), a. [f. *Jleckle, dim of

Fleck sb + -ED 2
] Marked with little flecks or

spots
,
dappled

;
also of a person freckled

1392 Shaks Rom 4 Jul 11 in. 3 Fleckled darknesse like

a drunkard reeles, From forth daies path 1700 Acc Docti

fcDisc. R Davis 26 A woman fleckled in her face 189*

Daily News 17 Sept. 3/2 Tree trunks all fleckled and
dappled by patches of quivering sunshine.

Fleckless (fle’kles), a [f. Fleck sb * + -less ]

Without a fleck or spot ;
without blemish.

1847 Tennyson Pruic n. 274, I fear My conscience will

not count me fleckless 1874 Lisle Carr Jud Givynne

I. iv. ns, A fleckless sky over-head.

Hence Ple’cklesuly adv.

1891 Miss S. J. Duncan Soc Departure 283 The passage

was flecklessly whitewashed.

Fle’cky, a, [f. Fleck sbf + -y 1.] Full of

flecks, 1 e. spots or streaks
;
also, having a wavy

appearance (But in quot. 1694 flecky may be

a vanant of Flicky.) Hence Pie oldness, the

condition of being flecky.

surface [of real Damascus blades].

Flecnode (fle'knflod) Math [fflee- root ofL
fledfre to bend

+

nod-us knot, Node ] (See quot

)

Hence Pie onodal a

,

pertaining to a flecnode, as

flecnodal curve.

1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves vi (1879) 217 Such

a node may he considered as the union of an ordinary node

with a point of inflexion and the node may be termed

a flecnode.
, T

t Fleet, Obs rare. In 0 flecte [ad L
fleet-2re to bend ] irans To bend, turn lit andfig.

1548 Hall Citron, Edw IV, 206b, He with. faire

wordes, did receive and intertam, to the intent to flecte

and allure the hartes of other men *57® Banister Hist

Man 1 33 Those Muscles, by whose benefite . . the thigh is

outward fleeted , , , , ,

t Fleet, sb. Obs [ad Ger.fleck hamlet, 'spot :

see Fleck ] A hamlet, small village.

1637 R Monro Exped 11 89 On this River of the Maine

where the Townes and pleasant Fleets lie by the water .

.

Their Dorpes and Fleets walled about. _

Fleet (flekt), a. Her. [Short for Flected]

= Flected a.

1830 [see Flected] 1889 in Elvin Diet Her.

Flectant (fle’htrent), a. Her =next.

1830 [see Flectld] 1889 in Elvin Diet Hei.

Fleeted (flekted), a. Her [f. Flect v +
-ED 1

] Bent, bowed. Fleeted and reflected (see

quot 1880).
1688 R Holme Armoury n. xvm 466/1 Two Arms

flected, or bowed Ibid 11 xix 474/1 Two Heart Leaves

Pendant, their Stalks contrary flected and reflected 1830

Robson Bi it Herald Gloss ,
Fled, Flectant, and Fleeted,

any thing bowed or bent. 1889 Elvin Did. Her., Fleeted

and 1 effected, bowed or bent in contrary directions or turns,

in a serpentine form, like the letter S

t Flec’tiTble, a Obs. rare-1, [f. Flect v. +
-ible,] Capable of being bent.

1703 C Purshall Mach Macrocosm 227 Bodies that

are Flectible and Yielding

Flection, -al, -less see Flex-.

Fleeter (fle’ktax, -ai). Anat. [f. Flect v +
-or.] =Flexor
1666 J Smith Old Age (ed 2) 65 The chief Hector the

Psoas 1836 I Taylor Phys Th. Another Life xvu, 241

The muscles . of the arm . consisting only of Sectors and

deflectors _ , . -it
Fled (fled),/// a. [pa. pple of Flee v ] In

senses of the vb, „ , _ , . ,

1621 G Sandys Ovid's Met n 711 Fled Soules thou shalt

restore to their aboads *7°9 J Nunto NarrativeJiBBg)

51 Ane honest fled Scotsman’s hous. x8zz Byron Werner

in tv 100 I he Fled Hungarian 1884 Tcnnason Bttkdi
1, Bar the bird From following the fled summei

t Flede, v. Obs. [1 epi OE *Jlt!dan m—*flddjan ,

f ft6d b lood : cf. MDu. vloeden, MHG vluoten

(mod Ger fluteii), ON Jidda (Sw jfloda)~\ titir

To flow.

1 1175 Cott Horn 209 ptne vif wunden, and he eadi flod

)>et of ham fledde c 1203 Lay 22019 Whasnne J» s® vledeo

a 1223 St Mark 9 pu steorest tesea stream pet it fleden ne

mot fir pan pu markedesL

t Fledge, sb Obs. Also 6 flege App the

designation of some textile material Also atlnb

1542 Ad 33 Hen VIII, c 2 in Stat Irel (1621) 185

Hydes, fells, checkers, fleges, yame, linnet), cloth, wooll

and flockes 1379 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 287 V) cotton

blankets, ij fledg blankets, ij caddow blankets

t Fledge, a. Obs, exc dial Forms* 4-7 flegge,

6 fledg, 5-6 flygge, 6 flydge, 6-7 flidge, flig(ge,

flag, 6- fledge [OE *Jlycge (in Kentish form

*fecge), not found exc in the compound unfhge,

rendering L. inplumes in Avtctntis Glosses cc 1100

(see Napier in Academy 2 June 1894) , correspond-

ing to MDu. vlugge (Du vheg), MHG vlucke,

OHG. fucchi (Ger flugge, a LG form for HG
fucke) —WGer *Jluggjo-, f *Jlug- weak root of

*fleugan to Fly.]

1 . Ofyoung birds (rarely ofthe wings)* Fittofly;

having the feathers fully developed, fledged

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xn ill (1495) 41 * They
tike fro them meete whan they ben flegge and rype 14

Piers of FuIlham in Hartshorne Metr Rom 124 Which
carneth them to be taake or they be flegge. 13*6 Filgr.

Perf (W deW 1531) *33 Byrdes full flygge 1393 Feele

Chon Edw P 180 If his wings grow flig, they may be

dipt 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv 11 Magnificence

698 Some douny-clad, some (fledger) take a twig To pearch-

upon 169a R L'Estrange Fables lxxti 71 Ibe Birds

were not as yet Fledge enough to Shift for Themselves

1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey*), Fledge or Fledged 1820

Wilbbaham Chesh. Gloss, Flig or Fltgge

Iransf. andfig 1566 Drant Horace To Rdr 2 Natheles

such vices as were then flydge he assaileth fearcely. 1623

T. Scot Highw God 64 As soone as he is fligge, and comes

fresh out of the Vmuersitie 1633 G Herbert Temple
,

Death ill, The shells of fledge souls left behinde 1662 Tuke
Adv s Hours ill. 1, Your noble Love has Wings, And’s

ever Fledge .

,

2 . Furnished for flight Const, with Also

fig.
1631 Milton m Birch Life Wks 1738 I 4 AH the fond

hopes, which forward Youth and Vamtie are fledge with

1667— P. L. nr 627 His shoulders, fledge with wings 1806

J Grahame Birds Scotl 1 4 Like an airow-fledge he darts

18x4 Cary Dante, Hell xiil 16 The huge belly fledge with

wings ....
3 fig All in a flutter, high-spirited.

1461 M Paston in Poston Lett. I 544 He and alle his

olde felaweship arn ryght flygge and mery 1642 Rogers

Naaman 350 Haue not your recoveries made you more

fledge and sawey with God?

Hence iPledgexiess. Obs

cx440 Promp Parv. 167/1 Flygnesse, maturilas. xS3°

Palsgr 221/1 Flyggenesse of byrdes, plumensete

Fledge (fled3), V Also 6-7 fudge, 9 dial

fleg, flig [f prec ]

1. intr. Of a young bird • To acquire feathers

large enough for flight
,
to become fully plumed.

Alsofig
1366 Painter Pal Pleas. I 7a whetl the yheate wa

,

s

ready to be ripped her yonge began to fledge 1637 Greene s

Theevesfalling out Pref
,
In Westminster doe they every

day build their nests, every houre flidge 1863 Swindurnc

Poems ft Ballads, Fahse 69 Birds quick to fledge and fly at

call Are quick to falL ......
2 traits To bring up (a young bird) until its

featbexs are grown and it is able to fly. Alsofig
1589 Pappe to Hatchet Cb, They [the Martins] both

breed in Churches, and haumg fledgde their young ones,

leaue nothing behind them but durt 159® Shaks Merck.

V m i. 32 Shyloche for his own part knew the bird was

fledg'd 1623 Webster Duchess Malfy m v, Your wiser

buntings, Now they are fledg’d, are gone 1659 p Fell

Impr Sea Ded Avb,This Book, was hatched and fhdged

m one of your ships. 1760 Fawkes Anacreon xxxuu 15

Some, quite fledg’d and fully grown, Nurse the Younglings

as their own , , . .

3 To provide or furnishwith feathers 01 plumage

,

to 'wing' for flight; also, to deck or adorn with

feathers

16x4 C. Brooke Eglognes, To IV Browne 21 Whose tender

Pinions, scarcely fledg’d m show, Could make his wary

with whitest Swans m Poe 1725 Poie Odyss. 1 ias J-ne

sandals of celestial mould, Fledged with ambrosial plumes

X784CQWPER Task iv 214 The woild’s time has his pinions

fledg’d With motley plumes. . _

fig 1847 Tennason Prate

.

iv 19 Lightlier move T.ne

minutes fledged with mush
<4 To cover as with feathers or down ;

also, to

form a feather-like covering for.

1597 Shaks a Hen. IV, 1 11 a3 The Iuuetnll (the Punce

yodr Master) whose Chm is not yet fledg’d, ijn Poetry

in Ann Reg 233 Then talks of sport. , liow many wild ducks

seen I What flocks ofwidgeon too hath fledg d the green 1

1784 Cowper Task v. 26 The bents And coarser grass now

fledged With icy feathers, nod superb 1814 Cary Dante,

Paradise ix.96 The unripen'd down 1 hat fledged my cheek

1820 Keats Ode to Psyche 55 Far, far around shall those

dark-cluster’d tiees Fledge the wild-ridged mountains steep

by steep, 1888 Lowtll Recall m lleattsease §• Rue gx

Though snowflakes fledge the summer’s nest

89-2
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5 To fit tau arrow) with a fcathu ,
to leather

Cf. Fletoh v
1796 Morsl Amer Geos' II 596 Eagles’ feathers to fledge

arrows with 1808 Moore Comotion v 96 Like a young

eagle, who has lent his plume To fledge the shaft by which

he meets his doom 1871 Rossltti I'o, ms. T) oy Town xiu,

Cupid took anotlici dart, Fledged it foi another hemt

I-Ience Fledged fpl. a
,

lit. and jig ,
sometimes

in combinations as full-, half-, newfledged ;

Fie dgmg vbl sb. and ppl a

tS79 E K in Spenser's Sheph Cal Ep, Ded
,
You may

peiceiue he was full fledged a 1616 Blaum & Im. Laws
Candy t. it. That yong-man, who was not fledg’d nor skil'd

In Martull play 1659 D Plll Impr Sea 9S This may
pull down your flidged plumes. 1774 Whitf m Phil
Trans, LXV 268, I found they had made vei y little pro*

gi css towaids a fledged state 1806 J Grahaml Birds Stoll

35 'I he patent’s partial eye Shall view the fledging wing

1833 Wncwixi Astron <$ Gen Physics 1 33 The hatching,

fledging, and flight of birds 1863 Swinuuhnl Poems ft

Ball., Love at Sia 17 Our seamen are fledged Loves, 1887

Sat Rev is Nov fi6r Such denials merely serve to mark
the fact that thought is already fluttering, though it is not

yet full fledged.

Fledgeless (He d-jles), a [f. Fledge a +
-less.] Unfledged.

1769 J Guirard in Monthly Rev XLII 185 For me lus

hand the fledgeless dove betray'd. 1806 J Gkaiiaml Buds
Scott 602 In seven days more expect the fledgeless young

1839 Ld Lyiton Wandeier (ed 2) 97 The fledgeless

nurslings of Regret

Fledgeling, fledgling (fle’dglirj), sb. and a.

[f as piec. 1 -unu]
1 . A young bud just fledged

1846 Worci si ru (citing Monthly Pro J 1847 Longa Ev.
1 1 119 That wondious stone which the swallow Flings from
the shore of the sea to restoie the sight of its fledglings,

1879 J111 EiiiLs Wild. Life m S. Co 239 The tiny fledglings

swim at once if alarmed

2 . fig ,
esp. A raw and inexperienced person, one

just stalling on his erneer
1836 Whyte Mu villi, Kate Cos) ui, Young fledglings

pining madly for their enslavers 1866 Reader 10 Feb 148/2

The few ideas they have were hatched only yesterday ; but

the beauty and vitality of the fledglings they are so proud
of, bear no proportion to their youth 1877 Owen Wellesley's

Desp p xlvi, On emeiging fiom the College, the fledgling

should (as at Woolwich) take rank according to the impartial

awaid of the educational authoutics

3 atlnb. [appositive) or as adj
1830 Tlnnyson Clanbcl 17 The fledgling [Inter edd

callow] throstle lispeth 1876 E C Stldman Vtct Poets
xi § 3 390 The style of fledgling poets 1888 Pall Mall
G. 3 Nov 10/1 The little fledgling party which had hardly
broken its shell the Liberal Unionists.

Fledgy (fle-dgi), a. [f. as prec + -Y 1
]

+ 1 . a Of wings: Famished with leathers,

feathered, b. Of young bees : Ready to fly Qbs
1383 Stanyhurst Acness 1 (Arb) 27 Hee flitters swiftly

with wynges ful fledgye beplumed Ibid 31 They [bees] do
foorth carry theyre yoong swarme fledggie to gathrmg
2 Covered with feathers, feathery.

18*8 Keats Staffa 41 Where a fledgy sea-bird choir Soars
for ever 1 1819— Otho 11 u 102 The swan, soft leaning on
her fledgy breast.

t Fle’dwite. Obs. An alleged term of OE.
law (see qiiot

)

[The explanation below is prob. a mere conjecture due to

association with mod.Eng fled It has been suggested
that the woid may have arisen from a misreading offtrd-
wite (see Ffrd sb >) ]

1379 Rasiall's Termcs of the Lawe 93 Fledwitc
,
that is

to bee quyte from amercements when an outlawed fugitive
cometh to the Kinges peace. [Hence in many later Diets ]

Fle(e, obs f of Flay, Flea, Fley, Fly.

+ Flee, sb Obs. [f next vb ] Flight.
ciSfio A Scott Poems (E E.T S ) 10 And all the feild

cryd, fy on him 1 Sa cowartly tuk the fle for fer.

Flee (fll), v Pa. t and pa pple. fled (fled)

Forms : see below. [A Com. Tout originally str

vb . OE. flion {fldah, flagon, flogen) = OFris.jWa,
OS. fliohan (MDu vlfen, pa. t vl6

,
later MDu and

mod.Du vheden

,

pa t, vlood, pa pple vloden),

OHG. fliohan (MITG. vhehen

,

mod Ger. flieheii),

ON. flya, flyjct (with -jo- suffix in pres, stem), sir.

pa t. J16, Jlugom, more commonly inflected weak,
pa t flySa, pa. pple JlyitSr (Sw fly,

pa t flydde,

Da. flye, pa. t flyede), Goth, pliuhan '-OTeut.
*pleuhan (inflected piauh, plugum

,
plogono-).

The root (pre-Teut. *tleuh-) has not been found
outside Tent. As the original initialp has become
/in all the Teut langs. exc. Gothic, those forms of
the vb which according to Yerner’s law change h
mto^-came to coincidewith the correspondingforms
of fleugan to Fly ; hence in all these langs. the
two vbs. have been more or less confused together.
In OE the vb was, so far as is known, always strong.

The str pa, t and pa pple survived m occasional use down
to the 15th c ; but m the 13th c the weak pa t fledde,

pa.
pple fled{d began to be used, and soon became more common
than the earlier forms Their origin is obscure normally,
they would imply an mf flede[n, and one instance offlede
inf

,
with the sense ‘to flee', has been found in 15th c ; but

little stress can be laid on this, on account of the late date,
and the possibility that the form may have been invented
by the writer for the sake of nine, on the analogy of the
pa t. fledde (for which Caxton has fleded) Identification
with Flede to flow or flood seems impossible on account of
the difference in sense. Some have comparedflede with the

Du foitn vlndui ,
hut the Du piacticc of msuting a

euphonic d in vbs with roots uidmg in h (as 111 bthjdut,

wijden, vtcuten

)

is peculiar to that lang (first appearing m
late MDu ), and has no parallel in Eng , further, the Du
vb

,
in spite ofits alteration in form, is still conjugated strong

,

hence it seems probable that the resemblance between the

Du and Eng forms is purely accidental The resemblance

ofME fledde to Sw flydde may possibly be moi e significant

III MSw tliose vbs wlncli, in consequence of contraction,hud

their present stems ending in along vowel, formed then past

tense in tide for the earlier -pc
,

e ( l
‘ne , o i'i

* *0

Noreen, dates, so far as the spt . u - <
,

1

about 1350, it may however have 1 u • 11
1

s rF-t c fir, --* ’er *•,«.. *'

I

/ , . 1 l if- 1x1* , i
s pported by the

,>i , , -'i, ex 1 t
1

I 1 wnteis whose

dialect is strongly marked by Scandinavian influence ; on
the other hand, it occurs as eatly as 1340 in the Kentish

dialect of the Ayenbite
The confusion between the vbs flee and/y occurs already

in OE In northern dialects the form flee is the normal

phonetic descendant both of OE fldon to flee and alflco^an

to fly In mod Eng the association of the two vbs, has

the curious result that the ordinal y prose equivalent of L
fugete is fly with pa t and pa. pple. fled (the forms fleu’,

flown have only the sense of I . volarc), whtley7<

e

has beconn

archaic, being confined to more or less rhetorical or poeiie

diction Even fly and fled, indeed, now belong lather to

literary than to colloquial English expressions like *11111

awny ’ being substituted in familiar speech ]

A. Forms
1 lhesent stem a x Inf (se)fl6on,ftfonl

(M<w'/A.

fl6a)
;
pr t, 1st pers, fleo, (fife/ aan fl6om\ 2nd

pers. flihst, 3id pas AHriS, [north fltfS, fl£8), pi
{notth flSalS)

; 3 tnf fleeou, pr t ydpers

flihp, fliop, fligfc, unper fliih, fiij, south vlih,

3-4 fl^o-n, (3flo), fiei, 3-5 flee-n, 4 south vle-n,

vlee-n, 3-6 fle, 6 fley, 3- flee

r 888 K /Elfred Boeth xxxm § 2 He flih|> Sa w.cdlc

a 1000 Boeth Metr vii 30 (Gr.) He see*al swtffc flion pisse

woiulde wlite a 1223 A ncr R 162 Arseni, flih men Ibid

208 Vlih her urommard, er Jnt beo tattred <11240 Untsttn
in Colt Horn 203 Hwilder sclial ich fleon Invon pe [etc ]

<1x230 Owl <S Night . 17G Wei fijt that wel fligt <*1300

Cursor M. 2818 (Cott) pc angls badd loth do him flee

Ibid 4310 (Cott.) pou do be stullworthh to fiei. 0x330 R
UiiUNNr Chron 11810) 39 pei went egrely, & did ]>o kjnge*s

fle 1340 Ayenb. 41 Opei huanne me dra^p po out pet v lep

to holy cherclie. e 1374 Chauci r Contpl Mars 105 He
bad her fleen, lest Pliebus herespye c 1380 .Sir I<c>umb.
3901 He not wyderflene 1393 Laser P PI.Cni 346 Ich

rede we fleo faste alle hennes 1356 Awlho 4-

1

sab F v,

It that you fley be the duyc, you showc to desire it the

nighte.

A 5 flede
CX450 Myrc 1374 Wythowte werlte or fleschly dede py

chastyte from pe doth flede

2 Fast tense, a x fl6ah, flSh, 3flealt, fits'll, [south.

2 vleh, 4vlea3), 4“5flagli(e !
(also rarelyaspi ), 3-4

flei, fleili, fleia, fieigit (rarely as pi.), fley, fle^ih.

«r8zs Vesp /’jff/Jfrc\iu[cMv] 3 Saexeseah& fleh asooo
Boeth Metr i 20 (Gr ) Fleah casere mid pam aifSelmgum ut

on Crecas. cxaoo Ormin 823 He fla.li till wesste fra pe
folic, a i22jj Leg Kath, 16 Wes Maxence ouercumen &
fleah into Alixandre <2x225 A ncr R. 160 He fleih his holi

kun icoren of ure Louerde c iz$p Gen.
<J

Ex. 430 Caym
fio hun [adam] fle3 1340 Ayenb 129 pet hette agar po hi

ulea3 uram hare Iheuedi c 1340 Cursor M 7592 ("lrin )

Mony fley wip depes wounde 1382 Wvcui Ps cxiv 3
The se sag and flei3 1387 Trlvisa Iltgden (Rolls) I 189
pat prince sauede men pat fleigh to liym. a 1400 Octouian

1149 Florentyn yaf hym swych a dent As he forth fle3h, That
[etc]. 0400 Destr Ttoy O001 As pai (laghe in the filde

13 . 3 fleu, 3, 6 flew(e, 4 flewgh [Common to

this vb with Fly; ? influenced by str. pa t of

Flow ]
1297 R Glouc (1724) 18 pe kyng with a fewe men hymself

flew at the laste Ibid (1724) 258 He fleu [printed fl«*n]

wyp muche wo c 1380 Wyclif Set, Whs III. 412 Seynt
Poule. flewjh suche beggynge.

7. plural. 1 fluaon, -un, 2-4 flugsn, (3 flug-

hen, Orm. -enn, fluhen, flue), 3 flu(w)en, south.

vluwen, 3-5 flogen, floghen (hence 5 flogh, as

sing.)
, 4 floun, 3-5 flowe(n.

C950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt, xxvi 56 Alle geflu^un cxooo
Ags Gosp Mark v 14 Soplice pa 5e hi heoldon flugon

cizoo Ormin 893 Bape flujhenn fia pe folc. cxzoS Lay
1843 P'a eatendes flugen [c 1275 flowen] c 1223A ncr R 106
His cleore diciples fluen alle vrom him. Ibid 392 His deeiplcs

vluwen alle urom him a 1223 Juliana 52 pat ter fluhen
monie c 1250 Gen (p Ex 861 On of hem, Se flogen a-wei
c 1300 Beket 2144 His disciples flowe anon 1382 Wyclis
Isa xxxni 3 Fro the vois of the aungil floun puples <1x400

Destr Troy 4732 The ffrigies floghen Ibtd. 1 1969 Ecuba
. egerly flogn c 1423 Seven Sag (P ) 822 As thay flowen
toward the felde

S. 4-7 £Ledd(e, 4 south vledde, 5 fleded,

fleede, 6-7 flet, 7 Sc flaid, 4- fled plural 3-4
? flededen, 4-5 fleden, fledden, -on
c 1300 K, Ahs, 2441 So heo ferden And flodeden [Plead

flededen ] CX330 R. Brvduv

C

hron (1810)88 Malcolme fled

foi ferd. 1340 Ayenb 206 He him uledae ase wys and hise
uorlet. c 1384 Chaucer II. Fame 1 X79 Iulo And eke askamus
also ffleden ? a 1400 Morte A rlh 1431 Thane be Bretons .

fleede tope foreste. c 1400 Destr Troy 1340 The Troiens
ffleddon m feie and pe filde leuyt 1490 Caxton Eneydos
xxxi. 1x8 Dedalus fleded to Thetys for fere of the kynge
MynosofCrete i497WRi0THEsrm Chron. (1875) I 3 Perkin
Werbeck. fledd to Bowdley St. Mane 1647 H More Soni?
ofSoul 1, hi lxvu, But what could well be sav’d to Simon flet

3

.

Pa pple. a 1 flogen, 2 flugen, 3 lflogen,

south, lvlowen, 3-4 yflowe(n, 4-5 flovre(n, -yn,
iflowen, (4 flawen).

c 1205 T. U 476 1 1’nenne-. wex aw.ei lflogen 1x1223^,^
R 168 3« habbeS pene world ivlowen 1297 R Glouc’
(1724)311 Of scaped he was & yflowe c 1320 Cast Love
470 I1 01 -pi Ich am of loiulc l-flowen 13 A E Alht PC 214 He wat/ flawen fio pe face of fielyeh drygtyn CI,40
CursorM 16743 iLiudi Ills appostils wun flowyn hym fio
? a 1400 A rth/et 579 RIoulied was flow c 1420 Ch> on Vtlod
387 lie nold not for pe ciosse han flowe

4 fledd, flede, -eed, 5 fledde, 4- fled
a X300 Cut sot M 17554 (Cott ) He cs vnto lie felles fledd

<1x325 Coe> de L. 2301 The enipeiout was fled away cia80
W\ci 11 Whs (1880) 290 Flecd of men as discey t of pe fend
?*1400 Morte A > th 2488 1 he dyre fcemcne are flede <-1440
York Myst yyu. 188 pis fende pat nowe is fledde 1530
Bibll (Gieat) Acts xvi 27 Supposing that the presoners
had bene fledde [1357 (Geneva), 1582 (Rhcims) and x6xx
fled].

B. Significations

I. mtr.
1 To run away fiom or as fiom dangei; to

take flight ; to try to escape or seek safety by flight

Also, tojlee away, out, and tofleefo) tt

<823 [see A 2] e 1000 It'S Gosp Matt vui 33 Da liyrdas
witudlice flugon 1 1205 I.av, 5564, & swiSe niome pei flitwen

& ferden to Rome, a 1300 Cursor hi, 2614 ,Cott )
l
-co was

f.un to fle a*wai e 1325 Coer dt L 2303 Flowen was that
falscoward C1340 Cxisorhf 9213 (Tim ) pe kyng fley out
In nyjt e 1400 Ihstr, '1 toy 10077 T he gitkes flowen m feie

& the feld leuyt 1489 Ca\ 1 on luiytis ofA n ywvu 155
’they shall make as they didt flee 1359 Mu t Mag

,

Mot limits xx, Foi they flewe, I feared them the lesse

2605 Camuin Rent 216 One that had m Ins forehead a
bounch of flesh, fledde away t gieat pase 1709 Sieele
I tiller No. 80 ir 3 My Confusion at last was so gieat, that
without speaking, or being spoken to, I fled foi it 1847
Jamis J Mat stow Hall lx, Some of them fled as fast as
their legs would carry them 1884 F M Chawi ord Rom
Singer (1886) I 90 A hundred women will tell you that they
arc ready to flee with you
Ptoverb <1x230 Owl ty Niqht 176 ‘Wel fqt that wel

flijt’, scith the wise 13 Prov Hendyng ix m liel Ant
I 1x1 ‘ Wel fy tilt, that wel flyth’ Quoth Hendyng.

b Const ffoi th of, from, out of
<823 Vesp Psalter lxvn[i] 2 beondhis flen from onsiene

Ins 1x54 0 F. Chum an 1137 Sume fluhen ut of lande

c 1230 Gen ff h e. 430 Caym fro him fle3 c 1430 Myrc 1681

scf he haue grace in hertc to se How aungelus Fiom hym
faste flen 1530 Cuow 1 1 y Last 7 rump 29 When Elias fled

away from Anal) 1^64 Haward Eutropim vn 69 He
[Nero] fled forthe of lus palace. 1507 Shaks 2 Hem IV, 11

iv 248 The Rogue fled fiom me like Quick siluer xfixi

Bun 1. Job xx 24 He shall flee from the iron weapon

C. Conjugated with be.

c 1230 Gen ff Ev. 3396 Jet sal Sc hinde of amalech Ben al

fled dun in dcadcs wreeli. c 1320 Sir 7 nstr. 2223 Tristrem

was fled oway 1480 Caxton C /iron Eng ccxxxu. 230 Whan
pyers is as fledde oute of spayn 1335 Sttsvart Cron Scot
II. 479 And mony fruh out of the told wes fled. 1672 H
M tr Colloq I.tasmus 543 He won by an assault a strong

defeneed Castle, whereinto the Lady great with child was
fled

Id rejl
\
also qnabi-trans ,

toflee cue's way,
c 1205 Lay 16078 Ah flih flih pinncwo-i a 1300 Cttrsoi

hi 3680 (Gutt ) Moyses. fledd him into madian C1340

Ibul 7676 (Fairf ) lie him fled to samuel 1470-83 Malory
ArtAn) vui vn, Syr Marhaus fledde his waye 1333
CovrROALi Judith xv 3 The Assirians kept not them selues

together, but fled their waye

2 To hasten for safety or protection [to, 1 on).

Beowulf764 (Gr.) Mynte se nu-ra, hweer he meahte on

we^ panon fleon on fenliopu c8as Vesp, Psalter cxln[i] 9

Dryhten to 3e ic gefleh c 1205 Lay 16080 Fleo pider pe pu

fleo. a 1300 Cursorhi 6675 (Cott )
pof he to mine auter fiei

1393 Langi P, PI C hi 220 Falsnesse for fere po flegh to

pe freres 1335 Covlrdai 1 Zech xiv 5 Ye shall fle vnto

the valley of my Inlies 1678 Tn lotson Sermons (ed 3) I

64 We can have none m all the world to fle [ed 1671 p 64

flye] to, but Him 17x8 Prior Solomon in 482 In vam for

Life He to the Altar fled 1849 Macaui ay Ilist Eng I xyb

’l he Presbyterians fled to the foot of the throne 1838

M Porti ous Soutcr Johnny 30 Or silly mortal blinks an ee

To muckle J upiter ye’ll flee

fb. refl Obs
a X300 CutsorM. 3680 (Gott ) Mutses fled him into madian

x6oo Holland Livy xuv vi (1609) 117th, The king fled

himselfe to Pydna x6xo Hiaily St Aug Cttie of God

(2620) 143 But those either fled themselves into such places

or else were brought thither

f c To have iccourse to. Obs

1563 Homilies n Agst Idolatry in (1859) 220 They flee

to this aunswere, that [etc ] x66o F Bnooki.tr Le Blancs

Trees 270 The servants and others fled to their swords

3 To withdraw hastily, take oneself off, go away

Also with away Const from, out of Also, To
swervefrom (a commandment) ,

to keep free/w«

(a practice)

c 8a5 Vesp /r<r/i‘<,>'c\xxvui[i], 7 Fiom onsiene fiinrehwider

fleomic c J20o 7 rut Coll Horn 127 On hibguweoeheflehfro

folke to weste 1297 R Glouc. (1724)501 Cleikes Sclewede,

that fram thi seruise wolle fle c1340 Cursor

M

9816 (Inn )

His hert augte bettur breke in pre pen fio his biddyngis to

fle c 1383 Chaucer L G W 1307 Dido, Ye wol nat fio

your wyf thus foule fleene 1 C1440 Partonope 4881 lnyrs

made me vtterly fro yow fleene x6n Biule Gen xxxi 27

Wherefore didst thou flee away secretly 1 xyiy Pope Eloisa

131 From the false world in early youth they fled. X820

Keats St Agues xlu, These loveis fled away into the

storm 1848 Mrs Jamtson Sacr- <$• Leg, Art (1850) 193

Two years later he fled from society

f b To depart this life

<r 1300 CursorM 20260 (Gutt ) Hu sal we hue quen pn

will fle?

4

.

To make one’s escape, get safely away
<1x300 Cursor

M

7755 (Cott) par pai fell Pat moght not

fle. C1300 Havelok 1882 Late we nouth tluse doges ne.



FLEECE. FLEECEABLE.
138a Wyclif Acts xvi 27 Wenynge the boundyn men for
to haue fled 01430 Lydg Min Poems 186 He is a foie
that fled is fro prisoun 1667 Milton PL iv 963 File
thithei whence thou [Satan] fledst 1821 Shelley Epips
272 As a hunted deer that could not flee, I stood at
bay
5 To pass away quickly and suddenly; to dis-

appear, vanish Also with away
c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn. 17s He is fleonde alse shadewe

a 1300 Cursor M 12075 (Cott ) And son he spiritJ>at was
fledd Again come in >at ilk stede 1382 WYCLir Rev xvi
20 And ech ljle fley awey and hilles ben not founde c 1450
Holland Hcnulat 140 The Swallowe so swyft is forthwart
to fle 1639 Massinger Unnat Combat v ii, Take not thy
flight so soon immaculate spirit ’Tis fled already *7 12-4
Pope Rape Lock 1 51 When Woman's transient breath is

fled 1776 Gibbon Decl $ F I vu 199 The animating
health and vigour were fled 1818 Shelley Rev Islam v.

xlin 6 As I approached, the morning's golden mist fled
1830 Elder’s House 215 Pale flowers, Whose life and bloom
are fled 1886 A Winchell Walks $ Talks m Geol Field
214 A million of years may flee away before one revolution
is completed

6 Occasionally used foi Fly (
= volare) (Often

in Shelley)
Examples of the present stem fiom dialect literature (Sc,

and noithern Eng ) are not given here, as in thzmfee is the
legular form of Fly In recent instances, the use offlee
forfly is chiefly for the sake of rime, or to produce a sort of
archatstic effect , in older writers it may he due variously
to confusion between the two vbs., to adoption of dialectal
phrases (esp in ‘ to let flee ’), or to a development from
sense 5
c xooo jElfric Horn. (Th ) I 142 Culfran lufiaS annysse,

and fleoS him floccmaelum. 1382 Wyclif Jer xlvm 4.0 As
an egle he shall fleen out c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxn 238
The tronchouns flen in sprotes and peces, 1353 T. Wilson
Rhet (1580) 2ti He let flee at hym like a Dragon *392
Shaks Veit Ad 947 Loues golden arrow at him should
haue fled 1398 Sylvester Du Bartas n 11 11 Babylon 221
Make fast this rope, and then they let it flee 1812J Davies
Muse's Sacr Wks (Grosart) II 75/1 At which forthwith he
[the Libardl flees, And piece-meal teares it 11770 J Love
Cricket 5 The Youth cries Rub , O Flee, you Lmg’rer, Flee 1

1813 Shellty^ lastor358 The boat fled on. 1821— Ginevra
2ix The dark arrow fled In the noon

II, trans

7 To run away fiom, hasten away fiom
; to quit

abruptly, foisake (a peison or place, etc ).

a 1000 Andreas 1540 (Gr ) Waes him ut myne fleon fealone
stream a 1300 CursorM 14884 (Cott.) He folus J?aim and
j>ai him fle 1386 Rolls ofParlt III 225/1 Some fledde the
Citee for feere 1548 Hall Chron.,Hen VI, 95 Straungers
in great nombre fled the land 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VJ, u.
1 19 So fled his Enemies my Warlike Father 1597 —
2 Hen IV, 1 1 18 Yong Prince Iohn fled the Field.

1398 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 11 1 Ark 43 The more he
[a River] flees his source *634 Sir T. Herbert Trav 3
Upon better view he feared ana fled us 1647-8 Cotterell
Davila's Hist Fr (1678) 21 He was forced to flee his

Country 1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 130 All his Attendants
had fled his Presence x8ox Southey Thalaba ix. xxxix,
She fled the Place of Tombs
Jig c 1400 Rom. Rose 4786 If thou flee it, it shal flee

thee, Folowe it, and folowen shal it thee 1313 Douglas
Janets in. i 132 Now, at the last, that fled ws euer moir,

The forther cost Itaile haifwe caucht 1526 Pilgr PerfAW.
de W 1531) 291 All temptacyons fledde theyr holynesse
x8x6 Byron Ch. Har. ill. xxxix, When Fortune fled her
spoil’d and favourite child 1882 Stevenson New Arab.
Pits (1884) 130 Sleep continued to flee him.

8. In weaker sense : To avoid with dread or dis-

like; to eschew, shun Occas m passive, also

fwith, infin as obj.

a 1000 Boeth Metr vil 30 (Gr ) He sceal swiSe flion Jnsse

worulde wlite c xaoo Ormin 8056 pa fheh I childess coss-

tess. c xaoo Tnn Coll Horn. 127 He flea here ferrede.

a 1300 CursorM 1952 (Gott ) Fle falshed and theft, a 1340
Hampole Psalter 1 1 His verray lufers folous him fleand

honur. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T 265 Fro hir childhod .

sche fledde Office ofwommen la 1400 Cato's Morals 55 in
CursorM App. iv 1670 Fle to take wife hot ho be honest.

c X400 Lanfrone's Ctrurg 59 A wood hound fleej> mete &
water c 1440 Jacob’s Well xv too An angry man owyth
to be fled as a raveynous dogge 1330 Crowley Epigr. 667
Auoid and fle dice 1363 Homtltes 11 Agst. Idolatry hi

(1859) 230 Aungels flee to take vnto them by sacrelege the

honoure dewe to God. 1766 Fordyce Serin. Vug. Worn
(1767) II xi. 159 Flee them, my fair pupils, flee them with
horror x8x8 Shelley Rosalind41,

1

would neeThy tainting

touch

8. To contrive to avoid, save oneself from, escape

from, evade Now rare
cxzoo Ormin 9803 Hu ^633 mihhtenn fleon Dnhhtiness

irre a 1300 Cursor M 3001 (Cott,) Your harm sa wend
1 best to fle c 1340 Ibid. 22503 (Fairf ) For to flee pe dai of

awe 1563-87 Foxn A M (1596) 108/2, I .haue long

fldene the hands ofmine enemies x8ax Shelley Prometh
Unb 1 783 On Death’s white and wingfcd steed Which the

fleetest cannot flee

Flee-boat : see Fly-boat

Fleece (fits), sb Forms* 1 Ados, fifes, flfs,

3 fleos, 4-6 flies, flyes, 4-6 flees, fles(e, (4 flus,

*5 fleese, fleys, flesse, 6 fleise), 5-6 Sc. fleis(s, 6

flece, Sc flesche, 7 fheoe, Sc. fleesh, 6- fleece.

[Com, WGer. OE fleos neut., corresponds to Du.

vhes, MHG. vhes (Ger fliesz, zihesz) ; there is also

a form with umlaut, OE flies,
_$yr =MHG. vlvus

(Ger Jleusz, fhlsz) ; the two types represent ‘WGer.

*fleusoz~, flvusiz- ;
an ablaut variant *flhso-z ap-

pears m MLG. and MHG vMs sheepskin, mod.

Ger. flaus masc woollen coat. Connexion with

the root of L. pliima feather, Plume, is probable.]

309

1 The woolly covering of a sheep or similar
animal
a xooo Laws Ina c 69 Sceap sceal gongan mid his fliese

00 mtdne sumor c xooo Ags Ps, lxxu 6 And [he] astax
swe swe regn in fleos a X223 Auer R 66 Monte cumeo
to ou ischrud mid lombes fleose, & beoS wode wulues
a 1300 E E Psalter lxxu 6 He sal com down als ram m
flees soft 1382 WYCLir Gen xxx 35 A1 the flok of 0 colour,
that u>, of whyet or of blak flese C1450 Holland Howlat
753ThowjoyussfleissofGedion 1301

D

ouglas Pal Hon
in xxxvi, To win the fleis of gold 1308 Dunbar Tna
Manit Wemen 423 Cled in cair weid, As foxe m a lambis
fleise feme I my cheir, 1363 Winzet tr Vincent Linn
xxEi Wks 1890 II. 65 Maid as certane fleisis of wow
*637 T Morton New Eng Canaan 11 x 98 Ihese beasts
are of the bignesse of a Cowe their fleeces very usefull,
being akinde of wolle 1723 Pope Odyss 1 557 Stretch'd on
the downy fleece, no rest he knows. 1804 J Grahame
Sabbath 456 Where lambs of whitest fleece sport on the hills

1877 Simmonds Antm Products 66 Its [the Alpaca's] fleece
is superior to that of the sheep in length and softness

b. Her. The figure of a sheepskin with its wool
suspended by a rmg c Oi der of the Golden
Fleece : an order of knighthood instituted at

Bruges m 1430 by Philip the Good, duke of

Burgundy.
The right of investiture in the order of the Golden Fleece
now belongs to the sovereigns of Austria and Spam
1523 Two Proph. Eng in Furmv, Ballads front MSS

1 306 A king to were a flemyshe flece, all Sacksons shall
hyt Rewe, 1539 Inv Habiliments, etc

, Jos V. Scot
(1815) 49 Item the ordouie of the Empnour with the goldm
fleis 1548 Hall Chron., Edw IV, 213 The kyng ware
the golden Flees, and the duke ware the Garter 1591
Shaks i Hen VI, iv vu 69 Knight of the Noble Order
of S George, Worthy S Michael, and the Golden Fleece.

1842 Longf Belfry Bruges 2? Knights who bore the Fleece
of Gold X849 Disraeli Corr, w Sister it Mar. (1886) 220
He [Guizot] had his red ribbon on and also his golden fleece.

2 The quantity of wool shorn from a sheep at

one time
<1x460 Fortescue Abs <5- Lint Mon xu. (1885)140 The

ixth fliese off thair wolles, and also the ixtu Snef off J>er

graynes. 1672 Petty Pol Anat (1691) 34 A Fleece of
Wool m Ireland is about 2 l. weight 1782 Burns Poor
Mailie's Elegy vi, A bonier fleesh ne’er cross’d the clips

1829 Scott Anne oJG vi, Thou shalt have a necklace of
jet at next shearing feast, if our fleeces bear any price in the

market 1868 Rogers Pol Econ xu (1876) xx The average
weight ofa fleece was not more than two pounds.

+ b fig. A share ofbooty Obs.

In quot 1703,fleece is apprehended as ‘ act of fleecing’

x6ox Holland Livy vi x\ (1609) 226 Thy selfe wouldest
have a fliece with them [inparte preedse m] 2603 Breton
Packet Lett n xxxix (Grosart) II 43 When their wits goe
a wool-gathering among shrewes that haue had fleeces

X703 Mrs Centlivre Beau's Duel it a, There’s scarce

a Match-maker in the whole Town, bat has had % Fleece
at his Purse

3 In various transferred uses

+ a. A coating penodicaUy shed or removed.
1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1891) 74 The stonne Marie

bemge cast on the lande, casteth yerely a ffleece of sande.

b. A crop of vegetation ; alsofig.
13x3 Douglas JEneis xu Prol 80 So thik the plantis

sprang in euery pece, The feyldis ferleis of thar fructuus

flece 1793 Trans Soc Encourag Arts (ed 2) V 86 The
land will produce little else but a fleece of weeds 1793
Ann Agnc

, Stiff XIX 2x4 Therewas a very fine fleece of

marl grass 1831 Scott Jml. 5 May, A fleece of letters,

which must be answered, I suppose. 1853 Browning Two
ut Campagna v. The champaign with its endless fleece Of
feathery grasses everywhere

c. A * head ’ or mass of hair

1377 B Googe Heresbach's Husb iv (1586) 175 b, Others

[Bees] cary water with their mouths, and droppes m their

little fleeses. 1600 S Nicholson Acolastus Eyb, Wit-

nesse this snow-white fleece vpon my head c x6oo Shaks
Sonn lxvui, Ere beauties dead fleece made another gay,

17x1 Loud. Gas No 4841/4 Stolen a Mare, with a white

Fleece down the Face. 1831 Carlyle Sort Res 1 v, The
Aboriginal Savage, glaring fiercely from under his fleece of

hair. 1839 Tennyson Vivien 839 The . many-winter’i

fleece of throat and chin 1863 Swinburne Poems 4 Ball,

Fanshne 3 Back to the shoulder with its fleece Of locks

d. Applied to anything resembling a sheep’s

fleece either in appearance or consistence ; a white

cloud, etc. ; a quantity of falling snow, or of some
light substance, as air, vapour, etc

1672 R Bohun Waul 40 Superincumbent Air; which
I suppose to Iy in severall fleeces or storys one above

another. x685 Goad Celest Bodies l 11. 4 Whenever it

snows the greater is the Fleece, the warmer is the Air

1692 Bentley Boyle Led 1. 7 Certain thin fleeces of

Atoms, that flow incessantly from the surfaces of Bodies

17x3-20 Pope Iliadm 284 Soft as the fleeces of descending

snows 1728 — Dune, il 362 Till show’rs of Sermons,

Characters, Essays, In circling fleeces whiten all the ways

1746-7 Hervey MediU (x8i8) 83 Abundance of ruddy

streaks tinge the fleeces of the firmament 1834 H Miller
Scenes 4 Leg xi (1857) 167 A deep fleece of vapour rose

from the surface 1833 Kane Gnnncll Exp. xxix (1856) 246

The mackerel fleeces and mare’s tails of our summer skies

1863 Masson Rec. Bnt, Philos 111. 229 Beads or fleeces of

oily substance hung in some gauze-work.

e. spec. The thin sheet of cotton or wool fibre

that is taken from the breaking-card Also, a

textile fabric with a soft silky pile used for lining,

etc, * cf. fleece-lined in 6,

1853 Ure Did. Arts I 510 One rcardj, called a breaker,

which turns off the cotton in a broad fleece of extreme thin-

ness. 1878 I Watts in Encycl. Bnt,VI 493 The cotton is

taken from the doffer in a very light fleece by means of a
vibrating comb.

4 Used for a sheep, or collect, sheep
1798 Wolcott (P Pmd ) Tales ofHoy Wks 1812 IV 427

And all the tribe of fleeces follow ? <21800 Worming oj

Jock <5- Jenny vui, in Pinkerton Scl Scot Ball. (1783) It 73
Fyve hundirth fleis now in a flok 1855 Browning Lqvl
among Rums ix, AH our many-tuikhng fleece

5 . U.S The meat taken from the sides of the

hump of the American bison.

1841 CatlinAT A liter hid (1844) II. liv 181 The fleece

(hump) of a fat cow, was the luxury of luxuries 1891
Army <$• Navy Jml (NY) 5 Sept 30/1 The fleece [of

a buffalo] is the meat lying on each side of the hump ribs

and resting on the outside of the side nbs
6 Comb

,

asfleece-encumbered» -like
,
-lined acljs

Also
*f*
fleece-feeder, one who makes his profit

out of fleeces (m quot fig)

,

fleece-merchant, a

dealer m wool; fleece-wool, that obtained from
the living animal at the annual shearings.

18x4 Wordsw Excursion vti 613 The "fleece encum-
bered flock 1549 Latimer $th Serm bef Edw VI (Arb

)

136 There are to many suche "flese feders a 1729 Cqngri vr
Impossible Thing 128 That "fleece like flow’r of fairy land
1820 Shelley Cloud 47 The moon, Glides glimmering o'ei

my fleece-like floor 1894 Daily News 26 Mar 5/7 With
the exception of *fleece-lmed underwear a1774 Flrgusson
Iron Kirk Bell Poems (1845) 43 "Fleece merchants may
look bauld 1495 Nottingham Rec III 42 Centum stones

de "flesse wolle 1552 A ct 5-6 Edw VI c 6 § 1 Mingling
Fell-wool and Lambs-wool with Fleece-wool 1769 De
Foe's lonrGt Brit. I 94 Fleece Wool, out of Lincolnshire

Fleece (Si's), v Also 6-7 fleese, (6 flece,

fliese). [f prec sb]
1. trans. To strip (a sheep) of the fleece ; to clip

off or strip the wool fiom
,

lit andfig
rfizS Wither Bnt. Rememb vm 1442 A Clergy, that

shall more desire to fleece, Then feed the flock 1632

Season Evp Netherl 15 What signified the bleating of

such of your Countreymen as they daily fleec’d? 1708
Ozell tr Boileau’s Lutrin v 87 For Thee his Flocks are

fleec’d 1883 Pall Mall G 6 Nov 1/1 The impulsive eager-

ness of some owners to fleece their sheep rather moie often

than is good for them,

b. transf,

1667 Waterhouse Fire Loud inx Thnfty Oaks, though
fleeced of under boughs, yet if not headed, may thrive

2 . To pluck or shear (the wool) from a sheep.

Hence fig to obtain by unjust or unfair means.

Also, to take toll of, take pickings from. Now
rare

1537 Hen VIII m State Papers II. 423 To flece, from
tyme to tyme, all that you may catche from Us 1576

Turberv. Venene 198 Men which fliese a fee From euerie

widowes flocke, a capon or a chicke 1393 Nashe
Four Lett Confut. Wks (Grosait) II 242 Many lockes

fleec'd from Tullie 1603 Verstegan Dec. Intell. v
(1628) xxs By fleesmg from each of these two countrys

a parte. 1613 Purciias Pilgrimage v xiv (1614) 519 Then
wealth and substance being euery where so fleeced that

[etc ] 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv (1858) 293 To divide what
they fleeced from these poor drudges.

aisol 1593 Nashe Christ's T Wks (Grosart) IV, 158

Much Iesse are they to fleece or pluck from their Maister or

Sheepheard. 1642 Rogers Naamcut 3x7 Fleece not from

God,

3 To ship (a person, city, country, etc.) of

money, property, etc
,
as a sheep is stripped of its

fleece
;
to make (any one) pay to the uttermost; to

exact money from, or make exacting charges upon

;

to plunder, rob heartlessly; to victimize. Also

with of.

3577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 855/2 The cardmall know-

ing he was well prouided of monie, sought occasion to

fleece him of part thereof 1601 F. Godwin Bps of Eng

359 Alfred, determined at his departure [from York] to

fleece it. x6x6R C Times’ Whistle vi 2717 Many a gallant

of his gold they fleece 1691 Wood Ath Oxon I 584 His
father .. fleec’d, the Church of Hereford to leave hun an
estate 1719 D’Urfey Pills (1872) V. 99 When Lawyers

forget a rich Client to fleece 1772 Goldsm Stoops to Com}.

11 Wks (Globe) 650/2 In bad innsyou are fleeced and starved.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II v iv. 444 In this manner

had Tanjore been humbled and fleeced 1854 Hawthorne
Eng. Note bks (1883) I. 463 A begging subscriptiomst

.

has just fleeced me to that amount. 1866 R M Ballan-

tyne Shift, Winds xxvu (1881)3x0 A place .where [sea-

men] were soon fleeced of all their hardly-earned money,

absol. CX572 Gascoigne Frmtes Warre xcv, x I haue

. fleest m Founders eke among the rest.

4. a. To overspread as with a fleece b. To
dapple or fleck with fleece-like masses

2730-46 Thomson A utumn 958 Meantime, light shadow-

ing all, a sober calm Fleeces unbounded ether 1748—
Cast. Indol 1. 394 Not Titian’s pencil e’er could so array,

So fleece with clouds, the pure etberial space 1799

Wordsw Nutting, One of those green stones That fleeced

with moss, under the shady trees, Lay round me 1833

Beecher StarPapers xxmi (1873) 349 Ihe trees are dressed

with snow . The bucket, the well-curb are fleeced over

1888 Shairp in Kmght Shairp % Friends 87 The sky was
bright blue, fleeced with the whitest clouds

Hence Fleecedppl tz.1

«x8oo Cowper tr. Andreinis Adam Wks 1835-7 X 327

The lifeless skins Of fleeced animals 1864 H Spi-.Ncrit

Illust. Unw.Progr. 99 Ihe ill-educated children, the fleeced

relatives, who have to suffer from it

Fleeceable (fl* sab’l), a. [f. Fleece v. +
-ABLE.] That may be fleeced, liable to be fleeced,

cheatable
1B68 Daily News 24 Dec., The appearance .of a member

of the aristocracy .paralyses their caution, and render
them the most fleeceable of mankind. 1892 Punch 5 Mar.
112/a He had fleeced all that was fleeceable m Dansington
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Fleeced (nisi),///. «
2 [f. fleece rf + -ed 2

]

Furnished with a fleece 1 often preceded by some

qualifying word as half-, ~tch-, well-fleeced.

1580 C'tess Pembroki Ps cxiv 8 1 he fleezed rammes

doe frisking bound iggo Si'enslr F Q in. 16 As •qfhen

two rams .Fight for the rule of the rich fleeced flocke

1610 Holland Camden's Brit i 663 A sow halfe fleeced

with woole, was digged up 1698 Fhylr Ace E India

P, 34 Sheep fleeced lather with Hair than Wool, 17*4

Swu t Drapiers Lett it Wks 1755 V it 37 If the gra/ier

should bung me one single wether, fat and well fleec’d by
way of pattern, 1892 Daily News 23 June 5/4 Who is

reputed to have owed much of his gieat wealth to his

fleeced flocks.

Fleeceless (flzsles),«, [f Fleece sb + -llss ]

Having no fleece

1660 F Brookl tr Le Blanc's Trav. 183 The country

abounds m fleccelesse sheep 1846 in Worcestlr (citing

Dr Allen)

Fleecer (flz sar) [f Fleece v + -er 1
]

One
who fleeces (see the vb ).

1612 Adams Pract Wks (1862) I. 449 We have still

fleecers enough 1637 Prynne Brev. Prel Usurp. 262

Not fleecers, but feedeis. 1708 Mottlux Rabelais v
Prognostications 163 FleecersofSheei’d-'lsses 1795 Hull
Advertiser 5 Sept 4/4 1847 in Craig 1884 Morris 111

Pall Mall G 7 Oct. 8/1 Whereas if a labour employer, or

fleecei, were to find himself possessed of no moie to live on,

his fuends would hide his razors away

Fleecli (flztp, sb 1 Sc Also 7 fleaich. [f.

next vb.] Flattery
;
a piece of flattery.

a 1700 Mat.queen's Apol Let 111 Maidmenl Sc Pasqnds
(r868) 286 The compliments and fleaiches Which used to

gain our Ii lsli wenches 1721 Kelly Scot Ft ov 105 Fair
fall you and that's a Fleecli

f Fleecli, sb,'2, Obs 7aie~ l
. App about, spell

1389 Pappe 10. Hatchet (1844) 41 Martin, tins is my last

straine for this fleecli of mirth

Fleech (flztj), v. Sc and north dial. Fotms:
4

-

6, 9 flLeoli(e, 4 fleeche, 4, 6 flesoRe, (5 fleacbe,

5-

6 flex(s)ehe, 6 fleitache, 7 flexteh, 7-8 fleetch,

9 dial flaioh, 6- fleecli. [Of obscuie origin
; the

identity of the senses with those of OTeut *}>laihan

and its derivatives (Goth ga-plaihan to treat

kindly, console, OHG, JlPhSn, Jlehcn to fondle,

flattei, beseech, MHG vlihen, mod Ger Jlehcn to

beseech, Dn vleten to flatter) suggests that the

word may represent an OE. *JUecean OTeut
type *plaikjan, related to *J>laihan

,

as OE. toecean

Teach v to Uon{\—*tthan) ]

trans To beguile, cajole, coax, wheedle; to

entice, wheedle into going, to a place. Also, m
good sense : To beseech, entreat. Also absol. and
inir (const, on, with), to speak coaxingly or be-

seechingly
;
to flatter, fawn.

1373 Barbour Bruce v 619 Bot he, vith fals vordis

flechand, Yes vith his sonnys ay cumand c 1373 Sc. Leg
Saints, Blasius 179 Hyme cane flesche Fore to fore-sak

enst his kynge. c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vm, xi, 134 And
wyth be lang scliankis bis Edwait Sayd flechand til be
Brws Robert, Dat [etc.] 1335 Stewart Cron Scot. II

xai [He] louit men weill that culd fleche and le 1380 Sir
P Hume Promise fas. VI L’envoi io Thow dois but
fleiche the King 1603 Phtlotus ix, I can with fair ams
flettch and flatter 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk m xxu,
She fleech’d him fairly to his bed, Wi ca’mg him her burdy
*792 Burns Duncan Grey 11, Duncan fleech’d, and Duncan
pray’d. zei8xo Tannahill Poems (1813) xor He fleichit her
neatht that wudis dark glume, And revit hyr ther of lyflfe.

x8ao Scott Abbot xvi, The Papist fleeched us with par-

dons 1834 M, Scott Cruise Midge 1, Better flech with
a madman than fecht with him 1873 Swaledale Gloss,,

Flaich, to flatter, to coax, to fawn. 1886 Stevenson Kid-
napped xix, This lad that has .seen the goodman fleechmg
like a suitor 1894 Crockltt Raiders 388 He would often
fleech on me to take part in the exercises.

Fleech, dial. var. of Flitch sb 1

Fleecher (fl? tjbi). [f Fleboh® +-e»i.] One
who coaxes or wheedles

;
a flatteier,

c 1423 Wyntoun Cron, vi xvii 77 A-mang J?amc wes fals

Flechowris ban Dat sayd [etc ] a 1372 Knox Hist Rif.
Wks. 1846 I. 74 Fantastik fooles and feynseit fleacherfs.

4x1386 in Pinkerton Anc Scot Poems 259 Gtf I dai the
treuth declair, And nane me fleilschour call.

Fleeching (fif Ijiq), vbl sb Sc [f as prec +
-ing 1

] The action of coaxing or wheedling;
also, a coaxing or wheedling speech.
6x373 Sc Leg Saints, Agatha 66 Bot tuk bath ewme in

a lyne par haisknes and bare flechinge c 1473 Rauf
Cail^ear 902 Now faindis to nauefauour with thy neichingis

1333 Stewart Cron. Scot II 322 The plesand langnge and
the countenance, The fair flesching 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet let xn, ‘Hout wi’ your Beeching’, said Dame
Martin 1892 Northumbld Gloss , Aa wadna gan tt church
wi’ bun for a' his fleechin

Fleechiug (flftjif),ppl a Sc. [f. as prec. +
-ing a

.] That fleeches ; coaxing, wheedling
1513 Douglas AEneis 11. ui (11 1 56 The fals flechand

Vlixes. 1686 G. Stuart Joco ser Disc 64 That fleetching
knave X787 B urns Ded to G. Hamilton 1, Expect na, Sn

,

A fleechin, fleth’nn dedication. 1893 Stevenson Catnona
vu, That long, false, fleechmg beggar of a father of hers

Hence Flee chingfly adv

.

1688 Shields Notes 4 Heads 5 (Jam 1 They be now speak-
ing fair fleechingly and flatteringly to this geneiation.

Fleechment (flztfmenl) north dial., in 9
flaitohment. [f. Fleech ® + -ment ] Cajolery
x886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1 vu, And stuff her with

all sorts of flaitchment and lies.

Fleecing (fl* s>ig), vbl. sb. [f. Fleece® +-ing l
]

1 The action of the vb. Fleece
*S93Nashe T 46 b, They[Vsurei s] hnueenforsllum

theieunto by their fleecing 1641 Milton Reform n 85'lhe

whipping, fleecing, and fleaing us 1783 Fox Sp h India

Bills 18 Nov
, Ihe poor unhappy natives must undergo

a second fleecing for the benefit of the proprietors

2 concr A fleecy streak

1781 S J Pratt Emma Corbett II 173 She is surrounded

with sunbeams softened by teudei fleecings of sky which
form her chariot

Fleecy (fl/si), a Also 6 fleesie, flycesie, 7
fleecie [f Fleece^ + -y*.]

1. Covered with a fleece or with wool
;
fleeced,

wool-bearing Fleecy star— Aries.

1390 Splnslr /'. 0 111 vi 15 The gentle Shephcard
swaynes, which sat Keeping their fleecy flockes, as they

were hyr’d. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb \iv. 263 'lhe fleecie

face. 1667 Min on P L in 558 The fleecie Stan that

bears Andromeda 1723 Pom Odyss iv 330 And first with
stately step at evening hour Thy fleecy fellows usher to

their bower 1847 J. Wilson Lhr North (1837) I 139
A collie compromises the afTau with the fleecy nation

b. Of a manufactured article : Having a fleece-

like nap
1790W Buchan {title) Letter to the Patentee, concerning

the Medical Properties of the Fleecy Hosiery x88x Rita
My Lady Coquette iv, A white thick fleecy shawl

fig. 1826 Hood Irish Schoolm iv, Further down the
naked red prevails Of his own naked fleecy hosiene.

2. Consisting of or derived fiom fleeces, woolly.

1367 Drant Hornet E/ist xiu E iv, Or diunken I'yrrhe

liearcs her wool her flycesie filched game 1634 Milton
Counts 504 T he fleecy wealth That doth enrich these downs
1638 Cowlly Love's Riddle A, The gentle Lambs and Sheep

which eveiy Year pay him their fleecy Tribute 179X

Cowplr Odyss. wi. 40 While on the variegated seats she
spread Their fleecy covenng.

3. Resembling a fleece in colour or conformation

;

woolly. Ofthe sky . Covered or flecked with fleece-

like clouds
1632 Milton Pensotoso 72 Stooping through a fleecy

cloud 1697 Dryden Vug Gcoig. 1 417 When the Fleecy
Skies new cloath the Wood. 1700— Fables, Pythag. Philos

91 The fleecy snows In silence fell. X788 Cowpi r Nigi o'a

Cornpl. 13 Fleecy locks and black complexion Cannot forfeit

nature's claim. 1839 Longi IVreck Hcsp. xvui, She struck

where the white and fleecy waves Looked soft as carded
wool 1873 G C. Davits Mount <$ Mere mil 104 Beyond
and above the bright fleecy blue

4. ellipt. quasi-sb (see quot.)

1833 m Hyde Clarke Diet. x88a Caulieiid & Saward
Diet Needle-work, Fleecy, sheep’s wool piepared in loose

threads, for Darning and Knitting

5 . Comb , asJlcecy-lookmg, -winged adjs,

1803 Edin Rev II 379 Mingled with the thick and fleecy-

looking fog 1822 Suilily Chas I, iv 11 That flock of
fleecy-wing&d clouds Sailing athwart St, Margaret’s.

Hence Flee oily adv

,

in a fleecy manner.
1873 Andenda III vi no From rock with plumes of fern

Shivering, fleecily falls the burn.

Fleed (fl/cl). dial. Also flead The inside fat

of a liog before it is melted into lard ;
= Flake sb 2

1847 Halliweh, Flead, lard. Kent and Sussex 1875
Parish Sussex Dial
Fleed, obs. pa pple. of Flay.
Fleegary, -erie see Fegaky.
Fleeing' (flf ig), vbl sb [f Flee v + -ing 1

]
The action of the vb Flee m vanous senses.

<*1300 Cursor M, 2615 (Cott) Bot in hir fleing }?ar sco
yode, An angel hir befor stode c 1410 Love lionnvent
Mirr x. (Gibbs MS j, Off the fleynge of ouie lord Jhesu
into Egynte c 1440 Gesfa Rout xix 336 ( Harl MS ) So
shall he nave fleyng to the paleys of holy chirche 1359
Abp Hethe in Strype Arm. Rif I App vi. 8 This for*

sakinge and fleynge from the sea of Rome

Fleeing (flf iql, fpl a [f as prec + -ing 2 ]

That flees, in various senses of the vb
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv pr 111 121 Yif he be dredeful

and fleynge [L fugaa], 1434 Misyn Mending Life xo8 So
Jmt b°u sulde desire fleana i»ngis a 1333 Ld. Blrnlrs
Hnou liv 181 Suche fleynge vaeabondes 1877 DailyNews
3 Nov 4/7 A large propoition of the fleeing troops would
perish m the attempt.

Fleem, obs. f. Fleam sb 1

Fleer (flisa), sb 1 Now rare. Also 4-6 fleear.

[f. Flee v + -er i.] One who flees
; a. one who

runs away, a fugitive
; b. oqe who withdraws from

or shuns (const, of).

1373 Barbour Bruce m. 31 He reskewyt all the fleam
c 1470 Henry Wallace x 341 Sic a dear befor was neuir
seyn 1398 Grlnewey Tacitus' Ann xv iv 227 Which
fear of the fleers away was no less ignominious, then if

they had turned their backs to the enenue 1721 Klliy
Scot Prov, 47 A Fleer [printed Slcer] would ay have a
Follower 1829 J Galt Let in Ann Parish Pref 71
A refuge foi the fleers from the calamities of the world
x88r W. Wn kins Songs ofStudy 68 Shunner of sloth, and
fleer of revels and feasts

Fleer (fli°x), sb 2 Also 7 flear, fleere. [f

Fleer ® ]

1. A mocking look or speech
,
a sneer, a gibe

;

' mockery expressed either m woids or looks ’ (J.).
2604 Shaks Oth iv 1 83 Marke the Fleeres, the Gybes

and notable Scoraes That dwell in euery Region of his face

1634 Fuller Two Serm. 4 The fleere and flout which their
prophanenesse was pleased to bestow upon him. 1734 Foote
Knights 11, Wks. 1799 I, 84 None of your fleers 1 I am glad
here

T
s a husband coming that will take you down x886

Miss Broughton Dr Cupid II. 1 12 Perhaps there was

some truth in Betty’s fleer, of her never having known anv
better company than that of the village apothecary

y

+ 2 ‘A deceitful grin of civility ’
(J ) Obs

x68x D’Uriiy Progr Honesty xiv 62 A sly Phanatick
fleei. 1688 South Set hi , Falshood (1737) I xn 468 Such
a sly, treacherous fleer upon their face 1727 Swm To
Stella 47 I'laUery tipt with nauseous fleet

b. iionte-use In good sense : A cheerful look
a smile
1866 Carlyle Return (1881) I 71 A tallish man of nigged

countenance, which broke out oftenest into some innocent
fleer of merriment, or readiness to be merry when you
addressed linn

Fleer (fli’x), V Forms • 4-6 flery(e, 5-7, 8-9
dial flyre, -er, fhro, 6 flirre, flurre/ 6-8, 9
dial flear(e, C-7 fle(e)re, flier(e, 7-8 fleir(e,

6- fleer [Perh. of Scandinavian origin, though
not recorded in ON ; cf Norw andSw dial flira,

Da &in.\.fiuc to gnn, laugh unbecomingly
]

+ 1 mtr. To make a wry face, distort the coun-
tenance, to gun, gnmate Obs.

? a 1400 (see Flu ring ppi. a ] 1330 Palsgr 551/2,
I fleere, I make an yvell countenaunce with the mouthe by
uncoveryng of the tethc 1370 Ltvins Manip 190 Toflune
with the lippes, labiaprow itUi 0 2399 B Jonson Ev Man
out of Hum. v 1, Let hci fleere, and looke a scew 1683
Hicm iuncill Tiinniur 1 Wks 1716 I 358 TreataMonky
seriously and correct him never so effectually, and he ’ll only
flc.ir at you a 1713 Pi nni c ui ic Truth's Trav Wks (1815)

39s Falsct began to flui and greit X790 Morison Poems
96 How then he’d state wi* sour grimace . Syne flyre like

some outlandish race, At w 1 etched me
2 To laugh in a coarse, impudent, or unbecoming

mnnnei.
1333 Latimlr Serm (1562) 1 r 5/b, In some places they go

Yvitli the corses girnyng and flecryng, as though they went
to a beare-liaiting. 1603 H Cuosst Vet lues Comrtiw (1878)

X41 1' or you shall neuer see a drunkaul so wel-aduised .but

either fleere and laugh it out, or be furious and quarrelsome

1747 T Story Life 51 He whispered to me ‘This is a
Tythe-goose’, and then fleer’d 1806 R Jamieson Pop
Ballads I. 348 He . flyret at me as I wad hue him 1864
Daily Tel. 17 Mar, Impudent looking wenches .. leering

and fleering and chuckling can amore

t* 3 . To laugh or smile flatteringly or fawningly

Const, on, upon Obs
13 . Chester PI (Shaks. Soc) II 51 Though he flyei,

flatter, and flicker 1549 C11aloni k tr hrasm. Mortie Enc
A iv, T his next hir that fareth as if she flired upon you is

Adul.icion. x6ax Burton Auat. Mel 1 n in xi, How
popular and cuiteous, how they grinne and fliere vpon
cueiy man they meet 1673 F Kiricman Unlucky Citizen

166. 1 found no alteration, she still fleir'd on me.

4 To laugh mockingly or scornfully; to smile or

grin contemptuously; hence, to gibe, jeer, sneer

Const, at, f upon.
c 1440 Bone Elor. 1769 1 ho two false . beganne to lagh

andflerye. 1379 Tomson Calvin'sSerm Tim 1033/1 When
they mocke all lessons that are giuen them and flyre at

them. x6zx Ri sing Debates Ho. Loids (Camden) 112 The
affront of Sir J Bfouiclucrl fleering into the L. Keeper's

face 1667 Pnrvs Diary 8 Mar., All the people of the Hall

did fleer and laugh upon him 1732 Gay Achilles 111 liv.

Must you be fleering? Truce with your jeering 1825 Lamb
Visum offlorasWUs (1875) 351 Instead of apology, he only

grinned and fleered in my face 1873 Tlnnyson Q Maryw
11.

1

have heard One of your Council fleer and jeer at him.

6.

trans To laugh mockingly at, ridicule, deride.

1622 Fletuitr Span Curate iv, vu, I blush to think how
people fleer

fd and scorn'd me *788* A Pasquin' Chtldr

Thespis 1. (1792) 52 1 heir high born disdain if keen Satire

should fleer ’em 1871 Divon Town IV vu 73 1 hat mimic

fleeted and mocked his [the King’s) Chancellor.

Hence Fleered ppl a.

1632 Lhiigow 1 rav m. 109 Nor ne’er ten miles was

travell’d from, his cradle Yet fame would sit the fleerd

Pegasian sadle.

Fleer, obs vai. Flake v
1761 Mrs F. Shlridan Sidney Bidulph (1767) V 197

These little snug marriages, wheie Hymen comes as it

were incog ,
without liib tawdry saffron-coloured robe to

fleer in people’s eyes,

Fleere*? (fll»*rsi). [f. Fleer® + -er 1
]

One

who fleers, a mocker, 1
a ‘ fawner

1

(J.).

a 1623 Fllichlh Nuu Valour v i, Democritus, thou

ancient Flcerer, How I miss thy laugh 1676 D Uri ly

Mad. Fickle ui l, This eternal flecrer will jear me to a

Consumption. 1769 R Cumberland Brothers 111 vm,

A woman of your years shou’d have more sense than to

mmd what suen idle young fleerers can say of you.

Fleering (fll®*iiij), vbl. sb. [f. Fleer v +

-ing I
] The action of the vb Fleer

1333 More Debcll Salem Wks 962/2 Haue they neuer so

fajre a flermg at the first face yet they bee farre woorse

than noughte 1570 T. Norton m Udalls Royster D,

(1847) p xli, Their fleeting their whisperings, shewed tneir

hartes 1669 Plnn No Cross xvii § 5 What Laughing, what

Fleming, what Mocking of their homely Fashion woma
there be? 1827 Macaulay Country Clergvm Iripvi,

fleeimg 1 no distance 1 no scorn 1 189a G S Layard c

Keenevm. 176 He found little or no pleasure m the fleering

or flouting at a fellow-creatui e

fig 1840 Browning Sardello 1. 277 He Partook th

poppj’s led effrontery, TUI Autumn spoiled their fleering

quite with ram „

Fleering1 (AT® nr), ppl. a [f as prec + ing .]

That fleers, *)• gunning, grimacing; + smiling ob-

sequiously; laughing coarsely or scornfully

?a 1400 Mortc Arth 1088 Flatt mowthede as a fluke, witn

fleryande lyppys Ibid 2779 Thow fileiyande wrych

CX450 Holland Hmvtat lxiv 820 In come twa flyrand fun

with a fonde fair, a 15*9 Skelton Poems agst Garnescne
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132 Flerung, flatyryng, fals, and fykkelle 1576 Fleming
Cants' Eng. Dogges(i%id) 37 This dogge e*ceedeth all other

in his leenng and fleering lookes 1608 R. Cawdrey Table

Alph, Giglot ,
strumpet, a fliering wench 1673 Dryden

Amloyna 1 Whs 1883 V 18, I do not like these fleering

Dutchmen, they overact their kindness £1712 W King
Hold Fast Below 10 Says then the fleering spark, with

courteous gnn ‘Nothing more easy’ 1833 Macaulay
Walpole's Lett Ess 18541 272 His tone was light and fleer-

ing 1879 HowrLLS L Aroostook (1883) II 26 His fleering,

drunken laugh 1890 H. M Stanley Darkest Africa II.

402 Jeering youths and fleering girls.

Hence Plee ringly adv
,
in a fleering manner

C1613 Rowlands Pairs of Spy-Knaves 3 A purblmde

Momus fleeringly will looke, And spie no knaue_ hut’s selfe

m all the Booke 1728 Morgan Algiers I vi 189 The

Jerbin had looked fleeringly all the Time *887 Steven-

son Merry Men iv, He saw and recognized us with a toss

of one hand fleeringly above his head

Fleerish (file nj) Sc Also flourice, fleuxiah.

(Flint and) steel

x8a& Jamieson Suppl ,
Flourice 1871 W Alexander

Johnny Gibb xi 81 Parishioners who cared not to carry

‘fleerish and flint’ in their ‘Sunday claes’ 1880 Shirley

Crookit Meg xxii in Fraser's Mag May 651 A piece of

tinder is ignited with the old-fashioned ‘ flint and fleerish'

1892 Blackw Mag Oct 486 In Buchan the steel was called

the fleunsh or fleensh.

Fleet (flit), sb 1 Forms : 1 fleot, 3 fleote, 4-6

flete, 6-7 fleete, 6- fleet. [OE fliot (? sti fem
,

as may be inferred from the early ME. form), re-

corded once in sense ‘ship, vessel’ (or collect —
means of sea-travel, boats or ships in general), f

fliotan Fleet v Cf. OE Jlyte (? otflytc) ‘ponto-

nuim 1 (ASlfnc Gloss ) from the same root ]

1 A sea force, or naval armament , in early use,

a number of vessels carrying armed men, under a

single command ;
in modern use, a number of ships

armed and manned for war, each having its own

commanding officer, under the orders ofthe admiral

in chief, or of the flag-officer m command of a

division. To go round or through thefleet : to be

flogged on board each vessel in the fleet

a iooo Prayers (Gr -Wulck ) iv. 100 Hwy ic gcbycge bat

on saewe, fleot on faroSe C1205 Lav 2155 Humber king &
al his fleote, & his muchele scip ferde c 1325 Coer de L
1653 All redy they fonde ther her flete, Chargyd with armur

1393 Gower Conf I 197 That vessel Which maister was

of all the flete cxypPromp Part) 166/2 Flete of schyppys

yn be see, classis 1527 R Thorne His Booke in Hakluyt

Voy. (1589) 255 He armed a fleete 1628 Digby Voy Medit

(1868) 1 The straightes fleete being gone 4 houres . when

wee sett sayle 1718 Freethinker No. 60 r 7 They would

not permit the Carthaginians to fit out any Fleets. 1841

Mahryat Poacher xxxix, They . for the double offence,

would go through the fleet* Ibid , One of the marines

was to have gone round the fleet this morning. 1835 Mil-

man Lat Chr (1864)11 iv ix 427 A formidable armament

embarked on board a great fleet

b Thefleet

.

the navy.

17x2 Addison Sped No. 500 r 3 Whether it be in the army

or in the fleet, in trade, orm any of the three learned pro-

fessions. 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk ,
Fleet, a general

name given to the royal navy

c In wider sense : A number of ships or boats

sailing in company.
1697 Damker Voy I. 40 A Fleet of Pereagoes laden with

Indian Corn going to Cartagena. 1719 De Fqe Crusoe 1.

338 The Brasil Ships come all in Fleets. X777 Robertson

Hist Arner I 1 45 He immediately equipped a fleet to

carry a colony of Portuguese to these islands *840 Dicklns

Old C Shop v, A fleet of barges were commg lazily on

1865 Conih Mag Apr 465 The whole fleet [of colliers] as

it is sometimes called, must anchor 1884Stubbs Mercantile

Circular 27 Feb 194/t The total catch of mackerel by the

New England fleet was 226,685 barrels

2 transf. A number of persons, birds, or other

objects moving or employed in company. Now
rare, exc dial
The dial use (quot 1884), which has passed into sporting

lang
,
may be a northern pronunc. of Flight

...

a 1400-50 A lexander 1196 (Dublin) To founde forth with

a flete [Ashmole flote] of fyfe hundreth knyghter 1649 Br

Guthrie Mem, (1702) 67 As soon as Episcopacy had been

thrust out of this Church, there came from Ireland a fleet

of Scottish People 1675 Crowns Country Wit n Dram.

Wks 1874 III. 53. I will convey you safe home with my
fleet of lanthorns 1810 Sporting 31 1 A fle

of wild ducks had alighted 1878 Cumbld Glos,

s

»

‘Thou’s cap't t’heall fleet o’ them 1884 Chesh. Gloss,

Fleet, an assemblage of birds when they come to their teed-

ing ground or roosting quarters.

3 Fisheries (See quots )

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX 251 They [nets in drift-fishing] me
fastened together end to. end, and thus form what 13 called

a tram, fleet, or drift of nets. 1887 Kent Gloss. s-v. Every

Folkestone herring-boat carries a fleet of nets, and sixty

nets make a fleet 1892 Northumbld Gloss
,

arow

of floating herring nets at sea attached to each other and to

the fishing boat

4, attrib
,
asfleet regatta, surgeon

*89* Pall Mall G 18 Nov 5/a The annual fleet regatta

189a Ibid 30 Aug 6/1 Dr Irvmg was subsequently fleet

surgeon to Lord Wolseley m the Ashantee campaign

Fleet (Art), sb.
2 Now only local. Forms: 1

fldotfe, 5-9 flete, 6-7 fleet(t)e, 6 flett, 0 flet,

6- fleet. [OE fliot str. masc. (alsofliote wk. fern

or fliota wk masc.), corresp. to OFr. flet, MDu.

vhet masc., neut. (mod Du vliet masc), MIAx.

vttt, MHG. vlie% (early mod Ger. fliesz) masc.,

ON.yZ^/neut.; f.OTeut *fleut-an : see Fleet ek 1
]

1 A place where water flows; an arm of the

sea
,
a creek, mlet, run of water

c 893 K. jElfred Oros i i § 27 Ispama land is eall mid
fleote .

ymbhsefd c 1440 Promp. Parv 166/2 Flete, there
water cometh and goth, fleta 153a Palsgr 221/1 Flete

where water cometh, bieclie 1622 Drayton Poly-oil wm
191 To the Sea With Mosses, Fleets, and Fells, she showes
most wild and rough 1677 Yarranton Eng Improv 108

Cloth Fulled with our Mills by the open fleet 1703 S
Dale in Phil Irans, XXV 1575/2 Certain remains of the

old Channel, which the neighbouring Inhabitants still call

Fleets. 1736 J Lewis Hist Isle oflend (ed 2) 78 A certain

Flete through which little Boats used to come to the

aforesaid Town 1827 Sporting Mag XXI 115 Nests
formed amongst the reeds, by the side of the Fleets 1891

A J Foster Ouse 214 Several narrow creeks running into

the heart of the town [King’s Lynn] are called * fleets
’

b (from the use of creeks in drainage , see

supra 1891) : A dram, a sewer. Obs exc dial

1583 Sewers Inquisition 8 (E D S ) A new and sufficient

head like unto Stockwith new fleet shall [be] made and lade

there 1773 Burstmuk Inclos Act 22 The fleet or sewer

1877 N W Line Gloss
,
Fleet, a kind of dram.

C Comb, . fleet-dyke, -hole (see quots ).

1839 Storehouse Axhohne 263 The west channel would
then naturally warp up, and leave what is usually termed in

such cases a fleet hole 1858 Siwmonds Diet. 1 rade, Fleet-

dyke, an embankment for preventing inundation 1877
N W Line. Gloss ,

Fleet-hole, a hole or hollow left by a
drain having been diverted, or a bank having broken, and
washed away the soil

2 . The Fleet', a run of water, flowing into the

Thames between Ludgate Hill and Fleet Street,

now a covered sewer; called also Fleet ditch ;

hence, the prison which stood near it.

1530 Palsgr 201/1 Flete a pnsone for gentylmen, con-

sergene 1563-83 Foxn A. 4 M. 1x91/2 Grafton was sent

to the Fleet 1613 Letter in Burn Fleet Registers (1833I 5

An ancyentt acqu.iyntance of yr* and myne is yesterday

maryed in the Fleette 171a Arbuthnot John Bull n iv,

Before the next [term] we shall have him in the Fleet 176*

A Murphy (title), Ode to the Naiads of Fleet-ditch. 1837

Dickens Pickw xl, Mr. Pickwick alighted at the gate of

the Fleet

b attrib Fleet books, the records of the

marriages celebrated m the Fleet Prison. Fleet

chapel, the place where the marriage ceremonies

were performed. Fleet marriage,
one performed

clandestinely by a Fleet paison in the Fleet ;
also

Fleet-Street marriage Fleet parson, one of a

number of disreputable clergymen who were to be

found in and about the Fleet ready to perform

clandestine marriages. Fleet register <= Fleet book

*719 Original Weekly Jml. 26 Sept in Bum Fleet

Registers (1833] 7 Mrs Ann Leigh having been decoyed,

and married at the Fleet Chapel *73* Grub Street Jml
ao July (ibid ), A Fleet parson was convicted . of forty-

three oaths 1736 Ibid. 6 This advice cannot be taken by

those that are concerned in y» Fleet marriages c 1747 Ibid

(title), A Fleet Wedding 1833 Burn Fleet Registers 5 The
Fleet Registers . commence about the period of the Order

of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners 1861 Cornli Mag
June 688 A worthy woman whose daughter had been en-

trapped into a Fleet-Street mamage.

Fleet, sb 3

1829 Trial ofJ Martin 34, 1 saw the rope hanging from

the window west of the Five Sisters window in the North

transept. It was fastened to the fleet the machine for

cleaning the Minster .

Fleet (flit), Sb.i Fishing [?f. Fleet m
sense ‘to float \] (See quots ) Cf. Fleet sb 1 3.

Also,fleet-line.
1880 Antrim & Down Gtoss ,

Fleet-line (float-line), a line

used in a particular kind of sea-fishing J
the hook floats

mid-way between the surface and bottom 1891 Cent Diet ,

Fleet, in fishing, a single line of ioo hooks : so called when

the bultow was introduced in Newfoundland (1840).

Fleet (flit), a i Also 6 flete Cf Flit a. [Not

found before 16th c., but prob. much older; cogn

with or a ON flibtr swift ;
f. root of Fleet w.1]

X, Characterized by power of swift onward move-

ment; swift, nimble. Said primarily of living

beings, tbeir limbs and movements ;
hence ofthings

viewed as self-moving, thoughts, etc. Not in col-

loquial use.

a 1529 Skelton Replyc 50 Your tonges were to flete. *579

Lyly Enphnes (Aib ) 35 The fleetest fish swallowed! the

delicatest bait. 1588 Shake L L L v 11. 261 Their con-

cedes haue winges, Fleeter then arrowes, bullets, wind,

thought, swifter thinges 1598 Tam. Skr Induct

1 26 If Eccho were as fleete, I would esteeme him worth a

dozen such. *671 Milton P. R ra 313 Thir homes fleet

and strong 175* Chesterf Lett III cclxxix 281 In the

situation ofa man who should be very fleet ®

very lame of the other 178* Cowper A Selkirk sx How
fleet is a glance of the mind 1 18x0 Scott LadyofLm

y,

Fleet limbs that mocked at time. *841 Land Arab Nts I

126 The antelope is supposed to he the fleetest quadruped

on earth 1869 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) III. xiv. 377

A messenger who had sped with a pace fleeter even than

that of his own march

2 Evanescent, shifting, passing away; not durable

Poet. Wks (1846) 33 Fleet fled the shades of night 1878

Stevenson Ini, Voy. 103 A thicket of willows under

which the river ran flush and fleet

4. Comb, fleet-foot a
,
poet. = next

;
fleet-

footed a., fleet of foot, swift in movement ,
also

fig ; >f fleet-hound, ? a greyhound , fleet-winged

a
,
having fleet wings, swift of flight

1592 Siiaks Ven Ad 561 As the " fleet-foot Roe that’s

tyr’d with chasing 1865 Swinburne Atalanta 6 Fleeter

of foot than the fleet-foot kid <71743 Sawgd To Bessy,

C’tess Rockford Whs 1775 II 165 Iho’ fate, ’’fleet-footed,

scents thy languid son 1791 Cowper Odyss n 13 His
hounds ILeet-footed follow’d him, 1832 Longf Capias de

Mauiiqlie I11, Fleet-footed is the approach of woe. 1675

Loud Gas No 1037/4 An old white “fleet-hound Bitch

1680 Ibid No 1550/4 A Brown spotted Foxhound Bitch

a sharp long Rea Head, like a Fleet Hound 1593
Shaks. Liter, 1216 *Fleet-wingd duetie with thoghts

feathers flies *887 Bowen Vug FEneui iv 180 Fleet-

wmged, speedy of toot, a colossal monster and dread

Fleet (Aft), « 2 Chiefly dial. Also 7 flat, 7-9

flet, (8 flit) [f ME flet, pa. pple of Fleet v 2

Cf. Fleeter, Flatter, Fiotten.] Of milk

Skimmed Alsofleet cheese, cheese made ofskimmed
milk.

1607 Tomell Fourf Beasts (1658) 517 In Elsatia they

fat them [Hogs] with Barlj -meal wet with flat milk 1688

R Holme A mtourym 335/1 Dairy People . make - Flet

and unflet Milk Cheese 1741 Compl lam Piece m 498

Whey, flit Milk, Wash, Grains 1807 Vancouver Agnc
Devon (1813) 230 The milk stands fortj -eight hours before

the fiet-milk is run off 1823 Moor Stiff IVords, s v Feet,

Cheese made of this milk [flet-milk] is called Flet cheese

x88z Lane Gloss ,
Flet-milk

Fleet (flit), a 3 Now chiefly dial, and Agnc
[Perh. repr. OE *fl£at, corresponding to Du vloot

shallow ( —*flauto-), f. root of Fleet v
1. Having little depth; shallow.

1621 Quarles Argalus $ P (1678} 9 Hazard no more To
wrack your fortunes on so fleet a shore 1647Traw Comm
Matt xv 8 The deeper the belly of the lute is, the

pleasanter is the sound , the fleeter, the more grating in

our ears *767 A Young Farmei 's Lett to People 120

Plough a very fleet furrow 1802W Taylor in Robberds

Mem I 407 The milk-trays should be fleet 184Z Longf
Sp Stud hi vi, To pass through the dewy grass. And
waters wide and fleet. 1882 Blackw Mag Jan. 104 Where
the water is fleet and weedy

h. (That is) at no great depth ;
near the surface;

esp quasi-ct/w m toplough or sowfleet
1633 Rogers Treat 6aa aments x 160 The root is so ..

fleet, that it will scarce furnish the tree with leaves 1674

N Fairfax Bulk <5- Selv 185 Sometimes we find Gold as

fleet as the roots of shrubs m Peru 1707 Mortimer Hnsb
11 80 Those Lpnds must be ploughed fleet 1803 Sir J.

Sinclair in Annals Agnc XL 322 ‘Fallow deep, but sow

fleet * 1845 Jrnl R Agnc Soc V. 11 326 The land is

ploughed ‘fleet’, or about 3^ inches deep 1876 Suney
Gloss s v ,

To plough fleet is to skim-plough land.

t 2 . Having little depth of soil, ‘light, super-

ficially fruitful ’
(J ) Obs - 1

1707 Mortimer Hnsb 11 80 Marie Cope-ground, which is

commonly a cold, stiff, wet Clay unless where it is very

fleet for Pasture

Hence Flee tly adv

,

with little depth ;
shallowly.

1844 frnl R. Agnc Soc. V. 1. 19 Sown upon the surface

or drilled fleetly

Fleet (flit),»i Forms r Tttfln. 1 fldotan, (3rd

pers. pr.t.t-fC), 3-4 fleoten, (3 south vleoten,

wleoten), 3 fleote, 3-6 flet(e(n, 4-7 fleete, Sc,

fleit, 4- fleet. Pa t. 1 fldat, 3 Orm. fleet, 4
fleet, flote, 3-6 flet, pi 1 fluton, 3 flnten, floten

,

weak forms 4 fletide, 4-6 flette, 6 Sc fletit,

fletted, 7 fle(e)ted Pa. pple. 1, 4 floten. (see

Flotten) [A Com. Teut. originally str vb

OE.fleotan {JUat,fluton, floten) to float, corresp.

to OFns fliata, OS fliotan (MDu
,
Du vlieten)

to flow, OHG. flvrgsan to float, flow (MHG
vlieten, mod.Ger. fliessen to flow), ON.flidtci (Sw.

flyta. Da. flyde) to float, flow (not recorded in

Goth.) .-OTeut *fleutan {flaut,flutum,flotono-)

,

f. pre-Teut root *plcud-, ploud-, phtd- (cf. Lettish

pludit to float, pludi flood, Lith phisti to float

away, pliidts float of a fishing-net), an extended

form of the OAryan root *pleu pin- (cf Gr irKUiv

to sail, Skr. ptu, pru to swim, float, flow, L. pluci e

to ram ]

I To float.

1. mtr. To rest upon the surface of a liquid ; to

be buoyed up; opposed to sink. Obs exc. dial

c xooo jElfric Horn (lb.) II. 564 Ageot ele uppon waster

o35e on ocSrum wretail, se ele fly t bufon c 1205 Lay 21327

Heore scalen wleoteS, swulc gold-fage sceldes *3 E E.

A Hit. P, B 1025 Lay J>cr-on [the Dead Sea] a lump of led

& hit on loft fietez *398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xni.

xxi. (1495)451 An egge fletyth in sake water and synkyth.

downs in fressbe water* 1460-70Bk* Quintessence9 A liquor

of oyle fletynge aboue in maner of a skyn. 0x470 Harding

Chron. ccxvi iv, The bodies flete amonge our shippes

1578 Lyte Dodaens 1 ecu 142 A water herbe which neeteth

upon the water 1641 French Distill v (1651) 127 The

Oil doth naturally fleet above.
_
1836 W. D Coopfr Snsse.v

Bryant Poem, The Poet iv, Seize the great thought And

bind, m words, the fleet emotion fast,

3. mssi-adv. Quickly, swiftly, poet.

1587 M Grove Pelops $ Hipp (1878) 82 When a man

doth meete With such as stand more than his match, his

Winning goes to fleete 1790 A Wilson Thunderstorm

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 261 Heueden, Q>at were of ysmyte,)

Flete In blode <11500 Chaucer's Dreme 1962 Fletmg

they were in swich wele As folk that wolde m no wi?e



FLEET. FLEETING.

Desire more perfit paradise 1308 Dunbar Gold Targe 70
Tullius, quhois lippis suete Off lethorike did m to termes

flete. a 1605 MoNicoMrim Mtsc P. xxw, 8 That My
pen in rhetoric may fleit cx6xi Chapman Iliad xi\ 204

My fuend being dead Lies in the entry of my tent, and m
the tears doth fleet Of Ins associates

f c Of a vessel To be 01 gel afloat
;
to sail.

Beowulf fl h) 3823 Smgcnga for, Fleat famisheals forp

ofer >3e. rizog Lay 32033 Alle pa supen pa hi pare s.c

fliiten « 1S47 Surrey Aeititd iv. 523 Now fleetcs the

talowed kale 1633 T James Voy 82 Our Ship did not

fleet

1

2 inir. To drift or be earned by the current

or tide on the surface of the water Obs
<1897 /Eli red Gregory's Past Ivm 443 Diet scip .sceal

fleotan nnd 5y streame c 1230 Gen <5 Ex 3187 Moyscs it

[an gold gad] folwede chder it flet. a 1305 Life Pilate 251

in h II P [1862) 118 pat bodie flet vp and doun 13

E E A Hit. P. B 421 pe arc flote foithe with pe flyt

of pe felle wyndc/. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111 630 The
thingis that tliar fletand war Thai tub *501 Douglas Pal
Hon 111 89 Part drowmt, part to the Roche flut 01 swam
1590 Marlowe mil Pt lauiburl 1 1 Sailors Shall meet
those Chnstians, fleeting with the tide

f 3 trails/. Of mists, clouds, spirits, an odour

.

To float (in air, etc ) ;
to drift Obs.

13 EE Allit P A. 46 A fayie reflayr Dct fio lilt Hot

1328 Lyndtsay Drome 223 Quhow that thay [spmts] lay,

111 to tha flammis fletyng a 1623 W. Plmbu* Zachary (i62gj

164 Thin Clouds, fleeting undei the thicker and heavier

1744 j. Clandge's SheJ a nf, P • j
”0 ations

which while they fleet ..1 1- » 1 1 ‘ <

|
4 To swim . said of fish, occas, of other

animals and men. Obs.

Beowulf'(Tli ) 1089 No he fram me flodySum feor fleotan

meahte c 1205 Lay. 22010 What IctteS pene fisc to uleoten

to pan oSere 13 E. II A Hit P B. 387 pe wylde of be

wode oil pe water flettc. 1377 Langl P Pi B w 44 pe
fissile hatli fyn to flete with £1470 IIinry Wallace vii

347 The Irland folk On craggis clam, and sum in wattir

flett. <11547 Surrey Acneui 11 257 By the ealme seas

come fletyng adders twaine a 1600 Complaint vi m
Ramsay's Evergreen I xio Lcander on a stoitny Nicht
Diet fleitand on the Bilious gray.

|'6 Ofa peison . To be afloat (in a vessel)
;
tojour-

ney or travel by water ; to sail. Also with in Obs
c 1205 Lay. 28960 F01S flet mid vcle, folc vmmete c 1320

Sir Tnstr 365 pe mariners flet on flode c 1386 Chaucer
Man ofLaw's 1 . 365 Yeres and dayes flette this creature

'Xhurghout the see of Grece c 1460 Townelcy Myst.
(Suttees) 31 Apon this flood have we flett many day 1363
B Googi. Eglogs vin (Aib) 66 Tliiough the Chanell deepe
he fleets apace 1688 S Sr.mall Diary 14 Aug. (1882)

I 223 They lay agiound a pretty while before they could

fleet in 1723 Be Fon Voy round World [1840) 3x9 They
might fleet down this river

1

6

. To move unsteadily, as a floating object , to

shift or sway (to andfro, etc ) ; to fluctuate, waver.

Both of material and immaterial things Obs
In xfl-i7th c sometimes adopted to lender the like-

sounding L Jlmtare
c 1374 CiiAUcrit Bocth 1 pr. vi 28 Wenest pou pat pise

mutaciouns of fortune fleten wip outen gouernour 25 .

Ragman Roll 20 in Ha/l. E P. P. I 70 She changyth
euer, and fletyth to and fro. 1371 Golding Calvin on Ps
xxv. xs Those that by fleeting to and fio forge sundry
wayes to save themselves. 1597 Lyly Euphues{Arb ) 58 Can
Euphues conuince me of fleeting, seeing for his sake I

break my fidelitie. 1381 Savile Tacitus' Hist hi xxvu.

(xsgi) 130 Those who lowled down huge stones forced

the frame to stagger and fleete 1638 Sir T Herbert
Tr av (ed 2) 6 Shadowlesse when Sol is Zenith, from which
point when it fleets either Noith or South [etc.].

II To flow (and derived senses).

+ 7 Of liquid, esp water, a river : To flow Obs.

c xaoo Ormin 18093 Se waterrsirsem A33 fletepp forp &
einepp Towarrd te sae. 11x400 Destr Troy 1609 The
watei went vnder houses And clensit by course all pe
clene Cite Of filth and of feum, throughe fletyng by nethe
c 1425 Festivals of the Church 177 m Lee; Rood, (1871)
26* Till fele teres gan flete 1586 J Hooker Girald
Irel in Hohnshed II 2/1 Thenuer of the Sune fleeteth

by the citie of Waterford 1593 SprNsra Col Clout 396
Her words were like a streame of honny fleeting 1610

W Folkingham Art of Survey 1 v 10 Waters, which flit

and fleete to and fro with wind-catches c 1630 in Risdon
Suro Devon § 22s (x8xo) 238 Still gliding forth, altho* it

fleet full slow

*pb. transf Of a multitude of persons’ To
‘stream’. Obs
1396 Dalrymplt ti. Leslie's Hist Scot x 403 Cunns

flowing and fleeting vnto thame tioupis of the commoun
peple 1638 in Maldment Sc Pasqnils (1868) 29 Huge
tioups from quarters came fleeting.

1 8 To oveiflow, abound. Const, with. (Cf

‘flowing with milk and honey’) Obs. [So ON.
fliita . see Fritzner s v,}

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 1 metr u 8Who makep pat plenteu-
ouse autumpue in fulle Jeres fletip wip heuy grapes Ibid
iv. pr vn. 146 Ne hast [pou") nat conien to fleten wip
delices *326 Skelton Magnyf 1093 With fantasyes my
wyt dothe flete

ft) trans To overran, flood, fill abundantly

Obs rare— 1
.

13 EE Alht, P. B 683 So folk schal falle fro, to

flete alle pe worlde.

9 . tntr. f a. To dissolve or waste away ; to

become disintegrated, fall to pieces. Obs
1382 Wyclif i Mace ix. 7 Judas saw^ for his oost flette

[1388 fleet (L. dejlnxit\[awy ciyzaPallad on Hush xii

211 Yit pulle hem [plommes] rather then that flete atwynne
1583 Stubbes Anat Abus. 11 (1882) 36 Leather scarcely

halfe tanned within two or three dales wearing (especially

if it come in any weat) ml. fleete and run abroad like

312

a dish clout, 1598 W Phillips Luischoten (1864) 192
The bankes of sand doe fleet and vade away out of the

Riuer rtififii Fulitr Worthies (xfyo) 11 3x2 Le ither, thus

leisurely tanned will prove serviceable, which otherwise

will quickly fleet and lag out.

b Of immaterial things . To fade or vanish,

die out Also with away Obs or ai ch (blending

with sense 10)
1376 Ni wton Lemnie's Complex (1633) 19a No stampe,

forme, or print, but such as presently fleeteth, and imme-
diately vanisheth 1396 Shahs Much V in 11 108 How
all the other passions fleet to ayre x6x6 B Jonson
Poetaster Apol , What they write ’gainst me Shall like

a figure, drawn in water, fleet 1787 Mad D’Ariu ay Diary
26 Feb., Mr. Turbulent's compassion fleetLd away fiom
the diversion of this recital 1846 Krm 1 Lyr a Innoc (1873)

59 The deeds we do, the woi dw we say, I nto still an they seem
to fleet.

10 To glide away like a sticam , to slip away,

change position imperceptibly or stealthily , hence

in wider sense, to fl it, migi ate, 1 emove, vanish Also

with away. Now only arch, of immaterial things,

and with mixture of sense 1

1

c x2oo Triu Coll Horn 177 Alle woield ping ben fleted

also water einmde c 1340 Gnw 1$ Gr Knt. 714 Many
klyf he ouer-clambe m eontraycz straunge, Per floten fio

lus (render fremedly he ryde/ 1388 Wyi lu E\od xxxix

10 Lest tho [ryngis] wcien loose and fletidui doun 1363
woi ding C.esar iv. (1565) 95 b, 1 he Sycambi es had fleeted

out of theyrcounti y X598G1UNIMIY 1acitus' Ann vi 111

(1622) 126 But Rubrius Pabatus fleeting to the Partlinns,

and brought hacke by a Centuiton, bad keepers appointed
linn 1667 Mil ton P L hi 457 All tli’ unaceomplisht
works of Natures hand, Dissolvd on earth, fleet hither

a *730 Fi nton Poems 14 The wand’ring ghosts Fleet sullen

to the shades a 1839 1jrai d Poems (1864) II. 48 The cares

of boyhood fleet away 1873 Si monos <7»/. Poets m 75 The
wealth that the gods give lasts, and fleets not away

b. Of the soul. To pass away from the body;

hence said of a dying man.
*390 Marlowe Edw. U, iv. vi, Our souls are fleeting

hence x6az Fletcher Span Cm. iv v, Bar I am Sony
To find ye m so week a state. Die I am fleeting, Sir

1713 STrri e Guardian No x8 P 5 You teach that souls

.

fleeting hence to other regions stray.

c. Of time. To pass rapidly and impercep-

tibly , to slip away. "With mixture of the sense of

Fleet a
.2x541 Wyatt Poet. Wks (i86x)it My pleasant days they

fleet and pass ifiaxMoui Camel ar. Lm. Libi m 1 149
Six hundied yeares being fleeted away since 1718 Prior
Poems 297 The busie Moments..That fleet between the
Ciadle and the Grave x8x8 Coleridge Method in

Encycl Metrop (*849) 5 He organizes the hours the very
essence of which is to fleet, and to have been 1873 P'arkar

Silence V. xi 195 Time may fleet, and youth may fade

d turns To pass, while away (time); also, to

fleet it. ra> e.

1600 Siiaks A V.L.i 1 124 Many yong Gentlemen
fleet the time caielesly 1838 Lnus Seaside Stud. 396
Fleeting the quiet hour in obseiv.ition of his pets 1891

Sat Rev 8 Aug 131/1 They read the Coinage Bill a third

time, and so fleeted it goldcnly .till one o'clock a m
11 intr To move swiftly, to flit, fly. Also

with away Cf Fleet a
c 1343 Grew, .5- Gr Knt 1566 So felle (loner per flete, when

pe folk gedered 1703 Rowr FairPcmt v 1 1885 Whether
thro’ the uppei Air we fleet, 1801 Lusigmin IV 2x8 He
fleeted across the plain *8x8 Hogg in Blackw Mag IV. 76
Yon little cloud That fleets away Beyond the very springs

of day. 1836 T Hook G. Gurney III, 323 The thought
had scarcely fleeted througli my brain 1836 Stanley Sinai
<$• Pal 1, (1838) 67 Sheets of sand fleeting along the surface of
the Desert

III 12 . Naut. traits. To change the position

of, shift (a block, rope, etc.). Also absol. [Sub-

stituted for the earlier Flit, owing prob. to asso-

ciation with sense 10 above.]

1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789) Yb, To fleet or
replace it, in a pioper state of action The man who per-

forms this office calls out,fleet jigger l *839 F A, Grif-
fiths Arid Man (1862) 107 To fleet blocks ls to bring
them as close together as possible 1867 Smyth Saileds
Word-bk

,
Fleeting, the act of changing the situation of a

tackle when the blocks are drawn together , also, changing
the position of the dead-eyes, when the shrouds are become
too long Fleet ho / the order given at such times Ibid.

,

Fleet the messenger
,
when about to weigh, to shift the

eyes of the messenger past the capstan for the heavy heave.
1882 Nares Seamanship (ed 6)61 Fleet the purchase down
to the water’s edge

Hence Flee ted ppl a.

x8xo Shelley Zastrozzi vii Pr. Wks x888 I 47 Matilda
succeeded in recalling to life Verezzi’s fleeted faculties

Fleet (flit), ©,a Obs exc. dial. Forms: 5 fletyn,

6-7 £Let(e, 6, 9 dial, flit, 6- fleet
;
pa. pple

5 flet. [The precise formation is somewhat un-

certain
;
prob f OE. flit cream, f. root offliotan

Fleet v 1
;

cf. Sw. dial, flota, MDa flode (mod.

af-flode

)

of equivalent etymology But as the Du.
vlieten

(
=Fleet v.1) occurs in this sense, the Eng

vb may possibly be a use of Fleet v "*]

1. traits To take off that which floats upon the
surface of a liquid

,
esp to skim (milk, the cream

from milk). Also with compl.
c 1440 Promp Paw. 166/2 Flet, as mylke or oper lyke,

despnmatus Ibid 167/1 Fletyn, or skomyn ale, or pottys,
or oper lycoure that hovythe, aespumo 1330 Palsgr 551/2
Let us go flete this mylke agaynst she come to make her
butter. 1377 B Googe Heresbach’s Husb. (1586) 146 b,

The creame that swims aloft, is flatted off x6ei Holland
Pliny II 388 The fat which is fleeted or skimmed from the
both wheun doimice and lats be sodden 1615 Markham
Eng Horntw n 11 (1668)78 Boyl it ever and anon fieetme-
it clean 1723 Hradi ly Pam Did s v Milk, You oneht
to fleet it [milk] by the Heat of waim Water <1x793 Van
cornu R in A. Young Pcs Agi ic (1813) II 283 The milk of
which cow-, after standing 24 hours, is fleeted 1836W D
Cooi’i R Sussex Gloss

,
Fleet or Flit, to skim milk

b. turns/ nndy%
1380 I.\ 1 Y huphmx (Arb

) 336 It is he that will fleete all
the fat from thy bund. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent
esevi i2?i Wee shall not occupie the trade of marchandice
by sea, we shall not flit off the fatte thereof 1632 Quarles
Ihv. Fancies 11 xwtn (1660) 60 We Fleet the Mornings
for our own design a 1661 Fin Li r Wor tines (1840) Ilf

4 Let us fleet the cream of a few of the pnmest libraries in
all ages

2 ‘ To Ideate To skim fresh water off the sea,

as pmctised at the months of the Rhone, the Nile*

&c’ (Smyth Sailor's Word bk. 1867).

Hence Flee ted ppl. a
1380 Hoi lyband Irens Pr. Tong, Laid esbnrrd, fleeted

milko 1583 — Campo di Ftor 161 Upon fishe dayes,
fleeted milke. x6xx Coigr

,
hscremi, vnereamed, fleeted,

as nnlk

Fleet (flit), ».3 [? f. Fleet sb 1 sense 3 ] intr.

1 To fish with a • fleet’.

1630 111 Destr. Thames (1758) 78 No Peterman shall

fleet for Floundcts with any Rug-Net 111 the Night-time

Fleet, dial. f. of b light
, Sc var of Flute

Fleet(e, var or dial form of Flet sb. and v
Fleetch, obs form of FLITCH sb

Flee'ten, « Obs. [Altered form of Flotten,
assimilated to Fleet vf]

1. (See Flotten )

2 Of the colour of skimmed milk. In quot. con-

temptuously of the face.

c x6x8 FiETeni.it Q. Corinth m. i, You know where you
are you fleeten face

3 . quasi*sb The adj. used absol. Skimmed milk.

1864 in Wlustpr.

+ Fleeter. 1 Obs. rare— 1 [f Fleet v 1 + -Eid ]

a. ?A shifty person (cf. Fleet v 1 6) b A fugi-

tive, deserter.

1581 Muicasier Positions 111 (1887) 12 His countrey
pronounceth him to be but a fleeter, who so euer shall offer

to force her that waye 1598 Floiuo, Profitgo, a fugitiue,

a wandrer, a fleeter 1609 J Dauls (Heief ) Holy Roode
(Grosart) 9/1 Peter, Ait thou for Gmst his Chinch a fit

foundation, That 111 Faith, from Faith, sans Faith, art

a Fleeter?

Fleeter (flitoj) 2. [f Fleet sbP + -eh 1 ] One

who is engaged m ‘fleeting’ (see Fleeting vbl

sb 3 ). Also, a boat intended for ‘ fleeting \
x888 Scot Leader 11 July 7 The ‘ fleoters ' do not always

get fiee with smashes and cuts, one fleet alone loses 33
men on the average per year. 1893 Ibut 15 Aug 7 These

vessels differ from the ordinaly tiawleis in respect that

while the latter return to port at least once a week, the

fleeters remain at sea as long as their coals hold out

Fleeting1 (fling), vbl. sb.
1 [f. Fleet v 1 +

-ing 1
] The action of the vb in various senses

*375 Barbour Bruce 11 588 To furthyr thaim off thar

fleting 1581 Mut caster Positions xx 84 It [walking] is

good for the laundise, costifnesse, fleeting of the meat in

the stomacke 1587 Goiding De Mornay xv 229 The
fleeting of soules out of one body into another 1616 Rich

Cabinet 95b, The proudest confidence maketh our chiefest

footing a changeable fleeting. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult, I

127 One of the best known of English witch oideals is the

trial by 1
fleeting

1 or swimming

Fleeting (flltiq), vbl. sb? Obs. exc. dial. [f.

Fleet v.~ + -ing 1
]

1. The action of skimming a liquid, esp milk.

c 1440 Promp Parv 167/1 Fletynge of lycowrc, spnntacto,

dcspumacio, 1474 in Househ Ora. (1790) 32 The mmster

cooke hath the fleetinge of the leade. 1613 Markham
Eng Honsevr. 11 vi. (1668) 145 The fleeting or gatheung of

your Cream from the Milk.

b concr. in pi. Skimmings, cuuls (see quots.)

x6xx Cotgr., Sarrason
,
Jlcctings, or hastie curds scumd

from the whey of a new-milke cheese, then thickened [etc ]

1843 H. Whitt in Jrnl R Agric, Soc

.

VI 1 xai The last

skimmings are termed fleetmgs, and are generally reserved

for the use of the servants 1873 E Smith Foods 329 When
buttei-milk is added to boiling whey, a soft curd is thrown

down. This mixture is called fleetmgs in Wales

2 . attnb and Comb ,as fleeting-dish,a dish used

for skimming cream from milk, fleetmg-milk,

skim-milk
;
in quot fig

X736 Bailey Househ. Did. x8x Taking off the cream with

a ^fleeting dish 1847 fml R, Ap ic Sac VIII 1 73 This

is. skimmed with a common fleetmg-dish a 1670 Hacket

Abp Williams 1 (1692) 19 It was the *fhtting
(

milk of a poor

Vicarage, the parsonage tithes being scumm'd from it.

Fleeting' (fli tig), vbl sb 3 [f Fleet sb 1 +

-ing 1 ] A particular kind of trawling (see quot

)

1884 Daily Nexus 18 Sept 5/2 The new ‘ fleeting ’ system,

by which fishing boats are now kept at sea for a consider-

able time while fast steamers ply between them and tne

shore, carrying the fish as they are caught

fFlee-ting, vbl sbA Obs. [f Fleet sb/}

Confinement in the Fleet Prison.

1389 Sir T Smith Comm Engl in. iv 121 After they

had bin well disciplined as well by wordes, as by fleeting a
while 1392 G Harvey Four Lett 111 Wks (Grosart) I 183

And that was all the Fleeting, that euer I feit.
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Fleeting (fl* tir)), ppl a [f Fleets 1 + -ing2 ]
Tha t, fleets, in senses of the vb

f 1. Floating , of a fish Swimming. Obs
a iooo Caedmon's Gen 1447 (Gr ) Se feond gespearn fleo-

tende hreaw 1340-70 A lex <5 Dind 491 pefletmge fihs ]>at

in pe fom lepen 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 lxxi 106 Amongst
the fleeting herbes there is also a certayne herbe which
some call Water Lyverworte

2 That moves constantly, shifting, unstable,

wandering; hence of a peison or his attributes

Changeable, fickle, inconstant, vacillating Obs
a 1225 After R 76 Mid te fleotmde word, to fleote'Sfce heorte

c 1374Chaucer Boeth 1 m (Camb MS ) 6 Fleetynge Errour

1413 Pilgr Sow/e (Caxton 1483) 1 111 4 The fletyng ayer
geuyth place to the flyght of byrdes 1553 J Wilson
Rhet (1580) 3 Preachers, must now and then plaie the

fooles in the pulpit, to serve the tickle eares of then fletyng

audience 159a Gritne Groats W Wit (1617) 13 If I finde

thee flrme, Lamtlia will bee faithfull if fleeting, she must
be infortunate 1606 Shaks Ant fy Cl v 11 240 'I he

fleeting Moone No Planet is of mine 1649 Milton Etkon
11 17 Of such a variable and fleeting conscience what hold

can be tak’n ? 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1 4134 Then wonder,

that so firm a fabrick should stand on so fleeting a foun-

dation.

•f 3 Flowing
;

fluid. Fleeting sacrifices • drink

offerings. Obs
c 1200 Tnn. Coll Horn 177 Wat is. folc bute fletende

water 1388 WvcLir Exod xxv 29 Cuppis m whiche
fletynge sacrifices schulen he oflfrid 1398 Trevisa Barth
de P R vi xxn (Tollem MS ), Drynke is a fletynge sub-

staunce nedful to )>e fedynge of a beste c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 54 Take ryse and fletande fignade 1567
Turberv Epitapkes, &a (1870) 17s So stands the foole by
fleeting floud. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 594 The
shpp’ry God will In fleeting Streams attempt to slide

away
4. Passing swiftly by Chiefly of life or time
ci6oo Shaks. Sown xcvu, Thee, the pleasure of the

fleeting yeare a 1704 T Brown Persins' Sat 1 Wks
1730 I S3 Thy fleeting years of youth will soon be gone
x8xx W R Spencer Poems 193 ’Tis pain to part For e’en

one fleeting night 186a Stanley Jew Ch. (1877) I. vui.

169 The fleeting generations of man.

5 Passing or gliding swiftly away
*697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 722 She said, and from his

Eyes the fleeting Fair Retir’d like subtle Smoke dissolv’d

m Air a 1704 T Brown On the Beauties Wks 1730 I 44
Scarcely my breast my fleeting soul retains 1797 Mrs
Radcliffe Italian xvu (1824) 619 He followed their fleet-

ing figures 1848 Mrs Jameson Sacr.
<J-
Leg Art 3 To

catch the fleeting soul of the triumphant martyr.

8 Existing for a brief period ;
not permanent or

enduring ; transitory, passing, fading

*363 B Googe Eglogs (Arb ) 73 Beholde this fletyng

world how al things fade 1667 Milton P. L x. 741 O
fleeting joyes Of Paradise 1771 Gray Let 24 May, Poems
(1775) 395, I have indeed a short one [journal] that serves

to recal and fix the fleeting images of these things 1875

Jowett Plato (ed 2} IV 30 Pleasure the most fleeting of

all things

Hence Plee*tingly adv , Flee tingness.

1709 Berkeley Th Vision § 156The perpetual mutability

ana fleetingness of those immediate objects of sight. 184a

Manning Serm Faith/ Departed (1848) I. 309 Poets

were wont to bewail the fleetingness of life 1883 M K.
Macmillan Let 23 Oct , I have read, fleetingly, a very

considerable section of his prose writings

Fleetly (flftli), adv. [f Fleet <z 1 + -ly 2
]

Swiftly, quickly
;
also comb

,

asfledly-viounted.

1398 Florio, Snellamente, swiftlie, mmblie, fleethe 1814

Scott Wav xvm, As fleetly as a roe 1874 Holland
Mistr Manse vu. 40 Full fleetly sped the morning hours

1876-7 J Grant Hist India I xxin 122/1 Lightly-armed

and fleetly-mounted horsemen.

Fleetness (fl* tnes). [f. as prec. + -ness j

The quality of being fleet.

1 Swiftness.
1625 Quarles Sion's Sonn vli 7 Behold the fleetnesse

of his nimble feet 1767 W L Lewis Statins’ Thebaid
v 1002 Fame In Fleetness far outstrips the vig’rous

Horse 1856 Stanley Sinai Pal vm 321 The fleetness

of foot, with which he outran the chariot of Ahab.

2 . Transitormess.

1727 Bailey, vol II, Fleetness, fleeting Quality 1863

I Williams Baptistery 11 xxiv (1874) 95 All their notes

. Are of our fleetness sighing, And singing of our dying

Fleety (flftj), a. rare, [f Fleet a 1 + -y 1
]

= Fleet al 1.

1841 Tails Mag VIII 372 The rustle of thy fleety foot

Upon my ear doth fall , ,

Fleg (fleg), sb i Sc [f. Fleg & 1
] A flight,

scare Cf. Fley sb
1721 Ramsay Richy <$ Sandy g Or has some Bogle-bo

gi'en ye a fleg x8i8 Scott Rob Roy * I got a fleg,

and was ready to jump out o’ my skin,'

Fleg (Aeg), sb 2 Sc. [Onomatopoeic ;
cf filing J

A landom blow or kick, a stroke

1722 Hamilton Wallace III i (1822) 43 He Syn at the

loon a fearfull Fleg let flee, That from his Rumple shear d
away his Thigh 1785 Burns Epist to J Lapraih 21 Apr
ix. She’s [Fortune’s] gien me many a jirt, an’ fleg.

Fleff (fleg), v I Sc* [The normal Sc form of

OlLyftecgan to put to flight, of which one example

is known, if the reading of the MS be conect If

not an emu forfligan (see Fley v ), it may peih

be a variant of that word, with abnormal doubled

palatal and shortening of the vowel, as m reccan

to reck, var of rican (i—*rdkjan) ]

trans. To frighten, scare

1724 Ramsay Gent. Shep iv. 1, We’ll fleg him sae, he 11

Vol. IV.

mint nae mair to gang A conjuring to do a lassie wrang
*889 Barrie Wind Thrums xv 141 ‘That was strong lan-
guage’, said Hendry, ‘hut he would be wantin’ to fleg her?’

Fleg (fleg), v 1 Sc [
? var of Flag v

,
Fleck v 2

]

mtr To flee, run off, to fly away Also with off
1789 Davidson Seasons 25 [The lambs] round a tammock

wheel, an’,fleggin, toss The moudy-htllan to the airm stoor
Ibid 76 Nelly affwi’ Gib the Mason Flegg’d fast, that day
1893 Stevenson Cattiona 170 ‘The solan flegged aff about
the round ness of the craig

’

FTegge, var of Fledge a. Obs
3Pleg(h, obs pa t of Flee v

,
Sc. vai of Flea.

Megm, var of Fleam
i’legm, Flegm- • see Phlegm, Phlegm-
Fleiche, -sehe, -tsche, var ff of Fleech v
Fleieht, obs f of Flite
Field, obs pa t of Flay.
Fleigh, dial f of Flake, Flea
Fleighter, var of Flichtek v Sc
Fleih, obs pa. t of Flee.
Fleil(e, -yle, obs ff of Flail.

Fleme, obs pa. pple of Flay
Fleingall. [Prob a spunons word, arising from
a misprint in Topsell for steingall, the Ger name
of this bird

;
see Stanlel, Stonegall ] An alleged

name of the kestrel

1607 Topsell Serpents 89 Those hind of Hawkes which
are called Kaistrells or Flemgalls 1611 Cotgr , Crecerclle,

a Kestrell, Fleingall 1847 m Hau iuell 1885 Swainson
Prov Names Birds 140 Fleingall

\

i e. Fly in gale

Fleir(e, obs. form of Flees.

tFleke, » Obs rare. [? f. fiehe

,

Flake sb 1

hurdle.] trans. 1 To cover with hurdles.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron (i8io) 241 Botes he toke )?e

sides togidere knytte pei flekea ham ouerthuert Ouer
)>e water was so ordeynd a bngge
Fleke, obs. form of Flake
Flek(k)er, -it, obs ff. of Flicker.
Flem(e, obs var of Fleam.

+ Fleme, sb 1 Obs Forms ; i fliema, fl6ma,

fljma, 2-4 fleme, 3 flaeme [OE.fiiema ( —earlier

*fliamja), f fliam : see next ] A fugitive, exile,

outlaw
a xooo Csedmoiis Gen 1020 (Gr ) pu flema scealt widlast

wrecan eiooo Cleric Gen iv 12 pu bist flyma xeond
ealle eorhan ex175 Lamb Horn. 157 We wunieo here
alse fleme c 1203 Lay 3932 Alle he flaemen he iflowe bu3
of Rome c 1305 St Dunstan 101 m E E. P (1862) 37
He droflnm out of Engelond and let him grede fleme

t Fleme, sb 2 Obs Forms : I fl6am, 3 flem,

(vlem), fleom, (fleam, fleam), 3-4 fleme. [OE.

fleam str. masc •—OTeut type *}lauhnio-, f plank-

ablaut-var ofpleuh- to Flee ] Flight ; exile

Beowulf 8g (Gr) SySSan seSelmgas Xefricgean fleam

eoweme C1200 Tnn Coll Horn 149 Wehen here alle on
fleme r 1205 Lay 6407 He tumede to fleme Ibid 24070
Ofte he ulem makede c 1300K A hs

.

4341 So they hadde
take fleme

+ Fleme, v Obs From 16th c. chiefly Sc

Forms : 1 flieman, fldman, flyman, 3 flfemen,

fleman, -en, fieomen, Orm flemmenn, south.

vlemen, 4-5 flem, 4-7 fleeme, fleme, (4 flemme,
flemon, 7 fleame) [OE flieman (•—earlier

*fliamjan), f fliam : see prec Cf ON flkma ]

1 trans To cause to flee, put to flight , to drive

away, drive out, chase
;
hence, to banish, exile

,

1 arely, to reject (a proposal) Also, tofleme aivay,

out
,
toflight a. simply

a 1000 Cseditions Gen 2113 (Gr) Ac hie god flymde

c x2oo Ormin 8242 Augustuss hatt flemmde hiram ut

/i 1300 CursorM 29022 (Cott) Fasting flemes flexsli sakes

c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 328 po hat fled, hei flemed

als >e kynges felons CX400 Destr Troy 12377 And I ..

Thus am. flemyt to flight tliurgh his false caste <1x423

Festivals of Ch 183 in Leg Rood (1871) 216 He will not

flyte, But flemon all hi foos away a 1430 Le Morte Arth,

2673 He were a foie . So feyr fonvardys for to fleme

1496 Dives 4- Paiip (W- deW ) v. xiv 21 5/1 God sayd to

Caym Thou shalt be wanderynge & flemed upon erth.

*533 Kennedy Comp Tract, in Wodr. Soc Mtsc (1844)

132 Geve the Kirk had the auld ancient libertie, than sulde

all heresies be flemit. 1378 Scot Poems x6thC.ll 1711’hey

. . flemit them full sair x6 Merlme 1624 in Furaiv.

Percy Folio I 472 The heyres that thou didst fleame With
wrong out of the realrae 1814 Scott Wav ix, ‘ He help'd

Miss Rose when she was flemit with the Laird of Killan-

cureit’s new English bull
’

b. Const from, of (=cut of), out of) rarely

with ellipsis of prep.

c 1200 Tnn. Coll Horn. 87 pis la}e [circumcisio] flemeU

he fule gost ut of he child c 1203 Lay 23447 pat he ba tea

inihte wit? ArSure uihte and ulemen of londe X352 Minot
Hahdon-Hyll vi, The land that thai war flemid fra a 1420

Hoccleve De Reg Prmc 2788 Lawe is nye flemede out of

this contree. 1494 Fabyan C/irwM vi ccxin 229 Algarus was

accused by malyce, and flemyd the lande. x3*3 Douglas

JEneis vm. vi 47 Banist and flemyt of my native land.

16 Merlme \16 \w Furmv Percy Folio I 435 Many another

doughtye Man that hee had fleemed out of the Land.

2 mtr. To flee, run away. raie~ l

C1300 K Alts 3348 He is the furste with sweord that

remith ; Thou art the furste with hors that flemeth

Hence Flemed /j)/. a ; Fie ming vol. sb. Also

Fle’mer, one who puts to flight,

c xaoS Lay 7733 Alle eowre flemede men a 1300 Cursor

M 18626 (GOtt TLang might adam tlunc he space Of fleming

fra hat lauerd face. c *374 Chaucer Troylns iil 884 Dul«

camon clepid is ‘flemyng of wrecchis*. <1x386 — Man of
Law's T 362 Flemer of feendes 13 Minor Poems fr
Vernon MS. xxm 483 Went forj> A-pilgnmage And he
flemed vtsyted 1490 Dives <$ Pttttp (\V de W ) vu vi

284/1 He called them theues & outlawes & flemyd men
15 Ragman Roll 169 in Hazl E. P P 1 76 Constant m
vertu, flemer of malyce

Fle’mensfLrtli. [One of the many corrupt

forms (see quots ) ol OE flymena fy> mtS, lit.

‘ entertainment of fugitives ’.]

1 A term of OE law, prob meaning the offence

of entertaining a banished person, and hence the

king’s nght of exacting a penalty for this offence.

The word was prob not understood after the OE.
period, but was preserved in foimal enumerations

of the rights pertaining to the king. The explana-

tions in the quots. are the conjectures of legal anti-

quanes A synonymous term flyman fernm (see

Farm occurs in OE. laws, and is cited in

various corrupt forms in law-books
c iQ2o Secular Laws Cunt c 12 (Thorpe 1840) 164 Bis

syndon ha genhta )>e se cyning. ah ofer eall men an
Wesbexan, h®t is flymena fyrmoe C1250 Gloss Law
Terms in Rel Ant I 33 Fremenfremthe, chatel defntif
167a Manley Cowell’s Interpr ,

Flemenesjirinth, But
more truly Flymena frymthe signifies the relieving of

a Fugitive This word is variously written in old Charters,

as Flemeneferd, Flemenefrit, Flemenefremith, Flemanisflit,

Flemenewurd, Fremenefenda, and Flemenesfncthe. Ibid
,

Flemenesfreme and Flemenesfrenthe are said to be the

Chattels of Fugitives

*[[ 2 Misused for • An asylum for outlaws.

1803 Scott Last Minstr. iv. xxiv, To make your towers

a flemen’s firth

Flemengo, obs. form of Flamingo.

Fleming (fle miq) 1 Also 5-6 flem(m)yng(e,

6-7 fiemmme(e, 7 flemin(e. [a MDu Flaming
(cf. ON Flxnnngr,

OHG. Flaming

,

med.L.

Flavmigns
,

Sp Flamenco

,

Pg. Flamengo, Pr

Flamenc, Fr. Flamand), f Fldm- (whence Flan

-

ders) + suffix -ING 3 ]
1. A native or inhabitant of Flanders.
c 1430 Lydg Mm Poems 105 Where Flemynges began on
me for to cry, ‘ Master, what will jou copen or by?' 1374
R Scot Hop Gard (1578) 8 The more paynes you take

the nearer you resemble the trade of the Flemming c 1643

Howell Lett. (1630) II 30 Charles the Emperor being a
Flemm born 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit Empire (1854)

643 The Flemings, invited over by Edward III
,
gave the

first great impulse to the woollen manufacture

f 2 A Flemish vessel Obs
*595 Drake Voy (Hakluyt Soc ) 7 We met with a small

flemminge bounde for the streights.

3. attrib quasi-adj passing into adj.

x$6x ChildMarriages (E E.T S ) 70 A paire of Flemynge
knyves 1388 Extracts Burgh Rec Ediu 8 May, The
twa Flemyng wobsters dwelland within this burgh

_
1656

Ben Israel Vind. Judseormn 3 Some Flemine Christians.

+ Fleming 2
. Obs rare. Also 8 flemming.

[Strictly only a use of prec ,
the continental names

of the flamingo (Sp. flamenco, Fr flamant) being

popularly confused with the homophones = Flem-
ing 1

, and hence rendered by the same word. (In

quot. 1591 prob Fleming 1 was intended)] =
Flamingo
[1530 Palsgr , Flemmyng, flaminant iffli Percivall

5)1 Diet , Flamenco, a fleming, a kinde of birde like a
shoueler ] 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv lix (1737) 244 Flem-
mings, Cignets.

Fle’sning s
. dial. In 7 flemminge. A local

name of the soft dam (Mya arenaria).

1603 Owen Pembrokesh (1802) 126 Cockles, filemminges,

welkes [Still in local use (Editor’s note) ]

t Fleming-lauche. Obs. Sc [f. Fleming 1

+ lauche ,
Sc. form of Law ] An old Scotch law

which allowed theFlemingswho settled in Scotland

the practice of their own usages

1629 in W Robertson Index Rec. Charters (1798) 6r

Caita to John Marr una cum Lege Flemynga aicitur

Fleming Lauche 1807 G Chalmers Caledonia I 735
The Flemings . behaved so quietly, as to be allowed the

practice of their own usages, by the name of Fleming-

lauche, in the nature of a special custom

Flemish (fle*mip, a. Also 5 ITemis, 5-6

FTemys, 6—8 Flemmisb(e. [ad. MDu Vlaennsch

,

(Du. Vlaamsch) . see Fleming 1 and -ish ]

1 Of or belonging to Flanders or its inhabitants.

For Flemish ell, rider

.

see the sbs.

1488 in Ld. Treas Acc Scot

l

I 79 Item, fyftene Flemis

ridaris 1540 A ct 32 Hen VIII, c. 14 A piece of flemmishe

mony called an Englyshe 1614 Markham Cheap Hush. 1.

111 (x668) 33 The best Stallion to beget horses for the Coach

is the Flemish X703 Moxon Mech Exerc 240 The best

sort of these are brought from Holland . . and are called

Flemmish Pan-Tiles 1736-7 tr Keysler's I rav (1760) II

385 Alexander duke of Parma, who signalized himself in the

Slemish wars 1865 Mrs. Palliser Lace vu g9 The old

Flemish laces are of great beauty,

b. ahsol. The 1* lemish language

1727-41 Chambers Cycl ,
Flemish, or the Flemish tongue,

is that which we otherwise call Low-Dutch. x88x Eucycl

Bt it. XII 85 Flemish or South Dutch

2 . Resembling a Flemingm habits and behaviour.

*398 Shaks. Merry W. 11. i 23 This Flemish drunkard

3. Comb., Flemish account, an unsatisfactory

account, one showing a deficit ,
Flemish, bond

(see Bond sb.1 13) ;
Flemish brick (see quot.
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184a); Flemish. coil (see Coil. sb 3 1), hence

Flemish-ooil v ,
to lay up (a xope) in a Flemish

coil; Flemish, eye, Naut (see qnot 1867);
Flemish fake, Naut (see quot ) ,

Flemish horse,

Naut. a foot-rope at the yard-arms of topsail yards

,

Flemish point, stitch (see quote ).

*785 Grose Vnlg Tongue,*Flemish account,a losing

or bad account *7go Herbert Typogr Antiq III 1773,
I am very much afraid my kind friend received but a
Flemish account of his Cax ton1? *774 in Archsol (1777)
IV xo6 The “Flemish bond . is the strongest as well as

the oldest regular bond used in building 1890 Rimmtr
Summer Rambles Manch. 35 Red ‘Dutch' bricks m
‘ Flemish bond 1727-41 Chambers Cycl ,

^Flemish Bricks
1843 Gwilt Encycl. Archit Gloss, Blemish Bricks, a
species of brick used for paving . they weie originally

imported from Flanders, are of a yellowish colour and
harder than common brick 1841 R H Dana Seaman's
Man. 10G This is called a “Flemish coil 1878W C Russell
Wreck Groswnor 11 (1889) xx Ordinary seamen, whom he
had set to work to “flemish-coil the ropes along the deck.

1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xxxv 134 The knots, “Flemish
eyes, splices 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Flemish eye,

a kind of eye-splice in which the ends are scraped down,
tapered, passed oppositely, marled, and served over with
spun yarn Ibid

,
*Flemish Fake , a method of coiling

a rope that mns freely when let go Each bend is slipped

under the last, and the whole rendcied flat and solid to

walk on. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man 105 *Flemish-
horse 1882 Caulteild & Saward Did Needlework

,

*Flemtsh Point, a Guipure Lace, also known as Point de
Brabant. Ibid ,

*Flemish Stitch, one of the Fillings m
Honiton Lace

Flemish, (fle mij), v 1 Naut. [f. prec.]

1. trans To coil or lay up (a rope) in a Flemish
coil (see prec 3). Also toflemish down
1852 Marryat N. Forster \i, The ropes [had been]

flemished down on deck 1867 in Smytii Sailor's Word-bk.

2 (See quot

)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word lk. t
Flemishing, a forcing or

scoring of the planks.

Flemish (flemif), v.2 intr. Of a hound;
To make a quivering movement with the tail and
body, while searching for the trail

;
to feather

1857 Kingsley Two Y Ago xviii, 'I thought they
beauties stams weren’t flemishing foi nowt ’ Ihd , The
hounds have overrun the scent, and are hack again, flem-

ishing about the plashed fence on the river brink.

Memy, Flench, obs ff. Phlegmy, Flinch.

Flench, flinch, flense (flenf, flrnj, ilens), v.

Also flenoe,flmse [a Da flense of same meaning;
the word with wider application is found m Norw.
asflinsa, flunsa to flay, tear off.]

1 trans To cut up and slice the fat from (a

whale or flayed seal) ; to slice (the blubber) from
the bones ofthe whale.
18x4 Scott To Dk Bucclengh 13 Aug. in Lockhart

,

The
Islesmen of Sanda were flinching the blubber to boil.

r8ao Scoresby ylcr. Arctic Reg II 292 Before a whale can
he flensed, as the operation of taking off the fat and whale-
bone is called 1823 Manby Voy Greenl 65 For the pur-
pose of ‘ flinsing ‘ or stripping it of its blubber. 1867 Smyth
Sailor*s Word-bk

,
Flense.

2 To flay or skin (a seal) ; to strip off (the skin

of a seal).

1874 Markham Whaling Cruise ii 33 The marvellous
rapidity withwhich our men would skin, or as it is termed,
1
flinch

1

the beast [seal] 1875 Capt Gray in Buckland
Logbk 312 The [seal] skms are then flenched. x88x
Leslie tr NordenskiSld’s Voy Vega iu, 1x4 The hunter lies

to at an ice-floe to flense upon it a seal that has been shot.

Hence Flemchiug, Flensing' vbl. sb.\ also

Fle’neher, Fle’nser, one who flenches or flenses

whales.
1814 Scott Diary xx Aug in Lockhart, The crew . . with

their long flinching knives with which they cut up the
whales *820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg II. 299 The
flensers commence with the belly and under jaw. Ibid. II
301 During the progress of the flensing 1874 Markham
Whaling Cruise iv soThecuttingupor ‘flinching’ ofthe fish.

Flemcll-gutjfl.e'liS-gut. [f.prec.vb + Gut ]
The place on board, usually the hold, where the

blubber of a whale, cut up in long slices, is stored

before barrelling- ; also applied to the blubber itself.

1808 Jamieson, Flench-gut
,
the blubber of a whale laid

out in long slices, before being put into casks 1820
Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg II 304 When the flens gut is

filled with blubber 1867 in Smyth Sailor’s Word 6k. *

Menders, obs. form of Flinders.
Flene, obs pa pple. of Flay.
Meng(e, Flent, obs ff. Fling, Flint.
Meobotomie, obs. form of Phlebotomy.
Meoure, -owre, obs Sc. ff Flavour
t Flerd. Ohs. Forms : 1 fleard, 3 fleerd, flerd.

[OE. fleard, app cognate with the synonymous
ON. flserd str. fem, though the vowels do not
regularly correspond.] Deceit, fraud, mockery
c xooo Law Northumb Priests liv. (Thorpe 1840) 420 3if

fnS geard si on hwses lande abuton stan oppe treow, opbe
wille, oppe swilces aenige fleard c xaoo Ormin 7334 Crist
forrwerrpepp falls & Hard, c 1220 Bestiary 452 So was
herodes fox and flerd

Mere, flerye, obs. ff. Fleer
t Flerk, v Obs. Also S flirk. [Onomatopoeic

,

cf flick, flirt,
jerk ] intr To make a jerking

movement Hence Flerk sb., a jerk Fle rking
ppl- a

,
jeiking, twitching,

1606 Sylvester Dn Bartas n iv, Tropheis 348 With

sudden flt-rk the fatale hemp lets qoe The bumming Flint

c 1620 Z Boyd Zion's Flosvers (iCss i^4 With sudden flerk

the hempe I'le nowe let goe 1710 l ond Gt\. No 47*58/

4

Stolen Cart Mate.. Saddle B.u-kid, and .1 fluking l.ul

Flerry (He n), v trans To split (slate) Also

intr for refl of the slate itself. Ilencc Fle'rry-

ing vbl sb,

X865 J T F. Turner Slate Quarries 13 Hit. bettu the

quality of the slate, the easier will it flerry, and also cloas e

Ibid, This peculiar operation i<? called 1 flerrymg’

Flert, obs form, of 1‘ liut.

Flesh, (flej), sb. Forms: 1 fldeso, fl&e, (2 flee,

flesce), 3 flrosoe, fl.80S(h., flexs(s, fless(e, 4 south

vlesse, 3-4 fies, flei(e)s, fle(y)hs, 4-5 fleieeli,

3-

5 fle(c)ch.e, flesch(e, 3 south vlesche, (3 flashe,

fleschs, 4 fleschsch), 3-6 flessh(e, (4 floissho),

4-

6 fleshe, (6 fleash, flehsse, fleszhe, 9 dial.

flash), 4- flesh [Com. WGer. and Scandinavian

OE. flvesc str. ncut. corresponds to OFns. fldsk,

05 flesh (Du. vleesch), OlLG.fletsc (MIIG vleisch,

mod Get.fleisch), of the same meaning, ON flesh

with shortened vowel (Sw flash, Da., flesh), swine’s

flesh, pork, bacon OTeut *flaishoz-, -is- (or

possibly pi-).

No satisfactory cognates have been discovered eithei in

Teut or in the related lungs Some have supposed that
the specific Scandinavian sense, which exists in some Eng
dialects whcie ON influence is out of the question {see,

e g ,
the West Cornwall Glossary), is the ougtnal meaning

of the word, and that the occasional OE foi itprc-

sents the primary word elsewhere replaced by a denvative
with suffix -sk-. On this hypothesis the wind might be
related to OTh./hcce, Flitci Hi *• g^-cv! “ -'ogy
mdicates the priority of the a L > r

. 1 11, .

German, and it is most likely that tne Oi'
. Jt.it is an

inaccurate spelling, or at most a dialectal phonetic alter-

ation, of the ordinary Jlxsc The shoitening of the OE.
long vowel before s followed by another cons is normal ]

I As a material substance

1. The soft substance, esp. the muscular parts, of
an animal body

;
that which covers the framework

of bones and is enclosed by the skin. Raw flesh :

that exposed by removal or fissure of the skin.

cxooo JEli ttic Gen. 11. 23 Dis ys nu ban of minum banum
6 flaisc of rninum fia-sce. ciz$t>Gen 4 At 2U89 Fugeles
sulen 81 fleis to-teren 1398 1 ru v isa Barth, de P R v 1

(1495) xoo The heed hath lytill flessh and lytyll fatnesse
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 218 If he be strong & ful of
fleisch. 1396 Shaks Merch V 1 it. 1 54, I am sure if he
forfaite, thou wilt not take his flesh 16x1 Bum Lev xm
10 If there be quicke raw flesh a x688 Bunian Heavenly
Footman (1886) 164 His sms, that stick as close to lam as
the flesh sticks to the bones 1750 Lady Luxuqrougu
Lett to Shenstone 13 May, One [wound] tust above my
knee New flesh must grow there *819 bin r 1 1 y Cenci
hi 1 22 It eats into my smews, and dissolves My flesh to
n pollution.

b. Often in. connexion with or contrast to bone
,

fell, or shin
cxooo Ags Gosfi Luke xxiv. 39 Gast na.fb flu.sc & ban

c X22Q Bestiary 136 His fel heSer letefl ; his flesforS crepe&
a 1300 Cursor

M

17288+ 449 (Cott ) Spirit has nauthci flesch

nebone 1382 Wvcwv Lev ix xx The flesh forsothe, and
theskynne of it [calf] he brent. <1x400 Prymer (1891)

79 With skyn and fleschsches thou clothedest me a 1577
Gascoigne Wks (1587) 36 To search between the fel and
the flesh for fardmgs x6xx Bibll Ezek xxxvii. 8 The
sinews and the flesh came vp vpon them [bones], and the
skin couered them aboue

c. Flesh and fell', the whole substance of the
body; hence as qa.a&\-advb. phrase* enlnely ( 7b
raise or rise) in flesh and fell, rarely in flesh and
bone : in bodily form. Cf Fr. en chair et en os.

{Fair) offlesh and fell : m form and complexion
Obs. exc arch
e xooo <Eltric Exod xxix 14 pass cealfes flsesc and fell

pu baernst 1297 R Glouc (1724) 287 He was vayr of
fless & felle 4x300 Cursor M 26364 (Cott) To rise m
flexss and ban c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk {MS B >223
Vp he rose in flesshe & felle po thryd day. 4x440 Sir
Eglartt. 29 Crystyabelle, A feyre thynge of flesche and felle

1605 Shaks Lear v iu 24 The good yeares shall deuoure
them, flesh and fell 1840 Browning Sordello n 300 Men
burned Taurello’s entire household, flesh and fell,

d Proud flesh : the overgrowth of the granu-
lations which spring upon a wound. Alsofig
1578 Lyte Dodoens vr. Ixvm 746 The same [oakgalls] doth
consume away superfluous and prowde fleshe. 1649

Lovelace Poems 28 The auger of her eye, Had wrought
some proud-flesh by it 1686W Harris tr Lemery's Course
Chym (ed 2) 171 This Sublimate eats proud flesh and
cleanses old Ulcers 1848 Carpenter Antm Pkys 302 The
sprouting forth of a rapidly-growing tissue commonly known
as proud-flesh

e. phr To make one'sflesh creep
, etc

1727, 1840 [see Crtfp v 6] 1725 Ramsay Gent Slteph
1. i, A dream That gars my flesh a' creep yet with the
fright 1834 Medwin Angler m Wales II 232 A cold

—

a creeping of the flesh—like that

f. In, or with reference to, the Biblical phrase
a heart of flesh 1 e. a heart capable of feeling,

opposed to ‘ a heart of stone*.
1382 Wyclif Ezek xxxvi 26, I shal take awey a stonen

herte and I shal geue to 30U an herte of fleshe 1784
Cowper Task n 8 There is no flesh m man’s obdurate
heart 18x4 Scott Ld. ofIsles vx xxix, Are your hearts of
flesh or stone?

g. In euphemistic phrases with reference to

sexual intercourse.

<1x300 CtnsorM 28(73 (Colt ) Wit wonmura knaun and
vnkuid, I li.iue my flcs wit pam blend x6xx Shaks WmtT i\ iv -8s She wold not cxcli mge flesh with one that lou’d
lur 1620 Ballad 'As I was 1 1,tinge' 18 in Furniv /W„
Folia { 1867) App 29

*

h 'Jo go after or follow stiangefh.sk : a Bibli-
cal expicssion icfernng to unnatural crime
1382 Wsclh Jude 7 Sodom and Goinor .gojng aftir

other flcsLli 1526 Tindai 1 ibid

,

Folowed straunge flesshe
[siinikuly m the 1 itei versions],

2 . tranf The soft pulpy substance of fruit, or a
plant

;
that part which is enclosed by the nnd,and

encloses the core or kernel, esp. when eatable. So
Gr. (Tap£

,
L caio, Fi. chair

1573 Barit Alv F 649 FltaJt, the substance vnder the
pille 01 unde of herbs, K.c 1577 B Gooci Ifeiesbach's
/hub. 11 (1586) nob, Ibedes for the most parte have no
fleshe at all. 1672 Jossi un New / ng. Entities 57 The
seeds are hlaek, the flesh or pulpe exceeding juicy. 1770
Mrs Bqscawi n in Fits Dclanvi Life tf Cott Ser n II
489 The seeds are found in SLveial parts of the flesh. 1846
Prot, Birw, Nat (tub 11, No 14, 171 (Agane) I'leshthiek,
solid and film. 1895 Cued Catal (Potato) Flesh white,’
fine and floury

’

3 Put for: Quantity or excess of flesh; hence,
plumpness, good condition, embonpoint, esp in

phrases, to get, (fget oneself in), lose flesh ; also

( To be) m flesh : m good condition, corpulent,

Cf Fr Hi e e11 chan
1548 Hai t Chron

,
Edw. IV, 234 A beautefull Prince,

beginningc a littel to growe in flesh 1392 Shaks Rom ij

Jul \ 1. 84 Buy food, and get thy selfe in flesh. 1608 Bi*

Hai r Chat. Vn tues V. 103 Ht*e is a slave to envie, and
losetli flesh with fretting, 1677 Hoi soar Lat. Diet To
get flesh, fuigiiesiu 1684 R H . School Recreat 26 If lie

be low of Flesh, add a third p irt of clean old Beans. 1707
Loud, Gas. No. 4330/4 A hay Gelding, well m Flesh 1757
Franki in Lett. Wks 1887 II 527, I . have not yet quite
rceoiered my stiength, flush, 01 spmts 1762 Goldsm Cit
IV. lxxi, The widow

f
being a little in flesh, as wairnly pro-

tested against walking, 1774 I Bryant Mythol II 452
Oven that were m flesh anti well fed 1885 Is Gahritt At
A nv Cost 11 37 Its [a fact's] once noble outlines were blurred
by too much flesh.

4. The muscular tissue, or the tissues generally,

of animals, regarded as an article of food. Exc
when othenvise defined by the context, always

understood as excluding fish (see Fish sb 1
), and

111 lecmt use primarily suggesting * butchers’ meat’,

not poultry, etc. (cf * fish, flesh, and fowl’).

Somewhat anh., the cm tent woul being meat
(it survives however m some 1101 them dialects).

4800 Cotpus Gloss. 0135 Vncira testa, gebreded flaesc.

4XX54 O. E Chron an 1137 pa w.cs torn dffire & flee,

c 1203 La\ 19693 Nco]>ei fits na 110 fisc no nancs
cunncs dra.nc fizgo S. bug Leg I 12/374 To rosti ase

men doth fersch flesch. ci400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg 266
Sche schal dnitke no wyn ne etc no fltiseh 147a Present-
mints /unes in & urtees Mist (1890) 23 We desyer a remedy
of oui hnschers for sellynge of thar flech *562-3 Act 5
L hs, c. 5 § xx No manci of person shall eate any Fleshe on
tite same [ l' isht] day e. *599 Nasht Lenten .S/r/^Wks
(Grnsart) II 273 Ihe puffin that is lialfe fish, halfe flesh

1676 Wood Life (Ovf Hist Sot ) II 341 Not eat a bit of

flesh from Shrove Tuesday till Easter Day 1732 Pope
Ilor Sat 11 11. 70 The stomach ( a tomb of boil’d and
roast, and flesh and fish) 1772 Johnson Lett to Airs
7 hi ale 19 Oct , Flesh is likewise very dear 1802 Fosrrookf
Brit Monaclnsm (1843) 7° Neither do they eat of fat or

flesh

b. With the name of the animal or other defin-

ing word attached ; also in pi. to signify what is

derived from various animals
e8z5 Vtsp Psalter xhx. [1 ] 13 Ah ic eotu flesc ferra.

c 1230 Gen 4 Fa 10x3 Bred, kalues fleis, and flures bred

c 1330 R Brunnl Chron (1810) 173 pe comon of pe oste

bouht pam hors flesch, Or mules or assis roste 1486 Bk.
1st, Albans Cj h, Ihees sayd fleshes bene goode to mewe
an hawke 1528 Paynel Salome Regtm E ij b, Goottis

fleshe oxe fleshe be melaneolye fleshes. x68$ P Hfnry
Dianes fy Lett (1882) 341, I am careful w‘ I eat, not Fishes

& Fleshes 1865 Baring Gould Were wolves xv 264 When
a wolf has once tasted human flesh, he desires to taste it

again.

f c. phr Neither flesh nor fish : neither one

thing nor the other Cf Fish sb 4 c. Obs.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb) 117 Wone that is nether flesshe

nor fissile, At all tymes a commen Iyer. 1661 Baxter
Mor Prognost. 1 xefu. 22 Men of no Zeal, neither Flesh

nor Fish

d. Strange flesh : unusual or loathsome food.

rare.
Peril an echo of the Biblical use Jude 7, though the

meaning is different (see 1 h)
x6o6 Shaks Ant Cl 1. iv 67 On the Alpes, It is re-

ported thou did’st eate strange flesh. 1819 Sjiellfy Cenci

mi 48 Beatrice whom her father pens up naked in

damp cells and starves her there, Till she will eat strange

flesh

t e. collect Cattle intended for food. Obs
x6 Robin Hood <§• Butcher 16 in Furmv. Percy Folio I.

20 A proud butcher Came driving flesh by the way 1700

Strype Ann. Ref I xvi 199 That no butcher should kill

flesh, upon pain ofa great fine.

t f (See quot ) Obs
1569 m J Mackenzie Gen, Grievances Orkney 4 Shetland

17 Item, the Comptare charges him with the third o^Jhe
flesh of the Bishopnck of Orknay. 1859 Oppress i6thC in

Orkney tjr Zetland Gloss , Flesh, Rent paid in Cattle,

generally estimated by Weight, 15 Metis = an ox, 10 Mens
— a cow, 4 Meils = a sheep.
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5 The visible surface of the body, with reference

to its colour or appearance Cf hLESH-coLOUtt

x6o6 Shaks Ant Cl in 17 Sooth. You shall be jet

farre fairer then you are. Char He meanes m flesh 1657
Lust's Dominion 1 11 9 Although my flesh be tawny, in my
vemes, Runs blood as led, as royal, as the best in Spam

b. elhpt forflesh-colour

1852 Meandenngs of Mem I 157 Air coloured, scarcely

carnate, or a flesh. 1882 Garden 14 Oct 341/1 The names
of the best varieties are Perfection, flesh

6 Short forflesh-side (of a skin) , see 13

1839 Ure Diet Arts 378 It [the leather] is then slicked

upon the flesh with a broad smooth lump of glass 1851

Mayhew Land Labour I 443 The skin is ‘ split * into two
portions That known as the ‘ gram ’ The other portion,

the ‘flesh*. 1870 Eng Mech xi Feb 334/2 Oil them [skins],

flesh and gram

II Extended and figurative uses (chiefly of

Biblical origin).

7. One's (own) flesh : one’s near kindred or de-

scendants. Now rare exc in Flesh and blood

Also, one flesh : said (after Gen. 11 24, 1 Cor vi.

16) of husband and wife to express the closeness

of the relation created by marriage
c xooo jElfric Gen xxxvu 27 He ys ure brojjor & ure flaesc

C1300 Harrow Hell 196 Mi leve moder wes Boren and
shaped of thi fleyhs 1382 Wycuf Isa lvm 7 Thi flesh

thou shalt not despise. iSS3 T Wilson Rhet (1580) 71
Your grace, lackyng twoo suche portions of your owne
fleshe [your two sons] 1335 Eden Decades Pref to Rdr
(Arb) 50 Owre brootherne, owre flesshe, & owre hones

1694 Congreve Double Dealer 11 1, Marriage makes man
and wife one flesh 1819 Shelley Cenci 1 111 104 What, if

we were his own flesh, His children and his wife?

8 That which has corpoieal life Allflesh, + each

flesh (
pmms caro

,

Vulg = Hebraistic Gi. iraara

<rdpf). all animals, m narrower sense, all man-
kind So f Noflesh : nobody on earth. + A piece

offlesh . a human being, sample of humanity
c 1000 Ags Ps cxxxv[i] 26 He eac afedeS flsecsea seghwylc.

c 1000 Ags Gosp Luke m, 6 ALlc flaesc gesihS godes haele

c 1250 Gen. rj- Ex 591 Do was lie fleis on wer[l]de slajen

a 1300 E E Psalter cxliv. 21 Blisse sal alle flesche with-

al Unto hah name es hisse. c 1380 Wyclif Sel Whs II

400 But 3if |>es daies shulen be abreggid [ei shulde not

be saved ech fleish CX45Q tr De Imitations 111 Jxu, pou
art flesshe and non aungell 1333 Coverdale Jer xvil 5
Cursed be the man that taketh flesh for his arme 1599
Shaks Much Adoiv.iu 85 As pretty a peece of flesh as any
w Messina xfixx Bible Dan. 11 xi The gods, whose dwell-

ing is not with flesh 1630 Prynne Anti-Annin 124 What
flesh, what person could be saued ? a 1632T Taylor God's
Judgem x 11 xli {1642) 367 Julius Cesar, one of the most

valiant pieces of flesh that ever was 1662-3 Pepvs Diary

17 Feb , He had a great secret to tell me, such as no flesh

knew but himself 1774 J Bryant Mythol II. 195 All flesh

died 1847 Emerson Repr Men,
Plato Wks (Bohn] I 297

He visits worlds which flesh cannot enter.

9 . The physical or material frame of man ;
the

body. 06s. exc. m Biblical allusions. + To befree

of one'sflesh : to expose oneself boldly in battle

In the 16th c. versions of the Apostles' Creed the eailier

expression 'the resurrection of the flesh' (= resurrect20

carats) was changed to
1 the resurrection of the body

'

Beofaulf4840 No )>on lange waes feorh aepelmges flaesce

bewunden cxxq^Lawb Horn 63 Gif to be flesce scrud

and claS 12 Creed in Rel Ant. I 282 Hie hleve in

arysnesse of flesse & eche lif <21300 Cursor M 22783

(G5tt) pat like flesh bat we haue nu, pan sal we haue
c 1400 Prymer (1891) 78 In my fleysch y schal se god my
saueour c 1300 Melusine xxxvi 250 He defended vygoui-

ously his flesshe. 1336 Aurelia <5- Isab, (1608) E viij, The
grete colde penetrethe youre delicat fleshes 1607 Marston
Whatyou will v, A true magnanimous spirit should with
his own flesh dead his flesh 1634 Habington Castara
(Arb ) 133 My frighted flesh trembles to dust 1724De Foe
Mem Cavalier (1840] 132 They .were as free of their flesh

as we.

b. In (the) flesh : in a bodily form, in a cor-

poreal nature or state ; also, m life, living After

theflesh : m bodily appearance or likeness.

1382 Wyclif 2 Cor v 16 If we knowen Crist vp [1388 aftir]

the fleisch [Tindale 1526 after the flehsse Similarly in

later versions] 138a— Phil 1 23 For to be with Crist, it

is moche moie bettere , forsoth for to dwelle in fleisch, it is

nedeful for 30U C1449 Pecock Repr r. xv 83 That we
schulen rise in fleisch aftir oure deeth 163* Hobbes Leviath

m xlu 273 To preach Christ come m the flesh. 1727 De
Foe Hist Appar 1 (1840) 14 St Paul .did speak there of

seeing Christ in the flesh 1863 Dickens Mut Fr iv vi,

The minutes passing on, and no Mrs W in the flesh ap-

pearing. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 162 We all know
in the flesh liberal catholics and latitudmanan protestants,

who [etc ]

c The body (of Christ) regarded as spiritually

‘eaten’ by believers; also applied mystically to

the breadm the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.

ciooo Ags. Gosp John vi. 53 c 1200 Tnn. Coll Novi. 97
pat husel (ie 3e understonden is his holi fleis and his blod

<21300 CursorM 15234 (Gott ) Takes and ete of bis bread,

for flesse pan es it mine. CX380 Wyclit Serin Sel Wks.
II no ?if 3e eeten J?e fleish of mannis -sone, and drynke

his blood 1338 Bp White Serin, m Strype Eccl Mem III.

App lxxxi. 279 Adore the same flesh in substance 1651

C Cartwright Cert. Reltg 1 59 Saint Remigtus&c.amrme
the flesh of Christ to be m the Sacrament x8Th Hymns
A 4 M' ,

1 Now, my tongue ’ iv, True bread He maketh By
His Word His Flesh to he.

t d As a profane oath, God sflesh l Hence in

I7~i8th c in ejaculations, as Flesh l Flesh and

fire ! Cf Odds-flesh. 06s.

136a Langl, P PI A, xr. 212 Godis flessh & his fet & hise

fyue woundis Am more in his mynde j>an ]>e memorie of his
foundours 1693 Congreve LoveforL iii xv, Flesh, you
don't think I’m false-hearted, like a Land-Man 2701 Cibber
Love Makes Man 11 1, Flesh and Fire 1 do but speak to
her, Man 1728 Vanbr & Cib Prov Husb 1 i 29 Flesh

'

I thought we should never ha’ got hither I

10 The animal or physical nature of man

,

human nature as subject to corporeal necessities

and limitations.

e xooo Ags Gosp Matt xxvi 41 Witudhce se gast is hraed,
and past flaesc ys untrum a 1223 Alter R. 132 Ine bitter-
nesse of flesche, bereS Godes rode c 1300 Beket 259 The
here he dude next his liche, his flesches maister to beo c 1384
Chaucer H Fame 1 49 But that our flessh ne hath no
myght To understond liyt aryght 1393 Langl. P PI C
iv 59 Hit is bote frelete of flesch 1526 Pilgr. Ptrf (W deW 1531) 8 b. They must despyse all delectacyons of the
flesshe. 1539 Mirr Mag , Jack Cade iv, Flesh is soft And
yeldes it selfe to pleasure that it loueth 1602 Shaks Ham
111 1 63 The Heart-ake, and the thousand Naturall shockes
That Flesh is heyre too 1634 Habington Castara (Arb )

129 Flesh is loath By meditation to fore see How [etc]

1833 Kingsley Hypatia xxx, But though she had found
trouble in the flesh, her spirit knew none. 1883 Froude
Short Stud IV 1 111 40 The archbishop retired to his see
to afflict Ins flesh with public austerities

b In expressions relating to the Incarnation
The days ofInsflesh • the period of his earthly life.

c xooo Ags Gosp Johm 14 pset word waes flaesc jeworden.
cx200 Ormin 1920X, & Godess Word iss makedd flash
<1x250 Orison our Lord 6 in O E Misc 139 pi goddede
wes ihud m fleysse a 1300 CursorM 14342 (Cott

),
I haf

tan flexs emang mine aun 138a Wyclif Heb v 7 The
which in the dayes of his fleisch offringe preiens and
bisechingis to God 1642 Rogers Naaman 2 Our Lord
Jesus hunselfe all the daies of his abasement and flesh

endured them
11 The sensual appetites and inclinations as

antagonistic to the nobler elements ofhuman nature.

In theological language (after St. Paul’s use of

<rap£) applied more widely to the depraved nature

of man in its conflict with the promptings of the

Spirit Sins oftheflesh : esp. those of unchastity

c i2oo Vices <5- Virtues (1888) 23 And fol3eS hire flesches

wille <2 1300 CursorM 10103 (Cott ) Ic am wit thrin fas

bi-thrett, J>is werld, my fleche, pe warlau als 1382 Wyclif
Rom vm 8 Thei that ben in fleisch, mown not plese to God
c 1386 Chaucer Pars T. T 279 If pat a man wipstonde pe
firste entisynges of his fleissne CZ300 New Not-br Mayd
237 m Hazl E P. P III 11 The devyll, his flesshe, The
worlde all fresshe. Provoke hym day and nyght 1642

Fuller Holy <$• Prof St v lx 391,

1

know what Flesh will

object <2x729 Clarke Stun 1 Cor xiu 3 Wks (1738)

xlvm 300 Disapproving the opinions of those whom a man
sincerely thinks to he in the wrong, is not a work of the

Flesh 1823 Shelley Hellas 136 By. conquering penance
of the mutinous flesh *88* Farrar Eaily Chr. II. 423
Things which tend to the gratification of the flesh.

Ill attnb and Comb.
12 General relations , a. simple attrib. (sense 1),

as fflesh-budget, -bunch
,

-burden, -frame,

-pimple

,

-pistol (fig of a person), -mnd, -stuff ;
(sense 4), as

fflesh-ax

,

j*
-broth, -diet, f -kind, f -kit, + -market

,

meal

,

+ -pie, -provision, j -stall, j »victual
;

(sense

5), as flesh-tint ;
(sense 9), as flesh-kinsman ;

(sense 10, n), asflesh-delight, -lust.

1424 in Kennett Par Antiq (1818) II 253 Et m^magna
secure vocat “fleschaxe xy den 2676 Wiseman Surgery
11 xu 204 Her Leg being extreamly emaciated I advised

the bathing it with “Flesh broth. 1592 Nashe P Pemlesse

Wks. (Grosart) II 72 That surfit swolne Churles . might

bee constrained to came their “flesh budgets from place to

place on foote. 1841 Browning Ptppa Introd. 90 Plump as

the “flesh-bunch on some Turk bird’s poll 2605 Sylvester

tr Nave’s Profit Imprtsonm 627 Here below this fraile

“flesh-burden tyes him Ibid 218 Mid the “flesh-delights

to rust in idle ease 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments 1 vi vi § 5

Acidity in the Infant may be cur'd by a “Flesh-Diet m the

Nurse 1839 Bailey Festns xix (1848) 2x0 Some, that Christ

Received His “flesh-frame of the elements 1860 Farrar
Ong Lang vi 130 Language is the“flesh-garmentofthought

1712 W. Rogers Voy. 357 A good Quantity of Bread and
Sweetmeats but little of “Flesh-kind c 1300 Cursor M.
20068 (Edin ) Iohan pat was his “fles kinseman 1373 Rich-

mond W-V/r (Surtees) 255 ,

1

“fleshekytt, ij
d <21300 Cuisor

M i7227(Gott ) Mi “fless lust to fulfill 1333 Coverdalf xCor.

x 25 What soeuer is solde in the “fleshraarket that eate

1766 Wesley Jml 13 June, I began preaching in the flesh-

market 1748 Anson's Voy 111 u 313 Instead of one reason-

able “flesh-meal, they were now scarcely satisfied with

thiee x6x6-6x Holyday Persius 336 I’m pleas'd now Upon
the people to bestow a doal Of ode and “flesh-pies 1387

Mascall Govt Cattell 1. (1633) 13 Bathes, which will

grow and hang like “flesh-pimples under his tongue 1608

Machin Dumb Knight 111 m Hazl Dodsley X. 164 My
noble fiielock of a “flesh pistol 179S Burke On Scarcity

Wks VII. 411 Another cause tended to produce a scarcity

in “flesh ptovision 1393 Nashe Christ’s T Wks (Grosait)

IV. 173 It had stnpt his soule foorth of his “fleshe nnde.

14 Medulla in Cath Angl 133 note, Lamatormm, a
“fflessh stal 1833 Browning By the Fireside xxiv, Your

soul Pieicing its fine “flesh-stuff. 1838 Dickens Nick

Nick x, A bright salmon “flesh-tint. xs6a-3 ^<r<; ^ Eliz.

c 5 § 11 In spaung and encrease of ^Fleshe Victual! of this

Realme . y

b objective, as flesh-eater, -former, -maker.

,

-pleaser, j-taioer

,

+ -vourer sbs
;
flesh-pleasing

vbl sb ;
flesh-amazing, -consuming

\
-devouring

,

-eating, -enraging, -mangling, -pleasing, + -tawing,

-transpieicing ppl. adjs
T

T

...
1679 Keach Gloi ions Lover 11 v. 285 Hark 1 dost not hear

that “flesh-amazing cry? 1603 J Davies Microcosmos

(Grosart) 63/1 Streight away they weare With “flesh-con-

summg fleshly fraile delight. 1609— Holy Roods (Grosart)

22/1 The Monster “Flesh deuouring Death 16x6 J Lane
Cotiin Sqr’s T x 433 Not Diomedes horse ("fleshe eatr of

men) had e’ar th’obedience this atchiv'd o're them 1862

H Spencer First Print u xiv § no (1875) 315 Among
animals the flesh eaters cannot exist without the plant-eaters.

1392 Nashe F PentlesseWks (Grosart) II. 73 We are such
“flesh-eatmg Saracens a x6x8 J Davies Wittespilgrimage
(Grosart) 39/2 " Flesh-enraging Lust. 1873 E Smith Foods
6 The division of foods into the two great classes of “flesh-

formers and heat-generators 1530 Bale Eng. Votaries n.
Eyb, Callynge bothe hym & his masmongers pulptfices,

that ls to saye, “fleshe-makers 18x3 Shelley Q Mab vm.
179 The “flesh mangling scourge. 1386 Whetstone Eng.
Mirror 63 One of these “fleshpleasers was the heretique

Connthtus 1647 Trapp Comm Epist. 176 His watchfull
soul, displeased deeply with that “flesh-pleasing force. 1677
Horneck Gt Law Coustd iv (1704) 128 He is enticed to
idleness, to “flesh pleasing c 1030 Suppl. ASIfrte’s Voc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 189 Lanio, ucl lantsta, uel carnifex .

fbectawere [«c MS ]. 2609 J. Davies Holy Rooie (Grosart)

11/iOnhis virgin skin “Flesh-tawingWhips engrosse the
deeds of Hate 1 Ibid 13/1 “Flesh-transpiercing Thornes.

1333 Tindale Supper of Lord C v, Thys carnall “fleshe

vowerer and fleshly Jewe.

e. instrumental, etc , as flesh-clogged, -clouded,

-freed, -gorged, -manured -smelling.

2847 Craig, *Flesh-clogged 1869W P Mackay Grace <$-

Truth 215 This will ever be the longing ofmy flcsh-clogged

soul 1647 H More Cupids Conflict Xx, Earthly minds .

Discern not this “flesh clouded Deity. <1x599 Sylvester
Lpit Death B NicolsonWks (Grosart) II 339/1 Friends .

Whose “flesh-freed Souls are henceforth Free from sinning.

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 437 A touch . lifts his spirit

where, flesh-freed, Knowledge shall be rightly named so

1804 J Grahams Sabbath (r8o8) 45 The croak of “flesh-

gorged ravens 1393 Nashe Christ’sT Wks, (Grosart) IV.

94 A newe stone of “flesh-manured earth haue they cast

vpon it 1627 May Lucan vi. (1635) K vy b, Their ashy
garments, and “flesh-smelling coales.

d similative, as flesh-like adj
;
flesh-pink, -red

adj and quasi-sb. Also Flesh-coloured a.

1532 Huloet, “Fleshhke camanus 1633 Walton
Angler 166 Carps have . apiece of flesh-like fish in their

mouth like a tongue. 188a Garden 17 June 432/1 In colour

it is a beautiful “flesh-pink 18x9 Children Chem Anal
380 A faint “flesh red colour 1843 Portlock Geol, 219
Crystals ofa yellowish-white or light flesh-red

13 Special comb . flesh-bag (slang), a shirt

;

f flesh-baste v. (see quot. 1611); also (after

Baste v 3
) to beat about the body; flesh-beam

—fleshing-beam

,

flesh-bird, one that lives upon
flesh; a carmvorons bird, flesh-board, ? =
fleshmg-board ;

»)* flesh-brand, a mark burnt

into the flesh ;
hence + flesh-branded pa pple ;

f flesh-bred a, thoroughly tiained (m enme);

f flesh-broker, slang (see quots.) ; so 1* flesh-

brokery ; flesh-brush, a brush, used for rubbmg
the surface of the body, in order to excite the cir-

culation ; fflesh-company, sexual intercourse

;

f flesh-crook, ? akmd of forkwith hooked prongs ;

cf. Flesh-hook ;
flesh-crow, a dialect name for

the carrion crow (Corvits corone) ; f flesh-day,

a day on which flesh may be eaten; + flesh-

dresser, ? applied to the beadle who flogged pros-

titutes ;
flesh-fallen a

,

emaciated
;
j*flesh-father,

a father
1 after the flesh an earthly father ;

flesh-

flea, the chigoe, Sarcapsylla penetrans (Cent.

Diet)', + flesh-fondxng, the act of gratifying

fleshly appetites or desires ;
flesh-fork, a fork

for removing meat from the pot, flesh-germ,

a synonym of Sarcophyte (Syd Soc. Lex 1884)

;

flesh-glove, a glove used to stimulate the cir-

culation by rubbing the flesh
; + flesh - glue =

Sarcocolla
; f flesh-hold, flesh enough to be

held with the teeth
;

flesh-jcu.ee, * the reddish,

acid liquid which is contained in dead muscle’

(Syd. Soc. Lex 1884) ,
flesh-knife = flesking-

kmfe\ f flesh-leech, a physician for the body;

j flesh-marked pa pple

,

having a mark on the

body (cf. flesh-branded) ,
flesh-quake [after the

analogy of Earthquake:), a trembling of the body

;

flesh side, the side of a skm that was nearest

the flesh (see 6); ‘the rough side of a leather

belt ’ (Lockwood); + flesh-spades (humorous), the

finger-nails; f flesh-string, a muscle; -[flesh-

tailor, humorously,
one who sews up wounds ; a

surgeon ;
flesh-taster, an officer appointed to test

the wholesomeness of meat
, + fleshtimber,

corporeal matter , + flesh-time, a time when flesh

may be eaten; flesh-traffic, ‘the slave trade’

(Adm Smyth.) ;
flesh-wound, a wound that does

not extend beyond the flesh,

X8X2 J H Vaux Flash Diet., *FhsMag, a shirt. 1820

London Mag. I. 29 They are often without a flesh-bag to

their backs x6xx Cotgb., Glacer to “flesh-bast, or stitch

downe the lytung of a garment, thereby to keepe it from

sagging. 2039 Shirley Maid's Rev iv, ii, We were going

to “flesh-baste one another 1796 Coleridge 1 0 Yng
Man of Fortune Poems (1863) 263 O'er his uncoffined

limbs The flocking “flesh-birds screamed 14x1 Notting-

ham Rec. II 86, j. “fleschbord 1646 Gaule Cases Come
105 Whether all Witches have Corporall Markes, or dia-

boucall “Flesh-brands 1673 Land, Gas, No 099/4 A
Chesnut Sorrel Gelding with I. S. “flesh branded on the

Shoulder. 15x3 Moru in Grafton Chron. (2568) II 804

A felow “flesh bred in murther before time <* 1700 B E
40-2



FLESH. FLESHEB.

Diet, Cant Crew
,

*Flesh bioker, a Match-maker , also a

Bawd. Ibid, Spiritual-fiesh-broker, a Parson, a 1643W

.

Cartwright Ordinary v iv {1651) 86 She that is So

expert grown in this “flesh Brokeiy 1704 F Fuller Med,

Gymn (17x8) 197 Chafing of the Skin, or the Use of the
* Flesh-B lush 1884 Cassell’sFamilyMag Feb, 1 43/2 Fric-

tion with rough towels and flesh brush 1522 World <$• Child

111 Harl Dodslcy I 273 The Son of God sickerly 1 00k flesh

and blood of the Virgin Mary, Without touching of man’s

“flesh company 1465 Reg GildCorp Chr York (1872) 295
Et j fustinula vocata “fleschcrolce 1576 E. Johnson 111

Durham Dcpos (Surtees) 312 If ther weie a hundrethe
devils of hell with fleshe croks in their hands he wold run

throughe them all to lur. 1885 Swainson Pi ov Names
£nt Birds 82 Carrion Crow (Conms toronc), so called from
the bird’s habit of feeding on the flesh of dead animals,

whence also “Flesh crow c 1440 A nc Cookery m Housth.

Ord (1790) 429 Tempur hom, on fyssheday wyth wyn, and
on “flesneday with broth of flesh 1584-5 Act 27 1Elis

c 11 § 4 To utter and sell all mnner of Sea Fish upon
any Flesh Daye in the Weeke 1674 Jossllyn Voy New
Bug, 13 Three flesh dayes in the week 1620 Melton
Astrolog. 32 Tom Todd and his fellow “flesh-dressers 1876

Tennyson Harold 1, 1, Am I not Work-wan, “flesh fallen?

1876 Whitby Gloss., Flesh-fallen, bodily pined 13

Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS xxxu 240 Je liedde l>o)>e

on “flesch fadur 1558 Grimai dl Ctcet os Offices Pref to

Rdr., In ryotting and banketing or in outragious “flesh-

fondinges 166a South Seme (1823] I. 109 lo scour the
4flesh-forks 1879 Miss Jackson Shrofsh Word-bit

,
Mesh-

fork ,
a long, two-pronged iron fork for getting up meat out

of a pot or caldion x8x8.Spotting Mag II 225 Rubbing,
my body with the mohair * flesh glove 1659 Rowbotiiam
Gate Lang Uni xi §121 Frankincense, lnaslich, rosin,

“flesh-glue are the juices and gums of certain tiees 1621

Sanderson 12 Serin (1637) 369 There was
T
flesh-hould

enough for the riming batyi ists . whereon to fasten the

sorest and the strongest teeth they had x88x Leicester sh

Gloss ,
*Flesh knife

,

the knife used by tanners to scrape or

pare the flesh fiom the hide on the ' fleshtng-bcain ' c 1340
Cursor M. 27382 (Fanf) Rigt as “flesshe leche sallc dele

vvijj diuerse saluis to sans hele x68z Loud Gas No 1723/4
A large bay Nag , ‘Flesh-mark t on the off Shoulder 1631

B Jonsqn New JuneTo lumselfe 6 They may, blood-shaken
then, Feel such a “flesh-quake to possesse their powers, As
they shall ciy like ours. 1820 L Hunt Indicator No 26

(1822) I 20T The fevei of the soul renders us liable to oui
most terrible ‘flesh quakes'. 1630 Charterm Maitland Hist,
Edin iv (1753) 298 That none of the Trade presume to brock
sheepskins on the Rim or "Flesh-side 1792 J Belknap
Hist. New Hampshire III 159 Skins with the flesh sides

together. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xi vm, The injury
done to the beauty of her husband by the "flesh-spades of
Mrs. Honour 1587 Golding De Mornay xiv 225 Wee see

in mans body a greate nomberofsinewes, “Fleshstrings, and
knitters 1633 Ford ‘Tis Pity in vn, Here’s a stitch fallen

in my guts
, oh for a “flesh-tailor quickly X766 Entick

London IV 403 Four aleconners, and four “flesh tasters

i860 W White All round IVrektm xx (ed 2I 195 The
‘ hai dware v fllage as folk called it [Birmingham], with an
ale-taster and a flesh tastei among its functionaries, a X225
Leg. Kath, 1188 Nes nawt iteiet to he treo J>er he deide
upon, to diahen, buten “fleschtimber C1450 Holiand
Phnvlat 696 In “flesche tyme, quhen the fische war away
flemyt 1611 Coige., Chamant, flesh-time a 1674 Claren-
don Hist Reb. xtv. (1704) III 397 Poor Wogan leceiv’d

upon a Party an oidinary “flesh wound. 1856 Kane A ret.

Expl. I xxix. 398, I lut one of our dogs luckily a flesh-

wound only

Flesh (fief), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1 trans. To reward (a hawk or hound) with a
portion of the flesh of the game killed, m order to

excite his eagerness in the chase. Hence in wider
sense, to render (an animal) eager for prey by the

taste of blood.
1530 Palsgr. 551/2 Flesshe, as we do an hounde, whan

we gyve him any parte of a wylde beest to encourage liym
to ronne wel 1576 Tubdbrv Venene 131 Those rewardes
. will much better flesh, and encourage the houndes 1609
Holland Awn Marcell xxvm. xm 346 Ravening foules
made more cruell and eagre with the tast of bloud that had
so fleshed them 1633T Adams Exp 2 Peter 11. 4 An old
bitten cur, that being fleshed to the game, will not be
staved off a 1743 Savage Valentine’s Day 7 No crocodile
there flesh'd with, prey appears 1751 Smollett Per Pic

.

(1779) I. vm 70 Before they had fleshed the hounds, he
recollected himself.

2.

transf. and fig. a. To initiate in or inure to

bloodshed or warfaie
1530 Palsg 416/2 He his fleshed and accustomed to

kyll men lyke shepe <7x6x1 Forman Diary 8 Simon
would not shrink for a bluddi nose with any boye, for he
was then thoiowly fleshed 1646 Sir J. Temple Irish
Rebell 86 Flesht and blooded in the slaughtei of many
thousands of the English nation. 1704 J. Blair in W. S
Perry Hist Coll A liter Coll Ch. I no Soldiers well
fleshed in blood can’t endure to be lcduced to private life

again 1826 E. Irving Babylon I n 143 France had
been well fleshed m the woik of blood by maiming and
wounding herself 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) II iv 41
He fleshed his troops by indulging them witn enterprises
against the enemy's posts.

1 b. Hence, To initiate m, inure or habituate to

any practice
,
to render inveterate, harden (m wrong

doing). Also, to render (errors or vices) inveterate.
1581 Savile Tacitus’ Hist ni. xv. (1591) 123 To theende

that the souldieis might be enured and fleshed in ciuill

spoile, 1597-8 Bi* Hall Sat iv vi 52 When he is once
fleshed to the Presse .He sends forth thraues of Ballads
to the sale. 1664 H More Myst Imq xu 153 Were
not this a mere method of fleshing men in leudness
and wickedness. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Set. x 53 Yet
others [Errors] are so flesht m us, that they maintain their
interest upon the decep Ability of our decayed Nature
1704 Swirr T, Tub Wks 1760 1. 53 Fleshed at these smaller
sports, like young wolves, they grew up in time to be
nimble.

316

c To inflame the ardour, rage, or cupidity of

(a person) by a foretaste of success or gratification

(cf flush) ; to incite, animate. ? Obs

1573 G Hauvly Lcticr-bh (Camden) 28 Bung flevjiid

and anunatid as he was bi lus tutors preamble V c 1600

Dish acted Evtp \ 1. in Du lien 0 PI, III. 242 'there is no

devyll in me 'that could hast flesht me to thy violent

deatlie 1612-5 Hi* Hail Conhtupl
,
0 P Mil iv, the

Israelites weie so fleshed with their foimtr victorie, that

now they think, no walls can stand before them x66o

T M Hist. Indept fid iv 56 The newes of this vietoiy so

fleshed our bloodhounds that they began to boast above
rneasuie 1671 Shadwill Ihunonnst iv. This Bully

was flesh’d, and would needs show his valour upon my
shoulders 1700 Dm rn n Fables, Ajax <5 Ulysses 137 Him,
flesh d with slaughter, and with conquest crown'd

3 To plunge (a weapon, etc ) mlo the flesh Also

(originally with allusion to 1 or 3 a). Toflesh ends
(maiden, virgin) sword : to use it for the first tune

upon flesh, to fight one’s first battle.

1590 Mari owl 2nd Pt Tambuil iv 1, lie Beats down
our foes, to flesh our taintless swords 1597 Shaus < //1 u IV,
iv v 133 The wilde Dogge Shall flesh his tooth 111 ouciy
Innocent. 1622 Di mgr Vug Matin 1 Wks 1873 IV 8

Antomus, so well hath flesh’d lus maiden sword 17*5 Pope
Odyss xx 461 Impatient strait to flesh his virgin sword
1866 Comh . Mate May 630 ’IIicsl rude retainers some-

times finish by fleslung their knives to tliL It ift m each
other 1867 F Francis Aniline: n (18S0) xij T he baibs

of the hooks not being fleshed in them

to. tianfi and fig
a 1592 Giitr nl Sthmus Wks, 1881-3 XIV 231 To see the

hiethren disinherited, To flesh their anger one vpon
another. 1695 Biackmori' Pr Aith iv. 575 [He] fle.ht

his Courage fust in Savon Blood 1814 L’.v iion Conan 11.

i 17 All set'k To flesh then glowing valom on the Greek
1852 Dicici ns Bleak IIo 1, Clerks have been m the habit

of fleslung their wit upon it 1870 I.owi 1 1. A moitg my Jik 1

Ser 1 (1873) 372 The poor youth, just fleshing his maiden
pen in criticism

c To gratify (lust 01 destructive rage)
x6ox Shaks Alls Well iv. in 19 This niglit lit fleshes his

will in the snoyle of her lionoui 18x8 been Ilrt, Mull
I11, He intended to break into Butler’s peaceful habitation,

and flesh at once lus nppeiite forphindu and revenge

4 To clothe (a skeleton) with flesh
;
to embody

m flesh Also with oui, over. Chiefly^
a x66x Fulllr Worthies i (1662) 2 This bare Seeleton or

Time, Place, and Person must be fleslied with some
pleasant passages 1862 N lint Rev May, 519 T lie-

strong imagination lias diflieulty enough to get fleshed so

as to dwell in common human forms .1879 Blatkw Mag
Aug 212 The making of man—a skeleton giadually fleslied

over 1886 G. Allin Mnuntc’s Sake xi, A dainty bit of

. word-painting, fleshed out and rendered thinkable.

+ to. To make fleshy
,
to fatten. Ohs.

at68a Sir T Browne Tracts 115 To restore and well

Flesh them, they commonly gave them Hogs l1 lesh 1682

2nd Pleafor Nonconformists i6Thc Rooks, the Informers,

hope to flesh themselves by picking the bones of the

Nonconfoi mists

fig a 1627 Middi eton Spanish Gipsy iv, I* lesh 111c with
gold, fat me with silver

5. Leather-manuf. To remove the adhciing

flesh from (a skin or hide)

1777 [sec Fllsiiing a] 1880 Tunes 27 Sept. 12/6 Un-
liainng, fleslung, and scudding all kinds of skins 1885 A.
Watt LeatherManuf x. 120 After the hair is lemovtd the
hides are fleshed.

6 To paint flesh-colour
1861 Mayhi-w Land Labour III aog/i For colour-

ing we [photogiaphers] cliaige 3d more We flesh the face
. and blue the coat and colour the tablecloth

Flesh and blood.
1. Used as representing the matenal of which
man’s physical frame is composed ;

the body In
flesh and blood : m a bodily form, or in a living

form To takeflesh and blood : to become incarnate.
a 1340 Hami’ole Psalter xvn xi He maked lus son to

take fleisse and blode. 1393 Langl P PI C, n. 153
Whanne hit hadde of Jxe [folde] flesch and blod ytake
1509 Pari. Denylies Ixxu, I toke flesshe and blode a
mayde within. 1588 Shaks L L L 11 186, I would see
lus own parson in flesh and blood X874 BLAcitir Self-Cult

39 A student ought to be careful about the sound condi-
tion of lus flesh and blood

fig x86x O’Currv Led MS Materials 153 A skeleton,
to be at some future time clothed with flesh and blood

b. Mankind ; an individual man or men. Also
piedicatively To be flesh and blood . to be human,
have human feelings 01 weaknesses.
c xooo Ags Gosp Matt \vi 17 Hit )>e ne onwreah flajsc

ne blod x6ox Shaks All's Well 1 111 38 A wicked crea-
ture, as you and all flesh anti blood are 1636 Massinger
Gt, Dk, Florence n 111, 1 am flesh and blood, and have
affections Like other men. 1694 Congri ve Double Dealer
I i, Maskwell is flesh and blood at best 1832 Blaclew
Mag July 61/2 British flesh and blood weie saciificed
to the theories of cold blooded political economists. 1874
L Stephen Hours in Libraiy (1892) I x 346 Our grand-
fathers were human beings in Walpole’s pages they are
still living flesh and blood

c. Humannaturewithitsemotionsandinfirmities.
c 1450 tr De Inntatmie 111 xxx. My god, lete not flesshe

and blode ouercome me 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 1

II Imposture 484 Heer I conceive that flesh and bloud will
brangle 1681 Dryden Abs <$ A chit 96 And what was
harder yet to flesh and blood, Their gods disgiaced 1714
Porn Epil. Rowe’s Jane Shore 47 A piece of failing flesh
and blood. 1844 Dickens Mart CJius vn, There are
certain things which flesh and blood cannot bear.

d attrib ovadj. Having actual human existence.
1824 Miss Ferries Inker, ix, A teal flesh and blood

living person x86x T A Trollope La Beata I 1 5
Those otlia flesh and blood visitois

2 (One’s) near kindred
a 1300 CursorM 4129 (Cott ) He es your aun fless and

blod 1393 Gtmni Conf I 149 He ne shuldc his counscil
hide FiomTnr •’ ‘ n - r

-
' '

.-4,

1>o\i A ,y M (1 ’M >1 ' .

- 1 7-

lus ownc flesh anil bloud could nothing nioue him 1506
Shaks Mtu,h t

'
11 n 98 1855 Mil man Lat Chi \ V i

Athanasius had not sp.ued his own fltsli and blood
’

3. slang Brandy and port m equal quantities
1825 C M Wi stmacoi 1 J'ug. Spy I 294 Draughts com-

posed of bishop and flesh and blood

4. The plant Potentilla Tormentilla

,

also, the
name of a kind of apple.

1853 (j Johns 1 on AW Ilist F Boid 72 Tormentil
The plant itself, under the name flesh and-Blood, is

a poput.u asti ingent medium: for clnldieii 1882 Devonsh
Ptant-n ,

Fit \h and Blood a cm tain kind of Apple.

Flesh-colour, [f Fij-sii sb + Coi,ouii
] The

coloui of the Ilesh (of a ‘while’ human being) as

seen through the skin
,
usually employed to denote

a lint composed of ‘ a light pmk with a little

3 allow ’ (O’Neill Dyeing iSfls).

x6ix Cot i.h
,
Batllet, a pale red, or flesh colour 1674 Jos

si lvn l oy New Fug 74 The flesh of it [water-melon] is

of a flesh colour x88zOatthn 15 July >58/2 I‘ lowers of fine

substance and form flesh colour, suffused with pink

to allrib oi ndj —next.
X7xx Addison Sput No 13 8*3 lie once gave him a Ripp
m lus flesh colour Doublet

Fle'sh-coloured, a Of the colour of flesh.

1752 SirJ, IIiii 1

1

1st A nun. 95 The little flesh coloured
aetnua 1774 G01 dsm lh\t Forth V 1 \i, 115 The head
and ncek aic without fe.itlieis covered with a flesh coloured
skin on the uppei part 1840 J Ba\i in Lib> Pi act.

Ague (ed 41 I 177 'The flush eolmned clover 1861 Miss
I’llait Flows > PI IV 91 Mesh colmu ed Speedwell

Fleslied (fle/t ,ppl a [f F lhhijA and&.+-En ]

1 Clothed or furnished with ilesh: chiefly with

some defining prefix; AWi,fleshed and boned
1422 tr SuhiaStetii ,Pi tv Pit.' (h E T S)224Lytill
lymes of the body, anil lunc y flesslmle 1594 Carew

Huai te’s F..xnm Jl ’its (1G16) 276 To be meanuly fleshed, that

is, neither ouermiu h nor veuc little x6xx Him l Gen \h, 2

’I here came \ p out of the t mcr seuen w ell fauoured kme, and
fat fleshed 1674 Jossi 1 vn l 'oy. A civ / ug 99 T he Partridge

is larger than ours, w lute flesht 1748 Richardson Clarissa

Wks 1883 VII 267 His loose* fleshed wabbling chaps, which
hung on his shoulders. 1851 Kuskin Mod Paint II 11 in.

iv § 16 I’ miters who tan set the supcrnatuial form before

us, fleslied and honed like ourselves 1858 Hogg Life
Shelby II v 316 My hostess asked me what I thought
of the handsome, well fleshed gnl? 1869 Daily News 30

July, A teiy sleek, level fleshed bull

b. of funt (with defining prefix).

1859 Jii-IISON Brittany v. 63 I he magnificent orange

fleslied melon. 1859 Harm in Oi ig Spec iv (1873) ^7

A yellow or purple fleslied fruit

2 [Cf. F acharnf] a Inured to bloodshed,

hardened to Eager for battle. C Animated by

relentlcsb hatred, bent on the dcstiuelion or injury

of a person. Const, upon
a 1594 Si IAlts Rich. Ill, iv in 6 They were flesht

Villamcs, bloody Dogges a 1616 Bi aum & Fl Custom of

Counity iv 1, A flesh’d ruffian

b. 1591 HoKbi-v hav (Hakluyt Soc)26jThe Poll, with

lus now fleshed armye, assaults , townes of the Muscovetts,

17x9 D’Uki ly Tills I. 355 The Jacks aic fieice, and Wil

lianutcs are flesh’d

C. c 1620 7rag Barnaveli iv. 111 in Bullen Old PI (1883)

II 277 T here can he no attonunent Vandort isfleshd upon

me 1659 P< Harris Pat nail’s Iron Age 176 They were so

fleshed upon one another, that they aspired to nothing less

then peace-

Fleshen (lle’J’n), a. ran. [f Flesii sb. + -en 4
.

Oli, hadfltVStcn ] Composed of flesh

[rx xooo Prudentuts Glosses in Get manta XXIII 394/2

Catnulcnta, fl.escene ] 1538 Goodly Ptymer I ij, Gyue us

a fleshen herte, a softe herte 1879 Farrar St Paul II

103 Written not on stonen tablets, but on fleshen tablets

Flesker (flejbi) Chiefly Sc. Forms 4-7

fles(c)har, -ir,-or, -(e)our, 7-fl.eah.er [f Flesh

sb + -is it Cf. Ger. Jleischet ,
also Fle&hheweb,

of which this may be an alteration ]
1. A dealer in flesh, a butcher
1369 Mem Riponly 882) I 137 Joh de Staynlay, Fleshour.

1483 Lath Atigl. 135/2 A l'lcschour, viaiellanns *533

BriiLNDiN Livy in (1822) 274 He pullit ane swerde fm

ane flescheour a 1651 Cat urn\\ooo Hist link (1843) II.

121 A fieshiour, named Sandersonc, had putt away bis

lawfull wife 1826 J Wu son Nod Ambr Wks 1855 I

186 A bit schachlm ewe necked powney, coft frae a sporting

flesher 1853 Reade Chr Johnstone 176 The baddish boy

had obtained them [steaks] at the flesher's

tiansf 1533 Bllienden Livy ix (1822) 160 The pepm
Jmd na litill Tndignacioun that this Marcius suld rise sa

haistehc to be thair new fleschour and skurgeare

2 U.S. A tool foi fleshing hides, a fleshtng-knife

1885 C T Davis Manuf. Leather 309 The sawtoothed

fleshei sometimes employed for dry hides.

Hence Ple'shery (*SVr ) ‘The business of a butcher;

now called Fleshing ’ (Jam. Suppl. 1825).

*483 [see Fleshhewfrv]. 1541 Aberdeen Reg V. 19 (Jam),

The counsale hcent him to vsehis craft of fleshary to outred

lus pennyworths

'j- Fle sher 2
„ Obs. [f. Flesh &] An en-

couragei
1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 87 To advise them to prudence .

m such a case
, is to be leputcd a Favourei and a Flesher

of Witches.



FLESH-FLY, FLESHLY.
Fle’sh-fly.
1. A fly which deposits its eggs (or, if viviparous,

its larvae) m dead flesh; a blow-fly (as Musca
vomitorta or Sarcophaga camand). Used by
Wyclif to render L cynomyia
a 1300 CursorM 5956 Hungn flies To fless flies Jxu war

likest 1388 Wycur Ps Ixxvu 45 He sente a fleisch flie in to
hem, and 16 eet hem c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/ (W. deW
1494) n xlu, There dare no flesshe flye rest vpon the pottes
brynke 1336 J Heywood Spider % F x 9 A fleshe flie as
big as. a humble bee 1658 Rowland Monfet's '1 heat Ins
934 The Flesh-fly is the biggest of all other, he hath a red-
dish head, very greedy of flesh 1789 G White Selborne
xvu (1853) 70 The maggots which turn to flesh-flies 1861
Hulme tr Moqum-Tandon it iv 1 237 The Flesh Fly .

produces a constant buzzing noise

2

.

fig of pei sons
133a More Confut Tmdale Whs 715 Esaus, and lepro-

bates, and very camall fleshflyes 1611 Speed Hist Gt
Brit vin 11. § 2 378 Those flesh flies having once tasted the
sweet, though often beaten off, would not long bee kept
away 178a Cowper Progr Err 324 These flesh-flies of
the land, Who fasten without mercy on the fair 1823 Ma-
caulay Milton Ess (1854)15/3 Iftherebe anything unsound,
these flesh-flies detect it with unerring instinct

t Fle’shfol, a. Obs ~ 0
[f. FLESH sb + -PUL ]

Full of flesh, fat, plump 133a in Huloet

1
* Flesh-hewer. Obs In 4 flessehewer,

flesch-hewere, flesehewar, 5 fl.esch.ewer, So.
fleschowar [Cf. Du vleeschhomver, MHG.
vleischhouwerl] A butcher
133S Nottingham Records I 431 Flesshewergate (Vicus

Carmficum) 1379 Poll Tax Returnsfor Sheffieldm Shef-
field Gloss (1888) s v , Ricardus Stub & Emma vxor ejus,
fflessehewer, vj d a 1400 Burgh Laws lxiv (Sc Stat. I )
Gif be flesehewar graythis ml flesche he sal restor hym >e
scathis bat aw be bestys 1444 AberdeenReg 4 June, Item,
that the fleschowans dicht and mah clene the fleschous like
ouke on Friday

Hence + Fleshhewery, a slaughter-house.
1483 Catk. Angl, 133 A Fleschewrye, camtficutm.

Fle’shhood, + -head, arch [f. Flesh sb +
-head, -hood.] a Fleshly state or condition, b.
The condition of being in the flesh, or becoming
flesh, incarnation
c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W deW 1494) 11 xxx, The

Soule myghte not that tyme for freelte of the flesshede
suffre it soo 1836 Mrs Browning Aur Leigh vii 1030
God who hast thyself Endured this flesh-hood.

Fle’sh-hook.
1 A hook for removing meat from the pot,
CI325 in Rel Ant I. 292 Surnme notes arn kroken

a-weyward als a fleshoke c 1386 Chaucer Sornpn T. 22
Ful hard it is, with fleischhok or with oules To ben y-clawed.
£1440 Promp. Pam, 166/1 Flesche hooke, creagra, fuscina
*314 Barclay Cyt 4 Uplondyshm Pref (Percy Soc) 30
The sculhans Came forth with whittles, some other with
fleshhooks *611 Bible 2 Chron. iv x6 The pots also, and
the shouels, and the fleshhookes

fig Brathwait Descr Death in Farr .S' P fas I (1848)
271 Eaith-turned, mole-eied, flesh-hook, that puls us hence.
2 dial. (See quot

)

i88r Leicestersk Gloss , Flesh-hook, an iron hook with
a long ‘stall,’ used to pull hides out of the tan-pits

3 A hoolc to hang meat upon
;
a * pot-hook ’.

JS96 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks (Grosart) III. 64
These roguish Arsemetnque gibbets or flesh-hookes, ana
cyphers, or round 00s 1874 in Knight Diet Mech
t Flesh house. Obs In I flieachus, 5 flesh-

usse, 6 fleshows. A place where meat is killed

or sold
;
a butcher’s shop

; shambles,
cxooo jElfric Gloss, in Wr-Wulcker 184 Camale,

fkeschus 1433 Nottingham Rec II 357 Y° Comon
Fleshusse in y“ Setterday Merkeht 1303 Kalender of
Shepk E nj, Oon dyrk plays ful [of] tablys et of stankys
as oon fleshows

Fle'Shify, v nonce-gad. [f Flesh + -(i)fy ]
trans To turn into flesh. Hence Fie shiftedppl. a.

1768 [See Fishify ]

Fleshiness (flejines) Also 5 fleshnes [f

Fleshy a + -ness ] The quality or state of being
fleshy

; fullness of flesh.

14 tr. Secreta Secret cxx\ii (E E T S ) 117 With-
oute greet fleshnes yn be knees 1533 Elyot Cast Helthe
1 (1541) 2/1 Carnositie 01 fleshynesse 1381 Mulcaster
Positions xxi. (1887) 90 Running abateth the fleshmesse,
and corpulence of the body 1641 Milton Ch Govt
n. Ui (1851) 170 A diet puffing up the soul with a slimy
fleshineSse *788 Baillie in Phil Trans LXXVIII 358
[He] used his right hand in preference to his left which
was leadity discovered by the greater fleshiness of the arm.
1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 72 Flowers, with no peculiar

fleshiness in the anthers 1883 G Allen m Longm Mag.
July 3x1 (Strawberries), Suppose any ancestral potentilla

ever to have shown any marked tendency towards fleshiness

in the berry

fig. 1644 Vaughan Semi 8 A Wisdom of the flesh a kind
of flesh, and fleshmes in the very mind and spirit

b concr A fleshy substance or growth
16x6 SuRrL. & Markh Country Fanne 83 The male hath

no combe, as our Cockes, but m stead theteof a ted flesln-

nesse

Fleshing (fie Jig), vbl sb [f. Flesh v. and sb.

+ -ING 1
]

1 The action of inciting (hounds) to the chase by
giving them a taste of flesh

1576 Turberv Venerie 213 Greyhoundes will requyre
greater fleshyng and encouragement to a Wolfe than to

any other chace. x6xx Cotgr , Achamement,
a fleshing,

2. Leather-manuf The action or process ofscrap-

817

ing offthe pieces of flesh, etc , adhering to the flesh-
side of a skin

,
also pi that which is scraped off.

1777 Macbride in Phil Trans LXVIII x 14 The opera-
tion called fleshing consists in a further scrapings with
a. particular kind of knife and cutting away the jagged
extremities and offal parts, such as the ears and nostrils
i860 Urcs Diet Arts (ed 5) II 676 The fleshings are
pi essed into cakes, and sold for making glue 1883A "Watt
Leather Mannf xxvi 323 The unhairmg and fleshing of
calf skins

3 (See quot
,
and cf Flesh sb 6)

1598 Florio Andar in Ctirnafan
,
to go a fleshing or

a wenching
4 Sc. ‘ The business of a butcher ’ (Jam. Stippl.

1825)
5 The distribution of the flesh on an animal
1876 Daily News $ Dec 2/1 The dainty shapes, undeni-

able style, and even fleshing of SirW, C Trevelyan*s beauti-
ful white Irish and shorthorn cross

6. pi A close-fitting, flesh-coloured garment of a
light material, usually of silk, worn upon the stage
to represent the natural skin

,
also fleshing-tights

*838 D Jerrold Men ofCharacter, J Ritnnymede v.
Wks 1864 III 189 Mind and be very particular with the
fleshings 1831 Mayhew Land Labour (1861) III 118/2
Then I'm dressed up in fleshing tights 1836 Alb Smith
Sketches ofDay Ser 1 11 1 9 Any lovely spirit, whose silk
fleshings move in pliant grace 1879 Geo Eliot Theo.
Such x 178 Ophelia in fleshings

7 Comb
, as fLeshmg-beam (see quot ) ;

flesh-
ing-board= prec

, fleshing-iron= next
,

flesh -

ing-knife (see quot 1839) 5 fl.eshing-sh.op, the
place where skins are fleshed

, a beam-house.
1881 Leicestersh Gloss,, Flesh-beam or *Fleshmg-beam

,

a wooden instrument on which is suspended the hide to
be dressed, for the purpose of scraping off any remains
of the flesh, &c 1^47 Aberdeen Reg. iq Feb ,

Item, ane
“fleschmg buird, with ane fuyt ana ane “flesching jrne
1839 Ure Did Arts 764 The “fleshing knife, a large two
handled implement with a blunt edge, and bent to suit
the curvature of the rounded beam of the wooden horse
upon which the hide is scraped 1883 A Watt Leather
Mamtf xxiv 291 The goatskins, when ready for fleshing,
are removed to the “fleshing shop

Fleshless (fle Jles), a. [f. Flesh sb. + -less ]
1 Destitute of flesh.

1386 Marlowe 1st Pt Tamburl v 11, Death is seated
on my horsemen’s speais, And on their points his fleshless
body feeds 1607 Dekker Knt's Conjur (1842) 41
Fleshlesse shin hones dig’d out of graues 1786 ti Beck-
ford's Vathek (x868) 113 The fleshless forms of the Pre-
adamite Kings. x8a2 Barham Ingol. Leg, Nell Cook, A
fleshless, sapless, skeleton lay in that horrid well

+ b. Without material substance
,
phantom-like

<11592 Greenf Alphonsus 11
1
(Rtldg ) 235/2 When thou

know st the certainty thereof, By fleshless visions shew it

2 Without supeifluous flesh , emaciated, lean.

i5g8 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 1 iv Handy Crafts 38 He
chooseth one [horse] With Dry Sinewy shanks ,

strong,

fleshless knees 1809 Crabbe Tales 36 Sheep . fleshless,

lank and lean 1847 J Wilson Chr. North (1857) I 161
Racking pain was in her fleshless bones.

+ 3 Without meat. Obs ~ 1

C1394 P PI Crede 787 Wortes flechles wroughte.

fFle'shlihood. Alsofleshlihead [f Fleshly
+ -head, -hood] Fleshly state 01 condition,

fleshliness, gratification of the flesh

0x440 Hylton Scala Perf (W. de W 1494! n xxxn, And
the more it is departed fro flesshlyhede the sharper sighte it

hath c 1449 Pecock Repr in vn 3x9 Religiose men for-

saking raiche of worldlihode and of fleischlihode

t Fle'shlily. rare [f. Fleshly a +-ly 2
]
=

Fleshly adv
16x4 J Robinson Reltg Communion 86 The most of

them conceaving carnally or fleshlily of the Lords Covenant
did glory in the flesh

Fleshliness (flejhnes) [OE. flxsclicness, f.

fl&schc

,

Fleshly + -ness ]

L + a InOE • Incarnate condition, b Fleshly

quality or state, carnality, ‘carnal passions or

appetites’ (J)
c jooo xElfric Horn II 278 Se 3e, asftar menniscum

wisdome, wile smeagan ymbe 3a gerynu Chnstes fltesclic-

nysse 1388 Wyllif Dint xvu 17 Ful many wyues
drawen his [the King’s] soule to ouer myche fleischlynesse

1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye 84 Thre maner of people
were called to ouie Lordes soper, and came not, for

pryde for worldlynesse and for flesshelynesse. 1658 Whole
Duty Man xvi 343 ’Tis the carnality and fleshliness ofour
hearts that makes it seem so 1859 I Taylor Logic in

Theol 338 That extreme creed which satisfies a sensuous
and sensual fleshliness

f 2 . Fullness of flesh ;
fleshiness Obs.-°

1552 Huloet, Fleshlmes, or abundaunce of flesh called

carnositye, camositas 1580 Baret A Iv G 569 Grosse-

nesse, or fleshlinesse, corpulcntta 1611 Cotgr , Car-
nosith, fleshlinesse, fulnesse of flesh

•j* Ple’shling’. Obs rai e~l
[f. Flesh sb +

-ling. Cf. worldling ] A fleshly-minded person

1548 Confut N Shaxton I v a, The justice of God . is

to lewarde the spiutuall with the blessynges promised, &
the fleshlynges, the reprobate, with the plages tnretned

Fleshly (fle Jli), a and adv. [OE Jlmschc,

f jffsesc, Flesh +-hc, -ly 1.]

A adj.

I Of or pertaining to the flesh, i.e the body

1 Of or pertaining to bodily appetites and indul-

gences ;
carnal, lascivious, sensual. Rarely of per-

sons : Given up to bodily lusts ,
=Carnal 3.

c888 K jEltred Boeth. xxxi § 1 Hwaet godes magan we
seegan on ha flseschcan unjxeawas cxooo xElfric Hont.

II. 100 Unnhthc biS Jjset se enstena mann flseschce Iustas
gefremme C1200 Tnn. Coll Ham 63 WifttieS aiu fro
flesltche lustes a *300 Cursor AT 26364 (Cott ) Flessely
sin es luchen 1382 Wyclif x Pet 11 11 Fleschly desyris

listen agens the soule c 1440 Hilton Scala Perf {W
de W 1494) 11 vui, All the flesshly felynge of this synfull
ymage 1533 Frith Answ Fisher (1829) 194 Fleshly men

that follow their own lusts and appetites <1x592 H
Smith Wks (1867) II 410 The religion of Mahomet is
fleshly, consisting in natural delights and corporal pleasures
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev iv 11 Wks 1856 I 110
Shall justice sleepe In fleshly lethargie ? 1714 Pope Epic
Rowe's fane Shore 21 The godly dame, who fleshly failings
damns 1826 Scott lYoodst xxix, What he called a fleshly
frailty was in truth an attachment to strong liquors 1872
R. Buchanan (title) The Fleshly School of Poetry and
other Phenomena of the day
fb Sexual, -Carnal 3 b Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10874 (Cott) Hu sal i brede, pat neuer

hadd part of flesslt dede of man? 1483 Caxton G de la
Tour'E.xj b, [She] coueyted to hauehis flesshely coinpanye
1485 Act 1 Hen VII, c 4 Advoutry, Fornication, Incest, or
any other fleshly Incontmency.

+ 2 Connected by, 01 based upon, ties of flesh

and blood, natural. = Carnal 2 Obs
cooo Beeda’s Hist 1 xvi [\xvii ] (1890) 68 Da goodan

fsedras gewumafl heora flseslecu beam <11225 Juliana 5
Hire fleschhehe feder wes affnean ihaten <1x300 Cmsor
AT

,

20068 (Cott ) Saint lohan |7at was his flexsli kinesman
x^. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII 117 This mayden. was
his fleschly cosyn 1513 More in Grafton Chron (1568)
II 760 Fleshly Gonsanguimtie. 1578 Gitae G, Ball,
(1868) 29 We our fieschely father dreid.

3.
* Natural unredeemed, nnregenerate

,
=

Carnal 5
971 Blickl Horn 19 pa flaeslican willan c 1200 Ormin

17276 To shaewenn himm whatt wise FIssshlike mann mas;
wurrpenn gast 1526 Tindale Rom vm 7 That the flesshly
mynae is enmyte against God 1350 Crowley Eptgr
1035 That wyth theyr fleshly fansey They may make it

[Scripture] agre 1871 Ruskin Fors Clav xxiv (1872) 10
Avaricious in an instinctive, fleshly way.

4. Of or pertaining to the material body, mortal

,

material as opposed to spiritual; human as op-
posed to divine. The fleshly eye

.

the bodily eye.
Now rare = Carnal r

cxaoo Ormin 12112 Ne mihhte he nohht purrh fUeshlic
e3hess sihhpe Seon pmre [etc

]
a 1225 Leg Kath 914 Dus

he schrudde & hudde him wi3 nre fleschhehe schrud 13 .

.

E E Alht P A xo8i An-vnder mone so gretmerwayle No
flesLhlyhert ne myst endeure 1382 WvcLir 2 Chi on xxxn.
8 With hym is the fieschely arm, with us the Lord oure
God 1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) 1 1 (X859) 1, I had made
an ende and fully fynyshed my fleshely pyfgremage 1435
Misyn Fire ofLove (EE T. S ) 61 With fflescly- eyn bodily
pmgis ar seyn. 1590 Spenser .F Q 11 \ 50 Th’ eternall Lord
in fleshly slime Enwombed was 1607 Rowlands Famous
Hist 67 My golden Scepter, in a fleshly hand, Is taken
from me by another King 1732 Berkeley Alciphr iv
§ 14, I never imagined it could he pretended that we saw
God with our fleshly eyes 1874 Blackie Self-Cult 10 The
soul of a man underlies his features and his fleshly frame-
work

5 Pertaining to, concerned with, or influenced

by the present life, and considerations connected
withit; worldly. Now rare. — Carnal 4.
c x2oo Ormin 4852 All flaeshli3 care & serr3he. 1430-1530
Myrr our Ladye 33 The hartes . of flesshely people
be harde 1531 Tindale Exp 1 John (1537) 38 They
preach hym falselye vnto theyr fleshly vauntage a 1591 R
Greenham Shortforme CatechisingWks (1599) 418 Fleshly
hatied of our enemies 1648 Cromwdli Let 25 Nov. in
Ann Reg (1765) 52 Our fleshly reasonings ensnare us.

1798 Missionary Alag No 24. 2x7 Simplicity and godly
sincerity, as opposed to fleshly wisdom, strongly marked
his character 1875 Manning Mission II. Ghost 1 22 The
man of flesh and blood, of fleshly reasons

II With reference to flesh (as a substance).

1 6. Well furnished with flesh ; fat, plump ;
—

Fleshy i. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111, 1199 (1248) Her sidis longe,
fleishely, smoothe, and white He gan to stroke 1422 tr.

Sccreta Secret
,
Prm Prvv, (E E, T S.) 226 Menwhyche

haue fleshly theghes and not bony. 1562 Turner Baths
8 b, They are good for them that are to fatt and fleshlye

1651 Life Father Sctrpi {1676J 97 Looking him in the face

you would rather have thought it fleshly than otherwise

1694 Acc. Sen Late Voy 11. (1711) 92 T’hey are very good
Food fleshly and fattish

7. Consisting of flesh ;
= Fleshy 2 ? Obs

1341 R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg E iv a, Sub-
staunce flesshely, bony, and cartilagynous X591 SpenserM Hubberd 1090 The Tygre, and the Bore seeking to take
occasion Upon his fleshly corpse to make invasion 1654
Vilvain Epit Ess. v lxxx no b, Caling such Animals as

liv on Land Flesh , and thos that dwel in Water Fish

,

yet in Nature the Bodies of both are Fleshly 1853 Kanl
Gunnell Exp xlvt (1856) 423 A smiling country, like a
smiling face, needs some provision of fleshly integuments

b. esp. ot the heart : Soft, as opposed to ‘ stony’,

tender ;
=Fleshy 2 c.

138a Wyclif 2 Cor. 111. 3 Not in stoony tahlts, but m
fieischly tabiis of herte 1541 Barnes Wks (1573) 362/2
Then taketh hee awaye our stony hart, and geueth vs

a fleshly hart. 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pi ’lambnrl. 11. n.

Can there be such treason in the fleshly heart of man.
*836 Mrs Browning Aur Leigh iv 1x9a Enough for me
and for my fleshly heart To hearken the invocations of

niy kind.

fc Of a leaf: = Fleshy 2 d. Obs,

1657W Coles Adam hi Eden Ixvui, The common Orpine
riseth ..with fat and fleshly Leaves.
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•j- 8. Of a hound : Fond of flesh. Obs. tare

1576 Turderv Vetterle 25 You should not feede haryers

with fleshe for if you do, they will become fleshly and
gyuen to hunte great beastes of clnce

III. 9 Comb
,
as Jleshly-vnndcd adj., •vnndcd-

ness.

1528 Tindale Wicked Mammon Wks I 103 Were al-

together worldly and fleshly minded. 1621 Burton Anat
Mel. 111 iv it 1 (1651) 683 They are in a reprobate sense

mere carnalists, fleshly minded men 1840 Hare Mission
Com

f

111 (1850) 77 In every man there is a root of carnal

or fleshlymmdedness.

fB adz). Ohs.

1 . In bodily form, corporeally; as regards the

body, ‘in the flesh’ ;
= Caunally adv, 1.

c 1230 IIah Meid. 19 pat $et per he wune5 fleschhche on
eorSc c 1250 Old Kentish Strut in OF Mtsc 27 And
offre we Gosthche to ure lorde, pet [h]i ofliede fleslichc,

C X440 York Myst xlvi 77 To rise flesshly, l-wis

b. In a material or physical sense or manner,
materially as opposed to spiritually

c 1200 Ormin 16237 Flscshhke folic, 1 flnsshh} hf Ftasshlike

all unnderrstondenn pe Laferrd Cristess woid, tatt was*!

Gastlike tunndemtanndenn 0386 Chauci r Pars T
r 259 Of bilk adam flesschly descend it be we allc, 1633
Pagitt Chrtsttanogr 1 in (1636) 196 If any man taketh
it fleshly ; it profiteth nothing.

2 . Carnally, sensually
a 122s Ancr R 58 pu past dost eni ping hwarof per mon

is fleschhche lvonded of pe c 1386 Chaucer Pat 1 Tv 128

Children that whylom loueden so fleshly eucnch other
x6xa T Taylor Comm Titus 11 4 Nature can loue natu-
rally, that is, fleshly but not holily.

b. In the way of sexual intercourse, sexually

;

= Cabnai.ly adv a.

r 1173 Lamb Horn. 77 Na mon mine likame nineS ne
mid me fleshche nefde to donne. 1303 R Dkunnic llandl
Sytttte 2009 3yf pou euer py wyfe lay by Yn tyme of
pcnaunce, to seye flesshely pou synnest grctly. 1494
Fabyan Citron vt. cc 224 He put her nat from his bedde,
nor yet delte w fc her flesshely 1583 T Washington tr

Nicholay's Voy, iv xxxui 155 b, If he was found not able
to live with her so fleshly, as his youth required,

3 . Comb., asfleshly-wise adj

1342 Becon Pat&w. Prayer xvui I j a, Seme It neuer so
godly, vertuous and good in the syght of fleshly wyse men.

Flesh-meat. Flesh (as opposed to fish and
vegetables) as an article of food

,
also pi, various

kinds of food consisting of flesh

In some northern dialects applied to ' butchers’ meat ns
opposed to bacon or pork ’.

c xozo Laws Cunt § 47 3yt wyrse pmt man mid flscsc-nvcte

lime sylfne afyle [riht fsesten-tide] rtii54 O E Citron
an. 1131 pa scyrte 5a flesc mete C1394 P. PI Crede 13
Wednes day ich wyke wip outen flcch-mete 1364 Child
Marriages (E. E. T. S ) 200 They made an end of flesh
meat that night for that weke 1698 Keii l Exam. l'h.

Earth (1734) 213 Who seldom tast any Flesh-meats 1848
Secret Soc Mid Ages, Templats 254 They had flesh-meat
hut three times a week, unless when festiyal-days occurred
attnb 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II 419 Hu health

requires a flesh meat diet.

Fleshment (fle’fment) rate-’1, [f. Flesh v.

+ -ment.] The action of ‘fleshing’; hence, the

excitement resulting from a first success.
1603 Shaks. Lear 11 u. 130 And in the fleshment of this

dead exploit, [He] Drew on me here againe

t Fle’shmonger, 06s. [see Monger.] One
who deals m flesh.

1. A butcher.
cxooo Gloss, in Wr.-Whicker 438 Latuc, flaescmangerc

a 1400 m Eng, Gtlds (1870) 334 Eueiych flesliemongere .

shat to pe kynge of custom fyue & twenty pans by pe 3cre
e 1313 Cocke Lorell ’s B (Percy Soc ) 4 With slyngethryfte
fleshemonger, Also fabyane flaterer 1397 Breton JVtls
Trencltmonr Wks (Grosart) II. 17/1 The Sonne of some
Flesh monger.

2 . A fornicatoi
; a pander

1603 Shaks. Meas for M v. 1. 337 Was the Duke a
flesh-monger, a foole, and a coward, as you then reported
him to be? 1624 Hlywood Captives n, 11 in Bullen O PI
IV, Inquire for us of wenshes ? tush, wee fishe For no such
perewmkles , farewell flesbmongeie

Fl6'Sh-pot. A pot m which flesh is boiled
Chiefly in phrase theflesh-pols ofEgypt (see Exod
xvi. 3), or with allusion to that phrase • Luxuries
or advantages regarded with regret or envy.
x33S Coverdale Exod. xvi 3 Whan we sat by y« flesh

pottes, and had bred ynough to eate 1392 Nasiie P
Peniltsse Wks. (Grosart) II 74 From the flesh-pots of
Egipt, to the Prouant of the Lowe countreyes 1632
Lithgow Trav. vn. 299 Now well met Egypt For we have
appetite, for thy Flesh pots. 17x0 Swift Let to Sterne 17
Apr., I expect to hear the two ladies lamenting the fleshpots
of Cavan-street x86a Carlyle Fredk Gt, (1863) III x 11.

213 Law, with its high honours and deep flesh-pots x888
Bryce Amer Commw III lxxxviu 177 The fleshpots of
the city administration had therefore greater attractions
for him
attnb 1876 Ruskin Fors Clav VI lxiv 112 Some flesh-

ot comfort will always be needful for the education of such
easts as we are.

Hence Flesh-pottery {nonce tad.), high living,

self-indulgence.
x8t6 G Meredith Beatich, Cateer xxix, A band of

dealers m flesh-pottery.

t FIesh-sha*BibleS. Ohs Also 5 flessh-
chameles, -ylle, -shamels, 6 fleshamelles. A
place where meat is killed or sold.
a 1410 m York Myst Introd 24 note

,

All the folks of the
salsemaker crafte . . without the Flesshchameles. ? 1483

Ca\ton Vocab 3 Goo to the flessbshamels 1346 Mem
lltpon (Surtees) III 30 To the kinges majestie furth of one
burgage in Fleshatnelks xvjd 1352 in Huloi t.

b. A brothel
xfio8 Day Hum out oflit 11. Civ, Venice is counted the

best flesh-shambles m Italic

t Fle'shwardL, adv Ob r [f. Flesh sb +
-ward] Towards or in 1 elation to humanity
1674 N Faiui ax Bulk 9 Stlv vi 184 The taiths globe, or

that of it that lyes fleslnvurd

Flesh-worm. A worm that feeds on flesh.

Also (see quot 1HS4 )
cxooo Sax Leu ltd. II. T24 Wip Anise wyimum gemin

monnes suran [etc ] 1577-87 Hut insure Chtott II 19/2
Nits, fleshwounes, bets, lmtterfliLs. 1586 J Hooki R
Gtrald Ircl. in Hohushed II 91/1, I shall be able like

a fleshworme to itch the bodie of his kmgdomc 1703
Soutiii Y Vis Maid ofOrleans 1 136 Whue thou seest the
pamper'd flesh-worm trail, Once the white bosom heaved
1884 Syd, Soc, Lex , Mesh worm ,

the ’J tic/ttua spiralis

b. transf A camally-minded person.

1365 Harding m Jewel Dcf Apol (ifin) 317 Discoursing
Parliament Maduiutllists, and al other wliatsotucr flesh-

wormes, Merchants, idle artificers

Fleshy (fleji), a. [f. Flesh sb +-yL Cf
Ger. fleischtg ]

1. Well furnished with flesh
;

fat, plump
cx^fip CuAUcrn Dethe Blamtclte 954 Amies ever lxtli,

Fattish, fleshy, nat great theievvith 14 Lv no & Burgh
Sicrees 2683 In knees he that is ovn mcchc fllcsshy

iSSS Aden Decades 3 The other moste flesshy panes [of
fattened childien] they pouder for stole 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 399 The A

'

tluopes are Plurnpe, and I'leshy 1641 Bi sr
Faun ISks (Suitees) 3 Sheepe that growe fleshy with fouie
teeth, will growe fatlc with eiL>ht. X793 Li). At'tici and tort
III 69 Colonel Pack was shot through the fleshy part of
the arm, 1820 W. Irving Skelth Ilk

,
Lountryth ( 1865) 126

A fine, fleshy, comfortable dame 1837 Dicm ns J'tckzv

xxiu, His face had expanded and us bold fleshy curves
bad far extended beyond the limits originally assigned
them
Jig. 1636 B Jonson Discov (Rtldg) 759/1 It Is a fleshy
stile when there is much periphrasis, and circuit of words

;

and when with moie than enough it grows fat and cor-
pulent

2 Of or pertaining to flesh
;
consisting of flesh ;

without bone
CX400 Lanfranc's Ctnttg 106 pe heed is maud of pre

parties, of a fleisehi paitie, of a bony pnrtie & a hiawni
partie 158X Muicash u Positions xv (1887) 69 Such fleshy
paites as be about the nbbes 1631 IIobhls Ltvtath 11.

xxix 173 1 he fleshy parts being congealed 1700 Du\ 111 n
Pythag Philos in Fables 508 If Men with fleshy' Morsels
must he fed [ed. 1721 1 cads fleshly, and it u so ctltd by f J.
179a Bi livNaf Hist Ncw-llampshite III. 215 Besides the
fleshy pai ts of the cod, its Uv ei is preserved 111 tasks 1807 26
Coon r First Lines Suig, 189 Every kind of fleshy tumour
x8*8 Stark Elan Nat Hist I 333 No species of reptile
is possessed of true fleshy lips

b. Corporeal, bodily.
1624 Massinger Renegade 111 u, When it [the soul] grows

weary Of this fleshy prison, c 1630 Milton Passion 17 lie,
sovran priest Poor fleshy tabernacle entered. 18x4 Byron
Lara 1. win. He . charged all faults upon the fleshy form
She [Nature] gave to clog the soul. 1864 Hawthorne
S Felton (1883) 341 Fruits, milk, freshest butter, will make
thy fleshy tabernacle youthful.

e. Of ‘ flesh ’, implying softness and tenderness.

Cf. Flesh sb. 1 f.

1526 Tindai e 2 Cor 111. 3 The pistle of Clmst Written
not in tables of stone, but in flesshy tnbles of the herte.

1383 Auf, Sanoys Scrnt Cant u 13 § 28 His wil Is that
stome hearts be turned into ileslue x6xx Bible F.cclus.
xvu. 16 Neither could they make to themselucs fleslne
hearts for stome.

d. Of a plant, leaf, fruit, etc : Having a firm, or
somewhat firm pulp; pulpy, not fibrous. Cf.
Flesh sb 2

*577 B, Googe HeresbacKs Husl n. (1386) nob, The
whole bodie of the Ftgge is fleshie 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 633 Those Joyces, that aic so fleshy, as they cannot make
Dnnke by Expression may make Diinke by Mixture of
Water 1672 Josselyn New Eng Rarities 66 Vine, much
differing in the Fruit, all of them veiy fleshy 1712 tr.

Pomct's Hist. Drugs I 37 A lound, fleshy Berry, like that
of Myrtle 1776 Witiii ring Brit. Plants (1796) II 428
Leaves opposite, egg-sbaped, blunt, fleshy 1807 [ E.
Smith Phys Bot. 282 Dtiipa, a Stone-fiuit, has a fleshy
coat 1834 Hooker Hnnai, Jtnls, I 1 16 The natives
distil a kind of arrack from its fleshy flowers 1870 H
Macmillan Bible Teach, xi 211 They have thick fleshy
leaves

+ 3 Of the ‘flesh’ as opposed to the ‘spirit’;

human as opposed to ‘ spiritual ’
;
= 1<leshly 4

a 1400 Piywer(i%gi) 78 Whethir pyn eycn be fleschchi,
or thou seest as man suhal se 1333 Coverdai e Job \ 4
Hast thou fles«hy eyes then, 01 doest thou loke as man
loketh ?

tb. Carnal, sensual; = Fleshly a 1 Obs
1604 T Wright Passions v §4 2x2 Fleshy concupiscence

deserveth rather the name of Merccnarie Lust then Love
x668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol Amt 1 xvn 43 Such as
are given to fleshy desires, have laigcw Kidneys then
ordinary

4

.

Resembling flesh, in its pioperties or quali-

ties.

*555 Eden Decades 233 They [Rubies] are of a fleshye
colour 1663 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677)26 The Man-
natee is the othe; fish and from their using the shoar have
a fleshie taste resembling Veal 1762-71 H. Walpole
Vertue’s Anecd Paint (1786) I 2x5 His colouring was
good, and his figures fleshy and round 1804 Abernethy
Snrg Obs 19 They agree in the cxteinal characters, those
of an increase of bulk, and a fleshy feel

1 Flet 1
. Obs Forms: I, 3-6, 8 flet, 3 south

vlet, 4-5 flett(e, (6 fleets, fleit, flelt), 7-8 flett
[OE fliKt - OFris flet, OS flct,flcth, OHG flazi,
Jlezi i^MIIG vlelze, Ger dial fletz), ON flet str.

ncut. —OTcut. *flatjo
m

% f *flato- Flat a
]

1 . The floor or ground under one’s feet

Beowulf is68 (Gi ) Hi-o on flet Recrong a xooo Canons
Pointful Men a [Ihorpe, 1840)414 & ne cume on bedde
ac licse on flcttc. 01x300 A E Psalter cxvm [cxix] 25
Clived mt saule to Jn Act c 1340 Gato Gr Knt 368A tule tapit t>V ouer J>c flet a 1420 Pallad on Husb
1 473 I In hernc also be playne, nnd lnirde the flette c 1430
Marl 273 Knelynge douti upon the flette.

b. ? A place, siiot, fiekh(of battle).
c 1203 Lav 26023 P-lt he com to }>an ulette |>er pe feond lai

and simple. C1300 K Alts 2378 Ihey broughte heom. out
of the flette

2 . A dwelling, house, ‘hall’
Beowulf 102 s (Ur) Beowulf sepuh ful on flette. at000
Laws Ulothh.rie 6 F.adttt \i t'lhorpe 1840) 14 Jif man
mann in in oiircs llette m in-swara hatcS sailing agelde

!
nm )>e Ji.ct flet arc 11x300 'utiz 273 So ich evere brouke
ions other flet 1 X323 J'otm limes Edit) II 309 in Pol
Songs (Camden) 3x7 An hep of gules sittende aboute the
Act. CX460 Jowmhy Myst (Surtees) 26, 1 slial not in thi
det I* ly t of this licit 1

b Sc The inner part of a house.
rt 1400 Butg/i Laws J.M1I (St Siat I) pe inner lialfe of

)>e hous J»at is c illyt )>e flat 1 1430 Ifoi 1 and llowlat lxiv

830 I he fuhs fonde in the flet And mony mowis at mete On
the flure m.ml X308 Duniiak Flyting 24a Rank beggar,
ostu ilrcg.ir, fouie llcgg.ir, in the flet

"
1598 Fi rguson Sc

Pio,< 4 A f ur lire makes a room flet. 1768 Ross Helenote
u 588 i hat seven jc.us have sittcn 1’ the flet

3 I'n c andflet (coi rujitlyfleet) :
* fire and house-

room ’
;
an expression often occurring in wills, etc

Bp. Kennett (a 1728) quotes m HAS l ansd 1033 fol 132
an ‘old northern song o\er a dead corps’, containing the
lines ‘ Fire and fleet and tamlle light, And X1 receive thy
savvle’ In Sir W Scott’s Minstrelsy ofit cot Botderiy.802)
232 the words appear as ‘Fire and sleet’, and the editor
suggests that sleet ‘ seems to be corrupted fiom sett, at salt,

a quantity of which is fiequcntly placed on the breast of
a coipse'l

1333 Truhii in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 129 To fynd
the said wife mete ami drink, fyer and flelt *539 Will of
R Motleyn (Somerset Ho ) My wife to havc..fyie & fleete

in my h tulc & kccluu t XS70 Durham Dipos (Surtees)

207, 1 troblcd . . this house with n bedd roomc and fier and
flat

Flet 2 ((let). Sc Also float [app. repr. ON.
Jidda plait, f. Jidda = Ger. Jlcihien to plait.]

A mat of plaited straw placed on a pack-horse’s

back to prevent chafing or galling.

1794 W SUTHFIIIAMI 111 .Statist Ace. Si oil X 23 Straw
creels , lived over straw Acts, on the hoises backs, with
a clubber and straw ropes *812 Cut. Hi nw rson Agnc.
Surv Sutherland v. § 5 60 '1 he horse being equipped with
a fle.it and ctubbar oil Ins hack

Flat : see FLI.I.T v 1 and -.

'I* FIetch, la (or sb. attnb ) [cf Flig, etc]

1704 Lotui Gas, No 40(4/1 A Mate about 14 hands
and half with . . a long flctch Tail and well in Case

Fletch (fletf), v [Peril, a corruption (due to

association with Fletcher)of Fledge v 4, though

the latter has not been found earlier than 1796]
* arts. To fit (an arrow) with a feather

,
to feather.

lit andfig
1633-56 CowirvDavidets 11 91 Thy Darts are Soft as

the l1 cathers that they’re fleteh’d withal 1760 Warburton
Doctr Grace 11 x, He dips lus curses 111 the gall of irony

,

and fletchus them with a propliane classical Parody

1845 J Saunih hs Piet F.ttg Life, L/taueer 8g Arrows
. fletched with the feathers of the goose, 1876 Bancroft
Hist U A V xliu. 25 'Ihey fletched their complaint by
adding 1 America loved lus brother*.

Fletch, var. ot F litch.

Fletcher (flc tju) Also 5 fleccher(e, flecher,

fl.eccb.our , Sc. flo(d)ger [ad. OF. flccher, fle-

chier arrow-maker, f Jlnhe arrow • see 1‘LkcHE.]

1 One who makes or deals in arrows; occasion-

ally, one who makes bows and arrows. Obs. exc

Hist, or arch.
c X400 Destr Troy 1593 Feriers, flecchours, fele men of

Crafte 1437 Sc Acd Jas //, c 65 (1814) II. 48/2 A bowar
andafleger. 1465 Mann # Househ Exp 179 Ihe flechcr

that owyth hym ffoi tymber, \\s vjd. 1341 Act 33 Hen
VIII, c. 9 fe 1 The bowiers, flctchers, stringers and arrowe

head makers of this your realme x6x6 SunrL & Markh
Country Fat me 667 Which timber is of great estimation

amongst Fletchers, for it maketh the strongest and best arrow

of any wood whatsoeuer 1664 Evhyn Sylva (1776) 218

Our Fletchers commend it [the Quick-beam] for Bows next

to Yew. 1733 P Lindsay Interest Scot 56 Any other Cor-

poration decayed and worn out, such as the Bowers,

Fletchers, and several others in London are, as to their

Business 1854 H Miller Sch Schtn. xxi (1857) 460 As
if some fletcher of the stone age had carried on his work on

the spot 1858 Simmonds Diet Trcule, Fletchers' Company,
one of the minor livery companies of London
attnb. 15 Kyng (4 Hcrmyt 477 in Hazl E P P I 3*

Jake, seth thou can of flecher crafte, Thou may me es with

a schafte

+ 2 An archer, a bowman. Obs.

1329 More Dyaloge 1. Wks 143/x Though one eye wer

ynough for a fletcher.

Hence Fie tchery, the wares or goods made or

sold by a fletcher

1594 2nd Rep Dr Faustus m Thoms E E Prose Rom
(1838) III, 411 They brought store of fletchery to them
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Flether (flettei), v Sc Also flaither [Cf.

ON flatSra to flatter ] mtr. To flatter, use

‘blarney’. Hence Pie tliering ppl, a Also
pie tliers, flattering talk, blarney.

1786 Burns Ded to G Hamilton 2 Expect na, Sir, in

this narration, A fleechin, flethnn, dedication 18
Donald Flora 13 (Jam ) Lord Come now, my good
fellow, and—Wat Aye, flaither awa ! Since I’ll no do wi’

foul play, try me wi’ fair play 1821 H Duncan Yng
S Country Weaver v (ed 2) 98 What ! do you think to
beguile me, wi’ your fleeching and your Aethers to do
the devils’ wark

+ Fle tiferous, a Obs~°. [f L fletifer (f

fletus weeping, f flere to weep -vferre to bear) +
-OOS ]

' Causing weeping* (Bailey),

1656-8* Blount Glossogr
, Fletferous [*656 ed has

Flecti/erous] *721-66 in Bailey

+ Fle'tion. Obs rare- 1 [as if ad L *jletidn-

em, n of action f flere see prec ] Weeping
*7*6 M Davies A then Brit 11 254 The different degrees

of Penitential Fletion, Audition, Substration and Consist-

ence.

Fleubothomye, obs form of Phlebotomy
Monk, obs form of Fluke
Fleum(e, obs form of Fleam, Phlegm.

||
Fleur (flor). [F fleur : see Flower.]

1 An ornamental flower

1841 Hawkins Silver Coins (1876) 178 Annulet enclosing

pellet in place of the fleurs in the angles

2. A kind of woollen stuff (see quot

)

*883 Cassell’s Fam, Mag Oct 697/1 Fleur is .a serge
ground on which are large pattei ns in a soit ofweaving like

a Brussels carpet, and of a numei ous mixture of colours all

deftly blending, so that no one tone prevails

Hence Pleured ppl a [+ -ed 2
], adorned or

marked with a fleur or fleurs

*84* Hawkins Silver Coins (1876) 246 The arch on the
king's breast is not fleured, but terminates in a crescent

Fleur-de-lis (flor do it, lfs), flower-de-
luce (flaue 1 d/ hi s) Forms : a 4-6 flour(e-

de-lys(e, -lice, -lyee, (pi. -lycis), 7 -lis, 5-7
•luoe, pi -luces, 6 floredelise, Sc. 5 flour(e-the-

lis, -lys. B. 6-9 flower-, (6 flowre-)de-luce, (pi

•luces), 6-7 -lice, (pi -lices), 6 -lyce, 8 -lys,

7-9 -lis y 8-9 fleur-de-lys, 9 -lis, pi 7 fleur-

de-lysses, -lyzes, 9 fleurs-de-lis, -lys, -luce

[The prevailing form is a. mod F Jleur de lis (flor

dp If), formerly lys , but this form is scarcely found

in Eng before the 19th c. ;
see above. The form

flower-de-luce survives as a poetical archaism and m
U.S. The Fr is literally ‘lily-flower’ from Its,

formerly lys, in OF. hz for his lily, the s of the

nom. sing, being retained in the oblique cases , the

English spelling de-lice, de-lyce, was in its origin

merely graphic (cf price, mice, syce
,
etc ), but in

the 16th c was associated with a fanciful etymo-

logy flos debase, and the form deluce, de luce ap-

parently also leaned upon a fanciful derivation.

Occasional English forms were deluce, dtlyceflowrel\

1 The flower of a plant of the genus Iris (esp

I pseudaconts)

;

the plant itself. Cf. Flag
sb l 1.

*3 EE A llit. P A 752 py colour passez }>e flour-de-

lys. a 1400 Hymn Virg vi mWarton Hist Eng Poetryx
(1840) II no Heil fairer then the flour de lys c 147J Rauf
Coil\ear 670 Flowris with Flourdelycas formest m feir

*500-20 Dunbar Thistle Rose 138 Lat no netill vyle Hir
fallow to the gudly flour delyce *590 Spenser F. Q ii vi.

16 The lilly, lady of the flowring field, The flowre-deluce,

her lovely paramoure 1699 Bentley Phal Pref 104 The
Muses are invited to come under the shadow of Flower-de-

luces. 1731-37 Miller Gard Diet (ed 3) s v Iris, Iris

purpurea Common purple Fleur-de-Lys *837 Campbell
Lines in La Perouse's Voy Poet Wks 2g8 When, rapt xn

fancy I plucked the fleur-de-lys by Jesso’s sti earns *866

Longf Ilower de-luce vm, 0 flower-de-luce, bloom on, and
let the river linger to kiss thy feet 1

b fig .

1500-20 Dunbar Ballat Our Lady 42 Haile, fair fresche

flour-de-lyce 1

2 The heraldic lily ; a device supposed by some
to have originally represented an iris, by others the

top of a sceptre, of a battle-axe or other weapon
It is best known from having been borne upon the

royal arms of France under the old monarchy
ex400 Melayne 94 Wende thy waye To Charles that

bens the flour delyce, 1488 tn La Treas Acc Scotl

I 8* Item ane vche of gold like a flourethelis of diamante

*529 Rastell Pastyme (1S11) 75, 111 floure delyse in a feld

asure was sent to Kyng Clouys from hevyn for his armys.

1622 Malynes Anc Law-Merch 189 The French Kings
Tent with the three Flowerdeluces 1709 Addison 7 athr
No *61 ? 9 A bloody Flag, embroidered with Flower-de

Luces 1843 Lytton Last Bar 11 11, A lofty head-gear,

embroidered with fleur-de-lis. 1851 Layard Pop Acc
Dtscov Nineveh vu 163 The first god wears the square

horned cap, surmounted by a point, or fleur-de-lys

b The royal arms of France, hence also the

French royal family, the French flag (before 1789)*

the French nation or government
135a Minot Poems iv 25 Than the riche floure de lice

Wan thare ful litill prise, Fast he fled for ferae 149*

Fabyan Chron vir 519 He, beyng of y® naturall house of

Fraunce, & one of y° flouredelyce *523 Ld Berners

Froiss, I ccclxiv. 593 A great parte of the floure delyse

and of the chiualry of Fraunce is within the towne 1556
Chron, Gr Fnars (Camden) 4 By the wych qwene the
flower de lyce came in to the armes of Yenglond, & the
tyttyll of France *581 Sidney Astr <$> Stella lx\-v, He
[Edw. IV] made the Floure-de luce so fraid a *628 F
Greville Sidney (1652) 65 To fly for protection to the
Flower-de-Luce with whom they [the Netherlander-,] join in

continent 1800 Weems Washington xi (18*0) 165 Blasting
on every sea then sickly fleurs de-luce of gallic piracy
1865 Parkman Huguenots 11 (1875) 23 They saw the
fleur-de-lis floating above the walls of Fort Coligny
3 The representation or figure of a heraldic fleur-

de-lis on any article, e g that used to mark the

north on a compass Also, (Fr Hist.) a brand-
mark on a criminal

*475 Bk Noblesse 4 To vapour, spiede out, according to

the flour dehce, and avaunce hem forthe *594 Blundevil
Exerc vu xxiv (ed 7) 681 Of which lines, that which is

marked with the Flower-deluce signifieth the North 1676
B W[illis] Man Goldsm 100 Other sorts of weights
Marked with the Dagger a Flower-de-luce, and a
Vessel or Ewer *739 Brighton in Phil 7 rans XLI 754
Each Chart has a Flower de Lys on its North Edge 1790
Burke Fr Rev 124 The slanders of those who bring us
their anecdotes with the attestation of the flower-de-luce on
their shoulder *825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 491
As the ring turns round, the seconds upon it are shown by
the top point of a fleur-de-lis C, engraved on the face of the
dial-plate c *850 Rudun Navig (Weale) 5 In the compass,
the northern extremity of the needle beneath is represented
on the card by the fleur-de-lis

Hence Fleur-de-lis v. (after F. fleurdehser), to

bland (a criminal) with the fleur-de-lis Fleur-
de-lisecl.7)// a

,
adorned with fleurs-de-lts.

1630 Howell Cofgrave's Fr Diet Ep Ded , It was as
much as if he had been flourdekz’d, viz burnt in the back
or hand, or branded in his face *686 J Sergeant Hist
Mon Convent. 104 A Cross Flower-de-lys’d. 1843 Ft user's

Mag XXVII. 418 The Count of Champagne carried

the fleur-de-hsed banner,

Fleuret 1 (flu® ret),
|| fleurette (flore t). [ad

F flenrette, dim offleur flower ] a. An ornament
lilce a small flower b See quot 1868.
*811 Pinkerton Petrol I 428 The little fleurets, and

other miniatures, which we admire in the tombs and build-

ings of that period *858 Sat Rev V 425/2 The cyma-
tion, or wave-moulding, represented the sea, the fleurette,

the verdant plain *868 A B Alcott Tablets 22 The fi uit

. so arranged that the fleurets, or blossom, ends, may look

downwards *881 Terrien de la CourERiE in Nitmwn
Chron Ser 111 I 345 Bearing on the obverse eight fleurets

Flenret 2
. Fencing ? Obs. Also 7 fluret(t,

floret [a F fleuret, i fleur flower= It. fiorclio,

dim offlore flower
;
so called because the button

at the point was compared to a flower-bud ] A
fencing-foil

<**648 Ld Herbert Life (1886) 71 The good fencing-

masters when they present a foil or fleuret to their scholars,

tell him it hath two parts *674 Gov Tongue vu § 9 141

In such fencings jest hath proved earnest, and florets have

turn'd to swords *69* Sir W Hope Cotnpl Fencing-

master (1697) 13 They see at every other Thrust their Flurett

beat out of their Hand 1885 E Castle Schools ofFence
xv. 246 The flexible fleuret could only be used when the

play was restricted to the point

tPleu'ret 2
. Obs. [a. F. fleuret ‘nom dun

ancien pas qui se composait d’un demicoupd et de

deux pas marches sur la pointe du pied ’ (Littrd)

-It floretto • cf prec ] A step formerly used m
dancing.

1677 Sedley Ant 4 Cl. Prol
,
A bnsk gallant . Does here

and there m nimble fleurets pass

Fleurettee (flo rettf) Her Also 6-9 flurt(e,

9 florettde, -stty. [a F fleuretti, -ie, f fleur-

ette' cf Fleubet 1
.] = Fleury.

*562 Leigh Amione (1597) 34 He beareth Azure, a crosse

flurte Or *610 Guilljm Heraldry vi iv. 263 He beareth

Gules, a Crosse flurte Or. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey',

Flenrettee (Fr in Heraldry), flowered or set off with

Flowers 1830 E Hawkins Anglo-Fr Coinage 121 A
Greek cross, patee at the extremities, fturt *864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist Pop xv 191 They substitute an orle

ofsilver crescentsfor the field fleurettee [1863 (ed. 1) florettee].

Fleurisb, var. of Fleerish

||
Fleuron (floron). Also 4 floroun. [a F.

fleuron,
OF.,floron, f fleur flower]

1 A flower-shaped ornament, used esp. in archi-

tecture or printing, on coins, etc.

c *385 Chaucer L G W Prol 220 So were the florouts of

her coroun whyte c *66o Bp Cosin in C Walker Ritual

Reason Why 43 note, In some MS ‘directions to the printer’

he [Bp, Cosin] inserted after the Absolution ‘ Here set a

fleuron’ *830 E Hawkins Anglo-Fr. Coinage
-j 3 Crown

of eight lilies and four fleurons, *833 Elus Elgin Marb
II 169 The front is enriched with a fleuron 1882 Yule in

Encycl But XIV 498 These latter [coins] bore (obverse)

a Nepalese emblem surrounded by eight fleurons containing

the eight sacred Buddhist jewels

2 (See quot

)

*724-1800 Bailey, Fleurons [in Cookery], fine Tarts or

Puffs of Pastry Work for Garnishing 1823 in Crabb

+ 3 =Floret. Obs rare- 1

1727 Bradli y Fam Diet s v Butter-Burr,
The Flower

forms a Tuft with several Fleurons cut or divided into

long Strings _ _ _ , ,

||
Fleuronee, a Her [a. F fleuronnip, f.

fleuron . see Fleuron ]
Ornamented with fleurons*

= EOTOn£
1614 Selden Titles Hon 195 A Crown Fleuronee [printed

Fleumoee], only differing from what is now a Royall one,

in that it was not arch’t or close.

Fleury (fiu°’n), flory (floo*ri), a Her, Also

S flure, flourre, 5-6 flurri(e, 6 florie, 7 floury,

8 flore, florey, (flowery), 9 fleune, flury, flurry,

[ad Y.fleuri,-te,OY. floituflouref,ffleur] Deco-

rated with fleurs-de-lis ,
esp of a cross Having

its arms tipped with fleurs-de-lis. (Cf. also Coun-
TEBFLEURY, -FLORY.)
c 1420 Autnrs ofArt

h

xxxi, A tablet flourre [DouceMS
fiure’1 1483 CatA Angl 136 Flory,fiomlentus i486 Ble

St. Albans, Her Cvijb, Hit is calde a cros flurn. 1572
BossewellyJ rmorte 11 33 These Barrulettes are often founde
Flone 16x2 Drayton Poly-olb iv Notes 69 Bearing . a
Scepter fleury in his right 1706 Hearne Collect q May,
On y° other a Cross Flore 1761 Brit Mag II as*
A bordure, or, charged within a double tressure fleury

1823 Rutter Fonthtll p xxi, The Royal doubly tressure of
Scotland, flory and counter flory of the first [gules] 1864
Boutell Heraldry Hist Pop xv. § 1 (ed 3) 182 The
crosslets are drawn fleune

Flew (flw). [Of unknown origin ] Usuallypi.

The large chaps of a deep-mouthed hound (e g.

the bloodhound).
1575 Turberv Fanlconne 369 They open his flew and

jawes with a mannes hande x6*i Markham Coitnir.

Content 1 1. (1668) 5 The flews of his [1 e a hound’s] upper

lips almost two inches lower than his neither chaps 1766-82

in Bailey, 1818 HoggHunt ofEildon v in Broiume qfBods-
becL II 322 Their crukit tungis were dry for blood. An’ the

red lowe firled at their flews. *883 Stables Friend Dog
vu 60 Flews, the hanging lips, as in the Blood-hound

Flew, var, of Flue.
Flew, pa t. of Fly v and (obs ) of Flay v. ,

Fleware, -ere, -oure, obs Sc ff. Flavour.

Flewed (fl«d), ppl a [f Flew sb, + -ed 2.]

Having flews (of a particular quality).

1590 Shaks Mids N iv i 125 My hounds are bred out
of the Spartan kinde, So flew’d, so sanded *592 Lyly
Midas iv. m, A hound .fleet, faire flewde, and well hangd

t Fle’wen. Obs. [a Du fluwtjn, prob a cor-

ruption of Y.foume.'] A polecat.

1494 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 50 Item, too rygis of
flewenys, price 8i gs

Flewen, obs. pa pple. of Flay.

Flewet (fliPet). Obs exc. Scx and dial Also

fLewit, fluet [Of unknown origin] A smart

blow or stroke, a buffet

1563-83 Foxe A ff M II. 1474 With his hand he gaue
Syr Thomas a good flewet upon the vpper part of the neck

*7*9 Hamilton Ep to Ramsay 24 July xiv, For an they

wmna had their blether, T hey’s get a flewet. 1786 Burns
What aitsye now x, I’d rather suffer for my faut A hearty

flewit *878 Cumbrld. Gloss s v ,
1 Hit him a fluet ower

t’ lug.’

Flewk(e, obs form of Fluke
Flewm, Flewm- : see Phlegm, Phlegm-.

+ Flewsey, a. Obs. Also flusey. [f flew,
Flue fluff] Fluffy.

*711 Petiver in Phil Trans XXVII 382 Its flewsey

Heads grow in round clusters, with elegant feathered Seed

17x3 Ibid XXVIII. 62 Its blush Flowers stand m a round
flusey Head, like our Haresfoot.

Flex (fleks), v [f. L flex- ppl stem oiflectSre

to bend ] tians. To bend Now only in scientific

use, esp. with reference to the bending of a joint

or limb by the action of the flexor muscles (op-

posed to Extend), and Ceol. with reference to

strata.

a *521 Helyas in Thoms Prose Rom (1828I III 13 With
his knees flexed he prostened him 1560 Holland Crt
Venus 11 943 Richt fair scho hes me flext 1572 Bossewell
Armone in 20 b, This worme is here figured with the tayle

flexed vnder his chuine. *834 M’Murtrie Cuvier’s Arum.
Ktngd 357 The tarsi can only be flexed on the tibia.

1845 Todd & Bowman Phys Anat I 169 Asingle muscle

flexes the thigh 1879DanaMan Geol (ed 3) 155 The whole

senes has been upturned and flexed, broken and displaced.

Flex(e, obs form of Flax
•j* Flexa’aimous ,

a Obs, [f. L flexetnim-us

(f. flex- ppl stem of flecicre to bend + anun-um
mind) + -ous ]

X Having power to bend or influence the mind

;

moving, affecting.

c 1621 S Ward Life Faith (1627) 66 It stands not without

doores as a Mendicant FJexanimous perswader 1633.

1

Adams Exp 2 Peter ii 5 He is that flexanunous Preacher

whose pulpit is m heaven *672 Life Jas Anmnnts <$-

Simon Episcoptns 1 8 There was m Beza beyond other

mortals a flexanunous and perswasive eloquence

2- (See quot.)
1656-8* Blount Glossogr- ,

Flexanunous that is ofa imnde
easily bent or turned *72* in Bailey.

Hence X*lexa nimousness.
1727 Bailey vol II, Flexanimousness, flexibleness of Mind

or Disposition

Flexed (flekst), ppl. a. [f Flex v + -ed 2
.]

Bent Now only Her, and m scientific use. Flexea

and reflexed (Her ), haying the two extremities

cuived m opposite directions, like the letter S.

1572 [see Flex v ]. 1610 Guilum Heraldry in xm (1611)

125 The probosetde Trunke of an Elephant in pale Couped
Flexed and reflexed after the forme of a roman S. *632

Lithgow Trav. vii 334 Upon my flexed knees *828-40

Berry Encycl Herald I, Hexed, bent or bowed, somewhat

circular *863 Boutell Heraldry Hist If Pop. xi § 1 59

Three Legs, armed, proper flexed in a triangle 1880 Hux.
ley Crayfish in 99 When the abdomen is completely flexed.

Flexen, obs. form of Flaxen.



FLEXIBILITY. 320

Flexibility- (fleksibi liti) [a. F flexibilite,

ad. L. flexibilitat-em

,

f flexibilts see Flexible
and -ity,] The quality of being flexible

1 . Capability of being bent; pliancy
16x6 Bullokar, Fiea. ibihtie, aptnes to bend 1656 Ridgli y

Pract Phyeu.lt 359 Smaller Tents must not be put in,

because of their flexibility. *796 Brougham in Phil 1 tans,
LXXXVI 934 The parts oflight differ m flexibility 1859-60

J. H Ni wman Hist. Sk (1873)11. 11. 11 234 That stiength
and flexibility of limb, by which a man excels in manly
games

+ b The quality of yielding to pressure Ohs
1677 IIORNrcic Gt Law Consul vi (1704) 339 When this

air yields to all gross bodies, and lets tlietn pass without
opposition In that flexibility, thou mayest see the sinful-

ness of thy inexoi able temper
2 . Susceptibility of modification or alteration

;

capacity for ready adaptation to various purposes
or conditions ; freedom from stiffness or rigidity.

1783 Blair Led Rhct I ix 173 The flexibility of a
Language, or its power of accommodation to diflcicnt styles
and manners, 1796 Morsl A mer. Geo

g

II 54 It has not
that softness and flexibility, which nre found 111 oilier

languages. 1838 Thirlwall Gieece II xi. 46 Hie flexi-

bility necessary for a continual adaptation to altered ui-
cumstances, 1865 M Arnold Ess Lnt 11 (1875)57 I'lexi-

bility of intelligence 1871 Marmiy Ehm Law § 59 Its

[j udiciary law’s] onlyadvantage—thatofflexibility01 capacity
of being adapted to any new combination of cucumstanccs
that may arise. 1875 Hami-rton Intell, Life x, v 399 Men
of exceptional power and exceptional flexibility

b. Of the voice or fingers : Capacity for free,

rapid, and varied execution or delivery Also pi
1795 Mason Ch Mns ii 134 It required no flexibility of

throat 1807 tr Ga tie’s Treat. II 218 Mis Siddons pos-
sesses all the flexibilities of tone 1848 Rimiiaui 1 Fust Ilk
Ptano 43 When the fingers of the light hand have acquired
some degree of flexibility 1848 C Bronte J I<yrc xi. 102
A flexibility of voice and an appropriateness ofgestuie
3. Readiness to yield to influence or persuasion,

pliancy of mind or disposition Const to

1647 Clarendon Hist Rch vn (1843)426/1 The flexibility
and instability of that gentleman’s natuie, not being then
understood. 175* JohnsonRambler No. 162 1* 6 Flexibility
to his present humour. 177a Priestley Inst Rcltg. (1782!
I 151 The flexibility, as we may call it, of a child.

Flexible (flcksib'I), a. Also 6 fLexable,
-lbiLQ., [a. F. flexible, f L. Jlcxibil-is

, f. flex-
ppl stem offlecicn to bend ]
1. Capable of being bent, admitting of change m

figure without breaking, yielding to piessurc,
pliable, pliant.

1548 Hall Citron
,
Fdw IV, 212 Like a lede with cveiy

wind is agitable and flexible. 1562 Bui levn Bit Stake Men
8r a, Feele also the pacient whithei the pai tes be pained,
or flcxable, or haue loste their stiength and are stiffe 1606
Siiaks. Tr. ij Ci 1. ui 50 When the splitting winde Makes
flexible the knees of knotted Oakes. 1626 Bacon Ayha
§ 796 And you shall finde. the Stalke liaidcr and less
Flexible, than it was *664 Power Exf> Philos. 1 42 It
hath a Cartilaginous flexible Tube 01 Channel 1731 Ar-
buthnot Aliments 11 (1735) 40 An Animal, in ordei to be
moveable, must be flexible.

_
2802 Bingley Anim Btog.

(18x3) II, 373 These parts, with the tail, are covered by a
strong flex-ible skin 1823 W Phillips Mm Intiod
9 A flexible granular quart? is found in Bia/il 1874 Bou-
tell Aims Sf Arm n. 17 The long, flexible and pointless
weapons that are described by the Roman historians.

+ 2. Of ft fluid: Not ngid, yielding Of winds:
Variable in direction, shifting. Obs
x6xa Speed Theeit. Gt, Brit iv v 145 The quicke and

flexible windes cooling the heat of Sununei 2622 Bnrnc-
wood Lang,

.J- Rehg 115 Water being heavy and flexible,
will slide away at any inequahtie 169a Locttn Educ § 1
A gentle application of the hand turns the flexible Waters
into Channels.

3 f a That can be ‘ bent’, inclined, or rendered
favourable to (obs ) b Willing or disposed to yield
to influence or persuasion

;
capable of being guided,

easily led, impressionable, manageable, tractable
a 1420 Hocclevk De Reg, Pnnc 3358 To mercy were her

hertes ay flexible 1533 Frith Answ Fisher (1829) 189 Our
judge, theiefore, must not be partial, flexible, nor ignorant
*548 Hall Citron

,
Edw IV, 199 b, Ifhe sawe hym flexible

to his purpose. 1593 Shahs 3 Hen VI, 1 iv. 141 x6xx
Sited Hist Gt Brit vi v, (1632) 38 They saw both heauen
and earth flexible to their dehuerance 164a Ntwcomln
Serm lef Ho, Com 5 Nov (1643) 6 The tender and flexible
age of her son 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvi p 2 The vulgar,
who are commonly flexible to any new impression 1727
Philip Qitarll 139 Quarll was soon made flexible by her
Tears *769 Junius Lett xxxv 160 Can you conceive that
the people . will long submit to be governed by so flexible
a house of Commons? 1863 E V Neale Anal Th Nat
99 A directing reason, easy to be entreated, and flexible
absol 1772 JohnsonA igt. Hastie in Boswell App 11 (2848)

814/1 The flexible will be reformed by gentle discipline

4 Susceptible of modification oi adaptation to
various purposes oi uses

,
pliant, supple

*643 Sir T. Browne Rehg, Med, Pref , There are many
things [in the book] to be taken in a soft and flexible sense
1769 Robertson Chas V, III 238 His flexible gemus was
capable ofaccommodating itself to every situation 2837-9
Hallam Hist. Lit I 111 1 § 116 227 In his Latin style he
is less flexible and elegant 1841 Myers Cath, Th m. § 10.
38 To proclaim a more flexible rule of judgement iB8a
A. W Ward Dickens 111 55 Never was lus inventive force
more flexible and more at his command 1886 Lowell
Democr 226 A language at once so precise and so flexible
as the Greek

l). Of the voice: (see quot, 1825)
VP* Hughes Sped No 541 T 7 Sorrow and complaint

demand a voice quite different, flexible, slow, interrupted.

1825 Danmelty Encyd Mns
,
Flexible

,
a voice is said to

be flexible when it can swell and dimmish its tones, with
such grate and power, as to give evciy shade uf expiession
to the melody it executes 1831 Lytion Godolph 30 His
voice was so deep and flexible

e In depreciatory sense • Supple, complaisant.
1826 Syd Smith Whs (1867) II 118 But some have been

selected for flexible politics

5 qunsi-adv = i*LK\inr,Y.

1833 Regal Insh, Cavahy 1 215 Thu swoul should be
held flexible

FlexiblenessCflcksib’lnos) [f prec + -nehs ]
= Flexibility m various senses.
1612-15 B i' Hali Conhnipl ,0 ’1 xix 111, If this son of

Chenaanah had not had a lieait of It id for fltxtbltnesse to
humours and times 1669 Woodui ad St "Itntan App 1

They pticeive in tliL Supuuor sutli a flexihltness, as to
pass by their faults. 1692 Loriu / due § 109 255 The
flexiblencss of the former part of a Man's Agt

Flexibly (fle'ksibli), adv. [f as prec. H -ly 2
]

In a flexible manner, with flexibility

1607 Torsi il Fourf Beasts (1658) 149 They stand not
stifle, but bend flexibly Ibid , A et/cuts (1658) 705 Thui
bodies are Itanei, flexibly turning to every salt, attoiding
to the necessity of motion x86x Gro Knot Silas J\f 17

Two tlnek leather bags, wliith lent themselves flexibly to

cveiy corner 1871 k Eins Catullus lxiv. 183 O’ei wide
water Ins oars move flexibly fleeting

Flexicostate (fieksik^-ste't). [f fUxi- com-
bining form of L. flex-us, pa. pplc. offledfte to

bend + Costatk

]

‘Having bent Tibs’ (1846
Smart) Hence in later Diets

Flexile (fie kbil), a Now somewhat ta> e. Also

7 floxil [ad L, flextl-em, f flex- j>pl stem of
fleetft e to bond . see -ilk ]
1 Easily bending or bent, pliant, supple, flexible.

Of the features Mobile.
1633 T Adams F rp 2 Peter ii 20 The serpent winds

about it with his flexile and folding body <1x734 Noimt
Lives II 202 From the box proceeds a flexile pipe with the
tool at the end 1774 IVistnt Mag. II 374 Hers is the
humble eye, the flexile knee. i8x4Wordn\v, J- xi to sum \ nr

443 Whose flex'ile boughs conceal’d the stems and roots

1834 Lytion Ponipeu 21 A Siciltin who with vehement
gestures and flexile features was imitating a strange tale

2 Iransf. andfig. a Easily directed or swajed;
yielding, tractable, b. Capable of vaiied adapta-
tion, versatile

1652 Biggs New Disp P29T 2x4 Their too flexile natures
1738-46 Thomson Summer 980 At sea, whose every flexile

wave Obeys the blast 1744 Arms t kom. Pi c\crv Health 11

383 Whose flexile genius sparkles in the gun. Grows fit in in

oakj and fugitive in wine *836 Lxtton A thins I 1x1 The
Ionians were susceptible, fkxilu [etc ] 1842 Ti xnvsos
Amphiouvm 59 Ob, nature first was fash to men So youth-
ful and so flexile then, You moved hei at youi pleasure

Hence ITexi’lity [ +-m], the quality oi con-
dition of being flexile

1659 SiANiry Hist Philos (1702)565/2 Theic arc otheis
which depend upon these; as Flexilitj, 1 acidity, Ductility,
and others. 1815 W Tayi ou 111 Monthly Mag. XL, 409
The flexihty of the Samaritans

t Flexi loquent, a. Obs. 1 are. [f L. flexi-
loquus (i.flexus, pa. pple offledere to bend + lot]in
to speak), see -loqueht] Speaking words of
doubtful or double meaning.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogi. 1692-1732 111 Colls.

Flexinish, obs form of Flaxknihh.
Flexion, flection (fle kjan) [ad. ’L.flcxum-

cm, n. of action f fledere (ppl. stemflex-) to bend,
Cf Fr flexion

,
Sp flexion, It flcssione The ety-

mological spelling flexion is the original in Eng
;

flection (first in 18th c ) is due to the influence of
such, words as affection, duedion, etc,]

1. The action of bending, curvature
;
bent condi-

tion ; an instance of this.

1656 Hobues Six Less. Wks 1845 VII 260 It is the
quantity of that crookedness or flexion, by which a straight
line xs bent into an arch of a circle equal to it 2659
Pearson Creed vi. 562 Thus to sit doth not signifte any
peculiar inclination or flexion 1796 Brougham in Phil
Irans LXXXVI 227 Flexion

,

or the bending ofthe rays [of
light] in their passage by bodies 1807 Rouinson Archxol
Grcecam xx 323 Eluding the stroke of the adversai y by
a flexion of the body 1882 Vmrs Sachs' Bot C02 The
flexions .. of the stem and leafstalk pioduced by the
wind
attnb 1860 Bigelow {title) On the Mechanism of Dis-

location and Fractuie of the Hip With the Reduction of
the Dislocation by the Flexion Method

b. esp The bending of a limb or joint by the
action of the flexor muscles Cf Extension 2
*6x5 Crooke Body ofMan 989 By this articulation both

flexion and extention is made 1644 Bulwlr Chuon 121
Delicate flexions of the Fingers 1799 Med Jrnl II 16Q
It did not produce a perceptible flexion of the tibia 1835-6
Todd Cycl Anal I. 256/1 When two segments of a limb

can be brought to form an angle with each othei
,
the

motion is that of flexion x88x Mivart Cat 117 This liga-
ment aids powerfully in preventing the flexion of the knee
forwards

c A kneeling (m prayer), genuflexion rare.
1862 Load. Rev 30 Aug , Next followed two prayer

flections at the Tomb of Abraham
+ d A turning of the eye m any direction. Obs

1626 Bacon Sylva § 719 Pity causeth sometimes, .a Flexion
or Cast of the Eye aside,

+ 2 . Alteration, change, modification. Obs
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1251 In every one of

FLEXUOSE.

x6A4 Luivvtr Chiron 123 Or.Uours (who hunted also aft®.(Ida ite flexions of woids). 2655 Fulllu Ch Hut m v
^ 35 the I' lesion of his condition (I mean, the altering n‘r
his OLcnsums) *» OI

b A modification of the sound or lone of the
voice in singing or speaking , inflexion
2758 Johnson IdLi No asirs Variation of gesture n.vlflown of 'nice, me to be obtained only by exDeri

2846(111011 Gilul i. \m (1 SQa) I 530 Flexions and intona
turns of the vou e

8 concr 'lho bent part of anything; a bend
curve Also,ajoinl 1

2607 Toisiil Foaif Beasts 204 Being vnable to rise
ug one 1 m cause of the short Nuias and no flexions in hisUgx 2626 Bacon SyNa 22a Of a Sinuous Plpo, thatnuy haue some fours Flexions, Tuall would be made
2726 Li oni Albeitis A > chit III ao/i Tlieie are lile
Ikxions m the boughs of tic ls 1803 klut J>nl X 61 lie
put a blivtei below the flexion on the anterior pait of the
thigh 2867 IIowi 1 1 s Hat. Joutn 56 A cavernous aaade
which turves loutul the water with the flection of the
shoie

4. Giant Modification of the form of a woid;
esp the change ot ending in conjugation, declension’
etc. ; inflexion Also, the modified form or ending
of a woid
160S Cam in N Rim (1657) 39 NUtliei me wo loadcn with

those dultnsions, flexions, and xau.it 1011s which are in
citlent to many otlui longues 2669 Gam Lit Gentiles
J 1 xi 61 ‘1 hose very vvoulx diflei somewhat in the sound
of the vowels and fit xion 2720])! Fin Duncan Campbell
(18(1) 37 'i lie flexion ot toning itiun of the v«b 1773 Lu
Moniioudo Lang I 111 xiv 6; > Piopei terminations and
fleet tons 2817 Coukhw.i Btog Lit 175 'Jhe common
r ' - 1 x s ‘ “s l ‘ 1

,
’ 1 L i8, 3 V.

s V J /. J ill. X _ I 1

ucicn initiate nexion.

6 . Math — 1'L 15\ube 6 .

1704 Ham s Titat J hit unis vi 253 The Use of Fluxions
111 Investigating the Points of eontiary Flexion and Re
tragression of Curves 2857 Niciioi Cycl l'hys he s.v,
The mathematical tin 01 v of Flexion stmts from the basis
or datum of this Line of No-disturhanee

Flexional, flectional (fle kjonlil), a [f.

prec +-al.] Of, pcilammg to, or of the nature of
flexion, esp in Gt ammat . see Flkmon 4 Also,
of a language • Possessed of, or based upon flexions.

Cf Im’llkional
2833 J C Ilaur in Philolot; Mu scrim II. as6 The meaning

of a flexion ii termination 186a Marsh Fug Lang 347
An impoitant advantage of a positional ovei a flectional
sjntax, is tint [etc] 2869 1’ aukar ham Sfncch iv 119
note, A fle xional language makes use of elements purely
eouventiimal and mechantcal 2874 Savi i Lompar Philol,
iv. 156 The ckir flectional growth of the verb

Flexionless, flectionless (fle kjhnles), a
[f as prec t- -i.fss ] Dei oul of flexion or flexions

,

only in grammaticxl sense
2860 I1 ARRAU Oug I anrr -vm ,gj a language petrified in

i> j t
f

x 0 , s 1 Pi kk 1

:87a k \ i. '/ < r ‘ 1 * r jj I) v

almost as fkxionless as model n English

J-Flexity. Obs. iaic [f Flfx v. + -ity.]

The quality or condition of being bent from the

stiaight lme (said of rays of light).

1797 Brougham hi Phil I nuts I,XXXVI I 360 We may,
therefore, say that the rajs of light differ 111 degree of
lefiangity, reflexitj', and flexitj', compiehendmg inflexity

and deflexity.

+ Fle*xive, a. Obs [f L. flex- ppl. stem of

flectft e to bend + -ivk ] Tending to bend, flexible

1629 Davi nant A [bovine ill Dram Wks 2872 I 55 Be
flexive in your smiles 1647 R. Srvi'vnos Juvenal xiv

303 To cast Jus flexive body through a hoope 2792 W
Baktuam Irav 329 These heavy spikes of flowers bend
the slender flexive stems to the ground.
Hence Pie xively adv.
1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv , Mycounts 241 His heart was

alwayes flexively liielmd To what was good.
Flexon, obs. f. Ilaxfv
Flexor (fie Icsoj) Cf Fleotok [a raod.L

flexor, agent-11, f. fleilfte{ppl stemflex-) to bend.]

1 . A muscle whose function it is to produce flexion

in any part of the body Opposed to extensor
1615 CkooIvI' Body ofMan 743 T he two Flexors and the

two extensors 2726 Monro Anal. 331 The Flexors of the

gi eat Toe 1880 Huxli y L rayfish m 99 The flexors of the

abdomen.
2 attnb. in flexot muscle, surface,

tendon.
2726 Monro Anat. 328 This Bone is concave, for lodging

the Flexor muscles a 1735 Arbutiinqt Mem Scnb x
Wks (2892) 345 Flatterers who have the flexor muscles so

strong that they are always bowing and cringing. 2847
Youatt Horse 1 14 Through the whole course of the flexor

tendon. 1881 Mivart hi Natuie No 625 337A spine which
projects vertically from the inner, or flexor surface of each
linger or toe

tFle-xpeaff. Obs. ?A gudgeon
ci475 Voc m \Vi -Whicker 763 Funditins, a flexpeng.

Flexsis, obs form of Flesh
Flexuose (fleksi«|(7u s), a Chiefly Bot. [ad.

L flexuos-us, f Jlexu-s sb. a bending («-stem), f

fledere to bend.] Winding m and out, bending to

and fro, seipentme, undulating, crooked
1727 m Bailey vol II 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot

xxvi 363 The stem is a little flexuose or winding 2826

Kirby & Sp Entomol (2828) III xxxv 673 In Lygaeus
Phaiaonis the posterior pair are flexuose 1845 LindleY
Sch, Bot, ix (2858) 154 Stalk ofsporangium curved, flexuose.



FLEXUOSITY. 321 FLIGHTERED
Flexuosity (fleksur,p siti). [ad Y.flextmild,

ad L. flcxuosttat-em

,

n of slate f flexuosus : see

piec. and -ity ] The quality or condition of being
flexuous ;

an instance of this
; a winding

x6xx Cotgr , Flexuosite, flexuositie
, a most crooked or

manifold turning’ *737 Ozell Rabelais in iv (1807} II 261
By long ambages, circuits, and flexuosities. 1830 R. Knox
Biclard's Anat 168 The ilexuosity consists m a course
alternately undulated above and belowa straight line 1853
Phillips Rivers Yorksh ix 243 [Roads] which exhibit a
negligent ilexuosity

Flexnoso-, combining form of Flexuose or
Flexuous, occas prefixed to other adjs to indicate

a flexuons form or arrangement
1846 Dana Zooph, (1848) 227 A[strsea] flexuoso convex.

Ibid 327 Lobes cannato-angular, and flexuoso-divaricate,

1836 W. Clark Van der Hoeveu's Zool I. 403 Antenna in

both sexes simple, flexuoso-clavate, with smooth apex

FlexilOUS (fle ksw«|3s), a. [ad. L flexuos-us

see Flexuose and -ous ]
1. Full of bends or curves; winding, sinuous

Now chiefly m scientific use, said of animal or

vegetable structures.

X605 Bacon Adv Learn 11. vi § 6 28 Imitating the ordl-

nane flexuous courses of Nature a i66r Fuller Worthies
Barks (1662) 81 The flexuous River of Thames 1828 Stark
Elem. Nat Hist I 420 Lateral line flexuous

, tail slightly

bilobate i860 O W Holmes Elsie V x, Her lithe body
undulating with flexuous grace 1874 T Hardy Madding:
Crowd I x\v. 282 About equal proportions of gnarled and
flexuous forms, the former being the men, the latter the
women
2 . Moving in bends or waves, undulating rare.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 820 The Flexuous Burning of Flames

doth shew the Aire beginneth to be vnquiet. 187a Darwin
Emotions Introd. 11 Man cannot express love by external

signs, so plainly as does a dog, when with flexuous body
he meets his beloved master

Hence Fle xuously adv , in a flexuous manner
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 382 Flexuously branched stems

2872 H C Wood Fresh-W. Algae 34 Flexuously curved

Flexural (fle ksiural), a. [f. next + -al ]
Of or relating to flexure.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Philos § 591 The constants
of flexural and torsional rigidity

Flexure (fle ksiiu). [ad L flexiira, f jlectb-e

to bend : see -ure ]
1 . The action of flexing or bending

;
curvature

;

an instance of this

139s Nobody £ Someb 1062 in Simpson Sch Shaks. (1878)

I 318 There’s those are made For flexure, let them stoope

1399 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum ‘Grex'26 The easie

flexure of his supple hammes c s6xx Chapman Iliad xxiii

409 Eumelus made most pace With his fleet mares, and he
began the flexure as we thought 1764 Reid Inquiry v § 7
Anew sensation, which accompanies the flexure of joints,

and the swelling of muscles 1775 Johnson West Isl.

Wks X 351 The way mates a flexure. 18*7 Faraday
Client. Mamp 11 05 By flexure of the beam or change in

the points of support 187a Ruskin Ltd Artvi 165 They
give life by flexure of surface, not by quantity of detail

fg. 1640 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded. 1 That pro-

position which complies with . . all the flexures of its tern-

porall ends

2. Flexed or bent condition
;

‘ the form or direc-

tion m which anything is bent’ (J.), bent figure or

posture
;
bending, or winding form

1628 Earle Microcosm, xxx (18x1) 86 No antick screws

men's bodies into such strange flexures 1658 Evelyn Fr
Gard (1675) 13 Which will oblige the trees to what flexure

and forme you please. 1691 Ray Creation it (1692) 3 The
contrary flexure of the Joints ofour Arms and Legs to that

of Quadrupeds 1794 G Adams Nat. <$• Exp Philos I v
200 Muscles, by which he [man] can give, to his tongue, any
kind of flexure he pleases. 1826 Good Bk. Nat. (1834) I

1 The details of planting the woods, of giving flexure to

the rivers, [etc.] 1875 Blackmore A lice Lorraine II xxm
323 With classic flexure of luxuriant hair

+ 3 . A tendency to bend or be bent ;
a sti ain Ols,

1632 Abp Sancroft Mod Pol in D’Oyly Life II 254
There is no such equihbrious virtue, but has some flexure to

one of the extremes 1663 Hooke Microgi 42 The parts

of the Glass are under a kind of tension or flexure

+ 4!. a Power of bending Const of. to Capa-

bility of being bent ;
flexibility Obs

1651-3 Jer. Taylor Semi for Year (1830) 154 Stiff as

icicles, and without flexure as the legs of elephants 1770

Phil Trans LXIX. 10 He had the perfect flexure and

use of his fore arm x8oa Paley Nat Theol 1. (18x9) 2

A flexible chain aitificially wrought for the sake of flexure

5, concr A thing of bent shape
;
the bent part of

anything (e g a limb, river, road)
;
a bend, curve,

turn, winding
1607 Topsell Serpents (1658) 674 An angle or flexure of

sixteen ribs 1632 F Kirkman Cleno 4* Lozia 91 Her Coif

with flexures id it for her hair to pass out most compleatly

curled c 1720 Gibson FarrieVs Guide 1. v (1738) 50

[They] lose their fleshy substance as they approach the

Flexure of the lower Jaw-bone. 1773 Hist Bnt Dont I\

Anter, n, v § 2. 293 From the hoolc or flexure vessels get

out to seawith difficulty xSooMed fml III 23lhelowest

part of the sigmoid flexure of the colon. 1814 Cary Dante

Purg, xxv 105 Now the last flexure of our way we reach a

1839 Stonehouse Axholme 152 The arched entrance to the

north porch, which is richly ornamented by trefoil flexures

1868 Browning Ring# Bk ix 57 Her babe—that flexure of

soft limbs 1874 Coues Birds N. W 688 The wing from the

flexure, differs almost or quite an inch.

8 Math The bending or curving of a line or

surface, In the theory of elasticity, the bending

of a surface or solid, Flexwo of a curve its

Yol, IV,

bending towards or from a straight line. Point of
contraryflexure . see Contrary A (5 d
1672 Wallis in Rigaud Carr Set Men (1841) II 538 The

figure of tangents applied to the arch stretched out into
a straight line, hath no contrary flexure 1831 Brlwster
Optics vi 64 All the variety of caustics, with their cusps and.
points of contrary flexure 1836 Denison Lcct Ck Building
111 93 Hogarth's line of beauty is in mathematical lan-
guage, a curve of contrary flexure 1837 Whewell Hist
Induct Sc I. 70 1 his flexure is different at different angles
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat, Philos § 141 Flexure stretches
one side and condenses the other temporarily
7 Geol. A bending of strata under piessure,

chiefly from below
1833 Lyell Prmc Geol III. 316 The great flexure of the

secondary and tertiary beds 1845 Darwin Voy Nat ix.
(1S79) 196 The quartz 1 ock underwent remarkable flexures
without being shattered 1882 Geikie Text-bk Geol. vii.

913 Various types of flexure may be noticed
Hence Pleasured ppl, a [-ed -], having a flexure

or flexures

x88x Blackmore Chnstowell II xii 276 The carven
curves and flexured tracery of soft little ears.

Fley, flay (fle
1

), si. Sc and noth dial [f.

next ] A fright
;
also in to get

,
take (a) fley. Cf.

Fllg sb 1

*804 Tarras Poems 70, I watna, brt [but] I’ve gotten
a fley. 1813D Anderson Poems 80 (Jam ) But bauldty then
shook off their flay Ibid 121 Timorous fowk tak flay 1892
Nortkimtlld Gloss , Flay

,

a fright

Fley, flay (fl^ !

)» v Obs. exc Sc and north.
Forms* 3-9 flay, (5 flaey), 4-6 fle, (7 flea, 8
flee), 6 flie, 7-8 fly. See Fleg. [OE *fligan,

*fligan (found in the compound d-Jlygan . see

Afley) =ON fleyja, OHG (ar-)flaugen ,
Goth.

{us-)flaugjan •—OTeut. *flaugjan, causative of

fleugan to Fly.]
1 trans. To put to flight, frighten away. Also

with away.
a x»5 Leg. Nath 1602 An se swi&e swote smal com anan

J>refter, jiset fleide awei |je fearlac £1323 Meir Horn. 69
Many tyme Flayed he fendes fell fra hyme c 1430 Bk
Hmvkyngm Rel Ant I 298 If thu handell thy hawke .

with thi handes umvasch thu fleyst thyn hawke above
all thyng 1572 Saitr. PoemsReform xxxm 218 Quhair is

jour wit To ne away my husband Common-weill ? a 1605
Polwart Flyting w Montgomerie 2x1 And thmhes like

fooles, to fley all faes With targets, tuples, and toome talk

X871 C GrnnoN Lack of Gold xxi,
fYe may fley the laird

from the country 1 1876 Whitby Gloss , Flay, to scare aw ay.

2 To frighten, scare, ternfy
a 1300 CursorM 17288+339 (Cott ) Bot w ymmen flayed

vus foule with wordez |>at hat saide 1375 Barbour Bruce
xvi 217 Thai war so felly fleyit thar, That [etc ] c 1430 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 2374 pai flowe away as )>ai were flayde

1363 Davidson Confnt Kennedy in Wodr Soc Misc (1844)
208 Thay walde fame fley us with the wynde of the worde
of perturbatione 1721 Kelly Sc Prov 391 You aie more
flay’d than hurt 1785 Burns Death <§• Dr Hornbook ix,
1 My name is Death But be na fley’d ’ 1849 C Bronte
Shirley v 46 ‘ Like as they're flayed wi’ bogards ’ 1889
Nicholson Folk-speech E Yorksh. 33 Poor Billy was om-
mast flaid oot ov his wits

3. tnlr. To be afraid or frightened.

1768 Ross Helemre 1 378 Nory . . had some farther gone,
For Lindy fly’d a 1776 in Herd Collect. II 216 The feint

a body was theiein, ye need na ftey’d for being seen.

4 . Comb flay-crake, -crow, a scarecrow.

1788W Marshall Yorksh Gloss (E D S ) *Flay.crake,
a scare-ciow 1883 Longm Mag June 166 Coming across

a * ilaycrake ’ among the young wheat 1824 Craven Dial

74 *Flayc?aw *832 R S. Surtees Sponge's Sp Tour xiv

72 A hat that would disgrace anything but a flay crow

Hence Fleyed ppl a„ frightened ;
afraid ,

timor-

ous Const, of Also Fley edly {fliellie), adv.

;

Fley edness.
C 1423 Wyntoun Cron vi xvm 1926 He bad hyr noucht

fleyd to be off that £1430 Henryson Poems (1865) 206

Quhill that the Wolf forfleidnes fylit the field 1533 Gau
liicht Vay (1888) 107 Zour fleyit conscience, 1363 Winjft
Four Scoir Ire Quest Pref. Wks 1888 I 50 Of the silence

and fleitnes of wthens. 1306 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist
Scot ix. 213 Quhilk walk throuch feir ouer ftiethe stude

abak. a 1605 Polwart Flyting w Montgomerie 781 Fleyd

foole, mad muile 1 1674 Ray N C Words 26 A flaid

Coxcomb, a fearful fellow 1676 Row Suppl Blair's Auto-

hog ,
C1848) xu 539 Sharp who was as flyed as a fox 1850

[Mrs Lear] Tales Kirkbtck Ser. 11. 121 ‘I'se flayed onV
Elky exclaimed.

3Tley(e, obs forms of Flay
Fleyen, obs pa pple of Flay.

Fley(h)s, obs form of Flesh.

Fleying (fl* vbl sb dial, [f Fley v, +
-ING h] The action of the vb Fley

,
an instance

of this; hence, fright, fear Also concr Something

that frightens , a hobgoblin

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 6112 pe day of flaying and of

af[r]ay, 1811 Willan in Archxologia^RNW 146 Flaying,

an apparition or hobgoblin 1869 Lonsdale Gloss
,
Flayin '

,

a spectre, an apparition 1876 Whitby Gloss ,

*
I gat a sair

flo-yi npr

Fleyke, Fleyl(e, Floys, obs ff of Flake,

Flail, Fleece

Fleysome, flaysome (fl* 1 sihn), a. dial [f.

Flay sb. + -some ] Frightful, dreadful

1790 A Wilson Ep to Pickett Poet Wks (1846) 106

He got on his fleesome cowl 1848 E Bronte Withering

If xxxm 266 Yon flaysome graceless quean 1891 At-

kinson Last Giant-Killers 130 Such flaysome, ghostlike

beings

Fieyte, obs. form of Flits
Fliar, obs Sc. form of Flyeb

Y Flibtoer gibber, a. Obs. ? are- 1
. [Cf. next ]

? Glib-tongued.
1561 Aw delay Era/. Vacab (1575) Biv, This is a fiibber

gibber Knaue, that doth fayne tales

Flibbertigibbet (th baitqdgi bet). Forms •

6 flibbergib(be, flybbergybe, 7 flibber de’ Jibb,
6-7 fiebergebet, -gebit, -gibet, 6 flabber-gibbet,

7 fliberdigib(b)et, fliberdegibek, 9 flibberty-,

flipperty-gibbet, 7- flibbertigibbet [App an
onomatopoeic representation of unmeaning chatter.

The earliest form in our quots ,fhbbeigib, is prob
the original

; the later expansions are of a kind
commonly met with in imitative words The end-
ing may be due to association with gibbet ]
1 . A chattering or gossiping person; a flighty

or frivolous woman,
1349 Latimer 2nd Serin bef Edw VI, D v. These .

flybbergybes an other daye shall come & clawe you by the
backe and say [etc ] 1611 Cotgr , Coquette, a pratling, or
proud gossip ; a titiflll, a fiebergebit 1640 Bromc Spaiagus
Card 1 iv, Good Mrs Flibber de’ Jibb with the French
flj -flap o’ your coxecombe 1892 1 ravers Mona Maclean
I 6 You are less of a flibbertigibbet than the world takes
>ou to be

*t*
2 . The name of a devil or fiend. Obs ^

1603 Harsnet Pop Impost, x 49 Fiateretto, Fhberdi-
gibbet, Hoberdidance, Tocobatto were foure deuils of the
round, or Morrice 1603 Shaks Lear nr iv 120 The foule
Flibbertigibbet hurts the poore Creature of earth

to A person resembling the character so nick-

named in Scott’s Kenilworth ;
an impish-looking,

mischievous, and flighty urchin
,
a person of gro-

tesque appearance and restless manners
[iBar Scott Ktnihv x, Dickie Sludge, or Flibbertigibbet,

as he called the boy] 1826 H. N Coleridge West Indies
292 What with her dishevelled hair and young black
Flibbertigibbet by her side, she looked like a real witch
i86x F METCALrK Oxonian in feel. 305A white-haired flib-

bertigibbet of a boy 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy 63 He
was a lean, nervous flibbertigibbet of a man.
Hence Fix bberty-gi liberty a., flighty, frivolous,

senseless

1879 Mrs Waltord Cousins II 146 The gentle, serious

Jane was taken with the flibberty-gibberty fellow. x888
in Berksh Gloss.

Flibote : see Fly-boat.

t Flitorigo, sb Obs rare- 1
.

176a Loud Mag. XXXI 612/2 Whoevei desires to fatten

and strengthen let him refrain from high-seasoned hodge-
podge, French magma, and fish flibngo

Flibustier, var. of Filibusteb sb.

|[
Flicflac. [Fr ; echoic of a succession of

sharp sounds.] A kind of step in dancing,
185a Thackeray Char <$ Humour Wks 1886 XXIII 321
He teaches pirouettes and flic-flacs. i860— Round Papers,

De Juventnte 77 The feet of five hundred nymphs were
cutting flicflacs on the stage.

Flic(c)h(e, obs forms of Flitch.

Fliclit, Sc. form of Flight, Flite.

Flichter (fli-xtsj), sb. Sc. [f next vb.] =
Flicker sb 3

1826 J Wilson Noct Ambr Wks. 1855 1 240 In a flichter

o’ rainbow licht

Flichter, fLighter (fli xte*), » 1 Sc Also 6

flichtir, flyeh-, flyghter, 9 fl.eigh.ter [? fjhcht
,

Flight v. ;
see -er 5 Cf Flaughter vP]

1 intr. Of a bird. To beat its wmgs, fly irregu-

larly or feebly, flutter Of inanimate objects: To
flutter, move quivering through the air

*513 Douglas /Enets v. ix 33 The foul affrayit flichtiris

on hir wingis *635 D Dickson Prod. Wks (1845) I 55

If ye will stir & flichter like a bird m a cage 1790 A. Wil-
son Rabby's Mistake Poet Wks (1846) 101 Doos flighter’t

through amang the stacks 1816 Scott Autiq xxv,
1 It’s

just a branch of ivy flightenng awa frae the waV
transf 1871 Waddell Ps xc 10 A gliffit gaes by an’ we

flichter hame
2 . To struggle ;

to tremble, quivei, throb.

1328 Lyndesay Dream 303 Mony ane thousand Comoun
peple laye flichtrand in the fyre 1333 Douglas' AEneis

v vm 115 The heist can ly flychterand in the dede

thrawis [cf Flicker v, 3] 1724 [setppl a ]

Hence Fli chtering vbl sb. and ppl a
1724 Ramsay Tea-t Mise {173 3) H *62 MY fhghteren

heart gangs pittie-pattie 2768 Ross Helenore 1 1738 Sleep

for a wee her flightenng breast did heal *783 Burns
CottersSaturday Nt m, Th'expectant wee things, toddlin,

stacher through To meet their Dad wi’ flichterin noise and
glee 1820 Scott Monast hi,

1 Our leddy is half gane
already, as ye may see by that fleightenng of the ee-hd.'

f Fli’Chter, fli'gtoter, V 2 -Sir. Obs flich-

ter, Flighter, m the unrecorded sense of fwing ,

cf. pimon vb.] trans. To bind, pinion.

1680 m Wodrow Hist Sitff Ch Scotl (1722) II. m iv § 5

141 His Hands flightered with Ropes 1703 Williamson

Serm bef Geti Assembly 48 Driven back to Lothian .. bed

and flightered like thieves. 1768 Ross Helenore 1229 His

legs they loos'd, but flighter'd held his hands

Fliclxtered (fli xfcwd\ppi. a Sc [f. Flichter

<d 1 + -ed b] Thrown into a flutter : a. volatile,

flighty; to. frightened.

1832-53 Whistlednnkie (Sc Songs) Ser in 70,

1

canna say
fhchterd an’ foolish ye’ve been. 1889 Barrie Wrndow m
Thrums 102 1 They were juist as flichtered therasels

’



FLICK FLICKERING-,

Flick (flik), st‘
1 [Echoic ,

cf. F, fluflac the

cracking of a whip ]

1 A light blow, csp one given with something

pliant, a whip, etc
,
or with the finger-nail.

i447BoKCHHAM-S't7«^^Bs Thy craft, is notwoithaflykhe

xggi Percivall Sp Did
,
Cackete

,

a fliclce m the cheeke

*749 Folding I'om Jones v a, * If the parson had not his

petticoats on, I should have lent un o flick ’ 1859 Boyd
Jleir Country raison (1863) 74, I have sometimes given

you an angry flick when you shied 1886 D C Murray
First Pei son Sine xix, 146 With a dextuous flick of the

towel he extinguished his own candle

b Any sudden movement
;
a jeik

1866 Reader 6 Jan igji The peculiar flick of the biush m
drawing the terminations of the foliage 1867 F Francis

Angling vu (1880) 263 The slightest ‘flick’ or ‘crack’ [in

tin owing the line] will necessitate putting on a new fly

C. quasi-ar/w. With a flick

1862 H Kingsley in Macm Mag July 223 The line came
‘flick’ home acioss his face,

2. The sound thus pioduced ;
hence, any slight,

sharp sound.

1844 Alb Smith Adv Mr Ledbury I xix, The only

evidences ofsound being the creaking and straining of the

wheels or the flick of the driver’s whip 1866 Cornn Mag
Dec. 63s The flick of her cards falling upon the table was

, the music she loved best to hear. 1890 Gloucestersh Gloss ,

Flick, the hasty snap of a greyhound when he fails to secure

the hare

8 concr Something thrown off with a jerk ; a

dash, splash. (Peril influenced by Fleck
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xi\, The flicks of yellow that

the rushlight threw on the dreary darkened ceiling *894

Pall Mall G 13 Nov 7/2 Great flicks of spray and foam as

% blg as a man’s hand.

Flick (Aik), jA2 [Origin unknown
;

peril, two
distinct words ]

+ 1 slang. A thief. Obs~°
16x0 Rowiands Martin Mark-all

,

A Flicke [printed
Aflhcke], a Theefe

2 dial, and vulgar. (See quots )
1883 Punch 28 July 38/1 Last night, They’d a feet in these

gardens, old flick. 1886 ElworthyW Somerset Woid-bk
,

Flick, a very familiar epithet—as 1 Come on, old flick
’

Flick, sbfi dial. Also fleck, [var of Flix.]

The fur of a hare or rabbit, etc
;
hence collect, hares

and rabbits. Cf. Feather sb. 4
181a SportingMag. XXXIX. 140 The black [cat] had lost

a very large portion of his flick. 1840 Sturdlns Supp to

Voc E Anglia, Flick, hare's or rabbit's down 1887 Kent
Gloss , Fleck, hares, rabbits, ground game ‘They killed

over two hundred pheasants, but not hut teti’ble little fleck
’

Flick, sbA dial. See Fleck sb.^

Flick (flik), v 1 Cant. [prob. a dialectal variant

of Flitch®] trans. To cut

1677 Coles, Flick, to cut *750 Apol, Life Bampfyldt-
M Caiew 338 Flick me some pannm and cassan; cut me
some biead and cheese 1783 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue,
Flick the peter, cut off the cloak bag, or portmanteau 1813
Scott Guy M, xxvm, One of them desired one of the lads
1 to hand in the black Peter, that they might flick it open ’

1837 Disraeli Veneiia xiv, Flick the bread, cut the bread

Flick (flik), v 2 Also 9 fleck, [f. Flioic slf
j

app. not recorded before the 19th e]
1. trans. To strike lightly with something flexible,

as a whip
1838 Dickens Nick Nick xxiu, * Many and many is the

circuit this pony has gone,’ said Mr Crummies, flicking him
skilfully on the eyelid 1873 Ouida Pascarll II, xi 347
Pascarel flicking his mandoline into harmony with the
lazzat one song which he was humming 1873 A R. Hon,
My Schoolboy Fr. 149 Flicking each other with our towels
1884W C Smith Kildrostan 61, O white-throat swallow
flicking The loch with long wing-tips.

2 To remove (something) with a smart stroke

of something flexible Also with away.
1847 Alb Smith Chr Tadpole 11 30 [He] attempted to flick

a fly from the horse’s haunch 1848 Thackeray Van Fair
xxxvm, He would flick away the particles of dust with a
graceful wave of his hand 1887 Miss Braddon Like ft

Unlike a, Miss Devenll was flicking the chalk-marks off

the cloth with her handkerchief

b. To throw (off, etc.) with a jerk
;
to jerk

x8i6 T L Peacock Headlong Hall iv, Like so many spots
of ink, flicked at random out of a pen 188a W J Cum-
mins Catalogue Fishing Tackle 10 Don’t attempt to thiow
against the wind, as you would be sure to ‘ flick’ the fly off

3 mtr. To move with quick vibiations; (also,

*0flick it) Of a bird To flultei ; in quot, with
out Of a wound. To palpitate, throb. Cf
Flicker.
1833 Kane Grmnell Exp xxxvm, (1856) 349 As it is, we

are undoubtedly flicking it to the north again x866 Black-
more Cradock Nowell xxxi, The jai bird flicked out from
the ivy-dtum 1889 N IV Line Gloss , Fleck, to fluttei, to
throb * My thumb, I knew it was getherm’, it fleck'd sod

’

a 1890 R F Burton in Life (1893) I 00 They weie flick-

ing across the country at the rate of twelve miles an hour

4 tians. To move or shake with a ‘flick’
;
to

make a light stroke or movement with (a whip,
etc)

1844 Mrs Houston Yacht Voy Texas II 313 The ladies
begin flicking about their fans 1849 Alb Smith Pottleion

Leg. xxxi 357 The driver flicked his whip at her parasol
1861 Frasers Mag. Dec 768 Our rotten old sail began to
flick itself into shreds 1877 c Keene Let inG S Layatd
Life ix (*892) 251 ,

1

was afnud of flicking my line into my
host's eye, 1879 G Meredith Egoist xxxu (1889) 313 He
stood flicking a wet towel at Crossjay. 1886 Stevenson
Pr Otio 11 xu, 203 He flicked the order on the table.

322

absol 1880 Blackw, Mag Jan 79/1 So, flicking first at

one land-leg, then at another, he succeeded 111 getting her

to face him

Flick (Aik), vfi Chiefly dial. Also fleck, [f

Flick sb *!]

1 trans. a. To cause the fur to fly fiom (a hare

or rabbit) ; hence, to wound b. Of a dog : To seize

by the fur.

1843 J T HrwLrrr College Life III xxv.ni 299 They
[the dogs] inn up to their hare . flicked, and eventually

killed hei 1876 Surrey Piomnualtsius (IC D. S ) s v ,

‘You flicked him pretty much’ means you shot him very

hard 1888 Birks/i Gloss s v Vleck, ‘ I vlethed a rablnit

zo's I thinks the dogs ‘ull ketch un *

2 To strip of fur Hence, Jig To fleece, strip

1823 Moor Suffolk Words, ‘ I fleck t him of all his marbles.’

Fliek(ke, obs form of Flitch

+ Flicker, sbP Obs iare~ l
[cf. Flick sb 2

]

1398 Fr orio, Gnnnciatoi e, .. a pilferer, a flicker.

Flrcker, sb.
1 slang Adnnkmg-glass Hence

Fli cker v
,
to drink (Farmer)

1677 in Coi rs. a 1700 m B. E. Did Cant. Crew. 1730
Apol. Life Bampfylde-M Caiew 338. 1783-1823 Grosi.

Did Vvlg Tongue.

Flicker (fli’kar), sb.s [f Flicker v ]

1 An act of flickering, a flickering movement.
1857 Hughts Tout Brown u iv, [The bird would] with an

impudent flicker of his tail, dart into the depths of the

quickset x86i Wilson & Gmcir Mem A Forbes 1 33
The flicker of the leaves whose shadows mottle their wateis.

2 A wavering unsteady light or flame.

1849 Alb Smith Pottldon Leg vu. 36 Aftei some delay,

there was a flicker through the fanlight of the street door

1836 Kane A ret F. xpl I. xxvm. 371 Writing by this miser-

able flicker of my pork-fat lamp. 1862 Miss Bkaduon Lady
Audlcy vili 37 The pale sky, tinged with the last cold

flicker of twilight.

Jig 1836 Kane Ard Rxpl I v. 33 This little flicker of

enthusiasm 1883 Carlsik Ftedk. Gt VII xvu vu. 75
His Enterprise was a final flicker of false hope 1876 Mauds-
ley Physiol. Mind 1, 25 The last flicker of dtpaitmg life

Flicker (fh kor), sb ^ US. [Said to be echoic

of the bird’s note ] The popular name of various

American species of woodpecker.
1849 Thoreau Week Concord Rtv Thursday 333 The

flicker’s cackle is heard in the clearing 1870 Lowr llStudy
Wind, iq The flicker makes good his claim to the title of
pigeon-woodpecker 1888 Rivet side Nat. It1st IV Intiod. 8

The two flickers me mainly characterized by the color of
the under-surface of the wing and tail feathers, these being
redin the red shafted (Colaptes utcxnanm), gamboge yellow
in the yellow shafted flicker (C aniatus) Ibid IV, 428
The Cape flicker (C chrysoules), with red moustache

t Flicker, a. Obs. rare— l
. [f. Flicker v. ;

cf. OE. flacor adj., mentioned tinder Flacker v ]

Unsteadfast, wavering.
c 13*3 Metr. Horn 36 Forth! asked Cust quether man lum

soht Als he war man of fliker thoht.

Flicker (ill koj),» Forms: 1 flicerian, -orian,

3- 5 flikeren, (4 flikkere), 4-5 flekor, -it, 5-6
fiy(c)k9r, 6 flicker,Ac flickir, flikker, 6-fhoker.
[OE flianian, an onomatopoeic formation with
frequentative suffix (see -ku®), expressing repeated

quick movement similar to that expressed by
i lacker, but slighter or less noisy ]
1. inti. Of a bird: To flutter; to hover, occas.

To flap the wings
;
to move by flapping the wings

c 1000 AlcrRic Horn. II. 136 An blac Jirostle flicoiode ymbe
his neb. c 1386 Chaucer Knt's, T 1104 Above hir heed hu
dowves flikermge 1447 Boklnham Seyntys (Roxb ) 109
Ovyr hyr as she [a dove] dede hovyr flekerynge, 1581
Marbeck Bk of Notes 348 Estrich, This bird., cannot
mount up to flte aloft, but flickered! in such wise as he
cannot be overgone x6i6 Surtl & Markh CountryFatme
26 If the Duckes flicker with their wings often and a long
time together, 1700 Drydtn Palawan .$ Arc, in 123 The
tuneful lark flickering on her nest, made short essays to
sing 1801 C Smith Solit Wanderer I. 233, I saw too
the flying fish .emerging fiom the waves on their wtng-like
fins, and flickering along the surface of the watei 1892
Stevenson & Osbourne Wretker xix 304 The pinnacles
were flickered about all day long by a multitude of wings.
fig C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv 1193 (1221) Her gost,
that flikeied aie a loft, Into her wofull herte ayen it went.
1583 Stanyhurst Aencis n (Arb ) 64 From the fatheis
sermons shal such fond patcherye flichei 1

+ 2. To make caressing or fondling movements
with the wing

;
hence, to act in a fondling or coax-

ingmannei
, to dally, hanker, look longingly (after')

a 122s Ana R ago Spit him amidde pe bearde (>et

fhkereo so mit pe c 1386 Chaucer Pars T E783 Yit wol
thay kisse, and fhkkcie, and besien hcmself 1330 Paisgr
552/2, I flycker, I kysse togyther, je baise 1356 J. Hl\-
wood Spider if F Ixm 42 Where they may win ought
they flickar, and flatter, in fauer to giow i6zx Burton
Anat Mel nr 111 iv. 11, It is most odious, when an old
acherontic dizzard that hath one foot in his grave shall
flicker after a young wench 1697 Dryden Vugil Life **uj b,
Lavinia .looks a little flickering after Turnus 1806 R Ja-
mieson Pop. Ball I 296 Dorothy flicker’d at Willie again,

lb slang and dial, (See quots

)

<1x700 B E Did Cant Crete, Toflicker, to grm or flout
1783-1823 Grose Did Vulg Tongue, Flickering, gunning,
or laughing in a man’s face 1868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss ,

‘ He flicker'd and flyred lahk a girning cat
’

3. To make a fluttei mg or vibratory movement

;

to wave to and fro
;
to flutter (in the air or wind)

,

to quiver, vibrate, undulate. Of wind . To blow
in light gusts.

c 1430 Merlm 324 Their baners flekered in the wynde.

a XS77 Gascoigne IFks (1587) 299, I see not one . Whose
featheis flant and flicker m the winds x6oi Holland
Pliny I win \.\w 613 You shall marke the leaves of trees
to move, flicker & play themselves 1633 J Fisher True
Trojans ir, v, Troopes, With gawdie pennons flickering
in the nne 1793 Kahi IIuciivn Ess, Spimg (1812) 77
The darkest indigo blue was seen . to flicker on the sur-
face of this molten gold 1832 Ti nny son Dream Fair
Worn 113 The high masts flicker’d as they lay afloat 1830— In Mem cx, Nor cared the set pent at thy side To flicker
with lus double tongue 1873 Miss Thackeray Old Ken-
sington xi 89 A wet foggy wind flicketed in lus face

b turns (causatively) (Cf. Flick v 2
)

1843 Bintkw Mag LIV 309/2 We mount beside the red-
faced, mueh-becoated individual who is flickering his whip
in idle listlessness on the box

i 4. To throb, palpitate, quiver. Obs,

c 1470 Hi nry Wallace 11 268 His hai t flykeryt to and fro.

1308 Dunbar Ti it A. Kennedy 43, I luf my hei t That
never mair wald flow nor flickir. 1513 Douglas AEneis m,
in 73 l’he bait flesch ondir lus tetli llikkerand Und, v vin.
1 15 Kpiewlaiul and Ilikkciantl in the deid thrawis

i 5. fig. Of a person • To waver, vacillate Obs.

C132S Metr. IJoin

,

92 This bischop flekend in Ins thoht
c 1440 Ptomp Parv 165/2 I'lekciyn, 01 waveiyn yn vn-
btanylle hei te, tutto

6 To flash up and die away alternately Of a

flame : To bum fitfully or unsteadily
; also with

comp! , out, etc

Now the prevailing sense, though scaicely found earlier

than the 19th c.

1605, 1791 [see Fi icki ring ppl . a 5] 1820 Keats St
Agms xl, / 1

1

1
1

> ,i\! i’ 1 v flichei mg by each door
1828 Scon ; j’lfi, 1

1 ; the fiiinamcnt, in winch
no slight shades of giey were 1

,
;i - ig *- T,\ 1858

Froudl Hist Eng III \v 305 '> g , ! kermg
harmlessly in the distance X871 il 1 s < . a , (1875)
II. v iv, 285 The fire sinks dov >

1

- 1883

S- C IIali. Rtlrosped II. 197 The wasted flame soon
aftei wards flickered out

b. transf. andflg, ;
also with up

1833 Lam 11 P.ha Str 11. Pop Fallacies, We love to watch
. a quirk .

n,T "g t*n lips some seconds before [it

is spoken] i8> 1 I) J 1 1 i>, ,* ’’ inhs ix 84 A faint smile

flickered at
1

< q 1 i 85* V 1 iivaii Row, Emp, (1865)

VII. lix 244 A glc un of hope still (lickeied in their bosoms.

1876 J. Wi iss W it, Hum. <$- S/iaks ni 8t Dogberry flickers

up into a kind of lukewarmness 1892 Speaking Sept. 276/2
Precious lives which have flickered out in the ciuel storm.

7 tians. To cause to flash or burn unsteadily or

fitfully

1869 Sat. Rev VIII 70/2 The Supreme Pontiff flickeis

lus lightnings over the jnostrate rebels. 1883 T Mozlty
Rennn II. Add. 428 The thought that the huge Alps all

about us hail been flickered like a candle.

8. mh, = Kick hit. ? Obs
1776 [see Fucici ring vbl. sb ] 1809 J Adams Whs. 1854

IX. 242 We flickered, disputed, and wrangled., but always
with a species of good humour.

Flickered (flrka id), ppl a. [f, prcc. + -ed *,]

Illuminated with flickering light.

x8zx Joanna Bajllie A/rA Leg ,Colnwbus vu,The flicker’d

east

Flickering, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -tngL]

The action of tnc vb. Flicker in various senses.

c 1440 Promp Para 165/2 I’lcke-rj nge of In rdys, vohtacio.

Flekerynge, or waucrynge yn an vnstablc hert, vacillacio

*5*7 Prose Life St. Buindan iPeicy Soc >40 Hc[thc Byrde]

with flekerynge of his wynges made a full mery noyse

1776 J Adams Fane Lett. (1876) 175 The newspapers ,

will inform you of public affairs, and the pm ticulnr flicker-

mgs of paities in this colony x8x6 Byron Ch liar hi,

xhv, A flame unfed, which runs to waste With its own
flickering, 1873 Lanilr Poems,Symphony j 56 Fern-wavmgs

and leafflickeiings 1883 ltd. Words July 469/1 What a

flickering of mellowed sunlight conies over the eyes.

Flickeringf (ilikonq', ppl. a [f. as prec.+

-ing 2
] That flickeis, m senses of the vb.

1. Of a bird * That flutters or hovers

1531 Latimer Let Ilaynton. m Foxc A <S M. (1563) 1328/1

Howe manj e Larkcs foi a penyc, yf eucrye Starre m the

Eleinente weie a flytkeringe hohye. i66a Floddan F 1 5

Flickering fame that monstrous wight With hundred wings

wappmg was blown 1807 Crawh’ Pat Rcg.wi Wks 1834

II 209 fho bat shrill shrieking woo’d his flickering mate.

Caressing, coaxing, seducing Obs,

a 1336 Cahsto >§• Mehb A nj b Thcyre [women’s] fals

intents & fijkkcryng smylyng 1331 Robinson tr Mores
Utop (Arb) no The peiucrse and malicyous flickeimge

iiuiccmentes of lewde and vnhoneste desires *607 R
Niccois Cuckoo 198 Thur chambiing foititude they did

descue By their soft maiden voice and flickeimge eie

011643 W Cartwright Oidmary hi i (1651)36, 1 am not

any nickering thing I cannot boast of that slight fading

gift You men call beauty

1 3 Changeable, unreliable, unsteady, wavering.

1430 Lydg Chum Troyn x, The enuious ordreoffortunat

meuinge, In worldly thynge false and flikerynge 1463

Marg PastOn \nPaston Lett No 502 II 183 Pyis Waryn
. whych ys a flykeiyng felowe and a besy *38® 111 Biblio-

grapher (1882) I 75 All flickering wealth which flies in

firmest hope a 1619 FoTuntnY Atheom 1 x g 5 (1622) 109

A weake and a fhcknng opinion a 1763 Shensi one Price

Equipage 25 To keep a race of flickering knaves, He grows

huuself the worst of sla\es

4 Quivering, vibrating unsteadily.
1580 SidneyA rcadia 11 (1638)221 He hopes the flichei ing

wind with net to hold 1394 Plat Jewell-ho 1 66 Videsse

the Wines happen to haue a flickering Lee 1757 Dyer
Fleece iv, 37 Rising o’er the fUck’rmg wave 2832 Mrs
Stowe Uncle Tom's C xx, A keen and fui tive glance of her

flickering eyes x8yx B Taylor Faust (1875) I 11 4+ "he
lark sends down his flickering lay. 1887 Baring-Gould
Gaverocksx mConi/i Mag Mar 229, I have seen a gilder

blow the flickering sheet into the air.



FLICKERMOUSE. 323 FLIGHT.

5 . That shines with, or is illuminated by, an
unsteady or wavering light.

1605 Siiaks Lear (1st Q° 1608) 11 n 114 Whose influence

like the wreath of rad lent hie In fhtkering [1623 flicking]

Phoebus front 1791 Earl Buchan Ess , Lett Imitation
Ancients (1812) 99 The flickering rays of the departing

light 1865 Swinburne A tedanta. 1894, 1 see Flushed
pillars down the flicketmg vestibule 1870 Morris Earthly
Par I 11 623 In the chamber burned The flickering candles

Hence Fli ckeringly adv
,
in a flickering manner

1840 T/nt's Mag VII. 714 One moment, fiickcringly, it

shone 1878 H S Wilson Alp Ascents 1 12 The ruddy
light glistening flickenngly upon the black rock

t Flrckermouse. Obs. [Altered form of
Flittekmouse.] A bat.

1630 B Jonson New Inn in i, Come, I will see the flicker

mouse 1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737)V 234 The Flicker-

mise flying through the Translucidity of the corner’d Gate.

f Flicket-a-fiacket, adv Obs A representa-

tion of the sound made by something flapping.

Cf Ckioket-a-wicket
1719 D'URrEV Pills II. 20 Their Sleeves went Flicket a-

flacket

t Fli’cketing, a Obs rare—1 [Cf. prec. and
Flickering ] = Flickering- 3 .

1674 N Fairfax Bulk ,J Selv 13s To think how such
a flicketmg skipjackly thing as that [1 e motion] is should

be bound to the behaviour of such a grave stayd thing as

time is

t Fli'ckle. Obs. rare— 1
. App. an aibitrary

extension offlick, Flitch (for rime).

*346 J Heywood Prov. (1562) I ij, Littell and litteil the

cat eateth the flickell

t Fli-cky, a. Obs. rare~ 1
. [Cf Flig, Fliggy,

Fletoh.]
1690 Loud Gaz No 2559/4 A dark grey Mare about 14

hands a rough Mane, and flicky Tayl.

Flidder (fhdai). Also Hither, flitter A
local name for the limpet
1766 Pennant Zool. (1769) III to

5

The next baits m
esteem are limpets (called here [Scarborough] FUdders’1

1867 M S Lovell Edible Molluscs 120 In the Isle of Man
they [limpets] aie known by the name of ‘flitters*. 1876

Whitby Gloss , s v ‘He sticks like a flither
’

Flidge, Fliech., obs ff Fledge, Flitch sb.

Filed, obs pa. t. of Fly v
Flier : alternative form of Flyer.
Flier(e, obs. form of Fleer.

+ PUff, Obs. [Cf. Flicky, Fliggy, Fletoh ]

1677 Land Gaz No 1192/4 An Iron gray Gelding 5 years

old flig tailed 1683 Ibid No 1798/4 One bright bay
Mare with a black short Tail and a black flig Mam *723

Ibid No 6222/6 A black Gelding with a flig Tail

FHg(ge, var of Fledge a Obs

t Flrggy, a. Obs [f Flig a + -yL]=Flig a

1711 Loud Gaz No 4921/4 A black Gelding with a

fliggie Tail.

Fligh, obs. form of Fly v.

Flight (floit), sb.
1 Forms : 1 fliht, flyht, Ay'S,

2-3 fluht(«), south vluht, 3-4 (Adit, filth),

3j 5 flygt, 4-6 flygh.t(e, (6 fleight, flighte), 5

flyte, 6 Sc. flicht, 3- flight. \Qfc.flyht masc.

-OS fiuht fem (MDu.,Du vluclit fem.) OTeut.

*fluhti-, f *flug- weak root of *fleug-an to Fly ]

1

.

The action or manner of flying or moving

through the air with or as with wings. Also in

phrases, To take {make, wing, etc.) ct or one's

flight : to fly lit. andfig.
a 900 Martyrology Fragm 8 in 0 E Texts 177 pa. hi

bseron to heofonum mid hiora fiSra flyhte c 1000 /Elfric

Dent xxxu it Swa earn his briddas spsenp to flihte

CH75 Lamb Horn 81 Mid |>isse fluhte he fleh in to

houene c 1220 Bestiary 59 Si5en his flqt is al unstrong

C1250 Gen 4- Ex 277 ‘Mm flqt’ he seide, ‘ic wile

up-taken’ 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 543 He says, man es

bom to travaile light Als a foul es to be flight 01435
Torr Portugal 547 To the chyld he [the dragon] toke

a flyght 1605 Shaks Macb m 11 41 Ere the bat hath

flown His cloister’d flight *632 Lithgow Trav v 203

The flights and arrivals of which [Pigeons] I have often

seene m Aleppo 1697 Dryden Georg hi 14 New wajjs

I must attempt To wing my flight to fame zyefi Anson s

Voy m u 416 They could scarce fly further than an

hundred yards at a flight. 1857 H Rled Lect Eng Poets

via 270 Undying words which wing their flight over each

generation as it passes away 1871 E Spender

/

i’.estored

I vi. 1 15 Crowds of chaffinches went flitting along with

their quick dancing flight.

+ b. Power of flying. Also in fig. phrase, To

fond one'sflight, 1 e to make trial of one’s powers

a iz2$Ancr R 132 ps heuinesse of hire flesche Sc flesches

uncSeawes bimme5 hire hire vluht £1425 Seven Sag (P)

1487 Al that day sclio fonded hyre flygt, How sclio myght

Fonden a tale al newe, The childe deth for to hiewe

c. Falconry. Pursuit of game, etc. by a hawk

,

also, the quarry flown at.

*530 Palsgr 221/1 Flyght of a hauke, nol 1548 Hall
Chron

,
Edw IV, 199 b, That king Edward should be

destitute of one of his best Hawkes, when he had moste

nede to make a flight 1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett

(Grosart) 21/1 If your Falcons be in tune, I shal be glad to

see a flight. 1798 Sotheby tr Wielanas Oberon (1826) I.

17 The boy gives his falconflight 1828 Sebright Hawking
51 The goshawk . if much used to these easier flights, will

not even attempt to fly partridges 1835 SALVIN & Brodricic

Falconry iv 66 The Norfolk plover seldom takes the air,

and makes an easy flight.

Jig *634 Whitlock Zootomia 22 This steddy praise, is

tne flight and aime of truly noble soules.

t d The time when the young birds first fly.

1600 Surflet Countnc Farme 1 ami 120 There are some
farmers which sell at euery flight, two hundred, & three
hundred paire vnto the vittailers

“

e Of birds or insects . A migration or issuing

foith in bodies
1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Flight

,
the second or third

migration from a bee-hive The first only is called a
Swarm 1832 Lyell Pnnc Geol II 114 A similar flight

[of butterflies] at the end of the last century is recorded by
M Louch
2

.

Swift movementm general
;
esp of a projectile,

etc. through the an. Of the heavenly bodies
Swift and regular course Phr. to take a or one's

flight.
<11230 Gen & Ex 137 Be seuene he bad on flihte faien,

And toknes ben 1345 Ascham Toxoph 11 (Arb ) 152 A
perfyte archer must firste learne to know the sure flyghte
of his shaftes 1662 Dryden Astrsea Reditx 270 Winds,
that tempests brew, When through Arabian groves they
take their flight lose their spite. 1684 R H School
Recreat 85 The Racket strikes . And so the Ball takes
Flight 1713-20 Pope Iliad xv 320 Skill’d to direct
the Javelin’s distant Flight 1783 Burns To W Simpson
xxix, Some ‘auld-light’ herds Are mmd’t, in things
they ca’ balloons To tak a flight 1801 T Roberts Eng
Bowman x 237 By comparing the flight of sharp and
blunt-piled arrows. 1818 Shelley Hymn Castor 8 Ships,

whose flight is swift along the wave 1846 Grfener
Sc Gunnery 328 If a high velocity be given to them to
ensure a horizontal flight, the quantity of powder exploded
must be in proportion. 1886 Ruskin Prxtenta I 325
Watching the flight of the clouds

tb. {Arrows) of the same flight having the

same power of flight
;
of equal size and weight.

1543 Ascham Toxoph. 11 {Arb ) 131 You must haue diuerse

shaftes of one flight, fethered with diuerse winges, for

diuerse wmdes 1396 Shaks. Merck V 1 1 141 When
I had lost one shaft I shot his fellow of the selfesame flight

. To finde the other forth

c. Swift passage (of time).

1647 H Vaughan Son-Dayes 1, The rich. And full re-

demption of the whole weeks flight ! 1667 Milton P L.
II 221 Besides what hope the never-ending flight Of future

days may bring X742 Young Nt Tk 1 147 The flight of

threescore years. 1820 Shelley Good Night 6 How can
I call the lone night good, Though thy sweet wishes wing
its flight?

3

.

Jig. A mounting or soaring out of the regular

course or beyond ordinary bounds j an excursion

or sally (of the imagination, wit, intellect, am-
bition, etc.)

1668 Denham On Cowleys? Old Pindar’s flights byhim are

reacht <11674 Clarendon Hist Reb xiv (1704)111 414Any
otherMan thanhimself,whowas accustom’d to extraordinary

flights in the Air 1692 Wagstaffe Vtnd Carol 11 34 That
happy Flight of Sir Richard Fanshawe 1732 hAwSerious
C v (ed. 2) 77 These are not speculative flights. 1760

C Johnston Chrysal(.1822) III 10A silence more expressive

of his soul than all the flights of eloquence 1781 Cowi-er

Ep Lady Austen 16 The woild, who knows No flights

above the pitch of prose X850 Hannay Singleton Fonttnoy

1 vm, Temple had some thoughts of trying opium, which

he believed a higher flight, hut Singleton dissuaded him
x868 Max Muller Chips (1880) III v 107 Drinking songs

. do not belong to the highest flights of poetry.

•jpb A fit or burst of unreasonable humour,

caprice, or the like ,
also, flightiuess, caprice.

17x2-14 Pope Rape of Lock v 32 Good humour can

prevail, When airs, and flights, and screams, and scolding

fail. 1734 Richardson Grandison I vn 33 But is not this

wish of yours . a very singular one ? A flight 1 a mere

flight ' Ibid (1781) VII 1 254, I am, at times, said she,

too sensible of running into flight and absurdity

f4 A slate of flutter or agitation, a trembling,

fright. Cf Flaught sb % 1 ,
Flocht, and Flight v

Aflight,
mflight : in a state of perturbation. (The

examples of aflight, placed under Afflict ppl a

possibly belong here.) Obs
15x3 More Rich. Ill, Wks. (1557) 42/2 Y° queue in gret

flight & heuines, bewailing her childes ram 1329 — Corn/

agst Trtb 1 Introd Wks (1557)1141/2, I waxed sodemly

sumwhat a flyghte 1535 Coverdale i Sam xiv 13 There

came a fearfuTnes and flight in the hoost vpon the felde

5 f a A wmg {obs.). b. In later use collect the

flight featheis, or those used in flying.

c 1203 Lay. 2883 pe wind him com on wxoere weooeleden

his fluhtes 173S J • Moore Columbarium 39 If the three

Colours run thro’ the Feathers of the Flight and Tail 1765

Treat. Bom. Pigeons 74 The bald-pated tumblers . with

a clean white head white flight and white tail

6. a. The distance which a bird can or does fly.

+ Caponsflight (see quot

)

1600 Surflet Countne Fanne 1 xxh 121 Let it [the

doue-house] he distant a flight or two from any water

1667 Milton P L \it 4 Above the flight of Pegasean

wing 1730-6 m Bailey (folio) s v Caponsflight, a com-

pass of ground, such as a capon might fly over, due to the

eldest of several brothers in dividing the father s effects,

when there is no principal manour m a lordship, ci820

S. Rogers Italy, Metllerie 28 Wxthm an eagle’s flight.
_

As. 1667 Milton P L vm 199 From this high pitch

let us descend A lower flight. 1856 Ld Cockburn Mem.
j, (1874) xi6 His constitutional animation never failed to

carry him a flight beyond ordinary mortals

b. The distance to which a missile may be shot.

Cf. Fr volie
. , .

1608 Yorksh. Trag. 1 vui, Within a flight o’ the town

x8ox Southey Thalaba iv xv. Because the Hern soars

upward in the sky Above the arrow's flight.

c Flight ofa shot (see quot j.

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Wardik , Flight of a shot, the

trajectory formed between the muzzle of the gun and the
first graze.

7 The senes of stairs between any two landings

,

hence a senes of steps, terraces, etc , ascending

without change of direction [bo F voice ]

1703 T. N City <5- C Purchaser 249 Fiom this second
Half-pace the Still s fly directly back again, parallel to the

first flight. 1780 Mad D'Arblay/7;<mj< 4 June I 366 Miss
Burney, better go up another flight (pointing upstairs) .

for theie’s no room anywhere else 1820W Ir\ ing Sketch-

bk I 17 x A great flight of steps leads to the intenor

1833 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 243 On the slope were
constructed flights of terraces 1859 W Collins Q of
Hearts (1873) 21 She was away up the second flight before

he could say any more
b. A series of locks on a canal, using like steps

one above the other
1861 Smiles Engineers II 146 The canal descending

from the hill-tops by a flight of locks

c A set of rails or hurdles [Possibly a distinct

word, repr OE. jleohta,= Ger.flechte hurdle ]
1832 R S. Surtees Sponge’s Sp Tour Kvin, Eyeing

Mr. Sponge clearing a stiff flight of rails 1863 Pall Mall
G 9 Feb 3 Some would as lief have led a forlorn-hope as

put a horse at a flight of hurdles. X894 Daily News 14
Dec 8/1 Rylstone started m strong demand for the
Handicap Hurdle, but he died away at the last flight.

8 . A collection or flock of beings or things flying

in or passing through the air together : a. of birds

or insects Also the special term for a company
of doves, swallows, and various other birds

c 1230 Gen <5- Ex 3012 Moyses had mecSe here on, And
Sis flexes fli3t vt is don c 1430 Ls dg Hors, Shepe <$ G (1822)

31 A flight of goshavvkes A flight of douves A flight of cor-

merants 1486 Bk St Albans F vj b, A Flight of swalowes

1556 J Heywood Spider £ F I11 2 Herewith Cam such
a flight of flies in scattred ray, As shadowed the sonne
1388 Shaics I it. A v. ui 68 You sad fac’d men By
vprores seuer’d like a flight of Fowle 1603 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11 111 1 Vocation 871 Like to a Cast of Falcons
that pursue A flight of Pigeons 1710 Addison Taller
No 161 T8 Storks, that came thither in great Flights

1875 ‘Stonehenge’ Brit. Sports 1 ix xi8 A ‘flight’ or
1 rush ’ of dunbirds
trans

f

1850 L Hunt Autobiog II xvu, 296 The rest

of the heaven covered with large flights of white clouds

b. A company of angels
1602 Shaks. Ham v 11 371 Goodnight . And flights of

Angels sing thee to thy rest 1671 M 11 ton P R 11 383, I

can call swift flights of Angels i860 Hawthorne Mark
Faun (1879) II xm. 129 Around their lofty cornices hover

flights of sculptured angels

c. A volley of missiles, esp. arrows

1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 605 Fra bowmen bald and
wicht, Of fedderit flanis flew aue felloun flicht Amang the

Danis. 1391 Garrard Art IVarre 2 A whole flight of

arrowes. 1640 T Habington Edw IV, 17 In this trouble

the Southerne men shot another flight 1726 Swirr Gntliver
1 i, They shot another flight into the air, as we do bombs
1864 Tlnnyson Aylmer's F. 94 A flight of fairy arrows.

1869 Eoutell Arms ij- Ann vm 131 The English archers

. poured upon them their deadly arrows in flights thick

as hail.

d. colloq. In thefirstflight

:

m the van, taking

a leading place
1832 Smedley L Arundel xxxix, Fellows .. that you’re

safe to find in the first flight 1893 Sir G Chesney Lesters

III. 11 xxl is While his sisters had all been in the first

flight, he had come up with the ruck.

9. The young birds that take wing at one time,

e g the Matchflight or the Mayflight of pigeons.

1577 B Googe HeresbacEs Husb 1 (1586) tob. For my
Dovehouse—The great flyghtes of this house must needes

fyll the maisters purse, and serve the Kitchen well 1600

Surilet Countne Farme 1 xxn 125 At this time, they

[pigeons] affoord you a flight called the March flight. 1829

Southey Corresp with C Bowles (1881) 177 The flight of

summer birds are off, also, or on the wing
transf 1731 Johnson Rambler No. 175 7 6 Every season

bungs a new flight of beauties into the world.

10 A-flight-arrow (see 1

5

).

1464 Mann Househ Exp 248 Item, in fflytys ffor my
mastyr the sayd day, vuj d 1340 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c 9

With any prick shafte or fleight. 1399 B Jonson Cynthia s

Rev v x, Here be [arrowes] of aFl sorts, flights, rouers,

and butt-shafts- a 1616 Beaum &. Fi Bonduta 1 1, Not
a flight drawn home ere made that haste that they have

1801 T Roberts Eng Bowman vi 151 For veiy smalt and

light flights, deal seems to be the most eligible [wood],

*b. = Flight-shooting.
1357111 Vtcaty's Anat (1888) App ill 178 For the best

game of the flight, he shall haue a flight of golde of the

value of xs 1599 Shaks Much Ado 1 t 40 PI e set vp his

bils here in Messina, and challeng’d Cupid at the Flight

11. The husk 01* glume of oats, oat-chaff. Also,

the outer covering of the coffee-berry.

1831 Loudon Eueyi l Agne, Gloss (cd 2) 1243 Oat flights

are the glumes of the oat 1835 Mot ton's Cycl. Agnc
11 722 Flights, oat chaff

12 Naut a = Fly-boat, a Dutch flat-bottomed

boat. [?A distinct word =floyt, Fldtl sbff\ b.

(see quot 1850).

X769 Falconer Diet Marine (1776), Fly-boat or Flight

c 1850 Rudim Navtg (Weale) xi8 Flight, a sudden rising,

or a greater curve than sheer, as the cheeks, cat-heads, &c
Flight ofthe transoms, as the ends or arms of the transoms

.. become more narrow as they approach the keel, the

general figure or curve which they thus describe is called

the Flight of the Transoms 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word.uk

,

Flight, a Dutch vessel or passage-boat on canals 1879

Cassells Ttchn Educ IV. 190/1 Special care is needed in

fixing the lower cant-timbers at their proper heights and
1
flights’ or deviations from the transverse lines.
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PLIGHT.

13. In vai ions technical uses
a. Lead-smeltmg A light, volatile substance,

given off during the melting of lead-ore
1668 Glanvill in Phil Trans II 771 There Is a flight

in the smoak, which falling upon the Grass, poysons those
Cat tel that eat of it 1710 J. Harris Lex Techn II
s v

, In melting the Lead-Oar in the Works at Mendip,
there is a Substance flies away in the Smoak which they
call the Flight 1823 in Ceabb Techn Diet

b. Angling The set of fish-hooks in a spinning-
trace

1865 H. C. Pennell Bk Pike x. 136 The bait [being]
placed on the flight, and hanging about 3 yards from the
top of the rod. 1867 111 F Francis Angling iv (1880) 106
c Campanology. The lower part or tail of the

clapper of a bell.

187a Ellacombe Ch Bells Devon ii 23 Bells are some-
times chimed by . hitching the rope round the flight or
tail of the clapper 1874 Beckett Clocks, Watches * Bells
(ed 0) 345 The tail Fj called the flight, is almost always
lequisite to make the clappei fly properly

d. Machinery (see quots.)
*874 Knight Diet Meek I. 882 Flight, the slope or

inclination of the arm of a crane Ibid., Flight, a spiral
wing or vane on a shaft, acting asapropellei or conveyor
14. atlrtb. and Comb as flight-pond

\
-season

,

•tune
, flight-performing ppl, adj.

1784 Cowper Task VI 427 Noblest of the train That wait
on man, the *flight performing horse 1801 Daniel Rural
Sports II 475 A decoy for Dun Birds is called a ^flight
pond 1886 Datly News 12 Oct 3/1 We are just now in the
•flight season 1881 Blackw Mag Dec 749 All repairs .

.

must be carried on after *flight-time.

15. Special comb, as flight-arrow, a light and
well-feathered arrow for long-distance shooting

;

flight-feather, one of the wing-feathers on which
a bird depends for its power of flight; f flight-
head, 'a wild-headed person’ (Nares); flight-
muscle, one of the muscles by which the wings
are worked in flight

, + flight-ripe a,
s fit to fly,

flight-shaft =*flight-arrow. Also Flight-shoot-
ing, shot
1801 T Roberts Eng. Bowntauvi 153 Roving arrows aremuch heavier, and “flight arrows much lighter, than others

x88i Greener Cun 6 The longest well-authenticated dis-
tance for shooting with flight-arrows is about 600 yards
z?35 J Moore Columbarium 35 The nine “flight Feathers
of the Wing 1890 Coues Field Ormth 11 m 164 The Re

-

nuge s,or Flight-Feathers, give thewing its general character
i6°g in $ Times gas. / (1848) I 38 Some Popish

Ilight-heads thinking to do wonders 1890 W.P BailJ
.
fleets Use $ Disuse 64 The shortening of the sternum in

pigeons is attributed to disuse of the “flight muscles at-
Trev.sa Barth. De P. R x„ | (Tollem

MS), Whan hire [the eagle’s] bnddes beth “flyate-npe
sche putteji hem oute of hire neste 1597 Daniel CivWars vut xv. Brave Falconbridge assigned The archers
their flight shafts, to shoot away 1840 Hansard Archery

"“•J.
0
.
7 E

i
arely W,thl“ the ran£e °fbis lightest flight-shaft

Flight (flait), sbf Forms 3 flubt, flflit,
Orm. flxhbt, vlxbt, 4 fligt, (fluagt, flyight, flyat),
4-6 flyght, Sc. flichfc, flycht, (6 flyette), 4-

[OE. Hyht = OS fluht (Du vlucht),
OHG. fluht (MHG. vlucht, mod Ger flucht) str.
iem : OTeut *J>luhti-z f. weak grade of root
*phuh- to Flee. A parallel form, differing m de-
clension, is ON. fldtte, the OTeut type of which
would be *J>lohton-

;

the S\v. flykt, Da. flygt are
adopted from Ger]
^ action of fleeing 01 running away from, or

as from, danger, etc,
; hasty departure or retreat,

also, an absconding,

flfhwr^T n
9^3 Torr ^att he wllde f>urrh hiss

f
lnS hitacnenn. cxzjS Lay 2I4oS Nemihte he flint makie in neuere one side a 1373 Joseph

fb™LS°6,M wyte faren hlm fro and to flu ns tlounden ex493 Wyntoun Cron vm xhi 143 In fycht ismensk, and schame in flycht 1526 Tindale Matt xxiv
y
?
Ur<! not m the winther. iS9xTW0 Ge>U‘ 1V

j
v l?3

'^'
2as Arladne

> passioning ForThesus Penury, and vmust fllght 1760-7* tr yuan *lllloas Voy. (ad 3) II 344 It was after eleven when the
Delivrance thus began to seek her safety in flight 1760Hlackstone Comm IV. 380 Fortlievery flight is an offence,carrying with it a strong presumption of guil t 1833 ' Stone-

l V* ^i85<5) 83 T^e direction of the
is almost always up-wind 188a J. H Blunt

b“on" va“‘
i”
J
3 * Abhorrence or avoidance of; shrinking from

*398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R m vi. (I495 ) 33 in the
Iiascibil is flyghte of contrarye and of euylC x6»6 Bacon

§ 766 l'he emission of the Breath by a flight fromTmllation. 1631 tr Bacon's Life * Death 37 They contract
themselves partly by their flight of Vacuum, 1665 HookeMicrogr. 16 The antipathyor flight of others from each other

C. A means of fleeing, way of escape rare — ’.

1819 Shelley Cyclops 438 How secure a flight [I have]From your hard servitude.
J

Curve offlight : a correlative term to curve
ofpursuit . see Curve sb. r

J8
,!
7 TH0MS0N &

c
Tait Nat Phd 1 1 $ 40 The remainderof the curve satisfies a modified form of statement of the

original question, and is called the Curve of Flight
T e ‘ Sw eflight (jocularly) : ? one who is able to

run away safely Obs
*599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe 11 Such as were sure flights

(sailing a reuerence of their manhoods) ran crying and complaymng to King Henry the Second.
y 5 m

324

2. Phrases : To take flight, f to take (on oneself)
the flight, to betake or f smite oneself to flight, to
take toflight, to set oneselfinflight' to flee. *1* To
bring or do on (usually a, 0)flight, to put to (+ the)
flight (or f upon the flight) . to cause to flee To
turn to or + into flight : to cause to flee, 111 eaily
use also intr to flee.

Ancr R 248 EtstondeS one a^ean J>e ueonde & he
deo him o fluhte Ibid Herdi bileaue bringeS hene
deouel a vlihte anon-nhtes a 12*3 Juliana 45, 1 Jjat like

we bigmneo to fleon & turned to fluhte *373 Barbour
Bruce it 267 For it suld be full mekill mycht. That now
su’d put thaim to the flycht 111489 Caxton Sonnes of

T **J^.*W J. I - • L-IL

Which wexed valient in fyght, turned to flyght the armees
of the ahents. 1625-6 Puschas Pilgrims II 1128 They
presently set themselves in flight a 1639 Spotuswood
Hist Ch. Scot

l

nr (1655) 145 The Fiench took the flight
and retired to the Town 1745 P Thomas Jml Anson's Voy
2°7 R was his wisest Course to . betake himself to flight.
t8i6 J Marriott Hymn

,

1 Than, Whose Almighty word' i,

Chaos and darkness took their flight 1817 Shelley
Rev Islam vi xiv. 1 That onset turned the foes to flight
almost. 1840 F D. Bennet Whaling Voy I 258 The
remainder took to flight when their companions were
harpooned 1849 Grote Greece u lxxm. (1862) VI. 422
The Persians were put to flight

3 Comb
,
as flight-given, inclined to flee

ci6n Chapman Iliad 11 138 What prince He found
iiight-giv 11, he would restrain with words of gentlest blame,

t Flight, sb.s Obs [var. ofFlaught sb 1 (?OE
*fliht .—*flahti-z)!\ — I laught sb 1 a. A flake of
snow. D. A violent storm (of snow). C. A turf
1483 Cath Angl 133/2 A Flyghte of snawe, Jloccns

tuiieus *685 Sfwall Diary 9 Nov (1882) L 103 Flight of
snow 1780 in T Hutchinson Diary II. 349 The trees
covered with snow this morning, afterwards several flights
ofsnow x8xxW J Hooker /«/««<* (1813) II xi6Aflightof
snow had recently fallen. 1847 Halliwell, Flights, turf
or peat, cut into square pieces for fuel

+ Flight, a. Obs. [f. Flight sb 1 Cf. Fleet a ]
1. Swift, fleet, fast-moving.
1381 B. R tr Herodotus 69 The most flight and swifte

creature that liveth on the earth. 1596 Copley Fig for
2Z

.
flight is Melancholic to darke disgrace And

deadly drowsie to a bright good monow 1609 HollandAmm. Marcell xxvn x. 321 This man, a certain twofold
fortune carrying with hei flight-wings [L pixfietibus
ptnnis] shewed [etc] X642 H More Song of Soul 11 in
hi lix, That courses of unlike extension in hke time shall
be run By the flight starres
b used as sb. : A swift runner ? nonce-use

*S79~8o North Plutarch (1657) 28 Young men called
Celeres, as we would say, flights, for their swiftnesse and
speed in executing of his commandements
2 Of oats : Light. (Cf. Flight sb. 1 11).
*797 A. Young Ague. Suffolk 56 The light, called also

fight oats, are known only on the poorest sands, and
in the fen district

Flight (ffeit), v Also 6 Sc flicht [f Flight
sb 1 and z.]

1. trans. To put to flight, rout
; hence, to frighten,

scare. Obs. exc dial.

n
XS
w
7* Hts£ Irel 11 1 Ci(533) 63 But Griffin

flighted the Kyrneghes, and slew Ororick X579-80 North
J lutarch (1637) Z4S Mount Ptoum from whence the wild
Bore came of a sudden that flighted her. 1383 Golding
Calvin on Dent vu 41 Else they should haue bene
llighted with the wildernesse which was verie dreadfull
*“®3 Harsnet Pop Impost. 16 To Flight the Devites from
h ulmer 1848 E Bronte Wuthenng Heights (1858) 20And at the end of it to be flighted to death r he said.

*676 GlanmlL^ lv 34 Therefore [philosophy] is

Christmns
tCd SorshShted], and exploded among

f 2 intr To fluctuate, change Obs Sc
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv 6 This warld eyir dois flicht

and wary
3. fa. To migrate

;
= Flit, Fleet (obs ). b Of

wild fowl : To fly in flights
1604 Middleton Witch hi m, Prepaie to flight then I’ll

over-take you swiftly [Butfight may here be the sb 3]
175a Scotland s Glory 3 The followers ojf John divine In
Scotland when they flighted, And published here the Gospel
news 1879 R Lubbock Fauna of Norfolk 1x7 If undis-
turbed they [snipe] merely flight foi a few minutes morningand evening 1891 Ld Houghton Stray Veises, In Winter
xi I he wildfowl flighting from the lake Wheel high4 trails To set flying, start in flight Toflight
off-, to start off in flights, send away in flights.
1823 New Monthly Mag VII 223 The superabundant

P
A?
P
.!ir

atIOt
?.W, flighted off to the lunar region, x8oz

Northnmbld. Gloss , Aa 11 flight ye pigeons for a shillin’.’

5. To shoot (wildfowl) in flight

,

Cof?£ Mag
>
Aug 155 Wildfowlers know this habit

well, and flighting
, or shooting them as theygo and come,

1Sa f
^X

0ur
r
lte mel;hod ofprocuring wild ducks

’

0 To feather (an arrow)
AZmr' u. 34 arrows, which had

iron tips, were flighted with feathers x8go C Dixon Stray
£ 20 Th® Stlff qui11 feathers «e Ui>ed by savages
to flight their arrows

Flight, var, of FllTE
Flighted (flatted), ppl a

.
[f Flight sb.

l

+ -ED ^.]

1 Having a certain flight or speed. Only m
drowsy-flighted.
1634 M1LT0N Comus ss3 The drousy-flighted steeds, Thatdraw the litter ofdose-curtam’d sleep,

’

FLIGHTY.

2

Provided with feathers, feathered.
*735 JMoorb Columbarium 35 The nine flight Feathers

of the Wing ought to be White, otherwise he [the Powterl
is said to be foul flighted X889 Elvin Diet Her . Fhsrhted
applied to an arrow denotes that it is feathered.

Flighter (flai tai) Breivmg [?f Flight +
-ER t ? Orig, ™ ( wing *

; qf Flichter v.21 (See
quot )

'

1825 Jamieson Suppi, Fhchiers, that part of the Fanners
which raises the wind. 1874 Knight Diet Mech I. 882
Fltghter, a horizontal vane revolving over the surface of wortm a cooler, to produce a circular current in the liquor

1 Fli-ghtfril, a Obs [f Flight sb. + -pul J
1. Fleeting, transitory, fugitive
X571 Golding Calvin on Ps xxx 7 His owne flightfull

and tottering felicitie 1587— De Mornay xxvn (1617) 470A light and flightfull loy.
un/y

2 Pi oduemg flight
, cowardly.

i6ax G Sandys Ovid's Met xm (1626) 234 Vlvsses
Wliose flightfull feare did Hector’s flames abhor
3 Well-adapted for flight.

»s8o Sidney ps cxxxix. v, O Sun..Suppose thy hsrhtfull
flightfull wings Thou lend to me.

y S *

Flightily (flai till), adv. [f. Flighty + -ly 2.1
In a nighty manner.

J

D’Aublay Diary 8 June I 394 She seemed
flightily gay. 1874 Green Short Hist ix g 3 627 Buckingham talked flightily about bringing the army to London
Flightiness (flat tines) [f. as prec + -ness 1
The quality or state of being flighty; giddy capn-
ctousness, fickleness or whnnsicalness
1748 Richardson Clarissa (18 ix) II i 9 If my manner

does not divert you, as my flightiness used to do x8cvMaurice Epht John xiv 216 There is a flightiness about
our talk as ifwe disdained the earth

Flighting (flai tig), vbl. sb. [f Flight v +
-ing 1

j The action of the vb. Flight
,
in quots

= Flight shooting.
1815 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I 132 Warren Farm has

excellent flighting when the wmd is from S to W 1882
Sir R Pavne Gallwev Bowler in Irel. 30 Admirable early
flighting may be enjoyed on the inland ponds
Flightless (Asides), a. [f. Flight sbP +

-less J Incapable of flying * said of birds
*875 tr Schmidt s Desc <5 Darw. 186 The scanty but

wide-spread remains of the order of flightless birds x88gA R Wallace Darwinism 145 1 he origin ofso many flight-
less and rather bulky birds in oceanic islands

Flrght-shooting, vbl sb. [f Flight sb * +
Shooting vbl. sb ]
1. Archery Distance-shooting with flight-arrows.
x8ot T Roberts Eng Bowman x 237 Flight-shooting

takes its appellation from tixflight, 01 light arrows used in
this game which is shot without regard to mark, or fixed

»
tanRe The greatest possible distance is the only object

1875 Sharpe m Encycl Brit II. 377/2 ‘Flight’ and
clout shooting has ceased
2 Shooting wildfowl as they fly over
X840 Blaine Encycl Rural Sports vir iv §2750 Flight-

shooting 1859 Folkard Wild Fowler hit 276 Ihe term
flight-shooting’ signifies shooting wild-fowl at evening

twilight as they fly oveiland from the sea [etc ]
attnb 1859 Folkard Wild-Fowler lm 279 A flight-

shooting excursion

So PH glit-shooter.
1859 Folkard Wild-Fowler lui 276 The flight shooter

waits m ambush behind an embankment
Fli*glit-shot. Also 6-7 flight-shoot [f

Flight sb,
1 + Shot sb ]

1. The distance to which a flight-arrow is shot,
a bow-shot.
*455 Fentoii Lett No. 257 I. 351 And so he dede till he

was a flyte shote or more from his place 1538 LelandItin
w44) IV 41 The passage into it at ful Se is a flite Shot
over, as much as the Tamise is above the Bridge 16x5 G
Sandys 7rav 23 This hill lyeth South of the ruines and
about three flight-shots remoued. 1625 J Taylor (Water
P

) fhiefe Wks (1630) 11 119/2 Some two flight-shoot to th’
Alehouse he did wag « 1697 Aubrey Nat Hist Surrey
(*7*9) I 46 A Brook riseth four Mile off m a Cellar,

Flight-shot off drives a Mill 1832 Hawthorne
uUthedale Rom xviu, Far as her flight-shot was, those
arrows hit the mark
fidD *847Ward Simp. Cobler 20 Such as follow fashions
a flight shot or two off 1704 Swift T Tub vi 86 Jack

was already gone a flight-shot beyond his patience
2 A shot taken at wildfowl in flight.
1887 Rye Norfolk Broads 100 In the hope of getting a

flight shot at duck or plover

Flighty (ffoi ti), a [f Flight sb i + -y 3
]

1 Swift, quick, fleet rare.
Flighty, pemtx 1605 Shaics Macb iv 1

x45 Ihe nighty purpose neuer is o’re-tooke Vnlesse the deed
go with it 1856 Lowell Lett (1894) I 257 My journey
thither was sudden and flighty

"b ? nonce-use = Fleeting
1850 Browning Christmas JLve vi 26 Another rainbow

rose flushier and flightier

2 Givento flightsofimagination, humour, caprice,
etc

; guided by whim or fancy rather than by judge-
ment or settled purpose; fickle, frivolous, inconstant.
1768-74 1 ucker Lt Nat (1852) I 592 The flighty gambols

ot chance are objects of no science, nor grounds of any
dependence whatever a X774 Goldsm New Simile 20
With wit that s flighty i8ox Mar Edgeworth Angelina
11 (1832) 17, I believe by her flighty airs, she is upon no

errand. 1848 Mill Pol Econ t. vu § 5 The effect
ot nighty, unsteady habits upon the energy and continuity
of their work 1878 Mrs H Wood Pomeroy Ab I 88 Her
own maid, a flighty, gossiping damsel. *



FLIM-FLAM. FLINDER.
t>. Of a horse : Skittish.

i8a8 Sporting Mag XXIII jo6 The management of a
Flighty Horse m his exercise or sweat

3 . Of weak or disordered intellect, crazy,

light-headed Also absol

x8oa Beddoes Hygeta III 15 To protect the insane or

flighty against their [relations'] rapacity 1820 W. Irving

Sketch bk (1839) 34 'this was one point on winch he always
remained flighty. *845 Darwin Voy. Nat iv (1879) 74 The
poor flighty gentleman looked quite dolorous

Fligm(e, obs. form of Phlegm.
Flim. nonce-wd [Cf. next ] = Flam sb.

1
3 .

1825 J. Wilson Nod Ambr. Wks. 1853 I 5 The rest is a
sham And all that comes after a Him and a flam

Flim-flam (flimfkcm), sb and a. Also 6

?flym flawe. [One of the many onomatopoeic

reduplications expressive of contempt; cf. fidfcul,

skimble-skamble, whwmham. Possibly based on

a Scandinavian word which may have existed m
some Eng dialects

;
cf ON. Jlim a lampoon,

flmska mockery,Jlimta to flout ]

A sb.

1 A piece of nonsense or idle talk
;
a trifle, a

conceit. Cf. Flam sb .
1 2.

1546 J Heywood Prov (1867) ig She maketh earnest
matters of euery flymflain 1589 Pappc 10 Hatchet E ij b,

Trussevp thy packet of flun flams, & roage to some countrey
Faire, or read it among boyes. in the kclfnc a 1634 Ran-
dolph Poems, To Mem Brother-tn-Law (1681) B ivb, Such
jig-like flim-flams being got to make Ihe Rabble laugh
1885 L'pool Daily Post 11 May 8/7 Grossmith crowds his
pictuie with all kinds of Aim flams of the drawing-room
2. A paltry attempt at deception

;
a contemptible

trick or pretence ; a piece of humbug. Cf Flam
sb.1 3
c%S38 in State Papers (1834) II 111 532 He and lus fel

lawes were sent hither . but for a Him flawe to stoppe the
ymagmation of the Kynge and Counsaile in that behalf

*$73 G. Harvey Letter bk (Camden) 14 He gave me this

Him flam, that I had persuadid him sumwhat. 1600 Holland
Levy vi xvi (1609) 227 The Dictatour commanded him to
leave off these foolish flimflams & trifling shifts 1673 Cow-
ley Cutter Coleman. St iv iv, I’ll ha’ none of his Flim-
flams, and hts May-be’s 1803 D’Israeli (title), Flim-Flams,
or the Life and Errors of my Uncle 1880 Disraeli
Endyttt, xci, All these habitual film flams are, in general,
the airy creatures of inaccuracy and exaggeration
3 colled. Nonsense, rubbish; humbug, deception
C1570 Marr Wit

.J-
Science 11 i, A longe talc of a man

in the moone, With such a ctrcumstaunce and such flym-
flam 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvm xu, I tell thee ’tis

all flimflam 1800 W. A Wallace Only a Sister xxxi, 1 hey
may be the wanderings of his dotage, and flim-flam after all

4 The action of ‘flim-flamming ’
;
m quol. attnb

1894 Boston (Mass ) Jrnl 2 May 9/7 She notified the

S
ohce, but the flim-flam artist was far away Ibid 17
lov 9/7 His success in the ‘ flim-flam ’ game
B. adj. [Developed from aii attnb use of the

sb
;

cf. Fancy a ] Fnvolous, idle, vain, non-
sensical, also, deceptive, fictitious, sham.
1577-87 Holinshed Citron II. 14/1 Hts slanderous reports

are vnderpropt with flim-flam surmises 1631 Mamie Celts-
tina 1 12 She will tell you a thousand flim-flam tales 1685
Chowne Sir C Nice m Dram Wks 1874 III 300 Do you
think I legald your flimflam story o’ the church? 1886
^worthy IV Somerset IVotd bk

,
Don't thee tell up no

such flim-flam stuff, else nobody ont never harky to thee

Flim-flam (fli mfltem), v. [f prec sb ] trans
fa. To humbug, to beguile into (something),
b US. To cheat (a person) onto/(money) 1 while
he is making change for a bill, by distracting or
confusing him, so that lie pays out more than the
proper sum’ (Stand Did.)
1660 Fisher Rustick's Alarm Wks. (1679)307 None but

Fools will by thy flood of Words be Aim flam'd into thy

11 e
I^° Oolumbus (Ohio) Dispatch 26 July, Sent [to

jail] for flimflammg a saloon-keeper out ofsome money
Hence Flim-flammer

.

1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 31 Jan , The New Y01
tlim-flammers and green goods men are still out of tl

clutches of the United Secret Service
Flim-flam-flirt, [Cf Flim-flam andFLAi

flirt ] A nonsensical speech, a gibe
1573 IwYNc AEnetd x Ddiy, Flimflam flirts [thoil] 01

throwstat them that nothing care

T Flvmmer. Obs. [? f, t lim-(flam) sb. or v. -

-HR i.j ?A chatter-box, gossip
*S*S Barclay Egloges hi 145 Rural flimmers. and oth

ofour sort They chat, they bable
rummer (fli mar), v rare [Onomatopoeic
glimmer, flicker zxA Ger flimmern ] intr. T

bum unsteadily.
188a Webb Goethe's Faust tv xix, Upwards the lamp

eternal light doth flimmer
Flimp (flimp), v. slang [Cf. WFlem. Jhmj

knock, slap in the face J trans To robm a cerlai
manner (see quot

)

Brandon Poverty, Mendicity <$• Crime in (Fame
,

talce a roan s watch is to flimp him, it can only be doi

Af,
^owd, one gets behind and pushes him in the bac’

wnile the other in front is robbing him 1862 Cornh. Ma,
ov 051 We are going a flimptng, buzzing, cracking [etc

'

Hence Flimp sb (see quot 1S57), Fli’mpin

a i
^S0 mPer )

one who flimps

A.
1

™ Ducange Angucus 1 Vulg Tongue 8 Putting on tl

?!®? Garotte robbery 1862 H Kingsley Ravenshoe II
*°? {^hat with flimpmg, and with cly-faking Fhrapini

ts a style of theft which I have never practised
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Flimsify(flunzif3i),o nonce-wd. [f. Flimsy a.

+ -fy ] trans. To render flimsy.
1838 Blackm Mag XLIV S33 Mysticism, which flimsiiies

religion into transcendental sentimentalities.

Flimsily (fli mzili), adv. [f Flimsy + -ly 2
.]

In a flimsy manner
1787 Minors*/) How flimsily the contractor .had executed

bis plans a 1797 Walpole Menu Geo. II (1847) II. 11 54
1 hen ensued a variety of the different manners of speaking
ill. Potter flimsily [etc ] 1863 E Fitz Gerald Lett (1889)
I 292 Certainly I looked very flimsily at all 1888 Harpers
Mag

*
July ^215 The work was done cheaply and flimsily.

Flimsiness (fh’mzmes). [f. Flimsy a. +
-ness ] The quality of being flimsy.
*7*7 (uBAiLry vol. II a 1763 Shenstone Ess Writing
Lhs Wks (1764) 173 A certain flimzmess of poetry 1816

Keatinge Tiav (1817) II 81 Certainly the mateiials are
spun out almost to flimziness. 1883 Law Tunes vq Sept 362/r
Ihe courts were run up with a speed and flimstness of
construction which would ao credit to a speculative suburban
builder
cotter 1871 R Ellis Catullus lxvm. 51 The spider, aloft

her silk-slight flimsmess hanging.

Flimsy (fli mzi), a and sb Also 8 flimsey, -zy.
[Fust recorded in 18th c ;

possibly (as Todd conjec-
tured) an onomatopoeic formation suggested by
Film. For the ending cf. tipsy, bwnfisy, also limpsy

,

given by Webster as a U.S. synonym offlimsy ]
A. adj. 1. In physical sense : Destitute of

strength or solidity; easily destroyed
;
slight, frail,

unsubstantial.

1702 in Klrsey. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Flimsy,
limber, slight 1728 Morgan Algiers I iv 141 The flesh [of
the ostrich] is hard, black, and flimsy 1780C0WPER Progr
Err. 49s Spun as fine As bloated spiders draw the flimsy
line 1813 Shei ley Q Mab v 28 To screen With flimsy
veil of justice Its unattractive lineaments *852 Thack-
lray Esmond 11 iv, There comes a day when the roused
public indignation kicks their flimsy edifice down. 1874 L
Stlphen IIours vi Library (1892) I in 109 The jewels have
remained after the flimsy embroidery, has fallen into decay.

+ b. Of persons 01 their constitutions : Frail,
‘ delicate ’ Obs.
1741-2 H Walpole Lett II Mann (1834) I xvm 6r,

I have a very flimsy constitution. 1753 Chlstlrf Lett IV
195, I have not yet quite got over my last violent attack,
and am weak and flimsy

2 In immaterial sense : Destitute of solid value,

slight, trivial, paltry

[*735 Pope Ptol Sat 94 Proud of a vast extent of flimsy
lines 1] 1756-82 J Warton Ess Pope (ed 4)1 111 203 Walsh
was m general a flimsy and frigid writer 1765 Blackstone
Comm I 201 However flimsey this title may appear at
tins distance to us 1830 Herschel Stud Nat Phil 109
'Hie perveise and flimsy style of verbal disputation which
had infected all learning 1845 M Pattison Ess (1889)
I 21 This flimsy hypocrisy, by which he sought to pass
hunselfofFasthevictimof others’ injustice 1880 L Stlphln
Pope vii 171 A flimsy hypothesis learnt from Bohngbroke
absol 1794 Godwin Cal Williams 35 Choosing the flimsy

before the substantial

b. With reference to mental or moral attributes

;

Fnvolous, trifling, superficial.

1827 Scott.Swty Dan xu, But it was thine, flimsy villain,

to execute the device which a bolder genius planned 1847
L Hunt Men, Women <5 B II. ix 19s Poor, flimsy, witty,
wise, foolish Horace Walpole. 1853 Lynch Sclf-lmprov
111 66 The flimsy individual who has read fifty novels in a
year, but nothing else.

B. sb

1. slang. A bank-note
, also, paper-money

1824 P Egan Boxiana IV 443 Martin produced some
‘flimsies’, and said he would fight on Tuesday next 1842
Barham Ingot. Leg

,
Merck Venice, English .Exchequer

bills the right sort of ‘ flimsy', all signed by Monteagle
1845 Alb Smith Fort Scatterg. Fane xxxn (1887) 108 I’ll

stand a five pun’ flimsy for the piece.

2 . A flimsy or thin kind of paper esp. that used
by reporters for the purpose of multiplying copies

,

hence, reporters’ ‘ copy '. Also attnb
1859 Sala Tiu round Clock (i8Gi) 30 Sub-editors are now

hard at work cutting down ‘flimsy’ 187a BrsANT & Ricl
ReadyMoneyMortiboyxxiu, I’m afraid I shan’t have enough
flimsy 1892 Pall Mall G 13 Apr 6/3 The Post Office tele-

graph ‘ flimsy ’ messages are now to be multiplied bymeans
of the typewriter

Hence Fli msy v. trans

,

to write on ‘ flimsy
1886 Daily News 17 July, Had the questions to be copied

out?—Yes, and the answers to be flimsied.

Flinch (flinf), ».t Also 7 flench, [app. a
OF. jlenchir, Jlainchtr, usually regarded as a
variant of the synonymousjlechir . see Flecche ]

1 intr To give way, draw back, yield giound
w a combat

;
to draw back or turn aside from a

course of action, a duty or enterprise I11 later use
influenced by sense 3 : To draw back through
failure m courage, endurance, or resolve j to shrink

from something as dangeious, painful, or difficult

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 91 If thou wast minded to

loue me, why dost thou flinch at the last? 1587 Mirr
Mag ,

Humber v, Pitch d our fielde In hope to make them
flinche, flye, fall or yeclde x6xx Barry Ram-Alley in 1,

I shall catch him in a narrow room. Where neither of us can
flinch 1649 Bp Guthrie Mem (1702) 65 Drawing them to

his Tent, upon assurance, and afterwards flinching from it

17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull iv xi, 0 the ingratitude and
injustice that John Bull should flinch at Taut 1826 E
Irving Babylon II 437 If you flinch not, like Jonah, from
fulfillingyour commission 1840AlisonH1st, Europe (x849-

50) VIII. hv §4 464 The peasants withstood without flinch-

ing several attacks in front 1873 H. Rogers Ong Bible
vi (1875)220 Faintheartedness..had often made him flinch
m sudden temptation.

+ b. To flinch out

:

to swerve, deviate, be de-
flected. Obs. rare* 1

.

1642 H. More Song of Soul 11 m. hi. Ixxi, Why Venus
fhneheth out More then Mercunus.

+ 2..
To slink, sneak off Also with away, off.

1563 in Strype A tin. Ref I xxxvi 413 For the preventing
of any of these dispensed Persons from flinching off from
them, or falling from this Correspondence 1605 Camden
Rem 235 Which when they have beene well and kindely
entertained flinch away never giving thankes x6« Florio,
Spicchidre

,
to sneake or flinch secretly out of sight. 1622

Maqbe tr. Aleman’s Guzman d’Alf. 11. xjx T hey went
flinching away, and got them home through bye-lanes.

3. To shrink under pam, to wmce.
a 1677 Barrow Serm Wks 1716 II 38 Doth not every
man flinch at any trouble? 1692 Locke Lduc § 115 A child
may be accustom’d to bear very rough usage without

flinching or complaining. 1791 Boswell Johnson 7 May
an. 1773 note. He never flinched

, but after reiterated blows,
remained seemingly unmoved 1879 Browning Ivan Ivan-
ovitch 224 Gnaw through me, through and through : flat

thus £ lie nor flinch

b. To blench : see Blench vJ 2 and 6
1883 ti, Siepniah's Undergr Russia Introd n, 111 43 He .

can ate without flinching 1884 \V C. Smith Kxldrostan
93 Serpents charm you with a gaze that will not flinch

4 To withdraw from, lose (one’s

ground). Also, To flinch the flagon • to let the
bottle pass. Toflznch one's glass : to avoid empty-
ing it. f Toflinch (back) one's hand to draw it

back
;

in quot Jig to intermit one’s activity.

1674 N Fairi ax Bulk fy Selv 75 If Nature should but
flinch back hei hand, or the world that is round about it

should but be pluckt away from it. 1712 Arbuthnot John
Bull 111. vi, Lewis either by the strength of his brain, or
flinching hts glass, kept himself sober ms a judge 1790
Burns Election Ball. xiv. Welsh who ne’er yet flinch’d his
ground. 1838 James Robber 1, You flinched the flagon.

Hence Flrnohxng vbl. sb

,

Flinch, sb
,
the action

of flinching.

1600 Holland Livy xlii. 1x27 This flinching of his and
absenting himselfc. 18x7 W Tayloii m Monthly Rev.
LXXXIII 498 That unwelcome flinch which the touch of
egotism gives to benevolence 1845 Hood True Story xiv,
A recollection strong enough To cause a very serious flinch-

ing 1862 m A E. Lee Ilist Columbus (1892)1 741 Mr.
Raiey leaped over its head, laid [«c] down upon it, and
within its legs, all without a start or a flinch *879 Froude
Caesar xvii 277 There was no flinching and no cowaidice

t Flinch, V 2 Obs. [ Cf Flip, Flirt ] (See

quot ) Hence Fix netting vbl. sb

1727-36 Bailey, Flinching .also a flirting the Nail of the
Middle finger slapped from the Thumb 1735 Dyliie &
Pardon, Hutch also to strike or cut the Flesh by a Stroke
with the Nail of the middle Finger.

Flinch (fltnj), vf Naut [possibly identical

in etymology with Flinch v.i
,

cf. Flanch.] trans
To bevel ;

= Snape v.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s v. Simpe.

Flinch, var. of Flench v.

Flincher (fli nfai) [f Flinch vJ + -er 1
]

1 . One who hangs back or gives way, esp. at a
crisis 01 in time of danger, etc

;
one who shrinks

fliovi (an undertaking, etc

)

1598 Florio, Taccognatore . . a conycatclier, a micher,
a flincher, a paltrer 1609 Bp W Barlow Atisw Name
less Cath. 272 All the flmchers that forsooke him 1664
H More Ep. 7 Chut ekes iv. (1669) 51 That sharp repie-

hension of Flmchers from the Faith 1760 C Johnston
Chrysal II. n xiv, I am no flincher , I never say aye when
I mean no

_
a 1834 Lamb PinalMem ix Wks. (1865) 295 In

society, as in politics, he was no flincher

iratiif 1631 Celestina xvih 180 Gold and Silver will not
tarry with mee

,
they are flmchers.

2 . One who passes the bottle
;
one who abstains

ftom drinking.

1549 Covdrdale, etc Enistti Par Jon, 1 27 He is counted
a flyncher that foloweth sobuetiq a. 1668 Davpnant Siege
v Dram Wks 1873 IV 427 What! a flincher? Quaff it

off, Mulciber, 01748 C Piit Ep. to Mr Spence 94 The
sot Swears at the flincheis who refuse then glass, 1826
Disraeli Viv, Gtey v iv, A German student is no flincher

at the bottle

Flinching (flrnji^), ppl a. [f Flinch vJ +
-ing 2 ] That flinches, Hencem achingly adv
1847 in Craig 1883 Fenn Middyft Ensign xvii. 105 It

held out one long thm black hand, flinchtngly, as if expect-

ing to be teased.

Flinchless (flinjles), a ax adv nonce-wd [f.

Flinch sb + -less ] Without a flinch

1847 J Haluday Rustic Batd 177 She flinchless views
the gathering shower.

Fli’nder, sb Obs exc dial. In 4 vlmdre
[= mod Du. vhnder ] A moth or butterfly

1340 Ayenb 206 Zuo long ulyb be ulindre aboute the
candle bet hi bernb 1736 Peggd Kmticisms, Fhnder,
a butterfly 1887 in Kent Gloss

Flinaer (flindai), V.l Sc. rare— 1
, [f Flin-

i)EB(s sb ] trans. To break into flinders’ or
pieces

_
1871 P H Waddell Ps. x. 15 FJinder ye the arm o’ the

ill-doers Ibid, xlvu 9 He fiindeis the bow
Fli’nder, vS Sc [Cf Flemish vlindenn,

US.flhndern to flutter, fly away ] (See quot

)

1808-80 Jamieson, To Fhnder, to flirt, to run about in a
fluttering manner, also applied to cattle, when they break
thiough mcktoures, and scamper through the fields.



FLIKDER-MOITSE. 326 PLIEG.

Plinder-mouse (ffi'ndsjimaus) Obs exc.

dial ff Flindeb sb or v 2 + Mouse.] A bat.

Cf. Flicker-, Flitteh-mouse
1481 Caxtox fteyueirtl(Arb )ii2 The flyndermows [Du die

vlcdcr/uuys] and the wezel 1565 B Googe Zodiac ofLife
ix HH mj b, Large wings on him did growe, Framde like

the wings of Fhnder-mice 159a Chettlc Kind-Haris Dr
(1841) 2r Blinde fhnder-mise 1624 Bargrave Serin 6 An
eunuch strooke a flmder mouse in an elder tree 1736 Pegge
Kenticisms, Fhndermouse, a bat 1875 in Sussex Gloss

Flinders (fit ndoiz), sb pi. rarely sing. Forms*
5-6 Sc. flend(e)ris, -ers, 9 Sc (sing and pi ) flm-

ner(s, 8- flinders [cf. mo&.'Norvr.jlindra thin

chip or splinter, Dvi.flenter fragment,]

Fragments, pieces, splinters Chiefly in phrases,

as to break orfly tit(Joflinders Cf. Flitters
c 1450 Gotagros <J Gaw 015 Thair spens in the feild in

flendns gart ga a xsSoChnsiis Ktrke Gr ix. The bow in

flenders flew 1776 C KeithFarmer'sHd in ChambersPop
Poems Scotl. (1862) 32 He'll their doors to flindei s toss 1808

J Mayne SillerGun 11 i2g At length she [his gun] bounced
ou t-ower a tree, In mony a llinner *840 Browning Sordello

vi 437 Flinders enrich the stiand, and veins the rock 1847
Kingsley Poems

,
New Forest Ballad 30 The metal good

and the walnut wood Did soon in Binders flee

fig. 1786 Burns On a Scotch Bard v, 'Twill mak her poor
auld heart In flinders flee *878 Mrs. Sto.ve Poganuc P
in. 27 Parson Cushing could knock that air [discourse} all

to flinders

b. transf Pieces, scraps.

1869 Greenwood Seven Curses it. 19 Her draggletail

flinders of lace and ribbon

Fline, obs. var. offlown : see Fly.

Fling (flig), sb [f next vb ]

1 An act of flinging 01 throwing ; a cast, throw.

1589 R Harvey PI Perc. 10 Why may not we haue one
cast in his Orchard, and a fling at his Medlar tree 7 1856
KaneArct Expl I xxix.391 In spite of the powerful flings

which they were subjected to in the fight, not a dog suffers

seriously.

2 Jig. (Chiefly in phrase to have a fling at ) a.

A passing attempt at or attack upon something
b A sarcastic remark thrown out m passing; a
gibe, scoff.

1530 Bale Apol 142/1 Not one kynge hath bene in Eng-
laude. but they [monks] hau? had theyr false flynges at
him a 159a Greene Selunus Wks 1881-3 XIV. 290
Wee'll have a fling at the ^Egyptian crowne 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II xxxvit. 111 609, I meane to haue a fling at

Magicians for their abhominable lies. 1639 D Pell Jmpr
Sea 174 Will you not have one fling at Spam before you
dye f 1727 A Hamilton New Acc E hid I xm 148 He
left his Estate to two Grandsons. But the Court had a
Fling at them, and got above a Million Sterl of their

Estate. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 117 He has
had a taste of your satirical flings 1760 C Johnston
Chrysal (1822) If. 10 A fling at the clergy never fails to
raise a laugh 1878 Spurgeon Serin XXIV 356 These also

have their fling against the Gospel

3 . A hasty, reckless, or wanton movement, a rush.

lit. and fig. At one Jhng. at one movement or

impulse Full fling', with haste or force, im-
petuously, violently. Now rare.

1336 J Hfywood Spider <$ F 1 33 In at a lattes hole .

Euen at a fling, fast flew there in a file 1375 Gascoigne
Pr. Pleas Kenilw 11 v, My willing feete, which fet these

hastie frisking flings, c 1390 Seer Mem Earl Leicester

(1706) 114 With many other Fetches Flings and Friskes
besides 1614 T Adams Dwells Banket iv 183 A man
that hath taken his careere, and runnes full fling to a place,

cannot recoile lumselfe 1621 Fletcher Wild Goose Chase
iv 1, Now ye see what your flings are, and your
fancies 1641 Brome Jovial Crew 11 i, Shall we make
a fling to London? 1630 B Discollvnimnm 35 She would
start from Newcastle to Michaels mount at one fling

4. A flinging about of the body or limbs.

a. A dance in which the arms and legs are

moved with great vigour, esp in the Highlandfling
1806 P Neill Tour i, We saw the Highlanders dancing

the fling to the music of the bagpipe. 1824 Scott St
Ronatls vi, Dancing the highest Highland fling 1843
Hood Last Man xxm, He danced me a saucy fling

b A violent movement, a plunge ; of a horse

:

A kicking or throwing out the hind legs. Also .5V

fig of persons . To take the JhngJs • ‘ to become
unmanageable 5

(Jam), to become fitful or lll-

humomed
<1x368 Fleming Ball evill Wyffis viu in Bannatyne

Poems (1770) 227 Quhen his wyfe tahs the fling 17x9
Hamilton Ep to Ramsay 24 Aug vii , Gm we ettle anes
to taunt her, And dinna cawmly thole her bantei, She’ll

tak the flings, 1826 H N Coleridge West Indies 126 The
furious jerks and flings which he [the shark] made 1832
Mrs Stowe Uncle loin's C vi, ‘ If dat ar gen’lman’s cuttur
[a horse] should gib a fling *

0 fig. Freedom from constraint in one’s

bearing, 'dash'.
1871 Geo Eliot Middlem 1 . 11 xui 218 About his ordi-

nary bearing there was a certain fling, a fearless expectation
of success, a confidence in his own powers

5 A fit 01 spell of unrestrained indulgence of

one’s impulses. To have one's fling • usually, to

abandon oneself to pleasuie until the impulse is

satisfied.

1827 Barrington Pers Sk II 435 They took caie pre-

viously to have their fling 1840 E Howard Jack Ashore
III in. From this morning may Jack's fling of extravagance
be dated. 1849 ThackerayPendanntsxxxix, I should like

to have my fling out before I marry 1837 Hughes Tom
Brown u 11. (1871) 230 During this horn 01 hour-and-a-half

he used to take his fling 1864 Tennyson Aylmer'sF 399
Give me my fling, and let me say my say

6 In various uses.

a The length of netting which may be made on

the mesh-pm at a time.
1780 A Young Tour Irel 1 133 Weaving the nets id

a yard for one fling, or 63 meshes deep

b A number (of oxbirds) flying m company
X839F0LKARD Wild-fowling lx. 316 The whole fling [of ox-

birds] every now and then presents the identical appearance
of a beautiful silvei cloud 1873 ‘ Stonehenge ' Brit Sports
1. 1 § 1 A ‘ fling ’ of oxbirds

+ c. used to express : A thing of no importance
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Barke-Skire (1662)84 England

were but a fling, Save for the crooked stick and the gray-
goose-wing

7 . attnb and Comb., as filing period (sense 5)

;

+ fling-brain, a person of flighty and hasty cha-

racter
;
so *j* fling-brained a.

1554 in Foxe A fyM (1583) II. 1459/1 A soit of flyng-

biames and light heads, which were neuer constant m any
one thyng. 157S Newton Lemme's Complex (1633) 159
Their fickle heads, and flingbrained wits be easily allured

and drawne into folly 1885 Athensewn 24 Jan 1x7/1

Chopin came when the flingperiod was drawing to an end

Fling (fill)), ». Pa t and pa pple flung (flt»g).

Forms* Infi 4-6 flyng(e, 5 flange, 4- fling Pa t

4-8 (9 dial) flang, 4-7 flong, (4 flonc), 6 floong,

4- flung. Pa. pple. 6-7 flong, 7 flang, 7- flung

[app closely related to ON flengja, MSw fiangia,

MDa flatnge to flog (mod Icel flengja, Svr.flanga,

Da. flange, also tntr. to move impetuously). As
the E verb is recorded only as strong, at is difficult

to regaid it as adopted from the Scand wk. vb ;

it may represent a piehistoric ON. *Jhnga

,

ofwhich

flengja is a derivative.]

X. intr.

1. To move with haste or violence from or to-

wards an object
;
to go or run violently 01 hastily

;

to dash, rush
1300 K Alis 1165 Messangeris conne flyng, Into the

halle byfore the kyng c 1330 A rth ty Merl 3916 pe hors
of baundoun lete ]>ai fiem & come flingand wib al her men
c *433 Torr Portugal 378 He fled a wey, ase ne were wod,
Flyngyng ase a fynd 1556 J Heywood Spider 4 F iv 15
Full funoushe ne flang Towarde the file 1579 Lyiy
Euphues (Arb ) 88 There staying his words, he flang out of

the dores 1379-80 North Plutarch (1676) 541 Posts came
flinging to him from the Realm of Pontus 1399 Sandys
Europm Spec (1637) 2x8 Unnaturall and rebellious Children,

who have flung out of the Church 1725 Pope Odyss xxir

f
34 Confus’d, distracted, thro’ the rooms they fling X796
Tedman Surinam 1 . 1 20, I angrily flung into the apart-

ment. 1830 Galt Laurie T. vi 1 (1849) 253 He flung from
me like a whirlwind 1855 Motley Dutch Rep 11 11 (1866)

146 Granville flung from the council-chamber 1894 Hall
Caine Manxman 1 1 3 His son had flung out of the room

b. with adverbs, as away
,
forth , ofif,

out, etc
c 1300 K Alts mi Alisaundres folk forth gon flyng,

Fyve hundred in a rynge Ibid 3892 [1 hey] Breken there
the wal adoun; And in flunge in litel stounde 1388
Greene Pandosto (1887) 23 With that he flung away from
his sonne in a rage 1620 Shelton Quixote I. hi iv 142
Don Quixote . did fling up and down among the sheep
X633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 256 Do not venture to fling

out from lum as in a fury 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull
1 ix, Sigrnor flang away out of the house in great disorder,

1836 Irving Astana 66 He concluded by flinging off from
the party 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng vui, The Chancellor
. . flung away in a rage

c. Of a missile or weapon . To be sent or driven

forcibly or swiftly.

<7x300 K Alls 2749 Thorugh the heorte the launce flang
*632 Women’s Rights 333 They [the keys] flang out at the
chamber window 1856 Mrs Browning Auiora Leigh ix

054 ,

1

flung closer to ms breast, As sword that, aftei battle,

flings to sheath.

f 2 To make an onset or attack. Obs.

a. Tofling together : to close in fight , to engage
m hand-to-hand contest
C1300K Alts 6084 Bothe perty flang togedre <1x380 Sir

Feruntb 674 Wijx be strokes jjat bis frekes slente flyngande
to-gader in fi^te, Hur helmes & haberions (my to rente
1470-83 Malory Arthur ix vi. 347 Ibey drewe theire
swerdes and flange to gyders as wood men
b To aim a stroke or blow (at) ; to hit out

C1380 Sir Feruntb 583 So Jnkke he smot to Olyuer as he
mi3te flynge <71400 Rowland <$ 0 830 Kyng Cianell

.

flynges owte full fersely c 1400 Destr. 1 toy 3253 He. flang
at hym fuersly with a fyne swerde

3 . Of a horse or other animal : To kick and plunge
violently, ‘to fly into violent and irregulai motions’

(J ), to be um uly or restive. Also with about
,
out.

1373 Barbour Brucevi. 143 He stekit the hors, and lie can
flyng 1323 Ld Berners From I clxu 198 The horses
whan they felt y° sharpe aiowes flang and toke on so
feersly, that many of them fell on their maisters 1379
Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb ) 44 A Colt, giue him the bridle,
he fhnges about; rame him hard, and you may rule him
1603 Shaks Mach n iv x6 Duncans Horses Turn’d wilde
in nature, broke their stalls, flong out, Contending ’gainst
Obedience 1694 R L’Estrange Fables ccxxxvu, The
same Humour of Kicking and Flinging at the Servant, took
him again next Morning 1815 Scott Ld ofIsles v xxxi,
The startling horses plunged and flung. 1862 in A E Lee
Hist. Columbus I 742 A good-natured . . slap, at which the
animal ‘flung out’ like a trip-hammer
b similarly of pei sons. Als0, to fling out

:

to

break out into angry invective or complaint
1331 Elyot Gov i, h, Where they [the communes], refuse

to be brydled, they flynge and plunge ’ and if they ones
throwe downe theyr gouernour [etc ] 1373 J Still Gamut.
Gurton iv 11, There is the thing, That Hodge is so offended,
that makes him starte and flyng a 1603 Montgomerie
Jihsc Poems vn 20 The mair thou flings, the faster is the
net a 1694 Tillotson Serin 2 Pet m 3 Wks 1735 I 29
Their consciences are galled this makes them winch and
fling as if theyhad some mettle a 1701 Sedley PoemsWks
1722 I 19 She like a wounded Otter flings and Rails 1886
Payn Luck ofDarrells vn, I had rather she had flung out
at me, as many a woman would do, than taken it as she did

4 Sc. To caper, dance (Cf Fling sb. 4)
1328 LYNDrsAY Drcrne Epist 12 Sumtyme, in darning,

feirahe I flang a 1572 Knox Hist Ref iv (1644) 374 They
would have wished tneir Sonnes and Daughters rather to
have been exercised 111 flinging upon a Floore then [etc]

1790 Burns Tam o' Shanter 161 Rigwoodie hags wad spean
a foal, Louping an’ flinging on a crummock.

IX tram.
5

.

To throw, cast, toss, hurl Frequently with
adverbs, as about, aside, away, by, out, up, etc

137S Barbour Bruce xvr 651 He evin apon his bak hym
flang And with hym till the bat can gang, c 1420 Pallad
on Husb. 1. 550 Fitches flynge Afore hem ofte 1563 Golding
Ovid’s Met. viu (1593) 195 The bore . grunting flang his
fome about. 1377 Stanyhurst Desc Irel m Holmshed
Chrott VI. 43 He floong them all in the fire 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holmshed III xzqo/i The boy there vpon flang
vp his garland 1393 Shaks 2 Hen VI, iv. vm 15 Who
loues the King Fling vp his cap 1607 — Cor 11 1

279 Matrons flong Gloues .Vpon him a 1608 Sir F
Vere Comm 8 They flang away then arms 1647 C
Harvey School ofHeart xxxiv 44 The door’s flung off the
hooks, the floor 's unlay’d c 1663 Mrs Hutchinson Mem
Col Hutchinson (1846) 243 Which, when the governor read
over, he flung by. 1711 Budgell Sped, No 77 F 9 He
writes a Letter, and flings the Sand into the Ink-bottle

x8x6 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I 237 He was dressed in long
robes of white muslin, one end of which was flung over
his head. 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare 40 Pull off, pull off,

the brooch of gold. And fling the diamond necklace by
1887 Bowen Virg AEneid 11. 147 The King Bids them
aside his manacles fling.

b. To throw with violence or hostile intent ; to

hurl as a missile. Tofiling down

.

to throw to the

ground
1375 Barbour Bruce xvii. 645 Leddens to the ground thai

flang. CX500 Maid Evilyn in Anc Poet Tracts (Peicy
Soc ) 15 And if her husbande said ought, Loke what she
sonest cought, At his heed she wolde it flynge 1358 Phaer
JEneid vi Rij, Ioue almighty than, a firy dart on him
down flang 1393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, v 1 31, I had rather

chop this Hand off at a blow, And with the other, fling it

at thy face 1622 Drayton Poly olb, xxii (1748) 350 His
approved men Hang out such a flight Of shafts 1700 S L
tr Fryhe's Voy E hid 159, I flung him upon his back
1706 E Ward Hud Rediv I 11 x r Fling dirt enough, and
some will stick 1825 J. Neal Bro ’Jonathan I 263 He
toie off his jacket went up to Carter, and flung it in his

face 1879 Froude Ctesar xvu 280 They flung darts

carrying lighted straw ovei the ramparts

fig. 1713 Addison Cato 1 1,

1

know thy generous Temper
well , Fling but th’ Appearance of Dishonour on it, It strait

takes Fne 1781 CowrER Convers 153 Their nimble nonsense
Flings at your head conviction 111 a lump 1840 Carlyll

Heroes 11 (1858) 234 These thoughts of his, flung-out un-
shaped 1883 Manch Exam 29 Nov 5/2 We are not

prepared to fling harsh woids at any who do not at this

moment agree with us.

c. absol. To throw or aim a missile at.

1635 Quarles Embl 1 vn 5 While death, that flings at

all, Stands arm’d to strike thee down a 1721 Prior Cloe

Hunting 20 I and my Cloe take a nobler Aim * At human
Hearts we fling, noi ever miss the Game 1726 Shelvockl
Voy round World (1757 j 132 1 hey say they are sure of any-
thing they fling at [with a lasso]

d said of the sea, waves, wind, etc.

1684 Burnet Th Eaitki vi 75 Suppose a heap of Rocks
to fall these would expel the watei s out of their places with
such a vtolence as to fling them among the highest Clouds
X78X Cowper Expostulation 273 The waves that fling

their foam against thy chalky shore 1796 Morse Aliter

Geog II. 146 This spring is found to fling out about
twenty-one tons ofwater in a minute 1887 Bowpn Virg Eel
vii. 42 More cheap than the seaweed flung on the shore

e To thiow (dice) from the box Also absol

1634 Whitlock Zootoima. 423 Whole Armies then as

truly having their lives played, as ever any private Souldier

had, when condemned to fling for his <21700 Dryden
(J ) ’Tis fate that flings the dice 17x2 Addison Sped No
543 F 4 If one should always fling the same number with
ten thousand dice. 1766 Goldsm Vic W ii, I only wanted
to fling a quatre and yet I threw deuce-ace five times

0 rejl To throw oneself
;
= sense 1

1700 S L tr Pryhe’s Voy E Ind 321 A steep Rock

,

whence the late King of Sittawack’s Wife and Daughter
flung themselves down headlong 1812 J Wilson Isle of
Palms 11 75 He flings himself down on his rocky tomb
x8sp Lytton Deverenx i 111, I flung myself into his arms
and wept 1874 Green Short Hist u §6 87 William flung

himself into the first boat he found

b fig. To fling oneself, one's energies
,
etc. into

or upon : to enter upon vigorously, take up with

impetuous energy, abandon oneself to. Also, To
filing oneself upon (a person) : to confide oneself

unreservedly to

1842 Miss Mitford in L’Estrange Life III. ix 144 If

they [Whigs] had flung themselves upon the people heartily

and honestly, they might have set the Tories at defiance

1865 Carlyle Fredk 61 IX xx vii 130 Goltz honestly
flings himself upon his task. 1874 Green Short Hist 11

§ 7 roo [He] returned to fling himself into the life of the

young nobles of the time. 1880 M'Carthy Own Times III.

xxxv rix She had flung all her energies into the rebellion

7 To extend (one’s arms) with a sudden move-
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aent ;
transf of a plant, etc Also, to kick up

one’s heels), etc

i6S7 J* Smith Myst Rhet 248 When in shew of disdatn-

jl contempt of a person or thing we fling up our nose

810 Scott Lady of /, 1. xn, the pine tiee hung His
hattered trunk, and flung His boughs athwaitthe nai-

led sky cxSzo Shllley Question i, A shelving bank

f turf, which haidly dared to fling Its green aims
ound the bosom of the stream 182a — 1 rmiuph of Life

40 Maidens and jouths fling their wild aims m air, 1884

XNNYSON Becket 23 The young colt flung up her heels

8 To cast scornfully (one’s eyes, a glance) in

certain direction

1654 Whitlock Zootomut 209 How many fling their

5yes offa Book, having but spied the name? i8sx Clare
'ill Mvistr 1 . 121 One careless look on me she flung

9 To emit, send forth, give out, diffuse (light, a

ound, odour, etc.)
;
to throw or cause to fall (light

ir shade) on or over an object. Also, to flmg in

quot 1704).
163a Milton Penscioso 131 When the sun begins to fling

Iis flaring beams 1634— Counts 983 West winds, with
msky wing, About the cedarn allies fling Naid and casiaS

almy smells 1704 Addison Italy (1703) 217 The Entry
t both Ends [of a subterraneous passage] is higher than
he middle Parts of it, and sinks by degiees, to fling in

101e Light upon the rest X71Z-4 Pope Rape Lock ir 67
iv’ry beam new tiansient colouis flings 1755 Young
'entaur v Wks 1757 IV. 231 l his flings light on a pait

f Scripture, which has a cloud on it in some eyes c 1800

[, White Poems (1837) *4 * No gale aiound its coolness

mgs 1876 Gni tn Stray Stud 3 The huge beeches that

ing their cool shade over the glass

10 a. To put (any one) suddenly or violently

nio prison, confinement, or the like
,

(
to force

nto another condition, properly into a worse ’

(J.)

;

Iso, f toflmq to death (obs.)

C1400 Dcstr Proy 8843 Alphenoi the fuerse flung he to

ethe 1391 Spenser Teaves Muses 543 Squalhd Fortune,

ito basenes flong, Doth scorne the pride of wonted orna-
lents 1601 WnLvrR Mu r Mart E vi, They were
ttacht, and into prison flong, 1762 H Walpole Virtue's
bleed. Paint (176$) I 111 33 Mabuse; whose excesses
occasioned his being flung into prison 1776 Tital of

1lundocomar 66/r, I was, after the battle, flung into con-
nement 1840 Macaulay Ihst Eng. I. 98 Laud was
ung into the Tower
b. To bring up or dispatch (a body of troops)

»y a sudden or rapid movement ,
to cause (troops)

0 fall on (the enemy)
1707 Freind Peterbormv's Cond. Sp 53 His Lordship
auna Methods to fling 500 Men into the Town 1893
Iayce Higher Criticism (1894) 426 lie had flung his army
n the western conspirators

11 -f a. Of an animal : To cast or shed (its coat)
obs ) b. To throw away, cast aside (as useless or
inrdensome) tare.
a *547 Surrey Descr,. Springs Songcs 4 Sonn. (1385) 2 b,
Tie Bucke in brake his winter coate he flinges 1847 Tln-
iyson Princess 11 48 You likewise will do well, ladies, 111

ntenng here, to cast and fling The tricks, which make us
ays of men.

12. To throw down, throw on the ground
;
spec.

n wrestling. Of a horse. To throw (his ndei)
iff his back.
a 1797 H Walpolt (Webster) His horse started, flung
1m, and fell upon him *767 Cowper Let. 13 July, Poor
dr Unwin, being flung from Ins horse as he was going to
is Chuich 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Dtct (Morell) iv sv
lieu Campi, Wheie Bellerophon wandered when flung by
’egasus 1823 T Ntal Jh o. Jonathan I 237 If he 1 flung ’

garter, he would have to flglit him afterwnrds 1863
’ennyson Grandmother 111, Never a man could fling him,
ar Willy stood like a rock

b. fig To give a fall to, cause to fall, overthrow.
Uso Sc

,
to jilt

1790 Mowson Poems 132 (Gul speaks) Had I that maxim
ept I’d ne’er been flung 1808 Jamieson Fling, to baffle,
0 deceive 1828 Wlbsttr Flmg v 6 To baflle

,
to defeat

,

S to flmg a party in litigation 1889 Tablet 7 Dec 897
In opportunity to fling the Ministry
13 slang To get the belter of, cheat, swindle,
do ’

, to cheat out of (money, etc )
1749 Goadby Carcw 146 One of the Gentlemen proffered
0 lay a Wager he could not fling Dr Glanfield 1760 C.
ohnston Chrysal (1767) IV 1 xu 77 He finds, that he
annot fling his worthy associate out of the whole spoil
bid

,
To try if there was any possibility for him to Jlntg

ns mistress, and get the whole foitune himself 1806 Suuu
VintermLand (ed 3) II 63 If I had not been monstrous
ucky we should have been flung X830 Lytton P Clifford
xxi, Bob cries, ‘ Flung the governoi out of a guinea !

'

14 Used in many phrases and idiomatic expres-
lons merely as a vaimnt (more emphatic or txpies-
lve of gieatei violence) of throw or cast (see esp
Hast v XXII) ; such are tofling aside, to disregaid,
eject; tofling away, to discard, dismiss

;
tothiow

way, squander, rum
;
to fling down

,
to throw on

he ground, overthiow, demolish , to fling off, to

bandon, disown
; to baffle in the chase, throw off

he scent
; toflmg up, to throw up (an earthwork)

;

0 give up, relinquish, abandon
,

also (dial
)

to
rake up ’ and utter as a repi oach. Tofling (any

-

king) in one's Pteih see Cast v 65 To fling
pen, to open suddenly or violently (also, to flmg
vide

) ; similaily, to fling to, to shut suddenly or
oicibly
*8x0 Shaks Temp 11 i 116 He trod the water Whose
nmity he flung aside *874 Green Short Hist vi § 4

298 This resolve of Colet to fling aside the traditional
dogmas of his daj
*613 Siiaks Hen VIII, hi 11 441 Cromwel, I charge

thee, fling away Ambition 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I

4 Of the western provinces she was the last that was con-
queied, and the first that was flung away 1865 Dickens
Mnt Pi i \i, Don't fling youi self away, my girl 1873
Br ack I'r Thule xxn 371 Don’t fancy I am flinging away
a foitune out of generosity

1587 Mur Mag , SirN Bmdet lain, On euenr syde full
fast wee flang the French men downe 1603 Woodward
Nat H1st Earth ir (1723) 124 These are so far from raising
Mountains, that they oveiturn and flmg down some of
those which were before standing
16x9 Fletcher & Massinger False One iv. 11, You flung

me off, before the court disgrac'd me. 17x1-4 Addison
Sped (J ) These men are too well acquainted with the chace
to be flung off by any false steps or doubles 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair xxv, He has flung us off, and leaves us to
poverty,

1649 Er. Reynolds Semi Hosea iv 88 To goe from his
woi d, and flmg up his bargaine 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
94 Should there be any occasion of flinging up new works
about the lines of communication x66x Plpys Diary 13
Sept , If she will not be ruled, I shall flmg up my executor-
ship. 1743 FirLDiNG Wedding-day 11. vi, If you stay one
moment longer, I’ll flmg up the affair. 1884 Punch 29 Nov
263/2 I’ve had enough of this game and will flmg up
politics

1838 Lytton What will he do n. xii, You wrote to flmg
my churlish favours in my teeth 1892 Speaker 29 Oct.
528/2 The elderly maxim about brevity being the soul of
wit may be flung in my teeth

*595 Shaks John 11 1. 449 The mouth of passage shall we
fling wide ope, And giue you entrance 1711 Addison
Sped No, no v 5 The Knight orderedall the Apartments
to be flung open. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 314 Fling
our doors wide 1 1862 Mrs H Wood Mrs Halhb 1 xxi,
The young lady flung to the door and departed 1885
Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman xn, When the dawn
broke he flung open his window.

b. similarly with adj. as compl. t are
1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt IX xxi 268 There aie a great

many hands flung idle in the picsent downbreak of finance

III 15 . Comb (the verb-stem used attnb
), as

fling-brand (attnb ), that kindles strife or makes
mischief; flmg-dust, -stink, a contemptuous name
for a hailot.

16x6 T. Adams Sacnf. Thank 25 It would a little Coole
the prcternaturall heate of the fling-brand frateimtie, as
one wittily calleth them x6ax Flitcher Wild Goose
Chase iv 1, She is an English whore, a kind of fling-dust,

One of your London light-o’-loves, 1679 T TicxiFrooT
Tiial Wakeman 7 That he was not President of the Bene-
dictines, his Lordship affirmed from the Testimony of thiee
Fhngstinks.

Flrngee (finjif ). nonce-wd. [f Fling v. + -be ]
One at whom anything is flung.

1879 Daily Neios s July 4/6 The person roughly called to
account by the schoolmaster was not the fhnger but the
flmgee

Flinger (fli qai) [f. Fling v + -er 1
] One

who flings, in various senses of the verb.

a m mtr. senses: A dancer; also, one who
rushes out of. Of a hoise . A kicker.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxiii xo Musicianis, menstrabs

callandans, and fimgaris 1519 Horman Vulg xix 170 This
is a great kykar or a fly ngar and therfore I wyll nat come
on his backe. 1599 Sandys Europe Spec (1632) 2x0 Hsere-
tickes and Schismatickes, flmgeis out of the Church 1822
Scott Pn ate ix,

1 X suld hae minded you was a flinger and
a liddlei yourself.

1

b. it aits. One who throws or casts. Flinger
out , one who casts or drives out ;

an expeller.

1598 Florio, Piombatore a violent flinger, a huiler
xfioo J Melvill Diary (1842) 52 Episcopornm exactoi

,

the flinger out of bishops. 1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky
Citizen Pref. A iij, I ought not to look on Lhe stone, but the
hand of the flinger 1851 Mrs Browning Casa Guide
Windows 1. 1015 Were it good For anjj pope on earth to be
a flinger Of stones against these high-niched counterfeits?

Flinging (fli giq), vbl. sb. [f. Flings + -ing 1
]

1 . The action of the vb Fling in various senses

1375 Barbour Bruce vm 324 The hois mschit the folk

in thair flynging 1570 6 Lambarde Petamb Kent (1826)

4x5 King Henry the fourth kept the Saddle in all this

leaping and flinging 1631 Weever Anc Pun Mon. 443
Hitnselfe by the flinging of hts horse was cast out of his

sadle 17*7 Bailey vol, II, Flinging is the fieiy, unruly
Action or an unruly Hoise, or a kicking with the Hmd-legs

2. concr The thing thrown, a missile

1618 Bolton Flouts (1636) 315 Plying them what with
darts, and all soits of flingings scattred them all

3 Comb
,
as flinging-tree (a) the striking part

of the flail
;

(b) ‘ a piece of timber hung by way of

partition between two horses m a stable ’ (Burns'

Poems 1800, Gloss )

1785 Burns Vision 1 u, The thiesher’s weaiy flingm-tree

The lee lang day had tiied me.

Flinging (fli-qiq), ppl. a [f Fling® +-ing2 ]

That flings, a Of a horse That kicks, unruly,

fb Of the Fiend : Raging, rampant, turbulent (cf.

quot. c 1435 m Fling v i) + c jig. Of a fault:

Fatal, damning
a a 1333 Ld Berners Gold Bk M Am el. (1546)

Fvuj, A lusty horse fjerse and flingyng 1585 Higins
Jumvs’ Nomenclator 47/2 Eguus calciti 0, A flinging or

kicking horse

b a 1529 Skelton Howe the douiy Duke of Albany
Poems II 317, I render the, fals lebelle, To the fhngande
fende of helle 1560 Ingelend Disob Child F ij b, The
flyinge and [7 =fhngand] fiende go with my wyfe

0 a 1577 Gascoigne Dan Barth, x, Wks. (1587) 67 At

last (alas) she was vntrue, Whych flinging fault, because it

is not new I maruell not

Flingy(fii iji), a nonce-wd. [f.Fling sb. + -y 1
]

Inclined to flmg or move abruptly
,
jerky.

1838 Fi riser's Mag. XVII 689 There was .. nothing
spungy nor fhngy in her movements

Flint (flirjk). V S. [? alteration of Flinch ]
mtr To behave in a cowardly manner.
1893 E. B Custer Tenting on Plains xix. 388 All the

boys done bully, but Corporal Johnson—he flinked.

Flint (flint\ sb I orms : 1-2 flint, 3-4 south
vlmt, -ynt, (4 fLent, 5 flynd), 4-6 flynt(e, 3-
flmt. [OE flint str masc =MDu vlint, 1 elated

to OHG./?w(MHG,u/>»j, mod.Ger. dm\.flws).
Da flint str. masc., Sw. flmta wk fem , usually
regarded as cogn with Gr. irXlvOos tile.]

I A kind of hard stone, most commonly of a
steely gray colour, found in roundish nodules of
varying size, usually covered with a white incrus-

tation. In early and poetic use often put for hard
stone in general.
Chemically, it is one of the purest native forms of silica,

and by modem mmeialogists is classed among the chalce-
donic varieties of that mineral
a xooo Crist 6 (Gr) paet J>u gesommge side weallas fseste

Xefoge, flint unbraecne. c 1000 TElfiuc Niau xx xi He .

sloh pone flint, and jjmr fleow sona of ]>am finite waster
c 1x75 Lamb. Horn 129 puih ]>isse tacne Moyses werp ut
pet welle weter of pan heida flinte 1377 Langl P PL
B xiv 64 And oute of J>e flynte spronge pe flode pat folke

& bestes dronke. <2x400-50 Alexander 44x7 Pat modire
ws cried f>at fourmed pe flode & pe flynt & pe faire lyndis

*594 Stenser Amoretti xvm, The firmest flint doth in con-
tinuance weare 1758 Johnson Idler No 96 ? r A pillar

of flint 111 the rocks of Hanga. 1832 G R Porter Porce-
lain 4 Gt. 28 Flint is silica m a state nearly approaching
to purity. 1855 Longf Hiaw iv 163 Arrow-heads of flint.

b. As a type of anything hard or unyielding.
c 1320 Sir Trtslr 1451 pe deuel dragouns hide Was hard

so am flint X590 Spenser F. Q 1. li 26 Hart of flint would
rew The undeserved woes and sorrowes, which ye shew
1606 Shaks Ant. $ Cl iv ix. 16 Throw my heart Against
the flint and haidnesse of my fault 18x4 Scott Wav
xlvi, Callum, flint to other considerations, was penetrable to
superstition 1853 C Bronte Villette xix, He struck on
the flint of what firmness I owned.

2. This stone, or a fragment of it, with reference

to its properly of giving off sparks when struck

with iion or steel. Flint and steel', an apparatus
consisting of a piece of each of these substances

used for procuring fire by the ignition of tinder,

touchwood, etc.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 805 Petrafocaria, flint, c 1050 Gloss
in Wr -Wulcker 469 Petra focana, fyrstan, flint C1330
Amis 4 A mil 1321 Sir Amiloun, as fer of flint, With
wrethe anon to him he wint £1450 Golagros 4 Gaw 738
As fyre that fleis fra the flynt 1589 R. Harvfy P Perc.

(1590) 20 When the steele and the flint be knockde tqgither,

a man may light his match by the sparkle x6o6 Shaks
Tr 4 Cr hi. in 257 *<><>5 Hooke Mtcrog, 46 Sparks struck
from a Flint and a Steel 1794 Mrs Radclifte Myst
Udolpho xxxi, Ugo found a flint, and the torch was lighted

1814 Scott Ld ofIsles n. xxvx, As from the flint the fire.

Flash'd forth at once his generous ire 1833 L. Ritchif
Wand by Loire 81 The flint and steel, which a French
peasant carries for the service of his pipe.

fig

.

1659 B. Harris Parma!s Iron Age 35 His offers

were as flints, out ofwhich they drew fire 1677 Horneck
Gt Law Consul vn, (170^) 422 My heart is all flint, but
when struck sufficiently, it will then send forth holy fire

b. A fragment of this stone used to kindle the

powder in a Flint-look.
x66a Boyle New Exp Phys Mech xiv. 100 We caus’d

a piece of Steel to be made of the form and bigness of the

Flint, in whose place we put it 1679 Levinz in Trial of
White, 4 other Jesuits xo lhe Flint of the Pistol failed

1752 J, B. Maccoll in Scots Mag Aug (1753) 401/2 The
gun had an old wore flint in it x8o8 Wellington in Gurw
Desp. IV 49 Each soldier will have with him thiee good
flints x8xx Byron Hintsfrom Hor 55s Dogs blink their

covey, flints withhold the spaik. 1833 Regul Instr.

Cavalry 1. 30 In fixing the flint of Carbines . . the flat side

of it must be placed upwards or downwards
3 A nodule or pebble of flint. In early and poetic

use often applied to any hard piece of stone.

c 1300 Havelok 2667 So that with aljier-lest dint Were al

to-shiuered a flint 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I xvn. 18

A ryuer ful of flynt and great stones exfixx Chapman
Iliad vi. 541 The flints he trod upon Sparkled with lustre

of his arms, 1634 Sm T. Herbert Trav 3 They shaved

their heads with flints and other stones 1662 J Davies
tr Mandclslo's Trav 276 They use in their buildings, the

flints, which they find by the Sea-side. 1740 Dyer Ruins
Rome 281 Those ancient roads, o’er whose broad flints

Such ciowds have roll’d x8x6 W Smith Strata 1dent 7
Knotty and irregular Flints 1876 Page Adv Text bk

Geol xvm. 340 Flints and othei nodular concretions

4 . Phrases. As t; ue asflint, used to express firm-

ness in allegiance. To get 01 wring water fronfa

Jlmt,
used to express extreme difficulty in doing

something To shin a flint, a hyperbolical ex-

emplification of avarice (To set one's face) like

aflint : firmly, steadfastly.

1382 Wyclip Ezek. 111 9 Y gaue thi face as an adamaunt,

ana as a flynt. a 1592 Greene George a Greene Dram Wks
II 189 Faith, I see, it is as hard to get water out of a flint,

as to get him to have a bout with me. 1597 rst Pt R eturn

fr Pamass. 1 1 141 Hoping to wringe some water from
a flinte 1655 Fullfr Ch, Hist m vi § 37 They would, m
a manner, make pottage of a flint 1847 Marhyat Childr.

N Forest xt, As (rue as flint was Jacob Aimitage 1859
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Kingsley Misr. (i860) I 321 Set his face like a flint 1884
Besant Chtldr Gideon 11 xxxi, Just as the toper squeezes
the empty bottle and the misei skins the flint

II. Transferred senses

5 . A flinl-like substance, a (see quot 1892)
b (see quot. 1847.) c short for flint-hide (see

10).

a 1709 Blair m Phil Trans XXVII 102 They [horns]
.. have a Protuberance arising from it [the Scull], and
filling up their Capacity, if cavous, commonly call’d the
Flint 189a Northnmbld, Gloss

,
Flinty the cote of an

animal's horn The term is likewise applied to the hard
excrescence foimed on a cow’s head where a horn has
been knocked off.

b 1847 Halliwell, Flints, refuse barley in making
malt
0 1885C T, Davis Leather 1 i 54 Dry flint is a thoi oughly

dry hide that has not been salted

6 An avaricious person, a miser, skin-flint, rare
1840 Dickens Old C Shop vu, The money which the old

flint—rot him—first taught me to expect that I should share
with her at his death

7. slang (See quots )
1764 Chroit, in Ann Reg: 66/2 Journeymen taylors who,

refusing to comply with the masters terms, and the regu-
lations of the magistrate, call themselves Flints, m con-
tradistinction to those who submit, and are 111 demion
stiled by the first Dungs 1778 Foote J'atlors 11 v, Shall
the Flints, like them [Dungs], e’er sink to slaves? 1820
Scott Ivanhoe xlm, To see whether the heroes of the day
are, in the heroic language of insuigent tailors, flints or
dunghills 1859 Slang Diet s v , Flint, an operative who
woi ks for a ‘ society ’ master—full wages

III attrib. and Comb.
8 . simple atti ib (or adj )

• Of flint.

CI17S Lamb Horn 81 Me sculde in }>e elitu|?e dei j>et

knaue child embsmjjen mid ane ulint sexe 1552 Huloet,
Flynt, or of flynte, silicons 1711 Hearne Collect. (Oxf
Hist Soc ) III 163 A Flint Weapon and divers other Anti-
quities 1831 D Wilson Preh Ann (1863) II m 111. 87
Flint arrows and other primitive weapons 1884 Dawson
in Leisure H Aug 490/2 Flint knives were used for sacri-
ficial and surgical purposes,

b. ellipt. for Flint-glass.
*755 Ofpenhnm’s Patent Specif No. 707 The compounds

of the flint contain two parts of lead, one part sand, and one
part of saltpetre or borax 1816 J Smith Panorama Sc.

<J

Art II an French glass is found to produce the greatest
quantity of electricity next to English flint.

9. General comb. ; a. simple attrib., as flint-
fragment, -nodule, -rock , -tile, b objective, as
flint-digger, -worker ; Amt-using adj e. instru-

mental, as Jlint-headea, -wrapped adjs d. para-
synthetic and similative, as \flint-edged, + -grey,

-hard, f -hardy adjs.

1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIII. 263 A “flint-digger on the
new Brighton road. 1665 Dryden hid Emperor hi 111,

Lay your “flint-edged weapon by. axooo Riddles iv 19
(Gr ) “Flintgraegne flod 1594 J Dickenson Ansbas (1878)

77 Heart more “flint-hard then beating waues haue wrought
On sea-washt rockes. *606 N Baxter Man Created in
Farr S, P Jas / (1848) 238 The braine Both maters, and
the *flmt-hardie scull. 1884 Dawson in LeisureH Aug.
490/2 They used “flint-headed arrows for shooting birds
1879 Sin G. G. Scott Led Archit, I. 220 The Romans
were successful m employing the *flint nodules of Kent
*87* Palgrave Lyr. Poems 77 As honey from the “flint-rock
shed 2428 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (i86g)6 Chalke, “flint-
tyles and estnche boarde 1894 Academy 18 Aug 120/3
The old “flint-using folk 1876 D Wilson Preh Man m
fed 3) 79 The whole region is rich m remains of the old
“flint-workers.

#
1846 G Daniel Poems Wks 1878 I 12,

I stood A verie Statua Not “Flint-wrapt Niobe, more
stone did nse.

10. Special comb., flint-coal (see qnot,); flint-

core (see quot and Coke sb l
5) ; flint-find, a dis-

covery of flint implements
; Amt-flake, a ‘ flake

'

or chip of flint used in prehistoric times as a cutting
instrument

;
flint-folk, people who, m prehistoric

times, used flint implements
; ftmt-gravel, gravel

containing flints ; flint-gun, a gun with a flint-

lock; flint-bead, an arrow-head made of flint;

+ flint-heart a. = next; flint-hearted a
,
hard-

hearted; flint-hide (see quot ); flmt-knaoker=
next, flmt-knapper, one who fashions flints to
any desired shape

; so flmt-knapping, fashioning
flints (for gun-locks, etc ) ;

flint-man, one of the
' flint-folk flint-mill, (a) Pottery

, a mill in which
calcined flints aTe ground to powder for mixing
with clay to form slip for porcelain

; (6) Mining;

‘a mode formerly adopted for lighting mines, in

which flints studded on the surface of a wheel were
made to strike against a steel and give a quick
succession of sparks to light the miner at his.woik’
(Knight)

; + flint-movmg a , that would move a
heart of flint ; flint-paring=flint-skmmng

\ flint-
pit, a pit from which flint has been taken; flint-

rope, the stem of the sponge Hyalonema Sitboldn
(Cass.) ; flint-skinning, fig. the action of ‘ skin-
ning a flint ’, parsimonious saving

; flint-soot (see
quot.); flint -sponge, the sponge Hyalonema
mirabilis (Cent Diet)', flint-wall, ‘a wall made
of broken flints set in mortar, and with quoins of
masonry ’ (Knight)

; flint-ware, U S name for
Stone-wabe, q v,

; fl.mt-wh.eat (see quot ) ,
flmt-

wood, a name in New South Wales for Eucalyptus

pilularis', f flint-wort, a name for aconite, sug-

gested by Pliny’s statement that it gtows on bare
rocks {midis cautibus').

*841 HartshorneSahpiaAntiqua 427 *Flint Coal a coal
measure so called, partly from its hardness, and partly from
leposmg upon a siliceous rack. 1863 Athenaeum 7 Jan 23/2
Small arrow-heads and “flint-cores, from which such articles

had been flaked, were found *863 Lubbock Preh Turns
iv (1890)111 ‘

“Flint-finds’ resembling in many respects
these Danish ‘coast-finds’, are not unknown in this
country 1831 D Wilson Preh Ann (1863)1.175 Rude
and unshapely fragments of flint, known by the name of
“Flint Flakes 1879 Lubbock Set Lect v 155 The simplest
flint-flake forms a capital knife 1874 Carpenter Men

l

Phys 1 11 § 88 Races of men, which (like the old ‘“flint-folk ’)

had made but a very slight advance in the arts of life 1865
Lubbock Preh Times xu. (i860) 408 All the '“flint gravels
m the South East of England have been produced by the
destiuction of chalk 1849 E E Napier Excitrs S, Afuca
II 161 This inconvenience—with a “flint gun—is generally
to be remedied without firing off the piece. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog II 151 The “flint-heads of airows made use of
by the Caledonians 1827 G Higgins Celtic Druids 226
The Celts and flint-heads prove nothing 1596 Edw III,
11 i 14 Make a “flint-heart Scythian pitiful 1360 Becon
Flower Godly Prayers Pief Whs II. i66b, No man,excepte
he be “flint hearted, can rede the history . without most
large teares 163a Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry iv
iv, You prove ungiateful, Flint hearted Charalois 1883 A
Watt Leather Matitf 111 30 Dried Hides are sometimes
called ‘“flint’ hides, from their excessive hardness 1879
Lncycl Bnt. IX 323/2 In 1876 theie were 21 y flmtknappers
in Brandon. 1887 Itlustr Loud News 15 Oct 468 The
almost extinct trade of “flint-knapping 187a Bagi hot Phy-
sics 4 Pol, (1876) 100 We are dealing with people capable
of history not with pre historic “flint-men 2757 Brindlfy
in Smiles Engineers (1874) I 146 A new “flint mill [in the
Potteries] 0183a Moorf Sylph's Ball vm 29 Musical flint-

mills—-swiftly played By elfin hands—that Gave out, at
once, both light and sound x6oo S. Nicholson Acolnstus
{1876) 36 And as I story my “flint-mouing wrong, Weepe
thou. 186a Motley Netherl, I vi 323 During this tedious
“flint-paring, Antweip was falling into the hands of Philip
i8gx D. Wilson Right Hand 62 A number of “flint-pits

near Brandon. 1873 Miss Braddon Str, 4 Pilgr 1 vin 92
Her small economies, her domestic cheese paring and “flmt-
skinmng. 1377 B Googe Herestack's Hush 111 (1578) 137
Take “Flint soote, that is hard dryed vpon a Post or roofe,
and beate it into powder. 1741 Chambers Cycl s v Wall,
“Flint, or Boulder-Walls, are frequently used m divers parts
for fence-walls 1782 J Scott Ep 1 Garden 16 Where
rough flint-walls are deck'd with shells and ores. 1839 All
Year Round No 32 126 Turkish “flint-wheat is one of
those recommended as ‘a hardy, full variety, with a long,
flinty, light-coloured berry’. 1365 Golding Ovid's Met vu
(1587) 94 a, A goblet ready filld With juice of “flint-woort
venomous

Flint (flmt), v [f prec sb] trans. a. To fit

(a gun) with a flint
;
to furnish or provide (a person)

with a flint or flints, b To pave (ground) with
flints

;
in qnot fig

2803 Wellington in Gurw Desp. II, 292 These parties
will parade and then be completed to thirty-six rounds
and well ilinted x8x6 Col Hawker Diary (1B93) I 146
The same gun . which was neither cleaned afresh nor even
new Hinted. 1834 Landor Exam. Shahs. Wks 1846 II
276/r The groundwork and religious duty not being well
rammer-beaten and flinted 1848 J Grants do Aide-de-C
xxv, Most carefully flinted and loaded,

t Flinted (fli nted), ppl. a. Obs [f. Flint sb.

+ -ed 2
, cf M.Dn.flinted in sense 2 .]

1 Of or consisting of flmt
2368 T HowellA rb Amitie (1879) 32 Then flinted stones

and barked tree Shall waile my wofull hap by thee

2. Hard, cruel, unfeeling.

1383 Stanyhurst Aenets in (Arb ) 79 We the byrth place
detest of flinted Vlisses 2587 M. Grove Pelops <$ Hipp
(1878) 33 Would it not moue a frozen heart yea flinted for to
howe

t Fli'ntered, ppl a. Obs rare-1
. [? forflmt-

eared
; or f. Flint + -er 5 + -ed k] (See quot.)

13*3 Fitzherb. Hitsb § 34 Peeke wheate hath a red eaTe
. and oft tymes it is flyntered, that is to saye, small come
wrynkeled and dryed,

Flrntful, a. nonce-wd. [f Flint sb. + -fdl.]
=Flinty a .

2376 R Uinche] Dtella (1877) 63 Thinking . shee by his
absence might at length intenerate her fhntfull hart

Flint-glass. 1. A pure lustrous glass, now-
made from a composition of lead, oxide, sand, and
alkali

; originally made with ground flmt or pebble
as the siliceous ingredient
1683 Worlidge in Houghton Lett II 42 A Pipe made of

Chrystal, or Flint-Glass 1799 G. Smith Laboratory 1 . 17

1

Flint Glass is of the same general kind with that which 111

other places is called crystal glass 2832 G R. Porter
Porcelain S? Gl 138 The manufacture of flint glass was fiist

begun in England in the year 1537 *867 J Hogg Microsc
11 1 14 A lens of crown-glass will have a longer focus than
a similar one of flint-glass.

+ 2 (with a and pi) A vessel or other article

made of this glass. Obs
2673 Sloane MSS 857 28 Sept

,
Permission to Ravens-

croft to export flint glasses to Ireland 2708 Brit Apollo
No 37 2/x Two Gentlemen sitting in a Tavern heard
a flint Glass Crack 2766 Entick London IV 280 A glass-
house for making flint-glasses

3 attrib,

1683 Worlidge in Houghton Lett I 166 A Syphon made
of a Crystal or Flint glass Pipe 2784Watt in Phil Trans
LXXIV 343A flint-glass retort 2832 Brewster Optics yx.
82 The focal length . of the concave flmt glass lens. 2871
tr Schelten's Spectr A nal xix 67 The flint-glass prism is
replaced by one of bisulphide of carbon.

Flintify (fli’ntifsi), v [f Flint sb + -(iW i
To turn to flmt. Hence Fli ntifledppl a , Fli nti-
fymg vbl sb oxppl a
2799 Kirwan Geol Ep 447 Theie is no partial impreg-

nation nor any gradation of the flintyfying opeiation 18B0Blackmore MaryA mi ley III iv.62 Rugged and flmtified
knobs and edges [of oysters]

Flintless (fit ntles), a [f Flint sb. + -less 1

Without a flmt or flints.
J

2820 Sporting Mag XXXVI 273 One of Forsyth’s gun-
locks, which, fhntless, goes off by percussion 2863 Reader
22 Apr 461/1 A bed of comparatively fhntless chalk overlies
one with many flints

Fli'nt-lock. [See Lock ] a. A gun-lock in
which a flmt, screwed to the cock, is struck against
the hammer and produces sparks which ignite the
pnmtng in the flash-pan Also attrib as flint-
lock gun,

musket b. A gun fitted with this lock
2683 Sir Jas. Turner Pallas Armata 176 It were there-

fore good, that for the half of the Muskets (if not for them
all) flint locks were made 2833 J Holland Manuf Metal
II 89 The soldiers of that duchy [Brunswick] first obtained
m 1687, flint locks, instead of matchlocks 1887 Whitaker's
A Imanack 541 The old flint-lock musket became famous m
the Peninsular War finder the name of ‘ Biown Bess*
Hence Flint-locked a , fitted with a flint-lock

1885 CenturyMag XXIX 684 The long flint-locked rifle

Fli’ntstone. [f Flint sb + Stone ]
1 =Flint sb J.

c 2340 Cursor M, 20897 (Fmrf ) Soroufully J»en fel he doun
In liknes of flint-stane 1375 Cantic de Creatione 983 m
Anglia I, Out of |je flynt ston Moyses dede ywis water out
rennen 2535 CovnRDALr Ps. cxiufi] 8 The God of Iacob

turned the flynt stone in to a sprynginge well 1833
LoNcr thaw xxi 64 And the eai th became as flint-stone

2 =Flint sb. 2, 3
c 1400 Maundev (1839) v. 50 Men kutten the Braunches

with a scharp Flyntston. c 1473 Piet Voc in Wr -Wulcker
768/19 Silex, a flyntstone 2535 Coverdale Isa 1 7, I haue
hardened my face like a flynt stone 2585 T Washington
tr Nicholays Voy iv xxix 151 Prometheus was the firste

that stioke fire out of the flint stone 2638 Sanderson
Seim. II 221 You may as soon squeeze water out of a
flintstone 1872 R. Ellis tr Catullus xxm 4 Each for
penury fit to tooth a flint-stone

Flinty (fli nti), a. [f. Flint sb. + -y 1
]

1. Of or consisting of flint, denved from flint.

2592 Shaks i Hen. VI, 11 1 27 Let vs resolue to scale
their flinty bulwarkes 2724 Gay Trivia 1 12 Earth from
her Womb a flinty Tribute pays. 2799 Kirwan Geol Ess
447 Pieces of fossil wood have been lound penetrated with
flinty matters. 2820 Scott Lady ofL 1 xi. Each purple
peak, each flinty spire, Was bathed in floods of living fire

1891 T. Hardy Tess vm. Sometimes flinty sparks fiom
the horse’s hoofs outshone the daylight,

b. Full of flint-stones

26*6 Bacon Sylva § 599 The gathering up of Flints in
Flinty Ground is no good Husbandry 2802 Playtair
Illusir Hutton. Th 108 Such a body of flinty gravel as is

found about Kensington.

2 Resembling flint
; a. in texture or in colour

#
2642 Best Farm Bis. (Surtees) 99 Flinty wheate

; that
is, if yow bite a come asunder with your teeth, yow shall
see that the meale of it is of a darkish, bley, and flinty-

colour 2779 J Moore View Soc Fr. II lv 37 Black
stones of a flinty texture 2833 Kane Gnnnell Exp. xxx
(1856) 258 We had to quarry out the blocks [of ice] m flinty,

glassy lumps 2839 [Seeflint-wheat, Flint sb 10]

b. Having the characteristic qualities of flmt

;

hard, impenetrable, rugged.
234* R Copland Galyen's Terap A. iij, The cause that

before made the vlceres harde and flynty xfioa Marston
Ant Mel, 1. Wks 1856 1. 17 The flintie rocks groand at
his plaints 2697 Dryden Virg Georg m 357 Rough upon
the flinty Rock he lyes 2847 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc
Wks (Bohn) I 435 The country’s flinty face, Like wax, their

fashioning skill betrays 2871 Baker Nile Tnbut. xu 202
The mare scattering the rounded pebbles from her flinty

hoofs. 2884 York Herald 19 Aug 7/3 All the new giain
comes to hand in a flinty condition.

3. fig. Of a person or his heart : Obdurate, tin-

feeling, hard-hearted (Cf. stony.)

TJW? atimer Let. to Cromwell inScrm $ Rem. (1843) 372
If his heart be so stony, so flinty 2602 Shaks Alts Well
iv iv 7 Gratitude Through flintie Tartars bosome would
peepe forth 1793 Burke Th Scarcity Wks 1842 II 250
The flinty heart and gnping hand of base self-interest, 2829
Carlyle Misc, (1837) I z72 We ourselves have known the
flintiest men, who professed to have wept over them. 2878
Miss Braddon Open Verd I 11 29 ‘Fathers have flinty

hearts', retorted Kennck lightly

qaasi-adv 2380 Lupton Sivqila 72 Their stonny hartes
are so flintie harde

b Of immaterial things : Hard ;
harsh.

26x3 Uncasing of Machtvils Instr. 14 This is the flinty

course of this our age. 1643 Milton Divorce n xvi (1851)

103 The gracious not ruthlesse and flinty ordinance of
manage 2888 Star 28 Nov. 2/3 Mr George struck out
sharp, strong, flinty sentences

4 attrib and Comb , asflinty-looking ,
flmty*

hearted a
,
(a) of a person • Hard-hearted ; (J>)

Having a hard or flint-like core.
16*6 Massinger Rom A ctor in 11, If he were not A flinty-

hearted slave, he could not use One of his form so harshly
1845 Ld Campbell Chancellors (1837) V. cxi 192 The flinty-

hearted father asked what settlement was to be made upon
his daughter 2860 All Year Round No 48, 315 Three
flinty-hearted potatoes. 2800 Pall Mall G 20 Aug 7/2 A
dark fiinty-lookmg gram rebounds from your face

Hence Fli ntily adv
,
in a flmty manner

,
Fli uti-

ness, the quality of being flmty
2607 Hieron Whs I 362 When there is au vntuersall
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flintinesse in mens hearts 1840 Dickens Old C Shop xi,

Some people would have been all flintiness and granite

Proctor Light Sc 200 The peculiai gnttmess and

flintiness of its structuie. x879 Tinsley's Mag XXIV 35

Her aunt was a flmtily just woman

flip (flip)! s& 1 P f FlJr v >
with the sense of

‘whipping up ’ into froth Cf mod Noiman patois

flip, phhppe, cider mixed with biandy and spices

(Moisy Did. du Patois Normand), which is prob-

ably of English origin. See Skeat m Phil. Soc

Tians. 18S9 ]

-)* 1 The slimy scum rising to the smfncc of salt-

pans Ohs
1682 J Cor UNS Malang of Salt in Eng 31 The shallow

Pans are left open to carry away the Flip, or Slime in

Currents

2.

A mixture of beer and spirit sweetened with

sugar and heated with a hot iron. (Cf eggJhp )

1605 Congreve Love for L nr iv, Thus we live at sea,

eat biscuit, and drink flip 1709 Brit Apollo II. No 22

3/r The Gypste With Flip and Geneve got most Damnably
Typsie i75S Mem Capt, P Drake l xm 99 The Sailors

weie plentifully supplied with then favourite Liquoi 1* lip.

1820 L Hunt Indicator No 23 ft82s) I 180 With oceans

of flip and grog. 1872 C. D Waknlr Backlog Stud 16

In those good old days it was thought best to heat the

poker red hot befoie plunging it into the nuigs of flip

3 Comb • flip-dog (see qnot 1836)

1836 Smart, Flip-dog

,

an non heated to warm flip 1851

S Judd Margaret 11. xi, 164 Warm yom nose with Porter's

flip-dog

Flip (dip), sb 2 Also 7 phlip. [f. Flip ® ]

1. A smart stroke oi blow, a fillip Alsoy?^-

.

i6gz Locki Toleiation nr iv 105 A Phlip on the Foie-

head may be Penalty enough x8x8 Spoiling Mag III

29 Newton by a smart left handed flip, drew theU.ua 111

piofusion from his mouth 1884 Pi san r Doiothy hoi dir
II xiv 64 The rubs and flips which we poor women
have to enduie from liaish masteis

2. A sudden jerk or movement
;
a flash or flicker

of light.

1821 Haggart Lift (cd 2)23 Turning towauls the pratl

[1 e horse] llaincy made a very unceiemon 1011s flip at the

bit 1867 F Francis Anglinij vi(i88o) 225 This sometimes
will require seven or eight ‘flips’ to effect 1873 G C
Davies Mount <5 jline xm 98 A derisive flip of then
white tails x88x Blackmohi- Chi ntoiuill xh, Flips of
leflected lightning heie, there, and cveLywherc, shone upon
the roadway
fig 1888 G Moonr in Fortn Rev Feb 249 Madame
Bovary, with the little pessimistic flip at the end of cvciy
paragraph, is the most personal of books

3 = Fillip sb. 3
i88x Elackmore Chiis/owcll x\vn, I must have a flip to

my system

Flip (flip), af dial and US [f Flip v. (sense

5) ] a s.w dial. In various senses
;

(see quols )

b. U.S Voluble
1847 Halliwei l, Flip (3] Nimble; flippant Devon 1863
W Barnes Dorset Dial 55 Flip, very kindly or fucndly
in talking 1888 Elworuiy IF Sotiu rset Wordbk ,

Flip, pliant, flexible, same as Limber 1893 Columbus
(Onto) Dnp 13 Api , She was disposed to be lhp with hei

tongue.

tFlip, a 2 [?f the vb
;

cf Flicucy, Flig,

Fliggy, Fi.isk, Fletoii ]
1723 Land Gaz No 6181/4 Stolen a Gelding with .

what is called a Flip Tail.

Flip (flip),®. [Piob. onomatopoeic , cf Fillip v.

Not in Johnson, Todd, or Webster 1864 .]

1. trans. To put into motion with a flip or fillip,

to ‘shoot’, to toss (a com) with a flip. Also
absol Toflip up (? U S ) to toss up.
16x6 W Browne Brit Past 11 m 200 As when your

little ones Doe twixt their fingers flip their Cheiry-stones
1663 Glanvill Scepsis Set xix 122 When it’s under ques-
tion, ’twerc as good flip cross and pile, as to dispute foi’t

1839 Thackeray Major Gahagan I, She would flip the
rice into hei mouth with liei fingers. x86x Thornbury
Tumer II. 123 Making a pellet of it, ami flipping it into
his eye 1867 F Francis Angling tu (1880) 81 Flip a few
bits of ground bait 111 1879 A Y Tribune 4 Oct

,
(Cent

)

The two great men could flip up to see which should have
the second place. 1885 ‘ Hugh Conway 1 Faintly Affair I

xu. 229 Flipping the ash fiom his cigarette

2. =Fillip® 2.
K94 Lyly Moth Bomb v 111, Like ivie lie her fast does

hold .And flips her too 1676 D’URrny Mad. Fickle v 11,

Sirra, you shall be huflft and cufft, and flip’d and kick’d,
Sirra, if you talk of private Rooms a 1693 Woon Life
(1848) 188 Then the scholars made some resistance by
flipping them on the cheek
3. mtr. To make a flip or fillip with the fingers

Also quasi-Z^rnr To give a flip with (the finger).

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho xxv, He revenges himself by
fhpping at their ears *850 Lang Wand India 34 * My
heart is as haul as this rock,’ she said, flipping her finger
against the granite.

4. trans To move or throw about with a flip

or sudden jerk.
1712 Steelt Sped No 376 p 2 To twirl, flip or flirt a

Fan. 1867 F Francis Angling vt. (1880) 223 You must
flip your fly to and fio to shake the water out and so diy

it for another cast 1884 Leeds Mercury Wkly Supp 13
Nov x/6 The carnole driver is seated so low that the tail
is constantly flipped over the reins
5. mtr To move with a flip or jerk

,
to step

lightly and nimbly.
1863 Kingsley Water Bab 103 He began fluting and

flipping up and down and singing i88x Blackmore
Chnstmuell iv. Still there were lapses m the vigilance of

Vol. IV.

the brook, where a lady, with her skirts up, might flip
through 1886 Science VII 263 When the water had
disappeared, eight mackerel were found flipping about
the deck
6 trans To strike smartly and lightly (with a

whip, or the like)
;
to flick.

18S1 IVeRorT Agony Point II iv 43 Minnie laughed and
flipped her old friend with her glo\ c 1863W Barnes Doi set
Dial ss hhcL 01 Flip

, to snap lightly with a whip x866
K M Ballantyne Shifting Winds vm. (1881) 76 Taking
up Ins whip and flipping the toe of Ins boot with it.

b mtr To make a sharp stroke at
1893 & Grand Heavenly Twins (1894) 332 Viciously flip-

ping at the flowers, as he passed, with the stick he carried
7 slang To shoot with a pistol, etc
18x2 J H Vaux Hash Did , Flip, to shoot 1834 H

Ainsworth Roohwood iv ui, ‘ Flip him, Dick—fire or I’m
taken,’ cued King
Flipe (flaip), sb north Also 6 flepe, 6-9 flype

[cf D11 Jlcb,Jlcp, a forehead-cloth worn by women,
Da Jlip lap, protruding piece (of a shut, etc ), Up
of a wound, mod Icel Jhpe a horse’s lip

;
cf. also

next vb., from which the senses m 2 are derived,]
1. A fold or flap

;
the flap or brim of a hat.

XS30 Pai sor 332/2, I tournc up the flepc of a cap, 1371
Wills 4 Inv, N Count

u

t (Sin tees) I 361, Vj cappes wth

flypes in y° ueke inj s a 1689W Cr ir and Points (1697) 12
With good blew Bonnets on then Heads, Which on the
one side liad a flipe, Adoin’tl with a Tobacco pipe 1796W Marshaii Yorhsh (ed e)II 319 Ehpc (of a hat)

,
the

bum 1828 111 wick Mem (1862) 38 In what king’s reign
his hat had been made was only to be guessed at, but the
flipes of it were veiy laige 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss

,

Flipe

,

the brim of a hat

2 dial (See quots

)

xS47 HAiinvrrL1
Fhpe, aflakeofsnow x8ga Norihumbld

Gloss , Flipe, Flypc, a thin piece, a piece of skin torn off
To take off in flypes, is to take off in thin pieces

Hence 3TTip(p)ed ppl, a ,
having a flap.

1886 Pall Mall G 4 June 11/1 A Jew, 111 a flipped hat of
mottled straw

Flipe (flaip), ® Chiefly St. Also flypo, flip.

[?f prcc sb (which however is not rccoided so

early)
,
cf MDa Jlippe to skin ]

1 trans. To strip off (the skin, etc ) ; to peel,

flay. Also, f toJlipc off Obs cxc dial
cr400 Dcstr. Tioy 954 He fllypit of the fflese 1724
Ramsay Gent Sheph iv i, And ten sharp nails Can fljpe
the skin o’ ye’i cheeks out o’er your chin 1813 W Lrsnn
Ague Suit Naim Gloss, To Flyp, to rullle back the
skin 1827 TrNNANT Papistry Storm’d 210 Great faulds 0’

capper aflf were flypit 1892 Northnntbld Gloss s v ,
* Aa

flyped him' Aginatively used, means ’ I robbed or snipped
him ’

+ 2 To turn up or down, lo fold back
;

also, to

turn inside out. Also with up Obs
1530 Palsgh 332/2 I flype up my sieves, as one dotlie that

intcndclh to do some thyngc <11338 Lyndesay Supphc
07 Tluur fnlchngis flnppis about thair flat, Thair laithlie

fymng furlhwaid flypit 1637-50 Row Hist Kith (1842)

451, I used often to flype tip the lids of my eyes 1788
1C Picki n Poems Gloss , Flype

,

to turn outside in 1847
IIalliwi ll, Flip up, to turn up one’s sleeves

3 Comb ,
flipe-wool dial (Hawick) , = shin-wool

lienee Fliped ppl. a ,
ofa fleece Torn off bodily

x888 Daily News 10 Sept 2/6 Wool fhped fleeces, 8 id.

t Fli’perous, a Obs rare
x6xx Cotgr s v Coquette, A prathng or proud gossip ;

a Asking, or Ihperous minx

Flip-fLap (fiipflccp), adv., si and a [onomato-
poeic leduplication of Flap, expressive of repeated

oscillating movement ]
A. adv. With a lepeated flapping movement.

1383 Siuubes Auat Abus. 1 (1879) 31 Then they goe
flip flap in the wmde 1773 in Asir 1894 Crockitt
Raiders 35 Flounders filed in oatmeal with their tails

jerking Flip, flap, m the fnzzlc of the pan.

33. sb

+ 1. Something that ' goes flip-flap’ (see A ), e g.

a hanging piece of cloth, a fan, a fly-flapper. Obs.

1329 Ski-lion Elynonr Rvmmyng 314 Couer thy shap
Wyth sum flyp flap 1398 Flouio, Ventaglto a flip flap or

any thing to make wind with 1600 Druxi r Old Fortu-
natns in Dodsl O PI (1816) III 127-8 If I hear any
gingling but of the purse-stnngs that go flip, flap , would
I weie turn’d into a flip flap and sold to the butchers.

x6xx Cotgr , Esfuentoir, a fanne, flip-flap

f 2 A frivolous woman : = Jlap sb 9 Obs ~ 1

i7oz Vanbrugh False Friend 1, The light airy flipflap,

she kills him with her motions

3

.

slang a. ‘A kind of somersault in which the

performer throws himself over on his hands and

feet alternately *
, also, ‘ a peculiar rollicking dance

indulged m by costers ’ {Slang Diet 1864) b In

sailors’ use :
‘ The arm ’ (I3arr£re Sc Leland 1S89).

Cf Flipper sb.
2 2 c. A kind of firework, a cracker

a 1676 CharacterQuackDoctors He danc’d a Saraband
with Flip flaps, and Sommersets 1727 Gay Fables xl 3rThe
tumbler whirles the flip flap round, With sommersets he
shakes the ground. 1764 Garrick in G Colman, Jun
Posth Lett (1820V236 Flip flaps, and great changes without

meaning 1831 D Jfrrolp St Giles xxxi 324 This
iniquitous world—a world of flip-flaps and sumeisets

C 1883 Pall Mall G s Nov 4/1 lo-mght the sound
of the obtrusive and saltatory flip-flap will be heard in the

streets of Great Britain

4 US ‘ A kind of tea-cake ’ (Farmer).

1876 Besant & Ricr Gold Butterfly xvui, As we sat over

her dough-nuts and flipflaps.

C. adj That * goes flip-flap (see A )

1841 Blackiv Mag I 635 Music with butterfly (lip flap

flights, and die-away cadences 1888 Spectator 7 July 934
That easy mutation of Fi ench flip-flap brush woik which is

so fashionable at the present time.

Hence Flvp-fLap ®.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks (Grosart) V 253 The
sly sheepc-biter summer setted & dipt flapt it twenty
times ahoue ground 1894 Hali Caini Manxman iv xu
245 Nancy Joe went flip flapping upstairs.

Flip-flop (fit Piftyp)} sb [onomatopoeic redu-

plication
; cf prec and Flop ] In nonce-nscs

a The ‘flap’ of the ear. b. The sound of a
legular footfall.

1661 K W Coiif Charat
,
Informer (i860) 47 We a ill

stop the mislmpen hols widdowed of their flip-flops least

there, still he letaine also too much of the faculty of
enteiance. 1889 J K Jerome Three Men w Boat 168
When he hcaul the regulation flip-flop approaching

Flippancy!' fh panst). [f. Flippant . sec -ancy ]
The quality of being flippant , esp. disposition to

trifle, frivolity; occas m earlier use. Volubility.

1746 H, Walpole Lett II Mann (1834) II clxix 176
1 he famous oratoi Henley is taken up foi tiensonable

flippancies 1780 Mrs Piozzi Journ Fiance I 8 It filled

up my notions of French flippancy agreeably enough 1807
ti Got tie's Irav II 1S3 A continued flippancy of chit-

chat in the boxes 1808 Med Ji nl XIX 13 He with
aspeuty and flippancy adveitcd to a remarkable case I had
wiitten on nearly two yeais back 1874 L Stephen Homs
in Libra?

y

(1892) I. vit 268 Effeminate piejuchces and
mere flippancies draped in elnboiate rhetonc x88a Miss
Braddon Mt Royal I u 64 Why, Jessie, you aie generally

the very essence of flippancy.

Flippant (fli pant), a. Also / flippent. [app
f Flip® (senses) Cf Flip a used dial in senses

1 and 2 below; an ablaul-var. of the loot, with

lclated meaning, occius m ON Jlap

>

babble,Jlcipa

(Sw dial jflepa) to talk foolishly.

The sufiiv may possibly be an alteration of the ME ppl
ending vide -ink-1

, oi the word may have beui funned in

i6th c on the analogy of ppl adjs. in -ani, such as the
heraldic tnppant ]

*t*l Nimble, moving lightly or alcilly; easily

moved or managed, light to the hand, pliant,

flexible, limber Obs
1622 MAiinr ti Aleman's Gusman D'Alf 1 73 It is a

laid of the flippantst wing, which as it moueLh with most
mniblenessc, so it cloth the gicatest mischiefe 1677 Earl
Qrri ry Ait ofWar 26 Taigets, though veiy flippent ones,

have not only resisted die Push of the Pikes, but also {eLc].

Ibid 27 The Pike ib cai ried tapeung, to poise it the better,

and iheieby tencleis it the moie flippent for those who use
it 1893 Windsor Mag July 21 ‘ blie weci flippant on 'ei

feet that night an’ tored hoff as fast as a wind hovel '

+ 2. Of the tongue . ‘Nimble’, voluble Hence
of persons * Ready m the use of words, speaking

freely, fluent, talkative, voluble Of conversation

or discouise Fluent, sparkling Obs.

1603 Chapman All Foohs v 1, As foi your mother, she
was wise, a most flippant tongue she liad <11677 Barrow
hernt I. 157 It bLcoming them not to be dumpish but

. pleasantly flippant and free in their speech 1677 Mirer.
Eug-Fi Dut

,

A flippant discouise, un discours coulant
x7n Addison Sped No 247 1*9 An excellent Anatomist
has pionnsed me to dissect a Woman s Tongue, and to

examine whether there may not be in it certain Juices,

winch lender it so wonderfully voluble or flippant a 1784
Johnson in Boswell an 1763, She [Mis Thiale] is moie
flippant ;

but he has ten tunes her learning 1794 Gouv
Morris in Sparks Life 4- W? it (1832) I 427 The wines aie

good and the conversation flippant

fb. Ia bad sense* Impertinently voluble (Cf 4 .)

x677 Micge Eng-Fr Did, A flippant and forward

woman, line coquets nne libertine 1727 Gay Fables xu
18 The husband’s sullen, dogged, shy, The wife grows
flippant in reply.

»f3 Spoitive, playful. Obs.

i7xx Stelle Sped No 260 ir x, I am now as flippant if

I see a pretty Woman, asv hen in my Youth 1719 D’Uri ey
Pills (1872) VI 156 Like Love’s sprightly Goddess she's

flippant and gay 1784 Cowrer Task 11 315 Ihe squinel,

flippant, pert, and full of play

4.

Displaying unbecoming levity 111 the considera-

tion of serious subjects or in. behaviour to poisons

entitled to respect.

1724 Waterland Farther Vind, Wks IV X2 It very ill

becomes this gentleman to grow so exceeding flippant

1781 Mad D’Arblay Diary 26 June, I was leading Sher-

lock's flippant but entertaining letters 1836 II Rogers.

J Howe 1. (1863) 14 That peculiarity, which a flippant and
superficialphilosophy lias sometimes charged upon the Sci ip-

tures as a blemish 1838 Dickens Nich Nick xix, The
flippant contempt with which the guests regarded her nnde
1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 231 The flippant way in

which she has tieated his attentions

5 absol. passing into sb A flippant person.

In first quot Richardson seems to have thought the word
was of It 01 lgm, and fabricates a pseudo-It plural

[1748 Richardson Clarissa VI Ixxvm 291 It conceras me,
however, not a little, to find out affair so generally known
among the Fhppanti of both sexes ] 1791 CowrrR Judgm
Pods 22 They gentle called, and kind and soft, The flippant

and the scold 1833 Fraser's Mag XII 269 The flippants

and pragmatics who infest all the highways of society 1850
TennysonInMem cx, The stern were mild when thou weit

by, The flippant put himself to school And heaid thee

Hence Fli ppantly adv

,

in a flippant mannei
,

Fli ppantness, the quality of being flippant.

x7a7 Bailey vol II, Flippantness 1738 H Walfole Lett
II Mann (1834! Ill cccxxu 268 It ls time for me to check
my pen that asks so flippantly 1791 Bosw ell Johnson an
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1774 (1816) II 29S note, Mrs Thrale asked him somewhat
flippantly, ‘Why do you put him up in the counting-house ?’

X817 J Gilchrist Intellect Pati ini 84 '1 he flippantness of
French philosophers *880 G Mlrcdith hag, Com (1881)

49 Flippantly tapping at tlie doors of thought

+ Flipper, sb 1 Obs rare — 1
. In 4 fliper [f

Flip v. + -er 1
.] A flippant and unreliable person

01400 Cato's Morals in Cursor M. App iv 7 1669 Foi-
sq]j ilipers and alle fals flateis I rede soie J>ou fie.

flipper (fli poa), sbfi [f. Flip v + -er 1
] 1. A

limb used to swim with; e g any limb in a turtle
; m

a seal or walrus, esp, the fore-limb ; the fore-limb of
a cetacean ; the wing ofa pengmn ; the fin of a fish
182a Manby Voy. Greenland 39 The fore paws or flippers

[of the seal] 1808 Nat Encycl I. 935 Then [penguins']
wings are true flippers. 1885 Wood in Longm Ring V 408
The foie hmhs of the whale aie technically named fltppeis.

2 transf. The hand.
1832 MahuyatN. Forster xlii, I like to touch the flipper

of one who has helped to shame the enemy 1840 Barham
Ingol Leg

,
St, Gengulphus ax, They cut off his ‘flippeis’,

As the Clerk, very flippantly, term’d his fists 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk . s v. The boatswain's mate exulted m
having 1 taken a lord by the flipper

’

3 . Theat. ‘Part of a scene, hinged and pamled
on both sides, used m trick changes ’ (Farmer)
4. US. =Flapjack {Cent. Diet.).

5 . Comb
, asflipfer-hke adj.

1889 P._ H. Emerson Eng Idylls 133 Holding their
shaking sides with their brawny flipper-like hands

Flrpper-de-fLapper. Obs exc dial [Echoic ]
(See quot. 1847).
1640 King 4poore North Man 36 in Hazl E P P IV

307, I nere saw such a flipper de flapper befoie, 1847
Halliwell, Flipper-de-flapper, noise and confusion caused
by show. Sussex,

Flipperty-flopperty (fli p3Jti,flp*pajti), a.

That ‘goes flip-flop’
; loose, dangling

1859 Sala Tw, round Clock (1861) 83 She is a gaunt,
awkward girl, m a ‘ flibberty-flobberty * hat 1869 Trollope
He knew, etc , xii, He had one of those flippci ty-flop-
perty things on his head, that the butcher-boys wear

Flippery (flrpen). rare.

+ 1- = Frippery.
a, 1616 Beaum Sc Fl. Wit withoutM 11 v, If I be brought
to^carry .any gentle Lady of the Laundiy. belunde my

gelding, with all her Streamers, Knapsacks, Glasses, Gu-
gawes, as if I were a running flippery

2 . Flippancy
i8rg Metropolis III 86 He had a flippery in writing, et

notla tout 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage I vi 131 ‘ MusLn’t
she he a horrid, heartless, little bit of flippery ?

'

tFli'ppet. Obs tare [F Flip, cf. Flappet]
A narrow streamer.
1640 Parkinson Theat Bot 291 With a long peece or

flippet as it were, at one side of the top

Flird, sb. Sc. [Possibly iepr. OE Jleaid trifle

<

see Flerd. But cf. Du Jlarden splinters, shiveis ]
* Anything that is thin and insufficient, as a thin
piece of cake, board, etc ’

,
‘ any thing viewed as

a gaudy toy’; 111 plural, ‘worn-out clothes’,
‘ vain finery ’ (Jam ).

1788 E. Picicen Poems 62 Thae flirds o' silk, brought
owre the seas.

+ Flird,®-. Sc Obs Also 6 flyrd [Of obscure
origin

;
cf Fleer v ] mtr ? To sneer, gibe

Jamieson has the senses *to bounce, biag, also to flirt * as
current in modern Sc use
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ivu 9 Sum flyidis

,
sum feymeis

;
and sum flattms.

tFlrrdom. Obs Sc In 6 Ayr-, 7 fhrdom(e
[? Connected with prec] Bounce, blustei, pie-
tence ; also, a braggart.
**45° Henryson Poems (1865) 142 Schir Tod, tak ye the

flyrdome, and the fou, I half respite ane yeir c 1500
Anchmleck Chron (1819) 15 ban Jiaj come with a flyrdome
fee said pat ]>aj come for 11a 111 of him ne his clnlder 1508
Kenneuic Flytmg w Dunbar 494 A myten, full of flytmg,
[the] flyidom lyke 011605 Montgomerie Flytmg w Pol-
wart 90 Foule flirdome wanfucked, tersell ofa taide 1

Flira, flirr(e, obs. ff Fleer v
Flirt (float), sb Also 6 flute, flyrt, 7 flert,
6-8 flurt, (7 flurte). [f next.]

+ 1 . A smart tap or blow, a lap, fillip. (Also

fig). Obs. exc dial
*577 Breton Flourish, upon Fancy (Gtosart) 18/1 Thus

enene one would haue a flyrt, eie I could get out fiee.
1621 Fletcher Pilgrim iu m, One flurt at him, and then
I am. for the voyage C1691 Bagford Ball (1878) App,
1 11 give you a good flurt on the Ear 1855 E Waugh
Lane Life (1837) 29 Aw caren’t a flat abeawt it 1888
SheffieldGloss ,

list t, a slight blow or fillip with the thumb
and finger

2 A sudden jerk or movement, a quick throw or
cast, a darting motion Of wind : A gust

^
c iggo Greene Ft Bacon vn 1 19 Out with your blades

Haue a fluit and a crash 1666 Sfurstowf Spti Chym
(1668) ir6 As weak as the Grashoppers who give only
a small flirt upwards, and then fall down to the Earth
again 1699 Dampier Voy II. m 13 There maybe some-
times some small Hurts of a Westerly Wind on these
Coasts. 1711 Addison Sped No. 102 ? 3 The next Motion
is that of unfurling the Fan, 111 which are comprehended
several little Fluts and Vibrations 1789 G White Sel-
tjorne xl (1853) 140 Hedge-sparrows have a remaikable
flirt with their wings. *830 N S Wheaton Jrnl 205 He
- tosses out his arm with a flat and a flourish i860
Hughes Tom Burton at Oxf in Moan Mag II 58 With
a joyful squeak and flirt of his hind-quarters in the an.

1
* 3 A smart stroke of wit, a joke, a jest

,
a gibe,

jeer, scoff Obs
1349 Coverdale, etc. Erasm Par Eph v 4 Vayne flutes

and lestes 1613 Sir E Hoby Conntcr-snarle 21 His next
flurte is at my witt a. 1635 in Anted 1$ 7 rad (Camden) 24
She had a flurt at them presently a. 1713 Ellwood A 1de-
bug 101 He would sometimes cast out a jesting Flint at
me 1726 Swift Lett Wks. 1841 II 384 Open reproaches,
jesting flirts and contumelious terms

+ b. Ofa person One who mocks or finds fault.

X602W Bas Sword 4 Buckler xW, The piescise flnts of
eu’ry trades-mans stall Whose busie tongues defiles Our
honest soil with, vomited reviles

[ 4 A fickle, inconstant person
1577 Breton Flourish upon Fancy (Giosart) 8/t Fie on

thee Fancie, flatterj ng flyrt 1689 T Plunket Char Gd
Commander 2 Not is he one that’s Valiant at a spurt , No,
no, he’s far fiom being such a flurt.

[5 A woman of a giddy, flighty character
,

‘ a
pert young hussey ’

(J.).
1562 Phaer AEueid ix Cc ij. Your study chief is daunse
m pampryng feasts with giglet flirts 1621 Burton Anat
Mel 1 11 iv 1 (1651) 143 A peevish drunken flui t, a waspish
cholenck slut 1623 B Jonson Time Vind Wks (Rtldg )
636/1 To salute the Skirts Of her, to whom all Ladies else
are Fluts. 1751 Johnson Rambler No 84 v 3 My aunt
told me she was a forward flirt. 1774W Whitehead Song
for Ranelagh, Plays

.J*
Poems II 224 Ye belles, and ye flirts,

and ye pert little things, Who trip in this frolicsome round

+ b. Awoman of loose chaiacter.
1600 Breton Pasquils Fools cap 22/2 Call'd a Foolish

flirt When all the world is wilnesse to her shame 1676
Etheredge Man ofMode 11 1 (1684) 17 An idle Town Flurt,
with a painted Face 1703

1

horesby m Ray's Lett, (1718)
328 A Flurt, a light House-wife

6 One who flirts, or plays at courtship a. Said
of a woman.
1748 Richardson Clarissa I i! 8 She was not one of those

flirts . who would give pain to a person that deserved to be
well treated 178a Wolcott (P Pindar) Odes to R Acade-
micians v Wks. 1812 I 24 How else could he have caught
that handsome flirt? 1796 Jane Austen Pnde 4 Prej.
vm (1813) 20a A flilt too, 111 the worst and meanest degree
of flutation 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust hi vm, To bend
the dainty little flirt To be conformable to your commands

b. Said of a man.
a 1732 Gay Distress'd JVtfe 11 Wks (1772) 293 A fint,

One who gives himself all the airs of making love in public
1863 Ouida Held in Bondage I xn 274 Sabretascne had
an universal reputation as a most unscrupulous flat

C A person to flirt with
*779 Gentl Mag XLIX 357 The General [Howe] has

found another Dcsdemona at Philadelphia who is now Ins
Excellency’s flirt 121817 Jane Austen Lady Susan vu
(1879! 217 When I have mspn ed him with greater respect for
me he may be an agi enable flirt 1848 Thackeray Van
Ifair xxv, General 1 ufto is a great flirt of mine.
7 . Watch-making. *A level or other device for

causing sudden movement ofmechanism ’ (Bntten)
1786 7 rans. Soc Enconrag. Arts IV. 17s The usual way

of dixchaigmg the chime is by a flirt 1884 F J Britten
Watch $ Cloclm. 124 The independent seconds hand is
generally discharged by a flirt taking into a pinion,

8 Comb

,

as flirt-wort (see quot

)

1882 Friend Devon Plant-n
,
Fhrtiwrt

, Pyrethrum
Parthenimn, a name apparently nearly died out, but which
was common in South Devon some years ago as the designa-
tion of the Feverfew.

Flirt (float), v. Also 6 flyrtt, 6-8 flurt, 7 flert.

[Onomatopoeic; cf Jhck,flip,jletk, spurt, squirt ]
1 . trans. To propel oi tkiow with a jerk or

sudden movement
;
often, to propel by a blow from

the finger-nail released fiom the thumb. Also with
away, off, out Cf Fillip v. 1.

1583 Sianyhurst Aeneis nr (Arb) 84 Scylla lurckeLh,
Close and slilye spying, too flirt thee nauye to rock bane
160a Dekicer Satn omashxWks 1873 I 233 Tis thy fashion
to flirt mice in evene mans face. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb vi
88 A little wand That bended end to end, and fleited fiom
tlie Iiand^ Farre off itself doth cast 1710 Swift Tathr No
238 f 3 That Sprinkling which some caieless Quean Fluts

JJJ*
y°W fiom her Mop 1735 J Moore Columbarium 3

To keep ’em from flirting the Giam over on the FI001 1812
G Colman Br. Grins

, Lady ofWiecL 1 xvm, Fluting his
sweet and tiny shower Upon a milk-white Api ll flowei 1875
Darwin Insectiv PI xvu 406 Minute particles of glass
disappeared so suddenly that I thought I had flirted them
off, 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der n xvm, ‘I don’t caie what
you call it ’, said Mab, flirting away her thimble
b With immaterial obj

,
esp to blurt out (some-

thing spoken)
1641 Vox Borealis Dj, Then the Foole, he flirts out his

/oily 1649 G Daniel Tnnarch. Rich II, cccxli, The
Arch-Bishop still Flirting Dtxinitie against the Thione
1632 NewsJr Low-Caunir 11 If caipmg Homes shall fluit
111 Podex’s face A Flout, to blui his Mattel with Dis-
grace 1889Mark Twain (Clemens) Yankee C rl K Arthur
(Tauchn ) II 31 Of course I whet up now and then and Hut
out a minor piophecy

+ 2 To give (a person) a sharp, sudden blow or
knock; to rap, stuke Cf. Fillip v 2.
1363-87 Foxe A M (1631) III, xu 881/1 Fluting him

voder the chin, and on the eaies 1611 Coigr
,
Nasai der,

to fillip , to l ap, or flu t, on the nose 1631 Q uarlts Samson
Poems (17*7) 3=7 Some gibe and flout him Whilst others
flurt him on the starting bps,

3 To give a brisk, sudden motion to ; to flick
Also with out, up To Jin t a fan

,

to open, and
close it with, a jerk, to wave it smartly.
1665 Earl Dorset To all you Ladies vm, Whilst you

Peihaps peimit some happiet man To kiss your hand or
flirt your fan 1748 Smollett Rod Rand I 343 She
flirted her fan with such a fury 1761 Mrs. F Sheridan

wings, and looks aiound 1834 R Mudie Brit Birds (i8<iil
I 11 In those birds which have a habit of flirting up the
tail 1855 Browning Levels' Quarrel x, Teach me to flirt a
fan As the Spanish ladies can 1855 Smedley H Coverdale

,

2
?,Ha"y aSaln impatiently fluted the whip over the eais

of My Old Aunt Sally ‘ 1893 R Kipling Many Invent
229 He fluted the dinghy round the big ship.

b. absol or mtr. Of a tuikey-cock : To set up
its featheis lare— 1

.

*

1654 Gayton Pleas Notes Iv. in 186 If you had but rusht
and flurted like a Turky cocke

1

4

. a mtr. To turn up one’s nose
; hence, to

sneer, gibe, scoff at. Also of the nostnls To be
turned up or dilated, as if sneering (the eaihest re-
corded use), b. trans To sneer or scoff at, flout
(not clearly distinguishable fromJig use of 2)

’
Obs.

a *553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind (Arb ) 23 They haue
nosetlmlles flyrttmg vpwarde & wyde 1603 Florio Mon-
taigne 1 1 165 Diogenes, in lowling of his tub, and Hurt-
ing [Fr hochant an nez] at Alexander 1615 G Sandis
Trav 27 Derided, and fluited at by diuers of the baser
people <21734 North Lives (1826) I 63 Mr Jones could
not forbear flirting at him, as—‘ Come, Mi Deputy Attorney
what have you to say now ’ ?

flurted 1686 Catholic Rcpresenter 11 73 You that "fleer*,

and flurt, and blaspheme Everything you do not undei stand!
5 mtr To move with a jerk or spring

;
to spring’

dait. Of a winged creature To take short quick
flights. Also with about, away, up.
*583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb) 31 Lyke bees That

flat in soonbeams. 1601 Holland Pliny II xx 1. 35 It
wil leape & flui t in the handling, against their faces 1680
I out 6 Will90m Roxb Ball ,

'1 hree 01 foui did flirt away
1697 Dampier Voy I. 148 In flui ting about (as all Fish will
when first taken) <2x800 Cowpeu tr Milton's Damon
144 The sparrow- Flirts heie and there, and late returns
to rest 1822 J. Flint Lett A mcr 234 'I he velocity of
every plunge made her long loose liair flirt up as if tetc ]

1841 R B Peake Court 4 City 11. 1 (Stage direction), As
he approaches nearer, she flirts from him 1887 Stevenson
Trias Franchard vi, With the tails of his night shirt flirt-

ing as he turned. 1890 Gloucester Gloss, s. v ,
‘ The paper

must have flirted into the fire.*

+ 6 fig To flit inconstantly from one object to
another. Obs,

,
*578 T Proctor Gorg Gallery (1814) 133 Did love vou

intrap? .. 1 hat now you be flurting, and will not abide
1707 J Stevens tr Quevedo's Com Wks (1709) 348 Do not
flirt, or fly fiom one thing to anothei

7. To play at courtship
;
to practise coquetry

,

to make love without serious intentions Often,
tojlirt with (a person)

;
also in indirect passim

1777 Garrick Piol Sheridan's ScJi Scand , If Mrs B
will still continue fluting. 1793 Earl Buchan Anon <5

Fugit Ess

,

(1812) 261 You see them .fluting with the
beauties of the day 1859 Gno Eliot A. Bede 258 Every
man likes to flat with a pretty gill, and every pretty
girl likes to be flirted with 1863 Ouida Held m Bondage
I vm 192 Scores of military men, who flirted more des-
perately and meant less by it than any fellows in the room

b. To play, toy, trifle with (something)
1859 Dickers T Two Cities 11 v, Occasionally flirting

with some lighter document 1883 F M Crawford Dr.
Claudius 11, Claudius was flirting with his fancies, and
drawing pretty pictuies in the smoke
c trans = tojlirt with rare

—

1

1801 Moore Wks. T Little
,
To Rosa in. 9 Do you thus

seek to flirt a number?

Flirtable (115 atab’l), a [f. Flirt v. + -able ]
That is ready to flirt or be flirted with
i860W Coi r ins Worn White 1 vi 22 A flirtable, dance-

able, small-talkable creature of the male sex 1888 Pall
MallG 18 Feb 5/2 One hundred and fifty ladies of whom
seventy five per cent are ‘flirtable’

Flirtation (flaati? 1 Jon) [f aspicc 4 -ation]
1*1 ‘A quick, spnghtly motion. A cant word

among women ’
(J ) , m quot attrib Obs — 1

*737 Pope Let in Style ofLady Wks 1886X 262 A muslin
flounce, made very full, would give one a veiy agreeable
Flutation-air

2 The action oi behaviour of a flirt, f flighty

or giddy behaviour, frivolity
,
the action of playing

at courtship
1718 Cibber Non-juror n, You know I always loved a

little flirtation *745-6 Mrs Delany Let to Mrs Dewis
m Life <$• Corr 1 I<eb II 418 .The sobriety of my own
dwelling is much pleasanter to me than all the Halations of
the world 1814 Jane Austen Mansf Park I xvu 335
Becoming soon too busy with his play to have time for more
than one flutation, 1876 Besant & Ricr Gold. Butteifiy
vi, The gieat art of flutation

b transf andJig.
1792 Dk Leeds Pol Ment (1884) 202 The flirtations sveie

seuously renewed between Mr Pitt and Ld Loughborough
1819 Byron Juan 1. ccv, Uiou slialt not , Commit—flirta»

tion with the muse ofMoore
Hence Flirta tional a , pertaining to flirtation ;

Flirta tionl^ss a
,
devoid oi flirtation

;
having no

opportunity of flirting

1862 Sat Rev XIII 327/2 The flirtational element and
its kindred infinitesimal phases 1880 Ouida Moths vi 66
Fhrtationless, unenvied, unregarded

Flirtatious (floats Jos), a. [f Flirtation;
see -otjs ]
a Of persons * Given to flirtation, inclined to flilt.



FLIRTED. 331 FLIT,

1834 C’tess MoRLry Dacre I v! 132 Match malving

motheis, flirtatious daughters, and coquettish wives 1886

W E. Norris Bachelor's Blundei 11 (1887)15, I believe he

is rather a flirtatious young gentleman

b Of speech, etc Of or pet laming to flntation

;

of the natme of flntation

*870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I xu 243 And yet

their talk holds nothing obnoxiously fond or flotations

1891 B. Hartl 1st Fam Tasajara. I 58 An audaciously

flirtatious declaration

Hence FJirta tiously, adv
,
Flirta'tiousness,

1863 Holme Lee A, Warleigh's Fortunes II 294 When
young men and women arc ilutatiously disposed 1886

Atlantic Monthly Sept 432/1 A Noith Carolina girl of

ingenuous flntatiousness

Flirted (fla -tied), ppl a [f. Flirt v + el> i
]

In senses of the vb Also with with , cf Flirt v 7
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife nr v, Is this the Fellow lliat

had me patience to become a Fool, A Aimed Fool 1781

Cowper Hope 344 The flirted fan, the bridle and the toss

1863 Oufda Held m Bondage I lx 205 Curly . was the

most fluted with young Guaidsman of his time

Flirtee (Haiti ) nonce-wd [f Flirt v + -ee ]

One who is flirted with.

1862 Sat Rev 14 June 676/2 Because the flu L is clevei, or

the flirtee silly 1891 1 emple Bar Mag Jan 91 llnee
generations of flirtees

Flirter (A5 rtai). [f Flirt v + -eu 1
] One

who flirts
;
a flirt

1814 Sporting Alas; XLIV 45 She dresses not so fine as

many a flirter. *837 T Hook Jack Brag vm, As far distant

as> possible fiom the flnteis themselves

t Flirt-gill (-(I51I) Ohs Also flirt-gillian [f.

Flirt sb or v + Gill nickname for Juliana ] A
woman of light or loose behaviour. Cf Gill-

FLIRT.

1592 Shaks Rom ij Jul 11 iv 162 Scui vie knaue, I am
none of his flurt-gils 1613 Beaum it. Ft Knt Burning
Pestle iv 1, You heard him take me vp like a flut Gill, and
sing baudy songs upon me 1618 Fi lt ciilr Chances m 1,

As I had been a Mawkin, a flurt Gillian

Flirthood (flouthud). nonec-wd, [see -1160D ]
The state of being a flirt.

1862 Sat Rev. XIV. 102/1 Young ladies, just budding into

flirthood

Flirtigig, -gigs (115 .itigig(z) dial [f Flirt
+ Gig . ct whirligig ] A giddy, flighty girl

1683 Yorkshire Dialogue 17 Thou and she, and all sike
Flirtigiggs. 1787 Grose Prov Gloss

,
Fltrtigigs, a wan-

ton, fond lass 1886 Elworthy IV. Somerset Wotd bk
,

Fhrtigig

Flirting (fla •dig), vbl sb [f FLIRT v. + -1NG 1
]

The action of the vb Flirt 111 vauous senses ,
esp

trifling or coquetting with the opposite sex, flirtation

1593 Nashl 4 Lett Confnt Whs. (Giosart) II. 274 Thou
heepst such a fluiting and a flinging in euerie leafe 1644

Bulwi r Chtrol 54 The fluting out of the Back part of the
Hand. 1684 Contcmpl. State of Man 1 iv (1699) 44 Ihe
fluting up and down of a little Spanow. 2710 Steeil
Tatler No 9 T 3 Miss with all her Fluting and Ogling
1806-7 J.

Blresford Miseries Hum Life iv xxxnt, Ihe
filthy flirtings of a well twirled mop 1865 Dickens Mitt.
Fr 1 ix, You can have as much flirting as you like

attnb 1644 Bulwer Chiron 81 The middle Finger
strongly comprest by the Thumbe, and their collision produc-
ing a flurting sound.

Flirting (fl5 dig), ppl. a [f. as piec + -ing 2
.]

That flirts, in vauous senses of the vb
*577 tr Bitllmger's Decades (1592) 224 The wife that gads

not gigglotwise with euerie flirting gill 2651 Fuller Abel
Redtv (1867) II 322 Some have cast out fluting censures
against this Catalogue. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant v m,
Nothing vexes me, but that this flirting gentlewoman should
go befoie me. 1668 Sfdlly Mttlb Card 1 1, But that
flirting Hat there looks as ’twere made lather for your Wit
than your Head 01x734 North Exam in vu (1740)509
He could not bear such a flirting Wit and Libertine x8xg
Metiopohs I 215 Did you . observe how flirting and
amatoiy a ceitam veiy great personage is ?

Hence Fix rtingly adv , 111 a flirting manner.
1855 in Ogilvie Suppl

Flirtish (flartij), a [f Flirt sb + -isii]

Somewhat of the natqic of 01 betokening a flirt

£1665 Mrs Hutchinson Mem Col Hutchinsonfi.816)260
A flirtisli girl of sixteen. 1840 Dickens Barn Rndgexx,
Miss Haredale took occasion to charge upon Dolly certain
flirtish and inconstant piopensities

Hence Pli rtislmess
1750 Hist Cornelia 2x1 She had an air of tenderness,

mixed with all the flirtishness of coquetiy

Flirtling (fl5 itlig). nonce-wd. [f Flirt sb

+ -ling ] A little flirt.

1883 F M Crawford Dr Claudius xv, The pair of ti un-
built flirtlings, walking so daintily down the gravel path

Fli'rtship. nonce-wd. [f Flirt sb + -ship ]
The personality of a flirt

;
in quot a mock title.

1703 Mrs Centlivre Stolen Heiress 111 t, Call your Lady,
—what does your Flurt-slnp do here? I want your mistress

Flirty (fla*AO, a [f. Flirt sb + -y i
] Of or

pertaining to flirtation ; characterized by or in-

clined to flirtation.

1840 Lady C M. C Bury Hist Flirt 1, A laughing and
flirty dialogue succeeded 1863 Ouida Heldm Bondage I
ix 206 Such a bold flirty girl 1870 Public Opinion 6 Aug
169 Criticising the flirty ways ofa fascinating widow.

tFlish, v. Obs. In 4 flysche. [app imitative
of the sound of a blade waved through the air ]
trans To slash or cut. Hence 3?ly schand ppl a.

? a 1400 Moite Arth 2x41 With flyschande spelts. Ibid.

2769 Fulle butt in J?e frounte he flysches hyme evene.

+ Fli'sh-flash, v [? reduplication of prcc ]
wtr To make cuts and slashes with a sword.
1641 Vox B01 calts By b, I can Fence bravely, and ihsh

flash, with the best of them

Flisk (flisk), sb. dial [f next.]

1. A whim, a freak Sc
1818 Scott Br Lamm xxvm, There is something in Miss

Ashton’s change too sudden and too senous foi a mere
flisk of her own
2 A fillip with the finger In a Jlish

‘
111 a

jiffy’ ( Whtlby Gloss. 1S55)
1891 Atkinson Last of Giant-Killers 86 So down his

throat she goes in a flisk,

3 . In various concrete senses, a. A ‘whisk’
made of twigs or horsehair for brushing away dust,

flies, etc. (Halliwell 1847, Berks. Gloss 1888)
b Alai ge-toolhedcomb (Halliwell 1 847,W Cotmu
Gloss. 1SS0). 0 A syringe {Whitby Gloss. 1876)
Flisk, a 1 Obs [f next Cl. Flig a ]
1680 Land Gaz No 1563/4 A Black Mai e, about 15 hands

with a flisk Tail, lame on the near foot before 1721 Ibid
No 6000/3 Stolen a black Mare with a Fhsk Tad
Flisk (flisk), v Now dial [onomatopoeia

expressive of a sudden movement thiough the air

,

cf whisk ]
X intr. To move or dance about in a fiolicsome

way; to frisk Of a hoise To be restive

1596 Gosson Pleas. Quips 110, Fannes lo flit away the
fhsking flies <7x689 W Cieiand Effigies Lien Poems
(1697) 62 Which make some Biethrcn flisk and fling 1786
Burns Anld Parmeis Nt-W-Year SalUt xu, 'Jhou never
biaindg’tan'fetch’t, an

1

fhskit 1887 Mod Scott Poets Ser x
58 The hungry honey bees lliat flisked and feasted theie

2 . trans. To make restless and uneasy, to put
out, displease.

1792 A Douglas Poems (1806) 71 But, Willie lad, tak’ my
advice, An’ at it bimia fliskit 1862 Hislof Prov Scot 60
Fasluous fools are easiest flisket.

3 To flick, knock about Also, to spurt, sprinkle

1847 Hatliwell, Flisk, to flick, as with a whip Line,
1876 lYlutby Gloss

,
Flisk, to squtit liquids 1890 Gloucester

Gloss s v , Don't get flisking that coin about

Fli'skmahoy. Sc [f. Flisk v Jamieson
gives also Fhshnaliaigo with similar sense

,
the

unmeaning endings may have been suggested by
the place-names Dahnahoy ancl Lestnahago ] A
flighty girl

; a woman who gives herself airs.

18x6 Scott Antiq xxxv, ‘That silly fhskmahoy, Jenny
Rintheiout.' x8x8 — Hit Mull 1 ,

‘Seeing I hae prought
woi thy Mrs Putlei sic a fhskmahoy

'

Flisky (fli ski), a 1 [f Flisk sb, or v + -y 1
]

1 Sc Flighty, frolicsome
;
of a horse : Skittish

1807 Hogg A uld Ettnck John 8 Mount Baid 195 Auld
Johme’s flisky dame 1856 G Henderson Pop Rhymes
Berwick 48 You’re like Adam Black's pony, Flisky,

pranky—and no very canny x88oAntnm <5- Dawn Gloss ,

Flisky, skittish, specially applied to a mate which kicks
when touched on the flank.

2 . south dial (See quots

)

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell xxxi, First come fitful

scuds of rain, ‘flisky ’ rain they call it

Flit (flit), sb [f. next vb.] The action of flitting,

a A removal, b. A light movement, as of a
bird’s wing

; a flutter
;
a light touch

a 1835 N P Willis in L’Estrange Friendships Miss
Mitford (1882) I 289 A flit from London and a visit to

Reading *855 Roijinson Whitby Gloss s v Flit, ‘A
• moonlight flit a decampment by night with the furniture,

to cheat the landlord
b 1873 Miss Thackeray Old Kensington xii 99 There

was a vague flit and consternation m the darkness at the
farther end of the room 1877 Blackmore Erema III Iiv.

242 A flit of fancy touched me. x88o— Maty Ancrley
xxvi Kneading it firmly with some rapid flits of thumb,

t Flit, a poet. Obs Also flitt. [var. of Fleet
a

,
the form being influenced by Flit v Cf also

Flight a ] a. Swift, nimble, quickly-moving, b.
Fleeting, shifting

,
light, airy, unsubstantial.

a 1590 Sfenslk F Q n. iv 38 And in his hand two
dartes exceeding flit, And deadly sharp, he held Ibid, in
xi 39 Now, like a stag; now, like a faulcon flit 1600
Fairfax 7 asso xiv lxxu. 265 That flit hirde that Ioues hot
weapon beares.

b 1590 Spenstr F Q in x 57 On the rockes he fell so

flit and light, That he thereby leceiv’d no hurt at all Ibid
m 1 56 Therewith a while she her flit fancy fedd 1633
P Fletcher Purple Isl vu vu, Life it self's as flit as is

the aue we breathe

Flit (flit), v Forms : 3-4 flatten, Orm flat-

tenn, 3 flut(t)en, 3-6 flytt(e, 4-6 flyt(e, 4-9
fiitt(e, (6 fliet), 4- flat. Pet t. 3 fiutte, 4 flitt,

5 flette, flyt, 6 flit Pa pple. 4 yflit, iflut, 7 flit,

[ME flitten.,flatten, a. ON.flytja (Sw fiytta ,
Da.

flytte), f *fluf- weak grade of the root of fliita

.

see Fleet v.l]

1 trans. To remove, transport, or take away to

another place, to transfer from one position to

another , to remove (a person) from his house or

habitation Now chiefly Sc. or dial

ci200 Ormin

-

15648 To flittenn menn till heffness asrd Ut
off he defless walde cxzso Gen < Ex 1522 Dat folk

deden him flitten hise ostel c X374 Chaucer 'lioylus v.

1544 As regnes shal hen flitted Fro folk to folk, c 1373
Lay Folks Mass Bk (MS B ) 155 fen ho piest flyttes his

boke noith to hat ojjer auter noke. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron
vu v 181 A Towne Wes flyttyd out of pat like plas Quhaie
it fowndyt and byggyt was. c 1450 St. Cvthbert (Surtees)

3442 In to hat my body flitt 1558m Balfour Prachcks (1754)
106 Scho may not flit nor remove the tenentis, occupians of
the samin 1572 ScmpdlBall xxix (1872) 152 That sum of
tlmme mon flit thair kist C1640J Smyth Lives Berldeys
(1883) I 155 This lord exchanged, removed, and flitted pai t

of his Cattle fiom one manor to another 178a Sir J
Sinclair Observ Scot Dial 84 To Flit, to lemove any
thing in general, particulaily furniture 1807 Overseer's
Acrt in Rutland Gloss (x8gx)s v, For fitting sarah Hails
is 6d x86r Dasent Burnt Njal II 40 They flitted home
then goods and taid up the ship 1863 Baring Gql ldIceland
2157 One fine afternoon he flitted his guest out to the
island.

b spec To shift (a tethered animal, occas the
tethei) from one spot to another, when it has eaten
all the grass within reach

;
hence, to tether. Also,

to shift the position of (a sheep-fold)
1523 Fitzhi hb. limb § 18 To flyte it [the shepefoldc]

euery mornynge or nyglit Ibid § 148 Flytte hym [thy
hoise] as oft as thou wylt 1786 Burns A uld Fatnurs
New-Year Saint xviii, Wi’ tentie care I’ll flit thy tethei.
To some liam’d rig 1816 Sir A Boswell Sheldon Ilaughs
44 A Sow upon youi land I’ll tether . But dul a man o’

Kyle shall flit her. x88x Leicester Gloss s. v , T he goot
(goat) weie flitted to the middle cloo’es poost.

f C Of a boat, etc. . To serve lo transport Obs
a 1300 CursorM 25709 (Cott ) Penance is hat ober bold,

hat fietand flutes man ouer fold . it schal him flatten of
merci win 1375 Barbour Brucem 420 It [the bate] sa
hull wes, that It Mycht our the watttr hot tluesum flyt

d. Naut. (See quots , and. Fleet v 1 12 )
1750 T R. Blanckley NavalExpos

,
Flitting, altering or

removing a dead Eye 111 the Low 01 Top mast Shrouds and
Backstays, either to lengthen or shorten them, is called
Flitting 1793 Smeaton Edystonc L § 143 In this way we
proceeded flitting the tackle and lowenng till our anchor
was giounded Ibid 158 Having so many times to stop,
overhawl, and flit the work could not go on veiy speedily.

To remove, get nd of (a thing); to drive

away (an insect) Obs.

c 1350 Will Paleine 623 Fele times haue lch fonded to
flute it fro boiqt c 1400 Rom Rose 1812 So soie it stikid

whan I was hit, 'I hat by no ciaft I might it flit 1596 Gosson
Pleas. Quips xxo Fannes To flit away the flisking flies.

-(*3 To change the condition or dnection of; to

alter, cause to deviate or waver; to perveit

(law) Obs
c 1200 Ormin 13414 sen jiatt icc am flittedd nu Fra daej>

to hf onn e>he c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Lucia 279 pai-with
for to flit liyre thocht 1393 Gowfr Conf III 183 If lie

wolde flilte The lawe for the covetise. 14 . Lydg Temple
ofGlas 1248 Late not goure coiage ne 3ourc force fail, Ne
non assattles 30V flitten or remeve

f 4 iefl To betake oneself, go, dnect one’s

course. Obs
c 1200 Ormin 15853 Uss bnrj> ay; Uss flittenn towarrd
Cnste Ibid 18038 Swa hatt te33 Wei sliolldenn inughenn
flitten heinm & ferisenn fra he dcfell 13 111 Hoistmann
A Itengl Leg II 97 Bot hou flit \ns ferr. For his sake bou
sal far (he) werr.

5 . intr To shift one’s position, either in a mate-
rial or immaterial sense

;
to be gone, depart, pass

away, remove Also with away, or const from,

t of, out of.\
to

c X200 Ormin 12765 O hatt oJ>err day; Toe Jesu Crist to

flittenn lnntill he land off Galile a 1240 Sazoles Warde in

Cott. Horn 251 Ferhche ha flutteS from he heate m to he
chele a 1300 Cursor M. 12487 (Cott) pan flitted ha* vntjl

a tun pat cleped was cliaphar-naum. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cause. 3762 When a man fra Jus world sal flitte c 1400
Rom Rose 5359 Whan it [Ricbesse] faihth, he [Love] wol
flit 1471 Ripley Comp Alch-w vu inAshm (1652) 145 Out
of thy mynde let not thys lesson flyt. 1529 More Comf
agst. I rib 1 Wks 1x47/2 But yf our self flyt from hym
1576 Gosson Speculum Hum, m Sch Abuse (Arb ) 76 His
lyle shall flu, when most he trustes the same x6xo J
WrLsii in IVodt Soc Mac 562 To flit owt of this lyfe

164a H More Song ofSoul ill 11 xhu, Nor is his masters

knowledge from rum flit Into his scholais head 1695
Woodward Nat Hist Earth 1 (1723) 38 The Sea fre-

quently fluted and changed its place. 1790 Burns Tam o'

Shantcr vu, Like the Boieahs lace, That flit ere you can
point their place 1858 Froudp Hist. Eng. III. xui 100

Towards the fall of the summer, clergy from the southern

counties had been flitting northwaid x868 Hawthorne
A mer Note-bis (1879) II. 65 Our spirits must have flitted

away unconsciously.

fb To depart, deviate, swervefrom a custom,

justice, law, etc. Obs
e X200 Ormin 13430 ]uw iss nu bajie god & ned To flittenn

o piss operr da33 Fra deofless & fra sin ness <11420

Hoccleve Da Iieg Prmc 2704 To suche a jugge witli-

drawe the hope Of money, and he fro justice flittethe

c 1450 St Ciithbert (Suitees) 7903 Fra aide custome hal
•walde 11031 flylt. 1571 Campion Hist Irel xi xi (1633)

72 Vivian the legate doth excommunicate all those that

flitte from the obeysance of the Kings of England.

*t*c. Of a horseman: To lose his seat aacl fall

to the ground. Obs.

1430 Lydg Chron, Troy 1 ix, Fiom his sadell he made
him flytte Downe to the. ground X458 in Turner Dam,
Archil III 41 Somouteof her sadels flette to the grounde
a 1605 Montgomerie Misc, Poems xli. 51 Some perforce

flittis On grand.

fcL quasi-/? am. To migrate from (a place);

to change (places)
,
to shift (one’s camp, etc.).

c 1330 R Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 13654 Wyj> force

he aide hem flitte pet stede 1570 Buchanan Chamieleon
Wks (1892) 52 The moist part flittit camp and went to

Lynlythquow 1674 N Fairfax Bulk <§• Selv 139 Spirits

change their Beings . far otherwise than bodies do when
they flit places 1715 Roxb, Ball VI 620 While I have
might, I will you fight, fiom Stirling flit your Den, Sir.

42-2



FLITCH, 332 FLITTER.
6 To remove from one habitation to another,

change one's residence, * move \ Chiefly north or
Sc (In proverbial expi essions often opposed to sit,)

1304 Pintupton Cot r 191, 1 will flitt at this ne\L Mightlmas
a 1553 Udai l RoysterD 11 111 (Arb ) 36 Fast for to sitte
and not oft to flitte 1641 Best Farm 12is (Sluices) 133
Thure desire is to goe to theire newe musters cythcr on
a Tewsday, or on a Thursday, for they say Munday
flitte, Neavei sitte 1721 Kelly Scot Prov 105 Fools aie fain
of flitting, and wise Men of sitting 1871 C Gibbon Par
Lack ofGold v, When you need to flit, limit's a house of
mine standing empty that > ou can take at any time

+ 7 To change from one state, condition, or di-

rection to another
; to altei, shift about, give way

C1386 Chaucer Pais T r 295 God that may not
cliaunge and flitte c 1430 Hoiv Wise Man langt Son 116
in Bailees IV, (1868) 51 Neijrnr hasti for to chaunge ne fliue
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixvi 95 Of this fals failgeand warld
I tyre, That evei moie flytis lyk ane pliane 1590 Silnser
F Q 1 nr 5 On a sandie hill, that still did flitt And fall

away, it [the Pallace] mounted was full hie a 1605 Mont-
gomerie Misc, Poems xxxi 58 If3e be constant, I sail neuer
change; If je be fickle, I am foic't to flitt 1725 Ramsay
Gent Shefh 11. iv (1875) 33 Youi thoughts may flit, and I
may thole the wrang 1816 Coleridge Statesm Man
App 35 The intellectual eyes of the Many flit, and are in*
capable of looking fixedly toward the God*likc

b Of a flame To die down
1839 Makryat Pliant Ship xi, Like a candle burnt down

to the socket, flitting and flaring alternately 1887 Swin-
husne Locnne 1 1. 261 Thy smile is as a flame that plays
and flits

8. To move along, pass, proceed
,
to pass lightly

or softly and (usually) with tapidity 01 suddenness.
Often with adveibs, as about, away, by, to andfro,
etc Said both of material and immatenal things.
C1430LYDG Bochas 11 vi (1554142 b, Or that I anyfaither

flute To diuines this matter I commute C1440 York Myst
xv 34 Flitte faste ouere thees felles 1613 Purchas Pit-
gi image iv vm (1614) 386 Forced to flee to the mountaines
whore he liued three months flitting vp and downe with
ten or twelue followers 1618 Bolton Florns Pief , The
vai letie of matter makes the mmde abruptly flit from one
thing to another 1642 H More Songof Soul 1 11 v, Suh
my wandnng Bark so fai is gone, And flitten forth upon
the Ocean main 1781 Cowtlr Retirem iga The clouds
that flit, or slowly float away 1810 Scott Lady of L in
xi, When flits this Cross fiom man to man 1838 Dickens
Nich Nick , xvi, Postmen . flit to and fro 1851 HrLPS
Comp Soht xui (1874) 2463 I seemed to see the various
laces who had occupied the spot flit by 1864 Ti nnyson
Aylmer’sF 202 Unawares they flitted off, Busying them-
selves about the flowerage

b. esp. Of a bird or other winged creatine • To
fly lightly and swiftly

, also, to make short and
swift flights, to flutter

*535, Covludale 2 Esdras v 6 And the foules slial flyt,
and the Sodomitysh see shall cast out Ins fish 1556 J
IIeyvvood Spider <y F hv 34 Downe the flie agame flitth
1590 Spenser F Q hi, xi. 42 Faire Pegasus that fluteth
111 the avie 1700 Duyden Fables, Meleager <$- Atalanta
401 With wings endu’d . and sent to flit in air 1817
Campbell Poems

, Renllura 17 The bat flits to and fro
Z8S4 Trnnyson En A.rd% 269 Like the caged bird escaping
suddenly, The little innocent soul flitted away
e Of time . To pass away

*573 Baret Ah) F 706 Time flitted away quickly 1583
Stanyiiurst Atneis 1 fAib ) 26 Hee shut bee the regent,
vntil yeeis tluityc be fluted 1868 Mounts Earthly Par
I 72 So smoothly o’ei otu heads the days did flu

f 9. To sustain existence, to live by (1 e. upon)

[Cf ON flyija to provide with necessaries (a fig appli-
cah°uof the original sense ‘ to feny, help foi waid whence
refl flytja.sk to mamtj.111 oneself]
a 1225 A nci R 202 A1 so gisceo a Jissare jiet mom Jntsunt

muhLen bi flutten [printed bifiutten] Ibid 428 Nou ancre
seruant ne oubte uorto asken l-sette huue, bute mete &
cloo pet heo met vlutten bi

Hence t Flit, I'll tted, f Flrtten ppl a, tha
has gone away, departed
1590 Spenser F Q i vii 21 So haidly he the flitted lif

does win Unto her native puson to letourne 1642 H Mor
Song ofSoul 11 11,11 xxwm, The flitten 01 shuink spnghi

f 111 1 All flit souls be not m the same taking
Flit, var of Fleet v.2

,
to skim.

Flitch (flit/), sb 1 Foims a. 1 flicci, flicce

5 flykke, 5-6 fLik, flyk(e, (5 flicklte, 6 flyeke)
6-7 (8, 9 dtal ) flick 0. 3-4 flic(c)b.e, (g vlyceb
6 fli(e)eh.), 5-6 flitche, flytche, (6 fleeteli, 9 diai
fleeeli, fteaoli), <5- flitch [OE jhcce ? sir neut
corresp. to MLG. vhke, vlieke, ON flikla (MDa
flykke)

—Oleut *fhhkjo'in, f root *fik, lound n
ON.fik iag, and peih. in Fleck sb ]
1. I lie side of an animal, now only of a hog

salted and cured , a * side ’ of bacon.
a a 700 Epiual Gloss 774 Pema, flicci 805-31 Charter

xxxvii 18 in OR 'lexts 444 Tua flicca gox-g Charte
Eadweard in Cod Dipl V 164 Feor fliccu c 1000 Age
Voc in Wr -Wulcker Voc 272/5 Perna, flicce 1462 Test
Fpor.ll 261, mj bakon fhks, ij beffe-fliks a 1529 Skelto;
Col Cloute 846 A bacon flycke 1643 Inv Skipton Castle 11

Whitakei Craven (1805) 302, 35 great large beefe flicks

™74° J Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane Dialect Gloss
Fhck, a flitch of bacon 1859 Geo Eliot A Bede iv
I hee lookst as white as a flick o’ new bacon ’

c 1230 Hah Meid 37 SeoS ]?e cat at be fliche. 148
Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 26 There fonde he many goei

,
ytches of bacon 1577 B Googe HeresbacEs Hush 111

^586) 15a b, Cutting out the Head, the Gammon and th
fleetches, pouder them with salt 1597-8 Bp Hall.S^ iv i\
32 Dried tliches of some smoked beeue 1710 Swift Bauci

4 Philemon 25 He from out the Chimney took A Flitch of
Bacon off the Hook 1859 Jephson Brittany v 55 From
the ceiling hung a goodly low of flitches of bacon.
ttansf 1648 Htriuck Hcsfcr ,

Bacchus

,

He walks
with dangling breeches And shewes his naked flitches

b The *
flitch

1

presented yearly at Dunmow, m
Essex, to any mained couple who could prove that
they had lived in conjugal haimony for a year and
a day (Also at Wichnor . see quot a 1509 )
1362 [see FLncitrN] a 1509 111 Dugdale Baronage (1676)

II 106/2 The said Sir Philip shall fynde one Bacon flyhe,
hanging m his Halle at Whichenore to be given [etc ]

1615 Hist, Robe) t Fitz-vmlter 25 One Richard Wright
came and lequired of the Bacon of Dunmow And there
was dehueied vnto the said Ruhaid, one fleech of Bacon
1820 Combe Dr Syntax

,
Consol 1 (Chandos) 125 They

might have claim'd or I’m mistaken With conscience clear
the Flitch of Bacon
2 a. A square piece of blubber from a whale
b A steak cut from a halibut
1787 Huntlr in Phil T1 ans LXXVII 394 The adipose

covenng fiom all of the Whale kind that is brought homem square pieces, called flitches. 1884 [see Flitch v !]

3 A slice cut lengthways from the trunk ofa tree,

usually having the natural surface as one of its sides
1823 Moor Suffolk JVds

,
Fletches, the poitions into which

a tiee or piece of timber is cut by the saw. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's \Votd~bh

,
Flitch

,
the outside cut 01 slab of a tree

1873 J Richards Wood-working Factories 126 In Amcnca
lumber is not cut first into deals 01 flitches for transporta-
tion, and then sawed again to si/es, as 111 Europe 1875T Lasleit 'limber xxvi. T90 Those [trees] with faulty
centres furnish pieces unequally sided, called flitches

b Carpentry (See quot

)

*874 Knight Diet MetJt I 883/1 Flitth , a One of
several associated planks fastened side by side to foim t
compound beam, 01 built-beam b A bolt of planks, united
by the stub-shot

4 Comb
,
as flitoh.-beam, -ware (see quots )

1884 Knight Diet Mech IV 348/1 Flitch Beam
, a beam

made in layers of material pinned together 1750 Ellis
Mod Hnsbandm VII 11 60 Flitch-ware, that which is
turned out of the intire round part of the [beech] tree

Flitch, (flit/)
,
sb 2 rare [Onomatopoeic; cf

flick, switch, twitch ] A flick or stroke
1893 G D Leslie Lett to Marco xvi 106 They give

continually a little soit ofjerky flitch with tlieir wings

Flitch (flit/), v 1 Also fletoh. [f Flitch sb !]

irons, a To cut (a log) into flitches, also, to cut as
a flitch is cut. b To cut (halibut) into flitches or
steaks Hence Fli tetung vbl sb

,
in quot attnb

1875 T Lasle tt '1 tmber xxvi 193 Great care is neces-
sary m . ditching the log Ibid xxvi 202 Planks .Hitched
fiom some of the hollow tiees 1883 Fisheries lixhib
Catal 197 Finning and flitchmg knives 1884 Knigiit
Diet MetIt IV. 348 Flitchmg Knife

,
for slicing halibut

into steaks or flitches

Flitch (flu/), v 2 dial. [? var of Flit a ON.
flytja~\ a refl — Flit v 4 b. mtr for ?ejl =Flit
w 5
*555 Adp Parker Ps Iv, 157, I would me flitche. From

lienee to wildeines 1787 W Marshall N01folk (1795)
II Gloss , Flitch, to move from place to place , as from
farm to faim 1857 Wright Diet Proviuc, Flitch

, to
move fiom place to place

Flrtchen, Obs. exc dial Also 4 flueeben,

7 flitchm. [f Flitch sb 1 + -en 1 ] = Flitch
1362 Langl P, PI A x 189 Paul )iei don hem to

[donmowe ] To foiewe 11 aftur be Flucchen, fecche pel hit
neutre 1658 MS Inv ofGoods (Naies) Fower flitchins of
bacon in the chimney 1786 Loud Mag Mar 158 Bacon
As good as e'er cut off a llitcheu 1804 J Duncumb Hist
Ha eford I. 2x3/1 Gloss 1879 ra Miss Jackson Shropsh
Word-bk

Flite, flyte (flail), sb. Now dial Forms
3-4, 9 Ait®, 4-5 flyt, (5 floyt,

7 fleyte), 8 flight, 8- flyte [OE. flit sir neut ,

f Jlitan (see next) . cf OFus and OS. fit (Du.
vhjt), OliQ.ffy (MHG vli% Ger fleiss diligence,
zeal

)

.
The flitt of the Cursor M

,

where spelling and nme
indicate a short vowel, is prob. a parallel formation reprOE giftit ]

+ 1 Contention, strife, a dispute
;
also, abuse, an

abusive speech Obs
cvxtoAgs Ps. xlix [1 ] 21 To^eanes suuu modorSine $u

settest flit c 1200 J 9 vi Coll I'dof11 43 Ech jp&t is weoildcs
fiend is ure drihtenes fo, and hilt flit \vx5 him <*1300
Cursor AT 24537 (Colt

) Quen i thogh apon >at juus Hilt,

P® tere fell o min el ci400 Yveaine <5* Gave 93 Na mar
moves me tbi flyt Than it war a flies byt xGoo in Tytlei
Hist Scot (1864) IV 281 Fleytes and pretty taunts,

t b. A contest, struggle Obs
*3 F. E_ A Hit P B 421 pe arc flote forthe with be

flyt of be felle wyndez 1494 Fabyan Chron vii 581 The
duke of Bedfoide had a great floyt and batayll with
dyuers carykkes of Ieane
2 A scolding-match.
1768 Ross Fort Sheph r 111 We'll ablins get a flyte, an’

ablins nane 1816 Scott Antiq xxxix, ‘I think maybe
a flyte \vi the auld housekeeper at Monkbams would dome some gude’ 1876 Mid. Yorksh Gloss.. Theie’s such
a flite going on between them
Flite, flyte (flsit), V. Now dial. Forms:

Infin 1-2 flltan, 2-3 fliten, (5 flytm), 3-6, 9
(3 flitte, 5-6 flight, 6 flxcht, 9 fleicht,

fleyte,) 4- flyte. Pa 1. 1 flfit, pi Alton, fleotmn,
4 flytte, 4-5 flot(e, 5, 8 flet(t, 5 flayt, 6 flait, 9
dial, flate. Pa pple. 1-3 fliten, 4 flytyn, 6 flyt-

tyn [A Com WGer str vb
; OE filan =5 OIIG

flizppn to strive (MHG. z>li%en to be eager; cf.
mod Ger. sich befetssen str , to busy oneself)

]+ 1* tntr To contend, strive
; also, to contend m

wotds, chide, wrangle Const, against, on, withBeowulf916 (Gr ) Hwilum flitende fealwe strmte mearum
maeton, egootr Baida’s Hist tu xiv [xix ] 212 Da Altonhim on pa wgrgan gastas craoo Trm Coll Horn 81 Swomote we flite togenes uie fule lustes. a 1300Cm sor

M

veefi
(Colt.) [Goliath] bus bigan on him [David] to flite <ri«0Will Palerne 2545A nober werkman gan flite wib bat felbe
Pa* formest hadde spoke c X440 GestaRom lxxx 400 (AddMS ) Anothere [devil] hade made hem to chide, ande to
flyte, ande feghte 1535 Sttwart Cron Scot II yaoThocht
mony fuill throw fohe with him fij te 1598 Bernard Terence
(1607) 89 He did flite ox chide with him 1725 Ramsay Gent
hheph 1 1, Satr, sair she fiet wi’ me ’tween ilka smack
fig *3 F E Alltt P. B 950 }Je wyndez. wrobely vn-
wafte & wrastled togeder fiytande loude.
2. To scold Const at. Now only Sc. and noith.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiv 8x The fische wyflis flett and

swon a 1592 Grlene Alphonsus 11 (Rtldg ) 230/1 Let me
die if e’er I flight again <2x605 Polwari Ftylmg w
Montgomerie 739 Why flait thou, foole? *794 Burns
O Steer he? up

,
Gin she take the thing amiss. E'en let her

flyte her fill, jo. x8x6 Scott Old Mart xvn, ‘Sudna ye
liie come faster up yoursells, instead of flytmg at huz ?

'

*853 Rlade Chr. Johnstone 70 The men fight the women
flwcht or scold

b trans To elude, scold (a peison). Obs exc.
Sc. and not th

*4 Psalms Pcmt (ed Ellis 1894) ci 18 How he was for
us falsly ileten [nme-mds wnten, wj ten, smyten] 1848
Tales Ktrkb 159 ‘ Dinna flyle me, grandfather ' 1876 Mid
Yorksh Gloss sv

,

1
He’ll flite you if you do ’

3 mtr. 1 To debate, to dispute, although with-
out scolding or violent language ’ (Jam ) Obs
a X225 Leg Kath 721 Me come & fatte hue to fliten \vi3

be fifu 15 Detlar in Scot Poems 16th C II 267 Off
mony tlimgis they did togeddei flyte.

t4. ‘To pray m the language of complaint, or
lemonstiance’ (Jam.) ; to complain. Obs
C1400 Melayne 563 Bot foithe he wente, his handis he

wrange, And flote with Marye euer amange c 1470 Hlnry
Wallace v. 229 Flayt by Jura self to the Makar off buffc
*585 Jas I Ess Poeste (Arb) 17 Or when I like great
Tragedies to tell Or flyle, or murne my fate

Fliter, flyter (ilsi toi) Obs exc dial. Also
fl
flytar, 6 flytter [OE fita e, ffitan to Flite ]

I11 OE. A disputcr. In later use One who scolds

,

a scold
a 700 Epuial Gloss 854 Rabulus

,

ililcre a xooo Mone B
28i6(Bosw -Toller) Flilera, sihismaticornm 1 1440 Proof
Parv 106/2 Cukstoke, for flyterys, tut bustetnm <11605
BoLWAKr Elytingw Montgomerie 733 Fond llytler ' x6x6R RoLLOCKr Passion 1 sew The Lord was not a flyter,
a chyder 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss , Elite r, a scold,
a scolding or abusive pei son

Flitfold (fli'tMd) Sc. and north, dial, [f
Flit v + Fold sb ] A fold that may be flitted or
moved from place to place.
*743 R Maxwell Set. Trans 154 Flaiks, Flit folds, or

Hui dies, maybe piovided for laying them [Sheep] on the
Sumnici fallow 1868 in Atkinson Cleanland Gloss

Fliting, flyting (Hsu tin), vbl. sb Now dial
[t Flite v -f-iNa 1

J
1. The action of the veib Flite, contention,

wrangling
, scolding, rebuking

, -f a reproach
c xzoo Trm Coll Horn 13 Twifold speche and ilch fliting

ofworde a 1300 CnisorM 27742 (Cott Galba) Wreth it

makes fiitcing 1435 Mis\n Eire of Love g No man suld
dai piesume nor be pryde raise vp hym-self when flitynges
to hym ar cast 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxii 11 May
nane pas throw 30m pnncipail gautts Foi fensum llyttmgis
of defame 1636 Rui iiehi ord Lett Ixxin (1863)1 189 My
meek Lord would not contend for the last woid offlytmg
x8x6 Scott Antiq xxxiv, ‘I maun just take what ony
Christian body will gie, wi’ few words and nae flytmg

'

J*b Sc. Poetical invective; chiefly, a kind of
contest practised by the Scottish poets of the
16th c

,
m which two persons assailed each other

alternately with tirades of abusive veise. Obs.
X508 Dunbar Poems [title\ The flyting of Dunbar and

Kcunedie 1585 Jas I Ess Poeste (Arb ) 63 Let all zour
verse be Liteiall bot specialhe Tumbling verse for flyting
<*1605 Montgomerie Poems [title), The Flytmg betwixtMoutgomery and Polwait
2. Comb fhtmg-free a

,

unrestricted m ad-
xmnisteung rebukes.
1637 Ruthlrford Lett clxxxi (1863) I 436 Christ is

honest, and in that is flyting free with sinners. 1721 Kelly
Scot Prov 219,

1

am flytmg free with you
Flitter (fli'taj),^. i [f Flit z/ +-ER 1

.] One
who or that which flits a,. One who changes his

dwelling, b. A fleeting thing.
*554 Bradford in Coverdale Lett Mart (1564) 323 If we

be flitters and not dwelleis (aswas Loth a flitter from Segor)
1623 tr Favme's Theat Hon ii xm 203 Such were ad-
monished to make themselues much fairer by the goods of
the soule , because those of the body were but flitters [ong
ceux du Corps ne sent quepassagers\
Flitter (fli tax), sbf [f. Flitter v J
1. A flittering motion.
189a Fatty News 17 May 5/5 The flitter of crows.
““ Comb

,

as flitter-wmged a

.

having wings
that flutter

; alsofg.
*8*o Keats Lamia 1. 304 The fhtter-winged verse must

tell, For truth's sake what woe afterwards befel x86i
Lyiton & Fane Tannhhuscru Wheel'd at will The flitter*
winged bat round lonely towers.



flitteb. 333 FLOASp.

Flitter (fli teJ)>
^ 3

ta Gei filiter ] ‘A minute

square of thin metal, used m decoration , collec-

hvelv a quantity of such squares' {Cent. Diet).

18 Beck’s Jrttl Du Art Suppl II 40 (Cent Diet)

Strong and brilliant colors arc freely used, togethei with gilt

flitter m the representation of flowering plauts, fountains,

and other devices [for window-shades]

Flitter (fli toi), v. Also 5 Alter, (fleter), 5-

6 flyfc(t)er [f Flit v +-er 5
]

1. intr. Of birds, etc * To flit about, to fly with

low or short flights, to flutter Also with by

i<6a B Googe Eglogs (Arb ) 94 Kuer when she lested had

abouteshe flyttered styll 1600 F Walklr.5^ Mandcville

«, a Their sight is so sharpe and pearung, that flittering

ouer’the sea they see the fish through the water 1797

Monthly Mag III 230 To mark the quick bat flitter by
transf 1483 Liber F'estivahs (Caxton) Ej (Pentecost), In

lykenesse of tonges breunyng not smertyng liglitenyng not

fhteryng iS44 Phaer Regvn Lyfe (1553) B 1 a, T he peyne

is flyttering from one place to an other, without heuynes

1383 Golding Calvin on Dent, xli 245 A thought commeth
vpon a man sleeping, and it flittereth before him. a 1593

H Smith Serin
,
Christians Practice (1637) 252 lake unto

a shittle, which flittereth from the hand of a clulde 1823

Lamb Elia (i860) 137 The stiff-wigged living figmes that

still flitter and chatter about that area. 1878 P W Wyatt
Hardrada 7 Whete fliLter the pale ghosts

•fb To move the wings ineffectually. In quot.

transf.

1598 Barcki ly Fchc Man {1631) 209 Hee began to flitter

with his hands, in steede of wings & fell downe head long

to the ground
, , ,

(• 2 . a. Of a pei son: To shut about in mind; to

waver, b Of a flower • To fade, withci Obs
154a Recordt Gr Artes Buy, Many there he so vricon-

stant of mynde, that flytter and turne with euery winde

1577 Harrison England ui vm (1878) 11 53 The sunne

would cause them [floures] to welke or flitter 1847 Halli-
wcll. Flitter

,
to hang or droop

f 3 . To fly all about, to fly to or into dust, pieces,

etc Of the sea To break up in foam. Obs

1548 Recorde Ui in Phystck v 18 Unequal [substance of

urine] is. .when it is tliynner in one parte then m another,

or flyttered out. *5S7K Arthui (Copland) v iv, Than the

dragon smote the boie al to powder both flesh and bones

that it flyttered all abrode on the sea 1383 Stanyiiurst

Mneis 1 (Arb.) 23 Calibans, where seas doo flitter 111 arches.

1664 Cotton Scarronides 183 Bottle Bear bounces, foams,

and froaths, and flitters 1665 Hooke Microgr. 126 Otlicis

flitter’d as ’twere, or flown all to pieces a 1677 Mam on
Serin Ps cxix 80 A sooty matter, which flitters into dust

as soon as touched.

4 . trans. To make lo flit ; to move rapidly back-

wards and forwards , to shuffle (cards), rare.

1864Lowell Fireside Prav 243 As a skilful juggler flitters

the cards before you 1893 Li Galiienni 111 Wcstm Gas
16 Feb. 2/3 Many a silly thing That . perks his tiny tail

And flitters little wing.

Hence +Mi ttered ppl. a ,
dispersed, scattered

,

Fli titering ppl a

,

flitting about, fluttering
,
tiem-

bling
; + shifting, unstable, fleeting

1549-62 Sternhold & H Ps cii (1566) 250 The dayes
wherin I passe my life are lyke the flittering shade 1583
Stanyiiurst Aenets hi (Arb ) 84 Neauer dooth she labouie

to reuoke her flittered issue
#

az6oz W Parkins Cases
Consc. (1619) 59 These beginnings of grace must not be
flittering and fleeting, but constant andj>etlcd 1634 Migion
Comm 214 Thou hovering [MS flittering] angell girt with
golden wings 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xnt 270 Which .

lightly pressed becomes flittering d ust. *786 Burns Again
rejoicing Natm e vi. When the laik . mounts and sings on
flittering wings 1867 A Sartohis Week in Fr Country-
Ho 29 The poor flittering little nun

Flitter-mouse (fli touncius) . Also 8 (9 dial )

flutter, [f. Flitter + Mouse, in imitation ofGer

fledeimaus (OHG fledcrmtis,
MHG. vlederm&s)

or Du vledermms (in Kilian vledder-viuys), f.

the vb. which appears in OHG as flcdarbn to

flutter Cf Flicker-, Flindermouse ] A bat

1547 Boordf Brav. Health lvi 25 b, The bloude of a backe
or flytter mouse 1637 B Jonson Sad Sheph. 11 11, Giddy
flittei mice with leather wings 1 *7*5 Sloane Jamaica II

530 Vesperliho, the Batt or Fluttei mouse 1870 Swinburne
Ess. <$• Stud (1875) 39 The dieadful daylight has come, the

flitter-mouse is blind

b Used as a term of playful endeaunent
1610 B Jonson Alch v iv, My fine flitter-mouse, My bird

o’ the night

Flvttern. Also 9 dial, flittering, fa. Asti ip
of the wood of a young oak tree {obs ). b. dial.

A young oak.
1682 J Collins Making Salt 21 These Trees to be bound

together with flittems or pieces of Oak, or cross Bars
1863 J R. Wise New Forest xvi 183 The tops of the oaks
are termed, when lopped, the ‘ flitterings ' 1876 Bill ofSale
in Hampsk Gloss, (1883) s v ,

Oak-trees and clean oak flit-

terns with their tops, lops, and baik
Comb , as flittern bark (see quot

)

*858 Simmonds Diet Trade,
Flittern Bark,

the bark of
young oak-trees, as distinguished from that of old oak-trees
which is called timber bark and is less valuable to tanners

Flitters (fli taiz), sb. pi. Now dial [Altered

form of Fitters, associated with Flitter v ]

Fragments, tom pieces, splinters, tatters Chiefly

m phrases, as to dash, break or tear into
,
toflitters.

rfiao R. Waller in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser n II 247
They two are tome all to flitters 1660 F Brooke tr Le
Blanc’s Trav go They broak the ship to flitters 0:1734
North Exam 1. 11 § 123 (1740) 97 Dashed into Flitters at
a Stroke <718x7 Hogg Tales Sk V 205 Flesh that was
hanging m dark flitters about the spine.

Fli’tter-tri:pe, sb rare App a rustic or
jocular synonym for * tripe

*

1822 T Mitchlll Anstoph II 284 {Wasps), Your woofs,
of Ecbatane Resemble much the bi eed of flitter tripes 1830
tr A rtstophanes ’ Wasps 1 58 At Ecbatana is the woof com-
posed of flitter-tripe?

Flrttery, a. rare- 1

1839 Coleridge Lit Run IV 287 Can anything be more
fhttery and special pleading than Skelton’s objections?

Flitting (fli tig), vbl sb [f Flit v + -ikg 1
]

I. The action of the vb Flit, m various senses
a 1300 CuisorM 2015 (Cott ) Sua lang wit flitting he J?am

sloght, bat wine treis he J»amwioght 1529 Mom Com/
agst Tnb 11. Whs 1177/2 Vet will he rather abide it and
suffer, then by the flyttyngc from it, fall in y° dyspleasure
of God 1695 Woodward Nat Hist Earth 1 (1723) 46 'I he
Sea’s continual flitting and shifting its Chanel 1821 Clarl
Vill Mtnstr II 77 1 he fltttmgs of the shneking bat

2 esp The action of removing from one abode
to another

; a removal Now chiefly north, and Sc.

Moonlight flitting . removal by moonlight, 1 e by
night or by stealth

c 1200 Ormin 10781 Forr Galileo bitacne]>j> uss Fhttinng
onn Ennglissh spjcche <21300 CuisorM 12518 (Cott ) ]>ai

to bcthleun pan flitting made 1623 Lisie JElfnc on
0 N. Test. 21 The people returned from Chaldea
to Iury seventy yeeres after their flitting 1721 ICeli y
S cot Ptov 145 He has taken a Moon light flitting *787
Grosl Prov Gloss s v Flit, Two flitting 1

, are as bad as

one fire 1804 Scott Let to Ellis 1 Aug in Lockhart,

1 had to superintend a lemoval, or what we call a flitting

b concr The goods, furniture, etc removed
from one place to anothei at 'a flitting’. Hence,
Baggage, stores

a 1300 CursorM 3910 (Cott ) t>ai bi night ham stal away,
Wyf and barn, wit flitting hale f 1425 Wyntoun Cron.
vm xxxvm 50 De Schip-men sone Twrsyt on twa. Hors
J).ue flyttyng C1470 Henry IVallaie 1 396 All this forsuth

sail in oui flytting ga *637 RuTHruroHD Lett cd (1863)
II. 158 Those who would take the world and all tliui flitting

on their back, and run away fiom Chi 1st 1823 J Wilson
1 1 ml Marg Lyndsay ix 68 ‘Aye, aye, here’s tne flitting.

.

frae Braehead.’

t 3. Sustenance, maintenance Cf Flit v 9 .

a 1225 St Mai her 22 I pine of prisun her ha wes lpuL in,

ich hue ilultunge fond anl fkschliche fode c 1230 Hah
Mcid 27 Me beheoueS his help to flutLunge & to foae

Flitting (fli tig), ppl a [f I lit v +-Usg 2
.]

1 That moves lrom place to place ,
moving,

roving, migratory Obs exc dial

<11425 Wyntoun Cron vi xvm 379 De flyttand Wod bai

callydayDat langtyme eftyre hendpat day 1613 Purciias

Pilgrimage (1614) 702 In then flitting wanderings 1764

Harmer Obscro iv 11 51 This flitting kind of life *829

J R Best Pers <$ Lit Mem. 352 In the course of my
moving, or, as they call it m Lincolnshire my flitting life

f 2 Shifting, unstable
,
vanable, mconstanL

1413 Pilgr So?vie (Caxton) iv xxix (1859) 61 Yf a gouer

nour be hot stable, but varyaunt and flytting fro veray

stedfastness. 1590 Spenser F Q x xi 18 The yielding

ayie, which nigh too feeble found Her flitting parts 1669

Woodiicad .57 Tcrtsau xi gxThe Imagination not flitting,

but such, as m apprehending and fixing on a thing, theic

stays 1697 Dkyden AEneid x 484 It [Lhe spear] slop’d at

once the Passage of his Wmd, And the free Soul to flitting

Air resign’d

f 3 Fleeting, transitory; evanescent, unsubstan-

tial Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Booth ns pr, vi. 78 Howveyne aud how

fhtlyng a ]jing it is c 1400 Pest Love 11 Cnaucei s Wks
(1532) 343 b, Howe passynge is the beautie of flesshly bodyes?

moie ilyttynge than mouable Homes of sommer. a 1563

BrcoN Jewel of Joy Wks 1563 11 34 That cure ioye and

luoysyng m the Lorde be not flittynge, transitorye, aud of

smal conunuaunce 1614 Br Hall Recoil, Treat 455 What
is more flitting than time? 1725 Pope Odyss x 587 The
rest are forms of empty ./Ether made, Impassive semblance

and a flitting shade

f 4 Floating in water Obs.

c 1425 Found St Bartholomew's 43 Oone of them oonly

cleuyd to the flittynge maste

5. Making short lapid flights; darting lightly

from point to point
,
gliding rapidly and softly

,

coming intermittently into momentary view
1620 Quarlls Feastfor Wornics 1207 Conuay’d with speed

vpon the nimble wing Of flitting Fame 1703 Pope Thebais

1 32 Swift as she pass d, the flitting ghosts withdrew 1746-7

Hlkvey Medit (1818) 223 The flitting birds and humming
bees 1794 Mrs RAncLirrc Myst. Udolpho vn, The ocean s

misty beef, With flitting sails 1798-9 Coleridge Love vu,

She listened with a flitting blush. 1862 Mrs H Wood
Mrs Halhb hi. xv, A flitting smile playing on his lips.

Hence Fli ttmgly adv ,
Fli ttingness.

1847 Craig, Fhttmgly i860 in Worcester (citing Cole-

ridgl) 1884 G Gissing Undassed III. v 11 22 A slight

wrinkle might show itself {fittingly here and theie a 1680

Ciiarrocic Attmb GwfWks 1684 I 231 This flittingness m
our Nature.

t Fli-tty, a Obs [f Flit 9.+-1 1
] Flitting,

unstable, fhghty.
. , ,

164a H. More Song ofSoul m i i xi, Busying their biains

in the mysterious toyes Of flittie motion

Hence Fli ttiness, instability, volatility.

160a Bp. Hopkins Expos Lord's Prayer etc 3x4 This

would fix that Volatileness and Flittmess of our Memories

, f FU'twite. Obs OE. Law, [OE. yiilwlte, i.

flit Flite sb 1 + Wite.] A fine for brawling.
J

q 1340 Higden Polyckr. I 96 [In a list of OE law ternu;]

Flitwite, id est, emenda provemens pro contentione 1687

Spelman Gloss ,
Fhtwite & Scotice Flichtwite_ significant,

I mulctam ob contentiones, nxas, et jurgia impositam.

Flix (fliks). See also Flick sb. [Of unknown
origin : possibly connected with Fly v ] The fur

of various quadrupeds ,
the down of a beaver

x666 Dryden Ann Miuib cxxxn, His warm bieatli blows

her flix up as she lies 1757 Dyer Fleece (1807) 80 lhe
beaver’s flix Gives kindliest warmth to weak enervate limbs

18x8 Milman isamor ix 441 The gray flix of the wolf

tiansf 1864 Browning Dram. Pers , GoldHair iv, Hair,

such a wonder of flix and floss

Flix, obs. form of Flux.

Flizz (fhzOj dial In 7 ftizze. [onomatopoeic

;

cf whiz ] (See quot) Hence Fli zzmg vbl sb

1674RayN C Words 18 Ftizze, to Fly off Ibid
,
Flisssung,

a Splinter *867 Smyth Sailors Word bk
,
Fliszing, the

passage of a splinter

tFlo. Obs Forms: 1 fld(a, 3 fla(a, 3-5 flo,

(7 floe). PL 1 fldn, (3 flan), 3-4 flon, (5 floon,

flone) [OE fhi wk fem] An ariow
<7893 K TEltred Oros nr. ix §14 Dser wearS Alexander

jjuibhcoten mid anre flan c 1205 Lay 1844 Heo letten

ghden heora flan 1297 R Glouc. (1724) 394 ]>at me ne

my3te 0031 yse bote harevven & flon 6 1305 St Christopher

207 m E. E P (1862) 65 Hi schote him to stronge de)jc wi)>

we! kene flo f 1400 Gamelyit 648 Yeldeth up 3<>nge men
3oure bowes & Joui e flone c 1450 Robyn S Gandclcyn v in

Child Ballads v cxv. 12/2 Robyn bent Inn joly bowe, per

111 he set a flo 1623 Cockeram, Floe, an Arrow

Flo, obs form of l1 la\ i).

Float (flJ'd), sb Forms * 1 flot, 3-7 flote, (4-6

flot, 5 floote, floit, floyt(e, 7 flotte), 6-7 floats,

6- float [Seveial distinct formations, ultimately

fiom the Tent, loot fleut flaut-, flot- (see Fleet

v ), seem lo have coalesced 1. OE flot str neut

(dat flote) action or state of floating ;
the formally

equivalentON flot has also the sense ‘ scum, grease’

(see Flot) 2 OE flota wk. ma.se =ON flote

ship, boat, fleet. 3 In many of its senses the sb

appears to have been a new formation on Float v

4 In some senses it may be an adoption of, or

influenced by, the F. flotte (OF. flote and flot),

verbal nouns i.jlotter to Float
Cognate words, with senses con esponding to some of those

offloat, are OHG masc (MHG vldg masc ,
mod.G

floss neut) laft, buoy, fishing-net, also stream —OTeut
*Jlauto-z, and OHG flozga (MHG vlozzy, mod Geifosse)

fem, fin, swimming bladder, cork float:—Oleut ffta

,

an OE ylotu, corresponding to the latter, may possibly be

the source of sense 8 ]

X The action or state of floating or flowing.

1. The action of floating or + swimming Now
rare ^Formerly also, the condition of floating

01 of being on the water ;
esp m phrase on (rarely

at)floats Afloat + Upon thefloat', floating on

the stream
,

also fig. in an unsettled condition

With on or atfloat cf the synonymous ON & flail, J d
flat (OK aflote) For instances of onflote before 15th c ,

see An oat
. ,

a 1000 Elene 226 (Gr) Ongan pa ofstllce eorla inengu to

flote fysan cizgo Gun $ E\ 162 God . ta^ie fuel on
walkene his fli3t, lie fis on watei his flotes mi3t

#
1497 Ld

Treas Accis Scot (1877) I 378 To ger hir [a ship] com on

floit 1570-6 Lambarde Pciamb Kent (1826) 117 A ship

being on flote at the full sea 165* N Bacon Disc Govt

Eng 11 xxiv (1739) 1 10 When both Winds and Currents are

uncei tain, to ride at flote, till [etc ] 1652 Asiimole I heat

Client Prol 1 Past Ages have like Rivers conveied downe
to us (upon the floate), the more light, and Sophisticall

pieces of Learning. 1693 Luttrell Brief h cl (1857) III

241 The next spring tide two fourth rates will also be putt

on float, 1762 Citron in Ann Reg 68/1 The Richmond

soon afteiwards got on float 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat II

xvi. 60 Our ideas being perpetually upon the float 1817

Klats Caluiore
,
And now the sharp keel of his little boat

Comes up with ripple and with easy float.

lb. transf Buoyant motion through, the air

X807W Taylok in Ann Rev V. 553 [He) must bid lus

pupil saw the atr and stamp the earth if he means to

produce the desnable float of arm, and radiation of leg

+ 2 . The flux ox flood of the tide, lit andfig

Atfloat,
tnfloat at high water ; m quots fig.

1594 Gesta Grayoruin m Nichols Progr Q Ehz (1807)

III 317 Cynthias rays, Whose drawing virtues govern and

dnect The flots and re-flots of the ocean 1504 Hooker
Eccl Pol. ix §4 Our tiust 111 the Almighty is that with us

contentions are now at their highest float 1622 Bacon

Hen. VII, 139 Hee being now in Float for Treasure 1633

Ford Love’s Sacr n 111, Though the float Of infinite desues

swell to a tide 1642 Fuller Holy Af Prof St 11 xxi 141

Men of lus profession have as well an ebbe of riot, as a flote

of fortune. 1707 Mrs Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V 182

With all her animal spirits in the fullest float of exhilaration

’1 3 . A wave, billow lit. andfig Also, the sea.

C1477 Caxton Jason 114 In tiauersing the wawes and

fiotes of the see 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1304

A man which did swimme continually in the flotes of incon-

stancy x6io Siiaks. 'lemp 1 u 234 The rest o th Fleet

are vpon the Mediterraman Flote Bound sadly home lor

Naples 1655 Jennings tr. Eltse 2 The mutinous flotes

which beat the flanks of this great Bark.

t b fig* Agitation of mind Obs.

1579 Tomson Calvin’s Servi 1'ivi 396/2 [They] haue not

onely those flotes which the faithful! haue, when they feele

themselues narrowly besette, but are hornemadde.
.

f4. An overflow from a river, etc ; a flood; lit

andfig On {a)float : in flood, flooded ;
= Afloat

3 ; alsofig Obs

1577 Hanmeh A lie Eccl Hist (16x9) 317 Where a little

before men went on foote, all then was on flote XS9° I

Watson Eglog, Walstngham 46 Poems (Arb ) 153 That your



FLOAT. 334 FLOAT.

Pacgasean springs may leap then bound and from their floate

male seas ot teares distill 1627 May Lucan iv 150 In their

Nilus floats {quum tenet omnia Nilus'' 1664 Floddan
F 111 28 That every biook burst forth on float 1749
Fijlding lom Jones v ui, A veiy tnfling accident set all

his passions again on float 1763 Whitaker Seim 30 June
(1767) 37 How soon may we expect to see a float of vice

and error overspread oui Jeiusalem?
traus/ 1323 Skelton Gar/ Laurelas Closters engrosyd

with his [Bacchus’] ruddy flotis

T Tb, A side-stream oi back-water
1629 H Burton Babel no Betfid Ep Ded 4 A continual 1

current, that so meirily driues the Popish mills about, and
sets ours in a back water or float

-( II. 5 The liquor m a dye-val Obs
a 1300 E E Misc. (Waiton Club) 88 When the madere is

in flotte, breke hit smalle, that ther be no ballys Ibid
,

Tyllc that the flote that is 111 the lede begynne to sethe

III A floating object.

6 . A mass of weeds, ice, etc floating on the

surface of water
1600 Hauluyi Voy III 415 F01 the space of fifty leagues
we alwayes found swimming on the sea ceitaine flotes of

weedes of a ships length, and of the biedth of two ships
169a R L’Estrangl Babies clxxxix 158 I hey took it at
first for n Ship but it prov’d at last to be no more then a
Float of Weeds and Rushes 1827 Hone Every-day Bk
II io8Thenvei casting forth floats of ice like millstones

1845 Stocqucllr HaiidbL Brit India (1854) 412 The heads
of the sedges, reeds, and other plants of the float arc now
cut offand laid upon its siuface

7. a. A raft or lafl-like construction

1533 Coverpale 2 Clir on, u 16 And so wyll wc liewe y°
tymber vpon Libanus and wyll brynge it by flotes in the
See vnto Iapho 1697 Dampier Voy I 189 A little befoie
the Bark blew up he saw a small Float on the Water, and
as it appealed, a Man on it. 1844 Hull Dock Act 89 1

0

lemove any floats 01 rafts of timber.

lb. A flat-bottomed boat Also a boat-load. In
quot 1 S90 =fire-float See alsofishing-float.
x5S7 North Guevara's Dux.ll Pi 260 a/x The FloLe that

came oute of Cetin with salte, oyle, and honye 1611 Speed
Iltst.Gl Bnt. vi liv §10 280 An of-sprmg of the Butaines
embaiked in Flotes. 1774 J BbYant Myt/iol II. *97 The
Patnaich and his family were inclosed in an ark, or covei ed
float, 1776 G ScuieLt Buddingm Watery We filled up
the Vacancy, by throwing in seveial Floats of Clay. 1882
Sir It Payne-Gallwey Eowlcr in Irel 25 The punts, or
‘ floats’ as they are there [Wexford] called, are about fifteen

feet long 1890 Junes 23 Apr. 10/2 The four liver floats
wei e directed to be brought from their moorings to the fire.

8. A floating appliance for supporting something
in the water.

a. The cork or quill used to support a baited
line, showing by its movement when a fish "biles.

a 1430 Tieat. Fysshynge (1883) 16 Ye scliall make gowr
flotes in hys wise a 1609 Dennys Seer Angling 1 m Arb
Gamer I 133 Your rod, line, float and hook. 1867 F
Francis Anglmgi (1880)9 The floats should be proportioned
to the depth and stiength of the stream.

b. A cork or other light substance used to sup-

port a fishing-net, etc. in the watei.

1577 B. Googe Heresbaclis Hush 11 (1386) xio The Corlce
hath the thickeste baike. Of his barke, are made . FLoates
for fishing nettes. 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal. 12 Hcrnng-
net Floats Mackeiel-net Floats

c. A hollow or inflated part or organ that sup-
ports an animal m the water. Hence used m
'Florida as a name foi the genus Vdella of medusa;

1832 Lyell Pnnc Geol II 108 This ‘common oceanic
snail’ derives its buoyancy fiom an admuably contrived
float 1888 RiversideNat Hist I 107 Vclella is commonly
called in Florida, where it is sometimes very abundant, the
‘float’.

}

d. In various other applications (see quots.).

*874 Knight Diet Meek. I. 883/2 Float , , an inflated hag
or pillow to sustain a peison in the watei 1880 Lumber-
man's Gaz -28 Jan , Cribs are foimed of about 20 sticks of
timber fastened between two logs called ‘floats'. 1883
Fisher ics Exhib Catal (ed 4) 43 Respirator a small
nipple in the mouth with flexible lube supported by a float.

9. a. A hollow metallic ball, a piece of whin*
stone, etc., used to regulate the water-level m a
boiler or tank
175* Smeaion in Phil Trans, (1734) XLVII. 436 What

is peculiar to this engine is a float within the receiver,
composed of a light ball of copper 1836 J Bourne Cafech
Steam Engine iv (ed 4) 15 i The float is usually foimed of
stone or iron

b. The small piece of ivory on the surface of the
mercury m the cistern of a barometei.
*«5S in Ogilvie Sufipl

10 Theatr. pi The footlights
;

collect, sing the
row of footlights
186a Dickens Let 24 Jan III 212 Pauliue trotting

about in fiont of the float 1871 Cassell's Techn Educ
II. 291/1 Patent gas floats, for theatrical purposes Ibid.
sgr/a 1 he range ofAigand burners composing the float are
arranged upside down 1884 L Wingheld mFortii Rev
Apr 476 A marvel, because it moved behind the floats

11. One of the boaids of an undershot water-
wheel or of a paddle-wheel

; a float-board
i6xr Florio, A la the flot of a Watei-rrull-wheele. 1731

Beighton in Plul. Trans XXXVII. 10 The Force on the
Floats 18 Ct 40 lb 1806 Trevithick Let in Life (1872)
I 327, I wish to know the size of the floats on the wheel
1836 J. Bourne Catech Steam Engine vin (ed 4) 323 The
paddle floats are usually made either of elm or pme.
TV. Something broad, level, aud shallow.

12. Brewing. A broad shallow vat used for cool-
ing. ? Obs.

JCf, Du, vloot fern, a broad shallow wooden vessel for

cieamingmilk; also F Jlottc, mentioned m 16th c. as part
of a brewei’s stock-in-trade (Little) ]

1413 E E. Wills (18S2) 22 Y be-quethe I gravel s, an
a flot, an a planei x6x6 Surtl Markh Country I<arme
5S7 Other vesselles called flotes or coolers, and they he
bioad like vnto the fats, but only one foot cleepe

13 One of the wooden fiamcs attached to the

sides, front, or back of a wagon or cart to increase

the carrying capacity.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 334 A Cart that had its floats sup-

ported, with standards erected upon the ends of the Axles
1887 in Kent Gloss

14. A low-bodied, crank-axled cait, used for

cairymg heavy articles, live stock, etc
x866 Daily Tel 23 Feb 3/4 The pikes and handles were

lemoved in a float ui the presence of a laige crowd 1891
Sheffield Gloss Suppl , Bloat, a deep cait used foi carry-

ing pigs to roaihet.

b A platform on wheels, having a spectacular

display arranged upon it, used in a piocession
1888 Boston (Mass ) Jrnl 13 Sept, 2/4 A parade two

miles long was composed of gay floats of all soi ts of food-

supplies 1889 Pall Mall G 3 Oct 6/3 A series of Floats
lepiesentative of the Seven Centunes of the Mayoralty of
London

k 15. A unit of measuiement for embanking work
1707 Mortimer Hush xiv 309 They [banks] are measui ed

by the Float or Floor, which, is eighteen foot square and
one deep
V. In various senses conesponding with senses

of Float v.

16 A tool for * floating ’ or making level.

a. Plastering. A trowel or rule for giving a
plane surface to the plaster. Alsofloat-rule.

1703 Moton Meek Exerc 249 Floats, made of Wood,
with handles to them 1823 P Nichoeson Pract Build 380
Ills then spread, or lather splashed, upon the wall by a float

made of wood. *833 Diet Arch (Arch Publ Soc \ Float
or Float Rule. 1876 Rvomgtons' Notes Build. Constr II
400 The surface is then gone over with a smaller hand
float.

b. A file having parallel, but not diagonal, rows
of teeth

;
a single-cut file.

1730 Blanckney Naval Expositor
;
Float is an Instrument

used by the bmiths to make their Woik smooth, instead of
a File x88x Greener Gun 230 The two coils being joined
. the barrels are healed, and the surplus metal removed
with if float

c. A tool used by bowyeis, lepresented in the

aims of the Bowyers* Company. Obs exc Iler
It is pictured as a flat plate with teeth on the under side

and a handle at the top

1823 in Ckabii Techn Dat 1828-40 Blhry Eticycl. Her
I Uj, Bowyers Sa on a cliev. betw. three floats or, as
many mullets of the fiist

d. Various. (See quots.)
1874 Knight Dut. Mech I 883/2 Float . 10 a polishmg-

block used in marble-working A runner. Ibid
,
Bloat

6 the serrated plate used by shoemakert, for rasping off the
cuds of the pegs inside the boot or shoe
17 A dock or place where vessels may float.

*840 Evid. Hull Docks Commiss 207 The old livers at
Bristol have been penued up, and they aienow made floats

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Wora-bk,

18. One of the trenches used m ‘ floating ’ land.

1783 W. Marshall Midland Co (1790) I 278 The floats are
trenches, lecemng, by the means of floodgates the waters
of a river, brook, or nvulet, and conveying it along the
upper margin, and upon the tops of the. swells of the
field of improvement
19. Tm-itiinmg (See quot)
1778 Pryce Mineral Comtek. 137 [The blast] smelts the

Tin [and] foi ces it out into a moorstone trough six feet and
a half high, and one foot wide, called the Float
20 Geol. and Mining.
a. Loose rock or isolated masses of ore bi ought

down by the action of watei from their original

foimation Also short forfloat-ore. Chiefly U.S
18x4 Brackenridge Louisiana 146 That kind of ore called

floats. 1880 L. Wai lace Ben-Hur viu v 503 Through the
locky float in the hollows of the road the agate hoofs
drummed 1883 W, Nall in Trans Cnmb 4 Westrn
Antiq See VIII 7 Lead oies were then classified by
miners as float and slioad ore, or float aud shoad

b. (See quot)
1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, Float, a clean rent or

fissuie in strata unaccompanied by dislocation

21 Weaving The passing of weft-thieads ovei
a poition of the warp without being interwoven
with it; also the group or mass of thread so
passed.
1863 J Watson Art Weaving 141 A contrivance that

would prevent Floats without any other drawback, would
be a very good thing 1882 Morris Hopes <5 Fears Art
iv 130 The lattei eke out their gaudy feebleness with spots
and ribs and long floats

22 US (See quot.)

1837 Ht Martineau Soc Atner II 93 Who whenever
a good tract of land is leady for sale, covei it over with
theirfloats, (warrants of the required habitation), and thus
put down competition.

23. US. A voter open to bribery. Cf. Floater.
1883 Pall Mall G 6 Nov. 2 Something like one-twelfth

of the remaining voters are ‘floats’—that is, men who are
looking for money.
VI. 24. Comb

,
as float-ball, the ball of a

ball-cock
; float-barrel, ? a barrel used as a float

for a fishing-net
j float-bladder (see sense 8 c);

float-board, one of the boaids of an undershot
water-wheel; one of the paddles of a paddle-

wheel, float-bridge, a bridge of floats or lafls,

float-case, = Caisson 2d, float-copper (see
float-mineral) , float-cut a

,
(of a file) cut m the

manner of a float (see sense 16 b)
; float-fescue,

a vauety of fescue-giass (Pesluca)

;

float-file, a
single-cut file

;
float fish, (see quot ) ; float-fishing

fishing with a line and float (sense 8 a), float-fox-
tails, a variety of Alopecurus or fox-tail grass,
float-gauge (see quot.), t float-glasaed a\
mirrored in the waves

; float-gold (see float-
mineral) ,

float-light, a light-ship , float-lme,
a peipenclicular line drawn from a float on the
surface of a fluid to a specified point below the
surface

;
float-mineral, fiagments of ore detached

and carried away by the action of water or by
erosion , also, fine particles of metal which are

detached m the piocess of stamping and do not
readily settle m water

;
float-net, a net supported

by floats
,

float-ore \ a land of seaweed
, float-

ore 2
,

float-quartz (see float-mineral)
, float-

shooter, one who goes shooting wild-fowl from
a punt at night, float-valve (see quot) Also
Float-boat, Float-grass, Float-stone
1824 R Stuart Hist Steam Engine 156 Having a “float-

ball o, which opens and shuts the valve p 1891 Black
Donald Ross I 266 Lobster-creels and “float-barrels. 1866
Hartwig Sea «$• Wond xvh. (ed 3) 334 A large “float-

bladder 17x9 Dlsaguliihs Exp Philos (1744) II 423
It is no Advantage to have a great Number of “Float-
Boards 1838 Lardner Handbk Nat Phil 13S Bieast
wheels—This class of watei wheels resemble in their form
and construction the undershot wheel—the float-boards,

however, being closer together 1692 Siege Lymerick 14
This day was chiefly spent in removing oui “Float-Bridge
nearer the Town 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 883/2
*Bloat-casc 2881 Raymond Mining Gloss

,

*Float-Copper
. fine scales of metallic coppei which do not readily

settle m water 1888 Lockwoods Diet Mech Engirt ,

*Float-Cut a file having single lines of cutting teeth

only. 1759 B Stillingfl. Grasses in Misc Tracts (1762)

387 The grass proved to be the “flote Fescue 1834
Brit Hush. I. xxxnt 520 The flote fescue, flote fox tails,

and rough stalked poa. 1794 W Hutchinson Hist.
Cumberland I 27/1 note. After they have spawned they
[Salmon] are called “float fish 1883 Fisheries Exhib
Catal p xxxiv, Some appaiatus for “float-fishing. 18x6-20

T Grlen Umv Herbal I 8x Alopecurus Gemculatns,
“Flote Fox-tail Grass 1834 [Seefloat-fescue above ] 1888
Lockwoods Diet Mech Engirt , *Bloat Gauge, a water
gauge, where the height of water in a steam boiler is regis-

tered by means of a float 1632 Lithgow Trav 1 5 Where
“flot-glass’d Nymphs, the Circe fled, Greeks enstal x88i

Raymond Mining Gloss
,
*Float-gold, Pacific] 1890 Pall

Mall G 28 May 2/1 If, on the other hand, you crush too

fine, you get ‘float gold’. 18x9 J Hodgson in J. Rame
Mem (1837) I- 265 The “float-light in sight (a vessel anchored
m the deeps) 1833 R-CKSCiirv Astrou 111 155 The difference

of the two “float lines gives the height 111 question 1647
R. Stapylion Juvenal 31 A retiarius, or net-bearer, so

named from a kind of “floate net, which he carryed in his

hand 1602 Carew Cornwall 37 b, This “Floteore is now
and then found naturally formed like rufs, combs, and such
like 1683 Pettus Fleta Min 1 (1686) 6 Also all “float or

Easy flowing oars. i88x Raymond Mining Gloss
,
Float-

ore, water-worn pai tides of ore 187* — Statist Mines
Mining 2x2 A section of country twenty miles long is

covered with “float quartz 1882 Sir R Payne-Gallwey
Fowler in Irel 37 Two “float-shooters, lying low in their

boats on the look-out for fowl 1874 Knight Diet Mech
I. 883/2 *Float-valve, a valve actuated by a float so as to

open or close the port, according to the level of the

liquid

Float (fith’t), v. Pa t and pa pple, floated.

Forms : 1 flotian, 3 floten, flotten, 4 flofcie(n,

4-7 flote, (8 floate), 6- float. Pa t. 4 flotte.

Pa pple 7 flote. [OE jlohait - MDci vWtcn,

ON. flota —OTeut. *flol6jan, f *flot- weak grade

of loot of *fleutan to float or flow, see Fleet v.

The development of sense in ME was doubtless

influenced by the synonymous OF. floter (mod F
flotter), Sp flotar. It. flottare med L. type

*flottai e, f. OTeut. \flotto- f. the same root as Eng

float 1

I Intransitive senses

1 To rest on the surface of any liquid ;
to be

buoyed up
;
to be or become buoyant

a 1100 O. E Chron, an 1031 (Parker MS ) Beo au scip

Jloti3ende swa neh J>an lande swa hit nyxt maege. c 1200

Vices * Virt. (1888) 33 Ele wile flotten ouer alle weetes

1483 Caxton Gold, Leg (1493) 131 b/x Whan the tyme
approched of the passyon ofour lord thys tree floted aboue
the water 1583 J B tr Virct's Sch Beastes D v b, Hal-

cions builde their houses the which may flote uppon
the Sea 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep iv vi 193 Men
being drowned and sunke, doe float the ninth day 1782

Cowfer Royal George 30 Her timbers yet are sound, And
she may float again, 1878 Huxley Physiogr. iv. 37 Ice

floats readily on water

fig 1773 Gray Let in Corr. (1843) 151 All that floated on
the surface ofmy mind is faded away and gone

Tb. Of a stranded vessel : To get off the ground,

to get afloat.

1690 Dampier Voy II. in, 98 Our ship did not float then,

nor the next Tide neither

c fig Tofloat in one's cups * to be half drunk,
‘ half seas over \
1630 Wadsworth Sp Pilgr, vi 58 M. P. flotwg m his

Cups, began a discourse.



FLOAT. FLOATATION,

2 To move quietly and gently on the surface of

a liquid, participating in its motion.

(itw Cursor M. 01833 (Cott) Foith }>ai floted on hat

flod. 13 .EE A Uit. P. C 048 A wylde walterande

whal .m hat bot flotte 1570-6 Lamdardp Peramb Kent
(1826) 325 1 he Corps now floted up and down the River

1653 ft. Cogan tr Pinto's Trav lxvi 268 Upon a veiy

little raft, where we floated at the mercy of the waves

1750 Burns Peg Nicholson. Now she's floating; down the

Nuh *836 W Irving Astona I 126 The boat floating

near to him he seized hold of it.

fig *75* Young Brothers iv i, The vulgar float as

passion drives *790 Pali y Hoi m Paul 1 3 To have
floated down upon the stream of geneial tiadition 183a

Examiner 802/1 The new Parliament will float with the

stream of public opinion 1869 Li r ky Em op Mor, I 111

397 Chustianity floated into the Roman Empne on the

wave of credulity

ft) transf of a peison • To move up and

down j
be conversant Ohs

c 1315 SiionruAM 21 Tha3 he her were nine hys manhode
Amanges ous to flotie.

c. ({uasA-lrans. =to float upon
1705 J. Philips Blenheim 236 Upboine By frothy billows

thousands float the stream In cumbious mail 1829 Ci are
Autumn in Anniver. 76 Weeds, That float the water's brim.

3 . To be suspended in a liquid with fteedom to

move; also, to move fieely beneath the surface,

f Of a fish : To swim.
1596 Spcnslr F Q vii vu. 21 The fish, still floting, doe

at random range 1696 Whiston l'h Earth m (1702) 278
The Parts of the present upper Stiata floated in the
Waters among one another uncertainly 1727 SwirT Gul-
liver n vm 165 My box floated abouL five feet depth in

water 188a Vincs Sachs' Bot 437 The mass of motlici cells

floats entnely free m the fluid that fills the sporangium

b. To be drenched or flooded
,
to * run ‘ swim’.

rare- 1
. (Cf 10

)

*725 Porn Oifyss xm. 450 The pavements float with guilty
goie

f4. To move unsteadily to and fro like an object

on the surface of a liquid , to oscillate, undulate

;

fig to vacillate, waver Ohs.

1598 Bacon Saci Mcdil. vi (Arb.) 113 A state of mlndc,
which 111 all doubtful] expectations is setled and floteth not

17*2 J James tr. Le Blond's Gardening igo Let the instru-

ment rest till the Water has done floating 1716 Collier
tr Nazianzeu 8 Their Mother floated between Joy and
Fear 1763 ScRAnoN Indostan (1770) ji Floating between
his fears and wishes

'

b, nonce-use. To spread in undulating form.
1667 Milton P L ix 303 His ending Spires .on the

grass Floted redundant.

e Mil Of a column on the march ; To present

a wavy line
;
to be unsteady.

1796 Instr If Reg Cavalry (1813) 263 The march in line

is uniformly steady, without opening, floating, or closing
1810 [see Floating vbl sb 1 a].

6 To move freely and gently m or through the
anr, as if buoyed up or carried along by it.

1634 Milton Counts 249 How sweetly did they flotc upon
the wings Of silence 1667 Dkyden hid Emp 1 11, Wliat
Divine Monsters, O ye gods, were these That float in air

and flye upon the Seas 1 1725 Popp Odyss vi 358 To the ear
ri"’ 1

r I . ,
1 1 1 the waves of an. i782Cowpir

• 1 'i'll. <1 that flu, 01 slowly float away
1808 ill id. jrtil'. XIX 3x3 Dnik spots floating constantly
before the eye. 1888 Besant Inner House xvi 18S A long
tent before which floated a great flag on a flagstaff,

b. nonce-use. of the air itself, or portions of it.

1667 Miiton P L. vir 432 The Aire Floats, as they pass,
fann'd with unnumbei’d plumes.
e fig. csfi. with sense : To move or hover dimly

before the eye or in the mind
,
also of a rumour,

etc ; To pass from mouth to mouth
1775 Siitridan Rivals Pief, Faded ideas float in the

fancy like half-forgotten dreams 1826 Disraeli Vrv, G> ey
in vm, Heic floated the latest anecdote of Bolivai 1857
Livingstone Prav xu 224 The remnants of serpent-wor-
ship floatingm then minds 1882 Siiorthousp f Inglesaut
fl 225 He tried to read, but the page floated befoiehis eyes

6, Wcaving Of a thread * To pass over 01 under
several threads either of the warp or weft, instead
of being interwoven with them. Of a figure: To
have its threads lying in this mannei.
1878 A. Barlow Weaving 104 When either of the white

or black threads disappeai on one side of the cloth, they
are not found floating underneath. 1883! R Ashenhurst
Design w. Textile Fabrics vi 139 Lappet figures must
float’ the entire length of the figure
7 . Comm. a. Of an acceptance . To be in circu-

lation, to be awaiting maturity b Of a com-
mercial company, etc. : To meet with public sup-
port, get 1 floated ’ (see 12).
*778 H. Laurens in Spaiks Corr Amer Rev (1853) II.

234 Our bills are now floating, 111 imminent dangei of dis-
honor and disgrace 1884 Truth 13 Mar 385/a If the
Company floats, the promotei gets his money.
+ 8 To fish with a float (see Float sb 8 a).

*63° lsee Flat v io] 1631 J Barker Art of Angling
(1053) 8, 1 will shew my opinion of floating for Scale Fish in
the River or Pond
9. Sporting To hunt by approaching the game

With a boat or float at night. (See Float sb 7 b)
1877 Hai lock Spot tsman'sGazetteer 83 Injacking or float-

ing, the shooter sits in the bow of a canoe just behind
a lantern which throws a powerful light ahead

II Transitive senses
10 To cover or flood with a liquid a To

cover (land) with water, either naturally or artifi-

335

cmlly, esp for agricultural or militaiy pm poses

,

to flood, inundate, irrigate. Also with over.
1649 BuTHr Eng. Improv, Impr (1650) 16 The fiist

Piece of improvement of floating or watering lands c 1710
C, Fiennes Diary (r888) 70 They can by them [ditches]
floats y* grounds for 3 miles round 1794 Trans Soc En-
courag Arts XII 245 The above land was floated ovei by
salt water, every full and change of the moon 1816 Jant
Austi n hmnta (1866) 138 He thought . I should find the
near way floated by this rain 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke
Barm xm 97 Can he float Ins meadows at the cost of five
pounds an acre 7

b (chiefly hyperbolical) To overspread with
fluid

; to drench, inundate Also, To saturate (a

powder magazine] with water.
.1729 Savage Wanderer n 02S A smoahing spring of gore
Wells fiom the wound, and floats the crimson’d floor 1758
Parry m Naval Chton VIII 154 Vc had taken caie to
float our powder x8i8Jas Mili Bril India I m iv 624
The field was floated with blood 1836 Marryat Mulsh
Easy vxvi, The danger [from file] had been so great that
the fore magazine had been floated.

C transf. andfig
1586 J IIookrr Gn aid Trel in Holinshect II, 84/1 The

ladle Margaret began to take heait, hu naturall stotitnesse
floted, as well by the lemcmbrance of hir noble birth, as by
[etc] 1603 J Davirs Microcosmos (Grosait) 71/1 Each
sense in plcasuie’s seas slice [Fancie] flotes. x86o Haw-
thorne Marb. Faun (1879) I xu 115 A mil itaiy band

floating hei [the city] with strains. 1865 M Arnold
Ess Cut 1 (1873) 16 He [Buike] so lived by ideas that he
could float even an epoch of concentiation and English lory
politics with them.

11 . a. Of water, the tide, etc. : To lift up, 01

support on its smface (anything buoyant) ; to bear
(anything buoyant) along by the foice of the
current; occas with mixture of the two senses

Also with off. out
, up

1606 Choice, Chance
,
etc 3 With a sodaine tempest man

and horse ouerthrown vpon a Rock, and the goods all flote

ordrownd 1699 Dammlr Voy II hi 44 For want ofWater
to float them over some flats in the Lagan es Ilnd 98 The
Tide then rose so high, as to float herquite up 1739 Labelve
Short A cc Pieis IVestm Budge 34 The Tide had men
so high as to endanger the Caisson from being floated out
of its true Place 1856 Kane Ant Expl II. xiv 149
They [masses of ice] are floated off to be lost in the tempera-
tures of other regions 1890 Spectator 20 Sept 362/2 I he
Manchester Canal will float the biggest ocean steamers

fig 1877 OwrN Wellesley's Deep Introd, 79 The vehe-
ment tide of public opinion floated out the good old
nobleman who had first bioken Tippoo’s power.

b. To set afloat; fig. lo buoy up, support.
1823 Lamb Elia Scr ii Poor Relation, She has whcie-

wuhal m the end to float him again upon the bullinnt
surfnee 1885 Laiu Rep 13 Q Bench Div xi He expended
more than 5000/ in floating the ship

c. To place (a sheet of paper, etc ) flat on the

surface of a liquid. Chiefly Photogr.
1853 Font Herald 3 Dec 510/2 You float on the suiface

of this a sheet of paper piepaied as follows 1882 Abney
Instr Photogr (ed 5) 199 IF the paper is floated much
longer the albumen , 13 apt to dissolve the si/e

12 a. To get (a company, scheme, etc.) afloat

or fully started (see Afloat 6) ;
to piocure public

suppoit or acceptance for

1833111 Martineau Vanderput fy S. vi 102 The means
by which a present neighbour of yours is floating a scheme
1865 Pall Mall G 18 Aug 9/t Manufacturing lists of
directoi s foi new companies, in order to get them * floated '.

2872 Yeats Growth Comm, 311 Serves as a roservoii for

floating loans in cases of emeigency 1872 Gni a Enigmas
229 The sages have falsified then creed, in order to float it.

b To set (a rumour) afloat (see Afloat 8) ,
to

give currency to
;
to circulate

1883 St fames's Gas 21 Dec 3/1 Floating all manner of
embariassmg rumours
13 To guide 01 convey along the surface ofwater

;

to convey by water. Also with off.

1739 Labelye Short Acc Piers Westm Bridge 35 The
Sides of the Caisson were floated off over the Sides of the
Pier 1776 Gibbon Decl .$• P 1 (1846) V 8 The treasures

of Afuca were floated on rafts to the mouth of the Eu-
phrates. 1853 Sir H Douglas Miht Budges (cd 3)385
The gieat tubes constituting the Conway Bridge were
floated across the river,

14. To convey gently through the air or ether

;

to cause to move lightly in the air ; to waft.
1823 F. Cussold Ascent Mt Blanc 22 A soft breath of

wind spread its folds, and floated it gently in the air 1836
Emerson Nature, Commodity Wks (Bohn) II 143 Provi-
sion for his support on this green ball which floats him
thiougli the heavens 1840 Mrs Browning Drama of
Exile Poems 1850 I 83 Floated on a minor fine Into the

full chant divine, We will draw you smoothly
15 In various technical applications of senses

10, ii a. Pigment-making. To levigate (pig-

ments) by causiDg them to float in a stream of

water, rejecting the heavier particles that sink lo

the bottom, b Electrotypmg and Stereotyping.

To cover (a forme, a page of type) with fluid plaster

of Paris, either to fill up the spaces before electro-

typmg, or (m the almost obsolete plaster-process) to

form a plaster mould e. To float up (a tin can)

(see quot 1884).
1880 F J F Wilson Stei eotypmg $ Flectrotypmg 128

The page or pages must be floated 111 plaster of-Pam
Ibid. 134 When low spaces are used and the form lias not
been floated prior to moulding 1883 R, Haldane Work-
shop Receipts Ser II 405 The powder is then lewgated
(floated), in order to obtain various degiees of fineness

1884 Knight Diet, Mech IV 348/2
‘ Floating up ‘tin cans,

1 e soldering the ends inside, the can standing upon the
heated plate till the soldei runs

16 . To render smooth 01 level. In various tech-

nical uses : a Plastering. To level (the surface-

of plaster) with a * float ’
;
to spread the second

coat of plaster on (a ceiling, wall, etc ) Also
with down. b. Earnery. To file the teeth of (a
horse), c Ague (Seequots) d Wool-spinning.
To take offfihe. caided wool) in an even layer
<11703 Moxon Mech Exerc, 249 To float Seelings or

Walls 174* in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 36 The
Ceilings to be floated and finished in the best and work-
manlike manner 1748 B Langley Loud Prices 329 Fionts
of old Houses are frequently floated down, the old decay'd
Mortar raked out, and the Joints flesh pointed anew 1839
Pract Builder II 187 The space between the scieeds .

.

must be floated wnh a hand-float.

b. 1886N V. Weekly Tribune 28 Dec. (Cent ) Many an
old horse will renew its life if its teeth are floated, as the
piocess is called

c. 1785 W Marshall Midland Co, (1790) II 437 Float
to pare off the suiface of sward x888 Sheffield Gloss ,

Float, to pai c stubble from land by means of a paling knife

d 1879 Cassell's 'Pectin Edttc IV 341/1 The teeth move
m the same direction as those on the workeis and cylinder,

so as to clean or 1
float * off the wool

17 Weaving To form (a figure) with ‘ floating
’

threads (see 6).

1894 Textile Manuf 15 Apr. 151 This method of reeding
necessitates the figure being floated

Floatable (fl<?u tab’l), a. [f Float v + -able
Cf Fr flottable.]

1 Capable of floating ; that may be set afloat.

i8a6 Pope's frill Tr ode 576 (Advt ) Floatable and buoyant
in tne water. 1883 Miss Broughion Belinda I 1 ix 164
Employed in dropping anything floatable that comes
handy—into the earth-reddened stieam

2 . Of a liver or stream That can be floated on
;

capable of supporting floating objects. Chiefly US.
1826 KrNT Comm (1873) III 414 The owneis of the

lands on riveis not navigable or floatable have the exclu-

sive right of fishing therein 1884 Law Rep 9 App Cases

393 They [the sh earns] were made navigable and floatable

for timber duiing freshets

3 . absol. passing into sir. Something that floats

or may be floated.

2864 Laws of Michigan 23 To allow the free passage of
boats, vessels, craft, logs, Umber, lumbei, or other floatables

along such waters

Hence Ploatabi'lity [see -ity], the quality of
being floatable.

1884 Law Refi. 9 App Cases 393 The right applies to all

sti earns .whether floatability is the result of improvements
or not.

Floatage (flo11 ted3). [f. Float sb.+ -age. Cf.

Fr plottage]

1. The action ot state of floating.

1626 in 4th Rep Hist MSS. Comm, 11/t [The ship
‘ being tnken at floatage' by a Dutch captain was sewed
for the Lord High Admnal of England ] 1868 Gr adstone
fuv Jlfuudi xm 487 Ten days of floatage from the
Bosphoius will give five handled miles, or thereabouts,
fiom that point,

2 . concr Anything that floats.

a. =Flotsam
;

also the right to appropnate
flotsam.

1672 Cowells Interfir ,
Flotagcs are such things as swim

on the top of the Sea, 01 othei great Rivers 1858 in W.
White Month in Yorksh xv 138 Free fisheries, planlagc,
floatage and other maritime franchises 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word bk , Floatage, synonymous withflotsam
b collect Vessels that float on or pass up and

down a nver.

1854 Malagan Refi II 524 All streams susceptible of
any valuable floatage 1881 Echo 8 Dec 2/4 T he Govern-
ment lecouped itself out of tolls taken on the floatage.

C. A floating mass (of weeds)

2891 J Winsor Columbus ix 204 They found around the
ships much green floatage of weeds

3 Floating power, buoyancy.
1877 Blackmore Erema I ix 102 Behind it came all

the mm of the mill that had any floatage 1883 Daily
News 5 July 3/1 The metal pontoons giving floatage

aitrib x88i W C Russell Sailor's Sweeift II v. 240
Without imperilling the floatage power of the timber.

4. The part of a ship above the water-line

1839 Marryat Pliant. ShifixIi, The whole of her floatage

was above watei 1847 Il/nstr Land News 24 July 59/1
Nine inches moie of floatage are required

Floatation, flotation (flol?1 Jan), [f. Float
v. + -ation= Fr.jlotlatson
The spelling flotation is not etymologically justifiable,

but is more common in use. prob because it disguises the

hybrid foimation, so that tne word appeals more conform-
able to the general analogy of scientific terms]

1 The action, fact, 01 process of floating, in

various senses
,
the condition of keeping afloat

Centre offloatation * the centre of gravity in a floating

body Plane or hue offloatation= Fr flottaison, ligne de
flottaison

,

the plane 01 line in which the horizontal surface

of a fluid cuts a body floating in it Stable floatation
the position of stable equilibrium in a floating body.
1806 Gregory Mechanics I 377 The plane of floatation is

the horizontal surface of the fluid in which the vessel floats

CX850 Rndirn Navig, (Weale) 158 Water Lines, or Lines
of Flotation 1853 Kane Gunnell Exp xv (1856) 115
These constantly shifting centres of flotation 1853 Sir H
Douglas Mtlit Bridges (ed 3) 53 Compared with the
stability of the vessel and its powei of floatation 1867
W Plngelly Devon Trans II 264 It may be doubted



FLOATATIVE, 336 FLOAT-STONE,
whether [these reasons] are capable of explaining tne float-

ation of clouds. 1878 Maricham Gt Frozen Sea 11 ag They
[icebeigs] weie of veiy deep flotation. 1884 Sir R. Bag-
gallav in Law ReJ> 15 Q Bench Div. 171 During this
period of flotation and transit

attnb, 1883 Chamb Jrnl 8 Dec 771/1 Spherical buoys
which show half their shape above the flotation line

2.

The action of floating a company or enterprise.

1889 Financial Times 23 Jan. r The London Mexican
Prospecting and Finance Company, Limited Since its

flotation it has [etc J
>
1893 Westru Gas 1 May 6/1 The

flotation of this mine is now contemplated

Floa'tative, a. [f as prec, + -ativb ] Tend-
ing lo or producing floatation
i88fi T O' C Sr oanc in Set. A met 4 Dec 356 The slight

floatative effect of the additional portion of the glass
submerged

Floa*t-boat. [f. Float sb or z». + Boat ]

+ 1 A ship’s long-boat. Obs
So called because it was not carried on board like the other

boats, hut towed astern.
132a Close Roll 15 Ed II mem 8 (=Calendar p 453)

Navicula sua que vocatur fiotebate ai57a Knoy Ilist
Ref Wks (1846) I 120 Schoithe thare after the Admirall
schot a flote boite, which sounded the deipe, and so
1 eturned to hir schippe 1659 Torriano, Zdttara

,
a Float-

boat, or long boat to attend a gieat ship

2 A raft

x6oo Holland Livy xxi lvi (1609) 425 The remnant
passed Trebia with float-boats and flat baiges 1810 James
Mil Diet (ed 3) Float-boat, a raft upon which peisons
or things may be-conveyed by water.

Floated (fl<?“ ted), js^/. a [f Float v + -eij 1
]

That floats or is floated

*799 Cowrcn Castaway 27 The cask, the coop, the floated
cord.

b esp Ofa field, tract of country, etc : Flooded,
inundated, lirigated. Cf. Floten.

167S Evelyn Terra (1729) 42 Which is the 1 eason that
floated and irriguous Grounds are so piegnant 1735 Somer-
ville Chase iv 170 O'er floated Meads, o'er Plains with
Flocks distam’d 1799 T Wright Ait Floating Meadows
xg Floated meadows require no manure fiom the farm yard,
c Plastering (see Float v. 16 a )

*823 P Nicholson Pract Build 373 A coat of plaster,
which is pneked-up for the floated work 1842 Gwilt
Encycl. At chit Gloss, Flooded lath and plaster

,
plaster-

ing of thiee coats Ibid
,
Floated Work, plastenng

rendered pei fectly plane by means ofa Float

Floater (flaatai) [f as prec + -er] One
who or that which floats

1 a In mtiansitive senses of the vb
1717 Eusden Ovid's Met iv. Pity the floaters on lit

1

Ionian seas 1831 Blackzu Mag'. XXX 15 Halcyons all,

fair floaters hung m the sunshine on wavcless seas 1882
Sra R Payne Gallwey Fowler m Irtl 27 They [ducks]
get no chance of quiet from the floaters 1885 H S topes
Malts1 133 Thepiopoition of floaters [=‘ floating coins’]
depends paitly upon the quality of the grain

b transitive senses

1783 Useful Projects m A nn, Reg gg/i, I consulted my
meadow floaters 1868 Yates Rod Ahead 11 in, Directors
of banks, and the ‘floaters* of ‘concerns' 1889 Harper's
Mag Feb 433/2 The ‘floater’ has to wade out in the water

to cut loose with his axe the logs which have stuck fast,

2. In various technical uses

a. The floating diaphragm in Papin’s steam-
engine.

1824 R Stuart Hist Steam Engine 52 Elevating the
piston or floater

b (See quot ).

1857 Nichol Cycl, Phys Sc
,
Floater

,

a contrivance indi-
cating the height of level of a fluid in a vessel, whose depth
we cannot at the time directly examine.
c =Float sb 14 .

*888 Elwortiiy W Somerset Word-bk
, Floater

,

a cart
having the axle ‘cranked down * so that though the wheels
are high the body is very ncai the ground,
d Stereotyping —floating-plate

1882 Southward Pract Printing g66 The ‘ floater a
plate ofmetal fitting on the inside of the ‘ dipping pan

’

3. Stock Exchange. A government stock certifi-

cate, a railway-bond, etc. accepted as a recognized
security.

1871 Temple BarMag Feb 320 Floaters are exchequer
bills and similar unfunded stock 1883 Pall Mall G 3May g/i The chief use of floaters is as a means by which
hanks can raise money in the general market when they
are short of funds To describe exactly what a floater is

would be a matter of some difficulty Some affect to con-
sider that a Government bond to bearer, provided the
Government be not in default, may be tendered as a floater;
others draw the line at United States bonds
4. U.S. a. A voter who has not attached him-

self to any political party, esp one whose vote may
be purchased
1883 H George in N Avier Rev Mar 203 * How many

of them floaters ?
1—

1

e merchantable voters—continued the
candidate * Four hundred 1 was again the answei 1888
PallMallG 3 Nov 7/2 Expiessions indicating the intention
to buy the Indiana ‘ floaters

b. One who is perpetually changing his place
of abode

; a vagrant,
1883 W. H Bishop in Harper’s Mag. Oct 718/2 They

are irresponsible floaters

C In Southern U. S. • A repi esentative of
several counties grouped togethei, and therefore
not directly responsible to any one of them
*853 Texas State Gas 16 July (Farmei) A candidate for

floater in the district composed of the counties of Fayette,
Bastrop, and Travis.

Floa*t*grasS. Also 5 flotgrese, 6 floter-,

7-8 Hot, 6-9 flote-grass [f Float sb or v. ,
cf

Du vlotgras.] A name given to various species of
grass sedge growing in marshy ground, swampy
meadows, etc , eg Glycen^ flmtans and Alope-
curns gemculatus,
ci440 Promp Parv 168/1 Flot grese, nlva. 1597

Gerarde Herbal 1 xi § 2 13 The second [spiked Flote
grasse] is called Grameu flumatile spicatum likewise
Flote grasse and Floter grasse, bicause they swim and flote

in the water 1640 Parkinson Theat Bot mv xl. 1276
10 Gramen Fluviatila cornutum, Homed Flote grasse
1723 Bradley Fam Diet s v Springs, The Fuirows and
Water 'liacts, where they usually stalk and paddle for
Flotgrass, Roots, and the like 'things, 011 which they feed

*863 Prior Plant n 82 Float—or more propeily Flote-
Grass Poaflmtans

f Floathing. Obs rare A thin stratum
*743 R Maxwell AW Trans Sor Improv Agin Scot

185, 1 first lay upon the Bars small Wood or Whins, then
a Floathmg of small Coals, then Stones,

Floating (flo11 tig),#/;/ sb. [f Float# + -ing 1
]

1. The action of the vb Float m vauous senses

a intransitive uses.

1562 J. Heywood Prov 4 Epigr (1867) 133 Flotyng and
fleetyng agree not there meete *587 Golding De Mor nay
vui 98 A lloting of a Vcssell, at the pleasuie of the wtnde
*634 Whiti ock Zoatomia 391 While we are at Sea in the
Floatings of this woi Id 18x0-17 M Wiles Hist Shchhcs
S India (1869) I nn 479 Hydcr observed a floating to
take place along the whole mass [of cavahy] *837
Whew ell Hist Induct Sc (1857) I 36 The falling and
floating of bodies *894 M Grant m Century Mag Jan
354/1 ‘Jacking* or ‘floating’ for moose is seldom practised

b. transitive uses
1669 Worlidge Syst Ague 270 Floating, or di owning,

01 watering of Meadows *883 R. Haldane JFoilshop
Receipts Ser ji 406 The washed clay is dried and im-
mediately ground to fine powder The floating is done by
hand or powei 1888 Daily Tel 18 Oct, The successful
floating of the Salt Union
2 concr. in Plastenng (Cf. Float v. 16 a

)

1823 P Nicholson Pract Build 391 Floating, in pHsiei-
mg—The second coat of three coat woik *873 Sron
Workshop Receipts 122 'I he floating is of fine stuff with
a little hair mixed in it

3. Comb
,
as floating-ti ench

,

also floating-rule
(= Float sb 16 a)

;
floating-screed (see quot ).

1649 Blithe Eng Improv Inipr vi (1653) 27 ’1 he one
called a Flowing or Floating Ticnch, whenn I cany my
water 1783 W Marshali Midland Co (1790) II 61 By
means of floodgates and floating trenches *842 Gwiit
Ardut Gloss , Floating Screeds, stops of plastei previously
set out on the work, at convenient intervals, for the range
of the floating-rule or float

Floating (fl<?« tig),/// a [f as prec + -ing2]
1 I hat floats (in various senses of the vb)

Floating leaf see quot 1790.
1600 IIakiuyt Voy III 415 We supposed that these

flotingweeds did glow vpon some rocke vnder the walei
*745 P Thomas Voy S Seas 236 The River is ciouded

with a prodigious Number of Baiks which make
a Kind of floating City 1781 Cowper Anti-Thelyphthor a
73 When floating films envelop every thorn 1700 Marpyn
Lang Bot , Floating leaf, Folium natans, lying flat on
the surface of llie water 1837 Irving Capt Bonneville II
215 1 lie ice became bi oken and floating 1877 Bennett ti

Thomi's Bot 111 73 The floating primary root of Trapa,
*878 A Barlow Weaving 104 In some kinds of figuiecl

weaving these floating threads are cut off

b. Of water: Ovei flowing, flooding; also, fluc-

tuating, ebbing and flowing.
*578 Lyte Dodoens 111 vi 321 This groweth in the

bnnkes of diches and flotmg wateis *712-4 Pope Rape
Loci n 48 Ihe sun-beams trembling on tne floating tides.

2 Comm. Of a cargo . At sea. Of trade, rates,

etc . Of or pertaining lo cargoes at sea
1848 Arnould Mar Insnr (1866) I 1 111 106 When a

floating caigo (1 e a caigo at sea) is sold in London 1883
Daily News 19 Sept 6/6 Floating terms, at 44s 6d to
48J 6ti 1887 Ibid ei Nov 2/7 A quiet tone has prevailed
throughout the floating trade to-day.

3. Having little, or compaiatively no attach-
ment; disconnected. Floating ribs (see quot. 1 S60)
1806 Med Jrnl XV 273 A number of torn floating

membranes. *831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat 31 Twelfth
Rib This rib has been called the floating rib 1840
F, D Bennett Whaling Voy *73 Tentacles spiead out
loose and floating i860 Mayne Expos Lex, Floating
Ribs, the last two of the false ribs, whose anterior ex-
tremities are not connected to the rest or to each other
*889 J M Duncan Lect Dis Women xxxni (ed 4) 273
There are achmgs 111 cases ofwhat is called floating kidney
4 Not fixed or settled m a definite state or place

;

fluctuating, vanable, unstable
*594 T B La Prmtand Fr. Acad 11 388 Because our

mmdes are more floting & vnstable 1678 Life Edw
Blacl Pr in Harl Misc (1809)111 151 Floating-bands .

‘ The Companions, or Adventurers ’ 1690Locke Ilnm Und
1 iv (1695) 26 There is scarce any one so floating and
superficial m his Understanding, who hath not some reve-
renced Propositions, which [etc ] *793 Burke Coiul Minor-
ity Wks 1842 I, 623 That floating multitude which goes
with events 1838 Prescott Ferd <5- Is (1846)111 xiv 120
Many floating rumours *876 Cassell’s Techn, Educ IV
302/1 The floating population of the city is vei y numerous

5.

Finance, Not fixed or permanently invested

;

unfunded. (See Capital, B 3 c ;
Debt 4c)

1816 Ktatinge Trav (1817) II 180 Manual labour is at
present the floating capital of France *845 MpCui locii
Taxation 111 11 (1852) 448 Venations in the amount of
floating capital 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Wealth

Wks (Bohn) II 71 A thousand million of pounds sterling
are said to compose the floating money of commerce i8fis
Daily News 15 Mar 6/3 It appears that all the floating
debt is secured by collateral securities

6

6

.

In various technical combs, as floating
anchor (see quot ) ; floating battery, a vessel
fitted up and used as a battery , floating dough
(see quot ) ; floating collimator (see quot.)

;

floating dock, a laige (usually rectangular)
vessel made with walei-tight compartments, and
used as a graving-dock

,
floating harbour (see

quot ) ,
floating lever (see quot.)

; floating
meadow (see quot ) , floating pier, a landing-
stage which uses and falls with the tide

; floating
plate, Stereotyping (see quot); floating rail=
Float sb. 13 ,

floating reef Austral (see quot).
1874 Knight Diet Mcch 1 884/1 *Floating Anchoi a

flame of spars and sails dragging ovei board, to lessen the
drift of a ship to - J

1
- -r-i 1693 * 0nd Gaz No

3073/2 They hav > . nv . Batteries with
20 Pieces of Cannon upon them 1803 Naval Citron IX
495 She is fitting as a floating-battery 1841 Bucrs Gloss
Civ Engin

, *Floating Clough, a moveable dam 01 machine
used for scorning out channels 01 inlets 1833HERSCHIT
Astron 11 93 I he ’’’floating collimator is. a small tele
scope fastened horizontally on a flat non float which is
made to swim on mercury 1866 E Clark in Pioc Inst
Civ Eng XXV 296 * Floating docks weie otiginally built
of timber 1841 Brees Gloss Civ Icugin

,
*Floating Har-

bour, a bieakwatei, composed of large masses of timbei,
anchored and chained together which rise and fall with
the tide 1884 Knight Diet MecJi IV 348/2 *Floating
Llver iliail way) a name applied to the honzontal brake-
leveis beneath the cai body 1813 T Davis Agnc Wilts
Gloss , ^bloating or flowing meadows—Those that aie laid
up in ridges, with water carnages on each ndge and drams
between 1853 Clarice Diet, *Floating pier 1839 Ure
Diet Aits 1177 (s v. Stereotype Printing) Each mould
is laid, with the impiession downwaids, upon a flat cast-
non plate, called the *floating-plate. 1892 Melbourne Ag,
31 Dec 10/3 Horse and Spang Cart, *floating rail, and
Harness. 1869 R B Smyth Goldf Victoria 611 *1 loating
Reef, applied often to masses of bed-rock which are found
displaced and lying among the alluvial detritus

Floating bridge, [f. Floating /// a ] In
various, applications, (see quots ).

*706 Philiii’s (ed Kersey), Floating-bridge, a Bridge
made m form of a Woik in Fortification call'd a Redoubt,
consisting of Two Boats cover'd with Planks *727-4*
Chambers Cycl., Flying or Floatiug-Br idge, is ordinarily
made of two small bridges, laid one over the other, in such
a manner, as that the uppermost sti etches and tuns out, by
the help of certain cords 1 mining through pullies, placed
along the sides of the under-bridge 1842 G \V Francis
Diet. Arts, etc

, Floating Budge, a collection of beams of
timber, of sufficient buoyancy to sustain itself on the sui-
f-ice of a river, and reaching across it 1858 Simmonds
Diet Trade, Floating-bridge, a flat bottomed feiry steam-
boat in harbouis or rivers, running on chains laid across
the bottom, andconstructed forthe conveyance ofpassengers,
goods, and vehides 1867 Saiyih Sailor's Word-bk

,

Floating-br idgc, a passage Formed across a rivei or cieek
by means of bridges of boats 1889 Century Diet s v
Bridge, Floating-bridge, a part of a budge, suppotted
by .1 caisson or pontoon, which can swing into and away
flora the line ofroadway
Floating island, [f. Floating /// a ]
1 An island, that floats.

1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed 2) 13 The Whales, the
Seas Leviathan like so many floating Hands concomi-
tating us 1850 Lyell and Visit U S II xxxi 186 There
is a floating island in it, well wooded
2 Cookery (US) A custard with floating

masses of whipped cream or white of eggs
177* Franklin Lett Wks 1887 IV 4x5 At dinner we had

a floating island i860 O W Holmes Llsie V vu (1891)
no The marvellous floating island

Floating light, [f Floating///. a + Light
sb] a A lightship: called also more tu\\y,floatmg-

light-vessel b. A life-buoy with a lantern, ior

use when any one falls overboard at night.

*793 Smeaton Edystonc L § 94 A vessel was then fitting

out as a temporary floating Light Ibid Till the detei-

mination in respect to the floating light-vessel was known
*858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Floatmg -light, a hfe-buoy
carried at a ship’s stern, with a light or lanthorn

Floatingly tigh), adv. [f. as prec +
-ly a

,] In a floating manner
1660 W Secktr Nonsuch Prof 256 The tide that so

floutingly brings m the ship, suddenly leaves her in the

mud 1829 Blackzu Mag XXVI 932 Blest the breath
that sighs it floatmgly aside ! *837 Chamb Jrnl VII. 272
All lost m pearly mist, that floutingly Seems her gray
garments trailing low m
Floatless (fifties), a. [f. Float sb + -less ]
Without a float.

1871 Cassells Mag 22 July 335/1 We wait patiently,

fishing in this floatless floating manner, for our next bite

Float-man, fioatman (flJ*> tm&n) [1 . Float
sb + Man ] A man who manages a float

*88a Sir R Payne-Gallwey m Irel 26 One of the

oldest Wexford floatmen, once told me [etc,].

Floatsam, -some, obs or dial, f Flotsam
Floa't-stone, [f. Float v + Stone.]
1. A bricklayer’s rubbing-stone for smoothing the

surfaces of bricks used in curved work
1703 Moxon Mcch E-xerc 246 Some use a Float Stone,

with which they rub the moulding of the Bnck 18*2

J Smith Panorama Sc $ Art I, 196 The stone upon
which bricks cut with curved surfaces are rubbed, is called

a float-stone



FLOAT-WAYS, 337

2 A stone so light ns to float upon water, e g

a spongy variety of opal

1803 R jAMrsoN Mm II 55a Floatstonc is light yellow-

ish n-rey 1814 ti KlapiotRs ltav 57 Aiange of lloat-stone

hill” i8fi9 Page Jlandbh Giol 'It tins, F loat-Stone,

a variety of earthy silica Being porous, it swims on watei

till satuiated **

Floa-t-ways, adv. rare, [f Float sb (sense

16 b) + -ways J In the manner of a float (or single-

cut file), like a float.

1773 Gent! Mag XLIII 18 [Maibles] aie chip? of stone,

which are put into an iron mill that goes 111 water Theie

are several paitilions, with rasps within, cut floatways, not

with teeth, so turn constantly lound with great swiftness

Floa t-whey. Sc. and north dial [f Float

+ Whet. ]
‘ Those parts of the curd left in whey,

which, when it is boiled, floalon the top ’ (Jam.).

1549 Cornel Scott vi 43 Thai maid gi it choir of reym,

Hot quhaye, grene cheis 1823 Galv hntail vu 22 The
float whey which in a large china punch howl graced the

centre of the table. 1847 in HALUwru Northmnb

Floaty (fl5» ti), a. Also 4, 7 flotie. [f Float
sb. or v. + -T h]

J I Watery. Obs

g
E E. A llet P A 127 pc fyne T folded pose floty valez

,
lifted to float, capable of floating, buoyant,

hence, of a ship : Drawing little water.

a 1608 Sir F Vi re Comm 28 Mine was a floaty ship and
well appointed foi that sei vice 1624 Cart Smith Virginia

(1629) 194 Some few buttes of be.ue being flotie they got.

J793 Smeaion Rdystonc L § 170 To render them veiy

floaty and lively in a rough hollow sea. 1862 Temple Bar
Mag- IV 351 The floaty air cases 1 ising on the otliei [side],

the boat recovers hei pi oper position

Hence Ploa tineas, the quality or state of being

floaty
,
buoyant emptiness.

1839-44 Tupper Pi overt) Philos (185?) 478 The foolish

floatiness of vanity, and solemn tuinipeues of pude.

Flob (ftyb), v [onomatopoeic var. of Flop v
,

indicating a softer movement and duller sound (sec

Flabby) ] mtr. To move heavily or clumsily,

with a dull heavy sound.
x86o Squires ij- Pat sons 196 Fine cock pheasants, heavy

with buck-wheat and maize ilobbed up thiough the branches
of the trees, weie fired at and flobbcd down again 1882

A. S Gibson Adv Pig- Earn xx\, How they flabb’d, and
how they flopp’d And floundei’d all aiound !

t Flo*bbage. St. Obs. ? ‘ Phlegm * (Jam )

1533 Lvndesay Satyre 4380 Sic flobbage sche layis fra lur,

About the wallis

t Flo’bber, ® Obs rare—l. In 4 flober

[app onomatopoeic
;

cf slubber. (The readings

flobei here, and bcjloberedm B. xm. 4or, are estab-

lished by the alliteiation )] trans. To dirty, soil.

1377 Langl P PI B xiv is Couthe I neuere kepen it

clene an houro pat I ne flober it foule fro morwe tyl eue

t Flo'ccify, v. Obs~°. [f L phrase Jlocci

facSre see -fy. Cf. Flock vA 2 ] (See quots )
1623 Cockeram Floccife, to set nought by. 1656 Blount

Glossogr , Floccify, to set nought by, to esteem little.

Floccillation (flf’ksih7! Jan) [f L *jloccill-m

dim oifloccus Flock sb 2 + -ation ] = Cauphology
1842 Brande Diet. Sc , lioccillation, picking the bed-

clothes. This is an alainung symptom in many acute
diseases. 1847 in Craig ; and in mod Diets

Flo cci-nau ci-ni hili-pi Ii-fica tom. hu-
morous. [f. L Jlocci ,

nauci
j
nihilT

, Jill words
signifying ‘ at a small price * or * at nothing * enu-

merated in a well-known rule of the Eton Latin
Grammar + -fioation ] The action or habit of

estimating as worthless.
1741 Shenstone Let xxn Wks 1777 III 49, I loved him

for nothing so much as his flocci-nauci-mhili-pili-fication of
money. 1816 Southey in Q Rev XIV 334 1829 Scott
prnl 18 Mar

, They must he taken with an air of contempt,
a floccipaucimhilipilification [sic, here and in two other
places] of all that can giatify the outwaid man.
Also Floccinau cical a., inconsiderable, trifling.

Flocoinau city, a matter of small consequence
1826 Southey Vmd Eccl An%l 38 The Poet used them

significantly, and never intended them to bear a flocci-

naucical signification 1829 — in Q Rev XXXIX 108 Ihe
flocci-naucities to which so much importance is attached.

Floccipend (fip ksipend), v rare [ad. L
phiase Jlocci fender

e

(jlocci

,

see prec +pendcre to

weigh, esteem). Cf vilipend \ trans To aegard
as insignificant or of no account ,

to make no
account of.

1348 Hall Citron (1809) 444 Articles whiclie the eares of
eueryhonest creature knowynge the duetie of the subiect to
hys piynce, woulde abhorie and floccipend x88aW Thom-
son Bacon <5-Slinks xa A profession prone to floccipend odd
locks of thought fiom Coolly-headed thinkers

Fl0CCOSe (fl^kou s) ?
[ad late L. Jloccos-us,

f. Jloccus see -ose.]
1

.

Furnished with a tuft (or tufts) of woolly
hair. ? Obs.
1752 Sir J Hill Hist Atuiu. 34a The tail [of the lion] is

long, thick, and floccose.

2 Bot Covered with or composed of flocci

1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 331 In the , foliaceous
species [of Lichens], the medulla is distinctly floccose 1874
Cooke Fungi (1875) 74 The spores nestling on the floe-

cose mycelium.
Hence Tlocco'sely adv., in a floccose manner.
1840-68 Paxton Bot Diet , Floccosely-tomentose, down,

disposed in little tufts 1847 m Craig
Vol IV.

Floccular (flp‘ki/Ilai), a Anat. [f. Floccul-us
+ -Ait ] Of or pertaining to the flocculus of the
cerebellum Floccular pi ocess the flocculus
1870 W H Flower Osteal Mammal x 127 The small

depi ession is the nearly oblileiated floccular fossa

Flocculate (flpkirflft), a. Ent [f Ilocodl-
uh -ate 2

] (See quot

)

1826 Kirby & Sr Entomol IV 346 Flocculate, when the
posterioi coxae me distinguished by a curling lock of hail

Flocculate (ilpkuadO.zi. [l aspiec + -ATE <kj

ttans To aggiegate into flocculent masses
1877 Le Conte Jilcttt Geol (1879) 70 note, The pioperty,

possessed by lime . of flocculating and precipitating clay
sediments

Hence Floccula tion, the process of flocculating.
1885 Brewer in A mer Jml Sc Ser hi XXIX 4 1 he

flocculation and precipitation of the suspended material is

almost equally rapid

Floecule (flp kiwi) [anglicized form of Floc-
cul-tjs ] A small portion of matter resembling
a flock or tuft of wool
1843-6 G E Day ti Simon's Antm Client II 93 Some

flocculos sepaiated themselves, but no coagulation took
place 1882 C A Young Sun ix. 292 As to the form of the
floccules, it would seem that the successive precipitation
must result in clouds of groat vertical extent

Flocculence (flp ki/flens). [f Flocculent •

sec -enoe ] The state or condition of being floc-

culent
,
the condition of containing flocci

1847 111 Craig 1878 Tyndali m Pop Set Monthly XIII
287 If the an above be chilled, we have descending streams—if the air below be warmed, we have ascending streams
as the initial cause of atmospheric flocculence

Flocculency (fip
ku/lensi) [f. as prec . see

-ency 3 =prec
x88x Spottiswoode 111 Nature No 623 551 This tube

shows flake-like fluttering striae, with a slight tendency to
flocculency near the head of the Lolumn

Flocculent (flp larflent), a [f L. Jlocc-us

Flock sb 2 + -ulent ]

1 . Resembling flocks or tufts of wool
;
consisting

of loose woolly masses.
1800 tr Lagtange's Client I 249 A flocculent precipitate

of magnesia 1804 Aijerotthy Surg Obs 65 A con-
gci ies of flocculent fibres 1821 Blackm Mag X. 270 [He]
succeeded in sending up some pietty light floculent cirri

1857 Ilrw-RrY Bot. § 343 The mushroom is the large fleshy
fiuit arising from the flocculent mycelium, or ‘spawn
2 . Of the atmosphere : Holding particles of

aqueous vapour in suspension: cf. Flocculus i.

1878 Smithsonian Inst Rep. 510 A flocculent condition
of the atmospheie, due to the varying density produced by
the mingling of aqueous vapor

3 . Covered with a short woollysubstance; downy.
1870 Hooker Stud Flout 12s Leaves . move or less

pubescent or flocculent below when young 1874 Coues
Birds N W 265 For the first two or three days they [the

chicks] are only densely flocculent on the under parts.

Hence Flo cculently adv.
1885 Manch. Weekly Times Suppl. 8/r The petioles weie

flocculently woolly.

Flocculos6 (flpkizrlou’s), a. Bot. [f. as next +
-ose 3 Composed of floeculi.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst Bot 331 A nucleus, consisting of
a flocculose-gelatinous substance

Flocculous (flp kiwbs), a. [f. Floccul-us

+

-ous.] Resembling floeculi.

x8x6 Kirby & Sr Entomol (1843) I 344 A very curious
combing or rathei curling instrument with which they
comb out the peculiar silky material as it issues from these

mammulas into that flocculous texture

II Flocculus (% KwTlos). PI floeculi. [mod
L. Jlocculus, dim. of L. Jloccus Flock siA3 A small

flock or tuft.

1 . A small quantity of loosely-aggregated matter
resembling a flock of wool, held m suspension in,

or precipitated from, a fluid.

1799 Kirwan Geol Ess 116 The very little that was dis-

solved was soon precipitated again in the form of minute
floeculi x86a H Spencer First Prmc 11 ix § 7

6

(1867)

227 If we assume the first stage in nebular condensation to

be the precipitation into floeculi of denser matter. 1872
Cohtn Dis Throat 3 Small quantities of it having co
agulated spontaneously into clots or floeculi

2 . Anat. A small lobe in. the under surface of

the cerebellum, immediately behind the middle
peduncle ; the subpeduncular lobe
1840 G V. Eleis Anat 49 The flocculus, or sub-pedun-

cular lobe 1872 Mivakt Elan Anat. ix 367

|| Floccus (flp k#s). PI flocci. [Lat. Jloccus

Flock sbA] Something resembling a flock of

wool. a. Bot. A tuft ofwoolly hairs ; also// the

hypjue
,
or thread-like cells, which form the my-

celium of a fungus, b Zool (see quot 1842). e

‘A tuft of feathers on the head of young birds’

(Webster 1890) d. ‘The down of unfledged

birds* (Worcester 1889).
1842 Brande Du t. Sc ,

Flocci, in Botany, the woolly fila-

ments that are found mixed with the sporules of many
Gastromyci Ibid, Floccus, in Mammalogy, the tuft of

long flaccid hairs which terminate the tail 1874 Cooke
Fungi 44 The structure of the flocci in a number of species.

t Floclit (ftyxO- *Slr. Obs Also 6-7 flought

See also Flaught sb 2 [app. repr. an OE *Jlohta,

paiallel with the -ti stem Jlyht
,
Flight sb.1 4 3

A state of agitation or excitement. Chiefly in

FLOCK.

phrases in, on Jlocht, tn a Jlocht, in a flutter. Cf.

Flight sb 1 4
1300-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii 66 Thair hairtis wer baith

on flocht 1396 Burel Pass Pilgnmei 11 27 Feir pat my
hart in sick a flocht. 1641 R. Baillie Lett $ prnls (1841)
I 392 These horrible designes breaking out, all the citie

was in a flought

b 1 Fluctuation, constant variation ’ (Jam )

1300-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv. 2 This fals warld is ay on
flocht, Quhair no thing ferine is nor degest.

Flock (flpk), sb 1 Forms 1 fLoce, 2-4 floe,

Orm. flooc, 3 south vloo, (3 flooh), 3-6 flok(e,

4-5 fLokk(e, 4-7 fLocke, 3- flock. [OE Jlocci
ON.Jlohkr (Sw.Jlock, Da Jloli)

Not found in the other Tent langs. The etymology is

obscuie As both in OE and ON. the word means only
an assemblage of persons, it can hardly be connected with
Fly v.

,

the hypothesis that it is cognate with Folk is satis-

factory with regard to meaning, but its phonological ad-
missibility is doubtful ]

1 . A band, body, or company (of persons) Now
only as trails/, from 2 or 3
O E. Citron an 894 Hi [MS him] mon mid ojirum floccum

sohte c iooo /Eli ric Gen xxxn. 8 Gif Esan cj mb to anum
floccc & }>one ofslihj, se oj>er flocc hy]> jjehealden c 1173
Lamb Horn. 3 Mom of ban floe manna be carbon fulieikn

ure drill ten a 1223 A ncr R x6a Ne Jmnche be neuei god
among monne floe C1394 P. PI Ciede 536 Fynd fou re

freies in a fiok, |>at foUveJj J>at iewle 1323 Ld Berners
Fioiss I. clxiv 203 They parcejued a flocke of men of
armes commynge togyder 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Sam x 5
Thou shalt meete there a flocke of piophetes 1822 Shei ley
Triumph Life 264 Whom from the flock of conquerots
Fame singled out

b pi used to indicate • Great nnmbeis, ‘swarms’.

*S35 Coverdale 2 Macc xiv 14 The Heithen which fled

out of Iewry fiom ludas, came to Nicanoi by flockes 1632
Lithgow Tiav x 443 Whence sprmgeth these Flockes of
Studientes, that over-swarme the whole land

2 . A number of animals of one kind, feeding or

tiavelhng in company. Now chiefly applied to an
assemblage of birds (esp geese) or (as m sense 3)
of sheep or goats ;

in othei applications commonly
superseded by herd, swarm, etc.

cx2oo Tnn Coll Horn. 39 pe deules beden ure loueid
lhesu crist pat he hem sende into floe of swin 01x300
CuisorM 1064 (GOtt ) Alsua }e ete of na fiss ellis, Bot pat
in flock and herd ducllis 1480 Caxton Descr Brit 41
Ther is a pole at Brecknock, Therm of fish is many a flok.

1396 Shaks i Hen IV
}

11 iv 152 If I do not dnue all thy
Subiects afore thee like a flocke of Wilde geese 1614
Raleigh Hist World II v v § 8. 602 Sixteenc Elephants
together in one flocke 1663 Hooke Microgr 205, 1 found
whole flocks of the same kind [mites] running to and fro

among the green moss 1690 Moral Ess Pres. Times
111. 48 A Flock of Lions. 1839 tr Lamartine's Trav. East
102/1 Glades, where we saw flocks of camels and goats
browsing 1873 C F Wood Yachting Ct urse iv 91 Flocks
of pigeons and parrots were fluttering about,

b. transf.
/i 1225 Ancr. R. i2o Her a^eines wrecSiSe monie kunnes

remedies, & frouren a muche vloc 1601 Siiaks Tivel N
I 1 36 The rich golden shaft Hath kill’d the flocke of all

affections else That live in her 1642 Fulllu Holy <5 Prof.
St To Rdr , Some serious books, which dare file abioad,

are hooted at by a flock of Pamphlets 1773 J Q Adams in

Fain Lett (1876) xoo Fire, sword, pestilence, famine, often

keep company and visit a country in a flock 1803 Wordsw.
Preludem 33 Courts, cloisters, flocks ofchurches, gateways
towers.

3 esp. A number of domestic animals (chiefly,

and now exclusively, of sheep or goats) kept to-

gether under the charge of one or more persons.

Often used vaguely in pi. for (a person’s) posses-

sions in sheep , esp. m_flocks and herds

—

sheep and
cattle.

*1300 Cursor M 3820 (Cott } Jacob Faand quare thre

floks o beistes lai, Be-side a well 1340 Hamvole Pr. Consc

5891, I sal aske my flok of shepe Of pe hird pat had pam
undn his hand c 1440 Promp.Parv 167/2 Floke ofbestys.

c 1430 Mironr Sahiacioun 3320 The fonden shepe on his

shuldres laid he & broght to flokke. 1600 Shaks A V. L
II iv 83 His Flockes, and bounds of feede Are now on sale

1723 Pope Odyss ix 289 He . sitting down, to milk his

flocks prepares 1810 Scott Lady ofL hi vni, A goat,

the patriarch of the flock 1813 Elphinstone Acc Caubul
<1842) I 305 The increase both of men and flocks soon

occasions disputes.

transf andfig 1751 Affect Narr Wager 141 The Crew
. he should have consider'd as a Flock, whereof he had
undertaken the Care 1820 Shelley Witch Ail. x, Eveiy
shepheidess of Ocean’s flocks.

4

.

Jig. a. In spiritual sense, of a body or the

whole body of Chnstians, in relation to Christ as

the r Chief Shepherd or of a congregation in re-

lation to its pastor.

a X340 Hampole Psalter xxviu. 1 Apostils pat ware ledirs

of godis floke 1393 Gower Conf Prol 1. 16 Chnstes flocke

without guide Deuour’d is on euery side c 1440 York
Myst x'xvn 146 The flokke schall be full fayne to flee

1388 J Udall Demonstr. Dtscip (Arb ) 26 The minister is

a sliepheard, and liis charge a flocke 161s Bible xPet v. 2

Feede the flocke of God which is among yon 1641 Milton
Reform. 4 He that, faithfully fromjthat time forward feeds

his parochial flock. 1797 Mrs Radclifite Italian x, The
Father-directorand his flock seemed perfectly to understand

each other. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Cousin Phillis 40 The minis-

ter had been calling on the different members of his flock

b. Occasionally applied to any body of per-

sons under the charge or guidance of some one ;

eg. to a family of children in relation to their

parents.
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FLOCK, 338 FLOD.

5 . attrib. and Comb, a simple attrib
,
as flock

district
, farm ;

b. objective, as jlock-fecder

,

c.

instrumental, as flock-fed, -nibbled adjs. Also,

flock-duck (U

S

), a scaup-duck
; flock-feeding,

the habit of feeding m flocks
; flock-man, a shep-

herd (Cent. Diet?) ; flock-master, an owner or

overseer of a flock
;
a sheep-farmer

; flock-rake
Sc. (see quot ).

*795 Scots Mag. LVII 480/1 The recent loss of sheep,
after shearing, in the *flock districts 1846 J Baxter Libr
Pract Agric II. 238 Where lands of this description are
attached to *flock farms, 1800 Hurd is Fav Village 2 The
proud eminence, whose steep For ever "flock-fed, shelters
his loved elms. *545 Joye Rxp Dan v Iiy’b,Tomaintayne

ydle bisshops, preistis and monkis, the trewe "flokfeders
neglected. 1893 G D Leslie Lett to Marco 111 19
This "flock-feeding saves a lot of time spent in looking
out for danger. 1798 Sporting Mag XI 307 The *flock-
masters of the South Downs *883 Times 19 May 5 Many
of the flockmasters . . have upwards of ro,ooo sheep 1800
HurdisFav Village 107 On each blade Ofthe "flock-nibbled
field. 1813 Kerr Agnc Surv. Benotcksh vi § 2 179 Very
large pastures, provincially termed *flock-rakes

Flock (flpk), sb,
2 Foims: 3-5 flokke, 3-6

flocke, 6- flock, [prob. a. OF.floe lock of wool,
snowflake, etc. ’—L.floccus.
Woids of similar sound and meaning exist in other Teut

langs * OHG floccho wk masc (MHG vlocke

,

mod Ger
flockcY, MDu -vlocke MLG (mod Du vlok), MDaJlok,flock
(mod Da. flop), MSw flakier (mod Sw flock, flocka) It
is doubtful whether these words are adopted from Lat or
Rom., or genuinely Teut , in the latter case they would
prob be related by ablaut to ON jflttke felt, hail, wool, and
to Flake sb? If the Teut words are not ofL origin, they
must be altogether unconnected with L floccus

,
unless

it be supposed that the pre-Teut word began with/// ]

1 A lock, tuft or particle (of wool, cotton, etc ).

t As a type of something valueless or contemptible

:

see quot. 159a and Flock v 2 2.

c *440 Promp. Parv. 167/2 Flokkys of wulle or ofcer lyke,
Jloccm 1363W Fulke Meteors (1640)48 They look white,
like flocks of wooll 159a Lyly Midas iv 11, I will never
caie three flocks for his ambition. 1705 Bosman Guinea
250 A sort of Hair as thick set as Flocks ofWool *736 P
Browne Jamaica 283 When the pods [of cotton] aie npe,
they buist, and expose their seeds wrapt up m their nntive
flocks, to the sun 1869 E A Parker Pract Hygiene (ed
3) 96 Bionchitis, from the inhalation of fine particles of coal

flocks of cotton

2
. pi. A mateiial consisting of the coarse tufts

and refuse of wool or cotton, or of cloth tom to
pieces by machineiy, used for quilting garments,
and stuffing beds, cushions, mattresses, etc.

1277 Mitmm GtldJt Lond (Rolls) III 433, xv capella
nigra falsi opens et mixti de lana et flokkes. a 1400 Cov
Myst 241 Cadace wolle or flokkys To stuffe withal thi
dobbelet *404 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl I 238 Item, gevin
to Gildow to by flolkis to the harnes sadilhs ijr. 1493 Act
11 Hen. VII c. 19 Federbeddes bolsters and pillows made
of flokkis and feders togidre 1589 Pappe so Hatchet E b,
Their fleece [is] for flockes, not cloath 1664 Cotton
Scarronides 69 A Cushion stuff't with Flocks 1693 Con-
greveLoveforL. 1, i Plays (1887) 205 Putmore flocks in her
bed 1801 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tears <S Smiles Wks 1812
V 60 A bed, but not of flocks 1838W White Month mVorksh. xxvii. 292 The cylinder ground it [rag] up into
flocks of short, frizzly-looking fibre

Jig *603 H. Crosse Verities Commw. (1878) 99 Swelling
words, bumbasted out with the flocks of sundry languages,

b. sing collect
; e. g. in cottpn-flock.

*881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § jgj The
stuffing may be clean cotton flock

3 pi (in later use colled sing) Powdered wool or
cloth, or clotli-sbearings, used formerly for thicken-
ing cloth and now in making flock-paper
1483 Act 1 Rich III c 8 Preamble, The Sellers of such

course Clothes, being bare of Thiede, usen for to powder
and cast Flokkys of fynner Cloth upon the same *341 Act
33 Hen VIII c. 18 Thei shall [not] make or stoppe any
manerkerseies with flockes. c*720W. GibsonFarneds Dis
pens iv (*734) 44 Flocks, 01 Shavings of Cloth are chiefly
used to spread over Plaisters *893 Jrnl Soc Arts XLI,
367 The flock—which is composed of the cuttings of woollen
cloth, cut up in a mill to the necessary degree of fineness,
and dyed,—is then spnnkled over the paper.

t b Often m the spellingflox(e taken as sing
*558-68 Warde tr. A lea is' Seer 112 b, Take of cloth

makers’ floxe or sheaime one pai t 1683 Pettus FletaMm
1 (1686) 155 Make each apart into Poudei add to it so
much flox of woollen cloth.

4 a = Flock bed b pi »flock-papers
a *783 Cradbe Village 1 Wks 1834 II 85 Here on a

matted flock, with dust o’erspread, The drooping wretch
reclines his languid head
b *88* Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1646

Papers for sitting-rooms maybe procured at all prices, fiom
is satins . ranging from 3$. to 6r , and flocks being even
more expensive, 1884 Health Exhib Catal 86/1 Artistic
Wall Papeis of various kinds Raised Flocks
5 pi Of chemical piecipitates, etc : Light and

loose masses, resembling tufts of wool.
*59* Nashe P. Pemlesse (ed 2) 24 a, Not to leaue any

flockes in the bottom of the cup 1676 Phil Ttans XI
617 In the evaporation of all those waters, their terrestrial
parts form’d themselves diversly, some into floting filmes,
some into flocks 1788 Keir ibid LXXVIII 327 The
minute particles collected and fell to the bottom in form of
wjute flocks 1838 T Thomson Client Org Bodies 200 It

precipitates again, as the liquid cools, in large deep blue
flocks.

1

6 . attrib. and Comb, a simple attrib. passing
into adj (=made of, or stuffed with, flock), as

flock-bed, hangings, mattress
,

-wool
,
alsoflock-mill,

-work b similative, etc , as flock-hair,
-headed

;

flock-like adj Also, flock-paper, ‘ paper pre-

pared for walls by being sized in the first instance,

either over the whole surface or over special parts,

constituting the pattern only, and then powdering
over it flock, which has been previously dyed’
(Brande Diet Sc 1842), *f floek-pate, a foolish or
giddy person

; whence flock-pated adj
,

foolish,

giddy, stupid; flock-powder = sense 3; + flock

-

pox, some eruptive disease; flook-printing, the
process of printing paper in size or varnish for

ornamentation and -'dusting with flock while
wet.

13*7 Lane. <$• Chesh Wills (Chetham 1834) 37,

1

beqweth
to my sonne Hugh doghter a *filokbedd 173a Pope Ep
Bathurst 30& On once a flock-bed, but repaird with straw,
Great Villiers lies *833 Willis Penctlhngs I xxxiv 238 No
furniture but a flock-bed in the corner 1877 Spry Cruise
‘ Challenger

’ xm (1878) 215 The ’'flock hair was trained to
grow at right angles from the head. 1649 G Daniel
Trmarck ,Rtch II, xevi, Soe in ’'Flocke Hangings, w® an
Azure Nose, Are Kings sett forth 1891 Cotes e Girls on
Barge 109 He apostrophised his steed as a ‘nasty ’’flock-

headed besom’ 1706 Withering Brit Plants IV. 330
Pileus brown, with "flock-like radiated scores 1730 Loud
Gets No 5837/4 The great Paper Mills, "Flock-Mills, and
Corn Mill *869 E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3)
331 All "flock and woollen mattresses should be discarded
1730 Mrs Delany A utohog 4 Corr (1861) II 593, I have
hung my dressing room with a dove colour "flock papei
1863 R H Patterson Ess Htst

<J Art 29 An artist whose
drawing-room wall . . has a flock-paper of deep green *68*
W. Robertson Phraseol Gen (1693) 510 Veiy "flockpates,
dullbeids 7*640 Roxl Ball (Ball Soc) II 168 He that
would be a poet Must no wayes be "fiocke-pated 1349
Latimer 3rd Serin bej. Fdnu VI, Giv, Thei cal it *floke
pouther they do so in corporate it to the cloth, that it is

wonderfull to consider 167a in 13th Rep Hist MSS
Comm, vi 272 My grandchild’s illness of the "flock pox
1789 Trans Soc Enconrag Arts VII 169,1 have made use
of Spanish and Norfolk "flock-wool mixed 135a Inv Ch
Surrey (1869) 28 Item ij alter clothes of "fflockworke 17*0
Lond Gaz No 5877/3 Raw and thrown Silk, Flock-Work
Flock (flpk), v 1 [f. Flock sb i]

+1 . trails. To gather (individuals) together into
a company; to assemble, muster (troops). To
flock m . to bring in in crowds Obs
£i*75 Lay 4729 Brenne fiockede his cnihtes also hn

solde to fihte £*440 Promp Parv 167/2 Flokkyn, or
gadyr to gedyr, aggrego, congrego 1586 J. Hooker Girald
Irel in Ilolinshed II 9/2 So had he flocked in Englishmen
to ouerrun his countrie

1

2

To lead away to another flock Obs
*399 Sandys Enropx Spec (1629) 220 There were more

danger of flocking away theyr people, if they should liaue
but a bare view of our Reformed Chmches 167a Tolei ation
not to be abused 28 You may possibly gather togcthei a few
stiaglmg sheep out of other mens folds, but there will not
be wanting such, as may exercise your vigilancy, by undci-
mining you, and endeavouung to flock them away fiom
you
3. intr (rarely f refl) To gather in a company

oi crowd, to congregate; to come or go m great
numbers, to troop Const about

, after (a person),

+ tn, into, to, upon (a place). Also with advbs m,
out, over, together.

1300 Cursor M. 1781 (Cott ) ]>e fowuls floked J>am on
hei. *3 • E.E Allit P B 386 pel -on [mountaynez] flokked
pe folke, for feide of be wrake £*340 Cursor M, 4709(Tim) To gidei J>ei nocked in }>at lond Bi hundrides
£*420 Antnrs of Arth xxvi, His fayre folke m fiithes,
flokkes m fere 1373 Churchyard Ckippes (1817) 194 They
floke so fast, that daily sought my bloode 1600 Shaks
A Y.L 1 i 123 Many yong Gentlemen flocke to him euery
day *682 Luttrell BriefRet (1857) I 158 [The Morocco
ambassador] hath been much flock’t after to be seen 1684

11
School Recreat 160 The Fish will flock about it from

all Baits. *7x8 LadyM W Montagu Let to Abbe Conti
31 July, Many of the women flocked in to see me *863
Kingsley Hcrew xvi, All the fowl of heaven were flocking
to the feast, *874 Helps Soc, Press 11 16 On then holidays,
thewhole population flock out to some beautiful garden 1892
S R. Gardiner & tudent’sH1st Eng . 12 Traders continued
to flock over from Gaul
4 trans fa To ciowd upon, thiong (a person),
b nonce-use. To fill oi occupy as a flock
does

J
11
Taylor (Water-P ) Pcnnyl Pilgr Wks (1630)12

Good fellowes trooping, flock’d me so 1839 Bailey Festu
(1854) 206 Since first they flocked creation’s fold.

Flock (flpk), vJ [f. Flock sb 2]
1 trans a To stuff with flocks b. To cove

(a prepared surface of cloth or paper) with flocl
or wool-dust (see Flock sb 2 2-4).
1
J3° Palsgr 552/2 Flocke your mattres for woll is deie

*367 .Sc Act Jas VI (1814) 41/2 pat J?e said clayth be n
wyiss flokkit *8 Manufacturer's Rev XX 223 (Cent
If the goods have been heavily flocked . there may b
trouble in getting them evenly sheared.

+ 2 To treat with contempt, set at naught (afte
L. floccifacere) ; also absol Cf. Flock sb 2 j. Obs
*343 Udall, etc Erasm . Par Luke xx. 47 Suche simp!

wedowes therefore do they easily flocke and loute 134;
Geste Pr. Masse 132 What is to flocke and despyse G01
yf he not? a 1375 Pilkington Expos Nehem. Wks
(I arker Soc ) 390 They flock and flout whosoever wouli
have them to continue there

'

Hence Flo'oking vbl. sb. (attrib ).

_ 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 886/1 Flocking-machine, on
for distributing flock on a prepared surface of cloth or papei

t Flockard. Obs [ad OFr flocquart,floccaid,
explained by Godef. as a flowing veil hanging from
the kind of head-dress called ‘ heunin ’ (worn m
I4~i6thc)] A veil, a lappet.
*463 Mann 4 Househ Exp 485 P;

mastres Ysbelle the same day, u
Househ Bis (Roxb

) 99 A peir of
*

Barneis xy s, vm d

Flocked (ftykt), ppl a. [f Flock ».s and sb 2
+ -ed] a. Covered or thickened with flock
+ b. Formed into woolly-looking masses (obs

)

fc. Adorned with a tuft (Fr ffloqui) (obs).
d Flocked enamel (see quol. 1884),
1607 R. C tr H Esiienne’s World Wond *23 Flocked

cloth x6»6 A. SpeedAdam out ofE. i (1659) 9 French furze
. .will grow very spacious and to great flockt bodies in few
years 1660 F. Brooke tr Le Blanc's Trav I xm 38 The
Prince wears a led turban flocked with white [F Rogue dc
blanc], fiom whence he is called Sophy, which signifies a
red-flock’t cap 1884 Knight Diet Mech. TV 34B/2 Flocked
Enamel, enamel ornamentation on gloss whose surface has
been previously dulled by grinding, or acid.

Flocker (flpkat) [f. Flock w.i + -er 1.] in
pi. Those who flock to (a person or place)
[14 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 587 Gregarms, a fflockere, el est

camspastons ] £*6*1 Chapman Iliad 11. 71 The earth was
oveilaid With flockers to them

+ FlO'Cket. Obs. [? a OF floquet tuft, shaggy
cloth ]

‘A loose garment with long sleeves’ (Strutt)
a *5*9 Skelton ElynourRummyng 53 She wyll let In

her furred flocket, And gray russet locket

Flocking’ (ftykiij), vbl. sb [f Flock v 1 +
-inqI

] Gathering in crowds, congregating
*604 T Wright Passiohs 1. ix 35 For what ende hath

Nature given this alteration or flocking of humours to the
hearte? 1669 Wooihiead St Teresa n. xxxiv 226 Wher-
ever we went, there was such flocking 1894 Westm Gaz
13 June 5/1 What a flocking of liitei viewers to Cheyne-row 1

Flocking1

(Ity kig), ppl. a [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

Assembling m flocks or crowds
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii (1887) 145 To cut of

this flocking multitude 1878Masque Poets 217 The flocking
gulls that came and fled

Hence Plo ckingly adv., in a flock
14 MS. Egerton 829 f 94 (Hallnv ) Grcgatim

,
flokyng-

lyche

Flockless (flp kies), a [f. Flook sb 1 -
1 -less ]

Without a flock 01 flocks.

*508 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 1 m 809 Our fields are
flock less 1843 S\d Smith Let C’tcss Grey Mem & Lett.
j255 H 5°o You must remove the flockless pastors, 01 the
payment of the priesthood will be useless

tFlo-ckling. Obs [See -lino
] One ofa flock.

a 163a Brome Q. .5- Concubine iv ui Wks 1873 II 85
Turpentine and Tarre to keep my Flocklings cleanly,

f Flo'ckly, adv. Obs [f. as piec + -LY 2
]

133* Huloet, Flocklye, or in a bushement, confertim
*847Craig, Flockly, in a body or flocks

tFlo’ck-meal, adv. Obs Forms: 1 floc(c)-
mmlum, 4 flocmele, flockmel, 5-6 flo(c)kmell,
-male, 6-7 flock(e)meale [OE. floccmselum, f

Jlocc Flock sb 1 + mselum, dat pi of msel measure
cf piecemeal, stoimdemele j By companies or troops
(of persons), rarely by groups or heaps (of things^
In later use sometimes preceded by by or tn,
£893 K /Elfrtd Oros 11 v §2 Hie tonne hie floccmselum

slogan X38Z Wyclit 2 Macc xiv 14 Than heithen men
that fledden Judas fro Judee, flocmele loynyden hem to
Nychanore *482 Monk of Evesham (Arb ) 107 'Iheder
came fiockemcle the inultytude of tho blessyd sowlys 1566
Duant Wail Hicriin K vij b, The stones Flock meale to
corners of eche sti ete are scatei ed *383 StanyhurstA eneis
iv (Arb) 109 In cluster you see thee coompanye swainnng
On the shoare in flockmeale 1600 Holland Livy 11 xxvui
(1609) 62 All the younger sort of the Senatours, approched
by flockmeale, liaid almost to the Consuls seats i6x*
Speed Hist Gt Brit ix xvm. (1632) 903 Some Lords,
Knights and Gentlemen , assembled in sundry Companies,
and went fiocke-meale 111 harnessc

Flock-wise (Af kwaiz), adv. [f. Flock sb.1 +
-wise

] In flocks or m a flock or group
*837 Longt Fnthiofs Homestead 12 The white-looking

stiay clouds, flock-wise, spread o’er the heavenly vault
l855 — Hlaw. xvi 250 Hiawatha’s mountain chickens flock-
wise swept and wheeled about him
Flocky (flp*ki), a. [f. Flock sb.2 + -y 1

]
1 a Resembling flock ; flock-] ike. b. Abound-

ing with flocks or locks of woolly matter , floccose.
•*397 Gerarde Herbal 1 Ixxiv § 1 107 The whole plant

consisteth of awoollie orflockie matter *7071 Stevens
tr Qvevedo's Com Wks (1709) 469 Flocky Heads and
clotted Hair 1833 HerschllA stron xn 403 It [this nebula]
k formed of little flocky masses, likfe wisps of cloud 1838
T Thomson Chem Ore Bodies 96 Bicolonn is usually in
the state of a light flocky powder
2 . Comb., asflocky-white adj
£*865 J Wvlde 111 Circ Sc I 191/2 The zinc becomes

oxidised, producing a flocky white powder
Flocoon (fl/k« n). [ad. F. flocon tuft of wool,

flake of snow, etc., f. OF floe •—L floccus Flock
sb 2

] (See quot

)

1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol IV xli 135 Those flocoons -

that look like cotton, and cover thebody of several Aphides,
ifclosely examined will be found of the nature ofwax
Flod, obs form of Flood.

t Flod, * Obs [? onomatopoeic ; cf. plod]
intr ? To walk slowly.
1677 N, Cox Gentl Recreat m 14 There is no getting a

shoot at them without a Stalking-horse, .who will walk up

ayd foi ij flokardes for

1 1

i48*-9» Howard
ohkardes lor my Lady
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and down in the Watei which way you please, flodding and

eating on the Grass that glows therein

Flodd(e, flod(e, obs forms of Flood

1
- Flo'dder, v Sc OlfS [f Jlod F LOOl) sb 4“

-eh 2
. Cf Plotter ] trans To flood a To

oveiflow. b transf To ‘blubber’ or disligtue

(the face) by weeping
i«3 Douglas /Enas vn Piol 52 The law vaille lloddent

all wyth spait Ibid xi 11 80 With gret luys floddeut his

face and ene

Flodge (11^3). dial [vai of Flosii ; cf

Slush, Sludge, and sec Flash sb *] A small

pool, a puddle.
1

1606 A de 1 A Pryme Diary (Surtees) 81 He hnnsdf saw

in all the gutters and nvelets of water in the streets

and in the Hodges, great quantities of little young jacks

1870 E PrACOCK HalfShut I 195 Miniature lakes which

Lincolnshire men call Hodges stietched auoss the path

Floe (flo‘u). [peril a. Norse flo layei, level

piece (Ivar Aasen) ONJ16 fern The usual Da
word for (ice-)floe is

7

?^=Flaw sb !]

1 . A sheet of floating ice, of gi eater or less ex-

tent ,
a detached portion of a field of ice. Also

ice-floe

1817 Scokesby in Ann Reg
,
Citron 531 Pieces of very

large dimensions, but smaller than fields, are called floes

18*•$— North Whale Ftshery 71 We came to the edge of

a heavy floe, 8 or xo miles in diameter 1837 E. Parry

Mem Sir IV E Parry 76 One of the whalers was crushed

between two moving floes 1878 Markham Gt Frozen Sea

I, 2 They were destined to grapple and fight with the heavy

and unyielding ice floes of the I’olai Ocean

transf 1886 Hall Caine Son ofUagar 11 am, The moon
might fly behind the cloud floes

2 . attnb and Comb., as floe-edge’, floeberg, a

berg composed of floe ice floe-flat, a seal =floe

rat, floe-ice (see quot. 1882) , floe-rat, a scaler’s

name for the small unged seal (Phoca hispida).

1878 E L Moss Shores Polar Sea Descr Plate xn, The
gieat stratified masses of salt ice aie fragments broken

fiom the edges of the perennial floes We called them *floe-

bergs 111 order to distinguish them from, and express their

kinship to, icebergs 1836 Kane Ant Expl.l vn 72 We
perceived that they were at some distance from the “floe-

edge 1883 Fisheries Exhtb Catal (ed 4) 173 Harbour
Ranger or *Floe Flat 1833 Kane Gnnnell Exp vn. (1856)

52 A vast plain of undulating ice . . This was the “floe ice

1880 Standard 20 May 3 Of the “‘floe-rat’ the Greenlandeis

kill every year about fifty one thousand.

Floe, var. of Flow sb 1

|| Floetz (Sets), a Geol [aUnb. use of Ger.

flotz a layer, dialectal var. of jlelz : see Flet.]

(See quot 1865.) Also m Comb

,

asfloetz-trap.

1811 Pinklrion Petral I. 99 It belongs to the floetz-trap

rocks. 1863 Page Handbk, Geol Terms, Flotz a term

applied by Werner to the Secondary strata, because they

were flotz or flat-lying, compared with the Primary and
Transition rocks

Flog (flpg), v. [Mentioned m 1676 as a cant

word. Presumably of onomatopoeic formation

;

cf. Flaok, Flap; if it originated in school slang,

it may have been suggested by L.flagellare ]

1. trans. To beat, whip
;
to chastise with re-

peated blows of a rod 01 whip
1676 Coles, Flog, to whip [maiked as a cant word] 1740

Chnstm Entertamm u (1883) 10 Then I was as certainly

flogged 1784 Cowi-er Ttroc 320 How he was flogged, or

had the luck to escape 1809 Byron Let to Hodgson 23

Tune, The women are flogged at the cart’s tail 1830
Marryat King's Own 1, A man sentenced to be flogged

lound the fleet leceives an equal part of the whole number
of lashes awarded alongside each ship composing that fleet

185a Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom’s C xxxin, Tom shall have
the pleasure of flogging her 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl
Fleet 1 49 Is it not barbarous to flog our soldiers and sailors

for insubordination?
alsol, 17*7 Swirr Molly Mog iv, The School-Master’s joy

is to flog 1887 L. Stephen in Diet. Nat Biog XI 303
Boyer flogged pitilessly

b. Const, into, out of, through.
1830 Genii Mag. Jan 56/2 Providence flogged him

[Richter] into contentment 183a Smi dlky L A rnndel 1

rg, I have not forgotten the Greek and Latin flogged into

us at Westminster 1886 J. Westby-Gibson in Diet Nat.
Biog VI. 42/1 What he knew of mathematics he was
‘flogged through’ 1887 Hall Caine Coleridge 1 21 I'll

flog your infidelity out ofyou l

c To urge forward (a hoise, etc) by flogging

Alsofig. (In early 19th c. to urge on by impor-

tunity, etc.)

*793 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799) I xn Two of the largest

[turkeys] were flogged up into the boot of a mail coach

1800 I Milner in Life xu (1842) 220, I was flogged by
good Richardson . to let him have the Life. 1806-7 J
Bekestord Mismies Hum Life (1826) II xvi, To flog

yourself up into an inclination to woik in your garden *841

James Brigand m, Take off the bridles of their horses, and
flog them down the valley

d. fig m phrases, To flog the glass (see quot.) ;

tofiog the clock, to move the hands forwaid.

1769 Falconer Diet Marina (1789), Manger du sable, to

flog the glass, preheat the glass
,
expressed of the steersman,

who turns the watch-glasses before they have lun out, in

order to shorten the period of his watch 1894 Daily
Chron 4 Aug 3/5, I got suspicious that it [the clock] was
being flogged—that is, altered—in the interest of making
the time of those in the mate’s watch shorter

2 fig. a slang To ‘beat’, excel, b dial, in

pass To tire out CF Dead-beat A.
a 1841 T Hook (Ogilv ) Good cherry-bounce flogs all the

foreign trash in the world 1847 Le Fanu T O’Brien 253
Of all the brimstone spawn that I ever came acioss that

same she-devil flogs them 1873 Sussex Gloss s v , I was
fan ly flogged by the time I got home 1883 E A Freeman
in Stephens Life 4 / ett (1893) II 274, I think for position

it flogs every place I know
3 In gcneial sense. To beat, lash, strike 5

also

with down. Ftshmg To cast the fly-ltnc over (a

stream) repeatedly; also absol. Cncketmg To
* punish ’ (bowling)
x8ox Wolcott <P Pind ), Tears and Smiles Wks 1812 V

44 As schoolboys flog a top 1837 Marryat Dog-fiend v,

The vessel so flogged by tne waves 1833 Herschel Pop
Led Sc i § 23 (1873) 17 Trees were seen to flog the

giound with their branches 1839 Jephson Bnttany v 56
T rout streams, which have not yet been flogged by cock-

neys 1867 F Francis Angling n. (18B0) 327 A salmon
bullied into rising by a customer who kept flogging on

1884 I Blyth in Ltllyiohttc’s Cricket Ann 8 Bonnot
flogged the bowling to the extent of 54 189a Whymper
Great Andes 111 68 The only possible way of proceeding
was to flog every yaid of it [the snow] down

Tb mtr Of a sail To heat or flap heavily

1839 Marryat Pliant Ship xxu, The storm-staysail

flogged and cracked with a noise louder than the gale.

4 Comb., as flog-master, a prison flogger

170a T Brown Lett Dead to Living Wks 1760 II 205

Busby was never a greater terror to a blockhead, or the

Bridewell flog-masler to a night-valking strumpet

Hence Flogged, Flo ggmg ppl adjs.

x68z [see Flauging] 1836 Gen. P Thompson Exerc.

(1842) IV 99 Keeping us what Mr Cobbett denominated
‘a flogged people’ 1884 A thensum 19 July 75/3 He
undergoes brutal treatment fiom a flogging master 1891

Sat. Rev 21 Mar 343/2 The blood of flogged boys

Flogga*fcion. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -ation]

Flogging, a punishment by flogging

1688-9 Jeffrey's Last Will in Ld Campbell Chancellors

(1846)111 cii 379, I being in sound and pei feet memory,
of high commissions floggations, gibitations [etc ]

Floggee (fipgi). [f. as prec + -be ] One who is

flogged
1836 Marryat Midsh Easy (1863) 13 Why should there

be a distinction, between the flogger and the floggee ? x88x

Sala in Illustr. Ld News 7 May 443 The ‘fiogee had
received his twenty five lashes

Flogger (ity ga-t). [f as prec. + eb V]

1. One who flogs

1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxi (1737) 93 17I3 Doctor

no Changeling 13 Doctor Busby, the Famous Flogger of

Westminster 1844 Ld Brougham A Lnnel II vt 145

The common gaol, wheie a public flogger attends 1876

Grant Burgh Sch Scotl 11. v. 208 note, Dr. Parr was
quite as distinguished a flogger as a scholar

2 slang A horse- or ridmg-whip
1789 G. Parker Life's Painter 173 Whip, flogger 1793

Potttr Did. Cant (ed. 2), Flogger, a whip x8 Sporting

Times (Barrere), Compared with the light and elegant

floggers of the present day, it is a heavy, common ‘riding

companion*.

3 A kind of tool (see quot ).

1884 Knight Did Mech IV 348/2 Flogger, a bung-

starter. An instrument for beating the bung stave of a cask

to start the bung

Flogging (flp gig), vbl sb. [f as piec. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb Flog
1. The practice or system of punishment by

blows ;
an instance of it ; a chastisement.

1738 Shenstone Let to Graves 22 July, I have not only

escaped a flogging [in theMonthlyReview] but am treated

with great civility 1840 Dickens Bam Rndge xlvii,

There’s nothing like flogging to cure that disorder *831

Ht MxrtmeavHist Peace (1877) III iv xi 92 The ques-

tion of military flogging was brought forward year by
year.

2 . In various uses, a The action of forcing up

(a rent). Tb. The flapping (of a sail), c. Fishing.

(See Flog v. 3).

1835 Marryat Pirate in, Keep the sheet fast or the

flogging will frighten the lady x88fi Q Rev, CLXIII 330
When a long day's flogging has been at last followed

by a solitary rise. x88x Daily News 9 Sept 2/1 The tenants

were leally unable to stand any longer the flogging of

rents which they had managed to pay for so many years

3 attnb. and Comb

,

as flogging-block, -cove,

-stake, flogging-chisel, a large cold chisel used

in chipping castings ;
flogging-hammer, a small

sledge-hammer used for staking a flogging-chisel

1827 in Hansard Pari Debates 12 Mar. XVI 1126 Some
of the men were brought out so frequently to be flogged, that

they were known by the name of the *flogging-bIocks 183*

Thackeray Eng Hum. m (1876) 219 By good fortune [to]

escape the flogging-block. *87$ Knight Did. Mech I.

886/2*Flogging chisel. 17 B E. Did. Cant. Crew*Flog-

ging-cove, the Beadle, orwhipper in Bridewell 1874 Knight

Did Mech 1. 886/2*Flogging-hammer 1783 GroseDid
Vulg. Tongue,*Flogging stake, the whipping post.

Hence Flo ggiugly adv.

1840 New Monthly Mag LVIII 527 A frown from Mr.

Innovate, floggingly put on, hastened his preparations,

Flogh, obs pa t. of Flat.

i Flo'ghter, v Obs. [cf. Flooht and Flaugh-

tek v ] mtr. To waver. Hence Floghtering,

ppl a
13*1 Fisher Eng Wks (1876) 313 That we floghter not

in the catholike doctryne Ibid. 334 Against all floghteiyng

doutfulnes

Flogster (flp gstai).' rare [f Flog v : see

-ster j
‘ One who is addicted to flogging * ((Cent,

Did )

f Floine- Obs. Also 4 floyne, floygene [a.

OFr. fioum m same sense ] A kind of small

ship

13 Sega Jems, MS Cott Cahg An f. in (Halhw)
Tlier weie floygenes on flote Cokkes and karekkes y-cas

telled alle ? a 1400 Mode A 1 th 743 In floynes and fercestez,

and Flemesche schyppes. a 1400 Octoman 1485 Many
galeys, schyppes, and floyne

Florster, v
1369 J Sanford tr Agnppa’s Van Arhs 104b note,

Lawes enacted concernmge floisteunge beggers 1847
Halliwlil, Hindering, skittish, boyish

Flok(k)ard see Flockard
Floke, Flokes, obs ff Fluke, Flux.
Fiom, obs foim of Flume.
Flomery, flommery, obs ff. Flummery.
Flon, flone, vars of Flake Obs

,

arrow

Flong (Apr)) Stereotyping [anglicized pro-

nunciation of Fr flan . see Flawn ] (See quots

)

1880 Printing Times 13 Feb 30/1 The flong is leally the

substance made of several thicknesses of paper fastened

together by the paste. 1888 Jacobi Printer's Vocab
,

Flong, the prepared paper used for making the moulds for

casting stereo by the papei process

Flong, obs, pa. t. and pa. pple of Flimg v

Flood (flwd), eb. Forms : 1 Arid, 2-6 flod(e,

3 fiodd, ftudd, 3-4 south. vlod(e, 4-6 floods,

flude, (5 flowede, flowyd, fluyd, floth), 5-/
flud, 6 flodde, floud(d)e, fludde, 6-7 floud,

Sc fluid, 4- flood. [Com Teut Cffi Jl6d sh

masc. and neut. = OF ns. and OS. flod masc

,

fern, and neat (MDu vloet, Du vloed) = OHG
Jluot fern. (MHG vluot masc. and fem , Ger Jlut

fern ), ON. jlod neut
,
Goth. Jlbdus fem. •—OTeut

*fibdu(z pre-Teut. plohls, f. Aiyan verbal stem

*pld, whence Flow v. The pnmary sense, m ac-

cordance with the original function of the suffix tu,

is
1 action of flowing ’, though the concrete uses are

found in all Tent langs.

For the abnormal development of the vowel in mod.Eng
cf Blood ]

1 The flowing 111 of the tide Often m phrases,

ebb amiflood, I" tide offlood ; also, young, quarter

,

half, fullflood, top offlood.
a 1000, etc [see

E

bb sb 1]. O E Chron an xo3iWhenne
}>a,t flod byj> ealra helist & ealra fullost. c 1200 Tnn Coll

Horn in For swiche flode, and for swich ebbinge )>e

piophete Demme'S his woreld se. 1297 R Glouc (1724) 20

Heo . . vvende uor> with god wynd & wel dryuyng flode

c 1350 Will Palerne 2745 At J?e fulle flod he* ferden to

sayle c 1423 Wyntoun Cron. ix. 111 47 Em Swlway was
at Fare passyng All Eb, bat Jmi fand ban °n Flud *523

Ld. Berners Froiss I xcu. 114 They cast anker and abode

the fludde 1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram x 47 Flood

is when the water beginneth to rise, winch is young flood

as we call it, then quarter flood, halfe flood, full Sea, still

water, or high water 1769 E. Bancroft Nat Hist
Guiana 323 The fish enter with the tide of flood 1801

R. Donnelly in Naval Chron VI 161 The young flood

making close in shoie 1838 Men. Marine Mag V 175

The flood runs 3 hours 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-ok.

s.v, Top of flood or lugh-water

fig. c 1430 Lydg. Min Poems 77 Ebbe after floode of al

prosperite 1559 FerrersMirr Mag ,
Dk GlocesterxijNpxa

Fortunes flud ran with full streame. 1601 Shaks Jut C
iv 111 219 There is a Tide in the aflayres of men, Which
taken at the Flood, leades on to Fortune 1647 R
Stapylton Juvenal Pref , The empire . .was at the highest

flood of humane prosperity. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 143

It seldom happens, but that a flood of words have an ebb

of sense a 186a Buckle Civihz (1873) III. in 178 The
flood of material prosperity had fairly set 111

2 . A body of flowing water; a river, stream,

usually, a large river. Obs exc. poet, + Against

theflood

.

against the stream.

c 823 Vesp Psalter Ixxix [lxxx] 13 Du aSenedes. 00 flod

[Vulg finmeii] setene his c xooo /Elituc Gen. 11 10 pmt

flod eode of stowe Jiaere winsumnisse. c raoo Ormin 10612

O sonnd hallf flod wass Sannt Johan Bapptisste forr to

fullhtnenn. a 1300 CursorM 5624 (Cott ) pe kings doghter

plaiand yod And sagh pe vessel on pe flodd a, 1470

1

iptoft

Ceesar xu (1530) 15 A flod called the Thames

Digby Myst V. 491, 1 wyll no more row a-geyn the fflode

1302 Turner Baths 3b, The bathes of Baden .. are

betwerie the famous flode the Rene and the black or martian

wood. 1603 Sparke Brotherly Persw (1607) 59 The water

of the flood Iordan 1733 Somerville Chasejv 407 Ev ry

. hollow Rock, that o’er the dimpling Flood Nods pendant
18x4 Wordsw VVh JDoe of Ryl n* 225 She will to her

peaceful woods Return, and to her murmuring floods.

transf andfig cizoo Tnn Coll Horn hi He dranc

of deSes flode 1340 Ayenb. 247 Dunke of the ulode of Jane

zuetnesse. . ,

3 In wider sense : Water as opposed to land,

often contrasted with field and fire Also// : cf.

•waters Now poet, or rhetorical,

a xooo Cmdmoti's Gen. 204 (Gr ) Cynn, jra J>e fl°d wecceo

me hyra3 eall c 1200 Ormin 148x6 Swa patt te king wipp

all hiss ferd Wass drunuenedd unnderr flodess. a 1300

CursorM 13323 (Cott )
* Petre* he said, bou has ben god

Fissar hiddir-til on flod’ ei3*5 Metr. Horn 135 Schip

fleteson the flode C1450 Golagros $ Gaw 302 ihe roy .

socht to the ciete of Cnste, our the salt flude xS9« ohaks.

Mids N. 11 1. S Through flood, through fire, I do wander

euene where, a x668 Davtnant Distresses Wks (1073) 55

Those cold and slippery Creatures that Possess the rest-

less Flood 1788 Cowper Morning Dream 23 Thus swiftly

dividing the flood, To a slave-cultured island we came.

181a J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 1 42 My spirit Looks down

on the far-off Flood 1837 G. Lawrence Guy Ltv iv, The
43 _ *
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accidents of flood and field were discussed [Aftei Siiaks

Oth i ill 135 ]

fig a 1711 Kln Edmund Poet Whs 1721 II 167 Tlie

floods of Joy celestial gently 10II, Wave after Wave
4. An overflowing or liruption of a great body
of water over land not usually submerged ; an

inundation, a deluge In flood, [on a flood, (of

a uver, etc ) overflowing its banks, (ofland) in an

inundated condition.

cxooo Ags Gasp Matt vu 25 pa com pa.i ren, & mycele
flod. 1125 O E Chron an 1125 Oil Ses ilces Xeaies wcar3
siva micel flod \>xt feola tunes & men weoroan adrencte
a 1300 CursorM 1042 (Cott

)
pis paradis es sett sua hei,

pat moght neuer flod am par net c *374 Chaucer Troylus
111 591 Campsall MS (640) Syn it ion, and al was on a flode

1496 m Ld Treas. Act Scotl I 2S3 For bering of the

Kingis treis that the flude hed away 1394 Siiaks Etch
III

,
iv. iv 312 By sudden Floods, and fall of Wateis,

Buckinghams Armie is dispers'd 1673 Ray Jonrn Low C
8 Great Rivers, which in times of Floods brought down
with them abundance of Earth 1781 CowpER Chanty 282
Shipwreck fire, and flood, Are mighty mischief*! 1853
Macaulay Hist. Eng III xi 78 On one occasion, when the

floods were out, he exposed his life to imminent risk
_
1874

Frovde m •S' Afric Notes 13-19 Dec ,
The rivers In the

colony are leported to be in flood

transf and Jig a 1223 A tier R 74 Of a diope waxe<5
a muene flod . pet adrenceS be soule c 1460 Towncley
Myst (Surtees) 149 Alas ! my hart is alle on flood 16x1
Shaks Cymb 1 vi 74 With his eyes in flood with laughter.

1864 Tennyson Ayintet 's F 339 His passions all in flood

And masters of his motion 1883 Maceadyen in Congrega-
tional Year-bk 39 Floods of unbelief and carelessness have
overspiead the land

b. The flood the great deluge lecorded in the

book of Genesis as occurring in the time of Noah

;

hence often Noah's flood

;

also, the great, genet al

01 universalflood
Beowulf 1689 (Gr ) Flod ofsloh giganta cyn c xooo

Ags Gosp Luke xvii. 27 Flod com and ealle forspilde

c 1x73 Lamb Horn 93 Hit ltimode efter noes flode. X3g8
Trevisa Barth DeP R, xiv iv (1495)470 Therm [Ararat]
Noes shyppe restyd after the flood C1430 ti. Delmitatione
111. xvxvi, Euery flesshe had corrupte Ins wey, and per fore

folowed pe gret flode, 1533 Elyot Cast Hellhe (1539)
32 h, The vnutersall deluge oi floudde 1571 Campion Hist
7) el. vu (1633)22 Three hundied yeares after the general 1

Floud 1734 Pope Ess Man iv 212 If your ancient but
ignoble blood Has crept through scoundrels ever since the
flood, a 1839 Pkaed Poems (1864) I 199 You would have
sworn He had fished in the flood with Ham and Shein 1

O. Deucalion's flood

.

a gieat deluge said, in

Greek mythology, to have occuned in Thessaly
1633 Walton Angler 1 12 Some say, it [Angling] is as

ancient as Deucahons Floud
5 A profuse and violent outpouring of water

,
a

swollen stream, a torrent
;
a violent downpour of

ram, threatening an inundation.
c 1205 Lay 3894 From heouene her com a sulcuS Hod, pie

daejes hit rlnde blod 1331 Elyot Gov 11 xu (1883) 138
A lande flode runnynge downe of a mountayne after a
stoime x6xx Bible Rev. xu 15 The serpent cast out of
his mouth water as a flood 1879 Fkoude C&sar xki\ 369
The melting of the snows in the mountains brought a flood
down the Segre x88o W. Cornw. Gloss s v ,

It’s raining
a flood

b. transf. in various uses : Applied eg. to a
profuse buist of tears, a copious outpouring of

flame or light, a torrent of lava, an overwhelming
concourse or influx of persons
1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie in xxu (Arb.) 263, I haue

heard of the flouds of teares 1607 Shaks I tmoti 1 1 42
You see this confluence, this great flood of visitors 1711
Pope Temp Fame 478 Tow’is and temples sink in floods
of fire. 1837 Dickens Pickwick xxxvi, Miss Bolo went
straight home, in a flood of tears, and a sedan chair. x86o
Tyndall Gtac 1. il 12 Floods of golden light were poured
down the sides of the mountain

c fig. in various applications.
1340 Ayenb, 247 Huanne god ssel do come ope Ins urendes

ane ulod of pays C1450 Mirout Saluactotm 4856 What
fiodes thurgh thyn hert ran of irewest sorow and wepyng
1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie in xxu (Arb.) 263, I haue
heaid of the flouds of eloquence, or of any thing that may
lesemble the nature ofa water-corn se x6ox Shaks, fid C
111 11 2x5 Let me not stirre you vp To such a sodame Flood
of Mutiny X719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xvm 327 Ihe
flood of joy in my breast 1877 Mrs Oliphant Makers
Flar, x, 241 A pteacher who . poured forth what was in
him in floods of fieiy words 1894 Gidbs Colloq Currency
73 How do we know that there will be a flood of silver
rather than ofgold ?

t 6 . pi. =Flooding 2.

1666 G, Harvey Mori Angl xxxu (1672)97 Others that
have the good fortune of. being delivered, escape by means
of their Floods *733 in Johnson , and in mod Diets

7. atinb. and Comb, (sense 1), as flood-stream,
-wave; (senses), as fflood crab, gravel

;
(sense

3), as flood-bickerei ,
(sense 4), as flood-dam, -dis-

charge, -sluice, -water; (sense 4 b), as flood-
tradition Alsoflood-beat, -compelling, -like adjs.

«xS93 Marlowe Ovids Eleg. u. xvii, "Flood-beat
Cythera. 1509 Nashe Lenten Stnffe 32 A . hoast of vn-
faugable "flud bickerers and foame-curbeis. 1733 Thomson
Liberty v. 473 The "flood-compelling Arch, c 1420 Pallad
on Hush 1. 86a "Floode crabbes heie & ther to crucifie He
seth, is goode 1879 Lumberman’s Gaz 11 June 5 They
plan to build a "flood dam 1878 Macrn Mag Jan 245/1
The "flood discharge of the Polai River c 1420 Pallad on
Hush, x 368 "Floode gravel is goode for coveryng 1833
Clarke Did

,
*Flood-like 1791 W Jessop Rep Riv

IViiham 14 "Flood-sluices 1838 Merc. Marine Mag V
366 The "flood stream sets E, by N 1863 Tylor Early

Hist Man xi 324 The "flood traditions of remote regions
of the world 1791 W Jessop Rep Rvu IVitham 11

Regulate the passage of "Flood waters 1893 G D Leslie
Lett to Mateo xxu 144 The gulls settled on the meadow
by the flood-water 1892 E Rcrvcs Ilomewatd Bound 137
Driving the water against both banks like a "flood wave
8 Special comb

,
as flood-anchor, ‘ that which

the ship rides by during the flood-tide’ (Adm.
Smyth) ; flood-arch, an arch of a bridge under
which the water flows m time of flood; flood-

boards, boards fitted together so as to keep
out a flood

;
flood-bridge, a bridge foi use in

flood-time; flood-drift, sticks, etc. biought down
by a flood , flood-flanking (see quot.)

;
flood-

land, land covered by water m time of flood;

flood-loam =

A

lluvium; flood-mark, the lngh-

water mark, flood-plain (see quot ) ,
flood-wheel,

a water wheel
, fflood-womb, the river bed

,
flood-

wood, pieces of wood brought down by a flood
;

also transf andfig Also Flood-gate, Flood-tide
1844 Diet Trades v. Anchor, Tile "flood anchor 1891

A J Fostfr Ouse 135 The bridge . with its long line of
"flood aiches crossing the meadows 1869 Elackmorl
Lorna D 1, His place it is to stand at the gate, attending
to the "flood-boaids grooved into one another 1741 N.
Riding Rec VIII 237 The repaiis of the , flood-bridge

1869 Blackmore Lorna D vm, I lay down . with . some
"flood drift combing over me 1874 Knight Diet Mech
I 886/2 *Flood-flanking (Hydraulic Engm), a mode of
embanking with stiff moist clay a 1881 Rossltti Spring,
The drained "flood-lands flaunt their marigold x88o J
Geiicie Preh Europe 22 The ancient ldss or "flood-

loam of the Meuse 1622 Maiynls Anc Laiu-Mcrch
167 Things found vpon the Seas, 01 within the "flood-mark
1808 Scott Ma.rm n ix, The tide did now its flood-mark
gain 1882 Geikie Text-BL Geol m. 11 xi § 3 383 The
level tracts or "flood-plain over which a river spieads m
flood 1313 in Rogers Agnc § Puces (r866) III 564/1,

1 pr "flode wheels 7/ 1382 WvcLir Isa. \ix 7 Naktned
shal he the "flod wombe, and the ryucres fro ther welle

1839 Markyat Diary Ainer. Ser 1 I 229
r
I he major part

of the men weie what they call here *food-wood, that is,

of all sizes and heights. 2869 Blackmore Lorna D x.
Between two bars, where a fog was of rushes, and flood-

wood

Flood (fl»d), v [f piec. sb. Cf earlier Flede]
1 trans. To covei with a flood

, to inundate
1663 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc) I 479 The stieets in

Oxon were all flouded with water 1748 Relat. Eaithq
Lima 2 It floods the Out-Skirts of the Town 1841
Elphinstone Hist Iud II 451 The ramy season set in

,

the whole plain was flooded
transf and. fig. 1841 L Hunt Seer (1E64) 1 The sun-

shine floods the sky and ocean. 2833 Stanlly Mem
Canterb 111 (1857) iso Flooding the hedgeless plains . the
auny rolled along 2882 J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng II

484 1 be bookstalls were flooded with Puritan pamphlets
1894 Gibbs Colloq Currency 72 We shall be flooded with
silver and all gold will go out of circulation

*
1

*
13 . To cluck (a person) m the river rare

? 14 Symntie A his B) uther xi in Laing E P P (1822)
All fie laddes ciya with a laiminx To flud him & to Ayr him

2 . To cover or fill with water
,
to irrigate (glass

land)
; to deluge (a burning house, mine, etc ) with

water. Also of rain, etc. : To fill (anvei) to over-

flowing.

1831 Loudon Encycl. Agnc § 2207 Flooding and warping
are modes of irrigation, the former foi manuring grass
lands. 284: W Spalding Italy # It Isl I 364 On the
arena of the circus or amplulheatie temporal fly flooded
2835 Bain Senses ij hit, 111 111 § 14 A violent stoim has
flooded the rivers. 1883 ManeIt Exam 24 Oct 4/6 It was
decided yesterday to flood the Colliery,

3. To pour {away, back, out) in a flood. I11

quots. Jig rare.

2829 Fonblanque Englandunder SevenAdmtntstr (1837)
I 232 He floods away his sorrows in private 286a Meiuvald
Rom Emp (1871) V.xl 60 The lifeblood of the provinces is

flooded back upon Paris 1888 Lighthall Yng Seigneur 28
The merry girl left me to flood out her spirits on a friend.

4 . intr, a. Of ram : To fall in ‘ torrents rare
b. To come m ‘floods’ or great quantities; also

with in lit, andfig c. Of a nver To oveiflow
*755 L Evans Mid. Brit Colonies 30 If it floods early, it

scaice letires within its Banks m a Month, 18x3 Byron
Giaour xi, Though raves the gust, and floods the ram
1829 I. Taylor Enthus x 268 Discourses, and repoits,
and tracts, that are flooding from the religious press
a 1861 Clough Mtsc. Poems, Say not the Struggle 12
Far back, through creeks and inlets making, Comes
silent, flooding in, the main. x886 J K. Jerome Idle
Thoughts 18 Thoughts flood in upon us

5 . To suffer from uterine haemorrhage
1770 Hewson in Phil Trans LX. 404 To give women,

who are flooding, considerable quantities of port wine
Hence Floo tied, Floo ding* ppl. adjs. Also
Floo der.
1627-61 Feltham Resolves 1 Im 95 They pour a plenty

on the general world .. Surely, we nickname this same
floodding man, when we call him by the name of Brave
1833 Mrs Browning Prometh Bound Poems (1850) I 179
By the flow Of flooding Nile 1834 M Scon Cruise
Midge (1859) 4*9 From the flooded floor the water was
soaking through the seams. 1834 J S C. Abbott Napoleon
(1855)11 iv 76 ‘ Pardon ', she exclaimed with flooded eyes
1871 Daily News 30 June, They flooded the constituency
with money , and the result was that the honourable flooder
was sent to what is called another place 1881 Mrs C
Praed Policy

<J- P I 130 Madox had saved Cathcait’s
life m a flooded creek 1891 Galabin Midwifery (ed 2)

731 Certain women, have a constitutional proclivity to flood-
ing.,and have been described as 'flooders'.

Floodable (A® dab’l), a [f. Flood v + -able
]

Liable to be flooded, subject to inundation.
1872 Daily News 21 May, The late rams have flooded all

floodable parts of the countiy

Floodage (fly detig) [f Floods + -aoe.1
A flooded state, inundation.
1864 Cahlyi e Eiedk Gt IV xu vi 164 1 his place had

many accidents by floodage and by fire 2870 Law RcpCom Pleas V 667 The effect of the nulldam is to cause
back water, 01 as it is called, floodage on the land above
Floo’d-ga te, floo’dga te.
1 sing, and pi A gate or gates that may be
opened or closed, to admit or exclude water, esp
the water of a flood; spec, the lowei gates of
a lode.
c 2440 jPromp Pan 167 h Flodegate of a mylle, sino-

glocitorinm. 2519 Churchw Ate St Giles, Reading 3
Foi a tent next the fllode gatis m the North bide of the
said mill lane 1677 Plot Oxfordsh 233 there are placed
a gi eat pair of Folding doors, or Flood gates of Timber
ci oss the river 1769 Falconlr Diet Marine (1789), Basin
of a dock, a place where the water is confined by double
flood gates. 1781 Chambers’ Cycl s v Lock or Weir,
Lock is a kind of canal inclosed between two gates

, the
upper called by woikmen the sluice-gate, and the lower
called the flood-gate 2838 Lardntr Hydrost etc. iv 66
The water in the higher levd is confined by a floodgate

b Uansf. andfig. chiefly in expiessions relating

to ram 01 tears

a 1225 Ancr R 72 Hwon 3e nede moten speken a lute-

wiht, leseS up ower inuSes flodyeten, ase me de'5 et ter
mulne, and leted adun sone 2548 Halt Chron

,
Hen VI,

158 b, To set open the fludde gates of these devises, it was
thought necessary, to cause some great comocion and
lysyng of people 1392 Shaks Veil t, Ad 959 Through
the floud-gales breaks the siluer rain 1607 Hieron Wks
I 89 It setteth open the veiy iloudgate of Gods wiath
a 1636 Bi* Hall Rem Wks (1660) 109 Let no Antinomian
stop the floodgates of our eyes 1663 Cowli y Disc 0
Cromwell (1669) 67 It is God that breiks up the Flood-
Gates of so general a Deluge 1781 Court r Conveis 264
When wine has foiced the flood gates of licentious mirth 1

1848 Thackluay Van Fair xxvi, The floodgates were
opened, and mothei amt daughter wept
2. a. A sltuce b dial (see quol 1886).

*559 A. Andrison inW Boys Sandwich (1792) 730 Wheales
foi the drawenge up of the fludgates. 1870 Spurgeon

’I teas Dav Ps. v 3 It is idle to pull lip the flood gates of
a diy brook, and then hope to sec Lhe wheel 1 evolve. 1886
Elworthy W Somerset IVotd-bk , Eload-gate, a gate hung
upon a pole across a stream, so that in flood-time it rises

and falls by floating on the water Its purpose is to
prevent cattle passing when the water is low

+ 3. The stream that is closed by or passes through
a flood-gate, a strong slieam, a torrent. Also

transf. andfig. Obs.
X388WYCLU Jobxxwi 27 Which . scheditli out reynes

at the henesse of fioodgatis 2533 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c 7
Take in fludgate, salmon-pipe, or at the tayle of any mylle
or were the young fly of salmon isgo Splnser F Q
II 1 43 Of her gored wound He did the iloudgate stop

With his faire garment 2631 C Cartwright Cert Reltg
1 22 My Lord, you let a flood-gate ofArguments out.

b. altnb passing into adj.

1604 Shaks Oth i 111. 56 For my particular gnefe Is of
so flood-gate, and ore bearing Nature
4 Comb., as flood-gate iron (see quot 1S33)

1783 in Boswell Johnson (1848) 721/2 ‘ Sir’, said he, ‘ I am
the gieat Twalmley, who invented the New Floodgate
Iron ’ 1833 J, Holland Manitf Metal II 233 The second
[box-iron] is made hollow, for the reception of a heater

,

and with reference to the contrivance by which the heater
is shut in, has been called the floodgate iron

Flood-hatch, [see Hatch ] A framework of

boards sliding 111 grooves, to be raised m time of

flood , a sluice, floodgate lit andfig
1387 Turuerv Eptt <$ Sonn (1837)299, 1 cannot hue if you

doe stoppe, the floudhatch of your frendly brook 1396
FiTZ-GrrruAY Sir F Drake (1881) 26 Let downe The
floud-hatches of all spectators eies 1806 Wolcott (P
Pindar) Tiistta Wks. 1S12V 340, I close the flood hatch
of your piaise 1807 Vancouvlr Agnc Devon (1813) 310
At the end another flood-hatch is fixed on a level with
the bed of the river x88o in W Cornw Gloss

Flooding (flo’diq), vbl. sb [see + -INO 1
]

1 The action of the vb. Flood
;
an instance of it

1799 J RoBrRTSON Agnc Perth 166 Rivers, which, by
their flooding, have foi nied the richest and deepest mould

b. pi Floods. In quots. fig : Fullness, super-

abundance.
1674 N FArnrAx Bulk <S* Selv Ep Ded

,
To drown their

sorrows for the jewel that was lost, m the floudwgs of their

joy for the Cabinet that was left. 1834 Mrs Browning
Drama ofExile Poems 1850 I 18 Thy body heaves Under
the golden floodings of thine hair 1

2. A popular term for uterine haemorrhage, esp

in connexion with parturition
1710 T, Fuller Pharm Ex temp 299, I should by no

means advise it to any, apt to Floudmg 1839 Waller
in Hulme tr Moqum-Tandon 11 hi. 162 Cases of hemor-
rhage which from their seventy are termed * floodings

'

Floodless (fiv dies), a. [f. Flood sb +-lebs.]

Without water.
1603 SvLVEbrrR Dn Bartas 11 m m Lawe 702 This

flood-less Foord the Faithfull Legions, pass 1622 J Taylor
(Watei P ) Merry-Wherry-Ferry B ij, We gat from Force-
dikes ftoodles flood to Trent

Floodlet (flo diet), [f. as piec f -LET] A
little flood

1853 Bailey Spirit Leg in Mystic, &c 73Wheie sacred
Suide , Or Brahmapootra, fling o’er boidering meads Their
annual iloodlets fruitful.



FLOODOMETEB. 341 FLOOB.

Floodometer (fi®dp m/lof) [f as piec +
-(o)METEE ] An instrument for ascertaining the

height of a flood

1880 Times 17 Sept 8/s The floodometer at the comity

bridge registeied 8 ft of * fresh' this noon, and, with falling

rain, the water is still rising

Floo'd-ti'de. [f Flood sb. + Tide ] The rising

or inflowing tide = Flood sb 1.

1719 Dc Fon Crusoe (1840) II iv 7s They had the

flood tide with them 1841 Makhyat Poacher xxxvm, The
flood-tide has made almost an hour, and we must sail at the

first of the ebb

fig 1861 Trench Comm Ep 7 Churches 77 It seemed

as if the flood tides of a thankful love would never ebb

1874 MorleyCompromise (1886) 34 Wehavebeen onaflood

ticle of high profits and a roanng trade.

+ Floody (A® di), a Obs Also 5 fludy, 6

floudy, fluddy [f. Flood sb + -y l

] Pertain-

ing to the flood, 1 c. to the river or to the sea.

c 1420 Pallad on Hush, 1 372 Stone tiburtyne, or floody

columbyne 1483 CW/i Angl 136/2 Flatly,jfaimalis 1599

Nashe Lenten Stnffe Wks (Grosart) V. 232 To chaunt

an excelsitude of this monarchall fluddy Indupcrator [red

hernng].

Flook: see Fluke.

Flookan, flooking (flukan, -lq). Mining.

Also 9 flue(c)an [Ot unknown origin ; app not

Celtic ] a. A cross-course or transveise vein com-
posed of clay. lb (Seequot 1869

)

1728 Nicholls in Phil Trans XXXV 403 The Load is

frequently intercepted by the mossing of a Vein of Earth,

or Stone This transient Load is by the Miners teim’d

a Flookmg 1807 Caune ibid XCVII 293 A flookan ..

was discoveied which cut the lode at an angle of 45
0

1869 R B Smyth Gold/. Victoria 6x1 Flucau or Flookan,
a sort of clayey substance, often found against the walls of

a quartz leef, and accompanying cross-spuis and slides

Floor (flo°i), sbP Forms: ifldr, 3 flor, 4-7 flore,

flour(e, 5-6, 9 dial. flur(e, 6 Sc. fluire, (6 floy-

yre), 6-7 floar(e, 6-8 flower, 7 floore, 7- floor.

[OE fl6r sir. masc. and fem , corresponds toMDu
,

mod Du. vloer, MHG. vluor masc. and fem. (mod
Ger Jlur fern, field, plain, masc floor

1

), ON. Jl6r
floor of a cowstall *—OTcut ^floru-s -pre-Teut.

*plani-s or *pldru-s Cf. OIr. Idr, Welsh llawr

ofsame meaning .-pre-Celtic *fildr- ]

1. I11 a house or other structure.

1 The layer of boards, brick, stone, etc. in an
apartment, on which people tread

; the under surface

of the intenoi of a room.
Beowulf 723 (Gi ) On fagne flor feond treddode c888
K /El*red Bocth i. He gefeoll mwol of dune on jjalki.
exzoo Ormin 15566, & all he warrp ut 1 Jie flor be bordess &
te sillferr. 1297 R Glouc (1724) 288 pe flor to brae vnder
hem. AiiAoo Isumbras 653 The knyglites .fande the golde
right m the flore. *528 Lyndesay Drcme 13 Sumtyme,
playand fairsis on the flure 1681 I< Knox Hist Ceylon
116 They dig an hole m the floar of their house 1718
Freethinker No 17 r 8 She walks two or three Turns in

a Fret over the Flooi 1828 Scorr F M Perth xxni, He
threw his glove upon the floor of the church 1860 Tyn-
dall Glac. 1 v. 40 The stone floor was dark with moisture

b In extended sense : The base of any cavity

;

the bottom of a lake, sea, etc
a 1000 Satan 318 (Gr ) Floi attre weol c 1586 C’tess

Pembroke Ps ixxviu vi, Wheie the deepe did show his

sandyfloie 1844 Emerson Lect New Eng Ref Wks. (Bohn)
I 268 They would know the worst, and tread tne floor of hell

1866 Tate Brit Mollusks 111 48 The tongue forms the floor

of the mouth 1869 Rawlinson Anc Hist. 2 Found under-
neath the floors of caves

f c. metonymically. Those who sit on the floor,

as opposed to those who occupy elevated seats in

token of rank or dignity. Obs.
1655-62 Guunall Clir in Arm (1669) 296/2 We are in

their condition and rank, being of the floor and lowest of
the people. 1683 R Noin 11 in 'Pate Trials (18x1) IX 193
Differences between him [the lord mayor] and the aldeimcn
on the one side, and the floor or livery men on the other

2. The framework 01 structure of joists, etc sup-

porting the flooring of a 100m
1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc 160 Floor, 111 Carpentry, it is

as well taken for the Fram’d work of Timber, as the Board-
ing over it 1823 P Nicholson Prod Build 220 Bridging
Floors

,
floors in which bridging joists are used 1858 Sim-

monds Diet. Trade
, Floor

,
the timber, bricks &c of the

platform on which the planks or flooring is laid

b. Applied to the ceiling of a room, m its rela-

tion to the apartment above Also iransf. of the

sky.

1596 Siiaks, Merck V. v i 58 Looke how the floore of
heauen Is thick mlayed with pattens of bnght gold 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor 931 Sticking up a broch 01 spit

to the floore over head. 1887 Bowen Virg AEneid 1 287
Then Caesar .. Bounding his throne by Ocean, his fame by
the firmament floor.

3 . Naut. a (see quot. 1867). f b. The deck
e pi. =floor-twibers.
<*x6i8 Raleigh Invent. Shipping 18 We have given longer

Floares to our Ships, then in elder times, and better beaung
under Water 1683 Hacke Collect Ong. Voy (1699) I 37We took up our Water Cask fiom out of the Mam Hatch to
the Floor, and cleared the Timbers amid-Ships 1805 D
oTEEL Naval Archit, 378 In the Royal Navy the floors
are bolted through tne keelson and keel. 1867 Smyth
Senior's Word-bk

, Floor, the bottom of a vessel on each
side of the kelson , hut strictly taken, it is only so much of
her bottom as she rests upon when aground. Ibid., Floors
or Floor-Tvubejs.

4 In legislative assemblies, the part of the house
where the members sit, and from which they speak
Hence Jig The right of speaking] as to get or

obtain the floor. To take the floor : to get up to

address a meeting
; to take part in a debate

;
said

also of taking part in a dance. Chiefly US.
*774 J* Q Adams in Fant. Lett (1876) 12 He came upon

the floor, and asked a member, ‘What state are you now
in?' 1804 Pitt Speeches (1806) IV. 354 The right honour-
able gentleman on the floor x8tx B Rush in J Q Adams'
Whs (1854) IX 638 note. It blazed forth . m the year 1776
upon the floor of Congress. x8x6 Pickering Voc s v, jo
get the floor-, that is, to obtain an opportunity of taking
pait m a debate 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt I vii

99 We letuined to our seats again , and after refreshing .

again ‘took the floor’ 1880 McCarthy Own Times III
xlvi 391 The Conservatives get what American politicians
call ‘the floor' 1885 blanch Exam 15 May 6/x Saunter-
ing boldly up the floor of the House x88o Lit. World
(U S.) ix Dec 469/1 The President took the floor to second
the above resolutions x888 Bryce Amer Commit) I xu
157 The senator from Mmnesota has the floor. Ibid I. xm.
177 The member who first

1
obtains the floor*,

b In Courts of Law (see quot

)

1867 Wiiarton Law Lex <ed. 4k Floor of the court, the
part of the court between the judges and the first low of
counsel. Parties who appear in person stand there.

5 A set of rooms and landings in a house on the
same or nearly the same level

,
a story. See First-

floor.
1585 Higins Junius' Nomemlator 181 Tristega. an house

of thice sellers, fioores, stones or lofts one ouer another.
x6xx B Jonson Catiline 1 1, He that, building, stayes at
one Flooie 01 the second, hath erected none 1751 Johnson
Rambler No x6x r 5 The lodgeis on the first floor had
stipulated that [etc ] 1830 Tlnnyson Mariana vi, Old
footsteps trod the upper floois 1831 Sir J Sinclair Corr
II 330 Many buildings are let in floors to mechanics.

II. A level space or aiea.

6. An artificial platfoim, or levelled space, for the

carrying on of some industry, esp threshing Cf.

threshing-floor

.

j* Rarely, a stiucture to walk over
c 1000 Ags Gasp Luke 111 17 He feormatS his bernes floie.

c 1300 K. Ahs 6104 Of hurdles of bruggen they made florcs,

And so they wente into the mores c X400 Maundev (Roxb

)

xviii. 83 pan pai gader pe fiuyt and . . layez it apon a flure

til it becom blakk and rankled. 1573 Baret Ah). F 721
A flooie where corne is thieshed, area 1702 m Land Gas
No 3790/4 Every Cistern Kiln, Floor, Room, or other
Place made use of for the Wetting or Steeping of Corn.

1775 Romans Hist Flotida 166 One or two platforms
called drying floors 1884 C T Davis Bricks, ’1 ties, etc

v (1889) 128 The ‘floors’ .the level places where the
bricks are moulded 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Meek Engin ,

Floor, the sand bed of a foundry is termed the floor

fig. 1782 Cowper Expost 302 Where flails of oratory
tluesh the floor

b transf. The corn, etc placed on a * flooi

In Malting

,

A batch 01 quantity of gram laid at

one time for steeping, a * piece \
138a Wvclif Ruth 111 2 In this ny}t he wynnewith the

flore of his barb 1832 W Champion Maltster’s Guide 43
The turning of his floors or pieces, by which alone the
pioper form of the loot can be acquired 1876 Wyllie in

Encycl Brit, IV 268 Each steeping is called a ‘floor* 01

piece, and must be laid m succession according to age

7 . A natuially level space or extended surface.

Also = the ground (obs exc. dial').

? <11400 Morte Arth 3250 With Jie drowghte of \>e daye
alle diye ware )>e fiores ! 1555 Eden Decades 234 The vpper
crust or floure of the earth, 1637 Milton Lycidas 167 Sunk
though he be beneath the watery floor. 1692 Ray Dissol
World 111. v (1693) 302 Great Banks or Floors of Earth

1697 Dryden Virg Past vi. 25 His rosie Wreath was .

Born by the tide of Wine, and floating on the Floor. 1820

Shllley Cloud 47 The moon Glides glimmering o’er ray

fleece-like floor 1839 Longt. Celestial Pilot 3 Down in

the west upon the ocean floor 1865 Garland in Jrul Roy.
Inst. Cornw Apr. 48 Floor

,
a grass meadow. 1871 L

Stephen Playgr Eur. ix, (1894) 198 Forests of pine rise

steeply fiom the meadow floor

f 8. An area or region Obs ~ 1

1626 Bacon Sylva § 255 Both of them [visibles and
audibles] spread themselves m Round, and fill a whole
Floare or Oibe vnto certaine Limits

f 9 = Bud sb S Obs lare [Cf MHG. vluor

sown field ]
1600 Surtlet Count* te Farme xi iv 206 Of the disposing

or appointing of the fioores of the kitchm garden

III. 10 . A surface on which something rests

;

a foundation ? Obs.

X556 Withals Diet (1566)39^1 A flore, or foundacion,

wherevpon huildynge is set 1768 Smeaton Repot ts (1797)

I. 330 The arches I would recommend are of 12 feet wide,

and 6 feet from the floor to the springer,

11 The stratum upon which a seam of coal, etc.

immediately lies

1869 R B Smyth Gold’f Victoria 611 Floor, a false

bottom, with washdirt lying on It. 1878 Huxley Physiogr

235 Vegetable remains are also met with in rocks beneath

the coal, forming what is called the floor. 1883 in Gresley
Gloss Coal Minings-?.

IV A layer=

B

ed III.

12 A layer, a stratum] a horizontal couise.

1692 Ray Dissol World u iv (173s) ®*7 Many Beds or

Floors of all kinds of Sea-Shells 1778 PryceMm Cornnb

321 A Floor is a bed of Ore m a Lode. 1831 Richardson
Geol. i. 7 In the case of tin it occasionally spreads out into

a flat mass, technically called a floor

13. A unit of measurement used for embankment

work (see quots ).

1707 Mortimer Husb. xv 309 Banks are measured by the

Floor, which is eighteen Foot square and one deep 1797
7 tans Soc Lncourag Arts XV. 148 A flooi of earth is

twenty feet square, and one foot deep. 1877 inN W Lute.
Gloss [= 400 cubic feet]

V. attnb. and Comb.
14 Simple attnb , asfloor area,

-joist, level
,
-tile.

1887 Pall Mall G 9 Nov 13/2 The “floor area of the
large hall having been fully occupied 1859 Geo Eliot
A Bede 183 A difficulty about a “flooi-joist or a window-
frame. 1874 Micklethwaite Med Par Churches 127 The
steps and moor levels. 1894A nttquary Aug 41 T he “floor-

tiles of these hearths have been burnt white.

15 . Special comb
,
as floor-arch. (see quot ) ;

floor-bank (see quot 1/50) ;
floor-board, aboard

used for flooring, also attnb. ; so floor-boarding ;

floor-frame, (a) the fiamework of the floor in a
vessel

;
(b) US the mam frame of the body of

a railway-carnage underneath the floor
,

floor-

guide, floor-hanger (see quots ) ; floor-head,

(a) the upper end of one of the floor-timbers

in a vessel
;

(b) (see quot 1867) ;
floor-hollow

(see quot.)
;
floor-lamp, one that stands on the

floor ;
floor-layer, US. a workmanwho lays down

floors ;
floor-laying, the operation oflaymgdown

floors
;

floor-light (see quot ) ;
floor-pipe, a

hot-air pipe laid along the floor of a conservatory

;

floor-plan, {a) Shipbuilding (see quot 1867) ; (5)
Arch, (seequot. 1874); floor-plate, {a) Shipbuild-

ing (see quot. 1883) ;
(b) Mech. Engm. —foot-plate ;

floor-riband (see quots.) ] floor-rider (see quot )

;

floor-sweep (see quot.) ; floor-timber(s (see

quot 1867); floor-walker, US.= Shop-walker ;

floorward a
,
directed towards the floor

]
floor-

ward^ adv
,
towards the floor.

1884 Knight Diet Mech IV. 349/1 *Floor Arch, an arch
with a flat extrados. 1750 Ellis Mod Husbandm I 1 93
What we call a *Flower-bank

,
that is, some earth that lies

next the hedge, thrown over the roots with a spade so that
with the fiisl Original or fust raised Flower-hank, the whole
Rise of Earth is not above a foot 1805 Priest in Young's
Ann Agrtc XLIII. 586 The ditches will be filled up,
so as to form what are called floor-banks i88x Young
Every Man his own Mechanic § 146 “Floor boards aie, or
ought to be, an inch in thickness 1884 Health Exhib
Catal 83/2 Parts of a Solid Floor of fire-proof construction,

with a floor-board surface 1807 Hutton CourseMath II.

84 In “Floor-boarding, take the length of the room for one
dimension, and the breadth for the other, [etc] 1775
Fallk Day’s Diving Vessel 4 A “Floor frame of six

beams athwart ship 1855 Ogilvie Suppl
,
*Floorguide in

slup-building, a narrow flexible piece of timber placed be-
tween the floor riband and the keel. 1884 Knight Diet.
Mech IV 349/1 *Eloor Hanger, a shaft bearing fastened to

the floor 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789), Rung heads
. the upper ends of the floor-timbers, which are. morepio-
perly called “floor-heads 1856RH Dana Seamen's Friend
5 When the ballast is iron, it is stowed up to the floor-

heads 1867 Smyt 11 Sailor's Word-bk
,
Floor-head, the third

diagonal, terminating the length of the floors near the bilge

ofthe slap c 1850R 11dim Navtg (Wcale) 118 *Floor hollow,
the inflected curve that terminates the floor next the keel,

and to which the floor-hollow mould is made. 1892 Daily
News 2i Nov. 2/6 The home demand for telescope “floor

lamps is still growing 1863 Boston (Mass ) Jrnl. 10 May
4/6 The newly formed union of “floor-layers. 1884 Health
Exhib Catal 83/1 Improved method of “Floor laying with-

out nails. 1884 Kmgiit Did. Mech IV. 349/x *Flooi -light,

a frame with glass panes in a floor 1696 Evelyn Kal
Hot t. (ed 8) 162 Tne fresh Air . . circulating thorow the
Orifice of the “Floor-pipe. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word bk,

,

*Floor-plans, longitudinal sections, whereon are repre-

sented thewater lines and ribband-lines 1874Knight Diet
Mech. I. 88g/x Moor-plan . (Architecture) a horizontal

section, showing the thickness of the walls and partitions,

the arrangement of the passages, apartments, and openings
at the level of the principal, or receiving floor of the house.

1869 Sir E J Reed Shipbmld xix 407 The “floor-plates

are now required to extend to a pei pendicular height up
the bilges of twice the depth of the floors amidships 1883
W. C Russell Sailors Lang, Floorplates, foimerly

plates in the bottom ofan iron ship corresponding with the
floor-timbers in wooden ones x888 Lockwood’s Diet
Mech Engm ,

Floor plates, foot plates c 1850 Rudim
Navig (Weale) 118 *Floor riband, the riband next
below the floor-heads which suppoits the floors. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
*Floor-) iders, knees brought in

from side to side over the floor ceiling and kelson, to sup-

port the bottom, if bilged or weak, for heavy cargo C1850
Rudim Navtg (Weale) 119 *Floor-sweeps, the radii that

sweep the heads of the floors 1627 Cai*t. Smith Seaman's
Gram 11 2 They lay the Rungs, called “floore Umbers
thwart the keele 1867 Smytii Sailor’s^ Word-bk

,
Floors

01 Floor-Timbers, those parts of the ship’s timbers which
are placed immediately across the keel. 1884 Mtlnor
(Dakota) Teller 30 July, These Boston merchants stationed

their “floor-walkers at the place appointed by the Philadel-

phia agent 1887 Pall Mall G 12 Mar, 12/r A constantly

repeated “floor waid glance of bashfulness and modesty
1863 Reader 31 Oct 502 He is bundled down “floorwards.

Floor* sbfi colloq. [f. Flooe v ] Something
that * floors * or discomfits one; also, a fatal blunder

(in a calculation, etc )

1841 R.W. Church Let 21 Mar. in Life $ Lett. (1894) 23
The Heads show that they feel it lathet a floor for the pre-

sent 1846 Ibid. 64 We may be caught out in some * floor
’

Floor (floor), v [f. Floor sbA]

1. tians To cover or furnish with a floor or

floors, in various senses of the word, to pave
Also with over.

c 1420 Patlad on Husb 1. 334 Eke pave or floore it wele
in somer tyde. (1520 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 201 Flowr-



ELOOBAGE. FLOEA,

yng the lofte per v dies 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxi

(1887) 1 14 (He) must have his ground llowred so as m
wiasthng not haid to fall 011 1660 Pltys Diary 4 Sept

,

Looking over the joineis, floonng my dining-ioom 1698

Fuyeb Acc E Ind <$• /’ 226 [Persia] is floated with

vast Sands pent in by tlie sui rounding Spiouts of Taurus
1782 CovviER E ipoU. 16 Fiery suns and oceans floored

with ice 1807 Vancouver Ague Devon (1813) 473 The
feeding and sleeping place floored with flat stones 1823

Examiner 442/2 The pit was flooiedover to the height of

the stage 1837 B Taylor Northern l'rav m (1858) 18

Thick hi forests, flooied with bright-green moss

b To form, or serve as, the Tloor of
1639 G Danill Ecchts 1 4 The Sands which floore the

Sea 1854 Hooker Himalayan fntls II xviii 44, 300
feet of deposit, which once floored its valleys

2 To bring to the floor or gionnd
;

to knock
clown w boxing; to bring down (game) To be

floored (of a horseman) to have a fall

1642 Lane, Tracts (Chetham Soc) 79 He commanded
them all to shoote at once, and iloie the enemie, if possible

they could i8xa SportingMag XXXIX 18 Crib floored

him with a blow of gieat stiength. 1826 Ibid New Ser
XVII 270 My friend was flooied, and Mr. Leader rode
ovei him *829 Col Hawker Diary (1893) II xo My
wild swan, that I flooied yesterday 1866 Sltiiohm Oxf
Reformer svt § 4 Whereupon the pool boy was forthwith
flooied then and theie, and flogged

b slang (See quot.)
181a J H Vaux Flash Did

,
Floor'd, a person who is so

diunk, as to be incapable of standing, is said to be llooi'd.

3 In various figurative uses, colloq

a To confound, nonplus , to flabbergast, puzzle.

In schoolboy slang, To be or get floored togiovv

confused, be at a loss, fail, bieak down.
1840 Ln Beacons* 1eld in Cor r w Sister (t836) 158 My

facts flabbeigasted him, as well as. Hume, who was ludi-

crously flooied 1857 Hughes r
lont Brown 11 iv, ‘If you

hadn’t been flooied youiself now at fust lesson ‘ Ibui 11. v,
‘ He’s never going to get floored ‘ 1886 Ruskin Pnetenta
I 359 The consummate manner in which I hadfloored our
tutoi

b. To oveicome m any way; to beat, defeat,

ptove too much for. To floor the odds (see quot

1S93).

1827 Lytton Pelham xxx, It is very singular that you
who play so much better should not have floored him
yesterday evening 1834 J H Nlwman in Lett (i8gx) II

22 I am flooied as to the piofessorship 1836 Lu Blacons-
nrLD in Carr so Sister (1886J 50, I was the only man who
could floor O'Connell 1882 Daily Tel 16 Nov 3/5 The
odds weie, nevertheless, floored from an unexpected quarter.

1893 Farmlr Slang, Floor (Racing), When a low-pnced
horse pulls off the event 111 the face of the betting, it is said
tofloor the odds

O. To do thoroughly, get through (a piece of

work) successfully. Tofloorapaper{Umv slang)

.

to answer every question in it.

1852 Bristed 5 Years in Eng Univ I 186 Our best classic

had not time to floor the paper 1861 Hughes TomBrown
at Oxf. x, 83 I've nearly floored my little-go work

d. To empty, finish (a bottle, etc ).

1836-48 B. D Walsh Aristoph Acliarnians v u, I was
the first man that floored his gallon i86x Hughes Tom
Brawn at Oxf xxiv (1889) 228, I have a few bottles of old
wine left , we may as well floor them

e. mtr 1 To commit a fatal blundci
1835 J H Newman Lett (1891I II 97 We floored so

miserably at the Reformation, that [etc ]

h 4: trans. ‘To bring forward in argument, to

table ’ (Jam.). Obs~ l

ax687 M’Ward Contendings (1723) 177, I know not
whom your Proposal strikes against , save that you floor

it, to fall on some, whom you mind to hit right or wrong
5. To place upon (something) as a floor

187* Tylor Prim Cult II xiu. 68 The doctrine of a
Heaven, floored upon a firmament, 01 placed in the upper
air.

0 Art slang To hang in the lowest row on the
walls of a picture-gallery.

1884 American VIII 376 One R A, is ‘skied’ and
another 1

floored

Flooraffe (flo° redg). rare-1
, [f as prec +

-age] Floors collectively, amount of floonng,
1734 tr Rollm'sAnc Hist (1827) II in 147 All this flooi-

age was conti ived to keep the moisture of the mould from
running away
Floor-cloth, floorcloth.
1 A fabric for covering floois ; chiefly applied to

substitutes for carpeting, as oilcloth, linoleum,
etc.

1746 Watson in Phil Trans XLIV 716 A thick Carpet,
instead of a Floor-cloth, is liable to prevent the Success of
this Expeunient a 1818 Miss Rose in G Rose Dianes
(i860) II. 75 The flooi cloth in the entrance-hall was
takeu up 1836 Dickens Sk Bos, Our Parish vu, It was
a neat, dull little house . with new, narrow floorcloth m the
passage. -

2 A housemaid’s cloth for washing floors.

1851 [See File sb T
] (In common use 111 England.)

Hence Floo'r-eloth, flooTcloth. v , to cover with
floorcloth Also, Floo*r-clothed ppl. a
1838 Dickens Nich Nick xvi, He found himself in a little

floor-clothed 100m 1844 — Mart Chits lx. It was floor-

clothed all over.

Floored (flo<ud), ppl a. [f Flood v. + -ed ]
1 Provided with a floor

*55* Huloet, Flooied or diessed with bouides, contain
laius 1609 Holland Arum Marcell 79 They passed over
the river upon a floored bridge of ships 1809 Southey in

Q Rev II 56 Till the natives live in floored houses.

342

2 Brought to the ground, overthrown
,
also Jig

overpowered, clone foi,

1821 Byron 12 Dec in Mooi'e Life <$ Lett (1833) III 301
The usual excuse of floored oquestuans 1857 Dicklns
Lett 7 Feb (1S80) II 1 1 Wardour was m a flooied condition.

Floorer (flooioj) [f as prec + -lb 1
] One

who or that which floors

1 One who or that winch brings down to the

floor 01 ground , esp a knock-down blow
*795 PoriLR Diet Cant (ed 2), Hooters,

fellows who
throw persons down, afLer which their companions rob
them in the act of lifting them up 1819 Moore J orn Crib's

Mem (ed 3I 59 Singling him from all her flash adoiu-s,

Shines in lus hits, and lliundeis in his floorers 1836-48
B D Walsh Aristoph, Achat mans 11 11 33 Strike, O
stuke the precious rascal ' He shall have a fiooier dealt

him 1

2 Something which floors m a figtuative sense

(see Floor v 3 ), e.g unexpected news of an un-

pleasant nature, a decisive aigument 01 retort, a ques-
tion which tilterly embaii asses one, a poser Also
in umveisity slang, a question or paper too haid to

be masteicd
1837 T Hook facie Brag xxu, ‘Well’, said Jack, 'that’s

a flooi er, and no mistake’ 1867 J Hahon Tallants ofB
lvm, This case is a flooi er to me 1870 Bhlwlr Did
Phrase <]• Fable, Floorer, In tlie University we say, ‘That
paper or question was a flooi er' 1875 Miss Braddon
Hostages to Fort xiv 227, I didn't know the news would
be such a fiooier

Flooring (floo uq), vbl sb. [f as prec. + -ING 1
]

The action of the vb Flood
1 The action of floonng or laying down a floor.

163a giiERWOOD, A flooring with plankts or boords, planch-

age 1703 Moxon Mcch Ex etc 149 Of Floonng of Rooms
1866 Law Reports Com Pleas 163 The plaintiff is the
patentee of cei tarn buckle plates used for budge floonng

2. cona . The floor of a room, etc. ;
also, the

materials of which it is made
1624 Wotton Archit in Relief Wottou (1672)63 Mosaique

is of most use in pavements and floorings 1697 Drydln
Virg Georg iv. 237 To pitch the waxen Floonng some con-
trive 1754 Lady M W Montagu Let to C'tess Bute 23
June, The ceding and flooring are m good repair x86x

Hughes Tout Brown at Oxf iv, The Captain, Miller, and
Blake who had many notions as to the flooring, lines, and
keel of a racing boat 1875 W S Hayward Love agst.

World i, The polished oak floonng

b A natural floor
;
a stiatum

1697 Drvden Virg Georg 1 262 To smooth the Surface of
th’ unequal Ground, Lest crack'd with Sumtnei Heats the
floonng flies 1804 C B Brown tr Volney's View U S
47 The flooring ofthe Miami and Clay Rivers *857 Living-
stone Trav xxii 428 Sandstone rock . forms the floonng
of the country

3 Malting The operation of spreading the ginm
on the malt- floor, and treating it there in the re-

quired manner.
1839 Uhe Did Aits 93 Malting the couching, sweating,

and flooring 1883 H. Stores Malt xtx 344 Flooring, this

is also called spireing

4. The action of knocking down or throwing to

the gionnd.
1819 Moore Tom Crib's Mem Pref (ed 3) p xn, Cross-

buttockuig being as indispensable an ingredient, as
nobbing, flooring, &c
5. attnb. and Comb

,

as flooring-beam , -boards

-stone, -twibei • flooring-clamp (see quot )

1847-% H, Milllr Fust Impr v. (1857) 8x “Flooring
beams connect the walls of a skeleton building 1881
Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 173 “Flooring
boaids xoj per square 1874 Knight Did Mech I 889/x
*Flooring-clamp, an implement for closing up the joints of
flooring-boaids 1671 J. Webster Melallogr vu 117
Quarries of Stone . where they get “flooring-stones for

paving of houses

Floorish., obs fotm of Flourish

Floorless (flo^ ilos), a [f Flood sb. + -less ]
Having no floor, without a flooi

1847 in Craig. 1857 Fraser's Mag LVI 464 A roofless,

floorless house.

fFloorth. Ohs In 5-6 florthe. [f. Floor j#

+ -th.] = Floor sb

1303 R Brunne Handl Symte 6184 pys peisone lay
and lokede furjx Vn tyl a cofre yn )>e floithe. 1494
Fabyan Chron v. xeix 73 Y° sayd Goothis, by crafty &
false meanes, caused y° florthe of the sayd Chambre to falle

1302 Will ofAmyas (Somerset Ho ), A salt cote w* a salte

floith 1530 Palsgr 609/2 This florthe is well leavelled

Floorwise (flo° awaiz), adv. rare— 1
, [f Flood

sb. + -wise ] As on a flooi.

1840 Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile Wks x88g I 29
While our feet sti uck glories Which we stood on fioorwise,
Platformed in mid-air

Flop (flpp), sb. colloq and dial. [See the \b

,

and cf. Flap sb ]

1.

The action of the vb Flop
; the heavy dull

sound produced by ‘flopping’.
1823 Moor Suffolk Words s v ,

‘ I’ll gi yeow a flop ’ 1854
L Lloyd Scandinavian Adv II 271, I was startled by
something descending, with a gieat flop, on to my hat
x88a Pall Mall G 11 Oct 5 The flop of a water-rat or the
whirr of the giey-hen

b. A noise resembling this.

1836 T Hook G Gurney III 33 Stuffing his finger into
lus mouth and pulling it out suddenly, with what he called
a flop

+ 2 =Flap 5b 1 b 06s
1662 Rump Songs 11. 3 To give us a Flop with a Fox tail

3 dial. A mass of thm mud Also transf
1844W Earnes Poems Rural Life Gloss 304 1832 C

fox Jrnl 23 Aug (1882)276 The oven where the fiery flop
[molten metalj was shut up for six weeks to coot

F

4 US college slang, (see quot

)

1831 B H Hall College Words, s v
, Any ‘ cute

1

perform-
ance by which a man is sold [deceived] is a good flop

5 attnb and Comb
,
m vauous words m which

flop is a vanant offlap ,
asflop-ear,

-eared

\

-mouth
Also flop-damper, flop-wing (see quols )

1874 Knigiit Did Moth I 889/1 *Flop-damper, a stove
or furnace dampei winch rests by its weight m open or shut
position 1879 Cassell's 1 echn Editc IV 351/1 The old
English hog with “‘flop’ eais 1880 Miss Bhaddon fust
as / am hi, A biace of ’'flop cared setteis bounding before
him. 1604 Meeting of Gallants 15, I love to liene tales
when a met 11c corpulent Host bandies them out ofhis “Flop-
mouth 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds 184 Lapwing
( FaneHits vulgaris) Flopwing

Flop (%p), adv and int colloq. [The vb stem
so used ] With a flop, with a flopping noise
X728VANBR.& Cm Prov Hush 1 1 14 Dawn came I flop o’
my Feace all along in the Channel 1863 Kingslly Water
Bab 111, The beetles fell flop into the watei 1883 E
Pi-nnlll-Elmhihst Cream Leicesttrsh 177 Reynaid dashed
out flop against the only hound on that side of the tree
a 1887 J ni 1 cries 1’ttld I, Hedgct out 177 ‘Dalled if he didn’t
fall into the pond, flop 1 *

Flop (<Vp), v colloq and dial [onomatopoeic
var of Flap v

,
the change of vowel indicating

a duller or heavier sound ]
1 mtr. To swing or sway about heavily and

loosely; =FLArz; 5
160a Marston Ant <5 Mel v Wks 18561 60 A husband
with a bush of fuis on the ndge of his chinne, readie still

to flop into Ins foming diaps 1838 Holloway Provincial-
isms, s v ,

‘The sail flops against the mast ’ 1883 K W
Hamhton 111 Jlatpir's Mag 845/1 One side [of a wet
umbrella] flopped dejectedly

2. To move clumsily or heavily
;
to move with

a sudden bump or thud Of a bud To flap the
wings heavily Also with away

,
down

,
over

,
etc

1692 [See Flopping] 1827 Clare Sheph Cal 4 They flop

on heavy wings away 1850 P Croo k War ofHats 43 Then
flopping on his seat he sinks 1839 Mrs Cxv.ixix. Lett III

13 lie flopped ovei on Ins side, quite stiff and unconscious
1870 H Smart Racefor Wife x, She flopped down on her
knees, and implored foi mercy 1879 Boddam Whliham
Roraima 105 Tortoises flopped into the water 1887 Besant
The Wadld went 1 7 Blue water ovei your head, and the
whales flopping around your grave 1887 Lady Brassly in
LastVoy ix. 222A greysea flopping up on ourweather bow

b. fig To flop over

.

to make a sudden change

m one’s attilude or behaviour
1892 Nation (N Y ) 6 Oct 268/3 His [Sardou’s] characters
flop over and act in a way quite the reverse of what we

had a light to expect

3. Bans To throw suddenly, generally with the

additional notion ofmaking a bump or thud. Also
with down, m, etc

1823 Moor Suffolk Words s v , ‘A floppt his affections’

on such a one 1836 Maruyat Midsh Easy xxxvm, She
flopped herself into the standing bed-place <1x845 Hood
Aerie Distress m, In bolts our bacon-hog Atwixt the legs

of Master Blogg, And flops him down m all the muck. 1854
Baker Northampton Gloss s v ,

‘ How you flop itm ’ 1839
Dickens T Two Cities 11 1,

‘ What do you mean by flopping

yourself down and praying agin me ?
’

4

To move (wings, etc ) heavily and loosely up
and down
1839 Tennent Ceylon II vu 254 Cawing and flopping his

wings m the sky 1891 Carnb Rev 12 Mai 264/2 One or

two of them at least sat feebly flopping their hands about

6 . To strike with a sudden blow Toflop up (the

eyes) : to bung up
;
= Flap v i dial

1838 Bywater Sheffield (ed 3) 227 If thah gets drunk, an
flops a watchman’s een up 1888 Sporting Life 15 Dec 3/5
’E carnt flop a bloke

0 US College slang (see quot.).

1831 B H Hall College Words, s v ,
‘ A man writes cards

during examination to feeze the profs and he flops the

examination if he gets a good mark by the means ’ One
usually flops his marks by feigning sickness

Hence Flo’ppmgyi// a
1679 Trial ofLanghorn 53 He had a giay Coat on, and

plain Shooes, and a flopping Hat 1692 R L’Estrange
E'ables ccccix 384 A Huge Flopping Kyle 1821 Clakl
Fill Minsti I 24 Jealous watch-dog E’eii lous’d by
quawkmg of the flopping crows

Floppy (%pi);tf. colloq [f. Flop v + -t 1
]

Inclined to flop, having a tendency to flop

about.
1858 Geo Eliot Scenes Clerteal Life,

A mos Barton 11,

In those days even fashionable caps weie large and floppy

1890 Pall Mall G 2 Sept 7/1 A divided skirt is the

clumsiest, floppiest aiticle that a woman can put on

Hence Plo’ppily adv
,
ZTo'ppmess

1884 St fames's Gas. 11 Sept 6/2 An aimless feeble old

humbug, he sits1 floppily on the wiong side of his boat 1892

Daily News 2 July 6/7 Theie is now a legrettable tendency
to ‘floppiness’ ofattue

Flora (floo ra) PI. flora
;

also floras [a

L Flora the goddess of flowers, fJldr-,flds flower ]

1. In Latin mythology, the goddess of flowers

,

hence, in modem poetical language, the peisomfi-

cation of nature’s power in producing flowers.

1508 Dunbar Goldyn Targe 74 Tliare saw I The fresch

Aurora, and lady Flora scheue 1667 Milton P L v 16

With voice Milae, as when Zephyius or Flora bieathes

1762 Falconer Shtpwr. m, 235 Indulgent Flora breathed



FLORAL.

perpetual May 1812 Crabde Tales x ud Here a grave

Flora scarcely deigns to bloom 1851 Carpenter Man.
Phys 65 The empire of Flora has no limit

2 . A descriptive catalogue of the plants of any
geographical area, geological period, etc.

[From the use of the name Flora in Latin titles of works
of this kind The earliest known example is Snnon Paulli's

FloraDamca 1647 , other eaily instances are Rupp’s Flora.

Jenensis 1718, and Linnaeus' Flora Suecica 1745 ]

[1665 Ray {title), Flora, seu de Florum Cultura Oi, a
complete Florilege ] 1777 Lighttoot Flora Scotica Pref

17 It comprehends by far the greatest part, which is as much
as the Flora of any country can pretend to 1799 J Hoi l
{title), The British Flora 1829 G Johnston (title), A Floia

of Berwick-upon-Tweed *870 Hooker Stud Flora Pi of v,

I have consulted the usual British and Continental Floras.

3 . The plants or plant life of any particular

region or epoch. Cf. Fauna i

1778 G White Let in Selbome (1877) I 217 Chalks, clays,

sands .woodlands, and champaign fields, cannot but furnish

an ample Flora. *830 Lyell Prmc Geol I 9a The flora

of a country is peculiarly influenced by temperature 1839
Darwin Ong Spec. xu. (1873) 329 The floras of distant

continents would not by such means become mingled

Floral (fida ral), a [ad. h. floral-is of or per-

taining to Flora : see Flora and -al In sense 3
it may be regarded as a new formation on L.flor-,

flos flower Cf. F flot al in all the senses.]

1. Hist. Pertaining to or in honour of the goddess
Flora. Floral shows =h. Floratia.

1647 Stapylton Juvenal 270 The Florall showes were
celebrated in the end of Apnll, in honour of the Goddesse
of Flowers and gaidens 17*8 Prior Hcmy <5 Emma 769
Let One great Day, To Floial Play Be set aside. 1737-41
Chambers Cycl , Florales Ludt, Floral Games
2. Pertaining to a flora or floras Floral zone •

one of the tracts into which the earth’s surface may
be divided with regard to the character of the

vegetable life.

1870 Yeats Nat Hist Comnt 100 The floral zones are
less irregular than the faunal

3 . Of or pertaining to a flower or flowers. Floral
diagram . a diagram exhibiting the relative position

of the parts in the cross-section of a flower Floral
envelope (see Envelope sb. 3). Floral leaf (see

quot. 1753).
1753 Chambers Cycl Supp, s v Leaf, Floral Leaf cx-
resses one found near the flower, and which never appears
ut with the flower. 1793 Martyn Lang Bot,, Floral

hid, containing the flowers. 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants,
Gloss xogg Floralenvelopes 1845 Florist's Jml 230 Floral
Intelligence 1861 Bentlfy Hot (1870)133 Floral leaves or
bracts 1876 Hookfr Lot, Primer 6a The outermost of the
floral whorls, the calyx. 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ IV
95/2 Another floral expedition i88z Vines Sachs' Bot
fioi The Floral Diagram is constructed differently accord-
ing to the purpose it is intended to serve

Hence Flo rally adv., m quot ,
like a flower

1820 Examiner No 631. 317/i Profound m its depth of
chiaroscuro, and florally blooming in its colour

Floralize (floo ralaiz), v. [f. Floral + -ize.]

trans. To make floral, to adorn with flowers
1890 The Voice (N.Y ) 10 Apr , How appropriate that all

our cemeteries should be floralized and tree-shaded,

f Florameda. Obs. rare. ‘Probably a flowered
or figured stuff’ (Beck).
1640 Charter in EntickLondon II. 178 Stuffs . Floramedas

tFlo'ramour. Obs Forms: 6-7 flo(u)ra-
mor(e, flor(e)amour, flower amo(u)r, ?flonmar.
[a OF *Jlor amour (in Cotgr. Jleur d1amour) Ut.
‘ flower of love Cf. Get.floramor (r6th c ),

The suggestion that amour is a perversion ofamaranthus
seems not impossible, but is not supported by evidence ]

A name given to various cultivated species of
Amaranthus.
1348 Turner Names ofHerbes (1881) n The other kynde

[of Amarantus] is called here in Englande..flouramore
*597 Gcrardd Herlal 11 xl. 255 In English flower Gentle,
purple Veluet flower, Floranior 1611 Cotgr , Fleur
a'amour, flower-gentle, flower-amour 1665-76 Ray Flora
178 The great Floramour hath a thick and tall crested
stalk, with many reddish large green leaves

H Misused for : Love of floweis
1873 L. Wallace Fair God 1. iv 18 Ministering to the

voluptuous floramour of the locality

Floran (flo® ran) Mm. Also Floran. Tin
(See quot 1778.)
*778 Pryce Mm. Cornub 321 Flat an is an exceeding

small grained Tin, scarce perceivable in the stone though
perhaps very rich. Also any Tin which is stamped ex-
ceeding fine, and undersize, is called Floran Tin—quasi
Flower Tin 188* Raymond Mining Gloss , Florantin, tin

ot^iscarcely visible in the stone, or stamped very small,

Floraseope • see Floriscope
Florehe, obs form of Flourish.
Flore, obs. form of Floor.
Floreal (floo'rral), a. [f. L, flore-us, f for-,

flos flower + -al.] fa. = Floral i (obs.). b.
=»Floral a.
zfioz Segar Hon. Mil <$> Civ iv 111 213 In the Playes

Horeall, and in the Pastoral Comedies. *852 Fraser's
Mag. XLV. 501 Ancient and universal has been the floreal

paid to the floieal queen
II Floreal (flo» rzal), sb. £Fr. Floreal, f as prec.]

The name adopted for the eighth month of the
year in. the calendar of the French Republic intro-
duced in 1793 ;

it extended from April 20 to
May 19

848

1827 Scott Napoleon iv. Wks 1870 X. 62, 17th Floreal,
(8th of May) 1838 Nicolas Chron. Hist 182 Floreal
(Flowery Month).

Floredelise, obs. form of Fleur-de-lys,
Floree • see Florey.
Florence 1 (Aliens). [The name of the chief

city of Tuscany (F. Florence
,
L. Florentta

,

early
It. Fiorenze

,

now Firenze) ; used as the name of
various things produced or originating there.]

t !• A gold florin [In OFfflorence ] Obs.
a 1400 Ocioman 1910 Four outlawed chepede me that

chyld to sale For syxty florencys 7 a *475 Sqr lowe Degre
243 And offre there florences thie, I11 tokenyng of the
trynyte 1563 Foxn A. 3 M. (1570) 976/1 What money
goeth out of Germany yearely to the Pope, mountyng to
the summe of 3,000,000 Florences 1598 Stow Surv vii
(1603) 52 Edward III commaunded Florences of gold to
be made and coyned.
2. The name given to certam woven fabrics

:

t a of wool Obs. exc. Hist.
1483 Act 1 Rich 111

, c 8 § 18 The making of any
Clothes called Florences with Cremvli listes 1583 Rates
Customho Cjb, Florence wullen cloth the yarde *658
Phillips, Florences

, a kind of cloth brought over fiom
Florence. *721-1800 in Bailey 1846 in Fairholt Cos-
tume Gloss.

b. of silk (see quot.). [So m Fr.]
1882 CAULrEiLD & Saward Diet Needlework

,
Florence

This dress stuff is also known as Floientine a description
of Corded Baidgc or Grenadine There is also a thin de-
scription of Taffeta .which had its origin at Florence, and
thence derived its name

f 3 A kind of wine brought from Florence Obs.
1707 Loud Gas No 4343/7 A Parcel of extraordinary

good Red Florence, at 6s a Gallon. 1757 H Walpole
Lett to Mann 20 Nov , The chest of Florence proves to
be Lord Hertford’s drams
4. Comb, Florence-flask, a flask of the kind
used to contain Florence-oil (see Flask sb 3)

,

Florence iris, ? = Florentine iris
, Florence-

leaf, a fine yellow leaf-alloy; Florence-oil, a
superior kind of olive oil.

*664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 202 Florence Ins 1763
Franklin Wks. (1806) I 345 Your experiment of the
Florence flash, and boiling water is very curious *858
Simmonds Did Trade

, Ilorencc-leaf. Ibid , Florence-
oil, olive oil sold in flasks

+ Florence 2
. slang. Obs [? from the female

Christian name ] (See quot.)
a *700 B. E. Diet Cant. Crew

,
Florence

,
a Wench that

is touz’d and ruffled 1785 m Grose Diet. Vulg Tongue

.

t Flo’rent, a. Obs. [ad. L.florent-ein, pr pple.

of floi ere to Flourish] a. Flourishing, b.
Blooming, flowery.
154a Udall Erasm Apoph. 68b Smopa .was a florent

citee, and of greate power *7*9 D’Urpey Pills (1872) I

340 Whose florent Spring now bears delightful bloom 17a*— Two Queens ofBrentford n. in New Opera's 28 Scandal
has our florent Glory spod'd.

Florentine (flp rentoin), a. and sb. Also (in

sense B. 3) 7 florenden, 8 -me [ad. L. Flo-
rentm-us of 01 pertaining to Florenha Florence ]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Florence, the chief

city of Tuscany.
1603 Knoli us Hist Turks (1638) 292 Francis the Floren-

tine Cardinall 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav (1760) II. 305
Antonio del Pollajuolo, a Florentine painter, who died ux
1498 1877 Nicol in Encycl. Bnt VII 166 The third
[diamond] in weight is the Florentine or Grand Duke

b. csp. in [ Florentine fl.ower-de-lu.oe =
Florentine ins ; Florentine fresco (see quot )

;

Florentine ins, the white or pale-blue iris (/.

Florentmd), Florentine lake (see quot 1854);
Florentine marble (see quot.) ; Florentine
mosaic, a kind of mosaic made by inlaying

precious stones in maible or the like, Florentine
pie = B. 3.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1 xxxv 48 The white Flower de-
luce is like vnto the ^Florentine Flower de-luce 1854
Fairholt Diet Terms Art, *Florentine Fresco

,

Like
common fresco, the hme is used wet, but m this mode it can
be moistened and kept damp, and fit for painting on. 1882
Garden 20 May 353/1 A large table bouquet of tall white
* Florentine Iris 1822 Imison Sc (j- Art II 41 x “Florentine
lake 1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, Florentine Lakeh
a pigment prepared fiom cochineal. It is now obsolete.

1706 Phillips fed. Kersey) “Florentine or Landskip-Marble,
a kind of Marble in which the Figures of Mountains, Rivers,
Towers,.and even whole Cities are naturally represented

1854 Fairholt Diet TermsArt,*Florentine Mosaic *823
Galt Entail III 65

‘ A jigot o' mutton, a fine young poney
cock, and a “florentme pye.'

B sb.

1 A native or inhabitant of Florence. Also a
Florentine ship

*591 Raleigh Last Fight Rev (Arb ) 16 Their Nauy
stiengthened with Florentines and huge Hulkes of other
countries *599 Thynne Amtnadv (1875) 4s The woorke-
menne, beinge floientynes x6ox Shaks Alt’s Well 1 11 1

The Florentines and Senoys are by th’eares 1849 Macau-
r ay Hist. Eng I 353 London was, to the Londoner what
Florence was to the Florentine of the fifteenth century

2 A textile fabric of silk or f wool, used for

wealing apparel. Cf. Florence 2.

1545 Rates Customho D nj b, Florentynes {printed -tyse]

for a clothe 1819 Rfes Cycl
,
Florentine a species of

satin or tweeled silk *88z Caulfeild& SawardDiet Needle-
work, Florentine is a twilled silk, thicker than Florence,

which latter is, however, sometimes called by the same name,

FLOBEY,
3 . Cookery. A kind of pie or tart; esp. meat
baked in a dish with a cover of paste
1567-79 Hake Newts Powlcs Chnrchyardc iv. (1872)
D nj, with Custardes, Tarts, and Florentines, thebanequet
to amende a 1700 B E Diet Cant Cresv, Florentine,

a made Dish of Minced Meats, Currans, Spice, Eggs, &c ,
Bak’d 1750 E. Smith Compleat Housewife (ed, 14) 41
A Florenaine of a kidney of Veal. 1870 Ramsay Remin
v. (ed 18)126 A florentme (an excellent old Scottish dish
composed of veal).

4 The Floientine dialect of Italian.
1855 Milman Eat Chr (1B64) IX xiv, v. 207 That exqui-

site all admired Floientine has secured its undying fame
Hence Florentine v. trans., to cook or prepare

in the manner of a florentme (B 3).
*769 Mrs Raitald Eng Housekpr. (1778) 137 To floren-

dine Rabbits

t Flo'rentizing, pa pple. orppl a. Obs. [f
L. Florentta Florence + -Ize.] ? ti ans. Making like
Florence

; or mtr. Imitating Florence.
*59* Sylvester Du Bartas 1 11 943 Strife-full Ambition,

Florentizmg States . Bribes swaying Magistrates

II Flores 1 (flo«»T2z). Obs [L. flares, pi offlos ]
I Old Chem. (See quot 1706)
*663 Boyle Usefuln. Nat Philos I. n 213 The same
Attnm fubntnans being calcin’d with Flowers of Brim-
stone, till the Flores be burnt away *706 Phillips (ed
Keisey), Flores m Chymistry, the more subtil paits of a
substance separated from the grosser by Sublimation.
2 . nonce-use. ‘Floweis of speech.
a 1734 North Exam. 1 m. § 04 One may also admire

how tne Author comes by these Flores of the Canaglia.

II Flores 2 (flo res) [Sp.
;
pi offor Flower

Cf F. indigofore ] (See quots.)
*858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Flores, a commercial classi-

fication of indigo, the best quality of dye from Nos 7 to g
1885 Balfour Cycl India (ed 3) II. 333 South American
[indigo] Its qualities are distinguished as follows.—xst,
Flores, and, Sobres; and 3rd, Coites

Florescence (flore sens), [ad modL fates-

centia, f L. forescent-em • see next and -ence ]
The process of producing flowers or bursting into
flower; the period or state of flowering. Also
cotter. Flowers collectively.

*793 Martyn Lang, Hot , Florescenha, Floiescence or the
Flowering season The time when vegetables usually
expand tneir flowers. 1819 H Busic Banquet 1 16 The
grass Fragrant with sweet florescence. 1853 G John
ston Nat. Hut E. Bord I. 124 All the Hieracia are erect
throughout the process of florescence and semination

Florescent (flore sent), a [ad .L florescent-em,
pi pple offlorescire to begin to blossom, inceptive
of fldrere: see Flourish] Bursting mto flower,

flowering lit and fig.
1821 Blackiu Mag IX 201 [They] will remain admired

and florescent, when the essays of thy most witty emissary
are superseded and forgotten

Floresehe, floresshte, obs forms of Flourish
Floret 1 (floa rut) [ad. OF florete, F feuiette

,

dim offleur flower.]

1 . Bot. One of the little flowers that go to make
up a composite flower or the spikelet in grasses.

Florets of the disk
, of the tay (see quot. 1S66)

*67* Grew Aitat. Plants 1 v § 18 (1682) 38 The outer
Part of every Suit, is its Floret a Floret is the Epitome of
a Flower. *785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot vi 69 The
choke is an assemblage of floiets which are beginning to
be formed. 1807 J. E Smith Phys. Bot 456 Florets of
the disk furnished with stamens only 1866 Treas Bot,
Th&florets ofthe disk are those which occupy the centre of
the head of a composite , while florets of the ray occupy
the circumference. 1877 F. E Hulme Wild FI p vm,
Dandelion.—All the florets ligulate

2 . A small flower, a floweret.

1791 E, Darwin Bot Gard
,
Loves ofPlants 11, He Crops

the young floret and the bladed heib 1865 Ruskin Sesame
(ed 2) 19a These feeble florets are lying with all then fresh
leaves tom, and their stems broken

fig 1786 Miss A Seward Lett (1811) 1. 150, 1 may one
day present you withmy poetic florets. 1832 Blackiu Mag
XI 424 Variegated by the florets of a superficial but 01 nate
adulation.

f Flo-ret 2
. Obs [ad OFr.florets (Fr fleuret)

floss-silk. Cf. Febret sb 2
] =Feruet sb 4 Only

attrib as floret-silk=floss-silk.

1583 Rates Customho Eiv, Silk called Floret silk tlie

pound contaynmg xvi vnees *6*i Cotgr Flew et, course
silke; fioiet silke 1640 Scavage Table in Entick London
(1766)11 169 Ferret or Floret silk

lienee + Flo reting.
*775 Romans Hist Florida 144 This mixture is caided

ana calledfioreitmg
Floret, obs. var. of Fleubet2

}
fencing-foil

Floreted (floo reted
), ppl a [f Floret 1 +

-ed 2
] Having florets, covered or ornamented

with little flowers.

*856 Ruskin Mod Paint. IV. v xiv § 31 In bulging
balconies, and floreted gratings of huge windows.

tFlO'retry. Obs. rare. In 7 flontry, flowretry
[?f Floret, Floweret + -ry ] Flowery ornament
1615 G. Sandys Trav, m. i6t The walls and arches

garnished with flontiy. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1, 367 The
Cedar was curiously carved with imagery of flowers Nor
was all this flowretry lost labour

Florett6e, -etty, vars. of Fleurettbe.

t FloTey, floree. Obs Forms: 6 floray,

florrey, flurry, 6-7 florie, -y, 6-8 florey, 8
floree [a. F. florie, var offleurie in same sense,
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f. flenr flower.] A blue pigment consisting of the

scum collected fiom the vat m dyeing with woad
or indigo.

1527MS Acc R Gthson, MasterofRevels (Public Recoid
Office), Boght mj It of dry floiy, the li uj j 1573 Art of
Limmmg 4 Sinai te 01 floney being tempcied in a shell

with gumme water maketli a blewe. 1640 Parkinson
'I heat, Bat v Ixiu 60a Floiey is the scumme of the
dyfat, while the cloth is upon the dj mg a blew coloui with
Indico ol Woade 1721-1800 Bailey, Floree, Florey 1858
Simmonds Did Trade, I< lores, powder blue or indigo
attub 1606 Piacham Art Drawing 58 'lake Floiey

Blew and gi ind it with a little fine Roset

t Flo-riage. Obs [badly f L jlor-,fld flower,

afterfoliage, Cf. Vr,jieurage.\

I . Bloom, blossom.
1782 J Scott Odes xx 26 And where the trees unfold

their bloom, And where the banks their flouage bear

2 1 The leaves of flowers ’ (Webster Suppl 1880)
Floriate (floo-n^t), ppl a. In quot. floreate.

[f L.florif)-flos + -ate A Sec -ate 2 ]
= next.

1894 Sotheby 4 Co ’s Catal 11 July 124 The first page
illuminated in floreate sciolls

Floriated (floi Hotted), ppl a. Also floreated
[f. as prcc. + -ED 1

] Decorated or adorned with
floral ornaments
1845 Ecclesiologist IV. 17 The floriated Cross 1857

Wood Com Obj Seashore 25 A floriated coionet
fig, 1892 Sat, Rev 13 Aug 183/3 The late mission to

Fez, and the highly * floi mted ’ accounts of it,

Floriation (<l 5«ri|Ji Jan), [f asprec + -atjon]
a. A floral dccoiation. b. A musical flourish.

1868 Cussans ITci iv 60 A Cross Mohne with its dona-
tions more expanded, 1895 Cent Mag Aug 575/2 He
continued the tune, with his accustomed flonations

Floricide (flo^ nsaid) nonce-wd [f. L florif)-,

fils flower + -CIDE x "| One who destroys flowers
1841 Hon. Smith MoneyedMan II vm 263 I cannot like

a floricide.

Floricomous (fionktfaios), a, ran [ad late

jloncom-tts crowned with flowers, f.florif)-,Jlos

flower + coma hair (see Coma 2) + -ous ]
1

1

. (See quot) Obs~°
1727 Bailey vol II, Floricomous, having the Top full of

or adorn’d with Flowers.

2 Zool. The distinctive epithet ofcertain sponges,

the rays ofwhich end m a bunch ofcurved branches

Floricultural (Bp-, fioeriko'ltiural), a [f

next + -At 1
] Pertaining to floriculture

1822 Loudon Encycl Gard § 1626 Floucultural Cata-
logue. 1845 Florists Jrnl. 250 Royal South London
I loncultural Society

Floriculture (fl<j*-,floankit>ltuu) [fL florf)-,

flos flower + Culture after horticultu

t

c.] The
cultivation of flowers 01 flowering plants
1822 Loudon Encycl Gard, § 1559 Floriculture is ob-

viously of limited interest, compaied to horticulture. 1876

J. Grant One ofthe ‘6oo’ vi. 49 Displaying some ignor-
ance alike of botany and floriculture

Floriculturist (flpnkc-ltiimst) [f prec +
-1ST.] One who devotes himself to or is skilled in

floriculture.

1869 Athemmn 6 Nov. 587 If you are a mere floricul-

turist the subject is exhausted.

Florid (flf nd), a. [ad (directly or through Fr
floride, Cotgr in sense 6) L. florid-us (related to

florere to bloom : see -id), f.flor-,flos flower ]

+ 1. Blooming with flowers; abounding in or

covered with flowers
;
flowery. Obs

1656 Blount Glossogr•„ Florid, garnished, with flowers
1667 Milton P. L. vu 90 The ambient Aire wide inter-

fus’d Imbvacing round this florid Eaith

t b. Consisting of flowers, floral

1665 Boyle Occas Re/I. m. iv (1675) 151 Those, who are
wont to make Fires have generally displac’d the florid,

and the verdent Ornaments of their Chimneys 1678
Vaughan Thalia Rediv , Daphms 70 Bung here the florid

glories of the Spring 011682 Sir T Browne Tracts (1684)
gi Florid and purely ornamental Garlands .. are of more
free election

2. fig. Profusely adorned as with flowers , elabo-

rately or luxuriantly ornate Often in somewhai
disparaging sense • Excessively ornate.

a. Of composition, speech, etc. : Abounding in

ornaments or flowers of rhetoric; full of fine words
and phrases , flowery.
1656 Cowley Pindar Odes Notes Wks (1710) I 238

Apollo is the God of Poetry, and all kind of Florid Learn-
ing. 1658-9 Burton’s Diary (1838) IV 131 He made
a very florid speech 171s Addison Sped No 321 F 3 The
Expressions are more florid and elaborate 1782 V Knox
Ess (1819) II 1m 17 Several of the poems are florid to

excess 1814 Scott Wav. xiv, He possessed that flow of
natural, and somewhat florid eloquence, which, [etc ] 1878
Morlev Cnt Misc , Vauvenargitcs 6 The florid and
declamatory style of youth

b. Of a person or his attributes • Addicted to the

use of flowery language or rhetorical ornament
167* Gumbee Life ofMonel Ep Ded , This Subject re-

quireda more flond Pen than mine 1691 Wood A tk Oxon,
I 164 He took holy orders and became a florid Preachei

*735 Pope Prol Sat 317 In florid impotence he speaks 1759
Robertson Hist Scot (1817) 2x1 Acopiousand florid writer.

c. Ofattire, manners, methods ofprocedure, etc :

Highly ornate ; showy, ostentatious.
xBx6 J Scott Vis Pans (ed. 5) 173 Whole years of

flond and unnatural patronage. 1853 Thackeray New-

comes I. 231 A florid apparel becomes some men, as simple
raiment suits otheis. 1876 C M Davits Unorth Land. 89
The ritual h altogether ofa more florid character

3 spec in technical use.

a Music (See quots. 1879, 188S.)

1708 [see Figuratt a 4,] 1774 Burney Hist Mus (1789')

I vi 80 Our florid-song is not always sufficiently sub-
servient to poetry, 1873 Ouselty Mus Form ix 49 Vary
the accompaniments by introducing more florid figures.

1879 Grove Did Mus , Flond Music in rapid figures,

divisions, or passages, the stem of the simple melody
bursting forth, as it were, into leaves and flowers 1888
Stainer & Barrett Diet Mus Terms

,
Flond counter-

point, a countei point not confined to any special species,

but in which notes of various lengths are used

b. Arch Enriched with decorative details.

01x704 Evelyn Architects <$ Archit , Misc Writings
(1835)422How oddly would thesptticeand flond Corinthian
[become] a I uscan entablature 1815 J. Sm ith Panorama Sc
1) Art I 151 The next [style] is often called flond, as if it

were richer in ornament 1838 Murray Iland-bl N Germ
in The extenoi, in the most elegant florid Gothic 1886

Wili is & Clark Cambridge II 526A florid style ofJacobean
architecture.

+ 4. Of blooming appearance; strikingly beau-

tiful or attractive
,

brilliant. Of colour . Bright,

resplendent. Obs.

1642 H More Song ofSoul 11 u 1 v, Slight proofs cannot
well fit In so great cause, nor phansies flond wile 1664
BulteelBirinthea i33Thebewitching appeaiance ofa floi id

beauty 1677 Plot Uafordsh 58 It gave the skin so florid

a whiteness, that, [etc
] 1725 Butitr Serin vi 113 Florid

and gaudy Pi ospects and Expectations 1770 H WALroLD
Perttie’s Aneed Paint (1771) IV 140 The weeping-willow
and every florid shrub .. ai e new tints in the composition of
our gaidens,

6 Of the complexion (or the colour of a part of
the body) ' Rosy or ruddy, flushed with led.

1650 Jer Taylor Holy Living 11 § 4 101 When it [our

beauty] is most flond and gay, three fits of an ague can
change it into yellowness 1665 Phil Trans I 118 Of
a very flond clear Complexion 1707 Floytr Physic
Pulse-Watch 60 High flond Coloui in the Cheeks 1781
Gibbon Decline <$• Fall III xlvui 45 His completion was
fair and flond 1800 Med Jrnl IV 155 1 he gums
became florid on the thud day. 1865 Iroilope Belton
Estate 111 26 A decidedly handsome man with a flond face

fb Of the blood: Bright red (1. e aiteual)

1650 ti Bacon's Life <5 Death 64 The lively and flonde

bloud of the small Arteries 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments
12x The Qualities of Blood in a healthy State are to be floi id

when let out of the Vessel 1797 M Baillit Moth. Aunt
(1807) 40 A florid blood must have been always circulating

between the lungs and the left side of the heait

6 Floiuishmg, lively, vigorous
;
m the bloom of

health Now 1 are
1656 Aiiif ITandsom 76 Like snow in summer, falling on

green and florid trees 1669 W Simpson Hydrol Uiym .

31 The circulation of the blood and humous become theieby
more florid 1713 Sttele Gnaidian No 2 F 1 I attn-

bute the florid old age I now enjoy, to my constant morning
walks up Hedmgton-Hill, 1725 Popf Odyss iv 1096 With
flond joy hei heait dilating glows 1748 Hump Hum l/nd
i 10 Bodies endow’d with vigorous and flond Health 1858
Carlyle Fredl. Gt. II. vi ix 128 Willielmma, formeily
almost too flond, is gone to a shadow

Florida (flp nda). The name of a State in the

extieme south-east of the United States, used attnb
to designate things connected with it m origin or

manufacture : as Plorida-water, a perfume similar

to eau-de-Cologne, largely used in the United
States

;
Ploxida wood, a hard wood obtained fiom

a species of dogwood, having close gram, and much
used for inlaying-work by cabinet-makers (Cent.

Did ).

1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal (ed 4) 160 Bahama and
Flouda sponges are about equal in texture and value 1884
R. Wheatley in Harper's Mag. June 59/1 Meichandise
such as Florida water.

Florideous (flori d2bs), a. Dot. [f modL.
Pionde-m (f. L floridns Floeid) + -ous] Belong-
ing to the Flondese, an order of Algse, or having
the characters of that group.
1884 [See Favella]

Floridity (flpri diti), [f Floeid a. + -ity ]
=Floeudness.
17x3 Sttele Guardian No 42 F 3 The Merit of his Wit

was founded upon the tossing up of a Pair of Rosie Jowles
His Reputation rose in proportion to his Floridity 1759

Darwin in Phil Trans LI 527 That these htemorrhages
were from the pulmonary artery appears from the flori-

dity 1820 Blackw Mag VII, 312 There is nothing of
this flutter and floridity in the poems of Mr Anster. 1831
Howitt Seasons 152 We soon perceive the floridity of
nature merging into a verdant monotony 1883 CemiuryMag
XXVI 917/1 They were dressed with a ceitam floridity.

Floridly (flp ndli), adv [f Floeid a + -ly 2 ]
In a florid manner ; esp. with respect to speech.
1667 H Stubbe in Phil. Trans II 500 Their Spleen is

Triangular and floridly red 1667 H. More Dw Dial
n xiv (1713) 131 You have apologized more floridly and
rhetorically for me than [etc ]. 1739 Cibber Apol (1756)
I 40 By endeavouring to be floridly grateful I talk’d non-
sense, 1881 Macm Mag. XLIII 386/2 A floridly sensa-
tional religious novel.

Floridness (flp ndn6s). [f Floeid a + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being florid
;
exuberant

freshness 01 liveliness, brightness of ruddy hue;
lavishness of ornamentation.
1661 Feltham Resolves 11 Ixx 337 Some of the Ancient

Grecians deriving it [dancing] from the Amcenity and

Floridness of the warm and spirited bloud 1664 Evelyn
Sylva. (1776) 631 Alluied it is likely by the . Florid-
ness of the leaves. 1769 Wesltv Jrul 2 July, Her language
is simple, without affected flondness 1776 Pritstiey 111

Phil '1 rans LXVI 231 The flondness ofthe aiterial blood
1830 Flaser’s Mag I 8 Refinement tames down the
flondness of the imagination 1842 Ibid XXVI 639 x
clusteimg flondness sometimes conceals a flaw in the pillais
1889 Bruce Plant Negro 153 The mail of ripe years has all
the mental flondness of a boy

Floriferous (Aon feros), a [f. L. florifer (f

florif)-, flos + fler bearing) + -ous ] Producing
flowers Hence Plori ferousness
1656-81 Br ount Glossogr

, Floriferous 1678 T Jordan
'I nnmphs Lond ii, A Verdant Hill, which the Floriferous
hand of Nature had Crown’d with [etc ] 1727 Bah ey, vol
\\,Flortferonsncss 1796 C Marshal! Garden \i\- (1B13)

345 1 he dwarf sort is not so floriferous as the large 1881
Tract Gardiner 35 China Roses none aie more floriferous
than these 1882 Garden 25 Feb 134/3 Its extreme flou-
fei ousness compared with that ofany of the others,

fig. 1879 G. Mtreditii Egoist I. Prel. 5 This laughter
of reason lefreshed is flonfeious.

Florification (floo rifilc^ijbn) [a Fi flonfl-
cation, f.L flor(i)-,fldsBovfc:x + -fioation ]

r

l he ac-

tion of producing flowers; the process of flowering
1796 H. Hunti Rtr St Pierre's Stud Nat (1799) II 92

Without enquiring what might be the particulai use of
the florification 1828 in Webster
Floriform (floo-nffum), a. [f L. flor(t)-, flos

flower + -FOltM ] Having the foim of a flower
1805-17 R Jameson Char Mm (ed 3) 38 Floi form

X835 Kirby Hab <$ Inst Amm II xm 14 The aperture
being round in some [Cnnotdeans] and flonform in others.

tFloriferous , a. Obs.~° [f. L flonger
fiower-bearing (f.florif)-,flos flower H- -ger bearing)

+ -oua ] Bearing flowers

1727 in BAtLEY, vol II 1775 in Ash
Florikan, florikeu (flcVrikan, -lcen). Also

9 floncan, -lkan, -lkm [Of unknown origin
;
cf.

the synonym Flanderktn 2]
1A name applied m

India to two species of small bustard, the Bengal
Floncan (Sypheotidcs bengalensis, Gmelin) and the

Lesser Floncan (5 auntus

,

Latham) ’ (Yule).
1780 Munro Narrative (1789) 199 The flonhen, a most

delicious bird of the buzraid kind 1863 Speke Dticov
Nile 58,

1

shot a new variety of florikan

t Flo’rilege. Obs. [a hr flonlige, or ad.

modL floi i/egium . see next] =nexl
a 1665 Rea (title) Flora or a Complete Florilege, fui-

nished with all Requisites belonging to a Florist

b 165* Biggs New Disp f 290 Which have not bin
sucked and elaborated (like the Bee) so much out of, either

the poison of somes dotages and uncertain principles, or
others Florilege and Analcct 1727-41 in Chambers Cycl

Florilegium (flo rtrilf dgmm). [modL,fflon-
Icg-tts flowei-culling, f. florif)-, flos flower + legate

to gather; a literal rendeung of Gr. AvOoXi^iov

Anthology, after the analogy of spicilegtwn ] a
lit. A collection or selection of flowers ; used

transf. m the title of a book (see quot ) b A
collection of the flowers of literature, an anthology.
a 171X Loud Gas No 4901/4 A compleat Florilegium

of all the choice Flowers cultivated

b 1647 C Harvey Synagogue jcxvi g The flonlegia of
celestial! storyes X716M DaviesAthen Brit xn Cnt Hist

4 Antonius Schorus’s Ciceronian Flonlegiums *815 Southey
Let 15 Aug (1856) II 423 Some [of Kirke White’s poems]
. must hold their place in our popular Flonlegia as long as
the English language endures. 1870 Lowell Study Wind
373 We have made but a small florilegium from Mr Hazhtt’s

remarkable volumes.

+ Also m anglicized form FloriTegy.
1621 Bp Mountagu Diatribes 2g Glossaries : Florflegies

Florimania (flo-mm^'ma). [f. L.fldrf)-,flos

flower + Gr. ptavia madness (see Mania).] A mama
or ‘ rage ’ for flowers in general, or for one parti-

cular sort or species of flower
1822 Loudon Encycl, Gard. § 54 This florimania seems to

have declined and given way to a taste for exotics

So Florimanist [see -ist), one possessed by flori-

mania. (Cf. F.florimane )

1822 Loudon Encycl. Gard § 44 The number of flon-

manists was much more considerable towards the middle

of the last centuiy.

Florin (fty rm). Forms* 4-9 floren(e, 4-7
florsm, -eyne, 5 (floran), floryue, (flormg), 4,

8- florin, [a. Fr. florin — Pr , Sp florin,
It.

fionno, f fiore •—L. flor-em
, flos flower, the coin

originally so called having the figuie of a lily

stamped upon it.

Some of the early forms can hardly be distinguished from
those of the synonymous Florence , there is no direct

etymological connexion between the two words, though
the ‘flower’ from which the Florentine coin took its name
may have been used with allusion to the name of the city

)

1. The English name of a gold coin weighing

about 54 grs,, first issued at Florence in 1252
1303 R Brunne Handl, Synne 6201 pere pey fonde J»e

cofre ful Of fiorens, and of goldrynges a 1400 Octoman
396 A palmer bad for that chyld so bold Well many
floreyne. C1470 Henry Wallace ix 252 This blythis me
mekill mor, Than off floryng [v.r floringis) ye gaiff me
sexty scor a 1533 Ld Berners Huon lxvm 234 They
left not in y° abbey the valewof a floren 1655 Fuller Ch
Hist 11. i § 38 Yet in after-Ages the Aich-Bishop of

Canterburie’s Pall was sold for five thousand Florenes

1763 Blackstone Comm, 1. 1. vm 313 Edward the black
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pnncc imposed a ta\ of a florin upon wet y health, in his

French dominions 183a tr SismondTs Hal. Rep iv 85

The republic of Florence, 111 the year 1232, coined Us golden

florin, of 24 carats fine, and of the weight of one drachm

2 An English gold coin of the value of six

shillings or six ancl eiglitpence, issued by Edward

III Obs exc. Hist
1480 Caxton Chon Eng

\

ccxxv 231 The floieyne that

wascallid the noble pns of vj shillynges \ nj pens of ster-

linges 1368 Grafton C In on II 256 The king made
a newe coyne of Golde and named it the l'loieyn 1697

E\ llyn Numisn. 1 4 Our golden f loiens in the reign of

Edward III *866 Crlmp Banking \ 222 Coinage of

England Edward III Gold Florin, half-floun

3 The English name of various coins current at

various times on the continent a Gold coins

1611 Corcn , Plot in, a Fiona, 01 Franc an ancient

come of gold in France, worth ijs steil not curi nnt at this

diy *81* P Kri ly Univ Cambist I 177 T he goltl

florins are chiefly curlent m the count! ies on the hanks of

the Rhine, passing generally for 2 Rixdollars current,

b Silver coins

*716 Lady M W Montagu Let to Mrs Tlustlethwayte

26 Sept , Ihe laws of Austria confine a woman’s portion

not to exceed two thousand flouns 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl s v Florin,

As to silver Florins Those of Genoa, &c
were woith about 8.|d sterling, 1831 Sir J Sinclair Corr
II 299 He pays no moie than eight or ten flouns Polish

money, which is foui 01 five shillings in England. *873
Ouida Fusearil 1 . 13 We only want a few flouns

4 An English silver coin of the value of two
shillings, first minted m 1849.

1849 Land Jrnl 12 May 149 The new two shilling coin

is to be called a floun

Floripo’ndio . Also 8 floripendio, floripondy

[a Sp. flortpomho,
ad. mod L Jlonpondium, app

f L. flot (z)-,flos (lower ypondus weight ]

The Spanish nameoftwoPcrirmn species ofdatura

or thorn-apple, D. arborea and D sanguined
1604 E G[rimston] tr Acosta's Nat Mor Hist Indies

iv xxvu. 283 Flowers , of excellent scent, as those which
growe vpon a tiee teimed by them Flonpondio or carry
flower long has only ’which some call Flonpondio ’J

1745 P Thomas Jrnl Anson’s Moy 92 The Floripendio
is a tree which bears no fruit, but only Floweis like Bells

1768 J Byron Narr Patagonia 218 Then gaidens aie

full of noble orange trees and lion pondies 1815W Bowl i s

Missionary \ hi 178 Above, 1 he flonpondio its, rich trellis

wove 1866 'J Hits Hot
,
Flonpondio, Datura saugupiea

STorische, florise, floris(s)li(e, florisse,

obs forms of Flourish
Floriscope (flownskoup) Less correctly flora-

scope [f L JlorJ)-, Jlos flower + Gr. -antaros

looker] An optical instrument for inspecting

flowers

1847 Craig, Florascopc [and so in later Diets ] i88g Catho-
lic Housch 30 Nov 6 A pocket nucioscope <ind Flouscope

Florist (fty-, flo»iist). [f L Jlor-, Jlos (lowei

+ -1ST, Cf. Fr. Jleui isle, It fiousta ] One who
cultivates flowers, one skilled in knowledge of

doweling plants , also, one who laises floweis for

sale, or who deals in flowers

16*3 Sir H Wot ton in Rchq Wottou 407 It hath given
me acquaintance with some excellent Flou-.ts (as they aie
stiled) 1678 Vaughan 1 halia Rediv

, To his Books 47
Choice Flow’rs, all set and drest By old, sage florists

1718 Freethinker No it t 7 She will watch as a Floust
does a Bed of Flowers in the Spring 1808 Piul Soniics
Mississ m 2io This fathei was a great naturalist or lather
florist lie had large collections of floweis, plants, Rc 187*
EARrr Philol ling Tongue % 231 They differ as the flowers
of the floust differ from those of natuie.

FXorxstry (flpristri) [f piec -1 -by.] collect

The objects on which a florist exeicises lus skill

,

garden-flowers as a whole In qnot altnb
1822 Loudon Encycl. Gard Index, Florists or flonstry

gardeners 2079,

Florisugent (floonsuidgent),® [f L flbr(t)-,

Jlos flower + sugent-em, pi pple of sugcre to suck J

Sucking (honey fiom) flowers applied to certain

buds and insects. *889 in Cent Diet

Floritry : see Flobetby.
Moroun : see Fleujroh

IIFloruit (fl<M*ri«|il). [L
,
3rd smg. perf indie of

forere to flounsh. Cf habitat.] Occasionally used
for . The period clnnng which a person ‘ ilourished

’

1843 Linnnu & Scott Greek Eng Lex. Pi of
,
The dale

pf each Authoi’s ‘flomit’ is added in the maigin 1882
Sainisbury Hist, Ft Lit Pief 0 The Index will be
found to contain the date of the birth and death, 01 ,

if these
be not obtainable, the floruit of eveiy deceased author
of any impoi tance 1890 H W Watkins Hampton Lett.
11 too Piofessoi de Gioot puts his life at a d 65-133, aiul
hisflot tut in the reign of Trajan

Flortlla(floo ntfla) [asifL JlontlaJim offlora
(see I’ loua) ] A small flora or collection of plants
1847 Gray Lett (1803) 347 That makes a very liomoge

neous floiula 1853 Kane Gunnell I. vp vi (1856I46 My
limited florula, gathered as I made a few hasty walks

Florulent (flo® flp r'tflcnt), a [ad L.florn-
lent-us, i Jlor-, Jibs flower] a. Abounding in

flowers, flowery b. In decorative art : Consisting
of depicted flowers.
a *59* R D Hypnerotomachia gi Turning upon the

florulent ground 1670-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1869 A
Steele inW S Crockett Minstrelsy Merse 11893) 160 Nor
name those balmy, spicy dells Though florulent they be

VOL. IV.

b 1859 H S Cuming in Jrnl Atckxol Assoc XV 227
Florulent sciolls in reliefupon a mat ground
Hence Flo xulentness. 1727 m Bailey vol II.

t Flo’ry, sb 1 Obs. 1 are. Also fLore [?f OF.
Jlor,Jleur flower

;
cf OY. fiord ppl adj ]

1530 Wills <5- Inv N C (Surtees 1833) 109 A filone of
golde St a signet of golde Ibid

,
A flore of gold enameld

with blew & j stone in it

Flory (flo® n), a and sb 2 Sc
A adj Showy, vam

1782 Sir J Sinclair Observ Sc Dial joss Flory. showey,
vain *821 Scott Redganntlet Let xu, The woids' floiy
conceited chap ’

B sb A conceited, frothy fellow
1757 II I Playei's Seoulge 3 A pedantic foolish floiy

Flory, a Her * see Fleuhy
Flory-boat. (See quot

)

1867 Smyik Sailor’s Woid-bk , Flory-boat,'). local teim
for boats employed in carrying passengers to ancl fio fiom
steameis which cannot get alongside of a quay at low-
water.

Florys(o)h(e, flor(y)achyn, floryse, flo-
ryss(h)e, obs forms of Flouuisii

| Floscampy. [a med.L Jibs campT lit. * flower

of the field ’
] ^Sec quot 1398 )

1398 Trivisa Barth, De P R \vii xcm (149s) 647
[Flos campt is a lytyll floure with a small stalke and the
floure is red as Wood] c 1430 lwo Cookeiy bks. 31 Sette
on eueiy pompe a flos campy flour c 1440 1 01k I'Jyst xli
366 Haill 1 floscampy, and flower vyigynall

(• Flo’scle. Obs. [ad. L. Jloscuhis • see Flos-
cule ] A flower.

1599 A. M ti Gabelhouet's Bk. Physicke 41/2 Infundc
theron, of the beste oy le Olive, as muth as wille cover the
flossies Ibid {at end), Expos wordes denved of the
Latinos, ‘floscles, reade floweis’ a 1770 C Smari Ifop
Gatdm 1 176 The hop began to hang Its folded floscles

from the golden vine

Floscular (flp shttflat), a [f L Jlbscul-us

little flower (see Floscule) + -au ]

1 Composed of floseules 01 flowerets.

1793 Mautyn Lang Hot, FIosculosus flos, a floscular

flower. 1843 Lind 1 ty St It Bot vi (1858) 82 Floweis
mostly flosculai

2 ? Flossy, Huffy
1822 Ntw Monthly Mag IV 6 An ample violet-coloured

chlaitia of floscular cotton.

’I FloSCtlla'tion. Obs rare~ l
. [f L Jlbscul-us

(see Floscule) + -ation ] A (lower (of speech''
,

an embellishment or ornament
163* Fuller Abel Rediv , Hits* 19 That, with rhetoncall

flusculations [»t] I should endevoui to adoine Ins me
moi mil

Floscule (flpskiwl). [a F floscule, ad L
Jloscnl-m, dim ofJlos flower ]

fl Something m the shape of a little flowei

1669 W. Simpson Hydiot Chym 53 What icmamed was
a bught stynate floscule

f b. An embellishment or ornament (of speech)

Obs Cf. Ger.Jloskel
1669 Sit K D/gby’s Closet Open To Rdi

,
There needs no

Rhetoncating Floseules to set it off

2 . Bot A small blossom of a composite flowei

,

a floret

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot w 67 Giving the names of
Flo-culesoi Florets to the little component floweis 1803
J’dtn Rev VI 85 Each single anihei will constitute a

male floscule 1828 m Websitr,

1
Flo sculeut, a Obs. [mconeclly f as prec

+ -ULENT (Ot is it a misprint foi fontlent ?;]

Of speech 01 a speakei • Flowei y,

1646 J Hail Ilorx lac 10 4
But foi puvate fuendship,

had it not oncly allowance, but also praise, the Holy
Spa it would not so oft have beene flosculeut, when Hce
touched here 1652 — 1hiflit Eloquence p vi, Endea-
vouung eithci an c\nrt flosculent or delightfully formed
speech

t Flo’SCUlet. Obs ? au~\ [f. as prec + -et.]

A lillle flowei
,
in quot Jig for an infant.

1648 Htrrick Ihfu (1869)1 133 Youi owne faire print

was set Once in a virgin flosculet, Sweet as your selfe

Flosculose (fl(>bki??lu« s), a. [f L Jldscul-us

Floscule + -ose ]
= Flosculous

1866 'hens Bot ,
Plasml1 (adj Flosculose) In mod Diets

Floscalous (iVfakitflas), a, [f as prec. +-ous]
*|* 1 . Of, pertaining to, 01 of the nature of flowers

,

having the savour of flowers. Obs.

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep it vi 97 A dry and fios

culous coat [of the nutmeg], commonly called Mace a 1682
— 'll acts 1 TG84) 25 Putting the dried Flowers of the Vine
into new Wine to give it a flosculous race 01 spirit

2 Abounding with flowers, flowery ia/e
1676 in Coli s *824 Prichard Welsh Mwstr 13 Thou

flosculous and fruitful fair one 1

3 Bot a Composed of floseules 01 florets

1785 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot vi 68 The Flosculous

floweis, or such as are composed of fioiets 1845 Lindliw
Sch Bot, vi (1858) 84 Flowers eithei flosculous or radiant

b. Of a floret • Tubular.
1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 198 Corymbi/erz

,
the

fioiets of which are flosculous in the middle 1870 Ih ntley
Bot (1887) 594 Coiymlnfei ce, the plants of which have either

all tubular tflosculous) and pei feet florets ; or [etc ]

f Flose, v Obs rare
— 1 [Cf, Floss 2] ? To

be shaggy.

13 L E AIM P B 1689 Faxe fyltered, & felt

flosed hym vmbe

II Flos-ferri (flp sfe rei). Mm. [L
,
= * flowei

of iron
5

] A coralloul variety of aragonite, often

found with iron oie.

*748 Sir J Hilt Hist. Fossils 344 This species is called

Bios Fem, 1878 Lawrence tr Cotta's Rocks Class
Flos-ferri is formed in great perfection in the Stynan

iron mines

Floslx (flpj) } .t/l1 Obs. exc dial Also 3-4 flosclie

[See Flask sb 1
, cf also Flush sb 2

]

1 A pool
;
sometimes, a stagnant pool overgrown

with leeds, etc
;
a swamp

a 1300 E. E Psalter lxxxvu[i] 5 [4], I am wened, m ilka

land lo I’at ete in flosche fallnnd 1789 D Davidson
1 h Seasons 12 When poivheads spartle 111 the oosy flosh

1875 Lane Gloss. , Flosh

,

water, 01 a watery place

D tramp A pool (of blood)
a 1400-30 Alexander 2049 Sikc scoures were of blude

pat foies fertl in pe floschcs to be fetelakis

2. altnb (Cf Flush sb A 2c)
1847 Halliwet.l, Flash-hole, a hole which receives the

waste watei fiom a mill-pond. *875 in Sussex Gloss

Flosll (dpj), lb 2 (See qnot)
1874 Knight JJict. Mech I 889/2 Flosh (Metallurgy),

a hopper-shaped box in which oie is placed for the action
of the stamps

1 FlosnecL, ppl a Obs rare

—

l [app f F
(soie)Jloche (see Floss 2) + -ed ] Made to resemble

floss-silk.

1348 Halt Citron (1809) 5T7 Men apparelled like wilde
men then bodies, covered with grene Sylkcflosshed

Floss 1 (flps) dial In Oikney and Shetland *

A collective term for reeds, lushes, etc.

1623 m Barry Oikney Isl (18051 App 467 That no
persone shall pull floss befoie the first of Lammas
1793 Statist A a Scot l VII 524 The tenants paid m
kind, floss or reeds 1866 Edmonusion Shell 4 Orkn
Gloss

,
Floss, the common rush

FlOSS 1 (flf>s). Also 9 dtal floose [Of doubt-

ful origin “Possibly an adoption of some form of

OF flosche down, pile of velvet ; also as adj. m
soyeflosche (mod F. solefloche) floss-sillc ( - It seta

Jloscui). Possibly, however, there may have been

a native Eng. or Scandinavian word floss cognate

with Fli-ece Cf mod.Icel Jlos nap of cloth, Da.

fios plush (leeorclcd from i/th c ), and Cleveland

dial Jloss-suwe the cotton-giacc
i

,
also Flose v ]

1 . The longh silk which envelopes the cocoon of

the silk-wonn
,
also see quot 1835

*739 Pulicin in Phil. 1'ians LI 56 U he common silk-

pod, with all its floss, aveighs usually but three giains *835
XJrl Philos Manuf 3 Silk which occurs in entangled tufts,

called floss, is spun like cotton

b ttansf. (see quot).
1846 Smart, Floss, a downy substance in some plants

1847 LoNcr Evang 1, 111, Hair, like the silken floss of
the maiye, hung over his shouldei

2 Silk in fine filaments
;
= Floss-silk

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II 1 in 22 Silken thieads
and silken flosses Hei e must play then parts 1889 A N
Caiupu in Centmy Mag Nov 37/2 Old velvet embroidered
with gold and floss

3 , A flossy surface
;
also, a quantity of flossy

particles; fluff.

1784 Heni.fy in Beckjbi i!'s Vailuk (1868)160 note. The
wiong side of tapestiy will represent moie tiuly the figures

on the right, notwithstanding the floss that blurs them,
than [etc ] *830 Bamitord Tun Bobbin’s Wks Gloss ,Floose,

the flyings of wool or cotton 1871 Nai iii ys Piev 4 Cine
Dis 1 iv T2i When woven thick and with a floss, it is

wami 1891 Labour Commission Gloss , Floss, the small
particles of fibre in the d ust given off in the pi ocesses of the

manufacture of textiles

4

attrib. and Comb

,

as floss hue
,

thi cad, toig,

j
yarn Also Floss-silk.

1894 Daily News 7 May s'* Men fish with a *floss line,

and one, two, six, or more natmal flies on a hook 1872
MacLlratii Diet Comma ce (\Vebsler 1879)

XF loss-thu ad,

a kind of soft flaxen vain or thread, used for emlnoiduy
*864; Brown More & iibsic , J. Leech (1882) 28 The coach-
man's 1 ed face and floss wig

Floss 3 (flps) Melalhttgy. [a Ger.floss m
same sense : see Float sb ]
1 a. (See quot) b (See quot) c «floss-hole

(see below)
a 1839 Urc Did Arts 509 Floss of the puddling fur-

nace is the fluid glass floating upon the lion pioducedby
the vitrification of the oxides and earths which aie piesent

b 1839 Urtc Diet Arts 7*1-2 White cast non is em-
ployed foi the manufactuie of steel, and is then called

steel floss, or lamellar floss

c 1839 Ure Diet Ails 70a The floss, 01 outlet of the

slag from the furnace

2, Comb • floss-bole, (a) ‘ a hole at the back
of a puddling-furnace, beneath the chimney, at

which the slags of the lion pass out of the furnace

;

(b) the tap-hole of a melting furnace * (Knight)
1839 Ure Diet Aits 708 The excess of slag is allowed to

1 un off by the cluo or floss hole x88x Raymond Mining
Gloss , Floss hole, a tap-hole.

Floss 4 (flps). rare “k [Of doubtful genuine-

ness Ger Jlosz has this sense
,
perh. the title of

The ildtll on the Floss (where Floss is a proper

name) led Carlyle lo think that the word existedm
the same form in Eng, Cf Flouse ] A stieam.

1865 Carlylk Fredk Gt V xix iv 473 Theie is one
dirty stream or floss (Hitnerfliess, Hen-Floss) which wan-
ders dismally through those recesses
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Flossifica tion, eironeonsly for Floutficatjon
1828 WrHSint cites Med Repos

Floss silk. Alsoflox-,flosh-silk [f. Floss
1

-,

after F soiejloihe ] a The lough silk broken off

m the winding of the cocoons b This rough silk

caulecl like cotton or wool and used chiefly in the

manufacture of common silk fabrics, e Untwisted

filaments of silk used in embroidery and ctewcl-

work.
*759 Pullein in Phil Trans LI 55 It wns covered with

some floss-silk 1820 Sco tt Ivanhoe mh, 'I he flox-silk with
which the billet was snuounded *1846 Lannon Imag
Conv Wks 1846 II. S3 The liuckle bed of Valour and
Fieerlom is not wadded with flosh-silk 1863 Ouiiia Held
in Bondage (1870) 8g Will you be kind enough to hold this

skem of floss silk foi me? 1884 J Payne Tnhifr Ataltc
I 17 He found himself upon a couch, stuffed all with floss-

silk

attrib 1847 Alb Smith Chi Tadpole v (1879) 50 A bright

blue stock, woiked with floss silk sunfloweis

Flossy (% si), a, [f Floss sh 2 + -r 1
] Re-

sembling floss or floss-silk, floss-like.

1839 Bah ty Justus xx (1848) add Flossj
,
tendi died locks

1874T Hardy Madding Cimvd I xxvm 306 A thick flossy

carpet of moss 1884 Daily News 10 Nov 3/1 Chenille

emtnoideries brightened by the flossiest of silks

Plot 1 (dpt) Now only Sc [repr, OE *'Jlot

(inflotsmem floating grease), or a ON Jlot ( =Svv
jHott), f. weak grade of root of Fr j*et v Cf Flo-

tesse] ‘The scum of a pot of bioth when it is

boiling’ (Jamieson).

13 RE A Hit P B ion As a fumes fill of Hot ]xat

vpon fyt boyles

Plot- (Apt) Mining [?var of Ff oat sb.

(sense 20 a).] (See quot iSSr)
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet Ij, Some of these Flots cairy

good Oie where nevei Vein was yet Discoveied 1881

Jjakyns in Natme No 62a 473
'1 lie word ‘flot' is a

miner’s tei m for ore lying between the beds, or at cei tain

definite horizons in the strain In text-books flots are
generally called ‘ flats

1 or ‘ flattings

'

Flot, obs. form of Float.

Flota (fldn ta) [a Sp jlota fleet ]
1. The name given to the Spanish fleet which used

to ci oss the Atlantic and bring back to Spain the

pioducts of Amciica and the West Indies. Also
gen
*690 CilUD Disc Trade Pief B iv b, The arrival of

the Spanish Flota a. 1763 Shfnsioni: Elegies xiv, What
envy’d flota hare so fan a height? 1796 Nh son 28
Sept in Nicolas Disj> II 2S4, I believe I can dcstioy then
I'lota

If 2 teiTonecus use. A floating barrier (see quot

)

1777 Watson Philip II, II in 180 Foi the gieater
security of the work, a flota, one thousand two bundled
feet long, was constiucted of baiks, bound togetliei with
beams pointed with non, resembling a file of pikes

Flotage, Flotation, Flotative ; see Float-

Flotaut (flifr tant), a. Her. [ad. Fr. jlottout,

pres pple. offiotter to float ] (See quot 182S )

*6x0 Guillim Heraldry m xxvi (1611) 183 He beareth
azure an Katpey with her wings disclosed her Haire
flotant 1828-40 BrniiY Ettcycl. Her I, Flotant, a term
used 111 blazon to express anything flying in the an, as
a banner floatant, or displayed—it is likewise applicable to
anything swimming x868 Cussans Her vn 103 T led

with ribbon, the ends flotant

+ Flotch. Ohs rare. [Vanant foim of Flttoii ]
1623 Fi etcurn & Roivlty Maid 0/ Mill 111 1, He shall

be hang’d lit llotches * The dogs shall eat him 111 Lent

+ Flote, sb 1 Ohs. Also 5-6 flot, 6 Sc floit

[OE Jlota wit masc =MDn vlote, ON flote' see

Float sb In sense 2 ad. Sp Jlota. see if lota

]

1 A fleet or flotilla.

0. E Clirott anil 973 Nses se flota swa rang, c 127S
Lay 2155 Humbei king and his flote comen on Albanac
his lond 1375 Barbour Bruce 111 601 He had na nei
socouns Theii the kingis flote C1470 Htnry Wallace
ix 98 The lakest schtp, that is Ins flot within *377 in

Hakluyt Voy (1399! I 296 The good ship named the
Pnmerose, slialbe Admirall of this flote.

2 = Flota i.

1673 Ray Journ Lmv C 484 The Longhn [in Sevil], where
the Merchants meet about the aflaiis of the flote

[Flote, sb 2 Obs [a OF Jlota fem
,
company

of persons, multitude =Sp Jlota ,
Pg frota pop

L. type *Jlotla
,
piob. f Teut *jlot- weak grade of the

root of *Jleutan Fleet v in the sense ‘ to flow
The Sp and Pg words also mean ‘fleet of vessels’, and
m this meaning ai e prob adoptions of the Teut word ap-
pearing as ON Jlote, OE Jlota wk masc

,
f the same root

111 the sense * to float’ The mod sense of F Jlottc

,

fleet,

is believed to have been adopted from Sp in the 16th c
,

the older sense is still current in certain phiaxes, but is

popularly regarded as a transferred use It has Jiotla,

fratio, Jlotta m both senses, but their relation to the F
word is doubtful ]

A company, troop
;

also, a herd (of cattle), a
shoal (of fish)

a 1300 CursorM 2444 (Cott ), 0 fee ]>ai had a selly flot

e 1300 Havelol 738 J>eie he made a litel cote To him and
ionise flote a 1373 Joseph ofAnm 28 Joseph ferde bi-
foren and be flote folewede a 1400-50 A le candor 770
Atthtre with a firs flote in be fild metis 15x3 Douglas
AEneis xii v. 191 Italians hurhs on him in a flote 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mar 343 A great flote of dolphins
1647 N Bacon Hist Disc Govt Eng 1 v 17 the Goths,
Vandals . and other Holes of people that about these times
..were weary of their own dwellings,

|
Flote, ® 1 Obs Also 7 float [Of doubtful

foimalton* either f. Flot sb 1 01 back formation

fiom floten, Plottjsn ] ti ans To shun ,
= Fleet

v 3 1

1573 Tusser Hush xhx (1S78) 108 Gehezie bis sickncs

was whitish and due, Such dieeses, good Cisley, ye floted

too me 1669 Worlidgc Syst Ague 270 Floating of a
Cheese, is the sepaiatmg the Whey fiom the Cuid

J Flote, v 2 Sc Obs Also 5 floyt(e, flot

[Conjectured to be a variant of Flute v ] tiam
? To trim with * fluting ’. Hence Flo fcmg vbl. sb

(used concr and atti ib )

1473111 Ld Tii as Acc Scott I 16 lo the samniyn ij

dowblatis ij4 cine of lnaict clath to flote thaim 1474 Ibid

23 'Jo by stufc and doting foi the Kingis douhlat 1491
Ibid 188 Quhyt fustianc to iloyt adowbl.it of dwn sattin

Flote, Flotc-grass, obs ff Float, Float-
cuahs.
Floter, obs form of Flutter

I Flotesse. Obs Also 5 flotyce, -yse, 6

flotes, flattesse, flats [Perh the pi of Flot sb >,

taken as sing It may howcvei lepicsent an un-
lecoided F derivative of jlotci to float ] Scum 01

grease floating on the smface of a liquid
;

esp

skimmed fat, dripping.
c 144a Frornf Parv 16S/1 Flotyse or flotj'ceofa pott 01

other lyke, sfuwa 1531 Iindaii Eap 1 John v >1

Doest thou make of God one that had lust to smell lo

burnt flotesse? 1338 Lett <K
Papas Hut VIII, X 173,

4 stone of flattesse 1548RLCORIM (Jim Physic! v 18 Be-
syde these is there often tymts [111 the urine”] as it woe a
flotes or fattynes on the topp 1585 2nd 1 't good Ilusivijes

Iewell 12 Fut. them with buttei or flats

f Flo'ther. Ohs tare- 1 In 3 pi flojire [cf

OE *jl,v<f>a pi. flakes of snow (cited by Junius)]
A fiake (of snow)
c 1275 XI Pains of Hell 74 111 O E Misc 11872) 149 Mo

saulen JioheJj ]>er sucche wowe pane he flo)>re in )>e snow e

Flotilla (flzJti la) [a Sp flotilla, dim ofjlota

a fleet see 1’ lota ] A small fleet
, a fleet of

boats or small vessels.

vjxx Lond Gas No 4890/1 The Flotilla was sail’d,

r739 Let in Desci Wtudwaid Passage (ed 2) 3 They
commonly dispatch a few Ships into Europe, who carry an
Account of what is on Board the Galleons and l'lota The
Ships are stiled the Flotilla 1801 P Somirviiii in A
Duncan Nelson (1806) xyfi The enemy’s flotilla in the bay
of Boulogne *826 H N Collridgi H i it Indus 125
A flotilla of fishing or passage boats 1858 Caiii yi 1 luedh
Gt (1865) II vi 111 155 Sailing in silken flotillas gayer
than Cleopalia’s, down the Elbe

Flotsam (ftp tsam). Foims
. 7 floatsam, -son,

flotsan, -sen, -zan, 7-8 flotzam, 7, c> flotsom(e,

7-9 flotson, 9 flotsum, (dial.) floatsome, 8-
flotsam [ad AF, Jloteson (=mod F Jlottaison)
.—late L type *Jlottatidnem, f ^Jlottare

,

OF. Jlotcr

to Float]
1 Law. Such part of the wreckage of a ship or

its cargo as is found floating on the suiface of the

sea Usually associated with Jetsam.
[Ltber Niger Admirahtatis cxxxvi. (1871) I 82 Pippede
vm flotants, ballcs de maichandises 011 autre chose quel-
conque coniine floteson ] 1607 Cown l Intcrpr , Flotr.cn

alias (Flotzam) a 1688 tr Blache Bk Adumalty(iiji)l
83 Pipe of wine floating, bales of goods, or any othei thing
whatsoever as ffloatson 1708 J Chamticrlai nc St Gt
Brit i 11 ix (1743) 81 To the Loid High Admiral belongs
a Share of all lawful prizes, Lagon, Blotson, and Jetson

18x4 Sco rT Diary ix Aug tn LoclJiait, The goods and
chatties of the inhabitants are all saul to savour of Flotsome
and Jetsoine 1853 Act 16-17 Viet c 107 § 76 All Goods
dereB »

‘ ,
P > and wreck brought or coming into

the 1
. hi, .

b ticmsf andfig Sometimes used jocularly for
‘ odds and ends ’.

x86t All Y Round 1 June 233 Tuikey buzzards were
sem clung for flotson and jetson in the shape of dead Irish
deckhands. 1884 R Blciianan in Harpn's Mag Sept.
G03/1 A mania for buying all sorts of flotsam and jetsam

2 dial (See quot 1804)
1804 Duncumb Hct efoidsh I 213 Floatsome, timbei, etc

accidentally earned down a aver by a flood 1890 in

Gloucestersk. Glass 1894 Daily News 23 Nov 6/7 How fai

the watei has gone down may be gathered fiom the flotsam
caught in the willow boughs

3 Newly ejected oystei-spawn

1879 Cassell's Techn Edite IV. 134/1 Floatsome 1882
Standard 18 Feb, 5/2 The spawn or 1 flotsom ’ emitted fiom
the bivalves,

*\ Flotte, ppl a. Obs rare. [Cf Flotten and
Flote v *] Skimmed
1557 Tussnn 100 Ponds Hnsl Ixxn, Their milk pannes so

flotte, that their cheeses be lost

Flotte, obs form of Float sb.

’[ Flo’tten, ppl a Obs Also floten [pa pple.

of Fleet v 1 and 2
,J

1, Flooded with water,
1601 Holland Pliny I xvm xvm 377 They were woont

to cast their seed-corne upon the floten ground
2 Slammed, flotten tmlk : skim milk
2600 W Vaughan Direct for Health (1633) 72 Browne-

biead crammed into flotten milke 1608 Armin Nest
Ninn (1880) 48 Fed with the flottm milke of nicetie and
wantonnesse 16x4 Markham Cheap Hush 11 1 (1668) 71
Bung them [Calves] up upon the fingei , with flotten milk
1661 K W Char Coxcombs (1860) 30 Flotten cheese 1721
in Bailey

fig 1632 QuAULrs Dn> Fancies ir xxvm (1660) 60 We
Blcet the Mornings for our own Design, Perchance the
Blotten Afternoons aie thine

FlO’tter, v St. [I’ficq of Fi oat v Cf. Plod-
der ] tram. To overflow, wet. Hence Flottered
Flottermg, ppl adjs
15x3 Douglas sEnus xi 1 72 With flottynt beid of tens

alt beweip Ihd. xnt iv 14 Chekis wait of flottcrand tens
gieite 1827 IrNNANi Papntry htmm'd 23 The flottci’t
table maist was steepit Wi’ daiet-dubs

Plotter, obs f fl hit rut
Flouek, Floudfd e, obs. ff of Fluke, Flood
1 Flouglit, v Obs t ate- 1 [perh. a dial word,

f OE yiohta or ON *flohte (Icel Jldtti) flight,

f. 100L of Ille v ] uttr To ilec, take j efnge
‘

1556 Am* PARKru Ptal/erc\\\is 7 Bromtlice how can
I fly or whetliei shall I flought

Flought, var. foim of J'loohv
Flouh, olis pa t Flav
Flouke, obs form of 1* Luke
Floum, var form of Fmsr, uvei

Flounce (Hauns), sb > Also 6 flownse,
7

flownoe [t. Flounce z/
1
]

1 A sudden fling or jerk of the body or a limb

,

a plunging or flopping movement
1583 SrANViiuiisT Aemts n (Aib ) 50 They [two serpents]

doe (risk with flownse to the shorn ewai d 1802 M Moouf
Lascclles III 36 'J he msti ttnu lit was lodged m the shaik’s
body, which, after sevcial dicndful flounces, sunk x8xo T
Jim usfiN It 1 1

1

(1830) IV 144 A gripe of the paw, or flounce
of the tail, nmy be our foi tune 1863 I)auni s Dot si t Gloss

,

Hornet , a flying stioke

b A splash.

162a Madiie ti Altman’s Gusman d' A If h 103 The
Manner as soonc as he lieai d the flownce of the fall,

presently crydc out Ilombi e a la. mat
2 . A quick movement of the body, expiessxng

impatience or disdain

1751 Johnson Ramblci No 182 V 12 He sometimes pre
sinned to men Lion Marriage

,
but was always answued with

a lloot, and a Flounce 1878 Mrs Stqwt Poganuc P 1 5
Nabby turned hei b itch of dough over with a final flouyee,
as if to emphasize the statement.

Flounce (flauns), sb - [Alteration of earlier

Frounce, prob. due to the influence of Flounce v 1

(Ihe alleged AF floum e, quoted in Skeat’s htym Dnt
(SuppI ), is a misprint forfonme bottom [of a basin) ]

1 ‘An ornamental appendage to the shut of a

lady’s dress, consisting of a strip gathered and
sewed on by its uppei edge around the skirt, and
left hanging and waving ’ (W )

X713SVH1 r Cad TS'ii'i cf" j r, F* "•« F** > i"d F'ci “rp<-

and Brocades T795 > (. . . . * ,t, , I ,

grey Dowager, .1 ’ ilif.a si 1 . 1 .

Lady Audley 111 27 She was shaking out the flounces of
tlic silk diesses.

tiansf 1799 J. Robertson Agric Pet th 220 The tramp
ricks should also be well drawn all round close to the
bottom not leaving the hay 111 a flounce at the skn ts x8gx

Baring-Gould In 1 ronbadotn Land x 130 Two limestone
blocks fallen from the precipices abo\ e, lying on the flounce
of nibble near the bottom of the promontoiy
2 Mil The leather flap closing the holster-pipe

1833 Regitl Insti Cavalry r 106 Take off the right-hand

glove, unbutton the flounce, and push foi wai d the cloak [etc ]

Flounce (flauns), vj Also 6 flounse, 7 flowncc
[Agiees in sense and form with Norw Jlunsa lo

lnury, work bnskly, Sw dial Jlunsa to fall with a

splash , butastheScand words aie notknownearlier

than the 1 8th c., and the Eng word not till the

16th c , historical connexion cannot be proved J

1 . mtr To go with agitated, clumsy, or violent

motion, to dash, flop, plunge, rush Also with

away, out, etc

1542 Udall Erasm Apophih 183 b, Alexandei flounced

me \ethic dative] into the floudde 1639 Fulihr Holy
War 11 xxvm (1647) 80 He commanded them all at

once to flownce into the nvei 1736 7 Mrs A Gran-
ville in Mis Dilany's Life <$ Coir 588 We flounced

into great holes of ice and snow, enough to swallow up
coach and hoises 1761 Mus Sheridan Suinty Bidnlfh
II 128 She flounced off the chair to the other end of the

100m 1784 tr Bedford's Vathtk (1868) 94 He flounced

from the water like a carp 1843 Pagi t Ward Berlingholt

233 So saying, Mrs Carraway flounced off in a passion

1865 Carlyle Fredh Gt IX xx ix 163 Upon which My
Lady flounces out in a huff 1876 T Hardy Ethelbo ta

xxxi, Picotee flounced away fiom him m indignation

fig <tx734Norih Lives 1

1

365 He thereupon resolved to

flounce through 1760 FooTr Minor n, Wks. 1799 1 260 One
flower [of speech] flounced lnvoluntanly fiom ine that day

b. ToJlotnice down

;

to flop down ToJlounce
over to turn tner abitiplly

1786 Mad D’Arblay Diary 25 Dec , I escape by meie
miracle from flouncing down plump in all their faces 1 1852

Mrs Stowe Uncle Join's C. xuvu, Tom flounced ovei,

- disarranging every thing 1855 Thackeray Newcomcs II

299 Rosey’s Mamma flouncing down on a chair

2 mtr To make abrupt and jerky movements
with the limbs or body

;
to thiow the body about,

to plunge, flounder, struggle. Also with about, up
Usually said of bulls, horses, or aquatic animals.

ToJlounce it, said of a woman dancing.
1609 Holland Aifhn Mai cell xvi xu, 77 After his horse

had flounced 8c floundered with his heeles m the soft and
clammicmud 1641 J Siiute Sarah$ Hagar(i6^g)Tog'When
one hath struck a great fish, he plungeth ana flounceth

1704 J Trapp Abra-Miile m. 1. 1292 Whales . Now
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flounc’d and panted on the slimy Beach ciyioC Fiennes

Diary (1888) 217 Giving him a good strap he fflounc'd

up againe 1728 Morgan Algiers II 111 252 Laughing
to behold them [infants] flounce about and struggle for

Life m the Watei 1779 Wesley Wks. (1872) IV 163 One
of them [his post-horsesfbegan to kick and flounce, without

any visible cause 1841 GatlinN Amer. Ind (1844) I. xvn

X20 Tnnkets, and ribbons, in which they flounce and flirt

about 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt vu 53 Some of

them [women] flounced it m polka jackets

iransf and fig 165s Fuller Ch. Hist xi vui § 14

Wateis long dammed up, oft-times flownce, and flie out too

violently, when their sluces are pulled up 1688 Bunyan
’Jems S innerSaved(1886) 60 Wood that is green will rather

smother and crack, and flounce, than cast a brave light

and a pleasant heat Ibid go It [despair] will make a man
, flounce and fling like a wild bull in a net.

3. '[To express displeasure or ill-temper by
agitated movements Obs. Also To flounce into

a temper

\

1702 Steele Funeral II u, 'Tis in vain to flounce, and
discompose your self 1756 Foote Eng fr Pans 11 Wks
1799 I 118 If you flounce, I fly 1883 Longm Mag July

294 The little Geiman gentleman flounced into a temper

+ 4. itrans. To dash or drive with violence; to

iling with a flop or splash Obs

1583 Stanyhuisst Aencts 1. (Arb ) 38 What seas thee ter-

rtbil hither H.iue flounst 7 1714 Hi.umi.Duct Hist (ed 3)

I 184 At last it bioke, and by the fall of large Pieces of it

into the Abyss, flounc’d up the Water 1719 A Smith
Lives of Highwaymen II 321 He is flounc’d thence into

the Sea 1794 Mrs Bennlti Ellen III 107 She flounced

the door in his face.

Flounce (flauns), v 2 [Alteiation of Frounce
v : cf Flounce sb -]

fl trans. To curl, frizz, trim Obs
167a Wycherley Love tn Wood 111 m, Let me Prune, and

Flounce my Perruque a little

2 To adorn ortrim with a flounce or with flounces

,

also trans/.

1711 Addison Sped No 129 5 She was flounced and
furbelowed from Head to Foot 1737 Pope Let in Style
Lady Wks 1824 VIII 406 They have got into the fashion
of flouncing the petticoat so very deep, that it looks like

an entire coat of lutestring 1749 H Walpole Lett (1857)
II 170 He has flounced himself with flowering shrubs
1814 Miss MnroiiD in L’Estrange Life (1870) I 274 Striped
muslin to flounce my gowns 1818 Blackw Mag III 403
It must take scores and scores of yards to flounce her 1841
D’Israeu Amen Lit. (1867) 523 The tarnished piece was
drawn out of the theatrical wardrobe [and] flounced with
new scenes 1862 H Marrvat Year m Sweden II 308
Its basement flounced round with trees

absol 1784 Bage Barham Downs I m 1hey could trim,

flounce, and furbelow to admiration m
Flounce (flauns), adv. [Thevb stem so used]
With a flounce

,
with a sudden jeik 01 flop

1583 Stanyhurst Acueis iii. (Arb ) 89 Flounce to the stars

towring thee file, lyke a pellet, is hurled 1604 Meeting of
Gallants 21 He fell flounce into the saddle 1707 Farquhau
Beaux' Stratagem 11 1 Wks i8g2 II 260 He comes flounce
into bed.

Flounced (flaimst), ppl a [f. Flounoe v.

4 -ED 1

] Adorned or trimmed with a flounce or

with flounces.

X737 Swirr Baucis $ Philemon Wks 1735 III « 36 Her
euicoat Became black sattin flounc'd with lace 1862
Iiss Yonge CountessKate 11. (1880) 13 They will do nothing

all day long but try on flounced gowns

Flouncing (flan nsirj), vbl. sbJ [f Flounce
v 1 + -ing 1

] The action of the vb. Flounce.
1601 Deacon & Walklr A ttsw to Darel 190 The gallant
keepes a flouncing and fusking about 1679-80 Sir C

Lyttelton in HatlonCorr (1878)213 Whatw 1*1 y« flounsing
of y° hors and my own cncleavois I soone was free 1727
A Hamilton New Acc E Ind II xliv 133 He turned
Tail on us, and with great Flouncings, made towards the
Shore 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist, (1776) VI 243 1 0 prevent
bis flouncing, they cut off the tail with an ave 1874
Blackie Self-Cult 10 A little floundering and flouncing
in deep bottomless seas of speculation.

Flouncing (flan nsig), vbl. sb.3 [f. Flounce
® 2 + -INS 1

] a The action of putting a flounce
to a gaiment b cotter A flounce, also, the
material of which flounces aie made.
1766 Goldsm Vic W iv, I do not know whether such

flouncing and shredding is becoming even m the rich. 1863
Mrs, Whitney Gaywoi thys II 33 The pink muslin was
too dressy, perhaps, with its four little flouncings 1873 —
Other Girls v 97 She tossed a long flouncing over her
sewing table

fig 1891 Month LXXIII 247 Those who merely dabble
in good works may find time to deck themselves out in
such flouncings of vanity

Flouncing (flau nsuj), ppl. a [f Flounce v
+ -ing 2

] That flounces said chiefly of animals,
esp, aquatic animals

;
plunging, tossing

1700 Blackmore Job 179 Canst thou stand angling on the
banks of Nile And thio the flood the flouncing monster
diaw? 1708 Prior Efitl. to Smith's Pluadra <5 Hippol 13
Six flouncing Flanders mares 1806-7 J Berestord Miset tes

Hum, Life (1826) vi, Hearing the roof of a crapy coach
groan beneath the flouncing weights of a dozen pon-
derous passengers 1837 Wheei wright tr Aristophanes l

330 Why beatest thou the sea with flouncing oars?
fig *830 Examiner 790/1 The heroine of this flouncing
trumpery, yclept a tragedy

Flounder (flaumdai), sb I Also 5 flptmcLre,
flownder, -dre, flondyre, 7 flunder [The
phonology seems to show that the immediate souice
is AF.floundre (14th c, Black Bk Admir II

102) — OF Jlondre (still current m Normandy)

,

app. of Scandinavian ongm . cf. ON flydra (*—

7iunfrjdtt-), MSw
,
Sw., Norw. flundra

,

Da flyn-
der\ mod Ger has Jlutidei

,

but this is given by Ges-
ner in 16th c as only an English name (Kluge)
The MHG vluoder of the same meaning is related bv

ablaut to Flathe, and cannot be directly connected with
flounder, but the latter may possibly be fiom a nasalized
foim of the same loot ]

1 . A small flat-fish, Pleuronectes Flesus In the
U S applied to various other species of flat-fish

Piov. Asflat as aflounder.
a 1450 Fysshynge wyth an angle (1883) 30 The flounder is

an holsom fissile. 1313 Bk Keruynge in Babees Bk. 282
Base, flounders, sole 1622 Peacham Compl Genii v xxt
(1634) 254 The Eele and Flounder are two greedy Fish and
biteatthereddeworme 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI
174 Fish that continually crawl at the bottom, such as
the eel and the flounder a 1845 Hood To Tom Woodgate
vi, Or are you wheie the flounders keep, Some dozen bnny
fathoms deep 1856 Kane A ret Expl II vu 77 You came
111 upon four of 11s down as flat as flounders

2 Something resembling this fish. a. dial =
Fluke 2 b See quot 1874
a. 1833 Cooper Sussex Gloss

,
Flounders, animals found

in the liveis of rotten sheep, called in Somerset, flooks S
1883 in Hampsh Gloss
b 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 88g/2 Flounder, a slicking

tool whose edge is used to stretch leather foi a hoot front in
a blocking or crimping board 1873 lire’s Diet Ai ts III
100 Aftei this, the fionts are regularly placed on a block,
being forced into position by an instrument called the
flounder, and tacked to their place

3 attnb and Comb
,
asflounder-fishery,flounder-

like adj Also flounder-lantern, a dial name of

the common flounder
, flounder-man, a hawker of

flounders; flounder mouth, a mouth like a
flounder’s, a large mouth; whenceflounder-mouthed
adj , floundor’s-head (whale), a bottled-nosed
whale.
1884 Pall Mall G 20 Sept 2/1 The “flounder fishery is

looking up again 1630 Massinger Rcnegado 111. 1, To
firke your belly vp “flounder like 1700 Congreve Way of
World v 77 Hawkers, with Voices more Licentious than
the loud “Flounder-man's. 1672-93 Bi ickmaker’s Lament
in Roxb Ball II 40 The ctyer he bawl’d, And there with
his “fioundei -mouth loudly he yaul’d i66j Cowli y Cutter
of Colman St iv. vi, She rails at me like a “Flounder-
mouth’d Fish-woman *724 Mrs M Davys Reform’d
Coquet (1732) no You great Flounder-mouth'd Sea-calf

*717 in S Dale Hist Harmu.h Tab xiv, The Bottle-Head
or “Floundeis-Head-Whale.

Flounder (flau ndai), sb 3 [fnextvb] The
action of the vb Flounder.
1867 F. Francis Angling xiv (1880) 486 The fish gave one

flounder 1871 L Stephen Playgr Eur. iv (1894) 103
With a graceful flounder I was presently landed m safety
upon a ledge 1887 Sir R H Roberts In the Shires 11

33 His horse aftet a seveie flounder, regained his legs

Flounder (fiaundai), v. Also 6-7 flunder.
[Of obscure etymology.
Peril an onomatopoeic blending of the sound and sense of

various earlier woids, cf Founder v (OF fondrer),
Blunder, and the many vbs with initial fl- expressing
impetuous and clumsy movements Wedgwood and Skeat
compare Du floddeien, to flounder in mite, to flop about
see the dialectal Flodder v

, which may have affected the
development of the present word ]

1 zntr In early use, to stumble (cf Founder v )

Subsequently, to struggle violently and clumsily;

to plunge, roll and tumble about m or as m mire

,

also (with on, along, etc.), to move on with clumsy
or rolling gait, to struggle along with difficulty

Of a hoise. To rear, plunge, f to ‘shy’ (at an
object)

1392 Wyrley Artnone 101 My foot did slide and
Flundmig, almost flat on eaith I go. a 1623 Fletcher
Woman’s Fuse if m, If she flownder with you, Clap spuis
on 1687 Drydln Hind 4 P 111 301 He ch imps ilie bit

And stuns a side, and flounders at the cross 1733 Somtii
ville Chase hi 133 Another in the tre.ich’ious Bog Lies
Sound’ring 1834 Medwin Angler in Walts I 291 He lost

his balance, and man and fish lay floundeiing together 111

the rapid 1840 'I iiackeray Paris Sic -bk (1872) 184 ‘You
flounder in mud at every step ’ x86r Hughes Tom Brown
at Ojf 11 (1S89) 17 The four-oai fioundeted on ahead
quasi-fra/w

1694 Congreve Double-Dealer iv v, You will but flounder
youiself a-weary. 1816 Chalmers Let in Life II 66 With
the risk of floundering its uncertain way through [etc ]

b tram/ and fig,
1684 H More Answer 209 The Remarkei, in the very

entrance, shuffles and flunders 1728 Pope Dune 1 120

The Hero wrote and flounder’d on in mere despair 1807
W Irving Salmag (1824) 202 He dashed off to a ball, time
enough to flounder through a Cotillion. 1822 Hazlitt 1 able
t Ser 11 v (1869) 123 They flounder about between fustian

in expression, and bathos in sentiment 1865 Carlyle
Fredk Gt. VII xvm y 178 The poor Prince’s mind did
flounder a good deal

f 2 . trans To cause to flounder . to confound,

embarrass Obs.

1634 Gayton Pleas Notes iii. u 74 He fell into Cocytus
wheie floundred extreamly and uncouthly accoutred, yet

he lesolv’d to call for no helpe 1683 H More Paralip,
Proph. iS4 Those Interpreters flunder and confound all

f3 To flounder up to choke up (a water-

course). Obs [Cf FloddEr v ]

1576 in W H Turner Select Rec Oxford 383 The
streame behinde Oseney ys so floundred up that the waiei

cannot passe The dychtes . are so floundred up wt*1 flaggs

and fylth

+ 4 tnir. Of soil : To fall in. [Cf. OF fondier
in same sense ] Obs.

1774 G Whitl Selbarne xx (1789) 177 A soil much too
loose and mouldering, liable to flounder, and thieatemng to
overwhelm them [Sand-martins] and their labours

Hence Flou nderer, one who floundeis
1836 Hor Smith Tut Trump (1876) 343 Learn this ye

flounderers m the traps Of insulated lines and scraps.

Mou’nder-fLat, v. nonce-wd trans. To make
* as flat as a flounder
1819 Coleridge in Lit Rem (1836) II no Warburton

could never have wooed by kisses and won, or he would not
have flounder-flatted so just and humorous an image
into so profound a nihility.

Floundering (flau ndarnj), vbl sb [f

Flounder v + -ina 1
] The action of the verb

Flounder
;
a plunging, straggling, or stumbling

;

alsofig
1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 351, I was in danger of

having my Brains dash’d out with his Hoofs in his
Floundeiing 1868 Less Mid Age 202 A little floundering
for words might adcl to the impression made by this
speaker 1883 19/A Cent Sept 513 A floundering that
may only plunge us deeper into the mire

Floundering (flau ndsng\ ppl a. [f as prec

+ -ING - ] That flounders
,
plunging and tossing

,

stumbling Also fig,
1302 Nash Pteice Pemlesse Eijb, Report (which our

modemers clippe flundrmg Fame) 1642 H More Songof
Soul 1 1 xvn, Th’ unruly flundrmg steeds wrought his

confusion 1832 Mrs Siowe Uncle Tom’s C vm, The
swollen current and floundering masses of ice 1887 T A
Trollope What / remember I xvn 346 The postboys
dismounted from their Aoundenng horses 1887 Saintsbury
Hist. Ehzab, Lit i (1890) 12 There is nothing here of
Wyatt’s floundering prosody.

t Flou'nderkin. Obs. [Comic perversion of
1’ LANDELtKiN, after Flounder sb t or v] A con-
temptuous designation for a Dutchman
a 1668 Davenant Newsfrom Plymouth in Wks (1673)

13/1 On our allegianceWe must not suffer it, by your leave,
Flounderkm Ibid v 29/1.

Flour (flauoi), sb Forms
: 3 flure, 5-6 florae,

5-7 flowre, 5-8 flower, 4- flour [A specific use
of Flower; cf F fleur de farine the ‘flower* or
finest pait of the meal.
Johnson 1735 does not separate the woids, nor does he

recognize the spelling flour But Cruden’s Concoidance
173S recognizes the modem distinction ]

1 Originally, the ‘flower* or finest quality of
meal

, hence, the finer portion of meal (whether
flora wheat 01 other giam) which is separated by
bolting Also, in modern use, the ordinary name
for the meal or fauna of wheat as opposed to that

obtained from other gram
C1230 Gat Ex 1013 Kalues fleis, and flures bred, And

buttere 1340 Ayenb 210 Zuych difference ase J>ei is

be-tuene bren and (lour ofhuete c 1400 Lauf anc’s Cn urg
46 Take inel loset smal flour of barly & medle hem
togidere c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 14 1 loure of ryce J>ou
grynd also c 1440 Prouip Pare 168/1 Flowre of mele,
faruia, simila. 1333 Elyot Cast Hclthen xi (1541)2811,
Bieade of fyne flowre of wheaLe is Mowe of digestion
1691 Tryon Wtsd Dictates 21 Milk, Watei, and Flower,
seasoned with Salt are laie Foods for them [Children]

1769 Mrs Rateald Eng. Honsekpi (1778) J259 Rub a little

of the butter into the flour 1809 Pinknly hav Fiance 8

In a long voyage , flower will not keep 1846 m Baxter
Lib> Pract Agric (ed 4) II 3 When peifeetly ripe and
giound into flour, it [Indian corn] is said [etc ] *872 Yeai s
leJm Hist Comm 36 1 he art of obtaining flour faom corn
was known to the Egyptians

b as type of whiteness

137S Barbour Bruce vm 232 Hawbrekis, that wai nuliit

as (lour a 1440 Sir Eglam 949 Kepe we thys lady whyte
as flowre

t e In figurative phrase To bolt all the flour

.

to investigate a matter thoroughly Obs.

1390 Spenser F Q 11 iv. 24 He now had boulted all the
floure

2 By extension a The fine soft powder ob-

tained by gimding or triturating seeds, farinaceous

roots, or othei ahmentaiy substances, b Any
finely-powdered diy substance.

a. 1660 F Brooke Le Blanc's Trav 399 They make
flower also of fish dryed in the Sun 1836 Macgiluvray tr.

Humboldt’s Tiav xxv 378 The valuable plant Jatroplia,

of which the root affords the flour ofmanioc 1835 Ogilvie
Snppl

,
Flonr-of-mnstai d, the seeds ofmustard, dried, pow-

deied, and sifted 1879 Encycl Brit IX 318/2 Dusting
them [aitificial flowers] with fane powdered glass or potato
flour to lepresent the bloom. 1889 Cent, Diet s.v. Flour

,

Floui of meat, a fine floui made ofdried meat
b r 1400 Lanfi anc's Cirnrg 99 Flour of bias brent.

1670 W. Clarice Nat Hist Nitre 88 If it [gunpowder]
should be m flour, or fine powder 1880 W H. Wardell
m Encycl Brit Xl 323 The crystallized saltpetie, having
almost the appearance of snow, and technically called

‘flour,’ is raked into the ‘washing-cistern ’ 1894 Nation
(N Y ) 22 Mar. 209/3 The sulphur found m other parts of
Italy . is sold in ‘ flour/ in ‘rolls/ or in * cakes/

3 attnb and Comb

,

as flour-barrel,
-dredge

,

•dredger, -grinder, -mill, -milling, -packer, -paste,

-sack ; flour-like adj.

1809 W Irving Knickerb (1830) vi. iii 194 A coopet

hooping a *flour-barreI 1838 Simmonds 1Diet Tiadt,
^Flour-dredge, a tin for sprinkling flour 1828 Jamls
Richeltcn xxxvu, Those dusty jackets, which have been
the insignia of "'flour-gtmders from all generations *863
A B Grosakt Small Sins (ed 2) 84 You inevitably

ii -2
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brush off its powdei y *floui -like clust 1809 ICcnd vli Trav
II In 313 Rivers upon vlm.li 11c fulling, *flowcr and saw
mills 1823 J Nicholson Opirat Mechanic 142 We have
given a section of a double *flour-milI 1888 Bin cl A met

.

Comnew III vi cxiv 643 Minneapolis has become the
greatest “Hour-milling centre in America 1806 Spotting
Mag XXVIII 212 Luting the Interstices of the lid with
Houi -paste 1858 Simmonds Diet '1 rode,

15Hour sad, a
coaise bag for flour

4. Special comb
,
as flour-ball, a ball of flout

,

also a land of potato which, lesembles a hall of

Horn when boiled; flour-beetle, a beetle which
feeds 011 and is very desit active to flour (see quot );

flour-bolt, -bolter, a flour-sieve , flour-box, a Im
box for cl 1edging flour; flour-bread, wheaten
biead

;
flour-cate dial, (see quot ) ,

flour-dresser
(see quot )

,

flour-emery, emery leduced to n fine

powdei
;
flour-factor (see quot. 185S), flour-gold

(see quot ) , flour-meat dial

,

food made with
flout

; flour-mite, one of sevcial mites or acarids

which arc found in flotu
;
flour-moth, a moth

which feeds on flotu, esp PyiahsJai malis
1877 W Jonls finger -ring Lotc 438 A \vc dthy Geiman

furmci was making* (lorn balls in 1871 foi his cattle 1877
N W Lmc Gloss , ]<lorn -halls, a kind of potato *888
Poavlis ti Kick's Flour Manuf ix 248 Thu * flout beetle

( l endno mohtor) belongs to the family of Mclamsantata,
[and

|
is of a pitch black or blown coloui 1874 Knighi

Diet Mcch I 889/2 ‘'Plow bolt 1888 Powlls tr hick's
Hour Manuf vi 177 The*flotu bolter 111 the old mills

was made of an open woven woollen cloth Lalled bolting
cloth 1721 IIuliv Dredger, A *Flowci Bov *7
Rose o' Maiindie O' iv in Child Ballads 1 No 20 (18S2I
224/r Want ye but mine, I wald fc-ed ye wi *flou> -blend an
wine, 1840 R Brlmnlu E uni 1 D> nmaik,$c II 233T.be
many kinds of floui bicad 1884 Chesh Gloss

,
*Flow -cakes,

a cake made fidm a small piece of 01 dtnaiy blind dough
lolled to the si/e of a plate, and about an inch thick, and
then hiked on botli sides *838 Simmonds Du t liadc,
*Flour-dr esser, a cylinder for dressing floui, instead of
pissing it thi ough bolting cloths 1888 PowLrs tr Kick's
flour Manuf vi 176 The sieve is sti etched on an inclined
cylinder furnished with blushes on a spindle levolvmg
inside This vauety is called the ‘floui diessei ', 01 wnc
and brush machine 1884 F J Britten Watch 1, Clockrn
101 'Flout Emmy used for smooth bin nisheis 1813 Gen
1list in Ann Reg. 53/2 They vere chiefly nicabneu and
'flour factois 1838 Simmonds Diet 1'itulc

,
Floui -factor,

an agent foi nulleis; one who sells flour to bikcis 1869
It B Smyi 11 Goldfields Victoria dll'* Floui gold, the finest

alluvial dtiftgold. 1707 Floyer Physic Pnhc-Watch 83
'"Flower meats, and cool Herbs, stop the Pulse 1876
Whitby Gloss , Flout -meat, biead food

,
pastry. *893 Times

*3 May 7/1 The lavages of the*floiu moth, and the damage
it was doing 111 Fnghsh mills

Flour (flciU'Uj, v [f pice sb ]
1 . trans. To spi inkle with, flour Also tiansf
To powder (a wig)
*631-7 T. Barker Art of Angling (1820) Youi fish

bung cut on the side and flouted 1723 Biunn x ham
Diet , Sheeps-tongues after they have been flower'd and
fry’d may be soaked by degiees with Ti uflles and Mush-
100ms 173a E Forrest Hogarth’s Tom 5 We shaved,
and had our wigs flowered *750 E Smith Cotupl. ffousew
(ed 14) 178 Flour some sheets of tin, and drop join biskets

and put them into the oven 1887 Bcsani The ll'otld
went xxvi 200 It was one of the ’pieutices Homing the
Vicar's wig for Sunday
2 US. To guncl (grain) into flour
1828 Webster s v

, Great quantities of it [wheat] aie
floured in the interior countues *839 Bartlett Diet
A trier 156 The mill can flour two hundied barrels a day
3 inir Mining Of mercuiy , To break up into

dull particles coated with some sulphide and in-

capable of coalescing with, other metals. Cf.
Flouhing vbl sb

*882 A. G Locke Gold 21 The mercury employed for
amalgamation sickens or ‘ flours ’ when ground up with
pyutous locks

Flour, obs. form of Floweb.
t Flour-dammes. Obs rare-', [f. OF

Jlour Flowjsb + dantas (explained by Godefroy as
the auricula ] Some flower.

15*3 Douglas JEneis vii Piol *iS Floui -dammes, and
columby blank and blew
Flour-de-lice, -lis, -luce, -lyce, -lys(e, obs..

ff FliEtlB-DE-LIS.

Floured (flau<ud), ppl a. [f FLou it sb or v
+ -ED ]

1. Sprinkled or coveted with flour
*8x4 Sir R Wilson Diary II 328 We aie loo old mice to

be caught by a floui ed cat 1849 Sidonm Sore I 223
A miller was belabommg him stoutly with his floured fists

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy III 184 Looking at ine fiom
the highest summit of my floured head, to the point of my
buckled shoes

2 (See quot.)
*88* Raymond Mining Gloss

,
Floured. ,

the finely granu-
lated condition of quicksilver, produced to a greater or less
extent by Its agitation during the amalgamation process

1 Flourejouett. Obs-'- [ad OF.flour (Fr
Jleur)' flower and OF jaulnette (Cotgr ), f jattlni

(Fr jafine) yellow] ? The great St John’s wort.
*423 Jas. I. Kmgts Q xlvu, The plumys eke like to the

floure-Iojiettis.

t Flouren (flaus-ren), a. Obs. [f. Floub sb. +
-UN 4

.] Made of flour.
a 1300 Laud Cokecyne 57 in EBP (1862) *37 Fluren

cakes be]> Jie scingles alle, Of cloister, boure, ana hille

Flouret, -ette, obs ff. Floweret

Flouring' (flauonq), vbl sb [f Flour v
+ -INC. 1

]

1 U. S TI ic action or process of giinding giam
into floui: also atti ib 111 Jlounng-inill ,

‘a mill

for making flour, usually on a large °cale
,

dis-

tinguished from gust-null’ ( Cent Put.)
*833 Ci AiiivL Diet

,
Flouting, flour business 1839 Hakt-

ilti jDiet Amu *56 I‘ lout tng-Mtll, n gust-null *888
Aunt Anthropologist Oct I No 4 307 I he way from the

mealing-stone to the flouring-null is long

2 (See quot 1869 )

*869 R. B Smy i 11 Goldfields Vtdot ta 611 1
1' louung ’ is the

fonmng of the meicmy into small pat tides by the iction of
the reducing-inachino and the subsequent coating of c ich

particle by some sulphide, whereby the powu of the

paiticles to re-unite and Lo amalgamate with gold is lost

*882 A. G Lockl Cold 21 'J he gi eater part of the flouring

or sickemmj of the meicmy used is due to the action of
sulphate of non.

Flourish, (fly rij), sb Forms 6 fLonsho,
(Sc. flureisa, -ss, fleureis, flurisli), 6-7 florish,

7 floonsh, 7-S flowrisli, 6- flourish [f nc\t vb ]

1 . The blossom 01 mass of floweis on a fiuit-trcc

Also occas m
J>1,

Only Sc. ami noith dial
a *500 Cokelb/e how Pioem. 42 A fail fluieisx fadit in

afalty tie 1548 Contpl Acot vi 38 'J he bornl blast is

lied chaissit tlie flagrant fluruse of ettyrie fiute tree fir

alhom t the fuldis. a *603 Momgomi uh Mtsc Poems wii
58 Beutics fiesliest flonsh *633 Rutiilriorij Let 22 Api

,

'J heie shall be fair white floui ishes again, with most
pleasant fruits 1868 A 1 mnson 6 levelandGloss ,

htourtih

,

the blossom on fiuit-trees 1892 Boyd 25 Vents St
Andrews II wi 139 Finding some veiy line ‘flouush’ in
a duty hick com

t

[b pi -jiown s (see Flower sb 2 b)
*603 Sylvlstcr Du Darias 11 m Dame 85 Clulde-gie it

Women, 01 green Maydes (that inissc l heir Tunics
appointed foi then floui islies)

|
2 The state or condition of being in blossom,

blossoming Of vegetation. Luxmiant growth,

luxumnce, gieenness Obs
1594 J Dickenson At tsbas (1878) 75 The 100U whose

inoistuic fed their flourish *6*p Z Boyd Battcll houl
(1629) 1*01 The tree is I11 ,t seenu in the hudde and then 111

the flouush, and aftci in the fiute *719 Dr Fol Crusoe
I. r*7 A constant Verduie, 01 1< loutish of .Spimg *8o*
Sou mix J ha/aba vm xui, In the flouush of its [vine’sj

outwaidness Wasting the sap and sticnglh 1818 Scon
Hit Midi xxxi, Fruit-tiees, so iinuy ol which wcic at this

time 111 flouush

b fig ruispeiity, vigoui ; the ‘bloom’ (of

youth). Also, the highest degiee of piospenly;
pctfeclion, pi into Now 1 aie
*597 J Paine Royal P.uh 38 'I obehowld wyckedmen

to have the fayiest shew and greatest floushc *6iz Bin ul-
uoon Lang >S Rihtf in 20 'the Romans had genu illy (at

least in the flouush of the etiipue) gieat caie lo < ularge
then longue 1665 Lift hail hssi 1 in Si ltd Hail Mtsc
U79 1) 157 'llie eail of Essex was then in the flouush of Ins

youth 1709 Hi ahnl tolit it 27 Aug , The Foundation &
IiiuciseX Flourish ofIthcUmvusityJ *8z6 Scott JVoodst
M, Ihe flouush of lus powerful iclative’s foitunes had hurst
foith in the finely ofhis dress 1848 Tiiaciclray Jti. Snobs
iv, The Court Circular lemains m full flourish

(' 3 Ostentatious embellishment
;
gloss, varnish

1388 SiiAivh L L L iv 111 238 Leud me the flourish of
all gentle tongues c *600 — Sourt. lx, Time doth transfixe
the iloush set on youtli £-1632 Ckashaw Epitaph Mr
Herr ys, Hie flourish ofhis sober jouth, Was the pnde of
naked tiuth.

*| 4 A floncl decoration
;
a piece of scroll-work,

tracery, or the like. Obs
1693 Phil Trans XIX 151 An Octagonal Towel

beautified on the out-sxdc with Florishes 17a* Bailey, A
flouush [in Architecture] is a Flower Work 1764 IIahmlu
Obscrv 111 iv 131 Ciacknells are full of holes, being foi med
into a kind of floui ish of lattice-work

fg 1673 TraihiRnl Chr, Ethics xxxm 443 Mistake not
these things foi arbitiary flourishes of luxuriant fancy

"h. Iu Penmanship

,

a decoratton about a letter

or wilting, consisting of flowing curves executed
with a sweep of the pen
1632 H Moan Antid Ath 11 vi, 68 They were intended

onley for ludicrous ornaments of Nature, like the flourishes
about a gieat lettei that signify nothing *758 J Blake
Plan Mar S'yst 8 I11 the middle of this sheet let a flouush
be punted, to that the sheet may he cut in two, mdentwise
*831 Lamb Let to Dyer (1888) II 268 By your flourishes,

I should think you nevei learned to flourish the governors'
names m the wuling-school *86* Sala Dutch Piet 2 An
oiigmal Rembiandt (with a flourish to the R)
6 Literary or ihetorical embellishment

, am-
bitious copiousness 01 amplification

;
parade of fine

words or phrases
;
a florid expression.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mot 74 By a flourish of fine
words, they devise shifts [and] evasions *673 True IVor-
s’np God 56 Those pleasing Varieties and Flourishes in
Pulpit Harangues *708 Blrkeley Commonpl Bit Wks
1871 IV 492, I abstaiu fiom all flourish and powers of words
and figuies. *823 Scott Pevcnl xlvi, He commenced with
a flourish about his sufferings for the Plot. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Cortq (1876) I App 342 These unusual phrases are
cleaily mere flourishes.

t d. A boast, brag. Obs.
*386 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 44 ^A.11 your .

flouush made of your company, their reputation, your
civihtie 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Flourish . , a Vaunt,
Boast, or Brag
8 An ostentatious waving about of a weapon or

anything else held in the hand , a showy movement
of the body 01 limbs.

1G01 Coknwali XIS Ess \11, like seeming Fencers wee
ire mectei for a flouush, then defence 1713 SlEl ll Guar-
dian No 50 p 2 Before he applied lus weapon to my chm he" "

1
1

. ith it, *737 Bracken Farriery Imtr
ill 1 , 1 1 « uld splint him if the Rider were to

1 I 1 I upon his Back like a Rope-dancer
*840 F D Binm.tt Whaling Voy I 142 A few musicians
embellish then peifoimance with a flouush of the lingers
*839 Dicki ns P. Two Cities 1 v, Ihe thiee customers
pulled off their hits to Madame Dcfarge, with three
ilottushes

fg 1777 A Hamn ton Ih ks (i 3B6) VII. 510 Their flour-
ishes in the Jeixeyx, I believe, cannot have cost them less
than six 01 seven hundied men
b esp A graceful brandishing of the weapon by

way of salute or display at the beginning of a
fencing match f lienee jfig a prolusion, orna-
mental picamble, a piece of compliment or dis-

play pielmunary to serious business or discussion
(kf 7c)
*S5z IIuioi i, Floiysh, pioliahum *37* Goiding Calvin

on Pi will 44 Thai xwix but a (lot ixTi of the sovetemlie
pi unused to CI11 1st *393 R IIauvly Phtlad 2 This is
youi Iloush, to no pm pose, then to shew leading <11626
Bacon J \s

,
haute (Alb) 579 This is a flouush i There

follow excellent Fumbles 1826 Scot r IVoodst xxviu, Ere
they lnd done molt than salute each other, with the usual
couiteous flourish of then weapons

7. Musn a A fnufate (oMiurnb, tilimpets, etc \
cf. lo announce the approach of a person of dis-

tinction

*594 Shahs Rich III, iv iv 148 A flouush, Trumpets 1

stuke A 1 u um, Druinmes ' 1609 Hutwood Lncrcce v i,

A flouush xvith drums and ti unipets *7*2 P1111 ns Dis-
tressed Mother vo j, A flouush of liunipcts 1788 Clara
Ri i \ I.h t ties II 127 Two ti umpeters blew a flourish

, and
the

’ ", e'l 1 . !! .c r&i3 Ann Rig geTheDuke
of A , . «xi 1 1 1 ,1 1 s announced fi om the head of
die >< • . an <1 id mpets *8*4 Scon Wav xlv,

When Waveilcy 1 cached 111 it pail of the column which was
filled by the clan of Mac-lvoi, they leceived lum with
a tuuinph.mt flouush upon the bagpipes *868 Regal
Old Aimyr 58 In eoipsnot having a band, the bugles

01 It limpets will sound the flouush

fg 1884 J A II Murray xfhPtesid Addt 111 Tians
Philol Soc 516 Fi lends, who send with a flourish of
ti unipets to Notts and Queues
b A Jlorid passage, a florid style of com-

position, a dccoiative addition introduced by
plajer or singer Also, ‘the execution of profuse

but unmeaning ornamentation in music’ (.Stainer

and Bairclt).

1646 Ckashaw Poems
,
Mustek's Ducll 137 The Lute's

light Genius now dots pioudly list, Heav’d on the surges of
bwolnu Rapsodyes NVhosi flourish, (Mcleoi like) doth
cuile the .me With flash of high borne funcyes 1724
Ramsay 'Ica-t Mise (17jj) I p v, bueli aie not judges
ofthe (me llowi islies ofnew inusiek impoi ted fiom Italy *823
Ck Mils Icchuol Diet, h loutish the decorative notes
which a singer, or instrument'd pevforinu, adds sometimes
to a passage

c A short externpouzed sequence of notes

sounded as a prelude at the beginning of a piece of

music Cf. 6 b
1706 A Bi di ord Pliable Mm. lx 191 Each Side might

begin with a different Flouush 1876 Siainlr& Bahru r

Diet Mus Perms
,
hloutish 'ihe pieparitory cadenza

for ‘tuning the xoiee', in which singers formcily indulged
just btfoic commencing their song
tiansf *830 W. luuNf* Kmtkctb iv 11 117 lie preluded

Ins address by a sonoi 011s blast of the nose, a preliminary

flourish much m vogue among public orutois

Flourish 1 ij)
,
v Pa. t. andpple flourish-

ed Foims: 3-4 flons(e, (4 ftoryse, fluns), 4
florisse, 4-5 florysse, floresshe, flonscho, (4
llurahe, fiuri(s)che, flora(c)he, 5 floresclie,

florche), 4-6 flonsshe, -ys8h.(e, 4-7 flonsli(e,

(6 floonsh), 5-6 florys (o)h(e, 6 Sc fluros, -eis,

-is, flwreis, 4-6 flounshe, (4 flouresshe), 5-6

flourysshe, (5 flowrysche, 6 flourys(c)h, 7

flowrish), 4- flourish, [a OF Jlor iss- lengthened

stem of Jlonr (mod F. Jlcui ir) = l’r Jlonr, It

fio) ite •—vulgai L. type *Jlorir c, f Jlor-,fids, flower

The intr senses represent those of L.fldi ere, which

like many other vbs. in -ere passed into the -ire

conjugation m Romanic ]
I intr. To blossom, thrive

+ 1. Of a plant or tree : To blossom, flower Obs

<*1300 Cursor M 21701 (Gott ) par florist anc [wandj als

3e liaue held, c *386 Ciiauclu Pars T f 43 To imelle the

sote savour of the vync whanne it flonssheth *483 Caxton
Chas Gt 36 The crowne began to (lorysshe & a meruayllous

swete odour yssued out of the floui es *378 Lyie Dodoens

11 xx 170 It begmneth to floui e at the toppe of the

stalke, and so goeth flonshmg downewarde

b. To throw out leaves and shoots ;
to shoot

forth, to glow vigorously and luxuriantly. Now
only with mixture of sense 4
*303 R Brunne Llandl Syntie 905 Here vynys florshede

feyre and weyl *382 Wyclif Ezek xvn 24 Y made the

drye tree for to flonsshe *377 B. Googe Hereibachs

Hnsb 1. (1586) 23 b, In hotte Countreys later, least they

shoulde florishe before the Winter, and be blasted *727

Broome Seat of War in Flanders 157 Poems 76 Pallas

With her Javelin smote the Ground, And peaceful Olives

flourish'd from the Wound. *784 CowprR Task w 571

The spiry myrtle with unwithering leaf Shines there and

flounshes 1877 Huxley Physiogr xiu 2x2 As these trees

do not grow m water, it is evident that the land on which

they flourished has been depressed.
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C fig *34° Hampoi c Pr Const 725 Aiely a man passes

ilb be gies, He floresshe and passes away 1470-83 Malory
Arthur xvih x\v, Euery lusty hute that is in ony maner

a louer spryngeth and floryssheth in lusty dedes 1326

/’/M- Per/ iw de W 1331) 74 Flourysshe the foienoone

neuer so fresshe, at the last commeth the euentydc a 1386

Saitr Poems Rtform xwvn 68 Bakbyttans flwieis sone,

but fouler fructe J>'11
fail I 1611 Bible Isa Ixvi 14 Your

bones shall flourish like an herbe

2 gen To thrive a. Of persons : To prospei,

do well

a 1340 Hampold Psalter Cant 318 Whareere Jmi now all

1 ( |.f. r 1 - I 1372 Forulst Thcophiltis

1

> \ 1 1 I moi e then anye queene
1670 i \ \ i'i tde 60 We flourish m the

Fiendi liade. 1704 NTi son tampan Festiv 4 Fasts

wiv 255 Bad., Men as fiequently prosper and flounsh

1833 Hr Martinlau Brooke Faun 111 31 Men whoweie
st'u ving on land of then own, are now flemishing on the

wages I give them 1874 L. Stlitiln Hours in Libr
(1892) I vi 233 lartufe flouushes and thrives

b. Of things (e g ail, science, an institution)

To attain full development ; to lie prosperous or

successful, he m vogue; to have many followers

or patrons
c 1400 Rom Rase 6233 Men may 111 seculer clothes ste
'>

i

1 ’ii’ n 1304 Aikynson tr, Dclnntatwne
\i I 1 > .votes m whom floiysslitd the pet -

.3 ii 1 <
1 1571 Dicc.cs Pantom ,

Math
Disc Pref l’j, Where such sciences fiiste tooke then

ougmall, and in
1

<
' 1

1 \ 1 ‘V
floushed 1649 I !\ is >i

-
I . c. \ 1

the church to prosper and lloiish 1734 bHLRLOCK Disc
(i759) 1 iv 141 When Science flouushcd in the East 1883

Law 1 nnos LXXIX 130/1 The pool law system has
flourished foi over three centui les

+ 3 To thnve, display vigout in, of, with (some-

tiling specified) ; also, to abound in, overflow

with
a. 1300 Cursor M 21222 (Cott) Barnabas In veilu/

florisand sa fele c 138a W\ci it Setm Sel Wks I 96 Men
)jat shulden floushe in vertues 1330 Lyndesay list Pti-

pyngo 79s Pilose dayis quhen so thay [the Pielatis] llurisit

in fame 1339W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 173 Cain*
bi ldge, a Universitie floi ishmg with al hmd of good lettei s

1628 HoBBrs Ihucyd {1822)1 They flounshed mall man-
ner of provision 1660 F Brooke tr. Le Blanc’s Trav
Ded Aij, An age that flourishes with Pens, and Cuticks
1726 Lloni Albertis Arihit II 4/1 Gieece flourishing

in excellent gemusses

4 To be at tlie height of fame or excellence
,
to

be 111 one’s bloom or prune Also m weaker sense,

used 111 pa t. of a peison to indicate that Ins life

and activity belong to a specified period (cf

Floruit).
1387 Trevisa Higden 'Rolls) IV 173 In his tyme Plautus

Latinus floiuchtp at Rome 1330 vluon Godly Saymgs
A ij, Ongene did floiysshc in the jere of out loide cc Ixi

x66x Brammau. Just I'tnd 1 3 His most 1 enowned Ances-
tours flouushcd whikst Popery was in its Zenith 1700
Dm in n Pie/ Fables (Globe) 494 Spensei and Fairfax both
flourished in the reign of Queen JEluabeth 1820W Irving
Sketch Bk I 180 James flourished neatly about the lime of
Chaucer and Gowei 1833 Tfnnison Btook 11 In our
schoolbooks we say, Of those that held their heads above
the ciowd, They flourish'd then or then.

II To adorn

f 5 trans To adorn with flowers or veidure
,
to

cause to bloom or thnve
<1x300 CntsorM. 16860 (Cott ) ]>e rode it was wit leif and

baic florist ful selcuthli 1373 Barbour Bruce xvt 69
l1 eldis florist ar with flowris 1 1430 Lydg Mm Poems
(Percy Soc ) 78 God Hath florisshed the ei the on every
side Withegretehabundaunceofvyridite isoo-roDunuau
Poems vlvi 21 Fresche Flora lies fluiest every spray 1716
Fenton Ode to Ld Gower Poems (1717) 219 With shadowy
verdure flouush’d high, A sudden youth the Groves enjoy

fig. 1470-83 Malory Arthur xvm xxv, Lete euery man
of w 01 ship florysshe his herte in this world <7x614 J Davies
Scourge ofFolly To Eaile Pembiooke, Wks (Grosait) 52/1
But when the sonne of fauor shines on mee My May may
then haue Might to flounsh thee

+b. Cookery To ornament, garnish (a dish)
? C1390 Form of Cnry m Warner Antuj Culm 13 'lake

brede Florish it with white cohandie in confyt c 1430
Pwo Cookery bks 1 30 Florche it a bouyn u ith Pome-
gamed 1302 Arnolds Chroti (18x1) 239 btorke roosted,
pecoke flousshed, carpe in soppis

+ 0 gen To adorn, decorate, embellish, orna-
ment. Also with out, over

, up Ohs
c 1523 Coer de L 1843 Six stages ful of towrelles, Wei

flourished with coinelles 1400 Morle Arth 771 Hy.,
feete ware floi eschede alle in fyne sabylle x489-00 inset ip-

turn Holloway Chapel, Wtdcome, nr Bath 111 Wood Life
(O H S ) II 409 Thys chapill floryschyd with formosjte
spectabyll prior Cautlow had edyfyd. 1381 Pitul
Guazzo’s Civ Coni’, hi (1386) 123 Those which florish up
themselves by atte. 1390 Gultne Never too late Wks
(Grosart) VIII 194 Her face full of chast colours such as
florish out the fronts of Dianas virgins 1608 Torsni l
Serpents 738 Their skin seemeth to be flourished with
ceitain pictures x6x* Coryat Crudities 145 Sixe very
precious sockets flowusbed ouer with a triple gilting
<117x6 South Strut (1744) X. 56 This would make him
begin to try the foundation before he flourished the super-
structure.

fig *377 Lange P PI B, xiv 294 pe berthe [pouerte] is

a fortune bat flonssheth jse soule "Wyth sobrete fram al
synne 1587 Fleming Contn. HohnshedUl, 1323/1 Deceipt
[sheweth] finest when he is cunninghe flonshed 1603
Shaics Pleas forlkl iv 1 73 The Iustice of your title to
him Doth flourish the deceit

fa. To embellish, or ornament (a book, writing,

etc) with ' flourishes
5

(see Flourish sb. 4 b)

|
In early use also : To illuminate

;
to adorn with

coloui or decorative designs of any kind Obs.
c 1440 Promp Parv 167/2 Floiysclien bokys,fiore 1373

Ait ofLimning 5 With this [turnesoll] you may flounsne
redde Iettcis, or vestuies 1679-88 Seer Sent Money Chas
II <5 Jas II iCamdcn) 35 Gideon Roger, for writing and
flemishing, paitly in gold, a letter to the Emperoi of I' cz

absol 1660 G 1 ontlyn s Patent No xs8 A way to text

and flourish in velamsand parchment.

+ 7 To embellish (a nanation, etc ) with flowers

of speech; to ornament 01 set off with fine words
or phrases; to express in floweiy language. Obs
13 Minor P fr. Vernon MS hi 496 pei3 Jus tale beo

flousshed with faire flour 1494 Fabyan Chron 3 So haue
I nowe sette out this rude weike 1 hat the lerued and the
studyed elerke May Flowiysshe it with Eloquence 1340
Ei yot Image Gov Picf (13561 3 Desuyng more to make
it pUync to all icadcis,than to flourishe it with over muche
eloquence 1631 Siiirlly Love m Maze 111 111, You have
Wanted no art to flounsh your waitn passion 1678 Cun-
ivoiart Intdl Syst 63 Which Argument is further flouusht
and descanted upon in tins manner x6gx G D’Emilianni
Frauds Rom Plonks 177 The Citechi/er flounsh’d hts

Discouise with Circumstances so extiavagant [etc]

to. inir ‘ To use flond language
,
to speak, with

ambitious copiousness and elegance’ (J), to

descant floi idly on 01 upon Also with away
X700 T Bam r Refiut Limning iv (ed 2) 32/2 Whilst

he [Ciceio] acts the pait of the Rhetorician, he dilitcs

and flouushes, and gives Example instead of Rule 1723
Watts Logu. iv 1 518 '1 hey ddate sometimes, and
flounsh long upon little Incidents, and they skip over and
but lightly touch the duer Put of their Theme. 1824 L
Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I 435 1 hey ate often misled,

by a destie of flourishing on the several pioperltes of a me-
t lphoi 1838 Gln P Thompson Audi Alt II l\.\u 41
Anotliei flouushes away upon the assertion that the French
Empeioi was chosen by the Ballot

+ 8. trans. a. To lay (one tint) upon (another)

by way of ornament , b to work up ornamentally,
a *392 G«LLNr OphanonWks (Grosart t XII 70'louching

the faultles mixtuic of veumUion flourisht vpon Iuory
a 1626 Bacon IVar w Spam (1629) 3 Botiomes of threcd
close wound vp, which with a good needle may be
flourished into huge woikes.

Ill To display ostentatiously

9 To brandish (a weapon, etc ) ; to wave about

by way of show or liuuupU Also, to move (the

limbs) vigoiously
1382 Wvclif 2 Matt xi 8 An horsman apeeride goynge

byfoie hem floushynge a shaft 1388 -— Ps vu 13 If 3c

ben not coiiuerud, he sclial flonsche his swerd *592 Shaks.
Rom A Jut 1 1 83 Old Mountague . flourishes his Blade
III spight of me 1646 Crashaw Sospetto d’Hirode xum,
All lhe Poweis of Hell in full applause Flourisht then
Snakes 1820 Scon Ivanhoe II 111 45 Anon, balancing
his expanded palms, he gently flouushed them in time to

Lhe music 1831 T L Peacock Crotchet Castle vm 144
He began mechanically to flourish his bamboo 1840

Dickens Old C Shop xxi, Richaid Swiveller looking at

the dwarf as he flout ished his arms and legs about.

+ b absol Obs
1388 Shaks Tit A 1 1. 311 Goe giue that changing

peccc, 1o him that flourisht for hei with his swoi d 1627-77
I1 Li.i ham Resolves 1 xxxviu 63 Whosoever will jest, should

be like him that flouushes at a show he may turn his

weapon any way 1690 W Walker Idiomat Anglo-Lat.,

lo flounsh is one thing, to fight anothei

c mtr Of a weapon (01 the like) To be

brandished oi waved about.
1388 Wyclif Job xxxix 23 A spere and scheeld sclial

florische 1773 H Luson in Duttcombe’s Lett II App
xlvin, All this while the cane kept flourishing ovet Jerry's

head

10 a trans To display, make a display or

paiade of. b, intr 'To boast, biag’ (J), to

talk big; to 'swagger’, 'show off’; also with

about
, off. f c. To txhibit oneself conspicuously,

make a flourish or paiade. Obs
a c 1380 Wyct if Sel Wks III 341 Summe flonshen o]?er

names & seien i>at he [the pope] is moost blissed faaer

1392 Greene Disput 6 Your sugred words, that you florish

rethoncally like nettes to catch fooles X638 Sir T. Her-
bert 'Irav (ed 2) 93 He florishthis colouts m signe of

victory, and as a call to Abdulchan to second him 1755

ScoTr Diet , lo Flourish Colours [in military affairs] is to

display them
b 1674 N Fairfax Bulk 4 Selv 139 If any man think

to come flemishing off with this 1699 Bentley PJial

Introd 22 The Exatninei, aftei he has cited this Scholiast

on Aristophanes, thus flourishes. 1729 Swift To Dclany
Wks 1755 III 11 233 To flourish o’er a cup of gin x8x6

J Gilchrist Philos Etym p xvii, Mr Home looke has

flouushed lather too much about Gothic and Saxon 1866

Carlyle Inattg Addr
. g He goes flourishing about with

them
c 1363 Foxl A 4 M 1710/x All the othei Ladies of the

com t flonshed in their brauerye x6xx Eiulv

S

ongSol u 9
He looked forth at the window, shewing himself \marg
flourishing] through the lattice, 1750 Wauburton_ Julian
Wks 1811 VIII 192 A leverend Stole came into the

possession of a notorious prostitute, who flounshed with it

on the public stage

+ 11. a. trans Of the sun 1 To shoot out (beams)

b. mtr. Of ltght Obs
*5*S Scot Field 427 in Chatham Misc II, Phebus full

faire Hoi ished out his beames 1387 Golding De Mornay vi

64 From thence there flourished a certeme holy bnghtnesse.

+ 12 mtr. To move with a flourish; to make
sweeping movements

;
* to play m wanton and

irregular motions ’
(J ). Obs.

1728 Pope Dune n x8o Impetuous spiend The stieun,

and, smoaking, flourish'd o’er his head 1735 Somerville
Chase 11 236 They're check’d—hold back with speed—on
either Hand They flounsh round.

+ 13 Music and Penang To give a short fanciful

exhibition by way of exercise befoie the leal per-

formance To play, with a flourish Also quasi-

trans. Toflourish out (notes) Obs
1332 Huloet, Florysh, as a matster of fence doth vv®

weapon, 01 a musitian in syngyng, proindo 1718 Ft ec-

iJunker No 25 p 1 Musicians, befoie they begin to play,

always flounsh out some loose Notes 1766 Goldsm Vic IV.

x, Instead of finishing George’s shirts, we now had them
flourishing upon catgut x8io Jami s Phht. Dut

,

To
flourish is to play some pi elude or picparatory air without
any settled rule

b. Of tiumpets To sound a flourish or fanfare.

1388 Shaks Tit A. iv 11 49 Why do the Emperors ti um-
pets flourish thus 2 1706 Addison Rosamond 1 iv, Tiumpets
flourish.

+ Flourishable (flw njab’l), a. Obs- 1
[f.

Flourish v. + -able] Adapted to flounsh or
make a display
1614 T Adams Dentils Banket iv x |t Hee sets the

countenance of continuance on them, which mdeede aie more
fallible m then ceitaintie than flourishable 111 tliiir Liauenc

nourished (flzmji), ppl a [f Flourish v
+ -ED 1

]

+ 1 Adorned with flowers or veidure; fig.
adorned with chaims or virtues Obs
CX330 Will Pahrne 2438 |>ei founded J>an a fayi forest

douched ful Ink. 1 1400 Mai nijlv (Roxb)x\xni 148 All

)>c tyntes of he 3ere er J>aire gardynes ilunsched and fan e
mydews giene c 1470 Harding Citron xiv vu, Bothe two
dyed in their floieshed youthede 1308 Dunbar 1 net

mm nt toemen 27 Facets All full of flurist fairheid, as
flotins in [une. a idoS^MoNicoMEtm Pits*. Poems xix 3
Gatlmng flouts Amidst the flousht meid

+ b Of the brow Adorned with clustei ing hau
c 1400 Rowland 4 O 82 With a floreschede thonwange,

Ouie noble kynge pat es so strange, His doghety men
I-melkf

C Her ~ Fl.litlltY

i486 Bk St Albans, Ihr Ej a. They he calde flonshit ,

for they be made bi y» manti of a flowi e cleluce 1830 111

Robson Brit Her III, Gloss, Flouushed, the same as
Jleury

|
2 Of woids • Of a floweiy character ;

rhetori-

cally nnanged. Obs
1303 R. Brunne Hand! Synne 3066 Flourshede wurdys

Are ful of pryde and trechery c 2380 Wvclii Wks (r88ot

443 pey [false fiens] dcpiaueii hem to |ier parischens hi

floriFshid woidis ]>at pey briiigen yn
3. Decorated with flourishes or ornamental lines

and tracery, or with figures in colours, embroidery,

etc
;
figured

c 1400 Rowland4 O 281 Men That wele kon feglite with
floresched sweide [ong especforbid] 1446-7 Eton Coll
Acc in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 394 Pro xxnij

pedibus vitri opeiati picti yocati flousshed glasse 1563
Homilies ir. Agst. Eaccss Appai el (1859) 313 lo see hts

wife in such painted and flourished visages 1678 Loud.
Gaz No 1265/4 One Silver Plate marked with the Cipher
E G flourished *758 Johnson /tfAv* No. i3f 8 Wehave
three flourished quilts for every bed 1792 Mrs. C Smith
Desmond II 268 His wife put on a fine flourished shawl
1883 D W Ki ttle Pins, Ink, $ Paper 65 The Flounshed

,

Printed headings to Deeds

Flourisher (fly rrjat). [f as piec + -er 1
]

One who or that which flourishes

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 7 Faire florischers and
hijteres of woides and of melie *433 Misyn Fire 0/Lave
102 I lonschars of Jus waild, to qwhome temperall prospente

bon gyfs *491 m York Myst Introd. 39 Lummers, turneis,

and flonsscliers 1398 FloRIo, Glaatatorc, a fencer or

flourisher with Ins weapon ti6it Chapman Iliad xxm
689 Not our greatest floumher can equall him in

powre Of foote stufe, but jEacides, 16x7 Wardens’ Acc
in Heath Grocers’ Comp (1869I 429 John Bradshawe and
18 fellow florishers with long swordes 1624 Gataker
Tr ansnbst 233 So far is it from that winch this flourisher

affirmeth, that [etc ] <*1734 North Life F North (1742)

332 He was not an Orator, as commonly understood, that

is a Flourisher 1833 Marryat P Simple xvii, Our frigates

have names as long as the mam-top bowling .fineflounshers

Flourishing' (fly njig), vbl. sb. [f as prec

+ -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb Flourish in various

senses

*3°3 R> Brunne Handl Synne 881 Every 3ere at fie

florysyjigge When be vynys shulde spryngge. 1387 Trevisa
Higden\Rolls) I 15 Nou3t sotilte of sentence, nober faire

florischynge of wordes 1577 B Googe Heiesbach’sHmb
11.(2586) 83 b, It must be digged before his floushmg, or

shooting out of his leaves 1380 Hollydand '1 teas Fr
Tong , R egratement de vieilles chases the flourishing vp o

f

old thinges 1687 T W tr Hen VIII’s Assertio Septern

Sacra-m (1688) 8 These two Chapters are but the

flourishmgs or first essays of Luther, who now begins to

mui ther and destroy the Sacraments, X717 Berkeley Tour
ItalyWks.1871 IV. 531 Before the flourishing ofartsmRome
1865TrollopeBeltonEst vm 83With some little flourishing

at the commencement, Captain Aylmer made his speech

2 In various concr. or qaasi-concr. senses. +a
Blossom, alsofig b. A decoration, an embellish-

ment ;
a flower-like design C. notice-use An orna-

mental covering,
& a 1300 CursorM 10726 (G6tt.) Pis wand suld florisching

here. 1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv 13 Haile, 5hyng,

benyng, fresche flurising 1 [Virgin Mary ,
hut perh pit a ]

b c 1384 ChaucerH Fame 111 2 1

1

Hit nedeth noghtyow
for to tellen Of this yates flonsshinges, Ne of compasses,

ne of kervinges 16** Cotgr. s v Drapcrte, A flourishing
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with Icaues, and flowcis m wood, or stone, vsed especially

on the heads of pillers 16*3 T Godwin Homan Antw
(1638) 28 Bestudded with flounshings of purple silk *663

Pci’VS Diary 26 Dec, Some fine writing- woik and
flourishing 1847 C Winston Am Glass Paint I 125

Many attempts were made to stiengtheu the shadows in 1 e-

prcsentations of arclntectuie with a flourishing of thin lines

C. 1633 P Fietchlu Pmpie Isi 11 xviu, Cover’d with
silken flourishing, Which as it oft decaies, renews again

3 = Fqwishing iare~ l

1726 Diet Rusttcnm (ed 3I s v, Hat t-huntmg, He may ob-

serve his flouushings, which aie in pioportion to the Beast

4. attnb. and Comb
, as flow islung hand ;

flourishing thread (sec quol

)

1713 Steele Guardian No in Mr Airs, that excellent

penman instructs the youth of this nation to airive at

a flourishing hand 1882 CAULinm & Saw \hd Diet
Needtew <rk, Flom islung Thread', a flat, silky, linen thread
specially adapted foi inending Damask, Linen, [etc ]

Flourishing (fl» nfig), ppl a, [f. as prec +
-tNCl a

.] That lYouuslies

1 Budding or blossoming ; hence, that grows
vigorously or luxuriantly. Of a landscape 1 Ver-
dant.
£ 1400 Maundev (18391 V 34 The Gnrdyn is alweys grene

and *l~
1

p *333 Cr ~ - •~/v '<- x '8 All flesh

shal « v li , I 1 I . 1 , 1 c tie 1647
Cow )• 1 1 , 1

1

1 I 1 . 1 1 - 111 all the
Pailc. 1783 v ii 1 1 ’ii iii 1 1

1
<

't On the

flourishing hush where it grew 1883 It Zimmermann in

A themeam 29 Dec 847/2 Populous towns and flourishing

landscapes

2 . Prosperous, thiivmg, conspicuous, eminent.
<21340 Hampoil Psalter ix 20 Thoigh lum he )>ai put

in tyTl synn in Ju syght, |»of |mi seme flonsclntid bifor men.
1535 SiiWAiir C t on Scot 11 156 Occa Wyss into weir
and fliircsaud m fame 1697 Damhi r Toy I 179 This is

a flemishing City. 1741 MmuLnoN Cict'io I 1 18 Hor-
tensius, the most floi islung young Oiatoi at the bar 1855
Macaulay lit it. Eng III 615 Belfast has become one of the
gieatest and most flourishing seats of industry 111 the British
isles

3 Vigorous
;
in the bloom of youth or health

'\ Flourishing age, years . the prime oflife
156a Win^lt Cert Tract m Wks 1S88 I 23 That maist

flunssand part of my aige, spent in the techmg of the
grammar scule 1564 Buli eyn Dial agst Pest To Rdr
US881 3 Some are picuented by death 111 their floui-

isliyng jeres <11568 Covlrdai 1 BI. Death m, x 296
The tlmde [dieth] in Ins florishynge youth 1600 W
Vaughan Dn at Ilealih{\tgp\ 23 It [Meath] will cause
one to haue a flemishing colom. 1737 Wihston Josephus'
ITars vi ix {? 2 They slew the aged . but those m then
flourishing age they drove them together into the temple

4 Of writing : Ornamented with flourishes

1859 Sala Gas-light <$ D. 111 37 As pel flom islung gold
letters on his dooi jamb, he proposes to lend money
5 . Of style, etc . Florid, highly embellished,

gundiloquent, high sounding. Also of a writer

;

Addicted to llondness.

1538 Lllanp ltin I p a ix, Men of Eloquence hath not
entei paged to set them foi the yn a flouschuig style 1592
G Harvey Pierces Super Wks (Grosart) II 252 An ine-
fiagable Confutation of Be/a, and our flooiislungest New-
xvuteis 1788 Mau D’Arulay Diary J une, He spoke in

flourislung terms of its contrast to foimer times

6 . Ofpersons and their actions. Boasting, swagger-
ing, ostentatious.

x6r6 Ruh Cabinet 57 All soils of people thought it the
gieatest gloty to hue in the florishnigest sliowe 1688
Wood Life 8 Dec. (O II S ) III 287 A conceited flurtshing
coxcomb

*|7 Of a spear . Vibiatmg Ohs.
1388 WYCLir Job \U 30 lie schal scome a flonscliynge

[138a shakende] siieie.

Flourishingly (ftoiijigli), adv. [f prec +
-ly -.] In a flourishing manner -|- a I11 the shape
ot a flower (ohs ). b Vigorously, prosperously

|
c In flowery terms, floudly (ohs

) fd Ob
tentatiously, showily (ohs

)

e With a flourish or
flouiislnng movement.
a i486 Bk St Albans, lie? E j a, The foisayd letill

bams ai othyrwyle made flonxhyngh
b 1600W M Rian m Phone (1849)20 (Percy Soc ) Swag-

gering cTrunkaids 01 sweating Jackes, winch have thus
flourishingly spiowted up by service x8xg Ann Reg 36
We were going on flouushingly 1879 Sjivlnson Jrav
Levenncs 196 Such as they have are hardy plants and thuve
flouushingly
C 1580 Barlt A lv E 163 To vllei his mind eloquently,

flourishingly, & finely 1647 tr. Malvezzi's Pourti act 3 T lie

Actions of Piedecessours require no more then to bee flour-

ishingly related

d 1550 Ball Image Both Ch n •x.vu, She is flonshinglye
decked with golde, piecioitxe stone, and peailes.

e 1825 Bhukio Flag XVI [ 363 Round which the lash
had so flourishingly played lls. gambols 1832 J Wit son

ibid XXXI 272, I came down wavei ingly flouushingly,
just as you have seen a lark from sky to funow

I’ Flou'risllly, adv Ohs. Ill 6 floryschelye.
[f Flourish v + -LY 2

.] In a flounshing manner,
pre-eminently.

1^58 Fork

E

si Grysilde See {1875) 146 Theis sightes In
Grisild weare seene florische floryschelye.

Flourishmeut (fl»njmcnt) [f Flourish
+ -misnt OF. had flonssementl\ The state or
condition of flourishing; prosjaenty, thriving
17*4 Welton Chr Faith 4 Pi act 373 The nourishment

of a city 1883 Chicago Advance 24 May, It cannot be
claimed that . chinches oi schools had much flouush-
merit.

Flourishy (fforifi), a £f Flourish sb + -y 1
]

Of or pertaining to flourishes or flourishing
,
of the

nature of a flourish
,
abounding in flourishes.

1883 G H Boughton 111 Haipci 's Mag Feb 392/2 When
a wtndmilly town does flouush, it is {from a flourishy point
of view) a thing to lemeinber 1884 Ibid Sept 523/2 There
is a light, flourishy, com tly touch 1891 Longm Mag Apr
626 A big bill with a flourishy heading

Flourless (fleui 1 ales), a. [f 1‘ lour sb -i- -less ]
Made without flour

x88o Vi mn Lee Behaio iv 79 Flourless biead.

Floury ^fluuo u), a Also <5 flowry [f. Flour
sb + -l 1 ] a Of or pei taming to flour i Of
grain Yielding flour, b Covered or spi inklcd

with flour or powder, c Resembling flour
,
Horn-

like, mealy, powdciy
a 1591 Si lx lsu u Du Baitas 1 iv 649 The stone which

grinds the floury corns 1870 Morris Earthly Par iv 296
A mill whose flouiy duskiness Our hungiy souls with
many a hope did bless

b 1826 Hood lush Sclwohu xxix, Some dronish
Dominie That weais a flouiy head 1884 Centmy Mag
XXVIII-. 88 Theie was blood upon liei flouiy apron
0. 1830 Lixdlly Nat, Syst Hot 1 71 Embij 0 stm oundmg

floury albumen 1865 Mu ion X Cm aim 1 N IT Pass by
Land isq A slaigh, running along in the soft, flouiy powder
at the sides 1888 Powi lx tr luck’s Flour Mann/ App
8 4 283 Steam the peeled potatoes until they become quite
floury meaty ’)

Flouse, iiousli (fluus, flauj), v dial [? ono-
matopoeic, cf 1‘Lusnz/ 2

]
1 To splash trails and intr,

1567 hi vi*i 1 y Gi Foi e\t 21 I liatte scene it . xvhen as tins

kinde of Mcttall being molten 111 the pit, and butasponcfull
of water being east into, it hath fiouslied .incl leapt vpto the
top of the house 1838 II01 low ay Dut Provine , Flomh

,

to plash and beat water about with violence as boys fre-

quently do when bathing 1885 N <y Q 26 Sept Ser vi

2 . mil . To come with a heavy splash
1863 Kingsley JVatti bab 95 Out floushed a huge, old

broivn trout,

3 The yeib stem used advcibially
18x9 Moore Tom Crib's Mem (ed 0) 13 Old Geoigy

event flousli, and Ins backcis look’d shy

Hence Flou sing ppl a
1880 Jlueries Gr Feme F' 64 The Housing splash of

tlieimliiace '-

Flout (flemt), sb l Also 6-7 floufce [f Flout w.]

1 . A mocking speech or action, a piece of

mockeiy, jeei, scoff.

1570 in Llvins Manip 228 1572 5 Gascoigne Dan
Baitholomevi Lenuoye iv, Remember that oui sect Is sure
to bee with floutes alwayes infect 1678 Bum n Hud
111 Heioic Ep 356 She lead it out, With many a snute,

nud leanng Flout 1728 Morgan Algiers I Picf 14 The
I'louts and indiffeient Reception I have met with 1837W IitvtNG Capt. Bonneville III 23 Blinking like ail owl in
daylight, xyhen pestered by the flouts and peekings of mis-
chievous birds 1859 Tennyson Idylls, F.md 1523 Who put
your beauty to this flout and scoin By di exsing it in rags

+ 2 . An object of flouting or mockery Ohs
1708 tr Boilenu's Litlnn 52 Howlet will be the Word, a

standing J est, The Flout of Boys, and blirth of Evsi yFcast

I Flout, sb 2 Obs. rare A truss (of straw )

15 Kwe $ llermyt 331 m H.irl E P P I 25 Be
syite my bed thou must goo And take up a floule of strowe,
Als softly as thou may. 1847 in IIalliwli l

'I Flout, sb 3 Ohs. [?repr OE *floxvet, f

floiuan to Flow ] A \valeicourse

14 in MS Cantab FJ v 48 f xo6 (Haliiw) And at
a window east him owt, Rijt into T emse flow t 1583 In-
quisition vi Lmeolnsh (N >, One sewer in Scoltenngs at
the ould flout shall be sufficiently diked

Flout (flciut), v Also 6 flouts, 6-7 flowte
[hirst lecordcd 111 16th c.

;
possibly special use

(preserved 111 some dialect) of floule

,

ME fonn
of Flutb v to play on the flute Cf. a similar

development of sense in Du. fluitcn to play the

flute, to mock, deride ]

X Dans To mock, jeer, insult, to express con-
tempt for, either m woid or action Also to flout
(a person) out of (something)
1551 Robinson tr More's Utop (\rb ) 26 In moste spite-

ful! manei mockynqe and flowlinge them 1605 Siiaks
Macb, 1 11 49 Where the N orweyan Banneis flowt the
Skie 1607 Heywood Worn Kdde Wks 1874 II 116 Now
will I flout her po\ eity 1612-15 Br Hall Contempt
V T 1 v. Yet cannot they dll flout Noah out of Ins faith

1727 De Foe Syst Magic ji iv 424 So the man was flouted
on all hands 1805 Scott Last Minstr 11 4 The gay beams
of lightsome day Gild, but to flout, the mins giay 1840
Dickens Old C Shop xxxn, The genuine and only Jatley

flouted by beadles 1873 Dixon 7 wo Queens I 11 11 80
One town grew jealous of anothei Granada flouted Loga

+b To quote or recite with saicaslic purpose
1599 Siiaks Much Ado 1.1 290 Ere you flout old ends

any further, examine your conscience

2 . mt)

.

To behave with disdain 01 contumely, to

mock, jeer, scoff, to express contempt eilhei by
action or speech. Also dial to scold Const
at

,

whence in indirect passive

157S R B Apputs <$ V Bjb, What drake nosed driuell,
begin you to floute 1641 Vtnd Smectymnmis 31 It ncvei
came into our thoughts to flout, in so bold a manner 1678
Barclay Apot Quakers 11 1 19 Some are apt to flout at
it as ridiculous 1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 166 But I have
the good Fortune not to be flouted at 1844 Browning
Garden Fancies 1 vt, Ah, you may flout and turn up

youi faces. 1876 Blsant & Rice Gold, Buttujly n Ihe
women pointed and flouted at her

’

113. ? c> 1oneons use (or ? another word). To
ruffle (a bird’s featheis)

1875 Mayne Reid in Chainb Jrnl 7 Aug 500 Not enough
breeze to flout the long featheis in the tail of the bird
Hence Flou ted ppl. a.

1855 Singllton Asmid vii 602 Go now, to thankless
jeopaidy Expose thee, flouted [wight]

' *

I Flou’tage. Obs [f Flouts +-age.] The
habit or practice of flouting

; mockery, jeers
*599 B Jonson Ev Man out of Hum Dram Pers

Puntarvolo, so palpably affected to his ownc praise, that
(for want of flatterers) he commends lnmselfc to the floutage
of lus owne family 8

Flouter (flan tor) [f as prec. + dlk 1
] One

who flouts or mocks ®
1581 Pen ie Guazzo's Cm Conv. 1 (1586) 35 You shew

yourselfe a flatterei and a flouter 1621 Burton Kiel
Deniocr to Rdr 64 Democritus that common flowter of
folly 1755 m Johnson 1869 Bi ackmohl LomaD xxvi
Perhaps she had east ine away altogethei as a flouter

’

Flouting (flau’tiq), vld sb [f as prec + -iag!
]

1 The action of the vb 1'lout; an instance of
this

1574 WnnciiT Dif. Aunsw. 11 1 § 6 91 What gybing
and flouting would there he x6zi Moile Cameiai Liv
Libr v xv. 382 A dexpeiate impudencie, seconded with
blooclie floutmgs, with terrible despightings,[etc

] 169X Rxy
Ci cation 11. (1704) 453 Limiting, and Taunting, are to be
ccnxuied as vicious Abuses of bpeech 1884 Bath Herald
25 Oct 3/1 The second flouting of the popular will

2 Comb |
fiouting-stock (a) a butt for flouting,

an object of mockeiy; (h) — 1' lout sb. (peril the
use is a blunder ascribed to the Welsh speaker)
1592 G Harvi y Pune’s Snpei Wks. (Grosarl) II 309

Lcxse peiaducntuic thou be made a notable flowtmg-
stocke 1598 Siiaks Meny IT. iv v. 83 You are wise, and
full of gibes, and vlouting-stocks 18x7W Godwin Mancie-
vtlle I 263, I was a floutmg-siock and a make-game
cieated for no other end thau to be the scoff ofmy fellows

Flouting (flou tig), ppl a [f. as prec 4- -ing 2 ]
That flouts.

1581 Pi nic Gnazso's Civ. Conv 1 (1586130 b, Insinuating
therby m flouting manner, that lie might be lus Fathers
bastaid sonne 1597 Fi n i on Let 23 May in Hanngton
Huge A at (1779) II. 233 She would out with all such un-
gracious flouting wenches 1614 N Bin ton 1 would If yet
exev, lhen sure should I Bo followed with many a flowung-
laeke X727 Dl Foe Ilist Appal xin 329 A flouting

atheistic 111.111 of wit. 1870 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov 12 Less
of flouting fei outy than is usual in the epic tales of the

Scandinavians

lienee Flou tmgly adv 111 a flouting mannei
1580 Holiyhand lreas Fr Tong , Par gaudissene, in

lest, or floutingly 1633111' Hai t Ilaid li its, N B 55
They floutingly put upon lus head a width of tliornex

1858 Cauiyii Ft utt Gt (1865) I 111 xi\ 228 ‘Goody
Palsgrave as her Mother floutingly called her

Flow (11*0, sb-1 [f Flow v ]
1. The action or fact of flowing

;
movement in

a current or stream , an instance or mode of this

Orig said of liquids, but extended 111 modern use

to all fluids, as an, electricity, etc T Phrase. To
set (the eyes) atflow : to (cause to) weep Also

‘The course or direction of running waters’ (Ad-

miral Smyth)
a 1450 tov. Myst (Siiaks Soe ) 43 Thei \ul not drede the

flodys ffloive 1607 Siiaks 1 imon ji ii 172 I haue set

mine eyes at flow 1613 — Hen Till 1 1 152 This top

pi oud fellow, Whom from the flow of gall I name not 18x7

SurLLLY Rev Islam xn uivu 5 In the flow Of sudden
tears 1856 Mrs Cariylk Lett II 290 A gentle sound
like the flow of a brook i860 1 yndall Glue 11 xxv 362

'I lie gentle flow of a current of air 1885 Waison & Bur-
bury Math Ih Elect

1

<y Magn, I 208 A flow of positive

electricity in the one direction along the wire

b lViysus
Line offlow in Ilydiodyna/mcs

,
an lmagmniy curve so

drawn within a liquid at any instant that at each point of

the ciuve the instantaneous velocity of the liquid is along

the tangent I11 general a line of flow is not the path of

a pai tide, but vanes with the tune But when the motion

is steady, 1. c not a function of the tune, the lines of flow-

are fixed, and are paths of pai tides, bung then called

stream-lines 'I uhe offloiv in Flecti icilyand Jlydi odyna-

iniis, m imaginary lube bounded by sui faces across which
thei e is no flow

x88x Maywlll l heir <5 Magn I 378 Tube of Flow
x88z Minciun Untpl Kincmat 150 We can m this way
map out the whole legion by dtawing lilies of flow

c The quantity that flows, volume of fluid In

Hydrodynamics, the volume of fluid which flows

thtough a tube of any given section m a unit of

lime
1807 Med Jrnl, XXI 378 Blood, which came out, with

a jet, neatly equal to the flow of urine 1851 Cari'Enti'R

Man P/iys (ed 2) 218 The flow of blood into them [Mus-

cles] increases with ihe use that is made of them 1877

W. H Bi sant Hydrontech (ed 3) 238 The lme-integral

of the tangential velocity along any line, lying entirely

within the fluid, is called the flow along that line

d. concr. Thatwhich flows ,
flowing water. Also,

a mass of matter that moves or has moved an a

stream.
x8oz Cambbell Hohenlindeti !, Dark as winter was the

flow Of Iser, rolling rapidly x8x6 J Wilson City of
Plague ii,l he sunshine dancesm its joy O'er the still flow

of tins majestic river 1833 Lyell Prtnc Geol II 24<sRe-

iterated flows of Java. 1880 Miss Bird Japan II 152 Ihe
flows from the flank and summit craters of Mauna Loa



FLOW
2 Ofdress, outlines, etc : The manner offlowing

*840 Dickens Barn R udge xxxi, No dress but hers had

such a flow as that 1851 Ruskin Stones Vcn (1874) I

App 393 the folds of the diapery is a flow like that of

wfives

3 Uansf andfig Any continuous movement re-

sembling Ihe even flow of a river and connoting a

copious supply ,
an outpouring or stieam

;
esp of

speech.

1841 J» Jackson True Evang T hi 201 Without any

flow of words to greaten it 1733 Pope IIor Sat 11 1 128

Ihe Feast of Reason and the Flow of Soul 1775 Prai”i

liberal Opm (1783) I 3 It is hard to stop the pen,

when the ideas are on the flow 178a T A Mann in Lett

Lit, Men (Camden) 420 The rupture with Fiance has

thrown a flow of Comineice into this Country 1790

Cowpfr On my Mothers Picture 65 Thy constant flow

of love, th it knew no fall 1796 Take Ausi in Pi nic <$ P> ej

xxxi, They conveiscd with so much spmt and flow as to

draw the attention of Lady Calhei me 1812 Chalmers Lit

in Life (1851) I 296 We have had a flow of forenoon callers

1832 Hr Martingau Hills, I 'alky iv 50 I ms vast flow

of capital towaids one point 1873 Bt ack Pi lhitle (1874)

22 This flow of talk 1891 Pall Mall G 18 Nov 2/1 Ihe
cross flows of tialfic

4 The incoming or rise of the tide Opposed to

ebb

,

often in phiase ebb andflow , see Ebb sb 1

1583 Grlenf Mannllia Wks (Grosai t) II 39 1 he greatest

flowe hath the soonest eblie 1597 Daniel Civ ll'an Wks
{17x7) II. 41 The Ocean all at Discord with his Bounds,

Reiterates Ins strange untimely Flows 1618 Bor i on Floi ns

11 vm (1636) 118 A sea having many ebbes & flowes

1794 Burns Song,
1 1 et not woman’ 111, Ocean’s ebb, and

ocean’s flow 1812 Souhify Ommana I 139 Ihe flow

diove him upon shoie 1886 Ruskin Puetenta I \i 177

The Thames tide, with its tossing wherries at the flow, and
stranded barges at ebb

fig 1596 Sitaks 1 Hen Ilf 1 11 43 1627-77 Fen ham
Resolves t xi 16 We know not in the flows of 0111 contented-

ness, what we ourselves aie 1758 s Hayward 'semi Introd

9 Ihe flows of affliction 1865 Farrar C hapta s on Lang
270 Gieat ebbs and flows 111 the tide of Jewish thought

1870 [see Ebb s!> 2 ]

5
*t”
a A deluge, flood {obs ). b An overflow-

ing, applied esp to ihe penodical oveiflow of the

Nile, or similai phenomena
a 1450 Cov Mysi (Shaks Soc ) 34s, I am Abraham That

reyned aftci Noes flowe 1571 Campion lint Ircl n x

(1633) 138 A flowe will shake your building 1606 Shaks
Ant ij Cl it vn 20 I hey take the flow 0’ th* Nyle By
certain scales i’ th’ Pyramid 1725 Pope Oiiyss iv 100

Regions fatten’d with the flows of Nile 1852 Eyrp Gold
Col Austr aha 48 Ihe natives look to this periodical flow

with as much anxiety as the Egyptians to that of the Nile

6. Flow of spirits a in early use, a sudden

access of cheerfulness or exhilaration, b now
chiefly (cf sense 3) a habitual state of spontaneous

cheerfulness

1715-6 Popf I^et to Blount Wks 1824 VIII 359 As an
unblemished conscience and inflexible resolution are above
an accidental flow of spirits, or a sudden tide of blood 1775
Sheridan Duenna it 11, 'My joy has given me such a flow

of spirits 18 Scon Let ,
No cieatnre can lie entitled to

icckon upon such a flow of spiuts and legular continuation

of good health 1834 West Ind 9kctcji-bk 1 252 A 1 emai li-

able flow of animal spirits and aclivity

7 . Porcelain Alanufacht) e A flux for causing the

colours to ‘flow’ 01 blencl in firing

1878 Jrw itt Ceramic Ait II vm 380 Tins effect was
afterwards imitated by me ins ofwhat is technically called

a ‘ flow ’—that is, by introducing a little volatilising salt in

the saggar in which the ware is placed and fiicd

+ 8 A flowing or full-bottomed wig Obs

*755 Connoisseur No 77 r 5 Young counsellers in a
smart tye between a bob and a flow, contrived to cover a
toupee 1756 Ibid No no r 2 In Queen Anne’s reign the

nobility wore large flaxen flows of thirty guineas price

9 . attnb and Comb, as flow-dike, an open

chaunel to carry off stu face water, flow-function
— velocity-function ,

flow {-off) -gate {Metallurgy),

an opening through which the molten metal is run

out of the mould
,
flow-line = line offlora (sense

1 b)
;
flow-meadow, one that may be flooded at

will,

x8ia Souter Agric Sitrv Banff App 31 To construct

*flow dikes 1882 Minchin Umpl Kinemat 176 Is it pos-

sible to determine a velocity-potential function (or a ’’flow-

function) of the form [etc,]? 1881 Wylie Iron Pounding
64 A violent bubbling takes place in the ’’flow-gates 1889

Praet Iron Founding iv 57 In moulds ofconsiderable aiea,

risers or flow off gates are employed 1882 Minchin Umpl
Kmemat 248 The *flow-hnes will then be lines of electro-

static induction in the surrounding dielectric 1834 Brit
Hnsb. I 528 ’’Flow-meadows {called also flowmg-meadows]

Flow (flJ”),^.2 Also9flo(w)e [?a.ONfiflfoue

(Icel fl6i ) ofsame meaning, related toJlda Flow v ]

1 ‘A watery moss, a morass’ (Jam ).

16 in Symson Desct Galloway (1823) App iv 140 Moss
Raploch, a great flow on the other side of Die, 1773
Walker in Phil '1 rails LXII 124 The Solway flow

contains 1300 acres of very deep and tender moss 1835
‘S Olivi r' Rambles Forthwith 164 Dreading every

instant that he will sink over head into the flow 1852

frill R. Agric. Soc XIII 11 290 Dangerous 1 flowes ’, or

shaking bogs 1895 Crolketi Moss-hags x\xui Bog-wood
dug from the flowes

b (See quots

)

1808-80 J amieson s v
,
The term flow is applied to a low-

lying piece of watery land lough and benty, which has not
been broken up 1886 Lebour Geol Northnmb # Dnrh tx

That part of it which thus dips away from the bog proper ifi

aptly called the ’ flow ’ of the bog

351

2 . A quicksand.
18x8 Scott Bt Lamm xvn, He shall stable his steed in

the Kelpie’s flow 1882 S rrv ns.son New A tab Nts (1884)
210 The wind was chiving the hat shoieward, and I ran
round the border of the floe

3 attnb
1831 Loudon Agric (ed 2) 1243 *Flow-log 01 flow moss,

a peat bog, the surface of which is liable to use and fall with
every increase or diminution of watei £1565 LiNDrsAY
(Pitscottie) Chron, Scot, (1728) 130 He lan his Horse into
a ' Flow-Moss 1818 Scot t Rob Roy xxvm, 1 1 heie wasna
muckle fiovvmoss in the shaw ’

Flow (Aim), s& •* Sc [Of obscure 01 igin
;
perh

f root of I’law sb. or Fly v 1
]

£A jot, a particle,

a small poition of any thing’ (Jam)
1804 Tarras Poems 45 Wha on life’s dainties nicely

chow Yet left yir Laid vvi’ (lent a flowe 1827 IYnyvni
Papistry Storm'd 69 Povvther’d gay Wi’ flows o’ flom
1840 Wlbster m IVhi stlelnnkic (Sc Songs) Ser it (1890)!
220 Tah hanie a wee flow to youi wife lo help to be biose
to your suppei

Flow v Pa t and pa pple flowed
(flc5»d) Foims* Infill, t fldwau, 3 floh.eu, 3-5
flowen, (3flouwen), Ortn flowenn , south vlow-
en, 4 flolje, flowyn, 5-7 flowe, 5- flow ra t

1 fldow, pi fleowon, 3 fleaw, flew, south vleau

,

weak forms • 3 fldowede, Or m flowedd, 4 flowed,

flowed©, 6 flowd, 6- flowed Pa pple 1 flowen,

4-7 flowen, 7-8 flown ;
6- flowed [OE flowan

,

aredupl str vb occuri mgas such onlyin Eng Fiom
the same root *J16- are thewk vbs ON flSn to flood,

Du. vloctjen (
=LG flojen) to flow, and the Com

Teut. *Jl6iiu-s Flood sb The wk pa t and. pa
pple. appear m early ME ; the otigmal sti p.t t

appears not to have survived into the 14th c., but

the str pa pple
,
though lare after 15th c ,

occuis

down to the 18th c (and still later as an at chaism

or a blunder, esp m the compound overflown)
The Teut *fid- —pre-Teut *pl0- m Gr irkuseiv, to swim,

float, irAaito? floating, navigable, L plSrdre to weep Ac-

coiding to some scholais this is an ablaut-vai lint of *p!e- to

fill, be full (cf Gr nv\i|0u« fullness, L plemts full), peih an
extended foim of *pil see Fui l a Others regaid *plS as

standing for *fildu- lengthened grade of the root *pleti-,

plan-, flu- (Teut *fim-, flan-, fin-), whence Ski flfu to

swim, bathe, Gi irAeeiv to sail, irAiWip to wash, L pluit it

tains, OHG fhwen, fiawen (MHG vlbuwen, vkien) to

linse, ON Jlawui stream
The sense-development of the vb in Eng shows traces of

influence from the like-sounding but etymologically un-

connected L JlnSt e, of which it is the usual translation ]

I To glide along as a stream.

1 mlr Of fluids, a stream, etc * To move on

a genlly inclined surface with a continual change

of place among the patttcles or paits; to move
along tn a cutrent

;
to stream, run , to spread over

(a surface). Also with along, down, on, out

a 1000 Sal
.J-
Sat 321 (Gr ' Si&oan flowan mot y5 ofer eal

loud c 1200 Ormin 14567 & ta wass waterr wid & sid All

ofeir erj>e flowedd <1x250 Owl «5 Night 918 Anydel wel,

I hat flohjj on idel thar a-dnne £1325 Body # Soul m
Map's Poems (Camden) 3(7 The thudde day shal flowe

a flod that al this world snal hylen a 1400-50 Alexander

2053 F01 bale to Blissh on blod paton bent flowes 1554
111 Strype Eal Mem III App xxiv 67 Yf the watei in

Egypt called Nilus dyd not accustomably flow over Egypt
1667 Mil ton PL i xi Siloa's Brook that flow'd Fast by
the Oi acle of God 1704 Pope Winter 13 Thames heard the

numbers as he flow'd along. 1793 Burns Song, Wandering
Willie 11, 0 still flow between us, thou wide roaring 111am

1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chtm TeJtnol I 363 The
acid is allowed to flow consecutively into the lower vessels

1859 Gullick & TiMns Paint 204 To admit of being

discharged freely from the brash without flowing oi spreading

on the canvas.

Tb Opposed to £ stand \ See Flowing ppl a.

*697 Drydtn Virg. Georg iv. 37 With Osier Floats the

standing Water show, Of massy Stones make Bridges, if it

flow.

0 Of the blood or other animal fluids To pass

along the vessels of the body; to cnculate

1603 Shaks Mens forM 1 tu 52 Lord Angelo scaice

confesses that his blood flowes 1666 Dm den A nn Mirab
ji, Iradeywhich like blood should cnculai !y flow, Stopped in

their channels. 1786 Burns bong, My Highland Lassie O
111, While my crimson currants flow, I’ll love my Highland
lassie 18x7 Shelley Rev Islam vn xm 5 Our pulses

[would] calmly flow.and beat In response while we slept

1845 Budd Dts Liver 276 Gall-stones are formed in

numbers in the gall-bladder, only when the bile can flow

into it thiough the cystic duct

d Withadvbs 10flow over - to overflow

1526 Tindale 2 Cor. vm 2 And howe that their povertie,

though yt be depe, yet hath folowed [«c] over 1606 Shaks
Ant 3 Cl v u. 24 My Loid Who is so full of Grace, that

it flowes ouer On all that neede

e quasi-tram. Of a river: To carry down
(watei) in its cuuent
1885 Century Mag Sept 747 It [a river] was flowing

muddy water at the time.

+ 2 To become liquid; to stream down, melt;

lit, rssAfig Obs.

C825 Vrsp Psalter lxvnfi] 3 Swe flowed wex from onsiene

fyres <11225 Anci R no His modeies wop & Jie oSres

Maries, pjet fleoweden & melten al of teares 1382 Wycnr
Isa, lxiv. 1 Fro thi face hillis shulden flowe doun 1477

Norton Ord Alch v inAshm (1652) 59 Fornothmgemaie
be more contrary nowe Than to be fixt and unperfectly

flowe, 2641 French Distill iv (1651) 105 This Oil of

Tartar must bee made of salt of Tartar after it hath flowed

FLOW,
in the fire 1737 Porn Hot Efrsf 11 1 148 Yielding Metal

flow'd to human form

tb fig To be unsteady, waver Obs

1434 Misyn Mending Life 112 Se J>at pou flow nott with
vayn poghtis 1500-20 Dunbar Poems vi 47Myheitthat
lieun vv es sic[k]ir I hat ne\ ei mair wald flow nor flickir

c Ceram To wmk oi blencl fieel) • said of

a glaze {Cent Pul)
d Of a metal To change its form under impact

or tensile or compressive strain. Cf. quot 1888

s v Flowing ppl. a 1

.

3 a Of pei sons To come 01 go £ m a stieam

01 streams.’ Also with tit, together

1382 WvcLir fir xwi 12 Thei °hul togirlere flowen lo
the goodus of the Lord [1388 and thci schulea flowe Uigult-ie

to the good is of the Lord] x6xt Bible Jer h 44 The
nations shall not flow togethei any more v nto him 16x3
Purchas Pilgi image it x (1614I 160 Thence they [Iewes]
flowed into other parts 1742 Pope Dime iv 275 In flow’d

at once a gay embroider’d race. 1817 Siieliey Rev Islam
V xli 2 To hear the restless multitudes Aiound the base
of that great Altat flow 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 166

Men (lowed 111 so plentifully that [etc
] _

b. Of things mateiial and immaterial To move,
pass as a stream. Also with atony, down, in,

together.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus li 9 Foi the deth flowende doun
I louly prejede. 1548 Hall Chron ,

lien VI, 137 Tlius

the victory flowed some tyme on the one pane, and
sometyme on the other 1560 Bidle (Genev ) Job xx 28
'ihe increase of his house shall go away, it shall flow away
m the day of his wrath 1607 Hieron Whs I 435 The
euils of the precedent ages aie flowne togethei into this

1651 Hobbes LevtatIt 11 uu. 173 The 'Iieasuie of the

Common wealth, flowing out of its due couise 1717 PoPl
Elegy Unfoit Lady 25 As into air the puiei spirits flow

1780 Coxi Russ Disc 188 The final success which (lowed

in upon lum 1816 Siiluey Alastor 533 As fast years (low

away 1833 Ht Maui ini au Berkeley the Banh.tr \ Ml 141

Gold flowed in 1878 Jrwrrr Ceramic Art II vm 350
Orders for the new kind of ware flowed in upon him

4 Of composition or speech; m eaily use of

a speaker 01 writer • To glide along smoothly, like

a nver
1583 Jas I Ess Poesie (Aib ) 59 The fiist lyne flow is well,

and the vther natlung stall 1643 Di sham Cooper’s It 189
Could I flow like thee [1 hames], and make thy stieame My
gieat example 1737 Porn II01 Epist 11 1 266 Wit grew
polite, and Numbeis team'd to flow 1859 Kings! 1 v Misr
(i860) I 227 The most unmetneal passages flow with
a grace, a lightness [etc ] 1870 E Peacock Rcilf Skirl
III 252 Conversation flowed freely

5 . Of a garment, hair, etc • To ‘stream’, to

hang loose and waving
; to lie in undulating ciuves

Also f of a person • To flow with (hair)

1606 B Jonson Hymeneci Wks (Rtldg ) 558 From the top
of which [coionet] flow’d a tianspaient veilc x6o8 —
Masque Beauty Splendour Wks (Rtldg ) 549/1 Her blight

liayre loose flowing X648 Herrick Helper 29 A Cuffe
neglectfull, and thereby Ribbands to flow confusedly 1667
Milton P L. xi 241 Over bis lucid Aimes A nulitane

Vest of purple flowd 1697 Dryim n Vug, Georg in 146
Grim Saturn flow’d with such a Mane 17x2 Congreve
Ovids Art Love 111 376 Swell’d with the wanton wind,

they [her coats] loosely flow X782 Cowper Gilpin xlv 1,

A wig that flowed behind 18x0 Scott J-aely ofL 11 xvi,

Mark the gaudy streamers flow From their loud chanteis

down axBBi Rossetti House of Life vn. Across my
breast the abandoned hair doth flow

6. Math. To increase or diminish continuously

by infinitesimal quantities : to £ vary’ (111 the New-
tonian Calculus) See Fluent
1715 Phil Trans XXIX. 204 When the Lettci x is put

for a Quantity which flows umfoimly, the Symbol x is an
Unit, 1758 I Lyons Fluxions 4, x flows fiom a —1 x t0

A+iy. 1828 Hutton Course Math II 304 To obtain llie

second fluxion it will suffice to make xn~ 1 flow.

+ 7 bans {causatwely) a. To make to flow,

set flowing in, out b To make fluid Obs

1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) V 1 74 God must nedes
contymielly flowen oute lus bounte 1477 Norton Ord
Alch v 111 Aslim (1632) 79 Liquois lielpeth to flux and to

flowe Mame things 1579 Fulke Haskins' Pari 21 The
Chuichis verie wel compared vnto the sea, which floweth

out vaues from euery poich 01 entne. 1635 Brathvvait
Arcad Pr 11 (1635)175, I plenteously flowed in myafter-

noone’s potation

c. 111 Founding, to permit (the molten metal) to

flow through the mould long enough to carry off

all an and foreign matter, in order to insure a

casting free from bubbles and similar defects , to

run through. ( Cent Did)
d Maut (See quot

)

1883 W C Russfll Sailor's Lang ,
Flow, to let go the

sheet ofa head-sail

TI. To stream foith, issue in a stieam.

8 To gush out, well forth, spring. Also with

dozvn, forth, out, over

£825 Vesp Psalter lxxvn[i] 20 ForSon slog stan & fleowun

wetei c 1000 Ags Gasp Johnxiv 34 Hraadhce Jim fleow

blod ut & waiter £1250 Gen IfEx 3875 Do flew 5or watei

michd and stiong a 1400-50 Alexander J350 par flowe

out of fresh vvjnne flodez enowe 1574 Hyll Planting 77
When the humour thereof is somewhat flowen 1578 Lyte
Dodoens hi \xi 302 The sappe, when first flowen out, is

white 1591 SrrNSER Rums Time 651 Streams of blood

fooith flowed on the grass c 1724 Swirr Fontinella 4 End-
less tears flow down in streams 1813 J Thomson Lect

Infiam 251 The blood will continue to flow till the ex
hausted animal expires 1828 Scott F M Perth xxix,

His tears flowed plentifully and bitteily
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b. To issue or pioceed from , f of, out of some-

thing as a source.

c iaoo Ormin 4783 War S. wirrsenn toe anan Vt olT hiss lie

to flowenn. a 1240 Lofsong in Coti Horn 21 1 pet flod pet
ileaw of Jnne wunden 1535 Covj rijaiii. 2 Esdra\ 1 20 Dycl
not I hew ye haidstone K caused water ynough to flowe
thereout? 1609 J Davies Holy Rcode (Grosart) 20/1 His
Gore, lliat from Ins Blood-founts flow’d before 1824
R Stuart Hist Steam Engine 62 Cold water is now
allowed to flow fiom the reservoir

trails/ and fig 1382 Wyci if Song Sol iv 16 Bloj thui}
my gaulyn, and ther shul llowe swote spices of it, 1545
Joyp E.xp Dan Test vu 10 Longe fyery berimes lyke
a floude of fyer flouwmg out of him 1632 Lit rmow 7rav
11 75 This City was the great Cisterne of Europe, whence
flowed so many conduit pipes of learning 1682 Burnet
Eights Princes u 40 Some otliei jeason that flowed not
from him 17*3 Sirtr c Englishman No to 66 His Be
haviour does not flow fiom an Hardness m his Mind
1794 Burns A Vision vn, Frae his liarp sic strains did flow
1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II 306 This rule flows from the
nature of a remainder 1888 Buyer Ainei Commiv II
xxxvu 27 The Authority of the State Constitutions does
not flow from Congress
c Of a person . To pour out one’s feelings.

Also with out.

1677 Government Venice Ep Ded 3, I peicene I am
flown out insensibly in your praises 1863 Hawthorni
Our Old Home

,
Recoil Gifted Woman {1884) 91 JLlie in-

terview lasted above an hour, during which she flowed
out freely 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F 363 The mothei
flow'd in shallower acrimonies

+ d trails To pour forth in a stream (Perh
reminiscent of the turns use m 14 below).
1530 Cranmer Dcf 77 b, The stone that floweth water
9 Of the menstrual discharge. Said also of the

person
r754-64 [see CATAMrNrA] 1894 Duane Diet Med, Flow,

to menstruate
, especially to menstinatc piofusely,

III. To run full, to be in flood.

10 Of the sea, a udal river, etc. . To rise and
advance

;
frequent in phrase to ebb and flow • see

Ebb v. 1. To fitnv south
,
tide and half tide (sec

quots 1627 and 1721) Cf. Flood sh r.

c 1050 Byrhtferth's Ilandboc in Anglia (1885) VTII 327
Seo so. symle feowei prican o35e fif lator flowft c 1200
Trlu. Coll Horn. 177 Eft son pe se flouweff 13 RE
A Hit P, B 397 Bi pat pe flod to her fete flowed & waxed
1 1430 Lyiig Min Poems 196 Watir Now ebbithe,
flowithe 1568 Grafton Chi on II 441 Thjs yere the
Thaniys did flowe three times in one daye 1624 Hi Ywoon
Gunaik iv, 182 The waters weie flowed cighteenc dilutes
above their woonted compasse 1626 Cam Smith Accid,
Vug Seamen 17 IL flowes quarter floud 2627— Seaman’s
Giant, (1653) 47 It flowes Tide and halfe Tide, that is, it

will be halfe flood by the shore, before it begin to flow in
the channel!. 1601 Swirr A thenrnn Soc Whs 1753 IV 1

22g When the deluge fust began to fall, That mighty ebb
never to flow again. 1721-1800 in Baii ey, It Plan's South
[Sea Phrase] it is high Water when the Sun is at tint Point
at new or full Moon 1739 Lahelyl Short Arc Puis
IVestm Budge 3+ Before the Tide had flown or usen so
high 1816 Baron Prisoner Chilian vi, The massy wateis
ebb and flow 1830 Lylll Pune Geol. I 304 In the
Thames the tide requires about five houis to flow up 1884
Pae lintluce 7 The tide was flowing
.fig 1399 Langl Jtuh Rcdelis 111 206 Vertuewolde fllowe
whan vicis weie ebbid 1600 Shaks A V L H vu 72 J >oth
it [pude] not flow as hugely as the Sea? 1786 Burns Did
to G Hamilton in When ebbing life nae man shall flow
18*7 Sun 1 ey Rev Islam v, Ii 2 The throngs which ever
ebbed and flowed 1820 Spot hug Mag. VII 25 The tide of
success that flowed to Van shall

i“ II To rise to a gx eat height and ovei flow. In

fig phrases, To flow above the banks, to flow fast
shore . to overflow. Obs
1398 Trevisa Baith Dc P R *xix cxli (1495) 943 The

lyuei Nylus was flowen and arysen a 1625 Br aum & Ft
Palse One ill iv, Let Nylus flow, And peipetuall plenty
show
f? tfigo Spenser F Q 11 11 36 In wme and meats she
flowd aboue the bancke 1606 Shaks Ti 4 Cr v 11 41 You
flow to gieat distiaction. 1615 Chapman Odyss in 333
Grave Nestor flows Past shoie in all experience

b. The obs pa. pple floton, orig used ofa stream
with the sense ‘swollen’, ‘in flood’ (see quot
0510), was used fig m 17th c of persons, and
suivivea in allusions lo Milton’s phrase (It is

doubtful whether the etymological sense was re-

membeied in the 17th c ) Cf. IIighflown
£ *5*o Sir R Guilford's Pilgi image (Camden) 31 Cedi on

..in wynter is meiuaylously flowen with mge of water y4

commyth with giete vyolence thrugh the vale of Josophat
<71656 Ussuer Ann vi (165B) 250 Being somewhat high
flpwen with wine, 1667 Milton .P L 1 501 Then wander
forth the Sons Of Belial, flown with insolence and wme
*7*5 Pope Odyss 1 292 Unseemly flown with insolence and
wine 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss 8 In such wise, flown
with insolence, do they seem to me to revel

+ 12 . Of the eyes; To become overfull, lo fill

of, -mlh (tears, etc ) Obs.
a *2XS Ano R 64 A1 pe leor sella! ulowen 0 tcares, he

seio. <7x240 Wohunge in Cott Horn 283 Nu min herte
mat to breke, min ehne flowen al o water c 1600 Siiaks
Sonn xxx, Then can I drowne an eye (vn-vs’d to flow).
c 1689 Prior To Ld Bucklvurst xg Hei eyes with terns no
more will flow 1710 Steele Taller No 235 p 3, I have
often seen the old Man’s Heart flow at Ins Eyes with joy

13

Of wme, etc.* To be pomecl out wiLhout
stmt ; alsofig + In early use of wealth, etc. (after

L afflnere) To abound
c xooo Ags Ps lxi[i] ii [10] peah pe eow wealan to wear
mum flowen 1490 Caxton Eneydos x\u 85 Sorowes and

heuynesses dyde flowe at hei herte 111 grete haboundnnee
1667 Milion F L v 633 Rubied nectai flows In pearl, 111

diamond, and massy gold 1782 Cowpkii Charity 279 \V hen
thought is warm and fancy flows 1817 SnriiiY Rev
Islam ix xvu. 2 Gold was scatteied thro' the stieets, and
wine Flowed at a hundred feasts

14 To flow with (
(* in, f of') * to abound in,

lo overflow with Now rare exe m Biblical phiase
to flow with milk and honey (Wyclif and Mande-
\ille, following a barbarism of the Vulgate, use the
vb m this phrase as transitive).

1382 Wyclii Exod 111 8 A loond that flowith [1388 with]
mylk and hony 1388 — Eul \t 23 Who sclial flowe in
delicts as Y elide ? c 1400 Maundi v (Ro\b ) x\x 137,
I sail gifle to 50W land flowande mylke and hony 1539
TavernerErasm Prov (1543) 53 Suchcas flowe in worldly
goodes a 1392 H. Smith Time Strut (1624) 23 Christ
so flowed now with Disciples, that [etc] 1678 Cudworth
Iniill Syst 877 The Unjust and Ungodly, often flow in all

kind of Prospeuty. 1781 GmnoN Decl 4 P III In 269
A land flowing with milk and honey
15 turns. To cover or fill with water

;
to flood.

1382 Wycur ha xxvm 17 The proteixioun watns shul
flowe 1666 Eveiyn Mem 8 May (1819) I 386 Heie
I flowed the due moate 1712 Mortimer Hush 11

232 Watenng is scarce practicable, unless you have a
Stt earn at hand to flow the Ground 1845 Jrnl R Agra
Soc VI. 11. 274 Care being taken not to flow the land in
summer wheie sheep are kept

b. To cover with any liquid, as varnish 01 gla<te,

by causing it lo flow over the surface. Also, To
allow (a film) to flow.

1864 j Tow i er Silver Runlearn 144 The glass is filed,

cleaned, and flowed with collodion, as before directed x88g
Anthony's Photogr Bull II 257 As if a very attenuated
film of milk and water had been flowed over its sutface

16 Of the tide* To overtake and surround (a

person), dial (See quots )

*735 Dyche & Pardon, Flow, to come upon a Person or
Thing greatly or hastily, like the Motion ofWatei when the
Tide is coming in 1875 Sussex Gloss s v , ‘If yon doant
mind you'll be flown m, one of these days * 1876 Whitby
Gloss s v ,

* They got flow'd on ’

Hence Flower (flthqsi), Metallurgy, a flow-gate

(see Flow sb 1 9).
' x88x Wylie Iron-Founding 30 The use of flo'ers or gates
Ibid 66 According to the thickness of the part so should
the sire of the flow'er be

Flowage (JlJ' 4 edg) [f Flow v + -age ] The
act of flowing; the state ofbeing flowed or flooded

In comb fiowage-hne
1846 WoRcrsiiR cites Wilkins 1884 J G PYi.r in

Harper's Mag Sept 621/1 Flowage line |_of a reseivoir]

Flowede, obs form of Flood
Elowe(n, obs pa t and pa pple of Fly.

Flower (flou°x, flan ox), sb Foims • 3-4 flur(e,

3 -7 flour(e, 4-7 flowi’(e, (4 flor, flowur, 6 flore,

Sc flovur, 7 floor), 5- flower, (8, 9 poet fiow’r).

See also Flouu [ME flow , fiui, a. OF flour,

fur, for (Fr flew*)— V\.flour, flor, Sp., I’g, and
Olt flor (It. fioic) L flor em, flos, f Aryan loot

*bhlo- . see Blow v 2
]

1 . A complex organ in phenogamous plants, com-
pusmg a group of reproductive oigans and its

envelopes In the popular use of the word, the

characteristic feature of a flowe

i

is the ' coloured
’

(not gieen) envelope, and the teim is not applied
where this is absent, unless there is obvious resem-
blance in appearance to what is ordinarily so called

In botanical use, a flower consists normally of one or
more stamens or pistils (or both), a corolla, and a
calyx

; but the two last are not universally present
a 1225 Alter R 340 pc treou also, opened ham & bringeS

foil) misliche fluies 1382 Wyci ir Job \iv 2 As a Horn goth
out, and is totieden 1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxiv 10 Leif
nor flour fynd could I nane of rew 1594 Barneield Affect
Sheph 1 xxvi. Thou suckst the flowre till all the sweet be
gone 1672 W Hughs s Flower Garden 31 Daffodils that
have several Flowei s on one Stalk 1709 Pope Ess Ci it

498 Like some fan flow’r the early spring supplies 1820
Baron Mar Fal xix 11, As faithless leaves diop from the
o’eihlowu flower 1845 Lindley Sch Bot 1 (1858) 13
A flowei, if complete 111 all its paits, consists of a calpi,
a co 7 olla, stamen s, and a pistil 1878 Brow ningLa Saisias
20 Flower that’s full-blown tempts the butterfly

fig a 1310 in Wright’s Lyric P 89 Thah thou lie whyt
ant hrj th on ble, falewen shule thy flouics 1380 Wyclii
Set. Whs. Ill 30 Custen men Schal no floui schewe of
vu tu c 149X Chast Goddes Chyld 9 A foule bhndnes
whiche dystroyeth the flourcs and the frutes of al goostly
vermes 1592 Shaks Rom <5 Jul 11 11 122 This bud of
Loue May pi oue a beautious Flowei when next we meete
1759 Rutty Spiritual Dtary (ed. 2) X40 An extract of some
sweet flowei s from the scriptures 1841 T ui ncii Parables
xu (1877) 241 Righteousness, both in its root of faith and
its flower of charity

b In Bryology, extended to denote the growth
comprising the leprocluclivc organs in mosses
2. tiansf a The down or feathery seeds of the

dandelion and thistle ? Obs
*53° Pmsgr 221/2 Floure of atasyll that flyeth about all

rounde, barbcdieu

|* b pi The menstrual discharge
,
the menses

,

= Catamenia Obs [Aftei F flenrs . but this is

regarded by French scholais as a corruption of
flueurs • see Fluor ]

c 1400 Rcl Ant I xgo A woman schal in the hai me blede
For stoppyng of huie flowrys 1527 Andrew Bi imswyhe’s

,

•• v. - tiiuocm women tohave hei flowies, named menstruum 166a R M*r„m
Uni Alch & 106 It helpeth the htoppmg of the Flowers
174x111 Chambers O'c/ 1859 Todd Cycl Anal V 666/2
J he French term ' fleui s and the Enghsh ‘flowers

1

are now
fallen into disuse

flour) • The pulverulent form of any substance, esp
as the result of condensation after sublimation’

1

1398 TnrviSA Bai th De P R xvi lxxx (1493) 370 Drums
and tempi j ng wyth vynegre it [Red] torneth in to whvte
colour of floure of leed 1641 French Distill v (i6si) x6aWhich whitonesse is paitly the floures of the Nme 1730
Sw.11 t Death 4 Daphne 23 I low'r of sulphur powder’d well
1799 Med Jrnl I 162 The ben/oic acid, is sufficiently
known by the 11amc offlowei s ofhenzome 1822 Imison Sc
<) Art II. 114 These [white flakes] have been called flowers
of Zinc 1834 Guin in them Recieat fed 3)117 Flowers
of benjamin, a substance obtained by .sublimation fiom gum
benrain 1854 J Scouihn m Oir's Cue Sc, Chew 337Powdeied sulphut is known in Commerce as flowers of
sulphur

d. Applied to various fungoid growths
; a scum

foimed on wme, vinegar, etc in fomentation
Flowei s of tan. a fungus {Ful/go) giowmg on tan
1leaps

1348 Thomas Ital Giam
, Fiocdii flowei s ofwme 1600W Vaughan Direct Health (1633) 128 The Cholericke

humour is hot and fieiy, bitter, and like unto the flowre ofwme 1668 Phil Trans 21 Sept 772 A somewhat moist
and putrid matter which is called the Flower of this
Substance [osteocolla] 1675 Ciiari eton Myst Vintmis
131 Reserving the Broth 01 Flowei of it, and putting the
same into small Casks 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 263 The
yellow plasmocha inside a tan-heap come to the surface,
and then coalesce into tlia laige bodies which are known as
‘ flowers of tan

’

3

.

A blossom considered independently of the
plant, and esp. in regard lo its beauty or perfume.
C1275 Luue Ron 151 in O E Misc 97 pu ait swettuie

t
anccnyflur c 1290 S Eng Leg I 214/491 A fair Medwe
c sai3 with swete floui es a 1300 Ploiiz 4 Bl 434 Fluies
To Strawen in pe maidones burcs. 1477 Earl Rivi rs
(Caxton) Dictes 86 As the bees loue the swetest of the
Homes. 1508 Dunbar Gold Targe 59 Als fresch as flouris
that in May vp sprcdis 16x3 Shaics lien VIII, iv 11 169
Strew me ouer With Maiden Flowers 1656 Cowlfy Ana-
0 contujucs, Another Eptcm e. Beauteous Flowei s, why do
we spiead, Upon the Mon'ments of the Dead? 1732 Pope
Ep Cobham 148 We justly set the Gem above the Flower

b Jig (esp as applied to a person )
aizz$AncrR 340 Ueitus beoS swote smellinde flures

me Godes neose. a 13x0 in Wiight Lyric P 93 Blessed be
thou Suete flui of parays 1500-20 13unhak PoevisWwv.
10 Aue Maria Haile, fresche floui femynyne 1 1592
Shaks Rom 4 Jul 1 ui 77 Nay hee’s a flowei, in faith

a very flowei 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 2x7 My
wife told me a good deal of the beauties of your person

, but
I did not think we had such a flower in our count! y 1847
Tennyson Pnneess v 86 And they will beat my girl Re-
membering her mother O my flowei 1

c pi The bloom ot certain plants used in Medi-
cine (formerly also in Cookery)
c 1430 Two Coohcry-bks 29 Take B lourys of Vyolet, boyle

hem 1586 W Bailey 2 1 1 eat Eye sight (1633) ir An
ounce of the water of Roscinai le (lowi 1 s 1600W Vaughan
Dntet Health (1633) 76 Halfe a handful! of the floweis of
Camomill *652 Chamomel flowers [see Camomii r 2]

4 A flowering plant; a plant cultivated or

esteemed for the sake of its blossoms.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems x 41 Now spung vp flouris fra

the rnte Lay out 3our levis lustely 1593 Shaics Liter

870 Unwholesome weeds take loot with precious flowers.

1667 Mhion P. L xi 273 O flouis That neverwill in other

climate glow 1725 Watts Logic 1 vi § 3 (1822) 99 If the

blossom be of most tmpoi tance \\ e call it [the plant] a flower.

1796 C Marshali Garden xvm (1813) 289 B'lowers , are

classed into annuals, biennials and perennials

b. In the names of various plants, as
|
flower

of Bristol, f flower (of) Constantinople, the

nonsuch, Lychnis chahedomca ; flower of Jove
(see quot ); flower of the night (see quot. 1665),

flower of the sun=

S

unflower
1578 Lyte Dodoens n \m 157 Flos Coustantinopohtanus,

that is to sayBToure Constantinople 1597 Glraude Herbal
11 cyix <5 s 380 It is called in English of some Flower
of Bilstowe, and Nonesuch Ibid ccxlvu 612 Of the flower

of the Sunne, or the Mangolde of Peru 1665 Ray Flora
it \vn i9£ The Mervail of Peru .These floweis are to be
seen late in evenings, 01 early in mornings, and theiefore

have been called the flowers of the night 1672W Hughes
Plower Garden 33 Flowers of the Sun, do commonly flower

about August Ibid , Flower of Bristol, Champion or Non-
such 1840 Paxt on Bot Diet 134 Flower of Jove, Lychnis

flos Jovis

5 The representation of a flower a in draw-

ing, painting, and weaving.
c 1230 Hah Meid 23 pe flurs j>at heoS idrahe Jiron [on a

gei laundesche] a X300 Body <$ Soul 14 in Map'sPoems 334
Tin riche halles? I-peynted with so riche floures? 1303

R Brunne //««<# Synne 14x3 Some were feyr peyntede

wyth frute and floures 1x400 Rom Rose 891 Nought clad

in silk was he But alle in floures a X400-50 A Uxander

*539 A. vestoure to vise on of violet floutes 1830 Tennyson
Recoil Arab Nts xiv, Engarlanded and diaper’d With in-

wrought flowers, a cloth of gold.

b Aich.
*730-6 Bailey ffolto), Flowers [in Architecture], represen-

tations of some imaginary flowers, liy way of crowning or

finishing on the top of a dome. 1741 Chambers Cycl

,

Plower of the capital, is an ornament in form of a rose,

in the middle of the sweep of the Corinthian abacus.

c. Printing (See quot. 1871 \
1771 Luclombe Hist 4 Art Print 287 Flowers were the
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first Ornaments which, were used at the Head of pages.

1770 Franklin Lett Wks 1889 VI 487 Did they take all

the letteis, flowers, etc ,
etc ,

except the five cases of money

tvocs which you say the Congi ess have ? 1838 Timperley

Printers' Man 6s Flowers are used foi borders 1871

Ringwalt Amer Encycl Printing 172 Floweis, ornaments

for embellishing chapter-headings, or forming tail-pieces to

books 1888 in Jacobi Printos' Pol

d = Fleur-de lis 2 and 3 Flower of the winds :

see quot 1867.

c 1V14 Guy Warw (A ) (1887! 462 He hit him on pe helme

so brrtt That al pe floures fel doun rqt 133* Minot Poems

ix 1, The flowies that faire war Er fallen in Fraunce 1559

W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 162 If the flower of the

nedlebenghteN01thefrom.it 1849 Rock Ch ofLathers

I viu 303 The favourite Anglo-Saxon kind of ornament,

called the 1 flower *867 Smyth Sailors' Word bk
,
Flower

ofthe Winds, the mariner’s compass on maps and charts

e. tA flower-shaped branch or bowl of a candle-

stick. Also, a piece of iron shaped like a fleur-

de-lis.

i«ai Test. Ebor (Surtees) V 128, I will that there be

maid for every flowre of the candlestike a tapui of wod

,888 SheffieldGloss ,
Flower, the piece of non which fastens

a vice to a table or bench

f An artificial flower (as an ornament)

1881 Illnsir Househ Jml Sept 121/3 The most populai

flowers just now foi bonnet trimmings are made of velvet

6

.

An adornment or ornament ,
a precious

possession, a ‘jewel’.

1542-5 Brinklow Lament a London beyng one of the

flowers of the worlde as toucnmge worldlye riches 1606

Shaks Tr k Cr 1. 11 203 That 's ASneas hee s one of the

flowers of Troy 1647 May Hist Pari n. 111 40 The
nomination of any persons to those places, he will reseive to

himself, it being a principal and inseparable flower of his

Crown 1677 Yarranton Eng Improv

.

63 The Dutch

robbed of one of their greatest Flowers 1783-94 Blake

Songs Innoc ,
Holy Thursday 5 0 what a multitude they

seem'd, these flowers of London town 1853 Macaulay

Hist. Eng III 219 The power of pardoning a precious

preiogative which even the Whigs allowed to be a flower

properly belonging to the Crown.
. _ .

ft), phr. To bear,fang, have theflower (of), to

gain the victory, to have preeminence (among).

C ,,,0 Pol Songs (Camden) 248 Is Edward ded? Of
Christendome he ber the flour 1 a 1400-50 Alexander $00

And bar be flouie in be Aide I fangid \mrjs himselfe Ibid

2603 For he bat folows hase be floure & he flees neuer.

c 1435 Torr Portugal 2595 Torent the floure away bare

j c Virginity Ohs
a moo Fall Passion 52 m E E P. (1862) 14 Maid here

heuen king ber for sso ne les no3t hlr flure x
?93 X°V'

ER

Conf II 334 O Pallas noble quene Help, that I lese

nought my flour. , ,

.

d. An embellisbment or ornament (of speech) ;

a choice phrase, rare in sing

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 117 'Ihare was Mercurms, wise

and eloquent, Of rethonke that fand the flouns faire *533

Udall (title) Flovres for Latyne Spekynge, selected and

gathered oute of Terence 1665 Boyle Occas Rejl v 1

(1845) 298 Discourses not tricked up with Flowers of Rhe-

toric* 1779 Sheridan Critic 1 1, Your occasional hopes

and floweis suit the general coarseness of your style, as

tambour sprigs would a ground of linsey-woolsey 1819

Moore Tom Crib's Menu (ed 3) 41 Bobs harangue,

’Twas deuced fine All full of flowers 1873 Dixon Two
Queens III. xv. 111 145 Ulrich von Hutten heard Italian

orators smother them ‘ in flowers of speech .

7

,

The choicest individual or individuals among

a number of persons or things ,
‘the pick

*

Flower ofChivalry, etc ,
may belong to this sense or to 9,

according as the accompanying sb is taken as aostr oxconcr

cxs00 Tnn Coll Horn. 257 Moder milde flur of alle

1297 R Glouc (1724) 433 pe noble tour, pat of all pe touts

of Engelond ys yholae flom ? 1370 Root Cicyle 50 Hewas
of chevalrye the floure 1508 Dunbar Foetus iv 50 J.he

noble Chaucer, ofmakaris flouir 1548 Hall Chron ,
Hen IV

(an 1) 17 h, There wer slam the flower of all Loughdean.

*579 Tomsqn Calvin’s Senu Tim 1017/2 They were the

flowre of the Elect *$8* Mulcastcr Positions xxxix

<1887) 197 Noblemen, which be the flowre of gentihtie *649

Br Hall Cases Consc 443 S Ambrose, and S Augustine

(the flower of the Latine fathers) doe bitterly oppose it

*764 Mem G PSalmanazar 74 Yet I was always singled

out as the flower of the flock. *783 Watson Philip III 1

(1839) 49 They had consented to his selecting the flower ot

the English forces 1800-24 Campbell Brave Roland vi,

Rolandf the flower of chivalry *847 Tennyson Princess

v. 277, I take her for the flower of womankind *849

Macaulay Hist Eng. II 348 The London clergy, then

umvei sally acknowledged to be the flower of theu prole

sion, held a meeting,
, . ,

,

8.

The best, choicest, most attractive or desirable

part or product of anything, material or imma-

terial
;

the essence, quintessence ,
also ‘ the gist

(of a matter).
, , .

The earliest appearance of this sense in English is in tne

specific application now differentiated as Flour so ,
q.v

1568 Tilncy Disc Manage A vuj, Matromome con-

tained! the felicity of man’s life, the Flower of Friendship

1509 H Buttes Dyets dris Dinner N v, Creame bios

lactis. Rightly so tearmed by the Latines, for it is the very

flower of nulke, as also butter is the flower of Creame 1630

R Johnson’s Ktngd Commit). 351 The flower ofgame and

emolument to this State 1685 Baxter Paraffii N P,

Phil iv 4 That holy joy in the Lord is that Flower of

Religion which all Chnstians should desire a *732 Gay
Fables, Man, Cat, Dog $ Fly 124, I sip the tea s delicious

flower. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev III m v, The flower of

the matter is, that they are but nine*, that they sit in

secret 184a Tennyson E. Moms 69 Thnce-happy days I

The flower of each, those moments when we met 187*

Tyndall Fragm Sc. (1879) IL n 27 Here we have the

flower and outcome of Newton’s induction.

VOL. IV,

9 The brightest and fairest example or embodi-

ment of any quality Cf Pink.
*297 R Glouc (1724) 213 Syre Wawem ys neueu, flour of

corteysye c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T 107 In his tyme of

strengthe he [Hercules] was the flour. C1450 Crt of Lane

3 The floure of porte in womanliede 1508 Dunbar Poems
vu 81 Prynce of fredom, and flour of gentilnes 1581

Sidney A sir. 4 Stella xeix, Mornes messenger Cals

each wight to salute the flouie of bhsse 1592 Shaks
Rom 1$ Jul 11 v 44 He is not the flower of curtesie 161*

Coryai Crudities 353 Cicero, Hortensius, Caesar, and those

other selected flowers of eloquence 1S59 Tennyson Elaine

113 Lancelot, the flower of bravery

10 The state or condition of being m bloom or

blossom ;
in phrases mflower, f in (their)flowers

*697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 209 His Limes were first in

Flow’rs 1701 Land Gass, No 3697/4 Ranunculos’s, and
Tulips, in then Flowers *712 Addison Sped No 414 T 5
An Orchard m Flower looks more delightful than the

most finished Parterre

f b transf of birds Obs.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1658) 634 Young birds are in their

full flowre ere one be a ware - *055 Stanley Hist Philos.

1. (1701) 29/2 Cocks, Pheasants, and Peacocks . are much
more beautiful in their natural flower.

11. Of persons . The period or state of ‘ bloom *,

vigour, or prosperity a. The prime (of life), the

bloom (of youth) ,
esp in phrases, t rn youth's

flowers, tn theflower ofone's age

.

*508 Dunbar Iwa marnt wenten 170 A joung man ryght

gaip, hot nought in jouthfis] flouris *548 Hall Chron,

Hen IV (an 13) 32 Taken prisoner and so remained in

Englande till the flower of his age was passed or sore

blemyshed 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 41 Let not

the floure of life passe by us 1647-8 Cotterell Davila s

Hist Fr (167B) 4 In the first flower of his age *733 Porr

Hor Sat n 1 102 In flow’r of age you perish for a song 1

*827 Scott Jml 4 Aug ,
He is a man m the flower of life,

about thirty *830 Tennyson Lady Clara ti, A simple

maiden 111 her flower Is worth a hundred coats-of arms

*863 Mary Howirr F Bremer's Greece I viu 257 They
were in the flower of youth anff beauty

fb. The state or condition of greatest eminence,

fame, prosperity, etc Chiefly phr. in one'sflower(s

£*380 Wyclie Serin Sel Wks. I 316 pe Emperour of

Rome was panne in his flouris 0*386 Chaucer Hint’s T
2iqo A man hath most honour To dyen in his excellence

and flour ? a *500 Chester PI (E E T S.) 434 Alas 1 now
fallen is my flower' *547-64 Bauldwin Mor Philos (Palfr)

2 In which time /Esopus the oratorwas in his flower 1550

Coverdale Bk. Death 1. xl. 158 Whyle a man is m his

floures of health. *665 J Webb Stonc-Heng (1725) 207

Jeffery Monmouth was in his Flower Anno 1156.

+ c. Bloom or beauty. Obs
1608 Shaks Per in 11 96 See how she gins to blow Into

life’s flower again 1

12 Simple attnb, ns flowei -bed, -bell, -bolder,

-court, -garden ,
-garland, -plat,

-plot, -root, -sheath,

-show, -spike, -stand, -stick, -time, -tree

1873 Longf Wayside Inti, Landlord's T ,
Sir Christopher

41 A modest "flower-bed thickly sown with sweet alyssum

1830 Tennyson Isabel 111, The stem, which else had fallen

quite With cluster'd "flower-bells. *«» J James tr Le
Blond's Gardening 36 A "Flower-Border 1824 Miss Mit-

tord Village Ser 1 (1863) 234 She was delving and digging

in her flower-border 1828 lind Ser. in. (1863)25 Behind

the house is an airi^le^kitchen-gaiden^tne nouse is an amuw 1
— *

—

"flower-court, 167aW Hughes (tifle\ The "Flower-Garden.

184* Lane Arab Nts I 96 The court resembled a flower-

garden 1303 R. Brunne Handl Synneq97 3yfpou euer .

Dedvst "floure geilande or coroune To make wommen to

gadyr, 1796 Plain Seme II 49 The little "flower plat put

forth its beauties *854 Hawthorne Eng Note bhs.,(1870)

II 307 Suburban villas with fancifully ornamented flower-

plats before them *644 J Sergeant in DigbyAfa# Bodies

(1645) *2 a, Yours is a "Flower-plot pav d by Truths rich

Gold. *838 Thiriwall Greece III. xx. 140 A little flowei

-

nlot, the superfluous ornament of a rich man s estate *664

Evelyn Kal Hart (1729) 208 Such Plants and "Flower-

Roots as endure not well out of the Ground *824 Miss

Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863)241 Flower-roots, sundry boxes

ofbooks, a piano-forte 1859 Tennyson Enid.365 A blossom

vermeil-white, That lightly breaks a faded "flower sheath

1845 Mrs Carlyle Lett. I. 316, 1 went to a flowei show

m the Botanical Gardens 1845 Florist s yrul 35 ^0™!®r‘

spike from 2 to 3 feet long. *838 Lytton\ Alice 125 [She]

busied herself with a "flower-stand in the recess *88*

Young Ev Man his own Mechanic § 708 "Flower-sticks

maybe square or round, according to the fancy of the,maker

1873 Symonds Grk Poets v *27 This was the flower-time

of the Aeohans, their brief and brilliant spring, c 1710 C
Fiennes Diary (1888) 14? All sort of Greens and "flower

tr6

b objective, asflower-gatherer, -maker
,
-painter,

-vendor
,
flower-making, -pointing, vbl sbs ,

flower-bearing, -breeding, -infolding, -sucking adjs

1870 Hooker Stud Flora 422 Gramine® normally

"flower-bearing (but sometimes also empty) glumes 1801

Daily News 4 Feb 5/7 Behind the hearse there was a body

of flower-bearing mutes 1767 G S Carry Hills ffiHyblax

O’er "flower-breeding vales *611 Speed Theat. Gt B^it.

xliv 87/1 So the "floweT gatherer ofWestminster recordeth.

1821 Shelley Prometh Unb. 11 i, The flower-infolding

buds Burst on yon lightning-blasted almond-tree *809

Han More Calebs (ed. 3) I *45 The street where the poor

"flower-maker lived 1884 Beck Draper's Did 130 Dyed

feathers when used in "flower-making are . apt to fade

*71* Shaptesb. Charac (1737) HI 349 The mere flower

painter is oblig’d to study the form of festons 1854

Fairholt Did Terms Art, *Flower-pamttng . may be

said to have asserted its proper place as an Art_smgeneris

m the seventeenth century. *6« G Sandys OwiTf Met

xv. {1626) 313 "Flowre-suckmg Bees *86* Crt Life at

Naples I. 207 The beggars and "fiower-vendois sought

shady nooks,

c. instrumental, asflower-bespangled,-besprinkled,

-ciowned, -decked, -embroidered\
-enamelled,

-in-

woven, -sprinkled, -strewn, -teeming adjs..

*883 Stevenson Silverado Sq (1886) 20 Thicket, still

fragrant and still "flowei-bespangled *85* Longr Gold

Leg. in St/ tn front Catheat It looks like a flower-

besprinkled meadow 160S Sylvester Dh Bartas 11 iv

Magnif. 808 The "flowr-crown d People, swarming on the

Green, *870 Bryant Iliad I vm 248 Bowls of wine

flowei-crowned 1805 Wordsw Prelude iv (1888) 262/1,

I had left a "flower-decked room 1747 Ld G Lyttelton
Monody v 58 Sequester’d dales And “flower-embioider d
vales 1603 Drayton Bar Wars v xvm. Along the "flow’r

enamell’d vales The silver Trent doth slide 1629 Milton
Nativity 187 With "flower-inwoven tresses torn The nymphs
m twilight shade of tangled thickets mourn *859 Gno
Eliot A Bede 13 The scythe being whetted makes us cast

more lingering looks at the "flower sprinkled tresses of the

meadows *847 Mary Howirr Ballads etc 363 The "flower-

strewn earth is wondrous fair 1838 Miss Pardoe River <4

Desert II 43 A "flower-teeming land

d. parasynthetic nud similative, asflower-faced,

-like, -shaped, -soft, -wise adjs
;
flower-like, -wise

advs.
1881 Rita My Lady Coquette I ui, He glances down at

the slim, "flower faced maiden 1604 Rowlands Loohe to

it 47 "Flower like they wither and decay 1846 Ellis

Elgin Marb I 28 Surmounted by a flower like ornament

1836-7 Todd Cycl Anal II. 414/* Tubes, ending m "flowei-

shaped capsules 1606 Shaks. Ant «$ Cl 11 11 2x5 The
Silken Tackle, Swell with the touches of those "blower-soft

hands 1865 Swinburnt Alalanta 213 [Grief shall come]

"Flower-wise upon the old root of tears brought foith

13 . Special comb • flower-animals, a book-

name for the Anthozoa , flower-book, a book in

wlitcb (a) drawings of flowers are made ; (b) col-

lected flowers are preserved ;
flower-bug, US

,

the popular name of various small hemipterous

insects which frequent the blossoms of flowering

plants, as the species of Anthocoris (Cent Diet. )

;

flower-cup, («) the calyx; (b) the cup-shaped

receptacle formed by a flower ,
flower-fence, the

plant Poinciana pulchemma ;
flower-girl, a girl

who sells flowers; flower-head, an inflorescence

consisting of a close cluster of sessile florets

;

flower-honey (see quot) ;
flower-knot, a small

flower-bed arranged in a pattern ;
flower-leaf, a

petal; flower-pecker, (a) a name for birds of the

family Dicandso \
(b) ‘an American honey-cieeper

or gmtguit of the family Ccerebidee ’ (Cent Diet?)

;

flower-piece, (<r) a pictuie with floweis for its

subject; (b) an arrangement of flowers; flower-

stalk, the peduncle supporting the flower or flower-

head; flower-water, distilledwater containing the

essential oil of flowers ;
flower-work, a represen-

tation of flowers in weaving, carving, etc

F D Bennett Whaling Voy I 177 The elegant

"flower-animal, Diazoma, is found on the bamer-i eef 1846

Dana Zooph 1 ( 1848) 7The forms of life under consideiation

are appropriately styled flower-animals i753"4„^Hr'N*

STONE Poet. Wks (1854) 137 (title) Written in a "flower

book of my own colouring 1857 Thoreau Maine IV

(1804) 277, 1 used some thin and delicate sheets of this bark

in mv flower-book. 1756 P Browne Jamaica 140 The

^flower-cups are cut into foui deep segments at the margin

i860 Tyas Wild FI 4* The flower cup consists of two

obtuse hps 1786 Rees Cycl, Barbadotsflffiawer-feftce,

poinciana is planted in hedges, to divide the lands m
"Barbadoes, from whence it had the title of flower-fence.

*882 J Smith Diet Econ Plants,
Flowerfence, a name

in India for Cxsaipmia (Poinciana) pukherrima *789

Mrs. Piozzi Jonrn. France I 236 "Flower-girls with

baskets. *889 Tablet 3 Aug 167 There are two classes

of flower-girl—the day-sellers and the night-sellers 1845

Lindley Sch. Bot 1 (1858) 12 The *flower-head,
m
when

all the flowers are sessile upon a broad plate, as in the

Daisy. *577 B. Googe Heresbachs Husb. IV. 184 There

is three sortes of Hony, the best kmde is that which

is called "flowre Hony, made in the springtime, xoo*

Holland Pliny I 3*6 Flouve-honey *770 Armstrong

Misc II 142 The sweet green, is the predominant coIout

,

white the gaudy flowers, are carelessly mterspersed This

is infinitely more pleasing and beautiful than , a flower-

knot. *893 S. E. Wore. Gloss ,
Flmoer-bwt, a small flower

bed. *727 Bailey voi. II, Dipetalous Flower is that

which has
7
two "Flower Leaves i860 Oliver Less hot

(1873) 4 Whether it be green, as are fehage le^ves, or

coloured, as are flower-leaves 1885 H. 0 Lobbes Nat.

Wand E At chip vi 212 Little flocks of th®

"Flower-pecker (Zosteropsl a *784 Johnson Wks (1816) I

334 A room hung with "flower-pieces of her own painting

1789 Pilkington View Derbysh I 4*5 Three inches of its

"flowerstalk may be seen above the surface *886 U A

Consular Rep No. lxvni 581 "Flower waters are pioduced

by ordinary distillation, in which the flowers are boiled

with water in large alembics 1601 Holland Pliny 3. 2-8

Robes .. wrought thick with "floure-woike, resembling

poppies 1848 Rickman Archil 211 The benches present

in then ends and fronts, combinations of panelling and

flower-work *865 E. Burritt Walk to Land s End 193 II

is a pity such flower-work [lace] should be so poorly paid

Flower (flau si), v. Forms - 4-7 flour(e, 5-7

flowr, (5 flora), 6- flower, [f prec. sb. Cl.

OF floret (fao^,fleunr), \,.floren.\

1 wtr To bloom or blossom, to come into

bloom, produce flowers. Of a flower : T0 expand,

t, K Alls 2904 Pe medes flourep, j>e foules 'Wng
1

eJ>

i3..

3
, E E AHit F A. 270 A rose, pat flowred and- fayled

al kynd hit gef. *393 Gower Conf II- 266 A dne



FLOWEKAGE. 354 FLOWERY.

hraunche which anon gan floure and here. c *440 Piamp
Parv 168/r Flowryn. 1578 Lytd Dodocits v Ixxx 651

The vine flowieth m high and base Geimame about the

beginning ofJune 167a Grew A nat Plants
,
Idea Philos

Hist (1682) 3 14 Plants, which flowei all the Year 171a

Addison Sped No 418 f 8 His Rose-trees, Wood bines

and Jessamines may flower together 184a N, 13 Ward
Closed Cases PI 111 (1832) 51 All these [plants] flowered

well 1873 Symonds Grit Peels v, 128 Ohve-gioves

wheie the cyclamen and violet floweied with feathery

maiden-hair

b Jig Also with out. + To flower off\ (of

reflexions) to arise spontaneously in the tieatment

of a subject.

<1*225 Ana R 340 Mi vlesch is iflured & bicumen al

neowe 111374 Chaucer Anti Arc 306 Your chere

floureth, but nit wol not sede. *642 More Song of Soul

hi hi xxxvui. 1 Whose drooping phansie never flowied

out *644 Milton Educ Wks (1738) I 13s If you can

accept of these few Observations which have flowr'd ofF

1846 Landor hung Conv. Wks. II 34 The thorny and

hitter aloe of dissension reqmied less than a century to

flower on the steps of your temple 1839 Hawthorne
Marb Faun xxxiv (1883) 358 The medieval front of the

cathedral, where the imagination of a Gothic aiclutect had

long ago flowered out indestructibly 1883 Ci odd Myths
4- Dr 11 1 146 The geims of those capacities wlucli have

floweied 111 the noblest and wisest of our race

c. trans (causatively) To cause (a plant) to

bloom; to bring into blossom or flower.

1850 Florist Mar. 66 They winter better 111 the pots they

were flowered in. *887 Baujng-Gould Gold Feather xii,

Azaleas which were put under glass and flowered

f 2. tuinsf Of beer and wine 1 a. To fioth,

mantle Ohs.

138a Wicur Prov \xiu 31 Ne beholde .the win, whan
it floui eth. 1330 Pai sgr 552/2 This ale floureth better in a

good drinhei s eye a 1392 Chtene& Lodge Looting Glasse

Wks (Rlldg ) 127/2 All Nineveh hath not such a cup of ale,

it flowers in the cup 1694 Wtstmacott Script. Herb 22

It makes beer to mantle, flower, and smile at you 1750

W Ellis Country Housewife's Fain Comp 187 If a little

wheat-bran is boiled in our ordinary beei, it will cause it to

mantle or flower in the cup, when it is pouted out

'I*
b To become turbid. Ohs

1682 Art 4 Myst. Vintners vr § 17 Rack [sack] into another

Cask, and it will not then flower nor be ill-conditioned,

f c iratts. To spice (wine). Ohs
1682 Art 4 Myst. Vintneis 1 § 28 To flower a Butt of

Muskadme
]‘3 mtr. To be m or attain the ‘flower’ or

height of one’s beauty, fame, or prosperity (also

with up)
;
to prosper, be distinguished ;

to llmvc

or be distinguished z«, of or with (a specified

thing); to abound; == Flourish v 3,4. Ohs.

*340 Ayenh 28 Ase me yere J>et wel floureji me guode

<71374 Chaucer Boeih v pi v 131 Forto dwellen m hys
Citee and flouren of rychesses c 1430 Lydg Bochns 1 vin

(1344) 12 b, While he floured in his worthmes He toke

a wyfe of excellent fayrenes Ibid 1 iv [1344) 8 Flouryng
up in her tender age This sayd Isis so pleasaunt was and
mete *494 Fabyan Ckron. v c\l § 123 In this tyme
flowryd Hermafreditus 1313 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1.

327 1 lus Redwalde had .11 sones flourynge in chyualrye

1531 Elyot Gov. 1 xi, That noble clerke of Almame, which
late floured, called Agricola.

tians To adorn or cover with or as with

flowei s or a flower; to decorate; to serve as a

decoration for. Also with over Ohs.

1S77-8 Holinshed Chi on (1808) IV. 870 He., floured the
top of the castell of Dublin with the aichrebels head 1630
R Johnson's Kmgd. and Commw. 290 The Chambers are
flowerd with coloured Marbles, and garnished 1645
Ruthertord Tryal 4- Tn Faith (1845) 11 Christ, who
perfumeth and floweieth heaven with ms royal presence

<71650 Robin Hood 4 Three Squires 66 in Furniv Percy
Folio I. 18 Thou shalt be the first man shall flower this

gallow tree 1791 W Bartram Carolina 161 Its thick

foliage is flowered over with large milk-white fragiant

blossoms.

5 . To embellish with figures of flowers or a floial

design
; to work flowers upon

16 . Young Tam Lanem m Child Ballads n (1884)352/1
I’ll away to Caiterhaugh, And flower mysell the gown.

1699 Dampicr Voy II 1 61 The Pelongs and Gaws, are

either plain or flower'd. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824)
I xix 30 Mrs Jervis shewed my master the waistcoat I am
flowering foi him 1838 Miss Miti-ord m Tail’s Mag V
165 The form of a heather spug suggested an apron that

she was flowering 1837 Mrs Carlyle Lett II. 377 Ann
flowered me a most lovely collar

trans

f

and fig 1833 M Arnold Poems, Sohrab 4
Rustinn. The frost flowers the whiten’d window panes 1882
Blackmorf Chnstowell I iv 37 Many sweet beauties .

flower the skirts ofthe desolate moor
b. mtr. Of silver alloyed for use as coin • To

assume the appearance ofbeing marked with figtues

of flowers See Flowered/// a. 3 b
1727 A Hamilton New Acc E Ind, II xxxvl 42 Rupee

Silver . will bear twenty-eight per ent of Copper-alloy
and if it flowers, it passes current

Flowerage (fleuwreds) [f. Flower sb. and
v + -age 1. Cf OF fenrage ]

+ 1. (See quot ) Obs.

1688 R. Holme Armoury, 11 115/2 Flowerage is the
setting of sorts of Flower together in husks, and so to hang
them up with strings rHence 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey)

,

and in later Diets.]

2 a. Flowers collectively, blossom, a display

or assemblage of flowers
;
floral ornament or decora-

tion lit and fig b. The process of flowering;

the result of this process lit andJig

*831 J Wilson Unmore vi 9 Never.. the goats .On such

profusion of wild flowerage browsed 1840 Carlvlt Hei ocs

in (1838) 261 This glorious Elizabethan Era with its Shak-

speare, as the outcome and flowei age of all which had pre-

ceded it 1864 Iennyson Aylmer's F 203 I he flowerage

That stood from out a rich biocade 1880 Swinbuhni Sind
in Song 78 The zone of their floweiage [seaweed] that

knows not of sunshine and snow 1887 W. Pati r Imag
Portraits iv 144 A wonderful flowerage of aiclntectuial

fancy passed over and beyond the eailiei fabiic

Flowered (flau’<ud), ppl, a [f. Flower sb.

and v. + -eh 1
,
2
]

1 Having flowers
;

covered with flowers or

blossoms
;
adorned or decked with flowers

<11330 Will Palcrne 757 }>at [appel] tie so fayre was
floured & so ful leued 1389 in Eng Gilds (1870) 30 Yey
schullen offeien to floured candelys a-forn seynt Willyams
toumbe 1523 Fitziierb Hush § 20 Huwdod hath v or

syxe braunches, flouied in the toppe 1601 WnrvcR Mirr
Mart vi 11. These Nimplisof Ashdonforiest neuer haunted
Medways flour’d banks 1832 1 lnntson Miller’s Dan 112

I came, and lay Upon the freshly-ilower’d slope

Tb Bearing flowers (of a specified kind 01 number).

1392 BnrTON Pilgr Farad \v\iu(Giosait) I Bile faire

flouid weedes, as poison foule refused 1733 C11 amiii rs Cycl

\vpp.,Pomcmna Purple-flowerednmnn 1776 Withering
But Plants (1796) II 137 Caljx 6 or 8 flowered 1842

Ti nnyson Godwa 63 She saw The white ilowLr’d cldcr-

tlnchet *877-84 F E Hulme Wild FI p v, Peduncle
axillaiy, one or two-flowered

1

2

. In flower or bloom Ohs

1633 P Fletcher Purple Isl vi Ixvm, The early Violet

. spreading his flour’d purple to the skies 1787 Generous
Attackm IV 170 A bed of (lowered asparagus

3 . Embelli&lied with figures of flowers, 01 with

flowcr-like patterns

1592 Siiaes Rom 4 Jul n. iv 64 Why then is my Pump
well flower’d 1663 Dryiitn Wild Gallant m 11, Your
gown flowered satin 1742 Mrs Pthdarves in Sydney
Eng in 18 C. I, 98 Veiy handsome flowcicd silks shaded
like embroidery. 1796 Mohsi Amer. Geog II 172 Polished

stones, embossed and elegantly flowered. 1812-6 J Smith
PanoramaSc 4 Art I 131 Some ofthe later perpendicular

buddings have much less flowered carvings 1823 Hone
Every-day Bk I 967 Flowered Indian gowns,

b Flowered silver . see quot 1886.

1727 A. Hamilton New Acc E Ind II. xxxvi, 43 Tho* it

[Silver] be not flower’d, it must go oflf m all his Payments,
but from any Body else it may be refused if it is not

flower’d i886Yulc&Burni i eG/<>rf Anglo Ind ,Flawn ed-

Silver

,

a term applied by Euiopeans in Burma to the

standard quality of silver The term is taken horn the

appearance of stars and ladiating lines, which forms on the

surface of this paiticulai alloy, as it cools m the ciucible.

c. Her. =Fleury.
1739 J Coats Diet Iler (ed 2) s v Elory, All Things

Flowei 'd, or Flory, m Arms, respect only the Fiuich Lilly,

01 Fleur de Lys,

Flowerer (flanorai). [f. Flower v 4-er 1
]

A peison or thing that flowei s

1 A plant that flowers m some specified way or

at some specified season.

1851 Glenny Handbk FI Gard 194 These Chrysanthe-
mums being abundant floweieis 1882 Garden 21 Jan
34/1 Auuculas are spring flowerers.

2 (See quot.)

*863 E Meteyard Life J Wedgwood I. 234 Women,
called floweieis, who incised by faint lines flowers or
grotesque imitations of Chinese pagodas [etc ].

Floweret (flclu0 rot) Chiefly poet Also 4
flourette, 6-7 flouret, 7-8 flowret, [f. Flower
sb + -et Cf Floret ] A small flower.

<7*400 Rom Rose 891 For nought y-clad in silk was he,

But al in floui es and flouiettes *390 Shahs Mids N iv

1 60 That same dew Stood now within the pretty flouriets

eyes. 1667 Milton P L v 370 The Silvan Lodge . With
flourets deck't 1782 V. Knox Aw (1819)11 cxvu 292 The
charms of a tree or a flowret *838 Longi Reaper $
Flowers iv, My Lord has need of these fioweiets gay 1873
Geikie Gt Ice Age xxx. 423 In arctic regions the shoit
summer brings into bloom a numbei of pretty flowei ets

fig 1753-4 Shenstone Poet /Ws (1854) 138 Let Ait and
Friendship’s joint essay Diffuse their flowerets, in her way
Flowerful (flauo jfiil), a. [f. Flower sb +

-pul
]

Abounding in or filled with flowers.

*848 in Craig *865 Swinburnl Poems Ball
,
A Match

S Blown fields and flowerful closes, 1887 Mrs Compton
Rtade Maui o' Mill I 1 2 A chestnut or two towering up
straight and flowei ful

t Flower-ge’ntle. Ohs
.

[f Flower sb +
Gentle a

,
app. 111 imitation of theFr namefleur

noble. No Fr. *fienrgenhUen known ]
= Florawor

1361 Grant of Arms to Dr Cants in Willis & Claik
Cambridge (1886) I 179 Crest a dove with a flower gentle
m his mouth *378 Lytt Dodoens 1 xvm 168 These pleasant

floures are called m English floure Gentill, Floramor, &
Purple veluet floure, 1630 W T Justif Rehg Professed
v 30 Of Flower-gentle whose beauty and colour doth not
fade nor wither away *783 Ainsworth Lat Diet
(Morell) 1, Flower gentle, or flower amour, *Amaranthns
pitrfureus, <

Flo*wering, vbl. sb. [f Flower v + -ifg1
]

1. The action of the vb. Flower in various senses,

a. The putting forth of flowers or blossom,
coming into flower, blooming
*629 Parkinson (title) Paradisus in Sole .or a choise

Garden of Flowers, with their Nature, place of Birth,
time of flowring [etc ] *863 Kingsley Htreat) xv 183 She
regretted the lengthening of the days and the flowering of
the primroses 1882 Garden 21 Jan 34/1 Any dwarfgrowing
annuals would also answer for a second flowering

fig • 1863 M Arnold Ess Cnt

.

iv 119 She placed her
whole joy in the flowering of this gifted nature.

rue action oi attorning ur wun
figures of flowers

*739 J Coats Did Ihi (ed 2) s. v. Elory, Fleury, Flory.
Fleuity, Floretty signify diffeient Ways of Flowenng
1848 Craig, Flowei mg the act of adorning with flowers

*

2 concr or quasi-tww fa collect Blossoms
|*b Effervescence; frothmess +c Efflorescence

or superficial growth, d pi. Figures of flowers,

e. (See quot 1867)
<11x300 Cutsor M 10726 'Cott ) pis wand suld flurmg here

}>at suld 0 rote o lesse spring 1626 Bacon Sylva § 31a T he
Spirits become Dull, and the Dnnke dead, which ought to
liaue a little Flouting *634 T Johnson Party's timing
in 111 88 A certaine crie flouring, 01 pioduction of the true
skinne 1864 Carlyle Eredh Gt (1863) IV xu \u 171 His
diessing-gown, a gland yellow silky article with silvei

flowerings 1867 Smyth Satlot’s Wotd-bL, Flmuermg,
the phenomenon observed usually in connection with the
spawning of fish, at the distance of four leagues fiomshoic
The watei appeal s to be saturated with a thick jelly, filled

with the ova of fish

3 alt) il>.

1377 Langi P. PI B xvi 31 pe flesshe is a fel wynde,
and In flourynge-tyme porw lykyng and lustes so lotide he
gynneth blowe. 1870 Hookir Stud Flora 300 Primula
scotica lias three flowering seasons *879 0 W Houirs
Motley 1. 5 The flowering time of Authoiship ’

Flowering (ilnu'iiq), ppl. a. [f as prec +
-iNG a ] That flowers, 111 various senses

1 . a. Thai is 111 bloom
, b that bears flowers or

blos«oms
a 1392 WyrltyA tmone 143 Worldly triumphs are like to

flowei mg gias 1697 Dm di n Vug Giotg 1 272 Maik well

the flowrmg Almonds m the Wood
b *743 Bi* Pnroi w Desit Fust (1889) II 141 Clumps of

evergreen and flowenng plants 18x8 Miss Mitiord in

L’EstrangeZi/cII ,\i 30 The luxuiy of that flesh, growing,
perfume, a flowenng slnub 111 full bloom 1872 Oihfh
Flint Jlot 1 v 53 Eaeh flower [ofWhcaij is enclosed be-

tween a flowering-glume and a pale 1884 Rita Vivienne
1 1, A bioad white load bordered by flowenng chestnuts

c Often in plant-names
;
as Flowering ash, box,

cun anl,fern, cte. (see the sbs.)

f 2 . Flourishing, vigorous
;
that is in one’s bloom

or pnme flowering age, life, youth : the bloom
or pi ime of age, life, 01 youth Obs.

c 1400 Rom Rose 6.159The K°de thought and the woi clung,
That maketh rcligioun flowiing. <1x450 Fysshynge with
Angle (1883) x A glad spirit m iket a llowiyng age 1338

Phai n /Entid vn. V ij b, The bodies twayne Of Alinon,

flouring lad, and good Galesus fouly slayne *586 Warnlr
Alb Eng n x 41 1 he one was in Iler flownng age, the other

too too old 1591 Shaics 1 lieu. IT, 11 v 56 That cause

tint hath detayn’d me all my flownng Youth, Within a
loathsome Dungeon x6zx Burton A nat Mel n 111 111

(1651) 327 ’Tis no dishonour . for a flounng man, City, or

State to come to ruine

3 Covered with 01 abounding 111 flowers or

figures of flowers
,
— Flowery. Also, pertaining

to or issuing from flowers.
_

*593 Siiaks 2 Ihn. VI, m i 228 The Snake, loll’d in

a Howling Banke 1642 H Mom. Song ofSoul 1 1 lvu, This

floting flounng changeable airay 1667 Milton P L v

293 Gioves of Alyrrhe, And flounng Odoms *871 R Ei Lit,

Catullus lxi. 91 A flowering Garden, trinun’d foi a loid's

delight

I
Flowerist. Obs [f. Flower sb + -ist ]

as LORIST.

*604 Wtstmacott Script. Herb 181 Saffron hath many
kindled which are propagated in the Gardens of curious

Flowcrists. *708 Loud Gas No 4479/8 Charles Blackwell,

Seedsman and Flow'i 1st 1713 J Piuvritm Phil Trans

XXVIII 206 A French Flowerist first communicated tins

to Cornutus

Flowerless (fluiwjles), a [f as prec 4-

-less] Without flower or bloom, spec. 111 Bot

,

fowet lessplant= Cryptogam
<11300 Chaucet's Drctuc i860 An herbe he brought,

fiourelesse, all greene 1806 J Graiiame Birds Scot, 99

Lays lus silvei ed head upon the flowei less bank 1833

Linuliy Introd. Bot, (1848) II 88 The Antherids of

Floweilcss plants,

b. Unadorned with flowers

*892 M Field Sight 4 Song' 86 Three virgins, fiowei-

less, slow of step 1895 Pall Mall Mag Mar 403 The

room had a bleak flowerless look

llertce Plow erlessness, the condition or quality

of being flowerless

1835 in Ogu vie Supp 1893 A Austin in Blaclw Mag
Nov

, 641/2 Another apologist for the flowerlessness of Irish

peasant dwellings

Flower-pot, flowerpot (ficnwjp^t)

1 A vessel, most commonly of red eaithenware

and slightly tapenng downwards, to contain soil in

which flowers may be planted

*598Florios v Gutsta, Flowei pots or hllypots 1692-3

Queen’s Coll Acc in Willis & Claik Cambridge (1886) III

383 A Blew flower-pott for the Parlour 1780 Coxe Russ.

Disc 223An open gallery, adorned on both sides with flower-

pots. 1856 Mrs, Carlyle Lett II 288,

1

brought two live

plants m flower-pots

2 . (See quot)
1842 Francis Did. Arts, Flower Pot, a particulai kind

of fire-work, that when ignited throws out a fountain of

vivid spur-shaped sparks

Flowery (flaiwn), a [f. Flower sb +-yU]
1. Abounding in or covered with flowers; pro-

ducing flowers.

13 EE Allit P A 57, I felle vpon Jmt floury fla}t

<7*374 Chaucer Raeth iy. metr, vi m (Cambr MS) The



FLOWING*. 355 FL’CTCTtTANC'X

.

floury Jer (brig flonfer annus] c *586 C'tlss Pembroke
Ps xcn. 111, The wicked grow Like fraile, though flowiy
grasse 1590 Shaks Mats N iv 1 1 Come, sit thee don ne
vpon this flowiy bed 1630 Milton Sons'May Morn.

,
The

flowery May, who from her gi een lap throws The yellow
cowslip a 1751 DooDRiDcr Hymns £1758) 38 The flow’iy

Spring at thy Command Embalms the Air 1781 Cowper
Retirement 179 The fruits that hang on pleasure’s flowery
stem 1808 J Barlow Coluvib 1 gi No mote thy flowery
vales I travel o'er.

b In plant-names + Flowery Cole = CAULI-
FLOWER
1578 Lva l Dodocns iv vi 554 The thirde kinde is called
in English, Flowrie Cole, or Cypres Colewurtes *853

G Johnston Hot h Borders 171 Chcuopodium bonus
Usurious,

Flowery Docken

f 2 Flomibhing, vigorous. Obs — 1

a 1420 Hocclkve Da Reg Prute B77 Now age unorne
away puttethe favour, That floury youthe in his cesoun
conqueide

3. Composed of flowers; having the nature of
flowers

,
proceeding from or characteristic of flowers.

1635-36 Cowley Dctvidcts 1 236 Neighbnng Hermon
sweated flowry dew 1648 Jos Beaumont Psyche xix
ccxl, Herby and floury Gallantly combine Their fairest

poweis to make her [Earth’s] mantle fine 171a Pope Ep
Miss Blount 65 As flow’iy bands m wantonness are worn
1727-46 Thomson Summer 212 The flowery race their

new-flushed bloom resign x7gx Mrs Radcuite Rom
Forest 1, She viewed the flowery luxuriance of the turf

1856 Kane Arct Expl. I \xi 266 The first warm snows
enslmne the floweiy growths

4 dial (See qnot

)

1674-91 RayN C Words, Flowiy, florid, handsom, fair,

of a good complexion. 1787-90 in Grose Provrnc Gloss
1838 in Holloway Diet.Provrnc

5 Ornamented with figures of flowers or floral

designs
1667 Milton P. L xi 881 As a floune veige, to binde

The skats of that same watne Cloud *7*5 Pope Odyss
in 596 O’ei his fair limbs a flowery vest he threw 1863
DickensMnt Fr 1 v, Therewasa flowery carpet on the floor

6 Abounding m flowers of speech , full of fine

words and showy expressions, florid

1603 Shaks. Meas for M in 1 83 Thmke you I can
a resolution fetch From flowrie tendernesse? 1737 Pope
Her Ep 11 1 146 And every flowery courtier writ romance
1767 Sir W Joni.s Seven Fount Poems (1777) 43 Bowers
which oft m flowery lays Arabian poets praise *784 Bage
Batham Downs 1 275 Certain floweiygentlemen, who told
us, in very pretty language that [etc] 1824 Syd Smith
Wks (1867) II igi The answei was plain and practical

,

not flowery 1879 Dixon Windsor II xvi. 176 A man of
flowery tongue

7 Her. *=Fleury.
1681 T Jordan London's Joy 9 A Double Treasure

flowry Counter flowry Mars 1771 Kimber & Johnson
Baronetage Eng III 387 Flowery. This word signifies

flowered, or adorned with the French lily

8. Comb., asJlcrwery-ktrtled, -mantled
1621 G. Sandys Ovid’s Met it (1626) 32 She makes The

flowry-mantled Earth her happy bed. 1634 Milton Comus
254 Amidst the flowery kirtled Naiades xBio Associate
Minstr 75 The flowery-mantled Spring

Hence Flowerily adv

,

in a flowery manner.
Flow ermesa, the quality of being flowery.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio), Floweriness 1783 Blair Lect

1 xx 422 That agreeablefloweriness of fancy and style. 1822
New Monthly Mag II, 176 The floweryness and green over-
growth of the past season 1886 Pall Mall G 31 Dec 4/2
The criticaljudgment so flowenly evpiessed 1890 Temple
Bar Mag. July 440 All the neighbourhood, he remarked,
flowenly, was talking about Miss Arden’s tulip-beds.

Flowing (fiu“ irj), vbl sb. [f. Flow 0. + -nra* ]
1. The action of the vb Flow in various senses
<•950 Ltndisf Gosp Matt, ix- 20 Wif <$iu blodes ffouwg

geaolade tuelf umter, c 1440 Promp Parv 168/1 Flowynge
of J>e watur, fluxus <1x489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon
xxvm 589 Soo grete a flowynge and gaderynge of the people
*585 Jas. I Ess Poesie (Arb ) 54 They obseruit not Flow-
ing, nor eschewit not Rynung in termes 164a Howell
For Trav 42 We must have perpetuall ebbings and flow-
ings of mirth and melancholy 1704 Swift T. Tub v (1709)

77 The happy turns and flowings of the author’s wit 1703
Addison Italy 513 The Flowings in of the Holy Spirit

1807 J E. Smith Phys Bot 63 This great motion, called
the flowing, ofthe sap. 1853 SirH Douglas Miht. Bridges
2 The flowing ofwater in a river.

2 cotter, a. That which flows, that which streams

forth, a stream, a wave
;
also transf a * stream ’ or

herd of animals. Now rare
1382 WycLif Ps xch[i] 3 Flodis rereden vp ther flowmgis— Isa lx 6 The flowyng of camailes shal couere thee

X388 — Josh v. x The Lord hadden dried the flowyngis
of Jordan bifor the sones of Israel a 1679 T Goodwin
Wi Holy Ghost 1 ix Wks 1704 V. 57 The Sun whose
Emanations and flowings forth they are 1844 Upton
Physioglyphics ii. 81 These rivers were what I may term
flowings,which may refer to any other fluid aswell as water,

fb An overflowing; a flood. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvm 9 Lord be flowynge makis

into wone 1382 Wyclif Isa. xhv 3 ,

1

shal heelden out .

.

flowmgus vp on the drie i66x Sir E. Turner Sp. to

King in Pari Hist (1808) IV 244 Your return into this

nation resembles the flowing of the river Nilus. 1663
in Picton L'pool Mnmc Rec (1883) I 328 For preserving
of y® same from ya stormes and flowings ofT sea.

3. Naut (See quot ) Cf. Flow v. 6 b.
1760-76 Falconer Diet Marine, Flowing, the position of

the sheets, or lower corners of the principal sails, when they
are loosened to the
4 attnb

,

asflowing-capacity.
1893 Westm Gas 4 June 3/3 The new aqueduct has

a flowing capacity of 300,000,000 gallons a day

Flowing (fl<?« irj), ppl. a [f as prec r -ing 2
.]

1 . That flows, in vauous senses of the vb flowing
metal, see quot 1 888
a 1000 Byrhtnoth 65 (Gr) p®i com ilowende flod setter

ebban a 1300 Cursot M 20882 (Gott ) Apon j?e flouand see
he 3ode 1388 Wyclif Isa lxvi 12 A flowynge streem
1309 Hawes Past Pleas, xxxiv xxu, After an ebbe there
commeth a flowyng tyde .1698 Froger Voy 76Wheiethe
Shallops ride at flowing Water 1700 Blackmore Job 2
To pass the flowing hours 111 soft delight 1823 A Cun-
ningham Song, A wet sheet and a flowing sea 1841-4
Emerson Ess

, Poet Wks. (Bohn) I 166 Plato defines a line
to be a flowing point 1867 Ure’s Diet Arts (ed 6) III
404 s. v Petroleum, The first gieat flowing well at Ennis-
killen 1888 Lockwoods Diet Meek Engin

,
Flowing

Metals, metals of the ductile class which change their
form, under impact, or tensile or compressive strain

fb. Math Continuously varying by infinitesimal

quantities. (See Fluxion ) Obs
1704 Hayes Fluxions 1 4 The lespective flowing Quanti-

ties AP, PM, AM 1758 J Lyons Fluxions 4 If two
flowing quantities x and y aie to each other in a given
ratio. 1807 Hutton Course Math II 278 Vaiiable or
flowing quantities 184a Francis Diet Arts, Fluent, or
Flowing Quantity

't*
2 . Fluctuating, unstable, inconstant Obs

1504 Atkynson tr De Imitatione 1 xxv 176 His flowynge
and vnstedfast mynde. 1536 Bellenden tr Boece xvj xy.
For the mynd of commoun pepyll are euir flowand matr in-

constant than wynd
3 Of language, etc Gliding easily and smoothly,

fluent Of a person 1 Having a flowing style (arch ).

*553 T. Wilson Rhet (15B0) 206 The flowyng stile 1614
Bp Hall Recoil Treat 495 Resolute Hierome, 01 flowing
Chrysostome 1624 B Jonson Fortunate Isles, In rimel
fine tinckling rime f and flowand verse 1627 Haicewill
Apol 1 v (1635) 62 A great wit, and flowing eloquence.
1718 Prior Charity 1 Did sweeter Sounds adorn my flowing
Tongue, Than ever Man pronounc’d. 1782 Cowper Table P
741 Flowing numbers and a flowery style 1827 Carlyle
Misc (1857) I 20 Undoubtedly he has a flowing pen 2832
L Hunt Sonnets Poems 212 Flowing Garth
quasi adv 2706 Pope Let. Walsh. 22 Oct , In describing

a gliding Stream, the N umbers shou’d run easy and flowing

b Of personal carnage and demeanour : Easy,
graceful, smooth
a x6xx Beaum & Fl, Maid's Trag

*
iv i, Thou art A

lady of such a flowing cat riage, that it cannot Chuse but
inflame a kingdom. 1766 Fordyce Scrm Yng Worn.
(1767) I 1 23 A certain flowing uibanity is acquired. 1868
Digby's Voy Medit Pref 20 A flowing courtesy and
civility 1870 Dickens E Drood iv, A certain gravely
flowing action with his hands

4 . Oflines or curves, also of objects with reference

to their contour: Smoothly continuous and free

fiom ligidity or stiffness Flowing tracery (in

Arch : see quot 1815).

1709 Prior Ode to Harvard, Each flowing Line confirm’d
his first Surprize. 1812-6 J Smith Panorama Se 4 Art
I 132 Tracery is flowing, where the lines branch out into

leaves, arches, Stc. 1816 1/ Hunt Rimini 1 203 The
flowing back, firm chest, and fetlocks clean 1853 Turner
Dorn Archit. Ill 11 vu 315 The Chapel is Early English,
with flowing windows inserted at the East and North
1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F 634 Princely halls, and farms,
and flowing lawns.

5 Of hair, garments, etc • Swaying loosely and
gracefully

;
waving, unconfined, streaming.

1606 B Jonson Hymeimi Wks (Rtldg) 558 Beneath that,

another flowing garment, of watchet cloth of silver 1697
Dryden Vtrg Past vn 88 With Hazle Phyllis crowns
her flowing Hair. 2782 Cowper Gtlput 46 John Seized
fast the flowing mane 1869 Boutell Arms Aim x 193
The long and flowing surcoat

b Naut. flowing sail, sheet. (See quo ts. 1769,
1841, and cf. Flowing vbl sb 3.)

2748 Anson’s Voy 11 ii. 130 We were pleasingly surprized
..to see her open the N W. point of the bay with a flowing
sail 2769 Falconer Diet Marine (1776) s. v , A ship is

therefore said to have a flowing sheet when the wind crosses
the line of her course neatly at right angles 1823 H E
Gascoigne Nav Fame gi With flowing sails They seek
their station on the western seas 1841 Dana Seaman’s
Man 105 Flowing Sheet when a vessel has the wind free,

and the lee clews eased off

fig 1833 Marryat P Simple xxxii, Didn’t you say that
the captain had paid it [a bill] with a flowing sheet i t86t
Gen P Thompson Audi Alt III clxi 174 To wait till the
folly could be put down with a flowing sail.

6 Rising like the tide; full to oveiflowing,

brimming, abundant, copious
1326 Ptlgr Perf (W de W. 1531) 121 Sensuahte with all

her flowynge voluptuous desyres. 26x3 Shaks Hen VIII

,

11, m. 62 The Kings Maiesty .Doe’s purpose honour no
lesse flowing Then Marchionesse of Pembrooke, 1644
Milton Educ (1738) 136 Fat contentions and flowing fees

2702 Addison Dial. Medals it Wks 1722 I 474 Horace .

speaks of the moderation to be used in a flowing fortune.

2786 Burns Brigs Ayr 221 All-cheering Plenty, with her
flowing horn. 1871 Smiles Chai ac. u. (1876) 49 She was full

ofjoyous flowing mother-wit.

*U 7. Flowing hope : mispron. offorlorn hope.

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Wordbk
,
Flowing-hope . see Forlorn

Hope 2889 in Barr&ie & Leland Slang.

Hence Flow’ingly adv

,

m a flowing manner;
Flow ingraess, the quality or state ofbeing flowing
<22603 T Cartwright Coiifnt. Rhein N T (16x8) 432

Not. .so flowingly by some, as by all the pipes of the
Churches exercises a 1712W Nichols Def. Doct Ch. Eng
Introd (1715) 118 The flowingness of his easie Eloquence
1804 Southey in Robberds Mem. W, Taylor I 495 It

more flowingly fills the sentence 2832 H Spencer
Gracefulness Ess. 2891 II 384 A leading trait of grace is

continuity, flowingness 1880 G Meredith I rag Com
xi (1892) 158 When the letters were unimportant, she
wiote flowingly.

Flowk, obs Sc form of Fluke
Flown (tidin'), ppl a 1 [pa. pple of Fly v i]

Used adjectively m senses of the vb Also with
out, and with defining word prefixed, as far-flown,
new-flown
2608 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv Trophcis 1049 Then far-

flow’n wings 1692 Taylor Behmen’s T/ieos Phil , Three-
fold Life xm 309 The flown out Will hates that whence it

sprung 1813 1 Busby Lucretius 1 300 Hence new flown
buds the woods with music fill 2863 Swinburnt A talanta
6 Swifter than di earns [follow] the white flown feet of sleep

1877 Bryant Odyssey v 551 When he breathed again, And
his flown senses had returned

+ Flown (floun), ppl a 1 Obs. [str pa. pple of
Flow 0 ] Only in Flown sheet see quot. 1653.
Alsofig. Cf Flowing ppl. a 5 b
1626 Capt Smith Accid Yng Sea-men 28 A flown

sheate 2633 — Seaman's Grain. 39 A flowne sheat, that
is, when they are not haled home to the blocke A flowne
sheat is when she goes before the wmde, 01 betwixt a paire
of sheats, or all sailes drawing 1697 Dampifr Voy. 1 in
We could have sailed with a flown sheet to Ria Lexa
1748 Anson's Voy 1 x. 98 The sheets being half flown

Flowretry : see Floretiiy.

+ Flow’some, a. Obs, rare—' [f Flowj^ or

0 + -SOME ] Fluid
1674 N Fairi-ax Bulk 4 Selv. 73 Au heavy body left to

it self within a flowsom one that is lighter.

Flowster, var form of Fluster
Flowyd, obs. form of Flood. Flox : see Flock
t Floxe, V Obs — 1 [Cf. Sw Jlaksa to shake

the wings ] wtr To ‘ leap

\

c 1200 '1 nn Coll Horn 127 pat child on his blisse floxede
and pleide to-genes hire

Floy, a Alleged Americanism for Dirty, foul.

xSzoJ. Flint Lett Amcr xxi 264- These I must call

Americanisms,and will subjoin some examples . Floy—Dirty
or foul

Floyne, var. form of Floin.
Floyt(e, var. foim of Flote, Flute
Fluate (fl« <flt), sb Chem. Also 8 fluat. [mod

f FlU(OBIC)) + -ATE ]
1 . Chem. A name formerly given to the salts now

called fluorides, which were supposed to result

from the combination of fluonc acid with an oxide.

Fluate of lime= Derbyshire spar, or Fluor spar.

1794 G Adams Nat $ Exp Philos I App 546 Fluats..
when heated phosphoresce 2806 Davy m PIul Trans
XCVII 14, I made an experiment upon fluate of lime
under like circumstances 1849 Mrs Somerville Connect.
Phys he xxv 243 Limpid and colourless fluate of lime

2. A hydrofluosilicate applied to biulding-stone

with the view of rendering it harder and more
durable. Hence Plu. ate v trans , to treat with
fluate ; XTua’tedppl a.

,

Flua ting vbl. sb
;
also

OTua tate 0. trans and Flnatwtion.
1887 Set Ante? 28 May 344 Flnatation The surface

of the stone is covered with a solution of the fluate

After the stone has been once fluated, it becomes [etc] After
the stone has been once fluatated, it can [etc ] 2893
R IB.A jfml 16 Mai p ui. The fluating will render it

[Bath Stone] as durable as the most expensive stones.

Fluated Bath Stone
Fluc(c)an see Flookan.

II FlttCe, sb. Obs Also 6 fluss [Arab

fuliis
,
pi of jjJjfals name ofa small copper coin ]

An old Persian com
1599 Hakluyt Voy II. 272 A sort of flusses of copper

2638 Sir T Herbert Trav. (ed 2) 243 Corbeg one halfe

penny, Fluces aie ten to a Co/beg 2698 Fryer Ace. E.
India 4 P. 210, 5 Fluce is 1 Parrow

+ Fluce, ^ Obs rare mtr. ?To flounce,plunge.
2627 Drayton Moone-Calfe 135c They [cattle] backward

fluce As though the Deuill m their heeles had bin.

Fluck (fi»k). ? nonce-wd
2885 H 0 Forbes Nat Wand. E. Archtp 12 Not

a sound to break the silence save the plunge of a porpoise
or the fluck of the fishes in quest of their evening meal.

Fluck, obs and dial, foim of Fluice.

Flucti-, comb, form of Lat. flttcius wave, in

the following adjs given by Blount and Bailey

:

fluctx’ferous [L -fer bearing+ -eras], bearing or

producingwaves ;
flucti'fxagous [LflucUfrag-us\

wave-breaking ,
flnctrsonant [L. sonant-em, pr

pple of sonare to sound], sounding with waves;
fluoti sonous [L. ftuctison-us\~ piec. ; flucti-

vagant [L. vagant-em, pr. pple. of vagdrt to

wander], floating idly oil the waves ; flucti vagfous

[L
;
fluctivag-tis'\ =p 1 ec

Fluctuable (fl»’kti«ab’l), a. rare— 0
, [as if

ad. L. *jlucttiabilis
,
f.fluct-uare to Fluctuate . see

-able.] Capable of fluctuating. (Ogilvie 1882 )

Hence riuctuabi’lity, the quality ofbeing fluctu-

able.

<*2786 Walpole Lett, to Mann (F. Hall). 2882 in

Ogilvie.

f Flu’ctuaney. rare
~ l

.
[f next: see -ancry.]

Tendency to fluctuation.

2659 Gauden Tears Ch 11 xxvi 222 However they may
have their storms and tossings sometime, by innate fluctu-

ancy, as the rollings and tidings of the sea

45-3
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Fluctuant (fl» ktiwanl), a [ad L fluctuant-

an, pr pple. of fluctudre : see Fluctuate v Cf.

F fluctuant.]

1. Moving like the waves
;
undulating. Chiefly

jig , unstable, wavenng, changing
156a Holland Crt Venn r nr 171 Howbeit of Lhame sum

part be fluctuant ax6vo Jackson Creed x xl\ Wks 1844
IX 1 is The other [sort] being of bettei birth, were fluctuant

between vntue 01 civil honesLy and base vices <11704
R. L'Estrangc (J.) How is it possible for any man to be at

rest m this fluctuant wanderinghumour and opinion? 1862
Mrs. Browning Poems. Where's Agnesi xxiv, None of
these Fluctuant curves 1 but firs and pines 1867 Swin-
burne Song Italy 23 In the long sound of fluctuant boughs
of trees 1870 — Ess. <$ Stud (1875) 260 His genius is

fluctuant and moonstruck as the sea is 187a Lontemp.
Rev. XIX 206 No shifting of positions, no fluctuant moods,
no mobility of thought

2. Floating on the waves
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn n m § 1 The militant church,

whether it be fluctuant as the ark of Noah, or [etc ] 1849

i
Sterling in Fraser's Mag XXXIX 111 Wneie change

as never urged its fluctuant bark

t Flvrctuary, a. Ohs— 1
[f. L fluctu-s wave

+ -ary.] Having the character of waves ; fluctuat-

ing, uncertain.
163a Liihgow Ttav n. 71 The solid man is not troubled

with the fluctuary motions of the hutnerous multitude

t Flirctuate, a Ohs. [ad L fluciudt-us, pa.

pple offluctudre . see Fluctuate v ] Tossed on
the waves , fickle as the waves, wavering
1631 R. H Arraign Whole Creature x §2 86 The godly

man hath his. suie Anchoi, when he seemes to be fluctuate

Ibid xv § 4. 278 Ever vaine, and foolish, and fluctuate in
all our wayes

Fluctuate (fl® kliuic't), v [f L. flududt-
ppl. stem offluctuate to undulate, f.fludus, wave.]

1.

mtr. To move like a wave or waves, rise and
fall m or as in waves

;
to be tossed up and down

on the waves; lit. or with conscious metaphor.
Now rare.

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1659 T Pecki: Pamassi
rnerp. 75, I can't call him Rich, or Poor , whose Estate,
Upon deluding Waters, fluctuate x6g8 Fryer Acc E.
India Sr P 128 The Mists, which we could discern fluc-

tuating against the impenetrable Promontories 1711
W. King Ruffnus 98 So sounds, so fluctuates, the troubled
sea. 171a Addison Sped No 549 r 2 The greatest part of
my estate has been hitherto of an unsteddy and volatile

nature, either tost upon seas or fluctuating in funds, c 1750
Shenstone Rumed Abbey 57 Sees the strong vessel fluctu-

ate, less secure. 1754 Wardunion Whs (1811) X xxxu
370 Wanting those principles human knowledge only
fluctuates in the head, but comes not near the heart. 1793
Words\v. Descr. Sk. Poems (1888) 20/1 The traveller sees
Thy[France's] three-stnped banner fluctuate on the breeze.

1809 Campbell Gert. IVyom. 11 xvi, Wild-cane arch That
fluctuates when the storms of El Doiado sound 1849
Bryant Prairies 13 The surface rolls and fluctuates to
the eye

2

fig (Now chiefly without allusion to the literal

sense

)

a. Of things, conditions, etc. : To vary irregular-

ly, undergo alternating changes in level, position,

form, constituent elements, etc : to be unstable or

unsettled

1655 Fulllh Ch Hist 11 iv § 8 But not successive
[Monarchs] and fixed in a Family, but fluctuating from one
Kuigdome to another 1723 J Atkins Voy Guinea Pref.

(1735) 22 Our Bodies are continually fluctuating and
changing while we live. 1769 Burke Late St Nation
Wks 1842 I 83 Average estimates are never just but when
the object fluctuates 1779 J. Jay 111 Sparks Com Amer.
Rev. (1853} II, 283 The Committee fluctuates, new mem-
bers constantly coming in, and old ones going out 1838
Dickens Nich NicK 1, Mr Nickleby’s income . fluctuated
between sixty and eighty pounds per annum 1866 Crump
Ranking 1 20 Money fluctuates in puce like any other
article 1874 Deutsch’s Rem 343 We see the text [of a
Targum] fluctuating down to the middle of the 2nd cen-
tury.

b Of persons* To pass to and fro, from one
opmion, bentiment, or course of conduct, to anothei

,

to vacillate, waver.
1634 in Row Hist lurk (1842) 378 Iiis Majestie fluctuat-

ing by that occasion hetuix love and feare 1684 T Hockin
God's Decrees 248 Like silly Childien fluctuating in our
opinions. 1793 Burke Com (1844) IV 133 After fluc-

tuating a long time without any system, we have adopted
one that is completely ruinous 1828 Scott F M Perth
v, [His features] fluctuating between shamefacedness and
apprehension of her displeasure

t
1867 Freeman Norm

Coni (1876) I iv 194 Lotharmgia, the border land, ever
fluctuating m its allegiance,

3

trans a To throw into fluctuation
; to un-

settle b. To throw into a wave-like motion.
1788 Mad D'Arblay Diary 28 July, The thought of

guiding their mothei flattered and fluctuated them 1850
Tennyson In Mem xcv, A breeze began to. fluctuate all

the still perfume

Fluctuating (ftoktiw^tiij), ppl a. [f prec.

-I- -ing 2
] That fluctuates

1 Moving as or in waves
,
irregularly rising and

falling

1712 Blackmore Creation 1 44 The fluctuating Fields of
liquid Air, 1763 Falconer 6hifrwr hi (1790) 267 Hills
of fluctuating fire. 1767 Gooch Pi eat Wounds I 353 With
some fluctuating motion of a fluid.

2 Iiregularly varying, unsteady, unsettled,
wavering

1647 Clarendon Hist RJ> 1 § 49 So fluctuating and
unsteady a testimony is the applause of popular councils

a 1679 T Goodwin Just Faith 11 11 viu, Dnven about
with the Whnlpools of a fluctuating Conscience 1720
Wllton Suffei Son 0/God 1

1

x\\i 709 They knew how
Fluctuating the Opinion of the Mobb is 1781 Gibbon
Decl <5 I II 113 The doubtful, fluctuating conduct of
Vetraiiio 1837 Lytton E Maltrav 24 And copied out Ins

poetiy in a small, fluctuating hand 1867 A Barrs Sir C
Bany vu 249 The fluctuating nature of the attendance
absol 1833 Lamb hlia Scr n Pop Eatlocus, Sharp

distinctions of the fluctuating and the permanent.

Fluctuation (fMcliWi^Jan) Also 5 -acion

[ad. (either directly or through In ) L fluctuation-

cm, n. of action f fluctudre : sec Fluctuate v and
-ATiON.] The action of fluctuating.

1 A motion like that of the waves, an alternate

rise and fall Now 1 at e in physical sense

1646 Sir T Brownl Pseud hp vn. xvn. 377 In vame
wee expect a regulai lty in the waves of the Sea its Fluctu-
ations are but motions subservient 1774 Goidsm Nat
Hist. (1776} 1 . 259 This fluctuation of the sea 1847 JL’i nny-
son Princess vi 335 Each base . of those tall columns
diown'd In silken fluctuation 1850 — In Mem exu, And
world wide fluctuation sway’d In vassal tides that follow’d

thought

b Path The undulation of a fluid in any cavity

or tumour of the body.
1620 Vlnnpr Via Recta Introd. 8 They cause fluctua-

tions, and flatuousnesse 111 the body 1640 G Watts tr

Bacon’s Adv. Learn iv 1 183 The fluctuation or pensility

of the Iiowells. 1754-64 Smj.i lii Mtdvnf 1

1

149,

1

plainly

felt a fluctuation of water 1807-26 S Cooplr Inst Lutes
Sttrg (ed 5) 253 The inside of the thigh..presented a kind
of fluctuation i860 m Fowllk Med Voc

2. The action or condition of passing more or

less rapidly and suddenly from one stale to

another; an instance of this; repeated vanation,

vicissitude. In pi. ‘ ups and downs
1609 Bible (Douay) Ps liv. [Iv], 23 [22] He wil not geve

fluctuation to the just for ever, c 1661 Papets on Alter
Praycr-bh 8? The Moderatour of the Universe raised up
such guides as were sufficient, m so great a fluctuation,

1712 Berkeley Pass Obed, § 54 Wks III. 138 In the various
changes and fluctuations ofgovernment. 1753 (title), T ravels

and Adventures of Wm, Hmglield Esq containing as sur-

prizing a Fluctuation of Circumstances, both by bea and
Land, as ever befel one Man 1841 D’Israu.i Amen Lit
{1867) 132 Every modern language has always existed in

fluctuation and change.

b. An alternate rise and fall m amount or
* degree, price or value, temperature, etc.

1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xxu 430 Inconvemency from
fluctuation of temperature and season 1804 Wei lington
in Gurw Desp III 425 The expenses for the lepairs are
liable to fluctuation 1878 Huxlly Phystogr. 22 The height
of the mercurial column is subject to fluctuation.

3. The condition of passing alternately from one
opinion or sentiment to another; an instance of
this

;
vacillation, waveung.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xxv, He was comfortid . . & j>c

douteful fluctuacion cessid 160B D. T. Ess. Pol <y Mor
42 Hee suffered not himselfe to be carried away with any
such humourous fluctuation 1717 L IIowll Desidcrms
(ed 3] gg Subject to no Fluctuations of the Mind 1775
Johnson Tax no Tyr 54 The House of Commons was in
a state of fluctuation 1824 L Murray Eng Gram (td. 5)
I 205 During this inquiry, we should be plunged into
a state of unceitainty and fluctuation 1861 Gro Eliot
SilasM 7 A strange fluctuation between an effort at an
increased manifestation of regard and mvoluntaiy signs of
shrinking and dislike

t Fluctuo’se, a Obs~° [ad. L.flududs-us •

see next and

-

ose.] = Fluctuous b.

17*7 in Bailly vol II

Fluctuous (flz? kti?«s), a Ohs exc.aich. [ad.

i

L. flududsus full of waves f jhtclus wave * see

-ous.] *|* a. Watery (obs ) b Full of, or resembling

waves, lit andfig
1599 A M. tr Gabelltoitcr's Bh Phystche 61/2 An Excel-

lent collyrion for tenebrous and fluctuous Eyes [orig.

fur dnnckele undflitssige Au^cti] 1590 Nashe Lenten
Stuffs Wks (Grosart) V 212 All the feiuue Lerna betwixt
being fluctuous demeans or fee simple 1627-77 Fultham

Resolves 1 xlvm 76 How fluctuous are the salted waves.
1839 Bailey Festns (1854] 133 The base of the world's
fluctuous lore

Hence ITuctuo'sity.
1850 L Hunt Autobiog II. xvn 278 Waves might be

classed We ought to have waves, wavelets, billows, fluc-

luosities, etc
, a maible sea, a sea weltering

+ Fludder (fly Jrar), v Sc. Ohs Also Anther
mtr. ‘To exhibit the appearance of great regard
for any one, to cajole’ (Jam )

C1525 Priests of Peebles (1603) D ij, Than mony folkwd
cum and with me fludder

f FludgS lint. Obs rcue [?cf. Gcr, flugs
ini

,
quick

!]

i6ix Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II 352 What, hee
that sings, Maids in youi smocks, hold open your locks,
fludgs.

Fludy, obs form of Floody.

Flue, flew jA1 Also 4 flowe, 5 flw(e,
6 Aewe. [cf. MDu. vluwe fishing-net (Du floitw
snipe-net), F. flu fine nappe d’un tramail (Boiste
1 840 : not in Litlre), alsoflucq some kind of fishing

apparatus ( 16th. c in Godef ) ;
the mutual relation

of the words is unknown ] A kind of fishing-net

,

a, a drag-net, b. a fixed net. Also flue-net.

1388-9 A eels A bingdonAbbey (Camden) 57, J rete vocatum
wade ct j flowe 1391 R de Ryiiyn ton m Test Ebot I
157 Willo lh oune seivicnli meo j flew, cum warrap et (lot
C1440 Pi amp Pam 168/1 Fhvc, nette tragnm 1464
Mann. <5 I/omJi E ip 509 My master paid to Chelone fore
knyttyngc of a flew, xvj d. 1569 111 W II Tinner Select '

J\ic U xfor d 329 Nor l.iye any llcwe 01 other nett m anv
of Lhe same waters 1611 BiriLr Hal 1 15 They gather
them in thur diagge (matg flue-net] 1630 m Descr
ihantLS (ij'sS) 66 No Fisheiman . shall use or exercise
any Flue, T'nimmcl or hooped Net whatsoever i787
lb st Angling (ui 2)5 Fishing with trammels, or flews in
Match or Apul 1851 Niwland Erne 75 It is generally
caught by a flue, set between the openings of the weeds
1882 Thru in Norway vi 44 Seven boats were out with
a huge flue net

Flue (fi«), shP Also 6 fioow, 7-9 Aew [of
unknown origin

; cf. mod Hem vluwe of same
meaning (Fianck s.v jlmoeel) which, like the Du
jltmccl and med.L fludum velvet, is believed to
be derived from Fi. vclu hairy, downy. But see

Fluff fA1
]

*|* 1. A woolly 01 downy substance; down, nap
Also pi. bits ot down Obs
1589 Fli ming Gcour Pirg. iv. 69 Towels with nap shoine

oflf (’1 he floow 0-1 r ,
• 1 1 e rw for feare to hurt his

hnndcsl 1607 I . 11 >
/ > , ,1 ts (1658) 213 A bed

filled with flew oi wool of Hmes 1743 Loud County
Jhiw 11 (cd. 2) 100 They will be as big as Lice with Rags
01 l1 lews about them i823inCi(Ann Tuhnol Du t

, Flue,
The soft down fiom feathers, and the skins fiotn rabbits, etc

2 csp. The light Ilocculent substance formed by
floating particles of cotton, down, etc.

, fluff

1796 Mrs Glassi Cookery uvii 387 That will gather up
all the flew and dust 1814 Ware in 7 9 an4 Med g
t hiring. Sot 256 'I lie flue that is swept from bcdiooms
1837 Ilowm Rut. Life in 111 (1862) 242 Amid heat and
dust and flue from the union i860 Dickens Uticomrn
/ rav vi. Its old-established flue under its old established
fom-post bedsteads 1886 E II0DDi.1t Earl Shaftesbury
I 111 139 Patched and suffocated by the dust and flue

b. trail f. Any lighllloaling particle Cl Flow
sh 1

c 1825 Bi duols Poems, Tor rismond 1 111, It would not
weigh a flue of inciting snow In my opinion

Flue (lb/), sh •> [of unknown oiigm
lhe exact piimaiy sense is unccitun, assuming that it

meant 'channel, passage’,somehavceompared eailyinod Du
vloigh (lutings of a column (Kiluin), and others would
connect it with I' 1 ow v 01 I' iul v 1 It is possible that Lhe
primary rcfeiencc may be to theJliung(\Ltt Flue 7) -*) of the
sides of the chimney in houses of the 16th c This view
derives some support from sense 5 ]

1 In early use= Ciijmmcy
; subsequently a smoke-

duct 111 a chimney. Hence extended to denote

a channel of various kinds for conveying heal, etc

,

csp. a hot-au passage in a wall, a pipe or tube

for conveying heat to watei m certain kinds of

steam-boilers.

1582 in W H Turner Select Ret Oafoid 424 All flewes
and chymneys made of earth shalbc taken downe 1654
E\< i\n Diary 9 Aug, Y“ chimney flues like so many
smiths forges 1715 Di SACUHERS Eires Imf>r 1a Buildeis
have earned die Hue or I'unnel bending 1757 W
Tiiomi-son A’. N Advoc 33 Another notable lion Inven-
tion, called a Flew, running thiough the Warehouses, fed
with constant lures to keep then dry Stores from being
mouldy, 18x1 A T Thomson Land Disp (1818) 312
Stoves heated by means of flues 1839 R S. Robinson
Naut Steam Eng 115 Each fire place has a flue, orgigantic
pipe, which cuculates fiom end to end of the boiler, making
as many turns as the boiler will hold 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab (1878)4 He had to climb the daik flues rubbing
his poor knees and elbows raw.

U The following passage is usually quoted as the

earliest example of the word, which is supposed to

mean here the spiral cavity of a shell. Butflue is

piob. a misprint forflute
156a Phasr /Eneul \ Ggj b, \Vl ivhelkid shell Whose

wrmckly wreathed line, did fearful shril in seas outyell

f 2. Coal-mining. A sloping trough ior conveying

coal into a leceptacle
,
a shoot. ? Obs

1774 Pennant Tom Scott in 1772, 48 Galleries termi-

nating in flues or luuries, placed sloping over the quay, and
thro' these the coal is discharged into the holds of the ships

3.

Organ-building. The fissure or ‘wind-way’

characteristic of * moulh-pipcs ’ (hence also called

flite-pipes* see 6) as opposed to ‘reed-pipes’.

1879 Hopkins in Glove Diet Mas I 535 All organ-stops

m which the sound is produced by the wind passing through
a fissure,flue, or wind-way belong to the l'lue-work.

4 slang. The Si’OUT in a pawnbroker’s shop

Influe', mpawn. Uptheflue: (a) pawned, (£) dead,

collapsed
1821 Egan Real Life in London I 566 note. Up the spout

or up the flue aie synonimous in their import. 1851 May-
hc\v Loud Labour II 250 I’ve had to leave halfmy stock

in flue with a deputy for a night’s rest

5 dial (See quot ) [Peril a distinct woul ]

1787W Marshall Norfolk (1795) II 379 Flue,
the coping

of a gable or end-wall of a house

0. attnb and Comb, as flue-cleaner, -scraper,

-tile Also flue-boiler (see quot ) ,
flue-bridge,

a wall of fire-biick m a reverberatoiy furnace,

between the hearth and the fine ;
flue-brush, (see

quot ) ;
flue-emder (see quot ) ;

flue-faker slang,

(a) a chimney sweep
;

(h) (see quot i860), flue-

full a
,

full to the flue, brimful
,

flue-pipe, an

organ-pipe with a ‘ flue ’ (see 3 ), a mouth-pipe, as
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opposed to a reed-pipe , flue-plate (see quot.)

;

flue-register, a register m an organ comprising

a series of due-pipes
;
flue-salt (see quot ) ; flue-

stop, an organ stop controlling a flue-register,

flue-work, the flue-stops of an oigan collectively,

as distinguished fiom the reed-stops

1874 Knight Did Mech

,

I. 891/1 *Flue-boiler, a steam-

boiler whose water space is traversed by flues x88x Ray-
mond Mining Gloss , *Flue bridge 1874 Knight Diet.

Meek I 891/1 *Fine-brushy a cylindrical biush of wire or

steel strips used to clean the scale and soot from the inteuor

of a flue 1873 Weale's Did Terms Archil etc (ed 4I,

*piue cinder, the cinder from an iron reheating furnace

1874 KnightDid Mech I 891/1 *Flue-clcaner x8xa J H
Vaux Flash Did., *Flue-faker 1860 Slang Diet (ed. 2),

Fluefakers low sporting characters, who are so termed,

from their chiefly betting on the Great Sweeps 1703'

Thoresby Let to Ray 27 Apr ,
*Flue-full, bum full, flowing

full 1832 Seidel Organ 27 The intonation of the '"'flue-

pipes 1874 Knight Diet Mech. I 891/1 *Flneplate, a plate

into which the ends of the flue are set 185* Seidtl Oigan
27 Kaufraann, of Dresden made experiments with "flue-

registers 1884 Chester Gloss , *Flue salt . the waste salt

formed on the flues where the lumps aie dried 1855
Hopkins & Rimbault Organ xxi xog A "Flue-stop [is] a
similar series of lip pipes 1859 Archaecl Cant II p xh,

A very lemaikable example of a Roman "flue-tile 1876

Hii.es Catech. Organ ix (1878) 57 AH lip-stops belong to the

*Flue-work

Flue (fl«), sb£ Also flew, [of obscure ety-

mology; Sw. has fly in sense 2. It is not ceitain

that senses 1 and 2 are of identical origin ]

+ 1.
* The tip of a deer’s [?] horn’ (Halliwells. v.

Fleiued) Obs
1532-3 [app implied in Flued ppl. a ®]

2 . Naut. The Fluke of an anchor
j
also that of

a harpoon
C1860 H Stuart Seaman's Catech 57 The fish-tackle

is hooked to the inner flue. i88z Nares Seamanship)
(ed 6) 175 Ships which allow of the inner flues being got
inboard

Flue sb ® colloq Short for Influenza,
1839 Southey Lett (1856) IV 574, I have had a pretty

fair snare of the Flue 1893 Mod Let , I’ve a bad attack of
the flu

Flue (ll«), sb 6 Obs exc. dial. Also flew

[app. a corruption offleume, obs. form of Fleam ]
A famer’s lancet, a fleam

1790W Marshall Midi Counties II. 457 Flews, phlemes,
for bleeding cattle, etc 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh
Wmd-bk Flues, farriers' lancets.

Flue, flew (flw), a 1 Obs exc. dial Also 6
flewe [of obscure origin; possibly related to

Flow v
;
cf the relation of Fleet a. (= shallow)

to Fleet v ]

1. Shallow.
1x440 Promp Parv 167/x Flew, or scholde, as vessell,

bassus 155a Huloet, Flewe or not deape, but as one may
wade, bieuia. 1651 H More Enlhus Triumph (1656)

171, 1 hope you do not think, that I meant your skull was
so flue and shallow that [etc] Ibid. 318. 01825 Forby
Voc E Anglia, Flue, shallow

2 . =Flan a (See quots
,
and Flue v -,)

1676 H. More Remarks 142 And the like experiment he
makes of a heated Beer-glass with a more flew mouth
x88x Leicester Gloss

,
Flew, open, wide, expanded 1 Your

bonnet is too flew
1

, ‘a flew dish’, le one with wide
spreading sides

Flue, flew a 2 Obs. exc. dial [of un-
certain origin

; it corresponds in sense to OF flo,

flou (whence mod F.flou in a specific sense relating

to painting) and to Du flauw, LG.,modHG jlau
,

but the mutual relation of the words is disputed.

See also Fluey, a
The initial./instead of v in Du word is usually an indica-

tion of foreign ougin (exc m the case of onomatopoeias)

;

hence Kluge and I'ranck regardflauw as adopted, like the
Eng word, from Fr , the ultimate source being OTeut.
*hllwo- (Ger. Ian, Eng Lew) lukewarm. This is not very
satisfactory. If Du flauw were a native word, it might
correspond to an OE *Jleowe {

—

*Jlawjo-) 1 elated to
OHG flerwen to rinse, wash

, for the sense cf washy,]

Weak, tender, sickly, delicate
1615-16 W. Browne Brit Past,m 1 Wks (Hazhtt)II 149
She is flewe, and never will be fatter 1679 Loud Gaz No
1416/4 A flew Horse, and a star very remarkable in his fore-
head. 1736 Pegge Kenttctsms (EDS), Flue, tender,
weak ; of a horse or person 1836 Cooper Provincialisms
Sussex s. v ,

‘ That horse is very flue ' 1889 in Hurst Hors-
ham Sussex Gloss, s v

,

1 My Fanny is ill again, pool dear,
she is so flue

’

t Flue, v 1 Obs rare [ad. OF.flue-r, L flu-ire
to flow ] tntr. To flow. Of parchment To allow
the ink to ‘ run \
71483 Caxton Vocab 22 b, Josse the parchemyn maker

Solde me a skyn of paichemyn That all fluede [Fr, qui
toutfind] 1483 Cath A tigl, 136/2 To Flue,fuere.
Flue (fl«), vf [App, f. Flue aO (sense 2) Cf.

Flan v. f Flan a.] tntr. To expand
;
to splay

Hence Hiring vbl sb,
f
the divergent lines of a

splayed opening; Pined, Plrrimg ppl a,

*778 .
W, Pain Carpenters Repos Plate 51 A circular

Soffit in a circular Wall, which is Hewing on the Jambs
Ibid , Draw the Flewmg of the Jambs c d and e. f to meet
at the Point a. Ibid

,

Figure A is a circular Soffit on
flewmg Jambs. 1853 Archil Publ Soc. Did

,
Fined, this

word is applied instead of Splayed to a circular or semi-
circular splayed opening 1893 S. E. Wore. Gloss , Fltwed
(of a hoop) to be made larger on one side than on the other
so that it may fit the taper shape of a cask.

Flue, obs pa t. of Fly vO
Flued, ppl a.1 [f Flue sb 3 + -ed 2

] Having
a flue or duct. Only 111 comb , as double-fitted adj
1895 Daily News 9 Jan 10/2 Wanted Two Lancashire

Double-flued Boileis

Flued, ppl a 2 [f. Flue sb 4 + -ed 2
]

1 1 Of a horn : Tipped. Obs.
I53a-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c 13 It shall be lefull for him

to weare a home tipped or flewed with siluer.

2 Of an anchoi, etc. Having a flue; fluked,

barbed Only in comb
, as one-fitted, two-fluedy adjs

Flue’-hammer. [f. Flue v 2
] A hammer

used in flaring one edge of an iron hoop to make it

fit the bulge of the cask

1874 in Knight Did Medi I 891/1.

t Fluellin, ( fl«

1

e lin) Obs. Also 6 fluellyn (g,
6-7 fLuellen [corruption of the Welsh name,
llysiau Llewelyn, lit * Llewelyn’s herbs ’. Cf. the

proper name Fluellen
(
= Llewelyn) m Shales ]

1 A name given to several species of Veronica
or Speedwell, esp V. officinalis

1548 Turner Names ofHerbs (ED S ) 88 Veronica .

.

is called in enghshe Fluellyng 1597 Gerarde Herbal it

cxcvii (1633) 629 In welch it is called Fluellen. 1646 Sir
T Browne Pseud Ep. n vi 101 Betonica Pauli, or Pauls
Betony. or Fluellen 1756 Watson in Phil. 'Irans XLIX
807 Male Speedwell, or Fluellin, or True Paul’s Betony
2. Misapplied to Ltnarta elatme and L spuna
X756 SirJ Hill Brit Herbal 1 13 Fluellin Elatme. The

flower is small ; it consists of a single petal 1816-20 Green
Untv. Herbal I xo8 Antirrhinum Elatme,

Sharp-pointed
Toad-flax, or Fluellin Antirrhinum Spnrtum, Round-
leaved Toad-flax or Fluellin x866 m Treas Hot

,

Fluellite (fl« elait). Mm. [badly f. Fluorine
after wavelhte ] A rare fluoride of aluminium,
found m minute white crystals.

1824 Ann Phil. VIII 243 He [Wollaston] is of opinion
that these crystals belong to a distinct species [1 e distinct

from wavellite], for which he proposes the name of Fluellite

1864 Watts Did Chem II. 66g

t Flu’enoe. Obs [a F fluence, ad L fltienha,

f.fluentem : see Fluent ]
1. A flowing, a stream.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xv1 324 That he first did cleanse
With sulphur, then with fluences of sweetest water rense

2. = Fluency 2
, 3.

1607 Heywood Fayt e Mayde Each Wks 1874 II. 56 The
natural! fluence of myowne wit 1691 Wood Ath Oxon
II 547 He was esteemed a person of a ready fluence in

discourse

Fluency (fl« ensi). [ad. 'L.fluentia . see prec.

and -enoyJ The quality or state of flowing or

being fluent

+ 1 Affluence, copiousness, abundance Obs.

a 1623 Massinger Bondman 11. 111, Thou, Gracculo,

Hast fluency of courage 1638 G Sandys Paraphr fob
xn 16 Those who grow old in fluency and ease. 1657
Hawke Killing is M 20 Fluency in teares 1658 Osborn
fas / Wks (1673) 511 The Indies themselves would in time

want fluency to feed so immense a piodigahty 1726 Brad-
ley Gardening App 23 This last operation [graffing] may
be done when the sap is m its highest Fluencies

2 a A smooth and easy flow, readiness, smooth-

ness
; esp. with regard to speech. To. Absence of

rigidity, ease

1636 Massinger Gt. Dk Florence v h, You are pleased to

show, sir, The fluency of your language X727 Pope 1h
Var.Subj in Swrft's Wks (1755) II 1. 227 Ine common
fluency ofspeech in many men. 1849 Lytton Caxtons 1 v,

I had learned to write with some fluency 185a Ld Cocicbuhn

Jeffrey I 363 All his fluency of thought X878 J W. Ebs-
worth m Braithwait's Strappado Introd 27 The genuine
sweetness and musical fluency of his best lyrics.

3 Readiness of utterance, flow of words
1654 Evllyn Diary 31 Aug,, Dr. Collins, so celebrated

for his fluency in the Latin tongue. 1814 D’Isralli

Quarrels Aiith (1867)364 He indulged his satirical fluency

on the scientific collectors. 1834 Macaulay Pitt Ess (1854)

293/1 The fluency and the personal advantages of the

young orator.

Fluent (fl« ent), a, and sb. Also 6-7 fluant.

[ad. L fluent-em, pr. pple. offtuln. to flow,]

A. adj.

1. That flows, flowing.

1607 Torsell Four-f Beasts 304 Whatsoeuer [water] is

moueably fluent, is lesse subiect to poyson then that which
standeth still. X684 ti , Bond's Merc Comptt vm. 272 Liga-

tures seem to impell the fluent bloud 1719 D’Urffy
Pills{1872) III 97 Into a fluent stream she leapt 1854 fml
R Agnc Soc XV 11 4x3 Streams which are permanent
or fluent all the year 1893 Harper's Mag, LXXXVI
815/2 The metal came fluent from the crucible.

Tb. transf andfig ;
esp of things compared to

a stream or to the tide.

1642 H More Song ofSoul 11. 11 m. xxvi, Things that be

fluent, As flitting time, by her be straight retent Unto one

point. 1649 G Daniel Trmarch,. Hen. V, ccxxvm, Yet

Crouded Strength stifles the fluent Course Ofmany Glories.

1729 Savage Wanderer 111 6 The sloping Sun To Ocean’s

Verge, his fluent Course has run. 1842 De Quincey Cicero

Wks VI. 227 The fluent intercourse with this island 1854

JSC Abbott Napoleon {1855) H xxvii S02 Masses

of cavalry, in fluent and refluent surges, trampled into the

bloody mire the dying and the dead.

f c. Flowing readily as a consequence or in-

ference Obs.

1619 w. Sclater Expos, i These. 244 In ancient Diuimtie

the inference was fluent Ibid. 567 See if from the fact of

God, mentioned by the Apostle, it runnes not as fluent.

2 Having the property or capacity of flowing

easily ; ready to flow ; fluid, liquid. Of a painter •

Producing a fluid or liquid effect.

x6ox R Johnson Kingd tj- Commit) (1611) 5 The people
of the South haue their bloud thinne and fluent 0x026
Bacon Phystol Rem Wks 1857 III. 814 When it is

not malleable, but yet is not fluent, but stupified.

x686 W Harris tr Lemery's Course Chym 11 xiii. (ed. 3)
523 This fermentation subtilizes . the viscous parts
tut ns Uie/n into a thin fluent liquid. 1822 Examiner
347/2 Backhuysen is often heavy in ins shadows, but admir-
ably fluent m the representation of water and au. 1844
Mrs Browning Dtama of Exile Poems 1850 I 77 The
broad, fluent strata of pure air X877 Dixon Diana, Lady
Lyle I. 111. in 190 A fairy pool of water lies, fluent and
opalesque, under an amber slab

b. fig. and of non-material things . Fluid, liable

to change
, not stable, fixed, or rigid.

1648 W Mountague Devout Ess vi § 2 57 While the
matter of worldly goods remaineth fluent and transitory.

x6gx Ray Creation 33 Motion being a fluent thing 18x4
IVordsw Excursion iv 733 His quick hand bestowed On
fluent operations a fixed shape 1851 Helps Comp Sold
x x88 The general body of opinion is very fluent 187a
M Collins Iwo Plungesfor Pearl I 196 English society
is curiously fluent

3 transf, a Of hair : Growing m abundant
quantity and falling m graceful curves

;
flowing

1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts 566 Any one whose haires
are too fluent and abundant 1866 G Meredith Vittorta

1, A fluent black moustache ran with the curve of the upper
lip 1872 Tennyson Gareth 3 Lynctte 454 Broad brows
and fair, a fluent hair and fine

b Moving easily or gracefully
,
not stiff or rigid

x86g Blackmore Lama D x, I nevei had dreamed of
such delicate motion, fluent and graceful,

f 4. Flowing freely or abundantly. Also, abound-
ing in. Obs
1590 Greene Orl Fur Wks (Rtldg ) 98/x Those fluent

springs ofyour lamenting tears x6xx Speed Hist Gt Brit
vii xu. § 10 222 Destitute of vertue and fluent m vice

1639 Daniel Ecchts xhu 53 A Cloud, swolne w«> a fluent

raine <1x682 J Coliins Making of Salt in Eng. 2 At
Namptwich they have one Pit withm the Town, and two
without, sufficient to serve the Fornth part of the Nation,
the Bryne being so fluent

b. Giving freely, generous. Obs exc dial

1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett (Grosart
)
6/1 A tonne

bound .through the fluent bounty of a Father's loue 1639
Saltmahshd Policy 237 If you bee fluent in one kinde, bee
sparing m another 1887 6 . Cliesh. Gloss,, Fluent, liberal

as ' fluent 1' gmn

'

5. Of speech, style, etc : Flowing easily and
readily from the tongue or pen.
1625 Bacon Ess , Youth <5- Age (Arb ) 263 Such as is

a fluent and Luxuriant Speech 1660 Wood Life (Oxf
Hist. Soc.) I. 360 Their fluent praying and preaching

1670-1 Narborough fml in Acc. Sev Late Voy 1 (1711)

70 Their Language is much in the Throat, and not very
fluent, but uttered with good deliberation 1728 Pope
Dune ni, 197 How fluent nonsense trickles from his tongue 1

1828 D’Israeli Chas. /, I 11 21 T he pain which conversation
occasions him whose speech is not fluent x866 Geo Eliot
F. Holt (1868) 63 A soft voice with a clear fluent utterance.

b Ofa speaker, etc . Ready in the use ofwoids,

able to express oneself readily and easily in speech

or writing

1589 Warner Alb Eng v. xxvii 119 Rhetoncall I am not
with a fluant tongue to ster. 1610 Heywood Gold Ago r 1

Wks (1874)111 5 Fluent Mercury Speakes frommy tongue

1737 Pope Hot Epist n 1 279 Fluent Shakespear scarce

effac’d a line 1784 Cowper Task iv 10 His fluent quill

183a Ht Martineau Ireland i. 6 Fluent story-tellers,

1882 Farrar m Contemp. Rev 807 As a speaker Dean
Stanley was by no means fluent

6 Math. In thedoctrme offlnxions : Continuously

increasing or decreasingby an infinitesimal quantity.

X734 Berkeley Analyst § 45 Wks 1871 III 287 Each
foregoing is a fluent quantity having the following one for

its fluxion. 2807 Hutton Course Math II 276 Suppose
the right line inn to move continually paiallel to itself rso

as to generate the fluent or flowing rectangle abqp
transf 1844 Gladstone Glean (1874) V. 11 83 The

Church, might be eliminated like a constant quantity from
among those fluent materialswithwhich historyis conversant,

B. sb

+1. A stream, a current of water. Obs.

[In the first two quots strictly a distinct word ad L
finuit-um ]

1598 Yong Diana 308 The fertill fields, which the great

riuer Duerus with his cnstalline fluents doth water 1616

Chapman Homer's Hymn to Venus 378 At the fluents of

the Ocean Nere Earths extreame bounds 1705 J Philips

Blenheim 239 Their hands, that sed’lous strive To cut the

outrageous fluent.

2. Math, The variable quantitym fluxions which

is continually increasing or decreasing
1706 W, Jones Syn Palmar, Maiheseos 226 Hence the

Celerity of the Motion is called Fluxion, and the Quantity
generated Fluent *8xg G. Peacock View Flux tonal Cal-

culus 23 Where the fluent or integral is expressed by an
algebraic function. 1878W K Clifford Dynamic 11. 62

3 nonce-use Something fluent or liable to

change
1836 Coleridge Lit Rem II 309 The guardian, as a

fluent, is less than the permanent which he is to guard He
is the temporary and mutable mean

t Flue'ntial, a. Malh Obs. [f prec +-(i)al

Cf. exponential J Of or pertaining to fluents

1784 Waringm Phil 'Irons LXXIV 401 Whose sum p
is either an algebraical, exponential, or fluential fluxion ofx
1807 Hutton Course Math II 302 Being written for c In

the general fluential equation.



FLUENTLY. 358 FLUIDIC.

Fluently (fl/Zentli), adv [f Fluent a +

-ly ^ J In a fluent manner
,

esp with easy and

leady flow of words.
1613Tourneur P Henry 147 His aptnesse fluentlyappeaifs

In ev'riesouldier’s grief 1621W Sllailr Tythcs (1623) 169

Conclusions fluently deduced there fiorn 1648W Mount a
am. Devout Ess xi §2 133 When this humour of Mcdisance
spnngeth m the head of the company, it ruunes fluently into

the lesse noble parts at661 Fuli lr Worthies (1840) III.

205 He fluently could speak many modern tongues. J732

Burkli.iy Alciphr 1 § 2 Perceiving that Euplnanor lieai tl

him with respect, he proceeded very fluently. 1839 Pi asct s

Mag XX. 668 She [a ship] swims along calmly and fluently

1874 GmxM Short Hist vi §4 304 Elizabeth spoke Ficncli

and Italian as fluently as English *875 Jowett Plato
(ed 2) III 22X Thrasymachus made all these admissions,

not fluently but with extreme reluctance

tFIu*entuess. Ohs. rare, [f as ptec. + -ness.]

The quality of being; fluent
;

fluency.

1652 Cottlri i.l Cassandra 1 v (1676) 469 The usual

fluentnesse of his exptession 1654 W. Mquntaguj Devout
Ess v § 3 96 Ihe fluentness and consistencte of time
has not this inconvenience, to deny us the taking a dimension
of it 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey) 1721 in Bailey

Fluey (il/7i)s a 1 Ohs exc. dial [prob. f. Flue
a 2 (which however is later m our quots ) + -v 1

]
=

Flue a 2

*SSz Raynalde Birth ManJ.yndc 1 vnt 13 a, The sede
and sparine [of women is] weake, fluy, cold, and moyste,
and of no greate fyrmylie 1876 Bin uv Pi ovinctalisms

(EDS), Fluey, of a weak delicate constitution . I have
never heatd the word applied except to animals

Fluey (fl/7 1), «.2 [f. Flue sb 2 + -y 1
J Covered

with flue

1861 Dicki ns Gt Expect xxn, I went upon 'Change, and
I saw fluey men sitting thei e undei the bills about shipping
1862 — Somebody's Luggage 4/2, I had the Luggage out
within a day 01 two It was all veiy dusty and fluey

Fluff (fltff), sb t [app connected with Flue
sb 2

,
peih. an onomatopoeic modification of that

woid, imitating the action of puffing awaysome light

substance; cf. Fluff sb 2 and v 2 An OE *flug,

Jhih, f. loot ofFly v would, however, if it existed,

account for both words 5
cf. LG. plug, Jlog flue.

Not m Johnson or Todd.]
1 . Light, feathery, fiocculent stuff, such as the

downy particles that separate ftom chessed wool
1790 Grose Prov Gloss (ed 2), Fluff, down The fluff

of a peach Kent *818 J. JBrown Psyche 171 Some fluff

upon his cousin’s cape a 1825 Fouhy Voc. E Anglia,
Bluff, any light, flying, downy, gossamer-like stuff 1880
Howi lls Undtsc. Country a 11 173 A little fluff under the
bed or a spot on the floor would have been a comfort to
her

b. The soft fur of a rabbit or other animal
1883 F C. Gould in Leisui e Hour 613/2 They sneaked

back with rabbits’ fluff in their jaws

C. ?Soft feathery material foi dress

1875 Tennyson Q Mary 1. iv, If this Prince of fluff and
feather come To woo you
2 . a. A soft, downy mass or bunch.
186a Mrs Caiua le Lett (1883) III. 127 Larks come with

feathers all in a fluff *885 E Garrett A t any Cost xv
277 A youngwoman with a fluff of golden hair about hei

face 1891 T. Hardy Teas II 27 All this fluff of muslin
about you,

b. Something downy and feathery.

1870 Lowell Study Wiud (1886)46 Tiny fluffs of feathered
life 188B T Gray m Encycl Brit XXIII 129 Sometimes
lie [Edison] used what he describes as a fluff, that is, a little

biush of silk fibre

3. slang a. On railways (see quots ) ;
b Theatr.

‘ “Lines” half learned and imperfectly delivered’

(Farmer).
1874 Slang Did , Fluff, railway ticket cleiks’ slang for

short change given by them. The profits thus accruing are
called ‘fluffings’, and the practice is known as 'fluffing*

1890 Star 27 Jan 2/4 Many porters on this line are but
getting 15s. per week, and with regard to ‘

tips 01 ,
as we

say ‘ fluff*—well [etc.]. 189* World 3 June 28/1 Even as
seen through a veil of ‘fluff*, the burlesque is irresistibly

amusing

Fluff (1M), sb 2 Sc and north, dial, [see Fluff
o.2] A puff

;
a quick, short blast, a whiff

;
a slight

explosion, hi. andfig,
1819 Rennie St Patrick III, i 31 I’m sure an ye warna

a fish or something war, ye could never a1 keepit ae fluff o’

breath in the body o' ye in aneatli the loch, 1871 C Gibbon
Lack ofGold x, You’ll see how cozily we’ll blaze together
to a white ash, and go offat the same minute with a fluff of
affection Ibid xviu, The nuts leapt off with a * fluff*.

b. Comb, as fluff-gib, a squib, ‘explosion of

gunpowder * (Jam.).
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxi, "Wi* fighting, and flashes, and

fluff-gibs

Fluff (flof), v 1 [f Fluff sb i]

1. t) ans. Leather-manuf. (See quot ) Cf Buff v.

1882 Paton in Encycl Brit, XIV. 387/1 The flesh side is

whitened or fluffed

2. To make into fluff, pick into oakum.
xSg2 Pall Mall G. 14 Mar. 2/s Looking up from the rope

I was fluffing

3 . To shake out or up into a soft mass like fluff.

Also refl. (of a bird) : To shake or puff out its

feathers

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 137 The
1 Johnny Crows

'

. . fluff and plume and dust themselves without cessation.

1885 O T Miller in Harper's Mag Mar 599 He [a bird]

fluffs himself out into a ball 1887 PoorNellie (1888) 265 The

young ladies showed off the silky satins then fluffed them
up into a kind of pyramid *893 S Grand Heavenly
twins (1894) 279 She fluffed her hair out till her head
seemed pieposteiously huge
4 mtr a To move 01 float softly like fluff, b.

To settle down like a ball or mass of fluff.

1872 O W Holmls Poet Breakft m (1885) 60 She
gave the music-stool a twirl or two and fluffed down on to it

like a whirl of soapsuds in a hand-basiu 1888 W C
Russell Death Ship III zzi 'fwas a fog fluffing thick

and soft as feathers about the ship

5 Slang a Fluff it

l

(sec quot. 1859) b. (of

lailway booking-clerks) To give short change c

To disconcert, ‘floor’ (a public speaker); (cf

Fluff v 2 j a) d. ( Theatr ) To blunder one’s

pait.

1839 Slang Did., Fluff it, a term of disapprobation

implying ‘take it away, I don't want it’ 1884 G Moori
Mummeds Wife x\ 28G M01 timer was chunk, did not
know Ins woids, and went * fluffing ’ all over the shop

Fluff (fist>n, v 2 Sc [belongs to Bluff sb 2
,

of onomatopajic ongin ]
1 a trans To knock out of breath

;
to cause to

pant Only 111 pass b inti To puff, pant, c

To make a fuss

1790 SiiniRLi s Poems 21 But yet, nac ferly gin I’m fluff'd

1813 Hocc. Queen's Wake 72 We bonL the bruste of the

buistmg swale, Oi iluffit 1’ the flotyng fiu.ni 1889 Mrs
Lynn Linton ’I hro' the Long Nifiit i it 1 310 She had
often fluffed and fumed to Anne over that provision of her

fiilher’s will

2 turns. To make (gunpowdet) ignite and go
off. Also toflujfiin thepan Cf. Flash v 5 c

1823 Jameson, To fuff fiowdci, to burn gunpowdei

,

to make it fly off, S 1835 Oc.it vir Suppl , Bluffed t‘ the

pan, burned piimmg without firing the barrel of the gun or

pistol [Scotch]

Flu'ffmess. [f Fluffy a. + -nebs ] The
quality of being fluffy, 111 vatious senses

i860 Dicklns Uncomm Trav vi, An air of mingled
flulfincss and heeltaps 1879 Sat a Pans heiself again
(18S0) II x 145 1 he old beaver hat, remarkable for its

fluffiness of texture 1886 Fun 4 Aug 44/2 A clerical-

looking young man, chaiged with fluffiness in a public

conveyance, said he was sober as a judge when taken into

custody 1893 Farmer Slang, Plnffimss 2 (theatrical), the

trick, or habit, of foigetting words.

Fluffing (fl» fig), vbl. sb [f Fluff v 1 + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Fluff; attrib. m fluffing

machine, wheel (see Fluff v 1 1).

*885 C. T Davis Mannf Leather 450 Leather Fluffing

and Grounding Machines. *886 Harris lechn Did Rue
Insurance, Fluffing Wheels fine skins have all roughnesses
1 emoved by being stretched against fine emery-cloth wheels,

revolving at a lugh speed

Fluffy (flyfi), a [f Fluff sb.^ + -y t
]

1 Consisting of or resembling fluff; of soft,

downy texture.

*825 Jamieson, Fluffy, applied to any powdery substance
that can be easily putm motion or blown away , as to ashes,

hair-powder, meal, &.C i860 Thackeray Lovel u, A great
hulking Bluecoat boy, with fluffy whiskers 1863 Miss
Buaddon Eleanor's Vid I. v. 106 The fluffy worsted
cuitams were drawn 1887 R N Carly Uncle Max vm
103 [She] buried her face in a very fluffy little muff

b. Of timber
.
(see quot ).

*888 Lockwood's Did Mech Engin
,
Timbei is said to be

fluffy when the sawdust is stringy, and moist and gieasy
instead of gi anular and shai p.

2 . Of persons: Covered with fluff. Of plants

and animals. Covered with down, soft halts,

feathers, or fur
;
downy.

1848 Dicklns Dombey hx, Fluffy and snuffy strangers

1856 F E Paget Owlet Owlst

,

no, That dreary-looking

man, with a fluffy effect about his head, as though it were
spunkled with the contents of a pillow 1862 H Marryat
rearm Sweden I 73 The road-side bright with the fluffy

blue anemone 1863 Fr A Kemble Resid in Georgia 259
These poor little fluffy things [rabbits] 1879 Hlsba
Stretton Needle's Eye I. 143 The fluffy yellow chickens

3 Slang a. Drunk and incapable (see quot

1886 s v. Fluffiness). b. Theatr Liable to

foiget one’s ‘lines’.

1885 Refeice 26 July 3/2 One or two otheis were what
actors call fluffy in their lines 1893 Pall Mall G 17 Jan
7/2 Aftei the chorus is perfect, the principals are ‘fluffy’,

especially when the piincipals are fashionable amateurs

4

.

quasi-j£. A fluffy animal.
*88g Daily News 23 Oct. 7/1 Strictly smooth hatred

cieatures are at a disadvantage among the fiuffies.

Flugelman, Fluglit : see Fugleman, Flucht
Fluht, obs. foim of Flight.

tFlu’ible, a. Obs. [ad L. type *flmbil-is, f.

flub e to flow ] Capable of flowing, fluid.

*576 T Newton tr Lemme's Touchstone \ tv 26 b, Seede
..is moyste, fluible and hquide *605 Timmk Qnersit 1

xv 70 The spiritual and fluible parts [of the body]. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage v xm 310 The sea being a liquid

fluible bodie 1683 Pettus FlataMin 1. 11 xxxvu 199 This
Fluss or fluible Composition maketh the scoria’s deft

Fluid (fl« Id), a. and sb. Also 7 fluids [a Fr.

fluide, ad. ’L.flwd-us, f.fluttre to flow
,
see -id ]

A. adj

1 . Having the property of flowing ;
consisting of

particles that move freely among themselves, so as

to give way before the slightest pressure. (A
general term including both gaseous and liquid

substances.)

1603 Hoiland Plutarch's Mo> 1361 To presse together
that winch of the oivne natme is fluid and runneth out
1638 Wilkins Neu> World 1 xu (1640) 17S 'ihe appearance
of tile milky way dos not arise from some fluider parts of
the heaven (as he supposes) *667 Milton P L vi "40
Spirits Cannot mot tal wound Receive, no more then can
the fluid an 1711 Popl 1emp Iuime 447 1 hro’ undulating
air the sounds .11 e sent, And spread o’er ail the fluid element
1756 C Lucas Ess IPaters III 315 'J he salt fuses readily
and iitns vciy fluid 1843 Darwin Voy Nat xxi (t8sa)
493 Masses of lata have been shot thiough the air whilst
fluid,

b. flg. and of non-physical things : Flowing or
moving readily; not solid or ligid, not fixed. Him,
or stable.

1642 H More Song ofSoul 1 11 iv, So fluid chance is set
its certain bound 1672 Cavl Prim Chr 11 u (1673) 31
The fluid and transitory condition of man’s life 1719
Di For Ctusoe II 1 290 The French, whose Temper is

allowed to be more volatile and their Spirits more fluid
than 111 other Nations 1873 M Arnold Lit $ Dogma
(1876) p \v, The language of the Bible is fluid, passing, and
hteiaiy, not rigid, fixed, and scientific *885 Academy
6 June 400/1 A time when the Evangelical tradition was
still fluid

2 Of speech, clc : Flow lug easily and cleat ly

|
Of a speaker • Fluent
*6g* Wood Ath 0.x on. (18x5) II 219 He [Edmund

Bunney] was the most fluid preacher 111 the leign of
qti Eh/ ibeth, foi he seldom 01 never studied for what he was
to deliver, but would preach and piay extompoie f 1789
Gibbon Mem Misc Wks 1796 I 159 Monsignor Stonor
discovers much venom ill the Jinut and nervous style of
Gibbon.

B. sb.

1. A substance whose particles move freely among
themselves so as to give way before the slightest

pressure
Fluids aic divided into liquids, which are incompletely

elastic, and gases, which me completely so

*66x Boml Spring of Air 1 iv (1682) 10 The air being
a fluid a 1721 Klill Maitpci tins' ihss 111 (1734) 19
Descartes to account for the Revolutions of the Phnets
mound the Sun, supposes them nnerged in a Fluid, winch
[etc ] 1807 Alcd frnl XVII 275 Fiom the fiist he
swallowed fluids with difficulty *813 Sir H Davy Ague.
Chttn 1 (1811) 13 Mr Cavendish made the grand discovery
that it [water] was composed of two elastic fluids orrises
1882 Minch in Unipl. Kincmat. vi heading. Kinematics of
Fluids

b. spec. Any liquid constituent or secretion of

the body (or of a plant)

1704 F Fui 1 er Med Gymil Pief , Modciate exeinse will

ennch the I* luids *732 AriiutiinotR itlcs ofDid 259 'I hey
. act strongly both on the Fluids and Solids *804 Knight
m Phil 'Jrans 186 Gravitation will act on the fluid

descending from the leaves 1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat

3 1 he fluids constitute the greater part of the organs 1844
Hohlyn Did Med

,
Fluid ofCotunuins, a thin gelatinous

fluid, found in the bony cavities of the labyrinth of the ear

1878 L P Mluldith Teeth 49 1 hey decay on account of the

bad condition of the fluids of the mouth
2 One of several subtle, imponderable, all-per-

vading substances,whose existence has been assumed

to account for the phenomena of heat, magnetism,

and electricity

1750 Franklin Lett. Wks 1840 V. 246 The particles of

the electrical fluid *832 Nat Philos ,
Magnetism iv § 132

36 (Useful Knowl. Soc ) The supposition, that Us phenomena
are occasioned by the agency of two magnetic fluids,

lesidmg in the pat tides of iron They have been de-

nominated respectively the Austral and Boreal fluids 1881

Maxwell Llcdt t^-Magn I 39 In most expositions of this

theory the two electricities aie called ‘Fluids'.

3. Comb as fluid-containing adj ;
also fluid

eompass, lens (see quots.)

1753 N. Torriano Non-Natinah 50 The Fluid containing

Vessels 1867 Smytii Satloi's Wotd-bl ,
Fluid compass,

that m whu.fi the caid revolves m its bowl floated by
alcohol 1874 Knight Did Mech I 891/1 Flutd-lens, one

in which a liquid is imprisoned between circular glass disks

of the required curvatures.

Fluid, obs Sc form of Flood.

Fluidal ( fl ft iclal), a Ceot. [f. Fluid sb. + -al.]

Of oi resembling a fluid
:
(see quots ).

1879 Dana Man Geol (ed 3) 63 Igneous rocks sometimes
exhibit under the micioscope a fluidal texture, that is, the

mateual .shows wavy lines or bands, which are evidence of

a foimer fluid state, and of movement or flowing when m
that state 1893 Geikil Geol (cd s) xoo Stieaked [structure]

conspicuously shown by the hues of flow in vitreous

rocks (flow-structure, fluxion-structure, fluidal-structure)

Fluidic (fhqi'dik), a. [f. as prec -I- -io. Cf.

F fluidique (sense 2 ) ]

1. Of the nature of a fluid.

1883 Winchell World life it. u. § 6 242 The older

fluidic condition impresses more important results on the

Jife-history of satellites

2. Spiritualism, Of or belonging to a supposed

supersensible ‘ double * (of ‘ flmd ’ or ethereal con-

sistence) possessed by every being.

1877 Blavatsky Isis Unveiled I 1. 12 The Astral Soul, or

the inner, fluidic body *882 Mabei Collins Cobwebs II.

179 The fluidic atmosphere which passes from one human
being to another, 1887 H S Olcott tr A D’Assier s

Postil. Humanity iv 103 Besides its exterior and organic

foim, the human body possesses an mtenor and fluidic

form, moulded after the former

So Flui diform a. \fi.fluidifoi me ]
*887 H S Olcott tr A D'Assiefs Posth Humanity 11

68 The existence of a plexus of fluidiform capillanes con-

necting the phantom with the body fiom which it emanates.
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Fluidify difoi\ v. [f. as prec + -(i)fy
]

traits To make fluid

1831-9 Darwin in Man Set Enq. 283 Granite rocks which

have been fluidified 1859 Todd Cycl Anat, V 280/2 Tins

fluid condense^, fluidifies the respiratory gases in transitu

Hence Flui dlfled ppl a
,
also XTuid.ifl.ca tion,

the action of making fluid
;
Flui differ, an agent

that fluidifies

1837 S Smith Philos. Health II x 161 It needs no

appaiatus for the fluidification of its food 1843 Darwin
Geol Observ n xiv (1876) 500 The fluidified granite, 1876

Bartholow Mat Med ( 1879) 235 The alvine dejections

consist at first of fluidified faeces 1876 Garrod 'heat
Gout (ed 3) 407 Bicaibonate of soda causes a species of

solution of the blood, and hence medicines of this class

have been called fluidifiers

Fltridism (fb7 ldiz’m). [f as prec. + -ism ]

1 The theory which refers all diseases to the state

of the fluids in the body
1833-8 Todd Cycl Anat I 416/1 The less shall we feel

inclined to admit the exclusive claims either of fluidism or

solidism i860 Worclsier, Fluidism, the doctrine of those

who lefei all diseases to alteiationsof the fluids of the body

2 Spiritualism The hypothesis of the existence

of supersensible * fluidic’ bodies (see Fluidic 2)

So Flu ldist [see -1ST], one who supports the

hypothesis of fluidism (in either sense).

1888 Amo yritl. Psychol I 500 All such facts favor the

fluidists

Fluidity (fbquditi). [f Fluid a + -ity Cf

F fluiditi '

]

1 The quality or condition of being fluid

*6osTimmc Quersit 1 iv Db, Sulphui with his humidity,
softnesse, and fluidity or passablenet. 1667 Phil '1 runs.

II 491 A too gieat fluidity of the bloud. may cause death.

1744 Bericeli v Sit is § 60 Being good against too great

fluidity as a balsamic 1827 Faraday Client Mauip xv

359 The cement should be heated to fluidity, 1838 Gri-cner
Gunnery 261 The immense resistance which the fluidity of

the air offered to projectiles 1869 Phillips Vesuv iv 107

A stream of lava of remaikable fluidity

b fig and of non-physical things

1824 Galt Rothelan II iv. 111. 116 If Ralph Hanslap had
any fluidity of mind 1873 Coutc-mp Rev XXII 794 The
remarkable diffusion and fluidity of these distinctively

Semitic names of God 1886 Mrs Lynn Linton Paston
Carewin, He ridiculed the fossilization of Toryism equally

with the fluidity of Radicalism x8g2 Speaker $ Sept 294/2
The fluidity and informality of the Chuich’s prime.

2 Of speech, literary composition, etc • The
quality of flowing easily and clearly

1603 Florio Montaigne 1, xxxvi 113 First a blithe and
ingenious fluiditie [F flmditi], then a quaint-wittie and
loftie conceit 1822 New Monthly Mag VI 441 Singing
with sweetness and fluidity 1880 Swinburne Study
Shahs 11 (ed 2) 91 Theie is the same comparative tenuity

and fluidity of veise 1883 Nation (N Y } 29 Nov 446/3
The letters [of Mine de Runusat] . have much grace,

much fluidity of thought, and of expression

Fluidize (flw ulaiz), v [f Fluid + -IZE] traits

To convert into a fluid
,
to fluidify.

1833 in Clarke Diet.

Fluidly, adv.rare [see-LY2 ] Ina fluid manner
1678 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc ) II 419 If they see a man

talk seriously they talk fluidly nonsense 1690 tr Plutarch's
Mor III vni 15 This being fluidly disposed did run into

those places which were hollow
'
1* Fltridness. Obs [see -ness] The slate

or quality of being fluid ,
fluidity, lit. andfig

1626 Donne Serin lxxx 817 The fluidnesse, the transiton-

nesse of all such temporall things 1647 H More Song of
Soul Notes 388 The fluidnesse of the Planetary heavens
is acknowledged 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol Ess 137 The
euciasy & fluidness of this balsamick ferment

+ Flu’ish, a Obs In 5 flewisohe. [f. Flue
a. + -ish.] Somewhat weak or drooping. Of the

countenance: Haggard, melancholy
C1460 J. Russeil Bk Nurture 777 With a flewjsche

countenaunce 1674 Ray N. C Words, Flinch, fluid,

wa[f>]hy, tender, weak.
Fluit, obi, foim of Flute,

Fluitant {flu Rant), a iare [ad L, flmtant-
em, pr pple. of fluitare freq of fluSre to flow.]

Floating
1676 H More Remarks 54 That the fluitant parts of the

Air in this more subtle fluid may yield to motion every
way. 1889 Cent Diet

,
Fluitant, in hot

,

floating

Fluke (fhrk), sb 1 Forms • 1-2 floe, flooo, 5-6

floke, (g flewke,) 6-9 flook(e, 6-jrflonk(e, (6 Sc,

fluike), 8-9 fleuk, flowk, (8 dial fleak, fluek, 9
dial fluik), 4- fluke. [OE fide sti. (of uncertain

gender), cognate with ON,/w« wk, masc ;
related

by ablaut to Ger flach flat]

1 A flat fish, esp. the common flounder, Pleuro-

nectes Flesus
ayoa Epmal Gloss 802 Platisa, fiooc. a 1000 zEleric

Colloq m Wi -Wulcker 94 Fage and floe and lopystran and
fela swylces 14 . Nont ibid. 705 Hie pelamus

,
a flewke

1478 Botoner Itin (Nasmith 1778) 201 Homines possunt

piscare de flokes. 1323 Fitzherb Hiisb § S 5 And thou
cut the lyuer [of a rotten shepe] therm wylbe lytell quickues
lyke flokes 1602 Carew Cornwall 106 b, wry-mouthed
Flooke 1744 Preston in Phil. Trans XLIII 61/2 In the

Sea they catch Flukes, Trouts, &c 1790 Mrs A.Wheeler
Westmtd Dial 28 I’ll gie the a Fleak an a Pot-ful a Saur
Milk 1819 Scott Antiq xi. I’ll bid you a shilling for the

fluke and the cock-padle.
b. as a type of flatness

? a 1400 Morte Arth, 1088 Flatt mowthede as a fluke,

a 1603 Montgomerie Flyting w Polwart 11 1 I’s fell thee
like a fluike, flatlings on the flure 1804 R Anderson
Cnmberld Ball xo6 Her feet flat and braid, as big flmks.

c slang - Flat sbf 23,

1804 Sporting Mag XXIII 201 The unguarded flukes,
whom they can inveigle to play

2 A parasitic trematoid worm, of several species,

found esp, in the livers of sheep, so called from its

resemblance to a fluke or floundei.
[Cf quot 1323 m sense 1 ] 1668 Wilkins Real Char 11

v. § 2 123 Insects whose shape doth somewhat resemble
a Flounder, found in the liver of several of the Ruminant
kind Fluke 1733 NicholLS in Phil lrans XLIX 247
A small flat worm, resembling a sole is found in the gall-
duct, by the butchers term’d flooks. 1843 Budd Dis Liver
399 Fourteen flukes were found in the duodenum of a
Lascar 1884 in Charnb Jml. 3 May 278/2
3 A vaiiety of kidney potato, perh so called
fiom its shape
1868 N 4 Q Ser iv I 100 1874 E H Ruddock Text-

bit Mod Med (1893) 38 The best sorts [of potatoes] are
the Foity-fold, ana the Fluke 1884 m Chesh Gloss
4 attnb and Comb a simple attnb (sense 2),

asflttke-dtseasc, •worm ; b instrumental (sense 2),

as fluke-infested adj.
; c similative (sense 1), as

fluke-mouthed adj Also fluke-rake, a rake with
triangular prongs used for taking flukes

,
fluke-

wort (see quot. 1861)
1884 Chamb. Ji nl 3 May 278/1 This disease—Livei-fluke,

*Fluke Disease, Liver rot, as it is variously termed Ibul
278/2 The bodies of *fluke infested sheep ? a 1400 Morte
Arth, 2780 Thow wenes for to flay us, *flloke-mouth%d
sclirewe xj66 Brool.es Art Angling 85 In the hot
Months, theie are great Quantities caught with the*Fluke-
Rake 1794-6 E Darwin Zoon. (1801) IV 250 When
the *fleuk-worm is preying on the substance of their livers

x8oa Bingley Anim Biog (1813) III 39s Fluhe-worms are
oftentimes very numerous in tne viscera of quadrupeds
1397 Gerarde Heibal 11 cxlm § 3 424 In Northfolke it

[Water Pennywoort] is called *Flowk\voort. 1861 Mrs
Lankester Wild Flowers 61 Marsh Pennywort is also

known as Fluke-wort, and Sheep’s bane These names
it has obtained on account of its being supposed to produce
the lot in animals that feed upon it.

Flilke (fl«k), sb.
2 Forms: 6-8 flook(e, 6

Sc. fluik, 7 flouke, (flouck), 8- fluke, [of un-

certain origin
;
possibly a transferred use of Fluke

sb 1, from resemblance ofshape; cf the inadmissible

suggestion in the following quot.
1886 R C Lrsr in Sea-Painter’s Log x 200 The name

1 fluke ' or ‘ flowk ' well expresses the shape of the flounder,

whiLh is that of the fluke of an old-fashioned anchoi

See also Flue sb 3 2.]

1 One of * the broad triangular plates of iron on
each arm of the anchor, inside the bills or extreme

points, which, having entered the ground, hold the

ship ’ (Admiral Smyth)
1361 Edfn Arte Namg Anjb, The Thirrem founde

the vse of the anker of one graspe 01 flooke x6oo Holland
Livy xxxvii xxx 962 Her owne anker, which by one of

the floukes tooke fast hold 1743 Buliceley & Cummins
Voy 6 Seas 115 All Hands haul'd which weigh’d the

Grapenel, but streighten’d one ofthe Flukes 1864 Tenny-
son En. Ard 18 Among the waste and lumber of the

shore Anchors of rusty fluke

b. The barbed head of a lance, arrow, etc. Cf
Fluked 1629 Also US. ‘one of the barbs of a

harpoon or toggle-iron; a flue’ {Cent. Diet').

a 1605 Montgomerie Mtsc Poems xxviit. 58 And. eviry

shaft To half als mony heeds, And evine head als mony
huikis, And evine huilc als mony fluiks. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage v xvn (1614) 544 A great launce couered with

gold and the fluke set with stones 1841 Catlin N, Avier
/nd. (1844) I v 33 The one [arrow] with long flukes or barbs.

c. A name for various instruments resembling

the prec. in shape : see quots

1841 Hartshorne Salop Ant. Gloss , Fluke, a lancet

used for letting blood from horses 1849 Weale Diet
Terms

,
Fluke, in mining, the head of a charger , an instru-

ment used for cleansing the hole previous to blasting.

1878 Cmnbld Gloss Supp ,
Fleukh, the web of the plough

2 pi.
1 The two parts which constitute the large

triangular tail of the whale ’ (Adm, Smyth). To
turn or peak the flukes', of a whale, to go under

(see quot. 1839) ,
hence transf. {Plant. slang) to

go to bed, * turn in
,

1725 Dudley in Phil Trans XXXIII, 256 While young,

and carried by the Dam on the Flukes of their Tails 1839 1
Beale Nat Hist Sperm Whale 44 The flukes are then lifted

high into the air, and the animal descends perpendicu-

larly this act is called by whalers ‘ peaking the flukes

'

1851 H. Melville Whale 111 21 It’s getting dreadful late,

you had better be turning flukes it’s a nice bed 1860

Hartwig Sea S>- Wond vi 79 The tail fin, or ‘ flukes *

3 attnb. and Comb , as {light)flukeplough

,

fluke-

chain, -rope, a chain orrope which is passed round

the flukes of a whale to secure it when caught.

1831 H Melville Whale lxxxu 399 The whale was

secured there by the stiffest *fluke-chams 1773 G Wash-
ington Writ (1889) II. 461 Get 2 light *fluke Plows

Hence riukeel a having flukes

1629 Z Boyd Last Battell I 14 Death with its sting,

like a Hooked Dart, for to pierce thorow the heart of men
1831 J. Holland Manuf Metal I 96 Three or four fluked

anchors are to he constructed

Fluke (fl«k), sb 3 colloq [of unknown ety-

mology Possibly of Eng. dialectal origin ; cf

‘
fluke, a guess’ (

Whitby Gloss. 1876).] In Billiard-

playing, A successful stroke made by accident or

chance. Hence gen a lucky stroke, an unexpected

success, a piece of good luck, esp. m phrase by

afluke A fluke of-wind * a chance bieeze

1837 & 4 Q> Ser 11 IV 208/1 In playing at billiards .

Another term is,
1 He made a flook (or fluke) ’. x86x H

Kingsley Ravenshoe v, 'I hat was rather a fluke, was it

not? 1868 Yatfs Rock Ahead 1 vi, The most unexpected
fluke at trente et quaiante 188a Bain y S Mill 194 The
transfer of power has gone on by flukes and leaps in the
dark x88g H F Wood Eng ofRue Cain x, Whose run-

away horse he had stopped by the merest fluke

Hence Flu keless a
,
without a fluke

1893 Westm Gaz 5 Jan 7/2 It was a faultless, flukeless

performance on a standaid table.

Fluke (fl«k), sb 4 dial [app. a. ON flSke of
same meaning . see Flock j/\2] (See quots )

16 T More in Ray’s N C Words (E D S)notesv
Flukes, locks of hair Salop 1847 Halliwell, Fluke, waste
cotton Lane
Fluke (fl«k), vf [f Fluke sb 2

]
1 mtr. Of a whale * To use the flukes, to ‘ peak

the flukes’ : see Fluke sb .2 2

1840 F D Bennett Whaling Voy 6 note,
There she

blow-o-s 1 Th-e-r-e again 1 Flukes 1 189a R Kipling
Barrack r Ballads 206 Where the scared whale flukes in

flame 1

b. transf in phrase {Togo) fluking or all {-a-)

fluking (see quot. 1867)
1840 R H. Dana Bef Mast xxvin, We arrived on the

following day, having gone ‘ all fluking ’ 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Wora-bk s v Flukes, From the power of these

[flukes of a whale] the phrase obtained among whalers of

finkingox all-a-fluhing,when runningwith a fresh fi ee wind

2 . trans. In Whaling, a To disable the flukes

of (a whale) by spading b. To fasten (a whale)

by means of a chain or rope. {Cent Diet)

Fluke (flwk), v 2 Also flook [f. Fluke sb 3
]

1 trans Billiard-playing'. To hit 01 pocket
(a ball) by a fluke

,
to make (a stroke) by a fluke

1881 Tunes 14 Jan 8/2 Bennett .tried foi a cannon, hut
fluked the white, and. ran out the winner by 90 points

x888 Sportsm, 20 Dec 4/4 Fortune once more assisted

Mitchell, who, in trying to make ared loser, fluked a cannon.

2 transf. To get {m) or obtain by a fluke

1883 Pall Mall G 18 June 2 On the chance of crowding
01 fluking in one [picture] he will send the whole eight

1889 Ibid, 2 May 7/3 It is very questionable whether the
artist is leally any better off for fluking£500 or£ 1000 now
and again for a picture which is worth £50 1892 Ibid 23
Aug. 1/3 He wanted to fluke a last success

Hence Flu king vbl. sb , Flu kingppl a ,
charac-

terized by a fluke or flukes. Flu-fcist, one who
succeeds rather by chance than by skill

1865 Daily Tel 21 Aug 4 The sensation which was
created last year by the Miner’s fluking victory over Blair

Athol 1881 Society 23 July 24/1 Time will show whether
Mr Beck is a lucky flulcist or a really good shot 1882

Miss Braddon Mt Royallll vm 155 She would play that

fluking game which she most affected at billiards 1893
G. D Leslie Lett Marco xxi 142 There is a lot of fluking

111 the art when we once begin to try and make a good
picture it is all up with it

Fluky {flu ki), a .
1 Also 9 flukey, [f. Fluke

sb l + -Y*1 ] Infested with flukes
;

pertaining to

an animal infested with flukes.

1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss , Finked or Fluky, worm-
eaten, 01 rather when the worm holes channel or flow into

each other 1874 ‘C King' Jon Diian (Melbourne) lxv

25 Regaidless of flukey meat and dampei

Flu ky, a 2 rate — 1 In 8 fLooky. [f. Fluke
sb.

2 + -Y J
] Of an anchor : Having flukes

1718 Rowe ti Lucan 81 No loud-mouth’d Voices call

To heave the flooky Anchors from the Sand.

Fluky {flu ki), a ,5 Also flukey, [f Fluke
sb.3 h- -y 1 ]
1. Of the nature of a fluke or lucky chance

;

obtained by chance rather than by skill

1879 Sat, Rev 5 July 21 There was some flukey hitting off

Mr Steele x88x Standard 8 July 6/1 Lascelles scored

a fluky two in the slips x886 G B Smith Prime Minis-

ters 310 The ministry . sustained an actual but fluky

defeat 1893 Pall Mall G. 21 June 5/a The result is

a capital example of the flukey nature of the game

2 Uncei tain
;
favouring unexpected results

x88o Daily Tel 7 Sept., There are the fluky days, when
the best of the breeze brings all the stern boats up to you
188a Sat Rev L1V 706 A very fluky etymology 1894

limes 16 Apr 10/3 The Britannia heating Oretta and
Valkyrie I. hull down in very fluky winds

Hence Flu kily adv Flu kiness.
x88x Daily News 22 June 2/7 He had played very fluhily

x888 Ibid. 7 July 6/5 When all has been said, as to the

fiukmess of cricket on wet wickets

FTumatie, see Phlegsiatio.

f Plumbarding. Obs rare [app f OF flam-
lard torch.] 1 A fiery character’ (Weber)
c 1300 K. Ahs 1788 Hit is an hardy flumbardyng.

Flume {Mm\ sb Forms : 2-6 flum, 3 Orm.
flumm, (3 iun), 3-4 flym, 3~5 flumme, 3-6

flom(e, 4-5 flomme, 5 floum, 8-9 floom, 4-
flume. See also Fleam, [a. OF. flum, flun —
Vr.flum, It. flume —L. flumen liver, f. flub

e

to

flow 3
fl A stream, a river; also, water Obs.

c x173Lamb Horn. 141 Ine flum iordan, a 1300 Cursor

M

1035 pis flumm.es four J>at bar bigmnes, thoru out all ober

contres rmnes. a 1300 Magdalena 427 in HorstmannA Iteng
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Leg 138 To (>e flym Jordan c *330 R Brunot Chi cm. (x8io)

186 At bat ilk fiom Richard gaf bataile c 1450 Mironr
Saluacionn 1406 There bene baptismes thre Off illvmmej of

flavme, of blode *533 Stewart Crcn Scot II 430 AU into

that flume Tha diowmt itkone becaus tha culd not swym
1652 Gaulh Magastrom. 247 A deep flume, which was called

the water ofJuno
2 A mill-tail. Cf Fleam sbfi 2.

1855 in Clarke Diet.

3. U.S

,

etc An artificial channel for a stream

of water to be applied to some industrial use

1784J Belknap Tour to White Mis (1876! 17 One [stream]

is so narrow as exactly to resemble a flume, and goes
by that name 1798 Root Amer Law Rep I 359 Laid
the bottom of the floom to the grist mill about four feet

lower than the saw mill 186a B Iayi or Home <5- Abroad
Ser 11 11 § 6 xa6 Wooden flumes, raised on tall tressels,

brought water from some reservoir above to the diggings
1882 HaipePs Mag Nov 865 A curious V shaped wooden
aqueduct or flume

b A deep narrow channel or ravine with a

stream running through it.

179a J Belknap Hist New Hampsh III 52 Two
streams one of which descends in a tiench two feet wide,

and is called the flume, from the near resemblance which it

bears to an artificial flume 1841 C T Jackson Geol New
Hampsh. 97 It is not practicable to walk in the bed of the
flume 1889 J D. Whitney United States 222 Flume as

applied in the United States, and chiefly in the White Moun-
tains, means a nanow passage or defile between neaily
perpendicular rocks, through which runs a stream

e. U.S. slang. To go or be up the flume : to
£ come to giief ‘ be done for ’

, to die.

188a Mark Twain [Clemens] Stolen White Fleph etc 97
Well, then, that idea’s up the flume 1888 Longrn Mag
XIII 48 It’s no good wishing—he's gone up the flume

4. Comb
,
as flume-oar (see qnot.).

1884 Knight Diet Mech. IV. 330/1 Flume car

\

a car to

travel in a flume; wheels rest on the sides of the flume
and the water runs a paddle wheel

Flume (fi«m), v. [f. piec. sb ]
1. intr. To build a flume or artificial channel for

a watei-course
1833 m Clarke Diet. 1883 Burton Sc Cameron Gold

Coast II xvi 116 The hydraulic system of sluicing and
flaming.

2. ft ans To convey (or bring in) down a flume.

1875 Miss Biro Sandwich Isl. (1880) 76 The cane is being
flumed in with gieat rapidity.

3 (See quot

)

1876 Whitney in Encycl. Brit IV. 701 The livers weie
‘ flumed ’—that is, the water was taken out of the natuial

channel by means of wooden flumes.

Hence Flu-ming vbl. sb. ; in quot concr

-material composing a flume.

1879 Atcheuley Boerland 173 The unsightly fluming and
Other elections which continually meet the eye

t Fltrminal, a. Obs~ x [ad L. flutnindl-is

f flumen river ] Of or pertaining to a river.

*633 T. Adams Exp 3 Peter 11 8 Fluminall baptisme is

a cold proofe of a mans Christendom, except this flaminall

baptisme of fire approve it (Cf C1450 s v Flume sb t)

Fluminose, a. Ols — 0 [as if ad. L *flii-

minos-tts

,

f.flumen : see prec. and -ose ]
‘ Full of

rivers
1
(Bailey vol II 1727).

t Flu’minOUS, a Obs~° [f. as prec . see

-ous ] Full of rivers ;
of or pertaining to rivers.

1636 m Blount Glossogr 1721-1800 in Bailey. Hence
in mod. Diets

Flummadiddle (fl» madid’l) U.S. Also
flununa*. [prob. arbitrarily f. Flummery ]

1. (See quot)
1872 S De Vere Americanisms 338 Flutnmadiddle con-

sists of stale bread, pork-fat, molasses, cinnamon, allspice,

[etc,] ; by the aid of these materials a kind of mush is made,
which is baked in the oven and brought to the table hot and
brown 1884 Sala in fllnstr. Lend. News 19 July 31/2

2 slang. Nonsense, humbug; also, something
trivial or ridiculous.
1882 E Cummings in Chicago Advance 21 Sept

,
Direc-

tions for ci ocheting all sorts of flummediddles

t Flummer (fl» mar), v. Obs. [prob two
words: in sense 1 app onomatopoeic; in sense

2 back-formation from Flummery.]

1

trans. To repeat indistinctly, mumble
1333 Latimer in Foxe A <S

M (1363)1310/2 As though
the very woike & labour of flummering the Aue Mane
is very acceptable to our Lady
2. To deceive by flattery, to humbug
1764 Foote Mayor o/G ir 1 37 No flummering me I tell

you, Matthew, ’twont do 1777 F Burney Evelina xvi,

Do they spend all their time in flummering old women?

Flummery (fl» mari) Also 7 flommeri,
flumery, thlummery, 7-8 flamery. [a. Welsh
llymru

,
of unknown etymology ; the fl~ and

Ileiberl’s thl- are attempts to render the sound of

Welsh U- ; cf. Fluelltn ]
1. ‘A kind of food made by coagulation ofwheat-

flour or oatmeal ’
(J.). Cf’ Sowens.

1623 Markham Eng. Housew vi 222 From this small
Oat-meale, by oft steeping it in water and clensmg it, and
then boyling it to a thicke and stifle Ielly, is made that ex-

cellent dish of meat which is so esteemed m the West parts
of this Kuigdome, which they call Wash-brew, and in

Chesheire and Lankasheire they call it Flamerie 01 Flumerie
1634 SirT Herbert Trav 130 The poore eat Rice some-
times, but most commonly Roots and Frame like to our
rhlutnmery. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W lvm, A farmer ,who
Used to sup upon wild ducks and flummery x8ax Bladtio.

Mag VIII. 541 Let Leigh Hunt smg of cabbages and
flummery 1839-73 Bywatcr Sheffield Dial (1877) 257
Whoile he’s had his throit scalded we heitm flummeia
b Modern Cookeiy A name given to various

sweet dishes made with milk, Horn, eggs, etc

1747 Mrs Glasst Cookery xvi 146 To make Hartshorn
Flummery. Ibid 147 T* make French Flummeiy 1769
Mrs. Rah-ai d Eng Ilousekpr (1778) 187 When you make
a hen's or bud’s nest, let pait of youi jelly be set in your
howl befoie you put on your flummeiy 1877 Cassell's Diet.
Cookery

, Flummeiy—Boil two ounces of gelatine [etc ]

c. (See quot

)

1876 Crace-Caivert Dyung <? Calico Print vi 200
Flummery (the lefuse product from wheaten starch manu-
factui es)

2

fig. Mere flattery or empty compliment

;

nonsense, humbug, empty trifling

1749 Lady Luxrorough Let to Shensione 29 N ov (1775)
T43 This word flummery, you must know. Sir, means at
London, flattery, and compliment 1828 Scott Jritl 19 Fell

,

Ihe pi oofs aie arrived but I have had no time, saving to
blot out some flummery, i860 Thackeray Romui Papeis,

I horns m Cush (1876) 50 These petitioners ,. begin with
a fine flummery about the eminent genius of the person
whom they are addressing 1891 T Hardy Ttss II xxvi 66
Hei father is quite opposed to such flummery
altnb 1802 Mrs Parsons Myst Visit IV 39, I know

you too well to be deceived by your fine flummery tales.

1838 Masson Milton (1874) I 23 Flummery piUuies lepie-

senting the blind poet in a rapt attitude

Flummox (fltrmaks), v colloq or vulgar.

Also flummix, -us. [prob of Eng dialectal

origin; cf. flummocks to maul, mangle {IIci cf.

Gloss. iSjp), fluntmock slovenly peison, also

hurry, bewilderment, fltmmock to make untidy,

disorder, to confuse, bewildei (see various EDS
glossaries, Heref, Glouc, S. Cheshne, Sheffield).

The formation seems to be onomatopoeic, expressive

of the notion of throwing down roughly and un-

tidily; cf.flump, hummock,
dial, slommoik sloven ]

1 trans To bring to confusion; to ‘do for’,

cause to fail
,
to confound, bewilder, nonplus.

1837 Dicktns Picltw, xxxm, * He'll be what the Italians

call reg’larly flummoxed ’ 1840 Cambr Umv Mag I. in

Whibley In Cap $ Gcnvn (1890) 169 So many of the men
I know Were ‘’flummox’d ’ at the last great-go c 1830
C Ktan in Banbre & Leland Slang s v 1 Fool 1 fool 1 you
distressed you—you flummuxed me !

’ 1892 Pall Mall G
16 Feb. 2/1 The Unionists appear to be completely flum-
moxed by the failure of Mr Balfour's. Land Act.

2. U S colloq. To * do up
1870 Talmage Ci umbs Swept up 270 Brushes with which

heiresses flumixed their liair.

8 rnti.US To give m, give lip, collapse.

1847

Fitlo Drama in Poherville 73 Pokerville didn’t

.

finally * flummix ' right beneath him 1849 Oyster War 0/
Accomac in in N. V. Tribune 25 Apr 1/3 Men of mighty
stomachs, Men that can't be made to flummux.

Hence Flu mmox sb (see quot

)

1851 B H. Hall College Words s v , Any failure is called

a flummux. In some colleges the word is particulaily
applied to a poor lecitation At Williams College, a failure

on the play-giound is called a flummux. 1857 m Ducangk
Anglicus Vulg Tongue B.

Flump, sb colloq. [f. next] The action of
* flumping ’

; the heavy dull sound so produced.
1790 Grose Prom. Gloss, (ed 2), Flump

,

a fall 1832

J H Newman Lett (1891) I 288 The heavy flump, flump
of the huge cloth which is meant to dry the deck. 1856
Leisure Hour V. 430/2 Broken now and then by the
flump of a dictionary on the leather-covered tables 1891
Mrs L Adams Bonnie Kate II vu. 196 Libbie sat down
with a flump

Flump (fl»mp), v colloq [onomatopoeic ; cf.

dump, flop ,
plump

,
slump. Not in Johnson, or

Webster 1864.]

1. inlr. To fall or move heavily with a dull

noise.

1816 G Colman Br. Gnus, Mr Champernowne vm, He
. thought it not unwise To join m flumping down, 1823
Moor Suffolk Words

,
A hawk flumps or flops on a bird

1838 Thackeray Ycllowpl Corr 11, She [Mrs Shum]
flumps past me i86z — in Corah Mag June 649 A
little Skye-terner dog whines, runs, jumps, flumps up on
him,

2. trans. To set or throw down with a dump
1830 Miss Mitpord Village Ser iv (1863) 182 Flumping

himself down in the midst of a tuft of cowslips 1840
Thackeray Pans Sk Bk (1872) 49 Chaus weie flumped
down on the floor 1866 St James's Mag Oct 345 She
flumped herself down m the car

b To bump or strike (a saddle) In quot absol.

1894 Daily News 20 June 6/4 This is a veiy diffeient
thing from jerking and flumptng m the canter

3. The vb stem used advb With a flump
1790 Grose Prov Gloss (ed. 2) s v., He came flump down

1841 T T T Poicelatn 7 mvir 103 He cut it midway
through—phrt fell down flump

Flunder, obs form of Flounder.
Flung (fl»n\ ppl a. [pa pple of Fling v ]

In senses of the vb
1880 G Meredith Trag Cow (1881) 170 Fish for the

flung away beauty, and hook your shadow of a Bottom’s
headl 1883 Lefroy Echoesfr Theocritus, etc 11 xxvm.
The flung ball takes one madding tortuous bound
t Plunge, v Obs [onomatopoeic

,
cf fly and

plunge ] mir ?To fly or be flung out with
sudden impetus.

1583 Stanyhurs'^i JEiws i (Aib ) 22 Now stoans and
fyrebrands flundge owt,

Flunk (ftoqk), sb. US [f. next vb.]
1. A backing out, a total failure, esp m a college

examination
1846 Vale Banger 10 Nov (B H Hall College IVds)

1 his O Tutoi H — said meant a perfect flunk. 1833
Songs of Vale (Bartlett) In moody meditation Sunk, Re-
flecting on my futuie flunk.

2. (See qnot )

1893 Farm) r Slang, Flunk, an idler, a loafer.

Flunk (ftogk), v US [Cf Flink, Funk ]
1. mir. To give up, back out, fail utteily Also

to flunk out Also quasi-7? ans. To shirk (a
recitation) (Slandaul Diet )

1823 Crayon (Yale Coll ) (Bartlett), We must have at least
as many subscnbers as there aie students in college or
flunk out a 1830 Col, Hay 111 Humorous Poems (ed WM Rossetti) 474 He nevei flunked and he never lied

1838 J C Ntal Chai coal Sit., Rocky Smalt 46 Why, little

'un, you must be ciacked, if you flunk out befoie we
begin

b College slang. To fail utterly in an examina-
tion.

1848

Yale Lit Mag XIII 322 Flunking so gloomily
*8 Amheist Indicator I 253 (Bartlett), A man who has
flunked is not in a slate to appieuate joking

2 ti aits To cause to * flunk ’
; to pluck

Mod Ihe professor flunked me m mathematics
Hence Flu nking ppl a
1848 Vale Galhnippir Nov (B H Hall College Wds),

See what a spot a flunking Soph'more made I

Flunkey (fl» gki). sb.i Also S-9 flunky, Sc
flunkie, 9 flanky. [orig Scotch see quots Pos-
sibly a diminutive corruption of Flanker.]
1. A male servantm livery, esp, a footman, lackey;

usually with implied contempt.
178* Sir J Sinci air Observ Scot Dial in Life (1837) I

48 Flunkie a footman ;
litcially a sidesman or attendant at

your flank 1787 Burns 7wa Dogs 54 His flunkies answei
at the bell 1826 Hood Recipe for Civilization, But play
at dummy, like the monkeys, For fear mankind should make
them flunkies 1848 Thackiray Let 1 Aug [’they] did
not see by my appearance that I was not a flunkey 1876

J Saundtus Lion in Path xx, Ihe flunkey went off to

seek Jemima the maid
b Naut slang A ship’s steward
2883 inW C. Russell Sailois' Lang
2 Applied contemptuously to a person who

behaves obsequiously to persons above him in rank
or position; a ‘lackey

1

, toady, snob.

1853 Thackeray Neivcomes II v 49 You young flunkeys

of the anstoci.icy. 1836 Oimsted Slave States 217 Ihe
nusei able rabble of snobs and flunkies 1884 Laboui hlhi»

in 1‘oitn Rev Feb 209 The rage and indignation of every
flunkey in the kingdom
3 attnb. and Comb., asflunkey customer, species,

work
, flunkey-flanked a.

*826 J Wilson Nod Amir Wks. 1855 I 268 Rolling
along in flunky-flanked eckipages 1843 Carlyle Past $
Pr 1 v 41 Certain of the flunkey speues 1838 Dickens
Lit 6 Sept , Such a schoolmaster . could not exist, unless

he had flunkey customers by the dozen 1887 Flnn Master
Ceremonies iv, It was beggarly work—flunkey work, and it

disgusted me
lienee many nonce-wds : FTcrnkey v intr

,

to

act like a finnkey. Flu nkeyage [afterpeerage etc ],

the class of flunkeys a list of flunkeys. Flu nkeyal
a , of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a flunkey

Flu'ukeyjfled ppl. a imbued with fiunkeyism

Flu ukeykood, the fact or state of being a flunkey

Flu’nkeyish a., Flvmkeyi stic a ,
Flu’nkeyite

a

,

characteristic of or resembling a flunkey

Flu'ukeyize v trans., to imbue with the spmt of

a flunkey.

1864 E, A MurrayE Norman 1 . 253 By flunkeying aftei

that set of labble, 1848 (title) The Flunkey and the British

Flunkeyage, a Companion to Burke’s Peerage, by Birken-

hare 1864 I unes 27 June ix/i If he is anxious to pioclaim

his flunkml subserviency, let him do so 1848 Thackeray
Bit -Swofaxhi, That inimitable, flunkefied pronunciation

1843 Carlyle Past
<J
Pr. 11 vu 102 All hts flunkeybood

and horn-eyed dimness 1823 Blackw Mag XlV 524
There is something flunkyish in the whole passage 1879
T P O’Connor Dmaeli 196 A very considerable amount
of flunkeyish worship of the powerful 1838 Illnslr Times
18 Dec 407 A Titanic flunkey with the oithodox flunkey-

istic calves 1858 Ibid 24 July, We do detest the flunkey-

ite view of at istocracy 1878 Goldw Smithm Eiho 19 Dec
2 The attempt to fiunkeyise the New World

Flunkey (fl» qki), sl> 2 U.S. [f Flunk v. or

sb. + -y] One who ‘ flunks ’ or ‘ comes to grief’;

m College slang, one who fails in an examination

;

m Stock Exchange language, an ignorant person

who dabbles m financial speculation
1841 Week ui Wall St 91 I'll help the bulls operate for

a rise and draw in the flunkies 1859 Vale Lit Mag
(Farmer), I Saved him fiom the flunkey’s doom

Fltrnkeydom. [f. Flunkey sb 1 + -dom.]

1 The domain of flunkeys; flunkeys collec-

tively.

1849 Fraser's Mag XL loThe finest
1 marine parade

\

as flunkeydom terms it, in all England. 1884 Punch 29 Mar
154/2 The whole of Flunkeydom will at once withdraw then

Support.

2 The spirit or behaviour of a flunkey
*850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxv, Mackaye too, who, how-

ever he hated flunkeydom, never overlooked an act of dis-

courtesy 1879 Contemp. Rev XXXVI 291 Flunkeydom
is much more insufferable than swelldom itself.



FLUTTKEYISM. FLURRY.
Flunkeyism (fljo’gkz'iiz’m). Also flunkism

[f. as prec + -ism.] The quality characteristic of a
flunkey, the manners, speech, etc of a flunkey
1831 Fraser's Mag IV 312 A sinking journal, which its

own inconsistencies and flunkism had 11 levocably damned
1843 Cariyle Past <5 Pr 1 vi (1872)30 We, foi oui share,

will put away all Flunkeyism from us 1886 Law '1 tines

LXXX 297/2 Flunkeyismand toadyism in legal proceedings
have not been diminishing of late years

Fluo- (Am 0) Client and Min Abbreviation of

Fluor, used as combining form in many names
of compounds containing fluonnc, as Flu obo rate,

a salt of flnoboric acid Flu obo ric acid, a name
originally applied to the gas terfluon.de of boron
(BF3), now applied to the compound (H2Ba0 4

.

6HF) obtained by saturating water with this

Flu oce rine, Flu o-ce rite, a native fluoride of

cerium and the allied metals Flu o-hy dric
(acid) = Fluorhydnc. Also m the names of othei

acids of which fluorine is a component along

with some other element as Flu ochro'mic,
-silicic, -tanta lie, -titanic acid, and in the

names of salts as Flu o-ca rbonate, -pho spbate,

»si licate, »ta utalate, -ti tauate, -zi resonate
1812 Sir H Davy Chem Philos 101 Fluoboric gas 18x9

Children Chem Anal § xo 7 Hydiochlonc, fluoboric,

fluosihcic, and hydriodic acids x8ax Ure Did Client ,

I'litobo) ates 1854 Thomson Cycl Client
, Flnobo/ic Acid

Colourless incombustible gas, with acid leaction Ibul
Flnocente Ibid Flmhyduc And 1863 Watts Did.
Chem I 834 A hydrated ccnc oxyfluoiide occurs at Fmbo
as fiuocerine Ibid The scsquifluoride Cea F3 occuis
native as fiuocerite, in six-sided prisms and plates also

massive x868 Femmes' Chem (ed 10) 259 The fluomobates
are known to be isomorphous with the fluosiheates and
fluotitanates 1873 Ibid (ed 11) 377 Double salts, called

7ircofluoiides or flu07ii conates Ibid 445 Stannic fluoride

Sn F, unites with other metallic fluoi ides, forming crystal-

line fluostannates 1894 Muir & Morley Watts' Diet
Chem IV 639/2 Flnotantalates

Fluor {Mi 01), sb. Also 7 -our [a L. fluor
flowing, f.fluete to flow Cf OF flueur’]

fl A flow or flowing; a flux, stream. Also
= Effluvium 2 b Obs
1644D1GBYAW Bodies 1 xxi 189 These fluours do proceed

out of the vei y substance and natui e of the loadestone. 1664
Power E.xp Philos 111 156 Electncal fluors do piesently
recoil by short sti eight lines to their Bodies again x6yx
R Bohun Wind 54 Tliey blow not in one constant fluor, or

streame, but 111 gusts

2 spec, in Pathology
*J*

a. pi. —Flowers {obs.)

||
b Fluor albus=.L,EUC0RRH05A.
162X Ainsworth Annot Pentat Gen. xvm 11 The cus-

tome (or manner) of women, foi the ordinaly and naturall
couise of the body, or fluors x66a Trapp Comm 2 Sam
xi 4 Her monethly fluois 1754-64 Smi-llie Midwtf I

no The Fluoralbas is no other than this Mucus discharged
in too gi eat quantity,

+ 3 . A fluid state, fluidity, esp with regard to

substances ordinarily solid
,
concr something that

is fluid, a fluid mass ;
in pi the humours (of the

body). Obs.
1665 G HARvrv Advice agst. Plague 2 Pestilential

Miasms, insinuating into the humoral parts of the Body
then corrupting the fluois 1684 T Burnet Th Earth 1

210 A peculiar fei ment that dissolves the parts of the meat,
and melts them into a fluoi or pulp x686 Goad Celest
Bodies 1 i\ 31 Rarity is nothing but a Puvation of Density

Fluoi of SolidiLy 1704-21 Newton Optics in. (ed. 3)
371 Those agitations which keep Liquors in a Fluor

4 Mm '|* a. The generic name for a class of

minerals first defined by G Agricola, and by him
described {Bermannns sive de Re Metallica 1546) as

resembling gems, but onesshaidness,readilyfasible,
and useful as fluxes m smelting {obs ). b After

Scheele’s discovery of hydrofluoric acid or ‘Swedish

air’ m 1771 the name was applied spec to such of

these minerals as contain fluorine, chiefly (now ex-

clusively) to calcium fluoride or Fluor-spar.
Agucola’s term fluores was a tianslation of the Gei

mineis' nameJlussc—an apt designation, he remarks, for

minerals formed * e/c truppor)?, 1 e confluxu in tena’
x66x Lovell Hist Ann// 4 Mm Introd Eviij, Some

[may be liquefied] by file, as melallick fluores, *676 J
Beaumont m Phil T/aus XI 728 This Stone is in sub-

stance a whitish opaque fluoi 1692 Ray Dissol Wo/ Id
X14 They do shoot into that form, aftei the manner of
Salts and Fluois 1776 Priest: ey^zz* II 187 A substance
which the chymists distinguish by the name of fluor which
with us is called Derbyshire Spai 1802 Playeair Illustr
Hutton Th 17 The strata are consolidated .by quartz,

by fluor, by feltspar, 1823 H J Brooke Introd Crystal-
logr 41 The octahedron of fluor, which we have just ob-

tained x866 Ruskin Eth Dust 159 The fluor of Chamouni
is lose colouied while the fluoi of Weardale is green

5. attrib f fluor acid, hydiofluoric acid.

1791 Tennant in Phil Trans LXXXI 184 A compound
of fluoi acid and calcareous earth 1794 Sullivan View

Nat I 230 Fluor acid an, or sparry air 1828 Webster,
Fluor acid, the acid of fluor

Fluor- (fl?7 or), used as comb, form of Fluorine,
befoie vowels. Fluor-apatite, Mm (see quot ).

Fluorhydric [ + Hydr(-ogen) + -id] acid, Chem ,

hydrofluoric acid (HF).
1882 Dana Min 4 Lithol (ed. 4) 213 When chloune is

present in place of fluorine it is called chloi -apatite, and
when the reverse fluoi-apatite 1864 Watts Did Chem
II. 669 Flnorhydt ic or Hydrofluoric and.

VOL. IV,

361

Fluorated (fliiorrited), ppl a. [f Fluor- +
-ate 4 -edI] Combined with hjdiofluonc acid
1796 Kirwan Elem him (ed 2) I 477 Fluoi ated soda

i860 Maynh E xpos* Lex s v Fluoratus

^

Hydrofluonc acid
has been calledjhtoraied hydrogen

Fluorene (flzPor/n) Chem. [f Fluor + -ene ]A hydro-carbon extracted fiom coal tar (C1SHJ0) ,

when impuic it is fluorescent, whence the name
1883 A themeum 10 Feh 188/3 The fluoi ene was crystallized

five or six times from alcohol

Fluoresce (fl«ore's), v [back formation from
Fluorescence ] To be or become fluorescent.
1874 LommeTs Light 184 A body capable of exhibiting

fluorescence fluoresces by virtue of those rays which it

absoibs x88x S P Thompson Electr 4 Magn iv § 292
Uranium glass fluoi esces with a fine green light

Fluorescein (fl«oie*st|in) Chem. [f. Fluor-
esce v + -in ] A chemical product fluorescent m
solution obtained by beating phthalic anhydride
with resorcin Hence Fluoreace'io (acid).
1876 Crace Calvert Dyeing vm 251 Fluorescein, is a

red crystalhhe powder slightly soluble m alcohol 1886
tr Benedikt's Coal-tar Colon/ s 161 The colouring matters
known as eosins are derived from fluoiesceln. 1889 Muir &
Morley Watts' Did Chem II 357 Fluorestetc acid
Fluorescence (fl«ore sens), [f Fluor-(spar)*

see quot. 1852 ] The coloured luminosity pro-
ducedm some transparent bodies bythe direct action
of light, esp of the violet and ultra-violet lays

;

the pioperty, in certain substances, of rendering
the ulLra-violet rays visible, so as to produce this

phenomenon.
1852 pRor Stoices in Phil Trans 479 note, I am almost

inclined to coinaword and call the appeaiancefluorescence,
fiom. fluor spai, as the analogous teim opalescence is deuved
from the name of a mineral 1867 Ure's Diet Arts(ed. 6)
III 403 Pennsylvanian petroleum is dark-colouied, with a
peculiar greenish lustie or fluorescence

Fluorescent (flwore’s&t), a. [f Fluoresoe
4--ENT] Possessing the property of fluorescence

Of light . Proceeding fiom or having the nature of
fluorescence.

1853 Pnor Stokes in Phil Trans 390 In those cases in
which the fluorescent light is yellow 1855 Dr Gladstone
Ibid an Other fluorescent Organic Substances 1883-4
Med Ann. 29/1 Both the acid and the alkaloid having
fluorescent properties

Fluoric {Mp nk), a [ad. F. Jluonque

,

f

fluor

.

see Fluor and -ic.] Pertaining to or ob-

tained from fluor or fluor-spar. Chiefly m f̂luoi ic

acid, the old name of hydrofluoric acid
1790 Kerr tr LavomePs Elem Chem 210 The muriatic,

fluoric, and boiacic acids 1854 F C. Bakfwell Geol 12
Fluoric acid dissolves silex x86o Hartwig Sea 4 Wond 1

12 Wilson has pointed out fluoric combinations in sea
water.

Fluoride (fi« oi id, -aid). Also fluorid Chem
[f Fluor-ine 4 -IDE ] A binary compound of
fluorine with another element.
1826 Henry Elem. Chem I 283 Fluor spar, for example,

may be either a fluate of lime, or a fluoride of calcium

1849 Dana Geol, u. (1850) 152 These fluorids aie fluorids of
calcium and magnesium. 1869 Roscoe Elem Client 123
Dry silver fluoride

Fluorine (fl« dnn, -ain). Chem
.

[f Fluor 4-

-ine, after the analogy of Bromine, Chlorine, etc ]

A non-metalhc element (symbol F), forming, with

bromine, chlorine, and iodine, the halogen group.
18x3 Sir H Davy in Phil Trans CIII 278 It appears

reasonable to conclude that there exists in the fluoric com-
pounds a peculiar substance it may be denominated fluo-

rine, p name suggested to me byM Ampeie 1869 Roscop
Elem. Chem. 13 All the elements, with the single exception

of fluorine, combine with oxygen to form oxides

Fluorite (fl« orait), Min. [f. Fluor + -ite]

= Fluor-spar.
1868 Dana Mm p xxx, Fluor was wutten fluoute last

century by Napione 1887 Dana Mm 3 Petrogr 228

Massive fluorite receives a high polish

Fluoroid (fl *7 oroid) Crystallogr [f Fluor
4 -old ] A solid bounded by twenty-foui triangu-

lar planes ,
occurring fiequently in fluor-spar

f Flu’orous, a. Obs. [f Fluor + -ous] Only
in fluorous acid, (see quot. 1828: no such acid

exists)*

1790 Kerr tr Lavoisier's Elem Chem 183 (Table), Fluor-

ous acid. 1828 Webster s v (citing Lavoisier*, The
fluorous acid is the acid of fluor in its first degree of

oxygenation v „ _
Fluor-Spar (fl« oi| spaa). Mm [f Fluor +

Spar.] Native fluoride of calcium (Ca F2) ; found

abundantly in Derbyshire (where one variety is

known as Blue John), and hence often called

Derbyshire spar
X794 Kirwan Min I 127, 3

d Family, Foliated or sparry,

Fluor spar x8xz Sir H. Davy Chem Philos 465 A sub-

stance found abundantly m nature called fluor spar, it is

usually either blue, green, yellow, 01 white, transparent, and
crystallized in cubes x88o Ansted Minerals 18 The crystal

of fluor-spar has the strue parallel all round the four sides

t Fluo'ruret. Chem. Obs. [f. Fluor + -u ret,

q v ]
= Fluoride.

X854 J ScoFrERN in Orr's Cure. Sc Chem 397 Fluorides

or fluorurets

tFlur,sb l Obs. rare Bird-catching
1 a. moyeable perch to which a bud. is tied and

which the bird-catcher can raise by means of a long
stung ’ (Pennant) Also attnb

,

asjlur-bird.
1766 Pennant Zool (1768) II 331 He hath, besides, what

are called flur-buds, which aie placed within the nets, are
raised upon the flui and gently let down at the time the
wild bird appioaches them. 1797 P Wakefield Mental
hnprov (1801) I 57 The fhu-birds are braced by a silken
string

Flur (fl#a), sb 2 Sc [? f Flurr &.] Flue, fluff

1845 New Stat Acc Scot VI 146 The dust and small
flur separated from the cotton

Flur, obs var of Floor, Flurr.
Flurdom, variant foim of Flirdom
Fluren, obs. form of Flouren.
Flures, flureis, fluris(ch.e, obs forms of

Flourish.

Fluru (Atkin), v Obs exc. dial [? alteration of
flurre,

Fleer, after spurn or scorn ] mtr. To
sneer (at).

1656 R Fletcher Ex Otio Negotinm To Rdr , And for
those abortive baths slipp’d from my brain . give me leave
to flurn at them, as the poor excrescencies of Nature 1866
Brogden P/ov Words Lmcolnsh 72 Flurn

,

to show con-
tempt by looks, to scorn

Flurr, sb. fare. [f. next vb ] Flutter, whirr
1651 H More Enthns Triumph (1656) 208 After the

flut- and farre flight of every paitudge he let out of his
basket

Flurr (fl»i), v. [
? onomatopoeic.]

1. trans. To scattei, thiow about, also with up
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xxix 218 Choler is as dust

flur'd up into the eyes of Reason 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake 39 The statelyship flunedonhigh the slender spiay
2 mtr. To fly up; to fly with whirring or

fluttering wings
x68x Glanvill Sadducismus n (ed 2) 169 A Bird, that

would flurr near to her face 1824 New Monthly Mag X
322, I saw one [cuckoo] flurr awlcwaidly away aaoss
the meadow 1825 Hogg Queen Hynde 329 On the spray,
that fluir'd and gleam'd A thousand little rainbows beam'd.
Flurr(e, obs. f Fleer
t Flurred, a Her. Obs— x [anglicized form

ofFr fleurd, -te : seeFLEURY] Having flowei like

ornaments.
1655 M. Carter Hon.Rediv (1660) 86 A Coionet of gold

flurred, the points and flowers of equall height

Flurnfe, obs forms of Fleury
Murrmea’tion. nonce-wd [f. Flurry +

-eioation.] The state of being fluiried

1822 Mrs NatiianAangreath II 327 To be put into such
a flurnfication

Flurrisli, obs fonn of Flourish.

Flurry (fl® ri), sb [? onomatopoeic, suggested
byflaw, huny etc

;
cf also Flurr w ]

1 A sudden agitation of the air, a gust or squall
1698 Fryer Acc E. India 4 P 128 rnarg , Flurries from.

the Hills cany Men and Oxen down the Precipice 1726-7
Swift Gulliver 1 1 22 The boat was overset by a sudden
flurry fiom the north. 1831 Scott Jrnl. 18 Nov, Wind .

.

dies away m the morning, and blows m flumes rather con-
trary 1890 Pall Mall G. 3 Dec 1/3 You may watch
* catspaws’ and 'flurries’ on their rapid way
Jig x8zo J Q Adams Mem. a June (1875) V 137 His
flurues of temper pass off as quickly as they rise

b. Chiefly U.S. A sharp and sudden shower;
a sudden rash (of birds').

1828 in Webster. 1836W Irving Astoria III gi Occa-
sional flumes of snow 1868 Lowell First Snowfall 15
The sudden flumes of snow-birds, Like brown leaves whal-
ing by 1892 Stevenson Across the Plains 223 Spat upon
by flumes of ram.

2 A sudden commotion or excitement
;
perturba-

tion, nervous agitation, flultei, hurry.

1710 Palmer Proverbs 82 A man is never more expos’d to
temptation than m the fluuy of his passions 1768-74
Tucker Lt Nat. (1852) II, 485 If we exeit our endeavours,
not in a flight and a flurry, but with a calm, steady deter-

mination, we [etc.] 1836 W Irving Life .5- Lett (1866)

III 94 ,

1

cannot tell you now happy I was to leave behind
me the hurry and worry and flurry of the city X882 M/s
Raven's Tempt II xgo ‘ That’s suie to he the upshot of
flumes and hurries and flights

*

transf 1878 Browning Poets Crotsic cxxxvm. Flurry of
ruffles, flounce of wig-ties.

b The death-throes of a dying whale
1823 J. F Cooper Pilot xvu. He’s going into his flurry

1882 Illustr. Sport 4 Dram News 18 Mar 7/3 Unless
you should be struck by the tail ofa fiantic cetacean dunng
the * flurry

1

or slaughter

3 Comb asflurry-scurry
1888 Pall Mall G 28 May 1/2 So utteily and hopelessly

incompiehensible does your recent flurry-saury appear to

the enlightened foreigner.

Flurry (Aim), v [f. prec. sb ]

1 trans To bewilder oi confuse as by haste or

noise ; to agitate, ‘ put out \

a 1757 E Moore Envy 4> Fort, tl
1 Well may you wonder

To see me thus fluiry’d,’ 1771 Mad D’ARBLAY£>/n;r>'July,

This flunied me violently, insomuch that my memory failed

me, 183a Ht, Martineau Hill 4 Valley 1 ir How you
flurry yourself for nothing x886 G R Sims Ring o' Bells

xvi 283 He . flurried the other performers, and seemed
only in a hurry to quit the stage

2 mtr. To flutter down in sudden or gusty

showers HI S.

1883 H H Kane in Harper's Mag Nov 947/2 The
music seemed to flurry, like snow-flakes, from the ceiling

1884 Roe Nat Ser Story vn, The petals of the cherry were
flurrying down like snow in every passing bieeze,

46



FLURTED.

Hence Flrrmed ///. a ;
rnvrrledly adv

,
in a

flurried manner
X77S Mad D'Arblay Diary May, She was so much

flurried, that [etc ]. 1800 Mas Hi Rvrv Mourtray Fain.

III. 235 To calm hei flurried spirits 1834 Blaekm Ma°
XXXV 137 Running flumedly out 1844 Ain Smith

Adv Mr Ledbury niv (1886) 73 Titus immediately re-

turned the salute with fluri led courtesy 187s Jowett Plato

(ed 2) III 208 What arc you saying ? he asked fluri ledly

Elurshe, Hurt, obs ff. Flouiush, Flirt.

Flurt(e, var. form of Fleugettee.

+ Flu’rted, ppl a. Obs.- 1 [anglicized form

of Fr.JleureU, 1' leurett^e. ]
Flowered, figured.

13 .EE. AIM P. A. 208 Wyth flurted flowrez peifet

lETash (fl»J), sb 1 [f. Flush 0 1
] A fliglit of

birds suddenly started up. Also transf

1506 Spenser F Q. v. 11 54 When a Falcon hath Flowne

at a flush of ducks. 1668 H More Div Dial u x (1713)

1 18 When one shoots at a flock of Pigeons or a flush of

Ducks 1868 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III 1 146 A body

which might almost be called a mere Hush of skumishers

Flush <M)> sbf [f. Flush v 2
]

f 1. A pool or puddle. Obs.

*378 Barbour Bruce xni 20 The battale thair so felloune

was And sua ncht gret spilling of blud, That on the erd the

fluss it stud. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vii. Pro!. 54 Eveiy

lueway Full of flusclns, doubbis, myre and clay

2

.

A sudden increase in the volume of a stream
;

a rush of water coming down suddenly, or let down

for a specific pmpose.

teag More Dyaloge 111. Wks 243/2 It woulde happely

be thought not a thyng metely to be aduentured to set

all on a fluslie at ones, and dashe rashelye out holyc sciyp-

ture in euerye lewde felowcs teeth. 1677 Yakranton Engl
Improv 189 By making thiee Holds for water in the River

to be let down as flushes m dry times 1691 Ray Crea-

tion n (1704) 316 The pulsation of the heait, diivmg the

blood through them in manner of a wave or flush. *830

Netherway Suggest Drainage Loud, t8 By a small reset-

voir, and letting it off by sluices a sufficient flush would

be obtained. 1834 Jml R. Agnc Soc XV. 1 13 Cattle

driven by a flush of water to some isolated spot of ground

1870 Illnstr. Land News 24 Sept 319 Owing to the want

of a good flush of water, few of them [troutl were taken.

b. A sudden plentiful increase or abundance of

anything. Also, rarely, -f the mass, great majority

139a G. Harvey Four Lett Ep Dcd Wks (Giosart)I 136

In such a flush ofnotable good fellowes. 1617 Crt. # Times
jas. I (1840) II 7 When upon such a flush we are already

into the Mint since the proclamation a X079 1 uoodwin

Wks II. hi 1x2 The shoal and the flush of Mankind. 1738

[G Smith] Curious Relat II 311 When they had given

their Folly a sudden Flush. 18*3 Diadem, Mag XIV. 507

The last flush ofpassengers is seen in the streets

o. The stream from a mill-wheel.

a 1825 in Forby Voc. E. Anglia. 189a Longm Mag
Nov 87 Nets so placed as to intercept them as they pass

thiougn null flushes

d. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss CoalMining, Flush, a small quantity

of ignited fire damp.

3 . A rush of emotion or passion; elation or

excitement arising from this, or from success, vic-

tory, etc Phr tn the {first,full)flush

1614 Raleigh Hist World 111 17 Unreasonable flushes of

pioud and vaine joy. 1692 R L'Estrangi- Fables ccccxlm,

Never had any Man such a Loss cries a Widdowei , in the

Flush of his Extravagancies for a Dead Wife 1829 Lytton

Dcvereux 11 vu, In the full flush of his lestless schemes

1843 Lever J Hinton xxu,A momentary flush of passionate
indignation 1850 Merivale Rom Evip (1863! 1 . 1 40 The
plunder of all Italy, was too tempting to he relinquished in

the first flush of victory 1867 Parkman JesuitsN Anter
xvu (18751 241 The Confederates at this tune were in a flush

of unparalleled audacity

4. A sudden shooting up
,
a fresh growth (of grass,

leaves, or flowers) Also mfullflush.

1773 Stedvens m Shahs Wks Note on Lear iv vi 124

A horse tinned out in the spring to take the first flush of

grass 1803 Trans Soc Enconrag Arts XXI 120 The
showers in July, bringing up a new flush of annuals 1844

Jml R Agnc. Soc V 1 49 The geneial flush of grass

comes on geneially late in April. 1882 Garden ix Mai
169/2 Avoid pioducmg a too vigorous flush of vine 1893

Cornh. Mag Nov 534 Brown coolies are picking the young
shoots, now in full * flush' after a heavy snower

5 . The act of cleansing (a dram) by flushing

1883 Pall Mall G. 21 Nov 4/2 The quantity for a flush is

two gallons

6 A glow of light or colour, csp. the reddening

in the face caused by a lush of blood; also, the

rush of bloocl itself.

1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Praise Cleans Lumen Wks
11 1691 When bught Phoebus roabes the welkin with

a purple flush. 1706 Phillies (ed Kersey), Flush, a Red
Colour in the Face 1803 Med Jml X 552 Periodical

hectic flushes. 183a Ht Martineau Hill 4 Valley iv 55
I see a fiery flush which I suppose comes from some iron-

work near i860 7 yndall Glac. 1 xvm 131 A warm flush

ran through me 1865 Dickens Mut Fr. 1v xvi 299
1
It

belongs to me returned the little creature, with a quick

flush of her face and neck 1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiv

403 Along the west lay a great flush of gold

fig 1831 CARLvr c Sterling 1 ni (1872) 13 Sudden flights

to Dublin, to London, whithersoever any flush of bright

outlook allured him
b. A hot fit in a fever.

1858 0 W. Holmes Ant Break/4. x 99 The throbbing

flushes of the poetical intermittent. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss ,

Flush,
the hot stage of a Fever

362
“ %

7 Glow, freshness, vigour (of beauty, health,

life).

1735 Somerville Chase in. 449 The Flush of Beauty

in their Cheeks. 1826 Disratli Vtv Grey v x, Meeting

death in the very flush of life 1836 Masson Ess v 166

Swift in the full flush of his new popularity visited

England 1874 Miss Braddon Taken at Flood 11, It was

in the very flush of summer

8. Comb
,
asflush-box, -pot, -tanli, -vent

;
flush-

wheel (see quot. 1874)
1884 Knigiit Diet Mech IV 350/2 *Flush Bov. a cistern

for especial use in dwellings where the supply of water is

intermittent 1884 G E Waring in Century Mag Dec

264/2 The outlet of thc*flush-pot is closed witha plug Ibid,

255/1 House drainage begins at the sewer, or *flush-tank

1884 Health Exhib Catal. 60/2 Owen’s Patent Single

*Flushvent. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I 892/1 *Flush-

wheel, a wheel used m raising water for draining

Flush sbfi Cards [proximate source

uncertain; F. has flux, flus from 15th c
,
Sp flux

(prob. from F ,
as the native form would be fluxo,

moA.flujo), Flem (16th c,)fluys (from hjr ) ;
FI0110

1611 gives It. flusso in the same sense (now

obs ).

The F and It words appear to bo merely special uses of

the words in those langs repr L fluxtts flow, Flux (for the

sense in caidplaymgcf run) The Eng word prob owes

its form to association with Flush sb 2
]

1 . A hand consisting of cards all of one suit, or

including a prescribed number all of one suit

a 1529 Skelton Sp Parrot 424 He facithe owte at a

fflusshe, with, shewe, take all 1 xS9? Minsheu Span Dial

38/2 The Queene of Diamonds with whtch I made the last

flush. <2x618 J. Davies Wittes Pilgr Wks (Grosart) 31/1

Your Pnm’s far inferior to their Flush 1785 in A rchtea-

logia VIII. 132 If they [caids] are all of the same colour,

he wins the flush. 1836-9 Dicictns Sk Boz (*850) 187/1

A flush 1—that’s good for four 1891 Punch 20 Dec. 305/1,

I guess there's a straight flush against me

f 2 . A certain game at cards Obs.—°

1398 Florio, Flussata, a play at cardes called Flush

Flush 0 1 [?f Flush 57.2]

1. Abundantly full In later use chiefly of a

stream, etc. . Full to overflowing, swollen, in

flood.

1607 Shaks Tmion v. iv 8 Now the time is flush *647

H More Poems 333 Her [the Moon's] hollow horns fill’d

up with (lusher light 1697 Dampier Voy I 393 Small

Brooks of fresh Water, that run flush into the Sea

for 10 months in the year 1826 Disraeli Viv Gi ey hi vi,

In the flush moment ofjoy 1841 Hartshoune Salop A ntiq.

Gloss, sv, ‘The Sivirn’s pretty flush’. 187a Browning

Fifine lxxvviu, Unchoked, the channel's flush.

+ b. ?
' Up to the mark’, peifect, faultless. Obs.

c*SS° Wever Lusty Jwocntns cuj\ I could so beare the

busshe That al shuld be flusshe. That euer I dyd

2 . Full of life or spirit, lively, lusty, vigorous.

Hence, Self-confident, self-conceited Now rare.

1604 Shaks Ham. (Qo. 2) m ui 81 A tooke my
father With all his crimes broad blowne, as flush [If
fresh] as May x6o6— Ant. 1) Cl 1 iv 52 Many hot

inrodes They make in Italy, the Boidcis Maritime Lacke

blood to thinke on’t, and flush youth reuolt x6ii

Coryat's Crudities Panegyucke Verses Civb, He had a

kind of simple blush That kept him still from being flush,

When Ladies did him woe a x68o Charnock Attnb God

(1834! II. 569 Not as flush and gay . as others a 1690

E HonciNS Exp Lords Prayer

,

etc (1692) 297 The
practice of some flush Notionists 1767 H Brooke Fool of
Qual (1792) I iv 143 Both appealed quite flush and con-

fident of victory 1826 J Wilson Nod Ambr Wks. I 5

The flush maiden, the losy ejf 1894 Hardy Lifts Little

Ironies, Trag, Two Ambitions 84 Her bright eyes, brown
hair, .and flush beauty

3 Plentifully supplied (esp with money) Const.

of, (+ m, f with!) Ofmoney Abundant, plenti-

ful.

1603 Dekker Batch Bang vui G ij a, Some dames are

more flush in crownes then hex good man 1637 Heywood
Kings,' Loyal Subject in Wks 1874VI 43 So flush ofmoney,
and so bare in clothes 1662 Drydkn Wild Gallant it 1, Since

you are so flush, Sir, you shall give me a Locket of Diamonds

1667 Waierholse hire Land 28 Monies being not so flush

with them 1712 Arduthnot John Bull 1 ni, He was not

flush in leady, eithei to go to law, or clear old debts 1727

Philip Quarll 81 111 Language, of which they geneially ate

flush, when Money is scant 1767 S Paterson Another
Trav I 235 While they were flush with money 1793 T
Jeiterson Writ (1830) IV 482 Money being so flush, the

six per cents run up to twenty-one, and twenty-two shillings

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick xiv. The first floor lodgers,

being flush of furmtuie, kept an old mahogany table on the

landing place outside 1871 M Collins Mrq. <§• Merck II.

ix 269 Tom is always very flush or very hard up

b dial Lavish, profuse.

1703 Thoresbv Let. to Ray (EDS), Flush
,
full-handed,

piodigal, wasteful 1859 Geo Eliot A Bede 6 ‘When

t
y’are six-an'-forty ye wonna be so flush o’ working for

nought ’ 1884 Chesh Gloss., Flush, lavish.

0. Of limes’ Prosperous.
1840 W Irving Life 4 Lett (1866) III 153 If times ever

again come smooth and flush withme *847Disraeli Tancred
111 vi, Everything being thus m a state of flush and affluent

prosperity 1888 Daily News 17 Dec 2/8 The output

probably is greater now than it was during the best of the
* flush' times which preceded the long depression.

4. Of a high colour ;
blushing, ruddy ;

flushed

XS94 Drayton Idea 107 Thy Cheeke, now flush with

Roses 1817 Keats Let Nov, Wks 1889 III 97 Jane
looked very flush when I first looked in, but was much
belter when I left x8ax— Isabel xxvii, Sick and wan The
brothers* faces . did seem, Lorenzo’s flush with love

FLUSH.

5 . Even, level, in the same plane (whether hori-

zontal or vertical) with (dial. by). [? Orig, of a

liver or stream running full (cf sense 1), and so

level with its banks . see quot. 1877. Cf. Float
]

1791 Bentiiam Panopt 1. 172 Why place it [the build-

ing] in a recess, rather than close to the road, and flush

with the surrounding wall ? 1831 Brewster Nat, Magic
xi (1833) 2B5 He observed the edge of a pin flush with the

edge of the receptacle. 1874 Moggridge Ants <S Spiders

u

91 The entire door does not shut flush with the surface. 1877
N W Line. Gloss s v ,

• Watter was flush by th’ bank top.'

b. Even or level with the adjacent surface

Bead andflush work, etc (see quot, 1846). Flush work'
(a) Jewellery . work in which the stones are level or nearly

level with the setting, (b) Bookbinding : work in which the

edges of the binding and leaves are cut level.

1823 P Nicholson Pract Build 160 The parallel faces

of both are made flush, and appear almost like one single

piece 1846 Buchanan Tcchn. Diet , Bead andflush work,
a piece of framed work with beads run on each edge of the

inclined panel. Bead, flush, and square work
,
framing

with bead and flush on one side, and square on the other

1850 Chubb's Locks 1} Keys 32 The bellies of the tumblers

m Mr Chubb’s lock were always flush, or in the same plane

1869 Sir E J Reed Shipbmld x. 180 The edges of the

strakes of plating were fitted against one another, and the

flush-joints thus formed weie coveied by internal edge-strips.

1883 W C. Russfi l Sailors' Lang , Flush-up. said of a

cargo that comes up to a level with the hatches. 1884

Ilham Daily Post 23 Feb 3/4 Jeweller’s Setter —Wanted,
a good Hand, used to flush woik 1885 J Grant Royal
Highlanders 111 32 The original castle staits flush from

the edge of the rock 1892 Pall MallG 13 Jan 2/3 Flush

woik, which is the elementary work of out trade [book-

binding]

c Of a vessel’s deck : Continued on one level

from stem to stern. Alsoflushfore and aft

1626 Cart. Smith Acad Yng Sea-men ix A flush decke

1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) VI 2216 The decks, fore and aft,

being finished flush, had no covering for men 01 officers

1840 R. H Dana Bef Mast xxu. 66 Her decks were flush

foie and aft.

d Of a vessel : Having no erection above the

flush deck.

1800 Naval Chron III 294 The Danae is a flush vessel

;

the Captain's cabin is therefore below 1833 Marryat

p Simple (1B63) 261, I recollect faring haider than this

thiough one cruise, in a flush vessel.

0 . Pugilism. Of a blow Direct, full on the

mark, ‘straight from the shoulder’

xSi2 Sporting Mag XXXIX. 18 He planted some dex-

trous flush hits 1826 H N Coleridge West Indies x6x

Audam .knocked him down with a flush hit on the nose

7 . Comb

,

m parasynthetic adjs. as (sense 1 b),

flush-coloured ;
(sense 4 c), flush-decked, -jointed,

-plated.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1B11) VI. xlii, 159 Lying upon

a couch.. bloated and "flush coloured. 1883 J D. J Kelly

in Harper1s Mag Aug 450/2 Ihe "flush decked well-

ventdated deep boat 1869 Sir E J Reed Shtpbinld x

180 In all succeeding arrangements, the butts of the plates

were "flush-jointed Ibid , x. 185 The unprotected parts of

tlie later iron clads above the armour-belts me "flush plated

Flush. (fl»J), «.2 Cards, [f. Flush sb q
1 a Of a player : Holding a flush, 1 e cards

all of the same colour or suit {obs.). b- Of a hand

or sequence' Forming or including a flush

a. 1591 Florio Sec Frmtes 71 ,

1

was neither flush nor

flue and fiftie yet a 1612 Harington Epigr. 11 99 Crassus

stopt a Club and so was flush

b *883 Longm Mag Sept 499 A flush sequence, a

sequence of high cards all of the same suit

2 U ansfl {nonce-use) Of corresponding quality

throughout
a 1638 Cleveland Young Man lo Old Woman 33 ,

1

love

to wear Clothes that aie flush, Not prefacing old Rags with

Plush.

Flush (fl*j)» a 3 Obs exc dial. [Of obscure

etymology
;

pcih. an altered form ot *fludge, a

possible dialectal representative of OE. flyege

Fledge a (cf. cudgel from OE. cycgel ;
the form

may be due to the influence of next vb ]
=

Fledge a
*561 Hoby tr Castiglione's Courtyer (1577)

Such as come to this loue at e like yong Budes almost flushe

1399 A, M tr. Gabclhoncds Bk Physiche 80/2 When as

they [swollowes] are fetherede, and allmost flushe 1022

Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman D'Alf 1 hi 11 190 rhenare

they like birds that are flush, to forsake the nest x8*5

Britton Beaut, Wiltsh III 373 Flush, fledged.

Flush (flfj), v 1 [perh. onomatopoeic; with

initial ft- suggested by fly, flutter, etc ,
and an

ending imitative of the sound of a swift sudden

flight
,
cf rush. (Some dialects have flush : see

Flusicer v )]

1 intr. To fly up quickly and suddenly; to start

up and fly away. Also, to flutter, to fly with

fluttering wings transf. Of a door* To fly open

a 1300K Horn 1080 Horn the wyket puste, That hit open

fluste a 1300 Flonz Bl 473 per fliste ut a buterfli^e

1399 Langl Rich Redeles 11 166 pe blemyed boynardl

Made be flawcon to flloter and fflussh ffor anger, 1SS0

PhaerAEneid v Miv, Flushing loud she flappes her wmges

1383 Stanyhurst Aenets 1 (Arb.) 30 Se wel yoonder swans

twelue in coompany flusshmg 1626 B Jonson'Masque

of Owls, I make ’em to flush Each owl out ofbis bush.

1773 Poetry in Ann Reg 233 Another bird, just flushing at

the sound, Scarce tops the fence i8j6 Forest 4- Stream

13 July 376/1 The spot from which the first [a woodcockj

bad flushed



PLUSH. PLUSHNESS

f b trans. To fluttei (the wings) Obs
1558 Phacr JEncid v N iv, Of the stroke the bud afraied.

Did flickring flush her wmges
2 turns To cause to fly or take wing, to put

up, start ,
also with up

1450 Bk Haivkyn

q

in Rcl Ant I 297 Lete the spanyell

flusch up the covey ? 164s C Morton Enquiry in Hurl
Misc (1810) V 503 When they aie flushed, or raised to the

wing 1772 Barrington in Phil Trans LXII. 309 When-
ever a woodcock is flushed, he is roused from his sleep

by the spaniel or sportsman 1872 C Innes Led Sc
Legal Antiq 11 6$ A minor for flushing larks as still used
in Italy.

also! 1888 Times 15 Nov 11/3 Pat Regan’s hay and
oats were thrown down because his sons flushed for Sir

H Buike

1 3. mtr. Of persons To rush like birds on the

wing ;
to flock, swarm

,
also with in, out Obs.

c xq&aMerlm xx 330 All the x wardes ofthekynge leodogan
were flusshed to the standerd. 1581 J Bell Haddon's
Anno Osor 32 Aftei them whole flockesof mterpretours
flusht in Ibid 2g2b, Neyther had so many swarmes
of Heretickes ftusht abroad 1642 H Moke Song of Soul
n 11 1 11 They straight flush out and her drad voice obey

.

Each shape, each life doth leapen out full light

Hence Flu slung vbl sb

,

a fluttering of the

wings ; a rustling rushing noise

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvm i (1495) 741 Fisshe
hereth for they He and voyde flusshynge and noyse C1420
Pallad on Hnsb 1 628A shuddering, a flusshmg and affray

He maketh thenne. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeiteis in. (Arb ) 77
With a suddeyn flushing theegulhgutharpeys From moun-
tayns flitter.

Flush (fl»f), ».2 [Of uncertain etymology.
Perh ong identical with prec , the notion of 1 sudden

movement being common to the two vbs. But the develop-
ment of meaning appears to have been influenced by
phonetic association with Flash v 3 (nearly all the senses

of which have passed over to this vb , either unchanged
or with modifications traceable to the echoism of the

differing vowel), while the senses relating to colour have
been affected by association with blush It is doubtful
whether there has been any influence from F flux (see

Flux) orflutss-,fluir to flow (whence the Du fimssen to

flow violently)

)

I Expressing sudden movement, esp. of a liquid.

1.

mtr. To rush out suddenly or copiously, to

spurt , to flow with force or violence ; also with

forth, out, over, up. Said esp of liquids, a nver,

etc ,
but also of immaterial things andfig.

1548 Hall Citron , Hen. IV (an 1) 18 b, A furious

storme sodamely flusshed and drowned . xn of his great
shippes 1567 ’Dnb.KTHoi ace's Epist xv Evj, Wine that

will flushe into my mynde, and vames 158* J Bell
Haddoiis Answ. Osor 221 From hence flush out all

these fluddes of complaints. 1624 H Mason Art of
Lying li 35 The Well-head, whence first flushed forth

this muddy Nylus. <11625 Fletcher Nice Valour 111

li, O your crush'd nostrils slakes your opilation And
makes your pent powers flush to whofsome sneezes 1678
Br Nicholson Exp. Catecli. Ep. Ded 5 More will

flush over and be lost, than poured into the Vessel 1691
Ray Creation (1714) 45 Milk being heated to such a degree
doth suddenly . . flush up and run over the vessel. 1707
Mortimer Hnsb 574 It [Beer] flushes violently out of the

Cock for about a Quart. 1855 Singleton Virgil I 237 It

flushes through nine mouths, a broken sea.

2 To cause (water) to flow , to draw off ; to

draw off water from (a pond).

1594 Nasht Vnfort Tran 57 If those ponds were so full

theyneed to beflustorletout. 1815Poddington CanalA ct

35 If any person shall . . cause to be flushed or drawn off

any water

+ b. To burst out with, pour out suddenly.
1601 Dfnt Pathiu. Heaven 142 Hee will flush out some of

these [oathes] in his ordinane speech 1642 R, Baker tr.

Malvezzis Disc Tacitus 166 He after makes his greedmesse
of blood appeal e the more,by flushing it out all at once.

3. To cleanse (a drain, etc ) ; to drive away (an

obstacle) by means of a rush of water
1789 Trans. Soc Encourag Arts VII 59 Paddles . are

drawn up by screws, to flush away any obstacle i86a

M Hopkins Hawaii 3a Rains play their part in flushing

streets *871 Napheys Piev Cwe Dis. 1. v 141 Sewer
pipes should be flushed from time to time,
absol 1850 Netherway Suggest Drainage Lond. 4

This would entirely dispense with the necessity of flushing

transf andfig 1861 Wynter Soc Bees 277 The hot-air

bath flushes the external sewers of the body 1880 Beale
Slight Ailm. 173 The alimentary canal is thoroughly
flushed in every part. 1884 Henley & Stevenson Adm
Guinea 1 vui, Flush out your sms with tears

b. To inundate (a meadow).
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xxxvi, Another con-

siderable body of water, had been carried off to flush the

water meadows
4. mtr. Of a plant : To send out sboots ; to shoot.

Also trans. m causative sense.

*810 [see Flushing vbl. sb 1 c] 1877 N W. Line Gloss ,

Flush, to make to grow ‘ This sup o’ ram hes flush’t th’

gress mstly ’ 1893 Comh Mag Nov 543 The frequent
showers .

1
flush ' the tea about every fortnight 1893

Chamb. Jrnl. 7 Oct 629/2 The [tea] plants flush, or throw
out fresh shoots, all the year round.
6

.

mtr. * To become fluxed or fluid ’ (Cent Diet )

*885 FarrowMiht Encycl.s v Brazing The solder flushes

or becomes liquid enough to permeate the joint or crevice.

II With reference to light or colour.

6 . mtr. + a. To emit light or sparks suddenly

b. To glow with sudden brilliance Cf. Flash v 2

5 and 7 .
*

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep n v 90 Camphne though
it flame well, yet will not flush so lively Ibid Thus 111 the
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preparation of Crocus Metallorum, the mattei kindleth and
flusheth like Gunpowder
b 1809 Campbell Gcrtr JVyom 11 \xv, Hcie and theie,

a solitary star Flush’d m the darkening fumanient of June
1842 Tennyson Lochsley Hall 26 A colour and a light, As
I have seen the rosy red flushing in the northern night
18S8 Farrar Silence # V 11 (1875) 46 The sunrise of its

first day flushed ovei the manger
7. Of Hie blood, etc. * To come with a rush, pro-

ducing a heightened coloui Cf sense 2 and Flash
z> 2 9
1667 Milton P L ix 886 In hei Cheek distemper flushing

glowd i6fjDiiYDEit State Innoc v 1 30What means That
blood, which flushes guilty in your face ? 1708 Rowl Royal
Convert iv 1, A burning Purple flushes o'er my Face
1813 Byron Br Abydos 1 xiu, What fever 111 thy veins is

flushing ? 1845 Clough Early Poems xvn 15 The mantling
blood to hei cheek Flushed up 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle
Tonis C xni, The blood flushed in Eliza’s pale face

8 . Of the face, etc. : To become suffused with
warm colour

;
to become suddenly red or hot

,
to

* colour up ’, redden, blush. Also with up or with
adj. as complement
1709 Steele Tatler No 33 p 7 My Lord passes by; I

flushed in a flame. 1789W Buchan Dom Med (1790) 177
The face generally flushes after eating 1851 D Jerrold
St Giles x 102 His face flushed red as flame 1869 Dixon
Tower I x 96 Henry flushed into rage. 1890 Besant
Demoniac iv. 45 George flushedup, butherestrainedhimself
qp.zs.i-trans. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 262 Her rising

beauties flush’d a higher bloom.

9. trans To make red or ruddy; to cause to

blush or glow.
1697 Dryden Virg Past x 33 Thy own Apollo came

Flush’d were his Cheeks 1731 A Hill Adv Poets 1, The
Low Muse who lends Her feeble Fire

, To flush pale Spleen

1784 Cowper Tiroc 833 Flushed with drunkenness 1834
Medwin Angler in Wales I 138 I had left my home young
flashed with health 1873 Black Pr Thule xvn 277

A face flushed with shame
b In wider sense To suffuse or adorn with

glowing colour.

1746-7 Hervey Reft. Flower-Garden 62 They [tulips] flush

the Parterre with one of the gayest Dresses that blooming
Nature wears 1821 Clare Vtll Minstr II 69 Straying
beams . . In copper-coioured patches flush the sky. x88g
Lowell Latest Lit. Ess. (1892) 83 A meadow flushed with
primroses.

10. To inflame with pnde or passion
;
to animate,

encourage
;
also with up

;
rarely, + to initiate in

Cf. Flesh v.1
,
which has influenced the sense.

*633 T Adams Exp a Peter 11. 6 This so fieslieth and
flusheth her, that she thinks no more of God 1667 Dryden
Maiden Queen 1. 1, But once or twice only, 'till I am a little

flush’d in my Acquaintance with other Ladies, and have
leam'd to prey for my self a 1716South Serm (1737)IV 141

This [success] flusheshimup *7x3Addison Cato 1 11, Armies
flush'd with conquest 1742 Johnson Debates in Pari II

94 They who have flushed their new authority by a motion
which [etc ] 1790 Burke Fr Rev

.

Wks V 276 Flushed
with the insolence of their first inglorious victories. 1867
Freeman Norm. Conq (1876) I. iv. 183 Flushed with success

they entered the Norman duchy.

Flush (A»J), Vfi [f I LtJSH a 1
5.]

1. trans. To make flusja or level ; to fill m (a

joint) level with the surface; to ‘point’.

1842 Gwjlt Encycl Archit Gloss
,
Flush, to leave no

vacant space where the stones or bricks do not nicely fit 111

their places 18S3 H S Drinker Tunnelling in EisslerMod
High Explosives (1884) 238 In driving a heading, particular

care should be taken that unnecessary cost m flushing the

clear profile does not arise

2. Weaving a. trans. To throw (a. thread) on

the surface over several thieads without intersecting

b. intr. To float over several threads without in-

tersection. (See quots.).

1878 A Barlow Weaving 175 The threads [in tissue-

weaving] float or flush upon the surface of the cloth rather

than foim a component part of its substance Ibid 176

Two methods for flushing or throwing the thread to form
the tissue figure

Hence Fln’shing vbl sb

,

the action of the vb.

(sense 1) ; also concr. (sense 2), see quot.

1853 Archit. Publ Soc Did
,
Flushing the operation of

filling in the joints of brickwork or masonry with mortar

1878 A Barlow Weaving Index, Flushing, threads not
required in the body of the cloth, and left loose on the surface

Flush, (flpf), [?var, of Frush ] trans.

and mtr (See quots ) Hence Flu'shing vbl. sb

1739 Labelye Short Ace Piers Westm Bridge 77 Cham-
fering the Joints hinders the flushing or breaking of the

Edges of the Stones 1853 Archit, Publ Soc. Did s v

,

Masons, say that a stone has flushed, where more or less

of its arrised edge has broken away in consequence of that

edge being more loaded than the rest of the bed

Flush (fl»J\adv [f. Flush a 1] +a Directly,

straight b. Pugilism With direct force or with

full effect.

1700 Farquhar Constant Couple v I, This girl is just

come flush from reading the Rival Queens ! x8ia Sporting

Mag. XXXIX. 139 Thorn hitting his antagonist flush on
the head right and left 1888 Sporting Leader 15 Dec

,

Wilson leading off, and getting the left flush on the face

Flushed (floft), ppl> a [f Flush v 2 + -id * ]

1. Suffused with red or ruddy colour.

1690 Land Gas No 2576/4 A Maid-SeivanL..extremely

red and flushed, round her Mouth 1793 Beddoes Lett to

Danuta 53 A medical fnend . was much struck with the

flushed appearance of my countenance 1849 Ruskin
Sev Lamps iv § 3g xzg Flushed and melting spaces of

colour 188a Miss Braddon Mt Royal 1,

1

knew what the

flushed cheek and the short cough meant

2. Heated, excited.
X749 Smoliett Regicide in via, Their flush’d intemper-

ance will yLeld Occasion undistuibed 1893 Critic

(

Boston)

25 Mar 134/1 The sohlaiy cnpuce of a flushed fantasy

Plusher 1 (ilujai) [f aspiec + -Fit 1
] One

who is employed to flush seweis.
1882 PallMall G 12 June 1/2 Superintendent of flushers.

Hence Flu’sherman, a sewei-flushei
1851 Mayhcw Lond Labour I 28 The policeman on duty

there wears huge flushermen’s boots. Ibid 11 131

Plusher 1 (fl» Jot) dial Also flasher [of un-

certain origin , by some legarded as a corruption

of Fleshbr (cf. the synonym butcher-bird) ; by
others referred to Flush v the name being sup-

posed to refer to the red coloui Cf also Flush
v !] The Red-backed Shrike, Lamas collurio.

1674 Ray Eng. Wo>ds 83 The lesser Butcher-bird, called

in Yorkshire, Flushei, Lanins tertius 1885 Swainson
Prov. Names Brit Buds 48 Red-backed Shnke (Lanins
collurio) Flasher or Flusker (Cornwall)

1 Flu’sh-flash, v Obs. rare - 1 [Cf. Flish-
fla.sk ] mtr To flash repeatedly.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeiteis 1 (Arb ) 20 Thee lightnings riflye

doe flush flash

Flushing (At? Jig), ^ [f Flushing (Du Vhs-
smgen) a port m Holland ] A kind of rough and

thick woollen cloth, so called from the place where
it was first manufactured.

1833 Marryat P. Simple x. Pea jackets made of
Flushing. 1879 Umf.Reg in Navy List July (1882) 496/a

To be of flushing, with seven buttons on each side.

attnb. 1832 Darwin in Life «$• Lett (1887) I 242 A
flushing jacket. 1837 Marryat Dog-feud in, Wiapped up
m FLushmg garments [he] looked like a bear

Flu’shing,
vbl. sb. [f. Flush v A + -ing 1

]
1. The action of the verb Flush in vanous senses

fa. A lushing or splashing (of watei) Obs.

1573 Tvvynne Nineul x D d iv b. His monstrous saluage
hms through froth, through fome with flushing launch

b. The cleansing (of a sewer, etc ) by a rush of

water.

1853 At chit. Publ Soc. Diet, Flushing 1884 Times
(weekly ed ) 14 Nov 12/2 The flushing of sewers is a most
important part, oFthe rapid removal of refuse.

c. Of a plant . The sending out of new shoots.

1810 Scott Lady of Lake ur xvi. Our flower was in

flushing, When blighting was nearest 1894 Times 6 Apr
4/6 [Tea] plants exhibiting great difference in form and
luxuriance of growth and flushing

2 A sudden flowing (of blood to the face)
;
a

wave (of heat) ; hence, reddening, redness

1580 R Harvey PI. Perc. 22 Walke about, and coole this

flushing in the face 160a Shaics. Ham i. 11 155 1677

Lond Gaz No. 1180/4 A tall slender Man, with a great

flushing in his face 1731 Ardutiinot Aliments 1. § 2 9
The Signs of the Functions of the Stomach being deprav’d,

are a Flushing in the Countenance [etc] 1B03 Med.
Jrnl. X 11 Its approaches are marked by head-ach ,

.

flushings of heat. 1875 H C. Wood Therap. (1879) 348
Local flushings caused by small doses of the poison.

3. A flush or wave (of emotion, success, etc ).

a 1679 T Goodwin Whs. V 11 163 It was not properly

a Passion, which is a subitaneous flushing 1711 Addison
Sped. No 351 r 15 The transient Flushings of Guilt and

Joy, which the Poet repiesents in our first Parents upon
their eating the forbidden Fruit 1775 S J. Pratt Liberal
Opin (1783) IV. 78 This strange mortal .was so truly

elevated by the present flushings of his piospenty, that he

said and did [etc ]

4. attnb. and Comb. : as flushing cistern
,
gate,

machine ,
also flusMng-rim (House-plumbing),

1 a hollow rim pierced with holes surrounding

a basin, through which water can be turned into

the basin to flush it out’ (Cent. Diet.)’, flushing-

wheel=flush-wheel.
1894 Daily News 9 Oct 5/2 To raise the capacity of

‘flushing cisterns from two to three gallons 1856 Proc
Inst Civ Eng XVI 43 ‘Flushing Machines, for cleansing

house drams and sewers 1884 G E Waking in Century

Mag Dec 263/1 The closet is supplied with water through

an ordinary *flushing-rim 1884 Health Exhtb Catal.d&fz

Automatic ‘Flushing Wheel for utilizing waste water from.

Baths.

Flushing (fl»’Jig), ppl. a. [f as prec. -f -IHG 2 ]

1. That flows quickly
,
rushing.

1550 Bale Image both Ch nt xix Ccuj b, It sounded

as it hadde bene the flushynge noyse of manye wateis 1396

Si'enser F Q. iv. vi. 29 The swift recourse of flushing

blood.

2 Exhibiting or producing a sudden glow.

2728-46 Thomson Spring 95 Array’d In all the colours of

the flushing year 1793 Southey Tri Woman 307 No
flu shing fear that cheek o'erspread 1820 Shelley Sensitive

PL 11. 14 Her tremulous bieath and her flushing face.

Flushinger (flojirpa) [f Flushing (name of

a Dutch port) + -er 1
] A Flushing vessel or sailoi.

1689 Lond Gaz No 2553/3 The English Vessel was the

next day letaken by a Flushinger. 1863 Atheii&uvi No,

1967 43/1 Boarded by the Flushingers.

Flu’shingize, V. nonce-wd. [f as prec. + -ize j

turns. To make like an inhabitant of Flushing

1602 J Davies Mtrum in mod-urn Wks (Grosart) 10/2

Since our English (ah) were Flusheniz’d, Against good
maimers, and good men they kicke, As Beasts they were.

Flu’shness. [f. Flush a. 1} The quality or

condition of being flush in various senses.

x66x Gauden Life Hooker 37 Those whose interest it is,

like Hemshaws, to hide the meagerness of their bodies, by

the flusliness of their feathers x868 Seyd Bullion 52 An
43-2
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over-issue of Paper Money in i count! y nny apparently

(PrV '* t i—e . - o ‘illness 1878 Sir G G Scorr Ltd
, I . VV 1 i 111 wlm.li the class was flush with
< 1 . I , 1 ir splay put insule '1 his excessive,

flushness is less fiequent as the style advances

Plushy (fl# /0, a [f Flush a sb 01 v + -y 1
]

Somewhat flushed, 01 inclined to flush
,
leddish

1706111 xflliRcp lhst MS&.Ctwtui in 2S Aug ,Aimddlc-
si/td man, ofa flushycomplexion 1850 Browning C hi litmus
lire 177 Anothei lauibowiosc—amightiei, Fainter, flushier,

and flightier 1876 Mid Yorksh Gloss
,
PInshy is com-

monly applied to any led colour

Flusker (toskot), v Obs c\c dial [fieq, of

flush ‘to lly at, as two cocks’ (‘Tun Dobbin’ Lane
Dial ),

* to slaitle a bird out of a bush ’
(Almond

-

bitty Gloss
,
E.D S ). Cf Flush zl1

,
Flaskisr v ]

1 a %ntr To flutter or fly 11 regain.! ly.

1660-1794 [see Flusklring vbl, sb and ppl. a ] 1820

Ct are /hotel Life (ed 31 150 A blackbird, 01 tin ush, That,
staited from sleep, flusker’d out of the bush. 1821 —
Vitt Mtnstr I. 04 The crowing pheasant fluskers up
1877 Leigh Clicsh Gloss , P luster to fly irregularly, as

nestlings taking their first purposeless flight

2 trans To flustci, confuse Only in pass.
184* IlARTSiioimr Salop A ntuf 429

1 Meelily flushcr'd
’

1854 Baker Norihamptonsli Gloss I 248,
1 1 was so

fluskeied, 1 could not tell what to do ’

Hence Plu altering1 vbl sb. and ppl a
1660 H. More Mysi Genii vi vi 228 The ofTeis and

fluskeiiugs, as I may so say, of tlie Faculties of the Soul of
man 1668 — Dm Dial II 48 What stiange fluskeang
conceits flee up into the youthful imagination of Ilylobaies.

*794 Gisjiokni, Walks Poicst (1796) 69 ilien with flushermg
wings Broke forth *821 Clare Veil Mmstt I 72 'lht

flustering pheasant look to wing

i
1 FluSS. Ohs rare [a Gct. flusz, f root of

Jlieszen to flow. Fleet] =^Flux sb ix.

1683 Pei tus Fleta Mm. 1 199 Fluss is made by taking
Litharge, Glass-gall, and melted Salt and filed Iron, and
giamd Lead Ibid n s v , Pins sometimes . is tailed

Lead-Glass, which being put into dissolvible metal, it gives

expedition to their Dissolutions

Flues, obs (Sc.) f. Flush sb 2.

i* Fluste. Obs rare
1S70 Levins Mtmtfi. 194 A Fluste,Jhistrum
Fluster (fla star), sb [see next vb ]
1 fa. Excitement proceeding from intoxication

(obs ) b, A confused or agitated stale of mind

,

a flurry, flutter

17x0 TatterNo 252 r 4 When Caska adds to Ins nutuial
Impudence the Fluster of a Bottle *728 Vanuu & Cm
Prop Jlusb. ill i, He has been 111 such a I'luster here. 1848
Lowrtx Biglow P. Poems 1890 II 85 In the 'lower Victory
sets, all of a flustei 1863 Mrs C, Clarkl Mints Chat vm
209 All this flustei may have auseii from a horror of the
steward

'I*
2 ? Pomp, splendour Cf. Fluster v. 3 c, d

Obs.

1676 Marvell Mr Smtrke Wks (Grosart) IV *2 His wit
consisting wholly in his dresse. lie would have it all about
him , as to the end that being huff'd up in all his ecclesias-

tical fluster, he might appear more foimidable. 01*716
South Serm (1737) VI vi 233 Let no present flustci of
fortune transpoi t the man himself with confidence

Fluster (fl» star), v Also ? 5 flostre, 9 dial

fiowater [This and the related sb closely resemble

in sense the mod Icel Jlaustr hmry, bustle,Jlausti

a

to bustle. Cf Dlustlk v ]

+L ? trans ? To excite, stimulate Obs
1422 [see Flustering vbl sb\
2 . trans. To flush or excite with drink, make

half-tipsy

*604 Shaes Oih n. 11S 60 Tluee else of Cyprus Haue
I to night fluster’d with flowing Cups 1731 Fielding
Lett. Witters n v, My nephew hath taken me to the
Tavern, and almost flustered me *831 Thacklray Eng
Hum 111 (1876) 233 His head is flustered with buigundy
3 mtr To be excited or eager

;
to move with

agitation or confusion ; to bustle
1613 F. Robarts Rev Gospel 136 Who will not fluster to

be one? 1636 Dm Trag lately Acted 27 A blacke ball

flew into the bell free then it flustered about the Church
x8o8 Jamieson, Flustei

,
to be m a state of bustle 1863

G Meredith R Plemmg xhu (1890) 369 He broke out
upon Mrs. Sumfit which caused her to fluster guiltily

1879 Cot nil Mag June 699 They flustered out, abashed
like poultry who have been played upon with garden hose
1893 R- Kipling Many Invent 16 The Dutch gunboat
came flustering up

+b Of seed. To shoot up quickly; to push
1630 T. Bayly Heiba Panetis 123 Both were exceeding

glad to see the come so fluster upon the ground that was
sown by their hands

C To bluster, swagger d. dial See quot
*66* [see Flustering ppl a ] *876 Whitby Gloss

,
blowster

01fluster, to flourish or flutter m showy colours

4 trans. To flurry, confuse.

1724 R Falconer Voy (*769) 267 My scattered Thoughts,
that were flusteied upon that Occasion 1760 A. Murphy
Way to Keep Him \ u. Madam, if I was as you, I would
not fluster myself about it 1810 Scott Antaj xxxiv. The
aged housekeepei was no less flusteied and hurried m
obeying the numerous . commands of her mistress *870
Spurgeon Tieas Dav Ps hi 9 Men must not too much
fluster us

Hence Flu storing vbl sb and ppl a Also
Fltrsteiment, the stale of being flusteied

*422 tr Secreta. Secret , Priv Prw (E. E. T S ) 129 The
flostyrynge of the losengers that the[e] Plesyn, thou sholdyst
gretly drede, 1661-98 South Serm III 263 The Flustring
Vam-glorious Greeks. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds II, 133

When it is very closely pursued, and compelled to use, iL

[the coot] dots this with much flustering and appaitnt

difficulty 1895 h 1posttor Apr ->96 Palpitations, ilustei-

incnts, licbitanuts seem to turn oui mess ige into farce

+ Flirster-blu ster, notne-wd [comic ie-

duplication of Dlultui] A ‘blubteung’ wind
So Fluster-blusterer, a blusterer.

1696 Monthly Mercury V 11 83
r

J he Fiencli me .seeking

.111 tally Atonement of the 1‘ reach I'luslci liluxleicr 1708
Moiilux Rabtlais v vi, Unless you ait lcsolv’d to en-

counter /Loins and his Flustu blusters

Flustered (di> staid), ppl a. [f Fluster v ]

1 Ilalf-drunk, fuddled

*6*s Sir E JIoby Cuny cotnbci 11 Yet as fluslitd as lice

was hcc could text her with Labia Saccidotis custodumt
sapuntuuu 1710 Si liil 'latter No 3 r 1 A Young
Nobleman whoc.imc flusteied into the Bov last Nighty 1824
LambA/i/xSci 11 Copt Jackson, You got flusteied without
knowing whence, tipsy upon woids *824 Scoit Red-
gauntlet xui, Becoming tally what bon vivants term
flusteied

_ *889 Barh^hi & Lllard Slang,
Plushrt.it

(common) Intoxicated

2 . Confused, disconceiled, flunied

1743 Fielding J Wild n. v, Health ee was too much
flusteied to examine the woman with sufficient art 1797
Mrs Radu ii i<l Italian xxx (1824) 699 My loitl seemed
veiy much flusteied *863 Mrs C Clarkl Shake C/uei

xv 377 A vivid picture of a flusteied man
3 dial (See quot

)

1876 Whitby Gloss ,
Plustei’d, leddencd 01 nutated said

of the feet

Flusterer (Hn storo-i). U

S

[f Fluster v +
-eh 1 (see quot 1S0S),] The common American
coot, Fttlica amentana
1709 Lawson Caiolma 149 Black Flusleieis Some call

these the great bald Coot. 1808-14 A Wilson Amcr.Oriuth
ix 62 note. In Carolina they are called flusteicrs fioiu the
noise they make 111 flying over the suifacc of the watci

Flustery (fir ston), a [f Fluster^ otv +
-Y 1. Cf Blustery ] Full of fluster

;
confused

1865 Carlyll Pruik Gt (1873) V xiv. iv. 188 A flustery

singed condition.

Flustra (fl» stra). PI. Austria, -as. [a mod
L jflttsira.] The typical genus of polyzoa or

bryozoa of the family fllustrtdds, the sea-mat
The name was first used by Lmnxus (Patina Sitec ed 2.

*761), who says that he has substituted it for the older name j

Jisihara, because the lattei was ‘homonymous with the
name ofa disease’ , but he does not give the etymology
*825 Hamilton Plandbk Perms, Flustra, the sea-mat

1855 Kingslly Glauctis (1878) 73 Heie arc Flustra, or sea-

mats. i860 Maury Phys Geog Sea xui § 560 Die lcaf-

like flustras and escharas

Flustrate (fk> strait), v. vulgai or jocular.

Also flusterate. [f. Fluster v. + -ate 3 ] —Flus-
ter vj and 4.

1712 Steell Sped No 493 T 4 We weie coming down
Essex Slieet one Night a little flustrated *797 Mrs A M
Bennett Beggar Gv l (1813) 1. 106 She was, she confessed,

quite llusteratcd at the idea *876 Mrs Olipiiant Chi ale
in Charge (ed 5) II iv 100 The head of the college was
slightly flustrated, ifsuqli a vulgai word can be used of such
a sublime pci son

Frustration (flo&trei'Jsn). vulgai 01 jot ular

Also flusteration, [f Bluster v + -ation.] The
condition of being flusteied; ‘fluster’, agitation.

*748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II xxxni 204 How soon
these flue young ladies will be put into flustei ations

_
1813

G Colman Br Grins, 7wo Parsons lxxit, A kind of

shocking, pleasing, queei flusliation *868 Yates Rock
Aluad 1 1, Miles came out in a stale of ‘ flustration

*

+ Fltrtal, a Obs. iaie [f Flute sbJ + -al]
Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a flute

1794 0 Adams Mat <5 Ftp Philos I vi 239 The organs
of the human voice are partly flutal, and pailly choidstl

Flute (fl/7tl , sb 1 Fonns 4-5 flowte, 5 £o(y)te,

6-7 Aiut(e, 6- Aute [ME a. 0¥
.
Jlcutc,Jlaute,

jlalmte (also written jftahuste), mod F. Jlhte= Ys.

jlautafem., of unknown origin; the Sp Jlauta, It

Jlauto aie piob. adopted from Fr or Pr From Fr.

are MPIG.jloite (mod Ger Jlole), Da Jluit (whence
possibly the ME. forms).
Diez’s suggestion, that the Rom jlaiiia,plant

o

was f the
vb flaiitare, and that this was a metathesis of L fldhidi c,

is phonologically impossible Ascoh’s proposal to refer the
vb to a L type *Jldvitdrc is also inadmissible ]

1 A musical wind instrument, consisting of a
hollow cylinder or pipe, with holes along its length,

stopped by tlie fingeis, 01 by keys which are opened
by the fingers.

The flute of the ancients, whelhei single or double, was
blown through a mouthpiece at the end About the middle
of the 18th cent this was entirely superseded by the trans-
verse or Germanflute, which is blown tlnough an onfice at

tlie side near the uppei end
CX384 Chaucer II. Fame hi 133 And many fiowte and

liltyug home 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 93/1 The mayde
lemembred the wordss and thiewe doun her pype or
floyte *555 Eden Decades 27 They lmide the noyse of the
flutes, shalmes, and drummes 1625 Purchas Pilgrims IV
r53j3 Indians met vs on the way, playing vpon Flutes;
which is a token that they come in peace *718 Prior
Pleasure 77 I he ti unipet’s sound Provok'd the Dorian
flute 1756 T Amory Buncte (1825) I 5 My relaxation
after study was my german-flute a 1822 Shelley Unf
Dt ama *8o, I nursed the plant, and on the double flute

Played to it Soft melodies 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxu, A single flute withm the curtain began to send forth

luscious stratus 1879 Siainer Music 0/Bible 80 A quaitet
was played by four flutes, treble, alto, tenor, and bass.

i b phr To (go and) biota one’s flute to
* whistle ’ fur something Obs
a 1529 Smlion Pot Popuh vn 9 When thei have any

stitc, lhct maye goo blowc tlieire flute

c A flutc-piayei

1342 Pi ivy Pm sc E'tps P’uss Mary (1831) 104 The
Wclshe mynstrels lijs i\</ ’1 he 1' lutes xr 1630JTAYIOH
{Water Pj Jtav Iwdvcpciice Wks 1 71/1 lo Cluuch-
wardens, Ciyeis, To 1* luits, llorse courseis, Sella s, and lo
Buyeis 1765 Mcictiiuati 48 Then, solus, hops, a dull
Orchestian flute 1837 Dichi ns Si Boa, fates is, Two
flutes and a violoncello had pleaded sevcie colds

2 An organ-stop having a flute-like tone Also

flute-stop (bee j).
Theie aie vanous kinds of flute stops known by special

I

1 r *' erL' la . /•, oboe, snake flute
16:3 ' " x, ,/ , ‘ , I’udial flute of wood

| 77‘i'- | .J I’ . ux, ‘ r ’ IV 1 x. 147 The simple
stops aie the Flute mid some others 1855 Hopkins
Otgau xxn 1 18 As a Pedal slop, the Flute lias not yet
been much used in this country

3 . Applied lo objects resembling a flute m shape

fa. A tall, blender wine-glass, used especially

fur spaikling wines. Called alsoflute-glass Obs
1649 Loaliaci Ltuasla 99 Elies of Becre, Flutes of

Caiuuy, That well did waslie downe pasties maiy
b. A shuttle used in tapestiy-weaving

*727-4* Cjiamdi 11s Cycl s v Tapeshy, The flute docs the

office of the weaver’s shuttle

c. C ookciy, etc. (See quota ) I’crh only Fi

1835 Clarkl Did ,
Piute gaufei *838 Simmonds Diet.

I I adc, PluL a long thin Ficncli loll eaten at bieakfitst

4 Arch, A channel or funow in a pillar, resem-

bling the half of a flute split longitudinally, with

the concave side outwards
1660 Bloome Aichit. A/r Stria, tlie flat lying between

the Flutes 1728 R Morris hss Ant- Auhtt 81 The
Column is divided into twenty-foul Flules, and cacli Side

contains three 1* lutes *879 but G G Scott Lict Archtt
II 126 Vast round columns having then shafts decorated

with spinal, ng-/.ig, mlcisecting, and vcitical flutes

5 . A similar gtoove or channel in any matenal

In Botany see quot. 1727-41.
*727-4* Chambers Cycl., P lutes or I<lutings are also used

in botany, to denote the stems and fi uits of certain plants,

which have fuirows analogous to those of columns *776

With 1 ring Brit, Plants (1796) III 98 The style lias

5 grooves or flutes to lecuvc the 5 seeds with their ap

1 .
<’ »

#
~a- *8;? R *• »n 1 Woollen Mann/ II 393 These,

1 i*. *, w *
1 1, ic s lound a rollei, fall into the flutes of

> 1.. .j I i< *B=s Oon ah Suppl , Pluti, a channel

III the muslin of a lady’s luflle, sumlai to tint 111 a column

01 pi ll.11 1865 Mrs. Pai mslr I.ace xvi 208 A cap

of fine linen plaited 111 small flutes 1878 Garnett 111

Juuycl Brit VIII 728 When it lies within the mean, oi

spheroidal, suifacc so as to foim a ‘flute’, less surface is

exposed by it

0 slang, a (See quot 1700) b A pistol

a 1700 B K Did. Caul Crew
,
Piute, tlie Recorder of

1 .ondon, 01 of any otherTown 1842 b Lovlr IIandyA ndy

m, ‘I’ll give it hint in the. pistol-arm 01 so’. ‘Very well,

Ned Where aie the flutes?’

7 alt) ib and Comb., asflute-girl, -maker, -music,

-note
; flute-playing vbl s»b.

,
flute-hke ndj Also

llute-bird (Australia), the piping crow (Gymno-

ihina tibuen) ,
flute-bit (see quot ) ,

flute-glass,

see 3 above; flute-mouth., a fish of the family

Fistulariidm ,
flute-organ (see quot 182S); flute-

player, (a) one who plays the flute
;

(b) a South

American wren of the genus Cyphoi tints
;
flute-

stop = sense 2 above
,

flute-tool (cf flute-bit)

,

flute-work (see quot. 1S79)
*862 Kindall Poems 53 The * flute bird’s melloxv lone

*874 Knigiit Diet Pitch I 893/2 *Plutc-bit, a wooil-bonng

tool .used in boring hardwoods i853liicKiLtr Anstoph,

(1887) I. 22 Chaplets, sprats, *flute girls and black eyes

*667 Drvdkn SirM Mat -all v 1, Bung Iavo *Flutc glasses

and some Stools. 1729 Savagl JPaudcici v, The bullfinch

Avhistles soft lus * flute like notes 1849 Marryat Valeric

\i, Some ^flute-music 1887 Encycl Brit XXII S48 *Elute

Mouths (Pistularud.c) 1833 Tennyson Blackbird 18 JNow
thy *flute-notes are changed to coarse *828 Busby Music

Man., *Pluto Organ, a little ban el-organ, the compass and

tone of the notes of which render it mutative of the German

flute 1633 Prynnl Hist) to Mastix 1 VH ni 632 A
‘flute-player, a fuller, a liaiper 1875 Longi Pandora vi,

Hern how sweetly oveiliead the feathered flute-playeis

pipe their songs of love. *831 Macaulay in Life 9 Lett

(1880) I 211 We had *flute playing by the first flute player

m England 18*9 Rccs Cycl ,

*Pinte-stop on an Organ,

1887 Pall Mall G 1 July 5/2 Chisels, modelling tools, files,

*flute tools [etc] 1879 IIorKiNb in Grove Diet Mus l

538 *Plutc-woik, under this head are grouped all the flue-

stops of Avhatever kind, shape, or tone, that are not classed

as Principal-woik, or Gcdact-work

Flute (fltft), sb 2 /Taut, Also 6 fluite, 7 fluyt(e

[a lH r.fl/lte, a. Du Jluit (whence tlie Eng forms

fluyt(e,flint), peih. a transferred use of/?*«/=pTec J

1 (See quots )

1567 Maph't Gr Forest 91 Tlie best aie those that be

called Flutrn, m Greke Plootai, good saylers or fimtes *090

Froger Voy 107 A Poituguese Flute, that earned Negros

to All-Saints Bay *727-4* Chambers Cycl
,
Flute or Fluyt,

a kind of long vessel, with flat nbs or floor timbers ;
round

behind, and swelled in the middle 1867 Smyth Sailors

Ward-bk
,
Flute or Fluyt, a pmk-iigged fly-boat, the after-

part of Avlucb is round-ribbed .

2 A vessel of war, carrying only part of net

armament, to serve as a transpoi t •

1666 Loud Gaz No. 77/2 Two Men of War . with three

Flutes of *8 or 20 Guns 1799 Sir Sid Smith 6 Feb m



FLUTE. 365 FLUTTER
Nicolas Nelson's Dtsp III 281 note, Captain Hood’s list

leported them to be eight in addition to two Flutes 1876
J Grant Hist India I xlvi 231/3 1 wenty-six sail, in-
cluding eleven lme-of-battle ships six flutes and trauspoits

b Hence Armed cn Jlute (Fi armi en flflte)

said of such a vessel

1799 Naval CJiron I 258 The Sceptre, 64 guns, armed en
fintc 183a Marryat N Forster xxxvi

Flute v. [f Flute sb ',01 ad. OF.flentcr,
mod. F flatter ]

1 intr To play upon a flute or pipe.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol 91 Syngynge lie was or flowtynge al

the day 1485 Caxton Pans V 89 Ihys is lie that so
sv/etely soiige and floyted X775 Sheridan Duenna 1 i,

Fiddling, fluting, rhyming, ranting 1843 Iennyson 7 o
E L on Tiav vi, To lnm who sat upon the rocks, And
fluted to the morning sea 187s Miss Braddon Strange
World i, Corydon fluting sweetly on his tuneful pipe
quasi-*-<r«J 1867M Arnold Poems, Thyrsis lx, And flute

his friend, like Orpheus from the dead.

b To whistle 01 sing m flute-lilce tones
1800 Hurdis Fav Village 206 And ouzle fluting with

melodious pipe 1848 Kingsley Saint’s Trag iv iv,

Fluting like woodlarks, tender and low 1859 G Mere-
dith R. Fevn el xiv. The blackbird fluted, calling to hei
with thrice mellow note.

2. trans To play (an air, etc) on a flute, to
sing m flute-like notes
1843 1 dnnyson Morte D'A rth. 269 Some swan fluting a

wild carol ere her death 1847 — Princess iv in Men
that lute and flute fantastic tenderness 1847 Emerson
Poems, May Day 59 The redwing flutes his o-ka-lee

3. To form flutes (Flute so.1 4, 5) m ; to famish
with flutings

; to anange a diess, etc in flutes.

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. xiv. 468 Bockwheate hath round
stalltes chanellured and fluted (or foiowed and crested)
1665 Hooke Microgr 148 The whole outwaid Superficies
is curiously adorned or fluted with little channels, 1733
Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat Archit. I 79 It had been
better to have fluted the upper part 1853 Lindley Veg
Kingd 601 The trunk appears as if fluted. 186a M T
Morrall Hist Needle Making 37 He also took out a patent
foi grooving or fluting the sides of sail needles 1863 Tyn-
dallMountaineer 11 12 Planing and flutingand scoring the
locks. 1863 Dickens Mitt Fr 11 x, A hatband ofwholesale
capacity—which was fluted behind

Fluted (lb?ted), ppl a [f. FLUTE sb 1 and 21.

+ -ED ]
1 Having, furnished, or ornamented with flutes,

channels, or grooves. Fluted-scale
(.Entomol )

=
cushion-scale. Fluted specti um, one in which the
spectrum lines appear to be grouped in flutes

x6ir Cotgr , CanelS, channelled, fluted, furrowed, straked
1717 Berkeley Tour m Italy Wks 1871 IV 531 Four
noble fluted pillars. 1801 Southey Thalaba vi xx, And
fluted cypiesses rear’d up Their living obelisks 1835 Uhe
Philos Manuf 121 United on one fluted portion of the
rolleis 1881 N Lockyer in Nature No 614 318 Iodine
vapour .

,
gives us this fluted spectrum 1882 Caulfeild &

Saward Diet Needlework, Fluted Ruclie is composed of
single Box-pleats stitched to a certain depth inwards so as
to leave the edges of the pleats loose.

2 . Music. (See quot. 1828 )
1787 BECicroHD Italy II 240 All the nauseous sweetness

of a fluted falsetto 1828 Busby Music Man s v , When
the upper notes of a soprano voice are of a thiu and flute-

like tone, they are said to be Fluted 1879 E Arnold JLt
Asia vi xxvi, 1 he koil's fluted song, the bulbul’s hymn

[(Flute-douce (fh*t|d«s). Also 7 erron -doux.
[Fr flflte douce lit ‘sweet flute’.]

+L The highest-pitched variety of the old flute

with a mouthpiece
1676 Etheredge Man of Mode 11 i, Nothing But Flute

doux, and French Hoboys 1679 Evelyn Diary so Nov
,

There was also a flute douce, now in much request for ac-
companying the voice 1747 Lady M W Montagu Let,
to Ctess Dute 24 July, They are all violius, lutes, mandolins,
and flutes doux.
2. An organ-stop so named
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet Mies Terms

t FlU’tenist. Obs [f. Flute sb.i
,

cf. Ger
flotemst, Eng lutenist.] A flute-player, a flutist,

1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 111 42 These sometimes
Flutemstes, Beare office now 1687 tr Heltodones 1 24You
have heard of Arsinoe, the Flutemst 1718 Freethinker
No. 37 i* 6 An excellent Flutemst.

Fluter (flii tan), [f Flute v + -es *. Cf. OF
Jleuteur ]
1 One who plays on the flute, a flute-player.

Now rare
;
replaced by Flutist or Flautist

c 1400 Rom Rose 763 These floutours, Minstrales and eek
Iogelours 1570 Levins Mamp 73 A Fluter, auladus
1666 Pepys Diary 21 June, I saw . a picture of a fluter

playing on his flute 1796W Taylor in MonthlyRev XXI
499 Not a single fluter was to he found in the temple 1836
Masson Ess,, Th, of Poetiy 440 You, fluter, with your
silver flute ! •
2 One who makes flutings or grooves.
1838 Simmonds Diet Trade, Fluter, one who giooves or

channels metals , a person w ho goffers oi plaits.

Hence •f Pin teress a female flute-player.
*611 Cotgr , Fleuteuse, a fluteresse ; a woman that playes

on a flute

Flutiua (flwtJna). [f. Flute sb 1 with fern

ending -ina : cf Concertina ] A kind of accor-

dion resembling the concertina
1839 Sala Gas light ff D xxiv 274 Accoidions, concei-

Unas, and Aminas.

Fluting (fl?7 tig), vbl sb. [f Flute v, + -ing *.]

The action of the vb. Flute m various senses.

1 The action of plajing oil the flute 01 singing
in flute-like tones , an instance of this

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) no Thou losest thyflateryng
and swete floytyng 1838 Carlyle Frcdk Gt II vi vn
108 Fntz’s love of music, especially of fluting 1874 L
Morris Poems, To a Lost Love 1, The earliest flutings of
the l.uk x88a Gosse 111 Grosart's Spenser III p xxxix,
Ihe delicious flutings of Herrick
2 The action of making flutes in columns, or m

frills, ruffles, etc
; ornamentation with flutes; the

result of this action, fluted work Also attnb m
names of appliances for fluting, asfluting-cylinder,
-iron, -lathe

,
-machine, -plane, etc

1738 R Morris Ess Attc Archit Bi, I must just explain
the foregoing Plate concerning Fluting or Grooving

i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xix 99 Granite, on which the
flutings and^ groovings are magnificently preseived 1864
Webster, Fluting plane (Carp ), a plane with curved face,
used in grooving flutes 1878 Bell Gegenbaur's Comp
A nat 104 Provided with various sculpturmgs, flutings,
spines, ndges, and so on 1879 Sir G G Scott Led.
Archit I 87 Singular ornamentation by means of fluting.

3 . asFlute sb 1 4, 5 Also collect.

1611 Cotgr
,
Canclcurc, a fluting, channelling, straking,

fuirowmg 1613-1639 I Jones in Leom Palladio’sArchit
(1742) II. 50 The fluting in fiont are deep half Circles. 1723
Chambers tr Le Clerc's Tr.at, Archit I 31 The Flutings
of this Column ought not to exceed twenty 1723 Bradley
Fain Diet , s v Mushroom

,
A Cap or Head, garnished

sometimes underneath with several Flutings. 1833P Nichol-
son Pract Butld 308 Sometimes flutings of the semi-ellipsis

shape, with fillets, were adopted 1831 Richardson Geol
(1855) 445 The trees now appear completely decorticated,
and present vauous flutings 1869 Boutell Arms § Arm
v 76 The corslet and cuirass sometimes show no other
decoration than the bold flutings at their base. 187a
C King Mountain. Sierra Nev ui 70 Every fluting of the
great valley was in itself a consideiable canon 1880
Baring-Gould Mehalah II, vi 105 She ran her fingers
through the flutings of her frills

Fluting (flw tig)
,
ppl a [f as prec. 4- -ing 2.]

That Antes, in senses of llie vb.

1794 D’IsrAeli Cur Lit (1848) I 83 The genius which
thus could form a clock in timefoimed a fluting automaton
1852 Seidel Organ 78 lhe tone of the organ is at one time
full and lound, at anothei fluting and wliispeung

Flutist (flw tist), [f Flute sb.
1 + -ist. Cf. Fr.

flfltiste ] A player on the flute.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1 xxxix 123 When some com-
mended him to be an excellent Flutist 1773 J Collier
Musical Tiav 45 That great flutist and warrior the King
of Prussia 186a Merivale Rom Entp. (1863) VII Iv 37
He drove in pomp through the city . . with the flutist

Diodorus by his side.

3Plut(t)e, obs form of Flit ».

Flutter (flctai), sb. [f. next vb ]
1. A fluttering, the action or condition of flutter-

ing (whether in a trans or intr sense).

1641 Milton Annuadv. 19 Lest their various andjangling
opinions put their leave into a flutter 1711 Addison Sped.
No X02 T xo There is an infinite Variety of Motions to be
made use of in the flutter of a Fan 1794 Mrs Radclii ru
Myst Udolpho 111, The drowsy murmur of the breeze and
its light flutter as it blew freshly into the carnage 1848
Dickens Doinbey (C D ed ) v 32 Ihe flutter of her beating
heart. 1873 McLaren Serin Ser n vm 138 Nor any least

flutter of trembling love towards Him
to. A ‘run’, a ‘burst’, colloq.

1837 C. Keene Let m G, S Layaid Life ui (1892) 62,

I had a brief flutter down to the coast of Devon 1883
E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 376 The same
fox . had given us a first flutter acioss the country

2 . An agitated condition, a state of tremulous

excitement. Esp. m phrases, to be m,fall,put, etc.

into aflutter
1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 r) I xvi 107 No emotions,

child 1 no flutters I 1780 Mad. D’Arblay Diary May,
A strain of delight . . that put her into a flutter of spirits

x8x8 J W Choker in Croker Papers (1884) Sept ,
The

flutter of her nerves makes her very miserable 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xxi, He immediately fell into a
gieat flutter 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) gg No wonder poor
Adela’s pulse was all in a flutter

b A disoidered or untidy state.

c 1823 Mrs Sherwood Houlston Tracts II xxxi g Let
me never see this room m a flutter

+ 3 . Ostentatious display, fuss, sensation, show,

stir. Esp in phr. To make a (or their) flutter .

to make a noise in the world. Obs

1667

Pepys Diary 30 Aug
,
I never knew people in my

life that make their flutter, that do things so meanly 1692

Bentley Boyle Led 38 They would make a mighty
fiuttei and tuumph c 1700 Pope Artemisia. 24 A stately,

worthless animal All flutter, pride, and talk 1813

Examiner 12 Oct 632/2 The fanfarronade and flutter of
the favourite Hussars 1833 Hazlitt Table t Ser 11

wm. (1869) 369 Why then all this flutter

4 slang An attempt or ‘ shy ’ at anything
;
an

exciting venture at betting or cards.

1874 Slang Did s.v ,
‘ I’ll have a fluttm for it ’ means I'll

have a good try for it x88o Payn Confid. Agent I 134,

I am not funky of you at any game, and I want a ‘ fluttci

1883 Echo 26 Feb 4/2 (Fanner), I fancy the animal named
will at any rate afford backers a flutter for their money

5 . attnb and Comb, as flutter-headed adj
,

flutter-pate, a flighty or light-headed person,

flutter-wheel (see quot 1874).
189a Ld Lytton King Poppy Prol. 248 The snowy-vested

*flutter-headed flower. 1894 Yellow Bk Apr 63 Only
fools and “fluttei pates do not seek reverently for what is

charming in thur own day 1838 Simmonds Did Trade,
*Fiuttei -whi-cl, 1874 ICnighi Diet. Mech. I 894 Flutter

wheel, a water-wheel of modeiate diameter placed at the
bottom of a chute so as to receive the impact of the head
of water in the chute and penstock.

Flutter (flo’la-t), v. Forms: 1 flot(e)onan,

3-4 flot(t)eren, -m, -yn, (4 fiooter,) 4-6 floter,

-tre, 4.-7, 9 Sc flotter, 6- flutter. [OF flotonan,
a frequentative foimation on flat- weak-grade of
root offlfotau Fleet v ]
1

1

. intr To be borne 01 lie tossing on the waves

;

to float to and fro Obs.
a xooo Gloss Prudenttus (Record) 130 Flotorode,_/r?Vwr

Jluctibus c 1290 .S’ Eng Leg I 304/153 And so to floten
in Jje giete se 1 c 1400 Desir Troy 12524 All the frukesin
the fiode floteiand aboue, c 1470 Henry Wallace vn 12x0
Vij thousand large at anys flottryt in Forth xgo6 Guyl-
1 orde Pilgr, (Camden) 67 We laye and flotred m the see
light werely by reason of the sayd tedyous calme a x8oo
Sir P. Spence xv inToimeson Ballads (1806) I 160 Mony
was the feather bed That flotter’d 011 the faem.

fig ci000 /Elfric Horn, II 392 Din heorte flotenuS on
Sissere worulde gytsunge. c 1374 ChaucerBooth in pr xi

(Camb MS ) 78 Either alle tlunges ben referred and
browht to nowht and floteryn with owte gouemour . 01 [etc ]

1313 Douglas AEneis iv. Prol 164 Thow aid liasart lydiour
. . 1 hat llottens furth euermair in sluggardry

2 . Of birds, etc : To move or flap tlie wings
rapidly without flying or with shoit flights; to move
up and down or to and fro in quick irregular

motions, or hang upon wing in the air.

a xooo Gloss Pmdentius (Record) 150 Flotorodon, prmvo-
lant, <1x340 CursorM 1781 (Inn ) pe foules flotered |jo on
he3e 1333 Coverdale Isa xxxi 3 Like as byides flotre

aboute their nestes. 1602 Marston Ant ,5- Mel iv Wks
1856 I 43 Troopes of pide butterflies, that flutter still In
greatn essesummer 1719De Foe Ci usoe (1840) I \v 252 The
pairot had flutteied a good way off 1834 Byron Juan xv.
xxvn, March, my Muse 1 If you cannot fly, yet fluttei 1830
McCosii Div.Govt in 11 (1874) 34s Like the moth fluttering

about the lightwhich is to consume it 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. Ill iv 204 The belfry Fluttered about .By chatter-

ing daws
transf andfig c 1449 Pc.cocx.Repr 1 xvi 91 He flotereth

not so ofte aboute the eeris of the lay peple 1591 Sidney
Astr. 4 Stella cvm, My yong soule flutters to thee his

nest a 1680 Butler Rein (1759) II 80 He flutters up and
down like a Butterfly 111 a Garden 1876 Glo Eliot Dan.
Der IV. Ixi. 21a Hans’s talk naturally fluttered towards
mischief.

to. To move with a light quivering motion
through the air.

1833 C Bronte Villette ui. An etching .happened to
flutter to the floor. x866 Gro EliotF Holt (1868) 10 Here
and there a leaffluttei ed down 1873 Ouida Pascarel I 19
Paper money fluttered to her feet.

C. quasi-trans. with adv orprep
,
expressing the

result of a ‘ fluttering ’ movement.
x6oo F. Walker Sp Mcuideville 132 a, They choppe

downe into the Snowe, fluttering the same ouer them with
theyr winges 1789 Wolcot (P Pindar) Ep. to falling
Minis Wks. 1B12 II 125 So they, like Moths, may flutter

life away 1793 Cowper Beau'sReply 15 When your linnet

., Had fluttered all his strength away 1844 Alb Smith
Adv Mr Ledbm

y

I xiv. 103 Seeds, which the bird had
fluttered from his cage,

3 . ti ernsf. To moye about aimlessly, restlessly,

sportively, or ostentatiously
;
to flit, hover.

1694 tr Milton’s Lett. State (1831) 372 Now he resides at
Pans, or rather flutters unpunisli’d about the City. 1734
Pope Ess Man iv 196 One flaunts in rags, one flutters m
brocade. *779 Johnson Z.«f toMrs Thrale 25 Oct ,

I hope
Mr I hrale at night flutters about the rooms 1877Black
Gieen Past. xhv. (1878) 354 She had kept fluttering about
the hall, bothering the patient clerks with inquiries.

4. To move about or to and fro with quick vibra-

tions or undulations; to quiver. Of the heait or

pulse : To beat rapidly and irregularly.

1561 Becon Stcke Mamies Salve Wks 1364 II 220 My
toung flotteieth in my mouth, my hands tremble & shake
for payne. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III 513 The
weight [of a cloak] is diffusedm seveial parts, and, fluttering

above, all of them are supported by the clouds. 1713-4
Pope Rape Lock 1. 90 'leach little hearts to flutter at a
Beau 1815 ShelleyA lasfor 659 The pulse yet lingered in

lus heart. It paused—it fluttered. 1830 Keats Eve St
Agnes xl, The arras Flutter'd in the besieging wind's

uproar 1839 Kingsley Misc (i860) II. 289 A few rags of
sail fluttered from her main and rnizen

to Of wind or flame : To blow or flicker lightly

and intermittently. Of water • To ripple.

1638 N Rowe m Lismore Papers Ser 11. (1888) IV 3
Once the winde flutteied a little, whereuppon wee went to

sea. x8xx Pinkerton Petral II 354A light, accompanied
by a flame, fluttering fiom time to time on the surface 1831

Clare Vill. Miustr I 46 Down the rock the^ shallow
water falls, Wild fluttering through the stones ug feeble

whimpering brawls 1878 Browning Poets Croisic vi, Any-
how there they [tongues of flame] flutter

fig 1844 Mrs Browning Drama ofExile Poems 1850 I

32 Its meaning flutters in me like a flame

|-c Music (See quot. 1819 ) Obs,

*759 R Smith Harmonics (ed 2) 97 They do not heat at

all, like imperfect consonances, but only fluttei, at a slower

or quicker rate accoidmg to the pitch of the sounds 18x9

Rels Cycl
,
Flutter in Music, is a term applied by Dr.

Robert Smith , to the fluttering roughness in the sound of

two notes which are discords to each other

5 . To tremble with excitement, to be excited

with hope, apprehension, or pleasure, etc

x668 H MqrcDiv Dial 111 xxxiv. (1713) 273 O liow do
I flutter to he acquainted with this kind of People X754
Richardson Grandison (1781) II v 73, I fluttered like a
fool 1848 Thackeray Van, Fair lv, Fluttering with her
own audacity 1865 Merivale Rom Emp VIII lxv 162



FLUTTERABLE 366 FLUX.

AH the tubes, of the far East weie fluttenng with the anti

cipalion of his descent upon them

0 . t/ aits {causatively)
a. To cause lo flutter; to move (a thing') in quick

irregular motions, to agitate, mfllc Also i to

flutter (a thing) into lags, to pieces, etc Toflutter
out', to wear out by ‘ fluttering \ To flutter the

ribbands of {a coach

)

(slang) • to drive.

1621 Maumiam hmvhnt; 32 If they [wild fowl] he flulleid

01 ileikt into .iny Riucr 1644 Manwayiung Sea man’s Diet

s v Ploaue, The gust hath fltiUred all the saile to pi.ec.Lb

1667 Milton P L • *" u 1 ,
1“ *’ ;~

nonsvain. 1746-7] I 11 . .i
r n Jim I. u .

flyfluttershei pain -
1

1 ^ 1771
1

1 > 1 >•
,

I 216, 1 have alieady llutlcicd out all the cloaths I made up
for first mourning, and must buy moic 1845 Pot Haven
Poems (1850) 48 Not a feather then he llutteied 1864
Eton Sch Daysi 11, I used, tofluttei the iibbands of the

London Cioydon and South Coast coach 1893 McCarthy
Red Diamonds II. ao Sliming spaces of watei llutteied by
the passing oai

1). fig. To tluow (a person) into confusion, agi-

tation, or tiemulous excitement.
1664 Shakspere's Cor (F. 3) v vi 11G Like an Eagle tn

a Dove-coat, I Fluttei’d your Voleians m Conolus 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) III 39 You flutter one so 1

1784 E Hazard m Belknap Papin (1877) I 382, I am so

fatigued and llutteied with my walk 1864 Fuoudl .Shoi t

Stmt , Sc Hist (1867) a A woik whieh llutteied the dove-
cotes of the Impctial Academy of St Pclcisbiug 1875
Jowett Plato (ed 2J II 45 If 1 thought that >0111 nelVes

could be llutteied at a small pally of fi lends

7 inti {slang). To * toss’ for anything

1874 ill Slang Du t 1895 Westm Gas 31 July 3/1 The
three American girls weie seen 1 fluttenng ’ for the uppei
berth in their cabin

Flutterable (fli? lorab'l), a [f. Flutter v
+ -able ] That may be flntteied.

189* Sat Rev 4 Sept 264/2 The matter lias fluttered the
always lather easily flutteiable dovecotes of Vienna

|*Fluttera’tion. 06s [see -ation.] The action

of fluttering
; the slate of being fluttered

1744 Richardson Gratidtson III. vii 50 Such a Love as
she had in her days ofJlutteration

,
as she whimsically calls

them 177* Hun Sir JV Harrington IV 17a Even I,

who am so much less concerned, am in a violent fluttera-
tion about it 1805 in Spirit Public frills (1806) IX. 265
The names of Colonel, Major, and Captain scarce occasion
the smallest flutteration

Fluttered (fto-taid),/// a. [f. Flutter v +
-ED 1.] In senses of the vb both tram, and mtr.
(In quot. 1589 perh. used forfettered )

*589 Nashe Ancit Absurd Wks (Giosart) I 29 That
those . shoulde prefeire their fluttered sides before other
mens glittering goigious array 1773 Graves Euphrosyne
(1776) 1, 18 The emblem of a flutter’d mind 1813 Scot t
Rokeby iv. x\ix, A fluttered hope his accents shook, A
fluttered joy was in his look 1878 Browning Poets Croistc

33 His fluttered faculties came back to loost.

Flatterer (flfl'tsroi). [f. as prec + -er 1
]

tL ? A vagrant. Ohs rare
01450 Myrc 845 Of scoler, of flotteier, or of passyngcie.

2 One who or that which flutters, lit. and jig
;

»j* a flirt. Rarely in trails sense.

5x726 Mrs. Delany in Lifcfy Corr. I. 133, I looked upon
him as a flutterer, and was at a loss to know what lus inten-

tions weie 1748 Richardson Clarissa (x8ii) I 111 13
A man of morals, was worth a thousand of such gay
flatterers 1838 Dickens Nick Nick xiv, Dingy, ill-plumed
drowsy fluttereis 1882 HalpedsMag LXV 58S She watched
the boat until the handkerchief flutterer was no longer
seen

Fluttering (fl® tang), vbl. sb [f. as prec. +
-jno !.] The action of the vh. Flutter in various

senses ; an instance of the same.
138a Wyclif Ps liv [lv] 23 [22] He shal not 3iue m to

with oule ende flotering [Vulg fluctnationem] to the 1131-

wise 14 . Pi oseLegends mAugluiVlll. 185 Diowned in
J>e fioteryngis of Jjis lyfe 1627-61 Flltham Resolves 1, xi
200The Bates and Fluttenngs of a Conscience within. 1719
Dn Foe Crusoe (1840) I xix 341 It is impossible to expuss
the fluttering of my . heart 1759 R Smith Harmonics
(ed 2) 97 The fluttering;, and the beats of a tempcied
consonance 1830 Tennyson Miller’s Dan. 153 ,

1

watch’d
the little fluttenngs, T he doubt my mother would not see.

183a Lytton Eugene A II. iv, No fluttenng of manner be-
trayed that he [etc ]

Fluttering (fl®Tang), ppl. a. [f. as piec.+
-IN& 2

.] That flutters, m vanous senses of the vb
c 1374 Chaucer Booth in rnetr ix. 68 (Camb MS.) 1 o

compowne weik of floterynge matere. 1590 Spensth F Q.
11, 111 10 Vain glorious man, when fluttering wind does
blow In his light winges, is lifted up to skie 1625 Gill
Sacr. Philos iv. 43 That fluttenng distinction will not
helpe 1762 Falconer Shtpwr n 198 The fluttenng
sails expand 1834 Medwin Angler m Wales II 315 The
thick-heaved breath And fluttering pulse of death 1863
Gno. Eliot Romala 11 i, A large inulberry-tree was now
sending its last fluttenng leaves in at the open doorways

b. Untidy. (Cf Flutter sb. 2b)
c 1830 Mrs. Sherwood Houlston Tracts III. lxvu. 8

She would idle, and was very fluttenng with her things

Hence riu’ttenugly adv , in a fluttenng manner
18x9 Wiffen Aoman Honrs (1820] 33 O’er her young

more flatteringly to brood 1859 Masson Brit Novelists
iv 278 Of old it came fluttenngly through prophets. x86x

G Meredith E. Harrington II. xi. xg7 Mrs Hawksliaw
began fluttenngly to apologise

Flutterless (fl» ta-rles), a [f. Flutter sb +
-less.] Not malting a fluttei, diooping
1873 Daily Newszx Aug., The clinging, flutterless pennons

of the lances

Fluttermouse, dial, form of Flittermouse

Fluttersome (fly taisihn), a [f Flutter v +
-some ] Inclined lo fluttei

1895 Lmtmy Plag Full. 540 BuihbuuuJ, belaced, and
\uy flliUcisome

Fluttery (fly Icii)
, a InqUoiery. [f. Flutter

V + ] Apt to flutter, fluttenng. Alsofig
c 1386 Ciiauu k A’nt ’s T 2025 With flotcry held, and

luggy asshy lu.res 1823 Nl.u Monthly Mai' VII 569 His
patchy, llutluy, and undecided mode of handling 1855

[ III win .dm. Annonr I 341 A ligliL fluttei y mateiial

1875 Browning A tistoph Apol. 337 'I he fluttei y tree-top

Fluty (fl« li), a [f Flute sb.
1 4 -v *.] Resem-

bling a llule in tone, llute-hke
;
soft and clear.

1823 New Monthly Mag VIII 39 As on the wind its

fluty music floats 1845 Ain Smith Port hcatterg, Pain
win, A delicate fluty voice

Fluvial (A« vul) [a F. fluvial, ad L pliivial-

is, f flnvius nvcr] Of or pertaining to a uvei

or livots
;
found or living m a nvci.

1398 'liu visa Baith Da P R, mx, Kv (1495) 901 Yf
fluuy ill stones lien hette fyry liote and thenne -iucnchyd

therm *599 A M, tr Gain Iheueds Bk Physicke 33/2,^ I ij

pintes of fluvial watei X775 Romans Fionda 316 This
fluvial expedition 1867 J B, Rose tr Vn fils Anteid igu

The fluvial nymphs 1875 JYond I'hys It'o/ld I 1 39 Ihc
descent of fluvial ice frequently causes great disastcis

Fluvialist (fl/2 vialist; [f. prec + -iht ] One
who explams ceitain phenomena in geology or

physical geography by the action of existing sti earns

1829 Pioc Gcol .Soc. I 145 He [W D ConybeareJ first

ofleis some lntroductoiy remarks on the opposite theories of

the fluviaList and diluvialist

Flu’viated, a. [f, 'L.fluvidt-us soaked in a

liver, (f.fluvms uvei) 4 -ed 1
] Overflowed by a

uver, marshy
1807 G. Chalmers Calcdonta 1 . 1. iv 129 A bank ovei

looking the low fluviated ground of the river.

Fluviatic (fbmise tik), a. [ad. L. pltividtic-us,

i.fluvius river ] Gi owing or living tn streams.

1727 11a 1 lty vol II, Flrtviaiick. 1828 111 Webstlr

Fluviatile (fly viatil), a. [a. F.fluviatile, ad.

L fluvidtihs, {.fluvius river.] Of or pertaining to

a river or uveis
;
found, glowing, or living in rivers

;

formed or produced by the action of rivers.

*599 A. M, tr Gabclhoneds BK Physicke 48/1 Madefyc a
little lmncn doth m Fluviatile water x68i Chetham
AnglePs Vade-m xi. § 1(1689) 110 Fishes, whether Marine
Fluviatile or Lakish 1774 Strangr in Plnl Trans LXV.
45 It [buccinum] is of the fluviatile kind. 1823 W Buck-
land Reltq Dtlnv. 164 The mud is evidently fluviatile

and not diluvian 1878 Huxli y Physiog 134 The river is,

itself, a powerful agent of dnect denudation—fluviatile
denudation as it is sometimes tenned

t Fluvia*tion. Obs. rate’-1
, [as if ad L

yiuvidtton-em
, f fluviatus,

Fluviated.] The pro-

cess of steeping (flax) m water
a 1682 Sir T Browne Tracts 54 This was the first pre-

paiation of Flax, and bcfoic fiuvmtion or lotting.

Fluvicoline (flwvrMin, -sin), a [f mod L.

fluvicol-a (f. fluvius river + colSte to inhabit) 4-

-iNE ]
= Fluvial, Fluviatile.

In somepnod Diets

Fluvio- (fl« vw), used as combining form of L.

fluvms river, as in fltrvio-marino a,, an epithet

applied to deposits foimecl by river-currents at the

bottom ofthe sea
;
also quasi-ii

;
fluvio meter, an

instrument for measuring the rise and fall of rivers

;

flu vio-terre stnal a., pertaining to the land-sur-

face of the globe and its nveis
1848 Craig, Ehcvio-marine 1852 E Forbi s In Wilson &

Geilcie Man xiv (1861) 505 The fluvio-manne portion of

them [the Eocenes] lout 509 The whole series of fluvio-

mannes 1863 Lylli, Antiq Man xi (ed 3) 204 The
fluvio-manne bed of Abbeville. 1865 Livings tone Zambesi
111. 70 The only fluviometcr at Tttte .wns set up at our
suggestion. 1885 Gill m Pioc Biol Soc. II. 30 (Cent)
The marine realms are eutirely independent of the fluvio

leriestnal.

t Fluvio’se, a. Obsr-° [as if ad. L. *fluvids-

tts
,
f fluvius river : see -ose ] (Sec quot.)

1727 Bailey vol II, FItenlose, flowing much,

t Flu’vious, a. 06s.~° [f. as prec.: see

-ous.] (See quot

)

1656 Blount Glossogr
,
Pluvious, flowing much

Flux (ticks), sb. Forms : a. (sense 1 only) 4-7
flix(e, flyx(e, (6 flyckes) ; /3 5-7 fluxo, (5
flokes), 4- flux [a Fr flux, = Pi flux, Sp fluxo
(now flujo m senses 1 and influx irom Fr.), It

flusso'—L fluxus {u stem), f fluifre (Lat, root

*flugv-) to flow The early formyl proceeds from
the Fr. pronunciation with u.] A flowing, flow.

X. spec, in physiological sense.

1. An abnormally copious flowing of blood, excre-

ment, etc. from the bowels 01 other organs;

a morbid or excessive dischaige. spec. An early

name for dysentery, also t redflux, +.flux of blood,

bloodyflux (cf. Bloodt C. 2)
o 1382 Wyclir Matt ix. 20 A womman that suffnde the

[1388 blodi] flix, or rennynge, of blood twelue ijeer 1447
Bor-LNHAm Seyntys (Roxb ) 32 The leed flyx Sodeynly
dede Austyn so sore oppress 1577 B Googe Heresbaclts
Hush, iv (1586) 187 They [Bees] feed so greedtlie, as they
fall into a Flix. 1600 Holland Livy hi xui (i6og) 1367
note, Hee [Trajan] died, .of a flixe of blood 2665 Manley

Grottits' Low C. Waites 317 Both of them bred a sad
Disease among them, with a gioat 1‘lix

p 1377 Langl J\ PI B \x 80 Kynd conscience sent
foi til his fon-ioures, femes & fluxes c 1450 ht Cuthhert« ' Us *) 3- r i. v -I-.jm-L i"|. 1597 r-i
' * i’ll 1 \,,i 1 , . < . . . . . 1

1 ,
1 %.s

I
< 1708 v

I

1

) I •

1708 Wks 1755 II. 1 153 It | his death] seems lo be an effect
of the gout in Ins stomach, followed by a flux, *777 Watson
Philip II (rS 39) 103 Rendered unfit foi action by a bloody
flux 1807 Vancouvi r Ague Devon (1813) 337 A flux or
scoweung is the complaint to which these animals cue by
far the most liable *854 Joni s & Sinv Pathol Anat (1874)
65 I1 luxes will be active 01 passive, accoidmg to the kind of
liypetcUima which occasions them

b traiisf A ‘ limning ’ irom the eyes or mouth
1377 Langi P, PI B v 179 Whan I drynke wyn at eue,

I haue a fluxe of a foule tnouthe, wel fyue dayes after.

i7ii Si li 1 e Spid No 95 P 3 'this Flux of the Eyes, this

Faculty ofWeeping
2 A flowingout, issue, dischaige (ofhumouis,etc

)

1447 Bom nham Seyntys (Roxb ) 0 The margaryte, if of
blood descende Giet flux, is goocf it to amende 1563
T. Galt A ntidot 1. 1 2 Compoundcs wlucbe doe. staye
the fiu\e of humouis 1650 Buiwi r Antliropomet Pref,
Ileie Females do liy Art that monethly l'lux prevent.

1754-64 Smlli 11 Midwtf I 106 Several ingenious theories

have been erected to account fm the flux of the Menses,
1877 F Rom uts Handbk Med I 27 The same condition
leads to a watery flux

[ b. That which flows, or 13 th&chaiged Obs
138a Wyclir h^ck x\m 20 As fluus, or reniiyngts, of

hoi sis [ben] the fluxis of hem 1600 Shaks. A Y L 111 u
70 Liuet is of a baser lnrth than Tarre, the vene vncleanly
iltixe of a Cat. 1654 ’I KAi’P Comm fob v. xo Raine is the

flux of a moist cloud.

II gen.

3 . The action of flowing. Now rare in lit. sense

c 1600 Noruen Spec. Brit ,
Cornw (1728) 64 At the heade of

this baye is a poole of fresh water, notwithstanding the

often iluxe of the sea into it 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav
(ed. 2) 68 The river ltavce after a stately flux of three

thousand English miles flowes into Indus vjifiRelat
/' arthq Luna 93 Flic to subsist requites a Flux of Air.

1862 Tyndall Mountaineer, m. 24 If one portion of the

universe be hotter than another, a flux instantly sets in to

equalise the temperature
pans/", and fig. 1650-3 tr Hales' Dissert de Pace in

Phent t (1708) II 379 Which Consequence doth also flow by
a flxtal and inevitable Flux from that Doctrine of Fate,

/11711 Kpn Dlv Love Wks. (1838) 230, I love, and admire
the perpetual flux of thy goodness on every creature

1865-6 H. I’iiili its Anter Paper C-urr. II. 174 A flux of

specie took place into the United States

4. The flowing in of the tide. Often in phrase

flux and reflux.

x6xz in Lain Tunis' Rep LXV 567/2 Lands within the

flux and reflux of the sea 1771 Act xi Gee III, c 45

§ 35 Any Barge that shall not be navigated beyond the

l'lux of the 'Iide cx800 K. White Lett (1837) 265 With
out any means of getting ashore till the flux or flood

1854 Tomlinson Aiago's Astron 157 The sea undergoes

a flux and reflux as often as the moon passes the meridian

hansj andfig. 2722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 321

A. flux and reflux of fears and hopes. X799 Vince Elem
Astron xvii. (1810) 159 The alternate flux and reflux of

the liquid igneous matter 1835 Tiiirlwall Greece I 111

71 The flux and reflux of the nations which fought and

wandered m the countries adjacent.

5 . A flowing stream, a flood

1637 Heywood Dialogues, Jupiter tf lo Wks. 1874 VI

258 Their wateis keep a smooth and gentle course Not
mov’d to fury When loud fluxes fall to swell their bounds

1769 De Foe’s Tour Gt. Brit III 40 The Syfer Spring

is the most noted, having now four Fluxes,pf Water.

fig 1855 Thackeray Neivconies II. 264 The mouth from

which issued that cool and limpid flux.

b. transf. A continuous stream (of people).

1600 Shaks A. Y. L. 11 i. 52 Thus miscrie doth part The

Fluxe of companie 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav (1677)

327 At the keeping of this Feast we beheld such a flux of

Men, Women, Boyes and Girls

C. fig A copious flow, flood {esp of talk, etc )

1678 R L’Estrangl Seneca'sMor. ( 1702) 376NoMan takes

Satisfaction in a Flux of Words, without Choice x?zz

Foe Plague (1754) 22 Ihe Court brought with them a great

Flux of Pride, and new Fashions 1817 Southey Lett

(1856) III 60 If I had my old flux of the Muse 1855 M.
ArnoldiWw Sirens 195 Tins flux of guesses 1875 F Hall
in Lippincoit's Mag XV. 338/1 Neglecting the flux of ver-

biage that engulfed it.

6 The passing away (of life, time or a portion of

time). Also, a passing period Obs.

x6xa J Davies Muses Sacrifice Wks (Grosart) II 47/2

Age to Death is but the Gally-slaue, that on a moments

fluxe, whafts life to death 1641 Smectymnuus Vtnd Answ
vi 78 That which Hierome speakes in the present tense, as

true in all the moments and fluxes of time 1727-46 Ihom-

son Summer 35 Thus to remain, Amid the flux of many
thousand years 1759 Johnson Rasselas iv, The moon

by more than twenty changes admonished me of the flux

oflife^

7. A continuous succession of changes of con-

dition, composition or substance

1625 Bacon Ess , Viciss 0/ Things (Arb ) 569 The Matter

is m a Perpetual! Flux 1691 Locke Lowering Interest

Wks 1714 II. 31 What the stated rateof Interest should be,

in the constant change of Affairs, and flux of Money, is

hard to determine 1726~j Swinr Gulliver m. x. -the )an"

gunge of this country being always upon the flux 1730

Butler Anal 1. 1 27 The bodies of all animals are m
aconstantflux x86zMerivale/?(W« Emp (1865) HI xxvn

240 The perpetual flux of property from hand to hand *070

Sully ra Encycl Bnt VIII. 755 Heraclitus conceives ot

the incessant process offlux in which all things are mvoivea

as consis ting of two sides or moments—generation and decay



FLUX. 367 FLUXION.
1885 Clodd Myths <$• Dr 1 111. 23 The languages of savages
are in a constant state of flux.

8. Math. A continued motion (of a point).

[1597 Hookfr Eccl Pol v lxix § 2 Time considered in it

selfe, is but the flux of that very instant, whei ein the Motion
of the Heauen began] 1656 tr Holies' Elem Philos (18395
308 Rough and smooth are not perceived but by the flux of
a point, that is to say, we have no sense of them without
time a 1696 Scarburch Euclid (1703) 3 Not that hereby
a Line is A Flux of a Point, as some define It 1796
Hutton Math. Did I 484 s v. Fluxion

,

A line considered
as generated by the flux or motion of a point, or a surface
generated by tne flux of a line.

b = Fluxion 5
1878 Clifford Dynamics ii 63 This rate of change of a

fluent quantity is called its fluxion, or sometimes, more
shortly, its flux.

9 Physics. The rate of flow of any fluid across a
given area ; the amount which crosses an area in a
given time

;
it is thus a vector referred to unit area

Lm& offlux, see quot. 1881. Flux offorce, see

quot 1885
1863 Tyndall Heat vii § 268 The line of flux..was

parallel to the fibre 1881 Maxwell Electr £ Magn
(1892) I 11 The flux of heat in any direction at any point
of a solid body may be defined as the quantity of heat
which crosses a small area drawn perpendicular to that
direction divided by that area and by the time Ibid. 13
If two of these surfaces intersect, their line of intersection
is a line of flux. 188a Minchin Vnipl. Kinemat 159 The
flux across each end of the tube would be zero 1885
Watson & Burbury Math. Th. Electr £ Magn. I 102
Flux of Foice This product, from its analogy to the flux
of a fluid flowing through a small tube with velocity u =F,
is called the flux of force across dS.

III. A state or means of fusion.

+ 10 . Liquefaction or fusion. Inphr in {the)flux.
1684 tr Sonet’s Merc Compit vi 199 The morbifick

matter while it is in flux, is most destructive. 1799
G. Smith Laborat I 107 Let it stand a little in the flux.

11 . Metall. Any substance that is mixed with a
metal etc. to facilitate its fusion ; also a substance
used to render colours fusible m enamelling andm
the colouring ofporcelain and glass Cf Fluss s6.2

For black, crude, whiteflux • see quots

1704W Nicholson Diet. Chem

,

Ciude flux is a mixture
of nitre and tartar 1763 W Lewjs Philos Commerce
Arts 68 Borax is one of the best fluxes for gold 1826
Henry Elem Chem. II xiv. 586 The black flux is formed,
by setting fire to a mixture of one part of nitrate of potassa,
and two of bi-tartrate of potassa .White flux is obtained by
projecting intoa red hot crucible equal parts ofthe same salts.

183a G R Porter Porcelain$ Gl.j6 Fluxes which are ne-
cessary to render these [colours] fusible. 187s Fortnum Mar
jolica 1 8 Lead has been found in some of the blue coloured
glazes of Babylonia, and probably employed as a flux,

b. collect. Substances used as fluxes.

1890 Kapunda Herald 26 July 2/6 The Trade in Flux.
The following are the quantities of flux dispatched from the
Kapunda Railway station.

IV 12 =Flush sb 4 [So F flux ]
1798 Sporting Mag XII 142 The flux [in game of Am-

bigu] is four cards m the same suit

V. 13. attrib. and Comb., as flux ale, ale likely

to cause diarrhoea
;
flux-powder (see quot. 1704)

,

flux root, ‘ the Asclepias tuberosa from its use in

dysenteiy and catarrhs’ {Syd Soc. Lex, 1884),
flux-spoon (see quot 1874); flux- or flix-weed,
the plant Sisymbrium Sophia, formerly a supposed
remedy for tie flux or dysentery
174a Lond Country Breiv I (ed. 4) 33 Brewers Ser-

vants, who formeily scorned what they then called *Flux
Ale. 1704 J Harris Lex Techn, *Flux-powders are
Powders prepared to facilitate the Fusion of the harder
Metals 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 894/2

*Flux-spoon

,

a small ladle for dipping out a sample of molten metal to be
tested 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 lxxix 117 The seede of
*Flixeweede or Sophia stoppeth the bloudy flixe. 1878
BRirrrN & Holland Plant-n , Flixwced or Fhxwort

+ Flux (floks), a Obs. [ad. L.fluxus, ppl adj.

f fluere to flow.] That is m a state of flux
j
ever-

changing, fluctuating, inconstant, variable.
a 1677 Barrow Serin. Wks 1716 III 61 Considering, the

flux nature of all things here, a 1733 Pope & Arbuthnot
Mart Scribl 1 xm (1741) 44 A Corporation .is a flux
body 1768 Blacicstone Comm III xxi 318 The record
was more serviceable in a dead and immutable language
than in any flux or living one 1797 Sir G Staunton Acc
Ld Macartney'sEmbassy (1798) III 420 The form of those

characters has not been so flux as the sound of words

Flux (fl»ks), v. [f. Flux sb.]

I In medicine

+ 1. trans. To treat medically by subjecting to

a flux
;

esp. to salivate. Also, of food or dunk

:

To produce a flux m (a person) ; to purge Obs
1666 W Boghurst Loimographia (1894) 40 Many people

being fluxed with quicksilver for the Pox 1684 tr Bond's
Merc ComPit xvn 592 The Bone must be taken out ,.

the Ulcer cleansed and the Body fluxed. 1711 Swift Jml
to Stella 13 Feb., She’ll be fluxed in two months 1736
Nugent Gr Tour IV 21 Their small wines will ceitamly
flux you, if you drink too plentifully of them 1768 Foote
Devil 2 Sticks in Wks. 1799 II 273 Full power to pill

flux and poultice all persons, 1783 Grose Diet, Vulg,
Tongue, Flux, to salivate.

+b. fig

,

also to clear of. Obs
1631 R, Waring To W. Cartwright 38 in Cartwright's

Comedies * 6 b, To cure the Itch, or flux the Pen, 1660
Charac Italy ia Praying foi the Dead, which doth so flux

the pocket. 1664 Butler Hud 11 1 362 Twas he that gave
our Senate purges, And fluxt the House of many a Burgess

a 1688 Villiers (Dk Buckhm ) Poems (1775) 140 E’en
gentle George (flux'd both in tongue and purse) Shunning
one snare, yet fell into a worse

+ e jocosely (See quots.) Obs
ax763 Byrom Black Bob IVigxh, But what can Saliva

tion do? It [a wig] has been fluxt and lefluxt too 1783
Gnosr Diet Vulg Tongue s. v , To flux a wig, to put it up
in curl, and hake it

+ d- intr To submit to treatment by fluxing
Obs
1693 Shadwell Volunteers iv i, Would not flux because

times were unsettled 1707 J Stevtns tr Quevulo's Com
JVks (1709) 326 A young Wench fluxing for the Falling-
sickness 1753 Lady M W Montagu Let to C'tess Bute
22 Sept

,
His natural spirits gave him cheerfulness when

he was fluxing in a garret

fig 1733 Revolution Politicks v. 3 This place [Purgatory]
of late Years Priests have found. For sinning Souls to fluxm till they’re sound.

2. dial, and slang (obs ). (See quots
)

xy8$ Grose Diet Vulg. Tongue, Flux, to cheat, cozen, or
overreach 1873 Sussex Gloss , Flux, to snatch at anything
II In etymological sense

3. intr. + a Of a person : To bleed copiously
{obs - 1

) b. To issue in a flux, flow copiously.
1638 A. Read Chirnrg. xxvi 192 The wounded party

doth flux to death most commonly before any Chirurgeon
can come to stay the bleeding 18*3 Lamb Let B Barton
21 Nov., Once fix the seat of your disorder, and your fancies
flux into it like so many bad humours 1869 Blackmore
Lorna D. 1, The invading waters, fluxing along the wall.

III. In ancient Chemistry and Metallurgy.
4 trans. To make fluid, fuse, melt
1477 Norton Ord Alch v. in Ashm (1632) 79 Liquors

helpeth to flux and to flowe Manie things *666 Boyle
Ortg. Formes$ Qnal 260 Sea salt ifit be distill’d alone
is apt to be fluxt by the heat of the fire. 1762 Genii Mag
10a An intense equal heat fluxes the oai 1883 Nasmyth
Autohog vi 103 The walls under the intense heat, were
fluxed and melted into a sort of glass.

fig, 1754 Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) I 79 The Alloy,
which was fluxed out of him.left so little of the Original
remaining, that [etc ] i860 Emerson Cond Life 1 (1861)
29 Every solid in the universe is ready to become fluid on
tne approach of the mind, and the power to flux it is the
measure of the mind.

6. To treat with a flux (see Flux sb. n); to heat
in combination with a flux.

1781 Diet Chem in J T Dillon Trav Spam 233 note.
If cobalt be fluxed like other metallic calxes, it will be
reduced to a semi-metal, c 1790 Imison Sch Art II 151
To melt the copper as fluid as possible, and flux it with the
black flux. 180a Ann. Reg 780 The highest finished ware

is returned to the enamel kiln, where the colorns are
fluxed six or seven times
absol 187aW S Svmonds Rec Rocks ix. 306 These lower

limestone beds are used for fluxing

8 intr. To become fluid
, to melt

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol Chym 14 Firing [it] strongly m
a crusible until it flux 1789 6 White Selbome iv (1833)
a 1 The sand, fluxes and runs by the intense heat.

Hence Flint!ngppl a.

170a Dc Foe Reform. Manners 1 190 From the fluxing
Bagnio just dismist, 1711E Ward Qtnx I 71 As Fluxing
Patients Suck Broaths and Cordials thro’ a Quill

+ Fluxa’tion. Obs. [f Flux v. + -ation
]

1 Treatment by fluxing : see Flux v i.

1636 S. Holland Zara (1719) 140 A drawl'd Piostitute,

fitting her self for Fluxation

2 Flowing or passing on
1710 Leslie Vind Short Meth with Deists Wks 1721 1

i2i They [the Siamese] believe no God, but a continual
fluxation and transmigiation of Souls from eternity

+ Fluxed, ppl a Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED 1 ]
1. Caused to flow

;
flowing, weeping.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 ixxxix. 137 That God is

merciful, that will admit offences to be expiated by the
sigh, and fluxed eyes. *

2. Salivated.

a 1679 Earl Orrery tr. Guzman 1 ,

1

spit Verses fastei than
a flux'd Wencher does his Rheum 1730 Swur Death S?

Daphne xxxvu, No new-fiuxt Rake shew’d fairer Skin

Fluxible (flo’ksib’l) Obs or arch Also 5
fluxyble, 7 fluxable. [a OF. fluxible

,

ad late

L.Jluxibilis, f.flux

-

ppl. stem offlube\.o flow]
1. Apt to flow

,
fluid

1551 Recordf Cast. Knovil (1336) 141 The water beynge
a lyquide and fluxible bodye, can not be stayed by his owne
partes x6a^H\m&KQnersit 11 i 103 Salt, by thevehemenae
of the heat of fire, is to be dijsolued, moulten, and made
fluxible. 1726 Leoni tr Alberti's Archit I 45/2 Stones
are created by Nature of a liquid and fluxible substance

fig 1660 Milton Free Commw 437 Good Education
ought to correct the fluxible fault of our watry situation

b Ofawatery consistence; hence, pliable,supple

1607 Topsell Fourf, Beasts (1658) 408 Not a fluxible or

loose fat like the fat of Lambs, but a solid fat, like the fat

of Hogs. 1618 M. Baret Horsemanship r 9 The ends of

the flint was rather to he hard and firme then soft and
fluxable 1684 tr Bond's Merc. Compit. x 366/2 At that

Age all tilings are fluxible especially the Bones and Nerves

2. Capable ofbeing melted; fusible; liquefiable

1471 Ripley Comp Alch 1 vi in Ashm (1632) 130 We
make Calxes unctious both Whyte and Red . . Fluxyble as

Wex. 1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1638) 289 In them doth
abound fluxible moisture, apt to be dissolved with every

little heat. 1730 tr Leonardus’ Mirr Stones 17 Minerals

are of two sorts, some fluxible or hquifiable and others not

quast-r&. 1750 tr, Leonardus’ Mirr. Stones 17 Dismissing

the first Fluxibles, such as Gold

3. Liable* to flux or change; fluctuating, not

permanent, variable.

1361

E

den A rte Name,m 11 36 This is fluxible, wauenng,
and moueable 1610 Guillim Heraldry 111 v. (1660) 120
Meteois he of nature fluxible, and nothing permanent
1677 Gale Crt Gentiles iv. 317 Is there not a natural leuitie

and vamtie in every creature which renders it fluxible,
variable, and inconstant?

Hence Flu aably adv FluxYbi lity, Flu srfble-

ness, the quality of being fluxible
1471 Ripley Comp Alch.v1 it, m Ashm (1632) 163 Every

parte all fyie for to endure, Fluxybly fyxe and stabull in
tynctuie 1574 Newton Health Mag 38 It stoppeth ovei
much thmnesse and fluxihihtie of bloude 1631 Hammond
Anew Ld Falkland vii Wks 1684 II 693 T.he Fluxibility
ofhumane Nature is so great, that it is no wondet if errours
should have crept m 1727 Bailey vol II, Fluxibleness
1750 tr, Leonardus' Mirr Stones 20 Such humidity is dis-
proportioned by the fluxibility and therefore it resides more
in one part than in another.

Fluadle (fly ksil), a Obs. or arch, [ad late L.
Jluxil-is, iflux- ; see prec. and -ile.]

1 ® Fluxible i.

1605 Timme Qnersit 11, in 1x5 The which water, albeit it

alwayes remaineth fluxile and liquid 1641 French Distill.
v. (1631) x6i, I extracted a good quantity of nitrous salt,

which was almost fluxile 1702 R Mead Poisons 114 The
Mercurial Globules.. dissolve the Preter-natural Cohesions
of all the Liquors making them more Fluxile and lhm
2 = Fluxible 3.
a 1654 Selden Engl, Epm x § 16 The fluxile nature of

this deceitful prince [King John] 1838 Bushnell Serin
New Life 212 Opinions are in a fluxile shifting state

Hence FLuxi lity [see -ity], the quality or con-
dition of being fluxile.

1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys Mech xxxiu 249 The
Weight and Fluidity, or, at least, Fluxihty of the Bodies
heie below. 1707 Floyer Physic Pulse-Watch 37 The
Fluxihty, or thin consistence of the Blood ivaxN Hodges
Hist Acc Plague 1x3 Salt adds to the Fluxihty of Fluids.

Fluxing (fly ksiq), vbl sb. [f. Flux v. + -nra 1,]

1. The action of the vb. Flux in various senses
1659 Hcylin Ammadv in Fuller's Afp Inj. Innoc

(1840) 313 An ordinary purge being sufficient foi the one,
whereas the foul body of the other doth lequire a fluxing
a 1734 North Lives (1826) 353 A certain cure [foi the mange]
was fluxing with mercury 1777 Watson in Phil Trans.

LXVIII. 873 The roasting or fluxing ofan ore

b concr.— p lux sb 11.
1880 Lomas Alkali Trade 127 The amount of ‘ fiuxings

*

should he kept as small as possible

2. attnb. as fluxing-mctferial\ flirxmg-bed, in
the manufacture of soda, one of the two parts into
which the sole of the furnace is divided.
183a G R Porter Porcelain <5 Gl. 264 Other descriptions

. . do not contain an equal abundance of fluxing materials

Fluxion (flykjan). Also, 6 fluxiona, -yon
[a. Fr fluxion, ad L fluxidn-em, fflux- ppl stem
offluen to flow

; see -ion ]
1 The action of flowing, a flowing or issuing

forth (of water, vapour, etc ). Also, continuous or
progressive motion

, continual change Now tare.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II ii 333 Whirlepooles, and fluxions

are caused, in the middest of the sen 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor 962 The fluxion of the odour comming
from the beast 1606 J Davies Scl Sec. Hush 4 c. Wks.
(Grosait) II 14 If the fluxion of this instant Now Effect not
That, noght wil, that Time doth know 1633 Swan Spec
M. v § 2 (1643) 165 That [water] whicn hath some
certain beginning of fluxion. 1656 T Stanley Hist Philos
v 10 In Sensibles neithermagnitude nor quality is permanent,
but in contmuall fluxion and mutation 1660 Ibid l?c 550/1
The point by fluxion makes a Line. 1880 Blackmore M
Anerlcy I vm 92 Their bodies continually going up and
down upon perpetual fluxion

Jig, 1829 Gen P. Thompson Exerc (1842) I 31 The
Catholics know that the fluxion of public opinion is in their
favoui.

t*
b =Effluvium 2 a. Obs

1603 Holland Plutaich's Mor. 725 Those fluxions which
1 est upon waters, looking-glasses, or any such mirrors 163s
Stanley Hist Plnlos 11 (1701) 65/1 Falling Stars are not
fluxions of the aether extinguish m the A11 almost as soon
as lighted 1748 Hartley_ Obscrv Man. 1 111 332 The
Rays of Light may be considered as a kind of Fluxions in
lespect of tne biggest component Pai tides of Matter
2. An excessive flow of blood, ‘humour,’

scium, etc. to any organ or part of the body
Also concr

,

the matter which flows

1341 R Copland Galycn’s Teiap. 2 B j, Yf the flux or
rennynge wyll nat stop with salues, seke the cause of the
sayde fluxyon c 1330 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) Ahj,
Iiorsnesse, and contmuall fluxion of snevill m old men
1601 Holland Pliny II 539 It is the better foi to represse
the fluxion of humors into the eies 1612 Woodall Surg
Mate Wks. (1633) 73 Gailes cure fluxions of the gums
1746 Lady M W Montagu Let to W Montagu 23 Aug

,

I had so bad a fluxion on my eyes, I was really afraid of
losing them 1874 Roosa Dis Ear 73 A fluxion towards the
labyrinth with serous exudation in the nerve structure

fig 1796 Burney Metastasia II 331 To attempt the cure
of the eloquent fluxion to which he m subject

3 . — Flux sb, 1,

1563 W Fulke Meteors (1640) 53 b, The common dew
drunke of cattell bringing them to a fluxion 1599 A M tr

Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke 217/2 It pneventeth also super-

fluous fluxione [of the menstrualles], 1637 Tomlinson
Renan's Disp 165* This cures eroding fluxions 1760-72 tr

Juan Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) II 67 At Lima it occasioned
constipations and fluxions

+ 4. =Fusibir Obs.

*73x Bailey, Fluxion (among Chymists), signifies the
running of Metals or any other Bodies, into a Fluid, by
Fire or otherwise 1848 m Craig.



FLUXIONAL. 368 FLY.

5 , Math In the Newtonian form of the infini-

tesimal calculus : ‘ The late or proportion at which
a flowing or yaiymg quantity increases its magni-

tude’ (Hutton Math. Diet.).

This is Newton’s own use of the woid
,
but the 18th c

waters on the Newtonian calculus used fluxion foi what
Newton called the ‘moment* of a fluent, and modem
analysts call the ‘ differential

*

Correspondingflux tons, rates at winch two interdependent
quantities may change simultaneously Second fluxion,
the i ate of change of the fluxion of a variable quantity; the
second cliffeiential coefficient with respect to the time

1704 [seeDu rnuiNTiAi Bi] 1706W Joni s Syn Palmar
Mat/ieseos 174 Let x lie a Ratiuncula, or Fluxion of the
Ratio of 1 to i+x 1806 Hutton Costs se Math II 287
Rules for finding the fluxions of all soils of quantities
1828 Ibul II 323 The fluxion found from a given fluent is

always peifect and complete

b. Hence {the Method or f Doctrine of) Fluxions
is used as a name for the Newtonian calculus.

The direct and inverse method of fluxions aie (apmt fiom
diffidences of notation) essentially identical with the diffiei-

cntial and the mlegial calculus respectively

1702 [see DurrnrNTiAr A3] 1741 Watts Impin'
Mind 1 xx 327 A Penetration into the abstiuse Difficulties

and Depths of modern Algebra and Fluxions 1812 Cress-
vviet r Max. $ Min 11 11. 197 Its [quantity’s] mciease and
dccicase by motion, which is the foundation of the doctnne
of Fluxions. 1830 Hersciiel Stud Nat Phil, in 111 (1851)
271 The method of fluxions, or, as it is now moie generally
called, the diffieiential calculus 1874 Gritn Shoit llist ix

§ 1 599 Newton facilitated the calculation of planetary
movements by his theoiy of Fluxions

U c loosely An infinitesimal quantity.

1846 Di Quincey Chsistiasuty Wks XII 234 The hour-
hand of a watch—who can detect the separate fluxions of its

advance?

0 Conib. : fluxion-structure (sec quot. 1890).
1882 Gnwn 'Jevtbk Geol 11 it iv 104 This is well

shown by what is tcimed the fluxion slrucluic 1890 —
Class hi Geol (ed 2)146/' low-sismctusc,Fluxmu-st 1 uclure,
an anangement of the crystallites, crystals, or particles of
a rockm stieaky lines indicate e of the internal movement
of the mass pievious to its consolidation

Fluxional (fiykjbnal), a. [f prec +-/l]
1 Math Of the nature of or pertaining to a

fluxion or the method of fluxions

1748 Harttey Obscrv, Mail 1 111 357 The Tustness of an
anthmetical 01 fluxional Operation. 1823 Mitchell Diet
Math ,5 Phys Sc , Fluxional Analysis is the analysis of
fluxions and flowing quantities, distinguishable fiom the
diffieiential calculus both by its metaphysics and notation
*828 IIutton Comse Math II 321 Multiply cveiy term by
the fluxional letter

2 Pertaining to, resulting from, or subject to
' fluxion' or flowing.

1827 CoiXRiDGr Rem (1836)1 215 How aie we to explain
the leactionof this fluxional body on the animal? 1842-3
Grove Corr. Phys Pones (1874) 134 The instability, or
fluxional state, of all natuie 1862 F Hai i Hindu Philos
Syst 36 Other effects besides the fluxional cieation of the
world me refeiied to

Fluxionary (fl» kjbnari), a [see -aby
]

»

1 . = Fluxional i.

1734 Berkeiey Analyst § 10 The great Authoi of the
Fluxionary Method. 1763W Emerson Metli JncrenPxn,
Some fluxionary quantities have no fluents, hut what are
expressed by series 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) I 11 35We find him occupied with his fluxionary calculus

2 . Of the nature of, or subject to 'fluxion’ or
continuous change, fluctuating

1748 Loiul Mag June 055/2 The general ferment in
matter, whereby all bodies me disposed to undeigo those
fiuxionary changes necessary to their generation, giowth
and corruption 1826 De Qumcrv in Blackw, Mag XX
738 Appearances which, by their very essence, are
fluxionary, become unnatural when fixed and petnfied 1841
Blackw. Mag. XLIX, 416 All other wealth was fiuxionary

Fliudonist (flxrkjhmst). [see -1ST ] One who
uses or is skilled in mathematical fluxions

1734 Berkeley Analyst Qu 43 Whether an Algebraist,
Fluxionist or Demonslratoi of any kind can expect indul-
gence for obscure Principles? *8x6 tr La Croix’s Dig 3
Int Calc. 620 The best aigument of its utlci insufficiency

is derived from the practices of the fluxiomsts themselves

t FlU'XXVe, a Obs. [as if ad L. fluxivus, f

flux- ppl. stem ofjhterc to flow: sec -ive ] That
has the quality of flowing, apt to flow, fluid

;
lit.

and fig Also, fluctuating, variable

1597 Shaks Lover's Campl 50 These often bath’d she in
hei fiuxive eyes *605 Drayton Man in Moone 311 In
fluxive humour, which is evei found, As I doe wane, or wax
upJo my round. 1668 Cuu-epper& Coli Barthol, Anat in
vui 148 Thm and fluxive like watei a 1670 HACKrT Lent
Serm (1675) 532, 1 look not upon that which is fluxive and
changeable 17*6 M Davits A then. Brit II 352 The
Fluxive Disposition, or the gi eat Pox

hFluxure (fl»ksiiii) Obs [ad, L fluxiira, f

flux- ppl stem offlitOre to flow
] a. The quality

of being fluid; fluidity. 1) concr That which,
flows , a quantity of fluid matter

;
sap

a 1599 B, Jonson Ev Man out ofHum. Induct., Why,
Humor in it selfe holds these two propeities, Moisture
and Fluxure
b 1596 Drayton Leg iv 030As in the Coi ne, the Fluxure

when we see Fills but the Straw, when it should feede the
Eare 1603 — Bar. Wars 11 xvi, The swolne fluxtue of
the Clouds *622 — Poly-olb xxvu 375 Those Tree-geese
. which like a Ielly first To the beholder seeme, then by the
fluxure nurst, Still great and gieatei thnue
Fluy, obs. var. of Fluey a.

Fluyd, Flwe, obs. forms of Flood, Flub.

Flu$en, -on, obs. pa t. pi of Fly.

Flwreis, obs. Sc form of Flourish

Fly (ftai), sb l Pi flies (flaiz) Foims fliose

(m comb fldos-, fldoh-), flyse, Not thumb fldso,

2-

4 south, vlije, 3 fleoje, flye, south vlie,

3-

4 fle^e, south vleije, fleih, south, vleih, 3-7, 8

Sc. flia, 4-9 north, and Sc flee, 4-5 ftegh, (4
fles3e,fleh, flei(ghe, fley(o, fly), 5-7 flye, 7- fly.

[OF. fliope, j/lfye, \vk fern. (Norlliumb fhige ?s.U

inasc)=MI)u vheghc (mod.Hu. vlicg\ OIIG
fltoga, Jliuga (MIIG vlicgc, mod Ger fhege) •—

OTenl
•'
flatgbit-, f root of *Jlcugan to fly From

the weak giade of the same root comes the equiva-

lent Scandinavian word, ON., Sw fluga, Da
flue.

The plural form in -s appeals in 13th c, but the oiigmal
plural ending -n was not wholly olsoletc in the 15th c ]

f 1 Any winged insect ; as the bee, gnat, locust,

moth, etc. Obs
;
cf 2, 3, 4 below, and Butterfly

C9S0 Luidisf Gosp Matt xxm 24 Lntuas blindo £ic
woi&ias Sone flefce 1340 Aynib 136 He is use |>e sin.de

ule3e bet inakcji pet bony 156311111 Art Ganlcu (1393)

36 Flies (with the long hinder legges) 1599 T Moui 1

1

(title) Silkewormes ana their flies 1608 Torsi 1 1 St spmts
(1C58) 653 The black Flies railed Beetles 1649 Jir
Tax lor Gi Exemp r vm 113 Eating Flyes and wilde
honey 1694 Au Scv Late Voy 11 (1711) 207 Hue aie
dims sorts of Flies, as Buttu flies, Butchers flies, Iloise-

fhex *774 Goi nsH. Nat Hist (1796) VIII 149 The cold

wealhei ficquently comes on hefoie the worm is transfoimed
into a fly

b. A dipterous or Uvo-winged insect, esp of the

family Muscidy
c zqoo jEitric. h tad vm. 29 For Se ic gcbiddc and Seos

fleosefa.tbfi.im 5e t *200 1 ’uesti Virtues (188II) 89 A1 dai
flar ciimc.0 lo Jiohtcs, al swo dot) flijen to sare 1 1220
Bestial

y

473 Til Sat 3cr fleses f.uen and fallen fiei-mnc
a *300 Cmsor M, 5990 iCott ) To morn Jjc fleies sal be you
fra. 1398 Trf\ isa Bin tn DeP R v xxm (1495) 130 Ilecs

and flyes liauc no voys, bnt make a voys in fleenge *477
Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictcs 72 The flye that setteth liei

vpon con apt thinges. *5*3 Douglas Mncis xn Prol, 172
T’o knit hyr nettis Tharwith to cauclit the inyghc and
littill fle x6*5 G, Sandys Trav 203 The infinite swarmes
of flies that do shine like glow-woimes *841-4 Emi rson Fss

.

Prudence Wks (Bohn) 1 94 Do what we can, summer will
have its files.

C fig.
a 1225 Auer R. 290 [Jles] dogge of holle mid his blodic

vlien of stinkinde Jiouhtes ^1325 Coirde L. 2917 In wh>t
schclys they gunne hem wrycn For the bytyng of lus flytn

*607 Di kklu /list Si i T Wyatt 1 Wks 1873 III 84'lhe
Fly is ongtie, but bee wants a stmg

d A type of something insignificant

*297 R 610110.(1724) 428 Wat was J>y strangle wor|>?
yivys no3t woiji a flye 1:1386 Ciiaucir Rave's T 272
Aleyii answerde I count liym nat a flye 1520 More Com/,
agst ‘I rib 1. 11 Wks. 1123/1 Without wfm.li all the
spn ltual coumfort that any man niaye speake of can neuer
auaile a flye 1704 Burns ‘O P/ul/y, happy in that day '

x, I care nae wealth a single flic a 1830 Kaputt Cotivess
Authors, He would not hurt a fly

e. I’hr. : Fly tn amber see Amber 5 Fly on
the (coach-) wheel (see quot 1870). To send away
with afly in one's ear : cf Flea 4. To break, a nsh,

a fly upon the wheel (fig.) : to spend a great deal
ol eneigy and labour upon something not worth
it. Let thatfly stick in (or to) the wall (he.) : say
nothing more on that subject Don't let flies slick

layout heels : be quiek
1606 Hit 1'ioc agst late Traitors Zt 4 b, Theprmcos .

sent away your second Mercury with a flic m lus eai e 1695
Woodward Nat Hist Earth 11 (1723) 82 Flyes that I have
yet seen inclos’d in Amber. 1814 Scot r Wav kxi, ‘O whist.
Colonel, foi the love o’ God 1 let that flee stick i the wa’ 1

1836 Going to Service iv 44 Don’t let flies stick to youi heels,
and don’t let ten minutes get the start of you 1840 Lytton
Money v 111, I have the greatest respect for the worthy
and intelligent flies upon both sides the wheel a 1859 Dr
Quincey IncognitoWks XI 2 To apply any more elaborate
criticism to them, would be

4
to bicak a fly upon the wheel ’

*870 Brewi r Diet. Phrase d Fable, Fly on the coach wheel,
one who fancies himself of mighty impoitancc, but who is

in reality of none al all.

f Provcibs.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnr no A flye folowethe the

hony a 1520 Skelton Rcplyc 752 The blynde eteth many
a flye 1546 J Heywood Prov (1867) 75 Hungry flies byte
soie.

2 With defining woicl as blow-, flesh-, hoise-,

house-, sheep-fly, etc. . see those words Black
fly, U S (see quot ) Hessian fly (Cectdomyta
Destructor), an insect that infests wheat, said to
have been introduced into America with the Hessian
troops, diuing the War ofIndependence Spanish
fly = Cantiiaiudes. Tsetse-fly (Glossma inor-
st(ans), a Soutli-African fly which attacks cattle.
a 1605 Montgomerie Flytingw Polwart 3x4 The feavers,

the fearexe, with the spemjie flees x66x Lovell Hist
Anuiitj Mm Pref , The pilulaue beetle and Spanish flies

1799 G Washington Let Writ 1893 XIV 196 Letter
lelativo to the loss of hit, crop, by the Hessian fly 1812
J Smyth Prod Customs (1821) 59 Cantharides, commonly
called Spanish Flies 1877 T Baines Gold Regions S E
Apnea. 109 A considerable portion of this step is infested
with the Tsetse fly *889 Century Diet s v Fly, Black
Fly, any one of the species of the genus Simnlium, some of
which are extraordinarily abundant in the northern woods
of America, and cause great suffering by their bites,

3 In farmers’ and gardeners’ language, often used
without defining piefix for the insect parasite chiefly
injurious to the particular crop or animal indicated
by the context

;
the hop-fly, potato-fly, turnip-fly

sheep-fly, etc. Chiefly collect, in sing as the name
of the disease consisting in or caused by the ravages
of these insects.

b

rti704 Locitr Whs (1714) III. 436 Befoie they come
to tlunk of the Fly in thui Sheep, or the Tares m their
Corn 1707 Mortimer Husb. 12a To pievent the Flv
[m turnips] some propose to sow Ashes with the Seed
X799 Tiaus hoc hncouiag Aits XVII 47 An easy and
efficacious method of destioymg the Fly on Hops 1819
Ri rs Cycl ,I<ly a disease incident to sheep, in consequence
of their being stricken by a fly, winch produces a sort of
maggot, that cuts into, and remains in the flesh *842
Johnson Fanna's hncycl

,
My m Turnips (Altica

nemos uni) the vulgar name ofa species of flea-beetle, which
attacks the turnip ciop in the cotyledon or seed leaf, as
soon as it appears 1846 J Baxter Libr Psact Agnc
(ed 4) II 281 The maiks left on the skin by the blows of
the fly x888 Times 26 June 12/1 In some (hop) gardens a
good deal of fly exists

4 Angling a. An insect attached to a hook as
a lure m the mode of angling called fly-fishing

b An artificial fly, 1 e. a fish-hook dressed with
feathers, silk, etc ,

so as to imitate some insect
( iftcn collect in the phrase tofish withfly
1589 Pap/e so Hatchi t 3,

1

doo but yet angle with a silken
fljt, to see wbctliu Martins will nibble 1653 Walton
A sighs iv gj Oi with a Hie, eithu a nnlui al or an artificial

Hit Ibid iv in Youi gold, oi whit materials soever you
make youi Fly of, a X740 TirKi Li Ep to Lady bef
Mas stage 39 Heie let me line the trout with well-
dissembled flies x88i C Giihion Heast's Psoblem x 154
lie .tossed it [fish] into lus basket, and cast lus fly again
fir *624 Fn Iunn Rule a Wife 1 1, Sit close Don

I'cicz, or your Worship’s caught 1 fear a Flye.

1

6

a A familiar demon (from the notion that

devils wcie accustomed to assume the form of flies)

b trailf, and with allusion to the insect’s finding

its way into the most private places • A spy (cf. F.
vioHchc) c A parasite, flatterer (cf L mused).
*584 R Scot Discov Witcher m xv 51 A flie, otherwise

called a divcll or familiar *6*0 B Jonson Alcli 1 11,

A liflng flye none 0’ youi great familial s. 1622 Bacon
Hen. VII 241 'Ihcre was this Good in his employing of
these Flics and Familial s, tint . the Suspition of them
kept . many Conspiracies fiom becing attempted (11643W Carnvright Osdinasy 11 iv, He liaLh a Fly only to win
good deaths 1649 Bp Hail Cases Consc 170 These
murccnai y Flies, xvhether of State, or of Religion, are
justly hatefull

0 Printing a A * punter’s devil ’ (cf 5 a) b
The person who lakes the sheets from the picss,

the 4 taker-off ’
; also, that part ofa punting machine

which usually performs that office now (Cf Pl\er)
a 1683 Moxon Printing 373 Dr.nl

.

the Workmen do
Jocosely call them Devils; and sometimes Spn its, and
sometimes Flies 184* Savage Diet Printing, s v

, These
boys arc not now called devils, as in the time of Moxon, but
Flies, 01 1’ ly Boys.

b *73* in HoNr Everyday Bk (1825-7) II 1240 The
infeuor order among us, called flies, employed in taking
newspapers off the pi ess *838 Timper! rv Printer's Man.
113 My, the person that t ikes off the sheet from the press
in cases of expedition *871 Ames Esicyd Pnsiitng, Ily,
an invention foi taking off or delivering the sheets from
a power-piess

+ 7 . a A ‘ patch ’ for the face [ti. F mouche ]
1658 Whiti tr A late Discourse 102 The patches and flies

which she put upon her face

+b. Some kind of head-dress. Cf fly-cap (in

1 1 below). Obs

*773 History of Lord Amswosth I 139 Her beautiful

tresses weie,. fasten’d behind with a diamond comb
,
over

Tvlnch was plac’d a small French fly, ornamented with large

sprigs set with brilliants *774 Westm Mag II 259 Ladies

. . still wear then hair low befoie Small flys, the xvings

veiy wide apait at the top, and very small and shoit lappets

1

8

. With reference to a festival foimerly observed

by the Oxfoid cooks. Obs
On Whit-Tucsday the cooks 1 marched m silken doublets

on horseback to Bartholomews 01 Bullmgdon Green tofitch
thefly and ' on Michaelmas Day they rode thither again

to carry the fly away’ See Aubiey Rem Gentilisme

(1881) 202 (wutten in xo86); Aubrey supposed the sense to

be that of 5 a above
c 1602 in Narcissus (ed M L Leex893)App 11 32 They

[the cooks] have sett a little porch before so great an
house, and have called then shoxv the flye 1654 Gay-
ton Pleas Notes m v. 99 The man that preaches the

Cooks Seiinon at Oxfoid, when that plump Society rides

upon their Governours Hoises to fetch in the Enemie, the

Fhe 1661-6 Wood Asitiq Oxford (0 . H S ) II 5*5

note. Many people resorted heie [St Bartholomew’s Hos-
pital]

, as the cooks bringing in of the fly

9 . slang A policeman Cf Blue-bottle 2

*857 R L Snowden Magisir Assist (ed. 3) 446 A police-

man, a fly.

10 . attrib. and Comb
a simple attributive, as fiy-blight, -kind,

-maggot, -screen, state, -wing ;
(sense 2) (tsetse-)

fly-belt, -country', (sense 4) asfly-tackle ;
(sense 6 b)

asfly-pulley.

1894 Westsu Gas ij Nov 5/1 The Beira line had now
completely spanned the fly*' belt 1887 Daily News 28

J
une 2/5 Theplantations in thesedistncts being most affected

y the *‘fly blight’ 1891 Pall Mall

G

8 Dec. 1/3 When the

railway .has crossed the
Jr
fiy country 1691 Ray Creation 6

The ‘‘Fly-kmd, if undei that name we comprehend all
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othci flying insects 169a Ibid n 123 The "fly maggots.
1875 Southward Diet Typogr s v Setting the Fly, Let it

run down the fly so that it is barely held by the *fly pulleys.
1791 W Bartram Carolina 83 When they appear in the
* fly state 1834 Medwin Anglerm Wales II 113, I was
half sony that I had no "fly-tackle, and soon tired 1x460
Towneley Myst 192 He settes not a "fle wyng bi Su Cesar
fulle even

b. objective, (sense 1 b) as fly-breeder
,
-fancier

,

-hunter, -toiler, -scarcr

,

*1*-way-driver
, -whtpper

,

fly-catchmg vbl. sb. and ppl. adj
,fly-hunting vbl.

sb
;
(sense 4) as fly caster, -maker, -taker, fly-

-dnssing, -making vbl. sbs
, fly-taking ppl adj.

1731 Smollett/W* Pic (1779! IV xciv 144* I nevei dispute
with the son of a cucumbei said the 'fly-breeder 170a

C Mather Magn Chr iv. 11853) II 105 A certain soaring
and serious greatness of soul, which rendeied "fly-catching
too low a business for him 1890 Webster, Fly-catchmg
(Zool), having the habit of catching insects on the wing
x886 J H Keene Fish Tackle aoa There is no royal load
to “fly-dressing howevei. 1751 Smollett Per Pic (1779)
IV xciv 145 The *fly-fancier accused the mathematician.
1895 C C Abbott Birds about ns iv 113 They are fly-

catchei s, not "fly-hunters 1838 Dickens Mem Grimaldi
u, He had been "fly-hunting with his fuend 1638 Rowland
Moifet's Theat Ins 951 He was aftei wards called by the
name of Muscanus or "Fly-killer 1787 Bfst Angling
(ed 2) 7j Every man his own "fly-maker 1653 Walton
Angler iv 113 The Ait of "file-making xSox-3 Daniel
Final Shorts II 296 Hackles are a very impoitant article

in Fly-making 1638 Sir T Herbert Tram (ed a) 68 On
the left hand, Rajea Bousing *fly-skarer 1889 Century
Diet

,
*Fly-taker, 111 angling, any fish that will take the fly

1840 Tickei l in frill Asiat Soc Bengal IX. 703 The
little "fly-taking Cypnnus, miscalled * trout ’ in Upper India
1638 Rowland Mon/et's Theat Ins. 951 Jupiter, called
ano/evtof, or the "Fly-way-dnver 1872 Baker Nile TribuU
vin 134 The long tails of the girafles are admirable "fly-

whippeis
c mstramenial, asfly-angling, -biting vbl sbs.,

fly-bit, -stuck, -swarmed adjs

1633 Walton Angler iv no These and the May-fly are
the giound of all *11y-Angling 1821 Clare Vill Mtnstr.
I 203 Their "fly-bit hides 1639 D PrLL Impr Sea 417
It is compaiatively but a meei *fly-bitmg to what they
undergo 1877 T Baines Gold Regions S E Africa 151
A*fly-stuclc ox 187a E Arnold Lt. Asia 69 The *fly-

swaimed sweetineat shops.

IX. Special comb. • fly-bat, a species of fly found
in Barbadoes; fly-bird, a humming-bud (cf. F.
oiseau-monche)\ fly-blister, a plaster made of
Canthandes ; fly-book, a case m the form of a
book, in which anglers keej) artificial flies; fly-

brush, a brush foi driving away flies
,
fly-oage,

a contnvance foi catching flies
; + fly-cap, a kind

of head-dress (see quot 1762), fly-casa, the
covenng of an insect; spec the anterior wing of
beetles, elytron

;
fly-duster =fly-brush ; -f fly-

frmge (see quot ) ; fly-hook, a hook baited with
a fly , fly-lme, a line for fly-fishing

, fly-nut (see

quot ) ;
fly-paper, a sheet of paper prepared to

catch or poison flies
;
fly-powder, a powder used

to kill flies
, fly-rod, a rod for fly-fishing

;
fly-

slioer, slang (see quot ) ;
fly-snapper, US., a

name of ceitam fly-catchmg birds, (a) the genus
Myiagra

; (/>) Phamopepla miens, fly-speck,
-spot, a stain produced by the excrement of an
insect

, fly-specked, -speckled a
,
marked with

fly-specks, fly-tier, -tyer, a maker of artificial

flies; so fly-tying vbl. sb ,
fly-time, the lime

when flies aie to be met with or are troublesome;
fly-tip, -top, a top-joint used for fly-fishing; fly-

water, (a) an infusion or decoction of flies ; (b) (see

quot. 1855) ! fly-weevil, US

,

the common giain-

moth (Gelechia cerealdla) ( Cent. Diet.); fly-whisk,
an instrumentfor drivingaway flies. Also Fly-barb,
-BITTEN, -BLOW, -BLOWN, -CATCHER, -FISH, etc.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 211 The "Fly-bats come From
their lurking holes 1782-3W F Martyn Geog Mag II
468 The *fly-bird is esteemed one of the most beautiful.
1842 Hood Elm Tree fit xxui, The Fly-bird flutters up
and down. To catch its tiny prey 1848 Kingsley Yeast xi,

I put it in the squire's *fly-book x888 J L Allen in
Century Jllag Apr 946 The abandoned “fly-bi ush lay full

acioss his face 1838 Dickens O 1 wist xxxvu, A paper
*fly-cage dangled from the ceiling 1733 Genii. Mag
XXI II 123/2 The ladies should not sacrifice the vigoi
of health to a *fly cap 176a Lend Chronicle x6-i8
Feb 167/3 The Fly Cap is fixed upon the forehead,
forming the figure of an ovei grown butterfly with out-
stretched wings 1826 Miss MiTroRD Village Sex 11 (1863)

3S3 With powdered hau and lly-caps and lappets, x86o
Merc Marine Mag VII 270 The kahili is made of black
feathers, fastened on a pole, much resembling a *fly duster
*860 Fairholt Costume

,
*Fly-fringe, a peculiar edging foi

ladies’ sleeves and dresses
,
much worn in the early part of

the reign of George III 1706 R H[owlett] Angler’s Sure
Guide 88 A nuddle-siz'd "Flie-Hook Ibid. 97 The "Flie-
Lme should be made very tapei 1834 Badham Halien

t

n 19 Neither fly-rods, fly-lines, reels noi landing-net
1874 Knight Diet Mech I. 896 *Fly-nut, a nut with
wings, to be twisted by the hand 1831 Mayhew Lend
Labour I 433 "Fly-papers came into street-traffic in the
summer of 1848 x&y)\JmDid A rts, *Flyporuder, theblack
coloured powder obtained by the spontaneous oxidizement
of metallic arsenic in Lhe air. 1684 R. H School Recreat
149 The Line for the "Fly-Rod must be stronger than
the first 1843 Atkinson in Zoologist I 2941 I tapped it

with the end of my fly rod 1783 Grose Diet Vitlg Tongue,
"Fly sheers, life guard men, from their sitting on horse-

VOL, IV,

back, under an arch, where they are frequently obseived to
drive away flies with their swords. 1893 C C, Abbott
Birds about its 11, 73 Well . did the "flysnapper only make
believe to launch out after insects’ 1833 Ogilvie, *Fly-
speck 1883 Harper’s Mag Mar 328/1 A "fly-specked old
engraving. x88x Miss Laftan m Macm Mag XL1V 388
Pictures, yellowed by turf smoke and well "fly-speckled
18SI D Jerrold St. GiIlsv 47 Theie are a thousand cracks
and flaws and *fly-spots upon everything about us x88x
Echo 11 Api 3/6 The cleverest *fly-tiei in England 1706R H[owr ett] A ngter's Sure Guide 86 This is their [Fishes']
constant Course all "Flie time 1757 DvrR Fleece 1 366
In teizmg fly-time 1706 R H[owlett1 Angler's Sure
Guide 79 The Stock [of the Rod] bored no wider than
to carry a Giound-top therein, or a *File-top 1887 H
Cholmondet ey-Pennell Mod Impr Fish Tackle 23 This
branch of *fly-tying 18x3 Kirby & Sp. Entomol I 306,
I should have recommended *fly-water for disorders in
the eyes 1853 Ogilvie Suppl

, Fly-water

.

a solution of
arsenic, 01 decoction of quassia-bark, for killing flies. 1789
X/ Carter in Trans A.mer\ Soc I 274 (

title), Observations
concerning the "Fly-weevil that destroys the Wheat. 1841
Lane Arab. Nts 1 . 132 A kind of "fly-whisk made of palm-
leaves.

b In various plant-names, as fly-agaric, Aga-
ricus muscanus=Fly-bane i c ; fly-dod, ragwort
(Senecio Jaeobsea) ; fly-flower (see quot. 1878) ;

fly-honeysuckle, (a) a variety of honeysuckle
{Lomcera Xylosteum

) ;
(b) a species of Hallena;

fly-orohid, -orchis, a name foi Ophrys muscifera ,

fly-poison, fly-wort (see quols ).

1866 Ti eas Bot , *Fly-agaric 1826 Wilbraham Chesh.
Gloss ,

*Fly-dod is usually covered with a dusky yellow fly
1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot 1351 Orchis Myodes minor,
the lesser "Flye flower *878 Britten & Holland Plant-n ,
Fly Flowers, (r) All species of Orchis except O mascula—Glou . . {d)Pmnella vulgaris—Glou x8xg Rees Cycl ,*Fly-lioneysucltle x86x Mrs. Lankester Wild Flowers
71 Lomcexa Xylosteum, the Fly or Upright Honey-suckle
*378 Lyte Dodoens 11. lvi 22a We may call it in
English propeily *flie Orchis, bycause al the kmdes of
Serapias Oichts, haue in all their floures the . . likenesse
of one kinde of flie or other 1841 Maunder Set. <5-

I-.it Treas., Fly-orchis, in botany, the Orchis muscifera
x866 Treas Bot ,"Fly-poison, Amiauthium muscxtoxicum
1733 Chambers Cycl Suppl App., *Fly-wort, in botany, a
name by which some call the lychnis of authors. 1866
Treas Bot

,
Fly-wort, a name applied to those species of

Catasetum formeily called Myanthus.
Fly (floi), sbJ PI. flies; in sense 3 b usually

flys. [f. Fly ».l
; many of the senses have no

mutual connexion, being separate formations on
the vb. OE. had flyge str. masc

,
action of flying

=OHG flug (MHG vine, mod Ger. flng), ON.
flugr (mod Icel

. flug neut.) •—OTeut. *flugi-z, f.

weak grade of *fleugan to Fly
;
but it is doubtful

whether this survived the OE. period ]
I The action of flying.

1. The action or manner of flymg, flight (pbs ).

In recent use, an act of flying. „
a 1000 Crist 645 (Gr.) Se fasla fugel flyges cunnode. a 1000

Satan 112 (Gi ) Ic sceal on flyge earda neosan c 1425
Fest Ch xxx in Leg Rood (1871) 221 pe Egle is fnkest
fowle m flye c 1630 Earl Westmorland in Furmv. Percy
Folio I 300 On Bramaball more shee caused my flye 1786
Nelson in Nicolas Disp (1845) I 178 Indignity offered
under the fly of his Flag. 1828 Disraeli InfernalMarriage
hi 111 Novels (x83 z) 343 'Twas an easy fly ; the chariot [a
car borne by owls] soon descended upon the aest of a
hill 1887 Sporting Life 22 June 2/6 A two miles pigeon
fly.

to A flying visit, rare
X833 Mrs Carlyle Let 28 July, We have had, no other

visitors except my mother for a fly.

c slang A trick, dodge.
x86x [F W Robinson] No Church I. ix 192 Who’s put

you up to that fly?

2 . On the fly • ong. on the wmg, flying
;
hence,

in motion, moving up and down.
a gen Also slang — ‘ on the spree

’

1831 Mayhew Lond Labour II 31 Taking them on the
fly ,

which means meeting the gently on their walks, and
beseeching or at times menacing them till something is

given 1833 [Burn] Antobiog Beggar Boy 6 My fathei

had been on the fly in that town foi nine or ten days.
x868 Temple Bar Mag XXIV 338, I prigged an old
woman’s poke on the fly 1892 Nation (N. Y ) 4 Aug 91/3
To borrow the language of the sportsman, he may be said to
have caught the Melanesian people ‘on the fly’

to. Baseballand (U S. only) Cricket The course

of a ball that has been struck, until it touches

the ground Foulfly (see quot 1874)
18720 W Holmes Poet Breakf-t y (1885) 119 Catching

a ball on the fly 1874 Chadwick Base Ball Man 41
Ketchum was caught on the fly Ibid. 58 Any high foul

ball, held on the fly, is called a foul fly 1882 Philad Press
xa Aug 8 That usually reliable fielder muffed the fly.

II. Something that flies, in various senses.

3 A quick-tiavellmg carnage
*
1
* a. ‘A stage-coach, distinguished by this name,

in order to impress a belief of its extraoidinary

quickness in travelling ’ (J ). Obs exc Hist
1708 in Mem. % Hall ai Fly, a Waggon, i e. Country

Cart 1739 Gray Lett Wks 1884 III. 21 The parcel will

come by one of the flies 1774 Burke Corr (1844) I. 449
A letter sent on Tuesdaymght by the Grantham fly 1816

Scott Antiq i, The Queensferry Diligence or Hawes Fly
x888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd Men I iv 386 He had travelled

up from Northamptonshire in a fly

b The name of a light vehicle, mtiodnced at

Brighton in 1816, and ongmally drawn or pushed

by men
; but a hoise being soon employed, the

name was gradually extended to any one-horse
covered carnage, as a cab or hansom, let out on
hue Perh. short for Fly-by-ntgbt, q.v.
Local usage of the word varies ; m some places fly Is

confined to a ‘four-wheeler ’
, but it is generally applied to

a vehicle hired from a livery-stable, and not plying forhue
x8x8 C Wright Brighton Ambulator 170 A nouvelle

hmd of four-wheel vehicles, drawn by a man and an
assistant, are very accommodating to visitors They are
denominated Flys 1828 Scott jml (1890) II 185 We
then took a fly, as they call the light carnages, and diove
as far as the Devil’s Ditch 1830 T Hook Maxwell
II. 11. S3 One of the Brighton boatmen bid him [a
boy] go and get a fly . he heard an additional direc-
tion not to bring a horse-fly 1839 Mrs Carlyle Lett
I X14 A fly (a little chaise with one horse), furnished us
from a livery-stable hard by. 1844 Disraeli Comngsby iv
11, Get a fly at the station x88x Lady Herbert Edith 118
Soon after bieakfast a fly at the door, to catch the 10 50
tram.

4. Something attached by the edge. Cf Flap sb 4

a A strip or lap on a garment, to contain or
covei the button-holes; hence something used to
cover or connect (see quot. 1 884).
1844 Regal. $ Ord Army 154 [Trousers) Open m front,

With a Fly and Five Buttons 1884 Knight Diet Mech IV
35 1/1 Ely, the fore flap ofa bootee A strip of leather which
overwiaps thefiont vamp and receives the strings or other
fastening.

b. In a tent • * The sloping or roof part of the
canvas’ (Yule)

;
also, the flap at the enhance,

forming a door.
x8xo Williamson E India Vade M II. 432 The main

part of the operation of pitching the tent, consisting of
latsing the flies. 1840E E Napier Scenes4 Sports Foreign
Lands II 111 53 The fly and white walls of our tent (Note
The roof or top part of the tent) 1882 Centmy Mag XXV
193 Two or three Indians peered through the fly, and then
came m
c Of a flag : (a) The breadth from the staff to

the end ; (Ji) the part farthest from the staff.

1841 R. H Dana Seaman's Man 105 Ely, that part of a
flag which extends from the Union to the extreme end
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist 4 Pop. xvul 286 The Pennon
was small in size, pointed or swallow-tailed at the Fly.

d. Theat. inpi The space over the proscenium,
including the upper mechanism and the* galleries

on each side from which it is worked
1803 European Mag XLVII. 447 A large portion of

scenery from the top (called the flies) fell upon the stage
1839 Smiles Self-Help v. (i860) 126 First working under the
stage, then behind the flies, then upon the stage itself 1887
Daily Tel. 27 May 3 Sparks fell fiom the flies upon the
stage

5 . In various technical uses.

a Naut A compass card • see quot 1610 and
Card sbf 4 Hence, on a terrestrial globe . The
set of rhumbs drawn from a selected point on
the surface (

? obs ) . Also, on a vane: see quot.

1773 .

1371 Digges Pantom i xxix I ij b. It is also requisite,
that within Theodehtus you haue a needle or fly so rectified,

that [etc ]. 16x0 W Folkingham Art ofSurvey 11 vi. 56
The Fite is a Card dimded into eight, sixteene, thirty two
equall parts in the Lim.be with competent extention to shew
the Meridian and Coastages of the Plot 1690 Leybourn
Curs Math 6ir Upon the top of the Box wherein the Fly
and Needle is fastned 1773 Johnson (ed 4), Fly 3, that
part of a vane which points how the wind blows 1780-96

J Morse Am. Un Geog. I 49 Observe what rhumb of
the nearest fly runs mostly parallel to the edge of the quad-
lant 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Fly or Compass-Card.

b. A speed-regulating device, usually consisting

of vanes upon a rotating shaft, chiefly used in

musical boxes and the striking parts of clock-

machinery.
1599 T M[ourET] Silkwormes 35 Thy Springs, thy

Scrues, thy rowells, and thy flie 1812-6J Smith Panorama
Sc $ Art I 380 This fly strikes the air with so large a sur-

face, that the resistance it experiences prevents the train of
wheels from going too fast 1884 F J Britten Witch
ClocLm 103 When the staking tram is discharged it would
run with mcieastng speed but for the fly

c. A fly wheel, a pair 0/ weighted anns, or other

device involving the same principle, used to regulate

the speed of machinery.
1648 Wilkins Math Magick 1 xui 87 A single hair

fastned unto the fly or ballance of the Jack 1703 Moxon
Mech Exerc 49 The Fly is made sometimes with two,
sometimes with four Arms From the Center 1823 J
Nicholson Operat Mechanic 51 A fly is sometimes
employed as a collector of power 1874 Knight Did
Mech I 895/1 Fly xx, the swinging weighted arm of some
kinds of presses,

d = Fanher a
1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon (1813) 127 Few winnowing-

machines, saving a common whisk or fly, are used in this

county 1836 Penny Cycl V 307 A winnowing machine
with a fly and sieves is the only additional instrument

e. One of the cylinders of a carding machine.
1842 Encycl Brtt. (ed 7) XXI 932/1 The worker next the

doffers is called the fly, fiom its great velocity. 1888
R Beaumont Woollen Mamif 11, 56 The doffer removes
the fibres brought on to the surface of the swift by the fly

f In Knitting {machine). Spinning, Weaving
(see quots ) Also in Hand-spinning the spindle
1851 L D. B Gordon Art Jml. Illust Catal i**/2

Drawing out the fibre from the rock, and supplying it

regularly to the fly, which is caused to turn rapidly and
twist it into a thread or yarn 1874 Knight Did Mech 1

47
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895/1 Fly 3 (Knitting-machine), another name for the Latch.

Ibid
, Fly 4 (Spinning), the aims which revolve around the

bobbin in a spinning-frame, to twist the loving or yarn

which is wound on the bobbin Ibid , Fly 6 (Weaving),
a shuttle driven thiough the shed liy a blow or jerk,

g* In the pianoforte (see quots )
1876 Stainer & BarrettDid Mus Toms, Fly, is. lunged

board which covers the keys of the pianoforte or oignn
when not in use. *879 A J, Hipkins in Giove Diet Mus
1. 619/2 A sciew perforating the jack, tongue, 01 fly as it is

variously called, of the giasshopper [in a piaaofoi to]

h.. In a screw-log (see quot ).

1882 Capt. Moriarty in Encycl Brit XIV. 770/2 The
‘fly’ [of a screw-log] consists of a hollow copper cylinder

about 9 or 10 inches long with four fins or blades placed at a
given angle, causing it to lotate once in a certain distance

i. Metal-working. An apparatus woiketl by the

horizontal swinging of a weighted lever, for cutting

out with a die pieces of metal of a required shape

from a bar or sheet.

*83* J. Holland Manuf Metal I 211 With a fly nails

ofalmost any size or shape might .be cut out of rolled metal.

6. Waste cotton. Cf Flue sl> 2
,
Fluff.

1879 Cassells Teclm Editc, IV 274/1 Fly 01 short staple

cotton, which has gathered below the machine. 1893
Labour Commission Gloss , Fly, loose down.

Ill attnb. and Comb (In many of these the

fust element may be really the veib-stem.)

7 a. Simple attributive, as (sense 3 b) fly-horse,

-proprietor
,

(sense 4 a) fly-front

,

(sense 4d) fly-

gallery
,

(sense 5 b) fly-pimon,
(sense 5 c) fly

-

piston
,
-screw.

1893 Times 8 July 12/2 This coat has a xfly front buttoning
underneath. 1888 KonniL in Sci ibntr's Mas? IV 437 The
*fly-galleries on either side, fiom the lowest of which the
diop-scenes and borders aie worked. 1891 C T C Jami'S
Horn Rigmarole 134 That moribund *fly hoise 1884
F. J Britten Watch 3 Clochn 106 [The] *Fly Pinion
[is] the pinion in a clock which carries the fly. 1831 J Hol-
land Manuf. Metal I, 48 In which [cylinder] woiks a
weighted, or what is called a ^fly-piston 184s P O.
Directory 6 Home Counties 631/1 Box John, ^fly pioprietor

1831 J Holland Manuf. Metal II. 152 In the production
ofboxes for ^fly-screws and others having seveial worms
b objective, as (sense 3 b) fly-driver, (sense

5 g)fly-fim$her ; fly-finishing vbl. sb
1847 Alb Smith Chr Tadpole v (1879) 59 Prejudices,

which .had somewhat opeiated against the *fly-drivers on
the part of the family coachmen,

8 Special Comb., as fly-ball (Base-ball ), a ball

that may be caught ‘ on the fly fly-bill, a hand-
bill to be scattered broadcast, also attnb

;
fly-

block (Naut ), ‘ the block spliced into the topsail-

tye
1 (Adm Smyth), fly-bridge =- Flying Bridge

;

fly-eatoh (Base-ball), a catch 'on the fly’; fly-

clock, a clock regulated by a fly, before the intro-

duction of pendulums
;
fly-coach. = Fly sb.

2
3 a

;

fly-cutter, a cutting tool driven at a high rate of
speed ; fly-door (Mining), a door opening eithei

way ; fly-drill (see quot ) ;
fly-governor (see

quot) —Fly sb. 2 5 c; fl.y-h.ne, the line of flight

taken by a bird in its legular migrations; fly-

page, the side of a fly-leaf (see Fly-leaf)
,
fly-

penmng (see quot ) ;
fly-piston (see quot ) ;

fly-

pole, = giant-stride
;

fly-press, a sciew press
worked by a fly (see 5 c) ;

fly-pulley, a pulley
that may be shifted along the length of a shaft

,

fly-punching press, fly-rail (see quots.), fly-

reed (Weaving), the reed of a fly-shuttle loom

;

fly-rope (see quot.); fly-sail (Naut), ? =flyrng
Jib; fly-shuttle (Weaving) (see quot 1874)

,

fly-spring (see quot); fly-table, a table with
flaps that may be let down, fly-tail, US, a
small gill-net without sinkers formeily used for
catching peich, etc (Cent. Diet.) ;

fly-tent, ? a
tent having a fly (sense 4 b)

; fly-tip, fly-title,

fly-tool, fly-up (Naut ) (see quots ) ; fly-wagon
= Fly sb 2

3 a
1874 Chadwick Base Ball Man 29 They should be ex-

cellent judges of *fly-balls 1801 Daily News 28 Sept 7/1
A*fly-bill postei. 1841 JR H Dana Seaman's Man 46
Then .reeve the other end thiough the *fly block for a fall

1614 Sylvestfr Bethuha's Rescue m no Th* Engineer
Brings here his *Fly-Budge, theie Ins batt’nng Crow 1874
Chadwick Base Ball Man 30 Chances for *fly catches
from short, high halls 1830 Htrschel Stud Nat, Phil
11. vi. (1851) 178 By clocks he [Loid Bacon] could not have
meant pendulum clocks, which were not then known but
*fly clocks 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi 1, The slow and safe
motion of the ancient *Fly-coaches 1884 F. J BrittenW'itch 3- Clochn. 105 Latterly *fiy cutters are often made
double 1851 Greenivell Coal-trade Terms Northumb
4- Durh

,
*Fly doors or swing doors 1874 Knight Did

Meek. I 895 *Fly-drill

,

one having a leciprocating fly-
wheel which gives it a steady momentum Ibid., *Fly-
governor

i
one which regulates speed by the impact

of vanes upon the air 1884 H, Seebohm Brit. Birds
II. 506 One of the fly-lines’ of this species crosses the
Bermuda Islands. 1892 J Cave-Browne Hist. Boxley

, A
parish-register , often contains on its *fly-pages chance
notes and memoranda. 1858 Simmonds Did Trade,*Fly-
penning, a mode of manuring land practised in England
and in the colonies by folding cattle or sheep in lotation
over different parts of it. 1884 J J Pope Number One iv
1
o
1 ^

Ti
fly*P°le ' and a swing should be in evety playground.

1819 Rees Cycl, The coining press or ^fly-press 1874
Knight Did, Mech I 896/2 Fly-press, a screw-press in
which the power is derived fiom a weighted arm, swinging

in a horizontal plane, as in embossing and die presses 1884
Health E.xlub Catal p lvn/i Crank-shaft which carries
*fly-pulley for transmitting the power by means of a strap

1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 896 *Fly-punching press, a
press for cutting teeth on saws and for other purposes 1853
Ogilvie Suppl ,

*Fly-rail, that part of a table which turns

out to support the leaf. *863 J Watson Art Weaving 126

When Mr Bullough introduced his Loom with the *Fly
Reed. 1892 Lockwood's Did Mech Engin App

,
*I<ly

Rope, a term often used to denote a rope of cotton 01 hemp
used for telodynamic transmission of power. 1819 J H.
Vaux Mem. I 65 With only a storm jib, and *fly-sail set

1795 J, Ai kin Manchester 300 With the use of the *fly

shuttle 1874 Knight Did Mech I. 896 Fly-shuttle, a
shuttle driven by a picker in contiadistmction to one thrown
by hand. 1884 F, J BnrrrrN Watch 4 Clochn 106 [The]
*Fly Spring causes the outer cover of a watch case to fly

open. 1785 Cowper Let to J Newton 19 Mar., The *fly-

table was too slight and too small x8i6 Keatinge Trav,
(1817) II 8 Three *fly-tents, with mattresses laid on the
ground, accommodate six Europeans 1874 Chadwick
Base Ball Man, 58 *Fly Tip This is a foul ball held by
the catcher, sharp fiom the bat. x888 Jacobi Printer's
Voc

,

* Fly-title

,

the half-title in fiont of the general title,

or which divides sections of a work. 1819 Rees Cycl
,

*Fly-too( is a very light narrow wooden spade shod with
iron, which the navigators of a canal use for cutting or
throwing out any soft clay or the like 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bL

,
*Fly-up

,
a sudden deviation upwards

fiom a sheer line, 1827 Hood in Hone Every-day Bh, II,

1547 The pondeious *fiy-waggon passed mo

Fly (flai), a. slang [prob f Fly v.1, though
the etymological notion is doubtful ]
1 . Knowing, wide-awake, shaip Fly to (any-

thing) : 'up ’ to, well acquainted with, clever at
1811 Lexicon Balatronicum s v Fly . The rattling cove

is fly , the coachman knows what we are about 1825 C. M.
WrsrMACOTT Eng . Spy II 5 You arc fly to cant. 1851
Mayhiw Loud Labour II 109 Wc’ie rather ‘fly to a
dodge’. 185a Dickens Bleak House xvi, ‘I am fly’, says

Jo
2 . Of the fingers : Dexterous, nimble, skilful.

1834 H Ainsworth Roohwood m v. No dummy hunter
had forks so fly 1839 Reynolds Pickw abroad 224 We'll
knap a fogle with fingers fly.

3 Comb, as fly-flat (see quot.).

1889 Barr^re & Leland Slang
,
Fly-flat (Turf), one who

reallyknows little or nothing about racing, but fancies him-
self thoroughly initiated m all its mystenes.

Fly (flai), vf Pa. t. flew (flu)
;
pa pple. flown

(flj«n). Forms : Infin. 1 fllog-an (Met ctan fl6s-an,

north flSsa, Kent, flfogan), 2-3 fleo(n, flon, (3
fleoxn, south, vleom), flx(en, 3 fle3(h)en, Orm
fl.e3h.enn, 3-4 flei(o, flx3e(n, flihen, flyhon,
south. vli3en, vixen, 4-6 fley(e, (4 flee3, fleigho,

flei3, 5 flegh.), 3-5 fleen, 3-6 fle, (4 south, vie),

4-7 flie, flye, (4 south vlxe, vly, 5 flyyn), 4-
(now only Sc ) flee, 5- fly. Pa. t. a. sing. 1 Adas,
fldah, fl.63, 2-3 fleh, 3 fleah, flteli, 3-4 flagli(e,

fla3e, 4-6 flaw(e, 3-5 flegh(e, fle3(e, flei(g)li,

fleyghe, 38*013, fligh, fly. P pi 1 fluson, 2-3
flo3e(n, flrujen, 3 fluwen, 3-4 flow(e)n. 7. sing
3-5 Hough (e, 4-5 flou, flow, 5 flojje, floy. 8
sing and pi. 5-6 flewe, (6 flue), 5- flew. Pa.
pple. x flosen, 3 flo3en, 4-6 flowe(n, (5 floixe,

floon, 6 fleen, flighexx), 6-7 fline, flyen, flowne,
(7-8 flew), <5- flown Also weak pa t (rare and
chiefly for rime) : 4 flyghed, 5, 7 flyde, 7 Aide,
flied, flyed [A com Teut. str vb * OE.fldogan,
fliogan= OFns fliaga

,

OS *fliogan (MDu vhe-
ghen, Du vhegen) =OIiG fliogan (MHG vlie-

gen, Ger fltegen), ON. fljilga (Sw flyga, Da
flyve), Goth. *flmgan (inferied from (us)Jlaugjan
to lead foilh m flight) —OTcnt fleugan (flaug,
flugum

,
flogono-) —pre-Teut *plcug/l-, plough-,

plugh- Not etymologically cognate with Flee v
The a foims of pa t normally represent, according to

period and dialect, the OE feag, Jliah, and the /3 foims.
the OE pi. flugon The y forms are trausfened to the
sing from the pi and the pa pple The origin of the S form
few(e, which now alone survives, is more difficult to account
for, possibly it arose from a confusion with Flow (OE
pn t flow), with which this vb had in the 15th c come to
coincide 111 the pa pple , cf however the somewhat similai
phenomenon in the vb slay, pa t. slew, for which no
parallel explanation can lie given
With legard to the confusion between the veibsfly and

fee, see Fli l ]

I 1 . inlr To move through the air with wings
Also with adverbs, as about

, away, forth, off, out,
etc. As the croxvfhes see Cuow sb 1 3 c
Beowulf 2273 (Gi ) Nacod m3 diaca, mhtes fleoSeS fyie

befangen a 1000 Judith 209 CGr) Ac him fleah on laste
earn setes georn c 1x75 Lamb Horn 129 Alle }>e fujelas
be flujen bi pa.m lufte cxaoo Ormin 5991 Fori asm ma33
he3he fleghenn. GX205 Lay 3901 Her comen blake flesen
and flujen in mone e^ene 1297 R Glouc (1724) 29 Bcter
hym hadde ybe Haue bi leueef ther doune, than ylerned for
to lie.

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 13449 (Gott ) Nane pat mai fli

“el [als >e am] c 1330 R Brunnf Chron (18x0) 305
Als fleihes doun pei fleih, ten pousand at ones. 138a Wyclif
Isa vl 6 Ther fler? to me oon of the serafyn c 1430 Lydg
Mm, Poems 186 From their lyme-twygges I will flee fer
asyde c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode 11 In (1869) 95, I fly
aboue be skyes heyere pan ey]jer heroun or egiet. c 1440

335 (Add. MS ) The bndde , flew [Camb
i
^ fS

1 Dunbar Poems xxii. 105 O gentle
egill I . . That of all fowhs dois heest fle 1533 Anne
Boleyti s Coronat. in Furmv Ballads from MSS I. 380
She hathe fleen long, Vncertain where to light, a 1649

Drumm or Hawtii Poems Wks {i7 xx) 13 The feathered
tioops that flee, and sweetly sing xyxx Addison SheetNo 159 r 8, I wished for the Wings of an Eagle, that I
might fly away to those happy seats 1796 H. Hunter
tr St Pierre's Stud Nat (1709)1 580 On my approach*
ing him, he [a butterfly] flew off. x8zz Shelley Calderon
1 46 Would that my feet were wings, So would I flv to
Livta *

b. fig ; esp of fame, a report, etc. Tofly high
(or a high pitch) : to aim at or reach a high pitch
of action, feeling, etc. (cf Flight sb 3) Also
Tofly low • to avoid notoriety. To fly short of.
to fail in mounting to the level of.
c X2oo TnnColl Horn 165 Alse pe fugeles swo doS W

mannisso fliea fram mele to worse a 1225 After R ic2
Bi mhte beo fleomdeant sechmde onwer soule heoueniiche
uode GX384 Chaucer II Fame hi 1028 Wenged wondres
faste fleen c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon \. 39 The
renomme therof floughe vnto the duke 1548 Udall etc
Erasm. Par Luke iv 55 The fame which had to’ fore
. fliglien abrode 1571 Hanmer Chron Irel, (1633) i2c
The piosperous successes of Earle Richard, were no sooner
effected, but fame flyed abroad a 1592 H Smith Serin
(1866) II 14 Try eveiy piece of gold, when many Flemish
angels fly abroad. 1608 TorsrLL Serpents (1658) 706 A
Dragon, whereof their flyetli this tale x6n Shaks. Cymb,
hi, v 61 Wing’d with feruour of her loue, she’s flowne To
her desir’d Posthumus x6xx Bible Ps xc 10 Their
strength is soone cut off, and we flie away *646 Sir T
Brownt Pseud. Ep 1 x 40 How short they flew of that
spirit their wcalcnesse sufficiently declared 1655 Fuller
th Hist ix. vit § g Mattel s flying thus high, the Arch-
Bishop conceived it the safest way to [etc] 1705
Hickfringill Priest cr 11 iv 41 They fly High in their
high-flown Divinity X709 Steell Tatter No 194 r 2
When the Fame, says he, of this celebrated Beauty first
flew Abroad 17x6 Bp or Bristol Charge 19 Where a
Mean is commendable, He must neither fly too High, nor
cieep too Low. 1827 Soutiily Pemns War II 752 Those
brethren whose piety flies the highest pitch. 1837 Carlyle
Fr Ren. Ill n iv 1x7 As for the elder Egauto he flies

low at this time 1847 Tennyson Prmc v 271 She flies

too high. 1859 — Elaine xx88 When did not rumours
fly?

C. quasi-* ans with cognate object
*605 Shaks Math in 11 40 Ere the Bat hath flowne His

Cloyster’d flight 1609 A. Craig Pod Rccreat 7 Want
makes my Muse so lovve a course to flee.

d. In a few expressions, as The bird is or has.

flown (chieflyfig.), To let (a bird)fly, the simple
vb is used= ‘ Jly away \
1480 Caxton Chron Eng xcv 75 They bonde it to the

sparwes fete, and afterward lete hem flee 1847 Tennyson
Princess iv 90 O tell her, Swallow, that thy brood is flown.

*855 — Maud 1 xxii. a 1 he black bat, night, has flown
a i88x Rossftii Ilouse ofLife viu, Thank lus wings to day
that he is flown.

e. Of birds To migrate or issue forth in a body.
Cf. Flight sb 1 1 e
1766 Pinnant Zool (1768) II 330 The wild birds fly (as

the bird-catchers term it) during the month of October

f. Of fish . To spring fiom the water. Also in

more lilcial sense said of I< lying-fish.
1570 T Stivi-ns Lett from Goa in Hakluyt Voy (1589)

160 There is another kind of fish as big almost as a herring,
which hath wings and flieth 1734 Mortimir in Phil
Ivans XXXVIII 316 The Wings with which it flies in the
Air are only a Pair of very Iaige Finns 1867 F Francis
Angling ix (1880) 336 Seeing the small fry flying from the
water as though a pike were after them

2 irans (causahvely), To set (birds) flying one
against the other. Const, with. Also with away :

To send flying away
; to let fly

1607 Hrvwooo Woman killed iv Kindn n Wks (1874)
II 96 Meet me to morrow At Cheuy-chase, lie flie my
Hawke with yours 1843 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) V 58
(Sp xiii) Ordered to fly-away their game-cocks 1883 C J
Wills Mod Persia 94 The pigeons are flown twice a day

3 Hawking, a Of the hawk • To gam by flying

a position of attack Const, at. To fly on head,

tofly gross

,

see quots
1674 N Cox Genii Recreat 11 (1677) 164 Fly on head is

missing hei Quart y and betaking her self to the next Check,
as Crows [etc ] find 203 It is less difficult to teach a Hawk
to fly at Fowl than to love the Liue 1677 Colts, Fly
gross when hawks fly at great Birds

;
as Cranes 1684

R H School Reciea 1 78 Gerfaulcon will fly at the Hern
Saker, at the Crane 01 Bittern 1774G0LDSM Nat Hist
(1776) V. 131 They have been indeed taught to fly at game
1826 Sir J. S Sthright Observ Hawking (1828) 57,

1

will

suppose that hawks aie to fly tlnee days in the week
fig 1830 Sir J Barrington Pirs Sketches (ed 2) II

18G He had occasionally flown at higher game m the

regions of poesy 1847 Mahryat Cluldr N Forest vii,

Deerstalking is all very well, hut I fly at higher game
b causahvely Of the falconer 1 To cause (a

hawk) to attack by flying. Also absol. and tofly
with (a liawk) Const at
1591 Florio Sec Fruites 37,

1

loue to flie at the Partridge
and at the Fesnnt 1593 Siiaks 2 Hen VI, 11 1 1 For flying

at the Brooke, I saw not better sport these seuen yeeres
day 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed 2) 233 Their best

Falcons are out of Russia they fly them at choise game
1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat (1677) 187 At first fly with her
at young Pheasant or Partridge Ibid 213 They are flown
at Field or Biook a 17x1 ICen Edmund Poet Wks 1721
II 66 His Hawks he oft at Game Aerial flew. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. xxi, He flew lus hawks at a covev of partridges

1879 Radclute in Encycl Brit IX 9/1 Falcons or long-

winged hawks are either ' flown out of the hood ’ 1 e un-
hooded and slipped when the quarry is in sight, or [etc ]

fg X643 Digby Observ Sir T Browne’s Rehg Med'
xo Much Iesse can it be expected that an excellent Physi-
tjan should flye his thoughts at so towrmg a Game



PLY. 371 PLY.
c To chase with a hawk Also of the hawk • To

attack by flying Tofly the i zvct • to chase water-
fowl. Tofly to the mark see quot 1891
0590 Greene Fr Bacon xu, We’ll fly the pai tridge, 01 go

rouse the deer a 1654 Sei den Table-t (Aib ) 80 A Hawk
that flyes a covey of Paitridges 1674 N Cox Gent

l

Recreat n (1677) 209 These Hawks do not fly the River
Ibid 225 When she hath flown a Partridge to the Maik,
she will not away until letc ] 1710 Apparition 30 So
waiy Hawks do fearful Pidgeons fly 1879 RADcurrE
in Eticycl Brit IX 9/2 Rooks are flown in the same
manner as herons 1891 Haiiting Bibhoth Accipitrana,
Gloss 226 Mark, to fly at, v geneially said of a Goshawk,
when, having ‘put in' a covey of partridges, she takes
stand, inaiking the spot where they disappeared from view
until the falconer arrives to put them out to her
fig 163a B Jonson Magn Lady Induct

,
Fly every-

thing you see to the mark, and censure it freely. 1601
Dkyden K Arthur 111 n, Oh, still thou think’s t to fly

a fool to mark
4 tntr. To pass or rise quickly in or through

the air Also with about, away,forth, off, out
,
up,

etc Tofly compass : see Compass C. 3 b
a 1000 Elate 140 (Gr) DaroS-resc flugon, hildenrcdran

c 117s Lamb. Horn 85 pet smal chef pet flid ford mid be
wmde C1290 A' Eng Leg I 45/377 Ore leuedi made pe
soule a-non to pe bodi ajen fleo. cx340 Cursor M 6381
(Fairf ) Hit [w the manna] flagh til ham als hit ware flour

1551 T Wilson Logike (1380) 43 Bullettes of Leade flie

not into the Aire by their owne powei 1601 Shaks All’s
Well 111 11 113 You leaden messengers Fly with false

ayme 1633 Shirley Vug Admiral 1 1, Arrows that fly

compass Arrive with happiness to the mark 1665 Hooke
Mtcrogr 203 The spirit of Wine would immediately fly

away 1697 Dkyden Virg Georg 11 464 Golden Stars
flew up to Light the Skies. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr
vi § 14 That the volatile salt or spirit may fly off

1779-81 Johnson Life Drake Wks IV 448 They let the
smoak fly out at the door 1785 Burns To W Simpson
mu, Blinding drifts wild-furious flee Dark’mng the day
1807 Hutton Course Math II 264 Sound flies at the rate
of about 1142 feet in 1 second 1819 Byron Juan 11 xi,

The dashing spray Flies m one's face 1820 Scoresby Ace
Arctic Reg I 106 Fragments of ice flying m all directions

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1 xv. 100 Fleecy clouds flew over the
heavens.

b To leap or spnng lightly, or vault over. To

fly the garter see Fly-the-garter.
1719 Dn Foe Crusoe 1 273 Friday..flew over my outer

Wall or Fence 1791 G Gambado Attn Horsem vi (1809)

?
4 When your horse has flown over a gate or stile 1837
)ickfns Pickw xxxviu, Who will ever employ a profes-

sional man, when they see his hoy flying the garter in the
horse-road ! Mod. He flew over two backs at once

C. Of stairs • To descend or ascend without
change of direction. Cf Flight sb 1 7.

1685 Temple Gao demng Wks 1731 I. 187 Many Steps
flying on each Side of a Grotto 1703 T N. City <5- C
Purchaser 248 Straight Stairs are such as always fly, and
never Wind 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 143 The stairs

sometimes wind, and sometimes fly off fiom that winding

6.

trans. (causatvoely). a To cause (a kite) to

rise and maintain its position in the air Also
colloq or slang, To fly a kite to raise money by
an accommodation bill j hence tofly a bill.

1739 Chesterf Lett. (1792) I xxxi 108 If you were to
fly your kite 1808 Sporting Mag XXXII. 181 In Ire-

land flying the kite is used as a cant pluase for raising
money on accommodation bills 1833 MarryatP Simple
II n 23 One of the amusements of the prisoners was flying
kites 1848 Punch 27 May 226/1 He never does ‘a little

discounting’ nor lends his hand to 'flying a kite' i860
Trollope Framley P xxvii, Fly a bill, and let Tozer have
it to get cash on it in the city 1 1875 Tennyson Q Mary
i v, O Madam, You fly your thoughts like kites

b To convey thiough the air.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel 23 Dec., The first wires were
flown across by means of a kite

C slang. To fly the mags . see quots. To fly
a hie, to knock off a man’s hat.
181a J H Vaux Flash Did

,
Ely the mags

,
to gamble,

by tossing up halfpence 1825 C M Westmacott Eng
Spy II 158 Another point of amusement vs flying a tile, or
slating a man, as the phrases of the Stock Exchange
describe it 1838 H Ainsworth Roohwood in xiu, ‘ Fly
the mags replied Rust ;

* if heads, we scrag him 1

d colloq To send (a letter) hastily.

1846 Darwin in Life ^ Lett. (1887) I 351 Immediately
that I hear I will fly you a line 1859 Ibid {1887) II. 160

6 tntr Of something attached by one edge or

end, esp. of a flag, hair, a garment, etc. : To float

loosely, to flutter, wave. Cf. Flying colours

1659 D, Pell Impr Sea 271 The Antient-staff, about
which the ships-colours do fly. 1659 B Harris Panval's
Iron Age 309 To inarch with drums beating and colouis
flying 1725 Pope Odyss xm 273 Around her shoulders
flew the waving vest 178a Cowper Gilpm 101 The wind
did blow, the cloak did fly. 1794 Riggtng tf Seamanship
I 214 Royals are set flying 1797 Nelson 28 Nov in

Nicolas Dtsp II 455 A Captain was appointed to the Ship
in which my Pendant flew 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 11. xxi,

Loose on the breeze their tresses flew 1880 Tennyson
Def. Lucknow i, Banner of England Flying at top of the
roofs in the ghastly siege of Lucknow

b. trans. To set (a flag) flymg
;
to carry at the

mast-head; to hoist; occas with out. Also, To
set (a sail) loosely see quots.
1655 M Carter Hon Redvu (1660) 187 From which time

ever since they flye that Crosse in then Banners 1794
Rigging <§• Seamanship I. 166 Flying of Sails, setting
them m a loose manner , as royal sails without lifts 1863
Loud Rev 10 Jan. 37 To sink, burn, and destroy every-
thing that flew the ensign of the so-called United States of

America 1885 Law Times 23 May 63/r The steamship
flying signals of distress 1887 Kinglakl Ctwn.a VIII

300 She flew out the signal—‘Farewell •' 1887 Besant
Wot Id went 1, If they do fly the black flag, it is only
[etc ]

7 . tntr To move 01 travel swiftly, pass lapidly,
lush along Also with about, along

,
away, back, etc.

a 1300 CursorM 21280 (Cott ) And [jie quil] fleis wit vten
him 1513 Douglas AEneis m 11 no We with swift cours
flaw throw Lhe salt see 1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 33 b,
A whnlewmd. bieaking forth, ilyeth lound like a gieat
cart-wheele 411375 Gascoigne Pr Pleas Kentho Avj,
lhe fiene flames, which through the waues so flue c 1611
Chapman Ihadxviii 1 9 r So fear’d The fair man’d horses that
they flew back 411667 Jer Taylor Contempt State Man
1 v (1699)54A corrupt Humour which flies into the Heart
1703 Rowe Ulyss 11 1 582 A Troop of Nymphs Hew
lightly by us 1736 C Lucas Ess Waters I 187 The pains
wandei, shoot, and fly about, sometimes with astonishing

swiftness. 1782 Cowper Gilpin 234 Six Gentlemen upon
the road, Thus seeing Gilpin fly. 1842 Tennyson Day-
dream, Arrival 111, The colour flies into his cheeks 1849
MacaulayH1st. Eng I 386 We fly from Yoik to London
by the light of a single winter’s day i860 Tyndall Glac
n 1 223 Thevelocitywithwhich the earth flies through space
1883 E Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersk. 132 He had
never seen hounds fly along as they did now.
b esp of time [With mixture of senses 1 and

11 ; cf fugit mvida atlas ]
i«j97 Shaks Lovers Compl 60 That .had let go by The

swiftest hours, observed as they flew 1712 Pope Messiah
21 Swift fly the years, and rise th’ expected morn 1 1800-24
Campbell Poems, Song 11, Time . Flies like a courser nigh
the goal 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey xu. (1848) 154 Time
flies, and friends must part

+ c. Of a stage-coach : To ‘ run Ohs.
1748 St James's Even Post No 6039 Dover, and Deal

Stage-Coaches, will continue Flying till the First Day of
October

+ d quasi-ftam To run over hurnedly Obs—x

1389 Hay any Work 41 Your puremantes flye citie &
countrie to seeke foi Waldegraue

• *pe Fly (a)round {U.S. colloq): to hustle

about, bestir oneself.
1831 Hooper Night at Ugly Maris in Wdw Rugby's

Husb. 44 Old ’ooman, fly around, git somethin' for the
Squire and Dick to eat. 1871 Mrs Stowe Oldtown Fires
Stories 63 He flew round like a parched pea on a shovel

8. Of persons and animals: To move with a
start or rush

;
to spnng, start, hasten, rush Tofly

to arms', to take up arms on a sudden. To fly tn
theface of', see Face sb. 4 b
1390 Spenser F Q 1 it. 17 The Sarazm . Snatcheth his

sword, and fiercely to him flies 1768 Sterne Sent Jaum
(1778) I 118 The bidet flew from one side of the road to the
other. 178a Cowper Gilpm 163 The calender flew to the
gate 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi, The nag began to
spring, and flee, and stend 1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey 11 vi,

In this dilemma he flew to his fathei 1847 Mrs A Kerr
Hist Serma 185 In a violent commotion, they had flown to

arms 1834 Miss Manning Old Chelsea Bun-ho vii (1855)
116 She flew up-stairs, without at all regarding the trouble
1881 Gardiner & Mullinger Study Eng Hist. 1 11, 37
Danes and English were especially ready to fly apart.

b. To fly at, on, upon • to spring with violence

upon, attack with fury, rush upon ;
lit. and fig

Also (rarely) transf of inanimate objects.

1540 Coverdale etc Erctsm Par 1 John 111 13 He hath
not thrust his sword m him he hath not flowen upon him
1383 Rich Phylotus Evielia (1835) 17 He seemed, as
though he would haue flme vpon her m the streate 1586
Warner Alb Eng 1 vi, Whom Cerberus forsaking
then at Hercules he Hide. 1611 Bible i Sam. xv ig

Wherefore then didst thou flie vpon the spoile 1692
South Serin , 1 Johnva ax (1737) II. xu 464 When an en-
raged conscience shall fly at him, and take him by the throat

1748 Anson’s Voy. 111 ix. 393 One of them flew on the
fellow who had the sword, 178a Miss Burney Cecilia vi

xi, You never fly at your servants 1807-8 Syd. Smith
Flymley's Lett wks. 1859 II 160/1 Ifyou have, worried
a mastiff dog for years he flies at you whenever he sees

you. 1834 Darwin in Life 4 Lett (1887) I. 250 My ham-
mer has flown with redoubled force on the devoted blocks

C1860 Miss Yonge Strayed Falcon in Hist Dramas No.
3 (Groombndge) 46 People came out of the dining room,
and Katie flew upon them x86x Dickens Gt. Expect ix,

My sister with an exclamation of impatience was going to

fly at me.
c. Tofly in or into (a passion, raptuie, etc.)

:

to pass suddenly into (such a state).

1683 Hacke Collect Voy 1 (1699) 32 Which made the
other fly into a Passion with him 1797 Scott Let to Mrs.
Scott in Lockhart Life vui. Without flying into raptures

I may safely assuie you, that [etc] 1819 Byron Juans
Iiv, She flew m a rage. 1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max xxiu

176, I only flew into a passion, and asked her how [etc ].

d. Tofly off\ lit to start away ; ‘to revolt’ (J )

,

fig to take another course
;
to break away (from

an agreement .or engagement)
1667 Milton P L vi 614 Strait they changd thir minds,

Flew off and into strange vagaries fell 17x3 Addison Cato
iv 54 The traytor Syphax Flew off at once with his Nu-
nudian Horse. 1783 Mad D'Arblay Diary x6 Dec , I was
. ready to fly offifany one knocked at the street-dooi 1816

SportingMag XLVIII. 173 From this agreement he flew

off 1864 H. Ainsworth John Law m. 11 Were I to ask
for time, [Nicomede] would inevitably fly off, and the
affair would come to an end

e. To fly out ;
(a) to spnng out, come out sud-

denly ;
to rush out ; ip) to ‘ explode ’ or burst

out into extravagance in conduct, language, or

temper. Const, agamst, at
,
upon (an object)

,
into

(action, language, feeling, etc).

[) e 14.00 Maundev (1839) tv. 27 There fleigh out an
Edderc right ludous to see 1607 Shaks Co

7

1 v 19 My
valor for him Shall 11) e out of it selfe 1653 H. Cogan tr

Pinto's Trav xiv 43 Eighty Mahometans came flying out
from under their hatches 1726 SHrLvocivE Voy round
World (1757) 163 Without flying out of the bounds they had
prescribed to themselves
() 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed 2) 84 Upon his

oath never moie to fly out, is patdonecl 1649 Bp Hall
Cases Consc 498 Impatient of then conjngall disappoint-
ments, fly out into open contestations. 1667 Pefys Diary
(1S77) V 394, I was tioubled to heat my Lord fly out
against their great pietence of meut from the King x68*W Robertson Phi ascii Gen (1693) 616 To fly out or
squander lus estate 1779 Mad D’Arblay Diary Nov,
He constrained himself from flying out as long as he was
able 1865 Comh Mag Oct 390, I beg your pardon for

flying out upon you so 1868 6 Duff Pol, Surv, 130
Another friend has flown out to me at the action of the
Radicals 1884 Church Bacon 111 62 She thought of the
possibility of his flying out unexpectedly and attempting
to serve net interests, not mher way, but m his own

9 Of things : To be forced or driven off suddenly

or with a jerk , to start Of a limb To be parted

suddenly fiom the body Const from, out of.

Also to sendflying
c 1340 Gaw Gr Knt 459 pat pe fyr of be flynt flaje fro

foie houes 137s Barbour Bruce hi. 115 lie raucht till him
sic a dynt, That arme and schuldyr flaw him fra c 1440
Generyaes 2670 Mi swept out of myn hond High. *533 Ld
Berners Huon xlvi 153 His hede flewe fro hys sholders

1593 Shaks Liter 177 From the could stone sparkes of lire

doe flie 1659 D Pell Ivtpr Sea 427 Then flyes in his

face all his whoring, swearing, lying 1683 Waller Invas
Turks 23 He Bassas’ heads, to save his own, made fly

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi 321 Let it stand an hour
before you open it, lest it fly in your face 1847 Porter
Big Bear etc 132 Thar, they've got him agin, and
now the fur flies 1832 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xx,
* Oughter see how old Mas’r made the flesh fly ’ 1879
F. Pollok Sport Brit Burrnah II 149 Up would go the

elephant’s hind leg, sending the pig flying 1883 Spectator
30 May 698/2 The engine minder who goes to the parish
doctor because a spark has flown m his eye.

b. fig Of money : To be rapidly spent
1632 Rowley Woman never vext u. Marry her, and let

her estate fly. 1633 N. R Camden’s Hist Ehz an 5.148
Edward Earle of Oxford (who set his Patrimony flying)

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav (1677) 97 In this resolve she lets

her Treasure fly. 1840 Lady C. Bury Hist. Flirt iv, I shall

certainly make hb money fly.

C. With various advbs., about, back, off, out, up,

etc. + To fly off', (of cannon) to be fired.

c 1340 Cursor M 1769 (Fairf) pe fire flaghe out with
ponder and raine c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb ) 5934 Of Ins.

sheld floy of a grete cantel. <r 1460 Lannfal 473 The erl

of Chestere smot hym the helm on hegh That the crest

adoun flegh 1590 Spenser F.Q.iv 7 From then shields
forth flyeth fine light. 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, v 1 nr My
Cliaffe and Come shall flye asunder. 1650 Howell Gtraffi's
Rev. Naples 1 (1664) X17 The Vice-roy caus’d all the

ordnance to flie off 1633 H Cogan tr. Pinto’s Trent xvi

55 The dog struck her over the head with his hatchet till

her brains flew out 1665 Hooke Mtcrogr 15 They
cannot agree together, but fly back from each other. x68a
R H. School Recreat. 41 Which by spouting out, will

make the Water fly about. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 160
The Tool will, fly off where a Knot .. comes to the Tool.
171a W. Rogers Voy 107 Lowering her Main-Yard* the

1 ack flew up. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No 126 r 2 The
earth without flying off in a tangent line, constantly rolls

about the sun 1820 Scoresby A cc Arctic Reg II. 349 The
ice shivering with the violence of the strain., the anchor
flew out.

d. causative and quasi-trans.
1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 146 The Liquor were better

fly the Cork than break the Bottle ^1876 G Meredith
Becmch. Career II. vi. 108 The ship in the Arabian tala

coming within the zone of the magnetic mountain, flies all

its bolts and bars and becomes sheer timbers.

e. tntr. Of a door or window : To be thrown
suddenly open, to, up, etc. Rarely trans (slang)

To throw up (a window).
1623 Massinger New Way 11. lii, I To whom great

countesses’ doors have oft flew open 1782 Cowper Gilpin
no Up flew the windows all 1847 Emerson Poems (1857)

n6 At unawares, Self-moved, fly-to the doors 1857 R L.

Snowden Magistr Assist (ed 3)447 To lift a window, to

fly a window 1870 Thornbury Tour Eng I. 11 36 The
dark prison doors flew open at the first chink of the gold

1885 Stevenson Dynamiter ii. 10 The door flew back
emitting clouds of smoke.

* f To fly in pieces, or simply to fly to break

up suddenly, shiver, split up. Tofly on fire

.

to

burst into flames.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 11 50 Bayn and brayn lie gert in

peces fle 1624 Massinger Renegade 11 111, This pure metal
rather Than hold one drop that's venomous, of itself It flies

m pieces 1692 Ray Dissol World m iv (*732) 3»7 All

the moisture will at length he drawn out and the world fly

on fire. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1 262 Lest crack’d with
Summer Heats the flooring flies. 1726 Shelvockk Voy
round World (1757) 245 It rent and split, and flew like glass

1766 Goldsm Hermit xiv, The crackling faggot flies. x88x

Young Ev. Man his own Mechanic § 1461 If., the first time
of using the heat is raised rapidly, they are certain to crack

or ‘fly’.

g. Naut Ofthe wind: To shift or veer suddenly

Also with about, off. Of a ship, her head : To Jly
to, up tn , into the wind (see quots.).

1699 DAMriKR Voy. II in. 25 The Winds fly in a moment
quite round the Compass Ibid 27 About Mid-day they fly

off 2, 3 or 4 Points further from, the Land 1835 Ogilvie
Suppl , Fly, To fly about. Among seamen, the wind is said

to fly about, when it changes frequently during a short

47-2



FLY. 372 FLY-BY-NTG-HT.
space of lime 1867 Smyth Sett lot':, Wotd-bk sv bly-up,

l'oJly up m the wind, is when a ship’s head conics suddenly
to windward, by carelessness of the helmsman Ibid

,

Flying-to is when a vessel is coming to the wind rapidly,

the warning is gnen to the helmsman, ‘Look out, she is

flymg-to’. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ea 6) jje The ship is

sure to fly up into the wind.

10 To let fly. a. To discharge (missiles)

a 1000 Judith 220 (Gi ) Hie ]>a fromhee leton foi& fleogan
flina scuias. 01250 Gen. <5 Ea. 479 An lamech dro^e is

ai we ner, And letet flegen of Se streng 1664 Buti ck Hud
11. 11. 815 At that an egg let fly, Hit litm directly o'er the
eye Hr Mariineau Life m Wilds v. 58 He let fly

one of his piecious arrows.

b absol To lire, shoot
;
also said occas ofa gun.

Also, to make an attack (with any weapon)
*611 Coran s v Pied

,
Joitir a qnattre pteds contre, to

kicke, winse, or let fly at with all foure 1624 Cait Smith
Virginia hi vi 62 We let fly amongst them so that they
fled 1686 J Si rgeant Mouast. Conventions x8$ Then .the
Cannon of the Castle let fly a 1735 Granville E\s U/mat
Flights in Poetry 55 The noisy culverm, o’ercharg’d, lets

fly 1879 F. _Pou oic Sport Brit. Burmah II 41, 1 let fly

again, and this tune killed it

C fig (brans, and absol.)

1590 SrrNSER F Q in. ix 53 Many fair belgaides let fly

1654 H L’Estrange Chas I (1655) 24 A Membet of the
House of Commons let fly this reply. 1678 Trans. Crt
Spam 180 And to take all pretext from those who by
ignorance or malice let flye against *ie *859 Punch 6 Aug
54/1 Lord Lyndhurst, at whom it pleased Mr Bright to
scoff let fly at that respected Quaker 1887 BLSANr 1he
World went xvt. 135 He let fly a round dozen or so of
sailors’ oaths.

d Naut. To allow (a sail or sheet) to fly loose

;

rarely to set (a sail), to carry, hoist (colours).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman’s Grant ix 39 When we say,

let fly the slieats, then they let go amainc, which commonly
is in some gust. 1659 D Pell lmpr Sea 297 If they Juidc
them unwilling to bee spoke with all, Fagots let flye all the
sails that ever they can make 1699 Dampier Voy II 1 48
It is the custom of our Countrymen abroad, to let fly then
Colours onSundays. 1805 Sir E Bisury in Nicolas Nelson's
Disp. VII, 118, 1 then let fly the top-gallant sheets

II In senses of Flee. (Now in pres -stem only

:

see the remarks under Flee v )
II. a = Flee 1, i h, and 1 d. Also qnasi-*'a«j.
ax000 Byrhtmth 275 (Gr) pact he nolde fleogan fotmael

landes 1523 Ld Berners Frotss I cctxxvi. 334 For to
dye in the place they wyll nat flye one fote 1548
Hall Citron , Edit) IV, (an 8) 204 b, Syr Robert was
exhorlyng hys men which weie redy to flye 1594H WiLLomn in Shahs C Praise 10 Nor flye the field
though she deny **1625 B Jonson, etc Widow 1. 1, I’ll

make him fly the land i66z Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc.)
I 46a Flying the realme at the king’s returne X678
Butler Hud m in. 243 Those that fly may fight again
1*1703 BuRicm On JV T Maik ii 2 Honour flies from
them that pursue it 1715-20 Pope Iliad 1 35 Hence on
thy Life, and fly these hostile Plains *839 Thirlwall
Greece VI. 1. 224 Sisygambis lefused to fly 1855T11ACICLRAY
Rose Sf Ring xi, You must fly the country for a while.

b. —Flee 2 and 2 c Const, into, to, i unto
a *300 CursorM 6675 (Go tt 1 If he to min auter fly 1584

Voytux.Lloyd'sCambria 5 Being in the Battle and Flieng to
the wood 1653 H. Cogan tr Pinto’s Trav xxi. 76 Unless
upon the new Moons, one fly into the Poits for shelter
axqxx Ken Anodynes Poet Wks. 1721 III 409When Pangs

disturb iny Sleep, To various Anodynes I fly 1818 Jas.
Mill Brit. India III v vin 641 It was to the English he
must have flown for piotection,

c. = Flee 3 and 4.
1581 Pettie tr Guazzo's Civ Corn) 1 (1586) 4 Delightes,

from which a great mame men flie 1634 Sir T Herbert
Trav 48 All [sc the inhabitants] flie away in Summer to
avoid the intolerable heat 1725 Pope Odyss, v 60 He
[Hermes] grasps the wand that causes sleep to fly. 1817
Shelley Rev. Islam, xi.vu 6, 1 cannot reach thee 1 whither
dost thou fly? 187^ Jowett Plato (ed 2) V 73 He glows
like evil men, and is compelled to fly from die company of
the good.

d. =Fleb 5 (Said of a shadow, colour, etc.)

*535 Covhrdalf fob xiv a He [man] flyeth as it were
a shadowe 1598 Shaics Merry W 11 u. 215 Loue like
a shadow flies, when substance Loue pursues 1821 Shelley
Adonais hi, Heaven’s light for ever shines, Earth’s shadows
fly a 1861 Mrs. Browning My Heart & / ii, As if such
colors could not fly.

e t) arts =Flee 7 and 8. \ Tojly the heels (see
quot 1727).
155* Latimer Serin Third Sond Epiph Fruitful Seim.

CrfiS+l 3*2 b, Haue an earnest desire to leaue sinne, and to flye
the same 1583 Babington Commandm ix (1637) 87 Flye to
heare as thou wouldest flye to speake what teiideth vnto
slaundei 1635 A Stafford Fem Glory (1869) 54 Though
he be ambitious of Dignities he seems to flie them 1727
Bailey vol II j ® , To Fly the Heels a Term used of a
Horse, when he obeys the Spur 1754 Chatham Lett
Nephew iv 27 Fly with abhoirence and contempt supers ti-

tipn and enthusiasm, ax839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 241
True pity flies the itch, it flies the vain

t£ To escape the notice of Cf Flee 9 Ohs — 1

c x6xx Chapman Iliadxvi Comm
,
It flies all Ins translators

and interpreters.

Fly (flat), 57.2 pa , t and pa. pple. Hied, flyed
[f. Fly sb 1 and 2 ]
1 a. mtr. To travel by a fly. b. tram To
convey in a fly.

1836 Southey Let, to Miss IC Southey 25 Nov. (1856) IV
476 Weftted over Quantock to Stowey Ibid 478 Poole
jhed us all the way to SirT Acland’s Somersetshire seat
2 Printing. To do Ike office of a fly (see Fly

j5.I 6) or fly-boy to. To fly the fnsket (see quol
1871). Tofly the sheet • to lift it, by holding it at

one end, into the punting machine
;
as opposed to

sticking it in Also, in US. (see quot 1871)
1871 Amo Encycl Pi tut

,
Fly the Imbit, to turn down

the fnsket and tympan by the same motion Ibul s v I'ly-

bay, When it is lequisite that boys should assist in taking
the printed sheets, one by one, from the form or the piess,

this operation is called flying the sheets

3 . I11 the Hardware trades : To stamp or cut out
by means of a fly (Fl\ sb? 5 1). Also with out
Fly, obs. form of Flay, Fley

Flyable (Am ab’l), a. Hunting colloq. [i Fly
v 1 + -able ] That can be flown 01 leapt over
1893 held 11 Feb 188/3 An Irish bank is not ‘ flyable J

Fly-about, a nonce-tad. Given to ‘ flymg
about.’

1799 Mrs J Wi st 'I alt of Times I 298 Youi good sense
will keep you from running wild, as many of oui young
fly about travelleis do.

Fly-away, a. and sb. [f vbl phi see Fly v?]
A adj Ready or apt to fly away a. 01

ai tides of dress: Streaming, loose, neglige, b.
Of persons : Flighty, extravagant, volatile.

Fly-away grass (US), the Agrostis scaba, a common
grass of North Amenca, with a very loose light panide
Also called hair-grass (Cent Diet.)

*7758. J Puatt Liberal Opm (1783)11 230 His reducing
the fly-away farmci’s daughters to a proper sense of then
condition. 1844 Dicklns Mail. Chits v, Diest 111 such
a fiec and fly-away fashion, that the long ends of Ins
loose red neckcloth were streaming out behind him 1848— Darnbey xl, IL was not easy to put her into a fly-away
bonnet now, 1871 M Collins Mrq Mirch. Ill v 136
Scivant girls with flyaway caps on their heads 1891 Pall
Mall G. 21 May a/a They have brought it home to the most
flyaway supportci of the APS
B sb One that flies away Cf. runaway

1838 Emerson Nat, Lit. Ethus Wks (Bohn) II 212
Truth is such a flyaway, such a slyboots

b. Naut. A delusive appearance, of land, a
mirage. Also jrcwjt-proper name, Cape flyaway
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Wordbk 1883 in W. C Russell

Sailor's Lang.
Fly-bane. [f. Fly sb 1 + Bane.]
1. The popular name of vaiious plants: (a) -=

Catchfly ; (b) the ploughman’s spikenard (Inula
Conyza); (r) (see quot 1863)
1597 Gehahde Herbal Table Eng names, Fhebanc and

Ins kinds, see catch Flic 18x9 Rlls Cycl
, Fly-bane,

in Botany, see Stlette xS6x Miss Pratt Flower PI III
300 Inula Conysa (Ploughman’s Spikenard) possesses
a valuable oil which is said to destroy insects , lienee the
plant is sometimes called Fly-bane 1863 Prior Plani-n,,
Flybane, from being used mixed with milk to kill flics

Agancus muscarms L.
2 . Poison for flies

; in quot. the venom of spiders.

1704 Swift Bait Bhs. 247 An over weening Pudc [in the
Spider] turns all into Excrement and Venom , producing
nothing at last, but Fly haue and a Cobweb.

Fly-bi:tten, ppl. a [f. as prec + Bitten ]
1 . Bitten by flies

; loosely used for
. fa Fly-

specked; t’b. Fly-blown; c Slung by flies.

*597 Shaks a Hen. IV, n i. 159 These Fly-bitten
Tapistries 1598 Florio, Ahda flie-bitten mcate 1884
A. Grlcory in Fortn. Rev Mar. 378 Then [Baggara Arabs’]
wealth consists of herds of lean fly-bitten cattle

+ 2 , = Flea-bitten 2 Obs.
1639 De Gray Cornpl. Horsern 22.

Fly-blow, sb [f Fly sb 1 + Blow sb 2]

1. The egg deposited by a fly in the flesh of an
animal, or the maggot pi oceeding therefrom Also
collect. Rarely the action of depositing the egg.
*556 J- Heywood Spider $ F. xliv 229 This flie hath

blown fliblowe in mine eaie a pecke 1688 R Holml
Armoury n 467(1 Little long eggs called Fly blowes
1713 Warder True Amazons (ed 2) 18 The Eggs aie

something bigger Ilian the common Fly-blow. 1757
Dyer Fleece 1 579 Lest touch of busy fly-blows wound
their skm 1835 On Bull Baiting 1 Houlston Tracts I.

\xvii 8 Its poor wounds were all full of fly-blows
Jig. *1x680 Butier Rent (3759)1.425 He is produced
out of the Flyblows of the Rabble
attnb. 1606 [see Fly-blown i fig 1602] 1856 Mrs

Browning A nr. Leigh ix 378 No fly-blow gossip ever
specked my life

2 . = By-blow 3. *875 Ouida Signa I vui 140

Fly-blow, v [f Fly sb? + Blow v?
;
after

next.]

1 . trans. Of the fly : To deposit eggs m (meat,
etc.), hence, to eoirupt secretly, taint ChieflyJig
1603 B Jonson Sejanus v x, Is not he blest That Can

claw his subtle elbow, or with a buzze Fly-blow bis eares
16x0 Rowlands Martin Marl-all 13 If it were not for us,
much good meate would be in danger of Fly-blowing
1678 B. R Let Pop Friends 7 If we cannot wound the
Government mortally, lets Fly-blow it with Scandals and
Suspicions 1795 Southey Joan ofArc x 77 Couit vermin
that fly-blow the king’s eai, and make him waste.. his
people’s wealth. 18x3 T Moore Let m Mem (1853) 1 349A whole swarm of imitators will completely fly blow all
the novelty ofmy subject

2 . mtr (or absol) Of flies: To deposit their eggs.
*735 Pope Ef. Lady 28 So morning Insects. .Shine, buzz,

and fly-blow in the setting-sun.

Fly-blown, (flai blo«n), ppl a [f. Fly sb? +
Blown///. «]
1 Full of fly-blows

,
tainted, putnd, impute.

*573 G Harvey Letter-bk, (Camden) 138 Flyblowen fleshe
comm not in my messe. x6i* Webster White Devil v 111,

A dead fly-blown dog 2692 Bentley Boyle Lect. iv 137

'I he Dianna was flyblown 178* Cowri r Corners 676
l'ly-blovvn flesh, whereon the maggot feeds
fie; a 1529 Skli ton Rtflyc Wks 3862 II 234 Agaynst
wliichc flyblowen opymons I puipose foi to leply 1602
andPt RUurn.fr Petnass m iv i4i2Hisllil>lowiie[ed ifofi
(Ail p <|C) fliblow] sonnettes. 1692 E Walki r Epictetus'
Mor (1737) xx\i. By each Fly-blown Fool cares’d i860
1 iiacklray Lam.1 1, Wheicvcr fly-blown reputations weie
assembled

'

2 slang, a. Intoxicated, drunk, b. Australian
‘Cleaned-out’; without a penny
1877 Judy 18 May 236 (Farmei) The oflicei hmtecl that

lie was slightly ‘ flyblown ’ 1889 Star 3 Jan (Farmer), Our
diggeis. get on the spiec and come back fly-blown

Fly-boat (floi bout) Forms: 6 flie-bote, flee-
boate, flibote, 7 fly(e)boat(e, 7- fly-boat. [app.
ad Du. vlieboot

, onginally denoting one of the
small boats used on the Vhc or channel leading
out of the Zuydcr Zee, aflcnvaids applied m ridicule
to the small vessels used against the Spaniards by
the Giicux de iner (1572); the woul has passed
into seveial Euiopean langs. . F flibot, Sp flibote,
Ger Jlieboot But m Eng. it was very eaily asso-
ciated with Fly v x

,
and this is prob the source of

sense 4 Sense 3, belonging esp. to Shetland, may
be a distinct woul, representing ON. fley ; cf.

ONoithumb flbgc, peih. adopted fiom ON.]
+ 1 A fast-sailmg vessel used chiefly 111 the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: a. foi rapid
transport of goods, etc., c r/ m the coasting trade;
Obs. exc. spec. a Dutch flat-bottomed boat,=
Flight 12 a.

1577 Gle Rclaf. spir 1 (1650) 33 Our Fishcr-boat his
sayl-yard and sayl was entangled on the Maynyaul of the
I'ly-boat 1588 Wills Inv N C (Surtees i860) II 182 Paid
to the lliebote, for freight ofcm last of rye. 1698 Froger
Voy 140 A small I'ly boat of foity Tunn laden with
Tobacco, Bacon, and Meal for Baihadoes *733 P Lindsay
Interest Scot 133 Oui met chants might buikl large Hag-
boats and Fly-boats from 3 to 600 Tons, for the bulky trade,

1769 Fallonir Diet Mai me (1776) My-lwat

,

or Flight,
a large flat-botlom’d Dutch vessel, whose burthen is

generally from four to six hundred tons

fig 1602 Marston Ant. § Mel 1. v, Heie’s such a com
panic of flibotes, hulling about tlus galleahse of greatnesse,
that there’s no hoarding lum 1664 J Wilson Cheats iv
iv Dram Wks (1874) 79 She’s [landlady] a pretty fly-boat

,

Lwo men won't sink her

!

| b. for warlike purposes, voyages of discovery,

etc ; a kind of frigate. Obs. c\c llist.

1590 Naske Pasqml's Apol. 11 He was built but foi

a Fhe-boate, to take and leaue, when the skyrnnsh is too
bote for him to tame 1673 Loud Gas No 758/4 This
Caper is a Flyboat of tw o tuc of Guns, carrying mail, as we
suppose, 32 1752 Cart p Hist b tig III. 530 l'hc Fluslungers
put a number of Fly-boats to sea and seized all ships

coming from Spain 1868 St John Life Raleigh I 257

+ 2 . A small boat, csp. a ship’s boat Obs
,*598 Fr ouio, Fusta, a pmacc or I' liebotc 1688 Luttrell
BriefRel (1857) I 473 Some of our ships, since the passing
by the Dutch fleet, have pickt up a small fly boat or two
belonging to them 1820 Scott Monast, vxix. While the
humble fly-boat carries to shore those friends

1

3

A fishing boat used in Shetland, a buss Obs
1614 T. Gjlnili man Eng Way to Wealth 111 Marl Misc

(Main ) III 239 Fly boats ride at anchoi all the season at

Shetland x6zz Maiynls Ant Law-Met ch 24 Anothei
flecte of Fisher men (tailed Flyboats). 1794 Rigging # Sea-
manship I. 342 plate, Honing Buss 01 I'ly Boat
4 a A swiit passage boat used on canals b.

See cjuot 1893.
1841 S C Hall Ireland (1843) III 275 Voyaging pait of

the way in one of the * Fly-boatb ’ 1841-56 b C Buees
Gloss Ctv Engm s v C anal, Slow boats 2$ miles per hour
Fly boats 4 miles 1893 Labour Commission Gloss s. v

Boats, bly-Boats barges of unusual length and ofananow
construction, drawing .1 very small amount of water

5 Comb

,

asJly-boat-buili adj
1688 Clayton k itginia. i, in Phil Trans XVII 782 We

Sail’d 111 the Ship Judith ’twas Fly-boat built, about 200 or

250 Tuns
Fly-boy. [f Fly sb 1 and 2 + Bo\.]
1 Printing = 1< l\ sb. 1 fib

1841 [see Fly sb 1 6 b] 1871 Amor Encyd Punt , Fly-

Boy, a boy who takes off the sheet from the tynipaii as the

piessman turns it up
2 A boy who sells fly-papeis
1851 Mayulw Loud Labour (1861) III 28 I’m the only

leg’lar fly-boy

Fly-by-night, [f the vbl phiase]
1 One who flies by night , one addicted to noc-

turnal exclusions Also slang, One who defiauds

Ins landloid or cieditors by decamping in the

night

1796 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue (ed 3) s v You old

fiy-by-mght , an ancient term of reproach to an old woman,
signifying that she was a witch 182a T L Peacock
Maid Marian m 191 Would you have hei married to a

wild fly-by-night that accident made an eail and nature

a deerstealei? 1823 ‘Jon Bee’ Slang,
Fly-by-mght, run-

aways who leave empty houses 1894 Daily News 23 Oct

4/7 The tnajouty of the race [of moths] are fly-by-mghts
attnb 1810 W Combe Devil upon Iwo Sticks (1817) VI

73
‘ The Fly by Night Club ’, whose symbol is an owl

2 =Fly ^ ^ 3 b b Naut. (See quot)
1818 Sporting Mag. II 6 A species of carnage, which in

Gloucestershire, goes by the name of ‘ Fly-by-Nlght ’ *867

Smyth Sailor's Word-hh , Fly-by-night,
a sort of square-sad,

like a studding sail, used m sloops when running belore the

wmd



FLY-CATCHER. FLYING.
Fly-catcher, [f Fly sb 1 + Catcrer ]
1 a One who catches flies, b A contrivance

for catching flies

a 1600 Cornvvallyes Ess xix, To be of Doraitians sect,

a Fly-catcher 169a R L'Estrange AVz/Aj cclvm 225 'Ihe
Swallow was a Fly-CatcheL as well as the Spider 1887
railMall G 5 Nov 2/2 ‘The fly-catcher’, as he [Darwin]
was known to the ciew, was a prime favourite

fig 1708 Motteux Rabelais v xv (1737) 61 Ye scurvy
Fly-catchers you 1 [z e lawyers] 1889 Daily News 5 Feb
5/3 The quidnuncs and flycatchers

b 1848 Hardy in Proc Benu Nat Club 11 No 6 321
This implement is much used in Cornwall, where it is called
the ‘fly-catcher’ 18SS Anne Manning Old Chelsea Bun ho
vi gr After Tea my Mother began to snip a Fly-catcher

2 A btrd that catches flies
; in England, usually

one of the genus Muscicapa, esp M. gnsolci
;
m

America, usually one of the genus Tyrannus, T
Carohnensis or T. pipirt
1678 Ray Ornitli. 158 Muscicapa

, the flycatcher. 1777
G Forster Voy round World II 358 Several sorts of
pigeons, parroquets, and fly-catchei s 1833 SrLBY in Proc
Berw Nat Club I No 1 20 The spotted flycatcher
(Muscicapa.grisola) 1845 Darwin Voy Nat x (1852) 137
The plaintive note of a white-tufted tyrant-flycatcher 1869W P Turnbull Birds E Pennsylv 21 Least Flycatcher,
Empidonax minimus 1882 Hardy in Proc Benu Nat
Club IX No 3 440 The rare pied flycatcher (Mmctcapa
atncapilla),

3 a A spider that catches flies, b A plant
that catches flies, = Fly-tbap 2

1750 G Hughes Barbadoes 91 The Fly-Calcher is of the
Spider-kind 1863 Kingsley Water-Bob. 13 A spring .

.

which soaks up in the bog, among red fly-catchers c 1865
Ld Brougham in Ctrc Sc I Introd Disc 22 The Mvsct-
pula, Fly-trap

, 01 Fly-catcher . . has small prickles in the
inside of two leaves

Mydge, obs. form of Fledge a

Fly-dung, sb. [f. Fly sb 1 + Dung sb ] The
excrement of the fly, usually of the house-fly.

3855 Clarke Diet , Fly dirt, flydung

Fly-dung, v Dyeing [f. Fly sb 1 + Dung v ]
irons. In the process of dyeing with madder * To
subject for the first time to the piocess of f dunging ’ 1

see Dung v. Also Comb asfly-dung bath, cistern

Hence My -dunging vbl sb.

The name is said to he due to the fact that the object of
the first dunging is to get nd of the ‘ flies ’ or irregularities

in the dyeing
i860 Higgin in Ure Did Arts (ed. 5) I 531 The first

[dunging process] is called fly dunging Ibid, The fly-

dung cistern 1876 Paton in Encycl. Bnt IV 687/2 Im-
mediately aftei the fly-dunging the goods are washed and
submitted to a second dunging 1883 Bleaching, Dycmg <$•

Calico-Print 111 73 'I he fly-dung bath

Flyer, flier (flaiai). Forms: 5 flyare, 6 Sc
fliear, 9 dial, fleer, 5- flier, 6- flyer, [f Fly
v.l + -be 1 The formsflyer, flier are both in good
mod. use; in our recentquots flyers more common,
notwithstanding the analogy of crier, drier, tner ]
1 A living thing (e g a bird or insect) that pro-

pels itself with wmgs; often preceded by some
qualifying adj

,
as high, etc

C1440 Promp Pam 167/1 Flyare, volator 1336 J Hey-
wood Spider /"lx 33 A creper with spiders, and a flier

with flise 1686 W de Britaine Hum Pntd vi 27 Those
of the WeakestWmg are commonly the highest Flyers 173a
LawSerums C xi 168 Suppose a man studying night and
day how to fly where-ever you see an ambitious man, there
you see this vain and senseless Flyer 1775 White in Phil
Trans LXV 260 In a day or two more they become flygrs.

18x6 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1828) II xxm. 355 There are
three classes of fliers in this order 1839 Darwin Ong Spec,

1 (1873) 17 Birds breeding on precipices, and good fliers, are
unlikely to be exteiminated
fig 1601 Cornwallyes Ess x, I am now come from
conversing with Princes, great spirits, and high fliers 1667
Pdpvs Diary 27 Feb

, He is not so high a flyer as Mi,
Chichiey

b. Something that flies or is carried by the air

+ (d) A volatile spirit (obs.). (b) The petals of
hops when they become detached
1471 Ripley Contpl Alch Ep Edw IV, xxix in Ashm

(1652) n6 Till the same of the fixed by the same of the flier

he over-gone x88i Whitehead Hops 11 14 They [hops]
soon ‘ go off’, and the petals of the flower cones become
disintegrated, or ‘ flyers

1

in the pickers’ parlance

2 . One who or that which moves with exceptional

speed, e g a fish, horse, ship, etc

1795 Nelson in Nicolas Dtsp (1843) II 50 Our flyers

were able to get near them, but not nearer than half gun-
shot 1861 Whyte Melville M/d Ifarb x (ed 12} 76
Grooms with led hoises are overtaken by then masters, and
We recognize many a well known flyer 1867 F Francis
Angling ix (1880) 314 He [a fish] was a regular flier He
took out clear, without stopping foi a second, over one
hundred yards of line 3887 Tuer & Fagan ist Year
Sil/en Reign vii 129 The coach, achieved for itself an en-
viable reputation asa * flyer ’ of the first order

3. Applied to mechanical contrivances that have
a quick revolution.

a. An appliance for regulating the motion of a
roasting-jack.

1674 Fairi-ax Bulk $ Selv 125 A Jack, by being only
wown up, \vithout thripping the flyer 1706 Switt Baucis
<§• Philemon 7 1 The Flyei Tin n'd round so quick,you scarce
cou’d see't 1806-7 J Berestord Miseries Hum. Life
(1826) xvi 95 Spinning like the flyer of a jack

+ b. One of the vanes used 111 an early form of
ship’s log Obs Cf. Fly sb.

2
5 h.

373

1729 H Dr Saumarez in Phil Trans XXXVr 47 The
four Iron Fins, or Flyers These Flyeis aie so contnved as
to have full Play in any Motion of the Boat.

i c =Fly-wheel Obs
1783 Watt Patent in Miurhead Mech Invent Walt III

52 In order that the said motion may be more regular, I fix
to or upon the shaft 01 axis FML a heavy wheel or flyer

d. A sail of a windmill
, also// ‘the fan-wheel

on the vane of a windmill cap which rotates the
latter as the wind veers ’ (Knight)
T790 Mrs Wheeler JVestmld Dial {1821)97 Paurman

wut ath fleers, en raund it went a 1848 Mrs Marcet
Seasons (ed 5) IV 11 35 That mill with the great fliers, that
the wind pushes round

e That part of a spinning machine which twists
the thread as it conducts it to and winds it upon
the bobbin. Cf Fly sb 2

5 f.

1833 G R Porter Sill Manuf 201 At each extremity of
the flyer an eye is foimed The thread from the bobbin is
passed thiough both these eyes 1879 Cassell's Techn
Educ IV 356/2 The flyer winds it upon the bobbin

f The winder of a balling machine
1869 J H. Webster in Eng Mech . 31 Dec. 3B7/2 The

* Ayer * winds the string on to the mandrel.
4 In vauous uses, related to senses of the vb
fa pi. ? The fringe or tassels of a curtain Obs.

1577 Wills <$- Inv N C (Surtees 1836) 414, Iy payer of
courtmgs withe the flyers of saye. 1380 Ibid. One payer of
say lungers with fleers

b pi. Steps forming a straight flight , opposed
to winders.
1667 Primatt City

(J- C Build 66 Flyers and winders .

are plain, and triangular Steps without any Landing place.
1703 T N City Sf C Purchaser2$ Straight Stairs always
fly, and never Wind, and therefore are by some call’d
Plyers 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ. I 329/2 Straight stairs
are calledfiyers

0

Printing (Seequot) Also pi
1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 895/2 Flyer, a vibratory rocl

with fingers which take the sheet of paper from the tapes
and carry it to the delivery table, the sheet resting flatly
against the flyer-fingers by the resistance of the air. 1888
Encycl Bnt XXIII 706.

d US. A small handbill or fly-sheet

1889 Lit. World {U SJ 21 Dec 485/2 Inserting gaily-
colored advertising fliers in the body of the magazine
5 A flying jump or leap ; a flight. In quot.j^g.
1883 R. Grant White W Adams 31 Haven't we taken

rather a flyer ? What has all this to do with Mrs Trollope?

b Hence, U.S ‘ A speculative investment * ap-
plied to a purchase of stock by one not a regular
buyer, in hope of immediate profit’ (Cent Diet ).

1886 Pall Mall G 2

6

Aug 11/1 He turned to the Wall-
street news to see how much he had already made on his
flyer 1888 New Princeton Rev V 328 The temptation to
take a flyer in thd market.

0

.

slang (See quots

)

<11700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Flyers, Shoes 1831 May-
hew Loud Labour (1861} II 34 A * flyer', that is, a shoe
soled without having been welted

7. One who runs away, a fugitive
;
= Fleer.

+ Also, one who flies or shuns; an avoider of.

c 1460 Towneley Mysl. (Surtees) 308 Here is a bag fulle,

lokys Of flytars, of flyars, and renderars of reffys 1335
Stewart Cron Scot III 440 As liapms oft ane greit
braggar to be fund a fliear a 1633 Lennard tr. Charran's
IVisd 1, xxxvi § 1 {1670) in Timon that hater and flyer of
the company of men 1648 EikonBas (1662)127 Now the
Flieis from their Places carry the Paihamentary power
along with them. 3751 R. Paltock P Wilkins (1884) II
xxi 254, I let the flyeis know I should soon give fire.

1871 FreemanNorm Cong (1876HV xvm 1 17 The Norman
horsemen followed on the fliers, slaying and taking captives.

Flyer, obs. f. Fleer.

Fly-fish, v [A back-formation from Fly-
fishing vbl. sb ] mtr. To fish with a fly (natural

or artificial) as bait.

*753 Johnson j v., To Flyfish vn , to angle with a hook
baited with a fly 1869 § Wilbertorce Diary Sept m
Life (1882) III 303 Fly-fished with Bishop of Rochester
i88x Miss Braddon One Thing Needful xvm, [He] liad

passed them wandering with his lod, fly-fishing

Hence Ply-fishing' ppl. a So Ply -fisher, one
who practises fly-fishing Also Ply-fi sherxuan.
1787 Best (title), The Complete Fly-Fisher 1834 Medwin

Angler in Wales I 39 Amongst the most expert fly-fishers,

no one was peifectly satisfied 1838 Sat. Rev V. 393/2 A
fly-fishing, horse-loving man

Fly-fishing, vbl sb. [f Fly jv5.
1
] Fishing

with a fly (whether natural or artificial).

1633 Walton A ngler iv 113, I piomisedto tell you more
of the Fhe-fishing for a Trout 1741 Contpl Fain Piece n
11 335 In Fly-fishing observe to have always the Wind on
your Back 1818 Scott Hrt Midi xxxu. There was
nought to be done wi’ fly-fishing 1887 Miss Braddon Like
($• Unlike 1, You must be fond of fly-fishing

attrib 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II 147 When the
fly-fishing season is over.

Fly-flap. Also 7 -flop [f. Fly sb i + Flap sb ]
1 An instrument for driving away flies

c 1440 Promp Parv. 167/1 Fly fiappe nnacartttm 336a

J Heywood Prov <$ Eptgr (3867) 353 Thy toung is a file

flap 3632 Randolph Jealous Lovers 11. m Wks (1875)04,
I said that you had a biow Hung o'er your eyes like fly-

flaps, 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V 2044 Both sexes make
use of the fan, or fly-flap 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristo-

phanes I 297 Erect Holding his leather fly-flap

fig 1607 Iourneur Rev Trag v. i. Wks. 3878 II, 329
Ah, the fly-flop of vengeance beate ’em to peeces ! a 3683

Oldham Wks (x686) 53 How Fly-Flap of Church-Censure
Houses rid Of Insects.

1

2

A stroke with a fly-flap ; (in quot ) flg , an
adioit manoeuvre, a cunning prank Obs
a 1733 Arbuthnot Misc Wks (1751)1 67 Not to forget

the Quibbles and Fly-flaps he play ea against his Adversaries
r 1 he alleged sense = Flip-tlap 3 a (see quot 1676 there)

is based on a mistake of Strutt (Spot ts §• Past in v 173)
Fly-flap, v [f prec ]
1 turns. To strike with a fly-flap

; to beat, whip
1620 Shelton Quia II lx 405 I giue you my word

to beat myselfe and fly-flappe mee when I haue a dis-
position to it 1627 LisanderS, Cal vii 123,

1

must call
my husband to fly-flap you 1707 J S tevens ti Qwevcdo's
Com Whs (1709) 209 ,

1

was Fly-flap’d 1796 Guosr Diet
Vttlg Tongue (ed 3), Flyflapped, whipt in the stocks, or at
the cart’s tail

2 mtr. To drive away flies with a fly-flap.

Hence Fly -flapping vbl sb and/// a.

1797 Edtn Mag May 344 Beelzebub, 01 the Loid of Flies
whom I must renounce with all lus works, even that of

fly flapping. 1881 Miss Braddon Asph III. 204 Theie
seemed to be nobody about save the fly-flapping hoys

Fly-flapper, [f prec vb. + -er, 1
]

1. One who drives away flies with a fly-flap

a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) II 503 Jupiter the flie-

flapper 1829 Marryat F Mildmay xvi, lhat fellow is

only fit for fly-flapper at a pork shop 1 1891 Hall Caine
Scapegoat xxiv, Beside him walked the fly-flappers

fig. 1830 James Mil Did (ed 3) SuppI, Fly-flapper

,

a figurative term alluding to any person who being m the
confidence of another, keeps off impertinent intruders

2 =» Fly-flap i,

1749 Bp Lavington Enthns. Method # Papists (1754)
r 90 If a Fly-flapper be held up to blow it off 1859
Darwin Orig.Spec vi.(i878J 133 The tail ofa giraffe, which
selves as a fly-flapper.

Jig 1843 Cobden Speeches ig Oct. (1870) I 103 The men
of Manchester, who, by these fly-flappers, have managed to
rouse them into a little activity

ITygge, obs. form of Fledge a.

Flyghe, -30, obs. forms of Flay
flying (flat nj ), vbl sb. [f Fly v 1 + -ing 1

]
1 The action of the vb Fly, m various senses
*348 Hall Citron , Edw IV, (an 9) 209 b, The fame was

spread of kynge Edwardes flyenge. C1565 Lindesay (Pits-
cottie) Citron Scot (1728) 113 Great slaughter was made
in the flyings of the timber 3605 Shaics Lear n iv 91
Ihe images of leuolt and flying off a 1679 T. Good-
win Obj Justifying Faith 11. ii Wks 1697 IV 11 76 A
flying to him that is gracious 1703 Mqxon Mech Excrc
147 The flying off, or else winding of these Steps will vary
iBor Strutt Sports «$• Past. 1 11 23 The training and flying
ofhawks became one of the essentials in the education of a
young man of rank
2 . concr in pi. (see quot. 1S93.)
1888 R Beaumont Woollen <5- Worsted Cloth Manuf 57

Otherwise they cast off a lot of loose fibres as ‘flyings’^

3893 Labour Commission Gloss
,
Flyings, short fibres thrown

out from the wool on to the sides of the carding machine
3 attrib. asflying-machine ; also flying country,
county (Hunting), one that affords opportunity
for long unbroken runs

,
flying fence, one that

must be taken at a flying leap , flying time, the
time when a hawk is 111 condition to he flown.
*615 Latham Falconry (1633) 40 You cease and leaue off

from all those obseruations of the flying time 1836
Whyte Melville Kate Cov. xh, Leicestershire, North
amptonshire, and other so-called ‘ flying counties ’ 1881 L
Wagner Pantomimes 37 The manipulation of flying
machines, 01 other contrivances whereby [etc ] 1883
Standard 19 May 3/3 Viscount looked fitted for a flying
country 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh
no Honest flying fences, big enough to extend a good
huntei

Flying (flang),/// a [f Fly v l + ing 2
.]

That flies, in senses of the vb
1 That moves through the air with wings. Some-

times with modifying word piefixed, as High-
flying.
c 1000 /Eltric Gram ix (Z ) 44 Uolucer, fleo^ende 1598

Trevisa Barth De P R v liv (1495) 171 The popymay
and the pelly can amonge fleeng fowles fede theimself with
the fote a 1377 Gascoigne Dan Barth xvm, 'Ihe highest
flying hauke will stoupe at laste x6u Bible Isa. xiv. 29 His
firnte shall be a fierie flying serpent 1667 Milton P L.
ii 643 So seem’d Farr off the flying Fiend *732 Pope
Ep Cobham 96 In Man, the judgment shoots at flying

game, A bird of passage 1 1886 A Winchell Walks Gcot
Field to A menagerie of curious beasts, and crawling and
cieepmg and flying things

b In names of insects, as flymg-buck-beeth
,

-glow-worm. Also of fish, reptiles, quadrupeds,

etc ,
which by means of special appendages are

able to make movements resembling flight; as

flying-frog, -gecko, -gurnard, -herring, -lemur,

-lizard, -marmot, -phalanger, -squid Also flying-

dog, a kind of vampire-bat ; flying hart, stag
=Fr. cerf-volant, a stag-beetle. Also Flying-
fish, -FOX, -SQUIRREL
1626 Bacon Sylva § 732 Lucciole may be the Flymg-

Glo-worm 1676 Phil, Trans XI 632 A kind of large
flying Beetle with a huge pair of horns Our people in

Virginia . . calling it a Flying Hart 1688 Clayton ibid.

XVIII. 126 Another little green Frog, that will leap pro-

digiously, which they therefore call the Flymg Frog 1711
Ibid.XXVII 350 Another strange one,which they call Ololo,
and comes next to our Corvus [read Cervus] volans,or Flying
Buckbeetle. 1765 H Timberlake Mem 46 Of insects, the
flying stag is almost the only one worthy of notice. 3796
SrauMAN Surinam II xxu 142

r
l he vampne of Guiana .

is also called the flying dog of New Spam 1840 F D
Bennett Whaling Voy. I 269 The flying squid rose from



FLYING- FLY-WHEEL.

the sea in large flocks 1854 Owen in Cut Sc (1SG5) H
62/2 The flying lizaul (Dtato voidns) 1879 Eneytl Brit.

IX 352 The othei (Exocatns) lias been called Flying Ha-
ring 1883 Flower ibid XV 401 Galcopitknit*; volans

The Flying Lemiu of Linna-us. 1884 Longrn Mag, Mai
523 Flying giunaids

o Jig i Flyingpension (see quot )

c 1770 H Walpoii Man Geo III (1845) I xviv 337 I11

the meantime Sandwich obtained what was called a Hying
pension, that is, it was to commence if he lost his place.

d Flying horse, man, a ccitam tin ovv in

wiestlmg.

1713 Sir T Parkyns Inn Play (1714) 41 Flying Hoise
[Described at length ] 1754 Fooil Knights 1 Whs 1799
I 67 We don't wrestle after yotu fashion we all go upon
close bugs or the flying maie 1823 in ‘Jon 11 i i

* Slang
2 . That passes (usually

,

that passes quickly)

though the air,

1335 Coverdale Job Kill 23 Will thou he so cinell and
extreme unto a flyenge leaf 1563 W Fulkc Meteors (1640)

7 b, A flying, shuting, oi falling star 1632 Lithgow l'tav
it 6x A backe bounding eecho of fiery flying shots. 1636
Cowley in Roxb Ball VII 449 Maitha took the flying
Ball 1789 Trans Soc Enconrag Arts VII 34 A vciy
flat, loose, flying, sandy coast 1811 W, J IIooklr Iceland
(1813) II. 187 The flying sands fiom the eastern country

f b Old Chern -Volatile Ohs
1471 Ripley Compl Alch vi. in Aslnn (1632) 161 Spyuts

whych fleyng are,

3 Floating loosely, flulteiing, waving. Hence
in wider sense, Attached so as to have fieetlom of
movement, hanging loose Flying jib, ‘ a light

sail set befoie the jib, on theflyingjib-boom\
1607 Markham Canal 11 34 Tins flying Tieneh is to he

made in all proportion like a plain full englisli Snaffle.

1697 Dryutn Vug Georg 1 347 To spread the flying
Canvass for the Fleet 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I 230
They carry , a flying topsail. 1832 MarryatN ForilerFx,
Their flying jib booms were pointed over the taffiails of
their predecessois 1849 Cuuzon Visits Monast. 4 A red
cap, a jacket with flying sleeves 1859 Gullicic & Times
Paint, 201 To give lightness to ‘ flying drapery

’

b. In fig. phrase, (7b come off, out of it) with
flying colours . with outwaid signs of success and
victory. Cf. Colour sb, 7 d, and Come v 6r f.

1706-7 Farquhar Beaus? Strut 1, 1, We came off with
flying colouis 1887 Jnssoryl ready 11 63 The tenant farmers
do they come out of it with any flying colouis?

+ C. Under oi with aflying seal (= F. sous cachet

volant) : said of a letter with a seal attached but
not closed, so that it may be read by a peison who
is requested to forward it to its destination
*638 W PrHKiNs in Lismot e Papers Set- 11 (1888) IV. 15

He . prayeth-y1 your lordship would he pleased to send
yl youi order vp to him, with a flymge seale 18x1 Welling-
ton in Guiw Deep VII 540, I enclose the letter which
I have wiitten to the Prince Regent under a flying
seal.

4 That passes or travels swiftly, that passes by
rapidly or rashes along

; rapid. Flying leap : a
running jump. Flying handicap, mile : one in

which the starting-post is passed at full speed.
1638 tr. Betgerac’s Satyr Char ix 30 He got to the

flying River side 1697 Dryden Virg Georg lit 316 O’er
th’ Elean Plains, thy well-breath’d Horse Impels the flying
Catr 1701 Row l A mb. Step-Moth tv 1 1794 Each minute
of the flying Hours is piccious X704 Pour Windsor For
138 Eaith rolls hack beneath the flying steed 1807 Cradiii:
Par Reg iii,(x8io) 31 Of men And maimers treating with
a flying pen 1871 L Stephen Playgr Ear vui (1804)
187 A huge crevasse foicing us to take a flying leap a 1893
JVestm Gas 13 Oct 5/3 Wmdlc has done the ‘ flying

1

mile
in x mm. 56 4-3 secs 1894 Daily News 21 May 7/1 The
Flying Handicap I shall leave to Moonflower

+ b. esp, inflyingpost,
a post travelling by relays

of hoises, an express Also (1 7-1 8th c ) inflying
coach (also machine, carriage

,

etc.), the oidinary
designation for a swift stage coach

, flying packet,
a packet sent by * flying post ’.

1548 Hall Citron., lien. VI, (an 38) 177 Richaide Duke of
Yorke by fliengpostes,was advertisedof thegieatvictorie
1669 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc ) II 153, 1669 Apr s—
M(onday) flying coaches set up 1685 Loud Gas. No
2009/1 Last Night.,a Flying Pacquet bi ought us the
News of the Death of oui Late Giacious Soveraign 1703
Hearne Collect. 29 Sept., On the 19th came by a Flying
Post a Pacquet from Court 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1824) I 222 She had set out in the flying coach ij6g Public
Advertiser 23 Sept 4/2 One of the flying Machines from
this City to London 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 378 At
the close of the reign of Charles II, flying carriages lan
thrice a week from London to all the chief towns

C. Passing, flitting
; hasty, transient

,
esp. of a

trip 01 visit. Also, Rapidly constructed, temporary.
1763 Phil, Treats LIII. 250 'Hus indeed was a flying ob-

seivation, or taken, as the I'rench would say, en passant
1806 T Tefilrson Writ, (1830) IV. 32 Mr Beckley then
supposed he should take a flying trip to London 1844
J W Crokeh in C Papers 7 July, I shall probably pay a
flying visit to town befoie the session is over 1837 C’tess
Canning in Hate Two Noble Lives (1893) II 332 The
superintendent of telegraphs

. goes to lay down a flying
line to Lucknow if possible. 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage
286 A Carthaginian army .made flying expeditions to other
parts 1879 B Taylor Stud Germ, Lit, x68 It is impossible
- .now, to give even a flying explanation

d, Mil, and Naval. (Sometimes with mixture of
sense 5 ,

all the expressions aie from Fr.) Said of
a body of troops, or a squadion of ships, designed
and organized for rapid movement, as in flying
iarmy, brigade

,
column, \fleet, hospital

,
party,

374

squadron Flying a> Ullcry a traps framed to

rapid evolutions Flying camp see Camp 2 b
Flying sap (see quot 1876) Also Flying-

B

itinriE

1663 Manli \ Gio/tits' Low C Wanes 391 With a flying

llng.iclc 111 itching out of Antwerp 1667 Puvs Diaty 2U
l'cb,We do intend to keep but a flying flecte tins ycai

1667 Lend Ga~ No 181/3 'the Flying Aimy lh.it lias been
so long designed, will be speedily fanned 1702 Kowi,
Tamul 1 1 n6 He like a Stoim swept with hts flying

Squadions all the Plain 1710 Land Uaz No 4690/2 A
flying Party will encamp 111 the Neighbourhood 1809
Wui r ington in Guiw Di sp V 90T hestoies belonging to the
Flying Artilleiy 1869 E A Paricls P/act I/yguue(ed 3)
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turnsf 1670 G. H IInt Cardinals u h 161 He manag’d

himself so with his flying Squadi on, that it gave no little

disgust to the Clowns 1873 Daily News 22 Aug , A
‘flying bugade’ lias been formed to examine tickets at
lit' 1

1

r> lit ,ijs ,

1

out.

a. Of a tale, rumour, etc : Circulating without

definite authority. Flying sheet . a leaflet printed

for distubution broadcast

1425 Hasten Litt No si 20 ,

1

never hadde tydmges of
this inaliei, but by seyd lettics and other fleyng talcs 1383
N Ltculiilid tr Castanhcdds Com/ E lad lxxtu 130
This was but a fleeing newes 1630 Ld Dungarvan m
Listuote Papcts Ser n (1888) III 157 I hue was a flying

report lieeie that [etc ] x68a Bunyan Holy War 40,

1

hope
thcyaie hut flying stones 1769 Buuki Late St. Nat Wks
II 10 The light squadrons ofoccasional pamphlets and flying

sheets .*8SS Macaulay Hist Eng IV, 374 There had
been flying liimours that a Loid Keeper would soon be
appointed 1888 Bryce Amer Common II. I111 322 One
must trust to a variety of flying and floating sources

f b. Of a person’s mmd : Volatile, unsettled.

1309 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) 1. 177 Wytles men of
flcyngc mynde

j- c Of a hound : Apt to ‘ fly about ’
;
not steady

1684 R II School liccreat 13 Bring them abroad with the
best Hunting Hounds

: (all tabling and flying Curs being
left at home).

d Of pains: Passing irregularly from one part

of the body to another
,
migratory.

1803 W. Saunders Mm Waters 199 The internal use of
Bathwater in flying pains and weaknesses of the limbs,

e Itinerant Flying stationer (slang): see quot.
1796 Grose Diet Vnlg Tongue (ed p, FlyingStationers,

ballad-singers and hawkers ofpenny histories,

f Flying reed (Mining) : see quot.

1798 J. Klir Mm Staffordsh m S. Shaw Hist Staff
Gen. Hist, ixg These two beds [of coal] when thus sepa-
rated acquire the name of the Flying Reed. 1839 Mur-
chison Silur Syst. 1 xxxv, 470.

6. = Fleeing ppl. a,

1394 ?Greene Seltmus Wks x88x~3 XIV. 287 Ding downe
the flying Persians with their swouls, 1697 Dryden Virg
Georg 1 4x6 To persecute fiom far the flying Doe, 1781
Gibbon Decl <5- F III. 116 The massacre ofmany thousands
of the flying Baslainte. 1833 Macaui ay Hist. Eng. Ill 641
Flying foot soldiers . were constantly coming in.

Flying bri’dge. [f. Flying ppl. a ] fa.
Used by Caxton to render Fr. pont-levis (draw-
bridge). j-b. (See quot. 1727 s.v. FIoating-
bbidge). c. A temporary bridge for military

purposes, esp. (see quot 1876)
*489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 11 xxxv Ktj, Pount leveiz that

he made faste therto wlnche are called flyghyng brygges
1673 Lend Gas No. 1043/3 The Munstci Troops have
repassed the Weser over a Flying-bridge above this City
*736 Cavaluj r Mem iv 340, I had but just cross’d the
River upon a flying Bridge. 1876 VoYt n Mil Diet

,
Ilying

Bridge

,

consists of one or more baiges moored by a long
cable to a point in the centre of the stream When the
barge is pioperly steered in a cui tent sufficiently strong, it

is swept by it fiom one bank to the other

Flying bu’ttress. A prop or stay (usually

earned by a segment oi an arch), spnngtng from a
pier or other support, and abutting against a struc-

ture, for the purpose of resisting thiust, = Axtc-

boutant, arch-buttress (Arch sb. Ill),

1669 Sir C Wren in C, Wien Paientalia (1750) 304 The
Ailes, from whence ause Bows or Flying Butti esses to the
Walls of the Navis 1828 Scott F,M Perth iv, One of the
flying buttresses of the chapel 1874 Parklr Goth A rchit 1

iv 150 The Flying Buttress is often found in Norman work,
but concealed under the roof of the tnfonum

Flying fi’sh. [f- Flying ppl a. + Fish ] A
name given to two kinds of fish (Dactylopterus and
Fxoaetus), which are able to rise into the air by
means of enlarged wing-like pectoral fins

c 1511 ist Eng, Bk Avicr, fAib ) 1 11 trod 28/1 There by be
many w[h]alefysshes and flymge fysshes. 1624 Caft Smith
Virginia v 182 On the eleuenth day two flying fishes fals in
his boat 182 x Shellly Prometh Unb iv, 1. 86 As the flying
fish leap From the Indian deep

b. A constellation of the Southern Hemisphere.
1868 LocKvpR Guillemm's Heavens (ed, 3) 333

Flying fo’x. [f. Flying ppl. a. + Fox ] A
family of fruit-eating bats (Ptcropidta) found only in
the tiopical regions of the East and in Australia.
1759 Hirst in buncombe's Lett (1773) III 95 They have

heads like foxes, and..aie covered with hair of a reddish
hue, for which reason they are generally called ‘flying
foxes'. 1827 P Cunningham 2 YearsN S Wales (1828) I

294 Our flying fox is an immense bat 1859 1 lnnlni Ceylon

(x8fio) I 133 The Roussette of Ceylon (the Flying-Fox as it

is usually called by Emopcans)

Flyingly, adv nire. With flying colours
1741 Richardson l'annln IV 296 Studying what to say

that she may coino off is fly mgly as she can
’

Flying sqnrrrel. [f Fiaing ppl a] A
name given to l\y 0 genera ( rtcromys and heturo-
ptaus) of Sum ul.v, which can float through the
an by means of an e\tension of skm connecting
their fore and hind limbs.

0

1624 Cait Smith Vaguna 11 27 A small beast they have
they call Assapumek, hut we call them flying Squinels
1726 Adv, Capt R Boyle 362 'J he Flying Squiri el, with
Wings like those of a Bat 1849 Ll Nat lh\t. Mam
Malta IV. 14 II is in the possession of a lalei.il fold of skm
fotimng, when extended, a pai.ichutc that the flying
squirrels me distinguishable fiom the oidinary gioup

Fly-leaf, [f Fly sb * + Lean
] A blank

leaf at the beginning or end, but esp. at the begin-
ning, of a book

;
the blank leaf of a circulai, etc

1830 Ciouoii Dipsvchns ix. 160 The fly-leaves in the
family Bible 1869 Roglks in Adam hmet/is IV N I Pief
19 It contains a characteristic note by the author on the
flyleaf x888 Bukoon Lives 12 Gd Men I 1, 26 On the fly

leafof thefnst volume lsfoundlhe following memorandum
Flyman, [f. Fly sb - + Man sb ]

1. One who chives a fly (sb - sense 3 b).

1845 P 0 Dindoty 6 Home Co, 631/2 Bull Henry, fly
man 1879 F. W Robinson Coward Consc 1 iv, Two
flymen did not solicit linn as a fare,

2 Theatr. A man stationed in the ‘flics’ to woik
the ropes, etc.

1883 H. Irving m Loud. Ftgaio 6 Jan 13/3 The flyman
maybe saul to cany some of the destiny of the performance
in the hollow of his hand

Fly-net. [f Fly sb i OE. hadJUohnct ]
1 A net to keep awny flies,

rtxooo Judith 47 (Ui ) par wais callgylden fleolinet. 1874
Knight Diet. Mah I 896 Ply net 1. a net of meshes or
a fringe of leather strips, to piotect a horse from flies 2,

A net in an open window to prevent entrance of flits.

+ 2 . = butteiJly-net, Obs,

*737 P. Collinson in Dailmgton Mem. (1849) 9° Pray
take one or two, with the fly-nets, in a bag by thy side

Flyre, dial, iorm of 1‘ leek.

Flysch. (flij). Geol [Swiss dial ] A series

of tertiary strata occurring 111 the Alps, consisting

of slates, marls, and fueoidal sandstones
[1827 B. Studlr in Leonhard's Ztschr.f Mineral I 39

(translated

)

'Hie prevailing slaty alterations are in the
country called Flysih, a name which we may suitably
extend to the entire formation ] 1833 Lytll Pnnc Geol.
(ed 9) 124 The nummuhtic limestone, together with the
oveilymg fueoidal grit and shale*, called * Flysch’, in the
Alps, belongs to the Eocene group 1873 Croll Climate
and Time xvit 280

Fly-sheet, [fi Fly zl1 ] =flying-sheet ; see

Flying ppl a. 5 a.

1873 Southward Diet Typogr
, Fly sheet, a description of

handbill or two 01 four-page tract 1889 Worcester Suppl

,

Ply-sheet, an advance sheet announcing a newspaper
,
a

prospectus

Fly -slow, a. rare—'1 . That flies slowly
1632 Shahs Rich II, t ui. 150 (and folio), The flye-slow

houres. [A plausible but doubtful conjecture , the other
folios and the quartos read she (or stye) stow ]

Flyte: sec Flite.

Fly-the-ga*rter. [f. the vbl. phrase to fly
the gat ter,] A game in which the players leap

from one side of a ‘garter’ or line of stones over

the back of one of their number.
1818 Keats Lett Wks (1889) III 153,1 must.. make

Wordswoith and Coleman play at leap frog, 01 keep one of

them down a whole half-holiday at (ly-ilit garter 1862

Miss Braddon Ralph Bailiff, Happy Xmas 161 Prisoner's

base and fly-the garter in the gicat bare playground.

Fly-trap, [f- Fly sbP 4 Teap ]
1. A trap to catch flies.

1853 m Ogilvie Suppl 1839 Lang Wand India 382 A
fly trap which he had that morning invented.

2 . A fly-catching plant, esp Apocynum androsta-

mifolum Venus’s fly-trap = Diona a muscipula

1774 Goldsm Hist. Earth VIII. v. vni 162 The flower,

winch goes by the name of the lly-trap 1776 Lll Bot. 276

Diowea
,
Venus's flytrap 1841 in Maunder Set $ Lit

1 reasury,

3. slang The mouth,
c 1795 M G Lewis in Spirit Pub. Jrnls (1798) I. 323

The bride shuts her fly trap , the stranger complies

Fly-up-the-creek. US. [f. vbl. phrase ]
1 A popular name of the small green heron,

Butondes vuescens. Hence used as a nickname

foi an inhabitant of Florida
1837 Buchmann hi Herrig’s Archiv XXI 166 Fly-up-the-

creek 1) Em in Florida h.iufiger Sumpfvogel 2) Spitz-

name der Eimvohner von Florida 1869 Turnbull Birds
E Pennsylv 37 Green Heron Fly-up-tne-Creek

2 Agiddy, capricious person (colloq., (Cent Did )

Fly-wheel, [f Fly sb 2 + Wheel ] A wheel

with a heavy rim, attached to a revolving shaft, in

order either to regulate the motion of the machinery,

or to accumulate power. (Cf. Fly sb 2 5,c.)

[1782 Watt Patent in Muirhead Mich Invent Watt IH
71 The heavy fly xx is put in motion by means ofa pinion or

smaller wheel y fixed upon ns axis ] 1784 Ibid 103 The rod
E turns the fly wheel M M. 1809 Edin. Rev Jan 321

This engine had no fly-wheel, ana went sluggishly and

uregulaily 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 89 The engine



PITAST, FOAM.
was provided with a flywheel working at one side to carry
the crank over the dead points

fig 1876 T. Hardy Hand Ethelb (1890) 106 A steadying
power a flywheel, in short, to the concern,

* 0

t Fnast, sb. 06s. [OE.fndist str. masc
, f root of

ON fnasa,fndsa to snort, bieathe hard
] Breath

ciooo Sax Leechd III 100 Hyt bring[S] for8 bane finest

a 1250 Owl <$• Night. 44 Wei nej hire fnast at-schet.

i Fnast, v. 06s. rare. [OE *fnkstian, f. prec.

;

cf OHG./»M»]. intr. To breathe hard, pant

,

also quasi trans to breathe out (fire).

c xooo Sax. Leechdoms II 242 FnaestiaS swi'Se c 1300
Havelok 548 He [ne] mouthe speke, ne fnaste, Hwere he
wolde him here 01 lede <11340 Gaw # Gr. Knt 1702 His
fela?es fallen hym to, J>at fnasted ful Juke c 1400 Desti
Troy 878 J>e orible oxin bat fyre out fnast

Hence Fna’sting vbl sb
, breathing, snorting

1382 WvcLir Jer. vui x6 Fro Dan is herd the fnesting of
his hors C1400 Destr Troy 171 These balfull bestes were
. ffull flaumond of fyre with fnastyng of logli.

t Fnese, v 06s. [OE. *fngosan (whence fn£o-
sung * stemutatio ’ (Wr.-Wulck. 162), fnoia 1

ster-

nutatio’ (Corp Gloss'), ge-fnpsan to sneeze (see

below), cognate with ‘Dxi.fmezen, ON.fnysa (Da.
fnyse, Sw fnysa to snort).

The wk -grade of the root *fneus~ (?cogn with Gr irvi etv,

root *pneu- to breathe) is represented in OE fnora sneezing
{Corp Gloss ). Closely parallel m sound and sense, though
belonging to a different ablaut series, are ON fnasaisan
Fnast sb) mdjntisa (

—*fnBs-ja) to snort ]

intr. To sneeze; also, to puff, snort. Hence
Tne sing v6l, sb

c 100a -<Elfric Gloss, in Wr -Wulcker 162 Stemutatio
snytinge, nel fneosung. c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Frol
62 He speketh in his nose And fneseth faste 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De F. R vii. xi (149s) 230 Constantyne sayth that
fnesynge is a vyolent meuynge of y8 brayne to putte ouL
superfluytees of fnmositees therof. <11400 Beryn 42 And
here-with she gan to fnese.

Fo, obs form of Few a
, Foe, Foh hit

Foa, foan, obs forms of Foe sing and pi.

Foad, var of Fode v. Ohs

,

to beguile.

Foal (fonl), sb. Forms: 1-2 fola, 3-7 foie, (4
fol, fowle), 4-6 foil(e, foole, (5 fool, folle,

foyl(l)e, 6 foule,) 5-7 foale, (7 phoale,) 6- foal
[Com. Tent ,

OE.fola wk. masc =OFris,y<?//d! (foi

fold) (MDu. volen, veulen, Du veulen), OHG
folo (MHG. vol, vole, Ger. fohlen neut.), ON. foie
(Da. foie, Sw. f&le), Goth, fula -OTeut. *folon-,

cognate with Gr. nwAos, L Julius ]
1 . The young of the equine genus of quadrupeds

;

properly, one of the male sex, a colt
;
but also used

where the sex is not specified, a colt or filly.

<7950 Lmdisf. Gosp Mark xi 4 And foeidon onfundon
fola gebunden 971 Bhckl Horn. 69 ponne gemete fcyt
baer eoselan gesaelede & hire folan e 1200 Trm. Coll Horn
89 Hie funden an asse mid foie *382 Wyclif Zech ix gA foie, sone of the she asse 1484 Caxton Fables ofAEsop
v x, lie sawe a mare and her yong foole with her. 1535
Act 27 Hen VIII, c 6 § 2 Two mares . apte and able to
beaie foils 1697 Dryden JEneid iv 746 The Priestess
cuts the Forehead ofa new boin Foie 1704 Coleridge To
Yng Ass 1 Poor little foal of an oppressearace 1 1830 Dar-
win Ong Spec v (1873) 128 The spinal stripe is much com-
monerm the foal than m the full-grown animal
Proverb 1346 J Heywood Prov (1867) 27 Plow can the

foie amble, if the hors and maie trot?

b Phrases In foal, with foal, (of a mare)
piegnant f Tattered as a (felterea or tattered)

foal, of a peison ragged
;
also, rough, shaggy

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 1537 Som gas tatird als tatiid
foies *377 Langl P. PI B xi 33s Bothe horse and
houndes and alle other bestes Medled nou^te wyth here
makes bat with foie were. <11400 [see Bagged] <11460
Towneley Myst, (Surtees) 4 Now ai we tatyrd as a foylle

1323 Fitzherb Hush §68 They [mares] maye not be rydden
. whan they be with foole 1727 Swift Modest Proposal
Wks 1753 II 11. 66 Their mears m foal 1833 W Irving
TourPran iss 226 A fine black maie far gone with foal

c Applied to the young of the elephant or camel.
1398 Trevisa Barth Be P R xvm xlu (149s) 803 Ely-

phauntes goo wyth foole two yeres 1607 ToPsrLL Fourf
Beasts (1658) 163 An Indian, who had brought up from a
foal a white Elephant

+ 2 Ahorse. Obs.
a 1300 K Horn 389 Horne tjede to stable * par he tok his

gode foie, 1x340 Gaw <5 G> Knt 173 pe foie hat he
ferkkes on a 1400-30 A leaunder 3588 Fare wele, my faire

foole bou failid me nemre *313 Douglas AEneis x xiv. 89
0 moist forcy steyd, my lovyt foill

3 Coal-mining. (See quots.)
1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess (1804) II 138 What are

termed lads or foals
; supplying the inferioi place at a

machine called a tram 1833 S Oliver Rami. Northmnb
1 41 Where a youth is too weak to put the tram by him-
self, he engages a junior assistant, who Is called the
foal.

4. attrib and Comb
,
as foal fair, (objective)

-getter

,

also foal-bit (see quots ) ;
foal-teeth, the

first teeth of a horse
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), *Fole-bit and Fole-foot, two

sorts of Herbs 1733 Johnson, Foalbit, Foalfoot, plants
1880 Daily News 18 Sept 6/6 A public dinner held after
the Holbeach *foal fair 1809 Spirit Pnbl, Jmls (1810)
XIII, 61 He is a sure *foal-getter, 1696 SirW Hope tr

Solleysel's Compl Horsein, v 19 A little before a Horse
hath attained to the Age of thirty Months he hath twelve
*Foal-teeth in the fore part of his mouth 1833 Farmers
Bid (Wilson) I, 21 The foal’s nippers technically called
• .foal teeth—are easily distinguished

875

Foal (f<3hl), v. [f. prec. sb
;
cf. mod.Ger. /<?/*/<?«,]

1 trans. To bear or bring forth (a foal)
,
said of

a mare, slie-ass, etc.
C1386 Chaucer Friar's T 247 The fend yow fech body

and bones, As ferfoi thly as ever wer ye folid > 1308 TrevisaEe P R xvm vui (1493) 736 The asse foolyth
selde two coltes 1638 Baker tr Balzac's Lett I. 71 His

«
e
«rC

ad foaledaColt 1727 Bradley Fam Bid s

v

Loii, When your Colts are foalen you may let them run with
their Dams till about Michaelmas. 1B87 Miss Braddon
Liked Unlike \, He would buy the maddest desil that was
ever foaled if he fancied the paces of the beast.
2 . absol. or intr To give birth to a foal
1321 Test Ebor (Surtees) V 129, I have y° mares \vt

foole, and, when they folyn, I gtf the bettur [etc ] 1607
Topsell Fourf Beasts (1638)18 They [Asses] will not Fob
in the sight of man 1707 Mortimer Hush 151 About
September they take their Mares into the house again
where they keep them till they foal

b Of a ewe • To yean. 1 l/S only
1883 P E Gibbons in Harper’s Mag Apr 652/2 The ewes

are kept until they have foaled.

^ T° get (a mare) in foal, rare
*891 T H Webster Let to Chaplin in Times 9 Nov 10/sThe horse, had foaled his mares well

+ FoaTage. Obs rare. [f. Foal sb. + -age :

cf. Coltage] =Foalhood.
1607 Markham Caval, 1. 1. 2 Both m their foleage, best

stiength, and old age 1720 W Gibson Diet Horses v.
(1731) 71 He has been used from hts folage to the eatine of
this or that sort.

Foalfoot (fo* lfut). Also foal’s-foot. Forms: see
Foal, Foot [Named from the shape ofthe leaves ]
1. =Coltsfoot i
a 1400 in Archseologia XXX 407/1 Folesfoth & y8 smale

dote is all on 1378 Lyte Dodoens 1 xu 20 This [Tussi-
lago] is called in English Foie foote. 1877 in N. W. Line
Gloss

, Foal-foot.
attrib x88x Leicestersh. Gloss s v , Home-made foal-foct

wine used to be common 111 Leicestershire

2 =Asarabacoa.
*538 Turner Libellus, Folfot, Asamm. 1613 T. Thomas

Lat Diet., Vulgago folefoote, or Asarabacca.
3 Applied to other plants resembling the pre-

ceding, as sea foalfoot, Convolvulus Soldanella
*S48 Turner Names of Herbs (E D S ) 20 Brassica
manna may be calledm english seafolfote xS97Gerarde
Herbal 6go Soldanella is called m English of some Sea
Foalfoote. 1713 J Petiver in Phil. Tram. XXVIII. 184
White Canada Folesfoot

Foalhood (fffa lhud) [f. Foal sb, + -hood.]
The state or time of being a foal
189a Edin Rev 7 Jan 44 A mare which has been well

cared for during foalnood.

Foaling (f<?n*lig), vbl sb. [f. Foal v. + -ihg 1
.]

The bringing forth of a foal or ofyoung
1398 Trevisa Barth DeP.R x vi (1493) 377 A mere in

traueylle of folyng 1607 TopsellFourf Beasts^1658)258
It is mortal to their [Camels’] young ones to tast the dams
milk for two dayes after their foaling. 1870 Daily News
14 Apr

,
This early time of foaling is prejudicial to the

strength of foals

Foa’ling, ppl. a. [f as prec + -ing 2
] =next

1883 Bells Life 15 June 1/3 Foahng mares.

Foaly (foil’ll), a Of a mare . In foal
1833 Surttes Sponge’s Tour xxm, 122 Farmer Stubble,

on the foaly mare.

Foam (fo«m), sb Forms. 1 ffi,m, faam, (3
fam), 3-6 fame, 4-8 fome, (5 foome,) 7 foam©,
7-9 Sc. faem(e, fame, faun, feim, feame, 6-
foam. [OE,fdm str. (?masc or neut )

=OHG
feim (MHG. vain, Ger feint) masc •—WGer.
*faitno- •—pre-Teut. *powio- or *phoima- Apaiallel
form with suffix -no- instead of -mo- appears m
OSlav phia, Skr phena, foam.
Joh Schmidt regards the -mo- and -no- forms as diveigent

representations of an original with -inn- suffix, and con-
siders the Lat spiima (

—

*spoima) foam, pfnnix pumice-
stone, Zendpdeman•, Lith penas milk, to be also cognate ]

1 . The aggregation of minute bubbles foimed in

water or other liquids by agitation, fermentation,

effervescence, ebullition, etc
Being the proper word for the product of the agitation

of the waves,foam is more dignified than the synonymous
froth, and usually implies more copious production
<*700 Epmal Gloss 426 Famfaluca

:

leasung vel faam
1393 Gower Conf II 261 She nome Both of the water and
of the fome. a 1440 Sir Degrev 546 Whyegh as the seys
fame, 1513 Douglas ASneis 1 vm 76 The bittir blastis

Throw salt fame, and wilsum wayis can ws drive. 1611
Bible IIos xj Her King is cut off as the fome vpon the
water 1632 French Yorksh Spa iv 50 That water is best
for outward uses which will bear sope best, and make the
greatest fome therewith, c 1720 W, Gibson Famer’s
Dispens. ir 1 (1734) 32 Eggs when beat into a Fome with
Alum 1786 Burns Scotch Drink 11, Guid auld Scotch
Drink ! Whether thou ream o’er the brink, In glorious
faem. 1878 Huxley Phystogr Iv 64 The foam of the sea
becomes opaque white, by the light being scattered from the
particles ofwater into which a wave is broken
transf andJig, a *300 Cursor M 26693 (Cott.) Quat es

mans hjf hot fam <11310 in Wright LyricP 102 Mon is

mad of feble fom 1838 Carlyle Fredk Gt (1865)
II vi. m. 155 The foam of mankind the idle moneyed
populations from all countries, 1866 B Taylor Poems

,

Test 414 The meadows tossed their foam of flowers

b spec. The foaming saliva issuing from the

mouth, e g in epilepsy, rabies, etc Also, the fioth

of perspiration which gathers on the coat of a horse

or other animal from intense exertion,

c 900 Bieda'sHist m ix [xi], (1890) 184pa faam ofhis muSe
uteode, c 1290^.Eng Leg I 231/400 Brenninde fom out of
is mouth he caste, c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W.) 913 Thourgh
the mouht the fom was wight 1388 Wyclif Luke ix 39A spirit takith hym, and sudenli he hurtlith doun, and to
drawith hym with fome x6ra Drayton Poly-olb xu 202
Two Boares with their gnashing teeth their angry foame
doe bite. 1733 Somerville Chase iv. 3T2 The pois'nous
Foam Through the deep wound instil’d, 1873 W S Hay-
ward Love agst. World 237 Her horse was covered with
foam

fig *555 Fp Bonner Profitable Doctrine Sig N nij b,
Baptysme doeth . . so weaken

. y° fome, or rage of con-
cupiscence m vs that [etc] 1577-87 Holinshed Citron.
Ill 872/1 King Henne is reported to cast out his fome
against Luther 1397 Hooker Eccl Pol v xix § 11 Our
Churches, m the foame of that good spirit which directeth
such fieue tongues, they terme spitefully the temples of
Baal

+ 0. Foam oflead— Foam ofmh e=
Apheonithe Foam of oil = Lees. Foam of
Copperas =- Colcothab. Obs.
1338 EvtorDicf ,Amurca, the mother or fome of alloyles.

Ibid,, Molybditis, the spume or fome ofleade 1601 Holland
Pliny II 421 The fome of nitre is commended as the best
ofall 1623 Cockeram 11, The Foame that nseth from Lead
tryed, htargie. 1631 WiddowesNat. Philos. 24Red vitnoll,
or the fome of Copperasse.
2 . Foaming water, tlie sea; (in early use occas.

pi ) also salt, sea, waterfoam, arch {poet.),
a 1000 Riddles 111 4 (Gr ) 3 ifen bi5 gewiefted . . fam ge-

wealcen c 12.90 S. Eng Leg I 476/308 Huy gonne to
seih swipe in pat salte fom c 1340 CursorM. 14409 (Trin )
Moyses ladde pern pourje pe see fome c 1440 Bone Flor

,

137 Over fomes they flett withowtyn fayle. 1349 Compl
hcot vi 40, I sat doune to see the flouyng of the fame.
1613 J D[ennis] Anglings, xxx. Long ere Phoebus set in
Westerne fome,

3 Min =Apheite.
•)’ 4 . [from the vb ] The action of foaming.
*578 Baret^4/». F 823 The fome, 01 sprincklmgvp of new

wine, in ale we call it working

5 . attrib and Comb.
a General comb. : (a) simple attnb

, as foam-
bell, -flake, -froth, -globe, -wake, -whirl, -wreath ;

(b) objective, asfoam-curler ;
(<r) instrumental and

originative, as foam-beat, -bedappled f -bespawled,
-born (also quasi-jA), -nested, -flecked, -flowered,
-girt, -lit, -painted, -white, -wrought, adjs. ; also
foam-hke adj and adv.

1777 Warton Poems
, Ode vm vi, Banks.. Fenc'd by the

*foam-beat pier 1633 [J Fisher] True Trojans iv i,

Hyperions Sonne Shall couch m West his *fome-bedappled
lades. 1813 Hogg Queen’s Wake 307 Light as the foam-
bells floating on the bnne 16x2 Drayton Poly olb 11.

Notes 33 Old Proteus hath been knowne. to spunge his
foame bespawled beard. 1862 E Arnold in Fraser'sMag
July X14 The w Foam-Born’s 'beauty 1884 W C Smith
Kildrostan 83 Still reigned thefoam-born Aphrodite a 1793
Burns Lament 5 Ye *foam-ciested billows, allow me to
wail. 1399 Nashe Lenten Stiiffe (1871) 51 A Lepanto like
host of unfatigable flood-bickerers, and *foam-curbers 1803
Tennyson Dream Fair Worn x, Cnsp foam-flakes scud
along the level sand. 184a Sir A. de Vere Song ofFaith
233 *Foam-flecked waves. 1876 Swinburnt Erechth (ed 2)
448 The *foam-flowered sea 1383 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1.

(Arb ) 21 In *foam froth picturs, wyth Troian treasur, ar
vpborne 1817 Shelley Rev Islam xi x, On a *foam girt
crag 18x3 Scott Rokeby 11 vu, Foam-globes on her
eddies lide 1871 Palgrave Lyr Poems 117 Pennons toss’d
*foam-hke o’er the fray 1876 T Hardy Hand Ethelb,
(1890) 34 Ladies m their foam-hke dresses. 1793 Wordsw
Descr Sh. 249 They cross the chasmy torrent’s foam-lit
bed, 1303 Nashe Christ's T (1613) 62 Her Alablasterwals
were all funed and *fome-pamtea 1876 Morris Sigurd
hi 210 They see a foam-wake as the wet oars toss on
high 1841 in S C Hall Ireland (1843) III 175 O'er the
foam-white waves 1817 Shi-hxy Rev Islam 1 xvn, The
foam-wreaths which the famt tide wove. Ibid vi. iv, Like
foam-wrought waterfalls.

lb Special comb . foam-bow, a bow, similar

to a rainbow, foimed by sunlight upon foam or
spray, foam-cock (see quot.)

, foam-dock, ? soap-
wort (Saponai ta officinalis) ;

foam-omelet, -sauce
(Cookery), a dish so called from its frothy appear-
ance

,
foam-spar, foam-stone, see Aphkite and

Aphrodite.
1830 Tennyson CEnone 60 The foambow brightens When

the wind blows the foam 1874 Knight Did Mech I

897/1 Foam-cock (Steam-engine), a cock at the water-level
to blow ofiT scum <-1300 Gloss Hurl 3388 in Sax
Leechd III 327/1 *Fome doh 1892-4 Encycl. Cookery
(Gauett) II, 21/1 Foam Omelet. Ibid II 400/1 *Foam
Sauce.

Foam (fdnm), v. Foims* a. 1 fteman, 3 femin,
feamen, south vemen, 4 feme , $. 4-7 fome, (4
south, yonie, 5 fomyn,) 5 fame, 7 foame, 6-
foam. [OE fikman — OHG. feiman (MHG.
vetmen, G. feimen WGer *faimjan, f. *faim-
Foam sb. In 14th c the OE word was superseded

by a new formation on the sb (without umlaut) ]

1 . intr. To efnit foam; esp. to froth at the

mouth, also with out. Often as a hyperbolical

description of vehement rage or wrath. Also of a
horse, etc. : To be covered with foam (of perspira-

tion),. Cf. Foam sb, 1 b.

<930 Lmdisf Gosp Markix 18 Spnmat, faemeS ai223
Juliana 68 As an burst bar, hat grunde his tuskes ant
feng on to fenun. <1x330 Life Jesus 223 Bete and bite
it wolde. And grenny with is teth and feme 1430 Lydg



FOAMING. FOCAL.

Chron, Troy it, 3.11, Mine hois Fomyng full whyte vpon
euery syde 01440 Jacob's Well 99 pe man fomyd
out at his rnowth. a 15*9 SkeltonElynour Ruututyng 341
Her mouth fomyd. 1601 Shaks Jul C 1 11 ass He
[Caesar] foam’d at mouth, and was speechlesse 173S
SoMinviLLr Chase 111 113 He snoits, lie foams 1807-8

W. IrvinaSalwag (1824) 349 ,

1

expected every moment to

see them fall down m convulsions [and] foam, at the mouth
185a Mrs. Srowr Uncle tom'sC xl, Legiee, foaming with
lage, smote his victim to the ground
fig 1817 D'Israeli Cur Lit, I II 303 A tedious invec-

tive, foaming at the mouth of its text with quotations and
authonties, 1870 Swinburne Ess t) Stud (1875) 248 He
[Byron] foams at things and creatuics not worth a glaiiLe

fa Const, f of, t on, with (blood).

c 1400 Destr; Troy 7261 The fas in the fell hast fcinyt on
klode. £*1435 Seven Sag (P ) gsg Hys niouthe famed of

blode. i£73 Bahet Alv F 8ax He fometh with bloud at the
mouth

f 2 To come foith in foam Obs
C1340 Gaw .5- Gr. Knt 1572 pe frojre femed at his mouth

vnfayre 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R vii. xx\. (149s)

244 The blood fomith wytli cough and traucyle and ache

3 Of water or othei liquid* To froth, gather

foam. Also, to run foaming along, down, over,

etc. Alsofig Tofoam off,foam ttsclf away. to

pass away 111 foam
1398 Trtvisa Bat th De P R xiit xxv (1495) 456 For

lightnesse of ayie that is closid water fomyth c 1440
Piowf Parv. 169/2 Fomyn, s/unto, 133,3 Cover dai u Isa

lvu 20 The raginge see .whose water fometh withy0 myic

*376 in W.H Tuinei Select Rec, Oxford 386 In wyntoi the
water fomyth over. 1606 Shaks Ant 4 Cl 11 vi 21 My
Nauie At whose bui then, Hie anger’d Ocean fomes 1728
Young Odes to King Wks (1737) I 173 The torient loai’d,

and foam’d along x8ao W Irving Sketch Bk I 76
A mountain stream was now foaming down it 1826 Scoit
IFoodst. x, Enthusiasm is a siicain that may foam off in its

own time, 1832 Tennyson DeathDh Wellington 126 1 lieu

surging chaiges foam'd themselves away
b Of a steam-boiler; To become filled with

foam (Webster 1864).

4. a intr. Of a drinking vessel: To be filled

with foaming liquor, fa. trans. To fill or brim
with foaming liquor.

1725 Pope Odyss. xv 341 Few can with me., contend To
foam the goblet with a purple slieam 1822 Sum lev

Hellas 939 The cup is foaming with a nation’s blood 1835
M Arnoi d Mycetmvs 97 blush'd guests, and golden gob-
lets foam'd with wine
6 trans. To send foith or emit in or like foam

;

to pour out with rage and violence. Chiefly
1388 TYvcLtr Jude 13 These hen wawis of the woodc see,

fomynge [1382 fiotlunge] out her confusiouns. a *533 More
Whs (1557) 570/1 Tindall fometh oute hys hyghe spirituall

sentence in thy s fashion xfioi Weiver Mnr Mart
E vuj b. Two fyrie coursers fonnng clottied blood 1784
Cowper Task vt. 898 They 10am the caitli foaming out
their own disgi ace. 1864 Ti nnvson Aylmet 's B 342 Lcolm
foam’d away lus heart at Avei ill's eai

*10 To cover with or as with foam Obs iaie.

c *400 Destr. Troy 102x9 Willi pairc fawchons fell, femyt
of blode 1336 J. Hfywood Spider B\ lx. 3 The head
spider (with wheat tnskes fomde like a lime)

7 . nonce-use. To draw (a chariot) along with the
accompaniment of foam.
182a Keats Hyperion ir 234 Have ye beheld the young

God of the Seas ? Have ye beheld his cliai iot, foam’d along
By noble winged creatures he hath made ?

Hence Foa modppl a
,
covered with foam • only

infar-foamed Foa mer, one who foams
1607 Toi’scu Fonr-f Beasts (1638) 377 [Epithets applied

to wolves] hloud-sucker, foamei. 1820 Keats Hyperion
II 172 The far-foamed sands

Foaming (femmiq), vbl sb. [f prec. + -ING 1
]

The action of the vb Foam.
1382 Wyche Nnw xi. 20 To the tyme that jt [flesh] bo

tuinyd into fomynge. 1573 Baret Alv F 821 A fonung,
spuwatns. 1709 Steite Patter No 141 f n He will fall

into Ravings and Foamings, ill-becoming the Meekness of
hia Office. 1772 Priestley Inst Rehg (1782) I. 367 The
heathen diviners had foamings at the mouth

Foaming (ion.'xa\xf),ppl a. [f as prec. + -ing 2 ]
That foams.
lax400 Morte Arth 780 A blake bustous here wytli

fomaunde lyppez a 1400-30 A lex andet 1x33 With pat jte

femand flode flasshed 111 hys eghen 1390 Spenslr B Q, i

1 1 His angry steede did chide his fonung bitt 1604 Shaks
Oth. n 1 it Do hut stand vpon the Foaming Shore 1667
Milton P L x. 301 Ovei the foaming deep 17x7 BrRKi -

ley Tour Italy Wks 1871 IV 380 Like the foaming
priestesses among the anuents. 1723 Pope Odyss 111

506 To Pallas high the foaming bowl he crown’d. 1830
Tennyson In Mem cxxxi 92 The foaming grape of eastern
France x868 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) II vui. 233
William was still urging on his foaming horse
lfeuce Foa’mixigly adv
i6it Cotgr , Bavensement, foanungly x8ox Southey

1 lialalce 111. xix, The winter torrent rolls Down the deep-
channell’d lain course, foamingly 1883 S Tromholt
A nr Bor, II 223 The river rushing foamingly downwards

,,
Foamless (fi?u mles), a [f. Foam sb + -less.]

Without foam
; free from foam

1821 Shelley Eptpsych, 4x2 The halcyons brood around
the foamless isles, a 1881 Rossetti House Life xn The
blue line of a foamless sea

Foamy (fob mi), a. Forms • 1 fdmis, feemis,
4-7 fomy, -le, 6 foomy, Sc. fanay, 7- foamy
[OE. fdmi^fhnig, f.fdm, Foam]
1

.

Covered with foam, full of foam, frothy.
a xooo Riddles iv. 19 (Gr ) Famig winneS webs wiS wealle

C *383 Chaucer L G, W, xao8 Dido
,
The fomy brydil with

the hit of gold Governyth he 1313 Douglas /Ends xn vi.

151 The fomy mowtlus of the haisty stedis 1697 DitycrN
Vug Georg iv 589 The shpp'iyGod With foamy Tusks
will seem a bristly Hoar 1748 Wart on Enthusiast 30
W lienee a foamy sticim, Like Amo, tumbling ro.us 18x6

W Tasior 111 Monthly Mag XI,I 331 They chain the

fo.uny mug 1821 Mom in BlttcJew Mag X 642 The wild

waves curl their bleak and foamy heads,

2 Consisting of, or of the nature of, foam ;
of,

pertaining to, or resembling foam
1398 Trevisa Batik De 1 1 R tv. vi, (149s) 89 By

medtynge of colcra blood semjth redde bv flewmc it

scinyth watry and fomy x6ox lion and Pliny II 397^The
foanuo moistuie that slid smiis yeekl 1784 Cowi'i it Task
\t 155 The foamy suif That the wind severs fiom the

bioken wave, 1878 Girnra Poet S, Master 14 The foamy
whitening Of the water below the mill 1881 Mai lock Row
xgt/iCeut II 196 A cloud of foamy lilac-blossom.

Hence Foa rniuess.
1887 Fenn Devon Boys xviii. 184 The waves lost their

fierce foaminess

Foangen, Foard, obs. if Fang v. and Foitn

FoTb (fj?b), sb 1 Of obscure oiigm. [Cf. Fob v 1

Can it be a corruption of 0 F. forhe (mod font be) masr
logue, fern cunning trick? But this suggestion does not

explain the apparent connexion offob sb. and v with/*/
sb and v , and Ger fo/peni\

*|* 1. A cheat, impostor. Obs raie~ x
.

The association with faitaur seems to require this active

sense rather than the passive one of ‘dupe, fool’ (= rjth c

sense offo/\ Cf Ger ‘.lingfopfei, in 16th c a inahngeu r

csp. one who counterfeits madness (see Kluge !• tyw II b

cd si, winch is much the sense offattain
1393 Langl P PI C hi 193 Makel>of lyei alangcailto

lecfe alle Jicse ojieie, As fobhes and fattouis

2 . A trick, an ailifice. Now only slang, To come
thefob on (US): to impose upon, client, tuck
x622MAiiiiLtr Aleman’s Gusman tCAlf 11 243Manymen

would dcale more honestly if these fobs and giggs wete
not put into their heads by others. X63+ ti. Scudety's C una
Pol 49 Such fohbs and cheats are moic tollerable in

persons of mean foi tunes, a 1700 H E Diet Cant. Crew,
Fob, a cheat, trick. 1832 Judkon Myst N, Yorki vii. Gs
‘ He come ?e fob on some of ze nolulitie

3 . Comb . ;
*J*
fob-aotion, a sham action (at law)

1673 F Kirkman Unlucky Cil. 203 They should then
arrest you in a Fohh-action at his Suit, 1697 Luttrfil
Brief. Rel (1857) IV 237 Endeavouring to steal a young
lady by the help of bailifs, who arrested her . , in a fob
action 1730-6 Baiiey (folio) s. v, A Fob (or hliam)

action

Fofa (fyb), sb 2 Also 7, 9 Sc. fab, 8 fobb [of

unknown origin
;
cf IIG. AisX.fuppe pocket,/«//£»,

einfuppen to pocket stealthily ; a Ger. woiclfupsaik
ib cited by Skmnei.
If the word meant originally a secret pocket, it may be

connected with Fonr> ']

1. A small pocket formeily made in the waistband
of the breeches and used for carrying a watch,
money, or other valuables
x6S3l3noMi Crt Beggarw I.Wks, 1873 1 1 2 12My Fob lias

been fubd to day of six pieces 1667 St Pap, is, Dow
CXCI No. 63. 11, The light side pockett and the small
pockett or fobb. 17x1 Addison Spectator No. 77T 1 ,

1

saw
him squut away lus watch, into the Thames, and put up
the Pebble, he had before found, in his Fob 1731 Smoli i n
Per Pic (1779) 111 lxxxiu 294 The young gentleman, with
an hand in each fob, stood whistling an opera-tune. 1BX9
Moort Tom Crib's Mem 6 Whothei diddling your sub-
jects, and gutting their fobs 1838 Dickens, Nuh Nick,
m, Mr. Nickleby replaced lus watch 111 lus fob.

fa, nonce-use The contents of the fob, * cash ’.

?ex68o Royal Resolutions in Marvell's Wks. (Giosait) I.

431 When plate was at pawn, and fob at an ebb
2 U.S =fob-chain
1889 M'llATroN-Rii'Lry From Flag to Flag xxiv 211

The tempting fob that hung from lus pocket 1893 I1 armlk
Slang, Bob a watch chain or ribbon, with buckle and seals,

worn hanging from the fob.

3 . A trimming resembling a fob-cham.
1894 Daily News 22 June 6/6 Skirt trimmed on the hips

with fobs of bi ight rose-pmk velvet, two on either side

4 , attnb

,

as fob-pocket, -watch
,
fob-cham, the

chain attached to a watch earned 111 the fob
1883 H C McCook Tenants Old Farm 121 Beneath it

[ins waistcoat] a goodly *fobchain pt otrudes 1837 Dickens
Pickw xxviu, With a gold watch inhis '‘fob pocket 1884
Doweil Tax m Eng III in hi § it (1888)273 A *fob
watch is in existence that belonged tQ Oliver Cromwell.

Fofa (fpb), sb 3 dial, a Froth, foam, b. (See
quot 1890)
1838 in Holloway Prmnnc 1886 111 Elivokthy W.

Somerset Word-bh 1890 Gloucestersh, Gloss
, Fob

,

a little

bunch or tuft, as of wool, etc

Hence 3Pob v

,

to froth or foam
1838 Holloway Provtnc,, Fob, to fioth as beer does

when poured out quickly E. Sussex 1883 Hampslu
Gloss

,
Fob

,

to fioth as beer

Fofa (f|?b), v 1 Also 6-7 fub, 6-7 fobb(e. See
also Fop v [Fiist recorded latem 16th c ; cogn
with or f. Fob sb 1 1. Cf. Ger. foppen to deceive,
befool.]

1. trans. To cheat, deceive, delude, trick, impose
upon, Hake in’, also with up.

*583 Greene blamillia Wks (Grosart)lI 102,

1

will not
fobbe you with fayre wordes, and foule deedes 1393 Tell-
Troth's N Y Gift 25 He would fobbe him vppe with a
thousand vntrutnes. 1647 Cartwright Ordinary iv, iv, I
won’t be fubb’d, ensure your self,. *731 Fielding Grub St
Op 1 v, While everyone else he is fobbing, He still may be
honest to me i86x Standard4 Nov., They think themselves
fobbed by our dextrous policy.

2 To bring or put into, or bestow upon, by job-
bery 01 tnckery

;
to palm or pass off upon . Also

to get up, procure, or promote by tnckery
; also

with up Tofob m to introduce m an underhand
way. ? Obs
1633 A Wilson Jat I 68 Another young Gentlewoman,

that had lesse offended, was fobbed into the place Ibid
241 These things weie fobh’d in by several Popes to serve
then own turns 1678 R L’Esiranoi. Seneca’s Mor (1702)
522 Here’s the same Thing Fobb’d upon the World over
again 1704 J Logan in Pa Hist Soc Mem IX 311
Which place was fobbed upon him 17x5 M Davits
A then Bril, I 280 That Legendaiy Tuumvirate found
ways. .to fob into Tinmouth’s Gold-finding Legendary their
own pioduction of Wincficd’s Life 1741 Richardson
Pamela (182)) I xxxm 330 Don’t fob upon us your girl
with the Pagan name foi Lady Jenny 1792 Wolcott (P.
Pindai) hp to Ld Macartney Wks. 1812 III 126 No
Janus he, with selfish views to fob 1805 Morning Chron
31 Aug m S/11 it Pub Jruls. (1806) IX 208 So now it

was time To fob up an excuse foi my sudden 1 cheat 1825
U esim lies* IV 401 We find lutn with much point
pleasantly, and earnestness, fobbing an ale licence.

’

3 Fob off.

a To pul off deceitfully
,
to attempt to satisfy

with an excuse or pretence
;
to baffle, cajole

; to
put off (a person) with (something of inferior

quality or something less than he lias been led to
expect).

1397 Shaks a Hen. IF, n. i 37,

1

haue bin full’d off, and
fuLi’a off, from this day to that day 1602 Rowlands
l,i cone's Ghost 3 Filbbmg them off with these slender
wasted hlacke pots 1650 Cowr ly Gumdam v vu, I must
not he foil’d oft thus about my daughter 1767 B Thornton
ti Plautus I. 318 'I lie butchers. Will, fob you off With
ram foi weather mutton 184a Barham Inqol. Leg. Ser, 11,

Row in Omnibus, To exact such a sum For stalls and pit,

And then fob us off with a Fal-de-ral-tit 1892 Daily News
21 Jan s/s Able bodied paupeis have been fobbed off with
broth * no better than hot water *

fb To put or shift off (a thing) by deceit 01

pietence ; to get rid of, or set aside by a trick,

1607 Shaks. Cot 1 1. 97 You must not thinkc To fobbe off

our disgiace with a tale 1641 Mu ton Refoim 1 (1851)16
It was not of old that a Conspnacie of Bishops could
fiustratc and fob off the right of the people

c. To palm off upon (a person)
,

cf. 2.

1894 ’tunes 25 July xo/r If a novel cannot be fobbed off

upon the people of London, .it is rusticated.

Hence Fo bbmg vbl. sb.

a 16x9 Btaum. &. Fl. Wit at Scv. Weapons xv 1, Now you
talk of fobbing, I wonder the Lady sends not for me
according to piomise?

Fofa (fpb), v - [f. Fob sb 2
] trans. To put into

one’s fob, to pocket ; also avith up.
x8x8 Moore Fudge Paw. Pans vi 160 The logue hut

counts how many guineas He \ fobbed 1821 CLAnr Fill
Minstr I 35 The snilor .. styles them ‘ gentlemen And
fobs Ins money up 1840 Hood Up Rhine 4 When the

qualm is over [lie] quietly fobs the Timepiece 184a S Lover
Handy Andy iv, The gentlemen in black silk stockings,
have been fobbing fees for ihice weeks

Fo’fafaery. nonce-wd, [f. Fob sb.1 + -eby ]
Something of the nature of a pretence ;

a sham
x688 R. Holme Armomy m 177/1 These [rules] with

a 100 nioi c Fobbenes and Foollanes ai c further set down.

Fo'fafay, « Obs cxc. dial, 1 — Foggy.
a 1333 Mohl Wks 99 Glotony . maketh . the body fat

& fobby 1893 Rvr h. Atigl. Gloss
,
Bobby, soft, no sub-

stance

+ Fo’cage. Obs. [ad. raoA.IL.focagium, f L
focus, F feu : see Fjguagk ] « Fbuage.

1706 111 I’iiii lips (ed. Keisey) 17ZX-82 111 Bailey,

Focal (f5“ kal), a. [ad. mod "L.focdhs

,

f. Focus
see -Ah. Cf. F.focal ]
1 . Of or pertaining to a focus; collected or

situated at a focus focalpoint — Focus 2.

17x3 Dlriiam Phys Thcol iv 111 126 note. Whether the
Convexity or Concavity of the Drum collects those Rays into

a focal Point, or scatters them 1794 G Adams Nat 6
Exp Philos II xv. 174 You may, by means of the focal

lays fiom this glass, char or burn a piece of wood x8o8

J WtnsTrR Nat Phil 185 The rays will converge to

the focal point 1835 H Sis ncer Pi me Psychol (1872) I

hi vm 357 PerfLct vision implies a focal adjustment of the

eyes x86a G. P Sckope Volcanos 264 The residuum of

lava in what may be called its focal reservoir.

Jig 1755 Young Centaur v Wks 1757 IV 239 Human
thought, whose scattued rays must be collected, as it weie,

to a focal point, 111 older duly to waun om devotion 1835
Macaulay Ilist Eng IV 175 Titus, in order to he near the

focal point of political lnlugue and faction, had taken a
house within the precinct of Whitehall

2 Math. Focal axis (in a conic) : the axis which
passes through the real foci. Focal conic (i.e

ellipse or hyperbola) ; in the modular method of

generating quadrics, a locus of the modular foci

Focal curve ; the locus of foci of a surface Focal

distance (a) of the parabola The distance between

the focus and the vertex; (b) of the ellipse and

hyperbola . The distance between the foci and the

centre. Focal lines : m a quadric cone, the de-

generate focal hyperbola Focal property . any
property of a geometrical locus involving the inter-

sections of the locus with the absolute. + Focal

tangent a tangent from which the position of the

foci of a central conic may be determined. Um-
bilicalfocal conic, in the umbilical method of gener-

ating quadrics, the locus of the focus,



FOCALIZE. 877 FOOTS.
*706W Jones Syn Palma* Mathcseos 230 If c h meet

the Focal Tangent m r 1807 Hun on Course Math II,

1 18 A F the focal distance 1885 LruDrsDORF Cremona’s
Proj Gcom 25s The point 111 which a directrix cuts the
focal axis. 1886 P Frost Solid Geom (ed 3) 147 The
fixed point is called ail umbilical focus and the locus of
the focus the umbilical focal conic

3. Optics Focal distance or length (of a lens or
mirror) 1 the distance between the centre and the
focus Focal plane', the locus of the foci of
different systems of parallel rays refracted through
a lens. Focal point the intersection of a focal

plane with the axis of the lens

1693 E. Halley in Phil Trans No 205 960 The focal
distance sought 1733 Phil Trans XLVIII 170 An object-
lens whose focal length is a little less 1879 Harlan Eye-
sight vi. 81 A double concave glass of twelve inches
focal distance 1895 R, S Heath Gcom Optics (ed 2) 82
An incident system of parallel rays will then converge to
a point on the common focal plane Ibid 83 It is clear
that F is the first focal point of the combined system.

fig. 1847 Emerson Repr Men, SwedenborgWhs (Bohn)
I 315 A colossal soul, he lies vast abroad on his times
requires a long focal distance to be seen i860 Patmori
Faith/for Ever 214 Love lequires the focal space Of
recollection or of hope. Ere it can measure its own scope

4. Path Localized or centrally localized, asfocal
disease, hemorrhage, etc.

1890 m Gould Med Diet
Hence To cally adv

,

at a focus

1839 De Quincey War Wks 1863 IV 280 The foice of
European opinion, focally converged upon the subject

Focalize (fo“’kal3iz), v [f Focal a + -ize ]

1 traits. To bring (rays of light, heal, etc ) to a
focal point (or focus)

;
to focus

1845 Dc Quincey Nat Temp Movent Wks 1863 XI 170
Light is focahsed m the eye, sound in the ear c 1863

J Wylde in Circ Sc. I. 29/2 The rays of heat may be
collected and focalised

fig i860 T. Martin Horace Introd 26 The minor
which focalizes for their old age the gatheied wisdom of
a lifetime 1865 Land Rev 9 Dec 6og/t At the vanous
central offices, the information can be focalized

2 . To adjust or arrange the focus of (the eye)

;

also absol and refi (of the eye).

1878 tr Ziemssen's Cycl Pi act Med XVII 668 The
supposed amaurosis of many observers is the result of the
loss of the power of focalizing 1886 W. F Warren m
Homilet Rev (U S.) Jan 34 Gradually focalizing our eyes
for remoter objects Ibul , Your eye, even if rightly
directed, is focalizing itself upon the wrong object

Hence Fo calizing vhl sb and ppl a Also
Focaliza'tion, the action of focalizing

1871 Morley Voltane m (1872) 119 Voltaire does not
use these focahsing words and turns of composition 1883

J Millington Atewe to read backwai ds ">

71 Spectacles

restoung to the eye its former focalizing power 1887 Set
Amer 23 Apr 261/2 Focalization in the eye was accom-
plished by a most wonderful condition, that of flexibility m
the crystalline lens 1893 Chicago Advance 24 Aug , Such
a focalization of all-around information on any one subject

has rarely evei been witnessed

Focaloid (fdu kaloid). Math [f as prec +
-OiD.] A shell, in general indefinitely thin, bounded
by two confocal ellipsoidal surfaces.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil § 494 The attraction of
a homogeneous solid ellipsoid is the same through all

external space as the attraction of a homogeneous focaloid

of equal mass coinciding with its surface.

t Fo’cary. Obs.~l [ad. L. foedi i-us
,
f focus \

see Focus sb, and -ary.] One who tends the

hearth or fire.

1 c 1500 in Myrr Our Lady (1873) Introd xxi note. In
the order & degre of a lay brother or ffocary,

Foc(c)he, obs. form of Fetch v.

Focer, var Forcer, Obs , a chest or coffer.

Fochesave, obs. form of Vouchsafe.
Fochtyn, Sc form offought, p p of Fight v

t Fo'cile. Anat Obs. Forms
. 5 fosile, 6 fau-

eylle, focyll, foeil, 6-8 focile. [ad. medLat
focile. Cf. Pr foal, Yx.focile, Pg and It. focile

The med Lat word was a transfeired use of focile steel

for striking fire (see Fusil) The Arabian anatomists
applied the word zand, one of a pair of sticks for producing
fire by friction (dual zanddn\ to these bones on account of

their shape; the Lat, translators rendered this by focile

as being the word most nearly equivalent m literal

sense ]

One of the bones of the foie-arm or of the leg

Greaterfocile, the ulna or tibia. Lesser (01 over)

focile

,

the radius or fibula
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 137 pe Jjombe conteynejz lus

firste boon wi)> )>e extremite ofpe ouer fosile 1541 R Cop-
land Guydan’s Quest Chirurg Dijb, 'lhe fiuxcylles or

forke bones. 1343 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg (1586) =81
The great focile is that which susteineth the arme 1638
A. ReAn Treat Chirmg 11 15 [A] Taylor fractured both
the focils of the legge, a little below the knee 1721 Naish
in Phil Trans XXXI 228 The Ligament that ties the

Fociles together
attub 1341 R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg.
Kivb, Of what shape are ya two focyl bones? 1548-77
Vicary Anat. vii (1888) 49 Of the two Focel bones the

lesse goeth from the Elbowe to the Thombc 1706 Phillips

(ed Kersey), Focil-bone.

t Fo'cillate, v Qbs,—° [f L foallat- ppl.

stem offocilla-re to revive or refresh, f. Focus * see

Focus sb and -ate ] (See quots )
1676 111 Coles. 1681 Blount Glossogr,, Focillate . to

nourish, comfort, or refresh. 1721-00 in Bailey.

Vol. IV.

Hence + !Fo‘cillate& ppl a. Also Fooilla tlon.
1727 Bailey vol II, Focillated 1638 Phillips, Focilla

tion. 1721-go Bailey, Focillatioit

Focimeter (fosi mftai). Photogr. Also foco-
meter, [f Foc-us + -meter] An instrument for

finding the chemical focus of a lens which has not
been properly achromatized.
1853 R UrnsMan Photogr 11 iv 159M Clandet has also

devised a very ingenious instrument for focusing, which he
calls his Focimeter 1891 S P. Thompson in Proc R. Sac
XLIX 227 These principles are embodied m an instrument
descubed in the paper, and called a focometer.

Focimetry (fosimetri). Also foeometry
[f as prec + Gr. -fierpla measurement ] Measure-
ment of focal distance,
x88x G R PtGGOTT 111 Nature No. 622 513 If now an

over-coriected lens were substituted, the diffraction rings
and the nebulosity exactly changed positions as regards

focimetiy 1891 S P Thompson m Proc R Soc, XLIX
223 The accepted methods of focometiy
Focke, obs Sc form of Folk
Focoid (fSn koid) [f Foc-us + -oid ] One of

the points in which every circle m a given plane
meets the line at infinity m that plane.
x88t C Taylor Geom Conics 308 The two focoids or

circular points at infinity

Focus (fJuktts), sb. PI foci; also focuses,
m England usually written irregularly focusses
[a "L,focus hearth, fireplace, m vanousmodem uses.
The Lat word was first used in sense 1 by Keplei (Asiron

pars optica iv 4, written in 1604) , his reason for the choice
ofthe name is not stated, but it is conjectured that the optical

sense 2,
1 burning point of a lens 01 mirror’ (which is easily

denied from the lit sense) must have been alieady 111 exis-

tence , this would account for Keplei 's use, as the ‘ burning
point

1

or ‘ focus ’ of a parabolic muror is situate at the geo-
metrical ‘focus’ of its curvature Sense 4 is fiom medical 1

Latin In all senses cf. Fr. foyer .—L *focarium f
focus ]

1 Geom. a In plane geometry* One of the points

fiom which the distances to any point of a given

curve are connected by a linear relation
Also defined as a point from which a pair of isotropic

tangents can be drawn to a curve , or as the mteisection of
tangents from the points in which the line at infinity meets
a co-planar circle (For definitions specially relating to
the focus of a conic, see quots i88t and 1893 )
1636 Hobbes Six Lessons Wks 1843 VII 317 The focus

of an hyperbole, is in the axis 1703 MoxoN Mech Exerc
272 Which two points are called the Focusses, or burning
points 1734 tr. Manpertms' Diss 19 in Neill’s Exam (ed

2), The Oibits of the Planets are Ellipses, in whose Focus
theSums. 1807 Hutton Comse Math II 96The ellipse and
hyperbola have each two foci ; but the parabola only one
1831 Nichol Archtt Heav 199 The second star being m the
focus and not the centre ofthe ellipse 1881 C Taylor Geom.

Conics 1 A conic is a curve tracedby a point which moves m
a plane containing a fixed point and a fixed straight

line in such a way that its distance from the fixed

point is in a constant ratio to its perpendicular distance

from the fixed straight line. The fixed point is called

a focus 1893 J W. Russell Pure Geom. vn 67 A focus

of a come is a point at which every two conjugate lines are

peipendicular.

b. Ia solid geometry (see quot ).

1874 G. Salmon Analytic Geom (ed. 3) 109 A point
through which can be drawn two lines, each touching the
surface and the iraagmaiy circle at infinity and such that

the tangent plane to the surface through either also

touches the circle at infinity.

2. Optics, Heat, etc. The point at which rays

meet after being reflected or refracted; also, the

omt from, which the rays appear to proceed
«= virtualfocus ; see 2 b).

1683 Boyle Effects Motion il 13 Sunbeams refracted or

reflected by a burning-glass to a focus 1704 Newton
Opticks 1. vi. 7 The point from which rays diverge, or to

which they converge, may be called their focus 183*

Brewster Optics 1 xx The points that were formerly the

radiant points being now the foci. 1833 Herschel Pop
Led Sc. 11 § 24 (1873) 65 A far greater heat than can be
produced m the focus of any burning-glass, 1865 Living-

stone Zambesi 11 59 This deep trough-like shape caused
the sun's rays to conveige as into a focus

b. With various defining woids
Conjugatefoci see Conjugate a 6b; principal focus,

the point at which parallel rays meet after passing through
a convergent lens , solar focus = prec ; virtual focus,

a point at which diverging rays would meet if their

directions were reversed , actinic or, chemicalfocus (of a
lens), the point to which the actinic rays converge
1700 Phillips (ed Kersey), Virtual Focus, or Point of

Divergence (in Dioptncks) x8xa-i6 J Smith Panorama
Sc <$• Art I. 426 when parallel rays fall upon a double-

convex glass, KG, they will meet in a point or pnncipal
focus at F 1874 Lonline?s Light qo The lenses of the second
group have virtual foci. 1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr

293 Unless the lens be lendered achromatic, the actinic or

chemical focus does not coincide with the visual focus

c transf. andfig,
1762 Goldsm Cit IV Ixxi, A box where they might see

and be seen , one, as they expressed it, m the very focus of
public view 1781 Cowpcr Conversation 239 Centering m
a focus round and neat, Let all your rays of information

meet 1824 Carlyt e m Fioude Life (1882) I 260, I am
meditating, on the great focus of all purposes—the arrang-

ing of my future life 1874 Micklfthwaitp Mod Pai
Churches 106 If it [a picture] be placed over the altar, it is

in the very focus of the building

+ d Theair. The best-illummated pait of the

stage. Obs
1881 Era Almanack 97 He tried to keep me out of the

focus 1 1885 Eng lllustr. Mag 647/1 Every body tried

to get into what was called the focus— the ‘blaze of
publicity ’ furnished by the ‘ float ’ or footlights.

e That point or position at which an object

must be situated, in older that the image produced
by the lens may be clear and well-defined. Hence
111, or out offocus, lit and fig. Depth offocus (of

a lens) • the power of giving a * sharp ’ image of
objects not in the same plane
1713 Durham Phys -Theol iv 11 89 note, If the paper

be in the focus of the glass, [the image will be] distinct

1727 Swift Petit Colliers <$ c Wks 1753 III. 1 129 To
know the due distances of the said focus’s 1799 Med
Jml II 228 At the neatest focus of distinct vision 1840
Dickens Bam Rndge i, John gradually concentrated the
whole power of his eyes into one focus 1838 A B C of
Photogi . (ed. 10) 48 The focus of a portrait lens is very
limited in depth 1890Woodbury Encycl Photogi 295 After
a certain distance all objects will be in focus 1894 H Drum-
mond Ascent ofMan vi, Evolution was given to the modem
world out of focus

f. To bring, etc., 111, into, to afocus ; lit Scfig
1788 Franklin Autobiog Wks 1840 I 122 The bringing

all these scattered counsels into a focus 186a Tyndall
Glac 11 xxiv 334 The place where the rays were brought
to a focus behind the lens 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 252
The transactions ofmany different individuals, are brought
to a focus.

g. The focal length (of a lens) ; also, the ad-

justment (of the ej e, or an eyeglass) necessary to

pioduce a clear image.
1693 E Halley in Phil Tians No 205 960 This dioptric

pioblem, is that of finding the focus of any sort of luis

1737 Ellis ibid L 287 A lens of about one inch and half
focus 1837 Brewster Magnet 332 The focus of the lens

being suited to the distance of the needle 1861 Pai gravi
Gold hens Pief, Rapid alteration of the eye’s focus in

looking at the landscape 1871 Tyndall Fiagm 1c (1879)
I 11 50 The focus was attained, first by the pupil amlaftei-
wards by the retina

3 Snnilaily 111 Acoustics. The point oi space

towaids which the sound waves conveige
1644 Evelyn Diaiy 8 Feb, Standing at one of the

focuses, which is under a tree the voice seems to descend
from the clouds 1843 J Martineau Chr Life xlm (1S76)

499 Could we only find the focus of those stray tone 1-

1837 TuonrAU Maine IV (1894) 362 We weic exactly m
the focus ofmany echoes

4 Of a disease: The pnncipal seat (m the body)

;

also, a point where its activity is manifest

1684 tr Bond's Merc Coinpit vi 183 That the focus of

burning fevers is in the Head Hippocrates seems to assert

1796 H Hunter tr St Pici re's Stud Nat (1799)111 231
She infoimed me that the focus of my disorder was in the

neives 1834 Jones & Siev Pathol Anat (1874) 304
Sclerosis of particular regions or isolated foci occurs in the

Cord as in the brain.

5 The centre of activity, or aiea of gieatest

energy, of a storm, volcanic eruption, etc

1796 H Hunter ti. St Fieri e's Stud Nat (1799) I.p lx,

The focus of the tides is removing farther and farther from
our coasts 1804 C B Brown tr Volney's View 98 One of

the great layers of the country, where earthquakes have
their principal focus 18^ Lyf.ll Pi iuc Geol II i27

rlhc
original isle was the puimtive focus, or centre, of a certain

type of vegetation. x86a Scrope Volcanos 266 Any
focus or leservoir of lava from which an eruption has pro-

ceeded 1869 Phillips Vesnv 11, 13 Vesuvius was seen

to be the focus of the eruption. 1873 Bedford Sailor's

Pocket bk. iv. (ed 2) 78 lhe centre or focus of the West
Indian hurricanes.

b fig A centre or ‘hotbed’ (ofintrigue, sedition,

etc ) , a centre of activity or energy.

1808 Wellington in Gurw Desp II 440 Poonah is the

focus of his intrigues. 1830 R Knox BlclarA's Anat Life

8 Central Schools .had been established in the depart-

ments as so many foci ofknowledge 1837W Irving Capt
Bonneville (1849) p. xv New-York, the great focus of

American enterprise 1870 HuxLrY Lay Semt. 1 (ed 5) 5

The pnncipal focus of scientific activity.

6 nonce-uses a. In Lat. sense : A fireplace or

furnace ;
in quot. fig. L>. A centre of radiant

heat

1779 J Moore View Soc Fr. I. xx. 175,

1

consider these

men as the enemies of their country, and that place as

a focus for consuming freedom 1794 J Hutton Philos

Light, etc 174 Sunoundingparticles receiving that addition

of heat from tne focus, are made to burn , and in burning,

these coals return that heating species of light to the focus,

for the increase of its burning

7. atlrib

,

asfocus point, cnor.
1891 Pall Mall G 31 Aug 2/1 That all railway servants

shall have not more than an agreed amount of focus error

FOCUS (f<?u kus), v Pples. focused, -mg ,
in

England commonly, but irregularly, written fo-

cussed, -mg. [f prec sb]
1 trails. To draw to a focus ; to cause to con-

veige to or as to a focus.
_

1873 Bedford Sailor's Pochet-bk v (ed 2) 132 The catop-

tric system requiring less delicacy m putting up and

focussing the light x88x A G. Bell Sound by Radiant
Energy 2 A beam of sunlight was focussed into one end of

an open tube. 1805 Jrnl R. Inst Brit. A rchit 28 Mar
3S3 Focussing and concentrating the sound in one or more
points m his building.

fc>. fig.
1807 Uh Possidetis xxx, All the Talent of the Nation

Focuss’d in Cab'net concentration x86aW M Rossetti
in Fraser's Mag Aug 19s Focussing our observation to

a single point 1863 J. Brown Hors Subs (ed 3) 80

Inferior to my father m power of—so to speak—focussing
himself x888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I 111 331 He
could instantly focus his thoughts



FOCUSABI.E, 378 FOE

c tntr for > ejl To converge to or as to a focus

1863 '1 horn bury True as Steil I T48 Light flashing and
focussing on aimoui 1888 Harper's Mag Apr 764 The
eyes flamed as if the life of the man had centralized and
focussed within them.

2 . To adjust the focus of (the eye, a lens, etc ).

1814 W Taylor in Monthly Mag XXXVIII 21 4 Accord-
ingly as the eye is supposed to be focussed foi seeing the
Jbiegiound of the distance ci865 J Wyidu hi Cm Sc
I 66/2 Arrangements, .for focussing the lenses 1881 Tylor
Anthropol 11 47 The eagle's eyes are focussed to see small
objects fai beyond man’s range 1885 Illustr Loud News
9 May 491/3 Austell focussed Ins eye-glass on lus wife
nlsol 1833 Ilnnd-bk Photogr 13 It is well in focusing

to make the Hist adjustment by placing the lens midway
1890 Woodbury Encycl, Photon1. 294 Focus upon some
distinct object about 150 or 200 yards away.
3 . To lmng into focus

;
to bring (the image, etc )

to the proper focus

1775 S J Pratt Lib Optn (1783) III 8 Su Charles
Cra/yJocitss’d hei through an opera-glass 1858 A Ji C of
Photogr. (cd 10) 57 Having focussed the right hand view,
halfof the sensitive plate is first unpi essed ei86gj Wvmn
111 Cnc Sc I. 143/1 'the image is focussed by adjust-
ing the lens 1879 Cassell's Tuhn Educ III 97 Unless
the picture be accurately focussed it will appear blurred

FoCTLSable (f<5u*k»sab’l)
f
a. [f prec. + -ABLE ]

That may be foettsed

1889 H Bland Fab Ess Socialism fed Shaw) 218 Thus
far the outlook has been clear and focusnble enough.

Focused (fJ«h#st), ppl a. [f. Fooua u and
sl>. + -ion ]

1 In senses of the vb
;
brought to or into a focus.

1864 Daily "Id 12 Apr, Photogiaphers alone has he
shunned and if ever lie runs away ftoin anyLhing, it will
be fiom a focussed lens. *8go Woodbury Encycl l'hotogr
294 Make the focussed image fall on one of these lines.

2 Having a focus (of a specified length)
;
used

only 111 comb , as short-focused
1858 L Prici Man Photogi.Ma.mf li 69* Shoit-focused'

lenses arc employed for childien

Foeuser (fu|1 kfeaa). [f. Focus v. + -kb 1
.]

A focusing-glass.
1890 W00DIH1RY Encycl Photogr. s. v Focussing Glass.

Fcrcusing vbl sb [f as prec. + -ing 1 ]

1

.

The action of the vb Focus (gcrundially).
1851 Ruskin Mod Paint II in 1 v § *8 Tlie right

gradation 01 focusing of light and colour 1881 Mivart
Cat 295 The focussing of rays coming from points varying
in remoteness. *883 A Barrait Pays Mctempinc 217
Thought is the focussing of phenomena into a universe.

2 ath ib. and Comb., chiefly in names of appli-

ances used by photographers, as focusing seteon

,

tube ; focusing cloth, (seequot 1890); focusmg-
glass (see quot. 1858)
1853 in Jrnl. Photogr Soc I No 3 39/2 A *focusing

cloth 1890 Woodbury Encycl Photogr
,
Focussing Cloth

,

ablack cloth used for covering over the head and back portion
of the camera to exclude all extraneous light. 1853 U1Jrnl
Photogr Soc. I No 3 39/2 The * Focusing glass 1858 T.
Sutton Diet. Photogr ,

Focussing Glass a magnifier used
foi the purpose of magnifying the image on the ground
glass, and enabling the operator to get it into bettei focus
Ibid j6 The real image formed by a convex lens is received
on a *focussmg screen

Focusless (fd'i k#ales), a. [f FOCUS sb +
-LESS ] Without focus

*879 G. Macdonald Sir Giblue IIL xv 241 Something
like a flash of cold moonlight on winlied water gleamed
over his pool focusless eyes

Focyll, Fodar, obS forms of Foojle, Fother
+ Fo’dden, v Obs. [?repr OE. *f6dman,

f

fldan- FOOD ] 7 tntr To be pioduced.
la. 1400 M01 te Arth 3247 Alle froytez foddemd was hat

floreschede in erthe.

Fodder (fp’daa), sb. Forms: 1 f6d(d)or, f<5d-
(d)ei, foddur, 2 fodre, 3 south vodder, 4foddre

)

4-7 foder, 5 foddur, south voddur, fo(o)dyr,
6 footer, 6-8 fother, 3- fodder [OE f6dor str

netit = MDu. and Du. voeder, OHG fuotar
(MHG. vuoter, Ger. fitter), ON. f68r (Sw., Da.
foder) •—OTeut. *fofrom pie-Teul *'pat-rd-m

,

f root fat- to feed : see Food.
The homophonous word m all Teut langs

,
with the

sense of ' sheath, case,' is distinct both in loot and suffix, as
it represents OAryan *po-trini ]

+

1

Food in general. Obs
c 1000 Canons Edgar § 15 m Thorpe Anc Laws II 283

Gif (jam heh^sliepurfe fyr&foddoi. c 1203 Lay 27031
Heo weoien lfaren into hau londe, foddei to hiwinnen
c 1374 Chaucer Booth tv metr. vn 115 (Camb MS.) He
hath put an vnmeke lorde foddre to his crwel hors 1634
J Taylor (Water P ) Gt Eater Kent 12 Let any come in
the shape of fodder or eating-stuffe, it is welcome.
2 Food for cattle. Now in a more restricted

sense : Dried food, as hay, straw, etc
,
for stall-

feeding
c 1000 jElfric Gen xln 27 pa undyde hira an his sacc &

wolde syllan his assan foddur ctioo Voc inWr-Wulcher
sox Sagina, fodie <11225 Ancr. R 416 peonne mot heo
benchen of pe kues foddre <11300 Cursor M 3317 (Cott

)

Fodder and hai pou sal find bun c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's
Prol 14 Gras-tyme is doon, my fodder is now forage
c 1440 Promp Parv 168/2 Foddui, bestys mete, or forage.
1563 Turner Herbal n 74 Som nationes make fothei for
Cattel of Dates 1607 Dryden Vtrg Georg m 331 The
youthful Bull must in the Stall his Fodder find 1765 T
Hutchinson Hist Mass I. 207 The hay serves for fodder
for theu cattle 1816 J Smith Panorama Sc 4 Art II 634
Bean-straw makes good fodder, when cut to chaff 1883

S, C. Halt Retrospect II 323 Thcie was foddei limning
to waste on the slopes of every mountain.
tiansf 1890 A J Wauttrs S tanlcfs Ennn Pasha hafed

ix 167 For foddei all they [locomotives] want is wood
-[3 Child, offspring Obs iaie~ l Cf Food sb 6
13 A' Alts, 645 Kyng Phelip saide to the modur, 1 Thou

hast horn a sori foder 1
'

4 attrib and Comb , as foddet g/ass, house,

passage, plant', fodder-cheese (sec quot 1884);
fodder-corn, a supply of fodder for the horses of

a feudal lord, ot an equivalent in money
,
also the

right of exacting this.

1784 Twamlly Dairying 25 As the quantity of *Fodclct
Cheese sent to London Markets clearly shews 1884 Clash
Gloss

,
Fodder cheese, cheese made when they [cows] .ue

bung foddered on hay 1653 Dugdai f Monast Angl 1

297 a, Redditusqui dicuntur Hidagunn &. *Foddcrcoin 1830
LiNDitv Nat Syst Hot 304 The best *fodder-Gi asses of
Emope are usually dwarf species 1807 P Gass Jrnl 209
This lodge is built much alter the form of the Virginia
* fodder houses z88z Oan vn ,

*Foddet passage, thep issnge
in a cattle-shed along which the food is carried for cattle

1894 Daily News 23 June 6/6 A new “foddei plant, known
as the Sibei mn knot-grass

Fodder (fp doj), v. Forms: 3 foper, 4 foddre,
5-6 foder, 7-8 fother, 6- fodder [f prec sb , cf

MDu. and D11 voederen, OIIG fuoh/cn (MIIG
vuotern, vueiern, Gei fntietn), ON fid?a ] traits

To give fodder to (cattle) *, to feed with (some-
thing) as fodder. )* In early use gen To feed
a 1300 E E. Psalter xx\[1] 3 For pi name me lede and

foper [printed froper. Vulg enutrics] (1011 sal 1382 [see

l'oooruin ppl a ] c 1460 lowneUy Myst. (Surtees) 89
Let us go fodei our mompyns 1523 Fir/iirun Hush. § 70
Horses and shepe, maye not be fodcred togethci in wynter.
1641 BrsT Farm Bis (Surtees) 73 Yow are neaver to

fother sheepc soc louge as they can gette any thing on the

gtowndc 1707 Morumir limb. 172 Stiaw wilt do well
enough to Fodder them with. 1773 Barki r in Phil Trans
LX I II 222 There was so little grass . . that many wcic foil cd
to fodder their cattle 1833 Miss Mm onn Village Ser v.

(1863) 328 A lad had gone thither for hay to foddei his

cattle 1876 Whitby Gloss sv dodder, ‘Fodder’d up',
fed and bedded, as tne stalled animals.
iransf and Jig 1659 H More Ittimort Soul in. xvm

§ 12 This notion of foddering the Stars with the thick foggs
of the Earth. 1742 Young Nt. Th ui 42 This foreign
field, Wheic nature fodders him [man] with other food
1891 Daily News 26 Jan 6/3 They fodder then souls
on all kinds of stale and witheied doctnnal herbage

fb To give cattle fodder upon (gioiind). Also
Tofodder on (ground), in indirect passive Obs.

1635 [see FoonrRiNG 1] 1664 EvrtYN A’al Holt May
56 A place that has been well fother’d on. 2693 [sec Fon.
dtrldppt a.]

Hence Fo ddered ppl a.

1383 Wvclif 1 Sam xxvm 24 A foddicd [*388 fat] cair

*693 Dryden Clcotncnes in u, Accursed he thou, giass-eating
foddeied god ' 1693 Evllyn De la Quint Conipl Laid
Gloss

, FotherdGi minds, ground upon wlucli C.ittcl are fed
in Winter, with Hay, &c ,

to belter it 1713 Young Last
Day 11 236 The fodder’d beast

Fodder, obs. foi in of Fother.
Fodderer (ffdaraa). [f Fodder v. + -eb 1

]
One who foddei s or feeds (cattle)

1623 Minsheu, Ci uero, a fodderer of cattle 1691 J P.
Quakers Unmasked 16 Cattle that kick against then
Foddcrers 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod Diets

Fo’ddering, vbl sb. [f Fodder v + -ing1.]
1 . The action of the vb. Fodder.
cisjo Pride ,5 Lowl (1841) 54 Faithest from skil, But yf

it be in fodderyng of a bcasL 1655 Hautlib Legacy (cd 3)
249 This way of pastuung of Clover will be a kind of fod-
dering of the land, and rather improve then linnau it. 1727
Bradley Fain Did s v Earn, Barns for the more con-
venient Foddering of Cattle with the Stiaw.
2 . conct. An allowance of foddei.
1601 Holland Phny I 401 Ten pound of it is a sufficient

foddering for an hoise 1808 Curwln Ecou Feeding Is totk
55 A foddering of straw fiom six to eight pounds
jig 1622 Mabde tr Aleman's Gusman d‘

A

1/ 11 46 Then
did she reduce vnto her remembrance ..what drie foddertngs
liedidgiueher 1662 Rump Songs (1874! I 161 A foddering
of Prayer four hours by the Clock. 1843 Carlyle Mist,
(1857) IV 267 Heavy fodderings of Jesuit theology
3. attrib and Comb , asfoddering band, boy, cord

,

ground, herb, place, rack, + stead, time.
*837 Boston Advett 17 Jan 2/2 One fork and one *fod-

dering band 1827 Clare Shcfh Cal 21 N01 Img’iing
wait the *foddenng-boy 1890 Gloucester sh Gloss

,
*Fod-

dering coid, a hair and hemp cord used for binding up hay
to take out to beasts 1789 W Marshal: Gloucester I 230
A small dry grass mclosure, (near the homestall)—pio-
vmcially a foddering ground ’—wheie they have their fill

of hay 1816 F Vandtrstratten Impr Agnc 8 Roots
and ^foddering herbs for cattle 1587 Mascall Govt Cattle
(1627) 203 The Shepheard .shall often cleanse the Hoddei-
mg places of his sheepe 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg m 606
Salt Herbage for the *fodd’ring Rack provide 1619 AT
Ruimg Rec IV 153 A messuage and land with one
*fothennge stead 1641 Btst Faim Bks (Surtees) 10 As
soon as *fothermge time is past remoove them

Fodderless (tydailes), a [f Fodder sb. +
-less ] Without fodder
1832 Tail's Mag XIX. 760 Fodderless cattle
’[ Fo-dding. Obs — 1 [I iorfculyngi—OXL fadung

apportionment ] ?A division.
73 1C Alts 48 Wyse men fond also there, xij foddyng to

thes yere Thes furste was cleped Mars, That othir Avenl
[etc ]

t Fode, sb Obs 1 are — 1
? One who beguiles

with, fair woids (see the verb)

<11529 Sun ton Manet ly Margcty 10 Strawe, Jamys
fodei

,
ye play the fade, I am no h.tkney for your rode

3

( Fode, v. Obs. Forms . a 6 foad, foude, foode,
7 foord, 4-6 fode. /3 6 foder, fowder, foadre’
[Of obscure etymology
Commonly regauled as a fig use of Foon v The occa-

sional use of to feed forth instead of to fode forth, (see
I'r no v 2 b) seems to show that the woid was sometimes
so interpieted in rs-i6th c, but the spelling_/<Wf

1
and the

late survival offode, prove that the vowel sound was not
that which rcpiesentcd OE S, but that which lepresented
OE d 01 OE 0 in open syllables No ceitam connexions
are known , Grimm gives several examples of an early mod
Gei yWsb.app meaning 1 guile, deceit ’]

1. Dans. To beguile with show of kindness or fair

words , to entertain with delusive expectations
; to

encouiagc or confirm in a foolish purpose 01
opinion, soothe m fancied secuuty

; to give coun-
tenance to (a delusion'),

a £1350 JkV/ Paid ue 1 646 Fonle )>ow mefodest wi[> hi faire
wotdes. Ibid 57 pe clici 1 foded it flic bam] wi|>flomes &.
wi|> faire by hest. 1526 Ski i ton Magnyf 1719, I am not
wont to fode Them th it daie put theyi truste in me 1565
CAr Fun l A nsw heat Crosse (1846) 3 Least you yout
seines be fooded in your folly 1565 Goi ding Ovid's Met
vn (1587) 99b, The morning foading this my feare, to
fuithei my dunce, my shape had alteied with a tuce
1571 — Calvin on Ps \x\11 1 The fiowarde reckelesse-
ntssc of the ilesh fodclh many
p 154S State Papers Hen VIII, X 297 Thcmpcreur
myndoth to fowdei Ilts Highncs with wooides of pleasure,
until he may [etc ] 1571 Mirr Mag , Ilnurs xxxn, And
as they foatlrcd [1563 fo.uled] these and diuers other With
like deceit they vsed the King my brother

2 To fode for th, (oceas Jorwai d, off, on, out)
;

a To lead on (a person, etc ) by raising delusive
expectations

;
to ‘lob off’ with excuses or evasive

devices for gaining time
a 1479 Sra J 1’aston in Pasioti Lett No 840 III 235, I

hopyd to have boiowyd some off Tounescnd and he hath
floody d me ffoithe cvyrsynys 1525 Ln Bi uncus Irorss II
cxvviii [cxxiv] 365 The duke alwayes fodc>d hym foi the and
made scmblant that he had great affection to treate foi

this manage 1556 J Hi vwoon S’puhr 4- F' 1 30 A booke
I tooke in hand home thmge to reade, to fode foorth fan-
tasie 1573 Bare 1 Alv F 827 He was fooded foorth m
vame with long talke 2591 IIakingion Oi l Bur. ix Ux,
In this meme time with words he foded out 'I he woi thy
Earle 1603 Knolies Hist links 114 Feeding him vp
with fane words, and fooidmg him on from time to time
with delates 1616 IIiruoN Wks II. 42 Hee feeds and
foadcs vs off with vainc words

(3 , *545 State Pap Hen. VIII, X. 297 If he shall still

foder Us forth with fiyre wordes
b To waste (tune), delay 01 postpone (a matter)
by evasive excuses Also absol
1525 Li> III rni us 1ions II. \hi 129 Syr Othcs foded

foi th the tyrme as he that wyst not what to do 1529 More
Lorn/ agst Jub, 11 Wks. 1163/2 The Wolfe would not
route to confession tyl I’alnic sondaye and then foded
yet forth farther, on tyl good I'ry (lay. 1544 State Pap
Hen i III, IX. 653 They seke. to fode the matici foiwnule,
until [etc ] *577 tr Bulling* r'\ Decades (1592) 237 Wliat-
socuer is foailed off till a longer time then it ought to he.

Fode, -er, -yr, obs ff Pood, I odder, Fother
Foderate (fffdere't), a Numism. iaic. [ad

med.Lat . fodei dt-us, f Rom. *fodeio (It. fodei 0,

OF. ftterre), a. Teul. *fOdi - sheath, case (see note

s.v Fodder). The etymologically equivalent F
fow r£ is used 111 the same sense.] Of a coin

:

Coated or sheathed.
1854 Badiiam Halieut 287 note, Fodeiate coins consist

of an intenoi or amma of copper laminated on both sides

with an apparently continuous coating of the purest silver.

•[ Fodge, v Obs — 1 =Fadgjs v 6.

159* Lviv hndynt iv 11, My fancies began to fodge

Fodgel (fp dgel), a Sc. [f podge

,

vai. of Fadqe
sb -1 + -el 2

]
* Fat, squat and plump * (Jam ).

1724 Ramsay Tea t Misc (1733I I. 23,

1

am a fine fodgel
lass 1789 Burns Grose's Peregrin 11, If ye chance to light

Upon a fine, fat, fodgel wight 1858 M Poiiteous Sonter
Johnny ix He was a gash wee fodgd body
Fodient (fun dicnt), a and sb. [ad L fodient-

cm, pr pple offodtre to dig

]

A . adj. Digging; (ofceitain animals) burrowing.
1676 Coles, Fodient, digging 17a* in Bailey *88* Nature
XXIV. 209 bucli arc its fodient powers that [etc ]

B. sb A bunowing animal
1879 E W Whitt in Proc Zool Soc (1880) 9 As a fodient

it perhaps excels all other burrowing animals *888
Riverside Nat Hist V 61 As a family the Fodients are
entitled Orycteropodidse

tFod’me,^ Obs [f root of Food.] ?Pioduct.
£*250 Gen >5- E.t 124 De Sridde dai was al Sis wrojt.
And erSes fodme on werldes brojt

tFo’daie, v Obs— l In 4 fodeme [f as

prec Cf Fodden v.) traits To produce.
£ *400 Pistil of >S rtsan 92 [>e fyge and ]>e filbert were

fodemed so fayre

+ Fo’dnetll. [?OE. */6dno8 (Somnei), f root

offoda, Food Cf. Fodden, v ] Sustenance
c *175 Lamb Horn 137 Swulche monne J>e he ahte mid

nhte helpe to fodneSe and to scrude
Fodyr, obs foi in of Fodder, Fother
Foe (fu“), a and sb Forms adj 1 fah, f^5,

2-7 (see forms of the sb ) ; sb. sing 1 sef&, 2-3 lfa>

xfo, ivo, 2-6 fa(a, 3 south va, (4 fau), 3-6 fo(o,

3 south vo, (3 foa), 4-5 Sc. fai, fay, 8-9 Sc. fae,

5~ foe pi a weak forms : 1 £ef&n, 2—3 ifan,
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lfon, won, i fan, foan, south, voan, (feon), 4-7
fon(e, foon(o, 4 south von, 6 foan, 5-6 foyn.

0

strong forms . 4-5 fa(a)s, faes, fais, fase, 4-6

fois, foo(e)s, 5 fos(e, (5 fosse, 6 fowys, Sc fays'),

8-9 Sc. faes, 4- foes [repr two distinct OE.
words

. (1) the simple /ah, fag adj (:—OTeut.

*faiho-) , (2) the compound gefd sb (wk. masc ),

oiiginally an absolute use of *gefdh adj. (not re-

corded as such) = OHG gtfefi at feud, odions

(MHG gevkh ,
geve) •— OTeut *ga-faiho-, where

the prefix imports the notion of ‘mutually’ (see Y-)

As in many other sbs
,
the prefix ge-, 1-, fell away

m early ME
,
so that the compound sb. and the

absolute use of the simple adj became coincident
The Tent adj *faiho- (represented only in W Ger ) is

referred to the Aryan root *peiq- poiq- piq-, whence OIrish
oech enemy ( —potqos\ Gr irucpos bitter, Lith pikta-s angry
The current statement that the word is etymologically akin

to Fiend depends on the doubtful hypothesis that the root

*peiq- is an. extension of ''pet- to hate ]

-j-A adj Ohs (In i6-i7th c, the adjectival

use is to be regarded as a new development from
the sb ,

not as a continuation of the OE adj )

1

At feud with

,

hostile, mimical (to)

Beown/Bix He wses fa£ wiS god a 1175 Cott, Horn 231

Frend oSer fend, hold o'Ser fa C1425WYNTOUN Cron vm
xxxvii 164 Fortown forsyd hyr to be Fa a 1568 Ascham
Scholem 11 (Arb ) 91 So fast to frende, so foe to few, so

good to euery wight. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1 xlvn 154
An enemie-country and foe land

2 . Hindering progress, rough, rugged
c 1340 Caw <$• Gr Knt 1430 Bitwene a flosche in hat

fryth & a foo cragge

B. sb (Now somewhat rhetorical', superseded m
general use by Enemy.)
1. In early use, an adversary in deadly feud or

mortal combat ; now in wider sense, one who hates

and seeks to injure another , a personal enemy
a 100a Laws JElfrcd 11 (Thorpe) xlu, Gif he maegnes

hasbbe J>set he his gefan bende c 1175 Lamb Horn 87
God heotn aredde wio heore ifan and heom fordude c 1200

Trm Coll Horn 2x9 Nu is euenhc man lfo }>are he solde

fren be a 1225 Ancr R. 274 pauh )n foa hurte Jje o<$e vet

a 1230 Owl 4 Night 1714 Mom man . Thuih belde worde
Deth his ivo tor arehwe swete a 1300 CursorM 1503

(Cott ) Hys faas to bring al o lijf 1340 Ayenb 255 He
ualjj lijthche me J?e honden of his uon *373 Barbour
Bruce 11 208 Robert the bruce, that wes his fa c 1460

Tovmeley Myst (Surtees) 223 And fieyndes fynde I foyn

1526 Tindale Matt x 36 A mannes fooes shalbe they of his

owne housholde 1625 Milton On Deathfair Infant 66

1 o slake his wrath whom sin hath made our foe 1728 Pope
Dune hi 177 Embrace, embrace, my sons I he foes no more 1

1787 Burns Tam Samson's Elegy vu, Your mortal fae is

now awa’, Tam Samson's dead 1 1823 Byron Jnan vm
lxx, He could crack His jest alike m face of friend or foe

1859 Tennyson Elaine 1083 He makes no friend who never
made a foe

b Ourfoe,
the archfoe . the Devil

,
=Enemy i b

a 1223 Ancr R 62 Vre vo, t>e weoireur of helle c 1366

Chaucer ABC 84 Lat not our alder foo make his bobance
1667 Milton P L vi 259 The arch foe subdu’d Or Captive
drag’d 111 Chains

e. In a weaker sense : An adversary, antagonist,

opponent.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg u 776 The Groom . . watches

with a Trip lus Foe to foil 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I

133 Made happy that the foe the prize hath won
d. transf. andfig. (a) One who feels unfriendly

or acts in opposition or prejudicially to (some
thing), an ill-wisher

,
(b) Anything that harms or

is likely to injure.
(a) 1607 Shaks Cor 111 1. 176 A Foe to’th’pubhkeWeale

1742 Pope Dime iv. 460 A gloomy Clerk, Swoin foe to

Myst'ry, yet dmnely dark 1813 Shelley Q Mdb ix 176
Death is no foe to vntue 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 508,
I hold that man the worst of public foes Who [etc ]

(b) c 1200 Trm Coll Horn. 33 Crist him hadde warned
togenes Jire fon, synne sor and deaS 14x3 Ptlgr Servile

(Caxton 1483) iv xx 65 Myrthe is to me become a very foo

1607 Shaks Timon n 11 241 That thought is Bounties
Foe. 1807 Crabbe Village 11 192 Grief is a foe, expel him
then thy soul

2 One belonging to a hostile army or nation, an

enemy in battle or war
c 1205 Lay 215 Inne J>ane fehte his feon heo him bi-

nomen 1373 Barbour Bruce xvm 228 Deliuent of sic

felloune a faa c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 54 Foly it \Vas

. Succour to sek of thar aide mortale fa
.

1391 SiENsrR
Vis Bellay 66 A barbarous troupe of clownish fone 1667
Milton P, L 1 437 Before the Spear Of despicable foes

*704 Addison Poems, Campaign , Give thy brave foes their

due 1838 Thirlwall Greece III 231 Abundant oppor-
tunities of annoying their hereditary foes in the land of
their fathers 1887 Bowen Virg. VEneid 11 71 Trojans eye
me m wrath, and demand my life as a foe 1

3 collect

.

A hostile force ,
= Enemy 3

*393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 1 iv. 3 All my followers, to the
eager foe Turne back, and flye 1633 Massinger Guardian
1 i, For a flying foe, Discreet and provident conquerors
build up A bridge of gold 1794 Burns On the Seas 4- Far
Away, He’s on the seas to meet the foe 18x6 Byron
Ch liar in, xxv, Whispering with white lips—1 The foe *

they come 1 they come 1 ’ i86x M Pattison Ess (1889)
I 47 Long after London had ceased to fear a foreign foe.

4 . attnb, and Comb
,

as foe-god ;
foe-reaped,

' -subduingr&}s
, foe-ltke, adj andadv. ;

also ffoe-
hearted a., having the heart of a foe, hostile;

+ foe-Troy a. (nonce-wd ), hostile to Tioy.

1870 Rossetti Eden Denver 53 Is not the *foe-God weak
as the foeman When love grows hate in the heart of a
woman? 1398 Rowlands Betraying Christ 6 Now *foe-
harted, trecherous of intent 1536 J Heywood Spider 4 F.
lxiu 57 These *folike freendes 1638 G. Sandys Parctphr
Lament 11 13 He Foe-1 ike hath bent his Bow 18x2 Byron
Curse Minerva 301 The rifled mansion, and the *foe-reap’d
field 1390 T Watson Eclog Death Sir F IValsingham
300 Poems (Aib ) 169 Where arms are vsd by *foe-subauing
poweis 1615 Chapman Odyss xiv 332 1 ill the Thunderer
drew Our Forces out in his ’‘foe-Troy decrees

t Foe, v Obs [f piec sb] t/ans a To set

at enmity, b To make or treat as a foe or

enemy
c 1200 Trm Coll Horn. 209 J)e deuel fode }>e forme man

wi5 god 1396 Spenser F Q vi xi. 6 Sith m his powre
she was to foe or frend 1602 Warner Alb Eng x lv.

(16x2) 245 So far was she from fooing her that sought her
life and Rayne
Fo(e, obs foim of Few.
I* Fcede, a Obs —1 [ad L feedus foul ] Foul
1637 Tomlinson Reitou 'j Disp 319 No King was ever

coirepted with such a fcede disease.

Foederal, Fcederally, FcecLity: see Fed-.

t Foe’liood. Obs [f Foe + -hood, app an
alteration of food, earlier form of Feud sb 2

] En-
mity, hatred

,
a state of mutual hostility

*375 Laneham Let (1871) 17 At vtter deadly fohod 1606
Warner Alb Eng w xevi (16x2) 382 And faith with vs not
to be held, but foehood euermore 1623 Jackson Christ’s

Answ § 57 Wks 1844VI 417 These strange reconciliations

and composals of these inbred fohoods

t Foe ish, a Obs rare [f Foe sb + -ISH]
Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a foe

1366 Drant Wait Hierem Kjb, Fell into foyshc hande.
Ibid K iij b. He bent his bowem foyshe guyse

FoeTess.tf [f Foe sb +-less] Havmgnofoe
1863 S Evans Bio Fabian 102 Nickar the soulless Sits

. Friendless and foeless

Foeman (f<?“ man) arch and poet Forms:
see Foe. [OE fdhman,i fah, Foe cz -t-

M

an ]

An enemy 111 war, an adversary
a 1000 Polit Laws VElfied v, Gif hie fah mon fceierne

J

a 1175 Cott Horn 241 Ne nanman ne fiht baton wi?S his
!

lfdmenn a 1223 Ancr R 404 Mon worpeS Grickischs fur

upon his fomen, & so me ouerkumeS ham 1373 Barbour
Bruce vi 648 He of his famen four has slayn 14 Sir
Beues 244 (MS M ) Dame, whyhaste thou my faderbetrayde

And wyll be wedyd to his foman? 1379 Spenser Sheph
Cal Feb 21 Ne euer was to Fortune foeman 1620 Quarles
Jonah (17x7) 48 To save us harmless from our Fo mans
jaws x8xo Scott Lady ofL v x, Foemen worthy of their

steel 1864 A McKay Hist Kilmarnock 12 Every move-
ment of the advancing foeman

+ Foe’mate. Obs rare. [f. Foe sb. + Mate ]

? One matched against another in battle ; an enemy
1592 Wyrley A rmone, Ld Chandos 93 His folks assaild,

the foemate was too strong.

Foenugreek, var of Fenugreek
Foeship (f^’jip). [f. Foe sb. + -ship.]

•J*
1 Enmity, hatred. Obs.

c 1200 Trin Coll Horn 45 panne is here foshipe turnd al

to frendshipe 13 EE Alht P B 919 No foschip

oure fader hatz J»e schewed 1336 Aureho 4* Isabel Fuj,
The foshippe that you beare me.

2 The relation of foes nonce-use.

1883 H Stevp ns in Athensum 6 Oct 433/3 His friendships

and foeships

Festal, fetal (fftal), a. [f F<et-us + -al]
.

Of or pertaining to or of the nature of a foetus

;

m the condition of a feetus

x8xx B Waterhouse Botanist 11 26 A glutinous sub

stance, laid up for the nourishment of the foetal animal

1834 J. Forbes Laennec's Dis Chest (ed 4) 663 The action

of the foetal heart 1858 J H Bennet Nutrition 1 1 During
foetal life the materials of nutrition are supplied by the

mother 1839 Darwin Ong Spec xiv 397 Ihe presence

of teeth m foetal whales

fig 1820 Coleridge Lett. (1836) I 88 Meteorology, a

science so misnamed, which so far from being xn its infancy

is not yet in its fetal state X890J H Stirling Gtjford Led
v 88 TLheir life was as yet foetal m the State, their mother.

fFce’tant, a Obs - 1 erron, -ent. [ad L
fetant-em, pr pple. offetare : see next ] Fruitful

1678 R R[ussell] Geber 1. xg Our Stone is no other than

a Foetent (or fruitful) Spirit and Living Water

Foeta’tion, feta'tion. [agent-n f. L fetare

to pioduce offspring, f. root of fetus Foetus ]

The formation of a foetus or embryo
1669 Worlidge Syst Agnc, (1681) 3 The fruitful Fcetation

and Progeny of Animals 1677 Hales Prim Ong Man.
111 vi. 280 The Eggs of Silkworms being ripen’d to foeta-

tion by the heat of the Sun 1831 F H Ramsbqtham
Qbstet Med (ed 3) 631 Extra-uterine fcetation

Foeticide, feticide (fr‘ tissid). [f Fcet-us +
-(i)cide : see -cide 2 ] The action of destroying

a foetus or causing abortion. Also attnb

1844 in Hoblyn Diet Med x86s M Hopkins Hawaii

365 Foeticide and abortion are meant to be included

under infant murder 1889 J M. Duncan Led Du
Women Yin (ed 4) 49 The value of foeticide treatment.

Hence Fcetici dal a
,
of or peitaming to foeticide.

In some mod. Diets

Foetid, Foetor, var forms of Fetid, Fetob.

Pestiferous, fetiferous (f*ti feras), a [f.

L fetifer (f fet-us offspring + -fer producing) +

-ous] Producing offspring.

X636-81 in Blount Glossogr X773 in Ash. *839 Todd
Cyct Altai V 387/2 Au ' undisputed case ofpurely ovarian

foetiferous ovum

Similarly Foeti fle a. [see -no], making fruitful

(Bailey 1727, vol II). Fcetifica tion [see -fica-

tion], a bringing forth fruit (Bailey 1737, vol ID.

Fcetiparous a. [+L -partis producing (pat dtt

to produce) + -ous]. (See quot )
1884 Syd. Soc. Lex , Fcetipai ous, producing premature

offspring, such as occurs m Marsupialta

+ Feature. Obs Also 5-7feture, 6-7 feature,

[ad l^./etura, f *fe-\ seeFcETUs]
1. The action or process of bearing young
c 1420 Pallad on Hush iv 731 Luke water best helpeth

thaire feture [note calvyng). 1657 Tomlinson Renon's
Disp 447 [The Hen] exhibits most commodious focture

2 concu a. The embryo; the foetus b The
matnied offspring; the product Also collect.

1343 Raynold Byrih Mankynde (1564) 27 b, A continuall

course of blood redy to norysh the feature, so sone as it

shalbe concerned 1638 Rowland Monfet's Theat Ins 984
The feture is so tender, that with the least touch it is

bruised to pieces

fig *584 tr Latimer's Serm Luke xvi in Frtntf Serm
12 Some of them mgendred one, some other, such features

1603 B Jonson Volpotte Ded , Because in some mens
abortiue features ,U is cuer-true

Foetus, fetus (ft tos). [a L. fetus (u stem)

offspring (incorrectly written feetus), i. root *fe- to

produce offspring Aryan *bhwe-, an extension

of root *bheu-, bhu-, to grow, come into being

see Be v ]
The etymologically preferable spelling with e in this word

and its cognates is adopted as the standard form in some
recent Diets

,
but in actual use is almost unknown.

The young of viviparous animals in the womb,
and of oviparous animals m the egg, when fully

developed.
1398 Trevisa Baith De P R v xlix (1495) *67 The

chylde that is conceyued in the moder hyght Fetus m
latyn 1594T B LaPnuiand Fr Acad 11 397 At this time

the burthen la called Foetus of the Latines, and Embry on of

the Greekes 1660 Boyle New Exp Phvs Mech Digress

373 The Foetus respires in the Womb 1796 De Serra
in Phil Trans LXXXVI 500 Ihe gems as correspondent

to living born foetuses 1847-71 T R Jones Amin Kingd
(ed 4) 867 We have yet to learn how the feetus is matured
after the exhaustion of this supply

tiansf 1602 Bentley Boyle Lect 142 The soil, pregnant

and big with foetus’s of all imaginable structures of

body

Fog (fpg), sb 1 Also 4, 6-7, 9 fogg(e, 6 Sc foge,

7, 9 feg, 8 -SV. fouge, fug [of unknown origin ,

the Welshjfiug

'

dry grass ’ (O. Pughe), often given

as the source, is from Eng.]

1 a The grass which springs up immediately

after the hay-crop has been taken off, afteimath.

b The long grass left standing in the fields during

winter
,
rank grass. (To leave) underfog with the

long grass standing.
X3 E. E Alht P B 16B3 He fares forth on alle faure,

fogge watz his mete, c 1400 Sowdone Bab 2865 And fdle

oure somers withe fog and haye 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixi 34 Great court horss puttis me fra the staw, To fang

the fog be firthe and fald 1570 Levins Stamp 157

Fogge, postftEiuum 1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 130

I haue knowne the fogge of this close letten from Michael-

masse till Lady-day for 33s 4d 1674 N Cox Genii

Recreat. m (1677) 40 These Partridges do lodge in the

dead Glass or Fog under Hedges 1789 Trans, Soc

Encourag. Arts VII 39 The fog, or after grass, wasMd in 1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon (1813) 226

it year’s fog is pared down as close and even as

possible 1834 Brtt. Husb I. 484 The precaution of

leaving a portion under fog forms a sure resource against

a scarcity of summer feed. 1876 WorliN No 115 13 To
be let, the eatage of fog on thuteen acres of old grass-

land.

+ C. ?A growth of this grass. Obs.—1

i66x Lovell Hist Amm. Mm. 158 They . . make their

nests in foggs

d. ? A tangled mass
x86g Blackmore Lama.D x, Where a fog was of rushes,

and floodwood, and wild celery-haulm.

2 Sc and north. =Moss.
C1450 Henryson Mar. Fab 9 It was a sober wane, Of

foge and fame full febilhe way made 1494 in Ld Tteas

Acc. Scotl. I. 249 Item gyffyne for fog to the barge lijs

1724 Raysay Tea-t Misc. (1733) I 66 Between hands

.

we'll, sport upon the velvet fog 1750 in Ramsay Sc Irov

12 A rowingstane gathers nae fog 1788 E Pickun Elegyon

Yon Place Poems 181 Green fug, mantlan’ owre the sclates.

Held out the air 1803 Forsyth Beauties Scotl II 458

Lime is the mortal enemy of all sorts of fog or moss 1853

G Johnston Nat Hist E. Bard. 261 The term ‘fog

comprehends many species of Hypna.

3. attrib and Comb , as fog grass, -harrow,

-land, -moss Also, fog-cheese =» eddtsh-cheese ;

fog-earth, peat; fog-fruit (see quot.); fog-

house (see quot.).

1822 Nares, *Fog-cheeses in Yorkshire, are such as are

made from this latter grass. x886 Elworthy W Somerset

Word-bk , *Fog-earth, peat, bog earth 1866 Treas. Bat ,

*Fogfrmt, an American name for Ltppia nodtfiora 1886

ElworthyW Somerset Word-bk ,*Fog-grass, coarse sedgy

grass, such as grows in wet places. x88o Antrim tjr Down
Gloss ,

*Fog-7tarrow, a harrow to clear moss away. 184*

C W Johnson Farmeds Encycl. 494 A ’'fog-house means

a house built or lined with moss. 18*9 J Hodgson in J.

Raine Mem . (1858) II. 158 The corn and
J,

foglands 1805

Forsyth Beauties Scatl. II 257 Yellowish, or *fogg-moss,

is much less compact than [black moss]
48-2



FOGk 380 FOGGINESS

Fog (fyg\ sb 1 Also 6-7 fogge [prob a back-

formation from Foggi a J

|- 1 1, Flabby substance (m the body), un-

wholesome fat,
1 waste flesh’ (cf. quot fiom Pals-

grave sv Foggy 3) Obs [Cf Foam a 3 ]

1586 Enrcm MthiHt.lt vm 124 In stead of firme substance

the bodie is ouuchaigeil with a counts rfette kind of fatte,

and hydropicul fogge, which beareth shewc of good liabitc

II [Cf. Foggy a 4.]

2 Thick mist 01 watery vapoui suspended in the

atmosphere at 01 neat the eat Ill’s surface; an

obscuied condition of the atmospheie due to the

presence of dense vapour.

1544 Late Es.pcd. Siotl C in a, The sonne biakc out, the

fogge went awaye 1578 'J’ Ellis 111 Hakluyt Voy HI 4 *
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' 1 I'll
darkest foge on the Ihames that was cvei known. 1758 John-
son Idler No 49 P 8 IIills obscuied by fogs 1833 Hi
MAiirtNUAuZiw/rtiJ Lugger 1 in a3 A dense fog hung so low

that theie was no use in keeping natch i860 Tyndm l Chit

1 \ 66 His guides had lost then way 111 the fog 1887

AsiiBY-SirRHY Lazy Minsti (1892) 141 'I is sometimes

jellow, sometimes brown, A London Fog!

b fig In a jog • at a loss to know what to do.

1602 Mausion Antonio's liev m i Wks 1856 I. 105

.Stoop and beat downe this rising fog of shame 1612

Drayton Poly-olb To Edr
,
The thicke fogges and mists

of ignoiance 1792 Wolcott (P Pindarj Ode to Ld
Lonsdale Wks 1812 III 45 The people’s biams ate losing

then old fogs 1874 MiCMiniWAnL Mod Par Churches

326 Our sculptors uie still blinded by the pseudo-Gieck fog

1888 M. Robertson Lombard St Myst xx.ii, I confess that,

until it came to light, I was in a fog

3. t/ansf a. Any abnormal darkened state of

the atmosphere b. Any substance diffused

through the atmospheie, so as to cause daikness;

a daik mass (of smoke). Also slang= Smoke
1601 Shaics Ttvel. N iv ii 48 Ignorance, in which thou

ait more pu/el'd then the /Egyptians 111 their fogge 1609

Garth Disjtcus, m. 30 Smouldrmg Fogs of smoke benight

the Fire r 1700 Street Robberies Consult) 'd, Pot?, smoke,

1854 Killy & Tomlinson tr At age's Ash on fed sj 133

The fog of 1783 extended from the norlh of Africa to

Sweden It lose above the loftiest mountains

4. Ihotogr A cloud or coaling obscuring a

developed plate

1838 Sutton Did PJwtogr. s v , A fieqnent cause of fog

is [etc ] 1873 Si'ON Workshop Rec. I. 254 A deposit of red

fog will lake place.

5 Shoit for Fog-signal 2 .

1883 F. S Wn liams Our Iron Roads ix. (ed 4) 29s As
long as the distance-signal Stands at

1 danger ' lie is to keep
two ‘fogs' 011 the rail

0, alti ib and Comb.

a allrib, as fog cloud, -land, -smoke.

1846 Whittier E.xtles In. No “fog cloud veiled the deep
1886 Genii. Mag Apr. 411We step into the luminous “fog-

land of poetry 1808 Scorx Mann 11 Introd is. Rises the

“fog-smoke white as snow.

b. tsp in the names ofinstalments used forgiving

warning in foggy weatliei, as fog-alarm ,
-bell,

detonator

,

-gong
; -gun, -horn, -trumpet, -whistle.

Also Fog-signal.
1841 Longt Wreck Ilesp,, ’Tis a 'fog bell on a lock-

bound coast 189a Pall MctllG. 17 Oct 4/3 Ihe cap of

a “fog detonator 1883 Rtshencs E.\hib Caial 32 A Bell

Metal Chinese “Fog Gong 1838 in Merc Marine Mag V
363 A gong and

v
fog-horn is. .sounded in foggy weather.

e. instrumental and originative, as fog-horn

,

-bound, -bred, -hidden,
-ridden

,
adjs.

1818 Keats Endymton it 278 The *fog-boin df 1855
Clarke Did , og bound, detainedby fog 1848 Kinosi ly
Saint's Trag 1, 111, This *fog-bred mushroom-spawn of hi am-
bickwits 1893 Catholic News 21 Jan 5/1 That Hog-hidden
day 1887 All Year Round 26 Feb 135 Our chilly k

fog-

udden towns.

d. Special comb. : fog-bow, a phenomenon
similar to the rainbow, produced by the action of

lightonthepaiticlesoffog, fog-circle = prec , fog-

dog (see Dog sb. 10) , fog-drift, a drifting mass of

fog
; fog-eater (see quot ) ;

fog-logged a , stopped

by fog; fog-man = Fogger <5
; 4 fog-pata, a stu-

pid muddle headed person ; fog-nng (see quot

)

1831 Brewster Optics xxxu 268 A “fog-bow, which re-

sembled a nebulous arch, in which the colotus were ltn istble

1890 E Gosse Life P. II Gosse 62 The lare Arctic appeal

-

ance known as the fog-bow, 01 “fog cirdc 1833 Ecclcstolog tst

XIV 390*Fog-drifts drove rapidly over the bleak ciag s 1867
Smytii Sailors Word Ik , *B'og-eater, a synonym of “fog?

dogandfog-bow 1846P Parley'sAnn VII 3 The Pi nice

Regent, proceeding towards Hatfield got fog-logged as

it was called, and could not proceed. 1883 F S Wili iams
Our Iron Roads ix (ed 4) 294 In that cottage lives a fog-

man * and he was wanted for his duties 1732 Hyp-Dodor 2

May 1/1 Reasoning with these eternal “Fog-pates 183s
Brande Supp!

,
*Fog-rings, banks of fog arranged in a

circular or ring form.

+ Fog, a. Obs. tare, [Shortened from Foggy
a ] Gross, bloated. Cf. Foggy a 3

1383 Stanyhurst Acneis hi. (Arb ) 92 Polyphem A fowle
fog monster

Fog (fyg), v 1 [f. Fog
1 . intr. To become overgrown with moss. Sc
27x3 Penvecuiic Twecddale 31 About this town [Peebles]

..fruit and forest trees, .are seldom seen either to fog or be

b uk-bound 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scoll I 525 the

bulges fog at the stein 1810 G Lhaimuis Caledonia II.

111 204 bl Bolhan’s well lieithet fogs not fleeces

2 , Ague ('pans ) a To leave land ‘ under foq :

see Fog sb t 1 and Fogging vbl sb b To feed

(cattle) on fog
1814 Day 11 s , I gin S lYahs I 5 15 We saw a piece that

' i" '1 .<’
• 1 \

* -
1

1 s‘ 1 Ye.us, and wsis

. iii 1 i8a<l (. .1- 1 1 'rloss s \' , When
funnels take the cattle out of then pastilles in autumn,
they say ‘they aie boun to fog them’ 18550011x11 buppl ,

Pag, in Tgrictiltuie, to feed olf tlic fog 01 pnsluie 111 Yvinlei,

as cattle x8g3 (Pitts (rloss , I eg, to give foddci to cattle

Fog (ffg), v'-1 [f 1 OG sb 1 Ct befog ]

1 turns To em elope with 01 as with fog; to

stifle with fog Albo^fi,1-

1399 Solution 4 P 1 C ij, Fog not thy gloiy Yvith so fowle

eclipse 1601 Hi* Barlow Dt/t/ne 19 Soniiinics by clouds

it [the sun] is enueluped, and by mists fogged <11684

Li k. 11 ion Comm 1st Pit 1. 10-12 1 hat the light of divine

Until in ly net be fogged and misted with filthy y apom

s

1811 Hyuon Lit to Mrs Avion 14Jan , I might have stayed,

smoked 111 yom toYViis, 01 fogged 111 your countiy,a cenltny

x88x W, C RussliL Otean hue Lance I vi 296 The
huincnncs which fogged her decks w ith flying spume

2 fig To put (a pci son) m a ‘ log
5

,
to bewilder

utterly, mystify, perplev, to render (ideas, etc)

misty or confused.
1818 Ki Ais Lett Wks 1889 III rap I must fog your

nicmoues about them [ms books he bad bon owed] 1888

Ilitis tr Loud News Xmas No 11/1 These folks fog me
I can’t talk then lingo 1890 15 Siiahi-l 111 Nairn. jo Oct

C34 To niuge many species under the genus lbeus tends

to fog and confuse the ideas of gcogiaphical distulmtion

3 intr a To become covered or filled with

fog. (In mod Diets ) b To fog off to perish

from damp, to damp off.

1849 IIons

t

Aug, 221 Watch caiefully that decayed leaves

C -* c~ e t
1

e “ .< * logoff x88o N <5 (1 20 Nov
1 1 » . s . . , „ I s cuttings from bedding plants

Yvluch have not taken loot as having ‘ fogged off
1

.

4 . Fhotogr (tians ) To cloud or cover with an

obsenung coating. Also tofog ovei

1834 Jml Photogr. Soc. 21 Jan 163/2 The relative values

of aeid or alkaline baths with lespeet to ‘fogging over
1

the

nnpiessions taken on collodion 1863 Reader No 116

320/1 The negative was slightly fogged 1893 Sir R Ball
Story ofSun 2x0 The flash of sunlight fogged the plate

5 . llatlway slang {tntr

)

To place fog-signals

on the line in foggy weather
x886 Lloyds Weekly 26 Dec 1/5 Engaged in the duty of

‘ fogging ’ 1891 Star 21 Feb. 3/1 While he was fogging on
the south side of Charing cross bridge

Hence Fogged ppl a ;
Fo ggmg ppl a.

16x7 Hilron Wks (1619-20) II 191 In some sicknesses,

you shall see a man forget lumselfe a little by some fogging
sleepe x66x Fei t ham Resolves li Lusona x xviu, The bun,
bc'foreman'sd'uuningFaUThtcYvafogg’d - t

1" *"

1849 Men tst Dec 321 To itmove any fc
,

1

,e iJ85

SiLVLNsoN/Jr Jokyll 20 Undei tliefac.ei . < \

moon 1890 Wooijiiury lincycl. P/wtogi . 300 Fogged plates

will be produced if [etc ].

t Fog
1

,
vA Obs ran [

? Back formation fiom

Foggeu 1

] intr. To actm a { pettifogging’ manner

;

lo adopt underhand or unwoithy means to secure

gam lienee Fo ggmg ppl, a
1388M Kvu 1 n Terem e's A tub in v iv,Hah fogging knaue

i628 R S CounterStufflc l\i\r, Wert not for vs, thou bwad,
quoth hce, Wheie Yvould’st thou fog to get a fee? 164X Mu -

ion Rifoun 11 (1851) 63 Ihe Jogging proctorage of money
Fogage, obs form of Foggage
Fogan, fo gun) dial. Also foggm, fogon

[? cf OF fota loaf baked under the ashes (/Elfnc

Gen xviu 6) ] (See quots.)

x8xo Monthly Mag June 436 Fogan, fogon In some
nails of Com wall a cake made of the fat of poik and
barley meal 1848 C A Johns Week at L izm

d

228 lhe
lattei

,
Yvhu h tliev called ‘ foggin consisting of cakes made

of Yvhcaten flour and cuuants

Fog-bank, [f Fog sb 2 + Bank ^. 1
] (See

quot. 1867 ) Also jig

1639 D Pli l Impr Sea 499 note, Quoth the Ship-mastei,

It is but a fog-bank, theie is no danger 1769 Hirst lti Phil
Turns LIX 230 A daik cloud, orrathei fog bank 18x9

Byron Juan 11 scvi, The fiequent fog banks gave them
cause to doubt 1863 Merivalv Rom. Emp VIII hvm
366 '1 he clouds and fogbanks of Plotinus were 1 eplaced by
the cndiumg falme of the doctrine of the ChusUan Trinity

1867 Smyth Sailoi 's Woid-bk , log-bank, a dense ha/e, pie-

senting the appeaiance of a thick cloud testing upon the

horizon

Fogdom (fp gdom). nonce-iod [f Fog sb
'1 +

-dom ] The state of fog, foggy condition

1890 Longin Mag . Mar 488 The fogdom dun and broivn

Of thy streets, 0 London Town

t Foge. 1 Ohs [? cf. Feauges ] ? Some ailment.

1483 Cath Angl 137 Foge, renma, vumna [sic MS ,

? lead anemia\

Foge 2 (fcfrdg) Mm [Of obscure origin : peril,

local pronunciation of Forge] (See quot. 1778 ]

1778 W Pkyce Mm Cornub 321 Foge (Cornish), a forge 01

blowing-house for smelting ofTin. 1808 Polyvhele Cornish*
Eng Voc , Foge, a blowing house,

Fogey: see Fogy.

Foggage fp gedj). Sc. Also 7-8 fogage, (7
foggadge). [ad. Sc. Law-Lat. (14th c. fogagiuni)

prob. f. Fog sb !]

X. Law The pastunng of cattle on ‘ fog 5

,
the

privilege of doing this.

?rs 1300 tr Leges Foreslat uni xv in At Ads (1844) I 6q0
Gif Jre king yv ill set gus be )ie tym of fogage ]>e qnlnlk is fra

Jie fest of all hallow ys qulnl |>e fest of Sanct Patrikm lentryn
ilk beest sal pay vnj d for fogage [Orig per tempus fogasn
pi ofogagto], i593 hi Ads jas VI (1597) § 161 That the

s udis glebes he designed with fieedome of foggage, pastour-
- e. 1 11 f,.it ,1 ifj.. in > c, f** e tschue and entne 1872

t Jss I ' VI. 252 lhe foggage of the
• - a ill. -

2 M ' 1
I 1 - 1 j

1786 Burns To a Mouse iv, An’ naething, now, to big a
new .me O’ foggage gieem 1

Fogged (If’gd), fpl it. [f. Foa + -ed 1 ]
1 At Covered with moss, hence fig (well)

furnished or provided

1743 Maxwiii St l Tians Soi Imfirw Ague Scot
100 The glass is become veiy sour, full of spiets, and in

many places fogged 1790 billhums Poems 332 In case
auld lucky he well fogget <11800 Jamiison Pop. Ball
1 293 Foi uoucht but a house wife was wantin' To pleiush
lus Yveel foggit byke

2 Left 1 under log
’

• see Fog sb 1 1.

1834 Bid Hush 1 184
'1 lie pi.ictice of putting cattle fiom

fogged holds into the stiaw yatd at night

Fogger 1 (fygai). [Of somewhat obscure

lnstoiy, but piob derived fiom lugger, the sur-

name of a renowned family of merchants and
finnncicis of Augsburg 111 the 15th and 16th c.

The name passed as an appellative mto seveial European
hugs In German fttggei

,
/taker, /other (see Gnnun)has

had the senses ‘monopolist, engrosser’, ‘ustuer’, ‘man of

gieat wealth’, ‘great met chant’, and, 111 certain dialects

[doubtless originally tluough ironical use), 'huckster,

pedlar’ Kihan 1598 has Idem fockcr ‘monopolist, uni-

Yu sal dealer (mompola, pantopola\ giving fugguus and
i, ' mod L equivalents

,
and m mod Du 1

, j 1 .'/aiiuous neh man Walloon foukeur
, 1 >•!,<. i mtemptuous designations fora man of

great wealth A ‘ petty Fugger ’ would mean one who on
a sm til stale piactises the dishonourable devices for gam
popularly attributed to gieat finanueis, it seems possible

that the phtasc ‘petty fogger of the law’, applied in this

stnse to some notorious person, may have caught the

popular fancy, and so have given rise to the specialized use

in sense 1 bense 2 was already developed in Gtr dialects

(see Grimm), though the channel by which it came to

England is unknown Cf Fooki r ]

f 1 . A person given to underhand piactices for

the sake of gam ,
chiefly, a contemptuous designa-

tion for a lawyer of a low class Usually preceded

by petty (see Pettifogger) Obs.

1376 Filming Panopl. hpist 320 As for this pcttie fogger,

this false fellowc that is ill no credite or countenance

1377 Harrison England 11 ix (1877) 1 206 Brokers

betweenu the pettie loggers of the lawe and the common
people. 1588 M Kvu in ’Itmice's Andna.iv v, I should

be exclaimed vpon to bee a bcggeily fogger, greedily

hunting after huitagc c x6oo Nordln Spec. Brit
,
Cotmo

(1728) 27 ’1 he baser soi te of people [are] verie litigious by

mcancs wherof the Fogers and l’etie Lawiers .
.
gett vnto

themselues great advauntage.

2 dial ‘A huckster, a petty chapman carrying

small wares from village to village* (Foiby Voc

E Anglia, 0:1825)
1800 Larwood Nor/ Dialogue in Skeat Nine Spec. Eng

Dialects (K D b) 119 The fogger [in the ‘tianslalion’

1endued ‘the man at the chandler's shop ’] X805W Tayiou

in Ann Rev III 60 All hawkeis, loggers, and pedlars

3 . A middleman 111 the nail and chain trade,

x868 Mom Star 10 Mar, Down with the ‘foggers’,

says I 1871 Gd Words (no Where, as is often the case,

tlie ‘ fogger ' keeps a public-house, the truck system is so

worked as to fostci drunkenness 1888 Tunes 29 Nov 9/5

1 he nailers are at the meicy of ‘ foggers ’ or factors

Foggeu 2 fp

S

D 0 dial. [perh. f. Fog v l

+ -eh J
, the word has a curious resemblance lo

Du. fohhcr breeder of cattle, f fokken vb ] An
agricultiual labourer chiefly engaged in feeding

and allendmg to cattle

1831 in Bethsh Gloss 1838 Hugiii s Scouring White

/for says,

l

found Joe with his fogger lookingatsome calves

1879 Ji 1 1 lries A mateur Poacher (1889) 223 A fogger going

to fodder Ins cattle came across a pheasant lying dead on

the path.

Foggeu 3 (fp gaj). [f Fog v 2 + -er 1
] One

who ‘fogs’ on a railway, a fog-signalman,

x88x Echo 5 Nov. 1/5 1 he ‘ foggers
1

place then signals on

the line at some little distance from the signal-post

Foggie fp gi) Sc. Also fogie [prob. a use

of Foggy a, either because the insect inhabits

mossy places (Jam ), or because it is clothed with

a moss-like coveting ] A kind of humble-bee ,
=

Carder i b Alsofoggie-bee
28x9 Blacbio Mag Sept 677 Humble bees, of that brown

irritable sort called Toggles 1853 N 4 Q ist ber VIH
64/1 Its name among the Scotch peasantiy is the fogie bee.

1856 T Aird Poet Wks 130 The mower 111 the meadow
ruffles up The foggte’s nest.

Foggily fp gilt)
,
adv. [f. Foggy a +-ly z

]

In a foggy manner
1399 Minsheu, Grossameute, giossely, rudely, foggily*

bungarly. X730-6 Bailey (folio), Foggily

,

heavily *755

Johnson Foggily, mistily, darkly, cloudily 2891 C Dun-

stan Qmtall. 11 v iis It was damply, foggily cold

Fogginess (fjp gmes). [f. Foggy a.
+ -ness ]

+1. F labbmess, grossness. Obs.
. .

*547 Boordk Btev. Health cclxxx 93 In Englyshe it is

named fatnes or fogyenes or such lyke 1609 W M Man
in Moone (1857) 125 Keeping them from foggmesse, gros-

nessc, and fiery faces, 1720 W. Gibson Diet Horses xi.



FOGGING. FOIBLE.

fed 3) 170 All fogginess proceeds from an over gieat Re-
laxation of the Canals and Vessels

2 A foggy or misty condition.

1660 Ingelo Bcntiv # Urania. (1682) I 73 By reason of
the natural fogginess of the air, 1674 N Fairfax Bulk
§ Sclv 128 Whence new moisture or fogginess pi esses in

1764 Reid Inquiry vi § 22 451 The clearness 01 fogginess

of the air 1839 Photogi News 9 Sept 7 T he pictures

are likely to be affected with fogginess

fig 1893 Ch 1'unes 3 Mar 221/1 Iheie would be much
less fogginess and much more common sense

Fogging g1^). vbl sb 1 [f Fog v 1 + -ihg1 ]
The action of the vb spec (see quot 1804)
1804 A Young Farmer's Calendar 325 Fogging consists

m keeping the whole growth of grass in upland meadows
free from either scythe or stock and eating it m the
following winter 1834 Brit Hush I 484 There is an
ancient piactice respecting grass lands in some of the Welch
counties,-called fogging,—or keeping the land without
stock from May or June to December. 1883N § Q 10 Nov
377 Cattle turned out in the winter season to find a pre-

carious subsistence m the fields are said to ‘go a-fogging’

Fogging (fp gii)), vbl sb.

2

[f I'og & 2 + -ing 1
]

1. The action of the vb m various senses.

1834 JrnI Photogr. Soc 21 Jan 163/2 Another secondary
cause of ‘ fogging ’ is the diffused light reflected from the
top, bottom and sides of the camera 1878 Busant & Rice
Celia’s Arb vn (1887) 56 Some strange fogging of his

enthusiastic brain 1883 Gd Words Nov 722/1 Without
dust ‘fogging

1

is impossible 1889 Acworth Railways
Eng vn. 320 Again, ‘fogging’ is never resorted to merely
to protect goods trains

2. Thetitr (see quot.).

1889 BarrArc & Lfland Slaug, Fogging
, getting through

one’s part anyhow, like a man lost in a fog

Fogging (fp gig), vbl. sb.d [Cf Fogger sbf 3 ]

*

Nail trade (see quot ).

1892 Labour Commission Gloss
,
Fogging

,
the system by

which small employers in the nail and chain trade make
their piofits by paying their workpeople less than the
recognised puce, and by selling their work to the larger
employers

1 Foggish., a 1 Obs rare [f Fog a. + -ish ]
Somewhat bloated or fat

1570 Levins Marnp 145 Foggish, pinguts 1573 Baret
Aiv F 766 Foggishe or fatte bodie

t Fo’ggish, a.
2 Obs. [f. Fog sbfi + -ish ]

Somewhat foggy or misty.
1686 Goad Celest Bodies 11 x. 294 Foggish and misling.

Foggy (fp gi), a Also (in sense 1 feggy) Sc.

fuggie [f Fog sbP + -y l.

1 he identity of the word in its various senses is somewhat
doubtful, but the development of meaning suggested below
seems plausible ]

1

a. Resembling, consisting of, or covered with
‘ fog’ or coarse grass, b. Sc. Covered with moss,
mossy
163s Tom a Lincolne u in Thoms Prose Rofn (1858) II.

332 Toads croaking in foggy grasse 1747 R Maxwell
Set Tians Soc Imj>rov Agric.hcot 18 It may be laid

down with Grass seeds . . so to ly, unless it turn sour or
foggy 1790 A Wilson Disconsolate Wren Poet Wks
{1846) 96,

1

spied a bonny wee bit Wren, Lone on a fuggy
stane 1806 A Douglas Poems 87 Yonder foggy mountain
a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 73 He liked to stiay, By
fuggie rocks, or castle gray. 1875 ‘Stonehenge’ But.
Sports 1 1 v § s 92 A field of good feggy grass,

f 2 Boggy, marshy. Obs.
a 1368 Coverdale Bk Death 1 xl 160 He that is fallen

into a depe foggy wel and sticketh fastm it 1577 13 Googl
Hereshack's Hush (1586)78 In theloamie andleane giound,
as in the fatte and foggie [Cf sense 3 ] 1631 R Child
111 Haitlib's Legacy (16531 n Low, moist, foggy ground
a 1661 Fuller Worthies

, Bcdfirdsh 1 (1662) 114 The foggy
fens m the next County

1 3- Of flesh, etc : Flabby or spongy in con-

sistency, not solid, —Boggy a. b Hence of

persons or animals : Unwholesomely bloated,

swollen with flabbyand unhealthy corpulence, puffy.

Also quasi-Gdfe\ infoggyfat Obs
a isag Skelton Elynour Rummyng 483 All foggy fat she

was 1530 Palsgr 313/1 Foggy to full of waste flesshe

1562 Bulleyn Dial Soarnes <5 Chtr 29 b. In case the
fleshe appere foggie and fattishe 1563 Golding Ovid's
Met xv (1567) 189 h, Then greene, and voyd of strength,
and lush, and foggye, is the blade 1603 Knolles Hist
Turks (1621) 330 Which thorses] being foggie fat, and
delicately brought up x6i8 Chapman Hesiod 11 24 And
with a leane hand, stroke a foggie foot 1657 S Purchas
Pol Flyuig-Ins 40 1 hey return to feed, and that alwayes
of the purest honey, whereby they may become so foggy,
that [etc] a 1704 T Brown Praise Poverty Wks 1730
I 100 Drowned in foggy quagmires of fat and dropsy
1741 Compl Pam Piece 11 1 300 Being very fat and foggy
by means of their gross Food 18x7 Sporting Mag L 26
How foggy, unwieldly and helpless are such crazymortals
1828 Carr Craven Gloss ,

Foggy, fat, gross

+ h. Of food : Apt to puff up the body Obs
1637 S. Purchas Pol Flying-Ins 1 xv 93 Woad, which

affords a foggy food that over-lades the Bees 1761 Earl
Pembroke Milit Eqmt (1778) 123 All sorts of grams are
foggy feeding, and though they plump up the body, they
do not give a wholesome and sound fat

t c. Of ale, etc : Full of floating particles, thick

Obs Cf. Fat a. 7 a.
16x9 PasqmTs Palm, (1877) 133 The Draymans Beere is

not so cleere, and foggy Ale is thicker. 1764 Low Life 67
In search of. thick foggy Beer and Ale.

4. Of air, mist, cloud, etc : Thick, murky.
Hence (through Fog sbfi, which appears to be a

back-formation from this sense) t Of the nature of,
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or resembling, fog or thick mist
; full of, or abound-

ing in, fog.

[For the development of this sense from 3, cf Fat a 7 c,

and Lat ptugiets aer, pmgue cesium But some of the
quotations suggest allusion to sense 2 ]

1344 Late leaped Scotl C ij b,l hat mornynge being very
mystie and foggie 1348 Udall, etc hrasm Par Luke
Min 34 With muche foggie derkenesse 1370 Turuerv
Piuitint Louir Epitaphes, etc 112 With ei ior» foggie mist
at first, that Reason gaue no light x6oo Siiaks A Y L
hi v 50 Like foggy South, puffing with wmde and laine
1624 Wotton Anhit 3 That it [the Aire] be not subiect to
any foggy noysomenesse from Fenns 01 Maishes neere
adioymng 1627 May Lucan v 11635) Iij b, 'I he tlnckc ane
was clogg’d with foggy stormes 1733-4 Berkei ey Let.
to Prior 2% Jan Wks 1871 IV 212, 1 myself have gotten a
cold this sharp foggy weather 1797 Nelson m A Duncan
Life (1806) 44 The action happening on a foggy day 181a
Cor Hawker Diary (1893) I 63 The foggy asthmatic town
of Glasgow 1839 bins Carlyle Lett III 15 On a foggy
October morning 1877 M M Grant Sun-Maid 1, He
pointed acioss the foggy valley 1883 L'pool Daily Post
I May 4/9 Days of foggy drizzle

b fig Obscure, dull, bemtiddled, confused.
In some of the earlier quots. the sense may be 3, which in

fig use coincides nearly with this sense
1603 Hayward Anew to Doleman 11 33 Your course,

foggie, diowsie conceite, that there are few or none simple
monarchies in the world 1637 Pocklington A Itare Chi
xxiv 172 A dull device of a foggie brame and willing
blunderer 1737 Ozell Rabelais I 363 His Understanding
must be very foggy. 1771 Foote Maid ofB 1 Wks 1799
II 2x4 Your rival is a fusty, foggy, lumbering log 1 x888
Burgon Lives 12 Gd Men I in 358 Making merry over
some extremely foggy production.

5. a. Of the eye : Beclouded, dim. b Not clear

to one’s mind, etc
,
dim, indistinct

1840 Dickens Bam Rudge (1849) 90/2 A dull and foggy
sort of idea that Mrs. Varden wasn’t fond of him 1847
Alb Smith Chr Tadpole xix (1879) J77 The cold foggy
giey eyes of the old lady looked after him 1883 F M
Crawford Dr Claudius 1 7 All this uncertain saturation
of foggy visions and contradictory speculations

6 Photogr Fogged, indistinct Cf Fog sb 2
4

1839 Photogr News 9 Sept 7 A greater tendency to give
foggy pictures 1873 SroN Workshop Rec 1 292/2 Many
weak thin foggy negatives.

7 slang Not quite sober.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Foggy, a quaint term for one
1 somewhat bemused in beer '

, not very clear-headed 1867
in Smyth Sailo/s Woid bk

8 Comb ,
asfoggy-brained.

1394 Nashe Terrors Nt Wks (Grosart) III 232 Feeding
on foggie braind melancholly

Fogh, obs var of Faugh mt.
1681 Otway Soldiers Fort 1 1 Wks 1728 I. 340 Fogh '

let’s leave the nasty Sows to Fools and Diseases

Fogli, Fogrnl, obs. ff Faw a and Fowl.
Fogle (fju-g’l), slang. A handkerchief or

neckerchief, usually of silk

x8xx Lexicon Balatron
,
Foele, a silk handkerchief 2834W H Ainsworth Rookwoodm v, Fogles and fawnies soon

went their way 1840 Barham Ingol Leg , Tragedy vu,
The ‘fogle ’ that caused all this breeze

b Comb
,
as fogle-hunter, a pick-pocket, fogle-

drawing, -hunting vbl sbs., picking pockets
1823 Close’s Did Vulg Tongue (ed Egan), Fogle

Hunter
', a pickpocket Cant, 1823 ‘Jon Bel’ Slang s v

Fogle,
1 He’s out a fogle hunting

1

Sometimes ’tis said
‘fogle-drawmg ’ 1838 Dickens O. Twist xi, A young

fogle-nunter

Fogless (fp gles), a [f Fog sbfi + -less ]
Without fog, not foggy, clear

1833 Kane Gnnnell Exp iv (1836) 31 It has been a long
day, but so clear and fogies', 1894 Brit Jrnl Photogr.
XLI 17 The second fogless one

II Foglietto (folye tto). Mus [It , chm. of

fogho sheet of paper ] (See quot

)

1876-88 Stainer & Barrett Diet Mus Terms, Foglietto
,

a first violin pait; the leader’s part, winch contains cues,

&c , used by a conductor in the absence of a full score

FogO (f<?u go) [? Arbitrarily formed on the

suggestion of Foh mt, or Fog sb 2 Cf Hogo]
A disagreeable smell, stench
1823 ‘Jon Bee’ Slang, Fogo

,

the same with a stench

1837-40 Haliburton Clocki/t (1862) 381 That word smelt
so strong m his nose he had to take out lus handkerchief,
all scented with musk to get clear of the fogo of it

+ Fog-race. Obs jocular. = Progress.
1689 Calverley Note-bk 20 May in Yorksh Diaries

(Surtees) II 45 ,

1

went the college fog-iace with Mr Lan-
caster, Mr Smith, and my tutor The first day we went
to Salsbury, the next to Gilsig

Fogram (fdu gram), a. and sb Also fogrnm,

t A. adj Antiquated, old-fashioned, out of date.

1772 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary, 3 Feb , His taste is

terribly fogrum and old-fashioned 1778 Foote Tup Calais

1 Wks. 1799 II 331 A couple of fogrum old fools 1832

Country Houses I l 143 You really are growing quite old
and fogiam, I fear

B. sb. 1 An antiquated or old-fashioned person,

a fogy

177S Crisp m Mad D'A rblay's Early Diary (1889) II

136 A parcel of old Fograms 1776 Anstey Election Ball.

Poet Wks (1808) 223, I very much fear that she thought
me a fogiam 1840 Mrs F. Trollope Widow Married
mv, I suppose I may think them fogrums and quizzes,

if I choose? 1883 L. Wingfield A Rowe II ix 34 Some
dowagers and fograms were invited to meet the Princess

2 Naut, slang (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word bk
,
Fogram, wise, beer or

spirits of indifferent quality , in fact, any kind of liquor

So To graunte, a fogy
;
Fogra’mity, an anti-

quated thing ; also, a fogy.

1796 Miss Burney Camilla I 11 v 250 Nobody’s civil

now, jou know, ‘tis a fogramity quite out 1823 ‘Jon
Bll’ .Slang, ihe fogramitcs, a supposed club of linbeulet,

183a Country Houses I 1 3 The Christmas pai ties, of old
fogianuties, collected in this house

Fog-signal, [f F ou sb 2 + Signal sb ]
1 Naut (See quot. 1S67)

1759 A Hoi mes in Naval Chron XXIV 123 Came to an
anchor with the fog signal on English Bank 1867 Smyth
Sailors Woidbk , Fog-stgnals, the naval code established
by guns to keep a fleet togethei, to tack, wear, and perforin

sundiy evolutions also, ceitam sounds made in fogs as
warnings to othei vessels

2 Railways A detonator placed on the metals
m foggy weather to guide drivers of trains

1836 Engineer 536/1 1 he detonating fog signal

So Fog-signalling' vbl sb , Fog-signaller,
Fog-signalman, a man with fog-signals.

1883 F S Williams Our Iron Roads i\ (ed 4) 295 The
duty now devolving upon the fog signalman is this 1889
G Findlay Eng Railway 164 A system of what is called,

‘fog-signalling’ has been devised 1893 Wistm Gas 14
Nov 6/3 Fog-signallers were placed along the railway
lines.

Fogue, obs. var. of
||
Fougue

FogUS (f00 g»s). slang [1 a pseudo-L. forma-

tion suggested by Fog sb.2 111 sense ‘smoke’]
Tobacco.
1673 R Head Canting Acad 10 Store of hooz and fogus

. [was] brought them <21700 in B E Did Cant Ctcw
1834W H Ainsworth Rookwood 111 v, In the mean time
tip me a gage of fogus, Jerry

Fogy, fogey (w“ gi). Forms* 8-9 fogey,
fogie, 9 fogy, Sc foggie. [Possibly a subst use

of Foggy a in sense 3, fat, bloated, or in sense 2,

moss-grown Cf Foggie and Fogram ]
1 . Sc An invalid or garrison soldier

1785 Grose Did Vulg Tongue
,
Fogey

,
old fogey, a nick

name for an invalid soldier 1808 in Jamieson 1867 111

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
2

. (Ong Sc) A disrespectful appellation for a
man advanced in life; esp one with antiquated

notions, an old fashioned fellow, one ‘behind the

times’ Usually preceded by old.

1780 J Mayne Siller Gun 1 (1808) 117 Fogeies the zig-

zag followeis sped, But scarce had power To keep some
Frae stoit’un ower 1790 Scots Songs II 56 Now ilka lad
has got a lass, Save yon auld doited fogie 1821 GaltAyrsh
Legatees 217 They're just a whin auld fogies that Mr
Andrew describes 1848 ThackerayAM y«iWJXxxvii,The
honest rosy old fogies 1857 Kingsley Two Y Ago (1877)

262 Jesting at him about his old fogies.

trausf 1862 Shirley Nitgoe Crit xi 483 The classic ‘old

fogies
'
on my shelves began to look very clingy to me

3 US colloq. [Cf. sense I ] (See quot )

1881 Hamersley Naval Encycl
,
Fogy

,

an increase of pay
due to length of service

4 attnb. use of sb. passing into adj.

1887 T A Trollope What I remember I 11 51 The
younger generation ndicules much the old fogey narrow-
ness 1892 Daily News 8 June 2/3 With a smile which the

old fogiest of cuimudgeons could not resist

Fogydom, fogeydom (f0* gidem). [f prec.

+ -non ] The state or condition of a fogy ;
the

disposition and bearing of a fogy; fogies as a class

1859 Eminent Men <} Pop Bits 158 The pleasures of

Fogey dom. x86x Cortih Mag Sept, 327 Mr Brown is

now sinking, into the foggy depths of fogeydom 1890
Pall Mall G 29 Aug 3/1 The gentlemanlike fogeydom
of Mr Carteret

Fogyish (fougi,iJ), a [f as prec -t -ish]

Partaking of the naluie of a fogy ;
somewhat anti-

quated 01 old-fashioned

1873 Miss Eeaddon Strangers § Pilgr v. The fogy-ish

element in the party 1876 Blsant& Ricr Gold Butteifly

1, Their club now past its prime and a little fogyish

Fogyism (fi?i gipz’m) [f as prec + -ism]

The state of being a fogy
,
the characteristic be-

haviour of fogies

1839 Holland Gold F xvm 219 The ‘fogyism’ and
‘hunkerisin ’ of politics x86z Sala Seven Sms III iv 72
When he reaches middle age, or approaches fogeyism

Foil, var of Faugh Hence Fo hang vbl. sb

,

the action of crying Foh 1

1685 Crqwne Sir C Nice iv 39 Foh 1 what’s this fohing

at 1 17iz Arbuthnqt John Bull 111, vut, Foh, say they, to

see a handsome, brisk, genteel, young fellow, so much
governed by a doatuig old woman ’ 1840 Dicklks Barn.
Rudge xxiii, Foh I The very atmo&pheie seems tainted.

Foh., var. of Faw a Obs

II Fohn (fon) Also fbn [Gei.; according to

Grimm a Rumansch favugn —L Favmius.~] A
warm dry south wind which blows down the valleys

on the north side of the ALps
1865 Page Goal Terms, Fohn, the name given in Switzer-

land to the hot southerly winds of summer (the sirocco)

1883OUIDA Wanda 1 77 The fohn was blowing fiercely all

the tune 1883 Guardian 14 Mar 392 Builders had to

guard against thefilm and other Swiss winds

Foi, var, form of Foy.

Foible (fox’b'l), a and sb. [a. Fr foible,
obs f.

offaible ;
see Feeble ]

fA adj Weak Obs
17x6 M. Davies Athen Brit 1 Pref. 33 In case the Spell

of English Musical Poetry prove too foible for the Serpentm
Venom of that Italick Insect. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl,,
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Foible
,
a Fiencli lain, frequently used ilso in out language

. applied to the liody of animals, and the parts thereof As,
foible 1 eins, foible sight, &c
B, sb.

I A weak point; a falling or weakness of charac-

ter Cf Pj-eble sb. 3
1673 Dkydln Man & la Mode 111 1 ,

1

fear they have
found my foible, and will tui n me into ridicule. 1691 lii vlr-
lky //win Vims feint'd Christ 1 '1 IicSmallu Foibltts [i<tl

or Faj lines of speech sigmlie little in the mam Pttrsiut of
Truth 174a I’ll l.din<> jf Anttrim Pief (1815) 7 'the
aecidentaf consequences of some human fiailty or foible.

183a THACitr hay Esmond n \in, A foible of Mr Holt’s
was omniscience 1883 J Hawtnokni Dust I 72 It has
always been my foible to speak before I look

2 . Fencing, = Feeble sb 4.
a 1648 Ld Hirbeut Life (1764) 46 A Foyle hath two

Parts, one of which hecallcth the Fort or strong, and the
other the Foyble or weak 1755 Diet Arts <5 Stances IV
3073 Fencmg-niasteis divide the sword into the fort, mid-
dle, and foible. *833 Reg fust*. Cavalry 1, 115 T. he ‘ foite’

ought always to gam the ‘foible’ of the opponent’s weapon
1879 Encycl Brit IX 70The wrist must be suddenly! .used,

so as to bring the * forte ’ of one’s sword to the ‘ foible ’ of
the adversary's

II Foifelesse. ? Obs [a Fr foiblcsse

,

obs.

spelling offatblcsse, f faiblc Feeble.] a. A cha-

racteristic weakness, a f.uhng b A liking or
* weakness 'for (something).
1685 Cuow ni SirC Niceiv Besides, l’veanothu humour,

but that’s a fatbitss will ridicule me 1755 T H Ckoki u
Orl fur I. Pief 5 ,

1

.must acknowledge tnyownfoiblesse
111 conception of a sensible plousuie, when fete ] 1813
Jiiikiv 111 h titit Rev XXI 294 A mere fnblesst 1834
Ibid LIX 154 Out own foiblesse for such speculations
might lempL 11s to select a few inort samples

Foil (foil), sb i Forms • 4-7 foiI(l)e, 4-8
foyl(l)0, (5 foie, 7 fyle), 5- foil [a OF.foil,

ftul
,
fned masc. ( = Pr folk

,
fuoill, It foglio •—

L

folium leaf, cogn with Gr <pvWov), and OF. faille,

fueillc fern (mod F. fentile, = Pr folha, foilla, Sp
hoja, It. foglia —L folia ,

pi. of folium) The
fem sb

,
ougiually collective, has supeisedcd the

masc in all mod Rom langs
,
except that It.

fogho remains in the sense f leaf of a book’.]

+ 1 . A leaf (of a plant). Obs.
*4 Lydc Balade of our Ladic vi, Fructified oliue of

foiles fane and thickc c 1420 1'allad on Ihtsb v 144
'fake Of violctte, not but oonly the foil £1450 ’two
Cookny bk<t 11 102 Wete faire fodes of paiccly in vinegie

+ b With allusion to the annual fall of the leaf-

A year. Cf. F 1 .mil de deux, it 01sfeuilles Obs —1
1481 Caxton. Tally's Frhndsh iv, For the more foylles

that the wyne is of the moie plesaunt it is jn drynkyug
2 . The representation of a leaf, a Her
136a Leigh Armor ic (1597) 9S This though it be teimcd

a foyle, yet is it a flower by the name of the primrose.

b A rch. One of the small arcs or spaces between
the cusps of a window. Foil arch (see quot. 1891)
*835 R Willis At chit Mid Ages 195 Multifoils, with

the foils alternately round and angular. 1849 Fm eman
Arc/ut 344 Foilaiches ate doubtless one of tne Arabian
featutes of the style 1891 Adeline’s A rt Dut , FoilA rch

is an arch made of our sevcial smaller arches or foils

f 3 . By analogy . Anything flat and thin Obs
a A thin laj er (of any material), a leaf, paring.

? c 1390 Form of Cary in Warner A ntuj, Culm (1791) 18
Take a thynne foyle of dowh, and Kerve it in pieces
e 14S0 Two Cookery-bks 11 96 Cast theicon foyles of
tiled ginger pared 1601 Holland Pliny I 493 The mast*
Holme also may be cut into fine thui foile or leaues like
plates.

b. A leaf (of paper's.

igz8 Will of J. Parke (Somerset Ho.), Paper couteynyng
vj foyles or leves

c A counterfoil,
a 1483 Liber Ntged in Hoitsch. Ord (1790) 69 To recorde

the foylles^ of provision weekely, 1511-a Act 3 Hen VIII,

c 23 § 3 1 he same Barons [shall] cause the Chambei leyn
to joyne the said tailes to their foile or foiles xfiox

F *

1ate Housjh Ord JSdw* J£ § 40 (1876) 23 He shal
receve and wute the foilles of the tallies 1738 Hist Crt
Excheq v 9 They shewed him their Tallies of Payment
below, the Foils of which were likewise entred
4. As a substance (withoutfl )

• Metal hammeied
or rolled into a thin sheet

; often with the name of
a metal prefixed

,
as, gold-, silver-, tin-foil,

1398 Trevisa Barth de P. R xvi iv (Tollem MS

)

Golde .bitwene ]ta anfeide and }?e hamoure with oute
bieakynge strecchejj in to goldefoyle. c 1430 Two Cookery-
bks 1 27 When J>ou dressyst foith, plante it with foyle of
Syluei. *5*9 Horman Vnfg 236 b, Makeis and leyers of
golde foyle occupie a bons tothe, 1598 Stow Snrv vu (1603)
S3 Fine situer, such as was then made mto foyle xS8s Cole
Let to Ray in Ray's Lett (1718) 197 Some coveied with
a superficies as thin, and exactly of the Colour of silver
Foil, 1794 N E Kindlrsley Hindoo Lit , Hist Nella
Ra/tz/t 117 The wings, geneially of a mixed green and
yellow, have the appearance of foil 1838 T Ihomson
Chern Ofg Bodies 393 When heated on platinum foil it

gives a beautiful purple smoke 1871 Tyndall Fragm Sc
I 11 47 Blackened zinc foil is instantly caused to blaze
fig 1610 G Fli-tcher Chi isl's Vtct , On Earth 18 That
agedSyre could tip his tongueWlth golden foyle ofeloquence.

b. A sheet of the same (in modern use an amal-
gam of tin and quicksilver) placed behind the glass
of a mirroi

,
to produce a reflexion

^1583 W Bourne Prof Glasses i in Rara Math
(1838) 35 Lookinge Glasses aie those sortes of Glasses,
that have a ffoyle, layde on the backe syde thereof 1625

JoNsofc? Staple cf N v. I now begin to see my

vanity, Shine m this Gl.isso, reflected by the foile 1 x66z

J Bakgkavl I'ofe A ha £7/(1867) 131 1 he isinglass having
a foyle of quicksilver and pewter put behind it, like a look-

mgglass 18320 R Poh n r Porcelain4 Gl 210 1 he art of
piopcily effecting this deposit of the glass upon the foil.

c In wider sense • A backing
1684 R Walilu Nat Eafet 4? 1 he Ail serving as

a I'oilc to the lower Superficies of a Lens of Glass 1859
GiuiicicS. Tim ns l'auit ij Silver suvtd as a foil over
which yellow and other colours giountl with oil weic
gla/cd 1879 Cassell's 1 tilm. 1 due IV 403/1 The
foundation colour should fotm a foil for that which is inlaid

on it

5 A thin leaf of some metal placed under a
precious stone to increase its brilliancy or under
some tiansparenl substance to give ll the appear-

ance of a precious stone
£1392 Mahiowi Jesu of Malta 11 11 What sparkle does

it [the diamond] give without a foil? 111661 Fulu u
IVotthus (1840) 1 300 llicy [Cornish diamonds] set with
a good foil may at the nist sight deceive no unskilful

lapul uy 1767 Gray Lit to Mason 19 July, In guns that
\v mt colour and perfection, a foil is put undci them to add
to then lu stic In others, asm diamonds, the foil is bl tek ,

and in this sense, when a pretty woman chooses to appear
in public with a homely one, we say she uses her as a foil

1873 111 lire's Dnt Aits II 465

lb The setting (of a jewel). Obs
1587

r

1’uRiirRv 'Puli’ P (1837) 19, I frame tlic fojlc, I

giatie the golde, I fashion up the ring x6xr Uinn. Song
Sol v xa matg Sctas a piecious stone in the foile of a ring

fig *593 bii\Ks Ruh II, 1 m 2 (ifi A foyle wherein
thou art to set The precious lew ell of thy home letuine

1650W Bunnell Sair Piute (rOso) 5utl G Bright Diamond
of Heaven Set 111 the Foil of i‘ lesh, foi a '1 ime

6 Anything that serves by contrast of colour or
quality to adorn another thing or set it off to ad-

vantage
xS8x J Bri r ti IIaddon's Answ Osor. 115 b, He prac-

twelh lo make his defence carry a ccrteine shewe. of truLli,

p uni) ng it out with a deceavable foyle 1639 Mayni City
Match 11 11 ,

1

need no foile, nor shall I think I'me wlnlL
only between two Moores 1711 Addison Sfttt No 112
r 4 His Friends observe these little Singularities as
Foils that rather set off than blemish his good Qualities

1791 W01 cott (P Pindar) Ode to my Ass Wks 1812 II 466
Lady Mount her Majesty’s fine foil 1822 PI \zi in TabU -t

I xvi 378 Real excellence docs not seek for a foil 111

infuiouty x87iTyndaii Fragm Sc. (1879)1 vi 202 1 hey
fotmed a blight foil to the sombie mass.

7 . aUrib and Comb,, as foil-ground.
,

-paper,

-spangle
; also foil-alum, alum in foils or laminai

,

foil-stone (see quot 1S5S).

1453 in Heath Grocers' Corn/ (1829) 522 Alum, '•foyle 01

rooch, y' bale mjcf 1859 Guuick & Timiis Paint 13
Gold and silver, gla/cd or lacquered *foil-grounds 1839
Sai a Gas-light $ D 11 20 ^Foil-paper, spangles and Dutch
Metal. 1831 R F Burton Goa- 133 A pair of slippers
adorned with “foil spangles 1858 Simmonds Du-t ’hade,
*Foil stone

,
an mutation jewel

Foil (foil), sb.‘k Forms
: 5-7 foyle, 6-7 foile,

7

Sc foillie, 6- foil [f. Foil v? 4 ]

f 1 Wt estling The fact of being almost thrown
,

a throw not resulting in a flat fall
;
also in phrase

to give (a person) the foil. Obs. Cf. Fall sb 13.

*553 [heeFall 5^.13] 1367 Trial Treasure B ij,In wrestling
with me he gaue me the foyle 1622 Bri.ton StrangeNewes
(Grosart) 6/1 Chiefly wrestling, when they haue more foiles

then fane falls 1687 Answ to Rcfrcsiutcr's 8th Ch, 4TW0
Foils makes a Fall 1706 Piiillius (ed Kersey), Foil,
a Fall in Wrestling, that is not clearly given 1721-90 m
Bailey.

2 . A repulse, defeat in an onset or enterprise
;
a

baffling check, arch, fin early use often in.

phrases 1
to give a or the foil', to have, icieive

,

take a {.the, one's
) foil ;

to pul to (a, the)foil.
CX478 111 Eng Gilds 304 Myndynge not to take the foyle,

stande to defende theyre cause 1348 Udall, etc Erasm
Par Pref 11 Could neuei yet fynde how to geue hun any
foile XS73 G Harvey Letter-bk, (Camden) 13 Considu-
mg what a foul shame and foil it had alreddi bene unto
me 1603 Holland Plutm ch's blot 427 Chabrias having
put to foile and defaited some few Thebans 1609 Hume
Admon in Wcdr Soc Misc (1844) 582 And receaved the
foillie xfixs G Sandys Trav m 145 The alternate
changes of foiles and victories 1647 N Bacov Disc Govt.
Eng. 1 kiv (1739) 132 The Lords received the first blow,
and gave the first foil. ^17x6 South Set in (1744) XI 24
It may give a man many a foil and many a disheartening
blow 1738 tr Johnsons cut Urbaman in Gentl Mag May,
Whom no base calumny can put to foil 1814 Southey
Roderick xviii 358 When Africa received her final foil

1821 Joanna Bmllie Met Leg, Wallace Iv Ashamed and
wroth at such unseemly foil X870 Morris Eaithly Par
III iv. 23a He thinks No more of yesterday’s disgrace and
foil

+b. With mixture of the sense of Foil vJ 6 •

A disgrace, stigma. Obs
*599 Porter Angry Worn Abmgd (Percy Soc) 26 It

hath set a foyle upon thy fame x6i6 Breton Good J
Badde 5/2 He [an Vn worthy king] is the foyle of a ciowne

+ 3 . The cause of (one’s) defeat or failure Obs
01x683 Oldham Ode to Vice Poet Wks (1686) 106 Thou
Whom baffled Hell esteems its greatest Foyl <2x704
T, Brown Sat agst Woman Wks 1730 I ss Oh ’ gawdy
source of all mens hopes and fears, Foil of their youtn.

tFoil, sb d Obs. In6foill. Also Sc, Fulyie.
[f Foil v t] What is trampled under foot

; hence,
Manure, dung
1565 Wills 4 Inv N. C (Surtees 1835) 244 Raffe Vasye of

lumlye castell oweth me for all my foill or muke that I left
at my feiuihold at crook.

Foil (foil), tb 4 Forms. 6 pi. ? foyelles (perh
mispi foi foylles), 6-7 foyl'

v
e, 7- foil [f. Foil

v 1 (sense 2) ,
cf. OF fouhs, Cotgr foulle, foule-

ment m same sense, f fouler Foil v l

] The track
of a hunted animal.
1576 1 ukblrv Venene 77 Marking all his tokens as well

by the slot as by the entries, foyelles, and such like X674N
Co\Gmll Rto eat 1 (16771 72 1 he Dew will be beaten off
tlu. I- oil fiesh, 01 the ground broken a 1734 North Lives
II 353 F.llows have lain down upon the foil to prove
w betlu-r the dogs followed the tiack or not 1810 Sfortv/gMag XXXV 206 Having rounded tlic hill he crossed the
foil 1894 Scotsman 27 Aug 11/2 Mi Davidson decided
to lay the hounds on the foil of the otto fiist found

fig x68z Otway Venue Pi m. roc

l

ni, What, hunt A
wife on the dull foil 1 1684 Souim uni, Disaffonitaunt 1

Meeting pleasure leaves me on the foyle 1749 Fillding
Iam fonts vn iv, Here’s another b follows me upon
the foil. 1790 Woieor (P Pmdai) Ode to Butte 111, O
Brute, thou Deadest Abyssinian grounds, Nor can our
Bntisli noses hunt thy foil

b IMimses. To 1 un (or ’\takc) the foil, to run
upon thefoil : to run over the same track a second
tune (with the effect of baffling the hounds). To
break herfoil to tun out of the track after having
doubled
x6oi m Farr S P. Elis (18(5) II 431 The chafed deare

doth take tlic foyle 1650 I1 uliir JPtsgah iv, in 44 No
llait, when hardly put to it and running foile, makes
moe doublings 1781 P Bum ord Ilunting-x. 1 151 You
must ti y to hit her off where she breaks her foil X798
.Spotting Mag Xi 87 The gioitnd so stained by run-
ning the foil that the scent lay with no ceitainty 1828
Carr Ctavui Gloss sv, lo mn the foil

11 anf mudfig 1658 J Harhinoion Prciog Pop. Govt
1 x (1700) 280 i’o affirm that is to 1 un upon the foil 1666

J Smith Old Agt 233 Fiom whence it [the blood] is recom-
mitted into the right ventucie of the Heait, to be chased
the I

1 oyl 1878 Cviubld Gloss Suppl s v ,
' Runnin’ oald

foils ’, following formei courses

Foil (foil 1, sb •

r
» Foi ms 6-7 foile, foyle, 8 file,

7- foil [Of obscure origin

Usually reg irded as f Foil v 1, and as denoting etymologi-
cally ‘a swoid with the point fioiltd 01 blunted ’ But tne
vb does not appear to have meant 1

to blunt ’ the reading
of the quarto m Oth t in 270, even if genuine, does not
admit of this mterjiretation Anothci suggestion is that
the phrase at foils originally belonged to If oil sb a in the
sense of pairymg, and that the name of the liistiument was
c\ olvu.1 from the phrase It is notewoithy that Foin sb
occurs m 17th c 111 the sense atfoil, possibly (in spite of
the want of evidence) this goes back to the 16th c , so that

foil might lie an etymologizing alteration offom, aftei

ton v 1 lhat the word is, by sonic fai -fetched associa-

tion, a transferred use of I'oil ib 1 a leaf (cf F fieitret

fencing foil, lit ‘ floweret the button being compared to

a budj is a possibility for winch at present there is no
evidence ]

1 A light weapon used m fencing; a kind of

small-sword with a blunt edge and a button at the

point.

1594 Nashe Utiforl. Trav 21 Iacke Leiden had apeece
of a rustie swoid by his side it was but a foyle neither,

and lie wore it, to shewe that he should haue the foyle

of his Enemies x6o6 Dhumm 01 Hawth Let 6 Aug
Wks (171 1) 233 They would have most willingly taken the

buttons off the foils 1703 Mrs Clntuvre Bean’s Duel
m I, I hope to sec it as much a fashion to fight with files,

as’tis Lo fence with them Art ofFencing 3T\\.zSviQrd.

(or File, in mutation of the Sword). 1852 Thackeray
Esmond 1 xiv, I can use the foils, .indifferently well

2 . pi The exercise of fencing with foils, esp, in

phrase atfoils.
1600 Nashe hummers Last Will (Grosart) 130 It makes

him fight as though hee were but at foyles amongst lus

fellows a 1643W Cartwright Ordinary 11 v, Credulous
Where’s your cloak? Andrew. Going to foiles ev'n now,
I put it off. 1841-44 Emerson Ess , Prudence Wks (Bohn)

I 100 Entire self-possession may make a bgttle very little

more dangerous to life than a match at foils.

3 attnb

,

asfoil-button

1599 Marston Sco, Vtllante m \i 226 This bumbast
foile button For want of talke-otuffe, fals to fernery, Out
goes his Rapier.

Foil (foil), 57 1 Forms. 4-6 foils, foyle, 7
foyl, 6- foil. Sec also Foul v. and Sc Fulyie v
[irreg. repr. of OF. fuler

,
foler, fouler (mod F

fouler), to full cloth, to tread, tiample down, press

hard upon, crash, oppress; corresponding to Pr.

folar, Sp hollar, It failure in similar senses —
popular Lat. *fulld} e originally to full cloth, f.fullo

a fuller- cf Full v
The Eng forms foyle, foil, and Sc. fitl^c, fulyie, would

noimally represent not OF fotcr, fouler

,

but fiouilher

(mod. F. fouiller)

,

which has the quite different senses
f to dig, grub up, root (as a swine), seaich*. The cause of

the megularity has not been discovered a suggestion is

that the sb faults,folelz— Foil sb ’> may have been confused

with fouilhs the 1 rooting
1

of a swine, a mass of dirt and
mbbish, and that this led to a confusion in the verb

,
but tt

is doubtful whether this would account for the facts ]

I. In sense of Hx.fouler

fl. trans. To tread under foot, trample down.
13 K Alts 2712 Mony gentil cors, Was y-foiled undur

fet'of hors. £1330 Arth <5 Marl. 9440 Finogras he feld of

hors, And foiled al his cuised cors i£oa Ord Crysten
Men (W de W 1506) v 11 363 They shall foyle and threste

all the dampned togyder 1577-87 Holinshed Citron

(1808) IV 877 The more they contended to suppresse him,

the more (like the camomill being foiled and troden) his

vertues rose vp 1596 Danett tr, Comines iv, 111. 124 But
the third [nianj the Beaie tooke and ouertlirew, and foiled



FOIL FOIN,

vnder Mr feete, 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 6g
King Richard caused the ensignes of Leopold to be
puld downe, and foiled vnder foot

fig C1400 Apol Loll 44 In veyn J>n foihst hi flesch wi)>

abstinens. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvu 151 (Harl MS)
A synner ententhe in to holy chirche, and foylithe the
comaundementes of god 1470-85 Malory Aithnr xvm.
xxv, Worshyp in armes may neuer be foyled

2 Of animals To trample or tread down ; to

tread into mud
;

esp in Hunting

,

to run over or

cross (the ground, scent, or track) with the effect

of baffling the hounds Also absol. of a deer (see

quot 1886) , f rejl. of a hound • To spoil lus own
scent
164a Blithe Eng Improv Impr (1633) 23 Soak not thy

Lana too much, that Cattell treading, or Gracing upon it,

foyl it not 1651 Davenant Gondtbert 11 xlv, Their
[Doggs’l scent no North-east wmde could e're deceave nor
Flocks that foylethe Ground 1672-3M arvlllReh Trans/
jz A dog having foil'd himself with everything he
meets 1735 Somerville Chase 11 174 In the same Round
Persisting still, she’ll foil the beaten Track 1781 P Beck-
roRD Hunting (1802) 279 If you suffer all your hounds to

hunt on the line of him, they will foil the ground 1828 Carr
Craven Gloss ,

Toil
,
to trample, as meadow grass is said to

be foiled when trampled or tiodden down by hares 1886
Elworthy W Some? set IVonl-bk

,
Foil the scent, or the

g
round, are said to be foiled when other deer than the

unted one have crossed the scent Ibid , Foil a deer is

said to foil when he retraces his steps over the same track

jig a 1719 Addison (J ), I put up such a variety of odd
creatures that they foil the scent of one another

f 3 To press hard upon, oppress Obs rare ~~ 1
.

This sense, common in OF, appears to be required

by the context, though the other texts read fyhis,fylen.
a 1300 Cursor M 10104 (Cott ) pis world, my flesh, the

fend als pat folus [Land MS foylyn] me wiJj fondyng fals

to make me falle in fylthis fele

II. To overthrow', defeat, baffle.

4

To overthrow, defeat (an antagonist) ; to beat

off, repulse, discomfit (an assailant or an attack),

f In Wrestling

:

To throw, to inflict a ‘ foil’ upon

:

see Foil sb 2 1. Alsofig.
1548 Hall Chron ,

Ediv IV. (an 23) If they lacke
actiuitie, euery creature be he neuer so base of birthe, shall

fovle and ouertlirowe them 1600 Shaks A V. L 11, 11 14
The Wrastlei That did but lately foile the synowie Charles
x6io Guillim Heraldry in 11. (1660) 102 To chase away
and foil all passionate perturbations of the mind 1648
Br Hall Breathings Devout Soul (1831) 173, I strive

but, sometimes, I am foiled ; and go halting out of the

field 1667 Milton P. L 1 273 Leader of those Armies
bright, Which but th’ Omnipotent none* could have foyld

1697 Drydkn Vtrg Georg. 11 776 The Groom watches
with a Trip his Foe to foil. 1725 Pope Odyss xx 23 Not
fiercer woes thy fortitude could foil. 1736 West Let in

Gray's Poems (1775) 10 You have foiled him at his own
weapon *737 Burke Abndgm Eng Hist Wks 1842 II

372 Suits in every one of which he was sure to he foiled

1808 J Barlow Columb iv 247 Howard foils the foice of

Spain. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 344 Meletus, who is

easily foiled and mastered in the hands of the great

dialectician

b. To outdo, surpass.

111687 Waller Of a tree cut in pa/er 7 Fan hand !

Strange, that your fingers should the pencil foil 1786
Burns Lass o' Balloclimyle 111, Woman, Natuie’s dailing

child 1 Ev’n there her other works are foil’d 1812 H
& J Smith Rej Addr No 10 Not chusing her charms
should be foil’d By Lady Elizabeth Mugg

'|* c intr To suffer discomfiture. Obs
1591 Greene Maiden's Dreame xhx, His toil He took,

lest that the English state might foil. 1639 Verger tr

Camus' Adnnr Events To Rdr. avj, Theie be mindes
which foyle in reading a history of great length, humane
patience being not of any great extent.

5

To frustrate, render nugatory (an attempt or

purpose) , to parry (a blow)
;
to baulk, disappoint

(hopes, etc ) ; to baffle, frustrate the efforts of (a

person)
App developed from sense 4 with some influence of the

notion of
1 foiling a scent ’ see 2

21x564 Becon Jewel of Joy m Catechism, S,c (1844) 426
Paul had so many years been foiled with the elvish

expositions of certain doting doctors 1600 Hakluyt Voy
III 160 Lest his credite, foyled in his first attempt, in a

second should be vtterly disgraced 1612 T Taylor Comm
Titus 1 2 Faith shall be easily shaken, hope quickly foyled

1621 Marq Buckingham in bortesc Papers 172 That whole
busmesse will be foyled 1676 Wiseman Surgery v v 363
He had been foiled m the Cure, and had left it to Nature
1784 Cowper Task hi 4 Having long in miry ways been
foiled 1823 Scott Pei‘enl xxxl, To be foiled in a gallant

intrigue was to subjecthimselfto the ridicule of his gay court

1841 Borrow Zmcah I iv. 11 301 He foiled the stroke of

Chaleco 1853 Kane Grinnell Eap xxvm (1836) 227 Thq
project was foiled for a time, 1871 Dixon Tower III xu
123 But here their wits were foiled 1871 R H Hutton
Ess (1877)1 19 The narrow anxiety is apt tofoilitsownend

III. Influenced by Fool a, and v, ; cf. defoil,

Defoul v and File v

6

To foul, defile, pollute In material or im-

material sense. Obs exc dial (In some mod
dialects peih. a pi enunciation of File )

Quot T440 may belong to sense 3 or 4
c 1380 Wyclif Serin Sel Wks II 86 pei preche not to

profit of ]>e folk but to foile [v r foulen] hem wip many
synnes. <1x440 Hylton Scala Perf (W de W 1494) 1

xxxiv, A man that hath be moche foyled wyth worldly or

flesshely synnes #1533 Udall Royster L> v vi (Arb ) 85

Aman hath no honour to foile his handes on a woman 1633

P, Fletcher Purple Isl xi 33 Ranc’rous enemies, that

hourely toil Thy humble votane with loathsome spot to

foil, 1878 Cumbld. Gloss , Foil,
to defile.

383

f 7 . To dishonour; esp to deflower (a woman),
to violate (chastity).

c 1440 Gesta Rom xxxvi 143 (Harl MS) Hast thowe
foylid my dowtei. a 1577 Gascoigne Wks (1587) 300
Rather chose to die Than filthie men should foile their

chastitie a 159a Greent Mamilha Wks (Grosart) II 133
Hast thou no more regard to thy solemne othe than to

foile it with penune ?

•j* 8. To cause fi^Jh, drop excrement
,
= File v 2 1 d.

1399 Hayward xst Pt Hen IV, 77 They did nothing but
feede and foyle in the summer of her sweete sun shme
x6i6— Sanct. Ttottb Soul 1 § 13 (1620) 285 Swine doe
nothing else but feede and foile

Hence Toiled ppl a

,

in senses of the vb ;
also of

a hoise . Injured. Also Poller, one who foils

1607 Topsell Fourf Blasts 425 If he [a horse] be foiled

on his forefeet by foundering or otherwise 1700 Parker
.9/ 1 Pltilosoph, Ess 2 O thou divine Burnet 1 thou foiler

of all Philosophers x8io Scott Lady of L w xxx, 1 ill

the foiled King Shall bootless turn him home agen 1869
Lonsdale Gloss

,
Totled girse

,
grass much tiodden

Foil (foil), v.z [f. Foil sb 5] intr. To make
a thrust at with a foil In quot transf.
1600 Rowlands Let, Humours Blood ix, In single cum-

bat, being hurt As he was closely foylmg at a Wench

tFoil, v 3 Obs. [perh ad F foutlier to grub
up : cf F fouillcuse (Boiste), fouilhur (Litlre), a
kind of light plough.]

trans To subject (land) to the third of the seiies

of ploughing^ formerly prescribed for piepanng it

for sowing Hence Pol ling- vbl sb.

1616 Surfl, & Markham Country Farmc 335 At August
you shall giue it the third ardor or earing, which is called

foylmg this ardor is one of the best, especially for the
destroying of weeds 1620 Markham Farew Hush Pref to
Rdr, Sixe seuerall

(

plowings, as fallowing in Ianuary and
February, Stirring in Apnll and May, Foiling in Iuly and.

August [etc ] 166a Worlidge Syst Agric (16S1) 326 To
Foyl, that is, to fallow Land in the summer or autumn

Foil (foil), v 4 [f Foil jA 1
]

1. trans. To apply foil or a foil to.

f a. To spread over with a thin sheet of metal
or other substance See Foil sb 1 4. In quot fig
16x1 Speed Hist Gt Bnt v. lit § 16 Foiling them [tales]

ouer with a new colour of the Latme tongue

fb To apply an amalgam of tinfoil and mer-

cury to (glass, a mirror) See Foil sb 1 4 b. Obs
1714 Fr Bk ofRates 83 Tin to Foile Looking-Glasses

1787 Genii Mag Suppl 1166A He could foil mirrors

ci7go Imison Sch. Art 11. 6 When this amalgam is used
for foiling or silvering, let it first be strained through a linen

rag x8x8 Blackw Mag HI. 615/2 The difficulty of foiling

glass to the various forms necessary.

c To back (a crystal) with a foil (Foil sb 1
5)

1887 A rchxologia L no A crystal (?) foiled to resemble
sapphire

2 To set off by contrast See Foil sb 1 6
1856 Ruskin Mod Pamf III iv 111 § 14 Beauty must

be foiled by inferiority befoie its own power can be developed.

3 Arch To ornament with foils

1833 R Willis Archit Mid, Ages v 41 At the same time
there came 111 the practice of Foilingarches , that is, of unit-

mg a senes of three or more by their bases, so as tofoimone
1849 [see Foiling vbl sb 2 b ]

Hence P01 ler, one who foils.

xfix2 Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) 171 Toilers of
looking-glasses

Foil, obs form of Foal
Foilable (foilab’l), a [f Foil vP + -able ]

That may be foiled or defeated.

i6xx Cotgr
,
Rebutable, reiectable, refusable , foylable

1848 m Craig
,
and in mod Dtcts

Foliage, obs form of Foliage
Foile, obs form of Fixe sb 5

Foiled (foild), ppl a [f. Foil v 4 + -ed 1 and
Foil sb .

1 + -ed 2
]

1 . 4 a Coated on one side, or backed with foil

(obs ). b. Pioduced by a coating of foil

1662 J BARGRAvr Pope Alex VII (1867) 131 Two
cylinders the one of steel the other of foyled isinglass

1703 T N City <S
C Purchaser 133 Looking glasses foil’d

being m vogue for Ornaments 1864 Realm 24 Feb 8 If we
are content with painted and foiled glitter

2 Arch Ornamented with foils, resembling foils

Foiled arch —foil-arch See Foil sb 1 2 b.

1835 R Willis Archit. Mid Ages 194 This is the Saracen
mode of treating foiled arches 1840 Parker Gloss Archit

93 Foiled Arch , an arch in the form of a trefoil, cinquefoil,

or inultifoil 1848 J. G Wiikinson Dalmatia, etc I 233
A foiled corbel table 1849 Ruskin Sev Lamps 111 § 20 86

Holes cut into foiled shapes

+ Foi’lery. Obs In 6 folery, Sc. ful3ery.

[f. Foil sb 1 2 + -ehy : there may have been

an OF *fueillerie ] Ornamentation lesembling

foliage.

150X Douglas Pal Hon m xvii, Skarsment, reprise,

corbell, and battellingis, Fulyery, bordoims of mony
precious stone 1527 Prior Moore in Noake Worcester

Monastery (1866) 137 The gest chamber hanged with

peynted clothes of folery, with bests, fulks, etc.

Foiling (foi lig), vbl sb 1 [f Foil v> -f -ing 1
]

1. The action of the vb Foil m various senses.

«*S33 Ld Burners Gold Bk M.Aurel (1559) Z, There
was neuer mortall man that could scape fro the foilyng

of hir [Enuie’s] feete 1683 ti Eiasm Monce Enc 90 The
foiling of them in an irresistible battle

2 esp The heading of a deer or other animal.

Hence the slot or trail, =Foil sb 4

1376 Turber\. Venene 237 We cil it the foylmg ofa deaie
if it be on grasse where the print of the foote cannot well

be seene 1617 Markham Caval vm 36 How a Horses nose
is able to direct him when hee comes to the foyhngs ofother
Cattle

Foiling (foi In)), vbl sb 2 [f. Foil v 4 + -ing 1
]

a The action, or process of backing (glass) with
foil b Arch. Ornamentation by foils; a foil

ornament. See Foil sb 1 2 b
a 1583W Bourne Prop Glasses in Rara Math (1838) No.

1 34 According vnto the several formes, facyons, and mak-
yngs of them, and allso the foylmges of them 1703 T N
City <5- C Purchaser 153 The Foiling of these Glasses

1849 Buskin Sev Lamps 111 § 20 86 Where the wall was
thick, and the foihngs were large

+ Foin, sb.
1 Obs. Foims

: 4-7 foyn(e, 5 fooyne,
feme, Sc fonije, foun^e, foyn:je(e, futile, 6 fow-
yng, fouoyne, 6-8 fom(e [a OF fame (Fr
fomne), altered form (after OF. fou -~L.figum
beech) offame ‘—late L fdglita, f fdg-um ,

the ani-

mal was so named from its feeding on beech-mast ]

1 . An animal of the polecat or weasel kind
; the

beech-marten (Mustelafoina).

1423 Jas I Hingis Q civil, There sawe I..The martrik

sable ,
the foynzee, and mony mo 1550 J Coke Eng $

Fr Heralds § 213 (1877) 118 We have marterns, foynes .

squerelles, etc 1619 Middleton Ti lurnphs Love c$ Anttq
Wks V 289 The names of those beasts bearing fur

Ermine, fome, sables, martin [etc ]

2. The for of this animal ; in plural, trimmings

01 garments made of the fur
c 1394 P PI Crede 295 A cote haj> be furred, WiJ> foyns,

or wip fitchewes 1399 Langl. R ic/i Redeles in 150 Ffurris

of ffoyne and oJ>er flelle-ware 1493 ,nHalyburton's Ledgei
(1867) 30 Item 100 rygis of fown3es 156a in Heath Grocers'
Comp (1869)426 note, Anye kind of furs m their gownes, hut
onlye foynes and budge 1641 Triumph Chas. I in Hail,
Misc. (Malh ) V 96 About eighty comely and grave
citizens, in foins and liveries 17x8 Ozell Toumefort's
Voy II. 376 The French Foines are much in esteem there

3 attnb. and Comb., as fom(s-back, -skin, -tail,

etc.
;
foum-bachelor, one of a company dressed

m gowns trimmed with foins, who took part in

London civic processions (see Bachelor 2) foms-
gown, one trimmed with foins.

1561 m Vicary's Anat (1888) App vi x8p My gowne .

faced with ffoyne backes 161a .9c Bk Customs in

Hafyburton's Ledger (1867) 306 Furres called Foynes—
backes tailes powtes 1681 T Jordan Loud Joy 1

A youthful number of *Foyns Batchellors 1692 Loud
Gaz No 2812/4 Also fFoms Gowns, and Scarlet Hoods for

Rich Batchelors 17x8 Ozell Tournefoit's Voy. II 376
These *Foine-Skms

Foin (fom), sb 2 Forms ; see vb. [f. Foin v ]

1 . A thmst or push with a pointed weapon. To
cast afom at • to make a thrust at Obs or arch
C1450 Fencing to two handed Sword in Rel Ant I 309

Thy quarters abowte, Ihy stoppis, thy foynys 1558
Phaer JEneui vn U iv. They fight with foyne of pointed
speare 1565 Golding Ovid’s Met. xu (1593) *84 Su
Dryant with a stake did cast at him a foine, And thrust

him through c z57° Marr IVit <S-
Science's iv, Kepe at

the foyne; come not wythm his reache 1638 Heywood
Wise Woman iv Wks 1874 V 330, I had my wards, and
foynes, and quarter-blowes 18x4 Southey Roderick xxv
400 Many a foin and thrust Aimed, and rebated

fig 1589 Pappe w Hatchet B ij, I thought that hee

which thrust at the bodie m game, would one day cast

a foyne at the soule in earnest c x6xo J Davies Scoutge
Folly (Grosart) 10/2 They with foynes of wit. The foes of

their vpholders home do hit

*t*b A wound made by such a stroke. Obs

*543 Traheron Vigo's Cktrmg in 1 xv 107 This
playstre is convenient at the begynnyng of a foyne 1576
Baker JewellofHealth 66 a, The water healeth all manei
of woundes foynes or cuttes

+ 2. = Foil r/.5 Obs.

[1631 GoUGr God’s Arrows 206 Such recieations as

playing at wasters and foines ] 1656 Osborn Adv Son
22 The vast difference between a Foyn and a Sword 170X

Collier M Anrel Lifep 1 , Ordering the [Gladiators] to

fight with Foms, or Buttons upon their Swords

Foin (fom), v. Forms 4-7 foyn(e(n, (4

foygne, Sc fnnje), 6-7 fome, 5- fom [app f

OFr. fome,
foisne

,
fouisne (Fr fiouine), a three-

pronged fish-spear —-L, fusema in same sense

This etymology involves some difficulties, as there is no

evidence of the adoption of the sb m Eng ,
nor of the

existence of any OF verb fotstuei ,
fomier ]

1 . mir To make a thrust with a pointed weapon,

or with the point of aweapon ;
to lunge, push Often

tofom at (a person) or with (a weapon) arch

1375 Barbour Bruce vm 307 Thai Fvvnjeit and fawcht

all sturdely ? a 1400 Morte Arth 149+ They . (foynes

faste att before breste with flawmande swerdez <*1440 Sir

Degrev 274 With speres feusly they foynede 1565 Jewel
Def Apol (1611) 571 Ye fome only at your owne shadow,

and hit nothing 1635 N R Camden’s Hist Elis in 353
That deadly manner of foymng with the rapier 1700 Dry-
den Palamon <? Arc. 11. 196 They lash, they foin, they

pass, they strive to bore Their Corslets 1826 Scott Woodst.

xvm, The fellow foms well 1855 Kingsley Westiu Hot
(i86r! 49 Foimng with his point

transf and fig a XS62 G Cavendish Wolsey in Words-
worth Eccl Bwg (1839) 1. 527 The boare continually foimng

at linn with his great tushes 1567 Maplet Gr Foiest 101

He whetteth his Home and in his fight wardeth and
foyneth at the Elephant his bellye 1677 Hale Prim Ortg.

Man u ix 211 Heat, and Cold, are always persecuting

and foymng at the weaker parts of Nature

f 2 trans To thrust at, stab, pierce, prick.
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c 1380 Sir Fenttnb. 5640 Foygnedc Jivm with Jnt Knyf
1520 Caxtons Chum Eng mi nS/a Ihey foyned thcym
with theyrswerdes and speics tlmigh theyi bodyes 1548
Patti n Jixped tuot I uij b, Lashe at Jie leggcs of ]>e lioise,

or foyne him m |>e holly

Lanf. c 1340 Gam tj Gt Knt 428 pat fele hit [ahead]
foyned wyth her fete

Hence Fornmg nil. sb and ppl a
,
Foi ningly

adv.
£1400 Desir. Tu>y 10287 Fell was the figlit foynyng of

spenes. is?3 Lo Briwi ks F 1 oiss I ccclxwn 617 With
their foynmge the Englyssheman was ouertlirowen to the
eithe 1558 Phalr Auteui Vit, Boicspcaies longe they
wluile, 01 foynyng forks 1599 Siiaks Much Ado \ 1,84
5m hoy, lie whip you from your foyning fence 1618
I'li inn r Loyal fiitbj r. iv, Aie you afraid of foiningV
1620 Thomas I at. Du t

, Punitim foimngly, pointmgly.
1628 Wnm it Jh it. Rcmcmb. nr 945 'J he capring Dancer,
and the fuming Fencer

I Foi’nery. Obs rate [f. Fojn v -hoy
J

Thi listing wilt the foil, fencing with the point
*599 Marsion Sec ViUante nt xi 22 [He] f.ils to foincry,

Out goes his Rnpiei

Foir- ; see 1< ore-.

Fois, obs. pi. of Foe
Foison (foi z’n), sb Forms

. 3 fouss-, fusun,
3-4 fuisum, -un, 4-6 fusiou(n):u(e, -on, fuysion,
-on, 7 fouson, fuzzen, 4-7 foyson, 5 -un, 6
-en, 4 fosoun, 4-5 foi-, foysoun(o, 6-7 foi-,

foyzon(e, 7 -zen, -eson, 5 fysoun, 7-8 fizon, 9
fizzen, 4- foison [a OF. foison, foyson,ftason,
fuson Pr foison '—popular L ^fusion-cut, for L.

fnsion-cm a pouring, n. of action ffundire to pom ]
1. Plenty, abundance, a plentiful supply

;
agieat

quantity or number (of peisons or things), aich
13 A' Ahs 1030 AUe the miles of the town Iladdyn

litel foisoun 1303 R. Ukunnt liaudl. Syimc 5808 Gode
shal jyue \>e hys hlessyng And foysyn yn allc Jjyng 1375
Barbour Bruce xix 482 Fyres in gret foysoune thai maid
1489 Cayton Faytes ofA u xxxix 163 They muste haue
grete foyson of aiowcs with biocle hedes 1545 Raynotii
By> th Mankynde 1. 11 (1634) 20 The greatei foyson of fat

that theie is betweene the two skmnes, the lesse be the
vaines. 1632 Ashmoie Theatr Chcm But 2x7 Of al

ileyntes plente and foyson x8xo Lamb Farcw to Pohicto,

Africa, that brags hei foison, Breeds no such piodigious
poison 1848 Lownt 1 Fablefor Critics Poet. Whs. 1890
III 70 He lias a perennial foison of sappiness

b. Plentiful crop or harvest

*587 Golding De Mornay xxxiv 549 If it [the grayne]
spring not vp, it yeldeth no foyson. 1610 Siiaks
iv. 1 no Earths mciease, foyzon plentie, Baines and
Gainers neuer empty 184s R W Hamilton Pop, Editt
x 330 We anticipate the foison of an unknown husbandry
c quasi -flrtfo In abundance So OF foison

*3 K Ain 1012 Heo was deliveud livei soon, Skaisch-
Iiche and nought foisoun [MS. Laud 622 110113th a foy-ou]

2 . Inherent vigour or vitality
,
powei , strength,

capacity pi. Resources Now chiefly Sc.
a 1300 Cursor M 8516 (Cotl.) Gains him Ins fas had na

fusun Ibid 13499 (GiUt ) He blLscid sijien ]>e fisses tuine,

And sett his fuisum paun widme. ?

a

1400 Arthw 476 He,
for alle hys grete Renoun, Ajenst Ai thour liadde no fusoun
c 1550 Bate K Johan (Camden) 77, I wyll gyve Kynge
Iohan thys poyson, So makynge hym sui e that lie shall never
have foyson 1x1392 H Smith Seim (1866) II 114 Such
a foison hath your alms that it increases, like the widows
meal 1603 Siiaks Macb iv 111 88 Scotland hath Foysons
to fill vp youi will Of your mecie Ovvne 1808 Jamieson,
Foison 2, Pith, ability, used to evpiess bodily stLength
*825 Ibid

,

‘He has nae foison in him’; he has no under-
standing, or mental energy Loth

b. Nourishing power; hence, nourishment, lit.

andJig. Now dial and Sc
c 1430 Lydg. in Lay Foils Mass-lk (1879) Notes 368 Quat
man here messe or he dyne Hys mete xal lian pe more
lysoun 1607WAT kington Opt Glasse 1 B 3 b, Them two are
poyson to men though foison tobudes Ibid

,
v F * a, Like

the foieson 01 ode ofthe lampe, wherewith it contmewes burn-
ing Ibid xu K.4 a, The foison of our best phantasies. 1624
Gee Foot out ofSnare v 41 The Liturgie is but dry meat,
and hath no foison in it 1674 Ray S § E C IVoids 66
Foison or Fizon

, the natural juice or moisture of the Grass
or other heibs 1787 Gkose Prao Gloss. Suppl

,
Poison

or Ftzon, <111823 Fobby Voc E Anglia

,

s v, 1 here is 110

foison m this hay 1823 Jamieson s v,, ‘Ye’ll tak a’ the
fizzen out o t [meat]

1

Foison (foi z’n), v. Obs. exc. arch. [ad. OFr.
foisonner, ffoison

:

see prec ] tram a. To supply
plentifully, b. To nouush
*393 Gower Conf III 341 Where all good him was

foisoued if 1483 Digby Myst, II. 513 Yt fedyth and foy-
sonnes 1891 E Arnold Lt World 190 Earth lo fill and
foisor* with His Father’s will

I Foi’Sonable, a. Obs. [f Foison sb. or v ]
Capable of yielding a crop, pioduchve
16x3 F Roihrts Rev Gospel 91 A giound which was

vlterly vnprofi table, 1101 could be made foysonable without

g 1 eat expence, 1627 [see Battlesome a a
]

Foisonless (foi z’nles), a Chiefly Sc Also
flson-, flshion.-, flssen-, flz(z)en-, fusion-, fush-
lonless. [f Foison sb. 4- -less ] Wanting sub-

stance, stiength, or ‘sap’; weak, ineffective, both
in a material and immaterial sense. Of grass:

Wanting in succulence 01 nourishing properties.
1721 Kr 1 T

Y

Sc. Pi ov io4Fah Folkis ay Fisonless a 1796
Burns * The Denk's dang o'er my Daddte An* he is but
a fusionless carhe. c 1817 Hogg Talcs t$- Sk I 328 Old
rusty and fizenless sword 1824 Scott St Ronau's ayah.
And puir thin fusionless skink it was ’ 1837 Carlyle Mtsc

(1857) IV 3 Our very Biographies, how stitf-starched, foison-

Icss, hollow 1864 Athenaeum No 1921 234/2 The fusion-

Icssbogliay 1870 PullMallG 27Scpt 11 These fusionless
idlers who never deiangc themselves for anything 1888
R F D Pai grave in Fnq J/t\t Rev Oct 745 1 he 1 wild-

fiie’ pi oved a vei y fi/zcnlcss mixture
(• Foi’SOllOUS, a Obs tare [f ns pice +

-ous.] Full of energy, fruitful

XS70 Livjns Mamp 226 I1 oysonouse, foecundus. 1602
Warni r Alb Eng mii Kxvm (1612) 324 Union, m breefe,

is foysonous, and discoide works decay

t Foist, fust, sb 1 Obs Forms: 5-7 fuste,

(6 fuyst), 6-7 foists, foysfcte, 6-R, 9 Htst foist,

(7 foise), [a OF fusle,
ad. It fusta fern origin-

ally log, piece of limber, f L fusiis cudgel ]

1 A light galley
;
a vessel propelled both by sails

and oais Cf Felucca.
1485 Gayton Pans <$ V 80 Tiy adventure they fonde

a fuste 1338-80 Waudi tr Ale.us' Sm 1 1 17 b, Wee
wete set vnon by fine foystes of Pnates 1603 Knoiies
lint 'Paths (r6?r) 430 l’eei es of great ordinance placed
in fusts and gallics 1777 Iloon Conn nuts’ l' is Wot Id
(ed 12) 1 ti A ship fui rushed with oars is a hai ge, or a foy st

fit' 1369 Sluppt ofSaft^auie (N ) N01 taking heede lus

fleshly foy'st to guide* 12x623 1'iiiciiiR 1

1

'ontan’s P> r~e

n vi, This Pinck, this painted Foyst, this Cockle boat.

2 . A baige, a small boat used on the river

*533 Wrioiulshy ( hum (1875) I 18 A barge lytchhe
hch.mgcd With cloath of guide and a foy'ste to w iyte on her
*6x6 B Jonson Eptgr cyxmii / oy 100 ’that is when it is

the Lotd Maiois foist

Foist, sb 2 [a OF fust (mod F fAf) cask,

pnmarily log, tree-trunk —L fit stun cudgtl ]

[I. A cask foi wine; m phi ase to savom of the

font' to be ‘ fusty ’. Obs
<1x3331,11 Bi uni its Gold Ilh M Awcl (1546) Q h, Good

wviui sometyma sauourcth of tlie foyst

2 Hence, Fnstmcss [F fust (Cotgr
) ]

1819 Riis Cytl, Foist, used to signify a musty soit

of smell among hay, stiaw, giain, and otlici firm pioducts
*876 Whitby Gloss

,
Foist, the mildew'd scent of a cellar

Foist, sb 8 Obs exc dial, [dial var. of Fist

sb.'*] a = Fist sb 2 1. b. dial. =Fist sb - 2.

c Comb —fist-ball.

*593 Nashl Lett Confut Wks (Grosart) II 204Afatail
foyst. 1640 [see Fist sb J

4l <11700 B E Diet Cant Crew,
Foyst a dose strong Stink, without Noise oi Rcpoi t 1847
Hai nwn l, Font, a toad stool, hvjfolk

+ Foist, sb 4 Obs [f Foiht z/J]

1. A cheat, a rogue
;
a pick-pocket.

S x Gru Nr Disc Coosnagc Pref. 3 The Foist, the pickc-
ets (su reuuence, I meanc) x6xx Middipion &. Di K-

knn Roarmq Git h v M \ Wks (Bullen) IV 134 Mol This
liraue fellow is no lrnttei then a foyst Otunes Foyst,
what’s that? Mol A picke-pocket 1659 Lady A limony
V ill, You shall play no moie the sharking foist with me
a 1700 B. E Diet Cant. Crew, Foyst, a Client 01 Rogue
2 A piece of roguery, trick

1603 B Jonson Volpone 111 i\, Put not your foist’s vpon
me, 1 shall sent ’hem 1641 ‘ Smpctymnuus ’ Vmd Answ
vi 83 Which if you call a foyst, all your ovvne side are
as guilty as our selves 1634 R Viivain 7 Jeroiem. T/uol
in its What fine foists and brazen bolts are thes to bolstei

a bad caus ? 1677 in Colts Eng -Lat Diet
3 , Something foisted in.

a 1734 North Exam in. vi § 101 (1740) 49s The Author
gives the following SpeechofMay 28, by Way of Foist in the
Place of that before of the 23d of May
Foist, sb tare [f next] A fogy
1820 Blackwood's Mag VIII. losThereins were continu-

ally slipping out ofthe lingers of the ancient foists [‘ the old
duvers of the peuodical Heavies ']

Foist (foist), a dial. [? f Foist sb 2] Fusty
1691 Ray N C Words, Foist, Fusty. 1721-92 in Bahty

1842 Johnson FarmePs Encycl , Foist or I oust, a pro-
vincial word signifying mouldy or rusty 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss

,
Foist, foisty

Foist (foist), v t [prob ad Du dial, vuisten to
take in the hand, f must fist

;
cf Ger dial fausten.

The Du woid now means to play at a game in which one
player holds some coins in his liana, and the others guess at
their number (Prof Gallde) ]

+ 1. traits {Dicing) To palm (a ‘flat’ or false

die) so as to be able to intioduce it when requited.
Also mtr. to cheat by this means (m quot 1545
app used loosely). To foist m : to introduce (the
flat) surreptitiously when palmed Obs
*545 Ascham Tax oph (Aib ) 54 If they be trew disc, what

shyfte wil they make to set the one of them with sljding,
with cogging, with foy sting, with coytmge, as they call it

c 1550 Due-Play Cjb, R What shift haue they to hung
the flat in Sc out ? M. A loly fine slufte, y

6 properly is

called foy sting, & it is .a sleight to cary easely within
the hand as often as the foistei list So yl when either
he or his partener shall cast y° dice, the flat comes not
alnod til he haue made a great hawle, and won as much as
him list 1bid C ij, If this young schollei haue not so redy
an eye, to deserne the flat at euery time that hee is foysted

in 1365 Harding in Jewel Def Apol (161 1) 127 Through
Foisting and Cogging their Die, and othei false play.

"t*
2 . mtr To practise roguery, to cheat Obs

Cf Coo v 3

1584 R, W11 son Tin ce Ladies Lond 1 Aujb, Thoudoest
nothing but cog, lie, and foist with hypocusie x6xt Mmi>i r-
ion & Dekklr Ronivtg Gitlv 1 M’s Wks (Bultenl IV.
*34 A pickpocket

, all lus train study the figging law, that ’s
to say, cutting ofpurses and foisting

+ b. t> ans. To cheat (a peison) out of Obs Cf.
Cog v 3

3 b.
1622 Flttciier Sea Foy 1 in, If I be foysted and jeer'd

out ofmy goods I

FOISTEB

*| 3 To put foi Ih or allege fraudnlentTy Obs
Cf. Coo v 6

take heed that they foyst not the name of Christ that thev
foyst not a ticket to say that Chust sent them x678M vhvi 1 r Giowth Vopeiy Wks. I 450 Some by foistine
acountu fut don ltion ofConstantine advanced themselves!
b To introduce surreptitiously or unwarrant-

ably into , also with in adv.
*363-87 t'OM a 1$ M (1396) 776/2 Unlesse .. by some

fiaudulcnt misdealing of mine enemies, theie be any tinner
foysted into them 1370 T Norton tr Dowels Catech
(18531 173 ’lhcy .desire to shift and foist in the Bishop
of Koine to he head of the chinch in earth, 111 the stead
of Christ 1641 bnuu. Stnah A Ilaqarfi649) 76 A rude
famihai lty with the 11 urn. of God (foisting it Up and down
in common communication and oathes) 1676 W
r VU ", M. * > id anv-

1
.

,l ‘ ** 1 (l I 1 * I704
bvvn r J Jnb \i (1709) 127 A passage (whether foisted in
by the Tiansuihci is not known! 1836 Lytton Athens I
275 'I he mtupolations supposed to be foisted into the
Odyssey 1861 Brin si Hon Fug Cathcdr lath

C

73 The
zeal of Ban Carlo Boiromco lias foisted in subsidiary altars
to the detiunent of Llie grand simplicity of its first plan’
1889 Jisson* Commq ofFuat siu i56 [He] was eventually
foisted into the sec of Dili ham

c To palm or put off, to fasten or fix stealthily

or unwarrantably on or upon
, occas to father (a

composition) upon • larely with of
*599 Mansion Slo Viliam, 1 m 182 When TcgeranBiags

that hee foysts lus rotten Cuitc/nn Vpon Ins hene 1633
RIassingi r Gitaidtan m vi, Am I grown So weak that
these gtoss tucks May he foisted on me? 1641 Mhton
PilI kpisc. (1851) 79 The utisktlfull fraud of him that
foisted this Epistle upon Ignatius 1772-84 Cook Foy
(1790) VI 1971 The ignoiant asscitions foisted on the public
by editors 1841 S Warhtn 7 en Thom a Year III 1 18
'lo attempt to foist himself upon a boiough with which he
had no connexion 1849 C Bronte Shnhyl vu 157 Each
lady (.outnhutor takes it in her turn to foist ofT its contents
on a sin inking male public. 1879 Sai a Parts hei selfagain
(1880) II 111 34 You have inferior ai tides foisted on you
while being charged for Lhe best

t d. To remove surreptitiously out of. Obs.- 1

1658 Bramiiai l Conseu Bps 163 l'herc is rather some-
thing foisted out of the former Edition, then foisted in

1 4 To put (a person) off with something mfei lor
1602 Life T. Cromwell 1 111 85 Where he had wont to

give a thousand crowns Doth lie now foist me with a
portaguc ?

f 5 mtr. foi ufl To intrude oneself into With
away • To slip off, vanish. Obs
1603 H Crossr Fcilnet Contmw (1878) 66 These beg no

f

>] ill*, nor foist into oflke, hut if it come, they vnwillmgly
(Old it 1664 Co 1 1 on Scanon 1 (1776) 34 But she was
gone for when she list. She foist away Lould in a Mist

6 mtr. slang (See quot ).

1383 I-iriTWooi) m Ellis Out? Lett Sei 1 II 303 Note
thatfoyst

e

is to ciltt a pockett, nyppe is to cult a pui se, lyft

is to robbe a shoppe 1785 Grose Diet Twig, Tongue,
Fovst, to pick a pocket.

Hence Foi sted fpl. a
;
Foi sting vbl. sb and

ppl a
1386 Ni wton tr. Daman's Diceplay vi. As many foystmg

coseneis . use to do <587 Golding De Momay xxiv 364
If it be possible for a booke to bee preserued from falsi-

fying and foisting what liookc shal y* be but the Byble?
16x1 Si'Fnn Hist Gt Brit, ix xv. h 2* This foisted and
falsely termed fundamentall law Sahquc. 1628 R S
Counter Scuffle lvm, Thou cogging Base foystmg Lawyer
1631 Celeshna ix 105 You well enough perceive hei foystings

and her flatteries 1641 Vmd. Smeclymnuus v 70 lhe bold
foysting in of a Parenthesis, a 1687 Cotton Poet. Wks
(1765) 18 Make no more such Foisting heie.

Foist (foist), v 1 Obs exc dial See also Fust
v [f Foist sb/] inti

.

To smell or grow musty
*583 Golding Calvin on Dent, cxix 735 And what be-

comes of the Corne in the meanewhyle? It foysteth and
rotteth 1641 Bist Farm Bks (Surtees) 103 Corne
will foyst with lymge long in the garner. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss

,
Foist, to smell fusty

Hence Foi sted ppl. a , musty.
1688 R. Holme Armoury hi 3x7/1 Musty, Fusty, Foisted,

Puft Corn 1720 Stryit Stows Snrv (1754! II v. xi

289/2 They brewed foisted Beer and coirupt Beer again

1876 Whitby Gloss , Foisted, musty, as a mouldy cask

tFoist, vO Obs [var of Fist v 2
]

intr. To
break wind silently.

1394 Nasht Unfort. Trav 18 If at'anie time hee should

foyst, 1604 Dekktr Honest Whore 1 ix Wks 1873 II. 52
Spume your hounds when they foisle 1694 Urqnharfs
Rabelais it. xv xoa [ed 1653 hasfist]
Hence Foi sting ppl. a., usually in foisting cur,

hound, etc.
;

cf. Fisting ppl. a.
;

also Forster,
one who foists.

ci6xx Chapman Iliad Pref (1857) 65 The barkings of

puppies, or foisting hounds 1636 Davi-nant Siege Rhodes
111 Dram Wks 1873 IV 39s D’ye snarl, ye foisting mon-
giels? 1674 N Cox Genii Recreat 1 (1677) 24 *677
Miegf, Vesseur, a foister, or a fiz^ler.

f Foister (foi stai). Obs. [f. Foist zl1 + -er 1
]

One who foists, in senses of the vb a One who
‘
foists ’ dice b One who interpolates spurious

words or passages, etc. c A cheat, sharper, d.

A pickpocket
r 1550 [see Foisr v 1

x], 1566 T Stapleton Ret. Unit
Jewel iv 36 A Foi get , a Foystei 01 a C'oggei *385 Fleet-
wood m Ellis One; Lett Sei 1 II 298 A pubhque ffoyster

Nota that a ffoistei is a Pick pockett xfixo Holland
Camden's But 1 10 Some craftte foister and juglmg de-

ceiver 1823 Leigh’s Nenv Ptct Lond 104 His proficiency

was rewarded by styling him a nypper and a foyster.



FOISTY FOLD.385

Foisty (foi sti), a See also Fusty [f. Foist

sl> 2 +.y i] Fusty, musty, mouldy lit and fig
igig Horman Vulg 151 b, Lest suche placis waxe filthy

and foysty. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat 1v H, As if

thou shouldst sauce thy meate with foystie oyles 1619

Favour Antiq Tn over Novelty xm 334 T.he foisty and
fenowed Festuiall. 1669 Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681) 28s
Ihrash not Wheat to keep untill March, lest it prove foisty.

c j7g0 J Collier (Tim1 Bobbin) Misc Wks (1812) 19 Well
boh we'n had enough o this foisty matter, lets tawk o’

summot elze 1859 H T Ellis Hong Kong to Manilla
210 Pure Indians, and pure Chinese (if such a teim can be

applied to so ‘foisty’ a race as the latter) 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s v ,

‘ As foisty as an old York church,’

Hence Poi-sty v mtr ,
to become foisty or musty

;

implied pi Toistied ppl. a. Foi stiness, the

quality or condition of being foisty.

1S73 Huloet, Foistied, mustied or vmoed, mitcidus 1576
Baker Jewell of Health 38 Least there may remayne
some smatch of rottennesse or foystynes in the lycour dys-

tilled 1595 Lupton Thous. Notable Th it 3d So the Wyne
wyll be preserued from foystines and euyll sauor

f Foi’terer. Obs [erron f faiteier, Faitoue]
[1528 Roy Rede me (Arb ) 55 Thou makest hym then a

trayter? I recken hym a falce fayterer ] 1616 Bullokar,
Fotterers, vagabonds 1623 Cockeram n, A Vagabond,
foyterer 1677 in Coles 1848 in Wharton Law Lex
Fok, Fok(k)e, obs forms of Folk
t Fo’kel, a Obs rare [Paltered form of

foken,Faken; or perh miswritten Torfekel, Fickle ]

Treacherous (In quots absol and quasi-twfo )

a 127S Prov AElfied 255 in O E Mtsc 119 Ofte mon on
faire fokel chesed. Ibid 349 m O E Mtsc. 123 Seiet him
faire bi foren, fokel at henden

t Fo’ken, v [f foken

,

Faken sb ; cf OHG
feihn&n ] mtr. To play false

a 127s Prov JElfred 485 in O E Mtsc 132 For ofte

sibbie men foken hem bitwenen.

Foi, obs. form of Fool, Full

t Folafoility. Obs. rare— 1 [f fol Fool , see

-able and -ity.] Folly
a 1529 Skelton Agst veil Tonguesvm 10 Ye are so full

of vertibilite, And of frenetyke folabilite

Folargesae, var of Fool-largesse, Obs

Folc(k, obs. form of Folk

t Fold, sb l Obs Forms • 1 folde, 3-5 folde,

(3 south volde
, 4 foulde), 4- fold [OE folde

wkfem — OLG.folda, ON.fold -—OTeut foldon-

,

*foldd, prob 1 elated to *feljm Field sb ]

1. a The surface of the earth; the ground
b Dryland; the earth, as the dwelling-place of

man. In, on, upon fold : on the earth ; often as

a mere expletive
Beowulf1137 (Gr ) ba wees winter scacen, Fasger foldan

bearm c xooo Judith 281 (Gr ) He gefeoll to foldan

<11205 Lay 1922 A1 Jie feond to-barst aer he to folde come
Ibid 1573° Nat ic on folde What his fader weoren c 1320
Sir Tristr 643 Formest Jj° m fold He lete him m bring
c 1340 Gaia Gr. Knt. 422 be kay fote on be folde he
be-fore sette c *350 Will Paleme 5382 A kastel ful nobul,
pe fairest vpon fold c 1400 Rowland <$- 0 418 Then sayde
thies Damesels fre one folde <21400-50 Alexander 2087
Fey falne to be fold many fers erlis c 1440 Bone Flor 342
Many other waturs come thorow the town, That fresche are

upon folde. c 1450 Henryson Poems (1865) 24, I was
Ane freik on fold, as fair as ye c 1470 Henry Wallace
hi 385 Felle frekis on fold war fallyt wndyr feit,

2 A country, district, land
a xooo Caedmon’s Gen 1969 (Gr )

pa waes guShergum he
Jordane wera eSelland wide jjeondsended, folde feondum
c 1340 Gaw % Gr Knt 25 Mo ferlyes on pis folde han
fallen here oft pen in any oper pat I wot.

3 . Comb

,

as foldsitter, of the hare: one who sits

on the gronnd
a 1325 Names Hare in Rel. Ant I 133 The fitelfot, the

foldsitlere

Fold (fould), sb.
2 Forms: 1 faleed, falod,

falud, 1-2 fald, 3-5 fald(e, (3 south, void), 4-6
fo(u)ld(e, (5 foolde), 5-6 Sc fald, 5-9 Sc fauld,

9 dial faud, fowd, fowt. [OE. falsed, falod,

falud, fald, str. masc., app conesp to MLG
vdlt, mod.LG fait, Du vaalt, EFns folt en-

closed space, dunghill.]

1 A pen or enclosure for domestic animals, esp.

sheep.
a 700 Eptndl Gloss 959 Stdbuhmi

,

falaed a 800 Corpus
Gloss 310 Bofellum, falud c xooo Ags Gosp John x. z Se
pe ne gae5 at pam gete into sceapa falde he is peof
a xxoo Gerefa m Anglia (1886) IX, 260 Ge on felda, ge on
falde c X200 Ormin 3339 Till hirdess paar pser pe33 pat
mhht Biwokenn pe33re faldess <2x300 Cursor M 3671
(Cott

) Jacob went vn to pe fald And broght pe bestes 1382
WycLir John x x In to the fold ofthe scheep c 1470 Henry
Wallace v 177 Twascheipe thai tuk besid thaim of a fauld

1523 Fitzherb Hitsb § 6 To be set in a folde all nyghte
without meate 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg 111 530 Oft the
Flocks Nor Folds, nor hospitable Harbour know 1788
Burns My Hoggte 11, The lee-lang night we watch’d the
fauld, Me and my faithfu’ doggie, x8oo Wordsw Pet Lamb
48 Our house shall be thy fold

b. fig ,
esp. m a spiritual sense

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 4640 In haly kirkes falde 154s
Barnes Wks (1573) 247 You come into the fold of Christ
without him. 1548 Hall Chron ,

Edw IVTan. 14) 232 To
kepe the wolfe from the folde, that is the Frenche kynge
from your Castels and dominions 1821 Shelley Death
Napoleon 5 The last of the fiock of the starry fold x868 G.
Duff Pol Sure. 182 Although South America is nominally

VOL. IV.

Catholic, there are few parts of the fold which give more
anxiety at Rome
e The sheep contained in a fold. Also + the

movable fold, and the sheep penned in it.

1669 Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681) 219 To run the Fold
over it, and well settle it 1697 Drydi-n Vtrg Past vn 73
The bleating Fold 1742 Collins Eclog in 14 Till late

at silent eve she penn’d the fold

d transf An enclosure of any kind
,
a dwelling

t Infere andfold m prison together
c 1435 Torr Portugal 309 In a dongon Fowyre good

erylles sonnys Ys fet m fere and fold X513 Douglas
AEnets ix x 28 Inclositt amyd ane fald of stakis 2552
Huloet, Folde, or packe, or povvnde to pinne distress, canla

1847 Tennyson Pnnc v 380 Far off from men I built a fold
foi them
2 An enclosed piece of ground forming part of

a farm, as a farm-yaid.
c 1450 HrNRYSON Poems (1865) 6 Be firth, forrest, or

fauld 1500-20 Dunbar "1 kistle <5 Rose 68 That no schouris
Effray suld flouns or fowlis on the fold 1802 R Ander-

son Cumberld Ball 4g Auld Marget in the fauld she sits

b transf. The * yard ’ belonging to a mill, etc ;

a cluster of houses standing m such a yard
1863 Laneash Fents,

New Shirt 3 A pretty weaver lass

had taken her sewing up the ‘ fowt ’. 1882 Lane Gloss
,

Fold, Fowd, or Fowt

,

a cluster of houses 1889 Baking-
Gould Pennycoineqmcks (1890) 58 The houses in the
‘ folds ' were deserted

3 attnb and Comb
,
asfold-manure, -stake, -stead,

also fold-garth, -yard, farm-yard
,
fold-mucked

a

,

(ground) manured by folding sheep upon it

;

fold-pitcher, an iron crowbar used in pitching or

setting up hurdles ;
fold-shore (see quot 1813);

fold-tread v =Fold vJ 2; foldwards adv , to-

wards the fold
1788W Marshall E. Yorkslt. Gloss , *Foldgarth, farm-

yard 1876 Whitby Gloss , Faitd-garih, the fold-yard x82g
Bone Manure, Rep Doncast Commission 5 Forty or fifty

cart loads of *fold manure. 1641 BestFarm Bks (Surtees)

17 Wee can neaver gette above one Demaine-flatte *fold-

mucked in a whole summer 1832 Q Jml Agnc III 648
Setting hurdles is most expeditiouslydone by the aid ofa
*fold pitcher 1813 T. Davis Agnc. Wilts 63 Fossels, or
*Fold-shores, the stakes to which the hurdles are fastened

with a loose twig-wreath at the top 1878 Jackson in Wilts
Archaeol Mag XVII 304 The fold-shores c 1475 Piet
Voc. in Wr-wulcker 814 Hie pains, a *foldstake 1663
MS Indenture (Barlby, Yorks ), 2 gardens and a *fold-

steads 1854 Jml R Agnc Soc XV 11 420 [He] also

*fold-treads his turnip-land before the seed is drilled. 1870
Morris Earthly Par I 11 462 Who stood awhile Then
slowly gat him *foldwards 1800 Gentl Mag II 1291 He
..had been feeding him in the *fold yard. 1839 Selby in

Proc Berw Nat Club I No 7. 192 The Finch tribe

found food m the stack and fold-yards

Fold (fould), sb. 3 Forms 4-5 falde, 4-6 fold©,

4 felde, (6 folte), 6-7 foulde, 3- fold. [ME.
fald, f fald-en, Fold vO ;

cf. MDu voude (Du.

vouw), OHG fait masc (MHG. volte, mod Ger.

falte fem ), ON fald-r masc ,falda fem. (Sw. foil,

Da fold)
OE hadfyld, *field —WGer *faldi-z of equivalent for-

mation, but it did not survive into ME ]

1 A bend or ply, such, as is produced when any
more or less flexible object is folded

;
one of the

parts, or both of them together, which aie brought

together m folding; spec, (see quot. 1882) + In

eaily poetic use, m fold, ofrich fold, is a formula

often introduced with little meaning m descriptions

of costly garments
a 1300 Cursor M. 23452 (Cott ) In clethtng cled o nche

fald £1325 Metr. Horn 113 Uestement of riche fold

<1x400 Sir Perc 32 He gaffe his sister hym tille With
robes m folde 7c 1475 Sqr Lowe Degre 835 Your curtames

of camaca, all in folde 15x3 Douglas AEnets vm vm. 94
Thai byd display thair banarts out of faldis 1689 Lond
Gas No 2470/4 Several Pieces of Guilix and Gentish
Hollands in the Long Fold 1741 Chambers Cycl. s v.

Drapery, The folds . should be so managed that you
may easily perceive what it is that they cover 1814 Scott
Ld of Isles iv xxvi, The monarch’s mantle too he bore,

And drew the fold his visage o’er. 1852 Seidel Organ 36

When blown, these bellows form two, three, or more folds

1874 Knight Diet Mech 1. 105/1 s v Angle-joint
, g has a

fold to each plate; these lock upon each other x88a

Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needlework, Folds

,

the draping
produced by Pleating or Gathering at the waist of a skirt;

or the flat plaits on any part of a skirt, bodice or sleeve,

secured at each end to the dress to keep them in place.

fig 1605 Shaks Lear 1 1 221 A thing so monstrous, to

dismantle So many folds of fauour 1 1683 Dryden Life
Plutarch 113 The folds and doubles of Syfla’s disposition

1742 Young Nt Th. iv 733 My heart is thine , Deep in its

inmost folds, Live thou 1820 Shelley Sensit Plant 1, 31

Till, fold after fold, to the fainting air The soul of her

beauty and love lay hare, 1873 Max Muller Sc. Relig
1 The flowing folds of language

b A similar configuration in animal and veget-

able structures

<1 1250 Owl <5- Night. 602 A mong Jje folde of harde rinde.

156a Bulleyn Bk Sicke Men 50 a, Masticke will not

suffre Scamonie, to chue to the foltes [1579 foldes] of the

stomacke 1651 Life Father Sarpi 30 Those inward shuts

or folds that are within the veines 1731 Arbuthnot Ali-

ments vi vm 217 The inward Coat of a Lion’s Stomach has

stronger Folds than a Human, 1841-71 T R Jones Amnt
Kmgd 522 A fold of the alimentary canal. 1854 Owen
Teeth in OrVs Ctrc Sc , Organ Nat I 283 The folds of

enamel that penetrate the substance of the tooth,

c A winding or sinuosity.

<1 1250 Owl Night 696 3if he ne con his wit atholde Ne
fint he red in one folde. 1555 Eden Decades 178 The
fouldes or indented places of the mountaynes i6ox Hol-
land Pliny II 1x3 That towne stood as it were m a fold,

or plait, or nouke thereof [? e. of the gulf] 1832W Irving
Alhambra II 231 The folds of the mountains 1887
Bowen Vtrg AEneidn 748 The winding folds of the glen.

d A layer or ‘thickness’ (of cloth, etc), a coat

(of an onion) f With numerals, sing in pi sense.

1527 Andrew Bmuswyke's Distyll Waters D j b.

Two or ui folde of clowte wet in the same water 1626
Bacon Sylva § 771 The Ancient /Egyptian Mummies were
shrowded in a Number of Folds of Linnen 1675 Hobbes
Odyssey (1677) 232 The fold of a dry onion 1697 Dryden
sEneid v 538 With sev’n distinguish'd folds Of tough Bull
Hides 1804 Med Jml XII 64 Wrapping up the part
in several folds of flannel 1838 T Thomson ( hem Org
Bodies 116 It must be dried between folds of blotting paper

e. In a serpent’s body • A coil

1592 Shaks Veit <$• Ad 879 An adder Wreath’d vp in

fatall folds 1667 MiltonPL ix 498-9 Circular base of
rising foulds, that tour’d Fould above fould a surging Maze
1697 Creech Mamhits 1 14 Secure fiom meeting they’re
distinctly roll’d, Nor leave their Seats, and pass the dreadfull
fold [of the constellation Draco] 1884 W C Smith Kil-
drostan 93 Serpents clasp you in their folds,

f A length (of string) between two bends
1839 G Bird Nat Philos 69 Each fold of string sustains

a share of the weight

g Building (See quot

)

1842 Gwilt Encycl Arch § 2x72 Floors which are folded,

that is when the boards are laid in divisions, whose side

vertical joints are not continuous, but in bays of three, four,

five, or more boaids in a bay or fold.

2. Something that is or may be folded
,
a leaf of

a book, a sheet of paper, one of the leaves of a
folding-door.
c 1315 Shoreiiam 91 Ase hyt hys in holye boke I-wryten

ine many a felde [7 read fealde, the rimes are y-halde,

tealde, ealde] 1624 Massinger Pari. Love in 11, As I, in

this fold—this—receive her favours 1667 Milton P L. i.

724 The dores Op’nmg thir brazen foulds t8o8 J Barlow
Colimib in 683 The wide gates receive their rapid flight

The folds are barr'd

+ 3 V A wrapping, covering. Obs
1497 Will of Sympson (Somerset Ho ), A folde and

a standard of Mayle 1633 Ford Broken Heart 111 v,

That remedy Must be a winding-sheet, a fold of lead, And
some untrod-on corner in the earth

4 The action of folding ; -f* a clasp or embrace.
1606 Shaks TV. <J- Cr. 111 in 223 Weake wanton Cupid

Shall from your necke vnloose his amorous fould 1885
Crane Bookbinding iv 33 Still another fold gives a ‘ 32mo ’.

5. The line or mark made by foldmg
1840 Lardner Geom. 18 Both coincide with the fold of

the paper.

0. The words manifold, threefold, etc (see -fold

suffix) have occasionally been viewed (erroneously)

as syntactical combinations of the adjs. with the

present sb. Hence the following uses .

+ a. Many afold=.many tim^s, with many repe-

titions Obs
c 1400 Melayne 445 Thay caste one it full many a folde

CX420 Chron Vilod. 306 And bonkede JjeTfore God mony
a Abide 1503 Hawes Examp. Vzrt lxxxu (Arb.) 22 Set
with dyamondes many a fold.

ft). By rnany a fold m manifold proportion,

many times over. So byfoldes seven. Obs
c 1450 Mtrour Saluacioun 4300 Clererethan is the sonne

shalle be, be faldes seven, c X460 Towneley Myst. (Sur-

tees) 20 More bi foldes seven then I can welle expres

1577 Harrison England 11 lit (1877) 1. 73 The towne of
Cambridge .exceedeth that of Oxford by manie a fold

C One portion of a ‘ manifold’ thing.

1826 E Irving Babylon I 11 77 Which fourfold chain of
evidence, upon any single fold of which I am willing [etc.].

1839 R Philip Life W Milne I 22 It stopped his basket-

making before he got through two folds of the 1 Fonrfould
State

’

tFoia, sb 4 Obs. rare. Also foold(e 2 The
mountain-ash (app rendering L. omus).
c 1420 Pallad on Husb 1 1021 Ook, fold, and buche.

Ibid, nr 770 Foolde, ashes, qnynce.

Fold (fi?“ld), v 1 Pa. t and pa pple. folded
(feu lded). Forms : Infin. 1 fealdan, Northumb.
(ge)falda, 3-5 fald(e(n, 3-6 foldexi, (5 -yn), 4
felde, south, viealde, 4-6 south, volde, 5-7 fould,

6-9 Sc. fald, fauld, 9 dial faud, 5- fold Pa. t

str. 1 fdold, 4-5 feld(e, 6 fald. wk. 4-5 foldid.

(5 -etj -it), 6- folded. Pa pple., str 1 fealden,

3-7 fo!d(e(n, (4-6 -in, -un, -yn, 7 foulden), 3
south, volden, 3-4 fald(e(n, (6 fanden), 5 y-falt,

folte, (6 fait), fould -wk. 4 foldid, 6-7 foldit,

(6 folted), 7 foulded, 4- folded. [Com.Teut.
reduplicating stiong vb : OE. fealdan = MDu.
vouden (Du. vouwen), OHG faldan,faltan(MHG
valten, Ger. fallen), ON. falda (pa t folt), Goth.

fal)an (pa. t faifalfi) OTeut. *falpan, f *falp •—

pre-Teut *plt-, found m Lith. pleta I plait, Gr. S<-

trahTos, also di-irX&cnos (j-*-pltiyos) double; ac-

cording to Brugmann. an extended form of the Toot

pi- (in Gr. &-ir\6-os, simple, lit.
‘ one-fold ’) ofwhich

another extension appears m Gr rXe/c-eiv, L. pltc-

die to plait, fold. In OE and early ME. the

forms are those of a strong vb ; from 15th c. on-

wards weak forms were developed, and the vb is

now conjugated entirely as weak ;
cf. Da.folde.]
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FOLD. 386 FOLDAGE.
1 . ti ans. To arrange (a piece of cloth, a surface,

etc ), so that one portion lies reversed over or

alongside another, to double or bend over upon
itself. Also with m, over

,
together Often con-

textually implying repeated action of this kind
Tofold tip • to close or bung into a more compact
form by repeated folding
c 888 K /EerRED Boetk .\li $ 3 God scipstyra ongit mi*

celne wind hreose air ter hit weorbe, ancl lia,t fealdan jxet
segl a 1000 Riddles xxvu 7 (Gi

) Mec [a parchment]
fingi as feoldon a 1250 Owl ij- Night 1324 On ape mai a
hoc bi halde. An leves wenden, and eft folde 13 Coer
de L 3497 Whenne they hadde eeten, the cloth was folde
1480 Caxton Citron. Eng ccxxi. 213 He opened the lettei

that he had folden afore to gedei 1533 Covi rdale Each.
xh. 23 Euery doie had two litle wickettes which were folden
111 one vpon another on euery syde two, 1621 Ainswoih 11

Annot, Pentat, Exod xm. 9 These foure sections written
on parchment, folden up they tyed to the forehead. 1707
Curios, in Hnsb & Gard 87 During the Night, they join
and fold in their Leaves *712 Addison Sped No 305 r 9
To open a Letter, to fold it up again 1840 Lardncr Guam
44 If the triangle be conceived to be folded over. 1878
Browning Poets Crotsic 41 Our Rend folds lus paper
transf. and fig 1633 Earl Manch At Mondo (1636)

122 When death hath foulded up thydayes, all opportunity
is past 1642 Fuller Holy <S Prof. St n, x 26 So hand*
somely folding up hei discouise, that his virtues are shown
outwards, and his vices wrapped up in silence 1677
Crowne Desti Jerusalem 1 iv 1, Every night their
Bodies weie not worn, But gently lapt and folded up
till mom 1820 Shelley Let Gisborne 245 Let lus page
Fold itself up for the seiener clime Of years to come
Prov. 1622 Maiynls Anc Law Merck go Hee that

buyeth Lawne befoie he can fold it, will lepent before he
hath sold it

b. Gtol. To double up (strata) Also mtr. for

ref. To become doubled up
1837 Livingstone Trav. xxvm 570 Making the strata fold

over them on each side 1872 C King Mountain Sierra
Nev lx. 185 When the Siena Nevada and Wahsatch
mountains were folded 1883 Becker in A mer Jrul. Sc
Sei. ui xxx 208 The result of a tendency to fold carried
beyond the limit of elasticity of the rock.

0. To bend or turn back ot down (a poition of
something), f To fold off. to bend back and biealc
off.

c 1420 Pallad on Hnsb hi 774 Or me sette hun [a giaft]
in the tree The tendion and the leves of thou folde

d, Building (See quot s v Fold sbfi 1 g )
e mtr. To yield to presume, so as to become

folded
; to be capable oi being folded.

139B Trevisa Barth De P R xvn xxvu 11495) 620
That cassia is best that biekyth not soone but bendyth and
foldeth 1793 Smeaion Edystone L 194 Having a joint in
the middle, it folds.

(-£ trans. To roll up, as a scroll. Obs
1382 Wyclif Luke iv 20 Whanne he hadde closid [w

»

folded, or closed) the hook C1400 St Alexius (Laud 622)
932 A book in his honde he halt Swibe fast, & naieweyfalt
1561 Dams tr Bullmger on Afioc, (1573) 283 Hcauen fled
backe, and was folden vp lyke a scrolle

2 trans To place in a spiral or sinuous foim;
to coil, wind. Now only with const about, round,
or the like. Also intr. for refl.

*i»79 Tomson Calvin's Serin, Tim 346/2 The deceiuers
double and folde in themselu.es like serpents c 1630 Mer-
hne 1465 in Furmv Percy Folio I 467 Beneathe the
Stones under the Mold tow dragons Lyen there fould
18*6 J Wilson City of Plague it. iv, Thus I fold one arm
Round thy blest neck 1833 Tennyson Poems 6, I dare
not fold My arms about thee 1842— Talking Oak 148
When I feel about my feet The berried briony fold 1842— Day-dream, Departure 1, On her lover’s arm she leant

tAnd round her waist she felt it fold

+ b mtr. Ofa stream . To take a winding course
41420 Pallad on Hnsb in, 557 So that the towne water

doune folde Streght hem amonge.

+ 3 trans To cause to bend; hence, to throw
down, overthrow, also, to overcome (Cf mod.
double up.) fig To prevail upon by entreaty
c *205 Lay 20077 Feollen J>a uane uolden to grunde c 1330

King of Tars 11x8 The feendes strengthe to folde G1430
Syr Tryam 326 Fourti Syr Roger downe can folde.

t* To bend, bow (oneself, the body, 01 limbs)
a 1300 CursorM 8965 (Cott ) To J>e tre sco can hir fald

c 1380 Sir Ferumb 841 Is bodi a-side he felde 1371
Hanmer Chron Ini (1633) 17 A red Lyon Rampant, with
his taile folden towards his backe a 1605 Montgomerie
Misc Poems li 35 Befoir Europe he his feit did fauld

fig. *578 Ps Ixxvil m Scot Poems 16th C II rog They
. . hes vs left all foldit into cair

fb. intr, for refl Of the body or limbs, To
bend, crook, double up, yield. Also, of a person

:

To bow, bend down, crouch, diop down Obs.
13 Maximan iv in Rel, Ant, I 120 Care and kunde of

elde Maketh mi body felde, That y ne mai stonde upright
1382 Wyclif Matt xvu 14 A man cam to hym, folchd on
knees byfore hym, seyinge 1393 Langl P PI C xx 120
The fyngres bat freo beo to folden and to clycchen c 1460
Towneley Myst (Surtees) 98 Mylegys thay fold, ray fyngers
ar chappyd

+ 6* intr To give way, collapse
; to fail, falter.

a 1230 Owl $ Night 37 And fait mi tonge a 1300 Cursor
M. 24348 (Cott ) In suime al falden dun 1 fell c 1323 Song
of Mercy 136 in E E, P (1862) 122 Vr feijj is frele to
flecche and folde 41430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 73 My lymes
foulden ]?at weren fast 1396 Spenser Hymn Heavenly
Beautie 7 ,

1

feele my wits to fade, and tongue to fold

*t*b. To succumb, yield ground. Obs
c *400 Rowland <$• 0 . 1250 Charlies me thynke that thou

scholdeste folde 1533 Stewart Cron Scot II. 84 Thir

harbour bodeis Docht nocht of force than for to gar ws
fald a 1625 A Garden T/uat Scot Kings (Abbotsf
Club.) 14 Thou foiced for to fald Such as deboir’d from thy
Obedience danc

( c To swerve or turn aside (from truth, etc ).

c 1380 Wyci ir Semi Sel "Wks II 126 He shtilde techc
|)ts worldly men to drule to folde fio treu^e as P1l.1t didc
1430 Hi nryson Mar Fab 42 For prayer or price tiow yet.

that they walcl fald

Q trans To lay (the aims, etc) together, so as
to overlap

;
to clasp (one’s hands) together Also

mti for refl

c 1000 ALlthic Gen xhx 32 He foold his fet [Vtilg col-

legitpedes sues) uppan his bodd c 1374 Chauci r I roylits

iv 331 (359) With his ai mes folden 1335 Coitudale Ptov
vi 10 Yce folde thine lmndes together yet a litle, that thou
mayest slepe 1622 Lithcow Trav v 205 They sit downe
on the ground, folding then feetc viider them 1697 Collier
Ess Mor Subj.u (1703)114 Envy folds its armsm despan
1732 Bfuhlliy A Ictphi 1 § s Alciphron stood with his
aims folded acioss 1821 Shelli'y Piomcth Unb 1 222
My wings aie folded o’ei mine ears 1849 C Bronte
Shirley x 142 Her head drooped, her hands folded 1863
Dickens Mitt Fr. t 11, She folds her hands in the manner
of a supplicating child

b. 1 absol = To fold the hands (app. given as an
uneducated use).

1865 DicicrNS Mut Fr n xiv, ‘I'd far sooner be tiring of
myself out, than a sitting folding and folding by the fire

*

1

7

. To plait
; to mat (ban) Obs.

1382 WvcLir Matt xxvu 29 Thei foldynge a crowne of
tlioims. 1333 Covlrdale Song Sol vn 5 1 lie hayreof thy
lieade is like the kynges purple folden vp in plates Z555
Eden Decades 43 Images of gossampinc cotton foulded or
wrethed 1563-87 Foxf. A.$ M (1596) 936/2 He remained
so long manicled that his haire was folded togither

fb fg To attach, plight (faith). Obs
c 1340 Gaw. <5 Gr Knt 1783 Bat if je haf a lemman,

a leuer, Jmt yow lyke better, & folden fayth to J>at fre,

festned so liarde bat you lausen ne lyst

f c intr. To be suitable or accoidant. Obs,
c 1340 Gaw 4- Gr Knt 359 Syjien bis note is so nys, bat

no3t hit yow falles, & I haue frayned hit at yow fyist,

folde7 hit to me. Ibid 499 pe forme to Jie fynisment foldez
ful selden.

8 To enclose w or as in a fold or folds
,
to cover

or wrap up ,
to swathe, envelop Now only const.

in ; formerly const with, and simply
*3 EE Allit P A 434 Knelandc to grounde [ho]

folde vp hyr face c 1304 P PI Crede xa6 Seym Fraunces
himself schall folden the in lus cope 4x400 Lanfianc's
Cintrg 168 per hen manye maner causis whi )wt guttis
ben folde with neives 1330 Comedy Beauties Womi n Cj,
I thynk he be xxiiu. yeres of age, I saw hym boin and holpe
for to fold hym 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1 11, The
rest, we fear, are folded tn the floods. 1697 Drydi-n AEneid
vn 496 With his circling volumes folds her hairs 1707
Curios m Hnsb $ Gard 333 The Seed is the Plant folded
and wrapt up 1854 B Tayj or Poems Orient, On the Sea
(1866) 162 The mountain isles Folded in shadows gray
fig 1390 Grleni, Orl Fur Wks (Rtldg ) 92/1 Folding

their wraths in cinders of fair Troy 1393 Siiaks. Liter
1073,1 will not fold my fault in cleanly coin’d excuses 1649
W Bradford Plymouth Plant u (1856) 276 These busi-
nesses were not well understood of a longc time, but
foulded up in obscuntie 1878 Gilder Poet >5 Master 36
Then must I .In myself fold me,

b Of the surrounding medium : To serve as a
wrapping for poet.
X592 Shaks Ven 6 Ad 822 So did the. night, Fold in

the obiect that did feed her sight 1793 Southey 'In
Woman 389 The purple robe of state thy foim shall fold
1813 W. H Ireland Scnbbkomama 15 Paper purchas'd,
brown sugar to fold 1830 TrNNvsoN Dirge i, Shadows of
the silver birk Sweep the gieen that folds tliy giave.

f c. Of a hostile army . To surround, beleaguer.
41400 Desir Troy 11263 ?our cite is set all aboute With

3our fomen fuersc foldyn with in

t d. To wrap or entangle in a snare Obs
a xgga Greene Fr Bacon (1630) 2 In her tresses she doth

fold the lookes Of such as gaze vpon her golden haire
16x4 Raleigh Hist World n. § 3 418 Those peulls . within
which they were so speedily folded vp.

8. To clasp {in one’s arms, to one’s breast)

;

to
embrace
a X300 Cursor M, 24491 (Cott ) Quen 1 him had in armes

fald 4x400 Ywame § Gaw 1425 He hir in aimes hent,
And ful fair he gan hir falde 1393 Shaks Rich II, 1 m,
54 We will descend and fold hun in our armes x6ax LadyM Wroth Urania 353 [They] together fold in each otheis
armes, sate downe 1794 Burns Lassie w? the lud-white
lodes iv. I’ll fauld thee to my faithfu’ breast 1821 Shelley
Death Napoleon 21 To my bosom I fold A1 I my sons when
their knell is knolled 1859 Tlnnyson Idylls

,
Geraint 99

Not to he folded more in these dear arms

10 . Comb : the vb stem m comb with a sb , m
sense f that can or will fold f

, as fold-net, -skirt.

Also fold-up a
, adapted to be folded-up,

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fold-net
, a sort of Net with

which small Birds are taken in the Night 1835 Browning
Men # Worn

,
Saul 21 The tent was unlooped I gropedmy

wayon Till I felt where the foldskirts fly open 1894 Wilkins& Vivian Green Bay-tree I 23 The famous Harrow fold-up
bed

Fold (ffald), v 2 Also 5 fooldyn, 6 folde, 8
Sc fauld, 9 dial faud [f. Fold sb 2

]
1 irons. To shut up (sheep, etc) in a fold, to

pen
;
occas with up

;
also absol. Of hurdles To

serve for penning. (In OE, once intr. to make or
set up sheepfolds.)
a xxoo Gerefa in Augha(i%%6) IX. 261 Faldian, fisewerand

mylne macian. c 1440 Protnp, Parv 168/2 Fooldyn, or put

beestys in a folde, canlo 1363 Coow r Phesanrus s v ClaudeLa folde with hurdels 2590 Nashe Pasqmts APol 1 tj
"’

God commaunded Ins people to he folded vp, and to stand
within the barres. x6oo Surflet Countne Farme 1
1 65 By folding them [goats] vpon fallowes in the summer

fold up our flocks 1763A Dickson I rcat. Agni m Ted 2)
380 It is a custom, in some places, to fold sheep and cattle*
for the sake of then dung 1822 Rogers Italy, Monte
Cassmo 32 Counts, as he folds, five hundred of his sheen
1842 Johnson Kimier's Encycl

,
s v Hurdle, A dozen and

a half hurdles will fold 30 sheep. 1842 Bischoff Wonuf,
Manuf II 137We never fold our mermo or other sheep the
land is too wet 1894 Times 6 Mar. 4/1 Flock masters are
folding on it [rye] early.

b fig ; esp. in spiritual sense Cf. Feed v 2.
1826 Macaulay Dies hx 31 Fold me with the sheep that

stand at thy light hand 1871 Macduff Mem Patinos
\iv. 19a The Lamb shall guide them, fold them 1887
Pall Mall G 18 Oct x/a These hitherto wandering sheen
are in piocess of being folded into the comprehensive
pastures of the national religion

2 . To place sheep m a fold or folds upon (a piece
of ground), for the purpose of manuring it To
fold off', to use (a crop) as pasture for folded
sheep
x67x St Feme Improved 3 The Men of the Vale might

had been folded X794 J Bovs Agnc Kent 37 1 he clover
being again folded off 1846 J Baxter Libr Pract
Agrw II 61 When his grass fields have been partially
folded with sheep

Hence Vo Idled ppl.a Also Fodder, one who
folds sheep ; a shepherd
1371 W. Elder ton hpit on Jewel m Fan S' P. Eliz

(18451 H 5*2 Alas 1 is Juell dead, the foldei of the flocke?
1379 Sri nstr S fteph Cal Eptl

, From the falsers fiaud his
folded flocke to keepe. 1607 Tofsi ll Four-f Beasts 74Among folded beasts 1725 Povr Odyss ix 257 The folded
flocks x8ox J Bri e IRnuuit Water 111, What time the
folder hears the mandrake's moan.
Fold, var. form of Foud
-fold, suffix (OE -feald, Northumb -fald, ME.

-fald, -fold), coriesponds to OFns
,
OS. fald (Du.

-voud), OIIG. -fait (MIIG. -valt, mod Ger. -fait),

ON. faldr (Sw. -fald. Da -fold), Goth -falps

,

cognate with Fold vj, and with the equivalent Gr.
-itaKros, -rr\acnos, also, more remotely, with Gr
-wAo- 111 cLirhis single, finrAos double (=L duplns),

and probably with the L {sun-, du-, tn-) plex
Like the Gr and L equivalents, the Teul suffix is

appended to cardinal numerals (and adjs meaning
* many’), forming adjs. of which the primary sense

is ‘ folded in two, three, four, etc / or * plaited of

two, three, four, etc stiands’ (cf 'a thieefold

cord’), but which serve also and chiefly as arith-

metical multiphcatives. The OE forms, twi-,

twio-, twiefeald, bnfeald, fyHetfcald, which retain

the combining form of the caidinal inherited from
OTeut., were superseded in early ME by new
formations on the analogy offivefold, etc ,

where
the cardinal has the normal form
The adjs. were already in OE. used absol in the neut.

(e g ’Snfeald threefold, three times as much) and as advbs
(= doubly, tuplv, etc), and these uses still continue In
OE the adverbial notion was also expressed by phrases
like be ftffealdum, be mamgfealdnm, m latei Eng t by
fivefold, by manifold. The introduction of the Romanic
synonyms double and treble or triple

,
to which were after-

wards added the adapted Latin quadruple, quintuple, etc

,

has considerably narrowed the use of the derivatives tn

-fold, indeed the latter seem to be (in many dialects)

no longer current among illiterate people In educated
use the strictly multiplicative sense survives chiefly m
the adv and quasi*sb

,
and with reference to somewhat

large numbeis (‘ He has repaid me tenfold ' ,
‘ that is a

thousandfold worse ’) ; the adjs express rather a plurality

of things moie or less different, than mere quantitative

multiplication cf, ‘a double charm’ with ‘a two-fold

charm ’

In ME a few new and unanalogical compounds were
formed with the suffix, as thick-fold (= frequent, -ly),

double-fold, but these did not survive into the modern
period Of the nonce-combinations, formed by attaching

-fold to indefinite numerals, intei rogatives, and the like, the
following quots afford examples
1693 Alingham Gcom Epit. 63 The quantitie of propor-

tion is more generally defined by how much fold rather

than by how many times the consequent is contained in the

antecedent 1833 N Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II 78 The
effect was found to be several fold greater than of steam
from the same quantity of fuel 1879 H GroncE Progr
<5- Pov ii. ni (x88x) 1x5 All of the things which furnish

man s subsistence have the power to multiply many fold

Foldable (f<?u ldab’l), a. [f Fold v. 1 + -able ]

That may be folded
2893 Nat Observ. 13 May 645/2 A11 foldable tissues will

own their sway

+ Foldage 1 (fdu Idedg) Obs [f Fold s!fi +
-age. Cf. Faldage.] a. = Faldage b The
practice of feeding sheep in movable folds.

IS33-4 Act 25 Hen VIII 4 13 § 7 Euerie personne
which shal haue libei tie of foldage. 1628 Coke OnLitt
11 x £ 170 To haue Franke foldage a man may make a
Titleby vsage 1657 SirH Grimstone in Crake'sRep I 475
Land which was .made good by foldage,01 other industrious
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Foldage 2 (foWded.^). Her. [f Fold si 3 or

v 1 4- -age ] (See quot 16S8)

x688 R Holme Armoury n xvii 396 Foldage when these

kind of Leaves have several foldings and turnings, one from
another as in mantles. Some call them Festune heads

1703 m Jrnl Derbysh Arclisol Soc III 33 Runing of

foldage in the margent of the pannels.

Po*ld-cou:rse. [f Fold si 2 + Course ] Land
to winch pertained the right of foldage ; the right

itself, hence, a sheepwalk.

1538 Fitzherb Just Peas 127 b, Theyr owne demeane
lanaes, pastures, and foldcourses 1677 Coles, Fold course

,

as Faldage *726 Diet Rust (ed 3; s v Faldage
,
This

Faldage in some places is call'd a Fold-course or Free-hold

1848 Wharton Law Lex ,
Foldage and Foldcourse

Fo'ld-di Ice. Sc [f. Fold si. 2' + Dike ,
prob

alteration of fail-(hie

:

see Fail si] A wall of

turf surrounding a fold.

1437 Met ekes ofBp Brynnes m Cart Aberd F ii(Jam)
Fra that wele ascended up an aid fald dyk to the hill

1513-75 Diurnal Oca/rrents(1S33) 130 Ane narrow passage

in iauld dykkis 1816 Scott Old Mort ix, One of the .

.

whig dogs shot at me from, behind a fauld-dike.

Folded (fou lded), ppl. a [f Fold v. + -ed b]

In various senses of the vb ; bent, closed, coiled,

doubled, twisted.

1570 Scitir Poems Reform, xxu 60 With fauldit neif 1629

Milton Christ's Natw 172 The scaly Horrour of his

foulded tail 1646 Buck Rich. Ill, 11 58 Otherwise he
might sit downe with folded hands 1784 Cowper Task 1

331 The folded gates would bar my progress now i8or

Southey Thalaba xv v, With folded arms he sate. *850

Mrs Browning Poems II 150 Folded eyes see brighter

colours than the open ever do 1855 Browning Any Wife
vin, The book I opened keeps a folded leaf

fig 1593 A Bacon in Bacon's Wks (1862) VIII 245 His
enigmatical folded writing 1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp
it. § 12 56 An implicit and folded duty 1707 Tate m
Southey Comm -pi Bk Ser 11 (1849) 337 Untie your folded

thoughts, And let them dangle loose as a bride’s hair 183a

Tennyson Dr Fair Worn. 263 The white dawn’s creeping

beams dissolved the mystery Of folded sleep

Tb Of a mantle . Arranged in folds

1831 Carlyle Sari. Res 1 v. In folded mantles

c Folded angle-joint (see quot ) ; +Folded table

,

? a table with flaps

1504 Bury Wills (Camden) 101 The hall tabyll and
trystells in the hall, parlurrs, and chamburs, except fait

tabells 1554 Ibid 146 A goblet and a folted table w*
iron 1874 Knight Diet Mech t 105/1, h is a riveted

joint, one plate being bent to lap upon the other This

joint is called the folded angle.

Hence FoTdeclly adv., in a folded manner
16x3 Chapman Maske Inns of Court Plays 1873 III 94
A pentacle of siluered stuffe about her shoulders, hanging

foldedly downe both before and behind

Folclen (fob lden), ppl. a Ohs exc arch, [str

pa pple of Fold w.1] = Folded
143$ Misyn Fire of Love 74 Bolnyd with foldyn Argu-

ments 1512 Nottingham Rec III 114 Unam tabulam
vocatam * a folden borde ’ cum tribus folus 1513 Douglas
Mneis x 1 11 The faldin 3ettis baith vp warpit brayd 1572

Wills luv N C (Surtees 1835) I 348 One lyttle fauden
table x6xx Speed 7heat Gt Brit iv. 1 § 18 138/2

Foulden wreathes of fine lmnen xyoaW J Brttyn’s Voy
Levant hv 211 A wooden Chest of Drawers, which opens

with Folden Doors 1857 Blackv) Mag LXXXI 337 He
sang, and drew Angels down, on folden wings

Folder (fo“ ldai), si [f Fold d. 1 + -ER 1
]

One who 01 that which folds

a gen Alsofolder up
155a Huloet, Folder, rugalor, Folder vp of clothes or

f
armentes, vestiphcus 1837 Ht Martineau Sac Amer
II 148 Women are employed as compositors, as well as

folders and stitchers. 1885 Crane Bookbinding iv 30 With
the ‘head’ on top of the pages farthest from the folder

x8gx Econ. Jrnl I 641 Folders up . Men, ijs 5<i ,
Women,

1os gd
b. An instrument for folding paper, etc.

1846 in Worcester. 1886N Y Herald 27 Oct. 6/3 The
press is a new Hoe perfecting machine, with a folder

attached

c (See quot. 1867) d (See quot. 1 874 )
6

U. S. A sheet 01 leaf (eg a map or time-table)

which can he folded up f (See quot. 1884 ) g.

An insect that folds leaves, a leaf-folder. (Cent

Diet

)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
Folder

,

the movable sight

of a fue-arm. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I 899 Folder 2.

a form of spectacles in which the lenses fold together for the

pocket 1884 Ibid. IV. 353 Folder (Sheet Metal Working),

a machine for turning locks or tapping edges of cans 1889

Scribner's Mag Aug 219/1 The time table sheets or folders,

which every company must keep on hand at its stations

tFolder, v. Obs.~ l [variant form ofFalter » ]

1617 Markham Caval. vn xlix 67 The Horsse wil in his

going reele and folder

Folderol, v : see Falderal v Hence Fol-

de-rollmg vbl. sb.

ax847 Eliza Cook Happy Mind vn, Some rough native

harp Strikes up With English fol de-rollmg

j- Fold-gabel. Obs. rare [f Fold sb 2 -y

Gabel tax ] Rent paid for a fold

1384-5 Abingdon Acc

.

(1892) 143 Of faldgabul nothing,

because no fold

Folding (fob ldirj ), vbl sb 1 [f Fold o 1 + -ing 1
]

1 The action of the vb Fold in its various senses

,

a doubling together, rolling up, etc. ,
the result of

such action spec, (see quot 1874)
137S Barbour Bruce xui 632 Lo !

quhat faldmg in fortoune

is. e 1440 Promp Paw. 168/2 Foldynge of clojiys pit-
cacio 1560 Bible (Genev ) Prov vi. 10 A little folding of
thehandes to sleepe 1561 T Norton Calvin's Lust 1 \ui

(1634) 44 With such folding and crooked winding these
slippery snakes doe slide away 1642 Jer Taylor Episc
(1647) g8 To summe up this digest of their acts and ordina-
tions in those generall foldings us'd by the Fathers 1671
Grew Anat Plants 1 iv § 17 (168a) 32 According to the
Form and Foulding of every Leaf is its protection order’d
X691G D’Emilianne FraudsRomish Monks 263 Ofa Candid
and Open Spirit, without any foldings or deceit 1712 Bud-
gell Sped No 539 r 1 The many Foldings and Doublings
which I make 1789 G White S'elborne ui 7 The cunous
foldings of the suture the one into the other 1874 Knight
Diet Mech I 899 Folding, the process by which printed
sheets are so doubled up as to bring the pages into con-
secutiveness for gathering and binding

+b A clasping, an embrace lit andfig Obs.

1685 Earl Halifax Death Chas II Wks (1715) 5 When
round his Irunk the Vine Does in soft Wreaths and amor-
ous Foldings twine 1713 C’tcss Winchelsea Misc, Poems
381 The gentle foldings of my Love 1781 Emma Corbett
II 172 Replace brother m the embraces of brother, and
fnend in the foldings of fnend

c Geol. The doubling up of strata; the result

of this

1849 Murchison Siluna vui 154 Illustrating the foldings

. of the Silurian series 1884 Geikie in. Nature 13 Nov
30/x The general trend of all these foldings and ruptures is

from north-north-east to south-south-west

2 quasi-rtwcr and cotter

a The point or region of folding
,
the bend or

depression of a limb; a sinuous part or curve of a

range of hills, the winding of a valley. Cf Fold
sb 3 1 c
c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirurg 109 A smal seem in foldynge of

J?e forheed Ibid 159 In be foldynge of be myddil of pe arm
18x8 Shelley Let to Mrs Shelley 20 Aug ,

The foldings

of the Vale of Arno 1886 T. Westwood Quest of the

Sancgreall, From the far folding of the hills

b A fold of a garment, etc ,
of flesh, skin, etc ;

fa lock or plait of hair; J pi. the leaves of a

foldmg-door , also, + a coil or wreath of flame
155a Huloet, Folding of a womans heere, tnca. 1558

Phaer Mneid in 584 With flames in foldings round
1603 Knolles Htst Turks (1638) 37 Many pleits and
foldings 1669W Simpson Hydrol Chyin 347 The tunicles

and fouldings of the Stomach. 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav
(1760) II 256 [This door] is made of brass, with two fold-

ings 1808 Scott Mann 111 xxvu, The foldings of his

mantle green 1808 Barlow Columb nt 370 The lightning’s

glancing fires Bend their long forky foldings o’ er the world

trausf and fig 17x9 Young Revenge 1v 1, Deep in the

secret foldings of my heart, She liv’d 1853 Talfourd
Castilian in 11 ,

The parted foldings of the mist

3 attnb and Comb , as folding-machine,
-place

,

-room, folding-stick {Bookbinding) = Folder b
1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Folding-machine, a machine

which delivers newspapers or printed book-work folded

1874 Knight Diet Mech I. goo Folding-machine

2 (Metal ), one which bends pans and tm-ware to form i88a

Ibid IV 353 Folding Machine (Printing), a folder attached

to a perfecting printing machine (Bookbinding), a machine
for folding sheets, signatures or quires, 1715 Desaguliers
Fires Impr 160 The prick’d Lines represent the ’’folding

Places where the Plates must be bent 1892 Pall Mall G
23 Mar 4/2 The *folding-room in a sub-basement of the

south wing 1880 Zaehnsdorf Bookbinding 1 Holding a

*foldmg-stick m the right hand

Folding (f<?u ldiij), vbl sb 2 [f. Fold v 2
]

1 The action of folding sheep ; an instance of

this Also concr Mantue dropped in the fold

c 1440 Promp Paw 168/2 Foldynge or puttynge in felde

mcaulacio 1626 Bacon Sylva § sgg We see againe that

Foldings of Sheepe helpe Ground by their Compost 1794
Burns Hark t the Mavis, Then a faulding let us gang 1855

Browning Love among the Rums v. The quiet-coloured eve

Smiles to leave To their folding, all our many-tinklmg fleece

2 attnb. and Comb

,

asfolding-hour, -time
;
also

folding-slap (Sc.), the gate of the fold
,
folding-

star, a star rising at folding-time, an evening-star

1803 Leyden Scenes of Inf 1 291 When evening brings

the merry '’’folding hours 1786 Burns And Maun I still.

The sheep herd steeks his *faulding slap 1746-7 Collins

Ode to Evening Poems (1771) 72 When thy *folding-star

arising shows His paly circlet 1822 Shelley Hellas 221

The powers of earth and air Fled from the folding star of

Bethlehem 1876 Whitby Gloss ,
*Faudmg-ltme, the time

when the cattle are housed or folded

Folding (f^R lduj\ppl> a [f Fold vf + -ing 2
]

1 That folds ,
that is or can be folded.

x6xx Bible x Kings vi 34 The two leaues of the one doore

were folding 1701 Rowe Amb Step-Moth m u 1178

The circle of my folding arms 1863 T. Weight in Macm
Mag Jan. 173 Written on folding sheets of vellum 1871

R Ellis Catullus lxiv 307 Round them a folding robe

their weak limbs aguish hiding

2 esp in the names ofvanous articles of furniture,

appliances, etc. asfolding-bed,
-board, -boat, -chav,

-chase, -joint, -net, -screen, -spoon, -stool
,

-table

Often hyphened. Also Folding-door
1771 Smollett Humphry Clinker, Wks 1806 VI 179

When the *foldmg-bed is down, there is just room sufficient

to pass between it and the fire 1422-3A binsdon Acc (1892)

98 In Aula j tabula vocata *voldyngbord. 1874 Knight

Diet Mech. 1 . 899
*Folding-boat, one whose frame is collaps-

ible for compact stowage 1677 Govt Venice 316 The
Parasol, the *Folding-Chair, the Cushions 1884 F. M
Crawford Rom Singer I 24 They bring strange little fold-

ing chairs. 1875 Southward Diet Typogr

,

*Folding

chases, two or more chases, constructed m such a manner

that when laid together they form one large chase. 1842

Gwil r Encycl. Arch, Gloss., *Folding Joint, a joint made

like a rule-joint or the joint of a hinge. X874 Knight Diet.

Mech. I goo*Folding-net, a bird-net shutting upon its prey.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Folding-sci een, an upright

portable screen, m several leaves or parts, which shuts up
1480 Will Don 1Somerset Ho A ^folding spone of siluer

1340 Ayenb 239 Ane *uyealdmde stole 1705 Hickeringill
Pnest-cr ri iu 29 One of them flung a little folding Stool,

wheieon she sat, at the Dean’s Head 1502 Bury Wills
(Camden) 93 The beste *faldyng table 1532 Inv m Noakes
Wore Mon .$• Cathedr (1866) 157 A voldyng table with two
leves.

Folding doo’r. [f. Foldingppl a. + Door ]
A door consisting of two parts hung on opposite

jambs, so that their edges come into contact when
the door is closed. Now usually pi. in same
sense.

In the mod sense of the adj the name is more appropriate

when, as is often the case, each of the parts of the door con-

sists of two or more leaves, hinged so as to fold up when
the dooi is open ‘Folding doors’ are often used to form
a removable partition between two adjacent rooms ; hence
the term is sometimes loosely applied to a partition used for

the same purpose, but opened by lateral sliding of its parts

16x1 Cotgh s.v Batant
,
A foulding, or two leaued doore

1723 Chambers tr Le Clerc's Treat. Archit 1 . 102 In one

of the Folding-doors is usually a Wicket. 1794 Mrs Rad-
cliffe Myst. Udolpho xix. Through a folding-door she

passed from the great hall to the ramparts. 1829 Univer-
sity Instr in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 103

The four Schools are to communicate with each other
_

by large double folding doors. 1838 Lytton Calderon i,

The folding doors were thrown open. x88a OuidaMaremma
I 125 A double or, as it is commonly termed, folding-door

So Folding' gates.
1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let xi, 'Theyrode through the

muckle faulding yetts ’ 1870 Bryant Iliad I xii 397 The
beams that strengthened the tall folding-gates

Foldless (f Idles), a 1 [f Fold sb 2 + -LESS.]

Having no fold or pen
1822 Milman Martyr ofAntioch 38 Who shall lead The

foldless sheep to life’s eternal pastures When their good
shepherd’s gone? 1895W Watson Purple Eastv\, Christ’s

foldless flock, shorn of their fleece

Foldless (fda Idles), a 2 [f FOLD sb$ + -LESS.]

Without a fold or crease.

1845 Mrs Norton Child Isl (1846) 131 One foldless

mantle 1850 Browning Xmas Eve <$• EasterDay 217 To
have it [a curtain] go Foldless and fiat along the wall

Foldure (fduldiiu) rare~ 1
[f. Fold vS +

-dre ] The action or process of folding

1823 Lamb Lett (1888) II 72 My letters are generally

charged as double at the Post Office, from their inveterate

clumsiness of foldui e

Foldy (foaldi), a. [f Fold sb 3 + -y 1
] Full

of folds, hanging m folds

a 1851 Joanna Baillid (Ogilv ), Those limbs beneath
their foldy vestments moving
Foie, obs form of Foal, Foil, Fool
tFoleant, pple Obs — 1 [ad. OF. foliani,

foleianf, pr. pple. of foher, foleier,
to Fool.]

Playing the fool

1340 Ayenb 244 Huet y-zyxt Jjou_ foleant uor to zeche

diuerse

(foie,

whence eagerness, f baer to gape )]

1340 Ayenb 17 Folebayne bet we clepieb ambicion

Folet; see Folt. Obs

t Folcye*, v Obs [ad OF foleier, folier

,

foloier, f. fol foolish ] mtr. To act foolishly, play

the fool
CX374 Chaucer Boeth. hi pr 11 67 And foleyen swyche

folk panne, )>at wenen bat [etc] 2x420 Hocclevl To
Richard Dk of York xlv, If that I in my wrytynge foleye,

As I do oft ?n 1500 Ragman Roll 60 111 Hazl E.P P I

72 That with your bodd foleyed han ye
FolgMhe, var f Follought Obs

,

baptism

II Folia1 (,f<?u ha), sb pi [pi. of L.folium leaf.]

1 Bot In Latin sense . Leaves (of a plant).

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Folia [in Botany], the leaves of

plants and flowers, but more properly of plants. x86x J, R.
Greene Man Anim Ktngd , Ccelent 191 Many species

spread out in broad leaves or folia.

2 . Lannme or thin layers.

1796 Kirwan Elan Mm L 155 Fracture, unduiatingly

foliated, or the folia exceedingly thin 1854 HookerHtmal

Jrnls I. xvii 408 Zigzag folia of quartz 188a Geikie

Text-bk Geol. 11 11 § 3 88 Wavy layers or folia

|| Folia2 (folia). [Sp ,
lit. ‘ folly’, a. F.folie]

A Spanish dance similar to the fandango. Also,

music for such a dance
1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) II. 413 The dances practised

here are sarabands and foltas

Foliaceous (foahie 1 fas), a Also 7 folea-

oeous, 8-9 foliacious. [f L foltace-us leafy, f.

folium leaf: see -aojeous. Cf. Yx.foliacS]

1 a Having the appearance or nature of a leaf;

leaf-like Of certain cryptogamous plants; Having

organs resembling leaves. + Of a flower: Having

^1658 SirT BROWNcGVwf Cyrus in 134 Seeds themselves

in their ludimentali discoveries, appear in foliaceous surcles.

x668 Wilkins Real Char. 70 Herbs Not flowring; (1 ) not

having any foliaceous flower 1756 P Browne Jamaica

(1789) 128 The largest foliaceous Cyperus. 1806 J Galpine
Brit Bot 335 Teeth of the calyx foliaceous 1861H Mac-

millan Footn. Page Nat. 23 Mosses belong to the foliaceous

. division of flowerless plants. 1877 Darwin Forms ofFI

in. 1 16 The foliaceous stigma is more expanded
49-2
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b Beaung leaves, leafy
,
having an abundance

of foliage rare.

1677 Coles, Foliaccous, leavy 1800 W. Tam 011 111

Monthly Mag X 3x8 Some withering words would drop
fi om the foliaceous tree of our language

e Of or pertaining to a leaf or leaves, consisting

of leaves.

18x6 Kirhy & Sp. Entomol xu 378 A foliaceous or fan-

naceous diet 1870 H Macmillan Bible Teach vn 134
1 he study of plants in which it [the stem] depai ts fi om the

normal form, will clearly indicate its foliaceous origin

2. Consisting of, or having the cbaiacter of, thin

leaf-like plates or lamina:.

1728 Woodward Fossils I 1. 163 A blue talky foliaceous

spar 1766 Phil. Trans LVI. 37 The metal is. found, in a
foliaceous manner issuing out of the quaitz 1770-4 A
Hunter Georg Ess (1803) I 231 Flakes of foliaceous talc

1861 Hulme tr Moquin-Taudon 11. 111. 11 86 The shell [of

the Oyster] is attached foliaceous, rough

3 . Zool. & Ent Shaped or arranged like leaves
1828 Stark Klein. Nat Hist II 170 A foliaceous appen-

dage at the origin of the feet which surround the mouth
1854 Woodward Mollusca (1836) 276 Valves foliaceous, the
upper smallest. 1879 Wright Anim. Life 59 The bats of
this family have foliaceous cutaneous appendages sur-

rounding the nasal apertures.

Hence Folia ceousness, the condition or quality

of being foliaceous.

1727 m Bailey vol II

Foliage (f<i“ liiedg), sb Foims : 6-7 foillage,

7 folliage, fnellage, (9 dial foilage), 7- foliage
[An altered form (after L folium leaf, or its Eng
derivatives) of foillage

,

a. F, feuittage (earlier

fuaillaga, foillage) f.feuille leaf: see Foil sb.
1 and

-AGE ]

1 The leaves (of a plant or tree) collectively

;

leafage
1601 Holland Pliny II. 23 Theie is not an hcarbo that

taketh vp greater coinpasse with fuellage than doth the
Beet 1708 Philips Cyder 1 384 Swelling Buds their od’rous
Foliage shed. 1784 Cowroi Task vi 144 These naked shoots

Shall put their graceful foliage on again 1858 Glenny
Gard Every-day Bk 173/1 Bulbs are too fiequently attacked
by vermin when allowed toremam in the ground after the
foliage has died down 1867 Miss Braddon Anr Floyd
i. 5 Labouring men's cottages, gleaming white fiom the
suirounding foliage.

transf and fig 1747 Gould Eng, Ants 53 You will oh
serve on each Side ofitsBi east asmali whiU.FoliageofWmgs
1830 Hawthorne Scarlet L xiii (1883) 197 The light and
gi aceful foliage of her charactei

2 In Art. The representation of leaves, etc.

used for decoration or ornament
1598 Florid, Foghami foillage. or branched worke 1664

Evkiyn tr Ft cart's Archit, xxxiv 80 The foliage which
domineeis in the Freeze. 1762-71 H. Waltole Fertile'

s

Anted. Paint, (1786) III. 130 The simplicity of the carver’s
foliage at once sets off the glaie of Verrio’s paintings. 1874
Parker Goth Archit 1. iv 119 Foliage is by no means an
essential feature of the_ Early English style. 1879 Sir
G. G Scott Led Archit, I. 80 Foliage, most beautifully
carved.

b. A lepresentation of a cluster of leaves,

sprays, 01 branches. ? 06s
1699 Garth Dispens 66 A Foliage of dissembl'd Senna

leaves Grav’d lound its Bnm 1730 A Gordon Majfcis
Amphith. 371 Foliages, or Branch-work i8ox Coxn Tour
Momnouthsh I 74 A semicircular aich, ornamented with a
foliage of twisted branches

3 attnb. and Comb
,
as foliage-border

,
-stem,

-trimming
; foliage bound adj Also, foliage orop

(see quot. 1831), foliage leaf, a leaf in the re-

stricted sense of the word, excluding petals and
other modified leaves; foliage plant, one culti-

vated for its foliage and not for its blossom
*891 Daily News 2 July 6/x A Louis XVI octagonal gold

box, *foliage borders and amber-coloured panels 1803
Scott Last Mmstr. vi xxui, Shone every pillar *foliage-
bound Loudon Encycl Agrtc 1243/2 *Foliage crops,
plants cultivated for their leaves to be used green, ana
which will not make into hay, as the cabbage tribe. 1872
Oliver Elem. Bot 1 1 4, I use the term *fohage-leaves at
present simply in order to avoid confusion with the leaves
of which flowers are composed 188a Vines Sachs' Bot 634
The cotyledons remain thin like shoitly stalked foliage-
leaves 1862 Times 10 Apr, ^Foliage plants

. produce the
effect required of them throughout the whole period of their
growth. 1884 Bower & Scott De Barfs Phaner 122 The
rhizome and *foliage-stem may be similar or dissimilar.
18x8 La Belle Assemble XVII 36/6 A *foliage trimming
of pale blue satin

Foliage (f<?u liiedg), 0. [f. prec sb] trans. To
adorn with foliage or with a representation of
leaves and fioweis.

1836m Smart 1846 P Parley's Ann. VII 64 The tombs
are inlaid with, wreaths of flowers, and foliaged in their
natural colours.

Foliaged (fdWiiedgd), ppl a. [f Foliage sb.

and 0. + -ed.]

1. Decorated or ornamented with, the representa-
tion of foliage.

1734 A Drummond Trav 11 58 An huge composite
foliaged column a 1763 Shenstone Economy hi 40 Replete
with dust The foliag'd velvet 1831 Fraser's Mag IV. 282
The foliaged frieze re echoing the idea of the capital

2. Covered or furnished with (natural) foliage.
1813 Shelley Alasior 464 Some inconstant star Between

one foliaged lattice twinkling fair 1839 Cornwallis New
World l, 175 The trunks were charred, but theii foliaged
tops had escaped the fiery element

Foliaceous (fouli^1 d^os), a [f Foliage sb +
-ous ] Containing repiesenlations of foliage

1882 Athenmum 3 June 704/1 The scioll-worh upon them
[Northumbrian stone ciossls] is foliagtous £.1890 J R
Alli n Notes Monum Wilts 2 Foliagtous tcumnauons me
introduced.

Folial (#“ lial), a. [f L. foh-um leaf + -al.]

=ncxt
1878 G D Boardman Creative Wcik 314 (Cent Diet.),

Wolff in 1759 asserted the community of structuie in the
folial and the floral leaves 1884 Syd hoi Ltx , Folial
Cycle, the mode of arrangement of leaves on an axis

Foliar (ftf* liar), a. [ad mod L foliar is, f L
folium leaf Cf Fr. fohairc ] Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of a leaf.

1875 Darwin Instdtv PI xv 35S In inmtmei.ihle instances
foliar 01guns move when excited 1880 Gray SUud Bot
111. § 3 34 Whatever subtends .1 lateral axis oi branch may
be taken foi a leaf or foliar production X884 Bowr r A
Scott De Bary's Phaner 284 In many Ferns the original

axile bundle widens out. into a tube, which has a 1 da-
tively small slit or foliar gap from the margin of which
one 01 several bundles pass into the leaf

Foliate (f<3« luyt), a [ad. L.folidt-us leaved,

i.folium leaf : see -ate ]

1

1

. Beaten out into a thin shed or foil Foliate

gold** leaf-gold, Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 293 Gold Foliate, or any Metall
Foliate, cleavcth 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Eg 11 iv

79 Hus altiaction have wee tried, m gold and silver

foliate *819 H Busk Vestnad 1 452 On foliate gold lus

aching head was laid

13. ? Consisting of laimnie Obs
*683 Salmon Doron Med j. xxvu 334 The which is called

the foliate Enith
2 . Resembling a leaf, leaf-life.

1658 Sir T Browne Gard Lytttsw 40 The leaves and
foliate works are commonly thus contrived 184.6 Dana
Zooph 433 Coalescing into a solid plate, without branches
above (foliate).

Id. Geom Foliate curve
,
also foliate quasi-.?A

:

see quot. 1706.
1713 A, de Moivre m Phil Trans XXIX 330 The

Foliate is exactly quadrable, the whole Leaf thereof being
but one third of the Square of AB 1706 Hutton Math
Diet (1815) I 333 Foliate, a curve ofthe 2“ order consisting
oftwo infinite legs crossing each other, forming akind of leaf

3 Bot. a. Furnished with leaves.
*’

1677 Coles, Foliate
,
leaved 1721-90 Bailey, Foliate

,

Leaved, or having Leaves, ns, a foliate stalk x866 Trcas
Bot , Foliate,

clothed with leaves

b. Having (a specified number of) leaflets.

1840 Paxton Bot Diet , Foliate, when a leaf is divided
into leaflets, it is railed 1, 2, 3, s, or 10 foliate, according to
the number of leaflets

Foliate (f<>u liic'l), v [f L foli-um + -ate ]

+L trans. To beat (metal) to a leaf or foil

X704-21 Newton Optics (ed 3) 140 If Gold be foliated and
held between your Eye and the Light, the Light looks blue

b. mtr To split into leaves or lamina:
1798 Greville in Phil. Trans LXXXVIII 414 Other

paits appear to foliate 1836 Caldcleugii in Faieigu Q
Rev. XVII 15 [It] foliates at its surface and becomes
a friable and very light kind of stone

2 trans. To foil (glass)
;
to silver.

1665 Hooice Mtcrogr. 83 If you foliate that part ofa Glass-
hall that is to reflect an Ins. x8x8 Blackw Mag III 614
Ihe lens a peculiar part of which he intended to foliate

3 intr. To put forth leaves.

1775 Romans Nat Hist Florida 7 This tardy tree budded,
foliated, blossomed 1893 Q [Couch] Delect Ducky 162 The
asli was foliating on the 29th of April

4 trans To decoiate with foils (see Foil sb 1 2 b)
18x2-6 J, Smith Panorama Sc <$ Ait I 136 There seems

to have been little if any attempt at feathering 01 foliating
the heads of Norman doors 183s Willis Arch Mid
Ages 43 There is a manifest distinction between foiling an
arch and foliating it. [He explains that a‘ foiled arch’ is

one indented into a number of small arches
, a ‘ foliated

arch. ’ is a plain arch with a foiled arch placed below it But
his distinction is seldom recognised ] 1851 Ruskin Stones
Ven (1874) I 1 13 The Arabs pointed and foliated the arch.

5 . trans. To maik the folios or leaves of (a

volume, etc.) with consecutive numbers.
1846-7 Maskell Mon Rit I p cxix, It is regularly

foliated to the end, from 1. to c liy 1848 Halliwlll Acc.
Vernon MS 3 It numbers ff 4x2 and 8 ah nut , ff 311-318,
403-412, not foliated.

Hence Foliating ppl. a
1835 Willis Arch Mid, Ages 45 This foliating aich con-

tinued to be treated as an independent older

Foliated (f0» lifted), ppl, a [f. prec. + -ed 1
]

+ 1 = Foliate a 1 Obs
1666 Boyle Ong Formes «$• Qual n. v 334 Spirit of Salt
being heated . would readily enough dissolve foliated

Gold
b Covered with foil, silvered.

1665 Hooke Mtcrogr, 214 A convex Looking-glass, or
foliated Glass-ball.

2 . Composed of thm leaf-like layers or lamina:
Chiefly Geol and Mm. Foliated earth oftartar, an
old name ofpotassium acetate
*6go Asiimole Arcanum 205 This Earth is white and

foliated, wherein Fhilosopheis doe sow their gold 1794
Sullivan View Nat II 332 Ciystah and gems aie found
to he of a foliated structure, *833 Lyell Pnnc Geol III
ii Crystalline precipitates with a foliated and stratified
structure 1854 Thomson Cycl Ghent

,
Foliated Tellurium,

Red Telluride of Lead. 1866-7 Livingstone Last frills.

(1873) I. iv. 83 Near the Lake., mica schist and gneiss
foliated

3 Chiefly Zool. and Conchol Shaped like a leaf
or leaves; m leaf-like foims See also quot i8kq
1846 Paiterson Zool 28 Some of these [‘ sea-mats’!
present a foliated appearance 1846 Dana Zooph iv

83 By giowth latu ally, the explatiate or oblique foli-
ited speues ongmate 1834 Woodward Mollusca (1836)
91 Sutuies angulated, or lohecl and foliated 1859 Page
Ifandbk Geol Tams s v Foliated, Certain shells are said
to be foliated, when then surfaces are covered with leaf like
piojections, as the lose-hush niuiex,

4 Arch ,etc. a Ornamented with foils Foliated
arch (see quot 1840). b Consisting of or orna-
mented with leaf-work or foliage
1840 Paiucyr Gloss Archit (ed 3), Foliated Anh, an

arcli with a trefoil, cinquefoil, 01 multifoil under it 1849
Brandon Goth At chit I 23 Small shafts with delicately
caived foliated caps 1831 E Siiarpi Seven Periods 25
'I he earlier Windows exhibit tiaeery which consists almost
exclusively of plain foliated cn cles x886 Rusk in Pi xtenia
I v. 163 Our pailour table loaded with foliated silver

5 . Furnished with or consisting of leaves spec
111 Iler
1721-90 Bailey, Foliated

,
Leaved or having Leaves 1756

P Brownl (1789) 128 Tills plant heats a laige fo-
hated top 1828-40 Berry Kiu-ycl, Her I, Foliated

, leaved

0 AJus. (See quot.)
1876 Stainlr Sc Baurltt Did Mils Terms, Foliated,

a melody or portion of plain-song is said to be foliated when
slimed notes have been added above or below those of
which it oiigmally consisted

7 Carpentry Rabbeted
1874 Knight Diet Mcih I. 900/2 Foliated-joint (Car-

pentry), a labbcltd joint, wlicte one part overlies another

Foliation (foully 1 Jon) Also 7 -aoion [f

Foliate a , : see -avion and cf Fr foliation ]

1. The leafing (of a plant) ; the process ot burst-

ing into leaf, the slate of being m leaf
1623 Cocklram, Foltacwn

,
budding of the leaues 1779

Mason Fug Gard 1x1 ear Plants lul’d by Foliation’s
different law *79$ Gentl Mag 540/1 Between total denuda-
tion and perfect loll ition the rind of various trees exhibits
vauous tints 1864 in Winsn n

b. cover i («) Something resembling a leaf,

{l>) a leaf-like process
1638 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus 111 48 Thus are also

disposed the ti singular foliations, in the comcall fruit of the
Hire tree 1875 Blaki Zool 55 Vaiiously shaped and
grotesque membranous foliations

2 Bot f a. The assemblage of leaves or petals

forming the coiolla of a flower Obs
1671 [see Attire sb 8] X746-7 Hnuvi y Mcdit (1818) 116

Thou wilt not find a 11v.il 111 the featluis of a peacock, or
the foliation of a tulip

b The foiirmlion or airangcment of leaves in

the bud, = Vj.itnation
X794 Martyn Rous sum's Bot \xxi 485 The foliation, or

different folding of the leaves, befote they are expanded
1835 in Lindlev hitrod Bot ti8j8) I 176 1845 — Sch
Bot iv (1858) 23 Fioweis legular, with gyrate foliation

3 The action 01 process of beating (metal) into foil

1755 Johnson, Foliation, the act of beating into thin leaves

1828 in Weusti it , and in mod. Diets,

4 Geol. The process and the property of splitting

up into leaf-liko layers
;
also the lamina: or plates

into which crystalline rocks are divided
1831-9 Darwin 111 Man Set Eng 283 The foliation of the

metamorphic schists is intimately connected with the

cleavage of homogeneous slaty rocks 1876 Page Advd
Tt d-Bk. Geol. vm 159 Contortions and foliations among
the gneiss and imca-selusts

5 Arch. Ornamentation with foils
;
tracery con-

sisting chiefly of small aics or foils

x8x6 [see Fla nilrini, vbl sb 2I1J 1849 Freeman Archit.
280 Foliations hanging fieo like lace work 1833 Ruskin
Stones Ven II vi, hohation is the easiest method of

decoiation which Gothic aichiteeture possesses

b An arrangement of foliage

1873 Poi.u n A tic 4- Mod Finn 83 Figured sculpture in

the form of acanthus foliations

6 The consecutive numbering of the folios (or

leaves) of a book or MS
1846-7 Masklll Mon Rit II p amu, These .beginning

with fresh signatures, and foliation, may be mistaken for

pei feet books 1885 C Piummlk Introd to Fortescue's

Abs 4 Lvn Mon. 88 Monaichia occupies ff 172-194

according to the old foliation

7 The action or process of applying foil to glass

1828 m Webster , and in mod Diets

Folia’to-, combining form of L fohdtus Foli-

ate, in sense ‘formed like a leaf
1
.

1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 497 Foluto explanate at base

Foliator (fd“ li|«ltai) [f. Foliate v + -or ]

One who foliates or numbers the leaves of a book
1848 Halliwell Acc Vtriton MS 3 Ff 337-60,369-72

interchanged by the foliator, but rightly bound

Foliature (f<?» liatitu). [ad late L folidtura,

f fohdtus Foliate ]

1 a A cluster of leaves
;
foliage, b. Leaf-oma-

mentation
1676 Grew Anat Plants iv v § 2 (1682) 171 Those

Plants which have no Flower or Foliature, are yet some
way or other Attn’d 1733 Shuckford Creation xi 203

They wreathed together a foliature of the Fig-tree 1813

Southey Roderick xvni 130 The ciosier nchly wrought
With silver foliature.

2 * The state of being hammered into leaves
1

(J )

+ Folie, 0 Obs.- 1 = Foliate v 5, Folio 0
1697 Sec, Narrat Proc Turners Hall 36 Errata,

That

sheet is wrong Foiled, which correct thus, p. 17, 18, 19.
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Folie, obs form of Folly

t Folier. Obs rare. [Of doubtful genuineness

;

the author was a German
;

cf. G folie — Foil sb ,
1
]

A foil to put under a precious stone

1671 Schroter in Birch Hist. Royal Soc II 489-493
Passim 1818 in 1 odd

,
and in mod Diets

FoliicoloilS (fi?11 liii Kolos), a. [f L foln- com-

bining form offoh-um leaf+ col- (stem of colere to

inhabit) + -otJB ] Gi owing parasitically on leaves

1874 Cooke Fungi 287 Folucolous species.

Folilferous (f^li,i feres), a. Also e> ran foli-

ferous [f as prec + -eeroes ] Bearing leaves

or leaf-like appendages Foluferous staff, a pas-

toral staff decorated with figures of buds or leaves.

1828 WrBSTER, Fohferous
,
producing leaves 1837 Berke-

ley Cryptog Bot § 34 48 A true embryo, with the radicular

end pointing one way, and the foluferous end another.

1876 Axel Blytt Norwegian Flora 54 The tender fohferous

trees m the Danish forest bogs

Fnliiform (f liqfp im),a [f as prec + -EORH]
Having the form of a leaf, leaf-like

1880 Gray Struct Bot 111 § 3 65 Special folnform

Branches

Foliiparous (fifa lip paras), a [f as piec +
-par-rn producing

(_
parere to produce) + -ous]

‘Producing leaves only’ ( Treas. Bot 1866),

Follly see Follily adv Ohs

Folimot, folunort, obs. forms of Filehot
1622 Peacham Comjpl Genii (1661) 157 Folimot colour

signifieth Withered c 164.0 [Shirley] Capt Underwit n
11 in Bullen O PI II 345 Shall I decipher my Colours to

you now?. Fohmort is withered, [etc ]

Folio (iou 1id), sb and adj Also 7 follio [a

L folio, abl. of folium leaf Branch I pioceeds

fiom the med L use of the ablative in refer-

ences, though in sense 2 the word may be a

It foglio. In branch II the phrase mfolio is either

a Lat. or a refashioning of the Italian in foglio

Cf the use of m folio m Fi. both m sense 5 b and
as sb.= sense 7 ]

A. sb.

I. With reference to pagination.

1 . A leaf of paper, parchment, etc. (either loose

as one of a series, or m a bound volume) which is

numbered only on the fiont

In the early instances the word may have been regarded
as Latin The front and back of the leaf were referred to

as (folio) recto and verso , these words became Eng as sbs

1533 T More Debell Salem Wks 958/2 I he xlv

Chapiter of mine Apology beginnyng. Folio .243 1548
Stauhford Kmgcs Prerog ix (1567) 35 a, There it appeares
folio 285 allso 1585 Washington tr Ntcholays Voy
Turkic, Table, The first number signifieth the chapter, the

second the folio 1669 Siurmy Manner's Mag 11 xvu
marg

,
Place this between folio 202 and folio 203.

2 In Bookkeeping, The two opposite pages of a

ledger or other account-book m which these are

used concurrently, hence used for a page of a

ledger m which one page serves for both sides of

an account, and sometimes for a page of an

account-book generally.

*588 Mellis Bnefe Instruct C v, The number of the leafe

or folio ofyour Creditor. 1622 Malynes A 11c Law-Merch,
364 The Leaves or Folio of the Leidger 1849 Freese
Comm Class-bk 109 A narrow column, for the figures

which denote the Folio, where each account will be found
m the Ledger
3 The page-number of a printed book
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc II 376 The Corrector and

Compositer examine how the Folio’s of those Pages
properly and numerically follow and succeed one another
1841 Savage Did Print , When there is a running title,

the folios axe placed at the outside comers of the pages

4. Law. A certain number ofwords (in Gt Britain

and Ireland 72 or 90, in U S generally 100) taken

as a unit in reckoning the length of a document.
Many legal documents of 16th c aie found to be written

in pages of 12-15 hues, each containing 6 words. This is

doubtless the origin of the above sense

1836 Sir H Taylor Statesman xxm 169 Paying persons

in the rank of life of law-stationers and their hired writers

at the rate of so much per folio 1848 Wharton Law Lex

,

Folio
, a certain number of woids, in conveyances, &c,

amounting to seventy two and m Chancery proceedings to

ninety

II. With reference to size,

5 . In folio, a phrase signifying ‘w the form of a

full-sized sheet folded once ’. Ong apprehended
as aLatin phrase, used appositively or attnbutively,

afterwards as consisting of an English prep and sb

158a Parsons Def of Censure 148, I haue two editions in

greeke the one of learned Pagnine m folio, the other of

Plantyne tn octavo 1588 Shaks L L L, i, u 192 Deuise
Wit, write Pen, for I am for whole volumes in folio 1644
Evelyn Mem. (1857) I 89 That rare book in a large folio.

1679 Bp Hereford Coll Jesuits 4 Divinity Books in

Folio and Quarto. 1763 Massey Ong of Lett 11 59 All

the curious hands engraved on 28 brass plates in folio.

1819 Blackw Mag, Oct 29 ,

1

asked her if she would have
it in folio, with marginal notes 1 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit.

I ui 1 § 148 250 The more usual form of books printed in

the 15th century is m folio

b transf andfig. ,
spec m a full and loose dress

Obs exc. dial.

1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600) 96 His lippes were of

the largest sise in folio, able to furnish a Cobiers shoppe

with clowting leather a 1613 Overbury A Wife <5-c (1638)

133 Many ride poast to Chandlers and Tobacco shops in
folio a 1625 Fletcher Love's Cure 11 11,

1

had rather walke
In folio again, loose, like a woman 1630 J, Taylor (Water
P ) Jack-a-Lent 114/1 When a mans stomacke is in Foho,
and knowes not where to haue a dinner in Decimo sexto
1651 Lilly Ckas I (1774) 244 The scorns he saw now
returned upon himselfin foho 1670 Lassels Voy Italy 11

7 It [Rome] hath its Hospitals and many of those are
Hospitals m folio 1698 Vanbrugh Prov Wife v (1710)

95 Cuckoldom m Foho, is newly printed . and Matrimony
m Quarto, is just going into the Press 1828 Craven Gloss
(ed 2) s v ,

* In full folio ’, in full dress.

6 A sneet of paper when folded once. Also,

f such a sheet used for a specific purpose.
1616 Bullokar, Folio, a sheete or large leafe of paper

1691 Evelyn Diary 16 Apr
,
Severall folios of dried plants

17x0 Addison i Tatler No 216 P 5 To his Daughter I
bequeath my large Foho of Indian Cabbage. 1876J Gould
Letter-press Printer 40 Foho denotes a sheet of paper
folded into two leaves

7 A volume made up of sheets of paper folded
once , a volume of the largest size
1628 Earle Microcosm Sergeant (Arb ) 57 He swelsthem

[Bookes] into Folio’s with ms Comments 1713 Swift
Frensy J Dennis Wks 1821 XIII 211 The gentleman
let drive at us with avast folio 1826 Scott Woodst in,

Tomkins began to turn the leaves of a folio, which lay open
on the reading desk 1867 Stubbs Benedicts Chron I.

Pref 24 The other manuscript is a small folio

transf and fig 1659 D Pell Impr Sea 286 The little

decimo sextos the small fish as well as the great folios

of the Whale, and Elephant 1813 Byron Jrnl 16 Nov
in Moore Life (1833) I. 541 This same lady writes octavos,

and talks folios 1885 Pall Mall G 25 July 3/2 The
London police—those folios in dark blue, lettered, and
uniform

b. attnb and Comb.
17x2 Addison Sped No S2g p 1 ,

1

have seen a folio writer

§
Iace himself m an elbow chair, when [etc ] 1849 Sir J
tephen Eccl Biog (1850) II 37 They lowei, in the sullen

majority of the folio age, over the pigmies of this duodecimo
generation 1879 Dowden Southey in 78 He received
from his Lisbon collection precious boxes folio-crammed

B adj

1 Formed of sheets or a sheet folded once; of

the largest size
,
folio-sized. Often following the

sb ; cf A. 5
1597-8 Bp Hall Sat 11 1. 39 With folio volumes, two to

an oxe hide 1642 Fuller Holy <$• Prof St v xi 404
Small Pocket-Bibles, and a great Folio Alchoran x68o

Evelyn Diary (185a) II 147 A folio MS of good thickness

1683 Moxon Mech Exerc. II 231 If it be a large Folio

Page he has Tyed up 1728 Pope Dune 1 139 A folio

Common-place Founds the whole pyle, of all his works the

base 1802 Dibdin Introd Classics 26 There are some
Folio editions of this beautiful work x8o8 ScottA utobiog

in Lockhait Life 1,

1

remember writing upwards of 120 folio

pages with no interval eithei for food 01 rest 1870 Dickens
E Drood 11, The folio music-books on the stand Mod A
history in ten volumes foho

fig 1622 J.Taylor (Water P ) Water-cormorant, Sepat a-

tist 21 These fellowes with then ample foho giaces a 1839
Praed Poems (1864) I 366A minute will supply To thought
a foho history Of blighted hopes

2 Printing and Stationery (See quots )

187X Amer Encycl Print, Folio Post, a flat writing-

paper, usually 17 by 22 inches x888 Jacobi Printers' Voc,
Folio chase, a chase with one bar only 1890 — Printing

11 32 In the wooden kinds we have slip, octavo, quarto, and
folio galleys Ibid 42 These chases are often divided or

subdivided into folio or quarto by means of cross-bars

Folio (fdu lio), v. [f. prec. sb ] =Foliate v . 5
In mod Diets

Hence UTo lioing vbl sb.

1858 Simmonds Did Trade
,
Foltomg

,
the operation of

paging or marking a book. x8g5 Conway Paine's R ights of
Man (fly-leaf). It has been thought advisable to preserve in

this volume the folioing of the complete edition of the

work
Foliolar (fifr Mlax), a [f. Foliole + -ab

Cf F. foholaire ]
‘ Like to or connected with a

leaflet’ (Syd, Soc Lex 1884)

Foliolate (fi?u btfltfft), a. Bot, [a. L *foholdi-

us • see Foliole and -ate ] Of, pertaining to, or

consisting of folioles or leaflets ;
chiefly in comb

with numerical prefix (usually written with Aiabic

figure) used instead of the Latin um-, h-, tn-

Cf Bifoliolate a.

1866 in Treas, Bot
,
and in mod Diets 1870 Hooker

Stud Flora 86 Leaves 3-foholate in seedling plants Minute
i-foliolate leaves

Foliole (ffla lw»l). [a. F. foliole, ad. L foliohm,

dim oifolium leaf]

1 Bot, One of the divisions of a compound leaf;

a leaflet

1794 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot. ii 28 Pieces, which we
must call leaves, leaflets, or folioles 1830 Lindlfy Nat
Syst, Bot. 31 Compound leaves reduced to a single foliole

1852 Th Ross Humboldt's Irccv III xxix 177 A palm-

tree having a free thread between the interstices of the

folioles

2 Zoo

l

A small leaf-like appendage.

1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat, IV. 1205/1 In Boltema ran-

forum the stomach is destitute of any internal folioles or

lacunas 1888 Riverside Nat Hist II 221 A series of flat

transparent leaflets Similar folioles also arise from the

basal joint of the antennae

HenceFo lioli ferous a. [see-(l)FEROTJs]
,
bearing

folioles or small leaf-like appendages (Cent. Diet ).

Po liolo’se a. [see -ose], having leaves composed

of folioles (Syd Soc. Lex ).

Foliomort, obs form of Filemot.

Foliophagous fo^hp fagss), a nonce-zvd. [f

Folio + Gr -(pay-os eating + -oub.] fig. That
devours folios.

1829 Southey Sir T More II 353 Call to mmd . my
foliophagous friend, what was the extent of Michael
Montaigne's library

Foliose (f<7“lmu s), a [ad L fohos-us, f folium
leaf, see -ose ] Having, or abounding in, leaves

,

leafy, follows

1727 Bailey vol II, Foliose
,
full of Leaves 1758 Phil.

Trans L 677 Linnasus has observed a foliose lichen of
this order 1882 Vines Sachs’ Bot 343 The foliose Junger-
manrueae.

b. = FoLIOUS (Z 2 b 1864 in Webster

Foliosity (&«li|p siti). [f. Foliose + -m]
The state 01 condition of being foliose ; abundance
of foliage

,
in quot with joculai allusion to F olio.

1847 De Quincey SchlosseVs Lit Hist Wks. VIII 44
It is because he does not shoot into German foliosity that

Schlosser finds him * intolerable

f Fo’liot. Obs. 1 are. [? a OF foliot.

The OF word is recorded only as meaning watch-spring;
but according to Hatz -Darm. it is derived from the vb
folter to play the fool, to dance about, and so may have
had other meanings related to this vb. Cf. the surname
Fohot, known from 12th c in Eng How Burton obtained
the word there is nothing to show , he evidently connects
it with It folletto,=F {esprit) fillet, hobgoblin, properly

a dim offol foolish Can it be a misprint forfollet ?]

1. ? Foolish matter
a 1250 Owl 4 Night 866 Ne singe ih horn no fohot

2 A kind of goblm
*621 Burton Anat Met 1 11 1 11, Another sort of these

[devils] there aie, which fiequent forlorn houses, which the

Italians call foliots [He refers to Cardano De reruui var
xvi (1581) 1123 Daemon est famiharis, uocant folletos]

t Folious, a 1 rare Also 5 folyus [ad OF.
fiohtus

,
folieiix, f folie Folly ] Foolish. Hence

Po Liously adv
a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 58 For the whiche folyus

dede, there is falle so moche sorw Ibid 83 Thorughe the

said folious loue he toke her untohis wiff X481 Caxton Tidle

of Old Age G iv/x The yong man hopeth foliously, if by
cause of his yong age he wenith to live long

FolioilS (fiwliss), a. 1 [ad L fohos-us, f

folium leaf, see -00s] Abounding in, or of the

nature of, leaves ,
leafy, foliose

1658 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus m 51 The folious and
stalkyemission distinguished! herbs and trees. 1682— Chr
Mor II m, To obtrude them, [assertions] as Sibyls leaves,

which after considerations may find to be but folious appar-

ences, and not the central and vital mteriours ofTruth

b. (See quot.)

1828 Webster, Folious, having leaves intermixed with
flowers.

t FoTity. Obs In 5 folite [ad OF fohti,

fallxti, f. fol, fou, masc., folk fem foolish]

Foolishness.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5366 ?e fare bot with folite
:
quare

ere Joure fyue wittis?

j|
Folium (ftfu liom). \L.folium leaf.]

1 . -Folio 6.

1886 Statem LandLaws Incorp Law Soc 26 Certificates

each constituting a distinct folium consisting of two or

more pages

2 Geom a A finite loop of a nodal curve

terminated at both ends by the same node b
Folium of Descartes, a plane nodal cubic curve

with real nodal tangents, and one real inflexion at

infinity.

1848 B Phice Diff Calculus (1852) 319 To determine the

nature of the point at the origin of the Folium of Descartes.

c Used with prefixes um-, bi-, etc. to indicate

a curve with one, two, etc indentations.

1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves vi (1879) 221 Zeuthen
confines the name oval to a branch having no real bitangent

or inflexions, one with a single real bitangent he calls a uni-

fohum, one with 2, 3, or 4 such bitangents, a bifolium,

tnfolium or quadnfohum.

Folk(fduk). Forms. 1-2 folc (pi, folc), 2folohe,

Orm folie, follk, 3 folok, south . volek, 3-4 folo,

south, vole, volk, 3-6 folke, 3-8 fok(e, (5 fokke),

6 folck(e, 8 Sc, fonk, 3- folk. Also 3-4 wk. gen

folken(e. [OE. folc str neut.=OFns folk, OS.

folc (Du. volk), OHG. folc neut
,
masc. (MHG.

vole neut ,
masc., mod Ger volk nent.), ON folk

neut
,
people, army, detachment (Sw , Da folk)

—
OTeut *folko™ The original sense is perh best

preserved in ON ; cf, OS1 plitkii (Russ, nonet)

division of an army, Lith. pulkas crowd, which are

believed to be eaily adoptions from Teut
The view of some scholars, that the Teut word and the

L vulgus both descend from a common type *qelgos, is very

doubtful.]

1 A people, nation, race, tribe, Obs. exc. arch.

Beowulf 1582 (Gr.) He..sloh .folces Denigea fyftyne

men. c 1000 iEiFRic Gen xxv. 23 Twa folc beop todseled

on ]>e, & )xet folc oferswiS fiast oper folc 1297 R Glouc

(1724) 3 Brytones were firste folc hat to Engelond come

1388Wyclif John xi 48 Romayns schulen come, and schulen
take our place and oure folk. 1535 CoverdalE2 Esdrcis v.

26 Amonge all y« multitudes offolkes thou hast gotten the

one people. 1850 Neale Med, Hymns (1867) 24 Met Thee
with Palms in their hands that day the folk of the Hebrews,

b transf of animals. (After the Vulg andHeb)



FOLK.

*383 Wvcur Prov. xxx. 26 A ht!I haie, a folc vnmyjti,

*S3S Cqveudall ibid, The conyes are but a feble folke [so

1611 and 1885 (R V )]

2 An aggiegation of people 111 relation to a

superior, eg God, a king 01 priest
,
the great mass

as opposed to an individual; the people, thevulgar.

Ohs exc arch.

^ 883 K yEuraED Boeth xxx § x Porj?sm is Sms folces

him jslcum men for nauht to liabbenne 971 Blnll Ham
35 Swa ssva geaia beboden was Codes folce c izgo Gen
fy E.x 2785 Ic haue min folkcs pine 503cn a 1300 Cursor
M 12838 (Cott ) Ion said |>at all jxia folc moght here, Jus

es [etc ] c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 43 Til alle

J?o folk he [preste] shryues him bare of alle his synnes.

1483 Caxton G de la Tour E vii b, The said hoost of the

Hebreux .were al folke of god 1349-62 Sternhold & H
Ps c. 247 We are his folke, he doth vs feede. 1863 Longi*.

Wayside Inn, Olafvu, Choose ye between two things, my
folk 1886 Academy 7 Aug 83/2 It. .did not hold back the

Bible from the folk.

+b (also pi ) Retainers, followers, seivants,

workpeople Obs
c 1205 Lav 433 palette he nden vnmmed folc <11400-30

A le.xandcr 3053 Dary se3is his fote fade 1368 Grai ton

Citron. II 377 He founde it kept by the Eile of Daibyes
folkes, *377 B Googe Heresbaclis Hush (1586) 11. 71b,

Least my folke-, labouring in some of them should come into

the lest, continue to my pleasuie 1581 G Plitil tr 1

Guaszo's Civ Cmv (1586) m 170 The maistei of the house
ought to shewe lumselfe moie seuere towards his owne

folke, then towaids others 163a J. Hayward ti Bwndis
hromena 68 Wherein (wanting so many of youi folke) you
could not have defended youi selfe.

3 . Men, people indefinitely Also, people of a

particular class, which is indicated by an adj or

some attributive phrase.

From 14th c. onward the pi has been used in the same
sense, and since 17th c is the oidinary form, the sing, being
arch or dial The word is now chiefly colloq

,
being

j

superseded in moie foimal use by people

O E. Chi on an 999 pa elkede man fram daege to drn^e,

& swencte pact earme folc pe on 3am scipon lagon. «izz

3

Ancr. R 156 Vor te biweopeu lsleten uolc—pet is, mest al

pe world 1340 Aycnb 139 pe benes and pe oreysons of
guode uolke. 1377 Lange. P PI. B xv 360 Now failleth

pe folke of pe flode And of pe londe bathe c 1386 Chauci k

Knt ‘s T. 3035 Upon the steedes, that weren giete and
white, Ther seeten folk, 1413 Ptlgr. S<mlc (Caxton) 11

xlv (1859) 5r Now beholde, and see witli goode auyse*
ment vpon these folkes. c 1430 Diatoi te in Babees Bk 58
With lij maner of folk be not at debate Fust with pi

bettir. 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 311 The masse ciede
is to he sayd when folcke lye a dyenge. a 1300 Gregory'

s

Chron. (Camd Soc ) 153 Summys of v c men of armys or
of folke of schotte [ong gens de trait

,
1 e aicheis] 1363

T. Stapleton Foitr Faith 126 Howscling of Christen
folcke before deathe 16x9 Crt 4- Times Jas /(18 jg) II,

*86 They played three pieces glick, as ordinaiy folks use to

play twopenny glick. 1710 Swut Lett. (1767) III 71, I

have heard wise folks say, An ill tongue may do much
1727 A Hamilton New Acc E Ind. I xxiv. 297 There
were Folks killed in 1723 1756 Mrs Calderwood Jrnl
(1884) 83, I could not speak to the folks and ask questions.

1774 A Adams in J Q Adams’ Fam Lett (1876) 49
Some folks say I grow very fat 1774 Franklin Wits. 1887
V 4t4 It was the ton with the ministerial folks to abuse
them 1775 Johnson Let to Mrs Thrale 11 June, Folks
want me to go to Italy 1845 S Austin Ranke's Hist
Ref II 29 He is unkind to the poor folk 1870 Rossetti
Poems too A decree. .Whereby all banished folk might win
Free pardon 1871 Smiles Ckarac 1 (1876)25 The chaiac-
tei of a nation is not to be learnt fiom its fine folks 1879
Browning Martin Relph 1x9 It was hard to get at the folks

in power. 1882 Ouida Maremma I 23 The hearts of the
folk in Grosseto were sad for his fate

b Individual persons
,
individuals

c 1430 Bl Curtasye 546 in Babees Bk , Thes thre folke

and no mo. 1^04 Bury Wills (Camden) 97 Substancyall
folkys of the seid parych 1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees)

33 Three folkes, viz two men and a wooman 1833 Ht
Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1, 11 31 1 0 think it prudent
for these young folks to settle.

4 pi. (exc dial.) The people of one’s family,

parents, children, relatives.

1715 Pattern to true love in Halhwell Yorksh Anthol,
(1851) 4x4 Our folks will angry be I fear 1776 J Q Adams
in Fam Lett (1876) 203 All that I could learn of you and
my little folks. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss

,

(ed. 2) Foil,
family ' How's yowei folk ’. 1833 Ht Martineau Loom .$

Lugger 1 1. 15 Your young folks are flourishing, I hope
b dial. Friends, intimates

1854 Baker Narthampt Words, s v ,
‘ We’re not folks

now ’ i88x Leicestersh. Gloss
, s v

,

1 They’d use to be such
folks

’

5 attrib. and Comb,, as \folk-king, ^-med
Beowulf 2873 (Gr.) Nealies *folccyning fyrdgesteallum

gylpan porfte c 1203 Lay. 9301 Fare? swide age, to pan
folc-kinge. c xaoo Ags. Ps lxxvu[i] 14 Him ealle mht, oSer
beacen, fyres leoma, *folc nede heold

b. esp, in numerous mod. Combs, (formed after

Ger. precedent) with the sense ( of, pertaining to,

current or existing among, the people’
, as folk-

belief -custom, -literature
,
-name, -song, -speech, etc

1830N $Q, 1st Ser, II 99/2 ,

1

believe that one item of
folk-faith is that farm-yard odours are healthy. 1864
Reader r Oct 407 The minute notices concerning medicine
[etc ] that are scattered through the pages ofour mediaeval
biographers will increase our knowledge of the folk-life of
the past. 1870 W E A Axon (title) Folk- Song & Folk-
Speech of Lancashire 1880 J Geikie Prehtst Europe 9
One of those gieat folk-waves which have successively
swept over Europe 1884 Academy 23 Feb 126/1 Folk-law
is astonishingly conservative. 1891 A thcnxum 10 Oct
486/3 Those who believe m the origin of folk-tales from the
cultured.

890

0 . Special comb. : folk-etymology, usually, the

popular perversion of the form of words 111 order

to rendei it apparently significant
,
folk-free a.,

having the rights of a freeman ;
folk-leasing (OE.

Law), public lying, slander; folk-stead (see quot

1876).
1883 G Stephens S B/tgge's Stud on N Mythol. 28 It

does not mend the matter, if, when we have no better

argument, we call it ’'folk-etymology. <1 1000 Laws Wiht-
rced g 8 Gif man his nuen an wiofode freols gefe, sc sic *folc-

fry 1820 Scott Ivanhoe x\xu, Folkfree and SaUess art

thou in town and from town a xooo Laws Atlf fe 32 Gif
mon *folc-Ieasunge gewyree him mon aceoife pa tmigan

1771 Bubkl Powers of furies m Prosecutions Whs X 114

An offence of this species, called Folh-Ieasmg <1x000

Beowulf 76 pa ic wide fccfrresn inanijjre mrcspe *folc-

stede fraitwian. 1876 Mid-Voris Gloss, Folisttad, an
out-door place of assembly for general purposes 1 The
chapel wouldn’t hold them all, so they made a folkstead of
the gaith.’

f Folkland. Ohs exc Hist A term of OE
law, designating land held by a ceitam kind of

tenuie
;
opposed to Bookland

As to the nature of the antithesis between folkland and
bookland tlieie have been many conjeotuies Since the

publication of Allen's Inquiry into the Giowt/t of the

Royal Pi crogative

,

1830, the prevailing view has been that

folkland was land belonging to the state, which the king
or the witan might grant to a person for his life, hut winch
did not descend to liens, while bookland was land held

by chaitei or deed But m the Lug Hist Rtv VIII

(1893) Prof Vitiogradoff has foicihly argued that folkland
was simply land heritable by folknght 01 common law,

while the estate in bookland was confeticd by chattel or

deed, and could be alienated fiedy
<z 1000 Laws Edgar § 2 Oppe on hoc lande oppe on folc-

landc 1641 Tenues do la Ley 54 This land was htld with
more easie and commodious conditions than Fotkcland

1767 Blackstonl Comm II. 91 Folk-land was held by no
assurance in writing, but distributed among the common
folk or people at the pleasure of the lot d. 1830 J An ln R
Prerog. (1840) 135 Folcland, as the woid imports, was the
land of the folk or people It was the pioperty of the

community. It might be occupied in common, or possessed

m severafty; and, in the latter case, it was probably
parcelled out to individuals 111 the folcgemflt But while it

continued to he folcland, it could not be alienated m per-

petuity
,
and therefore, on the expiration of the term for

which it had been granted, it leverted to the community,
and was again distributed by the <-ame autboiity 1871
Freeman Noun, Cona (1876) IV xvu 24 I he folkland,

the common land of the nation, was now [ts>66 7] changed,
fully and foi ever, into terra Regis, the land of the King.

Folk-lore (f<7« k|lo°j;. [f. Folk + Lobe ] The
traditional beliefs, legends, and customs, current

among the common people , the study of these

1846 Ambrose Mfrton [W J 1 horns) in Athenveum
22 Aug 862/3 What we in England designate as Popular
Antiquities, or Popular Liteialure (though it would be
most aptly described by a good .Saxon compound, Folk Lore,
—the Loie of the People) 1862 Ectlesio/ogist XXIII. 279
Mr Lee gives us a piece of folks lore 1863 Max Muli i r
Chips (1880) II xxi. 206 A healing virtue is ascubed in

Gcunan folk-loie to the mistletoe 1884 A Lang Custom A
Myth xi Properly speaking, folklore is only concerned with
the legends, customs, beliefs, of the folk—of the people.

Hence Folklo'rism, a piece of folk-lore ; Folk-
lo rist, a student of folk-lore. Folklori Stic a
1876 N S[Q 5th Ser VI. 12/2 Success to the Folk-Lore

Society 1 An Old Folk-Lorist 1886 Sat Rev 28 Aug
306 The Revue contains divers ‘ folklorisms ’ 1888 Buli rn
Peek’s Wis I Introd 11 The Ghost of Jack ought to be
an object of interest to folklorists 1888 Science XII 132
Some interesting philological and folk-lonstic informa-
tion

t Fo’lkmoot, folkmote. Obs. exc Hist.

Forms . x folomdt, -gemot, 5 folkesmot, 6 folck-

mote, 6-7 folkemote, (7 erron falkmoth, 9 folk-

muth), 9 folkemote, folcmoot, 6-9 folkmote,

5-9 folkmoot. [OE. folc-mit, -gemSt, f folc,

Folk +m6t, gemdt meeting ] A general assembly
of the people of a town, city, or shire.

axooo Laws Atheist. (Thorpe) § 12 On Jiaia serefena
gewitnesse on folcgemote [v. r. on folcmote] 1494 Fabyan
Chron vii 340 He anone sent Johnne Mancell, one of his

iustycys, vnto London ; and there callyd at Pawlys crosse
a folkmoot 1529 Rastell Pastyme, Hist. Brit (1811) 184
Place of sittyng appoynted at the Folkmote at Poules
crosse 1396 SpenslrF Q iv iv 6 To which folhe-motc they
all with one consent Agreed to travell, and their fortunes
try sBigiAntid toprevent Civ Wars 9 Commanders of the
Militia in every County were elected in a full Falkmoth
1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II 112 note, He dnected a folk-

mote or common hall to be held on Sunday the 27th of
that month 1848 Lytton Harold iv v, I will ask the
King’s leave to go to my East Anglians, and hold a folk-

mutn 1892 Tennyson Foresters 1 hi, How should we
cope with John? The London folkmote Has made him all

but king

Hence + To lk-mooter, ? a parochial politician.

1645 Milton Colast Wks (1847) 228/1 These matters are
not for pragmatics and folkmooters to babble m
+ Fo’lkright. Obs. exc. Hist [OE folcnht

f folc Folk + nht Right.) ‘ Common law, public

nght, the understood compact by which every free-

man enjoys his rights as a freeman ’ (Bosw )
a xooo LawsCnnt k 1 Heonan-forS late mannagehwylcne,

£e earmne $e eadixne, folc-nhtes wyr5e 1849 Kemble
Saxons II. yi 205 New laws which weie to be added to
the existing folcnht [1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Fooalreeght,

public right ]

Folle, Follery, obs. ff of Foal, Foolery,

FOIiLICTTLOSE.

+ Follial, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Folly + -al

5 cf. OF.
folial (peril the source) ] Foolish

1602 WARN! R Alb Eng \ lv 245 Whereto these folhall
I raytors did thcmselues and Senses fit

Follicle tfplik’l) Also 7-8 folliaole, 8-0
Follicule [ad L folheuhts little bag, dim of
folks bellows ]

1 Anat A small =ac Chiefly, * a simple lym-
phatic gland, consisting of lymphoid tissue arranged
m the form of a sac’ (Syd Soc. Lex

)

1646 Sir T Browni.Pseud Ef nr 11 108 Although there
be no eminent and circular follicle, no round bagge or
vesicle which long contameth this humor 1748 Hartley
Obsero. Man 1 11 117 Gall-bladder, Follicles, and Ducts
of the Glands 1830 R Knox Biclard's Anat 38 The
membranous stomach, furnished with numeious secieting
follicles 1842 Prichard Nat Hist Man 95 The hair
issues from follicles, by a club shaped root or bulb

b. =CoDj<M4b
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep m iv 113 These cods or

follicles are found 111 both sexes [x8xz J Smyth Pract
Customs (1S21) 64 Castoi —This is a substance secreted 111

a follicle situated near the anus of the beaver, perhaps the
inguinal gland ]

2. Hot 1 A kind of fruit, consisting of a single

caipel, dehiscing by the ventral sutuie only
1

(Lind-

ley) , formeily used foi any kind of capsulai fruit.

a 1706 Fvmyn Sylva si (1729) 65 They [the Maples] are
all produced of Seeds contained in the Folhacles and Keys,
01 Birds-Tongucs 1785 Mahivn Rousseau's Bot xvi 219
In most of the gcncia these fruits aie follicles 1877 Hulme
Wild FI p \, Fruit a follicle of two elongated capsules

b A small bag or vesicle distended with air

1793 Mautyn Lang Bot. s, y, Folheulus
,

,
Follicles .

arc vessels distended with air as at the loot in Utncularia,
and on the leaves m Aldrovanda 18x6-20 Green Herbal
II 784 Two-celled follicles m whoils, m order to support
the scape in the water 1863 Blrici lly Brit Mosses Gloss,

31a Follicle, a little bladdei on the leaves, as in Pottta
cwmfolia

3 . Rntom A cocoon
;
the covering made by a

larva tor its protection during the pupa state

1836-8 W Cr ark Van der Hoeven's Zool I 397 Pupa
inclosed in a thin follicle.

Follicular (fpli ki/Illi), a. [ad L.follicular-is,

f folheulus : sec Follicle and

-

ab 1
.)

1 Of the nature of, or resembling, a follicle;

composed or consisting of follicles
; also, provided

with follicles

1677 Pi 01 0 xfordsh 305 Many other stiong scented

Anunals have follicular Repositories 01 Bags 1730 Phil
I/ans XLVII 99 Vascuhu and folliculai minute mem-
branes 1830 Lindi 1 y Nat. Syst Bot 6 Fruit follicular

with one 01 two valves. *835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 23 The
follicular structure of the glands 1870 Hooker Stud
Flout p mu, Cr.issulaeea. bruit follicular

2 . Of 01 pertaining to a follicle 01 follicles

1877 Couls FurAmm 1 14 An enoimous reservoir con-

taining a considerable quantity of the folliculai product

b Path Ot a disease : Affecting the follicles

of a particular organ
1839 J Tomls Dental Sure 508 Folliculai stomatitis

1877 Robputs Hatidbk Med (ed 3) I. 209 Follicular

pharyngitis is often associated with stomach disordeis

3 . In etymol sense . Of or pertaining to bellows

;

performed by means of bellows nonce-use.

1676 Shadwlll Virtuoso 11. Wks 1720 I 343 An animal

may be preserved without respiration by follicular im-

pulsion of air

Folliculated (fyli kirffri ted), ppl a Also

folliculate (Cent. Did.), [as if f *folliculate vb

(f Follicule + -ate) + -ed 1
)

1 Anat. and Bot. Provided with a follicle or

follicles.

1775 Asu, Folliculated (adj. in botany) having seed

vessels 1787 Humlr in Phil Trans LXXVII 418

Ending below the thyroid, which is folliculated on its inner

surface 1839-47 To»» Cycl Anat III 372/1 The integu-

ments are highly folliculated

2 Entom Contained in a follicle or cocoon.

1836-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven’s Zool I. 404 Pupa
smooth, m some folliculated

Follicule (4>liki«lL Variant of Follicle

1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist II u yj The folhcules, or the

membrane covering the eggs contained m the ovary. 1848

Lindley Introd Bot. (ed 4) II. *9 The fruit of these plants

is better understood to be a union of several folhcules

within a single flower.

+ Folliculrferous, a. Obs - 1 [f.L folhcul-

us + -(i)eeeous ) Bearing a follicle or follicles

1693 Phil Trans XVII. 621 Two sorts of Folhcuhferous

Willows from Barbados

Folliculitis (fpli kialartis). rath [f. L folli-

cul-us Follicle + -ms.) Inflammation of a

follicle or follicles.

x86o Fowler Med Voc
,
Folliculitis

,
follicular inflamma-

tion 1874 Van Buren Dis Gemt Org 77 Folliculitis

sometimes appears along the urethra

Folliculose (fj?li kmld« s), a [ad L folhculos-

us, f follicuhis, see Follicle and -ose ] a Full

of 01 containing follicles , b. Of the natuie or ap-

pearance of a follicle

1802 Hooper Quincy’s Lex -Med
,
Folliculose gland, one

of the most simple species of gland, consisting meiely ot

a hollow vascular membrane or follicle and an excretory

duct x8 Bull III State Laboratory Nat Hist H*

30 (Cent Diet ) Antheridia m folliculose bodies on the sur-

face of separate thalli.
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Folliculous (fpli kiz/las), a. [f 'L.folHcul-us

+ -ous ] = prec.

r8a8 Stark Elem Nat Hist I xo Other membranes are

called mucous or folliculous, because they secrete a viscid

fluid 1884 Syd Soc Lex
,
Folliculous, having, or con-

sisting of, follicles Same as Follicular.

t FoTliful, a Obs. Also 6 foliful. [f I1 olly
sb + -ful ] Full of folly or foolisliness.

*549 Compl Scot xv 87 Foliful affectionis vil be tlier

auen confusione quhen god pleysis 1683 E Hooker
Pref Ep Poidage's Mystic Div 82 0 vain, wild, pittifull,

follifull, vile man 1 a 1763 Shenstone Ess Wks (1764) II.

279 The common people call wit, mirth ; and fancy, folly

,

fanciful and folliful, they use indiscriminately

t FoTlily, adv. Obs. Forms * 3-5 folili, 4-6
folyly, 4-7 folily, (4 foleli), 4-5 folilioli(e, 4
folyliche, 5 folilyche, 6 follilie. [ME fohhche,
f.foil, Folly a. foolish + -hche -ly 2

] Foolishly

a 1300 CursorM 23326 (Cott ) pai be sorfuller sal be bat
losen folili has bat le 1393 Langl. P PI C xvn 234 To
teche how bat folke folyliche here fif wittes myspenden,
C1449 Pecock Repr. 11 vi 171 Thei wolen seie sturdili and
folia 153s Stewart Cron Scot I 600 To quhome the

Bntis follilie gaif feild 1398 Stow Sum, xxvm (1603) 243
From loosing of time follilie in lust,

b. Lewdly, unchastely.

13 [see Felter v, 3 b] c *386 Chaucer Merck T. 1591
I have my hody folily dispended

Follow (fp lou), sb. [f next verb ]

1 The action of the verb Follow
1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle

,
Dominoes 93 It is

sometimes an advantage to hold heavy dominoes, as they
not unfrequently enable you to obtain what is called a good
‘ follow ’ 1889 Spectator § Nov 635/1 And hark 1 the view-
hollo 1 ’Tis Maw: in full follow

2 . Billiards A stroke which causes the player’s

ball to roll on after the object-ball which it has set

m motion. Called alsofollow-stroke

,

andfollowing
stroke Also, the impulse given to the ball by such

a stroke.

1873 Bennett & Cavendish Billiards 371 The reason for

playmgwith side is,that, when the balls are so close, sufficient

‘follow’ cannot be got on 1881 H W. Collender Mod
Billiards 38 The Follow-Stroke Ibid 39 The

4 follow ' can
also be executed with the cue delivered as fai as one-fourth
below centie

3 Follow on. Cricket The act of ‘following

on 5
(see Follow v. 19 d)

;
also applied to the

innings itself Also simplyfollow
1881 Standard 14 June 3/8 A 4 follow on ’ was necessary

1884 Lillywhite's Cricket Ann 60 With the follow saved
there was no chance of completion of the game 1892 Sat
Rev 9 July 33/x In the follow on things altered very much

Follow (fp lo«), v Forms . a. 1-2 fol3um, 3-3

fol5ie(n, (fol^hi), fble:}e(n, (foleiji), 3 folien,

foHaen, 2-4 fol!}e(n, (3 Orm folljhenn, 4 south.

uol3e(n, uoljy), 3-5 folew(en, (3 south nolewen,

4 follew(e), folwe(n, (4follwe(n), folu(n, folu-

w(en, (3 south uolnwen), 4-6 folow(e, foloe,

(5 folaw(e, fololje, foloyn, 4-6 fowlow(e, 6
foolow(e), 6 Sc fallow, 4-7 follows, 4- follow

J3 . 1-2 fylsan, fyligan, fylgian, fylian, 2-3

fulien, (3 south pa. t vulede), 3-4 fulu(n, fll-

5e(n, flli3(en, fllyh.(en, fQiyh(en, felu(n, 4-5
Alow, fylow, felow, 5 flloe. [The two OE
types,folnan (0- stem) andfylgan (-jo- stem), are,

as is usual in similar pairs of conjugational variants,

representatives of an OTeut vb. of the -fyan class

,

cf OFns folgia
,
folia

,
fuha, OS folgbn (Du.

volgen), OHG folgen (MHG. volgen, mod Ger.

folgen), ON fylgja (Da folge, Sw folja)

,

not

recorded in Goth Beside these forms, several of

the Teut. langs have synonymous and phonetically

resembling words which are compounds of Gana
and Go vbs ; OE has fulgangan

,

pa t ful-iode

(from dode, serving as pa t. of gdn)— OS, fulgan-
gan, OHG folle gdn. The most natural explana-

tion of these parallel forms is that the apparently

simple vb was originally a compound or a phrasal

combination The first element occurs in OE.
fylstan, fullsestan, OHG folleisten to help, succour,

minister to (cf Goth laistjan to follow), OHG
follaziohan to assist, support (— OE. *fultlon,

whence fultiam
,
futtum assistance), Goth fulla-

fahjan to worship, serve, minister to the needs of.

In these cases the prefix seems to add to the sense

of the simple vbs the notion of doing something
by way of service to another (so that sense 3 of the

present vb, is probably nearest to the original

meaning). It is on formal grounds probable that

the prefix is identical with Full
;
its function in

the above-cited instances is perh due to the cir-

cumstance that in some vbs compounded with it

the primary sense of ‘ satisfying ’ developed into

the cognate sense of ‘ ministering to *, ‘ serving ’
]

I. trans. [In OE. and early ME. the object is

usually in the dative case.]

1 . To go or come after (a person or other object

m motion)
,
to move behind m the same direction.

c 1000 Ass, Gosp John x 27 Mine sceap gehyraj> mine
stefhe, and hig folgiab me c xzoo Ormin 12768 He fand ta

Fihppe & settde Jrnss till himm ; follh me. ci220 Bestiary

757 Ilk der oe him here® foiese5 him up one 5e wold.
<2x300 Cursor M 15193 (Cott.) Folus forth bat ilk man
Right in to be bi c 1386 Chaucer Milleds T 74 As any
kyde or calf folwynge his dame a 1533 Ld Berners
Hnon xlvu 159 They went all together and foolowed Hu on
as preuely as they coude xgg8 Shaks Meny IV in 11. 6,

I had rather (forsooth) go before you like a man, then follow
him like a dwarfe 1667 MiltonPL 1 238 Him followed
hts next Mate 1850 Prescott Peril 1

1

200 The remaindei
of his forces when mustered were to follow him 1863 Geo
Eliot Romola hi xxi, It was plain that he had followed
her, and had been waiting for hei

D To go foiward along (a path), to keep m (a

track) as one goes, lit and fig
a 1300 Cuisor M 4575 (Cott ), I folud siben, me thoght,

a sti Vntil a feild 13 E. E A llit P A 127 pe fyrre
I fol3ed pose floty valez C1385 Chaucer L G W. 2018
Ariadne, That The same weye he may retume anon,
Folwynge alwey the thred as he hath come 1548 Hall
Chron

,
Rich III (an 3) 50 Pleiyng the parte of a good

blood hounde, [he] foloed the tract of y* flier by y° sent.

1667 MiltonPL 11 1025 Sin and Death amain Following
his track 1711 Steele Sped No 70 r 3, 1 am Young, and
very much inclined to follow the Paths of Innocence 1825
in Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) II 25, I was resolved
not to follow the turnpike road one single inch further 1874
E D Smith tr 0ehler1s O. T. Theol I § 43 151 Old Testa-
ment angelology follows the opposite path
c phr. To follow the drum

.

to be a soldier

To follow the hounds

.

to keep up behind them in

the chase; to hunt with hounds. Follow my
leader', a game in which each player must do
what the leadei does, or pay forfeit , alsofg. To
follow one's nose to go straight on (without
reflexion or preconceived plan). To follow the

plough

:

said of the ploughman
1630 B Discollimimmn 19 I’le follow Providence, or my

Nose, as well as I can. 1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat v
(1686) 2 Without its Assistance in Dieting and Exercise, no
Horse can follow the Hounds without hazarding 1692
Bentley Boyle Led 11. 34 The main Maxim of his

Philosophy was, To trust to his Senses, and follow his

Nose. 173a Berkeley Alciphr 1 § 1 While he follows
the plough, or looks after his flocks. 1785 Burns golly
Beggars

,

4 / am a son ofMars ', As when I us’d in scarlet

to follow the drum 1832 Wordsw, Resol. 4 Independence
vu, Following [ed x (1807) behind] his plough, along the
mountain-side 183s Marryatt gac Faitlif xxxvm. One
amusement was a favourite one of the captain’s as it made
the men smait It is called ‘Follow my leader* 1858
Thackeray Virgin xvi. It was time to follow the hounds
X895 Tablet 14 Sept 408 Englishmen are the last people m
the world to play a blind game of follow-my-leader.

2 fig To come after in sequence 01 series, m
order of time, etc.; to succeed
a 1300 Cursor M 4599 (GStt ) Seuen gere hunger grett

E
at ober neist sal be foluand pat neuer was suilk bifor in

md 1659 B Harris PanvaPs Iron Age 241 One mis
fortune followes another 1667 Milton P L xii 335 Such
follow him, as shall be registerd, Part good, part bad, of bad
the longer scrowle 1728 Pope Dune in 321 Signs fol-

lowing signs lead on the mighty year 1 1802 Ld Eldon m
Vesey’s Rep VII 81 This case was followed by The Att -

Gen v Doyley. <7x8x7 Hogg Tales 3- SA V 350 Punish
ment must follow conviction, not antecede it x86o Tyndall
Glac 1 vii 51 Transverse ridges which, follow each other in

succession

+ b. To be second or inferior to Obs
1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry u 11, Her educa-

tion Follows not any
c. To come after or succeed as a consequence

or effect
,
to result from. (Cf sense 4 )

*593 Shaks Lucr 357 Misty night Covers the shame that

follows sweet delight a 1616 Beaum & Fl Thierry <$•

Theod, 1 ii, A duty well discharg'd is never follow’d By sad

repentance 1842 Tennyson Morte d'Arth 92 What good
should follow this, if this were done? What harm, undone?

3 To go after or along with (a person) as an

attendant or companion
;
to accompany, serve, or

attend upon.
O E Chron an 755 pa cusedon hie b®t . hie nasfre his

banan folgian noldon c 950 Lindisf Gosp Markv 37 Ne
leort rnnigne monno to fylgenne hme. c XX75 Lamb Horn
151 Monie kunnes men folejeden ure dnhten me bisse hue
c 1205 Lav 95 0fkunne&offolkebefuledebanduke <1x300
Cursor

M

15339 (Cott) Yee haf me folud hider-to C1385
Chaucer L G W 894 Thtsbe, I wol the folwen ded
and I wol he Felaw and cause eke of thy deth, quod she
c 1450 St Cnthbert (Surtees) 6338 A seruand folowand his

lorde 1591 Shaks Two Gentl 1 1. 94 Thou for wages fol-

lowest thy master x6xx Bible r Sam. xvii 13 And the
three eldest sonnes of lesse went, and followed Saul to the

battell 1845 S C Hall Whiteboy vi. 51 The rheumatic ,

creature who had ‘followed 1 the family for more than forty

years. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I, 37 You may depend on
my following and not deserting him.

b To go after as an admirer, auditor, or the

like.

X602 Shaks Ham n ii. 349 Do they hold the same esti-

mation they did when I was in the city? Are they so

followed? 1756 Mrs, F Brooke OldMaidNo. 22 r 3,

1

went
with a fnend, to hear one of the most followed and

admired ofthem all [preachers] Ibid. 0 1 he is a charming
man thank God I have followed him these twenty years

4 . fig. To accompany, attend upon, *go with’;

to be a (necessary) concomitant or accompaniment
to ;

to be consequent upon.
c soooAgs Ps lv[i] 4©at mmre sprace sped folgie c 1203

Lay 1002 Walde heom seal fulien a 1300 E. E Psalter
xxu[i]. 6Andfihgh me sal pi mercy, c1430 tr, De Imitatione

n vi. 46 Sorwe foluib euer pe glory of be worlde 1326

Tindale i Cor. x 13 There hath no temptacion taken you
but soche as foloweth the nature of man. 1399 Shaks.

Hen V, v, 11. 297 The liberty that follows our places x6xi

Bible Ps. xxiii. 6 Surely goodnes and mercie shall followe

me all the dales ofmy life 1667 Milton P. L ii 23 The
happier state In Heav’n, which follows dignity. 1839
Jtphson Brittany vi 74 Under the feudal system, the title

follows the land. 1868 Morris Earthly Par I 610 {Pygma-
lion) Seest thou how tears still follow earthly bliss ? 1885
Law Rep 20 Ch Div 283 The nght to a grant of ad-
ministration follows the right to the property.

5 To go in pursuit of, try to overtake or come
up with ; to pursue, chase
Beowulf 2933 (Gr) [He] fol^ode feorhgenuSlan a 1300
E E, Psalter xvn[i] 38, 1 sal filghe mi faas, and um-lap pa
a 1340 Hampole Psalter vu x Make me safe of all folouand
me c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) iv 12 pe dragoun folowed
and tuke pe knyght 1348 Hall Chron , Hen VI (an 6)

105 The Englishemen folowed theim so faste, in killyng
and takyng of their enemies x6go Dryden Don Sebast.
1 1, ’Twas indeed the place To seek Sebastian through
a track of Death I follow’d him 1783 Cowper Epitaph on
Hare 2 Here lies,whom hound did ne’er pursue, Nor swifter
greyhound follow

to fig To pursue like an enemy. Also, + to visit

(a person) with (affliction, etc ).

a 1310 in Wright’s Lyric P xv 48 Evel ant elde, ant other
wo, foleweth me so faste c 1250 Will, Paleme 436 A fers

feintise folwes me oft, & takes me so tenefuily 1606
Shaks Ant. tj- Cl v i 36 O Antony ! I haue followd thee

to this. 1607

—

Cor rv v 104 Since I haue euer followed thee
with hate 1671 Lady M Bertie in 12th Rep Hist. MSS.
Comm. App v 22 Wee play sometimes at trante a courante
where my old ill lucke follows mee to loose my money
x688 Bunyan genes. Stmt. Saved (1689) 153 Art thou fol-

lowed with affliction.

c. Sc. *To pursue at law’ (Jam.), prosecute

Also absol.

1423 Sc Ads gas. /(1814) 9 The party scathit sail folowe,

and the party trespassande sail defende, eftir the cours ofthe
auld lawis of the realme 1466 A d. A ndit (1839) 5/2 [He]
compent nouther be himself nor his procuraturis to folow
thaim.

+d. To visit (au offence, an offender) with
punishment Obs.
*579”8° North Plutarch 19 (Theseus) There was no man

at that time that dyd followe or pursue his death X393
Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 295 Were you hut once or twise
well followed for other mens faultes, you woulde soone waxe
weary of this generall and confused execution.

6 fig. To pursue (an object of desire) ; to en-

deavour to reach or attain to
;
to strive after, try

to gain or compass, aim at
a 1300 Cursor M 23868 (Giitt ) In eldrm men vr merrur

[we] mai sq qnat forto fulv, quat forto fie £1400 Apol
Loll. 33 Dekums to be chast, not fowlowmg fowle wynn-
ing 1339 Bible (Great) Heb xii. 14 Folowe peace wyth
all men. 1349 Latimer 3rdSerm bef. Edw. VUArb.) 07 He
folowed gyftes, as fast as he that folowed the puddynge.
1734 Chatham Lett Nephew iv 24 To follow what they
are pleased to call pleasure. 1842 Tennyson Ulysses 31
Yearning in desire To follow knowledge like % sinking star

1859— Vivien 474, I follow fame

t b. To pursue (an affair) to its conclusion or
accomplishment

,
to follow up, prosecute, to

enforce (law). Also const, on, upon, against (a

person) Obs.
a is47 Surrey Aeneid 11. xx8 Ne could I fool refrem my

tong from thretes to folowemy reuenge <7x385R Browne
Anew Cartwright 33 We shoulde first followe the Lawe on
them, to thrust them out of the sheepefolde.

^
1593 Daniel

Cm Wars rv Ixxxm, Whereas the matter is so followed
That he conuented is ere he could tell He was itt danger
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, 1 1. 21 O, such a day, So fought,

so followed and so fairly won x6o8 D. T. Ess Pol Mor.
28 For that he did egerly follow the extreamitie of law
against a certainefriende of his 1633 HolcroftProcopius,
Vandal Wars 11. xi 43 Belisanus followed no execution,
thinking it enough with so small an Army to beat the
enemy, andsendhim going 1693Hum Town 1. 30 Giving his
Lawyer double Fees, that his Cause may be well followed.

7 . fig (Cf. sense 3). To tieat or take (a person)

as a guide, leader, or master; to accept the

authority or example of, obey the dictates or

guidance of; to adhere to, espouse the opinions,

side, or cause of Also, tofollow a person's steps

.

c 1000 Ags Gosp Luke xvi. 13 He anum folxab and o3eme
forhogab c X200 Vices # Virtues (1888) 27 ©at tu ne fo^ih
none dwelmenn, 3e muchel misleueS. c 1230 Hall Meut.
15 He seS be folhen hire treoden <71374 Chaucer Anet <5-

Arc. 21 First followe I Stace, and after him Connne. c 1380
Wyclif Whs (1880) 381 pat 3e filow be steppis ofhym pat
didnosynne. <7x440 Pecock Repr 248 The sympler partie

of hem folewiden the worthier and the more wijs partie.

1326 Pilgr. Perf (W de W 1531) 1 b, Which doctours I

folowe most communly in this poore treatyse. X548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VI(an 34)169 Favoryngand folowyng the part
ofkyngHenry. 1348-9 (Mar ) Bit Com Prayer Collect 18th

Sund after Trinity, With pure harte and mynde to folowe
thee the onelye God x666 Dryden Let to SirR. Howard
10 Nov Wks. (Globe) 41 Virgil has been mymaster in this

poem I have followed him. eveiywhere. X706 Atterbury
Semi xCor xv 19(1723)11 7 They [Beasts] follow Nature,
in their Desires and Fruitions, carrying them no farther than
she directs 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. iv. § 16 We profess to
follow reason wherever it leads.. 1851 Ruskin Mod Paint
11 in 11 v. g 15 The sacred painters must not be followed
in their frankness of unshadowed colour, unless we can also

follow them in its clearness

8 To conform to, comply with, obey, act upon
or in accordance with (advice, command, teaching,

example, fashion, etc.) ; to take as a rule or model,
act up to, f walk after*.

a xooo Elene 929 (Gr.) He forlaeteS larepine & manbeawum
milium folgab. c xaoo Tmu Coll Horn. 185 Wule nu banne
fole3 seinte andreues faire forbisne. <1x340 Haufolb



FOLLOWEE.FOLLOW.
Psalter xxi 16 As hundes folus her custom in berkyng

& bitynge <11450 Cov Myst (1841' s68 3yf 3® wolefolwe

myii intent 2548-9 (Mm )
A1/ Low Prayer Collect

Sunday bef Easter, lhal all lnaiikymlt. shoulde folowe the

example of lus gieatc hunnliue 1611 Bible 2 Boon xvn

23 His counsell was not followed 167* Milton P R i

S Most men admire V11 tue, who follow not hei loi e. 1602

;iu, Educ § 89 (i6qq) 141 III Patterns aic sure to be

follow’d more than good Rules 17*9 Di Fcl Crusoe (1840)

II xi 239 Our men followed then orders 1771 Junius

Lett xlvin 252, I think that the precedent ought to be

followed immediately 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 446

Had lus advice been followed, the laws would have been

sti ictly observed. 1871 Mobley Voltaire (1B86) 5 Voltaire

did not always lefuse to follow an adversary's bad example.

«|J mtr. const to. rate- 1 (perh an involuntary

anaoolutlion)

1523 Ld. Btrners Froiss I ccccxli 777 To the whiche

counsayle they were gladde to folowe.

>J< b. To conform to 111 likeness, resemble, lake

after ; to imitate or copy Obs
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T 1133 Folweth Ekko, that

holcfeth no silence c 1400 Destr Troy 8723 The body of

this bold, hat barely is ded, Most follow by fouime the

fieeltic of man Hit may not long vpon loft ly vneoruppit.

1483 Cath Angl 137/1 To Folowe y° fader in inaners,

pair issare 1597 Hooitm Reel Pol. v xxvm § 1 We had

rathei follow the pei fections of them whom we like not, than

m defects resemble them whom we love 1615 T Adams
Spirit. Navig, 41 Glasse among stones is us a foolc amongst

men : for it followes precious stones in coloui, not in vntue.

11674 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc ) II. 281 Mis Betty hei

daughter follows her

9.

To walk in, pursue, practise (a way of life,

habit, method of acting) ;
to engage in, occupy

oneself with, addict or apply oneself to; csp. to

practise (a calling or profession) for a livelihood

T'o follow the sea. to practise the calling of a

sailor

97* Bhckl Horn 25 pa men pe hyssum uncystum fylgah-

e 1175 Lamb. Horn 1 19 Mome bewas ledao to deoe on ende

]>a pe heom duseliche folpaff c 1400 Cato's Morals 63111

Cursor M 1670 Quat werk hou folow salle 1601 Shaks
Twel N 1 m 99 O, had I but followed the arts 1 t6i8

Roite in Capt Smith’s Whs (x8io) II 37 Euery mail

followed his building and planting 1051 Lilly Chas. J (1774)

177 While he was young, he followed his book seriously,

1709 Steele& Swift Taller No 68 r 4 When I was young
enough to follow the Sports of the Field 1800 Coi quhoun
Comm. J /tames Pref,,Those who follow Nautical Pursuits.

1864 D. G MiTCiinn, Sen, Stor 269 He followed the pro-

fession ofan artist 1883 S rrvnNKON Tr eas. 1st. 11. x, Mr l're-

lawney had followed the seas 1885 U S Grant Personal

Mem I. xxi 288 Whose occupation had been fbllowing the

river in various capacities,'from captain down to deck hand

10.

To watch the progress or course of (an object

in motion)
1697 DiiYDrN JEntid vi 643 [He] follow’d with his Eyes

the flitting Shade 1819 Byron Juan 1. clx, With prying

snub nose and small eyes he stood Following Antonia’s

motions here and there

11.

To trace or attend to the course or sequence

of, to keep up with (an argument, tram of thought,

etc.) so as to grasp its sequence and meaning;

also, to keep up with and understand (a person) as

he reasons or recounts.

1697 Dm den Virg Georg-, iv 408 An ancient Legend
I prepare to sing, And upwaid follow Fame’s immoital

Spung 1866 L Carroll Alne m IVonderld ix, I think

I should understand that better if I had it written down
hut I can’t quite follow it as you say it. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I 64, I do not quite follow you, he said. Ibid,

V 12 The aigument is too difficult for them to follow

12.

Mech. a To go over the contour of (a piece

of turned work with a tool), b Of a piece of

machinery • To receive its motion from, be a

‘follower’ to (another piece).

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 2x3 They smootheu the work
with the Edge of a broken Knife by following the Woik
with it : That is, holding the basil’d Edge of the Knife close

against the Work while it comes about X851 L D B.

Gordon in Ait Jml Illust, Mag. 11 *7* The act of giving

motion to a piece is termed driving it, and that of receiving

motion fiom a piece is termedfollowing it.

13. Tofollow suit : see Suit sb.

II, Intransitive uses.

14.

To go or come after a person or thing in

motion ; to move behind some object 5 also, to go

as a person’s attendant or companion. Const,

after, + on, + to. Alsofig Cf 1 .

c 1250 Gen. Ex 3272 Egipcienes woren in twired wen

?
ueber he sulden foljen or flen c 1340 Cursor M. 2x435

frin )
pei follewed on pe sterre beme Til pei coom to

Ierusalem Ibid, 19374 (Trm ) As bifore hem wrou}t he pe

wey Soaftir him faste folewea bey c 1400 Rom. Rose 6342

And with me folwith my loteby, To done me solas and
company. C1475 Rauf Coilgear 421 He followit to him
haistely For to bring htm to the king. 15x3 More Rich
III (1641) 210 After whom folowed the King with his

Crowne and Scepter c x6oo Shaks. Sown. xli. 4 For still

temptation follows wheie thou ait
_
1697 Dryden Pint.

Georg iv 700 He first, and close behind him follow d she.

1848 R. I Wilberforce Incamat Our Lord xiv (1832)

401 The Philosopher of Kfimgsberg following m a measure

in Plato’s steps. 1874 Green Short Hist, u § 6. 89 Gilbert

was one of the Norman strangers who followed in the wake
of the Conqueror.

15.

To come (next) after something else in order

or sequence. As follows : a prefatory formula

used to introduce a statement, enumeration, or the

like. Cf. 2 ,

892

The const in as follows is wipers
,
and the verb should

always he used in the sing , for the mconect pi see quots

Viyso^ursorM 19133 (Edm) Pe topei dai pat folwid

neste CX380 Wyclii’ Sel Whs III 107 pe secunde part

folwcp m pese wordcs 1426 111 Surtees Mtsc (1890) 9 Wax
done afteiwarde als her fast folowys i486 EL St Albans

D nj, Now foloys the naamyx of all manor of liawkys 1548

Hall Chrott ,
Edw IV tan 23) 247 lie openly sayue as

foloweth 1607 lorsell Four -f A’trtsfi (1658(229 yeqctiux

ha\ing commended the Persian Holies saitli, that the

Armenians and Saphaiens do follow next. 17x1 Addison

Spec/ No 58 r 6 The Subject of it (as 111 the rest of the

Poems which follow) 1776 G Campdlll Rhelot it I 11 iv

493 Analogy ax well as usage favour this mode of expi cx-

sfon ‘ The conditions of the agreement asfolhnus,' and not

asfollow A few late writers have inconxideiately adopted

this last foim through a mistake of the construction 1797

Godwin Enquires n xu § t 374 The reasons that dissuade

us are as follow 2806-7 J Blrisiord Miseries Hum
Life (1826) 11 iv, Beat what follows if you can 1843 Mir L

Logic 1 in § 7 There aic philosophers who have argued as

follows.

b To happen or occur after something else ; to

come next as an event ;
to ensue.

c 2400 Laifranc’s Cirurg. 120 If pe crampe folowe it is

dcedly a 1533 Ld BrRNLiis Hnon Ixwn 254 It shall not

folow after thy counsell. 2548 Hall Chron , Ihn VI (an

5) 103 b,
rIhe Castle was almoste undermined, so that

yeldyng must folowe x6xx Built* E.\od. xxi 22 If men
stuuc, and hurt awoman with child, so that hei fruit depat t

fiom her, and yet no mischiefe follow 1667 Mhion P. L ii

206 When those who at the Spear are bold And vent rous, if

that fail them, shrink and fear What yet they know must

follow x688 J. Smith Baroscope 6s If 1* air Wcatlun follow x

immediately upon the Mercury's Rising 1839Yrow lllAnc
Bnt Ch. 111 (1847) 2 8 That the martyidom of this blessed

apostle followed very shortly aftci the writing ofthis Epistle

16.

To result (as an effect from a cause, an infer-

ence from premisses) ; to be, or occui as, a conse-

quent Const, ft om (f of). Often wipers. with

a clause, itfollows {that)

.

. Cf 2 c.

a 1300 Cursor M (Gott ) 2892 Fleis pat sine ouer al pis

erde, pe wieclie pat foliux haue 3® herd c 1386 Chauclr
Mchb ? no And though that Salomon seith, That he no

fond never womman good, it folweth nat theifore that alle

wommen ben wikke e 1449 Pecock Repr 11 1 132 If this

be trewe, thanne it muste nedis folewe that [etc ] 1624

W. Simons in Capt Smith's Wks (1819) I 166 In a short

tune it followed, that could not he had for a pound of

Copper, which before was sould vs for an ounce 1678

Dryden Limberham 1. Wks 1883 VI. 27 But what followed

of this dumb interview? 2698 Ktiil Exam Th Earth

(1734)55 These are the effects which would necessarily

follow from the position of the Emthx axis 2751 Jortin

Serm (1771) II m. 44 Though we have received a com-

mand to pray for our enemies, it follows not thence we
may not wage war with them 2843 Mil 1 I.ogte n 1 1

We say of a fact or statement, that it is proved, when we
believe its tiuth by reason of some other fact or statement

from which it is said to follow

17 To go in chase or pursuit Const after, + on,

t upon. Alsofig. of things Cf 5.

c xzso Gen <$ E.%. 1751 He toe and wente and fblwedc on,

And ahojt in mod Iacob to slon. c 2400 Destr '1 roy 10459
Tlieire fos on hom folowet c 2420 A nturs ofArth.x, The
king blue a reebase, Folut fast on the trase 1535 Covi r-

dale Prov xui 21 Myschefe foloweth vpon synners x6xx

Bible Gen, xliv 4 Vp, follow aftei the men 2623 Bingham
Xenophon 115 They dare and will be readie to follow vpon

ys, if we retire

b. 7b follow after to strive to reach, gam, or

compass. Cf 6.

136a Langl P. PI. A. x 189 pau3 pei don hem to don-

mowe To folewen aftur pe Flucchen, fecche pei hit neuere

x6ix Bible Ps cxix 150 They diziw nigh that follow after

mischiefe 2882 Bible (RV) Heb. xu. 14 Follow after

peace with all men

+ c. ? To tend to. Obs.

c 2475 RaufCoilgcar 308 Thowfand me fechand nathmg
that followit to feia.

f 18. Of a person : To proceed with, or continue

doing, something begun Cf 6 b. Obs.

<*2300 Cursor M 12197 (Cott) Ihesus pan folud on his

speke, 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc 182 Having thus

described the parts of a Common Lathe, I shall now follow

with their other Tools also.

III. In combination with adverbs.

(Follow home. See Home adv.

19. Follow on a. mtr To go on in the same

direction as an object which is moving m front
;
to

continue following.

c 2250 [see 27] 1884 W. Cook Billiards 9 A following

stroke is when you cause your ball to follow on after the

ball it strikes.

•pb To go on or continue perseveringly {to do

something). Obs
2622 Bible Hos vi 3 Then shal we know, ifwe follow on

to know the Lord

c. trans =follow up b,

2652 Wadsworth tr. Sandoval's Civ Wars Spain 363 If,

after the taking of Toirelobaton, hee had followed on his

victorie.

d mtr Of a side at CncJtet • To go in again at

once after completing the first innings, m con-

sequence of having made a prescribed number of

runs less than their opponents in the first innings
2882 Standard 9 Aug 3/6 They consequently had to

* follow on \ 2892 Leeds Mercury 2 May 6/4 Being left m
a mmouty of 93 they had to follow on

20 Follow out trans. To pursue to a con-

clusion ; to bring to a completion or final issue

2762 Ld. Kames Elern Cnt 1, 1 36 Avarice having got
possession of lus mind, he follows out that theme to the end
2884 Church Bacon 22 While he was following out the
gteat ideas which were to be the basis of his philosophy

21. Follow up trans a To go after or pursue
closely ;

to keep steadily in the track or pursuit of
1847 Ti nnyson Print 1 203 We follow’d up the river as

we retie Ibid iv 446 It becomes no man to nurse despair
liul To follow up the wot Illicit till he die 2888 Times
x6 Oct X0/5 The Forest bylaws make no provision for
wounded deer hung followed up
b To prosecute with energy (an affair already

m progress) ; to reinforce by further vigorous action

or fresh support.

1794 Pally Avid 11 ix (1817) 216 It comes next to be
considered how far these accounts aieconfnined or followed

up by other evidence 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 354
"l he blow was speedily followed up 2867 Smilts Huguenots
Eng. ix (x88o) 143 Louis was not slow to follow up this

intimation with measures of a more positive land 2878
Bosw Smith Carthage 98 The Romans followed up their

success by an attack on Olbia.

absol 1854 Dickens Hard T 1 11, He would go in and
damage any subject whatever with his right, follow up with
Ins left [etc ]

Follow, obs. form of Fellow.

Followable (fy a. [f. piec. + -able
]

That may or can be followed

2548 Gi st Pr Masse 136 We ought to embiace hys
doytnges as followable and beleveable. 2622 Cotgr

,

J/nttable ,
mutable, followable. 2830 N S Wheaton

Jml 199 A mistake which is followable by instant

degradation 2888 Dublin Rev Jan 219 The Church has

declared his system of morals to be void of euoi, and
followable as a sure guide by any priest

Follower (fp 1<?"|0J) [OK folgere

,

f, as prec

4 -ER 1
]

1. One who follows (in the literal sense).

2697 Dmdin Vtrg Georg m 174 Clouds of Sand arise;

Spum’d, and cast backward on the Follower's Eyes 2807

Hutton Coursi Math II 57 All the 10 arrows are taken

by one of them, who goes foremost, and is called the leader

,

the othei being called the follovvei, foi distinction’s sake

b. Something that comes after or succeeds some-

thing else.

C1450 Prcocit (title) The Folewer to the Donet 2581

Sidnly Apol Poetne (All)) 50 One woid so as it were

begetting another, as by tlic former a man shall haue

a neerc gesse to the follower 1879 Furnivall Rep E E
T S 17 When the Cathohcon is fimsht, what its follows!

shall he can be discusst.

c One who follows in older to catch or come

up with another
;
a pursuer

2593 Shaics 3 Hen VI 1 iv 22 Ah, haik 1 the fatal

followers do puisue 2598 Ghinlwey Tacitus' Ann in

x (1622) 105 Stealing by dangerous by wayes [he] beguiled

lus followers.

2, a. One who follows another as his attendant,

servant, retainer, or the like

c888 K /ELrititD Booth xxix § 1 Be 8am cyninge and be

his folRerum c 1000 Voc in Wr -Wiilcker 289/30 Assecla,

folsert 1377 Langl P PI. 13 v S49> 1 haue ben h
.

is

folwar al pis fifty wyntre. r 2440 Promp Parv 269/2

Folware, or seiwante folowynge hys mastyr or souereyne,

pedisscquns 1548 Hall Chron, Edw IV (an 2) 190 b,

Certain of his hensmen 01 folowerx wer taken 1697 DflYDrN

FEncidx 1039 And forc’d /Eneas . . To leave his Foil wers

on a Foreign Coast 1840 Dickens Barn Rudge vm, The

Captain eyed his follower over 1844 Regnl % Ord Army
275 All Followeis and Retaineis of the Camp

b. One who follows another m regard to Ins

teaching or opinions; an adheient or disciple;

also one who follows an example, model, rule of

conduct, etc.

c 2200 Vices <5 Virtues (1888) 41 3e modi menn, 8es dieules

Coheres a 2225 After, R. 364 Sikerhche his feoleware mot

mid pine of lus flesche uoluwen his pmen 1388 Wyclif

I Cor xi x Be je myfoleweris, as Y am of Crist £2440

Promp. Parv i6g/a Folware, yn manerys, or condycions,

imitator c 2532 Dewes Introd. Fr in Palsgr. 894 Arte is

folower of nature 26x2 Bible i Pet 111. 13 If y® bee

followers of that which is good. 2710 Berkeley Princ

Hum Know

l

§ 21 Aristotle and his followers 2782

Burke Corr (2844) II 437 We, who ought to have taken

the lead m so noble a work, are but ill followers even of the

examples which are set to us 2849 Macaulay Hist Eng.

II 13 It soon became clear that Halifax would have many

followers. 1892 Speaker 2 May 526/2 To vindicate Horace

Walpole from the aspersions of Macaulay and his followers

c colloq. A man who courts a maidservant ;
esp

one who calls at the house to see her.

1838 Dickens Nich Nick, xvi. Five servants kept. No

man. No followers 1858 R- S Surtees Ask Mamma xlv

202 She granted [the servants) every indulgence in

having their followers.

f 3 Sc. A prosecutor (at law). Cf Follow® 5 c

<22300 CursorM 28416 (Cott
)
Wittnes foluar

J449 f
*

Acts Jas. // (X814) II. 37 He salbe condampmt be the Juge

m the expensis of the folowar

4 Sc and north, dial. The young of cattle.

1584 Wills <$• Irvu (Surtees i860) II. 205 The beste cowe

I haue . . with her follower <r 2686 Depredations on Urn

Campbell (1816) 61, 1 bull, 2 mares and followers x8*9

Scott Doom of Devorgoil 1 1, Three cows, with each h

follower 2885 Times (weekly ed ) 16 Oct. 2/3

paying fio should be able to keep four cows with, tn

followers. *
_ ™

5 Mech a. In various kinds of presses : ine

plate or block by which the pressure is applied.

2676 Worlidoe Cyder (1691) 117 The lower end of the

Toothed Bar must be fixed into a Follower of Wood i860

All Year Round No. 51. 19 A proper vat and follower



FOLLOWIN' G-. 393 FOLTBON,
made of solid mahogany [foi making cheese] 1882 South-
ward Pract Printing 587 The piece [in a screw press] an-
swering to the platen of a printing press is called the ‘fol-

lower
’

to. In a pile-driving machine A ‘dolly’ or block
of timber placed between the ram and the head of

the pile Also, formerly, fthe movable block and
‘tongs’ by which the 1am is lifted and let fall

1776 G Semple Building in Water 36 Fig 2 is the
Follower playing in its Grooves Fig 3 the Follower
and Ram, seemingly just ready to engage one another
1868 Mm Proc Inst Civ Engineers XXVII 277 The
piles had to be driven with a follower, which was made of
very tough oak, and well banded at both ends

C. In wheel-work : (see quot 1805)
1805 Brewster m. Ferguson’sLed I 82 note. In a combina-

tion of wheels that which is acted upon by the power
is called a leader ; and the other wheel on the same axis
is called a follower 1884 F J Britten Watch

<f Cloclm
291 Lantern pinions work very smoothly as followers though
they are unsuitable as drivers

d (See quot

)

1874 Knight Diet MecJi
,
Follower (Steam-engine), the

cover or plug of a stuffing-box, which rests upon and com-
presses the packing ,

a gland.

6 Stationery. (See quots )

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Follower a sheet of parch-
ment, which is added to the first or indenture, etc. sheet
1888 Jacobi Printeds Voc

, Followers, the following sheets
after a heading—such as the ordinary plain-ruled paper used
after the title-head of a long invoice

Following (fp’ltK'iq), vbl. $b. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1

]

1. The action of the verb Follow, in its various
uses. Also with advs , asfollowing' up
a 1300 CursorM 27832 (Cott ) O couaitise . . cams fals

foluing, fals wittnesing 1435 Misyn Fire of Love 66 In
filoing of vertew 1562 39 Articles No 9 Origmall sinne
standeth not in the following of Adam 1640 Drumm of
Hawth Hist Jas V Wks (1711)107 That the chace and
following of hereticks is more necessary than that of infidels

1801 Strutt Sports <5- Past 1 1 13 Queen Elizabeth
frequently indulged herself in following of the hounds
1875 Whitney Life Lang, vm 143 The following up of a
senes of acts

2 concr A body of followers, attendants, re-

tainers or adherents ; followers collectively.

c 1450 Miroitr Saluacioun 1865 Abraham and his fylowing
discomfit thaym be gods grace. 1695 Blair in Blackmore's
Hist Conspir (1723) 117 He was a Man of great following
and Interest in his Country *715 Wodrow Corr (1843)
II 88 He reckons Mar’s following must decrease x8x6
Scott Old Mart xxvi 191 The unfortunate Duke of Mon-
mouth, who had a numerous following, as it was called, m
the southern parts of that kingdom <11859 Macaulay
Hist Eng V no Such a man, with a great name in the
country and a strong following in Parliament 1889 Jessopp
Coming ofFriars 1 39 [They] started lectures and secured
a large following

Following, ppl a [f. as prec. + -TNG 2
.]

1. That follows or moves after another
1626 Bacon Sylva § 844 By the more Equall spreading of

the Tangible Parts, which thereby are more Sliding and
Following 1715-20 Pope Iliad xiv 489 His following
shield the fallen chief o’erspread 1796-7 Instr 4 Reg
Cavalry (1813) 123 The three’s wheel from the pivot flank,

which then becomes the following one.

2. That comes after or next in order or m time

;

succeeding, subsequent, ensuing.
In most collocations placed indifferently before or after the

sb ; as, in the following year, in the year following
a 1300 Cursor M T1378 (Cott ) pe nest yeire foluand.

CX330 R Brunne Chron. (i8ro) 87 In be 3ere folowand.
c 1430 Maundev (Roxb ) xxiv no On pe nyght next
folowand 1535 Coverdale 2 Macc xn 39 Vpon the daye
folowinge 1667 Milton P L x 278 Living Carcasses
design’d For death, the following day, in bloodie fight 1742
Johnson L P„ Sydenham

, To continue the same office

upon all following occasions 1829 Maruyat F Mildmay
xxu, They were ashed in church the Sunday following.
i860 Tyndall Glac 1 vm 57 Early on the following day.
1875 Whitney Life Lang iv 46 A sibilant with following
palatal mute
b In introducing a statement, enumeration, etc

That now follows
;

that is immediately to be set

forth, mentioned, recounted, or the like Also absol

(1thefollowing).
1340 Ayenb 1 pis byej? )>e capiteles of be hoc uoljinde

1545-8 Yorksh Chantry Snrv 11 (Surtees) 461 In thandes
of the personnes folomg. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 846 They are
all but the effects of some of these causes following 1653
Walton Angler To Rdr, I think fit to tell thee these
following truths 1711 Steele Sped. No 152 F 2 My
Friend answered what I said m the following manner 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I. 225 The following may not, as an
example, be unworthy of notice 1807 T Thomson Chevi
II 148 The following bodies have the property of converting
nitric oxide into nitrous oxide. 1841 Lane Arab Nts. 1
123 Among the common dishes are tne following
c Ensuing as an effect or consequence, resulting

iS93 Shaks Liter 166 In his mward mind he doth debate,
What following sorrow may on this arise. 1687 Shadwell
Juvenal x, 46 The Conquerors used to put the following
spoylsupon the stumps ofTrees, which were call'd Trophies

“t 3 Conformable, correspondent, answerable.
c 1340 Gaw 4- Gr Knt 145 His wombe & his wast were

worthily smale, & alle his fetures foljande Ibid 859
Tapytez tyjt to Jze woje, of tuly & tars, & vnder fete, on pe
flet, of folgande sute
4s. Of wind or tide : ? Moving in the direction of

the ship’s course (Cf L. ventus secundus

)

1807 J. Boone m Naval Chron XXIII 406 She was
assisted by a high following sea. 1839 Marryat Phant.

VOL. IV.

Ship vm, Vou may sail, for weeks with a cloudless sky and
a following breeze, without stalling tack or sheet 1858W Cook in Merc Marine Mag V 42 We had a following
sea previous to falling m with this mist, but the sea then
changed to a kind of boil, or topping sea

5 Billiards and Croquet. Following stiohe =
Follow sb 2.

1867 Dufton Pract Billiards 111 45 x868W J Whit-
more Croquet Tac 15 In making a following stroke, the
player must follow with the mallet head, as a person follows
with the cue at billiards 1884 [See Follow v 19 a]

+ FoTlowiugly, adv Obs [f. prec + -ly 2
]

1 a Afterwards in order or sequence, subse-
quently, ensuingly, b. As a result or consequence,
consequently.
1382 WYcur 2 Chron xxxii 15 3if forsotheno God of alle

Gentihs myjte delyueren his puple folowyngly ne gour
God schal mown delyuer 3011 1398 Trevisa Barth De
P R xni xxu (1495) 454 Thenne folowmgly is the coste
that hyght Ligusticus. <7x449 Pecock Repr 11 ix 191 Into
suche remembrauncis andiolewmglitherbnntofuldeuout

?
reiers 1502 Ord Crysten Men (W. de W 1306)111 111 145
into hymself fyrste and folowyngly unto them [etc ] 1559Honnlies 1 (1839) 56 That consequently (or followmgly) God

should be the better honoured by them
2 . In what now follows

; m the following words.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4083 Howe enst his woundes to

his ffadere shewes is to here fylowingly. 1494 Fabyan
Chron vn ccxix 241 As folowyngly shalbe shewed 1521
Fisher Whs (1876) 307 In thende of this gospel folowingly
is made by our sauyour a stronge argument
tFo’lly, a and adv. Obs. Also 3-4 foli(e,

folliche, (folik), 4-5 foly(e, 5 fooly, 6 follie,

folyehe. [ME. follich, f fol, Fool a. and sb. +
-hch -ly 1.]

A. adj Foolish; also, lewd, unchaste.
<1x300 Cursor M. 4361 (Cott.) ‘Bilete*, he said, l

J>i foil

will’ 1387 Tiievisa Higden (Rolls) VII 233 A nyce folie

couenant schulde nou3t be i-holde <71400 Lanfranc's
Ctrurg. 267 Ther ben manie foil lechis <11430 Knt de la
Tour (1868) 52 No body shulde make countenaunce nor
lokes of foly loue there inne [the chirche], but yef it were
of loue of manage 1377-87 Holinshed Chron III 303/1
Bankettings, dansings and other follie pastimes 1604
Breton Pass Skeph (Grosartjg/aA GowneofVeluet. Shall
now bewitche mine eyes with folly gazes

B. adv. Foolishly
,

also, lewdly, unchastely
c 1230 Hah Meid, 17 3if je buffer benne speken togedere

folliche a x?oo CursorM 27890 (Cott ) Drunkenhede dos
man folik be traist and glad, quare he wit resun suld be

radd 1340 Ayenb 43 pet uolk bet ne byep najt me
spoushod, louie)> ham togidere folliche <71369 Chaucer
Bk Duchesse 874 Hyr lokynge nas not foly sprad

Hence + Po Illness, foolishness
c 1340 Cursor M 1278 (Trui ), I was dryuen fro paradis
And lost hit bi my folynys. c 1449 Pecock Repr 11 iv 155
The dotage or folynes of the persoones c 1430 Burgh
Secrees 2379 The rede [heerys] also be signe of ffoolynesse

Folly (fpli), sb.
1 PI folheB Forms: 3-5

foli(e, 3-6 foly(e, (4 foie, folie, fowlye), 5
fooly, 6-7 follie, 9 south, volly, 5- folly [a

OF. and Fr folie, f. fol, fou foolish, mad (see

Fool), corresponding to Pr folia, folha, folhia,
OSp folia, It.folha.']

1 The quality or state of being foolish or

deficient in understanding; want of good sense,

weakness or derangement of mind ; also, unwise
conduct, f To do folly

.

to act foolishly. {Fond,

etc ) to a folly ,
to an absurd degree.

a 1223 Ancr R 32 Ant te wise ouh to uolewen wisdom, &
nout folie c 1330 A mis 4 A mil 1982 *What foly he seyd,
‘ can he sain 1 1s he madde ofmode 7 ’ 1375 Barbour Bruce 1.

344 To fenyhe foly quhile is wyt c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cimrg
212 pan it is folie for to lete wm blood 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 127 To loue sapience, and to hate fooly
<1x533 Ld Berners Huon Ixvi. 228 We haue done grete
foly to departe. 1631 Sir E Nicholas in N. Papers
{Camden) 248 Sir Thomas Gardner will be ruined by his

daughters folly 1742 Gray Ode Prospect Eton Coll xoo
Where ignorance is bliss, 'Tis folly to be wise 1766
Goldsm Vic. W xxiv, When lovely woman stoops to folly

1778 Franklin -Lett Wks 1889 VI. 206 ,

1

was fond to a folly

of our British connections 1784 Laura <5 Augustus I 81

The people are hospitable to a folly 1875 Jovvett Plato
(ed. 2) V 98 The folly of nurses believes that the left hand
is by nature different from the right

to personified
1394 Willobie in Shaks. C Praise 9 And folly feedes

where fury fretes 163a Milton Penseroso a Deluding joys,

The brood of folly without father bred 1728 Pope Dune
n 4x8 All was hush’d, as Folly's self lay dead

c With a and pi. An example of foolishness
;

a foolish action, error, idea, practice, etc. ; a ridi-

culous thing, an absurdity
a 1300 Cursor M 4124 (Cott ) To stint wald he, if he

mognt, pe foly pat his brewer thoght 13 Coer de L. 4761
We schole be wrothe, Swylke folyes yiff thou haunte c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 1 ax Your father hath enterprised

a great foly <*1533 Ld Berners Huon xcv. 308 They
knew well it was but a folye to folow me 1648 Evelyn
Mem. {1857) I ass The celebrated follies of Bartholomew
Fair 1725 Watts Logtc n v §4 The mistakes, imprudences,
and folues, which ourselves or others have been guilty of

1773 Goldsm Stoops to Cong 1 i 49 In my time, the follies

of the town crept slowly among us 1832 Ht Martineau
Life in Wilds vi 7a ’Tis a folly to expect it

2 Wickedness, evil, mischief, harm. Obs.
<•1290 .S' Eng Leg I. 30/36 He heold him faste m his

folie 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 4119 He dede no
man folye 1340 Hamfoee Pr Consc 357 Purgatory Wbar
saules er clensed of alle foly, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymm m. 80 Ye shall haue no leiser for to repente you of

the folie that ye doo 1535 Coverdale Josh vn 13 Because
he hath committed folye in Israel

+b With a and pi A wrong-doing, sin, crime
c 1230 Mud Maregrete 1 Olde ant yonge 1 prei ou ouie

folies for to lete 1393 Langl P PI. C. xvn 135 Hit
[Pouerte] defendep j>e flessh fro folyes ful menye. 1535
Coverdale Judg xx 6 They haue done an abhommacion
and folye in Israel

+ 3 Lewdness, wantonness Cf Fr folie Obs.
1303 R Brunne Handl Synne sg6x 3yf ]aou to foly

wuldest here wynne <71400 Maundev (1839) iv. 24 A
comoun woman that dwelled there to resceyve men to folye.
<11430 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 76 The quene beganne to
desire to haue hym to foly with her 1367 Fenton Trag,

Disc A a vij, Neyther had age so altered her complexion but
there appered follie in all partes of her face 1604 Shaks
Oth v 11. 132 Oth. She turn'd to folly, and she was
a whore, 1634 Canne Necess Separ (1840) 291 One which
calls a woman, ‘Whore’ and commits folly with her

to With a and pi. A lewd action or desire.
c 1305 Miracle St James 3 in -E E P (1862) 57 He dude

ane folie pat menie to helle bnngep J>e sinne of lecherie
<71320 Sir Tnstr 2181 Her folies vsen bai ay 1603 Shaks
Meas forM m 1. 91 Whose deliberate word Nips youth
i’th head, and follies doth em.mew

f 4. Madness, insanity, mania (
= F folie) ;

hence,

rage, anger Obs
C1400 Destr Troy 1937 He frothet for folie, and his face

chaunget 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy n. 212, I went to the
Pazzorella, where they keep madmen and fooles, and saw
there strange variety ofhumours in folly

5 . A populai name for any costly structure con-
sidered to have shown folly in the bmlder
R Wendover says that when (m 1228) a castle which

Hubert de Burgh had begun to build, near the Welsh
border, had to be razed to the ground on account of a treaty
concluded with the Welsh, much amusement was excited by
the lecollection that Hubert had given to the building on
its foundation the name of ‘Hubert’s Folly' (Stnltitiam
Hubert1) It was remarked that he had shown himself
a true prophet Probably the word used by Hubert was
F folie", the original meaning seems to have been not
stultitia, but ‘delight’, ‘favourite abode’ Many houses
in France still bear the name La Folie, and there is some
evidence that ‘ the Folly' was as late as the present century
used m some parts of England for a public pleasure-garden
or the like

1634 Whitlock Zootorma 502 [He] buryeth it [his wealth]
in Buildings needlesse, vain, or ill contrived, that staybut

the finishing, and being called by his kind Gossip-neighbours
his Folly. *772 R Graves Spirit. Quixote III ix vu, An
object, amidst the woods, on the edge ofthe hill , which,upon
enquiry, they were told was called Shenstone’s folly 1796
Monthly Mag. Feb 20, I built a great many mounds in the
form of sugar-loaves, very broad at bottom and pointed at
top Travellers call them myfolly. x8ox Coxf TonrMon-
mouthsh 1. 12 1 Hence it was called Kemejs Folly 1885W H Russell inHarper'sMag Apr. 732/1

1 The Heights
on which the Folly is built

0 Comb., as folly-blind, -drenched

\

f -fallen

,

-painting, •stricken adjs.

1597 Middleton Paraphr. Wnd. Sol ix 6 My ratgne
would be like fortunes, folhe-blinde x6oi Shaks T-wel N
111, 1 75 For folly that he wisely shewes is fit ; But wisemens
folly falne, quite taint their wit 1638-48 G Daniel Eclog in.

307 Thy follie-drenched Soule 1726-46 Thomson Winter 6t5
Lively wit Or folly-painting humour 1807 Syd Smith Wks
(1839) I 80/2 The mournful and folly stricken blockhead
Hence FoTly v. mtr to commit folly, to act

foolishly Fo Hying- vbl sb also attrib
x8x8 Keats Endyvnon 1 612 Let me shun Such follying

before thee 1822 B. Cornwall Ludovico Sforza 1 95
What 1 shall Im My age be follying ? — A. Wentworth 11.

27, In my follying days

Folly, sb 2 dial. A clump of fir-trees on the

crest of a hill.

1880 R.Jetferies Gr FemeF vi, * Every hill seems to have
a Folly ' 1

1 mean a clump of trees on the top ’ x888 Berks
Gloss , There are three such 1 vollys * at Hampstead Noneys
on the ‘Volly Hill’

3Polmard(e, obs. form of Foumart.

+ Folt, sb Obs. Forms
. 4 folet, folt, 4^6 folte,

gfolett, 6 fonlt. [a OF folet, f.fol mad, foolish •

see Fool sb i] A fool.

1303 R BrunneHandl Synne 8300A kaynarde and an olde
folte. c 1330— Chron Wace (Rolls) 4527 A folet coube he
wel adaunte. c 1440 Promp Parv 168/2 Folett. stolulus
C1440 Hylton Srala Perf (W de W 1494) 1 xxxiv, In be
day of pentecost thei were made neyther foies ne foltis, but
wonder wyse, 1566 Drant Horace's Sat, 1 1 Axv, The

foolishe frantycke foultes.

Hence + Fo Ithead, + Fo ltry [see -by], folly

1399 Langl Rich Redeles ir 7 Non ^oure name wolde
nempne In ffersnesse ne m ffoltheed. <7x440 Promp Parv.
169/1 Foltrye,fatmtas, stohditas.

tFolt, v Obs. [f. Fold sb ] tntr To act

like a fool Hence i* Fo lted f>pl a , foolish

a 1300 CursorM 2239 (Gott.) pir fobs foltid gadnd baim
ban 1303 R, Brunne Handl. Synne 5839 Shrewes helde
hym foltede or wode For he was so mylde of mode 13
Minor Poemsfr Vernon MS xxxvii 605 pe wikked gost

sude bat he was a folted man. c *440 Promp Parv. 169/1
Foltyn, ordoon as a foole.

t Fo'ltisli, a, Obs. Also 4 foltishe, foltisch,

5 foltysch, 6 foultish. [£ Folt sb + -ish]

Foolish, besotted, silly.

C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I 309 Foltish chaffering

£1430 Lydg. Mm Poems (Percy Soc ) 166 A foltlssh face

1366 Drant Horace's Sat, 11 111 Givb, No reason is this

foultishe flocke from madnes to exile

+ Foltron. Obs. rare

1748 Wfsley Wks (1872) XI 509 Try foltron, a mixture
of herbs to be had at many grocers’, far healthier, as well as
cheaper, than tea,

50
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Foly(e, obs foim of Folly

I! Fomalliaut (fo™ niiilihg t)
Asti on Also 6, 8

fomakant. [Arab ^ fumn ’
l-haut mouth

of the fish, Sp. fomahant ] A star of the first

magnitude in the constellation Southern Fish (a

Piscts Australis).

1594 Blundevil Exerc m.i xwi (eel 7) 334 One stai of

the first bignesse m his mouth called Fomahant. 1704 J
Harris Lex Techn , Fomahant, a Star of the fust Magni-
tude in Aquarius 1884 Browning Fcrishtah 137 Should
I overlook Fomalhaut and declare some fen flic King

Foman, obs. form of Foeman
tFo’mblitude. nouce-wd [?f.Fumble, parody-

ing similitude ]
*A weak compauson ’ (Halliw ).

1583 Fulice Defence 111 112 As for your fomblitudes of

Manlius and Iudas, two propei names, compared with
image, and idoll which he common names, I will not
vouchsafe to answei them.

Fome, obs. form of Foam sb and v
Fo'ment, sb. Now rare. In 7 foement. [ad

L fomentum, conti action for fovimentumffovere
to cherish, warm ]

1 = Fomentation- 1 b
i54oHYRor ti. Fives' Imtr Chr Wow 1 ix Iiv, Those

superfluous sauors & fomentes of the body 1643 J. Stj eu
tr Exp Chyrurg. xn 47 Apply thn. following Foment
189a Pall Mall G. 21 Tan 1/3 Amelioiating the symptoms
by hot foments, mustard applications,and wet sheet packings

*1*2 fig. Fomentation, encouragement Obs.

164a Quaries Obscrv Dunces <5 St iv, Long settled

humors give foment to the distemper when it bteakes foith.

f b Some thing that foments or encourages;

stimulus Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions 1 iv 13 They rather seivc

them F01 instiuments of vertuo, than foments of vice 1658
R Crtsuau) Legacy 10 Which by the distemper gave
Foment and force to the nppteaching Maladie 1660 Mom
Myst, Godl To Rdi 14 The foments of strife and palliations

of Hypocrisy, *704 Expedient for Innocence m Hast,
Misc 11746) VIII. 13/1 What inoie seasonable Charity, than
to abstiact the Foment from these accuised Divisions, by
prohibiting those Oaths, that perpetuate oui Janghngs?

II 3. ? Confused with Ferment 3 .

1793T JnprcRSON Writ (1859)111.527 Should the present
foment m Europe not pioducc republics cveiywhere

Foment (feme nt), v. [ad. Fr fomcnt-cr, ad.

late \u.fomenta) e, f.fomentum Foment sb ]

1

traits. To bathe with warm or medicated
lotions, to apply fomentations to Also, + to

lubricate
x6n Cotgr

,
Bassiuer, to warmc, foment. 1643 J STrER

tr Exp Chyrurg xu 47 Foment the place affected with
the following foment 1656 Ridgley Pract Physick 131
Foment it with white wax. 1748 tr Vegetius1 Distemp
Horses 144 You shall foment it for the Space of four Days.
x8oa Med Jrnl VIII 5x6 The breasts were fiequently
fomented 1894 Fitzwygram Horses Stables § ass The
leg may be conveniently fomented by putting it in «i deep
bucket of warm watei
absol *6xa Woodall Sitrg.MateWks

, (1653) 3°3 Foment
not too long at any one time

*1*2. ‘To cherish with heat, to waim 1

(J.).

Always in conjunction with another verb, as chafe ,

heat, warm. Obs.
1648 Jos Beaumont Psyche 1 civ, Creeps dullness on him?

She foments and heats His flesh. 1667 Milton P L. iv,

669 All things these soft fires foment and warme.

1 3. To rouse or stir up (a person or his energies)

;

to excite, irritate Obs.
164a R Carpenter Experience v xix. 326,

1

was active
fomented with your envenomed suggestions x68o Otway

Orphan 1v. v X506 Still Chaft and fomented let my heait
swell on 1704 Swift Batt Bhs (17x1) 226 By its Bitter-

ness and Venom to foment the Genius of the Combatants
1724De Fop Mem Cavalier (1840) 127 The old general, not
to foment him, with a great deal of mildness stood up.

fb zntr for refl . To become excited or heated
1665 J. Webb Stonc-Heng 16 In like manner, this Doctor

fomenteth, saying, The one stumbles upon an Altar-stone
over which the other leaped clearly 1680 Otway Orphan

v. 11 1851 To think Of Women were enough to taint my
Brains, Till they foment to madness
4. a To piomote the growth,development, effect,

or spread of (something material or physical).
1644 Quarles Barnabas § B. 150 That humour which

foments thy malady 1661 Burning of Bond in Select
Hctrl. Misc (1743) 463 A violent easterly wind fomented it,

and kept it burning all that day 1667 Milton P.L x 1071
How we his gather'd beams Reflected, may with matter
sere foment 1707 Curios Hush 4- Gard 180 Plants re
ceive from their Roots this Nitre, which feeds, foments and
preserves them 1725 Pope Odyss, xix. 77 While those with
unctuous fir foment the flame

b To cherish, cultivate, foster; to stimulate,

encourage, instigate (a sentiment, belief, pursuit,

course of conduct, etc ). Esp m a bad sense.
1622 Bacon Hen VII, 12 Which bruite was cunningly

fomented by such as desired innouation 1664 Marvell
Carr Wks. 1872-5 II 164 His Majesty .offers himself as
a third to foment so amiable a controversy 1725 Pope
Odyss xi. as6 Thy sire in solitude foments his care 1726-7
Swift Gulliver 1 iv, These civil commotions were con-
stantly fomented by the monarchs of Blefuscu. 1774
Fletcher Equal Check Wks 3795 IV. p v, Is not the
Antinomiamsm of hearers fomented by that of preachers ?
x868 M. Pattison Academ. Org iv 75 To encourage in-
dolence or foment extravagance, 1873 H Rogers Ong
Bible ii. (1875) 59 Persecutions which the Jews always
fomented.

Hence Pome ntmg vb/ sb. Also aft) tb

x6ix Cotgr , Bassmcmuit
,
warming, a fomentation or

fomenting 1894 Imtavygram Hot set, 4- A (aides ^ 255
During the fomentation a thick mg should be thrown over
the fomenting doth

1 Fome'atary. Obs. rare [as if ad. L. *fo-
mentdn-us, ffomentum see Foment sb and -ary ]
One who or that which foments ; a fomenter
1657 Hawke Killing is M. Pref 1 The disparagement of

Punces are the fomentaries of Sedition.

+ Fo'inentate, 0 Obs utie [f. L fomentdi-
ppl. stem offomentare to foment.] = Foment v x.

1S69 R Androsl tr Alerts' Seer i\ 1 23 Thenvith
washe the eyes, or else fomentate them with the water
Ibui iv 1 31 You must fomentate them with a peece of
a milstone burned and quenched in vtneger 16x3 Sherlty
7 ) av Pci tin 85 The one a hingdomc fomentated as a bai
between you and the Portugals

Fomentation (fiwment? fon) [ad. late L
fomcntdtwn-em , n. ofaction i.jvmentdt e to Foment.
Cf F fomentation ]
I Med The application to the surface of the

body cither of flannels, etc. soaked m hot water,
whether simple 01 medicated, or ofany other warm,
soft, medicinal substance Diy fomentation (see

qnol. 18S2)
c 1400 Laufrente's Chart; 252 J>ci upon Foil schalt make

a fomentacioun wi|> hoot watei 1541 R Cow and Guyden's
Penmul Xjb, Foincntacyon with oyle and terebentyne
medled & warmed 1578 Latt Dodocns 1 ,\\siv 50 In
manner of n fomentation 01 a wmme bathe x66i Lovn l
Hist Anun Mm 2S9 Fomentation with sponges in
vinegei. 1702 J PuncriL C Italic/. (17141 133 Manuel, or
a Thin Woollen Cloth worn next to the Skin . . is a lesser
hind of perpetual Fomentation, 1704 J Harris Li x.

Techn s v , A Dry Fomentation. i8ox Mod. Jml V 578
Fomentations with water 1882 M Bi ck in Quant’s Dn t

Med s v , The teim ' dry fomentation * is sometimes applied
to bags of salt, hot bran, or chamomile (loweis, 01 pieees of
flannel toasted before a fire and applied hot

b concr. The remedial means so applied
1546 Piiair Bk, CJuldi (1553) R j a, Ye may make n

fomcntacion of hoate and moist heibes 1643 J Sti 1 tt tr
Exp CJtynng. xv 58 Boyle them m the Broth ,, for a
Fomentation 0x720 W GinsoN harrier's Dispcns

.

xi

(1734) 249 Fomentations are made only with aqueous Men-
struums wheieas Embrocations consist of [ete J X789 W
Buchan Dorn Med (1790) 3x1 Flannels wrung out of warm
spuituous fomentations should likewise be applied 1894
brmvYGHAM Hoises 4 Stables § 3x4 Hot watei makes the
best fomentation.

fig *693 Q Eli? Bocth (EE.TS) 30 Because the
fomentations of my reason haue entred in the.

+ 2 The action or process of cherishing with heat
or warming Obs.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1 nt m. 42 In this discnpUon we
have the Spirit’s Motion, Fomentation, and Formation of
althings out of this Chaos Ibid , The Fomentation of an
Hen, that sets abiood
3 fig. The action or piocess of fomenting, foster-

ing or stimulating
;
encouragement, instigation.

a 1612 Donne IUa0<u/aTos (1644) 39 Denying to it lawfull
lefreshmgs, and fomentations 1670-1 Marvell Cot r Wks.
1872-5 II 373, I am well pleased to find him and. Mr
Whittington jealous of one another, which shall not want
fomentation 1742 Young Nt. Th v 743 Dishonest fo-
mentation of your pride x86x Times 29 Aug , The foment-
ation of Hungarian discontent by foreign intrigues.

b. A means of fomentation, an influence that
foments, a stimulus,
<11631 Donne Serin viu. 79 They [our works] cleave to

us , whether as Fomentations to nourish us 01 as Corrosives
to gnaw upon us 1659 C Noble Inexpediency ofExped 5
Unless the she Redarguings be a use and fomentation to
such a Dispute

Fomented (fome'ntsD, Also fomentor. [f.

Foments + -EU 1
] Onewho or that which foments.

1633 Prynne Hisino-M 1 111 11 7sFomentorsof Crueltie,
Q&arrells [etc] x66o Wood Life lOxf Hist Soc) I 360
Such lectures in the nation had been fomenteis of the late
rebellion 17x0 Hearnu Collect 6 Mar , The Fomenters
and Abettors of the Riot 1780 Coxe Russ Disc, 139 The
most inveterate fomenter of hostilities against the Russians
0x817 Hogg Tales 4- Sk VI 116 The primal cause and
fomentor of this cruel and bloody wai x866 Bright Sp
Reform 4 Dec., The fomenter of discord

fFome’ntress. Obs.- 1 [f prec + -ess :
.] A

female fomenter
1646 Earl Monmouth tr Btondi's Hist Civ IVarres
Eng II ix S08 The Dutchesse of Burgundy must be
known to be fomentresse of the Forgery
Fomerel(l, -il, obs fonns of Femebell
II Fomes (fou miz). PI fomites (fnu mitfz) [L

fames
,
fomiits touchwood, Under ] + a The

morbific matter (of a disease) {obs). b. ‘Any
porous substance capable of absorbing and retain-
ing contagious effluvia’ (Mayne).
*773 Gentl Mag XLIII 554 If this putrid ferment could

be more immediately corrected, a stop would probably be put
to the flux, and th&fames of the disease likewise removed
1803 Med Jrnl X 213, I cannot say that I have known it

spread fiom fomites 1851-9 A BrysonmMan. Sc Enq 248
Either simply through the medium of the atmosphere or by
means of fomites 1882 Quoin's Diet Med, s v , The most
important fomites are bed-clothes, bedding, woollen gar-
ments, carpets, curtains, letters, &c
fig. 1658 J Owen Temptation vii. 126 Natural! tempers
prove a great Fames of sinne <2x7x1 Ken Hymnotiteo

Poet Wks 1721 III. 327 Concupiscential Fomes, which
possess'd The Parents thus, was on their Race impiess'd
Fomie, fomy, obs. forms of Foamy.

I Foiuite (fl' 11 moit) ia>c [mcoriect back-form-
ation irom fomites, pi of Fomes] = Fomes
1859 R F Bur 1 on Centr Aft in Jrnl Gcog Aoc XXIX

134 This must be an efficacious fomite of cutaneous and
pectoial disease

u

Fomon, obs form of Foeman
t Fon, sb and a Obs. Also 5 fone, 5-6 foxm(e

[Belongs to Fon v , but the mutual relation of
the words is unceitam.
It is tempting to connect the sb with Sw fan{e, MDafane fool, mod Icel film swaggeier, vain peison

, but the
history of the Eng woids shows no trace of along vowel
and the northern Eng forms have 0, and not the<r which in
that dialect normally lepresents ON A Besides the
nnniary sense of the Eng. vb appears to be * to lose savour
become insipid ', and if so the sb is pi ob from the vb 1

’

A. sb A fool.

a 1300 Cm sot M 918C (Cott ) 0 }>is xnnnasses com amon,
l>«it, als his fadei, was a fon C1330 R Brunnc Chi on
IPsue (Rolls) 4051 After JCldoIf, J>ys folted fon. Cam his
sone lnght Rtdyon c 1450 Cov. Myst 367 A I ffonnys
and slought of lieite ffor to beleve m holy Scrypturel
c 1450 St Cnthbert (Sui tees) 5386 God some tytne chastys
a fonn And he is unde mare wyse 1526 Slelion Magnyf
1200 Wenyst thou that I cannot make the play the fon?
x$9S SprNsen Col Clout 292 All 1 Cuddy, (then quoth
Colin) thous a foil.

B adj Foolish, silly.

c 1440 Gesta Rom lx 248 (Hail MS ) The lion stode be-
sj’de him, as lie hadde be a (Tonne shepe 1538 Starkey
J< upland 1 1 24 Yf wyse men wold have bent themselfe to
that purpos, levyng such fon lesperte of tyme and of place
Hence Po nly adv , foolishly, fondly; Pomnish

a

,

somewhat foolish
<M449 Pi cock Repr n iv 156 Thilk fonnysch opmioun
may -oonc bt Wise men he schewed to he Vntrewe 1481
Tim orr ti Ctctids De Amu (1530) Bviij, What may be
a moie fonnjsh thyng than whan [etc ] 1526 Skelton
Magnyf 659 Pusshe, fonnysshc Fansy, thou arte frantyke

*S79 hfi Nsm S/ic/h Cat. May 58 ,

1

had rather be envied,
All were it of my foe, than fonly pitied

+ Foil, v Obs Also 5 forme, 6 fone [see

piec. The later Fun v (whence l1 UN sb) is piob
etymologically identical ]
1 . intr To lose savour, become insipid or sickly

m flavour. Only m pa. pple • see Fond a
2 To be foolish or infatuated

; to act the fool
;
to

become foolish.

CX440 Yah Myst iv 89 Now Noye, in faythe Jie fonnes
full f.iste E1450 Cmt Myst 36 Thou fonnyst as a best

1 gessc. 1508 Dumiar Tua Marut IVcmen 274 With
kissing, ct with clapping, I gert the carill fon 1570
Buchanan A tie Admomtioun Wks (18921 30 Y“ Dukis
sone causit ye rest of y hamittoms to foil for faynnes

3 travs. To befool, make a fool of
l 1440 Lvdg Suties 570 The fills Errynghath fonnjd many

Oon C1449 Phocl Rept n n. 145 Salomon fonned and
bidotid with luse wifis, made ydolis C1460 Tavmeley
Myst (Surtees) 199 Soya shalle we fon hym.
4 Sc. To toy with

,
to fondle.

1430 Debits to Play \ n in Pinkerton Scot Ball (1783) 1 .

4

The fairest fallis me ; Tak ye the laif and fone thame.

Hence Fo nmng vbl. sb
,
foolishness, foolish be-

haviour
c 1400 Dcstr Ttoy 4B80 Our werkes [shuld] all wisely [be]

wroght by discrtuoun, bat we fare with no foly ne fonnyng
of pride c 1450 Cov Myst 304 Be his meraclys and fals

prechyng He bryngyth the pepyl m giet fonnyng,

Fon, obs form of Find; Sc pi. of Foe
Fond, sb. Also 7, 9 fonds, 8 fonde. Now

only as an alien word, pronounced (fon). [a. F.

fond,fonds —OF" fonz,fons {see Founoe).
The word became fully naturalized in the 17th c In the

x8th c it was supeiseded in oidmary use by Fund, which
is a refashioned lorm after L fundus Subsequently, how-
ever, the F word frequently appears (usually in italics) in

Eng writei s In F , the forms fond and foods, formerly

used indiscriminately, are now differentiated in sense , hut
Eng. writers often use the wrong form ]

1 Foundation, ground, groundwork (m various

applications) (In Fr now writtenfond )

1664 Evllyn tr Freart’s At chit 141 All sorts of pre-

cious Maibles , cut and lay’d into a fonds or ground of

black Marble 1665 Sin P Warwick m Evelyn's Mem
(i8iy) II 162 The present Prizes being a better fond of

credit X704 Swirr T. Tub iv 93 This Grandeur
could not be maintained without a better Fonde than what
he was born to 1825 JnrrHEY m Edm Rev

^
Aug 429

But thefonds of the character is the same 1844 Thackeray
m Fraser's Mag Feb 155/2 The spirits are for the most
pait artificial, the fond is sadness 1867 Lowfll Lett

(1894) I 394 There is no early Fiench literature of

any value in which the Teutonic blood did not supply the

fond,
b Lace-making (See quots )

1882 CAULruiLD & Saward Diet Needlework
,
Fond,

Identical with Champ, Entoilage, and Treille, teims by
which the groundwork of lace is distinguished from the

Toild, or pattern, which it surrounds and supports These

grounds are divided into Fonds Claire, Brides Claire, and

Brides Oindes The Fonds Claire include the Roseau or

net patteined grounds and varieties of the same

2 A source of supply, stock, store or stores. Obs.

in matenal sense (In Fr nowfonds )

1685 Dryden Albion Albanus Pref, Here, therefore, if

they will Criticise, they shall do it out of their own Fotid

1704 Swift T, Tub vn 142 Some new Fonde ofWit should,

if possible, be provided 1707 Cunos in Hush fy Gard
02 The Juices of Plants are one of the richest Fonds of

Physick 1872 Mrs Olifhant Ombra I 11, Kate herself

was not indifferent to thefond of appreciation thus secured

to her.
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f 3 A stock or sum of money, esp one set apart

for a particular purpose, pecuniary means, re-

venues (In Fr nowfonds ) Obs
1673 Temple Observ United Prov Wks, 1731 I 38 This

Pend being not sufficient m Times ofWai,is supplied by
the States with whatever more is necessary from other

Fonds 1690 Will III Sp Pari 25 Nov m Lend Gas.

No 2613/1 The Civil Government, which has no Fonds for

its Support 1691 T H[ale] Acc. New Invent p cxi, The
want ofany Fonds to support the Charge of such Office

h 4. A sum of money, a stock ofgoods, or amount
of revenues, serving as a security for specified pay-

ments (In Fr. nowfonds ) Obs

1677 Chas II in Marvell Growth Popery 39 Without the

sum Six hundred thousand pounds, or Credit for such

a sum, upon new Fonds a 1687 Petty Pol AntJt x
(1691) 1x4 Making a Fond of such value, to be security for

all Commodities. 1693 Mem Ct Teckely 1 47 The Princess

had seized the fonds whereupon the Pension of their

Ministers was assigned 17x4 Loud Gas No 5260/4 Debts
secur’d by Judgment, Statute, Recognizance, Fond, or

Specialty.

f 5 Printing = Fount Obs
1678 Phillips, Fond or Fund . Among Letter-founders, a

parcel of Printing Letters, as many as are Printed at

a time

Fond (fpnd), a and sb 2 Forms 4 formed, -yd,

5 fonnet, 5-fond, 5-7 fonde, 9 Sc. and dial, font

[ME fanned, f Fon v + -ed 1
]A adj. (ong ppl a ).

+ 1 That has lost its savour; insipid, sickly-

flavoured Obs exc dial
e *380 Wycuf Wks (1880) 57 3if he salt he fonnyd it is not

worpi 1388—Prol x 31 He is seid formed salt, not prophit-

able to eny thing 1784 Cullum Hist Hassisted 171 Fond

,

faint or fulsome , applied to smell or taste a 1825 Forby
Voc E Anglia, Fond, luscious, fulsome, disagreeably
sweet, m taste or in smell

2 Infatuated, foolish, silly. Since 16th c the

sense in literary use has been chiefly • Foolishly

credulous or sanguine. In dialects the wider sense

is still current. Cf. Fonned ppl a
<2x340 Hampole Psalter Cant 523 Sho loyed not in

vanytes of jits lyfe as our fonnyd maydyns dos now 1388
Wyclif Exod xvm x8 Thou art wastid with a fonned
trauel a 1400-50 A lexander 5513 A fonned fantasy ban
fell in his hert c 1460 Towneley Myst 199 This fond

foylle 1526 Pilgr Per/ (W de W 1531) 63 b, And
suche communly be as dotrelles, whiche is a fonde byrde
1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 241 He yat is young thmketh the
olde man fond 1650 Fuller Pisgak n xii 250 Never
more to fright Children with fond tales of Bug-bears. x68x

Glanvill Sadducismns Ded, I am not fond enough to

phancy any Art to recommend it a 1703 Burkitt On
N T Heb xi 22 To dig mens’ bones out of their graves,

to enshrine them is fond and ridiculous <*1748 Watts
Imprm, Mind it m § 8, I am not so fond as to think

I have [etc] 1798W Hutton A ntobiog 36 Seized with
a fond lit of farming, I took the place into my own hands
1831 Carlyle Sart Res 11 11 (1872) 65 Writing from the

abundance of his own fond ineptitude 183a Hare in

Philol Mus. I 247 An attempt to settle its age cannot with
any justice be censured as a fond waste of time m mere
literary trifling 1847-8 H Miller First Impr vm (1857)

129 Evangelistic Dissent was fond enough to believe the

cause a common one 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss , Fond,
foolish, weakmmded
quasi-adv x6ox Shaks All’s Well 1 ui. 76 Fond done,

done fond, was this King Pnams loy

3 In stronger sense Idiotic, imbecile, mad

;

also, dazed
-f* With to * Madfor Obs exc. dial

c 1400 Destr. Troy 6182 The pepull of Poyem were fond
to the fight. 1483 Cath Aiigl 137/1 Fonde, arepticius

,

astrosus 1640 DurJt VestryBks (Surtees) 303 For puttmge
fond Allye’s child to nursmge is 4d 1781 J, Hutton Tour
to Caves Gloss., Fond, silly, stupid like an ideot. 1876 Mid-
Yorksh Gloss , Fond, silly * I’d a dizzinessm myhead that

turned me fair fond ’

+4 Of things* Valued only by fools, trifling,

trivial Obs.

1603 Shaks Meas for M n 11 149 lie bribe you Not
with fond Sickles of the tested gold 1645 Ussher Body
Div (1647) 239 When we sweare by . . bread, salt, fire, and
many fond tiashes

5 a. Of persons, their actions and attributes

:

Foolishly tender, over-affectionate, doting. In
later use without reproachful sense : Affectionate,

loving, tender.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 106 A cooling Carde for Philau-
tus and all fond louers 1641 Hinde J Bmen x 34 Fond
affection without moderation

_
1749 Wesley Wks (1872)

XIII 162 A loving husband is a very amiable character.
A fond one I think is not so 1759 Robertson Hist Scot.

I 10 A hero to whom the fond admiration of his country-
men hath ascribed many fabulous acts of prowess X766
Goldsm. Vic W. xxu, I called up the many fond things*

I had to say. 18x6 J Wilson City ofPlague 1 m. 60
She in the light Of her fond parents’ love was fostered

1854 Mrs. Oliphant Magd_ Hepburn III 285 Ritchie is

fona, and loves to see me fair arrayed

b Of opinions, sentiments, etc : Ch.ensh.ed or

entertained with strong or unreasoning affection.

1635 N R Camden’s Hist Eliz, (an 21) 11 200 Don John
resigned his fond ambition.

r

i683 Soame & Dryden tr

Soileau’s Art ofPoetry iv 63 In vara their fond Opinions
you deride, With their lov’d Follies they are satisfy’d. 1750
Carte Hist Eng II 337 Edward's fond opinion of his

own capacity. 184a Abdy- Water Cure (1843) aiz A practice

which holds out a hope of giving an enduring reality to

his fondest wishes 187* Macduff Mem Patinos ix 1x2

To defraud His servant of his fond expectation 187a

Rusicin Eagle's N.% 121 Children . . Bred . .by their parents,

in the fond poverty of learning.

6 . Const, of (formerly *f* on) : Having strong
affection or liking for (a person or thing, a pursuit,

etc ).

1590 Shaks Mids N 11 1 266Hemay proue More fond on
her, then she vpon her loue 1601 Holland Pliny I 231
The she Apes are wonderous fond of their little ones 1615
Latham Falconry (1633) Many Hawks grow fond on
them or him that doe bung them vp 1665 Boyle Occas
Reft iv 11 (1845) 175 So fond of the Sun 1754 Richard-
son Grandtson I xu 68, I am fond of talking to this young
Lady 1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) V 294 They feed
upon all sorts of grain, hut are fondest of miUet-seed x8ox
Strutt Sports §• Past. 114 ./Edgar was extremely fond
of the sports of the field. 1833 Ht Martineau Berkeley
the Banker 1 ix 169 Lewis has made his uncle and aunt very
fond of him already

+ b. With of Possessed with admiration for,

proud of Obs
1702 Rowe Tamerl. Ded

j
There is no part in your Lord-

ship’s Character but what the World would be fond of
*754 Richardson Grandtson I 1 3 He is a vain creature
you know, and seemed fond of what he had written.

1 7. Eager for (some object), desirous of, or

strongly inclined to (an action). Const, of
Obs
1552 Huloet, Fonde or desierous 1594 Shars Liter.

134 1 hose that much couet are with game so fond 1666
Marvell Corr Wks 1872-5 II Ixv.igiThe redemption of the
chimney-money at eight years purchase we are very fond of
i68g Luttrell BriefRet (1857)1 604 Many persons have
blamed duke Schonberg for not fighting the Irish army,
which our men seem’d so fond of. 1719 De Foe Crusoe

(1840) I xx, They would be fond of buying it, 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. x6 The man was not fond of
marrying at all 1760 Goldsm Cit World cxi. People are
naturally fond of going to paradise at as small expense as
possible 1772 Foote Nabob m (1778) 63, I fancy he will

not be very fond of prolonging his visit. 1779 Burke Corr.
(1844) II 256 Sentiments which no being m human form
could be fond of owning

b With to and inf (rarely with that) : Having
a liking, eager, glad to (do something). Now
rare
All the examples in xgth c and nearly all those m late 18th

c are from Scottish writers

1546 J Heywood Prov (1867) 3 Both these, for loue to

wed with me fond are 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed
III. 1582/2, 1 find no great cause I should be fond to hue
1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth 1 738 They all seem fond to

wear the Martyr’s Crown 1734 Watts Rehq Juv. (1789)
106 We are so fond to appear always in the right. X748

Richardson Clarissa (x8xx) V. 376 Nor could I be fond
that they should see you 1766 Goldsm Double Trans-
form 53 Fond to be seen, she kept a bevy Of powdered
coxcombs at her levy 1769 Robertson Chas V, VI vr 59
They are fond to interpret it as an omen of the bloody war
that followed 1826 Literary Souvenir 198 The bravest of

the two is fond to whistle, that he may keep up the courage
of his comrade 1883 Blackie in xgth Cent Apr 607

‘The year of Charlie’, as the Highlanders are fond to call

it.

8 Comb
,
as fond-blind, -conceited, -hardy

,

-like

,

-sparkling, adjs. , fond plough—fool-plough . see

Fool sb 6.

1594 Barnfield Affect Skeph. 11. xxiv (Aib.) 16 Be thou

*fond-blinde Thou are my Loue 1590 Greene Orl Fur
Wks (Rtldg ) 109/1 Follower of *fond-conceited Phaeton.

1659 Torriano, Comvo *fond - hardie 163a Brome
Northern Lass 11 11, Mine Vncle and he fell on other talke,

of Lords and Ladies, and many *fond-like things 1889

Barrie Window in Thrums xix, But she saw 'at he laid it on

the fire fell fond-like 1788 W Marshall Yorksh Gloss

,

*Fond-plnfe 1831 Howirr Seasons (1854) 43 The custom of

the Fond Plough. 1786 Burns YonwildmossyMountains
vi, But kindness in the *fond-sparkhng e’e, Has lustre

outshining the diamond to me.

tB absol and sb, A foolish person, a fool.

1519 Horman Vnlg 19 It is vnlucky with fondis to do on the

Iyft sho first 1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 45 The fond

will read awhile, but cares for nought

+ Fond, v Obs Also 6 fonde. [f. Fond a]

1. mir To play the fool ;
to become foolish

?xg30 Exam W Thorpe in Foxe A SrM (1563) 164/2

And the clarke sayde I fonded, and that I sayde not

truthe Ibid Thou wouldest make vs to fonde with the

a 1541 Wyatt 7 Pemt Ps Poet Wks (x86i) 208 The sword

shall pierce the heart of such that fonds

2. Const, on, over, upon. To entertain a fond or

foolish affection for
,
to dote upon. Also simply,

to display fondness

1530 Palsgr 553/2, 1 fonde, or dote upon a thyng for in-

ordynate love 1567 Turberv Quids Epist 154 Whilst

thou did fonde on Phyllis 1590 Fenne Frntes 1 53

Immoderately fonding over wifes
sonne, daughter i6ox

Shaks 'Izvel N n. u 3S My master hues her deerely,

And I (poore monster) fond asmuch on him.

3 trans. To make a fool of; to befool

1540 Hyrde tr. Vines’ Instr Chr. Worn 1 xvi Sib, They
dote and fonde [L. dementant] good yonge men a 1547

Surrey sEnetd iv 489 Did I not him fonded [demens\

eke invest Of halfe my realme? 1566 Drant Horaces
Sat iv B viij, Love of goods, or love of rule doth fonde

him now and then 1567 — Horace's Epist i C uj, Such

follye fondes a man and fondly makes him roue.

4 To show fondness for ; to caress, fondle.

1676 DrydenA urengz iv 1, Howe’r unjust your jealousie

appear I’ll fond it, as the froward Child of Love. *697

— Mneid l 962 The Tynan hugs, and fonds thee on her

breast

b. To beguile
;
also to beguile to (disaster)

1627-77 Feltham Resolves I xxvi 45 The Meretricious

world claps our cheeks, and fonds us to a cozening fail.

1682 Southehne LoyalBrother 11, My poor heait Would
fain he fonded with the hopes of rest..

Hence Fended ppl a

,

a deluded, foolish; b.
fondly loved. Fo nding vbl sb

,

fondness.
1566 Drant Horace’s Sat 11 B b, They, the sillye fonded

fooles, Do feaste him 1665 R B Comment on 2 Tales

99 Put on a smooth Brow, and feign a kind of Fondmg
x7oi Steele Chr Hero in 52 A brighter diadem than ever
Fortune bestowed on the most fonded ofher favourites.

Fond • see Fand v Obs
,
to attempt, try, etc.

Fond, obs pa t. Find obs. form of Found v 1

II Fonda (fp nda) [Sp fanda from Arab. . see

Fondue ] Ahotel,aninn(mSpamorSp countries)
1826 Capt Head Pampas 127 They then came into the

yard of the Fonda (inn) 1877 B Harte Story of a Mine
in, He plunged into the first Fonda at the wayside.

II Fondaco (fpndako) Also 6 fondego, 7
fundaco [It

,
ad Arab

, see Fondue ] An
inn, also, m North Africa, 4 a building containing

a merchant’s residence and sale rooms.
1599 Hakluyt Voy II 183 At the death of one of their

marchants in Alexandria the French Consul Vento sealing

up his fondego and chamber tooke under his seal his goods
i632Lithgow Trav ix 385 A Fundaco or Inne 1833 J H.
Newman Lett (1891) I. 397 The landlady of the fondaco
asked me if I was going to Paris

Fondafc : see Fondue
Fondant (fpndant) [a Fr. fondant sb. and

pr pple. of fondre to melt ] A sweetmeat made
chiefly in France (see quots ). Also attnb.

1877 Encycl Bnt. VI 257 Fondants are made from
solutions boiled to the point of crystallization, properly
coloured and flavoured, and cast into moulds made of
starch. 1892-4 Encycl Cookery(Garrett) I 602/1 Fondants.
This term has become familiar to us for kinds of soft

sweets that ‘ melt ’ in the mouth. Ibid 602/2 Divide the

Fondant-paste into two portions

Fondary : see Foundry
Fondement, obs form of Fundament.
Fonding : see Fanding, Founding vbl sbs

Fondish. (f^ndij), a. [f. Fond a + -ish]

Somewhat fond b. dial. (See quot 1876 )

1834 J Wilson hi Blackw Mag XXXV. 860 An old

man fondish of literature 1876 Whitby Gloss,, Fondish

,

shallow in point of intellect ; whimsical.

Fondle (fp’nd’l), v. [frequentative of Fond v
Cf. Dandle, Faddle ]

+ 1 . trans. To treat with fond indulgence; to

cocker, pamper. Also, to bring to (a state or

condition) by indulgence. Also with up Obs
1604 Dryden Love Triumphant 11 i, Ximena, you have

fondled him to this 1721 Amhurst Terrae-Filius No. 8

r xi Where one would stand it out twenty chose rather to

be fondled up, and call'd mother’s nown boys at any
expence 1732 Bolingbroke in Swift's Lett (1766) II 157
You shall he nursed, fondled, and humoured

17J57
Johnson

Rambler No 175 F 5 Every day sends out, m quest of

pleasure some heir fondled in ignorance 1789 Mad
D’Arblay Lett. Apr, I knew you would fondle them
[poultry] like your children

2 To handle or treat with fondness
,
to caress.

Also, to press fondly to (the heart)

1796 H Huntfr tr St -Pierre’s Stud Nat. (1709) II. 5®

The sheep, which he fondled when a lamb 1832W Irving

Alhambui.il 36 The prince fondied it to his heart ‘Happy
bird said he 1859 Kingsley Misc (i860) 1. 282 To fondle

the reptile is to be bitten by it 1874 Green Short Hist,

vu, § 3 (1876) 363 Elizabeth fondled her ‘sweet Robin’,

Lord Leicester, in the face of the court

fig 1818 Keats Endym 1 311 Zephyr. Fondles the

flower amid the sobbing rain

3 intr To behave, play or speak fondly; to

toy
,
also ^to bestow caresses on.

1720 Gay Workfor a Cooper 78 He fondled on her like

his child 1727 Pope, &c , Art of Sinking 102 He fondles

like a mere stammerer 1773 Goldsm Stoops to Conq

iv (Globe) 667/2 Fondling together, as I’m alive 1840

Dickens Old C Shop 1, ‘Foolish Nell’, said the old man
fondling with her hair 1880 G Meredith Trag Com 74
Unable to take such services without rewarding him, she

fondled.

fig 1836 Landor Pencles <S- A spasia I111, Sighs full often

fondle with reproofs 1874 Lowell Agassis 11 lvxi, Per-

suasion fondled in his look and tone.

Hence Pondled ppl a. Also Fondle sb., an act

of fondling Fo’ndler, one who fondles

*755 Johnson, Fondler 1788 C Reeve Exiles III 169

Those fondled and spoiled children, who are disagreeable to

all others 1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 419 It was a stranger to

the patient fondle, the hushing caress 1876 Miss Yonge
Womankind xvui 135 Whether the elder brother starts as

, the champion and fondler

Fondlesome (f*> nd’Is»m), a. [f. Fondle v.+

-some ] Addicted to fondling.

1835 Beckford Recoil 36 Turtle doves were never more

fondlesome

Fondling (ff? ndlirj), vbl. sb. [f. Fondle v +
-1NG 1

.] The action of the vb. Fondle, an affec-

tionate handling
;
a fond gesture.

17x4 Mandeville Fab Bees (1733! U ai1 The various

expressions of their fondness for tneir infants, which fon-

dling of them ever increases. 1781 Mickle Siege ofMar-

seilles 11. iv, Cyrus made no .amorous fondlrog To fan her

pnde 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1 1, Embraced each

other with the quiet fondling of lambs

Fondling (fg udln). [f. Fond « + -ling ]

+1 A ‘fond’ or foolish person. Also transf of

animals. Obs.

eri44o York Myst xix 157 pan schall hat fandelyng felle

Be-lyue his bliss schall blynne 1547-64 Bauldwin Mar.
Philos. (Palfr.) 56 The vicious & rich faulty fondling by



FONDLING. 396 FONTANELLE.

whom comtnon-weales aie destroyed 1589 Nasiie Aunt
Absurd 20 How farre are these fondlings from mutating

Crates the Philosopher 1594. Chapman Shadow of bight

Eja, Thou and thy Nnnphs shall mocke the fondling, for

his mad aspire 1613-16 W Browne Brit Past, 11 i, See

how yonder fondlings teare Their fleeces m the brakes 1674

JST Fairfax Bulk fy Sdv To Rdi
,
I should lachen it by

making such a Fondling the Penman of it 1781 J Hutton
Pour to Caves Gloss , Fondling, an ideot

2. One who is fondly loved ; one who xs much
fondled or caiessed; a pel Also fig Now rate

1640 H Mill Nights Search 128 When this Spark is fiom

Ins Fondling gone 1692 L'Estrange Fables No 248

Partiality in a Parent is commonly Unlucky for Fondlings

are in danger to be made Fools 1699 Locke Hum kind.

(ed 4) iv. xix & 16 That may shew it [an opinion] to be a

Fondling of our own 170a Rowr, Tamcrl in. 1 1059 The
Fondling once of her dear Father’s Arms 1788 Mad
D'Aiuilay Dtary 5 Jan , Frogs kept 111 glasses for fondlings

and favourites 1834 Southev Doctor ix, He became Ins

father’s companion imperceptibly as he ceased to be his

fondling

Fondling (fpndlnj), ppl a . [f Footle v +
-ING2 ] Thai fondles ,

caressing, endearing

1676 Glanvill Seasonable Rejl. 207 What can the fondling

flesh and the world do foi thee? c%704 Prior Henry <y

Emma. 65 He call’d her his Nut biown Maid, The friends

and tenants took the fondling word 1768 Goldsm Good it.

Man iv 1, I will discard the fondling hope from my bosom
rygB Mad. D’Akiilay Let Mar ,

He called outm a fondling

manner *82* Clare Vill Minstr.W 27 His chuff cheeks

dimpling m a fondling smile *824 Miss MiTronD Village

Ser 1 (1863)211 By that fondling nursery name she best liked

to he called 1850 Kingsiey Alt Locke l (1879) 13 And
spoke to my mother in a fondling, patronizing way
Hence Fo’ndlin.gly ddv
183S New Monthly Mag XLV. 80 She clings fcarlngly

and fondhngly to Lablache.

Fondling, obs form of Foundling.

Fo’ndly, adj rate. [f. Fond a + -ly 1]

Fond ; f foolish. Hence Fomdliness, fondness

1387 M. Grovd Pelops <5 Hipp. (1878) 77 Leaue such
fondly toyes 1852 J, B. Owen in Talbot Mehora Ser 1

133 The fond old man. squeezed [her hand] with a fondher
emotion than usual. 1821 New Monthly Mag I, 646 Bught
partners of the sky, each otliei’s gloom Cheering with snule

of mutual fondhness

Fondly (fy ndli), adv [f. Fond a. + -ly 2
]

f 1. Foolishly. Obs

.

c 1340 Cursor M. 16461 (Laud) Iudas beheld & sie how
fondly they with hym dalt. [Doubtful; MS is isth c]

140* Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 97 Thou feynest fonnedh that

oure Lord we sclaundre 1483 Cath Angl 137 Fondcly,

stulte. xsst Udali
,
etc Erasm Par Matt ix 23 Suche

other thynges as menne be wont to doe vei ye fondly 1634
Ford-P Warbeck iv iv, He fondly angles who will hull his

bait Into the water, ’cause the fish dares not bite 1648 Jos.

Blaumont Psyche xix xxx, Still thy Adventure’s manage-
ment debases The fondly-founded credit of thy Bliss

2. With self-pleasing or affectionate credulity

176a Goldsm Cit IV. xlvii (1837) 180 You would fondly

persuade me that my former lessons still influence youi con-

duct 1803 Wordsw. Preludem 482 That they needs Must
keep to all, as fondly all believe, Their highest promise

*824 W Ibving T Trav II 12, I will henceforth

endeavour to be all that she fondly imagined me 183*

Gladstone Glean VI lxix 45, I am fondly perhaps but

yet firmly assured [etc ]. 1862 Lord Brougham But. Const
x 131 [The English] have fondly tiaced the origin of our free

institutions to the most remote ages 1883 Law Times
LXXIX 159/1 Legal learning is not, we fondly hope, a
thing of the past.

3. Affectionately, lovingly, tenderly. Also, with

show of affection, caressingly,

1393 Shaics. Etch II, in. 11 9 As a long parted Mother
with hei Child, Playes fondly with her teares *737-8
Savage VolunteerLaureat vi g To he or fondly or severely

kind Parents shall leam from Her *737 Foote Author 1

Wks. 1799 I. 131 You loved her, Sir Fondly—Nay,
foolishly. 1797-1800 Coleridge Chnstabcl Poems (1862)

287 Fondly in his arms he took Fair Geraldine. 1870

E. Peacock RalfSkirl III. 93 He never looked on her so

fondly as now
Fondness (%’ndnes). [f. Fond a. + -ness.]

1. Foolishness, folly ;
* weakness

;
want of sense or

judgement’ (J.) , an instance ofthis Obs exc dial.

0x380 Wyclif Wks (1880)266 pei seyn pat pe speche of

holy wutt is fals pat reuersip here owenefonnydnesse *434
Misyn Mending of Life 116 Shke lufe truly in pe begyn-
nyng is Iabyr & fondnes 1460 Capgrave Chron , 6 Hen.
Ill (Rolls) 151 In his fonnednesse he wold sey that he was
so arayed for savaciou of the world. *333 Frith Answ
More Gj, It were fondnes to fayne that the soule did other

wise eate then do the Angellys m heauen 1609 C Butler
Fern Mon iv. (1623) H j, Others seeing the fondnesse of

this opinion haue taught that the Drone is a different

species. <11797 H Walpole Mem Geo. 7/(1847)1 iv 85
Lord Lincoln was the mimic of his fulsome fondnesses and
follies 1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss

,
Loudness, foolishness.

2 Foolish affection
,
unreasoning tenderness.

1579-8° North Plutarch (1676) 76 Persons which suffer

themselves to be overcome with such passions and fondness
in their mourning 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst B89

Neither his goodness being Fondness, nor his Justice

Cruelty. *702 Eng Theophrast 4 The players like their

parts to a Fondness 1727 Gay Fables 1 111. 31 By partial

fondness shown, Like you, we doat upon our own a 1839
Macaulay Hist Eng V. 236 The object of her fondness
was Spencei Cowper, who was already married.

3 Affectionateness, tenderness.
1603 Shars Meas for M it. iv. 28 The generall subiect

to a wel-wisht king m obsequious fondnesse Crowd to his

presence. *703 Rules of Civility 25 It is not discreet for

a man to express too much Fondness of his Wife before

Company. 1727 Swift To veryyng Lady Wks 1755 II

11 41, 1 must likewise warn you against the least degree

of fondness to your husband before any witness whatsoever.

1782 Han Mqul Iloses 1 5 A mothers fondness rugns
Without a mal 1838 Litton A lice 1 111, The curate was
not insensible to the fondness of his beautiful pupil 1868

Hn ps Rcalmah xv (1876) 400 The fondness of hei words

did not console him

4

Instinctive or unreasoning liking or par-

tiality , strong inclination, propensity or desire.

Const for, | of, + to, also \- to with inf
*654 Hammond Fundamentals xvm, Through indulgence

to others, 01 fondness to any smne in themselves 1663

Boyle Occas. Refi (1845) 335 So conspicuous is this

Creatuies fondness of Light 1713 Sti lll Guaidian No 1

p 1 They have a restless fondness foi satisfying the world in

the Mistakes [etc ] 173s Mrs WuuLWAvhwift'sLett {1768)

IV 141 Mi ’s great fondness to get his wife home, was
to stop a prosecution she had begun against him 1734

Richardson Grandison I vui 40 Will he not attribute all

I shall repeat of this sort to that fondness of admnation

1841 Eli'IUNSIOND Hist Ind II 314 He showed no fond-

ness for war 1885 Clodd Myths <$• Di 1 v. 94 The fond-

ness of the negro races for such fables is well known

Fondon. (See quot

)

x88x Raymond Mining Gloss
,
Fondon, a large copper

vessel, in which hot amalgamation is practiced

Fondre, obs Sc. form of Founder v

iFo’ndrel. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Fond a

;
? after

analogy of Sooundiiel, etc] A simpleton, ninny.

1614 Sco Venus (1876) 27 No lisping tongue th.it fondrels

count a grace

Fondu (fond«). Also fondus [a Ir fondu sing ,

fondus pi
,
pa pple oifondte to melt.] (See quots )

*848 Craig, Fondus (fondant, melting, Fr ),
that parti-

cular kind of painting on calico, papei-hangings, &.e , m
winch the colours are blended in each othei 1873 Lire s

Diet Aits III 479 The fondu or lambow style of paper-

hangings is produced [etc ]

II Fondue ( fond«). Cookery Also c> 1 on

fondu [ad ¥.fondue, f.fondte to melt.] A. dish

composed of melted cheese with eggs, etc

1878 Cassell's Did. Cookery s. v ,
The fondu will use very

much 1892-4 Eitcycl Cooking (Garrett) I 602/2 fondues,

these very favourite French savouues are made of melted

cheese, x8gs Daily News 8 Jan 6/4 Omelettesand fondues

aie equally dependent on this celerity of serving

II FoudTLk fp nduk). Also 8 funduck, 9 fon-

dak. See also Fondaoo [Arab JjAD) funduq
an inn, ad. Gr. ir&uSoitos, iravdo/eevs innkeeper

(whence iravUoiceiov inn).] In North Africa; A
hotel, an inn.

*704 J Pitts A cc Mohammctansvy;A Court, or Fund uck,

as they term it 1883 Academy 20 Jan 44/2 We drove fiom
Tunis to Susa, spending a night on the way at the fonduk
of Bir-el-Bltah 189* Hall Caini Scapegoat xx, Between
the village of Lemsa and the fondak which lies on the road
to Tangier

f Foue. Obs. rare— l
. In 5 fome [Of obscure

origin and meaning : the 01 stands for J]
c 1460 Towncley Myst (Surtees) 343 He was thi fode, tin

faryst foine, Thi luf, thi lake, thi lufsom son

Fone, obs. form ol Few and obs pi of Foe
Fonel, Fong(e, obs. ff. Funnel, Fang ©1

t FouMn. Obs [f Fon + -kin.] A little fool.

*591 Fhaunce Yvychurch 1. i, If thou couldst, nay
wouldst (and who would not, but a fonkm ?)

Fonly, Fonnish see Fon sb. and a.

Font (fgmt), sb.
1 Forms. 1 font, faut, 2-6

j

fuut(e, Orm funnt (4 fant), 4-7 fount(e, (4
foun^t, fownte), 5-6 fonte, 2- font [OE font,

fant

,

ad. Eccl. Lat. font-em orfantes (baptisvn ),

lit. * fountain’ or ‘ fountains (of baptism)’, a specific

use of ~L.font-em,fons . see Fount. In ME, the

compound Font-stone had the same sense In

sense 3 it may be regarded as a different word, a

var of Fount, refashioned aftei the Lat etymon
Cf, also F fonts pi (OF foncc), Pr font, Pg and OSp

fonte (mod Sp fnentc), It fonte, of same meaning Prob
by adoption from Eng., the word appears early in other

Teut langs OFris font,funi, MDu vonie (mod Du. in

comb doopvont, from doop baptism), ON fmtt-r {Sw.funt,
dopfunt. Da font , dobfont) ]

1 . A receptacle, usually of stone, foi the water

used in the sacrament of baptism Also, font of
baptism

,
baptismalfont. To stand at font for (a

person) : to be sponsor to.

c rooo Canons AElfnc xxxvi, Ne do man menne ele to

ham fante axv]$Cott Horn 241 TElc cristen man anon se

Step'S up of J>e funte wer he ifulled is, a 1225 St.Mat her 1

Euch ifulhet in font o}ie almihti federes nome c 1380 Sir
Feruvib 548 Y-vollid on J?e haly fant_ 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb) m Crystnyd I was in a funt of stoon

*323 Ld Berners Froiss I ccccu 698 They brake
downe the fownte wherin the erle was christned x6xx

Coryat Crudities 33 A Font of baptisme, made of porphyrie
stone <t 1638 Cleveland To T C 14 A gray Bark That
stood at Font for Noah's Ark 1756-7 Keysler's Trav
(1760) 490 The large marble font is divided by four parti-

tions 1865 Kingsley Herew Prel 6 The cuise which
Dunstan had pronounced against him at the baptismal font

b. pi. (with singular sense), rare. (Cf. Yr.fonts,

Eccl Lat fantes a font

)

The pi. has been explained as referring to the compound
fonts of several basins found in some early baptisteries But
prob fontes baptismi, originally meant only ‘ the fountains

(1 e. the waters) of baptism the application as the name of

the vessel being secondary
1877 J D Chambers Dvu. Worship 186 The Fonts at the

West end of the Navev

2 tiansf a A receptacle for holy water b
The reservoir for oil in a lamp
1342-3 Brinklow Lament (1874) 100 The wyne wyll

w.ixe sower and stincke, .is doth their holy water m the
founte by longe hepiuge 1644 Ord Parlt in Vestry Bks.
(Sm tees) 322-3 Noe Copes, Surplices or Holy water Fonts
to be any more used, 1872 O Shii’LLY Gloss Eccl Terms',
Holy Water Font *891 Sale Catal Glass Wks,, Stour,
budge. Two hundred and fifty-fivc lamp fonts.

3 . — Fount Now only poet.

x6u Coryat Crudities 26 Delicate fonts and springes

*638 J. Jonls Ovids Ibis 2nd Ded
,
On Parnasse hill rose

the Nectauan I' out *733 Sqmluviul Chase m 342
Adown His tortur'd Sides the Crimson 'I orients roll From
many a gaping Font <r 1730 Shensionl Elegies 1 46 Neai
font or sticain, 111 meditation, rove 1878 B Taylor
Dcukalion iv 11, The font Bubbling and brightening with
an inward life, Spins up m silver, tinkling as it falls

4 att) ib. ancl Comb
,
asfont-cloth

,
-cover, -taper

,

-vat ; also font-name, (one’s) baptismal name

,

+ font-wife, ? a woman appointed to collect

donations at baptisms

1553 Inv m Trans. Essex A rcJtxol. Soc (1884) 10 Itm.

a *flownte clothe 1883 R W Dixon Ihst Ch Eng. Ill

450 Font cloths with altat cloths a 1661 Fuli lu Worthies,

llartfoi dihire 11 (1662)20 Seeing his own *font-name was
a Papal 1 one 1679 Burni 1 Hist Ref (1865) I 150 note,

It seems unliktly that he [Bonner] alone in the grace

should be written by his font name when all the others

wue by their surname *3x9 m W. L Nash Chnrchvi
.let St. Giles, Reading (Camden) s, Ij standerds and the

“(font taper c 1000 in Thoipc Ags Horn II 268 HaeSen
tiltl lno Rcbroht synfull to cam *fant-faste ci220
Bestun

y

108 Naked [he] falleS m tie funt-fat, and cumeS
ut al nevve 1369 Chmihw Acc Stanford in Antiquaiy
Apr (1888) 169 Eli/u Yat and Elenor Sauere were chossen
> fount wyeffs this yer, but the gathered nothing this yer

Font (fpnt), sb 2 Also 7 fonte. [ad. Fr.

fonte, f fondic to melt, cast.]

1 . a. The action or process of casting or founding.

lit andfig. i are. b. concr Cast iron

1378 Inventories (1815)249 Ane moyane of fonte markit

with the sallamandt u having ane new stok without yron

weik 1676 Marvi li Mr Snnrke 34 A bcimon that was
preached before His Majesty, and by Ins special command
to be Printed, is it seems making over again, there having

been sure some erior in the Fonte 1883 C C Perkins

Ital Sculpt 273 When the figure was ready to be cast in

bron/c, Michelangelo seems suddenly to have remembered

that, xs he knew nothing of the processes of the font, he

could not [etc ] _ .

2 P) tilling (In England usually Fount, q.v )

+ Font, v. Obs [f. prec. sb] Bans. To
‘ christen’, name.
*652 Persuasive to Compliance 17 Flattery, rather then

Tuith, fonted them Fathers of their Country <11639

Osborn Queries Wks (1673) 593 It being likelier to have

been the voice of Custom than Reason that fonted a bare

Knowledge in Tongues with the title of Learning

Foutal (ff’nLil), a and sb [ad. med L fontahs,

f. font-,fons Fount, Font.]
A. adj. 1 Of or pertaining to a fountain or

spring ,
coming as from a spring 1 are.

1656-81 in Blount Glossogr #17x1 Ken Hymn Evang
Poet. Wks 1721 I 69 O Jesu Stieam from thy fontal

Fulness a small Rill, My soul to purify and fill *753

Chambers Cycl Snppl. s v Alga, The alga’s are some

marine others fontal, growing in springs x8za 1 Taylor

Apulctns m 58 She made a libation with fontal water

1833 Baiixy Mystic 85 Within whose veins condensed the

essential dew Flows fontal

2. Pertaining to the souice of anything; that is

the source of other things
;
original, primary

1677 Gall Crt Gentiles I iv 272 The fontall Unitie and

infinite Abyss of his own Essence a X71X Ken Hymn Evang

Poet Wks# 1721 1 13sWhen Godhead Fontal and Denvd,

co breath 1793 T Taylor Orat, Julian 30 The fontal

sun, then, subsists in Jupiter the perfect artificer of the

world 1817 Coleridge Biog Lit 95 The fontal truths

of natural leligion *838 E Cash all Masque ofMary 10

Hail, Mother of all ages 1 fontal source of humankind

1883 A Roberts O T. Revision vu 139 Whence was that

fontal text derived?

3 Pertaining to the font, baptismal
1 1707 Coleridge Poems, Christen. Friend's Child 1, This

day among the faithful placed, And fed with fontal manna

1846 Kebll Lyra Innoc (ed 3) 6 The fontal wave To each

apart the glory gave. Washing us clean

B sb fl Source, ‘well-spring’ {fig )
Obs

(

a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet Wks. 1721 III 379 Love s

the propensive Fontal of our Wills.

2 . Her (see quot. 1828-40).
1688 R Holme Armoury 11 xvi. 365 A Sea Nymph

resting her Arm upon a Water-pot or Fontall, from whence

issues water all proper 1828-40 Blrry Encycl Her 1

,s v
,
The gods of fountains and rivers and water nympns

are generally depicted with a water-pot from which nows

the river they represent, which is termed a fontal.

Hence Fo utally adv
a. 1617 Bayne Diocesans Tryall (1621) 69 It presupposeth

the power ofjurisdiction to be given originally and tontauy

to one person of the Church

Fontanelle, fontanel (fpntane 1)
Forms

:

6-8 fontenel(l(e, 6 fontynelle, 7 fontanel, 7 9

fontanel(l(e, fontmel(l(e. [a. Fr. fontaneUe

(OF.fontanele, fontenele little fountain, also m tne

senses below), dim. offontaine Fountain Cf. It.

fontanella little fountain, also hollow of the neck J

X. Anat a. The hollow between two muscles

Mentioned as the appropriate place for the application o

a seton 01 a cautery . cf. sense 2.

<



PONTANGE 397 FOODY.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg iv Pj, For

that cause be the cetons & canteres [sic] done behmae the
necke, and in the fontenelles of the lacertes where as one is

deuyded from the other Ibid Pij, On the homoplate
vnder the font[en]elles of the armes Ibid, On the
fontynelles vnder the knee

to One of several membranous spaces in the

head of an infant which he at the adjacent angles

of the parietal bones (Syd Soc Lex ) In some
animals it is permanent
1741 Monro Anat Bones (ed 3) 71 That Part of the

parietal and frontal BoneSj where the Fontanelle is m
Children 173* Smellid Midvnf I 202 No perceiveable

pulsation at the Fontanelle a 1833 M Baillie Wks (1825)

I 187, I opened the head at the anterior fontinel 1872
Mivart Elem Anat 127 The transitory fontanelle of man
is permanent in some animals, as in Sharks 1875 Huxley
in Encycl Brit I 755/1 A large space (fontanelle) covered
in by membrane, which lies in the mterorbital region [of the

frog].

f 2 Med An artificial ulcer or a natural issue for

the dischaige of humoms from the body Obs.

16x2 Woodall Surgeon's Mate Wks. (1639) 7 The
cauterizing Irons are good to make a funtanell or Issue in

the hinder part of the head 1676 Phil Trans. XI 742
Fontinels or Issues naturally arising m the Arms and Feet

1779 Johnson Let toDr Taylor 3 Aug , He has a fontanel

in his back

to In extended sense- An outlet foi the dis-

charge of secretions, etc Often with mixture of the

etymological sense 'fount'. Also transf andJig
1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp Disc 1 § 9Why hath nature

given to Women two exuberant fontmeles? 1650 — Holy
Lwtng 11 § 3 (1727) 75 The fontinel of whose desires hath
been opened 1660 Waterhouse Arms # Arm 126 Whose
fontenel sends forth matter with woids 1701 C Wolley
Jml m New York (i860) 25 Nature purgeth it by
Fontanels and Issues of running waters in its lmguous
Valleys 1848 R E Landor Fountain of Arethnsam 11

i) 1 Through this narrow fontanel of perforated rock

II Fontange (fontang) Also 7 fonntange
\jx.fontange, f Fontanges the territorial title of a
mistress of Louis XIV ] A tall head dress worn
in, the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

1689 Shadwell Bury F 11, What d’ye lack, Ladies 9 fine

mazarine Hoods, Fontanges, Girdles 1711 Addison Sped
No 98 1* 1 These old-fashioned Fontanges rose an Ell
above the Head 1883 F G Stephens Catal Prints Bnt
Mus IV 282 An ugly old one-eyed woman 111 a fontange.

t Fontanier, Obs. [ad Fr fontaimer, f.

fontame Fountain,] One in charge of a fountain

or fountains
1641 Evelyn Diary (1871) 36 The hedge of water which

the fontamer caused to ascend out ofthe earth. 170aW J
Bmyu's Voy Levant xxxiv 135 He lives at present at Loo
in the Quality of chief Fontamer

Fontful (fpntful). [f. Font j&1 + -ful] As
much as a font will hold.
c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law’s T 259 Thogh she a font-

ful water with hir lede 1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell
ill, Labourers moistened their semi-iegenerate clay with
many a fontful of good ale

Fontlet (fp ntlet) [f. Font sb 1 + -let ] a A
little fountain to. A little font (for baptism).
1831 Lamb Elia Ser n Newspapers 35 Y Ago, The tracing

ofsome mighty watersup to their shallow fontlet 1894T J
Ball Diet Elem Ritual vi. 52 In privately baptizing the
officiant should pour water on the child not sprinkle it out
of a toy called a ‘ fontlet

’

t Fo’nt-stone, Obs [f. Font r^.1 + Stone ]
The stone font used in baptism.
c 1175 Lamb Horn 149 pet 3e habbeS et |>e fonstan under-

fbnge 1297 R Glouc (1724) 247 Of holy vantston c 1380
Sir Ferumb 548 Had he beo in enst be-leued, & fulled in
holi fanston 1426 Audelay Poems 11 This foreward furst

we mad at the fonsston. 1394? Greene Sehmus Wks
1881-3 XIV. 267 They shal swear it vpon the font-stone

t68a R Burton Admirable Curiosities (1684) 121 As clean
from my Sins as I was at the Font-stone 1830 Scott
Demonol v 147 If she would but deny the faith she took
at the font-stone

+ Fo’nt-water. Obs. [f. Font sb i + Water.]
Water used in baptism
c xooo Sax. Leechd II 350 Wyrc Jjonne drenc font water

rudan saluian [etc ] x6xo Bp Hall Apol Browmsts Ded ,

One of them hath washt off thy font-water as vneleane
1656 J Trapp Comm John vi 49 A man may go to hell
with font-water on his face

Fonje, var of Foin sbf Obs
Foo, obs form of Foe
Food (fwd), sb Forms . 1 foda, 2-6 fode, 3

south vode, (4 fod), 3-6 fud(e, (4 Sc fute, 5
fotte, foyde, fndde, Sc. fwde, 6 fooade, Sc
fuid, fiiode), 4-6 foode, 6- food [OE./6da wk
masc ; the exact equivalent ( —OTeut. type
*J$dOfi-) does not occur elsewhere ; the synonymous
ON feme str. neut,,fodSa wk fern (Sw.fida fern

,

Da fide), and Goth ftdems str. fern , are derivatives
of the cognate vb. OTeut *fMjan to Feed. The
Teut. root *fad-, fdet (whence also Fodder and
the cognates there mentioned) represents OAryan

whence Gr irarioadai, to feed ]
1 . What is taken into the system to maintain life

and giowth, and to supply the waste of tissue
$

aliment, nourishment, provisions, victuals,

exoao -®lfric Sigew Interr. in Anglia VII 34 On J«ere
oSre fleringe wses fieora nytena foda gelogod a 1223 After.
R. 260 He hefde node ase ueol to him. a 1300 Cursor M.

23084 (Cott
),

I was hungre,yee gaf me fode 1373 Barbour
Bruce x 189 Syndri comys that thai batrWoxe rype to wyn
to mannys fude a 1400-50 A lexaudir 1 174 Him moneste
to send fode for his oste 1597 Hooker Eccl, Pol v xu § 5
Men at their owne home take common foode. a 1687 Walllr
UponRoscommon'sHot 57 They [Bees] give us food, which
may with nectar vie 1789 G White Selbonie Let xv,
Worms are their usual food X798 Malthus Popnl. (1890)
288 Want of food the most efficient cause of the three
immediate checks to population x86o-x Flo Nightingale
Nursing 46 A tea-cupful of some article of food

to. What is edible, as opposed to ‘ drink.’
1610 Shaics Temp 1 u 160 Some food we had and some

fresh water 1697 Dryden Vvrg Georg hi 790 Simple his
Bev’rage, homely was his Food 1853 Macaulay Hist
Eng IV 516 The crews had better food and drink than
they had ever had before 1859 Tennyson Enid 1138 And
wine and food were brought

t C Sustenance, ‘ livelihood
5

Obs
a 1066 Charter of Eadward (MS 14th c) in Cod Dipl

IV 2x4 Ic wille Sat Sat cothf Se Leofcild bequaS Cust
and sainte Peter into Westminstre ligge unSder into Sare
munece fodan ellswa he hit geuSe 1393 Langl. P PI C
xvni ig Peter fysshed for Jjus fode and htis fere Andreu
1548 Forrest Pleas Poesy

e

287 Which such may compell
to earn their Fooade a 1605 Montgomerie Sonn. xlvn,
He that to mak faggots for his fuid is fane

d Phiases • To befoodfor [an animal, worms )
•

to be a prey to, to be devoured by To befoodfor
fishes ; to be drowned. Foodforpowder' fit only to

be shot at or to die in battle
a 1225 Ancr. R 276 Ne schalt tu beon wum.es fode 1 1396

Shaks 1 Hen. IY, iv u 71 Good enough to tosse foode for
Powder, foode for Powder they’le fill a Pit, as well as
better Ibid v iv 86 Hot No Percy, thou art dust And
food for— Pnn For Wormes, braue Percy. i6ox —
A Y L 11 vi. 7 1894 Rider Haggard Mr. Meeson's
Will xxn, He was food for fishes now, poor fellow,

e An article of food , a kind of food.

1393 Gower Conf III. 26, 1 you shall reherce, How that my
fodes ben diverse c 1449 Pecocic Repr 111 v 303 Hauyng
foodis be we content. 1526 Pilgr Perf. (W de W
1531) 5 b, God sent from heuen a swete fode for theyr
brede called manna 1617 Markham Caval 1 56 In
England we have so many choyces of good foodes 1674
N Cox Genii. Recreat iv. (1677) 45 The larger the Pike
the courser the food 1754 Diet Aids <$• Sc II 1288 Foods
pioper for presen ing health. 1887 Cassell's Fane Physician
911 What are the proper fuels, or foods, with which to supply
it [the human machine]

2 With reference to plants • That which they
absorb from the earth and air , nutriment
1739 tr DukameVs Husb, 1 1 (1762) 3 The proper food of

the plant. 1765 A Dickson Treat, Agne in (ed 2) 5 The
vegetation of plants is promoted by communicating to the

earth their food. 1869 Roscor Elem. Chan. (1878) 372
Plants possess the peculiar power of selection, by the roots,

of the mineral constituents of food

8. fig (In early use applied more widely than is

now admissible )
c iooo m Thorpe Ags Horn II 396 Gif he hi forlmt buton

Sam godspellican fodan on heora andgite CI175 Lamb
Horn 63 Swa hi-houeS he sauie fode, mid godes wordes mid
godemode a 1300 CursorM 29058 (Cott ) Pat ]» fast to saul

fode mai falle a 1340 Hampolk Psalter cxxvn 2 Trauels
are now fode til soul < 1430 Hymns Virg (1867) 14 God,
Jjou be my strengist fode 1500-zo Dunbar Poems Ixxn

54 His face, the fude of angellis fre 1538 Starkey England
55 Nuryschydwyth the spiritual fode of hys celestyal word
1593 Shaics. John 111 iv 104 My faire sonne, My life, my
loy, my food, myall the world 1600

—

A, Y L. iv 111 102

Orlando Chewing the food of sweet and bitter fancie 1713
Steele Englishm No xo 67 Praise is the Food of a great

Soul. 1784 Cowper 2 vroc 020 Such is all the mental food

purveyed By public hackneys in the schooling trade x8ox

Wordsw. Sonn to Liberty 1 iv, What food Fed his first

hopes? 1891 Edm Rev July 132 Fiction is the only

intellectual food of thousands

to In sense of Matter to discuss or dwell upon
1780 Burke Corr (1844) II 347 Our own manners afford

food enough for poetry 1825 Southey Tale ofParaguay
hi xq A lively tale, and fraught With food for thought

1834 L Ritchie Wand bySeme 83 There the reflective will

find food for their meditations

4 transf. t Material for keeping up a

fire.

<21030 Lib Scmtill x (18891 56 Foda fyres holt <*1225

Ancr R 150 Bowes to none Jnngebetere Jsentofuresfode

to <=Shodde. (see quot)
1857 C. B Robinson m Best Farm Bis (Surteesl Gloss

s v , The entire substance that falls on the floor being called

‘shoddy 1 or ‘food’, and being sold at a high rate for top

dressing grass land

f 6. The act of eating Infood . while eating or

feeding Obs
c 1230 Gen <5- Ex 894 Wi5 bredes fode and wines drinc

<21400-30 Alexander 2 Fayn wald Jjai here Sum farand |nng

efter fode to fayn )>3xe her[t]
_
1390 Shaics Com Err v.

1 83 In food, in sport To be disturb'd, would mad or man,

or beast

f 6 . That which is fed
;
a child, offspring. Also

in wider sense A creature, person, man. Obs.

In early use also collect , a brood, race Cf. OF nom-
ture, nourntitre, med Lat nntnmentum, a young animal
a 1230 Owl <?• Night 94 f>u fedest on heom a wel ful fode.

a 1300 CursorM 682 (Cott ) Fouxl o flight, and fiss on sand
. com and Jode, Als he war fader o J>air fode. a 1300

K Horn 1384 Abulf be gode, Mm ogene child, mi leie

fode. 1375 Barbour Bruce in 578 Men mycht se mony
frely fute About the costis thar lukand c 1400 Ywaine
<5- Gaw. 1621 So fals a fode. Was never cumen of Kynges
blode. ?cx475 Sqr. lowe Degre 364 m Hazl. E. P. P II

37, I may not beleue My doughter dere he wyll betraye

That fode to long with no foly c 1485 Digtry Myst, in. 942,

I have a favorows fode, and fresse as the Fakown

7 attnb and Comb a simple attnb
,
as food-

pan
,

•truck
;
in sense of 1

fit or used for food as

food-bird
, -fish, -gram,

-plant, -stuff, -substance

1879 H George Progr <$- Pov 11 111 (1881) 116 If he but
shoot hawks, *food-birds will mciease 1884 S E Dawson
Handbh Canada 334 Herring, haddock and other *food-
fishes are abundant x88o C. R Markham Peruv Bath
486 This remaikable *food gram might doubtless be usefully
cultivated m the Himalayas X871 Alabaster Wheel of
Law 149 He took his *food-pan, and went and sat undex
the shade of the great banyan tree. 1872 Yeats Techn
Hist Comm 208 Novel and valuable Toad-plants. 1872
Huxley Phys vi 138 *Food-stuffs have been divided into

heat producers and tissue-formers x886 Longm Mag

.

VII
329 The ^food-truck which has now for two years been
supported by the readers of Longman’s Magazine
b objective, as food-gatherer, -gioiver, food-

producing ppl adj

1865 Gossn Land $ Sea 153 The pseudopodia are ‘"food-

gatherers as well as instruments of locomotion 1841
S Smith m Mem (1855) II 457 Neither butcher, nor
baker, nor "'food-grower 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xiv. 39
Lay one hand Upon the “food-producing earth.

8 Special comb * food-chemist, one occupied

in the analysis of foods ,
-[ food-fit a , fit to be used

as food ; food-rent (see quot.)
, f food-sick a

,

sick for want of food, food-yolk, the non-

germmative part of the yollc of an egg, which
nourishes the embryo.
1883 A. W Blyth in Leisure Hour Jan 24/2 A ‘food-

chemist laying down the principles of diet. C1611 Syl-
vester Du Bartas h iv iv Decay 423 As one same ground
indifferently doth breed Both Tood-nt Wheat and dizzie

Darnell seed 1875 Maine Hist Inst vi 160 The rent in

kind, or *food-rent 1587 Mirr Mag t
SirN Burdet xxxu.

When facing foysters fit for Tiburne frayes Are “foode-sicke

faynt 1831 Carpenter Man Phys. (ed. 2) 474 Animals
which, are provided with a*‘ food-yolk*

t Food, v. Obs [f prec sb ] irons To supply
food to ; to feed, nourish, support
1399 Langl Rich Redeles n 135 3e ffostnd and ffodid

affewe of be best Ibid m 52 And with lnr corps keuereth
him And ffostnth and ffodith till ffedris schewe

f For the supposed fig sense ‘to beguile,’ see

Fode v.

f Foo der. Obs. [a. Ger fuder see Fotheh ]
A measure of wine (see quot. 1679) >

a cas^
holding this quantity
1679-88 Seer Serv Money Chas <5- Jas. (Camden) 118

5 foodei of Rhenish wine, containing 37 , and 40^
gallons, a 1767 SirA Idmgar xli in Child Ballads 111 lix.

(1885) 46 Thou seemust as bigge as a ffooder

Foodful (fw dful) Chieflypoet [f. Food sb +
-pol ] Abounding with 01 supplying food. Also,

rich m nutriment, nutritious

1638 G Sandys Paraphr Job 55 When I made The food-

full Earth. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1 204 From
furrow’d Fields to reap the foodful Stoie 1733 Somerville
Chase nr 248 The bleating Innocent, that claims in vain
. The foodful Teat x8o8 J Barlow Colnnib 1 796 The
sturdy fig And foodful cocoa fan the sultry plain x868
Browning Ring <$ Bk ix. 246 No more fnskings o’er the

foodful glebe

fig 1791 Burke App Whigs Wks. 1842 I 522 The
democratick commonwealth is the foodful nurse of ambition.

+Foo ding1

. Obs, [f. Food v. + -ing 1
] a.

A feeding to. Food
c 1440 Promp Parv. 168/2 Fodynge, ornorschynge^/Swwz-
tum 1630 Witt’s Recreations Epigr No 232 Thou
might’st have thought (As Joan her foodmg bought) som
good, som bad.

Foodless (f« dies), a [f Food sb + -less ]

1 . Without food, a Of pei sons or animals.

Having no food
<1x400-50 Alexander 2x55 Lo, oure folez bene in fere for

fodeles to dye a 1341 Wyatt Poems
,
Ps xxxvn 70 Nor

yet [shall] nu> seed foodless seen for to be. 1725 Fora
Odyss xvni 4x3 Both constrained to wield, Foodless,

the scythe 1821 Shelley Prometh Unb 1 170 Foodless

toads Within voluptuous chambers panting crawled. x88a

Earl D unraven m 19th Cent Sept. 454 Our entirely

foodless stomachs indicated that it was past noon.

fig. 1887 Swinburne Locnne iv 1 105 So shall fear,

mistrust, and jealous hate Lie foodless

b. Of a country, place, etc. Devoid of food ;

not yielding food ;
barren.

1636 G Sandys Paraphr Ps cvii (1638) 131 He in foodless

Deserts fed The Hungry 1726-46 Thomson Winter 256

The foodless wilds Pour forth their brown inhabitants 1842

R Oastler Fleet Papers II 359 Their home was foodless.

x86i Wynter Soc Bees 199 Vast foodless tracts have to be
traversed by her ships, the camels of the ocean

2, Without the properties of food
;
innutritions.

1891 Independent (N. Y.) 13 Aug., Alcohol is shown to bo
foodless

Hence 1‘oo-dlessness
1852 Meandenngs ofMem I 10 Galls them no more their

foodlessness or fag

Foody1

( in di), a [f. as prec. + -v 1
.]

1 Full of, or supplying, food. (Only in Chap-

man )
c 1631 Chapaian Iliad xi 104 Who brought them to the

sable fleet from Ida’s foody leas, Ibid xv 638 Jove's great

queen of birds Beholds where cranes, swans, cormorants,

have made their foody fall 16x3 — Odyss n 558 She.,

into well-sew’d sacks pour’d foody meal
2 Ofwool (expressing snpenor quality)

1803 Luccocic Nat. Wool 123 Wool of this discription is

distinguished by the epithets foody and flowery

Foodyr, obs form of Foddeb



FOOKER. FOOL.398

+ looker. Obs rare- 1
. [? vai of Foggeb 1

sb 1
;

cf. Ger.fucker'] ? A capitalist, financier

1607 Middleton 1’ive Gallants 11 111, Pist 1 a supply,

cary't closely my little fookei ,—liow much

Pool (M) sb 1 and a. Foims: 3-4 fol, (3 folle),

3-6 foie, (4 foyl), 4-6 foul(e, (4 fowle), 4-7

foole, (6 foolle), 4-9 Sr fule, 5-6 full(e, 5-7 Sr

fuil(l, -yll, (5 fwle), 4- fool. [ME fol sb and

adj ,
ad. OF. fol sb and adj (mod F fou sb

,

insane person, madman, fou adj. masc ,
before

vowelfol, fern folle), corresponding to Pr fol,folk,

It. folk L folleni, folks, lit ‘bellows,’ but in

late popular Lai employed m the sense of ‘ wind-

bag,’ empty-headed person, fool ]

A. sb.

1. 1. One deficient in judgement or sense, one who
acts or behaves stupidly, a silly person, a simpleton

(In Biblical use applied to vicious or impious

persons )
The woict has in mod. Eng. a much stronger sense than it

had at an eailier period; it has now an implication of

insulting contempt which does not m the same degree

belong to any of its synonyms, or to the derivative foolish

Cf. F sot
, ,

,

c 1*75 Lay 1442 Cni|H pou art mochel fol 1340 Hamfoli
Pr Consc 126 Elies es he a foie and noght wise 1398

Trevisa Bat th De P R vi xvn (149s) 203 Telle a foie

his defawte, and he shall hate the 1481 Caxion Godfity
xxv, 57 There ben more fooles than wysemen a 155°

Chnstis Kirke Gr xxn, For faintness tha forfochtm fulls

Fell doun lyk flauchtir fails x6xa Dlkklk Ifit be notgood,

Piol ,
Fooles by lucky Throwing, oft win the Game 1709

Pope Ess Cnt 625 For Fools rush 111 wheie Angels fear to

tread. *773 Mrs Chapohc Improv Mind <1774) II m
Unless you improve your mind you will be an insignificant

fool in old age 1816 Scott Antlq xlm, 1 Mony a wise man
sits m a fule’s seat, and mony a fule in a wise man's,

especially in families o’ distinction ’ x88x Besant & Rice
Chapl Fleet 1. 144 No doubt, there have been fools befoie.

b. Phrase. To be a fool to

.

to be every way
inferior to, to be as nothing compared to.

1596 Shaks Tam. Shr in. n 159 Tut, she’s a Lambe,
a Doue, a foole to him. 1791 ‘G Gambado'Ann Hot sent

xvu (1809) 137 Childeis would have been a fool to him.

1885 Rider Haggard K Solomon’s Mims 79 The Black
Hole of Calcutta must have been a fool to it.

f c Used as a term of endearment or pity Obs
c 1530 Beaut JVomen in Hazl Dodslcyl 71 How say yc

now by this, little young fool 7 a 1586 Sidney Astrophel

4 Stella lxxiu, O heau’nly foole, thy most kisse-worthy

face {etc.] 1611 Shaks Wiut. T. u 1 118 Doe not wcepe
(goode Fooles) There is no cause.

d In various pioverbial expressions.

c 1400 Rom Rose 5266 A fooles belle issoone lunge 1539
Taverner Erasm Prov . (1552) 4 A. foies bolt is soone

shottc 1346 J Hlywood Prov (1867) 46 There is no foole

to the olde foole 1563 B Googe Lpit N. Gnvtaold
Eglogs, etc. (Arb) 74 But Fortune fa[u]ours Fooles as old

men saye. x6o6 Holland Sucton. Annot. 36 A foole 01

a physition <1x643 Howell Lett. I. v, xxxix, A fool and
his money is soon parted. 1670 Ray Prov 91 Fools build

houses, and wise men buy them. 1721 Kelly Sc, Prov 101

Every Man at thirty is a Fool or a Physician

2 , One who professionally counterfeits folly for

the entertainment of others, a jester, clown.
The 1 fool ' in great households was often actually a harm-

less lunatic or a person ofweak intellect, so that this sense

and sense 4 are often hard to distinguish

7 X370 Robert Cicyle in. Nugx Poet. (1844) 34 Lyke a foie

and a foie to bee. Thy babulle schalle be thy dygnyte I

c 1440 Ipomydon 1643 He semyd a foie Bothe by heae and
by atyre 133a Privy Purse Exp Hen. VI11, 205 For
making of gere for the kinges foie xxx s 1609 Decker
Gulls Horne-bk. Proem, Wks (Grosart) II 205 He may be

. ,his craftyfoole, or his bawdy Jester 1651 Brome Joviall
Crew v. wks. 1873 I. 451 To beg the next Fool-Royal’s

E
lace that falls. 1691 Luttrell BriefRel (1857) II 311

Ir. Graham, the fool 111 King Janies time. i8<w L Hunt
Jar Honey vi (1848) 75 He had all the humiliations of

the cap and bells, and was the dullest fool ever heard of

b. To play thefool, to act the part of a fool or

jester
;
hence gen. to act like a fool (sense 1)

<1x53* Dewes Jntrod Fr in Palsgr 039 To plee the foie,

baguenauder 1379 Fulice Heskins' Pari. 295 He playeth

the foole with that hable 1639-60 Pepys Diary 28 Feb

,

I staid up a little while, playing the fool with the lass of
the house 172a De Fov.Rehg Coitrtsh 1.

1

,

1

advise younot
to play the fool withme any longer 1847 James J.Marston
Hall vni, The parliament was playing the fool m Paris

c. Feast ofFools [
=med L. fastum stultorum) *

properly the burlesque festival which in the Middle

Ages was sometimes celebrated in churches ou

New Year’s Day; hence in various allusive uses

CX320 Seuyn Sag (W) 2748 Sire, hastou owt herde the

geste, Whi men made folen feste? 1609 Dekklr Gulls

Horne bk. Proem. Wks (Grosart) II. 209 To the intent

I may aptly furnish this feast of Fooles

3 One who is made to appear a fool; one who
is imposed on by otheis

;
a dupe. Now somewhat

arch., exc. in phrases to make afool ^(formerly also

+ toput thefool on), to dupe, befool
;
to be afoolfor

one'spains, to have one’s labour for nothing.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 81 A nunne, J>at made here as a fool,

and obeyid here to alle here sustren as heie fool 1379
Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 89 Btcause I was content to be
his Friend, thought he me meete to be made his Foole.

159a Shaks. Rom 4 Jnl. 111 1 141, I am Fortunes foole

1623 Cooke Pope Joan in Hart Misc (Malh.) IV 28 The
dean made a fool ofthe alderman a 1684 Leighton Comm.
3 Peter i 3 Worldly hopes . put the fool upon a man.
37x5 De Foe Fam, Instruct. 1. iy, I won’t he made a fool

of 1850 Tennyson In Mem. iv, Thou shalt not be the fool

of loss Mod He is the fool of circumstances

f 4: One who is deficient in, 01 destitute of reason

01 intellect; a wealc-mmded or idiotic person Obs

exc m natural or bornfool, a born idiot (now taie

exc. as a meie term of abuse) To beg [a person)

for afool, see Beg 5 a

1340 Act 32 Hen VIII

,

c 46 Ideottes and fooles naturall

1566 Nashl Safi? on Walden Civb, Fooles (especialhe if

they bee naturall fooles) are suted 111 long coates. l6ox

Shaks. Alt's Well iv 111 213 He was whipt forgetting the

Shneues fool with childe, a dumbe innocent thai could not

say lum. nay 1609 Sklnl Reg Maj 37 The warde and
custodie of lands and tenements perLemiiig to naturall units,

be the law sould pei teine to the King 1670 Lassli s Vby
Italy 11. 212 The Pazzorella, where they keep madmen and

fooles 1708 Ockley Sai atens (Bohn 1848) 326 Towards the

latter end of his days, he did 1 eally tin n fool 1824 R Ckabb
Tales 142 He became well in his health ,

but he remained

quite a fool for the rest of Ins life 1

II In combinations. I

5 General combinations; a simple attributive,

asfool-cunningncss, -trap ,
*-work.

a 1834 Colfuidgl Lit Rem III 198 This conceit was
just suited to James's Tool-cimmngness 1691 Dkiuln
K Aithur Piol 27 Bets at the fust were 'fool-traps 1883

W Rein Life Luther \xn 178 Hoods and tonsuie, eating

and drinking, and similar Tool work

to. appositive, asfool-danur, piny, -gallant

1887 D C Murray & Hirman One Trav. Itetui ns

vii ioo A “fool-dancer, 111 his ochre-smeared kilt and head-

diess .spiang and contoited for a rewaid 1830 Tennyson
In Mem. cvxv, Ev’n tho* thrice again The red Tool-fury of

the Seine Should pile her bameades with dead 17x4 Pore
Wife Bath 95 Or else her wit some Tool gallant procures.

c objective, as fool-catcher, -doctor, -take

t

;

fool-fi ighting adj

1594 Nasiie Vnfort Tiav Wks (Grosart) V 39 They
m line left mee and my fellowes (tlicir Toole catchers)

Lords of the field a 1624 Brlton Elgin e Pome (Grosart)

5/2 A Foole-catchcr, and a Cony-catcher 1760 Jortin

At asm II 170 None are gieater I'ools than they, who set

up for *Fool-Doctois <1x720 Siiei meld (Dk Buckhm )

JVks (1753)1 177 Fiery meteors, and Tool-flighting ghosts

c 1600 Nashl (Giosart), “Foole-takcr

d. instrumental and originative, as fool-born,

-frequented, -renowned adjs.

1397 Siiaks 2 Hen IV, v. v 39 Reply not to me, with

a Toole-borne lest 2780 Cowflk Tabled 756 'I he Tool-

frequented fan ofvanity. x742Poi-L Z)««t iv. 371 Mumnuus
* Fool-renown’

d

e sumlative, as fool-bold, -fat, -fine,
-heady,

-holy adjs.
;
fool-hke,fool-wisely advs (Some of

these imitate Foolhardy, and may peihaps better

be referred to the adj )

1549 Llland Ilm Fujb, Some in corners hath bene
Tolebolde. 3613 Chapman Revenge Bussy D'A mbois Plays

1873 II 1x3 Men thither come to laugh and feede Tool-fat

*593-4 Sylvester Profit Impnsonvi 638 Depending oft on

Ins foole-fat-feedmg word 1603 li Crossl Vertices

Commit). (1878) 64 1 o know the pi ice of Sattm and Veluet,

and toies to make him Toole-fme 1631 Spled Hist
Gt Bnt vi. 1. & 5 184 Begging pardon for his *foole-heady

foiwaidnesse 3392 Grllne Groatsw IVtt B uj. So Toole
holy as to make scruple of conscience where profit presents

itselfe 1842 Wit

n

lheadR Savage (1845' II vm 286 'Fool-

hkc, I forgot myself x6og Camuln Rem (1637)84 But Toole-

wisely have some Peters, called themselves Pienus 16x1

W Sclater Key (1629) 111 Some of them lesolutng, foole

wisely, that images are 10 be worshipped

6 Special comb , as fool-bane, poison for fools

;

fool-begged a, ? foolish, idiotic (cf. Beg 5 a),

fool-duck (U.S.), the mddy duck, Ensmatura
rubida ; + fool-fangle, a silly trifle , + fool-finder,

slang (see quot ) ;
fool-fish. (US), a popular

name for certain fishes (see quots ) , t fool-happy
a

,
lucky without judgement or contrivance ;

fool-

hen (US,), see quot ;
fool-plough (see quot.

1777) ; + fool- oi fool’s-rack, ‘a pernicious

spirit, in which . . the stinging sea-blubber was
mixed’ (Yule), + fool-taken a, ‘taken m’ like

fools
; "f fool-taking vbl sb

,
a method of co7enmg.

1679 Dryden Troilus fy Cr Epil 10 ’Twere woith our
cost to scatter *fool-bane here xsgo Siiaks. Com Err n
1 41 This Toole-beg’d patience in thee will be left.. 1647
Ward Sunpl Cobler 30 Ape-headed pullets, which invent

Antique Toole-fangles, meerly foi fashion sake 1796
Grose Diet Vulg Tongue (ed 3), *Foolfindei, a bailiff.

1842 Dl Kay Nat Hist New York iv 335 Our fishermen

apply to it [Monocanthus broccus]
the whimsical name of

*Fool-fish, in allusion to its absurd mode of swimming
1888 Riverside Nat Hist. III. 279 Yhe-Plenronectesglaber,

which is called fool-fish at Salem, because they are easily

decoyed 1390 Spenser P.Q 1 vi x His Toolhappie over-

sight 1883 T. Roosevelt Hunting Trips in. go In the

early part of the season the young [grouse], and indeed their

parents also, are tame and unsuspicious to the very verge of

stupidity, and are often known by the name of* ‘ fool-hens ’.

1777 Brand Pop Aittiq xiv 175 The “Fool Plough goes

,
about, a Pageant that consists of a Numbei of Sword

,
Dancers, dragging a Plough with Music [etc ] 1698 Fryer
Acc E Ind P i 68 *Fool Rack, Brandy made of

Blubber or Carvil, by the Portugals 1608 Dekker Belrnan

,
Lond H iv b, “Foole-taking is done seuerall wayes

)
[described at length] Ibid

,
*Foole-taken.

! 7 Comb with genitive foots, a obvious com-
’ binations (sense 2), as fool's ba(u)ble, -colours

,

j -staff. Also in. phr. + to come home by Fool's acre.

. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commit) (3878) 63 They

. come home by Need-ham crosse, and Tooles acre. 1578
1 Lyte Dodoens ill. lxxix. 428 Fashioned like a "fooles hable.

1728 Popt Dune 1 84 And with her own Toois-colours
gilds them all 1692 Washington tr Milton's Def Pop.
Prcf (1851) 17 You deserve to have your Bones well-
thi ash’d with a *Fool’s staff

b Special comb , as fool’s crochet (see quot )

;

fool’s errand . see Ebrand 2 c
; + fool’s fire, a

will-o’-the wisp, Ignis fatuus ; fool’s gold, iron

pyrites
;
fool’s haste, foolish precipitation

; fool’s-

head, a head void of sense or intelligence
; also,

a foolish person
,
(cf sheep's-head)

;

fool’s hood,
the hood worn by a fool or jester

; also, a hood
lesembling this, worn in the seventeenth century

;

fool’s mate (Chess) : see Mate. Also Foolscap,

Fool’s-coat, Fool’s paradise
1882 C AULrniLD & Savvard Diet Needlework, *Fool’s

Ciochct, a name sometimes given to Tucot s63xWiddowes
Nat Philos (ed 2} 16 Fiery Dragons, darlce streames, Tooles
file, and such like fiery Metcois 1882 Boston Jml Chem
Feb 16/3 Fool's gold’. 1827 Scot 1 Jrnl 12 Jan, I wish
it may not prove Tool's haste, yet I take as much pains too

as is in my nature. 2577 Brlton I< loot ish uponFantie, etc

(Giosart) 24/2 In the ende Shee makes him see a Tooles
head of his oivnc 1398 Shaks Merry W 1 m 134 1650

1< Stapylton Stiada’s Low C Warres iv 78 The Low-
countrey Lords were not fooh-heads. 2397 Gluaudl Be? bal
1 xLix 159 In shape like to a Tooles hood or cocks combe
wide open 1647 R Stapylton Juvenal vm 191 When
nightly, thy adulteious blood Conceales it’s blushes in a
French fooles-hood

c esp m plant-names, as + fool a bullocks, an

old name for Orchis Mono', fool’s cicely spool's

paisley’, fool’s (water) oresB (see quot 1878);

fool’s parsley, a poisonous weed, the Lesser Hem-
lock (/Ethusa Cynaptum

)

;
hence, a book-name

of the genus fEtlmsa ; + fool’s stones, an old

name for Otchis Mono and O mascula

1378 Lytl Dodoens n lvi 222 This second lcinde [of

Orchis] is called in English *Fooles Ballove 1796

Witulkino Brit Plants ted 3) II. 305 /Ethusa Cyna
putm * Fool’s Cicely, Lesser Hemlock x86x Mrs.

Lanklstlk Jl ltd I lowers 31 The “Fool’s Cress, as it

is called (Siurn twdijlornm). 1878 Brittln & Holland
Plant-n ,

Fool’s Water Cress, Helosciadittm nodifio> urn

Because those who are ignorant or unobservant may mis-

take it for watei cress. 17SS Gentl Mag XXV 69 The
lesser Hemloek, or “Fool's Parsley. 18x6-20 Greln Untv

Herbal I. 64 /Ethusa Fatua,
Fine-leaved Fool's Parsley

1597 Glkarul Herbal 1. xeix § 5- *59 male “Foole

stones hath fiue . long, broad and smooth leaues. Ibid.

’I lie female Fooles stones hath also smooth narrow leaues

B. adj Foolish, silly. Obs exc. Sc, and dial

and vulgar (the recent vulgai use being prob. a

new formation fiom the sb )

a izzs A net Ii. 54 pc holi Gost lette wnten one hoc uor

to warme wummen of hore fol eien arx+a Ureisun m
Cott Horn 200 Me ms he fol ehepmon, Set buo deore a woe

bingV 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 568 pis lokmgc was rrtt fol

m such destresse lwis <1x3x4 Guy Warw (A) 380. 10

Ieh wene )>ou art a folc musard 1 c 1400 Destr I roy

13841 Hit fell hym by Fortune of a foole end. <1x450

j\Inour Saluadoun 271 The wise virgincs yb oele vnto the

foie inaydcns denyed 148X Caxton I ulle of Old Age,

Olde age is grevous to the foie old man 1341 R Copland

Galyuds Jerap. 2 D j, O foole and imprudent Thessalus

1380 R Harvey PI Perc. (1590) 22 Let the wisest be the

forwardest, and the most foole the frowardest xooi

Colvil Whigs Sitpphc (1751) 130 Fighting is a fool thing.

<21776 hang in Herd's Collect II 192
r
Ihe fool-thing is

oblig’d to fast Or eat what they’ve refus d 18x5 Scott

GuyM xxxix, ‘They couldna hae soil’d the auld inherit-

ance for that fool-body’s debts.’ 1823 Galt EntailH m.

22 \ fool postuie and no veiy commodious at this time

Fool (f«l) sb 2 [prob a use of prec., suggested

by the synonym trifle, mentioned m quot 159^’

(So Slceat in Phil. Soc Trans 1885-7).

Mahn’s derivation from F fouler to crush, is not only base-

less, but inconsistent with the early use of the word ]

fl (See quots). Obs.

1398 Florio, Manhglia, a kinde of clouted creame called

a foole or a trifle in English c 1600 Day Begg Bednall Gr

v (Bullen) 114 My Mother could have taught thee how

to a made fritters, pancakes, I and the rarest fools 1037

B Jonson Sad Sheph l vi. Your cheese cakes, curdes,

and clowted creame, Your fooles, your fiaunes 1
,

Holme Armoury in. 111 82 Foole is a kind of Custard, out

more crudelty ;
being made of Cream, Yolks of Eggs,

Cmamon, Mace boiled . and served on Sippets with sliced

Dates, Sugar, and white and red Comfits, strawed thereon

2 A dish composed of fruit stewed, crushed,

and mixed with milk, cream, or custard. Often

gooseberryfool, . „ .

1747 Mrs Glasse Art of Cookery ix 79 A Gooseberry-

Fool <2x843 Hood Hymen Retrospect 1 n» Jusb hke

gooseberries boil’d for a fool 1

Fool (fill), o Forms ; see the sb [f Fool a.

or Cf. G¥.foher,folener

:

see Foleye ]

+ 1 intr. To be or become foolish or insane.

x3 E E A Hit P. B. 1422 So faste pay wesed to hym

wyne, wel ne^e he foies. 1489 Barbou/s Bruce (Yam M )

iv 222 Bot he fuly1 1
'the better text has was fule], forow y

weir That gaiff throuth till that creatur.

2 To act like a fool.

a. To act as a foolish or weak-minded peison;

to play the fool, trifle, idle Also tofool about, or

on, and to fool it + To fool into • to be brought

into by one’s folly To fool around (US.) to

‘ hang about ’ aimlessly To fool with ‘ to play

or meddle with foolishly ;
also m indirect passive.

*593 Shaks Rich. II, v v 60 While I stand fooung

heere. x6o8 — Cor n. in. 128 Rather then foole it so, Let



FOOLAGE. FOOLISH.

the high Office and the Honor go a 1621 Beaum. Sc Fl
Oust Countyy v v, Must I needs fool into mine own de-

struction? 1676 Wycherley PI Dealer iv 1, My heart is

too much m earnest to he fooled with 1685 J Scott
Chr Life 11 134 [He] So fools and fleers on till he hath

toyed and laughed himself out of all sense of Religion

1754 Richardson Grandison IV xxxiu 228 How you
fooled on with us, before you came to confession 1 1810

sporting Mag XXXVI 269,

1

do not think this man was
taken to the watch house because he was fooling 1826

Scott Woodst. v, Zoons, Mark Everard, I can fool it no

longer 1861 Hughes 'lorn Brown at Oxf xn (1889) 112

You and I, perhaps, go fooling about with him, and get

rusticated 1884 Manc/i Exam 28 June 4/6 The accused

began fooling with a loaded gun 1883 Century Mag
XXIX 545/1 They [the pursuers] seemed to stop and fool

around awhile

+ b To act as a fool or jester
;

to play the

buffoon. Also with up Obs
1617 Fletchtr Mad Lover v iv, Foole up, strra, You
may chance get a dinner 1833 Fletcher & S 1 iirley Night
Walker v in, I’le foole vp and piovoke ye [to be merry]

1642 Denham Sophy iv (1667) 50 If you have the luck to

be Court-fools, those that have Either wit or honesty, you
may fool withal, and spare not

C. awasi-trans with compl phrase
1601 Shaks Twel N v 1 44 You can foole no more
money out of mee at this throw

3

.

trans To make a fool of; to impose upon,

dupe, trifle with Also, to balk, frustrate.

1596 Shaks i Hen IV, 1 111 178 That you are fool’d, dis-

carded, and shook off By him, for whom these shames ye

underwent 1606 — Ant 4- Cl v 11 225 Why that's the

way to foole their preparation 1653 Cowi.ey Occas Verses,

Ode on Ld Broghill's Verses 2 Be gon Ingrateful Muse,
and see What others thou can’st fool as well as me. *706

Estcourt Fair Examp iv 1, This Gentleman that has

fool'd your Faith, wou'd betray your Honour 2784
Burns Epit Henpeckd Sq

,
As father Adam first was

fool’d 2828 Byron Ch. Har iv civni, This Outshining

and o’erwhelming edifice Fools our fond gaze 1867

Trollope Citron Barset xxxvm, [He] ought not to have

been fooled by such a woman
b To cheat of or delude out of (something) ; to

entice, lure into or to
;

to put or fob off by
trickery.

2650 Trapp Comm Gen xxi 1 He fools them not off with

fair promises 1663 J Spencer Vulg Prophecies (1665) 28

An impatience of the ignorance of things to come, fooled

the Jews out of then: Reason 1664 H More Myst Imq
456 But so manifest Eviction will not be fooled off for

ever 1678 Marvell Growth Popery 28 The Additional

Excise which the Tripple League had fooled them into

c 1680 J Haines Epil m Collect Poems 34 They all fool

Cit of his Wife a 1716 South Serm (1737) IV iv 140

Such as come to he thus happily frighted into their wits,

are not so easily fooled out of them again 2833 H Blunt
Led Hist St Paul II. 200 It fools you into the belief that

[etc ] 2842-4 Emerson Ess , Politics Wks (Bohn) I 237
Nature . will not be fooled or abated of any jot of her

authority 2863 Mrs C Clarke Shales Char vi 144 The
English have never yet been fooled to their ruin

f 4 To make foolish; to infatuate. Obs.

2603 Shaks Lear 11 iv 278 Foole me not so much To
beare it tamely , touch me with noble anger 2642 Denham
Sophy hi (1667) 43 He’s so fool’d with down-right honesty,

He’l ne’re believe it

5 To fool away, + out (also simply) ; to throw-

away or part with foolishly; to spend (money,

time) foolishly

1348 Detect Unskilf Physic in Recorde Unn Physick

(1652) 4, I scarce beleeve any wise man would fool out a
groat on your judgment 2628 Wither Brit Rememb
111.406 Foole thy life away By tempting Heav’n 2642 Sir

E Dering Sp on Rehg 22 Nov xv (1642) 69 Let no Am-
monite perswade the Gileadite to foole out his right eye

2660 Pepys Diary x June, Where I fooled away all the

afternoon. 2722 Swift Jml. to Stella 9 July, I have
fooled away too much money that wav already 27*8

Young LoveFame 11 (1757) 91What crime 111 such a paradise

to fool then time ? a 2761 Law Behmen’s Myst Magnum
lvi (17651 329 We see here how Adam has fooled away,
and lost the Blessing 2863 Mrs. C Clarke Shaks. Char
xx 507 He fools away his time, his money, and his

health.

Hence Pooled^/, a.

2723 tr C’tess D’Annoy’s Wks 391 This impious Grognon,
by the fool’d Support Of a fond Prince, made Cruelty her

Sport 274a Young Nt Th v 35 The fool’d mind

f Foolage, tz. and sb. Obs Also 6 Sc fulage,

-ege [a OF folage adj andsb (repr. popular L
types *follaticus

,
-uni), f. fol Fool. The 17th c

sb. may be a new formation on Fool + -AGE ]

A. adj. Sc Foolish Hence roolageness
1360 Rolland Crt Venus n 70 ]e haifpreuit fulage For

to offend that Souerane. 1363 WinJet Four Stoir Thre
Quest. To Rdr , Wks 1888 I 55 Sik proud fulege phan-

tasms Ibid 62 Insipientia eorum that is, the fulegenes

of thame
B sb Foolish condition

2676 Cal St Papers,
Amer 4’ W Tid (1893) No 937

398 [Old Governor Berkeley altered, by marrying a young
wife, from his wonted public good to a] covetous foolage

t Foolane, Foola’rum, Foola’tum. hu-

morous, Obs [arbitrarily f. Fool] =Fool
2684 J Lacy Sir H. Buffoon 11. v Dram. Wks, (1875) 248

[Said to a servant] Prethee, good Foolane, tell Alderman
Buffoon that he may come in 1741 Richardson Pamela I

xix 47 And what have I said to her, Foolatum ;
but that

she was pretty ? 2799 S J. Pratt Tn Benevolence n 267

What’s the foolarum at now?
+ Foola*tion. Obs [f Fool v + -ation.]

The action of fooling ,
also concr a foolish thing.

1628 Sir J. Bingley in Miss Hickson Ini. vjth C (1884) I.

399

Introd 89 Altars adorned with images and other foolations.

1638 [see -ation]

Fooldom (fwldom) [f Fool sb.
1 + non]

The realm of fools
,
fools collectively

1886 Ruskin Prxtenta I vi igi A sort of triumphant
shriek has gone up from the Fooldom of Europe
Fool(e, obs form of Foal
Foolery (f« len) Also 7 follery [f Fool

Sb 1 + -ERY ]

I The habit or practice of fooling or acting

foolishly

1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Feb 211 But sikefansies veren
foolene 1604 Parsons yd Pt Three Convers Eng 271
Whether Fox may not beare away the bell for follery

1694 Wood Life 23 June (Oxf Hist Soc ), An implacable
enmity to immorality and foolery 1723 Watts Logic iv

u Rule 3 It is mere foolery to multiply distinct particulars

m treating of things 18x3 Sporting Mag XLI 227 The
oddities and simple foolery of this man 1838 Doran Crt.
Fools 38 An immodeiate amount of foolery

2. A piece of fooling, a foolish or ridiculous

action, performance, or thing.

2532 Latimer Servt Eph. vi in Frmtf Serm (1584) 198
It is not that [lingmg of belles] that will serue against y“
deuill yet we naue beleued such fooleries in tymes
past 2389 Warner Alb Eng vi xxxi (1612) 156 With
Fooleries more than few I coui ted her 2637 North’s Plu-
tarch Add Lives (1676) 80 When they nave turmoil d
themselves about such fooleries [Horoscopes] a long time,

they gam nothing thereby 1662 Evelyn Diary 1 Jan,
I went to London, invited to the solemn foolene of the

Prince de la Grange at Lincoln’s Inn 1772 Town 4- C
Mag 125 The pleasing levities, and agreable fooleries of a
girl 1830 A thenxum 16 Oct

,
Sfevres china, buhl cabinets,

Indian fans, and other fooleries 1839 Tennyson Vivien

263 Your pretty tncks and foolenes

3 Fools as a class nonce-use

2843 Sydney Smith Let 19 Aug in Mem (1855] II 494
He knows how to disguise liberal ideas, and to make them
less terrible to the Foolery of a country

Foodess. jocular. A female fool
_

1

1852 Smedley L Arundel xxxvi, When the mind of

a fool (or fool-wr, as the case may be) exalts it to an
undue pre-eminence 1884 G. P Hawley Wit, etc ,

Richter 155 The fools and foolesses of the subsequent
centuries

t Foolhardice. Obs. Forms
: 5 fool hardi-

esse, 6 fool(e)hardise, -lze, 7 foole-hardiee

[Ini5thc folehardiesse,i Foolhardy, afterHabdi-
esse ;

subsequently assimilated in form to Coward-
ice] = Foolhardiness
2473 BA Noblesse (i860) 63 Whiche by theire fole-

hardiesse causid the patnmome of Lelius and Scipion to

be lost xsgx Spenser Rums Rome xiv, With vame fool-

hardise Daring the foe 1600 Fairfax Tasso v xxili 79
Foole-hardice, rashnes, madnes

+ Foo lha’rdiment. Obs, [OF. fol hardie-

ment foolish, daring.] = Foolhardiness.
[Le Manuel des Pechiez 1336 in R Brunne Handl

Synne (1862) 23 Home qe par fol hardxement lure par deu
horriblement ] 2373 Barbour Bruce vi. 337 Vorschip

Extremyteis has twa
,
Fule-hardyment the formast is, And

the tothir is cowardiss C1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode 1

xxvi (1869) 17 Michel is he of foolhardiment 2533 Bellen-
den Lmy n (1822) 204 The consul reprochitthaim of thair

fill hardiment

Foolhardiness, [f. Foolhardy + -ness]

The quality of being foolhardy
012340 Hampole Psalter xxiv 7 My wlifte & fole-

hardynes 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 55 By woodnesse
and foolhardmesse for heresie to dien 1333 Stewart Cron
Scot II 440 Full hardmes Cumis alway 0till considderance.

<111677 Barrow Wks. (1686) III xxxiv 377 The fear of men
doth involve the wildest boldness, and most rash fool-

hardiness in the world 1874 Morley Compromise (1886)

229 To be willing to make such changes too frequently is

foolhardiness

Foolhardy (f« lha.Jdi), a [a OF fol hardi

,

comb, of fol foolish. Fool a with hardi bold,

Hardy a ] Daring without judgement, foolishly

adventurous or bold, rashly venturesome
a 2223 Ancr.R 62 IS is heo to muche cang, oSer to fol-

herdi 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 667 pou were euer

so foie hardy 1413 Pilgr Sonule (Caxton 1483) iv xxx

78 How dar ther ony man ben so foie hardy for to dampnen
hym seluen 1508 Fisher 7 Pemt Ps Wks 104 Theyr fole-

hardy Iugement igg6 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s Hist i>cot

II 153 A rasche, ferce, and fulehardie 3oung man a 2680

Butler Rem (1759) II 302 He runs 011 boldly like a

foolhardy Wit 2796 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II

244 If they really are so fool-hardy as to go to war to please

the French 1860 Holland Miss Gilbert xxiv. 418 Do not

be guilty of this foolhardy business again

Hence Poo’lhardily adv. Also Poolh.ard.i-

hood, f Poolhardiship = Foolhardiness
a 1223 Ancr R 182 Vor mom makeS hue. sec puruh hire

fol herdischipe 2382 Wyclif 2 Sam xvni. 13 If I hadde

doon aijens my soul foolhardili 2609 Holland Amm
Marcell xix iv 127 Who used foole-hardily to sallie

forth and fight most courageously 2837 Southey in

Q Rev LIX 306 Two brothers had the foolhardibood to

wait till midnight in the church-porch 1879 G Mac-
donald Sir Gtobie xix. 102 ,

1

would not foolhardily add to

my many risks of blundering,

t Fool-haste. Obs. [a OF. foie haste, f foie

fem of fol Fool a + haste Haste ] Foolish

precipitation, unseemly or reckless haste

*393 Gower Conf I 316 Contek . Foolhast hath to his

chamberlain. *397 Montgomerie Cheme 4 Sloe 417

Fuil-haist ay almaist ay Ouirsylis the sicht of sum

+ Pool-nasty, a. Obs, Forms : 4 foolhastif,

7 foolhastie [a. OF. fol hastif, comb, of fol

Fool a. and hastif Hasty ; cf. prec. and Fool-

hardy ] Foolishly hasty, precipitate

1393 Gower Conf I 334 The man whiche is malicious

And foolhastif, full ofte he falleth *600 Holland Livy
xxh xli 458 The audaciousnesse of the foolhastie Consult.

Hence f Pool-hastiness
23 Minor Poems Jr. Vernon MS xxxii 617 Fool*

hastmes 1393 Gower Conf III. 99 Fool hastifnesse

f Foo'lhead. Obs rare. In 4 folehede, fouL-

hed [f Fool sb t + -head ] Folly.

<z 1340 Hampole Psalter xlvm 21 He rehercys be foulhed

[foly] of man c. 1340 Cursor M 3x16 (Fairf ) Foie hede
ys giuen al men to pay

f Foolia*miny. Obs [burlesque formation on

Fool sb I
;

cf F bi ouillamxm ] A fool; fools

collectively.

1607 Middliton Trick to Catch 1 iv Wks. (Bulled) II

266 My clients come about me, thefooliaminyand coxcornbry

of the country Ibid iv v 339 Now, good man fooliaminy,

what say you to me now? 1622 Massinger Virg Mart 111

111, Worse , all tottering, all out of frame, thou fooliamini 1

+ FooTify, v Obs. [f. Fool sb 1 + -(i)ey ]

ti ans. To make a fool of, rendei foolish

1381 M Hanmer Jesuites Banner A nj b, They are fooh*

tied in themselues a 264* Bp Mountagu Acts 4 Mon. (1642)

80 God in Justice doth so foolifie their malice, that [etc ]

Hence PooTifiea ppl a
;
Poo lifying vbl. sb ,

the action of the vb.
1585 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy Ep Ded f uj b.

Talking fondly of a thing wheTem I have no practise, as

somtraies did foohfied Phormio 2628 Breton Court 4
Country (Grosart) 8/2 Is not the Clowmfying of wit the

Foolifying of vnderstandmg? 263a Vicars tr FEnetd xi

972 Circling, with policie, Her foohfied foe

Fooling (f?7 liq), vbl sb [f. FOOL V. + -ING 1
]

The action of the vb-, in various senses.

1609 Deickdr Gulls Home-bk Proem, Wks (Grosart) II.

205 The excellency of his fooling 1681 Colvil Whigs
Supplic (1695) 09 Knipper dolings, Who troubled Munster
wuh their footings 2746 Wesley Pnnc Methodist 46,

I am glad you give this fooling up 2892 Baring Gould In
Troubadour Land lx. 125 It is quite possible that this was
all solemn fooling.

to. Preceded by an adj = Condition or hnmour
for fooling
1602 Shaks Twel N 1 v. 36 Put me into good fooling

Ibid 11 m. 23 and 86 2827 Scott Jml. 3 Apr , I was in

good fooling 1830 Ibid 2i_ J line, Sir Adam was m high

fooling, and we had an amazing deal of laughing

Foolish (fttlif), a. Forms 4 foies, foolis,

4-7 folisch, -is(s)he, -ys(s)h(e, (5 foolich, foul-

lshe, -ysse), 5-6 fulich, -isclie, 6- foolish, [f.

Fool sb. + -ish ]
1 Fool-like, wanting m sense or judgement.
a 1300 CursorM 14802 (Cott ) pe folk es foies, bat es wel

sene 1382 Wyclif Ecclus x\- 7 Men foolis shul not take

it c 2449 Pecock Repr 11 111 151 Thou woldist seie y
were vnwijs and folisch 2361 T Norton Calvin’s Inst

JH. 201 The foolishest sorte amonge the lawyers. 1692

Locke Edvc § 94 Wks 1727 III 38 Think no man wiser

or foolisher, than he really is 1838 Dickens Ntch Nick
iv, Women are so very foolish, Mr Squeers. 1866 Geo.

Eliot F. Holt (1868) 19,

1

was foolish to expect anything
else.

absol c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode n xc. (1869) 108 The
maymed, the foolich, the founded, the froren. 25*8 Tin-

dale Luke x 21 Thou hast hyd these thynges from the

wyse. and opened them to the folisshe 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. 163 Well, well. Lambkin (which the Foolish

often calls me).

2 . Befitting a fool, proceeding from, or indicative

of folly.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylns 1 793 Thyn ire, and fohsh wilful-

nesse c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlni 170 The rewarde
of his folyshe loue. 2526 Pilgr Perf (W deW. i53i)7b,

Here perauenture the camall and beestly man wyil moue a
folysshe questyon 1628 Earle Microcosm , Plausible Man
(Arb ) 60 He can listen to a foolish discourse with an ap-

plausive attention 1652 Hobbes Leviath ill xxxii 196

Selfe-conceit, and foolish arrogance 2733 Pope ProA Sat.

212 Where Wits, wonder with a foolish face of praise 2784

Cowper Tvroc 255 To follow foolish precedents is easier

than to think 2828 Scott F M. Perth v, Her foolish

notions of a convent 2839 Tennyson Enid 433 Nor speak

I now from foolish flattery

3. Ridiculous, f amusing.

2314 Barclay Cyt 4- Uplondyshm (Percy Soc) 21 Nought
is more folysshe than suche wretches be, 2691 Southerns
SirA Love IV Wks (3721) 222 ’Twill be foolish enough to

observe him, when he discovers me ,
pray stay and laugh

with me 27x7 PriorA hna 1 3 15 A foolish figure He must
make,

4 . Humble, insignificant, paltry, poor, mean,

trifling arch or dial.

3392 Shaks Rom. 4 Jul. 1, v 124 We haue a tnfling

foolish Banquet towards 1396 — Merck. V 1 u 130 Hee
of all the men that euer my foolish eyes look’d vpon, was
the best deserumg a faire Lady 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11.

xxxn § 9 235 Stalkes; whereupon do grow foolish idle

flowers 1623 Jackson Creed v iv. § 5 Base Licinus hath

a pompous Tombe . Wise Cato but a fbohsh one 2833

Carlyle Mtsc (1857)111 218 Owes favour to the foolishest

accident x86sMrs Browning Last Poems, PartingLovers
II 5 Thou hast not seen a hand push through A foolish

flower or two i8<)o Boldrewood ColonialReformer (1891)

420 A hundred miles is.-no foolish ride.

5 . Comb., as foolish-bold, -compounded,
-looking

,

-wise, -witty Also, f foolish, fire. Ignisfaluus ;

foolish guillemot, an aquatic bird, Lomvia troile

3613 T. Milles Treas. Anc 4 Mod Times vm. xii 769/2

Phlegyas became un the end) so ouer-weening and *foohsh-

bold that [etc ]. 1397 Shaks 2 Hen. IV, 1. 11. 8 The brains
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of this ^foolish compounded Clay-man. 1605 Verstegan

Rest. Dec Intell si7 Dwas-hcht. That which wee other-

wise call the *Foolish-Fyre 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bL ,

^Foolish Guillemot, the web-footed diving biul Una hath ,

common on oui coasts 1831 Maynk Reid Scalp Hunt yu,

Gaudy and *foolish-looking uniforms 1590 Gruent Or/

}<ur (1594) D 1 b, l'he heauen of lone is but a pleasant hell,

Where none but •'foolish wise impnsned dwell ifioa Siiaus

Ven. <5- Ad 838 How loue is wise in folhe, *foohsli wittic.

t Foolish-hardy, a. Obs. = FooLiiARm
ijjj Fhith Answ to More L vij b, I can not he so folishe

hardy as to condempne suche an infinite nombie foi 011 re pi c-

lates pleasures <1:1632 T Taylor God’s Judgcni 1 1 vu

(1642) 15 So foolish haidy ns to take up aimour
also/ 1561 Daus tr Bullmgcr on Apot. (1573) 15 The

Lord Christ, restreyneth the tboHshlmrdy.

Hence f Poo lislt-La rdiness, foolhardiness
^

1525 Ln Bcrntrs Froiss II ccwn (1812) 670 Then
valyauntnesse turneth to folyssh hai dynes 1578 Rich

A liarme to Eng lib (marg), Not valiaunce, but foolish

hardinesse.

Foolishly (fw’lijli), adv [f as piec + -Li - j

In a foolish manner.
C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymott !x 243 ‘Alas', sayd

Reynawde, ‘ ye speke folysly’ . 1561 W1N31 t Evhoi tation

Marie Q. Scottis Wks 1888 1 . 21 Quha fuleschlie issentit to

thair prydefull arrogance. 1609 Skene Reg Maj 83 Gif

ane Bulges wife answeres fulislilte 111 Couit 1711 Addison
Sped, No. 98 r s We foolishly conti ive to call off the Eye
from great and real Beauties, to childish Gewgaws 179S
Burke Corr IV. 327 The Catholics have foolishly

disarmed themselves 1874 Morlly Compromise (1886) 148

Opinions..foolishly and unreasonably associated with pam

Foolishness (f« lijnes). [f. as picc + -ness ]

1. The quality or condition of being foolish.

c 1470 Hlnry Wallace v 631 Quhat is this luff? no thing

hot folychnes 1611 Bible Ps xxxvni. 5 My wounds
stinke .because of my foolishness 1628 Wnnru lint,

Rememb. vi. 442 Converts their wisedome into foohshnesse

1718 Prior Solomon ix 900,1 shape my Foolishness to their

Desire. 18158 Doran Crt Fools 95 Listening to the pie-

tended foolishness of a jester.

2. A foolish practice, act, or thing , an algsurdily

1535 Coveudale Wisd. xi\ 3 They deuysed anothei

foolislines 1553 TJdall Floivets Lattne (15G0) 88 h, It is

a foohshnesse to suffer that ill to bee dooen, that a man
maye auoyde. 1843 J B Rodlutson ti Moehler's Sym-
bolism I 40 Those opinions, which make the doctrine of

the fall a foolishness

t Fool-large, « and sb. Obs. Forms: 3 fol-

large, 4-5 foie-, foollarge, 6-7 foole-large [a.

OF.follarge, f.fol Foot a. + large libeial, munifi-

cent, prodigal . see Large a. Cf Foolhardy ]

A a,dj Foolishly liberal, prodigal, wasteful.

1297 ^ Glouc (1724) 389 In spenynge he was fol large.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars T r 740 Certes he that is fool large,

ne yeueth nat his catel but he lesethhis catel 1474Caxton
Chesse in vm, Foie large and waystours of theyr goodes

1603 H. Crosse Vertues Covmno. (1878) 69 Foole-large in

distributing his goods, to waste his patnmome
B. sb. 1. A prodigal, spendthrift.

a 1420 HoccLrvE De Reg Pi me 4628 And syn fool large

on gold settib his herte No more ]>an he liberal

2 = Fool-largesse.
1474 Caxton Chesse in vm (i860) I uj, And ye shall

vnderstonde that foie large is a ryght euyl vyce

t*Foo:l-laTgesS. Obs. Forms: 4 fool-largesse,

4-5 foly-larges(se, 5 folargease. [f prec after

Largesse ] Foolish lavishness, prodigality.

c 1386 Chaucer Pan. T T 740 813 Men oughten eschue
fool-largesse, that men clepen wast 1422 tr Secreta Secret ,

Pnv Pnv (E E. T. S ) 134 The exspensis of folni gesse

1325 Ln. Berners Froiss, II. xayi 72 lie neuer loued folly,

outrage, nor foly-larges

f Fooimonger. Obs. [f.

F

ool

+

-monger]
One who ‘ trades on ’ the credulity of fools.

1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Svpei Wks. (Grosart) II 91 An
arrant foolemunger. 16B1 Otway Soldier's Fort, 1 Wks
(1735) 12 Of all the rogues I would not he a fooimonger

Foolocracy (fwlpkrasi) hnmoious. [f Fool
sb 1 +-(o)ceaoy ] a. Government by fools To.

A governing class or clique consisting of fools

1832 Syd Smith Let 21 Nov in Mem f1855) II 341 The
foolocracy under which it has so long laboured 1861 Gen
P. Thompson Audi Alt III cxliv 127 The management
of affairs has been given up to, what may for conciseness

be called a ‘ foolocracy
1

Foolometer (f»Ip roltei) humoious. [f as

prec. + -(o)meter ] That which serves as astandard

for the measurement of fools or of folly.

1837 Syd Smith 2nd Let Singleton Wks 1859 II 285/1,

I am astonished that these Ministers neglect the common
precaution of a foolometer I mean, the acquaintance and
society of three or four regular British fools as a test of

public opinion 1851 Frasei's Mag XLIII 633 The
weakest intellect was the foolometer by which all brains

were to be tried at lessons

Foolosopher (f*3lp spfgt). humorous Also 6

foolelosopher, 7 fooleosoplier. [perversion of

Philosopher, after Fool sb?, imitating Gr.

jiwpocrotpos used by Erasmus ] A foolish pretender

to philosophy.
1540 Chaloner Erasm Morue Enc, A uj, Suche men

that in deede are archdoltes, and woulde be taken yet for

sages and philosophers, mate I not aptely calle theim foole-

losophers. 1 1600 Tvnon v v (1842) 94 What, stand yee
idle, my fooleosophers [pruttedfoolc-] ? 1694 Echard Plau-
tus 197 A fine foolosopher 1

So Foolo'sopliy, foolish pretence of philosophy
1592 GreeneDef.Conny Catch ToRdr Wks,(Grosart)XI

43 That quaint and mysticall forme of Foolosophte 1617 S.

Collins Def. Bp. Ely n. vl § 23. 241 Fine phoolosophyes.

+ Fool sage, Obs [a. OF *fol sage ( = satge

fol,
Palsgr ), lit ‘ wise fool ’

] A fool or jester

1377 Lancia. P PI B xm 423 lordes pat fcdetli foies

sages [1393 C vm 8j fool cages], flateieies and lyeres c 1400

Ipoincdoti (Kulbing) 351 He made him a foie sage

FooTs-cap, foolscap
1 A cap ol fantastic shape, usually garnished

with bells, formerly worn by fools or jesters

1632 Massinger City Madam iv iv,A French hood too

A fool's cap would show better 1680 R Manstl Natr
Popish Plot Addi Ci], Some or othei will lake the Fools-

cap off fiom then heads, and put it upon oms. 1789 W01 -

coir (P Pindar) Odi xlv wks 1812 II 247 Ihc Muse
shall place a Fool’s cap on then sculls 1839 Lonot
liiivaie v, It is .1 fool's-cap for thee to near,

b. A dunce’s cap
1831 Blacken Mag Feb 409 Mr Sadlci ciowns out

piodigy on the spot with a papei fool’s cap 1876 Gram
Jinn'll Silt Suit

l

11 v 207 Sinai t castigation is, in our

opinion, much piefei.vble to fool's cap, unni isoninent [etc J

Comb. 1831 lllachw. Mag Feb 410/1 Our fool s cap-

crowned Reviewer 1823 Byron Juan \i luiu, A huge,

dun cupola, like a foolscap crown ( )n a fool’s head

2 The device of a * fool’s cap ’ used as a water-

mark foi papei.
1--,. * 1.1 ..A,rrri',». >
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any trustworthy authority foi this statement 'I he lint Mils,

copy of Rushwoi th’s Hi st Coll (1639) is mat Led with this

device The watermark called by Sothcby (Prim, III ) a

‘fool's cap’, ami said by him to oceui in some copies of ,

Castoffs Golden Ltgmd, seems not to be roirerlly so
I

called The catalogue ofthe Gaston Exhibition (i877>states

that examples of the fool's cap, dating from 1 479, arc found

111 «i Gcrmnn collection tlu-iu exhibited. '1 here is no

foundation for the often repented story that the Rump
Pnihanient ordered a fool’s cap to be substituted for the

royal aims m the watcimark of the papei used for llie

journals of Llie House
*795 Di nni in Areh.vologta XII. ibi llie Fools cap is

not in either Lhc Paston Letteis or Mr Ord's Plates. Ihc

date of that device m Mi Fisher’s is as late as iCfii.

3. A long folio writing- or printing-paper, vary-

ing m size (see quots. 1871, 18S8).

A document of 1714, shown to us by Mr R B Piosser, is

written on papei hearing the fool s cap watermark, and

measuring i6$Xi3 111. In 1795 the mark was obsolete:

see quot mb ._
a *700 B E Diet Cant. Crew,

Foors-Cap, a sort of Paper

so called 1711 Act 10 Anne c 18 § 37 For all Paper called

. Fine Fools Cap *843Llil\ri Life 'l ran Phys hill
28 One side ofa sheet of foolscap iBqxAmer Fncyd Punt,
Foolscap, a folded wiitmg-papei, usually 12 by 15 inches, 01

*2^ by 10, *888 Jacobi Printers Voc ,
Loolstap, a swe of

printing papei 17 X 134 inches; writing paper i6£x finches
b. altnb as foolscap paper, sheet

,
etc

;
also,

foolscap folio, octavo, quarto, said of a volume
consisting of sheets of foolscap size folded in the

manner specified,

*7g5 Dennt in A rchxologai XII 121 The Fool’s cap

paper has foi its mark Britannia 1818 Byron Beppo lvxv,

Fellows In foolscap uniforms turn’d up with ink 1820

SoUTiir y Lett (1856)111 177 Verses which I used to send

you by the foolscapshcetful 1886 Ruskin Prxhrita I. 409

An essay nine foolscap pages long 1887 Times 27 Aug
11/4 In a foolscap volume of 260 pages

Fool’s coat.
1. The motley coat of a fool or buffoon.

1589 Nashe Martins Months rnindc To Rdr Wks.
(Grosart) I 166 When they shall put off their fooles coat.

1599 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum nr 1, Of as many
colours, as eie you saw anyfooles coat inyoui life

transf andfig 1709 H Chandler EJfort a>>st Bigotry

17 Non-Confoi mists, Chuich-men or whatever Fool’s Coat

of Distinction then uncharitable envious Neighbour put

upon them *718 Warder True Amazons (ed 2) 54 Thur
[the Wasps’] Fools Coat, and hoarse Voice, doth soon

discover them 1735 Poit Donne Sat iv 221 Our Court

helps it [the stage] both to fools coats and to fools

2 (See quot

)

a 1700 B E Did Cant Cicv), A Fool’s-Coat, a Tulip so

called, striped with Red and Yellow

3 A name for the goldfinch.

a 1682 Sill T. Browne Birds Notfolk Wks 1852 III 322

4 A bivalve mollusc, Isocai dia cor

,

better known
sis heart-shell (Cent Diet).

Foolsliip (f« ljip). [f. Fool sb? + -shir ]

1 The quality or state of being a fool 01 jester.

1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Laugh be fat Wks 11 70/2
Rather then for fooleship we will brawle, You shall be foole

at Court, on 1 hames, and all

2 A mock title for a fool.

1643 Owen Puritan turned Jesuit 29 Let thy great foole-

ship know that [etc ] 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St iv

vi, The Law will allow her honourable Alimony out o’ your
Foolship’s Fortune *746 W. Horsley Fool No. 24 ? 4 My
Foolship cannot talk like othei People’s.

Fool’s Paradise. Also 9 fool-paradise.

1. A. state of illusory happiness or good fortune ;

enjoyment based on false hopes or anticipations

1462W Paston in Paston Lett No 457 II 109,

1

wold
not be in a folis paradyce 1477 Norton Ord Alch 11 in

Ashm (1652) 28 For lewde hope is fooles Paradice *528
Roy Rede Me (Arb ) 86 Thus my lady, not very wyse, Is

brought iu-to foies paradyse 1687 Bp Cartwright in

Magd Coll <$• jas. II (Oxf. Hist Soc
) 189 Populacy is

the Fool's Paradise *709 E W Life ofDonna Rosina 148
Thus was an old expenenc’d villain brought into a Fool’s

Paradice. *806-7 J> Berestord Miseries Hum Life (18261

xii xxxu, You have been revelling in a fool’s paradise of

leisure *856 Mrs Browning Aur Leigh iv. 341 Love’s

fool-paradise Is out of date, like Adam's

| 2 (See quot ) Obs
1644 Dk.iiy Nat Bodus 1 xxix 257 Those tuangular

glasses or pusrnes which some do call looles Paradises

Foolyie, Sc. var of Foil sb 1

Foomart, -murt, vai forms of Foumart.
Foome, obs form of Foam
Foon(e, obs pi of Foe
Fool’d, obs. form of Ford.
Foore, vai. of Fore sb Obs

,
a track

Foorth, obs. and Sc form of Forth
Foos e. dial. Also fews, fooz, fouse. The

Ilouse-leek, Scuipcrvivum tcctorum

17 If. Robedsod •, Sihool of Arts I 57 (Jam) Take
a quantity of liousc-lcek commonly called foose

Fooster (f7 stoi). Anglo lush Bustle

Hence Foo star v intr
,
to bustle off

1847 Li Fanii T CUh it

n

25 Where is it you’re going, my
colleen Beg, in all tins foosthei ? 1850 N 4 Q 1st Ser II

15 j
bull nt fun and fooster, like Mooney’s goose 1892

Jam Baiuow lush Idylls III. 56 The hen that had
ioosthcicd off with liuself clown the bog

Foot (ful), PI feet (fft) Forms- Sing.

1-2 fot, 3-4 fot, south . vot, 3-6 foie, fut, (3

fhote, fott, 5 fowte, foyte), 5-6 fotte, 5-7

foot©, (7 foott), 8-9 dial fit, 3- foot. Sc. 4-7

fute, (4 fut, 6 fuit), 6- fit ri. 1-2 f6t, feet,

fdtas, 2 fiet, (gemt

.

1 fdta, 3 fote ; dat x f6tum,

3 foten), 3-5 ±et, (3 fett, fite, 4 fyte), 4-5 fete,

(4 Sc, feyt, 5 feytt), 5-8 feete, (6 fette, fiete,

7 feeten), 5-6 fotes, (G footea), 7 (9 in sense 22)

foots, 4- feet [Com. Tent, : OE fit str masc.

(dat sing, nom and acc. pi fit), conesponds to

01* ns jut, OS fot, fuot

,

(Du voct), OHG fuot;,

(M1IG. vnoz,, mod Gcr. fuss), 01A.fitr, (Sw. fot,

Da fid), Goth, fitus The OTeut 'fit (a con-

sonant-stem) repicscnts OAiyan *pod-, which with

the ablaut-variants *ptd-, piid-, is found with cog-

nate senses m most of the Aryan langs . cf Skr.

pad (gen padds) foot, pad to go to, padd neut

footstep ; Lith pedii footstep
;
Gr vows (Dor AM

7rws), gen. 7ro5di foot, ircfd? (
-.—pedyds

)

on foot;

Lat pcs, accus pid-cm foot
;
ON. fet str neut

,

step, foot as a measure, feta to make one’s way,

OE fit str neut ,
step, OIIG.fezgan to go

;
see

also Fetter sb Possibly Fet v., Fetch v. ,
Fetlock

may belong to the same loot ]

1. The lowest pait of the leg beyond the ankle-

jomt
Beowulf745 (Gr ) Sonn ha.fde unltfisendes eal gefeormod

fet and folma C950 Lindisf Gosp. John xi, 2 Maria.,

gedryxde lus fuct 11116 lieruin fiev hire a 1000 Plioemx 311

(Gr ) pxs fugles fcalwe fotas t'1200 Tnn Coll Horn, 21

And nailed parto his fet, and his honden 1297 R Glouc.

(1724) 490 lie vel of is palefiey, & brec is fot C1350 Will

Paleiue 1766 William & |>e mayde bat were white beres,

gon foib Fersly on here fome fet 1375 Barbour Bruce

u 359 Knychtis.. Wndyi horss feyt deloulyt 1434 Misyn

Mending Life x 121 Say ntis feet ar to be waschyd for bat

diaw dustc of be erth 1538 Starkey England 1. 11 48

The fote to go, and hand to hold ancl lech 160* Shaks

Twel. N hi u 66 So much blood as will clog the foote of

a flea 1674 N Cox Gentl Reci cat It. (1677) 228 Having

flown with a Goshawk .. till March, give her some good

Quarry in her Foot. *845 Ford Handbh Spain 1 52 No
Spaniard ever took a regular walk on his own feet A walk

for the sake of mere health 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874)

I vu 74 A foot has tw o offices, to bear up and to hold firm

*881 K M'Lachlan in hneytl Brit XIII 144/1 Plantulse

(much marked in the feet of Diptcra^ which climb polished

surfaces, &e , by means of them) ,

fig *570-6 Lambarde Peiamb A ent (1826) 191 It wanteth

not the feete of sound reason to stand upon

f b. In. the oath or exclamation, Christ's foot,

later 'sfoot or simplyfoot Cf Bi.ood x e Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Milia's T. 596 Ey, Castes fote! what

wil ye do thcrwxth? c 1600 Disti Emperor ni 1 inBullen

O PI (1884) III 2x2 Foote, man, let him be ten thousand

pi cists and a will styll want somethynge *662 T W
Thorny Abbey 13, ’S foot, doe you think we gave him

warning , , ,

4- c By some anatomists used for: lue wnoie

limb from the hip-joint to the toes Also, great

foot (Cf. great hand for the whole upper limb

)

Obs.
1541 R Copland Guydon’s Quest Chirwg Kiy b, xau

gieat fote lasteth fro the loynt of the hukcle vnto the

ferdest parte of the toes *66* Lovell Hist. Amin
fij?

302 The foot is divided into feemur . the tibia and tne

root extreme. ... ,r

»

2. Viewed with regard to its function, as tne

organ of locomotion In rhetorical and poetical

use often (m sing or pi )
qualified by adjs denoting

the kind ofmovement (as swift,
slow, stealthy,

etc ),

or employed as the subject of verbs of motion

ciooo Ags Ps xxxv[i] is [11], (Spelm) Ne cume me jo

ofermodignysse, a 1340 Hampoi r Psalter xvm 4 P®

of a good man gas ferrere ban his fote may 1003 okaks

Mens for M v 1 400 Death, Which I did thinke, with

slower foot came on 1667 Milton P L xi 848 Tnppi g

ehbe, that stole With soft foot towards the deep, a 1774

Fergusson Poems (1789) II 107 Eild wi wyly

wearing nearei bit by bit 1813 Scott Tneriii m x >

Foot of man . hath ne’er Dared to cross the Hall ot rear

1847 Marryat Childr N. Forest xxi, I was not awi
£, .

your presence Your foot is so light, 1875 Jowett P
(ed. 2) III. 2S Dogs swift of foot. 1878 Browning



FOOT. 401 FOOT.

Saisiaz 18 Useful as is Nature, to attract the tourist’s

foot
Proverb c 1300 Cursor M 28939 (Cott Galba) Gangand

fote ay getes fode 1670 Ray Prov 262 A walking foot is

ay getting

fig 1607 Shaks Cor iv vu 7 Unless by using means
1 lame the foot Of our design 1633 Bp Hall Hard. lexis,

N r 103 No man can come to me by the foot of a true

faith exceptmy Father inlighten his understanding

b Hence, a person as walking Obs exc dial

infustfoot (see Fibst C 2) , similarly + evilfoot,

one whom it is unlucky to meet + Also {1 arely)

used simply for * person
5

c 1200 Vices <$• Virtues 29 Danne Se cum}? eft sum euel

ne Relief ftu naht al swa sume seggeS bat hie imetten euel

fot, pi lest oSer munec a 1225 Leg Kath 2273 He liet

hetterliche, anan wiSuten be burh, bihefden ham, euch fot

1592 Shaks Rom <5- Jitl v m 19 What cursed foot

wanders thiswayes to night? 1609 Skenf Reg Maj , Bur-
row Loaves cxxxiv, He offers his awm fute for his pledge

+ 3 Power of walking or running Obs
a 1300 CursorM 20885 (Cott ) Petre to be cupels he gaf

bam fote a 1400-30 Alexander 1236 Alle be folke of his

affinite Jmt outhire fote had or foie to be fli3t foundid
c 1450 Henryson Pari Beistis 32 Ayrinms the Foxe, als

lang as he fute has [Similarly 1300-20 Dunbar ,Poems
xhx 48] 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr (1757) II 123
Horses may alter as to their Speed or Foot (as 'tis called)

4 ellipt Fool-soldiers; in early use + men of
foot Cf Footman i Often immediately follow-

ing an ordinal, ‘regiment of’ being omitted.

1368 Grafton Chron II 245 Men of aimes, and ix

thousand Archers, beside men of foote 1397 Shaks
2 Hen IV 11 1 186 Fifteene hundred Foot, flue hundred
Horse 1633 T Stafford Pete Hib x (1821) 120 The
President was a Captame of Foot 1709 Steele Tatler
No 17 IP 3 Their Foot repulsed the same Body of Horse
in three successive Charges 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I

296 At the close of the reign of Charles the Second, most of

his foot were musketeeis 1878 Trimen Reg Brit Army
89 Forty-Fourth Foot captured the Eagle of the 62nd
French Infantry at Salamanca

6 a The end of a bed, a grave, etc , towards

which the feet are placed. Formerly often pi.,

now sing (cf. sense 19).
<1x300 CursorM 17288+218 (Cott ) pat one at be fote of

be graf, bat other at the hede c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's

T 293 He bare it soft unto his bedaes fete c 1442 Hoc-
cleve Mm Poems (1892) 238 In a cofre at my beddes
feetyee Shul fynde hem £17x0 C Fiennes Diary (1888)

239 1 here was such another screen or raile at y° ffeete of
the bed 1821 Keats Isabel xxxv, At her couch’s foot

Lorenzo stood 1891 Law Rep Weekly Notes 201/1 His
tiousers were hanging over the foot of the bed.

b The part of a stocking, etc which covers the

foot

1377 Harrison England n ix (1877) 1 206 He will came
his hosen to save their feet from wearing 1726 Shelvocke
Voy (1757) 112 A sort of knit buskins without feet to them
x88z Caulfeild & Sawaud Diet Needlework 463/1 Silk

[hose] with cotton feet

II 6 Prosody [transl of L. pes, Gr rrovs

;

the term is commonly taken to refer to the move-
ment of the foot m beating time.] A division of

a verse, consisting of a number of syllables one of

which has the ictus or principal stress

CI050 Byrht/erth's Httndboc in Anglia (1885) VIII 313
pact pentimemeris byS be todselS p&t vers on pam oSrum
iet & by5 gemet healf fot to lafe 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) V 147 Iuvencius pt preost wroot be gospelles to be
chirche of Rome in vers of sixe feet c 1360 B Googe Epit
T Phayre Poems (Arb) 72 Vugds verse hath greater

t
race in forrayne foote obtaynde, Than m his own xfioo

iiaks A Y L in 11 173 Some of them had in them more
feete then the Verses would beare 1700 Dryden Pref
Fables (Globe) 499 Some thousands of his verses are lame
for want of half a foot. 1803 Coleridge Metrical Feet 3
Spondee strong foot 1 yea ill able Ever to come up with
Dactyl trisyllable. 1846 Wright Ess Mid Ages I i 14
The Saxons did not measure their verse by feet

III As a unit of measurement
7 A lineal measure originally based on the length

of a man’s foot (The English foot consists of

12 inches, and is § of a Yard ) Hence, a measure

of smface and of solid space (explicitly square or

superficial cubic or solidfoot) equal to the content

respectively of a square and a cube the side of

which measures one foot
Often in sing when preceded by numerals.

a xooo Laws VEtheIstan iv 5 in Thorpe I 224, ix fota

& ix scaefta munda & ix bere-coma <1x203 Lav 2x996
He is imeten a brasde, fif & twenti foten , fiffote he is deop
1323 Chron Eng 83 in Ritson Metr Rom II 273 Fourti

fet Into the see he made him lepe 1439 Contract in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)* I. 309 A doore in

brede iuj foote standard 1323 Fitzherb Surv 33
Howe many footes euery one of them be In length

1624 Massinger Pari Love v i, I’ll build A room of eight

feet square. 171a tr Poviet's Hist Drugs I. 89 The
Indigo Plant grows about two Foot high 1722 De Foe
Col Jack (1840) 192 Our privateer . outsailed her, running
two feet for her one 1816 Keatinge Trap (1817) I 87
Every foot of this tract is argillaceous wheat-lana, 1833
Ht Martineau Loom fy Lugger 1 vu 1x3 Who stood
about five feet in their shoes 1862 Ansted Channel Isl,

iv App A (ed. 2) 365 The linear Jersey foot is equivalent to

only eleven English inches

b Used to express ‘ the least distance or space/

with a, one or a negative + Eachfoot • all the way.
a 1300 Cursor M- 7326 (Cott ) Forth a fote ne moght he

ga Ibid 13391 (Cott ) Fra }?an he ran him ilk fote, ne yode
He noght be pas 13 Coer de L 2361 He shal not have

VOL. IV.

a fote of Iond c 1433 Torr. Portugal 239 He durst go no
fote Lest they wold h\me sle. 1396 Shaks i Hen . IV, 11

11 23 lie starue ere I rob a foote further a 1800 Lists
Lindsay m Child Ballads vm. (1892) 265 Bonnie Lizie

a fit furder couldna win

f e Hence Everyfoot (and anon) incessantly
1361 P Morwyng ti Competed Josephus' Hist Jews 56 b,

Antipater made feastes euery foote [L singulis diebns\ for
thy brother Pheroras and him selfe x6ox Holland Pliny
II 243 Such a worke they made sometime in chafing and
frying their bodies against a good fire, but euery foot in

bringing them abroad into the hot Sunne 1639 Gentilis
Servita’s Inquis (1676) 855 The Inquisitors do every foot

write to Rome 1692 R L’Estrange Fables cccclvm 434
This Man’s Son would every foot and anon be taking some
of his Companions into the Oi chard 1784 Cullum Hist
Hnwsted 171 Every Foot anon every now and then

8 A measure m tm-mining * (see quot 1778)
1602 Carew Cornwall 13 b, lhey measure tlieir black

Tynne by the Foote 1778 Pryct Min Cornnb
,
Foot, an

ancient measure for black Tin, two gallons , now a nominal
measure, but m weight 60 lb

9 A measure in sizing grindstones (see quot

)

1844 McCulloch Did Commerce 613 They [grindstones]
are classed in. eight different sizes, called foots, according
to their dimensions A grindstone foot is 8 inches the
size is found by adding the diameter and thickness together.

Thus, a stone 56 inches diameter by 8 thick is an 8-foot

stone

IV Something resembling a foot m function or

position

10 The lower (usually projecting) part of an
object, which serves to support it , the base
138a Wyclif Exod xxvii 10 Twenti pilers, with so feele

brasun feet, c 1400 Maundev (1839) 11 10 Therfore made
thei the Foot of the Cros of Cedre 1509 Fishlr Fun
Serni Hen VII Wks (1876) 274 He kyssed the lowest

parte, the fote of the monstraunt 1371 Digges Pantom in
xv Suj b, Admit BCD a piller my desire is to knowe the
vvaight of the fote i6n Bible Exod xxx 18 A Lauer of
brasse, and his foote also of brasse 1802 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T (1B16) I 214 You have seen this vase and

the lines inscribed on the foot of it 1873 Fortnum
Majolica 111 31 Dishes with a projecting circular

‘ giretto ’ behind, forming a foot or base

b (See quot 1892)

1869 Sir E Reed Shipbmld vu 121 The fiames behind
armour in this part of the ship terminate in a foot at the

lower deck. 1892 Lockwood's Diet Mech Engm , Foot,

a base or flange which sustains a casting or structure

11. a. Zool Applied to various organs of loco-

motion or attachment belonging to certain inverte-

brate animals ,
in more precise technical language

distinguished by special names, as ambulacrum,
podium, pseudopodium, etc.

*833 Kirby Hab $ Inst Anim I v 177 The foot, or
base by which the common coral is attached to the rocks

1833-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 701/2 In the Conchiferous
mollusks the foot constitutes a principal part of the body
1841-71 T R Jones Anim Kmgd (ed 4) 551 The little

animal is possessed of a ‘foot,’ often very long and
moveable, by the aid of which it can crawl upon a solid

surface 1832 Dana Crust 1 10 Feet ambulatory or

prehensile

b. Bot In various uses The part (of a petal)

by which it is attached , the part (of a hair) below
the epidermis; also, in ferns, mosses, etc. (see

quot 1882)

1671 Grew Anat Plants 1 v (1682) 33 The Foot of each
Leaf being very long and slender

_
188a Vines Sachs' Bot

427 The foot is an organ by which the embryo attaches

itself to the tissue of the prothallium, m order to draw
nounshmentfrom.it. 1891 A Johnstone^-Su/ 44 The part

within the epidermal surface developing into the foot, and
the protruded portion into the body of the hair

12 Printing. (See quots

)

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc II. 376 Foot of the Letter,

the Break-end of the Shanck of a Letter *888 Southward
m Encycl Bnt XXIII 698 The groove^-divides the bottom
of the type into two parts called the feet

13. The extremity of the leg (of a pair of

compasses, a chair, etc )
xSSx Recorde Patlmi Knowl 1 111, Set one foote of the

compasse m the verye point of the angle 1703 Moxon
Mech Exerc 206 Describe a Circle by placing one Foot
111 the prick-mark, and turning about thje other Foot 1831
Brewster Optics 111 23 Place one foot of the compasses in

the quadrant NF
14 Of a plough (See quots and Plough-foot)
1323 Fitzhfrb Hush § 4 A man maye temper for one

thynge m two or thre places, as for depnes The fote is

one x688 R Holme Armoury m vul 333/2 The Foot, is

the piece of Hooked or Bended Wood, at the end of the

Plow, under the Suck X846 Jml R Agi ic Soc VII. 72
If the foot was not wide, it would cut into the soil

15. Of an organ pipe (see quots ).

1832 Seidel Organ 78 The foot upon which the whole

E

upe lests 1876 Hiles CatecJu Organ iv (1878) 25 The foot

of a wooden organ pipe] is a tube introduced at the bottom
of the pipe, it serves as a suppoit, and also as a conductor
of the wind

10 In a sewing-machine . The small plate which
is piessed on the cloth to hold it steady

1877 Knight Diet Mech , Presser-foot x88 Direct
Suiger's ‘Medium ' SewingMach

,
Adjust the corder-foot to

the presser-bar In placing each succeeding cord, guide the

fabricwith the last coid sewed in thesecondgroove of the foot,

17. One of the marginal pieces forming a serrated

edge round the carapace of the Hawkbill turtle

;

otherwise called ‘hoofs’ or ‘claws’; m pi the

commercial name for the small plates of tortoise-

shell which line the carapace

V. The lowest part, bottom.

18 The lowest part or bottom of an eminence,

or any object in an erect or sloping position, as a

wall, ladder, staircase, etc Chiefly governed by
preps
c X2oo Trm Coll Horn 89 On pe fot of }>e dune be men
depen munt ohuete a 1300 CursorM 2481 (Cott ) Vnder
Joe fote of mont mambre, par he ches to seit his fee 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III 63 At pa foot of he hille mount
Olympus 1497 Bp Alcocic Mohs Perfect Ciy, The fote

[of the ladder] stode by hym 1582 N. Lichefield tr

Castanheda's Conq E Ind 11 6 b, A man who was going
to gather honny at the foote of a bush 1667 Milton P L.
in 485 And now at foot Of Heav’ns ascent they lift thir

Feet. 1678 Trial ofColeman 44 At the Foot of the Stair-

case. 17x7 Berkeley Let Wks 1871 IV 80 Torre del

Greco, a town situate at the foot of Vesuvius 1779 J Bur-
goyne Lett to Constit (ed 3) 13 Even the feet of the
gallows, were resorted to for other recruits. 18x3 Falconer's
Did Marine, The Foot of a Mast, is the lowei end, or
that which goes mto the step 1860 Tyndall Glac 1 11 68

A forest of dark pines . gathered like a cloud at the foot of
the mountain

b The beginning or end of tbe slope (of a

bridge)
c 1430 Merlin 227 Here be-fore the yates at the bngge

foote 1348 Hall Chron
,
Heu VI (an 28) r6ob, Y°

rebelles drave the citezens from the stoulpes at the bridge

foote 1739 Labelye Short Acc Piers Westm Bridge

p vi, Westminster-Bndge Foot 01850Arab Nts (Rtldg )

597 They passed this bridge, at the foot of which they met
with an old blind man

c Geom Foot op theperpendicular • (see quot ).

1840 LarDNER Geom xn 147 The point where the
perpendicular meets the plane, is called the foot of the

perpendicular

a Naut (See quot 1776 )
X697DAMPIER Voy I xviu 495 We rolled up the footof

our Sail on a pole fastned to it. 1776 Falconer Did
Marine, Footed a sail, low er edge or bottom x88z Nakes
Seamanship (ed 6) 127 Carry up the foot.

19. The lower end, bottom (of a page or docu-

ment, a class or list, a table, etc ). Atfoot * at tbe

bottom (of a page)
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag xv 142 Look in the Foot of

the Table for the fifth Rhomb 1683 Moxon Mech Exerc
II 377 He claps the Fingers of his Left Hand about the
Foot of the Page. 1722 Wollaston Rehg Nat ix 218
At the foot of the page 1853 Thorpf Pref, to Beowulf
(1875) 8 Placing the proposed correction at foot 1884 G
Moore Mummer’s Wife (1887) 223 He was invited to take
the foot of the table and help the cold salmon.

20 Law Footofafine (HE.pee, Anglo-Lat pes)

that one of the ‘ parts ’ of a tripartite indenture

recording the particulars of a fine (see FINE sb 1

6 b), which remained with the court, the other two
being retained by the parties.

When the undivided sheet was placed so that this

counterfoil could be read, it was actually at the ‘foot’ of
the parchment (the extant ‘feet of fines’ have therefore

their indentation at the top) ; m the other two counterparts

the direction of the writing was at right angles to that of

the * foot ’ The expression pes tndeniurae * foot of the

indenture' also occurs Horwood’s suggestion, that the

term (L pes) arose from a misinterpretation ofAF pes, pais,
‘ peace ’ is baseless

£1293 in Year Bits 21 & 22 Edw I (Rolls) 221 E ke cele

fin se leva tel an coram &c nus vochum le pee de la fin

a garrantye ] 138* Ad 23 Elia c 3 § 1 The Concorde,
Noteand Fote ofeverye suene Fyne. 1876 VncsNRealProp
11 § 8 93 A document was drawn up, called m later times

the foot, chirograph, or indenture of the fine. x8g5

Poi lock & Maitland Hist Eng Law I 198 This * final

concord' or ‘fine’, will be drawn up by the royal clerks and
one copy of it, the so called ‘Foot of the Fine’, will remain
with the Court

21. What is wutten at the foot

f a. The sum or total (of an account) Obs

1480 Wardr Acc Edw IV (1830) 154 note, ‘The foote of

the dehveree of stuff’. 1520 Churchw Aci St Giles,

Reading 8 In the ffote of the same accompte xj1* xmj* vij".

1623 Bp Andrewfs Serm Naim xvi (1629) 148 So, it

signifies to make the foot of an account We call it the

foot, because we write it below at the foot. 1692 Dryden
Cleomen IV i, A trifling sum of Misery, New added to the

foot of thy Account 17x2 Steelt Sped No 346 r 1 The
generous man will soon find upon the foot of his account

that he has sacrificed to fools

•j-b The refrain or ‘chorus’ (of a song) To

bear afoot • to sing a refrain Obs
1552 Huloet, Dittye synger, or he that beareth y3 fote of

the songe, pnesentor [sic] c *568 in Laneham’s Let (1871)

Pref 127 Here entreth Moros . Synging the foote of many
Songes, as fooles were wont 1603 Knolles Hist Turkcs

777 A souldior sung a dolefull dittie whereunto his fellows

sighing bare a foot 1621 Molls Camerar Liv. Libr v.

ii 322 In praise of him certaine jygges were made which
the yong lads vsed to sing the foot of them was this;

A thousand, thousand, thousand, we [etc ]

22 (PluraljWj) That which sinks to and lies

upon the bottom ,
bottoms, dregs

;
the refuse m re-

fining oil, etc ; coarse sugar Cf footgrease, sugar
1360 Let m Hakluyt Voy I 306 Much of this Waxe had

a great foote You must cause the foote to bee taken off

before you doe weigh it 1644 Nyd Gunnery v. (1647) 11

Fill up the Barrel with earth afterwards pour clean

water upon the earth then pull out the Taps or Spiggots

and let the water drop out of that vessel into another this

water when it hath dropped twice, is called water of Foot
*687 B Randolph Archipelago 91 They raise the foot of

the oyl, so that thick and thm goes together *770-4 A
HuNirn Geoig Ess (1803) I 318 The bottoms or toots of

oil 187* Daily News 5 Jan ,
Lump sugar is 13a? a pound,

foots moist gif x886 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk,
51
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Foots, dregs, sediment. This here cyder 'ont suit me,

there's to much voots in it

"71 Footing, standing, basis,

f 23 Foothold, standing-ground Obs

*579 Tomson Calvin's Serin Tint 148/1 Their getting

foote may be to their owne destruction i6gz F Kihkman

Clerts 4 Lozta 113 Hmdei new love fiom getting foot m
her heart 1662 Moke Philos Writ Pref Gen (1712) ig

Considering also how far that Philosophy has already got

foot in Christendom

f 24 The footing, basis, understanding, totality

of conditions or arrangements, on which a matter

is established ; the agreed or understood position

or status which a pei son or thing occupies in lela-

tion to another -Footing vhl sb 8 Obs.

*559 Jewel Let to Bnlltnger in Strype Ann Ref I x,

131 Religion was restored on that foot on which it stood m
King Edwards time. 1686 Lond. Gass No 2116/1 The
Salaries of all Officers are likewise retrenched The
Counoils are to he reduced to the foot they were upon in

the Year 1621 1707 Fkeind Peterborow's Cond. Sp 7

Matters were set upon a new Foot 173S Berkeley Def
Free-think m Math. Wks. 1871 III. 325 If you defend Sir

Isaac’s notions it must be 011 the rigorous foot of rejecting

nothing. 1745 P Thomas Vcy, S Seas 305 The Viceroy .

found he expected to be received on the same Foot with

himself 1762-71 H WALrOLC Vertue's Anecd Paint

(1786) III 278 Bolt was upon so low a foot, that he went

into the country, and taught children to draw 1767

Franklin Lett Wks 1887 IV. 0, 1 wish all correspondence

was on the foot of writing and answering when one can

1&27 Pollok Course 7\ ix 727 When he should stand

on equal foot beside The man he wronged

(* b On thefoot of: on the ground of. Obs.

1679 Penn Addr Prot. n 84 He laid the Sin of the Jews
upon this Foot, viz , That they 1 ejected him, after he had

made proof of his Divine Mission, a 1707 H Walpole
Mem Geo II (1847) II viu 2551 The Prince excused his

own inapplication on the foot of idleness

•j* 25 Standard rate of calculation or valuation.

Underfoot below standard value. Obs.

1388 J Mellis Briefe Instr Fviyb, Vse one Foote or

Standerd of money in your accompt in your Leager. 1594
Death of Usune 12 The man heeing driuen to distresse,

sels his come farre vnder foote *645 Quari es Sol Recant

1. 44 Not deem’d a pen'worth under foot, 1691 Locke
Lower Interest Wks. 1727 II. 80 He must pay twenty

E
er Cent more for all the Commodities he buys with the

loney of the new Foot 1726 Berkeley in Fraser Life iv.

(1871) 137, 1 know money is at present on a very high foot

of exchange *734 tr. Rollin's Anc Hist. (1827) L 1 iv

jgS The disparity between the ancient and modern measures

which it is hard to estimate on a fixed and certain foot.

VII. Phrases

20 af To catch ox have by the foot', to catch as

in a trap
;
to hold fast, keep from flymg. f 7b

give (a peison) afoot to trip (him) up. To have

onefoot m the grave : to be near death

1530 Latimer Serin. Fruitf Serin (1571) 50 b, In answer-

ing him to this they would haue caught him by the foote.

163a Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry 1 h, When one
foot’s in the grave. 1643 Prynne Sov Power Pari 1 (ed 2)

52 The English Armies disband themselves, as dreaming
they had now good fortune by the foote. 1767 H Brooke
FoolofQnal V 15 Harry, giving him a slight foot, laid him
on the broad ofhis back 1886 J Payn Luck Darrells xv,

He has twenty thousand a year And one foot in his grave.

b. In adv. phr.
: + Feet against (or to)feet

,

said

with reference to the Antipodes. Foot tofoot. with

one's foot against an opponent’s
;
m close combat.

+ (To come in)footand hand', stepping forward and
dealing a blow at the same time. Feet first

:

see

First a. 3 b. ( With one's) feet foremost : lit,

hence also * as a corpse’.

c 1400 Maundev. (18m) xvii 182 Thei that dwellyn under
us, ben feet rgenst feet. 1553 Eden Decades viu. The
Antipodes (that is) such as go fiete to fiete ageynst us

1596 Shaks 1 Hen IP, ii iv 241 [These] Began to giue me
ground hut I followed me close, came in foot and hand,
1603 Knolles Hist Turks 879 They encountred one
another, not with their missive weapons onely but with
their drawne swords foot to foot. 1606 Shaks Ant 4 Cl.

in vn 67 Fighting foot to foot 1737 Ozell Rabelais II.

27 They never enter St Denys hut with their Feet
foremost. 1836 Kane A ret. Expl I xxix 384 Hans,
Morton and myself crawled feet-foremost into our buffalo-

bag i860 All Year Round No. 65 350 It [the disease]

had carried him out with his feet foremost

e. To find or know the length of (a person’s)

foot . to discover or know his weaknesses, so as to

he able to manage him. To measure another

man'sfoot by one's own last • to measure others by

one’s own standard, to judge others by oneself.

1380 Lyly Enphnts (Arb ) 290 You shal not know the
length ofmy foote, vntill by your cunnuigyou get commenda-
tion. 1398 R. Bernard ti Terence 70 He measures an
other mans foote by his owne last a 1617 Bayne On Eph
i 13 (1643) 156 Persons who can humour them, and finde the
length of their foote 1861 Trollope Burchester T. xxxv,
Farmer Greenacre’s eldest son had fiom his earliest years
taken the exact measure of Miss Thorne’s foot.

27. With leference to standing. (To be,jump
up) -upon or (to raise ) to one'sfeet' m,into or to a

standing position. To be on one'sfeet to be able

to stand ; hence, in health To set (a person) on
Ins feet,

to make his position or means of living

secure. To carry (a person) off his feet . (fig)
to ‘carry away’ with enthusiasm, or the like

To drop or fall on one's feet : see Fall v 64 h.

To keep one's feet: to stand or walk upright or
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without falling. ^ To stand upon one's own feet

or its own foot : to rely on one’s own resources

;

(of a thing) to be judged on its merits.

c 1440 Generydes 44 Vppe vppon his fete he was a non

c 1300 Meinsine xxni 156 Make here byfore me the feste as

that I were now on my feet 1637 Barton's Diary, (1828)

II 67 I move that you would leave Serjeant Dendys right

to stand upon its own foot. 1801 Gaukielh Myst Hash
iv 146 A sixth [hundred pounds] would set her once

more upon her feet 1843 M, Pattison Ess (1889) I

26 The bishops hastened to raise the king to his feet

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I. 301 He could not keep his

feet in a breeze 1889 Repent P Wentwoith III 145

He positively carried me off my feet for a few minutes that

evening

28. With reference to placing the feet do put

one'sfoot down to take up a firm position
.

To put

(set) one'sfoot (down) upon • to have nothing lo do

with ;
to repress firmly. To put afoot upon : ? to

get an unfair advantage of, to wrong To put one's

footm or into it : to get into difficulties 01 trouble

;

to blunder (colloq ). *t*
To set one's foot by or to

(another or another’s) * lo engage 111 combat with.

1536 St Papers Hen VIII, 1. 506 No man can or dare set

lusTote by ours m proving of the contrary, c i6og Hieron
Wks <1624) I 7 Samt Paul would not haue feared for pro-

fession of Religion, to set Ins foot to him that was holiest

1663 Pefys Diary 23 May, I had a fiay with Sir J.

Mmnes in defence of my Will in a business where

the old Coxcomb would have put a foot upon him

1798 Gent Mag m spirit Pub Jrnls (1799) II 37 The
General had put his foot into it again 1823 ‘ Bi l Slang

s v ‘To put one's foot in it,' to make a blunder on the

wrong side, to get into a scrape by speaking. 1833

Marryat P. Simple xu, I put my foot into it (as we say),

for I was nearly killed 1868 J H Biunt Ref Lh Bug.

I 65 Wolsey set his foot upon this plan. 1886 J. Payn
Luck Dai rells xxvi, She put her foot down upon the

least symptoms of an unplcasantry
_

b. To set 01 put (one's) foot at, in, into, + off,

on, t out of (a place).

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix 222 1 shall never sotte

foote there, 1342 Udall Erasm. Apoph 46 It was a foule

shame for a pnylosophier to sette his foote into any lious

where bawderie wer kepte 1348 Hall Citron., Edit) IV. (an

15) 237 b, Whom if you permute once to set but one foote, out

of your power there is no mortall cieature able to deliver

liym from death. 1370 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim. 251/2

Sins which haue set in foote 1396 Spinslr State lrel

81 In some places of the same they have put foote 1596

Shaks. i Hen. IV, nr 11 93 When I from France set foot

at Rauenspurgh. 17x9 Dn For Crusoe 11 vi, I was never

to set my foot off this island 1838 Lytton Leila 1. v, Since

fust thou didst set foot withm the city 1875 T W.
Higginson U S. Hist v 38 Columbus was not the first to

set foot on the mainland

29 With reference to walking or running a

(To go) on one's ozvnfeet or +foot : walking. To

pullfoot (colloq ) . lo run away, be off. + On the

foot of ready to start upon f To setfootforward:
to advance ,

also to quicken one’s pace. + To set on

one'sfoot: to start on the way
;
depart.

*t*
To show

thefeet . to depart. + Give me your foot : let me
see you go To take one's foot m one's hand . to

depart , also, to make a journey To take to one's

feet (or +foot) : to use the feet, go on foot, to walk

as opposed to ‘ride.’ (Mr ) Foot's horse (jocularly)

.

one’s feet

<*1400-50 Alexander 3246 Quen fortune foundis him. fia

and him be fete schewis 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xxi 12

Oft falsett rydis with ane rowt, Quhen trewth gois on his

fute abowt 1308 Kennedy Flytingw Dunbar 473 Throu
Ingland thef, and tak the to thy fute 1348 Hall Chron.,

Hen IV (an 1) 18 He never set fote forward duiyng the

first ij. monethes, for the reisyng of the siege 1573 J.
Still Gammer Gurton 1v u, Go softly, make no noyse, giue

me your foote sir John, Here will I waite vpon you, tyl you
come out anone. 1600 Holland Livy hi xxvh (1609) 106

Willing them to set foot forward, to mend their pace and
make speed. 1601 Shaks Jul C. ir 1 332 Set on your foote,

And. I follow you 1603 — Mach 11 111 131 Denial Let’s

away, Our Teares are not yet brew’d Mai Nor our strong

Sorrow Vpon the foot of Motion 1755 Smollett Don Quix
iv iv I 23a Andrew made his bows, and as the saying is,

took his foot in his hand. 1779 Mad. D’Arblay Diary 19
June, I took to my feet and ran away 1818 M G Lewis
Jml W Ind (1834)109 One of my ladies chose to pull foot,

and did not return .till this morning 1864 Burton Cairn-
gorm 5 The kind of scenes he may alight on if he 1 take his

feet in his hands '. 1B83 Harper's Mag 946/1 The privilege

of taking this trip on 1
loot’s horse

’

b. With reference to ‘ pace ’ To have leaden

feet : to move very slowly To have thefoot of to be

more speedy than ( To move) at a foot's pace : at

walking pace. To run a good, etc. foot (of a horse) :

to run at a good pace, run at his best pace To
put (or set) the (or one's) bestfoot fit st,foremost or

forioard see Best a. 5 . + The better foot before

at one’s best pace. -)• To put the wiong foot

before : to make a blunder
1388 Shaks Tit A il in 102 Come on my Lords, the

better foote before, 1589 R Harvey PI Perc 4 Thou
putst the wrong foote before 1601 Dent Pativm Heaven
141 Though God haue leaden feet, and commeth slowly to
execute wrath a 1613 Ovfrbury Jl Wife (1638)164 Hee is

still setting the best foot forward 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr (1757) II 123 A huge, nimble, strong, well-moving
Horse, that would run a pretty good Foot 1785 Burns
To Davie xi, And then he'll hilch, and stilt, an’ jimp, And
rin an unco fit. x8x8 M, G Lewis Jml. W. Ind (1834)

362 Thus we proceeded crawling along at a foot’s pace

1849 E E Napitr Excnrs S Africa II 373 We had to
put our best foot foremost 1836 Lever Martin's ofCro'M
133 I threw out a ‘ tenpenny ’ m the midst The * blind ’

fellow saw it first, but the * lame cripple ’ had the foot of
linn, and got the money 1

c. With the sense of ‘ step To miss one'sfoot
to take a wrong step ^ Foot by (for, with)foot:
step by step, gradually; keeping step together;

alsofig To changefoot orfeet

:

see Change v 9.

To have a good foot on the floor (Sc )
' to dance

well ’ (Jam )

CX290Y Eng Leg I 143/1300 Send with us fotwith fot

ane legat. c 1430 Pilgi Lyf Manhode iv lxi (1869) 205
pe olde also, foot bi foot, comen Jnder 1335 Stewart Cron
Scot II 378 Fit for fit to Foifar all tha fuir. 1379 Tomson
Calvin's Serm Tint 347/2 Hee that walketh with a straight

foote will not fetch many wtndlesses to drawne neere to

God 1626 A Cook hi Abp Usher's Lett {1686) 373 Your
Lordship had need now to do something ; for few go with
a right foot, and the Enemies are many 1631 Weever
Anc Fun, Mon 216 Ansclme followed his predecessors

steps almost foot by foot 1785 Burns Halloween xxvi,

She jumpet, But mist a fit, an' in the pool Out-owre the

lugs she plumpet

30. Expressing position relatively to the feet,

a At (a person’s) feet or \foot: low on the

ground close to lum ;
also,y?^., in the attitude of

supplication, homage, subjection or discipleship

;

sinulaily to come, etc to a person's feet , before

,

beside one'sfeet, etc See Fall v 20
eggo Lindisf Gosp Luke vu 38 And stod bihianda act

fotum his niiS tseherum. c 1x75 Lamb Horn 101 Da
lleaffullen brohton hcore gersuin and leiden heo et pere

apostlan fotan a 1300 Cursor M 9599 (Cott ) Be-for J>e

king fote sco stode 1382 VIvclip Acts xxn 3 A man Jew
nonscliid forsoth in this citie bisydis the Feet of Gama-

liel C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxvi 550 He cast

hyinself to the fete of hym 1396 Shaks Merck V 111 1.

92, I would my daughter were dead at my foot. 1710

BrRKELrY Princ Hum ICnowl Ded Wks 1871 I 133

To lay this treatise at your lordship’s feet 17x3-20 Pope
Ihad xxiii 28 The bloody Hector stretch'd before thy feet.

1814 Scott Drama (1874) 203 The royal beai ward
lodged a formal comptaint at the feet of her majesty i86x

Troliopi Bat Chester I xxvn, It was all very well to have

Mr Slope at hot feet 1895 Bookman Oct 23/1 The
lessons that he had learnt at the feet of Mazann.

b \ (Tofollow) at or tofoot . closely, f Tofoot
and hand, m close attendance, ready to render

service (cf ‘to wait upon one band and foot’).

With afoal at (her)foot : said of a mare
<11300 Cuisor M 24031 (Cott) We folud J?am to fote

Ibid. 6394 (Gutt
)
par had pai watir in wildernes land,

Plente for men, to fliote and hand cx420 Sir Amadace
(Camden) lvm, I 30 cummawunde To serue him wele

to fote mid lionde x6oz Shaks Ham. iv 111 56 Follow

him at foote x6xz Sin R Bovlk in Ltsmore Papers (1886)

I xo, 5 of them [mares] had horse colte at their feet

1884 West Morn. News 30 Aug. 1/6 Two excellent brood

mares, with foals at foot

C. Under or beneath a person sfoot oxfeet fig

in subjection lo him, at his mercy or at his absolute

disposal. Cf 33
c8*S Vcsp Ps vm 8 [6] All ou underdeodes under fotum

his c X175 Lamb Horn. 129 Al eorfllic pingurednhten dude

under his fotan a 1223 Juliana 60 pu wurpe under hare

fet hare fan alle. 1507 Shaks 2 Hen IV, m 1 63 Who.
layd his Loue and Life vnder my foot *867 Irollope

Chron Barset III vn. Mr. Crawley was now but a broken

reed, and was beneath his feet

31 (To sell corn) on the foot

.

* to sell it along

with the straw before it is thrashed off’ (Jam.)

1780 A Young Tour lrel. I 330 The value sold on the

foot is in general 8/ 1812 Agnc Sum Stirling iv 104

The tenant, shall not sell his victual upon the foot, as it is

called, or with the straw.

32 On foot. (See also Afoot.) a On one s

own feet, walking or running, in opposition to on

hot seback, etc + Also, of, uponfoot
a 1300 Cursor M 6267 (Cott ) He folud wit ost on hors

and fote. a 13x0 m Wright Lyric P 90 The is bettere on

fote gon, then wycked hors to ryde, c 13x4 Guy Wanu. (A )

2397 When Gu seye the douke of fot. <7x400 Destr Proy

356 So faire freikes vppon fote was ferly to se 1368

GHatton Chron, II. 238 The Englishmen made three

battayles on foote 1667 Milton P L. ii 941 Treading the

crude consistence, half on foot, Half flying i860 Dickens

Uucomin Trav iv, I drove up (fearful of being late, or

I should have come on foot).

b In motion, stirring, astir (in opposition to

sitting still
,
or the like).

1592 Shaks Ven 4* Ad 679 When thou hast on foot the

purblind hare, Mark How he outruns the wind 1607

Cor. iv ui 49 The Centurions, and their charges to be on

foot at an houres warning 1674 N. Cox Gentl Recreati

(1677) 99 When the Hare is started and on foot 1818 M
G Lewis Jml IV Ind (1834) x6i Every body in Jamaica

is on foot by six in the morning. 1885 T RooseveltHunt-

ing Trips 280 Though I got very close up to my game, they

were on foot before I saw them.

c In active existence, employment, or opera-

tion
1588 Shaks. L L L. v h 757 Since loues argument was

first on foote, Let not the cloud of sorrow justle it 105*

W. G tr. Couie!s Inst, xgo Unlesse the lease which is on

foot be within three ye.ires of expiring 1711 Steele

Sped No 262 ?6 Those Gentlemen who set on Foot the

Royal Society 1779 Burke Corr (1844) II 283 Nothing

seems to me more wild than the subscriptions now onwot

x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 212 Terms for years, whim
are kept on foot by purchasers are not barred hy nne,

x86z Ld Brougham Brit Const xvii. 264 *h then >
a Jun®
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were to retain the troops on foot without a Mutiny Bill

1867 Trollope Chron. Barsei xlvii,The bishop had decided
to put on foot another investigation.

33 Under foot. (Sometimes written as one
word ) a. Beneath one’s feet

;
often to trample or

tread underfoot (also +feet), m lit, sense, alsofig
to oppress, outrage, contemn. + To bring, have

under foot : to bring into, hold in subjection,

f To cast underfoot : to ruin.

eizoS Lay 11693 pislond he hssfde al vnder fot C1305
Pilate 49 in E k, P (1862) na If he Jiat lond chastejj wel
and bnnge)j vnder fote c 1420 Hoccleve Compl. 13 Deathe
vnder fote shall hym thrist adowne 1551 Robinson tr

Moris Utop. (Arb.) 161 Dissention .hathe caste under
foote .the riches of many cities. 1503 Shaks 2 Hen VI,
v i. 209 From thy Burgonet He rend thy Beare, And tread

it vnder foot with all contempt. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb II § la He never deserted it till Doth it and he were
over-run and trod under foot 1652 Wright tr Cantus'
Nature's Paradox 260 They trampled under feet all private

considerations 1700 S. L tr Fryke's Two Voy 308 They
[elephants] would have trampl’d us under foot. Mod. colloq

It is not raining, but it is very wet under foot

b Naut * Under the ship's bottom
;
said of an

anchor which is dropped while she has headway’
(Smyth Sailor's Wd-bk ); also of the movement
of the tide, etc Also, + to have a good etc. ship

underfoot (1. e. to be sailing in such a ship).

1633 T James Voy 79 This Cable had lame slacke vnder-

foot. 1670 Wood u Hacke Coll Voy 111 (1600) 61 It must
be a bad Port in Winter, when .. a Storm blows at West
and a Tide of Ebb under Foot 1719 De Foe Crusoe x.

(1840) 166 Running cheerfully before the wind, and with a
strong tide or eddy under foot 1726 Shelvocke Voy
(1757) 321, 1 had a pretty good ship under foot, though she
made but a poor figure 1804 Capt Duff in Naval Chron.
XV 281 We have a good comfortable ship under foot i860
Merc. Marine Mag. VII, 180 The Pilot .dropped the port
anchor under foot

VIII. attnb. and Comb
34. a simple attnb

, as foot-clamper, -gear,

-muscle, -part, -shackle, -wear, -wound
1856 Kane Arct. Expl I xxu 273 Pointed staves, ^foot-

clampers, and other apparatus for climbing ice. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev 111 1 viu, Their "foot-gear testified

no higher than the ankle to the muddy pilgrimage 1854
Woodward Mollusca (1856) 250 The *foot-muscles. 1644
Evelyn Diary ig Nov , The nave is m form of a cross,

whereof the *foot-part is the longest. 1848 Craig, *Foot-
shackles, fetters, shackles for fixing the feet x88x Chicago
Times 11 June, Ifvalues were based upon present quotations
of leather, an advance would be necessary upon several

descriptions of "foot-wear a 1223 Ancr R 194 Vlesches
fondunge mei beon lefned to "uot wunde.

b. In the sense of * on foot ’
,

' going on foot

as +foot-chapman, -comer, -excursion, -farer

,

t -fight, -hawker, + -messenger, -party, -passenger,

-people, -robber
,
-servant, -tour, -traveller, -walker,

-wandering ; foot-fanng, -running adjs.

1584 Burgh Rec Aberdeen (Spald Club) II 54 That no
extranear "fut chopmane copair resort to this toun fra this

furtht i8u Coleridge m Southey's Life Bell (1844} II

645 The entrance is disagreeable even to "foot-comers

1796 T. Twining Trav Amer. (1894) 148 He was absent
with some friends on a "foot excursion 1861 G Mere-
dith E. Harrington I vi 95 Dividing his attention

between the "footfarer and moon 1868 G Macdonald
R Falconer I. igo Halfa dozen *footfanng students from
Aberdeen 1380 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 17 1 So began
our "foot-fight 1884 S Dowell Taxes *« Eng. III. 38
The revenue from the "foot-hawkers’ licences 1688 R
Holme Armoury in. 60/1 "Foot Messengers of Arms, are
such "Foot Servants, as are imployed by the Heralds of
Arms 1836 Kane Arct Expl I xx 252 The ice had
baffled three organized "foot-parties 183a Babbage Econ
Manuf iv (ed 3) 34 When "foot-passengers are knocked
down by carnages 1807 Pike Sources Mississ 11 (1810)

114My Indians and "foot people were yet in the rear 1754
Scoundrels Diet 29 The Low-Pad, or "Foot robber 1863

KingsleyHerew 1 1 62A *foot-runmng slave 1883 F M
Crawi-ord Dr Claudius m. He was going away on his

customary "foot tour. 1803 Wordsw Prelude (1850) 152
’'Foot-travellers side by side we pursued Our journey.

1731 Hume Princ Morals iv 71 note. Amongst ''Foot-

walkers, the Right-hand entitles a Man to the Wall 1839
Bailey Festus v. (1852) 62 The fastings, the "footwanderings,

and the preachings of Christ
c. esp. in sense * of or pertaining to infantry as

ffoot-arms, •f -land, -barracks
,

-company,
-drill,

t -officer,-soldier,^-troop. Also Foot-folk,-guards.
1662 Protests Lords I 26 For assessing all persons men-

tioned therein for horse, arms, and "foot-arms *5g8 Bar-
rft Thcor Warres n 1 26 A Captaine of Infanterie, or

"foot-band. 1833 D Booth Analyt Diet 157 Artillery-

barracks, Horse-barracks, and "Foot-barracks. 1635 Bar-
riffe Mil. Discip lxvii (1643) 178 The severall motions

and grounds, for the disciplining of a "foot company 1833
Regul Instr. Cavalry 1 43 The position of the man as in

"Foot-drill. <21674 ClarendonH1st Reb xvi §96 [Monk]
had the reputation of a very good "Foot-Officer. 1622

Drayton Poly-alb xxix 153 Seauen Earles, nine hundred
Horse, and of"Foot-souldiers more 1874 Boutell Arms <J-

Arm. vui 133 The treatment shown to the foot-soldier of

England by the nobles 1579 Ff.nton Guiccmrd (1618)271

The French discouered the "foot-troopes ofthe Genoways

d. In sense f for the use of persons going on
foot * serving for foot-traffic as foot-passage

,

-pavement, -road, -track,
-walk

,

also, foot-boat,

-bridge m 35 below, and Foot-path, -WAY.

1789 Brand Newcastle I 13 Convenient "foot-passages

have lately been opened out on each side of this gate.

1791 Boswell Johnson II 528 When he had got down
on the "foot-pavement, he called out ‘ fare you well . 1863

Kinglake Crimea (1876) I xiv 276 Numbers of spectators
. crowded the foot-pavement 1784 Bags Barham D.
I 220 [He] saw a well dressed young woman take the "foot
road down to the river side xBax C T C James Rom
Rigmarole 123,

1

thought I would quit the beaten "foot-
track, and strike boldly across country 1837 Hawthorne
Twice-Told T. (1851) I. ix 166 Leaving him to sidle along
the "footwalk.

e. In the names of various appliances worked
by the foot, asfoot-bellows, blower, -drill, -hammer,
-lathe, -lever, -press, -vise

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 901/2 *Foot-bellows 1884W A Ross Blowpipe 1 A "foot-blower x8g2 Lockwood's
Diet Mech. Engut (ed 2), *Foot-drill, a light drilling
machine driven by a treadle 18x2-6 J Smith Panorama
Sc <$ Art I 58 "Foot lathes 1892 Lockwood's Diet
Mech. Engut, (ed 2), *Foot Lever, a lever worked by the
pressure of the foot alone.

f objective, etc., asfoot-binder
,
-kisser, -swather

,

-washer, -wiper
; footfailing, -firm, adjs.

;
instru-

mental, as ffoot-tempered adj.
;
locative, etc., as

foot-feathei ed, foundered, -gilt, -lame, (also lame-
ness') adjs

;
slzo, footward adv

1886 Wanderings in China I 168 "Foot-binders women
whose profession it is to produce this horrible distortion

1609 J. Davies Holy Roods Wks. (Grosart) 9/1 To march
vpon the Seas "foot-failing floore? 1818 Keats Endyrn iv

331 "Foot-feathered Mercury. 18x3 ‘ ,/Edituus ’ Metrical
Remarks 29 The "foot-firm sand Stretches its lengthened
course along the land x8ox Bloomfield Rural T 227
A poor old Man, "foot founder’d and alone. 1839 Tenny-
son Vivien 280 "Foot-gilt with all the blossom dust of those
Deep meadows x868 Browning Ring $ Bk ix. 1085
Bom foot-washer and "foot-wiper, nay "Foot-kisser to each
comrade of you all c 1303 Pol Songs (Camden) 194 Sixti
thousent on a day hue maden "fot lome c 1323 Poem
Times Edw II, 264 Ibid 335 Thus kmhtshipe [is] acloied
and waxen al fot lame 1828 Sporting Mag XXII 347
He [a horse] was struck with "foot-lameness. 1762 Goldsm
Cit W. 111 7 6 Your nose-borers, "feet-swathers would all

want bread, should their neighbours want vanity £1420
Pallad, on Hush vi 182 Wel "foote-tempred morter theron
tiete

_
x8aa T. Mitchell Anstoph II 211 Cecrops

(what if thy dimensions end "Footward m a wily serpent?)

1871 R Ellis tr. Catull lxiv 66 That footward-fallen

apparel X870 Spurgeon Treas Dav Ps li. 14 If we could
be preacher, precentor, doorkeeper, pew-opener, "footwasher
. all in one.

35. Special comb. : foot-ale dial, (see quots )

;

ffoot-and-balf-foot a., sesquipedalian
,
foot-and

mouth disease, * a febrile affection of horned cattle

and some other animals, communicable also to

man ’ (Syd Soc Lex. 1884) ; foot-bank Fortif=
Banquette (see also quot. 1626) } foot-base Arch.,
* the moulding above the plinth of an apartment ’

(Ogilvie)
, f foot-bass, an instrument on which a

bass is played by the feet (see quot ) ;
foot-bath,

+ (a) a * wash * for the feet
;

{b) th*e act of bathing

the feet
;

(c) a vessel in which the feet are bathed

;

foot-bearing Mech., a bearing for the foot of a

vertical shaft . cf. Foot-step ; f foot-bench =
Banquette; + foot-blast, the blast produced by
bellows woiked with the foot, ? + foot-boat, a

ferry-boat for foot-passengers only; foot-bone, the

tarsus; foot-bridge, (a) a bridge for foot-pas-

sengers; (b) MecJi. (see quot. 1872); f foot-

clapper, a dancer, f foot-coal (see quot) ; foot-

cushion, (a) a cushion for the feet
;

(b) Entom
a pulvillus ;

foot-dirt —foots (see Foot sb.)

;

foot-

dram, a shallow dram, cf foot-trench; +foot-fast,

a pnsoner; ffooWiwtaiess, captivity; + foot-

follower, an attendant (transl L. pedisequus,

-sequd) ;
foot-free, a and adv ,

with the foot or

feet free; foot-gang, (a)
f a long, narrow chest,

extending alongside a wooden bed;
(
b) as much

ground as one can move on’ (Jam ) ,
ffoot-geld

(see quot. 1641) ; + foot-gm, a snare for the feet;

f foot-glove, a kind of shoe ,
foot-grease (see

quot ) ; t foot-grene = foot-gin ;
foot-guard, a

guard or protection for the foot; foot-halt, a

disease which attacks the feet of sheep ;
foot-hedge

(see quots.) ,
foot-hill, a hill lying at the foot of

a mountain or mountain-range
,
foot-hole, a hole

in which to place the foot (in climbing); -j- foot-

husk (see quot ) ,
foot-iron (see quots.)

,
foot-

jaw, one of the anterior limbs of Crustacea and

other arthropoda which are modified so as to assist

in mastication ;
foot-key, an organ pedal

;
foot-

knave = Footman j f foot-land-raker, a foot-

pad ;
foot-length, Angling {see quot.)

;
foot-level

(see quot.); foot-ley, dial (see quot. 1881) ;
foot*

lxcker, ‘ a slave, an humble fawnei, one who licks

the foot ’ (J ) ; so foot-liokmg ppl. a ; foot-lme,

(a) Printing (see quots ) ; (b) Fishing, 'the lead-

line or lower line of a net or seine ’

(Cent Diet ) ;

foot-loose a

,

free to move the feet, untrammelled

;

-J- foot-maid, f -maiden, a female attendant,

foot-maker Glass-making (see quo t 1881); ffoot-

match, a running- or walking-match ;
foot-muff,

a muff for keeping the feet warm ; *t‘
foot-nail,

some kind of nail; + foot-organ (cf foot-bass

above) ;
foot-ornament Arch, (see quot ) , + foot-

pack, a pedlar’s pack , foot-pad, a pad to protect

the foot of a horse (Knight) ;
also Entom =foot-

cushton (Cent. Diet.) ;
foot-page, a boy attendant

or servant ; foot-pan, (a) a foot-bath ;
(b) a foot-

warmer ; foot-peat (see quot. and cf breast -peat)
;

foot-piece Mining (see quot.) ; + foot-pimp, a
pimp m attendance

;
foot-plate (see quots.) ;

foot-

plough, a plough without a wheel, a swing-

plough; f foot-poet (after foot-man, etc . see

quot.)
; foot-post, a letter-carrier or messenger

who travels on foot; postal delivery by means
of such earners, foot-pound Mech, the quan-

tity of energy required to raise a weight of

one pound to the height of one foot, foot-

poundal, a unit consisting of the energy of a

pound weight moving at the rate of one foot per

second
;
foot-race, a race run by persons on foot,

a running-match ; so foot-racing vbl sb ; foot-

rail, {a) a rail (esp a bar or cioss-piece con-

necting the legs of a table or seat) upon which the

feet are rested
,

(b) (see quot 1874) ;
(c) (see quot.

1867) ;
(d) var form of Foothill ;

foot-rest, a

bench, stool, or the like, used for supporting a

person’s feet ;
foot-room, space in which to

move the feet; foot-rope Naut,, (<2) the bolt-rope

to which the lower edge of a sail is sewed
;
(b) a

rope extended beneath a yard upon which the

sailors stand when furling or reefing ; foot-rot, an

inflammatory disease of the foot in cattle and
sheep

;
whence foot-rotting (vbl. sb.), treating

sheep that have the foot-rot
,
foot-rule, a measur-

ing rule one foot long, foot-rut Agric. (see

quot ) ;
foot-scent Hunting, the scent of a trail

;

foot-screw (see quot ) , + foot-seam (see quot

)

foot-seme (see quot); foot-set (see quot 1854
and cf foot-hedge) ;

foot-sheet, a sheet formerly

used to sit upon while dressing or undressing;

also, ' a nanow sheet spread across the foot of a

bed’ (Jam Suppl ) ,
foot-side <3V (a) adj

,

(of a

garment), reaching to the feet
;

(b) adv

,

step for

step
;
phr to keep foot-side

,

to keep pace {with) ,

foot-slope, the slope at the foot of a hill , foot-

spaoe-rail Naut (see quots ) ; + foot-spore, the

mark or print of a foot
; + foot-stake, a base or

support ; foot-stay, a stay or rest for the feet

;

foot-stick Printing (see quot. 1888) ; + foot-

stock, (a) a kind of fulling-stocks used by hatters

;

ifi) a step or stool for the feet
;

(c) Naut (see

quot 1598) ;
foot-stone, + {a) a base, pedestal,

(b) the foundation-stone of a building
; (c

)

the stone

at the foot of a grave
;
foot-stove, a stove to warm

the feet
; f foot-strife, strife or contention in

running; foot-stroke, a stroke at the foot of a

letter, foot-stump —foot-tubercle ;
foot-sugar=

foots

:

see Foot sb. 22; + foot-team, * (apparently)

the end of the drawing-gear which is fastened to

a plough or hanow’ (Skeat)

,

foot-ton, the

amount of energy capable of raising a ton weight

to the height of one foot; foot-tramp, the

tramp of the feet, also a tramp or expedition

on foot ; f foot-trap, (a) a trap or snare for the

feet
,

(b) the stocks ;
foot-trench, a shallow

trench (cf foot-dram) ;
toot-tubercle (see quot )

;

foot-valve, (in a steam-engine) the valve between

the air-pump and condenser
;
foot-waling Naut

(see quots ) ,
foot-wall Mining, the wall or side

of rock which is under a vein or lode; foot-

warmer, a contrivance for keeping the feet warm,

esp while travelling ,
foot-washing, the washing

of another's feet, esp. as a religious observance

;

also, locally as a wedding-ceremony ;
foot-

weir, some kind of weir ; f foot-wharf, (see

quot.) ; f foot-wise adv

,

with the feet first,

footling
; + foot-withy, a shackle for the foot ofan

animal; foot-wobbler slang, a foot-soldier , foot-

work, f («) attnb. in footwork silk (? meaning)

;

(b) a work to protect the foot of a structure ;
{c)

Football, ‘work’ done with the feet, dribbling

and kicking; foot-worn, a., {a) worn by the

feet
;

(b) worn or weaned as to the feet, footsore

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet
,
*Foot-aIe, an old Custom

amongst Miners, when a Man enters first into Work, to pay

his first Days Wages for Ale x88r Leiceslersh. Gloss

,

s v

Footing, A stranger will generally be asked to * stand his

foot-ale’, 1598 B Jonson Ev Man in Hum Prol., With
.helpe 0 fsome few "foot-and-halfe-foote words 1862 Edm

Vet, Rea. IV 306 Cows affected with the "foot and mouth
disease. 1626 Ainsworth Annot. Pentat Lev ii 13 They
laid on the salt on the "foot-banke (of the altar,) and on

the top of the Altar. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey', Foot-bank

or Foot-step .a Step . under a Parapet, or Breast-work

;

upon which the men get up to Fire over it. 188a O’Donovan
Mero Oasts I xvi 27s The footbank has crumbled away to

such an extent that only a few inches in breadth remain

X786T. Jefterson Writ (1853) II. 75,1 have lately examined

a "foot-bass newly invented It is placed on the floor, and
the harpsichord . is set oyer it, the foot acting in concert on

51-2



FOOT 404 FOOT
that, while the fingets play on tins x*j$9 A M ti

Gabelhoueds Ilk Phystcke 357/2 Take Oaken leaues M hj.

Saulte M,j. make therofa Tootebath 1858 Simmonds Diet
Trade, Foot bath , a pan in which to wash the feet 1855
Ogilvie SuppI , Foot In Medt ,the lower end of an upright

ot vertical shaft, and which works m a foot-step, or Toot-
bearing x6g9 S'hei togenbosh 19 Trenches with double
bankets or ’'feet benches 162a MalynesAnc Laiu Met ch

273 Vent for the Litargium as it is cast vp by the * Foot-

blast 1778 Pi nnani Tour in Wales I 64 The Romans
knew only the weak powers of the foot-blast 1579 Di it

Diary (Camden) 6 The "Tote-bote for the ferry at Kew was
diowned and six peisons 184a Hartshorni- Salop Antiq
430 Foot-boat . 1658 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus 111 58 The
thigh-bone, legge, Toot-bone, and claws of Birds 1833 R
Muoic Brit Birds (1841) I, 23 The tarsus, or foot-bone

1506 Guyltordd Pilgr (Camden) 31 There lay ouer the same
a tree for a Tote bryage. 1807 Cradbp Far Reg 1 802 The
foot-bridge fail’d—he plung’d beneath the deep 1892 Lock-
woods Diet Mech hitgin (ed 2), Foot Bridge

,
an arched

bridge which carries a footstep bearing x6zo Shelton
Quit 11 xtx 120 For your ^Foot-clappers, I say nothing,
you would wonder to see vm bestirre themsclues. 1712
F Bellers in Phil Trans. XXVII 542 A coarse sort of
Coal, called the *Foot-Coal c 1460 J Russrr l Bk Nut ture

884 pe said shete ouer sprad So pat ltkeuer be Tote coschyn
ana chayere. 1816 Kiruy & Sp Eutomol (1843) II 257
Foot cushions (pulvillt) x8ir East Reports XIII 523
Before oil is delivered, it is the constant custom for a
broker to attend to make a minute of the Toot-dirt and
water in each cask 1807 Vancouver Ague Devon (1813)

283 To receive the surface-water from Toot-diains Hid out
upon the surface of the morass a 1300 E E Psalter
lxxvm[i] n Inga 111 Jn sight to seene Sighynge of *fote-festes

bat beene Ibid civ [cv ] 18 pai meked of him fete bare, In
Tote-festnes harde bat ware 1382 Wyclif i Saw xxv 42
And fyue child-wymmen, lur 'feet folowers, wenten with hu— 1 Kings xx 14 Bi the foot folowers of the pryncts of
prouyncis *837 W. Irving Copt Bonneville I 50 A horse
that is « foot free’, is tied to one thus secured *871
Browning Balanstion 1438 Thou, who stood’sL Foot-fiee o'
the snaie 1663 Inst. Ld J. Get dan's Furniture

,
Anc arm

chair, two slooles and ane Toot gange confonne to the bed
*8x4 Saxon <j- Gael I 108 I'll wan an’ she’ll keep her am side
of the house , an' a Jit-gang on her half-marrow’s 1594 R.
Crompton Junsd des Courts 197 ’'Footegeld 164* Termes
de laLey & v , Foot-geld is anAmercement for not cutting out
the balls of great Dogges feet in the Forest 138a Wyclif
Jer v 26 Grenes puttende, and *feetgynnes [Vulg padicas]
1720 De Foe Ca.pt Singleton 161 The Buskins and *Foot-
Gloveswewoie 1892 Simmonds Diet Trade Suppl, *Fool-
gt ease, a name for refuse of cotton seed, after the oil is

piessed out 1382 Wyclif Job xvm 10 His Toot grene
[Vulg pedica] is hid in the eithe. 1874 Knight Diet Mech

,

*Foot-guard, a boot or pad to prevent the cutting of the feet

by interfeiingor overreaching xqg^Anu Ague XXII 364
Sheep are subject to a disease called the *Foot-kalt

,

which
is thought to be catching 1750 Ellis Mod Hnsbandm I.

i. 93 A Toot hedge is one that has no Ditch belonging
to it 1854 Anne Baker Northampt Gloss , Foot-hedge,

a slight dry hedge of thorns, placed by the side of a
newly-planted hedge, to piotect the quick 1879 Miss
Bird Rocky Mount 232 The long ascent through sweep-
ing Toothills to the gates of rock at a height of 0000
feet x86o Tyndall Glac i, xi. 77 To render my *foot-

holes broad and sure, I stamped upon the frozen ciust

*869 R B Smyth Gold/. Victoria 61 1 Footholes—Holes
cut in the sides of shafts or winzes to enable miners to
ascend or descend them. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),
*Foot-hnsls, are short Heads, out of which Flowers grow
184a Francis Diet, Arts, *Foot Iron

,
an iron fastened to

the foot, in order to preserve the shoe while digging 1858
Simmonds Diet Trade, Foot iron

,
Foot-plate, a step for a

carnage 1828 Stark Elem Nat. Hist, II 183 *Fect-jaws
membranous 1843 Baird in Free Benv Nat Chib II
No. 13. 153 Mouth possessed of foot-jaws r 1400 Yvoatne
it Gaia 2267 The laddes of his kychyn. And also . his
weist Tote-knave, xjgx Shaics. x Hen IV.

,

11 1 81, I am
loyned to no xFoot-land-Rakeis. 1875 * Stoneiiengl' Brit
Sports 1. v u. § r 235 The *Foot-Length, or the extreme

I

iortion of the line, is . generally made of pieces of gut,
enotted together . comprising a length offrom three to eight
feet 1727-41 Chambers Cyel, *Foot Level

,

an msti ument,
which serves to do the office both of a level, a square, and a
Foot lule. 1638 Terrier of Claybrook Glebe (Leicestersh
Gloss ), In the New Close a hadley and Tooteleay butting
North and South r88x Leicestersh Gloss, Foot-ley

, the
lowest 'land' in a grass field x6io Shaks. Temp iv i 219
Do that good mischeefe, which may make thy Caliban For
aye thy Tbot-licker. 1866 Carlyle Return (1881) I 258 On
visit to some foot-licker whose people lived there x8zx T.
Moore Mem (1853) III. 276 If they know no medium
between brawling rebellion and *foot-hckmg idolatry. 1676
Moxon Print Lett 6 The *Foot-line is the lower line that
bounds the Letter 1888 Jacobi Ft inter's Voc

,
Footline,

the bottom line 111 a page, a 1699 Jos Beaumont Psyche
(1702) xih cxivui, Sedition was his Drift, and He could ne’r
Persue that game unless he Tootloose were, cx450 Cov
Myst. (Shaks Soc.) 72 Sche xal be here Toot-mayd to
mynyster here most mylde 1847 Haluvvell, *Foot-maiden,
a waiting maid. 1869 Leicester in Eng. Mech 3 Dec 282/2

Another workman, called the footmaker
1

, fastens on the
piece ofglass

_
1881 Span's Encycl Indnstr A rts, etc 111

1069 Each chair is made up ofa ‘woikman a first assistant
or 1

servitor a second assistant or 1 footmaker and one or
more boys 1707 Land Gaz No 4314/3 There will be
’‘Foot Matches, and other Divertisements 1836 Kant
A ret Expl. I. xvi 183 He was coiled up, with his nose
buried in his bushy tail, like a fancy Toot muff 1406 in
Rogers Agnc Prices (1866) III 446 *Fotnail called
spiking, x c /6 _x8oz M Cutler in Life, etc (x888) II 60
The Toot organ is a prodigious addition to Forte-Pianos
1848 Rickman Styles Archil (ed. 5) 74 The pedestal on
which the pier stands being always square, while the pier
itself is often round, an interval occurs at the angles which
is frequently filled up with an ornament consisting most
commonly of rude foliage, these are usually called Toot
ornaments. 1526 Tolls m Dillon Calais <$• Pale (1892) 80
Everye Jeweller earning any Tootepacke mwardes 1583
Nomenclator 319/1 A Toote-page 1814 Scott Wav. xxiv,
Callum Beg, the sort of foot-page who used to attend

his peison 1833 H Ciarkt Dut
,
*Footpan, footbath

1884 Knight Diet Mech IV 353/2 'I he foot-pans which
are used in the railway cats of Continental Europe 1802
Findlaiera(?w Sum Peeb 20S As the digger st mds upon
the suiface and presses in the peat spade with his foot, such
peat is designed Toot-peat 1869 R B Smyih Goldf
Victoria 6x1 *Foot-pace—A wedge of wood or pait of
a slab placed against the footuall 1690 Dr\ den Atuphi-
tryon n 1, I who am a god, am degraded to a foot pimp
1849 Wpall Diet let ms, *Foot-plate, the platform on
which the engine-man and f r r r

’
-o'- ' ' ' -!—

attend to their duties 1835 ( n .
1 1 Y''*'

carriage step 1677 Pi ot Oxjordsn 247 1 neie ai e iwo sui is

used in Oxfordshire, the sFoot, and Wheel-plough ,
wlici eof

the first is used m deep and Clay Lands, being accordingly
fitted with a bioad fin share 1807 A Young Agt ic Lssev
I v 127 Both suing, or foot, and wheel ploughs. 1697
Dryden sEiu id Dccl , Om Italian Translatoui is a ’Foot-
Poet, he Lacquies by the side of Virgil at the best, but never
mounts behind him 1602 Cakew Cot nwall 85 a, i'orcarrjing
of such aduertisements and letters eueiy thorow-fare weekly
appoynteth a Toot-Poast 1841 Klthinstone Hist hid II

vm 111 243 Foot posts, to a ceitain extent, must be coeval
with village establishments 1830 Joule mPhtl States
CXL 70 Hence 773 64 Toot-pounds wall be the force which
. is equivalent to i° Fahr in a lb ofwatei 1663 Pei*\s
Duiry (1890) 172 The gieat Toot-race mn this day on
Banstead Downes. 1849 Macaulay Ilist Eng I 252
He won footraces in his boots against fleet runnel s 111

shoes x8ox Strutt Sports f, Past 11 11 70 *Foot-racing
was considered an essential pait of a young man’s educa-
tion 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,

* Poot-iaits, nairow
mouldings raised on a vessel's stern 1874 Knight Did.
Mech I 903/1 Foot-tail, a lailtoad rail having- wide-
spieadmg foot flanges, a vertical web, and a bulb-shaped
head x86x Bluest Hope Eng Cathcdr 19th C 148 Only
three of the langes were really sittings, the lcinainder
having served as steps and Tootrests 1776 Millie ti

Canteens' Lustad 126 The mountain and the wide spiead
lawn Afford no Toot-room for the ciowded foe c xooo
./Eli-ric Glass inWi -Wulcker 167 Propes, Totrap 1772-84
Cook Voy (1790) V 1913 In Ioweung the mam top-sail

the violence of the wind tore it out of the foot lope 2840
R. H Dana Bef Mast v zx Wc got out upon the weathei-
side of the jib-boom, oui feet on the foot-iopes x8oyFss
Highl Soc III, 430 *Foot-rot—\h frequently occasioned in
the milking season. 1873 G C Davies Mount, «y* Mere
xxii xg3 A sure preventative against footiot 1884 Marcus
Clarke Meat, gg Young Hopeful . is set to work Toot-
rottmg. X727-4X Chambers Cycl

,
"Foot mle [see Joot

level] 1760 Rarer in Pint Trans LI 774 The foot-uilcs
found 111 old luins at Rome, are of various lengths. 1836
Emerson Eng Traits, Character Wits (Bohn) II. 59 They
measure with an English footrule every cell of the In-

quisition 1846 Jml R Ague Soc VII r 72 At the head
of the plough is a Toot lut, made of wood, and a wide
piece of wood on the end, to prevent the plough going deep
1873 ‘Stonehenge’ But Sports 1 1 iv ij 4 Bo A good
setter geneially makes out a Toot-scent better than a
pointei 1874 Knight Did. Mech I 903/1 *Foot-screw, a
supporting foot, for giving a machine 01 table a level
standing on ail uneven flooi. 1589 Cogan Haven Health
chv (1636) 149 Thu fat which is left upon the water of the
seething of Netes feet, called commonly Toot seaine 1874
E W H Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing iv 157 Stans
[sweep-nets] may be divided into three classes, namely, the
scan piopcr the ‘ tuck-sean

’, and the ‘ground or Toot-
sean’ x6oi Holland Pliny I 510 This was at fiist piac-
tised with Toot sets for a prick-hedge

_
1834 Annl Baker

Noithampt Gloss , Foot-hedge called in some parts of the
county a foot-set a foot-set is described as two lows of
quick, planted about a foot asundei on a slope c 1440 Bk
Cnrtasye 488 in jHabeas Bk 193 po lorde schalle skyft hys
gown at ny^t, Syttand on Toteshete tyl he be dyat. 1494
Hoitseh Ora 120 All this season the Kinge shall sit still in
his footesheete 1313 Douglas AEncis vii xi, 31 Gyrd m a
garmont semely and Tut syd 1780 M Shillds F'aithf
Contendmgs 38 The Lord is helping some to keep foot-

side with the bretheien at home 1873 Geikie Gt Ice
Age (1894) 437 The ice indiated outwards to the Toot-
slopes of the hilis of Middle Germany 1813 Falconer's
Did Marine, *Footspace-rail c 1830 Rudim Navig
(Weale) 119 Foot space rati, the rail that terminates the
foot of the balcony, and in which balusters step 1867 in
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. c 1000 Sax. Leechd III 286
Gif hit sy oSer feoh, sing on (xst Totspor 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb

) 38 Where his footspore stood there stiyked
he with his tayl 1382 Wyclif Exod xxvii 12 Ten pilers
and as feele Tootstakis [Vulg. bases']. 1638 Sir T Browne
Gard Cyrus 1 37 The Crosse of our blessed Saviour
having in some descriptions an Empedon or crossing
Toot stay 1683 Moxon Mech Exerc II 29 The *Foot-
sticks [are placed] against the foot or bottom of the Page
1888 Jacobi Printer*s Voc , Footstick, a bevelled stick put
at the bottom of a page or pages to quoin up against 1563
Act 8 Elis c 11 § 4 Untyll suche tyme as the same Cappe
be half thicked at the least in the *Footestocke 1363
Jewel Def Apol (i6xx) 384 Sapores . when hee had con-
quered Valenanus the Roman Empeiour used him aftei-

ward most villanously, as his foot-stocke 1398 Florjo,
Stamute, thevpnght ribs or peeces oftimber of the inside of
a ship, ofsome called footestocks, or footesteecks x6xo Hol-
land Camden’s Brit 1 31 Ships they had, of which the
keeles, the footstocks also, or upright standards were made of
slight Timbei c xooo A5t.rKic Gloss Suppl 111W1 -Wulcker
xgx .Ftt#7«7sTotstan 1738J.Andfrson Constti FrecMasons
102 The King levell’d the Footstone of the New Royal-
Exchange on 23 Oct. 1667 1876 Browning St Martin's
Summer v, Headstone, footstone moss may diape,—Name,
date, violets hide from spelling. 1885 C A Huldeut Suppl
Ann. Almondbwry 167 When it was decided to restoie the
old Hall, and the vvoik had been commenced, a footstone
was discovered which cleaily indicated the pitch of the
front gables x8i8 Art Present Feet 152 Our English
travellers should always be on their guard against the use
of Teet-stoves x88z Howells m Longm Mag I 46 The
foot-stove which one of his congregation . carried to meet-
ing, and warmed his poor feet with, <ti6ii Chapman Iliad
xxiii, 689 For not our greatest flounsher can equal him in
pow'r Of Toot-strife, but ASaeides 1676 Moxon Print
Lett 23 F Is made like E, onely instead of the *Foot-

slrokc het e is onely a Footing 1872 Bi vmlsGram A ryan
Lang hid I 60 I he Panjabi n is that of Asoka's msenn-
tions, with the horizontal footstiokcs sloped downwards and
curved 1882 Standard g Oit 2/7 He had no f-uth m
*'foot ’ sugar 1323 FiT/m-nn Hush. § 4 Yf he wyll haue
Ins plough to go a narowe forowe than he setteth Ins Tote
teanie in the nycke nevtc to the ploughe beame 1558
Wilts <S lav N L, (Suitees 18351 162, Inj fuyt teames
xijr x868 Morn Shit 25 Juno, The total force hurled
against the Plymouth shield was 117,666 Toot-tons
x8o8 Scoti Maun 111 xx\i, The 'foot-tiamp of a flying
steed 1836 Kani A ret F xpl I vui 79 We are farther
north than any of our piedecessors, except Pariyou hu,
Spitzbeigcn foot-tiamp 1388 WycLir Job xvm 10 The
Toot trappe [1382 foot giene, Vulg pcdiea] of hym is hid
in the erthe. 1385 Nomenclator it)6 The stocks, or foote-
trap 1796 W Marshall Midi. Co (ed 2) II. Gloss,
*Foot-trent hes, superficial drains, about a foot wide 1884
Syd Soc Lex

,
*Foot tube/ tla, the lateral piocesses on

each segment of some of the Annelida
, also called Para-

podui 1839 R S. Robinson Naut Steam Eng 58 The
Toot valve 1630 Blancki r v NavalExpos ,*F'oot wanting
is all the Inboard Planking, from the Keelson upwards to
the Oilop Clamps 1867 Smyiii Sailor’s Wo/d-bk

,
Foot-

waltng, the inside plonking 01 lining of a ship over the
floor-timbers 1869 R II Smyth Goldf Victoria 611 *Foot-
wall, the bounding lock beneath or on the lower side of
a reef 1812 Souim y in Q Rev VII 60 He would
certainly chusc an eyder duck foi his ’‘foot-warmer 1858
Hawthorne Fr ij It. Jrnh. (1872) I 1 A foot-warmer (a
long, flat, tin utensil, full of hot water) was put into the
carriage 1883 lla/pei h Mag Mai 539/1 Chai coal to put
in the little foot-vvannci s used by all womenkind m Dutch
chinches 1796 Mrmsr Amcr Gtog I 281 They piactise
the Toot washing, the kiss of love [etc.] 1871 C Gibbon
Lack of Gold xxu, He would be ready to enduie the
ceremony of the ‘ hect-w ashing ’ on the eve of his bridal

1584 in Descr Thames 1 1758 1 63 No Fishermen orTnnker-
men shall avauncc or set up any Wears, Engines, Rowte
Wears, Piglit Wears, *Foot Wears 1721 Plrry Daggenh
Breach 52 A Buttuss 01 “Foot Wharf on each side to keep
m the Eaith to prevent the Dam from spreading and
settling out at Foot 1345 RaVNold Byrth Mankynde
(1564)66 When the one [bath] commeth headlong, the other
Tootewise. 1569 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 218, x ireon
temes and Toite wcdies. 1783 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue,
*Footwabhr, a contemptuous appellation for a foot soldier,

commonly used by the cavalry 1814 Scot t Wav lxi, * I was
sure you could he none of the foot-wobblers, as my Nosebag
calls them.’ 1368 Wills fy Itm N. C (Surtees 1833) 294
A Remnant of Tootworh silke ijv 1721 PrRRY Daggenh
Bi each 120 Thue may likewise be a small Footwork
made at the Low-watu Maik the better to preserve the
Beadi from being washed away 1893 Daily News 16
Dec 6/6 Their [the N01 them team’s] foot woik 1793-18x4
Wokdsvv F u union v 169 Sepulclnal stones appeared with
emblems gravui. And ‘'foot-worn epitaphs 1820 Keats Eve
St Agnes \!i, The chains lie silent on the footworn stones

1836 Kanl Aid ILxpl I. xxxii 440 Some of our foot-worn
absentees

f Foot, a Ol>s, rate [the prcc sb used attnb.]

Of style or language (after L pettester) Prosaic,
‘ low without elevation
1382 Stanmiuhst Poems, Ps 111 note (Arb ) 131 Theese

bace and foote verses (so I teime al, sauhung thee Hcroical
and Ekgiaeal) 1604 Hu ron Preaeheis Plea Serm (1614)

535 For a man (saith hee [Jerome]) that handleth holy

mattersj a lowe and (as it were) a foote oration [pedestns
oratid] is necessary, and not such as is thickned with arti-

ficiall flaming of words

Foot (fut), v [f. prec sb Cf G fuszen ]

3L mtr To move the foot, step, 01 tread to

measure or music
;
to dance Esp m phr tofoot it

c 1400 Rout Rose 2323 If he can wel foote and daunce, It

may hym greetly do avaunce 1513 Douglas AEneis xin
ix no Thai fut it so that lang war to devysThair hasty
fair x6xo Shaks Temp 1 n 380 Foot it featly here and
there 1700 Dryden Wife ofBath's T 216 He saw a Quire
of Ladies m a round, That featly footing seem’d to skim
the Giound 1787 G Colman Inkle 4- Yanco Finale,

Hymen gay foots away, Happy at our wedding day 1863

Mrs C Clarke Shaks Char iv, 107 The dance of fames
footing it to the cricket’s song
b <\\\usi-trans. with cogn object (a dance,

etc ) ; also
(
nonce use

)

with obj and adv as compl.
c 1450 Crt ofLove lxxxiv, Falsely now they footen loves

daunce 1389 R. Harvly PI Pin 8 All the picked youth
. footing the Moms about a May pole *633 T Adams
Exp 2 Petern 3 Herodias’ daughter, that, footed away the

head of John Baptist 1636 Flatly Cluvis Myst xxvm
388 Teach their scholais how to foot the dance 1842 S C
Hall Ireland II 338 note, Footing a hornpipe to the music

of a pair of bagpipes

2. mtr To move the feet as in walking; to

step, pace, walk, go on foot Also, to step or

walk on
, ever, upon (with, indirect pass') Now

rare.

1570 Levins Mantp 178 To Foote, gressnsponcre 1390

Spenser A1

Q i.xi. 8 The dreadful Beast drew nigh. Halfe

flying and halfe footing m his haste, 1398 Shaks Merry
IV 11 1. 126 Theeues doe foot by night x6oo Surtlet
Countrie Farme u xxxi 239 Saffron groweth the better if

it be a little footed vpon 1634 Ford P Warbeck in iv,

Since first you footed on our territories 1637 Milton
Lycidas 103 Next Camus, reverend sire, went footing slow

1642 Anne Bradstreet Poems (1678) 10 And Hemus, whose
steep sides none foot upon 1646 J Hall Poems (1647) 98

All paths are footed over, but that one Which should be

gone 1824 Miss Ferrier Inher lxix, He footed away as

fast as his short legs permitted 1863 G Mtredith Rhoda
Fleming xliv, They footed together, speechless . taking the

womans quickest gliding step

b esp in phr. to foot it.

1376 FlemingPanopl, Epist Ded. V 3 b, I leasurly began

to foote it forward a 1623 Fletcher & Mass Elder Bio
X 1, I am tyr’d, Sir, and nere shall foot it home. 17x3

Addison Guardian No. 166 ? 6 My operator .used to foot
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xt fiom the other end of the town every morning 1803
EablDunmore Pamirs I 181 Riding for us was out of the
question, so we all had to foot it

3 trans To set foot on ; to tzead with the feet

,

to walk or dance on, pass over or traverse on foot

1557 North tr Gneuara's Dtall Pr 248 b, Lucil vsed to
fote the streates of Rome 1603 Knolles Hist lurks 23
The top of the wall which was first footed by the Duke
Godfrey 1667 Bp S Parker Free <$• Impart Censure 102
The famous Traveller of Odcomb footed most parts of the
known world a 1717 Parnell Fairy T xxiii, The fames
braglv foot the floor x8iz J Henry Camp agst Quebec
26 The ground we footed within the last three days is

a very rugged isthmus 189a Stevenson in Illustr Land
News 2 July 9/3 It was good to foot the grass

4. To set or plant (a peison) on his feet in a
place; to settle, establish. Chiefly reft, and in

pass - to have or obtain a foothold m
1590 Shahs Hen. V, 11 iv 143 For he is footed m this

Lana already 1633 T. Stafford Pac Hib 111 (1821) 247
When they are footed in Mounster, the most part of the
Countrey will joyne with them 1658 R. Newcourt Map of
London (heading), Hingest the Saxon footing himselfe
here 1888 Daily News 27 Apr 6/3 They will go through
the Thanet sands with cylinders again until they foot them-
selves well into the chalk.

b mtr To foot well : (of a horse) ? to get a
good ‘ footing

’

1826 Sporting Mag XVII 383 If he have a hand on hts
horse, and will allow him to 1 foot well ’ (aswe call it) befoie
he springs

+ 5 trans To strike or thiust with the foot
;
to

kick
; fig to spurn Obs

1596 Shaks Merck V 1 111 119 You that did foote me
as you spurne a stiangei curre Ouer your threshold a 1616
Beaum & Fl. IVit at sen Weapons v i, When you shall
foot her from you, not she you 1637 Nabbes Microcosm
iv Eijb, Blood Carry your toes wider Tast Take
heed that I foote not you. 1808 Jamieson, Foot, to kick,
to strike with the foot, a term used with respect to
horses

+b To tread, press, 01 crush with the feet.

c 1682 J. CollinsMaking Salt 16 It was footed or pressed
into a Cask

c. To push or shove with the foot or feet.

Chiefly Naut. (see quots.).

*757 W. Thompson R N Advoc. 41 They sometimes pro-
duce the Standaid Weight without Footing or Handing the
Scale 1769 Falconer Did Marine (1776), fetter dehors
lefond du hunter, to foot the topsail out of the top c i860H Stuart Seaman's Catech 49 The masthead men parrel
the yard and foot it amidships
d mtr or absol To use the feet in kicking, to

do ‘foot-work’ colloq {Football)
*852 Bristed Upper Ten Thousand ix. 223 Both teams

were footing their very best

0 trans. Of a bird of prey (esp. a hawk) : To
seize or clutch with the talons. Alsofig
1575 Turberv Faulconne 130 Throwe hir out the leure

and let hir foote a henne and kill it 1600 Surflet
Countne Farme 1 xvh nx A certaine kmde of swanne
[with] his right foote catcheth and footeth his pray x6xx
Shaks Cymb.v iv 116 The holy eagle Stoop’d, as to foot
us 1642 Milton Apol Smect (1851) 276 Now trust me
not, Readers, if I be not already weary of pluming and
footing this Seagull, so open he lies to strokes 1891
Harting Bibl Accipitr Gloss , Foot, to clutch
absol 1879 Radcliite 111 Encycl Brit IX 7/r A hawk is

said to ‘ foot ’ well or to be a ‘ good footer ' when she is

successful m killing

7 To follow the tracks of
;
to trace. Also absol

*77a T Simpson Vermin-Killer 8 The rats will run it like
a dog footing a hare. 1829 Sporting Mag XXIV 292 The
quails squatted till the dogs footed up to their very tails
1886 W Line Gloss, s.v , ‘There was snow on the
ground, and they footed him to the pond ’

8 To make, add, or attach a foot to
1463 [see Forefoot v ] 1370 Levins Mamp 178 To Foote

a stoole.pedem adders 1396 Shaks i Hen IV, ir iv 130
1609 C Butler Fem Mon 11 E iij, The stone-stooles must
bee footed as they may 1663 Cowley Cutter Colnlan i>t

iv vi, She shall foot Stockings m a Stall for me 1771
Smollett Humph Cl I Let 11, The stockings which his
wife footed for me 1832 Hawthorne Bhthedale Rom v
(1883) 356 Absolutely footing a stocking out of the texture
of a dream

9 + a. To end fh letter) with a postscript Obs.
1648 Evelyn Let to Sir R Browne 5 June, Postscript, I

would foot this letter with what I have since learned

b. To add up and set the sum at the foot of (an
account, bill, etc ) ; to reckon or sum up. Now
usually with up. Chiefly dial and colloq .

1490 ActaDom Cone (1 839) 176/2 The tyme that his compt
wes futit 1828 Webster s v , To foot an account 1852
Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xxxv, The wall-paper was
garnishedwith chalk memorandums,and longsums footed up
1873 J Richards Wood-working Factories 80 The break-
ages from accident, if footed up at the end of each yeai,
would in most cases equal the clear earnings
fig 1883 Harper’s Mag, 893/2 [He] was doing a little

sum in social arithmetic. He was footing me up, as it

were

C colloq To pay or settle (a bill)
1848 Durivace Stray Subj 183 If our plan succeeded,

the landlord was to foot the bill, and ‘stand treat’ 1891
LeedsMercmy 18 July 6/7 The annual bill we foot is, after
all, small compared with that of France,

d mtr Of an account, number of items, etc •

To mount or total up to (a certain sum) Const
with or without to

1867 Tunes 19 Sept 10 The united debts of the colony
foot up something like ;£250,000 1893 Peel Valley
224 His total losses footed up to £$000.

+ 10 trans ?To fewter (a spear) Sc Obs
a, 1557 Diurnal Occurrents (1833) 45 The Scottis futtit

thair speris, and slew to the nomoer of thre scoir

11 To admit (a new hand) on payment of a
Footing
1823 Examiner 285/2 The workmen had been partaking

of some liquor on account of footing a new comer

+ 12 ? To sing the * foot’ 01 burden to (a song),
os 1333 Udall Royster D 1 iv (Arb) 30,

1

will by myne
owne selfe foote the song perchaunce

+ Foo’tback. Obs A humorous formation
after horseback Chiefly in phr on (or a)footback—
(tiavellmg) on foot

1389 Nashe Prefi to Greene's Menaphon 17 Beggers [have
forgot] that euer they caned their fardles on footback
a 1623 Fletchfr Woman’s Prize 1 111, Like St George at
Kingston, Running a footback from the furious dragon
1630 J 1 aylor (Water P ) Odcomb's Compl 79 Should foot
back trotting Trauellers intend 1 0 match his trauels

Football, foot-ball (fu tbgl). [f. Foot sb
•»* Ball i]

1 An inflated ball used in the game (see 2 ) It
is now either spherical or (in the Rugby game)
elliptical, and consists of an inflated bag or bladder
enclosed m a leather case.
i486 Bk St Albans, Her E yj a, It is calde in latyn ptltt

pedahs a fotebal 1308 Barclay Egloges v, The sturdie
plowmen driumg the foote ball. 1650 Baxter Saints’ R
iv (1653) 282 Like a Football in the midst of a ci owd of Boys
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv vii. (1737) 26 The Bladder,
wherewith they make Footballs 1793-18x4 Wordsw.
Excursion vii 743 If touched by him, The inglorious foot-
ball mounted to the pitch Of the Lark’s flight

2 An open-air game played with this ball by two
sides, each of which endeavours to kick or convey
the ball to the goal at the opposite end of the field
There are various styles of playing the game, but the two

most widely recognized are the Association and the Rugby
Union games
1424 Sc Act fas I, c 18 The king forbiddes na man

play at ]>e fut ball vnder Jje payne of mjrf 1331 Elyot
Gov. 1 xxvu, Foote balle, wherin is nothmge but beastly
fune and exstreme violence 1665 Flagellum or O Crom-
well (ed 2) 8 Playeis at Foot-ball, Cudgels, or any other
boysterous sport or game 1791 W Bartram Carolina 509
The foot-ball is likewise a favorite, manly diversion with
them [the Indians] 1880 Times 12 Nov 4/4 Not 15 years
back, few men played football after they left school

3 fig esp a person or thing that is kicked or

tossed about like a football).

1332 More Cottfut Tindale Wks 4x6/1 For so he maye
translate the worlde m to a footeball yf he loyne therewith
certayn cucumstaunces, and saye this rounde rollyng foote-
ball that men walke vpon [etc ] 1c 1600 Distr Emperor
11 1 m Bullen O PI III 186, I atn the verye foote-ball of
the starres vjxx Let to Sacheverel 14 England must
always have a National Football, and you, at present, are
That 1879 Froude C&sarxv 231 The institutions of the
mistress of the world had become the football of ruffians.

4 attnb and Comb

,

as football-club
,

-day,

-match, -play, -player, -playing, + -sport, + -swam,
-union, -war
x8x3 in Hone Every-Day Bk I 243 The coachman ex-

claimed ‘ It’s #Foot ball day’, 1887 Shearman Athletics
<?• Football 247 Shrove Tuesday was the great ‘ football
day ’ in England for centuries 1711 Budgell Sped No 161
v 3, I was diverted from a farther Observation of these
combatants, by a * Foot-ball Match 1389 Cogan Haven
Health 1 (1612) 2 Some are vehement, as dauncing, leaping,
*foote ball play. 1803 Scott Last Minstr v vi, Some, with
many a merry shout Pursued the foot-ball play. 1603
Shaks Lear 1 iv 93 Ste He not be strucken, my Lord
Kent Nor tript neither, you base *Foot-ball plaier 1383
Stubbes Anat Abus 1 (1879) 137 Some spend the Sabaoth
day in *foot-ball playing, and such other deuilish
pastimes 1389 Greene Menaphon Wks (Grosart) VI 137
At *foote hall sport, thou shalt my champion be. 1633
WaltonA ngler 1 35 Where, for some sturdy ^foot-ball Swain,
Tone strokes a Silubub or twaine 17x4 Gay Trivia 11. 226
Lo 1 from far, I spy the Furies of the *Foot-ball War
Football (fu tbol), v [f prec sb ] trans. To

kick like a football, to kick about witb the feet,

alsofig Hence Foo tballmg a
1390 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks (Grosart) V 268 They

footebald their heades togither 1627-47 Feltham Resolves
II lxxxm 427 To see how well meaning simplicity is foot-

ball’d x86o All Year Round No 42 363, I knew he
longed to football my unshorn head up arid down the
knubbly street 1883 G Meredith Diana I v xag She
became the Mrs. Warwick of our footballing world

Footballer (firtbgbi). [f prec sb. or vb -f-

-er T] One who plays football
1880 Melbourne Bulletin 29 Oct 5/1 The Champion

Footballers race for a quarter mile.

Foo’tballist. [f. as prec. + -ist ] = prec
1882 Society 28 Oct 18/1 When a Rugby Union footballist

is running with a football the practice is to collar, him.

Footboard (fu tbo<ud) [f. Foot sb. + Board ]

1 A board to support the foot or feet ; a board
to stand on

;
e g a small platform at the back of

a carriage on which the footman stands ,.a board
upon which to step when entering or alighting

fiom a carriage , the foot-rest of a duvmg-box, in

US. the foot-plate (see Foot sb 35) of a loco-

motive engine.

1766 Smollett Trav II xxv 5 [They] may be carried in

a common chair, provided with a foot-board, on men’s
shoulders Ibid II xxvu 54The ladies sit within, and the

cicisbei stand on the foot-boards, on each side of the coach

I
18x5 SportingMag XLV. 184 A foot-board behind for the

accommodation of a servant 1823 J Neal Jonathan II
xv 58 His feet rested on a foot board, which was attached

to the rough axle-tree 1874 KnightDid Mech I. 902/x
Foot-bom d, the platform on which the driver and stokei of
a locomotive stand A foot-plate 1885 Miss Braddon
Wyllard's Weird I 11 49 She was standing on the foot-
board with her face to the [railway-]coach.

b A treadle

1874 in Knight Did Mech x888 Lockwood’s Did.
Mech Engin

,
Treadle or Foot Board, a strip of wood

actuated by the foot and connected to the crank of a lathe,
grindstone or other small machine
2. An upright board set across the foot of a bed-

stead

1843 Mbs Carlyle Lett I 232 Groping, with my hand,
I felt the footboard at my head 1

Foo*tboy.
+ a. A boy-attendant (obs. b. A boy (in

livery) employed m the place of or to assist a foot-
man , a page-boy
1390 Greene Mourn Garni Wks. (Grosart) IX 139 O11

he paceth with his men and his foot-boyes towardes
Assyria 1391 Shaks i Hen VI, 111 11 69 Like Peasant
foot Boyes doe they keepe the Walls 1644 Prynne &
Waller Fiennes' Trial 5 On Friday night late I received
a Note fiom youi Foot boy 17x1 Steele Sped No 96 ir 1

From my being first a Footboy at fourteen, to my present
Station of a Nobleman’s Poiter X837 Hawthorne Twice-
1 old T (1851) I ix 163 The smart maid-servant, and the
dn ty little footboy

Foo’t-breadth, + -brede. [See Breadth
and Brede sb 2] The breadth, of a foot (as a
measure).

1375 Barbouk Bruce xi 365 He gert men mony pottis ma
Of a fut breid round C1384 Chaucer H Fame hi 952
That wel vnneth in that place Hadde I a fote brede of
space 1535 Coverdale Dent. 11 g, I wyl not geue you one
fote biedth of theii londe [Also m i6xx ] 1768 Ross
Helenore in. 371 Chaige them to halt, nor move on foot
hied more 1837 H Miller Test Rocks in 125 Luxuriant
herbage cumbered every foot breadth of the dank soil.

Foo-t-cloth.
+ 1. A large richly-ornamented cloth laid over

the back of a hoise and hanging down to the
ground on each side It was consideied as a mark
of dignity and stale Obs.
1480 Wardr Acc Edw IV (1830) 154 An herneys in

russet velvet cloth of gold for an hakeney, and a footeclothe
maade of russet velvet lyned with blac bokeram, 1389 Mar
Martine 6 Plucke but the foote cloth from his backc, The
Asse will soone be seene 1612 W Parkes Curtaine Dr
(1876) 24 Sometimes he that robbes both Church and
Common-wealth is seene to nde on his foot cloth. 1702
Land Gaz No 3842/r The Town-Clerk with a Gold Cham,
and his Footman and Footcloth 1805 Scott Last Mtnstr
v xvii, Fair Margaret on her palfrey came, Whose footcloth
swept the ground
fig *594 Nashe Vnfort Trav Wks (Grosart) V. 70 The

scolasticall squitter bookes clout you vp cannopies fit foot-
clothes of verses

2 A cloth to set the feet upon, a carpet.

1639 Fuller Holy War iv. 1 (1640) 165 Milam, and many
other cities in Italy danced at this musick, made a foot-
cloth of their Master’s livery 1726-7 Swift Gulliver 1 ii.

38 A foot cloth for your majesty’s chief room of state 1824
Macaulay Ivry vi, Then on the ground Fling the red
shreds, a footcloth meet for Henry of Navarre 1847
Tennyson Pnnc. iv 267 On the footcloth, lay The child.

+ 3 attrib and Comb, (sense 1
),

asfoot-cloth horse

,

mule, nag, -page, -servant, -stnder.

1371 Sadler, Smith & Wilson Let 7 Sept in Murdin
Coil State Pap (1759) X49 So havyng prepared a Fotecloth
Nag for him he was quietly brought into the tower.

1393 Shaks 2 Hen VI, iv 1 54 Hast thou not Bare-
headed plodded by my foot-cloth Mule 1504— Rich III

,

ill, iv. 86 Three times to day my Foot-Cloth-Horse did
stumble *634 Gayton Pleas Notes 1 vn 26 The Mule,
and glorious Foot-cloatli-pages, and Harbingers, are all Loo
little for these Patriarchs a 1638 Ford, etc Witch Ed-
monton v 1, I’ll Serve some Bnarean footcloth stndei

Footed (fu ted), ppl. a [f. Foot sb and v +
-ED ] Furmshed with or having feet (rarely a foot)

.

1 a Of a man or animal : Furnished with feet;

having feet hke ( a dog, goose, etc )
a 1329 Skelton ElynourRnmming49 Foted lyke a plane.

x6o8 Armin Nest Ntnn Aiva, Footed broad and long, In
Motly cotes, goes Jacke Oates x66x J Chjldrey Brit.
Bacomca x8 The Seal-fish is footed like a Moldwarp*
1727 Philip Quarll (1816) 18 An animal faced and footed
like a goat. 1834 H H Wilson Rig-veda II ox The
footless dawn is the precursor offooted beings i860 Ruskin
Mod Paint. V. ix 111 § 5 220 Thighed and shouldered like

the billows;—footed like then stealing foam
Td. in parasynthetic derivatives, q v undei their

first element (as brazen-, cat-, clawfooted, etc.),

or as mam words (e g Babe-, Fourfooted)
c. fig. Footed as or with the wind, having feet

as swift as the wind.
x6x2 Drayton Poly-olb xm. 216 Each followes as his

horse were footed with the wind 1863 Swinburne
Atalanta 46 Fair as the snow and footed as the wind

2. Of a shoe, stocking, piece of furniture, etc

Having, or provided with, a foot or feet
,

also,

mended with a (new) foot

1453 Test Ebor (Surtees) II, 101, ij salers broken, ofsiluer

gilted and footed 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 23 A chayei

,

uj footyd stoolys. 01330 in Gutch Coll Cur. II 301 Item
oone pleyne Pecejootid and with a Cover. 16x3 Purcims
Pilgrimage 1 xvi 85 Then 80 women were earned in
chaires footed with gold. 1639 Bury Wills (Camden) 182,

I giue and bequeath my stone pott footed and tipt.

a 1632 Bbome City Wit iv 11. Wks. 1873 I. 348 A fellow
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that woie woisted stockings footed 1844 Ald Smith Adv
Mr Ledbury I xiv 181 Various new-footed boots and
shoes ..ranged in pairs 1856 Kane Ant. Expl II x 99
A large pair of footed trowsei s

f 3 Having a length of (a specified number of)

feet: m parasynthetic comb., as twelve-footed.

Obs
1616 Sunt don Miracles Antichr 303 The twelue-footed

man, as he is measured by Petrus de Natalibus 1

f 4. Composed in metrical feet Obs.

1567 Mapllt Gr Forest 103 In footed verse. 1:1595
Southwell St. Peter's Cornel Ded

,
This measuied and

footed stile 1601 Chlster Love's Mart (1878) 123 The
swanne In footed verse sings out his deep annoy
6. Archery. Of an arrow: (Seequot).
1856 H A Ford Archery v, 29 Arrows are either seifs 01

footed

,

the former are made of a single piece of wood
;
the

latter . have a different and harder wood dovetailed 011 to
them at the pile end.

Footer (ftrtai), sb.

1
[f. Foot sb or v + -mt1

]
1 . One who goes on foot, a pedestrian. 1 arc
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 780 Being none of the best

footers she could hardly keep way with the Spider 1890
Baring-Gould Old Co Life 327 The tor is covertd with
horses, traps, carnages, footers

b. One who walks m a place, a fiequenter
1890 Umv Rev. 15 July 3x7 This shy footer of solitudes

2 . Falconty Of the hawk : (see Foot v 6)
1879 [see Foot v 6] 1879 RADCLiri l in Encycl Bi it. IX.

10/2 1 hey are most deadly ' footers ’ x88x Macm Mag
Nov. 40 A bettei ' footer ’—more clever at seizing the quarry
in his talons

3 Football a A kick at a football. ? Obs
b. slang The game itself

1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves, etc (ed 2) 80 Footer,
a stroke at a foot-ball, Mid. colloq Aie you playing footer
today?
4 Bowls (See quot. 1876 )
1863 Feltham's Guide to Archery, etc 57 If a gentleman

play a bowl without his foot being upon the footer *876
Wilkinson in Encycl But. IV 180/2 The ‘footer 'is the
small piece of matenal—cocoa nut matting is the best

—

whereon each playei stands m delivering the ball.

5 . With a numeral prefixed : A person or thing
whose height or length is of that number of feet

;

as six-footer
,
twenty-one-footer, etc.

1844 J. 1\ Hewlltt Parsons <5- IV. xxxm, I inquired of
a second six-footer 1892 Daily JVews 21 July 3/6 The
club also sailed a match for 21-footers 011 Tuesday.
Footer (fit tar), sbt dial, or slang [? var. of

Foutbe.] (See quots.). ? Hence Footer ©., to
trifle, * potter about \ Foo tering ppl a
*783 A. Murphy Gray's-Inn Jrnl No. 36 True Intelltg

,

A Ihief, a low Fellow, a Footer. 1825 Jennings Somerset
Gloss., Footer a scurvy fellow

, a term of contempt 1847
Halliwell, Footer, to idle 1893 Stevenson Vailima
Lett (189s} xxx 273 Fussy footenng German barons
Footfall, foo*t-fall.
The fall of the foot on the ground in walking

;

a footstep, tread
16x0 Shaks Temp 11. 11 12 Like Hedg-hogs, which .

.

mount Their pucks at my foot fall 1826 Scott Jml 18
May, For weeks you could have heard a foot-fall 1873
Black /V. Thule xxvi, He did not hear her approach, her
footfall was so light

Foot-fell. Sc. Forms: 5 fut(e)fell, 6 futfaill,
-vale, fytwale, 7, 9 fltfeal. [app. f Foot sb +
Fell ] The fell or skin of a lamb that has died
soon after it was dropped(Jam ). Alsofootfellskin

*45* Jas. II Let in Chart Aberd (1800) 25 Skorlmgs,
hkaldings, futefell [etc ] 1495 m Halyburton's Ledger
(1867)00 Item out of the samyn sek 125 futfell 153s Aberd,Beg V. 15 (Jam.) Ane dossund of futfaill sufficient stuf

o’.
J dossund of futfaill skynnLS 1592 Sc. Acts fas. VI,

§8° Skynnis calhtm thevulgar toungScoihngis, scaldmgis,
futefailhs 1670 Rates (Jam.), Fitfeals and scadlmgs.

t Foot-folk. Obs. [ME., f Foot sb + Folk.
Cf. MHG vaogoolc, Ger. fuszvolft, Du. voetvolk

,

etc ] Foot-soldiers, infantry

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 398 Fot vole wythoute nombre.
?3 Coer de L. 4529 The foote folk and sympyl knaves.
In hande1 they hente ful good staves. 1859 1 hackeray
Virgin II xv O d George Frundsberg of Mindelheim,
a colonel of foot-folk in the Imperial service

Footful (fu tful). [f Foot sb, + -pul ] As
much as can be held with the foot (Cf handful )

Fraseds Mag XLII, 35 When the bird had giasped
a footful it threw the sand behind it.

.
Foo't-guards,foo'tguards (Formetlyalso
m sing ) A body of picked foot-soldiers for
special service as a guard. Now the propel name
of three infantry regiments, the Coldstream,
Grenadier, and Scots Fusilier Guards
X675 tr Machiavcllls Prince (Rtldg 1883) 289 His German

foot-guaids consisted formerly of 300 men 1678 tr Gaya’s
Art of War 1 75 When the Princes of blood and the
uenerats of an Army pass through any Town, the Gover-
nors furnish them with a Foot-guard 1703 Stefle Tend
Cusi 11 l

<
.The joiner of the Foot-guards has made

his Fortune by it. 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV, 588A strong body of infantry, the English footguards leading
the way, stormed the outworks

Foothold (fu’t|hould) [See Hold jJ.]
1 A hold or support for the feet: a surface

(secure or otherwise) for standing or walking on

;

firm or stable position of the feet
*®*5 F Markham Bk Hon

,

v 11 166 The onely readie
and perfit scale (where is neither slippene foot-holde, nor
tottering ascent) 1692 R L’Estrange Fables vi, He has

nothing above him to Aspire to, nor any Foot Hold left him
to come down by 1837 W Irving l apt Bonneville II

222 The horses had no foothold, but kept plunging forward
1871 L Stephen Playgt Eur iv (1894) 102 It was im-
possible to cut steps in it [ice] deep enough to afford seciue
foothold,

b transf
x6oa R, L’Estrange Fables cccsxxm 291 All fell to Work

at the Roots of the Tiee, and left it so little Foot-hold, that
the first Blast of Wind laid it Flat upon the Ground 1880
Contemp Rev Mar 418 The hyssop finds firm foot hold 111

the wall 1890 Home c$ Ch St Gregory the Great 10 'J he
insertion of new foundations under the pillars, which were
supported while woikmen removed their footholds.

C fig
1660 H More Myst Godl 1 v 15 Those parts of the

Woild where their Philosophy had taken foot-hold 1855
H Rlld Led Eng, Lit iv (1878) 150 The .Saracen was
driven slowly from his last foothold 111 the west of Europe
1864 Theolog Rev Mar 19 As one foothold of belief after
another is taken away
2 1 US, 1A kind of light india-rubber overshoe,

leaving the heel unprotected
, a sandal. Sometimes

called a tip ’ (Cent Diet )
Foot-hook : see Futtock
Foo-t-ho’t, adv. ? Obs [f. Foot sb + Hot a.

or adv
,
the sb seems to be locative as infootsoic\

cf. the chfferently-formed synonym hotfoot ] a In

hot haste, without pause or slackening of speed
b. In the phrase to follow) foot-hot,

the adv was
sometimes taken to mean * closely ’

,
hence it was

used in other collocations to express mere proximity
of situation

c 1320 Seiiyn Sag (XV ) 843 Als qmk he dede his schcm of
drawe, And karf his vaumpes, fot hot ri375 Si Leg
Smuts, Panins 1164 Panic Is cumme till hytne now fut-

hat c 1420 Pallad on Hush, 11 228 So that thair apples
riped with foothoote The scmynaire be sette in 0x460
lowneley Myst (Suitees) 150 Lett us ryn fote hote 1470-
85 Malory Arthur ix. xxviil, They chalengyd sire launcelot
foote hote. 15x3 Douglas Mneis i Prol 287, I knaw
quhat payne is to follow him fute haite Ibid xi xvi 37
Vnder the montane law thar stude fute lioit A byng of
erth XS76 Tuubfrv Vtncrte 138 Those cruel 1 curres .

Which vowe foot hote to followe me 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1676)415 Following lum foqt-hot, ns we commonly
say, befoie the barbarous People could take breath

Footing (fu tig), vbl sb [f. Foot v. + -ing 1
]

1 The act of walking, pacing, or stepping; a
step or tread. Now ime i To set fooling, to

set foot (m, on a place), to enter. (Alsofig.)
1583 Stanyiiurst Mneis m (Arb ) 89 He slutted, apalcd

And fixt his footing. 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, in. 11 87
Seeke not a Scorpions Nest Nor set a footing on this
vnkmde Shoie 1606 —Tt.ff Cr 11 11 155 Can it be, That
so degenerate a strame as this, Should once set footing 111

your geneious bosomes? X604E G Acosta's Hist Indies
111 xv 163 F01 that man hath not so long a sight, nor so
nimble and swift footing as were needtful c x6ix Chapman
Iliad x 294 This man makes footing towards thee, Out of
the tents. 1637 G Daniel Genius of Isle 431 Recall thy
footings thence, Wander not in Darke wnies, 1642 Remonst.
cone Ch Kmgd Irel 7 They will, with the assistance of
Spaine and France, set footing in England 1820 Keats
Isabella axhi, Towards him they bent their footing through
the dews

+b. The action of setting foot upon land
1604 Shaks Oth. 11. 1 76 The bold Iago, Whose footing

heere anticipates our thoughts, A Sentghts speed

c Moving with measured tread, dancing, |- also,

a dance.

1561 Hoby ti. Casttglzones Cow tyer (1577) Yvb, T
daunce well without ouer nimble footings or to bus 1

trickes. 1596 Davies Orchestra xiv, My feet Did neue
yet the Art of footing know. 165a Peyton Catastr He
Stuarts (1731) 14 Queen Anne, who had trod so many state!
Footings in Masks at Court. 1760 Goldsm Cit World lii

? 6 A squire from the country .desirous of learning the ne\
manner of footing.

2 . A mark or impression left by the foot; a foot
print, or footprints collectively; a trace, track
trail. Alsofig. (cf. footstep'). Now rare.
*57* tr Buchanan's Detect Mary Q Scots Mi, I wil

rmt here precisely trace out all the footynges of thewicki
doynges 1576 Purbkrv. Venerie 64 Let him finite mark
what manner of Slotte or footing it is 1579 E, K Ep
Ded to Spenser's Sheph Cal § 4 Poetes, whose fotmg thi
Author every where followeth. 1624 Sanderson 12 Serm
(1637) 420 God hath imprinted some steps and footings c
his goodnesse in the Creatures 1727 Bradley Font, Diet
s v Hart, The Tracts or Footing of divers sorts of Beast*
1841 D’Israeli Amen Lit. (1867) 69 In Nonrandy vv
trace the first footings of our national power. 1847 Markya
Childr N Forest v, See, here is her footing

f 3 Recovery (of a woman after confinement
? Obs exc \a.footing-time (see 17). Cf. onfoot.
1566 Painter Pal Pleas I 46 a, He asked the wife hoi

s
j

a
-

pr&ied the Godcles to send her good footync
and then inquired of her trauell, and painful panges
4. The action of placing the feet so as not to sli]

or stumble
; stable position of the feet, foothold

X398Trevisa/WA DeP.R v. liv ^495) x 7o The sol
of the fote is flesshly and playne forwarde and bakwarde t

haue fotynge. CX500 Meinsine lv 332 But footyng fayllei
|he] fell doun deed to the grounde a 1529 Skelto:

Col Cloute 1074 Stande sure and take good fotyng 167
Dryden Cow, Granada 1 iv ii, Fear makes men loo!
aside, and then their footing miss 1708 Prior Turtle 1

Sparrow 366 Her footing chanc’d to fail And down sh
fell. 1810 Scott Lady ofL 1 xiv, Unless he climb wit'
tooting nice, A far projecting piecipice 1889 C Gibbo
R Gray iv, ‘ Come awa, Dawme, and mind your futtmg

1

b. The action or mannei of placing the feet for
standing in a given position

*545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb) 147 The fyiste poynte is
when a man shoulde shote, to take suche footyng and
standyng as shal be botli cumlje to the eye and piofytable
to his vse 2856 H A Ford Archery ix 62 The footme
must be firm, yet at the same time easy and springy

s

5 Suppoit for the foot, surface (favourable or
the contiary) for walking or standing upon
1596 Shaks i Hen IV, 1 m 193 To o’rewalk a Current

roaring loud, On the vnstedfast footing of a Speare xfe7
’

May Lucan in 602 The Roman ships slow keel’d would
firmely stand, And lend sure footing like a fight by land
1789 Mad D'Arulay Diary 8 July, I am delighted with
the soft air and soft footing upon the sands x8xo Scott
Lady ofL iv \xi, Wheie scarce was footing for the goat
1824 Hlbir Juil (1828) II 44 It was piobable we should
find safe footing.

1 b A notch or ledge for the foot, a ‘ step ’ Obs
1725 Dr F01 Voy lound World (1840) 266 We, by foot

mgs made m the locks, descended, as wc might say, down
a pair of stairs

6 fig 1‘ irm or secure position
;
established place

j

foothold, establishment
1586 Wai sinlkam Let 4 Mar m Spottiswood Hist, Ch

Scot (1655) 361 In former times, when England had a foot
ing in France. 1642 Fui 1 eh Holy ,5 Prof, St v. xn 407A lie cursorily told takes little footing in the tellers
memory 1710 Bi.rkiiey Pnnc Hum Knmvl § 55
Those notions have gamed but a very inconsiderable foot-
ing jn the world 1815 W H Ireland Scribblcomama
120 This clerical baronet lias vainly endeavoured to gam
a footing upon the theatrical boards 1869 Tkollopl Be knew
xxn. She had made good hei footing in her aunt’s house

f 7 . The foundation, ground, or basis on which
anything rests or from which it springs. Obs
1581 J Btll Haddon's Anew Osor. 407 All which do

come altogether to utter rume, if Purgatory decay once
but if Purgatory hold fast, then aie they all of good footing
a x6vj Hilkon Whs 1619 II. 441 A tiling for which we find no
footing in the scripture, 1674 N Fairi-ax Bull Sek.
46 This way of speaking has so good footing, that [etc ]

8 . The conditions and ariangements, the under-

stood state of things, on which an institution, etc

is established; the position or status due or assigned

to a person, etc. m estimation or treatment On the

same
,
on one or afooting {with)

:

on an equality

1657 Cromwell Sp 21 Apr
,
I think we are now to con-

sider, not what we are in regard to our Footing and that of
the Government which called this Parliament 1657-8
Burton's Diary (1828) II 440 It is not long since they got
the title of Lords. Anciently, all were upon one footing of
account. 1741 tr II'Atgens Chinese Lett XX. 136 They
resolved to put the Chinese on the same Footing as the
Dutch 1769 Junius Lett No 2(1804)1 24 n 2 The army
. was never upon a more lespectahle footing with regard to

discipline 1807-8 Syd Smith Plymley's Lett Wks 1859
II. 177/1 What the Catholics ask for is to be put on a footing
with the Protestant Dissenters x8x8Jas Mux. Bnt India
II. v. iv, 424 Mahomed Ah was placed upon the footing of
an ally of the King of Great Biitain x86x Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf 1 (1889) 3 The eldest sons of baronets .were
scarcely admitted on any other footing [than as gentlemen
commoners) 1894 Times (weekly ed) 9 Feb 115/2 The
Khedive .. stands upon an altogether different footing from
the Sultan

b. The * terms ’ on which a person stands in inter-

course with another
, degree of intimacy or favour

;

relative status (as an equal, superior, or inferior)

1742 Fielding J Andrews 11 iv, Horatio and Leonora
were what they call on a good footing together. 1766
Goldsm Vic W xx, I was admitted to nis table upon the

footing of half friend, half underling 1796 Jane Austen
Pride <$ Prey v 188 You see on what a footing we are.

9 Entrance on a new position, etc. (m pbr. to

pay for one's footing) ; hence, a fee demanded of

a person on doing something for the first time or

on being admitted to any trade, society, etc
17x0 Bnt Apollo III. No. 12 2/2 Young Sinners not

yet of Age to pay for their Footing in St. James’s Park
X777 [see Chummage 2] 1833 Marryat P Simple vn,
‘ Hand out my footing 1 What does he mean ?

’ 1 He means
that you must fork out a seven-shilling bit ’ 1862 Trollope
Small Ho at Allington ii, Mr Ciosbie had to pay half a
crown for his footing to the haymakers
10 The action of putting a foot to anything.

1805 W Taylor in Ann Rev III 65 Weaving, footing,

and grafting silk stockings . aremostly performed bywomen
x88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet, Needlework, Footing, a
term employed in the knitting of stockings

11. concr That with which something is
1 footed

’

a Matenal used to * foot ’ boots, stockings, etc

1591 Percivall Sp Diet
, Cabefado, new footings of

bootes 1707 J Stevens Qucvedo’s Com Wks (1709) 222

It waits to be converted into Footing for Stockings.

tb. =Footj^ 10.

1659 Torriano, Ftisto, the shank, the supporter, the stalk

or footing of any thing.

c. Lace. (See quot. 18S2 )

x6o2 Land Gaz No 2733/4 One . . Petticoat, having 3
blade Fringes, with Footings, 1697 Ibid. No 3250/4, 3
yards of Silver Lace and Footing. 1869 Mrs, Palliser
Lace xix 215 Chateau-Renaud and Mezieres were chiefly

employed in the manufacture of footings. 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet Needlework, Footing . is used, to distin-

guish the edge of the Lace that is sewn to the dress from the

scalloped and unattached edge The Footing is sometimes
worked with the rest of the design, and at others as a

separate narrow lace, being then sewn on to the main part,

d A piece of hard wood dovetailed on to the

pile-end of an arrow.
1856 H. A Ford. Archery v 30 For footing, any hard

wood will do , and if this be solid for one inch below the
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pile, it will be amply sufficient 1887 W Butt Fords
ArtJury ni 37 Great care should be taken that the foot-

ing exactly fits the pile, so as to fill entirely the inside of it.

a Printing;
etc (See quots )

*676 Moxon Print Lett 7 The Footing is the small

Arches the Lettei stands on, as the Arches upon the feet of

Letter A is the Footing of that Letter 1683 — Mcch
Exerc II 126 The Footing, is the straight fine Stioak or

Stroaks that lie in the Foot-Lme of Letters

12 Arch A pi ojecting course or courses at the

base or foundation of a wall or other erection to

give it security.

1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 235 All Walls ought to have a
Basis, or Footing, at least 4 Inches on a side broader than

the thickness of theWall 1838 Simms Pub Wks Gt Brit

33 The footings of the abutments will be 18 inches below the

level 1881 Young Every man his own mechanic § 23 He
should get a bricklayer to show him how to put in the

footings of his wall

13 A place hollowed out or otherwise prepared

for receiving the foot of a timber or the like.

1703 Smeaton Edystone L. § 88 In the center of the house

a slight footing was cut for the mast, suitable to a square of

28 inches

14. The action of adding up a column of figures,

etc ;
the result thus obtained, sum total.

1853 H Clarke Diet., Footing reckoning sum total

1881 Chicago Times 4 June, The final footings of the debt

of all cities of the United States were made last week
1884 Harper'sMag July 296/2 We could easily add twenty
per cent to the gross footings of the entire list

15 The action of collecting turf, also, the heaps

so formed. Sc. and Irish dial
1802 Findlater Agnc Peebles 209 The peats . are

placed on end three or four together, and leaning against

each other , this is called footing the peats 1825 Jamieson,
Fittings, turfs set on edge 1841 S C. Hall Ireland (1842)

II 263 note, * Footing ',
which means collecting the turf into

parcels of about six each 1880 Antrim <$- Down Gloss.,

Footins, small heaps of cut peat

10 Whale-fishing. (See quot i8 «;8.)

1820 Scoresby Aic Arct Reg IT 402 The greasy animal
matter called footje or footing. 1838 Simmonds Diet Trade,
Footing, the finer detached fragments of the fenks, or refuse

whale blubber, not wholly deprived of oil

17. attnb and Comb., asfooting-place ;
footing-

ale (see quots ) ;
footing beam, f, dormant, the

tie-beam of a roof
;
footing-time (dial ), the time

when a woman rises from childbed
1824 Craven Dialect 75

*Footing-ale, liquor or money
given by a person on entering a new employment 1823
Jamieson, Fittin-alej an entertainment given by parents

when they have a child that taks the fit or foot, i e ,
begins

to walk 1842 Gwilt Encycl A rchit. Gloss,, *Footing
Beam

,

the name given, m some of the provinces, to the tie-

beam of a roof 1846 Buchanan Techn Diet ,

*Footing
Dormant m carpentry, a name for the tie-beam of a roof

16x1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit ix. xu § 74 The possession of the

Citie of Vannes the Enghsh-men still kept, that they
might haue some holde and certaine *footing-place 1674
Ray S. # £ C Words 66 *Footing time, Norf is the same
with upsetting time in Yorksh when the Puerpera gets up.

+ Foo'tingly, adv. Obs. rare — x
. [f footing

ppl adj. (f Foot v.) + -ly 2
.] 'With (proper) use

of the feet in dancing, trippingly.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat 1 ix 24 Or who can daunce so
footinglye, Obserumg tune and time 1

Footle (fu t’l), v. slang [Of obscure origin

:

Cf. Footer sb -] mtr. To talk or act foolishly, to

tufle or ‘ potter’. Hence Footling ppl. a. Also

Footle sb, twaddle, ‘rot’. Footle a., paltry,

trifling.

1892 F Anstey Voces Populi Ser it 111 Now, really,

Settee, do try not to footle like this 1 1804 Hu Maurier
Trilby I 163 His palette in one hand, ana his twiddling
little footle pig’s-hair brush in the other. 1893 F Anstey
Lyre Lancet x 106 I ’m no good at poetry It does seem
to me such—well, such footle

Footless (fu-tles), a [f. Foot sb. + -less. Cf.

Feetless ] Having no foot or feet.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvra. cxv. (1493) 836
Amonge wormes some ben fotelesse t as adders and ser-

pentes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6475 Mony foteles freike of his

fell dinttes *391 Sylvester Die Bartas 1 v 89 Some
[creatures] head -less are, Foot -less, and fin-less 167S
Hobbes Odyss (1677) 43 About him will his footless sea-

calves lie. 1849 H. Miller Footpr Great ix 157 The foot-

less serpent, which ‘goeth upon its belly’. x886 W J
Tucker E Europe 114 * What do you thmk of us? ’ asked
the footless officer

b. of things (e.g a stocking).
x6xx Cotgr

,
Brensse, a dish, or footlesse cup. 1833 Kane

Grumell Exp, xx. (1856) 139 Some footless stockings, tied

up at the lower end to serve as socks,

0.

transf and fig.

1705 Coleridge Eohan Harp 24 Melodies Footless and
wild, like birds of Paradise 1833 Tennyson Maud xvin

vui, My love has stol'n away To dreamful wastes where
footless fancies dwell

Footlights (fu tlaits), sb. pi. A row of lights

placed in front of the stage of a theatre, on a level

with the feet of the actors, and furnished with re-

flectors so as to throw all their light upon the

scene. Often transf. — the 1 stage ’
;

to smell of
thefootlights= to be redolent of the stage.

1836-9 Dickens SK Bos (1830) 74/2 The foot-lights have
just made their appearance. *88o OviD^Mothsll. 322 My
own art has a little too much smell of the footlights ; I have

too many [hours] with the gaslit crowds before me 1883

S C Hall Retrospect II. 270 His experience of the foot-

lights had not chilled, .his love of Nature

b. attrib (m sing')

1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser t (1873) 324 The foot*
light style of phrase 1894 G Egerton Keynotes 1 The
mental picture of footlight flare and fantastic dance

Footling (firtlng), sb. [f Foot sb + -ling.]

+ 1 The footstalk or petiole of a flower 05s
1562 Turner Herbal 11 41b, A long small pediculo, that

is a footlyng or footstalcke

2 In a rowing boat (see quot ).

1837 P Colquhoun Comp Oarsman's Guide 7 Footlings,
or shifting battens consist of long strips of board 24 inches
broad and an inch apart, secured by cross pieces underneath
them

Footling1

(fu tin]), adv. Obstetrics [f. Foot
sb + -ling J "With the feet foremost
1734 Gitfard Cases m Midwifery Ixxxix 213 A delivery

where the child came footling. 1801 Med Jrnl V 312 The
child was smaller than usual, and the presentation footling

Footlock • see Fetlock.

t Foo’tlong, adv. Obs. rare— 1
. [See -long ]

= Footling adv
1345 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 74 a, Then must the

mydwife helpe the byrth that corneth fotelonge (yf she can)
to returne it vpon the head.

Footman (fu tmsen) [f Foot sb + Man ]
1 One who goes on foot, a pedestrian. Also
with adj, a (good, swift, etc) walker or runnel.

Now somewhat rare exc dial
1382 WycLir Numb xi. 21 Six hundryd thousandes of foot

men ben of this puple. *473 Pi esentm. Junes m Surtees
Misc (1890) 27 The fotmans cawse be for William Chawe
dore is defectyffe. 1363 Abp Sandys in Strype Ref I.

xxxv 396 His park, wherein is a path for footmen 1623
Cockeram ii, A swift Foot-man, celenpedian. 1630 Fuller
Ptsgah 1 xni 41 Fear makes good Footmen a 1744 W
Byrd in Tyler Amer Lit (1879) ii 27 7 Practice will soon
make a man of tolerable vigor an able footman 1769 De
Foe's Tour Gt Brit 1. 133 The Ferry-keeper will demand
Sixpence of every Horseman, and Twopence of every Foot-
man. x8x6 Keatinge Trav (1817) II 28 A foot-man is

nearly }ost 111 this forest of annuals 1882 Worcestersh Gloss

,

Footman, a good walker is termed 1 a good footman ’ 1890
O Belknap iu Shields Big Game N Amer 298 A Buffalo
appeared at a point which we afterwards found taxed the
climbing powers ofa footman x8go Boldrewood Squatter's
Dream xxm 277 A ' footman' (as a person not in possession
of a horse is termed in Australian provincial elides)

•l*b One who competes m a foot-race Obs.

1654Webster Applies <$• Vtrg 1. i, I have heard of cunning
footmen that have worn Shoes made of lead, some ten days
'fore a race To give them nimble and more active feet 1683
Lond. Gas No 2062 2/2 There will be a Plate Run for by
Footmen at Wigan

+ c. A foot-pad. Obs.

1615 J. Stephens Ess if Charac , Wan eiter (1857) 201 If

he doth not play the valiant Foot-man, and take tribute of

passengers 1666 Pepys Diary (1870) VI 84 Being wounded
last night, by footmen, in the highway.
2. Afoot-soldier
1297 R Glouc (1724) 199 Wy)?oute archers & vot men,

wyji tuo Jiousend hors y wrye. 13 . Coerde L 3105 Off
a footman a bowe he took. C14S0 Merlin 113 [Thei] were
well vnjml knyhtes . and fotemen grete plente 1398 Barret
Theor Warns in 1 40 Those battels, .being verie aduan-
tagious for footmen against footmen 1630 tr Camden's
Hist Elis. 1 105 He put his footmen aboord the
small vessels he had. 1798 Craig in Owen Wellesley

s

Desp 601 A force of 10,000 horse, and as many footmen
1864 Kingsley Rom 4 Tent 111. (1875) 72 The knights .

left the foot-men to finish the work 1896 Times 22 Apr.

7/3 They were suddenly attacked by a body of 200 horsemen,
supported by a large body of footmen,

f 3. An attendant or foot-servant. In early use,

a runner in attendance upon a rider of rank
;
and,

later, a servant who ran before his master’s carnage,

called more fully a running-footman. Obs.

c 1430 Bk Curtasye 6zx m Babees Bk (1868) 320 Fote-men
bat rennen by J>e brydels of ladys shene 1332 Huloet,
Fotemen for princes, or noble persons, circumpedes. 16x2

W Parkes Curtame-Dr, (1876) 27 He needs must nde,

That had my Foot-man lackymg by his side. 1718 Prior
A Ima 1. 38 Like Footmen running before Coaches, To tell

the Inn what Lord approaches 1791 Bee 13 July IV xx

Coaches were [c 1760] generally accompanied by running
footmen whose assistance was often wanted to support the

coach on each side, to prevent it from being overturned.

1818 Scott Br Lamm xxii, Two running footmen, dressed

m white, with black jockey-caps, and long staffs in their

hands, headed the train 1836 N 4 Q Ser n. I 80/1 The
sheriff and judges were preceded by two running footmen.

4 A man-servant in livery employed chiefly to

attend the carnage and wait at table

1706-7 Farquhar Beau r’ Strat. r. i, There’s neither Red-
Coat intheCoach ,

norFootman behind it 1756-7 tr Keysler's

Trav (1760) IV. 469 Some gentlemen of the bed-chamber

were not able even to keep a footman X784 Cowper Ttroc.

407 Means that would disgrace A footman out of place.

1848 Dickens Dombey vn, The Princess’s Arms much
resorted to by splendid footmen 1878 M. A Brown
Nadeschda 23 A gilded coach bursts forth , Like gaudy
birds are the footmen perched,

to. fig. (Cf. lackey )

1834 Macaulay Pitt (1831) 4S The Whigs, who ought, he

said, to be ashamed to talk about liberty, while they sub-

mitted to be the footmen of the Duke ofNewcastle

5 A stand to support a kettle, etc before the fire

1767 Specif. Brodie 4 Williams PatentNo 880 3 A rest or

footman to put the tea-kettle on. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chits, xx, From, pot and kettle, face of brass footman, and

black-leaded stove

6 A moth of the family Ltihoshdee

1819 G. Samouelle Entomol, Compend 249 Lithosia

quadra (four-spotted footman) 1870 Eng, Mech. 21 Jan

449/2 The scarce footman (Ltthosia caniola) has not long
been known as a British insect

7. appositively and Comb

,

as +footman archer ;

footman-like adj. ; *f* footman’s mn, gaol.

*398 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann xni ix. (1622) 192 In the
wings went the *footmen archers with the residue of the
horsemen 1604 Penmles Pari TJtreed-lnre Poets in Harl.
Misc (1744) I. 179 Those that depend on Destiny, and not
on God, may chance look through a narrow Lattice at ’’Foot-
men’s Inn 16x3 S Rowlands Knane ofHarts, A theeu-

mg Knane, That he at last in foot-mans Inne must host.

1804 Realm 23 Mar 4 The Globe, whose *footmanhke ser-

vility to the Ministry is notorious

Hence Foo'tmanhood, footmen collectively.

Foo tmanry, the occupation of a footman
1822 Galt Sir A Wylie I xxm 208 We were plagued by

the sons of the pati larchal fixtures of Chastington-hall, com-
ing here to learn the craft and mystery of footmanry 1862
H. Aid£ Carr ofCarrl III 136 The powdered footmanhood
of London
Footmanship (fu*tmaenjip). [f prec + -ship ]
1. The action of, or skill in, running or walking.

To lay on or make footmanship . to run quickly.

Now rare or Obs.

1362 J Shuts Combine's Turk Wars 18 Everye man by
fotemanshyppe soughte to save one and to get into the citie

1363 Golding Ovids Met. 1 (1593) 17 Twame of them do
strame themselves and lay on footenianship 1580 Blun-
devil Horsemanship (1609) 4 b, Their sure footmanship
their lofty pase a 1603 T Cartwright Confut. RJiem
N T (1618) 9 The Hart pursued of the dogges, maketh
foote-mauship to the soile 1672 Petty Pol. Anat. 328 The
footmanship for which the lush 40 yeais ago were very
famous, is now almost quite lost among them XTfig De
Foe's Tour Gt Bnt, II. 4x4 The People in this County
[Stafford], have been more particularly famous than any
other for good Footmanship 1896 Boston (Mass.) Jml 30
Jan 10/6 The most important test is utterly ignored Ihis

Footmanship, not erudition, is the thing

fig 16x4 J Cooke City Wit in Dodsley O P. VII. 8$
I’ll try the nimble footmanship of your tongue.

2. The occupation or office of a footman (sense 4).
1833 Fraser's Mag VIII 632 The fundamental principles

of footmanship

+ Foo’t-mantle. Obs. a. ? An over-gament
worn bywomen when riding, to protect their dress,

b. =Foot-oloth 1 .

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 472 A foot-mantel aboute hir hipes
large. X48B in Ld Treas Acc Scotl I 147 Item, for thre

elne of veluus til a fut mantil, price of the elne uj li c 1610
Sir J Melvil Mem. (1735) 91 With them came a Servant
of Lord Robert’s with a Hoise and Foot-mantle of velvety

for me to nde upon 1685 Lond Gas No 2031/x Six
Heralds in Coats with Foot-Mantles, bearheaded, two and
two x8x8 Scott Hrt. Midi iv, ’ Horse-graith and har-

nessing, forby bioidered robes and foot-mantles, that wad
hae stude by their lane wi’ gold biocade ’ _
Foot-mark, footmark (fu tmaak).

1 A mark on the foot
;

(in quot ) an owneiship

mark cut on the foot of a swan.
1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 123 Oui footemarke is to

cutte or slit them on both the 111 webbes

2 A mark made by the foot ; a foot-print.

182$ Syd Smith Counselfor Prisoners Wks 1839 *1

111/2 A foot-mark, a word, a sound all gave birth to the

most ingenious inferences. 1833 DawsonAcadian Geol ix,

187 When examining the red sandstones I found in one of
the beds a few footmarks of an unknown animal.

fig 1858 R A Vaughan Ess <5- Rem, I 31 Possessed of
data wherewith to discover the genuine footmark, we may
now track the course ofour author.

Hence Foot-mark v. trans

.

+ a. To mark on

the foot. +b. To impress with the mark of

a foot.

1641 Best Farm, Bks (Surtees) 123 The swanners gette

up the younge swannes about Midsummer, and footemarke
them for the owners. i8ax Clare Fill. Minstr I 208
Where . First foot-mark’d the gi ound by me, All is

still

t Foo’t-meal, adv Obs [OE foimselum . see

-meal ] Step by step. (In quot preceded by by)
exoso Gloss in Wr.-Wflicker 4x2 Gradatim

,

faegre, oaSe
fotmaelum. 1379 Fenton Guicciard xv. (1399) 728 The
Spaniards not ceassing to win aduantage by footmeale

Foo t-note (futinJat) A note or comment
inserted at the foot of the text Hence Foo t-note

v., to furnish with a foot-note or foot-notes, to

comment on in a foot-note. Also Foot-noted ppl.

a., Foot-noting vbl sb.

1841 Savage Did. Printing 88 Bottom notes . are also

termed Foot Notes 1864 Reader ox May 645 A supple-

mental little poem extensively footnoted Ibid The result

of all this footnoting and appendix-noting, is that the

volume has a most chaotic and bewildering look. 1873 E
White Life in Christ iv xxiv (1878) 360 To refer in a foot-

note to the passages, where these words occur 1893N <$•

8
Ser viiJ. Ill 190 Junius foot-notes a passing attack on

hatham thus.

Foot-oak: see Fcctook.

Foot-pace (firtp^s). [See Pace jA]

1 A walking pace Chiefly m advb phr afoot-

pace, at (or + in) afoot-pace- at a walking pace.

1338 Eliot, Pedepressvm,
a foote pase, softly 1562

J Heywood Prov <j Eptgr. (1867) 149 The best lacketh

feete, foote pace with vs to holde 1607 Topsell Four-f
Beasts (1658) 3x3 Cause him every day to be led up and
down a foot pace a quarter of an horn 1637 Breton Paste

w packet Wks (Grosart) 41/1 For your foot-pace, I thmke
you haue sore heeles, you walke so nicely, as vpon egge-

shels. 1674 N CoxGentl.Recreat.v (1686)5 Being oblig’d

. to toil their Horses all day, over deep Fallows, in a foot-

pace only xfho Sporting Mag XXXVI. 90 The child was
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riding only a foot pace 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1 11

* Come on at a footpace, d’ye mind me 1
'

2. Something on which to tread or set the feet

fa A caipet or mat. Obs*

1585 Nomenclator 049/2 Storea a mat a footepase of

sedges *653 H Cogan tr Pinto'? Trav xl 160 A Chair

of State and at the foot of it a Cushion of the same, all

upon an exceeding laige footpace of tapestry 1706 111

Phillips (ed Keisey)

to A raised portion of a floor
,
a dais ot plat-

form , e g. the step or raised flooi 011 which an

altar stands.

1580 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Marchepied, a foote-

pace, a threshold, a groundsill 1598 in Mem & tepney

Parish (1890-1) 34 Item, that there he made about the

communion table a raile wth a foote pace and mattes

thereon to kneele vpon i6iz Bacon Ess
,
Judicature

(Aib) 456 The place of Justice is an hallowed place ,

and therefore not onely the bench, hut the footepace and
precincts and purprise thereof ought to bee pieserued with-

out scandall and corruption, a 1676 Wiiiiei ocki Mem
(1682) 6og At the upper end upon a Foot pace and Caipet,

stood the Protector wi tli a Chair of State bellind h 1111 a 1697
Aubrey Nat Hist Surrey (1719) V 193 The Communion
Table .[is] placed on a fine black and white Footpace 1845
Ecclesiologist IV 102 The footpace, 01 altar-platfoi 111 1872

Shipley Gloss Eccl Terms, Footpace

.

a laiscd Homing 111

a bay window
c A hearth-stone

1652 Gauli: Magastrom t8i The crickets, chirping behind
the chimney stock , or ciecping upon the foot-pace 1703
T N City <5- C. Purchaser 220 Some Pavements, ( is in Foot-
paces before Chimneys) 1840 Pauki 11 Gloss Arclut, Foot-

pace This teim is also sometimes used for the hearth-

stone

d. A half landing on a staircase or flight of steps

,

also called half-pace.

1703 Moxotf Mcch Exeic tGo Foot-pace
,
is a part of a

pair of Stairs where you make two 01 three paces before

you ascend another step 1842 Gvvilt Encycl Arclnt.
Gloss , Foot Pace or Half Pace

Footpad (fu tpsed). Obs exc Hist. [See Pah.]

A highwayman who robs on foot.

1683 Dryden & Lee Duke of Guise Ded , Though they
assault us like footpads in the dark 1789 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Subj for Paint Wks 1812 II 179 I’m no High-
wayman No, there you are right A Footpad only 1840
Dickers Bam. Fudge 11, Roads in the neighbourhood of
the metropolis were infested by footpads or highwaymen
Hence Too tpad v

,
to play the footpad

,
Poo t-

padding vbl. sb. and ppl a. Also Poo tpaddery,
-padry (nonce wd ), the occupation of a foot-pad

1735 mW C Sydney Eng iSt/i C (1891) II 282 Five
condemned malefactors were executed at Tyburn, viz
Kiffe and Wilson for footpadding [etc ] 1790 Burns Let
to Cunningham 13 Feb , A glass of whisky toddy with a
ruby-nosed yoke-fellow of a foot-padding exciseman i860
Gpn P Thompson Audi Alt III. cm 7 Fiom foot-padding
upwards, it is always desirable to get at the principle 1861
Ibid III. cIxxmu 215 Highwaymanhood and foot-padry
1874 W C Smith Borland Hall 132 I ’d soonei footpad it,

and steal and rob. 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke xxin, They
did not, as a rule, descend to footpaddery or robbery

Foot-path., footpath (fn ipnji)

1 A path for foot-passengers only.

1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W. 1531) 141 Lyke as the fote

path or waye ledeth to the cite 1603 Shaks Lear iv 1 58
Glou ICnow’st thou the way to Douer? Edg Both style,

and gate , Horseway, and foot-path 1786 Burns Brigs of
Ayr 100 Your poor, narrow foot-path ofa street 1842 Mrs
Carlyle Lett I 156 A foot-path about half-a-yard wide
cuts acioss the bit of green field

fig IS35 CoVERBALC Ps CXVlli [CXIX ] IS, I Wll liaUQ
respecte vnto thy fotepathes

+ 2. ? A pedestal. Obs.

1580 Eccl, Proc Bp. Barnes (Surtees) 128 There remaneth
in the quere certayne corbile stones which were some time
fotte pathes for images
3 attnb
1611 Shaks Wmt. T iv.iii 132 Jog-on, Jog-on, the foot-

path way, And merrily bent the Stile a 1892 Daily News
15 Feb 5/1 The National Footpath Preservation Society

Hence Footpaths irans to make a footpath
or footpaths across

1844 Mrs Browning Drama ofExile Poet. Wks. 1889 1
81 This shall Turn back your rivers, footpath all your
seas

Footprint (firtprint). The print or impression
left by tire foot

;
spec, in Geol a fossilized one

1552 Huloet, Fote piynte, or the pnnte of the fats.peda,
1623 Cockerami, Traces, the feet-prmt of rauening beasts
1830 Lyell, 2nd Visit U. S II 304 Certain fossil foot-prints
ofa reptile said to have been found in strata of the ancient
coal-formation. 1865 Tylor Farly Hist Man 115 The
typical case is the sacred footprint of Ceylon. 1888 Burgon
Lives 12 Gd. Men II v 23 Their footprints m yesterday 's

snow were all still there

_ fig 1674 Playford Skill Mns 1, xi 38 Of which I do
intend in this my Discourse to leave some foot prints 1839
Longf Psalm ofLife vu, Leave behind us Foot-prints on
the sands of time
Hence Foo t-priat v. traits., to marie with foot-

prints

1830 Mrs. Browning Poems I 201 Pavement fair, The
antique wood-nymphs scarce would dare To footprint o'er.

+ Foot-rid. Obs [Of doubtful origin
;
perh.

f. Foot sb 4- rid f. Rid v. Cf. Foothill
] (See

quot.)

1663 Dudley Metallism Martis (1834) 27 Where the Coles
is deep and but little Earth upon the measures of Coles, there
the Colliers rid off the Earth, and dig the Coles under their
feet; these Woiks are called Foot-nds 1686 [see Foot-
rill]

Footrill (fu tril). Coal-imnmg. Also footrail,

futteril. [Of unknown etymology, cf. preu]
(See quots.)
1686 Plot Stajfordsh 111 129 1 he open works where

the Workmen rid off the eaith, and dig the coal under then
feet theie being no need foi these, of windless, roap, 01

caif, whence these soit of Coale works aie commonly call’d

Foot-i lddx or Footnlls 1883 Ghi si ly Gloss Coal Mining

,

Footrill, Futteril,
aud Footrail,

the cntiance to a mine by
means of a level duven into a hill-side, or a dip load, up
which coal is brought 1883 Sheffield Daily '1 el. 30 June,
Foul Shafts and a Footrill have been sunk to the Coal

+ Foot-saunt. Obs. [f Foot sb. + saunt,

Cent *A] App.

=

cent-foot (see Cent -

)

The quots for cent-foot seem to show that there was
something about ‘ loving ’ in the language used m the game,
whencepiob. the allusion below.

1579 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb) 33 In our assembhes
<
at

playes in London, you shall sec suche heauing, and shoouing
. suche playing at foote haunt without Cardes

Focrt-sole. The sole of the foot

1612 Ainsworth Annot, Ps Kxxtx. 52 The oracle, Gen
3 13, that the serpent should bruise the footsole of the
womans seed 1630 J Ta\lor (Water P) Taylor's Goose
Wks 103/2 The name of them [Soiand geese] may well pto-

ceede From the Dams foot sole, whence they all do breede

*870 Morris Earthly Par II in. 16 A oieary road the
weary foot-sole wears.

Foot-sore (fu tsoaj), a and sb

A. adj Sore as to the feet, having sore feet

1719 De ForCV usoe (L ), The heat of the ground made me
footsore. 1814 Sporting Mag XLIII 83 He was extiemely
foot soie 1836 Kani Aid Expl I. xix. 238 The dogs
were no longei foot-soie, hut well rested

B. sb A complaint of the loot nonce-use

1874 Freeman in Stephens LiJ! (1895) II 81 Some kind
of foot-sore, lheumatic gout, I believe they call it

Hence Foo tsoreness.
1849 Southey tonmion-pl BL, Ser 11 646 Cure for Foot-

soreness 1884 BrsANT Childr Gtbeon xui, Weariness I

complain not of, aud footsoreness is my righteous punish-
ment.

Footstalk (firtsigk). [f Foot sb + Stalk ]
A slender stem or support fitted into a fool or base.

a. Bot. The stalk or petiole of a leaf; the

peduncle of a flower.

1362 Turnlr Herbal 11 41 A footlyng or footstakke such
as chyries grow on 1397 Glrakde Herbal 11 \I § 3 The
flowers do growe betwecnc the footestalkes of those leaues

1640 Parkinson Theat Bot 1114 The (loweis tome forth

at the joynts upon long footstalkes 1775 Romans Hist
Florida 27 Laurel, with . blue beiries sitting on long foot-

stalks. 1849 Dana Geol App 1 7x6 Ihe footstalk into

which the frond tapers is very long

to. Zool. A piocess resembling the petiole of a
plant

;
e g. the muscular attachment of a barnacle,

the stalk of a crinoid, etc
1826 Kirby & Sp. Lntomol IV xhv 214 Each egg is

furnished with a footstalk teiminatmg in a bulb 1849 H
Milifr F'ootpr Cieat hi. 30

r
Ihe scale like shagreen of

the dog-fish in elevated over it on an osseous pedicle or foot-

stalk 1839 Darwin Ong Spec v (1878) 110 In some of
the crabs the footstalk foi the eye remains, though the eye
is gone
C gen.

X831 Brewster Nat Magic vui. (1833) I94 A tumbler-
glass with a footstalk 1871 L Stephen Playgr Ear. v
122 Huge blocks [of ice] balanced on nrn row footstalks

Hence Foo t-stalked a., attached by a footstalk

1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat. IV 1183/1 [Tunicata] sessile

or foot-stalked on the rock

Footstall (fu t|Stgl) [f. Foot sb + Stall sb ]
1. The base or pedestal of a pillar, statue,

etc.

1585 Higgins Nomenclator 203 Stylolata The foote stal

ofapiller 1626 Ainsworth Annot Pcntat Lev 1 13 The
Pi test went up on the footstall (of the Altar) 1633 J. Hay-
ward tr Biondi's Ban V11gin 19 His shield lestedonthc
footestall of the statue 1886 Willis K. Clark Cambridge
II. 140 The bases and footstalls shewed that the whole of
the piers stood on this lower level

2 ‘ A woman’s stirrup ’
(J

)

Footstep (fu tstep) [See Step ]

1 A step or tiead of the foot , a foot-fall.

1535 Coverdale Ps xvi[i] s Ordre thou my goynges in
thy pathes, that my fote steppes shppe not 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1 xi, What marks were there of any other footsteps?
X797 Mrs Radclipte Italian ix, Wherevei I go I hear
only the echoes of my own footsteps x8i6 J. Wilson City
ofPlague 1 m, Metfiought I heard a footstep in the church.

to The distance traversed by the foot m stepping,

taken as a measure of length or area.

1796 Stedman Surinam J vu 142 Not a foot step of land
could we find, where we might cook our salt provisions m
safety 1835 F Locker Loud Lyrics

, Old Cradle vi, At
most ’tis a footstep from cradle to coffin

2, The mark or print made by a foot.

c X220 Bestiary 7 Alle hise fet steppes After him he filleS.

c 1440 Promp Parv *74/2 Foote steppe, of a mann only,
peda 16xx Bible Bel <$ Dr 20,

1

see the footsteps of men,
women and children 1735 Somerville Chase in 229
Trembling he views His Footsteps m the sand

t
i860

Tyndall Glue 1 xvi in, I marched without hesitation or
anxiety in the footsteps of my guide

to. fig., as to follow or walk m a person's foot-
steps=to follow his example or guidance.
i549 Compl, Scot xvn 148 Je ar obleist to follou the

futsteppis of gour predecessours m vertu. 1668 Denham
Prudence Poems 147 Clear-sighted Reason Wisdoms Judg-
ment leads, And Sense, her Vassal, in her footsteps treads
1878 J P Hopps Jesus x 37 To call upon his sorrowing
disciples to be prepared to follow m lus footsteps

f3 fig A vestige or tiace, a mark, token, or
indication left by anything whether material or
immaterial Obs
‘=*“1 - — - ...... . Uirac are traces, toot

steps, and images of that high nnsterie 1647 N Bacon
Disc Govt Eng 1 2 As touching then cruelty, I find no
footsteps in stpry 1630 I* 1 141 In
pait ot the Tooth cut otT, . . 1 . " Esteps of a
Neive 1662 J Chandler Van Hilmont's Oiiat 8a Theie
is no foot-step, for the most part, of mooved Air to be
peiceived 1670 Milton Hist Eng 1 3 Relations
accounted fabulous have bin after found to contain m them
many foot-steps and 1 cliques of something true 1600
BrNTLTY Dial 211 There are plain and visible footsteps
that he has stole it 1756 J Wars on Ess Pope (1806) I 21
Those who have examined the New Foiest can discover no
mai k or footstep ofany at hei place of habitation thanwhat
at present remains 1785 Pali y Mor Plulos (1818) II, 86We lind no footsteps of any distinction of days which
[etc].

1 4 A foot-path, footway. Obs
1620 J Wilkinson CourtLeet 119 High warns orfoot steps

stopped up.
v

5. A step or raised structure on which to set the
foot m order to ascend or descend, f In Forttp =
foot-bank (see Foot sb. 35)

1349 Lai imi r 6th Scrm be'f Edit). VI (Arb ) 166 It is the
fotesteppes of the laddei of heauen 1646 Sir T Browne
Pseud Fp iv \ 205 At the footestep of the Altar 1706
Pain ms (ed Kersey), Foot-banle ox Foot step (in Fortif)
1806 Wordsw (ist line ofSonnet), Metliought I saw the foot-
steps of a throne 1815 Jane Austen Emma I 184 She
crossed the low hedge, and tottering footstep which ended
the nairow slippery path.

+ to. A treadle for working a machine (obs)

c Printing (see quot. 1888 ). d. A bearing to

sustain the foot of a vertical shaft or spindle.

1678 Phil Tinas XII 1007 The Footsteps or Treddles
differ in nothing from those which me usually made use of
1683 Moxon Mcch Exerc II 72 [Printing] ’I he Foot Step
is an Inch-Board about a Foot broad, and sixteen Inches
long 1855 Ogilvii Suppl ,

F'ooistep

,

In mech
,
the pillow

in which the foot of an upright or vertical shaft works
*888 Jacohi Punter's Voc

,
Footstep, the inclined footstool

the pressman puts his foot on when pulling the bar over.

Hence -j Foo tsteppmg vld. sb = Footstep 3.

1622 Cooke Pope Joan in Harl Misc (Malh ) IV, 56
You must bring better pioof than this, that you find no
foot-stepping of it m the answers made unto them.

Footstool (fu’tslwl).

1 A stool upon which to rest the foot or feet.

1530 Palsgr 222/2 Fote stole, marchepied ci6ix Chap-
man Iliad xiv 20X A footstool for the ease Of thy soft feet

*725 Pope Odyss wit. 271 With many a footstool thund’nng
at thy head 1849 James Woodman 11, Theie she sat with
her feet on a footstool

’*>•
fig-

*535 CovruDAin Ps civ. [cx.] x Syt thou on my right

hande, vntill I make thine enemies thy fotestole 1393
Shaks 3 Hen VI, v vu 14 1668 H More Div Dial
iv xwi. (171 3) 363 The Popes have as well made Foot-balls

of the Crowns of Emperoiirs as Foot-stools of their Necks
1860 Farrar Ong Lang iv 86 A noblei destiny than to

become the footstool of a few families

c.US colloq. The earth (Cf. Isaiah Ixvi. 1 )
1891 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl 12 Sept, 5/1 ,

1

found Mauchhne
to be the most God-forsaken place on the footstool.

+ 2. A stool to step upon, in order to climb to a

higher position. Alsofig. b (See quot. 1611 .)

1599 Minshlu, A Foot stoole to lift a woman to horse,

vide Andilla x6ix Cotgr , Suppted d'argues, the foot-

stoolc, or pedalls to a paire of Organs 1642 Fuller Holy
<?• Prof St v. xv 418 He by making a foot-stool of his

friends head, climbs up the higher into the Princes favour

1702 Rowe Tamerl 11. 11. 697, I would have taught thy

neck to know my Weight And mounted from that Footstool

to my Saddle.

Hence Foo’tstooled/// a
,
provided with a foot-

stool.

1791 Cowper Odyss 1. 163 Leading her toward a foot-

stool'd throne 1836 Doblll Eng. in Time War, Glass

fr Battlefield, My shoe, soft footstooled on this hearth.

Footway (fu twc>) [f. Foot sb. + Wat.]
1. A way or path for foot-passengers only.

1326 [See Foot-path x] 1332-3 Act 24 Hen VIII, c 3 Any
common high way, cai tway, horseway, or foteway 17x2

'il'c.Kxaz Collect (Oxf. Hist Soc)III 474 In the Foot Way
ftom South Iiinksey to Foxcomb 1776 G Semple Building
in Water 17 Each of the Foot-ways is raised about a Foot

above the Carriage-way 1879 C. Geikie Christ li 600 A
footway ran fiom Gethsemane over the top of Olivet

2 Mining (See quots.)

1778 Pryce Min Comub , Footway, in deep Mines they

have old Shafts with ladders in them by means of which

they descend into the Mines; whence this is stiled the Foot-

way , and those Shafts, when applicable to no other use.

Footway Shafts 1869 R B Smyth Gold/ Victoria 611.

x88x Raymond Mining Gloss ,
Foot-way, the series of ladders

and sollars by which men enter 01 leave a mine.

Footy (fw ti), a 1 dial, and colloq [var of

Foughty ] Paltry, poor, mean, woithless ,
little

and insignificant

1752 W Dodd Beauties Shaks I Pref 7 Many a critic

has foisted m some footy emendation of his own *833

Marryat P Simple xxxui, It would be a very pretty bit of

practice to the ship’s company to take her out from under

that footy battery 1873 Miss Braddon Sir # Ptlgr ni.

iv 260 You could not possibly be married from that footy

little house in the Boroughbndge-road 1890 R Kipling

Phant 'Rickshaw 85 They fires a footy little arrow at us

Footy (full), a.‘h [f. Foot sb. + y 1
]

Having
foots or dregs (see Foot sb 22)
1864 in Webster
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Foozle (f» z’l), sb [Connected with next vb
;

the exact relation of the two words is uncertain ]

1 One who is ‘ behind the times a fogy (See

also quot 1889 )

i860 Tiuckeray Round Papers, Chalk-mark 115 Have
we not almost all leamt these expiessions of old foozles?

1889 Barrie & Li-land Slangy loosle (American), a man
who is easily humbugged, a fool

2 Golf [from the vb ] A ' foozling ’ stroke

1890 Hutchinson Golf(Badm Libr ) 124 On the very rare

occasions on which he made a foozle 1891 A Lang in

Loitgut Mag Apr 688 A * carry * of a quartei of a mile

would be a mere * foozle ’ to him

Foozle (fw z’l), v [Cf Ger dial fuseln,

variously meaning ‘ to work hurriedly and badly *,

‘to work slowly’ (Grimm) ]

1 mtr. To waste one’s time, to fool.

1857 [see Foozling ppl a ] 1893 in Stand Diet

2 trans To do clumsily, ‘ make a mess of’; to

bungle (a stroke, etc ) Golfand slang Also absol

1892 Daily News 14 Jan 5/1 You * will ’ your opponent to

foozle his tee shot 1894 Ibid iB Oct 5/1 Had he taken to

golf, he might be living and foozling yet 1894 Field 9

J
une 816/1, I have seen a man, a practised shot, foozle all

is overhead rocketers with 30 in bairels

Hence Too sling- ppl a , in quot foolish, ‘ fool-

ing ’ Also X*oo zler, one who foozles, a bungler

1857 Hughes Tom Bi own 11 111 (1871) 264 Let’s have
no more of his foozling bud’s nesting 1896 Clarion 1 Feb
40/5 A person who ‘ mulls ’ his stroke is said to be a 1

foozler
’

Fop (%>\ sb Also 5 -7 fopp(e [Connected

with next For the development of sense cf. F fat,

ong * fool ’ (L fatuus ),
now ‘

fop, coxcomb
' ]

fl A foolish person, a fool 06s.

c 1440 Prornp Parv 170/1 Foppe, supra, idem quod folet.

c 1450 Cov Myst. 29s Spek man, spek 1 spek, thou fop 1

c 1590 Greene Fr Bacon vii 1 10To bring us such a fop for

Henry’s son a 1716 South SemuProv xxu 6 (1737)V 10A
blessed improvement doubtless, and such as the fops our an-
cestors (assome use to call them) were never acquaintedwith,

f b. Applied to a girl 06s.
1714 C. Johnson Country Lasses 1. i, Cousin, thou art a

very wild fop

*b 2 A conceited person, a pretender to wit,

wisdom, or accomplishments
,
a coxcomb, ‘ png

06s
1755 Young Centaur vi Wks. 1757 IV 253 These moral

fops, ridiculously good 1805 Med Jrul XIV 44a This
seuous charge, brought by the excellent physician of Per-
gamos against The medical fops of his age

3 One who is foolishly attentive to and vain of

his appearance, dress, or manners , a dandy, an ex-

quisite

1672-6 [see 4] 1681 Otway Soldier’s Fort 11 i. Wks
1728 I 353 Some taudry fluttering fop or another 1710
Palmer Proverbs 193 A multitude of fops who love to

have their persons admir’d 1826 Disraeli Viv Greyv vi,

His tightened waist, his stiff stock [etc.] denoted the mili-

tary fop 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's Dan II. 71
The days of Charles II, when poets were fops and courtiers.

4. attnb and Comb., chiefly attributive, as fop-
call, -gravity, -maker

,
-neighbour,-pictui e ; +Fops’

alley, * a passage up the centre of the pit in the

old Opera House where dandies congregated’

(Davies)
;
+fop-corner, a resort of fops

; + fop-

road, the habits and practices of a fop
1782 Miss Burney Cecilia, n iv, Sir Robert Floyer .

sauntering down *fop’s alley, stationed himself by her side.

1820 Byron Let to Murray 12 Nov, He took his station
in Fops’ Alley 1676 Ethfredge Man ofMode iv. i WksK 329 A fiddle m this town is a kind of *fop call 1673

en Marr a la Mode Prol 3
yFop corner now is free

from civil war. 1672 — Assignation iv 111, Now do I even
long to abuse that *fop-gravity again 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones 1 xi, The captain owed nothing to any of these ^fop-
makers m his dress 1705 Wolcott (P Pindar) Pindanana
Wks 1812 IV 183 Our *fop neighbours see things with strange
eyes. x6g8 Def Dram Poetry 82 In all the Stage *Fop-
pictures, the Play-house bids so fair for mending that Fool
too, that [etc ] 1677 Mrs Beiin Town Fop v 66 And so
put you quite out of *Fopp Road

t Fop, v Obs Also 7 ph.op [Of uncertain

origin
; sense 2 agrees with Ger. foppen to hoax (see

Fob v ). The precise relation between the vb and
sb is uncertain

,
the sb. appears earlier.]

1

1

intr To act like a fool
;
to play the fool

41529 Skflton Replyc 120 Whan ye in the pulpete
hopped And folysshly there Topped
2 trans = Fob v 1 a To make a fool of, cheat,

dupe Also to cheat mto, out of b To fop off

:

= ‘to fob off’
1602 Hering tr Obemdorff's Anat True Pkysit 41

When he expected his piesent payment, he phopped him
thus 1604 Shaks Oth iv 11 197,1 begin to nnde my selfe

fopt m it 1605 Lond Prodigal 1. 1, Doth hee thmke to fop
of his postentie with Paradoxes 1690 Crowne Eng Friar
v Dram Wks 1874 IV 107 I’ll comfort myself by fopping
Ranter into marriage 1694 — Reguhts v. ibid 211 We are
all fopp’d here, fopp’d out of our lives.

+ Fopdoodle. Obs [f. Fop sb. + Doodle ]
A fop, fool, or simpleton
*6 in Ashm MS xxxviu 145 b, Bee bhth Fopdoudells

1664 Butler Hud 11 111 998 Where sturdy Butchers broke
your Noddle, And handl’d you like a Fop doodle

+ Fo’pical, a Obs.—° [f. Fop sb + -ic + -al ]

Befitting a fop. Hence Po picalness
1660 Fisher Rusiicks A larm Wks. (1679) 373 To see and

feel the foppicalness thereof

VOL. IV.

Fopling (ip plii}). Also 7-8 foplm, foppling.
[dim of I op sb . see -ling ] A petty fop
1684 J Lacy SirH Buffoon 11 11, A fop is the fruit of a

foplm, as a Wit is the kernel of a witlin 1726 Am hi rst
7 erne Fil xlvi 247 Many of these transitory foplings .

.

came to the university m linsey-wolsey coats. 1807-8 W
Irving Salmag {1824) 215 When the foplings of fashion
bedazzle my sight 1885 Miss Braddon WyHards Weird
II 204 The race of languid foplings
attnb 1714 Philips in A teele's Poet Misc. 36 Some Love-

sick Foplm Rhyme
f Foppasty Obs. rare. ? =Foppotee.
x6ii Chapman May Day iv 70 True, and how the foppasty

his Lieftenant, slept m to perswade with her

t Fo’pper. Obs. [’ f. Fop v. + -er 1
5
cf Ger.

fopper, hoaxer, quizzer.]

1 = Fop sb. 1.

1598 Florio, Tentennone ..a fopper, a fool.

2 ?A hoaxer, a buffoon.

1659 Torriano, Fiappatore, a flapper, a fopper 1719
D’Uhfey Pills V 349 Kept Foppers Pit-Plyers be still

So Po pperishness, foolishness
; f Po pperly

a , silly, foolish.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 41 Their fopperly god is not so
good as a red herring 1683 Tryon Way to Health Pref

,

The fopperishness of those things I speak against

Foppery (ip pen) [f Fop sb. and v + -ery;
cf Ger.fopperei, Du foppen], hoaxing.]

fl. Foolishness, imbecility, stupidity, folly. Obs.

1592 Greene Disput 25 He was fauouied by the foolish

sect for his foppery x68x R, Knox Hist Ceylon Pref, The
Foppery of tneir Priests Religious Opinions and Practices

2711 E Ward Vnlg Bnt 11 136 They 're fix’d Enemies to

Pop’ry, As well as to Fanatick Fop’ry

+ D A foolish action, practice, idea, statement,

etc. , a folly, an absurdity , concr. something fool-

ishly esteemed or venerated Obs
1546 Bale Eng Votaries 1 Pref 7 With hys myters and

mastryes, wyth his fannoms and fopperyes 1563-87 Foxs
A <$• M (1684) III. 375 He foresook his former studying of
the School Doctors, and other such fopperies x6xx Steed
Hist Gt Bnt vi. xxm (1632) 139 Holding it a foppery
to write of those, of whose fauour or wrath the Inditers

stood in hope or feare. *718 Rowe tr Lucan Notes 47
Thank God, the Foppery of Pilgrimages is out of Fashion
m England 1758 Jortin Erasm I. 170/1 Colet was out of
patience to see those silly fopperies [reliques]

2 The behaviour or manner characteristic of a
fop, silly affectation of elegance; coxcombry,
dandyism , an instance of this.

1607 Potter Antiq Greece x xxvi (17x5) 181 Soldiers

shall not observe the punctilios of Spruceness and Foppery
175a Hume Ess. Treat (1777) I 135 Modern politeness .

runs often mto affectation and foppery 1808 Syd. Smith
Wks. (1867) I 106 The abominable military foppery^of our
own people. x8aa Lamb Elia Ser 11 Detached Th on
Bks., A Shakespeare, or a Milton (unless the first editions',

it were mere foppery to trick: out in gay apparel 1851

Helps Comp Soht in. (1874) 101 Too intent upon the

fopperies of religion

b. concr. m pi or collect, sing. Foppish finery

27x1 Addison Sped No 45 Pi An act for prohibiting

the importation of French Fopperies <1x763 Shenstone
Progr Taste 1 xx6 And, as my satire bursts amain. See,

feather’d foppery strew the plain 1840 Dicicens Barn
Fudge x, His riding-gear, though free from such fopperies

as were then in vogue, was well-chosen.

-J-
Po’ppet. 06s — 1 [dim. of Fop sb : see -et ]

A petty fop j
in quot. applied to a woman.

1605 King Leir in Six old Plays (1779) 402 These foppets

know not whether to love a man or no

Foppish, (ip pij), a [f. Fop sb -1- -ish.]

+ 1 Resembling or befitting a ‘fop or fool;

foolish, silly Obs
x6oS Shaks Lean iv 184 Wisemen aie growne foppish,

And know not how their wits to weare 1657 G Starkey
Helmont's Vind Ep to Rdr , I oppose your Diaeticall

prescriptions as foppish a 1720 Sheffield (Dk Buckhm )

{1753) I 25 Your tale . Of patient hopes, and dull

^Love’s foppish part.

Resembling or befitting a fop or dandy

Wks
delay,

2
1699 Evelyn Mem (1857) II 366 He was a vam, foppish

young man 1734 Fielding Intrig Chambermaid 1 iv,

Dotingly fond of everything that is fine and foppish 175a

Hume Ess <$• Treat (1777) I 137 We must condemn such

instances as foppish and affected 1836 Random Recoil

Ho Lordsxv 366 There is nothing foppish in his diess 1872

Baker Nile Tnbut xvn 307 Bowmgmamostfoppishmanner
Comb 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Viet II. xix 279

He was foppish-looking even in his travelling costume

Hence Po ppishly adv ; Po ’ppislmess
x6xx Cotgr

,
Sotise absurditie, folhe, foppishnesse x6sx

Biggs Hew Disp F 252 Whatever the schools foppishly

prattle 174a Richardson Pamela IV 338 That Foppish-

ness ofDress and Appearance, which distinguishes the Petits-

maitres 1876 Saunders Lionm Path xvi, A young man
foppishly dressed x886 J K Jerome Idle Thoughts 153

A little foppishness in a young man is good

1" Fo’pple, v Obs rare~ l

*75® J Q Adams Diary 15 Mar ,
Wks. T850 II 9 At one

table sits Mr Insipid, foppling and fluttering

tFoppotee. Obs iare~K [arbitrarily f. Fop
sb Ct. Foppasty.] A simpleton

1663 Cowley Cutter Colman St. il v. Why does this little

Foppotee laugh always? , _ _
Fo*ppy, a rare [f Fopj$ +-y 1 ] = Foppish

1878 Masque Poets 188 And of all fops the foppiest was

Saturn _
Fopship (ip pjip) [f Fop sb + -ship ] The

personality of a top or fool ;
m quots a mock title

x68o Hickeringill Meros 13, I give your fop-ship to

understand 1708 Motteux Rabelais \ xii (1737) 50 We
will innocentise your Fopship with a Wanmon.

t Fo’pster. Obs. [? alteration of Fopper . see

-steb ] App a fool, simpleton
(Halhwell has 'popster, a cutpurse* with reference to

Dekker; prob a misreading of/oyster, Foister )

1607W S. Puntan l iv. Why, do but try the fopster, and
break, it to him bluntly.

For (fpJ, fyi, fsi), prep, and conj. Also 2 fer,

3 south, vor, Orm forr. [OE./or prep = OFns

,

OS.for, Goth,faur\ probably an apocopated form
of OTent *fora Foke adv. and prep

,
arising inde-

pendently in the various langs. (cf. the origin, of
MHG and mod Ger vor from OHG ford)) it

may however represent a parallel formation on the
same stem with some other suffix. Another forma-
tion on this stem appears in OS. fur, fun, OHG.
furi (MHG. vur, mod Ger fur) prep., for, ON.
fyreip (Da. for, Sw for) adv. and prep

,
before, for.

The use of for as a conj. has not been found
earlier than the 1 2th c. The older lang. supplied

tiie place of the conj by locutions m which for
prep, governed a neuter demonstrative pronoun
followed by a relative particle * for bon be,for by
be, etc (see For-thon, For-thy). The conjunc-

tional use of for~for bon be may be explained

either as an extension of the functions of the prep,

to govern a noun-sentence, or as an ellipsis

In OE for and fore seem to have been used indiscrimi-

nately as preps , m ME they were gradually differen-

tiated ]

A. prep.

f I = Before in various uses Obs (see Fore.)
1 Of place, a In front of ;

= Before 2, 2 b.

Beowulf 358 (Gr ) He for eaxlum gestod Demga frean
a xooo Ccedmods Gen 2x08 (Gr ) For J>*s eagum, be be sesca
tir set gube forgeaf 1 a 1300 CursorM X0497 (Cott ) Sco
sagh bat angel for hir stand 1601 Shaks All's Well iv iv.

3 For whose throne ’tis needfull to kneele.

b. In the presence or sight of; =Before 3, 4.
Beowulf1649 (Gr )pa wses. on flet boren Grendles beaJfod

egeslic foreorlum C1X75 Lamb Horn. 1x3 Mom mon
is era for worlde and uniseli for gode

c. In asseveration, = Before 5. (Cf Gr. np6s )

In later use replaced by Fore.
C1230 Hah Meid 25 For gode hit is wlateful binE for te

benke bron <1380 Sir Fentrnb 2564 My prayer ys now
ido For gode so ys myn al-so cx420 Citron. Vtlod

838 jjeysse for God, quod be kny3t, dede he was.

d Into the presence of.

a xooo Csedmon’sGeit 87i(Gr) Nedear nu forS gan foi ]ie

andweardne 4x300 CursorM. 23933 (GOtt.) Leuedi . lede
me wid bo for bi sun.

2 Of time; = Before 7, 8, 9. For lang . long
ago. (Cf. ON. fyrer )
4 xooo Leg Fursseus in Rel Ant I 276 Ic wat bone man

on Cnste, be was ge-gripen nu for feowertyne gearum c xaoo
Ormin 3076 Itt was*, forr maiu3 da33 Hr ewidded burrh pro-

phetess. Ibid. 6996 Forrlange a 1225A ncr R 22 Bute 3if

hit beo hohmht vor be feste a 1300 Cursor

M

io7i6(Cott.)

J>e propheci Was said for lang of ysai

3 In preference to, above ,
= Before i i

c xooo Rood 93 (Gr ) He his modor for ealle mean
geweorSode ofer eall wifa cynn c 1205 Lay 13919 Ah for

alle ure goden deore Wodeu hehde >a hmhste la3e c 1300
Beket 721 The statutz of Clarendone ech bischoD holde

scholde , And namehebe theo for alle other. 14 Sir Beues
x6o (MS M ) Sir, blessud be ye foi alle men I 1486-1504
Let

.

m Denton Eng. m x$th Cent (1888) Note D. 318 It

is mor mentory to support yowre tenants rathere then a
stronge man, the pore . for a gentylman ora gentylmans man

XI. Of representation, substitution or exchange

4. Representing, as representative of

‘The member for— shire ’ now belongs rather to 13 c

a xooo Gnthlac 171 (Gr ) Se for ealle sprsec feonda mengu
a 1*25 Leg Kath 952 An, for ham alle, Onswerede ant

seide 1414 Rolls ofParlt. IV, 22/2 Youre humble and
trewe lieges that ben come for the Co[mmun]e of youre
lond 1582 N Lichefield tr CastanhcdeCs Cony E Ind
v 14 b, Their Xeque which was there for the king 1842
Macaulay Ess (1848)11 187 The members for manycoun-
ties and large towns 1843 Fraser's Mag XXVIII, 334
Walker returned thanks for his lady 1891 Law Times
XCII 124/2 Lord Palmerston and the Earl of Mayo, both
Irish Peers, sat for English constituencies

b In elliptical expressions, once for all
,
*\for

all Cf, Ger. etnfur allemal.

16x1 Shaks. Cymb n 111 xix Learne now, for all, That I

[etc,] 1820 J S Knowles Virginias 11 n, Now, once for

all, farewell 1 x88x Bible (Revised) Ilebr vu 27 For this

he did once for all [1611 5 once], when he offered up himself

5 . In place of, instead of.

c xooo Ass Gosp Matt, ii 22 He gehyrde ]>set archelaus

nxode on iudea-beode for <5sne herodem a 1300 CursorM
9972(Cott )Maria. stondes vs for sceild and targe,Agmns all

ure wiberwyns c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) vi 19 He died

and hisbroperregnedfor him *553 T. WilsonRhet (1580)

223 Some, will saye Blacke Vellet, forblackeVeluet, x6ix

Bible Luke xi. xx Will he forafish giue him a serpent? 1697
Drydcn Vrrg Georg. \ 10 Bacchus and Ceres, gave us

Corn for Mast, forWater Wine 1742 Young Nt Ih 1 14

’Tis only change of pain Severer for severe 180a Mar
Edgeworth Moral T (1816) I 248 She could not write .

the count had written all that was wanting for her, 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng II 208 For the old test was substi-

tuted a new test 1895 Lake in Law Times XCIX. 468/2
They will employ somebody to do the business for them

8. Of payment, purchase, sale, etc. = In exchange

for

:

see Exchange sb, 1 g
62



por. 410 FOR.

a Introducing the thing bought or sold, etc.
•

As the price of, or the penalty on account of.

Also after verbs, e g Pay, q v.

c 1000 Ags Gasp Matt v 38 Ea£e foi eage and to3 for

tocS c 1175 Lamb Horn. 9 Nou^er gold ne seoluer ne
moste gan for (je c xzoo Okm in Ded, 143, I shall hafenn

foirmin swinnc God Lon, <1*330 R. Brunne Chron (1725)

I 174 Men gaf fiueten schillynges for a goos or a heen 1542

MS. Acc St, John's Hasp ,
Canterb

,

To Nycholes for the

byllet for the schyr and hyi costts xv s *789 Durnford &
East Reports III 467 The right of a seller to his goods,

where he cannot leceive payment for them, *895 Bookman
Oct. 17/2 The Due d'Aumale's great work,. for which some
of us would gladly give alt the novels ever written,

b In requital of
c tooo Ags Ps xxxiv [xxxv], 14 (Spelman) Aguidon me

yfelu for godum 1383 Houband Campo di Fior 107 That
she giue vs something for our pames *077 Plot Oxfordsh
*31 Being found to yield considerably better than most other
wheat, viz. somtimes twenty for one. *697 Dryden Vtrg
Georg iv 221 Describe we next the Nature of the Bees,

Bestow’d by Jove for secret Services *8*8 M G Lewis
Jml, W Ind (1834) so9 A full punishment for all his mis*

deeds 1885 Bowen in Law Rep 14 Q Bench Div. 869
Counsel who should take nothing for their services 1893
A I. Shand Life SirE B Hamity I 11. 21 He was very
soundly thrashed for his pains.

III 7. In defence or support of
; m favour of,

on the side of Opposed to against Often pie-
dicatively • see Be v, 23 c
c 1000 TElfric Exod xiv 14 And Dnhten fiht for cow

ext73 Lamb Horn, 7 Heosculen.. bidden for heom <11380
Wyclif Sel, Whs. III, 363 How shulde men fi^te for a
persoue bat |>ei witen not [etc ]? 1330 Crowley Lp/gr. 204
Where eueiye man is for mm selfe, And no manne for alt

*399 Shaks Much Ado 11 1 386 My Lord, 1 am for you,
though it cost mee ten nights watchings. 1676 Homsrs
Iliad Pref (1686) 9 Homer indeed maketh some Gods for
the Greeks and some foi the Trojans, 1690 Locitr Govt ir.

vi, Blinded contenders for monarchy *71* Steele Sped
No 118 r 3 Take my Word for it she is 110 Fool. *743
Bulkeley & Cummins Voy S Seas Ded. 8 The Right
Honourable Persons who will one Day determine foi or
against us. 1795 Hist in Ann Reg 82 Fortune declared
at last for the convention. 1847-9 Hflps Friends in C.
Ser 1. (1831) 1. 177 You argue for it m vain *883 Cotton
in Law Rep 30 Ch Div 13, 1 do not think that the cases .

carry out the proposition for which he has cited them.
b. In exclamations, indicating the person, etc.

favoured.
*664 Butltr Hud 11 11 604 Did tide Ciying, hey, for

our town through the bui rough *833 Lytton Rienzi in
1,

‘ Hurrah for the knight of St, John ’ cried the meicenanes

,

* and hurrah for fair France and hold Germany 1
'

C In honour of. Also To name a child for

(
= after) a person (now only US.)
1800 H Wells Const Neville I 7 Louisa , had been

named for the mother of Mr Hayman *820 J S Knowlts
Vngiums i 1, Cheei for him, ifyou aie Romans *826 W
P Scargill Truth I u 7 ‘What is the name to be?
I think your mother's was Matilda ’—

‘ Yes, she was named
for a great worthy, lady Matilda ' *863 Hawthorne Onr
Old Home (1864) 20 He had named lus two children, one for
Her Majesty and the other for Prince Albei t.

d. quasi-sb Tors and againsts • * pros and cons
1

<11815 Jane Austen Persuas II 185, 1 was privy to all
the fors and againsts, I was the friend to whom he confided
his hopes 1892 Temple Bar Mag Nov. 424 The fors and
againsts so inextricably mixed.

IV Of purpose or destination

8 . With a view to
,
with the object or purpose

of: as preparatory to. Tor company see Com-
pany 1 b
Beowulf458 (Gr )

pu foi aistafum usic sohtest c 1000
Ags Gosp John xi 4 Nys }>eos untrumnys na for dea3e ac for
godes wuldre. *340 Hampole Pr Consc 2889 For warnyng
offrendes Jiat lyefes c 1489 Caxton Soimes ofAymon xxiv.
303, 1 byleve thatgodhathesentetheym to vs foroursavynge,
*323 Ld Berners Fraiss I. exxx. 130 The Englyshmen
neuer departed fro their batayls for chasynge of any man
a 1634 Selden Table-T (Arb.) 82 The individual person set
apart for the service of such a Church *719 Dn Foe Crusoe
x vi, I left the iron crow in the wreck for next day 1838THIRL.
wall Greece III. xix 93 [He] set sail for the relief of Epi-
damnus 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng 1. 613 A considerable
number ofprisoners were immediately selected for execution.
*887 L Carroll Game ofLogic 11. § 6 50, I have been out
for a walk *89* Law TimesXC 283/1 An order was made
. for the payment of the balance to the plaintiff

b For the purpose of being or becoming
c *489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix 210 Berynge in theyr

handes flowies and loses fora token 1697 Dryden Virg
Georg in 253 Whom, to reserve for Husband of the Herd
174* tr Fortunate Country Maid I 13 He shall hear
Reason

, or, Waunds, I’ll go for a_ Soldier, *832 Dickens
Bleak Ho vil, [Hel went for a soldier, and never came back,
1883 G Allen Babylon xiv, I’m going to leave my place
and go fox a pupil-teachei

c Conducive to.

* *353 Udall Royster D, 1 ! (Arb ) 12 To keepe the
Queenes peace is more for his behoofe 1664 Tillotson
Wisd being Rehg 31 It is for the general good of humane
society, c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (18881 128The Bishop does
not care to stay long in this place not being for his health
179* Boswell Johnson Advt, Such remarks as were
greatly for the advantage of the work. *843 Fraser's Mag.
XXVIII. 363 It is all for her good.

d. For sale : to be sold. For rent (U S ) = To let.

*884 Boston (Mass ) Jml 6 Sept Advt
, Baltimore Ware-

house for Rent. *880 Century Mag Aug 590/2 The last
time I saw it, it was for rent.

9. In order to obtain. Also after verbs like ash
,

search, etc., or verbs implying .motion, e.g. To go,
send, etc.for : see the verbs.

So, with mixture of 21 or 6, in(/ mould not)foranything,
for a great deal,for all the world

,
etc

c *230 Halt Mud 9 pat siS pat tu eauer dides te into

swuch peowdom for worldhche wnnne r 1300 Havelok 788
H.iuelok was wai pat Grim swank sore For his mete, and he
lay at horn 17x430 Chcstir PI (Shaks Soc ) xi Naye,
Lorde, that will we notmdeedeFornothmge treasspassunto
thee 16** Bible Prov xxvin 21 Fora piece of biead that
man will transgresse *637 W Rand tr Gassendi's Life
Peircsc 1 23 He would not for any thing but be present at

the Solemnity to behold the same *697 Drydln Vtrg.
Georg tv 620 Weary Proteus Retir’d for Shelter to his

wonted Caves 1728 Young Love Paine 1 50 What will not
men attempt forsacred praise? 1806-7J. BnnnsroRD
Hum Life (1826) v xis, After having fee'd very high for
laces at Mrs Siddons's benefit 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng
I. 8* lotpung a suit foi this sum in the Court of King’s

Bench. 1864H0LMI Lli: In Silver Age (1866) 403, 1 would
not for the world hurt his feelings 1883 Manch Exam 27
Nov 3/5 The drawers struck work for an advance ofwages
1891 Neivcastle Even Chi on. 29 Jan. 3/1 Foi two pins I’ll

thiow the lamp at you
b. Of an amount staked or an object risked, e g

to playfor (a certain stake) . see Play v. Also
m a wager, in asseverations, and m a narrow
escapefor one's life ,

to try a manfor his life

a 1223 Juliana 16 For mi lif quoS hire feder pe schal laSm
his luue for pu schalt beon ibeaten [etc ] a 1353 Udail
Royster D 1 i (Arb.) 12, I haue yond espied hym sadly
comming, And in loue for twentie pounde, by hys glom-
myng *396 Shaks lam. SJti in 1 49 Now for my life

the knaue doth court my loue *602 — Ham hi iv 24
Dead fora Ducate, dead *836 SournrY in Q Rev LVII.
xo Major Beltran had a nariow escape for his life *849
Macaulay Hist Eng II 223 Rosewell had been tried foi

lus life by Jeffreys

c. For (one’s) life . in order to save one’s life

;

also m hyperbolical use, as if one’s life depended
on it, with one’s utmost efforts Also in phrases like

T cannot do itfor the life of me, for my heart
,
soul,

etc , where the sense is sometimes ‘ if it were to

save my life etc., and sometimes * if I were to

give my life ’, etc.

a *230 Owl Night. 1078 He ne mihte for Ins live Iseo bat
man wip lure speke 1376 Fleming Panopl. Epist 52 He
had nevci had the audacitie and boldnesse for his hart, to
setonefoote forwaid into Syria 1396 Shaks Tam Shi.
I. 11. 38, 1 could not get him fot my heart to do it. *603— Mens for M iv. 111 160, I dare not for my head fill

my belly 17*1 Addison Sped No 85 ir r, I cannot for
my Heart leave a Room, before I have studied [etc]
1786 Mackenzie Lounger No 56 197 A great many
other things which I can’t do foi the heart ofme a 1806
H IC White in Life <$ Rem (1825) 176 You can’t for the
soul of you, learn how to frown. 18*3 Byron Giaour 250
Away, away, foi life he rides. *831 L E Landon Romance
>?• Reality (1848) 334 We must row for our lives 1843
Blackw Mag LIV 742, 1 could not resist a smile for the
life ofme *848 Dickens Dombey xix, Walter, for his life,

would have hardly called her by her name. 1849 Macaulay
Hist, Eng, I 131 Charles fled foi his life. 1887 Times 15
Apr g/6 Back 1 for your lives 1

d To run, etc for it. see It
10. Indicating the object to which the activity of

the faculties or feelings is directed : frequent after

vbs.
,
as care, long

,
search, etc., sbs

,
as an eye,genius,

talent
, taste, desne

,
love, etc., or adjs

,
as eager,

watchful, etc. (see those words); also in exclama-
tions expressing expectancy or desire, Plow for,
Ohfor.
1392 Shaks Rom $- Jut n ii 1590 fora Falkners voice,

To hue this Tassell gentle back againe 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev, v 1. Wks 1836 I 133 0 for a fat leg of ewe
mutton ! *697 Dryden Vtrg Georg 1v 300 Such a Zeal
they have for flow'ry Sweets *709 Steele Tatler No 30
? 3 Now for Colonel Constant’s Epistle 1834 Medwin
Anglerm Wales I 37 Now fora cigar and Charters *842
Macaulay Lays, Virginia xoa Oh for the tents whichm old
time whitened the Sacred Hill

'

II. Before an mf, usually for to, (Sc. till), indi-

cating the object of an action; =‘m order (to)’.

Now arch or vulgar, Cf. Fr pour, Ger um zit
For for to in other connexions see Forto prep, and conj,
a xi73 Colt Horn. 221 Forte don him understonden a *200

Moral Ode 180 Ne brekep ne uie dnhte hellegate for lesen
lu of bende. e 1200 Ormin roo6 All pe33re lac wass swilk &
swillc, Forr operr ping to tacnenn c *203 Lay 13307 Ich
am lcumen pe pus nseh for muchelere neode for suggen pe
tioende. *297 R. Glouc. (1724) 23 He bi gan to schake ys
axe, for to smyte anon, e 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirnrg, 53 For
to dense pe wounde use pe medicyn of mel roset. c *483
Digby Myst iv 328 What can pou saye, Thy-self for till

excuse? *335 Coverdale Prov xxvin 20 He maketh to
modi liaist foi to be nche. *378-1600 Scot Poems 16th C,
II 162 For till obscure thy light 1688 R Holme Armoury
11. 86/1 A Billet is a piece of Cleft Wood for to Bum 1748
G Washington Jml 8 Apr , Writ 1889 I 6 You must ride
round y° back of ye Mountain for to get below them 1774A Adams 111 J Q Adams' Fam Lett. (1876) 41 Having
only put off its present glory for to rise finally to a more
happy state.

b. Hencefor to often occurs merely for to before
an mf. Obs in educated use
a *223 Ancr R, 34 pe eppel pat ich loke on is forbode me

to etene, & nout forto biholden c *303 St. Swithin 14 inE E P. (18621 43 Seint swythin swipe Sung bigan Forto
seruie lhesu enst c *340 Cursor M 717 (Fairf ) Satanas
P°3t pat loy for-til stynt. *397 Rolls o/Parlt III 379/2
It was my menyng and my wenyng for to haue do the best
for his persoue and for lus estate *323 Ld Berners Frotss
I cxxvi 132 The kyng of Englande wyst nat where for to
passe the ryuer of Some, the which was large and depe.

D Pell Irnpr Sea 328 note, Blustnng winds make
the Seas for to rage and roar. 1674 tr. Scheffer’s Lapland

84 Bu ds, Beasts, Fishes, which it was unlawful! for tobn™
in at the foiedooi s

12 Indicating destination Cf. Fr pour
a In ordei to ainve at, with the purpose

of going to (a place). Formerly sometimes after
go, jomney, tiavcl, etc Now chiefly after verbs
denoting the commencement of a jomney, as to
depart

,
stcu t, sail, leave, or the act of directing

movement, as to steer, make , also after the pple
bound Also predicatively see Be 23 b
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 1. 36 She asked whi thev

were depaited for the kyngec couite *393 Shaks John

V* l
1 Engknd Cosen, goe. =tS95 Drake Will in

Wills Doctor s Com (Camden) 77 Her Majesties fleete nowem service for the west Indyes 1646 Markham Let m xzth
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm App. v 2 [I am] most certainly
mfotmed that hee is at Newcastle and intends for France
1660-1 Marvell Coir Wks 1872-3 II. 43 Mr Mabbot is
shoitly to goe for Ii eland, 1704 Addison Italy Wks 1804V 149 We sailed fiorn hence dnectly for Genoa. *706-7
Farquhar Beaux Shat u 1 Wks. (1742) 17 Aie you for
church this moiiiing ? *719 Dl Foe Capt S mgleton xvinWe steered duoctly for the gulf *724 — Man Cavalier
(1840) 285 We resolved foi Newark 1763 Wesley Jml
20 Aug (1827) III 138 We concluded to try foi Lam, though
we knew not the way *791 * G Gambado ' Ann Horsem
ix. (1809) 106 The curb bioke, and he [a horse] ran straight
on foi the chfTs 1820 Ki ats St Agnes 1, His frosted
breath seem'd taking flight for heaven without a death
1838 Ihirlwall Gri et

e

II. 296 The Persian army was m
full march for Athens *863 Kingsley Herew (1884) 251
They rowed away for Crowland 1879 Church Spenser i o
Spenser was sixteen or seventeen when he left school for the
University. 1883Law limes Rep XLIX. 332/2 Ihe Clan
Sinclair, headed for the Maigaict, *883 Manch Exam

.

12 Mar 4/6 Lord Reay left London yesterday for India,

b. transf. of time.

*883 Truth 2 July 3/1 It was getting on foi two before
supper was served,

C Introducing the intended recipient, or the
thing to which something is intended to belong,
or in connexion with which it is to be used.
*41* Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/1 Certein Commune of Pas-

ture . whiche the said Lord claymes for hymself and his
tenantz. *35* Turni r Hci bal 1. F v b, Byrche is good to
make twygges for baskettes *383 T Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy I xxi, 27 Weie set up 2 faire pavilhons,
the one for him. the other For the Ambassador. *39* Shaks
Two Gent h 1. 131 Val. Madam, they are for you. *636
Massinger BashJ Lovei v i, Your bottles too, that I carry
Foi your own tooth ? *660 Act 12 Chas II c 4 Sched s v
lio\es, French boxes for Marmelade or Geliy *739 John*
son idler No. 42 r a Tlie Idlei holds the shield foi virtue,
as well as the glass for folly. *833-6 Todd Cycl Anat I

518/1 For this group of animals M D’Haan has proposed
the name of Asiphonoidia. *839 Cath Sinclair Holiday
House xu. 281 fie bought gowns for all the maids *833
Macaulay Hist Eng III. 20 He had secured foi himself
a place 111 history 186* M Pattison Ess (1889) I 45 A
fireproof chamber for the muniments Ibid A stone-vaulted
kitchen, where dinner could be dressed for an army ofguests.

13. Of appointment, appropriation, or fitness,

a Following a vb., adj , or noun of quality, de-

noting appointment, appropriation, fitness, etc.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) Frol 2 Dethe withouten ende, the
whiche was ordeyned for us. Ibid v 56 A manere ofWode
. .the whiche is goode for inanye dyverse Medicynes <1*430
Cov Myst. 3x8 We -\al asay YF the cros for the be mete
*348 Hall C/iron

,
Hen. IV, Introd 9 Henry duke of Lan-

castre a prmce apt for a kyndotn 1548-9 (Mar ) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Communion Rubnc, The vesture appoyncted for

that ministracion. *382 N Lichefield tr Castanheda’s
Cotiq. E Ind u. 5 To put himselfe m a readinesse for that

voiage 1674 N Cox Genii Recreat m (1677) 6a Fitter

for a large lnne than a Lady’s Chamber *722 De Foe
Plague (1754) 9 Loaded with Baggage and fitted out
for travelling. *764 FooTr Pah on 11. Wks. 1799 I 349
Robinson Crusoe is advertis’d for this evening *789 Blake
Songs Innoc , Echoing Green m, Many sisters and brothers,

Like birds in their nest, Are ready for rest *815 Jane
Austen Emma (1849) 3 1 Very fit for a wife, but not at all

for a governess. 1838 Thirlwail Greece III xxn 247
Quite sufficient for his purpose *840 Ibid VII 283 Se-

leucus, reflecting on Pithon’s fate, augured that which was
designed for himself 1840 P. Pai ley's Ann. 34 What is a
clock good for?

b. After adjs. or advs qualified by too, enough

,

etc,, the prep, is often equivalent to the infinitive

combinations, Ho admit of’, ‘to require, call for’,

or the like.

1803-6 Wordsworth Ode, hit Immortality

,

Thoughts
that do often lie too deep for tears 1833 Weshn Rev XVII
82 The passages are too frequent for quotation Mod The
subject is quite important enough for separate treatment

c. Following a sb., or predicatively : = Ap-
pointed or adapted for, proper or suitable for

( There is) nothingfor it but (there is) no way
of meeting the case, no course open, but
c 1330 Will. Palerne 294 Clothed in comly closing for any

kinges sone i486 Bk St. Albans Dhj b, That hauke is

for a Baron, *383 Holiband Campo dt Piorss, I will rather

have him He ls for me 1663 Pepys Diary 27 Apr , He is

not for my family, he is grown so out of order and not to be

ruled. *669 Sturmy MannersMag v 64 Sea-Carriages are

made less, as the Block-maker that makes them hath Rules
for *7*x Addison Sped. No 297 P 6 By no means a match
for his enemies 1748 Richardson Clarissa (18x1) III *98,

I have nothing for it but matrimony. *8*8 M G Lewis
Jml W Ind (1834) 250 The sheets, a term for various

ropes 1840 P Parley's Ann. 35 Do you know it is tune
for school? *843 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 4 The momen-
tous questions which have interest only for noble minds.

1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng I. 223 Lauderdale still con-

tinued to be minister for Scotch affairs 1850 Carlyle



FOR. 411 FOR.

Lattcr-d Pamph 3 37, I fear she is not long for this world *

1874 Dasent Half a Life I xg6 There was nothing for it

but to grin and bear it 1883 Manch Exam 22 Sept 5/3

The old law making hanging the inevitable penalty for

murder. 1886 Ibid 3 Nov 3/1 The Quarterly for October,

d (It ts) for ( a person) to do something

.

be-

coming or permissible to, the duty or concern of.

1611 Bible Prov xxxi 4 It is not for kings to dnnke wine

1819 Cobbeit Eng Gram xvn § 193 It is for the guilty

to live in fear 1885 Bowen in Law Rep 14 Q B Div 872

It will be for the Rule Committee to alter the rule if [etc ]

14 Of result or effect , used after words like

cause
,
ground motive, reason

, etc (See the sbs )

15 Designating an amount to be received or paid

,

cf 6. Also in Cncket scoring : With the result of

(so many runs), at the cost of (so many wickets)

1776 Trial of Nundocomar 23/2 Bollakey Doss drew a
draught on Benares for a lack ofrupees 1837 Hughes Tom
Brown n vni , The Lord’s men were out by half past

twelve o’clock for ninety-eight runs 1883 L'poolDaily Post
1 June 5/4 The University men were all out for 44 1886

StevensonDr Jekyll 1 (ed 2) 8 The signature was good for

more than that 1887 A Burnt LL Obiter Dicl

a

Ser 11 159
[He] sent theauthor a bank-bill for^ 100 Mod Put my name
down for two guineas (Comm )We have this day drawn on
you for£ 100. (Cricket) The score stood at 150 for 6 wickets

V Of advantage or disadvantage

16 . With the purpose or result of benefiting or

gratifying
,
as a service to.

a 1000 Cynew. O'wif(Gollancz) 1423 Icpmtfoi woruldegebo-
lade c laog Lay 62 pact he peos soSfesteword segge for his

fader saule a 1225Ancr R.zzpe uormest viue [Psal rn.es] uor
ou sulf & for alle bet ou god docS 1340 Ayeiib. 1 pm holy
blod bet pou sseddest ane pe rod uor me and uor mankende.
1603 Shaks Macb hi 1. 65 If’t be so For Banquo’s Issue
haue I fil’d my Mmde 01630 Milton Passion 12 Dangers
Which he for us did freely undergo 1631 Gouge God’s

Arrows v Ded 406 Leave me not to shift for my selfe

1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland. 118 If he sees convenient he
may set up for himself 1816 Byron Partsma in, They
only for each other bieathe

O ironically

1740 Xmas Entertamm 11 (1883-4) 12, I will swinge his

acket for him 1835 Smedley H Coverdale lin. It would
ave been a meicy if I hadn’t broken some of his bones for

him

17. As affecting the interests 01 condition of (a

person or thing), whether for good or evil. Chiefly

after adjs., sbs. of quality, or advbs.
In early Eng the dative was used m this sense without

prep Cf Gr and Lat uses

1337 Bible (Matthew) Ps cxvm [cxix] 71 It is good for

me that I haue bene m trouble 1633 J Lee Short Surv
7 Grain, butter, cheese, and such other commodities usefull

for the life of man 1883 Daily News 22 Sept 4/6 This
bodes ill for the peace of Europe 1891 Sir A Wills m

Law Times XCI 233/2 Things had . . begun to look badly
for all concerned

18 . Governing a sb or pers pron. followed by
an infinitive, forming a construction equivalent to
* that he, etc may, might, should', etc.

Originally, the prep had the sense 13 or 16, the inf being
either the subject of the sentence or expressive of purpose

,

but the use was early extended to include cases to which
this analysis is inapplicable. In the is-i6th c the L use of
the accus and inf was often imitated in Eng. e g ‘ Be-
hold how good it is, brethren to dwell together in unity ’

(Ps cxxxni 1, Prayer-bk. version)
*308 Fisher 7 Penit Ps xxxu Wks (1876) 41 It is better

for a synner to suffre trybulacyon m this lyfe .than to be
eternally tourmented m hell 1348 Hall Chron ,

Hen V,
(an 7) 65 b, A tent of purple velvet for the counsailers to
mete in 1382N Lichefield tr Castanheda's Cong jE Ind
vi 16 It was verye needefull and necessarye for him to take
a Pilot. 1621 Brathwait Nat Emboss Ded (1641) A ij, It
is high time for the Satyrist to pen somthing which may
[etc ] 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 219, I must forsake
This Task, for others afterwards to take 1777 Watson
Philip II (1839) 85 The [island] lay at so great a distance
from Europe, as had made it almost impossible for the
Christians to send assistance to the besieged 1818 M G
Lewis Jrnl TV, Ind (1834) 220 For a man who had such
good blood to part with ft so wantonly was a shame 1843
Erasers Mag XXVIII 713 What a condition for me to
come to 1 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 408/1 The new rules .

render it more difficult for a defence to be kept up 1896 M.
Field Attila 1. 19 When a girl becomes A woman, it is

usual for her mother To speak to her of life,

b. m exclamatory use
1757 Foote Author u. Wks 1799 I. 156 For this low,

lousy son of a shoemaker, to talk of families

VI Of attributed or assumed character
,
=as

19 . In the character of, in the light of, as equi-

valent to
;
esp. to introduce the complement after

verbs of incomplete predication, e.g. to have, hold,

etc. (see those verbs), where as or as being may
generally be substituted. To beg (a person) for a
fool, see Beg ©.5 a
Beowulf1173 (Gr ) J>mt ]>u for sunu wolde heiennc habban.

c 1000 ASltric Dent xxxi. 20 And tellap mm weddfornaht
c 1200 Ormin 387 patt mann hemm hallt forr gode menn.
1297 R Glouc (1724) 142 pis word was for dom yholde

1377 Langl P PI B xv 578 3 it knewe pei cryst For a
parfit prophete c 1400 Lattfranc’s Ctritrg no per ben but
.vj boonys whanne pat pou rekenest os coronale for oon boon.
"*333 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxiv. 263 Know for trouth that

god loueth fayth a 1333 Udall Royster D m 111 (Arb )

44 He vaunteth him self© foi a man of prowesse greate

1368 Grafton Chron . Hen V, (an. 2) II 446 The Englishe
Ambassadours receyving this for aunswere, tooke their leave,

1644 Evelyn Mem (1837) I. 78 Celebrated 111 France for

the best in the kingdom. 17*1 Addison Sped, Nq 169
T 11 Ill-nature among ordinary Observers passes for Wit.

1719 De Foe Crusoe n xi, You will be hanged for a pirate

1723 Watts Logic 11 in § 1 We mistake his Blunders for
Beauties 1760 Foote Minor i Wks 1799 I 239, I wou’d
engage to elude your penetration,when I ambeau’d out for
the baron 1813 Byron Giaour 37 A giotto That holds
the pirate for a guest 1818 M G Lewis Jrnl W Ind
(1834) 40 That distance went for nothing 1843 Erasers
Mag XXVIII 702, I know for a fact that a courier was
waiting 1843 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 3 Mere chrono-
logy is often mistaken for histoiy 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sg (1886) 34 The pines look down upon the rest
for underwood

b So with an adjective, as m to take for
granted, to leave for dead

, etc. Fo> certain
,
sure,

f wiss, see those adjs.

Also, with mixture of sense 8, as in the formula of the
Marriage Service (quot 1349) where the sense is ‘ whether
she prove better or woise etc.

£1460 Lortescue Abs .§• Lim Mon xi (1885)136, I holde
it for vndouted, bat [etc ] 1349 Bh, Com, Prayer Matri-
mony, I take thee to my wedded wife for better for
worse 1631 Baxter Inf Bapt 49 In the mean time I take
it for granted. 1681 Cotton Wond Peak 69 At the bottom,
he was left for dead 1700 Dryden Pal § Arc in 704 He
quivered with his feet, and lay for dead 173a Berkeley
Alctphr vi § 30 Admitted for morally certain 180a Mar
Edgeworth Moral T (1816) I. 208 L’s fnends gave the
man up for lost 1834 Patmore Angel in Ho 1 ix, I

blamed the print for old

c What is he, etc for (a man, etc )
• what is

(he) considered as (a man), a e. what sort of a (man,
etc ) is he ? (Cf Ger Wasfur ein ?

) Obs or dial.

*580 Spenser Shep Cal iv 17 What is he for a Ladde
you so lament? 1623 Bingham Xenophon 136 When the
Lacedemonians enquired, what Xenophon was for a man,
he answered, that [etc ] *657 W Rand tr. Gassendis
Life Petresc 11 265 Consider how many, and what for

Epistles he sent to this very City 1708 Brit Apollo No
63 3/2 What are you for a Lover a 1737 Cibber Comical
Lovers 1, What is she for a Woman ? 1827 Scott Surg.
Dan x, * What is that for a Zenohia ?’ said Hartley.

d. (I, etc )for one * as one, as a unit in an aggie-

gate. Forone thing . used parenthetically when one
out of several reasons, instances, etc ,

is mentioned
1719 De Foe Crusoe n. ix, Will you go ? I will go for

one 18 Keble Lett Spirit Counsel (1870) 176, I could
say, for one thing, make your account beforehand with this

trouble coming upon you. 1880 Scribner'sMag XX 356/1,
I for one shall never do so

e For the first, second, etc time : as a fiist,

second, etc
,
instance Cf Fr pour la premibrefois.

1730 A Gordon Maffei's Amphith 68 TheRomans were
for the first time forbid such Games 1788 Gibbon Decl cf-F
lxvi VI 431 note.He [Aldus] printed above sixtyconsiderable

works of Greek literature, almost all for the first time x8t8
M G Lewis Jrnl W Ind (1834) 177 There was a shower
of rain for the first time since my arrival 1863 Traftord
World in Ch III 233 Is he a man likely to fall in love for

a second time? 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I. 399 That they
may converse with Socrates for the last time,

f Forgood (and all) • see Good
VII. Of the cause or reason

20 By reason of, under the influence of (a feel-

ing or subjective condition).
Beowulf 338 (Gr ) Wen lc, pset ge for wlenco, nalles for

wrascsiSum ac for hige-pmnmum HroSsar sohton 1*1123

O E Chron an. xiox For heoran aeenan mycelan un-

getrywpan, £1x75 Lamb, Horn 17 He jef us seodSan
ane muchele 3ef for his rauchele eadmodnesse 1297 R.
Glouc (1724) 58 He by gan hym by benche, And hys
wrappe toward pe kyng, lor drede of pe erl, quenche £ 1380
Antecnst in Todd 3 Treat. Wychf 132 How may bei sexe

for shame bat pei folowen Cnst truly? c 1440 Jacob's Well

72 Boldere to synne for trust of pe mercy ofgod. *380 Sidney
Arcadia 11 xvi 172 Like the poore childe, whose father,

while he beates him, will make him beleeue it is for loue.

1723 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 303 Our men raised a
shout for joy xSos Noble Wanderers II. 32 Arsaces,

panting for rage, had already grasped his poniard 1827

Southey Hist Pemns War II. 776 They had, for pure
wantonness, set fire to some of the houses

b Forfear of, that
,
etc : see Feah, sb. 3 b

1847 Marryat Childr N Forest v, lake your guns too,

for fear of accident

21 Because of, on account of

:

a. a person 01 persons.

c 1000 ALlfric Gen, xx 3 pu scealt sweltan nu Abimeleh
for bam wife be bu name c 1203 Lay. 14458 bin hired be
hateS for me & ich aem luaaid for he *3 • A'. A tis 2318
A1 Pierce for him sorwith, y-wis 1382 Wyclif/’j xxvi 11

Dresse me m a ri3t path for myn enemys, 1349 Chron, Gr
Friars(Caraden)6a1 hecause was for them that rose in Essex

1603 Shaks Lear n iv. 33 Thou shaft have as many
dolours for thy daughters. 1819 Cobbett Eng Gram
xvn § 196 When I see many its in a page, I always tremble

for the writer.

b a thing. Also infor cause (see Cause sb 0 )

and after such sbs. as charge, reputation, etc., and

adjs as sorry (see those words). Some adjs for-

meily construed with this prep now take others

,

e. g glad of.

c 1000 ASlfric Exod, xvm 9 pa wees Iethro blibe for eallum

bam godum be Dnhten dyde Israhela folce, £*175 Lamb
Horn 17 pme frond bu luuest for bam goddede b® he b® deo

xzg7 R Glouc (1724) 113 Ac for joure coming ich am glad.

£1380 WvcLir Serm. Sel Wks. I 25 pei shulden not be
aferd for pertlhs 1483 Caxton G de la Tour D hj, The
one is prowde for his scyence. 1631 Gouge Gods Arrows
iv, xii 390 Faith herein will make us thankfull for all

manner of pi osperity. 1704 Addison Italy Wks 1804 V
149 The gulf is remarkable for tempests 180a Mar
Edgeworth Moral T (1816) I 225 A mother respected

for her feminine virtues 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I 308

Notorious both for covetousness and for parsimony.

U In OE for with the instrumental case of the
neuter demonst. pion foimed advb phrases =
‘ therefoi e which, with the addition or ellipsis of
the relative Ste became conjunctional phrases=
‘because* (For these phrases and their later

representatives see Foe-thon, For-thy, cf. also
For-why). Similarly, For that appears from
I 3thc. as a conjunction, anti m the i6thc. there
are a few examples of for this in the senses
* therefore ’ and ' because ’

1*1333 Philpot Writ (1842)332 If that hedemand
the reasonwhy we do so, I will gladly satisfy his mind For
this [ong gma] we know surely those things, as they have
written, to have come unto us uncorrupt Ibid 396 For
this [orig igituf], Florebell, thou hast a high bishop and
ruler of tne church such a one peiadventure as thou
soughtest not after.

c. On account of one’s regard for. So in For
the sake of (see Sake), used synonymously withfor
in this sense and in senses J and 8 .

a xooo Cmdmon's Gen 2472 (Gr ) pa ic for god wille gemund-
byrdan cxooo Rood 113 (Gr) Se b® for dryhtnes naman
deaSes wolde onbyrigan <*1200 Moral Ode 23 pe him
solueforjet forwiue ne for childe £1203 Lay. 13223 Ich
bad hme for gode don bat child of hade X393 Langl P,
PI C in 170 To be maned for monye mede hath a-sented
a 1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 9S1, I leeue pe prolong for

shortnes 1697 Dryden Virg Past x 33 Lycoris for thy
Rival tempts the raging Sea. 1697 Ken Evg Hymn it,

Forgive me, Lord, for Thy dear Son

d. In adjurations —for the sake of. Also in

exclamations, chiefly of pam or sorrow
a xooo Boeth. Metr 1. 128 He hi for Dnhtne bsed baet

hi [etc ] £1205 Lay 57 Nu bidded La3amon alcne seoele

mon for bene almiten godd bet he [etc ] c 1323 CoerdeL
1782 Mercy, Richard, for Mary maid I 1393 Langl P PI
C u 54 Ich fraynede hure faire pa, for hym bat hure made.
e 1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 2x0 Alas 1 for my master
That yester even Before Caiphas was broght 1393 Shaks.
Rich II, v 11 73 Heauen for his mercy what treachery is

heere ? 1609 Bible (Douay) Joel 1 13 Cne ye to our Lord
A a a, for the day 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 81 But
I have not found it so, Alas for me 1820 Byron Bines 11.

64 Lady Blneb Oh fie ! Miss Lil And for shame ! 1820
Keats Lamia 271 For pity do not melt 1 1844 Dickens
Christmas Carol in 90 Alas for Tiny Tim

6. For because', see Because A. 1
,
B, 1 . Obs.

22. Of an efficient or operative cause : In conse-

quence of, by reason of, as the effect of. (Now chiefly

after comparatives; otherwise usu. replaced by
from, of, through )

Also inforwantof . see Want
c 1203 Lay 278x8 pa eorcSe gon beouien for pan vmmete

blase ?£i37o Roll X. Cicyle 53 Bettur he were So to

do then for hunger dye. c 1380 Wyclif Sel Wks, III 349
Scanoth was pe worse for beyng in pis holi cumpanye.
£ 1400Laofrauds Ctmrg 101 & bou fyndest a man havynge
be crampe for a wounde. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr (W. de
W 149s) 1 xl A a. For the grete hete of the sonne She
hadde the febres or axes 1512 Act 4 Hen VIII, c. xi For
defaute of such issue to remaigne to oure Soveraigne Lorde.
1348 Hall Chron

,
Hen, IV, (an 1), To die for thirst

standyng in the river. 1378 Cooper Thesaurus s v. Vetustas,

He lacketh teeth for age. 1641 J Jackson True Evang. T
II x2i For the abundance ofqulk she [the cow] did give, the

owner might eate butter. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witchcraft
Ded (1720) 11 Herchm and her knees meeting for Age 1766
Goldsm. Vic W, xxvin, In this very room a debtor of

his. died for want. 1830 Lynch Theo. Tnn. v 84 Shall

we he the brighter spirits for being the duller men t 1887

A Birhell Obiter Dicta Ser. ir 103 They breathed the

easier for the news. Mod. He is worse for liquor. This
coat is worse for wear

23. Of a preventive cause or obstacle, a. In

spite of, notwithstanding Bare exc m for ally

any, with a sb
;
also absol for all that, etc

O E Chron. an xoo6 Ac for eallumpissum sehere ferde swa
he sylf wolde c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W ) 1135 For al that

heuer he mighte do, His menesoun might nowt staunche

tho. £ 1386 Chaucer Doctor’s T. 129 This mayde shal be
myn, for any man. c 1430 Syr Gener 8038 Loue him she

wold for ony drede. 1548 Hall Chron , Hen V

,

(an 4) S3
But for all that he could do, he lost almoste ccc of his fote-

men. x68x H More Exp Dan. 111. 68 This Alexander the

Great for all his greatness died 1794 Burns For a’ that 1,

The rank is but the guinea stamp , The man’s the gowd
for a' that 1820 Keats St. Agnes 1, The owl, for all his

feathers, was a cold 1871 Rossetti Poems,
Last Confess

,

I was a moody comrade to her then, For all the love I bore

her 1873 F HallMod English p xv, For all that, I have
contrived to give some thought to my mother-tongue

"b in conjunctional phrases • For all that, for
all= notwithstanding (that), although. Now rare

in literary use

1323 Ld Berners Froiss I clvi 189 For all that the

frenche kynge sende to hym to delyuer the same castels,

yet he refused so to do 1588 Marprel, Epist. (Arb ) 2r,

I tell you D Stannop (for all you are so proude) x68z

Bunyan Holy War 24 [Conscience] (for all he was now so

debauched), did terrifie them sore 1786 Mackenzie m
Lounger No 90 ir 7 For all her feelings are so fine. 1841

L Hunt Seer (1864) 40j I am not a very had play-fellow^

,

for all I am so much bigger, a x866 Kebld Lett, Spirit

Counsel (1870) 183 For all she seemed so calm, she had
often to bear up against the same kind of feelings

c. Indicating the presence or operation of an

obstacle or hindrance. (Cf. ON. fyi er, Ger. fur,
vor.) In negative sentences; also after if it were
not, were it not, occas =for fear of. \ For to die

for it = if I die for it. Butfor see But C. 29 .

Beowulf 2549 (Gr) Ne meahte horde neah unbyrnende
mnige hwile deop 3edygan for dracan lege, c xooo jEli-ric

52-2
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Gen xvi. io past man hit penman ne maeg for paere menm,
1297 R. Glouc (1724) 177 Hu mowe 1103 1 wel fle Vor
feblesse of her brode 1377 Langl. P PI B xv, 282 pat no
man mi3te hym se for moi.se and for leues a *430 Octouian
682 That wyf theist not say nay, For wordes ylle £-1489

Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xu 296, I shall never doo that,

for to deye for it. a. igga Greene A Iphonsus (1861)

231 That you dare Not use your sword for staining of your
hands xfigx Ray Creatton 2x3 Unhabitable for heat 1744
Berkeley Let io T Prior 19 June Wks. 1871 IV 298 Last
night being unable to sleep for the heat 1751 Affect. Narr
Wager 92 This was like, not seeing the Wood for Trees.

x8io Scott Lady ofL. v. 858 Spare not for spoiling of thy
steed. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi xhn, At tunes she
could not stand for the beating of her heait

+ d. As a precaution against, or simply, against

:

(to beware) of
;

(to hinder, keep, prevent) from.
c 1330 R. Brunnd Chron. (1810) 122 Sone after mydnyght
In pa snowe for syght scho gede out in hir smok. 1377

Langl. P PI B 11 230 Freres..for knowyng of comeres
coped hym as a frere a 1400-30 Alexander 285 pat wald
for hurte or for harme any hathill kepe. 1523 Fitzherb.
Hush § si Se that they , holde his heed hye ynoughe
for drownynge *361 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 40 b, He
must also beware for taking cold 1590 Greene Poems
Wks. (1861) 294 A hat of straw, like a swain, Shelter
for the sun and ram i6xx Barrey Rain Alley 1. ii, Ah,
how light he treads, For dirting his silk stockings 1 1703
Moxon Mech, Exerc 205 That may hinder the Corner of
the edge of the Chissel for coming at the Work 1728 in

Ficton L'pool Mimic Rec. (1886) II. 88 To prevent.. the
constitution of it for being entirely subverted.

VIXI Of correspondence or correlation.

24 Prefixed to the designation of a number or

quantity to which another is stated to correspond
in some different relation (Cf. similar use of to )

1399 Langl. Rich, Redeles it 42 For on pat 3e merkyd 3e
missed ten schore Of homeliche hertis 1383 T Watson
Ceitiune of Lone xcvit (Arb)i33 For eu'ry pleasure that
m Loue is found, A thousand woes and more therein abound.
1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat v (1686} 6, I will undertake
to shew any man Twenty other Horses lame for one
Hunter. 1724 De For Mem Cavaher (1840) 255 They were
. twice our number in the whole ; and their loot three for
one. 1806-7 ]• Berestord Miseries Hum. Ltfe (1826) vi
xxxvu. It contains .for one inch of lean four or five of
stringy fat. 1887 L. Carroll Game ofLogic i & 3 32 For
one workable Fair of Premisses .you will probably find five
that lead to no Conclusion at all.

25 . Preceded and followed by the same sb (with-

out article or defining word), in idiomatic expres-
sions indicating equality in number or quantity
between objects compared or contrasted. Bulk
for bulk • taking an equal bulk of each. Word
for word : with exact identity of expression, ver-

batim
;
similarly point forpoint, f Dayfor day .

on one day as on every other, hencem ‘ day by day’,

t To fight hand for hand\ = ( hand to hand’.
To turn (something) endfor end. to reverse

13 K. A hs. 2Q2.2 Word for word thus they spake c 138b
Chaucer Clerk's T 521 Of Grisildis wordes . He tolde him
point for point. £1430 Cluster PI (EETS) 256 Such
marvayels he ne dyd day for day 1333 Stewart Cron.
Scot II. ixB Dongard curage had for to fecht hand for
hand With Constantyne 1606 Shaks Ant. <$• Cl. iv vm
22 A Braine that can Get gole for gole of youth 1692
Bentley Boyle Lect iv 116 Bulk for bulk heavier than
a Fluid 1730 Johnson Idler No 6g r 6 May, Sandys and
Holiday, confined themselves to the tod of rendering line
for hne aiy6aRegid Sea-Serv 111 Falconer Diet Mamie
(1789) Kk iv b, If a foreign admiral . salutes them, he shall
receive gun for gun. 1877 Daily Hews 10 Oct. 6/2 We
turned the rope end foi end x88x Jowett Thucyd I 168
The prisoners .were exchanged man forman 1883 Manch
Exam 15 May 3/3 They will not be slow to return him
like for like

IX Of reference.

26 As regards, with regard or respect to, con-
cerning. Also in idiomatic expressions* '[for
the general fa. general; +for so far, m so far,

•\for my mind, to my thinking
,
for my, his, etc.

part (see Part)
; for the rest (= F. du rests . see

Rest sb.). -f What for— ;
=

' what with—
’
(see

What). Asfor see As 33
The parenthetic use, as infor mc—ss for me, for my part

(=Fr poiirmoi), is now obsolete

*479 J Easton in Fasten Lett No 849 III. 267, I have
mycne to pay her in London, what for the funerall costes,
dettes, and legattes that [etc ] 1331 T Wilson Logike
(1580) 73 He is delivered from the lawe, for so inuche as
pertaineth to his condemnation, but he is not free, for so
muche as belongeth to the due obedience, whiche he oweth
unto God, xsgo Marlowe said Pt. Tambnrl, iv. 1, For
person like to prove a second Mars 1628 Hobbes Thucyd.
(1822) 99 This year was of all other for other diseases most
free 1634 W Wood New Eng Prosp 1. iv, The Soyle
is for the generall a warme kmde of earth 1638W Burton
Comm Itm Antoninus 176 For old Marinus, I know not
how to excuse him. 1664-3 Pepys Diary 7 Apr., Su Philip
did shew me nakedly the king’s condition for money 17x0
Berkeley Pnnc Hunt Knowl § in For the rest, this
celebrated author holds there is an absolute Space 1740
Xmas Entertainm. in. (1883-4) 21 All the Witches for my
Mind are young Women 1763 Blackstone Comm I. 466
Thus much for the privileges and disabilities of infants
x8x8M G. Lewis frnl W. Ind. (1834) 250 How he managed
for water I could not learn. 1843 Prasef"s Mag. XXVIII.
570 So much for our housemaid 1832 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp Tour (1893) 361 Get married and trust to
Providence for the rest

to. So far as concerns (a person or thing). Used
with, a limiting or restrictive force (cf. 23) For
all or aughtIknow, I knownothing to the contrary.
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{He may do it) for me, 1 e with no opposition

from me.
a 1300 CursorM 3206 (Cott )

1 Fader he said, ‘ be hou
ful bald, For me sal it neuer be tald ’ 1578 1 imml Calvin
on Gen x 1 238 Let them for all me, mioy the fruite

of their labours 1633 Hartlib Legacy 160 This Art, for
what I can perceive, is no way demonstrable apt ion 1731
Pope £p to Burlington 138 Some are Vellum, and the rest

as good For all his Lordship knows 1767 S Paterson
Another Trav I 321 They shall have it untouched for

me, 1809 J Moser Don Quixote in Barcelona 11 v, [He]
shall carry all the limbs lie has got to heaven for me. 1837
Landor Pentam Wks 1846 II 314/2 The banks of the
Hebius may be level or rocky, for what I know about
them. 1890 Blsant Demoniac vi, After the fust month
you ought to have come home again, for all the good it has
done. 1803 Law Tunes XCIV 559/2 The consideration
was left blank, and for all I know it is blank still

c. with words signifying privation or want.
1633 tr. Carmen!s Nissena 73 He wanted for no care nor

possible assistance 1791 Cowper Retired Cat 73 With
hunger pinched, and pinched for room x8oa Mar Edge-
worth Moral T (1816) I ix. 71 In. distress for money.
1804 J. Marshall Washington II. 1 38 The people were
m great distress for provisions, arms, and ammunition
1853 Thackeray Rose 4- Ring 1, He need want for nothing

d For all the world

:

used to emphasize asser-

tions of likeness
(The lit sense and proper place of this phrase are uncertain

)

0385 Chaucer L G. IV. 218 For al the world ryght as a
daysye Ycorouned ys with white leues lyte xfioa Mahston
Ant. Mel t, Wks 1856 I 13 He loofees For all the world
like an ore-roasted pigge 1733 Footl Eng in Pans 1

Wks 1799 1. 38 Their water-gruel jaws, sunk in a thicket of
curls, appear, for all the world, like a lark in a soup-dish 1

27 In proportion to, considering , considering

the natuie or capacity of
;
considering what he, she,

or it is, or that he, etc is so and so.

[xS94 Marlowe & Nasue Dido iv iv, Aeneas, for lus
parentage, deserves As large a kingdom as is Lybia ] 1631
Wcever Anc Fun. Mon 336 This Lawier was a very
honest man for those times 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg 111

782 His Bulk too Weighty for ms Thighs is grown 1734
Richardson Grandison I. 11 6 A man of an excellent

character for a Lawyer 2787 Gambado's Acad Hoi se-

men (i8og) 29 Should your horse prove, what is properly
termed too many for you. x86x Miss Yonge Stokesley
Secret 11 (1862) 42 As poor aman for an esquu e as her father
was for a surgeon 1886 Manch Exam. 15 Mar 5/4 The
weather..phenomenally severe foi the season.

X. Of duration and extension

28 . a. Marking actual duration. During, through-

out Phr for long,for a or the tune.

£1430 Cov Myst. iag Who seyth cure ladyes sawtere
dayly for a 3er thus 1306 Guyltohde Pilgr. (Camden) 39
We restya vs for that nyght *564-78 Bulleyn Dial
agst. Pest. (1888) xo His stewarde applied the poore menne
with the purse with muche deuotion for the tyme x6oa
Shaks. Ham. m 1. 91 How does your Honor for this many
a day? x6a6 T Ailesbury Passion-sermon 15 The Jewes
for long were. .the favourites of heaven X711 Addison
Sped. No 86 r 2 ,

1

have seen an Eye curse for half an Hour
together, a 1792 Bp Horne Serrn (1799) III. 68 Reflect for
a moment, on these two pictures of virtue and vice 1843
Fraser's Mag. XXVIII 334 The Brigand's Bride ran for
many nights. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. I 166 The two
great parties had for a moment concurred 1872 Liddon
Elan Reltg

1 ju Would he even be interested for long in a
philosophy whicn he believed to be only relatively true?
XB85 Law Rep 15 Q Bench Div. 316 The catch .was worn
away, and probably had been so for months
b Marking intended duration, e g for life ; also

in the phrases, for the or + this present, ifor a
while For ay, ever . see Ay 3 a, Ever 5 b,

1548 Hall Ckron., Hen V (an 4) 55 A peace was con-
cluded for a certain space. 1359 W. Cunningham Cosmogr
Glasse 8 Have you then for this present, your whole desire ?

1632 J. Lee Short Snrv 53 Foi the present I let passe
1636 N. Riding Rec IV. 32 He shall enter bond for his
good abeareing for a year 164a Protests Lords I xx
Whether we shall adjourn for six months. 1692 E Walker
tr. Epictetus’ Mor. (1737) xv, What bounteous God did for
awhile afford. 1706 Acc Soc Propag Gosp 33The Society
. ordered fifty Founds per annum to be ascertained to him
for Three Years 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. vm, I resolved to
sit down for all night. *750 Johnson Rambler No 59 p 6
He is always provided with^a curacy for life 1764 Sterne
in Traill Life 87 About Christmas I fix my head-quarteis
at London for the winter 1847-9 Helps Friends in C
Ser. 1 (1831) 1. 101 If there weie Peeis for life it would .

meet most of your objections 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng
II. 156 Four thousand pounds a year for two lives 1870
Miss Bridgman R Lynne II v. 117, 1 sha’n’t get up for
another hour. 1883 Law Rep 14 Q. Bench Div 892 The
driver .was practically placed at the disposal ofthe defend-
ants for the day
29 . For once, for the nonce : see Once, Nonce
30. Marking an amount of extension, esp in

space, lineal or superficial : Over, over the space
of, to the extent of, through
1568 Grafton Chron II 36 The River of Trent in the
moneth ofJune flowed not for the space of a mile. 1603
Shaks Lear 11 iv. 304 For many Miles about There’s
scarce a Bush x8i8 M. G Lewis Jml W Ind (1834) 159
After travelling for five and twenty miles 1863 Kingsley
Water Bab 9 Not only did he own all the land about for
Rules 1885 Manch. Exam. 28 Sept 5/3 When a. .man has
walked briskly even for a mile

t XI. 31. Misused forfro,
From

£1340 CursorM, 13534 (Trin ) Anoon he had his siat For
penne was he no more led. c 1440 Partonope 2260 Sorno-
goure swerde for the arson reft, c 1440 York Myst xxx
222 He bese hurled for J>e highnes he haunted. 1540 Act
33 Hen VIII, c 42 § 1 All personnes of the said company
. .shalbe exempt for bearing of armure.

B. conj

+

1

Introducing the cause of a fact, the statement
of which precedes 01 follows • Because. Cf A
21 b Obs. exc anh
rti20otr Alenin's Virt.S, V 113 in Anglia XI 376 We

sculen fleon J>a unSeawes, na Jxi mmnn svlfe for heo synd
godes gesceafte c xao5 Lay 148 Eneam lie biheyte al his
drihliche lond for he nefde nenne sune 1340 Hampoll Pr.
Const 6807 pus forpai did ayogaynsGodaes lawe, Vermyii
and wode bestes sal pam ay gnawe c 1435 loir Portugal
1333 Foi sirTorent the fend did fall, Gretloidys honouredhym
all t45o-xS3o Myrr our Ladye 11 And for god made all
thinges in syx dayes therfore, etc x6oo Fairfax lasso n
xix, Nor for he sweld with ire was she affraid 1604 Shaks.
Oth in iv 161 They are leahousfor they’ieieahous 1691
Drydln A". A rthu> 1 11,Wks X884VIII 148 Why comesnot
he? Forhe'sapulmgsprite 1799 AnnaSeward.Sohw xlix,
In balance true Weigh it, but smile at theobjections vain Of
sickly Spirits, hating for they do 1872 1 ennyson Gaieth
<5 Lynette 386 And, for himself was of the gieater state he
trusted his liege-lord Would yield him this laigc honour all
the more
2 Introducing the ground or reason for some-

thing previously said : Seeing that, since. Cf. Gr.
yap, L nam 01 entm, Fr car, Ger denn.
c 1x30 Serin in Kluge Ags. Lcsebuch 71 Hwu sceal piss

gewurden, for io necann naht of weies geniane 1x34 0 E
Chron an 1135 On pis kmges time wesalunfriS foragenes
him risen sone pa nceinen £1200 Ormin 119 And tew wajrenn
. Rihhtwise menu l’oir e33perr here }ede Rihht after
Godess lare ? a 1400 MorteA rth 2x9 Ffore he was demyde
pe doughtyeste pat duellyde in erthe X480 Caxton Chi on
Eng ccxhv. (1482) 298 Nowe is good tyme For al Englond
praith for vs. 1559W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 25 For
mj tymes 30 maketh 360 a 16x3 Overulry A Wife (1638)
202 A churchman she dare not venture upon , for she hath
heard widowes complain of dilapidations. 1664 Tillotson
Wild being Rtiig 59 Just such is he who for fear of any
thing in this world vtntuies to grieve God , for in so doing
he runs away from men and falls into the hands of the living

God 1766G0LDSM Vic IV in, Near a fortnight had passed
before [etc ] . for premature consolation is but the remem-
brancer of sorrow 1838 T Thomson Chim Org Bodies 806
This oil or resinous-like body contains phosphoius, for we
find phosphoric acid in the residue 1883 Manch Guaid
22 Oct 5/3 This is no party question, for it touches us not
as Liberals or Conservatives, but as citirens

to. Introducing a detailed proof.

1370 Billingsley Euclid 1. xi, For forasmuch as DC is

equal to CE, and [etc ] therefore [etc ] x8i2~x6 J. Smith
Panorama Ac 4 Art I 588 Foi, let there be three bodies
at H, O, and D ; if [etc ] 1840 Laudnlr Geom 106 For
from the point B draw B D perpendicular to [etc ]

3 = Whether m an obj. sentence. Obs rare
c 1230 Gen. 4 Ex 2651 We sulen nu witen for it dede Sis

witterhke, 01 in child-hede c X394P PI Crede 350 Woldest
pou me tellen For pci ben syker on to trosten, y wolde
quyten pe pi mede

+ 4. In order that Cf. A 8 Obs.

c 1303 St. Kathei me 171 in E E P (1862) 94 Noman
ne jaf hire mete ne dnnke . for heo scholde for hunger
deye c 1380 Sir Ferwnb 907 pay . . byndtp per-wip is

e^ene about
,
foi he ne sUiold no^t sene t *450 St Cuthbert

(Surtees) 4733 For pair trauail sulde no}t be waste 1393
Shaks 3 Hen. VI, 111 1 9 And for the tune shall notseeme
tedious lie tell thee what [etc ]

•p 5 . For and, = ‘ and moreover ’ Obs
a 1329 Skllton Agst Gatnesche 22 Syi Gawen, Syr

Cayus. for and Syr Olyuere. 1603 Shaks Ham v 1 103
A Pickhaxe and a Spade, a Spade for and a shrowdmg-
Sheete 1617 Middllton lairQuarrel v 1 Wks.(D>ce)III

544 Chough [sings] A hippociene, a tweak, for and a fucus

Pot-, prefi Also 1 feer-, 3 Orin forr-, 3-4
south, vor-, ver-, 4 fur-, 6-7 fore- [OE for-,

fan- = OFris. for-, far-, OS. for-, far- (Du.

ver-), OHG far-, fir-, fer- (MHG and mod
G. ver-), ON. for- (Sw. for-, Da. for-) ;

the

ON.fyrer- (see Fore- pref) though formally dis-

tinct, often corresponds m use with this prefix

The OE. form (like the other forms quoted) seems

to represent (with obscured vowel due to absence of

stress) the three OTeut. prefixes *fcr~, fra- , fur-
(Goth fair-,fra-, faiir-), which correspond form-

ally to Gr. wept-, irpo-, irapa-, representing various

ablaut-grades of the Aryan root *pr- . see For and

Fore Functionally, the three prefixes do not seem

to be clearly distinguished even m Gothic ;
but in

most cases when a vb. with OE for- or Ger. ver-

has a Goth equivalent, the prefix appears as fra-,

which seems to have been orig its stressed form

:

cf. the two OE formsfra'cod andforcil 8 (see For-

couth), which are believed to be accentual van-

ants of the representative of pre-Teut. *prognto-,

despicable
From, the predominant meaning of the root, it may be in-

ferred that the primal y notion expressed by the prefix is

that of ‘forward, forth’ The yanous uses in the Tcut

langs, may be plausibly explained as onguiating from this,

though the exact process of their development is in many
points uncertain see Grimm’s Deutscfus Wb sv ver-.

The vbs formed with this prefix often conespond in signifi-

cation to Gr vbs founed with one or other of the cognate

prefixes Tept-, npo-, irapa-, and to Lat vbs withper- oxpro- ]

A prefix used to foira veibs and adjs, pnmarily

occurring m OE. words of Com. Teut. or WGer.
origin, but employed in the formation of new words

down to the beginning of the mod Eng. period

;

it is now entirely obsolete. Its various functions

are enumerated below. The words here explained
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and illustrated are all obsolete
; tbe surviving words

formed with the prefix, and those obsolete ones

which require extended tieatment, aie given as
main words in their alphabetical place,

I. Forming verbs.

1 Prefixed to verbs, giving the additional sense of

‘away’, ‘ off', as m Foroast
; forshake, to shake

off
;
forshoot, to cast off, reject

,
forthrow, to

throw off.

^1300 E E Psalter cvm [cix ] 23 "For-schaken [Vulg ex-

cussus] als gressop *1300 Cursor M 13663 .Cott ) Quen
jesus wist him pus "for-scotten 1340 Ayenb 86 Zuo bet

he ne may hit "uorprawe to his wyfie [mistranslation of «
j
jut line senpeultpasjetter dehois a sa voulente]

2 With the sense of prohibition, exclusion, or

warding off, as m Forbid
;
forrun, to bar by run-

ning; forsay, to renounce, exclude by command.
Also with the sense of concealing from view * for-

oover, Forwrap
In this use the sense closely approaches that of For- 2

,

Fore , cf FoR(c)rEND, For(e)shield
1382 Wvcur Gen xxvn 16 She "forcouende the nakid of

the nak c 1205 Lay 12861 Costantin bad pawaei-witere
’'for semen pa wateres 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal May 82
Sike worldly sovenance he must "for-say Ibid July 79
Shepherds been foresayd From places of delight.

3 With the notion ofpassing by, abstaining from,

or neglecting, as in Forbear, Forgo, Forhowe
;

forheed, to disregard Also with the sense of
missing or forfeiting something through what is

expressed by the simple vb. . forgreme, to forfeit

by displeasing (God)
;
forslip, to let slip

;
forslug,

to neglect through sluggishness

c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 35 He com to giuende pe mihtes
e adam "for-gremede 11s alle c 1375 Lay 2579 Wimmen
e "forhedde c 1315 Shoreham ii Hy That cnstneth twyes

enne, Other For-hedethWanne childeanjtcristnyngeheth
1610 Holland Camden’s Brit 11 115 (127) He shifted off
and dallied with them still, untill they had "forslipt the oppor-
tunity of pursuing him c 1315 Shoreham 114 Wanne man
leteth adrylle That he god ijelde schel, And "for-sluggyth

[/rutted slaggyth] by wylle That scholde men to stel

c 1386 Chaucer Pars T P 611 Accidie forsluggeth, and
destroyeth alle goodes temporeles by reccheleesnesse.

4. With the sense of ‘wrongly’, ‘mis-’, as for-

raught, perverted
,

forworship, to worship
wrongly.

c 1200 Ormin 14540 All mankinn Wass all "forrraht
Men Godd c 1380 Antecnst in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif141
pei seyn we "forwirship.

5. Implying destructive, painful, or prejudicial

effect, as in Fordeem, Fordo
,

forgab, to de-
fame, publish the misdeeds of ; forglut, to waste
in gluttony, devour ; forhang, -head, to put to
death by hanging, by beheading

; forpierce, for-
priek

;
forscald, to scald, scorch

;
forseethe, to

scald
;
forsench, to submerge, drown ; forsmk,

to be submerged
;
forswithe, to torture or destroy

by burning; forwall, to torture with boiling

Also in pa. pples. : forfaded
; forfrorn, frozen

up, stuck fast in the ice ; forroasted, tortured by
roasting

, forstived, stifled, choked
; forswarted,

blackened
;
fortossed

; forwithered, withered or
dried up
14*3 Pdgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv xxvui 73 Sone as the

heye is drye the flouie is ’’forfaded. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xxxui (Arb ) 95 She wente m to the yse wherein she was
"forfrorn c 1394 P,PI Crede 631 Whoso "forgabbed afrere
yfounden at pe stues Hym were as god gretien a greit lorde
of rentes 1393 Langl P PI C xii. 66 These wrecches
in glotonye "For-glotten here goodes. c 1300 Havelok 2724
Ich shall slo pe, and hire "for-henge heye 13 K Alts
1366 He that the treson dude, Was "forhedid in that steode
14x3 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xx 68 Seeth how he is ,

al*forpercidsore X297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7490 pre stedes he
slouvnder him "Vorpriked and uor arna aboute 1413
Pilgr Sowle (1483) hi vm. 55 So moche haue they woun-
dyd and forprycked other folk about them, that [etc ]

c 1440 Jacobs Well 10 He was al "for-rostyd, fryed &
scaldyd a 1235 Juliana 70 (The pitch] leop walhnae hat
up ant "for scaldede of ham seoluen fifti ant tene a 1225
Ancr R 246 pu hauest forschalded pe drake heaued mid
walhnde watere a 1450 tr Higden (Harl MS ) VII 528
Lijtnyng forscalded [L ustulavit] cornes ax225 Ancr
R 312 Letewe teares, leste ure owune teares *uorseo'6en us
in helle 1 <1x3x5 Shoreham 165 For death scholde his
meystryes kethe, and for-sopil and for sethe In deathes
bende a 1225 Juliana 60 His [Adam's] team sunejede
swa swioe pat tu hit "forsenchtest ai m noes flode c 1250
Gen, <5’ Ex 1114 So "for-sanc and brente Sat steden 1563
Sackville Induct Mirr Mag xx, Here in sorrowe art lor-

sonke so depe 13.. Cast Love 1729 in Minor Poems fr.
Vernon MS (1892) App xxxvm. 405, I am "for-styfyd
among, Thi synne stynketh on me so strong ! c 1305
Pilate 227 m E. E P (1862) 117 And isej his. bodie
al "forswarted <1x235 Ancr R 306 Ure inwit, uor-
kulimde [v r "forswiSande] hire suluen mid pe fure of
sunne c 1250 Gen 4 Es. ii4o&omeidenes herden quilum
seien, Bat fier sulde al Sis werlde forsweSen 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps xxn. 2 78 We shall be m deede "foretossed,
howbeit our faith shall alwayes scape shipwrecke. a 1240
Sawles Warde in Cott Horn 251 pat pich ham "forwalleS
aSet ha beon for mealte 1563 Sackville Induct Mirr.
Mag xu. Her body small, "forwithered, and forespent

b With the sense of ‘ asunder, in pieces’, as m
Forburst, Forgnaw; forcleave; forhale, fig
to distract

;
forreud. Also in pa. pples : forbrit-

tened, broken in pieces; forcrazed, fallen to

pieces, forfrushed, shattered to pieces, for-
pxnched, forscattered, fortattered, fortorn

X400 Morte Artk, 2273 Braynes With hrandez for-

bnttenede one brede in pe laundez c 1290 S Eng Leg I.

231/418 He "for-clef is foule bouk in (ire partyes at pe laste
c 1380 Sir Ferumb 543 Atweyne 1 wol forcleue pyn hed
c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W ) 724 Chaumbers, and hegghe halle,
Of old werk, "foi-erased alle c 1330R Brunne Chron Wace
(Rolls) n8o Of grete roches pey fulle al doun, & al "fur-
frusched hak & croun c 1477 Caxton Jason 58 b, Our ship
is alle to broken and forfrusshid 1568 C Watson Polya.

63 The whole navie was m greate penll, and many of them
sore forfrushed 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Sept 243 Nought
easeth the care, that doth me "forbade 1614 Davies
Eclogue

, Willie # Wemocfe 26 Who [1=vuhom] whilom no
encheson could fore-haile c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 303
in Pol Songs (Camden) 337 Hit shal be so "for-pinched,
to toilled, and to-twiht c 1440 Jacob's Well 118 panne
schal pat soule ben all "for-rent wyth helle-ratchys 1406
Dives <y Paup (W de W) v vm 206/1 Woo he to the
shepherdes that forrende the flocke of my lesue 1430
Lydg Citron. Troy t ix, That like to shepe were "for*
skatered wide c 1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 239,

1

am
leverd a lap is lyke to no lede, "For-tatyrd and tome
1496 Dives <$ Paup (W de W ) vi xv 258/2 That blyssful
bodye was for-rent and "for tourne

c Prefixed to sbs., forming vbs used only in

pa pple. with the sense ‘ overpowered or troubled
by’ (what is expressed by the sb ), as forstormed,
tempest-tossed

; forwmtered, reduced to straits

by winter.

1393 Gower Con/, I 160 The schip which is "forstormed
and forblowe 1481 Caxton Reynard 111 (Arb ) 6 In the
haide froste he had ben sore "forwynterd.

6 Expressing the notion of something done in
excess or so as to overwhelm or overpower

,
m pa

pples. : forbeft, baffled
,

forbolned, puffed up

,

forehafed, overheated; forfastened
;
forflatten,

scolded above measure
;
forfried, too much fried

;

forfrighted, greatly terrified ; forglopned, over-

whelmed with astonishment, forladen, -lode,
overloaded, overpowered; forpamed

; forpam-
pered, pampered to excess; forswollen; for-

swong, harassed; fortaxed, overburdened with
taxation ; forfeited, excessively wearied
1375 Barbour Bruce xvn 793 Voundit, and wery, and

"forbeft 1413 Pilgr Sowle 111. u 50 A grete bely ful of
wynd "forbolned and forblowen X523 Ld Berners Froiss
I ccxxvi, Ther came to them Sir Olyuer of Clysson, "for-
chafed [printed forchased, F, eschau/fi] and enflamed
1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyldem 32 We ben "forfestned
wyth a dart of his ferdnes. X603 Pkilotus ci, I haue bene
thieatnit and "forflittin, Sa off that I am with it bittm.
c 1440 Psalmt Pemt 36 My bonus beth dne and forsoke,
As scrachenis that beth "forfryed C1250 Gen # Ex 3519
Dis "for-fnijted folc fijeren stod. cxaoo Ormin 670 'lo
beldenn and to frofrenn pe, jiff he pe sep "forrgloppnedd
CT300 Cursor M 19634 (Edm ) Saul him quoke sua was he
rad, foiglopnid in his mode als mad. 1565 Golding Ovid's
Met n (1593) 28 Winter "Forladen with the isykles that
dangled up and downe Ibid m {1593) 75 As one forlode
with wine. 13 E. E AHit P. A 246 Pensyf, payred,
I am "for-payned 1x440 Jacob’s Well jo Allas, pat euere

J was baptysed to be pus forpeyned 1 <7x374 Chaucer
Booth, n metr v 36 (Camb MS ) They ne weere nat "for-

pampred with owtrage 1593 Golding Ovid’sMetam 1 15
The serpent Python so "forswolne a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871)

xg4 When pow were so "for swong, Among the lues pey aid
be hong c 1460 Towneley Myst, (Surtees) 98 We ai so
namyd, "For-taxed, and ramyd a 1400-50 A lexander 1009
All pe jeies of owr youth bene jare syne passyd. And we
for-traveld &*for-tyred 1423 Jas I Kmgts Q xxx, For-
tirit of my thojt and wo begone 1598 E Gilpin Sktal
(1878} 12 Perhaps fore-tyide he gets him to a play

to Prefixed to intransitive verbs, forming com-
pounds chiefly intr. with sense ‘ to weary or exhaust
(oneself) by’ doing what the vb. denotes, as in

Forwalk, Foewander, Fobweep. Also in pa.

pples and ppl. adjs. . forcried, fordreamed, for-

fast(ed, exhausted with fasting
, forlaboured

;

forlapped, sated with lapping or drinking
; for-

plaint, weaned with complaining
;

forraked,
overdone with walking

;
forrun. {foranted.') , for-

sung (-songen)
;

forswunk, exhausted with
labour, fortoiled; forwake, -waked, wearied
with waking or watching

;
forwallowed, weaned

with tossing about ; forwatched
a 1600 Freii s of Benoyk m Maitland Poems (1786)

I 73 For-knokit and "for-cryit, About he went, onto the

tother syd ? <2 1400 Morte Arih 3393 Than wakkenyde
I i-wys, alle wery "for-dremyde a 1300 Cursor M 12940
(Cott) pe warlau sagh him hungri and "for-fast CX450
Mirr Saluacioun 1535 (1888) 51 He hoped crist was for-

fastid 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 395 b/2 A grete tempeste
in which they were soie "for-laboured c 1510 More

Picus Wks 11/2 Forlabored in the waie of smne c 1307
Pol Songs (Camden) 238 When he is al "for-Iaped 1423
Jas I Ktngis Q, lxxui, For lak of myght and mynd,
For-wepit and "for-pleymt pitously. c 1440 Tanvneley
Myst (E. E. T. S) 124, I am wery "for-rakyd and run
in the myre 1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 7490 pre stedes
Vorpnked & "uor arnd aboute CX470 Henry Wallace
x 704 Feill Scottis hors was . Forrown that day. la 1366

Chaucer Rom Rose 664 Chalaundres fele saw I there,

That wery, nigh "forsongen were a 1250 Prov PEIfred
in O E Misc

,

If heo ofte a swote "for swunke [« 1275
for-swu[n]ken] were. 1589 Mar Marttne 5 Sith swames
forswonke, and so forswat, moght, sayen what them list

1567 Drant Horace’s Epist, n. 11. Hy, Snorting like a
very hogge the "foretoylede did groyne, a X310 in Wright’s

Lyrtc P, vL 28 Ycham for wowyng al "for-wake, f 1386
Chaucer Man ofLands T 4g8 "For-waked in here orisoun,
Slepeth Constaunce 0x460 Towneley Myst (Surtees)

104 So fonvakyd is none in thy shyre 1827 Tennant
Papistry Storm'd163 Upo’ the death bed o’ the floor, For-
wakit and for-drunken. 1423 Jas I Kingts Q xi, For-
wakit and "for-walowit Wery, forlym, I lestnyt sodaynlye
<21483 LiberNiger \v. Tate Househ, Ord Edw 7/(1876)65
If any Squier for the body be "forewatchid he shall haue
sike liuerey with Kmghtes 1557 Yottell's Misc, (Arb ) 139
His eyes were red and all forewatched

7 With the sense ‘all over’, ‘thiough and
through’; prefixed to transitive vbs as in For-
bkuise, or rendering mtrans. vbs transitive, as in
Forgbow So foreratch,to scratch all over ,

for-
din, to fill with noise, resound through ;

forBeek,
to seaich thoroughly , forspread, to overspread

;

also fordewed pa pple
, soaked with dew

la 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 325 Nor she hadde no-thing
slowe be For to "forcracchen al hir face. 1430 Lydg Chron
Troy 1 vi, All "fordewed were her wedes blake 1501
Douglas Pal Hon Prol. m, Quhais schill noitis "fordinned
all the skyis 1563 Sackville Induct Mirr Mag lxxu,
Foredmnmg the aver with his horrible yel a 1300 E E.
Psalter xxxv 11 *For sprede J?i meici thorgh pe land.

8. Piefixed to transitive vbs. with intensive force,

or, in many cases, without perceptibly modifying
the sense, as in Fobdread ;

forrue, to rue, regret.

Also m pa. pples , forbroiden, wrought with em-
bioidery; forchanged, forcrooked; fordxeved,
perturbed, forpossed (^m^=push), pushed vio-

lently, tossed about ; forshend, severely injured

;

forwnthen, wreathedm many coils
;
forwrmked,

made tortuous.

a 2300 CursorM 28016 (Cott ) Biletts "for-hroiden C1460
Towneley Myst (Surtees) 224 Alas .. Alle "for-changid is

thy chere c 1305 Edmund Conf 336 in E. E P (1862) 80

I

»e hond was ek "forcroked c xzoo Ormin 2x94 Jiff ure
affdig Marje wass Forrshamedd & "forrdrefedd 1430
Lydg Chron Iroy ill xxiv, Their tentes "Forpossid were.
c 1430 Comfleynt 530 m Lydg Temple GAw(x8gi) App 1 66
Thus foipossid be-twene tweye Now I cheuere, & now I
swete. CX425Wyntoun Cron, vn 3295 The Kyng offNorway
. And hys men "fer revyd sare That evyre thai arrywya
thare. c 1475 Rau/Coilgear 540 Bot gif I fand the, forrow
now to keip my cunnand. c 1475 Partenay 3306 The monkes
all betrapped and "forshend, 1 hat neuer on soule scaped out-
wardly 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 45 A 1 "for-wnthen
serpent, thi wyles ben aspied 14 Lydg Temple Glas.

84 pe hous, That was "for-wrynkked hi craft of Dedalus

9 . Forming factitive vbs. from adjs or sbs of
quality, or prefixed to factitive vbs so derived .

forbliss, to make happy; fordeave, to deafen;

forlength, to prolong , formeagre, to make lean.

Also in pa pples and ppl adjs, forderked,
darkened; forfatted, fattened; forfeebled, en-

feebled; forhoared, become hoary; fondled,
given up to idleness.

<2x300 CursorM 13108 (Cott ) pat man sal "for-blisced be
he quilk him sclanders noght for me 1501 Douglas Pal,
Hon. 1 in, Thair gelpis wilde my heiring all "fordeifit

1430 Lydg. Chron Troy Prol. (1513), Of thinges passed
"fordyrked of theyr hewe 1586 Ferne Blass Gentne
143 Through epicunsme and misdiet "forefatted. 1513
Douglas AEneis vii Piol xo "Forfehht wolx his IPhebusJ
lemand giltly lewyne 1587 Turberv Trag. T. (1837) 37
Forfeebled as she was she fell upon the grasse

.
159X

Harington Orl Fur xxiv lxvu (1634) 194 Inforcing his
forefeebled voice c 1450 Guy Warw (C ) xxo8o Thou olde
and "forhoryd man. <2x225 Ancr R xi6 Ase peo pet
beocJ "fondled <2x300 E E Psalter cxxviii[t] 3 pair
wickednesse "for-Ienghped pai 1571 Golding Calvin on
Ps xxxix. 7 They "for-meygre themselves bycause they

imagtn that all is too little for them *

II In adj's [Cf the cognate L.per-, Gr irqu-.]

10 Giving to an adj. the sense of an absolute

superlative, ‘very’, ‘extremely’
;
asfor-black, -cold,

-dry, -dull, -faint, -great,
-hoar, -old, -iveary

,

fordead, utteily speechless and still.

[OE had for-wel, very well, very, for-£aHe, very easily,

for-oft, very often
, a stressed variant of the prefix is free-,

as fraenneel * eximius frmfdtt 1 praepmguis '
, fraeofestUce

‘propere’ Cf ON for-lUtll, very little, for-mihill, very
great, etc , also the use of Sw fbr, Da.for, in the sense

of * too It is remarkable that nearly all Chaucer’s exam-
ples of these compounds admit of being explained as
instances offor prep governing an adj , thus in the quots

below, 'for-blah' maybe taken as=’ for black (that it was)’,
* for blackness ’

,
‘fordrye

,

as why t as chalk ’ may be read,

omitting the comma, ‘as white as chalk for dry (that it

was) ‘on account of being so dry.’ It us possible that

Chaucer himself may have apprehended the combinations

in this manner ]

c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T 1286 As any ravenes fether it

shoon "for-blak c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W ) 2623 He was "for-

cold, and lokede aboute x5gaG Harvey Pienc'sSnper 66
Who would haue thought to haue found the elocution of

the Divels oratour so "fordead. Ibid 133 There is no such
hbbard for a lively ape as fordead silence, <21386 Chaucer
Sar’s T. 401 Amldde a tree "fordrye, as whyt as chalk .

Tner sat a faucon c 1430 Lydg Mm. Poems (Percy Soc )

191 To teche a rude "for-dull asse c 1570 Marr, Wit
<5- Science iv 111 in Hazl Dodsley II 368 Ye sprites, for-

dull with toil. CX440 Psalmt Pemt. (1894) 2 My soule

hath "Forgret mester to make mouns ? <21366 Chaucer
Rom Rose 356 Hir heed for-hoor was, whyt as flour

c 1340 Gav) Gr Knt. 1440 On pe sellokest swyn swenged
out pere Long sythen for pe sounder pat wijt "forolde

[?or is this a vb] C1386 Chaucer K-nt's T 1284 He
hadde a beres skm, col-blak, for-old. c 1350 Will Paleme
2443 Wei out from alle weyes "for-wery pei hem rested.

CX400 Rom. Rose 3336 Forwery, for-wandred as a fool.
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For-, pfof1 , OE for-. Is identical with For
prep ,

and in OE. and ME it occurs frequently as

a variant of Four-, with the senses ‘ betore

‘

m
front’, ‘on behalf of’, etc.; cf OE for-,fore-

cuman to come before, ME forganger and Fore-
ganger. Where a word occurs with both forms of

the prefix, it is in this Dictionary placed under
Foue-
For-, pre/Z, occurring only in words adopted

from Fr., as Forcatch, Forfeit, Fohpkthe, repre-

sents OF for-) fors-, identical with fors adv (mod.
F. hors) outside, out *—L foris,fords.
Foracan, obs f Hurricane
Forage (fp‘reds;), sb Forms * 5-6 fourage (6

fourr-), 5-8 forrage, 6-7 forradge, 4- forage,
[a ¥.fourrage, f OF fetirre fodder ‘—Com Rom.
*fodro, of Teut. origin * see Fodder and -age.]

1. Food for horses and cattle; fodder, provender

;

in early use esp dry winter food, as opposed to grass

Now chiefly provender foi horses in an army
c 1315 Shoreham 122 The oxe and at.se Tho that hy sejen

hare creature [= Creator] Lyggynde me hare foiage. C1386
Chaucer Reeve's Prol 14 Gras tyme is doon, my fodder is

now forage c 1430 Lydg Min Poems (Percy Soc ) 177 No
compausountwen good greyn and forage 1323 Ld Blrneks
Fiotss I xvm. 8b/2 They had nother ootes nor forage for
them [lioises] 1378 Lyte Dodocns 1 xxxviu 56 Spuny is

good fourage or fodder for Oxen and kyen x6xo Markham
Mastcrfi 1 xcm. 182 Next vnto grasse is fori age, which is

ouely the blades of greene come 1683 Loud Gas No
1868/3 The Cavalry made hard shift to get Foiage, many
Hoises dying for want thereof 1720 Dl For. Cofit Single-
ton vt. 106 A heib like a broad flat thistle supplied the buffa-

loes for drink as well as forage 1770 Jtcuuts Lett iuvi
X7S note

,

This gentleman was contractor fot forage. 1863
Carlyle Frcdk Gt VII. xvm viu 234 Our Inns weie now
almost quite exhausted of forage m coin or hay

Tb transf andfig.
1697 Dryden Virg Georg tv, 233 Some [Bees] ohe the

Publick Magazines preside, And some are sent new Fori age
to provide 1767 Fawkes Horace's hat H vi, Those Heaps
of Forage he [a mouse] had glean’d with Care. 1792 Mad
D'Arblay.£<?A 2 Oct ,

Sarah seems perfectly satisfied with
foreign forage. 1836 Johnsomana 1 86 The minds of men
who acquire no solid learning, and only exist on the daily
foiage they pick up by running about.

2. The action of foraging or providing forage

;

hence, a roving search for provisions of any kind

;

sometimes, a laid for ravaging the ground fiom
which the enemy draws his supplies + Inforage :

in search of foiage.
148* Caxton Godfrey xvxvm 76 The Captayns were

ordeyned for to lede the peple m fourage c xfioo Melusme
Iix 351 Sayengthat they were frendes and that they had be
all that nyght m fourrage 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vr
vi 402 And thence made forrages into the Countrey 1777W Dalrympee Trcvo Sfi. Port, iv, I went upon the
forage to get something to eat a 1873 Lytton Pausattias
51 My own brother .headed a detachment for forage.

+ b. transf A raging or ravening Obs
1388 Shaks L L L iv. 1 Q3 And he [the lion] from forrage

will incline to play 1667 Waterhouse Fire Loud 91 The
Inhabitants fled before the Fire, leaving it to its fouadge

+ 3 In pi. Foragers Obs
1523 Ld. Berners Fioiss I. xhx 70 Their forages rode

forthe, but they met nat, bycause the ryuer was euer by-
twene them. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks 18 Sallying out
to haue cut off the forrages of the Christians.

4

attnb. and Comb , attributive as forage-crop
,

-plant, -store ; also forage-boat, a boat used for

conveying foiage
;

forage-oap (see quot 1876)

;

forage-guard, a guard detailed to cover a forag-

ing party; t forage-master, an officer who at-

tended to the forage, etc. of an army.
1848 Blachw Mag Aug 2ioBymeansofthe*foiage-boat.

1844 Regul. fy Ord Army 157 The *Forage Caps of the
Non-commissioned Officers and Men 1876 Voyle Miht.
Diet (ed. 3), Forage cap

,
the undress cap worn by infantry

soldiers and known as the Glengarry forage cap 1873 m
Encycl Brit. I. 370/2 Herbage ana *forageciops 1819
Rees Cycl., *Forrage-guard. 1579 Digges Stratiot. 109
He ought also to assigne a sufficient number of Horse to
attende on the ^Forrage maister. 1823 Crabb Technol.
Diet s. v Forage, Forage-Master-General, formerly an
officer under the marshall, who saw to the forage for the
army, which duty is now performed by the Quarter-Master-
General 1831 Loudon Encycl Agnc (ed 2) Gloss Index,
Herbage plants, *forage plants, such as clover and other
plants cultivated Chiefly for the herb. 1868 Regul. <$ Ord.
Armyr 584 Sentries over *forage stores

Forage (fy'redg), v. Forms
:
5-8 forrage, 6

fcmr(r)age, 6- forage [ad. Y.fourrager, f four-
rage : see prec ]
1. trans To collect forage from; to overran (a

country) for the purpose of obtaining or destroying
supplies; to lay under contribution, for forage.
Also m wider sense, to plunder, pillage, ravage.
14x7 in Ellis One Lett Ser. 11 I 56 Burmnge, forrageing,
& destroytnge all his contry, 1369 Stocker tr. Died Sie.
1 xv. 24 They spoyled and fouraged their territories
x6i8 Bolton Floras (1636) 310 They, having first foraged
their next neighbours, retired themselves withm their de-
fences xfigo Fuller Pisgah 1. 357 Those fond entertainers
.. having ^forraged the elements of aire, earth and water
for provision for their guests 1700 Astry ti Saavedra
Faxardo II. 247 To raise a great number of Soldiers, suf-
fering them to Forage whole Countries 1832 Miss Yongk
Cameos I. xxxui. 280 After which he foraged the lands of

the Eatl of Chester 1863 Carlyle Frcdk Gt IX xxi u
262 Noble and Peasant had been pillaged, lansomcd, for-

aged, eaten out by so many diffeicnt Annies
transf and fg X64X Sir E Dr.ring in Rusliw Ilist

Coll in (1692) I. 293 Who neglecting the best part of Ins

office in God’s Vineyard forrageth the Vines 1667 Soum
Serm Ps Iwwu 2 The captivated aik, winch fouiged tliur
country more than a conquering army
2. mh

.

To rove m search of forage or provi-

sions
;
spec of soldiers in the field

1530 in Palscr SS3/2 1331 Eiyot Gov jii. x, Oxen
and bulls, wluche Ins men had taken m foragings 1608
Toi'Slll Sufioits (16=58) 610 When the Parents were gone
abroad to forrage for them 1697 Dkydi n Virg Gioig iv

283 Nor dare they [Bees] stray Nor Forrage far, but
short Excursions make. 1702 Loud Gas No 3828/2 The
Left Wing of the Army foraged near the Villages 1824 W
Irving T Tiav. I. 286 A detachment travelled slowly on,
foraging among the villages

b To make anniroad on, upon ; to raid Also
transf. andfig.
1642 Chas I Message to Both Houses 11 July, He per-

mitteth his Souldiers to forrage upon the Count! ey 1680
Morijen Geog Rect (1685)43 Under their KingCochltauua
foraging upon the Seacoast of Gaul 1837 H Ri 1 0 Lett,
Eng Poets II xv, 208 A boyish enterpi lse of foraging upon
the hazel tiees x886 Lowi ll Lett (1894) II 323 Plus con-
sciousness that I had it to do would be so constantly foi ag-
ing on my equanimity

3 To rove or hunt about as in search of supplies

,

to make a roving searchfor\ to nimmage
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 122 We may sally out

boldly to forage for new discoveries in the field of contem-
plation 1822 W Irving Bratib Hall 11 92 He passed
many an hout foraging among the old manuscripts 1843
Ford Handbk Spain 1 24 He must forage abroad for
anything he may want, 1876 Glo Eliot Dan Per iv
xxxui, Sir Hugo wanted Deronda to forage for him 011

the legal part of the question 1893 Q [Couch] Delect
Duchy 217 Ho foraged in the pockets of his coat

+ 4. To glut oneself, as a wild beast ; to raven.
lit. ancly% Also, To batten or revel in
1592 Shaks. Veil. .5- Ad. 534 With blind fold furie she

begins to forrage 1399 — Hen V, 1. 11 no Whiles his
Father Stood smiling, to behold his Lyons Whelpe Forrage
m blood of French NobihUe 1670 Stuclpy Gosfi Glass
xxxiv 362 The Plague, foriaged m London, and the parts
adjacent 1698 Crownc Caltg, v 48 Go and piepaie for this
design to-night, And we’ll to-inorrow forrage m delight

5 trans. To supply with forage or food
1332 Hulolt, Foiaged to be pabular 1698 J, Fkyi kE India ff Persia 125 They are now out of distrust the

Moguls should Forrage then Army here 17x3-20 Pori
Iliad vat 627 Our steeds to forage and lefrcsn our pow’r
x8xo m Mem. Vise Combermcre I 139 We have been veiy
well foraged sinee we have been here x88o Disralu
Endym xiu, He foiaged their pony and supplied them
from his dairy

6 To obtain by foraging or lummaging Also
with out.

1636 Bp Hall Occas Mcdit (1851) 74 This fowl is

ravenous all is too little, that he can forage for luuiself

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev in, 1 11 (1872) 12 Two-thousand
stand of arms aie foiaged in this way 1849 Tiiacici.ray
Pendenms xxxvi, His valet went out and foraged know-
ledge for him. 1836 Kane A ret Expl II 1 19 He has
foraged out some law cabbage
Hence 3Po raged ppl. a. ;

Fa raging ppl a.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia hi iv 54 Two of ourforiaging
disorderly souldieis 1649 G Danill Trmanh , Hen V

t

cclxvi, Foriaging Bees <11848 Whitiilr Vorktown v,

With stolen beeves, and foraged corn 1863 Bates Nat
Amazon II v 351 The Ecitons, or foraging ants. 1873
Hor land A. Bonnie xix 306 A foraging squirrel picked
up his dinner almost at niy feet

t Fo-ragement. Obs [a OF fourragement •

see Forage v and -ment ] The act of foiaging
1396 Edw HI, 11 1 Dj b, The Lyon doth become his

bloody iawes. And grace his forragement by being milde,
When vassell feare lies trembling at lus feete.

Forager (ffnedgaj) Foi ms: a. 4-7 forager(e,
5“6fourrager, (6forageour, forragiour, foriger),
0-7 forrager, 6- forager. P. 6 foranger, -anger,
-inger [ad. OF.forragier, f forrage Forage sb,

;

also a.OF fourrageour, agent-n. f. fourragierFor-
AGE v. With the

/

3 . forms cf. messenger, passenger]
*[ 1. A harbinger, messengei Obs Cf Fokayeh 2.

1377 Langl, P PI B xx 84 Frenesyes & foule yueles
forageres ofkynde x6x6 J Lane Sqr 's T (x888) 122 note,
Much praisinge love (of peace the haibinger), nulcl truithes,
Sterne mstices kind foragere

2 One of a party sent out to gather forage, etc.

for an aimy. ^ Also a spoiler, ravagei.
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA 1 xiv 36 Not tiust onely vpon

that that hts fourragers shall bnnge. 1323 Ld Berners
Frotss II xxxiu 39 b/2 If the Spanish forangers wete
stionger, than they wold take theyr forag fro them 1332
Huloet, Forager 01 waster of a countr^y,populator 1581
Styward Mart Disctpl r. 16 Horse . to gaid and defend
the formgers. 1624 Heywood Gnnaik iv 173 Certame
forragers and robbers that made sundry incursions into the
countrie 1799 Wellington 7 Apr m Gurvv Desp I 27
The foragers are coming m fast well loaded with forage
1863 Carlyle Fredk. Gt X xxi vt. 119 The continual
skirmishing with the Prussian foragers

lb A foraging ant (Eaton)
[2834 Medwin Angler m Wales II 47 They [ants] keep a

party of foragers constantly on the lookout ] 1863 Bates
Nat Amazon II v 352 One of the forageis, Eciton rapax
hunts in single file through the foiest

3 One who goes foraging for himself. Alsofg
x6ai G. Sandys Ovids Met n (1626) 34 The Wood’s wild

foragers espy’d. 1742 Young Nt T/t. v 253 This forager

on others wisdom 1777 Mason Eng; Garden 11 278 Down
so smooth a slope, The fleecy fotagers will gladly biowse
x8go Century Mag May 48/1 A nervous restless disposi.
tion, which makes them [poultiy] excellent foi agers

4

—foi age-cap
x8px Daily News 14 Feb 3/6 It is expected that the new

folding cap will be shoitly condemned 111 favoui of the all-
louncl foiagcr, which it was intended to supersede
Foraging fp rtd^iq), vbl sl> [bee -ing 1 ]
1 The aclioimif the vb bonage m various senses.
1481 Cam on Godfrey xxxv 72 'I he noble men sente out

on fuuragyng oucr alle the countrcy 1651-3 Jlr, Tay-
I or Serut Jor Vtar 1 \vn 2x6 A Libian Tiger drawn
fioni his wilde 1 fonagings 1832 W Irving Alhambra I.
20 They had been signally enriched by the foraging of
the prcuous evening 1861 Hoi land Less Lje xxm
327 His Childe Harold is nothing but the record of his tire-
less foraging

2. Comb
,

as foi aging-expedition, -party, -ship
;

foraging-cap =foi age-cap
1830 Moour Man (1854) VI 144 Dressed in a neat blue

frock and a 1 foiagmg cap 1863 mu s Nat Amazon II v
363 This ant goes on *f ' ~ ’ 1

its tribe. 1780 D Bit •*
.

’ <
,

•

(1853) HI 10 Unless 1 „ . , .
‘

,

impress cattle x8op Naval utrou XXI 394 note, 'ihc
Conqueroi was a *foiagnig ship

Forain(e(r, obs fonn of Foreign, -er

Foralite (fcio rabit) Gcol [mod f L ford-re
to boie + -Lite ] (See quot )

1859 Pali Ilaudbk Gcal Jcuns
,
Forahtcs, applied to

certain tube like markings which occur in sandstones [etc ]

and which seem to have been the bunovvs ofannelids

il Foramen (fort71 men) PI. foramina (forte -

mina) [L.foramen, f.foi ai e to bore.] An opening
or on lice, a hole or short passage, foi the protru-

sion of an 6igan, or lor the performance of organic

functions In vanous applications in Anat ,Zool

,

etc In Hot. esp. the foramen of an ovule (see

quot 1866)
1671 Gui w A nat Vt-g (1672) 1, 3 At the thicker end of the

Bean, in the outer Coat, a. very small Foiamcn picsents it

self 1682 T Gibson Anat (1697) 20 Above, where itadheies
to the MidnfF, il has thiec foramina or holes, x8xg Rees
Cycl , Eoi amen a term applied to the apei lures obseivable
111 some specimens of echuu, distinct from the mouth and
vent 1826 Kirby &. Si* Entomol {18281 III xxx 256 In
many conical pupa, is the appearance of a vertical foramen
1828 Quain Elem Anat (1837)150 Round the optic foramen
1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat 185 The intervertebral

foramina 1841-71 T K Jonls Amm Kuigd. (ed 4) 210
Innumerable foramina give passage to as many tubular feet

01 protrustble suckers 1866 lreas Dot s v, The foiamen
of an ovule is an apertme through the integuments, allow-

ing the passage of the pollen tubes to the nucleus

Foraminate (form nnnJt), a [acl. L. fora-
mindtus boied, ffordmm- Foramen ] — Fora-
MINATEIJ.

Foraminate (form min^t), v. [f L fordmm-,
Foramen + -ate fl.] trans. To bore, pierce, per-

forate

1599 [see next] 1668 Wilkins Real Char 11 ix §4 246
Perforate, foraminate, pierce. 1830 Maunder Diet,, Fora-
mvnate, to bore full of holes

Foraminated (forarmine'ted), ppl. a [f L
foi dmmdl-us (see Foraminate a.) + -edI.] Bored,

pierced, perforated, see also quot. 1839.
1399 A M tr Gabelhouer's Bk Physickc 28/1 Fine totalle

and not foraminated pearles 1728 R North Mem Mus
(1846) 37 Pipes foraminated for changing the tone when
there was occasion 1829 Rouluis Diet Gcol

,
Foraminated

Applied to a shell, the chambers of which are united by
a small pei foration orforamen 1854Woodward Mollusca
II 229 Orthidac . Shell transversely oblong, depressed, rarely

foraminated

Foramixiifer (foramrmfoj). [mod. f L.ford-

mm-, Foramen + -fer bearing; in

F

.foi amimfire ]

A rhizopod of the order loramimfera
1841-71 T R Jonls Anun Kvtgd (ed 4)11 The young

Forammifers. 1842 Brande Diet Sc. etc ,
Eoramimfcrs

. a tribe of minute shells

|| Foraminifera (form mini fera), sb pi Zool.

[mod L neut pi of prec] An order ofRhnopoda,
furnished with a shell or test, usually perforated

by pores (foramina).
1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 518/1 note. But M D'Orbigny

..lias substituted the positive term Loramimfera. 1882

Gi ikie Text bk Gtol vi iv $ x 838 In some places it

[nuinmulitic limestone] is composed mainly of forammi-

fera

Foraminiferal (form mini feral), a. [f as

prec + -Ai. ] a Pertaining to the Torainiinfcra

1b. Consisting of or containing forammifeia
1865 Carrem lr in Intell Obstrv No 40 278 Referable

to the foranumfera! type 1876 Page Adv Text-bk Geol

xix. 363 Foraimniferal strata 1882 Geikie Text-bk Geol n

u § 6 167 Calcareous (Foiamimferal) Ooze.

Foraminiferous (foirn mini feras), a [f as

prec +-ous] lit Furnished with foramina, said

of the Foranumfera 01 their shells. Also (less

correctly) = Foraminiferal b.

1833-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 114/2 The lowest foramim-

feiouscephalopods 1839 J.R Gri cm. Mail Amin Kvtgd.

Pi otosoa 15 Many Foraminiferous shells 187a Nicholson
Palmont 65 Its Foraminiferous fauna i&&et Scieuce III 591

Foraminiferous ooze.

"I* Fora miiurse, Cl Obs [ad L fordmmbs-us,

f fordmin- Foramen ]
‘ Full of holes

'

1727 in Bailey \ol II,



FORAMIiNOTTS 415 FORBEAR.

[ Fora’minous, a Obs. [f L fordmin- Fora-
men + -ous ] Full of holes, perforated, porous
1626 Bacon Sylva § 213 Soft and Foraminous Bodies

1658 Sir 1 Browne Gard Cyrus 111 51 The foiammous
roundles upon the leaf 1664 Power Exp Philos 1 8 Be-
speck'd here and there with black spots all foranunous
1816 Faber 0> ig Pagan Idol III. 137 The rocky foramin-
ous grotto

Foraminulate (forami-nitfl#), a [f next

+ -ATE 2
]
= FORAMINULOUS

*884 in Syd Soc Lex
Foraminule (forte rcunml) [as if ad. L

*fordminul-um, dim of Foramen ]

*866 in Preas Bot 1884 Syd Soc Lex
, Forannnule,

the minute opening or ostiolum of the perithecium of some
Fungi and Lichens, through which the spores escape

Foramimilose (foiami niwl#> s), a [f. as

prec. + -osE] =next
1884 m Syd Soc. Lex.

Foraminulous (forami nizZlas), a [f as prec

+ -ous ] Pierced with fine holes or pores
1664 Power Exp Philos 1 3 The eye of a Bee black

and all foraminulous *721 in Bailey 1884m Syd Soc Lea
Foran, Foranent* see Fornb, Fornent

+ Fora-neous, a Ois.~° [f med L fordne-us
(Du Cange), f forum maiket-place, court of justice

+ -ous ] Belonging to a market or court.

1656 m Blount Glossogr *721 111 Bailey
Foranger, formger : see Forager.
Foramze: see Foretgnize.
Foramen : see Forrunm For- pref ^ 2 and 6 b.

Forasmuch (fprazmn tj), adv [The phrase

for as much ; now written as one word ] Only in.

the conjunctional phrase Forastmich as • a. In
consideration that, seeing that, inasmuch as Now
somewhat formal or arch In early use occasion-

ally with ellipsis of the second as

;

rarely with
substitution of that +b. Occasionally used in

the etymologically prior sense- So far as, with
regard to so much as.

a. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 454 Vor as muche as we mowe
fle in none manere. f 1400 Maundev (Roxb.) Pref. 2
For as mykill as it es lang tyme passed 14x1 Rolls
ofParIt, III. 650/2 For as myche I am a Justice. 1450-
1530 Myrr our Ladye 2 But for as moche as many of
you .. can not se what the meanynge therof ys theiefore,
etc 1606 G W. tr Hist. Ivstvie ngb, Foiasmuch that
this prouision made greatly for his furtherance 1651 tr

De las Coveras' Hist Don Femse 89 Forasmuch an honest
wife ought to have no other will but that of her husband
1732 Lediard Sethos II vn 17 Forasmuch as of all the
countries included under the torrid zone those are the
most expos’d 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) IV 489 Forasmuch
as then the lease would never be at an end 1879 Butchi-h
& Lang Odyss, 227 My friend, forasmuch as thou utterly
behest me.
b 1639 Ln G Digby Lett cone Relig (1651) 37 For as

much as belongs to that eating, we are neither defrauded of
any good by not eating, noi enricht with any good by the
eating of the sanctified bread, which, for as much as it hath
of materials, goes into the belly 1654 Ld Orrery Parthen
(1676) 557 The latter, forasmuch as concerned his bringing
off, was not difficult.

+Fo*rastery. Ohs rare In 7 forastiery
[acl It forestiena of same meaning, f. forestie? e

stranger, = Med.L forasten-us

,

f. foras out of
doors.] The guest-house (of a monastery).
1604 R. Parsons yd Pt ThreeComm s Eng. 246A more

learned Doctor that came sometymes as a ghest to the
forastiery of the said Monastery of Bury

+ Ferrate, ». Ohs [f. L fordt- ppl stem of
fordre to bore, pierce.] trans To perforate

1657 Tomlinson Renon's Disp. 105 Well covered with
a paper not forated.

Foray (fjp re 1

), sb. Forms a. 4-5 forray, (5
ferray), sforra, 5-7 forrey, (5 forey), 6-7forreie,

9 foray P, (J forrow. [See next vb.]

X A hostile or predatory incursion or inroad, a
raid \ III, offoray

:

on a foray.
Revived in the 19th c by Sir Walter Scott

1375 Barbour Bruce 11 281 Sum sail wend to the forray
c 1400-20 Indicium (Roxb 1 7 Some at ayll howse I fande :

and som offerray c 1470 Henry Wallace ix 463 Thir four
hundreth A forray kest and sessit mekill gud c 1540 tr

Pol Verg. Eng. Hist (Camd No 29) 16 The forrow was ,

mainteyned every waye, without resistance. 1633 T Staf-
ford Pac Hib 1 xiu 82 Had not our Horse been over-

wearied with their long forrey 18x3 Scott Tnerm 1 11,

The foray was long, and the skirmish hot 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi xxui 471 The continual forays of Mariano had
spread rum and desolation on our south-east

ti ansf andfig 1822 W Irving Braceb. Hall xxv, They
[the rooks] are apt now and then to issue forth from their

castles on a foray 1850 D G Mitchell ofBachelor
(1852) 258 Forbid those earnest forays over the borders of
Now, and on what spoils would the soul live ?

+ 2 Booty taken in a foiay
,
prey Also pi

c 1400 Destr Troy 6426 fat neuer of forray art full c 1425
Wyntoun Cron vm xl 264 pai na gret Forrais made 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann n, vil (1622) 148 Desirous to hunt
after pillage and forreies

+ 3 The advance-guard of an army
0*425 Wyntoun Cron vm xl 136 Willame oFDowglas,

pat ban was Ordanyd m Forray for to pas c IA.70 Henry
Wallace ix 468 The forray tuk the pray, and past the
playn, Towart the park. 1535 Stewart Cron Scot I 339
Neirby m sicht the forrow to reskew. *377-87 Holinshed
Chron III 1216/2 The forreie was a little troubled with
a fortie or fiftie Scots horssemen

Foray (fprgOj V Forms
: 4-7 forray, (4forra,

5 forr(e)y, 6 fory, forrow, 7 furrow), 9 foray
Pa t 6-7 forrai(e)d [ultimately fiom I<om
*fodro (see Forage sb

) ;
the precise formation

and the mutual relation of the vb and sb, are
somewhat obscure
The supposition most fiee from difficulties is peril that

the sb is f the vb
,
and that the vb is a back-formation

fiom Forayer (the forms forrow,furrow, may come from
the form fnrrour of the sb) The alternative is to regard
Foray so as a derivative of OF forrer to forage (see
Forage sb ), and as having given rise to the Eng vb.]

1 trans To scour or ravage (a country) in search
of foiage 01 booty, to pillage; to seize and carry
off (goods)

, to plunder the property of (a peison).
Revived in the 19th c by Sir Walter Scott
*3 EE A Hit P B 1200 Stoken so strayt, pat pay ne

stray my3t A fote fro pat forselet to forray no goudes. 1375
Barbour Bruce xv 511 Than gert he fortay all the land
*5*3 Douglas Hdneis xi. x 62 Enee A certane horsmen,
lycht aimyt for the nams, Hes send befor for to forray the
plams 1590 Spenser E Q. i. xu 3 Dead now was their
foe, which them forrayed late 1644 D Hume Hist Ho
Douglas 167 Hee was scarce retired, when Creighton
furrowed the lands of Corstorphm 1810 Scott Lady ofL
iv xxui, When Roderick foray’d Devanside 1852 Miss
Yonge Cameos I xxxix 333 Bruce forayed Cumberland
2 mtr. To make a laid

,
to foiage

; to pillage
*375 Barbour Bruce xix 643 Na we may forra for to get

met C1450 Merlin 179 He herde telle thatthei [thesaisnes]
come to forrey.

_
c 1540 tr, Pol Verg Eng. Hist (Camd

No 29) 37 Certaine companies hearing, as they forrowed
abroad, spoyhng the countrey, that [etc] 1593 Sc Acts
fas VI (1597) § 174 Sum quha mghtlie and dailie neuis,
forrayis, and committis open thieft *8*3 Hogg Queen's
Wake 196 To drive the deer of Otterdale, Or foray on the
Bolder side. 1838 Prescott Ferd 4 Is 1 xv II 162 The
people of Granada foraying into the Christian teintones
Hence Fo raying vbl sb ,

the action of the vb.
c *400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxx 135 Withouten certayne

scales bat er ordaynd for forraying 1470-85MaloryArihur
v ix 175, 1 wyl that thou make the redy and goo thyderm
foieyeng *591 Percivall Sp Diet

,
Tala

,
foraying, spoil-

ing, Depopulaiio

Forayer (fprebi). Forms- 4 forrier, for-

reyer, ferrour, 4-5 forrayour, forrour, 4-6
-eour, 5 -ear, fernour, -your, foreyour, 7 for-

reiar, 9 forayer [from two different sources.

'WGL.forner is a.OF.forrier', —med L. type *fodrd-
nus, f. *fodro fodder (see Forage sb.) ,

ME
fo> rour, forreour, is a OF forreor;

agent-n f

forrer to forage. The two words coalesced, the

trisyllabic forms alone surviving, and were re-

garded as the agent-n belonging to Foray z/.]

1 . One who forays
; a forager, a raider.

£•1330 R Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 13228 He was
cheftayn of fforreyers long foriers] CX425 Wyntoun
Cron vm xl 144 BeForryowns bare hard waiesete x6oo
Holland Livy n xxxix (1609) 69 Sending with forreiars

certaine guides 1805 Scott Last Minstr iv xvu, Light
forayers, first, to view the giound, Spurr*d then fleet coursers
loosely round

+ 2 . A fore-goer, harbinger, messenger, or counei
1340 Ayenb 195 pe guode fomers bet mmeb and agraybeb

bet hous of paradys to be riche manne 1377 Langl P PI.
B xx 80 Kynd sent forth his foreioures [vrr forrey ours,

forreouris, forreores] feures & fluxes [etc ] 1549 Compl
Scot xi 99 Thai var re[n]contut be the forreours and
exploratours of the romams _
+ Forba-n, v. Obs _1 In 3 forbonne. [a, OF.

forbanmr

.

see next] trans. To banish.

a 1250 Owl Sf Night 1093 He let forbonne bene cmht pat
hadde ldon so muchel unnht

+ Forba'nish, ». Obs. [ad. OF forbanmss-
lengthened stem of forbanmr

,
f. for-, For- preffi

+ banntr to Banish.] trans To banish; occas.

with second obj, of place whence Also, to dis-

possess, disinherit. Hence Forba mshed ppl a
c 1320 SirBeues 4309 (MS A) pis foi-banniiste man Is come

to be land a3an c 1440 Jacob's Well 62 pei ben outelawyd,
or for-banysched be kynges lond. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon 111 79 Yf ye haue forbanysshed vs, well we know it

t Forba’r, sb Coal-mming. Obs. [f. For-

(?pref^) + Bar jA] = Barrier ig
1 15 m N. fy Q Ser v X 307 [In Durham records

(34th Rep Dep Keeper P. R 207) is a reference to offences

committed by miners in cutting through the ' forbarres ’

when working the mines of coal and iron ore ]

t Forba’r, foreba’r, v. Obs. [ad. AF for

-

barrer, f far-, For- pref* + barrer to bar ]

1 trans To hmder, obstruct, prevent, prohibit

(an action, event, etc.)
;
to withhold (a thing)

a 1300 Cursor Iff. 8213 (Cott ) It es na thing bat maifor-barr
his will. 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 106 Handyl by
synnes , Elies forbarre bey pe blys of heune 13 Coer
deL 3514 Though he forbarre our vytayle Offusronschal
dye for hungyr c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 66 Anticrist hab
forbarrid be fredom of goddis lawe C1450 St Cuthbert
(Surtees) 4547 Alle on strenthe bair thrxst was sett, Oure
batelle to forbarre

b To bar, barricade, confine (a person) ; to ob-

struct (a way).
c 1350 Will Paleme 3333 Whi Iete 3e foulli jour fon for-

barre 30U her-inne 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove n v. 78 pe
wast wildernes the way forbarris,

2 . To shut out; to bar, deprive, or exclude (a

person) ; esp m Law (see quot 1607). Const, of,

from, and with double object

[1292 Britton iv 11 § ix Si homage ne le forbarre ] ^ 1330

R Brunne Chron (1810) 214 Ttlle ilk a lordyng suld ward
& relefe falle,BotUllebe kyng nobm& be was forbarredalle

*340 Hampole Pr Consc 957 A man at be last forbard may
be Ofbebhsful world C1430LYDG Bochasv 1 1 (1554)146^
He was forbarred of vittayle 1574 tr Littleton's 7 enures
40 b, The Lords nor none other shalbee forbarred of theire
villames 1586 Ferne Blaz Gentne 103 It was prouidentlye
foreseene to forbarre euery person fiom the wearing of that
coller except theKmght 1671 F Phillips Reg Necess 387
The Commons did Petition the King, That none of his Sub-
jects be fore-barred of their due debts
absol c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 8284 Aftir Cnud regned

Edwarde, Edeldrede sonn, naman forbarde

Hence Forba rnng vbl. sb
,
the action of the vb.

c 1449 PncocKif^r, iv in 432 Myche foibarring ofsynnes,
which ellis, wolde come forth 1502 Arnolde C/uou (1811)
287 My Loide of Winchester in forbamng of the Kyngis
hyghwaje lete drawe the chayne of the stulpis there

t Forbate, a Obs.ru/e~ 1
. [’ f. OF. forb-er

to counterfeit + -ate ] ? Counterfeit, imitation.

1558 Treasurer's Act va. Lauder's Tractate (1864) Pref 7,
xxuu ellis of forbate taffeteis of syndnesortes of hewLS.

t Forba’the, V. Obs. [f For- pref! + Bathe
v ] trans. To bathe deeply, imbrue.
1430 Lydcs. Chron Troy in xxvi. He on foote stode All

forbathed in the grekes bloude a 1547 Surrey AEneid 11.

765 Troyfe town Whose shore hath been so oft for-bath'd in
blood. 1563 Sackvillf Induct Mirr Mag. lxi, Con-
querouis hands forbathde m their owne blood.

Forbear, forebear (foibeoj, fooubeoj), sb.

(Originally Sc.) Forms. 6foiifbear, 6-7 for(e)-

beer, (6 forebeerar), 5- forbear, 6- forebear,

[f For- pref2 or Fore- pref. + Beer sb.z, lit. one
who is or exists before ] An. ancestor, forefather,

progenitor (usually more remote thana grandfather).
c *470 Henry Wallace 1 21 His forbearis .Ofhale lynage,

and trew lyne of Scotland *578-1600 Scot. Poems x6th C.
II 159 For in this seiknes I was borne And my forebeerars
me befome 1623 Lisle AElfric on O <S- N Test, Pref.

p 17 Looke back a little to this outwome dialect of our
forebeers *782 Burns Death Mahe 39 So may they
[sheep] like their great Forbears, For monie a year come
thro the sheers 1816 Scott A ntiqr xl, This Roland Cheyne
was my forbear *883 D C. Murray Hearts I 53 A

yeoman whose forbears had once owned the land

Forbear (f^ibeau), v. Pa. t -bore (-boa't), pa.

pple. -borne (-bo® in). Forms . see For pref1 and
Bearz».; mpa.t.also rarely5 forbored, 6 -beared
[OE forberan ( = OHG. far-, -fer-, forberan

,

MHG verbei n to restrain, abstain, Goth.frabazran
to endure, support) see For- pref1 and Bear v ]

+ 1- trans. To bear, endure, submit to Obs
c *000 ALlfric Horn, in Grein-Wnicker Prosa III 72 Sa

mildheorta haelend fie swa micel forbaer for us synfullum.
C1386 Chaucer Mcrch T. 938,

1

may not Forbere to ben
out of your compagme. *570 E Elviden Nesuyeres Gift

304 His bounden duetie is For to forbeare the payne *585
T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy. iv 1 114 b, Hunting
being an occasion to use men to forbeare heate and cold

f 2. To bear with, have patience with, put up
with, tolerate. Obs. (but cf sense 8).
C897 K ADlfred Gregory's Past xxi 150 Beah hit mon

cuSlice wiete, hit is to forberanne c 1000 Ags. Gosp Matt,
xvii 17 Hu lange for-bere ic eow c *175 Lamb Ham. 95
He. forbere monna hufelnesse purh his liSnesse. 0*225
Ancr. R 218 UncSeawes, pet he er uorber ase he ham nout
nuste. 1340 Ayenb 148 panne pe guode man berep and
uorberep alneway pe foies *4*3 Pilgr Sowle(Caxton 1483)
hi vi. 54 The plente of his grace that hath the forborne.

1526-34 Tindale Rev 11 2 Thou cannest not forbeare then*

which are evyll *624 Capt Smith Virginia in ix. 7g,
I haue forborne your msolencies 1742 Young Nt Th 11.

607, I then had wrote What friends might flatter
:
pru-

dent foes forbear

+ 3 To bear up against, control (emotion or de-

sire) Also ref. to control one’s feelings. Obs.

BeotvulfiSji (Gr ) past he bone breostwylm forberan ne
mehte a xooo Guthlac 775 (Gr ) [Hi] fiienlustas forberaS

m breostum. <11230 Hah Meid 17 Onont ti fieschhche wil

& ti licomes lust pat tu forberes her. a 1300 Cursor M.
24427 (Cott ) Quen 1 sagh pus all thinges skurn, vn-feland for

Jiair lauerd murn, moght 1 me noght for-ber c 1430 Syr
Gener (Roxb ) 5005 His sorow might not he forborn.

+ 13 . absol. or mtr for ref.
r 888 K ./Eli-red Boeth xxxvi § r Hwa nueg forbaeran

jxet he past ne siofige c 1175 Lamb Horn, 15 Nebeojm
nefre ene wraS ber fore, ah forber for dnhtenes luue *297
R Glouc (*724) 526 The king ne mijte tho uorbere, that he
ne wep atte laste C1300 Beket 72 Hi ne mijte forbere

nomore ; And wope also pitousliche

+ 4 To endure the absence or privation of
;
to

dispense with, do without, spare" (a person or

thing). Obs.
c 900 tr Bosda's Hist 1 xvi. [xxvii ] (1890) 70 Forpon seo

aftere cneons all e ^emete is to forbeorenne & to forlaetenne.

C 1330 Assump Virg. (BM MS ) 60 peo pat m pe temple
were Ne migtenojt hire forbere. 1469 Paston Lett. No 607
II. 348 Y11 lytyll [money] yt I myght forbere I haue
delyu'yd to Dawbeney. *477 Ibid No 787 III. *75 If

Syme myght be forborn it wer well done that he [etc ]

*562 BulleynBk Simples 30 a, He is the beste bonde slave

m the common wealthe, and least can be forborne 1667
Milton P, L ix 747 Fruits Whose taste, too long forborn,

at first assay Gave elocution to the mute

+ b To give up, part with or from, lose. Obs.

13 Coer de L. 4x0 Hys styropes he forbare c 1430 Syr
Gener (Roxb) 146 Sithlhaue this hert lorn, And mygoode
men forborn. 143a Lydg Chron Troy 1 vi, She hath for-

bore Her maydenhead, *590 Spenser F,Q ii. 1 53 Whenas
my wombe her burdem would forbeare

+ C To avoid, shun
,
to keep away from or keep

from interfering with
; to leave alone. Obs.
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a 1300 Cursor M. 1456a (Cott
)
pe hnd o Iude he has for-

horn. c 1386 Chauccr Kut 's
'1 27 ,

1

uolde yowhauetookl
But al that thyng I moot as now forbere c 1470 HrNRV

Wallace 1 259 Scho Failjure the gate for vvaclus that war
thar. 1581 Savile 7 acitus' Hist 1. u. Offices of honour
likewise either to beaie them, or foibeaie them [was a cnpit.ill

crime] 1598 Yong Diana 220 Forheaie us a little for I will

not have you beare witnes to the love that I have to impart

1607 Topsell Ftmr-f Beasts 755 The beast it selfe liueth

euermoie in shadowy places, forbearing the sun 1628 Foiuj
Lovers Mel in, 11, Forbear the room 1673 Temple Observ
United Prov Wks 1731 1 . 17 The People in the Country
forbear the Market

5 To abstain or refrain fiom (some action or

procedure) ; to cease, desist from.
c 1200 Trm Coll Horn 39 MunejeS hem ofte unSewes to

forberen and gode peawes to fallen a 1300 Cm sorM 3454
(Cott ) pat pai moght noght pair strif for-uere c 1425 Seven
Sag (P) 355 And I myghte forbere speche, Seven dayes
and seven nyght 155a Abp Hamilton Catech (1884) 30
Forbeare the eting of swyms flesche 1655 Sir E Nicholas
in N. Papers (Camden) II. 223, I forebore piessmg them
further. 1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 51 All public Assem-
blies at other Burials are to be forbom during the Con-
tinuanceof this Visitation. 1810 Scott LadyofL it xxxiv,
Madman, forbear your frantic jar 1 1867 Whittilr Our
Masterw

,

The strife of tongues forbear.

0 absol. and intr. To abstain, refrain. Const.

to (also \'but) with inf

,

alsofrom, \for, tyf
c 1375 XI Pants Hell (Vernon) no in O E Misc 226 To

heere godus wordus pei han for-born c 1400 Rom Rose
4751 It is a slowe [1, e a moth], may not forbere Ragges,
ribaned with gold, to were, c 1440 Pecocis Refir 1 xiv 78
Y must here theiofabstene and foiber *529 Mour.Dyaloge
iv, Wks 286/1 On the morow forbare I to speake with
hym 1598 Giienewev Tacitus' Ann in v (1622)72 The
Dictator forbare somtime foi making any more [lawes]

1658 W. Bouton Comment Itnt. Antonin 8, I cannot
forbear but transcribe all of it hither. 1676 Hobbes Iliad
1. 402 From War forbear 0x745 Swirr Hen I. Lett
1768 IV 278 He commanded his soldiers to foibear. 1751
Johnson Rambler No 1591*6 Few have lepented of having
forborne to speak. 1787 A. Hilditch Rosa de Montmonen
I 140 De Beaufort, whom Strickland could not forbear of
accusing ofunwanantable caprice 1841 Elpiiinstonl Hist
Ind II. 315 He would have incurred more blame if he
had forborne fiom attempting to recover them 1878 B
Taylor Denkahon 1. iv. Forbear 1 The knowledge must
be mine alone 1879 M. Arnold Falkland Mixed Ess
234 The lovers of Hampden cannot forbear to extol lnm
at Falkland's expense.

t b. Naut (See quots ) Obs
1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram vi 27 Forbeare is to

hold still any oare you ai e commanded 1727-90 Bailey,
Forbear [Sea Term], aWord of Command in a Ship’s Boat
7 traits To lefrain from using, utteiing, men-

tioning, etc ; to withhold, keep back f Formerly
const,from, to, or dative.

1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 1355 As pe truage to rome J>at non
voiborenere. a 1300 Cursor

M

693 (Gott )pe scorpion forhar
his tunge Fia hestis paths layemonge <1x430 Lydg Chichev.

<5 Bye in Dodsley O. PI XII 334Mekewyfes That neither
can at beddeneboordTheyrhusbondes natforbere oon ivoord
1580 Tusscu Hnsb. xiu (1878) 29 The west [wind] to all

flowers may not be forborne 1590 Marlowe Edm II, v v,

Stay a while ;
forbear thy bloody hand a 1619 Fotherby

Atfieom r ii § 2 (1622) xi Wee aie forced to forbeare the
strongest of our Authorities 1676 Hobbes Iliad 1 206 Hold
then Your sword forbear 1709 Htarne Collect 4 Apr

,

Charlet could not forbeai hisVenom 2725 Pope Odyss 1 437
Forbear that dear, disastrous name. 1808 Southey in Lett
(1856) II. X15 You may repent a sarcasm,—you never can
repent having forborne one 1884 Ruskin Pleasures Eng
r6 note

,
Gibbon might have forborne, with grace, his Own

definition of orthodoxy

b. refl. To lestram oneself, refrain. rare
xffitS Coverdale Esther^ (Apocr) xvu 12 He coude not

forbeare him self from his pryde. i6ix Bible 2 Chron
xxxv, 21 Forbeare thee from medling with God. 1852 Miss
Yonge Cameos I. vi 42 If it be so, forbear thyself to fight,

1865 Merivale Rom Emp. VIII. lxvui. 370, I forbear
myselffrom entering the lists,

8. To abstain from injuring, punishing, or giving
way to resentment against (a person or thing)

;
to

spare, show mercy or indulgence to Now rare.

Cf. sense 2
,
to which this closely approaches

XX54 O. E. Chron an. 1137 Ouer sithon ne for baren hi
nouther circe ne cyrceiaerd. c 1275 Serrn, (Cott )inO E,
Misc 188 pes persones ich wene, Ne beop lieo nogt for-bore

1393 Langl P. PI C. iv 430 He For-bar hym and hus
beste bestes. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 169 No for the Pape
thai wald no kyrkis forbei 75x3 More in Grafton Chi on
(1568) II 765 His maister gave him in chaige not, to forbeare
his rest 01533 Ld Berners Gold Bk M Anrel (1546)

Q vb, The quyeke fire doth not forbeare the wod be it wette
or drye 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 27,

1

craue to be forborne
in this your request x6t8 Raleigh in Four C Eng. Lett
37, I forbare all partes of the Spanish Indies 1665 Sir T
Roe's Voy E Ind. 438 That scruple they make in foi bear-
ing the lives of the Creatures made for men’s use 1745 De
Foe's Eng. Tradesm (1841) I. xiv. 125 He knows whom he
may best push at, and whom best forbear 1855 Milman
Lat Chr (1864) V ix. vn 357 Those who had so long been
forborne in mercy 1887 Bowen Vtrg. Eclog, x, 50 An, may
the splinters icy thy delicate feet forbear 1

+ b. Const, of (a thing) Obs
c 1275 Passion Our Lord 158 in O E Misc, 41 Vader if

hit may so beo, Of Jus llche calche nv forber pu me 1529
More Contf agst. Tnb 11. Wks. 1194/1 Hewould pray God
forbeare him of the remenaunt

c. intr. (or absol.) To be patient or fotbeanng,
to show forbearance. Const with.
The proverbial phrase to bear and forbear

,

now taken
in this sense, was ong traits see quot 1340 in sense 2
*59* Shahs Two Gent v iv 27 Loue, lend me patience

to forbeare a while 1683 Apol. Prof, France v, 66 He for-

boie beyond all Patience. 1725 Porr Odyss. ti 247 With
patience I foibear. 1782 Cowitr Mnt Forbeaiance. The
kindest and the happiest pair Will find occasion to forbeai

1826 E Irving Babylon II 363 He foi bore with Austua
1842 Ti nnyson huo Voids 218 Some . Bore and forbore,

and did not tire 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle l'om's C xv, She
forebore with his failings

9 trans To lefram from enforcing, pressing, or

demanding
;

not to urge, press, insist on, or exact

Sometimes with double obj Nowraie. *p Also
intr with of.

1570 Abp Parki-h Core (1852)374 ,

1

am driven to forbear

of my ancient lights 1583 WiiiTGirr Let m Fuller Ch
Ihst ix v. § 9 Desiring your Lordships to forbear my
comming thither 1633 Ford ’Pis Pity 111 11, Let me advise
you here to forbear your suit. 1643 Prinne Sov Power
Pari 11 20 That all the Acts of Oxenford, should from
thencefoith be utterly forborne and annulled 1649 Evelyn
Mem (1857) III 49, I desire you to foibeai my reasons,

till the nest icturn *756 Johnson Life A’ of Prussia
Wlcs IV 542 The claim was foi hot n 1858 Carlyle Predi-

ct (1865) I 111 v, 170 And the Corpu°-Chnsti idolatries

were forborne the Margiaf and lus company this time

b. esp To abstain from enforcing the payment
of (money) after it has become due Now rare

*570 Act 13 Elm c 8 § 5 Any Money so to be lent or for-

boin 1664 w. Haig in J Russell Ilaigsx (1881)273, lean
have a friend here that will forbear it [money] a year and
a half 1674 J cake A nth {1696) 577 If an Annuity be for-

born, the Paiments increase as well as the Interest 1827
Hutton Couise Math I 129 The money lent, 01 forbom, is

called the Principal 1845 Stephen Comm. Laws Fng
(1874) II 161 Such [debts] as were inclined or foi borne by
means of fiaud
absol 1856 Bouvier Law Did. s v , When the creditor

agrees to forbeai with his debtor

Forbea*rable ct. [f. Forbear v. + -able ) f a.

Ready to forbear, patient, indulgent (fibs ). b.
That maybe foibome or dispensed with.

_

1465 Paston Lett No 518 II 216, 1 founde thejugesryght
gentell and forberable to me. 1803W Taylor in Ann Rev.
I. 362 The commerce of inland towns consists m the manu-
facture of foi bearable articles

Forbearance (fpibe<> ians). [f.asprec +-ance
Originally (like abearance) a legal term (sense 3), which

accounts for the hybrid formation.]

1. The action or habit of forbearing, dispensing

with, refraining or abstaining from (some action

or thing). Const of,from, to with inf
x59xShaks i Hen VI, 11 iv 19 Tut, tut, here is a mannerly

forbearance 2593 — Ruh II, iv i 120 True Noblenesse
would Learne him forbearance from so foule a Wrong
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xxvi 45 Bad, both in action,

and forbearance 1 1634 Canne Necess Sefiar (1849) 95,
I might here instance Daniel’s forbearance of the king’s
meats 1750 Johnson RamblerNo 19 r 3 Without any
remaikable forbearance ofthe common amusements ofyoung
men 1765 H Waltole Otranto iv (1798)65 His forbeai

-

mice to obey would be more alarming 1825 T JnrirRSON
Antobiog Wks 1859 I 3p Laws which rendered criminal
the forbearance of repairing to church 0 1871 Grotl Eth
Fragm 1 (1876) 12 The various acts and forbeai ances which
a man supposes to constitute the sum of lus duty
2. Forbearing conduct or spirit

,
patient endur-

ance under provocation ; indulgence, lenity

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd (Percy Soc.) 41 Com-
mending the vertue of patience or forbearance. 1645 Bp
Hall Remedy Discontents 43 If their sufferings be just,

my forbearances are mercifull 1741 Middleton Cicero II
x 412, 1 have now put an end to my forbearance of him.
1831 Brewster New/on (1855) II xxiv 314 The man of the
world treats the institutions of religion with nioie respect
and forbearance

3 Abstinence from enforcing what is due, esp.

the payment of a debt.

*576 Fleming Panofil Epist 385 You are forced (because
of credit and forbearaunce) to give a greater price 1590
Recorde, etc. Gr Arts (1640) 495 What is wonne or lost in

the 100 pound forbearance for 12 moneths x6gx Locke
Lower Interest Wks 1727 II 31 In Debts and Foibear-
ances, where Contract has not settled it between the Parties

*773 Act 13 Geo III, c 63 § 30 No Subject shall take
above the Value of twelve Pounds for the Forbearance of
one hundred Pounds for a Year 1827 Hutton Course
Math I 129 Interest is the premium or sum allowed for the
loan, or forbearance of money
Pi ov 1599 Porter Angry Worn Abingd. (Percy Soc ) 41

Forbearance is no quittance 1667 Milton P. L. x 53
He soon shall find Forbearance no acquittance.

f 4. Comb : forbearance money, money paid
to a creditor (in addition to the interest) for allow-

ing the repayment of a loan to be deferred beyond
the stipulated lime
x668 Sedley Mulberry Card 11 11, Thou and I might live

comfortably on the foibeaiance money, and let the interest

run on 1751 E Haywood Betsy Thoughtless II xiv rss It

must be that she has kept it [the penalty of a bond] off by
large interest and forbearance-money
transf. (allusively) 18x4 Scott Drama (x 874) 220 Foote

was onlyanxious to extort forbeaiance-money fiom the timid

Forbearant (fprbeo rant), a [f. as prec. H

-ant.] Forbeanng, indulgent, patient.

1642 R Harris Serin. Ps x i4,i7P 32GodisWisdome it

selfe, and therefore forbearant 1830 Examiner 4x9/2 The
tempei ofGeorge IV may have been forbearant 1859 Smiles
Self-Help xii (1860)342 The world at Jaige is not so for-

bearant

Hence Forbea rantly adv
1855 m Ogilvie Suppl ,

whence in mod Diets

Forbearer (fpabeo roi) [f Forbears + -er 1
]

One who or that which forbears.

1570 Act 13 Eltz c 8 § 5 Contracts whereupon is not
reserved,, to the Lender, Contracter, Shifter, Forbearer or

Deliverer, above the Sum of ten Pound 1580 Tusser Hush
xin (1878) 29 The West [wind] as a father all goodnesse
doth hi mg, T he East a foi bearer, no manner of thing 164a
J Bah Atmu Canne Pref, lice lived and dyed a strict
forbuuer of all such coiiuptions 1755 Johnson, For-
beai er, an mtermitter , lnterceptoi of any thing

Forbearing1

(f^jbe^ ng), vbl sb [f as prec
+ -ing k] The action of the vb Forbear
13 A” Ahs 3826 There was >eve no forberyng, By-

tweone favasour and kyng 13 Minor Poemsfr Vernon
MS x\mi 780 Worsdiupe pou folly fflesch-fadur And bat
in two Maner of pmges In boxumnesse and for berynges
c 1440 Hylton Senla Peif (W de W 1494) 1 Ixxxi, What
is sjnne but a wanting 01 a foiberyng of good 1529
Supphc to King 41 Forbearinge of bodely woikes & kep.
inge ydle holy dayes X533 More Apol xu 91 b, The
leujng out of felonye, sauylege, & muider, is rather a
token of wylynes then any foibermg or fauour 1570
Act 13 Elia, c 8 § 5 The Loan or forbeanng of a hundred
Pound for one Year 1641 Hindl J Bmen v 16 The for-

1 , if u * drinks 1659 Hammond On Ps x 13
P. _*

1

). ganinuty in forbeanng of wicked men
Forbearing (f£ibe» rig), ppl a. [f as prec

+ -ING 2
] That foi bears

,
patient under provoca-

tion, long-suffering , f abstinent
c 1425 Eng. Conquest Ire

l

xxxvi (1896) 88 He was . [of]
mete, & of drynlce ful mecn & foi-berynge x6n Bible
2 1 un 11. 24 T he seiuant of the Loid must not stuue • but
bee gentle vnto all men patient [marg Or, foibeaimg]
1782 Cown it Fable F 401 There is a time For long for-

bearing clemency to wait 1853 C Biiontl Villettc x
(1876) 85 Madame Beck was forbeanng with all the woild

Hence Forbea ringly adv

,

Forbea nngness
1831 Examiner 660/2 The fitness of whipping Mr Muir

was forbeaimgly negatived 1855 Clarke Diet
, For

-

beanngness

,

1874 Hi ers Soc Press xxv (1875) 406 Con-
siderations of pity, tenderness, and forbeanngness

t Forbea’t, © Obs For forms see Beat v.

\i.ldt)\x-prefx -t- Beat v ] a tians To beat severely;

to cover with bruises or stripes, b To beat down,

overcome, c pa. pple. only. Of a path. Well-

beaten or trodden

1393 Langl P PI c xxm 198 So elde and hue hit hadde
a-feyuted and forbete c 1420 Anturs of Aith li, Alle

blake was thayre biees, foibetun with brandis c 1430
Hymns Virg (1867) 29 Al lus fleisch blooch foi bete c 1430

Ptlgr LyfManhode 11 lxxn (1869) 103 Thou art not the

firste pilgrime .. the wej is al fotbeten c 1470 Harding
Chron xxxiv. v. This king Came home agayn All for-

beten.

Forbecause : see Because A. 1 and B. 1.

+ Fo'rbed, ppl. a [f. *forbe, a OF.forhr (see

Furbish ©)+-ed i] - 1’uhbished.
14x3 Ptlgr Sowle iCaxton 1483) iv xxxvi. 84 The honouie

of suche persones is clene foibed barneys

t Forbebe’st. Obs.~ 1 [f P or- prep + Be-

hest.] A promise previously given.

0x400 Piyuter in Maskcll Mon Rit (1875) II, 75 That
we be maacl woi thi to the forbiheestis of crist

f Forbi'd, sb Obs rare [f next vb ] A for-

bidding. (Cf Foubode sb.)

1602 W Watson Decacoidon 338 For what is more 111-

nouate preposterous, and beyond all gods forbid, then this

new fanglenes in you to prefer [etc ] 1740 ChlvneRegimen

11 72 With what an evident Forbid, the Jewish Law directs

this permit of animal Food

Forbid (fffcbi d), v Pa t forbad, forbade
(-bee d)

;
pa pple. forbidden (-brd’n). Foims •

Infm 1-2 forbfiodan (north forbdada), 2-4 for-

beoden, 3-5 forbede(n, -yn, (4 -bedd, -beed,

5 -bidde, -bide, -byde), 4-6 Sc forbeid, (7 for-

bidd), 4- forbid, fa 1. 1 forbdad, 2-3 forbead,

(3 -beed, -bet(t)
, 3-5 forbed(e, forbode, (4 -baad,

-badde, -bed, -beed), 5 -bat (6, 7 -bod(de), 6-8

forbid, 4- forbad, forbade. Pa pple. 1 for-

boden, 3-6forbode(n, (5 -bade, -bed(e), g-8for-

bod(de(n, 6-9 forbid, 6— forbidden Also weak

fa t 4 forbedde, -bedid, pa pple 5 forbedd.

[OE forbeodan, pa t forbdad,
pi. -budon, pa pple

forboden

,

f For- pref 1 + biodan to Bid, = Of ns
forbiada

,

Du. verbieden, OIIG far-, forpiotan

(MHG. and Ger. veibieten), Goth, faurbmdan.

Cf ON.fyiirbiStia]

1. trans To command (a peison or persons) not

to do, have, use, or indulge in. (something), or not

to enter (a place) ; to prohibit. In many diverse

constructions.

a. with double object, ofthe person (orig dative),

and of the thing prohibited Also in pass, with

either the person or the thing as subject; in the latter

case, the indirect obj ,
if a sb ,

is preceded by to.

O E Chron an 1048 And cw«5 J>
et se papa hit him for-

boden hffifde. 0x175 Cott Horn 223 Hwi for-bead jeu god

}>es trowes westm c 1250 Gen <$ Ex 2984 Anon 61s mlc

fore he for-bead 0 1300 CursorM 13029 (Cott ) He for-

bedd him J>at womman C1330 R Brunnf Chron, 'race

(Rolls) 9158 He .pat peym pe lond furst furbed. c 1386

Chaucer Wife’s Prol 5x9 Forbeed us thing, and that

desire we c 1394 P PI Crede 769 God wold fals

freies [were] forboden pe fayre ladis chaumbresl *45®"

X530 Myrr our Ladye 21 That is forboden vs by holy

chirche 1529 Rastell Pastyme, Hist Rom (1811) 29 “
was ordeynyd that preestis Grekes myght haue wyfis, which

to preestis Latens was forboden 1597 Shaics. Lovers

Compl 164 To be forbid the sweets that seemes so good

1609 Douland Omith Mtcrol 20 There be some other

Internals, very rare, and forbidden to yong beginners

1697 Dryden AEneid vi 760 The chaste and holy Race Are
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all forbidden this polluted Place 1710 Lady M W Mon-
tagu Let Burnet 20 July, My sex is usually forbid studies

of this nature. 1793 Cowper On Spaniel Bean 11, Against
my orders, whom you heard Forbidding you the prey *838
Lytton Leila 1 11, When stiength and courage are forbid

me 1849 Macaulay Hist hug II 351 The archbishop
had long been forbidden the court 1853 J H Newman
Hist Sk (1873) II 1 iv 187 Their [the Turks’] religion

forbids them eveiy sort of painting 1863 Dickens Mut
Fr 1 vi, Will you forbid him the house where I know he
is safe?

b with, personal object (m OE either dat or

accus.') and an infinitive (formerly withfor to ; rarely

without to) as second object.

£1000 Ags Gosp Matt xi\ 14 Nelle ge hig for-beodan
cuman to me £1200 Ormin 6499 Till Herode king onnjaenn
He forrbaed to turmenn a 1223 Alter R 54 pe
eppel bait ich loke on is forbode me to etene, & nout forto

biholden 1382 Wvcur Acts xvi 6 Thei weren forbodyn
of the Hooly Gost for to speke the word of God in Asya.
£1430 tr De Imitatione 1 xxv, Helackij? inwarde comfort,
& he is forboden to seke eny outwarde 1362 Bulleyn
Dial Soames 4 Chtr 42 b, We be also forboden to use
repercussiues i6xx Shaks Wtnf T 1 11 427 You may
as well Forbid the Sea for to obey the Moone a 1618 J
Davies Wits Pilgr (Grosart) 19/1 But I am forbod to

tell it you 1817 Ld Ellenborough in Maule & Selwyn
Rep VI 316 He distinctly forbids the defendants to accept
any more of their drafts.

fc with pei sonal obj and negative clause Obs
O. E Chron an 675 Swa ic for beode be and ealle be

biscopas be aefter Se cumon b^t 3e nan onsting ne hauen
of bast mynstre. a 1225 Ancr R 256 Ich forbeode ou bet
non of ou ne ileue bes deofles sondesmon. c 1275 Passion
581 in O. E Misc S3 Iesus hire bo for bed, bat heo
attryne ne scolde his honde ne his fet 1387 Trevisa
Htgden (Rolls) I 85 By bese trees >e grete kyng Alexander
was forbode, bat he schulde neuere come m Babylon 1399
Shaks Pass Pilgr 124 She silly Queene Foibadtheboy
he should not passe those grounds
d with omission of personal object, and with

the thing prohibited expressed (a) by sb or pron

(+ const from) ,
(b) by an infinitive

; (0) by an
obj -sentence (in. early use with a negative, which
the later idiom omits); (d) by object and infinitive.

(a) c 1175 Lamb Horn 115 He seal heordom for-beodan
C1200 Trm Call Horn 13 pe hohe hoc hit forbet 1340
Ayenb 8 Ine bis heste ys uorbede zenne of hate X477
Norton Orel Alch 1 in Ashm (1652) 15 Almighty God
From Great Doctours hath this Science forbod 1533 Elyot
Cast Helthe (1539) 78 b, Wyne is not to be forboden 1671
Lady M Bertie m 12th Rep Hist MSS Comm App v

23 They say the King hath put out a Proclamation to for-

bid maskerades X730 A Gordon Maffei's Ampkith 67 In
the Year 323, Gladiators were expressly forbid 1873 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) V. 34, I think that the Lacedaemonian law-
giver was right m forbidding pleasure
(8) 13 EE AHit P B 1x47 To defowle hit euer vpon

folde fast he forbedes. 1526-34 Tindale Luke xxiu 2 For-
biddynge to paye tribute to Cesar *733 State of Russia
II 282 For which reason he had forbidden to carry anybody
of his Majesty’s Retinue over the River.
(c) c xooo Ags Gosp Luke xxiu. 2 For-beodende Jjaet man
am casere gafol ne sealde 1297 R Glouc (1724) 496 The
mg vorbed that me ne ssolde non of is lond sowe X340

Ayenb 8 pis heste uorbyet bet non ne ssel slaje obren. X450-
1330 Myrr onr Ladye 71 Yt is forboden vnder payne of
cursynge, that no man shulde haue ne drawe eny texte of
holy scrypture in to Englysshe 1619 Brent tr Sarpi's
Counc Trent iv (1629) 355 It was forbid that the Patrone
should not make the presentation to any but the Bishop

1638 W Burton Comment Itvi Antonin 121 He forbad
that not any body should use a silver drinking cup
(d) 1382 Wyclif Luke xxiu 2 Forbedinge tnhutis to

be 3ouun to Cesar 1631 Hobbes Leviath n xxvi 137
Anothei Law, that forbiddeth it to be put in execution
1763 J Brown Poetry <5- Mns v 75 This [the Swiss] Song

is forbid to be sung among their Regiments hired in the
Service of other Nations. 1863 Knight Sch Hist Eng iv

1x5 The governor of the Castle forbad the Church Service
to be performed
e with the personal object only. Const from

,

j
, of(a thing) Now rare.
c 1175 Land Horn. 27 He be wule forbeode of his ejane

onsiht 13 Coer de L 3793 In Godys name I thee for-

bede Ryche nepore lat non leve £1400 Maundev (1839)
vni. 87 Therefore wolde he [David] make theTemple in that
place but oure Lord forbade him 1526 Pilgr Per/
(W de W. 1531) 8 b, I forbede all syngular persones fiom
the studyenge of this treatyse 1333 J Heywood Pardoner

t
F. B ij b. Of all temporalL seruice are we forbode 1596
fenserF Q vi vi. 18 Whom though he oft forbad, Yet

for no bidding Would he restrayned be from his attende-
ment 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. 117 The soldiers wished
to take part m it also, and, though forbidden, forced their
way into the palace 1841 Lane Arab Nts I 122 He
forbade both men and women from entering them 1831
Hussey Papal Power 11 61 He forbad Hilary Bishop of
Narbonne from all metropolitan rights

f absol. or with ellipsis of both objects.

tS9x Shaks x Hen. VI, 1. 111 xg Haue patience Noble
Duke, I may not open, The Cardinal ofWinchester forbids l

1667 Milton P L v 62 Forbid who will, none shall from
me withhold Longer thy ofiferd good
2. In various modified uses.

a. fig To exclude, keep back, hinder, restrain.

Now chiefly of circumstances, conditions, etc To
constitute a prohibition or imperative reason
against

, to render impossible or undesirable
cxooo Ags Ps cxix. xox (Spelm ) Fram eallum wege yfelu

ic forbead fet mine, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxui 13
For bede Jn tonge fra ill 1388 Wyclif J(r. v 23 3oure
synnes forbediden good fro jou 1373 Baret Alv F 847
To forbidde, to lette, to stoppe, whibto. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 596 The way to hasten the Breeding of Salt-Petre, is to

forbid the Sunne, and the Growth of Vegetables, 1697

VOL. IV

Dryden Virg Georg, hi 740 Clouds of smouldrmg Smoke
forbad the Sacrifice 1713-ao Pope Iliad xn 148 Whose
spreading arms Forbid the tempest and protect the ground
1750 Gray Elegy xvu, Hi’ Applause of list’mng Senates to
command Their Lot forbad 1799 Sheridan Pizarro iv 1,

The state I left her in forbids all hope 1863 Fr A
Kemble Resui m Georgia 19 A pool, that effectually
forbids the foot of the explorer 1869 J. Martineau Ess.
II 138 His limits forbade him to draw copiously 1870
Huxley Crit, <] Addr (1890) 31 The Bible forbids the
venest lnnd to be ignorant of the existence of other
countries and other civilizations

b In deprecatory phr God, Heaven
,
the Lord

forbid
,
usually with a clause or sentence as direct

object, rarely with an indirect object ; also absol as
an exclamation
a 1225 Aner R. 8 pet God forbeode ou <2x300 CursorM 4372 (Cott) Godd forbedd 1 suld him suike 1373

Barbour Bruce xn 233, I warne 30W of a thing, Tohappyn
thamme (as god forbetd

') £1383 Chaucer L G. W. 910
Thisbe, God forbede but a woman can Ben as trewe and
lovynge as a man a 1400-50 A lexander 5590 Nay, dri^ttn
for-bede ! c 1470 Henry Wallace v 624 Gret God forbede
it suld be so with this 15x3 More in Grafton Chron (1568)
II 760 Our Lorde forbid that ye love together the worsse
for the selfe same cause that ye ought to love together the
bettei c 1502 Marlowe Massacre Pm ts 1 m, The Heavens
forbid your highness such mishap 1 x6ox Shaks Twel N ir,

11 19 Fortune forbid
.
my out-side haue not charm'd her

x6o6_— Tr Cr 11 ui 208 This L[ord] goe to him ? Jupiter
forbid, x6xx Bible i Chron. xi 10 My God forbid it mee
that I should doe this thing — Gal 11 7 God forbid. 17x2-4
Pope Rape Lock iv 103 Gods 1 shall the ravisher display
your hair, While the Fops envy Honour forbid 1 1738—
Eptl Sat 1 105 Good Heav’n forbid, that I should blast
their glory 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 34 Do you mean
a knowledge of shoemaking ? God forbid

+ 0 with weakened sense . To argue or give
one’s opinion against. Obs
c 1203 Lay. 30244 Summe hit gonnen rasden summe to

for beoden

+ d To deny, refpse Obs
cxooo Ags Gosp Luke vi 20 Ne for-beod him no June

tunecan. c 1203 Lav 30226 Whafter he hit wolde iunne
oSer him for-beode. 1483 Cath Angl. 137/2 To Forbed,
abdicare^abnnere

t © To defy, challenge
1388 Bp. Andrewes Serm 1 Tim vi T7-19 ,

1

forbid them
to shew mee in Rhemes or m Rome such a shew as we

have seene here these last two dates.

f f. To lay under a ban, enrse, interdict.

1605 Shaks. Mach 1 m 21 He shall liue a man forbid
1819 B Cornwall Dram Scenes, Werner 11, Oh, I shall
pass . my time in solitude a man forbidden.

t 3. To countermand Obs rare
1663 Sir W. Coventry in Pepys' Diary VI 106 Some

[ships] were oidered and others forbid.

1

4

To put off for a time, to postpone Obs
[Perh. another word (1*for-bide\ or an erroneous use

Caxton hasforbom, which expresses the sense ]

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 339 Iosue renewede pe
circumsicioun Jaat was forbode fourty 3ere in wyldemesse
Ibid III 51 Olympiades was l-holde ones in fyue sere,
lesth he schulde be forjete and it were lengere forbode

+ Forbi’d,/// a, Obs. =» Forbidden. Forbid
tree (see quot 1662)
1392 Davies Immort Soul Introd vu, By tasting of that

Fruit forbid 1662 Pepys Diary 14 Aug , Many trees there
[Forest of Dean] left at a great fall in Edward the Third's
time, by the name of forbid-trees, which at this day are
called vorbid trees

+ Forbrdda'ble, a Obs- 1 [f Forbid v. +
-able.] That may be foi bidden
£ 1449 Pfcock Repr 470 In winch thei ben forbedable,

Foxlbi'ddal. nonce-wd. [f. Forbid v. + -al ]

The act of foi bidding
*833 Lytton Rienzi m. il, Nay, sweet lady mine, no

forbiddal

!

Forbiddance (fj&brdans). [f. as prec. +
-anoe.] The action of forbidding, an instance of
this; prohibition, interdiction

,
also, a command or

edict against (something)
x6o8-xx Bp. Hall Epist, v, Forbiddance doth but whet

desire 1739 Cibber Apol (1756) I 180 This absolute forbid-

dance of what they had more mind to have been entertain’d

with, 1835 R Boyle B v Wiseman 26 The act of for-

biddance to say mass. 1873 Ouida Posearil I 98 My
father’s forbiddance had taken from me many of my old
pleasures

Forbidden (fpibi d’n), ppl. a [pa. pple. of
Forbid v ] In senses of the vb.
£X2oo Trm Coll Horn 35 pe forboden e appel a 1300

Cursor M 19861 (Cott ) Forboden beistes war [sc ]>ai] in

lede, £1463 Eng Chron (Camden 1856; 37 That the said
maister Thomas sholde say massis m forboden placez

XS13 Douglas JEneis 1 ix 128 Quhen scho to Troy forbodyn
hymeneus socht 1388 Shaks L. L L. 11 1 26 Before we
enter his forbidden gates 1619 Brent tr Sarpi's Comic
Trent m (1629) 293 To eate forbidden meates, in Lent
1782 Cowper Retirem 216 His hours of leisure employs
In drawing pictures of forbidden joys, a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) II 109, I entered that forbidden room

b. spec. Forbidden degrees, certain degrees of

relationship within which persons aie forbidden to

marry; forbiddenfruit, (a) that forbidden toAdam
(Gen. 11 17), alsofig ; (<5) hence, a name given to

several varieties of Citrus, esp. C. decumana
;

-|*forbidden time {Sc Law), the close time for fish

1609 Skene Quoii Attach lxxxvu heading. Of forbiddin

Tyme in Fishing x66a Stilungel Orig.&acr 111 «i §3
He required from him the observance of that positive

command of not eating of the forbidden fruit. 1663 Flagel-

lum or 0. Cromwell (ed. 2) 5 The stealing and tasting of

the forbidden fruit of Soveraignty 1818 M G Lewis
Jrnl W Ind (1834) 212 Some sweet oranges, others bitter
ones, others again forbidden fruit 1838 Simmonds Diet
Trade

, Pomelloes, a name under which forbidden fruit is

sometimes sold m this country by fruiterers 1866 Trees
Bot , Forbidden Fruit Citrus Parodist —(of London) a
variety of the shaddock C decumana 1872 Gloss, Eccl
Terms (ed Shipley), Forbidden Degrees
Hence Forbi d&enly adv , Forbi ddenness.
x6xx Shaks Wuit. T i 11 417 He thtnkes that you

haue toucht his Queene Forbiddenly 1647 Boyle Disc.
agst Swearing vu Wks 1772 VI 10 Since the sinfulness
of swearing does consist, not in the diversity of our oaths,
but in their forbiddenness 1744 Birch Life Boyle 41
Nothing but the forbiddenness of self-dispatch hindered his
acting it

Forbidder (f#ibi dw). [f. Forbid v. + -er *.]

One who forbids.

£ 1449 Pecock Repr v li 92 Forbeders whiche wolden
forbede wedding 1326 Pilgr. Perf. (W de W. 1331) 253A forbydder of the trybute to be payed to Cesar 1643
Milion Divorce n xx (1831) 118 The Papists are the
strictest forbidders of divorce 1849 Cuhzon VisitsMonast
I. 10 Another attendant upon public men, who is called a
yassakji, or forbidder

Forbidding1

(fp-ibidig), vbl. sb [see -ma 1
,]

The action of the vb. Forbid
; a prohibition.

a 1300 CursorM 20527 (Cott )He ete ogam mi foibidding.
£1380 Wyclif Wks (x 880) 85 pis forbedyng is colound by
holynesse xfiox Donne Progr. Souhx Poems (1633) 5 Her
whom the first man did wive, Whom, and her race, only
forbiddings drive 1667 Milton P L ix. 753 But his
forbidding Commends thee more 1740 Cheyne Regimen
142 It amounts almost to a total Forbidding

Forbidding (f£ibi dig), ppl a. [see -nro 2
]

1. That forbids, m senses of the vb.

*S73 BaretAlv. F 849 Forbidding, vetans 1667 Milton
P. L ir 475 But they Dreaded not more th* adventure
then his voice Forbidding
2 esp. That forbids, or disinclines to, a nearer ap-

proach; repellent, repulsive, uninviting, a chiefly
of a person, his manner, looks, etc
1712 Budgell Sped No 301 V 2 That awful Cast of the

Eye and forbidding Frown 1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy
3 June Wks. 1871 IV 560 Doom and entrances of the
houses dirtyand forbidding 1837M Donovan Dorn Econ
II. igc)A forbidding-looking creature 1840 Dickens OldC.
Shop 111, An elderly man of remarkably hard features and
forbidding aspect 1863 Fr A Kemble Resid m Georgia
21 ,

1

do not know that I ever saw any winged creaLure of
so forbidding an aspect.

b. of a country, sea-coast, the weather, etc.

1726 Shelvocke Voy round World (1757) 280 Although
the land is so desart and forbidding 1836 KaneA ret Expl
II xxvi. 264 We saw the same forbidding wall of belt-ice
i860 Merc Marine Mag VII 262 The coast . is exceed-
ingly rocky and forbidding 1887 T Hardy Woadlanders
II 1 8 The morning looked forbidding enough.
Hence Forbi ddingly adv

; Forbi ddingness.
1848 Craig, Forbiddingly. 1880 Kinglaice Crimea VI

vi. 75 The Ravine [was] forbiddingly hard to ciest. 1883
E P Roe m Harper's Mag. Dec 45/1 The Beacon hills
frown forbiddingly.

tForbi'nd, ». Obs. [OE forhndan, f. For-
pref^ + btndan to Bird ] traits To bind up.
£ 807 K jElfred Gregory's Past xvi. 104 Ne forbinde £e

no fern cSerscendum oxum ffone mu5. <z 1200 in Fragrn
AElfnc's Gloss (1838) 5 pat wrecche wif forbinde]» paes
daedan mup c 1200 Ormin 4524 Itt forrbindeJ>]> all pweorrt
ut & blendejjji manners heorrte

+ FoTbirth. Obs. rare In 4 forbirth.(e,

-burth.(e [f For-preff + Birth. Cf. Ger. voi-
geburt ] a Birthright, b The first-born
<1x300 CursorM 35x8 (Cott ) Esau his forbirth said. Ibid.

6091 (GOtt ) All )>e for-birthis sal i sla.

Forbish, obs form of Furbish.

+ Forbi’te, v Obs. Pa t. 3 forbat, -bot [f.

For- pref1 + Bite v , —Du verbijten, Ger vei-

betszen ] trans. To bite. Also transf andfig
c 1205 Lay. 6497 pat deor laesde o bene stede and foi -bat

him {m breste 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) App 76 pat Iu}>er

dur op sturte forbot his stedes breste X377 Langl P. PI
B xvi 35 The Flesshe is afel wynde. forbiteth theblosmes.
1586 J Hooker Girald Jrel in Holtnshed II. 87/2 When
his braines are forebitten with a bottle of nappie ale.

Forblack see Fob- prefix 10.

+ Forblee'd, v Obs. [f For-prefix -(-Bleed.

Cf Ger vcrbluten ] In pa. pple, Forble'd ; ex-

hausted with bleeding, covered with blood.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24395 (Cott ) Quen pat mx sun was al

for-bled. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 33 He was 1-

drawe al aboute be feeldes al forblea 1470-85 Malory
Arthur x xxx, Sir Tnstram waxte faynte and forbledde.

1496 Dives 4 Paup (W deW ) vi xv 257/2 He sente home
his sharte full of woundes and of holes and all forbleded

1535 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I 306 All the laif] rycht
bludie and forbled, Tha left the feild.

t Forble’nd, v l Obs.- 1
[f. For- prefif +

Blend vf
,
= Ger. verblenden ] trans. To blind,

cisco Ormin 2985 Smne ForrblendepJj all pm heorrte.

t Forble*n&, v 2 Obs.—1
[f. For- prefix +

Blend vfi] trans To confound
a 1300 Cursor

M

18056 (Cott) Mm wicked werkes eke
For-blended wer thoru his aun speke

Forbliss . see For-pref1
9

f ForbloW, v. Obs [OE forbldwan, f. For-
pref1 + bldwan to Blow.] trans a. To blow
about or away b. To blow out, inflate.

£893 K AElfred Oros v, iv. § 5 Com an wind, ond for-

bleow hie ut on sse c 1000 Sax Leechd II 240 Gif mon
sie forblawen. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 160 The ship . . is

es



FORBODE. FORCE,

forstormed and forblowe *413 Pilgr Sowle (Cavton 1483)

Hi 11 50 A giete bely ful of wynd forbolned and foiblowen.

Hence Forblow n, Forblow mg ppl adjs.

14 Lydg. Life V M win (1484) Cvj, With your forblowe

blowying vanyte [MS Ashm 39 f. 28 b, has youre for-

blowynge vawLe ] , _ -

t Forbo'&e, sb, Obs exc. arch. Forms* 1-0

forbod (6 forbodd), 3-7, 9 forbode, 3, 5 forbot

(j- -bote), 5-6 forbott. [OE forbod

\

f. forbdodan

to Forbid, =Du vet bod, MHG., mod Ger. verbot,

ON forbo'S'] A forbidding ; a prohibition, inter-

diction, prohibitory ordinance To lay mforbode

to put under prohibition, to prohibit.

a jooo Pol Laws MIfred xli, Gewitnes pa.t hit para

manna forbod wane, c xaoo Tnti Coll Hout nNoprest
ne max him chastien, ne mid forbode, ne mid scnfte, ne mid

cursinge a 1300 Cm sorM 765 (Cott ) Our lauerd in foibot

has it laid C1449 Pecock Refir m 111 agi If eny oon

forbode, maad in lewis lawe to preestis, schulde binde

also Cristen preestis 1548Udai l. etc Erasm Par Luke vi

73 Why dooe ye this geare wluche it is against all gods

forbod to dooe on the Sabboth dates 1626 Ainsworth

Annot Pentat Exod. xx 3 Gods foibode bindeth most

strictly and alwayes

to To pass
,
be above or beyond, Gods fot bode.

said of anything outrageous or extravagant

1515 Mori: K Rich HI, in Giafton Chron II 826 King
Richarde, whomc he had holpen, susteyned and set for-

ward above all Gods forbode <1*529 Skelton Image
Ilyfiocr Wks II 425 It passeth Godes forbod That ever it

should be. *506 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks (Grosart)

III 99 He is beyond all reason, or Gods forbod, distract-

odly enamourd of his own beautie *6oz W Watson
Decacordon 247 Marry the couise that was held by them
passeth all Gods foibod as our phrase is

e {Over) God'sforbode «God forbid.

*377 Langl P PI B vii 176 Lordes forbode ellis

!

<11460 Tffwneley Myst (Suitees) 12 Over Godes forbot be to

the Thank or thew to lain me 1598 Florid, Dulcenc, god
foibid, gods forbode *820 Scott Ivanhoe x, ‘ Over God's

forbode 1
1 said Prince John

d. A use of this phrase as an asseveration.

*575 Durham Deposit. (Surtees) 303 Who toke upon hir

then, with many oothe and forbotts, that ther was never

man that was fawter with hir

1* ForbO*de, n. Obs rare [f prec sb , cf. ON.
forboda.] — Forbid

c *400 Destr Troy 6428 Forbode the lirke pi fode for to

wyn c *475 RaufCoil-car

7

The curagious knichtis bad

haue him to hing ‘ God foibot ' he said,
1 my thank war

sic thing To him that succount my lyfc 1
’

Forbolned* see For-prefx <5

-|- Forbow, v Obs [OE. forbilg-an, f Foit-

prefi + biig-an to Bow] t/ans To pass by

or avoid by making a circuit ;
to shun.

a 1000 Byrhtnoth 325 (Gr) Naes paet na se Godric, he pa

guSe forbeah c 1000 Mi rruc Job 164 Se wer wais

forbuxende yfel c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 63 Forbue mel

and do god c 1230 Hah Meid. 17 Fleh alle thinges &
forbuh ijeorne pat tus unboteliche lure of mahe arisen

+ Forbrai'd, ® obs Forms see Braid v

[OE forbregdan, -brddan, f. For- pref. x + bregdan
,

bridan

:

see Braid v ] a. trans. To transform,

pervert, corrupt b. intr for reft To become

corrupt, decay
c888 K -/Elfrcd Boeih xxxviu § 1 part hio sceolde mid

hue drycraeft pa men forbredan c *220 Bestiary 124Banne
he is forbroken and forbroiden Ibid, 174 If 011 hauest is

broken A1 Su forbreSes [m] forwurcSes and forgelues a 1250

Oml <$• Night 1384 The rihte 1 kunde swo for-bieideth

Hence Forbroi'de(n/// a
,
distorted, monstrous.

as250 Owl $ Night 1379 He is un-fele and forbrode

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 490 Hu founde an vewe geans vor-

broide [w rr forbreyden, forbredde] men as it were

+ Forbreark, v Obs. [OE forbrecan,
f. For-

prefx + brecan to Break ] trans. a, To break xn

pieces, crush, b To interrupt.

c 1000 Ags Gosp John xix 31JJtet man forbrsece hyra

sceancan c 1250 Gen <5- Ex 3049 Trees it for-brac. *297 R
Glouc. (1724) 375 Rychard vor brec here hys necke atuo

<*1300 E E Psalter qxxiu 7
pe snare for-broken es in ai

c 1374 Chaucer Booth iv pr 1 108, 1 for-brek he entencioun

of hir hat entended[e] 3itte to seyneoperbinges 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VII 101 Edmond had al forbroken peDanes

*413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) 1 xix (1859) 19 Al my teethe

ben wasted and forbroken

Forbrittened, -broiden : see For- pref1 8

t Forbrui'Se , v Obs. Forms: 4-5 forbrose,

5 forbnsse, forbruyse [f For~prefx + Bruise ]

trans. Only m pa pple. a To bruise severely

,

to cover with bruises b To break to pieces

C1386 ChaucerMonk's T 624 In a chare men aboutehun
bare Al for-brused, bothe bak and syde. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle

(Caxton 1483) iv xxxvi 84 Helme and palet to beten and

forbruysed c *420 Anfurs ofArth li, Vnnethe my3te these

sturun men stood vppe ryjte So foi-bnssutte, and for-bled

6x450 Merlin 239 Alle for brosed and full wery oftrauayle

f ForbtFiCll, ® Obs. For forms see Burn. [a.

OE forb$man (trans )
= OHG. ferbrennan (Ger

verbrenneti] . $ OE. forbeornan, -byman str

(mtr )
= OHG.farpnnnan ]

1 trans To destroy, torture, or injure by burning.
0 E Chron an 685 pone [Mul] mon eft on Cent for-

basmde eseeo ^Eltric Exod, in 3 Ic ga and xeseo hwi

peos pyrne ne si forbaerned c 117s Lamb Horn 27 He
mahte lseon ane benunde glede pet nine al for-bernao purut

to cole 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 378 Seyn Poules chyrche

of Londone was ek verbarnd po a 1400 Octoman 216With

ryght sebe scball Be all for-bient c 1440 Jacob's Well 10

pus for-brent, he roryd as a deuyl for peyne.

418

2 inti To burn, be burnt, or consumed Also,

To be on fire lit. andfig
Beowulf1667 (Gr ) Forbnrn bi o^den mail C893K jEltred

Oros vi 1, Com micel fyrbyrne on Romeburg, pat pser-

binnan forburnon xv tunas, a 1250 Owl $ Night
^

419 Vor

thu forbernest wel neg foronde <11350 Leg Rood {1071) 23

Euench stude pat we on stepten for brende al wip vre fete

c 1380 Sir Fcruvib. 3286 Sone ous tyd her for-brenne wyh
sorae & deshonour _ ,

fForbtrrst, » Obs. [f For- prefx + Burst ]

mtr To burst asunder
;
to break

a 1000 Laws Ethelred hi iv m Thorpe Anc Laws I 294

Slea man lune \>xt him forberste se sweora c 1205 Lay
1012 [He] hreid Geogmagog pat him pe rug for-herst.

Forbusli, obs. form of Furbish

+ Forbuy, »• obs For forms see Buy. [f

For- pref 1 + Buy.] trans To buy off a. To
ransom ,

esp. to redeem (from sm, hell, etc.). To.

To atone for. c To gam over
;
to bribe.

a c 1315 Shoreham 164 Ase man was thor} trowe by-cou3t,

In trowe he scholde be for-bou^t a 1330 Otuel 1710 I akep

me on liua & sla me noujt, Leet mi ltf be for-bou3t c *4S°

Chester PI (Shaks Soc ) I 192 Chnste comen [is] man-

kinde to forbye From God m mayistie

b 1340 Ayenb 78 Hi coupen hire rennen uorhegge.

c 1450 Chester PI (Shaks Soc ) II 79 My Lorde uppon the

roode tree Your synnes hath forboughte

c <11300 CursorM 17464 (Cott) pai war for-boght be

sotli to hele 1393 Gower Conf I 212 He which lundretli

every kinde And for no gold may be foi bought.

Hence Torbuy er, a redeemer

138a VVyllu' Isa. liv 8 The Lord, till forhiere c 1450

Chester PI, (E E T S.) 400, I am he they call Messy, fore-

byar of Israeli

ForTby(e (ffhboi), prop, and adv Also 3—5

forbi, (5 for be), 5-6foreby, (7 forbay, 9 fore-

bye) [f For- adv. or prep + By Cf. Du, voorbij,

Ger vorbei
j
also (from Ger.) Sw fot bi

,

Da.^forbi ]

A. prep.

1. Of position: Hard by, near. Obs exc Sc.

1596 Si'ENSER F. Q. v ii 54 As when a Falcon hath with

nimble flight Flowne at a flush ofducks, foreby the brooke

1858 M Porteous ‘
1Souter Johnny

1

11 The Smith Had
his snug abode Forbye his smiddy

2 . Of motion : Past ,
close by Obs exc. arch .

In early use following the obj

a 1300 Cursor M 20884 (Cott ) A ded he quickend wit

his schade Quils pat he him for-bi glad 13 A Ahs
5487 Ahsaunder cometh upon his mule And flyngeth gode

skowr hem forby cx386 Chaucer Doctors T. 125 Sche

cam forby thei the juge stood C 1430 Syr Gener_(R°xb )

5748 The speie forbi the visage glode 1523 Ld Bliini rs

Erotss I civil 191 They passed foreby the frenchmens

busshment 1590 Spenser F Q hi 1 15 A goodly Lady
did foieby them rush 1870 Morris Earthly Par in. 316

She went on toward the sea, For by the port

3 fig. f a. In preference to, before, beyond. Obs

*|*b In transgression of Obs —

1

a a 1300 CursorM 133*4 (Cott ) To petre For-bi all his

oper fens, Mast priuelege he gaf c 1330 R Brunne Chron

(1810) 26 A stone bat Iiauelok kast wele forbi euer ilkone

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb) xxiu 107 Sutell of witte. forby

any ober folk ofpe werld c X450 Mirour Saluaaoun 4930

To take fileshe of thi wombe foi be othere wymmen alle

b c 1250 Gen $ Ex 3988 For-bi mm red, quao Ou
non del.

1

4

. Beside, in comparison with Also, by way
of distinction from Obs
*1300 Cursor

M

27365 (Cott) Hu soft [it es] her for to

mend forbi pat pine wit-vten end c 1400 Maundev (Roxb)

vii. 25 pat es pe cause pat pai er so gude chepe pare, forby

in oper places Ibid xxn. 101 Wymmen pat er wedded

beres crownes .pat pai may be knawen by forby paim pat

ervnweddid.

5. Besides; not to mention Only north or

arch.
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot xiri xvt, Forby thir thre

erllis and lord foresaid 1637-50 Row Hist Kirk (1842)

108 Twenty-four ministers . forby elders 1676 W. Row
Contn Blair’s Autobtog x, (1848) 272 The special causes

were forby the confession of sins to beg a blessing to

the King 1817 Lady L. Stuart in Scott Fain Lett.

(1B94) I 404 Forbye the young, I have met with an estab-

lished Blue-stocking who had never heard of Sir William

Temple 1879 Browning NedBratts *8 The regular crowd

forbye *894 Crockett Raiders go No doubt he had many
a sin on his soul, forbje murder

If 0 . =By 28

*596 Spenser F Q v x 1 17 He tooke her forby the hlly

hand, And her recomforted.

B adv. 1 Of motion • a. Aside.

c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 286 He turned not forbi

for feue ne for loth 6x330 Arth $ Merl 3361 A little

forbi he smot a 1800 Brown Adam vm in Scott Minstt.

Scot Bord (1802) II 18 When he cam to his ladye’s hour
door, He stude a little forebye,

b Along, past. Now rare Also,fig + Togo
forby to be passed over or slighted.

CX330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 1x0 Right gede per forby,

pe barons did no skille 1375 Barbour Bruce x 345 But
I will let fele of thame pas forby X423 Jas I Kmgis Q
xxx, To se the warld and folk that went forby a X533 Ld.

Berners Hum cxvi 413 He salutyd them in passynge

forby x86a W W Story Roba dt R (1864) 78 That time

has been long forbye

2 Besides, in addition.

1590 J Burel in Watson Collect 11 (1709) 14 The other

Burgissis forby Wer ded in thair pontificall 1724 Ramsay
Tea-t Misc (1733) I 25 Forby, how sweet the numbers
chime <ix8xo Tannahill Poet Wks, (1846) 77 Forby he
had a bashfu’ spirit x886 Stevenson Kidnapped xu, There
are the bairns forby. .that must be learned their letters

+ Forbyland. Yoiksh dial Obs [f. prec. adv
+ Land.] ? Extra land
1510 MS Grant ofLand at Ryton, Yoihs , One tenement

with forbyland 1621 N IRiding Rec I 27 A mesuage,
a cotage, or forby lands (which I take to be demeisnes)

+ Forbysen, sb Obs [f For prep + Bysin
]

a An example, pattern, type b An illustration,

parable. C. A proverb d. A token
a cun*, Lamb Horn 81 Herofmemei ane foibisne of

twa bi ondes c x220 Bestiary 307 De hert haueS kindes two
and forbisnes oo al so c 1320 Cast Love 980 A forbysne of
boxumnes 1393 Langl P PI C xvm 277 He is a for-

bustie to alle busshopes

b c X17S Lamb Horn 79 God almihti seiS an forbisne

to his folk in pe halie godspel and sei8 [etc ] c 1308 Song
hints in Pol Songs (Camden) 197 Of thos a vorbisen ic

herd telle 1362 Langl P PI A ix 24 * Bi a foiebisene’

seide the freie, * I schal the feire scliewe
’

C a 1250 Owl d Night. 99 Thar-bi men segget a vorbisne,

Dahet habbe that like best, That fuleth Ins owe nest. 1340
Ayenb 47 Vor ase rayp pe uorbisne ‘ leuedi of uane dqtmge
is arblast to pe tour

(

d a 1300 Cursor M 4593 (G6tt ) For poiu pis for bisin

hare, Witt pu par sal be seuen Jere of plente in pi lcingrike.

1485 Caxton Trewsa's Higden 11 1 (1527) 58 Soo some
partes of a mannes bod) e be forbyson & bodyng ofwondres

t Forbysen, V Obs. Also 4 (erron ) forbyse.

[f prec sb.]

1 . trans. To furnish (a person) with examples
a 1300 [see Forbystning vbl sb ] c 137A Chaucer Troylns

11 1341 (1390) It nedeth me nought thee longe to forbyse.

2 To give (something) as an example.

Hence Forbi snedppl a.

c 1220 Bestiary 589 Bis forbisnede 3i[n]g

Forbyselling, vbl sb Obs [see-iNG 1
]

1 The action of the vb Forbysen; concr an

example, symbol, type
a 1300 CursorM 2682 (Cott ) pe weih of circumcising bers

in it self giet for-btst[n]yng Ibid 15327 (GOtt) For a for-

biseneng nu gur fete [pus] haue I washen all 6x425 Wyn-
toun Cron, vm xh. 69 Syndry .cald it iwil forbysnyng

2 . A parable
a 1300 Cursor M 7916 (Cott) pan come pe prophet

to pe king And said him suilk a forbisenmg a X300 h. E.

Psalter lxxvu[i] 2, I sal open mi mouth in forbisemnges

+ Forca*rve, v Obs For forms see Carve

[OE. forceorfan, f. For- pref 1 + ceorfan to

Carve ] trans. To carve or cut asunder, down,

m two, out, through; to cut to pieces

0 E Chron. an. 797 Her Romane Leone paem papan his

tungon forcurfon c 1000 j'Eli'ric Judith 23 Past heo healfne

forcearfpone sweoian him 1 1230HallMud xx Meidenhad

is te blosme pat beo ha eanes lulhche forcoruen ne spruteo

ha neauer eft. 13 Coer de L, 1926 Seven chains, with his

good swerde Our King foi-carf amidward. 6 1386 [see

Forcut] 1460 Lybeaits Disc 1325 Ho . smot a Strok of

mayne And forlcarf bon and lyre

tPorca'St, v Obs [f For- prefx + Cast; =
Da. forkaste, Sw.forkasta.] trans To cast away,

reject ,
to fling away, do away with.

a 1225 Alter. It 278 Edmodnesse is forkesting of wurf5-

schipe a X300 Cursor M. 24550 (Cott ) pat hope for kest

nu care a X300 E E. Psalter xxi[i] 10 Ofmaghe for-kast

I am in be. 1340 Ayenb 186 pe wolues drajep uorp pe

children pet byep norkest. 1393 Gower Conf II. 167

Where she lay A child for-cast.

tPo'rcat. Sc. Obs. Also foirchet. [ad. OF.

*forcat=forchat forked stick, f. forche Fork sb.]

1 A rest lor a musket’ (Jam.).

1598 Sc. Acts Jas VI (1814) IV 160 Furnist with ..

ane muscat with forcat, bedrol, and held pece

Or ellis with ane muscat foirchet bandroll and heidpeice

f Forca tch, v Obs.~ l [ad ONF for-Jors-

cachicr (= Central OF.forckaciei), f for{s)-, For-

prefA + cachier {chaaer) see Catch v and Chase

v ] trans. To drive forth

*393 Gower Conf Prol 17 Fro the leese, wluche is plerne.

Into the breres they forcacche Here orf

Force (fo^is), sb l Forms
.
3-6 fors, forse, (4

foors, forze), 3- force, [a. F force (
= Pr forsa,

forza, Sp fuerza,
Pg for$a, It. foi za) popular

L *forha, n of quality f. L foi tis strong ]

I. Strength, powei.

+ 1 . Physical strength, might, or vigour, as an

attribute of living beings (occas of liquor) . Rarely

in pi (==F. forces) Obs
a 1300 CursorM 7244 (Cott ) Thom his fax his force was

tint 6 1350 Will Palemc 3598 poujh he hade fors of mure

swiche oper a 1400-50 Alexander 1006 And now vs Runs

all oure force & oure flesch waykis 1508 Dunbar tua

mariit wemen 189 He has a forme without force. 1570

Fleming Panopl Epist 194 Chosen men, hugest in statur ,

and fullest of force. x6xo Rowlands Martin Marit-aU 22

Their Beere is of that force, and so mightie, that it seruet

them in steade of meate, drmke, fire, and apparrell. 1

Bible Dent xxxiv 7 His eve was not dimme, nor ms

naturall force abated 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1^49

Young Elms with eaily force in Copses bow *7*S^f
Iliadm 89 Thy force, like steel, a temper d hardness shows

x8x6 Keatinge Trav (1817) I 245 The great hero “[ 7

quity, ui the tluevmg line, was eminent by his pnysicai

forces . f.,

tb. Offorce full of strength, vigorous. Obs.

1577 B Googe HereslacEs Hnsb. (1586) 75 The WU owes

must be holpen with often waterings, that the nature 01

tree may be of force [ut natures ligm vtgeaf\
(

C f With {one's)force with energy, with exer-

tion of one’s strength. Wdh all one s force :
put-

ting forth all one’s strength



FOBCE. 419 FORCE.

c 1380 Sir Ferttmb 3036
1

LeggeJ? on, Lordes,' said he,

‘wi}> force & smytej> strokes smerte ' c 1400 Yuiame #
Gaw 2897 With hir force sho hasted so fast That sho over-

take him at the last c 1430 Syr Tryam 829 He prekyd to

the kyng with fors 138* N Lichefield tr Castanksda’s
Conq E Ind xxxm 80 b, And rowing with force tooke two
of the Pledges 1674 N Cox Genii Recreat 1 (1677) 93
The Hounds . . running with all their force 1841 Lane
Arab His I 86 Strike the ball with all thy force

f d To make greatforce to exert oneself. To
do one'sforce to do one’s utmost 05s.

c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 6182 Forto witt he made
grete force Ibid 6904 To wirschip it he did his fors

2 As an attribute of physical action or move-
ment . Strength, impetus, violence, or intensity of

effect

c 1320 Sir Beues 3405 (MS A) With a dent of gret fors

A bar him doun of his hors c 1400 Ywaiue fy Gams 2432
With grete force he lete it fall 158a N. Lichefield tr

Castanhedais Conq E Ind xxix 73 b, The tackling of
the Shippes, with the great force of the wmde, made such a
terrible noyse 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist 35 And
makes them curse that e’re they felt the force of Christian

blows *697 Dampier Voy I ix 247 The Sea falls with
such force on the shore 1703 Moxon Meek Exerc. 197
By the force and strength of the Wedge 1774 Goldsm.
Nat Hist (1776) III 67 They break the force of the fall,

1781 Gibbon Dtcl F III 80 The force of the strongest

and sharpest tools had been tried without effect 1787
Burns Fragm Ode 111, The snowy rum smokes along, With
doubling speed and gathering force 1812-16 J Smith
Panorama Sc $ Ait I 347 The foice of a stream 1867
Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk s v

,
Force ofwind, now described

by numbers, o being calm, 12 the heaviest gale

b. said of the violent onset of combatants in

battle. 05s.

a 1300 CursorM 7760 (Cott) O Jjis batail J?at was sa snell,

be force a-pon )>e king it fell 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 429
That war sa few that that na mycht Endur the forss mar off

the fycht a 1533 Ld. Berners Hiton lix 206 The forse of
the paynyms was so gret that at length they coude not

abyde it 138a N Lichefield tr Castanheda’s Conq E
hid lxxix 162 Heere was all the force of the battaile.

f c. phr. Within one’s force

:

within the range

of his attack or defence (Cf Dint sb. a d )

1680 Otway Orphan 1 11, When on the brink the foaming
Boar I met. Ana m his side thought to have lodg'd my
spear, The desperate savage rusht within my Force, And
bore me headlong with him down the Rock

f d Violence or ‘stress’ of weather In the

force of weather • exposed to the brunt of its

attack Obs
1614 Raleigh Hist World in. vm. § 4. go A creeke, which

is a good harbour for ships, the force of weather being
borne off by the head-Land and Isle, c *630 Risdon Surv
Devon § 215 (1810) 223 A high rock, called Crocken-Torr .

where is a table and seats ofmoorstone lying in the force

of all weather, no house or refuge being near it

8 Power or might (of a ruler, realm, or the like)

;

esp military strength or power
1303 R Brunne Haudl Synne 3685 ?yf J»ou any man

manasse purghe force or power Jrat Jjou hasse. 01330 —
Ckron (1810) rgi pe Sarazin force doun his, Jhesu we hank
he 0x460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 55 If any were That
wold my fors down felle. 1300-20 Dunbar Poems viii 14
Quhois force all France in fame did magnifie 1593 Shaks
3 Hen VI, v 1 77 And lo, where George of Clarence sweeps
along, Of force enough to bid his brother battle 1736
Burke Vtnd Nat Soc Wks I 20 In the same place where
his predecessors had wasted the force of so extensive an
empire. 1796— Regie Peace 11 ibid. VIII 245 From her

aiming through commerce at naval force which she never
could attain 1888 Fortn. Rev Nov 564 A navy actually

inferior in fighting force to that of France.

b In early use, the strength (of a fortress, de-

fensive work, etc). Subsequently, the fighting

strength (of a ship), as measured by number of

guns or men. + Of (good) force (well) armed
or fortified.

1577-87 Harrison England 1. xn, At this Poulruan is a
towei of force. 1578 T Nicholas Conq. W. India (1596)

X02 The estate and force of the said Ships 1583 T.

Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy 1 vu 7 The foundation,

foice, and situation of the citie of Alger 1615 G Sandys
Trav 2x0 The wals neither faire nor of force 1669

Narborough Jml in Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711) 7 The
Castle hath but four Guns, and is of no force 1697
Dampier Voy I in 46 Sending from Holland Ships of good
force, 1779 m L'pool Muntc Rec (1886) II 183 Several ships

of force are now on the coast 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-

bk
, Force Also, the force of each ship stated agreeably

to the old usage in the navy, according to the number of

guns actually earned

*t* c. With force : with, or by the employment
of, military strength or numbers Cf. 5 b Some-
times app =mforce (see 17). Obs.

1303 R Brunne Haudl Synne 3366 Wyjj fors Jiey gun
wy), hym fyghte. c X400 Maundev (1839) xxvii 279 Thei
assembled hem with force, and assayleden his Castelle

c 1435 7orr Portugal 2209 [He] sent letters on every side,

With fforce theder to hye 1548 Hall Chron , Hen V

I

(an 6) io6_ The Englisnemen, whiche with greate force,

thenn received and manfully defended Ibid Edw. IV
(an. 2) 191 Suche Castles as his enemies there held, and
with force defended [1884 Graphic 21 June 595/2 The
numerous private members came down with such force

that a count out was plainly impossible.]

4.

concr. A body of armed men, an army In

pi the troops or soldiers composing the fighting

strength of a kingdom or of a commander in the

field.

1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 632 We may nocht with raperdiss

Our felloune fais forss assale 1548 Hall Chron., Hen IV

(an x) 13 b, The duke seyng the force of the townes men
more and more encreace 1594 Shaks Rich III, v in 109
Looke on my Forces with a gracious eye 1611 Bible
x Macc xn 42 When Tryphon saw that Ionathan tame
with so great a force 1727 Swift Gulliver n vi 149 The
valour and achievements of our forces by sea and land 1796
Burke Corr (1844) IV 422 A naval force is a very unsure
defence 1849 Macaulay Hist Engl 575 The only stand-
ing force should be the militia 1851 Dixon W Penn xiv.

(1872) 119 One of the leaders of the Parliamentary forces

1874 Stubbs Const Hist (1875)11 xiv 14 A force of seven
thousand men landed in Suffolk
trails/ 1841 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life (1876) II. ix

147 The force which will be arrayed against a Bill,

b A body of police , the whole body of police

on service in a town or district; often absol the

force= policemen collectively.

1831 Mayhew Land Labour I 16 One boy . . vowed ven-
geance against a member of the force 1861 Miss Braddon
Trail Serpent iv vi 226, I was nobody in the Gardenford
force 1873 Hamerton Intell Life vir vi 250 She will

protect your tranquility better than a force of policemen

f e ? A fort. Obs rare~ 1

1538 Leland IUn (1711)111 15 About a Myle by West of
Penare is a Force nere the shore

5.

Physical strength or power exeited upon an
object, esp the use of physical strength to con-
strain the action of persons

;
violence or physical

coercion.
*f*
To makeforce • to use violence to.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Comm Cant 497 Lord 1 suffire

force [vim patior\, 1382 Wyclif Gen xix 9 And foors thei

maden [L mm factebant] to Loth moost hidowsly 14x3
Pilgr Sowle iCaxton 148311V xu 63 Force is nouther ryght
ne reson 1582 N Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq E.
Ind u 7 b, Deeming that those blacke men meant him
no harme, nor would offer anye force 1667 Milton P L
1 647 To work in close design, by fraud or guile, What
force effected not 1687 Boyle Martyrd Theodora 1 (1703)

6 Such cruel methods being apt to make the world suspect

that our best argument is force 1789 Bentham Pnnc
Legist xui § 2 Force can accomplish many things which
would he beyond the reach of cunning 1840 H Rogers
Introd Burke's Wks 82 Nothing will justify force while

any other means remain untried 1889 A Lang Prince
Pngto 11 10 The prince, after having his ears boxed, said

that * force was no argument '.

b. esp in phr. byforce = by employing violence,

by violent mean s, also + under compulsion + For-

merly also through
,
with, offorce \

also, parforce,
by perforce

, force perforce (see Perforce). Also,

*} by or withfine force, aforce fine : see Fine a 3

Often implying the use of armed force or strength

of numbers : cf. 3 c

c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W ) 488 Par force he hadde me forht

i nome 13715 Barbour Bruce xn 524 Mony worthy men
and wicht Throu forss wes fellit in that ficht c 1380 Sir

Ferumb 972 panne Jray asayllede Scot Gwylmer & toke

him a-force fine. 2484 Caxton Fables of/Esop 11. xi, The
thynge which is promysed by force & for drede Is not

to be hold. C1500 Lancelot 2701 Sir gawan thar reskewit

he of fors, Magre his fois 1393 Shaks. 2 Hen VI, 1 1.

210 That Maine, which bymame force Warwick did wmne.
xfixx Bible John vi 15 When Iesus therefore perceiued that

they would come and take him by force, to make him a

King. 170X De Foe True bom Eng. 30 The Bad with

Force they eagerly subdue 1734 Hume Hist. Eng (1B12)

I 111 163 One of his tram attempted to make his way by
force 1873 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 241 The common
people can only be made to sing and step in rhythm by
sheer force

.

c. spec in Law : Unlawful violence offered to

persons or things Byforce andarms : translation

of Law L vi et aritus. A force : a particular act

or instance of unlawful violence.

c 1480 Littleton Tenures 11, xi, II defendera forsque tort

& force [1538 transl, he shal defend but the wrong and

the force] Ibid. 11. xii (end), Le tenaunt . luy forstalla le

voye ouesque force & armys 1394 West 2nd Pt, Symbol

§ 65 Force is either simple or mixt. x6xg Dalton Country

Just 196 Also, women, and children, may commit a force

x6a8 Coke On Lift § 240 x6x b, Force, vis, in the Common
Law is most commonly taken in ill part, and taken for

unlawful violence 1768 Blackstone Comm. Ill vui. 119

This distinction of private wrongs, into injuries with and

without force x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) I 102 Where
a person is prevented from barring an estate tail by force

and management, 1826 Act 7 Geo. IV, c 64 § 20 That no

Judgment . shall be stayed or reversed for the Omission

, of the Words ‘with Force and Arras \ 1842 Tennyson E.
Moms 131 It seems I broke a close with force and arms

fd In non-material sense : Constramt or com-

pulsion exerted upon a person. Also,, a force
,
as

to put a force upon to put compulsion or con-

straint upon, to constrain ,
to strain or wrest the

meaning of To be upon the force :
? to act under

self-constraint and against one’s natural impulses

Under aforce : under compulsion Obs

1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VIL T41 Godwyne swore

bat he didde nevere suche (jinges, hot constreyned by he

force of kyng Harold X576 Fleming Panopl Epist 261

The mome which you sent us, uppon the force of our com-

maundement. 166a Sir A Mervyn Sp Irish Aff 4 We
come not to criminate, or to force a ball into the Dedan, but

if any brick-wall expressions happen, that cannot be de-

signed otherwise, it is rather a force upon us 1667 Milton

P, L ix 1173 Beyond this had bin force. And force upon

free Will hath here no place. x68x Burnet Hist Ref. II

252 In many places Men were chosen by Force and

Threats upon which reasons he concludes that it was no

Parliament, since it was under a Force. 1690 Wolsely in

Loud Gass. No. 2536/2 It was a very unfortunate Force,

which the Soldiers put upon me, to burn the Town 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg 111. 411 Nor cou’d his Kindred, nor

the Kindly Force Of weeping Parents, change his fatal

Course 1707 Norris '1 reat Humility v 203 A Man can’t

be always upon the force, the Actoi will sometimes tire.

1729 Butler Serm xm Wks 1874 II 173 They may all be

understood to be implied m these words of our Saviour,

without putting any force upon them 1774 J Bryant
Mytkol I 136 The whole is effected with a great strain and
force upon history 1803 K White Let 19 Dec, I have
very little society and that is quite a force upon my
friends

6. Mental or moral strength Now only (influ-

enced by sense 2 ), power of vigorous and effective

action, or of overcoming resistance. In eaily use

also, power of endurance or resistance, fortitude
c 1340 Hamfole Prose Tr to pey erre with owtten charyte

and vertue and force of sawle to stand agayne all ill styr-

rynges 1502 Ord Crysten Men (W de W 1506) 11 vui
106 Force is an other vertue by the whiche a man under-
taketh to do or suffre for the loue of god these thynges
stronge and harde 1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1.

(1540) 3 He can not be acompted a man of force that mdgeth
payne and grefe to be m oste mysery 1576 FlemingPanopl
Epist. 26 Bend the powers of your spinte, and the force of
your minde, that, [etc] 1679 Penn Addr Prot n iv

(1692) X24 What before we were Unable, this gives us

Force to do 17x1 Dennis Rejl Ess Cnt x He hath
rashly undertaken a Task which is infinitely above his

Force 1871 R. H Hutton Ess II 322 Real men of any
force have a free sphere of their own 1876 Trevelyan
Macaulay I 1 9 There was another Son who in force of

character stood out among his brothers.

7. Of things (in non-material or moral relations)

.

Power to influence, affect, or control (esp men m
their actions, sentiments, etc ), To have force (to

do) : to avail

1382 Lyly in T. Watson’s Ceuturie of Loue (Arb.) 29

Mine appetite of lesse force then mine affection 1605
Bacon Adv Learn 1 it. § 4 (1873) 14 It [learning] teacheth.

men the force of circumstances 1713 Addison Cato iv 11,

Let not her cries or tears have force to move you 1751

Jortin Serm '(1771) IV vi 117 Such prejudices arise from
the prevailing force of education x8x6 Keatinge Trav
(1817) I 276 The force of habit is certainly very strong, and
prejudices the mind throughout 1821 Lamb Elia Ser 1

Old Benchers I.T

,

S was thought a fit person to be con-

sulted from foice of manner entirely 1843 Disraeli
Sybil vx 111,

1

never heard that moral force won the battle

of Waterloo 1890 F. W. Robinson Very strange Fam 2

The force of circumstances had thrust me upon him

b. Peculiar power resident in a thing to produce

special effects , virtue, efficacy.

1390 Shaks Mids. H ir. 11. 69 On whose eyes I might
approue This flowers force in stirring loue. 1671 MlLToN
P. R. 1 347 Thmk’st thou such forcem bread ? 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 34 T 4 Beauty loses its force, if not accompanied
with modesty

c. esp. Power to convince or persuade the reason

or judgement; convincing or appealing power.

Often m phr. of {great, etc ) foice , i formerly also

offorce simply.
1331 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 36 This [argument] that

followeth, is of as good force 1391 Shaks i Hen VI, in

i X57 Those occasions, Vnckle, were of force 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. N. T. Matt xvi 28 Nor is Dr H his reason

against it..of any force. 1729 Butler Serm Pref Wks
1874 II- 13 The force of this conviction is felt by almost

every one. 1748 J. Mason Elocut 31 You can never convey
the Force and Fulness of his Ideas to anothei till you feel

them yourself. x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed a) II, 514 The
argument of long enjoyment was of no force 1847 Grote
Greece ix. 1. (1862) IV. 341 In both these two reasons there

is force 1849 MacaulayHist. Eng II 23They harangued

with some force on the great superiority of a regular

army to a militia

d Of discourse, style, artistic creations, etc.

:

Strength or vividness of effect

1842 H Rogers Introd Burke's Wks 85 The passage

already quoted is full of force and splendour X863 Mrs
C. Clarice Shaks. Char vi 152 Slender comes out in this

play with extraordinary force 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ
IV 24/E The introduction of a considerable amount ofblack

gives great force to the pattern

8 . Of a law, etc. . Binding power, validity.

1594 Hooker Eccl Pol 1. x § 8 Hath not his edict the

force of a law? 16x3 Shaks. Hen VIII, 1. 11 101 Free

pardon to each man that has denied The force of this com-

mission. 1786 Burke W Hastings Wks 1842 II. 177 A
country in which the native authority had no force what-

ever. *863 H. Cox Instit 1 v 25 Proclamations which

. should have the force of statutes,

f b Offorce ; of binding power, valid Obs

1302 Arnolds Citron (18x1) 180 That alle lettres patentes

or grauntis by you be voyde and of noo fors x6xx Bible

Heb ix. 17 For a Testament is of force after men are dead

a Penn Addr Prot 11 v. (1692) 163 Whatsoever they

I decree, ought to be of Force

c. In force : operative or binding at the time

Also, in full force, +m his force. So to put in

force, to enforce; to come into force (also fto take

force), to come into operation, take effect

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c to The foreseid statute . shuld

be in his force and virtue fro thens perpetuelly to endure

*553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 159 By an order realmes stande,

and Lawes take force 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 100

Without respect vnto the league yet in force i6n Bible

2 Esdras ix. 37 Notwithstanding the law pensheth not,

but lemameth in his force 1724 Act m Land. Gas No
6270/7 The Officer is to limit the Time for such

Permit to continue in Force. 1847 L, Hunt Jar Honey

(1848) 190 In the south this ancient custom still remains in

full force. 1856 ICnight Pop. Hist Eng I. xvu 234 He
engaged to put in force the laws of Edward the Confessor.

1891 Matthews in Law Tunes XCII_ 96/1 The .. Act ..

came into force immediately on its passing

53 -a
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9 The real import or significance (of a docu-

ment, statement, or the like) ;
the precise meaning

or ‘value’ (of a word, sentence, etc ) as affecting

its context or interpretation ; the power or value of

a symbol or character

*555 Bonnfr Profit Doctr M hj, Thyrde is to be con-

sidered, the vei tue, force, and effecte of the sayd Saci ament

1690 Locke Govt 1 v § 44 We will consider the Foice of

the Text in hand 1709 Stllll Tatler No 58 T 2 The
Examination of the Force of the Parttcle For 1732 Berke-

ley Alctphr vii. s, I comprehend the force and meamngof
this proposition 1741 Chambers Cycl s v

,
In our language

the s between two vowels has the Force or power of a 2

An unite before a cypher has the Force of ten 1736 Burke
Snbl <5 B in § a Several who make use of that word [pro-

portion! do not always seem to understand very clearly the

force of the term. 1767 Blackstone Comm II 333 We
are next to consider the force and effect of a fine

XO fa. (Without article prefixed). A large

quantity or number, plenty, const of, which is

omitted in quot 13.. (cf. F force gens and the

like). Most force . the greater part iobs.). b A
force', a large number 01 quantity, a great deal

The force : ? the majority Obs exc dial.

13 Coer de L 1383 Two hundred schyppys ben wel
vytailid With force hawberks, swerdes and knyvys 1375
Barbour Brucevm 11 The men mast fors com till his pess.

*461 Liber Pluscard xi xi. (18773 397 Of thi detturis maist

force ar lukkm in clay, c 1570 Satir Poems Rtform
xlv 969 The vtlier having force of fieindis 1722 Dt Foe
Col Jack (1840) 235 Her maid, with a force of crying

said hei master was dead 1842 C, Sumner Let 1C1 Sept m
S. Longfellow Life o/H. W. Loufellow (1886) I 414 The
force of my acquaintance was among lawyeis, judges, and
politicians 1876 Whitby Gloss ,

‘Theie was a foorce o1

folks’, great numbers weie present

11 Physics, etc. Used in various senses developed

from the older popular uses, and coriespondmg to

mod. scientific uses of L vis.

a. (—Newton’s vis impressa * cf senses). -A-11

influence (measurable with regard to its intensity

and determinable with regard to its direction)

operating on a body so as to produce an alteration

or tendency to alteration of its state of rest or of

uniform motion m a straight line; the intensity

of such an influence as a measuiable quantity.

Recent physicists mostly retain the word merely as the

name for a measure of change of motion, not as denoting
anything objectively existing as a cause
1665 Salusbury tr Galibins’ Meek 294 It will be better,

the Force that moveth the Weight upwards perpendicularly

. being given, to seek the Force that moveth it along the
Elevated Plane 1686 Newton Let 20 June in Brewster

Life I 440 In one of my papers . above fifteen years ago,

the proportion of the forces of the planets from the sun, re-

ciprocally duplicate of their distances from him, is expressed.

1803 J Wood Pnnc Mech i 13 Whatever changes, or tends

to change, the state of rest or uniform rectilinear motion of

a body, is called force 1866 Argyll Retgn Law 11 (ed 4)

72 All the particles of matter exert an attractive force upon
each

t
other. 1871 B Stewart Ileat § 21 The foice of

gravity . is somewhat greater m London than at Paris,

1876 Tait Force ill Rcc Adv. Phys Sc, {1885) 357 Unit
force is that force which, whatever be its source, pi educes
unit momentum in unit of time

b. (cf. sense 2) Formerly used for what Leib-

nitz called vis viva, now known as kinetic energy,

and often extended to include potential energy:

see Energy 6. Conservation offorce • see Con-
servation.
1841 Penny Cycl XXI 307/1 The high tide at Chepstow

is accounted for on ‘the principle of the conservation of
force’ 1870 Jevons Elem Logic xxiv 209 Force cannot
be created or destroyed by any of the processes of nature.

c. The cause of any one of the classes of physical

phenomena, e.g. of motion, heat, electricity, etc.,

conceived as consisting in principle or power in-

herent m, or coexisting with, matter; such prin-

ciples or powers regarded generically
According to the now prevailing view that all physical

changes are modes of motion, force in its generic sense
comes to denote the one principle of which the sepmate
forces are specific forms But sense 11 c is no longer lecog-
mzed as belonging to the technical language of physics
[1733 Blrkeley Alctphr vii § 9 Force is that in bodies

which produces motion and other sensible effects ] 1842-3
Grove Corr Phys Forces (r846) 8, I therefore use the term
Force as meaning that active principle inseparable from
matter which induces its various changes. Ibid, 21 If
Heat be a force capable of producing motion, and motion
be capable of producing the other modes of force 1831
Carpenter Man, Phys (ed 2) 10 A large numbei of pheno-
mena resulting from the agency of forces as distinct from
those of Physics and Chemistry, as they are from each
othei the forces from whose operation we assume them to
result, are termed vital forces

d. transf andfig An agency, influence, or source

of power likened to a physical force.

1785 Wilkins Bhagvat 111. 49 He was impelled by some
secret force. 1868 Nettleshif Browning 1. 18 The passion
. whose existence as a force m the world he recognises

1891 Law Tunes XC 443/1 The Nisi Pnus advocate
who has a fair knowledge of law is still a great force in
the Profession.

II Senses derived from Force v 1

+ 12. The plunger of a foTce-pump. Obs
2396 Harington Metavt. Ajax (1814} 9 You may with a

force of twenty shillings, and a pipe of eighteen pence the
yard, force it from the lowest part of your house to the
highest 1659 Leak Waterwks 34 This manner of force-

Pump the fortes do Rise and Fall Perpendicularly in

their Bands 1747 Hooson Mineds Did , force, a kind

of Pump often used m the Mines, that throws the Water a

good height ’tis now worn out of Vse

13 The upper die in a metal-stamping machine

1879 Cassell's Techn Educ IV 263/2 Ihe final stiohes

are given by a 1 force ’ cast m brass. 1886 Jml franklin
Inst CXXII. 327 The upper die was the cameo, technically

the male die, punch or * force
1

14. Card-playing, An. act of forcing

1862 ‘Cavendish’ Whist (1879) in You may assume that

he is stiong in trumps, and you should take the foice wil-

lingly 1886 Academy 10 Apr. 251/2 The young player will

naturally be startled by the instruction to lead trumps to an

adversary who has just refused a force

15 Billiards A kind of stroke (see quot ) ; a

‘screw-back’ U.S
1881 Collender Mod Billiards 23 Di aw, 01 Force —

Striking the cue-ball one-half or more below its centie,

causing it, if played full at theobject-baLl, to recoil or return

toward the player.

III. Phrases (see also senses 1-10).

16. By force of', by dint of, by virtue of; by
means of (properly with the implication of strength

inherent in the means). Also (later), by the force

of. [F hforce de ]
1411 Rolls ofParlt III. 650/2 The forsaid Archebisshop,

and Chamberleyn by force of the submission that the said

Robert in hem hath maad, ha\en ordeyned c 1430 Merlin

27 Thci can knowe many thinges be force of clcrgie that we
can no skyll on 13x2 Act 4 Hen. Fill, c 10 Fynes
levyed by reason or force of the same Indentures 1383
T Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. 1 11. 2 'I he ankers being
weied, by force of oares [Aforce de rarnes] we went to the

yleoflf x6xx Bibi e 2 Mncc x 24 limotlieus came as

though hee would take Iewrie by force of armes 1633 G
Herbert Temple,

Priesthood in, By cunning hand And
force of fire, what curious things are made 1639 Fuller
Holy Warn xii (1640) 188 Two hundred and fourty Gentle-

men of note died by force of the infection 2697 C'tess

JD'Annoy''s Trav (1706) 32 Don Lewis was no sooner come
to himself, by the force of Remtdies 1736 Burke Snbl
tf B hi § 2 It is not by the force of long attention and
mquiiy that we find any object to be beautiful 1879 Daily
Tel 17 June, Being by force of genius no less than by
virtue of office at the head of the noble profession to which
he belongs

17. Inforce : a (see 8 c)

Tb. Mil Of a host, enemy, etc • (Collected) in

great military strength and large numbei s (cf

sense 3) Also, in greatforce [Fr enforce ]
c 1315 Shoreham 136 Ry3t develen for screawedhede Ever
me force scholle brede 1793 Burke Rent Pol Allies Wks
VII 1 19 When the army ofsome sovereign enters into the

enemy’b country in great force 18x0 C James Milit Diet.

(ed 3)s v Foice, As the enemy were in force behmd the

mountains 1836 Alison Emope (1849) V xxxi § 12 306
The Republicans were unable to drive back their opponents
from the heights, which they had occupied in force 1883
Tunes (weekly ed) 23 Jan 3/2 The enemy is reported to

be in force at Metamnen
e of persons (ustu m greatforce)

• In full com-
mand of one’s powers, energies, or abilities ;

esp.

Displaying readiness and vivacity in conversation

oi oratory (colloq )

1849 R G. Levinge Cromwell Doolan II vi. 130 The
young ladies were 111 the greatest possible ‘ force ’, as Fila-

gree termed it, and full of fun 1831 Carlyle Sterling n
vu (1872) 142 Latterly Calvert was better He was in force

again *837 A H. Elton Below Surface vi (i860) 60 Sir

Eliot Pncnard, quite at his ease, and in high force 1837
Ld Houghton in Life (1891) II xn 18 M Guizot is in

great force, and full of political and literary gossip.

+18 Of force . with inf, strong or powerful

enough, able to do something. Cf. x b, 3 b, 7 c, 8 b.

1398 Ggrarde Ilerball 11 iv 182 Lyons Turnep is of force

to digest 16x3 Sir J Hayward Lives 3 Normans 90 After
his death, the inhabitants wereof force to expell thestrangers

1632 Le Guys tr Fell Paterc Ep Ded A 3 b, I did not
beleeve there had beene any power of force to make me
[etc ] 1677 N Cox Gentlem Recr (ed 2) 1 93 Young
Hares are neither of force nor capacity to use such subtleties

+ 19 Of {ox on) force', of necessity, on compul-
sion, whether one will or no, unavoidably, neces-

sarily, perforce. (Cf. Perforce, +Afforce ) Also,

offineforce (see Fine a 3), of vetyforce. Obs
C1400 Rom. Rose 1796 In wele and wo Of force togidre

they must go 1308 Dunbar Poems iv. 93 On forse I

man his nyxt pray be. 1587 Turbeuv Trag, T Hist
iv, There laye lie close in wayte within the cops whereas
Full well he knew that Guardastan of very force must passe

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn 11. v § 2 (1873) 106 Their inquiries

must of force have been of a far other kind than they are
a 1643 Heywood & Rowley Fort by Land n. Wks 1874
VI. 381 Since you must hire one on force, as good him as

another 1703 Rowe Ulysses iv 1 1477 You must of Force
delay it

+ b. It ts (of) force : it is necessary or inevitable.

Const that.
, 01 (for a person) to do Obs.

1483 Caxton Cato Fiv, It was force that he shold retomne
into the woilde 1335 Stewart Cron. Scot II 366 For
euirilk fait quhilk force is to fulfill 1363 Winzet Cert
Tractates (1890) II 60 Gif we sal begin to mixt noueltie
with antiquitie . force it is that this maner spring vp
vmuersalie ^1565 LiNDLSAY(Pitscottie) Chron Scot 104 It

was force for the said Sir Patrick Hamilton to light on Foot
1802 H Martin Helen ofGlenross III 272 Is it of force
you must render yourself contemptible?

+ 20. It ts force : it is of consequence 01 impor-
tance ; usu neg. it is no force (also, it rnaketh no
force), it does not mattei. So (without verb) what

face 9
, no force = ‘what matter J’, ‘no matter’.

Const though. , if. ,
whether

, or relative clause
also absol and paienthetic [So in OF ] Obs,

*

a 1300 Cm sorM 13044 (Cott ) Of hir nam es na force to
tell r 1340 Ibid. 20683 (1 rm ), I shal 30U telle for hit is
fois where j>enne bicome hir cors C1369 Chaucer Dethe
BlaunJie 522 ‘A 1 goode sir, no fors

’
quod I c 1386 —

Merck T 301 It is no fors howlonge that wepleye a 1400-
30 Alexander 471 J>ofe J>ou hauc forfet, na force, sohasfele
othue a 1430 Knt dc la Tour (1 8681 33 He is but a trom-
per and a taper, no fors, late us sende for hym 1430-1330
Myrr our Ladye 325 7rtno or term, no force whether
1494 Fabyan Lhron vii 575 What force, though sathan
Do hym rewarde? 1340 Sir R Sadllr in St. Papers (1809)
I 23

1 Well \ quoth he, * it is no force ’ 1551 Records
Pathw Knowl. 1 xxvi, Parte that arche line into two partes
equall other vnequall, it maketh no force 1581 T Howell
Denises (1879) 210 Imbrace the good, as for the rest, no
foice how they thee take 16x2 J. Davils Muses Sacnf
etc (Grosart) 82/2 She neuer yet so much as smiled on me

,

No force, sith I my selfe the better know 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag 1. 19 1 hey are Dutch Colouis . no force, the
worst of Enemies

+b Const oforfor (a thing) = it does not matter
about, no need to care for Obs
ci330 R Brunnl Chi on (1810) 20 Of his body was no

force, non for him wild murne C1374 Chauclr Compl
Mars 197 But were she sauf, hit were no fors of me i486

Bk St Albans Cj a, Bot thtrof it is no force iff she he hole

1329 Mokl Dyaloge 1 Wks 131/2 It was of lyklyhode the

same night, or some other time sone aftei No force for the

time quod he 1378 Whetstone Promos Cass 1 11 iv,

No force for that, each shy ft for one

|- 21 To make (do, give
,
take

, have, let, kythe
, set)

force

.

to make account (of), attach importance

(to), give heed (to), care (for) Const of (rarely

for, at, by, vi) ,
also with infin. or dependent clause,

and absol Obs.

1303 R. Brunnl Handl Synnc 10286 Lytel fors of hym
j>ou 3yues c 1325 Mctr Horn 43 Elies forze wald he nan
male Quether lus clethmg war quit 01 blac 1330 Will
Palerne 3651 Of heie fon no fots J?ei ne leten C1369

Chaucer Dethe Blauuchc 342 ‘I do no fors therof
’ quod

he c 1430 Lydgate Mm Poems 160 Som yeve no fors for

to be forsworn t 1430 St Cuthbeit (Surtees) 3392 Monkes
hors to gest he had na fors In a hyrne of his limes 1470-83

Malory Arttuii U ill. 79, I take no force though I haue

bothe their hedes 1483 Cron Englande (15x0) Rja,
Kynge Edwardes sone set by the Scottes no force 1309

Barclay Shyp Polys (1874) I 173 Thou ought to be as

shamyd
r

lo set so great fois for sylver 01 for golde 13*3

Ln Blhnlus I'roissart (1812) I 770 Sir Hugh Caurell

made no force at Ins wordes Ibid I 419 With the whiche

the prince was sore displeased, and set lesse force m y»

men of the clmrche, in whom before he hadde great trust

1381 J Blil Haddon's A usw Qsonus 512 b, I make no

force whether any medicine be applied 1664 Floddan
Field in 26 And of their lives took little force

+ 22 a Hunting To hunt (etc.) at force (also

of or byforce) : to run (the game) down with dogs

,

to hunt m the open with the hounds in full cry Obs

[Cf OF counr les cerfs a force (15th c mLittrd, F
parforce remains m Ger. parfinxejagd, the ordinary term

for a formal ‘ hunt ’ m the English sense ]

*575 Lani ham Let (1871) 13 Too ryde foorth into the

Chase too hunt the Hart offors 1376 Tukberv Veneru 1

3 In hunting the Raynedeare at force 1637 B Jonson Sad
Sheph i vi, Rob. And hunted yee at force? Mar In a full

cry 1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat x (1677) 45 If you

should run him at force out of a Toil Ibid 53 The King

of Poland makes use of them m his hunting of great Beasts

by force

i b. To make fa ce at, to, upon • to nish vio-

lently at, attack, assail Obs.

1607 Topsrn 1‘our-f Beasts 145 The dog . made force

vpon him, and the Lyon likewise at the Dogge. Ibid 158

vpon signs gttien them to which ofthe straghng beastes they

ought to make force. 1674 N Cox Genii. Recreat 1

(1677) 62 Their manner is to make force at him with their

Horns
IV. 23. Comb. (* of the sb. or the veib-stem)

:

force-piece (see quot ) ,
foroe-pipe, the pipe of

a force-pump in which the piston works. Also

Force-pump
1842 Gwilt Encycl Archit § 2222 When the height of the

force pipe is greater or less than the length of the suction

pipe 1882 Ogilvie, lorcc-piuc m mining, a piece oftimber

placed in a level shaft to keep the ground open

Force (foais), sbf local Also foss. [a ON
fors (Sw fors. Da. fos) ] A name in the north of

England for a waterfall or cascade
x6oo Camden Brit 686 marg., (Westmorland) Catadups,

The Forses 1658 Phillips, Forces

,

water-falls 1769 Gray

Let 18 Oct 111 Poems (1775) 369 After dinner I went to see

the falls, or force, of the river Kent 1788 W Marshall

Yorksh (1796)11 320 Foss . ,a waterfall 1813 Scott Trierin

hi vm, Shingle and Scrae, and Fell and Force X839BAILEY

Pestus xix (1848) 221 Like to a foaming force

+ Force, sb 3 Obs. [f. Force v.3] Only in gruel

offorce= £ gruel forced, afforced
7
(see Force v 3

)

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 47

Force (fosis), v 1 Forms : see the sb. [a. fr.

forcer, f. force Force sb ]
I. To apply force.

1. trans. To use violence to ; to violate, ravish

(a woman)
a 1300 Cursor M. 1377 (Cott )Wimmen {>ai forced a-mang

baim ? a 1400 Morte Arth 978 He has forsede hir ana

fylede 1483 Caxton G de la Tour lvm Evijb, Shesaide

to her lord that he wolde haue forced her *53° Talsg*

349 The abbesse sawe that for her beauteshe snutde d

forced, c x6zo Z Boyd Zion’s Flowers (1855) *43 To force
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a maide, it sure will blot your name 1701 Swift Cont
Nobles If Com Wks 1755 II 1 10 One of them proceeding

ho far, as to endeavour to force a lady of great virtue 1871

H King Ovid's Met iv 290 ‘ Let Himself’, she cried, ‘Con-

fess, he forced met'

f 2 To press hard upon (in battle). 06s
c 1330 Arth <5- Merl 8951 Thai forced hem with mam

dent nard, What that come to king Riones standard c *400
Destr. Troy 7671 pai fforsit hym with fight . Vnhorset
hym in hast

3

To constrain by force (whether physical or

moral) ;
to compel ,

to overcome the resistance of.

To force {one's) hand : to compel one to act pre-

maturely or to adopt a policy he dislikes Cf. Fr
forcer la mam a quelqiCun

1 1400 Destr Troy 1924 His fader vs forset with his fowle
wille 1351 T Wilson Logike (1580) 16 Neither can any
Lawe bee able, violently to force the inwarde thought of
man 1574 Hellowes Guevara'

s

Fam Ep 64To demand
more tribute, to force thy people, to forget mee thy friend

*598 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 1. 1 230 Art thou King, and wilt

beforc’t? 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev iv v, Hee whose
great heart Heaven can not force with force 2697 Duyden
AEneid vn 808 To Force their Monarch, and insult the
Court 1764 Goldsm Trcw x68 Where the black Swiss
force a churlish soil for scanty bread 1827 Wordsw Per-
secut Scot, Covenanters, Who would force the Soul, tilts

with a straw Against a Champion cased m adamant i860
Motley Netherl (1868) I vm 524 Sir Francis occasionally

forced his adversaries’ hands

b To put a strained sense upon (words). Also,

toforce (words) into a sense
1662 Stillingfl. Ortg Sacr 111 11 § 2 Without forcing

the words of Moses into such a sense 1701 Swift Cont
Nobles

<?J-
Com Wks 1755 II 1 43 ,

1

am not conscious, that
I have forced one example 1875 E White Life in
Christ iv xxiv (1878) 381 This is manifestly to force the
Scripture.

c. Card-playing, esp. in Whist (a) To compel
(a player) to trump a trick, by leading a card of a
suit of which he has none

,
(b) To make (a player)

play so as to show the strength of his hand
,

(c) To
cause a player to play (a certain card) by leading

one which must have the effect of drawing it out.

1746 Hoyle Whistled 6) 25 Your strong Suit forces their

best Trumps Ibid 68 Forcing
, Means the obliging your

Partner or your Adversary to trump a suit of which he has
none 1862 Cavendish Whist (1870) 28 To force or to give
a force is to lead a forcing card Ibid (1879)m If a good
partner refrains from forcing you, you may be sure he is

weak 1878 H. H Gibbs Ombre 16 Manille when led will

necessarily force Basto if the latter be the other player's only
trump

4

To compel, constrain, or oblige (a person,

oneself, etc ) to do a thing (f sometimes with to

omitted) , to bring (things), to drive (a person,

etc.) to or into (a course of action, a condition)
c 1400 Destr Troy 6823 pe grekes were forsit to )>e fight

Ibid gg6s pal spake to be kyng, For to force hym to fight, &
his feris help c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vni xxxvu 164 For-
town forsyd hyr to be fa 1330 Palsgr 555/1,

1

force, I
constrayne one to do a thyng c 1392 Marlowe Jew of
Malta in i, Which foic’d their hands divide united hearts

1592 Shaks Veit S[ Ad fir Forst to content, hut neuer to
obey, Panting he lies 1632-62 Heylin Cosmogr m (1673)
82/1 Who being forced for to forsake their Country, came
and settled here 1673 R Haddock Jml in Camden
Mtsc (1881) 25 The wind forct us stuck our yard 1770
Junius Lett xli 218 Your fears have forced you to resign.

1803 Med Jml X 510 Solid or fluid substances exciting
vomiting act as powerful stimuli on the disordered state

of the stomach, and force it to preternatural contraction

1845 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 4 When men are forced into
daily and hourly action in matters where they cannot be
indifferent spectators 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng vu.

(1880) 121 Many of the fugitives, appear to have been forced
to attend Mass 1874 Green Short Hist li § 8 Every
knight was forced to arm himself with coat of mail.

b. pass, (of a thing) To be forced to be, etc. ; to

be of necessity. Now colloq or vulgar.
1691 T H[ale] Acc New Invent 47 The Rudder-Irons

being eaten by the Rust, were forced to be shifted Ibid. 4g
The Lead was forced to be cut away in many places

tc ellipt. (—force to believe) To convince Obs.
1581 SidneyAsir Stella vm, Forct, by a tedious proofe,

that Turkish hardned hart Is not fit marke.

5

To urge, compel to violent effort
; + to exert

(one’s stiength) to the utmost.
To force the pace or the running (in a race) * to adopt,

and thus force one’s competitors to adopt, a late of speed
likely to harass them and improve one’s own chance of
winning 'lo force the lidding at a sale by auction, to
run the price up rapidly To farce one’s voice . to attempt
notes beyond the natural compass To force the game in
Cricket Of a batsman To run some risks in order to
increase the rate of scoring, and so give one’s side a better

chance of winning a game
1697 Dryden Mneid vi 487 High on a Mounting Wave,

my head I bore, Foicingmy Strength, and gath’nng to the
Shore 1823 Danneley Eucycl Mns s v Force, When the
instrument or voice is forced, sound becomes noise To Force
the voice, is to exceed its diapason and natural strength.

+ b. reft. and mtr To do one’s utmost endea-

vour, strive. Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 18089 (Cott ) And forces yow wit might

and mam Stalworthli to stand a-gain c 1340 Hampole
Prose Tr 6 Sothely fra pat tym furthe I forced me for to

luf Jhesu. 138a Wyclif Ecclus xxvx 19 He that forseth

manye thingus to do, shall fallen m to dom. #1400-50
Alexander 2659 pofhe hym forsyd hafe The charge of hys
chiftane chefely to fylle 1579 Spenser Sheph, CaL Apr.
24 Forcing with, gyfts to wmne his wanton heart. 2396 —
F.Q.v. vi 11 Forcing in vaine the rest to her to tell.

<3 To overpower by force, a To make a for-

cible entry into ; to take by force, to storm (a

stronghold)
j
to board (a ship) Also, To effect

a passage through (mountains, a river, an enemy’s
lines) by force
1381 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 11 ix (1591) 58 By whose per

swasion his shippe was forced and taken 1608 Golding
Eptt Frossard 1. 10 At length the Citie was forced by
assault 1695 Blackmore Pr Arth iv 517 The Invading
Saxon forc’d our Lines 18x0 Wellington in Gurw Deep
VII 56, I haye no doubt, the enemy is not able to force
the position of the allies m this country 1823 T Jefffr-
son Autobiog Wks 1859 I 98 The people , forced the prison
of Saint Lazare 1839 Keightley Hist Eng II 43 The
lebels once more prepared to force the ford 1834 JSC
Abbott Napoleon (1855) I iv 86 Hannibal forced the
Alps but we have turned them
transf 1627 May Lucan n 463 Vntill The sea diuided

him, and water forc'd The land 182X Clare Vill Minstr
I 136 Stopping up the mimic rills. Till they forc’d their

fiothy bound

b To break open (a gate, etc ) ;
to break (a

lock)
; "f to pierce (armour) Also toforce open .

1623 Bingham Xenophon
,
Ltpsius' Contpar 4 The Par-

thian Arrows forced all kmde of Armor #1639 Spottis-
wood Hist Ch. Scot iv (1677) 1B8 The Citizens being
denied entry, forces the gates 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$ 1<

III 236 The dwelling was forced open by one of the
powerful Goths 1834 Medwin Angler tn Wales II 57
Having no means of forcing the gate 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng III. 302 No blacksmith would force the lock of
the President’s lodgings 1887 Times 31 Aug. 13/4A win-
dow had been forced as well as a desk.

+ c To compel to give way or yield
,
to over-

power (troops, a guard). Obs
a 1641 Bp Mountagu Acts <5- Mon. (1642) 246 He dis-

lodged, forced, apprehended many of them 1718 Col Rec
Pennsylv III 51 And fforced two of their men. 1781
Gibbon Decl fyF II 120 The emperor soon removed the
only obstacle that could embarrass his motions, by forcing a
body of troops which had taken post in an amphitheatre

7. To drive by force, propel against resistance,

impel Chiefly const with prep ,
or with advbs

1382 N. Lichefield tr Castanheda’s Cong E Ind. 111.

8 b, Their skinnes be so hard that no speare can pearce the
same, albeit it be forced vpon it with great strength. 1634
Batf Myst Nat $ Art 1 17 Another manner of forcing
water a 1691 Boyle Hist Air (1692) 138 They set up
some turfs on the lee side of the hole, to catch, and so force

down the fresh air. 1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy.E Ind 298
Those that delight in Hunting, may find great quantities of
Beasts forced up into the Mountains at that time. 1704
Addison Italy 4 We were forc'd by contrary Winds into

St Remo a 1732 T Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 115 When
ye work against him, to force up your condition x8x8

M G Lewis Jml W Ind (1834) 279 At least three inches

of the blade were forced into his right side 1849 James
Woodman 1, Through which the stream seemed to have
forced itself 1878 BrowningLa Saisiaz 59 Idle hopes that

lure man onward, forced back by as idle fears

absol. 1388 Greene Pandosto (1607) Aivb, Where fancy

forced friendship was of no force

8. intr. To make one’s way by force Also with

in, out, up. Now rare.

1633 Holcroft Procopius 11. 46 The Marnners rowed,
and with much toyle forced up. 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg.

in 426 For Love they force thro’ Thickets 1707 Land
Gaz No 4380/3 The Firebrand drove off, and forc’d 111

under a Fore-Course for the Light of St Agnes. 1713
Warder True Amazons 150 When, you feel them, ready

to force out of your Hand 1791 Mrs. Inchbald Simp
Story III xn. 178 You have dared to visit her—to force into

her presence and shock her 1853 Kane Gnnnell. Exp,
xhv. (1856) 40&We gradually force ahead, breasting aside

the floes.

9. trans. To press, put, or impose (something)

forcibly on, upon (a person), and simply. Also,

t To force (a person) on, upon (something) : to

oblige to resort to.

x6ox Shaks Twel N in- i 127 To force that on you .

Which you knew none of yours 1683 A D Art Converse

30 This barbarous custom of forcing drink upon men 1709
Swift Adv. Reltg Wks 175s II. r. xofi.New men, whose
narrow fortunes have forced them upon industry and appli-

cation. 1731 Jortin Serm. (1771) II m. 43 An observation

which will force itself upon you a 1848 R W Hamilton
Re

w

<§• Puuishm vm (1853) 383 The warfare is forced

upon us 187a J L Santoro Estini Eng Kings, Ckas /,

334 However plainly the facts of the case were forced on

his attention

tb. To lay stress upon, press home, urge. Obs.

Also, To enforce (a law, etc )

1580 H, Gitford Gilloflowers (1875) 87 But will that

stately Dame, Still bad me write, not forcing any blame?

1603 Shaks Meas for M in. i no Has he affections 111

him That thus can make him bite the Law by th’ nose.

When he would force it 7 1607 Drayton Cromwell 11 m
Mtrr Mag. (1610) 520 Forcing my good, excusing of

my ill.

0 In Conjuring with cards (see quot. 1888).

1880 Browning Dram Idyls Ser n Clive xi6 You forced

a caid and cheated 1 1888 Kunard Card Tricks 13 To
force a card consists in making a person select from a

pack any particular card you desire him to take, while he
imagines he is taking one quite at haphazard. Ibid 14 To
force, you must never be in a hurry . Four cards from the

same pack were forced upon him.

10 To bring about, effect, or produce by force

or effoit; to bring about of necessity, or as a.

necessary result. Also, to force a passage, one's

way. lit. andfig.
1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 42 b, Yet are thei not any

cause-to force the effect. 1393 Shaks. Liter, 68g This forced

league doth force a further strife 1640 Habjngton Edui
IV] 35 Ihe Nobility in generall lookt discontented, or else

but forc'd a smile. 1631 Hobbes Leviatk xxix 173 A .

strong endeavour of the Heart, to force a passage for the
Bloud 1680 Otway Orphan n 1 413 What man of sense
would force a grave starch’t faceWhen he's avery Libertine
in’s heart? 1693 Congreve Old Bach 1 iv, I don’t force

appetite, but wait the natural call ofmy lust 1697 Dampier
Voy I 1 6We should force ourway through then Country
1711 Shaftesbury Charac Mtsc 11 1 (1737)111 46 If these

Dealers aie numetous, they will force a Trade 1790 Cath.
Graham Lett Editc 30 Hearers, who could hardly foice
such a seeming attention as is consistent with common,
politeness x8oa C James Milit. Did, To force a pas-
sage, to oblige your enemy to retire and thus open a way
into the country which he had occupied. 1809 Roland
Fencing 81 You may force a favourable opportunity to
deliver the thrust you had thus premeditated 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) III 416 These studies force their way by their

natural charm
11. To obtain ortake by force

;
to win byviolence

;

to diaw forth (lit, and fig) as a necessary conse-

quence ;
to extort, elicit Also, toforce away,

out.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev 1 n, A modest eye forceth

affection Ibid, iv ui. What I here speake is forced from
my lips By the pulsive strame of conscience. 1633 Stanley
Hist Philos 1 (1701)46/2 Cleobulus. andPenander foiced

a reputation. 1076 Hobbes Iliad 1 375 His Officers from
me have forc’t my prey 1697 Dryden AEneid x 538 It

stuck so fast That scarce the Victor forc’d the Steel away.
X703 Pope Thebais 301 How long shall man force unwilling

vengeance fiom the sky* 17x3 Lady M W Montagu
Town Eclogues 11 46 A lady With gentle smugglings let

me force tins ring. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 iv, This forced

tears from my eyes. 1723 Atterbury-^wjw Consid. Spirit

M. Luther 63 The Heat of the Dispute had forc’d out from
him Expressions that seem’d to make his Doctrine run higher

than really it did 1818 Jas Mill Brit India II v. ix 713
Means were employed to force out the real state of the facts

18x8 M G Lewis Jml, W Ind. (1834) 56 Somebody had
endeai oured to force it [a medal] away 1845 M, Pattisom
Ess (1889) I 14 A moral power, forcing from them a sort of
recognition of its claims

12 To hasten by artificial means the maturity of

(plants, fruit, etc.). Also mtr. for ? efl

17x9 London & Wise Compl Gard 304 We force Sorrel

and wild Endive. 1B23 New MonthlyMag IX 453/2 The
Scarlets will forcem a peach-house, or vinery. 1832 Exam-
iner 80sp Nomination burghs have been forced like mush-
rooms 1842 Brands Diet Sc, etc sv Forcing, Cherries
having been forced .. from the time of Charles II. Mod.
A premature scholar forced in a so-called ‘preparatory*
school.

II. To give, add, have force,

f 13 To give force or strength to
;
to strengthen,

reinforce ; also, to fortify, garrison (a place), to man
(fortifications) Obs.
c 1430 Lydg Bochaszix (1544)20 a, Polinices to forcen his

partieYweddedhad the kinges doughter dere 1333 Stewart *•

Cion Scot (1858)1. 13 Syne forcit it [the stronghold] with
fowseis And dowbill dykes. 1560 Rolland Crt Venus 11.

847 With stark draw bng, well forcit with fortalice. 1605
Shaks. Macb. v. v 5 Were they not forc’d with those that
should he ours, We might haue . heate them backward
home #1618 Raleigh Apol (1650) 28 If you shall find

that any great number of Souldiers be newly sent into Orre-

noque. and that the Passages he already Forc’d 1794 W.
Hutchinson Hist Durham III 175 The ground appears
to have been forced, and is trenched round. 1810 C James
Milit Diet (ed 3), Toforce, to man the works ofa garrison,

f* b. To fine (wine) by a short process. Obs.

X73X-3 P. Shaw Client Led. 11755) 208 These are the
common Methods of Forcing at present used in the Wine-
Busmess. 1802 Willich Dom Eucycl II, Forcing of
Wine: see Clarification 1839 Hartley Wine tr Spirit

Merchants' Comp 44 Fine or force this wine with the
whites and shells of ten eggs,

f 14. Chiefly m negative sentences : a trans.

To attach force or importance to, to care for,

regard, often with a strengthening phrase, as a
bean,

apin, a straw. Obs
c X400 Destr. Troy rgzg We fors not his frendship, ne fere

of liis hate 1309 Barclay Shyp of 1'olys 71 a, 1 hey forse

no thynge so they may money wyn. 1387 Turberv. Epit.

<5- Sonti (*837) 394 Force nat the face, legald nat feature

so 1593 Shaks Liter 1021,

1

force not argument a straw.

1606 J Raynolds Dolarneys Pnm (1880) 92 They feare

not death, they force him not a pm. 1614 Chk Brooke
Poems (Grosart) Rick. Ill, 50,

1

forst no public wrack. .So
I might rule

f (b) with a sentence as obj. Obs.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lviii 22 Tbay fors hot litill how it

fure. 1368 Jacob # Esau ir 11,

1

force not what it were, so

that I had to eate 1580 H Gifford Gilloflowers (Grosart)

98 Let them speak and spare not, I force not a beane.

x6ix Speed Hist, Gt. Brit, ix xx (1632) 985 They forced

not what part they tooke so that they might bee reuenged

f (c) with inf. as obj. To care to, think it of con-

sequence, or worth while to. Also, to hesitate,

scruple. Obs.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 170 b, To theyr company
none forsyth to resort 1346 Bale Eng Votaries 1.

(1550) 60b, He forced not to be perjured. 1363 Homilies

II Right Use ofChurch \i (1859) 163 Another forceth not

to hear the common prayer of the minister. 1588 Shaks
L L. L. v. ii. 440 Your oath once broke, you force not to

forsweare 1391 Harington Orl Fur, 1 box, His name
I will not force To tell, sith you desire to know the same.

f b. mtr. To trouble oneself, be concerned, care.

Const for, of, rarely on. Obs
1471 Ripley Comp, Alch. v. xxxv. inAshm (1652) 156 He

forsyth Iyttyll ofother menys losse 1313 Morem Grafton

Ckron. (1568) II 785 The Fryer forced for no shame 1547
Records Jitdic, Ur. 2, I force nott though he doubt also of
my truth in the same. 1548 Hall Chron , Hen. VIII an.



FORCE.
22 (1809) 774 He [Wclsey] forced htle cn Simony 1573
New Custom u 111, I force not I, so the vyllatne were dead

1605 Camden Rem. Wise Sp xgo The Duke answered . I

force not of such fooleries.

fl5 wipers or quasi-itnpers. To be of force, im-

portance, or weight , to matter, signify Obs.

a 1400-50 A lexander 2001 pen how fele be att pe flote, it

forcez hot lityll 1553 1’ Wilson Rhet (1580) 75 What
forceth when we die, 1603 Owen Petnbrokesh (1891) 150

Whose soever they be yt forceth not,

*j* Force, v 2 Obs [ad AF forcer

,

f forces

fern pi \—L.foifues,forfex clipping-shears ] trans

To clip 01 shear (wool, the beard); esp. to clip

off the upper and more hairy part of (wool).

[1429 Act 8 Hen VI, c 22 Ceux qi clakkent & forcent Ies

bones lains du roialme ] c 1440 Promp Pam 170/2 Foorcyn,

or clyppyn, tondeo 1543 tr Act 8 Hen VI, c 22 That do
clackke and foice the good wolles of the realme 1607

Cowell Intelpr s v Clack, To force wooll is to clip of the

vpper and more heary part of it 164.x Best I<arm Bis
(Surtees) 9 This the sbepheardes call forcinge of them
1706 111 Phillips 1721-90 in Bailey

I-Ience 3Po reed ppl a , Fo rcing vbl sb Also

Foroe sb Shell dial (see quot 1819).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 170/2 Foorcyd, as mennys beerdys

capitonsus Ibid, Fooicyd, as wulle, totisus. Ibid
,

Foorcynge, tonsura 1819 Ri.es Cycl XXXII s v Sheep,

When the new fleece has acquired about two months’

growth, the rough hairs termedfors spring up [1 h.e * fors’]

is separated from it [the wool] in dressing the fleece, by an
operation called/arsing 1866 Edmondston Shotl Gloss ,

Porsens
,
the refuse of wool

t Force, vj Obs [Alteration of Faroe v
by confusion with Force ®.i]

1. = Farce v 1

1

In the 15th c Cookery bks aforce is often used in the
same contexts as this vb , in some passages the sense may
be ‘ to strengthen

'
(as by adding gravy), ‘ to season, spice

’

? a 1400 Tourn Tott Feast x, Dongesteks in doralle

Was forsed wele with charcoll c 1420 LiberCocorum (1862)

27 Fors hit with spicys. c 1450 Two Cookcry-bis n
(1888) 117 Yiffe Jjou wilt haue it forced, hete milke [etc ]

1747 Mrs Glasse Cookery 18 To Force a Leg of Lamb
jig* 1606 Shaks Tr \ Cr 11. m 232 Force him with

praises, poure m, poure m, his ambition is dry Ibid v. 1.

64 Wit larded with malice and malice forced with wit

2 . = Farce v *• 3 Also, to fatten (animals)
a 1571 Jewel Serin (1603)227 Here will speak nothing

of forcing and quaflinge, God keepe it farre from Christian

tablet, 1793 Residence in France (1797) 355 Forcing
him with bons moiceaux till be has an indigestion 1847
HAr liwell, Force to fatten animals East
Hence Fo reedppl a ; Fo rcing vbl sb.

[1x390 m S Pegge Forme 0/ Cury (1780) 1a Grewel
forced 14 Noble Bk Cookery (Napier 1882) 88 Gruelle
enforced 1 1538 Eliot, Pulmentanum, potage made with
fleshe or fyshe, as forced gruell 1688 R Holmf Armoury
“ni iii, 82/a A Forced Leg of Mutton 1709 Addison
Taller No. 148 r 3 High Soups, seasoned Sauces, and
forced Meats 1790 Grose Ft ovine Gloss. (ed 2) Suppl ,

Forcing, fattening Nor/
+ Fo’rceable, a Obs - 1 [ad OF. foiyable,

f forcer to force ] That may be forced

1574 Hellowes Gueuai a’sFam. Ep 201 In humane Iawcs
there be more things arbitrable than forceable

Forceable, obs form of Forcible
•

f Fo'rceage. Obs rare [f FORCE sb 1 + -AGE ]

The action of forcing, compulsion
£1470 Harding Chron Ded. vn 4 Y« sharpe spurre of

marciall forceage

Forced (fo®ist), ppl a [f Force v 1 + -ed 1
]

1. Subjected to violence
x6ax G Sandys Ovid's Met i 705 She .implores the

liquid Sisters Aid To change her Shape and pity a forc’d

Maid. Ibid in 694 Let his forc’d breath Expire m groans.

2 . Compelled, imposed, or exacted by force
;
en-

forced, compulsory , not spontaneous, voluntary, or

optional f Forced man ; a pressed man
1576 Fleming Panopi Epist 261 Wherein is declared the

merite of free obedience and forced duetie 1621 G Sandys
Ovids Met 11 X07 To this alone I give a forc’d Consent
1661 Papers on Alter Prayer-bk 77 They had many
Lyturgies in one Punces Dominion, and those alterable,

and not forced 170a Dennis Comic Gallant 49 A forced
Marriage is but a lawful Rape 1734 tr Roilin's Anc
Hist (1827) VI xv xiu 205 A forced peace is soon followed

by war X748 Anson's
_
Voy 1. 111 28 Spaniards being no

strangers to the dissatisfaction of their forced men. *781
Gibbon Decl F III no Forced or fictitious testaments

1798 Nelson 27 Jan m Nicolas Disp (1845)111 4 There
ought to be the greatest difference made between a forced
man and the man who voluntarily offers his life to preserve
his country. x8is Byron Ch Har 11 vn, There no forced
banquet claims the sated guest 18 R. C Browne Mil-
ton's Poems Introd. p. li, From March 1626 to July 1627,

when the system of forced loans was in full operation x866
Crump Banking vu 145 The forced paper currency 1872
Yeats Giawth Comm 35 The forced labour of slaves.

to. Forced move : an a game, one rendered inevit-

able by the action of the adversary or the position

of the piece. Cf. forcedput,
Force-put

1890 R. F Grlen Chess 31 The capture of a Pawn eu
passant is a forced move, if none other be possible.

3 Produced or maintained with effort
;
strained.

Forced march :
* one in which, the marching power

of the troops is forced or exerted beyond the ordi-

nary limit
’ (Adm Smyth).

i5g6 Shaks. x Hen IV, in 1 135 ’Tis like the forc’t gate

of a shuffling Nagge 1677 YarrAnton Eng Improv *32

No forc’t hast ; but Thrashing and carrying the corn to the

Granary in times wherein his servants nave leisure. 1760
Robertson Chas. V, III. vie 39 He.,by a foiced march

422

got into Ferte. 1823 Bentham Ration Rew 271 This being
sold at a forced price, the mei chant will take care not to

replace it 1840 1 HiiitwAr l Greece VII hv 38 Alexander
by a forced night-march, reached the Hydrastes at day-

break 1889 MiLroRD Pocket Diet Mining, Foiced pro-
duction, to work a mine so as to make it pioduce a greater

output than can be maintained.

to In literary usage . Stiamed, distorted Cf.

Force v. 1
3 b

1583 Fulke Defence 1, § 52 67 Neither doth Calume
thinke it a forced translation 1678 Cudworth Intell

Syst 309 The Greek Etymologies ofthts word, seem to be all

Violent and Forced 1724 A Collins Gr Chr Rchg 173
Forc’d interpretations 1782 Priestlly Corrupt Chr I 11.

163Without anyforced Construction it may be turned against

this favourite opinion 1812 Woodhouse Asti on \xxvi 360
Without any forced analogies

e Of actions, demeanour, gestures, etc . Affected,

artificial, constrained, unnatural
1621 Wither Motto Bja, For much I hate the foiced

Apish tricks, Of those our home-disdaining Politicks 1687
Dryden Hind d P in 78 Her forc’d civilities, her faint

embrace 1891 C,T C James Rom Rigmarole 80 In spite

of her forced calmness

f 4 Artificially made or prepared; as opposed
to natural Chiefly of soils Obs.

1622 Fi etcher Beggar's Bush ir 1, Call m your crutches,

Forc’d eyes and teeth, with your dead aims 1650 Fur 1 lr
Pisgah ill \ 433 The very bottome or floor thereof (being

forced ground) 1664 Evelyn Kal Iloit (1729) 200 Pot
them [Tuberoses] in natural not forc’d earth 1688 Loud
Gas No. 2363/4 Lost. .a light bay Gelding. .6 years old,

with a forced mark on the Forehead

5 Of plants, a crop, etc. : Made to bear, or pro-

duced, out of the proper season Cf Fouce v 1 12

1695 Cong vitvv. LoveforL v 11, I’m none ofyour forced

trees, that pretend to blossom in the fall, and bud when they
should bring forth fruit x866 Mrs Gaskei l Wives ty

Dan xxvin, Our forced strawberries are just ready

•f 8 Fortified, mafic strong against attack Obs
1548 Halt. Chron, Hen V (an 6) 59b, And beside that

chayne he sette vp a new forced bridge 1602 Warner
A lb Eng Epit (16x2)356 Seuerus his forced valhe, with

other strong fabrications

Forcedly (fo° tsedli), adv [f. prec + -ly 2
.]

In a foiced manner.
1548 Thomas Ital. Diet., (1567), S/orsatamente, foicedly,

or by constrainte 1571 G01 ding Calvin on Ps xxvu 9
That which followeth some Hebrew interpreters expound
a little more forcedly. 1646 P Bulkeley Gospel Covt 1

153 They followhim not Forcedly, but they submit willingly

to his regiment 1872 Black Adv Phaeton xxv 343 In a

forcedly merry way. 1885 Manch Exam to Sept 2/1 The
passage may be not forcedly construed as meaning [etc ]

Forcedness (fo° asednes) [f as prec + -ness
]

The quality of being foiced
1660 H. More Myst Godl v xvi 193 So much of forced-

ness and incoherency is there in the making out this false

Hypothesis 1725 Bradley Fam Diet s v Plcn<er, The
Forcedness of the Motion 1704 Worthington Millennium
in Mtscell 2 Against the forcedness and incongruity of this

sense much might be said

Forced put see Force-put

+ Force-fish. Obs. rare .
[f Force v 3, after

Forcemeat ] ? Stuffing for fish

1741 Compl Fam -Piece 1 11 132 You may put some
Oysters and Marrow in your Force-fish, if you please.

Forceful (is® JS|ful), a. [f. Force sb^ + -ful ]

1 Full of force, powerful, strong, vigorous
x6x6 Chapman Homeds Hymn to Venus 1 204 Fiom all

the Fayre Of this so forcefull concourse. X697 Drydin Virg
Georg in 374 The Waters Black Sands, as from a forceful

Engine throw xyag Pope Odyss vu 150 With forceful

strength a branch the Heroe rends X784 Cowper Task iv

315 The lands Upturn’d so lately by the forceful share

1824 Scott Let to Ld Montagu 15 June m Lockhart, The
Turf is no doubt a very forceful temptation 1888 Bryce
Avier Commw. Ill lxxvii 18 In the hands of a forceful

minister

to. Of speech, style, etc : Cogent, impressive,

efficacious, effective

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps Ixxiv. 18 A forcefull manner
of speaking xggx Sylvester Du Bartas 1 11 480 A Word
so force-full and significant X746 Collins Manners 72
Each forceful thought 1828 Blacksv Mag XXIV 8 His
clear classical, forceful style 1870 Proctor Other Worlds
vi 147 A forceful argument x886 Ruskin PrseUnta I u,

54 Melodious and forceful verse

2 Acting with force or violence; boisterous, im-

petuous, violent.

1392 Wyrley Amnone 145 The forcefull floud his vessell

doth not spaire. x6o6 SylvesterDu Bartas 11 iv. Trophies

1038 Whose forceful stream runs smoothly serpentmg
x8xa Examiner 28 Sept 620/1 The forceful ejection of a
man and his family from their home X846 Keble Lyra
Innoc (1873) 149 Her forceful knocking must Heaven’s door
assail. 1871 BlackieFourPhases 1 49 As trees by forceful

artifice are made to grow downwards instead of upwards

to. Driven with force or violence.

1697 Dryden Mnetd 11 65 Against the Steed he threw
His forceful Spear. 1776 Mickle tr Canwens' Lusiad 164
Deep through the ranks the forceful weapon past

3. quasi-atfe/. = Forcefully.
17x8 Rowe Lucan xv 1023 While his broad Knee bears

forceful on his Groin 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1862) I

xui 71 The water would burst out as forceful from the one
as the other

Hence Forcefully adv. ;
Forcefulness

<11774 Goldsm Snrv Exper Philos. (1776) I 4x5 The
external fluid presses against it as forcefully as its contents

press out. 1822 Examiner 616/2 He sang very pleasingly,

if not forcefully 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. 1 . 1076 By
forcefulness of wealth. *832 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 117

FORCETirii

It will butt forcefully against the ramparts 1866 Contemp
Rev II 156 The idiomatic forcefulness of Calvin

*

+ Forcehead, corrupted form of Faucet
1598 Florio, Spina, a spigot, a gunblet, a forcehead, or tap

to drawc dnnke with *

1 Fo’rcel. Obs [a OF forcelle (m 16th c.

fourcelle), dim offorche Fork ] = Cannel-bone 2
(R Holme mistakenly identifies it with Cannel-bone 3 )
1610 Markham Masterp n iv 2x9 Then is there the two

spade-bones, and from thence to the foicels or canel bones
other 2 bons called the marrow-bones x688 R Holme
Armoury 11 153/2 The Forcels or canal bones [of a Horse]

are the Bones about the Knee.

Forceless (fo»vsles), a. [f Force sb .
1 + -less

]
Without foice, devoid of force.

1532 Morl Con/ut Tmdale Wks 572/2 He waxeth foi ce
lesse and carelesse. 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst iv xix
(1634) 723 matg,, Extreme annointing is a foicelesse and
unwarranted cetemonie 1604 Edmonds Obstrv Cxsads
Comm 58 'I he practise of the Romanies m taking in any
towne, was to leaue them forcclesse 1742 Collins Swt-
pluily 39 Love, only love, her forceless numbers mean 18x3
Scott Rokeby 1. xxiv, Feeble heart and forceless hand 1883
Momt rie Personality iv 106 A mass of forceless atoms
Hence + Fo rcelessly adv
x6xr Cotgr ,

Imbecillement, weakly, .forcelessly

I Fo’rcelet 1
. Obs Forms 4-7 force (l)let(t,

4-5 fors(e)Iet [a AF. fencelet (whence Anglo-
Lat forcelletum), f force . see Force j01] A little

fort or fortress

13 E E A llit P B. 1poo pay ne stray my3t A fote fro

pat forstlet to fouay no goudes a 1400-50 Alexander
A full favnt forcelell 1548 IIail Cnion., Hen VI (an 19)

141 Oi thei could attain to any loune, or forcelet x6x6
bum 1 & Markh. Country Farute vn xix 670 This house
must bee made like vnto a litlle foicellet or foit strong

+ Fo’rcelet a
. obs Also forslet [Corruptly

a OF foiceret
,
dim. offoi ccr : see FouoerI] A

small ‘forcer’ or coffer.

CX475 Partenay 1081 A forcelet wrought fresh of yuor
bon 1532 m Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 167 Elyn Samplyn
my serv> .1 copul 1 of benches and a foi slet 1565 Jewel Def
Apol (1611) 281 To came home the Sacrament in their Nap-
kins, and to keepe it 111 forcelets

t Fo'rcely, a. and adv. Obs [f Force sb.1 +
-ly 1 and 2

.]

A ad] Of strong build, vigorous. B adv By
or with force or power, vigoiously, violently.

0:1488 Hi nrysonPoemsi 1865) 169 1 lie foullis fair sa forcelle

thay fle 1508 Dunbar Tua Marut Women 430 Full oft I

blenk by my buke To se quhat berne . forgeit is maist

forcely 1535 Sti WART Cron Scot III 150 In thair de

fence thair war tha slane ilk mail, Syne foicelie on thame
the toun tha wan

Force-meat (foo\is,mJt). [f Force v 3 +
Meat ] Meat chopped fine, spiced, and highly

seasoned, chiefly used for stuffing or as a garnish

Also attnb , asforce-meat ball

1688 R Holme Armoury m m 82/2 1area Meat, is Meat
with a stuffing of Herbs, or other things made to that

purpose. 1747 Mrs Glassi- Cookery 13 To make Foice

Meat Balls Ibid 44 Stuff the Bellies of the Pigeons with

Force Meat made thus 1853 Soyer Pant* oph 147 Preserve

the intestines entire, and fill them with force meat 1892

Encycl. Cookery (Garrett) I 605 Forcemeat Cutlets

Forcement (fo<*vsmuit). [a F forcement

f forcc-r

.

see Force v 1 and -ment ]

•f 1. a. Strengthening ;
m quot. Jig encourage-

ment b. concr Something which strengthens ,
a

fortification. Obs.

1382 WvcLir Isa xxv 12 And the forsemens, or strengths

[Vulg muHinienta

\

of thin lie3e vvalles shul togidere folk,

and be lowid 1533 Bllllnden Livy v (1822) 314 Ihir

wourdis gif grete audacite and forcement to the Volschis

f 2 An act of deforcement * see Deforcement 2

1479 Act Dom Cone. (1839) 33 Vnlawis of grenewod,

xnurebuine, forsmentis

f 3 . Compulsion ,
also, a compelling motive

1524 Pace Let Hen VIII in Strype Eccl Mem I App.

Xi 20 Without great forcement to go boltupnght, wee coma

not avoide to fal down headlyng *541 Cranmer m St

Papers (1836) I 691 A1 that Derame did unto her was of

his importune forcement 1565 Golding Ovids Met. xi

(1593) 266 Thine owns renowme, thy grandsire Jove are

forcements thereunto 1607 Deicklr Hist Sir I Wyatt

Wks 1873 III 122 It was impos’d vpon vs by constraint

And will you count such forcement treachenef X634 W
Wood New Eng Prosp (1865) 24 They haveseeneaDeare

leape three score feet at little or no forcement.

4 Gunnery (See quot.)

1892 Field 10 Dec 915/2 Neither the diameter of the

chamber nor the ‘forcement’ of the projectiles has any

primary influence on the recoil note. This is a French word,

for which we have no English equivalent it lias, however,

been Anglicised, and is now generally used in gunnery

tieatises Its signification is the excess of diameter or tne

projectile over that of the bore.

t Forcene, V Obs Also forsene. [a- F.

forcener,
forsener

,

f fors (see For- pref%)+- OF.

sen sense.] mtr To be or become niad or

frantic ,

1490 Caxton Encydos xvm 68 O man of all other tne

moost forcened oute of thy wyt Ibid xxvm xo8 one ai

atones forsened as a persone that ys madde

I! Forcend (fp -is’n^). Her. [a. F forcent, pa.

pple offortener

.

see prec ] (See quot

)

1725 Coats Diet Herald ,
Forcent

,

as Cheval Forcene,

is a Horse reanng or standing on his hinder Legs. *009

111 Elvin Diet. Her.



PORCE3STERY.

t Forcenery. Obs. [a OF. forcmerie
,

f.

forcener see Forcene v ] Madness.
J

1480 Caxton Ovid’s Met x vu, Yf it be of rage or for-

cenerye 1484 — Ryall Bk C vj, Suche folye is callyd for-

senerye or woodnesse

Fo'rceness. Obs [?f Force z>.i + -ness ]
Force, strength, violence

13 Gcvw <5 Or Kilt 646 pat alle his forsnes he fong at

be fyue loyez [of the Virgin Mary] 1519 Horman Vulg 268
We may dispoynt and aJaye the foicenes ofour ennemtesby
ofte remouynge of the hoste

Forcepped (fp .isepl), <z nonce-wd. [f For-
ceps + -ed 2

.] Having or provided with forceps.

184s Hood Winter Nosegay 11, Sour leafTo garden thief,

Forcepp'd or winged, was never a temptation

Forceps (ip rseps) sing and pi Also 8 sing.

forcep, pi 7-8 foroipes, 9 forcepses. [a. L for-

ceps, pi forctpes in same sense ]
1 An instrument of the pincers kind, used for

seizing and holding objects, esp in surgical and
obstetric operations.

sing 1670 Boyle Wks. {1772) III 369 Motions excited

by our rousing her with a forceps *759 Sterne Tr Shandy
II xi 70 Thou hast left thy tire ttte,—thy new-invented for-

ceps behind thee. 1822 Imison Sc 3 Art I 279 A for-

ceps, or pair of pliers, for taking up insects or other objects

1832 Babbage Econ Mannf xix (ed 3) 187 The forceps
draws the wire on to a distance equal in length to one pin

1835 Ramsbotiiam Obstetr Med 202 One of the most valu-
able instruments employed m Obstetric Surgery is the
Long Forceps
pi 1634 T Johnson Paiey’s Chirurg xvn xm (1678)

389 Then must the tooth be taken hold ofwith some ofthese
toothed forcipes 1683 Loud Gas No 2054/4 A pair of
Steel Forceps 1823 H H. Wilson m Oriental Mag I.

352 They were, therefore, pincers, nippers, or forcipes.

1875 Buckland Log ble 140 By using a long pair of forceps

2 . Anat ,
Ent

,
and Zool Some organ or part of

the body that has the shape of, or may be used as,

a forceps
t*
Also, one of the two branches of this.

sing 1661 Lovell Hist Amm. § Mm Introd , The
Squill® have a taile, but no forceps 1739 Goldsm Bee
No 4 (Globe) 378/2 Furnished with a forceps above the
mouth 1765 Umv Mag XXXVII 0/1 The eggs at the
origin of each forceps would contain but one forcep 1828
Stark Elem Nat Hist II 153 P corrugatus, Bose for-

ceps serrated 1871 Darwin Desc Maul ix 329 One of
the two posterior legs is converted into a forceps
pi 1667 E King in Phil Trans II 423 Never leaving

to pinch them on the head with their Forceps or Claws
1713 Derham Phys Theol. xv xi igo Which is done by
piercing their Prey with their Forcipes 1839 Darwin Ong
Spec vu (1873) igr These forceps can seize firmly hold of
any object Ibid , Tndactyle forcepses ceitamly exist on
some star-fishes

3 attnb and Comb (with reference to obstetric

piactice), as forceps-case ,
-delivery

,
-practice.

1879 J M Duncan Led JDis Women 11. (1889) 6 The
result of injury, as by foi ceps-delivery Ibid vi 26 Simply
spoken of as forceps cases Ibid 27,

1

shall here make one
remark in judging of the forceps-practice referred to

FOTCe-pump. [f Foboe sb or ZL +Pump sb ]
1 A pump employed to force water, etc. beyond

the range of atmospheric pressure
1630 Leak Waterwks 34 This manner of force-Pump,

which is one of the best Inventions 1734 W Emerson
Pnnc Mech (1758) 276 Force pump, a pump that dis-

charges water by pressing it upwards 1823 J Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 281 The fire engine by Rowntree is a
double force-pump
2. (See quot.)
1838 Simmonds Diet Trade

,
Force-pump the plunger

pump for supplying the boiler of a locomotive engine

Fo'rce-put. Now dial. Also 7-8 forced pat
[perh. forced put was a term of some game, =
'forced move’ ; see Foboed ppl a 2 b and Pot.]
An action rendered unavoidable by circumstances

,

a ‘ Hobson’s choice
1637 G Starkey Hehnont's Vind 328 To give poysons to

purge, m expectation that Nature being forced to play
a desperate game, and reduced to a forc't put, may [etc ]

x66a Sir A Mervyn Speech on Irish Affairs 3 It must be
therefore a forc'd Put, that presseth us on to this address
c 1680 Hickeringill Hist Whiggism Wks 1716 I 118
Sometimes the Laws being put in Execution at a force-put,
and then again slackning the Reins and following natural
inclination. 1748-61 S Richardson Clarissa

H

(i8ii)VII 63
It is, truly, to be ingenuous, a forced put for my passions
are so wound up, that I am obliged either to laugh or cry
177a Nugent Hist Friar Gerund! 326 He thought that
it might pass for a case of necessity, or forced-put 1876 inN S, Q Ser v V 266 A tradesman [of Torquay] told me
that he had left his house very early ‘ but not from choice,
‘twas a force-put ’. 1892 Northumb Gloss

,
Force-put

tPo*rcer T
. Obs Forms 4 fosser, 4-5 for-

cere, (5 foorcere, forcyer), forser, (6 fo(r)sar),

5-6 focer, (6 fostler), 4-7, 9 Hist, forcer, [a

OF forcer, forcier. Cf It forziere ]A chest, coffer, or casket
*3 E E A Hit P A 263 Her were a forser for }>e in

faye, If Jjou were a gentyl Iueler. c 1400 Sowdone Bab
2303 ,

1

have a girdil in my Forcer c 1460 La Belle Dame
sang Mercy 65 m Pol Rel <J* L, Poems (1866) 54 Fortune
with strengthe the forcere hath vnshete where ynne was
spradde al my worldly nchesse 1530 Palsgr 203/1 Casket
or fosar, escrain 1331 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 148
My wif shall have her coffer andher fostler to her own use

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl Hist (1619) 244 A basket or
forsar full of Gold. 1669 Sturmy Manner’s Mag Suppl
Summ 2 Any Painted Wares, Forsers, Caskets areforfeited
if any such be Imported Vide Stat 4 Edw 4. 1863 Sir

423

G Scott Glean Westm Abb (ed 2) 96A forcer, a receptacle
for documents, not unlike a kettledrum in shape.
Comb 1411 Close Roll, 12 Hen, IV, b, Johannes White-

berd, forcermaker

Forcer 2 (fo° isai) [f Fobce v i + -er b]
1 One who or that which forces
1556 Aureho <5 Isab (1608) Kuj, They will that she dey

the which hathe beane forcede, and the forcer liffe 1381
Mulcaster Positions xiv (1887) 67 Where feare is the
forcer, and not free will rfioi Holland Phny I 175 The
conqueror and great forcer of cities 1616 Chapman HomedsHymn Hermes 669, 1

,
in no similitude apper’d Of powre to

be the forcer of a Herde 1639 Milton Civ Power Wks
1738 I 551 How much bloodshed have the forcers of Con-
science to answei for a 1749 Chalkley Wks (1766) 381
Those Forcers know not of what Spirit they are of 1832
Examiner 258/2 Necessity is a great forcer

2 . An instrument or means for forcing, f a.
Something with which to foice (window bars)

; a
crowbar Obs
1640 Ciias I Let m Kingston Hertfdsh in Civ. War

(1894) 126 If I had a forcer, I would make no question of it,

but having nothing but fyles my time will be too scant
b The plunger or piston of a force-pump.

*53+ J B[ate] Myst Nat 8 A Forcer is a plug of wood
exactly turned and leathered about 1723 Specif R New-
sham's Patent No 479 The forcers being guided by the
arch of a double wheel. 1823 J Nicholson Operat
Mechanic 267 On the descent of the forcer, the lower valve
shuts. 1867 m Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
o A foice-pump.

1731 Brighton in Phil Trans XXXVII 8 Besides these
four Forcers, there are four more placed at the other Ends
of the Librie, or Levers. 1778 Pryce Mm Comnb 321
Forcer a small pump worked by hand, used in sinking of
small Pits 1883 in Gresley Gloss CoalMining
t d A contrivance for propelling water. Obs

1398 Stow Snrv 111 (1603) 18 "lhames water conueyed
into mens houses by pipes of leade, from a most artificial
forcier 1610 Holland Camden's Bnt 1 435 Maurice, by
meanes of a forser or wheele brought water into a great
part of the city 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Forcier, a water-
mill

, an engine to convey water from one place to another

fe. An agent for quickening the growth of
plants, etc Obs
a 172a Lisle Hush (1732) 136 Nitre, blood, soot &c all

have been found great forcers

+ Fo'rcer 3. Obs rare. [f. Fobce v 2 + -er 1 ]
One who forces wool.
x353 diet 1 Mary Sess me 7 § 1 Sheer-men and Dyers,

Forcers of Wools, Casters of Wools and Sorters of Wools

+ Fo*rcet. Obs. Forms. 5-8 forset, (6 forget,
forsset), 6-8 fosset, 6-7 forcet. [? shortened
form of FOROELET 2

] A little ‘forcer ’ or chest
1426 E E Wills (1882) 70 pe forset that Thomas Essexte

wot where is. 1348 Thomas Hal Gram. (1567) N y b, For-
ciere, a forset or a little coafer 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron II 390 A number of chests, coffers, and forssets.

1636 in Blount Glossogr 1721-92 in Bailey

t Fo*rcets, sb pi Obs rare [a AF forceties

scissors, dim. offorces * see Force zt.2] Scissors

1474 Caxton Chesse 77 In his right hand a payr of sheris
or forcettis

Forehafed,Forchanged : see For-pref^- 6,8.

+ Forcha'se, v. Obs. [ad OF. forsckacier, f.

fors-, For- pref3 + chacier to chase Cf. For-
oatch ] tram, a To chase or drive away , to put
to flight, b. To tire with chasing or running.
a 1300 Cursor M 6977 (Cott) An hundreth moght for-

chace, Qmls )>ai wit J>am had godds grace a 13x0 Douglas
King Hart \ xxxm, Radour ran hame full fleyit and for-

chaist 1349 Chaloner Erasm Morue Enc, P y a, Manfully
forchasyng of hir enemies

f Forche, sb. Obs [a OF.forche : see Fork
1. In pi Gallows
c 1380 Sir Ferumb 2881 pan scholtou don ]>e forchys

there And to morwe let jies be par an honge Ibid. 2970
par pat pe fourchys was 1384 J Hooker Descr. Excester
(1765) 82 He commanded Forches and Gallows to be set up
in sundry Places

2 Hunting. (See Fotjoh )

Forche (ip ije), a Her [ad F fourchie, fem
offourchi, f fourche fork ] (See quot )

1889 Elvin Did Her
,
Forche or Fourchee, divided into

two parts towards the extremity

Forche. var ofFouECHE v. Obs

t Fo’rcher. Obs rare [prob. a derivative of

OF.forche, fourth (see Fouoh) ] The hindermost

part of a deer’s nombles or entrails

1486 Bk, Si A Ibans E vij b, The hyndermost parte ofthe
nombhs thene That is to say the Forchers 1393 Markham
Gentl Acad 35 b, The hindermost part of the vmbles be
called the Forchers

Forchet, obs form of Forgett.

t Fo'rchure. Obs. rare, [ad ?.fourcJmre (f.

fourche fork) m same sense ] The fork of the body.
<1380 Sir Ferumb 351 A man of gret stature & long

man in forebure

Forcibility (fo« rsibi Hti). [f next* szt-btlity,

-ity ] The quality of being forcible.

1770 Char in Ann Reg 52/2 The repeated justice of his

opinions, and forcibility of his pleadings x886 Academy
16 Oct 233/3 Two people who cannot be denied a certain

originality of opinion and forcibilitym expressing it

Forcible (fo® isib’l), a. ,Also 6-8 forceable,

8 forciable [a O'?
.
forcible, f. force Force sb.

The formforceable is as if f Force + -able ]

1 . Done by force ; involving the use of force or

FORCIBLE.

violence , esp in Law, Forcible detainer
,
entiy (see

quot 1769)
a [1391 Act 13 Rich II, c 2 A toutz les foitz que tielx

forcibles entrees soient faitz ] c 1422 Hoccleve Learn to
die, Joys Heaven, For the kyngdam of heuene souffnth for-
cible and mighty assautes of vertu 1527 Rastell A bndgm,
Stat 96 Them that make forcyble entre in beneficis. 1335
Eden Decades 273 They prouided for th[e] mdempmtie of
theyr owne estate by forcible extenuatinge thegooddes of
them whom they desired to kepem subiection 1631 Hobbes
Leviath 11. xxi 113 That Liberty of Forcible Entry, was
taken away by a Statute made in Parliament. 1667 Mil-
ton PL 11 793 In embraces forcible and foule *767
Blackstone Comm II 390 The stealing, or forcible ab-
duction, of such property as this, is also felony *769
Ibid. IV, xi 147 A forcible entiy or detainer; which is
committed by violently taking or keeping possession, with
menaces, force, and arms, of lands and tenements, without
the authority of law 18x6 J Scott Vis Pans (ed 5) p
xlvi, A forcible dissolution ofit [the Chamber] was intended
1837 Adolphus & Ellis m Rep IC Bench Dn> III 817 A
conviction of forcible detainer dated September 3d, 1834
1844 H.H Wilson Bnt India II 316 To compel, by for-
cible means. submission to the authority which was to be
substituted 1868 Freeman Norm Cong (1876) II vu 152
He determined on a forcible return to his country

j
3 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke v 19 The shame

of forceable breakyng into this or that mannes house 1683
Salmon Doron Med 1 50 Which is a forceable drawing
away 1688 Col. Rec Pennsylv I. 236 Praying relief

against a forceable Entry and Deteiner.

2 . Possessing force fa Of persons, material
things, natural agencies, etc. : Strong, powerful
a. 1553 Eden Decades 31 1 Dryuen by forcyble wynde to

an vnknowen lande 1335 Abp Parker ft cx 5 Most
forcible, He shall great kyngs and Cesars wound. In day
of wrath. 1578 Banister Hist Man m 42 In the inside of
the wrest, is a forcible Ligament 16x4 Raleigh Hist
World v vi. § ir He prepared a forcible armie to attend
him. 1677 Halc Prim Ong Man. 1 i 29 Those subtil,

invisible and forcible Engins which we call the Animal
Spirits 1700 Prior Carmen Sec 419 Like mingled Streams,
moie forcible when join’d 1802 Bingley Amm Biog (1813)
III 70 Indeed, so thick and so forcible was the shoal, as
to carry before it every other kind of fish

P 1561 T Norton Calvin’s Inst 11 158 Strong forceable
defences, whereby it may be safe against outward violence
a 1618 Raleigh Prerog Pari (1628; ig The forceable Lords
his enemies 1634-5 Brereton Trav (Chetham Soc ) 34
The wind was so forceable as it repelled the waters,

f b. followed by to with mf. Obs
a 1394 Hooker Eccl. Pol nr x § 3 That punishment,

which hath bene someUmes forcible to bridle sinne x6ox
R Johnson Kingd fy Commit/ (1603) 167 Cosmus, a kind of
charmed-sower mares milke vene forcible to turne the brame
1658 Whole Duty Man x § 8 80 There being generally
nothing more forcible to bring men into any smful practice,
than the seeing it used by others.

P 1376 Fleming Panopl Epist. 34 Which reasons of his,
are verie foiceable to make him yeald to the foresatde
matter in question a 1641 Bp Mountagu Acts # Man
111 222 Nothing is more forceable to convince all forrainers

17x0 T Fuller Pharm. Extemp 349 These [pills] are
forceable to bring the necessary Pams in Child-Birth

C. Ofactions, words, representations. Producing
a powerful effect, telling. Of reasoning : Having
logical force, strong, convincing
a 1373 G Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 47 So forcible

an antecedent it was most likeli there would follow as effec-

tual a consequent 1394 T B La Prmiaud Fr Acad. 11

527 But that argument of all others is most forcible 1729
Butler Serin Wks 1874 II. 39 We may observe somewhat
very forcible and expressive in these words 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev 103 Reasons, at least as forcible as those which
[etc ] 1865 Dickens Mitt Fr 1 vi. With the natural
need of a strong rough man in anger, to do something
forcible 1874 L Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I 1. 13
One man sees everything in the forcible light and shade of
Rembrandt 1884 Church Bacon ix 223 His Latin, is

singularly forcible and expressive

f3. 1370-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1S26) 483 Against
which assertion, that which is saide 10 H 3 is not greatly
forceable i6xa T. Taylor Comm Titns 11 14 Another
forceable argument 1738 Warburton Div Legat. I. 54
In Beasts the Instinct is invincibly forceable

d Hence of an author, painter, etc

1787 G Gregory tr. Lawth’s Sacred Poetry Hebrews
II xxi, He is at once elegant and sublime, forcible and
ornamented 1791 Burke Let Langnshe Wks, 1842 I

560, I might have been more forcible and more clear, if

I had not been interrupted as I have been 1828 D’Ishaeli
Ckas I, II. xi 286 The most forcible of porti ait-painters.

+ 3 Necessary, unavoidable, indispensable Obs.

1622 R Hawkins Voy S. Sea (1847) 116 Our forcible

businesse being ended 1374 Hellowes Gneuara's Fam
Ep (1577) 70 Their forceable and uecessatie penis

f 4. ‘Valid, binding, obligatory’ (J ) Obs.

1584 Fenner Def. Ministers (1587) 149 The Lawe was
enacted, and stoode forceable

5 quasi-adit — Forcibly
0. 1382 N LicHErtELD tr. Castanheda's Cong, E. Ind

hi, 8 b. Sea Woulfes .. so wilde and fierce, that they do
forcible set vpon men 1601 Holland Pliny II 621 Neither
doth it strike or pierce the sight so forcible^ as the Rubies
do 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 xi. The wind blew more
forcible.

P 1398 Manivood Laities Forest 1. § 3 (1613) 23/2 V®
more forceable to shew y“ same, there is used this woid

Hence Fo'reibleness
_

1363 Fulke Meteors 24 Either for the smal quantitie &
lesse forcibles [?a misprint ,

or perh for */orciblesse’\ 1581
Sidney Apol Poetne (Arh ) 67 Bewrayed, by that same
forciblenes of the writer, a 1632 J Smith Set Disc vi

229 The forcibleness of its operation upon the heart of the
prophet. 1890 Talmage From Manger to Throne 244
Mark's greater forcibleness of statement.



FORCIBLE FEEBLE. FORD.

Forcible fee’ble. [after Shakspere : see

quot 1597 ] A feeble person who makes gieat

pretence of vigotu
;
also used atti ib or as ad]

[1597 Shaks 9 Hen IV, hi 11 179, Skal I' i mcis Feeble 1

Per Here, Sir Fat I cannot put hint to a prui.ite souldier,

that is the Leadei of so many thousands Let that suffice,

most Foictble Feeble ] 1844 Disraei 1 Conmgsbv 1 v, Italics,

that last resoui ce of the Forcible Feebles 1850 N Brit

Rev XIII 2 Epithets 111 the bad taste of the forcible-

feeble school 1896 Daily hews is June 6/6 Ihe forcible

Feebles who control the destinies ofthe Patty

Forcibly (foousibli), adv [f b orciible +
-ly 2

.] In a forcible manner.
1. by or with force

,
also, against one's will.

1543 ti Act 15 Rich II, c 2 Any that holdeth suche place

forcylily after suche entrye made a 164.1 Br Mountagu
Acts 1$ Mon. iv (1642) 283 His father intended to take her

from him forceahly 1796 Morsf Amer Geog I 173 Points

and islands, which foicibly shift the bed of the river 1867

Smilfs Huguenots Fug u. (1880) 147 A Roman Catholic

relative had the girl forcibly conveyed to the convent

2 With powerful effect, energetically, strongly,

vigorously
,
also, convincingly.

*578 T Wilcocks Seim Patules 20 The Spirit of God
dotne moste foiceably expresse this mattei by this woid.

1383 T Washington tr Ntcholay's Voy 11 xu 46b, Work-
ing so forcibly with ores, that wee entied into the port

1642 H More Song ofSoul u in n xm, It shall thy reason
forceahly convince 1782 Paine Let Abb6Raynett (1791) 47
Peihaps no two events ever united so forceahly to expel pie-

judice 1843 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 214 He reminded me
forcibly of the Princess Huncamunca 1874 L. Stephen
Hours m Library (1892) Hi 5 It would be impertinent to

say again m feebler language what Carlyle has expressed so

forcibly

Forcing (foausiij), vbl. sb. [see -ing F]
1. The action of the vb Force
1382 Wyclif 2 Kings v 16 And whanne forsynge he made,

vtturly he assentyde not 1398 Tuevisa Barth De P R.
vii. xv (149s) 234 Leest there be grate dyssolucion of the
brayne by a forsynge of voyce. 14 . Tretyce m Walter of
Henley's Husb (1890) 50 Se welle )>* yor mowere hold not
his ryght lioncle afore to hyghe be hynde hym so |iat he kvt
asonder giasse m J?e mydis ana }ns definite is callid

forsyng 1514 Barclay Cyt J Uplandyshm. (Peicy Soc.)

27 Forsynge of women, murdre and rapyne 1634 J B[ate]
Myst Nat 1 13 The forcing of water by pressure. 1704
Lend Gas No 4047/4 A black Mare, with some white
Hairs in her forehead by forcing 1849 Macaulay Hist
Eng II. 306 The forcing of his [Hough’s] door was every-
where mentioned with abhorrence

f 2 . cotter A material used m ‘ forcing’ wine
1731-3 P Shaw Chem Led (1733) 209 Skimmed Milk

likewise is a proper Foicing for all white Wines 1743
Loud 4- Country Brew rv (ed 2) 331 The Victualler puts
. with it the usual Forcing or Fining.

3 attrib and Comb a. attributive, as forcing-

apparatus, furnace, -pipe. Also forcing-engine,

a fiie-engine; forcing-hazard (Billiards), a stroke

requiring more than the usual amount of force

;

forcing-yard (Austral ), a yard into which cattle

are forced or driven, in order to keep each sort by
itself.

*873 J H Counts Metal Mining 123 The ^forcing
apparatus is a kind of clockwork, which is wound up each
morning. 1833 Ogilvie, Suppl ,

*Forcing-engine, a fire-

engine 163a French Yorksk. Ipa vi. 62 A *forceing
furnace 1731 Beighton in Phil Trans XXXVII 8
Forcing Pipes 1890 Boldrewood Colonial Ref (1891)

217 They did not find it difficult to urge the . animals into
the smaller *forcmg-yards

b. esp in combs relating to the forcing of
flowers, etc ,

as forcing-bed, -field, -frame
,

-glass,

-ground,
-house, -pit, -wall

,
and quasi-o^. with

the sense ‘ suitable for forcing’, as mforcing rose,

variety .

1877 M M. Grant Sun-Maid lii, Large ^forcing beds of
lilies of the valley and of violets 1863 Spectator 14 Jan
44 The turnips m his ^forcing field 1741 Compl Fam
Piece 11 111 352 Ifyou would have forward Fruits in ^forcing
Frames. 1819 Rees Cycl

,
*Forcing-ground, the space

that is destined to the purpose offorcing or raising vegetable
productions by means of artificial heat. 1806-7 J Beres-
fqrd Miseries Hum Life (1826) xxi, xi, Attending an
Amateur-gardener, in the Dog-days,through all hisForcing-
houses. 1870 Lowell Study Wind 210 The fruits of the
literary forcing-house 1819 Rees Cycl

,

*Forcing-wall

,

a wall constructed with flues for the purpose of conveying
fire-heat, in order to ripen various kinds of tree-fruits

Forcing (fooisig), ppl a. [f Foboe © 1 +
-ing 2.] That forces, m senses of the vb
1331 T Wilson Logike (1380) 42 b, Any forcyng cause.

*639 Milton Civ Power Wks (1851) 317 The forcing pro-
testant yet takes it to himselfand his teachers, of far less

autorttie then to be called the church 1686 Horneck
Ciuctf Jesus xiv 302 The confederates drank of it, to
make the execration more dreadful, and consequently
more forcing 1791 New re Tour Eng. <]- Scot 133 The
thin, early, forcing, and sandy soil of Murray. 1809 W
Nicol ftitle), The Forcing, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardener
1862 1 Cavendish ’ WAist (1870) 28 A forcing card is a card
which compels one of the players to trump m order to win
the trick 1886 Pall Mall G 28 July 6/1 A changeable
and far from forcing summer
Hence + Fo'rcmgly adv , in a forcing manner.
1393 Nashe Christ's T (1613) 176 [He] commanded all

the Clergie . to assemble m praier and deale forcingly

beseeching with God, to intermit his fury x6x6-6x Holyday
Persins 305 Yet doth he cry and forcingly will make The
gods to hear,

Fo'rcing-pump, =Force-pomp
17*7-41 Chambers Cycl s v, Pump, The forcing Pump

434

which laises water to any height at pleasure x8oo ViNcr
Hydrostat vm (1806)90 Some kinds of forung pumps act

by condensed an 184* H RoGras Is* I 1 26 His mind
was a fountain, not a foicing-pump

+ Forcipal, a Obs ~ 1 [f L forcip- Forceps
+ -al ] Of the nature of a forceps
1638 Sir T Browni Gard Cyrus a 43 Mechanichs make

use heieof in forcipal Oigans

Forcipate (ip isip^'t), a Bot and Zool [f as

prec + -ate 1
] Formed like a forceps

1668 W11 kins Real Char 124 Two forcipate claws 1826

Kirby & Si’ Erttotnol (1828) III xxix 121 These oigans of

forcipate construction 1849 Johnston in I'roc Berio Nat
Club II No 7 367 A mandibular shaft forcipate at the apex
1862 Cooke Bot Terms, For cipate, foiked like pincers

Fo’rcipated, n [f as prec + -ed h] =prec
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep v 111 236 Locusts have
a forcipated taylebehmde 1713 Durham Phys Theol

190 note, Their foicipated Mouth 1836-9 Todd Cycl
Anat II 864/1 Distinguished from the Brachelytra by the

forcipated anus

Forcipa'tion. [f. as prec + -ation ]

f 1 Toiture by nipping with forceps or pincers.

1392 Bacon Observ on Libel Wks 1826 V. 464 A punish-
ment of less torment far than .forcipation.

2 Zool. The state of being forcipated
,
forfication,

bifurcation (Cent. Did ).

Forcipressure (ip jsiprejhu) [f L forct(p)-,

forceps + Pressure ] (See quot. 1 890

)

1879 S Wllls in Brit Med fml 21 June 928/2 Useful
in forcipressure and m torsion. 1890 Gould Med Did ,

Forcipressure, the arrest of a minor haimorrhage by press-

ing the end of the divided vessel with a pair of spung
forceps

Forcite (fl3 <> issitj Also forsite. [f Force +
-ite ] A variety of dynamite (see quot 1889)
1883 Pall Mall G. 28 Mar 7/2 A dangerous explosive

known as forsite [So m other journals of the same day ]
1884 Gen. Abbot 111 Eissler Mod. Explosives (1890) 41
Forcite presents the appearance of a plastic mass having
power of mtro-glycerine 1889 Cundill Did. Explos
51 Forcite has been described as a mixture of mtro glycerine

with cellulose, the latter being gelatinised

+ Fo'reive, a. Obs. [f Force sbf + -ive ]
=

Forcible.
c x6oo Day Begg Bednall Gr. iv in (x88i) 100 By forcive

means 1634 W Wood New Eng Prosp 1. xu, I will use
no forcive arguments to perswade any 1631 Davenant
Gondibert Pi ef

(
Greatmen fence often with her [1 e Justice],

and with a forcive sleight put by her sword
Forcleave: see Fon-^nj/-1

5 b.

t Forcle’m, v Obs rare— 1 [f You- pref^ +
Clem v.

1 Cf Ger. verklemmen ] trans. To pinch

with hunger.

13 E. E A Hit. P C 395 A1 schal uye for-clemmed,
with alle oure clere strenjje

t Forclrng, v. Obs. [OE forchngan, f For-1

+ chngan to Cling ] mtr To shrink up, wither
<t8oo Corpus Gloss 1744 Rigentia

,
forchngendu cx000

Veronica (Gr-Wulk) 163 Wseron sume on forclungenum
treowe ahangene. ctzoo Ormin 13831 patt herrte, |>att

wiJjJjinnenn uss Iss hefijlij forrclungenn Jmrrh fakenn
trowwjie towarrd Godd c 1303 Pilate 216 m E.E P
(1862) 1 17 His lymes so forclonge to no^te So hi dude alle

tofore here de)?. CX430 Hymns Virg (1867) 13 As a clot

of clay t>ou were forclonge,

Forclose see Foreclose.

+ Forcltrtch, v Obs Pa. pple vorolujjt

[f. For- pref.1 + Clutch.] trans. ? To cramp.
a i7oo Leg S Patrick 376 inHorstm Altengl. Leg (1873)

163 vp hor ton hi sete al uorclujt, & quaked al uor fere.

Forcold : see For- pref1 10.

Forcome: see Foreoome.

t Forooil'th., a. Obs. Forms : 1 fororfp, 3
fordid [OE foraip, an accentual variant of

fracot,
fracod, cori esp to Goth, frakunps despised

;

see For- pref1 and Couth.
Kluge suggests that the form with stressless prefix may

have arisen from the compound u nforciip ]

Perverse, infamous, worthless, vile

c888 K iELrRFD Booth xxxvu §3 Hi habba]? ]nes men-
nisces )>one forcu)?estan [v, r forcu)seran] [dsel] gehealden.
c ioooMu vac Horn I 268 Swa he oftor on &tere fandunge
abiyS, swa he foicuSia biS a 117s Colt Horn. 219 j?a
warS he and halle his iferen foicuoran Jia-nne senig ooer
Jesceafte c 1203 Lay 28240 Som forcou)? cniht. c 1230
Hah Meid. 33 pea Jiat fondeS ham. meast, lfmdeS ham
forcudest.

Forcover, Forcratch, Forcrazed : see

For- pref'l
2, 5 b, 7.

+ Forcre'mp, V Obs rare—' [f. For- pref1

Cremp = MHG. vetkrempfen ] ? mtr for reji

To cramp oneself up.
a 1230 Owl <5- Night 510 A sumere cheoiles awedeth And

forcrempej? and forbredej?

Forcned see For- pref

P

6 b.

+ Forcri'er [f. For- pref1 + Crier; cf L.
pi oclamatoi ] A cner.
a 1440 Found St Bartholomew's (1895) 37 This gylfull

manne, namyd Alureid the bedyl or forcryer

Forcrooked* see For- pref1 8

[ Forcu'rse, W Obs rare [OE forcursian, f

For- prefP + curstan to Curse ] trans. To curse

utterly, lay under a heavy curse
X154 O E, CJiron an 1137 Hi micron al for curssed and

for suoren a 1300 Cursor M 10262 (Cott ) Qua has in

Israel na side [read sede], He es forcursd als we rede

t Forcu't, v. Obs Forms
: 4 forkutte, pa.

pple 4-5 forkute, -kytte * see Cut v [f Fos-
pref • + C ut v ] tiatts To cut into, cut in pieces
to injure by cutting

‘ !

c 1386 Ciiaucer Manciple's T 236 As a swerd for-kutteth
ancl forkerueth An Arm atwo 1387 InrviSA Higden
(Rolls) VIII 153 Pe burgeys sone J>.it he had l-slawe for-
kutte his wombe wijj a knj’f 1398 — Barth De P R
(1495) xvii xcii 660 Letuse hcelyth synewes that are for-
kytte 1440 J Shiuliy Dcthe K. James (1818) 19 The
Kyng strogild with hem, for to have berevyd thame thare
knyvys , by the winch labur his handis wer all forkute

t Fo'rcy, a Obs. Chiefly north [f. Force
sb 1 + -Y 1

] Full of force, powerful, strong.

1373 Barbour Bruce 11 242 Otmr fele folk, forsye m fycht.
cx470 Hlnry Wallace v 291 Ihe forseast ay rudely rabutyt
he 1308 Dunbar Tim mamt IVemiti 85 A forky fure
av fui thwart, and forsy in draucht *586 Warner Alb.
Eng 111 xiv 66 An Armte gieate Of forcie Gawles

Ford (foojd), sb Foims 1 ford, 3 south vord,
4-6 fo(o)rde,4-5 furd, forth(e, (4 fourde, foorth,

5 furthe, 6 furde), 6-7 foord, 7 foard, 3- ford
[OE fold str. masc. = OS. foul (in place-names),

OHG.furt (MHG vurt, mod Ger. furt) •—WGer
fiui du s:—pie-Teut *pitii-s, found m OWelsh nt,

now rhyti ford, L porlus Port, harbour, f Aryan
root *pet-, Tcut. *fer~, far-, fur- to go, pass see

Fare v. The ON fipiSr Fiord ('-*ferpu-z -
^pfrtus) differs m ablaut gi ade ]

1. A shallow place in a river or other water, where
a man or beast may cross by wading.
C893 K Avi.i red Orns v xu §2 Neh J»asm forda J»e mon

ha-t Welengaford cioooMumcGen.xxxu zzlclt oferfor

Jjone ford 01203 Lay 20159 Ar5ur for-stod heom Jjene

uord. c 1330 R. Brunnl CJtion (1810) 187 Passage non he
11am, J>e foithes wer withsette 1382 Wycur Josh 11 7
Thei folweden hem hi the vveye that ledith to the foordis

ofjoidan c 1423 Wynioun Cron vm. xxvi 113 Ane met
Jjame in (?e Forde, ©at pi ewaly Led )>ame wp by J>e Wattyr
syne 1333 Coverdau’ Isa. x 28 At Maclimas shal he

muster Ins hooste, and go ouer y” fooide 1792 Burke
Coir (1844) IV 27 The folds must have been impassable in

those floods 1830 TYnnyson In Mem vi, Her future Lord
Was drown’d in passing thro’ the foid 1873 F Hall in

Lippincott's Mag XVI 749/1 The guide had stiayed off

the ford, and I was foundering in a quicksand.

l'roveib. 1373 Gascoigne Cert Notes ofInstr (Arb ) 34
Let vs take the forde as we finde it 1637 RuTiirnroRD Lett

(1862) I cm. 262, I praise and commend the ford (as we
use to speak) as I find it

f 2 a A Uact of shallow water, b. Used (like

L vadum) for* The sea (raie— 1
). c. poet. A

stream, current (primarily with reference to pas-

sage). Obs
1363 FuLicr Meteors 36 b, Brookes, boomes or fordes, bee

small streames of water, that ronne in a channel! Ibid.,

Ryuers are caused by the meatynge of many brookes and

fordes 1363 G01 ding Ovid's Met vi. (1393) 143 Then ship

fiom land with ores was haled on the foord a 1599

Spenser (Webster 1864I, With water of the ford Or of the

clouds, to moisten their roots dry x6io W Folkingham
A rt of Survey 1 x 24 Boggie grounds are fastened and

firmed by frequent ouer-flowmg them with Fords or Land
flouds c 1643 Howell Lett (1688) IV 495 A deep Foard

wherein an Elephant might swim x66x Lovell Hist

Anita, Mitt. Introd , They live in the deep sea, and when

they bring forth, they goe to fooi ds and shores a 1780 Ball

Johme Cock 111 in Child Ballads v cxiv (1888) 3/1 And for

a drop of thy heart’s bluid, They wad ride the fords of hell

3 attrib
,
asford-way.

1721 in Temple & Sheldon Hist Northfield, Mass (1873)

223 Between Deerfield and Noithfield 20 rods west of the

fordway 1838 J F Rroriui u I,aw Railways (1869) I 231

Where a ford-way was destroyed, by the erection of a dam
acioss a nver.

Ford (foo-id), v [f. prec sb.]

1. trans To cross (water) by means of a ford

;

to wade through
1614 Raleigh Hist Wot Id 1 m §6 Adam’s shin-bones

must haue contayned a thousand fadome if he had foorded

the Ocean, a1674Clahendon Hist.Reb ix §88HisHorse
should at the same time Ford the Severn and so joyn with

his Foot 1723 Dn For Voy round World (1840) 340 They

found the ri\er so shallow, that they easily forded it 1849

GuotE Greece 11 lx\ (1862) VI 260 As no mention is made

of a bridge, we are to presume that they forded the nver

1884 Sat Rev 14 June 780/1 An old woman in a cart is

fording the brook .

fig. 11x641 Bp Mountagu Acts <S
Mon (1642)299,^116

tiuth at last he foorded 1642 Milton Apol Smect (1831;

318 His last Section which is no deepe one, remains only to

be foarded 1701 Rowe Amb Step Moth 1 1, This Ad-

vantage may at least be made To fold his Shallow Soul

h /"/77V cnf'tvtpTv

1726 De Fof Hist Devil 1 xi, God intended to ford the

Isiaehtes over the Sea

2 mtr To cross (over) by means of a ford

1675 Ogilby Brit 90 You ford over the Owse *7*7

Philip Quarll (1816) 3 In some places too shallow for boats,

and in others too deep to ford over 1796 H Hunter tr

St Pierre's Stud Nat III 93 She durst not venture to

put her feet into it for the purpose of fording over 1823

Southey Hist Penvis War I 727 Some of their detach-

ments forded both, on the right and left of the Spaniards

position

b To wade, rate ,

1748 Voy. Disc I 93 Goslings in thelonds, amongst which

our People had the greatest Success, as they could ford into

the Water, and reach them with Cutlashes

fig 1817 Coleridge LaySerm 408 In the New Testa-

ment there are shallows wheie the lamb may ford, and

depths where the elephant must swim.



FORDABLE. FORDULL
Ford, Ford- • see Forth, Forth-.

Fordable (fo<> rdabl), a [f Ford v + -able ]
That may be forded
x6n Florio, Vtiddsile, foardable, wadable 16*4 Raleigh

Hut World 1 111 § 9 Plime placeth the Schenite vpon
Euphrates, where the same beginneth to be foordable 1724
De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) 142 It was a little brook, ford-
able with ease 1807 G Chalmers Caledonia I x 11 108
The river Clyde, from Douglas upwards, was, in those days,
fordable 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xiv. It occurred to
me that perhaps the creek was fordable

Jig *6x4 Raleigh Hist. World Pref B a, Hee found by
Catesby, who sounded him, that he was not fordable 1646
H Lawrence Comm Angells 176 The scriptures, though
deepe, are foordable by those who are holy 17x0 Fanatic

k

Feast 16 Thou art the shallowest, most fordable Monster in
the Univeise

Hence To rdableness.
1727 in Bailey vol II

Fordage (foo rdedg) rare, [f as prec. + -age ]A fording-place, a ford
1728 Morgan Algiers II v 305 The Spauiards. found a

Fordage, not much above knee deep

Fordead: see For- pref1 10.

f Fo'rdeal. Obs. Forms 5 fordele, -deel, 6
fordaill, 6-9 fordel(l, (7 fortell). [f. For- pref 1

+ Deal sb
,
part

,
=Du voordeel

,
Ger. vorteil ]

1 Advantage.
1470-85 Malory Arthur v vm, The hataille was grete,

and oftsydes that one party was at a fordele and anone at an
afterdele. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxx (Arb ) 78 Preferre the
honour, worship, fordul and proffyte oftheyr Lord 1523St
PapersHen VIII, I 143 Which newes beyng true, shame a
mervailory fordell toyour intendedpurposes 1637R Monro
Exped 1. 74The enemy also, had another fortell, or advant-
age by reason of a new worke, which was uncomplete
2 The first place, precedence, preference. Sc
1513 Douglas AEneis v in 09 And now hes Pristis the

fordaill IS35 Stewart Cron Scot III 276 Thair wes Ane
flatterar and fei^ear for ane fordell, Semdill in the kirkand
rich oft in the bordell a 1631 Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1843) II, So long as men of vertue and honour sail stand
a fordell, to contrail their wicked proceidings.

Fordeave : see For- pref 1
9

+ Fo’rdeed. Obs In 3-5 fordede. [f. For
prep + Deed ] A deed done on behalf of some
one

,
a benefit, favour.

01x225 Ancr R. 394 Neuer uere swuch fordede ne dude
uor his owne uere. c 1350 Will Paleme 5182 King william
>e king of spayne ponkes Of al pe faire fordede pat he hade
for hem wrougt c 1460 TowneleyMyst. 317 When had thou
nede of oure fordede ? When did we alle this dede for the 1

t Fordee-m, V. Obs [OE fordSman, f. For-
pref L + Deem v Cf ON fordtkma, OFLO. fur-,
fortuomen'] trans To condemn.

c xaoo Ags Gosp Matt, xxvii 3 Da geseah iudas paet he
fordemedwaes, paongannhehreowsian, c 1175 Lamb Horn
9S Ac he nalde mid his to-cume ha sunfullen fordemen
a 1250 Owl 4r Night 1098 And him fordeme lif and lime
£1320 Cast Z<9W<? 447 Nout hat nisdestrued and to dreued.
And dieynt, for-loren, and for-demed.
Forder- : see Further-
Forderked, -dewed: see For- pref.1 7, 9
+ Fordrglht, v Obs. In 3 pa pple. fordight

[f- For- pref,i ArF)lQ'B!£ v ] trans. To prepare,
predestine.
a 1300 Cursor M, 23583 (Cott.) To wirscip pat godd ham

had fordight, hai graid ham hath mode and might
+ Fordrlghe, v. Obs. [OE fordzlegian

,
f For-

pref 1 + dilgianm OS dzlzgbn
, OHG tzhgdn (mod.

Ger tzZgen) to destroy , cf Ger, vertzlgen.] trans.
To exterminate, destroy
C900 tr Baidals Hist 1 xu [xvi] (1891) S4 pact heo ocS

forwyrd aeghwser fordilgode ne waeron cxaoo Ormin 14541
All mannkinn . Wass forrrahht 3sen Godd, & wurrp To
wurrpenn all forrdilljhedd

+ Fordi'll, v Obs. rare. [f. FOR- pref 1 +
Dill w.2] trans To soothe.
a 1300 CursorM 23975 (Cott ) Hir dule ne ma i noght

for dill [c 1340 for-dille] Bot wit hir wepemg wepe i will

+ Fordi'm, v Obs. [OE foraimmzan, f. For-
prefX + dzmmian to Dim] trans. To dim,
obscure
axoso Liber Scmtill xxv (1889) qq Se he gaderah hast

bih fordimmod. 1430 Lydg Chron Troy Prol
,
Fordimmed

eke the letters aureat.

Fordua: see For- pref1
7

Fording (fo° •idig), vbl sb [f Ford v + -ing 1
]

a. The action of crossing a ford
; also attnb. 1b,

A folding-place or ford
1833 M Scott Tom Cringle xiv (1859) 327 The hollo

guided us to the fording which we had crossed on our first
arrival. 1854 J L Stephens Centr Amer (1854) 278 We
reached the bank , but here there was no fording place x88x
Gentl Mag. Jan 68 In two fordings we had narrowly
escaped plumping into holes

+ Fordrt, v Obs. [OE. fordyttan (-duttan\
f For- pref.1 + dyttan to stop ] trans To shut
or stop up,
a 800 Corpus Gloss 1414 Obstruit, fordytte. c 825 Vesp

Psalter lvii[i] 5 Swe nedran deafe & forduttsende earan
hire c xaoo Tnn Coll Horn 197 pe neddre secheS a ston
and leiff hire on eare per to and hire oSer eare pilteS hire
tail per mne and swo for-ditteS eiSer. cx205 Lay 17139
Mifast hine iwar$e5 & mine wise word for-dut a 1240
Lofsong in Cott Horn 21 1 pine fif wunden lopened q rode
wio neiles uor-driuene and seoruhfulliche fordutte 13 .

Coer de L, 4170 The pytte was feld and fordytte, Up
to the bank maad al playn.
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Fordless (foo idles), a. [f Fobd sb or v. +
-less ] Without a ford ; that cannot he forded.
a 1649 Drumm oeHawth Hist Jas IV, Wks (1711)63

The water of Till running deep and foi dless upon the right
hand 1808 J Barlow Columb iv 294 Pierce the known
thicket, breast thefordless tide 1879 Mallock Life Worth
Liv 133 A deep and fordlessm er

Fordo, foredo (fpi-j fo»ich7), v Pa. t -did
(-did) Pa pple. -done (-d» n) Forms see Do
[OE fordin, f For- pief1 + d6n to Do Cf. OS
fardbn (Du. verdoen), OHG. fartuon (MHG.
vertuon

, Ger vertkuti
) ]

1 trans To put (a living being) out of existence,
to kill

, to put an end to (life). Obs exc arch
a xooo Paint Ecgberti 11 § 2 m Thorpe Anc Laws II.

180 Be pam wifmen pe hire beam fordeS c 1250 Gen
Sf Ex 426 Cayrn Sat abel for-dede a 1300 Cursor M
2867 (Cott) For if am fische par in bigane pe hjf it es
for-don wit stink c 1385 Chaucer L. G W 2557 Phyllis

,

She for dispayr fordede hyre self <11460 How GoodeWif Taught Doughter 140 m Hazl, E P P 1 . 189 Many
for folye hem self for-doothe. a 1547 Surrey AEnerd
iv 843 Offspring of each race With mortal warr eche
other may fordoe 1602 Shaks Ham v 1 244 This doth
betoken Ihe Coaise they follow, did with disperate hand,
Fore do it owne life a 1659 Bp Brownrig Seme. {1674)
I xxi 274 He trembles, despairs, is ready to foredo him-
self 1870 Morris Earthly Par II. hi. 348 By the sword’s
edge his life shall be foredone

+b Tofordo into or to • see Destroy v. 7 Obs.
cWpLindtsf Gosp Matt x 28 Ah is rehtrae Sone ondredes

seoe maege & ha s[a]uel & lic-homa fordoa in tintergo c 1175
Lamb Horn 17 Betere hit is pet heo beon ispilled of heore
licome penne mid alle fordon to pes deofles hond a X200
Moral Ode 274 And al )io \>e ani wise deuel iquemde po
beo mid hem m helle fordon and demde
2. To destroy, nun, spoil,wreck (a place or thing)

,

to lay waste (land), arch.
c 900 tr Bseda's Hist n x [xiv] (1890) 138 Se biscop,

towearp &: fordyde >a wigbed 1x54 O E Chron an 1x37
pe land was al fordon mid suilce dsedes 1303 R Brunnf
Handl Synne 884 A tempest pat tyme began to falle
And fordede here vynys alle 1357 Lay Folks Catech
489 Sklaundir for to fordo a mannes gode fame 1375 Bar-
hour Bruce v 4x0 Syne tuk he salt . And ded horss, and
fordid the well 1399 Langl Rich Redeles in 141 They

ffor doth the coyne And maketh the peple ffor pens lac
in pomte ffor to wepe c 1460 How Wtse Man Taught Son
76 in Ritson Anc Pop P (1791! 86 Were thy complexion
neuyr so strong, Wyth surfet thou mayst fordo that 1581

J

Bell Haddon's Ausw Osor 375 He raysed upp con-
sciences that were utterly foredone. 1845 Bailey Festvs
388 Throne wrecked on throne, All ruined and foredone.

f 3 To ruin or undo (a peison) Also (m late

use), To deprive of Obs
c 1380 Sir Fernmb 2269 Now helpep Sow silue on pes cas *

or ellis se bup for done. xS7x Golding Calvin on Ps ix
13 He [God] keepeth in his bosome, thosewhich (as touch-
ing the fleshe) seeme vtterly fordoone 1647 H More Poems
264 Those bad arts that have fore done Many a bold wit
1764 Churchill Poems

, Independence II 12 Lioness of
royal whelps foredone

4 fa To abolish (an institution, etc.)
;
to annul

(a law, etc ). Obs.
O E Chron. an. 986 Se cynmg fordyde pset b’nce set

Hrofe ceastre c 1320 R Brunne Medit 186 A newe testa-
ment he gan sone, pe olde sacryfyce to fordone 1494
Fabyan Chron vn 320 The enterdyccion was adnullyd &
fordoon, in the moneth of Julu 1508 Fisher 7 Penit Ps
li Wks (1876) 136 Oblacyons and sacrefyces wniche be now
vtterly fordone 1528 More Dyaloge 11. Wks. 198/2 Ye
would not I truste that lent were fordone. x«&z m Strype
Eccl Mem. I App xli xog To cause the said injust exac-
tions to cease & to be foredoen for ever 1568 Grafton
Chron II. 149 All statutes and ordynaunces before made
. were utterly fordone and set at naught, 1833 Whittier
Ex New Eng Leg, 3 How has New England's romance
fled Its rites foredone, its guardians dead

to. To do away with, put away, remove Chiefly
with immaterial obj , esp. sin. Obs or arch
a X300 Cursor M 10052 (Gdtt ) Gastly gladnes was hir

emydd, pat al ille heuynes it for-didd 1340 Hampole Pr
Consc 3391 Syns pat er vemele may be here Fordon on
light manere 1398 Trevjsa Barth De P. R xvii cxliv

(1495) 701 The barke and fruyte of the Ellem soden wyth
salt water fordooth swellynge of fete. CX430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb ) 2432 The lauender That neuer might for noo wash-
ing For-doo the spottes of the weping 1600 Holland Livy
xli 111 (1609) 1098 To. wipe away and foredoe the shameful!
blot 1894 F S Ellis Reynard 146 Now Reynard, to
foredo the brand Of sin, will to the Holy Land

*t*
5. To undo, bring to nought

,
to render power-

less, counteract, neutralise (poison, temptation,
etc.). Obs.
cx175 Lamb Horn 105 penne maje we fordon swa ba

deofliche £itsunge a 1225 Leg. Kath 484 Ichulle fordon pe
wisdom of peos wise worldmen a 1250 Owl 4- Night 822
ponne is pes hundes smel fordo. *1300 CursorM 11947
(Cott ) pat 1 do pou it for-dos c 1330 R Brunne Chron
(r8io) 87 For soth it was grete skathe, his passage was
fordone 1377 Langl P. PI B. xvm 152 Venym for-doth
venym 1601 Holland Pliny I 26 They will fordoe and
frustrate the dangers pronounced

f 6 To change, transform. Obs
1624 Heywood Gunaik 1 53 Nisus and Sctlla are in

shape foredoone, He to a hawke, she to a larke is shifted

7 . Pa pple only • Exhausted, overdone, weaned
out, ( done np ’ arch
a 1547 Surrey AEitetd 11 784 Go see where thow hast left

Anchises thy father fordone with age 1591 7 roub Raigne
K John n (1611) 79 My heart is maz'd, my sences all fore-

done 17x8 Rowe tr Lucan vi 744 Universal Nature stands
foredone 1796 Coleridge Ode Depart Year Epode 11, All
foredone with, toil and wounds Death-like he dozes among

heaps of dead 1867 M Arnold Southern Night vn.With
Indian heats at last foidone
Hence Fordo ing vbl sb Also Fordo er.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E ETS) 84 pe secunde fote brede

of wose, in dede of enuye, is a fordoyng , pat is, whanne, for
enuje in pi dede, pou dystroyest him, bat wolde do ry^t
1631 J Done Polydoion 129 Desperate Foredoers of them-
selves denote that they turn’d their backs upon God
Fordone (f^jdz? d),ppl a [pa pple. of Fordo

v ] Exhausted, overcome, tued out. (See Fordo 7.)
1590 Spenser F Q 1 v 41 If either salves, or oyles, or

herbes, or charmes, A fordonne wight from doie of death
mote raise x866 Carlyle Renun n 241, I reached home
after my evening ride, the most foredone ofmen
t Fordo*te, V. Obs rare— 1

[f. For- pref. t h-

Dote v.~\ trans To make quite foolish or doting
c 1533 Articles imputed to Latimer in Foxe A <S M

(1563) 1313 Here, for lacke of helpe, we may dishonor god,
fordote oure-selues

t Fordo'vered, pple and ppl a Obs. Sc
[f. For- pref. 1 + Dover v. -1- -ed b] Overcome
with slumber.
15x3 Douglas AEneis 11. vi, 35 That tyme quhen the fyrst

quiet Of naturale sleip Stelis on fordovent mortale crea-
turis Ibid xx vt 20 Apon the gyrs Fordoveryt, fallyn
dow n als drunk as swyne

t Fordraw, V. Obs. Pa. t 4 fordxoj Pa pple
fordratm, -draw(e)n [f For-pref1 + Draw v ]
1. trans. ? To stretch on the rack, torture.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21235 (Cott ) Barnabas sufferd paines

strang Bath for-draun and bruit wit fen C1380 Sri
Fernmb 1796 pe deuel pe for-drawe

2 a To defer, put off b. To draw on (as a
tempter.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 26x35 (Cott ) Him for-thmk his lang

delaiance pat he for-draun has his penance 1382 Wyclif
Prov vu. 21 With flatenng oflippis she fordroj lum

+ Fordrea'd, v. Obs [f. For- pref.1 + Dread
w ] mtr. To he in dread of.
c 1200 Ormin 147 [Zacarbje] warrp drefedd & forrdxedd Off

patt he sahh patt enngell c 1250 Gen § Ex 1557 Quail
ysaac it under-nam Wei selkuShke he wurtS for-dred 1297
R Glouc. (Rolls) 2088 Gracian pe emperour of him uor
draddeynou a 1310 in Wright’s Lyric P 88 Myn herte of
dedes tves for-dred.

Fordreamed : see For- pref 1 6 b
+ Fordre’Dcto., v. Obs. [OE fordrencanf.Fcm-

pref1 + drincantoDrench ;
=MLG. vordrenken ]

trans. a To make drunk, intoxicate, lit andfig
to. To drown Also znir
a. c 1000 TElfric Gen xix. 32 Uton fordrencan urne

feder faerlice mid wine c X175 Lamb. Horn 91 pas men
beoo mid miste fordrencte a 1225 Leg Kath 2343 Pe
paet wes fordrenct wi3 pes deoules puisun
Id ax225 Juliana 61 pe reade sea peai as al pharaones

forde fordrencte 1430 Lydg Chron. Ti oy 11 xvii, Alterat
with Bachus myghty Jous And affered of tournynge of the
hous And fordreynt on the drye land
2?ordreved: see For- pref} 8

tFordrift. Obs 1 are-1, [f. For-2 , Fore-pref.
+ Drift ] ? Purpose, preconceived design.
1549 Chaloner tr. Erasm Marise Enc Sjb, Thynges

smalhe sensed as which liue by no arte nor fordrifte [orig
solhcitudiiiel

+ Fordri’ve, ». Obs. [OF., fordrifan, f For-
pr-ef1 + drifan to Drive

, =OHG far-,fertrtban ]
trans. To drive forth, drive about
O E Chron an. 774 NorShymbra fordnfon heora cining

Alhred of Eoferwic c 1220 Bestiary 527 De sipes Sat am
on se foidriuen a 1300 Cursor M. 22635 (Cott

)
pe deuels

vte sal be fordnuen c *430 Lydg Bochas vr (1494) V iij a.
With wynde and tempest fordryuen also was he 1513
Douglas AEneis 1 i. 56 Scho thame fordnvis, and causis oft
ga will Frawart Latium.

fFordrun*keil,ppl a. Obs [OE fordnmeen,

f For- pref.1 + Drunken
;=MLG. vordrunken\

Drunk, overcome with drink.
<7897 K j®lfred Gregory's Past xl. 295 Ah[i]gall foi

suigode Sset dysix hiere fordrunenan hlafordes c 1x75
Lamb. Horn 143 pe prude, pe for-drunkene, be chidmae,
r 1386 Chaucer Mtileds Prol 12 The Myller that for-
drunken was at pale 15x3 Douglas AEneis 111 ix 81 Sow-
pit m sleip, his nek fourth of the cave He straucht, for-

drunkm,

f Fordry", V Obs. [OE. fordnlgtan (mtr.),

f For-1 + anigian to Dry. The trans. use is f.

For-1 + Dry a ] intr. To dry up.
a xooo Boeth Metr xx 207 H10 wsere fordrugod to duste

a 1225 A tier. R, 148 Ant te grene bowes beoS aluordruwede
a 1350 Leben Jesu 596 Ase a lupur braunche, and fur druyt,
1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. ix, vi (Tollem MS ) J?e
sonne ripep frutes and flouris . and fordriep and wastep
superfluiteis Ibid, xvii xiu. (1495), Pouder therof laydd
therto fordrieth the bleding 14x3 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton
1483) 111 m 51 Some of them were all fordryed and lene

1494 Fabyan Chron vii ccxxvii 256 The ryuer of Trent
was so fordryd yt men went ouer drye

Fordry, -dull: see For- pref.1 10

+ Fordu’ll, v Obs Also 4 fordoll, [f For-
pref 1 + Dull v. ; cf. MLG vordullen and Fordill
v.J trans To make dull

;
to stupefy Only in pa.

pple. Hence ForduTledppl a
*3 Leg Rood (1871) 141 Alle pei seiden pei weore sori,

For-dolled in a dronknyng dred 13 EE Allit P A xx,
I dewyne for-dolled {printed dolked] of luf daungere 1430
Lydg Chron Troy i. vi, Fordulled is myne imagynatyfe
1513 Douglas AEneis iv Prol 158 To droup like a
fordullit as 1578 T Proctor Gorg Gallery in Hehconia
I 163 0 feeble wit ! forduld with woe, awake thy wander-
ing thought 1592 R Wilmot 'Fancied <$• Gtsm n. What

U



FORDWINE. FORE-,

well of teares may serue To feed the streaines of my fore-

dulled eies 1605 Montgomeril Sonnets xi, Quhat mervell

than, thoght our fordullit hedes be mare arnaisd

-|- Fordwi'ne, v Ol>s [f Foi\-pref l + Dwine
,

=MDu verdrvijncii ] wit To fade away, decay,

wither
,
to vam&h

cioao VElfric Saints' Lives (E E T & ) II 268 Se deofol

(jaer-rihte for dwan swa swa smic of }mls haljnn 5esih&e.

a 1300 Old Age vi. 111 E E F (1862) 149 When 1 hi hold on
mi schennen rn’in drnimi|> al fordwynnen c 1303 Pilate

215 ibid 1 17 His both gan al foidwyne ? <11356 Chaucer
Rom Rose 366 Bothe hir hondes lorn, fordwyned

tFo-rdy, « Ohs rate In 6 fourdie, -ye.

[f Ford so. + -y b] Full of fords.

1570 in Levins Mamp 97 1580 in Baret Alv F 1030.

t Fore, sb Obs Forms : 1 f6r, 3-5 fore, vore,

4foore, 5 fowre. [OE f6r str fem — OHG.fuora
(MHG. vuore, mod Gei fuhre) OTeut. *fdrd-,i.

*fbr-, ablaut-var. of 'far- to go : see Fare vJ]

1 A going, journey, expedition Also, an ex-

peditionary force.

c 900 tr Bseda's Hist v ix (1891) 412 He his fotegexear-
wede. ei2og Lay 3568 Brennes mid starkeie fore untie

toward Rome Ibid. 5858 pe cnihles weoren on fore fer ut
of Rome 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 386 Wyllam ysey bote
he adde help of hys men, hys fore nas ryjt no3t c 1400 in

Rel Ant I 160 Son is the foie Fram bedde to the flore

b. A rush, onset, charge
c 1205 Lay 1676 In pera like uoreheo failden of his lueren

13 K. Alts 2355 Theose braken, at one fore, Heore
lannces on Nycanore
2. A track, trace.

c 1*50 Owl $ Night 817 And so forleost pe hund his foie

c *386 Chaucer Sornpn T 227 Who folweth Ci isles gospel
and his fore 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV 153 pere
were afterward l-sene foores and steppes of men and of hors
1398— Barth De P. R. ix vm (1495! 353 The foores and
the sygnes of Somei that is goon is ail dystroyed

3 The course of an affair
, a proceeding, adven-

ture

ciaos Lay. 15378 For swa wes al pa uore Ibid 15810
Iwluten pu wult pa uore nu pu hit scalt lhere. C1320 Cast.
Love 1156 No tonge may tellen of pat fore

Fore, obs. var. of Furrow.
Fore (fo°Jt), a Also 6 A. foir [The use of

fore as adj. arises out of an analysis of sbs which
are combinations of Fore- pref

,

eg forepart.
These being occasionally written as two words,
the first member came to be treated as an adj ]
I As adj in concord.

X. Situated or appearing 111 front, or m front of
something else

;
usually with an opposition ex-

pressed or implied to back
, htnd-

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlii 68 Than Bissines Stiaik
doun the top of the foir tour C1540 Order m Battnyll
A vij b, When thou hast invaded thyne enemyes with the
fore and hynder warde. <*1639 Spottiswood Hist Ch Scot
v (1655) 271 The Cannon having made gieat breaches m
the fore and back walls 1655 Gurnall Chr in Ann.
Intiod v (1669I 171 It comes in at the Back-door, while we
are expecting it at the Fore. 1703 Moyon Mech Exerc
107 In the fore side of this wooden Piece is a square hole

171^ Cheyne Philos Prtnc Rehg 1. 1 (ed 2) 13 Resistance
m l1 luids aiises from their gieater Pressing on the Fore, than
Sind part of the Bodies moving in them 1762 Sterne /»
Shandy V xxvi, Susannah had but just time to make her
escape down the back-stairs, as my mother came up the foie.

1805 Forsyth Beauties Scott II 192 In the fore wall of the
church, theie has plainly been an apeituie 1880 Huxi ey
Crayfish 11 61 The alimentary canal may therefore be dis-
tinguished into a fore and a hind gut

+2 Anterior, previous, foimer Obs
*490 Caxton Eneydos xxiv 90 The foie loue reneweth

hym selfe. 1526 R Whyttord Martdoge (1893) 84 The
duke dyd the moost commun seruyee notwithstandyng
his fore estate 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras vu 12 The
intraunces of the fore worlde were wyde and sure 1597
Morley Introd Mns 12 The great musicke maisters who
excelled in foie time <11634 Chapman Alphonsus Plays
1873 III 239 Alexander and Mentz have the fore dance.
1718 Entertainer xxvi 175 That Place which m a fore
1 ime was StiPd the Temple of Dagon

II quasi-iA or elhptically.

3. The fore part of anything, e g. the bow of a
ship, the fore-quarter of beef, etc
x888PallMallG r6Jan 14/1 The sensation was stronger

in the fore of sailing vessels 1890 Daily News 11 July 2/8
American lefrigerated hind-quarters thirds fores

b Naut. {At) thefore
.

(see quot 1883)
i860 Motley Netherl II xix 475 Medina Sidoiua

hoisted the royal standard at the fore. 1883 W C Russell
Sailor's Lang s, v Pore, -At the fore, means at the fore-
royal mast-head.

4. To the fore (Sc -and Anglo-Irish phrase,
introduced into English literary use in the 19th c

)

a Of a person . Present, on the spot, within call

1637 Ruthertord Lett. (1862) I 363 If Christ had not
been to the fore in our sad days, the waters had gone over
our soul 1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Pamass 416 Some
Italian Princes who were yet to the fore, could not be
weighed 1726 R Eeskine Sonnets 11 1 § 6 Yield not
The Lion strong of Judah’s tribe, Thy Husband, ’s to the
fore 1815 Scott Guy M, xlv, ‘ I wuss auld Sherra Pleydell
was to the fore here 1 ’ 1829 Mrs S C Hall Sk Irish
Char. (1842) 60 Why didn’t you give it me, and I to the
fore? 185a Lever Daltons II xxxv, If he hasn't me to the
fore to prove what I said, he can do nothing

b. Still surviving, alive

1695 Earl Cromarty Vmdic. Robt, III
1 14 The said Lord

J°hn being to the fore, and on Life. *724 Ramsay Tea-t.
Atisc, (1733) I aa As lang’s Sandy's to the fore Ye never

426

shall get Nansy 1787 Burns Let W Ntcol 1 June, Gif
the beast be to the fore 1818 Scott Hrt , Mull xlm,
' While this grey head is to the fore, not a elute o’ them but

‘all be as weel cared for as if they were the fatted kine of

Pharaoh,’ 1888 J Payn Myst Mirbndge vi, The stewaid
though stricken 111 years—was still to the foie

t e To thefore with m advance of. Obs
1646 R Baillil Lett (1775) II 221 ,

1

am now two to the

foie with you, albeit I wrote none the last post

d Of money, etc • Ready at or to hand, forth-

coming
;
available. *j* To go to thefoi e

.

to be put

to one’s credit

1636 Rutheriord Lett (1862) I. 181 Therefoie my wages
are going to the fore up 111 heaven 1640 Dumbarton
Burgh Rec m living Hist. Dumbnrtonsh (i860) 525 Gif
tliay had common guid to the foir 1660 Shari* Let 11 May
in Wodrow Hist I Intiod 25 Is his broad Sword to the
fore? 1639 R Baillie Lett (1775) I 126 He had
a good estate, and well to the fore 1828 Scott F At
Pei th viu. If these are not to the fore, it is the Provost’s
fault, and not the town's 1848 Thacki ray Van Fair
xxv, IIow many captains m the regiment have two thousand
pounds to the fore

e In recent use sometimes taken to mean ‘m
full view, conspicuous So to come to thefot e occurs

for ‘ to come to the front’,
‘ to come into view ’

1842 Barham Ingot Leg
,
Auto-da-he, Magmfioent struc-

tuies As our Irish friends have it, are theie 1

to the fore*

1876 IVorId V No, ro6 5 ihese vermin seldom venture
to come to the fore themselves 1880 Afanch Guard
23 Nov , The vexed question of local taxation reform must
come to the fore next session

Fore (fdcu), adv and prep [Com Teut • OE
fore^Oilxis.fara, OS.fora (Dvi.voot), OHG fo/a
(MHG. vor{e, mod Ger vor), Goth faw a
The root is the same as in L pi S, prx, pet, Gr npo, irapa,

irapai, vepc, Skr pura. The precise form 111 OTeut is

disputed : one opinion is that it was *foun— Gi irapai
, with

a dative case-ending
Fiom 16th c the word has often, been regarded as an

abbreviation of before, and hence written 'fore ]

(•A adv. Obs
1 Before, at some earlier time, previously
cxooo Ags Ps. (Th) lxxvn(i] 14 [12] He on Egypta

afcenum. lande, worhte fore wundur ma.re a 1300 Cursor
M. 10938 (Cott ) Elizabeth was anna sistei, als 1 for tald.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 2076 pe welpe & welfare i haue him
wrou3t fore <11375 Joseph Anm 20B Wipouten fautc oper
faus as }>ei fore seiden c 1600 Shaks Sonn vu, The eyes
(fore dutious) now looke an other way.

b Forward or onward, forth.

a 1300 CursorM 18267 (Cott ) Fra nu foi, vnderstand pou
wele Hu fele pines ai sal pou fele

2 Beforehand, m advance
« *225 Juliana 47 Ah wel ich warm J>e uore, hit ms nawt
111 biheue. c 1500 Atelnstne xxiv 184 To see a remedy be
ad to it rather to fore than to late

B prep =Fou prep in various uses

+1 a Befoie, in front of, m the piesence of; =
For 1 a, b Obs.
Beowulf1064 (Gr ) pair wms sang and sweg fore Healf-

denes hildewisan c 1300 Behet 31 The manere of Enge-
londe this Gilbert hire tolde fore c 1320 Cast Love 1030
So stille and deine he [Jesus] was he fend fore c 1550
Northren Mothers Blessing vi (1597) E v, What man that
shall wed the fore God with a ring 1608 J Day Law-
Pnches 1 11 (1881) 18 Y’are much to rude, To shew this

kindnesse fore a multitude i6xx Shaks Wmt T iv. iv.

401 Contract vs fore these Witnesses

b. In asseveiation or adjiuation ; ==Foit 1 c
C1435 Torr. Portugal 745 Foie Sen Jame 1 What ys the

gyantes name. 1601 Shaks All's Well 11 m 51 Fore God
I thinke so 1687 Congreve Old Bach in 11, N o, foregad 1

I’m caught 1756 Foote Eng fr Pans 11 Wks 1799 I

in Foregad I believe the Papistes ha’ bewitch’d him
1840 Barham Ingot Leg

,
Ghost, ’Fore George, I’m vastly

puzzled what to do

+ 2 Of time: Before; = FoR2. Obs
«xooo Crist 1031 (Gr ) Fore Cnstes cyme a 1300 CursorM 22420 (Cott ) Fore domes dai pat sal be sene 1601
Shaks Meets forM 11 u. 160 At any time ’fore-noone

+ 3 Before, in preference to
,
= For 3. Obs

1591 Shaks i Hen VI, 1 hi 22 Prizest him. ’fore me?
1594 Marlowe & Nashf Dido 111 iv, I follow one that
loveth fame fore me 1634 Massinger Veiy Woman n.
i, You prefer My safety ’fore your own

f 4. =For6 Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (Camd ) 17 And alle here costez payd fore.

+ 0 In support qf, in favour of
; =For 7 Obs

egoo tr Exacts Hist v v (1891) 396 pact he him fore
gebaede a 1000 Crist 1202 (Gr) Eal fa earfeSu, be he fote
aeldumadieag 1*1300 Cursor

M

11201 (Cott) For to do
fore him fat dai, he settenes of he aid lai c 1340 Ibid.
96x0 (Trtn ) If my sister saue nnjt al hat she wolde fore
[other texts foi] crie & cal.

t 6 On account of, because of, = For 21 b Obs
c 1175 Lamb Horn 27 pu ne derst cumen bi foren him fore

June jjulte C1340 Cursor M 13756 (Tnn 1, I dampne be
nat hi synne fore c 1440 Jacob’s Welt (E E T S ) 45 J>e
fals tythere rehersyth agen in his fals tythyng he synne, hat
crist was do fore to deth

f 7 . As a precaution against
;
= For 23 d Obs.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks 11 106 And holde a dissh vnder-
neth, fore spilling of the hcour
8 Comb fore-belly, padded clothing in front

of the belly
,
fore-dawn, the time preceding tlie

dawn (also attrzb or adj ) ; f fore-eternal a

,

+ fore-everlasting a

,

that is or was before the
eternal or everlasting ; in quota, dbsol or quasi-.f<5> ,

fore-sabbath, the day that precedes the sabbath,

t fore-south a , facing the south

1638 Jasper Mayne tr Lucian's Dial (1664) 362 I
to speake of his stuft Brests, and Tore Bellyes, which make
an adventitious and aitificiall coipulency 1884. T Pavmi-
'Jnla.fr A mint II 33 It was the Tore dawn hour 1801Hall Caine Manxman v 11 283 Sometimes he was ud in
the vague fote-dawn 1587 Golding Do Momay vi 80 Por-

• < J<- • * < . f
'

w
lasting Ibut And that betweene the li

Foieeuerlastnicr and
the Euu lasting, Etcrnitm restctli in the nuddest *656 TrappComm (1868) 415 'I be Jews before then sabbath [hadl their
*fore-sabbath 1686 Plot Staffordsh 386 Ihe Tore South
windows being cover'd with Matt to preseive the hony
Fore (fooj), ml. Golf [Probably a contraction

of Before ] (Sec quot 1878 )
1878 Pardon Football, etc

,
82 Foie 1 a warning cry to

people m front of the stroke

Fore, obs pa. t. of Fare
Fore-, piefix In OK the adv Fore (like its

equivalent in vaiious other Teut langs
) was used

as a prefix (1) to verbs, giving the additional sense
of ‘ before ’ (either m time, position, order, oi rank),
and (2) to sbs. either forming designations of objects
or parts of objects occupying a fiont position, or
expressing anterioritym time (Cf OE foreewetSan,
Goth fauraqipan , OHG foraqitedan to predict;

OE foregangan, Goth fauiagaggan to precede;
OE foretuli, Ger vorzahtt fiont tooth, etc ). The
prefix has through all stages ot the language con-
tinued to be a living formative in all its uses The
principal combinations are in this work treated as

Mam words in their alphabetical place, those which
are of merely occasional use, or self explanatory,

are enumerated m this article.

X In verbs, ppl adjs
,
agent-nouns and nonns

of action (Stress on the veib )

1 With the sense ‘ m front as m foregvrd, -he,

-lift (all Obs. or arch ) Also in agent-nouns, as

fforespur>er, Forerunner, FonEwalker
1610 Holland Camden's But x 791 Scverus Toregirded

and fensed Britain with a ditch from sea to sea. *590
Sit.nslr F Q 11. in. 29 A golden bauldncke, which Torelay
Athwait her snowy brest Ibid 1 xi 15 "Fore lifting up
a-loft his speckled brest 1769 Falconi k 6/upwi hi 582
Ihe ship, fore lifted by the sea 1596 Shaks Alerch V,
11 ix 95 This Tore spurrer

2 = ‘ Beforehand ‘ previously’, ‘ m advance
’

Formerly, esp in i6-i7th c ,
the prefix was used with any

vb to which it was desired to give tins additional meaning
The number of recorded combinations of this kind is there-

foie cnoinious, and only a selection of them can here be
given Now, however, the use of the prefix, except m
established combinations such asforesee, foretell, or m new
combinations closely analogous to these, is felt to be some-
what archaistic or affected , m ordinary prose usage the
meaning is expressed by the addition of an adverb, or (m
verbs of obvious Lat or Rom. deuvation) by the prefix pre-.

a m verbs, as fore-accnstom, -acquaint,
-adapt,

-admonish, -advertise, -advise , -allot, -answer

,

-assign, -balance, -bespeak ,
-bless, -calculate

,
-com-

pose, -comprehend, -conclude, -condemn, -consider

,

-contrive, -count, -date, -declare , -decree, -design,

-dispose, -divine, -engage,
-exist, -expect, -express,

-fear, -figure, -Jit, fix, -grasp, -haste, -instruct,

-learn, -lend, -mean, -ot der, -paint, -picture, -plan,

-poison, -promise, -leckon, -repent,
-report ,

-1 equest,

-resemble, -scent, -season, -seise, -send, -shape, -shoe,

-sing, -smell, -sound, -steep, -study, -suffer,
-sum-

mon, -suspect, -threaten, -ti ace,
-use, -utter, -vow,

-ween, -weep, -weigh
1640 Bi* Ri ynoi ds Passions xxn, * Fore-accustoming the

mind to evil 1624. Gaiaicer Transubsl To Rdr ,
This is

all that I was desirous by way of Preface to Tore acquaint

thee withall 1696 Whiston Th. Earth iv (1722) 294 He
foresaw and Toreadapted the entire Frame 1633 Bp Hail
Hard Texts,N T 396 Who *fore-admonished me that [etc ]

1598 Barrpt 7 heor Warres iv n 105 To Toie aduertise

the souldiers by the drumme maior 1664 H More Alyst

Imq 206 Fore-advertising them of all their affairs of Im-
portance by the mouths of his Prophets 1604 Hieron
Whs I Advt to Rdr 671 This short cateclusme Tore-

aduiseth thee of the certainty of diuers afflictions 1587

Golding De Mornaylx 121 Whatsocuerheliad Toreallotted

them of his goodnesse 1620 Bp Hall Hon Mar Clergy

1 § 1 If all my proofes he *foie-ansvveied by his Bellarmine

1713 Bentley Fite-thinking 1 xxix 147 Notwithstanding
he had foieanswered all that he can say about Different

Interpretations 1675 Brooks Gold Key Wks 1867 V 333

God the Father, who from eternity had *fore-assigned

Chust to this office of a mediator, zoxa J Cotta Dangers
Practisers Phys 1 v. 43 Where the strength of nature

hath bene carefully Toreballanced betweene hope and

hazard 1682 Bunyan Holy War 67 Thy evil fruit fore-

bespeaks thee not to be a good tree 1630 Drayton Moses
1 63 By th’ eternal prouidence Tore-blest 1864 Spectatoi

20 Aug 963/1 Some great crisis not to be definitely *foie

calculated 1684 Baxter Twelve Argts § 1. 5 No man
knoweth before-hand, whether a Minister hath studied and

Tore comp[o]sed his Sermon 1652 Gaull Magastrom
vu 78 Whether it be not quite contradictory to the nature

of future contingents to be ’’fore-comprehended by any

created intellect. x6i8 Daniel Hist Eng 12 They held

the same confederation Tore concluded by Alfred 164a

Milton Apol Sniect (1851) 258 To prejudice and Torecon-

demne his adversary in the title for slanderous and scurrilous

1677 Otway Cheats ofScaput 11 1 Wks 1728 I 208 These

things premis'd, and Tbre-consider’d 1652 Bp Hall Invis.

World1 § 6Abraham saw an angel*fore-contrmngthe work
164a Fuller Holy 4- Prof. St 111 ix 173 They ’‘forecount

their wives fair, fruitfull, and uch 1859 Ld Lytton



PORE-. 427 FORE-
Wanderer (ed 2)97 Bat why should I forecount as yet The
ravage of that vulture brood? *858 H Bonar Hymns
Faith <5- Hope 10 Faith “foredates the joyful day 1623
K Long tr Barclay's Argents in 111 153 His death had
bin *fore-declared 1696 Willard Body ofDivinity {1726)

35g/2 The same which was foredeclared by the angel 1618
Daniel Hist. Fug 162 God had Tore decreed to make
it Ill's owne worke by a cleaner way 1645 Wither Vox
Pacif 141 Of that, which God himselfe, did “fore designe

1713 Cheyne Philos Pruts Rehg (J ), All the steps of the
growth and vegetation have been foredesigned by the
wise Author of nature a 1661 Fuller (Webster), King
James had by piomise “foredisposed the place on the
Bishop of Meath *607 Walkington Opt Glass 142 Which
doe “fore-divine, and are, as it were, prophets 1649 Bp
Hall Cases Consc 11 vu (1634) I 32 Your former vow or
oath hath “foi e-ingaged you to a just discovery 1662 J
Chandler Van Helmout's Oriat 33 If the disposed matter
do “fore-exist 1864 Pusey Led Daniel vi. 298 They, then,
fore existing, thia derived from them 1633 Bp Hall
Hard Texts

,
NT 47 So as no man can “fore-expect the ,

day 1628 Wither Brit Rementb 276 The fourth true
j

token which doth *fore-expresse The mine of a land for
wickednesse 1386 Whetstone Engl Mirror 121 Little
*forefeared he that God would make him the capitall
offender of the Romish superstition 1334 More Treat
Passion Wks 1323/2The old sacrifices “fore fygured the
sacrifice of Chnstes blessed bodye 1622 S Ward Life
Faith in Death (1627) 57 Such as fore-know their death, yet

“fore-fit themselues neuerthe more carefully 1371 Golding
Calvin on Ps xxi oThe time which the heavenly father hath
Tore fixed 1878 B Taylor Deukalion 1 m 28 They who
made us and forefixed our fate, The Titans 1880 G. Mac-
donald Diary 0/an Old Soul 5 May, A greater thing Than
purest imagination can *foiegrasp 1820 Milman Fall Jeru-
salem 134 Am I in heaven, and thou “forehasted thither To
welcome me? 1617 Bp Hall Quo Vadisl §24 Let them care-
fully “fore-instruct themselues with the sound knowledge
of the principles of religion 1853 Singleton Virg Georg
1 344 Hence can we Torelearn The weatherm th’ uncertain
sky 1396 Spenser F Q iv hi 6 Carelesse of penll

. As ifthat life to losse they had “forelent. 1608 B Jonson
Masque Beauty Wks (Rtfdg ) 548/2 As being the place,
by Destiny Torement. a 1743 Savage Wks (1775)11 221
(Jod) Has he foremeant some distant age to bless? 1870
Lowell AmongBis. Ser 1 (1873) 224 Without foremeaning
it, he had [etc.] *873 Ibid. Ser n 87 Providence there-
fore *foreoidered two ends to be pursued by man. 1627
S Ward Christ All m All 11 As if the Sciiptures had
not “forepamted out such an Antichrist. 1634 Jackson
Creed vn Christ's Answ § 54 By the fall of Lebanon
he ’forepictures the extirpation ofDavid's royal race 1706
Jane Austen Sense 4 Sens 111 46 What had been already

*foreplanned in her own mind 1384 Discov Throck-
morton's Treas. 2 Such as are not forestalled, or rather
“forepoysoned with the lies alreadie spred 1363 T
Stapleton Fort Faith 63 The calling of the gentils “fore-

f
romised. a 1636 Bp. Hall Specialties in his life (1666) 27
t was fore promised to one of my fellow Chaplains 1836
Mrs Browning Anr Leigh iv 469, I, who should have
known, *Forereckoned mischief 1 1390 Greene Neuer too
late (1600) 62 He that “forerepents, forsees many perils
*642 Fuller Holy <5- Prof. St hi xxiu 218 But Fame
falls most short chiefly in Tore reporting the Happinesse
m heaven *633 — Ch Hist, 11 111 § 38 Qffa had Tore-
requested the granting of these Pnviledges from the Pope.
1641 Milton Ch Govt v (1851) 1x3 He argues that
Christ was as well Tore-resembled by the Kings then,
as by the high Priest 1632 Gaule Magastrom xxvi,
Metoposcopy, boasts herself to Toresent all the begin-
mngs, the progresses, and the ends of men. 1398 E Gilpin
Skial (1878) 45 Hauing so well Tore season'd thy minds
caske 1682 Tate Abs. 4 Achit 11 976 Proceed, illustrious,
happy chief “Foreseize the garlands for thy brow decreed
1818 Milman Sarnor 87 To foreseize from Fate Thy slow
existence c xooo ASlfric Gram xxviu (Z 1 172 Praemitto,
ic Toresende c 1586 C’tess Pembroke Ps cv v, He for
them to AEgipt had foresent The slave-sold Joseph 1842
Sir H Taylor Edwin in ui. We shall so Toreshape
the minds of men That It shall he hailed acceptable.
ax6gx Boyle Hist Air (1692) 174 They begin to travel
again 111 a white sand, being Tore-shod with shoes, whose
single soles are made [etc ] 1363 Mirr Mag , Hastings
hv, Swannelyke I Toresong my death 1634 Habington
Castara. (Arb ) 35 He was a Prophet, and fore-sang my love
a 163* Calderwood Hist Kirk (1843) II 343 Mame of his
servants Torsmelling danger, left him. 1648 Herrick
Hesper 146 Which Tore-sounds A plentious harvest to
your grounds 1563 Golding Ovids Met vu (1393) 135
The ground then soking makes The seed Toresteept in
poison strong 1553 Grimalde Cicero’s Offices 11 81 Lucius
Crassus did showe himselfm open courte to do that verie-
well having Torestudied. 1647 Fuller Good Th m Worse
T (1841) 134 The party praying fore studieth not every
expression 1839 Bailey Festus xxvm (1848) 33s But 1
foresee, Tore-suffer 1397 Daniel Civ Wars vu lxu, The
Farlement Which his Associates had Tore-summoned
zx x6xa Donne BiaSavaros (1644) 68 *Fore-suspecting that hee
should not easily remove that desire of dying. 1398 J
Dickenson Gieene in Cone. (18781 103 Which these so
many, and so manyfest likelihoodes did “foiethreaten 1636
Trapp Comm Matt 111 10 Edom is forethreatened for
not harbouring them when scattered by the Chaldeans
1833 Wordsw Warning 133 Paths no human wisdom can
foietrace 1 a x6ia Donne Biaflavaro? (1648) 216 Except

where a competent diligence being Tore-used, a mistakingm our consciencemay provide an excuse 1583 Stanyhurst
FEneis in (Arb ) 88 Theese stoans king Helenus, theese
ragd rocks rustye Torevttred 1839 Bailey Festns xxxu
(1848) 352 The prophecies Of God fore-uttered through the
tongues of Time, 1613 Daniel Hymen's Trt Poems (1717)
124 A Heart Torevow’d unto a better Choice 1587 T
Hughes Misfort Arthur hi 1. (1828) 46 Toreweening
nought what perils might msue 1763 Churchill Potms,
Duellist 1, The sky in sullen drops ofram Torewept the
morn 1819 Crabbe T ofHall, Patron 75 When each in-
dulgence was Torewejgh’d with care

b. m ppl. adjs., as fore-bemoaned
,

-biased,

-boasted, -commended, -createfL, -dated, -defined,

-denounced, -described, -deserved, devised
,,

-devote

,

-done, -fated, -formed
\
-hinting, -impressed, -in-

clined, -intimated, -led, -made, -misgiving, -noted

,

-obtained, -opimoned, -penned, -pretended, -pi ovided
’,

-recited, -rehearsed, -remembered, -settled, -specified,

-typified, -vouched, -wished, -wonted Also iore-
littermg, littering prematurely 5 fore-riped, 11-

pened too early; premature, fore-wrought,
? tampered with beforehand
c 1600 Shaks Sonn. xxx, The sad account of Tore-be-

moned mone 1720 Welton Suffer Son ofGod II xxix
751 The Malicious Prejudices of His accusers and Tore-
byass'd Judges 1602 Warner Alb Eng ix. xlix 228
Gods sole Prouidence Did cleare Tore-bosted Conquest
hence 1642 Cudworth Lord's Supper vi (1676) 34 Which
I will confirm from that Torecommended place 1387 Gold-
ing De Momay ix 118 Whether the Worlde was cieated
after the pattern of a thing Torecreated, or of a thing
without a beginning 1641 Milton Ch Govt ii (1851) 148
An abortive and Toredated discovery 1640 Bp. Hall
Episc 11 iv 103 The proper and Tore-defined sence. 1604
Hieron Wks I To Rdr 353 Romes long-deserued and
Tore-denounced ouerthrow 1381 Sidney Apol. Poetne
(Arb ) 28 The Toredescribed name of Poets 1380 —
Arcadia iv (1598) 416 Their Tore-deserued punishment
1379 Fenton Gutcctard (1618) 38 It was a deliberation
voluntary and Toredeuised 1889 Sat Rev 7 Sept 262/1
There is a sort of tourists Toredevote to mischance 1862
F Hall Hindu Philos Syst 12s The fruit of Toredone
sacrifices 1839 Bailey Festus (1848] 38 The statesman
makes new laws for growing worlds, Through their Tore-
fated ages 1767 H Brooke Fool of Qual II vuu 31
No Toreformed evasions or contrivances for escape 1868
Bushnell Serin Living Subj 420 A strange, enigmatic,
yet apparently Torehmting utterance. 1642 H More
Song of Soul 11 111 11 lx, Swayd By sense, and Tore-
imprest Astronomie *640 Bp Hall Episc 111 11 227 A
Tore-inclined minde *031 Gouge God’s Arrows Ded 5
The Tore-intimated arrowes 1662 T Chandler Van Hel-
rnont's Omat. 101 Iheir '‘fore-led life 1583 Stanyhurst
ZEuets Ded (Arb ) 8 Like as Torekttrmg bitches whelp
blynde puppies 1642 Fuller Holy 4 Prof St 11 1 xxni
217 If such “foremade reports prove true 1363 Golding
Ovid's Met x (1393I 248 Her Toremisgiving mind did also
make her sad 1383 Stanyhurst AEueis iv. (Arb ) 118 Thee
Torenoted offnngs 1368 T Howell Arb Amitte (1879) 41
Perpend the grace, the trust and trade, of Toreobteyned
wyfe 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xxvm 48 Men are
*fore-opimon1d of him for a politic man X549 Chaloner
tr Erasnt Morue Enc. Aj, Their longe and ’‘fore-

penned oracions 1709 Strype Ann Ref I hv 587 All

.

were but Tore-pretended falsehoods 1830 Lynch Thto
Tnn 1 15 “Fore-provided signals 1613 Shaks Hen VIII,
1 11 127 The '“fore-recited practises x65x J Stephens
Procurations 142 According to the fore recited Act. 1326
Tindale N T. Prol , This Torerehearced newe testament
1377-87 Holinshed Citron III 1230/2 The Tore-remembred
Comers vicar of saint Martins in Norwich 1631 Weever
Anc Fun Mon 170 My fore remembred Author 1534 Ld
Berners Gold Bk. M. Aurel (1546) O vuj, The Tore ryped
prymetyme prouoked them therto 1387 Golding De Mor-
nay Pref ro For Tore-setled opinions doo bring in bond-
age 1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv 1 11 12 Ihe “fore-
specified commands 1693 Chauncy Enq Gosp Neio Law
34 The great Sacrifice so Tong “fore-typified 1605 Shaks.
Lear 1. 1 223 Your “fore-voucht affection [must] Fall into
taint 1392 Wyrley Armorte, Chandos 98 Had I taken the
oportunitie .The towne had I surprised speedilie And well
atchiued “fore-wished pretence 1647 H More Song ofSoul
App hi. xvui, Even so the ghosts Walkm their “forewonted
coast x6xx Speed Hist Gt Brit ix vhl§i6 489 To 1 educe
those partes to his Allegiance was no hard matter to effect

;

the greater part ofCommaunders there (being “fore-wrought)
expecting nothing more then these perfidious assaults

e m vbl. sbs
,

as fore-abodmg, -accounting

,

-being
, -building, -catching, -damning, -enjoying

,

-fearing, -glooming, -living
,
-misgiving, -placing,

-planting, -schooling, -shaping, -understanding,
-whipping, -whispering
a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet Wks 1721 II 199 Yet from

some “Fore abodmgs I divine, I David like, the Temple
may design 1380 Sidney Arcadia 1 83 But “fore-

accounting oft makes builders misse 1361 Daus tr Bul-
liuger on Apoc (1573) 10 For this is it, that he meaneth by
loynmg the “forebeyng to the piesent beyng. 1662 Glan-
vill Lux Orient xu (1682) 92 In the state of our Fore-
Beings 1581 Mulcaster Positions v (1887I 26 That,
which must follow their “forehuilding 1623 Gill Sacr
Philos t. 86 Some “fore-catchmgs of the shadowes of things
to come x6xs Byfield Expos Coloss ni 6 That can but
seriously consider God’s reprobating or “fore-damning of
millions of men 1640 Bp Reynolds Passions (1658) 985
Under pretence of devoting themselves to contemplation
and a “fore-enjoying of the light of God 1674 N, Fairfax
Bulk 4 Selv. 65 The “forefeanng that if emptiness far and
wide were not granted, the world would not be bounded
1880 W Watson Prince's Quest, VanisTnngs (1892) 147
Vague “foregloomings of the Dark to be 1430 Lydg
Citron Troy v xxxvi, The Kynge was to her in all his “fore
liuinge Louyng and true in all maner thinge 1365 Golding
Ovid’s Met vi (1593) 143 The “foremisgivmg of his mind
did make them sore afraid x6xx Cotgr , Premise, a Tore-
placing, a setting before Ibid, Prepiantement, a “fore-

planting or former setting 1886 Lowell Pr Wks (1890)
VI 163 Is it so good a “fore-schooling for JLife ? 1892
Athensenm 16 Apr 496/2 Some clear “foreshapings of that
new order 1350 Bale Sel Wks (1849) 498 And I (saith

St John) perceivedit evidently in my “fore-understancmg,
that this woman was all drunken m the bloody slaughter
of saints 16x3 T Godwin Rom Antiq (1623) 194 This
Toiewhipping I take to be a matter vnquestionable x88o
W Watson Prince's Quest (1892) so Perchance To hear
“foiewhispenngs of their destiny.

d. m nouns of action, as fore-advice, -choice,

-consent, -designment
,
-determination, -guidance,

-payment, -proffer, -provision, -revelation, -spousals,

-stifferance, -trial.

1398 Florio, Premomttone, a premonition a Toieaduise,
1614 Raleigh Hist World 11 11634) 260 God’s promise
and “fore-choice of his people 16x3 Chapman Odyss xm
194 The “fore-consent Thou hadst vouchsafed it a 1641 Bp
Mountagu Acts 4 Mon (1642) 21 A Tore-designement of
better things to come 1363 Jewel Def Apol (1611) 38
His ownebTinde pieiudices, ana Tore determinations i6xo
Guillim Heraldry iv xv (1611) 230 Without the “foie-
guidance of a valiant leader 1807 Southey Lett (1856) II
9, 1 had tool of him in “forepayment for the first edition
1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke 1 77 A “foreprofer to
the abolishing of synne x6xx Cotgr , Preparation

,

a pre-
paration or Tore-prouision a 1680 Charnock Attnb God
(1834) I 552 The event did answer his Tore revelation
01639 Wfbster App 4 Virg iv n, Divorc’d from her
“fore-spousals with Icilius 1629 Jackson Creed vi ir

xxxu § 7 His experience on “foresufferance of the like evils
1868 Hanna Ministry in Galilee 111. 50 A short Tore trial

might be made of the work
II Prefixed to sbs. (Stress chiefly on the

prefix, exc. where this is liable to be apprehended
as an adj ; in many words the stress is variable).

3 With reference to place, a With sense, ‘that
is in the front ', or * in front of something * di-

rected to the front’ ;
= Fboht- (by which it is now

often replaced), as fore-axle, -chamber, -comer

,

-courtyard, -covert, -desk, -face, -flap, -galleiy

,

-glass, -hall, -hill, -log, -nook, -parlour, -pillow,

-place, -plate, -porch, -post, -quarter,
-rank, -rib,

-shop, -skirt, -tail, -way, -wedge, -wheel
1822 Imison Sc 4 Art I 303 The Tore-axle must sustain

as much more friction. 1622 H Sydenham Serin Sol Occ
(1637) 106 Gluttony is the “fore-chamber of lust 1832
Grote Greece 11 lxxxii X. 663 1 he fore-chambers and back-
chambers of the various temples 1803 Mrs Wakefield
Dom Recreat x 137 The “fore-corner of the same eye-lid

1623 Crt 4- Times Jos I. (1849) H 43° The “forecourt-
yard of the French ambassadors house 1609 Holland
Amm Marcell xxiv vi 249 Of undermining and the
fabnekes “fore covert and defence, Nevita and Dagalaiphus
had the charge c 1513 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)
I 483 Lvj Stalles in the lower degrees with the “foredeskes
for the same 1543 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 1 ix (1634)
32 From the right side and “foreface of the great artene
1607 Beaum & Fl. Woman-hater v. 1, My “foreflap
hangs in the right place. 1773 S J Pratt Liberal
Opin. (1783) IV 3 The fore-flap of his coat 17x5 Leoni
Palladio's Archit (1742) II 19, I have made the “Fore-

f
allenes as I fancy they ought to have been 1741
lIchardson Pamela (1824) I 125, I was afraid of Robin's

looking back, through the “fore glass [of the coach] 1882-3
Schaff Encycl Rehg Knowl I 210 To the one side a
“fore-hall, the schoolroom 1776 Phil 'J. raus. LXVI 527
Its “forehills are almost every where composed of rocks
and strata, rising very steep to the horizon 1883 Mrs
Rollins New Eng Bygones 68 They [the backlogs] were
buried in embers and then supplemented with “forelogs
1641 Best Farm. Bks (Surtees) 36 They beginne with
the farr “fore-nooke, and after that with the neare fore-
nooke, then with the farr hinder nooke X747 Scheme
Equip. Men of War 39 Their “Fore Parlours, or Dining
Rooms. 16x7 Markham Caval vi 51 The “fore-pillowes
must stand so directly that they may defend the Ryders
knees from the neather point of the bare tree 1878
Morley Carlyle xg4 Laughter has a “fore-place m hfe
17x3 Desagui iers Fires Ivipr 108 The first Piece or “fore-
Plate 1333 Goodly Primer Ps c 3 Into his “foreporches
with praise. 1870 Daily News 24 Sept

,
A Jager regiment

formed the infantry“forepostsm a line ofvillages c 1430 Two
Cookery bks. i 6 Take fayre beef of )»e rybbys of pe Tore
quarterys 1883 Harper'sMag Feb 367/2A fore-quarter of
lamb 1399 Shaks Hen V, v ii 97 Compris'd Within the
“foie-ranke ofour Articles 1863 J. G MurphyComm Gen
xlix 10 Judah had the forerank among the tribes m the
wilderness 1893DailyNews 9 Jan. 6/2, 17 “forenbs ofbeef
1633 Ford Love's Sacr m 1, Shutup your “fore-shop. I’ll be
your journeyman no longer. 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, ri

111 08 Honours traine Is longer than his “fore-skirt 2663

J Wilson Projectors n i Dram Wks (1874) 218 One
doublet with a new pair of foreskirts 1732 E Forrest
Hogarth's Tour 8 The “fore-tail of his shirt 1631
Househ Ord 349 The “foreway for the chappell 1323
Fitzhfrb Hitsb. § 4 “Forewedge and helewedge 1728
Vanbr %lC-v&.Ptov Hitsb 1 Wks (1730) 222 The two “fore-
wheels came clash down at once 1822 Imison Sc 4 Art
I 103 In all four-wheeled carnages, the fore-wheels aremade
of a less size than the hind ones

b> Indicating the front part of something; as

fore-bram, -palate, -shaft, -shoulder.

1879 tr Haeckel'sEvol Man II xx 225 Thehighest acti-

vities of the animal body have their seat mthe Tore brain
1872 Beames Comp. Gram. Aryan Lang India I ix 326
A larger portion of the tongue’s surface being brought
into contact with the “fore-palate 1883 Im Thurn Indians
Guiana xi 245 The Toieshaft [of arrow] and the blunt
head 1837 Holland Bay Path xvu 196 Then he’ll let me
have it just back o' the Tore shoulder

c. Indicating one of the front limbs ofan animal

;

as fort-claw, -fin, -flipper, -hoof, -knee, -limb, -pad,

-paw, f -talon. (Stress often on the sb.)

1769 Phil Trans LX 37 On its Tore claws are five strong
long nails. 1779-80 Cook Voy (1783) II 457 The dam.,
holds the young one between her “fore-fins 1853 Kane
Grmnell Exp. xlv. (1836) 417 Behind the “fore-flippers

1770 G White Selborne xxvm 79 The Tore-hoofs were
upright and shapely. 1607 Tofsell Fourf Beasts 121 And
then stayeth his body vpon the “fore-Jjnees 1794-6 E
Darwin Zoon (1802) I 199 Quadrupeds that have collar-

bones use their “fore-limbs in some measure as we use our
hands 1879 Jefferies WildLife in S C 8 These animals,
[rabbits], stuke with the “fore-pads as if boxing 1823 J
Neal^w, Jonathan 1. 110 Throwing one of the bear’s great
“fore-paws at him a 1682 SirT. Browne Tracts 113 They
opened the vein of the “fore talon

d. Naut

.

Chiefly m words denoting some * part
of a ship’s frame and machinery which lies near

54-3



FORE-. 428 FORE AND AFT

the stem, or in that direction, in opposition to aft

or after ’ (Adm. Smyth) ; also of parts connected

with the foremast (opposed to mam-, mtzen-)

,

as fore-bitIs, -bonnet,
-bowline ,

-brace , bridge

,

-cap, -cat-harpings ,
-chains, -cluegarnet, -course

,

-doivnhaul, -hatch ,
-hatchway

,

-hood, -heel
,

lee,

-rake, rigging,
-royal, -scuttle, -shrouds, -spoke,

-sp) itsail,
-tackle, -truck, -trysail,

1833 Marryat P Simple (1S63) 41 1 Their first shot went
right through the hull of the hug, just abaft the "foi e-bits

1669 Sturmy Manners Mag 1 17 Unbind all things clear of

it, and bung too the "Fore bonnet Ibid 18 Hawl bout

"fore Bowline Ibid 17 Hawl aft the Sheets, get aft on the

Quarter Deck, the "fore Braces. *833 Marryat P Simple

(1863) 213 The jaws of the fore-brace block. 1893 Adm
Markham in Daily News 3 July 5/7 The Adnuial came
forward to the *fore-bridge 1748 Anson's Voy nt. 1 297
The Gloucester's '"forecap split 1867 Smyth Sailor’s IVt01 d-

bk , *Fore Cat-harpings 1720 "Fore chains [see Chain

14 b] 1820 Scorcsby Acc. Arctic Reg. II 193 From the

stem to the foie-chams 1823 H B Gascoigne Nav
Fame 51 The "Forecluegarnets are Let-run of all 1626

Capt. Smith Accid Yng Seamen 96 The foie sayle called

sometimes the '"fore course 1707 Loud. Gas No. 4380/3
The Firebrand , forc’d in under a Fore-course for the

Light of St Agnes. 1660 Sturmy Manners Mag 1 17

Belay the '"fore doon hall 1840 R H Dana Be/ Mast
xxxi 1x2 A large sheep-pen which had been built upon
the "forehatch 1790 Beatson Nav &• Mil Mem II

162 The "fore-hatch-way, 1819 J H Vaux Menu I. 226

Certain parts of the stem, called the "fore hoods, were
loose 1633 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav Ixvi 267 The
"Fore-keel of our Poup at803 Young Man v. in Child
Ballads vm ccxIy (1892) 377/1 She’ll gae out your "fore-

lee 1637 Capt Smith Seamaids Grant 11 4 The "fore

Rake is that which glues the ship good way 1803 in

Nicolas Disp Nelson (1846) VII 167 note. Employed knott-

ing and splicing our "fore rigging 1882 Daily Tel 12

Sept 2/x He was ordered on to the "foreroyal yard along
with another youngster 1800 Colquhoun Comiu Thames
11 ss He placed the two trunks close to the "fore scuttle

1609 Dampier Voy II in 64 Let us go a little way up the

"Fore-shiouds. 1833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 107 The
captain and first lieutenant went aft, and took the "fore-

spokes of the wheel a x66x Holyday Juvenal 229 A "fore-

spnt-saile 1823 Crabb Technol. Diet. s.v. Fore, *Fore-
tackle, a tackle on the fore-mast 1669 Sturmy Manned*
Mag v 64 They nail down Quoyners to the "Fore-Trucks
ofheavyGuns 1895 CenturyMag Aug 594/2 The admiral’s

flag at the fore-truck 1837 C Grhible in Merc Mar
Mag (1858) V. 3 "Fore-try-sail.

4 With reference to time. a. Giving the addi-

tional sense of precedence or anticipation ; asfore-

age, -ancestor, -assurance, -care, -consciousness,

-counsel, -day, -gleam, -glimpse, -handsel, -hope,-im-

pression, -king, -light, -luck, -martyr, -messenger,

-notice, --notion ,
-order, -parent, -precedent, -reso-

lution
,

-restraint,
-scene, -scent, -sense, -sentence

,

-shift, -sign, -sin, -splendour , -tenant,
-thrift

,
-year.

138* J. BellHaddon's Anew. Osor 453 b, Where be these

Records . of auncient Antiquitye, and of all "foreages?

1563-87 Foxe A. & M (1396) 120 Our "fore-ancestors.

1631 Donne Biaikanatos (1644) 74 A "fore-assurance

that else they would escape death by death 1613 P
Smalle Mans May B uj a. Prudence, "Fore caie, and Dili-

gence are the flow’rs of May. 1843 Lowell Glance behind
Curtain Poet Wks. (1879) 49 A "fore-consciousness of their

high doom 1839 Bailey Fcstus (1848) 32/x "Forecounsel,

wisdom, and experience <2x300 Cursor M. 19049 (Cott ) A
man wascriplidmjie parlesi, Andhad beninastaHhis 1,fordais.

1857-8 SearsA than xi 98 We get even now intimations and
"fore-gleams ofwhat it is 1894 Advance (Chicago) 5 Apr , A
"fore-glimpse of the Day ofJudgment *574 tr Marlarat's
Apocahpsq A "forehansell of the newe lyfe 1603 Sir C
Heydon Jud Astral x 233 If therefore through this "fore-

hope the excesse of immoderate loy be abated 1507
Daniel Cm. Wars vi. xxu. A "fore-impression of the right

he has. 1876 Tennyson Harold iv m, Thy fierce "fore-

kings had clench’d their pirate hides To the bleak church
doors 1833 J Cumming Led. Miracles (1834) 126 One of
the "forelights ofthe restorationofall things 1659 Torriano,
Buona-mano good hanzell or good "fore-luck 1577 Han-
mer Anc Eccl Hist (1636) 75 The other "foremartyrs.,
hasten themselves unto Martyrdome 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm, Par Lute 1 17 The "foremessagier of the former
cumnung 1374 Newton Health Mag. Tjb, A fore-

mesSanger or waymaker to Feuers, Apostumations and
Abscesses *678 T Rymer Trag LastAge 38 Some "fore-

notice of it 1604 Daniel Vision 12 Goddesses Wks (1717)

239 To the end thou may’st have "Fore-Notion what Powers
take here this Prospective. 1394 Cartw Tasso (1881) 29

And for all wants "foreorder layd 13*6 Pilgr Perf (W
deW 1331) 41 Our "fore parentes Adam and Eue, 1577-87
Holinshed Chron. III. 1x14/1 The said alleaged "fore-

presidents against me *639 T Adams Soules Refuge, Wks
910 Men that want this "fore-resolution 1394 Carew
7<m<j(i88i) 106 How he scornde his rule and "fore-restraint

11837-8 Sears A than 12 If the light of the after-scene were
turned full on the "fore-scene 1834

1

Taylor Sat Even
231 Not free from an appalling "forescent of his own near

discomfiture 1621 Cade Serm 3With too little "fore-sence

ofvengeance, or prickeofconscience *840 Clough Amours
de Voy. m 123 The steady fore-sense of a freer and larger

existence. *598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 11 Ark 399 This
old-man toucht with true repentance, Wth Prophet-

mouth 'gan thus his Son’s "fore-sentence 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss sv Shift

,

One set or shift go undei-
ground early in the morning . these are called foreshift

men 1 The second set go underground about gam, and
are called 1 backshift men ’ 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par
Mark 1. 13 Undoubtedlye he maketh a "foresigne 1639
Macallo Can. Physick 43 Foresigns of life or death 1530
Tindale Anew, More 11 m (1373) 293/2 To make satisfac-

tion for his "fore-sinnes 1831 Carlyle Sort. Res (1858)
1x3 Fore shadows, call them rather "fore-splendours, of that

Truth 18x4 Southey Roderick n, The "101 e-tenant of that

holy place 1869 R. Litton Orval 217 Ihe force of "fore-

thrift in the fear of want 2615 Chapman Odyss vnr 603

The sailing trade, The Reueiend for her wisedome (Circe)

had In vforeyeares taught him
b Indicating the early part of; as fore-night,

-summer, -year, foreday= morning Chiefly Sc
1818 Hogg Ermvnic Bodsbeck I 13 He saw them as weel

as it had been "foie day 1808-79 Jamieson, *Forenicht,

the interval between twilight and bed-time 1887 American
XIV 234 The teruble wintei and "foresummer of 1854-55

1545 Brunston m Tytlei Hist Scot (1864) III. 372 The
said cardinal [Beaton] enlendis to bring us gret support

in the "foir yere

5 Special combinations, a With, reference to

place: fore-action, the movement of a horse's

fiontlegs; + fore- alley, (m a meeting-house) the

alley or passage in fiont of the desk ; + fore-beak,

the prow of a vessel
, + fore-board, the deck or

fore-deck; fore-boot’ see Boot 1 4 c, + fore-

bowels, the part of a horse’s belly m fiont of the

girths, +fore -bush, (of hair) = Forelock
; -f fore-

buttock (jocular), the bieast (of a woman)

,

+ fore-cloth, the covering of a horse’s shoulders

,

4 fore-cook (of a hat), see quot and Cock sb 8 3

,

4 fore-crag (see quot ); f fore-crop (see quot.) ,

f fore-entry (a) = Fore-court, [b) the porch or

gate-house
; i* fore-fellows, fellow-soldiers m the

preceding lank ,
fore-flank, (a) the front part

of the flank, (b) (see quot. 1796) , *f*
fore-gal-

lant, the chief performer (m a momce-dance)

;

*|* fore-gear, (a) armoui for the front of the body,

(<5) harness for the front horses of a team ,
fore-

hangmg, fore-hearth (see quots ") ,
fore-heater,

salt-making (see quot), + fore-hip, a luck m
wrestling

,
fore-hooks, Naut. = breast-hooks

;

*t*
fore-kmght Naut (see quot ) ,

fore-lighter,

the first in a e gang ’ of lighleis
, + fore-iines, lines

drawn directly foxward
,
fore-march, a march for-

ward, in quot fig ;
fore-mark, ? a conspicuous

model for imitation
;
fore-page, the first page (in a

printed work)
;
fore-piece (see quot.)

,
fore-pipe,

a brass pipe near the muzzle of a musket, etc ,
to

receive the ramrod
; f fore-smock, ?an aiticle of

dress worn in front of the smock, an apron , + fore-

spar Sc, a swingle-tree for attaching the front

horses of a team
,

fore-starling (see quot )

;

fore-step, (a) a step forward, (b) pi stepsm front,

tiaclis
, + fore-stone, a mass ofrock that interrupts

a vein of ore, fore-thwart, fore-tram (see

quots.)
; + fore-tow Sc , a rope for attaching the

front horses of a team
,
fore-winning (see quot ).

x8ifi Klatinge Trav (1817) I 159 Ihe Spanish horse

carries his head high, and his "fore action is regulated

hereby. 1716 S Sewall Diary g Sept , They stood in the

"Foie-Ally and were admitted, Confessing their Sin of

Fornication a 1636 Ussher Ann vi (1658) 551 After they
had ran violently upon one another with tneir "forebeaks

1391 Hahington Orl Fur xm xv, In vame it was to pull

down all our sailes, And on the "foreboord close to couth
the mast *380 Blundevil Horses Diseases cxi 51 b, All

the shoulder [ofthe horse] from the mame downward, and
betwixt the "forebowels 1674 N Cox Gentl Recrcat v
(1688) 63 You shall observe your Horse’s Sweat, under his

Saddle, and Forebowels, if it appear White 1391 Plrci-

vall Sp Did
,
Copete

,

the "foiebush of the haire 1727
Switt, etc. Sylv ,

Misc IV. 137 Her "Fore Buttocks to the

navel bare 1326 Househ Ord (1790) 205 The King’s

sadles, bridles, bytts, "forecloathes, and other necessaries

1627 Crt. <5- Times Chas / (1848)1 236 He lay m the field

all night with two horses’ foiecloths under and two cloaks

over in. 1668 Etheredge She wan'd ifshe cou’d hi. 111,

Never hat took the "foie cock and the hind-cock at one
motion so naturally. 1391 News fr Scotl in Brand Fop.
Antiq. (1849) III. 8 Found the enemy's mark to be in her[the
witch’s] "forecrag, or fore part ofher thioat. 1323 Fitzherb
Hush, § 57 Se that they [fatte-oxen] be soft on the "fore-

croppe, behynde the shulder. 1598 Barret Theor JVarres
hi, 1 43 Each one haumg a care to his "forefellowes . dis-

charge altogether at one vollie 1796 W Marshall Midi
Co I 355 (E D S ) *Foreflank a projection of fat, upon
the nbs, immediately behind the shoulder. 1836 Farmer's
Mag Jan. 10 He was especially good in his back and fore-

flank 1389 Nashe Pasquill Marfonus 12 The "foie-

gallant of the Morrice , with the treble belles, a 1658 Ford,
etc Witch Edmonton 11. i, If you . know me for a
fore-gallant in a morris, my father's stable is not unfurnish’d

*496 in Ld. Treas Acc. Scott (1877) I. 300 Fore towis,

harnys, and quhelis, and all "foregere 1360 Rolland Crt
Venus iv. 613 The peirt persme of foirgeir into deid
1328 Tindale Obed Chr Man 91b, Christe hath brought
us all into the inner temple, within the vayle or "forehang-
mge. i88x Raymond Mining Gloss., *Fore hearth , a pro-

jecting bay in the front of a blast-furnace hearth, under
the tymp 1880 Lib. Unm. Knowl XIII 76 The brine .

is placed in large shallow iron pans called the foreheaters ’,

when it is boiled until the impurities have been deposited
x6oa Carew Cornwall 76 a, Many sleights and tricks apper-
taine hereunto Such aie the Trip, "forehip [etc 1 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,

"Fore-hook 1678 Phillivs,
*Fore-kmght and Matn-kmght, in Navigation are two short
thick pieces of Wood carved with the head of a Man, fast

bolted to the Beams upon the second Deck 1891 A J.
Foster Ouse 170 First comes the "fore-lighter with the
name of the owner painted on the bows 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 204 Sounds though they spread round, yet they go
furthest m the "Fore-lines from the first local impulsion
of the air 1822 Good Study Med. (1834) IV 89 This "fore-

march of nature should be timely checked 1863 Mrs C.
Ct arre Skaks Char. xvi. 405 The "foiemark and exemplar

ofa commercial nobleman 1623 Lisle JElfric on 0. # N.
Test Pi ef. ? 5 The "fore page of this Worke, 1874 Knight
Diet Mech I 905 *Fore-piecc (Saddlery) the flap attached
to the fore-part of a side-saddle, to guard the rider’s dress
1837 Regul <5 Ord Army 93 Repairs to Rifles, For long
"I1 ore pipe, biass is od. 1536 Lady Brian Let in Strype
Eccl Mem I. App lxxi. 172 She hath neither gowne nor
kirtell nor "foiesmocks. 1496 in Ld Treas Acc Scotl
(1877) I 298 Item for mj "fore spams to turs to the cost
1874 Knight Did Mech I 903 *Fore-starling, an ice-
breaker m advance of the starling of a bridge 1362 J. Hey-
wood Proa <y Epigr, (1867) 203 If one backstep be as much
as "foresteps three. x6ix Srred Hist Gt Brit ix v § 27
Following the fore-steps of your famous Ancestors x668
Glanvill m Phil Ttans II, 770 A Rock called a "Fore-
stone 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
*Fore-thwart The

seat of the bowman in a boat 1496 [seeforegear\ "Fore-
towib. 1797 Sporting Mag. X 296 The "fore-tiain consists

of the neck, the shoulders, the breast, and the fore-legs

x88x Raymond Mining Gloss ,
*Fore-wmmng, advanced

workings

b. With reference to time : + fore-eatage, the

opportunity of pasturing one’s cattle before others

,

+ fore-fetch, a reaching forward m thought, fore-

thought (seeFetchsb 1 1); +fore-goodsrre

=

F0111s-

grandsire, f fore-great-grandfather = great-

great-grandfather ,
fore-rent, ‘ a year’s rent of a

farm payable six months after entry’ (Jam),
+ forestore, a store laid up beforehand

, t fore-

title, prescriptive title
, + fore-wages (Sc.), wages

paid in advance
1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 12 They may have the

"fore eatage of the towne-side 1334 Bale Decl Bonner's
Ait xi (1561) 35 He is a man of a gi eat "fore fatche 1335
Stlwaui Cron Scot III 19 His "foirgudschir kmg Mai-
come Canmoir a 1693 Ukquuaki Rabelais nr xxxvii 310
CaillUs "fore-great Grandfathei 1813 R. Kerr Agnc
Surv Beno 141 The mode of payment termed "foie-

rent or forehand lent. 1336 J. Heywood Spider # F
x no To Legene from nenesse "Foiestore lasht out, m
excreable excesse x6xx Speed Hist Gt But ix vm §5
No man hath Right or any othei "fore-Title to succeede
another, vnlesse [etc] 1606 Sc Ads Jas F7(i8i6) IV
287 Samony of thame as sail ressaue "foirwageis

Fore-aboding, etc
;
see Fobe- pref.

Foreacre (fo» r^kai). Now dial, [f Fore-

pref + Ache Cf Ger zw acker ] (See quots)
1736 Pegge Kcnticisms (ED S ) 28 Fore-acre, an head-

land 1887 Kent Gloss , Bore-act e, a headland, the land

at the ends of the field wheie the furrows cross.

Forea'ct v. [f. Fobe- pref + Act ».] trans

and inir. To act beforehand (see senses of Act v ).

*757 Dyer Place x, 261 Sagacious care foreacts 1840

R 1 Wilblri orce s Empires 33 The great deeds of the

Son of God foreacted m dumb show m the ordinances of

God’s worship

I-Ience Fore-acted ppl. a ;
Fore-acting vbl. sb

a 1618 Sylvester Job Triumph Proem 865 To finde some
hole in my fore-acted Life 1632 Caryl Exp. Job xi -xiv

507 These dispensations being (prxlndia glonee) the fore-

actings of a glorified estate 1682 and Pleafor Nonconf
26 Their fore-acted Conspnacies

Fore-adapt, -advise, etc. see Fobe- pref

t Fo re-agarn, -agarnst, prep Obs. Also

5 foragayne, 6 foragams, forayenst [f Fobe
prep or adv. + Again, Against. Cf. Fobegain(st,

Foenenst.] Directly opposite, facing.

1494 Fabyan Chron vi clxxx 178 For agayne the olde

towne of Notyngham. 1506 Will of Wyttylbury (Someiset

Ho ), Forayenst the place where my fader lieth 1377-87

Holinshed Chron I 178/1 That part that lieth fore against

France, was assigned to Edmund 1396 Dalrymple ti

Leslie's Hist Scot I 87 Nathir to thay best partes in

Albion in the Easte foraganes Irland 1631 HeyliN St

George n vm 312 Ihey set, by two and two every

one with his fellow, which is foreagainst him in his stall

Fore-age see Fobe-pref 4
t Fo:re-alle*ged, ppl a Obs [f. Fobe-

pref + Alleged ] Previously alleged or quoted

1387 Golding De Momay iv 47 The forealledged Oracles

xfixo Healey St Aug CttieofGod 1. xxvi (1620)30 It must

needs be that which is fore-alledged 1701 Norris Ideal

World 11 111. (1704) 154 The fore-alledged instance

Fore-alley, -allot • see Fobe- pref. 2 a, 5

Fore and aft, adv , a ,
and sb Naut

A. adv.

1. Of position* In or at both bow and stem,

hence, along the length of or all over the ship

1627 Capt Smith Seaman’s Gram, xiu 6x A health to

you all fore and aft. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy S
Seas a My Rigging is all gone, and broke foie and aft

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 123 Her deck raised, and laid

flusn fore and aft 1822 G W Manby Voy Greenland

(1823) 63 And the bulwark, fore and aft, was washed away

1835 Marryat Pirate vn, Awnings were spread fore ana

aft to protect the crew from the rays of the sun

2 Of motion or direction • Alternately towards

the bow and stem, backwards and forwards

1726 Shelvocke Voy round World (1757) 4°6 So incom-

moded by them, that we could hardly move, fore and aft,

through the throng of them [Indians] 1840 R H Dana
Bef. Mastxxm 73 1 o walk fore and aft in the waist 1803

Livingstone Zambesi y\ 151 Every night they [rats] went

fore and aft rousing with impartial feet every sleeper

3 From stem to stem, lengthwise
a x6i8 [see An 2 c] 1709 Loud Gas No 4543A

raked her fore and aft with his Cannon 1823 J Badcock

Dom, Amitsem 208 The pontons should be sharpish tore

and aft 2867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Fore and aft

also implies in a line with the keel

|

B adj (usu with hyphens). Placed or directed.



FORE-AND-AFTEE, 429 FORECALL.
ia the line of the vessel’s length Of sails (see

quot. 1867) ; hence, of a vessel rigged with such

sails Also Comb fore-and-aft ngged ppl adj
1820 Scorcsby Acc Arctic Reg II xg7 note, I have con-

fined the term gaff sails to the fore and aft sails. 1834 M
Scott Cruise Midge (1839) 329 A large foie and-aft ngged
vessel 1836 Farmer's Mag Nov 426 1 he Dean Richmond
is a fore-and-aft schooner of 380 tons register 1867 Smyth
Sailor's WordM , Fore-and-aft sails, jibs, staysails, and

E

;affsails ,
m fact, all sails which are not set to yards 1878

see Aft 2 c] 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I 1 § 323
Fore-and-aft’ ng is any rig in which the chief sails come

into the plane of mast or masts and keel, by the action of
the wind upon the sails when the vessel’s head is to wind
C sb ? A cap with peaks both before and

behind.
1888 Hamper's Mag Sept 494 Women m jockey caps and

fore-and afts

Fo re-and-a’fber. [f prec + -er i
] a. A

‘fore and aft’ schooner b. (see quot 1867)
1823 J F Cooper Pioneer xv (1869) 66, I went a few

trips m a fore and-after. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,

Fore-and-after, a cocked hat wom with the peak m front
instead of athwait

Fore-anent • see Fornent.
Fo re-annoirnce, v [f Fore- pref + An-
nounce ] trans. To announce beforehand
1846 Trench Mirac (1889) 453 [God] might have used

Caiaphas to fore-announce other truths of ms Kingdom
x86o Pusey Mm Proph 5 After foreannouncing the
miseries at the destruction of Samaria
Hence Pore-annou. need ppl a

;
Fore-an-

noix nemg vbl sb Also Fore-annou’ncement,
a notification or declaration beforehand
1864 PoseyLed Daniel vi 35s His foreannounced justice.

Ibid v. 236 The fore announcing of our Lord’s coming
1864— David 626 A foreannouncement of events.

Fore-answer • see Fore-pref 2 a

Fo re-appornt, v. arch, [f Fore- pi ef. +
Appoint ] tram To appoint beforehand
1361 T Norton Calvin's Inst it 148 Whosoeuer hope

to knowe more of Christ than god hath foreapomted them
by his secret decree 1637-30 Row Hist Kirle (1842) 483
To dissolve the meeting of the Councill that day, albeit it

was fore-uppoynted for answering the subjects petitions
1726-3* Tindal Rapids Hist Eng (1743) II xvir 126
Days and Places which you shall thereunto fore appoint
1836 J Gilbert Chr Atonem 111 (1832)62 So steadily had
this purpose been entertained, and so clearly this event
foreappointed that, [etc ] 1886 J Payne Decameron I 33
The place fore-appointed of them
Hence Fore-appoi ntecl ppl a

; Fore-appoi nt-
lUfif vbl. sb andppl. a. Also Fore-appoi ntment,
pievious appointment, preordination

1377 tr Ballinger's Decades (1592) 643 The ende of pre-
destination or foreappointment is Christ. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia (1622) 413 Her fore appointed end 1389 Greene
Tullte's Lone Wks (Grosart) VII 189 The aspectes of the
fore-appointing stars 1634 Trapp Comm Job xvi n The
foreappointed affliction. 1656— Comm Gal iv g [God’s]
gracious fore-knowing and fore-appointing of us to eternal
life. 1677 Hale Contempt 11 Lord’s Prayer 103 By the
determinate Counsel and Fore appointment of God 1833
Keble Serm vu (1848) 166 The fore-appointed safeguard
of the integrity of our Lord’s holy sacraments

Forearm (fo^riaim), sb [f Fore- pref + Arm
sb ] The part of the arm between the elbow and
the wrist, sometimes the whole arm below the
elbow Also, the corresponding part m the fore-

legs of quadrupeds, or in the wings of birds
1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed 3) 251 The fore-arm consists

of two long Bones, the Ulna and Radties 1738 J S Le
Bran’s Observ Surg (1771) 136 The Swelling upon the
Fore-Arm increased 1833-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 294/2
Birds m general possess two flexors of the foie-arm 1843
Bethune Sc Fireside S/or 128 In such a manner as to
leave the whole of the fore-arm hare 1836 Kane A ret
Expl I xxix, 388 She tore down by single efforts of her
forearms the barrels of frozen beef 1880 Haughton Phys
Geog. vi 283 The hones of the forearm and leg

Forearm (fo01^ Jm), v [f Fore- pref +
Arm v ] tram. To arm beforehand, lit and fig.
1392 Greene Disc Coosnage n 1 Foiewarned, forearmed

1682 Dryden Medal 68 Who helps a pow’ifnl Friend, fore-
arms a Foe. 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 429
Knowing that forewarned is forearmed 1862 Goulburn
Pers Rehg; m iv (1873) igo We are forearmed against
surprises

Fore-axle : see Fore- pref 3
t Fotre-ba’okwardly, adv. Obs rare~x

[f

Fore adv + Backward + -by 2
J Beginning at the

wrong end, preposterously
1581 Sidney Apol Poetne (Arb

)
62 Exercise indeede

wee doe, but that, very fore-backwardly for where we
should exercise to know, wee exercise as hauing knowne
Fore-balance, -bald • see Fore- pref 2 a

t Fo're-ball. dial Obs. (See quot

)

160a Carew Cornwall 74 a, The Hurlers are hound to the
obseruation of many lawes, as that he must deale no
Foie-hall, yiz he may not throw it to any of his mates
standing neerer the goale, then himselfe

Fore-bav (fooub^1
). [iFom-pref + Bay sb 3]

a Naut b Hydraulics ' (see quots

)

*867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,
Fore-bay the galley or

sick-Day 1874 Knight Diet Mech, Forebay
,
a reservoir

or conductor between a mill-race and a waterwheel. The
discharging end of a head or mill-race

Fore-beak, -beam, -being see Fore- pref
+ Fcre-bell. Obs. [f. Fore- pref. + Bell.]
The first of a peal of bells.

1484 Chnrckw Acc. Wigtoft, nr Boston (Nichols 1797) 79
For shotyng of an irren bolte to the forbell whele 1329
Chuichw, Acc St Giles Rending 37 Iron werk for the fore
hell 1546 Ludlow Churchw Acc. (Camden) 26 Pesynge of
the for belle rope 1801 Strutt Sports Past 111 v § 18
171 These [morns-danceis'] bells were of unequal sizes and
differently denominated, as the fore hell, the second bell,

the treble, the tenor or great bell

Fore-bemoan, -bespeak, -bias • see Fore-

t Po re-bit. Obs [f. Fore adv + bit. Bitten ]
= Devil’s-bit i

1397 Gerarde Herbal ir ccxxxvu 587 It is commonly
called Morsus Diaboh or Diuels bit, of the root (as it

seemeth) that is bitten off m French Mors du Diable in
English Diuels bit, and Fore bit x6xx Cotgr , Mors du
diable, the hearbe Forebit, or Diuels bit.

Forebi'tten, ppl. a Obs [f Fore- pref +
Bitten

] Bitten m front
;
only in Forebttten more

= Forebit.
*397 GerardeHerbal App

, F01 ebitten More is Diuels bit

Fore-bless,-blind,-board, etc : see Fore-/? ef
Forebode (foaib^u d), V [f. Fore- pref. +
Bode v ]

1 trans. To announce beforehand, predict, prog-
nosticate

1664 Butler Hud 11 m 172 Do not our great Reformers
use 1 his Sidrophel to fore-boad News 1709 Steele Tatter
No 30 p 5 To Morrow will be a Day of Battle, and some-
thing forebodes in my Breast that I shall fall in it 1816
J Wilson City ofPlague 111 1, Then many heard a voice
foreboding woe 1879 Dixon Windsor I xxvi. 263 Old men
foreboded evil days to come,
b. Of things To betoken, portend.
1636 Cowley Pindaric Odes

,
Isa xxxiv. v,Though no new

Ills can be foreboded there 17x8 Freethinker No 62 p 7
Palpitations of the Heart foieboded the Infidelity of a
Friend 1780 Cowper Progr Err 604 Long flights forebode
a fall 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I xm 234 The Earl’s
administration of Insh affairs foreboded at its outset the
issue

2 To feel a seciet premonition of, have a pre-

sentiment of (usually evil)
, to anticipate, to appre-

hend beforehand. Const simple obj or subord cl

1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 233 You see the dangers
and injuries I indure in this my journy, and my mmde for-

bodeth greater to ensue 1677 Hornecic Gt Law Consul.
v (1704) 271 An evil conscience, which foreboded an all-

revenging arm. 1723 Pope Odyss ix 248 My soul fore-

boded I should find the bower Of some fell monster 1793
Ld Sheffield in Ld Auckland's Corr (1862) III 118,

1

foreboded mischiefthe moment I heard of its division. *848
Dickens Dombey 341 Stragglers foreboding that then
misery there would be but as a drop of water in the sea
1895 M Corelli Sorrows Satan 321 Neither to regret the
past nor forbode the future

b tntr. or absol. To conjecture, forecast
17x1 Addison Sped. No. 7P4 One of these Antiquated

Sibyls, that foi ebodes and prophesies from one end of the
Year to the other 1782 Cowper Gilpin 166 And if I well
forebode, My hat and wig will soon be here 1830 Haw-
thorne Scarlet L x (1892) 161 There can he, if I foiebode
aright, no power short of the Divine mercy, to disclose [etc ].

Hence Forebo dedppl a. Also + Forebode sb ,

Forebo dement, a foreboding
a 1679 T Goodwin Wks II iv 72 There is upon many

forebodes one great Fate to come upon the Churches of
Chi 1st 1753 Johnson, Presagement, forebodement, pre-
sension 1833 M Arnold Poems , World's Triumphs,

Thy foreboded homage i860 Adler Faunel's Prov
Poetry xi 234 He was wont to tremble at every fore-

bodement

fForebo'den,#/ a Obs rare. [Fore pref.

+ boden pa pple. of bede Bid v ] Presented be-

forehand
x6oa Carew Cornwall 23 b, It was taken at first for a

forboden token

Foreboder (fooibefa-da.i). [f. Forebode v. +
-er 1

] One who or that which forebodes
;
+a prog-

nosticator,

1687 R. L'Estrange A nnv Diss 43 These Fore-boders,
are the most Pernicious of Wizzards 1782 Burns Song,
0 why the deuce should I repine, And be an ill foreboder

1803 Wordsw Waggoner hi 130 This explanation Cured
the foreboder like a charm. 1876 Bancroft Hist U S,
IV xxxiv 56B Merchants who feared a war as the fore-

boder of their own bankruptcy

Foreboding (fo<ub5u dig), vbl sb. [f. Fore-
bode V + -ING fj

1. The action of the vb Forebode ; hence, a pre-

diction, presage (Now only of evil.)

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 401 As so as it was by a
forbledynge [» rr for bedynge, forbodyng] lie hadde pat
name Seneca 1618 Bolton Floras iv xii. 320 Maicus
Crassus tooke the word as a faire foreboding. 1838 Thirl-
wall Gieece IV xxxiv. 337 By which the forebodings of
Socrates were realised x86o Tyndall Glac. 1 ii 12 Heed-
less of the forebodings of many prophets of evil weather

b. A portent, omen.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 351 ]>is Remigius

semede njq a wonder forbeddynge [» rr forbodyng, vor-

bodyng] 1692 R. L’Estrange Fables clxxvm moral 149
1 he iancy of Omens, Forebodings, Old Wives Tales and
Visions X87X Palgravg Lyr Poems 28 Great Ossa . lay

Like the foreboding of a coming woe
2 A presentiment of something to happen, esp

of approaching or oveihanging evil.

1603 Knolles Hist Turks (i6ai) 186,

1

say no more for

grjefe, and foreboding of euill fortune 1799 Sheridan
Pizarro 11. 111, I cannot fly from the foreboding which
oppresses me 1883 S C. Hall Retrospect II 149 She had
a foreboding of early death

Foreboding (foo-tbim'dir)), ppl a. [f. as prec

+ -1NG- 2 ] That forebodes, in senses of the vb.
X679 Everard Popish Plot 7 By a fore-boding guilt they

knew perfectly I had grounds enough wherewith to accuse
them, 1793 Burke Th Scarcity Wks 1842 II 237, I can
never quote France without a foreboding sigh i860 Pusey
Mm Proph 486 lhat he by a foieboding name should be
called Haggai, 1 e ' festive

'

Hence Forebo dingly adv
;
Forebo dingness.

x8ox Coleridge Let m Mrs. Sandford T Poole Friends
(1888) II 48 My gloom and forebodmgness respecting
pecuniary affairs. 1823New Monthly Mag VIII 284 He
gave me a squeeze of the hand, which was forebodingly
Fotcible. 1837 W Collins Dead Seciet m 11 (x86r) 79
Her head shaking forebodingly from time to time

Fore-body (foa rbpdi). [f Fore-pref]
1 1 The front part of a dress Obs
i6rx Cotgr s v, Robert

,

A Doublet whose forebodie is

fine stuffe, and the backe parts course 1691 Islington Wells
10 The Lady byher Manteaus Forebody, Sure takes a Pride
to Dress like no Body
2 Naut. (See quots

)

1830 Hedderwick Marine Aichit. 113 Fore body, every
part of the hull before . the dead flat frame 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk , Fore-body

,

an imaginary figure of that
part of the ship afore the midships or dead flat, as seen from
ahead 1883 Fortn Rev x Sept. 324 Thus making the
afterbody longer and finer than the forebody

tFo'rebow 1
. Obs exc dial Also 6 fore-

bough, 7 -boothe. [f. Fore- pief + Bough sb.

(sense 1 ), Bow rA3] a In pi The shoulders of a
quadruped, as seen from the fiont

;
the breast b.

The beak or prow of a ship.

1569 Stocker tr. Diod Sic. in viii 113 It is difficile and
haide to laye abord about the beake or foiebough of a
Gallie 1610 Markham Masterp 1 hi no Bathe all Ins
bieast and foreboothes with the oyle of Peter. 1614 —
Cheap Hnsb (1623) 85 His dewlap extending from his
neather lip downe to his fore-boothes. 17x4 Lend Gass
No 3253/4 Strayed a Black Mare a small White Spot
between her Foiebows 1828 Craven Dial ,Forbows, the
breast of an animal

tFo'rebow 2
. Obs [f Fore- pref + Bow

sb ]

] The arclied frame in the front ofa saddle. (Cf.

Fr argon )
1723 Bradley Fam Diet sv Saddle, The Toes or Points

of the Saddle’s Foi e-bow press too much the Horse's Side

183s Booth Analyt Did 296 The Saddle has around knob
on the fore part or Fore-bow, called the Pommel
Fore-bowels, -bowline, etc. . see Fore- pref.

Fo*rebreast. [OE. forbrdost (rendering L,
prsecordza), f. For- 2

, Fore-pref + brdost, Breast ]
1. Sc The fore pait of anything
c 1470 Henry Wallace vii 1x89 At theforbreist thai prewit

haidely 1823-80 Jamieson, Foi e-breast as the fore-breast

O’ the laft, the front-seat of the gallery in a church 1871W Alexander Johnny Gibb 1. (1873) 13 And then, mount-
ing the ‘forebreist ’ [of a cart] himself, started again
attnb 1313Douglas AEncts xi xv 19 The forbreist lappis.

2. Mining. (See quot.) — Foueield.
1747 Hooson Miner's Did , Forebrest, Forfield or Fore-

head Those are all the same hut the most Antient Name
amongst the-Old Miners is Forfield ; and it is always that
Quantity of Wholes which he takes in his compass before
him, as he cuts his way be it more or less. x88o C C.
Adley m Rep PioneerMining Co 2 Oct 1 The rock in the
forebreast of the level has become very hard.

Forebroads (foa rbxgdz) Sc, [f. Fore-pref ;

cf Icel broddr ‘milk of cows immediately after

calving’ (Vigf.) ] = Beestings
x8n W Aiton Agnc Sura Ayrsh 443 (Jam ) The young

calves are fed on the milk, first drawn, locally termed fore-

broads. 184a J. Aiton Clerical Economics iv 173 The milk
first drawn from the cow, locally termed the forebroads,

t Forebudding. ? = Forebody 2

xSix Chron. in.Amu Reg 96/1 She [a fishing smack] drifted

down on a boat a head of her and took thepoint ofher boom
into her forebuddmgs

Foreburden, corrupt var of Faburden.
1603 Holland PlutarcKs Mot. 476 The foreburthen of

their canticle was this.

t Forebuyer. Obs [f Fore- pref + Buyer.]
One who buys at first hand to sell again, a whole-
sale buyer.

1358 Merck Adv. Newcastle (Surtees) 88 Woll and
skynnes, bought of any glovers or forebyers 1559 Ibut

48 An acte concernyng the byeng of wooll. of for-byers

Men that byesit ofother men that growes it, callyde forbyers

*597 Skene De Verb. Sign s.v Regratens, That they
are fore-byars of qubeate, beare, aites [etc ]

Fore-bush, -buttock: see Bore- pief 5 .

Fo're-cabiu. [f Fore- pref + Cabin ] A
cabin in the forepait of the vessel; spec, one for

second-class passengers m which the accommoda-
tion is inferior to that m the saloon.

18x6 Genii Mag LXXXVI. 1. 102 The fore cabin made
close, and a hatchway so as to keep out the water *833
Marryat P Simple (1&63) 61 The cashier, with his chest of

money, was shown into the fore-cabin 1877 W Thomson
Voy Challenger 1. 1, xi The fore cabin, a handsome room
30 ft long by 12 wide,

Foreca'll, v. [f Fore- pref + Call vi] trans

To call or ordam beforehand. (In first quot. perh,

for *forc<ill=> Forseeak, to bewitch.)

<11630 Suptl to Vicary’s Anat 1x3 If a man be fore-

called, doe this nine dayes, and hee shall he whole 1667
Waterhouse Fire Land 61 He predisposes and foiecalls

severalties to their Randezvous. x88o L A. Tollemache 111

Jrnl. Educ. Oct 225 Cats were his Cardinals made. .Each
forecalled by the name of an unborn Cynic apostle.
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Fo'l'e-carriage. [f. Fore- pref + Carriage,]

+ a Carnage forwaid or out from home ; opp to

back-carnage b The front part of the framework
ot a carnage, esp the front axle and fore-wheels

1549 Privy Council Acts {1890) II 349 Shod wheles for

fore cariages 1677 Yarkanion Eng Improv 118 All

things would he fitted for fore and back carnage 189a

Melbourne Age 31 Dec 10/2 Waggonette for Sale, English
forecaruage

Forecast (fo° -ikast), sb [f. next vb.]

1. a The action, habit, or faculty of forecasting

;

foresight of consequences and provision against

them, forethought, prudence. Now rare.

a 1541 Wyatt Poet Wks (1861) 183 The wisdom and fore-

cast, Which woe to lealms, when that the King doth lack 1

1644 Quarles Barnabas 3- B. 244 Give me a wise foie-

cast, that the subtlety of the devil may not entrap me
1754 Richardson GrandisoniiyZi)! vu 109 He has inven-

tion, forecast, and contrivance 1831 Carlyle Sari Res
(1858) 177 The doctune, which Swift, with the keen fore-

cast of gemus, dimly anticipated 1838 Prescott Ford $
Is (1846) III. xvi 168 Evils which no forecast could
avert.

b. A forecasting or anticipation
;
a conjectural

estimate or account, based on present indications,

of the course of events or state of things m the

future, esp with regard to the weather.
a 1673 Caryl 111 Spurgeon Treas Dan. Ps cvi 7 What

were these fearful forecasts but the overflowings of un-

belief 1822 Lamb Elia Sei it Confess Drunkard, A foie-

cast of the wearisome day that lies before me 1862 Times
12 Apr

,
Too little critical attention has been given to the

1 wet
or dry’ part of our foiecasts 1873 Symonds Grk Poets 1

10 Is not the shield of Achilles . a forecast of the futuie ?

f 2 a. Design, purpose, aim b. A plan, scheme,

or device made beforehand. Obs
a. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erostu Par. fas iv 1-6

To set theyr forcastes vpon muckryng vp of riches

c 1686-8 Invinc Pride Worn in Roxb Ball. (1890) VII 21
It is her forecast to contrive to rise about the hour of
Noon.
b. *535 Coverdale Wtsd ix 14 Oure foiecastes are but

vnceitayne 1674 N Fairfax Bulk <5- Selv 162 That fore-

cast or decree by the power of which the world was 1754
RichArdson Grandtson fed. 7) VII I 172 What an admirable
forecast in my dearest life' A repast so elegant [etc ]

+ 3. A piojection Obs.
1580 Hollyband Treas Fr. Tong, Projects de maisons,

when houses haue a little forecast or wall before the gate

Forecast (fo<uka st), v. Pa t. and pa pple.

forecast, forecasted, [f. Fore- pref + Cast v ]
1 trails To contrive or scheme beforehand , to

arrange or plan before execution
; to foieordam,

predestine

1388 [see Forecasting vbl sb
] 1413 Pilgr Sowle (Cax-

ton 1483) m m 52 Forsothly his deth was fore cast but if

he the better sawe to hym self 1587 Golding De Mornay
xm (1617) 203 At the first sight the thing which was forecast

by good order, seemeth to happen by adventure 1678 tr

Gaya’s Art ofWar 1 6 [He] to whom a Soveraign hath in-

trusted the command of an Army, should well forecast his

measures, before he go into the Field 1751 G WestEduc
l.xlyiu, He warily forecasting to evade The giant’s furious
arm, about him wheel'd 1835 Tait’s Mag II 257 The
advantageous part her ambition had forecasted 1871
Rossetti Poems

,
Ave 45 On some day forecast in Heaven

absol. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1 3 Since Nature need-
fully forecasted, let vs see to what end and purpose, were
these Processes ordemed 1593 Nashe Christ’s T. 79 b,

They fore-cast for backe doores, to come in and out by vn-
discouerd 1674 N Fairfax Bulk # Selv 151 Foie casting
also for the young ones a coming
b To consider or think of beforehand.

*534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices nr (1340) 145 Who so euer
wyll not forecast this, no fraude fro hym wyll be absent

1577 HanmlrAm Eccl. Hist (1619) 213 He forecast also
what God he were best to call upon for aide 1671 Milton
Samson 254 Fore-castmg in what place To set upon them
2. To estimate, conjecture, or imagine beforehand

(the course of events or future condition of things).

Sometimes with clause as obj.

*494 Fabyan Ckron. vii 361 The whiche forecastyng ya

great shedyng of Cristen mannys bloode. made such affec-

tuouse labour, y‘ [etc] *548 Hall Citron ,Edw lV\an 8)

211 Quene Margaret ever forcastyng and doubtyng, the
chaunce that might happen a 1602 W Perkins Cases
Consc (1619) 220 Ionah fore casted dangers in his calling,

1731 Swift Strephon 4• Chloe Misc 1733 V 42 A prudent
Builder should forecast How long the Stuff is like to last

176a Falconer Shtpwr n. 613 No skill . could forecast
The approach of this destructive blast 1845-6 Trench
Huls Led Ser 1 vii 113 How little could friend or foe .

have forecast that out of it should unfold itself a poetry
. greater than any which the old world had seen 1868
G Duff Pol Surv 134,

1

am quite unable to forecast the
future with regard to this matter
absol «*533Ld Berners Gold. Bk M Aurel (1546) P,A shypmayster forcasteth

, and is in gret thought and feare
of tempestes and stormes to come. *627 Milton Vac
Exerc, 13 If it happen as I did forecast 1033 G Herbert
Temple, Discharge xi, Either gnef will not come or if it

must, Do not forecast a 1853 Robertson Serm Ser m
(1872) it 24 The merchant, who forecasts, saves, denies him-
self systematically through years to amass a fortune

- 3, (? from the sb
) To take a forecast of (the sky,

weather)
,
to exhibit a forecast of; to foreshadow

*883 Mrs Rollins Hew Eng Bygones 94 They forecasted
the sky, and planned the toils of the morrow *889 J M
Robertson Ess towards Cnt Meth 33 His . explication
of aesthetic impressions forecasts Diderot,

Heuce Foreoa’sted ppl, a,
*88z Nature XXVI, 33s A single communication offoie-

casted weather

Forecaster (foeika star) [f Forecast v +
-eh 1

.] One who foiecasts

1639 J Clarki Parannologia 232 A good foiecaster is

better than a bad workei x86z hints 12 Apr
,
l he foie-

casters of probable weather 1870 Standard 13 Dec ,
The

end of which the boldest forecastu of political events dare

not ventuie to determine

t Forecasted, a Obs [f Forecast sb +
-PUL.] Full of forecast, foresight, or forethought

1576 Newton Lemme's Cornplt 1 (1633) 183 Neither by
use, forecastfull, shaipe witted, nor crafty 1594 Carfw
Hnartu's Exam IVits (1616) 204 It is necessane that he hold

a difference of imagination, fore-castfull, wane

Forecasting (fooilca stirj), vbl sb [f Fore-
cast v + -jng 1

J
The action of the vb houECAST

1388 Wyclii Dob xwiv 27 Whiche geden awei fio hym bi

castyng afore [vr fore castynge Vulg de industrial <21529

Skelton Sp Pan ot 457 So myche forcastyng. 1548 Hall
Ckron, Edw /Finn 11)224 Hisbesy dtvises, and polhtique

foicastynges 1829 Cariyle Misc (1837) It 86 The fore-

casting of the most indubitable Seer 1842 Manning Serm.
(1848) I xxiv 350 All feelings, all cares, all forecastings

Forecasting (fo<>.ika stir]), ppl a [f as prec

+ -ing 2
] That forecasts, in senses of the vb

1548 Hall Chron
,
Hen. IV (an 1) 13 By his prudent

and forecastyng councell 1622 Bacon Hen VII, 5 Being
not very apprehensiue or forecasting of futiu e Euents x688

Boyle Final Causes Nat 7lungs iv 166 A forecasting, as

well as a designing, agent 1807 Scott Lett 15 May, Your
Ladyshipwill commend my earlyand fore casting prudence
111 this matter 1856 LrvLR Mai tins ofCro'M 296 Dreamy,
piojcctive and foiecasting existence

Hence Foreca stingly adv
1548 Thomas Ital Grant (1567*, Pronidaineutc, wisely or

forecastyngly 1677 Mirer Eng hr Diet

,

I orecasttngly,

avec prevoiattcc x86o All Year Round No 39 299
Enmities had to be forecastmgly provided against

Forecastle. Also written fo’e’sle, after

sailois’ pronunc. (fpwksT). [f. Fore- + Castle ]

1 Naut A short raised deck at the fore end ot a

vessel In early use raised like a castle to command
the enemy’s decks Obs exc. arch or Hist
c 1400 Destr. Ttoy 3637 The forcastels full of fuerse men

of armys a 1533 Ld Blrners Hnon xxni 440 The foie

castell of whyght crystal 1624 Capt Sun h Virginia in

vi 62 Taigets about the forepait of our Boat like a foie-

castle. 174S Anson’s Voy. 1 111 29 The forecastle was
manned with its customary watch 1805 m Nicolas Disp
Nelson (1846) VII 203 note, Her people still firing from her
tops, forecastle and lower-deck 1863 Longi Wayside Inn,
Saga ofOlafxix vi, On the forecastle Ulfthe Red watched
the lashing of the Ships

2 The fore part of a ship (see quots 1704, 1867
''

To rideforecastle in, i.e with bows under
X490 Caxton Eneydos \xxl. n6 Theyr chyeff maryner
was halfe a slepe vpon the forcastell a 1529 Sktlton Col

Cloute 1253 The forecastell of my shyp bhall glyde, and
smothely slyp Out of the waves wod Of the stormy flod

<tx66x Holyday Juvenal 232 Sometimes the one end, as
the fore-castle, sometimes the other, as the sterne X704

J Harris Lex Tec/m, Foie-iastle of a Ship is that pait
where the Fore-Mast stands, and 'tis divided from the lest

of the Floor by a Bulk-head ; that part of the Pore-castle
which is aloft, and not in the Hold, is called the Prow
1719 Dr Foe Crusoe 1 g Our Ship rid Forecastle m 1794
Ntlson 26 Oct in Nicolas Disp (1845) I 499 We are riding

forecastle in 1867 Smyth Sailor’s W01 d-ok , Forecastle
is now applied in men-of war to that part of the upper deck
forward of the after sluoud

3 In merchant vessels, the forward pait of the

vessel, under the deck, wheie the sailors live

1840 R H Dana Bef Mast ix. 10 No man can know
what sailors are, unless he has lived in the forecastle with
them 1888W C. Russell Death Ship I xvui 231 A ship
of which there were a thousand stones afloat in every foie-

castle throughout the world

4 attnb. and Comb Chiefly attributive (of or

peitaming to the forecastle), as forecastle-deck,

-hatch, -joke, -netting, -rail, -song, -yarn
,

also

forecastle-man, a sailor stationed on the fore-

castle

1726 Shelvocke Voy round World 01757) 229 The *foie-
castle conversation 1851 H Melville Whale l 5 The
pure air of the ^forecastle deck 1869 C Gibbon R. Gray
vi, He laid down near the "forecastle hatch 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Waid-bk

,
*Forecastle-jokes, pi actical tucks played

upon greenhorns 1804 Naval Chron XII 246 Except the
*Forecastlemen 1823 J F Cooper Pioneerxx, He handles
an axe much the same as a forecastleman his marlm-spike
X867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk

,

*Forecastle-nettings. Ibid

,

*Foi ecastle-rail, the rail extended on stanchions across the
after-part of the forecastle-deck in some ships 1856 Kane
Arct Expl II xxiv 243 Their old "forecastle songs. 1873
[T E Brown] (title), Betsy Lee a "fo’c's'le yarn

Pore-catching-, -chains, -chamber: see

Fore- 2 c, 3 a, d
t Fo*re-chase. Obs [f Fore- pref + Chase

sb i]

1. A chase, hunt, or rush forwards
c xfiii Chapman Iliad xvit 637 Not a man sustain'd The

forechace, nor the after-fight

2

The bow chase-guns of a ship
1726 Shelvocke Voy round World (1757) 202 Plying us

with his forechase 1745 P Thomas Jml Anson’s Voy 281
We began the Engagement with our Fore-chace

t Forechoo'se, © Obs. [f Fore- pref +
Choose©] trans To choose beforehand, pre-elect
1*1400 Prymer(i8pr) 27 God ches hyre and forches hire.

And he maketh hire dwelle m his tabernacle C1400
Maundev (1839) *u 132 Sche was forchosen from the
begynnynge of the World *553 Short Catech 38 a, We
are forechosen .to euerlasting lyfe

Hence Forecho'sen ppl a
; Foreehoo smg vbl.

sb., the action of the vb
*577-87 Holinshed Chron III 1054/1 Not understanding

God and how through all dangei s he saueth his forechosen
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 109 Without fianung out of her
owne will the fore-chosmg of any thing

Fo re-ci’ted, ppl a [f Fore- pref + Cited
]

Previously cited

1576 Fllming Panopl Epist 194 The forecited young
men 1674 Allen Dang Enthus 49

r
l he Prophesie for£

cited 1736 Pope Dime 1 note, Ihe foiecited critic 1875E Whitl Life in Christ 11 xv (1878) 174 The foie cited
passages

Fore-claw see Fore- pref x

3 c

Foreclosable (foojklJu zab’l), a [f Fore-
close v - + -able ] That may be foreclosed
1890 Hatpar's Mag June 154/2 A highly foieclosable

moitgage in stock 1892 Nation (N Y)i Dec 407/2 We
continue to regaid raihoad bonds as foreclosable.

Foreclose (fo»tklJa z),©. Forms 3-6 forclose,
6 Sc foirdois, 6- foreclose, [f.forclos-, stem of
forclore, f for-, For- pref?> 4- clore to Close.
Some of the senses ma> have originated from or
have been influenced by the identification of the
prefix with For- 1 (cf, OE forclysan to close, stop

up), or with For- 2
,
Fore- (cf preclude)

]

1 trans To bar, exclude, shut out completely
[xagz Britton vi 11 § 8 Les plus proscheins heirs, qi par

lei ft flours en sount forclos ] 1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton)
1 wi (1859) 21 Ihenne am I nought forclosyd oute of this

court [ong An clos dontjues ne sms te pas] c 1489 Caxton
6 onnes ofAyiuon \u 289 He foiclosed me fro all my kyns-
men 1563 Miu Mag, Ld Hastings xvn, Greenish
waues and heauie lownng skies All comfort else foiclosed
our exiled eies 1381 J Blll Haddon's Answ Osor 314 b,

[They] ought not deteigne, and foreclose other men from the
knowledge of Holy bcupture 1732 Nlal Hist Punt I

229 The Puritans being thus foreclosed and shut out of the
Church 1850 Blaucie Mschylus II. 123 My flight to
foreclose from the chase of my foes 1 1883 L O Pike
Yearbks 11 & 12 hdiv III, Pref 24 The certificate of the
bishop would be a sufficient answer to foreclose her should
she bring a writ of dower.

t b. To bar or stop up (one’s) passage Obs.

c 1290 S. Eng Leg I 303/143 pe se foi-closede hire sone

+ 2 To close last, close or stop up, block up (an

opening, way, etc ) Obs

1547 Hall Chron
,
Hen VII, 43 a, AU by waies beyng

stopped and forclosed 1561 1 Norton Calvin's Inst 11

106 The entne vnto it is forclosed and impossible to be
come to 1600 Holland Livy vm xxiv (1609) 298 The
continuall raines..had foreclosed and stopped the passages

1655 Calthrop Reports (1670) 158 If any common way or
common course of water be foreclosed or letted 1731 J
Brown Shaftcsb Charac 178 Every a\enue is foreclosed,

b> which virtue should enter

3 To preclude, hinder, 01 piolnbit (a person)

from (an action) or to do something
,
to hinder the

action, working, 01 activity of

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c 7 §6 Children borne vnder
the same manage shall be. vtterly foi closed, excluded and
barred to claime as laufull heyre *602 Carew Cornwall
19 b, The Imbargo with Spaine foreclosed this trade

Ibid. 1x2 b, Foreclosing all others, saue themselves, from
dredging of Oysters 1648 Prynne Pleafor Lords 36 This
Protestation did not foreclose the Lords . to give Judge-
ment against Commoners 1681 Luttrell Brief. Rel,

(1857) I* *45 He had obtained his liberty on bail but the

court had since found theie was an impeachment against

him . and therefore their hands being foreclosed, they dis-

charged his bail 1705 StanhopeParafhr I 187 [He] had
thereby . foreclosed himself from remitting the Guilt and
Punishment *720 Waterland Answ Whitby's Reply § 14
You resolve to make a show of saying something, though
you find yourself already foreclosed *732 Berkeley .Sew.
Soc Prop Gosp Wks III 243 A mind not hardened by
impemtency, nor foreclosed by pride 1796 Coleridge Ode
Departing Year 1, Ere yet the enter’d cloud foreclosed my
sight

b. To debar from the enjoyment of.

*865 Nichols Britton II 31 We will that the lords be

foreclosed of such homage 1876 Lowell Poet Wks (1879)

470 Are we Foreclosed of Beauty by our modern date ?

o To preclude or prevent (an action or event)

1546 in St Papers Hen VIII (1852) XI v 121 Consydre
wheder forclosmg of victailhng shalbe expedyent 1813

Scorr Rokeby vi 17 Nor hope discovery to foreclose By
giving me to feed the crows

4 Law of Mortgage To bar or exclude (the per-

son entitled to redeem) upon non-payment ofmoney
due

,
to deprive of the equity of redemption Const.

from ; also with double obj

1728 Vernon Rep II 235 The first^Mortgagee brought a

Bill against the second, to compel him to redeem or to be

foreclosed, and foreclosed him accordingly. *734 Act Geo

II, c 20 § 1 Mortgagees frequently, commence Suits in his

Majesty's Courts of Equity, to foreclose their Mortgagors

from redeeming their Estates. 1844 Williams Real Prop

(1877) 428 He may be foreclosed his equity of redemption.

b To bar (a right of redemption) ;
to take away

the power of redeeming (a mortgage).
1704 Land Gaz No 4057/4 The Equity of Redemption is

foreclosed on certain Mortgages *824 W Irving T Trap

(1849) 390 Tom Walker never returned to foreclose the

mortgage

5, To close beforehand ; to answer or settle by
anticipation

1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 80 He had foreclosed

all manner of objection 1849 Tail’s Mag; XVI 399/®

Warburton has confessed that Charles was a despot, and

has thereby foreclosed his case 1865 Grote Plato l v»

254 Points already settled and foreclosed.
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0. To establish, an exclusive claim to

iggg Daniel Miisophilus cxxxi, That immense and bound-
less ocean Of Nature’s riches, never yet found out, Noi
foreclosed with the wit of any man 1817 Coleridge Biog
Lit I xi 228 Instead of being foieclosed and immovable,
it [church property] is m fact the only species of landed
property that is essentially moving and cumulative 1838
Emerson Addr ,

Cambridge {Mass ) Wks (Bohn) II 195
And finding not names and places but even virtue and
truth foreclosed and monopolized

Hence Foreclo sed ppl a , Foreclo sing vbl sb

1594 Carcw Tasso (1881) 23 Passages forclosde wide ope
to make *598 Sir T Norrfys in Lismore Papers Ser 11

(1887) I 15 'Ihe Tenants to haue the forclosinge of there

owen Tythes 1883 Gd Words 240 A foreclosed mortgage.

1895 Daily Nms 6 June 5/4 There are 149 of such fore-

closed estates to come under the hammer

Foreclosure (fo-ukldifghu) [f Foreclose v
+ -UBE ] The action of foreclosing (a mortgage)
or depriving (a mortgagor) of thepowei of redeem-
ing a mortgaged, estate ; a proceedmg to bar the

right of redeeming mortgaged pioperty.

1728 Vernon Rep II 235 The Defendant pleaded the
former suit and decree of foreclosure 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed 2) II 103 The decree of foreclosure was obtained by
fraud 187s Ln Fanu Willing to Die xxxiv 202 Fore-

closures, bills of exchange hovering threateningly in the air

transf 1863 Daily Pel 6 Nov 5/4 The Arab has been
driven by foieclosure from the plains into the mountains
attrib x86a Macm Mag July 185 The advertisements

are chiefly of patent medicines and foreclosuie sales.

Foreco*me, v. rare. [OE for-, forecuman,

f Fob-2
,
Fobe-pref + cuman Come v Chiefly used

in imitation of L. pr<xvenirel\ f a. mtr To come
before the usual time ; to come early {obs — 1

). b
bans To come before, anticipate {rare) •)•' e To
gain, the advantage of, overcome {obs )
c 900 tr Bseda’s Hist iv xxvl [xxv] (1891) 350 paette J>u

seo forecumende Duhtnes onsyne [ong. prxoccupando Dei
facieni\ in andetmsse c xooo Ags Ps xvi[i] I4[i3] (Spel
man), Ans, Drihten, forcum hi. «i3oo E E Psalter ibid

,

Ris up, Laverd, for-come him swa Ibid cxvm [cxix ] 147,
I for-come m npenes, and made crie C1300 Cursor M
10068 (Cott ) Quar thorn he warlaw, wind wight, For-
cummen es and has tint his might i860 Pusey Mm
Proph. 513 We are forecome by the grace of God
Hence Foreco ming ppl- a. , Foreco mingness,
1839 Bailey Festns (1848) 29/2 The forecomingness of

things i860 PuseyMm Propk 502 God’s forecommg love.

Fore-commend, etc. : see Fobe- pref
tFore-conceit. Obs. [f. YoiTE-pref] A con-
ception previously formed

, a preconception
1581 Sidney Apol Poetne (Arb) 26 That Idea or foie-

conceite of the woik a 1600 Hooker Eccl Pol vn (1617)
472 A fore-conceit thus qualified 1640 Bp Reynoldes
Passions xl 522 1 he Fore-conceipt of eternall blisse

t Fo re-concei ted, ppl a [f Fobe-pref]
Conceived befoiehand (But the orig has pour-
pensee

)

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 1 213 Some fantastick fore-
conceited Plot

t Fo reconcei’ve, v Obs [f Fore- pref ]
trans To conceive beforehand, to preconceive
*553 Grimalde tr Ciceiv's Offices (1356) 31b, The other

proceedes of a greate witt, to fore conceiue in mmde thmges
to comme 1397 Bacon Coalers Good Emil (Arb ) 149 By
expecting, 01 foreconceyumg, that [etc ] 1628 Bp Hall tr

Rotomagmsis Anon Wks 813 Which He hath forecon-
ceiued 111 His certame and vnchangeable decree 1659 Tou-
riano, Prerneditdre, to foiethmk, to fore conceivem mind
Hence Fo reconcei ved ppl a
1361 T Norton Calvin's Inst in 175 The foundation

hereof is a fore concerned perswasion of the truthe of God
1600 Fairfax Tasso vm lxxm, But fore-conceiued gnefes
The ire still nourished 166a Glanvill Lita Orient xi

(1682) 88 Their own fore-conceived notions

Fore-conelude, -course, etc see Fobe-pref
Fore-court (fo0zk60.it) [f Fobe- pref +
Court sb ] The court or enclosed space in front
of a building, vne first or outer court.

*535 Coverdale Ezek x s The sounde of the Cherubms
wynges was herde in to the forecourte 1668 Evelyn Diary
14 Aug , A slip of ground to enlarge my fore-court 1814
Scott Wav xv, Waverley repaired to the fore-court as it

was called 1863 Eliza Meteyard Life Wedgwood I 252
The ivy clad cottage, with its forecourt or gaiaen standing
to the front, the kilns and sheds behind 1884 C Marvin
Centr Asia 28 Through the crowded forecourt and bazaar
fig *867 J H Stirling in Forin Rev Oct 377 These
to him (with Ontology, but only as fore-court) constituted
Metaphysic

Fore-covert, -crop, etc • see Fobe- pref 3, 5.

t Fore-currour. Obs rare—'1, [f Foee-
pref + cw rour} Courier ] =Avant-courier,
*548 Udall, etc , Erasmus Par Mark 1 9 John played

the forecurroui

Fore-dated, -day : see Yam-pref 2 lb, 4 a
Fore-dawn * see Fobe adv and prep 8.

t Fo re-deck. Obs [f. Fore- pref + Deck sb ]
The deck at the fore-pai t of a ship

;
the fore-part

of the deck,
*565 Golding Ovid's Met hi (1593) 76 The god out of

the foredecke cast His eie upon the sea 1633 H Cogan tr

Pinto's Trav xx 73 The remainder retired in disorder
towards the foiedeck 1747 Carte Hist Eng I 306 At
the stern and on the foredeck
fig 1637 Gillespie Eng Pop Cerem Ep B nj, Because
the foredecke and hindecke of all our Opposites probations,
doe resolve and rest finally into the Auctority of a Law
Fore-declare, -decree, -define • see Fore-

t Fo redee'm, v. Obs. [f Fobe- + Deem ]
1 trans To form a judgement of beforehand ; to

foiecast, presage Also mtr. with of
*54® UdallErasm Apopk 288 b, Toforedemethewurste

1537 N T (Genev ) Acts xvi x6 marg note, Which [maid]
could gesse and foredeeme of things past, present and to
come a 1639 Spottiswood Hist Ch Scot v (1677) 272
Many did foredeem that he should not escape some mis-
fortune 1660 Plea Mimst Sequestration 6 Too truly
foredeeming their own turbulent subsequent actions if they
regain their power
2 To deem or account in advance.
i6xz Webster White Devil 1 1, Laugh at your misery, as

foiedeeming you An idle meteor
Hence Foredee mod ppl a

; Foi’edeo'mmg
vbl sb

1387 T Hughes Misfort Arthur iv 111 (1828) 67 You
frame a cause of long foredeemed doome 1387 Golding DeMomay Pref 10 Foredeemmgs and fore-setled opinions
x6xo Holland Camden’s Brit 1 8 The deceitfull conjec-
tures and foredeemmgs of one Merhne

t Foreden. Obs Also 3 fareden [repr OE
*fdratden , f fa. Foe + rseden condition . sce-RED
The modern form would have beenfoeredT;
Foeship, enmity

203 Lay 4067 Cloten heo o-scuneden & his fasiedene
for-howede 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) App G 59 And Cloten
hi for leten & his foreden e for howede a 1300 Cursor M
893 (Cott

) Fia J>is dai fareden [GStt. foredin] sal be, For-
soth, bituix womman and ha
Fore-denounced, -desk, etc : see Fobe- pief
Forede’stine, v. [f Fobe pref + Destine v ]

trans To destine beforehand, predestine.
a 1300 CursorM 417 (Cott ) He fordestend turn creature

to serue him in hat hah ture Ibid 25270 (Cott ) All hat
j>ou has fordestmd ar, to he kingnke of neuen bhs 1880W Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 105 Our king foredestmed
fiom hts mother's womb
Forede’stiny. [f Fobe- pref + Destiny ]

+ a A declaration of what is destined to happen,
prediction {obs ). b. = Destiny 4
1348 Hooper Declar 10 Commandm iv F j, These blind

coniectures and foredestenis 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886)
2 Invincible forces of grace, election and foredestmy.

Foredoom (foa j|dz7m), sb [f Fobe- pref +
Doom jA] A doom or judgement pronounced
beforehand, destiny

1563 Sackville Induct Mirr Mag Ixni, loves vn-
mooved sentence and foredoome On Priam kyng 1623
K. Long tr Barclay's A rgems I! xvu 125 Kings Councels,
and the gods fore-doome She knows 1839 Bailey Festns
(1854) 346 An opening scene in Heaven, wherein The fore-
doom of all things Is shewn
Foredoom (foei|d« m), v [f. Fobe- pref +
Doom v ]
1. trans. To doom beforehand: a. to condemn

befoiehand {to a destiny, or to do something)

;

b to foreordain, predestine (a thing).

a 1608 Shaks Lear v 111 291 (Qo 2) Your eldest daugh-
ters haue fore-doom’d {Qo 1 foredoome; Fol foredone]
themselues. 1647 May Hist Pari 1 u 23 Men fore-

doomed by an Oracle to a bad fortune 17x5-20 Pope Iliad
xvi 545 Sons of gods, foredoom'd to death. Before proud
Ilion 1808 J Barlow Colnmb iv 20 O hapless pi elate I

Foredoom’d with crimes a fruitless war to wage 1853 H
Reed Led Eng Hist vm 270 The ruthless judges, who
had foredoomed her 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 150
His efforts were, foi the present foredoomed to failure

b 1674 N Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv 162 Foredooming that
which is to be, and is not, till so foredoom’d 17x2-4 Pope
Rape Lock in 5 Here Britain's statesmen oft the fall foie-

doom Of foreign tyrants 18x4 Southfy Roderick xi, A
field For bloody theatre of famous deeds Foredoom’d
1844 Mrs Browning Drama ofExile Poems 1850 1 62 Had
God foredoomed despair, He had not spoken hope
2 To determine beforehand as a doom ; to fore-

cast, foreshadow, presage
as592 Greene George a Greene Wks (Rtldg) 261/2 A

wizer wizard nevei met you yet. Nor one that better could
foredoom your fall 18x8 Keats Endym 1 252 Broad
leaved fig trees even now foredoom Their ripen’d fruitage.

Hence Foredoo'med ppl a Also Foredoo mer
1591 Tioub Raigne K John 11 (1611) 75 Distuibed

thoughts, foredoomers of mine ill 1700 Dryden Pal <1-

Arcite in 636 As Fate foredoom’d, and all things tend
to their appointed End 1868 E Edwards Raleigh I xxv
603 To face the penis of a foredoomed enterprise

Fo’re-door. [f. Fobe-pref + Door.] A door
m the fiont of a building, a front-door. Now rare
1381 Lambarde Eiren n. vii (1588)293 His biother shut

the foredoore against them that pursued 1674 tr Scheffer's

Lapland 84 Two doois, one, a foredoor, and the other, a
backward 1696 Edwards Exist <$ Provid ofGod 11 20
With the mouth (that so visible and useful fore door of this

our humane habitation) we take in food 1761 Brit Mag
II 558 The rogues fastened the fore door before they left

the house 1811W Aiton Agnc Sura Ayrsh iis(jam)
The pnncipaldoor—was named the fore-door.

t Fo’redrove. Obs [f. Fobs-pref + Drove.]
An animal or animals driven before the corpse at

a funeral, a corse-present or mortuary
1304 Will off Osbitme in Trans Essex Archasal Soc

Ser 11 I 167, I bequeth ij shepe of a yere age for my fore

Drove 1330 Will ofW Perte ibid 168 A shepe price ijs

which I will shall be dreven befoie me in the day of my
buryall for a foredrove

Fore-eatage see Fore- pref 5 b

Fore-edge (foa riedg) [f Fore-pref + Ed&e ]

The front or outer edge , esp. of a leaf in a book,

or of the book itself.

1663 Hooke Microgr 174 The fore-edge, is arm’d with a
multitude of little bnstles 1880 Print. Trades frnl No 32
I To cut heads, tails, and fore-edges at one time 1886
Willis &. Clark Cambridge III 420 The book, is placed
on the shelf with the fore-edge turned outwards 1892
ZAEHNSDORr Binding of Bks 14 Catch each succeeding
leafup by the forefinger on the top corner as near the for-
edge as possible

Fore-elders (foo rieldoiz) ,pl Chiefly northei n.
For forms see Elder [f Fore- pref + Eldeb(l
Cf ON foreldrar in same sense (Da foneldre

,

Sw
foraldrar paients) ] Ancestors, progenitors
a 1300 Cursor M 18362 (Cott

)
{?ou has ]mm drund and

donforfare, Als bou td ur for eilares suare C1423 Wyn-
toun Cron ix xvu 6 As bare For-eldens ware slane to
Dede 1323 Q Marg in M A E Wood Lett R 3
lllustr Ladies (1852) I 372 They may live under him as
his subjects, as their foreelders has done in time past 1627
Sanderson Seim I, 265 Our Romish catholicks often twit
us with our fore-elders What, say they, were they not all

down-nght papists? 1710 Bp Nicolson in Ellis Ong. Lett
Ser r III 359 Principles on which theu fore-elders built
the gude wark ofreformation 1843 For $ Colon Q Rev
II 349 The former must have been visited by the fore-elders
of mankind earlier than Egypt 1876 Mr, Gray t$ his
Neighbours I 26 John Dannay lived upon his own lands as
his fore elders had done fiom time immemorial

Fore-end (S<>T|end). [f Four- pref + End.]
1. Of place: Thefbrepart, front Now chieflyNaut
c 1425 Found St Bartholomew's (E E T S ) 39 Seynt

Barthilmewe with his holy hande drewe forth the shippe
by the for ende c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn. vii 29 He
dyde cut of the hed, & henged hit atte forende of his sadel
a x6z6 Bacon New Ail Wks 1778 I 352 In the fore-endof
it which was towards him, grew a branch of palm 1833
Mauryat P Simple xiv, Mr Chucks then sat down upon
the foi e-end of the booms 1878W C Russell Wreck of
Grosvenor xxi, I crawled to the fore-end of the poop

Tb. The fore part of the stock of a gun, which
supports the barrel Also attnb.
1881 Greener Gun 250 The finisher has to file up and

shape the stock and fore-end Ibid 256 All that is 1 equired
being a sufficient grip to keep the fore end to the bairels
Ibid 487 Grasp the gun close to the fore-end tip.

2 Of time The beginning, early part. Now
dial ; chiefly^spring
x6xx Shaks Cymb 111 111 73 Where I haue payed More

pious debts to Heauen, then m all The fore-end ofmy time
1768 Wales m Phil Trans. LX r23 In the fore end of
December, I went to one of the hunters tents. 1816 Scott
Antiq xxvii,

‘
I will be back about the fore end o' har’st

’

x8s^Robinson Whitby Gloss ,
‘ The fore end of the yeai

spring 1890 W A Wallace Only a Sister xiv, ‘ Yow’ve
read about her l’ the papers maybe last fore-end ?

’

Fore-engage, -estate, etc : see Fobe- pref
t Fore-entry, -entresse. Chiefly Sc. Obs.

[f. Yoke.-pref + Entry, Entresse ] A front en-

trance, vestibule

*535 Coverdale Jer xxxvii 21 In the fore entrie off the
preson. as337 Dium Occurrents (1833) 44 With tuelf

cannoms on the foirentres a 1372 Knox Hist Ref Wks
1846 1. x2i The Englismen hasarded a schoote at the for-

entree of the Castell 1673 Wedderburn Voc ii (Jam )

Propylaenm

,

a fore-entresse

Forefather (foaufaSsi) For foims see Fa-
ther. [f Fobe- pref. + Father ON had for-
faSir Cf. Form-, Forn-, Forth-eatheb ] An
ancestor, a progenitor. Chiefly pi forefathers'

day (U S.) * the anniversary of the day on which
the fiist settlers landed at Plymouth, Mass.
<*1300 Cursor M 3464 (Cott ) Jacob went out of Jus

wreched werld. And til his forfaders fard 1377 Lange. P.
PI B v 501 Feddest with thi fresche blode owre forfadres

in derknesse. c 1430 ChesterPI xu 163 Our forfather ouer-

comen was to doe evill. 1326 Pilgr. Perf
__

(W de W.
1531) 14 b, Theyr forefathers were baptysed in the reed
see a 1682 Sir T Browne 7V«c*(i684>i7 Oui Foiefathers
before the Floud 1730 Gray Elegy 16 The rude Fore-
fathers of the Hamlet. 1822 J Q Adams in C Davies
Metr Syst. in. (1871) 120 Measures which they and their

fore fathers, time out of mindhad employed. 1848 Lowell
Lett (1894) I. 147 It is Fore-fathers’ Day, you remember
transf andfig 1393 Shaks Rich II, 11 ii 35 Conceit is

still denu'd From some fore-father greefe 1834 Ht Mar-
tineau Moral 1 6 It is a great thing to possess unproved
breeds of animals m the place of their forefathers

Hence Fo refa therly a
,
of or pertaining to one’s

forefathers, ancestral

1833 in Clarke Diet 1873 Contemp Rev XXI. 213 Ab-
struse Enghsc,forefatherlyandforemotherlyasweaie assured
it is. 1880 G. Meredith Trag Com vi, The clever assort-

ment of our forefatherly heaps of bones.

Forefault, -er, -ure • see Forfault
Forefeel (fosjffl), v. [f Fobe- + Feel v ]

trans To feel befoiehand, have a presentiment of.

1380 SidneyArcadia 11 xvui 181 b, Erona forefeeling the

harmes which after fell to her c 16x1 Chapman Iliad xiv

13 With unwieldy waves the great sea forefeels winds That
both ways murmur, a 163Z T Taylor God’s fudge

m

1,

1

III (1642) 4x0 Sinners fore-feeling the approach of hell

x8xo W Taylor in Monthly Mag XXIX 320 To forefeel

Her coming joy, redoubles my delight 1831 Maurice
Patriarchs <5- Laivg vi (1867) 122 Those objects were in

very deed foreshown and forefelt in his childish aspirations

Hence Fo refeel sb. ;
Forefee lmg (whence

Forefeelingly adv.'), Forefe'ltppl adjs

1380 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 380 Fore-felt Desue, begin to

sauour part Of comming gladnesse 1607 Topsell Serpents

(1658) 782 A divine prudence and forefeeling knowledge
originally inbred by Nature 1805 Southey Madoc 1 xi,

His spirit beheld with no forefeeling joy The rising sons
of song 1808 — Lett (1856) II. 117 well mightW fore-
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feelingly call our rulers ‘A venal band’ 1839 Bailey
Fes/us xx 11, Like a fore-feet of madness about the brain

Forefeeling (fo® jfHig), vbl sb [f prec +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb Forefeel
;
a feel-

ing beforehand, presentiment

15«$ 1 Robinson tr Motes Utof> (Arb) 147 Some piuue
and secret fore-feiling of the pumshement now at handc
1605 Camden Rent

,
Epitaphs 28 The muention of them

pioceeded from the presage or forfeeling of immortality

171S tr Ctess Dannoy's Whs 425 An ominous fore-feeling

of then approaching Misfoitune 1803 Southey Lett (18561

I 241 His father has . the same forefeeling that he will

not live to be a man 1878 Dowden Stud Lit. 147 Within
him lay a forefeeling of the great destiny

Fore-fellow : see Fore- pref 5.

'f FoTefen.ce, sb. Obs [f Kobe- pref. + Fence
sb.] A first or front defence , a bulwark
1609 Holland Atnm Marcell, xiv 11. 4 Within their

thicke growne Fastnesses and Fore fences they maintained
and enuched themselves. x6xo — Camden's Bnt I 755
The Hand Walney as a fore fence or countremure lying

along by it 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 320 A praetentura, or

fore-fence of the Romans, raised against the Britans

Hence Fo refence v. irons., to serve as an outer

defence or bulwark to
x6io Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 627 The mountaines of

Talgar and Ewias doe as it were forefense it.

Forefend • see Foreend
Forefield (foe'iftld) Mining Also 7-8 for-

field [f Fobe- pref. + Field sb ] (See quots

)

*68r Houghton Cornpl Miner (E D S.), Forfield, the
furthest place that a man has wrought in his ground, or
the end of a meei above-ground, 1755 Phil Trans XLIX
401 There was a miner working at the forfield, or east end
of the vein X881 Raymond Mining Gloss

, Forefield, the
face of the woikmgs. The forefield-end is the end of the
workings farthest advanced

f Fo'refiglit. Obs. [f Fobe- pref + Fight
sb ] a The foremost defence or bulwark (see

Fight, sb 5 b). b The front rank (of an army).
c 1611 Chapman Ihadxn 274The Greeks repair’d the foie-

fights of their wall With hides of oxen. Ibid xv 277 These
were they, that bravely furnish'd then The fierce forefight

Fore-fi‘gh.ter. rare-1
, [f. Fore- pref +

Fighter.] One who fights in the front rank.
1883 Leaf Iliad xv. 79 Then the foiefighters and glorious

Hector yielded

Fore-figure, -fin: see Fore- pref. a a, 3 c

Forefinger (fSoufirjgoi). [f Fobe- pref +
Finger.] The finger next the thumb : also called
thefirst or indexfinger.
r *450 Voe in Wr-Wulcker 626 Forefynguie, index.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 43 note, When they were
conquer’d they held up their fore finger in sign of yeeldmg
16x2 Phacham Drawing II. v, Polymnia shall bee drawne as
it were acting her speech with her forefinger. 1713 Eerke
ley Guardian No 39 r 3 Her fore-fingers stuck inher ears.

1847 Tennyson Pnnc n, 356 Jewels five-words-long That
on the stretch’d forefinger of all Time Sparkle for ever
Fore-fit, -flank, -flipper, etc. see YoiR.it,-pref.
[Foreflow v., ‘to flow before’, Dryden

,
in

Webster (1832) and later Diets
,
is a mistake for

foreslow

,

see Forslow 2 qnot. 1682]
Fore-foot (foo-ifut), sb [f Fobe-pref + Foot ]
The stiess is variable, the prefix being often felt as an adj
1 One of the front feet of a quadruped.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) iB He had loste his eens and

the skynne wyth the clawes of his forefeet, 1525 Ld Beh-
nkrs From II 312 a. The grayhounde wolde leape
with his fore fete vpon the Kynges shulders 1604 Breton
Pass. Sheph Past. 111 26 To see the little black-hand
Cony With her fore-feete wash her face. 1697 Lond.
Gaz No 3330/4 Throws his fore Foot out like a Turky
Horse 1770 G White Selborne xxvui. 79 From the fore-
feet to the belly behind the shoulder, it [the moose-deer]
measured three feet and eight inches 1834 M'Murtkie
Cuvier's Amm Kmgd 60 The long claws of their fore-feet
enable them to dig with great effect 1869 Dunkin Midn
Sky 16 The Great Bear’s right fore-foot,

+ b jocularly. The hand
*599 Shaks Hen V, 11. i 71 Giue me thy fist, thy fore

foote to me giue

2 Naut ‘ The foremost piece of the keel, or a
timber which terminates the keel at the forward
extremity, and forms a lest for the stem’s lower
end’ (Adm. Smyth).
[*644 Manwayring Sea-mans Did s v , Theie is no such

place of a ship which is termed her fore-foote , but when
two ships saile, so that one doth he with her stem so much
a-weather the other, that keeping their courses, that ship
which doth so lie, will goe-out a head with the other,
then we say, that she doth lie with the fore-foote of the
other, as she stands or comes with her fore-foote so that
this word fore-foote, implies no more, but one ships lying,
or sayhng a-crosse an othei ships way ] 1770 Chron. in Ann
Peg *53/1 She hung upon this rock by the fore-foot, her
stern being amazingly depressed 1840 R H Dana Bef
Mast xvin. 51Wesawa whale, slowly crossing our fore-foot

+ Forefoot, v Obs rare—1
[f Fobe- pref

+ Foot v ] trans ? To repair (a boot) with new
upper leather, to vamp
1465 Manners <J- Househ, Exp 302 To pay for fforfotenge

of his botuys Ibid
,
For forfotynge \Norf, MS fotynge]

of a payre of botes.

t Fore-footman. Obs [York- pref. 4- Foot-
man,] A footman who ran before his master.
(A rendering of vantranus Fewterer, misread as van-

trarius and supposed to be connected with F avant )
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1 331 He should be, the

Rings fore-foot-man, until he had wome out a,paire ofshooes,

Forefront (fo«'ifmit) [f Fore-pref + Fbont ]

1 . The principal face or foremost pait of anything

(esp of a building). Now rare (In early use

opposed to + back front )
C1470 Henry Wallace ix 831 He gert thaim tak Syllys

off ayk, and a stark barres mak, At a foyi frount, fast 111

the forest syd 1548 Hali Chion (1809) 639 The fore-

fiontes of cuery gallery were hanged with Sarcenet X551
Robinson tr More's Utop it Gvb, Ihc foicfiontes or
frontiers of the ij corners [of the Ilande], what wythe fordys
& shelues, & what with rockes be very daungerous 1659
Evelyn To R Boyle 3 Sept

,
To the entry fore front of

this a court, and at the other back front a plot walled
in of a competent square 1664 Power Micios Observ
in Sir T Blount Nat Hist (16931 314 These Eyes are
plac’d all m the forefront of their [Spiders’] Head 1671
Charente Let Customs 53 The forefronts of the Houses
are very little handsomer than those of oul Country Villages.

1698 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife nr m, I love to sit 111 the fore-

front of a box
;
for, if one sits behind, there’s two Acts gone

before one’s found out 1726 Ltoni Albertis Archit I.

39/2 Fiom the Fore-front of the Work I draw a Line quite
thro’ to the Back-front 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q
Neighb 11 (1878) 19 This little gallery was largei than
was just necessaiy for the organ and a few of the parish-

ioners had chosen to sit in its fore-front 1878 Whitby
Gloss , Foore-front, the face of the building

b The * front ’ of an army, the front rank
1513 Douglas AEnets xi ix 14 The Troiane kainage

With ordinance of Tuscan, that did spreid Inforfiont al the
large feyldis on breid. 1631 Quarles Samson Div Poems
(1717) 302 They brought him bound To the forefront of the
Philistian Band 1737 Whiston Josephus' Hist 1 tv § 7
He was m the fore-front, 111 the utmost danger. 1864
KingsleyRom Tent v. (1875) 130 He tin ust himselfinto
the fore front of the battle.

c. fig. (Now the most frequent use )

1589 Nashe in Greene's Menaphon (Arb ) xo I11 the fore-

front of whom [1, e men of import], I cannot but place that
aged Father Erasmus. 1607 Day Trav Eng Bio G tv b,

T rue constancies my fore front and my back 1846 Trench
Mirac Introd (1862) 49 The position which it has won in
the very forefront of the world 1874 Green Short Hist
iv § 3 176 The great statutes which stand m the forefront
of our laws.

2 . The beginning, commencement (of a book,
document, or literary work). Obs or arch

*577-87 Hoi inshed Chron. II 40/1 Iohannes Duns Scolus
an Irishman borne, as in the forefront of this treatise I haue
declared x6iz T. Taylor Comm Titus 111 8 The author
of it is set m the forefront or face of it 1870 Spurgeon
Treas Dav Ps 1 * In royal decrees the names and dig-
nities of monarchs are placed in the forefront

3

The front of the body as opposed to the * back’.
*880 Browning Dram Idylls Ser 11 Mule'ykJt 34 Hei

forefront whitens indeed Like a yellowish wave’s cream-
crest Her fetlock is foam-splashed too X894 Crockett
Raiders 74, I was to do nothing except he thus prone on
my foiefront.

Hence Fo*refiront v. trans., to build a (new) fore-

front to
1761 Sterne Tr Shandy IV xxxi, He would new foie-

front his house, and add a new wing to make it even

f Foregad affected pronunc. of Fort God see

Fobe prep. 1 b
1 Foregai'n, Foregarns(t. Chiefly Sc
Obs. [f. kOBE-prep or adv + Gain, Gainst. Cf
Fobe-again(st ] Directly opposite to

;
also, in the

opposite scale to

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi 555 Ay forgane the schippis

*535 Stewart Cron Scot (1856) I. 133 Ane messmgei wes
cuming him forgane a 1547 Surrey /Eneid u 889 My
spouse clasping my feet Foregainst his fathei young lulus
set. 1563 Aberdeen Council Reg (1844) 254 In the Gallow-
gett of the said burght forgains the gray fieins place
*588 A King tr Canisms' Catech Hvj, Foregainst y°
quhilk is placed y° golden nombre of yat }ere *639
Rutherford Lett cclxxxix (1836) II x88 If ye go to
weigh Jesus his sweetness and lay foregainst him your
ounces or drachms of suffering for him. 1709 Philp Let
24 Sept in Dunbar Social Life (1865) 50 Two ships rydmg
at anlror forgamst this place *725 Ramsay Genii Sheph
in 11, On Skelfs foregainst the Door
Fore-gallant, -gallery

,
see Fobe- pref 3, 5

Fo're-game. [Fobe- pref] A pielimmary
game

,
lit and fig Cf Aeter-game

1594 ICyd Cornelia iv. G ij b, The Gaules were but a fore-
game fecht about For ciuill discord «*635 Naunton
Fragm Reg. (Arb ) 28 His play was chiefly at the fore-
game 1643 Trevor in Carte Collect (1735) 260 Neither
side can yet biag of the foregame 1741 Compl Pam
Piece 11 1 288 The Huntsman should therefore be good
at both Fore and After-Game

Foreganger (fo® igseipi). [f. Fobe- pref +
Ganges ;

= Ger. vorganger, Du. voorganger ]

f 1. One who or that which goes before : a a
fore-i unner, a harbinger

, b. a piedecessor. Obs
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 4152, I hald \nt gret mysdoers

Als anticnst lyms and his forgangers c 1460 Towneley
Myst (Surtees) 165, I go before bodword to here, And as
forgangere am I send
2 . Naut, a. * A short piece of rope immediately

connecting the line with the shank of the harpoon,
when spanned for killing' (Adm Smyth) Cf.
Foregoer, -runner b. (See quot. 1867.) [So
Du. voorganger ]
*794 Rigging 4 Seamanship I 64 Yarn for foregangers is

made of the best dressed long hemp 1823 Scoresby Jml.
Whale Fishery 288 The * fore-ganger or that part of the
line immediately connected with the harpoon 1867 Smyth
Sailor’s Word-bk , Fore-gangerof the Chain Bower Cables,
is a length of 15 fathoms of stouter chain, in consequence
of gi eater wear and teai near the anchor

Foregartb, (fo® igai]>). dial. [a ON for-
gar6-r, f. for-, Fore- + garS-r Garth (= OE
geatd Yard) ] = Fore-yard 1.

*64* Best Farm. Bis (Surtees) 137 The helme m the
foregarth will doe somethmge more then shelter three
waines *684 MS Indenture (Yorksh

),
All that cottage

foregaith and little close
’

Foregate (fo® ig£7, t) [f Fore-puj + Gate
]

1 The front gale or principal entrance
1503 m Lib Cart S Crncis (1840) lvn, Item, for vn

punschionis of plaister to the turatis of the foryet nii
lib xvnj s 16x0 Holland Camden's Brit 11 81 A castle
also and a foregate at the entrance unto it 1726 Leoni
Alberti's Archit I xox/x Chambers near the vestibule 01
fore gate 1856 Froude Hist Eng II 430 Theie was to
he but one entrance only, by the great foregate
traasf and fig 1613 J Davies Muse's leases Eijh,

Beaie vp the Crosse , and euer looke vpon’t As on the only
Key of Heau’n’s fore-gate 169a G Straining Semt
<5 Disc 381 They [the Jesuits] were turned out of the
Foregates of those States
Pum. c 1643 Howell Lett I v xxi, When distrust enteis

in at the foregate, love goes out at the Postern 1686W de
Britaine Hum Prud vii 31 When passion enters 111 at the
fore-gate, Wisdom goes out at the postern

2 . Sc. ‘The high or open street’ (Jam ).

1360 in Burgh Rec Aberdeen (1844) 327 Dmerse persoms
hes biggit and dalle biggis choppis vnder stains vpoune
the forgettis 1567 Sc Acts Jets VI (1814) 43 The samyn
to be saulde anatoppit be honest persoms in be foir-gait in

oppin and publict tavernis a 1583 Chaim A tr in Balfour’1

Prachchs (*754) 58B Gif tliair be ony swine cruivis biggit
on the fore gait, stoppand the samin
Foregather . see Forgather.
Fore-gear see Fore- pref 5
tForegengl. Obs.- 1 [f Fore- pref. + *gengl
— OHG gengil goer, f. loot of Gang z>.] A foie-

goer, predecessor
c 1205 Lay 25082 peos weoren mine relderen, mine aS Sele

uore-genglen

Foregift; (fo®*jgift) [f Fore- pref + Gift.]

Law ‘A premium for a lease’ (Wharton 1867)
1744 in N Riding Rec VIII 109 A fine or foregift was

paid to the late Lady Stapleton *845 Stephen Comm
Laws Em; (1874) II 737 That no fine or foregift he taken
for the lease 1881 Law Rep Chancery Div XVI 598
1 here was resen ed on every demise the best yearly rent

without taking any fine, premium 01 foregift.

Fore-gird see Fobe- pi ef. 1.

+ Fore-gi've, v. Obs. [f. Fore-pref + Give v
Cf. misgive.’] intr. To have a foreboding, anti-

cipate.

1600 Holland Livy xxv. xxxv (1609) 575 As commonly
mens minds use to fore give and tell aforehand [L pnesa-
gicntibns

]

when theie is some mischiefe and ill toward them.

Foreglan.ee (fo® iglans) [f. Fore- pref +
Glance sb] The action of glancing forward;

also, a view or glance beforehand.
1825 Coleridge Rem (1836) II. 126 A misprint arising

from an anticipation by foreglance of the compositor’s eye.

*860 Ellicott Life Our Laid 11 49 With the rapid fore

glance of thought she must have seen m the clouded future,

scorn, dereliction, death. 1889 Hissdy Tour in Phaeton
131 How intensely interesting it would be to have a fore-

glance into a science text-book ofa century hence.

Fore-glass, -gleam, -glimpse see Fore-.

Forego (fo®ug#»), sb. rare— 1 [f next] Some-
thing that goes or happens before
x88o Gordon Bk. Chron Keith 63 The ‘Death-Watch’
was conjectured to be a forego of a Death or a Flitting

Forego (foojgou ), V. Pa. t. forewent
,
pa

pple foregone Forms see Go [QY.fore-gdn,

f Fore- pref +gdn to Go ]
1 trans To go before or in advance of; to pre-

cede either in position 01 time
C900 tr. Baida's Hist v. xxi [xxni ] (1891) 476 OSer

[steorra] hiora foreeode J>a sunnan on morjen 1515 T
More Chron K Edw V, in Grafton II 757 And the

yere fore goyng his death he had obtayned the towne of

Barwike. *548 Gest Pr Masse 116 Thw?part of the masse
that forgoeth conseciation. *577-87 Holinshed Chron
I Pief., Summane contents foregoing euene chapter. *5187

Golding De Momay xxx 491 A Christ whom being

forgone by an Elias, it behoued to preach the Kingdome
of God. ai6i$ Fotherby Atheom. 11 iii § 2 (1622) 214

The cause doth alwayes his effect fore-goe. 1668 Cul-
pepper & Cole Barthol. Anat 11 vii 109 The constriction

of the Earlets does always forego the Diastole of the Ven-

tucles. 1879 E Arnold Lt Asm 3 Over half the earth

a lovely light Forewent the morn *884 J Payne Tales

fr Arabic 1. 15 His head forewent his feet and he fell to

the ground Ibid, 185 So Abdulmelik went away to his

house, whither he found that the money had foregone him

2 . intr. To go befoie, precede in place or time.

Also quasi- trans. with cognate obj

C825 Vesp Ps Ixxxvm 15 Mildheortnis & soSfestms

foregaS biforan onsiene Sinre a 1300 E E Psalter xcvi[i]

3 Fire bi-fore him sal for-gane. c 1555 Harpspield Divorce
Hen VIII, 45 The wife and the man with their mutual

consent adhibited and fore-going enter into religion. 1563

Mirr Mag
,
Hastings 1 5 Cleaving my tombethe waye my

fame forewent. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. July 1x7 And
now they bene to heauen forewent 162a T Scott Belg,

Pismire 30 To purchase honour without some worthy

action fore-going , is not truely to be Noble. 1865 Mrs
Whitney Gayworthys Lxi6 A gait, sublimely unaffected by

all that had foregone.

Forego : see Forgo
Foregoer (foeigdu'sr). Forms 4-6 forgoer,

(4 forgoere, 5 goar, 6 foregoere), 5- foregoer,

[f. Fobe- pref. + Goeb ]



FOREGOING-. FOREHEAD.433

fl A messenger sent before, a forerunner, a har-

binger, spec a purveyor Obs.

c 1340 CursorM 13208 (Tnn ) To belle Wore crist [Ion]

ferd perfore is he called forgoer 1303 Langl P PI
C ni. 198 Ac gile was forgoere to gyen al the puple, For to

wisse hem the weye and with Mede a-byde 1502 Caxton’

s

Chron Eng lcvj 6/1 He was The forgooer of Antecryst,

the fulfyller of heresye 1580 Ord ofPrayer m Litnrg
Serv Q Eliz (1847) 568 He sent Hornets and wild Beasts,

as foregoers of his host 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 216

O Mercune, foregoer to the euemng 1601 F Tate Househ
Ord. Edit) II § 90 (1876) S3 Their shalbe a foie-goerm the

kinges household x66a Phillips, Foregoers, Purveyours
going before the King or Queen in progresse 1744 Blome-
field Nor/ II 605 There was one always at each (Leper)

House called the Foregoer, who used to beg daily for them

2 One who or that which goes m front or * leads

the way
’

; a leader ; hence, an example, pattern.

138a Wyclif Josh 111 3 Whanne je seen the ark folwe ?e

the forgoeis 1485 Caxton St Wene/r 10 They made her

in alle thynges a forgoar and ensample to them 1549
Coverdale, etc Erasm Par 1 Tim. 11 n It is conuement
for them [women] to be folowers, and not foregoers 1596
Davies Orchestra. 38 All the followers [flying cranes] their

heads doe lay On their forgoers backs. *658 Baxter Saving
Faith xn 85 The promised Glory, and the future blessings

that are its necessary Foregoers. 1869 Blackmore LomaD
II i, Each [reaper] casting leftwards his nch clearance on
his foregoer’s double track.

3 One that has gone before ; a predecessor,

1553 Grimalde Cicero’s Offices n (1358) 102 He inknow-
ledge clerely exceded all his foregoei

Cornwall(1769) 68 Two young men of the parish are yerely
chosen by their last fore-goers

l
to he wardens 1868 Dixon

Spiritual Wives II xi go His foregoers bad been settled

in Massachusetts since the days of the Mayflower. 1877
Morley Cnt Misc Ser 11 348 The order in which each
state of society has followed its foregoer

4. Naut. =Foreganger a a.

1694 Acc Sev Late Voy n (1711)161 Before this hollow
part, the Fore-goer is fasten’d or ty’d 1867 in Smyth
A allot’s Word-bk 1892 Daily News 8 June 5/3 We quickly
bent on the hne to the foregoer, clapped the harpoon into

the gun.

Foregoing (foaigoiug), vbl si. [f. Forego v.

+ -INGL]
1. The action of the vb. Forego ; a going before,

preceding, or leading the way
1581 Sidney Apol Poetne (Arb) 21 After whom, en-

couraged with theyr excellent fore-going, others haue
followed 1656 tr Nobbed Elem Philos (1839) *3° Their
verity depends not upon our knowledge, but upon the fore-

going of their causes

+ 2 That which goes befoie Obs~ x

*598 Florio, Preainbulo, a preamble, a foregoing

Foregoing (foejgffu vf) }
ppl a. [f. as prec. +

-lira 2
] That goes or has gone before, pieceding

(m position or time).

1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 306 Heyle starre foigoynge
153a More Confut. Tvndale n iv 119 They doo not merite
with anye forgoyng good dedes 1605 Verstegan Dec
Intell. Pref Ep

,
The ensuing matter will be answerable

to the foregoing title 1737 Winston Josephus’ Hist 1 xix.

§ 2 The multitude were emboldened by their foregoing
victory 1828J H. Moore Pract Navig (ed 20)229 From. _ „ ... c i._> v r _

the foregoing examples it is plain, that the operation is theX hafsening Will dare’ what now of thee tispurposing
same 1841 Emerson Addr., Method Nat Wks (Bohn) 1 - - ' * "

a 1513 Douglas Mneis xn vi 95 The name he bair of
his foie grandschir wycht
b 1474Ada Audit (1839) 34/2 J?ai fand be said Robertis

forgrantsire deit last vest & sesit of j>e said landes 1500-20
in Dunbar’s Poems (1893) 315 Myfoir grandschir,hecht Fyn
Mackcowll
C. 1541 Books Connc Sess B18 44 (Jam ) Be his fadeij

gudschir, grandshir, and forgiandshir, lardis of Fingiltoun

1633 Acts Chas. I (1814) V 64/2 To the forsaids persones
thair fathers guidschirs grandschirs foirgrandschirs [etc ]

d. 1549 Compl Scot (1873)3 Your foir grandscheirgode-
froid ofbillon kyng of lherusalem deffendit his pepil

fig 1581 N Burns Disp Rehg xvm 62/2 Frere Martine
Lauter your foirgrandschir passed mair cannelie to Yorke

Foreground (fo<> igraund) [f Fore-_^w/ +
Ground ]
1 That pait of a view which is in front and

nearest the observer; esp as representedm a picture
1695 Dryden Art ofPaint 167 White can subsist on the

fore-ground of the Picture. 1799 G Smith Laboratory 1 . 353
Such as lie nearer the fore-ground you are to imitate accord-
ing to nature 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II 19 The
desolate ciag—a fit foreground to the still more desolate
prospect that the land presented 1841 W Spalding Italy
Sg It Isl, II 401 A mother 111 the foieground, seated beside
ner two dead infants

b.fig Themost conspicuousorpromment position
1816 Bentham Chrestom

.

247 The desirable property,

—

which on this occasion stands as the principal object, and
occupies the fore-ground 1833 Macaulay Ess , Walpole’s
Lett to Mann (1834) 264/2 He was content to keep in the

II 226A fruit which it cost all the foregoing ages to form
and ripen

b absol (quasi-x/5 ) and. elhpt
x66z Stilliugfl. Ong. Sacr 11 11 § 7 The Political and

civil part of it, which may better be called wisdom then
most of the fore-going *762-71 H Walpole Vertue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) II 185 Besides the foregoing, Lord
Breadalbane has eleven portraits. 1874 Helps Soc. Press
m. 54 The foregoing must not be confounded with purely
communistic theories

Foregone {fo°igpn),ppl a. \f.Yom,-pref. +
Gone, pa. pple. of Go.] That has gone before or

gone by
;
(of time) past.

c *600 Shaks Sotin xxx, Then can I grieve at grievances
foregone 1656 Cowley Pindar Odes 1 111, With Oblivion’s
silent Stroke deface Of foregone Ills the very Trace 1794
Burke Rep. Lord’s Jmls Wks 1842 II 610 With no light

from any principle, precedent, or foregone authority oflaw.
*824 Lamb Elia Ser it. Capt Jackson, A bale scrag—cold
savings from the foregone meal 1870 Lowell Cathedral
Poet Wks (1879) 441/2 This has made poets dream of lives

foregone In worlds fantastical.

b. Foregone conclusion', a Shakspenan phrase,

variously interpreted by commentatois (see Con-
clusion 15). Now used for: A decision or opinion
already formed before the case is argued or the full

evidence known (henceforegone intention,
opinion,

etc ) ;
also, a result or upshot that might have been

foreseen as inevitable.

1604 Shaks Oth m. lit 428 1821 Lamb Elia Ser 1 New
Years Eve, I plunge into foregone visions and conclusions.
*856 Froude Hist. Eng (1858) I 111 286 Starting always
with a foregone conclusion, he arrived of course where he
wished to arrive. 1868 J, H Blunt Re/ Ch Eng I 186
The Archbishop was simply carrying out the Foregone
intention ofthe King. 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 387 That
struggle was heroic .but the conclusion was foregone.

Hence Foregfoneuess. {nonce-wid )
*892 Athensmm 6 Aug. 191/2 [The book is] affected by

the ‘foregoneness ’ of its conclusion

+ Fo re-gra’ndsire. Sc Obs. Forms: see

Fore- pref. and Grandsire [f. Fore- pref. +
Gbandsire.] a A grandfather, = L avus. b. A
great-grandfather

;
*=L proavus. c. A great-great-

grandfather d An ancestor.

Vol. IV.

background and to leave the foreground to the author
1873 symonds Grit Poets v 127 The Aeolians occupied the
very foreground of Greek literature.

2. The ground in front of an object rare— \
1858 J Martineau Stud Chr 134 The high priest

touched with finger dipped m blood, the sacred lid and
foreground of the Ark.

3 attnb
1827 Steuart Planter’s G (1828) 362 Several groups of

fine foreground Trees with extensive tops were already
foimed 1887 Ruskin Prsetenta II. 165, I made two fore-

ground studies in colour

t Foreguard, v Obs-1 [f Fore- pref +
Guard v Jtram To guard beforehand or in front.

1588 Greene Metam, Wks (Grosart) IX. 23 In that we
foregarded all our actions with vertue Ibid. 89.

Foreguess (fooige’s), v. [f. Fore- pref +
Guess] trans. To guess beforehand; to forecast,

anticipate, conjecture Const, with simple obj or

with obj 'clause Also absol

Hence Foregue ssmg vbl sb andppl a.

*388WYCur Wisd. jcvu to rnarg note Bi forgessing grete

yuels to comynge on it silf 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par.
Luke xu 54 Obserumg and markyng al lykelyhoodes and
foregeassynges oftempestes *598 Florio Presago, a fore-

guessing man 1640 Bp HallChr Model 28/1 Melancthon
could foreguess that the time should come wherein [etc ]

*895W H Turton Truth of Chr 88 He may also have
foreknown, what we can only foreguess

Fore-guidance, -hall : see Fore- pref. 2 d, 3.

t Foreha'lsen, v. Obs rare [f Fore-pref.
+ Halsen v ] trans {absol ) To presage
1594 Carew Tasso 1

_
iv, One day perhaps, my pen fore-

alsen 1602
Cornwall 124 b, A fore-halsenmg of this rebellion

Fo're-ha miner. Sc. and north.dial. [f.FoRE-

pref. + Hammer. Cf Du voorhamer (in ICilian

1598 veurhamer), Da forhammer ] The large

hammer which strikes first ; a sledge hammer
X543 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 43 Item rnj fore hamers

1592 Sc Act Jas VI <1814) III 538 Breking vp has

cnalmer durris with fouhammens. 1785 Burns Scotch
Dntikxi, The strong forehammer 18x8 Scott Hrt Midi.
v, The unceasing clang of the heavy fore-hammers 1804
Crockett Raiders 315 From the other side came the
sound of a forehammer thundering on a gate.

Forehand (fo0 rjhsend), a. and sb. [f. Fore-
pref. + Hand ] A. adj.

+ 1. Archery Forehand {shaft) \ an arrow for

shooting straight before one. Opposed to under-
hand Obs
1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb ) 126 The forehande must haue

a bigge breste to bere the great myghte of the bowe. 1597
Shaks 2 Hen IV, in 11 52 Hee would haue carryed you
a fore-hand Shaft at foureteene and foureteene and a halfe

2. Done or given at some earlier time Of pay-
ments, etc. • Made m advance. ? Obs exc dial.

1599 Shaks Much Ado iv 1 5* She did embrace me as
a husband, And so extenuate the forehand smne 1678
St Trials, Popish Plot Introd VI 1490, I wonder I had
no fore-hand notice of it [mv trial] a 1679 T Goodwin
Wks I hi 25 This forehand Union hath such virtue in it

1790 W. Marshall Midland Co. I 20 Covenanting to pay
what is called a ‘forehand rent' 1825-80 Jamieson s.v

,

Fore-han'-payment ispayment in advance, as is generally the
rule with school fees.

3 Foremost, leading. Also, fore-a-hand Fore-

hand stone {Curling) : see quot Also elhpt or

quasi-j£, • The first or foremost player
1664 Butler Hud 11 li 6x8 A Nag That might pass for

a forehand Stag 1816 Scott Old Mort vn, Our auld fore-

hand ox. 1825 Jamieson s.v ,
The forehand stane is the

stone first played in curling Clydes 1831 Blackiu Mag.
Dec 983 A canny forehan’ x8ga Kerr Curling Gloss in

Skating, etc (Badm. Libr.) 380 Fore-hau’, the first player or
lead

4 ? = Forehanded 2 b.

*784 Bage Barham Downs I 172 Would any man in his

senses that was not a very forehand man indeed, live m the

elegant way you do i

B. sb.

1 The position in front or above + To have the

forehand of to be to the forehand with (Sc ) : to

have the upper hand or advantage of.

1557 Phaer Mneid v M iij b, And yet not formost al, nor
al her keele hath forhand wonne 1588 Parke tr Men-
doza’s Hist China 143 a, Hee determined to depart and

E
rocure to get the forehande of them and to ayde and
elpe them [etc ] xsgg Shaks Hen V, iv 1 297 But for

Ceremonie, such a Wretch Had thefore-hand and vantage of
a King 1646 Jenkyn Remora 28 God keeps on the fore-hand
with you, let us follow hard after him. 1825-80 Jamieson, s v ,
1 I’m to the forehand wi* you

I

have got the start ofyou
b That which holds the fiont position

, the
vanguard, hence the mainstay.
1606 Shaks Tr Cr 1 in 143 The great Achilles.

.

The sinew and the fore hand of our Hoste

2 That part of a horse which is before the nder.
16x7 Markham Caval 1 12 They haue most excellent

forehandes. *683 Lend Getz No 1890/4 A light Grey
Mare handsome forehand but thin behind x8x6 Scott
Antiq xxxvi, What fine fore hands 1—what capital chargers
they would make ! 1884 E L Anderson Mod Horsemansh
1. 1. 2 For our purposes, we shall consider as the Forehand
of the horse all that part which is in front of the saddle

Fo'relia’iided. [f as prec. + -ed 2
.]

f 1 Having a forehand (see Forehand B. 2 )

,

' formed in the foreparts *
(J.). Usually with a de-

fining or adv. Said of horses, and transf. Obs.

159* Greene Fareiv Folly Wks (Grosart) IX 327
The Gentleman is well forehanded and well foreheaded.
16x4 Markham Cheap Hush 1 i (1668) 4 Observe, to
have them fore-handed, that is good neck, breast and
shoulders. 1680 Land Gaz. No 1489/4 A dark brown
Gelding lofty Forehanded.

2. Looking to the foiehand (see prec. B. 1 ); care-

ful as to the future, prudent, thrifty. Now only U S.

1650 Jer Taylor Holy Living (1727) 12 An early and
forehanded care 1777 J. Q Adams Wks (1854) IX 45a.

Here and there a farmerand a tradesman, who is forehanded
and frugal enough to make moremoney than he has occasion
to spend 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 76 They were a
thrifty forehanded race

b That has made provision for the future ; in

easy circumstances, * well-to-do Now only US.
1658 Gurnall Chr. in Arm n 576 They that are fore-

handed, are willing to give time and able to forbear long
1828 Webster, Forehanded 2 In America, in good cir-

cumstances as to property x837-40 Haliburton Clockm.
(1862) 132 A big man, and one that's considerable fore-

handed, and pretty well to do in the world 1851 S Judd
Margaret ix (1871)47 In popular phrase a forehandedman,
his house and bams were large, and his grounds indicated
thrift 1883 Mrs Rollins New Eng Bygones 156 The
wives of forehanded farmers and professional men were apt
to be somewhat exalted

Fore-handsel, -hanging: see Fore-/? */4 a, 5
Forehard (fovijhaid). [f. Fore-pref. + Hard ]

(See quot.)

1853 Ure Diet. Arts II 563 The forehard, or proper twist

in the strands for all sizes of ropes, is attained

Fore-haste, -hatch, etc : see Fore-pref.
Forehead (fp'red). Forms, see Head [OE.

forhfafod,
£ For- 2

,
Yokst pref, + hdafod Head.]

1. That part of the face which reaches upward
from the eyebrows to the natural line of the hair.

Also, the corresponding part in beasts, etc.

ciooo ALlfric Gloss in Wr-Wulcker 156 Caluartum, for-

heafod CI175 Lamb. Horn, 127 Ure forheafod. a xaag
Ancr. R. 18 MakieS a large creoiz nut |>reo vingres
vrom abuue J>e vorheaued dun tobe breoste <1x305 Edmund
Cotif 63-6 in E,E P (1862) 72 In mie foreheuede lwrite mi
name >u schalt lseo Signe perwib >1 forheued. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb 3927 Hys hors bar a sterre on his for-hed. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 1 48 He frompeled his foiheae
15x3 Douglas VEneis xm m. *28 Thy plesand forret

schaply and ene cleir. 1582 T. Watson Centime of Love
Ep Ded (Arb.)26 Malicious high foreheads. 1612 Woodall
Snig Mate Wks (1653) 363 Applyed cold to the forr-head,

or place grieved x66z S riLLiNGTL. Ong Sacr 11 vi § 8
The placing of the motto upon the High Priests fore-

head 1726 Leoni Alberti’s Archit III. 34/2 From the
Forhead to the Hmder-part of the head. 184a Tennyson
Locksley Hall 25 On her pallid cheek and forehead came
a colour and a light. x886 A. Winchell Walks $ Talks
Geol Field 256 The dmoceras had perhaps three pairs

of horns, one on the snout, one on the cheeks, and one on
the forehead

b transf. oxAfig.
xfioa Shaks Ham in iii. 63 Euen to the teeth and fore-

head of our faults. 1607 — Cor. 11 1 57 The foihead of
the morning ex6xi Chapman Iliad xvi. 692 Two fierce

kings of beasts, oppos'd in strife about a hind Slam on the
forehead of a hill. 1642 Milton Apol Smect (1851) 258
Tis manifest his purpose was only to rub the forehead of his
title with this word modest. X766 Fordyce Serin Yng
Worn. (1767) I iv 149 Those writings carry on their very
forehead the mark of the beast 1795-1814 Wordsw.
Excursionvn 593 And oak on whose forehead inaccessible

The raven lodged in safety 1839 Longf. Hyperion 1 vi

(1865) 30 High and hoar on the forehead of the Jettenbuhl
stands the castle of Heidelberg

C Phrase, *j* To take time {or occasion) by the

forehead . now usually by the forelock (see Fore-
lock 2).

*59* Greene Farew, Folly Wks (Grosart) IX. 311 Take
time now by the forehead, she is bald behind. 1599 Ben
Jonson Cynthia’s Rev iv. i, Let us then take our time by
the forehead 1633 Heywood Eng Trav. in Wks. 1874
IV 47 Take Occasion by the forehead,

f 2. Used (like L Jrons) for the countenance as
capable of expressing shame, etc. In two opposite

56
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applications : a. Capacity of blushing

;
sense of

shame or decency; modesty, b Command of

countenance, unblushing front , assurance, impu-
dence, audacity. Obs
1560 Becon New Catech iv Wks 1564 I. 384 b, With

what forhead date we say m the I.oid's prayer Forgeue
vs our trespasses’ 1631 J Burges A nsw Rejoined 336
No man can deny it, who hath any forehead left 1675
Mistaken Husband 11 1. m Dryden's Wks (1884) VIII
509 With what forehead Barest thou call me so? 1775
T Sheridan Art Reading 371 No body but a modern
freethinker could have the forehead or folly to turn it into

ridicule

3

.

The front part, forefront f a gen (
Obs exc

with conscious metaphor see 1 b )
*323 Ln. Berners Froiss. II clvn [clui ] 429 She rode on

the one syde by the quenes lytter, and it was assysted with
the duke of Thourayne, and the duke of Burbone, at the
fore heed on bothe sydes

b Mining, etc The end, for the time being, of

a level,

1747 Hooson Miner's Did Ij b, Forebrest, Forfield, or
Forehead. 1863 Smiles Engineers III. 130 When I arrived
at the forehead of the dip 1885 Trans Cnmbld <$•

Westmld. Antiq. Soc VIII. 9 Fiom the forehead of the
level it was conveyed to the day by means of a wooden
railroad

c Naut (See quot

)

a 1642 SirW Monson Naval Trade in. (1704} 333/3 In
the Forehead or Mizon-yard

d. dial (See quots.)
*798 Amt Agnc. Som XXX 354 Foreheads or head-

lands 1810 Devon <5- Comw Voc in Monthly Mag June
436 Forehead about six feet space wide of earth round
the hedges of a field, which is ploughed up, mixed with
lime and carted or wheeled upon the field for manuie

+4. One holding the place of honour ; a leader.
[Not derived from sense 1 , strictly a new formation ]
c 1640 J Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) II. 380 To have

rated the forehead of his hounds, then in chase after a wrong
bucke. 1641 Sir £ During Sp on Rehg 20 Nov xiv.

(1643)45 Pietendingtobe a fore-head of Divinity
6. attrib and Comb., as forehead-band, -bone,

-lorinkle
;
forehead-bald a

,
bald as to the fore-

head; forehead-cloth., a cloth or bandage formerly
•worn on the forehead by ladies; f forehead-piece
(see quot.).

1530 Tindale Lev. xiii 41 Then he is *foreheadbalde
1809 A. Henry 7'rav 24 A fillet, or *forehead-band 1646
Sir T Brownf Pseud Ep in xm 137 It was rather the
•forehead bone petrified, then a stone within the crany
1793 Holcropt tr LavateAs Physios? vh 44 The forehead
bones remain unaltered 1561 Gifts to Queen in Nichols
Progr Q Eliz. (1823) I 116 Three *foiehed-clothes of
cameiyk netted with gold 1677 Land Gaz, No 1245/4
Four laced Forehead Cloaths 1767 Connoisseur(ed 5) III
No 80 71 A store of clouts, caps, forehead-cloths 1673
Wycherley Gentl Dancing-Master iv 1, Every night
since he came, I have worn tne *forehead-piece of bees’ wax
and hogs’ grease 1572 Huloet (ed Higins), *Foreliead
wrinkles mgsefrontis

Fo’rehea&ed, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ed 2
.] Hav-

ing (a) forehead.

1

With adj. or adv. prefixed, as high, loiv, well
foreheaded. + Tender-foreheaded . modest, meelc

1591 [see Forehanded i] 1659 Gauden Tears of
Church 47 The Gnosticks . were tender-foieheaded
people compared to those high-crested and Seraphick

Sophisters 1670 Narborough Jrnl m Acc Sev Late
Voy 1. (1711)64 These People are low Fore-headed 1892
Pall Mall G, 30 Jan. 3/1 High-foLeheaded, colourless
Madonnas

+ 2 Hardened with effrontery, brazen. Obs.
16 Pain Let. to Fetid in Heylin Hist. Presbyt. (1670)

278 This For-headed Age.

Fo*reh.eadless, a [f. as prec. + -less ] Hav-
ing no Forehead (sense 2) . "fa. having no sense
of shame (obs.)

;
b destitute of confidence.

a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut Rhem. N T. (1618) 713
They aie thus foreheadlesse in forging Scriptures. x6zi
S.Ward .Ferro Jethro'sf P 35 What doe our audacious and
fore-headlesse Swaggerers require ? *844 Browning Colombo's
Birthday v. Poems 1849 I 369 Mel How Behaved our
spokesman with the forehead? Berth. Oh, Turned out no
better than the foiebeadless.

Forebear, v [f Fore- pnf + Hear v ]
trans and intr. To hear beforehand.
i5?*J Soliman fy Perseda Gij, Hauing forehard of

Basiliscoe’s worth. 1623 Webster D’chess Malfy in. iv,

How that the Pope, foreheanng of her looseness Hath seiz’d
. . The dukedom which she held as dowager. 1800-24
Campbell Death-boat ofHeligoland 4 Brains . that mad-
dening forehear the last trumpet of doom. 1813 Byron
Giaour 1076 note, His troublesome faculty of foreheanng

t Fo’rehearse. Obs rare- 1
, [f Yoke- pref

+ Hearse, app 111 the sense of F. kerse portcullis ]
?That which gnaids the front.

1389 Grefne Menapkon {Arb ) 87, I feele him wound the
forehearse ofmy heart

Fore-hearth, -heater : see Fore - pref 5.

t Forehee’d, v Obs. [f Fore-pref -aHeed ]
trans To take care against beforehand; to provide
against. With simple obj ,

or that introducing
subord, sentence.
*526 Ord Hen VIII in Househ. Ord (1790) 312 Fore-

heednig alwayes that none of them depart the court before
the expences of their offices he brought to the Masters of
the household 1631 R Byfield JDoctr Sabb. 68 A.
casualty that could not be foreseene or foieheeded
Forehele, yar. of Forhele v., to congeal.

t Forehe’nt, v. Obs [f. Fore-pref + Hent.]
turns. To seize beforehand; a. to cnt off (in

flight), overtake, b To take m advance.
1590 Spenser F Q in iv 49 A fearefull Dove Having

farre off espyde a 1 assell gent Doubleth her hast for feare
to bee for-hent 1593 Golding Ovid’s Met xi 267 [He]
toake the pleasure which the sonne of Maia had forehent

Forehew, erion form (in Diets.) for Forhew.
Fore-hill, -hinting, -hip - see Fore-pref
Forehold (foo r|hJ»ld) [f Fore- + Hold sb ]

f 1 The action of holding on in front
,
advance.

1641 Best Farm Bis (Surtees) 12 Aboute the middle of
Apnll, when the fields have gotten some foreholde.

2

Naut (See quot. 1867)
1790 Beatson tr Nav <$ Mil Mem. 332 Started 30 tons

of water in the fore-hold to lighten her forward 1835 Sir

J Ross Narr and Voy vn g4 The forehold was restowed
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Fore hold, the part of the

hold before the fore hatchway 1884 Sir R. Couch in Law
Rep. 9 App Cases 422 The rnastei improperly loaded the
forehold of the steamer

[Foreholding : a spurious word in Johnson ;

in his quot. from L’Estrange (Fables clxxvm) the
word should be Forebodings^
Fore-hood, -hoof, etc • see Fore-pref
Fo're-horse. [f Fore- pi ef + House ] The

foiemost horse m a team, ‘leader’
1483 Fun. Edw, IV, in Lett. # Pap Rich ///(Rolls) I

7 Upon the fore horse, and the thil horse sat y chariot men
*392 Greene Upst Courtier m Harl Mtsc (Malh ) II, 218
They woie beesoms of thrift in their hats like fore-horses
ax670 Hacket Abp Williams 1 (1692) 28 None of his
fellows had cause to repent that he rode upon the fore-

horse 1718 Freethinker No 144 p 8 The Nobleman is

but the Fore-Horse 111 the Team 1824 Miss Mitiord
Village Ser 1. (1863) 199 The fore horse decked with
ribbons
transf andfig x6ox Shaks. All's Well 11 1 30,

1

shal
stayheie the for-horse to a smocke 1645 Pagitt Hcresiogr
(x66x) 177 [He useth this passage] as the fore-horse or
leading Authority, to bring m whatsoever Calumnies he
pleaseth afterward. x8x6 T, Jeiterson Writ (1830) IV
290 The fore-horse of this frightful team is public debt
attrib 1480 Wardi Acc, Edw IV (1630) 123 A forehors

bndelle 1636 Sampson Vow-breaker v 1 I nj, Have I not
borrow’d the fore Horse-bells his Plumes, and braveries?

Foreign (ft ien), a and sb. Forms : 3, 5-6
foren(e, 3-4, 6-7, 9 forein(e, -eyn(e, 4, 6-8
for(r)ain(e, 5-6-ayn(e, 4-6 forreyn(e, 5-7 -ayne,
6-8 forr-en, -ei(g)ne, -aign(e, (7 foran, fur-
rame), 6- foreign [a OF forain •—popular L.
type *foranus, f fords, fot-ts • see For- pref'l
Med L had fordneus (Sp fotaneo) on the analogy of

ex/rdneus; alsofonnsecus adj (f class L fonnsecus adv),
which m Eng. Law Latin is the usual equivalent of
foreign ]A adj.

+

1

_

Out of doors
; outside A chamberforeign :

a privy (cf. Foreign sb.). Foreign darkness =
‘outei darkness’ Obs
1297 R Glouc (1724) 310 In to a chambre forene J>e

gadelyng gan wende. c 1374 Chaucer Booth 1 metr 11.3
(Camb MS ) Mintinge to goon in to foreme derknesses
e 1430 Lydg. Min Poems 234 This is the name that chaceth
away the clips Of foreyn dirkenesse.

T b Concerned with matters at a distance from
home

,
outside

, opposed to domestic Obs.
1605 in At chseologm (1800) XIII. 316 [The steward] is

to see into all offices, soe well forraine, as at home a 1619
Fotherby Atheom 11 xm § x (1622) 348 By wilting, we may
giue direction for our foraine Businesses, though we stay
at home . and for our domestical, though we be abroad

f c. nonce-use ? Excluded, kept away (from
court, or from employment in affairs)

The sense is doubtful . it may be * resident abroad ’ (cf 7),
or ‘outside the circle of one’s intimate fnends ’ (cf 2b).
16x3 Shaks Hen, VIII

,

n, 11 129 You enuide him
, And

fearing he would rise Kept him a forraigne man still

2 Belonging to other persons or things, not
one’s own ; —L. ahenus. Now rare
cx374 Chaucer Boeth i pr. iv. 9 (Camb MS) For nede

of foreyne moneye [mistranslation of sensalum necessitate,
* through pressure of debt ’] Ibid » pr v, 32 (Camb MS )
Fortune neshal neuermakyn bat swycne thynges ben thyne,
bat nature of thmges hath maked foreyne fro the 1633 G
Herbert Temple, Church Porch lxi, Keep all thy native
good, and natuiahze All forrain of that name; but scorn
their ill 1733 Pope Ess Man m. si Nothing is foreign

,

parts relate to whole 1851 Hussey PapalPower 1 35 The
interference of Bishops in foreign Sees,

t b Not of one’s household or family. Obs.
1604 Shaks. Oth iv 111 89 They powre our Treasures

into forraigne laps. 1608 — Per iv l 34, I loue the kiug
your father with more then forraine heart

f c Of possessions, expenses Other than per-
sonal. Obs
1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie 1 xvui (Arb ) 53 Quick cattel

being the first property of any forreine possession I say
forreme, because alway men claimed property in their
apparell and armour, and other like things mane by their
owne industry 1721 Strype Eccl Mem II n 11 260
To have their foreign expences after therate of100 1 a year.
3 Proceeding fiom other persons or things
c

;

1374 Chaucer Boeth 111 pr in 35 (Camb MS 1 Than
hath a man nede to seken hym foreyne helpe by whyche

he may deffende hys moneye? 1561 T. Norton Calvin’s
hist, 1 16 The truthe is then set free from all douting, when
not vpholden by forayne aides it self alone sufficeth to sus-
teine it self 1639 Hammond On Ps Pref. § 3. 2 For this .

.

we must appeal to forreign testimonies 1712 Blackmore
Creation 1. 395 Machines . , Move by a foreign impulse, not

their own. 1834 Mrs Somerville Connect Phys. Sc, \
(1849) 81 If the system be not deranged by a foreign raw-
4. Alien in character; not related to or con-

cerned with the matter tinder consideration
; irre-

levant, dissimilar, inappropriate. Now only const
from, to.

*393 Gower Conf I 279 A vice foreme fro the lawe
Cali is Stat Seweis (1647) 103 The Lord of the Copyhold is
not to he taxed for the Soil of the Copyhold for although
he might come to it by foifeiture committed, yet that is
a forain possibility *663 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. 64 Our
Author's sense and interpretation seems to me forraign
arbitrary, and unnatural 1672 MarvellReh Transp t nj
This is a mattei forreign to my Judicature 170* Swift
Sact amenial Test Wks 1755 II 1 128 This design is not
so foreign from some people’s thoughts 1724 A Collins
Gr Chr Rehg 193 To tell the woman Ye worship ye know
not what relates . to a mattei wholly foreign 1735 Berke-
ley Def Free-thmk, in Math § 42 All you have been saying

is quite foreign to the argument 1756 Burke Snbl 4- £
hi vl, To leave these foreign examples, if beauty in our own
species was annexed to use, men would be much more lovely
than women x8ax Lamb Elia Ser 1. Grace bef. Meat

, [The
diet] least stimulative to appetite, leaves the mmd most free
for foreign considerations 1828 Scott F M Perth xix,
However foreign to his nature and disposition 1873 Helps
Amm <$• Mast, 1 (1875) 16 A purpose foreign from his
pursuits

5 . Introduced from outside
;
not belonging to the

place m which it is found
,
esp in Surgical use, of

substances embedded in tissues of the body.
1621 Burton Amt Mel n 11 m (1651) 262 Excluding

forrain an e and winds 1626 Bacon Sylva § 334 A Forreign
Spirit, stronger and more eager than the Spirit of theBody
1664 Povvru Exp Philos 11. 133 Yet in its dilation will admit
of no aether or forrain Substance to enter the pores thereof
1767 Gooch treat Wounds I 123, I discovered, by the
probe, this foreign body. 1770 Priestley in Phil Ttans
LX 204 Part of the electric matter natural to the body
must be repelled, to make room for the foieign electricity

1873 Lyclls Pnnc Geol 1. 11 xv 331 A hard chlonte rock
equally foreign to the immediate neighbourhood.

0. a. Situated outside an estate, manor, distnet,

parish, province, etc.

[1292 Britton in vm § 5 Vivers foreyns ] 1495 Act xx
Hen VII, c 7 Dwelling in a foren Shire 1312 Act 4
Hen VIII, c. 4 Preamb , Outlawries had ageynst theym in
forreyn Counties 1523 Fn/HrRB, Snrv 3 b, It is to be
inquered of forren pastures that is comyn what the lorde
may liaue in the same 1676 Dfgge Parson's Counsellor
n v 166 To be imployed in a Forrain Parish 1883 E B
Ivatts Railw Managem 547 To the employees of railway
‘A ’ all other railways m respect to traffic ai e ‘ foieign ’.

b Belonging to or coming from another district,

county, society, etc.

c 1460 in Eng Gilds (1870) 317 Ye schall couer no foren
stranger yn no wys nnrlei yor branches 1368 Gratton
Chron II 437 Themarkethouse was buylded for the free*

sale of the foreyn Booclier, and of the foreyn Fishmonger
cx638 Order Pnv. Coituc in Penkethman Artach. H11 b,

The forreigne Bakers which bung their Bread to be sold in
the market of any Citie 1891 Daily News 18 Sept 3/3
There has been a great demand for foreign labour in Kent.
1893 Guardian 6 Mai 363/3 The foreign examiners [at

Durham] are the Regius Professor of Hebrew, Oxford, and
the Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Cambridge

f C ? Dealing with matters outside (the manor).
1708 Loud Gas. No. 4465/6 In the Hands of the foreign

Bailiff of Dudley

7 Situated outside the country ; not m one’s own
land
In this and the following senses, the word is in British use

not applied to paitsof the United Kingdom, nor, oidinanly,
to British colonies chiefly inhabited by English-speaking
people In the U S the designations offoreign corpora-

tion,foreignport, are sometimes applied to those belonging
to other States of the Union.

*393 Gower Conf II 160 [Isles] that fro the lond forem
Leie open to the wynd al plein. Ibid III 183 A place,

Which is forem out in an lie c 1400 Maundev (1839) xvu
183Whan men gon blonde tho lourneyes, toward Ynde and
to the foreyn Yles c 1430 Merlin 577 Kynge Alein of the

forayn londes 1324 Act 14 «$• 13 Hen VIII, c. 1 Preamb.,
The said outwarde and foren regions 16x1 Heywood Gold.

Age 1. Wks 1874 III. 9 Whil’st I in forreigne Kmgdomes
search my Fate 1700 Wallis in Collect, (Oxf Hist Soc )

I 313 In some forain universities 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

III 383 In some foreign clime winch is beyond our ken
1888 Bryce Amer Commw II xxxvm 63 They usuaUy
talk of corporations belonging to other States as ‘ foreign'

8 . Pertaining to, characteristic of, or derived from

another country or nation , not domestic or native

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 29, I am but foreyn in

this cuntre. 1333 m Ellis Ong Lett Ser. in. II 323 No
more jurisdiction wlh in this realme than ante oodre foreyne

bisshoppe. 1379 Fenton Guicciard <x6x8) 7 To build his

suretie vpon forreine strength, seeing he had no confidence

in his owne forces. i6tx Heywood Gold Age 1 Wks 1874
III 8 Ifmy owne land proue thus vnnaturau I’le purchase

forraine aid 163sH Vaughan Silex Scmt 1 Pref (1858) 5
Plentifully furnished with various Foraign Vanities 1676

Hobbes Iliad Pref (1686) 2 Forem words 1709 Steele
Taller No 49 T9 The Foreign Ministers residing at the

Hague *77* fumusLett lix 308 A foreign force actually

landed upon our coast 1832 Lewis Use <?• Ab, Pol Tertns

ui 32 The foreign and native commodity *849 Harf
Serin II 435 The plan sprang up m the heart of a forem

king 1873 H, James R, Hudson iv 140 She spoke with

a vague foreign accent

b. transf Unfamiliar, strange.
x88x Illingworth Semi in Coll. Chapel 74 Such language

may be a little foreign, but the experience is universal.

9 , Carried on or taking place abroad, into or with

other countries.

1348 Hall Chron., Hen. VI (an. 32) 167 When foren warre
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and outward battalias, were brought to an ende 1576

Fleming Panopl Epist 176 To take on mee a forreigne

voyage 163a Sanderson Serni 475 A forraigne Invasion

abroad 1653 Walton Angler 1 33 A man whose forraign

lmploymentb in the service of this Nation, and [etc ] 1810

C James Mihi Diet (ed 3), Foreign Service any service

done out of the limits of Great Britain, Ireland etc. 1840

Malcom Tram 34/1 The foreign trade is extinct

10 Dealing with matters concerning other coun-

tries Foreign Office the department of the * Se-

cretary of State for Foreign Affairs ’
;
the "building

in which the business of this department is earned

on. Also, intended for use in transactions or cor-

respondence with other countries, as inforeign bill

(see qnot if6),foreign letter-paper

t6gs Sir E Nicholas in N Papers (Camden) II 241

Other furrame newes I heare not 1659 Marvell Corr
Wks 1872-5 II 12 John Milton, Esqire, Secretarye for the

Forrara affaires. 168a Scarlett Exchanges 15 So are

usually all Forreign Bills *745 De Foe’s Eng Tradesman
Introd (1841)1 2 Such as carryon foreign correspondences

1767 Blackstone Comm II xxx 467 These bills [of ex-

change] are either foreign, or inland foreign, when drawn
by a merchant residing abroad upon his correspondent in

England or vice versa 1856 Emerson Eng Traits
,
Result

Wks (Bohn) II 133 The foreign policy of England. 1859

Sat. Rem VIII. 62/2 The army and the Foreign Office

have, to a certain extent, escaped the constitutionalizing

process. 189a E Reeves Homeward Bound 113 No con-

tribution to exceed six pages of foreign note paper

11 . Law. Foreign apposer, attachment (see the

sbs.)
;
foreign anstver

,
matter

,
plea, service (see

quots. 1607). + Foreign intent', a constructive

sense not implied in the wording of the instrument

to be interpreted , opposed to common intent.

15*2 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c 2 Of feyned and untrew Foreyn
pleyes triable in foreyn Countes 1607 Cowell Interpr
s v

,
Forein aunswer such an answer, as is not triable

in the countie where it is made [With a reference to

Act 15 Hen VI, c 5, which reads
. Jesques au temps que

chescun des ditz foreins severalx responses soit trie ] 1607

Cowell Interpr
,
Forein Apposer (fonnsecarum oppositor)

Ibid ,
Forevi attachment (attacmamentum forinsecumj

Ibid

,

Forein mater mater triable m another countie Ibid.,

Forem-plea ..a refusal of the Iudge as incompetent, because
the mater in hand was not within his precincts Ibid

,

Foretnservice such service,wherebya meane Lord holdetn.

ouer of another, without the compasse of his owne fee or

else thatwhich a tenant performeth out of the fee a 1626

Bacon Max cj- Uses Com Law x. (1636) 43 The graunts of

a common person shall he extended as well to a forrem
intent as to a common intent 1685 Keble King's Bench
Rep II 132 The Defendant pleads a forem attachment in

London of 50 li 1800 Durnford & East Cases King’s
Bench VIII 417 A foreign attachment in the Mayor's court

at the suit of the plaintiff

f H 12 Used to translate L forensis' Made in

open court, public
CX374 Chaucer Boeth 111. pr 111 55 (Camb MS) For

whennes comyn dies alle thyse foreyne compleyntes.

13 . quasi-aafe/. (Tofit, go, sail, etc) foreign, 1 e.

for foreign parts (Naitt colloq.)

1829 Marryat F Mildmay v, We were ordered to fit

foreign. 1840 — Poor Jack xin, In consequence of our

being about to sail foreign 1844 J T Hewlett Parsons
Sf IV xix, But the captain is going foreign, is he not ?

14 Comb Chiefly locative and parasynthetic, as

foreign-built, -foliaged, -going, -looking,
-made

,

-manned, + -nationed, -owned, -wrought adjs

1678 in Marvell Growth Popery 64 The Agatha, *Foragn
built, 25a Tuns 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reform (1891) 54
The vast *foreign-foliaged, primeval forests 1863 H Cox
Instit in v, 658 Masters and mates of *foieign-gotng
vessels 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser iv (1863) 213 A
dark, sallow, ^foreign-looking personage 1895 DailyNews
15 June 5/4 ^Foreign-made machinery, 1599 R Linche
Fount. Anc Fid Hjb, The vncertaine steps of *forren-

nationed pilgnmes. 1878 A _L Perry Elem Pol Ecm.
556 American-built but *foreign-owned ships. *5*3 More
in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 808 Lawes agaynst *forreign

wrought wares.

33
. quaswA and sb.

fl ^Foreigner i Also, a foreign vessel. 06s
*330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 322 pe tounes, be countes,

J»e foreyns alle aboute, To jje kyng felle on knes 1429
Pol; Poems (Rolls) II 143 Outrayeng foreyns that cam
from Babilon. 1309 Barclay ShyP ofFobs (1570) 197 Of
fhese false forrains renneth so great a bande Vnto our

shippes, that [etc] 1612 Brerewood Lang, # Reltg. 111

ip Ambassages or whatsoever other business of the pro-

vincials, or forraigns. 1643 Decl Lords Com ,
Reb Ire-

land 50 They took yesterday a Fqrram laden with deales

*t*
b One not a citizen, or more particularly not

a member of the guild, a stranger, au outsider.

c 1350 in Eng Gilds (1870) 361 3ef a foreyne empledy be
tejjynge. 1487 in Ann Barber-Surg Lona. (1890) 581 Ye
shall not admytt eny foren to be of this mistene 1540
Hyrde tr. Vines'1 Instr Chr Worn (1592) Nvj, For
citicens favour more one another, than they do foxrams

+ 2. Short for chambreforeine (see A. 1). Obs.

1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 7436 Ful foule ys Jiat

forreynepat ys comoun for al certeyne c 1385 Chaucer
L G. TV. 1962 Ariadne, The tour . Was ioymng in the

walle to a foreyne 1S05 m Gage Tkingoe Hundred 140

To be wrought withcalion and breke, with foreyns and other

necessaries 1570 Levins Manip aox/8 AForayne,jwira.

3 . That part of a town which lies outside the

borough or the parish proper. Now local,

x668 Plot Staffordsh vm. § 82. 314 All the Villages and
Hamlets belonging thereunto [Walsall] . which they call

the forraigne. 1782 Nash Worcestersh II. 39 The in-

habitants of the foreign of Kidderminster, so called to

distinguish them from the inhabitants of the borough.

1856 Glew Walsall 3 The parish is in two townships,
called the Borough ana Foreign. 1875 Sussex Gloss s v
Foreigner, At Rye that pai t ofthe parish which lies out of
the boundary ofthe corporation, is called the Foreign ofRye

"b pi The outer court of a monastery; also, the

space immediately outside the monastic precincts.

Obs
,
but surviving as proper name in various

places where monasteries existed
1668 Wilkes Plan Canterbury cited m Willis Monast

Canterb (1869) 152 Y" fomns 1799 Hasted Kent IV 575
1 he space of ground without or foreign to it [the jurisdic-
tion of the church] called the Foreigns, now vulgarly the
Pollings 1872 Gloss Eccl Terms (ed. Shipley), Foreign
Court Also called Foreigns.

4 Inforeign' abroad.
ci618 Fletcher Q Corinth m i, One that hath As

people say m forraigne pleasur'd him 1

Hence Fo reignly adv
,
Fo'reignness

x6xx Cotgr , Peregruutl forrainenesse 1661 Boyle
Style of Script {1675) 249 The forreign ness and obscurity
of some texts

__

1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der 1 v 32 His
English had little foreignness except its fluency x88o

J Caird Philos. Reltg vi 169 When a being or object
reveals itself to feeling, it, so to speak, loses any vestige of
foreignness or estrangement x88o G. Meredith Trag
Com ix 169 He rose out of his amazement foieignly be-

holding himself

f Forei'gn, v Obs [f prec ] (See quot)
1598 Florio, Esternare, to alienate, estrange, forrame

Foreignee*r, v vulgar, [f. Foreign + -eer

(marking contempt). Cf electioneer vb ] Only
in Foreignee ring vbl. sb attnb

,
concerned with

foreign matters ; alsoppl a. foreign, like a foreigner.

1827 SportingMag XIX 194 Since I sent you a despatch
on foreigneenng business 1841 Blackiu Mag Apr. 501
There is no teaching these foreigneerfng fellows the proper
usage of their parts of speech 1890 Hall Caine Bondman
I iv 65 The sailor was tike a foreigneenng sort ofman in

a skin cap and long stockings.

Foreigner (fp renai) [f Foreign a. + -er 1
]

1. A person bom in a foreign country , one from
abroad or of another nation ; an alien.

In ordinary use chiefly applied to those who speak a
foreign language as their native tongue ; thus in England
the term is not commonly understood to include Americans
X413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) iv. xxxviii (1859) 64 They

were straunge foreyners, nought of his propre peple 1526

Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 302 Whome that foreyner &
straunger Pylate wolde oftentymes haue delyuered. 1561

T Norton Calvin’s Inst iv 138, I am here a former and
stranger, as all my fathers were 1637 Decree StarCkamb
§ 12 m Milton’s Areop. (Arb ) 15 That no forreigner .be

suffered to bring in. any booke or hookes printed beyond
the seas 1703 Lond Gass No. 39*6/3 Having reviewed

all the Horse and Foot under his Command, as well English

as Foreigners 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vu. 268 Besides

the Dorians, there were foreigners of other nations

b transf Something produced or broughtfrom

abroad
;
esp. a foreign vessel

1677 Plot Oxfordsh 148 Beside what I have seenamongst
forreigners [plants] in Gardens 1716 Addison Freeholder

No a2 T 3The lemons,thebrandy, the sugar,and the nutmeg,

were all foreigners 1823 Scoresby jbil Whale Fishery

68 Nine or ten ships were assembled none ofthem followed

us, excepting a foreigner. Ibid 41Q The black rat and the

common mouse are enumerated but both these are for-

eigners imported by the shipping 1891 Daily News
ai Nov 5/3 The failure of the English walnut crop has

enhanced the price of ‘ foreigners ’.

2 One of another county, parish, etc ; a stranger,

outsider. In early use esp one not a member of

any particular guild, a non-freeman Now dial

14 . Customs ofMalton m Surtees Misc. (x8qo) 59 Yffe

any man . als wele a foraner as Burges, be sommonyd to

any cowrte cx460 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 317 Ye shall not

counsell any forynar to dwell wtyn
J?e franschys of this

craft 1565 in Picton L’pool Mumc Rec, (1883) I 75 No
foreigner, as men of Bolton, Blackburne or any other

places. 1676 Degge Parson's Counsellor 11 v. 166 There
is no difference between the Case of a Parishioner and a

Forrainer, where [etc ] 1700 Grassmens' Acc (Surtees) 96

If any Forraner or Freeborn come. 1855 Mrs Gaskell
North Sf S xvn, *Yo’re just a foreigner, and nothing more’,

said he, contemptuously ‘ Much yo know about it ' 1875

Sussex Gloss ,
Foreigner, a stranger, a person who comes

from any other county but Sussex

^ 3. fig. A stranger, outsider; a little-known

person; rarely, a person other than oneself (cf.

Foreign a. a). Obs
1586 T B La Pnmaud. Fr Acad 1 (1594) 75 He, that

would not be a stranger to the universe, an alien to felicity,

and a foremer to himself 1597 Hooker Eccl Pol, v
Ixviii § t Forremers and strangers from the Church of

God 1621 Burton Anat Mel hi, ui i 1 (1651) 591

Jealousie is . a fear or doubt, lest any forrainer should

participate or share with him in his love. 1641 Denham
Sophy v 52 Joy is such a forrainer, So meere a stranger to

my thoughts, I know Not how to entertame him

Foreignism (fp retuz’m) [f as prec. + -isk J

1 . The imitation of what is foreign.

1879 Sir G Scott Recollect, v. 202, In my essays I do not

recollect any tendency to foreigmsm 189a Review ofRev
Aug 165 Journalists m the German language encourage

foreigmsm
An idiom, phrase, or term of foreign origin

1877 Congregattonaltst (U S ) 15 Aug (Cent

)

}
That he

[Miles Coverdale] left in his Bible some few foreigmsms ..

is not surprising 1887 L Swinburne in Scribner’s Mag
II 508 It is astonishing, indeed, how many of these

foreigmsms have crept into the common speech,

Foreiguize (tp’renoiz), v [f. as prec + -IZE.j

1. mtr. To grow or become foreign; to take

after, or display a resemblance to, foreign types.

a x66x Fuller Worthies, Warwick (1662) 129 marg , Our
Countryman Pits did foranize with long living beyond the

Seas i860 Ecclesiologist XXI 179 The style of course

foreigmzes

2 tram To render foreign ; to refashion after

foreign models
,
to give a foreign air to

1832 Fraser’s Mag Y 372 Instructors have sought . . to

foieigmse our people 1861 G Meredith E Harrington
I 111 37 Her sisters said she was ‘ foreigmsed ’ over-

much 1894 Nation (N.Y ) LVIII 360/3 We needlessly
foreignize our tongue by multiplying the singled l, and v
endings

t Fo re-ima'gine, v. Obs [f Fore- pref +
Imagine v ] tram To imagine beforehand.
160a [see the ppl a ] *603 Florio Montaigne 1 xxm.

(1632) 55, I am fullyperswaded you fore-imagine what I will

charge you with 1624 Bp. Hall Heaven vpon Earth § 3
To fore imagine the worst in all casuall matters.

HenceFore-imaginedppl.

a

So Fore-imagina-
tion, something imagined beforehand
x6o2 Cascw Eng Tongue (1723) ix A fore-imagined possi-

bility. 1625 Donne Senn, lxvi 667 All that is well done
. is done according to Preconceptions, Fore-imaginations

Fore-mclined, -instruct, etc. s see Fore-

Fo re-inte*nd, V. [f Fore- pref] trans. To
intend beforehand Hence Fo re-intendedppl a
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 249 Shee was put from the

bias of her fore-intended lesson 1622 Wither Mistr

,

Philar Wks (1633) 635 What the Fates doe fore-mtend,

They never change agame 1641 Best Farm Bks (Sur-

tees) 90 That hee give him notice what is to bee done or
foremtended. *866 G Macdonald Ann Q Neighb xv
(1878) 325 Whether she foreintended her following conduct

+ Fo re-intent. Obs. [f. Fore-pref. + Intent.]

A pre-arranged piupose
1627-77 Feltham Resolves L lxxxiu 127 One may fail me

by accident, but the other will do it out of fore-intent

Forejudge (fovjidgirdg), v. Also 7 forjudge
[f Fore- pref + Judged.]
1. trans. To judge or determine beforehand or

without a fair trial, to prejudge. Also absol

1561-80 [see the ppl a and vbl 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb m § 195 If his Majesty might take notice what
Bills were passing in either House, and declare His Own
opinion, it was to forejudge Their Counsels 1656 in

Burtons Diary (1828) I 215 We ought not to forejudge the

petition, i860 Ellicott Life Our Lord iv 174 Pharisees

whom Judsea and Jerusalem had sent forth to forejudge

and to condemn

+ 2 . To form a judgement or opinion of befoie-

hand. Also mtr with of Obs.

1603 Sis C Heydon Jud. Astral To Rdr. 7 They rashely

foreiudge what I thinke a 17x6 South Serin (1717) V 300
Those false Rates and Grounds, by which Men generally

fore-judge of the Issue or Event of Actions 1734 W
Giffard Case Midwif lvii 129, I prepared to attempt the

delivery, forejudging the inconveniencies I might meet with.

179a G Washington Lett Wnt 1891 XII 177 Some in-

fallible rule by which we could fore-judge events

3. (See qnot.)
x6xx Cotgr , Prefuger, to .foreiudge ; to rule, or direct

the opinion of Judges by aformer ludgement

Hence Forejudged ppl. a.

;

Forejudging vbl.

sb and ppl. a.

1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst, iv 54 The determination

of the Councell may haue his force, and be as a foreiudjjed

sentence, and yet not hinder the aforesaid examination.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps xlu 8 This proud vaunting

rose of malicious forejudging 1580 Sidney Arcadia v.

(1598) 433 Ifyou will suffer attentiue ludgementand not fore-

ludging passion, to hee the waigher of my wordes 1633
Ford BrokenH iv ui. Cleave not my heart . With your
forejudging fears

Forejudge • see Forjudge

Forejudgement (foaiid^-dsment). Also 6

for-, [f Fore pref + Judgement • cf prec]

1. Judgement determined or formed beforehand.

1548 IJdall, etc. Erasm Par Mark Pref 3 a, It is not

my part to make any ones title either better or worse with

my fore-iudgment 1591 Spenser Muiopotvios 320 All the

Gods. Did surelydeeme the victorie his due . But seldome

seene, forejudgmentproveth true x86a Seward in Sat Rev.

(1863) 404 The only foreign nation steadily contributing

in every indirect way possible to verify its forejudgment

f 2 . A judgement previously pronounced; a judi-

cial precedent. Obs.

*S99 Blundevile Art Logie iv iu 104 What call you
Forenidgementes or Ruled Cases? They bee ludgementes

or sentences heretofore pronounced, whereby Indges take

example to giue like ludgement in like cases.

Fore-keel, -king, -knee, -kmgM : seeFore-
Foreknow (fo^inou ), v Also 6 forknow.

[f Fori- pref + Know v] a. trans To know
beforehand, have previous knowledge of

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 141 Before all tymes, I was
forknowen and ordeyned of god to he made, 1680 Allen
Peace 4- Unity 16 St. Paul fore-knew there would be

Heresies among them 1732 Berkeley .S’erm to Soc. Prop,

Gosp Wks. Ill 239 Are not the times and seasons fore-

known only to God? 1817 Shelley To Ollier xx Dec,
You . foreknew all that these people would say. 185s
Kingsley Westw. Hot (1889) 5/1 He foreknew it would
give her pain.

absol 1754 Edwards Freed Will 11. xx (ed 4)138 If God
does not fare-know, he cannot foretell

b. intr. To have previous knowledge of

1703 Rowe.

U

lyss 11 i. 858 Thetis .Wept for her Son, fore-

knowing of his Fate

Hence Foreknownppl a
;
Foreknowing vbl.

sb. scad ppl. a. (whence Foreknow ingly adv).
55—2



FOREKNOWLEDGE. 436 PORELOOK.
Also *)

, 3Foreknowahle a ,
that may be foreknown

;

f* Forekn.orer, one who foreknows
c *374 Chaucer TroyIns i 79 This Calkas for to departen

softely Took purpos ful this forhnowinge wysa 1423 Jas. I

Kmgts Q cxnx, Fortune is strangest evermore Quhare
leste ibreknawing , Is in the man. 1450-1330 Myrr. our
Ladye 4 Hauynge her endelesly as presente in the syghte of

hys Godly foiknowynge 1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par
Mail. xxv. 34 God the foreknower of al thmges *562

J HeywoodAow fyEpigr (1867)115 The fore knowneilT to

man, would call Fore felt greefe
{
of fore knowne vnrest

*647 Jer Taylor Lib Proph xm 198 He does very im-
prudently serve 1ns ends who seemgly and fore-knowmgly
loses his life in the prosecution of them a 1660 Hammond
Third lei Prescience § 75 Wks, 1674 I 598 The foreknower
is not cause ofall that are foreknown 1667 Milton P L. xr

773 Evil Which neither his foreknowing can prevent
1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 712 We cannot but grant such
things theiefore to be foreknowable *849 Grote Greece
n lxvnt (1862) VI 143 Foreknowing and consistent agents
x86o Pusey Mitt Proph. 239 That regularity itself of God’s
creation sets forth those other foreknown operations of God

Foreknowledge (fo°inp ledg) [f Fore- pi ef
+ Knowledge ] Knowledge of an event, etc be-

fore it exists or happens
;
prescience.

*538 Coveroale Judith ix 6 Thy ludgmentes are done
in thy euerlastinge foie knowlege. 1553 Eden Decades
Contents (Arb.) 45 The foreknowleage that the poet Seneca
had of the fyndynge of the newe worlcle 1667 Milton
P L in, 118 If I foreknew, Foreknowledge had no influence
on then fault. 1729 Butler Seim, Wks 1874 II Prcf 19
It is not foreknowledge of the punishment which rendeisus
obnoxious to it 1847 Grotl Gicece 11 \i III 130 Money
lent with the foreknowledge that the borrower will be unable
to repay it 1863 Dicey Federal St II 210 [An astrologer
promises to] give to the public a fore knowledge of all the
general affaus through life

Hence Foreknow ledged ppl. a , known before-
hand as liable to, destined to Obs — 1

*577 tr. BielUnger’s Decades (1592) 643 Thou art fore-
knowledged, as they saye, to damnation.

Forel, forrel (ffrel). Forms : 3-6 forel, (5
furel), 5-7 forell(e, 7 forrell, foroll, 9 for(r)el,
forrill. [a OF,forrel

7fourrel (fix.fourreau), dim
f.forre, fuerre case, sheath, etc. (see Fur sb ) ]
1 . t a- A sheath (obs ). f

1 b. A case or box (obs )
a 1300 CursorM (Cott ) O Jie forel asuerdhe diogh

la 1430 Wyclt/'s Job xx. 23 Out of his shethe, or out of
the furel 1378 Lyte Dodocnsvi lxi 737 The fruit [ofDate
tree] lapped in a certayne long and broae forrell or coveung.

o. A case or covering in which a book or manu-
script is kept, or mlo which it is sewn Now dial.

*393 Langl P PI C. xvi 103 And take his felawe to
wittnesse, What he fond in a forel of a freres lyuyngc
c 1440 Ptomp Parv 171/2 Forelle, to kepe yn a boke,
forulus *319 Horman Vulg 84 b, I hadde leuer haue my
boke sowed in a forel than bounde in bourdis *523 .S t.

Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 134 His letters shalbe enclosed in a
forel directed to the Treasorer 1825 J. Jennings Observ.
Dial. West Eng 38 Forrel

,
the cover of a book. *8g3

Wtlish. Gloss , Forel, the cover of a book
2 . A kind of parchment dressed to look like vel-

lum, used for covering books (now only for account-
books).

*549 (Mar ) Bk Com Prayer Colophon, No mannef of
persone shall sell this present book, unbounde, above the
price of two slullynges and two-pence

; and boundem forcll
for ur xd *824 J Johnson Typogr II 529 The tympans
are covered with vellum, forrels, oi parchment
atlnb. 1883 Kerry's St Lawr Reading 203 Good paper—forel binding

3 A selvedge or border.
*691 Lond. Gaz No 2633/4 A Crimson Piece of Spanish

Cloth 23 yards long with a yellow Foroll and a White
List *697 Ibid. No 3316/4 Three pieces of Super-fine
Black Cloath for Men’s ware, marked with D. Chance in
length in the Forell. 1774 Act 14 Geo. Ill, c 25 Frauds
are frequently committed . by talcing off the Forrel or
other Marks, of Cloth *847 Halliwell, Forrel, the bor-
der ofa handkerchief. West. 1886 Elworthy W Somerset
Word-bk

, Forrel, the stripe which is woven across the ends
of a piece of cloth to show that it is a whole piece.

!' Fo rel, fo'rrel, v Obs [f.prec sb.) trans.
To cover with a ‘forel’. HenceFowelled ppl a.
164a Fur ler Holy fy Prof St. 111 xxiv 227 The second

edition of the Temple . as it,was new forrelled and filleted
with gold by Herod 1696 E Budleigh Cknrchw Acc in
Trans. Devonsh Assoc (1892) XXIV. 264 P4 for a great
foield booke 00 05 o,

Foreland (fo«uland). Forms
: 4 forlonde,

(farlan.de), 5-7 forland(e, (7 furland), 6 fore-
londe, -lande, 5- foreland, [f. Fore- pref. +
Land. Cf Du. voorland

; also Istl/forlendi land
between hills and the sea ]
1 A cape, headland or promontory.
*3 Gaw $ Gr. Knt, 699 Alle >e lies of Anglesay on lyft

half he haldez, & fares ouer }?e fordez by pe for-londez.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 880 See Se gonefarlande with gone two
fyrez a 1490 Botoner Itin (Nasmith 1778) 153 Unumfor-
land vocat _le Holyhede. 1533 Stewart Cron Scot. I 374
The schippis draif on forland and on craigis. 155* Records
Cast . Kntmil, (1356) 83 The great forelonde of Affnke, com-
monly called the cape of Good hope. 1671 Narborough
Jrnl. m Acc, Sev, Late Voy r. (1711) 24 At the face of this
Foreland lie six rocky Islands. 1796 Morse A mer Geog
1**7 A cape, which .he [Frobisher in 1376] called Queen
Elizabeth’s Foreland *876 L Morris Epic Hades (1878) 33
To where the wave-worn foreland ends the bay.
2 . A strip of land in front of something,
a. (See quots

)

1580-1 Act 23 Eliz c. 13. 5 a Certeyne Shelves and Fore-
landes.,lyeng betweue the Walks and Boundes of the said

Marshes and the River of Thames 1795 J Phillips
Hist Inland Navtg Add 178 The fotelands on the noith
side also aie not to be less than thirty feet wide *807
Trans i>oc Arts XXVI 35 By the erection of a new bank
or sea wall they get a foreland to their former estate. *867
Smyi h Sailor's Word-bk

,
Portland a space left between

the base of a canal bank, and an adjacent drainage cut or
river, so as to favour the stability of the bank
b Fortif (See cjuot 1853 )

1704 J Harris Lex Techn
,
Foreland the same with

Berme 1717 tr Frester's Voy S Sea 93 A Beim, or I'oie-

land, being a small space of Ground between the Wall and
the Moat. 1833 Stocquller Miht Diet,, Foreland a
confined space of ground between the rampart of a town
or fortified place and the moat Now usually called a berm
3 Land or territory lying 111 front.

1831 Kitto Bible Illnstr, Life 3- Death Our Lord 29 ,

1

looked towards the west, and beheld the forelands of Car-
mel 1870 Daily Tel 22 Sept

,
Alsace and Loirame will

four a Geinian foi eland

1

4

. Sc. * A house facing the street, as distin-

guished from one m a dose or alley’ (Jam ) Obs.

1489 Atta Audit 149/2 A foieland of ane tennenment
hand in ]>e said Cannoungate
5 attnb , m + foreland-men (see quot

)

1666 Lond Gaz No 19/4 The Foreland Men, viz The
Colliers of Sandwich, and the several Ports of Thanet, stay
111 expectation of Convoy

Forelay (fo°ilci ), v [f Fore- prcf + Lay v ]

1 h ans To lie in wait for, waylay Obs. exc dial.

1348 Hall Citron , lien. IV, Introd g He was forelayed
and taken 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 667 F01 feare
(quoth he) that 1 be forlnied by the way, and rifled by him
*700 Dryden Palatum A-A 1 493 An ambush’d thief fore-
lays a traveller *887 Kentish Gloss,, Rot t -lay, to waylay

t-b To lie in ambush about 01 near (a place)
*563 Golding Cwsai (1565) 80 b, Hys enemys might for-

lay tne wayes x6xi Speed Hist Gt Brit vi lu (1632)180
Ills opposites had foielaid the country, and hemmed lum
about 1683 Brit Spec. 106 They had fordaid the Passages
by land

c fig- To lay obstacles m the way of ; to plot
or take action against; to embanass, liustiate,

hinder, interfere with. Now rare.

157* Golding Calvin on Ps v. 11 The Lord . . forlayeth
their craftynesse *6x2 Drayton Poly-olb iv 58 Then
Ebwith, and with her slides Srowy ; which forelay Her pro-
gresse 16x2-13 Bi* Hall Contempt., 0 T xx ix, How
cunningly doth he forelay their confidence 1697 Drydfn
Virgil xi 781 With chosen Foot his Passage to forelay,
And place an Ambush in the winding way 183a John
Bree Saint Herbert's Isle n v, She would her own sweet
peace foielay.

2 . To lay down or plan beforehand; to pre-
arrange; with both mateual and immaterial objs

Obs. exc. dial.

1605 Danifl Plulotas Wks (1717) 330 Envy will most
cunningly forelay The Ambush of their Riun a 1619
F Davison Poet Rhapsody (1826) II. 361 Privy snares my
foes fore-lay 1643 [Angier] Lane Vail Achor z The
wise God forelaid a double-foundation, of sin in the
enemy, and humiliation in his people a *7*6 South Serin.

(1744) Xl 252 An excellent artificei, who m all his works
of ait, has forelaid in Ins mind a peifect model ofhis intended
fabric. 18*5 Mr John Dccastro I 52 Thus the ground
was forelaid for great rejoicing *876 in Whitby Gloss.

Hence Fo relaid ppl a. ; Forelay ing vbl sb.
xfioo Holland Livyv xxvm (1609) 199 There was no feare

of ambushments ana forelayings. *640 Ld J Diguy Sp
in Ho. Com. 9 Nov 8, I levell at no man with a forelayd
designe 1643 Sir T Browne Rehg Med. 1 § x6 The con-
stituted and fore-laid principles of his Art 18x5 Mr.
Joint Dccastro I. 239 Thus far by way of .. forelaying of
the ground.

t Foreleader. Obs. Also 4, 6 for- [f. Fore-
pref, + Leader ] One who leads the advance

;
a

chief or principal leader.
a 1300 CursorM 14410 (Cott ) Moyses was Jsair for-leder

*535 Joye Apol. Tmdale x8 Christe is the firste frutis and
fore leader of them that sleap 1576 Gascoigne Diet for
Drunkards (1789) 17 Would God that we learned not, by the
foreleaders before named, to charge and comure each other
vnto the pledge *61 x Speed Hist Gt Bnt vu v § 1
Hengist for valour, policie, and strength, was the fore-
leader X648 Herrick Hesper, (1869) 326 Know, for truth,
I meant You a fore-leadei m this testament 1876 Whitby
Gloss , Fooreleader, chief captain

Foreleg1 (foouleg, but the stiess is variable),

[f. Fore- p>ef + Leg sb ] One of the front legs of
a quadruped

;
also, raiely one of the antenor limbs

of a biped.

*483 Caxton Gold. Leg, (1692) 1079 A grete wulfe syttyng
and embracyng the heed hetwene his foileggys. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas xxxvn in, His forelegges latyn, and of
fethers full. 1616 Surtl & Marich Country Farms 133
When a Horses neere fore-legge, and hisneere hmder-legge

are so fastened together 1638 Osborn Adv Son (1673)
83 A Carver at Court .being laughed at by him [KmgJames]
for saying the wing of a Rabbit, maintained it as congruous
.as the fore-leg ofa Capon, a Phiase used in Scotland 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xi u,The beast now unluckily making
a false step, fell upon his fore legs x86a Huxley Led
Wrkg. Men 23 The foreleg of the Horse, 1873W S Hay-
ward Love agst World 13 Though he got his fore legs well
on the hank he was short with his hind ones
Fore-lend, -lie : see Fore- pref, 2 a, 1.

Fore-lift, -lighter, -line, etc : see Fore-pref
Forelive (foojli v), v. [f. Fore- pref + Live

v ] trans To live before another
*599 Daniel Musophilus lxn, All those great worthies of

antiquity Which longforelived thee, and shall long survive.
c *645 Howell Lett. (1812) II 530 They who fore-hv’d and
preceded us may be called our Ancestors, 1805 Southey

Madot n in, Then do I foiehve the race of men. So that
the things that will be, aie to me Past,

b mtr (or abseil )

1839 Bailey Fastus xix (1848) 208 Some believed that
the soul had forelived m Heaven
Fore‘lie [a Ger forelle ] A kind of trout
1881 Blalkmore Chnstowell, I. xvii 268, Idaresay*he

doesn't know a trout from a Forelle (1891 G. Mered’ith
One ofour Cong II iv, 88 Freshforellm for lunch ]

Forelock (fo° ilpk), sbO Also 5-7 forlock
[f. Fore- pref + Look sb

+ 1. a ?Some piece of horse-harness, b (See
quot 1889.) Obs.

1467 Mann. $ Househ. Exp (1841) 408 My mastyr paid
for mendynge of a forlokke, j d 1889 Cent Diet

, Fore-
lock, in medieval armor, a clasp or catch serving to hold
the helm, or in some cases the beaver or the mentonmere
to the gorgenn or breast-plate in front

2 A wedge (usually of iron) thrust through a
hole in the end of a bolt in order to keep it m its

place. Now chiefly Naut.
1314 Wigtoft Chmchiv Acc (1797) 209 y° foilock to

ye gfttte bell, 4d *334 Yatton ChurcJcw Acc (Som Rec
Sol ) 149 For forks, forlocks, pynnes to y° bales [bells]

*6*3-39 I Jonls 111 Leom tr Palladio's Archit (1742) I

103 TTie Bolts and Forelocks of Fir, that fasten the Timber.
176a Falconer Shipivr n 273 The forelocks drawn, the
frappmgs they unlace 1869 Sir E J Reld Shipbuild
xvii 340 The vanous paits of the work are . temporarily
secured by means orpins and cotters, or forelocks.

3

.

Comb * forelook-bolt, -hook (see quots.).

*627 Cart. Smith Seaman's Grain 11 5 Fore locke bolts
hath an eye at the end, wliei emto a fore locke of iron is

driuen to keepe it fiom starting backe 1769 Falconer
Du.t. Marine (1789), Cheville a goupdles, a forelock bolt,
or bolt fitted to leceive a forelock *704 Rigging tJ Sea-
viansh 54 Fore-lotk-hooks are made of iron, with a long
neck and handle. *874 Knight Diet Mech. I 905 Forelock
Hook (Rope making), a winch or whirl in the tackle-block
by which a bunch of three yarns is twisted into a strand

Forelock (fooutyk), sbJ [f. Fore- pref. +
Logic sb 2

]
1. A lock of hair growing from the fore part of

the head, just above the forehead.
c 1000 New Aldhelm Gloss in Anglia (1891) XIII 37

Foreloccas, anticfrontis *630 Bulavlii Anthropomet 87
A square forehead, upon which those forelocks of the Hair
abide moderately elevated *667 Milton PL iv 302
Hyacinthin Locks Round from lus parted forelock manly
hung Clustnng 1832 Hi Martineau Each <$- All v 62
Theie was plenty of bobbing from the girls and pulling
of forelocks from the boys 1878 Besant & Rice Celia's
Arb x\n, All had a word to say to the Captain, touching
their forelocks by way of preface
transf 1619 Bainbridge Descr Late Comet (1629) 9

This Comets forelock was a better Ephemera for the
Sunnes place then many m great request.

b. Of a horse, etc. : A detached lock above the

forehead.
17** Addison Sped No 59 v 4 The Forelock of the

Horse *781 Cowper Charity 176 Loose fly his forelock
and his ample mane 179* — Iliad xix 306 The bristly

forelock of the boar 1870 Bryant Iliad I. m. 94 Clipped
away the forelocks of the lambs.

2. fig. ;
esp. m phrase to take time, opportunity,

etc by theforelock.
(Suggested by the representation described in Phaedrus

Fab. v viii, ‘Calvus, coinosa fronte, undo occipitio, ..

Occasionem.rerum sigmficat brevem ’j

1389 Gutene Menaphon (Arb.) 63 Thinking to ..take
opportunity by her foielockes *394 Splnser Amoretti
Ixx, The loyous time wil not be staid, Unlesse she doe him
by the forelock take 1639 Massinger Unnat Combat v. 1,

I’ll take occasion by the forelock 177s Adair Amer Ind
301, I took time by the foi e-lock 187X B Taylor Faust
(1873) I 231, I became a philosopher, to catch Wisdom by
the forelock 1874 Motley Barneveld I vu 213 The
occasion was bald behind, and must be grasped by the
forelock.

Forelock (fo°jVlc), v. [f Forelock sb 1
]

ti ans. To fasten with a forelock , also with m
_

*769 Falconer Did Marine (1789) Y uj b, Bolts, which
. are fore-locked or clinched upon rings 1839 R S

Robinson Naut Steam Eng 89 The paddle arms
keyed or forelocked there *88a Nares Seamanship (ed 6)

86 A bolt is put through the mast and forelocked in

Hence Fo relocked/// a

,

Fo relocking vbl. sb

1839 R S Robinson Naut Steam Eng 85 A crank pin

secured by a forelockmg pm. *874 Tbearle NavalArch
§ 231 244 The channel rail is secured to the channel by
iron straps, fastened by forelocked bolts

Fore-log : see Fore-pref. 3.

Forelong, obs. form of Furlong.
Fore-loofe, obs Sc form of Furlough.
Forelook (fooiluk), sb. [f. Fore- pref. + Look

sb ; cf next ] a. A look forward (obs exc. US)
+ b The habit or power of looking forward;

Foresight, providence
*357 Lay Folks Catech 143 The saule .went untill hell

and toke oute thas Whilke he m his forloke wold that

wer saued C1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) 373 Ther Ybad
an hondorthe marke of rent ; Y spentte hit all in ljghtte

atent, Of suche forlok was Y 1383 Golding Calvin on
Dent cxc xx8i It is to be concluded then, that Moses had
a further forelook 1882 E P Goodwin Serin bef Amer
Bd Comm For. Missions 7 The gospel was to be preached

. with equal forelook of triumph to all who would receive

it. 1883 Hale Chnstm, in Palace vm 192 She bad a
week's provant in the house; and that was a very long

forelook foi her

Forelook (foealu k), v. Also for*, [f Fore-

pref + Look v. (In sense 3 peril, f. For- prefS)~]
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X trans. To look at or see ahead or beforehand,

foresee , to watch over Also reft

a 1300 CursorM 8211 (Cott ) Godd bat all for-lokes in

his sight c 1300 Ibid 28056 (Cott Galba) Ilk man suld

him forloke pat his conciens be clene 1340 Hampole
Pr Consc 1946 Na man. can be tyme ofbe dede forluke

2

mtr To look ahead or forward

X494 Fabyan Chron vn 551 He shall dylygentlye fore-

loke and see that Goddys wylle be done 1603 B Jonson
Kings Entertainm 19 Wks (Rtldg

) 529/2 Then did I

forelook, And saw this day mark’d white in Clotho's book

1847 Emerson Poems (1857 ) 146 TheW orld-soul knows his

own affair. Forelooking, when he would prepare For the

next ages

•p 3 To bewitch by a look Cf overlook Obs

1506 Ihomas Ital Did (1606), Fasctno, to bewitch to

forelooke 1611 Cotgr, Ensorceler To charme fore-

looke, eye-bite

Hence rorelooking ppl. a Also roreloo’ker,

one who forelooks

1382 Wyclif Ecclus in 34 God is the forloolcere [Vulg
prospector] of hym that geldeth grace Ibid xi 32 As the

forlookere seende the falling of his nejhebore 1870 Emer-
son Sac $ Solti vi 1 18 A forelooking tenderness

Forelooper, foreloper (foeilw psi, -lffa pai).

South Africa [ad. Du. voorlooper, f voor- Fore-

+ looper runner, f loopen to ran J

A boy who walks with the foremost pair of a team
of oxen, m order to guide them Hence Foreloo p
v intr ,

to do the work of a forelooper

1863 W C Baldwin Apr Hunting iv, I managed to

start on March 31, with only a driver and foreloper 1881

Fenn Off" to Wilets 111 21 The foreloper, whose duty it is

to walk with the foremost oxen 1889 Catholic Household
30 Nov 7 Fr Le Bihan m like manner ‘fore-louping' be-

cause one of their boys had cut his foot

Forelorn, obs form of Forlorn.

Po’re-maid. Obs rare-1
, [f. Fore- pref. +

Maid ] A forewoman
*555 Will ofT Sidney (Somerset Ho.), Mary Hilles once

the formayde of my shop

Poreman (loa imsn). PI. foremen Also
for-, [f Fore- pref + Mar ; cf. ON. formcffir,

gen. -manns (perh the source), also Du voorman,
Ger vormann J
*p 1 One who goes m front ; a leader Obs
c 1425 Eng Conq Irel lvii 134 Steuenessone was forman,

& opened the wey to be Erl 1580 Baret Alv ,
A foreman,

a guide, auspex 1592 G Harvfy Pierce's Super 8 They
cannot bellow lustely like the foreman of the Heard
1612 T Taylor Comm Titus 1 8 In the practice of this

duty, the Apostle reqmreth that the Minister be the fore-

man 1674 tr Scheffer*s Lapland 117 The men are led

up by a Laplander, whom they callAutomwatze, or foreman,
then follows the Bridegroom

f b. pi. The front rank Obs.

1577 Hanmer Anc Eccl Hist (1619) 387 When they
had foiled the foremen, they turned themselves hack 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann 1. 11. (1622) 21 The enemy
lightly skirmishing with the flanks and the foremen

,
set

amaine on the hindmost.

f c The man in front (of another) Obs
1598 Barret Theor Warres m 1 36 Keeping the lower

end of his pike on the one side of his foremans legge 1607
Dekker & Webster Sir T WyatD ’s Wks 1873 III 113
Euene face Is lifted vp aboue his foremans head.

2. The principal juror, who presides at the deli-

berations of the jury, and communicates their

verdict to the court.

*538 Fitzherb Just Peas 89 The counterpane of the
offyee to remayne with the forman of the enquest 1607
Dekker Northuu Hoe 11 1 Wks, 1873 III 20 ,

1

will looke
grauely like the fore-man of a Jury 17x1 Addison Sped.
No 122 IP 3 He has been several times Foreman of the
Petty Jury x8i8 Scott Hrt Midi xxiv. The foreman,
called in Scotland the chancellor of the jury 1840 Hood
Kilmansegg

,
Her Death xvi, At the Golden Lion the

Inquest met, Its foreman a carver and gilder

transf. 1697 C Leslie Snake 111 Grass (ed 2) 221 It is

Subscrib'd by a Bakers Dozen of them , and George Fox
the Fore-Man, in the Name of themselves

3 . One who takes the most prominent part
;
the

chief or leader (of a paity)
, the piesident (of a de-

liberative body). Obs exc locally in municipal use.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11 xu 294 Socrates, the foreman
of his Dialogues doth ever aske and propose his dispu-
tation 1643 PRYNNE Bov Power Pari 1. (ed 2) 17 The
Kings principal! wicked Counsellers , of whom Winchester
being the foreman, appealed. 1702 S. Parker tr Cicero’s
De Finibus 280 The Old Peripatetics too, and among them
Aristotle, their Foreman X790 Porson Lett Travis 379
The foreman of the Apostles, Peter 1805 Southey Lett
(1856) I. 307 At length all the inhabitants of the grave arose,
$t John at their head for foreman 1835 Rep Commas.
Mumcip Corp XXVI. 2287 The Foreman of the commons
[of Huntingdon] is appointed by a committee of burgesses.

4 . The principal workman
;

spec,, one who has
charge of a department of work Foreman of the
yard : one who superintends the gangers. Work-
ing foreman : one who divides his time between
labour and supervision

*574 Life A bp Canterb Pref to Rdr Ev, It was hut
rough, hewen by one of the prentises, and wanted sum
polishing by the forman 1631 T Powell Tom All Trades
174 Thomas the fore-man of the shop 1641 Best Farm
Bks (Surtees) 46 The foieman, whose office is to mowe
and place the sheaues aright 1691 Dryden K Arthur
Epil, Wks 1884 VIII, 200 This precious fop Is foreman
of a haberdasher’s shop 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 257
The Master-Bricklayer, or his Foreman, must take care
to see all the Foundations set truly out 1793 Smeaton

Edystone L. § 164 One of the masons offered him
self as foreman over the stone cutters 1863 P, Barry
Dockyard Econ yg Mr Brown is the foreman of all the
framework 1878 Jevons Prim Pol Econ 38 Foremen
plan out the work, and allot it to the artisans 1893 Labour
Commission Gloss

,
Foremen of the Yards

, a class of
officers next above the ‘ leading men and to whom the
leading men are directly responsible,

b ? An overseer or bailiff

*774 J Q Adams Fain Lett (1B76) 7, I sometimes think
I must come to this—to he the foreman upon my own farm
1856 Kane Ard Expl II xxix 294 Petersen had been
foreman of the settlement. 1894-5 Kelly’s Oxford Direct
342 J Belcher, foreman to John Birt esq Wood End farm

+ 5 ? slang ? A goose Obs.
1622 Beaum & Fl Philaster v, m, lie soile you euer[y]

long vacation a brace of foremen, that at Michaelmas shall
come vp fat and kicking [Differently in 1st ed ]

ire ? Used as ad Du voe> man

,

carrier.

1641 Evelyn Diary (1871) 25, I tooke wagon to Rotter-
dam, where we were hurried m lesse than an hour so
furiously do these Foremen drive. 1699 R L’EsTRANGr
Colloq Erasm (ed 3) 260 We wait for the Antwerp Wag-
gon You must rise betimes to find a Fore-man [L. aun-
gam] Sober

Hence Fo reman v trans rare
,

to direct or
oversee as a foreman Fo remanship, the office,

post, or position of a foreman,
1859 Smiles SelfHelp 17 The foremanship of a large

workshop. 1886 T, Wright in igik Cent XX 534 The
all-round workman requires as a rule very little foremanmg
Doremarch, -mark, -martyr see Fore-pref.
Foremast (foaumast) [f. Fore- pref (and
Fore prepi) + Mast1

]
1 The forward lowei-mast in all vessels.

158a N. LicHEnELD tr Castanheda's E Iitd ix 25 b. The
tacklmgs of their formast 1591 Percivall Sp Did,
Ostay, a cord that goeth from the boltspnt to the saile

of the foremast 1697 Dampier Voy I xvi 452 The fury
of the Wmd..snapt off the Boltspnt and Fore-mast both
at once 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 1, The Mate and Boat-
swain begg'd the Master of our Ship to let them cut away
the Fore-mast 1848W Irving Columbus 1. 240 The latter

from the weakness ofher foremast, could not hold the wind
2 ? The station of being * before the mast ’

, only

aitnb

,

as foremast man, seaman, a sailor below
the rank of a petty officer

;
hence quasi-adj

,
charac-

teristic of a foremast man
x6z6 Capt. Smith Acad. Yng. Seamen 6 The Younkers

aie theyong men called Foremast men *707 Loud. Gaz.
No 4366/3 Eighty of the Foremast-Men belonging to the

Jersey were oider’d to be discharg’d 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 163 In the light of a foremast seaman, he
appeared to be quite a Genius, 1823 Byron Island 11 xx,

His foremast air, and somewhat rolling gait spoke his

former state 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 303 He was
inferior in seamanship to every foremast man on board

Fore-mean* see Fore-pref 2 a

Fo reme’ntion v [f Fore- pref + Men-
tion ] To mention beforehand
x66o N. Ingelo Bent <$• Urania (1682) II 12 They found

themselves sick ofthe Diseases which he had forementioned.
Ibid. II. 143 For the Reason which I foremention’d

Hence Fo reme ntionedppl. a previously men-
tioned Also ellzpt.

1587 Golding De Mornay ix 133 The forementioned
Chaos 1631 Gouge Gods Arrows 1 xiv 19 Yet hath God
his wayes and means to deliver the righteous in the fore-

mentioned cases 1697 Locke in Fox Bourne Life II xm.
383 In the forementioned new law to he enacted X750 tr

Leonardus* Mtrr. Stones 145 There are other species

which with the fore-mentioned, make up the number twelve.

Fore-messenger, -misgiving . see Fore-

t Foremi’nd, v. Obs. [f. Fore- + Mind v.]

trans To contemplate or intend beforehand
15x3 More Rich III, Wks 38/1 Were it that the duke .

hadde of olde foremmded this conclusion 1583 Stanyhurst
AEnets iv (Arb ) 103 Neauer I foremmded .For toe slip in

secret by flight.

•f
Foremore, a. rare. [Perversion of Former

(cf Foremost).]
xBoi W Taylor in Monthly Mag XII 2x9 Some of the

foremore poems celebiate the return from captivity 18x5

Ibid, XXXVIII 43 Of Simon's works, only the two fore-

more can now merit an importation into English literature

Foremost (fooinwnst, -most), a and adv

(
superl.) Forms 1 formest, fyrmest, (firmest),

2-7 formest, 3 south vormest, (4 furmest, 5

for-, foremest(e, 6 formes), 3-4 firmest, 3-7

formast, (4 formaste), 6-7 formost(e, 6- fore-

most. See also Forthmost [OE formest,fyr-

piest = OFns.,formest, Goth frumist-s, f. OTeut.

*formo- (Forme c.) with additional superlative

suffix (see -est). Afterwards written so as to

suggest a derivation from Fore a. + Most adv.]

A. adj.

-j-1. In regard to time : Prior to all others in oc-

currence, existence, etc. ; = First A 1. Obs.

ax3oo Cursor M 1525 (Cott) Noema was pe formest

webster hatman Andes o hat ouster. Ibid, 1051 pe formast

barn pat sco him bare was caim 1485 Caxton Chas Gt

195 To repayre thoffence of our formest fader adam 1587

Golding De Mornay v 56 If they could haue had any

beginning, the Sonne had bin formost m that case

f b. absol or elhpt. Also in advb phrase at the

foremost. Obs
c xaoo Tnn Coll Horn. 210 pe laste man isib he formeste,

he was bifom us 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 4 Atte firmest

to-fore he day of he a corapte of he maistres. a 1400Hymn

Vtrg 8 m Min. Poems Vem MS. (E. E T. S } 134 Heil
logge that vr lordm lay, The formast that never was founden
in fable

t e After the name of a day of the week : Next
following

,
= First i h Obs.

0x330 R BrunneCAww (1810)308 Pe Wednesday formest
he Kyng had fulle grete hy
+

2

First m serial order; = First A. 2. Obs.
c 1000 Sax Leechd III 274 Feower heafod windas synd,

se fyimesta is easterne wind ciaoo Tnn Coll Horn 17
pe formeste word of pe salme a 1225 Ancr. R 18 Sigge 3e
yormeste viue, ‘ Adoramus te, Christe,' fif siSen kneolinde
a 1300 Cursor M 26877 (Cott ) pe quilk I talde he of
resun in he neist formast questiun 13 EE Allit. P B
494 Monyth pe fyrst pat fallez formast in he 3er* cl475
RaufCoiljear 288 Is not the morne 3uleday, formest ofthe
aeir? 1542 Rccorde Gr. Artes 135b, The bowynge of the

foremost fynger, and settynge the endeofthethombe between
the 2 foremost or hyghest loyntes of it

f b absol. or elhpt Also in advb. phrases, a
formest, an alreformest Obs.

a X225 Ancr R. 1x6 As we seiden*per uppe a vormest
Ibid 180 UnderstondeS peonne an alre uormest 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P R m x (1495) 55 The formest
hyghte Ymagmatiua, the mydle Logica, the thyrde memora-
tiua 1588 A King tr Cantsms' Catech. 126 Gif he fallis,

the latter pairt is warst nor y° formest 1709 Addison
Tatler No 24 V 13 The Foiemost of the whole Rank of
Toasts are Mrs. Gatty and Mrs Frontlet

3 Most forward or advanced m position ; front

:

= First A. 3. + Also in agreement with sb to

indicate the front part or front of. (Cf. L summus
mons, etc )
c 1205 Lay. 23801 A pen feoremeste flocke feouwerti

hundied C1350 Will Paleme 2324 pe prouost wip al pe
puple presed forp formast a 1400 Odotnan 1106 An ax .

I hat heng on hys formest arsoun c 1450 Merlin 46 He
woldecome formeste ofhis company. 1585 T Washington
tr Nicholay's Voy iv xm 126 b, The whole skinne of a
great Lion, fastened with the two formost feet before upon
thebrest 1658 A Fox Wurtz’Surg 11 xxv. 152 The fore-

most part of the Arms bones are broken 1667 Milton P. L.
n 28 Who here Will envy whom the highest place exposes

Formost to stand against the Thunderers aimeYour bul-

waik? 1766 Goldsm Vic W. xm. The giant was fore-

most now ;
but the Dwarf was not far behind 1781 Gibbon

Decl fy F II xxvi 41 Ihe king himself fought and fell in

the foremost ranks of the battle 1875 W S Hayward
Love agst World 14 1 he foremost hounds are close on him

b absol or elhpt. Also in advb. phrase, f a

formest
ciaoS Lay 24611 Bedeuer a uormest eode mid guldene

bolle £11310 in Wnght Lync P. xn 41 So the furmest

hevede y don, ase the erst undertoc c 1400 Song Roland
807 We haue the formest feld to the ground, c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymonv1 137 Reynawde wente out of Bordews,
the formest of all his folke. 1553T Wilson Rhet (1580) 67
Good will settyng me forthe with the foremost I can not

chuse hut write 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776)111 175
Those [dogs] which are young, fierce, and unaccustomed to

the chace, are generally the foremost 1828 Scott F M.
Perl&xxxiv, The Smith oftheWynd hadbeen the foremost

in the crowd that thronged to see the gallant champions of
Clan Quhele. 1872 Black Adv Phaeton xxm, She was
determined to march with the foremost.

c; in proverb denoting continuous action.

1606 Sir "G. Goosecappe in. 1. in Bullen O PI III 44
Never stir if he fought not with great Seckerson four hours

to one, foremost take up hindmost

d In adverbial phrases head, end
,
stem, etc.

foremost,
1 e with the head, etc first or in front.

1697 Dampier Voy I 111 49 It flys down head foremost

1842 C Whitehead R Savage (1845) hi ix 420 Wigs
wrong side foremost. X856 Ferrilr Inst Rtetaph Introd

46 1 his is a science which naturally comes to us end fore-

most. 1865 Dickens Mut Fr. 1 1, The boat drove stern

foremost before it [the tide].

4 Most notable or prominent, best, chief. Also

more emphaticallyfirst andforemost

.

= First A. 4
C xooo Ags Gosp Matt xx 27 Sepe wyle betweox eow

beon fyrmest sy he eower peow 1483 Caxton G de la

Tour Ej, And suche one is that weneth to be first and

formest that often fyndeth her the last of all 1546 Bp
Gardiner Declar Art Joye 72 b, Christ in his speach

trulye affirmed his choise, which was chief, prmcipall, and

formest 1644 Milton Areop (Arb) 40 Men ever famous,

and formost in the achievements of liberty 1791 Cowper
Iliad 1 83 Calchas, an augur foremost 111 his art 1851

Dixon W Penn xvi (1872) 137 Foiemost of these sufferers

were the Quakers
, , , 0 „

absol. or elhpt craoo Ags Gosp Matt xix 20 So3tice

manega fynneste beo5 ytemeste; & ytemeste fyrmesta

c 1400 Destr Tioy 278 Hit was >e foimast on flete pat on

flode past a 1610 Healey Cebes (1636) 136 The fore-most

of them, Right knowledge, the rest are her sisters

B. adv. First, before any other or anything else,

in position or rank , + formerly also, m time, serial

order, etc. ;
= First B i. Also m strengthened

phrase, first andforemost
as000 Elene 68 (Gr ) Pres pe hie feonda Refer fyrmest

sesmgon a 1x75 Cott Hom 235 Si forme lage pat is si

iecende lage, ]?e god sett formest an pes mantles heorte

c 1250 Gen & Ex. 1472 Esau was firmest boren And lacob

sone after CX350 Will Paleme 268 He swor formest bat

ae schuld have no harm X55* T Wilson Logike (1580)4

The Logician first and formoste, professeth to knowe

wordes, before he . kmtte sentences. *599 T M[oufet]

Stlkwormes 66 He formost dies, and yeelds to fatal dm-t

Ne hues she long *650 Trapp Comm Numb, 11 3 Judah
encamped foremost. It %vas fit the Lion should leade the way.

b. In the first place, firstly. See First B. i c.

*393. *583 [see First B x. c ] *603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor 3 First and formest requisite it is, that the ground be

good.
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Hence + Fo'rexnostly adv Obs

,

m the foremost

place, m front.

*607 Deicker & Webster S11 T Wyat D ’s Wks 1873
III 113 Norfclke nda^ formostly, his crest well knowne
laiyao Ballad of JephtJuih in Percy’s Rchq (1876) I 184

When he saw his daughter dear Coming on most fore-

mostly, He wrung his hands

Foremother (fo* imbttei). [f Fore- pref +
Mother, afterforefather.'] A female ancestor
138a B lnti ey Mon Matrones Pref B njh, Looking m

this glasse of the holie hues of their foremothers 1655
Songs Costume (Percy Soc ) 145 Where is the decency
become Which your fore-mother had 1 1806-7 J Betiestord
Miseries Hum Life xx. xxv (1826) 254 Unheard-of fore-

fathers and fore-mothers of your host’s family 1878 H.
H Gibbs Ombre x Ombre, the delight of our forefathers

and foremothers.

Foren • see Found.
Forename (fo° in^m), sb. [f Fore- pref +
Name] A person’s first or 4 Christian ’ name, in

Rom. Ant. ^Piuenomen.
1333 Cath Parr tr Erasm. Comm. Crede 74 The name

and the forename of Pylate 1610 Hoi land Camden’sBut
320 His sonne, carrying the same fore-name [Bartholomew]
1*1656 Ussher Ann vi (1638) 733 It was provided by an
Edict, that none of that family should have the forename
of Marcus 1716 M Davies A then Brit III Cnt Hist

gg The Ancient Roman Women had a Fore-name, or a
Christen-Name besides their Sir Name 1870 Swinburne
Ess ,$• Stud (1875) 34 The counsellor whose name is

Reason, whose forename is Interest 1883 Academy 13
Dec 394 Mary Maitha Biooke, whose twofold fore-name
is intended to symbolise her character

ti atisf 1610 Holland Camden's Brtt. t. 319 This place
[Cole Ouerton] hath a Cole prefixed for the fore-name

t Fo’rename, v. Obs. [f. 'Fans-pref + Name
v ] trails a To name or mention beforehand
to To give a name to beforehand
1610 Healey St Aug Citie ofGod v- xvl. (1620) 209 The

vertues of such worthies as we foreuamed a 1633 Austin
Medit. (163s) 53 Behold a Virgin shall conceave A Sonne,
fore nam’dEmmanuel
Hence Fo'renamecL ppl. a., named or mentioned

before; fore-cited

1490 Caxton Eneydosxm 47 The two sustres fore named
1533 Stewart Cron. Scot. 11.317 This foirnamitkmg 1628
T Spcncer Logick 224 The forenamed Axiomes are com-
pounded of simple axiomes 1737 Whision Josephus'
Antiq. vm. xi. § 1 The woman grieved at the death ofthe
foie-named child. 1823 J Badcock Dom Amusem 30
Flour which is mixed with the fore-named adulterations
absol 01 ellipt 1378 Lyt e Dodoens 1. 1. 2 Besides the two

forenamed there is found a thirde kinde *655 Fuller Ch
Hist 11 1 § 7 Besides the fore-named, they had Neptune

t Fo’reness. nonce-wd. [f Fore a. + -ness.]

Priority

1587 Golding tr. De Momay i36Euen according to Arts-

totles owne doctune, forencs.se, afternesse, and continuance
of tyme do followe forenesse, afternesse, and continuance
of mouing

Fo’renext, a. Obs. rare—1
. In 3 fore-neist

[f. Fore adv. + Next ] ? Next preceding.
a 1300 CursorM 8146 (Cott.l pe night fore-neist o paradis

Him tlioght in sueuen he was par-bi

Forenight (foo insit) [f Fore- adv andprep ]

1

1

. The previous night. Obs.

*383 Stanyhurst /Enets 11 (Arb ) 66,

1

that 111 forenight
was with no weapon agasted, Now sluuer at shaddows
2 . Sc The evening, the interval between twilight

and bed-time
1313 Douglas Mims ix vi 63 Serranus That all the for-

nycht in ryot had spendit. 1810 Cramck's Rem Niths-
dale Song 209 We kent nae but it was drunken fowk riding
to the fair, i

f
the fore night X865 G. Macdonald Forbes

xvi 67 There were long forenights to favour the plot.

Fore-nook see Fore- pref. 3.

Forenoon (fo®un« n). [f Fore prep. + Noon.]
1. The portion of the day before noon
1306 Guyltorde Ptlgr. (Camden) 35 We spent that fore

noone there 111 prayers and deuocion 1582 N Licheiteld
tr. Castanhedas Coitq E hid, 111, 10 At tenne ofthe Clocke
in the fore noone 1669 Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681) 168
When the Nights [are] yet cold, water in the Fore-noons.

1727 A. Hamilton New Acc E hid II xxxiu 12 The
Fore-noons being dedicated to Business 1838 Mrs Carlyle
Lett I. 107 He sat with me one forenoon, last week 1872
Black Adv, Phaeton xxvi 352 He begged us to start for

our forenoon’s walk
2. attrib

a 1602 W. Perkins Cases Consc (1619) 323 Some persons
. . are good forenoone-men, but had afternoone-men 1658
Gurnall Chr. in Arm II. xu §3 138 Physicians that they
call fore-noon men because commonly they are drunk in
the after-noon #1806 Yng. Beickan 4 Susie Pye xxxvm
in Child Ballads 11. hii (18841 471/1 Then out and spak the
forenoon bride. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xix, (1859) 342
My stormy forenoon watch is at length over 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 8 The forenoon shadow

.
- Fore-noted, -notice, -notion; see Fore-
pref. 2 b, 4.

+ Fore’nsal, a. Obs, [f L. forens-is (see

FOBENSIO) + -Air ]
= FORENSIC.

1660 H. More Myst Godl v xu 164 All which, as Grotius
interprets the place m a Forensal sense, is of a very large

extension. 1670 m Blount Glossogr 1676-1732 m Coles

Forensic (fjfte-nsik), a and sb Also 7 forin-

seck. [f L.forens-is (f.forum Forum) + -10]
A adj. Pertaining to, connected with, or used m

dourts oflaw ; suitable or analogous to pleadings in

court. Forensic medicinex medicine in its relations

to law, medical jurisprudence.

1659 Hammond On Ps cvi 31 It signifies much more
than justification, as in the fonnseck seuse that is opposite
to condemning. 1690 LockeHum Und n xxvi (1695) 189
Peison is a Foiensich Term 1768 Blackstone Comm
III 84 That the students might not be distracted from
their studies by legal process from-distant courts, and othei
forensic avocations a 1779 Warburton Dtv Legat nr. iv

Wks. 1788 II 89 Lactantius, from a forensic Lawyei now
become an advocate for Christianity 1837 Callyll hr
Rev I iv iv (1872) 122 Such admired forensic eloquence

1843 Stlrhen Comm Laws Eng (1874) I. 8 A soit of
mixed science known by the name of Forensic Medicine or
Medical Jurisprudence 1863 Dickens Mnt. Fr n vm,
In an imposing and forensic manner
B sb. US A college exercise, consisting of a

speech or (at Harvard) written thesis maintaining

one side or the other of a given question
1830 Collegian 241 in B H Hall College Words

,
Themes,

forensics [etc ] 1837 Ord <$• Regal Harvard Untv. 12

Every omission of a theme or forensic.

+ Fore*nsical s
a. Obs. Also 6-8 formsecal,

-sicall, (7 forenseoal).[f. as prec + -al ] = prec adj
1381 J. Bell Haddon's Answ.Osor 357 In formstcall, and

temporall causes. 1634 \Varren Unbelievers 231 Justifica-

tion is a forensical, judicial act 1740 North E.x amen n
v §37 336 Acts of the supreme Power, or fin formsecal
style) legislative Acts or Acts of Parliament

Hence Fore usicaUy adv
,
m a forensic manner.

1843 Mozley Ess , Laud (1878) I 218 Laud was put into
the humiliating position of having to stand up and foren-
sically guard every little thing he had done 1876 — Umv
Seim, v 102 The Church contemplates war forensically,

as a mode of settling national questions

f Foremsive, a Ohs. [See -xvE ]
= Forensic.

a 1670 Hacklt A bp Williams \ (1693)97 His Forensive
or Political Transactions

+ Fore-oath. Obs

.

exc. Hist. [OE foredf

,

for&p, f Fore- pref. + ip Oath.] In OE. Law

.

An oath required of the party commencing a suit

unless the fact complained of was manifest
a xooo Laws Ath 1. § 23 Ofga adc man his tihtlan mid

foreaSe 1641 Ancient Ciest Eng m Hail, Misc (1808)
I, 240 He might, afterward, with his fore-oath his lord’s

part play at any need 1893 Pollock & Maitland Hist
Eng Law I 16 A fore oath was needless if a man sued
for wounding and showed the wound to the Court

Fore-obtamed, -opmioned : see Fore- pref
2 b.

Foreordain (foo r^pidi* n), v [f Fore- pief.

+ Ordain.] trans To ordain or appoint before-

hand ; to predestinate
c 1440 Partmiope 3x53 The fayrest shapen creature That

euer was foordened thorow nature [But is this a mistake
for foddenedt

]

2561 T Norton Calvin's lust, in 302
Some to be foreordeined to saluation, other some to destruc-

tion x6ix Bible i Pel i 20 Who verily was foreordeined
before the foundation of the world 1647 Westm Coif
Faith lit § 3 Others foreordained to everlasting death
2736-1879 [see below]

Hence Fo reordai necLppl. a. ;
Fo reordaPmng

vbl sb and ppl, a. Also Fo reor&ax’mnent, pre-

destination
c 14*0 Wyclf’s Mark Pro!., The for-ordenede John

Zakaries sone 2667 Br S Parker Free <$• Impart, Cens
236 His foreordaining him to that employment, 1736
Butler Anal. 11 iv. Wks. 1874 1 200 According to general
fore-ordained laws. 1864 Pusey Led Darnel v 250 God’s
foreordaining love *879 Maclear Mark 1 13 note. The
great fore-ordained and predicted time ofthe Messiah 1879
Farrar St. PaulII 492 The foreordamment, and the result

of this Gospel 111 uniting the Jew and Gentile

Fore-order see Fore- pref 4

+ Foreo’rdinance. Obs [f Fore- pref +
Ordinance ]

— Fore-ordination.
1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye 181 The endelesse fore ordeu-

aunce of god 2587 Golding De Momay xi 151 Which
nature, that is to say the foreordmance of the Creator doeth
for them
Fo:reo'rdinate, v. [f Fore- pref. + Ordi-
nate ] trans. To foreordain. Hence Foreo rdi-

nated ppl. a.

1838 Bushnell Nat 4 tsupernat xv. (1864) 523 The
giand, fore-ordmated cucle of existence

Fo.reordina’tion. [f prec : see -ation]
Previous oidinaUon or appointment, predestina-

tion
;
an instance of this

1628 Bp. Hall tr. Rotomagensis Anon, Wks 813 Neither
can His will be frustrated, nor His fore-01 dmations altered
a 1680 Charnock Attrib Gosp, (1834)1 346 A fore-ordina-
tion ofhim [Christ] was before the foundation of the world
1855 Ess Intuit Morals 108 If Fore-ordination be reduced
to Ordination. 2879 Farrar St Paul I. 427 In accordance
with Divine fore-ordination.

Fore-pad, -parlour, etc : see Fore- pref 3
Forepa’le, forepo’le, » Mining and En-

gineering. [f. Fore- pref. + Pale, Pole ] turns.

To piotect (a work in progress) from falling debris,

quicksand, etc by timbers driven m front

1871 Trans Avter Inst Mining Engineers I. 352 After
driving fifty yards through heavy rock tumbles, where
every foot had to be forepaled x88t Raymond Mining
Gloss

,
Fore-poling, a method of securing drifts in progress

through quicksand by driving ahead poles . slabs, etc.

Ibid Forpcde or Forepale

Fore-part, forepart (fooupait). [f. Fore-
pref + Part.]
1 The foiemost, first, or most advanced part;

the front. ,

c 1400 Burgh Lawis c 105 pal sail leilly lyne . baith foir

part and back part of j*e land, 1435 Misyn Fire of Love

1 xvn. 38 All be mar forpartis^of^my saule with swetnes ofC1

A

138/2 jje lor.
on

, Rich HI
'— -st tv -I r,* «.u.«*Af enemies on the
foieparte c 1611 Cuapman Iliadxvr 324 Betwixt his neck
and foreparts 1714 S. Sr wall Diary 12 Nov (1882) III 26The Snow and Ram beat on the fore-part of the Calash
2836 Random Recoil Ho Lords xvi 383 His dark hair
stands on end on the fore pai t of his head

to. esp The bow or prow of a vessel ? Obs
2326 Tindale Acts xxvu 41 And the foore parte stucke

fast *333 Eden Decades 160 Turnynge the stemmes or
forpartes oftheir shyppes ageynst the streame 1699 Dampier
Voy II 1 74 The head 01 fore-part is not altogether so hieh
as the Stern.

0

1

2

. An ornamental covering for the breast worn
by women , a stomacher Obs
1600 Q Elis Watdr in Nichols’ Progi esses (1823) III 507

Item, one foreparte of clothe of sylver 1607 Webster
Nort/vw Hoe 1 m Wks (Rtldg ) 236/1, 1 confess I took up
a petticoat and a raised forepart for her 1640 Shirley
Constant Maid iv m, They were a midwife’s Fore part
3. The earlier part
16x4 Raleigh Hist Worldm § 7AII the fore part oftheday

1633 Earl Manch AlMondoty636) 131 He lives twice that
bestowes the fore part of his life well. 1722 Sewel Hist
Quakers (179s) I v 369 In the fore part of the year 1659
1727 A Hamii ion New Acc E Ind. II 1 217 In the Fore-
part of the seventeenth Century 2832 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C xv, In some long-forgotten fore part of the day

t Fo*reparty. Obs. [f Fore- pref. + Party ]
= Forepart
1398 Tri visa Barth De P R.v n. (149s) 102 In the fore

paity the heed is somdcle comyng narough and hygh
c xaoo Laift one's Cirnrg 67 In J?e fore partye of )>e (jrote

Forepass : see Foiipass v Obs

Fo’re-pa ssage. Naut [f Fore- pref +
Passage ] a. A passage leading to the forepeak,

to A passage leading from the hatchway to the

forward magazine (Cent Diet.)

Forepassed, -past (forpast), ppl. a. [f.

Fore- pref + Passed, Past.] That has previously

passed, or been passed. Now only of time
2357 Tottell's Misc (Arb ) 143 O Lord for my helpe

make haste To pardon the forpassed race that carelesse

I haue past 1396 Railicu Discov Gviana 21 Neither
could any of the forepassed vndei takers discouer the

country 1622 Drayton Poty-olb xxu (1748) 333 lhose
forepassed hours a 27x3 Ellwood Autobiog, (1714) 12 The
Actions of my fore-past Life 1830 Southey Yng Dragon
1 36 Forepast times. With no portent could match it.

f to. quasi-tfr/y. On a past occasion Obs
1664 Floddan F. 111 24 What he had said fore-past was

nought
Fore-paw, -payment : see Fore-pref. 2 d, 3 c.

Fo’repeak. Naut. Also 7 forepike, [f Fobe-

p/ef + Peak ] The extreme end of the forehold

in the angle ot the hows
*693 R Lyde Retailing a Ship it, I will command three

of them down into the Fore-pike. Ibid 17 A Scuttle, that

went down into the Forepealt 1835 Marryat Three Cutt
i, Luxury is not wholly lost, even at the fore peak 1890

Times 6 Feb 5/6 The collision-bulkhead, separating the

forepeak from the watertight compartments

Fore-piece (fo >upfs). [f Fore- pref + Piece ]

The foremost, first, or front piece a. gen. to

Theatr A * curtain-raiser ’. c. Saddle)

y

(see

quot 1874).
1788 M Cutler in Life Jrnls >5- Con (1888) I. 401 Broke

the foi epiece ofmysu Iky, which detained us 1814Monthly

Mag XXXVII 333 Tragedies of the last age could be

shortened into permanent fore-pieces 1874 Knight Did.
Mech I 903 Foie-piece (Saddlery), the flap attached to the

fore-part of a side saddle, to guard the rider’s dress.

Fore-pillow: see Fore- pref 3.

Forepine : see Fokpine
Fore-place, -placing, -plan; see Fore-pref

Fo*re-plane, [f. Fore- pref. + Plane j3 ]

(See quot. 1842.)

*703 Moxon Mech Ecccrc, 65 It is called the Fore Plane

because it is used before you come to work either with the

Smooth Plane, or with the Joynter 1842 Gwilt Encycl

Archit Gloss, Fore Plane m carpentry and joinery the

first plane used after the saw or axe 1847 Emerson Repr.

Men
,
Uses Gt Men Wks (Bohn) I 278 Every carpenter

who shaves with a fore-plane borrows the genius of a for-

gotten inventor.

Fore-planting, -plate; see Fore-pref 2 c, 3

t Foreplea'd, v, Obs — 0 [perh for *forpleadl

f For- prefX (sense as in forswear) + Plead]

? trans. To overreach in pleading Hence Fore*

plea ding vbl sb

,

unfair argument.
_

1624 Btoell Lett in 54 The forepleadings and aduan-

tages to bee vsed against Heietikes.

f Fo’re-plot. Obs [f. Fore- pref. + Plot.]

Premeditation. Similarly Foreplo t v ,
to con-

trive beforehand ; Foreplo tteclppl a.

1641 Prynne Antip 10 Which fore plotted treason was

the occasion of this Vision 1647 N Bacon Disc Govt.

Eng 1 xl (1739) 62 Which last they called Abere Murther,

or Murther by foreplot or treachery 1655 Fuller Ch.

Hist vi m 3x5 His Wife . might be presumed honest, if

such a fore-plotted occasion had not debauched her.

t Fore-poi'nt, v. Obs. Also 6 forpomt [r.

Fore- pref. + Point v ]
1. trans a. To appoint or determine beforehand 5

to predestine to or unto. to. To forebode, c. To
mark by points beforehand
a c 2550 Cheke Matt, xvi. 17 note, Everlastmgnes, and



FOBE-POSSESS. 439 FOBE-BUH.
happines wheerunto his chosen be forpointed 1389 Greene
Menfphon (Arb.) 84 Unfortunate Samela bom to mishaps,

and forepointed to sinister fortunes 1593 Lodge Long-
beard, etc (1880) 36 He is the man forpointed to be my
husband
U 1390 Gheene Never toe lute (1600) 69 As the Marble

drops against raine, so their teares fore-poynt mischiefe

C 1370 Dee Math. Pref,
Which point we shall atteyne,

by Noting and forepomtyng the angles and lines, by a sure

and certain direction and connexion

2 mtr To point beforehand.

1601 Weever Mirr Mart Aivb, He might haue seene

how Fate that day fore-pointed 16x3-18 Daniel Coll

Hist. Eng (1626) 20 Thus (as fore pointing to a storme that

was gathering on that coast) began the first difference with

the French nation

Hence Forepointing ppl a Also Forepointer,

one who or that which points out beforehand

1587 Greenf Euplines Cens Wks (Grosart) VI 171 The
fathers and forepointers of wysedom 1389 — Menaphort
(Aib ) 27 Some further forepoyntmg fate 1590 — Mourn.
Gann (1616) 23 Desires aboue Fortunes, ate the fore-

pointers of deep falls

t Po re-posse*ss, v Obs. [f Foee- pref +
Possess.] trans. To possess beforehand with
*579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim 625/2 Wee are fore-

possessed and seised with so many vanities that [etc]

1635 Sanderson 12 Serm , ad Cler (1681) 63 Any rational

man not extremely fore-possessed with piejudice

Fore-post, -precedent, see Fore- pref 3, 4 a

t Fore-prepara*tion. Obs [f. Foee- pref.

and Foee prep] Preparation beforehand ; also,

nonce-use, the day before the (Jewish) ‘preparation’.
1380 SidneyA rcadia. (1622) 207 Hauing much aduantage

both in number, valure, and fore preparation 1636 Trapp
Comm , John xix 31 The Jews, before their preparation,

had their fore-preparation,

t Fo re-prepa*re, v Obs [f. Foee- pref +
Prepare ] tram To prepare beforehand. Hence
Fo reprepa redppl a
1643 Fuller Holy 4- Pi of. St hi xiv. 187 His fore-

prepared Sepulchre 1648 Bp. Hall Select Th § 24 The
evils, which we look for, fall so much the less heavily, by
how much we are foreprepared for their entertainment.
1630 Fuller Pisgah 1 in. vi 372 They were nvetted into

holes fore-prepared of purpose

Fore-pretended : see Fobs- pref 2 b

t Forepri'se, v Obs. Also 6 forpnae, 7
foreprize, -pnzz. [f. Foee- pref + -prise, after

the analogy of apprise
,
comprise, etc ]

trans. To take beforehand . a. To assume, take

for granted b To deal with, allow for, or men-
tion beforehand; to piovide for or determine
beforehand; to forestall, anticipate. C. To take

into or include by anticipation.

a. 1377 Stanyhurst Descr Irel. in Hohnshed Chron VI
Ep, Ded

,
The troth of the matter being forprised

b 1394 Hooker Eccl Pol v lxxi §4 God bath fore-

pnsed things of the greatest weight and hath therein pre-
cisely defined . that which every man must perform 1607
Bodleigh Let 19 Feb in Abp. UsskePs Lett (1686) App
21 As if the thing that they sought had been by prevention
fore-pnz’d by others a 1641 Bp R Mountagu Acts Mon
(1642) 499 Daniel forepriseth him, as a spintuall and etemall
Pnnce 1639 T, White Middle State of Souls 28 Those
holy Fathers by their testimonies forepnze our exceptions

1693 Beverley True Si, Gospel Truth 1 To he resolved
in some Cases of Doubt, in others Foreprized, or Guarded
against

C 169a Beverley Disc Dr Crisp 5 The Sins to come
were Forepnz'd into it

Hence Fo repri sed, Fo repri sms ppl. adjs

1603 Play Stucley 1961 in Simpson Sch Shake (1878) I

236 If m the Basilisks fore-pnzzing eye Be safety for the
object it beholds Then [etc.] 01641 Bp. R Mountagu
Acts 4 Mon (1642) 532 These fore-pnsed passages.

Forepnae, -prize : see Foepbise sb. and v.

(Law)

t Fore-pro’pliesy, v Obs. [f Foee- pref.

+ Prophesy vA trans, and mtr. To prophesy
beforehand (Frequent in 16—17th. c )
1381 J Bell Haddon's Answ Osor 379 When as we

promise or foreprophecy in the name and person of God,
thmges to come to passe 1634 S Clarke Eccl Hist 1

(ed. 2) 16 Who spake by the Spirit of God Faie-seemg and
fore prophesying of those things which we now see are
come to pass 1676 W Row Contn Stair's Autobiog xh.
(1848) 486 Foreprophesying that they would be employed
against themselves

Fore-provided see Tom- pref 2 b
Fo're-purpose, sb. [f Foee- pref. + Pur-

pose ] A purpose settled befoiehand, previous de-

sign Similarly ForepuTpose v trans., to purpose
beforehand

, Foreprurposed ppl. a
*55* T. Wilson Logtke (1580) 43 A fore purposed choice

1381 Marbeck Bk of Notes 128 It is nothing els but his
eternall determination fore purposed in his brest 1587
Golding De Momay ix» 121 Vpon new deuise, or vpon
euerlastmg foiepurpose Ibid 133 To haue brought to
passe and perfected all that euer he had forepurposed,
betokeneth an incomparable might and power cx6ix
Chapman Iliad xx 17 The rest of these fore-purposes
*829 Southey Sir T More I 103 The mystery whereby
the free will of the subject is preserved, while it is directed
by the fore purpose of the state.

t Fore-quo'te, v Obs. [f Fore- pref. +
Quote ] trans . To quote or cite beforehand.

Hence Fore-quoted ppl a.

*398 Sylvester Du Bartas n 11. iv. Columnes 434 Fore-
quoting Confusedly th’ Events most worthy noting. 1637

Gillespie Eng Pop, Cerem in 1 4 In the forequotted
place 1670 w Clarke Nat Hist Nitre 14 According to

the fore-quoted author

Fore-rake, -rank : see Foee-pref 3, 3 d.

fFore-ranger,corruption oiforanger, Forager.
16x2 Paule Life Whitgift 40 The fore-rangers and har-

bingers of their further designes

t Fo'rereach, sb. Naut Obs [f. next vb ]

? The projection of the forepart of a vessel, beyond
the end of the keel

,
=fore-rake

1626 Capt Smith Acad. Yng. Seamen 10 Hei rake, the
fore reach, plankes

Fo re-rea'ch, v Chiefly Naut. [f. Fore-
pref + Reach v.]

I mtr To shoot ahead. Also, to fore-reach on,

upon (see quot 1644)
1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet 42 When two ships

saile together, or after one another, sne which saites best
(that is fastest) doth Fore-reach upon the other. 1748
Anson's Voy ir iv 163 We found that we had both
weathered and fore reached upon her considerably 1800
C Sturt in Naval Chron. IV 394 Mr Weld’s cutter fore-

reached, but I gained to windward 1834 M Scott Cruise
Midge (1859) 252 She had forereached on us so far as to
be well before our beam by this time 1842 R H. Dana
Seamaids Man 106 Fore-reach

,

to shoot ahead, especially
when going in stays.

2 . trans To reach beyond, gam giound upon,
pass. Also fig. To get the better of

1803 Naval Chron XXIII 398 To endeavour to fore-

reach her 1843 Napier Cong. Scmde 11 il 253 The
general, coming back by a different route, had fore-reached
them in such a scheme 1870 Daily News xs May, At 8 30
the Sappho was rapidly forereaching her opponent.

3 trans To seize beforehand, anticipate rare
1874 Whittier My Triumph xvii, I .Fore-ieach the good

to be And share the victory

Hence Fo re-rea ehing ppl. a
,
pushing, eager.

1864 Skeat Ukland's Poems 102 Every hand and every
spirit works Fore-reaching, active, for the general weal

t Fore-rea'd, v. Obs [f FORE- pref. + Read ]
trans. a To read beforehand, b To betoken or
signify beforehand c To piedestme
a 1620 Bp Saunderson Twelve Sermons (1617) 303 Not

onely to foreknow the extraoi dinary plagues but also to
fore-read in them Gods fierce wrath and neavie displeasure

b 1391 Spenser Muiopotmos 29 His young yeares to
him forered, That he would proue such an one. 16x2
Drayton Poly-olb xili 219 The first part of whose name,
Godiua, doth forereed Th’ first syllable of hers
C 01636 Fitzgeoftrey Eleg in Evyb, Had Fate fore-

read me m a Croude to dye
Hence Fore-rea ding1

vbl. sb andppl a.

*557 Grimalde in Tottell's Mtsc (Arb) 1x6 Good luck,

certayn forereadyng moothers haue 0 1636 Hales Gold.
Rem (1688) 347 Your fore-reading of Suetonius

Fore-recited, -report, etc : see Foee- pref.

Fore-resemble, -rib, etc. • see Fore- pref.

f Fore-ri'de, I) Obs [OE for-rldanf For- 2
,

= Fore- pref + ridan to Ride ] trans To nde
before or m advance of
O E Chron an 894 pa for rad sio fierd hie foran. c 1205

Lay 26931 pat pa Rom-leoden beom for riden hafueden
1370 Levins Matnp 117 To Foreryde, prsecurrere

Fore-rider (fo® Jiraidsi). [f. Fore- pref, +
Rider ; =Ger vorreiter. Cf. Foreider.] One
who rides in front

;
esp fa one of the vanguard

,

f b a scout
,

c. an oujnder or postillion
; f d. a

harbinger.
c 1470 Henry Wallace hi 76 Thair for rydar was past

till Ayr agane. 1494 Fabyan Chron vi. cbciu 136 Y° fore

rydars y* put themselfe in prese with theyr sharpe launcys
to wynne the firste brunte of the feelde 1313 Douglas
AEneis xm. ProT 20 And Esperus Vpsprmgis, as fomdar
of the nycht 1348 Hall Chron ,

Rich, III (an 3) 33
Therle of Richmond knewe by his torriders that the kyng
was so nere embattayled i6ox F. Tate Househ Ord Edw
II (1876) § 56 43 Each [charetter] shal have a fore rider

which charetters and fore nders shal dnve the charettes

and keepe the horses x888 Pall Mall G. 8 Oct 5/2 Then
the mounted foreriders ; and then the Emperor’s carriage.

Fore-rigging: see Foee- pref 3d.
Foreright (foe i|r9i t), rarely with advbl.gen -s

forerights, adv.,prep., a. and sb. [f. Fore adv.

+ Right adv. and adj.]

f A. adv Directly forward, in or towards the

front, straight ahead. Fore-nght against, directly

opposite Obs
x'gcfiTxB.'jisA.Barth DeP R xvin lxiv (1495)819Ayonge
Cowe is . compellyd to folowe euen and foreryght the

steppes and fores of oxen 1348 Elyot, Aduersus fore

ryght agamste 1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Lnke xix

30 The litell toune yt ye see yonder forenght ayenst you
1608 Armin Nest Nmn (1842) x To looke fore-right I can
not, because judgment out-lookes mee 1639 Leak Water-
wks 30 The difference is that, this here is seen fore-right,

and that other upon one side 1663 Stafylton Slighted

Maid 3 Ftl Hey boy! how sits the wind? Gios Fore-

nght, and a brisk Gale 1713-20 Pope Iliad xxh 189 No
less fore-right the rapid chace they held 1761 Sterne Tr.

Shandy III xl, Surveying it transversely .then forenght,

—then this way, and then that 1796 C Marshall Garden-.

xu (1813) x66 Let them [shoots] not advance far forenght

B. prep

fL Straight along. Obs — 1

1630 Fuller Pisgah 11 v. vii 136 Sailing (not athwart the

breadth but) almost foreright the length of the lake

2

Opposite, over against, dial.

1858 in Hughes Scouring White Hoise 140 Vp, vorights

the Castle round They did zet I on the ground.

C ad],

+ 1. a Of a path, road, etc. • Directly in front of
one, stiaight forward Obs.

1624 Massinger Pari Love m in Plays (1868) 179/2 You
did but point me out a fore-right way To lead to certain
happiness, a 1669 Somncr Roman Ports # Forts 50 A
direct and forenght continued current and passage. 1703
Moxon Mech Exerc 145 A straight or Foreright Ascent
1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks (1883) VII 315 You have
only had the forenght path you were m overwhelmed

t b Of a wind . Straight on the line of one’s

course, favourable. Obs
1605 Chapman, etc Easttv Hoe in 11, Ther's a forenght

winde contmuall wafts vs till we come at Virginia. 1615
— Odyss in. 244 Nor evei left the wind his forenght force

1632 Quarles Div Fancies 11 xciv (1660) 05 His snyle
Being fill’d and prosper’d with a foie-nght Gale

2 Of a branch, etc. : Shooting straight out.

1741 Comp2 Fam Piece 11 111. 388 Take off all fore-nght
or trailing Branches. 1802 W Forsyth Fruit Tiees li

(1824) 34 They will frequently throw out small dugs, or
forenght shoots x88a Gard Chron XVII 675 Removing

all forenght shoots

3 dial. Of persons . a. Going straight ahead
without regard of consequences, headstrong b.
Honest, straightforward, also, plam-spoken, blunt.

a 1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E D S ) s v (given as a
‘Hants’ word). 1853 Cooper Sussex Gloss (ed 2).

b 1810 Devon Comw Voc in Monthly Mag June
436 ‘A forenght man’, that is, a plain honest man 1880
Mrs Parr Adam <§- Eve II. 2x3 Be forenght in all you do
D sb [The adj. used absol ]

i* a Something straightforward (obs.). b A
forenght shoot ; cf. C. 2. c. dial, (see quot

)

a. 1734 Richardson Grandison VII xm 75 We women
sometimes choose to come at a point by the round-abouts,
rather than by the fore-nght

s

b x88» Jml Horticulture 6 Apr 288 The forenghts
unless strong being treated similarly

C 1797 R Polwhelc Old Eng Gentl 54 Then Cut
from the buttock a convenient slice. And Salute the fore-

nght with as keen a kmfe Note

,

‘ Forenght ’ is the coarsest

sort ofwheaten bread, made of the meal, with all the bi an

Fore-riped . see Fore- pref 2 b.

Fo're-room. [f. Fore- pref. + Room ]

+ 1. ? The forecastle of a snip. Obs.

c 1363 Lindesay (Pitscqttie) Chron Scot (1728) xox With
two-handed swords in your fore-rooms 1389 Greene

Sp Masquerado Wks (Grosart)V 272 That woorthy Gentle-
man valiantly standing in the fore roome dehuered with
Cannon lus Ambassage to the Enemie.

2. The front room or parlour. Now only XJS.
1728 Vanbr & Cib Prov Hmb. x i 32 She has a Couple

of clever Girls there a stitching 1’ th’ Fore-room 1774
Foote Cozeners 11 Wks 1799 II 174 In the fore-ioom,

up one pair of stairs 1880 E H. Arr Neui Eng Bygones
46 This was the ‘best-room’ or as my giandfather called

it, the 1 fore ’ room 1893 Boston (Mass ) Youth’s Comp
16 Mar. 140/4 So we went into the fore-room.

Fore-royal • see Fore- pref. 2 d.

Fore-run (fouipp n), v [f Fore- + Run ]
1 . mtr. To run on m front. OE only.

e xooo Ags. Gosp John xx 4 Se oSer leormng cmht for-arn

[cgso Lmdisf. foream] petrus fome
2 . ttans To outran, outstrip. Obs. exc.fig.
1313 Douglas AEneis xn vi 6r That thai forryn and gojs

befor alway Zephirus and Nothus 1336 Bellenden Cron
Scot. (1821) I 186 Gif the haris had forrun the hundis, >842
Tennyson 2 Voices 88 Forerun thy peers 1879 Church
Spenser v 119 Even genius cannot forerun the limitations

of its day.

+ 3 To run in front of
;
hence, to act as harbinger

of (a person). Also transf to precede. Obs.

1370 Levins Mamp 188 To forerunne, prsecurrere *6x3
G Sandys Trav 173 They often compassing the sepul-

cher in a loynt procession, are fore-run and followed by the
people x6zx Quarles Argalns 4 P (1678) 6 Chns-cross
foreruns the Alphabet of love. 1708 Stanhope Paraphr
(1709) IV 33s And thou, my Child John, shalt fore-tell and
immediatehr fore-run thus Saviour 1730 Coventry Pompey
Litt (1752) 36 Thus our hero, with three footmen fore-

running his equipage, set out in triumph.
absol a 1643 w Cartwright Siege v m, To forerun And

lead the way t’ Elysium [is] but a duty She would not
thank me for

4 . To be the precursor of (a future event, etc.)

1390 Greene Never too late (1600) fs. Lightning, that

beautifies the heauen for a blaze, but foreruns stormes and
thunder 1393 Shaks Rich II, n iv 15 These signes

fore-run the death of Kings. 165a Cotterell Cassandra
V n (1676) 487 This felicity was to fore-run the last I now
can hope for. a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang Poet Wks 1721

I 219 A Star which Eastern Gentiles guess’d was to

forerun The wish’d-for Dawn of the Eternal Sun. 1834
Good StudyMed. (ed 4) II. 359 The symptoms that forerun

the chicken-pox 1839 Tennyson Idylls, Gnineilere 131
The cold wind that foreruns the morn
6 To anticipate, forestall.

*39* Raleigh Last Fight Rev 15 By anticipating and
forerunning false reports 1633 H Vaughan Silex Scvit ,

Rules S? Lessons (1858) 73 Our Bodies but forerun The
Spirit’s duty. X849L0NGF Mrs. Kemble's Readings Shaks ,

The great poet who foreruns the ages, Anticipating all

that shall be said 1

Hence Fo’reru nning vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1365 Harding Let to Jewel in Strype Ann Ref I.

App xxx, 72 Your forerunning sermon 1380 Hollyband
Treas, Fr. Tong, Avantcourement, forerunning x66o
Milton Free Commie Wks. (1847) 449/2 The diabolical

forerunning Libels 1690 PennR tse 4 Progr Quakers (1834)
50 The consummation of the legal, and fore running of the
Gospel times x8x8 S E Pierce Bk Psalms II 460
Sorrows and griefs, forerunning figures of what would befall



FORERUNNER.
Messiah 187s LoNGr Dm, Trag Introitus53 The sublime
fore running of their time

Forerunner (fo^ry nai) [f prec -h-er 1
.]

1 . One who runs before, esp, one sent to prepare
the way and heialtl a great man’s approach, a har-

bmgei ; also, a guide Chiefly ti ansf. and fig
First used fig as tendering of L precursor, esp of John

the Baptist as ‘ the Forerunnei of Chnst *

n 1:300 Cursor M 13208 ( Cott ) For-}>i es he cald his
forinei [MS app reads former, Gi>tt fonnnier], And
custes aun messengei r 1440 Y01 k Myst. xxi 16 pus am
I comen 111 message right, And be fore-reyner in certayne
1541 Coverdaie Old Faith ix. (1547) Fvuj, John the
baptist, whych was the fore runner of Christ 1576
Fleming Patwpl Bpist 292 Followyng y° infallible foot-

steps of thy foreiunner Nature 1634 Hctwood Witches
Lane 1, 1 Wks 1874 IV 175 Farewell Gentlemen, He
be your fore-runner, To give him notice of your visite

a 1711 Ken Prcpai ativcs Poet Wks 1721 IV 144 Death
our Fore runner is, and guides To Sion. 1723 Porn Odyss
1 520 Did he some loan uequire, Or came fore-runner of
your scepter’d Sire? i860 Pusrv Mm Proph 504 The
Forerunner of ourLoid. 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 75
When Claudius the .foieninner of the Roman army, ap-
peared at Rhegium

to Applied transf. to things
1379 E K Gloss Spenser's Sneph Cal Mar. it 'The

swallow .useth to be counted the forerunner of springe.
162a Sparrow Bk. Com Piayer (1661)115 Advent Sundaies
are to Christmas Day foierunners to prepare for it.

1674 N Fairi-ax Bulk
<J-

Selv Contents, Chap. I The
Introduction or foreiuner 175^ Chester!-

. Lett (1792)111
ccxlu 109 A sort of panegyric of you which will be a very
useful fore-runner for you

c. pi. The advance-guard of an army. Chiefly
trailjy andJig.
153S Covprdale Wisd xu 8 Thou sendesty" forerunners

of thyne hoost, euen hornettes 1643 Pagitt Hercswgr
(1661) 276 They cryed out, that they weie the foie-iunnei

s

of Popery, 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 233 Four thousand
cavalry .had been sent forward by Servilius as his fore-
runners.

2 . One whom another follows 01 comes after,

a predecessor
, also, an ancestor.

1595 Shaics yohn 11 i 2 Arthur, that great fore-runner of
thy bloud. 1683 D. A Art Converse 7 Long descriptions of
their own Pedigree, and giandure of their fore-runners
1768 Sterne Sent, Joum (1775) I 13 My observations
will be altogether ofa different cast from any of my fore-
runners 1866 J Martineau Ess I 13 Comte claims
Hume as his chief forerunner in philosophy.
transj 1663 Gerbitr Counsel A iv a. The fore-runner of

this Discourse was printed and dedicated to the King,
3 . That which foreruns or foreshadows something

else
;
a prognostic or sign of something to follow.

*S89 GreeneMenaphon (Arb ) 39 The wrongs ofmy youth
are the fore-runners of my woes in age 1612 Woodall
Surg Mate Wks (1633) 88 A convulsion often-times is

a foie-runner or a messenger of death 1764 Harmer
Obstrv xvu 42 A squall ofwind and clouds of dust are the
usual foierunners of these first rams. 1878 Bosw Smith
Carthage 112 The famine and the pestilence which are
usually the last outcome and not the forerunners of a siege

4. Naut. a. A rope fastened to a harpoon Cf
Fore-ganger b A rope rove through a single

block on the foremast, c (See quots.)
a. 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy 11 (17H) 158 The first of

them is ty’d to the Fore-runner, or small Line
b 1803 in Nicolas Disp Nelson (1846) VII. 189 note

,

Got foreiunners mid tackles forward to secure foremast
0. 1815 Falconer's Diet Marine (ed Burney), Fore-

Runner of the Log-lme
,
a small piece of red buntm, laid

into that fine at a certain distance from the log 1841 R,H
Dana Seaman's Man 106 Fore-runner, a piece of rag, ter-

minating the stray line of the log line

Hence To reru nnersMp, the condition or dig-

nity of a forerunner.
1881 A B Bruce Chief End Revelat vi. 300 This fore-

runnership of Christ

Foresaid (fo° ised), a [f Fore- firef. + Said ]— Aforesaid (In Sc, writings of 16th c , and m
legal formulae until 18th c., it occurs with pluial
ending forsaidis ) Now rare
c 1000 /Elfric fash vi 22 losue cwacji J>a siSSan to Jiam

foresaedan terendracura a 1300 Cursor M 6392 (Cott )
Moyses smat it wit J>is forsaid wand. *340 Ayenb 190 pe
uorzede manne 1413 Pilgr Sovule {fZsextoxi 1483) v xiv 103,
I sawe a semely peisone standyng nyhe the forsaid tree

1363 Shute Archil Bjh, The measures of the forsayde
Pdlours 1385 Jas. I. Essayes m Poesie (1869) 33 Many of
thir foirsaides preceptis. 1679DRYDEN Tr fyCr 111 1 Wks.
1883 VI. 323 All of these foresaid men are fools *773 Adair
Amer Ind. 321 When the fore-said warriors returned home
1787 Cowper Let. 17 Nov , ’Foresaid little Bishop and I
had much talk about many things, but most about Homer
*8ai Scott Kenilvi xu, An archway surmounted by the
foresaid tower
elhpt 1336 Lauder Tractate 140 Off thir forsaids Je sail

be sure 1688 R Holme Armoury w. 336/2 The foresaid
are kind of Bottles which Reapers use to carry their
Drink or Milk in 1732 J. Louthian Form of Process
(ed. 2) 120 All Cost, Skaith, Damage and Expences, he
or his foresaids [? e his ‘ executors, assigns, etc ’] may
happen to sustain therethrough

Fore-sail (foeus^l). [f. Fore- fire/. + Sail ;

=

Ger vorsegel.] The principal sail set on the fore-

mast
; in squaie-ngged vessels, the lowest square

sail on the fofemast; in fore-and-aft rigged, the
triangular sail before the mast
1481-90 Howard Hoitseh Bks (Roxb.)so A bolte loppe

for the foreseile 1382 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda’s
Conq. E, Ind xxix 72 b, They brought themselues vnder
their foresailes againe *630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Urania
Wks 1 His Sprit-saile, Fore-saile, Main-saile, and his

440 FORESHADOW.
Mizzen 1743 P- Thomas Jml Anson’s Voy 27 The next
Day we split the Fore-sail 1833 0 W Holmts Poems
163 Many a foresail Shall break fiom yard and stay
attnb 1349 Cornpi Scot, vi 40 Hail the foir sail scheit,

hail out the bollene

+ Fo-resaw. Obs rare [f. Fobe- pref. f

Saw sb. saying] a. A previous saying to. A
fore-saying, prediction.

1387 Trevisa Higdeti II 177 And now the more world is

discieued inoure four sawesm be fiiste book [L inprxceden-
tibus] 1533 Watheman Fardle Facions 11 vm L 1v a, In the
beginning of y° yere, assembling together, thei [the Sages]
foreshewe of raine For aswc.ll the kynge as the people,
ones vndrestandyng their foresaw es shone the euilles

Fore-Say (fooise 1 *), v. [OE forestcgxn, f

Fore- pref. -1- sqcmn to Say.] trans. To say
beforehand, foretell, predict Now rare.
egaa tr Boeda's Hist Contents m. xm (1890) 14 Diet se

biscop Aldan J>am scypfarendum bone storm towaidne fore-

sa-Sde 0.1300 CursorM 1606 (Cott ) A propheci, bat for-

said was bi his merci 1343 Gratton Conltt Maiding 549
Kyng Henry y° si\te did foresaye the same, and m like

maner prophecy ofhym 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst iv

9 He foresayth yt the people shalbe gathered together
agayne a 1641 Bp R. Mountagu Acts # Mon (1642) 176
Homer took much out of her verses, which she foresaw and
foresaid he should doe. 1886 J Payne Decauieronu 12 The
pleasance and delight . . which belike, were it not foresaid,
might not be looked for from such a beginning
Hence Forosay mg vbl sb
1348 Udall, etc. Eiasm Par Marks e The prophecies

and foresaymges of the Prophetes 1608-11 Bp Hall Efiist
in m. Wks (1627) 319 Whose foresayings verified m all

particular issues are more than demonstrnuuc
Fore-scene, -scent, etc.: see I ore- p>ef
t Fo're-seat. Obs. [see Fore- pief. 3 ] A

seat or position in front
1613 Crookd Body of Man 133 The fore-seate of the

Hollow veine, where it groweth to the Liuer 17x5 S Sewall
Diary 20 Mar. (1882) III 42 Mr Pemberton spake to me
as he went by the foreseat in the morning.

Foresee (fo°.tsf*) Also 4-6 forsee, (6 force,
Sc foirsee). \OiE„foresfan, f Fore- pref + sfan
to See

; cf. Ger. vorsehen ]

X. trans. To see beforehand, have prescience of.

Often with obj ancl inf or with clause as obj.
c 1000 Ags Ps. cxxxviu. [cxxxix. ] 2 (Th ) pu ealle mine

wegas wcl fore-sawe c 1400 Destr. Troy 2247 pat hedis to
pe first, And for-sees not the fer end, what may falle after
13x3 More in Grafton Citron (1568) II 781 He that of
good heart and courage foresawe no penlles 1581 Marbeck
Bl Notes 331 God did foi e-see and fore-knowe, that they
should be dampned x6ix Bible: Piov xxvii 12 A prudent
man foreseetli the euil, and hideth lumselfe 1630 Prynnl
Anti-Ai min 116 God from all eternity foresaw them in
themselues to be such 1723 De Foe Voy. 1 omid World
(1840) 41, I piesently foresaw, that, if I went to the ex-
tremity, I should spoil the voyage. 1813 Janl Austen
Emma iv, Emma had very early foreseen how useful she
might find her. 1883 Froudc Shoi t Stud IV 1. x 112 The
empire might be laid under interdict, with the consequences
which everyone foresaw
absol 1667 Milton P. L. 1 627 What power of mind

Foreseeing or presaging, from the Depth Of knowledge
past or present, a 1881 Rossetti House of Life x, The
shadowed eyes remember and foresee

+to. Sc. To see previously; to have an interview
with (a person) beforehand

;
to inspect or consider

beforehand Obs.
X502 Sc. Acts fas VI (1814) III 627 For dyuerss vtheris

wechtie caussis and guid consideration is foirsene be his
hieues. 1623 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) 348

r
JLhat na

maner of persoun pas heirefter to .England without thai
first foirsie the prouest and bailleis 1663 Spalding Ti oub.
Chas. I (1820) 66 Thir articles were foreseen by the tables
at Edinburgh, and order given to refuse the samen

+ 2 To prepare beforehand 01 provide
;
m early

use with aat, of person, later with to. Also, to

provide of or with (something) Obs.
C900 tr Boeda's Hist iv 1. (i8gi) 236 pact he him on his

biscopscire gensne stowe foresege and safde. 23x3 Douglas
/Eneis x. xu. 134 Thou sail de fyrst, quhat evyr to me
forseyne Or providyt has mychty Jove 1637 R Monro
Exped. 11. 133 This Leaguer at all sorting Ports, being
well foreseene with slaught-bomes and triangles.

+ b To see to or take care about beforehand

;

to provide for or against With simple obj,, or obj

clause introduced by that. Obs.
C900 tr Bieda’s Hist 1 xxvii (1891) 66 Swylce eac be

heora ondhfne is to pencenne and to foreseonne just [etc ]

1326 Househ Ord 139 The sewers . to have semblably
charge to forsee that no part of the fruict be in any wise
purloyned 1363 Act 8 Ehz. c 13 § 1 The Master,Wardeus
and Assistants of the Trinity-house are bound to foresee
the good Increase and Maintenance of Ships 1577 Hanmer
Anc Eccl Hist 231 He supposed it was ms bounden duety
to foresee lest the . decrees of that councetl should be im-
payred 1390 Greene Never too late (1600) 62 He that
forerepents forsees many perils 1604 Nottingham Rec
(1889) IV 267 The 7 Aldermen, be ouerseers for the
towne to forsee the daunger of the visitacion 1622
Callis Stat Sewers (1647) 3 The King was bound to see
and foresee the safety of this Realm 1626 Bacon Sylva
g 699 In Horse-Races Men are curious to fore-see, that
there be not the least Weight upon the one Horse, more
than vpon the other.

f 3 mtr. To exercise foresight, take care or
precaution, make provision. Also, to look to or
into beforehand. Obs.
1331 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 84 Fire, nor yet water doe

harme of them selves, but the negligence of man, whiche
forseeth not to them a 1390 Marr Wit fy Wtsd. (1846) 8
Well, as for that I shall for se. 1594 First Ft. Contention

giauc lureseen into that Duko
1624 Quaries Dtv Poems, Job {1717) 228 He plots, com
plots, forsees, prevents, duetts a 1626 Bacon (J) AW
against a storm must foi esee to a convenient stock ofti easure

I
4 (A/way) foiesecu or foreseeing that pro-

vided that.
r

1434 E E Wills (1882) 99 Forseen alwey, that vf mv
doughtres dye [etc ] 1333 Elyot Cast Helthe 11 { (iq,J
16 b, h orseene alwaye that they eate withoute gouimandvse
tp» Privy Council Acls (1891) III 79 Forseing that of
their wmges they content their liostes for their victailes
1600 W Vaughan Direct Health (1633)3* Foreseene also
that they that shall dnnke it thus, be not subject to the
Chollicke

Hence Foreseeing" vbl sb. ; Foreseeingppl. a
characterized by foresight Fore-see ingly adv ’

C 1374 Chauctu Troylns iv 961 (989) It were rather an
opinyon Uncertein, and no stedfast forseynge 2336 Latimer
and Sum bef Convocation Wks I 43 Ought we to
attubute it to the foi seeing of the kings grace? 1367
Tnall Trcas (1850) 18 Be circumspect, therefore, forseing
and sapient 1394 Mari owi & Nashk Dido iv m. Follow
your fore seeing stais in all a 1633 Gouge Comm Heb
xi. 39 Gods foie-seetng of this and that is justly stiled
a providing it 1728 Vanbr & Cm Piov Husb, i, What
prudent care does this deep foieseeing nation take for the
support of its worshipful families 1 1802 H. Martin Helen
of Glutross I 105 Your gloomy croaking ominous foie-
scemgs 1848W H Ki 1 ly tr Z. Blancs Hist Ten Y
II 367 A wise and foreseeing policy 1837 Ruskin Elan
Drawing 111 203 You must go straight through them,
knowingly and foresecmgly, all the way
Foreseeable (foojsfabT),« [f.prec +-able]
That may be foreseen.

1804 W Taylor m Ann Rev II 367 A lise and a fall

foreseeable 1840 Mill Disc 4 Disc., Bentham (1839) I

387 The morality of an action depends on its foreseeable
consequences

Foreseen (foojfaz n), pple anCl ppl. a. [pa pple
of Foresee]
1 1 pple That has seen beforehand

;
previously

acquainted or instructed in , aware of To make
foreseen to acquaint or inform previously. Obs

1569 Murray To L B (Harl Lib 37 B 9 fo 43) Her
highness had been foreseen in the dukes design 1377
Lochlfvin Let to Morton in Robertson Hist Scot App
72, I tho ’t good to make your grace forseen of the same
1397 Lowe Lhimrg iv, vii (1634) 89 For the which the

parents and friends would be foreseene of the danger which
may happen, a 1631 Calderwood Hist Kirk (1678) II

4qo Kersewell was rebooked for accepting the Bishopnck
of the Isles, without making the Assembly foreseen

2 ppl. a. That is seen beforehand
;
also, fknown

beforehand by sight to

153a More Confut Tindale Wks. 573/1 An elect foresene

to god from the beginning a 1600 Hooker Answ. Travers'
Supphc. b 22 ’ihey are not reiected .without a fore-seene

woitliinesse of reiection going . in order before 1607
Dryden AEnad vi. 1088 At his fore seen Approach, already
quake The Caspian Kingdoms 2790 Burke Fr Rev
Wks. V 143 A burst of enthusiasm on the foreseen con-

sequences of this happy day 2837-8 Sir W Hamilton
Logic xxm. (1866) I 434 To move in a foreseen, and, con

sequently, a determinate direction. 1836 Emerson Eng
Iraits

,
Lit Wks (Bohn) II. 113 No sublime augury

cheers the student, no secure striding fiom experiment
onward to a foreseen law

Foreseer (fo<asz si) Also 6 foresear. [f.

Fore&ee v. + -erI.] One who foresees

1348 Hall Chron
,
Rich. Ill (an 2) 33 b. That you be

. a vigilante foresear 1621 Ainsworth Annot Dent xviu

to A fore-seer or presager 2799 Spirit Full. Jmls (1800)

III. 364 There are many sagacious foreseers who can calcu-

late the loss ofa reputation

Foreset (fo«use t), v. [OE fore-sittan,
f. Fore

pref. + s§ttan to Set.]

+ 1. To set m fiont, put to the fiont Obs.

C825 Vesp Psalter lxxxv[i]. 14 Da unrehtwisan na [MS
non]foresetton Jiecbeforangesihjjehis. a 1300 E E Psalter

cxxxvi[i] 6 If I for-set pe noght Ierusalem, ai, In biginning

of mi famenes al dai

2. To set, anange, or settle beforehand; to pre-

ariange, predetermine. Now rare
1361 Daus tr BuUmger on Apoc (1573) J43 b, Hereby is

the tyme betokened and foreset 1387 Misfort. Arth n

111, No Fate But is foreset 1633 Bp Hall Hard Texts

150 To foresee and foreset the daies and times for his judg-

ments
(
1839 Bailey Festus iv (1848) 35 No man can foreset

thy coming
Hence Forese tting vbl. sb., the action of setting

or arranging beforehand
;
also qu&si-concr a pur-

pose. Forese t ppl. a , set or determined before-

hand. Also f Fo reset sb ,
set purpose.

a 1300 E E. PsalterxIvm 5 [xlix 4], I sal open in sauter

mi foisettinge 1330 Bale linage Both Ch n xiv § xx

H vuj b, To committe theym by faythfull prayer to his

purposed decrees or for set ordmaunces 2361 Norton &
Sackv Gorbodm n. u, Whan kinges of foreset wyllneglecte

the rede Of best aduise 1371 Golding Calvin on Ps lxxv 3

The foresettmge of ende and measure untoo mischaunces

1669 Woodhead St Teresa 1 Pref 2 Rigidly exacting of

herself the foreset portion of time for it

Foreset . see Forset, to obstruct, waylay.

Foreset, var. f. of Forget, Obs.

Fore-setfcled : see Fore-^$/T 2 b

Foreshadow (foo-rjse duu), sb. [f Fore-/??/
+ Shadow sb. ; suggested by next vb ] fig. A
shadow cast before an object ; an indication or im-

perfect lepiesentation of something to come
1831 Carlyle Sart Res (1858) 115 Fore-shadows of that

Truth and Beginning of Truths, fell mystenously over my
soul. 183a J M Ludlow Master Engineers 132 A truce is
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often the foreshadow of a peace. 1887 Kinglake Crimea
VIII 280 The foreshadow of death was then falling on the

nund of the Chief

Foreshadow (foBjJse’dim), v [f Fore-pref
4- Shadow v.] trans. To serve as the shadow
thrown before (an object) , hence, to represent im-

perfectly beforehand, prefigure. Also rarely (of a

person), to have a foreboding of.

*S77 Vautrouillier Luther on Ep Gal 146 The cere-

monies commanded in the law did foieshadow Christ a t6yy
Barrow Serm Wks 1761. II xxvu 288 Our Saviour’s

death was by manifold types fore-shadowed 185s H.
Spencer Pnnc Psychol (1872) II vi xxvii 297 These in-

tuitions are fore-shadowed in the very first stages of an
incipient consciousness i860 Motley Netherl (1868) I I

23 The surrender of Ghent foreshadowed the fate of
Slanders 1864 Dickens Our Mut Fr 11. xiv, Another
consequence that he had never foreshadowed was [etc ]

HenceForeshadowed^/ a ; Foreshadowing
vhl. sb. Also Foresha dower, one who or that

which foreshadows.
1848 Dickfns Dombey xx, The feeling of which he had

had some old foreshadowing in older times was full formed
now. 1866 Geo Euot F Holt xvu, Phrases that class our
foreshadowed endurance among those common and igno-

minious troubles. 1870 Morris Earthly Par I 1 306
Dim foreshadowings of what yet might come *8. . Chamh
Jrnl (Cent Diet ) The foreshadowers of evil

Fore-shaft, -shape : see Fore- pref. 2 a, 3 b.

Fore-sheet (fo® acf/t) Naut. [f. Fobe- pref.
4- Sheet.]

1. The rope by which the lee comer of the fore-

sail is kept in place.

1667 Davenant & Dryden Tempest 1 i, Flat-in the fore-

sheet there 1669 Sturmy Manner's Mag 1 16 Round aft

the Mam-sheets, and Fore-sheets 1745 P Thomas Jrnl.
Anson's Voy 28 We broke our Larboard Fore sheet and
fixed a new one

2 pi The inner part of the bows of a boat, fitted

with gratings upon which the bow-man stands

(Adm Smyth).
1719 Dn Foe Crusoe n xu, Two of the enemy’s men

entered the boat just where this fellow stood, being in the
fore-sheets. 1833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 99, I stowed
myself awayunder the fore-sheets 1883 Stevenson Treas
Isl hi xm, In a jiffy I had slipped over the side, and
curled up in the fore-sheets of the nearest boat

3 Comb

,

asfore sheet hoi se, traveller (see quots.).

1846 Young Naut Diet
,
Fore-Sheet Horse

,

an iron rod or
piece of wood fastened at its ends athwart the deck of a
single masted vessel, before the mast, for the foresail sheet
to travel upon Ibid s v Traveller

,

The Fore-sheet
Traveller is a ring which traverses on the fore-sheet horse

+ ForesMeTcL, v. Obs. Also for-, [f. For-

jpref
i or Fobe- pref + Shield v ] trans. To ward

off, avert
;
only m asseveiations, as Godforshield

(that .) :=Forfend 2

a 1549 Muming Matdtn xv. That I you sla, that God
forscheild 1 1562-83 Foxe A § M (1583) 1583 God fore-

shield that I should so do 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman
St v x, Marry, Heav'n foreshield !

Foreshift: see Hoke- pref 4
Foreshine (foorjain), sb. rare, [f Fore- pref.

+ Shine sb , suggested by Ger. vorschem.\ A
shining seen in advance.
1864 Carlyle Fredk Gt IV 11 v 72 The appearance,

or indubitable foreshme, of Fnednch Wilhelm’s bayonets

f Foreshrne,» Obs. [f Fore-pref + Shine® ]
zntr. To shine forth , also, to shine in front, throw
light forward Hence Foreshi rung vhl. sb.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps xvm 7 When fayth fore-

shyneth untoo us then truly is the gate set open for us.
Ibid xxv. 12 By the foreshmtng of the light of the Spirit
they may understand what is needful to be done. i6xx
Coryat Crudities App 15 The Lyon old, whose princely
heart foreshineth m his breast.

Foreship (foo'ijip). [OE forscip, f. For-pref 2
;

Fore- pref. 4- scip
,
Ship.] The fore part of a ship

or vessel
;
the prow.

c 1000 ASlfric Voc in Wr -Wulcker 166 Prora.

.

forselp

13 Coer de L. 2618 Kynge Rychard With hys axe in
foreschyp stood 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)V 159 The erle

. . inquirede of hym syttinge m the foreschippe, whejier he
see of Athanasius. 1526 Tindale Acts xxvu 30 As though
they wolde have caste ancres out off the forshippe 1895
Daily News 1 Feb 7/2 The stem is gone above water to
the third frame, but there is no water m the foreship.

Fore-shoe, -shop • see Fore- pref 2 a and 3.

Foreshore (fo® aj6«i). [f Fore-pref 4- Shore ]
1. The fore part of the shore, that part which

hes between the high- and low-water maiks ; occas

the ground lying between the edge of the water
and the land which is cultivated or built upon.
1764 Skefflmg Inclos Act 13 Land or ground, as a new

fore shore to the said river 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 56
Stone heaps which are put out for the defence of the fore-

shores. 1864 J. G Bertram Notes Trav 1862-3 67 The
moment the tide runs back the foreshore is at once overrun
with a legion of hungry people 1804 Sala Lond up to

date xxiv 360 Many grand patrician houses existed on this

foreshore [of the Thames] from Essex Street down to

Hungerford
trans/ 1874 T Hardy Madding Crowd II. i 15 The

foreshores and promontories ofcoppery cloud which bounded
a green and pellucid expanse in the western sky
2 Hydraul Engin. (See quot 1874.)
1841 Brees Gloss Civ. Engin 34, D, the foreshore 1873

F. Robertson Engineering Notes 61 A slope terminating
in a long nearly level berm called a foreshore. 1874 Knight

VOL. IV.

Diet Mech I. 905/1 Fort-shore (Hydraulic Engineering)
(a), a bank a little distance from a sea-wall to break the force
of the surf; (b), the seaward projecting, slightly inclined
portion of a breakwater

Foreshorten it’n), v. [f. Fore- pref.
4- Shorten &.]

1 trans. Of the effect of visual perspective -

To cause (an object) to be apparently shortened
in the directions not lying in a plane perpendi-
cular to the line of sight. Of a draughtsman To
delineate (an object) so as to represent this apparent
shortening
1606 Peacham Ait Drawing 28 If I should paint an

horse with his brest and head looking full m myface, I must
of necessity foreshorten him behmde. 1650 Bulwer An-
thropomet 261 Much Art being used to make the Foot shew
as foreshortned <11680 Butler Rem (1759) I. 263 ’Tis,

a greater Mystery in the Art Of painting to foreshorten any
Part, Than draw it out. 1784 Sir J Reynolds Disc xu
(1876) 51 The best of the painters could not even foreshorten
the foot 1838 Dickens Nich Nick m, His legs fore-
shortened to the size of salt-spoons 1853 Herschel Pop
Led Sc v § g (1873) 184 To fore-shorten its whole length
into one joint.

traits/, and fig. 1768 Spence Parallel 22 After he had
taken to this way of fore-shortening his reading, if I maybe
allowed so odd an expression *850 Tennyson In Meat
lxxvu, Lives, that he Fore-shorten’d m the tract of time
dbsol 1841W Spalding Italy It Isl II 356 The master's

mechanical skill, especially m foreshortening on the ceiling

2 nonce-use. In literal seifse : To shorten or
curtail in advance.
1839 Bailey Festus xm (1848) zsa Youth forestalling and

foreshortening age
Hence Foresho'rtened ppl a.

1654 Marvell First Anniversary, Foreshortned time its

useless course would stay 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic v.

(1833) 122 The fore shortened figure of a dead body lying
horizontally. 1859 Gullick & 1 imbs Paint. 347 It was by
such means that Correggio painted his wonderful fore-

shortened figures 1874 Lady Herbert tr Htibuer's
Ramble 1 vu (1878) 88 Placed close together these moun-
tains all look to us foreshortened.

Foreshortening, vbl. sb. [f prec.-t--iN&i ]
The action of the vb. Foreshorten
x6o6 Peacham Art Drawing 27 Of fore-shortmng. x686

Aglionby Painting Illustr Explan. Terms, Shortmng is,

when a Figure seems of greater quantity than really it is .

Some call it Fore-Shortning 1784 Blagden m Phil. Trans
LXXIY 205 The fore-shortening of the tail 1859
Gullick & Times Point 39 Correct foreshortening is one
of the greatest difficulties m art. x86o Pusey Mtn Proph
494 Prophecy, in its long perspective, uses a continual fore-

shortening

Foreshot (fooujpt). [f. 'Pour- pref. +Shot.]
X A projecting part of a bmldmg,
1839 Black Hist Brechin vui 189 The Timber Market,

formerly so obstructed with foreshots covered with thatch

2. In distilling : The spirits which first come over.

1893 Brit Med Jrnl 1 Apr 708/1 The alcohol which had
not passed over m the ‘fore-shots' and the 4

clean spirits'

Fore-shoulder : see Fore- pref. 3 b

+ Fo reshow, sb, Obs. [f Fore- pref. 4- Show
sb.~\ A manifestation beforehand

, a previous in-

dication or token j
a prefiguration.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Mark m 35 Here was
made a foreshewe of the churche, that should be gathered
together 1584 R Scot Discov Witcher xi vi 157 Pretend-
ing that evene bird and beast, &c ,

should be sent from the

gods as foreshewes of somewhat x6oo Fairfax Tasso xm.
Uv 245 With vermile drops at eau’n his tresses bleed. Fore-
showes of future heat. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1 xxv.

(1632) 69 The foreshew of their inclination whilest they are

young1 is so uncertame.

Foreshow (foei/ofi ), V. [OE. foresc&awiart,

f. Fore- pref. 4- sciawian to Show ]

tl tram. To look out for ; to provide ;
to con-

template in the future Only OE. and early ME.
c xooo AJlfric JudgT vl ’ 8 He him foresceawode sumne

heretogan. a 1175 Cott Horn. 227 Se time com j>e god
forescewede c xzoo Vices & Virtues (1888) 17 Dare hierte

Se ne wile forsceawm h(w)ider he seal oanne he henen far®

2. To show or make known beforehand ; chiefly,

to foretell, prognosticate

1561 T Norton Calvm's Inst 11 8a God there fore-

sheweth some peculiar thing concerning bis electes 1642-46
in Quincy Hist Harvard Umv (1840) I 517 No scholar

shall unless foreshowed and allowed by the President

be absent from his studies above an hour 1651 C Cart-
wright Cert Rehg I. iro He foreshews that many should

come in his name. 17x1 Pope Temp Fame 46a Astrologers,

that future fates foreshew. *8*6 E. Irving Babylon II

316 He gave Enoch a commission to foreshow the deluge

1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss 196 If thou hurtest them,

I foreshow ruin for thy ship

b Of things To indicate beforehand, give pro-

mise or warning of ; to foreshadow, prefigure

x6ox Chester Love's Mart. cix. (1878) 71 The Sunne did

frowne, Fore-shewing to his men a blacke-fac’t day 1776
G Horne Psalms xivu 3 That great conquest, foreshewed

by the victories of Joshua c 1790 Imison Sch. Art I 132

The falling of the mercury foreshews thunder 1834 Good
Study Med (ed. 4) II 245 Aphthse frequently foreshow

imminent death 1860 Pusey Mm Proph. 40 God had.

enjoined sacrifice, to foreshow and plead to Himself the one
meritorious Sacrifice of Christ.

•f 3. To show forth, betoken, display Obs.

1590 [Tarlton] News Purgat (1844) 91 Glances that fore-

shewed good will 1607H Arthington Pnnc Points 1 v,

To view God’s Creatures.,How do they all his loue fore-

shew 1608 Shaks Per, tv. 1. 86 Your lookes fore shew
You haue a gentle heart

Hence Poresho'vm ppl. a. Also Foresho wer,
one who or that which, foreshows.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facious Pref 13 Deuilles, fore-

shewers of thinges 1585 Abp Sandys Serm (1841) 388
The signs which should be the foreshewers of this terrible

day 1658 Bromkall Treat, Specters iv 258 [They] were
fore-shewers of a happy voyage 1755 Johnson, Foreteller,
predicter, foreshower 1844 Mrs Browning Drama oj
Exile Poems 1850 I 68 The voices of foreshown Humanity
185a Peacock Wks (1875) III. 380 To all mankind death
is the foreshown doom.

Foreshowing (foojpu-iq), vbl sb [f prec.

vb + -xng L] The action of the vb Foreshow.
a 1050 Liber Scmtil vi (1889) 28 Atihtincge his mid

eallum ge)>ances bigenge on godes foresceawunge \_contem-
plattone] gefaestnao a 1300 CursorM 5745 (Cott ) pis was
a fore-sceumg scene O moder bath and maiden clene *561
T Norton Calvm’s Inst 1 56 b, The vnbeleuers do fame
that their felicitie or misery doth hang on the decrees and
foreshewmges of the starres 1609 Bible (Douay) Proph
Bks Comm

,
A1 the old Testament is a general prophecie,

and forshewmg of the New 1846 Trench Mirac xv
(1862) 261 Many found in these healing influences of the
pool of Bethesda a foreshowing of future benefits.

Fore-shrouds see Fore- pief. 3d.

Foreside (fo® iisaid) Also 5-7 for- [f Fore-
pref 4- Side. Cf Du. voorzijde, Ger. vorseiteJ]

1 The fore part ; the front ;
also, the upper side

(of anything). Now rare exc. techn.

c 1400 Lanfrands Cimrg 161 pese .vij nbbis in ]>e for-

Side ofa man haveno fastnynge to no boon 1489 Caxton
Paytes ofA 1 xxvii 82 Sharp yions were dressed to the
foresyde of the same engyn 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par,
Luke vn 85 b, The tables letted hir to cast hir self down
prostrate on the foresyde, at the fete of Jesus 1569 Wills
§ Inv N C (Surtees 1835) 311 On. lytlye pattlett sett w*h

pearll on the forsyd 1642 Relat. Action be/ CyrencesterZ
The Colonell perceiving the garden wall too high to be
entred on the foreside 1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy II 103
The picture turns upon a frame, and shews you both the
fore-side of those combatants, and their backsides too

1738 [G Smith] Curious Relat 1 . iv 470 Theyhave another
Sian which covers their Back, and a square one to cover
their Foreside 176a Sterne Tr Shandy V xxix, Over-
turning it upside-down, and fore-side back. 1884 F J.
Britten Watch <5- Clockm 9 Making the backs of tne
escape wheel teeth radial and the foresides curved.

fig 1596 Spenser F Q v 111 39 When these counterfeits

were thus uncased Out of the foreside of their forgerie All

gan to jest and gibe full menhe. a 1655Vines Lords Supp
(1677) 343 There [at the bottom] lies abundance of self-love,

and self-interest, even when there is a good countenance
and fore-side 1685 Renwick Serm, etc am. (1776) 159
Hills and Vallies are all written over, backside and fore-

side with legible characters of the knowledge of God
2. The front side or edge.

1703 Moxon Mech Exerc. 164 Raiser, is a Board set on
edge under the Fore-side of a step.

3. Ottrib
a 1643 W. Cartwright Lady.Errant v 1, This foreside

blow Cuts off thnee three, this back-blow thrice three more

Foresight (foousait). [f. Fore- pref. + Sight.

Cf. OHG-forasiht, Ger. vorsicht ]

1. The action or faculty of foreseeing what must
happen; prevision.

24 Lydg Secrees 173 Haue ther with Consyderacyon Be
a forsyght and cleer mspeccyon. 1553 T Wilson Rket
17 b, Foresight is a gatheryng by conjectures what shall

happen 1656 Bp Hall Occas Medit. (1851) 19 Want of

foresight makes thee more merry. X791 Burke Til on
Fr. Affairs Wks. VII 83 The effects rather ofblind terrour

than of enlightened foresight 2815 Jane Austen Emma
hi, 111, On fire with speculation and foresight 1856 Smyth
Roman Family Coins 245 Nor had he foresight enough to

see the true interests of his country

2 The action of looking forward (lit. and fig ) ;

also, a look forward (at some distant object)

1591 Spenser Mmopot 389 The foolish die without fore-

sight. 1656 Bp Hall Occas Medit (1851) 22 My very eye

is weary with the foresight of so great a distance. 1667

Milton P L. xi 368 Let Eve Here sleep below, while

thou to foresight wak’st 1778 Pennant TourW*/es(i883)

I 20 From the Summit of Garreg the traveller may have

an august foresight of the lofty tract of Snowdon 1885

Whyte Melville In Lena Delta iv 50 Aftersight Informed

us ofmuch that our foresight had overlooked.

b. Perception gained by looking forward; pros-

pect , a sight or view into the future.

1422 E. jE Wills (1882) 49 Hauyng gode in forsyght,

I haue maad and ordened this my last wylle. c 1422

Hoccleve Learn to Die 527 Forsighte at al ne haan tho

wrecches noon Of the harm which ther-of mootfolweneede.

1594 Carew Hnarte's Exam Wits xi (1596) 169 The
thoughts of mortal men are timorous, and their foresights

vneertame. 1649 Bp Hall Cases Come v (1654) 30Joseph,

out of the fore-sight of a following dearth, bought up the

seven yeares grame for Pharaoh, a 1674 Clarendon Surv
Lemath (1676) 176 Upon a fore-sight that the fire may
come thither 1736 Butler Anal i n 49 Qur foresight of

those consequences, is a warning given^ us. 1876 Mozley
Umv Sewn 111 62 We are guarded against the naked effect

of the perpetual foresight of death.

3 Care or provision for the future.

*375 Barbour Bruce xx 314 With sa gude forsicht and
sa viss, Or his furth-passyng ordarnt he, That [etc ]

1430 Lydg Chrou Troy r v. If by prudent forsyght, Thou
haddest had grace for to record aryht 15x3 Douglas
AEneis vm ix 74 Gyf it be sa 3our godhed Be prescience

provyd hes, and forsichtis. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks

<1638) in Counsell grounded vpon no wise foresight or

approued experience, was more dangerous to him 1732
Lediard Sethos II. vih 257 He had had the foresight to

order [it] 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch Strike vm 85

Those least disposed to foresight could not help asking

56



FORESIGHTED. 442 FOREST,
what was to be done next time a 1862 Buckle Misc. Wks
(1872) I iss In hot climates, nature being bountiful, man is

not obliged to use foresight.

+b. {God’s, Divine) foresight. = Providence
Also, an instance or effect of Divine Piovidence.
a 1300 Cursor M 284 (Cott

)
pis lauerd pat is so mikil

of mr)t puruaid al in his for-sight 1375 Barbour Bruce 1

460 God Preserwyt thann in hys forsycht. 1539 Mirr.
Mag , Dl. Clarence lvi, Wo wurth the wretch yt strives

with gods forsiglite 1635-36 Cowley Dawdeis 11. 827
Shapd in the glass of the divine Foresight. 1664 Marvell
Corr Wks. 1872-5 II 167, I find now .that my want of
language hath been but a foresight of the King my Master,
anda fit complement upon His part.

4 Surveying (See quot ). 1 U S only
1855 Davies & Peck Math Diet (1857), Foresight, any

reading of the leveling-rod, after the first, taken at a given
station. The first reading is called a back-sight.

5 . The foiemost of the two sights on a gun
;
the

muzzle-sight

1859 Musketry Instruct 25 Raise the folding sight and the
eye until the foresight is in a line with the bull's-eye.

x88o Tunes 18 Oct 4/3 In using the rifle a native rarely
avails himselfof the foresight.

Foresighted (fo® isaited), ppl. a [f. piec.

+ -ED 2
] Gifted with or having foresight

;
char-

acterized or controlled by foresight.

x66o tr. Amyraldns' Treat cone, Reltg 1 iv. 54 A fore-

sighted and rational conduct of things to their end 1700
Astry tr Saavedra-Faxardo II. 37 The Thebans did not
desire Princes so foresighted. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind 286
The fore-sighted French knew their fickle and treacherous
disposition 180* Atkinson Last 0/Giant Killers 12 x The
most foresighted and fai sighted of mortals.

Foresightful (fo® rsaitfnl), a. [f as prec +
-ful.] Full of or possessed of foresight.

*580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 104 The foresightfull care he
had of his silly suceessour. Ibid. 205 Giue vs foresightfull
inindes. 1668GC.mH More D/v Dial. 2nd Pref. (1713)

27 Foiesightful Solicitude m the behalf of the Kingdom of
God 1855 Singleton Virgil II 75 Thou also, O most holy
prophetess Foresightful of futurity 1889 F. Hall in
Nation (N. Y.) XLVIII. 389/1 A. well informed, and, for
the most part, foresightful writer

Foresightless (to® jsaitles), a [f. as prec.

+ -less.] Without foresight. Implied in. Po re-
sightlessness, the condition of being without
foresight.

1880 G Macdonald Diary Old Soul 28 Mar., Lost m
oblivion and foresightlessness

Fore-sign see Fore- pref 4
ForesignifLca'tion. tare- l

. [f. Fore- pi ef.

+ Signification.] A signification in advance of

some futuie event ; a premonition.
159a tr Juntas on Rev vui 1 The seventh seale is the

next foresignification

Foresignify (fo°jsi-gniioi), v [f Fore- pref
+ Signify v ] irons. To signify beforehand.

a. To betoken beforehand, prefigure, typify.

*563 Jewel Repl, Harding (1611)348 In the Sacrament
it selfe there is a thing foresigmfied. 1613-18 Daniel Coll.

Hist. Eng. (1626) 57 An exceeding great Ecclipse of the
Sun was taken to fore-signifie his death. 1697 Dryden
Virgil Life (1721) I. 63 He hardly ever describes the rising
of the Sun, but with some Circumstance, which fore-signifies

the Fortune of the Day. x86o PuseyMm Proph 559 Thnt
symbolic Blood, by which, foresignifying the new Covenant,
He made them His own people

t"b. To intimate beforehand, foretell. With
simple obj or with object sentence Obs.
1597 Hooker Eccl Pol v lxu §8 Christ had foresignified,

that his absencewould soone make them apt to fast. 16x4
Raleigh Hist. Worlds vi §3 His death was foresignified
vnto Perseus, by Calligenes 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst
701 [Spectres] sometimes do fore sigmfieunto men future
events. *695 Bp Patrick Comm Gen 271 God hereby
fore.sigmfied their Sins should be expiated by Sacrifices.

Hence Foresrgmfying vbl sb and ppl. a.
1592 tr Junius on Rev. vi 1 The foresignifying of all

the evils which God powreth out upon this world 1860
Plsey Mm Proph, 285 Jonah .. wore a foiesignifying
character.

Fore-sin, -sing* see Fobe- pref 2 a and 4.

Foreskin (fo® jskm) [f Fore-pref. 4 Skin sb ]
The prepuce
*535 Coverdale Exod iv. 25 Then toke Zipora a stone,

and circumcyded the foreskynne of hir sonne 1643 Milton
Divorce ir vl (1851) 77 Not sparing the tender fore-skm of
any male infant. 2712 Swift WonderfulProph Wks 1755
III 1. 174 The Fiee-thmkers shall be converted to Judaism
and the Sultan shall receive the foreskins of Toland and
Collins. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs 167 Sometimes the
disease shifts its ground aud attacks the foreskin. *868
Chambers' Encycl III. 50 The cutting off the foreskin [is]

a rite widely diffused among ancient and modern nations
fig. *535 Coverdale Jer iv 4 Be circumcided in the
Lorde, and cut awaye the foreskynne of youre hertes.

Fore-skirt* see Fore- pref 3.
Foreslack • see Foeslaok.
Foresleeve (fo® i|Sl?v). [f Fore- pref +

Sleeve ] a The fore part ofa sleeve f b (See

quot. 1 538.) (obs ). *|* e A loose ornamental sleeve

formerly worn over the ordinary sleeve {obs.).

d. That part of a dress-sleeve which covers the
fore-ann,

*377 Langl P PI B v 8x Of a freres frokke were the
forsleues c 1523 Inv Goods Dame Hnngerfordm Archaeo-
logist (i860) XXXVIII 372 Item, a doblet of blake satten,
the forsleves and the plagarde of tyncell, 1538 ElyotDid ,

Cubitale

,

aforsleue ofagarmente, whiche keueieth the arme

from the elbowe downwarde 1548 Haj l Chron , Hen VIII
(an 12) 83 Ruffed sieves with foresieves pendant 1649
Bury Wills (1850) 221 ,

1

give to my sister Fuller my paire
of foresleeues 1892 Daily News 29 July 3/3 A collar, sash,
and foresleeves to match carried out the scheme of coloui

Foreslow • see For.st.ow
Fore-smell, -smock, etc. see Fore- pi ef
Foresold (foo.iSG 11 \&),pple Comm [f h obe-

pref + sold pa. pple of Sell v ] Of a manufac-
turer, etc : That has sold goods not yet produced
1883 Scotsman 9 May 8 Makers are heavily foresold, and

prices are very firm.

Forespar * see Fore- pref 5
Forespeak (fooijSpJk), V Also for-. [f.FoRE-

pref + Speak v ]
1. trans To speak beforehand

; to speak of be-

forehand, esp to foretell, predict. Now rare

t Occasionally of a thing . To betoken.
*376 Barbour Bruce 1 630 Let hym with the lettir passe,

Till entyr It, as for-spokin was 1548 Gest Pr, Masse
no Hys antecedent was not to sacryfyce his body wherof
he forspoke never word 1654 H, I/Estrange C/ias I
(1655) 91 Every man would now be wise and fore-speak
fair weather how tiuly a few moneths will discover 1667
Disc Reltgton ofEngland 27 Though a peoples discom-
posure doth not forespeak Warrs and Tumults, yet it may
denounce Woe and Misery. x8go Blackie Aeschylus I 165,
I must flee and hie me where the god Forespoke me refuge

1877 J. B Taylor in Intemat Rev IV 417 He [Tennyson]
has not forespoken the deeper problems which shall engage
the generation to come

+ b To speak to (a person) beforehand Obs.

1635 J Hayward tr Biondis Ban Virgin 143 My Physi-
tian had, m fore speaking the women made every of them
beleeve, that [etc ] 1692 Wagstat pe Vend Carol Pref,
Our Author has forespoken his Reader with a long Preface

*|* 2 . mtr To speak beforehand
; chiefly , to utter

predictions, prophesy
a 1300 Cursor M. 294.7 (Cott ) Als sco for spak, right sua pai

wroght 15572V T. (Genev.) Efitsi. *iv, First Isaie foiespake
vnto, how that he sholde be home of a Virgme 1586 J
HooKrR GiraldJrel. m Holutshed II. 43/x The Irish prophet

forespeaking of this battell said [etc.] 1646 P Bulueley
Gospel Covt. i. no These are the days fore-spoken of 1656
Cromwlll Sp 17 Sept, m Burton's Diary {iZsX) Introd I.

155 The head of the anti-Christian interest, that is so fore-

spoken of.

*|* 3 . trans. To speak forth or out , to proclaim.
1546 J. Heywood Pimt (1867) 31 Foispeake not youi for-

tune, nor hide not your neede a 1547 Sunni y Ps Ixxm 66
My unworthy lips.. Shall thus forespeak thy secret works,
tn sight of Adams race

4 To speak for or bespeak m advance
1659 H L’Estrange Alliance Div Off 36 That they

might the better foiespeak impunity for so strange boldness
1882 Ogilv , Forespeak to buy a tiling before it is fit or in

the market ; to bespeak , as, that calf is forespoken (Scotch^

Hence Foreepea'kmg ppl a
1650 W Sclater Malachy Ep Ded. 11 Foiespeaking and

. conjecturing natuies

Forespeak . see Fobspeak, to bewiteb, etc.

t Forespea’ker. Obs [f prec + -er b]
1 One who speaks for another; an advocate.
(The later examples aie Sc )

C1175 Lamb Horn. 83 pes Mon bi com uorspeker. 13
in Iiel Ant. 11.229 Come, shuppere, Holy Gost Thou
thatait cleped vorspekeie 142761: Acts Jas.Ia&n) II 16
Consalers & forspekars nedful til his enus. 1533 Bei lenden
Livy 11 (1822) 183 The hous of Fabis made Ceso Fabms,
consul, to be forespekare for thaim 1609 Sklnd Reg. May.
ia The defender, nor his forespeaker sould nocht be chal-
lenged be ame petition ofthe persewer 1768 Ross Helenore
(1789) 104 She, .nae forspeakers has her cause to ca
2 One who speaks first ; the leader of a meeting.
X552 Huloet, Forespeaker, or whych speaketh firste,

antiloqniis, 1745 Wesley Wks (1830) I 491 A congiega-
tion so noisy, encouraged thereto by their forespeakei,
a drunken alehouse keeper

3 ^SV*. The foicman of a jury.

a 1600 Aberd. Reg (Jam )

Forespeaking, vbl. sb [f. as prec. + -ing 1
]

The action of the vb. Foreseeak
; + a prelimi-

nary speech, preface
; *f a prediction

1480 Caxton Descr Brit, 31 This placeisbutaforspekyng
and not a full tretis ther-of. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par
John xu. 33 Sum . . which did coniecte (bicause of the
forespeakyng of death) that he had spoken of the torment of
the crosse 1563-87 Foxn A. <$ M (1596) 107/2 The fore,
speaking of Austin was heere verified upon the Bntams
1614 Raleigh Hist. World n, (1634) 237 The .mysticall
fore-speakings of Christ. 1645 R Norwood in Prynne
Disc. Prodigious New Blazing-StarsApp 26 Horrible fore-
speakmgs, threatnings and censures have been publikely
denounced against me 1694 Pepys in Academy 9 Aug
(1890) xxo/3 Your Fount for Musick, which I am pleas'd
with yor fore-speakmg soe well of.

ForeBpecified • see Fore- pref 2 b
tFo'respeech. Obs. [f. Foke- pief + Speech;

in OE foresprkc, -speec.J

1 . An introductory speech, a preface,
c xooo /Eleric Gloss Supp 111Wr -Wulcker 172 Praefatio,

forespaec 1340 Ayenb. 105 Nou hest pou ynerd pe uore-
specne of pe holy pater noster 1578 J Stockwood Semi.
24 Aug 4, I will vse no fore-speech set out with some
Rhetortcall flonshe. 1599 Thynne Ammadv (1875) 5 In
vour forespeche to the reader, you saye [etc ] x68B R
Holme Armoury in 200/1 A Prologue, Preface or fore-

speech. .opens the state of a Comedy or Fable.

2 ? A speaking for or on behalf of.

c 1300 CursorM 28762 Or elles in word or werk helpand,
oper in for-spece or in consail, pat mai he nede ogbt auail

C1S85 Pilkington Expos Nehtm it 9 Where God deliverer!
his people by the forespeech of their enemies

Forespeed (fo®j|Spf d), v rare-1
. [See Fore-

pnf] trans. To speed in front of, outrun.
1872 Blackie Death Cohtmba , Lays Highl » fsf

Eager at the sound, Columba In the way foresped the rest

f Forespe ll, V Obs, [f. Fore- pref + Spell 1

trans To spell beforehand, a. To predict b. To
decipher beforehand

J '

'

16x1 Panegyr Verses in Cotyat’s Crudities Some barde
had forespeld dhat it should stand . Till Whiting over it

did feme. 1652 Gaule Magastr 10 So written m legible
characters, that a man may forespell and fore-read them

+ Forespe'ttt, ppl. a Obs [f. Fobe- pref. +
Spent, pple of Spend ] Spent previously.
1578 Chr Prayers 111 Pnv Prayers (1851) S4x Such as

that part of our life hath been, which is forespent, such will
the residue be xggo Splnser F Q. 1 ix 43 Is not enough
thy euill life forespent? x6xx Shaks Cymb n U1
Towards himselfe, his goodnesse foie-spent on vs. We must
extend our notice. 1624 Heywood Gnnaik 11 88 My
happier dayes Are all forespent. 1641 Brome JoviallCrew
11 Wks. 1873 III 380 A confession ofmy forespent life

Forespoke • see Fore- pref
t Fo’respoken, ppl a Obs [f Fore- pref
+ Spoken , m OE ,foresp{r)ecen.’\ Thai has been
spoken of before, aforesaid, before-mentioned.
c888 K Alli hi n Booth xxxvui. § 3 Do Jiaes lean to J>am

forespecenan godum 1623 F Markham Bi Hon, 11 iy.

5 Without these fore-spoken disabilities

Fore-spntsail see Fore- pref.

Forest {fp rest), sb Also 4-5 foreste, (5 foreist,

-eyat, Sc forast), 6-7 forrest. [a. OF.forest (Fr.

forCd), ad. med.L forest-em {stlvam) the ‘ outside’

wood (i e that lying outside the walls of the park,
not fenced m), f forts out of doors.]

1 An extensive tract of land covered with trees

and undergrowth, sometimes inteimingled with
pasture. Also, the tiees collectively of a ‘forest’.

a X300 CursorM 3608 (Cott ) Bath in feild and in forest

£1350 Will Paleme 3 In Jmt forest pat woned a wel old

clieil. £1440 Ipomydon 370 With youre lioundis more and
lesse, In the forest to take my grese a 1631 Donne Para-
doxes (1652) vs Tylting, Turnying. and riding m Forrests

1639 S Du Verger tr Camus Admir Events 23 To have
aukiiowlcdged their victories with Crowns, a Forrest of
Laurell would scarce have sufficed. 1730-46 Thomson
Autumn 320 The stooping finest pours A rustling showei
of yet untimely leaves. 1799 CoLriiROOKEm Life (1873) 410
The prevalence of forest lenders Bejeygerh a very unwhole-
some spot 1835 W Irving Four Prairies 149 He was
whisked away over prairies, and forests i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xxvi 1 196 The black pine forests on the slopes of

the mountains "

transf. andfig 1602 Shaks Ham in 11 286 A Forrest
of Feathers 1627 Drayton Agincourt clxxvu, Vpon these

French our Fathets wan renowne, And with their swords
we’ll liewe yan Forrest down 1645 Fuller Good Th in
Bad T. (1841) 43 London (that forest of people) 1660
Dryden Tyrannic Lave 1. 1 Wks 1883 III 394 With
a forest of their darts he strove. X784 Cowper Task iv. 74
Foiests of no meaning spread the page In which all com-
piehension wanders lost. 1867 A, Barry Su C Barry 111

70 A forest of spires sprang up 1875 E White Life tn

Christ iv. xxvii (1876) 475 A whole forest of verbal argu-

ments.

b. In Great Britain, the name of several districts

formerly covered with trees, but now brought more
or less under cultivation, always with some proper

name attached, as Ashdown,
Ettnck

,
Sherwood,

Wychwood Forest.

2 Law A woodland district, usually belonging

to the king, set apart for hunting wild beasts and

game, etc (cf. quots. 1598 and 1628) ; having

special laws and officers of its own.
1297 R Glouc (1724) 375 pe nywe forest, pat vs in Soup-

ham tessyie. £1425 Wyntoun Cron vn iv. 2B In huntyng

, On a day in pe Neu Forast. 1494 Fabyan Chron (1B11)

356 Confirmacon of y® statutes of y“ forest 1598Manwood
Lawes Forest 1. § r, xa, A Forrest is certen Terntorie

of wooddy grounds & frmtfull pastuies, priuiledged for wild

beasts and foules of Forrest, Chase and Warren, to rest and

abide in, in the safe protection of the King, for his princely

delight and pleasure 1628 Coke On Litt § 378 A Forest

and Chase are not but a Parke must bee inclosed. 1674N
Cox Genii Recreat i (1677) 22 A Chase may be in the

hands of a Subject, which a Forest in its proper nature

cannot be 1767 Blackstone Comm. II 4x4The forests .

having never been disposed of 111 the first distribution of

lands, were therefore held to belong to the crown. 1883 F
Pollock Land Laws 11 40 The presence of trees is not

required to make a forest m this sense The great mark of

it is the absence of enclosures.

f 3 A wild uncultivated waste, a wilderness.

c 1320 Senyn Sag (W ) 846 He wente into a forest wild Into

desert fram alle men. c 15x1 1st Eng. Bk Amer (Arb

)

Introd 33/1 In our lande is also agrete deserte or forest

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 xxix 182 Therefore we haue named
them Camomill of the Forest, or wildemesse 1659 D
Pell Impr Sea Proem B uj b, Away she betakes her self

into the gieat and wide Forrest of the Sea.

4 attrib and Comb. a simple attrib ,
as

forest-administration, -alley,
-bough, -brother

,

-craft

,

-deep
, -floor, -folk,

fruit, -glade, -hearse

,

-house, -land, -lawn, -leaf, -life, -lodge, -lord,

-matter, -nymph, -path, -ridge, -rights, -road

\

-shade, -sheriff, -side, -shirt, -sport,
-steading,

-stream, -top, -walk, -wood. Also forest-hke adj

1838 Penny Cycl. X, 359/2 The laws and regulations
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of *forest administration 1844 Clough Wirkung m dev

Feme Remains (1869) II 33 In perspective, brief, uncertain,

Are the '“'forest-alleys closed 1747-46 Thomson Summer
2QQ The *Forest-Boughs dance to the playful Breeze

«i835 Mrs Hemans Last Constantine xc Poems (1840)

232 Mountain storms, whose fury hath o’erthrown Its

Forest-bretheren 1894 Academy 8 Sept 173/3 The in-

fluence of German *forest-craft is seen in every page

184a Tennyson Sir Lancelot 7 In forest-deeps unseen

1864 Lowell Fireside Ti av 10 Green decay on forest-

floors 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 123 The *forest-folk

they sing their songs 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg 1 222 Trees

then Forrest fruit deny’d 1727-46 Thomson Summer 58

Along the *Forest-Glade The wild Deer trip 1820 Keats
Isabella xlm, She went into that dismal forest-hearse.

1646 Buck Rich III, 118 In a Lodge, or *Forest-house 1649

Milton Eikon Wks (1847) 296/2 Their possessions taken

from them, one while as forest land, another while as crown

land 1809 Wordsw Sonn ,
‘ Advance—come forth 1 he

hunter tram Have roused her [Echo] from her forest-

lawn. 1727-46Thomson Summer 1x20 And stns the Forest-
Leaf without a Breath 1880 C R Markham Pentv
Bark 165 This, the first day of our *forest-life 1611

Cotgr., Forestter, woodie, *forrest-like 1824 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser 1 (1863) 46 The more beautiful for being

shut in with a forest-like closeness 1847 Mary Howitt
Ballads 147 My mother she loves that forest-lodge a 1847
Eliza Cook There Would I be iv, Where the dark forest-

lords tangle their boughs 1659 Rushw Hist Coll hi

(1692) I 129 Illegal Actions in *Forest-matters x6» Dray-
ton Poly-olb 11 23 A Forest-Nymph, and one of chaste

Diana’s charge i8zx Mrs, Hemans Vespers of Palermo
11 11, Oh • the *forest-paths are dim and wild 1822 Man-
tell Fossils S Downs 17 The *Forest-ndge constitutes the

north-eastern extremity of the county 1863 J R Wise
Neva Forest iv 46 Cattle may he turned out, by those

who have Forest rights 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 140

That every soul from Elverslie The *forest-roads might take.

1704 Pope Summer 62 Chaste Diana haunts the forest-

shade 1808 Scott Marm n Introd 85 The Forest-
Sheriff’s lonely chace cx386 Chaucer Wife’s T 990 In
his wey it happed him to ryde under a *forest syde 14
Sir Beues 3360 (MS M ) Tyl they cam to a forest syde

1845 G. Murray Islafora 44 Breezy jauntings On forest-

skirt 183a James Agnes Sorel (i860) I 131 Well accus-

tomed to forest-sports 1879 Encycl B-nt. X 18 The
‘ forest-steading of Galashiels ' is first mentioned m history

shortly after the beginning of the 15th century. 1847 Mary
Howitt Ballads 127 The forest-streams with a talking

sound went by 1819 Byron Juan 11 cm, Its growing green

. waved in forest tops 1588 Shaks Tit A 11 1 114 The
Forrest walkes are wide and spacious 1593— Rich. II,

in. 1. 23 You haue fell'd my *Forrest Woods

b esp with names of living beings, with sense

‘haunting or inhabiting a foiest’ . as, forest-bear,

-bee, -boar
,
-boy, -dove

,
-pony.

*593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 11 11 13 Whose hand is that the

Forrest Beare doth licke? 1738 Wesley Psalms civ in,

Darkness He makes the Earth to shroud, When Forest-
Beasts securely stray x88s J S Stallybrass tr Helm's
Wand Plants Sf-Amm 463 This keeping of*forest-bees was
the business of the bee-master 1870 Bryant Iliad- II

xvn 195 Like hounds That spring upon a wounded forest-

boar 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 123 He did not run
about with the *forest-boys at play a 1835 Mrs Hemans
Sicilian Captive Poet Wks. (1849) 413 Bowers wherein the

forest-dove her nest untroubled weaves 1823 in Cobbett
Rur Rides (1883) I 393 As ragged as *forest-ponies m the

month of March

c objective, asforest-feller, -felling.

1618 Chapman Hesiod, Bk Days 68 Let thy *forest-feller

cut thee all Thy chamber fuel 1841 Carlyle Heroes 53
Among theNorthland Sovereigns . I find some . *Forest-

felling Kings

d. instrumental, locative, and originative; as

forest-belted, -born , -bosomed, -bound, -bred, -clad,

-crowned, -dweller, -dwelling,-frowning, -rustling,

,

1875 Longf. Pandora vi, Have the mountains the

forest-belted. Scattered their arms abroad. x6oo Shaks
A V. L. v. iv 30 This boy is *forestborn 1817 Shelley
Athanase n ii 50 Like wind upon some *forest-bosomed

lake 1833 J P Kennedy Horse Shoe R. xm, The seques-

tered and *forest bound region m which Adair resided

x88a J. Hawthorne Fort Fool 1 xm, A specimen of art

such as the *forest-bied lad had never happened to see

before.
^

x88o A R Wallacf Isi Life 208 Its [the

Mississippi’s] sources are in forest-clad plateaux 1727-46

Thomson Summer 439 On the Sunless side Of a romantic

Mountain *Forest crown’d x866 Peacock Eng Ch Furni-
ture 14 The shepherd, the hunter, the *forest-dweller,

and the sea-rover 1891 Atkinson Last of Giant Killers

202 Wild or forest-dwelling creatures 1794 Coleridge
Monody Death Chatierton 72 Some hill, whose forest-

frowning side Waves o’er the murmurs of his calmer tide

*726-46Thomson Winter 151 From the shore And forest-

rustling mountain, comes a voice

5 Special combinations, forest-bed, Geol
,

a

stratum originatingfromapnmsevalforest , •f'forest-

bill, a woodman’s bill-hook , forest-brown a ,the

trade designation of a colour used for ladies’

dresses ; f forest-cloth., ? some woollen fabric

;

forest-court (see quot ) ; + forest-fever, jungle-

fever; forest-fly, a fly of the genus Hippobosca

,

esp. H. equina 5 forest-green a. and sb ,
applied

by Scott to the * Lincoln green said in the ballads

to be the special costume of Robin Hood and his

men ; hence (?), used as the commercial name of a

shade ofgreenin dress-matenal ,
forest-kangaroo

.

see Forester 3 b ;
forest-laws, laws relating to

royal foiests, enacted by "William I and other

Normankings, forest-marble (seequot.) , forest-

oak (see quot.) ;
forest-peat, wood-peat. {Cent

Diet ) ; forest-school, a school for giving instruc-

tion and training m the management of forests;

forest-stone (see quot ) ;
forest-tree, any tree of

large growth, fitted to be a constituent part of a

forest; forest-wards cuiv , towards the forest;

+ forest-white, a kind of cloth, *t* forest-work,
a decorative representation of sylvan scenery
1863 Page Geol Terms (eA 2), *Forest-bed, the name given

by English geologists to a stratum which underlies the

Glacial Drift at Cromer in Norfolk 1488 Mem Rtp
(Surtees) I 3x1 Cum quodam le Forest byll ,m capite per-

cussit 1828-40 Berry Encycl Herald I, Forest-bill or

Wood-bill an instrument for lopping trees, 6tc. 1892 Daily
Nevis 29 Sept 6/2 A tea-gown of forest brown velvet 1769
Dublin Mercury 16-19 sept 2/2 All kinds of broad cloths,

forrest cloths, beaver druggets 1768 Blackstone Comm
111 vi 71 The *forest courts, instituted for the government of

the king’s forests and for the punishment of all injuries

done to the king’s deer [etc ]. X799 Colebrooke in Life

(1873) 427 This disorder did not assume the worst shape of
what is denominated the *forest fever 1638 Rowland tr

Moufet's Theat Ins 934 The greater is the Forrest-fly
X773 G White Selbome hu 11873) 143 A species of them
\fiippoboscee\ is familiar to horsemen m the south of England
under the name of forest-fly. 1836-39 Todd Cycl Anat II.

867/2 The forest-fly is. .troublesome to horses in the summer
1810 Scott Lady of iv. xu, As gay [is] the forest-green

x8zo — Ivanhoe 111, His dress was a tunic of forest green

1892 Daily News 16 Sept 3/3 A dark forest-green gown is

lined with tartan silk m brown and green 1832 Mrs
Meredith My home in Tasmania I 244 The Great 01

Forest Kangaroo {Macropus giganteus) 1398 Manwood
Lawes Forest vi 34 Those that were vnlearned in the

Forrest lawes. 1839 Keightley Hist Eng I. 103 No
part of the royal despotism was so galling . as these

forest-laws. 1863 Page Hcmdbk Geol Terms, *Forest

Marble,
an argillaceous laminated shelly limestone forming

one ofthe upper portions of the Lower Oolite It derives its

name from Whiciiwood Forest in Oxfordshire. 1882 J. Smith
Diet Pop. Names Plants 204 Casuanna eauisetifolia and
C torulosa In Australia they are known by the names of

She Oak, Forest Oak [etc ]. x888 Pall Mall G 4 Apr
5/x The difference between skilled and unskilled management
would more than repay the cost of a *forest school 1787

G. White Selbome iv. (1789) to [A] sort of stone, called by
the workmen sand, or *forest-stone composed of a small

roundish crystalline gnt, cemented together by a brown,
terrene, ferruginous matter 17*2 J James tr Le Blond’s

Gardening 143 The Trees hitherto mention’d, are called

Forest-Trees. 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles v xxvit, The rest

move slowly forth with me, In shelter of the forest-tree.

1833 Ht Martineau Briery Creek vi. 139 She looked out,

forest-wards, for long before she tried to rest 1331-2

Act 5 £ 6 Edw. VI, c. 6 § i All Clothes commonly called

Pennystones or Forest Whites 1647 H More Song of
Soul 1 1 xli, All *forrest-work is in this tapestry 1743

De Foe's Eng, Tradesman xxu (1841) 1 . 207 Fmely painted

m forest-work and figures

Forest (fjp rest), v [f. prec.] trans a. nonce-

use. To place in a forest, b. To plant with trees,

convert into a forest.

18x8 Keats Endynnon u 305 0 Haunter chaste Of river

sides, and woods Where . Art thou now forested ? x86s

Q Rev July 18 A comparatively small surface of this vast

range of wild country has been forested 1883 Pall MallG.
ii Mar 4/2 Ground that has not been forested.

+ Fo*re-staff. Naut. Obs. [f Fore- pref. +
Staff ] = Cross-staff a (see quot. 1867).

x66g Sturmy Manner’s Mag n. 82 Thus I have shewed
you how to take an Observation by the Fore-Staff 17x9

Halley m Phil Trans XXX 993 The Moon was not too

high to be well observed with a Forestaff. 1769 Falconer

Diet Marine (1789), Arbalette
,
a cross-staff or fore-staff

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk
,
Fore-staff, an instrument

formerly used at sea for taking the altitudes of heavenly

bodies takes its name hence, that the observer in using it

turns his face towards the object, in contradistinction to the

t Fo’re-stage. Naut. Obs. In 5 forstage.

[f. Fore- pref + Stage ]
=Forecastle 1; hence

a ship with a forecastle. Also, ship offorestage,

forestage ship
?X343 [MS (?of this date) is cited by J Bree Cursory

Sketch (1791) no for * ships of forstage’.] 1462 Poston

Lett No 443 II 94 Thei sey, there shulde come m to

Seyne CC gret forstages out of Spayne c 1463 Eng
Chron (Camden 1856) 85 That the seyde Lord Ryvers

shulde kepe certeyne grete forstage shyppys that were the

erles of Warrewyk 1481 Caxton Orat G Flammeus
F hj b, Gayus Flammmeus Publius had delyuerd to my
gouemaunce ten shippis of forstage. 1867 Smyth Sailors

Word-bk
,
Fore-stage, the old name for forecastle.

Forestage (ip restedg) [f, Forest +»age In

sense 1 ad med L.forestdgium, ad. OF.forestage.'}

+ 1. Law Given in various Diets, as the lender-

mg of Anglo-Lat forestagnm, explained to mean
‘ duty paid by foresters to the king ‘ duty paid to

the king’s foresters’, ‘right to take reasonable es-

tovers from the forest’ (see Du Cange). Obs.~°

2 collect Tree-growth, forest.

x8ss Bailey Mystic 83 Siberian forestage of spiry pine

f Fo’re-stair. Sc. Obs. exc Hist. [f. Fore

pref. + Stair ] (See quot 1797.)
1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxii 17 30Ur foirstairis makis

aour housis mirk, Lyk na cuntray bot heir at hame, 1775

In Cramond Annals ofBanff{x^x) 1 . 323 James Alexander

has erected a forestair adjoiiung the South front of his new
house 1797 G. M Berkeley’s Poems Pref 6x_ The houses

at St Andrews are disfigured by . a fore-stair, that is an

open staucase on the outside in a zigzag manner across the

front of the house _ „ _ , _

Forestal (fe restal), a. [f. Forest sb + -al J

Of or pertaining to a forest

1827 Hallam Const Hist. (1876) II vm 10 The king’s

forestal rights 1839-62 Lewin Invas Brit 51 Any stiong

military fastness, of a forestal character, such as the Britons

are said to have occupied. 1878 Fraser'sMag XVIII 276
These Asiatic provinces teem with forestal riches.

Forest&U (foejistgl), sb Forms: I for(e)-

steal(l, 2-9 forstal(l, 7 foristell, 8 forestal,

6- forestall. In sense 2 also 7-9 fostal. [la

sense 1, OE for-,foresteall,
f Fore- pref + steall,

Stall, app. used in the sense of * position taken

up* ; for sense cf the vbs. Forelay, Fobset In
sense 2 f. Fore- pref + Stall ]

+1. In OE. ,
an ambush, plot ,

an intercepting,

waylaying, rescue Hence m Law, the offence

of waylaying or ‘intercepting in the highway 1

;

also, the jurisdictionm respect of this offence, often

enumerated amongst feudal rights Obs
Cf Laws Hen. I, § 4, Forestel est, si quis ex transverso

meurrat, vel in via expectet et assaliat Imtmcuni suum Also
Concilium Cuhntonense, Laws of Edmund (Schmid) 181,

Et dictum est de mvestigetione et qusestione pecons furati,

ut ad villam investigetur, et non sit fonsteallum aliquod illi

vel aliqua prohibitio itmens vel quaestioms

cxooo /Elfric Horn II 242 Da Iudeiscan ealdras

smeadon hu hi Hselend Crist acwellan mihton , ondredon
him swa-Seah Jims folces foresteall c xooo LawsofAEthelred
v. § 31 (Schmid), Gif hwa forsteal oSSon openne wioer-

cwyde ongean lah-riht Cnstes oSSe cymnges ahwar gewyree
c 1x55 Charter Hen II in Anglia VII 220 Grithbriches

& hamsocne & forstalles, & infangenes thiafes. £1250
Gloss Law Terms in Rel Ant. I 33 Forstal, ki autri

force desturbe x6xo Holland Camdetcs Brit 11 75 Who
granted unto them all Regall liberties except foure Pleas,

namely of Burning, Rape, Forstall and Treasure Trove
Ibid 1. 330 Quite and quiet from all custome, beside for

Robbery, peace breach, and Fonstell

2 , Something situated or placed in front

+ a. ^gen. Obs.—1

1336 J Heywood Spider fy FI lxv 83 Without trenching

or such defensife forstalles, Ordnance they ley, to batter

that castell walles.

*f*b. The front part (of a cart). Obs.

1398 Hakluyt Voy I 95 The house was vpon the carte .

A fellow stood in the doore of the house, vpon the forestall

of the carte dnumg forth the oxen.

c. The space m front of a farm-house, or the

approach to it from the road, dial only

t66x Aylesford Par Reg in N. $ Q Ser vm V 244
Henry Gorhani and John Allen going into ya River at

Jerman’s fforstall to wash themselves were both drowned

1674 Ray S. C. Words, A Fostal forte Forestal A way
leading from the high way to a great House 1736 Pegge
Kenticisms (E. D S), Forstal . a green place before an
house ; but otherwise I have known that part of a fanner s

yard lying just before the door call’d the forstal 1836

Cooper Sussex Gloss , Fostal [corruption of Forestall, a
paddock near a farm-house or a way leading thereto

3 . A (horse’s) frontlet. Cf. headstall.

13x9 Horman Vulg 170 b, The forstall \_frontaha\ is full

of gylte bollyons x88o L Wallace Ben-Hur 1x7 A bridle

with a forestall of gold

Forestall (foaJ|St§ 1), v. Also 4-6 forstal(l(e,

6-9 forestal. [ME. f. OF. foresteall

:

see prec. sb

First recorded in the specific sense 2 ; cf. AF for-

staller, whence the agent-n. forstallour (13th c ) ]

T 1 To lie in wait for, intercept, cut off (a person

or animal) Obs
1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) i xvn (1839) 18 He hath

greuously pursued in al that he couthe or myght ley for me
in a wayte, and forstallyd m weyes 1370 Levins Maitip

13/18 To Forestall, mtercipere 1674 N Cox Gent

l

Recreat 1 (1677) 52 Which is seldom hunted at force or

with Hounds, but onely drawn after with a Bloodhound,

and forestall’d with Nets and Engines 174* Chambers
Cycl ,

Forestalling is particularly used in Crompton, for

stopping a deer broken out of the forest, and preventing its

returnhome again

fb To intercept and appropriate (a living, a

revenue) Also with away. Obs
1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxvn (1887) 163 To supplant

the learned, and forstaull away their liuinges 1618 Bolton
Floras hi xvu (1636) 225 The Gentrie forestalled the

pubiick revenewes [L tnterceptis vectigahbus

]

2 To intercept (goods, etc.) before they^ reach

the public markets; to buy (them) up privately

with a view to enhance the pnee : m former days

an indictable offence. Obs exc Hist,

[1333 Act ht Edw III,i c s Que nul Marchant Engleis

nengrosse ne forstalle vms eu Gascoigne] 1467 ln Eng.

Gitas (1870) 374 That they forstalle no fysshe by the wey.

1367 Drant Horace's Ep. Numitins Dj b,Take ship betyme,

leste sum forestal, and bye vp all this good 1392 Greene
Upst. Courtier Wks (Grosart) XI. 283 First I alledge

against the Grasier that he forestalleth pasturs and medow
grounds, for the feeding of his cattell

absol. 14 Chalmerlam Ayr 1 (5V Stat I.), All pe

names of furth duelland forstallaris of be fbrsaid burgh

byand and selland forstalland. xSS* Robinson tr. Mores
Utop (Arb ) 44 Suffer not these riche men to bie up al, to

mgrosse and forstalle. [See also Forestalung vol, xi.l

stransf and fig. 1727 Swift Petition of Colliers Wks
1753 III. 1 129 To confine, forestall, and monopolize the

beams of the sun 177S Sheridan Rivals 11 1,

1

am not my
own property ; my dear Lydia has forestalled me.

b To anticipate or prevent sales at (a fair,

market) by buying up or selling goods beforehand

or by dissuading persons from bringing in their

goods, f Toforestall the burgh . to make a profit

out of the inhabitants by such practices {Sc obs ).

1362 Langl P. PI A. iv. 43 He Forstalle> my Feire

Fihte}> in my chepynges. 1530 Lever Serin (Arb ) 84 As
56-2
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couitous carles do here in Englande forstall the maikettes.

x6oo Skene Reg Maj 148 Quha forestalls the said burgh,

be buying aiid selling 1769 Blalksione Comm IV 158
The offence of foiestalhng the market is also an offence

against public tiade 1849 James Woodman v, 'Tis thus
he always forestalls the market
fig 1639 Fuller Holy War in vn (1647) 121 Philip,

thinking to foiestall the market of honour, ana take up all

for himself, hasted presently to Ptolemais

f 3 To beset, obstruct by armed force (a way or

passage), to bar the entrance to (a house) by a

force stationed before it Ohs
*535 in W H. Turner Select Rec. 0 xford 131 Gwent and

otheis stode at y° dore and forestalled y* houses wd>
swordes drawen, and thietned me ij>$4 tr Littleton's
Tenures 54b, The tenant encountreth him & forestalled!

him the way with force & armes 1581 Lambarde Even 11.

iv. (1588) 155 If a disseisor of a house, or Land, shall fore-

stall the way of the disseisee (with force and armes) x6ir
Speed Hist Gt. Brit vn. xxxvi § 2a The Inhabitants .

begirt them, about with their hoast, and forestalled the
passages of all supply of victuals

4. Hence gen. To hinder, obstruct, or prevent
by anticipation. Now rare, cf. 5.

1579 SPENsrR Sheph Cal May 273, I you pray, With
your ayd to forstall my neere decay 1615 Latham Falconry
(1633) 109 Garlicke and wormewood shall forstall and correct
them 1667 Milton P. L. x 1024 God Hath wiselier
arm'd his vengeful ire then so To be forestall’d 1675
Baxter Cat/i Tlieol. 11 vin 146 You must not forestall the
Truth by any of these false suppositions *768 Blachstone
Comm III x6o This has fiequently occasioned offenders
to begin a suit, m order to forestall and pi event other
actions. xSiS Jas, Mill Brit India 11 v iv 443 That he
should not forestall the wishes of his allies, by the precipi-
tate conclusion of a peace *863 H Cox Instit 1 vai. 08
Endeavours to forestal a free election by papers, in the
natuie of warrants

T b To bar or deprive (a person) by previous
actionfront, of out of {a thing). Ohs

*577-87 Holinshed Citron I. 26/r Purposing . to fore-
stall the Romans from vittels 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal.
Sept. 231 With heede and watchfullnesse, Forstallen hem of
their wilraesse. 16x1 Shaks. Cyrnb 111. v. 60 May This
night fore-stall him ofthecommmg day 1643 Puynnf Sov.
Power Pari. 1 (ed 2) 3 Who would havemurthered him in
his Cradle .toforestallhimpf the Crowne of England? x66o
Baker Chroit (167*1) 260 King James .thought it stood not
with his honour to be fore-stalled out of his own Realm.

+ 6. To pre-occupy, secure beforehand
,
also, to

influence beforehand, prejudice. Ohs.

*$7a Buchanan Detect. Mary K ij, The mindis of the
maist pairt of men weir . forestallit wyth rewardis xfioo
Hakluyt Voy (1810) III. 240 Suffered the fit places to
he forestalled and taken up by the Britons of Saint Malo
1618 Bolton Flams Ep. Ded (1636) Ay, Seeing the gloiy
of agreat Historian forestall'd by Livie 1635 Sibbes Soules
Confl. xiu § 3. 193 The Jewes were fore-stalled withvame
imaginations against sound repentance 1685 Boyle Etuj
Notion Nat 3 Most men will be forestall'd with no mean
prejudices against so venturous an Attempt
b To pre-occupy the place of.

1877 C. Geikie Christ liv (1879) 653 An unworthy attempt
to forestal them m their Master's favor.

0 . To be beforehand with m action
; to antici-

pate the action of, or simply, to anticipate ; often
with the additional sense of rendering ineffective,

nugatory, or useless. (The chief current sense.)
c 1585 Fairc Em 1 305 Then hie thee, Manvile, to fore-

stall such foes. 1589 Greene Menabhon (Arb ) 59 Well did
you forestall my exception. 1682 Bunyan Holy War 43And this he did to forestal any tidings a 1683 Oldham
Poet. Whs. (1686) 18 Let your deeds forestal intent, Forestal
ev’n wishes. 1712 Addison Sped No 363 In Milton the
former part of the description does not forestal the latter.
1732 Waterland Whs X 464, I shall not forestall your
own thoughts. 1751 Labelye Westm. Br 97, I will not
forestall tne Readers in the Pleasure of pronouncing the
Result 1828 Scott F M Perth viu, I will teach him to
forestall my sport 1 i860 Pusey Mm. Proph 293 Micah
forestalls our Lord’s words, I am the good Shepherd, in his
description of the Messiah. 1863 Kingsley Herew 11,
Whatever they were going to say the ladies forestalled
1867 Freeman Norm. Conq (1876) I y 50 He forestalled
our age in exploring the Northern Ocean.

7 . To think of, deal with, or introduce before the
appropriate or due time: 'to meet’ (misfortune,
etc) 'halfway*
1634 Milton Counts 362 What need a man forestall his

date of grief. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvm 183 His boding mind
the future woe forestalls *786-1805 H. Tooke Parley 52
In order to explain it, I must forestall something of what
I had to say concerning conjunctions 1828 Scott F M.
Perth xxxui, Dorothy, whose talents for forestalling evil .

are known to the reader *862 Goulbuhn Pers. Relig m
vi (1873) 213, 1 cannot help so far forestalling this part of
the subject

_
«i87* Grote Eth Fragm iv. (1876) 100

There is no inclination to forestall his wants.

+ b. To place in the fore-front, bring forward.
1657 North's Plutarch

, Add Lives 42 To prove his
[Chariemain's] said Ambition, the said Writers do usually
forestall two of his Actions

Forestalled (fooiistg Id), ppl a. [f. Fore-
stall v. + -ed 1,] In senses of the vb ; bespoken,
or taken beforehand

; anticipated
;
prejudiced

*543 -Act 25 Edw. Ill, m c 3 The thinges forstalled
shalbe forfeyt to the kynge 1590 Spenser F Q ii iv. 39
Abandon this forestalled place at erst *642 Rogers
Namnon 99 His prejudicate and forestalled heart 187a
W. R Greg Enigmas (1873) 104 By long indulgence and
foiestalled desires.

ForestaUer (foei|St§ lai). [f. Forestall v.
+ -eu 1

.] One who forestalls.

1 One who buys up goods before they leach the

public market. Alsofatestaller of the mmket
[129a Britton i xm § 11 Lt ansi de for>tallours.] 14 .

Chainletlam Ayr 1 (Sc Stat I.), pe furth duelland for-

staliaris of fie forsaid burgh *472 Prcsentm Junes in
Surtees Misc (1800) 25 Forstillers of samen comyng toward
the markett m Selby 1527 Rastei l Abndgcm Stat sv,
Forstallers of wynes a 1626 Bacon Max <4 Uses Com
Law (1635) 11 They are to punish Forestallers, regrators,
and engiosseis *712 Hlarnl Collect (Oxf. Hist Soc ) III

471 Goods forfeited by the Forestallers of the Market *837
Carlyll Pr Rev (1872) III 111 1 101 A forestaller or two
hung up at the dooi lintels 1881 W, R Smith Old Test m
Jewish Ch. xii 347 The landowners became merchants and
forestallers of gram.

+ 2. One who bars or obstructs the way. Ohs
*623 Bingham Xenophon 62 Thev should gate a signe

with the trumpet, ana descend and charge the foiestallers

of the knowne way.

+ 3 A taster Ohs. (? nonce use )

*611 Cotgr
,
Freguste, a Taster, or Forestaller , one that

takes th’ essay of meats.

4. One who or that which acts m anticipation of
another person or thing.
1870 Daily News 15 Nov, That sweeping forestaller of

letters, the telegraph. 1895 Westm Gas 9 Oct. 7/2 Hie
withdrawal of Red Heart is the most severe blow which

‘ forestallers* have received.

Forestalling (fooqstp luj), vbl sb. [f. Fore-
stall v. + -iNG i.j The action ofthe vb Forestall.
+ 1. The action of obstructing a person m the

highway or a deer on its way back to the forest.

*387 Trevisa Higdon (Rolls) II 95 Forstallyngc, wrong
ober let l-doo in be kynges hi^e weie. 1544 tr Littleton a

Tenures 54 b, Yf by suche forstallynge and manussynge he
that hath Rent charge . . is forstalled. 1570-6 Lambarui
Peramb Kent (1826) 178 Acquitted of all actions and
customes of charge, except fellonie, breach of the peace, and
forstalhng *594 Crompton Anth fy Juried. CPs 153 b,

Mes si le cheme per chuuncc obuie vn Dame et luy tue, ceo
nest forestalling

2. The buying up of goods beforehand, etc.

1548 Cranmer Catcch 77 By forstalhng, regratyng, agree-
ments in haules to raise the price of thinges *609 Skene
Reg. Maj Burrow Lawes 141 That na man of qnhat estate
lie be may repledge his man, for fonstalhnge fra the Court
of the burgh 1735 Kirby Suffolk Trav (1764) 53 The
Practice of Forestalling is earned to such a height, as [etc ]

x8oo Addison Arner. Law Rep 27 Usury is a fortstalling
of money 1872 Ylats Growth Comm 379 Edicts were
duected against forestalling, that is, transacting any busi-
ness befoie the opening ofthe fair

3. The action of being before or beforehand with
some one or something else

,
anticipation

1642 R Carpenter Experience 1 xvi 112 With ner fore-
stalling of death, aud singing her owne obsequies *782
Paine Let. Abb£ Raynal Introd. (1791) 4 The forestalling
the Abbe’s publication by London editions *833 1 Taylor
Fanat. v 95A proud forestalling of misery. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq (1876) I v 315 This sounds very much like a
forestalling of the Gunpowder Plot

+ 4. The action of appropriating befotehand Ohs.
*655 Fulllr Ch Hist hi ix § 26 X15 Such forestalling

of Livings to Forramers was forbidden.

Forestalling (fo<u
t
st2 liq), ppl a [f as

prec + -INO- That forestalls, in senses of vb.
159* Greene Upst Courtier Wks (Grosart) XI 262 To

bridle the extorting and forestalling coosenage 1634 Mil-
ton Comus 284 Perhaps forestalling night prevented them
*799 Spirit Publ. Jrnls I 148 The monopolizing and fore-
stalling butchers cannot take in the public *839 Hood
Open Question xii, No children, with forestalling smiles,
Throng, happy, to the gates of Eden Minor
Forestalment (fo'U|Stg ,lment). [f. Fore-

stall V. + -MENT.]
The action of forestalling in vanous senses

;

an instance of this. a. Law. Hindering from
entry on land, etc. b. Buying up goods before-
hand. c Anticipation m general

; f prejudice
a 1628 Coke On Litt 162 a, A forestallment with such a

menace [of death or mutilation] is a disseisin
b x86x Riley Liber Aldus 173 A fine exacted for the

Forestalment of cloths.

c. *6** Cotgr., A nticipation . forestallment 1612-15
Bp. Hall Contempl NT iv xxx, One dram of prejudice
or forestalment turns the scales. 1664 Power Exp. Philos.m 187 Which rash censure and forestallment of their en-
devours, does not [etc ] *876 Mozley Untv. Serin iv 87
The canonisation ofmen professes to be a forestalment of
the final judgment. 1882 T Hardy Two on Tower II v 85He had learnt the fatal forestallment of his stellar discovery

+ Fo’restam. Ohs Also 4 forestayne, 5 for-
stanyg (?read forstavyng), 5 forestaven [f.

Fore- pref. + ME. statu, staven, OE. stsefn prow
(see Stem) ]

1 The prow of a ship.

fla 1400 Morte Arth 742 Frekes one )?e forestayne, fakene
peire coblez c *470 Henry Wallace ix 55 Frekis in for-
stame [v_r. foirstam, forstarne] rewilit weill thar ger c *475
voc in Wr -Wulcker 804 Hecprora

,
a forstanyg ? <7*475

Sqr lowe Degre 822 in Ritson Met Rom III 179 With
ei8“ty ores at the fore staven, 15*3 Douglas AEneis v 111

78 Fra thair foirstammys the buller brayis and raris
2. Sc. The front, forehead
1700 Shirrefs Poems Gloss 15 Forestum [sic], the fore-

head ft 1809 in Skinner's Misc Poet 132 His enemy •

Raught him a rap on the forestam.

Fore-starling: see Fore- pref 5
ForeStated, ppl. a. [f. Fore-pref 4- stated pa.

pple. of State ».] Stated or mentioned previously.
169* Norris IdealWarid 1. iv (1701) 223 According to the

foiestated measures.

Fore-stay (fo* j|St^). [f Fore- pref]
1 Naut A stay or strong rope reaching from the

foremast-head towards the bowsprit end
1373 Indenture in Riley Land Mem (18681 369 Foistiez

backstier 1626 Capt Smith Accid Yng Stamen 14 The
foi e stay, the mame stay *630 J Taylor (Water-P ) Nairn
Landslips Wks 1. 81/1 She had neither Forestay or Back
stay *748 Anson's Voy 1 vm 82 We learnt that they had
broke their fore stay

b. A sail hoisted on the fore-stay
,
in full fore-

staysail
1742 WooDROotr in Hanway Trav (1762)1 n xxm roo

With great difficulty wc woie the ship with the foresail and
forestaysail X762 Faiconlr Shifwr n 190 While the
fore stay-sail balances before 1875 Bedford Sailor's
Pocket ok vi (ed 2)214 1 lie jib ib the forestay,

2 (See quot 1888).

*833 J Hoi land Mannj Metal ll 208 Supported by the
standard or forestay, are two grooved rods x888 Jacobi
Printer’s Voc , lorestay ofpress, the leg which supports,
the fiame or libs of a hand-press

Forested (fp n*tod), ppl a, [f Forest sb or
v + -ed ] a. Converted into forest rai e b. Fur-
nished or abounding with forest, covered with
large trees, thickly wooded.
a x6i2 Draiton Poly-olb 11 27 Whereby shee became

first fonested 1885 Pall Mall G 11 Mar 4/2 On forested
giound the gillies usually put then feet in a grouse nest
when found
b 1796 A Avi ru l Diaiy 111 Mem vn (1848) 149 The

finely forested park of Loid Kenm.ire 1859 Cornwallis
New World 1 104 1 he dark forested ridges 1884 Harper’s
Mag May 882/2 The district is heavily forested
transf 1863 J A Svmomis 111 Ihog (1895) I. 278 The

whole descent, forested with spires, was seen naked
beneath us.

Fore-steep, -step . see Fore-ptef. 2 a and 5
Forester (fp rustoj) Forms: 4-7 forster(e,

(5 -St. forestar, 6forstar), 7-8 forrester, 3- for-
ester Also Foster, [ad. OF. and Fr forestter.
t OF. forest Forest ]
1. An officer having charge of a forest (see quot

1598) ; also, one who looks after the growing
timber on an estate. \ Forester zn or offee : one
who holds his office in fee : see Fee sb a 4 a. In
poetical and romantic use sometimes a huntsman.
1297 R Glouc (1724) 499 Ne that bailif, ne forester.

c 1320 Sir Tnstr. 496 j>e forster for his «3tes pe left schulder
5af he. X458 Tomb in Newlaud Lh (co Glouc), Here
lythe Jim Wyrall forester of fte c 1460 Fohilscul Abs,
Lun Mon (1714) 124 Sum Forester of the Kyngs 1523
Siu lton Gail Laurel27 Faire fall that forster that so well
can bate his hownde 1598 Many oon LawesForest xxi § 4
(1615) 200—1 A Forester is an officier ofa forest of the Kmg
for of an other man) that is sworne to preserue the Vert and
Venison of the same forest, and to attend vpon the wild
beasts within his Bailiwick, and to attach offendors there
and the same to present at the courts of the same forest.

1607 Cowel Interpr s v. Forester

,

Some haue this graunt
to them and their heires and thereby are called Fonsters
or Fosters in fee 1646 G Dami i Poerus Wks. 1878 I 67
'Ihis wounded Heart Who whilome was the fairest Beast
imp.d’d, 1 he fforsters cheife delight. 1735 Somerville Chase
111 224 The painful Forrester Climbs the high Hills, 1809
Cami'bell O’Connor’s Child vin, Come with thy belted fores-

tere 1843 Jamls Forest Days iv, He rode straight towards
the foresters

b I>oi ester of the KingofFrance : an early title

of the governor of Handers.
1387 Tufvisa Higden (Rolls) VI 379 Flaundres was

1 ruled by be kynges forsters. 1494 Fauyan Chi on. vi,

clwi x6i The ruler there of [Flanders] was callyd the
forester of the kynge of Fraunce

+ 2 One versed in forest- craft Ohs
c 1645 Howni l Lett (x688)lV. 455 You are cryed up, my

Lord, to be an excellent Horseman, Huntsman, Forester.

3 One who lives in a forest
*5*3 Douglas /Encts vn ix 15 Quhilk thyng first steryt

the wild forstaris fell To move debait, or mak thame for

battell X664 Evllyn Sylva xxxn Paraenesis § 3 112

Foresters and Bordurers, are not generally so civil, and
reasonable, as might be wished 1807 Wohdsw White Doe
RyIstone v, Above the loftiest ridge Where foresters and
shepherds dwell 1821 Dwight 'lrav II 459 A consider-

able part of those, who begin the cultivation of the wilder-

ness, may be denominated foresters, or Pioneers

b. A bird or beast of the forest ;
spec one of the

rough ponies bred mthe New Forest. In Australian

use, the great kangaioo (Maa opus giganteus')

1630 Davenant Just Italian v Dram Wks 1872 I 274
Each feather’d forester roostsm my beard 1713 J Warder
1 rue Amazons 58 The Queen doth so far surpass her Sub-
jects m Shape and Beauty, as the finest Horse that ever ran

on Banstead Downs, doth the most common Forrester. 1782

Cowper Prog. Err 362 Without discipline the favourite

child, Like a neglected forester, runs wild *795 Southey
Joan ofArc vin 281 He loved to see the dappled foresters

Browze fearless on their lair 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey vi 11.

294 Vivian took his horse, an old forester, across it with ease

*832 Bischoff Van Diemen's Land n 27 There are three

or four varieties 6f kangaroos ,
those most common are

denominated the forester and brush kangaroo *890 Boldre-
wood Miner's Right xix 181 A brace of stray ‘foresters’

from the adjacent ranges

c A popular name of several moths of the family

Zygtmndm
1819 G Samouellp Fniomel Covipend 245 Ino Statices

(forester) *867 Stainton lint Butterflies # Moths 33
The Foresters and Buruets frequent dry grassy slopes

d -forest-tree.

1664 Evelyn Kal Hort. (1729) 224 You may transplant

not only any Fruit Trees, but remove also any of the
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Forsters 1664 — Sylva (1776) 38 Foresters, which only
require diligent weeding and frequent cleansing till they are
able to shift for themselves 1840 Poe Gold .Brig-Whs, 1864
I 63 The tulip-tree the most magnificent of American
foresters 1893 Illnstr Sport $ Dram News 22 July 751/j
A few fruit trees, and a few moie arborescent foresters

4 A member of the 1 friendly society ’ known as

the ‘ Ancient Order of F01 esters
’

1831 Mayhew Lond Led/ II 178 There are numerous
benefit-clubs made up of working men of every description,

such as Old Friends, Odd Fellows, Foresters tetc ] 1873
Brabrook in Jrnl Statist Sac June 187 The Ancient
Order of Foresters which has now 276 districts [etc ]

6. Comb, forester oats (see quot ) ;
forester

sphma: (see qnot. 1867)
1794 Hutchinson Hist. Cumberland I 166 note, The

tenants pay forester oats these oats were a duty paid to
the forester [of Inglewood] 1867 Stainton Brit Butter-
flies 4- Moths 123 Procns staiices

,
the Forester Sphinx

Hence Fo restersMp, the office of forester

a 1634 Conn On Litt iv Ixxm, (1648) 310 The Forestership
is become void 1886 Athenaeum 20 Nov 672/3 It is now
announced that he [Chaucer] held the forestership of North
Petherton

Forestful (fp restfnl) [f. Forest sb + -fol ]
As much or as many as a forest will hold
1832 Frasers Mag IV 745 The roaring of a forest full of

shaggy monarchs 1886 111 Advance (Chicago) 30 Sept

,

The ladies wear whole forestfuls of birds on their bonnets

Forestial (fj?re stial), a [f as prec + -ial]
Of or pertaining to the forest.

1696 Brookhouse 'lernple Opened 55 The Temporal
Power is the Forrest, wh encloses the Fruitful Field ofthe
Church Christ presides over the Fonestial Kingdoms.
1840 Blackw Mag XLVIII 320 One of the royal forestial

demesnes of meny England

+ Fore'stic, a Obs —1 [f as prec -io ] = prec.
1630 R Gentilis tr Malvessis Consul 181 The people of

Rome feared he would lose the beauty of his forestick
horridnesse, by meanes of manuring

+ Fore'stical, a Obs ~ l
[f. prec. + -al ] = prec.

1639 hf James Best Fee-simple 21 A Country, 111 respect
of the Sandy and Forestical part, affording such variety of
pleasures

Fore-stick (foa j,stik) US [f Fore-pref]
The front stick lying on the andirons in a wood fire.

1872 O W Holmes Poet Breakf-t 1. (1885) 26 The fore-
stick and back-log of ancient days 1878 Mbs Stowe
Poganuc P ix 71 Backlog and forestick were soon piled

Forestine (fp restm, -am), a. [f Forest +
-ine ] Of or pertaining to forests.

1881 G Allen Evolutionist at Large 166 Much more for-

midable forestine rodents 1883 — in Longm Mag. III.
288 We have only to suppose such a reptile to acquire forest-
ine habits.

Forestish (fy restij)
, a [f Forest sb. + -ish.]

Somewhat resembling a forest

1815 Simond Jrnl Tour Gt Brit II 223 The country
begins to look forestish

Forestless (fp'restles), a [f Forest sb. +•

-less ] Devoid of forests, tinwooded
1884 American IX 183 A forestless area of grass. 1883

tr Hehris Wand Plants $ Amm 228 A substitute for fire-

wood in the forestless south.

Fore-stone, -store : see Fore- pref 5, 5 b

tForesto*p, v Obs [f Fore- pref + Stopv ]
a. tram. To stop up in front, b. intr or

absol To put in a stay or support for earth in
advance of the work. Hence Fore-stopping
vbl sb

; in quot. concr
1366 Drant Wail Htcrem K v b. He [God] hath fore-

stopde my pathes with stone *747 Hooson Miner's Diet
I ij, To Forestop with Polings driven down with care Ibid.,
It may be put in without disturbing the fore-stoping

t Fo’restress. Obs. [f. Forester + -ess.]

A female forester
;
a lady fond of hunting.

1313 Douglas AEneis ix xi 23 Alcanor Quham Hybera,
the wild foresteres knaw. 1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 272
Diana the fair forrestresse 1630 — Strada’s Low C
Warres 1 21 The Governess was much delighted in
Hunting, whereupon they called her the Forestress

t Fo're-stroke. Obs [f. Fore- pref] A for-

ward stroke (m bell-nnging and m sword-play)
*674 N Fairfax Bulk <5- Selv 96 If the forestroke give us

but a little tick, the backstroke will be sure to give him
a knocker. 1684 R H School Recreat 86 So must they
successively strike one after another, both Forestroke ana
Backstroke, m a due Musical Time 1688 Bunyan Jems
Sumer Saved (1886) 64 God’s word hath two edges ; it can
cut back-stroke and fore-stroke. 1779 Forrest Voy, N
Guinea. 237 He draws his sword, with which, fore stroke
and back stroke, he cleaves the air
attnb 1726 Amherst Terrs Fil

.

xiv 72 ’Tis such fore-
stroke and back-stroke play

Forestry (fjrrestn). fad OF. forestene, f

forest Forest
;
or f. Forest sb + -ry In sense 4

f. FOREST(e)R + -Y.]

I Sc Law The privileges of a royal forest, b.
An estate to which this privilege is attached.
1693 Visct Stair Instit Law Scot 11 111 § 67 23s The

King having .granted a Forrestry to the Laird of Fascally
1731 Ld. Bankton Instit Laws Scot I 11, 111 373 The
lands must be erected into a free forrestry a 1763 Erskine
Inst LawScot 11 in. § 14 Lands erected by the crown with
the right offorestryhad all the privileges of a King’s forest

1872 Bell’s Pnnc Law Scot (ed Guthrie) § 733 The right
of forestry is not conferred by erection into a barony
2 . Wooded country

;
a vast extent of trees

1823 Byron Juan x Ixxxn, Lost amidst the forestry Of
masts. 1865 MorningStar 20 May, Let this amphitheatre
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be filled with a forestry ofgenealogical trees 1879 Brown-
ing Ivan Ivanomtch 19 Through forestry right and left

3 The science and art of forming and cultivating
forests, management of growing timber
1859 Tennent Ceylon II vn. v. 2x1 A knowledge of

forestry, pharmacy, and toxicology have each been de-
manded x88x Horne Fiji 137 A person with a fair know-
ledge of forestry.

attnb. x88i Atlantic Monthly XLVII 166 Forestry,
fishery, and farm products 1885 Manch Exam 28 Jan 5/5Mr Gladstone has been engaged in forestry operations
4 The principles and organization of the ‘ An-

cient Order of Foresters ’.

x86x Morning Star ai Aug 3 It is about 30 years since
forestry, in its present development, took its rise.

Fore-study, etc : see Fore-pref 2 a
t Fo*resty, a. Obs. [f. Forest + -y 1 ] Forest-

like, covered with forests or woods
1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxn (174B) 341 When this whole

country’s face was foresty a i66x Fuller Worthies 11

(1662) 17 This Forrestie-Ground
Foret, obs. form of Ferret sb.1 and 2

.

Fore-tack (foeitsek). Naut [f Fore- pref -t-

Taok sbi] The rope by which the weather corner
of the fore-sail is kept in place.
1669 Sturmy Manner's Mag 1 x6 Aboard Mam-Tack,

aboard Fore-tack, a Lee theHelmne. 1790 Beatson Nav
4 Mil Mem II 62 His foretack and all his braces being
cut at the same time 1839 M Scott Tom Cringle’s Log
xv 368 He got the fore tack on board again
Fore-tackle, -tail- see Fore-pref 3, 3 d
t Foreta'ke, v Obs. [f. Fore- pref + Take

z> ] tram. To take beforehand . a to anticipate

;

b to assume beforehand, presuppose
1388 Fraunce Lawters Log n xvi. 113 Mans wit now

and then preventeth and foretaketh the conclusion 1674N Fairfax Bulk 4 Selv 144 The places and bodies mov’d
in them, are fore-taken to be altogether without parts

Hence Foreta ken ppl a
,
previously taken or

adopted
; Foreta king vbl sb

, the action of the
vb

,
also, previous capture

1363-87 Foxn A SfM (1396) 1090/2,

1

declared what was
happened of maister Garrets escape He was glad, for he
knewe of his foretaking 1380 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 407
Yet remained there such footsteps of the foretaken opinion
1390 Swinburne Testaments 15 There were foure seuerall
kindes of legacies by challenge, by condemnation, by
suffering, by foretaking [perpneceptionem]. x6x8 Latham
2nd Bk Falconry (1633) 8 Present cold, and foretaken or
former heat, a 1627 Hayward Four Y Ehz (Camden) 9 De-
siringthem that they would lay aside all foretaken con ceits

Fo’retalk, sb rare [f. Fore- + Talk sb ] A
preliminary talk or speech, introduction, preface.

1563 Jewel Repl Harding Pref. (x6xi) 7 Your foretalke,

which is before the shewing of your Booke 1879 Furni-
vall Rep E. E.T S.q Prof. Skeat has written an interest-

ing foretalk to it

So Foreta. Iking1 vbl sb
187a Furnivall 3rd Rep Chaucer Soc 12, I propose to

keep this name oFChaucer’s own [Preamble] for these fore-

talkmgs of his fellows

Fore-talon j see Fore-pref, 3 c

Foretaste (% i,t#st), sb. [f. Fore- pref. +
Taste sb.] A taste beforehand

,
an anticipation,

partial enjoyment m advance
1433 Misyn FireofLove 11 vn 86 It is trowde of euerlast-

yngeswetnes a fortaste c 1430 tr De Imitatione m vii, It
is a manerof fortaste of be heuenly cuntre 1604 Bilson
Survey Table s v Hell, The foretast of mdgement in Hell
a 17x6 South Serm Whs 1737 I 37 It is the fore-taste of
heaven, and the earnest ofeternity 1838 Thirlwall Greece
III. xix. 123 This foretaste of the evils of war did not damp
the general ardour x88o Dixon Windsor III xxv. 248
The monster trembled with a foietaste ofthe stake

Foretaste (fo^-iitF1 st), v Also 5 fortaste.

[f Fore- pref + Taste v ]
1 trans. To taste beforehand, have a foretaste of.

c 1430 tr. De Imitatione in xviii
t

Felicite . suche as
gode true ensten men abidm, & spiritual men fortastij?

1326 [see the vbl, sb ] a i7ix Ken Preparatives Poet
Wks 1721 IV. 92 Saints thus Celestial Joys fore-taste.

1834 Good Study Med. (ed 4) I 393 The Epicureans fore-

tasting the spirit of the Lavoisierian system contended that
it [heat] was a substance sui generis

2 . ‘To taste before another’ (J ).

1667 [see Foretasted ppl a ].

Hence Foreta sted ppl. a
;
Foreta sting1

vbl. sb

and ppl. a Also Foxeta’ster.
1326 Pilgr Pcrfl (W deW 1331) 280 b, The foretastynges

ofy° glory ofheuen 1632 Sherwood, A foretaster, pregust

e

1667 Milton P L. ix 929 Foietasted Fruit Profan’d first by
the Serpent a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang Poet Wks 1721
I 74Give me Of heav'nly Joys a sweet foretasting view

t Foreteaxh, v Obs rare [f Fore- pref
+Teach v ] trans To teach beforehand.

1391 Greene Farewell to Folly Wks (Grosart) IX. 24s
Eua following nothing but what hrr husbande foreshewed
and foretaught hir. x66x Boyle Style ofScript (1675) 126

Those few duties which nature herself hath foretaught us

Hence Foretaughtppl a., previously taught

1334 More On the Passion Wks 1346/2 Theyr foretaught

and fro tvme to tyme kept and continued faith 1563 Mirr
Mag,, Blacksmith xxxvi, Whose foretaught wyt of treason

knoweth the payne 1390 Spfnser F Q. i vu. x8 The
sacred thtnges, and holy heastes foretaught

t Fo’reteam. Obs—1
[f Fore- pref + Team

sb

,

misused m the sense of L temo.] The front

part of the pole of a chanot.
a x6ix Chapman Iliad xvi 330 Their chariots in their

foreteams [h> irpifirip pv/juji] broke.

Fore-teeth • see Fore-tooth
Foretell (fo»rte 1), v. Also 3 fortell, 7-9 fore-

tel. [f. Fore-pref + Tell v]
1 trans To tell of (an event, etc ) beforehand

,

to predict, prophesy.
a X300 Cursor M. 9265 (Cott) Ciist was for-tald wit pro-

pheci 163P A Wheelocke in Lett Lit Men (Camden)
158 Augustine fore-tould and threatned theire death 1727
Dn Foe Syst Magic 1 u (1840)42 These Magi foretold
things to come, or, at least, made the people believe so
173a Berkeley Alctphr iv § 15 He foretells to them, that

in half an Hour they shall meet Men or Cattle 1837
Whewell Hist Induct Sc (1857) I- a25 To whom the
astrologers had foretold glorious old age 1869 Lecky
Europ Mor II 1 2 The object of the Pagan systems was
to foretell the future.

b. Of things : To give notice of beforehand, in-

dicate the approach of, foreshow.
*593 Skaks 3 Hen VI, n 1 43 Thou, whoseheauieLookes

fore-tell Some dreadful! story hanging on thy Tongue 1672
SirW Petty Pol Anat (1691) 50 There is the Instrument
to measure and foretel Frost and Snow 1753 J Warton
Virgil (T ), These ills prophetic signs have oft foretold
1862 Ansted Channel1st 1 vu (ed. 2) 144 A signal station,

to foretel storms

+ 2 . To tell (1 e either inform or enjoin) before-

hand. With sb or clause as second obj (See
Tell) Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 14552 (Cott ) pis was bi him he J>aim

for-tald Thoru quam he wist he suld be said 1381 Lam-
barde Eiren, u v (1602) 168 If the maister take his vsuall
seruants with him, not foretelling them what hee intendeth to

doe 1590 Greene Mourn Garm (1616) 58 Had I beleeued
what I was foretold. x6xo Shaks. Tcnip iv 1 149 These
our actors, (As I foretold you) were all Spirits 1631 Weevlr
A nc Fun Mon 209 Haumg beene prophetically foretold
that hee should die in Ierusalem 1641 Best Farm Bks
(Surtees) 36 Forkers are to be foretolde that they give upp
goode forkefulls a 1679 Hobbes Rhet 111 xm 120 A Man
is fi ee to fore tell, or not, what pomts he will Insist upon

+ 3 . intr To utter prediction of, prophesy of
a 1300 CursorM 9858 (Cott

)
pis barn pat ysai of fortald

1337 N T (Genev) Acts 111 24 Al the Prophetes haue fore
tolde of these dayes 1667 Milton P. L xii 242 To m
troduce One greater, of whose day he shall foretell.

Hence Forete lling vbl sb , prediction, prophecy
Forete lling ppl a

,
that foretells Also Fore-

te ller, one who or that which foretells

1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke xxu 176a, Ofwhome
the foretellynges of the prophetes doe make mencion
1380 Hollyband Treas Fr. "long, Pronosttqueur, a
foreteller, a deuine which telleth thing to come. az640W Fenner Sacr Faithfull (1648) 201 If a man lie sicke,
and they see death in his face, they call it the foretelling
signe a 1716 South Serm (1737) VI x 357 Buds and
blossoms are the foretellers of fruit x8a6 Miss Mil tord
Village Ser 11 (1863) 439 The genuine gipsy tact with
whichshe adapted her foretellings to the age [etc] of
her clients 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 232 There was
scarcely a Roman family that did not keep or consult Us
own foreteller of the future

Fore-tenant : see Fore- pref. 4.

Foretliink (fo<>i]ri rjk). Also for-. [OE fore-
pinc{f)an, f. J ore- pref. +fl$nc{e)an to Thihk ]
fl trans To consider or think out beforehand,

contrive, plan. Obs.
c 807 K AJlfred Gregory’s Past xv. § 3 95 Se lareow

sceal foreSencean Sset he nane Singa cSset ryht to suiSe
ne bodige a 1300 Cursor M 845 (Cott ) Our lauerd had
ranscond [man] On suilk a wis, als he for-thoght. c 1430
Pilgr, Lyf Manhode it. civ (i860) 141 Ther is no tune no
thing wel doon but it be forthouht bi my wit 1313 More
in Grafton Chron (1568) II 759 He long time in king
Edwardes life, forethought to be king 1587 Fleming
Contn Holmshed III 1394/1 If he did now forethink the
treason 1713 Rowe Lady lane Gray m, My brain fore-

thought And fashion’d every action ofmy life

absol 1634 Ford P Warbeck iv iv, You’re men know
how to do, not to forethink

2 To think of or contemplate beforehand ;
to

anticipate m the mind, to presage (evil) . Now rare
1347-64 Bauldwin Mor Philos (Palfr ) 106 Humility &

gentlenes will rather of a friend hope the best, then fore-

thinke the worst 1627 P. Fletcher Locusts iv xxxvi,
Oh how my danncing heart leapes in my breast But to

fore thmke that noble tragedie. 1724 R Welton 28 Disc.
20 It [is] very unaccountable for a man so little to fore-

think what will shortly befall him x8go Illustr Lond
News 4 Oct 426/2 Each forethinks, as the full cups circle,

how well he may take his next meal in Paradise.

'f*
3. intr To think beforehand of Obs

1387 Greelt Eitphues his CcusmeWks (Grosart) VI 248
Age and time men may forethink of, but not preuent

1657 J. Smith Myst Rhet 62 Thou dost not forethmk of
the difficulty 1701 J Norris Ideal World 1 11 27 He
could not make it without forethinking of it

Hence ForetM nking vbl. sb., forethought, also,

+ a contrivance, plot. ForetM'nkiugppl. a Also
Fore-thinker, one who forethmks.
1632(1 L.] Womens Rights 332 Felonies , forethinkings,

and all that is against the Kings peace X709 Strype Ann
Ref I xxxi. 360 Concerning which, conscientious and fore-

thinking Men had very Melancholy Thoughts. 1846 Grote
Greece 1. iii I. 102 Prometheus and Epimetheus the fore-

thmker and the after thinker. 1874 M. Collins Frances I.

182 Hope is the fire that the Forethinker stole.

Forethought (fo® -ijigt), sb. [f. Fore- pref
+ Thought sb,]

1. a A thinking out or contriving beforehand

(Crime, evil

,

etc.) off01 ethought, premeditated.
a 1300 CursorM 27661 (Cott ) O mtn cums bitteines o

thognt . wit wicked for-thoght And conspiraciun 169a
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R L’Estrange Fables ccccxcix, He is equally Undone,
whether it be by a Spitefulness of Forethought, 01 by the
Folly of Oversight 1788 Burke Sf> agsi. VP Hastings
Wks XIII 12 We urge no crimes, that were not dimes of
forethought 1853 Whittier My Namesake xix, His good
was mainly an intent, His evil not of forethought done.

Tb Previous thought or consideration
;
anticipa-

tion
,
also, a thought beforehand

a 1300 CursorM 26727 (Cott ) Scnft agh be made wit god
foi-tnoght c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S) 172 Jif Jjecon-

tncyoun for hi synne haue a forthow3t, & be pryue to god
alone. 1333 Taverner Ercism Pi ov (1352) 3 Better is one
forethought than two after, 1626 Dk Buckhm in Rushw
Hist, Coll (1659) I 378 The Earl nominated the Duke to

be lus Successoi, without the Dukes pnvity or foi e-thought
of it. 1650-3 tr Hales’ Dissert de Pace m Phentx (1708)
II 366 These shall be discarded from the Forethought
of eternal Joy 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola n. vm, The title

which she had never given him before came to her lips with-

out forethought

+ 2. A pie-conceived idea or design, an anticipa-

tion or forecast. Obs
a 1400 in Leg, Rood 145 Alle Jie weikes }>at I haue wrouht

Weore founden in J>
e ffaderes fore-bouht <1x440 Votk

Myst, 11 74 J>is materis more 31U will I mende, so for to

fulfill my for-thoght *729 Shelvocke A 1 tillery iv 217
All these things were only so many Forethoughts of our
Hand-Gienadol

s.

3. Thought for the future, provident care.
17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 300 True Seamen are, perhaps, the

least of all Mankind given to Fore-thought. 1766 Black-
stone Comm II. n xi 172 Foimnl deeds . are presumed to

be made with great caution, foie-thought, and advice 1875
Jowett Plato (ed e) IV 283 Just so much forethought as
is necessary to provide for the morrow.
Hence Forethoughtedrz

,marked by forethought.
1816 L Hunt Rtmint m 60 Fore thoughted chess, and

riddle raiely missed.

Forethought (foo-jfgt),ppl a. [pa. pple. of
Forethink v

.

J

1. Thought out or contrived beforehand; pre-

meditated ,
esp m Law, forethought felony , (of,

zutth, upon) mahceforethought Cf.Aforethought.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vn. ix 502 Quhejnr it wes of

leklesnes Or it of forthoucht Felny wes c 1540 in Fisher's
Wks , Life p. liv, He began to speake of his forethought
divorse with Queene Cathenn 1628 Coke Oh Litt, 287 b,

Murder is when one is slame with malice prepensed or
forethought 1662 Hicklrincill Wks. (17x6) I 307 What
Rebels shall be hereafter, must needs be so upon malice
fore-thought 1732 J. Louthian Form of Process (ed 2)
X03 The Pannel by Premeditation and forethought Felony
wounded the deceas'd 1828 Scott F, M, Perth xx, A

deed of foul and fore-thought murder

+ 2. Anticipated. Obs
1666 Spurst owe Sfir Chym (1668) xo8 The stroke of

a forethought evil is more gentle and soft than if it were
wholly unexpected

Foreth.ough.tfal (fo°i])g tful), a [f Fore-
thought^ + -PUL.] Full of or having forethought;
thoughtful for the future, provident
1809-10 Coleridge Fnend (1818) III. 205 The 'prudens

qwsestio ’ (the forethoughtful query) 1833 Lytton Harold
X vt (ed 3) 240 That it is which, free and fore-thoughtful
[ed x (1848) prethoughtful] of every chance, ye should now
decide. 1876 G Meredith Beanch Career II ill 48 Neither
of them had a forethoughtful head for the land at large

HenceForethou gEtfully adv.
; ForethoirgM-

fulness.

1647 J Trapp Comm Matt, vi 34 Let us .. not, by too
much fore-thoughtfulnesse, suffer famed or future evils
before they seize upon us 1874 Dykes Relat Kingdom 71
That moral foiethoughtfulness by which existence is both
sustained and adorned x8px G Meredith One of our
Conq III. v. 84 He made his way forethoughtfully to the
glass-sheltered seats

Forethreaten, -thrift, etc. : see Fore- pref
Foretime (foo’itaim), sb and adv. [f. Fore-

pref. + Time j$.] Former time; a former time.

+ a. In advb. phrase. Inforetime(s=Aforetime(s
01340 tr, Pol.Verg. Eng Hist (Camden) I 98 If there

were in foretimes eme hatred on their partes towards the
Romames. x6xo Holland Camden's Bnt 1. 307 It was
called in foretime Norton Dany.

Tb. The time gone by, the past
; also, the early

days (of a city or state).

1853 Grote Greece H Ixxxvii XI 380 That conception of
Athens in her foretime which he [Thucydides] is perpetually
impressingon his countrymen x868 Gladstone Juv. Munch
v (1869) 124 The single great Achaian voyage of the
traditionary fore-time, that of the ship Argo to the Euxine.

C. attnb (quasi-cz^,)

1894 F S Ellis Reynard 1x6 He who thought the world
to win, His foretime poverty was in 1896 C Harrison in
Daily News 8 Jan. 6/3 For though You now have passed
away from us The foretime Dedication still holds good,

tB adv. = Aforetime. Obs—1

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon ix 128 Lest thou dost lose what
foretime thou didst gam.

Foretimed (foaitsimd), ppl. a. [f. Fobe-
pref. + Timed,] Assigned to a too eaily time or
date; antedated
1832 Southey in Q. Rev XLVII 507 As Hampden had

not reached that stage of the reformer’s progress, it [this
language] appears to nave been fore-timed

Foretitle • see Fore- pref 5 b.

Foretoken (foe-itJuk’n), sb. Also 6 Sc. cor-
ruptly foreta(i)king, [OE foretacn

(
=OIiG

ferazeichan), f. Fore-pref + tden, Token ] A pre-
monitory token

;
a prognostic.

c 888 K. JElfreo Boeth xl. § 2 Hit sie foretacn ecra goda.

c X175 Lamb Horn 87 And wes ise3cn godes fortacne uppon
anedune c X250 Gen $ Ex 2994 Dis fortoken godes gastes

ib a 1300 E E Psalter lxxvu. 43 He set his for-taknes in

felde of Than. *393 Gower Conf I 137 To hun a forc-

tokne [MS aforetokne] he sends 1362Win^et Cert, Tract
Wks 1888I 24Anegret portent and foretaikmg ofignorance

1380 Ord of Piayer m Ltturg Sera. Q kits (1847) 571
We find not that any such foietoken happened against the

coming of this earthquake 1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts

(1638) 323 There are in Swine many presages and foretokens

of foul weather 1713 R Nelson Life Bp BullXv (1714)304
A foretoken of his future Incarnation 1834 Good StudyMcd
(ed. 4) III 340 The foretoken has always been found to be
true 1858 Toruey Neander's Ch Hist IX 11 368 The
foretokens of a thoroughly antichnstian tendency

Foretoken. (fo« itdii k’n), w. [f. prec sb OE
had foretdeman in same sense.] tians. To be a

foietoken of, to indicate or betoken beforehand
1598 Grenewpy Tacttits’ Ann xv vm. (1622) 232 There

hapned a dolefull chance, but yet foretokening good luck
a x66x Fulllr Worthies (1840) III. 312 The northern [water-

fall] sounding clear and Iona, fore tokeneth fair weather
18x7 Coleridgl Biog Lit

,

300 The evidence foretokening

that the graces propounded to us in Christ are what he
needs 1867 R Palmer Life Philip Howaid 150 M litter-

ings which, foretokened the greatest evils

Hence Foreto kenmg vbl. sb.

<2x300 E E Psalter lxx[i]. 7 Made am I als for takemnge
[Vulg tanqnam prodigtum] Unto mani 1600 Hoi land
Livy vt 245 The Dictatoui hath given a good foretokening
and presage of a consull Commoner *833! H Niwman
Hist Sk (1876) II 1 vn. 128 Such genetal foietokenmgs
are borne out in the Vandalie conquest of Africa

Foretold (fo«uldii*ld), ppl, a. [pa. pple. of

Foretell v ] fa Before mentioned (obs.) b.

Predicted.
ax300 Cursor

M

21x69 (Cott) Efter J>e riht-wis fortald

iacob 0 lurselem he was biscop 1589 Nashl Amat Absurd
Biv, He thiuketh this is the foretold Earthquake 1661

Boyle Style ofScnft (1675) 37 That those should know
the foretold events, befoie they do come to pass.

Fore-tooth, (foo jjttfS). [f. Fore- pref +
Tooth.]
1. One of the front teeth, rat e in sing,

c 1000 Mu ric Gloss, in Wr -Whicker 157 Praecisores,
foreteS. ?a 1400 Morte A rth. 1089 With )>e flesche in his

fortethe fowly as a here <r 1440 Bone Flat

,

1609 Hys for

tethe owte he spytt, 1381 Lamuardl Etren iv iv (1588)

425 By beating out his foreteeth x66x Preys Diary
8 May, My wife had a foretooth drawn out to-day 1754
Richardson Grandison (1781) V. xxi 121 Out Aunt Nell
has lost two moie of her upper fore-teeth 1834 Landok
Imag Conv. Wks 1846 II. 240 One lmd lost many foie-

teeth by a cudgel

f 2. Only in pi The first or milk-teeth Obs
x6ot Holland Pliny vn. xvi 164 Children breed their

fore-teeth in the seventh moneth after they are home 1631
Withe tr Pmmosc's Pop Err 111 187 Nature doth then
give unto children then foreteeth, when they have need of
solid meat

Foretop (foout^p). Also for-, [f Fore- + Tor ]

+ 1. The fore part of the crown of the head;
sometimes, loosely, the top of the head. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Dent xxxm 20 As a houn he restide, & he
took arme and fortop [L verticem] 1387 Trevisa lligden
(Rolls) IV. 2x7 Heer faillede on his moolde and on his

fortop CX430LYDG Min Poems (Percy Soc) 115 He felle

and brake hys fore tope Apon the bare giowend <1x329

Skelton Col Clonte 333 When the good ale sop Dothe
daunce in theyr fore top 1673 J Smith Chi Relig Appeal
Pref. 1 The Abantes were wont to shave their foretops and
chins c 1774 T Erskine in Spirit Pub Jrnls (1800) III.

321 Puppies of France, with unrelenting paws That scrape
the foretops of our aching heads 1779-81 Johnson L, P

,

Milton Wks,, II. 139 PIis hair parted at the fotetop

fig 1634 Gataker Disc Apol xe This charge, appearing
with an apparent lie in the foretop.

+ 2. The lock of hair which grows upon the fore

part ofthe ciown, or is arranged ornamentally on the

forehead ; the similar part of a wig Obs.
CX290 S, Eng. Lea I 317/625 pe Rym-forst cleouez on

liegges . . I-chot wet, on mi fore-top it hauez wel ofte 1-do

? <2x400 Morte Arth. 1078 His fax and his foretoppe was
filterede to-geders, 1399 Marston Sco Villanie 111 xi 228
Hauing knit the brow, Stroke vp his fore top 1603 _H
Crosse Verities Commw (1878) 76 Poking stickes, perriwigs,
embroided fore-tops 1667 Evelyn Mem (1857) I. 383 Her
Majesty m the same habit, her fore-top long and turned
aside very strangely 1703 Mrs Centlxvre Bean's Duel
iv 1 ,

1

believe you have got the fore-top of some Beau’s Wig
1712 Hearne Collect (Oxf Hist Soc ) III. 331 Henry
Prince of Wales in his own short Hair, with his foretop
standing up. 1772 Nugent Hist. Friar Gerund II 3 He
was as Iteen a pair of scissars at trimming a sermon as
adjusting a foretop 18x4 Scott Wav xi, The foretop of
his riding periwig

fig 1607 Tourneur Rev, Frag 11 1 Wks. 1878 II. 51
Faire trees, those comely fore-tops of the Field

t b. fig. ; esp in phrase to take occasion
,
oppor-

tunity or time by theforetop (— Forelock). Obs.
a 1377 Gascoigne Flowers, Hearbes , etc Wks (1587) 253
You hauing occasion fast by the foretop, did dally with him
so long 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev v 111, Opportunity
shakes us his foretop. 1624 Hfywood Captives in 111. in

Bullen 0 PI IV, Loose not this advantadge But take tyme
by the fore-topp 1694 Dryden Love Triumph 111. 1, Now
take the blest occasion by the foretop

+ g. One who wears a foretop
; hence, a fop.

*597 111 Pt Returnfr Parnass, iv i 1237 This conger,
this foretopp. Ibid v 1 1433,

3. The tuft of hair hanging between the ears of an
animal, esp. of a horse ,

= Forelook,
1607 Totsell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 222 A fore-top, which

is granted to Horses not only for ornament sake, but also

for necessity to defend their eyes 1689 Lend Gaz No
2467/4 A Nag with a thin Mane, without a Foretop x72c
Bradley Fain Dtct s.v Travelling Horse, His Foretop
Mane and Tail should be wetted with a wet Mane Comb’
1798 Bloomfh’ld Parmer's Boy, Summer 236 He Seizes
the shaggy foie-top of the bull x8x6 Kdatinge Irav (18x7)
II 264 note. Wool the tail and the fore-top

1

4 The Top of a foremast Militaryforetop : an
armed foretop of a war vessel

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 48 His place is best
Hye in the foretoppe of our foolisne barge, xfito Englands
Eliza Induct 84 111 Mirr Mag 777 Each mmblte caprine
on the purple waue. With loftie forelops did the welkin
brave 1697 Dampier Voy. I xvi 453 Three men were in
the Fore top when the Fore-mast broke 1705 Nelson
8 July in Nicolas Disp (1843) II sxTheAlcide took fire
by a box of combustibles in her fore-top 1833 Marryat
P Simple (1863) 29 * Captain of the foretop said he,

1 up on
your horses’. 1893 Century Mag Aug 595/1 The sub-
lieutenant in the military foretop was taking sextant angles

fig 1641 Milton Reform 11 (1851) 47 Spamoliz’d Bishops
swaggering in the foie top of the State.

b Short forfore-topgallant-masthead
t8oo Naval Citron. Ill 1x3 Commodore J W Payne’s

Broad Pendant is flying at the Foretop

5 U.S The front seat 011 the top of a vehicle
1830 B. Taylor Eldorado xhu (1862) 430 When one has

to face the cold from the foretop of a diligence 1872
‘Mark Twain’ Innoc.Abr xu 77 It was worth a lifetime
of city toiling to perch in the foretop with the driver

6. Comb (sense 4), as foretop-bead, -shroud
=fore-topmast-head,

-shroud
; foretopman, one

of the men stationed m the foretop.
X710 Loud Gas. No. 4752/3 Sir Edward Whitaker hoisted

the White Flag on the Foretop-head of her Majesty’s Ship
the Monmouth x8x6 * Quiz ’ Grand Master 1 7 Those
fore-ton men I shall flog x86o Gen P. Thompson Audi
Alt III u. 3 There is a joung man, a fore-topman, sitting

now with his Esquimaux wife

Hence Po re-to pping** sense 3
1683 Loud. Gaz, No. 1807/4 A black Gelding a sore

place under the Fore-topping

Fore-topgallant (fo»i,t^pgfe lant). a Naut
[f Fore- pref + Topgallant] Used m Comb
fore-topgallant-mast, the mast above the fore-

topmast ; hence with sense of ‘ of or belonging to

the fore-topgallant-mast*, as fo? e-topgallant-sail

(-yard), -stay, -yard (-arm).
1627 Capt Smith Seaman’s Gram iv. 17 The fore top

gallant Mast, the fore top gallant saile yaid 1669 Sturmy
Manner's Mag. I. 16 Take in your Mam and Fore-top-

gallant-sails 1743 P Tiiom \s Jrnl Anson's Voy 138 And
the nest Day got up the Fore top-gallant-mast ancf Yard.
x8o£ Nilson 10 Oct in Nicolas Disp (1846) VII 104 A
Union Jack is to be suspended from the lore top gallant

stay 1825 H B Gascoicnl Nav Fame xxo The fore-top

gallant yard Is torn away 1844 Regal fy did Army 35
The flag of the Lord High Admiral [shall be hoisted] at the

fore-top-gallant mast-head.

Fore-topmast (fu>ui tp pmast). Naut [f Fore-
pt cf. + Topmast ] The mast above the fore-mast

;

also attnb
,
asfore-topmast crossti ees, -head, etc.

1626 Cart Smhh Accid Vug Seamen 12 The fore top

mast 1692 Land Gas. No 2763/1 He spread his Flag at

the Forc-top-mast-head 1858 Merc. Marine Mag V 199
Hauled down fore topmast-staysail x86g Daily Nairn 10

Dec,, The Monarch will display the American ensign

abreast of the foretopmast crosstrees

Fore-topsail (foaj|t^ pse‘1, -s’l). Naut. [f.

Fore-pref + Topsail ] The sail above the fore-

sail
,
also attnb., asfore-topsailyard.

1582 N Lien ei imd tr Castanhcda’s Conq E Ind
xs-vui 71 a, In trimming the sayles and foretop sayles 1627

Cait Smith Seaman's Gram iv 17 The fore top-saile

yard 1790 Beatson Nav. # Mil. Mem II 62 As that hung
on her fore-top sail and backed it, he had no command of

his ship 1833 M. Scott 'Join Cringle u (1859)64 We .

handed the foretopsail and presently she was alongside.

t Foretou'ch, v. Obs. [Fobe- pref~\ trans.

To touch, or touch upon, beforehand ;
to blame or

censme beforehand. Hence Foretoirched ppl a

c 1430 MtrourSaluacwim 3453 This Resurexionne of enst

was be a stone fortouchid [L prattaaata]Whilk was reprovid

some tyme of thaym yt the temple beldid *710 Norris

Chi Prud 1 44 All the fortouch’d considerations

Fore-tow, -trace, etc see Fore- pref

Foretype (foutoip), sb. [f Fore- pref +

Tipe sb] =Antetype
1848 Lytton Harold xi. vi, Rough foretype of the coming

crusader 1864 A Leighton m Reader 23 July 07/2, 1 have

seen their foietypes in the head of J N a hundred times

Foretype (fosutsi p), v rare, [f prec sb]

trans. To be a forelype of ; to prefigure

<1x6x8 Sylvester Maidens Blush 400 A Day full oft

to be fore-typ't by Prophets manifold 1839 Bailey

Festns (1848) 32/2 O Thou . Whom all the faiths, ana

cieeds, and rites of old Foreshadowed and foretyped

Fore-typified, -use, -utter: see Fore- pref

Forever (fjfre vai), adv. Now chiefly U.S

1 The phrase for ever (see Ever 5 b), written as

one word.
1670 Eachard Cont Clergy Pref ,

An honest wisher,

that the best of our clergy might forever continue as tney

are 1696 Tate & Brady Ps cxxviu 1 Forever blest be

God the Lord 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (1832) II 35°

The only true estate forever we can purchase by our care

and diligence, lies in the sentiments of the heart

J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III 322,

1

will speak of them for-

ever, to my last breath 1839 Carlyle Chartism in. (1850)

14 The whole result is forever unattainable. 1873 I. Hill



FORE-VIEW. FORFARE.
True Order Studies 91 The children are forever question-
ing concerning the great lumps of pudding stone.

2. quasi-^ Eternity, perpetuity ,

1858 Kingsley Farewell 7 Make life, death, and that vast
for-ever One grand sweet song 1881 E. Coxon Basil PI
II, 23a This short for-ever of earth

So Fore’vermore adv. : see Evermore i b
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev III iv vm (1871) 170 Farewell

forevermore, ye Girondins 187a Longf Chnstus Introitus
46 Forevermore, it shall be as it hath been heretofore

Fore-view (foorviu), sb. [f. Fore- pref]
A view beforehand, prospect, anticipation.

1831 E Irving Let 17 Jan m Mrs Ohphant Life (1862)
II 170 In the foreview of it I ask your prayers, *865 C J
Vaughan Plain Words on Chr Living 9 It was not the
mere foreview of death which thus convulsed and agonized
a brave and constant spirit

t Fore-view, v Obs- 1
[f Fore-pref +

View v ] trans To view or see beforehand
a vjxt Ken Edmund Poet Wks 1721 II. 260 To die, for

both their parting Hour fore-view'd

Fore-vouched, -vow, etc : see Fom- pref.

+ Forewalker. Obs [f. Fore- pref. +
Walker]* Forerunner.
1529 SirT More Dyaloge 126 a/i Antichrist (of whome

these folke be y8 for walkers) 1548 Udall, etc Erasm
Par. Mark 1. 9 John the forewalker of Christe

t Fo*rewall. Obs [Fore prep, or pref] A
wall of defence ; a wall or outwork raised to defend
another
a 1000 Caedmon’s Exod 297 Syndon \>a foreweallas fieare

jestepte o3 wolcna hrof *388 Wyclif Isa xxvi 1 The
wal and the fore wal [Vulg antemnmle]. 1609 Bible
(Douay) Lam 11 8 The forewal [Vulg antemurale] hath
mourned, and the wal is destroyed together

f Fo’reward, sb 1 Obs. Forms 2 foreweard,
3-4 foreward(e, (3 voreward, 4 vorewerde),
3-6 forward(e, (5 forwart). [OE foreweard
str. fem

,
forewarde wk. fern., f Fore- pref +

weard str. fem security, precaution see Ward sb
Cf. Du. voorwaarde

, ON. forvgrtr ] An agree-
ment, compact, covenant, promise
0 E. Chron an 1109 Baer wuidon }>a foreweaida full

worhte. c 1205 Lay 1091 A1 ]>at forward was lleft 1340
Ayenb 215 pet me maki uorewerdes £1450 Chester PI,
Deluge 34s A forwarde now with thie I make.

+ Fo’reward, sb 2 Obs. Also 4-6 forwardfe,
5 fowarde [f. Fo^m- pref. -t Ward sb ]
1 The first line of an army, vanguard, front In

foreward in the van
c X400 Destr Troy iv 1x48 Nestor Fare shall before the

forward to lead, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 1 41 Fyrste
of alle came the forewarde wyth the Oryflame 1348 Pattfn
Exped Scotl in Arb. GamerHI 62 Upon the side whereof
our Foreward stood *631 Weever Anc Fun Mon 617
After ashort resistance hee discomfited the Foreward ofKing
Richard 1664 Flodden F vi 52 And that m foreward
with his Grace He should him find fit for to fight

fig. T Stapleton Ret. Untr Jewel in go M Iuell
hath made but a simple brauerye in this forewarde of his
doctours 1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie m xn (Arb ; 176
This one word .placed in the foreward
2. The command of the van , a positionm the van.
c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 502 King Lukafer shalle have the

Fowarde Ibid 732 £1460 Otterbourne 102 in Percy's
Rehq

,

Thou arte my erne. The forwarde I gyve to the
1570-6 Lambarde Perarnb Kent (1826) 7 The forward m all
battels belongeth to them
fig *555 Hooper m Coverdale Lett. Mart (1564) 122
Doubtles it is a singnler fauour of God . . to geue you this
forewaxd and preeminence.

Hence Fore-wa-rder, one of the foreward or
vanguard.

Speed Hist. Gt Brit vi. v § 5 192 Caligula lost
the defense of his fore-warders, and the straitnesse of the
place permitted not his gard to follow.

+ Forewa rd, v. Obs.- 1
[f. Fore- pref 1-

Ward v ] trans. To guard, or fortify in front.
16x0 Holland Camden's Brit 1 817 Which she hath so

forewaided agame with a counter-scarfe.

Forewarn, (foorwjjin), v. [f. Fore- picf
+ Warn ».]

1. trans To warn, caution, or admonish before-
hand; also, to give previous notice to. Const of
to with znf, or that with obj. sentence,
c *33° R Brunne Chron. (1810) g6 Pe bisshop pouht

treson, for warned was Henry 1348 Udall, etc Erasm,
Par. John xvi 4,

1

thought mete to fore warne you hereof
*593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv.vu 17 We were fore-warned of
your comming And shut the Gates 1667 Milton P L vii
41 The . Arch-angel had forewarn’d Adam to beware
Apostasie 169a Washington tr Milton'sDef Pop. u (1851)
60 As Samuel forewarns the People that theirs would de-
generate into Tyranny. 1741 Middleton Cicei 0 II vii ioi
JLhat which I have told, and forewarned you of, 1836 H
Coleridge North. Worthies (1852) I. 27 Their member
forewarns themof the difficulties likely to stand m their way
absol 1631 C. Cartwright Cert. Rehg 1. xio He fore-

shows that many should come in his name and forewarnes
to beware of them 1667 Milton P. L. xii 507 But in thir
room, as they forewarne, Wolves shall succeed for teachers
i860Mere MarineMag VII 360 The progress ofa cyclone
may be telegraphed, and might secure many a ship from
danger by forewarning

ffrov [1392, 1768-74 ; see Forearm v ] a 1688 Bunyan
Heart's Ease 148 Forewarned, forearmed 1833 Kingsley
Olaucus (1878) 31 To he forewarned is to be forearmed.

T 2 To announce beforehand, prophesy Obs
1383 Stanyhurst JEneism (Arb ) 8a The Harpye Celaeno

Forwams much mischiefe too coom,

447

Forewarn. ! see Forward Obs
, tq prohibit.

Forewarner (foaiwp’inai) [f Forewarn v.
+ -er 1.] One who or that which forewarns
£1423 Found St Bartholomew's (E E T S) 43 The

forwarners of vanaunte tempeste to come 1626 {title) Sir
Walter R awleigh's Ghost, or England’s Forewarner 1684T Burnet Th Earth 11 87 It may indeed be made a ques-
tion, whether this fiery vengeance will not precede the
general conflagration as a fore-runner and forewarner to
the world 184a Lytton Zanom vi. v, There both Mother
and Forewarner stood

Forewarning (fo»iwg oniq), vbl. sb. [f as
prec + -ing !.] A warning beforehand.
1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par. Mark 1 13 To geue them

forewarning yt Messias fit the kyngdome of God were at
hand 137° Dee Math Pref x they had no forwarnyng
and information whereto his doctrine tended 1639 Milton
Civ Power Wks (1831) 323 That wise forewarning of
Gamaliel 1848 Lytton Harold vm. tv, Edward’s sinister
forewarnings

Forewa-rning, ppl. a [f. as prec. + -ing 2
,]

That forewarns, in senses of the vb
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist 193My presignificant speach,

and. forewarning watchwordes, were counted unworthy
credite. 1391 Lambarde Archeion (1633) 181 These offences
might be made exemplary, and forwarmng to other men
1832 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xl. 348 Tom heard the
message with a forewarning heart
Hence Forewa rnmgfly adv
1859 Bailey Festns (1848) 43/1 As sings the swan with

parting breath, So I to thee. Forewamingly.
Fore-way, -wedge, etc.: see Fore-pref.
t Fo’re-while. Obs rare [f. Fore- pref +
While sb ] The space of time or interval before
a future event happens.
16x3 Chapman Odyss 11 256 Let us consult yet, in this

long forewhile, How to ourselves we may prevent this ill.

+ Fo•re-wind, Obs Also for-, [f. Fom-pref
+ Wind sb Cf. Du voonuind.] A wind that blows
a ship forward on her course, a favourable wind
1361 Eden Arte Namg Aiijb, They founde it to serue

with a forewynde 1603 Drayton Barons’ Wars iv xix,
A for-wmd now for Harwich fitly blowes. 1676 Hobbes
Iliad 1 461A good forewmd Apollo with them sent
fig. i68z S Pordage Medal Rev. 104 All with the fore-
wind of Religion Saile.

Fore-winning : see Fomt- pref 5.

t Fore-wise. Obs [f. Fore- pref. + Wise.]
Wise beforehand, prescient, far-seeing.
£ 1400 Desti Troy 3930 Wise of his dedis, In fele thinges

forwise, & a fer caster.

So Fore-wi sdom, prescience, forethought.
X576 Fleming Panopl Epist 20 What providence and

forewisedome did he use 1882 Berese. Hope Brandi eth
I xvi 252 The husband who devises this ingenious proof of
confidence is well advised in his forewisdom,

t Fo*re-wit, sb Obs. Also 4-6 forwit. [f
Fore- pref. + Wit ]
1. Fore-knowledge, foresight, prudence.
*377 Langl, P. PI B v 166 Seynt Gregone had a gode

forwit 1303 Hawes Exoanp Virt v. (Arb ) 16 Thinges
with a forwytte kepte in store 1346 J Heywood Prov
(1867) 13 Yet is one good forewit woorth two after wits
1631 Gouge Gods Arrows in hx 292 Had the fore-wit of
the Aramites beene as good as their after-wit

2 A leading * wit a leader m matters of taste

or literature

1637 B Jonson SadSheph Prol 41 Nor that the Fore-
wits that would draw the restVnto their liking, alwayeslike
the best.

+ Fore-wrt, v Obs, Pres. 1st, 3rd sing -wot.
Also for- \QE.fore-,forwitan, f. Four- pref, For-
pref + wiianfNvz v ] trans. To know beforehand
£ 888 K. ASlfred Boeth xxxix § 3 On J»am hean sceop-

pende |?e eall forewat hu hit geweorhan sceal. £1374
Chaucer TroyIns iv 1043 (1071) Thilke sovereyn purvey-
aunce, That forwoot alle, withouten ignoraunce £1384— H Fame (Sk ) 43 If the soule. Be so parfit That mt
forwot that is to come c 1400 Test Love lu, (1532) 332 God
by necessitee forwote al thynges comyng
Hence Fore-witting vbl sb., fore-knowledge.
Also Fore-wi’tter, one who knows beforehand.
£1374 Chaucer Boeth v pr. vi 178 God byholder and

forwiter of alle hinges dwellih aboue. c 1386—Nun's Pr. T
423 Goddis worthy forwetyng Streigneth me needely for
to do a thing

Forewoman (f5° iwuman), pi. -women
(-wimen). [f Fore- pref. + Woman.] A woman
who acts as chief of other women : a. in a jury of
matrons ; b m a shop or department.
1709 Steele Tatler No 84 ? x The learned Androgyne,

that would make a good Fore-woman of the Pannel. 1732

J Louthian Form ofProcess (ed 2) 216 If the Forewoman
shall say, She is with quick Child then [etc] 1838
Dickens Nich Nick x, Miss Knag, the forewoman, shall
have directions to try you with some easy work at first

1869 Mrs Palliser Lace vu 109 There were only three
forewomen and sixty-three lace-makers

Fore-wonted : see Fore- pref. 2 b.

Foreword (fos-twiwd) [f. Fore- pref. +
Word Cf Ger vorwort ] A word said before
something else

;
hence, an introduction, a preface.

184a Dasent tr Prose or Younger Edda Pref. 6 The
Translator has felt no hesitation m placing the ( Foreword
to the Edda’ at the end of the volume x868 Furnivall
(title), The Babees Book, etc with some Forewords on
Education in early England 1879 19th Cent. June 1092
After these few forewords I will quote the letter x888
Besant Inner House v. All the dancing, courting, pretty

speeches, and tender looks, meant only the fore words of
Love in earnest

+ Forework. Obs. [f. Fori- pref + Work
sb.] A 'work * or defensive structure m the front
of a building or fortified place
1407 in Ld Treas Acc Scotl (1877) I 334 The tagging of

the fore werk of Dunbar 1302 Acc. in Lib Cart 6 Cruets
(1840) lvi, To Walter Merhoun, mason, m part payment of
his task of the foirwerk and the new hall m Halyrudhous

Fore-world (fo*> i|wmld). [f. Fore- pref +
World Cf. Ger vorwelt] The primeval world.
1796 W. Taylor m Monthly Rev XX. 5x7 Monuments of

the Fore-world 1801 Southey Thalaba ix. 324 It were as
wise to bring from Ararat The fore-world’s wood to build
the magic pile 1849 Reverberations n. 95 From the Fore-
world’s chaotic night, Gleaming and streaming into light

Fore-write (foo-qroit), v. [f. Fore- pref +
Write ] trans To write before or beforehand
1634 Ford P Warbeck 11 m, Time alone debates Quar-

rels forewritten m the book of fates. 187a Longf Dm
Trag 1 Marriage ut Cana, What is to be Hath been
fore-written in the thought divine From the beginning
Hence Fo re-wri’tten {-of) ppl. a. Also Fo ’re-

writ, something written before, a title; fFore-
wri’ter, one who writes, or has written, before-
hand
£1460 J Russell Bk. Nurture 1243 As for ryme or reson,

he forewryter was not to blame, For as he founde hit afome
hym, so wrote he f>e same 1560-78 Bk Discipl. Ch Scot
(1621) 37 The fore-written Provinces 1370 Levins Mamp
149/28 Y° Forewrit, titulns, presenptum 1378 Banister
Hist Man 1. 13 By the probable assertions of the best
forewnters. i$pg Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks (Grosart) V.
214 The forewritten-of Bishop of Norwich 1649 Bp Hale
Cases Consc in (1634) 207 Such, as must have their grounds
from fore written truths. 1839 Bailey Festus (1848) 47/1
The forewritten hour
Fore-wrought- see Fore-pref. 2 b.

Fore-yard 1 (fo®Miyaid). [f Fore- pref. +
Yard 1.] The yard or court in front of a building.
X388 Wyclif Ezek. x 4 The halle [v r forjerde , L

atruem] 1420-30 Lay-Folksi Prayer Bk (E E. T S ) 46
In the for^erdis of the hous of oure God 1699 S Sewall
Diary 21 June (1878) I 498 A Pack of Cards are found
strawed over my fore-yard 1741 Richardson Pamela II
288 She would not come m, but sat fretting on a Seat in the
Fore-yard 1860 J. White Hist France (ed 2) 90 Where
gentle lawns sloping downward from the door must he con-
verted into a foreyard

Fore-yard 2 (fo8i,yaid). [f. Fore- pref. +
Yard 2

j 1. Naut. ‘The lowest yard on the fore-
mast’ (W. C Russell).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman’s Gram in. 16 The fore Yard

[must be] 19 yards long, and 13 inches diameter or thick
1745 P Thomas Jml Anson's Voy 143 Her Fore-top mast
broke short, and in its Fall, meeting with the Fore yard
broke it in the Slings. 1844W H Maxwell Sports $-
Adv. Scot ix (1835) 91 At sea, when the bell is struck at
noon, the sun is said to be ‘over the fore-yard 3834 H.
Miller Sch <$ Selim (1858) 6 After toiling on the foreyard
in a violent mght-squall

f 2. pi = Aktennie Obs.
1638 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins 937 The fore-yards

are thin, black and short.

Fore-year* see Fore-pref. 4,4 b.

t Forfai'Ut ,
a. Obs. [f. For-prefI + Faint a ]

Very famt. So + Forfhi nted ppl. a.

14 - Why I can't be a Nun 112 in E E.P (1862) 141 At
that worde for-feynte I fylle 1363 Sackville Induct Mirr
Mag. xv, With that worde of sorrowe all forfaynt She
lookedvp 1566 Drant Wail Hierem 3 For foode to theyr
forefamted soules.

Forfait, -fault, -faute • see Forfeit.

t Forfa*mel, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. For- preff

+ *famel, ad. OF.fameil-er to be hungry.] Only
mpa pple. • Starved to death.
£ 1400 Sowdone Bab. 2282 He charged hem to wacche wel

all abowte That thay for-famelid might dye.

tForfang, -xengf. Obs [OE for(e)faiig,-fyng,
f. Fom-pref + Fang, Feng sbs ]

1 OE. Law. A rescuing of stolen property, the
reward for this.

a xooo Laws Ine liu, Be forstolenes rnonnes fbrefenge.
axooo Laws ZEthelst vi, Forfang setmen fiftene penmgas.
2. By post-Conquest lawyers explained (perh. by

conjecture based on the etymology) to mean ; The
fine for taking provisions from a market before the
royal purveyors were served
£1230 Gloss Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I 33 Forfeng,

quite de avant prise (avent le rei)

t Forfa*re, V.
1 Obs. For forms see Fare v 1

Cf. Forferb. [OE. f01faran (f For- pref1 +
faran, Fare v.)

=

OFns. foifara, OUG. fer-,for-,

furfaran, Ger. verfahren.]

1. intr. To pass away, perish, decay.
0 E Chron an. 9x0 Hi Jmsi raaest ealle siSSan forforon.

Ibid an xoqi Seo scip fyrde . asl msest earmlice forfor

£XX75 Lamb Horn. 141 yet foie wes welnech for-faren

dnnkeles. £1230 Gen. § Ex, 3018 To-morjen, but he
mujen vt-pharen, Egyptes erf sal al for-faren 1373 Barbour
Bruce 1 478 Tbys lord the brwyss Saw all the kynryk
swa forfayr. £1420 Pallad. on Hush, iv 931 They seynge
her dwellyngsa forfare, So fle away 1494 Fabyan Chron
v, lxxxm 61 inarg

,

Thonge Castell is now Forfaryn
JS78 Scot Poems x6th C II 178 This waild sail all forfair.

b pa pple. Worn out with travel, age, etc.

>393 Gower Conf. I. 43 As it were a man forfare Unto
the wode I gan to fare 1460 Lybeaus Disc. (1890) 1574 No
kmjt . Thau* he schold be fprfard, Ne geteth her non
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ostell is Merchant <$• his Son in Hail E P P, I 142

For-faieu wyth the fyre stjnk 1787 Burns Brigs of Ayr
109 Wi* cra-iy eild I'm sail forfairn a. 1810 Tannahill
Kcbbiukston Wedding Poems (1846) 139 Though sau for-

fairn, He vows that he’ll wallop twa sets with the howdie.

2 tram To cause to peiish, destroy

a Xooo Laws Edw fy Gnth fe 11 Oil emde forfaie [man]

liy mid ealle c 1205 Lay 1x454 WulletS Romkode for-

uarenvs mid fehte c 1330 R Brunnl Chon (1810) 158

Two busses wei forfaien 1413 Pilgr Soivle {Caxton 1483)

iv 11 58 A worme had forfaren these pepyns and cor-

runiped them withynne c 1450 Bk. Cnrtasye 220 in Bnbccs

Bk, (1868) 305 Thre ernnys per are, pat coueyten alle men
to for fare,—The deuel, ]>e flesshe, pe worlde also <*1605

Polwaut Flytmg w Montgomerie 48 Make obedience In

time, for feare leist I forfaire thee,

H 3 By Skene associated with F. forfait e, raed.

lu.fonsfach'e (See quot.

)

*S97 Skene Be Verb Sign s v FonsJactum. It is taken
for fornication committed be ane woman to foie fair, or

abuse her bodie 1609 — Reg Maj 39 Wemen gif they
forfair or abuse their bodies m fornication sail be dis-

herissed

t Forfa’re, ».a Obs [f. Fou- pref2 + Fare v ]

turns To pass along (a way, etc
)
before others

0 E. Chroit an. 897 For foron him pone muSau foian

on uter mere <71205 Lay 27373 What beo5 peos ut-lajen

pa pisne wei us habbeoS for-uaren [c 1275 foifare]

ForfarS (fpufiuz). [f Forfar the name of the

Scotcli county m which it is chiefly made ]
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet Necdlewotk

,
Forfan

a coarse, heavy description of linen cloth, made or un-
bleached flax.

Forfast (ed,-fastened,-fatted . seeFon-pref?
+ Fo’rfanltry, forefaultry. St. Obs. [f.

forfault, Forfeit sb. +-uy.] = Forfeiture.
<71565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot (1728) 41 A

sufficient cause to tyne his life and deserving forfaultry

1676 W Row Contu Blair's Antobiog xt (1848) 367 The
Lord Warriston being summoned under pam of forfaultry,

t Forfea’r, v. Obs, [f. For- pref?- + Fear v ]
trans To teinfy. Only in pa. pple., which often

coincides in sense with the phrase for ferd. see

Feud sb.2 Const, with of or subord cl.

c iaoo Ormin 674 3iff he sep patt mann iss ohht Fori fseredd

off hiss sihhpe c 1320 Senyn Sag (W.) 3078 He slogh him
sone that ilk day, Forfered that he sold oght say. c 1386
Chaucer Sqr ‘s T 519 Myn herte For-fered of his deetn
Graunted him loue. c xaoo Ywame q- Gaw. 1679 He sperd
his yate, and in he ran, For fered of that wode man.
For-feebled . see For- pref? 9.

Forfeit (fpufit), sb. Forms : a. 4-5 forfet(t(e,

(4-5 furfatt, -fat, 6 forfect, forefaiote), 4-6
forfaite, -ayt(te, -eite, -ete, -eyte, 6- forfeit.

j
8. Sc. 6 foir-, forfait, -fault, 7 forfaute [a.

OF. forfet, foifait me.d L. fans factum tres-

pass, fine, neut. pa pple. offorts facere to trans-

gress, t forts outside (see For- pref3) + facet e to

do The Sc. forms B are corrupted by assimilation

to fault or default ]

1 1- A misdeed, crime, offence, transgression

;

hence, wilful injury. Also with of' Transgression
against or in respect of, breach or violation of. Obs.
Jn forfault (Sc Law) under charge of wrong doing,

guilty of breaking the law (Jam)
a ax300 Cursor M 13814 vCott ) Petre was in hand

nummen for forfait he had don 1393 Gower Conf III,

245 That he the forfete of luxure Snail tempre and reule

1423 Jas I KvigtsQ xcu. Thus were thai wrangit that
did no forfet 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 33 Ye may
frely .ete them wythoute ony forfayte. 1483 — G. de la
TourE v, Men ought wei to kepe hem self fro the forfait of
maryage a *533 Ld Berners Gold Bk.M Anrel (1546)
Cuj, The Censure .. dayly toke hede to the forfaytes done
1668 Temple Let to La Arlington Wks 1731 II 90 No
Corruption ofMinisters, can preserve them long frompaying
what they owe to any Forfeits of their Duty

j3 14 tr Burgh Lawis c 19 m Sc Acts (1814) I 336
Gif ony man or ony woman in the burgh be in forfaute of
brede or ale [sit mfonsfacto de pane vet cervuiaj gif he
faltis twyxs he sail be cnastyte twyis for his forfaute 1572
Lament Lady Scot 373 in Scot Poems 16th C (1801) II.

233 Thir foirfalts that I haue done reheirs, That lords,
lairds, ladys and lawers dois exerce

2 Something to which the right is lost by the
commission of a crime or fault, hence, a penal
fine, a penalty for breach of contract or neglect of
duty. PKr. To take {the) forfeit of to pay {the)

forfeit (lit. and fig.).
c 1450 Bk. Cnrtasye 577 in Balees Bk (1868) 318 Of pe

lordes courtes and forfetis 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
exeix 179 They taken the goodes and lete hem calte his
foi faytz 1538 Fitzherb Just Peas 38 b, The forfayt
therof is al the pewter and brasse so cast and wrought
*555 Watreman Fardle Facions 1. v 70 The forfect for non
paiment of the lone 1396 Shaks. Merck V. iv 1 207,
1 craue the Law, The penaltie and forfeite of my bond.
1625 Fletcher & Shirley Nt Walker iv, Thou hast
undone a faithful Gentleman, By taking forfeit of his Land.
1713 Young Force Rehg 11. (1757) 62 Life is a forfeit we
must shortly pay 1843 Lever J Hinton xvni, To be free
of the transaction, I this morning offered to pay half forfeit,

1857 Buckle Civihz I vm 343 The forfeit incurred by
many of those illustrious thinkers who [etc ]

b. transf. of a person
1603 Shaks. Mens forM iv u 167 Claudio is no greater

forfeit to the law than Angelo.

3, A trivial mulct or fine imposed, e.g., for breach
©f some rule or by-law in. a tavern parlour, a club,
etc. Also, in certain gp,mes7*an article (usually

something carried on the person) which a player

gives up by way of penalty for making some mis-

take, and which he afteiwards ledeems by perform-

ing some ludicrous task
1603 Shaks Mens for M v 323 The strong Statutes

Stand like the forfutes in a Barbers shop, As much 111

mocke, as marke. 1642 Fuhir Holy Jy Pi of St v x 395
No more than the forfeits 111 a barbers shop, where a Gentle-

mans pleasure is all the obligation to pay. 1660-x Plp\ s

Diary 4 Feb , And here I took pleasure to take forfeits of

the ladies 17x4 Gay liana 11 173 The .Wits shall

frequent Forfeits pay 1766 Goldsm Vic, W. 11, Walking
out, drinking tea, country dances, and forfeits, shortened
the rest of the day 1814 Scott Wav lxix, We played the

game boldly, and the foifeit shall be paid, 1837 Dicklns
Ptckiu, xxvnt, We beguile the tune with forfeits and old

stones 1865 J Hatton Bitter Sweets xxxu, In the games
of forfeit, he played his part.

4. [from the vb ] The losing of something by
way of penalty : = Forfeiture
To set toforfait (Sc Law) to attaint, outlaw.
a 1393 Gower Coif. Ill 177 To give and to withdrawe

The forfet of a mannes life 1423 Jas I KutgisQ cxmx,
Vertu sail be the cause of thy forfet 1596 Shaks Merck
V iv 1 2X2, I will be bound to pay it On forfeit of my
hands, my head, my heart 1629 Milton Nativity t, Thai
he our deadly forfeit should release 1644 — Ednc Wks
{1847) 98/1 You would to the forfeit of your own discerning

ability, impose on me [etc ] 17x6 Lady M W Montagu
Let to C'tiss Bristol 22 Atig

,
Debts they could clear

no other way but by the forfeit of their honour
_

p 1336 Bgllenden Cron Scot xm xv, Eftir his forfait,

the constabulary wes geuyn to the Hayis of Arroll 1570
Buchanan Chamaslcon Wks (1892) 46 Y° parliament set to

forfait sic lordis as had fled m Ingland

Forfeit (fj? jfit),rt. Forms, see prec. [ad. OF.
forfait,

pa. pple. offorfaire .—late L. fonsfaeUrc .

see prec. In early use serving as pa. pple. of next ]

That has been lost or has to be given up as the

penalty of a crime or fault or breach of engagement.

Const. + tilli to, unto.
a 1393 Gower Conf. 1. 194 That ye this thing no lengei

let, So that your life be nought forfete 1425 Wyntoun Cron.
vix. viii 7x6 Hale he tuk m-til Ethchet As j>ai had fallync

til hym forfet. 1538 Fitzherb. Just. Peas (15x4) 38b, The
value of them, is forlayt, halfe to the fyndours or serchers
therof 1594 Plat Jcwell-ho. 1. 3 Forfeit and confiscate

vnto the crowne x6ox Shaks Alls Well iv 111 216 His
braines are forfeite to the next tile that fals. 1608 Maricmam
& Machin Dumb Knight v 1, This monster. Whose forfait

life is witnesse to his shame. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg
iv 71 1 And his long Toils were forfeit for a Look 1735
Somerville Chase m 63 Behold the just Avenger, swift
to seize His forfeit Head 1827 H \llam Const Hist (1876)
II ix. no These have half redeemed his forfeit fame 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 43 The wish To tread the forfeit

Paradise 1859 GLADSTONE//a«xcc’x Odesm ix, My forfeit

life I'll freely give, So she, my better life, may live,

p. 1423 Jas I Kutgis Q. exh, All though my lyf suld
forfaut be therefore

Forfeit (ij? ifit), v. Forms • a. Infin 4-6 for-
fet(e(n, -yn, 5-6 -fett(e, (5 foffet), 5-7 forfait(e,

5-

6 -fayt(te, -feyt, (5 -fite, 6 -fyt, -feet, -feict),

6 Sc. forfat, -fit, 6- forfeit. Fa. t, and pa. pple.
-ed. Alsopa. t. 5 forfett(e ,

pa.pple. 4-5 forfet(e,

6 -feyte (see Forfeit a.). /? Sc. 4-7 forfait,

6-

9 forfault, 7-9 foxefault
,
pa. pple

.

4 forfait,

5 forfaut. [f. prec. sb.]

+ 1 . intr. To do amiss, sm, transgress Obs.
<1x325 Prose Psalter cxvih[i] 119 Ich told alle the sixers

of erthe for-fetand [L prarvancantes.] c 1386 CHAUcrn Pars.
T r 199 And al this suffred Ihesu enst {rat neuere forfeted
1496 Dives Paup (W de W) 1 li. 91 They forfete
hyghely ayenst the fyrste commaundement. e 1530 Ld
Berners Arth. Lyt Bryt. (1814) 348 Ye saye yl she hath
forfeyte with this knight ; for he can not forfeyte with her,
but yt she must be accorded with him

b. trans To transgress against, violate (one’s

faith or oath), rare.

[So OS.forfaire but there is an admixture of sense 2.]
1654 tr* Snidery's Curia Pol, 28 Having known you so

notoriously to forfeit your Faith. x8oo tr Invisible Man
II. 208 You have received my oath; I am incapable of
forfeiting it.

2 trans. To lose, lose the right to; to render
oneself liable to be deprived of (something) ; also,

to have to pay (a sum of money) in consequence of
a crime, offence, breach of duty, or engagement.
Const, to (the receiver) a in a strictly legal sense.
a. 1466 Mann <$ Hoitseh Exp 176 They schal kontente

me fore my parte of skenes that were foffetede. mj h
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvn (1887) 152 Neither he,
ne yet his parentes, can forsake their prince, vpon any
colour without forfaiting more than a quarters scholehire
1663 Marvell Corr xl Wks 1872-5 II 88 The House
adjournd till Wednesday fortnight every one absent to
forfeit five pounds *723 De Foe Col Jack (1840) 242 My
life and effects were all forfeited to the English government.
1827 Jarman Powells Devises II 261 The Court held the
estate not to be forfeited by non-performance 1833 Ht
Martineau Tale ofTyne 1 15 You forget what you forfeit,
ifyou have your indentures broke
P fS3S Stewart Cron Scot. III. 75 That ather .. suld

forfait all in the kmgis hand 1609 Skene Reg May 13
They sail tine and forfait all their cattell, x688 Ess. Magis-

tracy in Harl. Mise I 5 Whoever goes about to subvert
it forefaults his own title. 17x7 Wodrow Corr (1843) H
339 Such ..should for that time forfault their part m the
settlement of a parish.

b. gen. To lose by misconduct.
*3 E E Alht P. A. 638 Oure forme-fader hit con for-

fete puxj an apple, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4450 To forfet )>at

faire place & offense make. x6xx Speed Hist Gt Brit w
xxiv (1632) 1x47 Wee had forfaited it [Calais] so that wee
could enter into no other Article of peace 1770 Bim.rr
Pres Discont Wks 1808 II 303 The first franchise of an
Englishman is to be forfeited for some offence which noman knows 1847 Hamilton Revi 4 Pun vi (1833) 26aT he angels foiefeited all happiness when they sinned x86e
Ihoilopl Belton Est x\v 298 He had done nothnn? to
forfeit her love b

c Iii wider sense : To lose or give up, as a
necessary consequence
?rt 1400 Morte Arth 437 Are I be fechyde wyth force or

forfette my landes 1591 Shaks i Hen VI, iv m 27’ So
should we save a valiant gentleman, By forfeiting a traitor
and a coward 16x5 Crooki Body oj Man 197 But shall
we therefoie foifet our knowledge because some men can
not eonteme their lewd and inordinate affections? 1802
Med Jml 389 Nor can any one regulate his professional
conduct by it, without forfeiting all claim to consistency
1847 Emlrson Repr Men, Montaigne Wks (Bohn) I 350
The moral sentiment never forfeits its supremacy 1871
Nai'iii vs Prcv Cure Dis. 1 vm 231 The liquid forfeits
pai t of its strength on exposure to the air

d. absol. or intr. To incur the penalty of for-

feiture or {obs.) confiscation.
X727 Pope, etc Ait of Sinking 124 It shall be reckoned

a neglect of her business, and she shall forfeit accordingly
1755 Mem, Capt P Drake 1. 2 The Family remained in
pc.iLe.ible possession of this I' state until the War when
. they forfeited, and were driven to shift for themselves

3. Of the executive power : a. To subject (land,

etc ) to forfeiture ; to confiscate. Obs exc Hist.
a 1382 WYCLir Dan 11 3 Your housis shuln be maad

tommoun, or forfetid [Vulg. pubticabuutur] 1611 Bible
Ezra x 8 All his substance should be foi felted 1700
Dr\ di n Pi ef Fables (Globe) 495 Let them be staved or
forfeited, like counterbanded goods.

p 1375 Baruour Bruce xm 499 All Ins land was sesat,

and forfait to the kyng. a 1834 Suim.cs Poem in Taylor
Life (Surtees) 246 If thou wilt not ride with us. Yet shall
thy lands forfaulted be 1895 Crockett Mosshaggs 163
As for Earlstoun, we heard it was to be forfaulted very soon.

b Chiefly .SV. To subject (a person) to forfeiture

or confiscation {of estates, etc ) ;
to confiscate the

estates of. Obs. exc. Hist
o ? a 1400 Morte Arth 1135 We mone be forfetede in

faith, and flemyde for ever 1 1565 Earl of Bedford m
Ellis Orig Lett. Ser 1. II. 209 "hat the Earles, sholde
have byne forfited yf the kmge coulde not he perswaded.
1639 Dkumm. of Hawih Queries ofState Wks (17x1)177
Whether it be lawful to proscribe and forfeit country-men.
1707 Die. Athol m Vulpone eo It is the height of Injustice
. to forfeit any Person without a Hainous Crime 1816
Scott Old Mart xxix. With the purpose of forfeiting and
fining such men of pioperty whom [etc] X862 Ld
Brougham Bi it Const xv 236 Seventy individuals were
forfeited for their adherence to the King
p. X535 Stlwaut Cron Scot II. 637 The Thane of

Calder for tressoun and cryme Forfaltit wes 1567 Sain
Points Reform 111 eox Quha did forfault him of his land
and rent. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 71 The regent
cau.sit forfait my Lord Fleyming 1676 W. Row Contu
BlaiVs Antobiog xi. (1848) 330 The Parliament did for-

fault all those that were upon that jury 1755 Carte Hist
Eng IV, 284 The Scotch parliament forefaulted general
Ruthven for refusing to surrender the castle of Edinburgh

+4. To exact a forfeit or fine from. Also absol.

c 1592 Marlowl Jew of Malta n. 11, With extorting,

cozening, forfeiting, I fill'd the jails with bankrouts. 1736
Fielding Pasquin 1 ,

1

dare not go into the Green-room, I

shall be forfeited if I go in there

+ 5. To cause the forfeiture, loss, or nun of. Obs.

a a x6xx Beaum. & Fl. Maid’s Trag iv i, Such another
forgetfulness Forfeits your life 1670DRYDENConq Granada
1. 1, Outrage unpumsh’d when a Prince is by. Forfeits to

Scorn the Rights of Majesty 1673 Essex Papers (Cam-
den) I 62_ Any Practice of this kind would immediately
forfeit their commands 1679 L Addison Mahnmedism
29 This had utterly forfeited him the reputation of a
Pi ophet. 2704-5 Wycherlty Let to Pope 25 Jan. m Pope's

Wks (1737) V 4 Your good wit never forfeited your good
judgment but in your partiality to me and mine

fi 1639 Chas I. Declar Tumults Scot Wks. 361 Albeit

yet that doth not forefault the Kirk’s right

Forfeitable (f^ifitab’l), a [f. piec. + -able.]

Liable to be forfeited
;
subject to forfeiture

1467 in Eng Gilds (1870) 383 Them [goods] that he for-

fetable by the lawe. 1495 Act xx Hen VII, c 64 § 6 All

Castels. be not forfeitable in eny wise to the Kyng 1683

Luttrell BriefRel (1857) I. 247 Neither the charter of

the citty of London or of any other corporation is forfeitable

by law 1767 Blaclstone Comm II. 133 A moiety of the

husband's lands . forfeitable by mcontinency 1841 Frasers
Mag XXIII 385 The lives of these official Shylocks were

forfeitable 1884 Weekly Notes 9 Feb 31/2 The interest of

the tenant becomes forfeitable.

Hence Po rfeitablene ss 1727-36 in Bailey

Forfeited (f/jfiltd), ffl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ED 1

] In senses of the verb.
a 1530 Act 22 Hen VIII, c 15 Al issues forfaited fines

and amerciaments affiered 175* Scots Mag Nov (1753)

554/2 His family, as being connected with the forfeited
person, would be suspected <2x859 Macaulay Hist
Eng. V 272 They determined to vest in the trustees of the

forfeited lands an estate. 1893 Stevenson Catnona 15

He’s a forfeited rebel

P 1687 Cnm Lett agst Burnet in Burnet Six Papers

54 Forfaulted Traitors 1708 J Chamberlayne St Gt
Bnt. n. 11 v. (1743) 381 His deputy holding m his hand
one escutcheon of the arms of the forefaulted person.

Forfeiter (fp Ifitsj) [f as prec. + -er L] One
who forfeits

: f a. An evil-doer. b. One who for-

feits (property, etc.) or incurs forfeiture.
a 14x3 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv 83 Offycers

. , to done execucion oflawe vpon forfetours c 1490 Poston



FOBFEITINGK 449 FOBG-ATHEB.
Lett III. 365 Mysdoers and forfaytours, as wesellis [etc ].

1611 Shaics Cynib in 11 38 Though forfeytours you cast

in prison 1642 Rogers Naamait 607 Their forfeit is a
double mulct and losse to the forfeiter 1848 Craig, For-
fetter, one who incurs punishment by foifeiting his bond

p 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 544 Thair freindis a!s

that tyme forjet he nocht. Into the tyme that tha forfal-

touris mbrocht 1560 Roi land Crt. Venus iv 262 Desper-
ance was found ane Forfaltour

Forfeiting (ff jfitir)), vbl sb. [f as prec. +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb Forfeit.
a c *440 Promp Pnrv 172/1 Forfetynge 1543 Brink-

low Cornel 2 The forfetting of the londes of traytours

p 1570 Satir Poems Reform xvi 56 Als he gat Setoun
oub-of hands, From forfaiting he saui-t his lands 1584 Ld
Hunsdane to Sir F Walsingham in Calderwood Hist
Kirk (1843) IV 173 That there may be nothing done for
the forfaulting of their livings and goods 1884 Gd Words
Nov 750/2 Ihc forefaulting of Patrick, Earl of Orkney

Forfeiting (fp ifitig), ppl. a. [f as prec. +
-ing 1

] That forfeits, or incurs forfeiture

1701 Newte Tour Eng. # Scot 277 The hens of the for-

feiting families, a 1859 Macaulay Hist Eng V 272 An
estate greater than had ever belonged to the forfeiting land-
holders.

t Fo*rfeitmeut. 06s rare- 1 In 6 forfait-
ment. [f Forfeit v + -ment] Something paid
by way of forfeit , a penalty.

1597-8 Bp Hall Sat n i 17 Mame a Lollerd would in
forfaitment Beare paper-fagots ore the pavement.

Forfeiture (fp jfitwXi) Forms: see Forfeit.
[a OF forfeturefforfailure, f forfait Forfeit sb ]
+ 1 Transgression or violation of a law; crime,

sin
;
spec in Law. Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880)348 Hereof schulden men not
fayle wipouten greet forfeture. 1414 Brampton Pemt Ps
Ixxm (Percy Soc ) 28 Whan I do ony forfeture, A contrite
heart I offere to the x6a8 Coke On Litt 59 To do a thing
against or without Law or Custome, and that legally is

called a forfeiture.

f b In weaker sense : A breach of niles. Obs.
1576 Turberv Venene 134 If . he touch the shoulder .

.

with any other thing than his knyfe it is a forfayture

f c Forfeiture of marriage

.

(see quot.) Obs
1607 Cowell Interpr

, Forfeiture of mariage, is a writ
lying against him, who houtdmg by knights seruice, and
being vnder age and vnmaried, refuseth her, whome the
Lord offereth him. and marieth another.

2. The fact of losing or becoming liable to
deprivation of (an estate, goods, life, an office,

right, etc.) in consequence of a crime, offence, or
breach of engagement Const of + on.
a 13 CoerdeL 257 Forfeyture onlyflf andlonde. 1389

in Eng Gilds (1870) 76 No brother shalle discuse he coun-
sel! ofhis fratermte to no straungere, vp be payne of for-
feture of he fratermte 1467 Ibid 384 Vppon peyne of
forfetor of xl* 1495 Act 11 Hen VII, c 58 § 1 Actes of
atteyndre and forfeiture made in the seid parliament. 1523
Fitzherb Siirv. 13 b, That there may be made due proues
without fauoure on payne of forfeyture of his offyce 1614
Selden Titles Hon 31 Henrie iv

, possessing it by the for-
feiture of the Lord Scrop, 1741 Chambers Cycl s v , Full
Forfeiture . is a forfeiture of lifetind member, and all else
that a man has 1767 Blackstong Comm II 267 Forfeiture
is a punishment annexed by law to some illegal act, or
negligence, in the owner of lands, tenements, or heredita-
ments, whereby he loses all his interest therein. 1864
Bp or Lincoln Charge 6 The minimum which will satisfy
the inspector, and save the forfeiture of the grant. 1868
E, Edwards Raleigh I vi 04 The large forfeitures which
followed the suppression of the rebellion of the Desmonds
P I542 Sc Acts Mary (1814) II 416/2 The said sentence

of forfaltoure was gevine vpoune J>e lift day of pe samin
moneth 1609 Skene Reg Maj , Treatise 132 The pame
of treason is tynsell,and forefaltour of life, lands, gudes, and
geir 1755 R Keith Catal Scot. Bps. (1824) 178 The same
year he is witness to the forefaulture of the Earl of Ross.
transf and fig 1637-50 Row Hist Kirk (1842) 539 The

undoing ofmy peace, and foirfalture ofmy Saluation 1655
Stanley Hist Philos 1 (1701) 27/1 What forfeiture you
impose on others, undergo your self 17x3 Swift Cadenus
4r Vanessa Wks 1755 III 11. 28 He has a forfeiture m-
curr’d a 1853 Robertson Strut Ser in vm (1863) VI
110 A proud remorse does not forgive itself the forfeiture of
its own dignity.

t b. The penalty of the transgression
;
punish-

ment for an offence. Obs.
1390 Gower Conf II 268 This shall be thy forfeiture;

With that she both his sones slough Before his eye 1667
Milton P L. hi 2*1 Much less that durst upon his oWn
head draw The deadly forfeiture, and ransom set

3. cotter That which is forfeited; a pecuniary
penalty, a fine 1 Obs
« *399 Pol Poems (Rolls) I 412 Alle his ffynys . ne

fforffeyturis flfele my3te not areche to paie the pore peple.
1483 m Eng Gilds (1870) 336 The same forfetoures to be
enployed halfe to the said cite, and the Oder halfe to the
said ffiatermte 1588 Ld Burghley in Ellis Ong Lett.
Ser 1 III 27 The forfeycture for every pubhque offence
committed without the College to be collected by the
bedells 1607 Nottingham Rec IV 287 The order for v h
forfeyture for refusmge to be Chamberlaynes 1709 Addison
Tatter No rx6 ? 7, I pronounced the Petticoat a For-
feiture 1781 Gibbon Peel $ F II 57 One of the finest
breeds [of horses] was the forfeiture of a rebel, 18x8
ConiiETT Pol Reg XXXIII 712 A forfeiture, part ofwhich
went to the informer
P c xfixo Sir J Melvil Mem (1735) 226 Promising each

of his Party a Share of the Forfaulters of the Queen's Lords.
i66x Lauderdale in L Papers (1884) I 93 Fines and for-
faultures are wholly at my disposall
transf and fig x6oz Narcissus (1893) 611 Helpe mee

foorth, els I am the rudewoods forfeiture X754 Richardson
Grmdison II. vn, 105 Extraordinary merit has some for-

Voi. IV.

feitures to pay *786 Henley tr Bedford's Vathek (1868)
\o The exaction of these forfeitures [their beards].

Forfend, forefend (fjfafend, fowfend), v
[f. Fon-pref1 (see sense a) + Fend v ]

*t* 1- trans To forbid, prohibit With the thing
forbidden as object, or with personal object and an
infinitive with to as second object Obs
138a Wychf 2 Kings xu. 8 And the prestis ben forfendid

to eny more takyn monee of the puple c 1400 Apol Loll
70 pe wedding of prestis, or of cosyms in pe J>rid or ferd
degre, is not forfendid bi pe autorite of pe oolde lawe 1493
Dives & Paup. (Pynson) 1 l Bj b, Gregory, prised him for
he forfendyd them to worshyp ymages 1530 Palsgr.

535/2 Naye, I forfende that, for that is no playe 1548
Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Mark 1, 10 That law forfended to
were any clothing of linsaye wolsaye. 1633 Pagitt Chris-
tianogr

, Relig Britans 29 Anselme forefended Priests to
have Wives 1660 Stillingfl Iren ir. mu. (1662) 390
Whether it be forefended by Goddes Law. 18*3 J. Badcock
Dom. Armtsem. 86 This ingenious veterinarian forefends
the practice of mixing clay in the stuffing.

2. To avert, keep away or off, prevent; esp. 111

deprecatory phr, God (etc) forfend,
often with

sentence as object
;

also absol. as an exclama-
tion arch.
138a Wyclif 2 Sant xxiv 25 The veniaunce is forfendyd

fro Yrael 1530 Sir T More Ordin m Ann Barber-
Surgeons Loiid. (1890) 583 As God forfende 1582 N.
Lichefield tr Castanhedds Ceng. E Ind lvti, 120 There
stood m the water . a great number, alwaies forfending
our landing. 1501 Shaics i Hen VI, v iv 65 Now heauen
forfend, the holy Maid with child? *639 Horn & Rob.
Gate Lang. Uni xeix § 984 They joyn themselves in
company with the godly as guardians to forefend mis-
chiefes 173a Fielding Covent Card 1 ui, Behold thee
carted—oh 1 forefend the sight 1848 Lytton Harold 11.

lii, ‘The fiend forfend ’ said the grim Earl 1859 I Taylor
Logic in Theol 226 May we not forfend the successes of
our rivals by adopting their principles 1887 Bowen Virg.
AEneid 111 265 Gods forefena this menace
f b. To check, refrain, withhold. Obs.

138a Wyclit Gen. vm. 2 And the watns ben lessid and
reynes fro hevene ben forfendid. — Prov 1. 15 Forfende
thi foot fro the sties of hem
3. To secure 01 protect by precautionary measures.
Now chiefly US
159a Wilmot Taticred Gtstnunda Pref 111, Gismond

doth humbly pray, Heauens to forefend your Ioues from
like decay 1875 IIocyoake Co-op Eng I 250 Some men
by energy, and enterprise are able to forfend themselves
against suffering 1887 m A liter Missionary Oct 2B3 This
is forefended by the fact that [etc ] x8oa Nation (NY)
28 Apr. 327/2 ‘ The sacrifice of the Mississippi '..was fore-
fended against even the treason of Wilkinson
Hence Forfe ndedppl a. ; Forefe nding vbl sb.

c *380 Wyclif Serin Set Wks II 223 Adam and Eve
syneden by etyng ofpe forfendid appul. PZ440 Promp
Pant 170/1 Forbedynge or forefendynge prohibicio.
1605 Shaics Learv 1 xx Haue you neuer foundmy Brothers
way, To the fore-fended place?

t Forfe're, v. Obs. [OE forfiran, f. For-
pref x +f£ran, Fere, v Cf Forfark w.] a. intr.

To perish, b. trans To destroy.
a 0 E. Chron an 1098 For neah aslc tilS on mersc lande

for ferde a I225 Auer R 334 ForSi heo uoruerden wiS
[uten] hope 13 E E A llit. P. B 560 Quen four-ferde
alle pe flesch bat he formed hade
b c xaos Lay 7280 Heo for-ferde Rome c 1340 Gain <5-

Gr Kni 1617 Pe bores hed watz borne bifore pe burnes
seluen pat him for-feide in pe forpe.

t Forfe'rly, V Obs Also4forfarly [f. For-
prefl + Ferly v ] trans. To astonish greatly.

(Only in pa. pple )
a 1300 CursorM 17361 (Cott ) Fill for.farled ban war bai

c 1375 Sc Leg. Saints 111. 950 He wes forferlyt gret-
tumly

Forfeac (fp jfeks) [a. L forfex pan of scissors ]
1. Humorously pedantic A pair of scissors

1718-4 Pope Rape Lock 111 147 The peer now spreads the
glittering forfex wide. To inclose the lock X837 E. Howard
Old Commod II iv 95 With the glittering forfex in his
hand the Doctor gave chase

2, Ent (see quot.)
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol III 391 Forfex (the Forfex)
A pair of anal organs, which open or shut transversely, and
cross each other.

Forficate (fpifikJt), a. Ent. [f. L forfic-,

forfex,
+ -ate 2 ] Shaped like a pair of scissors.

x8x6 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1843) II 106 note. The man-
dibles are forficate, 1889 Cent Diet, s v Frigate-bird, It
has a long forficate tail.

Forficated (fp ufikeited), a Ent. — prec.

1752 Sir J Hill Hist Amm 505 The Loxia with a forfi-

cated beak. x86o m Worcester.

Forfication (f^fik^i Jon). [fL forfic-,forfex
+ -ation ] The condition of being forficate

;
for-

ficate portion

1889 Cent. Diet s v , The forfication of the tail is three
inches deep

Forficulate (ffufikizll#), a. Ent. [f L for-

ficula ,
dim offorfex + -ate 2 ] Shaped like a pair

of small scissors

1889 Cent Diet s v.. The forficulate palpi of certain
scorpions

Forficulate (faffi kzHeit),». nonce-wd. [f mod
L. forficul-a (see prec ) + -ate 3] intr. To have
a ‘ creeping ’ sensation, as if a forficula or eaiwig
were crawling over one’s skin.

1849 Lytton Caxtons vii 111, There is not a part of me
that has not. .crept, crawled, and forficulated ever since.

+ Forfi’ght, v. Sc. Obs.~ 1 In 7 forefight.

[back-formation fiom Forfougbten ] trims To
exhaust or over-fatigue (oneself) with fighting

i66x Mercur. Gated (Jam ), These noble gentlemen may
forefight themselves in our excellent fields.

t'Forfi'ghter, Obs.— 1
[f. Forprep. + Fighter 1

A defender
1382 Wyclif Isa xix 20 He shal sende to them a saueour,

and aforfi3tere[Vulg propugnatorem], that delyuere them.

+ Forfli't, v. Obs— 1 In 5 forflytte [f For-
pref 1 + Flit v ] trans To lemove
c 1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) 381 As a foie Y am for-flytte.

ForfLitten : see For- fref^- 6

Forfoxrgkten, pple. and ppl a. Obs exc Sc
and north . deal. For forms see Fight v. and
Foughten

; also 8-9 forfoughen. [f. For- pref 1

+ Foughten.] Wearied andwom-ont with fighting.
c 1275 Lay. 26189 On wis cmht com nde to pis kinges ferde

bat was al for-fohte. c X350 Will Paleme 3686 Jour mens
bat feynt ar for-fouten in feld C1450 Lonelich Grail

xlv 765, I was so forfowhte That non lengere stonden I

mowhte. 1470-85 Malory Arthurm vi. We are forfough-
ten, & moche blood haue we loste. 0x550 [see Flatjgiiter
sb ] a 1775 Heine Noble xxvm m Child Ballads vn.
(1890) 3/2 I ’m but like a forfoughen hound, Has been fight-

ing in a dirty syke 1787 Burns Let. to W. Nicol 1 June,
As forjesket and forniaw’d as a forfougbten cock. x8x8
Scott Rob Roy xxvm, This good little gentleman, that
seems sair for-foughen, as I may say, m this tuilzie,

b transf Wearied, over-fatigued.
1786 Harvest Rig m Chambers Pop Poems Scott (1862)

50 They’re a’ right glad the kemp is done. For they’re
forfoughten ilka ane c 1817 Hogg Tales 4 Sk IV 253
Both he and his master were alike sore forefoughten
1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Sc Songs) Ser 1 39 In case some
drift-driven stiangers come forfoughten to our bield.

+ Forfret, v. Obs. [f. For- prefx + Fret v.\

trans. To devour, gnaw, to eatnp or into, corrode.
0x225 Ancr R. 138 Also wiSuten wisdom, fleshs, ase

wurm. uoruret hire, & wasteS hire suluen. 1207 R Glouc.
(Rolls) 186 pe gret evel pat vorfreteb menne limes, c 1350
Will Paleme 2376 be werwolf ran forp as he wold
bat barn bliue haue for-frete 1377 Langl. P. PI. B xvi
29 Coueityse forfret neigh be frute borw many faire sQtes

Hence + Forfre-tten ppl a.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush m 331 The long endund, old,

forfreton vine Is not to helpe.

Forfrorn, -fruali, -fry, -gab • see For- prefix
t Forga-11, v. Obs. Also pa pple. forgalded.

[f For- prefa + Gall v ] To gall thoroughly
1563 Mirr. Mag , Hen Dk Buckhm lxxxiv, Ihe Bull

chased with Dartes, And with dyepe woundes forgald and
gored. 1576 Gascoigne Phtlontene (Arb.) 117 That horse
which lothes the gnefe of his forgalded sides,

t Forga r, V Obs. [f Fob-prefX + OE. gear-

wian to make ready. Cf ON. fyrzrgpra (
TBs,for-

giore, Sw. forgora) to forfeit] trans. a To lose,

b To destroy, corrupt.
c X200 Ormin 14584 Mannkmn patt all wass full off sinne &

all forrgarrt 3aen Godd Ibid vjygs. purrh whatt wass
heffhess whel forrgarrt To drejhenn helle pine’ 13 E. E.
A Hit P A 321 Hit watz for-garte, at paradys greue Ibid,
B 240 To ljue per & thenne enhente \>s.t home bat
aungelez for-gart 0x400 Pol Poems (1859) I. 344 This
fellowship han forgard her grace.

Forgather, foregather (f^gse Sai), v.

Chiefly Sc. Also 6 -gadder, Sc. -gader. [f.

For- prcfx + Gather. Cf. Du vergaderen
,
Flem.

16th c. vergaederen to assemble]

1. mtr. To gather together, assemble
15x3 Douglas HZneisv11. xiv. 30 Ane ost offutmen Thik

forgadderis the large feyldis about 1535 Stewart Cron
Scot II. 62 The Scottis all forgadderit xn Argyle. a 1774
Fergusson King’s Birthday Poems (1845) 1 In London
townWharefouk. Forgather aft To dnnk and tipple. 1895
H P. Robinson Men born equal 329 Three or four other
men forgathered with them in the wine-room over the coffee
and cigars.

2. To encounter, meet; esp to meet with
Now commonly used to denote an accidental

meeting ’ (Jam.).
160a R. Logan in Pitcairn Crim Trials (1833) II 282

Incase ye and M A R, forgader, be very var vith his

raklese toyis of Padoa 1676 w Row Contn Blair's
Autobiog ix. (1848) 142 They forgathered with a mighty
hurricane out of the north-west. X737 Ramsay Scot Prov
Ded„ Ye fergather wi* your friends at kirk 1786 Burns
Twa Dogs 6 Twas in that place Twa dogs Forgather'd

ance upon a time, 1873 G C. DaviesMowit fy Mere xix,

178, 1 foregathered with an ancient fisherman.

b. To associate with. Toforgather up : to take

up with, become attached to.

178a Burns Death Poor Maihe x, O, may thou ne’er

forgather up Wi’ ony blast!t, moorland toop. 1858 Tunes
30 Nov. 6/6 For this purpose he forgathered with the

privates of the legiment, and treated them
3. ? To come together m marriage
1768 Ross Helenore 11 roo Fouk ay had best begin wi’

dealing fair, Altho' they sud forgether ne'er so bare.

Hence Forgathered ppl. a

,

assembled. For-
gathering vbl. sb

,

the action ofgathering together

;

also, an assembly, gathering, or meeting.

1823 Tennant Cardinal Beaton ii, 1 33 ‘You're awing me
a pint 0' gm for this forgathenn 1

1839 Bailey Festus xix

(1848) 206 There rose a shout From the foregathered multi-
tudes x868 Dickens Let 2t Mar

,
We hold all sorts of

hearty foregatherings 1884 St. fames's Gaz, 8 Aug 3/1

The fears and doubts of nations are laid to rest by the
foregathering of the imperial cousins.



FOEGE. 450 FORGED,

Forge (fo<udg), sb Also 5 foorge, 6 fordg

[a. OF forge (= Pr ,
Catal farga, Sp, forja, also

fragua, Pg forja') :-Com. Rom *feutrga ,-L fab-

nca • see Fabric ]

4

1

. Manufacture, construction ;
style of construc-

tion, make, workmanship ;
= Fabric 5, 6 In late

use a new formation on the vb. Obs

1300 Gower Conf X. 78 An horse of brass Of suche

entaile, of such a forge 1569 J Sanford tr. Agnppas
Van Arles 124 b, If it [Husbandry] did not teache so

many monstruouse forges of plantes 1690 Dryden Don
Sebast v Wks 1883 VII. 464 His soft metal runs in the

mould, And needs not further forge. *69* Ray Creation 11

(1692) gi In the gieater Bodies the Forge was easie, the

Matter being ductile and sequacious

2 A smithy
c 1386 Chaucer Millers T 576 A smith That in his

forge smithed plough-harneys. 1484 Caxton Fables of
/Esop in xu, A serpent entyrd som tyme within the forge

of asmythe ax$47 Surrey Descr Fickle Affect 24 The
hammer of the restlesse forge 1689 Land Gaz No 2482/r

In the meantime the Enemies vanguard attack’d the

Village Forge 171a Pope Statius 309 The o’er-labour'd

Cyclop from his task retires, The Aeolian Forge exhausted

of its Fires 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect v, Joe had got his

leather apron on, and passed into the forge

irons/ fffig a 1536 Beauty ft Prop Women Cj, Rather
than to be made m natures forge An angell thou wouldist

mdge him, I make auow. 1658 T Wall Cliaract Enemies
Ch 45 The Forge of their own fancies 1697 CoLLiru Ess
Mar Sitbj 11 (1703) 78 The brain is the forge m which all

the speculations of the understanding are hammered-out.
1880 Victorian Rev I 545 England became the great

forge and factory of the world.

3 An apparatus consisting of an open hearth or

fireplace with a bellows attached, used by black-

smiths for heating iron to render it malleable
;
a

similar apparatus on wheels for military use.

1481-90 Howard Househ Bks (Roxb) 381 For makenge
of the belowes to the forge, *549 Privy Council Acts II,

349/2 Smithes foiges complet, ij 1667 Milton P L xi.

564 At the forge Labouring 1753 Dodslly Pub Virtue,

Agnc 1 111 164 A pondeious lump to the hammer tam’d,
Takes from the forge, in bars, its final form i8ro C Jamfs
Mtlit Diet (ed 3} s v

,
The cavalry have portable forges

as well as the artillery *839 LoNGr, Village Blacksmith
,

They love to see the flaming forge

ironsf andJig 1577 Fenton Gold. Epist (1382) 106 The
hearte’ being the forge whereon our wicked plottes are

wrought 1598 Shaks Merry W iv 11 239 Come to the

Forge with it, then shape it I would not haue things coole

1634 Gayton Pleas Notes iv v. 198 They out of their own
spaikhng forges have found delight and pleasance for the

whole time of their stay 1791 Burice Let Member Nat

.

Assembly Wks VI 14 All black with the smoke and soot

of the forge of confiscation and robbery, a 1839 Praed
Poems (1864) II. 130 In laboured phrase and polished lie

Wrought by the torge of flattery

4 A hearth or furnace for melting 01 refining

metals. Also, the workshop, etc., where this work
is carried on.
1601 Holland Pliny vn Ivi, 188 The forges and furnaces

of brasse 1674 Martiniere tr Voy, N. Countries a The
Forges which are much of the same nature with the

Copper Forges some separating, some washing, some
melting, others refining, and otherscoming, foi his Majesty.

1796 MorseAmer Geog. I 391 Forges to refine pig-iron into

bais. 1839 XhmDid Arts,Forge.,thegreat workshop where
iron is made malleable a shingling mill 1874 Knight Did.
Meek , Forge 3 a place where iron is puddled and shingled.

5 . In market reports, short forforge iron.

1890 Daily News xo Jan. 3/7 Staffordshire forge ranged
from 63s to /or

6. attnb. and Comb. a. simple attributive, (of

or pertaining to the forge), as foige-bellows
,
-coal,

-furnace

,

-hammer
,
-hearth

,
-house

,
-iron

,

-master

,

-smith, -tongs.

1835 Lardner Hand-hit Nat Phil , Hydrost., etc. six The
*forge-bellows 1893 Daily News 3 Sept. 7/1 Forgood'"forge

coal from or to ror is asked. 1838 Simmonds Diet. Trade,

*Forge Furnace, a blacksmith's open furnace 18*3 J
Smith Panorama Sc 4 Art I. 13 The *forge hammer,
invented by George Walby of London. 1383 Stanyhurst
AZneis vm (Arb ) 137 His hoate *fordgharth, 1633 W.
Sthuther in Spurgeon Treas Dav Ps. cxix 168 A furnace
and *forge-house for evil 1884 Imp f, Mach Rev 1 Dec
6733/1 *Forge iron of North of England brands a *628 F
Greville OfWarresuu Wks, (Grosart)II 107 These ’’forge-

masters ofour woes 1886 J Gillow Lit $ Biog Hist Eng
Catholics II 402 A labouring *forge-smith. 1831 D Wilson
Preh.Ann. (1863) II. 84 The rude pair of iron *'forge-tongs

b Special comb., as forge-cart {Mil ), a travel-

ling forge for service in the field
;
forge-cinder

(see quot.) ; forge-fire, (a) a smith’s fire ; (b) a
puddling furnace

; forge-man, a forger or smith

;

spec, (see quot 1 858) , forge-mill (see quot )

,

forge-pig, a pig of forge-iron, also collect. ; forge-
roll (see quot ) , forge-roller, a workman m a
rolling mill (?) ; forge-wagon =forge-cart ;

forge-
water, water in which heated irons have been
dipped, formerly in popular use as a medicine.
1810 Wellington 23 July in Gurw Desp VI 202 The

*forge carts of theRoyal Dragoons 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss ,

*Forge-cinder, the slag from a forge or bloomary.
1833 Kingsley Heroes, Argon iv X26 The ^forge-fires shone
like sparks through the darkness 1888 Lockwood's Diet
Mech. Engm

, Forge Fire a puddling furnace 1621
Burton Anat Mel Democr to Rdr. (1657) 63 Smiths,
*Forge-men, Brewers, Bakers, Metal-men 1838 Simmonds
Diet, Trade, Forge-man, a superior class of coach-smith,
having a hammer-man under him. 1738 Chambers Cycl.
s v. Mill, 6 *Forge-Mills turned by water serve to raise and

fet fall one or more huge hammers 1839 URr Diet

Arts 719 The average quantity of fine metal obtainable

from tne *forge pigs 1892 Daily News 29 July 2/4 North-

ampton forge pig is 43$ 6d 1874 Knight Diet Mech
,

*Forge-rolls, the train of rolls by which the slab or bloom

is converted into puddled bars. *883 Instr to Census Clerks

ga [Workmen engaged in] Wrought Iron Manufacture .

*Forge Roller 1810 C. James Milit Diet (ed 3) s v

Cart, *Forge-Wagons are travelling machines fitted up for

the purpose of assisting the artillery m the field, and in

repairing or replacing any iron work 1723 Bradley Pam.
Diet, s v. Turkey, Let 'em Drink *Forge Water 1798 W
Blair Soldier's Friend 23 Half a pint of strong forge-

water

Forge (fo«idg), v .
1 Also 5 forgyn, 5, 7 fourge,

6 fordge, furge. [ad. OF. forgicr (l’r forger)

L
.

fabneare : see Fabricate.]

1, trans. To make, fashion, frame, or construct

(any material thing) ;
= Fabricate v. i. Obs exc.

as coincident with transf. use of 2. To forge to-

gether : to frame together, weld.
a 1300 CursorM 2839s (Cott ) A-mang myn o>er wark

vn-lele haf 1 oft forged mis sele. *382 Wyclii Exod iv 11

Who forgide the dowmbe and the deef, the seer and the

biynde? 1390 Gower Conf III 67 Of wexe he forged an

ymage. a 1450 Le Morte Arth 967 There myght none

feyrer sayle on flode, Ne better forgid as of tree C147S
Partenay 6103 So by hym was made and furged again

Off Maillers the church 1378 Banisti r Hist Man 1 9

This same bone seemeth to be forged withfiue sides 1624

Heywood Gunaik. 1 17 The image of Victoria most cunouslie

foiged 1812 H & J. Smith Iiej. Addr 3 Forging for this

isle a yoke.

2 To shape by heating m a forge and hammer-

ing ;
to beat into shape

; f to com (money) Also

with out.

13 EE A Hit P B 343 Hit watz fettled & forged Sc to

J>e fulle graybed. c 1477 Caxton Jason 72 b, Aftei thys was
ordeyned that ther sliolde be forgid moneye m the cite.

(11333 Ld Berners Huon xhv 148 Cursyd be he of

Mahunde that forgyd thy swotd. 1368 Grafton Chron
II 364 They forge In Fraunce newe Floieyns wherewith ye

shall be payde *703 Moxon Meek Exeic 28 The Key-
hole being finished, forge your Key 1782 Cowri R Charity

237 Sin forged, and ignorance made fast, the chain 1843
Tames A Neil 11, Did you ever see a blacksmith forge a
hoise-slioe?

fig s6os Bp W Barlow Serin. Paules Crosse 39 An
opinion forged at the flic of hell. 1682 SirT Browne Chr
Mor n § 2 If the substantial subject be well foiged out,

we need not examine the sparks winch irregularly fly from

it *833 C Bronte Villette xxxvi, Out of men’s afflictions

and affections were forged the nvets of their servitude

b absol. 01 intr. To woik at the forge; to do

smith’s work.
1382 Wyclip Ps cxxvhi[ix] 3 Vpon my bac forgeden

[fabneaverunt] synneres c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T i* 480

In this forseyde develes foumeys ther forgen three shrewes

14 Lydg & Burgh Secrees 2135 Hym to Enfoormc
Why his sone Sauf oonly to forge wolde take noon m-
formacion 1605 Verstegan Dec, Intell, ix 310 The Smith,

that forgeth at the fire. 1770 J CLwnvPhysiogn 43 They
can saw, but not plane ;

they can forge, but not polish

+ C To forge and file . to bring into shape,

fashion completely, make ready. Obs
c 138X Chaucer Pari Foules 212 Besyde a welle I say
Cupyde our lord his arwes forge and fyle 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb ) 13 If the crafth ofdescrypeyoun I cowde .

bothe foige ana fyle x6a6 T H. Caussin's Holy Crt 424
It was in her shop, where all these Councells plotted for

his ruine, were forged, and fyled

+ 3. To frame or fashion (something immaterial);

to contrive, devise, invent. Obs exc. as m 4.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12351, I will tell how . fortune, full

fell, forget here end. c 1430 Lydg Bochas vi 1. (*554) r45 b,

Like your conceites ye forge me and peint. 1562 Win?ft
Bk 83 Quest To Chr. Rdu, Wks (1887-8) I 52 Forgeing
thair sermonis for the plesuir ofeuery auditour.

t b. To invent, ‘ com
'
(a word, etc ) Obs.

*349 Coverdale, eta Erasm Par. 1 Cor. 1. 13 Why then
forge ye to your selfes any other name 1371 Digges
Pantom in Introd Q, To forge newe English wordes.

1603 Camden Rem (1637) 78 Some thmke it to be no ancient

name, but forged by the writer of King Arthurs histone

1690 Locke Hum. Underst, m. vm 230 Those few [names]
that the Schools forged, and put into the mouths of their

Scholars, could never yet get admittance into common use

4. esp. To fabneate, frame, invent (a false or

imaginary story, lie, etc.) ; to devise (evil). Also,

to pretend (something) to have happened, to

fable.

c *386 Chaucer Pars, T ? 336 In which debt they wol
forge a long tale c 1440 Partonope 4459 Anon she forged

a fayre lesyng 1343 Brinklow Compl, 24 b, Then the

matterwas forged that he hangyd hymselfe 1347 Homilies
1 Falling fr God 1. (1839) Let no man forge evil in his

heait against his brother 1648 Jos Beaumont Psyche xv.

cxli, How fine a story they can forge and fashion Of no
Materials but Imagination 1 1732 Fielding Amelia n 11,

I . . forged a meeting to have been between me and my
imaginary mistress 1794 Godwin Cal Williams 289 Who
had forged the basest and most atrocious falsehoods 1859
Kingsley Misc. (i860) I 77A charge forged by that villain

1876 E. Mellor Prusth. vn 334 Ever listening for words
which they could forge into accusations 1887 Stevenson
Mem ft Portraits vii, no The hope was one of those that

childhood forges for a pastime.
absol *380 Lyly Euphues (Arb) 298 A gentleman ,

whose name I will not conceale, least thou shouldest
thmke me to forge. x6io A Cooke Pope Joan in Harl.
Misc. IV. 10 They are driven to feign, to forge, to cog.

5

To make (something) in fraudulent imitation

of something else ; to make or devise (something

spurious) m order to pass it off as genuine

c *330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 135 pat was a fals brefe
& forged wele 1494 FabyanC4?0« v exxm 100 He then
vsyd gyle and deuysed or forged certeyn letters m the
name of Biunechieldys 1352 IIuloet, Forge or falsifie a
writmge as chartre, dede, or testament 1603 Land Pro-
digal nr. 111, You forg'd a will 1633 Pagitt Chrtshanogr
in (1636)94 Many of these their Rehques were forged 1712
Sttele Sped No 264 t 3 He has carried his Skill in
Imitation so far, as to have forged a Letter fiom my Fuend
Sir Roger. 1741 Middleton Cicero (1742) III xi 241
Nothing was more common, than to have sayings forged for
his 1843 S Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref III 11 47 Elector
Joachim demanded .. that the name of the liar who had
forged this treaty should be published. 1891 E PlacocicN Brendan I 81 Foige a pedigree if you haven’t one

b. To imitate fraudulently
, to counterfeit

1533 Ad 27 Hen VIII, c 2 If anie peison. falsely forge
and countcrfaite the kinges signe manuel 1677 Wood Life
(Oxf Hist. Soc ) II, 392 Frankland had forged the Uni-
versity seal. 1887 R Uuciianan Heir ofLinne v, As if I

had foiged the land's name
6 mtr. To commit forgery

1391 Shaks. i Hen VI, hi. 1 12 Thmke not that I haue
forg’d or am not able Pci bat

m

to lehearse theMetliode of
my Penne. 1738 Pope fipil Sat 11. 190 But Pens can
foige, my Friend, that cannot write 1833 Macaulay Hist
hug Iv 245 He wandered about Iieland begging,

stealing, Lheatmg, pusonatmg, forging. 1883 Tennyson
Despair \n, One son had forged on lus father and fled.

Forge (fonjds), v 2 [Of unknown ongin
;

it

lias, been conjectured to be a mispronunc. of

Foiice (cf dispoge foi dispose), or a transferred

use of Forge v 1, with allusion to the effect of

repeated blows of a sledge hammer.]
1. intr. Ofa vessel • To make way, * shoot ahead’

(Adm. Smyth), esp. by meie momentum, or the

pressure of tide. Often with ahead
;

also with

along, off,\
on

,
and with cognate obj.

The first quot. seems, from the elaborate nautical lmaeery

of the context, to be a fig example of this sense, though so

much earlier than any other known instance.

[16x1 Sirra lint Gt, Bnt ix xu 713 For albeit the

B.irke of Ins begunne adventures had without penll well

passed the straightes he feared the gust of eueiy wind
His inward study therefore still forged to cleave his

passagebytaking those dangerous lets away ) 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789), Pianchirnne roche, to pass over, or

forge off from a rock. 1779 Forrest Voy N. Guinea 23 As
she forged on without any sail. 1830 Marryat Kings Own
xvi. The latter [frigate] continued to forge in-shore 1833
— P.Simple xxxv, The four-decker forged ahead *849 De
Quincty Eiip Mail-coach, Dream-fugue Wks IV. 344 Off

she forged without a shock *886 J H. McCarthy Doom 20

As the Atlantis slowly forged her way out to sea

transf andfig *86* Sat. Rev 14 Sept 280 Presently he

drops behind, and I take advantage ofthe lull in the tempest

to forge ahead 1887 Pall Mall G 2 Feb 11/1 Canada is

‘ forging ahead ’ as they say m the North 1887 Jrssorp

Areadyvm 223The artisan who forges ahead .is mninety-

nine cases out of a hundred a born townsman. *893 F Hall
in Academy 25 March 266/3 No good reason is obvious why
our little ’iellus, though ever so crank, should not forge

along till the year 2000

2 . irans. (See quot.)

1813 Falconeds Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), To Forge over

is to force a ship violently over a shoal by the effort ofa great

quantity of sail

Forge (fomds), vP> [? From Forge v.x 2, with

ref to the sound ] intr. Of a horse . = Click v

183X [see Clicking vtl sb b]

Forgeable (fooidgab’l), a. [f. Forge vP +
-ABLE.] That may be forged, admitting of forging.

X382 Wyclif Bible Pref. Ep vi 67 Forgers treten forge-

able thmgis 1869 G Dodd Diet Mannf ,
etc sv Iron,

Ductile, moderately forgeable and weldable *878 fires
Diet Arts IV 551 At a red heat it was easily forgeable.

Hence Forgfeabi'lity.
*878 lire's Did Arts IV 332 Carbon affects the forge

ability of steel more than silicon

Forged (fo<ud3d), ppl. a. Also 4 i-forged.

[f Forge v + -ed k] In senses of the vb.

+ L a Fashioned, framed. In quot. 1382 alle

forgid trees= all kinds of wooden instruments Obs

*382 Wycljf 2 Sam vi 5 Damd and al Yrael pleiden

before the Lord, in alle forgid trees, and harpis

2 Fashioned at the forge f Of money • Coined.

c 1386 Chaucer Milleds T 70 Full brighter was the shyn-

yng of hir hewe. Than in the tour the noble yforged newe

*6zx G. Sandys Ovids Met v *3 Nor shall thy wings, nor

Jove in forged gold, Work thy escape. *679 Essex Papers

(Camden) 1 233 Soethat it may be wrought as forged Iron

is <*1839 Prafd Poems (1864)1 239 Whose broken chain

Than new forged bonds is far more dear zoai Daily

News 11 Aug 1/6 The ‘ Standard ’ Forged Horse Nails,

f 3. Fabricated, ‘got up’, ‘made up ,
invented.

*4 Lydg Secrees 73 That double of tonge hatyd adula-

cyon, ffals Repoort fforgyd talys with oute sekirnesse.

*383 Grfene Mamilha Wks (Grosart) II 183 "is famed

faith and forged flattene *6*3 G Sandys Draw 135 lae

Priests by diuulging forged miracles, increased the number

of her Votaries ^1639 SrornswOOD I-Iist Ch Root (1035)

37 Upon a forged quarrell 1671 J Wlbster Metallogr

1 ix The learning attributed to Hermes Tnsmegist, is but

of late years standing, and both the Author and it but forged

and feigned . .

4. Made in fraudulent imitation of something

genuine ; counterfeit, false, spurious.

*484 Certificate m Surtees Misc (1890) 42 A forget testi-

monyall *509 Adi Hen VIII, c 7 Many - forged m-

formacions *561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst 1, 38 f“,s

monstrous forged deuise. 1592 WarnerA lb Eng vu xxxv.

(1612) 168 Lambert the forged Yorkest 1621 G Sandys

Ovids Met. ix. 75 What hope has thou, a forged Snake,
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to scape? 1628 Coke OnLitt lxxv 17a This forged release

a 1641 Bp R Mountagu Acts Mon (1642) *69 Many
forged and counterfait writings. 1817 Pari Debates 716
A forged Bank of England note 1858 Greener Gunnery
246Any such forged or counterfeit stamp 1876 Humphreys
Cotn-Coll Man xxvi 404 Acquainted with the aspect of
forged coins

Hence + Fo rgedly adv.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) gi If thou wast minded both
falsely, and forgedly to deceive me 1675 tr Camden'sHist
Eltz in 3SS That her Adversaries might easily . write

many things forgedly and falsly.

t Fo'rgeful, a. Obs [f. Forge v + -im]
Apt to forge, creative.

1751 Stormont Elegy Frederick Pr Wales 14 Th’ illusive

scenes That forgeful Fancy plan’d 1814 Cary Dante,
Purg xxv 63 For each limb Is in the heart by forgeful

nature plann’d

Forgeless (too tdgles),#. [f Forge + -less.]

Without a forge.

1888 R Dowling Miracle Geld I x 196 This house of
bankrupt and forgeless Vulcan.

t Forge’naer, v Obs. (Frequent in Trevisa.)

trans To disregard, neglect, slight.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 221 pe holy places of
Godes were forgendred Ibid VI 407 pe Kentisshe men
forgendrede pe kynges heste. Ibid VI 239 To forgendre
what is detty and rqtfull

Forger 1 (fo<> jdgai). [f Forge v. + -er * ]
One who forges, in senses of the vb.

1

.

A maker or framer (of something material or
immaterial) ; an author or creator. Now only m
bad sense, a fabucator, inventor (of false stories,

etc ).

c 1380 Wyclif Semi. Sel Wks II 19 Joseph was a forgere

of trees, pat is to seie a wrigte 1382 — Job xui 4 Rathere
shewende 30U forgeris of lesingus — Eccl xi $ God. that
is forgere of alle thingus a 1541 Wyatt Poet Wks (1861)
8r Your fault is forger of this note 1563 W1N3ET Vine.
Linn Ded. Wks (1887-8)11 5 A1 forgeans and manteanens
ofschisme and errour 1609 Bible (Douay) Dent xm 5 That

S
rophete or forger of dreames 1747WestR esurrection 347
To Forger of Lies 1805 Wordsw Prelude v 523 Foigers

of daring tales

2

.

One who forges (metal) or works at a foige
,

a smith , + a coiner (of money)
;
also, an owner

of forges or rolling mills.

138s Wyclif Bible Pref Ep vi 67 Forgers treten forge-

able thmgis 1424 Poston Lett. No. 4 I 13 The forgeers
and makers of the seyd billes 1474 Caxton Chesse in 11

E vj b. Forgers and makers of money 1491 — VitasPair
(W de W 1495) 19 Saynt Appellen was a forgeur of yren.
a 1605 Montgomerie Mtsc Poems xlu 13 The forger when
he feeds his fyre With sparks of water a 1679 T Goodwin
Justtf Faith 1. vi. Wks. (1697) IV 29 Thus God is the
immediate Forger of every Lmke of that golden Chain
1827 Hone Every-day Bk II. 879 The brawny forger 1858
Greener Gunnery 91 The inventors, forgers, and finishers

of this great gun 1884 Manch Exam. 13 Sept 4/7 A file

forger i8gx Daily Nevus 26 Oct 2/6 Forgers say that they
could do much more work if it was forthcoming.

3

.

One who makes fraudulent imitations (of docu-
ments, corns, etc ) ;

a counterfeiter.

1552 Huloet, Forger of dedes or wrytynges, falsarins
subiector *565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Adulterator mone-
tx a forgier or false coynar ofmony a 1680 Butler Sat.
Plagiaries 12 Rem 1749 I *68 Mark them with characters
and brands Like other forgers of men’s hands 1790 Paley
Harm Paul Rom 1 11 The forger of the epistle inserted

in it the passage upon which our observations are founded
1791 Burke Let Member Nat Assembly Wks VI 18
Forgers of paper currency 1839 Dickens T. Two Cities

11, i, The forger was put to Death. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed 2) V 22 Whether we can attribute the worst parts of a
work to a forger and the best to a great writer depends

t Fo’rger 2
. Law. Obs rare — 1

, [a AF.
forger

—

Forgev 1
;
see-ER 4.] The action of forging.

(Cowel 1607, and some later writers who quote the

statute, have mistaken the word for prec. sb )

1562 Act 5 Ehz c 14 §4 The Party grieved shall sue
his Action of Forger of false Deeds upon this Statute 164*
Termes de la Ley 164 b, Forger of false Deeds . is used
in our Law for the fraudulent making and publishing of
false writings to the prejudice of another mans right

+ Fo*rgerer. Obs [f Forger 1 or Forgery:
see -ERI3 ] One who commits forgery, a forger

*607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 628 Forgerers and penured
persons *696 Prideaux Lett (Camd) 183 The forgerer

was acquitted 1763 Chron in Ann Reg 58/2 The forgerer

. suffered the February following 1826 Bentham in

Westm Rev. VI 462 A forgerer is comparatively at his ease.

So f Fo rg’ering" ppl a
,
practising forgery

1618 Barnevelt’s Apol Giv, If these forgering fellows

would manifest and discover themselues

t Fo'rgeress. Obs ~ 1
[f. Forger 1 + -ess ]

A female forger, fashioner, or maker.
c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode n. cxlvm (1869) 134 Dame

justice, the smythiere of vertues, and the forgeresse.

Forgery (foe idgert). [f. Forge v. + -ery.]

+ 1. The action or craft of forging metal Obs.

*6og Bible (Douay) Hob 11 18 Because the forger therof
hath hoped m his forgerie, to make dumme idols 1671
Milton Samson 131 Useless the forgery Of brazen shield

and spear

b concr A piece of forged work rat e.

1830 Blackie /Eschylus II 184 On his shield, stout

forgery of brass .He shows The terrible Sphynx.
2 , Invention, excogitation; fictitious invention,

fiction Now only poet Formerly also with more
reproachful sense : *j* Deception, lying

;
a fraudu-

lent artifice, a deceit.

*583 Stanyhurst ASneis n (Arb
) 46 Hee fabled sundrye

reportes, Mee to trap m matters of state, with foigerye
knauish 1393 Shaks 3 Hen. VI, in ui 173 To sooth your
Forgery and his 1599 — pass Pilgr 4 Vnskilful in the
worlds false forgeries 1602 — Ham iv vn go So farre he
past my thought, lhat I in forgery of shapes and tnckes,
Come short ofwhat he did. 1633 P Fletcher Poet Misc 61My never-slak’t desire Will cast to prove by welcome
forgerie, That for my absence I am much the nigher 178a
Cowper Retirement 323 [Speaking of insanity] "Tis not, as
heads that never ache suppose, Forgery of fancy, and a
dream of woes
3 The making of a thing in fraudulent imitation

of something
, also, esp the forging, counterfeiting,

or falsifying of a document. For the use in Law
see quot 1769
*593 Shaks Lucr. 920 Guilty of treason, forgerie, and

shift 1605 Rowlands Hells Broke Loose 5 Manes pub-
lished a fift Gospell of his owne forgerie 1696 Prideaux
Lett (Camden) 169 SeveralL very notorious acts of forgery
havemg been proved against Dean 2741 Middleton Cicero
I 1 40 The art of raising a kind of enthusiasm in his
army, by the forgery of auspices and divine admonitions
xjftg Blackstone Comm, IV 243 Forgery, or the crimen
falsi ‘ the fraudulent making or alteration of a writing
to the prejudice of another man’s right ’ 1833 C Bronte
Villette xxxv. In their eyes I write essays , and with
deliberate forgery, sign to them my pupils’ names 1883
Coniemp Rev Dec 842 It was natural that literary forgery
should thrive

b. The fact of being forged rare.

1683 J Spencer Disc Vulg Profit 83 A sign of the
forgery of the whole Prophecy. 1843 Graves Rom Law in
Ettcycl Metrop 736/1 The forgery of the Tabula Marliana
is now generally admitted.

c concr. Something forged, counterfeited, or
fabricated

; a spurious production.

*574 tr Marloiat's Apocahps 23 Their wicked forgeries.

1641 Milton Ch Govt, n in (1831) 157 A pure tyrannical
forgery of the Prelats 1781 Gibbon Decl <5- F II 99 A
manifest forgery was attested by a person of the most sacred
character 1833 Ht Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1

iv 92 He told several people in confidence that forgeries of
their notes were abroad 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) V 4
That one of the most excellent writings bearing the name
of Plato should be a forgery .would be a singular pheno-
menon in ancient literature.

Forget (fffrge t), sb Chiefly colloq [f. nex{

vb ] An act of forgetting , a lapse of memory.
1861 Ivatts Handbk. Raihu Station Managem 27

Errors ofJudgment and Casual Mistakes, including ‘For-
gets’ 1880 J Payn Confid Agent 1 in, I thought you
might have made a forget of it 1883 T Mozley Remin
Towns, etc I. ix. 44, I was very liable to momentary for-

gets, transpositions and misplacings of words

Forget (f£ige t), v. Pa. t. forgot (-gp t), arch.

forgat (-gse t). Pa pple forgotten, arch, and
poet

,
forgot (-gp t’n, -gp t) For forms see Get

[OE forgieian str vb. {/orgeat, -giatun, -giten)

corresponding to OS far-getan (Du. vergeten),
OHG fargegan (MHG vergeten, Ger vergessen)

,

f. OTeut *getan (see Get v ) m the sense ‘ to hold,

grasp the force of the prefix being that illustrated

under Fob- pref1 3 . The etymological sense is

thus * to miss or lose one’s hold ’
;
but the physical

application is not recorded m any Teut. lang ]

1 trans. To lose remembrance of; to cease to

retain in one’s memory, + Formerly sometimes

with out. Often with clause as obj

c888 K /Elfred Boeth xlu, Naefre nauht he ne foigeat

c 1030 Byrhtferth's Handboc m Anglia (1883) VIII. 326
beet >u neforgyte ic be nu seege, a 1200 MoralOde 98
NahheS hie no b^g foigieten of bat hie her iseien. C1300
Beket 1956 Here names for here schrewede ne beoth no3t

for3ute ut [MS Laud 108 nout forgite guyt] 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1 16 Swa that na lenth of tyme it let Na ger it haly

he forget 1323 Ld Berners Froiss II lxu [lxv,] aio
That I sholde forgete outonv thynge that I haveknowen to

he done c 1340 Howers of Blessed Virgin E & L 104

They shall Be registred so, they shall not be forgetten

c 1676 Lady Chaworthui mth Rep Hut MSS Com App
v 34 The D of Monmouth Mr. Griffin and Mr Godolphm
and a fourth whose name I have forgot 1757 Wesley
Wks (1872) IX 279 Have you forgot that every man is

now horn in as good a state as Adam was made at first ?

1845 S Austin Ranke's Hut Ref I 387 Frederic did not

forget his numerous wrongs and affronts 1874 Green Short
Hist 1 § 1. 5 Men forgot how to fight for their Country when
they forgot how to govern it

Prov c 1530 R Hilles Comnton-pl Bk. (1858) 140 Seld

sene sone forgotyn.

b. To fail to recall to mind ;
not to recollect.

1787 ‘ Gambado * Acad Horsemen (1809) 28 He says much
the same of rabbits and onions, but I forgot [? read forget]

how he brings that to bear 1847 Marryat C/nldr. N
Forest xv, I forget the sign [of the inn]

e. const, to a person = as a matter of reproach

against him rare.

1822 T Moore Diary 31 Jan ,
The thing has never been

forgotten to Etienne since,

d. absol. (or mtr.)

1382 Wyclif Isa xliv 18 Thei forgeeten, lest ther egen

seegen, and lest thei vnderstoden m ther herte £*435
Terr. Portugal 824 The kyng wold not foreget. 1392

Shaks. Rom. 4- JuL 1 1 243 Farewell thou can’st notteach

me to forget. 1611 Bible Ps x 11 Hee hath said in his

heart, God hath forgotten. <*1839 Praed Poems (1864)

I. 363 He'll learn To feign and to forget 18 . Tennyson
Flight 1, Are you sleeping? have you forgotten?

2. To omit or neglect through inadvertence.

Chiefly with infinitive as obj. In poetry some-

timesfig. of natural agents, etc.

£930 Lmdisf Gosp Mark x 21 An Se is forgeten. c 100a
Ags Gosp Matt xyi 5 Hig forgeton bat hig nlafas namon
a 1300 CursorM 1730 (Cott ) pe folk to preche for-gate he
noght c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T 39 This widwe hirhtel
sone y-taught Our hlisful lady To worshipe ay, and he for*

gat it naught c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxviii, To
sadulle his horse was nogte forgetun 1348 Hall Chron ,

Edw IV (an 10) 216 Goa dyd neither forgeve nor forget to
pumshe the duke 1697 Dampier Voy. I xvi 444, 1 quite
forgot to put it into my Journal 1710 Pope Windsor For
353 The winds forget to roar 1718 Rowe tr Lucan ix 1389
Straight His Blood forgot to flow, his Heart to beat 1842
Tennyson Gardener's Dau 85 The steer forgot to graze

b To omit to take, leave behind inadvertently
a 1300 CursorM 1690 (Cott ) Fouxul ne worme forget bou

noght Ibid 3163 (Cott ) Suerd and fire forgat he noght
*535 Coverdale Dent xxiv 19 Whan thou hast reaped
downe thine haruest in the felde, and hast forgotten a shefe
mthefelde 1596 Shaks i Hen IV, m 1 6 Hotsp Aplague
vpon it, I haue forgot the Mappe Glend No, here it is

*768 Goldsm Good-n Man iv 1, I had almost forgot the
wedding ring! i860 Tyndall Glac 1. xi 72 We had no
candles, they had been forgotten

t c. with complementary adj or adv. Obs
a 1340 ‘Hampole Psalter vi. 6 bat nane be forgetyn vn-

punyst c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (x886) 127 pes binges
cure lady forgat bihynde hir whan sche 3ede oute of bat
plaas in to Egypte 1513 Douglas /Eneis xi xvi 69 Hys
fens all hes hym forget allane

d. To omit to mention, leave unnoticed, pass
over inadvertently

1338 Elyot, Preetermitto, to leue vntouched, to forgete,

to leue oute 1348 Hall Chron , Heit V(an 3) 49 b, I may
not forget how the Frenche men . sent a herault 1625
Bacon Ess , Cunning (Arb ) 439 He would passe ouer that,

that he intended most, and goe forth, and come backe
agame, and speake of it, as of a Thing, that he had almost
forgot 1674 tr ScheffeVs Lapland 93, I had almost forgot
Tobacco, of which they are very great admirers 1775
S J Pratt Liberal Optn (1783) III 187 Pray don’t forget
me to your uncle 1881 Freeman Smoj Venice 166 Not
forgetting a gate which has been made out m the long walls

3. To cease or omit to think of, let slip out of

the mind, leave out of sight, take no note of
c 1000 Ags. Ps (Th ) xu 1 Hu lange wilt bu, Drihten, min

forgitan c 1200 Vices Virtues (1888) 7 Hie forgitetS to
swine hem seluen wi5-innen a 1300 Fiona Bl 497
(Camb MS )

Ne schal lhc neure forgete be a *3°°
CursorM 20208 (Cott ) O bat bode forgat scho noght.
138a WyclitPs. cxvui[i] 176 1hm hestis I haue not foqeten
c 1430 Bk Curtasye 196 in BabeesBk 305 pou schalle neuer
lose for to bekynde , That on forgetisanoper base in mynde
*593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv vu 45 1631 Isaackson in

Fuller's Abel Redtv ,
Andrezues (1867) II 168 He forgat

not his patron, Dr Watts, at his end. 1717Pope Eloisci 208
The world forgetting, by the world forgot 1797 NelsonAug
in Nicolas Disp (1845) II 437, I shall not be surprised to

be neglected and forgot, as probably I shall no longer be
considered as useful 1888 Miss BraddonFatal Three 1. v.

Are you forgetting luncheon 7

b used in connexion with Forgive

;

also absol.

passing into proverb
a 1223 Ancr R 124 A1 pet hurt & al pet sore were uor-

giten & forgiuen uor glednesse 1421-2 Hoccleve Dialogue
672 MochiL thyng haast thow write, That they nat foryeue
haue, ne foryite 1576 Fleming Panopl Efist 380 Hee did
"both forgive and forgett offences committed against his

majestie 1621 Elsing Debates Ho Lords (CamdeD) 74,
I am sorry for it . I praye forgive and forgett 1775 Sheridan
Rivals iv 11, Come, come, Mrs Malaprop, we must forget

and forgive. 1841 Trench Parables xxiv (1877) 411 Though
God may forgive, man is not therefore to forget.

+ 0. To drop the practice of (a duty, virtue,

etc ) ; to lose the use of (one’s senses). To forget to

do=- to forget how to do (something) Obs.

13 . E. E Alht P B 203 He fortet alle his fre pewes,

And wex wod to pe wrache. c 1383 Chaucer L G W 1732
Luaece, Desire That m his herte brent as any fire bo
wodely that hys witte was foryeten 1390 Gower Conf II

20 Soclene his wittes he foryete 1390 Shaks Com Err
in 11 1 And may it be that you haue quite forgotA husbands
office? 1392— Veil $ Ad 1061 Her joints forget to bow.
1670 Milton Hist Eng 11 36 The terrour of such new and
resolute opposition made them forget thir wonted valour

4. In stronger sense • To neglect wilfully, take

no thought of, disregard, overlook, slight.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 44s He verget al pe strong op, pat

he aade byuore To emperesse 1340 Hampole Pr, Come
2051 Whiles pai lyf pai have na mynde OfGod, hot forgettes

hym. c 1380 Wyclii- Serin Sel Wks I 201 pis lore is for-

aete and pe fendis lore take, a 14110-30 Alexander 3276
The gome pat hys god forgatt 1371 Buchanan Ane Ad-
monition Wks. (1802) 21 It may seame that I forgettis

my devoir 011703 Burkitt OnN T Jas. 11 5 Menwallow in

wealth,and forget God 1797Mrs RADcnrFE/7/r/zfli« 11,Why
should I be in danger of forgetting what is due to myfather ?

5 Toforget oneself, a. To omit care foi oneself

b To lose lemembrance of one’s own station, posi-

tion, or character ;
to lose sight of the requiiements

of dignity, propriety, or decorum ;
to behave unbe-

comingly. f e* To lose one’s way. d. To lose

consciousness
a a laoo Moral Ode 23 pe pe him selfe forgeit for wiue

oSer for childe He sal cumen on euel stede. ax*»5 Leg.

Katli 1377 Feire is us ifallen • ah get we forgeoteo us

b 1393 Shaks Rich II, 111 11. 83 Aum Comfort, my
liege ,

remember who you are. K Rich, I had forgot

myself, am I not king? <1*627 Middleton & Rowley
Changeling in iv, Push 1 you forget yourself j A woman
dipp’d in blood, and talk ofmodesty 1 1697 CollierImmor
Stage 1. 4 Jacinta, Elvira, Dahnda . forget themselves

extreamly : And almost all the Characters are foul and
nauseous 1794 Nelson 29 July in Nicolas Disp (1845)
I 462 These Agents forget themselves very much 1856
Reads Never too late xi, How is be to answer my question

67-a
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if he holds Ins tongue ? you forget yourself 1891 19th Cent
Dec. 856 When any speaker so far forgot himself as [etc ]

C. 1582 N Lichei 11 ld tr Castanhcdds Couq. E Ind xl

93 b, The Captaine Generali founde missing one of Ins

greate Shippes, in the which went Sancho vnto whome
it did well appeare, by reason it was night, that he had
forgotten himselfe.

d. 1390 Gower Conf II 21,

1

myself foryete, That I wot
never, what I am, Ne whider I shall, ne whenne I cam
£•1430 Syr Gencr (Roxb) 7561 Hir self she forgute, With-
out spedi stil she sute 1717 Pope Eloisa 24 Ihough cold

like you, unmov’d and silent grown, I have not yet forgot

myself to stone. Mod. I was nearly asleep, I had just for-

gotten myself

Hence Forge tter, one who forgets.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P, R xu vu (1493) 417 The
coluouie is foryeter of wronges c 1440 Promp Parv
174/1 Forjetare [v r. forgeter], immemor 1613 Bi aum & Fl
Captain iv 111,

1

think her A strange forgetter of herself

*755 Johnson, Forgetter, a careless person. *826 Lamb
Elm Ser 11 Pop. Pattacies, We are not so careless as that

Imperial forgetter of his dreams 1869 Spurgeon Treas
Dav Ps ix 17 Forgetters of God

t Forge tel, a. Oh, Forms * 1 forsyttol, 4
forgetel, «il, 4-5 foryetel(l, 5 fox^etylle, for-

getyll [OE. forgytol,
forgeotul

,
forgittl

,

f. for-

gtetan : see piec
,

cotxesp. to Fris forgittel,
Du.

vergetel

,

LG.forgetel~\ Forgetful, forgetting.

c 1000 Mx.vviu.Hom II 118 He was forgyttol, ac gefsest-

node his lare on fmsthafelum gemynde a 1340 Hampole
Psalter cxvm 10 He pat sekis noght god in all his hert he
is forgetd 1390 Gower Conf III 98 Foryetel, slow and
wery sone Of every thing. 1430 Lydg Citron, Troy xv
xxxv, As I were foryetel! reckles To remember c 1440
Promp Parv 174/1 Foigetylle, obhvtosics.

Hence fForge telness, -ship, forgetfulness. Oh.
a 1000 Lamb Ps. lxxxvu[i] 12 (Bosw ) On lande forgytel-

nysse cxzaa Tnn Coll. Horn 71 Ten ping ben be letten

men of here scrifte forgetelnesse, nutelnesse [etc ] a 1300
E.E Psalter cxxxvi[i] 5 If I for-gete be, Jerusalem land, To
for-getelnesse given he mi right hand c 1330 R Brunne
Citron (1810) 176 So did Kyng Philip with sautes on pam
gall pres, Bot for a forgetilschip R. & he hope les c 1386
Chaucer Pars T r 753 The fifthe is foryetelnesse by to

muchel drynkynge c 1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 2441 pai
knew pair forgetilnes.

Forgetful (forgetful), a. [f. Fouget v, +
-FUL.]

1 Apt, inclined, or liable to forget ; having a bad
memory. Also, that forgets . const, of
138a Wyclif Jets, i 25 Not maad a forgetful herer, but

adoerofwerk. cx449 Pecock Rcpr 11 v 165 We ben ful

freel and forgeteful 1300 Fisher Fun Serin. C’tess

Richmond Wks (1876) 201 She wolde not he forgetefull of
ony kyndnes or seruyee done to her before 1601 Shaks.
Jul C iv. 111 255 Bearewith me good Boy, lam much for-

getfull 1794 Coleridge Death o/Chatterton 115 Wisely
forgetful i860 Tyndall Glae. 1 xiv 97 Forgetful of the
glory of the past.

2. Heedless, neglectful Const, of ox inf

1526-34 Tindale Pleb xm. 2 Be not forgetfull to lodge
straungers. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg iv 709 Th' unwary
Lover casthisEyes behind, Forgetful ofthe Law. 1720 Prior
Horace 1. ix 16, I intend To serve myself, forgetful of
my Friend *839 Tennyson Enid 53 Forgetful of his glory
and his name.
3 , That causes to forget, inducing oblivion.

Chiefly poet

.

(Cf oblivions )

*557 Tottells Misc. (Arb ) 271 Reason runnes about, To
seke forgetfull water 1667 MiltonP L 11 74 If the sleepy
drench Of that forgetful Lake benumme not still 1697
Dryden VErteid vi 1017 Compell’d to drink the deep
Lethean Flood, In large forgetful draughts 1787 Generous
Attachm. I 157 The self same bed once received an
honoured patent . to its soft forgetful down 1830 Tlnny-
son In Mem xxxv. The sound of that forgetful shore

Hence Forge tfolly adv., in a forgetful manner.
a 1716 South Sernt (1744) VIII xiv 416 It is our duty

forgetfully, to accept the oppression 1733 Boyse From C.
Dryden's HorttArhngloniani Poems 30 Through the Maze
forgetfully they stray 1833 Cornwallis New World I 70
One of them having forgetfully left his umbrella behind him

Forgetfulness (f/hge'tfulnes). [f. prec. +
-ness.] The quality or state of being forgetful.

1 . The quality of being apt to forget, the state of

forgetting.

1477 Earl Rivfrs (Caxton) Dictes ig Establisshe & ease
thy foryetfulnesse with thyn remembraunce 1333 T

Wilson Rhet m 112 a, Where ouermuch cold is there
is euer muche forgetfulnesse. 1699 Bentley Pkal 282 This
. .he did not do out of design, but pure foigetfullness 1725
Pope Odyss xa 366 Each in slumber shares A sweet forget-

fulness of human cares 1783 Hailes A nttq Chr Ch iv
81 note, Such was the constitutional forgetfulness of
Claudius 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxx, He smiled upon
ail present in happy forgetfulness of having exhibited symp-
toms of pugnacity

2 The condition of forgetting or losing recollec-

tion of everything.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xin. 1. (1495) 440 In Boecia
ben two welles, that one makith good mynae, and that other
makyth foryetfulnesse 14 . Epiph. in Tundale's Vis 116
Euer with deth cometh foigettulnes. 1597 Shaks 2 Hen
IV, in 1 8 0 gentle Sleepe ..thou no more wilt weigh my
eye-lids down? And steepe my Sences in Forgetfulnesse.

3 The state of being forgotten, oblivion ? Ohs.
1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst iv xvui (1634) 704 This

Masse . shamefully putteth his death in forgetfulnesse.

1663 Charleton Chor. Gigant 5 Monuments themselves
are subject to Forgetfulness even while they remain 1779-
81 Johnson L P , Mallet, [His] Amyntor and Iheodora
is now lost in forgetfulness. x82p Lytton Devereux 1 xiv,

The forgetfulness of one buried is nothing to the forgetful-
ness of one disgraced.

4

.

Disiegard, inattention, neglect

1376 Fllming Panopl Epist 272 It doeth kindle in his

mynde, forgetfulnesse of himselfe 1737 Johnson Rambler
No 180 p s He naturally sinks from omission to forgetful-

ness of social duties 1875 Jowls t Plato (ed 2) V 21

1

Victory sometimes produces forgetfulness of education

Forgetive (fo° -idgetiv), a. [?f Forge v 1 +
-tive.] A Shakspcrian word, of uncertain forma-

tion and meaning. Commonly taken as a derivative

of Forge v.1 , and hence used by writers of the

19th c for. Apt at ‘forging inventive, creative.

1397 Shaks 2 Hen. IV, tv hi 107 A good Sheri ls-Sack

makes it tthe braine] apprehensiue, quicke, forgetive, full of

nimble, fierie, and delectable shapes 1800 Malone Life
Dryden Pr Wks I 1 382 Comma's forgetive imagination

1814 Cary Dante, Purg xvn 14 0 quick and foigetive

power ' that sometimes dost So rob us of ourselves 1871

M Collins Mrq <$• Merck I iv 127 Her temperament .

strangely quick, sensitive, apprehensive, forgetive

Forge't-me-noit. [In sense i, a translation

of the OF name ne mPubltez mye, whence late

MHG. vergig mtn mht (mod Ger. vergtsz mem
nicht), Sw. forgaia mig ej. In the 15th c the

flower was supposed to have the virtue of ensuring

that those wearing it should nevei be forgotten by
their lovers. (See quots. m Gumm Wb s.v ) The
application of the name to the ground-pine (sense

3) is app. exclusively Eng.; whethei this plant

was credited with the same magical properties as

its namesake, 01 whether it was named ‘ on account

of the nauseous taste that it leaves m the mouth*
(Prior) is not ascertained.]

1. The name of various kinds of Myosotis
,
esp.

M. palustris
,
a plant which flourishes in damp or

wet soil, having bright blue flowers with a yellow

eye Also applied to the closely resembling species,

M azorica, M arvensis, and others.

c 1532 Dlwes Introd. Ft in Palsgr 1024 A flour of forget

me nat, ttne fleur de ne vtoubhez viye. 1817 Coleridge
Sibyll Leaves, Keep-sake 13 Hope’s gentle gem, the sweet
Forget-me-not. 1833 Tennyson Poems 46 Eyes. Blue as

the blue forget-me-not. 1840 Agnes Strickland Queens
Eng III 84 This royal adventurer . Lancaster, appears to

have been the person who gave to the myosotis arvensis

,

or,
‘ forget-me-not its emblematic and poetic meaning 1880

OuidaMoths III.216 He laidon herkneesomeforget-me nots.

b. Applied with qualifying words to other varie-

ties of Myosotis (see quots ).

1865 Gosse Land Sea (1874) 235 The early scorpion-

grass or hill forget-me-not 1867 Sowerby Eng Bot VII 102

Alpine Forget-me-not, M alpestns Ibid., Creeping water
Foiget-me-not, M. repetis Ibid 106 Dwarf Forget-me-not,M colhna. Ibid. 104 Wood Forget-me-not, M. sylvatica

Ibid. 108 Yellow and blue Forget-me-not, M. versicolor

.

2 . The Germander Speedwell ( Veronica Chanrn-
drys). [So also m German wnteis of 15-1 6th c ]
1833 G Johnston Nat Hist E. Bord. 1. 151 Veronica

chameedrys .often miscalled the Forget-me-not

+ 3 The Ground Pine (Ajuga Chamxpitys),
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 xviu. 28 Of Ground Pyne There

be three sortes called, .in English also Chamtepitys,Ground
Pyne, Herbe Iue, Forget me not 1397 Gerarde Herbal
11 cxlu §3. 422 Ground Pme is called in English herbe Ime,
Forget me not

4

attrib and Comb , as forget-me-not blue
,
eyes

;

forget-me-not-hued adj,

a 1877 Ouida Tncotnn I 522 The treacherous glitter in

her forget-me-not-hued eyes 1887 J, A Sierry Lazy
Minslr. (1892) 148 A sniait little crew In ivory-white and
forget-me-not blue. Ibid, 174 This sweet little lass, Raises
two Forget-me-not eyes 1894 Daily News 22 June 6/6
Dressed in forget-me-not blue chen6 silk

Forgetness (f^Tge tnes). rare. [f. Forget v. +
-ness] Forgetfulness.

1474 Caxton Chesse in vi H uj b, The vice of glotonye
provoketh lecherye

J
wherofcometh forgetenes of his mynde

1892 Daily News 11 Oct 4/7 It is easier to imagine the
disappearance of Westminster Abbey from the face of the
earth, the forgetness that such a place ever existed among
men, than, etc

Forgett (fpudget). Also 7 forohet, (forge,) 9
forchette, forget(te, forgit [originally forchet,

a. F fourchette of same meaning, lit. ‘folk’.]

Glove-malting (see quots )
1681 Mtn Glover Incorp Perth in Beck Gloves (1883) 153

That no Gloves be made with tard forchets but alienedy
with Cliven forchets 1688 R Holme Armoury 111 18/1
The Forges, the peeces between the Fingers 1862 Mrs
H. Wood Mrs Hallib 1 xxui (1864) 12s The long strips,

running up mside the fingers, are the forgits 1891 sgth
Cent. No. 178 939 The pieces for the thumbs, and the forgets
—te the little side pieces for the fingers.

Forgettable (fpjge’tab’l), a. [f. Forget v.

+ -able ] That may be forgotten.

1843 Carlyle Croimvell(iSqi)l 55 Indistinct and instantly
forgettable particulars. 1868 M Pattison Academ Org
v 184 Wasting six months in cramming up a minimum of
foigetable matter.

Forgetting (f£rge tig), vbl. sb, [f Forget v.

+ -ING *.]

1. The action of the vb. Forget
; also, f the state

of being unconscious, oblivion
1340 Ayenb. 18 Ingratitude, pet is, uoryeti[n]ge of god

ana of his guodes. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P R xvii
dxxxiv, (1493) 724 Wyne bredylli in the soule foryetynge
of anguyssh c 1440 Jacob's Well (E, E. T S

) 109 Ffor-
getyng makyth a man m his schryfte to forgete bojie smale
synnes & grete. *338 Elyot Did. , Prseienmssio, forget-

ynge, orjeumge out of a thynge 1614W Barclay Nepen-
thes in Jas I Counterbl (Aib) 116 It maketh and induceth

the foi getting of all son owes and miseries. 1643 Milton
Divorce 11 xxu (1851) 128, I am not willing to discovei
the forgettmgs of reverend men 1803-6 Wordsw Intm
lmmort v, Our birth is but a sleep ana a forgetting

f 2 . The state of being forgotten, oblivion Ohs.
a 1030 Liber Scintill Ivi (1889) 174 Heo 11a by# on

forgytincge [oblivions] <*1340 Hamvole Psalter Cant
498 pou gaf til forgetynge all my synnys c 1449 Pecocic
Repr 11 xv 236 lhat thilk mynde die not and falle not into
foigeting *383 Golding Calvin on Deut 1. 4 God had .

proutdea to preserue it from foigettmg

Forgetting (f^geUg), ppl a. rare [see

-ing 1
J That forgets, forgetful

1847 Emtrson Poems
, Uriel, A forgetting wind Stole over

the celestial kind 1835 in Clarke Diet
Hence I’orge'ttmgly adv

,
in a forgetful manner

;

forgetfully; through forgetfulness
1603 B. Jonson Volpone iv vi, I fear I haue (foigettingly)

transgiest Against the dignity of the Court, 1630 Hall
Grounds Monarchy in Hainngton Oceana (1700) 14 Which
..partly m this penury of Books, forgettingly I pass

t Forge’ttingness. Obs rare, [f as prec.

+ -ness ] Forgetfulness.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 5 Forgetingnes all wey
kypinge be craft of a stepdamme, he is enmy of mynde
Ibid II 323 Moyses made tweie lynges, oon of mynde
and anober of forgetyngnesse

f Forgi’ft. Obs Forms : 4 forjefthe, *3yft,

4~5 -gyft, (5 -yifte). [f. Forgiven after Gift.]

Forgiveness.
c 1313 Siioreham 40 Two thynges her wythynne beth For-

geftne and repentynge. c 1380 Sir Fernmb 5736 pou most
byleue on holychurche And on for-gyft of synne 153a
Wedn. Paste (W deW ), Kynge Davyd fasted for mercy 1

Nineve dyd y® same And had forgyft of synne

Forging (foojdgig), vbl. sb [f. Forge 0.1 +
-ING 1

J

1 . The action of the vb Forge in various senses;

an instance of the same Also, used gerunehally

with the omission of m.
1382 Wyclii Ecclus xxxii. 8 In forging [1388 the making]

of gold signe is of a smaragd. 0400 tr Secreta Secret
,

Gov LorAsh (R E T. & ) 100 pe craft of fToigynge 1323
Ld Berntrs Proiss I clxx 208 Forgyng of moneys
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 120 Which tooles be not
of inyne owne forging 1394 Wlst and Pt Symbol 11

Indiot § 66 Forging of false and fraudulent writings. 1667
Oldenburg in Phil irons, II 415 The melting, forging,

and tempering of it [lion], 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1862)

I vm 36 In this great elaboratory of nature, a thousand
benefits and calamities are forging 1839 Ure Diet Arts,
etc 703 The forging and drawing out of the non.

b concr A pioduct of forging
,
a forged mass

(of iron, etc.).

1858 Greenlr Gunnery 95 The skill . displayed in weld-
ing large forgings of wrought iron into shafts 1882 Wore
Exhib Catal in. 15 Tyies and forging of Whitworth steel.

2 . attrib., asforging-hammer, -mill

1874 Knight Diet Mech I 906 Forging-hammer, a ham-
mer used by gold-heaters 1887 Hissey Holuiay on Road
73 The requisite water-power for forging or other mills.

Forging (fooudgirj),ppl a [f. as prec + -ing 2
]

That iorges, in senses of the vb.

1392 Shaks Van 4 Ad. 729 Till forging nature be con-

demn’d of treason. 1679 Dryden & Lee (Edipus iv Wks
1883 VI. 204 Let not a greybeard forging priest come near.

1739 G Ogle Gualih. # Gris. 66 A forging Hand he found,

and scheming Head,

Forgivable (f^xgrvab’l), a. Also forgiveable.
[f Forgive v. + -able.] That maybe forgiven,

pardonable, excusable
*330 Latimer Last Serm bef Edw VI (1562) 123 b, An

vnexcusable sin
,
yet to him that will truly repent, it is

forgeueable. x6xi Cotgr , Pardonnable forgiueable. 1821

Coleridge Lett Conner s ,
etc II xxm 39 A neglect of

this kind may be forgiveable, but it is utterly inexcusable

1872 M Collins Pr, Clarice I iv 139 To know one’s own
dulness ought to make it forgiveable.

+ Forgrvance. Sc. Obs. Forms * 5 forgiv-

ance, 6 loirgiffance, forgev(e)ance. [f. Forgive
v. + -ance ] Forgiveness, pardon
1490 A eta Dorn Cone (1839) 153 And ask -forgeuanceof

pe deth of pe said Johne ax375 Diurn. Occnrr (Banna-
lyne Clpb) 339 Ihe said laird aslat the haill peopill foir-

giffance in his name
Forgive (fpigi v), v Pa t. forgave (f£ig? v).

Pa. pple. forgiven, (f^igi v’n) Forms: see Give.

{Q'SL.forgiefan (f ¥o\\-pref. x +giefan, see Give v,),

corresponding to Du. vergeven, OHG. far-, fer-,

for-, furgeban (Ger. vergeben), ON fynrgefa (Sw

forgifva
,
MDa forgive)

to forgive, Goth.fragiban
to grant.]

+ 1 . tram. To give, grant. Obs.
eg00 tr. Basda's Hist 1. xvi [xxvn ) (1890) 84 Forpon ne

bi(S past forgifen bastte alefed biS, ac pset bi5 rtht 971
BhcXl Horn 31 Ealra paragifa pe he rrnddangearde forgeaf

purh his tocyme a 1x75 Colt Horn 229 He forgiaf blinde

manne gesechSe. X377 Langl. P, PI B xvm 76 For he
was knygte St kynges sone kynde fortaf pat tyme, pat non
harlot were so hardy to leyne hands vppon bym

_
1483

Vulgarta abs Terentio 2 b, The grettist tresourethat j hadd

j forgafe the.

fa To give up, cease to harbour (resentment,

wrath). Also, to give up one’s resolve (to do

something) Obs.
c xaoo Ormin 1466 Ag3 whannse pu forrgifesst tuss pin

wrappe. cvyot, Pilate 167 in E E P (1862) 115 He wende
pat he hadde forgeue inm his wrappe. c 1380 Wyclif



FORGIVE. 453 FORGRAITH.
Paternoster Wks. (1880) 200 Here men moten forjeue J>e

rancour . of here herte to here nei^ebons. 0 1533 Ld
Berners Hiion Ixxxm 257 Oberon forgaue all the yll

viryll that he had to Huon 1564 Carsewell’s Lett in

Wodr Soc. Mtsc 283, I can nocht forgif to do my sobir

diligens in furderance of the kirk

3. To remit (a debt) , to give up resentment or

claim to requital for, pardon (an offence). Const

a. with simple object

a 1000 Caedmon's Gen, 662 (Gr) He forguS hit c 1175

Lamb Horn 67 Ower hating forgefe ge cxaoo Trttt Coll

Horn eg panne beS be synne foremen 13 Cursor M.
25109 (Cott Galba) Lord forgiff bou dettes ours, c *400

Destr Troy 11581 All hir gilt to forgiff. *503 Kalenderof
Shepk Pater Noster, Forghewe the fawlys doyeng ageyns
them 1506 Shaks Merck V iv 1 26 Forgiue a moytie
of the principall 1651 Hobbes Lemath in xlii 274 An
Authority to Forgive, or Retain Sms 1781 Burns Why
am I loth u, Fain would I say, * Forgive my foul offence r
1855 Tennyson Maud, xu, Should I fear to say * Forgive

the wrong' i88z 19th Cent No 61. 348 The amount of

rent that has been forgiven in the past two years has been
very large

b. with the thing m the acc
,
and the person in

the dat., or preceded by + til, to, unto (or as subj.

of vb m pass ).

c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt vi 12 And forgyf us ure gyltas
c 1175 Lamb Horn 37 Ne mei pe preost forsefen nane men
hissunne a 1300 CursorM 16019 (Edm ) Giu sal forgium
be giur sak. Ibid 25109 (Cott ) Forgiue pou til us dettes
vrs. c 1320 Sir Tnstr 2568 Forgeuen hem was hei wo, No
were pai neuer so dere 1382 Wyclif Matt, xvm 27
Sothely the lord of that seruant forgaue to hym the dette
CX430 Hymns Virg (1867) 128 Lord your deth forgyffe it

me 1503-4 Act 19 Hen VII, c 37 Preamb
,

It pleased
your Hignnesse to forgyye unto your seid Subgiect all the
seid Mespnsions 1611 Bible Isa xxxm 24 The people
that dwel therein shalbe forgiuen their miquitie 1665
Walton Life Hooker H 's Wks 1888 I 39 Forgiving him
his first-fruits 1726-31 TiNDAL Rabin’s Hist Eng (1743)
II. xvii. 153 She forgave him what she had lent his father

1782 CowrER Chanty 634 Let Chanty forgive me a mistake
That zeal, not vanity, has chanced to make 1826 T. Moore
Mem. (1854) V 46 Clonmell never forgave this to Grattan
c with indirect (personal) obj. only, either in

dative (a construction now merged in 4), or + pre-
ceded by to, tilt, unto
cxooo Ags. Gosp. Matt xvm 21 Mot ic him forgyfan oS

seofon sipas c 1175 Lamb Horn 39 pu scalt forgeuen pon
monne pe wiS pe agultet a 1340 Hamfole Psalter vi 1
Forgifynge til him pat synnes m vs 1382 Wycur Matt
vi 12 As we forgeue to oure dettours. 1484 Caxton Fables
of/Esop 1. xvm, The myghte and puyssant must pardonne
and forgyue to the lytyll and feble

4. To give up resentment against, pardon (an

offender). Const for, \of, or dependent clause,

raraly + to with inf Also (now rarely) to abandon
one’s claim against (a debtor)
[e *ooo, c **75 see 3 c.] c 1200 Ormin 4960 To forrgifenn

opre menn Wipp word & ec wipp herrte c 1340 CursorM
8396 (Fairf) 3e ar for-giuen of pat vn-rigt c 1450 Mirour
Saluacwun 91 How y‘ crist forgaf mavdelen marie 1591
Shaks Two Gent 11 iv 172 Forgiue me that I doe not
dreame on thee 1607 Wilkins Miseries Inforced Mar-
riage 11 D j, I do forgiue theewith myhart 17*5 De Foe
Earn Instruct 1 1, He forgives them for the sake of Jesus
Christ 1742 Richardson Pamela III 387 An Example so
much better—forgive me to say—before her 1785 Burns
1st Epist Lapraik xvu, I like the lasses-Gu.de forgie me 1

1828 Scorr F M Perth xxi, Forgive me if I remind you,
that [etc] 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q. Neiglib xxu
(1878) f03 He asks you to forgive the man who wronged you.

5 . absol. (of 3 and 4, which in this use coincide)
c 1000 Ags Gosp. Luke vi 37 Forgyfap & eow byS for-

gyfen 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R v1 v (1495) 192
Cnyldren ben sone playsyd and lyghtly they forgyue 16x1
Bible i Kings vm 30 And when thou hearest, forgiue.

2709 Pope Ess. Cnt 525 To err is human.to forgive, divine.
184* Trench Parables xxiv, (1877) 411 Though God may
forgive, man is not therefore to forget

0 To make excuse or apology for, regard indul-

gently Now only in imper as an entreaty.

1667 Milton P.L x 956 Thy frailtie and mfirmer Sex
forgiv’n *738 Pope Epil Sat 1 63 Dear Sir, forgive the
Prejudice of Youth 1782 Cowfer Truth 582 Forgive their
evil, and accept their good 1850 Tennyson In Mem
Prol xi, Forgive these wild and wandering cries . . Forgive
them where they fail in truth.

+ 7 . = Misgive. (So also Give) Obs rare
1600 Holland Livy 754 Anniball, whose mind forgave him

that such a thing would fall out. had prepared shipping

8 . dial (See quots.)
1790 Grose Prov Gloss (ed 2) s.v

,
Forgive, to thaw

<1x825 Forby Voc E. Anglia, Forgive, to begin to thaw

Forgive-, stem of prec used in derivatives;

as + Forgi'veful a. [see -run], full of forgiveness

;

ready to forgive. Forgi veless a. [see -less], dis-

inclined to forgive
;
unforgiving f For^i velich. a.

ME (OE.forgifenlic) [see -Li 1
], likely to be for-

given
,
pardonable, venial

c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt xi 24 Ic secge eow, Bast Sodum*
wara laade by3 forgyfenlicre on domes dseg, ponne ge

01225 Auer. R. 346 O sunne uorgiuelich mei beon ful

daadlich 1563 Man Muscnlus' Cominonpl 126 a, He is

also forgeuefull and mercyfull *86x Temple Bar Mag 1 .

356 They live their lives, forgotten and dead, Forgiveless
and unforgiven.

Forgiven (f^igrv’n), ppl, a [pa. pple. of Fob-
give 0] In senses of the vb.
1548Elyot Did

, Condonatus geuen, forgeuen, pardoned
X607 Shaks. Twion v. iv 79 Faults forgiuen. *7x7 Pope
Elotsa 255 Soft as the slumbers of a saint forgiv’n 1859
Tennyson Elaine 1096 A face, bright as for sin forgiven

Forgiveness (f/igrvnis). Forms: 1 forgi-
fe(n)nys, -gyfe(n)nys, for3if(e)nea

, for later

foims cf Fobgive and -ness. [OE. forgifennys,
f forrifen, Forgiven ppl a + -ness Cf. Du.
vergiffems ]
1 . The action of forgiving; pardon of a fault, re-

mission of a debt, etc. ^ In OE also Indulgent
peimission
The etymological sense, 1 condition or fact of being for-

given ’, is not clearly evidenced even in OE , though in
expressions like * the forgiveness of sms ’ the word may
admit of bemg thus interpreted
c 900 tr Baida’s H1st 1 xvi [xxvn], (1890) 82 Bis ic cweSo*

after forgifnesse [secundum mdulgentiam ] nales aefter
bebodo 971 Bltckl Horn xg ponne we us forgifnessa
btddap, a izoo Moral Ode 298 Nis noper mne helle ore no
forjiuenesse 1297 R Glouc (1724) 58 fat bid me for
gefnesse, & to amende hys trespas 1340 Ayenb 32 Vor
non ne may habbe uoryeuenesse wyp-oute zope ssrtfte
CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xm. 59 A man schuld all anely
ask him forgifnes wham he trespast to 1480 Caxton Chron
Eng ccxxvni 238 The pope yafe hem foryeuenes of al hir
sinnes that [etc.] 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 235 All
the brethren desired the father forgiuenes 1729 Butler
Serm Pref Wks. 1874 II 21 Forgiveness of injuries is one
of the very few moral obligations which has been disputed
1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11 xxxi, He would have to en-
counter much that was unpleasant before he could win her
forgiveness.

2 Disposition or willingness to forgive
c X200 Ormin 1477, & are & millce & mildherrtleggc & rihht

forrjifenesse *535 Coverdale Dan ix 9 Vnto the per-
tayneth mercy and forgeuenesse. 1678 Sprat Serm (1710)

99 Meekness, Forgiveness, Bounty and Magnanimity,
b. m plural, rare (A Hebraism.)

x6xx Bible Dan, ix g To the Lord our God belong mercies
and forgiuenesses

Forgiver (f£igi voi). [f Forgive?/ + -er 1
]

One who forgives

0x225 After R 256 note (MS Titus), Hire forgeouere
1388 Wyclif Rom. 111 25 Whom God ordeynyde forgyuer
[1382 an helpere

, Vulg. propttiaiionem] c 1449 Pecock
Rcpr nr v. 306 Ful grete foneuers of dettis 1557 Printer

,

Godly Prayers 0 ij, Not ohlye a forgever but also a Te
venger 1625 Usshkr Attsw Jesuit 102 [He] is the forgiver
of sinnes 1742 Richardson Pamela III 69, I was thus
lifted up to the State of a sovereign Forgiver, and my lordly

Master became a Petitioner 1872 J. G. Murphy Comm.
Lev xvi adfin ,

The great Forgiver.

Forgiving (ffErgi *vig), vbl. sb. Also 5-6 Sc.

forgifflne, -yne. [f. Fobgive v. + -ing 1
.] The

action of the verb Fobgive.
c 1385 Chaucer L G W. 1852 Lucrece, Be as be may,

quod she, of forgyfynge. 0x460 Let. Jas II, Chart
Aberd 62 (Jam ) Not agaynstanding ony relessing, gyft,

forgiffyne, or accordyng c 1526 Frith Disput Purgat
Wks (1573) 2

?
Albeit man repente his forgeuyng and after-

wards sue for his debt, 1533 Gau Richt Vay(i888) 8 Quhair
thay sal get grace marcie and forgiffine of thair sinms

Forgiving (ffftgrvig), ppl. a [f. as prec +
-ing 2

.J That forgives , inclined to forgive; indi-

cating forgiveness
x6go Norris Beatitudes (1694) I x88 A mildj meek and

forgiving Spirit 1703 Rowe Fair Penit iv 1 1574 One
forgiving Glance 1820 Keats Isabella xix. Of thee we now
should ask forgiving boon 185$ Macaulay Hist, Eng III

458 He was ofno gentle or forgiving temper

Hence Forgi'vingly adv. ; Forgi/vingmess
1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 84 Never did any carry

it more peaceably and forgivingly. 1742 Richardson Pamela
III 82 So much Sweetness, and so much Forgivingness

1857W Collins DeadSecret 249 Remember me forgivingly,

Arthur. 1865 J. Grotk Moral Ideas vm. (1876) 114 Active

forgivingness, the returning of good for evil

Forglopned, -glut, see Foe- pref*- 5 and 6

t Forguaw", v. Obs [OE forgnaganf For-

prefx + gnagan to Gnaw] trans. To gnaw m
pieces, eat lip

;
lit. andfig

cxooo ^Elfric Horn, (Th )II. 194 Gserstapan forgnojon swa
hwaet swa se haxol belsefde 0x225 Ancr R, 338 Godis
god, hwon ich hit do mm vuel hit forgnaweo. c 1290
Altenghsche Legenden (Horstmann) I 161 Somme hor
wreche flesch uor gnowe. c 1325 Body fy Soul 269 in Map’s
Poems 343 Wormes for-gnowen heor alre throte 1413
Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) n. xlv. 24 Somme had feete al

forgnawen.

t Forgnrde, ® Obs. Pa t. forgnode. [OE
forgnidan, f. Fob- pref1

-f-gnidan to crush ] irons.

To break, break to pieces ; to destroy.

a 1000 Lamb. Ps civ [cv ] 16 He forgnad treow gerndbrn

heora 01300 E E Psalter ibid
,
He .alle festnes of bred

forgnode Ibid cvi[i] 16 He forgnod yhates brased ware

Forgo, forego (ffi-, fo^g^-), v. Pa t for-,

forewent. Pa. pple. for-, foregone. Forms
see Go. [OE. forgdn, -gangan, f. Fob- pref*- +
gdn, gangan : see Go ]

+1. intr. To go away, go past, pass away Obs
C950 Lindisf Gosp Matt.v 18 Enne pride . . ne forgies from

ae wiS 8a huile alle sie 0 1300 Cursor M 6264 (Cott

)

pe see on aiper side f>am stod Als walles tua, quils pai for

yod 1563 Sackville Induct Mirr. Mag xlix, And fast

by him pale Malady was plac’d . Sore sick m bed, her

colour all foregone

+ 2 . trans. To go by, pass over lit. and fig
Hence, to leave alone or undone, neglect, overlook,

slight. Obs. exc, arch.

c 1000 jElfric Horn (Th ) 1 . 93 Seffe bis forgaetS his sawul

losaS c 1000 — Exod, xu 23 Ha [Drihten] forgse]? btes

buses duru. 01300 CursorM. 25344 (Cott) Grant vs Jfi

maght to luue vr euen cristen sua pat we pair lastes ma
forga. ?0x£oo TrevisdsBarth.deP, R. (1535) vi xvi, He [the

euyll seruant] forgeth [1398 forgendrejx] all his lordes nedes,
and leaueth them vndone 1858 Buckle Civihs (1869)11 1.

29 He never allowed the claims of his profession to make
him forego the superior claims of his country.

+ 3 To avoid, elude Obs, rare— 1
,

c 1305 Edmund Cottf. 301 inE E P (1862) 79 Per lurnede
pis hob man j?e deueles poer forgon

fb. To overreach, deceive Obs, rare~~ l
.

1382 "Wyclif Col Prol. 429 Thet weren forgon of false

apostlis.

4. To go from, foisake, leave Obs exc arch.
a 1300 CursorM 17012 (Gott ) Mannes saul wold neuer

if it might be bodi self forga c 1340 Ibid. 13280 (Tnn ) Petur
andandrew wijioword hauepei shipforgone 1530 Palsgh.
556/1 Shall I forgo your companynowe 1622 Callis Stat.
Sewers (1647)191^When D was Banished, he then forewenthis
local Habitation 1697 Dryden Virg Past iv 46 When to
ripen’d Manhood he snail grow, The greedy Sailer shall the
Seas forego 1725 Pofe Odyss xiu 450 Vengeance, ye
Gods 1 or I the skies forego 1821 Wordsw Sonn

,
Clerical

Integrity, Their altars they forego, their homes they quit.

1844 Mrs Browning Catarina to Camoens iv, And if they
looked up to you, AH the light which has forgone them
Would be gathered back anew.
5 . To abstain or refrain from (some action or

procedure). Rarely with to and tnf as object,

0 xooo Laws Cnut § 85 in Thorpe Anc Laws I 424 past

he smeage hwast him sy to donne & to forganne 1297
R Glouc. (1724) 290 pys god man Seyn Dunstoq Hatede
muche to crouny hym, gyf he yt my3te ver gon c 1420 Sir
Amadace (Camden) xvm, Vnnethe he my3te forgoe to wepe.
*587TuHBnRV Trag T (1837) p The Authour here declareth
the cause whyhee forewent the translation of the learned

Poet Lucan. *768 Beattie Minstr n xlvi, Then jarring

appetites forego their strife 1842 Pusey Crists Eng. Ch 72We forewent much which any of us might have desired to do.

1860 Hawthorne Transform xv, He had foregone to be a
Christian reality. 1871 Freeman Hist Ess Ser x. x. 313
We forego any comparison between the two men
absol 1810 Scott Lady ofL n xxxiv, Chieftains, forego

!

I hold the first who strikes my foe.

6. To abstain from, go without, deny to one-

self ; to let go or pass, omit to take or use
,
to give

up, part with, relinquish, renounce, resign.

01x75 Colt. Horn 221 Forgang pu ones treowes westm.
0x225 Ancr R 8 Fleschs forgon oper visch. CX400
Melayne 307 Bid hym hawltes & houndes forgoo, And to

dedis of arrnes hym doo 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst
iv 3 No greate pleasure shoulde be forgone thereby. 1606

Shaics 'Jr. Cr v vm. 9, I am vnarm’d, forgoe this

vantage, Greeke 1653 Milton Hirelings Wks (1847)435/1
Though Paul were pleas’d to forgo his due, ana not to use
his Power yet he had a Power 17x4 Gay Jnvia xxi 300
Ah hapless Swam Canst thoufoigo Roast-Beeffornauseous
Pills? 1748 Hartley Observ Man n ui. 343 The Plea-

sures are to be foregone, and the Pams accepted 1828 E
Irving Serm I. p, hv. Whatever He forewent of infinite

glory . is to be placed to the account of mankind 1848
Kingsley Saint’s Trag 11 iv, Wear but one robe the less

—forego one meal 1849 M Arnold New Sirens, Those
slackened arms forgo The delight of death-embraces,

f 7 . To go without (compulsorily), to be with-

out ;
to miss, lack Obs rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3443 (Cott
)
His wijf pat lang had child

for-gane Now sco bredes tua for ane. C1340 Ibid 23292
(Tnn ) Mercy shul pei euer forgoon c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb ) xxxii 147 Alssone as J>ai forga pe smell of pam J>ai

dye. 0 1400-50 Alexander x88 And gett agayn his awyn
gronde at he forgais nowe

f b. To let go (involuntarily), lose, foifeit Obs.

c 1205 Lav, 22130 Ale mon pe his lond hafde for-gan.

ci49t Chast. Goddes Chyld o Hem thynken oftymes that

they maye neuer forgoo the ukyng that they haue 1587
Golding De Momay xxvi 395 He had sodainly forgone

his sight, which was afterward" restored againe.

absol c 1450 tr De Inhtatione hi liv, pere shal be plente

of all good wipoute drede of lesyng or forgoyng.

f 8. Only m pa pple. : Exhausted with going,

weaned, faint Also, faint with emotion. Obs
a 1300 CursorM 3527 (Cott ) Quea he al wen was for-

gan Ham he tok his wai o-nan. 13 Coer de L, 5472 Myn
[horses] ar wery and forgon cx330 Aims If Anal. 1054

Than seighe he a weri knight forgon, Vnder a tre slepeand

alon c 1384 Chaucer H Fame 1 115 He that wery was

for-go On pilgrimage myles two *597 T Beard Jheat
Gods Judgem. (1612) 350 The poor slave, all forgone at this

oughe sight, looked evene minute to be devoured.

Hence Forg'o in# vbl. sb ,
Porgro'ne ppl. a. Also

Forffo'er, one who foigoes (something).

1549 Coverdale, etc Erasrn Par Col 11. 12 After suche

forgoyng of your bodyes, which were thral to sinne x6n
Cotcr., Abandowieur forgoer 1627 Sanderson Serm
1 268 They chuse to be still ignorant, rather than hazard

the forgoing of any part of that freedom 1736 Butler
Anal 1 v. Wks. 1874 I 93 The voluntary foregoing many
things which we desire. 1828 Webster, Foregoer, one who
forbears to enjoy. Ibid ,

Foregone
,
forborne to be possessed

or enjoyed

Forgotten (f/jgft’n), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of

Foeget v] a. Not remembered, that has passed

from the mind or out of remembrance, b. Omitted

or neglected through inadvertence.

1429 Wills 4- Inv, N. C (Surtees 1835) 78, I gyf to the

vicar of Semt Nicholas kyrk for forgetyn tendes c“. 1527

Will in Southwell Visit. (1891) 128 For forgoten tithes vjs.

viijd 1597 Shaks, 2 Hen iv Ve 116 Onely compound
me with forgotten dust. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford

I v xi3Agood deal offorgotten poetry. 1887Bowen Virg

JEntid. 1, 358 A forgotten treasure that lay Long from the

daylight buried

i* Forgrai'th, v. Obs [f. Fob-pref 2 + Graith
v] trans. To get ready beforehand, prepare.

Hence +Forgrarthing vbl. sb
,
preparation.

0 X300 E. E. Psalter ix 38 [x. 17] For gra[i]J>ynge of |>air



FOREJUDGE.FORG-BOW.

hert herd ere ]nne Ibid xx[i], 12 In Jiaire leuynges for

gratae hckam of J>a.

Forgreat, -greme: see For- pref± 3, 10.

+ Forgrow’, v. Obs rare exc, in pa pple. for-

grown. Forms: see Grow. [OE forqrdwan
,

i. For- pref v +grdwan . see Grow ® ]

1. mtr To grow to excess or out of shape. Only
in pa. pplt.forgrown, overgiown, misshapen.
a 1000 halting Poem (Gr.) 46 Brondhord geblowen breos-

turn in forgrowen 1399 Sarcastic Verses m Archeeol.

XXI. 89 pis is a busch bat is forgrowe 1543 Grafton
Contn Harding 599 A pylgremes hat with a long and for-

growen bearde 1563 Golding Ovid's Met l (1593) 14 So
foule a Dtagon so monstrously for-growne *576 Newton
Lemme's Complex (1633) *33 Although the party be fat and
forgrowne, 1601 Br Andrbwes Serin Matt xxa ai (1641)
II 96 The fat and foregrown rammes within our own fold

fig 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent clxxxu 1129 An
euill custome is nothing else than an errour forgrowen.

2 trans To overgrow, cover with a growth
(usually one that is excessive or unsightly).
c J300 Tnn Coll Horn 129 Forjn is bis westren for-

gromven mid bumbles. 1399 Pol Poems (Rolls) I 363 The
long gras that is so grene forgrowen hit hath the fellde.

1494 Fabyan Citron v. cxx 97 The towne of Westmynster
that tyme was forgiowen with busshes a 1335 More

Whs. 74 The ground that is al foregrowen with nettels
i57{> Laneham Let (1871) 14 Hombre Saluagio..foigrone
all m moss and Iuy.

b In pa. pple. (ofaged persons) : Overgrown or

covered (with hair). Hence (? or from sense 1),

Extremely old.

CX430 Lydg Bochas ix. x. (1554) 201b, With heere for-
growen body and visage C1440 Generydes 3667 A man
that was righl ferr in age And all for growe 1494 Fabyan
Chron. vn 605 In the bordour of this dilicious place
Stode u forgrowen faders, reasemblyng Ennok and Hely
*527 Prose Life St Brandon (Peicy) 52 He was olde and
for-growen so that no man myght se his body

t Forgui'lt, ®. Obs. Forms: 3 Orm, forr-
gilltenn.. Pa t. 3 forgilt, -gult. Pa pple 2-3
forgilt, -gult, Orm. -gilltedd. [OE. *forgyltan,
f. For- pref? h gyltan to sin.]

1 tram To bung into a state of guilt. Only
reft. or in pass. Const. wits, gxn
cuyS Lamb Horn 27 Jifjm ert swifte for-gult wi5 pme

eorSliche lauerd he [etc ] exaoo Ormin 2619 pe deofell .

stannddepj? To don uss to forrgilltenn uss 3am Godd
a 1223 After. R 388 Al pet ls i3e worlde he werp under ure
uet bestes ant fueles, ear we weren uorgulte

2 . To forfeit by guilty conduct. Also, to bring
into by guilt.

c
,

xx7S Lamb. Horn 19 Er we weren al forgult in to helle.
cxaoo Tnn. Coll. Horn axi He forgilt heuene welc, and
haueo helle wowe 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 1 Plente me may
in Engelond of alle gode y se, Bute folc yt for gulte ojjer

Seres |>e worse be c 1300 Harrow Hell 166 p«u laddest
ous to parays, We hit forgulten ase vnwys ? a 1330 A rlh <$

Merl. (Line Inn MS ) 593 Til Lucifer hit forgult wi]> pryde.
Forhale, -hang, see For- pref? 5.

t Forhard, v Obs.—1 [ME.forhardien (trans),

OE.forheardian (mtr), f. For- pref^ + heardian
to become or make haid.] trans. To harden.
c xajo Gen Ex 3338 For it [sr the manna] malt at Se

sunne-sine, Ocooerfir for-hardede [printed forhadede] lune

t Forha-rden, v Obs-1 [f For- pnfi +
Harden®] trans. = piec.

1371 Golding Calvin on Ps lxxui is They become for-
hardened, and shaking of the feare of God, do therwithal
cast away the hope ofsalvation

t Forha-re, ». Obs rare— 1
, [f For- p>ref 1 +

Hare ®.] trans. To affright or hairy exceedingly.
1659 Bp. Gauden Serin at Fun Bp Browing (r660) 55

Elisha’s cry is not . . a bare clamor insignificant, as one scared
and forehared

Forhead, -heed- see For- pref? 3, 5.

+ Forhe cche, ® Obs. Pa pple. forhaht.
[f For- pref?

.

the verbal element is obscure.]
trans. To despise.

c 1230 Halt Metd 41 He forhohe<5 [v r foiheccheS]
j
ie

anan a 13x0 in Wright's Lyi ic P. x. 37 Thenne mihti .

ben hated ant for-hahL

t Forhe'le, ® Obs. Pa pple. forholen [OE
forhelan

,

f For- pref1 + helan to hide= OFris , OS.
farhelaii (Du. ve>helen), OHG far-, ferhelan
(MHG. verheln, Ger. verkehlen).]

trans. To hide, conceal; with personal obj. m
dat. or preceded by imp.
c888 K Alfred Boeth xvii, Daet mine craiftas and

anweald ne wurden forgitene and forholene, c xooo s®lfric
Gem xvhl 17 Hu mag ig forhelan Abrahame, Se ic don
wille 1134 0. E. Chron. an 1137 [Hi] wenden Saet it

sculde ben forholen exaoo Ormin 2468 Itt shollde wurrpenn
wel Forrholenn wij?)? J>e defell 13 . K Alts, 6967 Thy
traitour schal heo forhole c 1430 How Good Wtjf taujte
Donjhr in Babees Ek (1868) 39 Schewe it to ju freendis, &
for-hile j>ou it no3t

t Forhe’vedness. Obs [OE. forhstfedness,
f, forhxfed (pa. pple. of forhabban to restrain,

f. For- pref. 1 + habban to Have, hold) + -NEsa.]
Restraint, continence, abstinence.
C900 tr. Baida's Hist iv xxvi [xxv] (1890)332 He .. in

micelre forhaefdnesse Drihtne jieowade c 1x73 Lamb Horn
101 To michel forheuednesse on hete and on wete macaS
pene men unhalne,

*t Forhew, v Obs. Forms ; Pa t, 3 forheow.
Pa. pple. 4-5 forhewen, [OE.forhiawan (f. For-
pre/P+hiaivan to Hew) = OS. forhawan, OHG.

454

fw> Jiouwan (MHG verkouwen, Ger verhauen) ]
ttans To hew or cut to pieces
a 1000 Byrktnoth 113 (Gr ) He mid billum wearS swi8e

forheawen a 1205 Lay 4593 He for-heow Jitenne mrest a-

two nht amidden C1380 Sir hernmb 899 And eke ys
noble aketoun was [al] for-hewe & schente c 1430 Met lift

234 Er thei were alle ynne ther wei e many slayn and foi

hewen 1470-83 Malory Arthur vii mi. Their sheldes
and theyr hauberkes were al forhewen 1363 Sacrvii ll In-

duct Mirr Mag Ivn, His face forhewed with woundes.

t Forhi’de, V. Obs. [OE forhydanf. FoR-t-f-

hydan to Hide) ,
=LG ferhudm ] trans To hide

6 1000 Ags Ps cxxYi*. [cxl ] s (Gr ) Forhydd.ui oferhydge
me inwit-gyrene c 1230 Gen (j La 1875 Longe it weien
801 forhid CX340 CwsorM S263 (Fairf) Som, quy squa
forhidde )jou }>e

+ Forhi’ght, v. Obs. Forms: 1 forhdtan,

2-3 forhote Pa. t. 3-4 forhet, 4 Sc. forhicht.

[OE forhdtan str. vb, f. For-ptef^- + hdtan to

promise, command see Hight v ]

1. t) ans To promise not to do, enjoy oi practise

(something)
;
to renounce.

ciooo TELruic/W Ep § 47 Buton he hit forhaten luebbe
c 1 zoo Tun. Coll Horn 199 Danne foisake we ure sinnes

mid heorte andfor-hoteS mid muSe. ai223 After R 192
3e me blostm e ofower 311weSe uorheten alle worldes bhssen.

c 1303 Edmund Conf 86 m E E P. (1862) 73 He forhet

bifore hire truliche wommanes mone c 1373 Sc. Leg Saints

,

Nicolaus 963 pai forhicht mare to steile

2. To 101 bid.

c 1313 Shoreham 162 Thou dedest by tlune wyves stevene

Thet was for-hote

3 . To promise. [Cf. Ger verhcisscn ]

a 1300 Cursor M. 1x334 (Cott ) Godd has . sent bam bat
he lang for-lnght.

fForhiTl, v. Obs. [f. For- pref. 1 + Hill z/.]

trans. To cover ; to protect.
<1x300 E E Psalter xc[i]. 14 For-hile him I sal, for mi

name knewe he a 1400-30 A lexander 1063 Ane hert
with alioge heued Was to behald os a hanow forcheld

[forhehd] with tyndez

Hence Forhi lling vbl sb
,
m quot quasl-rowcr.

protection. Also Forhi ller, a protector

a 1300 E E Psalter xvn[i]. x8 Made is Laverd mi for-

hilinge Ibid. 30 For-hiler es he Of al j?at in him hopand be

Forh.oar(ed see For- pief*- 9, 10

t Forhold, a. Obs. [OE foi healdan (m sense

forsake, lose), f For- pref± + healdan to Hold ,

=MLG vorholden.]

trans To detain, withhold. Hence ForhoTde(n
ppl a

,
held over, kept too long.

Beowulf2381 (Gr ) Hssfdon by forhealden helm Scylfinga
r888 K AJlfrld Booth wix § 1 03Se hi beoJ> begun for-

healden c 1230 Gen $ Ex 2026 An time he was at lure

held she him Ins mentel for held rx*7S ai Pams of
Hell 78 in 0 E. Misc. 149 A water J>at . stynkep so for-

holde lych

ForllOW*, v. Obs exc Sc. Forms- iforlio^ian,
2 -Iranian, 3 -liowxen, -hojxen, -lunpen, 4-8
forhue, 9 forhoo, forhooy, 8- forhow. [OE.
forhogian

,
f. For- pref?- 4- hogtan to think, care ]

+ 1. trans To despise, scorn Obs
c 900 tr Bieda’s Hist 11 h. (1890) 102 Gif lie Jjonne cow

eac forhogie sy he Jionne from eow forhogad cn6o
Hatton Gosp. Matt xxm 10 pail je ne for-hu^ien mnne of
Jwssen lythngen a 1223 Ancr R 166 Worldhche [nnges to
forhowien c 1230 Halt Metd 25 Foihohe for to don hit

pat he puncheS uuel of a 1300 CursorM 15107 (Cott )We
wend he had for huud vs all

2 To forsake, quit.

a 1300 CursorM 23047 (Edin ) pe formast raw pat smne
and sak for him forhuid c 1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 8238
bar fore saint dunstau he puisued Whils he englande for-

hued 1733 A Murphy Gray's-Inu Jml No 39 Ft It
gives me muckle Trouble to see the English forehuing their

Nees(, and giving it up to the Cheeld of Israel 1768 Ross
Helenore 9; Ye did her so treach’rously forhow a 1833
Hogg Kilmeny xxiv, And the merl and the mavis foiliooyed
their young 1871 W Alexander Johnny Gibb u (1873)

13 The laird wud hae to forhoo’s bit bonny nest

Hence f Forhower, a forsaker. Forhoght,
contempt
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxvui [cxix ] 22 Bere fra me vp-

braidtnge and for-hoghte 1313 Douglas EEneis xn 1 36
3on ilk Troiane foihowar of Asya [desertorem Asue]

f Forliu’aiger, v Obs. [f For- prefx +
Hunger v ;

= Ger verhungern .] trans. To make
very hungry

; to cause to die of hungei
,
to starve

Only m pa pple. and ppl adj Forhu ngered
c 1200 Ormin 11567 Iesu Crist forrhunngiedd wass c 1275

Lay 23562 Mid pan wrecche folke pat lai pai for-hongered
c 1330 Will Palerne 2315 pei eten at here ese, for pel were
for-hungred. c 1423 Seven Sag. (P > 964 The knave was
for ungrid sore 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 114 They
. eten them lyke as they were forhongred hounds 1894
F S Ellis Reynard 324 They, rob them like for hungered
hounds

f ForllU’sll, v Obs. Only xn pa. t forhuste.
[f For- pref1 + ? OE. hyscan to mock.] trans.

To deride.

C 1203 Lay. ago2i ]7e king heo for-husten,

t Fo’ricate, V nonce-wd [f L.forica a pnvy
+ -ATE 3

]
16x3 Sir E Hoby Curry-combe title-p, In answer to a

lewd Libell lately foricated by Jabal Racnil
Foridled : see For- pref^- 9
ForinseC (fffri nsek), a. Obs exc Hist Also 8

erron. forensic, [ad, L. {servitiuni) fonnsecum,

mecl L (adj ) f L fonnsecits (adv ) out of doors,
f forts + sectcs, after the analogy of extrvnsecus

,]

‘

Only in formsec service— ‘ foreign service’ see
Foreign a 11
1741 Chambers Cycl s v Service

, Forensic or extrinsic
Service was a service which did not belong to the chief
lord, but to the king 1833 Brichan One Paroch. Scot II
11 406 Every other scivice except the formsec sei vice of the
king when required

' ’

Forinsee(k, -secal, obs ff Forensic, -al.

t Fori’nsecal, a. Obs Also 6 foriney-
forymsioall, 6-7 fonnsecall. [f. as prec. +-al ]= Foreign a m various senses

; alien, extrinsic-
in, pci taming to, or coming from another country*
*539T Chapman in Chron Gr Friars (Camden Soc ) p xvi
Not to follow the supersticious tradicions of ony foryncicali
potentate or peeie c 1540 tr Pol Verg Eng. Hist (CamdNo 29) I no While they mayntauied fonnsecall battavles
1638 J Robinson EudoAa 11. 126 All salts, whether vitriol or
allum, whose encrease is by apposition of fonnsecall matter
1639 D Pell Iutpr Sea Proem. B b, Who will say that this
Act (under God) is not Englands safety from Formsical
Invasions? 1732 Bliiki n\ A Iciphr hi vi, They disdain
all fonnsecal motives to it, and love Virtue only for Virtue’s
sake.

t Fori’rk, v Obs. [f You- pref ^ +Irk] intr.
To grow weary or disgusted Const of or to with
inf.
c 1250 Gen ,5- Ex 3658 Of manna he ben for hnked to

eten 1563 Mtr> Mag, Hen Dh Buchhrn xlvi, His wife
foreyrked [ed 1387 foreyiking] ofhis raygne, Sleping in bed
this Lruel wretche hath slayne

Forisfamiliate (fo«iis,fami li^'t), v. Civil
and Sc Law. Pa. pple Sc 7 -at, 9 -ate, [f ppl.
stem of mecl L fo> ifamilidi e, f forts outside +
familia family ] (See quots )

1609 Skene Reg Maj 'table 80 Forisfamihat the sonne is

be the father, quhen the father gmes to him ane certaine
pait of his herctage, and he is content therewith. 1754
Erskine Ertttc. St Law 1 (1809) no A child who gets
a sepai ate slock even though he should continue in the
father’s house, may be said to be emancipated or fons-
faimhated 1879 W E Hearn Aryan Househ 132 A son
was said to be fons famihated if his father assigned to him
part of his land and gave him seism thereof 1880 J Skel-
ton Croohit Meg\\\\ 157^1 he lasses are a’ forisfamiliate.

Fo-risfami lia'tiou.. The action of forisfami-

liating (a son) , also transf
1767 A Campblli Lcxtpli (1774) 25 A fonsfamihation out

of the umveise
_
x8x8 Scott Rob Roy 111, My father could

not be serious in the sentence of fonsfamihation 1837
Haiami Hist Lit III iv §99 399 That [period] of emanci-
pation or foris-familiation,

Forje'sMt, pple. Sc [Cf For- prefix and
Disjasket.] Jaded, tired out
1783 Burns 2nd Ep to J LapraiL ii, Forjesket sair, with

weary legs 1826 G Blat tie John o’ Arnhd in Life 228
The fiend

2
forjesktt, tried to ’scape

+ Forjoirst, v. Obs. [f. For- pnf.1 + Joubt® ]
trans. To oveicome or overthrow m jousting
? a 1400 Mortc A rlh 1398 Syr Maischalle de Mowne es

(Tore justyde at that journee a 1440 Sir Deguv 1897 At
PortgafT was he slone, ffor-justyd with a Soudone. c 1470
Harding Chton cxLvir xin, He foriust the duke full manly.
1470-83 Malohy Arthur vm. xxxix, He foriusted alle that
wete there

Forjudge, forejudge (fM^® dg), v- Also

4-5 forjugo , ( 5 forjngge)
, 5-7 forjudge, 6-9 fore-

judge. [In sense 1, ad O¥. for-, fors-,fourjugier,
f for(s-, For-pnf3 +jugier Judge v In sense 2

the prefix seems to have been taken as For- L]
1 To exclude, oust, or dispossess by a judgement

Const, from, of or with double obj. Obs exc m
Law.
[1292 Britton 1 xlv § 4 Si somt l1 forjugez de chescune

ley et hors de nostra pes ] c 1470 Harding Chron cxiv. xix,

He was depriued of his estate Foriuged hole from [all] his

magescee 1491 Act 7 Hen VII, c. 16 It was enacted
that John Duke of Norfolk shuld be. forjuged of all

honour a 1577 S111T. Smith Commiv Eng (1609) 90 His
lands in all cases of felony are commonly lost from him and
his heiies, if he be foreiudged, that is, condemned for a felon

by the law 1641 Tenues de la Ley 164 If an Attourney or
other officer in any Couit bee put out and forbidden to use
the same, he is said to be forjudged the Court 1642
tr Pcrhtns' Ptof Ek v. § 432 186 If the tenant bringeth

a Writ of Mesne against the Mesne, and forejudgeth him
1643 Pkynne Sov PowerPari 1 12 The same Justices were
forejudged of their lives 1763 Blackstone Comm I 134
It is enacted by the statute 5 Ldw III c 9 that no man
shall be forejudged of life or hmb, contrary to the great

charter 1883 F Pollock Land Laws (1887) 25 When
a man is fotejudged of life and lands for cowardice in battle.

•j-Tb To prohibit {from). Obs
1673 Camden's Hist, Ehz iv 589 The Navigation of the

English into those Parts would for the future be forejudged

and wholly barred 1697 View Penal Laws 151 For the

fourth shall be forejudged from ever keeping an Inn again

-J 2 To condemn judicially {to a penalty) Obs

1390 Gower Conf III. 192 Ahsaundre a worthy knight

Of sodein wrath and nat of right Forjuged hath. i4a3
Jas I Kmgis Q m. From estate, by fortune a quhile

Fonugit was to pouert in exile 1494 Fabyan Citron vn.

568 [Tney] were takyn as prysoners in the Towre of London,
and soone after foriugyd, hanged, and hedyd. 157X Golding
Calvin on Ps, xh x The greater part of men forjudge miser-

able folk to destruction 1732 Carte Hist Eng III. 606

She .being already condemned and forejudged to die.

Hence Forju-dging vbl sb.

1652 N Bacon Due Govt. Eng 11 111 (1739) 20 No fore-

judging of Life, .against the foim of the Grand Charter,
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f Forjtidgement . Obs [a OF.forjngement,

iforjugier to Forjudge] =next
xgji Dial Laws of Eng n xlni 89 a. It is comonly

holders that if an enfant had nat ben excepted m the statute

of fonugement, that the fonugement sholde haue bounde
him 1628 Coke On Litt 11 vi § 142 100 'I he rndgement

in case of fonudgement is [etc ]

Forjudger (fpidgo d331). Law Also 5 for-

jugger, 8-9 forejudger. [a Anglo Fr. for-

piger = OF forjugier pres mf (see For,todge v.)

used as sb ;
cf Demurrer.] A judgement or

sentence of deprivation, expulsion, or banishment.

Applied spec, to the ousting of a mesne lord by

a writ of mesne
14.96-7 Act 12 Hen VII, c n § i The seid Acte of

forjugger and forfeiture. 1628 Coke On Litt 11 vi § 142

100 Fonudger m that case is not given against his heire

1641 in Termesde laLey 164 1850 in Bcjrrill Law Diet
trcuisf 1716 M Davies Athen Brtt II. To Rdr 23 The

Insatiable Rich become Drum- and Trumpet-Proof to the

sacred Forejudgers, Mat 25 41, 42, Luke 14. 13, 21 [etc ]

t Forju're, forejure, v Obs. [a. OF for-

jure-r — med L fonsjurare
,
really two distinct

words
: (1) i.for-, For- pref& +purer •—L purare

to swear; (2) f med L forts prep outside + pitta

laws, rights ]

1. trans To forswear ; to abandon, abjure, quit

1601 F Tate Househ Ord Edw II, § 90 (1876) 53 No
man shalbe avantalour who hath forjured the Couit

2 . To exclude from civil rights

1647 N. Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 Ixix (1739) 182 Bail

shall not be allowed to Outlaws fore-jured

Fork (#&), sb Also 1 forca, (piyx-)force,

3 pi furken, 4-6 forcke, 4-7 forke. [OE forca

wk. masc
,
force wk fem , ad. L.furca fem., fork

(for hay, etc.), forked stake, gallows, yoke.
The use of the word m Eng was doubtless extended by

the influence oftheONF formforque,fourque (Central OF
forche,fourche), from which some of the Eng senses aie de-

rived. The L. word is found in nearly all the Rom and Teut
langs. cf Pr forca,

Sp Aorca, Pg forca
,
It.furca, OHG

furcka (mod Ger furke), Du vork, all chiefly in sense
‘ pitchfork *

; also ON forkr,
forked stake ]

I. A pronged instrument

1 An implement, chiefly agricultural, consisting

of a long straight handle, furnished at the end with

two or more prongs or tines, and used for carrying,

digging, lifting, or throwing ; also with word pie-

fixed indicating its use, as digging-, dung-, hay-,

etc fork see those words; also Fire-fork, Pitch-
fork, etc

c xooo ^Elfric Horn (Th ) 1 430Da cwelleras wiS-ufan mid
heora forcum huie Sydon. c 1000 — Gloss m Wr -Wulcker
154 Fnrcilla, litel forca. a 1310 m Wright’s Lync P no
Mon in the mone on is bot forke is burthen he bereth
138a Wvclif x Sam. xm. 21 Eggys of diggynge yrens,
and of forkis . weren blunt 14x3 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton
1483) hi vm ss Suche folke to bynde in fagottes and
cast them with forkes into the fyre 1523 Fitzherb Husb.
§ 24 A good husbande hath his forkes and rakes made
redye m the wynter before 1373 Baret Ah F 8g2
A Forke, or trout speare with three points, fuscina 1573
Tusser Husb I111 (1878) iso At Midsommer, downe with
the brembles and brakes, and after, abrode with thy forks
and thy rakes 1700 Drydkn Cock 4- Fox 727 The crew.
With forks and staves the felon to pursue 17x9 London
& Wise Compl Gard vm 196We must use an Iron Fork to

draw them out of the Nursery-Beds 1784 Cowper Task
ill 479 Lightly, shaking it with agile hand From the full

fork. x86o Delamer Ifitch. Gard (1861) 16 A fork for tak-

ing up potatoes, &c , and spreading dung.
fig. m Proverb a 1700 B. E Diet Cant Crew, Fork is

often Rakes Heir, or after a scraping Father comes a scatter-

ing Son X725 New Cant Diet., Fork is also used for

a Spendthrift, etc

T b. A similar implement used as a weapon
If Alts X191 Fiftene thousand of fot laddes, That

le, Axes, speres, forkis, and slynges 1398 Grenewey
Tacitus' Ann 78 Some with poles or forks ouerthrew this

sluggish lump : leauing them for halfe dead lying on the
ground. 1678 tr. Gaya’s Arms ofWar 29 The Forks are

the same with the common Forks, but they have little

Hooks

badde

+ c. The forked tongue (popularly supposed to

be the sting) of a snake Obs.
1603 Shaks Mens forM in. 1. x6 Thou dost feare the soft

and tender forke Of a poore worme 1603— Mad. iv i 16

2 An instrument with two, three, or four prongs,

used for holding the food while it is being cut, for

conveying it to the mouth, and for other purposes
at table orm cooking. For carving-, dessert-, fish-

,

pickle-, table-fork, etc see those words.
*463 Bury Wills (Camden) 40, I beqwethe to Davn John

Kertelynge my silvir forke for grene gyngour. 1354 Ibid

147, I geve and bequeath my neighibo* my spone with
a forke in the end 1389 Pasqmis Ret. D uj, At the signe
of the siluer foike and the tosted cheese 1605 B Jonson
Volfone iv i, Then must you learn the use And handling
of your silver fork at meals 1724 R Falconer Voy, (1769)

6s» I had in my Pocket a Knife and Fork 1766 Smollett
Trav 35 The poorest tradesman in Boulogne has silver

forks with four prongs 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick vu, He
laid down his knife and fork

To Forks and knives', the name of the club-

moss Lycopodium clavatwn.
1833 G Johnston Nat Hist. E Bord I 237
3 . Used in pi for the prongs of a fork. Also
transf Cf 12.

1674 N. Cox Genii, Recreat xv. (1677) 40 An Eel-spear .

is made for the most part with three Forks or Teeth. 170a
Addison Dial Medals Wks 1721 I. 447 A thunderbolt
with three forks 1767 H. Kelly, etc Babler I 280 A
couple of tushes that project a surprising way from the
mouth, like the forks ofan elephant,

b pi (slang) The fingers Hence, a pick-
pocket (B E Diet Cant Crew ? a 1)06).
1812 J H Vaux Flash Diet

,
Forks, the two fore-fingers

,

tofnt your forks down, is to pick a pocket 1834 Ains-
worth Rookwood in v, No dummy hunter had forks so fly

4 A steel instrument with two prongs which,
when set in vibration, gives a musical note,
called more fully a tuning-fork.
1799 Young m Phil Trans XC 134 The fork was

a comma and a half above the pitch of an imaginary C
c 1863 J Wylde in Circ Sc I 275/1 If the fork be struck
against any hard body its prong vibrates

II Applied to various objects having two (or

more) branches.
*(* 5 A gallows. Also pi Cf. Forgee i

[So OF. fonrchc(s, L furca
,

the Roman gallows was
originally of the shape A ]

c 1203 Lay 5720 pe furken [1275 forkes] weoren araered,
heo teuwen up J>a 3isles, and heom per hengen 1399 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) I 379 He shulde have hadde hongynge on hie
on the fforclcis 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot I

121 Lat him end his lyf vpon ane fork a 1680 Butler
Rem II 193 They had run through all punishments, and
just 'scaped the fork

*j*b. Rom Ant Used to render L furca, (a)

the ‘yoke
1
under which defeated enemies were

made to pass as a token of their submission
, (b)

the forked stake used as a whipping-post.
a 1616 Beaum & Fl Bonduca n iv, The forks Where you

shall have two lictors with two whips Hammer your hide
1618 Bolton Florus 1. xvi 48 Passing them naked under
Forkes, or Gallowses. 1683 Dryden & Lee Duke ofGuise
iv v. We passed Like beaten Romans underneath the fork

6. A stake, staff, or stick with a forked end • a
as a prop for a vine or tree ,

b. a rest for a musket

;

cf Forqat. c (See quot.) d Mining (Derby-
sh) see quot. 1881 e A divining-rod.

a 1389 Helmmgham MS 21 17 b, Forkis . to here up
be vyne 1626 Bacon Sylva § 423 Some have put two little

Forks about the bottom of tlieir Trees, to keep them up-
right x8x6 Keatinge Trav (1817) I. 43 The boughs .

propped up by forks

b x5gx Garrard Art Warre 7 To traine hys Forke or
Staffe after hym whilest he..doth charge hys Musket
e 1726 Gentlem Angler 149 A Fork. Vide Rest [for

a fishing rod],

d. 1747 BLooson Miners Did.G uj b, If we think it will

let the Forks settle when they come to be weighted, we put
a Sill under them x88x Raymond Mining Gloss , Fork .

.

apiece of wood supporting the side ofan excavation in soft

ground
e 1886 A. Winchell Walks ijr Talks Geol. Field 137

Some even resorted to the witch-hazel fork [m * prospect-

ing ’ for petroleum].

7 Building See quots 1868, 1883
c 1420 Pallad on Husb. 1. 322 Let make an hous for bestis

. Of forkis, & of boord 1792 Mastin Hist Antiq Naseby

g The most antique architecture, called forked building,

which forks are all of oak, x84x Anc Laws Wales 351
Thirty pence is the value of every fork that shall support
the roof tree 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss,, Forks, the
centres, in the timber-work of the roof of a shed, house or

other building
,
commonly, ‘ a pair of forks ’ 1883 Seebohm

Village Community 239 Their [the trees’] extremities bend-
ing over make a Gothic arch, and crossing one another at

the top, each pair makes a fork, upon which the roof-tree is

fixed These trees supporting the roof-tree are called gavaels,

forks, or columns

+ 8. Anat. Fork of the throat or breast ; app. the

sternal bone together with the clavicles. Obs
[=med L.furaila, OY.fourcelle

,

the words seem to have
been used very vaguely, and it is often impossible to deter-

mine the exact sense ]

c 1400 Lcmfranc’s Cmirg. 316 For brekyng of ]>e forke of

be Jsrote and of he brest c 153S Dewes Introd Fr in

Palsgr 900 The forke of the brest . fourcelle 1639 Dd
Gray Compl Horsem 39 The Forke or Throat hath five

[bones]

f 9 . The barbed head of an arrow. Oh.
1603 Shaks Lean 1 146 Make from the shaft Kent Let

it fall rather,though the forke inuade The region ofmy heart

10 In various technical uses a A piece of steel

fitting into the socket or chuck of a lathe, used for

carrying round the piece to be turned.

1858 in Simmonds Did Trade
to (alsoforks) . see quot.

x888 Lockwoods Did Meek Engm., Belt Fork, or Strap
Fork, a pair of prongs standing out from a strap bar and
enclosing a space withinwhich the belt or strap ofa machine
fitted with fast and loose pulleys runs. 1893 Labour Com-
mission Gloss ,

Forks In mill sawing machinery the forks

are two upright pieces of iron one on each side of the band
moved by a lever to throw the band on or off the driving

wheels.
.

o. The front or back projection of a saddle.

1833 Reg, Instr. Cavalry 1 46 The pummel or fore fork.

Ibid \2 The Blanket .to be raised well into the fork

11. Mmmg (See quots.)

X778 Pryce Mm Comub , Forcgue, Fork, the bottom of

the Sumph Forking the water, is drawing it all out , and
when it is done, they say * the Engine is in Fork x86o

R. B Smyth Gold/ Victoria 61 1 When a mine is in fork

the bottom of the engine-shaft is clear of water

12 .
[From the verb.] A forking, bifurcation, or

division into brandies ;
the point at which any-

thing forks Hence, each of the branches into

which anything forks, a gen.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R, v xviu. (1495) 123 The
endes of thyse bones ben departed and haue two forkes

1613 Crooke Body ofMan 37 s The forked values making
certain gaping fissures betweene their forkes 1674 N. Cox
Gentl Recreat iv (1677) 10 Those sixty Carps were from
Eye to Fork from fifteen Inches to eighteen Inches 1830
Herschel Stud Nat Phil 84We cross the two first fingers
of one hand, and place a pea in the fork between them
b In the human body, the part at which the

lower limbs proceed from the trunk. Also (sing.

andpi ), the lower limbs themselves
, the lower half

of the body Cf Forchure
1605 Shaks Lear iv vi 121 1631 [see Chining vll sb ].

x8xa Examine

>

12 Oct 652/a, You are not long enough in
the fork for the— dragoons 187a Baker Nile Irtbut xiv.

234 The thigh, and entire leg from the fork to the ankle
e. The point at which a nver divides into two,

or the point ofjunction of two rivers, a branch or
tributary Chiefly U S.

*753 C Gist Jmls (1893) 80 We got to the big fork of
said river 1837 W Irving Capt.Boiuievilie(ii^g) 41 The
fork of the Nebraska, where it divides itself into two equal
and beautiful streams 1839 Murchison Silur Syst 1. xxix.

372 N and S forks of the great estuary of Milford Haven
x8 . Scenes Rocky Mts. 50 (Bartlett) Their village, at the
Forks of the Platte 1877 J A Allen Amer. Bison 513
Great herds on the east fork of the Salmon River.

d. of a road.
1839-40 W Irving Wolfert’s R, (1835) 281 A fork in the

road x86o Pussy Min Proph 241 Taking the fork where
the ways parted, m order to intercept the fugitives. 1883
Howard Roads (ed. 3) 47 Here take the right hand fork

e. of a plant or tree

1776 Withering Bnt Plants (1796) II. 200 Fruit-stalk
rising from the fork of the stem. 1843 Zoologist I 228 The
raven’s nest was placed in a fork of one of these trees

1871 G MeredithH Richmond xv. Torches were struck
m clefts of the trees, or m the fork of the branches.

f A flash (of forked lightning)
;
a tongue of

flame

1839 Tennyson Vnnen 939 Dazzled by the livid-flickenng
fork 1871 Palgrave Lyr Poems 58 A fork of flame from
Vesuvius Through his black cone went on high.

*(*13 fg. a. nonce-use. The union of two lines

of descent, b A dilemma, choice of alternatives

;

also, a dichotomy, distinction. Obs
*559 Mirr Mag, Dk Clarence vi, Of which two houses

loyned in a forke,My father was lawful heire beget, a1616
Beaum. & Fl Bloody Brother Hi 11, There is a fork, sir, In
death Man may he two ways killed 1670 Hobbes Behe-
moth (1840) 2x4 Declining the force of true reason by veibal
forks dLstmctions that signify nothing.

14. Caudme Forks= L. Furcse or Furculse Catt-

dinsi ; proper name of a defile near Caudium, in

Sammum, where the Romans were intercepted in

the second Samnite war. Hence proverbially used
for : A crushing defeat.

x6x8 Bolton Florus 1 xvi 48 The most notable and
famous foyle was received at the Forkes of Caudium
1781 J Q Adams inFam Lett. (1876) 403The Romans never
sawbutoneCaudine Forks in their whole history. Americans
have shown the Britons two m one war.

III. attnb. and Comb.
15 . a objective, as fork-grinder, etc. ;

b paia-

synthetic and simulative, as fork-hke, -shaped,

-tongued adjs
; fork-wise adv.

1844-5 Dodd Did Manuf, & v. Fork making, The *fork-

gnnders are too often a reckless body of men. 1889 Daily
News rr Nov. 2/6 With the exception of the fork grinders
there is no actual agitation 16x1 Cotgr., Fourcheure,
A forkinesse a *fork-like diuision 1889 DailyNews 9 Oct.

5/5 They frequently fix the faces of the prisoners with fork-

like irons towards the burning sun. 1835-6 Todd Cycl,

Anat I 334/2 The vessel then passes between the clavicle

and the *fork-shaped bone. 1636 Massinger Gt Dk
Florence 111 i. They . Had trod on *fork-tongued adders
X541 R Copland Guydon’s Quest Chirurg D ij. The veynes
. renne*forkewyseintwopartyes 1668 Culpepper& Cole
Barthol. Anat. 1 xvi 40 Divided forkwise into two twigs

10. Special comb. . fork-beam Naut. (see

quot.)
;

fork-beard, a name given to various

fishes of the genus Fhycis

,

fork-breakfast (see

quot.) ; fork-oarvrag a
,
that uses a fork in carv-

ing; fork-chuok ( Wood-turning), a chuck with

two or more teeth : see quot. 1874 ;
fork-fish, ? a

kind of thornback ; fork-moss, a kind of moss
(Dicranum bryoides)’, fork-ribbed a., having

nbs branching off like the prongs of a fork
,
fork-

shaft, the handle of a fork
,

fork-staff-plane,

a kind of joiner’s plane used for working convex
cylindrical surfaces; fork-way, a point where
two roads meet or diverge, a fork ; fork-wrench
(see quot.). Also Fork-head, Fork-tail.
c 1830 Rndim Navig (Weale) 93 ^Fork-Beam, a forked

piece of timber nearly of the depth of the beam, searched,
tabled, and bolted, for additional security to the sides of
beams athwart large openings m the decks 1864 Couch
Bnt Fishes III 122 Lesser *Forkbeard. x8xa Sporting
Mag XXXIX 163 Le dejeuner ft. la fonrehette, or *fork-

breakfast, is so called, because in eating meat you have
occasion for a fork. 1882 H C Mertvale Fancit of
B ir xv, In this country the French midday fork-

breakfast, is unknown, c 16x8 Fletcher Q Connth iv.

1, Your T beard doth express the enamourd courtier. As
full as your *fork-carving traveller 1842 Francis Did
Arts, *Fork Chuck 1874 Knight Diet. Mech,, Fork-chuck
(Turning), a piece of steel projecting from the live spindle
and carrying the front center and a pair of joints which
enter the wood and rotate it 1601 Holland Pliny I 261
The PufFen or *Fork-£sh lieth m await, .ready to strike
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the fishes that passe by with a sharpe rod or pricks that he
hath 1706 Phillips, Fork-fish, a kind of Thom-back, so
call'd from its forked Tail i860 Gossr Rom. Nat Hist.

192 The sight of the *fiork moss would evei afterwards
call up a vivid recollection of that desolate scene 1858
Carpenter Veg, P/tys § 196 As regaids their leaves, the
Cryptogamia may be characterised as ’’fork-ribbed. 16ax
Best Farm Bis (Surtees) 34 Shorts *forke-shaftes made
of seasoned ashe. 1848 A B Evans Leicester lFords,
Fork-shaft, handle of a folk, whether pitchfork or any
other 1816 J Smith Panorama Sc Art I mAplane
. with a concave sole, is also distinguished by the name of
a 'fork staff-plane. 1819 W. Tavi or m Monthly Mae,
XLVII. 308 Hecate, Luna, Diana, who meet in a ’‘fork-

way. 1874 Knight Diet Mech
,
*Fork-wrench, a spanner

with two jaws which embrace a nut orsquare on a coupling

Fork (fplk), V. [f. prcc ]
1. wtr. To form a fork

,
to divide into branches,

divaiicate. Of lightning: To play forkedly. Also
with away

, off, or out
1598 Sylvester Dn Bartas n h t Noah 243 Adam's

Trunk (of both-our Worlds the Tree) In two faire branches
foiking fruitfully. 1796H Hunter tr St Fieri e'sStud Nat,
(1799) I 239 Others [trees] ascend vertically, and, foik off
in various tiers *808 J Barlow Colnmb v 276 The flames
fork round the semivault of heaven 1840 Jrnl R Agnc.
Soc I iv 419 The parsnip forks away into fingers 1847
Ansted Atic, World vm 170 Rays forking ofF towaids
the end, 1831 Maynt Reid Scalp Hunt xh, The lightning
forked and flashed. 1853 Phillips Rivers Yorksh. lx 240
Here the road forked,

b Of corn . To sprout.

1707 Mortimer Husb 265 Throw the frozen outsides into
the middle till the Corn begin to fork and warm 111 the Couch.
1725 Bradley Fam Diet s.v Malt

f 2. Jig. a Of witnesses To disagree m their

testimony b. Of the tongue [after F fourcher] :

To stumble, trip. 06s,
ax^oo CursorM 16074 (Cott ) In Jiair aun sagh bai said,

oft-sith for-kid Jxu. Ibid 17754 (Gdtt )J>ai did >aa thre men
{>an to sunder. And askul seluen llkan sere, Oo hair forking
fain wald J>a» here. 165a Urquiiart Jewel Wks (1834) 265
Philopltttanes, my tongue forks it, I have mistaken, .one
word for another, I should have said Philosophers.

3 trans. To make or put into the form of a fork

;

to make fork-shaped. + To fork the fingers • to
extend them towards a person as a mark of con-
tempt
1640 Witts Recreat, Cij, His wife Behind him forks her

fingers. *668 Culpepper & Cole Bartkol Anat 1 vm
315 The Ramus Ihacus is forked out on each side 1774
GotnsM Nat Hist (1776) VII 348 The tail is forked into
two horns 1816 J Smith Panorama Sc <S Art I 376A level -which is foiked at the lower part to receive the
pendulum 1816 Byron Ch Har. m. xcv, The mightiest of
the storms through these parted hills hath fork'd His
lightnings. *817 Coleridge Biog Lit 289 Bertram stands
. . with hfc lower limbs forked.

fig. 1683 Dryden & Lee Dk of Guise iv. in, Angel-
traitors .Forked into ills, and split into deceits.

4. To raise or move with or as with a fork;
to dig, take, or throw in, out, up, etc., with
a fork
*8oa A KtRKWOOD/rw/ in Mem (1856) 24, I forked some

hay fpr Mr. Black. *829 Rep Doncaster Commission, Bone
Manure 30 Fold manure should be forked up to a con-
siderable height. *833 M Scott Tom Ci ingle xv, Bang
was gobbling his last plantain, and forking up along with it

slices of cheese 1846 J Baxter Libr Pract Agric II
191 The ancient practice of forking out each parsnip from
the ground. 1850 Kingsiey Alt Locke xi, He set to
work forking up some weeds on a fallow. *851 Glenny
Handbk FI. Gard 24 The border should be piepared by
forking in some peat *858— Gard Every-dny Bk, 75/1
The beds should now be forked over 1882 Tennyson Pro-
mise ofMay 11, And you an’ your Sally was forkin' the haiiy.

fig 1647 Trapp Melltf Theolog in Comm. Epist
643 He leaves it [his wealth] to a prodigall, that forks it

abroad, as fast as the miser his father raked it together.
[Cf. Fori? si 1fig] *828 Landor Imag Conv III 101
Society is not yet trodden down and forked togetherby you,
into one and tne same rotten mass
absol. *683 J Erskine Jml 11 Sept (*893) 16, I was

seeing the corn cut in the barnyaid and whiles forking

5. transfi (colloq, or slang ) a To fork out or
over • to give up, hand over, pay.
183* Trelawny Adv. YoungerSon xxxvi, Fork out some-

thing better than this *865 Dickens Mut Fr in. 1, Fork
out your balance in hand 1883 Harper'sMag Aug 486/1
He forked over the money
absol *856 Reade Never too Late Iv, See it for twenty-

four hours or I won’t fork out 1875 A R Hope My
Schoolboy Fr. 154 I’ll tell Vialls ifyou do not fork out

b. (U.S) See quots
1839 MarryAt Diary Amer Ser. 1 II 231 ,

1

heard ayoung
man, in Vermont, say, . ‘Well, how he contrived to fork
into her young affections, I can’t tell ’ 183* B H Hall
College Wds, Fork on At Hamilton College, tofork on,
to appropriate to one's self

6. mtr (colloq.) To piotrude awkwaidly.
1882 Fraser's Mag. XXV, 532 ,

1

noted a number of heads
forking over the side of the ship *890 W, C. Russell
Ocean Trag II. xiv 20 He came slowly forking up through
the hatch. Ibid xix. 133 Leathery noses forking up out of
a hedge of whisker.

7 slang, (trans ) To fork a person to pick his
pocket. Cf Fork sb. 3
a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew

}
Let'sforkhim

,
let us. Pick

that Man *s Pocket 1785 m Grose Did, Vnlg Tongue.

8 . mtr. (Sc

)

To look out, strivefor (something)
1681 Colvil Whigs Snpplic, (1710) 73 That Pauls Iniqui-

ties, mystery working, Was men, then for precedency
forking. 1823-80 Jamieson s.v. Forking, ‘Forkin’ for
siller

,
* Forkm * for a job.

9. Mining
.
(trans) To pump (a mine) dry; to

remove (water) by pumping. Cf Fork sb. 11 .

170a Saverv Miner*s Fr 36 What signifies your Engine
if it be not capable of Sinking or Forking an Old

Mine 1839 Times 27 Apr
,
He had forked the heaviest

waters m the whole country 1869 West. Daily Mercury
20 Mar

,
They have resolved on forking the water 1893

Pall Mall G 14 Jan 2/1 The mine has been ‘ forked
’

Forkals, pi jocular [f. Fork sb + -al ] Legs
1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 33 The piece of mahogany

under which my old forkals had so merrily rested

Forked (fpikt),ppl. a. [f Fork sb. + -ed 2.]

1. Having a fork or fork-like end
;
shaped like a

fork, bifurcate, blanching
a *300 Cursor

M

18843 (Cott ) Forked fair jse chin he bare
c 1386 Chaucer Prol 270 A Marchant with a forked herd
*398 Trevisa Barth. Do P R. xii vui. 428 The swalowes

tayles ben forkyd as a payr of sherys. c 1400 Lanfrands
Cirurg 158 pat opere pnrtie of j*e veyne passijj to he arm
hoolis & here he is forkid. *334 FrrzurRB Husb. §21
He hath a forked stycke a yarde longe. 1397 Shaks 2 Hen
IV, 111 11 334 Hee was, for all the world, like a forked
Radish, with a Head fantastically earn'd vpon it. 1667
Milton P. L y 518 Hiss for hiss returnd with forked
tongue To forked tongue *6ga Land Gas. No. 2830/4
Stolen 2 silver Spoons, a Fork,'1 2 small Spoons forkt

*729 T. Cooke Tales, etc 40 Forked Light’nings fright the
World below 182* Clare Vill Mtnstr I 33 On two forked
sticks with cordage tied, Their pot o’er pilfer’d fuel boils

away 1861 Miss Pratt I<leaver PI I 3 A stem is termed
forked when it divides into two branches of equal, or nearly
equal size 1870 Hooker Stud Flora 24 Arabis with
forked 01 stellate hairs 1887 Bowen Virg AEneid 11 211
Forked tongues are flickering seen.

fig 1649 G Daniel Tnnarch, Hen. IV, xvn, Thus
forked Novelty Spreads.

b. Of a road : Making a fork
5
having two or

more diverging branches
*323 Ld, Berners Froiss lr xci, [Nxxvii ] 271 When we

had rydden a 11. leages, we came to a forked waye, *6oo
Holland Livy xxxvni xlv. (1609) 1011 At every forked
high way leading on both hands *633 Gate of Tongues
Uni 114 A forked way or carfax is deceitful! *888 J.
Fayn Myst. Mtrbndge m, They came to the forked road.

G. Of a mountain ; Divided at the summit, cleft.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• Cl iv xiv. 5 Sometime we see. .A
forked Mountaine, or blew Promontone a 1628 Sir J
Beaumont To Muses e in BosworthF (1629) 9 Sweet Sounds
are raised upon the forked Hill Of high Parnassus *821
Shelley Prometh Unb. 1. 1, Yon forked and snowy hill,

td of a mitre

*309 Barclay Ship ofFolys (1874) II 279 No wyse man
is desyrous to obtayne The foiked cap without he worthy
be 1545 Briniclow Compl 4 Banysshed mynatyue contry
by the cruelty of the forkyd cappes of Ingland 1641

Milton Ch Govt, vi (1831) 128 She sends her haughty
Prelates from all parts with their forked Miters.

e Her. = FORCES. (Robson Brit Her 1830)
i486 Bk St Albans, Her. c \n a, A certan forkyd cros.

hit is called forkyd for as moch as that all thendys of hit
ar clouyn and forkyd.

f Having (a specified number of) forks or
prongs, as ihree-fo) ked.

*535 Coverdale x Sam 11. r3 A three forked fieshoke

*583 Stanyhurst Mneis n. (Arb) 59 With toonge three
forcked furth spirts fyre <2*628 F Grevilll Monarchy
dclu, To stirre, or calm Che ocean’s race, As royalties of his
[Neptime's] three-forked mace 1887 Bowen Yirg AEneid
ii 475 Some viper darting a three-forked flickering tongue

t g. Of an arrow Barbed. 06s.

1349 Stqurton Let in Wilts. Arch Mag. (1864) VIII
296 His crosse bow bent, and forked arrow in the same
*6x* Cotgr

,
Fcr de fleiche d orezlles, a forked or barbed

arrowe head. *673 Dryden Assignation nr 1 ,

1

am wounded
with a forked Anow, which will not easily be got out
2. Having the lower half of the body divided

;

two-legged.
1605 Shaks. Lear in iv. 113 A poore, baie, forked Animall

as thou art 177* Exmoor Scold 48 Thee wut come oil

a geired, and oil norry zo vurs tha art avorked [=i-forkedj

o. Of building. Characterized by the use of
‘forks’ (see Fork sb 7 ).
179a J. Mastin Hist. Naseby g Some [houses] . of the

most antique architecture, called forked building
4 Homed; also spec of deer: see quot. 1674 .

X591 Sylvester Dn Bartas 1. iv 476 The more she [the
Moon] Fills her Forked Round. 1398 Ibid 11 1. in Furies
600 With Asking tram, with forked head, and foot Himselfe,
th’ Ayie, th' Earth, he beateth 1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat
(1677) 1. 13 Heads having doubling Ci oches, aie called Forked
Heads, because the Croches are planted on the top of the
Beam like Forks

b ‘Homed’, ‘ cornuted’, cuckolded A knight
oftheforked order a cuckold
1386 T B La Pnmand Fr Acad 1. 455 Thou puttest

thy selfe in great danger, least thy rounde heade become
forked 1392 Greene Dispnt Wks. (Grosart) X 257 Let
him dub her husband knigh t ofthe forked order 1639 Mayne
City Match m Dodsley 0 PI. (1780) IX. 373 And I am
fork’d? hum l 1673 F Kirkman Unlucky Citizen 93, I
should be sure to be dubb’d a knight of the forked order

+ 5 Of an argument, etc. : That points more than
one way , containing a dilemma

, ambiguous, equi-
vocal Obs
133* Bp Gardiner Explication 80 b, What hath this auctor

wonne nowe by his forked question 1 1604-13 R Cawdry
Table Alph (ed 3), Dilemma, a forked kinde of argument.
1605 B Jonson Voipone 1. 1, Giue forked counsel , take pro-
uokmg gold On eythei hand, and put it vp *663 J Spencer
Prodigies (1665) 324 To this forked Objection I return these
fiye consideiations. 1681 Crowne Hen VI,

,
iv. 46 Must

Justice starve because we want a Lawyer’s forked distinc-
tions to feed her neatly with ?

FORKLESS.

f b Of a fee : Taken from both parties in a suit
*648 Hrnmcic Hester (1869) 216 Ere thy palm shall knowA postern-bribe took, or a forked-fee To fettei Justice.
6 Done with a fork, nonce-use
*6xx Coryat Crudities 91 To imitate the Italian fashionby this forked cutting of meate
7

.

elhpt foi forked-headed or -tailed
N Cox Gcntl Rcci cat 11.(1677) 161 The Forked Kiteand bold Buzzard i769PrNNANT.2W (17761III. 170 ForkedHake is known on the coast of Cornwall by the name of

the great forked beaid, where it was first discovered bv Mr
Jago. *864 Couch Brit Fishes III 125 Forked Hake
8 Comb. . paiasynthetic and similative, asforked-

wise adv.; also fforked-beard =fork-beaid-
forked-head, a forked or barbed arrow, a fork-
head; forked-tailed a

,
having a forked tail; esp

in the names of birds (cf. fork-tailed).
*713 Ray Syn Pise. 163 The great *Foiked-beard. Ibid

164 The lesser Forked-beaid *374 J. Fortescue m Hist.
Bam, ofF (1869) II 228 Arrows as well *forked-heads as
others *600 Shaks A. Y L u 1 24 It irkes me the pooie
dapled fooles Should with forked heads Haue theirround
hanches goard. *336 J Heywood Spider $ F. xxxi gc A
sorte of *forhte tailde flisc *69* Ray Creation (1701)167
The fork’d tail'd Kite 1843 Yarrell Brit Birds III 520The Forked-lailed Petrel 1386 Lupton Thom Notable
Th. (1675) 23 Children with a cloven upper lip, and *forked-
wise, called an Hare-lip.

Hence Porkedly adv

,

in a forked manner;
To rkedness, the condition of being forked.
1603 Dearer Wonderf Yeare E iv, Tongues forkedly cut.

1611 Cotgr, Fouickeure forkednesse. a 1663 Goodwin
Wks (1692) III 601 The forkedness of the Arrows. *748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI 50 Sally, .snapt her fingers
at me, and pointing two of each hand foikedly at me, bid
me [etc ] 1789 G Whitl Selborne xvm (1843) 230 Dtstm-
guished by the length and forkedness of their tails. *88*
DurpiELD Don Qut r II 553 [She] flung her body across
the saddle, and remained foi kedly, as if she had been a man.
Forken (f£ ik’n), a Obs. exc dial. In 8-9

dial forkm. [f Fork sb + -en 6
, or after str.

pa pples ] Forked. Forken-robin, the earwig
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (16381 52 He had a forken

beard and bald head *6gr Ray N C Words, Forkm•

robbut, an earwig
; called from its forked tail So in Bailey

(1721) and Atkinson Cleveland Gloss. (1868)

Forker (fg ikor). [f Fork v. + -er 1 ]
1 1. = Fork sb. 2

, perh imspr. for Forket Obs.
a *603 T. Cartwright Confut Rkem N. T. (1618) 416

The Italians now take their meate with a forker.

2. One who forks : a. One who throws up (hay,
’etc.) with a fork. b. slang (See quot. 1867).

164X Best Farm. Bks (Surtees) 33 One of the men is

a loader, the other a forker *867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Foikers

,

those who reside in seaports for the sake of steal-
ing dockyard stores, or buying them, knowing them to be
stolen

1 3, Something forked : a. A forked tongue, a
‘ sting’, b. A forked arrow, a fork-head. Obs.

*389 N asiie Martins MonthsMmdeWks (Grosart) I 133
His arrowes all are forkers *6x6 J Lane Coutn Sqr.’s T
lx. 388 A snake crawld vp her to stmge, with forker blewe.
c 1640 J Smytii Lives Beike/eys( 1883) I 205.An vnderkeeper
with a forker out of his Crosbowe slewe one Ohfle

f 4. slang To wea> aforket • to be ( cornuted
’

*606 Mahsion Pansitaster 11 1, Why ? my lord, tis nothing
to weare a forker ,

5. (‘In Suffolk, an unpaired pai bridge.’ F. Hall.)

*637 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 4 They [? flying fish]

flye as far as young Partridges, that are forkers.

+ FoTket. Obs. Also 5 forkette [? f Fork sb.

+ -ET; cf Y.fourchette table-fork.]

1. A small fork. Also, a prong of a fork.

*383 Hollyband Campo di Fior 209 Picke not thy teeth

with a forkette x6xi Cotgr , Foul cheon, a forket, the
tooth, or grame of a forke

2 (See quot.)
xjd&Phil 1 'rans.XXVI. 78 Fossils Bidentula TheForket,

Forkful (fpukful) [f Fork sb + -edl.] As
much as may be lifted on a fork.
1641 Best Farm. Bks (Surtees) 36 Forkers are to bee fore-

tolde that they give upp goode forkefulls 1768 Case ofJ
Ruffle 3 He would rather they should cheat him ofa forkful

.of corn 1882 Garden 14 Jan 31/2 Putting a forkful of

long manure on the corners

Fo*rk-h.ead.
+ 1 . An arrow with barbed head. Obs
*390 Spenser F Q hi. v. 19 Through his haberjeon the

forkehead flew

2 , Mech, a (see quot 1874) , b = Cross-tail.

1839 [see Cross-tail] 1874 Knight Diet Mech ,
Fork-

head, the double head of a rod which divides in order to

form a connection by means of a pm
+ Fo*rkin. Obs rate— 1 [a OF fonrquon

of same meaning ] ? A baker’s shovel
c 1475 Piet Voc in Wr -Wulcker 808 Hecpala

,
a forkyn

Forking (f^ikiq), vbl. sb. [f Fork v + -ing 1 ]

The action of the vb Fork.
a 1300 [see Fork v 2 a], *866 Geo Eliot F Holtxvxui,

At this forking of the street there was a large space 1884

Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner 314 Where the branch-

ing appears and remains as a forking of the main axis.

Forking (f^akiq), ppl a [f Fork v. + -ikg 2
j

That forks
;
characterized by forking.

*83* Glenny Handbk FI Gaul 221 A forking^ habit

of growth 1877-84 F E. Holme Wild FI p vi, Stems
forking *892 Blackiu Mag Apr 549 A forking creek.

Forkless (f^ Ikies), a [f. Fork sb. + -less ]

Without a folk. (Worcester (1846) cites Phil Mag \
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Fork-tail, a and sb

f A. adj. =forked-taiKpd Obs

1611 Florio, Folio, an eare-wig or fork tajle veimine

B sb.

1

(See quot 1753)

*753 Chambers Snip ,
Forktail a name given to the

salmon, while in the fourth years growth x8x8 m Todd
1861 yl ci!24 1? 25 Vtci C zoo §4Salmon known by the names
blue pole, fork tail or by any other local name

2. (See quot 1893)

1893 Newton Diet. Birds, Forktail

\

of old time used in

England for the Kite, but now applied in India to the birds

of the genus Henicums
Hence Pork-tailed a

,

having a forked tail

,

used in the names of birds, etc (cf forked-tailed)

*694 J Ray in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 200 A kind of

fork-tail d sea-swallow 1828 Sir J S Sebright Hawking

44 The fork-tailed kites were much flown, some years ago

1868 Wood Homes withoutH v 103 The Fork-tailed Date

Shell fLithodomns caudigera).

t Forkulie* » obs [Of unknown formation ]

tians To blacken by heat.

0x225 After R 50 pe blake cloS bitockneS pet te socSe

sunne, bet is lesu Crist, haueS wiSuten vorkuled ou Ibid

306 Ure inwit, uorkulunde hire suluen mid be fure of sunne

Forty (fjp iki), a [f. Fobk sb. + -Y 1
]

1 Shaped like a fork, forked

[1508 (see Forcy the sense is not clear) 1

1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 666 A Snake, brandishing

his forky Tongue, a 1700 — Ovid's Met 1. 425 Parnassus

whose forky rise Mounts thro* the clouds 1727 Swut
Circumcision E CurllWks 1755 III 1 166 A meagre man
with a black forky beard 1762 Falconer Shij>wr 1 256

A skilful marksman o'er his head suspends The forky

prongs x8o8 Scott Marin 1 vui, The last On high his

forky pennon bore 0x851 D Moir SirEluinc Poet Wks
1852 II 192 I he tree by the forky lightnings scathed

b fig and allusively

1702 Watts Epit Will III
,
x, Slander gnaw her fotky

tongue 1821 Byron Cam 1 1 227 Those he spake to with

his forky tongue

2. Comb ,
as foiky-tongued adj

1727 Watts Poems (1743) 235 Cares never come With
Malice forky-tongued.

Hence Po rkmess, the condition of being forky.

x6xx Cotgr ,
Ionreheure, a forkmesse, 1766 Ptnnant

Zool (1768) II 242 The house swallow is distinguished from
all others by the superior forkmess of its tail

Forlaboured, -laden: see Foe- prefix 6, 6 b.

f Forlai n, ppl a. Also 6 Sc forlane [pa.

pple. of F OEiiiE v.J

I. 1. Of a woman • That has lost hei chastity.

Also, as a term of abuse for either sex

c 1290 S. Eng Leg 1. 462/6 A womman that was sunful

and for lein c 145a Henryson Test Cres 140 Now allace 1

that seid with froist is slane, And I fra luiffens left and all

forlane [But this may belong to sense 2 ] 1508 Dunbar
Tua Marnt Wemen 137 That carybald forlane

II 2 . App. used for (? Laid aside), foi gotten.

e 1320 Sir Tnstr 1386 Tristrem, bis pef is he, pat may be

nou3t for lain [r 1450 see under sense x ] 1560 Rolland
Crt Venus iv 496 All faltis bygane He did or said Be
quite forget, ouirsene, and all forlane.

+ Forla nce, v Obs [? a OF. *forlancer to

throw out (m mod F spec to dnve out an animal

from his lair), f for-. Foe-prefix + lancer to throw,

Launch.] intr. or absol To throw out.

13 Gmv ($ Gr. Knt 1334 pen biek pay be bale, pe balez

out token, Lystily forlancyng.

Forlapped see Foe- prefix 6 b

t Forlay, v. Obs. [f. Foe- prefix + Lay v ]
trans To lay aside

0 1300 CursorM 24328 (Cott ) We stemmed still als stan,

pof lijf was vs for-laid

Forlay : see Fobelay.

t Porlea'd, » 1 Obs [OE. forlmdan, f Fob-

pref l + Ikdan • see Lead v. ;
cf. OS farlidean

(Du verleiden), OHG. far-, fir-, forleitan (Ger.

verleiteii) ] trans To mislead, seduce
Beowulf 4084 (Gr ) Hie forlseddan to pam lindple;an

swaese gesioas c 1000 rfELmic Gram xlvu (Z ) 277 Sednco,

ic bepaece oSpe forlaede c 1275 Lay, 1333 For hire workes
beop so swete pat fale men [heo] for-ledeb. c 1315 Shore-
ham 164 The fendes pnve gyle The man for-ledae

+ Forlea'd, v 2 Obs. [f Fob- pref + Lead v ]

trans To lead forward, lead before Hence For-

lea ding vbl. sb
0x300 E E. Psalter cxxxi[i] 17 pethen sal I for-lede

[Vulg producam] David horn. 1387 TrevjsaHtgdeti (Rolls)

I 2qBy such forledynge [L his pr&vus]
*p Forlea ve, v. Obs [f. Fob-pref 1 + Leave v. ,

=OHG Jirleiben ] trans. To leave behind, give

lip, abandon, forsake, depart from.

c 1225 Juliana 33 Ich am wilcweme ne forleaf pu menawt
luuienoe lauerd c 1325 Poem Times Edw II 374 in Pol
Songs (Camden) 340, 1 drede me that God us hath for-laft

out of his hond, c *374 Chaucer Booth 1 metr 111 5 (Camb
MS

) Dirknesses for-leften me c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf
(W deW 1494) 1 xxxvin, In a htyll I forlefte the

Forlength. see Fob- pref 1
9

+ Forle re, ®. Obs [OE. foi lkran )
f Fob-

pref. 1 + Imran Lebe v. to teach.] trans. To teach

wrongly, pervert, seduce.
0x000 Andreas 1364 (Gr) Du leoda feala forleolce and

forlserdest c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 29 pat is pe flesliche

lust pe mankinue forlereS, and al hit is bi pe deuel pat

men bus forlerede 0x250 Owl Night. 924 That thi

dweole song heo ne for-lere.

VOL. IV.

+ Forle-se, v. Obs. Forms Infin. 1 forldo-
san, 2-3 -leosen, 3 -losen, -lesen, 4-5 -lese, (6

Sc. -leir) Pa t l forl6as, Notthumb -16os, pi.

-luron, 3 forleas, (2nd pers sing forlure), 3-4
forles, 6-7 forlore, Sc forloir Pa pple 1-4
forloren, 4 north forlose(n, -in, 4-8 forlorne,

6-7 forelorn(e, 3-9 forlore, (5 forlo(o)r, 6 Sc
forloir, 8 forelore

J, 3- forlorn. [OE forldo-

san, pa t.foi leas, pi foiluion, pa pple forloren,
— 01 ns.forhasa

,

-Itesa
, OS far-,forleosan

,
-Itosan,

OHG far-, fer-, for-, furleosan, -hosaii (MUG
verhesen, Ger veiheren), Goth frctlmsan , f

Fob- pief 1 + -Itosan, ME. lesen see Lese v.

After 15th c onlym pa pple , and (rarely) in the new foi ms,
inf (Sc )forleir, pa t forlore (Sc forloir) ]

1 trans To Lose, in various senses
Beowulf2861 (Gr ) JEt pam geongum pam pe asr his elne

forleas. c 1175 Lamb Horn 83 Mon hefde uorloren efre

stephne bi-uore gode c 1205 Lay 213 Creusa pe Eneas
his fadei in Troie for leas 01225 Ancr R 246 pe weorreur
of helle met longe asailen ou,& forleosen al his hwule a 1250
Owl <5 Night 815 An so for-lost the hund his. fore, a 1300
Cursor M 714 (Cott ) To win pe blis he had forlosm
c 1374 Chaucer Booth iv pr iv 100 (Camb MS ) Vif pat
a man hadde al for-lorn hys syhte c 1430 Hymns Virg 124
1 hy honde warke pat pou hast wrowytn, My dere son, for-

lese hem nowhte 1 01460 'lowneley Myst (Surtees) 188 My
right ere I have forlorne 1581 J Bell Haddoiis Answ
Osor 322 b, It may seeme we have forlorne all mercy
and compassion 1600 Fairtax Tasso vn 1, Her feeble hand
the bridle raines forlore 1663 Robin Hood <$• Curtal Friar
1111 in Child Ballads v cxxui (1888) 124/1 Carry me over
the water. Or else thy life’s forlorn

2 To destroy, cause to perish, cut off.

0 xooo Caedmon’s Gen 1281 (Gr ) He wolde forleosan lica

gehwile c 1200 Vices <$• Virtues (E E T S ) 73 Gif he
[a pot] Sar mne bersteS and brekS, he is forloren and sone
utjjeworpen c 1250 Gen <5 Ex 1143 Do meidenes wenden
Sat man-kinde were al for-loren 1390 Gower Conf I 314

Thus they that comen first to fore Upon the rockes hen foi-

lore 1560 Rolland Crt Venus 111 274 Becaus Diomeid
wald forleir The fers Troians 1614 Sylvester Bethulia’s

Rescue vi. 175 For the God of Power Th’ Assyrian Forces

hath this Night forlorn 1664 Flodden F. 1 2 Worthy Lords
by him forlorne

b. intr. for reft To perish, come to nought
01225 St Marker 3 Ne ne let tu neauer mi sawle

forleosen wi<5 pe forlorne 0x225 Leg Katk 2254 Nalde
nawt godd leoten his martirs hcomes liggen to forleosen

c trans. To bring to rum, put to shame, con-

found
,
also, to lead astray to one’s ruin. (Usually

111 passive )
c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn. 5 ForleteS yure synne pat ge ne

ben lfunden on sunne and swo forlorene 01300E E Psalter

cxlu[i] 12 And for lese my faas in merci pine 0x400
Melayne 77 Late never my sawle be forlome 0 1471 Pol
Poems (Rolls) II 241 Unavysyd clerk soone may he forlore

Unto that theef [Simony] todonne obeysaunce. 1578 Gude
<$ Godhe Ballates 193 Lowse me or I be. forloir And heir my
mone 159X Sfenser Vis Worlds Vanitie vi, O 1 how great

vamnesse is it then to scorne The weake, that hath the

strong so oft forlorne 1

3 . To leave, abandon, desert, forsake

c 1460 Pol Rel <3- L Poems (1866) 97 The order of preest-

hode he has forlorne 1590 Spenser F Q in ix 52 Her
frail witt, that now her quite forlore x6oo Fairfax Tasso

in lxxvi, The buds their nests forlore.

Hence Forle smg vbl. sb ,
loss, perdition

1340 Ayenb. 156 Uor pet me be-ulyjt hire folye and hire

uorlyezmge. Ibid 243

+ Forle't, v 1 Obs. Forms: see Let®.1 Also

pa. pple 7 erron forlitt [OE forlxtan, f Fob-

pref 1 + hktan Let v 1
; -OS forlatan (Du ver-

laten), OHG firl&zypn (MHG veil&zpn, Ger
verlassen),ON fyi irldta(Sw.forl&ta,Da forlade) ]

1 trans To allow, permit.

0900 tr Bsedcis Hist. 1 xxvii, Sum eorblic se forlaetep,

psette [etc ] a 1300 E E Psalter exxv 3 For noght fore-

lete sal he Yherde of sinful for to be Over lote of rightwis.

2 To leave, go away from (a person or place),

forsake, to abandon (possessions).

971 BhcM Horn 27 Hine pa forlet se costigend. a 1x75

Cott Horn 219 To chiesen 3ief[h]y wolden hare sceppmae
lufie o3er hine ferleten 0x205 Lay 30599 pat ufel hine gon
for-leten 0x300 Cursor M. 13295 (Cott

)
He for lesu al

for-lete 0 1350 Will Paleme 2311 Alle pe breme bestes

bat a-boute vs were, for-lete vs & folwed him foip 1508

Dunbar Tua Manit Wemen 381, 1 him forfeit as a lad.

b To leave (a person) helpless or destitute.

0 1000 A ndreas 450 (Gr ) Naefre forlseteS hfgende god eorl

on eorSan, gif his ellen deah 1 0x225 St Marker 8 Ne
forlet tu me nawt luuende lauerd 1340-70 Aluannder 679

Whan Philip in his foule will hathe peeforlete Him tides to

take pee again 1413 Pilgr Sowle iCaxton 1483} iv xx,

He is forlete and al forpercid sore and pytously 0x553

Philfot Exam Writ <x84a) 345 Who may say that God
forfetteth his church right, so that he may permit those

things to decay, without the which it may not consist?

c To leave (land) desolate or uncultivated
,
to

leave (a building, etc ) to decay

a 1300 Leg Rood (1871) 34 So pat pulke stude was vor-lete

mony aday 1390 Gower Conf III 104 But yet there ben

of londes fele Which of the people be forlete As londe

deserte 1480 Caxton Chron Eng b 7 b, He yaf hem
a contre that was forleten where in they myght duelle 1528

Will in W Molyneux Burton-on-Trent (i860) 58 The
seyd brygge ys lyke to be decayed and forlett x6ro

Holland Camden’s Bnt 1 5*3 The three Channels or

draines have a long time beene forlet and neglected

d, To leave off, renounce (a custom, habit, sm)

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 Nu sculle we forlete pes licome

lust 0X200 Tnu Coll Horn 103 Hwi luuest pu pine fule

sunnes . forlet hem 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 3779
Wiappe and oper synne forlate [printed foolate] 01386
Chaucer Pars T IF 45 In pe drede of god man forieteth

lus synne 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot II 64 He thoucht he
wald mak peice agane With Scot and Pecht, and all weirs;

forfeit. x6ox Holland Pliny I 84 Soone after this custome
was for-let and cleane giuen ouer

e To forsake, cease to regard (a law, etc.)

cizepGen <§- Ei 4068 For luueof Sis hore-plage Manie
for-leten godes lage 0 1300 Cursor M 9448 (Cott ) Sua
sun als he pat apel ete, pe laghes bath he pan for-lete.

1340 Ayenb, 184 Roboam uoriet pane red of pe yealden
guode men uor pane red of yonge. 1535 Stewart Cron
Scot (1858) I 60 Lautie wes lost, forfeit wes all the lawes

1 x Used as a teim of Sc. constitutional law
1689 Earl or BalcarrasZ.0# Jas II on St. Scot 61 (MS)

The Committee found great difficulty how to declare the

Crown vacant Some were foi abdications Others weie
foi using an old obsolete word (fforleiting) used for a Buds
foisakmg her nest 1689 Luttrell BriefRel (1857) I 518
The throne of Scotland is vacant, the late King James the

7th haveing foriitt or forfeited the crown
3 To leave out, omit ,

to let alone, abandon,
0x200 Tun Coll Horn 71 We shule no ping seien pere

pat les beo, and no ping ofpe so<Se forlete c 1220 Bestiary

230 Fmde |e Se wete corn Sat hire qwemeS . Al ge forleteS

81s oSer sea 0 1300 Cursor M 21777 iGott ) Eline wald
noght for lett pe nailes in his hend and fete ful gei n scho
soght Till scho paim fand ne fined noght c 1300 Beket 1998
All that he i handled hadde the houndes hit forlete. 13

h E A lilt P. B 101 Bepay fers, be pay fehle for-lotez none,

b To cease fiom
; to cease to do something

0x175 Lamb Horn 35 Ne foilete ge for nane scame pat

ge ne seggen pam preoste alle eower sunne 0x200 Ormin
18875 All folic well neh forrlet To penkenn ohht off heffne

a 1250 Owl % Night 36, 1-wis forpme fule lete Wei oft ich

mine song forlete 0x374 Chaucer Booth 111 pr xi 75
(Camb MS ) Whan it forietip to ben oone it mot nedis dien

4 To let go, ielease ot lose from one's bold or

keeping
0 1x50 Departing Soul'sAddr Body 19 Thine godfaederes

ihaten mr heo the forleten that [etc ] c 1200 Ormin 3768 He
wollde hiss axhenn hf Forr hise shep forrketenn. 0 1225

Juliana 47 Forlet me mi leafdi & ich chnlle al bileaue

pe 0x225 St Mather 6Weilawummon hwuch whte pu
loosest ant foiletest for pm misbeleaue 0 1300 Cursoi M
4006 (Cott ) Formast his lijfhe suld for lete 0 1374Chaucer
Boeth 1 metr 11 3 (Camb MS ) Allas how the thowt of

man dulleth and forletith his propie cleernesse.

b. To remit (a debt) ; to forgive.

1340 Ayenb 262 And uoriet ous oure yeldmges I ase and
we uorletep oure yelderes

c. To dismiss from attention Sc
28x3 Picken Poems I 121 Sae let’s forleet it—gie’s a sang

;

To brood on ill unken’d is wrang
Hence rorle‘t(en ppl. a

;
Forle-ting vbl sb

Also Forle'tness, the state of being let alone
0 1300 E E Psalter cxxn[i] 3 For of for-letenesse mikel

filled we are Ibid 4 Up-braidmg To mightand, and to

proude foi-leting 13 K Alts 2889 As a stude for-let, Is

now Thebes 01374 Chaucer Boeth, 1 pr. 1 2 ICamb
MS) A forietyn and a despised elde, 0x440 Jacob's Well
(EE T S ) x. xx An old for-latyn cote xgofi Guylforde
Pilgr. (Camden) 33 An olde for leten ruynous churche

x6xo Holland Camden's Bnt. (1637) 188 The language of

our ancestouis lay forlet and huned in oblivion

t Forle't, v 2 Obs [f f ob- pref^ + Let v 2
]

trans To hinder, prevent, stop. Const inf or that

with not Also in deprecatory phr. Godforlet it >

a 1555 Philfot Exam ft Wnt (1842) 351 But God
forelet it that I should not believe the gospel 1 1568 C
Watson Polyb 95 a, The Romans being in league with the

Carthaginenses forlet hini not to aide them *575 R B
Applies <5- Virg. Eij, It is naught in dry sommer, for letting

my drmke

t Forlie*, Obs. Forms' see Lte v l [OE
forlicgan (f Fob- pref^ + hegan Lie w.1

)
=OHG

farlzgan (MHG. verhgeii)

Cf Gr. aorist irapeXe'faro lay with (a woman) secretly,

which is etymologically equivalent ]

I 1 rejl Of a woman To prostitute herself.

0 893 K. rfSiXRED Oros nr vi § 2 0 1000 Laws Cnut liv.

2 mtr. for rejl. (Often conjugated with be). To
commit fornication. Const by or with

c x2oo Ormin 3118 Forr pa mann imtnnde trowwenn wel

patt gho foirlegenn wasre 0 *450 St Cvthbert (Surtees) 5x9

And with him to be forlayne. 15*3 Douglas Mitets vi i

54 Prevahe with the hull forlane wes sche. Ibid x. vu 72

The quhilk Anchemolus. had forfayn his awin stepmoder by

3 trans Of the man • To lie with, violate

0 1205 Lay. 15375 Heo for-laeigen pa wif 13 Coer de L
924 Forleyn was his doughter yyng 0 1420 Hoccleve De
Reg Prmc (Roxb) 191 How many awyfe & maide hathe

be forlayne 1480 Caxton Chi on. Eng e uj b, He wolde

haue forlayne that maide

II. 4. To smother by lying upon, to overlie

a 1300 Cursor M 8623 tCott )
pat was for-lain Moght

neuer couer pe lijf again 0134° Ibid 8602 (Fairf) An
womman had hir childe for-layne

III 5 . To be fatigued with lying (in bed)

1423 Jas I Kingts Q xi, For-wakit and for-walowit, thus

musing Wery iorlym I herd the bell to matyns ryng, And

vp I rase, no langer wald I lye,

t Forli-ve, V Obs [f. Fob- pref 1 + Live v ]

mtr. a. To outlive one’s strength, become de-

crepit. b. To degenerate Hence Forli ved,

Forli ven ppl. adjs,, decrepit, degenerate

0x300 Cursor M 53x5 (Cott ) Als man of eild, and lang

for-Iiuen [1340 Fairf. forlived] 01374 Chaucfe Boeth

jii pr. vi 61 (Camb MS 1 That they ne sholden nat . foi-

lyuen fro the vertuus of byr noble kynrede Ibid. in. metr

vi 79 (Camb MS ) Thanne ms ther no forlyued wyht but



PORLOIIT 458 FORM,
yif he norysse hys corage vn to vyces 1398 I'kcvisa Bat th

DeP R xu xvi (Tollein MS)Aforlyued cok leyt-Jjegget,

in his laste elde

Forlode * see Fob- pref 1 6.

ForlofF, obs Sc form of Furlough

+ Forloin, sb. Ok Hunting [f nextvb]
1 The action of foiloining.

14., Le Vettery de Twety in Rel Ant I 152 Whyblowe
ye so? For cause that the hert is seen, an ye wot nevere
wliedir that myn hundys be become fro myn meyne And
what maner of chase clepe ye that ? We clepe it the chace
of the forloyne [orig In thace de Farloyng] i486 Bk St,
A Ibans Fj, What is a forloyng, for that is goode to here

2 A note of recall

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blctunche 386 Therwith the hunte
wonder faste Blew a forloyn at the laste 1735 in Bailey,
Forloyn, a Retreat when the Dogs are called off from a
wrong Scent 0[ld Word]

•f Forloin, v. Obs. Forms: 4-6 forloyne,

6-7 forelom, -loyne, 6- forlorn [ad. OF’ for-,

forsloignier

,

f. fors (see Fob- pref U) + loin L.

longe far.]

1. traits. To leave behind at a distance, forsake

13 E. E. A Hit P A 368 J?a} I forloyne my dere
endorde Ibid B 1165 pay forloyne her fayth & foljed
oper goddes

b. intr. To stray, err

13.. E E Alltt P B 282 He knew och freke forloyned
fro pe rjgt wayez Ibid. B 750 3 if I for-loyne as a fol.

2 , Hunting trans To leave (the pack) far be-

hind. Said of the slag, or of individual hounds.
Also absol.

i486 Bk St, Albans Fj, When the beest is stoll away
owt of the fryth Or the houndes that thowhast mcten ther-
with And any other houndes before than may with hem
mete Thees oder houndesam then forloyned ,I*or the beste
and the houndes am so fur before And the houndes behynde
be weere and soore So that they may not at the best cum at
ther will The houndes before forloyne hem 1576TURBEUV
Venerie 118 A harte doth foieloyne and breake out before
the houndes for divers reasons 1686 Bloml Gcntl. Recreat
ll. 79 When a Hound meeteth a Chase, and goeth away
with it far before the rest, then say, he Foreloyneth,

•f Forlong, v 1 Obs. In 3 Orm. forrlangenn,
[f Fob- prep- + langen to Long-; =MHG. ver-
langen] To be possessed with longing
c moo Ormin 1280 3iff patt tu forrlangedd arrt To cumenn

upp till Cnste,

Hence Forlo ngmg vbl sb.

a 121S Ancr R 274 Heorte-sor uor worldliche pmge, deon
uorlonginge, &. giscunge of eihte.

+ Forlo’ng, v. 2 Obs -1 [f Fob- pref.
1 + Longa

;

after L. prolongdre ] t> ans. To keep or continue
longer ; to prolong
1496 Dives Paufi (W deW ) vii xxn 310/1 They liaue

leuertogyue xx shellynges toforlonge the soules in payue
all a yere

t Forlo’ppin, a Sc Ok. [f. Fob- prefA +
hppin, pa pple of loup, Leap v.] Fugitive, run-
away, vagabond

r
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxm 7 Me thocht a Turk of

Tartary Come throw the boundis of Barbary And lay for-

loppm in Lumbardy. 157 Satir Poems Reform xlv 8
Ane fals, forloppen, fenyeit freir

Forlore • see Forlesl and next

Forlorn (f^ilp’in), a and sb. Forms • see Fon-
lese. [pa pple. of Foblese ] A adj.

1

1

. Lost, not to be found Obs . see the vb.
2577 Harrison England 11 ix (1877) 1 igo To the end

they should lie no more in corners as forlorne books and
vnknowne.

•f 2 . Morally lost
;
abandoned, depraved Obs

1154 0 . E. Chron an. 1137 Hi [the lawless barons in
Stephen's time] weron al forcursaed, & forsworen & forloren,
c 1250 Gen tjf Ea. 546 Mijti men, and fiati, [and] for-loren
a 1300 CursorM 2507i (Cott,) pe quick pe godmen er and
chosen, pe ded pe wick pat ar for-losen 1578 Glide $ Godhe
Ballates 30 The Forlorne Sone, as it is wnttin in the xv
Chapter of Luk. 1508 Drayton Heroic. Ep xvi 53 He
that’s in all the Worlds blacke sinnes forlorne. 1683 Apol
Prot France 11 20 They hire forlorn Wretches to go to the
Sermons of the Protestant Ministers

*f 3. ‘ Lost ruined, doomed to destruction. Obs.
c 13,96 Chaucer Frankl T. 309 Lord Phebus, cast thy

merciable eye On wrecche Aunhe, which that am for-lome
C1440 Hylton Scala Per‘f (W de W 1494) r xxxvni, As
thou were a forloor man. 1554 Traves m Strype Eccl
Mem III App. xxxui 88 As though ye were a man forlore.

1696 Tate & Brady Ps vi, 1 And spare a Wretch forlorn.

*719 Young Busin's v 1, What urge these forlorn rebels in
excuse For choosing ruin?

"f b. Forlorn boys (=Fr,enfantsperdus),fellows,
etc. : men who perform their duty at the imminent
risk of their life Forlorn fort . one held at ex-
treme risk. See also Foeloen hope.
*577-87 Hqlinshed Chron. III. 1137/2 Fortie or fiftie

forlorne boies 1598 Barret Thear Wanes 11 1 17 He
shall set abroad certaine forlorne Sentinels without the
Word *618 Bolton Floras (1636) 137 Some new band of
forlorne fellowes appeared 1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy E
Ind. 298To march to a Forlorn Fort six Leaguesfrom [etc.]

c. Desperate, hopeless
*603 Knolles Hist. Turks 591 Everything . seemed as

altogither lost and forlorne. 1710 Berkeley Princ Hum
Knotol Introd Wks 1871 1 137 [We] sit down in a forlorn
Scepticism, 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1732, In the forlorn
state of his circumstances. 1836W Irving Astoria II 183
Having seen these three adventurous bands depart upon
their forlorn expeditions 1874 Morley Compromise (1886)
8 The home of great and forlorn causes

4. Of persons or places : Abandoned, forsaken,

deserted
, left alone, desolate

*635 Goodly Primer (1834) 120 An old forlorn house 1559
Mirr Mag

, Dk Clarence xvii, To help King Henry vtterly

forlorne i6zi G Sandys Ovid s Met vm, (1626) 152
Whither fly'st thou 9 leauing me forlore 1667 Miiton
P.L 1 180 Yon dreary Plain, forlorn and wilde 1704 Porr
Autumn 22 To the winds I mourn, Alike unheard, un-
pity'd, and forlorn, 1726 Siieivocke Voy round World
(1757) 79 Dreading an accident in so forlorn a place, I .

stood out to sea again *814 Cary Dante
, Inf xxx 16

A wretch forlorn and captive 1829 Hood Eugene Atam x,

Horrid stabs in groves forlorn And murders done 111 caves
1850 Tennyson In Mem lx, The little village looks forlorn

1863 F Locker Land Lyrics
,
Reply to hunt Rome 11,

Perhaps you think your Lm>eforlore Should pine unless her
slave be with her.

b Const of \fiom

.

Forsaken by (a person)
,

bereft, destitute, or stripped of (a thing)
0x150 Departing Souls A ddr. Body v, Eai t thu forloren

from al that thulufedest. 1579 SiTNsrR Sheph. Cal Apr 4
Or art thou of thy loved lasse forlorne ? 1667 Milton P. L.
x 921 Forlorn of thee Whither shall I betake me 1697
Dryden Iliad 1 Fables (1700) 208 The good old Man, forlorn

of human Aid, For Vengeance pray'd 1798 Coleridge
Anc Mar vii xxv, He went like one that is of sense
forlorn 1832 Tennyson (Enone 15 Mournful CEnone wan-
dering forlorn Of Paris once her playmate 1871 Rossetti
Love's Noctnin n, Dreamland lies forlorn of light

5 In pitiful condition, wretched
1582 T Watson Centnne ofLotte mu, Such as lay with

pestilence forlorne <2x628 F Greville Alaham iv in,

Nothing can come amisse to thoughts forlorne. 1724 R
WrLTON 18 Disc 454 They saw so great a man m so
forlorne a plight 1781 Giuuon Decl

<S F II xli 545 His
forlorn appearance. 186^ Miss Mulocic Noble Life xii, Ay,
be it the forlornest bodily tabernacle in which immortal
soul ever dwelt

b Of a wretched appeal ance, meagre
1588 Shaks. Tit A 11, 111 94 The Trees, though Sommer,

yet forlorne and leane. 1507 — 2 Hen IF, in 11 335 Hce
was so forlorne, that his Dimensions (to any thicke sight)

were inumcible, 1875 F, Hall m Lippmcott's Mag XV
338/2 Forlorn pullets, certainly from the same farmyaid with
the lean kine of Egypt.

+ B. sb. Obs
1. A forlorn person.
C1506 Dunbar Littill Interlud 165 The Gret Forlore Of

Babylon 1593 Shaks 3 lieu VI, m m 26 Henry Is.,
forc'd to hue in Scotland a Forlorne 17x0 Stllle Tatler
No 210 p6 [An old maid writes] I am surrounded with both,
though at present a Forlorn 18x4 Forgery 11 11, There,
poor forlorns, divide the little there

2 Short for Foblobn hope
; a body of troops

detached to the front, a front line, vanguaid. Also
pi., the men forming a forlorn hope.
1645 Cromwell Let. to Lenthall 14 Sept , Captain Ireton

with a forlorn of Colonel Rich’s regiment 1677 W Hubbard
Narrative 11. (1865) 181 The Forlorne of our Forces x688

J. S Art ofWar 54 The General must send his Forlorns
to post themselves on the highest places 2702 C Mathlr
Magn Chr. II. App (1832) 187 Four companies of these
were drawn out as forlorns 1724 De Foe Mem Cavalier
(1840) 287, 1 rode up to the forlorn

transf. vxAfig. X648J0S Beaumont Psyche iv cxlm.Next
these, a large Brigade was marshalled, For whose forlorn
first march'd the hardy Boar X655 Gurnall Cfo m Arm
Intiod. 1 (1656) 10 The fearful are ui the forlorne of those
that march for hell x666 Lend Gas No 68/4, X2 0r 14 ns the
Vauntguard or Forlorn of their Fleet x68o R L’Estrangu
Season Mem Liberties Press 4 Pulpit 4 There started out
a Party upon the Forelom, to make Discoveries, and try the
Temper of the Government x68x Crowne Ikyestes v.

Dram Wks 1873 II 7° Sometimes they’ll stand A flight

of beams from the forlorn of day 1674 Dryden Epil Open
New Ho. xo Cnticks..Who. still charge first, the true for-

lorn of wit,

ForlO'rn. ho pe, [ad Du verlorm hoop (in

ICiIian 1598), lit, ‘lost troop’ {hoop— Heap, Ger
haufen). Cf Fr enfants perdus (Among sailors

mispronouncedflowing hope,)]

X. In early use, a picked body of men, detached
to the front to begin the attack

, a body of skir-

mishers Now usually, a storming party
In the 17th c sometimes applied to the rear-guard

*679 Digges Stratiot, 102 He must also so order the
Forlorn hope in y» front of hys Battayle with new supplies
1581 Styward Mart Discipl 11 136 The which the Ger-
maine calls, their Forlorne noope. 1600 Dymmok Ireland
(1841) 32 Before the vantguarde marched the forlorn hope.
1642 True State Ireland 5 Likewise for the forlorn hope
of the Rear, Captain Pate commanded 40 Dragooners X678
tr Gayds Art of War 11 74 Called the Forlorn Hope,
because they, fall on first, and make a Passage for the rest

1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp, I 31 The forlorn hope of
each attack consisted of a seigeant and twelve Europeans
1874 L Stephen Hours Libr (1892) I vn 245 Compelled
to lead a forlorn hope up the scaling ladders.

b, transf. and fig, chiefly of persons in a
desperate condition
ci57a Gascoigne Fruits Warre (1831) 2x1 The forlorne

hope which haue set vp their rest By rash expense, and
knowe not howe to liue 1572 J Jones Bathes ofBath Pref
3 A booteless matter to perswade the forlorn hope, suche
as have decreed to caste awaye them selves a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840) II xx [Object of Christ's descent into hell]
To preach, useless where his auditory was all the forlorn
hope 1698 Fryer Acc E. India 4 P 128 The busy apes,
the Forlorn hope of these declining Woods, deeming no
place safe where they beheld us.

c. pi. The men composing such a body ; hence,
reckless bravos.

*539 Tonstall Serin Palm Sund (1823) 67 To make this
realme a praye to al . spoylers, all snaphanses, all foilorne-

liopes, all cormeiauntes c 1645 T Tully Siege ofCarlisle
(1840) 3r i’oppam had y° honour of y forlorn hopes and
gave them a gallant charge *867 Smyth Sailor’s Wor'd-bk
Forlorn hopes was a term formerly applied to the videttes
of the army
d A perilous or despeiale enterprise

*768 J B\kon Narr Wager 89 We saw them a little
after, setting out upon their forlorn hope, and helping one
another over rocks 1771 Junius Lett lix 311 The warv

nevei went upon a forlorn hope y

2 . slang a The losers at a gamme-lable b
(See quot. 1785.)
1608 DricicLR Lanthornc <S- Candle-light D ij, They that

sit downe to play, are at first called Leaders. They that
loose, are the Forlorne Hope ax700 B E Diet Cant
Crew

,
Forlorn Hope, losing Gamesters. 1785 Grose Diet

Vulg, '1 ongne, Forlorn hope, a gamester's last stake
3 . With word-play or misapprehension of the

etymology : A faint hope, a ‘ hope against hope ’

;

an enterpase which has little chance of success.
*

1641 J Siiute Small <5 Ifagar (1649) 108 If we sin, upon
a presumption that we shall conceal cither our actions or per-
sons fiom God, it is a foi lorn hope , our iniquities will finde us
out 1806-7 J Beklsi ord MiseriesHum Zx/e(i826)n.xxi
In hopes of making your hearer think that you had been
only singing all the while A forloin hope indeed. 1885
Harper's Mag Mar 594/1 She had had a forlorn hope of a
lettei, but it had died away
Forlornly (f£dpjnii), adv [f Foblobn a
+ -ia 2

.] In a forlorn manner or degree
1630 Gaule Defiance to Death 30 Why are you so

despeiately and forlomely afiaid of death ? 1633 Bp Hall
Hard I ex/s 566,

1

will goe up and downe heavily and fore-
lornely 1879 E Gahkltt House by Wks I. X70 She found
the girl sitting foilornly on her low bed.

Forlornness (fjttzlp jn,nes). [f. as prec +
-ness.] The state of being forlorn (see the adj.).

c 825 Vesp Psalter lx.vxvu 12 In foiloremsse [Vulg in
perditions] <11225 Amr It no Vor bore uorlorennesse
pet drowen lum to d< aSe 1579 Tomson Calvuis Sernt
Tim 160/2 Albeit there be at this day an horrible forlorne-
nesse, so that it may well steme that we are verie miserable
creatuies 1668 H Mori Dm Dial 11 xv. (1713) X35 The
forloruness and desolateness of that forsaken Hamtacle, the
Body of a natural Fool 1791 Mrs RADCLiFru Rom Forest
n, Adeline felt the foi lornness of her condition with energy
1850 L Hunt Antohtog 11 xvn 265 The beautiful vegeta-
tion immediately about it completes this look of forlorn-
ness

+ Forlo*se, w Obs [f Fob- prefi + Lose ]
trails To lose. Hence Forlo at ppl a
c 1374 Chauci u 1'ioylus ill 231 (280) She for-lost, and thou

right nought j-wonne Ibid n 728 (756) She held hire
self a forlost creatme c 1440 Paitonope 6904 He hath for-

lost his steede

1 Forloi;, v. Obs. rare. [f. Fob-ptef2 + Lot v ]
trans. 1 To allot beforehand.
*566 Drani Hoiau's Sat v C iv, To sterte up in astiologie

the casuals of men, To limit and foilote by arte

+ Forly’ten, v. Ok. In 4 fore- [f Fob-
pref 1 + Lyte a + -en 5

.] trans To diminish
? 0x400 Morte Art

h

254 We hafe. .forelytenede the loos

J>at we are la> ttedc

Form (fpim), sb. Forms
: 3-7 forme, 4- form;

also 3-4 furme, 3-7 fourme, 5 foorme. [a OF
fo{ii)i me, furme, ad. h.foima, primarily shape,

configuration
;
the derived senses below were for

the most part developed in class or post class Lai.
Some philologists lefer the word to the loot offerire to

strike , others coinpaie it with Skr dharman neut , holding,
position, order, f ahar, dhr, to hold The word has been
adopted, and is in familiar use, in all the Rom and mod.
Teut langs. Pr, Sp , Pg, It fotma (bp Mech also

horma), Ger
,
Sw

,
Da form, Du vorm.

Todd 1818 assigns to the word in senses 6 b, 17,

21 the pronunciation (foajm), in other senses (f£im)„

The distinction, if it was ever recognized, is now
obsolete ]

I, Shape, arrangement of parts.

1 The visible aspect of a thing
;
now usually in

narrower sense, shape, configuration, as distin-

guished from colour
,
occasionally, the shape or

figure of the body as distinguished from the face

1297 E- Glouc (Rolls) 3326 pat ychanged hu were H11 J>re

m he o^eres fourme a 1300 Fragrn Pop Sc (Wright) 311
After the eijte and twenti dayes, forme hit [the seed] gynneth
to nyme c X325 Metr. Horn. 92 An angel hi wai he mette,

In mannes fourm 11400 Rom. Rose 2810 Hir shappe, hir

fourme, hir goodly chere <1x400 Lanfianc's Cirurg. 127
pis scbal be pe foorme of a trepane 2562 Turner Herbal
n gg The wnyte asp differeth from the blak in the form
of the lefe 158^ T. Washington tr Nicholay's Voy, 1 vm,
7b, A great building made in forme of a Citadelle. 1697
Dryden Virg Geoig iv 587 The slipp’ry God will various

Forms assume, to cheat thy sight. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 82 pa Stones of remarkable forms 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng. II 257 Her facewas expressive* her form wanted
no feminine charm 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 571
The world was made in the form of a globe

to pi. The shape of the different parts of a body.

[So Fr lesformes du corps.]

1837 Lane Mod Egypt. I 50 In the Egyptian females the

forms of womanhood begin to develop themselves about the

ninth or tenth year 1871 Freeman Norm, Conq (1876) IV.

xvm. 2ir The buildings of the city .presenting forms dear

to the antiquary.

c spec m Crystallogr (See quots.)
1878 Gurney Crystallogi’ 38 This group of faces, which

are required to co exist with a given face by the law of

symmetry of the system is called a crystallographic form.

1878 Huxley Phystogr 60 A set of faces symmetrically
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related, such as the six faces of the piism of rock crystal, is

called technically a foim

d Abstractly consideied as one of the elements
of the plastic arts

1851 Ruskin Mod Paint II in 11 iv § 9 Form we find
abstractedly considered by the sculptor 1870 Rood Chro-
matics xvni 314 In painting colour is subordinate to form

+ e Beauty, comeliness [so L forma ] Ohs
138a Wyclif Wisd vm 2 And loouere I am mad of the

foorme of it [wisdom] 1568 T Howell Arb Amitie (1879)
xg Forme is most frayle, a fading flattering showe 1611
Bible ha I111 2 Hee hath no forme nor comelinesse 163s
Randolph Jealous Lovers 11 vn, You punish’d The queen
of beauty with a mole; but certainly Her perjury hath
added to her form

+ f. Style of dress, costume. Obs rare - 1

1664 Pepys Diary 15 July, There comes out of the chayre-
roome Mrs Stewait, in a most lovely form A lovely crea-
ture she m this dress seemed to be

+ 2. An image, representation, or likeness (of a
body). Alsofig. Obs
a 1225 Ancr R 138 Ure deorewurtSe goste, Godes owune

furme c 1290 S Eng Leg I 25/43 Ane Croyz of seluer
with be fourme of god huy leten a-rere 1340 Ayenb 87
Oure ri}te uader bet ssop be zaule to his anlycnisse an
to his fourme 1 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) vm 32 In be
whilk roche es be prynte and be fourme of his body c 1600
Shaks Sonn ix, That thou no forme of thee hast left
behind 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1 vn, (1611) 29 An esco-
cheon is the forme or representation of a shield

3. A body considered in respect to its outward
shape and appearance

;
esp. that of a living being,

a person

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 42x8 King Arthure Toward bis
gnshche fourme mid god herte him drou c 1385 Chaiktu
L G W. 1768 Lucretia

,

Right so, thogh that her forme
wer absent. The plesaunce of hir forme was present C1400
Laufranc's Cirnrg 27 pat pei moun bynde manye bmgis
in oon foorme, as pe panicle of pe heed byndib sevene
boones 1639 Massing™ Unnat Combat v 11, Are your
aerial forms deprived of language 7 1697 Dryden AEneid vi,

389 Here Toils, and Death, and Death's half-brother, Sleep,
Forms terrible to view, their Centry keep 1817 Coleridge
Leiuti 2 To forget the form I loved 1841 Lane Arab Nts,
I. 77 To his surprise, this very form stood before him
4. Philos

,

a. In the Scholastic philosophy : The
essential determinant principle of a thing; that
which makes anything {matter) a determinate
species or kind of being, the essential cieative
quality.

This use ofJorm (Aristotle’s fiopiby or elfios) and matter
(uA»7) is a metaphorical extension of their popular use In
ordinary speech, a portion of matter, stuff, or material,
becomes a thing ’ by virtue of having a particular ‘ form ’

or shape
;
by altering the form, the matter remaining un-

changed, we make a new ‘ thing ’ This language, primarily
applied only to objects of sense, was in philosophical use
extended to objects of thought every ‘thing’ or entity was
viewed as consisting of two elements, its form by virtue of
which it was different from, and Us matter which it had in
common with, others
c *3®5 Chaucer L G W 2228 Philomene, Thou yiver of

the formes that hast wrought The faire world *413 Pilgr
Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv xxv 71 The body was only mater,
to whiche thou [the soul] werethe fourme, of whome now
is he naked another fourme accidentale maye he wel haue,
but forme substantial is hit nought that he hath 1570 Dee
Math. Pref *j, To behold in the Glas of Creation, the
Forme of Formes 1594 Hooker Eccl Pol 1 111 §4 note,
Form in other creatures is a thing proportionable unto the
soul in living creatures According to the diversity of
inward forms, things of the world are distinguished into
their kinds 1603 P Woodhouse Flea (1877) xo Reason ’s
the forme of man, he who wants this, May well be like
a man, but no man is 1643 Sir T Browne Rehg Med 1

§ 33, I beleeve that they [spirits] know things by their
formes, and define by specificall difference what we describe

a«idents and properties 1645 Milton Tetrach {1851]
169 The Form by which the thing is what it is 1665
Glanvill Scepsis Set xxu 137 That the Soul cannot be
separated from the Body, because ’tis it’s Form. 1676

r
Exist God iv. 66 Supposing the self subsistence

of Matter could the World, full of innumerable Forms,
spring byan Impetus from a dead, formless Principle? *690
Locke Hum. Und m vi § xo That the several Species of
Substances had them distinct internal substantial Forms
b. So m Theol

,

a sacrament is said to consist
of matter (as the water m baptism, the bread and
wine in the Eucharist) andform, which is furnished
by certain essential formulary words.
*597 Hooker Eccl Pol v lvm § 2 To make complete the

outward substance of a sacrament, there is required an out-
ward foim, which form sacramental elements receive from
sacramental words ct 1600 Ibid vi iv § 3 Forasmuch as
a sacrament is complete, having the matter and form which
it ought, 1727-41 in Chambers CycL

c. In Bacon’s modification of the Scholastic use

;

The leal or objective conditions on which a sensible
quality or body depends for its existence, and the
knowledge of which enables it to be freelyproduced.
1603 Bacon Adv Learn n vu § 5 To inquire the form

ot a lion, ofan oak, of gold, nay, of water, of air, is a vain
pursuit but to inquire the forms of sense of colours of
density, of tenuity, of heat, of cold, and all other natures
ana qualities to inquu e, I say, the true forms of these, is

P^t of metaphysic which we now define of
a. In the usage of Kant and Kantians That

factor of knowledge which gives reality and objec-
tivity to the thing known, and which Kant regards
as due to mind, or as (in his sense) subjective , the
formative principle which holds together the several
elements of a thing.

*803 Editi Rev I 258 The subjective elements are by
Kant denominated forms 1862 H Spencer First Prtnc
1 in § 5 (1875) 49 If Space and Time are forms of thought,
they can never be thought of 1874 Sidgwick Aleth Ethics
1 ix 93 'I bis notion of * ought ’ is a necessai y form of
our moral appiehension 1889 Caird Philos Kant I 279
The forms of unity by which it [the mind] determines
sensible objects Ibid I 349 The categories or forms of
synthesis which belong to the pure understanding
o The particular character, natuie, structure, or

constitution of a thing
; the particular mode in

which a thing exists or manifests itself Phr. m
theform of to take theform of
a 1300 CursorM 1591 (Gott.) For-]n in form of lugementA neu vengans on paim he sent, c 13x0 Poems Harl MS

2253 (Boddeker) 193 Jesu graunte ous pe vnderfonge in
fourme of bred c X400 Lanfrands Cvrnrg 81 Alwey
fjjryns it come into pe foorme of an oynement 1559

j
Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse Pref A vj b, I have

reduced it into the forme of a Dialoge. 1603 Camden
Rem 8 When they had brought them into forme of
a province 1736 C Lucas Ess. Waters III 1x7 Iron is
not m the metallic form, produced by nature 1830
McCosh Div Govt 1 (1874) 53 Pantheism is the form m
which infidelity prevails on the Continent of Europe in
the present day x86o-x Flo Nightingale Nursing 50
An egg, whipped up with wine, is often the only form 111

which they can take this kind of nourishment. *873 Jovvett
Plato (ed 2) 1 , 399 The Dialogue necessarily takes the form
of a narrative

to One of the different modes in which a thing
exists or manifests itself; a species, kind, or
variety

134* Records Gr Artes nfi b, This sorte is m two fourmes
commenly The one by lynes, and the other without lynes
1397 Morlky Introd Mus 76 To make your descant carrie
some forme of relation to the platne song 1631 Hobbes
Leviatk 11 xvui g4 The Power in all formes [of Common
wealth], if they be perfect enough to protect them, is the
same 1733 PorE Ess Mania 303 For Forms of Govern-
ment let fools contest x8ax J Marshall Const Opiu
(1839) 256 To this argument, in all its forms, the same
answer may be given 1843 C H Smith Naturalist’s
Library I 291 The group is intermediate between the
bisontine form and the bovine. x84g Macaulay Hist Eng
I 157 They had refused to declare that any form of ecclesi-
astical polity was of divine origin 1833 Bain Senses <5- hit
II 11 § 8 The sensation of wetness seems to be nothing else
than a form of cold.

e Gram (a) One of the various modes of
pronunciation, spelling, or inflexion under which
a word may appear, (b) In generalized sense

.

The external ckai acteristxcs of words (esp with le-

ference to their inflexions), as distinguished from
their signification
x86i M Muller Ltd. Set. Lang vii 255 The Chinese

sound ta means without any change of form, great, gieat-
ness, and to be great *889 F Hall m Nation (NY)
XLVIII 267/3 1° iS3°, Palsgrave recoided the form topsy
tyrvy

6. fa gen A grade or degree of rank, quality,

excellence, 01 eminence
; one of the classes forming

a series arranged m order of merit, official dignity,

proficiency in learning, etc, Obs.
[So late L formapnma, seennda, etc

,
used of the various

orders in the clergy, etc ]
C1430 Lydg bochas 1 vui {1544) 12 b, Minos Made

statutes Of nghteousnes they toke the fyrst fourme 1579
E K Gen Argt Spenser's Slteph Cal §3 These ^Eclogues
may be. deluded into three formes or ranckes. cx609

Beaumont Papers (1884) 21, I looke for no ordinane cocke,
hauyng of myne owne of that fourme more then I know
what to doe withall 1662 Stillingfl Ong Sacr. 11 ii § 6
Certainly this kind of Learning deserves the highest form
among the diffictles Nwgse 1687 Burnft Reply to Vaiillas
123 He cannot bear my saying that such matters were above
men of his form 1700 Pepys Let m Diary VI 225 Thinking
is working, though many forms beneath what my Lady and
you are doing 1702 Steele Funeral 11 (1704) 40 The
Tongue is the Instrument of Speech to us of a lower Form.
1710 Acc, Last Distemp Tom Whigg 1 22 The Doctor
was a Physician of the first form

b. spec. One of the numbered classes into which
the pupils of a school are divided according to their
degree of proficiency
In English Schools the sixth form is usually the highest

;

when a larger number of classes is required, the numbered
‘forms’ are divided into ‘upper’ and ‘lower’, etc, The
word is usually explained as meaning originally ‘a number
of scholars sitting on the sameform ' (sense 17) , but there
appears to be no ground for this

1360 Daus tr Sleidane's Comm 160 b, The maner of
teaching the youth, and diuiding them into fourmes
1653 Heywood Fort by Land in Wks, 1874 VI 399 We
two were bred together, Schoole fellows, Both of one form
and like degree in School, 1740 J Clarke Educ Youth
(ed 3) ixo The Master is obliged to divide his Time
amongst Boys of different Forms 1871 M. Collins Mrq
# Merck I 1 13 He was m the fifth form at Eton
fig 1774 Fletcher Ess, Truth Wks x 795 IV. X24 If there
are various forms in the School of Truth

+ 7. A model, type, pattern, or example. Obs
138a Wyclif i These 1 7 So that je ben maad fourme, or

ensaumple, to alle men bileuynge c 1423 Wyntoun Cion,
vii vi xo Hys Lyfwes fowrme of all meknes, Merowr he
wes of Rychtwysnes 1690 Locke Hum Und m in
(1695) 239 To make abstract general Ideas, and set them up
in the Mind, with Names annexed to them, as Patterns, or
Forms, (for in that sence the word Form has a very proper
signification)

8. Due shape, proper figure; orderly arrange-
ment of parts, regularity, good order

, also, mili-

tary formation.

1595 Shaks John in iv xor, I will not keepe this foim

e

vpon my head, When there is such disorder m my witte f

xfi97 — 2 Hen IV, iv i so In goodly form comes on the
enemy 163a Evelyn Diary 22 Mar, His garden, which
he was now desirous to put into some forme 1681 Dryden
A is SpA chit 1 531 'Gainst form and older they their power
employ, Nothing to build, and all things to destioy. 1697— Virg Georg iv 606 Where heaps of Billows In Form
of War, their wat’ry Ranks divide 1719 De Foe Crusoe
n x, They came dropping m not in form, but all m
heaps 1775 R King in Life 4- Corr (1804) I g As soon as
one Man was shot down in the front, another from the Rear
immediately filled his place, and by that means [they] kept
their Body m form,

9 . Style of expressing the thoughts and ideas in
literary or musical composition, including the ar-
rangement and order of the different parts of the
whole. Also, method of arranging the ideas m
logical reasoning

;
good or just order (of ideas,

etc ), + logical sequence.
135* T Wilson Logike (1580) 84 b, The faulte that is m

the forme, or maner of makyng [of a syllogism]* 1576
Fleming Panepl Epist 81 It reasoneth with itselfe in this
forme and order cx6oo Shaks Sonn lxxxv 8 In polish’d
form of well-refined pen r6oa —Ham in i 171 Nor what
he spake, though it lack’d form a little, Was not like mad-
ness 1667 Temple Let Gourville Wks 1731 II. 32, I am
very little satisfied with the Queen of Spam's Letter I
think the Form is faulty, as well as the Substance. 1864
Bowen Logic vi 149 Every correct step of Reasoning,
considered simply as such, or in reference to its Form
1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 6 Hardly a page of all these
countless leaves is common form. *876 Stainer& Barrett
Did Mus Terms, Form, the shape and order m which
musical ideas are presented 1879 GreenRead Eng Hist
xxvu xjg He read the Sonnets of Petrarca, and he learnt
what is meant hy * form ’ in poetry 1889 Lowell Latest
Lit Ess. (1892) 144 Form is the artistic sense of decorum
controlling the coordination of parts and ensnnng their
harmonious subservience to a common end

+ 10 Manner, method, way, lashion (of doing
anything). In likeform : in like manner Obs
1297 R Glouc. (1724) 447 Jyf byssop..ded were, He

grantede, bat poru kyng non destourbance neie, pat me ne
chose m ry^te fourme anoper anon c 1380 Wyclif Serin
Sel Wks. I 177 Crist 3yvep his prechours foorme how pei
shal lyue in }>is work 1475 Bk Noblesse (i860) 24 It is in
like fourme knowen of high recorde 1509 Barclay Shyp
of Folys (1874) 1 . 195 In Iyke fourme who comyth unto
confessyon [etc ] 1585 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy
iv vm 119 Over their shoulders, in the fourme and maner
as the picture following doth shew 1641 J Jackson True
Evang T 11. 115 He was ciucified as hfs master was,
but after a diverse forme, with his head downward
11. A set, customary, or prescribed way of doing
anything

, a set method of procedure according to
rule (e g at law)

;
formal proceduie

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 491 & in gode fourme acorded hii
were a 1300 Cursor M 19081 (Cott

)
pe form bat bun

bitaght was ar O baptising, he held it par. 1396 Spenser
State Irel (Globe) 622/2 The wrongfull distraynmg of any
mans goodes agaynst the forme of the Common Lawe
*599 Shaks MuchAdo iv 1 2 The plaine forme of marriage.
1647 Clarendon Hist Reb vm § 284 Then general ; who
used, 111 all dispatches made by himself, to observe all
decency in the forms 1713 Steele Engltshm, No 55
355 The Lords only laid hold of some Forms of Law
to have prevented Judgment. 1727 Swift Gulliver m.
iv 205 He was content to go on m the old forms 1787
T Jefferson Writ (1859) II 272 A paper from the
admiralty sent to me as a matter of form 1805 T Lind-
ley Viy Brasil(1808) 77 To make his repoit fiom whence
he came, &c (a form to which the Portuguese merchantmen
are all subject! 1818 Jas Mill Brit India II v ix 706
The other commissioners being seldom called to deliberate,
or so much as assemble for form sake 1870 Lubbock Oi-tg
Cvoihz 1 (1875) 2 The form of capture in weddings.

b. Inform according to the rules or prescribed
methods (now usually m due orpi operform) , also,

as a matter of merely formal proceduie, formally.
[1556 Amelia 4-

1

sab (1608) D vj, It sholde be putte in
wntinge, and reduitede in fourme of lawe ] 1703 Luttrell
Brief Rel (1857) V. 350 Count de Fnze, governor of
Landau, writes, that [he] expects to be attackt m form.
17x1 Addison Sped No 164 ir 5 He recovered himself
enough to give her the Absolution in Form 1736 Lediard
Life Marlborough I, 24 Ihe Art. of besieging a strong
Town in Form 1749 Fielding Tom Jones i-xi, The citadel
was defended in form, and at length, m proper form sur-
rendered at discretion, 1736-82 J Warton Ess. Pope II.

x 128 The publisher , makes a grave apology in form.
1805 T Lindley Voy Biasilx\x, The laws, which hereto-
fore existed only m form, have been thoroughly enforced

+ O In University language : The regular course

of exercises, attendance on lectin es, etc
,
prescribed

for a particular degree. Only in phrase for his

form= L. proforma Obs.
c 1470 Harding Chron cx heading. At Oxenford, wheie

the clerkes be sworne they shall not rede for theyr fourme
at Stamforde 1523-9 Ad 14-15 Hen VIII, §3 in Oxf
4 Camb Enactm 10 A Graduat of Oxforde or Cantebrygge
which hath accomplisshed all thyng for his fourme 1374
M Stokys in Peacock Stat Univ Camb (1841) App A.

xq Iff a Bachelar off Dyvynyte preche for his Frurme
12 . A set or fixed order of words (e g as used in

religions ritnal)
;
the customary or legal method of

drawing up a writing or document,
1399 Rolls of Parlt III 424/1 Je renounsed and cessed

of the State of Kyng uppe the fourme that is contened m
the same Renunciation and Cession. 1326 Pilgr Perf
(W deW 1531) 9 Our Iorde and sauyour Jesu Chryst hath
gyuen vs a forme how to praye 1397 Hooker Eccl Pol v.
xxvi § 1 A strange conceit, that to serve God with any set

form of common prayer is superstitious. 1648 [see Flat®*
6 b], 1660 Pepys Diary 17 Nov , I inquired for a form for
a nobleman to make one hn, Chaplain But I understanding

68-2
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that there is not any, I did draw up one 1711 Addison
Sped No tax p 1 Monsieur Bayle delivers the same
Opinion, tho’ 111 a bolder Form of Words 173* Law
Serious C xiv (ed 2) 241, I think a form of piayer very
necessary 1818 Cruise Digest Jed 2) V 106 The form of
this fine is

—'And the agreement is such, to wit, that [etc 1
'

1853 Dickens Domt 1 x You'll meinonalise that Depait
ment (according to regular forms which you’ll find outi for

leave to memorialise this Department
b. A formulary document with blanks for the

insertion of particulars

1835 Dickens Domt 1 x, I can give you plenty of forms
to fill up *885 Act 48 Vict c 15 Sched 11 Forms 11

Form A
{
You are hereby required to fill up accurately the

underwritten form. 1895 'limes g Feb, 12/3 A message
written on a telegraph form.

f e. A fonnula, recipe, prescuption Obs
1484 Carton Fables 0/ Page {1634) 213 A young man,

that made pilles, after acertame forme that lie [a Pliysition]
had shewed vnto him 1607 Topsell hottr-f Beasts 11658)

147 Armetia presenbeth this form for the cure of this
evill let the Dog be put into the water and then let his

hair be shaved off [etc ] x6xo Barrougii Meth Physick
vii vxin (1639) 4to The form and making wherof [oint-

ments! is to be sought out of the Antidotaries

+ 13 A foimal agreement, settlement, or ariange-
ment between parlies, also, a foimal commission
01 authority. Obs
1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 8766 An foui me hu made pat eiper

helde is owe lond in is hond c 1303 St Kenelm 314 111

E E P {1862) 56 Hi makede a forme )>at [etc 1 1411 Rolls
of Pai It III 650/1 Hym to harme and dishonuie, agayn
the fouime of aLoveday taken bytiven the same patties

14 A set method of outward behaviom or pro-
cedure in accoidance with prescribed usage, eti-

quette, ritual, etc
,

a ceremony or formality.

(Often slightingly
, as implying the absence of

intrinsic meaning or reality )
1612 Davits Discov Causes why h eland etc 234 That

the Parliamentes of Ireland, might want no desent or honor-
able forme that was vsed in England. 1643 Bcjurougiies
Exp. Hosca iv (1652) 212 Many who have no religion hut
a foinie, yet neglect Gods foime 1676 Eihlredgl Matt of
Mode 1 1, The Forms and Civilities of the last Age 1732
Bfrktiey A Iciphr 1, § r After the usual forms at first

meeting, Euphranor and I sat down by them, 1805 T
Lindllv Voy Brasil (1808) 29 The sacrament, which was
administered with all its forms 18x8 Jas Mill Brit India
11 v. vu. 620 They put on the forms of distance , and stood
upon elevated terms [with the envoys] 1850 Tlnnvson In
Mem cv, For who would keep an ancient form Thro1 which
the spirit breathes no moie ?

f b A way of behaving oneself, an instance of
behaviour of a given kind

;
m pi — manners. Obs.

*59* Siiaks rwo Gent, v iv. 56 If the gentle spirit of
moiling words Can no way change you to a milder forme
1616 J Haig m J Russell Haigs vi (1881) 140 My hiotlier
. breaks up the letter, whilk was no gentlemanly form.
1625 Bacon Ess., Ceremonies (Aib ) 25 It doth much adde
to a Mans Reputation . to have good Formes, a 1639
Spottiswood Hist. Ch Scot vi (1655) 3gg When he per-
ceived the Kings countenance not to be towards him he
changed his forms

15. Behaviour according to prescribed or custo-
mary rules , observance of etiquette, ceremony, or
decorum In (full,

great) form . with due cere-
mony. Often depreciahvely . Mere outward cere-

mony or formality, conventional observance of
etiquette, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol 305 Not o word spak he more than
was nede, And that was said in forme & reverence 1602
Shaics Ham m i 161 The glass offashion and the mould of
form, a x6nz Wood Life 11848) 118 A fellow of little or no
religion, only for forme sake 1703 Steele Tend Husb v 1,

We’ll eat the Dmnei, and have a Dance together, or we
shall transgress all form. 17*1 — Sptci No 147 r 2 When
I reflected on niy former Performance of that Duty, I found
I had run it over as a matter of Form 1722 Dn Foe Plague
(1884) 116 They cou'd no more bury m Form, Rich or Poor
1776 Foote Bankrupt 1 Wks 1799 II zoo There is so
much confinement, and form, even in the most fashionable
families 1788 Ld Auckland Diary Lett 1861 II 74 We
went in the evening in a carnage in full form 1804 J
Grahamf Sabbath 37 Of giving thanks to God—not thanks
of form, A word and a grimace, but rev’rently 1805 T
Lindlfy Voy Brasil (1808) 126 These officers accordingly
attended in great form 18 Arnold m Stanley Life $•
Corr (1844) 11 App. A 344 Whether while we worshipped
Thee in form, we worshipped Thee in spirit and in truth
1871 Farrar Witn, Hist 111 97 To plant the standard of
Christian freedom upon the rums of Levitical form

b. Good (or bad) form said of behaviour, man-
ners, etc which satisfy (or offend) the current ideals
of * Society ’

,
(good or bad) manners colloq

1868 Daily News 24 Dec , Happily it is not good form
even to purchase the Bacchanalian handkerchiefs of the
Burhngton-arcade *883 E B England Notes Eurip
Iphig in Tauris 122 This excellent sentiment makes us
wonder if oireoi in Euripides's day thought energy ‘such
awf ly bad form, you know*. 1890 Spectator 7 Tunc 791 It

not good intellectual form to grow angry in discussion.
10 Sporting. Of a horse : Condition in regard to

health and tiaimng; fitness for running or racing;
style and speed in running (as compared with com-
petitois). (See quot 1861 ) Inform', fit to run, ‘in
condition ’

;
so out ofform Said also of athletes

{e g oarsmen, cricketers) and players generally.

,
*760 R Heber Horse Matches ix 148 A horse m a very

high form 1787*0 Gambado 1 Acad Horsemen (i8oq) 47
Bringing horses of different forms together over New*
market, 1834 Medwin Angler.m Wales II. ng To enable
him to run m his best form. 1861 Walsh & Lupton Horse
vi 84 When we say that a horse is

1
in form’ we intend to

convey to our heniers that he is in high condition and fit to
run 1869 Lauy Barker Station Life N Zealand xvn
(1874! 126 One of the new chums, who was not supposed to
be in good form for a long walk 1880 W I)av Ran horse
in 1 taming \vi 157 The mare had simply lost hei form—
she was not so good as a three as she was as a two-year-
old 1882 Standaid so Nov 2/8 Mitchell was in good
form, whilst Peall did not play so well as on previous days
[at billiards] 1883 Times 22 Oct 10/2 Glocke . lias not
run 111 this country, but has shown fair form abroad 1884
Camb Rev 10 Dec 13 1 In the winning crew M kept
his form well

b transf Liveliness, high spirits, conversational
powers, or the like colloq

r
1877 Mrs Church Father's Name (Tauchn ) II i 17

'I he Misses Ldlietrip were in great form 1884 Noncon-
formist tjr Indep 7 Feb 130/2 The Irish mumbcis did not
appear to have recovered then usual foim 1895 Pall
Mall Mag Sept 114 Macturk was m great form aftei his
breakfast, apologising to my wife w ith the grandest air

II Denoting various material objects
17 A long seat without a back, a bench
[So OF forme, med L forma

,
applied also lo the stalls in

a choir, with back, and book-rest For the origin of this
use of the word, cf. OF s’asseoir eu forme,

to sit in a row
or m fixed order ]

1387 Tri visa Higdeti (Rolls) IV 09 Benches, stoles,
founes 1 144° Promp Parv 172/1 Foorme, longe stoic,

sponda 1494 Fabyan Chron vu ccvxn 246 The munkes,
with fourmes and eandelstyckes, defended tlieyin 1539
Act 31 Hut Fill, c 10 The same fouime that the arche-
bjshop of Canterbury sitteth on 1607 Hilron li As I 282
To sitte in the schoolc of Christ vpon the learners forme
1641 Vestry Bis (Surtees) 191 Item foi 2 short fourmes to
sett a coffin uppon 1694 Evllyn Diary 5 Oct

,
I went to

c,. Ti- .1,, *
,

,
1

. c< 3 T 1 v - g - it the formes, like
c ' * * 1743 P Tiiomas

jnu Alisons Coy jau iiicy nave no Seats, as in oui
Chuiches, only Forms 1833 I, Rttc.mil Wand by Loire
33 A huge cold room, garnished with deal tables and forms
1875 A. R Hopr My Schoolboy hr 35 Abbmg was made to
stnnd^ upon a form *877 J D Chambers Divine Worship
139 The First Three Lessons were read by Boys from each
side alternately from the first Form
18 Meek

,
etc A mould or * shape ’

; an imple-
ment on which anything is shaped or fashioned
a 1653 Gouge Comm Heb 111 1 If the form be square or

round, so will the metall be 1669 Sturmv Manner's Mag
v 63 To have a foim of Wood turned to the height of the
Cartredge 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Foim a kind of
mould, whereon a thing is fashioned or wrought Such are
the hatters Form, the papermakers Form, fLc 1858 m
Simmonds Diet, trade 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bl

,

Forms, the moulds for making wads by.

f 19. a A window-frame [So F forme ] Obs
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 39 The glas and the foorme of

stoon that longith vnto the same wyndowe
+ b A case or box. Obs

1594 Plat Jewell-ho in 1 Cause new fourmes of Lead to
be made in euerie of which fourmes place one flower let
these fourmes be well fitted with their apt coucrs, and
sodered verie close.

20 Printing A body of type, secured in a
chase, for printing at one impression (Often spelt

forme.)
1481 Caxton Godfrey cc\n 312 Whiche book I sette in

forme & enpryntea the xx day of nouembre c 1483 —
Bk far Ttav 24 b, At Westinestre by london In fourmes
enpnnted [Fr En fotmes impresses], 1594 T B La
Pnmaud Fr Acad 11 337 The Printer that putteth
ynke vpon the fourmes 1691 Wood Atk Oxon II 315
He flew to the Printing-house and commanded the Com-
positors to distribute the form 1771 Franklin Antobiog
Wks 1887 I 93 On occasion, I earned up and down stairs a
large form of types m each hand. 1882 Pedody Eng Jour-
nalism xv 107 The printers, even with thiee sets of formes,
often found themselves working off papers half through the
night *888 J Southward 111 Encycl Brit XXIII 700
The pages of types are then ready to be made into a forme
21. The nest 01 lair m which a hare crouches

Also rarely, of a deer
<1x300 Fiagm Pop Sc (Wright) 3x8 I-buyd as an hare
Whan he in forme lyth c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T
104 As in a fourme sitteth a wery haie cx440 Ptotnp
Parv 172/1 Foorme of an hare, or oper lyke, lust 1 mu
1576 Tuuberv Venerte 161 When a hare ryseth out of the
fourme x6x6 Sunn & Markh Country Farme 695 The
first point for the killing of the Hare, consisteth m finding
out her forme X735 Somerville Chase 11 38 In the dry
crumbling Bank Their Forms they delve 1799 J Robert-
son Agnc Perth 329 The young [deer] keep close to their
form, until the dam return to raise them. 1845 Darwin Voy
Nat in (1852) 46 The Indians catch the Varying Hare by
walking spirally round and round it when on its form,

b transf.

1589 Pappe w Hatchet (1844) 10 The knaue was started
from his Fourme 1642 Fuller Holy 15 Prof St in yxhi
2ig Some Fames are most difficult to trace home to their
form 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm 1 (1656) 141 After he
had hunted Pharoah out of all his formes and burrowes

III. 22. Comb , as form-establishing
; -shift-

ingadjs,
,
(sense 6 c)form-fellow, -master, f form-

pieces Arch., pi the pieces of stone which con-
stitute the tracery of a window : cf Form si. 19 a;
form-word Gram , a word serving the function of
an inflexion.

*599 Daniel Mnsoplulus Wks (1717) 388 *Form-establish-
ing Devotion x6go Fuller App Inj Innoc 1. 55 The
Bnttames, *foim-fe!lowes with the Grecians, were wholly
given to Idolatry 1820 Byron Let to Mien ay 6 Oct, I
met my old school and form fellow x888 Daily News
10 Sept 5/3 The active rivalry of *form. masters 1360
Ely Sacrist Roll (Parker Gloss Atch) In 2 lapidibus
vocat *fourme peces empt 5s. 1450 in Hist Dunelm Script,
ires (Surtees) 325 Pro factura ij formpeys 1593 Nashe

Christs T Wks (Grosart) IV 225 A 'foi me shyftine deuill
disguised in mans lykenesse 1875 Wim ney Life Lanin
ax The auxiliary apparatus of inflections and *form-words

Form (fjMm\ v 1 Also 4-6 fourme(n., (4^=
foorme, fowrme, fowrym) [a. OF fourme-r
1
1‘ r former

)

= Pr. and Sp, formar, ad. L. for-
mare

,

f fomta Form sb ]
J

1

tians. To give form or shape to
; to put mto

or reduce to shape , to fashion, mould.
1340-70 Alex ,5 Diud 600 We No figure of fin eold

fourme per-mne 1667 Milton/1 L vm 470 Ihe R,§ he
formd and fashond with his hands 1738 Wesli y Hymn
* All Glory to the dying Lamb' v, Send down the Spirit of
thy Son lo form my Heart divine 1809 Roland hencme
64 Retuin to nearly the same position hut forming the
paiade with a firm, supple, and precise motion
absol 1869 Ward tr Curtins' lfist Grace II n iv 74

Plere artists had formed in clay from a very eaily date.
*

t b To express m formal shape
; to formulate *

to state formally Also with up Obs
L 1330 R. Brunnl Chron (x8io) 99 pe bisshop of Parys be

pes pan formed he 1614 B Jonson Baith hair iv vi
Hce’U go neaie to foime to her what a debauch'd Rascal!
I am 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V 286, Seven
several pleas, that all sincere Christians may form up

e To give a specified form to
; to mould or

fashion mto a ceitain shape, or after, by, from,
upon a certain pattern 01 model

; to conform to
**97 R Glouc. (Rolls) 3179 Yfom med as a diagon ase red

ase fur X303 R Brunni flaudl Synne 3781 God louyb
euery creature bat he formed to hys fygure c 1330 King
of tars 578 Yif Mahoun and Jovin con Make hit lformed
aftur rnon, With lyf and lymes anht, c 1400 Maundev
(Roxh ) vu 25 pat woinie cs turned till a fewle peifitely
fouimed c 1440 Gista Rom xvm 332 (Add MS) The
soule, sette aboute with vertues, whan god fourmed it to
his hknesse a 1533 Ld Blrni us Huon lxxxui 263 By y»
lorde that fourmyd me to his scniblaunce 1674 tr ^chef-
fa's Lapland 64 Charles divided the Lountrey into
several paits, and formed it into better order 1683 Salmon
DoiouMcd 1 107 I orme it into Lorenges of what Fashion
you please 1875 Jowltt Plato (ed 2) V 172 A state
foi ined after the model of Crete should have a character
for vn tue

d. mtr. To shape itself into. Also, f to agree
in form, fit with.
1703 Mo\on Meek. Excrc. 183 In short time weais the

outside of that Comer to comply and form with the hollow
of the Gouge X871 L Srwm.N Playgr Ear in (1894) 72A ridge of rocky peaks, foiming into two ridges about its

ctntie

+ e* It ans To express by form, lo * body foi th
’

1590 Spi NSI k h Q HI 1 x Sith it [Chastity] is shrined in
my bovei nines brest, And form’d so lively in each perfect
pait, 'lhat [etc ]

+ f To agree formally to do something. Obs.
c 1400 Dxstr 7 roy 10946 1 here pai fourmyt a fest Serten

dayes by-dene duly to hold

2 To mould by discipline or education
;
to train,

instruct Now rare, exc with the mind, a faculty,

etc as object Also refl to shape one’s conduct,
style, etc on or upon (a model).
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii 29 paire maners ere fourmed

of samen hfynge, 1697 Duyden Virg Geoig 111 305 Thus
form’d, for speed he [a horse] challenges tne Wind 1724
A Coi lins Or Chr Rthg 140 It seems natural for a body
of slaves to be form'd by their masters 1746 Col Recoi ds
Peunsylv V. 51 One of Your Royal Blood, form’d upon
your Majestie’s Example. 1749 Smollett Gil Bl v 1, On
this hint I formed myself X770 Langhorne Plutarch
(1879) II 715/2 The reward he gave him for forming his
son was..honourable. 1778 Earl Pembroke Equitation
87 Thete is a gitat deaf of good sense m Xenophon’s
method of forming horses for war X78X Gibbon Dec!

<J-
F

»III 2
r
I he most skilful masters had laboured to form the

mind and body of the young prince 18x2 Sir H Davy
Chau Philos. 18 Van Helmont was formed in the school
of Alchemy 1847 L. Hunt Men

,
Women <$ B II vu 96

Formed under their auspices, our parrot soon equalled his
instructors 1889 Jlssoff Comingofhnars iv. 197 Rudely
scrawled by some one whose hand is not yet formed
absol 1377 Langl P PI B xv. 371 But if gyle be

mayster And flaterere his felawe vndernym to fourmen

b.
r

I o inform of\ also, to instruct Obs
1309 Langl R Redeles n 58 Somme to pe kyng wente,

Ancf ffoi med him of foos, pat good ffrendis weren 1 1400
Apot, Loll 71 What maypey do, but abid til peibeforinid
wip holy writ, how hem is best to do?

+ c To instigate, persuade. Obs
1399 Langl R Redeles 1 107 pe ffrist pat 30U {Formed to

pat ffals dede, He shulde have hadde hongynge on lne on
pe ffoickis CX400 Destr 7 roy 8027 How pat fane, by his

fader, was fourmet to wende To the grekes.

3 To place in order, arrange Also, to embody,
oiganize (persons or things) into (a society, system,

etc ) Cf. 8 a.

1362 Langl P PI A vrn 39 pat I ne scbal sende 3or

soules saaf in-to heuene, And bi-foren pe Face ofmy Fader
fouimen or seetes. cx4ao Pallad on Husb 1 1101 But
setis make yfournied as thee list 1667 Decay Chr Piety
xv 360 Our divisions with the Romanists are thus form'd

into an inteiest 1700 S L tr, hryke's Voy E hid 309
We were commanded, to form ourselves into a Ring. 177*
Simes Mil Guide (1781) 12 The routes must be so formed,

that no column cross another on the march 1874 Grefn
Short Hist 11 § 6 93 The Clerks of the Royal Chapel were
formed into a body of secretaries

b. mtr. for reft. (Cf 8 b)
x82x Clare Vtll Mmstr I 44 The noisy rout Form

round the ring superior strength to show
4. To construct, frame , to make, bring into exist-

ence produce Const, from, of, out of (the mate-



FORMAL,
FORM. 461

rial or elements). Also, to articulate, piononnce
(awoid, etc).

e 1300 Havelok 36 Gocl Formede hire wimman to be born
138a Wyclif Gen u 7 God thanne fouimede man of the
slyme of the erthe c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 139 He
answerde me bablynge as a childe >at begynneji to speke
but he my3te formen non worde c 1440 Gesta Rom xlvn
204. (Hai 1. MS ) Adam, the whiche was shapm and formide
in the felde of Damaske *314 Barclay Cyt <$• Upland-
yshm (Percy Soc ) 10 When the worlde was fourmed &
create i55* Br Gardiner E vplic Transnbst i07Whenne
God formed Adam of claye. 1577 Hellowes Gurnards
Chron . 75 He made the Goddesse Venus in Alabaster and
of waxe did fourme the whole Island Creta. 2611 Bible
2 Esdras vi 39 Ihe sound of mans voice was not yet
formed 1667 Milton P L. xi 570 The liquid Ore he
draend Into fit moulds prepar’d

, from which he form’d First
his own Tooles 1800 tr Lagrange’s Chem II 151 The
oxygen of the oxide of the gold seizes on the hydrogen and
forms water 1849 M \caulay Hist Eng 1 204 It had
recently been formed out of the cavalry who had leturned
fiom Tangier i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxvii 202 The snow
had given way, forming a zigzag fissure across the slope
188$ Antiquary Sept 89/1 Heniy VIII ..was the first Eng-
lish king to form a gallery of pictures

b. To frame m the mind, conceive (an idea,
judgement, opinion, etc) f Formerly also, to
imagine ; occas toform to oneself( * Fr. sefigurer) ,

and with complement
J

iS95 Shaics John iv 111 45 Could thought, without this
obiect, Foime such another ? 1667 Decay Chr Piety xv
357 The defeat of the secular Design, is commonly the 1 out-
ing those Opinions which were formed for the promoting it

1678 Dryden A ll/or Love 11 Wks 1883 V 369, I formed
the danger greater than it was. And now ’tis near, 'tis less-
ened 1703 Rowe Fair Pemt 11 1 424 My sad Soul Has
form'd a dismal melancholy Scene 1712 Steele Sped
No 533 lr 2 Form to yourself what a persecution this must
needs be to a virtuous and chaste mind 1779 Burke Corr
(1844) II 270, 1 do not form an estimate of the ideas of the
chuiches of Italy and France from the pulpits of Edin-
burgh 1861 M Pattison Ess (1880) I 44 The reader
may form to himself some notion of what [etc ] 1866 J
Martineau Ess I 277 We foim no judgments till we have
got language

c Parliamentary. —Constitute 6 b
1825 T Jefferson Antobiog Wks 1859 I n Many

members being assembled, but the House not yet formed
d refl and mtr foi refl.

1801 Southey Thalaba 1 xxiv, Three years no cloud had
form’d 1830 Tennyson Sea-Fairtes 25 The rainbow forms
and flies on the land Over the islands free 1864 Bryce
Holy Rom Emp vu (1875) 1 13 Very early had the belief
formed itselfthat [etc ] 1880 J A SpaldingEhz Demonol
128 Stop the butter from forming in the churn 1893 Law
rimes XCV 40/1 A sheet of ice had formed in front of
Proctor s house
5 To develop m oneself, acquire (habits)

, to
enter into (a junction)

, to contract (an alliance,
friendship, etc ).

1736 Butler Anal 1 v. Wks 1874 I go Active habits are
to be formed by exercise 1781 Hist Eur in Ann Reg.
2/1 The Fiench formed a junction with the Spamaras
1784 Cowfer rash 11 634We form connexions, but acquire
no fuend 1828 D’Israeli Chets /, II xu 309 With the
Flemings our country had fiom the earliest times formed
an umntenupted intercourse 1842 Lytton Zationi 22 He
formed no friends. 1891 Speaker 2 May 531/1 Those
methodical readers, who have formed the useful habit of
keeping commonplace books
6 a To be the components or material of, to

go to make up, to compose, b To serve foi,

constitute
, to make one ox part of

*377 Langl P PI B xvn i6g The fyngres fourmen a
ful hande to purtreye or peynten 17*7 tr Frazier's Voy.
S Sea 48 The Continent, with which it [the island! forms
two Passages 1781 Covvplr Friendship 14 The requisites
that form a friend 1817 Coleridge Stbyll Leaves, Eire,
Famine <$• Slaughter, Letters four do form his name 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng I 294 The Life Guards now foim
two regiments 1873 Act 36 $ 37 Viet. c 77 § 39 The soil
forming such butt or target 1874 Green Short Hist vi
§ 2 275 Yeomen and tradesmen formed the bulk of the
insurgents 1885 Manch Exam 15 July 5/2 A common
mould fungus forming a kind of black velvety mass
b 1821 Clare Fill Mtnstr II 35 Every molehill forms

a seat 1841 Brewster Mart Sc vi (1856)91 His eminent
pupil Viviani formed one of his family 1845 M. Pattison
Ess (1889) 1 27 The volume of the canons which had
formed the object of his study 1869 Freeman Norm Conq
(1876) III xi 59 A realm of which Northumberland con-
stitutionally formed a part
c With mixtuie of sense 2 To lender fitfor

*7” Steele Spect No 49 p 3 These are the Men formed
for Society 1777 Robertson Hist Amer (1778) I 11 84

rj
t^iese qualities formed him for command

7 Gram, a, To construct (a new word) by deri-

vation, composition, etc. b. Of a word or woi ci-

stern To have (a case, tense, etc) expressed by a
specified inflexion
1824 L. Murray Gram I, 348 Dissyllables, formed by

prefixing a syllable to the radical word 1872 Morris Eng
Acad xin 168 The verbs of the strong conjugation form
die past tense by a change of the root-vowel
8. Mthi and Naval, a To draw up (troops,

etc.) in order. Also with up.
,1^*33° 21 Brunne Chron, (1725) 115 Walter Spek ros on
hand, )>e folk to forme & taile c 1400 Destr. Troy 6334
The fourthe batell in feld, he fourmet to leng With Arche-
laus], 18x6 Keatinge Trav (1817)11. 5 The troops mount,
and, the whole being formed, move off the ground. 1833
Regul Instr. Cavalry 1 56 The left files to be formed up,
mid sit at ease 2838-42 Arnold Hist Rome III xlm. 78
Hannibal forming nis men as fast as theylanded, led them
instantly to the charge. 1870 Bryant Iliad 1. 11. 69 For

there was none to form their ranks for fight 2893 Forbfs-Mitchell Remtn. Gt. Mutiny 41 We were then formed upand served with some rations
*

b refl and mtr Ol troops, ships, etc . To
arrange themselves m or assume some particular
disposition or formation, accoidmg to prescribed
lules Also with up To form on (some other
body)* see quot 1802
2722 De Foe Col Jack (1840) 236 Our army formed

immediately 1736 Lepiard Life Marlborough II 404 The
rst Squadrons had much ado to form themselves 1795Nei son 10 Mar in Nicolas Disp II 11 The Admiral made

the signal to form m the Order of Battle. 2796 Instr *Reg Cavalry (1813) 77 'I hey will at once form up 2709Harris in Owen Wellesley's Desp 119 The right wing ofthearmy under my command formed on the picquets of the
right 180a C James Miht Diet , To Form on, is to ad
vance forward, so as to connect yourself with any given
object of formation, and to lengthen the line 1803 Lake
111 Owen Wellesley s Desp 405 The infantry formed in two
columns 283a Ht Martineau HtUfy Valley vm 126 The
soldiers formed themselves round the waggon 1859 Tenny-
son Riflemen Form

l

11, Form, Form, Riflemen Form 1

Ready, be ready to meet the storm < 1883 Army Corps
Orders in Standard 22 Mar 3/3 When the 'assemble'
sounds both Forces will form up by Brigades

c trans To arrange themselves in the form of
(battalions, a line, etc

)

,
*77* Simes Mil Guide (1781) 12 The companies will form

battalions as they advance to the head of the line, and then
halt 2796 Instr <$• Reg Cavalry (1813) 152 The whole
are ordered to halt, with an intention of forming line in the
new direction Ibid 225 Form open column of divisions
behind the light

d. To form the siege (of a place) [Fr. former
un sieg&\ ’ to commence active siege-operations
(against it)

1766 Gibbon Decl $ F I xi 2x8 The siege of that great
city was immediately formed 180a C James Miht Did
s v Siege, Toform the Siege, or lay Siege to a place there
must be an army sufficient to furnish five or six reliefs for
the trenches, pioneers, guards, convoys, escorts, &c and
artillery,with all the apparatus thereto belonging, magazines,
etc 2872 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV xvm 155 The
whole army now drew near , the siege was formed.
Form (f^-im), v - [f thesb see Form sb 21]
mtr. Of a hare : To take to her form , to seat
2575 Turbervile Art Ven lvui 162 To looke about hir,

and to choose out a place to forme in 2622 Drayton
Poly-olb y, The melancholy hare is formed in brakes and
briers 1637 B Jonson Sad Miepk n vu, First think
which way shee fourmeth, on what wind Or North,
or South 2723 Coates Diet Herald, Seateth or Farmeth
are the Teims that note where the Hare has its resting
Place. 1802 Strutt Sports & Past. 1. 1. 17 A hare [was
said to be] formed, a rabbit set

Form- (fpim), m Chem., combining form of
Fokmio or Fobmyl, as in Formaldehyde, formic
aldehyde j Fo’rmamide, the amide of formic acid.

(Cf the termination of chloroform )
2869 Roscoe Chem. 349 Formamide

, obtained by acting
on ethyl formate with ammonia 2890 Lancet 21 Oct 783/2
Injections of a 1 per cent solution of formamide of mer-
cury. 2894 Athenaeum 11 Aug 199/1 Last year a patent
was granted for a solution of formaldehyde as a new
antiseptic material, under the name of ‘ formalin ’

-form (fpjm), repr F forme,
L. fornm, f.forma

Form sb , a termination used to form adjs. (1)
with the sense * haying the form of’ (what is de-
noted by the Lat sb.), as in cruciform, cuneiform,
filiform ; (2) referring to number of forms, as
diversiform, multiform, uniform The former
class includes many words of recent origin used
m natural science, esp. in Botany, as acinaciform

,

calaihiform, corolhform
,
fusiform

,
vermiform

j

new words of this type are still frequently formed
The termination is always pieceded by -1-, either repre-

senting the Lat stem-vowel or its weakened form m com-
bination, or inserted after consonant stems By some this
1 has been ignorantly supposed to be the genitive ending,
hence such misspellings as fabaeform

,
tabitkeform

Formable (fp amab’l),a. [f Form v * + -able,]
1 . That may be formed. In early use . Work-

able, plastic.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P R xvii xxiv (1495) 617 The
cypresse tree is fourmable. 1572 Bossewell Armone 11

95 b, The Cypres next vnto y® Cedar tree is most formable
z6oo Dekicer Old Fortunatns in Dodsley O PI (1816)
III. 266 God bless me from suffering you to love me, ifyou
be not so formable 1629 T Adams Wks 696 The Papists
not shaming to call that sacred Writ a nose of waxe, formable
to any construction 1674 Grew Anat Plants iv. 1 m,
(1682) 225 Not generable, formable, or transformable 1884
J Fiske Evolutionist xu 3x2 A good many of his nervous
connections are not yet formed, they are only formable

f 2 . Exhibiting agreementwith prescribed forms;
foimal, proper, shapely Obs
1479 J Paston in Poston Lett No 841 III 256 Lorn-

nore and I drew ought a formable bylle ought of your, and
send it ayen to th’ Exchetore 2483 Cath Angl. 238/1
Formabylle

,
vbi ordmate 1586 W Webbe Eng. Poetne

(Arb ) 00 That whatsoeuer he wryteth he may so expresse
and order it, that hys narration may be formable 262a F.
Markham Bk War it v 58 One of the first which gaue
light to our late Postures, and formable motions

Hence Formabi lity, capability of formation.
2823 Coleridge Aids Refl App. C (1858) I 394 Ofinfinite

capacity and formabihty

fFo'rmably, adv Obs [f. prec + -ly2.]

According to customary or prescribed foim
, for-

mally
;
in good form

;
speciously.

c 2400 Apol Loll 79 pis cosynage may not be known
‘drnably bi proue after pe court of plete c 1450 Chester
Pc, iShaks Soc ) I 6 See that you, telers . The storye of
the Assention formablye doe frame 2479 m Eng Gilds
(1870) 416 Such thinges as I haue not duely ne formably
executed 2481 Caxtow Reynard (Arb

) 31 Ihe foxe made
his excuse so wel and formably that [etc ] 2309 Hauls
Past. Pleas 123 As I shall shew anone more formably

t Forma d, ppl a Obs. In 4 formadd. [pa
pple. ofOE formfedan, f For- prefix + (ge)mx-dan see Amad ] Driven mad, frantic.
« 1300 CursorM 24539 (Cott ), I murnand moder bus for-maad In stenn stanging was i stadd

f Forma’ke, v Obs [f Fob- pref1 + Make
v ] trans To make over again, ? repair
c 1483 Caxton Vocab 22 Paul le couveherfaiet et refaid les

citves, Poule the couper Maketh and formaketh the keupis
Formal (fpimal), a and sb [a L formahs,

f forma Form sb see -al Cf. F formenA adj

1. Of or pertaining to Form, in various senses,
a Metaph. Pei taming to the form or constitutive
essence of a thing

,
essential. Opposed to material

Soformal cause (see Cause sb 5)
1 2386 Chaucer Melib r 433 The cause material been the

fyve woundes of thy doghter The cause formal is the
manere of hn werkmge. c 1430 Art of Nombrynge (E E
l. S ) r Sothely 2 manere ofnombres ben notifiede. Mate-
nalle, as nombre is vmtees gadrede to gedres

, Formalle,
as nombre is a colleccione of vmtees 1447 Bokenham
Seyutys Introd (Roxb ) x The more clere That it may be
the formal cause [He] Settyth in dew ordre clause be clause.
1587 Golding De Mornay 11 (1617) 25 Ihey be good, as in
respect of their bare being and emll, asm respect that they
forgoe their formal being that is to say their goodnesse
i6z8 X Spencer JLogick 55 Man is. fit to lone the knowne

f
ood this fitnes floweth from his ieasonable soule or formall
eing 1669 Holder Elem Speech 22 Of Letters the

Material part is Breath and Voice , the Formal is constituted
by the Motions and Figure of the Organs of Speech affect-
ing Breath with a peculiar sound, by which each Letter is
discriminated a 2703 Burkett On N 7 Luke xn 32 The
goodwill of God is the original spring and formal cause,
from whence all divine favours do proceed a 1716 South
Serin (1744) X 37 For deceit is the formal, constituent
reason of hypocrisy 1814 Cary Dante, Par n 71 Differ-
ent virtues needs must be the fruits Of formal principles
1&7 Whately Logic 11 v § 3 Whatever Term can be
affirmed of several things, must express either their whole
essence or a part of their essence, (viz. eitbei the material
part, which is called the Genus, or the formal and distin-
guishing part, which is called Differentia)

t b- Pertaining to the specific form of an animal
or plant Of a seed or germ : Endowed with a
principle of form. Obs
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 21 f>e fooimal vertu which

almy3ty god baj> 3eue to J>e mans ordeynej? and diuidul
euery partie of Jjese spei mes til hat be child be born 1603
Bacon Adv Learn. 11 iv § 5 19 Being as a plant that
cometh of the lust of the earth without a formal seed 1677
Hale /Vzw. Ong Man in vi 277 Although it be admitted
that Insects and sfiontaneit orta. do or may arise from
a Semen or Principle that is not univocal or formal

c. Pertaining to the outward form, shape, or
appearance (of a material object)

;
also, in imma-

terial sense, pertaining to the form, arrangement,
external qualities (eg of a work of art, a composi-
tion, etc) + Also, occas of knowledge. Theore-
tical as opposed to practical
1639 Evelyn Diary (1S27) I. 25 Musick, m which I after-

wards arriv’d to some formal knowledge, though to small
perfection of hand. 1633 G S. m Harthb Ref Commw
Bees 27 Honey . out ofwhich they [the Bees] doe separate
a more fat substance, which they also transmute into Wax,
with a formal transmutation. 1837 Whewell Hist Induct
Sc (1857) I 273 'Ihe distinction of formal and physical
Astronomy *21853 Robertson Serm Ser in m (1872)39
All living unity is spiritual, not formal i860 Ruskin Mod
Paint V vm 1 158 Invention Formal, otherwise and most
commonly called technical composition
d Logic. Concerned with the form, as distin-

guished from the matter, of reasoning
a 2856 SirW HamiltonLech Logic xxvil (i860) II. 64 The

harmony of thought with the form of thought, is Formal
Truth Ilnd 231 App. 1 The doctrine which expounds the
laws by which our scientific procedure should be governed,m
so far as these lie in the forms of thought, or in the conditions
of the mind itself may be called Formal, or Subjective, or
Abstract, or Pure, Logic. 1864 Bowen Logic 11 42 All tins,

however, is but the elimination of Formal error 1870
Jevons Elem Logic vn 69 It is no part of formal Logic to
teach ns how to interpret the meanings of sentences

e. Of or pertaining to customary form, or con-
ventionality.

171a Pope 1st. Ef Miss Blount 42 Still in constraint your
snffring Sex remains, Or bound in formal, or in real chains

2 . Characterized by, or regarded accoidmg to,

its form
; that is (so and so) m respect of form,

a. Theol Formalsin • one which is such in the full

sense, as including not meiely the outward act which
is foibidden, but the circumstances which constitute

it as sinful, e.g evil intention. Soformal schism,
schismatic, etc Opposed to matenal sin, etc
2642 J. Jackson True Evang T 11 92 Therefore was

there a positive Law not to seeth the Kid in the mothers
roilke Not that there was any direct, or formal sin, in that
manner of Cookery ? 1656 Bramhall Rephc 1 66 Cannot
God pardon formall, much more matenall Schism Ibid i\.

341 1 hey are not formall, but only matenall Schismaticks

t b. That is such in essence; strictly so called,
essential Obs.



FORMAL. FORMALITY
1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704) 289 1 he bottom of the Eye

where the formal Organ of Vision is situate

f e That is such merely m outward form or

appearance Obs
1581 Sidney Apol Poetne (Aib) 35 Pietty Allegories,

stealing Yndei the foimall tales of Beastes 1633 Earl
Manlh A l Mondo {1636) 155 Formall penitents will easily

part with so much of then sinne as may abate nothing of
then piofit *634 Cannu Neccss Separ (18491 331 The
foimal Protestants m England 1737 Bracken Family
Impr {1756) I 286 It is a Kind of formal Leprosy which
often begins in the Neck, Mane or Tail

t d Of quoted statements • Exact with regard

to form. Ohs.

1563 Foxl A 708/1 What were the formall woides, or

at the least-wise m substance that I the sayde Bishop then
vttered

3 . That is according to recognized forms, or to

the rules of art or law. Formerly occas const *)* to.

1390 Gowlr Con/ III 89 The wise man accompteth After
the formal proprete Of algorismes a, be, ce £1425 Wyn-
toun Cron ix. Piol 56 Now Modyi of jie Makare To fair

form ile Fyne my labouiis Jjow lede. 1526 Ptlgi Per/
(W de W 1531) 168 The fourth condicyon of y° prayer
of y® clene hert is, that it must be formall . that is to

saye, it must he formed and ordred aftei the order of charite,

*5*9 More Dial Toitchyng Pest Sect Luther C y b,

A sylogysme & resonynge, almoste as formall as is the
argument® *597 Mobley Introd Mas 74 It followeth to

speake of a formal closing without a dis coid or Cadence
160a Daniel T>ag Philotas iv u, And haue his Tryal
formal to our Laws 1622 Malynes Anc Lam-Merck 394
You may not say in the Bill, It may please you to pay and
most men will not vse the words (Make him good Payment)
but the fewer words the more form ill 1722 Dn Fon Col
Jack (1840) 235 No one place could have held out a formal
siege 1749 Fir.r ding Tom Jones vi vn (heading) A picture
offormalcourtshipm miniature,asitalwaysought to bedrawn

+ b. Made in proper form, regular, complete
Also 111 familiar use,

1 regular unmistakable. Ohs.

163s Earl Siraiiokdl Lett (1739) I. 410 An Indisposi-
tion which hath hmdred me from writing a formal I* it of
the Gout. 1673 Evllyn Mem (1857) I 89 We went to see
the foimal and foinudable camp on Blackheath, raised to
invade Holland 1684 Loud Getz No 1953/1 Though the
Lower Town has no other defence than a single Wall, yet
his Highness found it convenient to make formal approaches
to it 1719 Dc For Crusoe 1 247 As there was a Door or
Entrance there into my Cave, I made a formal fram'd
Door-case, and a Door to it of Boaids

|*c Of a story, etc : Elaborately constructed,
circumstantial. Ohs
159* Warner A lb Eng- vu xxxy (1612) 168 At full he

could his lessons, and a formale lie would tell. 1662 More
Plulos Writ PreF Gen (17121 23 Such was that formal story
of his casting incense on the Altai of an Idol 1663 Butler
Hud 1 11 41 And never coyn a foimal Lye on’t.To make
the Knight o'ercome the Giant 1708 Swift iacr Test
Wks 1755 II.i rai When theeail ofPembroke was in Ireland
. a formal story was very gravely carried to his excellency.

+ 4. a. Regular, having a definite principle, me-
thodical. b. Of feature, statme, etc Regular,
shapely, c Noimal in intellect, sane Ohs
a 1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton) 1. 111. (1859) 4 The ouer-

most ofthe erthe was moost clere, and alwey the clerenesse
amenussing dounward by verray formal processe. *701
Rowe Amb Step-moth v. 11 2874 Formal Justice that
severely strikes, And in an instant is serene and calm
b 1525 Ld. Berni rs Froiss II clxiv [clx ] 455 Theile

of Foiz was a goodly prince and ofa formall stature *548
Hall Ckrou, Ediu IP (an 3) 194 b, She was a woman
moie offormal countenaunce, then of excellent beautie, hut
yet of such beautie and favor that [etc.] 1576 Fllming
Panopl. Epist 377 Every joynte and limme verie formall,
and passing hansome
c. 1590 Shahs Com. Err v 1 105 With wholsome

sirrups, drugges, and holy prayers To make ofhim a formall
man againe

5 Done or made with the forms recognized as

ensuring validity
; explicit and definite, as opposed

to what is matter of tacit understanding
1547 Boorde Brev. Health Preamble, Let him Joke to it,

and make a formal wyl or testament 1560-78 Bh Discipl
Ch Scot (1621) 21 It hath power to excommunicate the
obstinate, formall processe being led 1622 Bacon Holy War
Misc, Wks (1629) 127 As there aie Formall and written
Leagues, Respective to certaine Enemies, So is there a
Naturall and Tacite Confederation, amongst all Men
against the common Enemy of Humane Society 1626
Chas I in Ellis Ong Lett Ser 1 III 249 For Blennill he
has yet but made his formale demands concerning the Ships
*77* Junius Lett lxii 321 Nor has there ever been a formal
decision against them in any of the superior Courts 1838
Thirlw all Greece II xiv 228 Cleomenes, without waiting
for a formal commission, immediately repaired to ALguia
1856 Froude Htst. Eng (1858) II vu 129 Both theking and
the archbishop had disobeyed a formal inhibition.

IT Predicatively of a law : Ofunmistakable import,
decisive. [A Gallicism

]
1701 tr Le Clore's Prim Fathers 260 He could not be

transferred to Constantinople without breaking the Fifteenth
Canon of the Council of Nice which is foimal thereupon

6.

Connected with or accompanied by form or
ceremony; ceremonial, ‘state’.
1602 Warner Alb Eng xi Ixvi 283 Scarce Cleopatras

Anthony was feasted with more cheere than Jenkinson was
heere . In formall Hawking, Hunting, Chace not them came
Tristram neere. 1841 Elphinsione Hist Ind I xi 355
The most general practice on formal occasions is [etc]
1875 W S Hayward Lave agst. World 3 It will save the
squue a formal call

fb. Ofapparel : Ceremonial, proper to a dignity
or office. Cf. Formality 10. Ohs.
*593 Rttes Mon. Ch. Durh, (Surtees) 43 [Pictures of
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bps etc.] most largly and sumptuously sett fourth in there
formall apparell. 1656 Stanlfy Hist. Philos iv. (1701)

136/1^ I will not with a formal robe disgrace Myself.

7 . That is merely matter of form a Done 01

adopted for the sake oi form or convention
;
per-

functoiy
,
having the form without the spirit or

substance b That is matter of loutine only, not
of substantial import
a 1648 Milton 1 tuuie Kings (1650)45 A formal piencli-

ment huddl'd up at the odd hours of a lazy week 1676
Dttvm n Aurengz. 11 1, Of formal duty, make no moie tny
boast 1720 Watis Hymn

,
Come Holy Spmt, In vam we

tune our formal songs, In vain we stuve to rise

b 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) IV, 256 This doctrine .

does not extend to mere formal acts

8. Of persons, their manners and actions Rigor-

ously observant of forms
,
precise

;
prim m attire

,

ceremonious Chiefly in reproachful use Unduly
precise or ceremonious, stiff

1514 Barclay Cyt <y Uplondyshm (Percy Soc ) 1 Amyutas
was foimalle & propre in his ceie 1594 Shaks Rich III,
111,1 82 thus like tne formall Vice, Iniquitie, I moiallue two
meanings in one woid 1596 — Tan. Shr 111 1 61 Are you
so formall, sir ? 1607-12 Bacon Ess ,

Ceremonies (Ai b

)

26 Especially they [Ceremonies] be not to be omitted to
Straungers and formall Natures 1679 Pi nn Addr.Piot
I vu (1692) 27 He is reported Formal, that will not be
Rude to Sacred Things c 1689 Prior Ode, 1 While Bloom-
ing Youth' 35 Forc’d compliments and foimal hows 1693
Hum <S Conv Tmvn 125 The distant Justice of Peace, his
formal Spouse, and Daughters 1711 Addison Sped, No
1 19 p 5 To make Conversation too stiff, formal and precise

1740 Chlsttri Lett (1792) II iacih. 220 All the evening
111 ioinial fine company 1853 Lytton My Novel 11 vu,
Moie familiar with his master than we formal English permit
our domestics Lo be

9 . Marked by exlremc or excessive regularity or

symmetry
;

stiff or rigid m design , wanting m ease
or freedom of outline or arrangement
*597 Shahs Loveds Compl. 29 Her haii

, nor loose, nor tied
in formal plat 1753 Hogarth Anal Beauty vi 34 When
any part of dress has not the excuse of fitness or pro-
pi iety for its uniformity of parts, the ladies always call it

formal 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag (1824) ri6 Your plaited
shirts, Youi formal bag-wigs 1873 Black Pr 1hu/e \xi 353
Small windows with formal red curtains 1874 L Sti mien
Hours in Ltbiaiy (1892) I 111 120 Pope was one of the
first ,to bieak through the old formal school of gardening

b. In immaterial sense : Having a ‘ set’ or rigor-

ously methodical aspect or character.
1726 Shelvocke Voy lound World (1757) 423 It would

pei haps be tod formal to enter upon a discourse concerning
their government 1846 McCui 1 ocn Acc Bnt. Empire
(1854) II 367 Formal harangues of this sort aie about theleast
efficient of all the modes in which information can be con-
veyed to the student. 1865 Grotl Plato (1875) Pref 5

The
dramatic—as contrasted with the formal and systematising.

B. sb In pi Things that are formal
1605 Timmc Quersil n iv. 14 Simples may be distinguished

into those things winch are simple formes, and into those
which are simple matters ; or into those things which are
simply formals, and into those which are simply materials
Those things which aie simply foimall are astrall and
spintnall 1875 Whitney Lt/e Lang, v 95 They are
etherealized formals

Formal, var. form of Formed
Formalism (f^-iraahz’m). [f. Formal a. +

-ism Not in Johnson, Todd, or Richardson ]
1 Strict or excessive adherence to prescribed

forms ; an instance or variety of this.

1840 m Smart 1850 Kingsley Alt Locke xm (1879) 151
Useless formalism 1 which lets through the reckless and
only excludes the honest and the conscientious 1852 Mrs
Jameson Leg Madonna Inti od (1857) 25 The rigid formal-
ism of the degenerate Gieek school 1862 Mi rivall Rom
hmp (1865) III xxii, 12 Completely enchained by their
dogmatic formalisms 1875 Stubus Const Hist. Ill xvm
273 The constitutional formalism of three reigns

2 The disposition to exalt what is formal or
outward at the expense of what is spiritual

, the
practice of using foims of worship and of religious

profession without real devotion or conviction.
1856 R A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II 219 Formalism does

not lie in these outwaid things themselves—it consistsm the
spirit m which they are used 1878 Morley Carlyle

,
Cnt

Muc Ser 1 201 The cant and formalism of any other de-
guieiate form of active faith 1883 Froude Short Stud IV
II iv 208 The family devotions were long, but there was no
foimalism

Formalist (fp -imalist). [f as prec + -1ST ]
•fl A formal peison, a solemn pietendei to wis-

dom. Ohs.
*607-12 Bacon Ess , 0/ Seeming Wise (Arb ) 214 There

are m pointe of wisedome that doe nothing or litle verie
solemlye .It is a ridiculous thing to see what shiftes theis
Formalists have to make superficies to seeme body, that
hath depth and bulk

+2 . One who formally adheres to the prevailing
system

;
a time-server in leligion Ohs.

1609 Downam Chr Liberty 75 Do not many tlunke them-
selues the more religious, for refusing obedience to the
lawes, and censure others as formalists and time-seraers 9

1621 Burton Anat. Mel iv iv, 1 v, New Gods will have
new ceremonies to which every wise man as a good foi-
malist should accommodate himself 163a D Lupton Land
<$- Co Carbonadoed

,
Exchange (1857) 276 A gieatFoimahst,

and an hazardable temporizer

3 a One who is excessively attached to forms

,

a stickler for fixed rule, etiquette, routine, or cere-

monial. b One who has the form of leligion

without the power.

1637 Gillespie Eng Pop Ceiem 111 iv 47 The Cere
monies are Idols to 1' ormahsts 164a Milton Apol Smect
(1851) 316 Though the formalist will say, what no decencv
in Gods worship? 1706-7 Rc/lex upon Ridicule 183 Those
Formalists who demand Explications of the least ambiguous
Word 174a Young Nt Ih iv 638 Oh ye cold-hearted
fiozen, formalists ! On such a theme, ’tis impious to becalm’
18*4 Scott Drama (1874) 221 The former maybe called the
formalist of dramatic criticism 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng
III 19 Nobody., except the solemn formalists at the Spanish
embassy, thought hit. youth an objection to his promotion
*870 Spurgeon 7 rear Dav Ps xwm. 1 Mere formalists mav
be content without answeis to their prayeis, but genuine
suppliants cannot

' "

|
4 St. ? An authority on legal forms Ohs

*6*2 Si’OTTiswoot) Let in Scot Apol Narr (1846) 236To make choice ofmy Lord Secretary to be our foi malist and
adviser of our acts

Formalistic (fpimalrstik), a. [f prec. + -10 ]
Characterized by foimalism
*856 MissWinkwon rn Life Tania (1857) 107 Partakers of

a spiritual m opposition to a formalistic piety 1875 Poste
Gains iv Comm (ed 2) 516 Its shortcoming was not so much
its formalism (the following system was equally formalistic)

Formality (fjsunue liti) [ad. L formdhtds, f

formails 1< ormal a Cf F foimcthti (1407 m
Hatz.-Daim ) ]

1 1 Formal or essential natm e ; the characteristic
1 or distinctive property by which a thing is defined

Also, the condition of possessing formal existence.
*570 Dei Math Pn/ 3 Creatures brought, from

Nothing, to the Formaline of then being and state 1596

;

Bei r Surv Popciy in iv 378 1 he formaline of original sin
is of two sorts. 1649 Ji h. I ayi or Gt Exemfi in xvu 66

1 Tlus calamity in its own formality is a punishment *672
I

Gri w A nat Plants, Idea Philos Hist § 7 Those Formali-

,

ties, whutin their [plants’] Essence doth consist 1686
1 Goad Celcst Bodies 111. 111 449 Motion is the Formality
1

of Wind *737 Waiirlanu Eucharist 19 Mr Scandret,
distinguishing a Saciament, according to its precise For-
mality, fioin a Sacrifice, obseives [etc ]

h b h ormal aspect or category. Ohs.
*620 J Hlaley Augustine's City 0/ God 1 xiv 23 The

City being nothing but a multitude of men vmted in one
foimality of religion and estate *660 Jer Taylor Duct
Dubit. 1 in, If it be propounded as evil, the will that
chooses it under that formality is criminal *668 Culpepper
& Con.Barthol Anal r xxvin 70 The womb is sensible of
Odours, not under the formality of Odours, but is only
affected by the subtile vaporous matter conjoyned

+ 2 That which pertains to outward form
, also,

an outward appearance or semblance (of some-
thing). Ohs
*615 J SrrpiiLNs Ess <$• Chai , Impudent CensurerfiZyj)

134 The walking Apes , which on the Mountaines seeme
carefull Inhabitants, but at your approach, the formality of
man only 1640 Bp Hall Episc n xxu 2x5 Thete maybe
some appendances and formalities of government alterable
by the wisdome of the Church , yet for the mam substance,
it is now ultetly indispensable 1645 Milton Telrach
(1851) 191 Sacred tilings not pti foim'd sincerely are no way
acceptable to God m their outward formality. 1649 —
Eikoti xxvii, To root up all true virtue and honour, or to

1 be contented only with some leaves and withering formali-

I ties of them, without any real fruits

j Method, regularity Also, uniform proce-

j

dure. Ohs.
I *603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 423 Who greatly com-
I mended the Ellens foi obseiving such good order and for-
' niahty at the Olyinpick games 1628 Ll Guys tr Bat day's
Argents xox Meleander had escaped [poison] by the

j

carefulnesse of lus seruants, who did looke to his meate and
his clothes with a curious formality 1647 Clarendon
Hist Reb m. § 183 SuchJudges (whose formality was first

to Imprison, and after, at their leisure, to Examine) a *650
May hatir Puppy (16571 15 A strange dejected humour
posscst him three months, his actions were quite void of for-

mality, his domestick affaires by hunselfe neglected 1655
Fulllr Ch. Hist, iv 11 § 5 The Archbishop was very
punctual and ceremoniousm his proceedings the formality

of his exemplary justice [etc ]

4

Accordance with legal form
1660 TrialRegie, 51 When a man would plead any thing,

because he would Plead it in Formality, Councel is allowed.

*693 Creech Juvenal xm 179 If Men forswear the Deeds
anti Bonds they draw, Tho’ Sign’d with all formality ofLaw

+ 5 Lileiary or artistic foim, agreement with

the laws of form, Ohs
1531 Elyot Gov i xiv (1883) 149 Than appoynte they

howe many plees maye be made for euery parte, and 111

what foimalitie they shulde be sette, wbiche is the seconde

pai te of Rhetorike, called disposition *597 Morley Introd
Mns 76 In descanting you must not onelie seeke true

cordes, but formahtie also that is, to make your descant

came some forme of relation to the plaine song 1674

PLAYroRD Skill Mus in 14 If in the first Rule the Notes

follow not in expected formality. *677 Phil Trans XII.

838 Formality [tn music] lequires, that the succeeding Notes

be agieable to the foimer

6, Conformity to established rule ;
customary

propriety Often m depreciatxve sense, rigid or

merely conventional observance of forms

*597 Hooker Eccl Pel v. xxix. § 1 The attyre being

a matter of meeie formaline, a *6*5 Chas I Let, m
A thenceum 24 Feb (*872) 241/3 Which I wryt not for

formalities sake, but doe mdede fyud myselfe mgaged
both m honnor and affection *706 Atterbury i

1erm Fune-
ral Mr Beunet 13 Nor was his Attendance on Divine-Offices

amattei ofFormality and Custom, but of Conscience 1874

Morley Compromise (1886) 179 If the religious spirit is only

a fipe name for mere social formality 1881 Tylor m
Nature No 623 529 To give an idea of the state of for-

mality into which life has come among these supposed free-

and-easy savages.



FORMALIZATION

.

FORMAT.
7. Ceremony, elaborate procedure
1666 Pepys Diary 11 Apr

,
To Gresham. College

; where
a great deal of do and formality in choosing of the Council
and officers 1705 Stanhope Paraphr II 329 Our Enemy
makes his Approaches toward us with less Foimality than
He could do against the Holy Jesus 1725 De Foe Voy
round World (1840) 96 Prodigious state and formality

1865 Mai-fei Brigand Life I 240 Without a moment’s
delaj, and with scaicely any formality, the sentence was
carried into effect.

8 A ceremony , a formal act or observance
, a

legal, authorized, or customary procedure
1674 Martiniere tr Voy N Countries 52 The pleasant

Funeral formalities among the Muscovian Laplanders 1741
Middleton Cicero I vi 530 After the election, he was
installed, with all the usual formalities, by Hortensius 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xvi iv, I insist on the formality of its

being delivered me, with a full ratification of all the conces-
sions stipulated 1862 Trollope Orley F 1, A codicil to

his will, executed with due legal foimalities,

9 Something required to be done for form’s sake

;

a requirement of etiquette, custom, etc, (Often de-

preciatwely, implying mere attention to externals
)

1647 Clarendon Hut Feb 1 § 20 It would put an end .

to all those Formalities, which might yet retard the In-
fanta’s voyage into England 1664 H More Myst Imq
453 Antichrist and his adherents boasting of works and
dead formalities 1685 Gracian’s Courtto s Orac 169 He
shall never gain the esteem of an able man, who sticks
too much upon Formalities *840 Carlyle Heroes (1858)
282 How, by fasts, vigils, formalities and mass-work, a man’s
soul could be saved *856 Kane A ret Expl I vnt 90
Many awarm shake of the hand showed me that our good-
bye was not a mere formality 1874 Green Short Hist
iv. § 2 174 Their presence became so pure a formality
that [etc.]

+ b. Ceremonious attention (paid to a person)
1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1638) 96 The Emperour

became his host, entertaining him with all the foimailties
that feigned friendship could deuise 1692 Luttrell Brief
Rel (1857) II 564 The mayoi and aldermen attended on
the prince and princesse daily , but had received notice to
desist paying those formalities. 1726 Shelvocke Voy round
World (1757) 407 Those they guessed to he above the
common sort These they always received with such
formality as could not be expected in such a place

10. pi 01 collect sing Robes or insignia of office

or dignity Obs exc Hist. [ Also {rarely) in sing
,

an armorial bearing
*575 R Laneham Letter (iByx) 41 Appeeiez then a fresh,

in hiz ful formahtee with a louely loock ifira Selden
Titles Hon ig6 Neither haue they now the Crown as
a part of their habit, but a formahtie only on their Armorie
1614 T Lorkin Let

.

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)
III 35 Doctors in their formalityes and vpon their foots-
cloths 1696 Lond. Getz No 3176/1 In the morning
the Magistrates went to Church m a Body, and m their
Formality 1751 Johnson Rambler No 173 r 8 Divest
themselves with too much haste of their academical for-
mality 1753 in Lond. Even Post qAug , The corporation
of Scarborough waited upon the Rt Hon Henry Pelham,
Esq , in their formalities 1894 Boase Exeter Coll (Oxf
Hist Sac ) p xlviij The picture of a man kneeling, with his
gown and formalities upon him.

+ b. In wider sense Ceremonial or significant

garments of any kind. Obs,
1672 Cave Prim Chr hi v. (1673) 367 They appeared in

all the Formalities of Sorrow and Mourning 1717 Mrs
Centlivre Bold Sir for Wife v, I hoped to have been
quiet, when once I had put on your odious formality here
[1 e a Quaker dress].

11 The attribute ofbeing formal
;
precision, rigid

decorum of manners
, excessive legulanty or stiff-

ness (of style, outline, etc.).

IS99 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 33 A universal mer-
chantly formality, in habit, speech, and gestures a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Feb vi § 396 That which look’d like
Formality, was a Punctuality in preserving his dignity. 1789
BelshamAm I m 66 The frozen formality ofCharles occa-
sioned extreme disgust 1830 Hood HauntedH r xxv, The
very yew Formality had train'd To such a rigid pyramidal
stature 1834 Macaulay Pitt, Ess. (1889) 301 His heart was
a little cold his manners decorous even to formality 1849
Florist 283 On our left the lake, the formality of its smooth
hanks elegantly broken by those willows

Formalization (fj? maaloize1 Jan), [f. Forma-
lize • see -ATION ] The action of the vb Forma-
lize

; also, + an expression of offended dignity.
163® Fjnett For Ambass. 68 His Majesty stormed much

at it, till (Sir Thomas Edmonds being sent from his
Majestie with some formalization to that purpose) The
Ambassador was said the next day to have made his excuse.
168a Burthqgge Argument (1684) 114 l he Holy Scripture
no where intimates any such Formalization, Incorporation,
or Distinguishing Association of Righteous good men 1873McCosh Scot Philos. Ivii 417 He attempts too much by
logical differentiation and formalisation

Formalize (fp imalsiz), v [f. Formal a +
-IZE Cf F .formahser
f 1 trans To give formal being to ;

to impart
or constitute the foim, essence, or characteristic
attribute of; to ‘ lnfoim’, as the soul the body
1397 Hooker Bed Pol v. Ivi § 11 The same Spirit

doth formalize, vnite, and actuate his whole race. 1627
Hakewill Apel, 1 iv, § x. 39 Quickned and formaliz'd, as
me body of man is by its reasonable Soule 1678 Gale Crt
Gentiles iv m 68 The malice and vitiositie which formalised
to® action as theirs, is no way imputable to Gods act.

+ 2 To adorn, give a specious appearance to.

*597 Daniel Civ Wars 11 lvm, To formalize his deed, He
kneeles him downe_ 1604 Edmonds Observ Catsar’s Comm
4> I graunt that it is not altogether wealth that doth grace
and formalize the actions of men , for in some cases penurie
..makes men mote valorous
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3 To give formal 01 definite shape to
1646 Bp Maxwell Burd Issach in Phentx (1708) II 298
they establish’d and formaliz’d the Judicatory, by consu-
ming a Moderator, a Clerk, and other essential Members
of the Court 1647 Ausw to Let to Dr Turner 19 The
Apostles did m their latter dayes formalize and bound
out that power which still we do call Episcopacy 1844 LdHoughton Palm Leaves 89 You can fix and formalize Ihe
Bower on which you raise your eyes *877 Mrs Oliphant
Makers Flor u 50 The gates shut against him, did no
more than foimali2e that sentence of banishment

+ 4 To cause to take sides definitely, rejl to
range oneself, or pronounce, foi or against. [So
formerly Fr se formaliser ] Obs
1399 Sandys Eitrops Spec. (1632) 206 Wheieby both parts

are forniali2ed and settled in their oppositions 1636 Finett
For Ambass 219 For his Majesty to establish an older,
and after to break it could not but be to him of so hard
a digistion yet he must (if offered) formalize himself
against it

6 To render formal • a To give legal foimality
to (a document), b To render ceremonious, pre-
cise, or ngid. c. To imbue with formalism
*833 Fraser's Mag LI 628 Its seal .frequently formalizes

legal documents. 1836 Rusiun Mod Paint III iv xm
ij 28 It sought eminently for orderliness formalized what-
ever decoration it put into its minor architectural mould-
ings 1866 J H Newman Let Pusey 85 When it is foi mal-
ted into meditations or exercises, it is as repulsive as love-
letters in a police leport 1870 Goulburn Cathedi Syst
111 42 Having a tendency to familiarise them with holy
things, and to lowei then standard of reverence, or, at best
to formalize them
6 mtr To act with formality

, to be foimal or
ceremonious

;
lo show the spirit of a formalist.

a 1636 Hales Ser Duels Rem (1673) 84 Many times
indeed our Gallants can formalize in other words, but ever-
more the substance, and usually the very words are no
other but these of Cam, Let us go out into the Feild 1697
[see Formalizing vbl sb ] 1721 Bailey, Formalize, to play
the Formalist 1830 [see Formalizing ppl a ]

f 7 a traits. To cavil at, raise scrupulous ob-
jections to. b. mtr. To cavil, raise scruples , to
take umbrage

;
also, to affect scruples Toforma-

lize upon . to scruple at, demur to, haggle ovei.
[Cf F, seformahser, to take umbrage ]
a 1399 Sandys Europm Spec (1632)05 By culling out the

errours by formalizing the conti arieties
,
mis-mterpietmg

the ambiguitie, intangUng more the obscurities in the
most lenowmed authors. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621)
1195 His resolution was to take part with the Chnstian
empei our, if the great Bassaes should seeke to formalize
his actions in this maner oftheobtaimng ofhis government
1668 R. L’Estrange Vis Quev (1708) 236 That is to say,
whether in Reason of State, it ought to be done , and we
aie founahzing the Matter, whether in point of Equity and
Justice it may be done
b. 1397 Lowc CAirurg (1634) 57 But, because such as

delight in this pastime, will formalize I will not al-
together condemne it 1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) I
41 Y« kings answer to y" parlement is now to noe purpose
Ya house havemg formalized uppon it, yB king hath lecalled
it *653 Ibid, II ax6 Some of the townes suspecting the in-
tention began to formalise a 1674 Clarendon Life (1761)
I in 148 Particulars which the Officers on the King’s
Side, (who had no Mind to a Cessation) formalized much
upon 169a R L’Estrange Josephus'A ntiq xvu xi (1733)
471 It seems a strange thing that Archelaus should be now
formalizing about his Title to a Kingdom after so absolute
an Exercise of sovereign Power over it alieady a 1734
North Lives II 301 He went not only willingly, but am-
bitiously, and formalized upon nothing that led towards the
end he most earnestly desu ed a 1797 H Walpoll Mem
Geo II, (1847) I. xu 418 He . told him that they had
formalized at his professions.

Hence Fo’rmalizecl ppl a ; Po rmalizing- vbl
sb

,
and ppl a. Also Po rmalizer, one who for-

malizes
a 1636 Hales St Peter's Fall Rem (1673) xxx They

turned, their tine Fasting into Formalizing and partial
abstinence 1697 Collier Ivimor Stage iv, § 3 (1730) 14'
Vanity and Formalizing is Lord Fophngton's Part #1734
North LivesW 65 The ministers turned formahsers, and
the court mysterious — Exam hi. vui § 26 He found
no formalising Scruples on the Lord Keeper's Part. 183c
Croly Geo. IV, 364 The spirit of the juntas was timid
frivolous, and formalizing 1849 Ruskin Sea, Lamps vi
§ 3 165 Those gloomy rows of formalised minuteness 1875
Whitney Life Lang, v 90 A complete formalizing of whal
was before solid, positive, substantial

tFo'rmall. Obs. rare. [?f. Foe- 2 Fo'es.- pref
+ Mall. Cf. Forehammer.] (See quot

)

157a Bossewell Armorie' n 123/b, A Sledge or an
Hammer, of some called a formall.

Formally (fpimali), adv. ff. Formal a. +
-ly 2 (Cf. Formly )]
1 In formal respects; as regards form, a

Metaph. (see Form sb. 4 a. Formal A 1 a) : With
regard to, or by virtue of, the form or distinctive

essence. Also in Logic • With regard to the form,
as opposed to the matter of reasoning
1370 Dee Math Pref 13 But formally, Number, is the

Vmon, and Vmtie ofVmts 1381 E Campion in Confer, iv

(1584) B bj
t
When , the Iewes were commanded to steale from

the Egyptians, it was in the act theft, hut not formally tjieft

1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. 3a Neither .that God doth
properly move to sin simply and formally taken

,
or sin as sin

1683 Baxter Paraphr N T.i Cor. xi. 23-4 The same thing
which is materially Gold and Silver, may formally be the
King’s Coyn or a badge of Honour . . [etc ]. 1697 tr Bur-
gersdteius Logie 1 xxvi. 106 Words are said to be taken
materiallywhen for themselves

,
formally,when for the things

by them signified, 1713 Smallridge Strut, (1724) 331 The

heathen and the Christian may agree in the material acts of
charity, but that which formally makes this a Christian grace,
is the spring from which it flows 1864 Bowen Logic 11 24
Hence what is formally correct may be matenally false
1877 E Caiud Philos Kantxi vi 295 Ajudgmentis formally
right when its predicate is containedu the conception ofthe
subject

, formally wrong when it is not
b With regard to form or outline

1868 Swinburne Ess 4 Stud (1875) 360 His painting is
. the faultless . expression of an exclusive worship of things
formally beautiful

to. In outward appearance, seemingly. Obs.
1602 Warner Alb, Eng xii Ixxiv (1612)305 The gentle-

woman (formally then modest) blushing, said 1608 Middle-
ton Mcul Wo>ld iv iv, The very devil assum’d thee
formally , U hat face, that voice 1649 BallPowerofRings 7Even so there is an Act, or Being Reallyjust, and seemingly
or formallyjust which may be in itself unjust.

1 2 Iii good form . a In good order, style, or
method b Handsomely. Obs

1400 eryn 3457 He repoi tid the tale rut Formally. 1548
Hall Chron

,
Hen IV (an 14) 32 h, This kyng was of a

mean stature wel propoicioned and foimally compact
1’ 3. According to the principles of art or science.
1309 Hawes Past Pleas v xi, All the eyght partes. Are

Laten wordes, annexed properly To every speche, for to
speke formally. 1397 Morley Introd. Mies Pref, Any of
but meane capacitie may perfectly learn to sing, make
discant, and set partes well and formally togither

b. According to logical form, hence, f logic-
ally, convincingly
CX526 Frith Disput Purgat (1829) 112 Therefore this

argument holdeth not formally 1348 Gest Pr Masse 89
If thvs be formallye argued .then it argueth etc

t 4 Regularly . a In the ordinary or proper
way. h ‘As a rule’; under normal circumstances.
C. With exact correspondence Obs.
1607 Tofsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 237 When they[hoises]

came to hand to lay upon their hacks a little boy flat on his
belly, and afterward to make him sit upon him formally,
holding him by the head 1627 Caft Smith Seawalls
Gram u 9 The entering Ladder is in the Waist, made
formally of wood 1674 Playford SkillMus in 13 What
Cords have held good in this ascending and descending of
the Bass, answer in the contrary by the very same rule,
though not so formally as the other,

5. Explicitly, expressly.
1326 Pilgr Perf (W de W. 1531) T9 h, Though the gyftes

of the holy goost speketh not formally all these wordes
before sayd a 1600 Hooker (J ), You and your followers
do stand formally divided against the authorised guides of
the church, and the rest ofthe people 1682 Norris Hierodes
Pref 28 Though this be not formally intended by the Agent.
1763 BLACicsroNE Comm (1793) 48 Though perhaps in no
instance it has ever been formally expressed at the first in-
stitution of a state, 1841 Myers Lath Th. in xx 3A book
of Maxims and of Precepts everywhere formally didactic.
1833 C Bronte Villeltexxxvu, I cannot say that Paulina
formally pioposed to herselfthe task ofwinning him to reflec-
tion.

tb In identical form. Obs.

4
1682 Case Prot Eng 8 All the Profits are to be refunded

if they be extant and found among their Goods, formally,
or but so much as equivalently

6 . In prescribed or customary form; with the
formalities required to give validity or definiteness
to the action ; in set form, statedly.

1364 Child Marriages (E E T, S ) 135 This deponent
made a certen note of her Will and aftei she was dede,
this examinant made it formallie 1597 Warner Alb Eng
vm. xli. 200 At length at full and formally he courted her
for grace 1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc ) 9 They
. the wife and husband conclude formally 111 writing that
the longest liver take all 1688 Lond Gaz No 2319/3 The
place was not to be formally besieged, hut by a numerous
Army 1741-2 H. Walpole Lett H Mann{1834)1 xxi 86
Waller was to have been the other hut has formally refused
1838 Thirlwall Greece V xxxvui. 63 He was now formally
accused by Iphicrates i860Tyndall Glac. 1 v 40, 1 formally
took up my position there

7. With formality of manner, ceremoniously.
c i6rx Chapman Iliadm 239 He stood a little still His

sceptre moving neither way, but held it formally, Like one
that vainly doth affect 1697 Collier Ess Mor. Subi

,

Pride (1703) 26 To be stiff and formally reserved, as if the
Company aid not deserve our Familiarity 1800 Mrs
Hervey MourtrayFam IV. 66 Courtesymg formally, she
abruptly left her,

8 . As a matter of form.
1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser n 235 Convocation

never met, except formally, for near a century.

Formalness <$q imalnes) [f.as prec. + -ness,]
The quality of being formal
1684 H. More Answer 24 To awaken them out of their

remisness and litherly formalness. 1727 Bailey vol II,
Formalness, ceremony, affectation 1890 Pall Mall G.

4 Oct, 2/3 An altogether unnecessary formalness of design in
his studies for scratched plaster work

t Fo’rmamexxt. Obs~° [f. L firmdment-
ttm, f formdre to form. Cf, OF firmament ]
1727 Bailey vol II, Formament, a Mould, Form or Shape,

t Forma'llgiug, vbl. sb Obs. rare [f. ME.
4formang-en to barter (f For- preff + inangen,
whence Monger + -INS 1

).] Barter, exchange,
<1x300 E E. Psalter liv 20 [Iv 19] Noght es to jmm

for-mangmg [mistraDsl Lat commutatio\

|| Format (forma) IF.format, (according to
Littre ad. L Qtbef)firmatus, (a book) formed in

such or such a way) ] Shape and size of a book
e g. octavo, quarto, etc.

X840 Moobe Mem, (1856) VII 272 To bring out the
‘ History’..m a better shape than that vile Lardnerian

|

format 1883 Sat Rev 5 May LV. 580 The bQok is
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not undeserving of the pretty square format in which it

appears. Mod Prospectus
,
Format and papei of present

Piospectus

Formate (fpwntt), sb Chem Also less ana-

logically fornuate [f. Form(ic) + -ate ] A salt

of formic acid

1807T Thomson Chem (ed. 3) 11 3x6 Formic acid maybe
obtained from formate of lead Ibid 521 Salts Fornuates,

1825 Hamilton Handbh Terms, I<ormates 1853 VV

Ooscom Inorg Client (ed 3)153 A fornuate 1876 Harley
Mat Med 105 Fornuate of potash

tFo rmate, v. Obs [f. L. format

-

ppl stem

offormdre to Form ]

1 it arts To form, mould
«S99 A M tr Gabclhoneds Bk PhysicKc so/i Inteimi\e

it with whyte waxe, and formate therof little Candles

2 ? To state in a precise form ;
to formulate

1656-7 Burton's Diary (1828) I 361 "Unless you will have
me to say nothing, hut what you shall formate to me

Formation (fpxme 1 Jon), [ad L. formation-

cm, n. of action f. form-are to Form see -ation.]

1 The action or process of forming ; a putting or

coming into form
;
creation, production

c 1450 Chester PI (Shaks Soc)I roTheworlde I forme

in the foi macion With a dongion ofdarcknes 1480 Caxton
Citron Eng, cclvn, Aboute this tyme there was a great

formation of monasteries. 1530 Paisgr 12 Ihe rules that

I shall gyve for the founation of tenses. *656 CowLrY
Davtdeis iv note xivi, Ihe Formation of the Body 111 the

Womb *707 Curios in Hit$b.§ Ga>d 315'rheFoimationof
Barnacles is exactly the same 1830 D’Israeli Chns I, III

iv 43 The complete foimation of this adinimslialion was
interrupted by the death of the Earl 1853 W Gm gory
hiorg Chan (ed 3) 52 The escape of hydrogen and the

founation of a neutral salt 1863 Geo Eliot Roniota 1

xi, His mind had really reached a new stage ui its formation

of a purpose,

2 cotter. The tiling formed.
x6a6 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ef m vi. 117 The Chorion,

a thick .membrane obscuring the formation, and which the

Dam doth teare asunder 1800 Med Jral, III 501 Produc-
tive of some disgusting formation m their children. 1872

Morris Eng. Accid xviti. 234 Modem formations are

numerous, as acquitted [etc ]

3. The manner in which a thing is formed with

respect to the disposition of its parts ;
formal struc-

ture, conformation

1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) II. 324 These holes are dug
with so much art, that there seems the design of an architect

in the formation. 1808 Med Jutl XIX 325 Remarks as

to the formation of clouds 1845 Budd Dis Liver 253
The liver varies much in size, 111 different persons from
mere peculiarities of formation 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word•

bk , Formation, .the particulars ofa ship’s build

4. Mil. An arrangement or disposition of troops

1796-7 Instr <J- Reg Cavalry (1813) 98 The formation be-

comes the same as to the front 1802 in C James Milit
Diet 1832 Regnl. Instr Cavalry n 20 Ihe Foimations
must be executed as often by the left as by the right 1879
Froude Caesar xxu 388 The usual Roman formation in

battle was in triple line.

5 . Geol. (See quots.)

X815 W Phillips Outl, Min. fy Geol (1818) 88 The term
formation is not always used to express a deposite consisting

only of a single stratum it is also commonly used to desig-

nate a series of strata, which being intimately associated,

and containing the same description of organic remains, are

thence considered to be of contemporaneous founation

1833 Lyell Elan Geol 1 (1874) 4 The term 1 formation ’

expresses . any assemblage of rocks which have some
character in common, whether of origin, age, or composition
x88r Naim e XXIV 14 The formation, by which, adopting a
terminology now in much favour on the Continent, we mean
the lithological character and origin of the lock

6 . cittnb., as formation-stage

,

formation-level
(see quot

)

x888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Formation Level,
the level of the tops of the embankments and bottoms ofthe
cuttings of a railway upon which the ballast is laid. 1892
Gladstone in Daily News 8 Sept. 3/1 In the foimation
stage of its existence

If
=Information-.

c X470 Henry Wallace v 977 Pardown he ast off the
repreiff befor ; and said, he suia no mor Formacioune [ed

1570 Information] mak off him that was so gud.

Hence Foima’tional a [see -al], ofor pertaining

to formation or formations.
x886 Amer. Jrnl Sc Ser. nr. XXXII. 244 Formational

and lnstoi ical geology

Formative (f^imativ), a. (sb) [a OF for-
inahf, -ive (13 th. c), as if ad L *foi'indtTv-tts, f.

formdre to form : see -ive.] A adf
1. Having the faculty of forming or fashioning
1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi 64 The arteres formatyue of

speche were stopped wythin hym. 1614 Selden Titles Hon
Pref B iv, The formatiue power of the Parents 1653
Gauden Hierasp 74 Alt other creatures rising up, as
bubbles .so soon as the formative Word ofGod . fell on
the face of the great deep.

__

1824 Examiner 451/2 Associa-
tions formative of lasting mind and character, 1859 Darwin
Ong. Spec, ix (1873) 235 The formative organs themselves
are perfect in structme.
2 Of or pertaining to formation or moulding
1850 Leitch Muller's Anc Art § 346 4x7 The formative

art. 1867 J Hogg Microsc n 1 256 The formative processes
of plant-life. 1875 Whitney Life Lang iv. 46 The early
formative period of the Christian church

3 Biol and Path (See quots
)

1877 Bennett tr. Thomffs Bot 41 A special tissue to which
the names of formative or generating tissue and menstem
have been given. 1894 Duane Diet Med .Formative, pio-
ducing, or attended with the production of, new tissue.

4 Gtam Serving to form words . said chiefly of

flexion al and derivative snffixes or prefixes

1711 J. Gi?rrN\\oor> Eng Goam 186 Ihe formative Ter-

minations 1797 W Tat lor in Monthly Mag III 338 The
use of foimative syllables 1872 Morris Eng Accia xvm
211 'lo get at the loot of a word we must remove all the

formative elements

B sl> Gram a A formative element (see A 4)

"b ‘ A word formed in accordance with some rule

or usage, as from a root’ (W ). (Cf. derivative )

18x6 Q. Rev XV 363 The element or formative, he seems
to think, ls empkned to express the thing which modifies 01

connects itself with the idea suggested by the primitive

1865 J Daviis Temporal Augment 31 In this language
prefixed particles or augments me used as verbal formatives

Hence Fo'rmatively adv ,
Po rmativeness

i6£4 ti Behmen's Myst Magnum mvn 254 '1 hat which
lie introduced out of the deity into the humanity, that is,

neither natuie, nor creatine, yet m our humanity founa-

tively 1849 Placet's Mag*. XXXIX 664 Ihcse are the

pui e links ofnature, wholly innocentofhuman formativeness

1874 Pusty Lent Serin 31 8 * Having 01 holding S Paul
says, a ‘ fotmativeness of godliness

1

[2 Tim 111 5 popihuKruJ

1’Formator. Obs 1 are [a. L.jonntitor, agent-

11. f. fo1 mare lo form ] A person or thing that

forms
,
a creator, maker

X656-8: Biount Giossogr
,
Foimator (Lat) he that in-

structeth, maheth or forineth, 1794 Sullivan View Nat
IV 247 If fire was its spring 01 formatoi

Fo rmatory, a uoncc-wd [f Form v after

the analogy of Reformatory a ] Tending to form.

*868 Ruskin At rows o/Chace (1881) II 199 Ihe leal and
noblest function of labour is not to be Reformatoiy but
Formatory

t Forma’trix. Obs. Also 8 formatri.ee [a.

late L formatrtx, fem agent-n f formdre to

form ] Formative faculty. Also veriueformat/ tx
<2x648 Ld Htrulist Life <1886) 35 Since in my mother’s

womb this piastna, 01 formatnx, which formed my eyes,

ears, and other senses, did not intend them for that noisome
place 1650 Bulwi-R Authiopomel 82 The natural heat

winch is tne mstiument of the vertue formatris 1678 Cud-
worth Intoll Syst. 1 111 x8oThe soul endued with a plastick

power [is] the Juef Formatnx of its own body

Formature (fpimatiuj:) [ad L. formdtur-
atu, f fotmare to Form.] The action of forming
1659 Hammond On Ps. cxxxiii 3 Annot 659 That first foi-

mature of ram x8 Churchman LIV 4gS (Cent ) These
infant communities weie easily susceptible of formatuie by
leadingmen

+ Formay, v. Obs. rare, [f For- (? p>ef>) +
-may m Amay, Dismay, etc ] Bans - Dismay.
c 1470 Harding Chi oh ccit xi, He went into Buigoyne

all formayed.

t Fo’riue, a. Obs. Forms: 1 forma, -0, 2-6

forme, 3 Orm forrrae, 3 flxme, furme, vorme,
3-5 form, 5 forme. [OE forma = OFris foi ma,
OS. formo OTeut. *foi mon-, a superlative (with

-m- suffix as in. L primus) from Ihe root of 1* ore
adv. A variant is QE.fruma (early ME. Fkume,
beginning) = Goth.fruma.’\
1 Earliest in time ox serial order, first

;
also, the

first of two, former
Beowulf2286 (Gr ) Frea sceawode fyra fyrogeweorc forman

siSe. c888 K Mxsrto

B

oeth xv, Hu gesdLhs seo Forme eld
was Jjnsas middangeardes <*1250 Owl <5 Night. 818 Ihe
vox kan turne ut from his forme weie. a 1330 Otud 1572
King karmfees slouj him ate forme dunt c 1425 5even
Sages (P ) 373 Yf I spake loude or stille. With the foime
word I sal aeye. c 1450 Mirour Sciluacionn 4006 Oure
forme fadere and modere.
absol and ellipt c 1000 Ags Gasp Matt x 2 Se forma

ys Simon a 1175 Colt Horn. 243 Of the formen seiecS

sanctus paulus Non est [etc ] c 1205 Day 25151 peuorme
wes Belfn 13 EE A Hit P, C. 38 Hit arn fettled 111 on
forme, be forme & be laste c 1420 Pallad on Hush it. 447
As iij is nyne, as y is ten, the forme Thelleuth is with.

"b Previous to the present , former, early
a 1300 CursorM 22229 (Cott.) In form tide. C1340 Ibid.

8583 (.Trin ) pe forme dawes
o. quasi-iA The beginning.

13 Gaw. <§• Gr Knt 499 pe forme to |>e fymsment foldez
ful selden.

2 Foremost in position, rank, etc

14. Rom Alexander in Roland # V. (1836) p xx, Antio-
gus hadde the form gard, Tholomeu the rereward 1523
Skelton Garl. Laurel And with Ins forme footheshoke
forth thiswrytyng

3 quasi-Comb

,

in forme-fader (a) (our) first

father, Adam;
(J>)

= Forefather; forme-moder,
(our) first mother, Eve ; forme-mete, early meat,
breakfast ; forme-ward, vanguard
a 1x75 Cott. Horn 231 Me . . sceolde jiefe him his forme-

mete pat him to lang ne buhte to abiden o3 se laford to be
none ran come a 1200 MoralOde 195 Ure forme fader gult,

we abu3etS alle 13 K Alts 5733 Of the forme-ward he
herd grete cry For hy weTen assailed of ohfauntz a 1340
Hampole Psalter cxvui. 21 Oure form-fadirs bat god
blamyd c 1394 P PI Crede 808 He descended a-doune
to be deike belle, And fet oute our formfaderes c 1440
York Myst xxm 81 Oure fforme-ffadyrs full fayne Wold
see this solempne sight c 1450 Lonelich Grail xxx. 404
The grete wronge That oure form Modir dyde.
Forme (Printing) : see Form sb. 20

Form6, -ee (fp xme), a. Her. Also anglicized

Formy [a F. formi, fonnie, pa pple. offormer
to Form.] Of a cross . Narrow m the centre and
broad at the extremities =Patt$e.
1610 Guillim Heraldry 11 vu (1660) 80 Gules, aCheuvron

between ten Crosses, Formee, Argent x66i Morgan Spk
Gentry 11 9 Crosse Forme or Patee 1828-40 Berry Encycl
IIet I

,
Formi or Formy, the same as pattee 1864 Boutell

Heraldry Hist Pop xxi § 1 (ed 3) 356 Four crosses
formces fitchtes

Formeagre see For- pref' 9
Formed (fpimd), ppl. a [f, Form v + -ed 1 ]
1 In senses of the vb
r 1440 Promp, Paiv iqz/i Foormyd, formatns x6n

BiBLr IVisd x 1 The first foimed father of the world 1660
Woodhlad St lercsa x Pref 24 Without any formed
words, Rxtenoi or Interior, 1692 Ray Dtssol World n ui
(1732) 123 Petrified shells now passing under the name of
formed stones 17x7 ti Ftestcr's Voy S Sea rig Foim’d
Apples, half green, and quite ripe, all together 1796-7
Instr

<S*
Reg Cavalry (18x3) 187 The formed patt of the

regiments. 1871 Frffman Ihst Ass Ser. 1 vn r73 a
tongue which is as a formed and polished speech

2 . esp. fa. Drawn up accoiding to rule, formal,

set. b. That has obtained distinct development
or formulation

;
decided, definite, settled, e

Perfected by training or discipline
, matured

a 1647 Clarendon Ihst Rib in. §3 Along, form’d dis
course. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl 1/tsi xnth C I v 68 In the
Fust he treats of the canonical or Form’d Epistles Ibid 69
Geraid Rodolphus whose Book of Canonical, Form'd and
Dumssoiy Letters were punted at Cologne in 1582
b 1605 Balon Adv Leant 1 iv §is 23 Besides the

which there are some othci rather peccant humours, then
fourined diseasses 1676-7 Mahvtll Con cclxxvu Wks
1872-5 II 506 It tooke not so much place as to come to a
formed question x68x-6J Scon Chr Life (1747) III 386
Government is essential to foi med and regular Societies 1771
Malm nzh Man ofReeling xl (1803) 90 Though he had no
formed complaint, his health was manifestly on the de
clme 1818 Jas, Mile But India II v vnt 659 Without
any formed intention of mendacity
0 1833 Regnl Insti Cavail

y

1 83 A foimed horse must be
rode on the bit entti ely 1834 J H Ni.wman/W Seim
(18371 1 xv 276 The spontaneous acts of the formed Chns
tian temper. 1865 M Arnold Ass Cut vm (1875I326A11

effect not only upon the young and enthusiastic but upon
formed and important personages

t d. formed bachelor (= med.L baccalattreus

formalus), a. bachelorwho has performed the whole
of Ins ' forma ’

• see Form sb 1 1 c.

Ihis was the highest stage in the degree of BD in

metli.Lval umveisities, the earlier stages being those of

cursot or btbhcus, and sentcntiarius.

1727-41 Ciiamiiths Cycl sv Bachelor, At present,formed
bachelordenotes a person who lias taken the degree regularly,

after the due course of study, by way of opposition to a

cm > ant bachelor who is admitted m the way of grace, or by
diploma.

3 lies = Forme, -ee, Pattee.
1592 Wyrlty Armone in Ten foimed croslets

+ Formedon (fp jmeclpn) Law Also 5 fourme
doon, 5-6 form(e)downe, 6-7 formdon(e.

[AF
, f. Law Lat phr foima doni form of gift]

A writ of right formeily used for claiming entailed

property (see quot. 1628)
*6*3 .

*598 ,
*768 see Descender 1 ] 1495 Act xi

Hen VII, c 60 t) 1 The seid Hugh . [may] pursue for the

recovere of the same londes by fourme doon or othetwise

1523 FiTzuriiB Sitrv xi. (1539) 17 Ihe Kynges writte of

I< ormdone 1628 Coke OnLitt 326 b, There be thieekinde

of Writs of Formedon, vu The first in the Discender to be

brought by the issue in taile, which claime by discent Per

formamdom. The second is in the Reuerter, which lieth for

him m the reueision or lus lieiresor Assignes after the state

taile be spent The third is [in] the Remainder,which theLaw
giueth to him 111 the remainder, his Heires or Assignes after

the determination ofthe estate taile x68o FilmerPatnarcha
111 § 17 (1884) 71 Who brought a formedon against a poor man
1741 T Robinson Gavelkind vi 106 The Writ of Formedon
hi ought by Daughters 1876 Digby Real Prop, iv § 3 193

This was called the writ of ‘formedon in the descender

t Fo’rmel, formal, sb Obs Also 4-5 for-

maylle, 7 formale, fore-male, [a F formel adj

(see Formal), which occurs in faucon formel, and

latinized as formelus m a letter of Magnus of

Norway lo Edw. I, as an epithet applied to hawks,

As the female hawk was greatly superior for pur-

poses of sport, the sense offormel m this applica-

tion may be ‘ regular ‘ proper * (see Formal a.)

Cf F. forme
,

* a term of Hawking, the female of a bird of

prey that gives its name to the species ’ (Littre) ]

The female of the eagle or the hawk Also attnb,

c 1381 Chaucer Pari Foules 371 To chese or for to take,

By hir acoid, his formel or his make Ibid 373 Nature

held on hir honde A formel egle ?a X400 Morte A rth 4003,

I salle neuer ffawkone ne formaylle appone fiste nandule

1*1605 Montgomerie Mac Poems xvm 38 Quhilks vhen

they sau they wroght in vane, The fbrmels fair auay they

fure x6x6 Surtl Markh Country Farme 712 Of Mer-

lins theie are both males and females .the female is called

the formale 1674 N Cox Gent! Recreat n (1677) 215 If

you will fly with a Merlin at a Partridge, chuse the I1 ormal,

which is the Female Ihe Jack is not worth the training

1688 R Holmf Armoury 11 239/1 Foie-Male, the term

given to all Females of Hawks

FormeT, V dial [a ON form&la to appoint,

f. foi'-, For- puff, Fore- + msela to speak

The pa t and pa pple. formelt in Cursor Mundt may
belong to *formeld, f For-profz+Mzin ]

trans f a. To mention beforehand ;
also intr

to speak beforehand of b. dial To bespeak.

<1x300 Cursor M. 10181 J>e to]>erpart, als was fbr-melt, It

was bi-tuix )>e prestes delt Ibid 10387 (Gott ) pe hundricl

schepe bat 1 for-melt To all be comune war J>al delt 1074

Ray N C Words 18 To Format [a/c read Formal] or

I Formel to bespeak anything. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss



FORMELL.
FORMIOANT.

1878 Cninbld. Gloss s v ,
* He formelt a par o’ shun wi’ stee

cokers and girt heedit nails at t* boddam ’

fFormell. Obs [ad Anglo-Lat formellct (sub-

stituted, peril by mistake, for Fothal in one ver-

sion of the Asszsa de Pondenlws), a dim offorma
Form, m the sense of ‘ mould 9

, ct. formella a
cheese (Du Cange) ] =Fotmal
1674 Jeake Anth (1696) 80 Lead By the Ordinance

abovesaid, 1 Load 30 Formells So wat. the Forme 1 70
Pounds, a Weight now giown obsolete

t Forme‘It, v. Obs [f ion- fief 1 + Melt v
(str. and weak) ] mtr (strong) and irons, (weak).

To melt, melt away.
£893 K ^Eli-red Oros v iv, Ealle }>a scipu formulton

c 1200 Trtn Coll Horn 151 pe sunne hete pe snow, pat he
hit for melted to watere. £1230 Hah Meta 13 pat ha ne
merren ne formealten jmrh licomliche lustes a 1*40 Sawlcs
Warde in Cott Horn 251 J>at pich ham forwalleS a5et ha
beon for mealte

Hence Forme ltmg ppl a.
1606 Chapman Genii Usher iv, I vow By the lmaginane

loyes Ofvntride nup'ialls
,
by loues vshenng fire Fore-melt-

ing beautie and loues flame itselfe

Formene (ip -inun) [f. Form(io) + -ene ]
Methane or marsh-gas (CTI4), Hence Foime -

nophono [Gr ipasvfj sound] : see quot
1884 Athenaeum 19 July 86/3 Formene cooled in boiling

ethylene is resolved into an extiemely volatile colourless
fluid 1894 Pop Set Monthly XLIV 576 A11 instiument
which he calls a formenophone has been invented by M E
Hardy, for estimating the proportions ofgaseous impurities
of an atmosphere by the sOund they give m a pipe

t Forme'llge, v Obs [OE formyigan , f

Foh- pref't + myigan

,

Menge v to mix
;
= Du

,

Ger vermengen ] trans To confound, trouble.
a 1300 CursorM 17292 Alle for-menged m par mode
Former (ip rmai), sb 1 [f. Form v. + -er 1 ]
1 One who forms or gives form to something

;

a maker, creator, fashioner, framei.
c 1340 CursorM 24411 (Fairf ) pe dementis pen miikemd

alle quen pai sagh jjaire fourmer falle £1386 Chauclr
Doctor's r 19 He that is the former principal Hath maked
me his vicaire general, lo forme and peynten eithely
creaturis Right as me list, c *400 Maundev. (1839) Prol 2
He that was formyour of alle the World 1532 Huloct,
Brycke former or maker. 1610 Healey St Aug Citie ofGod
xii xxvi, (1620) 443 Porphyry..afihmeth directly that these

f
ads are but the forgers of our prisons, and not our formers
ut only our laylors 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst. 440 The
Framer and Foimer of the Vnivexse * 1711 Ken Cknstophil
Poet Wks 1721 I 436 Thou in the New Creation art The
Former of the Heart 1841 D’IsraeU/4w«« Lit (1867) 102
The first former of the vernacular literature of Italy 1891
Bookseller July 647/2 The writer does not concern himself
with education as a former of character

+ 2 An instructor, instigator. Obs (Cf.FoRM© I2).

140X Pol Poems (Rolls) II 42 Iak Uplond thourt form-
yng of his foimere thus freyneth a freie Ibid 43 Jak, thi
formur is a foie, that thus thee hath yfourmed, to make so
lewid an argument
3 Applied to various instruments or tools used

in forming articles (see quots )
1847 Halliwell, Bonner also an instrument for holding

different pieces of a table together 1874 Knight Diet
Mech , Former, a templet, pattern, 01 gage by which an
article is shaped, as pottery or an object in the lathe. A cutter
by which patterns, blanks, wads or pieces are cut from
sheets for various purposes 1884 F. J Britten Watch #
Clockm 129 For polishing, formers of brass to -begin For
soft stones the formers are of lead x888 Lockwood's Diet
Mech Engin , Former or Copy

, the templet used foi the
cutting ofwheel teeth, and other works m copying machines
b Gunnery, etc (See quot. 1 867

)

1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet , A Former is a peece
of wood, turned lound, somewhat lease then the bore of the
Peece for which it is made The use whereof, is to make
upon it Paper Caithrages or Linnen Carthrages 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag v 86 Dip an Inch of the Case 111

Water, the Formor in him 1794 Nflson 9 July in
Nicolas Disf (1845) I 430 The Victory has a Former
for twenty-six pounders 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk

,

Former
,
a small cylindrical piece of wood on which musket

01 pistol cartridge-cases are 1 oiled and formed The name is
also applied to the flat piece of wood with a hole in the
centre used for making wads, but which is properly form
*873 E Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. 1 124 To roll up the
cases [of rockets] you must have a smooth round mler,
or, as it is called, a former
C (See quot

)

1802 C, James Miht Diet
,
Forum s were likewise used

among ofBceis and soldiers to reduce their clubs [Club sb 6]
to a uniform shape, before the general introduction of tails

h Former, sb 2 Obs Also 6 formour [ad.

OF. foi moir chisel, f form-er to Form ; subse-
quently altered intofermoir . see F irmer ]A kind of chisel or gouge, used by carpenters and
masons (see quot. 1688 , the description may have
been influenced by false etymology)
1530 Palsgr 222/1 Formour or grublyng yron 1333T Wilson Rhet 83 The mason [hath] his former, and his

plaine 1688 R Holme Armoury m vui § 135 The second
is termed a Former, it is a Chissel used before the Paring
Chissel in all works Ibid ix § 142 The denser, or Former,
is a broad ended Iron Plate, or Old [?Cold] Chessel, with
a broad bottom, set in an Handle , with which Tool they
smooth and make even the Stone after it is cut into that form
and Order, as the Work-man will have it 1727-51 Cham-
bers Cycl s v Chissel, The chissels used in canpentry and
joinery are, 1 The former, which is used first of all before
the parmg-chissel, and just after the work is scribed.

Former (fp jmsi), a Also 2-4 formere, 6
formar(e, (Sc. formair), 7 formore [First re-

Vol. IV.

465

corded, m the 12th century
, a comparative formed

on the analogy offormest, Foremost. In 16-1 7th c.
the ending was sometimes assimilated to More
1 . Earlier in time Now chiefly m the more

specific sense Pertaining to the past, or to a
period or occasion anterior to that m question
The sense ‘ the earlier of two * (in strictly temporal appli

cation) is obs or arch exc with reference to the halves of
a period of time,
c xx6o Hatton Gosp Matt xxL 36 Da sende he eft oSre

peowasselre banne ha foimere [earlier text baserran] waeron
c 1380 Wyclif Sel Wks III 363 be pope may revoke his
former errour 1545 Joye Exp Dan vm 126 As the later
waues thruste forthe the former sourges 1376 1* llming
Fanopl.Epist 104 In my former letters x6xx Bible Has
vi 3 Me shall come vnto vs . as the lattei and former

j J
,

EE Short Sum 73 Having the next yeare
gathered together a farre greater army then the foimer
1?4f,

Perkins Prof Bk vu § 479 210 The testament
shall stand, notwithstanding that it hath the former
date and was written before the other testament 1676Dryden A nrengz iv 1 1389 Trust on, and think to Morrow
will repay To Morrow’s falser than the former Day x6og
Dampier Voy II. 1 177 Ihe former part of the night we
had much Rain 17x1 Addison Sped No 94 r 8 With
many melancholy Reflexions upon his former and his pre-
sent State of Life X852 Mrs Stowe Uncle ’Pom's C. xxvi,
Eva appeared more like her former self than ever she had
done since her sickness 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I x 76Ihe admission of that, he leplied, would belie oui former
admissions

+ b followed by than Obs rare
1383 Wyclif pohn 1 30 He was the formere than I i6xx

Speed Theat Gt Brit 1.1614) 338/1 All which shew a former
interest for Ireland then that which by conquest under
Henry the second was made
+ c. In ME. it sometimes took the place of the

earlier Forme, first, primeval, as raformerfather,
days

, with similar sense theformer age (Chaucer).

_
a 1300 CursorM 3464 (Gott.) Jacob to his former fadns

ferd Ibid 9136 (Gott) He was }>e first pat ded men
raysed m former dais [Cott m form dais] c 1374 Chaucer
Former Age 2 A Blysful lyf Ledden the peoples in the
former age c X400 Maundev. (1839) Prol 2 Ihe Synne of
ouie formere Fader Adam xsag Sir T More Dyaloge
126 a/2 From oure formar father Adam to y° laste day
d Formerly possessed, occupied, frequented, etc.

X388 Wyci it fudg xvi 28 3elde thou now to me the for-
mere strengthe, that Y venge me of myn enemyes 1607
Shaks Cor v 111 20a Out of that lie worke My selfe
a former Fortune 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg hi. 133 In
Peace t’ enjoy his former Palms and Pains. Ibid iv 790
This finish’d, to the formei Woods lepair

2 With reference to order. The former (often
absol

, with ellipsis of sb.) . a. The first of two
+ Also, the (immediately) preceding

; and occas. 111

connexion with a cardinal numeral = First a 2 e.

1388 A. King tr Caittstus’ Caiech H nj, In y“ ^eie besydes
y° 32 owkes yair is ane day ode, quhilk makis y“ dominical
lettre to be changeit euerie 3erem the formair 1609 Bible
(Douay) 2 Kings Comm

,
In the seventene former chapters,

are recorded [etc ] The other eight chapters conteme other
thinges donne in Juda a X703 Burkitt On N T Mark ul
4 The formei part of this chapter reports to us a miraculous
cure 1824 L. Murray Eng Gram (ed. 5) I. 348 Of dis-

syllables, formed by affixing a termination, the former
syllable is commonly accented

b. The first mentioned of two
;
opposed to latter

.

A use app of late introduction, but now so prominent that
the other uses have become restricted to contexts in which
the word could not be misinterpreted in this sense.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol v iv § 3 Of the former kmde are
all manner veituous duties xfio6 Shaks Ant fyCl nr xm.
80 Wisedome and Fortune combatting together, If that the
former dare but what it can, No chance may shake it 1674
tr Scheffer's Lapland 84 Two doors, one, a foredoor, and
the other, a backward

,
the former bigger and moie ordinarily

used, the latter less. 1717 Pope Wks Pref
,
A bad Author

deserves better usage than a had Critic , a man may be the
former merely thro’ the misfortune of an ill judgment, but
[etc ] 1789 Bentham Prmc Legist xvu § 6 The latter
mode is not less certain than the former. 1843 Lane Arab
Hts. I 76 Therefore, in this work, I call the former ‘ apiece
ofgold and the latter ‘ a piece ofsilver ’ 1886 A Winchell
Walks Sp ’1 alks Geol. Field 180 The former locality has for
many years been a favourite collecting-ground of geologists

f C Spoken of before, aforesaid Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 14 She presently threw

herself from, the former rock, and so she ended

*t* 3. Situated more forward
;

fi ont, fore. Obs
138a Wyclif 2Macc. 111 25 He with fersnesse rushide the

former feet to Heliodore a 3400 Qctoman 3040 Two bole-
axys In hys former arsun were y-honge x*44Phaer Regint
Life (1560) S vb, Apply it to the former part of ya heade
1358 Wtllo/R A£fA*we(Someri>et Ho ), Rynge thatlweare
upon my former fynger 1393 Rites ofDurham (Surtees) 17
In the former part of the Quire x6oi Shaks Jul C v 1

80 Camming from Sardis, on our former Ensigne Two
mighty Eagles fell, and there they pearch’d 1668 Culpep-
per & Cole Barthol Anat 1 iv. 7 In the former part of a
Mans Neck 1678 tr Gaya’s Art ofWar u 66 To fire in
gaming of ground, the Battalion is commanded to advance
as fast as the former Ranks discharge

4 In the absol. or elliptical use, sometimes in-

flected as a sb f a With plural suffix (obs rare),

b With genitive suffix.

a. 1348 W Patten Exped, Scot Pief A uj a, We
must be content in commune speche to vse the termes of our
formers deuised 1606 Warner Alb Eng xv xcm 374
Pictish Britons did Bnttish Reuolts inuaid, Because those
Lattres (basely thought those Formers) Rome obaid
b. 1613 T Jackson Comm Apost Creede 1 380 The

manner of the formers dissolution 1824 L Murray Eng.
Gram (ed 3) I 102 The former's phlegm was a check upon
the latter’s vivacity

Foxitteret (fp Jtmeret). Arch [a F formerel

,

according to Hatzf.-Darm f.forme Form sb ]
1872 Gloss Eccl Terms (Shipley), Formaret.Tpa moulding

placed at the junction of a vault with the vertical wall
Formerly (fpamsjh), adv [f Former a. +

]

T 1* Before another or something else : first, be-
forehand. Obs.
1396 Spenser F Q vi 1 38 Calidore . Nimbler handed

Preuented him before his stroke could light And on the
helmet smote him formeilye. C1645 Howeil Lett (1635)
IV. xi. 29 If I had not formerly read the Barons Wars in
England, I had more admir’d that of the Lag tiers in France
2 . In former days, at some past time.
*599 Hakluyt Voy II x8x Requiring for the visiting

no more then formerly they were accustomed to pay at their
first comming 1607 Shaks Cor. iv 1 53 You shall Heare from
me still, and neuer of me ought But what is like me formerly
1674 Martimere Voy N Counts tes 58 After supper we
went to oui lodging, which as formerly was upon Bear-skin
spread upon the floor 1709 Stfele & Addison Tatler
No X14 1* i, I had formeily conversed with him at this
House 1836 Sir B Brodie Psychol Inq. I 1. 5 We were
sensible that we were not what we had been formerly.
1837 Buckle Cwiliz I xi 626 The superstitious leverence
with which kings were formerly regarded is extinct

+ 3 A little time before, just now Obs
1390 Spenser F Q ii xh 67 Her faire locks, which for-

merly were bownd Up in one knott, she low adowne did lose.

1396 Shaks Mercli V iv 1. 362 1663 Manley Grotins
’

Low C Warres 681 They who had formerly gone out ofthe
Battel, to be refreshed and comforted, came In again. 1607
Potter Antiq Gieece iv iv (17x5)194 As has been formerly
observed 1766 Goldsm Vic, W xxxii, Those .. whom
I formerly rebuked with such sharpness

t Fo’memess. Obs. [f. Former a. + -ness.]
The quality of being former, antenonty
_ 1587 Golding De Mornay vu. 98 Where order is, there
is a formemesse and an aftemesse 1674 N Fairfax Bulk

Selv 14 To shut out formerness and aftemess

t Fo’rmerward. Obs iare- 1
. [f. Former a.

•fWard . cf Foreward 2
] The vanguard.

13 K' A Its. 7786 Antioche hadde the former-warde, And
Tolome the xeirwarde [Cf quot. 14. . in Forme a. 2 ]

Formest: see Foremost.
Formet, obs. form of Foumart.
Formful (fp jmful), a [f. Form sb + -pul.]

Full of form or forms : a Apt to create forms (of
the imagination), b Shapely.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 1632 As fleets the vision o’er

the formful brain. 1798 Bloomfield Farmer's Boy, Winter
289 Fancy’s formful Visions. 183a Blacbin. Mag. XXXI.
999 He is familiar with Chantreyrs foi m-full statues.

JPormiate : see Formate.
Formic (fjpjmik), a. [for *formtcic, f. L.

formic-

a

ant + -10. Cf. F. foi mique.]
1 . Chem. Formic acid’, a colourless irritant vola-

tile acid contained m a fluid emitted by ants.
Formic ethers, ethers obtained by substituting alcoholic

radicals for the basic hydrogen of formic acid.

1701 Hamilton Berthollefs Dyeing II 11 11. i 52 Formic
acid acts on indigo like the muriatic. 1807 T. Thomson
Chem. (ed 3) II 3x3 Of formic acid 1871 Tvm>allFragm
Sc (1879) I, xvu 449 For barely visible redness formic aether
is moie opaque than sulphuric. 1884 Bower & Scott De
Barfs Phaner. 68 By distilling the nettle plant with sul-
phunc acid formic acid is obtained.

2. Occas in gen. sense : Of or pertaining to ants.
x8x6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol (1843) II 88 A nest of ants,

enjoying the full sun, which seems the acmd of formic
felicity. 1837 Chamb Jml. VII. 300 Republicanism is

made to find its antitype in the formic community,

|| Formica (formal ka). [L.formica ant ]
1. Ent. The typical genus of the family Formi-

cidst
; the ant.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi ix 190 We could not [sleep]
because of the attacks by the fighting battalions of a small
species offormica 1878 Bell GegenbanPs Comp. Anat.
372 Many Hymenoptera, Formica, Cymps, also possess it

2 . A kind of abscess, ulcer, or excrescence, oc-

curring esp. in a hawk’s bill or a dog’s ears.

£1400 Lanfranc's Ctmrg 213 Pustule J>at come}) of
humours corrupt as ignis persicus & milians & flformica
schall be purged 1343 Traheron tr Vigo's Chirurg n
vi 20 b, Formica is a lytle pustle, or many pustles that come
upon the skynne .The thyrde [sygne] is pryckynge, and it

is a sodayn bytyng as it were of an ante wherof it hath hys
name. 16x4 Markham Cheap Hush, (1623) x6x The For-
micas in Hawkes is a hard home growing vpon the beake of
a Hawke 1674 N, Cox Genii. Recreat 11.(1677)248 Of the
Formica This is a Distemper which commonly seizeth on
the Horn of Hawks Beaks, which will eat the Beak away.
1846 J Baxter Libr Prod Agnc (ed. 4) I. 225 Formica
or Scab m the Ears [of a dog].

Formican (fpimoikan), a. rare [f prec. +
-an ] Of or pertaining to ants
x88o Daily Tel 16 Nov

,
If the Queen-ant is removed

from a nest, the formican politicians settle down soon into

a steady going Republic 1884 G Allen in Longm. Mag.
V 42 These singular results of formican selection

Formicant (ip umikant), a [ad L formlcant-
em, pr. pple. offormiccire to crawl like ants (said

of the pulse or skm), f fo> mica ant ] Crawling
like an ant , in Path of the pulse (see quot. 1893).
1707 Floyer Physic Pulse-Watch 51 A formicant Pulse is

like the motion of an Ant, who moves her feet oft without
going much forward 1842 Dunglison Did Med (ed 3),

Formicant, an epithet given to the pulse when extremely
small, scarcely perceptible, unequal, and communicating a
sensation like that of the motion of an ant through a thin
texture

59
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Formica'rian, a. [f L. *jormudn-m (see

Formicary) + -an j Relating to or resembling ants.

*607 Topselt FonrJ Beasts (i6$8) 29 It is called a Foi nu-

carian Bear, for vheieas that Countiey is annoyed
with Anti, that beast doth prey and feed upon them
— Serpents (1658) 769 Hus foiimcarxan or Pismne-hke
Phalanx.

Formicarioid (fpimikefrijoid), a [f. as prec.

+ -did.] Of or belonging to the Formtcartoidevo or

ant-thrushes Also sb

,

a member of this family.

1874 A R. Wallacl in Ibis Ser in. IV. 413 Formicaioid

[s/<r] Passeres.

Formicarium (fp-imike® riz>m). [a med L.

:

see Formicary.] = Formicary
1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I 161 For I found that our

bungalow .. was a ‘ formicaria * [r/c] 1863 Bates Nat.

A mason I 32 A Formicarium or ant colony *892 Eiivi.

Rev. July 46 The formicarium or bunow of the ants

Formicary (ip iimkan) [ad med L forml-

cdn-wn, neat, sing of *formicdnus pertaining to

ants, f. L formica ant ] An ants’ nest, ant-hill

x8x6 Kiuby & Sr. Entomol (1B43) II. 47 They are con-

ducted into the interior of the Formicary 1880 Lunuocic

in Jrnl Ltnn Soc, XV. No 83 176 The queen was alone

within an artificial glass formicary.

Formicate (fpimikft), a rare- 0
, [f. L.

formica ant + -ATE.] Resembling an ant.

1840 in Smart
Formicate (f^umilwit), v. [f. ppl. stem of

L formica 1 e

.

see Formioant.] intr. To crawl like

ants
, tramf to swarm with moving beings. Hence

Fo rmioatmg/^/ a. = Formioant
1684 tr Bonet's Meic. Comfit, vi 180 A languid, unequal,

or formicating Pulse 1834 Lowell Jrnl Italy Prose Wks
1890 1 165 An open space, which formicated with peasantry

Formication (fpUtmk^’Jan). Path [ad L.

formuatidn-em, n of action f. formicdn (see

Formioant).] An abnoimal sensation as of ants

creeping over the skin

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 313 Pains in the Limbs,
Formications, Lassitudes 1844 Hecker Epid. Middle Ages
279 Many patients expenenced .a disagreeable creeping
sensation 01 formication on their hands and feet. 1861

Wynter Soc Bees 437 Figs produced formication of the

palate and fauces.

Formicative (ip •imikc'ti.v), a. [f L.fortnlcdi-

ppl. stem offormicdre (see piec ) + -ive ] Of, or

of the nature of, formication.

1834 Goon Study Med (ed 4) III. 356 To remove the
pricking or formicative pain fiom the limbs.

f Formice. Obs save. [ad. L. formica ant.

Cf OF.fanmz, forints’] The ant

1484 Caxton Fables ofAEsop 11 xvu, A fable Of the ante

or formyce and of the flye. *491 — Vitas Pair (W de W.
1495! 1 xxxvi 11 32 a/2 Salamon the wliyche sente the slowth-
full to the formices or Auntes.

Formicic (fp-nni sik), a = Formic
[1874 Key Lang. 137 In our language a chemist speaks

of formic acid rather thanformicic ] In some mod. Diets

FormicidL (fjpJmisid), sb and a. Also formi-

cide. [ad mod.L Forvncid-m

.

see -ID ]
A. sb A member of the family Formicidte, or

ants. IB adj

.

Of or belonging to this family.
1878 Pop Set. Monthly XII 197 The Formicide family

Fo’rmicine, a rare [ad. L. foi mlcinus, f for-
mica ant • see -ine.] Of, or of the nature of, ants.

1885 H O Fordes E At chip. 31 Every trading vessel 111

the tropics has its formicine fauna

Fo:rmidabi*lity. [f. Formidable a see

-bility, -ity.] The quality of being formidable
*745 H Walpole Lett H Mann (1834) II cxlm 91
A Mackintosh has been taken, who reduces their fornud-
ability by being sent to raise two clans 1754 H P.
Htbermad 111, 24 There would be an Air of Formidability
in his Assertions i860 in Worcester (citing Q Rev

)

Formidable (ip Jmidab’l), a. [a F. formid-
able (15th c ), ad L. formidabil-em, f formldaie
to fear, dread . see -able ] That gives cause foi

fear or alarm; fit to inspire dread or appie-

hension Now usually (with some obscuration of

the etymological sense) . Likely to be difficult to

overcome, resist, or deal with
,

giving cause for

serious apprehension of defeat or failure

1508 Fisher 7 Penit Ps xxxvm eevb, The counten-
aunce of god shall be so formydable and feieful that [etc ]

1348 Hall Chron , Hen VII, 5 Of whiche name foreyne
prynces trymbled and quakedj so muche was that name to
all nacions terrible and formidable. 1638 T Wall Gods
Revenge Enemies Cli 30 The Leopard being .of a Formid-
able aspect 1678 Wanley Wond Lit. World v 1 § 97
468/1 Charles defeated Barbarossa, that formidable Pirat
a 1687 Petty Pol Antk, (1690) 80 The decay ofTimber in

England is no very founidable thing 1739 Robertson
Hist. Scot. I. nt 178 A party formidable by their number
1834 L Ritchie Wand by Seme 74 Swords of formidable
dimensions 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII lx 7 He set sail

with a formidable armament x86o Tyndall Glac 1 xiv.

97 Along the edge of a formidable precipice of rock

b. Const to.

1663 Boyle Occas Refl n.viu (1808) 38 These commotions
of the Appetite which would not else be formidable to me
1833 Macaulay Hist Eng III. 49s The Episcopal schisma-
tics, thus reinforced, would probably have been as formid-
able to the new King as [etc.]

o Often applied playfully or sarcastically.
1697 Uryden AEnetd Ded., Unless I wou’d swell my

Preface into a Volume, and make it formidable to your
Lordship, when you see so many Pages yet behind 1777

Sheridan Sch Scand iv. 1, Heie, now, is a maiden
sister of his done by Kneller, in his best mannet, and
esteemed a very formidable likeness. 1816 Klaiinge Tiav
(1817) I. 275 His majesty iias a coifs de musique of most
formidable establishment equally in point of execution as of
numbers 1879 Cassells leclm Educ vn 23/2 1 he Thames

is not a very formidable nvei at that point.

Formidableness (fpjmidab’lnes). [f prec.

+ -ness.] The quality of being formidable

1639 Gentl. Calling vm § 17 447 That by which we use to

discriminate base fear from just caution, is the formidable-

ness of the object feared *709 J Johnson CLrgni I adc-m
11 p Kxviij, A talk of the formidableness of Church-
power 183a Examvia 260/1 Our author straightway foi-

gets the formidableness of our antagonist 1891 H S
Constabli Hdiscs. Sport $ War 218 'I he formidabltness
of Russia comes, also, from her increasing population.

Formidably (f^rmidabh), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -ly - J In a formidable manner.
1683 Dryddn rhren August 312 The British cannon

formidably roars. 17x3-20 Pope fluid x i 34 His fourfold

helm With nodding horse-han formidably graced 1833
Macaulay Hist. Eng IV. 237 She was so formidably manned
that all attempts to board her failed 1838 Fnouni Hist
Eng III. xiv 254 England lay formidably open to attack

t FormidoXo’se, a Obs.-° [ad L for-

vadolos-tts : see next and -ose ] (See quot.) Hence
Formidolo sity

1727 Bailey vol II, Fornndolose, fearful ; also to he
feaied, dreadful [Huice in mod Diets] Ibul

,
P 01 undo-

losity,
fearfulness, very gi eat dread.

t Formrdolous, ct Obs [ad. L./'a? midolos-us

(belter -dulosus) causing or feeling dread, ffotmido
dread ] Featful, terrible; also, feeling feat, timorous
1656 Bcount Glossogr

,
Foi imdolom, fearful, that fearetli,

dreadful, dangerous. 1773 J Ross Pratucidc 11 Gi8(MS)
Why this so sudden, this formidolous change ?

Forming (ffTjmig), vbt. sb [t Form v 1 +
-ing 1

] Tne action of the vb. Form
;
the facl or

process of being formed
1401 [see Former sb 1 2] c 1440 Hylton Srala Peif (W

de W 1494) 11 iv, Syth that man 111 hys fjrste fourmyngc of

God was sette in his free wyll, 1330 Paisgr Introd 17 At
tlieyr fyrst formyng [they] open theyr mowth *651 Homu s

Leviath 11 xxvin. 163 The forming of mens wils to the

observation of the Law a 1856 H Millir Notes on
Fossils in Footpr Creat (1861} 326 Our knowledge is but
in the forming, and still very incomplete

Forming (fJjmin), ppl a. [f as prec +
-ing -.] a That forms ,

formative, cieative. b.

That is in process of being formed.
a. 1644 Digby Nat Bodies (1645) t. 289 A forming

vntueoi Visfarmatnv. 1701 Rowi. Amb Step Moth 1

1, The thought that labours m my forming Brain *71*
Steele Sped. No 167 r 3 What august Palaces have
grown under my forming Imagination 1739 G. Ogle
Gualth <j Gris. 37 She still improv'd beneath their forming
hands.
b *805 Rec Greenkcad United Picsbyt Ch Glasgow,

To be taken under their consideration as a forming congre-

gation. 1873 Whitney Life Lang. v. 96 The construction

was m a forming and doubtful state.

t Formi'rken, v. Obs In 5 formerken. [f.

Fou- pref 1 + Mibken v ] tntt. To darken
cj430 Chev Assigne 362 Alle his feyie federes fomede

vpon blode, And alle fonneiknes Jmwatur, Jmr j?e swanue
swymmethe

f Fo’rmity. Obs [formed after Informity.]

The quality oi possessing form or shape.

1623 Cockeram 11 Av, Beauty, Pulchritude, Foimity
1635 Swan Spec M vi, § 2 (1643) 184 The informity was
expressed before, when Moses said that the Eai th was void
and invisible .but the forimlie is then .. declared when
the waters are gathered, and the diy land made apparent.

Formity, obs. form of Purmity

t Formize, v. Obs — 1
[f Form sb. + -ize.]

tians To put into definite foim
1649 J E. tr Belimen's Ep vi 63 Ail Beings are but one

onely Being, which hath severized and fornured it selfe

Formless (ip males), a [f. Form sb +-less.]
Devoid of, or wanting m, form

;
shapeless

,
having

no deteimmate or regulai form. Said both of

material and immaterial things
1591 Spenser Tears Muses 302 Things she formed of a

formelesse mas. 159S Shaks John 111.1233. <1x631 Donne
Poems, Elegie xv Julia 25 Countlesse multitudes Of form-
lessecuises, projects unmade up 1667 Milton P. L iii 12
The risingworld of wateis .Won from the void and formless
infinite 1680 G Hickes Spirit ofPopery 27 That unpre-
scubed Formless way of Worship, which they now use
18x0 Shelley Cenci m i, Like a ghost shiouded and folded
up In its own formless horror 1869 Tyndall Chem Rays in

Fortn Rev 1 Feb 244 This formless aggregate of infinite-

simal particles. 1870 MorrisEarthlyPar, I 1. 169 Brown
birds .Twittered their sweet and formless tune

Hence Fo rmlessly adv ,
Fo cmlessnesa

1727 Bailey vol II , Fomilesucss. x8*s Coleridge Aids
Refl. App C (1838) 394 We leave space dimensionless
and therefore the repiesentative of absolute weakness and
formlessness, X845 Carlyle Cromwell <1873) I 1 9 They
had form, but they are changing into sheer formlessness
1884 Seeley in Contemp Rev. Oct 500 Goethe [was]
impatient of the formlessness which had begun to reign
in literature. x888 Howells Annie Kilburn vi, His long
coat hung formlessly from his shoulders.

+ Fo'rmly, a. Obs rare— 1
, [f Form sb. H-

-IV 1
.] Having (proper) form, shapely.

1348 Vicary Eng, Treas (1626) 12 Through him every
member is made tne formelier, and taketh the better shape

"i* Fo’rmly, adv. Obs Forms: 4 forma-, for*

melich(e, -ly, 5 fourmely. [f. Form sb. + -hche,

-ly 2
.] In propel form

,
also, with regard to the

‘ form * or essential nature
,
= Formally

c 1374 Chaucer Booth v. pr iv. 128 (Camb MS 1 It bi-
holduh alle thingis so as I shal seye bi a strok of thogth
formely [L formahter] with owte discours or collation— J'uiylus iv 469(497) 0 where hastow ben hid so lonee
in muwe That canst so wel and foimely [v r formalvl
aiguwe? 1377 Langl P PI B xv 366 Foi is none of bis
newe clerkes pat can versifye fane ne formahch [C xvm
109 formehche] enditen. 1470 Fortlscul hi Gov England
(1885) 350 How the lawe may be fourmely kepte

Formo- (fpumo). Chem Combining form of
Formic, as in Fo.rmobenzo ic (acid), an obs
name for Mandelio acid, hence Formobeu-
zoate, a salt of this acid

1834 Mrs SoMcnviLLr Connect Phys Sc xxiv. (1849) 220
Formoben/oate of silvti 1873 Poivnes' Client (ed n) 822
bormobtn/oic 01 Mandelit Acid CsHaOi J

t Formose. formous, a Obs. Also 6 Sc
formois. [ad 1, formos-tts beautiful, f. foi ma
Form: see -o.se] Beautiful, comely
14 Nine Ladies IVorthie 27 in ChanccVs Wks (1561)

342 Ofall funine moste formous (lour c 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun 4003 Moists faire and formouse 1330 Lyndesay
1 1 si Pnpyngo 104 Arn.ing the fiowns fiesche, fragrant,
& formose 1367 Sain Poems Reform 111 59 Of f.ice for-
moisand vultbeioycall a 1658 CLrvri and Pit Uxons 111

Wks (1687)267 If he chuse one most Formose, Ripefor’i,
shec'll prove libidinous 1684 1 . Mather Remark Provid.
(1856) 175 Hie nymphs . weie ddemons, piesenlmg them-
selves in shapes very formose

Formosity (fpJmp siti) Obs exc aich [a OF.
formostW, ad L foimdsildt-em, i foimosus see

prec and -m ]
Beauty

,
also, a beauty

1489 09 Insciiption m Wood Life lOxf Ilist Soc ) II 409
1 hys chapill floryschyd with formosyle spcctabyll a 1321
Hilyas in Thoms Piosl Rom (1858) III 27 Die beauteand
founosite of litr noble persone 1647 R Baron Cyprian
Acad 8 A Damsell of exquisite formosity. 1652 F Kirk-
man Cleno <y Losia 122 It is idolatrous for him to bend
before so many graces and formosilies 1893 T F Hen-
derson Old World Scot xv 172 Squalor and dnt were
thoroughly antagonistic to adornment and ‘formosity*,

|
Form-Bpeckle Obs.taie- 1 [?lJeiveision of

Femnticle 01 the synonymous dialectalfanfreckle^
A freckle.

1702 Land Gas No. 3813/8 John Hewitt, a Bricklayer
straight Hair, and Form Speckles on his hands and Face

Formula (ip jmi/rli) PI formulae, -as [a L
formula, dim offoima Form sb Cf. F.fommle]

1. A set form of woids m which something is de-

fined, stated, or declared, or which is piescnbed

by authority or custom to be used on some cere-

monial occasion
[1381 E Campion in Confer iv (1584) Eeijb, The For-

mula of the second covenant, is Christ Chatke You
vnderstand not wliat formula is ] a 1638 Mrnr Wks
(1672) 1 xxu 83 What is the meaning of this Formula [of

the Jews—‘ Le*t Ins memory be blessed']? 168eLond Gass

No 2031/2 The Lord Register reading the Formula, the

Lyon King .it Arms Fenced the H lgh Court ofParliament

1723 Act a Geo. /, c 24 § 8 All Papists shnll make and
subsenbe the Declaration called the Formula, as the same
is recited in an Act of Parliament of Scotland [of 1700]

1732 J Lou in ian Point ofProcess (ed 2) 51 Before inclos

ing of the Assize, the Clerk, by Order of the Court, leaves

a Formula with them for their Direction. 1792 Burke
Let to Sir H Langrtshe Wks 1842 I 555 You have

sent me several papers I think I had seep all of them,

except the formula of association *798 Edgeworth Pract,

Educ (1811) II. 23 The grammatical formulas may then

by gentle degrees be committed to memory 1844 H H
Wil son Brit India III 318 Forcing the Brahmins to

repeat ithe Mohammedan formula of faith 1892 Speaker

3 bept 293/2 The excellent scholastic formula Transeat,
meaning eitliei ‘ Not proven ’, or * Nothing to the purpose’

b In recent use, after Carlyle, often applied

more or less disparagingly, e g to rules umntelli-

gently or slavishly followed, to fettering conven-

tionalities of usage, to beliefs held or professed

out of mere acquiescence in tradition, etc.

Carlyle's use of the woid was clearly suggested by the

words used of Mirabeau by his father, ‘ II a hume toutes les

foi mules' This really meant that M had uni eflectmgly

‘ swallowed ' the watchwords, or cant phrases of his re-

volutionary friends, but Carlyle mistranslated hvmi by
‘ swallowed up, made away with *, and frequently alludes

to the passage as thus misintei preted Carlyle's use of

formula, however, though suggested by a mistake, is in

itself a very natural development from the ordinary sense.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III 11 1 (1872) 38 Man lives

not except with formulas , with customs, ways of doing and

living x85i Kingsley Lett (1878)11 132 Men who try to

speak what they believe, are naked men fighting men

quilted sevenfold in formulae 1871 Earle Philol Eng
longue § 649 Ihe man offormulas often directs, and some-

times practically determines the action of his supenor l874

H R Reynolds John Bapt iv iv 252 They bound the

religious life of their disciples with ever stiffening formula

which left no room for the free play of the conscience.

2. A prescription or detailed statement of ingre-

dients
; a recipe

__

1706 Pnir lips (ed. Kersey), Formula a Physician’s Pre

scnption or Bill appointing Medicines to be prepared by an

Apothecary 1792 W Yonge in Beddoes Calculus (1793)

34, 1 am very glad to hear of your intention to publish your

formula 1801 Med Jivil V 346 My formula has been,

the tincture joined with the dec lin so as to administer

from fifteen to twenty or thirty drops to children twice or

thrice withm the twenty-four hours 1830 M Donovan

Dorn Econ I, 293 White Currant Wine May be made

according to the same formula



FORMULAIC. FORNEAN
3, a. Math A rule or principle expressed in

algebraic symbols
1796 Kirvvan Elem Mm fed 2) I Pref 6 An algebraic

formula 1836 Emerson Nature, Idealism Wks (Bohn)

II 163 In physics the memory carries centimes of obser-

vation in a single formula 1850 DaubenyA tomic Theory v
(ed a) 156 A general formula for calculating the specific

heat of each class of compounds 1864 Bowen Logic 1. as

The algebraist easily recalls to mind a few brief formulas

b Cheni An expression of the constituents of

a compound by means of symbols and figures.

1846 G E Day tr Simon's AHim Client II. 480 If the

formula: for the morbid deposits are calculated in relation to

Ci r, their connexion with the formula for protein will be
more obvious to the eye 1833 W Gregory Inorg Client

(ed 3) a66 So that MR is the general formula for a mono-
basic salt 1881 Williamson m Nature No 618 414 Thus
chloro carbonic acid was represented as a compound of car-

bonic acid with carbonic chloride, and .the formula was
made to contain the formulae of those bodies

c. In general scientific use, a group of symbols

and figures containing a condensed tabulation of

certain facts. Dental formula- see Dental
Hence sometimes used for the set of facts that

might be expressed by a formula

1855 Bain Senses ty hit n lv. § 9 Each species of animal
has its particular formula of ordering the legs in walking

Formulaic (fpimufle lk), a. [f prec. + -io]

Of the nature of a formula.
Formulate equation, an identical equation
1882 Cassell, Formulaic equations 1892 Agnfs M

Clerke Fant Stud Homer 1 28 Formulaic and other
expressions common to both

Formular (fp .tmiz/lat), a and sb. [ad. L type

*formuldr-is, f Formula As sb , a F. formu-
laire. See -ar 2 ] A adj

1 Formal, correct or regular m form

1773 Johnson in Boswell 29 Apr , A speech on the stage,

let it flatter ever so extravagantly, is formular It has
always been formular to flatter Kings and Queens.

2 Pertaining to foimulae
,
formulary.

1880 Muiriiead Gants 111 § 180 note. Under the formular
system in use in the classical period

B sb A prescribed or set form, formulary;

hence, a model, type 1 Obs
1563 Abp Parker Corresp (1833) 183, I had of mine own

headmoved my lord ofLondon to bethink himselfofsome for-

mular of common prayer 1578 Sir H Sydney in Lett <$•

Mem State (17461! 246 He ys arare Ornament to thys Age,
the very Formular, that all well dysposed young Gentylmen
of ouer Court, do form allsoe thear Maners and Lyfe by
1603 Florio Montaigne m ix (1632) 564 Before I had ever

seene any, I would have beene glad to have had but a paterae

or formular ofone ^1734 North Exant 111 vi §20(1740)437
The Liturgy must be deprived of all the pnmitive Formulae

Fo rmularrstic, a. [f prec. -i -isr + -io.]

Pertaining to or exhibiting formulanzation.
1864 Webster (citing Emerson)

Formularizatioii (fpimizftaraiztf 1
Jan). [f

next + -ATION.] The action of formularizing
;

also,

a formulanzed statement
x88x B W Richardson in Genii Mag CCL 159 The

formulansation of rules 1886 Muirhead in Encycl Brit
XX 677/2 The gieat majority of these so called enactments
were probably nothing more than formulanzation;, as of cus-

tomary law

Formularize (fp rmuXlaiaiz), v [f Formular
a + -IZE ] trans To express in a formula or formal

statement , to formulate
1832 Fraser’s Mag XLV 90 Every process is formulanzed

in the most scientific language *862 Goulburn Educ
World in Replies to Ess <J-

Rev 37 Her doctrines were
evolved by formularizing the thoughts embodied in the

record of the Church of the Apostles 1876 Bartholow Mat.
Med (1879) 247 The comparative merits of tannic and gallic

acids may be formulanzed as follows for local effects tannic

acid, for systemic effects gallic acid is to be preferred.

Hence Fo'rmularizing vbl sb.

1891 Athenaeum 15 Aug 222/3 A clumsy formularizing in

general of Talleyrand’s sharpest and most famous mot.

Formulary (fp jmi«lari), sb and a [ad. F
formulaire sb <=* collection of formulae, ad L.

*formularmm, neut sing, otformuldrms (recorded

in sense ‘lawyer skilled m formulae ’) : see For-
mula, Formular, and -ary ]A sb A collection or system of formulas, a

statement drawn up in formulas , a document con-

taining the set form or forms according to which
something is to be done (esp one that contains

prescribed forms of religious belief or ritual)

1541 R Copland {title) Questyonary of Cyrurgyens, with
the formulary of lytell Guydo in Cyrurgie. a 1626 Bacon
On Libel in 1392 Wks 1861 VIII 204 In the practice of all

law, the formularies havebeen few, and certain, and notvaried
according to every particular case, c 1643 Howell Lett 1

xxxu (1655) 274, 1 beleeve evry onehath som mode and modell
or formulary ofhis own, specially for h is private cubicular de-

votions, 1723 Watfrland A th Creed iv. Wks. IV 223 They
received this Creed as an orthodox formulary, and an ap-

proved rule offaith a 1734 North Life Guildford(1742) 260
A committee of council to settle the formulary of the coro-

nation 1782 Burney Hist Mas (1789) II, u 121 It contains

a Formulary of the Ecclesiast cal tones 1827 Bentham
Ration Evid Wks 1843 VI 441 Take up a history ofan old
French lawsuit.. it is the same dull formularym every case

1877 J D Chambers Dm Worship no The Anglican
Formularies, however, do not recognize Hymns at all

to ?A formula
178a Warton Enq PoemsRowley 23 These poems abound

467

with modern words, and modern formularies of expression.

1874 J Sully Sensation <$- Intuition 112 A boundless faith

m tfie primitive formulary ‘ I can ’

B adj Of the nature of a formula or prescribed
form

,
of or relating to formulas

1728 MorganA Igiers II iv 293 Visitmglus Tomb, they say
aFedha, or formulary sort ofPrayer for Success 1766 John-
son in Boswell Feb , The formularyand statutory part oflaw.
177S — Let to Mrs, Thrale it June, Part of it [an epitaph],
which tells the birth and marriage, is formulary, and can be
expressed only one way 1862 Helps Orgams, Daily Life
120 All that is merely formulary, and that depends solely
upon rules 1875 Poste Gams 111 Comm (ed. 2) 443 Under
the formulary system the term was still employed

to Of a person Closely adhering to formulas
1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev III in h 133 There is . m the

incorruptible Seagreen himself, though otherwise so lean
and formulary, a heartfelt knowledge of this latter fact

Formulate (fp-imiizl^t), v. [f. Formula +
-ate d Cf F for muler ] trans. To reduce to

a formula, to express in (or as m) a foimula; to

set forth m a definite and systematic statement
i860 Earl Carnarvon Recoil. Druses Lebanon v 49 The

Druse doctrines were rapidly formulated into a system
1862 H Spencer First Prtnc 1 iv § 26 (1875) 88 Besides
that definite consciousness of which Logic formulates the
laws, there is also an indefinite consciousness which cannot
be formulated 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI ix 225 Lord
Raglan did not unconsciously formulate for himself any
settled design 1883 Q Rev CLVI 326 The Heads of
Houses entrusted the Provost with the responsibility

of formulating the document
Hence Fo’rrmilated, Fo rmulating ppl adjs
i860 Marsh Eng Lang 233 Formulated doctrine 1876

C M Davies Unorth Lond go An established, formulated,
orthodox spiritism 189s A thenseum 24 Aug 253/1 The
formulating effects of his [Laud’s] churchmansnip

Formulation (fpxm\d\P Jan) [f. prec. . see

-ATION.] The action of the vb Formulate
1876 Douse Grimm's L § 1 1 The concise formulation of

which it [Grimm’s Law] is susceptible 1885 Clodd Myths
Dr 1 iv. 67 Facts which led to the formulation of the

solar theory

Formulatory (fp ramZlata ri), a. rare, [f as

prec + -ORY.] Relating to formulation
1887 Westm Rev CXXVIII 841 Put m this bald formu-

latory fashion, the difference between the two may seem un-
important

+ Formule, sb Obs [a F. formule, ad. L.

formula : see Formula ]
1. = Formula.
1677 Gale Crt Gentiles iv 164 A wel-govemed Republic

is bounded by the formule of certain Laws 1773 Gentl
Mag XLIII 170 The first trial of this formule was on the

observations from whence he had deduced it, of which he
gives a table for each station

2 ? A little form or shape
1829 Young Lady’s Bk 469A series of frames, or formules,

is obtained The principal formule is to be placed on a piece

of London drawing board

Formule (fp imi«l), v rare [ad. Y.formul-
er, f formule Formula ] = Formulate
1852 R Knox Gt Artists tr Anat 13 Could we formule

the doctrine as simply as [etc ] Ibid 103 The doctrine

cannot be formuled in so clear a manner

Formulism (fp
.tmi*<Uz’m). [f Formul-a +

-ism Cf. next] Adherence to or dependence
upon formulas ; also, a system of formulas
1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858)312 Triviality, Formulism and

Commonplace were come for ever 1831 Ruskin Stones Ven.

II vm. § 51 The love of systematizing, which gradually
degenerated into every species of contemptible formulism
1881 Encycl Brit XII 603/iThewhoIeofthiscomplextheory
is ruled by a mathematical formulism of ti lad, hebdomad, etc

Formulist (fp .imn/hst) [ad. F forviuhste

see -1ST.] One fond of formulas
1852 R. Knox Gt Artists Anat 15 The mere formulist

(Cuvier also was a formulist in a sense)

Formulistic (fjwmizZh Stik), a [f. prec. +
-10 ] Displaying fondness for formulas
i8nl/ToRLEV Rousseau II \vi 310 Its prudential didactics,

its formulistic Sociality. [Cf 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III

iv vi (1871) 162 The uncalculattng Spirit of Jacobinism, and
Sansculottic sansformulistic Frenzy >]

Formulization (fp imuzlsiz^’Jan) [f. next

+ -ATION.] The action of the yb. ForMULIZE
1831 Ruskin .Stones Ven III 11 § 86 The curious tendency

to formulization and system which, under the name of philo-

sophy, encumbered the minds of the Renaissance schoolmen

1873 Contemp Rev XXI 774 Every formulization of truth

is not absolute but relative

Formulize (fp rmuzlaiz), v [f Formula +
-ize] trans To reduce to or express m a for-

mula ;
to construct a formula for.

1831 Westcott Introd, Study GosP 1 (1873) 4g The
labours of Priests and Scribes in after time formulized wftat

the Prophets had taught 1839 Masson Bnt Novelists iv

355 The ideas of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity which
that Revolution had promulgated and formulized 1882

T. Mozley Reimn Oriel II cv 228 They have formulized

their religion into these two monosyllables.

Hence To ruralized ppl a Also Po rmulizer,

one who formulizes.

1864 KingsleyRom 4- Tent x 293 The formuhzers of that

law were none other than the celibate Roman clergy 1863

Pusey Truth Eng Ch 94 That vast formulized theory.

Formy (fpimi), a O1^. F.forme : see FormJ]
1 Her Of a cross: =Pattee
136a Leigh Annone 56b, He beareth Azure, a crosse

formye vecked Argent Ibid 37 b, A Crosse formie Sable.

1889 Elvin Diet. Her
,
Fonny

,

a cross pattde

+ 2, Of the faeces . = Figurate A 2 a. Obs.
1576TURBERV Verierie 65 From midde July untill the ends

ofAugust they make tbeyr fewmishtng altogether formie

Formyl (fp jmil) Chem. [f. Form- + -yl.]

The hypothetical radical (CHO) of formic acid.

1879 Cassells Techn Educ. IV 118/2 Formyle is the hypo-
thetical radical of formic acid, first discovered m the red ant.

Fornaee, obs form of Furnace
Foruacic (fpinse’sik), a rare- 1

, [f. L fornac-,
fomax furnace + -ic.] Pertaining to a furnace.

1807 Headrick ViewMm Arran 216 The smelting of
iron, and other fornacic uses.

Fornage : see Furnagi.
Fomale, v Sc. Also 9 forenail. [Of ob-

scure origin
; Jam suggests the sense ‘to Nail or

fasten up befoi ehand .] trans. To alienate the
income of (an estate) in advance

, m mod. use ' to

spend (money) before it is gained ’ (Jam ).

1478 Acta Dorn Cone (1839) 13 He sail nouther sell na
fomale, langar na se\ in Jens, nane of his landis

+Forne, adv
,
a and pi ep Obs Forms: 1 foran,

forn(e, 3 foren, 3-5 forn, Orm form, 4-7 forne.
[OE foran (Norlhnmb. ford), forne adv. = OS
foran, forana, OHG. forna (MHG, mod.Gei.
vorne, vom) , f loot of Fob, Fore adv.
The adj appears to be an English development from the

adv
,
and not an adoption of the ON fom ancient ]A adv.

1. With respect to place a Of position* In
front, before the eyes

, m or on the front, opp to
behind to Of motion * Forwards, to the front

a a 1000 Riddles liv 8 (Gr.) Wonnum hyrstum Foran
Xefrastwed c 1380 Sir Ferunio 4361 pat host abod be-
hynde & fom a 1400-30 A lexander 3923 pis breme best
bare Before forne m pe fronte thre fell tyndts.

b c 1000 Daniel 557 (Gr ) paet past treow sceolde lelgum
besnseded foran afeallan c *203 Lay 268gg And ten pusend
hehte areouste foren wenden 1430 Lydg Chron. Troy in.
xxu, He rode forne Brenning full hote

2. With respect to time a. Formerly, in former
time, b Thenceforward, m future.

13 Gave 4- Gr. Knt 2422 pes wer forne J>e fieest pat
foljetS alle pe sele 14 Trentalle S Gregortt in Tun-
dale's Vis. (1843) 80 For pynes thar hym dred non forne Of
purgatory no of helle

3. Prefixed to prepositions, and occas to another
adverb . a Prefixed to again, against

, adv and
prep : Right in front b Forne an, at

,

before,

in front of c Forne in • straight before d Forne
to : before, both of place and time, e For ne on :

right forward, seriatim.
c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt xxi 2 FaraS on past castel pset

foran [c 1160 Hatton foren] ongen eow ys c 1200 Ormin
553 Pe33 tokenn eft formon To serrfenn wukemalumm
c 1203 Lay 20120 Up brseid Ar5ur his sceld foren to his
breosten Ibid 23968 His hereburne gon to falsie, foren
an his hafde Ibid 24032 ArSur beh to pan 3*te, fora at
pere buige Ibid. 29269 And foren to pare mhte fur per on
brohte 1388 Wyclif Mark xv 39 The centunen that
stood fora a^ens S13, that [etc ] c 1400 Destr Troy 7739
There met hym pis Mawhown . Euyn forne in his face

B adj. a Of place Anterior, front to. Of
time : Former
c 1440 Prornp Pare 172/2 Forne parte of aschyppe, or

forschyppe 1483 Caxton Trevisals Htgden n 1.71a, From
the begynnyng of his forne dedes 1363 Jewel Def Apol
(1611) 340 It was true in Old forne yeeres, about twelue
hundred yeeres agoe
C prep
a. Of motion : Before, m front of, m advance of.

0 E Chron an 894, pa for rad sio fierd hie foran. c 1000
[see Forf-run] c 1173 Lamb Horn 51 Leofe moder swim
pu foren me c 1230 Gen 4- Ex 3541 Mac us godes foren
us to gon. c 1380 SirFemmb 3649 pe kyng hem passede
with-inne a wyle, Forn hem pe mountance of two myle

b. Of position . Before, before the face of, m
sight of Hence of fighting : In behalf of
c 1230 Gen <5 Ex 3866 God [bad] foren hem smiten on

Seston 13 Guy Warw (A >200 Gij stode forn him in pat
flett c 1440 Partonope 2172 Io see hym dye me forn

a 1430 Le Morte Arth 3211 Agaynste her fone I faught

hem forne 160a and Pt Return fr Par-nass Prol 70
Stories oflove, where forne the wondnng bench. The lisping

gallant might mioy his wench
C Of time . Before
a 1300 CursorM 22429 (G&tt ) Forn domes-dai

d. Of cause . On account of
£1440 Bone Flor 67 To mykyll bale was sche borne, And

many a man slayn hur forne

D Comb
,
as forn-oast v = Forecast v

,
io pre-

meditate, forn-father—

F

orefather, fom-goer,
a predecessor ,

forn-hadppl. a. ,formerlypossessed ;

fom-sta&ppl a = Foresaidj)// a
C1374 Chaucer Troyhts in 472 (521) He . Hadde every

thing that her-to might avayle ^Forn-cast c 1386—Pars
I r 374 Malice ymagined, avysed, and forncast. C1400
'Jest Love 1. Chaucer’s Wks (1561) 290b, Enuie,_ forne-

caste and ymagined. c 1340 Cursor M 9768 (Fairf) pe
gilt Adam our *forn-fadir spylt 1450-1330 Myrr, our
Ladye 26 The worsbyp of god ys songe after the maner
of oure forne-fathers 1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 258/1 He
hath lerned of his “forn goers whiche dyd that ought not
to be forgoten 138a Wyclif Judges xvi. 28 Lord }eeld

to me nowe the fornhad \prtstuiat)i\ strength *509 Bury
Wills (Camden) iog My lord y* abbot off y“ monastery m
Bury “ffomseyd.

tForaean,adv Obs. [f Forprep + ndan wk.
dat neut of niah Nigh ] Nearly, almost

59-a
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c iooo Ags Ps !kmi]>] i Me for nean syndon losodc

nu \>a ealle on foldan fota gangas <11x75 Cott Horn. 227

For nean en ende J?issere wurold

|j Forne'llo. Mil. Obs — 1 [a It.fomello, dim

ofform (lit ‘ oven ’) '—L.furmis oven ] A cavity

in which powder is placed for blasting.

1687 B Randolph Archipelago 70 How many mines, and

fomellos weie blown up.

Foment (foment), fornenst (fomenst),

adv and prep. Sc. and not th . F orms 6 foir-,

for-, fore-anempsfc, -ane(i)nst, -(a)nent(s,

•nenoe, >nens(t, -mentis, 9 foore-, for(e)-

(a)nen(s)t, 6- foment, [f. Fore adv + Anent.]

1. Right opposite to, over against
;
facing

15*4 St. Papers Hen VIII, VI. 336 For defence of Ins

Borders foranempst Scotland, 1582-8 Hist. James VI,

(1804) 204 In the straitt passage foirnent the goldsmyths
shopp 1649 Bp Guthrie Mem. (1702) 64 Tnc Earl of

Athol . Encamp'd foment him 1807 J Siagg
Reeght for nenst them up they gat 1864 Glasgow Herald
11 June, My house is right foment the tank,

+ 2 . a. (Ready) against, b. With regard to

1533 Bellenden Livy (1822) 15 Reddy fornencc all aven-

tuns that micht occur 1709 Rob IIPs Answ in Watson's
Collect. 11 p iv, But we will do you understand What we
declate foment Scotland

+ 3 quasi-ffffo Opposite. Obs.

1548 1 tioMAs Ital Gunn. $ Did (1567), Dirmpctto,
foianenst 1596 Dalhymplc tr Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1888)

I. 35 The biay foianent vpon Laudian syde

Forneys, obs. form of Furnace.

Fornical (fp inikal), a. [f. L. formc-cm arch

+ -An.] ‘Pertaining to the fornix ’
( Cent. Did )

tFornicarer. Obs rare~\ [?f. L. foini-

edr-ius + -er 1
] A fornicator.

c 1400 Apot. Loll 37 Seynt Pottle, forbedtjr us to tak
mett or comyn wij> jjets formcareis.

t Forn.ica*rions, a. Obs. rare - 1 [f as next

+ -ous ] Of or pertaining to fornication.

1688 J, Nonais Theory Love u. 11 105 Formcarioub mix
ture. .must of necessity be a sin.

+ Fo*rn.icary, sb. and a. Obs. Also 3 fornio-,

fornyoane, 5 fornycary. [ad. L. fornicdt i-us

masc., forniedria fem., f. foi me- \ see next and
-ARY. Cf. OF fornicaire.] A. sb. A fornicator.

138a Wyclip Isa lvu. 3 Sonus of a fornycarie [Vulg.

formatrix]. 1496 Dives <y Paiip (W deW ) vt. vm 243/1
God shall deme fornycarycs, & them that do auoutrye

B. adj Addicted to fornication, lecherous
138a Wyclip Ecclns xli 25 Shame 3ee .fro biholdyng of

a fornycarie wornmam 1387 1 revisa Higden (Rolls) VII.

469 He schuldc doo rht of pieostes fornicaries [de sacer-

dotibusfomteants] ana of hue concubynes

Fornicate (fjyjmke't), ®. [f. L fornicdt ppl

stem offomiedrt ofsame meaning, i.forme- 1fornix
brothel, originally arch, vaujt (see Fornix).] intr.

To commit fornication.
155a Huloet, Foraicaten, or commit fornication or

lechery, .A* 1649 Milton Eikan xxviu Wks (1847)

336/2 These shall hate the great Whoie and yet shall

lament the fall of Babylon, where they fornicated with hei,

1668 Ethfredge She wou’d if she con'd it. u, We are

resolved to fornicatem private. 1824 Landor Imag Conv
I 155 He hunted and drank and fornicated

Hence Fo rmcating vbl sb and ppl a
1620 Bp Hall Hon Alar Clergy 1 vui 42 The heroicall

spirit of Luther chose rather, to be an honest Husband,
than a fornicating Frier 1625 Bp Saundlrson Twelve
Serm. (1637) 207 Their fornicating both bodily with the
daughters, and spiritually with the Idols of Moab.

Fornicate (f9 a [ad. L. formedt-us
,

f. fornix arch, vault: see -ate ^.] =Fornicated
,

spec, m Bot, Conchol, and Entom.
1828 Webster, Fornicate

, arched, vaulted like an oven or
furnace 1829 Loudon Encycl PI. 1099 Fornicate

,
arched

1839 Sowerby Man Conchol Gloss , Fornicate , atdied
1856-8 W Clark Van dor Hoeverts Zool. I 326 Four set®
of haustellum, and an upper fornicate

Fornicated (ffrmike'ted), ppl. a. [f L. fomt-
cdt-us (see Fornicate a.) + -ed 1.] Arched, bend-
ing over ; esp m Bot. of a leaf, etc
1750 G Hughes Baibadoes 218 The btylus is divided at

the top into three fornicated branches.

H With word-play on Fornicate v
1641 Milton Ch Govt. 11 in (1851) 173 [She] gives up her

body to a mercenary whordome under those fornicated
arches which she cals Gods house.

Fornication 1 (fpintk^i Jan) [a. OF fornic-
ation, -acton, f. late L.formedtion-em, n. of action

i.formcdrl' see Fornioate and -ation.] Volun-
tary sexual intercourse between a man (in restricted

use, an unmarried man) and an unmarried woman.
In Scripture extended to adultery.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27938 pis sin [lechery] has branches

fele .formcacion es an. 1303 R Brunne Handl. Synne
7352 _

‘ Fornycacyoun ’ [ys], whan two vnweddyde haue
mysdoun, #1450 Knt de la. Tour (1868) 57 King David
felle into avowtry and formcacion with her 1494 Fabyan
Chron vn ccxxiv. 251 Takyngeoffynesof preestis forcryme
of fomycacion

__
1535 Coverdale Matt v 32 Whosoeuer

putteth awaye his wyfe (except it be for formcacion) 1603
Shaks Mens, forM v 1 105 Shee accuses him of Forni-
cation 1779 Johnson 10 Oct in Boswell, Fornication is

a crime in a single man 1874 Van Buren Dis Genit Org.
41 Fornication is always irregular

b. fig. , esp. in Scripture : The forsaking ofGod
for idols

; idolatry ; also, spiritualfornication
a 1340 Hampole Psalter lxxu. 26 pou lost all Jmt dos

fomyLauoun fra be 1691-8 Norris Pract Disc (1711)

III 47 'I is a kind of Spiritual Fornication to admit any
Cieature into a Partnership with him in our Love i860
PusEY Mtn. Proph 298 All forsaking of God being spmtual
fornication

Fornication 2 (fpjmkei Jan). Arch. [ad. L.

formcdtidn-em, f fiormedtus vaulted, f fornix arch,

vault see -ation ] An arching 01 vaulting

1703 T. N City 4 C Purchaser 138 Fornication, In
Aiclutectuie, is an Arching, 01 Vaulting 1810 C Ja.mis
Ahi Did (cd 3) \pp ,

Fornication is an at clung, or vaulting.

Fornicator (ip smke ltax). [a L. fornicator

,

agent-n. f fomiedrt

'

sec Fornicate ]

1. One who commits fornication.

*377 Langl P PI B ii 180 Ome cart shal he drawe,
Ancl fecche forth oure vitailes of formcatores 1477 Earl
Rivers (Ca\tonj Dictis 11 Kepc you oute of the companyes
of formcatours 1552 Am* Hamilton Catcch (1884) 10

Formcatouns and provokaris to the synne of lechorie,

<11710 Bp Bull Serin Wks I ix 237 What will become of

the adulteier, the fornicator .and such like? 1869 Spurgeon
’Jreas Dav. Ps. x 3 If a nmn is a fornicator, 01 a drunkard,

f 2. Billiards. (See quot ) Obs.

1674 Cotton's Compl Gamester 1 29 Make your Adversary
a Fornicator, that is, having past your self a little way, and
the other's Ball being haidly through the Port, you put him
back again, and it may be quite out of Pass

+ Fo’rnicato ry, el Obs. [f. prec. : sce-oitY ]

Of the nature of fornication

1651 Baxter Inf Bapt 88 It was not the nnlawfulness as

Formcatory, but as impious dnectly which they suspected.

Fornicatress (fpimkckres). [f Pornicator

+ -ES8 1
. Cf QV

.
fornuatcressc] A woman ad-

dicted to or guilty of fornication

1503 Nasiii Christ’s T. (1613)160 1 hose that liaue been
dayly fornttatiesses 1603 Shaks Mens for AI 11. 11 23.

1621 Ainsworth Aunot. Pentat Deut. xxm. 17 Common
whore, formcatresse.

+ Fornicatrice. Obs [ad L fot nnatncc-m,
fornicdtnx' see next. Cf F .fornicatrice "\ — prec.

c 1450 Mtraur Saluacton 912 Inpossible is yt this woman
be fformcatrice.

Fornicatrix ((p inikei tnks). PI. -fcrixes.

[a L. f01 niedtnx, fem. atfornicator.] = piec

1586 Perth Session Pec in C Rogers Sec Life Scot

(1884) II xit 244 To shave the Ileads of forme.Urns and
foinicatiixes 1655 m Kirhton Hist Ch Shot (18x7) 171
note, One quadrilapse formeatrix 1768 Life 4- Adv .S it B.
Safskull II 130 What, sir (exclaimed the old formcatux)

Forniciform (f/unrsifjaim), a Bot. [f. L.

formc-cm, finmx arch, vault + -(i)fokm ]
i860 Mayne Expos Lex , Forniciform,

Bot

,

resembling
an arch or vault ;

vaulted.

I
Forni’m, v. Obs. Also 4 foment© ;

pa. pple,

3 fornumen, fornomen [OF fomiman
,
pa t

fin nam, foniSm, pa. ppla.foinumm, f I‘ OR- pref
+ mman to take ] Irons. To take away, do away
with, destroy, also, to take up, appropriate by
encroachment.
Beowulf 1205 (Gr) Hina Wyrd foinam ci000 Savon

Lcechd I 118 W18 weartan, genim Jius ylcan wyrte hy
beoS sona fornumene. c 1250 Gen 6 Ex. 2228 Mm two
childiearenme for-numen. <*1300 E E. Psalter evin [cix )

23 Als schadw, when heldes, for-nomen lam c 1350 111 Eng
Gilds (1870) 359 Euerych tannere shal, for be stret bL ho
for-nemep, twey shullynges by be 3erc < 1430 Compleynt
56 in Lydg. Temple Glas (1891) App. fio Han ine for-

nome lunge &. speche.

Fornix (fpinxks). [a. L finnix aTch, vaulted

chamber.] Something resembling an arch

a. Anat esp. an arched formation of the brain.

1681 tr Willis' Rem ATcd Wks. Vocab , Form r, a hollow
place in the brain, bending like an arch 1799 Med Jrnl
II 329 The foimx . raised at its anterior extiemity 1881
Mivaut Cat 268 This fornix is made up of two while cords
closely approximated antenorly.

b. Bot. (See quots )

1823 Crabb Technol. Did s v. Arch, Fornix,, a small
elongation of the corolla, which commonly covers the
stamina 1862 M C Cooke Man Bot. Terms, fornix

,

aiched scales in the orifice of some flowers

c Conchol. ‘ The excavated part of a shell,

situated under the umbo It also signifies the

upper or convex shell m the Ostrea ’ (Craig 1848).

+ Fornu'mb, ». Obs. tare— 1
, [f. For- prefix

+ Numbz/] mir To become numbed.
1571 Golding Calvin on Ps, li g How much so etier they

fornommed, whosoever is touched earnestly w* the feare of
God, hee will wishe none other remedy.

For-old a. . see For- prefiP 10

+ Foro*l&, v. Obs. [OE forealdtan, f. For-
prefi. 1 + ealdian to grow old, f eald, Old a Cf
OHG. faralten (mod Ger. veialten)

]
intr. To

grow old, wear out with age
egoo tr Bxda's Hist in iv[vi](i8go) x66 Ne forealdige

beos hond sefre a 1300 Holy Rood 74(Ashm ) 111 Leg Rood
(1871) 24 It ne bar nober lef ne rynde as it uorolded [MS
Vernon for-oldet] were c 1305 Edmund Conf 175 in E E
P (1862) 75 He hem forbrende stilleliche * for hi forolbed
[•S' Eng Legendary, S. Edmund 175 , for-olde] were
Foroughe, obs form of Furrow.
t Foroirt, forou'ten, prep Obs Forms : 1

foruton, 4 foroutyn, -owtyn, -outen, forout(e,

4-5 forowt, (4 foreowt), 5-6 foroutm, 6 forow-
tm, 7 foroutten, [OE foriiion, -titan, f For
prep + dton, -an, f. tit Out.]
1 a. Except OE only b. Besides

0 E Chron an, 1122, Sc fir for beainde ealle be mmstre
for uton feawe bee 1375 Barbour Bruce xi no Fiftv
thousand of archerys He had, forouten the hoblerys c
Wantoun Cron vm xlu 126 He liad .. Foure scor off
hardy armyd men, I'oi-owte archens

" 1

2. W ithout
C1350 Will Pahrne 2681 To late hire lengbe fulle

fourteni3t for oute alle gieues of sautes to be cite c 142sWyntoun Cron vm xxxvu 66 He for-owt gruchyng De-
lyveryt hyni of toursis tlirt 1513 Douglas AEneis m x
59 Forowtm faill 1609 Siclni Rig ATaj in Quhere dome
is given foroutten Judge sitand, that is na dome of law

t Forou'th, adv and piep. Sc Obs Also
4 forrouth, 4-5 forow(e)th. [app a var of
Fobwitii; cf. be. (Iiarboui) owtouth= out with.
Pci haps Forrow is a shortened form of this

]A adv. a. Of position • In front b. Of direc-
tion forward c Of time . Before, .beforehand
1375 Barbour Bruce Vi 202 Ta Fifty weill Armyt, and

forouth ga Ibid xiv 242 The Erll thomas wesfoirouth ay
Ibid, xvi 504 As je forrouth herd me tell

B piep 01 time or place Before.

I37S Barbour Brine 1 163, 1 sail Hald It. as myn eldns
forouch [fit MS 1 1 cad forouth] me. Ibid xi 341 Evyn
forrouth hyin suld ga The vaward. C1375 6c Troy-bk 11

722 The Gregeois sw yth Aryvede A litilf foi oweth be even-
nynge. 1425 Wyntoun Cron vm xxxvm 134 Dai gaddryd
bame all .And schupe bante forowth bame to be,

Forow, obs. f. Furrow; var. Jorrow, Obs. Sc
Forpamed, -pampered* sec For-/^/i 6

1 Forpa'ss, v. Obs Also foreposs [ad OF
for-, fourpasscr, f fors, b OR- pie/A 4- passer to

Pass , in Spenser’s quasi-archaic use the prefix

seems to be taken as I ore- ]

1 ttans. To go beyond, surpass, excel. [So m
OF

;
in qnot. 1374 Skeat takesfor as a conj.]

c 1374 Chauclu TroyIns 1 101 In al 'I royes citee Nas uoon
so fan, for passing eveiy wight, So aungellyk was hir

natyf beautee. 153 Starkly Ld to Cromwell in England
p lxxu, So my wytt and capacyto hit forpassyth 1550
Covludale Spir. Pole xxx 83 b, Lyke as the spyryte
forepassetli and ouercommyth the fleslic in Chnste 1579
1 omson Calvin's Serm 'I tut 303/2 '1 hey . know that it

forepassetli all our wits

b. To exceed (a time-limit).

1622 Bacon Hen VII, 72 The Subiect should haue his

tune of Watch for fiuc yeares . which if hee fore-passed his

Right should be bound for euer after.

2 . zntr. To pass beyond. In Spenser: To go
past, pass
1496 Bk St Albans, Fishing D iv, Whether over the

water he woll forpas 1590 Sri nslr F Q hi x 20 One
day ns hee forpassed by the plaine With weary pace. 1591— AI Hubberd 519 Scarse can a Bishopnck foipas them by

Forpierce, -pinch • see 1< or- prefix 5 and 5 b

Forpi'ne, v. Obs exc arch. Also 6-7 foro-

pme [f. For- pref.
1 + Pine v ] t> aits To cause

to pine or waste away ; to torture, famish, waste.

(Often m pa pple
;

peril, intr.')

c 1205 Lay 29130 Munekos he for-pinede on mnm are wise.

1297 K Glouc (Rolls) 1159 He lai uorpmed mbe wounde
? <11366 Chaucer Rom Rose 365 Hir face frounced and
forpyned 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps li 9 He was for-

pyned with extreme sorow 1577 .Si Aug i)/<i««a/(Longm )

30 Whom meates puff up, whom fastynges forepine a 1618

J Davits Commend Poems (Grosart) 20/1 Its wood to be

fore pmde with wastefull tarke. 1626 Sir F Drake re-

vived in Arb. Garner V 545 Our long fasting might some-

what forepmc and waste us 1865 Reader No 117, 338/3

For pined my clitek you see

Hence Forpmed, Forpimmg ppl adjs.

1377 Langi P PI. B \i 157 For-pyned schrewe 1 c 1386

Ciiauci u Pro/, 205 Pale as a for-pyned goost 1597-8 Br
Hall Sal v 11 91 Grim Famine sits m their forepined

face 1818 Milman Sarnoi 92 Forepinmg day, and vigilant

sleepless night.

Forpit, forpet (fp jpit, -et) Sc. and north,

dial [corruption offont th part ] The fourth part

of some other measure, now of a peck.

1793 Statist. Ace Scot., Lanarks. VI 77 As much land

as is requisite for sowing a cap-full, or forpet of seed

<11794 111 Ritson's Sc Songs I 184, I ha’e biew’d a foipet

o’ ma’t 1799 J. Roblrtson Agne Perth p vi, 4 lippies

or forpits = 1 peck or i of a bushel or firlot respective^

1824 Scorr Redgauvtlet ch vu, ' A forpit or twaof sault

1862 Hunttr Biggttr 4 House ofPlaning v 60 Two pecks

and two forpits of bear at the cost of afed. 1892 in

Not thumb Gloss ..

For-plaint, -possed, -prick • see For-pref 1

Forprise (fp iprsiz), sb Also 7 foreprise,

[a. Ah forprise

,

f forpns

.

see next ] An excep-

tion or reservation.

[1292 Britton 11 xv §6 Sauntz fete nule forprise ] 153®

Act 22 Hen VIII, c 15 The excepcions, forprises, and

prouisions in this present pm don hereafter mencioned xop>

Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall 10 Hee woulde haue leuied tlie

Fine with a foiepriseoi exception of certaim. acres 1013

Sir H Finch Law{ 1636) 18 He shall make no forepnse in

his Writ 1676 in Coles 1848 m Wharton Law Lex.

Forprise (f^iprarz), v Forms : 5-8 forprise,

(6-yse), 6-8 forepnse, (6 -ice, 7
-yse,forsqprise),

7- foreprize [f KF
.
forpns, -sc, pa pple.°ff°r

-

prendre,forsprendre to except, f foi (s-, hoik- pref.

+prendre to take ]
trans To take out, except, 01 reserve ;

esp m
Law phr. except(ed andforpnsed Now rare.

[1303 Lib Ciistnm m Munun Gtldhallx II 1, i68LeDuC
de Brabaunt qe est forspns par nostie Seignour le K«i

dEngleteri e.] 1488 Act 3 Hen VII, c. 3 §m The Townes
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of Benvyk and Carlile oonly except and forprised 1535
A ct 26 Hen VIII, c 6 § 4 Any games the game ofsliotinge

onely exceptyd and forprised 1565 Jewel Def Apol
(1611) 384 Dame Ioane, 1 trow, ye will haue foreprised out

of this number 1620 Bp. Hall Hon Mar Clergy 111 111,

Fore-pnztng none but such as haue the gift of continencie

1686 Royal Proclam 10 Mar in Loud Gaz No 2120/2
Excepted and always foreprued out of this Our Pardon, all

Treasons [etc ] 1797 Tomlins Law Diet s v Forpnse,
Leases and conveyances, wherein excepted and forprised

is an usual expression 1864 Sir F Palgrave Norm

,

#
Eng III 115 One individual alone foreprized.

Forquhy, Sc form of Fobwhy.

+ Forqurche, © Ohs — 1 [f Fob-p ef 1 + OE
civilian, f civic, Quick a ] mtr To come to life.

c 1200 Trtn Coll Horn 77 We don, alse Jnng do5, Jie

haueS lein on swete, forquichieS ban here time cumeS

Forqui'dder. Obs~ x In 3 forcwiddare.
[f For- 2

,
Fobe- pref^ + *czviddere, agent-n. f

cwiddian to tell ] A foretellei

a. 1225 A ncr II 212 peos beo3 hore owune prophetes
foicwiddares

Forraine, obs form of Foreign
For-raked, -rauglit see For- pref. ’ 6 b, 4.

Forra(y, obs form of Foray

t Forre'de, © Obs [OE. forrsedan = OHG
for-, ftrrcUm (Ger verralhen

) ] trans To de-

ceive, betray, seduce
a 1000 WuLrsTAN Horn (Napier) 160 Eadwerd man for-

raedde and syScSan aewealde c 1205 Lav 14867 jhiih his
dohter Rouwenne mine uader he uor-radde a 1225 Juliana.
18 Ne nullich leauen ower read bat forreadeS ou seoluen
<1250 Gen $ Ex 2192 Do was Iosep sore foi-dred Bat he
wore oc Shura hem for-red a. 1300 Body <5- Soul in Map's
Poems 337 The world that mam a soule haved for-rad

Forrede, obs. form of Furred
Forrel(l, Forrester : see Forel, Forester.
For-rend see For- prefl 5 b.

Forrey,-eie, obs ff. of Foray.

t Forri’dden, pple. and ppl a. Obs [f For-
pref 1 + ridden, pa. pple. of Ride v.] a Of a per-

son Wearied with riding, b. Of a horse . That
has been ridden to excess (in qnot. transf

)

1500-20Dunbar Poems lxi 62 The court hes done mycuiage
cuill, And maid me [ane] forriddin muill 1635 Cranley
Amanda 23 Young bold-faced Queanes, and old fore-ridden
lades 1820 Scots Mag May 422 Sare forridden,my merry
menyie Left me my livan" lane

t Forridel. Obs. [OE forridel
,
f For- pref2

+ root of rldan to Ride ] One who rides in

advance AlsoJig. a piecursor, a preliminary
cxooo AiLruic Horn. II 168 Cynmg Totilla sende his

forridel cyoan his to-cyme Sam halgan were ax225
After R 206 OSer swuche uor-ndeles. Ibid, 300 A1 be
uorndeles pet hrouhten m be sunne bet is be deofles heaued
bet me schal totreden anon
Forrill, var of Foreii.

Forrit (fy nt), adv Sc. [repr. Forward, or a
coalescence of this with Forerigiit ] Forward
1786 Burks PastoralPoetry vi, Come fornt, honest Allan!

1816 Scott Old Mott xxxviu,' What for are ye no getting
forrit wi

1

the sowens 1 ’ 1826 j. Wilson Noct Ambr Wks.
1855 I 145 Things wunna retire and come forrit as I wish
Hence Pa rritsome a

,
forward, 4 pushing

’

1894 Crockett Haulers 200 ‘ I’m not a forritsome man ’

Forroast* see For-pref 1 5
t Forroo t, v Obs \NT&.forroten, f. For- prefl

+ roten, Root © ] mtr. To ‘root’ as a swine.
c 1230 Halt Meid 13 Ha in hare wurSunge as eaueres

forroteden

t Forro t, v Obs. [OE forrotian

,

f For-
pref 1 + rotian to Rot ;

= MLG vorroten (Ger.
verrotten

)

] mtr To rot away, putrefy.
rtgoo Kentish Gloss m Wr -Whicker 64 Et putrescet,

and forrotao c 1x73 Lamb Horn 1x1 pine welan forrotiaa
biforan bine e3an. a 1225 A ncr, R. 138 WiSuten salt flesbs

• forroteo sone <11300 Seven Sins iv. in E HP (1862) 17
pou salt .for-roti to axm and erpe.

fig 1340 Ayenb 205 Chastete pet uorrotede me jie

watere of uoule lostes

Hence Forro tted ppl, a
,
putrefied, rotten.

c 897 K -<Eli red Gregory’s Past xvn. (1871) 124 Deet sio

reones oses wines 3a forrotedan wunde cleensige 1340
Ayenb 148 pe leme uorroted ssolde ssende be hole

+ Fo*rrow, adv and prep Sc. Obs [pxoh. short,

f Forouth, Forwith
, cf otow-outouth, outwith

See Aforrow, Toforrow ] A. adv Beforehand,
m advance. B. prep. Before (111 time or place).

1375 Barbour Bruce 1 , 120 Walys ensample mycht have
bene To 30W, had 3e it forow sene Ibid vii 145, I will

that hegaforrow vs 1474 Acta Audit, (1839) 35 On fritlay

forou witsonday 1535 Stlwart Cron Scot. (1858) I 73
On that nycht ane lytiTl forrow da
Forrow, obs form of Foray
For-rue, -run see For- pref 1 a, 6 b and 8

*t* Forsa'do. Obs. rare [a. Sp. forgado, now
writtenforzado ] A galley-slave.
1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims n 1367 There were many other

Christian Slaues, but more then two hundred Forsados.
1722 D Coxe Carolina 28 The Majority of the Inhabitants,
are Forc’adoes or forc’d People, having been Malefactors 111

some Parts of Mexico.
Forsaid • see Foresaid.
Forsake (f£is?*k), © Pa. t. forsook (f^istrk)

Pa. pple. forsaken (f^is^k’n) Forms 1 Pres t.

1 forsaoe, {Northumb, foresacco), 3-3 south.

vorsake, (fursake, 4 south vorsake, forsak, 6

forsayke), 2- forsake Pa, t 1 forsdo, 3-4
forso(c)k, south vorsoc, -k, 3-6 forsoke, (4
forsuk(e, 6 foresoke), 6-7 forsooke, 4- forsook,
also 7 weakform forsaked. Pa. pple 1 forsacen,
3-4 fursake(n, forsakm, -yn, 3 forsoc, 4-6
forsake, 6-9 forsook(e, (7 forsoken), 3- for-
saken

,
zveak forms 3-4 forsaked, -id. [OE.

forsacan, f For- pref ^ +sacan to contend, dispute,
deny

, cf OS forsakan (Du. verzaken), OHG.
Jirsahhan to deny, repudiate, renounce ]

+ 1. ttans. To deny (an accusation, an alleged
fact, etc ). Obs
ex250 Gen fy Ex 1767 StalSe ic for-sake 1297 R

Glouc (1724) 473 Juf eni clerc as felon were itake, & vor
felon iproued, & ne mijte it no3t uorsake C1374 Chaucer
Boeth 11 pr iv 27 (Camb. MS 1, I ne may nat for-sake the
ryht swyfte cours ofmy prospente 1389 Serin (MS Helml
pei [Aname and Safira] forsoken to Petir here monei bat j>ei

hadden. c 1440 Promp Parv 172/2 Forsakyn, and denyyn,
abnego c 1511 ui! Eng. Bk Amer (Arb) Introd 31/1
They forsake that maria is the moder of god.

+ b. To deny knowledge of (a person). Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M 15997 (Tnn ) Petur had forsake his

lord juries on a rowe. c 1400 Maundev (1839) vui 91 Seynt
Peter forsoke our Lord thries

f o. To deny, 1 enounce, or repudiate allegiance
to (God, a lord, etc.). Also rarely,forsake to.

a 1225 Juliana 33 Mi feader & mi moder for bi bat *ch
nule be forsaken

; habbe forsake me. a 1300 Cursor M
22205 Pan sal all baa Es funden lele in cristen lax, Oither
to lesu enst for sake, Or undeili sa wraful wrake Ibid
25149 Wicked man, bat godd forsakes 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 81 b/2 For we haue not folowed the synne ofourfadres
that forsoken theyr God 1537 Bury Wills (Camden) 131,

1

foi sake the Bysshoppe of Romes vsurpyt pouer

fd To 1 deny’ (oneself)
,
=Deny v. 7 Obs

c 1175 Lamb Horn. 145 Forsake him seolf, and here his
rode c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W de W. 1494) 1 xlu,
Who soo wyll come after me, forsake hymself, 1576 Fleming
Panopl Epist 80 As renouncing and forsaking mee selfe

+ 2 To decline or refuse (something offered).

With simple obj or to and mf Obs
<z8oo Corpus ‘Gloss 650 Detractamt, forsooc C893K.

•/Elkhcd Oros 11 iv § 2 A11 consul forsoc bone trmmphan
(Zxooo Laws Edgar it § 8 pone [mynet] nan manne forsace
<1x225 Juliana xi Set me nwi bu forsakest bi sy &ti selh3e

1297 R Glouc (1724) 411 Roberd hym bybo3te . pat yt
was wel gret trauayl, to he kyng of bulke lond War boru
he vorsoc jt al out. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk (MS B)

250 pai olFerd gold ensense & myrre, and bou forsoke none
ofbirre 1395 E E Wills (1882) 9 My sone and his wif
haue forsake to be myne executours 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vi xvm, The thre knyghtes yeldea hem vnto syr
kay and sir kay forsoke hem ana said he foughte neuer with
hem 1593 Greene NewsJr Heaven * HellD nj b, This
Brick-layer who forsooke to goe into Heauen because his

wife was there 1605 Camden Rem (1637) 275 He for.

sooke a right worshipful roome when it was offered to him
[1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 335 He forsakes his Food ]

absol, 1382 Wyclif Prov 1 24, 1 clepede, and jee forsoken

i*b To decline or refuse to bear, encounter,

have to do with, undertake ; to avoid, shun. Obs
a 1225 Ancr, R 182 Nolde me tellen him alre monne

duskest, bet forsoke eune buffet, uor one speres wunde
1375 Barbour Bruce xiv 315 Na mukitud he forsuk of

men, Quhill he hade ane aganis ten 1389 ift Eng Gilds

(1870) 54 Qwo so be chosen , & he forsake his offyee he xal

paye, hjj 1398TREVISA Baith.De P R xvi Ixui (Tollem

MS \ A nober kynde of mugnas, jwit forsakeb yren and
dryueb-it awey cx400 Lanfranc’s Cvntrg 173 If a leche

be in straunge cuntie he schal forsake alle maner of curis

>at ben harde to do. *573 Tusser Husb (1580) 81 Hanging
on the Crosse, no shame he did forsake 1576 Fleming
Panopl Epist 33We followe libertie, and forsake servitude.

f c To refuse respect or obedience to (a com-
mand, duty, etc ) ,

to disregard Also, to neglect

{to do something). Obs
c 1175 Lamb Horn ixx Swa saul be king dude beforsech

godes heste a 1300 Cursor

M

6523 Sum of paim bis fast

Forsoke Ibid 28246 Ic for-soke oft to kyrk at ga 1340
Hampole Pr Cause 4406 Al bas men pat sal forsake to

wirk Cristes werk 1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VI 273
pe kynges knyjtes forsook Clito his faire byhestes

3 To give up, renounce, a To give up, paTt

with, surrender {esp. something dear or valued).

Passing into sense 4.

C893 K HCltred Oros 1 xii § 3 He bfflt waes call for-

sacende <r xaoo Trm. Coll, Horn 147 Hie forsoken pe

wereld and eorShche wele. a X240 Uretsuu in Cott Horn,

195 Vor bine luue ich uorsoc al pet me leof was <1x300

Cursor Ilf. 23045 paa bat .at bis werld welth forsok c 1400

Maundev (Roxb ) xix. 88 He hase forsaken wyfand chilaer

and all pe ncches of pe werld. 1582 Bentley Mon
Matrones u. 12, I rather did forsake my nght than to

beholdsuchcruelnesse 1585 Ti Washington tr Nickolay's

Voy, 1 ix 12 b, Forsaking the name of a Captayne ally

longer, caused bimselfe to he called king 1593 Shaks.
Lucr 157 For himself himself he must forsake 1781

Cowper Hope 585 Forsaking country, kindred, friends

b To break off from, renounce (an employment,

design, esp. an evil practice 01 sin, also, a belief,

doctrine), t*
Till 17th c occas. with vnf as object.

c 1175 Lamb Horn 81 He seal his sunne uor-saken c 1200

Vices <5- Virtues (1888) 23 Nu Surh godes grace pu hes hafst

forsaken CX305 St Andrew 6 in E E P (1862) 98 pis

opere here nettes gonne forsake. 1382 Wyclif Heb x 25

Not forsakynge oure gedennge to gidere, as it is of custom

to sum men r 1400 Maundev (Roxb)xi 42 pe emperour

, forsuke Cristen fayth 140X Pol. Poems (Rolls) II 49
Who wil allege the temple for glorie of our chirche, fforsake

he to he cristen 1x460 Pol Rel <$ L Poems (1866) 236

Vertu, godede, & almisdede, am al for-sake 1548-9 (Mar

)

Bk Com Prayer (Baptism), Doest thou forsake the deuill

and all his workes 7 1558 Bp Watson Sev Sacram xxix
186 He must forsake to dwel with hys father and mother.
x6ox Chlster Love's Mart

, Dialogue ccxvn, Haue I for-

sooke to bathe me in the flouds 1697 Dryden Virg Georg.
iv 218 Streighten’d by my Space, I must forsake This Task.
1703 Maundrell Jouru Jerus (1732) 140 We were forc’d
to forsake our intended visit 1844 Stanley Arnold (1858)
II vui 14 Nor that the doctrine of Christ crucified has
been so forsaken 1894 J, T Fowler Adamnan Introd
56 The southern Piets had forsaken idolatry

4 To abandon, leave entirely, withdraw from

,

esp. to withdraw one’s piesence and help or com-
panionship from

,
to desert. + To forsake patch

.

V to quit the spot
<1x300 CursorM 1228 He paim foi-soke in al per nedib

a 1340 Hampole Psalter vi 7 Til whatm now he spekisfor-
sakand paire felaghschip t 1386 Chaucer Friar's T 224,
I wol holde company with the, Til it be so that thou foisake
me 0x422 Hoccleve Learn to Die 506 Forsake y am,
frendshipe y can noon fynde c 1480 Caxton Sonnes of
Ayt/iou xxi 461 Whan mawgys sawe that they forsoke the
place, he followed theymnot <1x533 Ld Berners Huott
cxxxviu 516 They foisoke theyr horses on the see syde
1548—9 (Mar ) Bk Com Prayer Matrimony, And forsaking
all other kepe thee only to her 1602 Carew Cornwall
135 a, The Poy men gave them so rough entertaynment at
tneir welcome, that they were glad to forsake patch, without
bidding farewell 1674 Marunierl Voy N Countries 64
The night forsook us quite, the Sun continuing always in
our sight 17x3 Addison Cato n vi, Thou hast forsook
Thy J uba’s cause X774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1776) V 318
Larks forsake that climate in winter x8x6 J Wilson
City of Plague 11 iv, I implored her to forsake the city

*833 L Ritchie Watuf by Loire 115 The load forsakes the
river 1841-4 Emerson Ess , Love Wks (Bohn) I 71 This
passion . though it begin with the young, yet forsakes not
the old i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxvu 197 It [a hut] was
forsaken, and half buried in the snow 1881 Jowett
Fhucyd I 45 Those who forsake allies whom they have
sworn to defend
absol a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I 363 He’ll learn to

flatter and forsake 1841 Lane Aiab Nts I 100 If thou
foisake, we verily do the same.

f b Of things To fail, disappoint the hopes
of Obs.
1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 6 The corruptyble

rychesse of this worlde forsaketh and deceyueth him whan
he weneth best 1610 Bp Carleton Jurisd v 73 It is not
to be marueiled, if the truth of Religion afterward forsaked
them 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) V 361 Then food
never forsakes them in those warm latitudes

Forsaken (ffhs^k’n), fforsake, ppl• a.

[pa. pple. of F0K8AKE v ] In senses of the verb.

1 Deserted, left solitary or desolate,
CX305 Pilate 238 m E E P. (1862) 117 He caste hit

wipoute be toun among olde walles forsake X388 Wyclif
Ps lxu[il 3 In a lond forsakun. <• 1430 Lydg, Venus-Mass in
Lay Folks Mass Bk (1879) Notes 395 Me semeth amonges
all I am on of the most for-sake. xsgo Spens.hr F Q 1 m
3 Forsaken, wofull, solitane mayd 1614 Raleigh Hist
World it (1634) 532 This banished Nation retained their

lo\e of their forsaken Country 1791 Mrs Radclitfe
Rom Foicst 11, This apparently forsaken edifice might be
a place of refuge to banditti 1871 Freeman Norm Conq.
(1876) IV xvxu 218 Their foisaken state was not owing to
any oppression

f b. Of words . Disused, obsolete. Obs
16x2 Brerewood Lang <5- Reltg vi. 53 The articles of

league . could very hardly m his time be understood, by
reason of the old forsaken words

+ 2 Morally abandoned. Also absol Obs.
157a Satir Poems Reform xxx 206 Bot, quhair the lust

dois voyne thame with forsakm, Be war thay get not wickit
Acabs takin 1597 Hooker Eccl Pol, y. xlu § 13 Those
impious forsaken miscreants

Hence Forsa kenly adv
,
Forsakenness

1591 Harington Orl Fur. xxxn xlvn, Leaves For-
sakenly about the tree doth lye 1621 Lady M Wroth
Urama 93 To make me the more miserably end with neg-
lectiue forsakennesse 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 252 bo
could the Heio [Dante], in his forsakenness still say to
himself 1876 Geo EliotDan Der I xvu Tragedies ofthe
copse where the helpless drag wounded wings fbrsakenly.

Forsaker {tyisei kax) Now rare. [f. Fobsake
v +-EBb] One who forsakes.

1382 Wyclit Isa xxx 1 Wo 1 gee sonus forsakeres seith

the Lord ? 1507 Comvmnyc. (w de W ) B ij, Of synne
a forsaker 1689 Def Liberty agst Tyiants 139Theymay
justly be called forsakers and traytors 18*1 Examiner
803/2 The faithless forsakers of Parga 1879 Geo Eliot
Theo. Such 159 In this sort of love it is the forsaker who
has the melancholy lot

Forsaking (f£is£i kig), vbl si, [f Fobsake©.
+ -ing k] The action of the vb Fobsake
c 132a Cast Love 1637 Then helpeth ther no pledyng there,

Ne forsakyng c X440 Hylton Scala Perf (W de W. 1494)
1 xxxvjn, Traueyle whiche to an uncunnyng man semyth
a forsakyng of god 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531)

23 b. For y°
4
forsakyng of one worlde, we shall haue more

than there is in an hondred thousande woildes 1611

Bible 7s<i vi i2Vntill there be a great forsaking m the

midst of the land a xSmDonne BtaSavaTo; (1644) *6 Ever
m his forsakings there are degrees ofMercy 1842 Manning
Sen/i (18481 1 xvui. 268 The forsaking of the light ofGod’s
countenance is our portion in the lot of smneis

+ Fo*rsar(y. Obs [ad Fr +forsave, -gave,

now superseded byforgat j A galley-slave.

1546 St. Papers Hen, VIII, XI. 284 As toching the for-

sares, He could not of his honour rendre them, having befoie

gyven them libertye <11572 Knox Hist Ref, 1 (1586) 182

The Masse was said in the Gallies . in Presence of the
Forsans. 1721 Strype Eccl Mem II. 1 xvm 149 .

A pro-
clamation. that .every such author, be committed into the
galleys, there to row in chains, as a slave or forsary



FORSAT, 470 FORSOPII,

II Po’rsat. Obs. rare—' [Fr , now written

foi ^at J In phrase To play at forsat (=F jouer

au format) , to adhere strictly to certain rules

the observance ofwhich is not generally obligatory

1674 Cotton Coutpl Gamester in Singer Hist Cm ds 340

If you play at forsat (that is the ngour of the play) lie that

deals wrong loseth one and his deal

Forsay, -scald, -scattered : see For- pref.
1

Forae • see Forge

+ Forsee, v. Obs [OE forsion, f. For- pref'
+ stfon to see

,
=OS forsehan (Du. verzieti), OHG.

fai fersehan (mod.Ger versehen).] trails To
disregard, despise, overlook.

97* Blickl Horn 37 Ne forseoh )ju naefre Jane gerynd
c 1175 Lamb. Horn *13 Ne biS his mehte nohwer for so^en

a 1223 St Marker 25 Ha bllndluuge gn5 and foiseoSgodd
a. 1300 E. E Psalter xci 12 [xcu n] For-segh min egh,

lokande, pas pat ere mine ille-wlllande

Forsee : see Foresee.

t Porsee'k, v Obs [f. For- pref,
1 4- Seek ]

trans. To seek thoroughly, seek out
<11300 Samian 50 in E E. P. (1862) 2 pe wornus pat hit

habliip al foi sogt. 1584 Greene Caide of Fancic Wks
(Grosart) IV x6i To deuise Ins destruction which simply
foresought thy prefeiment *6*4 J Davies Eclog 98 Wks
(Grosart) II. 20/1 Vartue it’s sed (and is an old said saw) Is

for hui selfe, to be forsought alone

b. To weary (oneself) with seeking
<2x300 CursorM 17597 Pau sandcs cotne agam vn-spedd

pai vvai for soght pam vp and dun
Forseethe . see For- prcfS 5
Forsemens : see Forcement
For-sench • see Fore- pref 1

5.

Forsene : see Foroene.

Porset (f/jse'l), v. Now dial Also <5
, 9 fore-.

[OE. forsattan, f. For- pref 1 + stftan to Set
,
—

MITG. versetzen OE hadfoi sittan m same sense ]

1 . trails. To beset {lit. andfig ) , to bai (a way;
with dat. of person)

, to surround, invest (a city,

etc)
;
to waylay, entrap (a peison or animal).

<7900 tr. Baida's Hist. 111 xiv [xix 1 (x8gx) 2x2 past heo
linn pone heofonhean weg forsettc Sc fortynde. 13 EE
A Hit. P. B. 78 My gomcz for-settez on vche a syde pe
ceteaboute <7*330 R. Brunnk Chron. IVace (Rolls) 1815
For-setten byfore, & eke byhynde Wyp crokes llkon oper
gan bynde ?

a

1400 Morte Artk 1896 Thay hade at gone
foreste forsette vs the vvayes <7x430 Chev. Assiane 251
Thow haste forsette pe gonge qwene <7x470 Hahdinc,
Chron clxxi. iv, Knightes, A litell fro Duresme their

waye forsett 1577 Holinshed Chron. I Scotl. 437/x
The Earle of Angus caused the Castell to be forsette 1508
Manwood Laives Forest xx S 4 (1615) 171/1 They might
hunt and chase the wild beasts towards the forest, so that

they do not forestal nor foreset them in their return 1872
Daily News 13 Aug, The watcher and policeman then
‘ foieset * the defendants, whom they captured 1882 Lane.
Gloss , For-set (Furness), to waylay
2 . Sc. To overburden or overpower with work
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxu 11 Forsett is ay the falconis

kynd, Bot euir the mittane is hard in mynd
Hence + Fo*rset sb, Obs ? A stratagem.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2912 Ne schal

nought Brenne bede me trypet pat y ne schal tuine hym
wip a forset

Forset, obs. form of Fauoet.
Forshake * see For- pref.1 1.

+ Forshakel. Obs. [f For- pref 2 + shakel,

Shackle sb ] (See quot.)

1304 in Rogers Agric. ^ Prices I xxi 538 [The forshakel
of Cheddington (X304) and the lustlegg of Tullek and Troy
(1308, 1328) are local equivalents of the plough-shoe]

t Forsha'me, v Obs. [OE forsceamian, f.

For- pref 1 + sceamian. see Shame ® ] intr. To
be greatly ashamed. In OE. also impersonal
C897K Alfred Gregory's Past xxi 150 Daet lueonjgieten

amt hie mon tael e , , St hie forscamige a 1050 L iberScmtill.
vm (1889) 49 On him sylfum be Ins synnum ajenum for-
sceamigean <7x200 Ormin 12528 pe deofell wennde awegg
anan Forishainedd off himm sellfenn

+ Forsha*pe, v Obs. For forms see Shape v.

[OE forsc$ppan str. vb, f For- pref} + scqppan
see Shape v ] traits To metamoiphose, trans-

form
; to misshape, disfigure.

c 1000 jElfric Geu 308 (Gr.) Heo ealle forsceop drihten
to deoflum <1x225 A tier R 120 Hwat gif eni ancre .is
forschupped to wuluene c 1350 Will Palerne 4394 Ich
forschop pe panne In pis wise to a werwolf 1398 Trlvisa
Barth. De P R. xvn cxlu (1495) 698 Ydo made a maw-
met and forshaped it in the stede of god. 1480 Descr
Brit 54 A man and a woman most nedes ben forshapen in
to hltenes of wolues <7x53* Dewes Introd. Fr in Falser
956 To forshape, trausmuer 1884 Child Ballads 11 xxxi.
291/2 Her stepmother had forshapen her.

Hence Forsha ped, Forshapenppl adjs
, trans-

formed, misshapen. Forsha'ping, a deformity
Also Porsckuppild (u) [see -ild], a transformer.
<1*225 Auer, R i2o Wre53e is a uorschuppild <1x320

Cast Love 640 He were al sopfast mon, pat no forschippyng
weore him on <7 1440 Hylton Seala Per/ tW de W, 1494)
11 vi, Remedyes by the which a forshapen soule maye be
restored agayne. X530 Palscr. 157 A monstre, a wonder-
full thyng or forshapen.

Forshend, -shoot : see For- pref1 1 and 8.

Forshield see Foreshield.

t Forshrrnk, ®. Obs. [OE. forscrmcan, f
For- pref1 + scrincan , Shrink ® ] intr. To
shrink up, dry up.

rxooo /Eitric Job vu 5 Mxn liyd is forscruncen
cxooo 4gs Gasp Matt \xi 19 Da sona forscn.no pa.t

he ti eow a 1500 Flower <y Leafhi. The beauty of hir fresh

coloures, Forshronke with heat

t Forshtrt, ® Obs [OE. forvyttan, f. Fon-

pref 1 + scyttan to Shut] tram. To shut off or

out
,
hence, to preclude, piohibit.

c xooo Mu ril Horn I 540 Hi heofodon fotces s> nna, and
lieora wrace on him sylfum forsoytton <71x50 Departing
Soul’s Addr Body 13 Nu is thin ninth forsmtted £1430
Pilgr Lyf Maukode 1 xlv, (1869) 27 It forshetteth yow
from passuige ouer 1530 Palscr 109 Forclorre

,
to schutte

out or forsenut.

Forsight : see Foresight.
Forsin, sb. • see Fore- pref 4 a

f Forsi’n, v Obs [OE. forsyngian weak vb

,

f For- pief' + syngian : see Sin v ] In pa pple
,

Ruined by sin, burdened with sm
a 1000 Laws ofEdgar, OfPenitents % is Ne wuiS a.11115

man on worlde swa swiSe fbrsyngad, pe he c 1175 Lamb
Horn 95 He deniatS stiSne dom pant forstmegeue ci2oo
Trm. Coll Horn 187 Mo fieuiende po forsmegede

Forsmk : see For- prep 1
5.

t Forsi*t, v Obs [OE forsittan
,
f For- pref 1

{sittail to Sit ]

1 tians To defer, delay
;
to neglect, onut.

<1940 Laws ofVEthelstan 11 I? 20 (Schmid) fiifhwascmot
forsitte pnwa <7x205 Lay 28518 Wall swa hit for-bete

[C1275 for-scate] pat pe king liete

2 = Forfeit (? Miswritten forfoifette )

la 1400 ipomadon (K(ilhing) 1854 When lie ysin pis centre,

At his will well ye maryede be, Ellyes foisytle youie londe.

Forsite . see Forcite

t Forsla’ck, foreslack, v Obs [f For-

picf. x + Slack v ]

X. intr To be or grow slack
;
to pall rai e.

<1x300 CursorM 23794 We wreches wit vr will for sakes,

pat selenes pat neucr for slakes. 1579 Tomson Calvin's

Serrn Pirn. 223/2 The tentations whiche sinne hath wrought,
may m no wise make vs worse or forslake m our calling

2 trails To be slack m, neglect
;

to lose or

spoil by slackness or delay. Also with mf as ob;

1563-87 Foxn A fyM (1596) 62/1 Bicause, we fortslackc

our praieng, or be not so vigilant therein as we should.

Ibid 77/2 The Official! thinking to foreslacke no tunc
laide nancies upon this Petei 1594 Carew 'Jasso (1881) 27
He spitcfull wane is, ne ought foreslackes Iiierusalem with
new force to supply. 1596 SrrNsrR F. Q vu vu 45 They

love eschewed That might forslack the charge to them
foreshewed. 1636 Fi ati.y Clams Myst xxi 266 Be not

negligent, nor fore slacke thy opportunity 1660 H Mom
Myst Godl v xvu 2x0 X his Prophetic of the Cliurchcs

change into so excellent a state may be foreslatked by the

ill management and faithlesness of them

Hence Forsla okmg vbl sb
,
delay, hesilation.

1600 Holland Livy xm lvu (1609) 1148 All forslachmg
now would gieatly prejudice their reputation

t Forsleep, v Obs [f. For- pref. 1 + Sleep v ]

a intr. Only m pa. pple. Overcome with sleep,

b. trans To neglect through sleep.

1382 Wyciii Prov xxm 34 The steris man al foi slept, the

steer staf lost. 1571 Campion Hist Irel. vu (1633) 21

Before the general! flood when every man forcslept the

monition

r Forslrng, v. Obs.— 1 In e; pa. pple ver-

slongen. [acu Du verslinden cf Ucr. veischhn-

gen.] trans. To swallow down, gobble up.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) xo Of xv [chyldren] I liauc

but foure in suclie wyse hath this theef forslongen thun

t Forslrnger, v. Obs.— 1 In 5 foralynger

[a. Du. verslmgeren, f ver- « For- pieff + shn-
geren, to twist, throw ] trans To beat, belabour
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb) 16 That one had an leden

malle, and that other a grete leden wapper, therwyth they
wappred and al for slyngred hym
Forslip . see For- pref^ 3

t Forslo’cken, v. Obs — 1
[f. For- ptef^- +

Slocken ] Pa pple only : Drowned
1401 Pot Poems (Rolls) II 40 The moone is al blodi and

dymme that signefieth lordship forslokend in synne

t Forslo'tn, v. [f For-prefP + Sloth®]
trans. To lose, miss, neglect, spoil, or waste
though sloth. Also with inf as obj.

1297 R Glouc (1724) 197 Wanne hu [France 8c o}?er

londes] for soke ys, Sc for slewjxed [v r uorslewede] Sc to

non defence ne come c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr T 276
Thou wolt for-sleuthen wilfully thy tyde 1390 Gowlr
Conf 1 1 190 The prelats now Forslouthen that they sholden
tille 1393 Langl P. PI C vm 52 Ich botere, melke,
and chese For-sleu)ie[d] in my seiuice CX440 Ps Penit.

(1894)33 Yhaue forsleuthid thi service <7x470 in Myrc's
Par Priest (1868) 64 Alle graces that thowe hast foi-

slowthed 1555 Abp Parki r Ps xxxui, Forslouth not thys.

a 1557 M rs Basset tr More's '1 reat the Passion Wks.
1362/2 Hee forslouthed to praye and call for gods help

Forslow, foreslow*, ®. Obs. exc. arch.

Forms 1 forsl&wian, 3-4 for-, south, vorslewe,
6-7for(e)slow(e, (6 foresloe). Pa t 6-7for(e)-
slowed, (6 -slowe) Pa pple. 3 vorslewede, 6
for(e)slowed, -slowne, 9 foreslowen. [OE,
forsldwian

,

f. For- pref\ + sldwian to be slow, f.

sldxv, Slow <7.]

+ 1. ti ans. To be slow or dilatory about
;
to lose

or spoil by sloth , to delay, neglect, omit, put off.

Also with mf. obj . Obs. exc arch.
<7888 K /Elfrld Booth x, pu naht ne forslawodest }?set

ha agen feorh for bine ne sealdest. X297 R Glouc

(Rolls) 4055 Wanne hu vorsoke is & uorslewede [7/ r for
slewed) & to none defense ne come <113x5 Shorlham 114
Hyt hys tliorwe besynesse 1 hat men for-slewyth hyt C1386
Ciiauclr Pars T. 1 6ri This foule sinne Accidie for-
sleweth and forsluggeth, and destroyeth alle goodes tem-
poreles 1507 Will of Duke (Somerset Ho), My tithes
forgoten 01 torslewyd 1585 Abp Sandys berm (1841) I72
By prociastmation & forslowmg our turning to the Lord
1591 Harington Orl fur xli xlvn, He foresloed when
he was on giound To be baptized. 1633 Hanmer Chron
Irel 171 Do good then here, fore slow no time 1677
Hubbard Nanative 71 They were tesolved to foreslow
no oppm tunity. 1862 Sir H Taylor Si? Clement's Eve
in vi, Rash attempts shall fitly be foreslowen

I*
2 , To make slow, delay, hinder, impede, ob-

struct
;
to slacken Obs exc arch

1563-87 Foxr A Sf M (1596) 274/2 He foreslowed not his
lourneie 1579 Spenslr Sheph Cal June 119 Least night
with stealing steppes doe you forsloe. 1603 Sir C Heydon
Jitd Astrol xxi 474 Saturne doth onely foreslow the
operation of the Moone , the rest of the Planets doe all

fuither her working, a 1660 Hammond IVks (1684) IV 565
If they be any time foreslowed and trashed by either out-
ward or inward restraints. 1682 Dryden J o Duchess on her
return 15 1 he wond’ring Nereids Foreslow'd [Bellprinted
foreflowed] her passage to behold her form 1855 Singleton
Vngil I 140 What delay foreslows the laggaid nights
absol 1615 Crooke Body ofMoot 261 Nature doth not

either preuent or foieslow vnlcsse shee be piouoked

f 3 intr. To be slow or dilatoiy Obs.

X57X Golding Calvin on Ps xi 8 Although God forslow
and delay for a while, yit the time ofvengeance will suiely
come X593 Siiaks 3 Hen VI, 11 111 56 Foreslow no
longer, make wc hence amaittc

lienee Forslow edppl a

,

Forslowmg vbl. si

Also Forslow or, one who 4 forslows ’.

CX590 Car rwRiGHT in Prcsbyt Rev. Tan (1888) 116 Much
les east you into forfiture for a fooresloed [printed foore-

stoed] letter. 1593 Nashl Christs T. 81 b, Of these fore-

slowers it is sayde . I will spue them out of my mouth
x6xx Cotgr., Accrochcmmt . a staying, delaying, or fore

slowing, of a Suit

Forslug . see For- pref} 3.

Eorsment, obs form of Foroement.

t Forsme'rl, ®. Obs - 1
[f. For- prof} +

Smerles ointment ] trans To anoint.

a 1300 CursorM 19985 (Edin ) In quilc [cnstis] nam for

smerlul laid es he.

t Forsmrte, Obs [f For- pref1 + Smite
]

tians. To smite in pieces ;
to strike down,

r 1205 Lay 1598 He hine for smat a-middeir c 1314 Guy
IVnrw (A.) 3621 For-smiten Jrai be Jiat neuer after sdiullen

y-tlie c 1420 Pallad. on Husb, in 272 As thyng with leyt

foisinyton, wol they die <7x475 Partenay 2104 Fighting

fu! manly, On all for-sinete

i Forsomxrcbi, adv Obs *= Forasmuch
1454 in Burton &. Kame llcmingbrough 393 Forsomykill

as 1 have certeyn knawledge. xs6x WiNgi.1 Cert Tract

11. (1888) x6 For'-amekle as [etc ] x6xi UtnLL Luke xix 9
Forsomuch as he also ts the sonne of Abraham 1648

Z Boyd in Zion's Flowers (1855) App 30/1 Forsameikle as

[etc.]

Foraongen : see For- pref. 1 6 b
Forsooth (fpjs«j>)> adv Forais* 1 forsdiS,

3-4 forsop(e, 4 south, vorzope, 3-6 forBoth(e,

(3 forBotht[h, 4 for-suth, 4 forsoothe), 4-5 Sc.

for-sutk, (4 Sc fursuth., 5 for-sute, Sc -suith), 6

forsouth, {Sc. -soxtli), 6- forsooth. [OE forsdtS,

f I or pi’ep +sdft, Sooth sb

,

written as one woid ]

1 . fa In truth, truly Also m phrase,^ sooth

to say, forsooth and forsooth (cf vet ily, vtnly),

forsooth and Gcd. Obs. b Now only used

parenthetically with an ironical or derisive state-

ment
<7888 K /El™ d Booth xiv §3 Wite J>u forso{> J^et nan

^od ne dera}> J>anl hc hit ah. <*1225 Alter. R 88 Auh for-

so3e so hit is C 1300 Harrow Hell40 He nam him Vnto

belle for soJ?e to sei. 1393 Langi P. PI C xvn 303 And
when a man swerejj for so)>, for soJj he hit trowep c 1481

Plumpton Corr 42 For sute, madam, I lost all that I payd

for him 1523 Ln Blrners Frotss Pref 2 Forsothe and

God, this hath mowed me at the highe comaundement of

my lorde kynge Henry the VIII 1547 Homilies 1 Of
Faith (1859) 43 He confirmeth with a double oath, saying,

Forsooth and forsooth I say unto you [etc ]. 1642 R Car
renter Experience 1 xiv 107 After every word even when

they speake to young greene Boyes, they come with yes

forsooth, and 110 forsooth *667 Pepys Diary 25 Mar , By
and by comes Mr Lowther and his wife and mine, and into

a box, forsooth, neither of them being dressed 17x1 Steele

Sptct No 79 N 9 She has no Secrets, forsooth, which should

make her afraid to speak her Mind 1789 Mrs Piozzi Journ

France 1. 109 That they might be at liberty forsooth to clap

and hiss. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 202 He re-

proaches me with treachery, because forsooth I had not sent

him a challenge! 1842 Browning Waring 1 11, How,xor-

sooth, was I to know it* 1863 P Barry Dockyard Econ

165 Reserve forsooth 1 x88o Mrs Fokrlsilr Roy 4 Viola

I. 21 A very happy couple we should have made, for-sooth

2 . quasi-sb An act of sayingfoi sooth

17x2 Steele Sped. No 266 F 4 Her innocent forsoolhs,

yes's, and't please yon's
Hence Forsoo th. sb

,
one who uses the word fre-

quently, an affected speaker Forsoo th ®« trans.

to say ‘ forsooth
*
to, treat ceremoniously

1604 B Jonson Penates Wks. (Rtldg ) 541 You sip so like

a forsooth of the city 1660-x Pepys Diary 16 Jan. ine

spoit was how she had intended to have kept herself un-

known, and how the Captaine of the Charles had lor-

soothed her, though he knew her well and she him

t Forso’pil, v. Obs. [f. For- pref1 +? sopil.

Supple, liut the reading and sense aie doubtful.]



FORSPAIT.

C1315 Shoreham 165 For death scholde his meystryes
kethe and for sopil and for-sethe In deathes bende

f Forspa’n, v. Obs [OE forspanan, f For-

prcff + spanan to entice ,
= OS forspanan

,

OHG
farspanan ] trans To entice, seduce.
4
c 1000 /Elfric Horn II 226 Gehwa seSeocSerne toleahtrum

forspenS is manslaga 01x75 Cott Horn 223 Warp pa pat

wif foi spannen purh pe deofles lare

ForSpeak (fpjspi
-

k), v Also fore- [f. For-

p)ef. x + Speak OE had forspecan to deny]
1. trans. To bewitch, charm Obs. exc. Sc
cxyysPromp Pat v 173/1 For-spekyn, ovcha.tmyn,fascmo.

r 1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 113 Sythen told me a clerk,

that he was forspokyn 1584 R Scot Distov Witcher in.

11 45 They [the witches] saie they have forespoken hir

neighbour. x6ox Holland Pliny II 296 Whosoeuer shall

enchant or fore-speake any corne or Fiuits of the earth

01658 Ford, etc Witch Edmonton n. 1, Urging, That my
bad tongue Forespeaks their cattle 1895 [see below]

f 2 To forbid, renounce Obs
1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Abdicere to forspeake* to

cast of or renounce 1579 J Stubbes Gaping Gulf¥, vnj b,

If he should speede (which God forspeake)

f 3. To speak against, speak evil of Obs.
ax^ao [see below]. 1606 Shaks Ant fyCl in vu 3 Thou

hast forspoke my being in these warres, And say’st it is

not fit 1611 W Sciaifr Key (1629) 84 The fashion of
most men, in such mdgements, is to cry out of ill tongues
that have fore-spoken them.

Hence Forspea king vbl sb. and ppl a
; For-

spo ken ppl a Also Forspea ker, a witch
a *300 E. E Psalter xlm Fra steven of up-braidand

and forspekand 14 Vac mWr-Wulckei 582 Factmia,

a forspeker or a tylyystere 1483 Cath Angl 138/2 A For-
spekynge, fascmacio 1570 T Norton tr Nmvel's Catech
(1853) 127 They which abuse the name ofGod in enchant-
ments, in forespeakings, or in any othei manner of super-
stition 1895 Longm Mag Nov 39 She told him he had
been * forespoken * and made him dunk water muted with
earth from the ‘ fore speaker’s

' grave

Forspend, forespend (fphspe nd), v [OE.
forspenaan, f For- pref. 1 h- spendan to Spend
Cf OHG vorspentbn ] trans To spend com-
pletely : *f*a To exhaust (money or property).
c 803 K Alfred Oros 1 1 § 23 SwiSost ealle hys speda

hy forspendaS. c 1x75 Lamb Horn 31 Swa pet ic mine
001 e god al ne fors spende

b. To wear out with toil, etc
,
rare exc m

pa pple
*571 Golding Calvin onPs. h 9 His livelynes was almoste

forspent 1652-62 Heylin Cosmogr 111, (1682) 146 Fore-
spent with age, and with the travel of the Wars 1799
Southey Eng Eclo% , etc Poet Wks III 142 A painful
march Forespent the British troops 18x4 Cary Dante

,

Ittf 1 21 A man Forespent with toiling 1884 Punch 23
Feb 88 Camel and leader onward fare forespent

Hence Forspe nt, forespe nt ppl a
1563 SackviLlf Induct Mirr Mag xu, Her body small

soe witheied and forespent 1576 Newton Lemmes Com-
plex (1633) ro8 Their languishing and forespent body for-

saketh their soule 1821 Lamb Elia Ser 11 Valentine's
Day, The weary and all forspent twopenny postman

*t* Forspiil, v Obs. [OE forsptllan, -spildan,
f For- pref. 1 -

1
- spillan to destroy, Spill Cf.

OHG farspildan.] trans To destroy, lose
C893 K ALlfred Oros m ix § 4 pa wolde he hiene

selfne forspillan a 1300 E E Psalter lxxxvni it [Ixxxix
10) pou In mighte of pine aime forspilt pi faas c 1340
CursorM 4332 (Fairf) Almast made ho him forspilt.

Forspread : see For- prefix 7
Forstage, Forstall : see Fore-stage, -stall

t Forsta’nd, foresta nd, v 1 Obs [OE.
forstandan

,

f. For- pref. 1 + standan to Stand ]
1 bans. To oppose, withstand, to bar
Inquot 1599 perh =‘ neglect ’{cf Fors it, orreadforeslow'd'.
0x000 Boeth. Metr t 44 Ne meahte pa seo wea laf wi^e

forstandan c 1205 Lay 20159 ArSur wende his speres ord,
and for-stod heom pene ford 1599 Life Sir T More in
Wordsw Eccl. Biog, (1853) II 58 He fore stood nothing foi

the happie expedition of the same [189a Stoit Brooke
E E Lit u. xxv 264 A mighty angel there forstood them,]
2 = Understand [Cf Ger. verstehen ]
c 888 K AEltred Boeth v § 3 Uneape ic mseg forstandan

pine acsunga 1682 New Newsfrom Bedlam 47 How the
Papists will approve of it, we cannot forestand 1768

Ross Helenore 145 A cripple I’m not, ye forsta me
t Forsta’nd, » 2 Obs [f For- pref 2 + Stand
»] trans To stand up for, defend, represent.
[0x000 Laws /ne lxu in Thorpe Anc Laws I 142 Gif

hme nelle forstandan ] 1642 Vtnatc Parlt in Harl Mtsc.
(Malh ) V 277 The members of the parliament are chosen
by us, and forstand us.

t Forstea’l, v. Obs. [0E fontelan, f For-
prefx + stelan to Steal ] trans To steal away
0 940 Laws ofAEtheIstan v vi. § 3 Gif hine man forstaele.

c 975 BusAw Gosp Matt vi 19 In eorpe baer Siofes
adelfap and forstelap c 1x75 Lamb Horn 109 Heouene
per nan peof ne mei [his] maomas forsteolan c xaoo Prayer
to our Lady 9 in O E Misc 192 Slep me hatS mi hf forstole
ricbt half ooer more
Forstealvl, obs. form of Forestall.
Forsterite (fp asterait) Mm. [f. the surname

Forster + -ite ] A silicate of magnesium found in

yellowish crystals.

1824 Levy m Ann. Phil Ser n VII 62, I have chosen
for it the name of forsterite

Forstid (fp’jstid). Mining Also 7-9 forestid,
8-9 faustecL [Of unknown origin.] Rarely^/,
Chiefly attrib

,
asforstid ore (see quot 1874).

1653 Manlove Lead-Mines 266 Forstid-oarand Tees 1681

471

Houghton Compl Miner (E D S.), Fore-stid ore. 1747
Hooson Miners Diet D iv b, With this [Bucker] theyknock
Ore, or anything that is mixed with Ore, Fausteds, &c Ibid
My, All the Fausted Ore was to be Free. 1802 Mawe
Min Derbysk 204 Fausted

\

refuse lead ore to be dressed
finer 1874 Gloss to Manlove s Lead-Mines (ED S ),

Forstid ore or Foi eslid ore, ore that is gotten out of earth
and dirt that has been previously washed and deprived of
part of its ore.

Forstived • see For- pref 1
5 .

t Forsto’p, v Obs [f For- pref1 4- Stop v
;= MDu. verstoppen ] trans. To stop; to stifle

(breath)
, also, to dam up, m quot fig0 1225 A tier R 72 -Je al pisses weis pundeo owei wordes,

& forstoppeo ouwer pouhtes 13 Coer de L 4843 The
wynde forstoppyd tne Crystene onde.
Forstormed see For- pref 1

5 c

t Forstrau’glit, pa. pple [f. For- prefix +
straught m Distraught.] Distracted
0x386 Chaucer Shipman's T 103 A wery haie al for-

straught with houndes gi ete and smale c 1440 Ps Pemt,
(1894) 38 For-straught to the yfled am y.

t Forstri’ve, v Obs. rare -1 [f For prep
+ Strive.] trans To strive for
0x315 Shoreham 93 Coveyte none mannes wyf, Ne nauxt

of hys for-stryve.

t Forsu’Ztxe, » Obs, rare- *. [f For-jW/1 +
? ~sume m Consume But cf OHG. firsfimen,
mod G. versaumen to procrastinate ] trans. To
waste, consume
0x510 Douglas K. Hart 11 xxv, And gif je be ane coun*

salour sle, Quhy suld $e sleuthfulhe your tyine forsume?
Forsung • see 1' on- pref 1 6 b

+ Forswa’llow, V Obs [OE forswelpjm,
-sweolgan, f For- prefI

1 + szvtfgan to Swallow]
trans To swallow up, devour utterly
Beowulf2o8g (Gr ) Grendel leofes mannes lie eall for-

swealg 01x75 Lamb Horn 123 penne bi5 he gredi and
forswolegeO pene hoc forS mid pan ese 0x225 Ancr R
66 pe luoere coue deouel uorswoluweS al peet god paet heo
istreoned habbeS 1340Ayeub 67 Onleak pe erpe and uorzual}
datan and abyron. 0 1400 Solomon's Bk Wisdom 259 Sone
hadden pe Lyouns forswelewed hem vchone
Forswarted ; see For- prefix 5
+ Forswa’t, ppl. a [pa pple of *forsweat, f
For-pref x + Sweat v ] Covered with sweat.
0 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden) 158 Of thralles y am ther

thraf, That sittetn swart ant forswat 1375 Barbour Bruce
vu 2 The kyng toward the rod is gane, Wery for-swat
01450 Merlin 296 Com a knyght right well armed vpon
a grete steede alf for swette 1580 Sidney Arcadia [1022)
138 A couple of foreswat melters

t ForsweaT, v. Obs [OE.forswselan,f. For-
pref x + swselan . see Sweal ] trans To bum up.
0x000 /Elfric Horn II 494 We sind mid hgum for

swadede. c 1205 Lay 16228 Al hit for swaelde pat per mne
wunede 0 1425 Eng Conq Irel xxiv. 58 A fyi . shal
Irlond al about for swely

Forswear (ij&sweau), v Pa. t forswore
(-swoo 1). Pa pple forsworn (-swp in). Forms,
see F or- pref and Swear [OE. forswgrian str.

vb , f For- preff f swpian to Swear ]
1 trans To abandon or renounce on oath or in

a manner deemed irrevocable
,
~ Abjure To for-

sivear the land

,

etc. : to swear to abandon it for

ever Also with mf as obj.
Beowulf804 He sigewaepnum forsworen hsefde. 1297 R

Glouc (1724) 387 He made hym, vor hys treson, vorsuerye
Engelond 0 1330 R Brunne Citron (18x0) 97 pe loud hope
forsuore. c 1470 Henry Wallace x 214, I wald forswer
Scotland for euirmair 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst iv

109 By suche contempt the grace offred is refused and as it

were forsworne 1599 Shaks Pass Pilgr 33 A woman
I forswore ; but I will prove, Thou being a goddess, I for-
swore not thee. 1622 Drayton Poly olb. xu 84 They the
Land at last did vtterlyforsweare i66o.MiltonFreeCommw
Wks. 1738 I. 588 Tne solemn Ingagement, wherm we all

forswore Kingship 1775 Sheridan Rivals 11. 1, I shall for-

swear your company. 1826 Disrusli Viv Grey v. xui,
I foreswore, with the most solemn oaths, the gaming table
1845 S. Austin Iianke's Hist Ref III 369 The whole
system of pensions should be for ever forsworn,

b with inf as obj

1592 Shaks Rom <§• Jul 1 l 229 She hath forsworne to
loue 1607 — Cor v 111 80 The thing I haue forsworne to
graunt

2 To deny or repudiate on oath or with strong
asseveration

-f* Also with mf or sentence as obj
cx+ooApol Loll X09 Appily I be not constreym be nede

to fbrsuer pe name of my Lord God 1532 More Confut,
Tindale Wks. 603/2 Peter sinned not deadly at the time
when he forswore Cliryst, 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus,

Abiutauit creditum, he hath forsworne his debt 1590
Shaks Com Err v. 1 11 That selfe chaine about his necke,
Which he forswore most monstrously to haue. 1596 —
1 Hen IV, v 11 39 His Oath-breaking which he mended
thus, By now forswearing that he is forsworne. 0 1625
Boys Wks (1629) 491 Who did euer offend in word more
than Peter ? forswearing his owne master 1712 Ahbuthnot
John Bull hi ix, If thou durst, [thou] would'st forswear
thy own hand and seal. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. 1 112 A Peer
or Peeress Who forswears a Debt
3. mtr. To swear falsely, commit perjury
0x000 Laws ofEdw fy Guth § 3 Gyf gehadod man.,

forswenge oppe forhege 138a Wyclif Matt v 33 Thou
shalt not forswere 0 1592 Greene fas IV, v. iv, You swear,
forswear, and all to compass wealth. 1681 Cotton Wand,
Peake, To swear, curse, slaunder, and forswear More natural
is to your Peak Highlander a 1763 Skenstone Charms of
Precedence 22 Do ye not flatter, lye, foi swear, And all for

this 1876 Farrar Marlb Serm xxvu. 265 The relative

FORSWOtTCTDEIT.

heinousness of forswearing by the temple and forswearing
by its gold

b. ref. To sweal falsely, perjure oneself. Also
pass to be giulty of perjury.
0 1000 Laws Ecgb P. 11. § 24 3if hwylc laswede man hine

forswenge faeste uu sear 0 xooo ELlfric Josh u 20We
ne beop forsworene 01175 Lamb Horn 13 Ne for-swene
pu pe. 0 1205 Lay 4124 Nu heo be‘5 for-sworne mid heore
swike-dome. 1340 Ayeub 6 Yef he zuerep uals he his
wytinde , he him uorzuerrp 0 1400 Rom Rose 3973-4 If I
forswere me, than am I lorn. But I wol never be forsworn
1523 Ld. Berners Frotss I cclxxx 419 He sware by his
fathers soule, wherby he was neuer forsworne 1526-34
Tindale Matt v. 33 Thou shalt not forswere thy selfe,
but shalt performe thyne othe to God. 1666 Wood Life
(Oxf Hist Soc ) II 89 Dr Pelham forswore himself, having
800 It lying by him 1709 Steelf Tatler No 105 ? 3,
I hope you won't he such a perjured Wretch as to forswear
your self 1838 Litton Leila v 111, Hear one who never
was forsworn 1871 Blackie Four Phases 1 17, I have
sworn to obey the laws, and I cannot forswear myself

t c irons To defraud of by perjury Obs.
1668 Rolle Alridgem , Tit Achonsur Case(F ) pi 12. 40

Si home dit dun auter, He did forswear me 401 worth of
Tithes in Canterbury Court Nul Action gist pur ceux
Parols

1 4 a. To swear by (a thing) falsely or profanely.
0 1325 Song Mercy 151 E E. Poems (1862) 123 We stunt

nopei for schame, ne drede To For-swere his [God’s] soule,
hishert al-so

b To swear (something) falsely; to break (an
oath)

;
to forsake (sworn allegiance).

1580 [see Forsworn 2] a 1631 Donne Woman’s Con-
stancy 7 Wilt thou then say . that oathes, made in re-
verential 1 feare Of Love and his wrath, any may forsweare 7

1871 R Ellis tr Catullus lxvii 8 Duty of yeais forsworn,
honour in injury lost

t 5 To swear or vow to bring about Obs. rare~\
01300 Cursor M 14561 (Cott.) pe land o Iude he has

for-born, For par pal hafe his ded forsuorn

Hence Forswea ring vbl. sb and ppl a Por-
swea rer, one who forswears (himself), a perjurer
1340 Ayenb. 57 pise ten txqes we moje akuo nemni jdel-

nesbe . lyesynges, vorzueninges [etc ] 1413 Pilgr Sosule
(Caxton 1483) in v 53 Ye lyers, forswerers and witnessers
of falshede 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvi g3 Dydo whan
she dyde remembre the forsweryng of laomedon made
grete doubte to folowe theym 1561 1 Norton Calvin's
Inst iv xvm (1634) 711 With forsweanngs to enter force-
ably into any mans possession 1583 Golding Calvin on
Deut xxxix 230 God will in the end vtter his wrath both
against forswearers and against theeues 16 Let to
Friend in Select Harl. Mtsc. (1793) 484 The non-swearing,
or forswearing clergy dud laity, who will help forwards
another revolution. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton 1 (1840)

7 Forswearing was the stated practice of the ship’s crew

t ForsweTt, Obs [OE forswellan, str.vb.,

f For- frefii + sweltan, Svyelt v to die.]

1. intr. To die, perish
c 888 K. jEltred Boeth xxxi § 1 Manifc wif forswilt for

hire bearne 0 1225 Juliana 19 He schal pe forreaden &
makie to forswelten.

2. trans. To cause to perish, to kill.

0x225 St Marher 5 Mi sweord schal uorswelten and for-

swolhen pi flesch 13. K Ahs 7559 Her was the gult, To
hen forbarnd, to ben forswelte

tForswi’ft, v Obs- 1 In 6 pa pple. for-
swiftet [f For- pref 1

,
cf. Swm> a and ON

svipta to sweep off] trans. To sweep away.
15x3 Douglas rEneis in, ui 97 Forswiftet fro our ncht

coqrs, gane we ar

Forswitlie, -swong, -swonk: see ¥ok-pref

f

For-swollen, pa. pple. : see For- preff 6.

fig- c *45° Merlin xxvii 538 ‘Ha boyes’ quod the
kynge, * thow art fell, and for-swollen

’

Forsworn (fprswp-m), f forswore, ppl a.

[pa, pple. of Forswear.]
1 That has forsworn himself, peijured.
O E Chron an 1094 [He] hine forsworenne & trywleasne

clypode aitooAgs Voc inWi -Wulcker337/,mw««, for-

sworen 01290.? Eng Leg I 133/1011 Puyrhche forsuore
we schullen himpreoui 01400 Apol Loll 37 Foi sworn
men, cursars, diunksum men 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps
111 84 God will mainteyne the faithfulnesse of his promibes
against such forsworne naughty packs x68o Falkland
Life Edw II in Select. Harl. Mtsc (1793) 49 His forsworn
traiterous murderers enter his chamber 17x8 Freethinker
No 20 133 The Forsworn Enemies of the Protestant
Succession 1849-53 Rock Ch. of Fathers III x 501 Our
pastors, from the sainted Austin down to the foisworn
Cranmer 1887 Bowen Virg AEneid 11 195 By bps for-

sworn of a cunning liar, the tale Ciedence finds

Proverbs 01330 Amts fy Amtl xioz Forsworn man shal

neuer spede 1 1591 Troubl. Raigne IC John it (16x1) 92
Once forsworne, and neuer after sound 16x9 Dalton
Cowitr Just. (1630) 297 Once forsworne ever forlome
absol. 0x000 /Elfrjc Horn I. 132 Da foisworenan mid

forsworenum . forwurSaS 0 1200 Moral Ode 103 Hwet
sculen ordhnghes don pa swicen and ta forsworene ? 1597
Daniel Civ Wars in xxx, One says he never should
endure the sight Of that Forsworn.

2 Falsely sworn.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 184 Plexirtus, mingling for-

sworne excuses with false meant promises.

Hence Forswo r&ness, false sweating, perjury.

0X000 /Elfric Horn II 328 Cypmannum gedafenaS pset

hi lofian heora Sing baton la&re forsworennysse 0x175
Lamb Horn 103 Stale and lesunge, and forsworenesse
1828 Webster, Forswoi nness, the state of being forsworn

+ Forswou’nden, pa. pple. Obs [pple. of

*forsvnndeti vb. = OHG. farswmdan (mod Ger.
versclmmden) to swoon ] Implied in Forswn u-
denle^c,Forswu ndenness, indolence, remissness.
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iaoo Ormin 2623 Unnlusst & forrswundennlesgc Iss

Dnhhtm swipe unncweme Ibid. 4736 Hiram iss ldellnesse

lap & all forrswundennesse

S’orswunk : see For- pref 1 6 b.

Port (fo°Jt), sb 1 Also 6 forthe. [a. F pent,

absol use offort adj. see next ]

1. Mil. A fortified place , a position fortified for

defensive or protective purposes, usually surrounded
with a ditch, lampait, and paiapet, and garrisoned

with troops ; a fortress.

I5$7~75 Dmrn Ocairr (1833) 32 The forthe of Aymouth
[was] decermt to be cassin down 1568 G ftAn on Ckron II.

15 He budded a forte, where as at thys day standeth newe
Castell upon Tyne, 1592 Baiiington Com/. Notes Gen vii

§ is When forts, tiees, nor any tall towers can saue a man
1725 Dc Foe Voy lound World (1840) 280 Strong forts

erected and strong garrisons maintained in them 1844
H H Wilson Brit India 111 178 A detachment fiom the
British foice . drove the insurgents out of the fort 1873
Miss Braddon L Davoren Prol 1, To make his way back to

a far distant fort in quest of piovisions

b. fig A strong position, stronghold
xs<58 FuLwnx Like JVill to Like (1587J D iv, The forte of

Vertue, oh man ass.ule 1592 Daniel Comfit Rosamond
Wks (1717) 40 Having but weak feeble Hands To hold
their Honours Fort unvanquished 1605 Bacon Adv
I,earn 1 v, § 11 If theie were sought 111 knowledge a fort

or commanding ground for strife 1640 Bi* Haii thr
Aloder 29/2 Such [paits of the body] as. wherein the main
fort of life doth not consist 1708 Brit Apollo No 39 1/2
They look upon this Passage in the Revelations as then-

strongest Fort.

c In British North America and pails of the

U.S : A tiadmg station (originally foitified).

*776 Adam Smith W N \ 1 (18691 II 328 Their settle-

ments and habitations, which they [the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany] have honomed with the name of foits

2 The place of secuiity (of a wild animal).
1653 TJuquiiaut Rabelais 11 xxvi, A roc-lnick which was

come out of his Foit 1674 N Cox Gentl Retreat 1 (1677)
130 If a Boar intends to abide 111 lus Den, Couch, or Fort.

1

3

Astrol. Obs
1686 Goad Cclest Bodies 1 xu 48 Unless the Sennsextile

on each side be reduced to the 6 . and the Quincunx like-

wise to the Opposition, as then Matrices, their Forts and
Principals, the Conjunction will be found the most insig-
nificant Aspect in the pack
4 Strong part 01 point. Now written Forte, q.v.

5 nth ib and Comb , asfort-bi each , foi t-c> owned
adj

;
fort-adjutant, ‘an officer in a garrison who

is responsible for its internal discipline, and the
appropriation of the men to the several corps ’

;

fort-major, m a fort or forliess, the officer next to

the governor or commandant. Also Fort-royaia
1876 Voylp Miltt Diet

,
*Fort adjutant 1649 G Daniel

Tnnarch
,
Hen V, cxciu, As they had found Some *fort-

hreaeh 1894 Daily News 26 Nov. 4/6 The *fort-crowned
heights 1715 Loud Gas. No 5300/5 ^Fort-Major of the
said Town 1844 Regul $ Old Aimy 3 Officers employed
as Town or Fort Majors

Fort, sb 2 (See quot.)
1867 Frv Playing-Card Terms m PJalol Roc. Trans 56

Port
,
an oiled sheet, (usually large enough for twenty cards)

formerly used in making the stencillmg-plate foi stencilling
the colors of the court-cards or the pips of the other cards

t Fort, a. Obs Also 5 forte [a. ht. fort L.
fort em strong ] Strong, powerful
*
*3 K. Alts 7710 Sampson theo fort, also, Daliada dude

him wrong and wo 14 Pol Rel. 4 L Poems 238 pou
most fort wit wele or wo a 1450 Knt. de la Tom (1868) 92
Dalide, that was wi (If to Sampson forte C1450 Lonclilh
Giail xlu 471 Which dwk was bothe Riche & foi t, 1494
Fabyan Ckron. vii 371 John aftermany fort assautes wanne
the sayd castell c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvit 112 Why
should Fame make thee fort ’gainst our harmes.

Fort (foojrt), v. ? Obs. Also 6 forte, [f. Fort
jfl.

1

] trans. To defend or protect with a fortifica-

tion
; to fortify

;
to enclose in a fort

,
also with m

ISS9 in Sir R Sadler's Papers (i8og) II 185 The
Frenches are to take summe other part of the countrey, and
forte it. a 157a Knox Hist. Ref Wks 1846 I 406 To forte
our tounis and to lay sa strang garmsouns of stram-
geans thainn 1747 in Westfield (Mass') Jubilee (1870)
132 To Consider what measures to take about forting the
'town 1756 G Washington Lett Wut 1889 I 360 While
you remain .foi ted in, as if to defend yourselves were the
sole end of your coming 1757 Ibid 508 The few families
that are forted on the Branch
absol. 1723 111 G Sheldon Hist. Dee>field, Alass (1895)

I. 396 These towns can't stand the strain upon them to watch
and waid, scout and fort without pay
Hence IPoTted ppl a 3To*rting vbl sb.

*566 Nuce Seneca's Octavia 1 iv, sig Cij,Through top of
fortred [? read forted] towre 1603 Shaks Meas forM v
1 12 It deserues A forted residence, ’gainst the tooth of
time 1808 J Barlow Cohimb v 760 They dare oppose
Their fielded cohorts to the foiled foes 1758 in G
Sheldon Hist Deerfield, Mass (1895) I 647 voted to
Consider in what manner to carry on ye foiling

t Forta'ke, v. Obs exc arch, [f For- prefP +
Take v ] trans To take away
c 1460 Tovmeley Myst (Surtees’! 263 It was my gylt lie

was fortayn, And nothing lus [189a Stopr Brooke E E
Lit I. vn 153 Famine-death fortook fortitude fiom men ]

Fortalice (ip italis) Forms 5 fortalys, -alyce,
fortiliUe, 6 fortilesse, forfcilage, fortelleze, for-
telaoe,

7, 9 fortiless, 9 -alise, 6- fortalice [The
surviving form, which is also the earliest recorded,
is ad med L fortahtia, fortahtium, a derivative of
fortis strong; cf Pr ,Sp

,
Pg fortahza , It fortahzio,

fortthzio, OF.fortelesce (cf. the parallel formation

forteresce Fortress). Some of the obsolete forms
are from Fr. 01 other Romanic langs ]
In early use = Fortress

;
by mod. writers clnefiy

used for: ‘A small outwoik of a fortification
’

(W ) ,
a small fort

c 1425 Wvntoun Cion viii xxix 31 Daie-m {xu made
a Forulyce 1494 Act n Hen VII, c 18 Any Person
being in his Service within Ins Towns and hortilities of
Berwick and Carlyle *560 Roi r and Crt Units 11 847
With stark diaw brig, well forcit with fortalice 1390
Spenser P. Q ii xu 43 Nought feard their force, that for-

tilage to win 164a Prynne Son. Antidote 24 Castles, Fot-
tresses, Fortilesses 1754EKSKIN1 Pnnc Sc Laiv{1809)181
Fortnhces, or small places of sticngth 1816 Scow Old
Aleu t xi, The fortalice thus commanding both bridge and
pass 1870 Echo g Nov

,
Wc canter off to the as yet un-

finished fortalice of Des Bordes.

tiansf and fig
x8s6 Scott lGoodst, xxii, This makes Understanding bar

lumself up within his fortalise 1830 Markyat King's Own
xxxm, Seymour and Jcny descended from their little for-

talice aloft 1884 Afag of Art Jan 102 In the circular

fortalice on its [an elephant's] hack are troopers with buff
coats 1887 Buskin Puetenta II 393 A majestic, but un-
teirific fortalice of cliff, forest, and meadow
For-tattered, -taxed • see For- piefP 5 b, 6

Forte (fpit), sb. Also 7-8 fort [a F foit, abso-

lute use of fort strong bee Fort a As m many
other adoptions of Fr ndjs used as sbs

,
the fem

foim has been ignoiantly substituted, fot Ihcmasc
;

cf locale, mot ale (of an army), etc]

X. The strong point (of a person), that in which
he excels.

1682 SiiAnvvri t Alcdal Epil. A b. His Fort is, that he is an
mdiffeicnt good Versificatoa 1768 Goldsm Good-n Alan
End

,

'1 hose things are not our foi t<* at Covcnt Gaiden 1805
W. Irvino in Life 3 Lett (1864) I 158 The aitful designing
hypoci itc is his forte, and in lago he is admirable. 1870
Miss Bridgman R. Lynne II. xu. 244 Mr. Sclwyn li,id

a forte for iiorse-racmg

2 Fencing The stiongest part of a sword-blade
a 1648, 1735, 1837, 1879 [see Foiblp B 2] 1692 Sir W
Hope Peuctng A/astci 3 The Strong, l-ort, or Pnme of the
Blade is Measuied from the Shell to the middle of the
Blade 1809 Roland Reining3 The swoid bang supported
by the foit of it in youi left hand

h.fig
1772 tn Simes Milit Guide 6 They would more easily

discover the fort or foible of their icspective commands
*823 Di Quinctv Lett Yng Man Wks XIV 27 A student
of mntuic age must be presumed to he best acquainted
with his * forte ’ and his ‘ foible

’

3 . Pugilism.
1813 Spotting Afag XLVI. 109 He covered Ins head with

lus left hand, went in, and got to lus foite

II Forte (f? ile),a. (adv
)
and sb. Mus. [It. — strong,

loud

L

foitis\ A adj (adv.) A musical direc-

tion indicating a strong, loucl tone in peiformance.

Also foi ie forte vciy loud (Abbreviated f, ff.)
Also altrib.

1724 Short Explic Por Words m ATus. Bis 32 Fotle
is to play or siug loud and strong, and Porte Porte,

or P'F, is very loud 1818 111 Todd 1832 Splnclr Use t,

Beauty Ess. 1891 II 373 Forte passages 111 music must
have piano passages to lelieve them 1884 Pall Mall G.
8 Sept 4/2 The usual jubilant and unsuitable forte chorus.

B sb ‘Forte’ tone, a ‘ forte
’
passage. Also, m

the Harmonium, an appaiatus used for producing

a forte effect

1755 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1 xxiu, The forte or piano of a
certain wind instrument they use a 1774 Fergusson Poems
(1845) 5 Banish vile Italian tricks Fine out your quoium
Nor fortes wi’ pianos mix 1883 Atkenxum 28 Apr 549/3
His tone in the fortes is rather coai se

+ Forte, fort, variant of Forto prep and conj

Obs, Also sometimes standing foi for to before

an infinitive : see For prep n, 11 b.

a 1175 Cott Horn 235 Nas tid |>at god ne send gode
mrenn his folc forte gelaSie to lus nee a 1225 A ncr R 96
Jif emmonbitfort lseon ou c 1300 Bcket 86 He jeode forte
awaite what that wonder were. 1307 Elegy Edtu /, 11, Al Eng-
lond ahte forte knowe, Of wham that song is 1362 Langl.
P.Pt. A n 4Teche me the kuynde ciaft forte knowe the
False c 1423 Seven Sag (P ) 44 Into his hert fort reche
Al the clergy undu sonne lhat we seven cleikes cunnc.

+ Fortee', V. Obs. [OE portion ( =OHG far-
ziuhan, Gei verziehen), f For- pref.1 + tion to

draw] trans. To diawaway (to evil) , to seduce.
a 1000 Crist 270 (Gi ) To [jam seSelan rice Jwnan us se

swearta gsest forteah c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 87 pe fule

gost forte3 pat child toheiewillc a 1250 Prm> sElfed
334 mO E Misc. 122 For hit seyp in the l[e]op as scumes
forteoj) , pat cold rede is quene red

Forten, obs. form of Fortune v.

Forte-piano (fp A^pia no), a. (adv) and sb.

[It ; see Forte and Piano ]A adj (adv ) A musical direction indicating

sudden but transient emphasis
;
loud, then imme-

diately soft (Abbreviatedfp )

+B sb The original name of the Pianoforte
1760 Publ, Advertiser 24 May 4/3 A very large Forte ex

[read e or et] Piano in a Harpsichord Carcase *771 T Jet-
rxRSON Let Writ 1852 I 395,

1

have since seen a Forte-piano
and am charmed with it 1824 Diet Musicians s v Bach,
The King invited Bach to try his forte-pianos made by
Silvermann 1879-80 Grove Diet Mus I 556 Fortepiano
—afterwards changed to pianoforte -was the natural Italian
name for the new instrument which could give both loud
and soft sounds, instead of loud only, as was the case with
the harpsichord.

b. attnb., as forte-piano maker, teacher.
1840 Marryat Poor Jack xm. He must have been a fortv

plany teacher 1844 J W Croker Guillotine (x^-\\M rw
Schmidt, a forte piano maker

v M/ 47 vne

3?orteyn(e, obs form of Fortune v.

Forth (fo<uJ>), adv., piep

,

and sb Forms. 1
fortt, for]?, (fordh, forht), 3-4 south, vorth, 3-6
forthe, (3 ford, 4 ferth, forgh), 4-6 furth(e U
firth), 5-6 fourthe, 6-7 forrth. [OE forfi=
OFns, OS foi th (Du. voort), MHG vort (mod
Ger fort) --OTeut. *fm)o- (represented also m
Goth fauipis Further) •—pre-Teut *pfto-, a de-
rivative with suffix -to- of the root which appears
in Fore adv
Cnlicis-cd as obsolete by Giay In letter to Dr Beattie

8 Mar 1771.]

A adv
1 Of movement or direction* Forwards; op-
posed to backwards. Obs. exc in back andforth
now only U.S (? or dial,) = ‘ backwards and for-

wards \ j* Also, with ellipsis ofgo Cf. 6 b
c 1000 /Ei trig Josh vui 20 [Hi] lie mihton Sanon fieon,

ne foi)> ne undeihscc C1380 Wyclit Wks (1880) 155
J)at rijtwisnessc may not for|» in her veituouse lyuynge
c 1430 Hymns Vug 97 While U3t schal forj>, & no mercie
IS3S Co\ i-kualf h..ra v 8 Y“ worke goeth fast forth 1343
1 , Basil 111 Sltype Peel Aleut, I 1 383 If his grace go forth,

as he hath begun, he shall [etc.]. 1548 Hall Ckron,
Hen V (an 3) 49 Kobe armye beyng in open sight .eyeiy
man cued furtli, fmth. 1399 Shaks Hen V, 11 11 189 Then
forth, deaie Coimtrcymui 1607 Drawru & Webster
Northw Iloe 1 1, Forth, Son 1613 T Jackson Apost,
Ci cede 1. 196 Lengthnmg the time by . vnnecessane turn-
ings, backe and forth 1839 [sec Back adv 13] 1882 Macm
Mag XLVI 203 Back and forth her needle goes.

|- b Expressing promptitude or eagerness for

action. To set (a person) foith to uige forwaicl.

To make oneselffoith to bestn oneself, prepare
c 1470 Hinry Wallace iv 482 To tak him m thai maid

tlninv redy ford Ibid \ 111 752 The knyclit Cambell At
the north jett, and Ramsay maid thaim ford 1353 T
Wn son Rhet. (1580)67 Good will settyng me foillie with
thefoictnost I can not chuse but wute *560 Holland
Crt. Venus n, 209 In euoric Camp the proudest man armait
His piay was ay, and maid him cuei foid

j 2 Dnwatds fiom a specified point, continu-

ously m one dncction ; without deviation or mter-

uiption. bo 1 ightforth (see Right a )

,

F orth on

847 Cha* ter Aithelmulf m 0 E lexis 434 Fiom Sami
st.ine foiS on Sone lierepaS on Sone die. 1297 R Glouc
(Rolls) 17 1 I* ram )>e on ende of cngelond voij) to he other end

1424 A A It'll/s (1882) 61 And {j-uiiil forth as hit is a-foie

declared 1430-1530 Jlfyrr our Ladye 292 The seconde

parte, that >s lrom Laiufanuis te furtho to the ende 1335
Covi KDA1.I Lack vi.i4 Iiom the wiIdemesseoffDeblat forth

f b. Appended to another adv
,
giving the addi-

tional notion of * for some distance in the specified

direction, everywhere in the specified locality as

beneath-, within-, without-foi th (for quots see those

words) ; also aboutforth, for some distance lound;

otherwiseforth, in all other lespects. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 223 Whanne bou wolt kutte Jns

enpostym, J>ou schalt but kutte aboulcforp ill be skyn. 1587

Fllming Contn Hohnshed III 1955/2 He would notonehe

lfcstorc lum to his foimer libertie, but otherwise forth be

readie to pleasure him

f c. In eaily ME. foith mid, later foith with

s=* along with’. Also absol
,
along with him,

them, etc. at the same lime with something else

rti73 Lamb. Horn 117 pen 11e lona3 fclc saulen and he

seolf forS mid for lus ^cmclcsle Ibid 123 penne bi3 he

giedi pes eses and foiswolc^cft pene hoc furfl nud pan ese

a 1200 Moral Ode 90 m E h P (1862) 28 To heuemiche

he scullen, ford nud vie drihte £1323 Know Thyself 95

ibid 132 Amende pe mon euene forp mydde. c 1386

Ciiauclr Pais T V 345 There is also costlewe furnnge in

hir gouues forth with the supcrfluitee in lengthe of the for-

seide gownts 1460 Lybeaus Disc 1474 (Kaluza) Forp wip

pe scholder bon His n}t arm fell anoon Into pe feld.

f d Foi th with that : at the same moment that.

Cf FoRTRWlTHAli and Forthwith Obs

1541 R Copland Galyen's Temp 2 A iv, 1 he ende of the

batliynge shalhe forth with that the partycle becometh

ruddy and ryse 111 a luinpe

3 . Of extent in time. Onwards, immediately after-

wards and continuously Now only in phrases

from this time (day, etc ) forth (somewhat arch ),

and m combs. Henceforth, Thenceforth, etc

*p Alwaysforth continually, ever more and more,

so ever forth, aye foith (OE d foi 3), foi which

ee Ever, A\e
a 700 Epmal Gloss sen In dies cmdescei et a fordh c 1230

lah Meid 25 pat hi&Hche beast leaueS &last forS a 1300

'ursorM 3758 In dew and gress sere o porth Sal be pibussing

ano forth a 1450 Le MorieA rth 1668 In the castelle tliay

an forthe lende 1535 CovrRDALr Haggai u_io Consicire

:ien from this daye forth 1339 Ftcknam in Strype Ann

\ef I App ix. 24 Which of them bothe is allwayes f6rtn

ne and agreeable with it self 1377 HoliNSHTDA cot Lilians.

94/2 The King assigned hir foorth sufficient leuenewes.

601 Shaks Jnl. C iv 111 48 From this day foi th, Revseyou

>r my Mirtli 1611 Bible Ps cxiu e Blessed he the name

f the Lord from this time forth 1830 Dickens Chid

Iream Star, Househ Wds I 25 From that hour forth,

hild looked out upon the star as on theHomehe was to go to

+ b. Expiessing continuity or progie&iveness 01

ction
,
joined to a verb, and giving the sense to

;o on doing’ what the verb denotes. Cf on. Obs.
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BeowulfiZ ) 948 Heald for? tela mwe sibbe • O. E Chron

an 534 (Laud MS ) Cymric nxade for]j xxvi wintra 1297

R Glouc (Rolls) 6576 pat water dude uorp is kunde & wax
euereuaste £1330 R Brunne Chron (1723) 174 If he forth

has grace, as he now bigynnes £1380 Wyclif Wks (1880)

135 Possessioners may holden for)>ehere seculer lordischipis

*399 Pol P°ems (Rolls) I 371 Beholde the book onys and

if ae savere sum delle, se it forth overe 1428 E E Wills

(1882) 81, 1 woll that myne Executours parfourme forth my
deuouaciouns forth as I was wonte 1477 Earl Rivers

(Caxton) Bides 7 b, Pray him of his merci he wol kepe you
forthe *342 Recorde Gr Aries C iv b, Whiche, after you
haue well practysed, then maie you leame forth 1363

Homilies 11. Agsi Idolatry ra (1859) 216 If you read on

forth, it expoundeth itself a 1615 Bnene Cron Erhs of
Ross (1850) 17 He bigged fuith the Dortour 1808 Scott

Marm 11 xxx, Now, men of death, work foith your will.

f 0 To makeforth (
long , longer) to protract.

*565-73 Cooper Thesaurus,
Contexere longius I might

make forth this verse longei ifin Shaks Cymb iv 11.

140 The Eoy Fideles sickenesse Did make my way long

forth

•f d. Further, moreover, also. Obs

£1315 Shoreham g Ne mede ne forthe no other licour

That chaungeth wateres kende, Ne longeth naujt to cnsten-

dom 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 34 My lorde the kynge,

and dere quene, and forth alle ye that here stande

f 4. At or to an advanced ppmt * a of position

or progress. Obs
a *223 After R 374 Monie Jiet beo3 ful uor? lSe weie

touward heouene a 1300 CursorM 11027 (Gfitt ) Eliza-

beth, bat wele forth stadd. Ibid 11203 (Cott ) pan was sco

gan sua forth, Jjat mild, pat sco was at hir time o child

£1400 Maundev. (1839) xvn 180 More forthe toward the

parties septemtrioneles : it [the North Pole] is 62 Degrees

•fb of time Forth days, mghte
,
forth in with

even * late m the day, night, or evening Obs
<21300 Birth of Jesus 376 m A Itengl Leg. (Horstm)gt

Vorp mjte hit was 1388 Wvcur Mark vi 35 Whanne it

was forth daies [cum hora multafieret], his disciplis camen
a. 1400 Sir Pen 823 Title one the morne at forthe dayes,

He mett a wyche. a 1400-30 Alexander 3053 pen quen
pai fange to ge flqt was furth in with euyn 1470-83
Malory Arthur xx. v 804 Or it be forth dayes

6. Forward, into view. Only with such verbs as

bring;
come, show

,
put

,
etc. : see the verbs.

£900 tr. Bsda's Hist. v. xiv [xm ] (1890) 438 pa teah

heora ocSer for? faegre hoc c logo Byrhtfertlis Handboc in

Anglia VIII. 298, & forS staipo wel orghce binnan feower
wintrum c 1200 Ormin 3078, & ec he droh patt wittness

forp Off Ysayjess late c 1340 CursorM 11988 (Fairf ) He
oper childei forp hit kid 1388 Wyclif 2 Sam vi 6 Oza

helde forth the hond to the arke of God *331 T Wilson
Logike (1580) 3 b, A question is either a worde or sentence

put foorthe, as when I aslce what suche thyng is 169a E
Walker Epictetus' Mor xx. If tis nigh. Stretch forth your
Hand, take share with Modesty 1719 Young Busins 1 1,

This day the court shines forth m all its lustre 1872 Jen-
kinSon Guide Eng Lakes (1879) 159 Skiddaw, which stands

forth m all its majesty

fb. with ellipsis of come or go Forth with—
come forth with, (come) out with, utter Obs
c r4oo Lanfranc's Cirurg 139 He my3te forpwibno word

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop To Rdi (Arb) 19 To
Impnntinge it came against my wyll Howebeit perceau-

mg therfore none other remedy, but that furth it shoulde.

6. Away or out from a place of origin, residence,

or sojourn.

£ xooo ASLrnic Exod xm 10 Ahedap mine ban forp mid eow
£ x*7S Lamb Horn 5 pat folc eode par ford to processiun

to munte oliueti £1230 Gen % Ex 1x3 ForS glod oisooer

dais m}t a 1300 Fall # Passion 47 in E E P (1862) 14
God is angle anon forp'send. c 1400 Besir Troy 2984 Sho
Hade horn ladly arayed for pe rode furth 1596 Shaks

Tam Shr y 11 104 Swinge me them soundly forth vnto
their husbands *697 Dryden Virg Georg, iv 104 In form

of Battel drawn, they issue forth. *771 Beattie Minstrel
1 ill, Nor need I here describe How forth the Minstrel

far’d in days of yore, 1832 Miss Yonge Catneos I 1 3 The
Vikings sailed fearlessly forth

b with ellipsis of go. Now arch

£1173 Lamb Horn 81 Nu is pes deakneforpe £X33oR.
Brunne Chron (1810) 309 No lenger suld bei bide, bot forth
& stand to chance 1481 Caxton Godfrey clix 234 The
goyng foi th of therle of tholouse caused them moche to

haue the wyll forth 1607 Shaks Cor 1 in 99 Indeed, I

will not foorth. 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. I vii iv, Maternity

must forth to the streets *860 W Collins Antonina xu,

The slaves are forth to pursue me
1

7

Of position : Abroad
,
not at home ;

in the

field
;
at sea. Cf Abboad 3 and 4 Obs.

14 Chalmerlatn Ayr (Sc Stat. I), Alswele induellande

as furth duelland 1390 Shaks Com Err 11 il 212 Say
he dines forth 1596 — Merch V I 1 13 Had I such

venture forth 1598— Merry W 11 11 276 At that time

her husband will be forth 1607 — Cor, 1 ill 108 The
Volcies haue an Anay forth

f 8 In senses £ and 6, the adv was formerly used

in many idiomatic combinations with verbs, where

for the most part out is now substituted. Obs
c 1430 Tuio Cookery-bks 1 23 Coloure it with Safroun, an

sethe an serue forth *313 Douglas ASneis xm Pro! 164

Furth quynchrag gan the stams, one be one *3*3 More
m Grafton Chron (1368) II 770 The fetching forth of this

noble man out of that place *384 Vestry Bks (Surtees)

16 Laid forthe by the foresaid churchwardens vij s yj d.

*393 TeU-Troth’s N Y Gift 34 New conceites are easly

remoued hut engrauen thoughtes will not be rubbed forth.

*390 Shaks Com Err. iv iv 98 Say, wherefore didst thou,

locke me forth to-day *593 — 3 Hen VI, 11. 1 12, I .

watchthimhow he singled Clifford forth 1398 — Merch. V,

1 1 143 To finde the other forth. 1611 Bible TransL
Pref 1 He gaue foorth, that hee had not seene any profit,

1659 D Pfll Impr Sea 280 If they finde them so doing,

they will blow them [candles] forth. *688 R. Holme
Vol IV

Armoury in 182/1 The Library Keeper is to keep the
Books clean, to lend none forth

9 . Phraseological combinations,

a Forth of — out of in various senses Now
only poet or rhetorical

,
and only in lit. sense ex-

pressive of motion from within a place In 1 6- 1
7th

c occas \fromforth of f Forth of door(s, forth
adoors , out of doors

, see Adoors •j* Forth of
hand=» out of hand, at once.
£1300 Doctry Gd Servaunts (Percy Soc) 8 Whan your

mayiter is forth of towne 1313 Douglas JEneis 111 viii 26
Furth of his eft schip a bekyn gart he stent 1337 Pole
Let to Kmgm Strype Eccl Mem. I.App Ixxxii 203 There
was never man that by offence was forth of the grace& favor
of God *352-3 Inv Ch Goods

, Staffs in Ann Lichfield
IV gi Thes parcells followynge were stolne furthe of the
sayd churche at Cnstmas *364 Haward Eutroptus v sr
They shuld be all slaine forthe ofhande c 1592 Marlowe
Massacre Pans in m, 1*11 root Valois his line from forth

of France 1594 Shaks Rich III
,
iv iv *76 Humfrey

Hower call’d your Grace To Breakefast once, forth of my
company. 1607 Wilkins Miseries Enforct Marr v, Off
with your coate then, get you forth a dores. *814 North
Riding Rec (1884) H 54 A woman presented for that she
will not sell ame of her ale forth of doores except it [etc ]
*622 in Picton L'pool Munte Rec (1883) I 212 Forth of
his wayges soe much money shall be abated 1632 Rowley
Woman never vext iv 59 My Vncle [being] poore, I him
relieving was thrust forth of dores *633 1 . James Voy
61 Forth adores we coilld not go *671 J Webster
Metallogr 1 14 A Roman Hermit, whose Writings were
translated forth of the Arabick Language into Latme X751

Affect Narr Wager 63 He threw his Pistol aside, and
came forth of the Tent xBx6 Keatinge Trav (1817)1 49
He who is exiled forth of the land, endures his punishment
at home 1867 Swinburne in Fortn. Rev Nov 341 Flee

from the foot of the lion forth of his den

b. And so forth. + (a) And then onwards

;

and then in regular sequence. + (5) And similarly

(in the remaining cases); usually followed by of
(OE. be), (c) Now used only (like and so on) in

breaking off an enumeration, quotation, etc. : And
the like, etcetera Formerly also, •for soforth
(a) £ xooo ASlfric Gram xxv (Z) 144 And swa forJ> I

C1290J Eng Leg I 473/400 To his schyp he wende and so

forz {read forp] m pe se. c 1340 CursorM 6122 (Fairf) At
the kyng he first by gan And so forth slow beste & man
1377 Langl P PI B xiv. 159 Moche murthe in Maye is

amonges wilde bestes. And so forth whil somer lasteth her

solace dureth 1351 Recorde Pathw. Knowl 11. Ivi, If a
line bee drawen by bothe their centres, and so forthe m
lengthe 1574 Whitgift Bef Anew in 1 9 Looke at the

2 Admonition especially, and so foorth, where [etc.]

(b) c 1000 Starcrafl fr Baida. 4 m Sax Leechd III 250

And swa forS be oam oSrura £1400 Maundev (Roxb)
xxx 137 A Kynges porter anoper sewer, anoper marschall,

and so furth of all ober officez pat langes till his courte

1450-1530 Myrr. ourLadye 3 Why an hympne ys callyd an

hympne . why an Antempne is callyd an Antempne and so

fourth of other ? 01x500 Wycket (1828) 4 They spared not

the sonne of God and so forth of the apostels and martirs

(ri 1374-3 Abp Parker Corresp (1853) 474, I toy out my
time, partly with copying of books partly in genealogies,

and so forth 1602 Shaks Ham 11 1 61 Videlicet, a Brothell,

or so forth 1670 G H Hist. Cardinalsm 1 239 These were
such as declard him a Heretick a Profaner, and so forth

*745 R. Thomas Jml Anson’s Voy 44 Some Jewels, abun-

dance of Gold and Silver Twist, and so forth. x8x6 Keat-
inge Trav (1817) II 155 Coal beds piscatory exuviae, and

so forth 1841 Macaulay Let Napier ra Trevelyan Life

(1876)11. ix 127 This lady called the Marquis of Hertford
‘ Earl of Hertford and so forth

p c As or so forth • as or so far, to such an

extent or degree ([as, that). Cf Far-forth
a xooo Ags, Laws, Oaths xi, Swa for? swa uncre word-

gecwydu fyrmest wasron a 1223 Leg Kath. 2304 Jef

bu wult greten ure godes ase foro as pu ham hauest

igremet. a 1223 Juliana 15 pat tu hauest wio ute me se

for3 pi luue lleuet pat [etc ] Ibid 47 And wurche his wil

ouer al ase for? as imei £1386 Chaucer Man of Law's
Frol 19 (Harl. MS ) Lesep no tyme, as forpe as ge may.

B. prep
•pi. Forward to, up to, to the extent 01 limit of

Chiefly with evenx see Emforth, Even-forth.

Also in conjunctional phrase, Forth that • until.

£888 K tEltred Boeih. xxxviu § 5 On cnihthade and swa
forp eallne "Sonne giogophad c 1x7s Lamb Horn 91 ForS

pet tc alegge pine feond under pine fot-sceomele. £X20o

Tnn Coll Horn 87 ForS pat hie understonden wurldes

wit £ 1449 Fecock Repr 52 The processis forth and afore

the textis figging Ibid 1 xvn xoo The processis forth and

aftir, bifore and behrade, where tbilke textis ben writun

2 Forward, out or away from ; out of, from out

of Now rare

1566-75 Painter Pal Pleas {1813) II. 114 In saying so,

the teares gushed forth hir eyes *594 Daniel Cleopatra

11 1, And forth her trembling Hand the Blade did wrest

*393 Hunnis Joseph 5 They stnpt him forth his party cote

1670 P Henry Bianes <$• Lett, (1882) 231 [He] went forth

his Desk *678 Otway Friendship in Fash v (1736) 107

Discharge them of their punishment, and see ’em forth the

gates 18x4 Cary Dante (Chandos) 2x0 Never fire, With

so swift motion, forth a stormy cloud, Leap’d downward

1864 Blackmore Clara Vaughan xxxiv, The hrambled

quarry standing forth the trees.

b Preceded byfrom
<2x592 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 11 i. Poor Troy From

forth her ashes shall advance her head 1398 Shaics Merry
W iv iv S3 Let them from forth a saw-pit rush at once

1671 Milton Samson 922 That I may fetch thee From forth

this loathsome prison house 1820 Keats St Agnes xxx,

He from forth the closet brought a heap Of candied apple.

f C. sb In phrase, To have one'sforth : to have

outlet ,fig to have free course, to have one’s * fling’.

Hence (rarely) as independent sb : Free course,

wide publicity Obs.
1362 Langl P PI A in 153 Lettep so faste, Pat Feib

may not han hus forp 1406 Dives <j Paup (W deW )

viii vii 320/1 These men oflawe for mede withdrawe them
to lette falsehede haue his forth 1367 Jewell Apol 327
Wee geeue God thankes, that hath published the name
of his Sonne in euery place The foorth, and force thereof

greeueth you nowe as it did your Fathers that cned.
All the worlde renneth after him 1397 J King On Jonah.

(1599) 362 Thorough Propontis, where the sea is patent
againe, and hath his forth 1397 Hooker Eccl, Pol v lxu

§ 8 The Church was contented to let Donatists haue their

foorth by the space of threescore yeares x6xx Speed Hist
Gt Brit ix viii § 32 Obstacles which all must be done
and voided before the Pope can haue his full forth

D. Porth- in composition In OE and ME.
the combinations offorth adv with vbs are hardly

to be considered compound woids; whether the

adv. precedes or follows the vb depends on euphonic

or other conditions which do not affect the sense.

The agent-nouns, nouns of action, and ppl adjs.

corresponding to these verbal locutions were formed

by prefixingforth to the verbal noun or adj corre-

sponding to the veib In mod.Eng compound vbs

formed withforth- are raie; butforth- is often used

as a prefixm the formation of nouns of agent and

action, and ppl adjs corresponding to the verbal

phrases (compound verbs in sense but not m form)

m which the adv, follows the verb. More frequently,

however, the agent-noun, etc is followed by the

adv. ;
thus we have a setter forth ,

but *forthsetter

is app not lecorded For the formation of ppl

adjs. the prefix is the only means available ;
and

in poetry from Pope onwards it is very common in

pres pples
In some OE and ME words, forth- appears as a substi-

tute for Forl- see Forthfather, Forthward,Forthwith2

The more important compounds of forth

-

will be
treated in their alphabetical place as Main words

;

those enumerated m this article are nonce-words or

of rare occurrence.

1. Verbs
;
asforth-leap,

-throw, and renderings of

Lat vbs. with pro-, forth-cut, -follow, -look

138a Wycltf Isa xxviu 24 Whether al day shal ere the

erere, that he sowe and *forth kutten [Vulg pioscmdet],

and purge las erthe, <^1300 E E Psalter lxvill 27[Ixtx

26] For wham ]jou smate, *forth-filiyhed [Vulg persecuti

suntl ba. 13 .EE A Hit P C 154 Monyladde ]«*
*forth-lep to laue & to kest a 1300 E E Psalter lxxxiv

12 [lxxxv xx] Fra heven *forth-loked [Vulg. prospexif]

rightwisenes 1337 Tottell’s Mtsc (Arb ) 193 To stay my
life pray her *furththrowe swete lokes whan I complaine

2 Nouns . a. vbl sbs
;
as forth-carrying, -fow-

mg, -giving, -f-living, -shedding, -shining,
-stretch-

ing Also, f forth-getting, a shoot, sprout,

irforth-growmg, an outgrowth b. nouns of

action ;
as, forth-flow, -look, t -progress, -roll

,

+-speed c agent-nouns, as forth-speaker.

X716 in Wodrow Corr (1843) II 137 The old .woman.,
died in the ^forth-carrying 1870 J Duncan Colloq Pempat.

138 The *forthflow of the one life of the Universe 1886

A B Bruce Miraculous Eletn Gosp vn 258 The “forth-

flowing of that love 1382 Wyclif Jer v xo Doth aweihis

*foi thgetingus [Vulg propagmes\, for thei ben not the

Loidis 1887 L Parks His Star m East il 52 The crea-

tion of a father is the *forthgiving of a father’s life X562

Turner Herbal 11. 40b, In the top of (the braunebes of

Lithospermon) is ther a double *furthgrowyng or a double

thyng growing out ? c 1430 MS St John's Coll Oxon
(No 117(0 123 b) m Maskell Mon Rit III 356 Loke thi

beginning of thi lif, care and sorwe thi *fo[r]thlmmg, tra-

uail and disese. 1865 A B Grosart Mem H Palmer

43 A worn, wistful, sad *forth-look that is unspeakably

touching C1475 Partenay 3199 To thys *forth-progresse

Geffray made redy X891 G Meredith One ofour Conq I

vm 144 The noble *forthroll of the notes 1326 Pilgr Perf
(W. de W 1531) 254 His great effusyon or *forthshedynge

of his blode 1875 E White Life in Christ n xi (1878)

121 The full “forthshraing of the light came only with the

Christ 1873 D. Fraser Synopt Led III. e The prophet,

01 “foith-speaker 1494 Fabyan Chron vi clxix 162 Which
tydynges lettyd hym of his “forth spede in that loumey
c 1400 tr Secreta Secret

,
Gov, Lordsh (E E T S ) 6g

“Forth-strechynge of he membres makya stalworth >e body

3 Adjectives and participles • a Pres, pples and

ppl adjs., as forth-beaming, -jloimng, -giving
,

-gleaming, -issuing, -standing

,

also -fforth-

werpand, casting out b Pass, pples., as \forth-

fet, + -sent ; also, f forth-grown, brought up;

t forth.-stra3t, stretched out (
= Lat. directed)

1725 Pope Odyss xm 501 Nor longer m the heavy eye-

ball shined The glance divine, “forth-beaming fiom the

mmd c 1425 Seven Sag (P ) 2440 Anon hys sone was
“forthe fete And ladde ther he schulde dee 1866 R S
Candlish istEp John xxvii. 306 Is all dear and open free

and “forthflowing between thee and him 1883 Life Mis
Prentiss ix 290 She was peculiarly free and “forthgiving

<1x835 Mrs Hemans Eng. Mart 1, Rolls like a furling

banner, from the brows Or the “forth gleaming hills £*400

Test Love 1 Chaucer's Wks, (1332) 331 b, The cytie of

London, in whiche I was “forthe growen 1723Pope Odyss.

xx x8i To the sage Greeks convened m Themis’ court,

“Forth-Issuing from the dome, the pi race repaired. x6xx

W Sclater Key (1628) To Reader, My desire was to haue
“forth-sent them with greater company and better furniture

1713-20 Pope Iliad xm 93 As a Falcon “Forth springing



FORTH.
instant, darts her selffrom high. 1866 Blackmort Graded.
Nowell xlvu, The pupils ‘forthstanding haggardly 138a

Wyclii Ecchts xxxix 29 1 he wucs of it to the weies of

them ben *forth strait « 1300 ft ft Psalter vvifi] n Me
tim gaf nou me *foith wei panel [Vulg plojicicntes]

+ Forth, v. Obs Komis. 1 forttian (also

gefortfian . see Afford), 2-4 forthen, 3 O/m.
forthenn, 5 forthe. [OE forbhcin, f Forth adv ;

formally, it corresponds to L porta/ e to carry ]

1 . tram To accomplish, carryout, also, toman-
age to (do something) Sec Afford i, 2, and 3
O E. Chron an. 67s (Laud MS ) IIwile man swn haueS

behaten to faren to Home, and he ne muse hit foidian,

c 1200 Ormin 212 pu shallt ben dumb Till patt itt shall ben
forpedd <zx223 Juliana 67 Fortfe al pi feadeis wil pes

feondes of helle. 1340-70 A lex, Dind 570 Of more
make ue avaunt, pan 3e mowe forpen a 1400-30 Aleaandir
1774 Vnneth may pou foithe pine awen caitefe cors to clethe,

& to fede, c 1460 Towncley Jlfyst, (Surtees) 45 Alle that I

say I shade forthe

2 . To put foiward, offer

c raoo Tnii, Coll Horn 43 Vnderstonde we his holie

wordes, and forpe [_proforainus] we him ure rihte bileue

Forth.(e, obs f. Ford.
Fortham, -than : see Forthon.
For that, conj Also 7 for that that. [See

For prep. 21b]
1. Foi the reason that, because arch
c iaoo Ormin 3826 pa wakemenn to frofienn Forr patt hi

wisste wet patt te33 Off himm fordnedde Wrerenn a 1250
Owl 4 Night 36^ And seist for pat ich fleo bi mine pat ich

ne mai iseo In lihte. £1400 Lanjranc ' r Cirnrg 14 In
moiste bodies for pat pe smale lymes ben feble 1598 Siiars
Merry IV nr iv 82 For that I love your daughter I must
advance the colours ofmy love 1620 J Wit kinson Coronets

4 Shenfes 1 The Statute of Westminster .ichearseth, F01
that that people of small condition he chosen [etc ] *641

J. Shute Sarah «$• Hagar (1649) 116 For that her mistress
had corrected liei, her stomach risetli against it 1782
Cowper Gilpin 26 For that wine is dear, We will be fur-

nish'd with our own, 1894 Yellow BL I 67 It is haid to
trace folly, for that it is inconsequent, to its start

II The mod. use of for that m reported speech
(when bothwords are conjs ) is to be distinguished

from the above
1774 Goldsm Grecian Hist II 8 The courier conjured

him . that he should lead them foithwith, for that they
contained mattei of great importance. 1821 Keats Lamia
306 Bidding him raise His drooping head For that she
was a woman 1833 Macaulay Hist Eng (1889)11 xvn
382 Hehad told them to go to their supper,, foi that nothing
more would be done that day. *873 Tristram Moab 1 6
That we were needlessly encumbeung ourselves, for that
rice might be procured in the villages

+ 2 For the purpose that , m order that. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 1019 patt wa3herifft wass hengedd tan, Forr

that itt hidenn shollde All [etc ] *3 . Guy IVanv (A ) 146
Al folk he dede him loue, For pat noman schuld him
Schoue 1428 in Surtees Misc (1890) 7 For pl pair praiers
suld stand John Lyllyng to avadl 1372 R H.tr Lauatenis'
Ghostes (1596) 104, I thought good to repeate these things

. the rather for that the reader might see, that [etc ]

+ ForfclibeaT, » Obs [OE./o; tsberan, f FORTH
adv + beran to Bear.] tram a. In OE. To
bring forth, produce. 1) To bear forth, bnng out.

c To promote, uphold
C900 tr. Baida’s Hist x vu (1890) 34 pone aeSelan Alba-
num seo waestmberende Bryton forSbeieS, c 1203 St,
Edmund Kvig 85 in E E P (1862) 89 pe wolf makede po
deol ynou3,

po hi pat heued forpbere c 1400 tr Secreta
Secret ,

Gov, Lordsk (E, E T. S ) 53 Ouer alle pinges it

fallys to a kynge to forthbere religions men
t Fo'rblibirth. Obs rare- 1

, =Forbirth b.

**1300 Cursor M 6122 (Gbtt ) He. pe forth-birth [Cott
forbirtb.] slowhath [best] and man.

+ Fortllbrriig, v. Obs \CM.forbbrmgan, f.

Forth adv + bnngan to Bring ] trans. — bring

forth in various senses : a To bear (offspring,

fruit)
;

to bring to pass, b To bnng forwaid

;

to bring out, utter. c.'To bring up, rear.
a. 971 Bhckl Horn 37 Ealle pa waestmas pe eorpe forp-

hnngep a 1300 CursorM 384 pe dn [he] cald erth pat
lauerd kyng, and bad it giess and frut forthbnng Ibid,
20702 Of rote of iet.se par suld springA wand pat suld a flur
forth bring 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 5866 Sons and
doghtirs pat pai forthebroght ct460 Towneley Myst
(Surtees) 1 After my wille this is furth broght
b eiooo Ags Gosp Luke vi 43 Yfel man of yfelum gold-

horde yfel forpbringp. c 1305 St Edmund Conf 370 in
E E P, (1862)86 He sat longe in po3te,& al lasinge an eng-
lisch puse wordes forp broite c 1323 Songe ofDeo Gracias
5 ibid 124, I sei3 a cleik a boke foithe brynge. <7x423
Seven Sag (P ) 3116 The childe was forthe brognt
O c 1430 Syr Gener 879 Froma childe she him forth broght
Hence Fortfc.bri'nging' vbl sb

,

the action of the
vb

; *p esp the carrying forth of a body for burial.

Also Fouthbri nger, onewho, or thatwhich, brings
forth 01 produces
1398 Trevisa Barih De P R vm 1 (1495) 296 Though

the worlde seme fader and forthbrynger and feder ofbodyes
1429 Wills fy Inv. N C (Surtees 1833) 78, 1 wylle yat eu’y
prest seculer haue to be at my dirges and forthbryngyng
j noble 1346 Bale Eng Votaries 1 (1548) 17 b, Saynt
Kentigerne bad a fayre mayde to his forthebrynger 1384
Lane, fy Chesh Wills (1884) g8 After my forth bnnginge,
the rest ofmy goodes to he devided equaly to my wif and
Children. 1874 Pusey Lent Serm 12 The forerunner and
forthbringer of the next week's or next month’s deadly sin

1889 Atneumum 7 Sept, 321/1 The success of the book
depending so largely upon its artistic forthbnnging

t Forthby, adv Obs = Forby adv. 1 b.
f *386 Chaucer Pardoneds T, 34o(Harl MS ) What coips

474

is [this] pat passeth lier forp by? 14 . Lydg Temple Gins
230 Forth-bi as he doppacc. 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 8a b/i
Seuen deuylles which slew all them that passed fortlxby

<71489 — Sonnes of Aywon \xvm 386 'Ihenne cam a
pyigrym foitliby

t Forthca’ll, v Obs /me [f Forth adv
+ Call ».J trans a To piovoke

,
= L provocare

b. To call or summon forth

<1x300 E, E Psalter lxxvnfi] 58 In pai giaves at mthe
pai forth-kalled him als 1748 Thomson Last ludol n
xii, Forth calling all with winch boon eaith is friught

t Forth.ca*st, v Obs. [f. Forth adv + Cast
v ] trans. To cast forth.

a- 1300 E E Psaltery.hv [I)i7pou forth-keste mi saghes
hmd-vvaid pare <1x340 Hampoi r Psalter xvi 12 Forth-
kastand me now pai haf vmgifen me 1674 N Fairi-ax Bull
<5 Selv i2o When motion is shifted 01 begotten m the thing
mov'd or forthcast

Hence f Fortkca st pfl a. Also *[ For thcast
sb

, a thing cast forth, a projecLile.

1674 N Faiiuax Bull ($ SlIv 122 This comes not home
to the business of forthcast things Ibid 129 Only hciun
the motion that nature gives, is unlike to that winch we
bequeath to fortlicasts

t Fortlicle'pe, v Obs [OE fo>)chfian,
f

Forth adv + chpian
,
Clepe v ] trans To call

forth, invite forward. Also, to incite, provoke.
?eiooo Gal v 26 (Lye) Foipclypiend us hetwynan, p> o-

vacantcs tnviLcm. a 1175 Cott Bom 231 3cf he fiend were
me hme setolde derewrlice foi5 clepiui 1382 Ws cLir Dent
xxxu ix As an egle foitliclepynge nis bryddis to flee.

t Fo'rthcome, sb Obs, iaie [f Forth adv
+ OE. cyme, Come sb A coming forth

c 1000 Ail rttic Gen xwvm 28 On Sacra cilda forpeyine
<1x300 E E Psalter uv [cv ] 38 Famed es Egipt m forth-

come of am
rortlicome (fn°j]>k® m), v [f Forth adv +
Come v ] tnir. To come forth. Now only as an

occasional back-formation from the ppl. a : To be
forthcoming.
a 1000 Cxdwon's Gen i22(Gr)Mctod helit leolit foiS-

cutnan 1340 Hampole Pr Cause 713 Man als a flour

bright, First forth comes here til pis light, And us sonc
broken and passes away. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Ting n
vu, This food forthcomes not x886 Spectator 2 Jan 12/1
If funds be foithcoming (and funds will forthcomc)

Hence Forthco'me ppl a ,
that has come forth

or been issued. Also FortEco'mer.
18x2-14 Sir R. Wilson in Sat Rev XII 384/1 Their

quantity and quality astonish the Prussians, and gam the
English many a ga/e as forthcomers from a country where
[etc ] *827 Lamb Let to B Barton in Lijt 4 Lett xvi Whs
(1865) 50 A foithcome or coming leview of foreign books
1840 New Monthly Mag LVIII 497 1 he last forthcomer
from Paternoster-row, or Albemarle street 1863 Masson
m Reader 7 Nov 527/3 [Books] no longer foithconung, but
actually forthcome withm the last few days.

Forthcoming (fo upk» mnj), vbl sb [f Forth
adv + Coming vbl sb t]

1. A coming forth
;
esp -p appealance m court

1533 More Apol mvii Wks 903/1 He woulde . rather
suffer them [his harmes] paciently, then to proue them

with his forth comming againe 1391 Child Mainages
(1897) 149 Richard Wilson vndertaketh for the furth-coming
of Robert Kirks 1640 Order of Lords m Rushw. Hist
Coll. in. (1692) I 127 The Lords ordered him to give 10000/
Bail for his forth-coming 1703 J Logan in Pa. Hist
Soc Mem. IX 224 Take security of them for then forth-

coming when called for 2822-34 Good Study Med. (ed 4)
IV. 333 He had notice of their [i c the worms’] forth-com-
ing by a sense of heat in the uunary canal. 1836 C J.
Andlrsson Lethe Ngaim 362 My othei waggons had not
yet arrived Whilst abiding their forthcoming, I busied
myself in mapping
2 . Sc Law See quot. 1861 and cf Forthcoming

ppl. a 1 b.

1734 Erskine Prtnc Sc Law (1809) 36 In forthcomings,
in poindings of the giound, in mails and duties x86r W
Bell Diet Law Scott

,
Forthcoming, is the action by which

an arrestment is made available to the airestur 1886 Act
49 Viet, c 23 § 3 Such winding up shall be equivalent to
an arrestment xn execution and decree of forthcoming

Forthcoming (foerpkzrmir)), ppl. a. [f.

Forth adv + Coming ppl, a ]
1 About to or likely to come forth

;
also simply

,

coming or approaching (m time) ; esp ready to
appear or be pioduced when required, at one’s

disposal or within one’s reach, ‘
get-at-able \ Said

both of persons and things + To keep (a peison)
forthcoming' to keep in safe custody f To see

(a peison) forthcoming'. ? to make amenable to
control
1521-32 Bp Longland in Ellis Ong Lett Ser 111 xcv

248 That he be forth comyng to his answere when your
Grace shall commaund 1565-73 Durham Deposit (Surtees)
219 To arreste the said Isabell and to kepe her furthcom-
yng unto the morning 1621 Burton Anat Mel x 1 11

vu. Memory layes up all the species which the senses have
brought in and records them as a good register that they
may he forth coming when they aie called for <11633
Naunton Fragm Reg (Arb ) 17 If you think to rule here,
I will take a course to see you forth coming 1640-x Kirk-
cudbr War-Comm Mm, Bk (1855) 8° To . find sufficient
suretie that the samen shall be furth-cumand to the publict
1647 Clarendon Hist Reb iv § 151 The Members should
be forth coming assoon as a Legal Charge should be pre-
ferred against them 1674 N Fairfax Bulk <§ Selv 170
His everlasting Essence must be forth-coming 1795 Ld
Auckland Corr (1862) III 354,

1

am forthcoming any day
except Monday next 1829 Lytton Disowned 3 When
neither Canary, Palermo, noi Sherry aie foithcoming 1859

FORTHGANGh

Lang Wand India 270 He had forgotten all about the
forthcoming execution 1893 Lazo Times XCIV 601/1
Possible but never forthcoming claimants

b Sc Law m phiase to makeforthcoming
1609 Ski Nr Ret; May 24 The 01 dmator is bound to

finde and make fortheumand to him ane bondman 1602
V’cr Stair Instit 111 1 § 36 374 I his action for makml
Sums or Goods anested foithcoming is ordinary

b

2 Ready to make or meet advances 1 are
1833 T Moore Mem (1836) VII 81 Nothing could be

moie frank or forthcoming than Ins mannei 1883 L Malet
Col ftnderby's Wife m vi, She was extremely gracious
and foithcoming, but one might detect a certain watch-
fulness and hardness behind her genial manner.
Hence Forthco miug-neas.
1808 Bfntiiam St Rof 21 Means of securing foithroming-

ness, on the part of pusons and things, for legal purposes
18x8 T Mooiu Mew (1853)11 133, 1 no chance for my
escape hut in the foi tliconungness of his uncle Sheddon

1 Fo rtlideal. Obs - Fordeal.
1342 Udali ID asm Apoph 38 That is to saye as good a

foi thdeale and auantnge towaides the ende of the werke, as
if a good porcion of the same wer already finyshed

’

I Fortlido ,
v Obs [Oil, forpddn, f Forth adv,

+ don to I)o ] trans To put foi 111, to ulter(woids).
cooo tr Baida's lint v 11 (1891) 388 Heht he his tungaii

forodoon of his muSe £1230 Gen <$ Lx 3993 Salic non
wurd mu^en forS don, Vtcn oat god me leiS on

t* Fortlidraw, v Obs [f Forth adv + Draw
v ]

trans To draw forth
? a 1300 Leg Gretyoiy (Schulz) 347 pe fischer ban pe child

foib d 10113 *34<> Ayenb 98 pet he ous delyun of be zeue
dyadhche mines and uoipdra^e pe zeue uirlues

t FO'rthe(n, adv. Obs. Forms. 1 ftirpum,
-on, -an, forpum, 2 forpon, -an, 3 forpe(n, Orm
forpenn. [OE. futpu/n, f OTeut *furf-, for)-
(see I’ orth adv ) with suffix of dat. pl ] Even
97X BluKl. How 179 Noire naifre nacnig tobms halig mon

on Jnssuin tmSffan^earde ne ftulmni namig on heofenum
cxooo Ags Gosp Matt vi 29 Furfion Salomon on eallum
hys wuldrc nais [etc ] c 1175 Lamb How 5 He mihte ndan
. on riche stede nalde lie no, na forpon uppon pa muchele
assa, 030 uppon pa lutthle foie, c 1200 Ormin 825 He nolde
giltcnn Ne foipenn pmrh an ulell word £1200 Tnn Coll
Horn 13 Ne foidc gef m.ui haueS to done mid his nhte spuse
[etc ] £ 1205 Lay 3012 Al pat is on hue ms mg swa dure
swa me is pm an lime foi3e inin ahjene lif,

Forther, Forther- : see Further.

t Fo’rthfare, sb. Obs [OE *forbfaru (Lye),

f Forth adv + fai u Fare sb >] A going forth.

1. Decease, death.
c 1205 Lay 6009 Vmlie feole 3ere .xftei Belinnes forS-fare

b The passing-bell rung at a pei son’s death
iS5x Hoori it Injunct xxxiu Wks (Parker Soc ) II. 137

Item, that from henceforth there be no knells or foith fares

rung for the death of any man
2. The going forth of a corpse

,
funeral.

1473 Churchw Acc St. Edmund's, Salisbury 17 (MS.)
Item foi the grete belle at his furthfaie xyrf. 153B 9 Will
ofA IIanion (Somerset Ho ), Thespenses and charges of

my foi tlifare thutye Day & Anniversary.

t Forthfa're, v Obs. [OE. fortSfaran
,

f

Forth adv. +faran to go see Fare v
1 intr. To go forth, go away, depart, journey
c888 K ./El™rn Booth x\\m § 4 Swac$a.tte lu segper ge

forp farap ge eftcumap a 1200 Mo? al Ode 340 Go we
pene wei grene per lorS-fare8 lutel folc <111300 E E
Psalter x[i] 1 ,

1

sal forth fare, ife I wil, Als a sparwe in to

t

»e htl 13 K. Alts 6936 Sorwe and care That day thet

etten forth fare »

2 To decease, die
O E Ch? on. an 371, On pam llcan geare he forpfor

<11173 Cott Horn 225 Noc lefede .nqon hund aeare and
fifti, and he pa foiflferde £1205 Lay. 1145B penne bu
beost foiS faien £1320 Cast Love 218 Atte laste ne

moste dyen and forp-fare c 1550 Will Palerne 5266 pem-
peiour was forp fare faire to crist

Hence Forthfa ring ppl. a (also absol), arch .

a 1225 Ancr R 210 peos seoue bestes lfSe wildernesse

pet alle pe uorSfannde uondeS to uordonne 1876 Swin-
buunl Erechth 1323 A terror to foithfaring ships by night

t Fcrthfatber. Obs [OE. forpfsederas,
f

Forth adv + Father ] pl — Forefathers.
£ xooo Ali 1 ric De vet. Test in Grem Ags Prosa. I 4 Abia-

hames foiSfederas <11225 St Marker 4 pine forofederes

beoS forfarene itowhche <11223 Leg. Kath 94 3ef Pe0
weren todreauet pait hue forS-fadres hefden ifostret

t Forthjff’ll, v Obs. [f Forth adv + Fill v ]

trans To fulfil , also, to discharge (a legacy).

£ 1400 Apol Loll 3 As feip is forpfilhd of pe werkis, so is

also desir. c 1420 Chron Vilod 425 pus was forthfulde pe

piophecy ofpe sweuene, 1350 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 69,

I geue my executrix the resydew of my goods, my debts

payd, and legocyes furthlilled, to dispose forther as [etc ]

+ Fo'rthfore. Obs [OE. fordfSr, f. Forth
adv. +for a going see Fore sb ]

A going forth *

a. OE only Decease, death, = Fortheare sb 1.

b Used as rendering of Lat transitus, given by

Jerome as the literal meaning ofpascha (passover)

£900 tr Bseda's Hist 111 xix (1891) 2x0 Foroon him cuo

forafor toweaid wtere & ungewns seo tid pasre ilcan forofore

£1250 Gen ^ Ea 3x58 Dat ni3t sal ben fest pasche, foro

for, on engle tunge, it be

t Fo’rthgang, sb. Obs [OE. forbgang, f.

Forth adv + gang a going J A going foith or

out
,
progress, advance

£900 tr, Bseda's Hist v xxn (1891) 476 ptes cyninges rice

geforeweard ge foiSgong .monegum sty 1 enessum wiper-

weardru Singa . gemengde syndon <21223 Ancr R 318

Ich was pe begmnunge hwi swuch ping hefde uor03ong.



FORTHGANG. 475 FORTHRIGHT.
Ibid 374, I uorS^ong of gode hue , and iSe last ende a 1300

E E Psalter cxlm[i] 14 Noght es falling ofstane walle swa,
Ne forth-gang, ne cue, in waiesof jia.

t Forthga’ng, v Obs [OE forpgangan, f

Forth adv + gangan to go ] zntr To go forth

a rooo Byrktnoth 3 (Gr ) Het J>a hyssa hivasne foiSgan-

gan a 1300 CursorM 5998 (Gott ) Pharao jie folk ne wild

Be late forthgang

+ Forthgo*, v Obs [OE forPgdn, f Fobth
adv +gdn to Go.]

1 . intr. To go forth : see Fobth adv 5 and 6.

Occas with cognate object Of day, night, etc.

:

To pass, pass away
O E Chron an 1075, Raulf wolde fovSgan mid his folce

c 1175 Lamb Horn 91 Swa bet lleiden j>a untrummen men
hi here stret here petrus foro-eo3e c izoo 1 rtn, Coll Horn

9 De niht is forS-gon and dai neihlecheS c 1250 Gen. S? Ex
2819 Nu is for*3 gon 3e Sridde dai a 1300 £ E Psalter
Ixxxvm[i] 42 Bi-reved him alia forth-gaand be wai 138a
Wyclif Gen xliv 4 And now the cyte thei 3eden oute and
forth ijeden a litill 7- Judith xvi 27 Forsothe she was in

feste dajes forth goende [Vulg procedens] withgiet glone
c *4*5 Seven Sag (P ) 761 Thay dyde ham bothe forth

goo c 1440 Promp Parv 173/2 Forthegone, profectus.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xvnt xix 6 Whereat amazd he staid,

and well prepard For his defence, heedfull foorthwent

b Jig esp. To advance in age (also, in power
01 dignity) Of a treaty : To be carried into effect.

C1250 Gen # Ex 834 Sum was wi3 myte so foi3 gon,
Sat hadden he under hem mam 011 a- 1300 CursorM 10757
He was sumdel forthgan in lyf C1330 R. Brunne Chron.

(1810) 185 Philip vnderstode, R wild not consent, Jmt ilk

conant forth 3ode, bat pe Soudan sent

2

To come forth as from a source, proceed.
c 1000 Ags Gasp Mark vn 15 pa 3mg pe of Sam men

for3ga5,
pa hine besmitaS a 1325 Prose Psalter Athana-

sian Creed 22 Nou3t fourmed, nost bi3eten, hot forpgoand
c 1340 CwsorM 10240 (Fairf) loachym here shalle none
Offryng of thy hond forp'-gone c 1400 Apol Loll 10 pe
maker of mankynd takyng a soulid body of pe vugyn,,&
forpgomg man wip out seed may gif vs His Godhed
Fortligoing (fooipgjuiq), vbl sb [f Fobth

adv + Going vbl sb ] A going forth.

138a Wyclif Ps Piol 737 The forth going of profitende
men c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W de W 1494) n xxxi,
A lityll of theforthgoyng fro that refourmyng to the hygher
refourmyng. 1587 Golding De Momay v 56 A certeme
couert forewaidness or foorthgoing of the will towards
the thing that is loued 1833 Chalmers Const Man (1835)
I i 72 To the fiat and forthgoing of whose will it owes its

existence 1852 Rock CA ofEathers III 1 210 His hopes
that God's angels would come for his soul at its forth-

going. 1870 W, Arnot Life J Hamtlton iv 180 With a
great forthgomg towards the common people

Forthgoing (fde>i)>g<5u iq), ppl a rare, [f

Fobth adv + Going ppl a ] That goes foith

,

esp. disposed to make advances, enthusiastic;

gracious. Cf Forthcomingppl a 2

1851 J Hamilton Royal Preacher xx (1854) 258 The
great desires of his forthgoing patriotism and piety 1876
Mrs Whitney Sights fy hts xxxa 307 But to him she may
have been forthgomg.

Forthingdole . see Farthingdeah
t Forthrnk, v Obs Forms: see Think.

Also 4-6 forethmk: [repr two distinct words :

a. OE fortyican (f. Fob-pref l + tyncan to Think)
=OHG fordettchen (Qex verdenkeii). 0 f Fob-
preft + OE. Jyncan to seem Cf MHG ver-

dttnken and ON. forjykkja to displease.]

I Senses from OE. tiyncan

1. trans To displease, cause regret to
a iaz5 Juliana 16 Ne ich ne seh him neuer pat me sare

forpuncheS. 17x325 Metr Horn (Small) xvi. To king Wil-
liam bodword was broht Of this tithmg, that him for thoht
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11 1365 (1414), I nas, ne nevere to
be I thenke, Ayens a thing that myght the forlhenke
c 1430 Syr Getter (Roxb.) 6446 If it had you forthoght, Ye
might fete] C1530 Adam Bel 548 in Hazl F.P P II

161, I hav y-graunted them graces, And that forthynketh
me *535 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I 200 Full sair foi -

thmkis me, The greit injuris Done to my sister

2 vnpers and quasi-wipers, (It) forthmks (me,

him, etc )
• I, etc , feel regret, repent, or am soiry.

Const, of, for, or that, with dependent clause.
<**300 Cursor M 2732 If sco did it hu for-thoght 13

E, E Alht P. B. 285 Me forthynke? ful much pat euer I
mon made *393 Langl. P PI C xxt 92 Sore hit me for-

pynkeb Of pe dede pat ich haue don. c 1420 Sir Amadace
(Camd) xviu, For his dedus him sore foi-tho3te 1548
Udall Erasm Par Luke xxiv 46 The Lorde hath sworne
and it shall not forthynke hym 1578-1600 Scot. Poems
16th C (1801) II 166 Baneist is faith now euery quhair
And sair forthinkes me 1588 A King tr Cantsius' Catech

,

Confession 12 It forthinkes me sore that I haue sinned.

II. Senses from OE V$ncan.
3 a trans To despise or neglect OE. only,

b intr. To be reluctant.
e xooo Ags Ps (Th ) xlvui Argt , He lierde past pa ftearfan

hy ne foroohton. a 1300 CursorM 16427 Pilate forthoght
pam to wrath
4 trans. To think upon with pam, to regret,

repent of, be sorry foi
;
rarely passive.

ia xago Ags Poem clxxvi m Hickes Thes (1705) I. 224
Se paet mat and nele Seder come, Sore hit sel uoroenche
13 E, E. Alht P, B 557 pe souerayn in sete so sore
for-po3t pat euer he man vpon molde marked to lyuy c 1375
Sc. Leg Saints

, Johannes 445 He pane sa fore-thocht his
mysded pat he gret sare c 1425 Wyntoun Cron, v xix.

1310Wyth Rewth of Hart for-thynk youre syn. c X430 How
Wise Man taughtSon 32 in Baoees Bfe (1868) 49 pou my^te
seie a woid to-day pat ,vy 3eer after may be for-pou3t.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xv11 xv, Yf thou entre thou shalt
forthynke hit 1548 W Patten Exp Scotl Pief in Arb
Garner III 58 They forthmk that inroad a 1639 Spottis-
wood Htst Ck Stoll, 11 (1677) 37 Suddenly forethmkmg
what he had done, he [etc ] 1704 Mm of Torrj burn Sess
m Ess on Witchcraft (1820) 131 She would make Jean
Ruet forethmk what she had done
5 refi. To change the direction of one’s thoughts,

to experience a change of mmd or purpose, to
repent, be sorry. Const, of, that, or to with tnf
a 1300 CursorM 24786 O pis tipand he him for-thoght

c *55° Cheke Matt xxvu 3 Joudas seing y* he was con-
demned, did forthmk himself 1553 T Wilson Rhet (1580)
40 Nor yet you shall forthmke youi self, that you haue
obeyed myne aduise. 1589 Warner A lb Eng

,
AEneidos

156 Wei may I fore think mee so to haue done 1599 Life
Sir T More in Wordsw Eccl Biog (1853) II 98 The
whole counsell began to forethmk them of their foi wardness
b intr for refl. Const of

c 1380 Wyclif Serin Sel Wks I. 279 pe fende shal ever
foipmke c 1410 Love Bonavent Mirr xxn 48 (Gibbs
MS), I come to ;owe forthynkynge inwardly of pat I
haue offendet, 1509 Barclay Shyp cfRolys (1570) 132 He

then forthmketh, but late is his complaint 1535 Stewart
Cron Scot II 468 He forthocht full soir Of the grit wrang
156® J Heywoqd Piov if Epigr (1867) 118 Better foresee,
than forthmke 1578 Whetstone Promos Cass 11 v,

Forethinke of thy forepassed faultes

6 Occasional uses , a trans To change one’s

mmd about; to renounce b intr. To Sunk or

plan something wiong
; to conspire

1483 Festmatt (W. de W 1515) 73 b, By temptacyon of the
fende they forthought all tneyr purpose 1494 Coll. Hist
Staff XII (1891) 334 Sir Humfrey Stanley, with xx per-
sons, forthought ayens your pease and lawis

Forthmk see Fobethinic

+ Forthrnking, vbl, sb Obs. The action of

the vb Fobthink
,
also, repentance

a 1225 Ancr R 110 Pet of-punchung [v r forSmchmge]
pet he hefde WlSmnen him 1340 Ayenb 20 pet pou nere
na3t dignehche y-di^t be ssnfpe and by vorpeneninge a 1400
Rehg Pieces fr Thornton Mb> (1S67) 8 Sothefaste for-

thynkynge pat we hafe of oure syne 1555 W Watreman
Fardle Facions Ti xu 289 Let him sorowe, not with a
lighte forthinckinge 1587 Golding De Momay xvn 269
The Cenmomes of al Nations, doe witnesse vnto vs a
certeyne forethinking and remorce of sinne against God
+ Forthi rfit, pa pple In 3 Orm forrprisst

[f For- pief.i- + thust, pa pple of Thibst »]
Overpoweied with thirst.

c 1200 Ormin 8635 He sey^de patt hewass forrprisst c 1440
Promp. Pars 173/2 Forthyrst, sitibundm, siciens

t Forthlea’d, ® Obs [OE foHH&dan, f Fobth
adv. + iJedan to Lead ] trans a To lead forth,

b To put forth (horns, etc ) ,
= Lat produces e

a 1000 Satan (Gr ) 566 Freodnhten hme forSlaedde to Sam
halgan ham a 1300 E E Psalter kvm 32 [Ixix 31) Kalf

Foithledand [Vulg producentem] homes and klees his

c 1425 Seven Sag (P ) 2443 There was many a wepyng
heye As the childe was forth ladde

+ Fo'rthly, a Obs Forms ; 3 forthlioh, 4
forthely [t Fobth adv, + -ly 1

] Healthy, likely

to live
,

also, full of energy.
c 1230 Halt Meid 35 hit wel lborn is & punched wel

forSlich, fearlac of his lure is anan wiS him iboren c 1330
R Brunne Chron (1810) 160 Felawes were pei alle, als

forthely as he

+ Fo’rthmost, a. and. adv. Obs. [f. Fobth
adv +Most] = Foremost.

c gso Lindisf Gosp Matt xx 27 SecSe weelle betuih iuh
forSmest wossa sie luei Sea c 1425 Engl Cong Irel (1896)
16 Robert was euer with the foithmost in euery fight

C1450 Mirour Saluacioun 22 The certein guyse es this

lhat of the new law forthemast a sothe reherced is

t Forthni’m, v, Obs [f. Forth adv. + Nim v ]
1 trans To consume. Cf Fobnim.
c 1175 Lamb Horn 95 Pes fares [? fures] leunde is pet hit

forSnlmeS swa hwet him neh bi5
2 intr To go forth, go away, proceed
c 1250 Gen <5- Ex 3351 Iror5 nam 3is folc, so god ta;te

him, to Se desert of rafadim Ibid 3640 Twelf moneS foiS
ben alle cumen, Or he fro synay ben foiS numen

t Forth, on, forthon, adv. Obs. For foims

see Forth [f Fobth adv. + On adv ]
1 Of space: Forwards; — Forth 1 In qnot

with ellipsis of go. Also, onwards, stiaight on,

without, deviation ;
= Forth 2.

1529 More Dyaloge n Wks. 183/1 Let us forth on a htle

fuither 1607 Shaks Timm 1 1 49 My free daft Fhes
an Eagle flight, bold, and forth on

2 Of time: Onwaids; = Forth 3.

1474 Caxton Chesse xx He shold be his frend fro than
forthon c 1500 Mekisine lix (i8gs) 361 Thy fortres fro this

day fourthon shalbe quyte of ony trybute, 1587 Golding
DeMomay xxxi 505 Fiom the beginning foorthon, Moyses
and the Prophets gaue it you.

b Straightway, at once, forthwith
<11000 Martyrol. (EE T S) 154 pa het Valenanus se

refa hi forSon acwellan c 1250 Gen & Ex 3162 lie firme

bigeten was storuen on morwen and dead forSan.

t For-tho'n, conj Obs. Also x forpdm, -pan,

2-4 forthan, 7 forthen, [In OE two words

.

For prep +pan instr
,
pam dat , of The. The dat.

and instr. forms coalesced in ME ]

1. For this reason, therefore. In ME. sometimes
repeated, forpon . forpoti

1 foi this reason , that ’.

c goo tr Baida’s Hist 111 xui [xv.) (1890) 198 He forSon

eallum ge bisse worulde aldormonnum waes leof. c xooo

Ags Gosp Matt, vi 25 Forpam [cn6o Hatton Forpan] ic

seege eow pset [etc ] e«75 Lamb Horn. 95 FoiSon wes pe

haha gast on culfren onlicnesse bufan enste, forSon he wes
[etc ] l 120.5 Lay 989 Foi pon [c 1275 for pan] 3if hit eow
biloueS fare we fiom pisse londe c 1320 Cast Love 107?
He scholde neuer die for pon c 1394 P PI Crede 27 By
a fraynvng for-pan failep per manye 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb

) 43 Not forthan I wyl not blynne 1674 RayN C Words 19 Forthen and Forthy, therefoie.

2 . For the reason that, because.
Beowulf{Qt ) 150 Forpam wearS [sorgeearu] ylda bearmim

undyrne cuS CI175 Lamb Horn 17 Hit is riht pet me
hem spille, forpan betei e hit is fete ] c 1250 Gen $ Ex
1996 Putifar bojte loseph al foroan He wulde don is lechur-
hed wiS loseph.

So For-thon the, later forthon that = 2

C893K jElbred Oros 1.1 (1883)24 ForSon pesiosunnepaer
gse3 near on sett ponne on oSrum lande, paer [etc ] c 1000
Ags Gosp Matt xiv 24 Foi pam [cn6o Hatton foi-pan]
be hyt wies Strang wind c xxj$Lninb Horn 53 Foi pon pet
hescoldeswotesmelle 01200 Trm Colt Horn. 107 Leomene
fader we clepeS ure drthten for pan pe he sunne atend.
c 1250 Owl Night 780 And for pan pat hit no wit not Ne
mai his strengpe hit ischilde 1340 Ayenb 184 Vor pan pet
roboam uorlet pane red of pe yealden guode men he
uor-ieas pet gratteste del of his kmgdome
Forthought . see Forethought.

t Forthpa”SS, v Obs [f Forth adv +Pass
v ] intr To pass forth, go, proceed
1382 Wyclif Gen xxyiu 2 But go, and forthpasse into

Mesopotany to the hows of Batuel 1435 Misyn Fire of
Love i vm (1896) 16 pe holy goste of pe fadyr & pe sone
forthpassynge C1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W. de W
1494) 1 lxxxvi, By cause of synne he forthpassith [1533
passeth farre] huyng m this worlde in this ymage of synne

t Forthputter. Obs rare— 1 [f Forth adv.

+ Puttee j One who puls forth
; a braggart.

<51610 Healey Theophrastus xxxa (1636) 79 A vanter or
forth-putter is he, that boastes upon the Exchange that
he hath store ofbanke-mony

Forthputting (fd<nppu tirj), vbl. sb [f Forth
adv + Putting vbl sb~\

1. The action of putting forth.

1640 Bp Reynolds Passions (1698) rooo The effects of
Hope arising out of want, contention, and forth-putting of
the mind 1833 Chalmers Const Man (1835) H 11 1 *53
An obvious forth-putting of skill 1875 M®Laren Serin.
Sei n 11 24 A continuous forth putting of power
2 US Obtrusive behaviour
1861 Lowell Biglow P Poems i8go II 216 To secure

myself against any imputation of unseemly forthputting

Forthputting (foorppu-tig), ppl. a [f. Fobth
adv + Putting, pr, pple of Put v.] That puts
foith; esp that puts oneself forward, forward,
obtrusive, presumptuous. (Now chiefly U.S)
c 1570 Pnde 4 Lmvl (1841) 33 For soft, and no whit forth-

putting was he 1647 Trapp Comm Matt xviu 21 Peter
is still the same, ever too forwardly and forth putting. 1854
Hawthorne Eng Note-bks (1879) H 312 ,

1

should wrong
her if I left the impression of her being forth-putting and
obtrusive 1883 Howells Register i, Do you think it was
forth-putting at all, to ask him?

t Forthra’st, v Obs [OE fortir&stan, f For-
pref 1 + Sraestan to crush ] Wans To crush, shatter
C825 Vesp Ps ix 36 [x 15] ForSraest earm Ses synfullan

<51300 E, £ Psalter xlvu[i] 7 In strange gaste schippes of
Thars for-thrist saltou 13 VistonsSt Paul 34 in 0 E.
Mtst, (1872) 224 Synful soules, and al for-prast 13 EE
Alht. P B 249 Bot in pe Jjryd [act of God’s vengeance]
watz for-{?rast al pat pryue schuld

Forthren, obs f Further v.

Forthright (fo0.i]>ir3i t, f59 X^rait), rarely with
advb gen -s forthrights, adv,, a, and sb

arch, [f Forth adv. + Right a and adv
,
in

OE. riht, rihte

,

cf Downright ] A. adv.

1 Directly forward, m or towards the front,

straight before one.
nxooo Ags Gloss, m Haupt’s Zetlschr IX. 406 Indeclina-

bihter, foronhte c 1205 Lay 1523 Bmtus wende for3-

nhtes to }>on like weie |?et him wised wes. ? a 1366 Chaucer
Rom Rose 295 She mighte loke in no visage Of man or
woman forth right pleyn 1398 Tkevisa Barth De P R
v 11 (1495) xo4That heryth not only fourth ryght but all

abowte 1580 Sidney Arcadia 11 115 He ever going so just
with the horse, either forth-right or turning 1697 Dryden
AEneid xu 1076 Now forthright and nowm Orbits wheel’d.
1818 Keats Endym 11 331 Until impatient in embarrass-
ment He forthright pass’d. 1879 G Meredith Egoist III.

vm 153 Reach the good man your hand, my girl . forth-

right from the shoulder, like a brave boxer
•j* lb Straight out, horizontally Obs
1640 Parkinson Theat Bot 356 The fruite . . standing

some forthright, and some upright.

2 . Straightway, immediately, at once.
c X200 Ormin 2481 He wollde forrjmhht hire lumm fra All

stillelike shsedenn. a 1225 St. Mai her 15 Ant tenne some
agulteS eawiht [sc. ha moten] gan anan foronht hast ha [etc ]

139a Spenser F Q n vn 35 Whose dore forthright To
him did open as it had beene taught 1609 C Butler
Few Mou <1634) 131 You may see some slain forthright
with the thrust of the Spear 1659 Torriano, A rtbtbo,

forthright, as it were carelesly. x88a Swinburne Tristram
ofLyouesse 49 Forthright upon his steed [he] Leapt

B adj

1 . Proceedingin a straight course, directly in front

of one, Straight forward.
c xooo jElfric Gloss in Wr.-Wulcker 222/30 Directanei,

forcJnhte 1398 Trevisa tr. Barth De P R ix. i. (1495) 345
Streyghteand forthryghte meuynge 1657 S Purchas Pol
Flying-Ins 190 Having two points forth-right, not barbed
like a Bees 1824 Scott St Ronan's xxxvi. Now m mak-
ing feints, now m making forthught passes. 1865 C J.
Vaughan Wordsfr. Gosp, 71 Must thine eye be thus roving

60-3
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thy forthiight vision thus distracted? 1878 Stevenson
Inland Voy 145 A headlong, forth 1 ight tide

2.fig Going straight to the point, straightfor-

ward, unswerving, outspoken , also, unhesitating,

dexterous

1853 BnowNiNO Mm <S Worn II Aiuirca del Sarto 5

This low-pulsed foithright ciaftsman’s hand of mine 1867

Swinuurnl in Fortn Rev July 2a In clear forthright

manner of procedure it resembles the woih of ChaULer
1870 Lowell Study Wind a6r The home-thrust of a forth

right woid 1879 Farrar St, Paul I 42a '1 he practical,

forthright, lion-argumentative turn of his mind.

C sb A straight course or path
,

ht. and fig
(Chiefly after Shakspere )
1606 SuAtcs Tr <5- Cr. 111 111 158 If you giue way Or

hedge aside from the direct forth right 1610 — I'emp 111

m 3 Heie’s a maze trod indeede Through fourth rights, and
Meanders 1880 Browning Dram Idylls Ser. 11, Clive 12

Thought. Notes this forthright, that meander 1884 Bp
Barry m Content#. Rev Sept 409 Materialism with its

maze of * forthnghts and meandeis’ is utterly at fault. 1887

Lowell Pr. Wks (1800) VI 186 He has not allowed him-
self to be lured from, the direct forthiight byany [etc ]

Hence Fo rthrigvlrtness, the quality of being

forthright
;
straightforwardness.

1873 Lowell Amongmy Bks Ser. 11. 123 Dante's concise

forthrightness of phrase. 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 223 He
carried into his arguments that intensity and forthright

ness which awaken dormant opposition.

t Forthrrng, v Obs rare [f Fob- pref 1

+ Tubing v to press. The OE. forbringan
(Fob- pref.2 ?) occurs once, app. in the sense ‘to

urge forward’.] turns. To press heavily upon,

oppress.
Beowulf(Gi ) 1084 pact he ne mehte pa wea-Iafe wise for;

pringan peodnes pexne c 1200 Ohmin 6169 Himm patt 1

cwari terrne lip Forrbuudenn & forrprungenn

Forthrow: see Fob- pref.

^

1 .

+ Forthse t, v. Obs. [f. Forth adv + Set v ]
trails. To set forth

;
to present to view, display

c 1365 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot (1728) 1. 1 They,
that are most forthym the mgyring and forthsetting them-
selves. 1383 Jas I Ess Poesie (Arb.) 37, 1 had fan rather
Babell tower forthsett, Then [etc ]

Hence 3Porthse‘ttmg vbl sb.

*528 J Hacket to Wolscy (MS Cott Galba B ix 181)
Yt myght be a forthesettyng of Frenchemen to make ther

bragges 01372 Knox Hist. Ref Wks 1846 I 344
Being conveaned m the name of Jesus Christ, for furth-

setting of his glorie. a 1847 Chalmers Posth Wks I 76
Let me not enter 011 the vain attempt to enhance the im-
pression of this celebrated story by any forthsetting of
mine 1863 A B Grosart Small Sins Pref (ed 2) 10 It

has seemed therefore to me advisable to select less obvious
forth-setting of the same great Truths

+ Forthshow, v Obs [f Fobth adv. +
Show®.] trans To show forth, declare, exhibit.

a 1300E E Psalter cxliv [cxlv.] 4 Strende and strende ,

sal. pi might foi th-schewe. c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810)

34 pei durst it not forth schewe. *533 Q Kennedy Coutpend.
Tract, tn Wodr Sac. Misc, 127 Quhat and he be blynd
quhilk suld furthschaw the way to utheris 1536 Lauder
Tractate 303 Now haue I breueheheir furthschawin How
that ge suld [etc ]

tFo'rthsithe. Obs. [f. Fobth adv. + sib

journey ] Departure, decease
;
hence, death-bed.

0 E. Chron an 992, ASfter Oswaldes forSsiSe a 1240
Uretsun in Cott. Horn 197 Icli pe bidde pet tu kume to mine
uorS-si<Se

t Forth-tee*, v Obs. [OE forbUon, f Fobth
adv. + Uon , see Tee v ] trans. a To manifest

outwardly. Tb. To bring forward, adduce, quote
c. To draw (a person) on, seduce, beguile.
c 1200 Trin Coll Hem, 35 pe deuel tecS ford geres hwile

after fox liwile after oSre, and on ech of hise deden is tefned
to pe deore wuas geres he forSteoS. Ibid 143 pe fewe word
pe ich nu fprd-tegh he speed of [etc ] Ibid rgg Man mid is

gele, egged us and fonded and forp-tep to idele ponke.

Forthtell (foorpte*l), v rare. [f. Fobth adv.

+ Tkll ».] trans To tell forth, publish abroad
*349-62 Sternhold & H Ps, cxlvtu 14 His Saints shall

all forthtell His praise and worthmesse 1561 Kethe Ps
c 1 Hym serue with feare, his praise forth tell 1889 T.
Wright Chalice ofCarden xv 108 1 Imprinted as its title

page forthtold, in the last year of Elizabeth

t Fo'rth.ward, sb. Obs Also 5 Sc. forward,
forthwarfc. [See Fobth adv

]
= Forewabd sb. 2

c *340 CursorM 13939 (Fairf
)
pe Iewes wip paire fals fore-

warn pat sojt lhesu to pe dede c 1470 Henry Wallace xi

487 For thi manheid this forthwart tome fest 1335 Steivart
Cron. Scot 111 354 As plesit him his fordwaid to fulfill

Fo rthward, with, adv gen. -s forthwards,
adv and a, Obs, exc arch Forms* see Fobth
and -wabd. [OE. forbweard (=0S forbwetd
forbwardes), f Forth adv +-ward] A adv.
1 Of place . Towards a place or part m front or

before, onward(s, forward. To be forthward : to

be on one’s way. To setforthward . to help on.
exx73 Lamb, Horn 51 And tech me hu ic seal swimmen

foiSward c *203 Lay 3370 Feouwer daies fulle ford ward
[c 1273 forpwardes] heo wenden. *297 R. Glouc. (1724)
243 po pys ost al gaie was, vorpward vaste hii drowe
c 1400 Lanfranc’s Ctrurg 315 Drawe pe boon' forpward
c 1430 Ptlgi . LyfManhode 1 xcm (1869) 51 Me thinketh
nht longe pat I ne were forthward and set in pe wey c 1430
St, Cuthbert (Surtees) 6097 He went forthward with be
wayne 1330 Test Ebor (Surtees) V 301 Also to the peir,
u it go furthwardes, xls 1360 Rolland Crt Venus xv. 659
Fordward I fuir *388 A, King tr Cantsius' Catech

.

39
Besyddis y»* we set furthwart, be all meanis possible y3

proflett of oui nyghbour Ibid 205 b, Gif thou preiss

forduait 1653 Fulli r CA Iltst v iv § 35 1 hat unity and
concord 111 opinions .. may encrease anti goe forthw aid
1768 Ross licit note 8 ’Iweish twa hillock-, the poor lambic
lies, An’ ay fell forthert, as it shoope to rise.

to. Prominently, in public

1304 Atkynson tr De Imitatione in hx, He wyll also

apere forthwarde, and haue the syghte and experyens of
many thynges by his outwarde senses

2. Of lime . a (.OE. only ) Continually, prospec-

tively. to. F01 the future onwards. Also, ay,

(fiom ) hence
,
now,

then forthwaid\ fiom that

or tins day or timeforthward
c xooo Ags Ps. l[i] 79 (Gr) past mm geliernes hchtful

weorSe forSweard to pc l c 1000 VLli rig Giant xxi (Z )

125 Dis Semet [the imperative mood] sprecS forpwerd.

c 1200 Ohmin 3226 patt itt [patt twifalde gast] beo nu forrp-

warid inn me. C1340 Cursor M 14905 (Fairf) Of his

passion pat is sa harde pat ge sal here now forpwaide
c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 2605 If y pys day fordwaid spare

Sarasyn ouper torke, for cuere mot y pan for-fare c 1440
Gesta Rom 1 225 (Harl MS ) & pere for, fadir, dothe to

me fro bennys forpeward aspe likithe c 1430 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6930 pare he ordayned pe bischop se Ay forlhwaid
forto be C1460 Fortescue A Is <S Lint Mon (1885) 147
Wich wages shall than forthwarde cesse. 134* Act 33 IIen.

VIII, c. 13 From that time furthward,

B adj. - Forwakd a.

c 1470 Henry Wallace in 46 Growandin curage, Forth-

ward, rycht fayr. ibid x 78 So weill lieseyn, so forthwart,

stern, and stult *881 DurnnLD Don Quix. II 560 Don
Quixote went, on his forthward way
Hence Fo'rthwardly adv
c 1470 Hi nry Wallace x 653 So forthwartlye tltai pressyt

in the thrang. 1494 Fahyan Chron vi clxxxvu 189
Richarde toke vpon liym the rule of his owne signory, and
grewe & enci eased forthwardly.

t Forth.wa'x, v Obs. [OE. forbweaxan, f

Fobth adv. + weaxan to Wax.] intr. To grow
forth, grow to excess, increase
0900 ?Wlrfhith Greg. Dial 11 xxvn (Bosw -T ) Forp-

weox lus feondscipe. riaso Gen Ex 1211 Wintres for#

wexen on ysaac

t Fo-rthwise, ®. Obs [OE forpwisian, f

Forth adv -t- wisian to show, guide.] bans To
guide forth, direct , hence, to bring up (a child)

Betntntlf(Gi ) 1795 Him selepe^n . forS wisade C1315
Shoreham 68 The fader and inoder That hyne fleschlychc

foithwyseth.

Forthwith (loiipwrp, -wi 'S), adv.
[For forth with (pien ), = eailier forth mid, along with,

see Forth adv 2 c The adv forthwith originates from
this phrase, the prep, being used absol or with ellipsis of its

regimen.]

Immediately, at once, without delay or interval

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 3 Other before the letter or
after or else fourthe wyth togyther *46* J. Paston in

P Lett No 384 II 4 Ther was a certeyn person forth wyth
after the jurney at Wakefield *463 Bury Wills (Camden)
17 y° messc of requiem may begynne forthwith whan y*

is doo 1637 Decree Star Chaiiw § 17 in Milton's Areof
(Arb ) 17 That the Master and Wardens of the Company of
Stationers, doe foortliwilh certifie [etc ] *7*2 Hi mine
Collect (Oxf Hist Soc)III 424 It shall be done forthwith.

1814 Cary Dante
,
Par. vm. 30 Forthwith it grew In size

and splendour. 1848 Wharton Law Lex s. v , When a
defendant is ordered to plead forthwith, he must plead
within twenty-four hours 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng
iv (1880) S3 The King determined that they should forthwith
he reLonverted to Roman Catholicism.

Used for Fobwith adv. and prep, (which is a

variant reading in all the passages)
a *300 CursorM 10732 Amang pir men es forthwit tald,

He come al forto ber his wand Ibid, 11423 pe stern went
forth-wit pat pam ledd, c 1340 Ibid 11001 (Trin

)
In sep-

tembre moneth pe foure & twenty nyjt was , Forpwip pe
annunciacioun

+ FoTthwithal, adv Obs [f Fobth adv +
With prep, + All See Fobth adv 2d] =prec.
cx200 Ormin 1336 Let itt eornenn forpwipp all Vt inntill

wilde wesste 1390 Gower Conf. Ill 262 And forthwithall
A naked swera She toke, and through hir hert it throng

01300 Assembl. Ladies cv in Chaucer's Wks (1361)261
Than eche of vs toke other by the sleue And forth withal,
as we shulde take our leue 1348 in Strype Eccl Mem II.

App. D 27 Yf thou take hym that is not trew unto hys
prynce, punysh him forthwithall

Forthy (fo° I]n), a. Sc and dtal. [f. Foeth
adv. + -Y 1.] Disposed to put oneself forth or for-

ward
,
forward, outspoken, unrestrained

c *363 [see Forthset v ]. 1846 Sfec Cornish Prov. Dial
53 A ytmgster corned out very forthy, ‘ Heie come I, St
George 1 1880 E Cornwall Gloss , Forthy, officious

,
for-

ward. *892 Northnmb Gloss., Forthy

,

industrious, well
doing, free, kindly spoken

+ For-thy, conj Obs. Also 1 fortti, 2-5 forthi,

3 south, fornui, 3-4 forthe. [OE foibi, forby,
f Foe prep. + by, mstr of The. Cf. Foethon ]

For this reason, therefore,
c 1000 Ags Gosp John vn 22 ForSy Moyses eowsealde

ymbsuydenysse c ixy$Lamb Ham. 21 ForSon a pis worlS
wino oiwem us for-pi we sunejiet on-jein drihtenes welle
c 1*30 Halt Meid 9 For pi sell meiden forjjet ti folc. 0 1230
Owl§ Night. 69 Forthe the sulve mose Hire thonkes wolde
the to-tose. 13 EE A Hit P A. 234 My joy for-py
watz much be more 1377 Langl P PI B Prol 187 For-
pi I conseille alle pe comune to lat pe catteworthe c 1450
Henryson Mar. Pab 43 The morning myld, my mirth
was maire forthy 130* Douglas Pal Hon 1 xxii, For
thy I knew the signe Was Acteon 1390 Lodge Eufhues
Gold Leg in Halliw Shafts VI 22 Forthy, Montanus, follow
mine arreede 1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. 1 ix, xxvui,
Forthy let first an inward centre hid Be put.

b Not-for-thy\ nevertheless What for-thv
what of that ?

1373 Bmiuouii Bruce v 319 Vndir the mantill nocht-forthiHe suld be m myt pieualy *413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) i
xv (1839) *3 Nought for thy, this I byhote expresse ci«0Syr Tryam 736 The fyiste that rode noght for thy Was
the kyng of Lumbardy. c 1450 Cov Myst (1841) 120 Nevvr
the les, what for-thy Wnliowith mannys company She
myght not be with clnlde

3

lienee Forthy that, earliet forthy the, because,
c xooo Ags Gosf John Ml 22 Nn forSiSe heo of Moyses sv

CXIft Lamb Horn sx On pon deie pa engles of heofene
ham ibhssico foioi pc pa cumng saulen habbeS rest of
heorepine 0*2*3 Ancr R 36 Al paAvuel of Dina ne
com nout foiQm po.L te wummen lokede canghche o weop-
men. *340 Hami-oll Pi Consc 2698 Forthy pat sum has
nahnawyug Of puigatoiy paifor [etc] c 1400 Maundev
(Roxb ) vi 18 {Luc also gert kyng Nabugodonosor putte pe
three childer 111 pe fyie, foipt )>at p.u held pe ryt heleue

t Fort!h.ye*te, v Obs. [OE foi bgtotan, f
Fouth adv + ziotan to pour ] ti ans To pour out
c 900 tr. Biedecs Hist iv xmx [\xvni ] (1890) 370 He .

foiasotentim tcarum Diyhtne his willan bebead 15*3
Douglas Ainas 1 m 35 The deip fuilhl^Lt in schaldisheu-
and thair — iv vm 88 All for nocht the tens war furth get

Fortieth (fp Jliep), a, (sb ) Forms a. f6o-
werti3ota, erton -teota (fern

, neul -te), 2 fur-
teohte, 3 fowertite, -tute, -tigthe, fuwertite,
fourtiand, 4 south vourta3te, fourtithe, -tied,’

5 fowrtyde, fortith, 6 fourteth, 7 fourtieth, 6-
fortieth

; 0. 6 fourtyeat [OE fiowertgoba
prehistoric *fmorhgunPon-, corresponding to ON.
fu tugonde, -ande (Sw fyrationde. Da. fyrrety-
vende), f Fobty on the analogy of Tenth

'

1 he rate :3th c fourtiand is of Scandinavian ongm The
16th c fourtyist is noteworthy as being foimed with the
same suffix as in the Low and High Gcr equivalents (Du
veertigste, OHG fiorzugflstd) , cf also late Icel fertugasti ]

The ordinal numeral belonging to the cardinal

foity The fortieth man' one man m forty.

To/ ticth part

.

one of forty equal parts into which a
quantity may he divided Also absol and quasi-iA
c *000 VLn me Dent 1 3 On pam feowerteoSan geare.

c 1175 Cott. Horn 229 Drthten pa. an pa furteohte dege his
a-ustes nstah to heofene. 1238 Charter of Hen III

,

in
Tyircll Iltst Eng (1700) II App 25 In the two andfower-
tijtlie gcare of tut cummnge. 1357 Lay Folks Catech 152
The fourticd day after that he ras he stegh in-till heuen.

r*42S Wyntoun Iron vi iv 89 Of hyb kynryk pe fowrtyde

y here *302 Old, Ciystcn Men (W de W 1306)1 vi 32
The fouityest daye aftui his resurrcccyon *390 Sir J
Smyih Disc Weapons in Lett Lit. Men (Camden) 3* Of
which, scarce the fortieth man escaped with life 161*
Biull Chron x-xvi 31 In the fourticth ycere of the reigne
of Dauid 0 163* Donni. Love's Diet 23 Ah 1 what doth it

availe To be the fourticth name in an entail? 1724 Swift
Drnpter's Litt. Wks *751; V. u 138 It is not above the
fortieth part in value to the rest of Britain *758 S Hay-
ward Setm v 145 In that fortieth of Isaiah how is that
Jehovah set forth/ 1800 Young in Phil Irons XCI 33 A
lai gc card, divided into fortieths of an inch *855 Milman
Lat Ckr (1864) V ix vu 324 All pi elates [etc ] were sum-
moned to contribute at least a fortieth to this end

FortifLable (fp ihfaiab’l), a. [f Fortify v
+ -able; cf Y . fortifiableh\ That maybe fortified.

*6o90vlrbury Obscrv 17 Prov Wks (*856) 2z3Thecoun
trey evei y where fortifiable with water. *735 in Johnson
1886 Ruskin Pixtcnta I vu 207 The quadrilateral plan of

my fortifiable dispositions

t Forti’ficate, v Sc Obs. [f ppl stem of L.

fortificdre ] =Bortify.
1560 Rolland Crt Venus hi, 188 The vther pait gif thay

fortificat In gour contrair

Fortification (fp atifik^i Jan) [a. F. fortifi-

cation , ad L.forttfcdiidn-cm, n. of action f.forti-

fied-re to Fortify ]

X The action of fortifying , m senses of the vb
*|*1. Stiengthemng, corroboration, ratification

*530-1 Act 22 Hat. VIII, c. 14 [They] haue procured
many men to the practise of archene to the greate

encrease and fortificacions of the same outwarde realmes

*SS7~7S Diurn Occitrr (B.innatyne) 122 To come to

Edinbuigh to subscriue the foitificatioun of the kmgis
coronatioun 1563-87 Foxe A ff M (1684) III 434 For the

more fortification of that which hath been said *609

Skcne Reg May
,
Bonne ofProces *16 The defender quha

propones the exception, for fortification therof, maypropone

ane duply, against the ltbell and reply 1614 Raleigh
Hist Woild 11, (1634) 442 Much common good therby

likely to arise with mutual fortification of both those king-

doms *623 Conway in Ellis Ong Lett Ser. 1 III *53 His
actes had not need of thene fortification

2 The btrengthening of wine with alcohol.

1885 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept 3/2 Spirits exported to Spain

for the fortification of native wines 1893 Manch Guard

19 May 3/4 The duty was raised to discourage the fortifica

tion of Spanish wines with coarse spirits

3 Mil, The action of fortifying or providing

with defensive works
1562 Whitehorne tr Machiavel (title) Certain waies of

the orderyng of Souldiers in battelray, & settyng ofbattailes

also plattes foi fortificacion of Townes *882 Steven-
son New Arab. Nts (1884) 129 He had no means of fortifi-

cation, and lay open to attack.

b The art or science of fortifying or construct-

ing works of defence
164a Howell For Trav (Arb) 80 The art of Naviga-

tion and Fortification *688 Capt J S Fortification 23

Fortification
, or Military Architectuie, is a Science [etc ]

*75* Johnson Rambler No 103 T 2 We range from city to

city, thoughwe profess neither architecture nor fortification



FORTIFIED. FORTITUDE.
1828 T M Spearman Brit Gunner (ed 2) 201 Fortification

is divided into two parts, which are called Permanent or
Field Fortification 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ 1 21/s The
science is termed Fortification

fig 1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp n ix 124 Observe
what object is aptest to inflame thee, and by speciall arts of
fortification, stop up the avenues to that part.

II. cotter.

4 Mil. A defensive work, a wall, earthwork,

tower, etc. Chiefly collect, plural.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA 11 xxiv 137 Upon euery yate
muste be made dyuerse deffences and fortyfycacions 1512

Act 4 Hen VIII

,

c 1 § 1 To make Bulwerkes, Brayes. and
al other fortificacions. 1604. Shaks Oth xn v 5 This
Fortification (Gentlemen) shall we see't ? 1683 Bnt Spec
18 Strong fortifications do secure thy Ports. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1 iv, I made me a Door to come out, on the Out-
side of my Pale or Fortification 1794 Sullivan View
Nat 11 362 In the neighboui hood of Lexington are the
remains of two ancient fortifications. 1841 W Spalding
Italy$ It Isi I 223 We find all the Seven Hills embraced
within a fortification which the legendary history ascribes

to Servius Tullius 1863 Lyell Antiq Man 40 Extensive
fortifications to protect them from their enemies,

to Comb : fortification-agate (see quot ).

x88a in Cassell. *892 Dana's Syst. Min (ed 6) 189
Rum agate or Fortification-agate is a variety with light

to dark brown shades, showing, when polished, curious
markings well described by the name

c. transf. and fig A means of defence
a 1586 Sidney Arcad 1. x 40b, The Stagge thought it

better to trust to the mmblenes of his feete then to the
slender fortification of his lodging. 1653 Walton Angler
11 41 The gloves of an Otter are the best fortification for

your hands against wet weather 1656-7 Burton's Diary
(1828)1 363 That is the best fortification for all honest men
1742 Land. <§• CountryBrew 1 (ed 4) 80 Horse dung should
be laid to the Windows as a Fortification against them
[winds] 1751 Johnson RambleriAo 26 r 7 He was happy
m this fortification [an arrangement of bolts and bars].

5

.

fa. gen A means of strengthening. Obs
1655 Advt in Culpepper*s Pract Physic

,
It [durum

potabde\ is an Universal Fortification for all Complexions
and ages 1678 Dryden Kind Keeper iv. i, Go, provide ,

the Westphalia ham, and other fortifications of nature.

to spec. The strengthening timbers, etc. of a
whaling vessel • see Fortify v i b.

1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg II. 191 The next im-
portant part of the fortification is the pointers

+c. Gunnery The additional thickness of metal
serving to strengthen certain portions of a cannon.
*626 Capt Smith Accid Yng Seamen 32 To - know her

leuell poynt blanke her fortification, the differences of
powder [etc ] 1669 Sturmy Manner*

s

Mag v. 65 Canon-
Powder is best for in taking up much room it hath the
greater length or fortification of metal about it in the Piece

Fortified (fp itifoid), ppl a. [f. Fortify v. +
-ed 1

] Strengthened
;

provided with means of
defence

;
protected with fortifications

1538 Elyot, Firmus, stable, constant, well foitified x6ix
Bible Micah vii 12 He shal come from the foitified

cities a 1637 Lovelace Poems (1864) 234 Your days fare,

a fortified toast 1692 m Capt Smith’s Seaman's Gram
n xvm 128 A Well Fortified Gun, hath her Metal at the
Vent or Touch-hole as thick as her Diameter at the Bore
*757 York Conrant 18 Oct , A well-fortified vessel for the
coasting trade has been long wanted 1790 Burke Fr
Rev Wks. V 247 The Orsini and Vitelli m Italy, who used
to sally from their fortified dens to rob the trader and
traveller 1861 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 45 Three fortified

and portcullised gateways

Fortifier (f^’Jtifoi 1 31). [f. next + -er 1 ] One
who or that which fortifies: a One who con-

structs fortifications to. One who or that which
strengthens ; a supporter, an upholder
a. 1532 Huloet, Fortifier, mumtor 1489 Ive Foriif 33

Admonishing the Fortifier to vse . the considerations
before in them alleaged 1599 HakXuyt Voy II 1 123 A
fortifier, had deuised a certafne kmde of loyned boords, the
which being caned of the souldiers, defended them from the

shot of the Hartjuebuzers 160a Carew Cornwall 149 The
fortifier made his aduantage of the commoditie, affoorded
by the ground 1873 Daily News 7 Nov 5/3 General
Chabeau Latour, the fortifier of Pans.
"b c 1365 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot (1728"! 43 But

also reproached the fortifiers and allowers of him in such
wickedness 1369 Murray is Oct m H Campbell Love
Lett MaryQ Scots App 58 We wer constram t to nominate
the said Quene as maintenar and fortifiar of the execu-
touris thairof. 1878 Daily News ix Sept. 4/7 The opinion
is at least a fortifier against adverse criticism 1894 Ibid 15
Feb 5/3 An egg beaten in a very little whisky and water
will be found an excellent fortifier

Fortify (fp rtifai), 0. [ad F. fortifier, ad L
fartifiedre, f fortis strong + fiedre . see -FY ]

I. To make stiong
1 trans To strengthen structurally Now some-
what rare.
c 1430 Merlin 187 He made to a-mende and fortyfie the

wallis ofthe town ther, as thei were most feble 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg iv, 262 The grave experienc'd Bee Employ’d
at home To fortify the Combs, to build the "Wall 1726
Leoni tr Alberti’s Archit II. 113/2 They shou’d also be
fortifyed all round with strong brick work. x886 Willis &
Clark Cambridge III 343 Fortifying the wood-work of the
Dome and Lantern

to. spec. To strengthen (a gun) by additional

thickness of metal. Cf. Fortification 5 c. Also,
to strengthen (a ship) for especial emergency, by
means of additional timbers, etc.

1627 Capt Smith Seaman’s Gram xiv. 71 Those small
Peeces are better fortified than the greater 1669 Sturmy
Manner's Mag. v 62 You must work as if the Piece were

477

fortified no more than only so much as the thinnest part of
the Metal is x8ao Scoresby A cc Arctic Reg II 308 The
new ship is fortified within the bow 1833 Kane Grmnell
Exp xv (1856) xi2 She was fortified with three additional
strips of boiler iron.

e To cover or bind with some protective ma-
terial or appliance (Now coloured by senses 7-8 )
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 372 Men armed with

shields, and fortified all over with thongs of leather 1669
Boyle Cantu New Exp 11 (1682) 21 A little [air] brake
into the Reciever because I had neglected to fortifie the
cover with Turpentine 1697 Potter Antiq Greece in xv
(1713) 130 The whole Fabrick was fortified with Pitch to
secure the Wood from the Waters. 1706 Hearnc Collect

7 Feb , Being us’d to fortifie himself against weather by a
thick Robe 1798W Blair Soldier's Friend 31 Ingenious
modes of fortifying shoes, and rendering them water-proof
1803 Wellington 20 Jan in Gurw Deep I 397 Kegs of
six gallons each, well fortified with iron hoops 1850 Meri-
vale Rom. Emp (1865) I v 193 Camillus . fortified the
shield with a run. of metal

2 To impart strength or vigour to (the body, its

organs, 01 powers, + a plant)
,

to give (a person,

oneself) strength or endurance for some effort

14 Lydg & Burgh Secrees 1959 Wyn ffortefieth the
heete m the body natural 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 lxxi 241
It doth fortefie and strengthen the harte 1686W Harris tr

Lemery's Course Chem. n xxu (ed 3) 624 The Turks will

take of it [opium] to the bigness of a hazle Nut to fortifie

themselves when they are going to fight 1691 Ray Ct eatien
Ded (1704) 3 To fortifie you m your Athletic Conflicts 1719
London & Wise Combi. Gard 212 We endeavour to fortifie

it, and make it grow big all Summer, by watering and crop
ping it 1849 Claridge Cold Water-cure 42 Cold water,
as a beverage, fortifies the stomach and intestines *863
Dickens Mut. Fr 1 xm, Mr. Inspector hastily fortifying

himself with another glass.

*j*3. To render more powerful or effective; to

strengthen, reinforce with additional resources or

co-operation
;

to garrison (a fortress)
;

to provide
(an army, etc ) with necessaries Obs.
1470-85 Malory Arthur 1 xvm, They had. moo than

eyght thousand for to fortyfye alle the fortresses in the
marches of Cornewaylle 1480 Robt Devyll in Thoms
Prose Rom 6 He ever prayea to God to send hym a chyld

to multyply and fortyfy his lynage 1523 Ld. Burners
Froiss I lxxu 94 The countesse fortifyed all her gansons
of euery thyng yt they wanted 1348 Hall Chron., Hen.
VI (an 31) 165 He fortified Burdeaux with Englishmen and
victayle x6xa Woodall Surg. Mate Wks (1653) 190 It

fortifieth the other medicines, and doubleth their forces 1670
Cotton Espernou 1 11.69 The Inhabitants of the Suburbs of
St. Germains were order’d to slip m to fortifie the attempt.
170* Swift ContestsNobles§ Com Wks 1755 II. 1 11 They
admitted three thousand into a share of the government

,

and thus fortified, became the cruellest tyranny upon record.

1723 Dn Foe Voy round World (1840) 28, 1 fortified myself
with the French captain, and the supercargo.

to. To arm, strengthen with weapons Cf 7- ^are
17x1 Addison Sped. No 121 7* 3 That great Variety of

Arms with which Nature has differently fortified the Bodies
of several kind of Animals, such as Claws, Hoofs, and Homs.
4 To strengthen (liquors) with alcohol.
x88o Act 43 4 44 Vid c 24 § 70 Any saints warehoused

may be used in the warehouse for fortifying wines 1894
C N. Robinson Brit. Fleet X42 In 1869 the piesent practice

of fortifying the [lime] juice with rum was resorted to.

6. a. To strengthen mentally or morally; to

endow with immaterial resources ; to impart forti-

tude to
;
to cheer, encourage.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 19 It apparteigneth to
euery man to seke science and ther with to foitime hym
hauyng a good eye vpon his enemyes 1373 Baret Alv
F 948 To haue a hart fortified with wisedome a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia n (1629) xrx Which so greatly fortified her
desires, to see that her mother had the like desires 1609
Locke Educ § 70 100 A young Man, before he leaves tne
sheltei of his Father's House, should be fortified with
Resolution to secure his Vertue 1731 Johnson Rambler
No 155 P 8 Every delay gives vice another opportunity of
fortifying itself by habit 1761 Hume Hist Eng II xxm
69 The king fortified by this unsuccessful attempt to

dethrone him a 1794 Gibbon Lifeww (1839) 238 Timidity
was fortified by pride 1863M Arnold Ess Cnt vu (1875)

269 Their courage was fortified by a fervent prayer

to To confirm, corroborate, add support to (a

statement, etc.). To fortify oneself', to confirm

one's statement, etc. ’t Also (
rarely) intr. for ref.

ct449 Pecock Repr. 283 To fortofie and strength the

same badde answere 1520 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 164/1
That glose he would haue fortified . . with another worde of
Christ c 1332 Dewes Introd. Fr in Palsgr 1063 My lorde

the President fortifyeng sayd that we be nat bounde by the

lawe to say. 1678 Trans Crt. Spam 5 To fortifie his

Reasons, he sent us a Manifesto 1833 Ht Martineau
Loom $ Lugger 11 v. 96 A distinct charge is brought
against you, fortified by particulars. 1847 Emerson Repr
Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 29s If he made transcendental

distinctions, he fortified himself by drawing all his lllustia-

tions from, sources disdained by orators.

+ 0. mtr To gain strength, grow strong Obs
1605 Bacon Adv Learn. 11 xxu § 6 How they [the

affections] gather and fortify 1638 Evelyn Fr. Gard
(1675) 165 Leaving the least to bear seed, and that the plant

may fortifie. x66o Sharrock Vegetables 126 Bind up. the

strongest and forwaxdest first, letting the other fortifie.

II. To strengthen against attack.

7. trans. To provide (a town or its walls) with

defensive works
;

to protect with fortifications.

1436 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 166 To fortefye anone he dyd
devyse Of englysshe townes uj 1485 Caxton Chas Gt.

(1880) 165 The walles of that eyte ben fortefyed with towres

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castauheda’s Cong E. Ind. Ivii.

120 All their houses well fortified with sundry trenches round

about 1611 Bible Isa, xxu 10 The houses haue yee broken
downe to fortifie the wall 1759 Robertson Hist 6 cot I

n 152 These were immediately commanded to fortify Leith
x8x6 Keatinge Trav. (18x7) I. 86 It is environed with walls,

but not regulaily fortified 1893 Academy 13 May4ii/3
The opposite bank was admirably fortified

transf x6ox Holland Pliny I in This isle is fortified

with the mount Prion 1705 Addison Italy 8 A Rock that
runs out into the Sea, and is well foi tify’d by Nature. 1726
LEONitr AlbertisArchit II X2i/xAPier to fortifie a Port.

fig 1348 Hall Chron , Rich III (an 3) 43 b, Realmes
and countries are fortified and munited with a double
power 1644 Milton A reop (Arb ) 50 Shut and fortifie one
gate against corruption 1773 Johnson Tax no Tyi, 31
His house is fortified by tne law 1850 Merivale Rom
Emp (1865) I. ix 355 He foitified his position against the
malevolence of a future consul

8 To surround (an army, oneself) with defences

;

to put in a position of defence
1348 Hall Chi on

,
Hen V (an 3) 48 b, The fotemen were

hedged about with the stakes This device of fortifiyng an
army was at this tyme fyrst invented 1590 Marlowe 2net
Pt Tamburl nr 11, I’ll have you learn .the way to fortify

your men 1837 W Irving Capt Bonnevtlle III. 47 Here
they proceeded to fortify themselves

9. intr. To erect fortifications , to establish a
position of defence
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1826) 185 Sailing up the

River of Thamise, he fortifieth at Middleton, c 1600 SirR
Cecil Let in Naunton Fragm Reg (Arb ) 61 They will

first fortifie and learn the strength of the Rebels 1774
Pennant Tour ScotL in 1772 293 No people will give them-
selves the trouble of fortifying amidst the securityof fnends.
«x88g U S. Grant Personal Mem. I 331 The enemy was
fortifying at Corinth

ti ansf, andfig. 1391 Lyly Endym 1 in, I will withdraw
myselfe to the river, and there fortifie for fish cx6oo Shaks
Sottn Ixiii, For such a time do I now fortifie Against con-
founding Ages cruell knife

Hence EoTtifyrag ppl a.

1863W B Jerrold Sign Distress 22 Soup, made ofsound
and fortifying materials 1872 Bagehot Physics <5- Pol.
(1876) 2x7 The fortifying religions .. those which lay the
plainest stress on the manly parts of morality

Fortifying (fp atifin,ii]), vbl. sb [f prec.

+ -ing 1.] Tne action of the vb. Fortify. Also
gerundially with omission of m.
1380 Hollyband Treas.Fr. Tong. Fortifiement, a fortify-

ing 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. iv, I laid aside .my building,
and fortifying. 1774 S Cooper in Franklin's Wks (1887)
V 364 Theentiance into this town is now fortifying by the
soldiery. 1820 Scoresby A cc Arctic Reg II. 191 Fortify-
ing, is the operation of strengthening a ship’s stern and
bows 1832 J H. Newman Lett (1891) 1. 287 Lying down
is an instant specific for it [sea-sickness], and eating, a cer-

tain alleviation and fortifying against it 1866 Gno Eliot
F. Holt (1868) 40 Sir Maximus Debarry who had been at
the fortifying of the old castle

f to. concr. A fortification, defence. Obs.

1323 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cdxxxui 422 The fote men
beate downe the fortifyeng and barryers 1333 Brcnde
Q Curtins vu. 138 b, The King of Scythia ludgmg y‘ the
fortifiengvpon the ryuers side, shuld be as a yoke tohis neck.

1373 BaretA Iv F 950A proppe, a fortifying fulcimentum

•f* Forti’tot, v. Obs (early ME.) [OE fortyh-
tan, f. For- prefi + tyhtan to draw.] trans. To
draw aside (to evil) ; to seduce.
a 1000 Elene 208 (Gr.) Swa se ealda feond . .leode fortyhte

c izoo Trin Coll Horn 87 Seuene oSre gostes fortehten
hit []?at child] Ibid 107 J>e deuel mid his fortihtinge brmgeS
unnut bone on mannes hearte

Fortilage, forfaless, obs. ff of Fortalice

1* Fo*rtm, sb. Obs. [a F.fortin, dim. offort
see Fort sb.~] A small fort

,
a field-fort

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fortin, or Fieldfort 1721-36
in Bailey 1744 Hanmer conjecture in Shaks x Hen IV,
n in 55 Of pahsadoes, fortins [1623 frontiers], parapets

t Fo*rtm, a Obs. rare—1
, [a OF.fortin (used

only of Samson), f fort strong.] Strong.
1340 Ayenb. 204 Samson fortin

Hortingle, var f of Farthingdeal, Obs
1721-36 m Bailey.

For-tired : see For- pref.1 6.

Fortis (fpitis). [f. L. fortis adj , strong.] A
variety of dynamite • see quot.

1889 Major Cundill Did. Explosives, Glycero-Nitre ..

This explosive has been submitted for authorisation in this

country under the name of' Fortis ’.

II Fortissimo, odv Music [It. fortissimo

,

superl offorte see Forte.] Very loud. (Abbre-
viated ff,, jfor., orfortiss ) Also quasi-n^
X724 Short Exphc For Words m Music 32 fortissimo

,

is Extream loud 1767 Sterne Tr Shandy ix xi, Amen,
cried my father, fortissimo 1883 Miss Braddon Golden
Calf I 11 50 If their pianissimo passages failed m delicacy,

there was no mistake about their fortissimo. 1889Atheimum
6 Apr 448/3 A splendid effect being gained by the sudden
entry of the combined chorus fortissimo to the woids
1 Hosannah ! Lord of Loids !

*

[Fortition, spurious word : see Sortition
-

]

Fortitude (fp'rtitiwd) [a F, fortitude, ad. L.

fortitudo, f fortis strong : see Fort a.]

+1. Physical or structural strength Obs.

1353 Eden Treat Newelnd (Arb ) 13 A beast .excellinge

all other beastes in fortitude and strength. 1591 Shaks
1 Hen, VI, 11. l 17 Dispairmg ofhis owne armes fortitude

1604— Oth 1 in 22a The Fortitude of the place is best

knowne to you. X703 T. N City <$• C Purchaser 50 Bond-
ing of Brick-work conduces very much to its Fortitude.

2 Moral strength or courage. Now only in pas-

sive sense : Unyielding courage in the endurance of
pain or adveisily. (One of the cardinal virtues.)



FORTITUDINOUS. 478 FORTUITACY.
[c 1386 Chaucer Pars T r 654 Agayns Accidie tlier is

aveituthat Is called I ortitudo ] 1500-30 Dunbar Poems
lxviu 77 Fortitude, pi owdence, and tempeiance 1609 Biiill

(Douay) Zech xm Comm , The Apostles flemg God recalled
them, and stieingthened them with foititude 1713 Stllle
Enghshm, No 22 14 (. Fortitude is the peculiar Excellence
of Man. 1754 Mrs Dllany Let 10 Nov

,
'Ihe Duchess

ofQueensbury bears her calamity with great fortitude. 1818
Hazlitt Eng Potts 11 (1870) 27 Foititude does not appeal
at any time to have been the distinguishing vu ttic of poets
1848 Dickens Dombey vi (C D ed

) 40 She could bear the
disappointments of otner people with tolerable foititude.

3 . Astrol A. position or circumstance which
heightens the influence of a planet

,
a dignity

*547 Boorde Astronamye Contents in Introd Know

l

(1870) Foreivords 23 The in[i] capytlc doth shew of the foi-
titudes of the planetes *695 Conor* vc LoveforL 11 1, Suio
the Moon is in all her Fortitudes

Fortitudinous (ff«titul dinas), a ff. L jor-
titudmem (see Fortitude) + -ous.] Endowed
with or characterized by fortitude
175a Fielding Amelia Wks 1775 X 224 As fortitudinous

a man as any in the King’s dominions 1781 Gibbon Decl.
<] F III. hi, 262 These fortitudinous heioes are awed by the
superior fierceness of the lions and tigeis 1878 Moully
Carlyle 175 Right setvice performed in fortitudinous temper.

Portlet (fpitlet) Also 4, 6 fortelet. [f Fort
sb + -let. (In quot. 1330 it may be an eiror for

forcelete or fortelece : see Forcelet, FortALICE.)]
A small fort.

c *33° R Brunne Cfuou Wace (Rolls) 4822 Hys pleyn
londes he let hyth haue, Bot his forteletes lie dide sauo
JS38 Leland//«« VII 55 Alytle pooie Steple as a Fortelet
for a Brunt 16*3 Sir H Finch Law (1636) 354 As if he
that took them driue them to a Fortlet or Castle 1781
Justamond Pnv Life Lewis XV, III 372 The troops were
employed in burning a fortlet 1817 G Chalmers Pref to
Churchyard's Chips, Mnrton’s Trag 159 The master de-
fended the donjon of the fortlet against the regent 1859
Tunes 26 Dec 7/2 The new foitlcts have been completed
Fortnight (f? ttnoit). Forms: 3 furten-, 3-5

fourfce-, (5 fourtee-, fowerte-), 4-5 fourten-,
fowrt(e-, 5-7 fo(u)rth-, 6 fourt-, (fortk-), 6-
fort-: see Night. [Contracted form of OE.
fitnvertym mht fourteen nights Cf. Sennight.
For the ancient Germanic method of reckoning by
nights sec Tacitus Germama xi ]
1 A period of fourteen nights ; two weeks
a 1000 Laws of hut §55 OJ> <5cet feowertyne mht ofer

Eastron c 1375 Lay 25675 Nou his folle fourteniht [c *305
feowertene mht] hat he lure hauej* l-holde foiJ> nht. 13
Gay Warm (A.) 4236 A1 a fourten nqt bike he lay c 1440
Genciydes 5342 It passith not a fourthnyght sithe it was
1S30 Palsgr Introd 20 It is but a senyghtes labour, or, at
the moste, a fourtnyghtes 1639 Hamilton Paper s (Camden)
8r, I shall make ane end of uhuat I can do in on fortnighte
c*7®> Prior Case Stated 8 It wanted a fortnight to Bartle-
mew-fair *879 Froude Caesar viu 69 Duung the brief
fortnight of his seventh consulship

b. This day
,
Monday

,
-j* Monday was (a), etc

fortnight', a foitnight from (this day, etc.).
*389 ln Efts Gilds (x870) 71 Y° tndde shal been y° sunday

fowitenytz aftere hestern. 1470-85 Malory A rthur x ii,

I haue remembraunce of your promyse that ye haue made
with me to doo batadle with me this day fourtenyght 1605
Nottingham Fee IV. 278 To bepayd 10 li this day foi t-
ntght *712 Stelle Sped. No. 533 r 2 On Monday was
fortnight it was my misfortune to come to London

*t*
2 attnb.\ occas quasi-adj — Fortnightly.

*549 Latimer tfhSemi, bef Edw VI(Arb ) 120There was
till e wakes sessions at newgate, and fourthnyghte Sessions
at the Marshialshy *563 Child Mainages (E E T S )

59 At the fortnight end, he maned her not, but [etc.]

Fortnightly
(g itnoitli), a. and ado. [f prec.

+ -LY.] A. ad] Happening or appearing once m
a fortnight B adv. Once in a fortnight.
x^m Dundee Mag Dec Pref, He then published a Fort-
nightly Magazine which was carried on for two years 1820
Lamb Elia

,

Ser 1 South-Sea Ho
, His fine suite of official

rooms resounded fortnightly to the notes of a conceit
1854 H Miller Sell $f Schttt. (1858) 325 The masons were
paid fortnightly *881 Macm Mag XLIII 436/1 Fort-
nightly Sunday concerts are to be given next season

t Forto, fo*rt(e, pref and coni. Obs. [f For
frep. +To prep ]
A. prep. Till, until ; up to, as far as.

cxzao Inn Coll, Horn 33 Al mankin was wunende on
muchele wowe forte J*at like tune bat [etc ] a 1225 Alter.
R. 38 ‘Aue Maua’, uoit ‘ Dominus tecum’ 1297 R
Glouc (1724) 463 pe kyng vorto Mydewynter ney byseged
be emperesse. C1330 Arth >5 Merl 4796 That strengthe
him last Fort arnemoiwe 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II.
25 Alle pe woke longe, forto Saturday at none

D. In conjunctional phrase, Fort{e that \ until.
c 1300 Tnn Coll. Horn 51 pe king of babilome bilai be

burli lerusaiem, forte pat hit [=he it] wan CI875 Lay.
11518 Maunc verde voi> nht . .forte that he come to Maxi-
mian c 1330 Kingof Tars 396 The mayden . al mht lay
and wepe I’orte that day gon dawe. 1363 Langl P PI A
vh 2 A gyde, That mihte folwen us vch a fote forLe that we
come there, c 1450 Two Cookery-bits 114 Wash hem [peson]
clene m cold water, fort that ye holys go ofB conj Till, until.
eiaoo Trin, Coll. Horn 23 For to be time cam bat ]

heregede helle £ 1375 Lay. 7563 Alle dai was bat fiht for
hit were doicke nipt. 13 Guy Warm (A.) 668 No gron
louen y no may Fort he be kni3t. 1 1440 Marriage Serm Bk Offices (MS Hereford Cath No 45), Ich — take tl— to my wedded wife forte deth us departe c 1450 Tt
Cookery bks.n *14 Nymapond ofus, seth hem fort hit bersl

t Fortoggle, v. Obs. rare- \ [f. For- pref
+ toglen, Toggle v.} trans To distract.

ni300 Cursor M. 2 \6o6 Foitoghd [Goit fortugild] pus
n it ti ei and tene

Portoiled see For- pref

f

6 b.

Fortoken, -told, -top, -touch* see Fore-
token, etc

Fortom, -tossed see For- pref 1 5J1 aiul 5

t Fortravail, -vel, v Obs [f. h ou- frtf 1

+ Travail v ] turns To exhaust with labour
c 1305 it lyetuhn 314 111 E Is P (1862) 56 Foitiauailled

hy wue soie pat hi moste slepc eclion 1375 Barbour
Bruce in 326 The king saw that he wes foi-trawailiyt.

1496 Dwcs Paup (W dt W) ix. 11 349/1 The fende .

line homes togydre forliauayledhym 1533 Ln Berners
From. I win 20 His men of wane .were meruadously
foitrauailed 1819 W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827)
129 The sutor folk Wi’ (lings fortiavail’d and forfairn

+ Fortrea’d, v Obs [OE fortredan, f For-
pref 1 + tredan to Tread ] It aits To tread down,
head underfoot; to destroy by trampling.
£ 1000 ALlfric Horn. II 90 Wegfcrende hit [ff.iit smd]

fortrmdon c 1200 7 1 in Coll Horn 155 Sumofjiexed
fcl hi pe wei, and was forticden c 1386 Chauclk Pars T
P 116 In lielle schulle pay he al fortroae of deucles £1450
Chester PI (Shaks Soc ) II 143 Eatmge over all that he
c.ou!de fonge The remnant he fore-tieade
fig c 1374 Chauclr Boeth iv. pi 1 85 It [veitue] is cast
vndyr and foi troden vndyr the feet of ftlonos foolk.

Fortress (fibres), sb. Forms 4-5 forfceresse,
Sc. fortrace, fortrass, 4 foroeress (?read for/-),

5-7 fortresse, 6 fortres, 4- fortress, [a OF
fortensse strength, a strong place, f fort strong;
a variant of, or parallel formation with, fortelesce
Fortalioe.]
1. A military stronghold, fortified place

; in mod.
use chiefly one capable of receiving a large force

;

often applied to a strongly fortified town regaidetl
from a military point of view.
33 . K Alts, 2668 Wei they waiden gatis alle, The

fortresses and the walle c 1330 R. Brunne Chron Wace
(Rolls) 7143 When he had alle pys force resses 3yt bo
poughte [etc ] c 1450 Merlin 192 Kynge Arthur hnddc wele
garnysshed afle theforteresses of hys londe. *553 f. Wilson
Iihet Ep Aj, Diveis stionge Castels and Fortresses were
peaceably geven up 1665 Manley Grotins'Low C IVai res

759 Theie was a stiong Fortiess raised close by the City
1769 Robertson Ckas V

,
II. 11 no Those in garrison at

Goletta threatened to give up that important fortress x86xM Pattison Ess (1889)1 45 Ihick walls and turrets at the
angles gave the whole the aspect and the reality ofa fortress
trausf andJig 1477Earl Rivi-rs (Caxton) Dictes 104 The

liertis ofgood peple ben the castell & forterescis of secretes
15x3 More in Grafton Chion (1568) II 757 Affection to-
wardes hym, had bene to his noble children a mcivulous
forti esse and sure armor. 1603 R Niccols Fun Qrat Q
Elis

, Her countrie was the fortresse of banisht men 1738
Wescty Psalms xvm 1 My Rock and Fortress is the Loid
2. attnb, and Comb. : a. simple attrib., asfortress-

company, -engineer', b appositive, as fortress-
chapel, -rock, -tomb

j c instrumental, as fortress-
guarded adj.

1838 Miss Pardoi* River Desert II 52 The *fortress-
chapel of Noire-Dame-de-la-Garde 1803 Daily News
24 Jan 5/7 A gairison company of artillery, a ^fortress
company of engineers 1894 IVestm, Gaz 4 Oct 4/3 A com-
pany of ^fortress engineers 1887 Pall Mall G 24 Jan 1/2
Across the ^fortress-guarded frontier X838 Miss Pardol
River

1
J- Desert I 218 Our *fortress-rock of Gibraltar 1835

Wiilis Pencilling

s

I xu 90, I crossed the Tiber at the
’‘fortress-tomb of Adrian

Fortress (fpitres), V. [f. prec sb] trans Tc
furnish with a fortress or fortifications

; to prated
with or as with a fortress. Chiefly trarvf andfig
xs4* Becon Pathw Prayer Wks (1564) 68a, Hitlieitc

I haue fortressed this my treatise with the sayinges of y
1

godly learned Doctors. 1545 Joye Exp Dan xu 23:
I hat holy hyghe mount of Sion, well fortreced and turretted
1546 in btrype Eccl Mem 1. lit 390 Our most puissant
King fortressed his most flourishing monarchy with, al
things that a man can invent 160a Marston Ant # Mel
Induct

, So impregnably fortrest with his own content
1653 Wharton tr Rothmann's Chiromancy Ded. Wks
(1683) 2 Learning is best Fortress’dof those by whom sin
is most understood. 1848 Lowell Biglow P. Poems 189c
II 34 Want was the prime foe these haidy exodists had tc

fortress themselves against. 1857 Fraser5s Mag LVI 49c
Those grassy banks that fortressed him and his householc
from the rage of waters
Hence Fo rtressed ppl. a

, Fo’rtressing vbl sb
1542 Becon Davids Harp Wks (1564) 159 b, Then

was no kyngdom so inuincible, stiong, and fortressed, bul
that he .. was able easly to oueicome 1624 Chapmai
Homer's Hymn Venus Wks (1858) 95 Venus, that owes u
fate the fortressmg Of all maritimal Cyprus. x8 Loweli
Po Garrtson Poet. Wks 1890 1 284 The lesson taught of ole
In our single manhood to lie bold, Fortressed in conscience

1895 Reliquary Out 194 The stem, severe, massive for
tiessed woik of then sisLer city, Florence,

+ Fo*rt-roy al. Obs [f Fort + Royal a Cf
Fr. bastion royal a great bastion.] Some kind 0;

fort of great size and strength* see quot. 1706
1645 N, Stone Enchir Fortif 39 To convert a Square

c ortresse intoaFort-Royalk 1672 Esse-vPapers(Camden
I 4 Kinsale might haue a Forte Royall erected on it [the
Harbour] 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fort Royal, a Fori
that has 26 Fathoms for the Line of Defence,

fg, 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 12 Hypocrisie is the
devils Fort-Royal. x68x Whole Duty Nations 36 To ac
knowledge this Union the Fort-Royal against the hostils
Invasions ofPopeiy

t Fortuit, a. Obs. Also 7 -ite. [a. Y.fortuit
ad. L.fortuities : see Fortuitous.] Fortuitous.

r 1374 UIAUCCR Boeth v pr x n7 (Camb MS ) FortmtImp 1530 Paisgr Introd 16 Utterly fortuyt and done bvcluunce 1621 Burton Anat. Mel 11 111 v, False fear«and all othu fortuit lnuonueniences 1668 M Lac Ant?.!
Credulity (1670) 15 ’that the world was made by a fortuiiconcourse of Atonies wuit

Hence f Portuitness.
164a Sir K Digby Observ Reltgto Medici (1650) 18 For

tuitnocse or Contingency of things
J or’

t Fortui’tion. Obs rare-1
,

rtx&jx Bi* Mount agu Acts 4- Mon (1642)417 Ihev
feued fate, fortuition and co mudency of all things
Fortuitism (%ttu7 ltu’m) [f Fortuit-ous
+ -isar.] The belief that adaptations m nature
are produced by natural causes opeiatmg ‘for-
tiutou&ly ’ So Portuitist, one who believes m
fortuitism

, VI .
JT J *3/* 1 11ere will always

be tuleologists, no doubt, and theie will always be fortuitists
(if we may com a needful conel.ittve term)

, but Professor
Mivart’s teleology now so nearly appioaches Mr Darwin's
fortuitism that [etc] 1890 Umv Rev 15 June 230 In
assigning the lion's share of development to the accumula-
tion of fortunate accidents, he tempted fortuitists to try and
Lilt the ground from under Lamarck's feet

Fortuitous (Jpitul ltos), a [f. L fortiGt-us,
f forte by chance, f. fots chance + -ous] That
happens oris produced by fortune or chance, acci-
dental, casual. lot tuitons concourse of atoms', see
Concourse 3. Fortuitous event (Law) . see quot
1856.
1653 H More Antid Ath hi. xv (1712)135 This Argu-

ment against the fortuitous coneouise of Atoms 1712
Addison Sped No 293 r 4 The highest Degree of it

[Wisdom] winch Man ean possess, is by no menus equal
to fortuitous Events 1806 Flliowis ti Milton's 2nd
Dcf. Wks. (Bohn) I. 240 This extraordinary kindness
eannotbe any fortuitous combination 1823 Scott Pcvanl
Pref Let , A fortuitous reneontre 1856 Bouvier Amcr
Law Did,, Fortuitous event, a term in the civil law to
denot<* that which happens by a cause which cannot be
resisted Or it is that which neithei of the parties has
occasioned or could picvent. 1865 Pall MallG 27 Oct 6
The epithet he [Lord Palmerston] applied to the coalition of
parties again >t him on the China question m 1857—' a fortui-
tous coneouise of atoms’. *877 Si'Aimow Seim xvm 241
Neithei fortuitous nor necessitated, but entirely under the
governmental control of the great and good God
absol 1855 H Spencer Princ. Psychol iv. 11 (1872)1.

408 All grades, from the necessary to the fortuitous.

Fortuitously (ffutmutabh), adv. [f prec +
-LY -.] In a fortuitous manner, by chance
a *652 J Smii 11 Set Disc vi vin (1821) 358 1 his gift was

not so fortuitously dispensed as to be communicated without
any discrimination of persons axjxx Ken Hymnotheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III 97 Wiles, 'Ireeli’ry, Lies, Guilt, Flat
tery, Deceit, Like Atoms here fortuitously meet 1871
Tyndall Fragm Sc. (1879) II v 64 Atom is added to

atom not boisteiously or fortuitously

Fortuitousness (fyshu itasnes) [f as prec.

4- -NISH ] The quality of being fortuitous; acci-

dent, chance, forLuity

1653 Gaule MagasDont. 132 How have men been cruci
fied betwixt inevitable fat.ition and undeterminatc fortui-

tousness 1 1798 W. Tayi or m Monthly Rev XXVII, 580
Whethei the personages were Inought together by the
pretended fortuitousness of a nicely contrived piobabihty
1844 N Brit, Rev I 116 They allow them to be guided by
no accident or fortuitousness

Fortuity (fpitiwiti). [irreg. f L fortuities'.

sec F outuitous aud-m] Fortuitous character,

fortuitousness ; accident, chance ,
an accidental

occurrence. Occasionally used for: Appearance
of fortuitousness 01 unstudiedness
a 1747 D. Forbes Incredulity 80 How they can be sure,

that those deserved judgments were the effect of meie
fortuity, 1790 Pally IIor,e Paul Wks 1825 III. *94
Forgeues confirming and falling m with one another by a
species of fortuity. 1829 I Taylor Enthtis vi (1867) 110
It is by the fortuities of fife that the lehgious enthusiast is

deluded x86o Reaije Cloister tf It II 245 One of the

company, by some immense fortuity, could read i860 Geo
Eliot Mill on El 1, vu, She looks at her bracelets, and
adjusts their clasps with that pretty sLudied fortuity which
[etc ] 1885 J Mahtineau Types Elk l'h (1886) II. 11 1

372 Nothmg that might not happen 111 a universe of foi tuity

t Fo'rtuna’ble, a Obs, [a OF fortunable
(‘ unfortunate ’, Godcf.) . see Fortune and -able.]

1 Favoured by foitune, fortunate.
£1470 Harding Chron ccxxv h, The lord Wiloughby,

full fortunable i486 Bk. Si Albans, Ha. Anj, He the

wich be11th m his Cote armur that stone, fortunable of

vietori in his kmges battayl shall be 1556 Aurelio Isab
(*6p8 ) B, It behoveth that suche persons be well fortunable

2 . Bringing good fortune, lucky,
c 1465 Pol Rd 4- L Poems (1866) 3 There was neuei

birde biede vndcr pe stone More fortunable in a felde pan

t
at birde hath be 1513 Douglas PEneis 1 xi. 75 We the

eseik, this day be fortunable To ws Tirianis,

3 Pertaining to foitune or chance, fortuitous.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 46 Thus is that man
voyde of all intelligence Whom foi tune fedeth with chaunce
fortunable. 1606 Bryskett Civ Life 253 Such things as

are subiect to change; and maybe and not be, may be

done or not done
,
and (when al is said) at e fortunable

Hence f Fo'rtunably adv., by fortune.

1555 Abp Parker Ps (1556) Civ, If by chaunce thou
fallest amonges thyne enemies, and yet hast fortunably
escaped them

+ Fo’rttmacy. Obs. [f Fortunate a : see

-ACY ] Fortunateness, good fortune
1580 Lodge Forb Prise. (Shaks Soc.) 94 The fortunacie
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of Forbomus is unfortunate for thy selfe 1624 [T. Scott]
Vox Cceh 29 Ending these warres with more fortunacie

•j Po'rtunary. Obs - 1 [f Fortune sb +
-ary ]

One who deals m fortunes, a fortune-teller

1652 Gaule Magastrow 147 And why doe our Fataries
and Fortunanes so confound them especially m then
prognostications or predictions ?

Fortunate {ipstizinet), a (and sb ) Also 4-5
fortunat, 5 fortenat [ad L fortundt-us

,

f. for-
tundre (see Fortune v) ]

1 Favoured by fortune
,
possessed of or receiving

good fortune ;
lucky, prosperous Said of persons

;

also, of an enterprise, event, etc Const to and tnf
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Priest's Prol 10 Whan a man .

.

clymbeth vp and wexeth fortunat 1390 Gower Con/ III 113
He shall be fortunate to marchandy c 1430 Lydg Min
Poems 37 Wold God of myhte, I had be borne, by influence
hevenly, So fortunate, that [etc ] 1314 Bainbridge 111 Ellis

Ong Lett Ser n I 232 Which [enterprise] I shall besiche
the bhsside Trymtie to make fortunate 1603 Knolles Hist
Turks (1621) 13 Their attempts more desperate and their

success fortunater *607 Shaks Cor iv 111 39, I am most
fortunate, thus accidentally to encounter you 1647 Claren-
don Hist Reb 1 § 70 Nor was he very fortunate in the
election of those Dependants 1703 T Philips Blenheim 48
Burleigh (fortunate to serve The best of Queens) 1830
D’Israeli Chas I, III vn 130 [He] was fortunate enough
to save himself by flight 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng 1,171
He might think himself fortunate when [etc ]

trails/ 1870 Lowell Study Wind 333 Authors who have
written one or two pieces so facile m thought and fortunate
in phrase as to be carried lightly in the memory

to. Fortunate Islands ( =L. Fortunate Insult),
fabulous isles of the Western Ocean, the abode of
the blessed dead AlsoJig
1432-30 tr Higden (Rolls) I 321 The YIes Fortunate

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind Contents, The fortunate
Ilandes, otherwyse called the Ilandes of Canaria 1639 T
Brugis tr. Camus' Mor Relal 273 Keepe his course to-
wards the fortunate Hands of Parmenes favour

2. Bringing or presaging good fortune, auspicious,

favourable, lucky
C1391 Chaucer Astrol n § 4 They wol caste that thei

have a fortunat planete in hir assendent 1582 Bentley
Mon Matrones 11 3 Thou also hast giuen vnto mee the
right fortunate gift of grace 1676 Lilly Guide Astrol 73
To consider m Nativities if a Fortune foitunate and no
way afflicted be in the seventh 1741 Middleton Cicero
1. 1 20 Postumius proclammg it to be a fortunate omen
1841 Lane Arab Nts I 68 Thursday and Friday are con-
sidered fortunate 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 154 It
ought to be considered as a most fortunate circumstance
that [etc.] 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy <$ V I « ‘ This is

fortunate she cries gaily

3

a absol passing into a sb. (See next sense )
1633 Stanley Hist Philos 1. (1701) 29/1 The rich is more

able to satisfie his desires yet the foitunate excels him
1710 Steele Tatler No 202 t 3 Each coming upon the
same Errand, to know whether they were of the Fortunate
in the Lottery 1776 Gibbon Btcl f F I. xv 379 The
foitunate are satisfied with the possession of this world.

b. sb. (with pi.') A fortunate person or thing

;

esp in Astrol a fortunate planet, sign, etc
1614 Tomkis A Ibumazar v 1, Search your Natiuitie

see if the Fortunates And Luminaries bee 111 a good Aspect
1635 H Vaughan Silex Scint (1858) 37 Marriage of all

states Makes most unhappy, or most fortunates 1894W B Harte in Arena (Boston) June 3 The colony of
fortunates whom Almighty God sent ready booted and
spurred to ride over the millions

t Fo’rtunate, ® Obs. Also 6pa pple fortun-
ate. [f L fortunat-

, ppl stem of fortunate see

Fortune v and -ate 3
] tram. To-make fortunate,

give good fortune to, piosper Also absol
c 1420 Pallad on Hush 1 180 Let sowe hit on, and God

hit fortunate 1333 Shaxton Let Cromwell m Strype
Eccl. Mem I App lxi 132 [I] shall rejoyce that God hath
fortunate rny writing x6« Speed Hist Gt Brit ix xui
(1632) 730 These petty braues thus giuen to the King, weie
farther Tortunated with a little victory. 1647 Lilly Chr
Astrol. xxvn 169 If the Lord of the third fortunate the
Lord of the second he will he assisted m procuring an
Estate 1792 Sibly Astrology I 18 Some heavenly influ-

ence . that fortunateth or infortunateth by mistake of
words, signals, or acts

t Fo’rtunateling. Obs. [f Fortunate a. +
-lino.] A favourite of fortune
1605 A Warren Poor Man’s Pass cxvu, Succour and

meanes of maintenance to mee. The ayre, the woods, and
waters giue, Though Fortunatelmgs hate it so to bee

Fortunately(Ip .itn?n<?tli), adv [f Fortunate
a + -ly 2 ] In a fortunate manner

;
by or with

good fortune, happily, luckily, successfully. In
mod. use often qualifying the whole sentence, inti-

mating that the fact stated is fortunate
1348 Hall Chron

, Hen V (an 4) 34 After this victorye
fortunately obtemed x6oo Holland Livy 11 xvi (1609) 54 In
that yeare the Romanes fought with the Sabin esfortunatelie
[bene fugnaitmi] i68x Dryden A is <§• A chit 51 These
Adam-wits, too fortunately free, Began to dream they
wanted Liberty 1706 Maule Hist. Piets in Misc. Scot
1. 16 The Roman Emperors who warred fortunatly against
them. 1794 Paley Evid I 1 1, iv 82 When, fortunately
for their preservation, they were not found at home 1790
Morse Amer Geog. I 122 Fortunately, Lord De la War
met them the day after they had sailed. *833 Motley
Butch Rep (1864) I 171 As vacillating and incompetent a
statesman as he was prompt and fortunately audacious in
the field x86o Tyndall Glac. 1 xi. 72, I fortunately
possessed a box ofwax matches

Fortunateuess (#‘itiz?n(?tnes) [f. as prec.

+ -ness.] The quality or state of being fortunate

>33° Palsgb 222/2 Fortunatnesse, bienhevretS 1380
Sidney Arcadia (1622) 117 Whose greatest fortunatenesse is
more vnfortunate, then my sisters greatest vnfortunateuesse
1664 Marvell Corr Whs 1872-3 II 122 The fortunateness
of his Armes 1823 Coleridge Aids Reft (1848) I 30
Felicity, m its proper sense, is but another word for for-
tunateness, or happiness i860 Ruskin Mod Paint V ix
x § 9 308 A sign of fortunateness

1' Fortunation. Obs. [f Fortunate a or®,
see -ATiON

] The action of making fortunate, the
being favoured by fortune
c X470 Harding Chron xi 11, He Reioysed highly of his

fortunacion 1727 Bailey vol. I If Fortunationf luckiness, etc

Fortune (fj? Jtw?n), sb. Also 4-6 fortoun, 6
fortun [a F. fortune (12th c in Hatz -Darm ),

ad L fortuna, related to forti-, fors chance, and
ferre to Bear.]
1. Chance, hap, or luck, regarded as a cause of

events and changes in men’s affairs Often (after
Latin) personified as a goddess, ‘the power sup-
posed to distribute the lots of life according to
her own humour’ (J.); her emblem is a wheel,
betokening vicissitude
a 1300 Cursor M 32719 Dame fortune tumes Jsan hir

quele And castes vs dun vntil a wele c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 1 781 (837) Welefynde I that Fortune is my fo.

1390 Gower Conf III 106 The chaunces of the worlde also,
That we foitune clepen so. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA in
xxi 218 As longe as fortune was for them 1300-20 Dunbar
Poems xv 44 To fecht with fortoun is no wit 1393 Shaks.
3 Hen VI, iv in 47 Though fortune’s malice overthrow
my state, My mind exceeds the compass of her wheel 1683
Hacice Collect Vcy (1699) 1 41 Yet fortune did not favour
them 1770 Junius Lett xli 212 Here you have fortune
on your side 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng I. 497 When
fortune changed . his real propensities began to show
themselves

b In the name offortune

.

see Name.
+ C phr By fortune * by chance Upon for-

tune as it fell out Obs.
X390 Gower Con

f

III 152 The worldes good was first

comune, But afterward upon fortune Was thilke comun
profit cessed c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxvi 267 Thoghe it

happene, sum of hem, he Fortune, to gon out. a 1533 Ld
Berners Gold Bk M Aurtl. (1546) C vj, Yf by fortune he
falle 1604 Shaks. Oth. v 11 226 That Handkerchiefe
I found by Fortune, and did giue my Husband
d with a defining phrase added, as the fortune

of war, etc.

1390 Gower Con/ III 12 The fortune of every chaunce
To man it groweth from above. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/
AEsop iv mv, When the toune is taken by fortune of
warre. c 1480 — Sonnes ofAymon xxiv. 324 By fortune
of wedryng they were well eyght moneths vpon the See.
a 1533 Ld Berners Huon lvu iox Fortune of y° se hath
brought vs hyder 1709 Steele TatlerNo 58 pi One who
was his by the Fortune of War 1827 Hallam Const Hist,
(1876) II x 177 It remained only,. to try once more the
fortune of war
e A soldier offortune (see quots 1802,1810)

(F soldat defortune is explained by Littre in the sense
given in quot 1810, but this meaning is rare in English).
x66i Boyle Style 0/Script, (1675) 186 Like war which is

wont as well to raise soldiers of foitune as to rume men of
fortune 1683 South Serin (1823) I 212 Every warnor
may m some sense be said to be a soldier of fortune 1773
R H Lee in Sparks Corr Amer Rev (1853) I J3i I refer

you to Mr Frazer who goes to the camp a soldier of
fortune 1802 C. James Milit Did ,

Soldier of Fortune
During the frequent wars which occuired in Italy, before
the military profession became so generally prevalent m
Europe, it was usual for men of enterprise and reputation
to offer their services to the different states that were en-
gaged They afterwards extended their services, and under
the title of soldiers offortune fought for employment m
every country or state that would pay them 1810 Ibid,

(ed 3) s v. Fortune, A soldier of Fortune, a military man
who has risen from the ranks by his own merit 1830 Mrs
Jameson Leg. Monast Ord (1863) 338 A brave, reckless,

profligate soldier of fortune. 1889 J Corbett Monkxi 156
He [Monk] patiently resumed his unassailable position of
the obedient and disinterested soldier of fortune

f 2 A chance, hap, accident
,
an event or incident

befalling any one, an adventure Obs.
c 1330 Will Paleme 137 As Jus fortune bi-fel J>at 1 told of

bi-fore c 1300 Melusme xm. 40 The Erie thought euer on
Raymondyn that som ffoi tune he had fonde at the fontayne
of Soyf 1379 Fenton Guicciard 1 26 That in all accidents
and fortunes, that citie should not faile to minister to him
1396 Shaks Tam Shr, in li 23 What euer fortune stayes
him from his word 1633 Stanley Hist, Philos, m (1701)

75/1 Many other good Fortunes happening to the Athe-
nians upon this day are Recorded by ALSian 1726 Adv
Capt R Boyle Pref. A iv, A Detail of Fortunes I have run
through for many Years

•f b. A mishap, disastei. To run a fortune

(
= F, courirfortune de) . to run a risk. Obs
c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxxii 121 Whei theyarryued

in fewe dayes wythout eny fortune c 1300 Three Kings'
Sons (E.E T S ) 67 It was tymenowe toleueof alle sorowe
& lamentacion for any fortune that was befalle 1627

Lisander 4 Cal n. 29, I had rather run a fortune in giving

way unto your desire, than refuse you so small a matter

3 , The chance or luck (good or bad) which falls

to any one as his lot in. life or in a particular affau.

Also m pi f Extremefortune (=L. res extremes) •

the last extremity.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth, 11 metr xu 27 (Camb MS ) Wol-
thow thanne trusten in the tomblynge fortunes of men?
?« 1400 Morle Arth 1x77 Ne had my fortune bene fane,

fey had I leuede 1 1484 Caxton Fables of AEsop 2 First

begynneth the lyf ofEsope with alle his fortune 1323 Ld,

Berners Frotss. I. ccccu. 698 He that hath any yuell fortune,

men wyll speke the worst therof, 1331 'ElvotGovertum ir ii

(1334) 100 b, It is no ly ttell thyug to meruayle at, the maiestie
showed in extreme fortune and mysery. 1382 N Liche-
riELD tr Castanlteda's Conq E Ind, 3 b, Thanking God
for their ,, good fortune in this their first brunt of daunger.
1398 Shaks Merry IV. iv v. 48 To know if it were my
Masters foitune to haue her, or no 1607-12 Bacon Ess ,

Of Fortune
, Chiefhe the mould of a Mans fortune is in

himself 1699 Dampier Voy II n. 22 It was my fortune to
he at the Helm from 6 a Clock m the Evening till 8 17*6
Adv Capt R Boyle 123 The Women of Morocco, I mean
all that I had the Fortune to see, were very handsome
1732 Hume Ess # Treat (1777) I. 3 Good or ill fortune is
very little at our disposal 1827 Hallam Const. Hist (1876)
III xvi 232 Scotland was now doomed to wait on the
fortunes of her more powerful ally 1832 Thackeray
Esmond 11 111, Some good fortune at last occurred to a
family which stood m great need of it 2874 Green Short
Hist m § 2 X2i On the fortunes of Philip hung the
fortunes of English fi eedom.
b attributed to things, purposes, undertakings.

1663 Boyle Occas Refl Pref (r84s) 34 They that would
compleat the Good Fortune of these Papers 1607 Dryden
yirg. Georg iv 132 And undecided leave the Fortune of
the Day 1769 Robertson Chas V, V. iv 367 The fortune
of the day was quickly changed 1880 M»Carthy Own
Times IV lx 324 The fortunes of the war were virtually
decided in a day.

c. phr To try one'sfortune • tD make trial how
it will turn out (with the hope of its proving favour-
able). Similarly (with mixture of senses 5, 6)
to seek one'sfortune
1573 Baret Ah). F 933, 1 will aduentuie, or tne and seeke

my fortune X700 S £ tr Fryke’s Voy E Ind 13 Any
one that hath a mind to see the Indies, and to try his
Fortune a 1743 Swift (J ), His father dying, he was
driven to London to seek his fortune 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones vii x. To seek his fortune at sea, or rather, indeed,
to fly away from his fortune on shore CX790 Willock Voy
94 They thought proper to sail towards the western isles,
and try their fortune a little longer

d. That which is to befall a person in the future :

chiefly in phr to tell a person hisfortune and to tell

fortunes (said of would-be seers)

137S Barbour Bruce iv. 640 For, or ije pass, I sail 30W
schaw Of 3our fortoun a gret party *413 Pilgr Smvle
(Caxton 1483) iv v. 60 Alisandre fond two trees, wliiche
trees told hym his fortunes 1647 Cowley Mistress

,

My
fate 19 You, who men’s fortunes in their faces read 1668
Pepys Diary rx Aug , This afternoon my wife and Mercer
to see the gypsies at Lambeth, and have their fortunes

told x6B8 Loud Gaz. No 2373/2 The Visier then de-
manded, if he could tell his own Fortune ? 1847 Marryat
Childr N. Forest xi, They were great thieves, and told
fortunes, and played all manner of tricks

4 absol. (=good fortune) : Good luck; success,

prosperity.

1390 Gower Conf III. 166 Though thou victoire have on
honde, Fortune may nought stonde alwey £1490 Adam
Bel <$- Clym ofClough 429 m Ritson Anc Pop P. 21 Then
went they to supper, Wyth such meat as they had, And
thanked god of ther fortune 1323 Ld Berners Frotss.
I xxix 43 He was entied into such fortune and grace of
the people 1346 J Heywood Prov. (1867) 62 God sendeth
fortune to fooles 1396 Harington Metam Ajax (18x4) 9A herald by great fortune found out his pedigree m an old
church book 1623 Bacon Ess Ep Ded (Aib.) 498 Your
Fortune, and Merit both,haue been Eminent a 1698 Temple
Misc ii Wks 1720 I 163 This Terrestrial Globe .has since
been surrounded by the Fortune and Boldness of several
navigators 1853 Motley Dutch Rep. r ii (1866) 98 Saint
Quentin being thus reduced, Philip was not more disposed
to push his fortune

5 One’s condition or standingm life ; often absol.

a prosperous condition, as in to make one'sfortune
= to win a good position in the world Also//.
x6oo Shaks A. H. L, 1 11 263 My pride fell with my

fortunes 1649 Milton Eikon. 14 A private conscience
sorts not with a public Calling . but declares that Peison
rather meant by nature for a private fortune. 1677 Dryden
State Innoc. v 1 No, he shall eat, and dye with me, or live :

Our equal crimes shall equal fortune give 1680 Otway
Orphan 1. 1, Unable to advance hei Fortune He left his
Daughter to our Master's care *683 Hacke Collect Voy.
(1699) 1 23 Had reason but ruled them, we might all have
made our Fortunes 1807-8 W, Irving Salmag. xv (i860)

353 If you only make a great man laugh now and then, your
fortune is made. x886 Ruskin Prselenta I v. 142 John

.

went soon to push his fortune m Australia.

6. Position, as determined by wealth ; amount of
wealth; concr. a peison’s possessions collectively,

wealth, ‘substance’; ^formerly also pi. in the
same senses. A man

,
etc. offortune : one possess-

ing great (usually inherited) wealth. Also (with

a and//,) a stock of wealth, accumulated by an in-

dividual or received by inheritance, as a mamage
portion, etc

;
ordinarily implying a somewhat

ample amount Phr to make a, one’sfortune.
A smallfortune (colloq ) used hyperbolicafiy to designate

the extravagantly large amount paid for some object of
expenditure

1396 Spenser F Q. vj ix 30 For wisedome is most
riches

; fooles therefore They are which fortunes doe by
vowes devize. x6oi Shaks All’s Well in. vu 14 You haue
shew’d me that which well approues Y’ are greatm fortune.

1604— Oth v. 11 366 Seize vpon the Fortunes of the Moore
x6o6 — Ant. Cl ir v 49 Make thee a Fortune from me.
1647 Clarendon Hist Reb 1 § 123 He paid much too dear
for his Wife's Fortune, by taking her Person into the
bargain, 1633 H More Antid Ath Ep Ded (17x2) 4
Those ample Fortunes that Divine Providence has bestowed
upon you 1723 Berkeley Proposal Ylks. Ill 222 There
is no prospect of making a fortune by this small trade.

1732— Alciphr 1, § 12 Men of rank and fortune. 1791 Mrs.



FORTUNE. 480 FORTY.
Radcmffe Rom Forest ill, A chevalier of family, hut of
small fortune. ? a 1800 Song, ' My face is my fortune, Sir

she said. 1836 Marryat Midsh Easy xxn, Imagm ing them
to be young Englishmen of foi tune on their travels 1873

Jowett Plato (ea 2) III, 39 They might have made large

fortunes out of them 1886 Sir J Pearson in Law Rep
32 Ch. Div 46 Every one of the partners is liable to the

full extent of his fortune for all the debts incurred by the

partnership.
*

1

* 7 . Short for : A woman of fortune
;
an heiress.

1653 A. Johnson in Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 251
The*Lady Bath (one of the greatest fortunes here) 1676
D’Urfey Mad Fickle m. 11, She’s his N eece, a Widow, an
approv’d fortune 1711 Steele Sped No 19 ? 2 He
is secretly married to a great Fortune. 173a Fielding
Amelia 11 11, She certainly was handsome and a very con-

sideiable fortune 1823 Byron Juan xii xxxii

8. Astrol A name for the planets Jupiter and
Venus (see also quot. 1819).
1671 Salmon Syn. Med 1 viii 22 A Planet is said to be

a Fortune when he is conjoyned to the Fortunes or beseiged
of them or their beams. 3679 Moxon Math. Diet

,
for-

tunes, the two benevolent Planets 7| and 9> by reason of
their kind and friendly Nature. 18x9 J, Wilson Diet.
Astrol s.v., The Sun TheMoon and Mercury aie likewise
esteemed as fortunes when well aspected by 1/ and 9, and
free from affliction 1833 Smedlcy Occult. Sc 3og Jupiter,
‘ the greater fortune'

9 . Comb., ^fortune-maker', +fortune-bit, -curst,

-proof, -trodden adjs.
;
also fortune-book, ‘a book

consulted to know fortune or future events * (J )

;

+ fortune-fhnger, humorous for Fortune-teller,

f fortune-speller = Fortune-teller
; f fortune-

stealer, one who runs off with an heiress
;

so

t fortune-stealing
1682 Mrs Behn City Heiress 56 Was ever man thus

"Fortune bit, that he shou’d cross my hopes just in the
nick ? 1646 Crasiiaw Love's Horosc 12 A Face, in whose
each looke, Beauty layes ope loves *Foi tune-booke 1649
G. Daniel Tt inarch

,
Rich. IT, cxcvn, And 'tis but only

Fooles are "Fortune-curst 164a Shirley Sisters hi 1,

More antics yet ? What nation have we here ’ "Fortune-
liingers l a x6x6 Beaum & Fl Bondnca 1. i, Are these the
men that conquer by inheritance, The "fortune-makers.
1636 Duchess of Newcastle True Relat. Nature's Piet.

383 And Misery hath tried us, and finds us "Fortune-proof.
1632 Gaule Magastrom 23 Away, then, with all Planet
Prognosticators, and "fortune spellers 1 17x2 Addison Sped.
No 311 r 1 Those audacious young Fellows among us who
commonly go by the name of*Fortune-Stealeis 1680 Otway
Orphan Epil 10 The next Sparks that go a "Fortune-
stealmg 162a H. Sydenham Semi Sol. Occ n (1637) 137
Hee that’s "fortune-trodden

Fortune (J? stum), v Also 5 forteyn(e, 6
forten, fortone. [a. OF. fortmie-r to assign

fortune to, make fortunate, ad. L fortunate to make
fortunate, f fortuna r see Fortune
+ 1 . tians. To assign a (certain) fortune to (a

person, affair, etc ) ; to allot, regulate, or control

the fortunes of. Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Knt 's T 1319 O stronge god that hast

in euery regne and euery lond Of armes al the brydel in thyn
hond, And hem fortunest as thee list deuise 1390 Gower
Conf. Ill 361 With many an other mo. Which hadden be
fortuned sore In loves cause. <1x440 Generydes 1431 Atte
last, as god wold fortune it. 1606 Shahs Ant. $ Cl 1 11

77 Deere Isis, keep decorum, and Fortune him accordingly'

+ b To ordam (a person), as his fortune or
luck, to do something ; to ordain (something) to

happen, or that it shall happen Obs
<2x430 Syr Gener 1187 If god you foitune oones come to

elde 1463 Bury IVills (Camden) 18 What day God fortune
yt I desesse 1336 Beleenden Cron Scot. (1821) II 371
Gif God fortumt him to be on live x6oo Fairfax Tasso v
xci,That Lord.. Shall Fortune all youi Actions well to speed

+ C in Astrol. . To ascribe a (certain) fortune to
c 1386 Chaucer Pro

l

419 Wei cowdehe fortune the ascen-
dent Of his ymages, for his pacient. *477 Norton Ord
Alch. v in Ashrn. (1632) 60 With Astrologie joyne Elements
also, To fortune their Workings as theie goe.

f d. To give good fortune to, make fortunate.
14 Lydg Temple Glasgow I myself also Shal j?e fortune

er >1 tale be do

2. To endow with wealth or a fortune
;
to dower

(rare cf Fortuned.) Also, to fortune off or
out: to get (a daughter) off one’s hands by dower-
ing her.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II xxv 16G He h to
fortune hei out to a young lover 1833 Tati's Mag II 31
Iu order that they may save a few hundreds for fortuning
off their girls 1838 Ibid. V 253 They have dowered their
wives, and fortuned their daughters 1881 Miss Laitan in
Macm Mag XLIV 389 She grumbled over the expensive
schooling of her two giand-daughters The money, 111 her
opinion,would have been far bettei keptto‘fortune them off’.

*

1
* 3. mtr. Of events, etc : I'd happen, chance,

occur Const to, unto, or dative obj %>bs,

c X369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 288 Swiclie meruayles
fortuned than 1424 Poston Lett No 4 1. 14 What so ever
fortanyd in the seyd pleynt <2x430 Colewolds Daunce 168
in Haxl E. P P I 43 Hym selfe, noble kyng Arthour,
Hath forteynd syche a chans 1332 Hervet Xenophon's
Honseh . (1768) 42 If any thynge fortuned well to vs, we
gaue her parte of it 1347 Boorde Brev Health ccl 84 b,
The impedimentes whicne doth fortune to the synewes
xfiao FnerRush 23 This night hath fortuned to me a great
aduenture 1739 G Ogle Gualth <5 Gris 104 All that
fortunes, fortunes for the Best

b impers It fortunes =it happens or befalls.

Const with clause
,

also to, with (a person) or
with dative obj. Also with omission of it arch.

1462 J Faston in P, Lett No 461 II. 115 It so foituned
your seid besecher cowd not performe the seid apoynte-
ment 2470-83 Malory Arthur it. xvu, Hit fortuned me
that I was a slepe in the wyndowe c 1300 Melusinc xxiu
136 Sith it hath fortuned thus with me c 13x0 Gesia Rom
Add Stories (W de W ) 11 431 It fortuned after y* he
gaue batayll 1390 Marlowe Edw II, 11 in 11, How for-

tunes that he came not? 1622 Bacon Hen VII (ed
Lumby) 172 It so fortuned, that he was taken by pirates at
sea 18 . Lowell Darn Poet Wks (1879) 378 When it

fortuned that a king more wise Endued the realm with brain
and hands and eyes x886 Burton Amb Nts I. 14 So it

fortuneth that I am toiling while thou takest thine ease.

+ c. followed by object and mf. (Sometimes a
dative obj. ; sometimes the phrase is equivalent to

L acc. and mf., or to the subj -clause 111 3 b). Obs.
c 1420 Pol. Rel .J L Poems (1866J 204 A solom cite me

foitunyd to fynde 1487 Will m Surrey A t choeol. Colled.
Ill X63 At that auter before which it shall fortune me
to be buried 1508 Fisher 7 Pant Ps 1 Wks (1876)

32 It may also fortune a man to be sory for his synne.

1377-87 Holinshed Citron III. 1x19/1 If it foitune no
issue male to be borne of this matrimome 1591 Selnstr
M. Hubbcrd 631 Therefore if fortune thee in Court to hue
1603 KNOLLrs Hist Turks (162r) 1279 If hereaftci it should
fortune any detriment to be by any man done unto the
Hungarians 1628 Digby Voy. Mcdit (1868) 3 If xt should
fortune each to loose other

*}' 4 . With person or thing as subject • To happen
or chance to be or to do (something). Obs
3434 E.E Wills (1882) 134 All myne other goodes whatso-

euer they fortune to he, 111 valour. 1521 Fisher Serm agst.

Luther Wks. (1876) 313 These daungeious tempestes of
heresyes, whan so euer they fortune to aryse 1370 ”1 noiwr
Song, Plus world is but a vanety vi (1848), Yf thow fortune
to be poore 1638 Bromhall Treat. Specters n, 182 The
Birth-day of the Emperoi Augustus foi tuned to fall on that
very time. 1728 Porn Dune 11. 73 Here fortun'd Curll to

slide 1798 Young Let m Mem Dalzel (1862) 163 The
Dean himself fortuning to be absent.

b. To come by chance upon (something) rare-1
.

3662 Evelyn Sculpt iv. 38 Albert Durer had performed
wonders both in Copper and Wood, had lie once fortun’d
upon the least notion of that excellent manner, which came
afterwards to be in vogue

+ e. elhpt To chance to come to (a place)
a 1320 Joseph ofAmtathia 133 They fortuned toa countre

of a tyiaunt ltene Called wales

'ha. To have a certain fortune, to fare. Obs
1313 Bradshaw St. Werburge 11 1830 Whan ye in tiauel-

yng vpon hei do call Ye fortune and spede well.

+ Fo*rtune, adv. Obs. [Cf. Fortune v. 3 b
and Chanoe sb C,] Mayhap, haply, perchance
1313 More m Giafton Cliron (1568) II. 797 If one ofhys

toimentours might fortune breake his heade for mairing of
the play, a 1603 Montgomerie Mtsc Poems v 56 Jour feet

are not so sicker sett Bot foi tun £e may fall

Fortuned (ffT ilu/nd), ppl a Now ran. [f.

Fortune sb and v. +• -ED.) Having fortune (of a
specified land); + also, = fortunate (obs ) Of an
event: Characterised by a (specified) fortune
<2x374 Chaucer Compl Mars x8o My lady is so wel for-

tuned and thewed c 1470 Henry Wallace viii 685 A for-

tonyt man 1484 Caxton Fables ofMsop in. 111, He that is

wel fortuned and happy — Curialig 0 fortuned men 1606
Shaics. Ant $ Cl iv xv 24 The full-Fortun’d Caesar 1887
Sainxsbury Hist Elisab Lit (1894) 202 The poisoning
being like Juliet’s a mere trick though differently fortuned,

to. Possessed of a * fortune ’ or portion
1631 Shirley Love in Maze l I, This Gerard is a gentle-

man Of handsome parts, And, they say, fortuned 1748
Richardson Clarissa (18x1) I xl 299, I must go to him,
and to his, as an obliged and half-fortuned person

Fo’rtuue-hu uter. One who seeks to win a
foitune; esp. one who tries to capture an heiress.

1689 J Carlisle (title). The Fortune Hunters, or two
Fools well met, a Comedy 1755 Gentl Mag XXV. in
Several Irish brigades may be formed out of those able
bodied men which are called Fortune-hunters 1838 Lytton
Alice I 1 x 36 If she were of our sex, [she] would make
a capital fortune-hunter

So ro'rtune-hu'xrblng vbl. sb and ppl a.

1766 Goldsm Vic. W v, There is no character more con-
temptible than a man that is a fortune-hunter , and I can
see no reason why fortune-hunting women should not be
contemptible too 1793 Mrs. Eliza Parsons Woman as
she should be II 122 Poor Harry is gone a fortune hunting
to India. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks Scr 1 (1873) 125
[A] fortune-hunting count.

t Fo'rtunel, a. Obs. [a. OF. fortuned, -el:

see Fortune sb and

-

al.) Fortuitous, accidental.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth v metr 1 117 (Camb MS) The

wateres I medlyd wrappith or imphetli many fortunel [L.
fortuitos] happis or maneres

Fortuneless, a. [f. Fortune sb. + -less ]
Without (good) fortune, luckless, unfortunate
Also, destitute of a * fortune ’ or portion.
1396 Spenser F Q iv vm 27 Against all hard mishaps

and fortunelesse misfare 1669 Raleigh's Troub 111 Select
Harl Misc (1793) 227 Being a person not full twenty years
old, left friendless and fortuneless 1836 Fraser's Mag
XIII 3x4 Flaunting, fortuneless, over-educated girls 1864
Hawthorne Gnmshawe iv (1891) 41 The utilitarian line of
education especially desirable for a fortuneless boy.

Fo’rtuue-teTler. [See Fortune sb 3d]
One who ‘tells fortunes’.

1590 Shaks. Com Err. v 1 239 One Pinch .A thred-bare
Iuggler, and a Fortune-teller. x6xa J Mason Anat Sore.
46 They travelled about the country, as fortune-tellers .

.

and such like do with us 17x6 Swirr Phillis 31 Long ago
a fortune-teller Exactly said what now befel her 1874
Burnand My Time xii iox The fortune-teller, who, from
the lines engraved on the open palm, predicts a destiny

Fo rtune-teTling, vbl sb.

practice of * telling fortunes
[Cf.prec,] The

*577 ortiibrookl Dicing (1843) 56 Forbidding euill and
vnprofitnble arts 01 foitune tellings 1598 Shaks MerrvW IV 11 184 We aie simple men, wee doe not know what's
brought to passe vndi.r the profession of Fortune-teUine-
1633 Wai ton Angler v (ed 2) x6r The Gypsies were then
to divide all the money got by Fortune telling
Dl.ukli.fy A laphr vi §21 They aie addicted to astro
logy, fortune-telling, and presages of all kinds
bo To rtune-telling- ppl a. Also (nonce-tad.)
FoTtime-tell v

,
a back-formation fiom prec

1593 Shaks Many IV iv it. 196 Out of my doore! you
Witch 1 . . lie coniure \ou, lie foi tune-tell you a 1639 Cleve
land Fustam 26 Wks (1687)2 He tipples Palmestry and
dines On all her Fortune telling Lines x68i Colvil Whies
Snpphc (1751) 40 He finds both comets and eclipses, But
pietty fortune telling gipsies 1795-1814 Wordsw Excur.
ston vti 88 Belong they to the fortune-telling Tube?
t Fortirnity. Obs [a OF. fortumte (ill)

hap: see Fortune and -ity.) ? Fortune, hap.
(Cf Infortunity)
<2x470 Harding Chi on x v, Seyng Iuly this fals fortumte

The soroes greate in hym so multiplied, That there for
shame of his fortumte, In no wyse would [he no] longer
dwell ne byde 1614 Sllden Titles Hon 365 By aduenture
of lus fortunitie 1652 Gaulf Magasti orn 187 That they
heie vaticinate 01 oinmate of fortumty, infortunity

t Fo’rfcunize, v. Obi rare [f Fortune sb.

+ -12E
]

tians. To regulate the fortunes of, to
make fortunate Hence 3?oTtumzmg ppl a.,

fortune -telling

1596 Sitnser F Q vi ix 30 Fooles therefore They are
which fortunes doc by voues devi/e, Sith each unto htm-
selfe his life may fortum/e *632 Gaule Magastiom 98
Else, how can the foituni/mg Genethliack foretell that
the child new born shall be a Traveller?

t Fortuitous, a Obs
.

[a OF.fortunate : see

Fortune sb. and -ous ]
1. Pertaining to fortune or chance, fortuitous.

£1374 Ciiaucfk Boeth 1 pr vi 17 (Camb MS ),I netrowe
nat in no manere, that so certeyn thinges sholden be moeued
by fortunows fortune Ibid 11 pr. iv 29 (Camb, MS.)
Thinges that ben fortunous and temporel

2. Fortunate, successful.

<21470 Harding Citron ix. iv, He wanne the felde in batell

fortunous

t Fortuny. 0bs~° (See quot.)
1676 Coles, fortuity, a kind of Tournement 01 running

a tilt with lamiccs on horseback. [So in some latei Diets,]

Forty (fp Jti), a. and sb. Forms, : 1 f^owertis,
fdowurtig, Not thumb, feuortig, 2 Orm fowwerr-
tig, feortis, 2-3 f(e)owerti, 3 feouwerti, f(e)u-

werti, fuerti, feowrti, fourte, 3-4 fourti, south .

vourti, -y, (3 forti), 3-8 fourty, 4 faurty, 5
fourthi, -y, 6 fourtie, -ye, fortie, 6- forty.

[OE fiowerttg - 0Fris.fimvertich

,

OS fiu/artig,

Jiarlig
,
fiortig (MDu vicrtich, Du veeriig), OHG.

ftorsttg (MIIG. vierztc, mod.Ger vierztg), ON.
fiSter tiger, fgrutigi, fipt utiu (Sw fyratio, fyrtio,

Da fyrretyvc,firti), Goth fidivbr tigjus: see Four
nnd -ty )A adj The caidinal number equal to four tens,

represented by the figures 40, xl, 01 XL Also m
comb, with numbers below ten (cardinal and or-

dinal), asfoi ty-one, forty-first, etc

<2930 Lindisf Gosp Matt, iv 2 & miS Sy fcefmste feuortijj

da^a & feowertis na-hta. a 1x75 Colt Horn 227 He hi

afedde feorti3 wmtrc, cizoo 'll in Coll Horn 61 Adam was
in hclle in pine fuwerti hundied wintre for Ins sinne. 1207

R Glouc (1724) 4x9 M01 e ban a uourty 3cr hyt was )>at he
was ybore c 1380 CiiAucru Can Yeom. Prol <5- T B08 If

that thee list it have, Ye sliul paye fourty pound c 1489

Caxton Sonnes of Aymon 1 55 He liadde noo moo wyth
hym but fourtlu. c 1385 R Browne Answ Cai twnght 43
In the fourtie and eyght Psalme. 1698 FnycR Acc,E India

<5 P 94 At the end of their Quarentine, which is Forty days
X707 Heaknk Collect (Oxf Hist. Soc ) I 323 He died in the

fourty fifth year of his Age 1803 Hatchett in Phil Trans
XCI II. 89 It was found to contain one forty eighth of anti-

mony 1823 J. Ntal Bro Jonathan II 188 The day

accotdmg to his calculation, was about forty-eight hours

x86o Readl Cloisters, H xxv, Dietrich's forty years weighed
liun down like forty bullets

b Used indefinitely to express a large number.

Like forty (U S. colloq )
* with immense force or

vigotir, * like anything
’

1607 Shaks Cor in, 1 243 On faire ground I could beat

fortie of them X619 G Herbert Let 19 Jan. Wks 1859

I 381,1 have forty businesses m my hands your Courtesy

will pardon the haste of your humblest Seivant 1692 R
L’Estrangf fables cccv, He that’s Well, already, and upon
a Levity of Mind, Quits his Station, m hopes to be Better,

’tis Forty to One, he loses by the Change. 1852 Mrs Stowe
Uncle Tom's C, vm, ‘ I has pi maples and I sticks to them
like forty

’

c t Forty pence : a customary amount for a

wager. Forty winks (colloq ) . a short nap, esp

aftei dinner
X567 Harman Caveat vhl 46 Forty pence gaged vpon

a matche of WTasthng 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 11 m
89 How tastes it? is it bitter? forty pence, no 187a

Punch 16 Nov 208/2 If a .. man, after reading steadily

through the Thirty-nine Articles, were to take forty winks

1887 Sims Mary Jane's Mem 228 I’m tired, and I want my
forty winks

fd = Fortieth. Obs
*559 Homilies 1 Good Wks hi (1859) 58 Sectes were

neither the forty part so many among the Jewes, nor [etc ]



FOBTY-FIVE. FORWARD.
B. sb.

1 a The age of 40 years b. The forties the
years between. 40 and 50 of a century or of one’s life.

*732 Berkeley A Ictfihr 1 § 1 Alciphron is above forty
1885 Athenaeum 18 July 83/r His magnum opus was pub-
lished in Edinburgh some time in the forties 1803 Geo
Hill Hist Eng Dress II 243 What were called half caps
were worn in the early forties

2 The forty . a designation applied to certain
public bodies in various countries and at various
periods, from the number of their members

, e.g
to several courts of justice m the Venetian republic

;

to a body of itinerant justices in ancient Attica,

empowered to try petty actions, to the French
Academy, and (occasionally) to the Royal Academy
of Arts in London.
1820 Byron Mar Fal 1. 1, 24 'Tis not for us To anticipate

the sentence of the Forty

3 . A yacht of forty tons burden
1894 Field 9 June 836/1 The two big cutters had left the

two forties many miles astern.

4. The roaring forties : the exceptionally rough
part of the Atlantic Ocean between 40° and 50°

north latitude Also occasionally applied to that

part of the South Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian
Oceans between 40° and 50° south latitude

1883 Buchan in Encycl Bnt XVI 146/2The region ofthe
‘brave west winds', the ‘roaring forties ’ of sailors 1893

i
A Barry Sieve Brown's Bunyip 163 Older shipmasters
ughed .saying that they found the Roaring Forties quite

strong enough for them

C in Combination
1. Combination of the simple numeral with a sb.

(used attrib. or ellipt. as sbs ), and parasynthetic
derivatives of these forty-foot, + (a) -forty legs ;

iff) see quot 1889; forty-knot, ‘the Alternan-
thera Achyrantha, a prostrate amarantaceous weed
of warm countiies ’

(Cent Diet.)
,
forty legs, a

popular or dialectal name of the centipede
; +forty

pence, ? a jocular designation for a servant who
runs errands

, forty-penny nail, a nail of such
size that one thousand of them weigh forty pounds
(see Penny)

; + forty penny piece, a com worth
40 pence Scots, i.e 3fd sterling; forty rod light-
ning, U S. slang \ see quot.

;
forty rod whisky

=

prec.
;
forty-spot, the Tasmanian name for a bird,

Pardalotus quadragmtus (Gould, Birds Austr

,

1848) ; forty-tonner = JB 3
1673 E Brown Trav Europe (1677) 17 An Indian Scolo-

pendria, or *Forty-foot 1889 N W Line Gloss
,
Forty,

foot* a right of forty-foot which the tenants of certain manors

1750 G Hughes Barbadoes 89 The Forty-legs m auuinui
are a great deal larger than what are bred in Barbados
1866 Brogden Provmc Words Lincelnsh

, Forty-legs
, a

centipede 1616 En^lishm for my Money F mi a, Farewell
*fortipence, goe seefce your Signor 1769 in Hawkesworth
Voy (1773) II 182 No nails less than *fortypenny were
current c 1830 Rudim Navig (Weale) 135 Nails of sorts
are, 4, 6, 8 and 40-penny nails 1681 Colvil WhigsSupplic
WSrJsB Butter ana cheese, and wool fleeces, For groats and
*Fourty penny pieces 1889 FarmerA mencamsms

,
*Forty

Rod Lightning, whisky of the most villainous description,
so called because humorously warranted to kill at forty lods
1892 Stevenson Wrecker 124*F01 ty-iod whisky was admin-
istered by a proprietor as dirty as his beasts 1893 Daily
News ix June 2/4 For the second match, “forty-tonners,
three entered

2

,

Substantival uses of the compound numerals
(see A 1) forty-eight, a flowerpot of the third
smallest size, of which there are 48 in a * cast ’

,

forty-four, (a) a forty-four gun ship • (b) a bicycle
with a wheel 44 inches in diameter

, + forty-rune,
a 1 7th c. name for some land of liquor

; forty-one
Hist., the Venetian council by whom the Doge was
elected

, forty-two attnb. mforty-two man,
a man

of the 42nd regiment.
1851 Glenny Handbk FI Gard 227 They must be potted

off into moderately small pots, say “forty-eights 1821 Byron
To Murray 7 Feb , The giant element . made our stout
forty-fours timbers creak again 1884 Century Mag.
N°v 55/2 His band resting on the handle of his forty-four.

A P[itcairne] Babell 2 (Maitl 1830) 5 Assist me all,
ye Muses nyne 1 With a beer glass of “tourtie nyne 1723
Meston Knight (1767) 21 A glass or two of forty-nine He
can pull off before he dine *612 W Shute tr. Fougasses'
Venice 11 481 The “forty one being assembled they. . chose
him Pnnce. r8i6 Scott Antiq xlm. Here comes an old
forty two man, who is a fitter match tor you than I am
b. In abbreviated dates, asforty-one

,
-two, -three

,

etc
, colloquially used to designate a year of the

current or preceding century. Hence forty-niner
US

,

one of those who settled in California during
the * gold fever ’ about 1849.
17x0 H. Bedford Vtnd Ch Eng 1 The Spirit of Forty-

one is reviving x887 Council Bluffs Herald (rowa tJ S )

J7 Jfn > Running the ‘pony express’ in the exciting days of

a if ,
4?‘ers • *890 Boldrrwood Miners Right xhv 384

All old prospectors and * forty-mners ’

Forty-five. a. The Forty-five : the year 1745,
and the Jacobite rebellion of that year b Card-
playing. A game in which each trick counts five
and the game is forty-five Also forty-fives
a 183a Scott Redgamtlet ch, xi, Ye have heard of

VOL IV.
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a year they call th,a,forty-five. 1895 D Marshall m Scot.
Antig x. 77 In the Forty-five, Burleigh Castle was garri-
soned for King George
b 1873 Wood&Lapham Wait Mail 32 The others .

Ives'
r°Und the tablS t0 enj0y tbe Insh Same of ‘forty-

Fortyish, a Looking forty years old
1821 New Monthly Mag II 324 A sort ofTom Shuffleton

grown flat, staid, and fortyish.

Foruh, obs form of Furrow.
Forum (fo<> xvm). [a. L forum.]
1 . Rom Ant. The public place or market-

place of a city In ancient Rome the place of
assembly for judicial and other public business
1460 Capgrave CAron 29 Thoo places in which jugesherd

causes he [Foroneus] cleped hem aftir his name, ‘ forum
that is to say, a hopen place or ‘ a market ' x6ox Holland
s'tiny il 117 The said Scipioes statue erected in the Forum
or publick hall 1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 61 The city ofKome had four great forums or piasaas 1781 Gibbon Decl
qr S II is a he principal Forum, which appears to have
been of a circular, or rather elliptical form. 1838 Arnold
Hist Rome I. 38 He [Tarquinius] made a forum or market
place and divided out the ground around it for shops and
stalls, and made a covered walk around it

b. as the place of public discussion
; hence

1736 Thomson Liberty 1 160 Foes in the forum, in the
field were friends x8x8 Byron Ch. Har iv cxiv 1025
Rienzi The forum’s champion, and the people’s chief 1831
Carlyle Sart Res (1838) 8 To descend into the angry
noisy Forum, with an Argument that cannot but exasperate
and divide

2 A court, tribunal. Law of the forum . the
legal niles of a particular court or jurisdiction
1848 Wharton Law Lex , Forum,

the court to the juris-
diction of which a party is liable 1837 Parsons ContractsH n n § 6 (ed 2) to3 Limitation and prescription are
applied only according to the law of the forum. 1838 Ld
St Leonards cindy-bh Pro£ Law n 4 As the law ofpro-
perty is now administered in the different forums it exhibits
a splendid code of jurisprudence

b. transf and Jig (Cf med L. in foro mtemo,mforo conscientiee

)

1690 Case Ufttv Oxford 48 A right to be impleaded in
their own Forum only. 1736 Burke Subl $ B v v, Ofthis,
at first view, every man, in his own forum, ought to judge
without appeal 1832 Gladstone Glean (1879) IV xiv.m
In every country of Europe^ except one, when excusable
collision arises between the civil and the religious power it
must be in the external forum 1874 Morley Compromise
(1886) 147 It is truth that in the forum of conscience claims
an undivided allegiance.

3 attnb
,
osJorum-area, -orator

*8x2 Southey in Q Rev. VIII 347 A forum orator some
years ago published a tour 1893 Archmologia LIII 544The forum area was trenched but not excavated
Forur(e, vai Furrtjre Obs

,
fur trimming.

+ Forvay, v Obs Also 4 (Gower) forsveie,

5 forvoyen, -wey(e, -way(e, 5-6 for-, fourvey(e
[ad, OF. fomoier, forsvoier

,

f for(s)-, For- pteffi
+ vote way.] mtr Togo out of the way, go astray;

fig. to err, make a mistake. Hence Forvay'mg
vbl sb.

1390 Gower Conf. I 76 [MS Fairfax] That Jieibe Duistres
of pe weie Forjii if eny man forsueie {Pauli prints forswey]
Thurgh hemjmibe noght excusable (Also III 224,272, 275).
1413 Pilgr Sawle (Caxton) 1 1 (1859) 2 Ther nys no pyl-
grym that goth so redylybut that oftymes he moteforuoyen
c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode Iv lxv (1869)207 pe forueyinge
of oopere shulde ben wamyiige 1483 Caxton G de la TourK vj, This yonge man forweyeth c 1300 Melusme xix, 101,
I was forvvayed of my way to comme to lusygnen 1508
Dunbar Gold Targe 204 As drunkyn man he all forvayit
13*3 Douglas AEneis hi Prol 18 Tharfore wald God I had
thair ens to pull Misknawis the creid and threpis othir
forwayis. c 1360 A Scott Poems (S. T. S ) 111. 15 Forvey
no tyme, be reddy day and nicht.

Forwake(d • see For- prefP 6 b.

+ Forwal. Obs rare ~ *. [perh mis-written
for *forfal

\

a. ON. forfall (law term) hindrance ]A legitimate excuse.
c 1203 Lav 31500pa andswarede Cadwalan be kene Oswy

hauea for-wal [Wace essome le Itent]

t Forwa’lk, v. Obs Also 6 fore-, [f. Fob-
prefi+ Wale ] trans To weary with walking

;

to over-tire Hence Forwa Iked ppl a.
In the Sc examples prob confused with forwaked

.

see
For- preff 6 b.

c *35° Will. Palerne 2236 pei beder come al wery for
walked 1377 Langl. P PI B. xm 204 Whan thow art
wery for-walked 1313 Douglas AEneis 11 vi. [v] 35 Quhen
the first quyet Of natural slepe Stelis on forwalkit [so
Rwthven MS , ed Small fordovent] mortall creatuns
*531 Bellendtn Lwy 11 (1822) 204 The Romams .sett on
the volschis, wery and forwalkit 16x2 [see Forwelk]
For-wall, -wallowed 1 see Fob-prefi 5, 6 b.

Forwarder, v. Obs exc. arch, or Sc [f. For-
prefR + Wander.] mtr To weary oneself with
wandering

; to wander far and wide. Hence For-
wa indexed ppl. a
c 1350 Will Palerne 739 He forwandrep m wo & wakep
on m?tes 1377 Langl. P PI B Prol 7 ,

1

was wery for-

wandred and went me to reste 1363 Sacicville Mirr
Mag

,
Buckingham Ixxiv, All forsake forwandred m

despayer 1390 SpenserF Q. i vi 34 A weane wight for-
wandring by the way 1890 G. A. Smith Isaiah II xvi
254 Among the bruised, the prisoners, the forwandered of
Israel. 1894 Crockett Raiders 158 A poor lost forwan-
dered lad

Forward (fg iwoid), a , adv. and sb Forms

.

1 fore-, forweard, -w§rd, 4-7 foreward(e, 4-6

forwarde, 6 foret, 9 dial forat, «et, forrad, -at,
4- forward See also Forrit. [OE.for{e)weard,
adj and adv , see Fore adv. and -ward. The adj.
seems to have become obsolete after the OE. period,
and to have been redeveloped from the adv in the
16th c The adv. (OE foreweard) was app in
oiigm the neut. acc. of the adj ]
A. adj.

+ 1 In OE. used in partitive concord The front
part of (any thing material)

; the first or earliest
part of (a period of time, etc ). Obs.
c 000 tr Baida's Hist. v. xm [xn]. (1891) 422 In forewearde

neaht c xooo jElfric Horn II 266 Ure Forewearde heafod.
2 Situated in the fore part. Obs. exc techn
x6ox Skaks All's Well v 111. 39 Let’s take the instant by

the forward top 169a Luttrell BriefRel (1857) II 303The guides conducted the forwardest of the paity awiong
way 1876 Holland Sevenoaks x 131 He fixed a knob of
tallow upon the forward sight of Mr Balfour’s gun
b Naut. Belonging to the fore part (of a vessel)

Daily Tel 24 Feb, The nine forward men are
divided into three watches. 1893 Westm Gaz 21 Mar 5/3The forward-house and forecastle bulkhead were stove in.

f e Principal, foremost, chief Obs
1381 Savile Tacitus’ Agrtc. (1622) 184 Many haue beene

wasted by casuall chances, the most sufficient and forward
by the cruelty of the Pnnce,

cL That lies m front ; now only, that lies m the
direction towards which one is moving,
1643 Lightfoot Glean. Ex (1648) 17 In the five preceding

Plagues, the obduration of Pharaohs heart is attnbuted to
himselfe, m these five forwaid, it is attributed to God
1800-24 Campbell Dream 11, Shadow'd in the forward dis-
tance Lay the land ofDeath 1844 Kinglake Eothen xvu.
(1878) 233 Out of the forward horizon
3 . Directed towards a point m advance, onward

;

also ‘ outward 1

as opposed to * return ’.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 1 xlvi. She [fortune], dispos’d
his forward course to let 1814 Cary Dante, Par xxtx 136
Let us seek The forward path again. 1840 Bury Select
Comm on Railui Q 2398 You spoke of sending an engine
to meet the tiam ; on what line would that go?—It must go
°n the forward line. 1844 H. H Wilson Brit India II.
46 General Wood was compelled . . to undertake a forward
movement 1884 G W R. Time Tables July 87 Return
Tickets are available .. for completion of the forward and
backward journeys
b Of the face • (Looking) straight in front

.*7?° Lhyden Cymon 4 Ifh, 594 The lovers close the rear,
With forward faces not confessing fear 1830 Tennyson In
Mem cxiv, She [knowledge] sets her forward countenance
And leaps into the future chance

c. Of a ship’s beak : Moving onwards.
X871 R Ellis tr Catullus Ixiv 12 Scarcely the forward

snout tore up that wmtery water
d Forward play m Cricket', the method of

playing forward see the adv 3 b
1891 W. G Grace Cricket § 4 in Outdoor Games 4 Recr

.

19 Practise both backward and forward play
e Forward movement', recently often used to

denote a special effort made by a political party,
a religious or benevolent oiganizalion, etc , in order
to make moie rapid progiess Cf. 9
iBtjBIndep fyNonconf31 Dec 494 The Colonial Missionary
Society Forward Movement 1897 Westm, Gaz. 9 Jan
The Liberal Forward Movement.
4. Comm Of a business transaction, contract,

etc . Prospective, relating to future produce.
1883 Manch Exam 6 Nov, 4/4 In the old days, when it

took three or four months to send out goods to India there
was a real ground for forward buying x8ox Daily Hews
23 Nov 2/7 The rate for good furnace coke is 14J but con-
sumers will not pay this price for forward contracts

5 That is man advanced state or condition, pro-
gressing towards maturity or completion. Chiefly
predicative and barely distinguishable from the adv.

Pcrf. (W. de W 1531) 72 b, How moche we
profyte & be forewarde m euery day by our labour 1361
T Hoby tr Caslighaite’s Courtyer 1. Cb, It is novve well
forwarde in nyghte 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy S
Seas 86 To acquaint him how forward the Boat was [in
making] 1803 Med. Jml XVII 3x5 The [vaccinated]
arms of Sarah were in a more forward state than the rest
1848 Jml R Agnc, Soc IX 1 7 The sheep get exceed-
ingly forward in condition x866 Mhs. H Wood St
Martin's Eve iv, A sturdy little fellow, .sufficiently forward
in walking to get about the 100m.

b. Of a plant, a crop, or the season . Well ad-
vanced, early.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent 1.

1

43 As the most forward Bud
Is eaten by the Canker ere it blow x6ox R Johnson
Ktngd Sf Commit)

.

(1603) 13 The inhabitants of Turon ..
enjoy as forward a summer, as those of Provence. 1707
Curios m Husb <§• Gard 234 Fruit, the soundest and for-
wardest of any on the Tree 1796 C Marshall Garden.
xix (1813) 344 Sow three or four seeds m a small pot, which
being placed on a gentle heat, will be much forwarder and
finer 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr 1. 18 He ’gins again ’Bout
signs m weather, late or forward spring. 1832 Ht Mar-
tineau Homes Abroad h 23 Place our hungry biethren
where nature’s work is forwardest
C Of a pregnant animal . m or withfoal, etc

1684 Lend Gaz No 1910/4 A Red Cow forward with
Calf 1707 Ibid No 4312/3 Lost .. a bay Saddle Mare
forward in Foie. 1839 Lincoln, etc Gaz. 12 Feb 2/3
Eleven ewes forward in Iamb, 1837 Jml R, Agnc. Soc.
XVIII, 1 rp The mares are indulged a little as they get for-
ward with foal.

6 . Ready, prompt, eager (in an action or a cause)

;

esp with const to (do something)

61



FORWARD. 482 FORWARD,
1523 Ld Berners Froiss I xxxi 45 At the first assaute

he was so forwarde, that he was stiyken to the erth a 1568

Ascham Scholem 1 (Arb
) 56 God grafte in vs the trewe

knowledge of his wooide, with a foiward will to folowe it

3(631 Gouge God’s Amms v Ded 406 Be not backward to

patronwe what you have been forward to produce a 1633
Austin Medit (1635) 231 Neither can it be collected that

hee [St Bartholomew] was ever forward of his Tongue, as
some of the Rest were. 1644 Laud Wks (1854) IV 181

His Majesty's piety was so forward, that nothing needed to

be extorted from him. *702 C. Maiher Magn Chi 11

App (183a) 203 He was much forwarder to give his assent

than they were to ask it. 18x8 Jas Mill Brit India III

vi i 52 Their followers were to be ranked as the most for-

ward and loud, who denounced parliament as so corrupt

*875 M Pattison Casaubon 40 Authois were always
forward to send him copies of their learned publications,

tb. Inclined to orfor (something). Ohs
xt;8x J BellHaddon's Answ. Osor 256 b, If I had bene
.so foreward to sedition there wanted not fautouies of

the cause. i68x Baxter Apol Nonconf Mm 4 The for-

wardest to Peace X727 Swirr Art Polite Lying Wks 1755
III. 1 1x8A hot-headed crack-bramed coxcomb forward for

a scheme of moderation

c Ardent, eager, spuited, zealous ? Ohs
1587 Fleming Contn Holtnshed III 1531/2 Three sonnes,

all forward, martiall, and valorous gentlemen 1593 Shaks
Rich II, iv 1. 72 How fondly do’st thou spurre a forwaid
Horse? x6rx Tourneur Ath Trag 11 i Wks 1878 I 41
His foiward spirit press’d into the front x68o Otway
Orphan 1 1, They both have forward, gen’ious active Spirits

1804 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. Ill 468 He is a gallant,

forward officei

d transf andJig of things 1 Obs
1605 Camden Rem Ded 1 This Treatise was once vn-

aduisedly forward to haue bin dedicated to your good
worship But It recalled it selfe in good time 1695
Blackmorc Pr Arth 1. 634 Their foiward genius without
teaching grows 17x9 De Fon Crusoe n in, These stakes

also, being of a wood very foiward to grow. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1 1. Wks 1874 I 18 We are accustomed, from our
youth up, to indulge that forward delusive faculty [imagi-
nation],

7. Well-advanced for one’s years, precocious
1391 Lyly Endym 11 11, It will be a forward cock that

croweth in the shell 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 1 1 203 Long
hue thou, and these thy forward Sonnes 1600— A Y L
ill m 14 When a mans good wit [cannot be] seconded
with the forward childe vnderstaudmg X714 Restoration
in Viliters' Wks (1775) 8 He’s a pretty forward boy about
four and twenty 1869 Princess Alice Mem 25 Apr (1884)

215 My children are so forward, clever, and spirited

8 . I11 bad sense Presumptuous, pert
,
bold, im-

modest
xs6x T Norton Calvin’s Inst 111 xxu (1634) 434 Some

doe raile at this doctrine with greater inaliciousnesse, than
that their forwai d pride ought to be suffered 1602 Warni r
Alb Eng ix xlvu (1612) 221 They tould how forward
Maidens weare, howpioude if in request a 1704 T Brown
Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I 94 A forward prating cox-
comb 17x1 Stetle Sped, No 51 T 1, I have a gieat
Aversion to the forward Air and Fashion which is practiced
in all publick Places 1773 Sheridan Duenna 1, iv, Clara
would think this step of mine highly forward 1806-7 J

Beresford Miseries Hum Life (1826) vii lxix, Hearing
your favourite poem . mammocked by the mouth of a for-

ward Puppy, 1844 Dickens Mart Chuz xl, ‘Thefavountest
young for’ard huzzy of a servant gal as ever come into a
house

1

1888 J. Payn Myst Mirbndge v,
1 Do you call

him forward ?
’

‘ He was certainly free in his manners ’

9. Of persons, opinions . Advanced, extreme

,

in mod use, favouring vigorous aggressive action
x6o8 F Johnson Cert Reasons $ Argts To Rdr, The

Books of the forward Preachers now abioad 1885 Pall
Mall G 7 May 1/2 You of all people-111 the woild, the For-
wardest of the Forward school, cannot complain of the
advance of Empire 1887 Ibid 10 June 7/1 Denouncing
outrage and dynamite, and what aLe geneiallj known as
* forward 1 measures.

B adv
1 Of extent in time : Towards the future, im-

mediately afterwards and continuously onwards
Chiefly (and now only) m phrases from this day
(time, etc ) forward *f Also,from this,from hence,

(front) now, and soforward. Cf Forth adv 3 .

a xooo Caedmon's Gen 788 (Gr ) Gif hie wolden lare godes
forweard fremman a 1300 CursorM, 3480 (GOtt ) In egipt
held he bairn ful hard, As 1 sal tell you sone forward. Ibid
13938 (Gatt ) Ai fra hat dai for-warde be Iuus soght lesu
to do to dede 1303 R Brunne Handl Synneq^ Alle my
ojiysgrete Fro }>ys forwarde wyl y lete £1391 Chaucer
Astrol u § 12, & fro that time forward shal the veirey
degree of the sonne shewe the howr of the planete c 1440
GestaRom lxi 261 (Hail MS ), I Resseyve [yow] fro hens
forwarde to my Ioye 1552 Latimer Serin and Sund in
Advent (1562) 132 If we intend to amend our life now
forward 1600 Holland Livy n xh 71 This is the first

time that the law Agraria was published and so forward
unto this present hower, it was never debated of c 1680
Beveridge Serm. (1729) I 347 From that time forward what-
soever he did . was in order to that end 1833 Maurice
Proph

, # Kings 111 42 From that day forward the Spirit
of God came upon David 1871 Smiles Charac hl (1876)
68 The elder student from that time forward acted as the
Mentor of the younger one

b. With vbs., as look
,
think

; esp To look for-
ward’. to look ahead, to look expectantly towards
the future or to a coming event
1741 Watts /w/mp Mind 1 1 Wks (1813) 9 To think for-

ward a little 1742 Richardson Pamela III 343 One who
can loqk forwaruei than the Nine Days of Wonder 1768
Foote Devil on a Sticks 1 Wks i7gp II 249 Banish your
fears, and let us look forward, my love x8x6 Keatinge
Trceo. (1817) II, 23 Like chess-players, they seem always to
look three moves forward 1837 Disraeii Venetia nr 1,

Hts visit to the hall was looked forward to with interest,

1873 JowrTT Plato (ed 2) IV 43 He looks forward to all

futuie systems sharing the fate of the past

e Comm, For iutute delivery 01 payment. To
date forward' to postdate
x88a Daily News 4 Mar ,

The orders being neither

numerous nor large, and not a few dated foiward 1884
Manch Exam 12 May 4 '4 Dating forward is a thing un-
known among shippers, for payment is usually made a week
or so after the goods have been delivered 1804 Daily
News 28 Mar. 7/3 Maize still dear, but cheaper forward.

f 2. Onward or furthei on m a series
;
onwards

from a specified point And soforward • = and so

forth, et cetera Cf Forth adv 2 . Obs
c 1440Promp PaW 373/2 Forwarde, or more vttyc, ultra,

nlterms 1382 N Lichefield tr Castanheda's Couq E
lnd 1 2 a, Whether that from the Cape of Buena Esperansa
forwarde there were anyc Nauigation to the East India

1583 Siuaans Anal Abus 11 (1882)34 If sixtie would serue,

they must have an hundred, and so forwaid 1639 Ham-
mond On Ps Annot 3 From that tenth Psalm foiward

1663 Marvell Corr. xlvn Wks 1872-3 II 96,

1

am this day
beginning my long voyage to Archangel, and so forward

f b. In the first place, foremost in phr first

andforward Obs.
1362 Langl P PI Ax 127 Furst and foreward to folk

that ben 1-weddet c 1386 Chaucer Meltb. p 275 First and
forward, ye han erred in [etc J

3. Towards the front, m the direction which a
person or thing faces Forward of(US) in front

of To put or setfootforward see Foot sb. 29
1513 More 111 Grafton Chron (1568) II 758 Hecamemto

the woild with the feete forward 1548 etc [see Foot sb

29] 1669 Sturmy Manner's Mag 11 82,1 bow the Head
forward or backward, or over the one side or the other 1674
Pi AvrouD SkillMus 11 103 You must begin with your Bow
forward, though the Bow be drawn forward the Note before

1703 Moxon Mech E.xerc 22C Its middle part stands

about an Inch forwarder than the Foreside of the Puppet.

1762 Foote Lyar in Wks 1799 I 308 Your hood a little

forwarder, Miss x8xx Lett fr Eng II xhx 270 The
skirts of the coat . brought forwaid to meet over the
thigh 1832 J H Newman Scope Unw Educ 242 He may
have no power at all of advancing one step forward of him-
self 1836 C J Anddrsson Lake Ngami 256 1 he ostiuh
always strikes foiward [with its foot], 189X M S Wilkins
Humble Rom 163 Two little thin dancing cuils..just for-

ward of her cap 1

b To play fonvard, m C> icket • to reach for-

ward in order to play a rather shoit-pitched ball

1884 LiUywhite’s Cricket Ann xox Rathci too fond of
playing foi ward x8gxW G Grace Cricket 83m Outdoor
Games <$ Recr 23 If he [the batsman] plays forward, pitch
shorter and shorter .until he makes a mistake.

4. Of continuous motion: Towards what is in

front
;
(moving) onwaids, on

a 1400-30 Alexander 847 J>e faster forward him he fans he
faster he snapirs 1326 Pilgr Perf (W. de W 1331 1 8 b,

Suche be not mete to go forwarde in this pilgryniage

1639 Fuller Holy War iv vuu (1840) 190 His ships were
manned, victualled, and sailing forward 1697 Dampier
Voy, I xi 11 346 Meeting very strong Westei ly Winds, we got
nothing forward in many days *732 Berkeley Alcifhr
iv § 15 In case they walk straight forward, in half a hour
they shall meet men 1791 Mrs Radcufi'e Rom Forest 1,

He was desirous to hasten forward 1853 Mrs Gatty
Parables fr Nat, Ser 1 (1869) 50 The river is rushing foi-

ward , the clouds are hurrying onward
b with ellipsis of some part of the vb go Also

Mil
, as a word of command Forward l For'ard

on 1 in Fox-hunting of the fox Gone on in fiont.

a 1333 Ld Berners Huon lv 186 His hoise wolde nother
forwarde nor backe warde 1383 Golding Calvin an Dent
xv 86 Theiefore let us on forewarde as he commandeth
1833 Regtil Instr Cavalry 1 23 The woid Forwaid is

given by the commander 1848 W H Kelly tr L Blanc's
Hist ’len Y II. 207 Ibrahim had but to cry

1 Forward
and Constantinople was his

c In advance, in front, ahead
1838 Thirlwall Greece V 369 Dercylus seems to have

been sent forward 1860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxv 182 One of
our porters was sent foiward to test the [snow] budge.

d. Back or backward and foiward : to and fro

;

see Back adv. 13 and Backward adv 5 b
5 To the front or to a prominent position (from

being behind or in the background), into view

;

esp m phrases, as to bringforwaid (see also Bring
v i/) To come forward, see Comb v 58; also,

to come into existence. To put or setforward

.

to

put forth, advance, allege, offer
,
also refi, to give

oneself (undue) prominence
x6xx Bible e Esdras 111 6 Befoie euer the earth came

forward 1631 Hobbes Leviath xu xl 252 lo set for-

ward such doctrine as was agieeable to Moses 1783
Burke Rep Affaus lnd Wks. XI 304 He certainly has it

111 his powei to keep it back, and bring it forwai d at his
own times 1794 Mrs RADCLiFrc Myst Udolpho xliv,

Dorothee, who had lingered far behind, was called forward
1849 James Woodman xvm, Who are you, my good fuend,
who put yourself so forward? 1893 Coulson Kernahan
God <$• Ant Apol (ed. 4) 9 The worst of all reasons which in-
experienced writers put forwaid for setting pen to paper

f 6 In front, on the front or front side Obs
x6x8 Bolton Floras 1 xvm 37 All their wounds were for-

ward 1663 Gerbier Counsel sax Caused the windowes
which were forward to be made up

b. fig. In a prominent position
1796 Burke Let toC J. FoxWks 1842 II 391 A young

man. who stands very forward in parliament

7 At an advanced point
, at a point or position

which is beyond or further than another. Cf. Fqbth
adv 4.

1323 Ld Berntrs Froiss I xvii. 18 All his barones went
out of the cite, and y- first nyght they lodged vi. myle for
warde x6xi Bible Num xxxn 19 Wee will not mherite
with them on yondei side Ioidane, 01 forward 1647 Sprigge
Anglia Rediv iv 11. 189 To secure the landing of Irish
01 Welch supplies so much the foi warder towards the east
1636 H PuiLtirs Pttn.lt Patt 1x676) 162 Adding a cipher
and setting the (Jafiguie foi waider 17x2 J James tr Le
Blond's Gardening 52 A little forwaider you find small
Cioss-ways with four Alleys

b Oi time • In advance.
1571 Hanmhi Chron Irel (1633)38,1 thmke they are too

foiward in their computation 18x0 Vince Elan Astron
xxiv 289 The time at the place of observation is forwaider
than that at Greenwich

8 Naut. a. Of motion Towards the fore pait
of a vessel.

1669 Si uRmy Manner s Mag 1 17 Hawl forward the mam
Bowline X743 Bulklley Si Cummins Voy S Seas islhe
Carpentei going forward to inspect the Cham-Plates

b Of position • At orm the fore part of a vessel.

Foi win dof {U. S.) : m front of f Forward on • at
the fore end, forward.

1630 J Taylor (Watei P ) Wks 1. 88/1 The Sayler
imagined that his hoise was too much laden ahead, or fore-
ward on (as the sea phrase is) x688 Land. Gaz No 23x7

A

Captain Killegi ew being at the same time forwaid by the
Gang-Way. 1691 T H[ale] Acc New Invent 124 The
but t-ends have been as it wei e abolished forward on for the
easie passage of tlm Vessel through the water 1743 Bulke-
ley & Cummins Voy S Seas no Being oblig’d to he for-
ward with the Men 1794 Nei son 5 Nov in Nicolas Disp
I 504 Transports laying with their I ruce Flag hoisted for-
waid 1840 R H. Dana Bcf Mast x\11 67 Her only fault
being that she was wet forwaid at864 Hawthorne
A inci Note-bles (1879)! 112 Forward of the ward-room.,
is the midshipmen’s room

9. fig Onwaid, so as to progress or advance.
Chiefly m phr to go forward (raiely with ellipsis

oigo) to be in progress or ‘on foot’, to be going
on To buildforwaid

.

to continue building
13x3 More m Grafton Chron (1568) II. 760 There must it

needes be long me any good conclusion go forwarde 1333
Coverdale Ezra 111 8 To so that the worke of the house of
the Lorde wente forwarde. a 1600 Hooker in Eccl Pol v
(1888) App 1 § 3 It is the nature ofGods most bountiful dis-

position to build forward where Ins foundation is once laid.

x6xo Shaks Temp m 11 91 Now forward with your Tale
1663 Manley Grotius’ Low C Warrcs 177 He would not
forget to help foiward the Belgick Affairs, 1717 tr Frezter’s
Voy S Sea 1x9 The Climate is so feitile that the Fruit is

coming forivard all the Year 1766 Goldsm Vic W xi,

Mr fiurchell was always fond of seeing some innocent
amusement going forward. 1788 Fiianmin Antohog Wks
1840 I 181, I am got forward too fast with my story 1793
Smlaton Edystonc L. § 124 My models and preparatory
matters were now so far brought forward 1832 Ht Mar-
tineau Lije in Wilds 1 18 Dinner was going forward. 1863
Sat Rev 3 Aug 163 Unless extreme partisans make con-
cessions, there is no getting any forwardei 1891 R Kipling
City Dreadf Nt 43 Let’s go in here—there may be some-
thing forward

10. Phrases. To put or set forward (a person)

:

to stai t onward, give a start to. lit and fig To
setfoi-ward (intr ) . to start on a journey, set out.

1546 J Heywood Prov, (1867) 17 Set forward, ye shall

neuer labour yonger 1582 N LicHEriELDtr Castanheda's
Conq E hid vu 18 Such gale as would serue to put him
forward on his lourney 1650 Hubbemt Pill Formality 202
The trips and slidmgs shall but set thee forwaider on thy
journey X766 Goldsm. Vic W hi, The next morning we
all set forward together 1832 Ht Martineau Hill <5

Valley 11 19 To set his young people forward in the same
way of life with himself 1859 Jephson Brittany xvi 258
Her godfather . straightway sets forward to avenge her
death

11 Comb a withpres pple., asforward-beanng,
-creeping, -flowing, -lookingadjs. b with pa. pple,

asforward-turned adj.

1647 H More Song ofhaulm 11 xxm, Strong ^forward*
beaiing will 01 appetite 1850 Tennyson In Mem cm 37
The ^forward creeping tides 1830 — Recoil Arab Nts 1,

The ^forward-flowing tide of time 1800 Wordsw Michael
158 A child Brings hope with it, and ^forward-looking
thoughts ci6ix Chapman Iliad v 46 It took his ^forward*
turned backe, and lookt out of his breast

C sb [The adj. used absolutely ]

1 1 The fore or front part, the first part On
forward m the beginning (see Aforeward) Obs

rxooo AIlfric Dent xxvm 13 Drihten J»e gesett simle on
foreweard &. na on sefteiweard c 1x73 Lamb Horn 73
On forward jios cristendomes ech man leomed his bileue er

befulht underfenge

f 2 A trick m wrestling
;
a throw which causes

one’s opponent to fall forward on his face Obs
1602 Carew Cornwall 76 Many sleights and tricks apper-

tame hereunto . Such are the forwaid and backward
x6ia Drayton Poly-olb, 1. 6 They practise 1 he forward,

backward, falx

3 Naut (See qnot

)

1892 Labour Commission Gloss ,
Foi sward the fore end

of a baige or other craft

4 Football One who plays in the front line ;
one

of the body of players teimed ‘forwards’, as op-

posed to ‘ backs ’ (see Back sb. 21 ), whose duty is

to be foremost in the attack

1879 Encycl Bnt IX 367/2 Under the Rugby code
fifteen a side [is] the usual number of players—ten * for-

wards
’, two ‘halfbacks’, one ‘ three quarters back’, and

two * backs ’. 1889 Pauline VIII 33 There is much to be

learnt by the forwards 1895 Daily Chron 17 Tan 6/4 The
side whose forwards were beaten won the match.
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Forward (fjp.iwa.id), v [f b okward adv ]

1 trans To help or push forward
, to advance,

assist, hasten, promote, uige on Also, + to put
forward, set on foot {obs rare).

iggfi Shaks i Hen IV,i i 33 Then let me heare What
yesternight our Councell aid decree In forwai ding this deere
expedience 1605 Verstegan Dec Intdl vi (1628) 172
Hee was greatly encouraged and forwarded in the mattei

by diuers of his most inward fnendes 1728 Morgan
Algiers II 1 219 The Moriscoes of Africa were often for-

warded and assisted by them in their nocturnal Expedi-
tions *780 Burke Let to Burgh Wks IX 243 He [Lord
North] forwardedtwo bills, that for encouraging the growth
of tobacco, and that for giving a bounty on exportation of
hemp from Ireland. 1786 Mad D’Ardlay Diary 24 July,
After doing whatever I can to forward my dress for the next
morning, I go to bed 1806 Wellington m Owen Desp
Ixxvi, This prince showed every disposition to impede
lather than to foiward the operations of the British army
1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV xvi 33 To protect its

rights and to foiward its interests

2 To accelerate the growth of (plants, etc ).

1626 Bacon Sylva § 4x2 So wee may House our owne Coun-
trey Plants to forward them, and make themcome in the Cold
Seasons 1707 Cunos in Hush <$ Gard 266 A Dunghill

is ofwondrous Efficacy to forwaid the Flowers 1720 Swift
Apollo to Dean Wks 1733 IV 1. 16 Whenevei I shine, I

forward the grass, and I ripen the vine 1843 Florist’s

Jml £5 They [plants] will he forwarded, or retarded,

according to the state of the season

3 . To send forward, send to an ulterior destina-

tion (a thing, rarely a person). In commercial

language often loosely, to dispatch, send by some
regular mode of conveyance
1757 Franklin Let to Wife m Bigelow Life (i88r) I 378

The black silk was sent to Mr Neates, who undertook to

forward it in some package of his 1757 Affect Narr
Wager 33 Where theymightmeet with . , an Opportunity also
of being forwarded to their own Home 1790 Burke Fr
Rev Pref 3 That letter .. has been since foi warded to the
person to whom it was addressed 1844 Lingard Anglo-
Sax Ch (1858) I ill. 122 Who forwarded him in safety to

Rome 1883 F M Peard Contrad xu, There is a letter

which should he forwarded to my brother Mod {Comm)
We have this day forwarded to your address per S W R
three boxes marked [etc ]

t b To pass on, publish abroad. Obs.

1713 Guardian No. 1 r 1 His countenance is communi-
cated to thepubhck and forwarded by engravers, artists by
way of mezzo-tinto, etc

4. Bookbinding To get (a sewed book) ready for

the ‘ finisher ’ by putting a plain cover on (see Foa-
WAUDINO vbl. sb 2),

Hence Fo'rwarded ppl a (m 17th c. occas.

t forwardly disposed, eager)
, Fo’rwardmg ppl a

0-1674 Clarendon Sum Lcvicith (1676) 208 None are
more glad to see those punishments inflicted, 01 more for-

warded to promote it, then [etc ] 1691 Norris Pract Disc

315 Enough to ingage us to seek out for the best and most
forwarding Assistances 1776 Barker in Phil Trans
LXVI 371 The latter part of that month was warm and for-

warding 1796 C. Marshall Garden xv (1813) 238 When
these forwarded beans are planted in rows singly 1894 Mrs
H Ward Marcella III 06 She had received a forwarded
letter from that old friend

Forward • see Foreward
Forwarder (fp twaidai). [f prec. + -erI ]
1 One who or that which forwards

1549 Coverdale, etc Erasnt Par Eph Prol
,
A fyne fore-

warder of the ghospels lybertie x6xx Cotgr
,
Poulseavant

.. an overseer, and forwardei ofa worke that requires hast

x6xx Barrey Ram Alley v t, NoramI seconder, per-

swader, forwai der, Pnncipall,or maintainer of this late theft

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m xli § 2 (1689) 308 Fresh
Water being a great Forwarder of Fishes feeding 1797
Burke Regie Peace 111 Wks 1808 VIII 274 Contempt of

the suppliant is not the best forwarder of a suit X840 Car-
lyle Heroes 11 (1838) 222 Mecca had at one tune a popula-
tion of 100,000 , buyers, forwarders of those Eastern and
Western products.

2 Bookbinding. (See quot 1890

)

1870 Echo 20 Dec , The men are divided into two classes,

forwarders and finishers 1873 lire’sDid Arts! 424 The
ends of the cords are then drawn by the ‘forwarder’ through
holes pierced in the boards. 1890 Zaehnsdorf Binding BK
18 Forwarder

\
the workman who takes the books after they

are sewn, and advances them to the covering department

FoTwarding, vbl sb [f as prec + -ing 1.]

1 . The action of the vb Forward m various

senses Also gertmdially, with omission of m.

,
*<*35 J Gore Well doing 17 Like that which Bias calls

eyieo7n|p upoKoirov the Backeward forwarding of a cause

1707 Curios in Hush, $ Gard 268 Horse-dung, and Kennel-
Water, contribute to the forwarding of Plants 17x1 Swift
Jrul. to Stella 28 Sept , The people m general know that a

peace is forwarding 1817 Evans’ Pari Debates 1381 Sir J.
Newport urged the immediate forwarding of the measure

2 spec in Bookbinding. The operation of putting

a plain cover on a book previously sewn, and other-

wise making it fit for the ‘ finisher’s ’ hands
x8g3 E G DurF Early printed Bks. 193 Even a study

of the forwarding of a binding is of great help, x8gS
Zaehnsdorf Hist. Booh binding 13 His backs were firm,

and his forwarding excellent

3 attrib as forwarding department, -room ; for-

warding agent, merchant, one whose business is

the receiving and shipment or transmission of

goods; forwarding-note (see quot.)

^

1839 Story Bailments Index, Forwarding merchant.

1869 Pall Mall G. 10 Aug 10 The same building also in-

cludes a telegraph office, and a forwarding department,

where remittances are sent from friends of emigrants, and

all other miscellaneous letters received and forwarded 1879
Cassell’s Techn Educ IV 40 The book now passes from the
women to the forwarding room, where several processes
occur 1882 Cassell, Forwarding note (Comm ),a note in
which is entered a description of goods or parcels, with the
names and addresses of the consignor and consignee, to
be sent along with goods, &c , conveyed by a earner
(American) 1892 E Reeves Homewd Bound 327 He
employed a forwarding agent

Forwardly (ip iwoidh), adv (and a) [f

Forward a. + -iy.]

A adv
I In a forward manner; readily, promptly,

eagerly
,
presumptuously, pertly

1332 Huloet, Forwardly or towardly, recte 1387 Flem-
ing Contii Holinshed III 1379/2 He was not so suddenlie
come, as forwardlie welcome 1631 Jer Taylor Serai
for Year 1 Ep Ded

, You must not admire too for-

wardly for your own sake 1690 Locke Hum Und iv

vm % 3, I grant, as forwardly as any one, that they are
all true 17x2 Steele Sped No 504 r 5 The fellow very
forwardly, and like a man who was willing to deal, told
him [etc ] 1812 W Godwin Let in Hogg Life Shelley
(18581 II 111 86, I shall still acknowledge as forwardly as
ever the lovely qualities 18x3 Examiner 15 Feb 103/2
Men being forwardly obedient to all the impulses theyreceive
from themselves

+ 2 In a forwaid position, in the fore part. Obs.
1578 Banister Htst Man 1 24 The Cartilages, which the

nbbes forwardly produce, are diuerse x6a6SirT Browne
Pseud Ep v xix 261 Ifthe home have this situation, and
be so forwardly affixed. 1654 tr Scudery’s Curia Pol 189
When his valour marched so forwardly in the Van
3 In a forward direction, towaids the front U

S

1876 Mrs Whitney Sights 3 Ins vi 82 We did not come
Upon it forwardly we moved alongside it. 1884 Harper’s
Mag Jan 263/1 The hands were stretched out forwardly,
as though, feeling the way.

f 4 Early, prematurely Obs
01641 Bp R. Mountagu Acts <5- Mon (1642) 546 Mary,

Cleophas his daughter, was forwardly married, ana a mother
before she was 5 yeers old.

+ B ad] a Eager, ready b Advanced (in

growth or progiess). Also, of a season Early.

158X Mulcaster Positions xxxvu (1887) 151 Til the childe

be either in the grammar schole, by orderly ascent, and not
by two forewardly hast 1598 Barckley Fehc Man Ded
(1603) *iv b, It was so forwardly that I could not well hinder
the impression 1647 Trapp Comm Matt xviii 21 Petar

is still the same, ever too forwardly and forth-putting

1670 W Hughes Compl Vineyard (1683) 39 Neither ought
it to be done, unless it be a forwardly Spring Ifyour Vines
be forwardly, you ought [to] break off some of the Leaves.

Hence f Po rwardliness, forward condition

1647 Trapp Comnt Luke xxi 38 Let our people look upon
their forwardliness 1667 Loud Gaz. No 220/2 The two
Men ofWar that were bufl ding are m a good forwardliness

Forwardmost (fpuwaidmdst), a
,

superl.

rare- 1
, [f Forward a. + -most] Most to the

front, foremost
;
nearest.

1834 M Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 24 Making the sweeps
appear as black as ebony, between us and the flash of the

forwardmost gun.

Forwardness (f^-iwoidnes). [see -ness.]

1. The state or condition of being forward ,
ad-

vancement towards completion or pei Section

1323 Ld Berners Froiss I xxvui 41 Whan this croisy

was in giet forwardnesse, for there was no spekyng but

tberof 1396 Drayton Leg 1 677 Whilst in so fairs forward-

nesse it was x6fix Marvell Carr xxiv Wks 1872-5 II 39
That Bill, which is in good forwardnesse to be presented to

the House 1711 Land Gas No 4836/1 Funds which are

hitherto in no forwardness of being compleat 1779 Forrest
Voy, N. Guinea 298 The arts are in no kind of forwardness

here. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 129 Mr Jessop had
got other things in forwardness that had been committed to

his charge. 1831 Helps Comp Soht, xii 242 Till it [a work]

is in some state of forwardness.

f b Furtherance, advancement. Obs

1591 Troub Raigne K John n. (1611) 89 Thus fortune

(Lords) acts to your forwardnesse 1742 RichardsonPamela
IV 209 If you should [chuse to be divorced from me], I will

give yourWishes all the Forwardness that I honourably can

2 (Unusual) advancement towards maturity * a
of a child , b of a crop, the season, etc

1693 Humours % Conv Town 21 Parents bring them to

a bold Confidence and this they miscall Wit, and hopeful

forwardness 1709 Steele Tatler No 95 P 4 The Satisfac-

tion the Father took m the Forwardness of his Son 1789

Mrs Piozzi Journ. France II 376 Ihe forwardness of the

season c 1790 Willock Voy 99 Gardens all in great

forwardness 111864 Hawthorne Amer Note-bks (1879)

II 139 Our peas are in such forwardness.

3 . The quality of being forward; readiness,

promptness, eagerness, zeal, f Also, proneness or

inclination to

1326 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1331) 69 In my body and

flesshe I fynde no good, ne forwardnes to perfeccyon 1333

Eden Decades 38 A man of apt forwardenes to attempte

thynges. x6xt Bible 2 Cor ix 2,

1

know the forwardnesse

of your mind 1631 Gouge God’s Arrows 1 xIil 68 Not by

reason ofanyforwardnesse m him to anger 1696 Southerne
Oroonoko iv 11 ,

1

speak in my desire And forwardness to

serve so great a man 18x7-18 Cobbett Resid U S (1822)

84, I have observed in the American farmers .not the least

backwardness, but great forwardness, to applaud and admire

my mode of cultivating these crops 1832 Grote Greece 11.

Ixxx X 480 The extreme forwardness with which these

leaders exposed themselves 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III

2x7 Forwardness to take office

4. Over-readiness, presumptuous self-confidence

,

hence, lack of becoming modesty, boldness

1600 Shaks A Y L i. u JS9 Since the youth will not be

intreated His owne peull on lus foi waidnesse i6i2\Voodall
Surg Mate Wks (1653) 162 Iheie is a fault m young Sur-
geons of forwardnesse in taking too much blood at Sea 1677
Govt Venice 143 It is indecency and too much forwardness
in young Men to enquire into the Institution of their Laws,
and demand Reasons for them 1703 Addison Italy 45
In France it is usual to bring their Children into Company,
and to cherish in ’em, from their Infancy, a kind of For-
wardness and Assurance. 1827 Lytton Pelham xu, Nobody
will call your civility forwardness and pushing 1873 Mrs
Randolph W Hyacinth I 129 She snubs him in the most
remorseless manner His forwardness is quite amazing

Forwards (fp iwaidz), adv. (and a
)

[f. For-
ward with advb genitive -j see -wards ]A adv =Forward adv in its various senses
The present distinction in usage betweenforivard andfor-

wards is that the latter expresses a definite direction viewed
in contrast with other directions In some contexts either

form may be used without perceptible difference of mean-
ing , the following are examples in which only one of them
can now be used 1 The ratchet-wheel can move onlyfor-
wards ’

;
' the right side of the paper has the maker’s name

reading forwards ’

,

‘ if you move at all it must be for-
wards’

,
‘ my companion has gone forward'

,

* to bring a
matter forward ’

, ‘from this time forward' The usage
of earlier periods, and of modem dialects, varies greatly from
that of mod standard English In US forward is now
generally used, to the exclusion of forwards, which was
stigmatized by Webster (1832) as ‘ a corruption

’

C1400 Maundev (1839) v 61 Fro this foiewardes nevere
entred such Filthe 1470 8$ Malory Arthur 1 vn, And
sire Bi astias was maade wardeyn to wayte vpon the northe
fro Trent forwardes 1489 Cavton Faytes ofA r ix 24 To
marche forwaidis a quantite of paaces 1331 T Wilson
Logike (1580) xo Thei will with good endevour fillip

Nature forewardes 1360-78 Bk. Discipl Ch, Scot (1621)

47 We leave it to be weighed by your honours wisdome,
and set forwards by your authority. 1691 T H[ale] Acc
New Invent. 122 An unlevel keel drooping forwards 1703
Moxon Meek. Exerc 17 The leeth of the File are made to

cut forwards for it cuts not coming back 1785 Paley
Mor Philos (18x8) II 283 When we carry foi wards our
views 1809 Pinkney Trav France 37 If he can come for-

wards, and prove that he has merely been absent 1844
Dickens Mart Chuz xxxm, He was backwards and for-

wards constantly 1885 Manch. Exam 16 May 5/1 Police-

men have to carry him backwards and forwards between
the police station and the workhouse

+ B adj — Forward a Obs rare

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann m. x (1622) 78 A valiant

warriour, and forwards mall his charges 1625 Bacon Ess
,

Travaile{Arh ) 324 Lethim be rather adtused in his Answers,
then forwards to tell Stones x6s6— Sylva § 422 Quere, if

laying of Straw some height about the Body of a Tree, will

not make the Tree forwards

t Forwarn, forewa’m, v Obs [OE for-
wieman

,
f. For- prefd- + wieman to forbid * see

Warn®-*] trans To prohibit, forbid. With, double

obj
,
or olj of the person and to with inf. or from.

Beowulf(fir ) 429 pset ]m me ne forwyme past ic mote
[etc ] £893 K Alfred Ores 11 iv (Sweet) 76 Him pser

se giunga cymngbaes oferfereldes forwiernan mehte a 1x73

Cott Horn 221 Hwi wolde god swa litles pinges him for-

werne c 1205 Lay 3497 Nule heo me do na wUrse panne
hire lond forwurnen £1380 SirBernini 2809 pus damesels
for-wemep al, pat me greuejx werst. 1583 Golding Calvin
on Dent xxvii 163 He forewarneth vs here^ to make any
vndergods or meane gods 1606 Holland Sueton. 67 He
prohibited and forewarned them the compame of strangeis.

1690 Shadwell Am Bigot in, This wicked Duenna has
forwam’d her the house 1708 S Sewall Diary 8 Sept

(1879) II. 236, I meet the Workman by Mr Pemberton's
Gate, and forewarn him from making of it x8ao Lamb
Elia Ser 1 Christ's Hosp 35 years ago, He did not know
that the thing had been forewarned

t For-wa’ry, v Obs. [f. For- pref 1 + OE.
wygan, Wary v to curse; cf. OHG.furwergen ]

trans To curse. Hence Forwaned ppl. a
c xaoo Ormin 8048 patttattman iss forrwarrjedd patt [etc ].

c 1340 Cursor M. 1350 (Tnn ) Abelle pat kaym slou3e for-

waryed wigt.

+ Forwa/ste, v. Obs Also 6-7 forewaste

Pa pple. 6 forwaste. [f. For- preff +Waste v ]

trans. = Waste v in various senses ;
to lay waste

,

to use up, exhaust ;
to render emaciated or feeble

;

to spend wastefully

1563 Sackvjlle Induct. Mirr Mag xi, A piteous wight,

whom love had al forwaste a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers,

Jocasta Wks (1587) 91 Then set aside these vame fore-

wasted words. 1380 Sidney Arcadia {1622)365 The rest

both in face and apparell so forewasted, that they seemed to

beare a great conformitie with the sauages 1390 Spenser
F Q i xi x And their forwasted kingdom to repayre

1630 Lord Banians Persees 31 To make their forewasted

powers, to renew their vigour

Eorwatehed : see For- prefA 6 b.

*{* Forwa’X, v Obs. [OE forweaxan
,
f. For-

prefl + zveaxan, Wax v. Cf Ger. venvachsen.’]

mtr. To grow to excess, overgiow, swell Hence
Forwa'xen ppl. a.

c 897 K. jEltred Gregory's Past xl (1872) 292 Sumu
[treowu] he cearf .Sykes hie to Ssem forweoxen Saet hie for-

searoden c 1000 Sax Leechd I. 80 Wio pon pe nman on
Wambe forweaxen sy c 1473 Partenay 2990 Horrible gret

was, a forwoxen grome, Such another newer had he sain

Forwe, obs form of Furrow.

+ Forwea'n, V Obs. [OE. *fcIonian ; only

in pa pple fonvpud, 1 insolens
5 Corpus Gloss ;

cf Ger verzvohnen ] trans To accustom to bad

habits, spoil by over-indulgence, pamper
136a Langl. P. PI A.v,^vrr Let no wynnyngfor-wanve

hem, let no welthe for-wany hem 1399 — Rich Redeles

1. 27 [Theylwalwed in her willis ffbnveyned in hereyouthe.

61 — 2
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*p Forwea*r, v. Obs . [f For- prefi- + Wear v]
tram. To wear out, wear away, exhaust.

c xzo5 Lay, 14470 penne mihte pu mid winne pi hf al uor-

werien mid haueken & mid hunden hued-plseie luuien.

a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott Horn 251 pah ich hefde a
pusent tiingen of stele and talde aSet ha weren alle for-

werede, c 1394 P. PI Credo 736 Wip cloutede schon &
elopes ful feble Wei nag for-werd 1398 Trcvisa Barth De
P R xiv. 11 (Tollem MS ), Meuynge of waties, pat diggep

and forwerep [1335 weretli] pe nesche parties of pe erpe

1413 Ptlgr. Stnvlc (Carto 111 i xix. (1859) x9 Teethe had he
none, but they were al foibroke, forweryd, and forfaren

a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers, Jocasta Wits (1587) 104 You a
weake old woman forwome with yeaies.

Hence 3?orwea*rmg vbl so.

1609 R Barncrd Faith/. Sheph 85 Some m meditating
doe vse to speake and gesture *, but this a foreweanng of

the spirits, and too Histnoman like

Forweary a Obs . see For- pref1 10

Forweary (f/iwi°*n), v Obs or arch. Also

6-9 fore-, [f. For- prefix + Weary v ] trans

To weary, tire out
r An mtr sense, * to become weaned ’ is given in the Cent

Did. with reference to Palsgr., hut he has only the trans

sense Many of the examples of the pa. pple might admit
of being leferred to the intians use.

G1250 Gen ft Ex 3804 For5 3e5en he comen to salmona,
for-werted giucheden heSoa 1494 Fabyan Chrou vn 239
Nowe shaketh my hande, my pen waxeth dulle, F01 werya
and tyred 1587 Fleming Coutn Holmshcd III 1320/2
The foure foster childien of desire entered in a braue chariot

. as men foreweaned and balfe ouercome 1603 ICnolles
Hist Turks (1621)8 The Christians foreweaned with long
travel, were not able farre to follow the Chace xBxg W
Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 112 Hawkey With 111

the byre forwearyt stood 1832 Motherwell Tim the

Packet xo A spectre ship, Forweaned of the storm and
ocean. 1867 Morris Jason 1, 389 A pleasant bed For tired

limbs Of sandalled nymph, foreweaned with the chase

Hence Forweaned/^/ a ;
Forwearying vbl sb

xS6a Leigh Arum ie (1597) 126 b, As forwearied souldiers

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps xvn 15 After long forwerying,
he lay as it were in a slomber. 1392 Nashe P Pemlesse
Wks (Grosait) II, 134 The verie thought woulde haue
inspired thy foreweaned Muse with new furie 1855 Single-
ton I'irgtl 1 210 His forweaiied limbs,

t Forwee'p, v Obs. Pa pple forwepe,
-weped, -wepfc(e. [f For- pref l + Weep.] intr
a. To exhaust oneself with, weeping, b. Of a vine:
To bleed excessively
c X350 Will Palerne 2868 pe quen was wery for-wept &

went to bedde c 1420 Pallad on Hush hi xi4g Vines that
forvvepe & turne away ffrom fruit. 1423 Jas I KingisQ
bran, For-wepit and for-pleynit pitously a 1500 Chaucer's
Drome Wks (1687) 606/2 With visage and em all forwept,
And pale, as man longe vnslept.

t Forwe’l(e)we, v Obs [ME
,
f FoR-^rc//

+ zuelewe, 9 related to Welk v ] intr. To wither,

decay, dry up Only in pa pple.
a 1300 Leg Rood (1871) 22 be stapes he [Seth] vond uor-

welwed c 1300 Life Jesus (Horstm ) 846 pe figer felde a lion

is lef And fur weolewede as a stok. c 1340 CursorM 1255
(Tnn.) In pat weye shal pou se pe steppes ofpi moder & me
For welewed in pat gres grene

+ ForweTk, v. Obs. [f. For- prefix + Welk v ]
tram To wither. Hence Forwe'iked ppl a.
tax366 Chaucer Rom Rose 361 A foul forwelked thing
was sne. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 73 b, They weare away
with continuance, euen as Time doth weare and fore-welke
[x6ia fore-walke] vs x6x6 Bullokar, Forewelked, dried vp

t Forwe’UcL, » Obs. [f For- prefix + Wend
Cf MLG, vorwenden

, MHG verwenden ] trans.

To turn into (something)
; to turn, incline, dispose.

c 1250 Gen ft Ex 1121 So ist nu forwent mine dale In to
dririhed c 1310 CursorM 24728 (Fairf) We piai pat lauedi
be for-wende pat we mai finde hir sone our frende

t Forwe’rpe, forworpe, v. Obs. [OE for-
weorpan, f For- prefP + weorpan

, Warp v , to
throw] itam. To cast away, cast off, reject.

Beowulf(QrJstBjs Maeg seegan, se pe wyle socS sprecan .

past he guogewaedu forwurpe c 1x73 Lamb Horn 103
God nele pet we beon gredie jitseras, ne ec for weorld gelpe
forworpan ure ehtan c 1220 Bestiary 345 Forwerpen pride
eunl[c] del, so hert do# his homes a 1223 Alter. R 150 Al
so god dede pet wuleadeaden forworpeS hire nnde, bet is,

unheleo hire, a 1300 JE E Psalter 1 12 [h. 11] Ne for-

werpe me fra face of pe

t Forwhrle. Obs. rare— 1
. Something that

lasts only ' foi a while *

ciSS° Cheke Matt xm, 21 He .hath noo root mhunself,
and y^rfooi is but a forwlule,

+ Forwho‘re, v. Obs. [f. For- preff + Whore
sb ] tram To lead into unchastiiy , to debauch,
defile. Also rejl andJig
c i2oo Ormin 2043 Jho forrhoreddwass purrh ful forrlegerr-

nesse a 1223 A ncr. R. 394 Heo muhte uorhoren hire mid
ooer men Ibid Ne beo neuer his leofmon uorhored mid so
mome deohche sunnen c 13x5 Shoreham 39 The gode for-
horede the fend Wyth hys blaundynge stevene.
Hence Forwho sedippl, a
c x2oo Trm Coll, Horn 8x Iuelmennish and forhored

mannish [generacio mala et adultera] acseS after fortocne

+ Forwky, adv and conj Obs. Forms • 1

for-hwf, -h.vrf, 2-4 -hwi (3 -we, -wi), 3-5 -qui,
-guy, 3-6 -whi, 4- -why. [OE for-hwi, f For
prep. + /iw/,Why, instr. ofhwset, neut. ofkwdwho ?]

A. adv
1. As direct interrog For what reason? Why?
c xooo Ags Ps cxiii, s pu, Ioidanen, for hwi gengdest on

bsochng ? c 1173 Lamb, Horn 153 Ach for-hwi nemneS ure

drihten pis fa to neddre c xzoo Ormin 12600 Forrwluwass
patt tatt Sannt Iohan amang pe leode se^dc off Crist, tatt

[etc] a. 1300 CursorM 11x57 Ioseph, dauid sun, for-qui

[c 1340 (Fairf ) for-why] Wil pou leue pi spuse man ? c 1473
Partenay 3464 Alas 1 this for-whi hast thou me in hate f

b. elhpt and quasi-mt Cf the use of Why ?

la many early examples the interpretation
1 because ’ (see

B ) would be equally suitable, the punctuation being merely
due to the editors

c X200 'Tnii Coll Horn 7 Ure helendes on tocume pinco

, gnshche alle manne Forwi 1 foi pat [etc ] 1313 Bhad-
shaw St Weiburge 11. 10x9 The horses had no power any
part to take * For why ? by myracle theyr heedes all Were
vp holden in the ayre 1361 Kcthi Ps c 4 'All people
that on earth do dwell', For why? The Lord our God is

good x6or in Farr A’. P Elia. (1845) II 425 For why?
temptations doe approach vs fast.

2. As indirect mterrog For what reason, why
c 1x75 Lamb Horn 81 Her me ah to undeistonden for-whi

hit selo alf quic a 1225 Leg. Kath 307 Schaw sumwhet of
ham, for liwi ha beon wurSe for to beon iwurSjet c 1320
Cast. Love 113 The reson is good and feir for-wht c 1384
Chaucer H Paine 1 20 To kuowe the causis Ffoi-why
this is more then that cause is. a 1400-50 Alexander 4323
And 1 sail quethe pe forqui & quat is pe cause
elhpt X7X0 Swii'T Jrnl to Stella 23 Dec ,

I will tell you
no more at present, guess for why
3 With connective force • On account of which,

for which cause
;
wherefore.

c lays Death 31 in O E Misc, 170 Ah seoSSen mom mon
b^et 001 es and halle For-hwi pe wrecche sawlc sclial 111-to

pme ualle X340 Hampole Pr Consc 2478 Alle our syns
pat may be knawen, Commes of our selven For-why, with-
outen God we syn sone a 1400-30 Alexander 4584 3° wty
ge sawe nemre soile, ne 11a citis biggis For-quy as bestis

on be bent ge growe on pe gieuys c 1430 Pilgr Ly/Man-
hode 1 xli (1869) 39 The doublet is maad with poynynges,
For whi it is eleped a pourpoynt 1502 Arnoi de Chion
(x8xr) 18 For why we wyl and stedfastly commaunde that
[etc ].

B. conj 1. Because; =Fob conj. 1.

a 1300 Cursor M 6973 (Gutt ) For qui pai held pair lay
lastand, Was na folk paim miht wid-stand. c 1384 ChaucerH Fame 11. 45 And al my felynge gan to dede For whi hit

was to gtete affray. 14 Laiifi ant's Chnurg. 2x4 For-
micam pou suhalt brenne, fforwhiacauteue drawipoutal pe
matere pat is corrupt, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix

202 But no man that hath ony rayson m his hede ought not
to counseyll you the same for whi the daunger is there grete

1384 R. Scot Ducov Witcher x n 144 Regard no dreames,
for why the mind Of that in Slecpc a view doth take, Which
[etc ] X674 N. Fairtax Bulk

ft-
Selv 188 The Argument

will ever fall short upon this score . For why, there is not
a full reckoning up ofthose attributes ofhis [God’s] that have
to do in the woik 1883 E A Frelman MS letter. It

will be pleasant if you go to the Old Borough .. Forwhy m
that case you will certainly come on hither.

b. For why that .
{a) = sense x

;
(b) on tlie con-

sideration that
;
provided that.

a X300 CursorM 3500 J>e fader luued esau for fode, For-
qui pat he was archer gode a 1430 Le Morte A rth. 389
(Roxb ) Thou slialt haue yiftis good, For why pat thou wilte
dwelle wyth me
2 —For conj 2 (=L, mm, emni).
a 1300 CursorM 13242 Di mckes all 0 pis he said For-qui

it es mi blod 1388 Wyclit Gen 111, 3 For whi [Vulg emni]
God woot that, in what euere dai ge schulen ete therof[etc ]

c 1449 Pecqck Repr iv iv 445 Forwln whi schulde he thanne
morecorrecte than becoirectid 1460-70 Bk Quintessence
(1866) 18 Saturne pe planete is enemye to al kynde For why,
euery snow [etc ] coinep of him 1513 Bradshaw St Wer-
bnrge 1 2607 Her merytes were manifest and playne For
whybyhei merytes Sygnes and myrades were shewed
full playne 1603 Knolles Hist Turks 618 A camell might
well came one of them [fieldpieces] for why, Solyman
had. brought no greater pieces of batterie with him.
Forwintered * see For- preff 5 c

t Forwith, adv. and prep Obs See also

Forocth, Forrow. [f For adv or For- preff
+ With ] = Before adv. and prep (used of place,

tune, order, etc ).

a 1300 CursorM 213 Drery days fiuteii sal cum for-wlt
domesday Ibid 1068 (Gott

),
pis caym pat 1 forwid melte

vnto his broper ire he bare Ibid. 11006 He pat suld cum
help vr hele Sent him forwit his bedele Ibid 11007 Foi-pi
sent lesus lohn forwith, Ar he himself til vs wald kyth
Ibid X1499 Melchior .. Wit recles forwit him lie fell

a 1400-50A lexander 13, 1 forwith gow alle ettilhs to schewe
Of ane Emperoure. Ibid 1673 As our fadirs has folowid
forwith pis time Ibid, 2242 Quare-to feynys pou pis fare
for-with myne egen ?

b. With ere, than.
ct 1300 Cursor M. 10904 AIs neuer did womman forwit ar

Ibid X0953 He praid in pe kyrk allan, AIs he forwit pan was
wont Ibid. 14423 AIs 1 haf teld you foi wit are

TJ = Forthwith ’ = Immediately, al once.
c 1430 Two Codkery~bks 1. 41, Sc put raw golkys of Eyroun

ij or 11J per-to, & choppe for-with 1609 Bible (Douay) Josh.
11 7 They being gone out the gate forwith was shutte *

Forwithered r see For- prefl 5.

t Forwi'tting, sb Obs. [f For-pref 1 +Wite
v + -ing 1

,
after Du. verwijten ] Reproach

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb
) 91 Parauenture ye remem-

bied not that I shal now save, not to ony forwyttyng ofyow,
foi ye be worthy alle woi ship

t Forwle’nch, v. Obs [OE. foiwlptccan, f.

For- prefx + wlpicean to make proud, f wlanc
proud ] trans To render proud
C897 K. ALltred Gregory's Past xxvi (1B71) 182 Donne

hiene ne magon Sa welan forwlencean a 1310 Lyric P
(Bdddeker) 183 When we bep wip pis world forwleynt

t Forwcrnder, v Obs. [f For- pref. i +
Wonder; cf. Ger. verwundem to be astonished
at ] Only in pa pple. . Astonished.

c X2oo Ormin 3417 Iwhillc mann patt herrde itt ohht For.
wunndred wass paroffe a 1300 CursorM 18163 pai war for!
wondred o pat light 1373 Barbour Bruce xi 10 Till him
tald all haill the cass, That tharof all forvoundent wass
Forwo'rden, ppl a. Obs exc dial Also ii reg

3 Onn forwurrpenn(-likeJ, forworthyn,
9 dial

forwoden. [OE forworden, pa pple. of for-
woo/ dan • see Forworth 7/] Perished, gone to
rum Hence {Ormi) Forwurpenlike adv

, cor-
ruptly, perversely.

c i2oo Ormin 6245 pegg wirrkenn gunnkerr weorre Forr-
wuirpennhke & lilt c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S.) 106
]>ou faiyst as a forworthyn man, pat had leuere to lyen &
1 ottyn m prisoun, pan to do penaunce 1308 Dunbar Flytmgw Kemiedie 103 Foiworthm fule, of all the warld reffuse
15x3 Douglas AEneis vm iv 21 A grysly den and ane for-
worthyne gap of Cauis 1691 Ray N.C Words ^ Foie-
woideti with Lice, Dirt etc., 1 e over-runwith 1847 Halliw
Pore-warden

,
destroyed, undone North 1835 Robinson

Whitby Gloss,, They are lost and forwoden 1’ muck

t Forwo’rk, v. Obs [OE. fonvyrean, f. For-
preff + toyrcan to Work, cf OS . farwirhan,
OHG JirtBirken (MHG., mod.Gei. verwirken),
Got\\. fratuaiti kjan ]

1 trans To forfeit (a possession, privilege, etc ),
rum (oneself) by one’s own conduct
a xooo Crist 921 (Gr ) He bi<$ egeslic to geseonne .pam

pair mid firenum cumaS forS forworhte a 1173 Cott, Horn
22x pat wumungeon hefen rice, pc se deofel forwo[r]htemid
modinesse c 1200 Ormin 13734 Foir affterr pat ta forrme
menn Adam & Eve . Forrwrohhte wairenn gmness Godd
Ibid 17534 Hu wa-renn pegg fomvrolihte To dreghenn wa
wipp tmkdl nhht Inn helle wipp pe defell ? 1481 Caxtcm

R

ey-
nard (Arb ) 52 Have I foi wrought, and angred my frendes

2 To do wrong to, injure
c 1205 Lay 16694 Put pu hauest pas hrege burh swa swiSe

for-worht

3 To overwork, exhaust with toil Only in pa/
pple. Forwrou/ght
X3 EE A Hit P. C 163 pen po wery for-wrogt wyst

no note c 1400 Destr Troy 5861 He was very [= wery] for-

wi oght, & woundtt full sore c 1500 Lancelot 888 So for-

wiocht hys lyinmys ver llhon 1533 Stewart Cron Scot
III 44 Wtne forwrocht, and ncht weilsum of wane

Forworn (fpiWF’-m), ppl a arch, [mod Eng
(strong) pa pple. of Fouweau v ] Worn out, ex-

hausted, decayed, grown old, the worse for wear
1308 Fisiilk 7 Pont Ps li Wks. (1876) 117 To botche or

mende an olde forworen thynge 1570 Dee Math. Pi ef
A lij h, They, who haue requested me, (an old fonvorne
Mathunaticien) to take pen in hand 1590 Spenser F Q
1. vi 35 A billy man, in simple weedes forwome, And solid

with dust. 1623 Gonsalvio's Sp. Inqms 64 He was an old
forwome soldiour 1631 Weevi r Ane Fun Mon 543 Old,
wearied, and for-worne Hachneyes 1849 J A Carlyle tr

Dante's Inferno 32 1 hose spirits who were foreworn and
naked, changed colour 1870 Morris Earthly Par III iv

410 Slowly he went, foi afternoon it was, And with thelong
way was he much foreworn

Forworship see For- pref1
4.

t Forwo*rth, v Obs [OE fonueordan str. vb

,

f For- p>efl + weortian to become (see Worth
v ) ,

cf OHG.fat-werdan.
In early noithern ME occasionally conjugated weak ]

1 mtr To perish, come to nought, go wrong
c xooo Ags Gosp Matt xxvi 52 Mid swurde hig for-

wurpaS c 1175 Lamb Horn 109 J>urh his ahgene ehte
forwurS a on edmesse c 1200 Trm Coll Horn 155 Slim
[sed] ful among pomes, and fonvarS c 1220 Bestiary 175 If

ou hauest is broken Al Su forbreSes, forwurSes and forgelues

a X300 E E Psalter kxxii 9 [lxxxiu xo] pai forworthed in

Enaor 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 780 His werkes for-

woi thes pat he bygynnes.

2 Todegeneiate mto,become(somethingmfenoi)
axzz$Ancr R 370 peo pet schulden one lecnen horesoule
uoiwurSeS fisiciens & licomes leche. Ibid 422 Ancre ne

schal nout forwurtSen scolmeistre.

+ ForwOTTnd, v. Obs, [OE fonuundian, f.

For- pref^ + wundian, Wound vi] trans To
wound sorely Hence Forwoirnded ppl a.

0 E Citron an 882, & pa waeron miclum forslregene & for

wundode aer hie on hond eodon c 1173 Lamb Horn 81 He
com bi pis forwundede mon c 1205 Lay 147x3 Hors foro

nht per for-wundede Catiger 1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 1287

pat folc vel doun vorwounded &. aslawe in eiper side c 1330
Will Palerne 3686 Jour mene pat feynt ar for-fouten in

feld & for-wounded c 1400 Rom Rose 1830 Upon my feet

1 100s up than Feble, as a forwoundid man. 1496 Dives ft-

Paup (W deW ) vi. xv. 238/2 He was so forwounded that

by waye of manhode. nedely he muste dye

+ Forwra*p, v Obs ‘Also 6 fore- [f For-

pref x + Wrap v ] trans. To wrap up Alsofig.
CX386 Chaucer Pard T 390 Why aitow al for-wrapped

save thi face ? — Pars, T, r 246 Al moot be seyd, and no

thyng excused, ne forwrapped 1571 Fortescue tr Mcxia’s

Forest 43 a, Whereunto he [Tamburlayne] answeared fore-

wrappea m coller, Supposest thou [etc ]

t Forwray, V Obs. [OE forwrlgan, f For-

preff + wrdgan to accuse see Bewray.] trans.

To accuse, betray, charge with a crime.
0 E Chron an 1009, Bnhtnc forwregde WulfnocS to

pam cynmg a 1200 Moral Ode 97 per sculle hen deofles

swo fele pe wulleS us forwreien a 1223 Juliana 46 Ooer
ichulle forwreien to mi meinfule feder 1303 R Brunne
Handl Synne 11448 pe synne hymseif shal forwreye

t Forwre’cche, v Obs - 1 [f For- prefi +
OE wryccan to rouse ] trans To rouse to wrath
CX440 Jacob’s Well (E E.T.S ) 36, I sorwe more, pat I

haue forwrecchyd my god, pan I drede to gon to helle

Forwrinked, -writben : see Fob- prefi 8.



FOUWBOTTGHT 485 FOSSIL,

t Forwrou'ght, ppl a Obs [See Foework
!>.] Destroyed, ruined, accursed. In quot absol
c 1250 Gen <§• Ex 266 Quan al man-kxnde Sal ben fro

dede to hue brojt, And sell sad fro Se forwrojt.

t Forye'llow, v. Obs. rare, [f Fow pre/.^y
Yellow.] mtr. To turn yellow, fade.

c 1220 [see Forworth v ]

+ Forye’me, v. Obs. [OE. forgiman , forgy-

man

,

f Fob- prefX ygleman, gyman, Yeme v
,
to

take care] trans To disregard, neglect.

Beowulf(Gr ) 1751 He }?a for&esceaft forgyte'S and forgy-

me3 £1x75 Lamb Horn. 13 Gif 3e . mine heste forgemeS
C1200 Ormin 7302 purrh }>att teJJ Godess bodeword Fori-
letenn & forrjemmdenn. a 1250 Prov VElfred 207 m O
E Misc 114 Monymon for his seoluer hym seolue for-

yemep c 1320 Cast. Love 947, I seo J?e mis-lyken and al

for-gemed, And out of pin owne lond i*flemed £1440 Ps
Penit (1894! 26 For me that hath thi feyth foryemed

t Foryie’ld, v Obs [f Fob- pref1 + Yield
v ,

=OHG fargeltan (mod.Ger vergelten) ]
1 . trans To repay, recompense, requite. With

personal obj. in dative, and dnect obj of the thing.

Also intr (const of). Phr, God, etc. foryield (it)

971 Bltckl Horn 45 Pa waes himforgolden after his agenum
gewyrhtum. c 1175 Lamb Horn 65 For godes luue forgeue

we al, for he hit wel foraelden seal c *205 Lay 22g8 An
Jm mi muchele swine mid sare forgeldest. a 1300 CursorM
4883 Sir, godd pe for-yeild .Ofal pi god, and haue god day
1362 Langl P. PI A vii 263 pis is a loueli lesson vr lord

hit pe for-3elde ! c 1460 Towneley Mysi, (Surtees) 102 And
men say lyght chepe Letherly for-yeldys. *360 Holland
Crt. Venus 11 560 God 30W foqeild

2 . To afford, permit
£1420 Pallad on Husb, I. 311 Thyn hous to repare as
may thi londe foryelde

Hence Foryie ldiug vbt sb
, the action of the vb ,

an instance of this , retribution, a reward.
a 1300 E E Psalter cn[i] 2 And ml iorgete alle his for-

yheldinges.

Forytt, obs. f. Febbet sb. 1

II
Forzando (fyrtsa-ndfl), adv Mus. [It. gerund

of forzare to force.] With force : an indication

that a note or passage is to be rendered with force

or emphasis ,
= Sfobzando

1828 in Busby Mus Man 1876 in Stainer & Barrett
Fosehip, foshipe, obs. foims of Foeship.
Fosile, obs. form of Fooile.
Fosper, var. f offootspore (see Foot sb. 35).
*570 Levins Mamp 73/44
Fobs, var. form of Force sb 3

, Fosse.

II Fossa (fp sa). PI fosaea Anal [L. fossa
ditch, fem pa pple. (understand terra, earth) of

fodfre to dig.] A shallow depression, pit, or cavity
1830 R. Knox B4clard's Anat 68 The inflation of the

abdomen causes the contents of the stomach to flow into
the nasal fossae or the mouth, 1856-8 W Clark Van

der Hoeven's Zool II 305 Sphenostoma. Nostrils basal,
placed in a fossa 1870 RollestonAnim Life 6 Between
the temporal and the antorbital fossae.

+ Fo'ssage. Obs~° [ad. med L. fossag-ium,
f. ~L.fossa ditch ] (See quot.)
*721-9* Bailey, Passage,a Composition paid, to be excused

from the maintaining the Ditches round a Town
Fossak (fp s&k) (See quot

)

*888 Atkenxum 21 Apr 503/2 The tidal trout, or so-called
* fossak * of the Inver and other nvers

Fossane (fp se*n). [a. F. fassane ; French tra-

vellers givefoussa as the native name.] A species
of weasel or genet, foundm Madagascar, etc

*781 Pennant Quadrup. II. 349 Weesel Fossane. W.
with a slender body [etc ]. *855-82 in Ogilvie.

Fosse (fps). Also 7-9 foss. [a. F. fosse, ad.
L fossa (see Fossa) ]
1 An excavation narrow in proportion to its

length
,
a canal, ditch, or trench

, + a cart-rut.
a *440 Sir Degrev 1640 The stede stert oyer a fosse and

strykys astray *477 Norton Ord Alch 1. inAshm (1632)
10 As water in fosses of the Carte-wheele 1555 Eden
Decades 137 Fosses or trenches made of oulde tyme 1606
Holland Sueton 185 Hee had an intention from thence
by a Fosse to let the Sea into old Rome *664 Evelyn
Sylva (1776) 44. You mayplant themm double Fosses 1806
Surr Winterm Lond (ed 3) III 41, I stripped off several
of his garments, which I threw into a fosse *853 G. John-
ston Nat Hist. E Bord, I. 254 With mounds and parallel
fosses that have evidently an artificial origin
fig. 1549 Compl, Scot. 1 19 The diuyne sapiens gams
them fal in the depe fosse of seruitude
2 esp. in Fortif, and Archotol A ditch or dike

formed to serve as a barrier against an advancing
foe, a moat surrounding a fortified place,
c *400 Maundev (1839) iv 32 There nyghe is the Fosse of

Mennon, that is alle round 1549 Cotiipl. Scot xiv. 113
Thai maid tua lang depe fosses about al the toune 1678
tr Gaya's Art of War 11 *13 A Trench, a casting up of
Earth by way of Parapet, with a Ditch or Foss on the side
of the Enemy, 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl in 1772, 95 A
round British camp surrounded with two fosses 1807 G
Chalmers Caledonia I 1 iv 137 It was defended by three
strong ramparts, and two large fosses 1873 Baker Nile
Tnbut iv 31 A deep fosse is a safeguard against a sudden
surprise. 1882 Swinburne Tristram ofLyonessc 122 What
fosse may fence thee round as deep as hate ?

transf i860 Motley Netherl II ix gs [The Meuse] was
now m the power of the Spaniards, The Province of Bra*
bant became thoroughly guarded again by its foss,

+ 3 . A deep hole dug in the ground j a pit. Also,
a burymg-ground, grave. Obs.

*474 Caxton Ckesse iv vn, Than he herde a voyce that
yssued out of the fosse or pitte of the sacrelises 1669
Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681)137 Its usual to apply good
Mould to fill up the Foss after the placing the Tree 1737
Bradley Fam. Diet s v. The Foss or Pit for the Bait
should be under it as at A B CD ai.777 Fawkes
Apollonius Rkodtus hi 1277 A deep round foss he made,
And on the kindling wood the victim laid 1855 Smedley
Occult Sc 129 Most of the spirits hover over the foss and
its bloody libation.

b. Hist. A pit [ = med. Lat fossa] in which
women condemned for felony were drowned.
*835-80 Jamieson s v. Pit # Gallows, In some old deeds .

these terms [furca etfossa] are rendered pure andfos.
1

4

A waterway or navigable channel Obs.
160* Holland Phny 1 . 117 In the fosse and mouth of this

nuer Phasis

5 An abyss, chasm, or gulf [transl It bolgia ]
1814 Cary Dante, Inf vm. 74 We came within the fosses

deep, that moat This region comfortless

6 Anat = Fossa
1730-36 Bailey (folio), Foss [with Anatomists] a kind of

cavity in a bone, with a large aperture, but no exit or per
foration. *847 Johnston in Proc Berw Nat Club II.

No 5 213 Its origin was marked by a deep incissure or fosse
in the back 1883 Knowledge 13 July 22/2 Between the
margin and the feelers there may be a groove or foss.

7. atlnb and Comb., as foss-ditch ,
foss-work,

Hist [Feudal), work done on the town foss

*772 Burke Corr (1844) I 402 The nature of the Turkish
frontier provinces, an immense foss-ditch (ifI may so call it)

of desert, is a defence made at the expense of mankind
1775 Ash, Foss-work

I! Fosse (f0 se) Also anglicized forms 8 faussee,
fossde, -ee

,
and Sc Fowsie. [F fossf—late L

fossatum, neut. pa pple. of fossa] e, freq. offodere
to dig]
A fosse, ditch, or sunk fence
*708 Lond Gaz No. 4470/3 In the Night we made the

Descent of the Fossds of the Counterguard on the Right
1727 S Switzer Pract Gard ix lxxvii 366 The digging
of the fossee round will go a great way m raising the ground
176* Hume Hist Eng II. xxxvn 312 Having ordered
Andelot to dram the fossee, he commanded an assault

1769 De Foe's lourGt Brit II 173 The Orangeiy is

separated from the Lawn by a Faussee 1802 C James
Miht. Diet., Fossi in fortification See Ditch

Fossed (fpst)
,
a [f. Fosse + -ed 2 ] Encii cled

with or as with a fosse.

*68z Wheler Journ Greece 1 60 A square Toure, or
Castle, Fossed without but not very deep 1831 Landor
Siege Ancona Wks 1846 II 384 Burnt-offerings raised In
your high places, and fossed round with blood 1

Fosser, obs form of Foboer 1

.

160* Holland Phny xvi. xl, These trees be good for

caskets and fossers

Fosset, obs. form of Facet, Fauoet, Foboet.

Fossette (fpse’t). [a F fossette dimple, dim
of fosse ditch • see Fosse.] A little hollow, de-

pression, or dimple , esp a Zool (see quot 1856)
b Path * A small nicer of the transparent cornea,

the centre of which is deep ’ (Ogilv.)
1848 Craig, Fossette (French) a little hollow

; a dimple
*852 Dana Crust 1 49 Inner antennae without fossettes, and
elongated 1856-8 W Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool I

178 Cestoidea —Head usually furnished with fossettes or
suctorial oscules 1862 Dana Man Geol 273 Showing the
depression or fossette m the star on one side.

Fossick (fp sik)
,
v Austral [app of Eng.

dial, origin, cf.
‘ Fossick, a troublesome person,

fossikmg, troublesome. Warw ’ (Halliwell) ]
1 . mtr. m Mining. To search for gold by dig-

ging out crevices with knife or pick, or by work-
ing in washmg-places and abandoned workings
in the hope of finding particles or small nuggets
overlooked by others. Also, tofossick about.
185aW H Hall Diggings Victoria 16 (Moms) Fossick-

ing (picking out the nuggets from the interstices of the slate

formation) with knives and trowels 1855 Clarke Diet

,

Fossick, to undermine a man’s gold-digging 1864 Rogers
New Rush 1, 18 We’ll fossick wherever we think there is

gold *886 M Kershaw m Spectator 4 Dec 1630 When
a Chinaman fossicks about for gold or tin

2 . gen To rummage or hunt about , to search
*887 Illustr. Lond News 12 Mar 282/3 ‘Fossicking’

among books and memoranda I came upon an example
1889 Boldrewood Robbery under Anus (1800) 165 We
fossicked about for a while to see if the man. had left any-
thing behind him 1890 Melbourne Argus b Aug 4/3 Half
the time was spent m fossicking for sticks

3 . trans To dig out, to hunt up (something)
a 1870 Lemaitre Songs ofGold Fields 14 He ran from the

flat Without waiting to fossick the coffin lid out. *893 J
A Barry Stove Browiis Bunytp 8 I’ll have to fossick up
them mokes, Mariar.

Hence Po ssickLng vbl sb and ppl a Also
Po ssioker, one who fossicks, esp. a pocket-mmer
or a prospector for gold
*859 Cornwallis New World I 130 A plain leather belt,

in which he carries his fossicking knife 1864 Rogers New
Rush 11 33 Steady old fossickers often get more Than the
first who opens ground 1880 Sutherland Tales Gold

f

22
He commenced working at surface digging and fossicking

*891 Melbourne Argus 25 July 13/2 One could wish that

all lrrigatiomsts would take the view that most ofthe native
birds, and above all the swamp fossickers, are not merely
friends but allies

Fossiform (fjrsif^im), a [f L. fossa (see

Fossa) + -(i)eoem,] Taking the form of a Fossa.
1846 Dana Zooph, (1848} *83 Cells fossiform.

Fossil (ff fail), a. and sb Also 6 fooille, 7-8

fossil©, (7 -ill, 8 fosile, fossel). [a. F. fossile,

ad. L fossil-ts dug up, f. fodere to dig ]

A adj
1 Obtained by digging

;
found buried in the earth.

[1563 W Fulke Meteors (1640) 1 Those bodies, that are
generated in the earth called Fossiha ] *654 Vilvaim Epit.
Ess hi lxx, Seven unnnxt fossil Metals are iorecited 1669
Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681) 25 Lime, Chalk, Marie, orany
cold fossile Soils, are an extraordinary Impi ovement to dry,

sandy, hot Lands *673 Ray Joum Low C 101 Fossile
Dice, which they say they dig out of the Barth 1732
Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 269 All fossil Salts, as Sea Salt,

Rock-Salt, etc 1816 J Smith Panorama Sc fy Art II

354 Fossil coal, and bitumen, contain a large quantity of
carbon 1834 Ronalds & Richardson Chevi Pechnol (ed 2)

1. 34 The oldest of all kinds of fossil fuel, the anthiacite

t b Fossil fishes

:

fishes anciently supposed to

live in water underground. Obs.
166* Lovell Hist Amm § Min Introd [a *66* Fuller

Worthies Lancashire xi. (1662) 107 These Pisces Fossiles or
Subterranean Fishes must needs be unwholesome.]

2 Now applied in narrower sense to the remains
of animals and plants, belonging to past (usually

prehistoric) ages, and found embedded in the stiata

of the earth. (Commonly apprehended as an attnb

use of the sb.)
Fossil vooiy

,

ivory furnished by the tusks of mammoths pre-

served in Siberian ice ; fossil screws (see quot 1882)
*665 Phil. Trans I. nr Of Fossile wood and Coals.

c 1680 Enquiries 2/1 Is there any Amianthus, Fossile teeth,

or any kind of Ore unknown to you ? 1695 Woodward Nat
Hist Earth vi (1702) 251 The fossil Shells are many ofthem
of the same kinds with those that now appear upon the neigh-
bouring Shores. 1753 Chambers Cycl Suppl sv Ivory,
Fossile Ivory. 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII 801 It is con-
siderably lighter than any fossile petrifaction 1758 Fother-
GILL ibid L. 688 The fossil! Bones of an Alligator found .

near Whitby 180a Playfair Illustr Hutton Th 196 This
is true likewise of the fossil-pitch of Coal-Brookdale *850
Lyell gnd Visit U S. II xxx 177 A fossil forest 1875
Masicell Ivories 2 Another kind of real ivory—the fossil

ivory 1880 Haughton Phys Geog vi 264 Its fossil eggs
are estimated at twenty four pounds weight each 1882
Cassell, Possil screws, a popular name for the casts in the
rock left by spiral shells, or for those of encnnites when their

impressions are horizontally furrowed

fig 1841-4 Emerson Ess , Poet Wks (Bohn) I. 162
Language is fossil poetry. *849 Robertson Serw Ser 1

xu. (1866) 206 Words are fossil thoughts 1877 ConderFowt
Faith 1 34 The fossil impression of a dead faith

b. Used m names of certain mineral substances

fancifully considered to resemble oiganic pioducts,

as fossil copal, coi k, farma . see the sbs.
,
fossil

flax,
paper, wood, wool, vaneties of asbestos

, fossil

flour, meal, ? =fossilfanna
1850 Page Handbk Geol Terms, Fossil-Paper, Fossil-

Wool 1882 Cassell, Fossil-fiour. Ibid, Fossil wood.
*88a Ogilvif, Fossil-flax. 1883 CassellsFam Mag. Dec.
62/2 * Fossil meal ’ is the name given to a composition used
for coating steam pipes and boilers

3

.

Applied contemptuously to persons, ideas, etc :

Belonging to the past, out of date
;

‘ petnfied in-

capable of growth or progress.

*859 T. Parker in Weiss Life (1863) II. 103 The Pope is

a fossil ruler, pre-media.val 1894Ld Rosebery in Westm
Gaz 22 Mar 3/2 Those fossil politicians—for there is a
fossil Radicalism as well as a fossil Toryism

B. sb. +1 In early use Any rock, mineral, or

mineral substance dug out of the earth. Obs.
*619 H Hutton Follies Anat (Percy Soc.) 23 So that he

seemes as if black Vulcan's art Of diverse fossiles had com-
pil’d each part 1665-6 Phil Trans I in Ofsome Fossils

as Sand, Gravel, Earths 1744 Berkeley Sins §23 Its
being dug out of the earth shews it to be a fossil 1799
Scotl Desc? (ed 2) 13 An infinite diversity of minerals and
other fossils 1807 Headrick View Min. etc Arran 38,
I could not find any solid rock of that fossil [pitchstone]

1814 tr Klaproth's Trav 382 The chief mass of this por-
phyry seems . to be a distinct fossil from basalt.

t b A fossil fish • see A. 1 b Obs.

*569 E Fenton Seer. Nat 30b, The auncient Philoso-
phers affirme, that there haue bene founde fishes vnder the
earth, who (for that cause) they called Focilles.

C humorously. Something dug out of the earth

1855 Lady Holland Mem 1yd Smith I 376 You always
detect a little of the Irish fossil, the potato, peeping out in

an Irishman

2 Now onlym restricted sense . Anything found
111 the strata of the earth, which is recognizable as

the remains of a plant or animal of a former geo-

logical period, or as showing vestiges of the animal
or vegetable life of such a petiod.

[1707 Cunas in Husb Gard zp6 When a Plant petri-

fies, it degenerates by degrading it self to the Rank of
Fossiles ] 1736 P Collinson in Darlington's Mem (1849)

73 What are called fossils—being stones, that have either

the impressions, or else the regular foim of shells, leaves,

fishes, fungi [etc ] 1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist (1776) I. 26
These shells and extraneous fossils are not productions of
the earth *83* Brewster Newton (1855) II xvi 100 He
regarded fossils as the real remains of plants and animals
which had been buried in the strata.

3 . Jig. Something ‘petnfied’, that has lost its

vitality or capacity for growth 01 progress Also,
contemptuously applied to a person of antiquated

notions ox habits.

1844 Emerson Led , Yng. Amer Wks (Bohn) II 300
Government has been a fossil , it should be a plant *857
C. Bronte Professor iv, When a man endures what ought
to be unendurable he is a fossil



FOSSILATE. POSTER.

4 attnb and Comb , attubulive or similative, as

fossil-like adj ; objective, as fossil beatmg adj ,

fossil-botanist, one skilled m fossil-botany, the

study of fossil plants
;
fossil-ore (see quot.).

1886 A WinchELL Walks Talks Geol Field 195 These
lowest “fossil-bearing strata 18S0 H Milllr bootfir
Croat x (1874) 183 Ihe “fossil botanist who devoted him-
self chiefly to the study of microscopic structure 188a
Ca.ssi.ll, *Fossil-botany 1874 ISayce Compar. Plulol 1

61 Long-forgotten stiata of society which our “fossil-like

records reveal to us 1881 RaymondMwingGloss ,
*Fossil

ore, fossiliferous red hematite

Hence + Po'ssilry, ? a collection of fossils.

1755 Gentl Mag XXV 567 Verses occasion’d by seeing
the Fossilry at Tenderves 111 Cornwall

Fossilate (fp silc't), v [f. Fossil sl> + -ate 3 ]

turns or mtr. To make 01 become fossil. Hence
Po ssilatedppl a Also Possila’tion, the action

of the vb. ;
= Fosstlization.

18x9 G S. Vxueu Dispensations (1823) I 143 The fossilate

d

ruins of the productions of the tlnid, and fifth, and sixth

demiurgic periods. 183a Fraser's Mag V 553 The fossi-

lated remains of their skeletons *886 A Winchell Walks
<5

'1 alks Gcal, Field 128 There are two suggestions m refer-

ence to the way in which iron-ore particles have been ac
cumulated —lust, fossilation of ancient iron-bogs

;
second,

segregation

Fossiled (fy s\\S),ppl a tan. [f. Fossil sb

+ -ed 1 ] Made fossil, fossilized

1868 G Srri’iiLNs Runic Mon I 28 Everywliete both
living and fossiled word-foliage, everywheie tiansition

Fossiliferous (f/isili'feras), a [f Fossil sb

+
-(i) j?euou8, Cf F fossihflrc ] Beating or con

taming fossils 01 organic remains
18 Lyeil Princ.Geol (1875) II 11 xxi 194 The fossih-

feious deposits of modern date. 1838 Gi ikie Hist Bouldu
vi 97 Richly fossiliferous beds of the mountain limestone

Fossillfication (frsi lihlo? 1

Jan). [f Fossi-
liey : see -fioation.] The action of the vb Fos-
StLlPY

;
petrifaction.

1846 Worcester (cites Wau.es). 1835 in Ogilvie Stippl

Fossi’lify, v. rare-*, [f Fossil sb. + (i)fy ]
ti ans and mtr. = Fossilize.
In recent Diets

Fossilism (fp siliz’m). [f Fossil sb. + -ism ]
1

.

The scientific study of fossils rare - 1
.

1796 Coleridge in J. Cottle Early Recollect (1837)1 192,
I would thoroughly understand Mechanics, Hydrostatics .

Fossilism, Chemistry [etc].

2 The state of being a fossil, the chaiacter or

nature of a fossil

1861 Med Times 18 May 526/1 Precocity may talk of
superfluous laggards and obstructive fossilism

Fossilist (fp silist) Now somewhat rare [f

as prec. + -ist.] One who studies fossils, an autho-
rity on fossils, a paleontologist
1746 [see Argument v 4] 1766 Pennant Zool (1768) I.

41 Those remains which fossihsts distinguish by the title of
diluvian 1806 Guide to Watering Places 1x5 The fossilist

and botanist may here find ample amusement 1876 Page
Adv Text bk Geol. vi 113 Battles of opinion were fought
between Cosmogomsts, Diluvialists, and Fossilists

Fossility (fpsrliti) [f. as prec + -ity Cf. F.

fossiliti.] The quality or state of a fossil

i860 in Worcester (citing Penny Cycl)

Fossilization (fp silaizs' Jan), [f. Fossilize v.

+ -ATIOK. Cf. F fossilisation ]
1 . Hie action or process of fossilizing

;
the conver-

sion of vegetable and animal remains into fossils

1819 G. S Faber Dispensations (1823) I 124 The human
species alone entirely escaped fossilization 1827 G Hig-
gins Celtic Druids 142 Draw up one ofthe piles driven into
the Danube by Trajan, and see how far in it the process of
fossilization has proceeded 1872 Nicholson Paleeont 3
Fossilisation may be applied in a geneial sense to all the
processes through which an organic body passes in order
to become a fossil.

2 . The process of becoming, or state of having
become, antiquated x886 [see Fluidity i b J

Fossilize (fpsilaiz), v [f. Fossil sb +-ize.
Cf. V.fossthser ]
1 . a trans. To turn or change into a fossil

1794 Hunter m Phil Tians LXXXIV 407 Bones that
are Fossilized become so in the medium in which they were
deposited at the animal’s death 1834 F C Bakewell
Geol 32 ‘Petrifying wells’ do not, however, fossilize the
things put into them 1878 Huxley Phystogr 229 There is

much more likelihood that the remains of animals . . should
he fossilized,

b mtr To become, or be changed into, a fossil.

1828 in Webster, and m later Diets.

2 fig a. trans ‘To cause to become antiquated,
rigid, 01 fixed’

,
‘ to place beyond the influence of

change or progress’ (Webster 1864); rarely, to
preserve as if in fossil form. b. intr. for refl.

a 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur Leigh viii 332 Ten layers
of birthdays on a woman’s head Are apt to fossilise her
girlish mirth i86z R H Patterson Ess, Hist fy Art 98
Poetry,—which last century became temporarily fossilised
from a slavish worship of antiquated models. 1877 A B
Edwards Up Nile iv. zoo Sakkaiah fossilises the name of
Sokari, one of the special denominations of Osins,
b 1864 Webster, Fossilize, to become antiquated, ngid,

or fixed, beyond the influence ofchange or progress x888
Co op.'News 2 June 550 If it is to flourish, and not fossilize.

3 . intr. To search for fossils, colloq

1845 Lyell Tiav N.Amer, 1 . 138,

1

fossilized for three
days very diligently.

Hence Fossilized ppl a.

,

Fo ssilizmg vbl sb

and ppl a
1B19 G S Faber Dispensations (1823) I 124 No pioper

fossilized portion of the human subject has ever yet been
detected x8 Lyei l Prmc Geol (1875) I 1 xiv 3x4 'I he
Fossilizing pi ocess, x86x Stanli vLcit Reel Hist p wxvm.
The fossilised relics of the old Imperial Church 1887 1* Ri 1 11

Autobiog I xvm 228 The Academy ‘has changed all that

as well as othu fossilized uiles 1891 Athuucnm 28 Nov
715/1 The fossilizing influence of the patustic theologians

3?ossil(l(e, van form of Focile
16x2 WooDALLSurg MateWki, (1653)151. 1656R1DGIEV

Pract. Physic 242.

[ Fossi'logy. Ohs [Incoirectly f Fossil sb +
-logy,] That branch of science which deals with
fossils

,
palaeontology

,
also, a tieatise on this So

f Fossrlogist, one who studies this science.

1776 G Edwards (title} Elements of Fossilogy 1776 Di-
Costa Conchology 250 Ihe Gryphytai of fossilogists 1806
Guide to Watenng Places 176 In fossilogy we shall notice
the echini, shark's teeth, and ammonia. 1812 Gentl Mag
LXXXII 1 206 An accuiate and learned fossilogist 1866
Phii lira m Athencenm 2 May (1874), Natuial History and
‘ Fossilogy ’, as we then termed the magnificent branch of
study now known as Paleontology

FossiloTogy. tare - 0 A less incorrect form
(m Diets.) of Fossilogy So Fossilolo gical a ,

pertaining to ‘ fossilology FossiloTogist, one
who studies tins science

1837 Whevvell Hist Induct Sc III xviii in § a 525
When earlier write- . v 1 * cr r* xnd fossilo-

logical maps 18641s , 1 » . It 1.
* ^ossilologv

x88z Casslll, Fossilolegist

I' Fo*ssion. Obs ratc~° [ad L fossim-em,
n, of action f fade) e to dig ] A digging
1656-81 Blount Glossogr , Fosston, a digging or delving

|| FoSSOr (fp spi) Eccl. [L. fossor 111 late L
sense of ‘grave-digger’] An officer of the eaily

Cluuch charged with the burial of the dead
1834 Cdl. Wiseman Fabtola (1855) 205, I saw it all,

answered the old fosaor. 1877 Withrow Catacombs 0/Rome
(ed 3) 5x9 A very numerous class xn the economy of the
primitive church was that of the ibsxors, or grave-diggers

Fossorial (fpsoo rial), a and sb. Chiefly Zool.

[f L fossoi i-tts

,

f. fossor,
agent-n of fodZre to dig

+ -al ] A adj

I Having a faculty of digging, able to buriow,

buriowing, fodient.

Fossorial Ilymenoptera, a family of insects called Fossorcs
1836-9 Todd Cycl Anat II 46/s Ihe recently discovered

American fossorial animal, the Chlamyphorus 1845 Zoolo-
gist 111 847 Some species of Fossorial Hymcnoptera 1877
Coues Fur Anvn ix 280 Other animals are as decidedly
fossorial as the Badger
2

.

Of or pertaining to fodient animals, adapted
for or used 111 burrowing
184s Todd & Bowman Phys Anat I 148 Among the

Edentata those tubes possess a clavicle whose habits are
fossoual 1854 Owen in Circ 6c (cx86s) II 107/1 The
fossorial (digging and scratching) character of the ..

mechanism of the limbs 1865 Wood Homes without H.
22 The fossorial limbs of the badger.

B. sb A fossorial animal.
1835 in Ogilvie Suppl., Fossonals

Fossorious (fpsoo nas), a [f. as piec. + -ous ]
- 1‘OSSOBIAL.
1826 Kirby & Sr Entomol (1828) III. xxxv. 545 The first

pair of legs are fossorious

II Fossula (fp sw21a). [L fossula, dim offossa •

see Fossa ] A small fossa , spec a Anat * One
of the numerous slight depressions on the surface of

the cerebium’ (1894 Gould Diet Med) b Zool
A vacant space representing one of the pnmitive
septa of certain corals

,
more fully septalfossula

*843/ G Wilkinson SwedenborgsAmm Kingd 1 , 1 21
They lie on the base of the tongue in supeificiat crypts or
fossulm 1879 Nicholson in Encycl. Bnt VI 382/1 The
septal fossula

Fossulate (fp sw21#) }
a Anat. and Zool [f.

L fossula (see Fossula) + -ate a
.] Having one

or more long narrow grooves or depressions.

1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat III 297/x In the kangaroo .

there is a large fossulate papilla near the base of the tongue

Fossule (fp sizxl) [anglicized form ofFossula,]
- = FOSSULA x88g in Cent Diet.

Fossulet (fp'snzlet). Entom. [dim of Fos-
SULE : see -E r ] An elongated shallow groove.
1889 in Cent. Diet.

‘

t Fo’SSure. Obs ran~* [ad. L fossilr-a, f.

fodfre to dig.] * A digging’ (1727 Bailey \ol II ).

t FO'Stal, sb. Obs rare —

\

In 5 pi fostalx.

[? a contraction of Footstall (not recorded m this

sense) ] The track of a hare
*486 Bk St Albans E vnj b, When he [a hare] rennyth in

the way drye or weete Then men may finde fostalx of clees
or of feete

Fostal, var form of Forestall sb 2.

t Fo’stell. Obs. rare— 1
. [?a OF fustaille

(mod.F.futaille) cask ] ?A cask.
rtisxo Douglas K Hart 11, Ixi, Giein Lust, I leif to the

at my last entie, Of fantisie ane fostell filht fow
Fosten, obs form of Fustian
Foster (fp star), sb 1 Obs exc. in Comb [OE

fSstor, str neut = ON. f6str.—OTent. *fdstro
m

,

|

f root *fdt- (see Food) + instrumental suffix -tro-.]

1 Food, nourishment,
c 1000 Saxon Leechd II 198 Sio isbiodes timbei, &blodes

hus, & fostoi c 1230 Halt Meui 15 Ure hcomes lust is he
fcondes foster

Proverb, a 1420 Hoccli ve De Reg Prmc 60 Styntyne
the cause, th’ effect styntethe eke,No ltnger foister, no lenger
lemman. 1670 Ray Proverbs 94 No longer fostei no lonler
fuend 6

2 Guai dianship, keeping, fostering At foster,
at muse (with a foster-paient)

1 1460 Tovmeley Myst (Surtees) 320 Now shalle thaihave
10m in pyk and tai ever dwellano, Of thare sorow no some
hot ay to be yellnnd In oure fostie x86r G W Dasent
Burnt Njal II 166 They had childien out at foster there
3

.

a. Offspring, progeny b. One nourished or
bi ought up, a foster-child, nui sling c An animal
of one’s own breeding.
a a 1175 Cott Horn 225 Ic Jegaderi m-toSe ofdiercynne

and of fu3el cynne sunlc jemacan, frat hi eft to fostre bien
a 1223 Leg Hath 451 Ant ti semliche schape schaweS wel
bat tu ait fieo moiino foster 13 EE Allit P B 257
For hit was Joe forme-fostei {>at Jie folde bred 13x3 DouglasAl nets vi xv 86 Ne neucr, Lcrtis, the ground of the
Romanis Of ony fostei sail hym so avance
b c 1203 Lay 25921 lUune min n3en uoster. 1385

M, W Commendat Fetscs to Jas Ps Ess Poesie lArb ) 10
Lo heir the fiuetis, Nymphe, of thy fosLer faire

c 1609 Ski ni Reg Maj 108 This beast is my leill,

lawfull, and hunichakle cattell, or my mborne foister, the
quhilk was tlufteouslie stollcn fia me
4 attnb and Comb, as foster-home, -milk,
Fosteu-huother, -sister, Foster-child, -son
and synonymously fostei -babe, -daughter Also
1‘OHTER 1'ATHHt, -MOTHER anti 111 the synonyms
foster-dam, *\-mame (Sc.), -parent, -sire, hence
m sense of ‘acting as a foster-mother or muse’,
foster-city, -earth

x8i8 By kon Ch Har iv lxxxix, All thy ’foster-babes are
dead x6x8 Boiton Floras ill xvm (1636) 228 All Etruria
and Canipama, finally Italy, rose joyntly in armes against
the mother and *foster city 1607 Drydln Zhneid vm 843
'1 hcic.by theWolf, were laid the MartialTwins The “foster-
Dam loll’d out htr fawning Tongue, c 16x6 Wlbster Ditch
Mal/y 11. 11, Go, go, give your “fostei daughters good coun
i»el 1708 J Pint ips Cyder 1 9 The nursling Grove Seems
fair awhile, cherish’d with “foster Earth 1886 Longm Mag.
VII 647 “Foster-homes under the boarding-out system
x6o6 Birnje Kirk-Burialt 1 1833) 17 Superstition, the “foster
mame of .ill error 1582 Blniluy Mon Matrones 111 272
Like a loumg mother, and tender nursse, giving my “foster-

nnlke, the foode of thy word and Gospell, aboundanthe to

all 1649 Jlr Tayi or Gt E.\cmp 37 1 hat little love which
is abated fiom the “Foster-parents upon publick report that
they aic not natural x8x6 Gentl Mag LXXXVI 1 xx
The Gentleman’s Magazine being very justly considered as

the foster-parent of English Topography, 1878 M A,
Brown Nadeschda 16 Scarce had the beauteous maiden
ceased When Miljutin, her kind “foster sire approached.

Hence Po sterslxip = FOSTERAGE.
x86i Clingion Frank CPDonnell no The tie of fostership

is, or at least was, held as sacred as that of natural brothers.

Fo*ster, sb * Obs exc arch. Also 1-3 fostre

[OE {cild-) fostre wk. fem
,
nurse, = MDu voester

(also voetster

,

mod.Du. voedster), ON fish a -
OTent. *fosiron-, { *fdstr-om : see prec. ON had
fdstre wk. masc

,
foster-father, of similar formation.

In the sole recorded OE instance, a variant reading is

cildfistre, which is prob a genuine form —prehistoric

*/6distra, f lootofFooD+ fem agent suffix -m/zY>«,-ster ]

A foster-parent, nurse.

a 1000 Laws ofInc Ixm[i], Mot he habban mid him .

.

his cildfostran [v r -festran] axzx$ 6 t Marher 8 pu art

foster ant feder to helplese children C1250 Gen. X, Ex 2620
Sche fori) ran, And brogt hire afostre wimman Ibid 2624-5
Iakabet) wente bhSe agen, Sat 3he Se glides [cildes?] fostre

muste ben a 1563 Blcon Humble Snpplic Wks 1563 III

21 b, Heretofoie we had suche shepeheardes, as were tender
fosters of thy flocke 1601 Holland Pliny xv iv, The
Greekes, whom wee may count the very fathers and fosters

of all vices 1640 II. Baillie Canterb Self-Convict Pref

10 Your sweete Fosters the Bishops have brought the Pope
upon you and youi Children 1737 Wateri and Eucharist

157 Ihe Word is all Things to the Infant, a Father, a
Mother, a Preceptor, a Foster 1851 LoNGr Gold Leg It.

Village Church, This is the Black Pater-noster, God was my
foster, He fostered me Under the book of the Palm-tree l

+ Fo’ster, sbA Obs Also 5 fostere. [con-

tracted f Forester
;
used in At ]

= Forester.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol 117 A forster [7/ r foster] was he,

sootnly, as I gesse. CX430 Syr Tiyam. 1063 Then swere
the fosters alle twelve, They wolde no wedd but hymselfe.

1460 CArGRAvn Chron in Flaundres had no othir gover-

nouris hut the Fosteres of the Kyng of Frauns 13 Adam
Bel 561 in Hazl. E P P. II 162 Forty fosters of the fe,

These outlawes had y-slaw 1390 Spenser F Q hi 1 17 A
griesly Foster forth did rush 1594 [see Forester i] 1397
Dowland xstBk Songs (1844) 90 And love as well the foster

can, As can the mighty nobleman. 1607 [see Forester 1]

Hence Po stersMp, the office of forester

1628 Coke OnLitt 20 a, The Office of a Fostership [was]

intailed

Foster (f^star), V Forms 1 ?f6stnan, 3

fostren, -in, {Orm fosstrenn), 3-6 fostre, (3

south vostre, 4 fostire), 5 foastre, (5 fostare,

7 fauster), 3- foster [OE *fostnan (Lye),=
ON.fistra (Svr.fosira, Du.foslre), f fdstor, Foster
sbf The recorded OE fistr(f)an may be either f

the same stem or f. fdstre nurse see Foster sbf\

1

1

. trans. To supply with, food or nourishment 5

to nourish, feed, support. In early quots to fad
andfoster. Obs. in lit. sense.



FOSTER 487 FOSTERLING.
[a logo Liber Scmtill Ixxxi (1889) 222 Mann by]> festrud

[meintur] and byS Xefedd ] c 1200 Ormin 1558 Annd Jesu
Cristhimm sellfshallben Uppo batt bod 13 haefedd, To fedenn

& to fosstrenn hemm c 1300 Havelok 1434 Vnto this day,

Haue tch ben fed and fostred ay c 1386 Chaucer Man-
ciple's T 71 Lat take a cat, and fostre him wel with milk,

And tendre flesh 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 434 b/i Wold to

god I had mylke to foustre the wythal 16x1 Shaks Cymb
II 111 xxg One, bred but of Aimes, and foster'd with cold

dishes [1719 Young Busins v 1, The infant of my bosom

!

Whom I would foster with my vital blood ]

fig a 1340 Hampole Psalter ions. 4 For Ju name bon sail

lede me& fostire me a 1400-50 A lexander 3495 His flesche

is fostard & fedd be fi3t & by sternes 1526 Pilgr Perf
(W deW 1531) 108 b, They sholde be with swete conso-

lacyons fostred & nourysshed 1647 H More Song ofSoul
11 11. hi iv, Fauster'd and fed with hid hypocrisie

f 2. To bring up (a child) with patental care,

often, to bring up as a foster-child, be a foster-

parent to. Also withforth ,
up Obs

c isos Lay 23900 Ich wes hire uoster-moder, and feire heo
uostreade. c 1340 CursorM 3070 (Tnn ) Hereshalbou wjb
him wone & foster forb here J>1 sone 1357 Lay Folks
Catech

,

Fleshh fadir and modir That getes and fosters us
forthe in this world, c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T 177
Thy yonge doughter fostred up so softe 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1 vi. Your wyf that as wel as her owne hath fostred

me and kepte 1529 More Supplic SoulysWks 337/2 Oure
fathers also, whiche while we lined fostred vs vp so tenderly.

1588 Shaks Tit. A n 111 153 Some say, that Rauens foster

forlorne children 1606 Bryskett Civ Life 34 Such children
as were borne vnperfect should not be fostered vp 1697
Dryden Mneid vii. 941 The son of Mulciber, Found in the
Fire, and foster’d in the Plains

t b To bring up, educate, nurture in (beliefs,

habits, etc.). Obs
c 1386 Chaucer Sec Nun's T 122 This mayden Was

from hir cradel fostred m the faith Of Crist 1483 Caxton
Gold Leg 378/1 1588 A King tr Ccansius’ Catech. 50
Fosterit, teacnit, and brocht vp in continuall exeicise 1580
Sidney Arcadia, n (1590) 138 b, A Prince fostred [ed.

1598 fostered vp] in blood by his naughty Father

c with reference to Fosterage 2 Also absol
15x5 m St Papers Hen VIII (1834) II 13 Some sayeth,

that the Englyshe noble folke useith to delyver therre
children to the Kynges Irysshe enymyes to foster 1596
Spenser State Irel Wks (Globe) 638/2 These evill customes
of fostnng and marrying with the Irish most carefully to be
restrayned 1775 Johnson West Isl 313 A Laird, a man
of wealth and eminence, sends his child, either male or
female, to a tacksman or tenant, to be fostered 1887 Stokes
tr Tripartite Life Patrtck 141 He gave him to bishop
Bron to be fostered

d. To foster on (a lamb) : to put it to a ewe,
which is not its mother, to be nourished
1816 Keatinge Trav (1817) II 264 Sometimes it is neces-

sary to compel the ewes to admit the lambs, either their
own or fostered on, to suck them Note, To foster on
a lamb, they tie the ewe, and at night compel her to give
suck to the lamb two 01 thiee times

e. transf andfig of a country, etc
a 1300 CursorM 22102 Bethsaida and corozaim, ]>ir tua

cites sal foster him *577 tr Bulhnger's Decades (1592)

145 Euery mans countne which fed, fostered, adorned,
and defended him 1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 1. (Arb) 35
Such barbarus vsadge What soyle wyld fosters ?

3 To ‘nurse’, tend with affectionate caie; to
* nurse cherish, keep warm (m the bosom)
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T x66 And in greet reverenceand

chantee Hir olde poore fader fostred she — Merck T 143
No man hateth his flesh, but m his lyf He fostreth it 1388
Wyclif Prov v 20 Mi sone, whi art thou disseyued of an
alien womman , and art fostnd [fovons] in the bosum ofan
othere? 1483 Caxton G de la Tour I ivb, She haddegrete
pyte of wymmen whiche were at theyre childbedde and
vysyted and foustred them 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) 330, 1 was so foolish and inconsiderate to foster vp as
it weie in my bosom this my domesticall and neglected
enemy 1766 Goldsm Vic W xxxi. What a viper have
I been fostenng in my bosom * 1821 Keats Lamia 140 But
the god fostering her chilled hand, She felt the warmth
4 To encourage or help to grow , to promote the

growth of (a fire, plant, etc ). Also, with \forth,
up Now only with, mixture of sense 3
<21225 Auer R 296 pe sparke liS & keccheS more fur, &

fostieS hit forS, & waxecS from lesse to more 1377 Langl.
P PI B. xvii 206 Wex and weyke and hote fyre togyderes
Fostren forth a flaumbe. 1555 W Watreman Fardle
Facions 1 1 24 The moste pleasaunt plot of the earth, fos-
tered to flounshe with the moistrn e offloudes on euery parte
*576 Gascoigne Philomene 4 Westerne wmdes do foster
forth our floures 1615 G Sandys Trav

.

(1652) 133 They
[the priests] shave their heads and foster their beards, con-
trary to the laity 1850 Tennyson In Mem vm, A flower
Which once she foster’d up with care 1856 Kane Arct.

Expl I ix 98 Fostered by the reverberation of solar heat
from the rocks, we met a flower growth
5 To encourage, cherish, harbour fondly, nurse

(a feeling, etc ) ; to encourage, promote the develop-
ment of, (ofthings, circumstances) to be favourable
or conducive to Also with up.
1570 Buchanan Ane Admonit Wks (1892) 31 Thehamil-

tonis fosterit yair vane hoip 1585 Abp Sandys Serm. x 166
The Arrians, the Anabaptists, the Family of loue, with
all others of the like sort, fostered vp their errors in secret
and darke corners 1755 Monitor (1756) I 11 17 They always
foster up a jealousy in the minds of the people 1783 John-
son Let. to Mrs, Thrale 8 July, Of Miss H— whom you
charge me with forgetting, I know not why I should much
foster the remembrance 1785 Burke Sp Nabob ofArcot's
Debts Wks IV. 207 The system of concealment is fostered
by a system of falsehood *809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865)

192^ Rivalry between two nations fosters all the virtues by
which national security is maintained *844 H H Wilson
Brit India II 216 Thus fostered, the insurrection was

rapidly gaining head 1844 Disraeli Comngsby vii vm,
The enmities that are fostered between you and my grand-
father 1868 Rogers Pol Earn vm (1876)76 The genius of
financiers was directed towards fostering expoitation, check
ing importation 1885 Clodd Myths Dr 1 111 40 The
superstitions which mountainous countries especially foster

+ b To encourage, indulge m a habit, etc Obs
1568 Grafton Chron II 64 Rather to be brideled foi his

presumption, then to bee fostered and encouraged therm
1633 Prynne 1st Pt Histno-mastix vi vi 505 Stage-
playes serve to drawe men on by degrees to ldlenesse, or to
foster, to foment them m it.

Hence JTo stered ppl a.

1583 Stanyhurst JEneis 1 (Arb ) 17 Junoes long fostied
deadlye reuengment 1608 Armin Nest Nsntt (1842) 50
The Citty placed him as a fostred fatherless child *639
G Daniel Ecclus xxix. 95 Thou shalt be revil’d even by
the ffoster’d Child Of thy owne Chanty x7go-x8xx W
Combe Deoil upon Two Sticks 2n Eng (1817) IV 201 The
fostered habits of his mind

Fosterable (fp sterab’l), a. [f. Foster v 4
-able

] That may be fostered
1869 Anc Laws Irel II 165 To return a fosterable child

without necessity.

Fosterage (fp’steredg). Also 7 foateridge.
[f. as prec + -age ]

1. The action, also the office or charge, of foster-

ing or bringing up (another’s child)
16x4 Raleigh Hist World 1 (1634) 18a Some one or other

adjoynmg to this Lake, had the charge and fostendge of
this childe *828 Scott F M Perth, xxvit, Thou art
already envied of many of our tribe, for having had the
fosterage of the young Chief. 188a J Payne 1001 Nts I

x6x For the sake of my fosterage of thee spare this young
lady.

"b The condition of being a foster-child
1867 Pearson Hist Eng I 114 It was rather a sort of

clientship or fosterage 1872 E W Robertson Hist Ess
157 Placed upon a footing with the foster child during his
fosterage.

2 The custom of putting (a child) under the care
of a foster-mother

,
esp. the now obsolete custom

amongst the Insh and Scottish nobility of giving
over their children to a tenant to be nursed and
brought up
1775 Johnson West Isl Wks X 484 There still remains

in the islands, though it is passing fast away, the custom of
fosterage 1875 Maine Hist Inst vm 241 This was
Fosterage, the giving and taking of children for nurture
1893 Joyce Short Hist Irel. 85 One of the leading features
of Irish social life was fosteiage
attnb x88x Leisure Hour Apr 226 Where the fosterage

ties had most Stiength were the north-west of Ulster and
Munster 1893 Joyce Short Hist Irel 86 A fine of two-
thirds of the fosterage fee.

3 The action of encouraging or helping forward.
1816 Keatinge Trav (18x7) I 125 A branch of human

morals so important ; one which calls for the statesman’s
fosterage, the patriot's countenance 1824 Miss Miitord
Village Ser 11. (1863) 262 [Under her] fosterage out evil

habits throve apace 1834 Tails Mag I 848 Its [a con-
spiracy’s] fosterage and management Richmond described
very graphically 1867 Q Rev Apr 430 The scope afforded
by one and all to the fosterage ofthe imaginative quality

Fo’Ster-brother. [OE fbster-britSor, f Fos-
ter sb 1 So ON.f6stbr6Gir~\ A male child nursed
at the same breast as, or reared together with, an-

other of different parentage
a xooo Ags Voc in Wr-Wulcker 268 Alumnus, foster-

brojior 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1 vi, My sone your foster

broder Syre Kay 1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav liv

(*663) 2x2 The Chaumigrem his Foster-brother was Com-
mander in Chief 175a Fielding Ameha Wks 1775 X 78
He had been her foster-brother x8z8 Scott F M. Perth
xxxiv, Eachin Maclan placed himself m the second line

betwixt two of his foster-brothers

transf and fig *587 Fleming Contn Hohnshed III
1320/1 Foure of fansies fellowes, fosterbrothers to desire, and
drie nurst by despaire. 1610 Beaum & Fl Maid's Trag
iv 1, My wrongs, Which are my foster-brothers a 1735
Aubuthnot Wks (1751) I. 195 The Bear with her Cubs
and their Foster-Brother x86o All Year RoundNo 63 295
The nestling cuckoo ungratefully ejects his legitimate foster-

brethren out of the family nest.

Hence Poster-bro therliood.
*886 A thensum 6 Feb 194/x A more picturesque story of

foster-brotherhood was never imagined

Fo’ster-cMld. [OE fosiercild

,

f Foster sb}]

A child as related to persons who have reared it as

their own, or {esp. in Iieland and the Highlands)
to its wet-nurse and her husband ; a nursling
a 1aoo Voc in Wr-Wulcker 538 Alumnus, fostercild 1590

Spenser F Q iii 11. 33, I avow, by this most sacred head
Of my deare fostei cmlde, to ease thy gnefe, x6xa Davies
WhyIreland, etc (1787)135 The foster-children do love, and
are beloved of their foster-fathers 1717 Addison Ovid’s
Met in. 346 The Goddess thus beguil'd, With pleasing
Stories, her false Foster-child 1828 Scott F M Perth
xxxiv, Torqrnl, who entertained for his foster-child even a
double portion of that passionate fondness

fig 1820 Keats Ode on Grecian Vm 2 Thou foster-child

of Silence and slow Time 1846 H Rogers Ess (1874) I

iv 153 Leibnitz [was] a foster-child of Literature

Fosterer (f^'starai) [f. Foster zL-f-ER* ]

1. One who nurses and brings up (a child) ; a
nurse, foster-parent; esp. with reference to the

custom of Fosterage.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb ) 48 What sparkes theyhaue

of inconstancie, they drawe from their female fosterers 1612

Davies Why Ireland, etc (1787) 135 In. Ireland they put
away all their children to fosterers 1747 W Harris in

Southey Comm.-Pl Bk. Ser. h. 362 If any love or faith is to

be found among the Insh, you must look for it among the
fosterers and their foster-children, a 1873 Lytton Pausamas
81 My fosterer, my saviour, my more than father

fig a 1571 Jewel Oit 1 7 kess. (1611) 153 Peace . is the
Nurse and fosterer of the Church of Goa 1836 Lytton
Athens (1837) II 577 Fountains and Rivers and ye Trojan
Plains, I loved ye as my fosterers

2 One who cherishes or cultivates (a plant, etc ).
*628 Prynne Love-Iockes 27 All our Impudent, Ruffianly,

and Shamelesse Love-locke fostereis 1871 M. Collins
Mrq <$ Merck II vt 167 ,

1

don’t pretend to guess whether
she prefers the fosterer of flowers or the smiter of steel

3 A patron, protector, favourer (of persons or
things)

5 one who, or something which, promotes
or encourages the growth of (a feeling, an institu-

tion, etc.)

*58* Sidney Apol Poetne (Arb ) 54 Dooth not knowledge
of Law being abused grow the crooked fosterer of horrible
lntunes? 1586 J. Hooker Girald Irel in Hohnshed
II 132/1 The most notable offenders and their fosterers
1659RUSHW Hist Colli 616 His Mother was a Recusant,
and a fosterer of Recusants 1691 Wood A th Oxon I 8rg
Being found unfit because he was a fosterer of faction, he
resign’d 1B37 Whewell Hist Induct. Sc (1857) I 210
The Arabians became the fosteters and patrons of philo-
sophy 1848 Lytton Harold iv vu, His character, as the
foe of all injustice and the fosterer of all that were desolate

4 Anglo-Irish A foster-brother.

1735 Swift Lett (1766) II 217 When I had credit at
court, I provided for above fifty people of which, not one
was a relation I have neither followers, nor fosterers, nor
dependers 1828 C Croker Fairy Leg II 238 He has an
eye on the farm this long time for a fosterer of his own.

Fo ster-father. [OE fisterfseder, f Foster
sb I (also faster- . cf. 1elated forms under Foster
sb 2 and v.) Cf ON. f6strfa$irJ\ a One who
performs the duty of a father to another’s child,

b The husband of a nurse (esp. m Ireland and the
Highlands).
«8oo Corpus Gloss. 140 Altor

,
fostorfaeder la xooo

Martyrol (Cockayne) 62 He is ure festerfaeder on Cnste
r 1200 Ormin 8855 Annd till hiss fossterrfaderr ec He wass
buhsumnt & milde *3 Guy Warm (A ) 169 Gij a forster
fader hadde That him leid and hint radde 1548 Udall,
etc. Erasm Par Luke 11 37 a, The chylde beeyng vnder
the guydyng ofhis mother, and his foster-father 1622 Bacon
Hen VII Mor & Hist Wks. (Bohn) 342 The duke of
Britain having been a kind of parent or foster-father to
the king 17x1 Addison Sped No 123 V 5 Florio lived at
the House of his Foster-father, 1848 Dickens Dombey 11,

He motioned his child’s foster-father to the door
fig 1561T Norton Calvin’sInst iv 161 Esay promiseth
that kinges shalbe fosterfathers of y“ Chirch <11652 J
Smith Sel Disc 111 51 Epicureans (who are not the true,

but fostei-fathers of that natural philosophy they brag of).

f Po ster-fee ling. ? nonce-wd One who
* fosters feeling a sentimental person.
X784 Unfortunate Sensibility II xxg The luke-wann

rhetoric offoster-feelings

Fo'sterhood. rare [f Foster sb I + -hood ]
The condition of being fostered or nutsed tenderly
1834 Tait’s Mag I 242 Margaret would bid her not

spoil the boy by over-fosterhood

Festering, vbl. sb. [f Foster v. + -ing 1
]

1. The action of the vb Foster in various senses.
c 1230 Halt Meid 33 Jn his fostrenge forS c 1400 Rom

Rose 6113 In Gile & in Ipocrisie, That me engendred & yaf
fostryng 1447 Bokenham Seyntys Introd (Roxb), Of
Seynt Margrete The byrthe, the fostryng and how she
cam Fyrst to the feyth. 1548 Hall Chron, Edw IV
(an 13) 225 b, For the long matntemyng, and fosteryng of
Quene Maigarete, and her soonne Prince Edwarde. *885
Athenmmi 3 Oct 441/2 The withdrawal of such official

and quasi-official fostenng as architecture already has.

b. = Fosterage 2. Obs. ext Hist.
1596 Spenser State Irel Wks (Globe) 638/1 The chiefest

cause of the bringing in of the Irish language, amongest
them, was specially theyr fostnng, and marrying with the
Irish 1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc (1787) 135 In the
opinion of this [the Irish] people fostenng hath always been
a stronger alliance than blood 1827 Hallam Const Hist.
(1876) III xvui 354 The English settlers .connected them-
selves with them [Irish] by the national custom of fostering

2 carter. Food, nourishment, sustenance
c 1386 Chaucer Sompn T 137,

1

am a man of litel susten-
aunce My spirit hath his fostrmg in the Bible

Fostering (f^stung), ppl. a [f. as prec. +
-ing 2

] That fosters, m senses of the veib
1568 T Howell Arb A untie (1879) 35 The fethred fonle

. his fostnng foode, with chirping bill he peckes 1697
Dryden Virg Georg 1 g Bacchus and fost’nng Ceres,
Pow’rs Divine 1764 Goldsm Trav 368 Ihou transitory
flower, alike undone By proud contempt, or favour’s foster-

ing sun 1795 Burns To Cunningham 4 The furrow’d,
waving corn is seen Rejoice in fostenng showers 1840
Macaulay Ranke’s Hist Ess 1851 II 145 Edinburgh has
owed less to the fostenng care of rulers.

Hence Po steringly adv
1838 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV 205 Sheltered and foster-

tngly embowered

Fo’ster-land. rare- 0
, [after Foster-mother,

etc. OE. hadfisterland ‘land allotted for the sup-
port of monks ’ (

=

ad cibum monachorum, Domes-
day) ]

‘ One’s adopted country ’ (Cassell, 1882).

Fosterling (firstejlig). [OE. fdstorhng

.

see

Foster sb.1 and -ling.] A foster-child, nursling'.

c xooo /Elfric Gloss. Supp in Wr-Wftlcker 170 Uema,
uel nemcKitlns, tmberdlmg, uel fostorhng c 1205 Lay
28574 weoren of-sla3e pa Bruttes alle of AiSures horde,
and alle his fosterhnges 1630 B Jonson New Inn v i,

I'll none of your Light Heart fosterlings, no inmates, Sup-
positious fruits of an host’s brain, to be put upon me 1872



FOSTERMENT.
Morris Love ts enough (1873) 70 Bid farewell to thy foster-

ling while the life yet is in me 1886 Sat Rev 20 Feb 272
He has no special fosterling of his own, no pet theory for

which he is bent on securing recognition

+ Festerment. Ohs. iaie [f Foster v . +
ment ] Food, nouushment, subsistence

*593 Nashe Christ's T. 33 b, She had no other refuge of
fosterment, she was constrained . hauing but one onely
sonne, to kill lum and rest him 1623 in Cockeram.

Fo’Ster-motlier. [OE. foster-, fdstormSdor,
f. Foster sh t Cf, ON.fistrnimir. (OE. had also

festermSdor

,

cf. Foster sbfi).] A woman
who nurses and brings up another’s child : a. as
an adoptive mother

; b. in the capacity of a nurse
la rooo Martyrol (1894) 154 pacwcecS bms cnihtes fostor-

modor to ham fteder • gif [etc I c 1205 Lav 25899 Ich wes
hire uostei-moder a 1300 CmsorM, 3347 Hirfostei model
wit hir sco ledd c 1470 Henry Wallace 11 270 *634 Sandys
Prudence x 127 That Clnlde that receiveth nutriment from
his Foster Mother, a *735 Arbuthnot Whs (1751) T 196
The -young Gentleman told Ins Foster-Mother .that [etc],

1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV. 582 Maine . was loved by
Lewis with the love of a father, by Madame de Maintenon
with the not less tender love of a fostei mother 1894 Daily
News 12 Mar 6/5 Each home will be in charge of a foster
father and fostei-mother

fig. 1526 Pilgr Peif (W. deW 1531} 80 Obedience is the
nouryce or fostermother of all vertues 1637 Ld Carey
Rontulus § Tarq sox Liberty belongs to equals, flattery to
inferiours, the one is the Common-wealths Nurse, the other
the Tyrants foster-mother 1876 Bancroit Hist U. S VI
xxxin 129 Francebecame the foster-mother ofrepublicanism

Fo'Ster-nurse. [f Foster j-Z-i] A nurse
who brings up another’s child as her own
1607 Wilkins Misertes Inforst Marr x B nj. Your hands

haue bin to me like bounties purse, Neuer shut vp, your
selfe myfoster-Nurse 1856 Froudu Hist Eng. II 245 The
foster nurse first chanted the spell over the cradle

fig 1600 Shaks A Y. L 11 u 40 Fme hundred Crownes
.Which I did store to be my foster Nurse 1873 Symonds
Grk Poets 311 I11 the North nature is rather an awful
mother than a kind foster-nurse and fnend ofman
Fester-sister. [f- Foster jA1 In OE.

*f6stei'sweostcr (Lye). Cf ON. fistrsystir.] A
female child nursed at the same breast as, or 1eared
together with, another of different parentage.

3:649 Jer. Taylor Gt Exemp 37 Scipio Asiaticus par-
doned them at the request ofhis Foster-sister 1840 DictcrNs
Barn. Rudge \x, [Dolly] had ever since been the humble
fi lend of Miss Haredale, whose foster-sister she was.

Fo‘Ster-son. [f. Foster sh 1 Cf ON fistr-
sonr ] One who is brought up as a son though
not one by birth.

tf *45o LeMorte Arth 2955 That fals traytor, si Moi-
dreid, The Kynges foster sone [Furniv soster son] he was
1697 Dryden Vtrg Past iv 66 O of Coelestial Seed ! O
foster Son of Jove. 1894 J. T Fowler Adamnan Introd
82 He was called the foster-son or alumnus ofAdamnan.

*t* Fo’stler. Ohs rare — 1
, pmetathetic corrup-

tion of Forcelet.1 — Foroelet 2.

*53* Ph. Stronge in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 148 My
wif shall have her coffer and hei fostler to her own use

FostreSS 1 (fpstres). Also 7 fost(e)reflse.

[fem. of Fosterer : see -ess.] A female who fos-

ters, m the senses of the vb.
*603 Holland Plutarchs Mor 161 That hope the nuise

and fostresse of old age. x6it Heywood Gold Age iv i

Wks 1874 III sj. Great Athens The nurse and fostresse of
my infancy a 1637 Bronson Sp at Pr Hemy's Barriers
Wks. (Rtldg) 578/1 Gloiy of knights .Come forth; your
fostresse bids 1 who from youi birth Hath bred you to this
hour 1648 Hexham, Een Mamme ,a Nurse, a Fosteresse,
or a Foster-Mother 1883 Swinburne Century ofRoundels,
In Guernsey, My mother sea, my fostress *891— Eton * an
Ode in Athenaeum 30 May 700/1 With England Eton her
child kept pace as a fostress of men to be.
appositively 188a Swinburne Tristram of Lyoncsse,

Athens 176 Woven about the fragrant forehead of the fos-
tress maiden’s town.

+ Fo'stress a
. Ohs, In 6 Sc foataress. [f

Foster sh.3 + -ess.] =Forestress.
1501 Douglas Pal, Hon 1 xxui, Sine ladyis come with

lustie giltin tressis, In habit wilde maist like till fostaressis,

t Festrild. Ohs. rare- 1
, [f. Foster v +

fem, suffix -ild ] A nurse. In quot. fig
ox2afi Ancr R 72 So hit is ine monie, ase semt Gregorie

seio , Silence is wordes fostrild

Fot(e, Fotch(e, obs. ff. of Foot, Fetch.
Pother

(fp tfaj), sh. Forms : I fdtter, 3-4
south. votSer, 4-6 fother, -yr, futher, -ir, (6
fouther, fowther), 5-7 fuder, -yr, fudder, Sc -ir,

5-

9 fodder, (5-6 foder, -yr, 6 fodar, 7 fooder),

6-

7 Sc Adder, 4-- fother [OE.fSSer str. neut. =
OS.fbthar (MDu voeder, Du. voer), OHG fuodar
(MHG. vuoder, Ger.fuder) WGer. *fhj>r(c)

;

the
continental words mean ‘cartload

5

, ‘a certain
weight supposed to represent a cartload’, *a cer-
tain measure of wine’ (see Fooder, Fodder). The
root is usually believed to be an ablaut variant of
fab- to stretch out : see Fathom sh.]

1 . A load
; a cart-load (of hay, turf, wood, etc.).

Obs exc. dial,

'0 E, Chroti an. 852 (Laud MS ) He scolde gife ilea gear
in to Jjeminstre sixtiga focSra wuda and twself fotSur grsefan
and sex foour gearda c 1205 Lay, 25762 Ban unimete, bi
athnge heom puhte jjritti uooere 1375 Barbour Brace x
198 Ane fudyr greter , Than eny he broucht . befor,
*386 Chaucer Prol, 530 With him ther was a Plowman,

488

was his brother That hadde y-lad of dong ful many a
fother c 1450 Si Cuthbert (Sui tees) 6007 pe sledd it bare
so grete fothir 1469 Plumpton Corr 21 Your tenant hath
not gotten but xu foder ofnay 1490 ActaDom Cone 181
Withhaldiii fourtj fuder of pettis [= peats] of ane yerc
bipast 1568 Wowing foh ^ Jynity vu, I'yve fidder of
raggis to stuff ane jak 1569 in Wills $ Inv N C (Surtees
*835) 307 Lxxx fuclders of barke xx l 1774-5 Act 14
Geo III m Brand Newcastle (1789) I 652 I' out fother
of clod lime, and fifteen fotliers of good manure, on each
acre 18x2 Mtsc in Ann Reg 507/2, 20 fathers of addi-
tional thickness in clay weie thrown in. 189a Northuvibld
Gloss s, v , A fother of muck, or of lime, &c
fig. aizzs Ancr R 140 pu hauest imaked uoSer to heui
uorte ueoren mide he soule

b. Iransf. A mass , a quantity, * lot
’

13 K Alts 1809 Dane . makith tluetyng ful a fothir
Ibid 6467 Heore nether lippe u a foul fother c 1450 Lone-
lick Giail mu 490 Vnder hem bothe was there fair fothir
15x3 Douglas Mitcis x. Prol 159, I compt not of tlur
pagane Goddis ane futhir 15x5 Scot Field 44 Theic they
fell, at the first shotte Many a fell fothir 1567 Sattr
Poems Reform, vi 52 King, Quene and Lord, they pass into
ane fidder,

c. Used for an enormous quantity, a ‘ cart-load 5

of gold or money
c 1386 Chaucer Knt ’s T. 1050 Anothei, That coste

largely of gold a fothei 14 Pat tonope App 3147 Ffor
though a man wolde gyfe a fother Of golde lie myght not
sell to another. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xw\ 62 Out of
thair throttis thay schot on vdder Hett moltm gold, me
thocht a fudder, 1863 Robson Raids Tyne 287 Wheie the
brass he? a' cum frae nebody can tell, .But . they mun have
at least had a fother.

2 spec. A definite weight of some specified sub-
stance. a Of lead 1 Now usually 19^ cwt.
*375-6 [see Fotmal] 1463 Mann, fy Honsch Exp 154My mastyre sent to my lorde a fodyr and di off leedc 1541

La. Treas Acc Scotl in Pitcairn Crtm. Trials I 3x0 For
J>e fraucht of thre fidder of leid 1622 Malynes A tic Law-
Merch. 269 Foure of these Loads will make a Fother of
Lead of twentie hundreth 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet
J iv. In both the Peaks the Merchants deal and sell the Lead
by Fodders x866 Rogers Agnc 4 Prices I. x. 168 The
charrus contains nearly xgk hundreds, that is, it corresponds
to the fodder, or fother, of modern times,

b. elhpt. in phr to fall as a fother (of lead);
hence, a crushing blow.
13 Coer de L. 1732 On liishead falleth the fother. c 1380

Sir Ferteml 641 Euery strok i>at J>ou me rau3t falleb doun
as a fojjer.

e. Of coals
:

(see quot. 1851).
1607 Cowell Interpr

, Fother is a weight of twenty hun-
dred which is a waine or cartload 1765 Lend. Citron 17
Dec 582 Several fothers of coals this week have been found
short of the standard measure 1851 Greenwell Coal-tiade
Terms Northnmb SfDnrh. 26 Father, a measure of coals,
being one third of a chaldron, of 17! cwt.

;
a good single

horse cart load.

Fother (fp-ttei), v. Naut. Also 9 fodder,
[prob ad. D11 voedeien (now voe/en), or LG.
fodem = Ger. futtem to line (used also Naut as
below)

;
cf. further ON. fdtSi a to line, f. OTeut.

*f<5dro- sheath, etc (mentioned under S'odder sh.

:

see also For, Forel) ]
1 . trans. To covei (a sail) thickly with oakum,

rope yam, or other loose material fastened on it,

with the view of getting some of it sucked into a
leak, over which the sail is to be drawn.
1789 A Duncan Mariner's Citron (1805) IV 36 The leak

began to gain upon them, a second sail was fothered and
got under the bottom, 1790 A nit Reg, 263 Pothering it
lound with oakum, to fill up x8xx Naval Chi on XXV 4The sail had been fothered, and drawn undei the ship
1833 M Scott Tom Cringle m. (1859) 93 Get the boatswain
to fother a sail then

2 . To stop a leak by this method
x8oo Naval Chron III, 473 By foddering, and those

excellent pumps, we kept her above water 1820 Scoresby
Acc, Arctic Reg II 449 The different plans which . had
been adopted to stop a leak .were .1, To fother.

Hence Po'ther (fodder) sh,, the material used
for fothenng. IVtlierlngr vhl sh

,
the action of

the vb. Also atirib
., asfothering-mat, -sail.

x8ao Naval Chron III, 473 We could get a sail with
fodder over.

_
18x5 Falconer's Diet Marine (ed. Burney)

s v ,
A superior method of fothenng is now practised. 1819

J H Vavx Mem. I 226 Applying what is termed a
fothenng mat to hei bows 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic
Reg. II. 451 A hunch of rope yarns might enter some of
the larger leaks through the medium ofa fothenng sail.

Fother, obs. form of Fodder
1* Fo'tion. Ohs.— 1 [as if ad. L, *fdtidn-em, n,

of action f fovere to cherish.] A cherishing

.
*656 m Blount Glossogr 1668 Wilkins Real Char n.

lx § s 233 Action Vegetative 4 Fotion, cherishing, foster,
foment, brood 1721-92 m Bailey,

t Fo’tive, a, Obs.- 1
[f. L. fot- ppl stem of

fovere to cherish + -ive.] Cherishing, warming
01639 T Carew Caelum Bnt iv. Wks. (1824) x68 If I not

cherish them With .fotive heat, They know no vegetation

+ Fo'tmal. Obs. See also Formell [app. a
use of OE.fbtmsel, foot measure (see Foot sh. and
Meal)

, the L. fies seems to have been used in the
same sense The reason for the name is obscure.]
A weight used for lead, app. about 70 lbs, the
thirtieth part of a Fother or load.
?ax300 Asstsa de Pondertins in Stat of the Realm I

205 Item charrus plumbi constat ex xxx fotmals , Et quod-
libet fotmal constat ex vj petns, ij hbns minus; Etquelibet

FOITGADE.
petra constat ex xij libris [The transl printed with th>Qpassage (taken from ed 1751) hwformel instead Mfotmalfm the Lat text which this version seems to repiesent sLLBormell] 1375-6 Abingdon Acc (1892) 30 Et ad i&ctlldtimxvj vothres vj votmels [printed votmefs] plumbi ,n non*
dere, Cs 13 Mens of Weight in Rel Antl nwaxpunde makict j ledpound xij ledpunde i fotmal
xxiij fotmel j fothir of Bnstouwe x866 Rogers ArrZ *
Prices I x 168 I his [charrus] contained thirty fontmeli,
[misreadfor fotmelli], fotmael, pedes, 01 pigs

Y tlne *

Fott(e, obs. f Fet, Lood, Foot.
|J
Fotus Obs [L. fetus (-n stem) noun of action

from./0Zi£T£ to warm, cherish ] A fomentation
1586 W Rau

T

xPreserv, Eyesight (1633) 31 If t),e ^esbe oyer-dry, we humect them with a fotus of Mallowsand Violets 1714 Sfett No 57= r 5 The Auoduie Fotur
t Fou ((h), sh. Sc. Obs [? subst. use of fou
Full a.] A bushel.

^
a vjaa Sir Patrick Sptns viii m Child Ballads in fi88s)

25/2, I brough t half a fou o good red goud Out oer the seawith me 1786 Burns A uld Mare, Maggie qq For mv last
fou, A heapit stimpart, I'll reseive ane Laid by for you

1

Fou (fw), a. Sc. Also 6-8 fow, 8 fu\ rvar
of Full o, qv for other senses, in which this
spelling is no longer commonly used ] Drunk.
1535 Lyndesay Satyrc 139 Na he is wod drunkin I tiow*

Se 3e not that he is wod fow ? x6oz ShetlandLaw Ret mScotsman (1886) 29 Jan 7/1 Magnus Crasmusson for being
fow and drunken, etc 1768 Ross Helcnore m n3 Awa’ she
says, fool man, ye'ic growing fu’ 1785 Burns Death ([Dr
Hornbk 14, I wasna fou, but just had plenty. 1820 Scott
Monast Iiitrod Epist , He is as fou asa piper by tins time
1858 Poktlouh Sonhr Johnny 13 The rogue gied monie a
hearty smack When he was fou

Fou, var of Faw, Obs
, dial, f Foul.

fFoirat. = FoosB.
x8aa Scott Nigel 11, There is hay made at the Cross, and

a dainty ciop of founts in the Grassmarket

t Pouch.. Ohs. Forms
: 4 fourche, 5 forche

6 fowche, 7 fouoh(e. Also b urch [ME.fourche.
a OF fourche, forche, lit. ‘fork’: cf. Forche. 1

1 . ? The fork of the legs.

£*33° R Brunne Chi on Wacc (Rolls) 1824 WiJ> fet in
fourche [v r fouche] ilk o]>er tok [said of wrestlers]

2 The hind quarters of a deei
; also//

13 Gaw. Q Gi Knt. 1357 pay . henged [>enne a[y]ber
hi ho3cs of pe fourchez i486 Bh. St. Albans F 111 b, And
after the Ragge boon cuttis euen also The forchis. 1491
[see Fuiich]. c 1550 Wyl Bnche His Test. B 3 b, For to cut
out kindely the fowche. Take of the buttockes .let both the
loynes sitte together and leue therm the kidneys 1631
Brathwait Whimsies, Forrester 36 To present some .

gentleman in his masters name, with a side or a fouch 1671
in 12th Rep Hist. MhS Coimu App vii. (1890) 383 Given
to Mr Bellingham’s man that brought a fouch of venison, cs

Hence rouch v trans
,
to divide a buck into

four quarters (Halhwell)
Fouch, obs. form of Vouch v.

Foud (fand).
_
dial. Also 6, 9 fowd(e, 7 fold,

8 feud [Adoption ofthe local Scand. form ON
ffgrti (Da foged, Sw.fogde) *= Ger. vogt, ad. med.L.
meatus, pa. pple. of voedre to call.]

In Orkney, Shetland, and the Faroe Isles, a bailiff,

magistrate, or governor
; formerly the President of

the Supreme Court in Orkney and Shetland
1581 Sc. Acts fas VI (1814) III 255 Gevand—to the

said lord robert Stewart and Ins . schireffis and fowdts foir-

saidis, full power [etc.]. 1602 71/in District Crt Dmirossitan
in J Milts Diary (1889) 178 Provm in the foldis buikis to

have disobeyit to gang to my loidis wark m Scallowy 1703
Brand Desci Orkney, etc 121 In this parish the Principal
Feud orJudge ofthe Country used to sit and give Judgment
1889 Goodie/. Mills Diary Introd 38 Originally in Shet
land . every . parish had its court, presided over by the
parish Foud 1894 Scotsman 10 Nov 10/6 The Foude [in

Faroe] is collector, or rather treasurer of all kinds of skat

Hence Fou drie [see-RY],the office ofa foud; also,

the district over which his jurisdiction extended
1581 Sc Acts Jas VI (1814) III 254 Our souerane lord

. grantis to_ the said lord robert stewart the offices .

of schirefschip and fowdrie. 1592 Ibid. 6x9 Landis lyand
wtfim the diocie of orknay wthm the faudene of orknay and
Zetland. 1693 J Wallace Descr. Orkney 91 Foudrie, the

Government of the Foud
Foude, var form of Food v
Foudre, var. of Fouldre, Ohs

Foudroyaut (fudroi ant, Fr. fodrwayan)^ a
[a Fr foudi oyant, pr. pple. offoudroyer to strike

with or as with lightning, f.foudre see Fouldre ]

1 . a. Thundering, stunning, noisy, b. Flashing,

dazzling.

1840 De Quincev Style Wks 1859 XI. 210 When - the

‘foudroyant ’ style of the organist commenced the hailstone

choius x86o 0 W. Holmes Elsie V xxx 292 With Helen
Darley as a foil she must be foudroyant
2 . spec in Pathol, of a disease : Beginning m a

very sudden and severe form.
Fouel, obs form of Fowl
II t Fou'et. Obs [Fr fouet whip.] A whip
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr (W de W 1495) n, 296 a/2

Thenne he delyuered to hym a fouet & his hogges to kepe.

+ Fouga’de. [a Fr. fougade, ad. It. fugata.]

= Fougasse ,* alsofig
1643 Sir T Browne Rehg, Med 37 ’Twas not dumbe

chance , that to discover the Fougade or Powder Plot, con-

trived a miscarriage m the letter x686 Loud Gaz. No
2163/1 The Enemy sprang five Mines or Fougades at the

foot of the Breach. 1827 SoutheyPcnins. War II. 126 The
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explosion of two fougades scarcely appeared to impede

their progress.

Fougasse (fwga s) [a Fr fougasse, according

to Hatz -Darm. an alteration of Fougade ]
‘ A

email mine from 6 to 12 feet under ground, charged

either with powder or loaded shells ’ (Voyle)

183a Southey Pemns War III 414 Under the three

angles of the glacis they placed fougasses 1851 J S Mac-

aulay Field Fort 224 The point at which it is intended

to fire the fougasse.

Fouge : see Fog sbfl

Fough, var. of Faugh int

Fought (f§t), ppl. a. [pa pple. of Fight v ]

In senses of the vb
;
also with out. rare in attnb.

use exc with advs., as well-fought. + Close-fought

(nonce-use) : used in hand-to-hand fighting

jeijo J Coke Eng 4 Fr Heralds § 125 He had in his

dayes ben in xxvi fought battayles. 1615 Chapman Odyss

11 727No touch away with him bore o f close-fought sword

18*7 Southey Pemns War II 562 The circumstances of

well-fought field 1865 Swinburne A talanta 2059 The
lord of fought fields Breaketh spearshaft from spear *895

Daily News 17 Apr 7/3 A keenly fought out match

FousfhteXL (ip t’n), ppl a [Archaic form of

pa pple of Fight v see prec ]

1. Foughten field one m which there is or has

been fighting ,
a battle-field Obs exc poet.

1568 Grafton Chron II 424 Was taken prisoner in

a pitched and foughten fielde 1676 Hobbes Iliad 78 With
all the horrour of a foughten field x8xg Keats O/ho 1 m,
A thousand foughten fields 1870 Edgar Rnnnymede 33
You will doubtless live to see many foughten fields

2 Of persons . + a. That has fought {obs ). b.

Sc. Forfoughten.
1631 Chapman Csesar 4 Pompey Plays 1873 III. 166 So

many staid and dreadfull soldiers? long foughten? *786
Burns Twa Dogs 173 Are we sae foughten an* hanass’d

Fou'ghty, a. dial. Also 7 faughty, foughtle,

9 fouty. See also Footy. [app repr. OE *fiihtig

(corresp. to Du vochtig, Sw. fuktig

\

Da. fugtig,

damp), f. filht damp. The form faughty may be

due to confusion withfauty, Faulty At Sheffield

the pronunciation is (finite or finite) ] Musty.
1600 Surflet Countne Farms vi 11 731 A mustie and

foughtie taste in the wine 1623 Markham Farew Hmb
(1625) ns Neither will the Corne corrupt or grow faughty,

as long as the wormewood reraames amongst it 1888

Sheffield Gloss , Meat or broth which has lost its freshness

. or a pudding made of old suet, is fouty.

II Fougue (frig) Obs Also7fogue [a.Frfougue,

ad. It foga ] Fury, passion ; ardour, impetuosity
1660 Dryden Astnea Redux 203 Henceforth their fogue

must spend at lesser rate c 1665 Mrs Hutchinson Mem
Col. Hutchinson (1885) II 55 The governor only laughed

at his fogue 1683 Temple Mem Wks 1731 I 432 After

some Fougue spent for about a Foitmght those Ambas-
sadors began to grow soft and calm again

II
Foujdar (fau'dgdar) Also 7 fous-, 8 phous-,

9 fouge-, faoja-. [Pers.^ljo^s, f Arab. ~yefauj
troop.]

‘ w
* In India, an officer of the Moghul Government,

who was invested with the charge of the police,

and jurisdiction m criminal matters. Also, used

m Bengal last century for a criminal judge ’ (Yule).

1683 Sir W Hedges Diary 8 Nov (Hakluyt Soc ) I

136 The Fousdar received another Perwanna *702 in

Wheeler Madras (1861) I 405 Perwannas directed to all

Foujdars 1763 Orme Hist. Miht Trans Indostan I v
374 The Phousaar of Velore made overtures, offering to

acknowledge Mahomed ally. 1809 Ld Valentia Voy 4
Trav India I vm 409 The Faojadar, being now in his

capital, sent me an excellent dinner of fowls 1828 Heber
Joum India I xvi 419 The 1 Foujdar ’ (Chatellam) of
Suromunuggur 1862 Beveridge Hist. India II v v. 369
The majority dismissed the fougedar

Hence
|]
Fou jdary a. [Pers], pertaining to a

foujdar
1862 Beveridge Hist. India II v vi 413 Each zemindar

was 'to exercise a fougedary jurisdiction' 189a Wharton's
Law Lex

,
Foujdarry-court, a tribunal for administering

criminal law Indian

Foul (faul), a , adv and sb. Forms • 1 ffil, 2-3
ful, (3 ? fugel), 2-5 fule, (5 fulle), 4 foie, (feule),

4-7 foule, fowl(e, 4 south, voule, (5-6 foull,

fow(e)ll), 9 dial feaw, fou, 3- foul. [OE. fill

= OFris fhl{nisse) (Du vml), OHG ftil (MHG.
vhl, Get.faul), ON fill (Sw ful. Da fuuV), Goth.

ftils OTeut. *fhlo~, f root *fu- (also mON.filenn

ToWzn.feyja —*faujan to cause to rot):—Aryan *pu-
(m Skr pit to stink, Gr. iriov, L.pils purulent matter,

L piitere to stink, puter rotten) ] A adj.

I. Grossly offensive to the senses, physically

loathsome
;
primarily with reference to the odour

or appearance indicative of putridity or corruption.
a 800 Corpus Gloss 1031 Hohdo, fule 971 Blichl Horn,

59 Se lichoma bonne on bone heardestan stenc bone fulostan
bi8 gecyrred c 1173 Lamb Horn 43 Ful stunch. cx*3o
Gen 4 Ex 2536 Summehe dedenm vn-$ewed swmc, font
was fusel and ful o stinc c *323 Metr Horn 77 Wykked
folk sail fall doun Into hell that foule dongoun a 1333
More Wks (1537) 477 Lest he finally fall into the fowle smoke
of helle, where he shall neuer see after. 1667 Milton P
L iv 841 Thou resembl'st..Thy place of doom obscure
and foule Mod The foul smells of the place soon drove
us away The foul dens to be found in our great cities

b Of a disease or a person affected with disease

:

Vol. IV.

Loathsome f The foul disease or evil
.
(a) epi-

lepsy, {b) syphilis, etc Foul brood a disease of

larval bees (see quot

)

c 900 Bede Gloss 30 in Sweet 0 E Texts 181 Feda teste,

fulie adle *393 Langl P PI C iv 96 Feueres ojier fouler

yueles. i486 Bk St Albans Cvb, That is tokyn of the
foule glet 1329 S Fish Supphc Baggers (E. E T S ) 1

The foule, vnhappy sorte of lepres 1342 Boordf Introd
Knowl 11 127 As * the foule euyll whyche is the fallyng
syckenes, is at the ende of euery skottysn. mans tale 1607
Iofsell Four-/ Beasts (1638) 367 The disease called the

Foul evill 1697 Dryden Virg Georg m 711 On Winter
Seas we fewer Storms behold. Than foul diseases that infect

the Fold 1744 Berkeley Sins § 63 Useful in gouts, drop-
sies, and rheums, as well as in the foul disease 1888 Gd
Words 353 The terrible disease [of bees] known as ‘ foul-

brood’ 1896 Board of Agriculture Leaflet No 32 Foul
brood or Bee pest is the most terrible scourge of apiculture
It is caused by a rod-shaped micro-organism, called

Bacillus alvei Hives in which foul brood exists give forth

a sickly and unpleasant smell

c. Charged with offensive matter ;
* full of gross

humours ’
(J ). Of a carcase • Tainted with disease.

c 1400 Laifrauds Cirurg 93 bis is be difference bitwene
a cankre & a foul ulcus 1600 Shaks A Y L 11 vu 60,

1

will through and through Cleanse the foul bodie of th’ in-

fected world 1609 Skene Reg May , S/at. Rob/ HI, c 40.

59 b, Fvle Swine, or Corrvpted Salmon, sould be not sauld.

179a Med Jml II 350 A comparative view of a foul ulcer,

with one m a healing state 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. n.

in (1872) 32 Foul Product of still fouler corruption

11 Opposed to Clean a II.

(The implication of disgust etymologically belonging to
the word was formerly often absent in these senses , m
present use association with sense 1 has commonly restored
it, exc in certain technical or idiomatic expressions )

2 Dirty, soiled, covered with or full of dirt.

Of ground, a road Miry, muddy. Now arch, or

dial , exc with mixture of sense 1 . Disgustingly

dirty, filthy.

c 1000 jElfric Gloss in Wr-Wtllcker 125 Stigmentwn, ful

maal on rasgel c 1175 Lamb Horn 81 bes ooer luueS his

sunnen alse deS bet fette swm bet fule fen to Imen in

c 1230 Hall Mad 13 pa like san wrecches but 1 but like fule

wurounge unweddede walewiS C1300 Havelok 555 In a
poke, ful and blac, Sone he caste him on his bac 1387
Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) I 287 Torfes . smelleb wors fan
wode, and makep fouler askes c 1450 Si. Cuthbert (Surtees)

7214 pe way was foule, and wendyng hard c 1483 Caxton
Vocal 16 Yf it [the vrinall] be foull So rubbe it within.

13x6 Will ofR Poke of Wakefield 4 June, To ament a
fowll holle abowt the onge 1333 Coverdale Zech in 4
Take awaye y° foule clothes from him 1633 H Vaughan
Stlex Scint 1 Stars (1838) 36 The night Is dark, and long

,

The Rode foul 1700 5 L tr Fryke's Voy E Ind 341
One of the Washers, came to fetch People’s foul Lmnen.
1807 Med. frill. XVII. 107 The sick dressed in their

foulest clothes 1889 Whitby Gaz 25 Oct 3/3 If the way
be foul so as not to be passable

fig. xs88 Shaks L. L L iv 1 139 Come, come, you
talke greasily, your lips grow foule 1715 De Foe Fam
Instruct 1 iv (1841) 86 If you hold of this Mind, we are

like to have a foul house with you quickly

3 t Of handwriting: Blotted, illegible {obs)

Foul copy , a first copy, defaced by corrections (now
rare) ;

so +foul boohs, etc. (Cf. Clean a 3 c, Fair
a. 8 c.) Foulpioof see qnots

1467 Poston Lett. No 373 II 307 By cause of the foule

wrytyng and interlynyeng x6a8 Earle Microcosm (Arb )

83 Acquaintance is the first draught of a friend, whom we
must lay downe oft thus, as the foule coppy 1659 Burton’s
Diary (1828) IV 470 The particulars in his hands were foul

books and papers, out of which those he had returned were
extracted 1683 Moxon Mech Exerc II 377 Foul Proof
when a Proof has many Faults markt in it. 1758 Jortin
Erasrn I 46 He sent a foul Copy to Ammomus, begging
him to get it transcribed 1888 Jacobi Printers Voc., Foul
proof—a proof distinct from a clean proof,

b Foul bill of health • see Bill sbf> 10

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-ble s v Bill ofHealth.
4 . Charged with defiling or noxious matter

,
esp

said of air, water, etc. t Of a ship : To makefold
water'(see quot. 1769). Cf. Clean a. 2.

Foul cur, water, exc in technical uses asNewt or Mining,
are now used with a mixture of sense 1

1333 Coverdale Jer 11 18 To dnnke foule water 1627

Capt Smith Seaman's Gram, ix 44 Fowle water is when
she comes into shallow water where shee raise the sand or

ose with her way 1653-4 Whitelocke Jml Swed. Emb
(1772) I 13a [The ship] made fowle water by striking

as she passed over the Riffe. 1756 C. Lucas Ess Waters
I 33 The Seme, is foul and turbid as the Avon 1769
Falconer Diet Marine (1789), Eau changle, foul water;
or water whose colour is changed by approaching the shore,

or otherwise 1803 T Lindley Voy. Brasil (1808) 48 Op-
pressed with breathing the foul air. 1817 Coleridge Sibyl

Leaves (1862) 271 The unwholesome plain Sent up its foulest

fogs 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb 4
Durh 26 Foul, in an inflammable state, from fire-damp

having accumulated 1883 Manch. Exam 5 June 5/2 Old
workings charged with foul gas 1891 E Peacock N.Breti-
don I 2 Coal pits make the atmosphere foul with smoke,

b Dirty-coloured, discoloured. Alsojig. rare.

x6ox Shaks All’s Well x m 6 We make foule the clear-

nesse of our deseruings. 1637 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673)

12 Those teeth, which at a distance appear’d rarely white,

are yellow and foul 17x7 tr Frezier's Voy S Sea 183
Glass made with Saltpeter is green, foul, and ill wi ought

1799 G Smith Laboratory I 136 Put into this your yellow-
coloured or foul pearls

5 Of food Coai se, gross, rank Hence, applied

to the eating of such food, or the eaters of it (in

present use, with the stronger notion of feeding on
unclean or putud food).

17x3 Felton On Classicks 67 They are all foi rgmk and
foul Feeding 1726 Shelvocke Voy round World 11737)

256 Notone of us had an hour’s sickness, notwithstanding
we fed on such foul diet as we did, without bread or salt.

1727 Arbuthnot John Bull Postscript ch x. How the Esq
from a foul-feeder grew dainty Mod The vulture Is a foul
feeder

b Of a horse . Sluggish from want of exercise.

+ Hence, torpid [Cf. Get.faul lazy.]

1580 Frampton Dial Vron 4 Steele 133 For if they cast
thejuyee uppon him, it makethhim fowle [Sp loentorpece\

1737 Bracken Farmery Impr, (1757) II 93 Any Horse that
has too little Exercise, and is what we call foul, may puffand
blow when moved quick up a Hill

6 Clogged, choked, or encumbered with some-
thing foreign Cf. Clean a 3 b a. gen. ? Obs.

c *470 Henry Wallace n. 377 Thoct it [the blaid] was
foule, nobtll it was of steyll 1372 Huloet, Fowle corn,
being full of weedts 1^59 B. Martin Nat Hist Eng I
Devon 31 The Head of it lies in a fowl, barren ground 1793
Trans Soc Arts (ed 2) V 77 Ground that is either foul of
weeds or grass 1809 Med Jml XXI 73 Swamps, muddy
banks, and foul shores

b of a gun-barrel, or a chimney.

1674 S. Vincent Gallant's Acad. 17 The Body of it [a
gun] is fowl by being too much heated 1803W. Saunders
Mm. Waters 32 The scouungs of a foul gun barrel. 1846
Greener Sc Gunnery 137 If the gun be allowed to get
very foul x86o-x Flo Nightingale Nursing 24 If your
chimney is foul, sweep it

c Naut Foul bottom, coast, ground (see quot.

1867). Also, of a ship Having the bottom over-

grown with seaweed, shell-fish, etc

1622 R Hawkins Voy S Sea(1847)117 The norther part
of the bay hath foule ground and rockes under water 1683
Hacice Collect. Voy 1 (1609) 23 Yet she out-sailed us, she
being clean and we as foul as we could be 1717 tr Frazier's

Voy S Sea 293 The Sea running high . made us fear,

because the Coast is foul 1790 BeatsonNav 4 Mil, Mem.
405 The Monmouth now became very foul and leaky 1808
Forsyth Beauties Scotl V. 313 The navigation ofthe Sound
of Ilay is dangerous from foul ground 2867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk , Foul Bottom the bottom of the sea if rocky, or
unsafe from wrecks Foul Coast, one beset with reefs and
breakers Foul Ground, synonymous with foul bottom

1873 Bedford Sailor's Pockei-lk v (ed 2) 137 The launch
should be seat in the direction of the foulground

+ d. Of plants • Infested with insect parasites.

Cf Filth 2c? Obs.
x8xx SportingMag XXXVII 33 The peas fine, but foul

[with plant-lice]

e. Path Ofthe tongue Coated with fur, fnrred

1800 Med Jml IV. 422 We misundeistand one of the
most common appearances I mean a foul tongue 1849
Claridge Cold Water-cure 166 Foul tongue and pain at the
pit of the stomach.

7 . Morally or spiritually polluted
;
abominable,

detestable, wicked. For Fold fiend, see Fiend.

Foul thief

.

the devil. Foul spirit = unclean spirit.

Cf. Clean a 4.
a xooo Crist 1482 (Gr ) pu J>mt sele-^escot. Jrarh firen-

lustas fule synne unsyfre besmite an73 Cott Horn 243
Euel 3eJ>anc and fule lustes ci205 Lay 27634 His fule

saule saeh in to helle c 2273 Death 206 in 0 E. Misc 181
pei ich schal imete mony o ful wiht. 1297 R Glouc (1724)

380 Kyng Wyllam bygan sone to febly Vor trauayl of
be foul asa3t a 1300 CursorM 7444 (GOtt ) Goli, J»at etin.

In foul hordam was he getm c 2320 Sir Tristr 1007 J>ou
lexst a foule lesing c 1386 Chaucer Pars T p 72 Ne a
fouler thral may no man maken of his body than for to

yeuen his body to synne c 1420 Metr St Kath (Halliw )

10 Helle hounde, thou fowle wyght c 1423 Sevan Sag,
(P ) 681 The fule thefe He was aboute my wyf to spyle.

1326 Pilgr. Perf (VV de W. 1531) 129 b, Theyr suggestions

& thoughtes be foule & unprofytable, 1526-34 Tindale
Rev xvni 2 Babilon ys become.. the holde of all fowle
sprettes x6xo Shaks Temp iv 1 139, I had forgot that
foule conspiracy Of the beast Calliban 1679 Penn A ddr
Prot 11 v (1692) 186 To be Led

#
in ways we see to be foul

or wrong 1719 Watts Ps exxi. (L M ) 25 On thee foul

spirits have no power 1781 Cowper Expostulation 213
Grace abused brings forth the foulest deeds, As richest soil

the most luxuriant weeds 1817 Coleridge Sibyl Leaves
(1862) 216 Beneath the foulest mother’s curse No child could
ever thrive. 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV 267 Aristophanes

must stand convicted of the foulest motives. 1835 Macau-
lay Hist Eng III. 60 A court foul with all the vices of the

Restoration
ellipt 1788 Picken Poems 8x O’ a’ the Nine, the foul a

ane [= devil a one] Inspins like thee

+b. Guilty of a charge or accusation ;
criminally

implicated Obs. Cf Clean a. 4 b
a 1300 [see Clean a 4 b] 1373 Churchyard CJnppes

(1817) 194, I must .. Prooue foule, or cleans, and bv my
peeres be tried c 1373 Balfour Practicks (1734) 6x1 Efter

the offendar be anis fund foul of the first offence 16a*

Elsing Debates Ho Lords (Camden) 36 Twedy is very
fowle m this buissmes.

8. Of speech, etc : Filthy, obscene; also, dis-

gustingly abusive
a 1000 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 458 Qbscsne, t>xre fulan

c 1450 Grosseteste’s Househ Stat in Babees Bk, 330 That
they be-haue them selfe honestly, with-out stryffe, fowle-

spekyng, and noyse 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 15

Beware that . ther escape out of your mouth noo foule

wordes e 1530 H Rhodes Bk Nui lure 107 in BabeesBk
74 Foule speech deserues a double hate 1390 Spenser F
Q 1 v 30 The hold Semiramis her fowle reproches spoke

1603 Shaks Meets forM v 1 309 In foule mouth To call

him villame 1737 Affect Narr Wager 32 He poured out

a deal of foul Language 2833 Ht Martineau 3 Ages 11. 47
The . gentlemen present had set the fiddlers to sing all

the foul songs 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I 143 Ifyou
don’t stop that foul mouth of yours, I’ll [etc ] 183a Miss
Yonge Cameos I xu 80 Keep , ,

your foul tongue to yourself,

62



FOUL. FOUL.

9 f a Of persons Ceremonially unclean, Of
food : Defiling, not fit for use Obs.

c woo jElfric Judy xm 4 Ne naht fules ne picge I c 1400
Maundkv (Roxb ) xi 41 So foule men schuld noBt corame in

to so lialy place

b. In mod. use applied to fish at or immediately

after spawning Cf. Clean a 5 Is + c. See quot

,

and cf Clean a 5 d ; alsofoul-cut m C. 6
1811 Sporting Mas XXXVIII 212 A foul horse—not a

complete gelding

1 10 Of language, diction : Incorrect, inelegant

Obs,— 1 Cf Fair a 4,
Clean a. 7 a.

1303 R Brunnc Handl Synne 8(327 To my sawe blame
may be leyde For foule englysshe

III Opposed to Faiu a
11. Of persons and material objects * Ugly. Now
rare in literary use, but in many (midi, and north

)

dialects the current sense. Cf Fair a, 1 a.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol 265 And if that she be foul

thou seiit, that bhe Coveileth every man that she may se

1393 Langl P, PI C xix 54 Thenne tok ich hede, Whether
the frut were fatre other foul to loken on, 1413 Pilgr
Smote (Caxton 1483) iv 11 58 These pepyns myght nought
kyndely sprynge to a fayie appeltree but to fowle buskes
and wylde 1483 Caxton G de la. Tour G vij, Soone after

another [sone] they hadde whiche was fowle and lame. 1509
York Manual (Surtees) 27 Forfayiei forfouler 1533 Frith
Another BL agst Rastell (1829) 225 He hath made a foul

hole in his kinsmans best coat. 1568 TiLNrv Disc Manage
Evij, Dayliewc mayo see a foule deformed woman, that
[etc ]. *583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 13 Thou callest

me fowle [Fr laide. It brutla] wenche 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) S3 Hee was set upon a foule lean cam-
mell 1604 Shaks Oth 11 1 141 1607— Tinton iv m 28
1616 W Browne Brit, Past n 1 10 None could be foule
esteem’d compar'd with hei 1836 Emerson Nature, Beauty
Wks (Bohn) II 145 Thete is no object so foul that intense
light will not make beautiful 1841 Trench Parables xu.

(1877) 232 He loved her foul, that He might make her fair.

D. Of a part of an animal : 1 Ill-shaped ? Obs.
1688 Loud Gas, No 2336/8 Lost . a middle-siz’d Fleet-

Hound Bitch, very strong made ,a foul stem. 1703 Ibid.

3881/4 Stolen . a thick punchtng Horse . a little white on
one of his Heels, and a foul Head. [*763 cf 20 a ]

t c Unattractive, poor m quality Obs.

XJ535 Coverdale i Sam xv 9 What was foule and no-
things worth, that they damned. 1606 Shaks. Tr $ Cr 1

ui. 359 Let vs (like Merchants) show out fowhst Waies,And
thinke, perchance, they*l sell

f d. Ofthe face: Disfigured by distress or tears.

C1400 Destr. Troy 8507 Tines fellyn hym to fete with a
foule chere 1611 Bible Job xvi 16 My face is fowle with
weeping.

12. Of sounds Ugly, disagreeable Now dial.

(Common in north midlands) Cf Fair a 2
c 1440 York Myst xxxi 320 O I Be make a foule noyse for

J>e nonys 1568 Grafton Citron II 274 The Genowayes .

made another leape and a foule cne. 1606 Holland
Sueton 8t The Frogges chaunced to make a foule noyse

13. Disgraceful, ignominious, shameful Cf. 7 .

a 1300 Cursor M. 7829 (Gott ) A fouler dede pan am may
driue. <71400 Apol Loll. 35 pe Son of God wold be con.
dempnid to fowhst dep. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camd) 11,

Thenne made I a fulle fowle ende 1 1329 More Comf agst.
Trib m Wks 1213/2 Thys vngracious secte of Mahomette,
shall haue a fowle fall 1559 Mtrr Mag , Northumberland
xi, This fowle despite did cause vs to conspire 1390 Shaks
Mids N in, 11 197 Haue you conspir'd To baite me with
this foule derision t *639 D Pell Impr. Sea 603 This is a
foul blot in the Sailors Scutchion 1736 C Lucas EssWaters II 144, I should be glad to acquit the college, of
this foul charge x8o8 Scott Marm VI, xv, A letter

forged I . .Did ever knight so foul a deed

!

14. Sporting and Games. Contrary to rule or es-

tablished custom, irregular, unfair , said also of the
playei. Foul ball (Baseball) . a ball struck so that
it falls outside the lines drawn from the home base
through the first and third bases, Cf. Faiu a 10.

1797 SportingMag. IX. 283 His antagonist having struck
him two foul blows a x86x Mrs Browning Last Poems,
Ganbaldi 1, Peihaps that was not a foul trick. 188a Field
28 Jan (Cassell), Thus, at billiards, if a player makes a foul
stroke and scoies, his adversary has the option of not en-
forcing the penalty 1892 J Kent Ld. G Bentmck 11 48
Colonel Leigh accused Sam Chifney of foul ndmg,

b. esp. in Foulplay : unfair conduct in a game
;

transf unfair or treacherous dealing, often with the
additional notion of roughness or violence see 17.

So also ffoulplayer Cf fair-play, Fair a 10c
[Cf <7x440 in 17] xs8o Lyly Enphues (Aib.) 289 Foule

gamesters, who hauing lost the maine thinke to face it out
with a false oath x6io Shaks Temp. 1 11 58 What fowle
play had w&that we came from thence? c 1672 Wood Life
(Oxf Hist Soc ) I 383 Supposing that Dr Thomas Jones
. would act foul play in the election 1674 tr, Scheffer's
Lapland xop To strike the ball with their bandies over the
others line (for it is foul play to ilmg it with their hands)
Ibid., Any one that is found delinquent in this kind, is

branded for a fowl plaier 1737M Green Spleen (1738) 21
And when he can't prevent foui-play, Enjoys the folly of the
fray. 1814 Sporting Mag XLIV 241 After the fifteenth

round f Foul play 1 ’ was loudly called 1825 LyttonZiccz 3
Theie can be no foul play at the public tables 1887 Rider
Haggard Jess xxu, At any rate that does not look like foul
play.

c f Of a return : Fraudulent (obs.). Also, in

foul loss : see quot. 1848.
x68«} Luttrell BriefRel, (1837) I 341 Foul returns [of

elections] made in many places 1848 Arnould Mar
Insur (1866) II in ix. 1004 If after a loss has been paid,
the underwriter discovers that there was fraud, misrepre-
sentation or concealment suchpayment is familiarly termed
in insurance law a foul loss.

+ d Foul honesty (? an oxymoron) false pre-

tence of honesty Obs
1330 Hooper Serin on Jonas 111 40 b, Then washeth he

liys handes with as much foule honestie as lie can

15 Of the weathei
,
etc. * Unfavouiable

,
wet and

stormy. Cf Fair a. 12.

<7x380 WvcLir Set in Sel Wks I xox Foule wedir and
coold a 1341 Wyatt in Waiton Hist Eng Poetry (1840)

III xxxvm 47 In foule wether at mybooketo sit 1595
Shaks John iv 11, xo8 So foule a shie cleres not without a
storme x6*8 Diguy Voy Medit (1868) 9 And att night wee
had foule weather x66x Pepys Diary 19 Api ., It being so

foule that I could not go to Whitehall 1719 Dr, Fon
Crusoe 1 xm, A very foul Night it was after it. 1776 Adam
Smith W N i. x (1869) 1. 107 A mason. .can work neither

m hard frost nor in foul weather 1863 Parkman Champlain
111. (1875) 228 For labor or amusement in foul weathei

16 Of the wmd : Contrary, unfavourable
1726 G. Roberts 4 Yeats' Voy 3 Untoward Weather, as

well as a foul Wind X705 Nei son 22 May in Nicolas Disp,
II 39 Continued foul winds from the day of our sailing

1883 S C. Hall Retrospect II 300 The packet could not
sail in the teeth ofa foul wind

17. Of a means or piocedure, and of language •

Harsh, rough, violent Cf Fair a 15.

c 1440 GestaRom lx 248 (Harl. MS ),
Tusting in htmselfe

that the lion woldc have I made a foule pi eye withe J>e lorde

& withe pe lady. 1592 Shaks Vtn. (5 Ad 573 Foul words
and frowns must not repel a lover 1608 YoiA.sk I rag 1

vn, A fouler strength than his O’erthrew me with lus arms
1639 T Brugis tr Camus' M01 at Re/at 171 He would not

have gathered by faire mennes or foule, that which he so im-
patiently desued 1639 D Pn l hupr Sea 79 Some of you
get foul checks 1704 [sec Fair a 13] 1856 ISmiuson
Eng Traits

,
Aristocracy Wks II 83 Wans afoul game

18. Naut
,
opposed to clear-

‘ Entangled, embar-
rassed, or contrary to

'
(Adm Smyth) Const of

fon. To fall,
run foul of. see the vbs foul

berth
,
hawse see quot 1867.

1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram. xm 61 We are fowle
on each other, and the ship is on fue 1697 Dampifr Voy
I x. 303 She coming foul of the same slide was m greatwas m great
danger of being lost, 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy S
Seas 115 In weighing the Grapenel we found itfoul among
some Rocks. X748 Anson's Voy 1 1 10 And we were in no
small danger of driving foul of the Pnnce Frederick. 1769
Falconer Diet Mai me (1789), Tourde cable

,
a foul hawse

,

a turn or elbow in the hawse. 1822 G W. Manky Voy.
Greenland (1823) 13 A small axe to cut away the line, in
case of its getting foul when running out 1829 Marryat
F Mildmay xxui. Topsail-tie is foul 1840 R. H Dana
Bef Mast vu 16 We [the ship] were continually swinging
round, and had thus got a very foul hawse 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk , Foul Berth, when a ship anchors in the
hawse of another she gives the lattei a foul berth Foul
Hawse, when a vessel is riding with two anchors out, and
the cables are crossed lound each other outside the stem,
by the swinging of the ship when moored in a tide-way.

b. Foul anchor • see quot. 1769 . Also, the

badge of the British Admiralty.
1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789), Foul Anchor • it is

so called when it .. hooks some other anchor, wreck, or
cable or when, the ship straying round the bed of her
anchor entangles her slack cable about the upper fluke of
it 1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xm 31 On one of his broad
arms he had the crucifixion, and on the other the sign of
the * foul anchor * x88z Naues Seamanship (ed 6) 203 Put
a foul-anchoi strop lound the crown

19 Of a charge of powder.
1799 G Smith Laboratory I o If the rocket rises a little,

and falls back, the charge is foul

IV. 20 . Comb a. parasynthetic, asfoul-aired

,

-browed, -faced, -minded (hence foulvnndedness),
-thighed, -tongaed, -vizored. Also I’ oul-mouthed
1883 Century Mag XXVI 2x3 The whole place unclean

and "foul-aired xoxo Hlaley St Aug Citie of God 763
The holy servants of the true God live m this "foule-

browed world 1602 2nd Pt Return fr Parnass r 1

(Arb ) 7 Then "foule faced Vice was in his swadling bands
1849 Kingsley Poetry Sacr. # Leg Art Misc 1 . 244 Every
form of prudish ami prurient "foulmindedness 1763 Treat
Dom Pigeons 93 Let it [another colour] fall here, or on
any other part of the thigh, it ls called "foul-thigh’d 1349
Coverdale, etc Erasm Par. Rom 111 8 "Foule tounged
people x6o8MachinDumbKnight 1 1,"Foule vi/ard coynes

b, in attnb. (quasi-a<f/
)
uses of foul weather

(sense 15); alsofoul-weathei like adj.

1768 Wales in Phil Trans. LX 108 Ovei these they
have a kind of foul-weather jacket C1793 Spirit Pub
Jrttis (1799) I 73, I don't care a stale chaw of tobacco for
the foul-weather looks of any fair-weather Jack m the three
kingdoms. 1837 Marryat Dog fiend xu, He remained m
his foul-weather hat. X793 Smtaton Edystone L. § 273
The sky began to look foul-weather-like.

B. sb. [The adj used absol. or elliptically.’]

1. That which is foul (in senses of the adj.), some-
thing foul. Forfoul norfair : on no account, by
no means. Forfoul befall see note on Faiex^ i.

a goo Halsuncge in Sweet O E Texts 176 Bis mun .

seal reda ofei Sa feta 3e ful infalleS a xooo Elene 769 pass
he in ermSum sceal ealra fula ful fah piowian c 1386
Chaucer Man ofLaw's T 525 But what she was, she wold
no man seye For foul ne fair C1400 Sowdone Bab 199
And foule shal hem this day bifalle. X430 Lydg Chron,
Troy 1 v, All the foule shall couertly be wryed £1470
Henry Wallace 1. 430 Foule mot yow fall. 1477 Norton
Ord A Ich iv m Ashm (1632) 47 Foule and cleane by
naturall lawe Hath greate discord 1594 J Dickenson
Ansbas (1878) 54 Foule fall the wagge that lost so rare

befal the man who ever lays a snare in its way 1

Prow, a xfifix Fuller Worthies, Cheshire 1 (1662) 177
Frost and Fraud both end in Foul,

2 . A disease m the feet of cattle and sheep
Also, a disease in dogs (see quot 1854) Cf File
sb'* 6 b
xSmFitzherb Hush §63Therehe bestes, that wyll haue the

foule and that m betwene the cleese, sometyme before andsome tyme bchyndc, and it wyll swell, and cause hvm m
halt 1614 Maricham Cheap Iluib 11 xxm (1668)70 TrouMAH
with that disease which is called the Foule xrn
Pan ary Impr (1736) I 313 What the Covv-Leeches term
the Foul in a Cow’s Foot 1810 Ann Reg 629, 1 have had
them disordered in the feet with the fouls, but not the foot
rot 1834 E Mayiiew Dogs (1861) 114 Foul is not one
disease, but an accumulation of disoi ders, brought on bv the
absence of exercise, with a stimulating diet

1

8 (In sense paitly derived from Foul v) A
collision or entanglement, esp m riding, rowing
running, etc. ; an irregular stroke, piece of play, etc.
To claim a foul : to claim a favourable award
because of uniair action on the part of an opponent.
In Baseball' A foul hit see A. 14

1

1754 Diet Aits S, Sc II 13x1 Foul imports, also, the
running of one ship against .mother *864 Home News 10Dee qt In Canmhes hnumr hie. nnnnnwn inn .1’

the consequence 1873 BrNNrrr Billiards 480 The player
who made the foul must follow suit 189 , Billiard Rules
xix, A player may claim a foul if he sees his opponent touch
a ball

.
(except with Ins cue, when making a stroke)

C adv. [In eaily ME fule, foule, f the adj with
advb ending -e

,
aflei 14th c. not distinguished in

form from the adj.]

f 1, In a manner offensive to the sense of smell
c X200 Obmin x2oi Gat iss Gal deor, and stinnkepp fule

c 1273 XI Pains of Hell 123 m 0 E Misc 130 pe stude
stinkep fulre pane pc hund a X300 CursorM, 18147 pem

hell, sua fule stinkand thing c 1340 Ibid 6333 (Trin
) Pe

wattres pat so foule stank 1363W Fulke Meteors (1640)
67 b, Lead also, which maketh it to bee in colour so blade
and so fowle to corrupt.

1 2
_

In an ugly manner To fare foul'. To be-
have in an unseemly way, ‘ go on ’ outrageously.
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 155 Y frounced foule was hir

visage a X400-50 Alexander 4082 Wemen. pat frely faire

ware of face hot foule ware clethid c 142s Seven Sag (P ) 484
Sclio 1 o-rente hyre clothes and foule ferde c 1430 Merlin
116 Foule weie tnei shordied with the fier

I* 3 Disgracefully, shamefully Obs. To call (a

pet soil) foul', to call by a bad name. Obs.
c 1273 Doomsday 48 in 0 E Misc. 164 So fule he [pe

ewed] vs blende, c X325 Poem temp Edw II (Percy) lxi,

He shal be foul afrounted. 1362 Langl P PI. A, in 179
And pou hast famed me foule bifore the kyng heer 1383
CHAuern L G W 1307 Dido, Ye wil nat fro your wyf
thus foule fleen ? £1386— Pais T p 741 He leseth foule his

good pat ne seketh with the yifte of his good no thyng but
synne c 1430 How Wise Man taufi Ins Son xoo in

Babees Bk 51 To calle hir foule it is pi schame <1x450
K11t.de la Tour *2 [In confession] ye shulde telle the synne
as foule as ye do it, and in the same manere c 1430 Merlin
12 Hir bewte was foule spente, seth it was loste in soche
manere i594Shaks./?xcA lll,m 11 44 He haue this Crown
of mine cut from my shoulders, Before lie see the Crowne
so foule mis plac’d

4. + a Badly, ill, grievously. Obs.
a X223 Ancr R 108 Heo is a grucchild, & ful itowen

c 1340 Cursor RI 1639 (Trin ) Pe erpe wip synne is foul

shent ? 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 1061 They foule abate

the folkes prys 1377 Langl. P PI B x. 472 Selden falle

thei so foule As clerkes of holikirke. £1400 Rom Rose
2653 Than shalt thou goon, ful foule aferd 1426 W. Paston
in P Lett No 7 I 26, I am foule and noysyngly vexed
with hem £1460 Towneley Myst, (Surtees) 114 Ille spon
weft, I wys, ay commys foulle owte 1390 SpenserF.Qi
v 23 Two of thrc.e hei nephews are so fowle forlorne.

b Not m the correct or regular manner.
1683 Land Gas. No. 1840/4 [He] trots and gallops foul.

1686 Ibid No 2x36/4 Stolen or stray'd a red roan Gelding
trots foul cuts behind. 1713 Ibid No 5331/4 Carnes

lus Tad foul 3884 Western Daily Press 16 Apr. 7/2 A
well-known amateur m spurring his first bird fastened

the spur on * foul ', the result being that the first blow it

made mt its own throat.

5. Unfairly ; contrary to the rules of the game.

Also fig in To play (a person) foul

.

to deal

treacherously with
1707 Reflex -upon Ridicule 261 You are fond of Gaming

ana you flay foul 1735 Young Centaur 105 He that plays

foul the most dexterously is suie to be undone 1799
Nelson 17 Oct in Nicolas Disp. IV 60 Our Allies have .

played us foul

6 Comb

,

as foul-fceding,
-reeking, -smelling

,

•spoken adjs.
;
also foul-biting sb (see quot.) ;

foul-

cut a , imperfectly gelded (cf Fool a 9 c)

1822 Imison Sc, $ Art IT 429 Otherwise you will have
parts bit that were not mtendeckwhichis called "foul hitmg.

x8xx Sporting Mag XXXVIII. 213 It was a "foul cut

horse 1634 Bp Hall Set in Rom xu. 2 Wks. II 301

There is an appetitns canvius, that falls upon unmeet and
"foule-feedmg morsels. 1684 Otway A thcist 1 1, The dirty

Dugs of a foul-feeding Witch 1593 Shaks. Liter 709 O
mght, thou furnace of "foul-reeking smoke 1869 E A
Farkes Praci Hygiene (ed, 3) 55 In the case of any "foul-

smelling or suspected water. 1388 Shaks Tit A it 1. 58

"Foule spoken Coward That thundrest with thy tongue

1848 Hare Guesses Ser 11 (1873) 327 They who aie too fair-

spoken before you, are likely to be foulspoken behindyou

Foul (faul), v 1 [In foim repr OE fithan

intr. =OHG fhlbn (MHG vAlen, mod G faulen)

In the trans. use, which begins in the 14th c ,
it may

be regarded as a new formation ; cf. File vfl, to

which the early ME./«/<« trans. belongs]



FOUL. 491 FOULNESS.

I. intr To be foul, become foul

C893K Alfred Oros 1 1. (Sweet 21) Eter licRaS t>a deadan
men swa lange and ne fuhaS c 1000 Ags Ps (Th ) xxxvn[i]

5 Mine wunda rotedan and fuledon c xzoo Trin Coll Horn

37 Sume men ladeS here hf on etinge and on drmkmge alse

swin, be uulieS 13 E E Alht P B 269 So ferly

fowled her flesch J>at >e fende loked, How [etc ] x6gx T
H[ale] Acc New Invent, 41 So apt to foul, or difficult to

clean asWood 1838 Greener Gunnery 400 Prince’s breech-

loader fouls in the proportion of at least 3 to 1 more.

2 trans To render (materially) foul, filthy, or

dirty ;
to destroy the cleanness or purity of

;
= De-

tile w.i 2, File v 2 1

e 1420 Chron Vilod 937 Lest b* holy plase w* \>at blod y
folud shuld be c 1440 Capgrave Life St Hath v 1394 It

is neyther wurshipful ne honest On-to mankeende to foule

soo his nest c 1430 Bk Cnrtasye no in Babees Bk 302

To foule be borde clothe with \n knyfe 1326 Pdgr Per

f

(W deW 1531) 177 He yl hath a precyous garment, wyll

be loth to foule it x6xx Bible Esek xxxiv 19 They dnnke
that which yee haue fouled with your feete 1683 Tryon
Way to Health 303 A close heavy substance that fouls

and makes the blood thick and gross 1703 Oliver in Phil
Trans XXV 2x81 ’Tis farther observable, he never foul’d

his Bed a 1743 Swift Wits (1841) II 353 The waiting

maid fouls a smock more in one hour, than the kitchen maid
does in a week 1736 C Lucas Ess Waters II 141 It fouls

itselfwith a pale ochrous sediment 1865 Kingsley Herew
II. xxn 368 Any more than the wolfwould forgive the lamb
for fouling the water below him 1883 Manch Exam 20

Nov s/s Manchester gas is fouled by sulphur compounds.

b absol To cause filth or dirt, to drop ordure

1483 Caxton G de la Tour G v, It fortuned that the

swalowe dyd fowle within the e>en of Thobye. 1814 J
Gilchrist Reason 56 Thus they croaked, and crawled, and
spawned, and fouled

8 Jig. and in immaterial sense. To defile or pol-

lute (with guilt) ; to dishonour, disgrace

a X300 CursorM 10637 (Gbtt ) To saule bat fowlid was m
sinne. 136a Langl P PI. A. vu 137 Leste be Fend and
heore flesch fouleden heore soules. c 1380 Wyclif Serin.

Sel Wks II 264 Many benken Jjei [be freres] ben heretikes

and foulen men pat maynteynen hem c 1440 Jacob''s Well
(E. E. T S ) 297 For venyall synnes bat foulyth vs yche
day *38x Savile Tacitus' Hist i xlii 41 Fouling his in-

famous life with aslow and dishonest departing 1612T Tay-
lor Comm Titus u 14 He careth not to be filthy still

and to fowle all that come in his compame 1748 Chesterf
Lett (1792) II. cxxxix 372 Your Commensaux, who foul

themselves with scoundrel gamesters 1791 Burke App
Whigs Wks VI 15 With hands not fouled with confisca-

tion. 1862 Goulburn Pers Rehg 111 x (1873) 241 Whose
imaginationshave been fouled of evil 1870 Morris Earthly
Par I 11 621 No weariness ofgood shall foul thy name,

f b. To throw discredit on Obs.

c X440 Gesta. Rom. xvn. 62 (Add MS ) The new lawe that

he made, and fowled Iv r fylid] not the other

+ e To violate the chastity of, debauch. Obs —1

1607 Tourneur Rev Trag 1 111 Wks 1878 II 33 Sweare
me to foule my sister 1

4. To make ugly (see Foul a 1 1) ;
to deface,

disfigure, spoil the look of.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter iv 7 Swa to foule bis ymage [of

God] pb U kan noght knaw til whas lycnynge it is made
1377 Langl P. PI B xix. 309 Kammokes and wedes
Fouleth be fruite in be felde here bei growe togydeies

a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 23 So was the wiff fouled and
maymed alle her lyff 1337 TotteVs Misc (Arb ) 158 He
. fowlth with haile the winters face 1884 Browning Ber-
ishtah (1885) 25 The cloud, which fouled so late Thy face

5 . Chiefly Naut Cf Foul a 18 a To cause (an

anchor, a cable) to become entangled Also, Tojam
or block, render immovable or incapable of work-
ing

,
to make (a sea bottom) * foul

5
or obstructed

1726 G Roberts Four Years Voy 401 'Tis generally said,

That the West of-England-men fouled this Bay, by heav-
ing their Stone Ballast over-board m it 1827 Hood
Sailor’s Apol 11, ’Twas all along of Poll, as I may say,

That fouled my cable, when I ought to slip 1833 Marryat
Pirate vui, See that she does not foul her anchor 1885
Manch Exam. 17 Jan 5/4 The Manchester express ran
into a mineral train by which the line was fouled x8ga Law
Times Rep LXV 590/1 A ship .fouled her propeller. 1895
Daily News 9 Sept 3/3 Station him at the east section

of the Circus to prevent the traffic from east to west ' foul-

ing’ the crossing.

fig 1863 Dickens Mut Fr, 1 xiv, His luck’s got fouled
under the keels of the barges

b mtr. To get foul
,
to become entangled

1837 P Colquhoun Comp Oarsman's Guide 32 To foul, or

get foul, is to get entangled. x86o C Harrold m Men
Marine Mag VII. 173 The chain fouled on the windlass

1867 F. Francis Anelmgv, (1880) x66 He will be perpetually
fouling in the branches,

c trans. To run foul of, collide with,

1839 Guardian 2 Mar 195 In attempting to make the
harbour [she], fouled the pier x86x Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf il (1889) x6 He managed to get into Iffiey lock
on the way up without fouling the gates x868 Kinglake
Crimea (1877) IV xm 389 Herjib-boom fouled the pb-boom
of the Agamemnon 1873 W S Hayward Love agst
World 125 Keep to the left, or you'll foul me
6. a. Sporting and Games Cf Foul a 14 To

handle or strike an opponent m a * foul * manner,

b Baseball. To hit a foul ball To foul out : to

be caught * out * from a foul ball

Hence Fou ling’ ppl. a Also Fort lea?, qne that

fouls or makes dirty.

a 1030 Liber Scintill ix (1889) 45 Fuhgendum Iimum
1630 J. Taylor (Water P) Praise cleane Linen 13 Wks n
x66 Prayers for the cleane amendment of all foulers of

Linnen 1896 Daily Chron 23 Mar 3/2 Ridding our soot-

charged passages of the fouling stuff

t Foul, fowle,® 2 Obs [a. Y.fouler to tread,

trample, press Cf. Full v
,
l1 oil v *] ti ans To

trample, tread, tread down
a 1400-50 Alexander 4681 And be }>ar gold in oure gate
We do bot foulis it with oure fete 1483 Caxton Gold Leg
24 b/2

r
Ihe presse I have torned and fowled all allone

«i533 Ld Berners Huon cxl 524 The countre is sore
fowllyd and opressyd 1643 Prynne Popish R Fav 46 He
caused the Image of the Crosse to be redressed, and. that
men should not foule it under their feete

tFouTage. Obs rare~\ [f. Foul v 1 + -ask]
Defilement, dul In quot Jig.
1*1603 T Cartwright Confut Rhein N T (16x8) 457

Made fruitfull by the sweet shower of the grace and mercy
of God, and not by the filthy foulage and dung of mans
ment Ibid Pref p xxx, Fowlage [printed fowtage]

Foulard (fwlar, f«la id), [a Fi foulard ]

1 A thm flexible material of silk, or of silk mixed
with cotton
1864 E Sargent Peculiar II 137 Laura was attned in a

light checked foulard silk 1883 Yng Ladies' Jrnl x July
42/1 The new cambrics very much resemble foulards

2 A handkerchief of this material

1879 Boddam-Whetham Roraima 60 Stores filled with,

gay-coloured foulards x888 19th Cent Apr 514 A foulaid
has become a common attire with the St Petersbuig house-
maids.

Fould, obs form of Fold
Fouldage, obs. form of Foldage
+ FouTdenhead. Obs Also 8 foudenhed

[f foulden
,
var of Folden ppl. a + Head.]

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., Foudenhed, a small Pick,
and the least of all the Tools that belong to a Miner so
thin and slender, that it will not abide to have an Eye struck
in it but is made by lapmg over m form ofa Noose, with-
out any Head at all Ibid. 0 iv b, Foulden-Head

+ FouTder, ® 1 Obs [ad OF. fouldrer, f.

fouldre' see Fouldee ] trans To flash or
thunder forth

,
to send forth as a thundercloud or

a gun Also absol

1339 Mnrr Mag ,
Mortimers iv, Which forced enuy foul-

der out the rust That m mens hearts before did he anil

smother 1304 W Percy Cselta x, From the leads of that
proud Citadell Do foulder forth two fierie Culuermes
Hence JFoirldermg ppl a
1390 Spenser F Q ir 11 20 Loud thunder Did rend the

rattling skyes with flames of fouldrmg heat.

j* Fou-lder, ®.2 Obs — 1
[? f Foul a

,

after the

analogy of Moulder ] mtr. To crumble.
x6xo Holland Camden’s Brit 231 When the leaues were

touched they fouldred to dust

+ Fouldre. Obs. Also 4-5 foudre [a. OF
fouldre (Ft foudre) -—wig. Lat. *fulglr-em (L
fitlgur neut ) ] Lightning , a thunderbolt.

c 1384 ChaucerH Fame it 27 That thing that men calle

foudie That smoot somtyme a tour to powdre C1450
Mironr Saluacioun 3413 His face like foudre shynyng
1483 Caxton G de la Tour F uj, Sodome and Gomorre .

were brente by fyre of sulphur and of fouldre.

Foule, obs. form of Foal

II Foul€ (fttlfi). [Fr fouU pressed (cloth), pa
pple offoilier Full v

,
Foul v a

] A light woollen

dress material with a glossy surface

1894 Daily News x8 Sept. 6/4 A dainty little dress in
biscuit-coloured foule

Fouled (fauld), ppl a [f Foul + -ed! ]
In various senses of the vb. Fouled anchor

:

= *foul anchor ’ (see Foul a 18 b).

1388 Wyclif Lev mi 20 A pollutid [v r fouhd] soule

1332 Huloet, Fowled, maculatus X704 Derham in

Phil Trans XXV, 1786 Some of the fouled Oyl of the
Pump spirtled on the Wheels. 1883 Pall Mall G 6 May
ii/i The fouled water from inside the house 1889 Daily
News 6 Aug 6/1 The red flag, with a fouled anchor em-
blazoned thereon

t Fou’Uiead. Obs [f Foul a + -head]
Foulness

0.

13.00 CursorM 1160 (Gott) Felauschip and broberhede

Ne miht t>e drau fra foulhede c 1330 Amis «/ A mil 2393
All his foulehed away was go 1340 Ayenb 257 And zuo
Jjenche his uoulhede and his ziknesse.

Fouling (fan liq), vbl sb [f Foul u'l + -eng 1
]

1 The action of the vb Foul in various senses

C1380 Wyclii- Sel Whs III 514 pe gospel owe]? to be
kept, wibouten ony foulinge, of alle Cnstene men 1532
Huloet, Foulinge or defilynge, vittatio 1380 Hollyband
Treas Fr. Tong

,
Sahssure, fouling 2691 T H[ale] Acc,

New Invent 80 As to its fouling, it fouls nothing near so

soon as a Wood-sheathing 1863 Sat Rev ix Mar 293
The fouling of two boats in a solemn funeral procession

attrib 1893 R Kipi ing Many Invent 248 The rifle

uncleaned, with the fouling marks about breech and muzzle

2

.

concr. A foul deposit, filth Also, + a foul

person, a wretch.
1382 Wyclif Ezek xxiv, 11 That the foulinge theiof be

welhd togidre in the mydil therof 0x430 Cov. Myst
(Shaks Soc ) 306 Spek, I say, thou foulyng 1882 J H
Walsh Modem Sportsm I 382 The chamber where the

fouling collects 1801 Daily News 23 Oct s/8 A rousing

flood will effectually cleanse out this fouling 1

FouTish, a. [See -ish ] Somewhat foul.

1753 N Iorriano Gangr. Sore Throat 76 Her Tongue
was foulish,

Foully (faulili), adv. [f. Foul a +-ly 2
5
m

OE, fiilUce.’] In a foul manner.

1. Fetidly, noisomely, filthily, disgustingly.

0x300 Cursor M. 6333 pe water was al suete alson, pe

water pat sua full stanc, c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxi 96

It es better pal be eten with fewles pan foully to be eten
m be erthe with wormes 1568 Graiton Chron II. 77
Though she were sweete, nowe fowly doth she stmke 1642
Quarles Feast for W, ix, ix 36 Then service is unsweet
and foully taint.

fig 1697 Potter Antig Greece 111 iv (1715) 48 There is

scarce any Passage which does not . foully disgust their
curious Palates

2 Hideously ; with gross disfigurement.
c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vi m 8 Fowlyly hym demenbryd

pai c 1450 St Cuthberi (Surtees) 7809 It was sa fouly
sa defuyled 1366 Drant Horace's Sat 1 111, We calle
him goose, and disarde doulte, and fowlye fatted nowle
1577-87 Holinshed Chron III 1035/1 Houses burned,
and fowhe defaced with fire 1392 Wyrley Armone, Ld
Chandos 6s Fairest truth I fouhestmasked 1632 Sander-
son 12 Serin 466 Foulely defaced with Sinne 1728 Swift
Anszuer 261 Your numerous virtues foully stain’d

3. Abominably, disgracefully, shamefully, with
revolting wickedness, cruelty, or treachery
c 1230 Halt Meid xi Meidenhad is te blosme pat beo ha

eanes fulliche forcoruen, ne sprutecS ha neauer eft, c X340
Cursor M. 16461 (Trm j Iudas bihelde & se3e how foulely
pei wij> him dalt 0x430 Hymns Vtrg {1867) 127 So betyn,
so woundyd, Entretyd so fuly 1577-87 Holinshed Chron
III. 1233/2 His goods by the commons fowhe despoiled

Stanyhurst Mneis lit (Arb ) 72 Al trust fowlye
breaking 1603 Camden Rem 212 Forsooth, yee doe fowly
to smite a King annoynted x666 Bunyan Grace Abound.
J* 159, I had not transgressed so foully as he 1714 Gay
What dye call it f 11 iii, Filbert still is true ; I foully
wrong’d him 1859 Tennyson Enid 459 From mine own
earldom foully ousted me x88o Miss Braddon Just as
I am m, He was foully muidered one October evening

b Impurely, obscenely.
1*1050 Liber Sciutill xxvm. (1889) 106 Wei oft soSlice

gyfernyss & semhtsumnyss wines fnllice [turpi ter] on gal-
nysse tolsett 1603 Shaks Meas for M 11 11 174 Dost
thou desire her fowly, for those things That makehergood?
1864 Neale Seaton. Poems 265 Still Madher the revel,

foulher went the jest

4. With gross contumely, insultingly. Now only
with strong mixture of sense 3, with reference to

slander or coarse language.
<*1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 13,

1

am slane of thaim as

fouly as watere is helt c 1340 CursorM 24085 (Fairf ) Fouli
pai on him spitte 1393 Langl.P PI C xxi 96 Thenne gan
faith foully pe false lewes to despisen 1577 tr Bullmger's
Decades (1592) 129 The things wherein Gods name is fowly
abused 1596 Shaks i Hen IV, 1 111 154 For whose death
we Liue scandaliz’d, and fouly spoken of a 1627 Hayward
Edw. VI (1630) 96 The othertwo [letters] did fully and fowly
set forth his obstmacie 1639 Fuller Holy War hi, xxx
(1647) 163 The Pope hearing thereof, belibelled him more
fouly than ever before 1855 MacaulayAW Eng IV 234
The gentlemen who had been so foully slandered

+ 5 Badly, grievously Obs.
c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 42 Bot ever was Eilred

fouly begiled. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi 156 Quha vist euir

men sa fouly fall As vs, gif that we thusgat leif ? 2339
Tonstall Serin Palm Sund (1823) 8x Surely they be
fowelye deceyued 1377 Hanjmkr Anc Eccl Hist (1619)

360 He erred fowly in the vnderstanding thereof. 1603
Knollfs Hist Turkes (1621) 1217 Hee fell sicke of the

small poxe, wherewith hee was foulely tormented. 1655
Fuller CIi Hist 11 v § x Pope Formosus was foully

offended [x88x R Buchanan God and Man 11 vi, An
innocent man foully taxed and troubled ]

tFouTmouth, a. and sb Obs. [f Foul a. +
Mouth.]
A adj - Foul-mouthed B. sb. A foul-

mouthed person.
a 1640 W Fenner Christ's Alarm 11 (1657) jo Hearing

what this fowl-mouth [Goliath] said 169a Washington tr

Milton's Def Pop 390 Infamous foulmoutb wretch

Foul-mouthed (fcnrliman Sd), a [f Foul a.

+ Mouth + -ed2 ] Of persons and their utterances

.

Using obscene, profane, or scuxulous language
1596 Shaks x Hen. IV, hi. hi 122 Like a foule-mouth’d

man as hee is 1655 Fuller Ch Hist ix vu tj 17 Those
foule mouth’d papers like Blackmoors did all look alike

1730 A Gordon Maffei's Amphith 95 One of those foul-

mouth’d Poets 1838 Macaui ay Ess , Temple

,

Temple .

complained, very unjustly, of Bentley's foul-mouthed rail-

lery 1873 Symonds Grk Poets tv xor This runaway soldier

and foul-mouthed Ionian satirist [Archilochus].

Hence Fou lmou tbedness
1834 Landor Exam Shaks. Wks 1846 II 275 Thou hast

aggravated thy offence by thy foul-mouthedness 1884
Sat Rev 22 Nov. 645/2 The country . has had a taste of

Radical fouJmouthedness,

Foulness (faulnes). [f Foul a 4- -ness]

1 A foul or dirty condition
,
dirtiness, impurity,

pollution, uncleanness. Rarely pi
xssz Huloet, Fowlenes or fylthines, sorditudo 1382

N T (Rhem ) John xm. Annot , The fovlnes of the fute

signified! the earthie affections 1667 Pepys Diary (1877)
V 429 My wife and I fell out a little about the foulness of

the linen of the table 1725 Bradley Fain, Diet s v Fish,

It is the Foulness of the Ponds that stenches the Water
1744 Berkeley Sins § 4 A medicine useful in. foulnesses

of the blood 1809-10 Coleridge Fnend (1865) 214 With
such eagerness as to neglect the foulness of the load 1853
Kane Grvmell Exp xxxi (1856) 271 The foulness of air

in the between-deck cannot be amended.

fig 1755 Young Centaur iv Wks. 1757 IV. 194 Few
know the foulness of their own hearts.

b Ofthe weather Stormmess Ofa sea-bottom:
Rockiness, roughness
1603 Knolles Hist Tw ks (1621) 1028 Such was the foule-

nesse of the winter weather a 17x8 Penn Wks (1726) I

Life 64 Being wearied with the Foulness of the Ways and
Weather 1748 Anson’s Voy 11 1 1x3 To secure them [the

cables] from being rubbed by the foulness of the ground
62-2



FOUMART. 492 FOUND,

c concr. Foul matter; something' that is or

makes foul; a foul crust or deposit; filth, fa
purulent affection (of the skin) Also pi.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvi In (149s) 57° ft*

clensyth the eyen of fowlenes and fylthe. 1583 Hollyhand
Campo di Fior 25 Washe well the fowlenesse which is about

thejointeb of the fingers 1648 Wilions Math. Magick n xn,

(1680) 246 The spots or foulness of other cloaths arc washed
out 1740 Stack in Phil Brans XLI 424 If a glass Globe
filled with Water be rapidly turned on its Axis, one sees

little Foulnesses 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 396
The dust and smoke of earth will continually throw a foul-

ness upon our glass 1782 W Heukrden Comm xxui

(1806) 122 Efficacious in cleansing the skin from many foul-

nesses 1889 R B Anderson tr Rydberg's Tent Myth
214 The floois were made of serpents encased in foulness

Jig a 1654 Scldtn Table-T. (Arb ) 18 They had a Foul-

ness about them, viz. Original Sin, that could not be washed
away but by Baptism 0x7x6 South Scrm (1737)11 199

The wickedness of a whole life, discharging all its filth ana
foulness into this one quality 1790 G Walker Seym II

xxx. 331 What debasing shame must sink the wretched
soul, when foulnesses without number shall be revealed

2 Moral impniity
;
disgusting wickedness

c 153a Dewes Introd Fr in Palsgr 905 The foulenesse,

la turpitude 1578 T N tr Com/ IV India 135 Grievous
smnes..for the foulnesse whereof I name them not 1399
Shake Much Ada iv 1 155 Claudio . lou’d her so, that

speaking of her foulnesse, Wash’d it with teares 1624
Bacon New Atlantis Whs 1837 HI 152 There is not
a nation so free from all pollution or foulness 17x9 Young
Busins v 1, The foulness of thy guilt secures thee From
my repioach 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 208 Those um-
brageous groves were the daik haunts of every foulness

1 3 Ugliness, hideousness, repulsiveness Obs
1382 WycliI' Bible, Prcf Ef> St Jet ome vn. (1850) I 73,

I wole not, that thou be offend id in hob scnpturis thurj

foulness of words 1398 Tri.visa Barth De P. R xn.

xxxii. (1495) 432 The pecok areretli his fethers and thenne
he seetn the fowlenesse of lus fete 1600 Siiaks A.YL
hi v 66 Hees falne in loue with your foulnesse 1697 Dry-
den Mneid vii 582 The Fury with new methods try'd The
foulness of th' infernal Form to hide

f4 Unfairness, dishonesty. Also, roughness,

violence. Cf. Foul a. 14, 17 Ohs
1323 Ld, Berners Froiss I cccxxi 202 a, Outher with

fayrnesse or foulnesse. 1506 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist
Scot, it 150 Be faiines ather be foulnes 1634 Hammond
Fundamentals 99 Piety is opposed to . all fahmess or foul-

ness of intentions

Fcralsome, Foulter, ohs. of Fulsome, Faltjeb.

Foulzie, var. of Fulyie, Sc

Foumart (firinait). Forms : 4 folmarde, 5
£ul(e)merd(e, -mort, 5-6 -mard(e, 5-7 -m.er(o,

(5 -mare), 5 fullimart, 6 fullymart, 7 ful-, 7-8

full-, 7-9 foul(e)mart, 5-7 fow-, 7, 9 fu-, 8, 9
foomart, (6 foumerd, 7 fummer, 8 format), 8-

foumart, [ME,fulmard'—QE, *ful mearS (fill,

Foul a. + mearS marten) ]
1. The polecat {Putonusfodidus).
13 EE Alht P B. S34 pe fox & pe folmarde to be

fryth wyndez 01430 Chester PI, Noah’s Flood 170
(Pollard), Atter and foxe, fullimartes alsoe i486 Bk. St
Albans B vy hj That no fulmertis nor fecheus ne other ver-
myn com nott m to hir 1523 Fitzherb. Hush § 146 Tose
that they be well kepte from fully martes & other vermin
01392 H. Smith Serin (1622) 102 Vsurers lurke about the
City like Rats, and Wesels, and Fulmers 1772 T Simpson
Vermtn Killer 23 The Polecat, Fitchat, Fitchew, Formet
The same animal called by different names m different
countries. 18x3 Scott GuyM xxu, 1 Sicken a day as we
had wi’ the foumarts and the tods ’ 1863 N Macleod
Rentin Highland Par in, Rats, fumarts, wild cats [etc.].

1) Used as a term of contempt or opprobrium.
1308 Kennedie Flytiug w Dunbar 317 Fowmart, fasert,

fostrnt in filth and fen. a 1603 Montgomerie Flyting w.
Polwart 6g False fecklesse foulmart, loe lieere a defyance 1

1633 B Jonson Tale of 7'ub I. tv, You stote 1 Was ever
such a fulmart for an huisher, To a great worshipful lady,
as myself 1 1892 J Payn Mod Dick Whittington I 110
He and that foulmart, the parson, have just gone

2. attn6.,&sfoumart-hunt, -shin
; foumart-dog,

a dog used for hunting the foumart.
x6xa Sc Bk Customs in Halyburton Ledger (1867) 329

Skins called Fowmart skins c 1746 J Collier (Tim
Bobbin) Lane Dial Wits (1862) 32 Mezzil fease gran like
a Foomurt-Dog 1833 Waugh Lane Sketches, Heywood,
etc (1869) 182 Now and then a foomart-hunt takes place

Foun, obs. form of Fawn, Few
+ Pounce, sh Obs. Also forms. [AF. founz
= OF. fonz, fum (mod.Fr. fonds) ’—popular L
*fundus neut. = class L, fundus masc ] The
bottom of anything.

13 E.E Alht P A 113 In be founce ber stonden stonez
stepe 0 1400-30 A lexander 4130 pai flee as fast m-to fiode
& to be founce plangid. £1500 Melnstnt xxiv. 172 The
founs of the valey

t Founce, v. Ohs. [app a F,foncer,i.OF fonz:
see prec.J a. In passive • ? To have one’s atten-

tion fixed upon. b. intr To come down with
force upon,
1430 Lydg. Ckrou Troy v xxxvi, By the power of this

sorceresse I was so founced upon her fayrenesse ; That [etc ].

*330 Palsgr 537/21 1 fownce (Lydfeate]), I dent a thing
Jefence This terme is nat yet in comen use 1565 Jewel
Def. Apol

,

(x6ix) 643 Yet is his soule . crushed with the
beetle of the whole earth, that founceth downe vpon it

Found (found), sb.i Sc [f Found vJ\ —
Foundation, see also quot 1846
18x8 Edin, Mag Dec. 503 Our milkhouse .. micht

hae stude to the last day; but its found bad been onner*
nnmt by the last Lammas-spait 1846 Buchanan TeJinol
Dut

,
Found, in architecture, the trench 01 excavation made

to receive the foundation stones of a wall

Found (found), sh ‘i [f Found vJ] The pi o-

cess of founding (metal, materials foi glass) + Of
found (Sc )

=made of cast metal (cf. Font sb 2 1).

1540 Sc Act Jas V (1597) fe 94 Ane Hagbutte of Founde,
called Hagbute of Crochert 1366 m T Thompson Inv R.
Wardrobe (1813) 166 Fouie new cannon is of found x8x8
Scott Hrl Midi xn, Guns, cioss-bows, hagbuts of found
x8 Glass-making 120 (Cent Diet ) The success of the
subsequent melting or found

Found, sb 3 A comb-makei’s tool (see quot )

1874 Knight Diet Meek I gog Found, a three square,

single cut file or float, with one vu> acute angle.

Found, obs. var of Fount 51
.

Found (found), ppl a, Foims : see Find v
[pa. pple of Find v ]

1 Discovered, met with, ascertained, etc. (see the

verb). Also, with adv. prefixed, as new found,

'l'
rarefound.
c 1380 Wyclii Sel Wks III 347 But Sif he took moie

cliaige upon him bi his newe founaun ordenaunce c 1450
Mil our Salnacionn 231 Also the founden shepe broght
home yt arst was lorne. 1333 Eden {title) A treatyse of

the newe India, with other new founde landcs and Ilandes.

1371 Digges Pantom iv prob. xxiv Ee nj b, The square
of the Dodecnedrons founde side. 1394 Bi undlvil hxerc
1 (ed 7) 96 Double the forcsaid found Root 13 1603-8
Knollls Hist Turks (ibj>) 214 His great vertues, and rate

found courtesie 1720 De Foi C apt, Singleton \m (1840)

223 Oui lost, but now found comrade a 1823 May Collin

in Child Ballads 1 (1882) 38/1 Who owns this dapple grey ?

‘ It is a found one ’, she replied, ‘ That I got on the way.’

f b. Said of childien exposed or abandoned

;

found child (brat, etc )
= Foundling Obs

1653 Valentine Orson 53 This Found-fellow I perceive
growes in great favour with the King Ibid \n 56 They
call me Found-brat 166a Petty Taxes 4 The maintenance
of orphans, found and exposed childien.

c. Found stones : stones obtained from the sur-

face of the ground without quarrying
1885 Blacklaws Quarry Price List, Ruble 4 Founds

Found Stones, not above 7 in. thick per sup. foot 4^/.

2 . Furnished with stores, supplies, or the like

;

of a ship, equipped
,
only with defining word pre-

fixed, as wellfound, singlefound (see quot. 1799)
1793 Smeaton Edystone A § 94 A strong and very well

found sloop 1799 Naval Citron I 216 Her materials were
what is called singlefound, 1, c she had only one anchor,
one cable, etc. 1857 R Tomls A met m Japan 11 35 The
strongest-moored and best found vessels 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. II 11 144 The garrison is large, and well found

t Found, v 1 Obs. Forms . 1 fundian, 2-3
fimdie(n, 3-5 fund(e, 4-6 found(e, 5 fownd(e ,

also 3-5 fond(e. [OE.fundian = OS.funddn —
OTeut type *fund$jan, i *fund- OAryan *pnt~

(whence Gr. itaros way), ablaut var. of *pent- : see

Find v. Cf. OHG. funden (

—

*futuijan) of the

same meaning
, also the cognate Fand v ]

1 intr. To set out, start, hasten ; to go, depart,

betake oneself
; to travel, journey. (In its later use

chiefly north ) Cf. Fand v 8
0x000 Seafarer 47 Ac a hafaS longunge se fie on lagu

fundaS c xooo /Elfril Saints' Lives xxvi 224 And lredde
forS mid him pxr he fundode to c xzoo Tnn Coll Horn
X17 ©0 he ure louerd lhesu enst fundede lichamhche fro
eorfie to heuene. c 1230 Gen Ex 2938 Dis folc of londe
funden ne mot 0 1300 Cursor M. 6034 (Gbtt

)
pe folk to

fond [Cott fund, Fatrf founde] 1 sal giue leue 1375
Barbour Bruce x 256 [Bruce] syne our all the land can
found, c 1440 York Myst ix 8o, I am noujt bowne to
fonde nowe ouer here ffellis. c 1470 Henry Wallace x 32
Nane off that place had power for to found 1533 Stewart
Cron Scot III 433 With clarions cleir Quhomeof the
sound did found attouir the fell 1396 Dalrvmple tr.

Leslie's Hist Scot 111 182 Spangs vp on a swofte horse,
and founde away at speid

b. followed by mf. expressing the purpose.
Beowulf (Gr.) 1819 We fundiafi Higelac secan 0x000

Caedmon's Gen (Gr.) 2269Hwider fundast hu siSas dreogan ?

0x300 CursorM 3091 To fotte mi fader sal yee fund
o To rush or dash forcibly into

,
to strike out

at (with a weapon).
c 1420 Antnrs of Arth, xli, He foundes into the freke

with a fresche fare Ibid xlvu, Fast he foundes atte his
face With a squrd kene c 1435 Tory Portugal 2469 But
lordys of other lond, Every one to other ffond.

2 . To found to (an object) : to strive or yearn
towards, try to arrive at or reach

;
also, to take or

betake oneself to (flight, war, etc.).

« 1000 Crist 1671 (Gr ) Nu hu most feranbider pu funda-
dest longe and gelome. a xooo Guthlac (Gr.) 1062 Sawul
fundafi of lic-fate to ham longan xefean 01250 Owl
Night 848 And techest horn that hi fundieth honne Up to
the songe that evre i-lest. 1352 Minot Poems (Hall) 1 12
When Edward founded first to were c 1400 Destr Troy
10276 pai foundyt to flight

3 . Const with mf. (a development from 1 b) :

To set about, set oneself, try, begin or prepare (to

do something)
; to proceed or go on (to do )

tf xaos Lay 17858 Vther fundede to uarene wifi Passent
to fehten, xa Prayer to our Lady 7 m 0 E. Misc 192
Dai andnichtichfundieto wendende heonne c 1250 Gen <y
Ex, 2831 Moyses, fri^ti, So funden gan to speken wifi letro
oat riche man 1387 Trevisa Higdeit (Rolls) V 33 He
foundede[z/ rr, fonded, vondede] biseliche tofulfille[orig,
implere satagebat) pe counsail of the gospel, c 1460 Towns,
ley Myst. (Surtees) 133 If thou Wyll saue thy self vnshent

ffownde the fast to fare c 1470 Henry Wallace m. aos On
horsis some can found To socour thaim 1674-0! V»vN C Words 141 Found, idem quodfettle [Fettle, to set or
go about any thing]

b with clause . To try to find how (one may, etc )
*3?° Gower Conf III 139 [He] foundeth howe hemieht

excite The juges through his eloquence Fro dethtotorne
the sentence

4 trans a. To tiy, test, tempt (a person)
c 1x75-1400 [see Founding vbl sb ]

b. To make experiment of, prove, try (some-
tiling)

;
also, to follow after, practise

1340-70 Alex <5- Dind 392 Alle leccheries lust vs Hath to
founde Ibul 9x3 And o)nu wordhche werk wisly to founde
£*374 Chauiir And 4 Arc. 241 Feither wol I neuer
founde Non other help, my soles for to sounde cieto
[see Fand 2/ 3]

^
Hence Founding vbl. sb • (a) setting forth

faimg, etc
;

(b) trial, temptation
"

0 L Citron an 1x06, Forfiam hehenoldeon his fundunge
ofer sm lured healdan c 1x75 Lamb Horn 67 Ne led us
noht in to costnunga, >ct is an cun [printed cum] of fun-
dunga c 1400 Apol Loll 87 pc createris of God are maadm to hate, & foundmgis [Vnlg, Sap xiv it m tentatwnem

]

to he soul of men a 1400-50 Alexander 4154 pe writhe of
wale god I wate on vs I1311S For oure founding outre his

forbod so ferre to he est c 1450 Guy Warw (C) 4486 He
was tryste in all fowndynge

Found (found), v a Forms 4-5fund(©,fond(e,
fownd(e, 4- found Pa. t. and pa pple founded

:

also 4-5 founde, fund(e, fond, and in pa pple,

(by confusion with that of Find), fonden, -yn,
founden, -un. [a. F fonder •—L. fundare, f.

fnttd-us bottom, foundation ]

1 trans To lay the base or substructure of (a

building, etc.)
;
to set, fix, or build on a firm ground

or base. (Sometimes used simply— build, erect

)

C1330 Arth ^ Merl 1443 Tel me now Whi noman no
may founde Castel here opon his grounde c 1340 CursorM 7876 Dauid .an hous bigon to founde. 1382 Wyclif
Matt, vn 25 It fellc nat doun, for it was foundid [1388
foundun] on a stoon. CX384 Chaucer // Fame in 891
Yet hit [the house] is founded to endure CX400 Rom
Rose 4156 A sturdy wal, Which on a cragge was founded al

1611 Build Matt, vii 25 17s* Hume Ess <5- Treat. (1777)
II. 97 The House is solidly built and founded

b. To serve as the base or foundation of
1728 Pori. Dune. 1 160 A folio Common-place Founds the

whole pile, of .ill Ins works the base

2 To build (an edifice, town, etc ) for the first

time
, to begin the building of, be the first builder

of
cxzgo Bccket 374 in S Eng Leg I 117 pe churche of

Rcdinge pat i-foundcd was and a-ierd poruj henri he ohur
kingue 1362 Lang 1 P PI A. 1 62 That is the castel of
care Thtr inne wontth a wiht .he foundede it him-seluen
C1400 Destr Troy 11662 Here foundit he first the faire

lace Yhon 1609 Holland Amm Marcell xiv vn 17
eleucia, founded and built by King Seleucus 17x8 Prior

Solomon 11. 16, 1 founded palaces, and planted bowers 1835
Thiklwai l Grace I 11 58 His son Lycaon founds the first

city, Lycosura

3 . fig 1 o set up or establish for the first time (an

institution, etc.), ajyS.with piovision for its perpetual

maintenance; to originate, create, initiate (some-

thing which continues to exist thenceforward).
0 1300 CursorM 20901 Quen he of antioche had fund he

kirk c X330 R.Bkunni- Citron (1810) 127 He lis In an abbey
of pus he founded with lond & rent 1368 in Eng. Gilds 54
In septembre his fratermte is funded and stabeled 1377
Langl P PI B x 2x5 Alle thise sciences I my-self sotilea

and ordeyned And founded hem formest folke to deceyne.

c 1460 Fortescui Abs A- Line Mon xix, For hera5 oher

kynges haue ffounded byshopnehes he kyng shall han
haue ffounded an holl reaume, and endowed it with gretter

possescions [etc.] 16x1 Bibli 2 Macc 11 13 He founding

a librane 1671 Milton/’ R in 295 By great Arsaces led,

who founded first That empire. 1712 Addison Sped, No.

413 t* s The Breed is incapable of propagating its Likeness,

and of founding a new Order of Creatures 1790 Paley
Hons Paul Rom. u. x8 That city where he had founded a

church 1845 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 12 The abbey of

Marmoutier, founded by St Martin himself. 1861 Maine
Anc. Law 1x3 The glossators who founded modem jurispru-

dence 1874 L. Si ei’hen Honrs in Library (1892) I v 169 De
Foe founded the modem school of English novelists 1874

Grlln Short Hist v § 1. 2x8 Flemish weavers had come
over with the Conqueror to found the prosperity of Norwich.

1885 Manch, Exam 8 June 5/2 Bismarck is eager to found

colonies m all parts of the world.

•fb. To endow, make provision for the mainten-

ance of (persons who are to perform certain func-

tions) Obs.

1377 Langl. P PI, B xv 319 And jiueth to bidde for Jow
to such that ben riche, And ben founded and feffed eke to

bidde for other c 1450 Lonelich Grail I111. 309 Kyng
Galaaz fownded an hows of the Trenite, And there-inne

syxty monkes serteinle, And therto fownded hem with good

inowhe <1x500 Melusme hx. 361 Yf thou wylt edyfye an

hospital, and founde therm a preste to syngdayly for thy

faders sowle 1335 Coverdale 2 Kings xxm s The Ke-

murims, whom the kynges of Iuda had founded, to burne

incense vpon the hye places 16x2 Drayton Poly-olb
^

xxiv

873 Gilbert who founded those Diumes, Monasticks all

that were, of him nam’d Gilbertmes

4 To set or establish (something immaterial) on

a firm basis
; to give a basis or firm support to

,

to construct as on a ground or underlying reason

or principle ; to base, ground. Const on, upon
0 X300 CursorM 127 ftar-for bis were sal I fund Apon

a selcuth stedfast grund, *390 Gower Conf. III. 34s

what it is to be well giottnded, For he hath first his love



FOTnm 493 FOUNDATION,
founded Honestelwh as for to wedde. a 1400-50 Alexander
4641 Pure is 3oure tecches, Mare fonden open foly fan
ficchid on reson 1526 Pilgr- Pcrf (W de W 1531) 1 b,

Therfore on it I founde this poors treatyse 1604 Shaks
Oth ill iv. 94 A man that all his time Hath founded his

good fortunes on your love *66a Stillingfl Ong Sacr
11 v § 5 The question which Moses supposeth, is founded
upon clear ana evident reason 1711 Addison Sped No
162 r 6 The most humourous Character in Horace is founded
upon this Unevenness of Temper 1850 L Hunt Autobiog.

I n, 77 A play founded on a Barbadian story. 1865 M
Arnold Ess Cnt lit 85 Greatness can never be founded
upon frivolity and corruption 1879 Lubbock Set Led.
li 42 A classification of insects founded on laivas would
be quite different from that founded on the perfect insects

1886 Law Rep 31 Ch Div 626 The order appealed from was
founded on the Chief Clerk’s certificate Mod This novel

is believed to be founded on fact

b. const m.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvu. 383 The opinion of some

schoolmen, that dominion is founded in Grace. 1690
Locke Of Covmt 1 ix § 97 A right to the use of the
Creatures being founded originally m the right a man has
to subsist. 1733 Porn Ess Man in 109 God, in the nature
of each being, founds Its proper Bliss 1832 Lewis Use 4
Ab Pol Terms 111 21 A claim founded in justice and ex-

pediency 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit. I. viu 1 § 23 432
Remarks so delicate m taste and so founded m knowledge

f c. with obj a person . To establish m a firm

position (in controversy, etc); to ground z« (a

subject of instruction, etc) , also reft to take one’s

stand upon (a ground for argument, etc ) Obs.

c 1394 P PI Crede 47 It is but a faynt folk l-founded vp-on
lapes 1481 Caxton Myrr 11 viu. 81 This knewe they by
their grete vnderstandyng of astronomye in whiche they
were endowed and founded 1483 — Gold Leg 162/2 He
was ryght sore founded m humylyte 1643 Sir T Browne
Rehg Med 1 § 43 They that found themselves on the
radical balsome, or vital sulphur of the parts, determine not
why Abel lived not so long as Adam. 1644 Milton Educ
Wks (1847)98/2 Because our understanding cannot in this

body found itself but on sensible things. 1676-7 Marvell
Corr cclxxxiv Wks 1872-5 II 516 If you find yourselves
so firmly founded as we imagine you.

d. Of a thing . To serve as, or furnish, a basis

or ground for

1690 Locke Hum Und. 11, xxviu § 19 The comparing
them then in their Descent is enough to found my Notion
oftheir having the Relation of Brothers 1885 B Coleridge
in Law Times Rep. LI I 585/1 The relationship between
the parties was one of bailment, and therefore could not
found criminal proceedings 1894.Solidtors' Jml XXXIX
2/2 The further report, if it is to found jurisdiction for an
order for public examination, must state that [etc ]

e. mtr. (for reft, cf 4 c). To base oneself or
one’s opinion, to base itself, to be based (on, upon).
Chiefly Sc.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph vi (1870) I 99 The
legitimacy ofevery synthesis is dependent on the legitimacy
of the analysis which it presupposes, and on which it

founds *837 Carlyle Fr Rev III 1 v, All Delineation
must either found on Belief and provable Fact, or have no
foundation at all 1856 Dove Logic Chr Faith v u 31

1

All that course of argumentation which founds on the
occurrences of the outward World 1882 Ogilvie s v,
I I found upon the evidence of my senses

+ 5. To fasten or attach to. Also fig Obs
1541 R Copland Guydons Quest C/unerg , The bone
wherto the tongue is founded. 1641 Marmion Antiquary

hi Dram Wks. (1875) 240, I see you are growing obdurate
m your crimes, Founded to vice, lost to all piety

Hence Fou nding vbl sb
c 1400 Destr Troy v. heading, Of the Foundyng of New

Troye 1571 Hanmer Chron Irel (1633) 41 Some twenty
five yeeres before the founding of Armagh 168a Wood Life
20 Mar , The vice-chancellor asked ‘ whether they denied
the founding of the lecture itself, or the conditions?’ 1697
Coif, at Lambeth in W S Perry Hist Coll Amer. Col
Ch I 40 Particularly, the word founding, which is always
the Law Word for a perpetual fund of maintenance, is

always put into these Revenues 1859 Tennyson Vivien
400 When first the question rose About the founding of
a Table Round 1889 Athenseum

9 Feb 178/2 [He dies]
a 1 Poor Brother ’ m the hospital of his own founding

Found (faund), v 3 Also 4, 8 fond [ad. F.

fond-re —L. fundgre to pour, melt, Fuse.]
+ 1. tram. To dissolve or mix together Obs.— 1

? c 1390 Form of Cury m Warner Antiq Culm, 18 Take
wyne and hony and fond it togyder
2 To melt (metal) ana run it into a mould

;
to

form (an article) by running molten metal into a
mould ; to cast.
156a Whitehorne tr MacchtavellisA rte of Warre (1573)

ir 44a, The Pottes may also serue to found metalles in.

*601 Holland Pltny xxxiv. u 487 Famous for metall-
founding, and casting of images 1667 Milton P L. i 703A second multitude With wondrous Art founded the massie
Ore Ibid vi 518 Veins of mineral .Whereof to found .

their balls Of missive ruin 1672 Marvell Reh, Transp.

1 6 Leadj when moulded into Bullets, is not so mortal as when
founded into Letters 1 1796 Morse Amer Geog. II 93 Abell
at Moscow, founded in Czar Boris’s time.

b. To melt or fuse (the malenals for making
glass)

, to make (glass) by melting the materials
in a furnace
1782 [see vbl sb below] 1853 Ure Diet Arts I 907A Bohemian furnace in which.. window glass is founded

Ibid. 914 The fourth is called the arch of the materials,

because it serves for drying them before they are founded.

c. fig. (?A pun cf Found v.2 3 b.)
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife iv 11, A fellow founded out

of charity, And moulded to the height, contemn his maker,
Curb the free hand that fram'd him?
Hence Fou nding vbl. sb. Also attnb.

1658 W Burton Comm Antoninus* Itin 156 The magni-
ficent Acts [read Arts] of Statuane, Founding, Mowldmg.
*779 Hervey Naval Hist, m II. 50 Ship-building, and
the founding of iron cannon, were the sole [arts] m which
the English excelled 1782 Wedgwood in Phil Trans.
LXXir 320 1 he fending heat of the glass furnaces was
114° for flint-glass 1853 Ure Did Arts I 908 The found-
ing-pots are filled up with these blocks of frit Ibid 917
These thiee stages aie called the first, second, and third
fusion or founding

t Found, v 4 Obs. Aphetic form of Confound
1382 Wyclit Isa xlvi 8 Remembreth this, and beth

foundid [Vulg confundamini\ 01592 Greene George a
Greene Wks (Rtldg ) 267/2 A plague found you 1

+ Found, vfi Also 6 pa. pple. fundied,
[aphetic f affound, ad OF. enfondre • see first

quot ] To be chilled or numbed with cold.
[13 Chaucer To Rosentounde 21 My love may not

refreyd be nor affound ] c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 11

xc (1869) 108 The maymed, the foollich, the founded [nior-

fondue
],

the froren 1560 Rolland Crt Venus iv 736
Becaus I was baith fundeit, faint, and cald 156a Turner
Herbal 11 108 [Pyrethio] is excellently good for any parte of
the body y6 is fundied or foundered or made allmost num,
with to much colde.

t Fou/ndable, a. Obs. rare-1
. [f Found v 2

+ -able ] That can be founded
1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) v xiv (1859)82 Ouer fantastyk,

nought grounded, nor foundable m holy Scripture

Foundation (faundf1 fan) Forms 4-6f(o)un-
dacio(u)n, -yon, 5-6 f(o)undatio(u)n, -yo(u)n,
(6 foundasyon), 7 fund-, fondation, 5- foun-
dation. [ad. \j.fundation-em

,

n of action f fun~
ddrei see Found z>.

2 Cf OF. fondacion (1322) ]

1. The action of founding or building upon a firm

substructure
; the state or fact of being founded.

C1385 Chaucer L G W 739 Thtsbe, This wal Was
cloven a-two, right fro the toppe adoun, Of old tyme of his
fundacioun c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxi 223 The founda-
cion of the Tour of Babylon 1535 Coverdale Ezra 111 12
Many of the olde prestes which had sene the house afore
in his foundacion 1611 Bible John xvu 24 Thou louedst
mee before the foundation of the world. 1719 Tickell
Death Addison 44 Ne’er to these chambers where the
mighty rest, Since their foundation, came a nobler guest

2 fig The action of establishing, instituting, or

constituting on a permanent basis.
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb)xi 44 ]?at was J>e fundacion offa

Templeres and of Jiaire ordre. 1548 Hall Chron
,
Edui IV

(an £)) 206 b, For the more sure foundacion of the newe
amitie, Edward Prince ofWales, wedded Anne 1619 Semfil
Sacrilege Handled 84 Heere then was but a Nuncupation,
a Fundation of Priesthood 1841 Lane Arab Nts I 73
Extending to the foundation of the Empire of Baghdad.
1874 Green Short Hist viu § 5 506 The foundation of the
linen manufacture which was to bring wealth to Ulster.

8 esp The establishing of an institution, together

with an endowment or provision for its perpetual

maintenance.

1389 m Eng Gilds (1870) 67 Theyse arne the oidinaunces
of the Gylde of Seynt Katerme ordeynyd in the fyrste
fundacion c 1460 Fortescue Abs 4- Lint Mon xix.

(1885) 185 To establysh and amortyse fa same lyuelod to

is crowne wych than wold be as a newe ffundacion of is

crowne X513 Bradshaw St Werbiirge 1 2449 Whatlandes
he gaue towarde the fundacyon Of the sayd monastery
1587 Fleming Contn Hohnshed III 1349/2 In echvnmersi-
ties by the foundation of the ordinane and pubhke lessons.

1859 C Barker Assoc Prmc i 7 The piety evidenced by
bequests of broad acres, the foundation of religious houses.

t b. The charter of establishment or incorpora-

tion of a society, institution, etc
,
with rules and

ordinances for its government. Obs
1389 in Eng Gilds (1870) no [heading] Certificacio fun-

dacionts et regimtnts glide [ending with] Other fundacioun
es ther non 1530-x Ad 22 Hen VIII

, c 12 Euery person
. bounden by reason of any foundacion or ordynaunce to

gyue or distribute any money m almes 1546 Mem Ripoti
(Surtees) III 20 As in the First Chauntne at large is de-
clared as apperyth by Foundacion dated [etc ]

4 That which is founded or established by en-

dowment ; an institution (e g. a monastery, college,

or hospital) established with an endowment and^
regulations for its maintenance
15x3 More m Grafton Chron, (1568) II 808 He begun to

founae a College of a hundied pnestes, which foundation
with the founder shortly tooke an ende 1669 Woodhead
St. Teresa n xxvm 175 It was our Lord’s pleasure, that no
Foundation should be erected without great troubles to me.
1843 Coleridge m Stanley Arnold's Life 4 Corr (1844) I

i 9 Corpus is a very small establishment,—twenty fellows

and twenty scholars, with four exhibitioners, form the

foundation 1867 Freeman Norm Cong, (1876) I iv 190
He was with difficulty hindered from becoming a monk in

his own foundation of Jumibges
b On (or *j-of) the foundation', said of the

members of an endowed college or similar society.

xapx Ad 7 Hen VII, c 19 William Priour ofCnstchurche
of Caunterbury of your noble fundacion 1588 Ld Burgh-
ley in Ellis Ong Lett Ser. 1 III. 26 No Scholer nor
Fellowes of the foundation of any Howse of Learmnge.
1762 Gray Lett Wks 1884 III 86 If the boy was to be on
the foundation [at Eton] 1839 De Quincey Recoil Lakes
Wks. 1862 II 71 He .was removed to -London, and placed
on the great foundation of Christ’s Hospital x88x Oxford
Unvo, Calend 163 There are now fourteen Fellowships and
fifteen Scholarships on the old Foundation at this College

c. The fund or revenues appropriated to endow,
such an institution Also U.S

.

(see quot 1851)
cx430 Lydg. Mm Poe/ns 136 To sette of tithes a fun-

dacioun. 1593 Nashe Chrisfs T. 83 b, They peruert foun-

1 dations, and will not bestow the Bequeathers free almes.

1655 Fuller Ch, Hist vi lii. 312 None [of the Convents]
was left standing m the whole Diocesse of Bangor, where no
Foundation was valued at full seventy pounds per annum
1851 B H Hall College Words 134 Foundation In
America applied to a donation or legacy appropriated especi-

ally to maintain poor and deserving students at a college.

5 . The solid ground or base (natural or built up)
on which an edifice or other structure is erected

;

also, the lowest part of a building, usually con-
structed below the ground-level
2494 Fabyan Chron. v cxxxiv 119 Albeit yt many [build-

ings] stande vpon theyr first foundacion, as this yet doth
1585 T. Washington tr Nicholay's Voy 1 vui 8 b. Where
as yet are seene the foundations of the auncient citie 1697
DsvDEti Alnetdm 27, 1 lay the deep Foundations ofa Wall.
X802 C James Mtht,Did s v , Ifthe earth to be built upon is

such that the natural foundation cannot be trusted 1850
Mrs Jameson Leg Monast Ord (1863) 22 In digging the
foundations of the monastery of Monte Cassino
transf and fig 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R v Ivu

(1495) 172 The bones ben the foundacion of al the body and
the byldynge of all the body is sette thervpon. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps cu 25 Thou Lorde in the begynnynge has layed
y° foundacion of the earth 1597 Danii-l Cm Wars vi 54
Which engines of protests, and proffers kind So shook the
whole foundation of his mind, As they did all his resolution
move 1648 Herrick Hesper

,
Hock-cart 29 The large and

cheefe Foundation of your Feast, Fat Beefe 1697 Dryden
Vtrg Georg 1 455 The Rocks are from their old Founda-
tions rent 1705 S Scwall Diary 19 Jan (1879) II 122
The Horses went away with the foundation ana left the
superstructure of the Slay and the Riders behind

t b The * seat’ of the body, the * fundament
1681 Colvil Whigs Supphc. (1751) 131 Who quarrels pick

with neighbour nations Get halberts thrust thro’ their funda-
tions

6. fig A basis or groundwork on which some-
thing (immaterial) is raised or by which it is sup-

ported or confirmed ; an underlying ground or prin-

ciple
; the basis on which a story, fiction, or the

like is founded.
c 1400 Ilist 4 Art Masonry 28 Hitwas cause and funda-

cion of all ciaftys and sciens. 1529 More Dyaloge r Wks.
x6i/i This one poynt is the veryfond foundacion and ground
of all his great heresyes x6xx Bible Transl Pref 4 The
Edition of the Seuentie was vsed by the Greeke fathers for
the ground and foundation of their Commentaries. 1628 T.
Spencer Logtck 182 The principles, and foundation of a de-
monstration, are necessary axiomes 1674 Playford Skill
Mus hi 1 The Bass, which is the lowest part and founda-
tion of the whole Song 1695 Woodward Nat Hist. Earth
in li. (1723) 179 There being no reasonable Foundation to
believe that the Deluge did come to pass this Way. 17x1
Steele Sped No 91 p 1 The Subject I am now going upon
would be much more properly the Foundation ofaComedy
1716 Lady M. W Montagu Let. to Lady Rich x Dec ,

The report . I can assure you . . has no real foundation 1765
Blackstone Comm. 1 47 The only true and natural founda-
tions of society are the wants and the fears of individuals

1843 Mill Logic \ 111 § 9, 1 shall term the sensation of white
the foundation of the quality whiteness 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) I 313 Thus far Socrates has proceeded m
placing religion on a moral foundation.

fb. A giound or reason upon which men act;

an understanding, basis of agreement Obs
164a R. Carpenter Experience iv. li 132 He may kill his

adversary, upon this foundation,because he must either kill

or be killed 1727 A Hamilton New Acc E hid II, xli

107 That the English might again repair to their respective

Houses, and trade on the old Foundation 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 30 Upon this foundation Captain Lovet en-
gaged Mr John Rudyerd to be his engineer

7. trail ft.
That upon which any structure is biult

lip; a body or ground upon which other parts are

overlaid ;
in various technical uses . e g in Dress-

makings an underskirt over which the outer skirt is

hung or draped ; also, a material used for stiffening

a garment, etc.
;
in crochet-work and knitting, the

first set of stitches, to which the rest are secured.

1874 Knight Did Meeh. I 909 Foundation, the body of
a hat, of wool or inferior fur, upon which the napping of

superior fur is laid and united at the battery 1882 Caul-
feild & Saward Did, Needlework^ Foundation net

,

a
coarse quality of Net employed for stiff foundations in

Millinery and Dressmaking 1893 G. Hill Hist Eng
Dress II, 270 Six skirts of tulle over a foundation of satin.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attnb (= belong-

ing to or serving as a foundation, fundamental).

1665 GlanvillScepsis Set xi (1680) g8 Ifany ask, how the

Soul came by those foundation-Propositions 1670 Devout
Commun (1688) 160 Christ, that foundation mercy, that hath
all mercies folded up m him xyz6 Vanbrugh Journ to

Land 1 1, It is a settled foundation-point that every child

that is bora shall be a beggar, except one , and that he—shall
be a fool 1875 E White Life in Christ in. xx (1878) 262

He builds everywhere on the foundation-thought that a
Christian is tetc ]

b = belonging to a foundation (sense 4), as

foundation-charter
,
child

, f master, scholar

,

f un-
dergraduate

c 1670 Wood Life (1848) x2g A copie of the ’’foundation-

charter of Canterbury college in Oxon 1845 Stocqueldk
Heindbk Brit India (1854) 156 The ^foundation children,

fifty in number, are elected from the Christian population of
Calcutta 1706 Hlarne Collect if Feb ,

He was a *Founda-
tion Master (as they call them) 1883 Cassell's Fam Mag.
Aug 525/1 The number of free or ^Foundation scholarshas
been increased 1687W Sherwin in Magd Coll 4 fas, II
(Oxf. Hist. Soc ) 216 Any *foundation-undergraduate

c. Special comb.: foundation-chain, the first

stitches in a piece of crochet-work ; foundation-
muslin, -net, gummed fabrics used for stiffening

dresses and bonnets; foundation - school, an
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endowed school,* foundation-stone, one of the

stones forming the foundation of a building; spec.

a stone laid with public ceremony to celebrate the

founding of the edifice, also fig , foundation-

stop, m an organ (see quot, 1881

1

1882 CAULrEiLD& Sawahd Diet Needlework, *Foundation
Cham. 1858 SiMMONDb Diet Troth

,

* /'oundation-muslin
x88z CAULrniLD & Savvard Diet Nccdlewoi K, *foundation
net 1833 Mauryat P Simple (1863) 92, I had been edu-

cated at a ^foundation school 1651 Hobbv&Leviath in \!u,

30a The * Foundation-Stone of the Cliuich. 1874 MoitLrY
Compromise (1886) 230 The fast foundation-stone for the

doctune of liberty is to be sought 111 the conception ofsociety

as a growing and developing organism 1887 Spectator

9 July 924/1 The foundation stone of the Imperial Institute

was laid by the Queen 1846 Rimuault m North Mem
Musuke 12 r Smith seems to have excelled in the diapason

or ^foundation stops. 1881 C A Edwards Organs 148

Foundation stops are those that give a note corresponding
to the key pressed

Hence 4 Founda tlon v
,
to ground

1627-77 Feltham Resolves it xxvn 215 He that founda-
tions not himself with the Arts, will hardly be lit to go out
Doctoi, either to himself or others

Foundational (fcinndF1 Jhnal), a [f. as piec.

+ -al ] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a
foundation

,
fundamental.

1683 E Hooicfr Pi ef Ep P01 tinge's Mystic Dm
44 Foundational Doctrines 1728 R Morris Ess Anc
Archit 100 The foundational Laws of Beauty and Propor-
tion 1865 Ruskin Sesame 161 His command of iL should
be foundational and progressive, hers, general and accom-
plished for daily and helpful use

Hence Founda tionally adv.
1878 T Sinclair Mount 133 Never till then can they con-

struct foundationalty.

Foundationary (faundt7 * Jbiun), a. [f as

prec + -AltY ] Of or belonging to a foundation.
1762 tr Busc/ung’s Syst Geog V. 440 [It] was conveited

into a foundation of canons It lias its own foundational y
amt office 1864 Daily TeL 2 Aug

,
The foundationary

funds attached to them [schools]

Foundationer (faiute'Jbnoa). [f. as prec. h

-mu I.] One who is * on the foundation
1
of an en-

dowed school or college

1839 Arnold Let in Stanley Lifc^Corr. (1844) II. ix 153
The difference which I had always made betwceii Non-foun-
dationets and Foundationers 1876 Fox Vourna Locke I 1 17
A new chaiter, which in addition to the forty foundationers
. provided for the education of eighty other boys

Foundationless (founds Jonlos), a. [f. as

prec. + -XES3 ] Without foundation, baseless.

1648 Hammond Serin. 2 Cor vii 1 Wks. 1684 IV. 306 A
flattering, fallacious, foundationless hope 1821 Examiner
2/1 The rumour -was not altogether foundationless 1849
Ruskin Sev Lamps vi. 165 Tottering, foundationless shells

of splintered wood and imitated stone

Hence Fouuda'tioulessness.
1893 Blackw Mag. July 33 Its one foundation is the

foundationlessness of other systems.

t Foundator. Obs. Also -atour. Sc funda-
tour. [ad. L. funddtor

,

agent-n f. fundare , re-

fashioned after Found v 2
] = Founder sb 2

c 14*0 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E E T. S ) ig And with
ofte visitacions solempne laude yeldid to God, with the
foundatoure. 1349 Compl Scot xv. 128 Lauberaris of the
grand var fundatouns of al there tnumphand prosperile

1383 T. Washington tr. Ntcholay's Voy iv. xxiv 140
Penetiopolis afterwards of his foundator Phihppopoli
1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist. Scotl 1 324 The Abbay
. .quhairaf he is namet fundatour

f Founday. Obs [*f Found® 3] (See quot.)
1674 Ray Collect Words 126 Every six days they call a

Founday, in which space they make 8 Tun of Iron, if you
divide the whole summ of Iron made by the Founday-. for
at first they make less in a Founday, at last moie. Sustler].

Founded (tended), ppi. a. [f. Found v 2]

1 Based, having a (specified) base or ground
(with qualifying adverb), 4 Also without adv.=
‘well founded well grounded, etc {obs ).

i6osShaks Macb m iv. 22 Then comes my Fit agame
I had else beene perfect, Whole as the Marble, founded
as the Rocke 1671 Milton Samson 1304 Thy hopes are
not ill founded 1771 Junius Lett. Iv. 291 ,

1

mean, of such
charges.. to show that they are not founded 1774 tr

Helvetms’ Child ofNature 1 . 132 A young woman of your
prudence must be founded in her behaviour. 1780 Burke
Sp, at Bristol Wks III. 398 Supply them with just and
founded motives to disaffection. 179a A need W. Pitt III
xlin, 132 If Ministers are founded in saying there is no sort
of treaty with.France. 1853 Macaulay Hist Eng. III. 248
These complaints were in many cases well founded.
2 Endowed, c on the foundation ’. rare
*895 J M Bulloch Hist Aberdeen Umv 99 The greater

part of the founded members had been ‘quyte abolisched’
Foundement : see Fundament.
4 Fou'uder, sbi Obs [f Found 0.1 + -be1.]
One who tests: onlym ale-founder

=

Ale-oonnee.
c 1500 .BA, of Brome (1886) 164 Enquere of yower alle-

founders, ?ef they hawe do yer office well and trwly

Founder (tends!), sb 2 [f Found 0.2 + -er*:
cf OF fondeor, -eur.]

1 c One who raises an edifice
;
one who presides

at the erection of a city
*

(J.).

J387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 79 pe foundour of bis
citee is vnknowe c 1440 Bone Flor it Antenowre fown-
der of Jerusalem. 1611 Coryat Crudities 8 Julius Cmsar
was the first founder of this tower, 1728 Newton Chronol
Amended i. x6x Every City set up the worship of its own
Founder. 1838 Murray's HandbJe. N. Germ

.

477 The
building displays. . the taste of different founders,

fb A maker or creator Obs
a 1373 Joseph Artm 68 He bat is mi foundeor may hit

folfulle, pat was ded on (jo eras & bou^te us so deore

2. One who sets up or institutes for the first time

,

one who gives its first beginning to (an institution,

sect, etc ) Formerly in wider use, an originator

(of a practice or custom)
1340-70 Ale 1 ($• Dind. 664 He [Mars] was fihtere fcl &

foundur of wo re 1389 in Eng Gilds (1870) 101 Y8 first

foundurs of y
111 gilds 1548 Hall Lhron , lien VII, 32 b,

No man could tell who was the authoure and founder of
that rumoure 1563 Ilomihes 11 Wilful Rebel iv (1839)

58i Sathan, the first foundci of Rebellion 1678 Cudworth
Intcll Syst 1 1 Contents § 17 Leucippus and Democutus
were the Founders of that Philosophy which is Atheisti-

callyAtomic.il 1697 Drydln Vug Georg 1 24 Pallas
Thou Founder of the Plough and Plough-man's Toyl 1776
Gibbon Decl fy I> 1 337 Like Augustus, DioLlctian may
be considered as the founder of a new empue 1835
Macaulay Hist Eng IV 24 Geoige Fox, the founder of
the sect of Quakers 1874 Hlli's Soc Press, in. 52 The
founders ofgreat fortunes and great families

3 One who founds 01 establishes (an institution)

with an endowment for its perpetual maintenance
1303 R. Brunkl Ilandl Synne 2384 He was fyrst founder

and syre Of f?e cherdie of Knares myre 1535-6 Act 27
lien VIII

,
c 28 Suche as pretende to be foundours, pa-

trons or donours of suche rclygyous houses 1682 Pkidlaux
Lett (Camden) 122 Oui founders monument bung defaced
in the late wais, I am again rcstoremg it 1603 Benuly
Boyle Led. ir 8 The Honourable Founder of this Lecture

1836 Emlrson Eng 'halts, Universities Wks (Bohn) II

89 The pictuies of the foundets hang from the walls

f 4 One who supports or maintains another. Obs.

1548 Hall Citron (1809) 491 He [Pcrkyn W.trbeck] .with
all hys complices and confederates, and Jhon Awater one
of hys foundeis and hys sonne, were arreyned and con-
denipned at Wcstmynster 1613 Beaum & Fl Captain 1

hi. What a vengeance ails you, To be so childish to imagine
me A foundci ofold fellows?

5. Founder’s-shares, (-parts) pi., shares issued

to the founders of a public company, as part of

the consideration for the business or concession

which is taken over, and not forming a part of the

ordinary capital

1889 Daily News 24 Oct 7/2 The value of founders’ shares
has grown unwieldy. 1896 Athenaeum 1 Feb 143/2 The
invention of ‘ founders' shares’ dates only from 1889.

Founder (fau ncbi), sb 3 [f Found vf + -mu 1

Cf OF. (and mod F.) fondeur.]
1. One who founds or casts metal, or makes arti-

cles of cast metal. Often in comb , with the metal
or article specified, as bell-, iron-, type-founder
1403 in Rot Pail. III. 320 EaiUlmew Dekene, Founder

1560 Bible (Genev ) Jer vi 29 The lead is consumed m
the fyre . the founder melteth in v«une 1637 Decree Star
Chamber xxvii 111 Arb. Miltoiis Areop 21 That there shall

be foure Founders of letters for printing allowed. x68x
GrlwMusieumm in 334 Founders add .1 httlc [antimony]
to their Bell-Metal, to make it more sonorous. 1703 Lut-
tulll Brief Ret (1857) V 581 Her majesties founder has
orders to cast 60 heavy cannon X724 Swn r D> apier’s Lett
Wks 1753 V. n 28 Let Mr Wood and his crew of founders
and tinkers coin on 1892 Labour Commission Gloss s v ,

Master founders are the owneis or managers ofa foundry for

making iron 01 brass castings

b One who founds glass

1833 Uhl Diet Arts I 905 The glass-founder 1885
lustr Census Clerks 89 Glass Manufacture [Woikmen
employed in] Metal Making Founder.

2 Comb., as founder s dust, sand (see quots.)

1858 SiMMONDb Diet. Trade, Founders’ Dust, charcoal
powdei, and coal and coke dust ground line and sifted for

casting purposes in foundries Ibid, Founders' sand, a
species of sand obtained from Lewisham, ICcnt, and othei
districts, for making foundry moulds

Founder (fau ndoi), sbP [f Founder » ]

fl. pi. Grounds, lees, sediment Cf. F fon-
dnlles Obs.
c 1450 M. E Med Bk, (Heinrich) 17C Do awey be foundres

[v r. groundes] vndernepe,

2 The action of the verb Founder, a landslip
1882 Coruh Mag Dec 738 A series of foundeis or land-

slips, caused by the undermining of the solid strata.

Founder (fau ndoi), sb 5 [app f. found, pa.
pple. of Find 0 . + -eu 1

]
1

1

= Finder Obs.

1577 Frampton Joyful News in App Jets Ps Countcrbl
(Arb ) 84 Lorde Nicot first fouuder out of this hearbe

2. spec in Derbysh Lead-mining (see quot 1851 )
160x High Peak Art 1 m Mander Dtrbysh Min. Gloss

(1824) 130 Who . weie or pretended to be possessed of
the same ground as taker of a Foie field for an old foun-
der, x8$t Tapping Lead-mining Terms(E, D S ), Pounder
is the mining term expressive of the finder ofa vein, or rake,
or m ordinary language, a miner.

3. That portion of a lead-mine which is given to

the first finder of the vein , hence, the part first

worked. Called alsofounder-meer

,

-shaft

.

1653 Manlove Lead-Mines m(E D S ) If two Founders
in one Rake be set X747 Hooson Miner's Did Iijb,
Sometimes it happens that there is two Founders in the
same Vein, for a Vein may be found at a distance from my
Founder. 1802 Mawe Min. Derbysh 204 Foundermere, the
first 32 yards of ground worked. Ibid

, Foundershaft, the
first shaft that is sunk 1831 Ad 14 4 13 Vid c. 94 § 2
The Word ‘ Founder ’ shall mean the Point at which a Vein
of Ore shall be first found the Words ‘Founder-Meers’
shall mean the Two first Meers to be set out to the Finder

Founder (faumdax), sb g Also 6 fownder.
[f. Founder v. (senses 4-5).]

1 Inflammation of the laminar structures of a
horse’s foot, lesulting usually from overwork a
similar disease in dogs

’

1347 Sallsbuuy Welsh Did , Iraco val march, fownder
1708 J. C Compl Collier (1845) 34 They are subject to
Beat 01 Founder to then I' eet or Leggs 1825 Loudon
Agnc § 6517 (1831) 087 Fouudei of the feet 1884 Speedy
Spoil ui 31 Kennel lameness, founder, and rheumatism
[in dogs] are often caused by [etc ]

2 A rheumatic affection of the muscles of the
chest m hoises. Called also body-, chest-founder.
1737 Bracken Farriery Impr (17=16) I 275 They were

often mistaken even in what they call the Chest or Body
founder 1818 .Sporting Mag II 171, I agree with the
I* rench writers that the founder is a fluxion

Founder (faundox), 0 . [a OF, fondnr to
plunge to the bottom, submeige

,
also intr. to col-

lapse, fall m rums f L fundus bottom
The simple vb fottdrer appeals to be rare m OF

; the
compounds esfondrer, enfondru

,

are common, and occurm
most of the senses below, cf Atoundlu, Eneounder, of
which founder m some uses may be an aphetic form
Theym the OF vb is variously accounted for see Hatz-
Darin s v efjondier, Kortmg Lat-Rom.-Wb s w. ex-
fundulare, infmulnlarc

,

a popular Lat. type fundordre
may have existed, f.fundora (see Du Cange) pi. oifundus
ncut

, whence 1' r foods, Founcl )

*1* 1 traits. To burst or smash (something) m; to
force a passage through. Obs
13 Coer de L, 5266 He gaff Richard a sory flatt, That

foundryd bacyneL and hat c 1330 R Bhunni-CV^om (1725)
183 And whan he was withinne, & fauht as a wilde leon,
He fondred jie Sarazms otuynne S. fauht as a dragon

1 2. To send to the bottom, cause to be swallowed
up or engulfed Obs.

13 EE A Hit P B 1014 ]?is watt a uengeaunce violent
bat voyded bise places, pat foundered hat/ so fayr a folk &
pe folde sonkken. 1490 Caxion Eneydos xxvu 97 Haue no
mercy. .of ony man that lyueth, foundre& droune altogider

[F. effondres tout] m-to the botome of the sea.

3

intr. Of the earth, a building, etc. : To fall

down, give way.
1489 Caxton laytes ofA it, xxxv. 153 The toure foun

dredandsanke dounc in to the grounde. <1x697 Aubrey
Wilts (Royal Sol. MS ) xo6 (Halliw ) A quantity of earth
foundred and fell downe a vast depth. 1830 Lyell Prtnc,
Geol I 274 We find that the cliffs of Bawdsey and Felix-

tow are foundering slowly.

+ b trans. To undermine. Alsofig Obs
1635 Fuller Ch Hist, m iv § 13 King John having his

soul battered without, with forram fears, and foundred with-

in by the falseuesse of his Subjects, sunk on a sudden
beneath himself a 1636 Ussiilr Ann v (1658) 60 The
river foundering the wall thereof 20 furlongs in length,

bare it down
4. mtr (Chiefly of a horse 01 its rider.) To

stumble violently, fall helplessly to the ground,

collapse
, to fall lame

,
occas to sink or stick fast

(in mire or bog).
1 1386 CiiAucr r Kiit's T 1829 For which his hors for

feere gan to turne, And lccp asyde, and foundred as he
leep c 1450 Golagros Caw 1022 As he loutit our ane
bra, His felt founderit hym fra 15x3 Douglas JEnets x
xiv, 137 Down swakkis the knycht sone with a fellon fayr,

Foundns fordwart flatlingis on hys spald C1560 A Scott
Poems (S T. S ) n. 16j To grand, for fersness, he did fun-

der. xsfiz Homilies 11 Rotation Week iv (1859)498 Where-
by thy poor nyghbour, sitting on his seelly weak beast,

foundereth not 111 the deep thereof. 17x3 Stlele Guard
No 132 T 6 The man is a tmch-shull’d puppy, and founders

like ahorse 1875 F. Hai l in Lippmcott’sMag XVI 749/1
The guide had strayed off the ford, and I was foundering

111 a quicksand 1880 Muiuhlad Gams m § 219 When
a man has driven another’s horse so hard as to cause it to

founder

5. trans. To cause to break down or go lame;

esp. to cause (a hoise) to have the found ei, thus

disabling him.
1593 NASHC4jtrf/ Confut 51 A broken-winded . . lade,

that now is quite foundred and tired 1608 Yorksli, 'drag

1 vm, O stumbling jade Plague founder thee 1674 N
Cox Gcntl Reci eat. 1 (1677)97 You will surbate or founder

youi Hounds x68o Haokl Colled Voy 11.(1699)3 Avery
bad Path, which with our being necessitated to wade the

River almost foundred our Men, 1732 Gay Achilles 1, He
will quite founder himself with galloping from place to

place to look after me 1884 W C Smith Kildrostan 74

She rode my pony till she foundered him
b. fig
1589 R. IIarvey PI Perc 18 Such fine Agues fall soonest

into a surfeit, and founder themselues with their mtem-

S
erato behauiour 164$ Milton Colast (1851) 365 Founder

lmself to and fro in his own objections. 1638 Bramhaix
Consecr Bps vi 148 And so your Consequence is foundered

of all four, and can neither passe nor repasse.

If c Confused, with F ound z>.5 : To benumb.
1562 [see Found v <*] 1378 Lyte Dodoens in. xix 342

The Oyle is good, for members that are benummed or

foundered.

0. intr Of a vessel : To fill with, water and sink,

go to the bottom. [ =0F s'enfondrer\ cf senses]
1600 Hakluyt Voy III. 398 Already she had receiued

in much water, insomuch that she beganne to founder.

17 19 De Foe Crusoe 1 i, The seamen every now and then

cried out she would founder 1882 White Naval Archit.

13 Ships founder when the entry of water into the interior

causes a serious and fatal loss of floating power,

b fig. To ( come to grief be wrecked
16x3 Shaks Hen VIII, 111 11 40 But in this point All his

trickes founder. x8x6 Keatinoe Trav (1817) I 5° note,

Spam began to founder from the loss ofthe Low Countries,

but a first-rate ship does not go down like a wherry
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7, trans. To cause (a ship) to fill with water and

sink ,
to send to the bottom

1659 D Pell Impr Sea 305 When a vessel is, or comes
once to bee foundered, there is no possibility of her being
helped up [But this may be sense 6 ] 1748 F Smith Voy
Disc I 52 Capable of piercemg a Ship under her Bends, so
foundering her 1893 G Allen Scallywag 111 no A great

ship was being foundered and ground to pieces by some
invisible force within a few yards of them.

8. Golf. To hit (a ball) into the ground.
1880 1 Caft. Crawley ’ Football

, etc 96 The young Golfer

is likely to founder the ball, or drive it only a comparatively
short distance

If 9 erron =Ft.fondre To burst (into teais)

c 1477 Caxton Jason 5 The damoiseau Jason began
thenne to foundre m teens right habondantly, [Often in

Caxton] c*53<> Ld Berners Artli Lyt.Bryt (1814) 51
The king foundred all m teeres

Hence IPou’ndering vbl. sb and/// a
1548 Hall Chroti

,
Hen VI (an 13) 127 Matthew Gouth,

by founderyng of his horsse, was taken 160a Warner Alb
Eng ix. Ini (1612) 238 No one thing quailes Religion more
than foundnng Presbytrie 1614 Markham Cheap Husb
I, li (1668) 62 Of Foundnng in the Feet there be two sorts,

a dry and a wet, 1802 C James Miht Diet, s v
,
Foundenng

in the feet .Foundering in the chest 1813 Scott Rokeby
I xvn, Rescued from our foundering skiff

Foundered (fau -ndoid)
, ///. a [f. Founder v.

+ -ed 1
.]

+1 Undermined, made to give way Obs
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) I ng A foundered and

failing foundation.

2 . Of a horse : Affected with founder
;
lamed

1543 tr Act 20 Rich. II, c, s Ihe sayde horses become al

lost and foundred [original AF founded] 1599 B Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. r. 1, As tender as the foot of a foundred
nagge *640 Fuller Josephs Coat 1 Cor xi (1867) 81 So
our judgment will be partial and favourable to us, as
foundered feet will never tread hard 1726 Swift Corr,
Wks 1841 II £96 Shall gallop a foundered horse ten miles
upon a causeway and get home safe. 1869 Blackmore
LornaD xxm, Your horse was greatly foundeied

fig 164a Fuller Holy 4- Prof St n 1. 51 He not only
hears but examines his Client, and pincheth the cause,
where he fears it is foundred. 1822 Byron Vis Judg xci,

Ere he could get a word Of all his founder’d verses under
way.

3. Of a vessel • Sunk, wrecked.
a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Founder'd, Ship at Sea,

that sprung a Leak and Sunk downright 1762-9 Falconer
Shipwr in 634 They Across the founder’d deck o'er-

whelming roar

Founderous (fau ndoras), a. Also foundrous.
[f. Founder v + -oua ] Causing or likely to cause

to founder
;
miry, full of ruts and holes.

1767 Hull tf Anlaby Road Act 2 The other roads are
become very founderous for travellers. 1796 Burke Regie.
Peace 111. Wks VIII 267, I have travelled through the
negotiation, and a sad founderous road it is. 1805Wordsw
Waggoner 111, Poor pilot I, by snows confounded, And
many a foundrous pit surrounded 1 1844 Williams Real
Prop (1873) 314 Where a public way is foundrous, as such
ways frequently were m former times.

Foundership (fau ndajfip). [f Founder sb.
2

+ -ship ] The position of a founder

1565 Abp Parker Corr (1853) 25z>
I would wish a better

in his place to govern the house, and he to hold him m his
foundership ifhe will 162a Callis Stat Sewers (1647)213
Many Inheritances I found in reason freed from these

Taxes and Lays, as Tythes in Spiritual hands Presenta-
tions, Founderships. 1841 Fraser's Mag XXIII. 92 There
seems to he a patnotic schism as to the foundership of
the Temperance societies. 1869 Contemp Rev XII 67 It ,

harmonizes with his foundership of the Olympic games.

Foundling (fau’ndluj). Forms: 4 fynd(e)lmg,
4-8 fondling, 4-6 -elyng, 4-6 found(e)lyng,
(4-elmg),4-5 fund(e)ling, -lyng, 4, 6 foundling
[ME fundehng (= Du. vondehng, MHG. vunde-
linc), f fiunden, pa. pple. of Find 0 + -lino-

;
ME.

had alsofindling (= Ger.findling)

,

f. the pres stem

of the vb. Cf. also ME.funding]

1

A deserted infant whose parents are unknown,

a child whom there is no one to claim. Also

iransf.
a 1300 E.E Psalter lxvu[i] 5 (Horstm.) Of fadre offound-

hnges ma, c 1305 Judas 56 in E, E. P (1862) 108 So bat ]?e

quene vpbreid adai • J>at he fyndlmg was c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 182/2 Fundelynge, as he bat ys fowndyn, and noman
wote ho ys hys fadur, ne hys modyr 1349 Coverdale, etc

Erasm Par Phil. 111 5 ,

1

am an Israelite, not by engraff-

ynge, but by kyndred I not a straunge foundlyng, but a Jewe,
beynge borne of the Jewes 1602 Withals Diet 271/1 A
childe which is laid and found in the streete or else-

where, which they call commonly a foundling 1735 Berke-
ley Querist § 372 Whether there should not be erected

an hospital for orphans and foundlings, at the expense of
old bachelors? 1789 G White Selbomexhv 113,

1

myself
have seen these foundlings in their nest displaying a strange

ferocity of nature. 1840 Dickens Bam Rudge xxxix, He
roared again until the very foundlings near at hand were
startled m their beds

afpositively a vjxz Kino Ulysses tfy Tiresws 23 Tho’ he
a foundling bastard be a 1853 Robertson Serm Ser iv,

xxm (1876) 250 The discovery of a foundling orphan.

b fig'

m 1587 Golding De Mornay Pref 8 As for lying or vntruth,

it is a foundling, and not a thing bred 1827-38 Hare
Guesses (1867) 210 Employ such words as have the

largest families, keeping clear of foundlings and of those of

which nobody can tell whence they come unless he happens
to be a scholar. 1853 Trfnch Proverbs 59 The great

majority of proverbs are foundlings, the happier foundlings

of a nation's wit, which [etc ].

495

2 The Foundling . the Foundling Hospital,
London
1829 Gen P Thompson Exerc (1842) I 123 It would be

as wise to recommend wolves for nurses at the Foundling,
on the credit of Romulus and Remus
3 . attnb and Comb

, as foundling-hospital,
i* -house, an institution for the reception of found-
lings

, foundling-stone, an erratic boulder
1756 Nugent Gr Tour, France IV 39 The enfants

trouvis, or "foundling-hospital 1875 Jowett Plato {ed 2)
HI 166 The Creches of Pans, or the foundling hospital of
Dublin 1750 Johnson Ramblei No. 12 ? 6 What, you
never heard of the "Foundling House? 1892 Edin Rev
Apr 305 "‘ Foundling-stones ’ innumerable have become
objects ofpopular superstition and scientific curiosity.

Foundment see Fundament.
Foundress 1 (fau ndres) Forms : 5 fown-

dowr-, 5-6 founderesse, (7 -ess), 5-7 foun-
dresse, 7-8 -res, 7- foundress, [f. Founder sb 1

+ -ess.] A female founder
; esp a woman who

founds or endows an institution, etc
c *43° Lydg Mm Poems n Gramer Cheeff ffounderesse

and roote of alle connyng 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi 23
Dydo foundresse of the noble cyte of cartage 1568
GRArroN Chion II Bg8 [Perkin] retourned againe to the
Lady Margaret his first foolish foundresse 1631 Weever
Anc Fun Mon 387 The chiefe Foundresse of this religious
house 1778 Lowth Transl Isaiah Notes {ed 12J 328
Semiramis was the foundress of this part also of the Baby-
Ionian greatness 187s Jowett Plato (ed 2) III. 530 The
goddess who is the common foundress of both our cities

tFoundress 2
. Obs. [f. Founder sb% + -ess ]

A woman who founds or casts metals
1638 Ford Fancies in li, The great bell of my heart is

crack'd and never Can ring in tune again, till’t be new cast
By one only skilful foundress

Foundry (faivndri) Forms
: 7 fondary, -ery,

foundene, 8 -ary, 8-9 -ery, 9 foundry, [a. F
fond(p)ne ,

f fondre : see Found v s]

1. The art 01 busmess of founding or casting

metal
;
concr. founders’ work, castings

x6ox Holland Plmy II £65 This art of giauing imagesm
stone is of greater antiquitie by farre, than foundene and
casting statues 1793 Smeaton EdystoneL, § 270 note, The
ingenious Mr. Pnckett, to whom the Iron Founders of this

kingdom owes much 1890 Daily News 6 Jan. 2/3 Cut nails

are advanced . . and a similar tun is declared in heavy iron
foundry, mill-rolls, wheels, etc

2. An establishment or building in which found-
ing of metal or glass is carried on.

1645 Evelyn Mem (18x9) I 194 The foundene where they
cast ordinance c 1730 Burt Lett.N Scotl. (18x8) I. 258
This man dwelt near an English foundery In Glengary
1853 TJre Diet Arts 1. gi£ (art. Glass-making) x88o Miss
Braddon Just as lam xlm, Fellow-workmen together m
the same foundry

fig 171 x Shaftesb. Charac

.

(1737) I- 320 Thus I contend
with fancy and opinion , and search the mint and foundery
ofimagination 1794 Sullivan View Nat IV. 249 The nur-

sery of irresistible legions, the foundary of the human race

+ b (Seequots) Obs
1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 3 The Fondaries or Still-

mg-Houses of the Great Duke of Florence. 1674 Blount
Glossogr

,
Fotidery (Fr ) a Stilling-house

3 attnb and Comb

,

as foundry-coke , -furnace

,

-goods,
-man ;

foundry-iron, iron coutaming
sufficient carbon to make it suitable for castings;

foundry-proof, the final proof before stereotyping

or electrotyping (Jacobi)
1892 Daily News 6 Aue 8/6 Wanted by Colliery Pro-

prietors, an Agent, to sell "foundry coke. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech IV. 355 "Foundry Furnace Reverberating
and blast furnaces 1831 J Holland Mamif Metal I 71
That endless variety of smaller and generally useful articles,

denominated "foundery goods 1863 Robson Bards ofTyne
357 He keeps ’a the "foundrymen starvin’ till neet

Fount 1 (fount) Chiefly poet [Appears late

m ifithc ; ad. F.font or 'L.font-em on the analogy

of mount,fountain, etc ] A spring, source, Foun-
tain.

1593 Shaks Lucr 850 Why should toads infect fair

founts with venom mud? 1613 — Hen VIII
,

1 1 154
Proofes as cleere as Founts in Iuly, whenWee see each graine
of grauell. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang Temper 1 8 As
naturall a fiuxe and emanation forth of it . as the water m
the nvelet hath from the fount 1667 Milton P L hi 357
And flours aloft shading the Fount of Life 1725. Popl
Odyss . xix 362 Thy milky founts my infant lips have drained

1728-46 Thomson Spring 398 High to their fount trace up
the brooks a 1839 Peaed Poems (1864) II. 308 By Kedron s

brook, or Siloa’s holy fount

b. iransf andfig.
1593 Drayton Eclog iv 107 From this Fount did all

those Mischiefs flow 1833 Mrs Browning Pronieth Bound
Poems 1850 1. 144 Because I stole The secret fount of fire

1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall x88 Ancient founts of

inspiration well thro’ all my fancy yet 1874 Green Short
Hist v § 3 235 The Archbishop turned fiercely upon Oxford
as the fount and centre of the new heresies

^

Fount 2 (fount), font (ffnt). Printing Also

8 found, cf. Fund, [See Font sb.2] A complete

set or assortment of type of a particular face and

size Also fully,fount ofletter or type.

1683 Moxon Printing No 11 7 2. 13 A Fount (properly

a Fund) of Letter or all Bodies. Ibid No xxm 377
Fount is the whole number of Letters that are Cast of the

cam*. Body and Face at one time. 1687-8 Boyle Let 5

Mar. in Birch Life 417,

1

caused a font of Irish letters to be

cast 17x4 Mandeville Fab Bees{1725)1 258 Break down
the printing-presses, melt the founds. 1771 P. Luckombe

Hist Print 248A Complete Fount of Letter 1834 Southey
Doctor 1. 11 27 We discussed the merits of a new font. 1862
Burton Bk Hunter 76 The largest font of Italics possessed
by the establishment 1878 F S Williams Midi Ratlw.
630 He set up a complete fount of type

Fountain (fau nten). Forms* 5-6 fontayn(e,
-eyn(e, 5-7 -taine, formtaym(e, 6 fontane, 6-7
fountains, 7-fountain, [lateME.fontayne, a. OF.
fontame •—late L fontana (whence Pr., Sp

, Pg

,

It.fontana, Welshfiynnanm, -on), fem ofL font-
anus pertaining to a fount, f font-,fens Fount sb i]

1 A spring or source of watei issuing from the
earth and collecting in a basin, natural or artificial

;

also, the head-spnng or source of a stream or nver.
Now arch ox poet, exc fig
c 1450 Mtrim 308 To this fountayn ofte tyme com mmiane

for to disporte. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvm 400
A fore the gate sprange aquyeke fontame 1535 Coverdale
Gen vm 2 The fountaynes of the depe and the wyndowes
ofheauen were stopte. 1388 Shaks Tit A n v 23 Like to
a bublmg fountame stir’d with wmde 1635 N Carpenter
Geog Del 11 ix 163 Some would haue the gieatnuerTanais
not to haue his head or fountame in the Riphaian mountains.
1671 Milton Samson 581 God, who caused a fountain at
thy prayer From the dry giound to spiing, etc 1692 Ray
Dtssol World ir it (1732) 83 Making Riveis to ascend to
their Fountains 1727 Dyer GrongarHill 20 So oft I have.
At the fountain or a rill Sate upon a flow’ry bed x8xa
Brackenridge Views Louisiana {1814) 103 The greatest
objection to this country is the want offountainsand running
streams 1842 Tennyson A mphion 96 The vilest herb that
runs to seed Beside its native fountain

b. used with leference to baptism (cf. Font)
[1526 Tindale Eph v. 26 Clensed it in the fountayne of

water thorowe the worde ] 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk Com Prayer
Offices 8 Them which at this fountayne forsake the deuill
and all his workes
0 . transfi.

1526-34 1 indald Mark v 29 And streyght waye her
fountayne of bloude was dryed vp 1592 Shaks Rom.
Sf Jul 1 i 92 With purple fountains issuing from your veins

d. fig A spring, source, ‘ well ’. (Often in // )
1398 Tri-visa Barth DeP R i (1495) 6 God is the foun-

tayne of all godenesse and of all vertue 14 Balade to
our Ladie (Chaucer’s Wks 1561) Fountain al filthlesse, as
biiell current clere. 1481 Caxton Myrr 1 vi 30 Parys
Oxenford & Cambryge ben the fontayns where men may
drawe out most science 1548-9 (Mar ) Bk Com. Prayer

,

Post-Communion, Almightie God, the fountayn of all
wisdome 1589 Pasqml’s Ret C «j. This mischiefe hath
many fountames x66o BarrowEuclidPref (1714) 3 Some
principal Ru les ofpractical Geometry, reducing them to their
original Fountains. 1766 Blackstone Comm II 223 The
French law, which is derived from the same feodal fountain.

1844 Ld Brougham Brit Const xvn (1862) 268 The Crown
is the fountain ofhonour x86x Tdlloch Eng, Punt. 1 116
Long-practised craft had poisoned the very fountains of
trust in him

2 A jet or stream of water made to rise or spout
up artificially

,
the structure built for such a jet or

stream to rise and fall m
;
also, an erection in a

public place for a constant supply of fresh, water
for drinking (more fully, drinkingfountain). Ap-
plied also to a natuial jet of water, as that of a
geyser

*509 Hawes Past Pleas, xvm ix, A dulcet spring and
marvaylous fountaine Of golde and asure made all certame.

1590 SpenserF Q ix xh 60 In the midst of all a fountaine
stood, Of richest substance that on earth might bee i6or
Shaks Jul. C. n u 77 My Statue, Which like a Fountaine,
with an hundred spouts Did run pure blood 1625 Bacon
Ess

,
Gardens (Arb ) 561 Fountaines I intend to be of two

Natures: the One that sprmckleth or Spouteth Water;
the Other a Faire Receipt of Water, without Fish, or
Slime, or Mud a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 23 A stone
fountaine weeping out the yeare 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let to Lady Rich x Apr

,
There were four

fountains of cold water in this room X726 Adv Capt, R.
Boyle 28 It had been formerly a Fountain, but was only
choak’d up I ask’d if he had ever known it to play.

1841-4 Emerson Ess
,
Art Wks (Bohn) I 145 Let spouting

fountains cool the air. Singingm the sun baked square 1882
Cassells v Drmhiiig-fountam, Modem drinking fountains
began to be erected in Liverpool in 1857 The first one in
London was opened to the public on April 12, 18S9. 1886
A Winckell Walks $• Talks in Geol Field 84 Instantly
the fountain [of the Great Geyser of Iceland] began to play
with the utmost violence

3 . Her. A roundel, harry wavy of six, argent

and azure
16x0 Guillim Heraldry m iv 96 He beareth a Bend

betweene six Fountaines Proper 1864 Boutei lHer Hist

.

tf. Pop v. 23 In representation, the Bezant, Plate, and Foun-
tain, are flat. 1868 Cussans Her iv 70 A Bend between
six Fountains forms the Coat of the Stourton Family

4. A reservoir or compartment for holding oil,

ink, etc., in an Argand lamp, a prmting-press, etc.

5 . Conchol. (See quot

)

1895 Edm. Rev Oct 353 Fountains and watering-pots.,

and helmet-shells names which have been locally

applied to a few of the multitudinous species of Mollusca.

0. attnb. and Comb. a. simple attrib (chiefly

appositive andfig. = belonging to or of the nature

of a spring or source, original)

1645Rutherford Tryalt, Tn Faith (1843) 5 The fountain-

love, the fountain-delight, the fountam-joy of men and
angels 1648 Boyle Seraph Love xvm. (1700) xu His
Love is the first Original and Fountain-blessing;. 1x165a

J. Smith Sel Disc ix 446 The universal fountain-fulness

of one supreme almighty goodness 1662 J Chandler Van
Hehnoms Oriat 286 The Fountain-light of the soul 1678
Marvell Def Howe Wks 187s IV. 192 The original and
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fountain-Deing. 1803-6 Woitnsw. Tntimat hitmart ix,

Those shadowy recollections Which be they what they
may, Are yet the fountain light of all our day 184$ Trlnch
Mtutc vi (1862} 191 In contact with Him who is the
fountain-flame of all life

to. Comb

,

as fountain-brim, -side; fountain-
fruitful adj

;
also fountain-fish., a ctenophoran

;

fountain-pen, a pen furnished with an lnk-rcscr-

voir; fountain-pipe, a pipe which supplies a
fountain with water

, fountain-tree, a name for

the deodar
(
Treas Bot 1866) ;

also, e a tree m the

Canary Isles which distills water from its leaves
’

(W.)
, f fountain - water, fresh water from a

spring, spring-water,

*634 Mir ton Comits 119 By dimpled brook and "fountain-
bum. 1641 G, Sandys Parafihr Song Sol iv 11, The
"Fountain-fruilfull Lebanon. 1823 Diet Math 4 Phys, Sc ,

"Fountain pen 189a E. Reeves Houiewd Bound 164 One
silver pocket-knife and fountain-pen 1664 Evnr yn Kal
Hort (1729) 226 Look to your* Fountain-Pipes 1667 Milton
P. L. tv 326 By a fresh ’"fountain-side. 1723 Pope Odyss
xv. 480 Descry’d By road frequented, or by fountain-side

*572 Mascall Plant 4 Graff (1592) 78 Mingled with a
little "Fountaine or running water 161xEnckir, Med 11 7
Let it be boyled in foure pints of fountmne water 1678
R Russru. Geber iv iv 245 Common Salt is dissolved in
clear Fountain Watei

Fountained (fau-ntend), ppl. a. [f. prec +
-ED 2

.] Provided with a fountain or fountains

;

also with attributive prefixed, as many-fountained
18x8 KrATS Endytti, n 717 O fountain’d lull ! Old

Homer's Helicon I 183a Tennyson (Enone 22 O mother
Idn, many fountain’d Ida 1832 Miss MrrronD Recollect.
II 3 Fountained garden and pillaied court

*t Fountainee'r. Obs In 7 -e(e)r(o, -iere ;

also Fontanieu. [ad. F. fontaimer, fontenter :

see -eeu.] One who has charge of a fountain.
*603 Holland Plutarch's Mar 220 No gardener nor

fountamer. 1644 Evelyn Diaiy 27 Feb., A basilisc of
copper, whsU managed by the fountalnere, casts water
neere 60 feet high The fountaimere represented a showre
ofrauie from the topp 163a Wright tr Camus' Nature's
Paradox 28 Like those Fountaineers, who shewing curious
Water-works and Giotta's, set themselves m some known
place where they remain dry, whilst every one else is

wetted to the skin

Fou’utain-head.
1 . A fountain or spring from which a stream

flows ; the head-spring or source of a stream
1383 T. Washington tr Nicholay's Voy 1 yiu. 9 This

towci was made for the gardtng and keeping of the
fountayne heads which from thence are brought into the
citie. 1633 Swan Spec M vi §2 (1643) 200 The sea is

the fountain-head fiom whence all fountains have their
heads 1708 J. C. Compl Collier (1843) 26 Any Water
coming fiom the Fountain, will rise to the height of that
Fountain Head 1774 T Bryant Mythol II 60,

1

passed
through the regions of the north to the fountain head of the
Ister. 187a Raymond Statist Mines 4 Mining 57 Taking
the waters of the streams from their fountain-heads.

2 fig. The chief or prime source of anything;
the quarter whence anything originates; esp. an
original source of information, news, etc
1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 114 These two vnruly powers,

which are the spungand fountaine head of all disordmate
affections. 1633 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II 326 As I
am assured from some hecre very neare the fountayne
head at Bruxells 1734 Foote Knights 1. Wks 1799 I 64
You are about the court , and so, being at the fountain-
head, know what is m the papers before they are printed.
*787 Bentham Dcf Usury x 94 To trace an error to its

fountain-head is to lefute it 1853 Macaulay Hist Eng
III 28 The Convention was the fountain-head from which
the authority of all future Parliaments must he derived

Fountainless (fatvntenles), a [f. Fountain
+ -LESS.] Without fountains.
1671 Milton P R. in 264 Barren desert, fountainless and

dry. *8x6 Scott Old Mart. (1830-2) II. xvm. 164 Like
Hagar watching the waning life of her infant amid the
fountainless desert.

_
184a De Quincey Philos Herodotus

Wks IX. 207 A wilderness everywhere fountainless

Fou'ntainlet. nonce-wd. [See -let] A little

fountain.
a *66* Fuller Worthies

, Huntingdon n (1662)48 In the
afore-said Village there he two Fountaine lets

Fountainous (fau ntenas), a rare. [f. Foun-
tain + -ous ] a. Of the nature of a fountain or
source, lit. and fig. b. Containing fountains or
springs of water
1653 Stanley Hist Philos. 1 (1701) x8/i From the Foun-

tamous Idea's there proceeded others 1664 Beale in
Evelyn's Pomona 20 If the Land be neither dry nor foun-
tainous. 174^ E Poston Pratler I, 42 From this vast
fountainous Cause we may plainly trace all the Sins and
Follies of Mankind *833 Bailey Mystic 72 The angels .

.

unsealed The secret wealth of many a fountainous hilT.

Hence FoirntainousLy adv ( = as from a source)
166a J Chandler Van Helmont's Onat. 195 The light of

the same proceeding immediately and fountainously from
the Father of Lights.

Fountful (fauntful), a. poet

.

[f. Fount 1 +•

-eui..] Full of founts 01 springs
c x6*x Chapman Iliad xx. 204 The foot of Ida’s fountful

hill *6ax G. Saneys Ovid's Met, xv (1626) 313 Where
yellow Tybris runs From fountfull Appemnes xyxs-ao
Pope Iliad xn. 114 Fountful Ide, 1809 Mrs. West Mother
(1810) 144 On the top of fountful Pisgah
Founting (faivntiq), ppl a. rare. [f. Fount 1

+ -ING 2.] Welling up like a spring; transf
drooping in the form of a falling fountain.

1827 IIood Midi Fairies m, And theic were fountmg
springs to overflow Their marble basins. Ibid xlvin, We
bend each tree in proper attitude, And fountmg willows
train in silvery falls

[Foupe • see List ofSpumous Words ]

Four (fo°i), a. and s

b

Forms : 1-3 flower,
fiwer, (2 fure), 2-3 f(o)uwer, 3 feouwer,
fowuer, fower, Orvi. fowwerr, foo(u)r, filler,

fur, south vor, 3—4 south vour, 3-7 fowre,
foure, (3 fawre, fowr, Orm fowwre),4faur(e, 3-
four [Com Teut and Aiyan . OE.flower— Oh ns.

fiuwer, fio) , OS fizvar, ftuzvar, fori (Du. vier),

OVLG. fior, fier (MIIG., mod Gcr. vier), ON pitSter

masc., -ar fem,, fiogor neut. (Sw fyra, Da. fire),
Goth fidzobr. In comb OE. hacl a form fyber-,

fiber-, Anglianfcobor-, -nr ; cf.OSwfistjet -,Frankish

fitter- (Lex $ahca),< Goth, fidur-. The phonolo-
gical relation of the Teut forms to those in other
Aryan langs. presents anomalies of which the ex-

planation is still disputed ; the OAryan type is

*qetwer-, -wor-, qetur- (with other ablaut-variants

of somewhat uncertain form), regularly represented

by Skr. catvar-, catur Gr. recoapes (Dor. ttropes),

L. quattuor
, OIrish cethir, OWelsh petguar (mod.

Welsh pedwar) ] The cardinal numbei next after

three
,
represented by the symbols 4 or IV.

A. as adj.

1. In concord with the sb. expressed
Thefour comers

,
quai ters

,
etc (ofthe earth

,
heavens or

world) , the remotest parts ,
see Corner sb. 1 8. The four

corners (of a documenl.) • the limits or scope of its contents

;

see Corner sb 1 1 e. Witktn the four seas within the
boundmies of Great Butain, \Of allfour sides entirely,
thoroughly
a 1000 Crist 879 (Gr.) From feoweium foldan sccatum )>am

ytemestum eoraan rices englas blawafl byman c 1x7s
Lamb Horn 159 pas fure kunnes teres boS he fuwerwateres

f

a J>e beoS lhaten us on to weschen. c 1205 Lay 5154 Coni
a tiSinde to }>an feouwer kinggen bat Behn king wes

leumen a xaas Juliana 9 pa leaden him 1 cure up 0 fowr
hweoles a *300 CursorM 14241 Mari and martha j>ai

had ben wepand par four dais 1x400 Destr. Troy 8808
pen bos maisters gert make Fovre lampis full light all

of gold fyne c 1489 Caxion Sonnes of Aytnon vi 151
Reynawde is well a noble gentylman of all foure sides
X533 Wriothesley Citron (1873) I 10 A uch canapic of
cloath of silver borne over her heade by the fewer Lordcs
of the Portes 164a Fuller Holy 4 Prof. St v 1. 339 So
be it he goeth not out beyond the Foure seas 1745 P
Thomas Jrnl Anson's Voy. 136 They fired four Guns as
Signals of Distress x886 Mrs Lynn Linton Paston Carcw
111, He was the safest confidant to be found within the
four seas 1893 Law Tunes XCV 29/2 It may be neces-
sary to look beyond the four comers of the agreement.

to. Four comers, a game . see quots. Also, in

Horsemanship (see quot 1753)
*730-36 Bailey (folio). Four-corners [with Hoiscmen]

*753 Chambers Cycl Supp , Four-cm net s, in the manege,
or to work upon the four corners, is to divide in imagination
the volt or round into four quarters, so that upon each of
these quarters, the hoise makes a round or two at trot or
gallop; and when he has done so upon each quarter, he
has made the four comers x8oi Strutt Sports 4 Past.
111 viu 241 Four-corners is so called from four large pins
which are placed singly at each angle of a square frame.
*881 m Isle of Wight Gloss 64 The game of Skittles is also
altered from nine pins to four, and is called ' Four Comers

"

c. The history of the Four Kings (see quot

)

*760 Foote Minor \ Wks 1799 1 241 Come, shall we have
a dip in the history of the Four Kings this morning?
1894 Brewer Diet Phrase 4 Fable s v

, The History of
the Four Kings (Livre des Quatre Rois), a pack of cards.

2 . With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be
supplied fiom context. *j* Fourforfour : in fours
c xaos Lay 4046 Feowere here weren riche pe haueden

ferden muchele *3 E, E. AHit P, B. 938 pe aungelez
enforsed alle fawre forth at be ijatez 1333 Sirwart Cron,
Scot II 201 Syne four for four togidder than tha fuir, And
sone all aucht *6xx Bible 2 Sam, xxu 22 These foure .

fell by the hand of Dauid. a 1699 Lady Halkett
Autobiog. (1873) S3 All Fowre were in the place apomted

to. with omission of hours
,
asfour o'clock.

*373 Laneham Let (1871) 32 (Az vnhappy it waz for the
bride) that cam thither too soon, (and yet waz it a foui a
clok) 1727 Swift To Earl ofOxfordWks. 1755 III n 44,
I shall think of that no more, If you’ll be sure to come at
four. *873 Jevons Money (1878) 366 The bustle and tur-
moil of the work grow to a climax at four o’clock

c with omission of horses

18*3L Simond Tour Gt.Bnt I 3 An elegant post-chaise
and four stopped at the door. 1838 Mrs Carlyle Lett.
II. 363 As pleasant as a barouche and four

t d In phrases On (upon , of) allfour (sc feet
or limbs)

,
also on or upon four Obs

; now on
All fours.

*3 E.E AHit P. B *683 He fares forth on alle fame
1430-4° Lydg Bochas 1 ix 37 What thyng Goth fyrst on
foure, or els gothe he nought ? 1470-83 Malory Arthur
11 xvm, Thenne balan yede on al four feet and handes and
put of the helme of his broder *6ix Bible Lev xi 20 All
foules that creepe, going vpon all foure, shalbe an abomina-
tion vnto you 1641 Marmion Antiquary 1 in Hazl,
Dodsley XIII 431 You’ll hardly find.. beast that trots
sound of all four . There will be some defect *66z J
Davies tr Oleanus' Voy Antbass (1669)157 [Babies] will
crawl stark naked of all four about the House and into
the fields

>
*699 Bentley Phal. 128 What a sorry cnpled

Argument’s here, even lame upon all four? 17*2 Arbuthnot
John Bull 11 iv, I would crawl upon all four to serve you
[1719 De Foe Crusoe air, I was oblig’d to creep upon all

Fours ) 1722 Lett from Mist's Jrnl I 294 An old black
Horse, that can scarce crawl upon Four
3 Coupled with a higher caidmal or ordinal

numeral following, so as to form a compound
(cardinal or ordinal) numeral

P

e 1205 Lay 2092 [Brutus] haifde bis lond fower and twent!
winter on his hond *398 Tni visa Barth De P. R xn x .

(1495) 421 Amonge foules oonly the rauen hath fowre and
syxty chaungynges of voyce *379 Fulke Heskms' Pari
416 I he foure and thirtieth Chapter sheweth the vse of the
Masse. 1818 Scott Heart Midi vin, M> breath isgrowine
as scant as a broken-wmded piper’s when he has played for
four-and-twenty horns at a penny wedding
B. as sb.

1 The abstract number four.
a *300 CursorM 21748 O four and thre qua tels euen He

sal be numbre mah o suuen 1398 Triwisa Barth DeP Rms cxvni (1495)921 One doo to thre makyth foure 1837Wm wnt L Hist Induct Sc (1837) I 47 Four was held to
be the most pci feet number
2 A set of four persons or things : esp a A card

domino, or the side of a die marked with four pips
or spots; a throw of the die by which the ‘ four’
comes uppermost, b. Card-playing [Poker) A
set of four cards of the same value, o A four-

oared boat or a crew of four oarsmen Fours,
races for four-oared boats, d.. Cricket, etc. A hit

for winch four runs arc scored e pi (See quot.

1888) Also m fours (formerly j* m fours and
fonts), ananged m groups of four, spec in Bibho-
gtaphy used to indicate the number of leaves in a
sheet or gathering
a. 1399 Minsiilu Sp Diet

,
Dial 111 26 R. I did lift an

Acc.—

L

I a foure 1674 Cotton Gamester vi 80 The
Deuces, Treys, Fouis, and Fives 1728 Swirr Jrnl Mod
Lady Wks 1755 III. 11 196 When lady Tricksey play’d a
four You took it with a mattadore *870 Hardy & Ware
Mod Hoyle 81 Suppose your hand consists of a four, five,

and six of spades
b 1883 Longnt. Mag Sept. 499 Fours, or four [cards] of

a kind 1894Maskflyne Sharps 4 Flats 84 If he had been
so fortunate as to possess another ace among the cards he
would have a * four

’

0 *861 Dicklns Gt. Expect liv, A Four and two sitters

. up with one tide and down with another *891 Outdoor
Games 4 R cci eat 137 He must graduate through his college
fours, and Torpid races Ibid 144 1 he ‘ Coxswainless Fours
These * Fouis* are inter-collegiate races

d. *836 in ‘l’at’ Liulcfet's Man (1850) xoo Threes,
fours, and fives appear as easy for him to get 1894 A
Lang Bane, A rrih e Ban 67 When Oxfoid’s bowling always
goes For ‘ fouis ’, for evci to the Cords
0 *488 in Lit Ureas Ate Scotl I 84 Item, a frete of

the Queius cure set with grete perlc sett in fouris and fouris

x888 Jacobi Printers’ Voc
,
Fours, a familiar term used

by compositors for ‘ quarto ’ *890 H O Sommer Malory's
Arthur II. Introd. 9 The first part has signatures A to Z
in fours.

3 . Short for, a four-shilling beer (see quot).
; b.

four-pennyworth (of spirits)
; c. (pi.) four-per-

cents

a *633 W R Match at Midn it in Hazl. Dodsley
XIII 43 Tim What is 't, brother ? Four or six? Capt.
Four or six 1 ’tis rich Canary, 7im Now I think on ’t,

a cup of this is better than our four-shilling beer at home
b. 1869 E Yat rs W> eckcd in Port xxn 241 ‘Fours ’of

rum, and ‘sixes' of brandy *876 Besant & Rice Gold
Butterfly 1 20 The girl set before him a ‘ four ’ of brandy
and the cold watei.

0 *887 Daily News 15 Nov, 5/6 Fully-paid-up stock., tn

exchange for the converted Fours and Four-and-a-Halfs

C attnb and Comb.

1 . a. Combined with sbs. forming adjs , as four-

acre, -button, -gallon, -gun, -lint, -stoiy, -year-old.

x868 Gladstone Jhv Mundi xi (1870) 420 A "four-acre

field 1896 Daily News 2 July 8/7 White kids sewn with

black as well as lavender, chiefly in "four-button length

1879 Miss Bird Rocky Mount I 264, I told him to fill up
the "four-gallon kettle. 1862 Latham Channel Isi, m xvu
(ed 2) 400 A "four-gun cutter *827 Genii Mag XCVII
11 501 Underneath this a stave or "four-line verse *888

A. K Green Behind Closed Doors vi, A "four-story brick

building 1832 Lytton Eugene A. 1 v, The "four-year-old

mutton . affecting the shape and assuming the adjuncts of

venison 1833 Iennyson Brook 137 ‘That [colt] was the

four-year old I sold the Squire
’

b. In parasynthetic adjs with suffix -ED 2, Oafour-

bat relied, -chambered
,
-columned, -decked, -faced,

-fingered, -headed, -legged, -lettend, -lined, -roomed,

-sided, -snouted, -spitted, -stranded, -sti mged, -lined,

-toed

i88x Times 15 Jan, 5/6 A high power of firing for a "four-

barrelled gun 1870 Gillmort Reptiles 4 Birds Introd. 2

The heart is "four-cliambered, transmitting venous blood to

the lungs 1768-74. Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 386 We are

now poring over all the nothings in a "four-columned news

paper. 1833 Marryat P Simple xxxv, Nothing would

suit Nelson but this "four-decked ship *878 Gurnfy
Crystallogr 86 A cube with a low four-sided pyramid on

each face is sometimes called a "four-faced cube 1802

Bingley Amm, Biog (1813)1 89 The "four-fingered mon-

key, *864. Pusly Led Daniel 11 73 The "four-headed

creatures m Ezekiel's vision 1663 Butllr Hud, 1 4°®

To guard the magazine 1' th’ hose From two-legg’d and

from "four-legg’d foes 1778 Hutton m Phil Trans
LXVIII 57 The whole being supported by a four-legged

stand *828 Scott F,M Perth xi, Louise calling her

little four-legged companion, had eagerly followed in the

path 1632 H. C Looking-GlasseforLadus 4 That*four-

letter’d name, rare and Divine 183* Southey Lett (1856) IV.

214 Thepoem is in "four-lined stanzas 1890 Boldrewood
Col, Reformer (1891) 234 A new "four-roomed cottage 1069



FOTJB. 497 FOUBFOLD.

StURMV Manner's Mag i 26 Of "four-sided Figures 1647

E. S 1 apylton Juvenal v 55
r
Ihou dram’st a fouie "four-

snouted glasse, that's call’d The Beneventine Cobler 1836

YarRELL Blit Fishes I 83 The "four-spined Stickleback

1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789) U u uj. The middle

strand of a "four-stranded rope 174a Berkeley Let to

Gervaxs in Fraser Life vm {1871) 284 The instrument she

desired to be provided was a large "four-stringed bass violin.

176s Umv Mag XXXVII 33/1 A "four-tmed fork 1872

Baker Nile Tnbut 11 27 The fiisl tune I saw the peculiar

*four toed print of the hippopotamus’s foot

e In parasynthetic sbs with suffix -erI, asfour-

boater,
-decker,

-master, -year-older.

1889 Centmy Did ,
"Four-boater, a whaling-ship cariy-

m<r four boats on the cranes 1833 Marryat P Simple

xxxv, She was a "four-decker 1826 DiSRAru Viv Grey 1

vn, Any stray "four-year-older not yet sent to bed

d. In advb sense (
=m four parts) with pa

pples , asfour-cleft, -farted adjs.

1793 Martyn Lang Bot,, "Four-cleft leaf Folium quadn-

fidnm 1846 Dana Zooph. 1848) 139 Mouth prominent,

Tour cleft within «x6rg FothERBY Atheom it vn § 3
(1622) 264 The "foure-parted Image *793 Martyn Lang
Bot ,

Four-parted leaf Folium quadnpartitum

2 Special comb : four-ale, ale sold at four-

pence a quart ;
four-oant (see quot.

;
cf four-

strand')', four-centred arch (A) ch ), one desenbed

fiom four centres
, + four-comer a = next , four-

cornered a., having four coiners, square
; four

cornered cap, a college cap or ‘square*. Hence
four-eornerwise adv

, so as to form four comers

;

four-coupled a ,
having four coupled wheels

;

four-course (Ague ), a four years’ course or series

of crops m rotation (in quots attnb , see Course
sb 23) ;

four-crossway(s, the place where two

roads cross or four loads meet
;

four-dimen-

sional a (Math ), of oi belonging to a fourth

dimension; four-dimensioned a
,
having four

dimensions ; *J*
four-double = Fourfold a 1

;

*{* four-eared a fig ,
twofold ; four-eyes, (a) see

quot 1755; (b) the name of a fish (see quot.

1879) ;
(c) slang (see quot, 1874) ; + four-fallow

v , to fallow fourfold ,
four-field course (Agnc ),

a series of crops grown in four fields in rotation ;

four figures, i,e. an amount of one thousand

pounds or over (whencefourfigured adj ,
that sells

for four figures) ;
four-foil (Arch ), a quatrefoil

;

four-foot (way), the space (really 4 ft 8J in.)

between the rails on which the tram runs;

four-half (slang), half ale, half porter, at four-

pence a quart
,

four-horse, four-horsed adjs.,

that is drawn by four hoises ,
four-hours A., a

light refreshment taken about four o'clock
;
also

ffour hourspenny (see quot. 1651) ;
four-mch a.,

that measuies four inches, also ellipt.—iowc inch

rope
; *t"

four-inched a

,

four inches wide
,
four-

lane-end(s dial

,

= four-crossways ; ^ four-mil-

lioneer, one who is worth four millions of money;

four-nooked a

,

four-cornered (pbs. exc. dial ) ,

four-oar, a boat rowed with foui oars ;
four-oared

a., propelled by four oars or oarsmen
;
also absol

( — four-oared boat); four-part a. (Music), com-

posed for four parts or voices
;
four-post, -posted

adjs., (of a bedstead) having four posts (to support

a canopy and curtains) ,
four-poster, a four-posted

bedstead, four-pounder, (a) a gun to cany a
four-pound shot

;
(b) a loaffour pounds in weight

;

four-rowed, (of barley) having four rows of awns

;

four-shillmg a., that costs four shillings (in

quot., f of beer, 41 the barrel) ,
four-strand, (of

a rope) having four strands
,
four-tailed band-

age (see quot) ;
four thieves’ vinegar (see

quot.)
;
four-tooth (see quot ) ;

four-way (s =
four-crossways ,

four-way a (in four-way cock or

valve), having communication with four pipes;

four-winged a., having four wmgs or wmg-like

appendages
;
four-wings (see quot

)

1883 Daily News 8 Sept 3/1 Nearly every man seemed to

ordei nothing more mischievous than * half-a-pmt of "four

ale ’ 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , *Fonr-cant, a rope

composed of four strands. x8xa-i6 J Smith Panorama Sc

4 Art I 154 Its arch is very often "four-centred, which at

once decides its date. 1640-x Ld J. Digby Sp in Ho,

Com 9 Feb 9 The Lawne sleeves, the "foure comer Cap,
the Cope C1440 Promp Parv 175/1 "Fowre corneryd,

quadrangnlns 15 in Strype Parker App (1711) No 40
Every Hedde of College to weare when they goo abrode,

longe Gownes . and square or four cornered Capps 17x9

De Foe Crusoe 11 xy, It [the idol) had a mouth extended
four-corneied, like that of a lion 1823 Scott Let to Ld.
Montagu x8 June in Lockhart

,

Think of a vile four cor-

nered house with plantations laid out in scollops. 1607

Topseil Four-f Beasts 509 The common kind of this

moustrap is made of wood, long, and "foure cornerwise

1889 Daily News ax June 6/3 A "four coupled engine drew
an excuision train of 13 vehicles 1846 J Baxter Libr.

Prod Agnc (ed 4) II 245 By what is termed the *four-

course shift, having equal proportions of fallow, barley,

clover, peas or beans, and wheat m each year. 1894
Scrivener Fields 4 Cities 28 This ‘ Four-Course ’ system,

as it is called, produces five entirely different plants, namely,
turnips, barley, beans, clover, and wheat [a 1490 Botoner
Itui, (1778) 176 At the crosse yn Baldwyne strete been *ini

oiosse wayes metyng ] 1647 W. Browne Polexander 1. 48

VOL. IV.

He came to a fouie ciosse way 1842 P. Parley'sAnn III.

288 Do you mean that your husband was burled in a four-

crossways ? He must then have killed himself x886 Myers
Phantasms of Living II 314 *Four-dimensional space (if

that exists) ig&a Daily News 20 Oct 5/1 The unfamilianty
of a ddbut in this world to a spirit more at home in "four-

dimensioned space 1527 Andrew Brtmswyke's Distyll
Waters A lj, With a "foure dowble clowte, or with hempen
towe steped in the same do as ye dyde before twyse or

thryse a daye 1599 A M tr Gabelhoueds Bk Physicke
249/2 Wet therm a fourdubble cloth, and applye him theron

1704 Lond Gaz No 3990/4 A small Gold Cham 4 double
fastened to the Watch 1600 E Blount Hasp Incurable
Fooles 62 A ridiculous and "foure-eared foole 1614 Breton
I would <5- 1 would not lxxxu Wks. (Grosart) I, io, I would
I were the gallanst Courtizan, That euer put a four-Ear'de
Asse to schoole 1755 Amoby Mem (1769) I 199 Some
people have named mis bird [the golden eye] the *four-

eyes 1874 Slang Diet, Four eyes, a man or woman
who habitually wears spectacles 1879 Boddam-Whetham
Roiaima 130 The little fish known as ‘Foui Eyes',
Anableps Tetraophthalmus 1577 B Goooe Hex esbach’s

Hush (1586) 2a b, You must not only twyfallow and
threefallow your ground, but also "foui fallow it. 184a

Tennyson Audley Court 33 We discuss'd the farm, The
’‘four-field system, and the price of grain 1844 Jrnl R
Agnc Soc V 1 162 It is usually cropped on the four-field

or Norfolk course 1893 Pall Mall G 12 Jan 3/2 The two
best yeai lings sold for "four figures 189S Daily News 7
Jan 3/4 The total amount of capital invested in these
** four-figured 1 animals x86o Ruskin Mod Paint V
vi iv 29 The normal of ’'four-foils is therefore [etc ] 1896
Daily News 9 Mar 5/5 The body of the lady, who was
lying in the "Four-foot 1884 Punch 29 Nov. 257/1 Drinks
anything stionger or deaier than four-half ’ 1765 A. Dick-
son Tieat Agnc. 11 (ed 2) 254 In a ’Tour-horse plough
yoked m pans 184a Dickens A mer Notes (1850) 91/1 The
mail takes the lead in a four-horse wagon 1382 Wyclif Isa

Ixvi 15 The Loid in fyr shal come, and as a whirlewynd his

’'fouie horsid carres 1887 Bowen Virg /Eneidvi 587 Borne
on his foui-horsed chariot Over the Danaan land. 1637
Rutherford Lett (1862J I. 243 We think all is but a little

earnest, a "four-hours, a small tasting, that we have in this

life a 1631 Calderwood Hist Kirk (1843) II 125 When
the craftsmen weie required to assemble they went to

their foure houres pennie Note, The name of the after-

noon refreshment of ale [etc ] taken at four o’clock 1870

Ramsav Remits v (ed 18) 118 When I get my four hours,

that will refresh me 1858 Glenny Card Every-day Bk
254/1 Seedlings must be pucked off into "four inch pots

1840 Marryat Poor Jack xii, Here’s a good long piece of

"foui inch 1605 Shaks Lear m iv 57 To ride ouer

"foure incht Bridges 1787 Pegge m Archseol VIII 203

He being also anathematized, was interred at a "four-lane-

end without the city 1666-7 Denham Direct. Paint. 11.

ix 14 Find but the Cheats of the "four Milhoneer. <11205

Lay. 21099 "Feower noked he is and her nine is feower

kunnes fisc 1536 Bellenpen Cron Scot (1821) I 286 The
mone beand in opposition, quhen it is maist round, appent
suddanly as it war foure nukit 1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Fonr-

nenk'd, square or four-cornered 1844 Ld Malmesbury
Mem (1884) I 154 We then returned home in the "four-oar.

1685 Lond Gas No 2023/4 A six Oared Barge and a "four

Oared Boat x86x Dickens Gt Exjpect. liv, If we had seen

a foui oared galley going up with the tide 1870 Dasfnt
Eventful Life I 141 Leaving the boat-hook of a four-oared,

which I steered 1664 Pepys Diary (1879) III 79 We sung

Ravenscroft’s "4-part psalms 1890 E Prout Counter-

point 143 Four-part counterpoint *8x8 M G. Lewis

Jrnl W. hid (1834) no, I saw none without a "four-post

bedstead and plenty of bedclothes 1823 Byron Juan vi

xxv, Beds, "Four-posted and silk curtain’d 1856 Mrs
Carlyle Lett II. 285, I expect to sleep in my great com-

fortable four posted bed 1836-9 Dickens Sr Box (1850)

265/2 His small French bedstead was converted into a
regular matrimonial "four-poster 1684 J Peter Siege

Vienna 109 "Four Pounders. 1854 Mrs Gaskell North
<5- .S’ xvii, I ha’ gone and bought a four-pounder out

o’ another baker's shop to common on such days *876

Bancroft Hist U S IV xxv 573 It was boarded by the

provincials, who carried off four four-pounders and twelve

swivels 1882 J Hardy in Proc. Berw Nat. Club IX
No 3 444 It might have been once used for husking big, or

"four-rowed barley 1633 [see B 3 a] "Four-shilling beer

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk s v Ropes, *Four-strand is

laid with four strands, and a core scarcely twisted X844

Hoblyn Med Did (ed 2),
*Four-tailed bandage a bandage

for the forehead, face and jaws, 1868 Paxton s Bot Did
,

*Four thieves' vinegar, a preparation from Rosmannus offi-

cinalis 1793-1813 Agnc Surv Dorset 8 (E D SI *Four-

tooth, a two year-old sheep 1598 Florid, Qnadnmo, a

"fower way, a way that hath fower turnings, a place where

fower wales meete x8qr H Hauburton Ochtl Idylls 72

Peasants flock in from the fields to the four-ways 1824 R
Stuart Hist Steam Engine 161 A considerable improvement

on the "fourway-cock 1841 Brfes Gloss Civ, E-ngtn ,
Four-

way Cock a description of valve for passing the steam to

the cylinder ,
it was invented by Leopold in about the year

1720 a 17x1 Ken Urania Poet Wks 1721 IV 457 She'll

stme to soar as high, As "foui-wing’d Seraphs fly. 01755

Garden in Phil Trans LI 031 They are followed by pretty

large four-winged fruit 1878Bell Gegenbaur s Comp Anat,

248 In the other four-winged orders 1889 Century Hid ,

*Four wmgs, a name of the goatsuckers or night-jars of the

geneia Macrodipteryx and Cosmetomis,
in which some

of the flight feathers are so much elongated that the birds

seem to have four wmgs »

f Fourb(e, & 0bs Also 7 fowxb, ta F.

fourbt masc. and fem (two distinct words), f four-

bir to Furbish, taken m fig. sense. Cf Fob i/.i]

1 A cheat, an impostor.

x668 Denham Passion ofDido 107 Thou art a false Im-

postor and a Fourbe. 1680 C Blount PhUostratus 43,

I have never met with greater Fourbs than those Quaking

Saints 1736 Carte Ormonde II 273 He was a fourbe in

his politicks and thought to be a secret convert to the

Roman Catholick Religion 1761W Sandby Port Inquis,

17 (Stanf ) The various tucks put m practice by this notable

Fourbe, to intioduce the Inquisition

2. A trick, an imposture.

1654 tr Scudery's Curia Pol, 133 Many Polititians yeeld

and perswade, that fraud and fowrbs are commendable
and innocent instiuments 1691 Baxter Cert of Worlds
ofSpirits 89 ,

1

began to suspect a Fourbe

f Fourb(e, V- Ohs [a F. fotirber, f.fourbe .

see prec ] trans To cheat, impose upon, trick.

1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II 122 Lord Jermyn hath
lustily fourbed the Queene of all her jewells 1713 Gentl
Instr (ed 5) 244, 1 ask then, how those who fourh’d others

become Dupes to then own contrivance?

+ Fou’rbery. Obi. Also 7 furbery [ad F.

fourbene,
f fourber • see prec ] A piece of decep-

tion , a fi aud, tnck, imposture.
1642 Howell For Trav (Arb 1 43 Young Travellers must

be cautious to avoi d one kind of Furbery or cheat, where-
unto many are subiect 1690 Seer Hist Chas II <)• Jos
II, Pref. A ij b, Let all the world judg of the Furbenes and
Tyranny of those times 1737 Fielding Hist Reg 111 Wks
1882 X 232 This, sir, I think is a very pietty Pantomime
tnck, and an ingenious burlesque on all the fourbeues which
the great Lun has exhibited in all his entertainments [1856

Smyth Catal Roman Family Corns 165 Alessandro had a
strong vein of fourberie in ancient matteis ]

Fourbour, var. of Furber Obs.

Fourbusber • see Furbisheu

f Fourcb/e, ® obs. [a. F. fourcher to fork,

f fourche fork.]

L mtr. =FoRK v. ,
spec of a hart: see quot.

Hence Fourehed ppl. a., forked

c *320 Sir Tnstr 503 pe rauen he jaue his 3iftes Sat on}>e

fourehed tre, On rowe 1413-22 Venery de Twety in Rel
Ant 1 . 151 Alleway we calle [a hart one] of the fyrst hed
tyl that he be of x. of the lasse. And fyrst whan an hert

hath fourehed, and then auntlere ryall, and surryall, and
forched on the one syde, and troched on that other syde,

than is he an hert ofx and of themore i486Bk St AIbans

E j b,And that in the toppe sowhen yemay hym keen Then
shall ye call hym forchyd an hert of tenne.

2. Law : see Fouroher
16x3 Sir H Finch Z«w(i636) 429 The PI’ and Def ifthey

list, may fourch infinitely by the common Law.
Fourcbe, earlier form of Fouch, Obs

Foupch.6, vai f of Forohe, Obs ,
gallows

Fourcb6(e (f«rje), tz. Her. [a F. fourcMe :

see Forche a ]
= Louche a.

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), s v , A Cross fourchd, is a Cross

forked at each end 1864 Boutell Her Hist Pop xvin

§ 1 (ed 3) 288 A lion rampt arg ,
the tail fourchee

||
Foirrcher. Law. Obs. [Law F fourcher

see Fouroh(e v.J A mode of delay practised by
two defendants m a suit, and consisting in their

appearing (or being essoined) alternately instead

of together
1602 Les Termes de la Ley 166 Fourcher is a deuice vsed

to delay the plaintife or demaundant in a suite againsttwo

Fourcbette (furjet) [a F fourchetfe,
dim

of fourche' see Fork r£] A folk, something

forked or resembling a fork. Sb. Anat (See quot)

1754-6+ Smellie Midwif I 93 The Fraenum or Four-

chette, which hounds the inferior pait of the Fossa magna
and os externum. 1844 Hoblyn Did Med (ed 2), Four-

chette the thin commissure, by which the labia majora of

the pudendum unite together

b Surg. A forked instrument formerly used to

divide the fi senum of the tongue when short (Syd

Soc. Lex. 1885)
1854 in Mayne Expos Lex
C Ornith. The furcula of a bird.

1854 in Mayne Expos Lex, 1862 J Smith Newer Plioc

Geol, 14A marine deposit, containing the bones of sea fowl

Foot-n. The fourchette of a diver

t Fourd, v Obs r-are- 1
. [Aphetic var of

Afford ] trans To supply. Afford
1581 Disc. Comm Weal Eng (1893) 66 He could not

fourde his paper as good cheape as that came fiom beyonde

the seaze.

t Fonrdrye, V Obs rare ~ l
. [? Corruptly ad

OF fouldrU,foudroyi, struck by lightning ]

1483 Caxton G de la Tour E mj b, So were the seuen

cytees brenned and fourdryed in stynkyng sulphure

Fourfold (fo° afield), a ,
adv

,
and sb [f. Four

+ -FOLD ]

A adj.

1 Consisting offour things; made up offourparts

c 1275 Lay 1356 To {rnn lond hii verden J>are hu leof folk

funden fouruald ferde. a. 1300 CursorM 28974 Chastiyng

0 flexs foure fald to tak, In praier, fasting, wand, and wak.

1660 Boyle New Exp Phys, Meek ix 70 A four-fold Ad-

vantage 1823 H J Brooke Introd Crystallogr. 58 A
four-fold cleavage, or one in four directions, will produce

a tetrahedron 1838 Thiklwall Greece 1

1

xi 4 The four-

fold distribution of the country is the foundation of anothei

tradition. 1877 A B Edwards Up Nile xu 341 The four-

fold surroundings of Philse—the cataract, the river, the

desert, the envuomng mountains

2. Four tunes as great or numerous
,
quadruple.

c xoooAgs Gosp Luke xix 8 Gif ic semgne bereafodeichit

be feowerfealdum agyfe. xsstRecordb Whetst. B 11, Quad-

rupla. 4 to 1 8 to 2 Fowertolde. a 1650 May Old.Couple

iv i, 2ltd Neigh. All happiness betide you. 3rd Neigh

And a reward four-fold in th’ other world

3. Comb , asfourfold-visaged adj.

1667 Milton P. L vi 845 Nor less on either side tempes-

tuous fell, His arrows, from the fourfold-visag’d foure

B adv In fourfold propoition.

*635 Coverdale 2 Saw xu 6 The shepe also shal hemake
good foure folde 1873 B Stewart Conserv. Energy 1 14 Its

68
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penetrating power is increased nearly fourfold *875
ScKivrNER Led, Text N, Test 7 [They] amount to at least

fourfold that quantity

O sb A fourfold amount + Also spec in US,
1 A quadruple assessment for neglect to make
return of taxable estate *

; hence Fou rfold v ,

‘ to

assess in a fourfold ratio * (Webster Compend
Diet 1806).
£1380 WyciiF Strut Sel Wks II. 200 jjif y have ought

bigtled ony Y selde agen pe forefold 1611 Bible Luke xix

8, I restore him foure fold 1779 Vermont St Papers

(1823) 296 The listers shall add tne sum total of such addi-

tions and four-folds, to the sum total before mentioned.

Four-foot, a Obs. exc. poet [f. Four a. +
Foot sb ] =Four-footed
[c 893 K /Elfred Ores, n iv § 3 Alices cynnes feower-

fetes feos an. epoo tr, Baida's Hist, iv xxx [xxix ] (1891)

374 He nales tSaet aan feSei fotra neata Sone teoSan dasl

. sealde ] c 1300 Cursor

M

19848 (Edin ) Alle fourfote bestis

saj he hune 173a Swift Beasts' Confess 201 For libelling

the four-foot race. 1864 Swinburne Atalanta 149 Yea, lest

they smite us with some four-foot plague

Fou'r-footed, a. [f. Four a. + Foot sb. +
-ED 2

.] Having four feet, quadruped.
£1175 Lamb. Horn 43 Innan pan tike sea weren un-

aneomned deor summe feSer fotetd a *300 Cursor M
19848 AH four foted bestes sagh lie bun 1553 Eden treat
Newe Ind (Arb ) xo Foure footed beastes 17x4 Brmci lev
Serm Wks. 1871 IV 606 Birds and fourfooted beasts X887
Sir R H. Robfrts In the Shires ix 150 Many a four-

footed friend would eat from no hand but mine

b Of or pertaining to four-footed animals
a 168a Sir T. Brownt Chr Mor 111 § 14 Expose not thyself

by four-footed manners unto monstrous diaughts, and can-
catura representations 1698 Dryoen Ovid's Metam Fables

(1700)433 Whose Art in vain From Fight dissuaded the
four-footed Tram 1840 Hood Ktlmausegg, Her Accident
vi, The Maid rides first in the fourfooted strife

C quasi-adv On four feet.

2718 Prior Knowledge 631 All the living that four footed
move Along the shore, the meadow, or the grove.

II FourgOU (fwigon). [a. Y
.
fourgon.) A bag-

gage-wagon, a luggage-van
2848 Thackeray Van Fair lxn, Lord Bareacres’ chariot,

Bntska, and fourgon, that anybodymight pay forwho liked.

1866 Mrs. H Wood St, Martin's Eve xxv. (1874) 309 Your
wedding-dress is come, with lots more things, nearly a four-

f
on full, Louise says. 1884 Health Exhib Catal p. xxxix,
'ouigons containing the equipment of Hospital Corps.

Four-handed, a
1. Having four feet which resemble the hands of

a man
;
quadrumanous.

1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) IV 249 Animals of the
monkeykind .From this general description of four-handed
animals, we perceive what [etc ] 1833 Tlnnyson Poems 3
When, in the darkness over me, 1 he fourhanded mole shall

scrape. *846 Owen Brit. Fossil Mammals Birds 3
Arboreal Mammalia of the four-handed order

2. Suitable for four persons, Also, rarely
, of a

piece of pianoforte music : Adapted for four hands
(Fr, h quatre mains'), i.e. two players

;
a duet.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 217 If we could
both nave won—if it had been four handed cnbbage, and
she my partner *840 Dickens Old C Shop xxix, We'll
make a four-handed game of it, and take 111 Groves *883
Pall Mall G. so Mar. 5/2 Among those who are wedded to
their first love of normal chess, the four-handed game does
not gain much favour

frour-herned, a Obs. rare- 1 In 3 -huyrned.
{X Four + Hern corner + -ed a

] Four-cornered
£ 1290 .S' Eng Leg. I 416/462 po hiet he is desciples ]>at

huy ane put four-huyrned him made
tFotrrhood. Obs. rare. In 5 -hede. [f. Four
+ -HEAD, -HOOD ]
£1400 tr. Secreta Secret

,
Gov Lordsli (E E. T S ) 109

Yn uourhede er oon, two, tnre, and (foure, and if Jjou geder
hern to-gedre pey make tene, J>e nombre of ten ys he per-
feccion of hem hat enbracen ffourhede

Fourierism (fu9*nenz’ia). [m F. Fouriirisme

,

f. the name Fourier', see -ism] A system in-

vented by the French socialist Charles Fourier for

the re-orgamzation of society
;
phalanstenanistn.

1841-4 Emerson Ess , Norn % Real Wks (Bohn) I 231
Mesmerism Fourierism, and the Millennial Church are
poor pretensions enough, but good criticism on the science,
philosophy, and preaching of the day. 1864 R Chambers
Bk Days 7 Apr 486/1 Fourierism found many adherents in
France and the United States

Fourierist (fua’rignst) [f. as prec + -ist.]

An adherent of the system of Fourierism.
*843 Emerson Let. in Atlantic Monthly (1892) May 581
He thinks himself sure of W, H, Channing as a good
Fourierist 1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. 386, I was
pitched out into the gutter, and I got up a "Radical, a
Democrat, a Fourierist.

2 attnb. or adj. Of the Founensts
; Fourieristic.

1870 Athmseum 3 Feb. 187 The Fouuenst communities
were, with one or two exceptions, equally short-lived.

Hence Fouxieristic a., of or pertaining to the
Fourierists or to Fourierism.

1883 R. T Ely Fr fy Ger, Socialism 102 All the strictly
Fourieristic experiments tried in France thus farhave failed.

Foirriente [See -ite.] = Fourierist.
1844 Mary Hennell Soc Syst 209 The Founentes have

spread themselves widely through France
attnb. or adj 1830 Longf In Life (1891) II 173 L— at

me again to edit his book on Fourierite Analogies 1

Four-iii-hand.
1 . A vehicle with four horses driven by one person.
*793 European Mag, XXIII, 46 Swift thro’ Hyde Park

I drive niy four-in-hand. x8*s Disraeli in Smiles Ltfe 7
Murray (1891) II xxvi 188 Tne four-m hands of the York-
shire squires 1842 Tennyson Walking to Mail 103 As
quaint a four-in-hand As you shall see—three pyebalds and
a roan

fig 1837 Longt in Life (1891) I 277 Tins four-111 hand
of outlandish animals [the foreign instructors at Harvard
College], all pulling the wrong way, except one
2 quasi-adv With a four-in-hand.
x8x2 Combi (Dr Syntax) Picturesque xx 1 43 Thus off they

w ent, and, four-in-hand, Dash'd bi iskly tow'rds the promis’d
land 1871 M Coli ins Mrq $ Merch.ll ix 276 He drives
them down four-in-liand

3 attrib and Comb., asfour-m-hand club ,
-driver,

-driving ,
four-m-hand tie, a htncf of neck-tie

1849 E E Napier Excurs S Africa I 169 A style that
completely outdoes the most renowned members of the
Four in hand ’ Club at home *877 M M Grant Smi-

Maidix
,
He considered himself equal to the best whip in the

Four-in-Hand Club iSiz SportingMag XXXIX 153 Flash
*Four-in-Hand and Donkey drivers 1848 Thackeray Van
Fatrx, Boxing, rat-hunting and *four in hand driving
were then the fashion of our British aristocracy. 1892 Pall
Mall G xx Oct 7/2 You do not need slippers, nor *four-m-
hand ties,

b qunsi-«$\
1790 Han. More Fern Edttc (ed 4) I 73 The intrepid

female, the hoyden the swinging arms, the confident ad-
dress, the regimental, and the four in hand *807-8 W
Irving Salmag ui (1811) 41 It is excessively pleasant to
hear a couple of these four-in-hand gentlemen retail their

exploits over a bottle 1836 Whyte MrLvm 1 Kate Cov
xx, The tobacco smoking, four 111-hand Miss Covcntiy

Fou*r-leavedf
a [f Four + Leae + -ed-.]

Having four leaves.

1793 Mariyn Lang Bot , Four-leaved tendril 1839
Lovlr Four-leaved Shamrock 1 I’ll seek a four-leaved
shamrock in all the fairy dells 1847 Longt Ev 1. 111 19
The marvellous powers of four-leaved clover.

b. Four-leavedgrass', fa a four-leaved variety of
Tt ifolium repens

,

b. the plant Pans quad) ifolia.

£1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon ) 132/1 Quadrafohum,
fowr-

leuedgras, 1397 Gerarde Herbal 1029 1 he other is called

Lotus quadrfolia,
or fower leafed Grasse, orpuipie Woort

1640 Parkinson Theat Bot. 1112 Quadrfolium fust urn
Fower leafed or purple grass 1863 Prior Plant n 86 Four
leaved grass the Herb Trulove, Pans quadi folia
Fourling (fo® alii)) [f Four sb + -ling]
1 ‘ One of four children born at the same time

’

(Ogilvie 1855 and mod. Diets.).

2. Mm A twin crystal made up of four inde-

pendent individuals (Cent. Diet)

+ Fourment. Obs. rare [a. F /moment, 16th
c. var. of froment, ad. L. frtmenltm.] Corn ,

rendeung L frnmentum.
x6ox Holland Pliny I. 537 Of all graine, there are two

pnncipall kinds first Fourment, containing vndcr it wheat
and Barley, and such like secondly, Pulse.

+ Fourneau. Mil. Obs [a. Y.fomneau, lit.

oven, OF fo> ttel late L. type furnellus, dim. of
fumus (F. four) oven ]

= Fobneldo
1678 tr Gaya's Arms of IVar 36 Blowing up the Bastions

of a Place besieged, by means of Mines and Fourneaus

t Fourueil. Obs rare— 1
, [a OF fornet fur-

nace, kiln ; see Fourneau.] A kiln

*483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 1931/2 As I wentc after one of
my sowes I fonde a fourneil of lyme meiuelously grete.

fFourme. Obs.
1548 Pnvy Council Ads (1800) II 174 Foumies for car-

touches, v canvas for cartouches, 1 elics

Fournymente, var. of Furniment. Obs
Four o’clock.
1. (More fullyfour o'clockflower ) A name for

the plant Mirabilis Jalapa or Marvel of Peru
1756 P. Browne Jamaica x66 Jalap or Four-o clock-

flower 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot xvi 211 In the west
Indian Islands, where it [Marvel of Peru) is very common,
they call it four o’clock flower 1832 Mas Stowi Uncle
Tom’s C iv, Here also .. various brilliant annuals, such as
mangolds, petunias, four o’clocks, found an indulgent cornei
x88a J Smith Diet Plants 260 Marvel of Pern (Mn abilis
Jalapa

)

., This and M, longiiiora are handsome garden
plants, opening their pretty tube like flowers . in the after-
noon, hence called Four o’clock-flower

2 The Australian friar-bird, Philemon cornicu-
latus

,
so called fiom its cry

X848J Gould Birds Austral IV Descr pi, 58, Tropido-
rkynchus Comicnlatus Fuar Bud, From the fancied
resemblance of its notes to those words, it has obtained from
the Colonists the various names of * Four o'clock ’, etc

3 A seed-head of the dandelion. Cf one o'clock
1883 Talmage in Chr Globe *3 Sept. 8xg/x The band that

bad plucked four o'clocks m the meadow
4. A light meal taken by workmen about four

o’clock in the afternoon.
*823 Jamieson Supp s.v Four-hours

, A slight refresh-
ment taken bv workmen in Birmingham is called a four
o'clock. 1841 Hartshorne Salop Antiq. 432 Four o'clock,
a lunch or bait taken by labourers at this hour in the harvest
x88x Oxf Gloss Supp , Four o’clock, a tea in the hayfield

Fourpence (fo® -ipens). [f Four a + Pence ]A sum of money or coin equal to four pennies.
Fourpence-halfpenny \ see quots 1722,1860
The Irish shilling of Elizabeth circulated m England

under the name and at the value of ‘nmepence’, it is
inferred that the ‘fourpence-halfpenny ’ was the Irish
sixpence of the same penod
1722 De Foe Col Jack (1840)46 Nmepences, and four-

pence-halfpennies Scotch ana Irish com. 1852 R S Sur-
tees Sponge’s Sp Tour (1893) 319 ‘Well, there’s sixpence
for you, my goodwoman ’, said he . . * It’s nabbut fourpence

FOUR-SQUARE

.

two fo'pencehappeiues for a nmepence

Fourpenny (fooapem), a. [f Four a +
Penny

]

1 That costs or is valued at four pence. Four-
penny ale, ale sold at four pence a quart ,fourpenny
bit 01 piece, a silvci com of the value of four pence
sofourpenny-halfpenny piece ’

1597 ™tTt Retimefr Parnass 11 1 Sx7 Simple Plaine
felowes that wean, foure penme gaiters x678 Lond Go*No 1348/4 Ihree pieces of Four-peny broad black taffatv
Ribon x6gx Locke Lemur Interest Wks 1727 II 07 l
sufficient Quantity of Four-penny, Four penny half-pennv
and 1'ive penny Iht-ces should be coined 1736 Monitor l’No 25 220 How often do we see these fourpenny boarders’m red coats, turning the family out of their beds .foa}

Yates Roth Ahead in 1, He looked ns if he’d lost a four-
penny-piecc 1871 M Coi lins Miq $ Merck, I 11. 61 He
set to work to intoxicate himself with fourpenny ale *8oo
Pall Mall G 27 Nov 2/3 The once familiar fourpenny bits
have ceased from cncul.ition

b quasi-j/; A fourpenny piece
1883 Stivi nson Trcasnic 1st 1 1, He promised me a

silvei four penny on the first of every month
2 Pompenny nail [see Pi nny a ] : a nail m

long, of which 4 lbs go to the ‘thousand’ (ie. 10
nominal hundreds or 1 1 20).
1481 Nottingham Ret II 320 Et de dimidio centum de

forpeny nayl 1703 Moxon Muh Emu 244 Another sort
are foui Penny, ana six Penny Nails r *850 Rudim Navig
(Weak) *35 Nails of sorts are, 4, 6, 8 and 40-penny nails.

Fou rrier. Obs exc Hist, or as an alien word.
Also 7-8 fourier. [a F. fouri ter, var. of OF
former see Forayer.]
1. *=Fora\kr.
1481 Caxton Godcjftoy hxxiu 131 They made semblaunt

for to take fourriers and the horses nyghe them 1604 E
Grimstoni Hist Siege Ostend 30 The Arch duke had caused
a Fourner or Harbtngei to be put m pi tson *646 Buck
Rich III, 1 34 This was the preparative and fouiner of the
rest. 1823 Scott Quentin 1) xxvui, He that decoyed us
into this snare shall go our fouri ter to the next woild, to
take up lodgings for us

2 A quartermaster Also brigadier-fourner (see

quot 1895)
*678 tr. Gaya's Ail ofWar 11 47 The Fourier ought to

have a List of all the Soldiers of a Company x78x in Simes
Mil, Guide (ed 3) 7 He makes the Fourier in.uk the head-
quarters, and the quarters of the Genual Officers *893
Daily News 22 Oct 6/\ He had worked lus way up to the
enviable position of brigadier-foumer, a sub-officer charged
with accounts, lodging of men, etc.

Fourscore (foouskoo*), a [f. Four a. + Score
sb ] F our times twenty, eighty Formerly current

as au ordinary numeral , now arch or ihctoncal,
c izgo Gen. ^ Ex 2911 Fowie score 3cr he was hold. 1297
R Gi ouc (1724) 382 po deyde he in J>e 3er of grace a pou-
send . Ana four score and scuene 1340 Hampole Pr
tonsc 754 If in niyghtfulnes four score ynere falle, Mare es

tliair swynh and soiow with-alle £1383 R Browne Anstw
Caitwi ight 38 'I he fourtscore and nynthe Psalme 1398
Shaks Merry W hi 1 56, I haue lined foure score yeeres,

and vpward x6oo — A V L 11 111. 74 At seauenteene

3 ceres, many their fortunes secke But at fourescore, it is

too late a weeke. c 1720 Prior Daphne 4 Apollo 7o We
mortals seldom live above fourscore 1750 CiiFSTEitr Lett

(1792) II. ccxix. 345 An Italian book written by one A1

berti about fouiscore or a hundred years ago 1870 Bryant
Iliad I 11. 64 Nestor who came To wai on Tioy with four-

score ships and ten 1871 Morlly Voltaire (1886) 5 lhe
fouiscore volumes which he wrote are the monument of a
new renascence 1878 O W Holmi s School-boy (1879)

73 Fouiscore, like twenty, has its tasks and toys

t Fou’rscorth., a Obs [f Fourscore a see

-l’H ] Eightieth.
X571 Golding Calvin on Ps xlv 1 In the fowerscorthe

Psalme, there is put yc plurall nomber (Lillyes) 1387 —
De Momay vm 100 What euidentnesse or certuntie is there

in the Gieeke histones afore the fourescorth Olympiade

1657 North's Plutarch Add Lues (1676) 2 (Constantine)

Great Britain, of which he was the fourscorth King 17x3

Addison Guardian No 137 r 7 An Aunt who is supposed

to have died a Maid in the fourscorth Year of her Age

Foursenery, var. f. of Forcenery Obs
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 428 b/x Madde folke were de-

lyuerd fro theyr foursenerye or madnesse

Foursenyd, var. ol forcened . see Foroene
c 1300 Mclusme xlu 315 1 hey that are foursenyd with yre

Foursome (fo® as#m), a. and sb Sc. [f. Four
a + -some.] A. adj

1 Four (together) Also absol
ig . Douglas K. Hart 1. 198 The fouresum baid and

huvit on the grene c 1360 A Scorr Poems IS T S ) 11 145

For, wer $e foursura m a fioh, I compt 30W no1 a leik

D. U&ed for the nonce as adv
1873 Morris Mneid vn 309 Come from the cleaving of

an oak with foursome driven wedge
2. Performed by four persons together

1814 Scott Wav xxvui, Dancing full mernly in the

doubles and full career of a Scotch foursome reel 1884 J.

Payne iooi Nts IX 388 The Murebbes or foursome song

occurs once only in the Nights

B sb. Golf. A match in which four persons take

part, two playing on each side.

1867 Comh Mag Apr. 403 Perhaps you find three men
who, with yourself, will make a good foursome

Four-aauare, a. (adv.), and sb. ..
[f. Four a

+ Square ]
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A. adj Having four equal sides; square.

(i 1300 CursorM 19843 A mikel linnen clath four squar
Laten dun, him thognt was |sar. 1470-83 Malory Arthur
1 111, There was sene in the chircheyard ayenst the hyghe
aulter a grete stone four square. 1523 Fitzherb Hush
§ 34 Whyte wheate is Iyke polerde wheate m the busshell

and the eare is foure-squaie 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav
Adjoyning is another foure-square room. 1745 Eliza
eywood Female Sped (1748)11 279 A four-square looking-

glass. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps vi 164 The four-square

keep of Granson
transf andfig 1603 Holland Plutarchs Mor, 1304 Six-

teene is a number quadrangular or foure-square 1877 Dow-
den Shaks Prim. vi 135 Goneril is the more incapable of

any hatred which is not solid and four-square x886 Lowell
Wks (1890) VI 176 One of Aristotle’s four-square men,
capable of holding his own in whatever field he may be cast

to. quasi-adv In a sqnare form or position.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks 1 46 Caste by (re cake round a-

bowte, & close hym four-square 1322-3 Fitzherb Hitsb

§ 13 Bere barleye hathe an eaie thie ynches of lengthe or

more, sette foure square 1833 Tennyson Death Dk
Wellington 30 That tower of strength Which stood four-

square to all the winds that blew 1

fig 1845-6 Trench Huh. Led Ser 1 111 47 We have a
Gospel which stands four-square, with a side facing each
side of the spiritual world. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades
111 260 It is strength To live four-square *884 Warfield
in Chr Treas Feb go/i A masterly argument .set four-

square against all possible opposition

B sb A figure having four equal sides.

1587 Golding De Mornay xv 241 A fiuesquare conteineth
both a Fowersquare and a Triangle 1613 M Ridley
Magn. Bodies 32 You may forme the stone into a foure-
square 1696 Temple Ess m § 2 (ed 4) 173 Peking is a
regular Four-square; the Wall of each side is six Miles in
length 1787 M Cutler in Li/e, Jrnl <$ Corr (1888) I.

224 The whole roof forms the base of the steeple m a four-

square 1844 Upton Physioglyphics 174 It is then ofa shape
between a circle and four-square

Hence +F<ra r-squared/// a =Four-square a.

Also Foursquarewi.se adv
,
forming a sqnare.

15x3 Douglas AEneis vii ix. 78 He Stude schydand ane
four squayr akyne tre 1333 Coverdale Lam in 9 He
hath stopped vp my wayes with foure squared stones 1331
Turner Herbal 1. 0 lj, Walwurt hath a forsquared stalk
and full of toyntes x6xo Holland Camden's Bnt 1 701
The West part, is compassed in with a uene faire wall and
the river together, fouresquarewise, 1694 Molyneux in
Phil Trans XVIII x8x Our Irish Basaltes is composed of
Columns, whereof none are four-squared X708 Motteux
Rabelais iv xl x6o It threw four squar'd Steel Boults.

Fourteen, (foo.itz n, foa'itfn), a and sb Forms

:

1 fdowertdne, -tyne, Nortkumb -tdno, 2 fower-
tene, 3 feo(u)wertene, 3 furten, fourtme,
south, vourtene, (6 fowertene), 4-6 four(e)ten,

(4 faurten), 6-7 fourteene, 6- fourteen [OE.
ftowertine ** OFns fuwerttne

,
OS. fiertein (Du.

veertein), OHG
.
fiorzehan (MHG vierzehen, mod.

Ger vierzehn), ON. fidrtan (Sw fjorton,
Da

fjorten ), Goth
.
fidwortathun see Four and -teen ]

The cardinal number composed of ten and four,

represented by the symbols 14, xiv, or XIV
A. as adj.

1

.

In concord with the sb. expressed.
C950 Lindtsf Cosp Matt 1. 17 From oferfaer babilones

wio to crist cneuiesua feower-teno 1297 R Glouc (Rolls)

5491 Aboute vourtene xer king her after he nas 1340 Ham-
pole Pr Consc 6552 Omang alle }>at bar has bene sene, I

fynde wryten paynes fourtene 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxxi.

119 Whan this foureten persones were come to Crete the
kyng made theym to be putte wythin the forsayd house.

1338 Wriothesl'ey Chron (1873) I 79 Fowertene yeares
past. x6xx Bible x Chron, xxv 5 Fourteene sonnes 1751
Affect Narr Wager 24 Our ill-fated Vessel struck abaft on
a sunken Rock, in fourteen Fathom Water 1894 C. W.
Boase Reg Coll Exon p xxxu, The fellowships were .

tenable for rather less than fourteen years

tto. {A) fourteen mght (rarely fourteen day) :

a fortnight. 06s.
at000 Laws of Ine § 53 Ob&et feowertyne mht ofer

Eastron c 1175 Lamb Horn 123 Easter dei be nu biS to
dei on fowertene mht 1x205 Lay 28236 An feowertene
mht fulle fere Uei pa uerde c 1290 S. Eng Leg. I. 65/406
And fourtene m3t bare-aftur-ward. 1477 Surtees Misc.
(1888) 27 The purpressures come in this day xuij day, 1561
Hollybush Horn Apotk 30 Do this a fourten night and it

shall auoyde 1726 Lady M W Montagu Let to Ctess
Mar 13 Apr

, I have been confined this fourteen-night to

one floor

2 With ellipsis of sb.

1480 Caxton Chron Eng. ccxliv 303 With other tounes
fortresses and vyllages in to the nombre of fourtene 1392
Shaks Rom 4 Jul 1 111 13-14 He lay fourteene of ray teeth

shee's not fourteene 1683 Baxter Paraphr N T, Matt
i 14, 1 reduce them to fourteen in the recitation, for memory-
sake. 1818 Scott Heart Midi, vm, A tall gawky silly-

looking boy of fourteen or fifteen

+ 3 = Fourteenth a. 06s.
c 1300 R Glouc. (Rolls) App xx 261 In be kmges fourtebe

Xere [w r fourtene 3eer of be kyng] hure sone henri com Of
king dauid ofscotlond c 1430 Fi eemasonry 245 The fourtene
artycul Scheweth the mayster how he schal don. 1353
Wilson Rhetonfee (1567) 35 a, The fowertene of Julie.

4 Comb
,
as fourteen-foot a

,
fourteen feet in

length, fourteen-gun a., (a vessel) carrying four-

teen guns; f fourteen-shilling piece the Scottish

'meric’ (see quot 1695)
X695 Act Priv Couns Scot. in Cochran-Fatrick Rec,

Coinage Scot II. 252 The value of thretteen shilling four

pennies was never put upon the merk peice after they were
raised to fourteen shilling, neither were they tearmed
therafter merk peices but fourteen shilling peices 186a

Latham Channel Tsl 111 xvu (ed 2) 400 A fourteen-gun
schooner some boats, and forty men constituted the
authority 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 120
A fourteen-foot whip in your hand.

B as^.
1 The abstract number fourteen.
c 1030 Byrhtferths Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII 302
Twia seofon beoS feowertyne

1

2

A fourteen shilling piece : see A 4. 06s.
1693 Sc Presbyt Eloq (1738) 129 The Preacher seeing

him m Church, took a Fourteen out of his Pocket
3 . // Candles fourteen to the pound
1883 Goole Weekly Tunes 14 Sept 4/5 Dip Candles (Four-

teens).

Fourteener (fosjtz nsi). [f prec +-er 1
]

a. A poem of fourteen lines, rare— 1
, to. A

line of fourteen syllables. Also atti tb.

1829 Lamb Let to Procter xvii 157 Study that sonnet .

and was this a fourteener to be rejected by a trumpery
annual? 1884 Saintsbury Ess. Eng Lit (1891)350 Few
men manage the long ‘fourteener’ with middle rhyme
better than Lockhart 1887 — Hist. Eltzab Lit i 9 The
attempt to arrange the old and apparently almost indigenous
‘ eights and sixes ’ into fourteener lines and into alternate
fourteeners and Alexandrines

Fourteenth (fo°ttfn]), foejttznjri, a. and sb.

Forms 1 f^owertdo'Ba, -teogBa, 3 fourteothe,
fowrtiiBe, 3-4 four-, south vourtepe, fourtend,

(3 four-, fortend), 4 faurtend, fourtenpe,
-teneth, 6- fourteenth. [OE. fdowertiofta, f.

fhwertyne Fourteen on the analogy of tiota

tenth. (For the subsequent history of the forms

cf Fifteenth.)] The ordinal numeral belonging

to the cardinal fourteen.

A. adj. m concord with sb expressed; also

elltpt. Fourteenth part : one of 14 equal parts

into which a whole is divided.
egoo tr Bxda's Hist 1 iv (1890) 32 Se wass feowerteoba

fram Agusto bam casere 'lax000 Martyrologium 82 On
bone feowerteogSan dseg pass monies biS para haligra

browung sancte Victores ond sancte Coronan. a 1223

Juliana 79 pe fowrtuSe Kalende of mearch pat is seoSSen
X297 R Glouc. (1724) 408 pe vourtepe day of Jenyuer vor
honger panne hu wende. c 1300 St. Brandait 331 The
thretteoth [brother] fram the to the ylle of ankres schal

wende, And the fourteothe to helle al quic. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc 6581 pe fourtend payne despayre -es cald. 1579
Fulke Heskms1 Pari 181 The fourteenth Chapter ex-

pounded the same text x66a Stillinqfl One. Sacr 11

vu. § 3 The fourteenth of Nisan was passed before the

sanctification of the Templewas finished X805W Saunders
Min Waters 18 Aquatic trees contain only about a four-

teenth part of their weight ofsolid matter. x86xM Pattison
Ess (1889) I. 44 The massive and imposing style of the

fourteenth century

B sb a A fourteenth part to. Mus. The oc-

tave or replicate of the seventh

1397 Morley Introd Mus 71 Phi Which distances make
discord ? Ma A ninth, aleuenth, a fourteenth, etc. 1800

Young in Phil Trans XCI 59 Its transverse diameter must
be diminished one-fourteenth of an inch

Hence Fourteenth!? adv
,
m the fourteenth

place.
a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts ni (1704) 322/1

Fourteenthly, They ought to Sign Estimates. 1691-8

Norris Pract Disc (1711) III 170 And Fourteenthly,

That our Blessed Lord himself was thus treated

Fourth (fo0ip), a. and sb Forms • 1 fdorfta,

fdowefSa, Northunib fdartta, (2 fortSe), 2-3

feox’Se, (3 feorthe, foerth, south veortte), 3-4
ferpe, south. verp(e, flerp(e, (4 flrpe, 5 firthe),

3-5 fe(e)rthe, 3-6 forth, (3-4 feirth, ferith,

fourth, furth, firth), 4-5 furthe, (furpe, forthe,

fourpe, -the), 3-6 ferd(e, (3-4 feird, south.

veorde, 4 feyrd, fyrde, furde, 6 Sc faird), 4-6

ford(e, 4-7 fourt(e, (4 fowrte, forte), 5-6

fowerth, (5 faw-, fownth, fowrth(e), 3- fourth

[OE fiorta, corresp to OS fiortSo (Dn vierde),
OHG. Jiordo (MHG. vierde ,

mod G vterte), ON.
fiirtSe (Sw ,

Da. fjerde) *-OTeut *f{f){vj)ojpodu

repr. Com Aryan *qeturto- or *qetwrto-, whence
Skr. caturtha, 0S1 . cetvrUti, Gr rirapros, L.

quartus ] The ordinal numeral belonging to the

cardinal four.

A adj.

1 . In concord with the sb. expressed
Fourth estate : see Estate sb 7 b
c 930 Lindtsf Gosp Matt xiv 25 Dtu feoroa waccen nsehtes.

cxvj$Lamb Horn 13 Honora pattern tuum et matrem tuam
pet wes pe feowerSe heste pet godalmihti het. c 1230 Gen

4 Ex, 157 For5 glod Sis ferSe dais nijt, 00 cam 3e fifte dais

lqt. c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 82 In his ferpe £ere

he went tille Aluerton C1400 Desfr Troy v. 2007 The
furthe day fell all pe fuersewyndes 1486 Bk St. Albans

£ jb, The fownth yere a Stagge call hym by any way.

1388 A. King tr. Camsiug Catech 109 Euerie fourt ferie

(callid wenesday) 1637-30 Row Hut, Ktrk (1842) 127 The
ferd Acte condemned the Presbitene as ane judgement not

allowed by the King’s law. 1674 Playford SkillMus. 11. 112

For the Tuning of your Violin the Bass or Fourth String

is called G sol re ut

2 . With ellipsis of the sb

c X175 Lamb Horn 39 pat fortSe is pat pu scalt wakien for

pines dnhtenes luue a 1300 Ten Commaudm 33 m E E P
(1862) 16 pe verp, loue pi neqbore as pine owe bodi. 1377
Langi, P PI B xiv, 294 pe fierthe is a fortune pat flonssh-

eth pe soule Wyth sobrete fram all synne 1433 Notting-

ham Rec. II 360 And ilk of thie payis, uijj. vnjrf, and y«

forte, njj, 1562 Bulleyn BA Simples 52 b, It is hotte and
dne, in the thirde degree, and m the begmnyng of the
fowerth 1669 Sturnly Mariners Mag 1 33 Three Right
Lines being given, To find a fourth in proportion to them

b. esp with ellipsis of ‘ day \ The fourth (of
July) tJ.S ,

the anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence

;
also attnb. Also quasi-jA in pi.

1827 Longf. in Life (1891) I vui 121 We did not celebrate
the ‘glorious Fourth’ here x888 Lowell Pr Wks (1890)
VI 202 This is what may be called the Fourth of July
period of our history. 1891 C James Rom Rigmarole 74
As I write I picture, here in my lonely study, bright Fourths
ofJune 1894 Westm Gaz. 2 Jan 6/1 The amounts pass-
ing through on the 4tbs of the months for 1893.

3. Fourth part, f deal : one of four equal parts

into which a thing may be divided. See also

Farthingdeal.
c 1000 Ags Gosp, Luke hi. 1 Feorpan dales rica c 1330

[see Deal sb 1 x b], 1373 Barbour Bruce ix 593 For gif thal
fled, thai vast that thai Suld nocht weill ferd part get away.
? a 1400 Morte Arth 946 The fonrtedele a furlange be-twene
pis he walkes X480 Caxton Chron. Eng ccxxui 221 Yet
saw I neuer the ferth part of the wynge fyght. 1383 T.
Washington tr, Nicholay’s Voy 11 v 35 Two buts of wine
of Chio, two fourth parts of muscadell 1803 Stevenson in
DailyNews xx Apr 6/3 Of the remaining three fourth parts

ofmy said father's estate, one fourth part of the three-fourth

parts I give and bequeath [etc].

B sb.

1 . The fraction indicated by a unit in the fourth

place in the sexagesimal, decimal, or any other

system of fractional notation having a constant

modulus. Hence, in Scotland, a weight of ac-

count, =Tjr5Vnr (i-e. 1-7-24*) of a gram Scots.

1594 Blundevil Exerc 1. xxvu (ed 7) 65 They divide
every whole thing that had no usuall parts into 60 minutes,
and every minute into 60 seconds, and every second into

60 thirds, and so forth into 60 fourths, fifths, sixths [etc.].

1604 Proclam James l in Ruding Coinage Gt Brit (1840)

I 363 Pieces of Gold v.s 1 denier 23 grains 7 primes,

18 seconds, 8 thirds, io3 fourths 1608R Norton tr. Stemn's
Disme Cy, 3(0 7OO s(

3
) g(0,

that is to say, 3 Primes,

7 Seconds, 5 Thirds, 9 Fourths .. of valew. 1674 Jeaks
Anth. (i6g6) 209 As to set down 3 Fourths, and 4 Fifths,

thus, 0,00034

2. —Fourthpart
i74Xtr D'Argeus Chinese Lett xxxi 229 The idle Fables

and gross Lyes, with which Three-fourths of the European
Authors stuff their Works. 1892 E K BlytH in Law
Tunes XCIII 480/1 The cases requiring pleadings are not
more at the outside than a fourth of the contested cases.

3 . Mus. A tone four diatonic degrees above or
below any given tone ;

the interval between any
tone and a tone four degrees distant from it ; the

harmonic combination of two such tones.

1397 Morley Introd. Mus 71 Phi. Which distances make
discord or dissonant sounds? Met, All such as doe not
make concords . as a second, a fourth. 1674 Playford
SkillMus i.v 20 This Rule serves forthe rising ofFourths
or Fifths, etc 1788 Cavallo in Phil, Trans LXXVIII.
238 When those sounds are considered with respect to the
first, they are called the prime or key note fourth, fourth

major, [etc]. X869 Ouseley Counterp 11 6 The fourth,

which in strict counterpoint is always treated as a discord.

1879 Grove Diet. Mus I. s v ,
Fourth is an interval

comprising two whole tones and a semitone It is called

a fourth because four notes are passed through in going
from one extreme of the interval to the other

4. pi Articles of the fourth degree in quality

183a G. R. Porter Porcelain 4- Gl. 186 Crown glass es

sold, according to its quality, under four different denomin-
ations—firsts, seconds, thirds, and fourths 1800 Daily
News 7 Jan 2/7 Butter classified as follows :—Firsts, o ;

seconds, 9; thirds, 36 , fourths, 9

+ 6 Byfourths : by fours Obs.

c X430 Ai t ofNoutbnmge (E E T S ) 17 First thow most
compt the figures by fourthes, that is to sey in the place ol

thousandes

G. Comb. : fourth-born a., that is horn fourth

;

[Fourth-day, the name given by members of the

Society ofFriends to Wednesday; fourth-hand <* ,

that has passed through the hands of four persons

;

fourth wheel (see quot.).

*569 Mirr Mag, Dk Clarence viu. The *fowerth bome.
1392 Warner A lb Eng. vm. xi 196 Gylford Dudly fourth-

borne Sonne vnto Northumberland Had married her. 1697

5. Sewall Diary 14 Sept (1878) I 459 *Fourth-day was a
storm, else might have husbanded it so as to have come to

Rehoboth that mght. x8ao J H. Wiffen in A A Watts
Life A. Waits {1884) I. 102 She . must necessarily lay the

matter before the monthly meeting next fourth day X599

Makston Sco Villame 1 11 176 Tail’d, and retail'd, till to

the pedlers packe. The *fourth-hand ward-ware comes. 1884

Britten Watch and Clockm
,
*Fourth Wheel, the wheel in

a watch that drives the escape pimon, and to the arbor of

which the seconds hand is attached.

b Prefixed to certain sbs . as class, foimi, tale,

etc. forming a comb, which is used attnb, and

passes occas into an adj., and through the absolute

use into a sb, Fourth-class matter ( U. S Postal

system), matter containing merchandise

1689 Land. Gas No 2453/2 Their Majesties Ship the

Nonsuch, a small fourth Rate of 36 Guns 1694 Ibid, No.

3021/3 This day were Launched . two_ new fourth Rate
Ships 1857 Hughes lorn Brown 1. vi

;
The fourth form

are uncertain in their belief Ibid, 1 vii, [A] fourth-form

boy 1889 Advance (Chicago) 7 Mar 190 More sham than
school,taught byfourth-rate teachers,because theyare cheap.

Hence Pou'xthly adv., in the fourth place, f for

the fourth time.

1526 Pilgr Perf. (W de W 1531) 8 b, Fourthly they
63-2



FOUR-WENT. 500 FOWL.

must trust onely in the giace & mercy of god, *6x3 Sylves-

ter {title), Du Baitas his Dcume Weehes and Woikes
Now fourthly corr and augcn *772 Atm Keg 347/2
Fourthly, Because [etc ]

Fourvey(e, var of Forvay v Obs

Four-went, a dial [f Foun 4- went, pa. pple

ofWend to turn ] Only infour-went way{s, a point

where four roads meet
1777 T. Fisher Kent, Trav Comp (1787) 50! his lane will

bring the tiaveller to a four-went way x86>> Monthly
Packet June 609 A ' four-want-way where suicides were
buried in times past

FOUT-Wheel. A four-wheeled carriage.

1848 Clough Botluc 1 ag In the four wheel they drove to

the place of the clansmen's meeting 1859 Hugiils conn-

ing IP Horse vi 119 ,

1

would go behind m the four-wheel

Four-wheeled, a [f. Four a + Wheel sb

+ -ed Having 01 1 turning upon four wheels.
i6za in Crt, Times Jos /(1849) II. 327 One[pioclamn-

tion] against four-wheeled caits or waggons, that with their

weight mar and tear the highways. 1723 Pope Odyss, ix

286 Scarce twenty foui-wheel’d cars, compact and strong,

The inassy load could bear 1865 Trollope Belton Est 1.

14 The four-wheeled carnage came to the door
transf 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta (1890) 230 She might

pull up some distance shoit of the castle, and leave the ass

at a cottage before joining her four-wheeled friends.

Four-wheeler, [f. Foun + WheeljA + -eh 1
]

A vehicle with four wheels
;

csp a four-wheeled

hackney carriage.

1846 Jas Taylor Upper Canada. a6 Farmers* wives .

enter the market with their neat fonr-wheelcr and pan
2860 All Year Round No 44. 415 A four wheeler is let to

a driver for about twelve shillings a day 1874 \V lh ack
Prtttc, 1hule x, He, having sent on all then luggage by a
respectable old foui -wheeler, got into the hansom beside her.

f Fous, a. Obs. Forms: 1 fiis, 2-3 fus, (3
funs, fuss), 3-t fous, {south vous(e) [OE fils

=OS fits, OHG funs, ON.ftiss —OTeut *funso-

pre-Teut. *pnt-to-, f. root *pent-, pont-, put- to

go, set out
;

cf. Find, Fand, Found vbs] Eager,

ready. Const with of, to, and inf.
Beowulf(Z ) 1805 Wasron mflelingas eft to leodum fuse to

farenne c 1200 Ormin 16997 He wass fus to lernenn a 1300
CursorM. 21881 He sends us Ins all 111 warning Ofvrsaul
to be al fus Ibid 23749 pe fiexs es ai to filthcs fus. 1460
Lybeaus Disc. 288 To dele ech man rappes Ever he was Fous.

Hence Fou’se v
, tntr and trans

,
to hasten

Substituted m the later text of Layamon 11. 19546 and
25^80 for Fuse (1/).

Fousie, -y . see Fowsie.
Fous(s)on, Fousty, obs ff Foison, Fusty.

t Foutch. Obs [Cf fouchon, Falchion ] ? =
Falohion.
1580 Hollyband Trcas. Fr. Tong, Malms, a foutch, a

kinde of sword

Fouth {iu-Y). Sc Also 6 foufcht, fowith, 6-8
fowth. [Sc. foim of Fulth ] Fullness, plenty.

+ Atfouth : in plenty.

xS®1 Douglas Pal. Hon in xui, Thow sail haue fouth of
sentence and not scant 1535 Stewart O on Scot III,

509 Of neidfull thing weill fumeist all at fouth. 1725 Ram-
say Gentle Sheph 1 1, I took a fouth O’ sweetest kisses
frae her glowing mouth. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1842) 84
The earth has fouth o’ tiusty heaits.

Foutre, fouter (fiu tai) Forms : 6-7 footra,
footre, fowtre, 7 foutra,foutre e, toutir, 9 fouter.
[a OF foutre —L futuPre (the inf used subst ).]

1. In phrases, afont? efor, {to care) not afouter
[a 1592 Greenl James IV, v 11, Jaynes faites bonne

efiere. foutre de ce raonde ] 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV,y ui
103 A footra [Q footre] for the World, and Worldlings base
1622 FletchiiR Sea Voy v t, Therefore footra, When I am
full, let ’em hang me, I care not. 1638 Suckling Goblins in
(1646) 26 Shall I so J—1why then foutree for the Guise 1871
R. Ellis Catullus xvu, 17 He Leaves hei alone to romp idly,
cares not a fouter.

2 Applied contemptuously to persons.
2780-2808 J Mayne Siller Gun m xxy, The astonish’d

tailor swearing he was better stuff Than sick a fouter
1786 Harvest Rtgxa, R Chambers' Pop Poems Scot

l

(1862)
go A sutor, Most manfully about does lay—A tough auld
fouter 1833MarryatP Simple (1863) 145 O’Brien declared
that he was a liar, and a cowardlyfoutre,

d Foirty, a Obs Also fu.fcie. [Sc. f of Footy
a 1

] = Footy
2722 Hamilton Wallace xn vi 353 He beat out another

fouty Rascal’s Brains. 2785 R Forbes Poems m Buchan
Dial, 31 Then to blame me Is futie an’ mislear’d

Fovea (fob vfa). Anat
,
Zool

,
Bot [a L fovea

small pit ] A small depression or pit
;
esp a de-

pression of the retina of the eye
1849 Johnston in Proc, Berio Hat, Club II. No 7. 364 A

• • furrow beginning behind the eya terminating in a
deeper fovea, and with a foveola near the centre, 1882
Vines Sachs’ Bot 480 In consequence of cell-division the
sporangium soon appears as a swelling in the fovea

f Fo-veable, a. Obs rare— 1
, [f, prec + -able ]

*54i Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg., Other [bones] be
foueable or holow

Foveal (fou’v&l), a [f. Fovea + -al ] Of or
pertaining to or situated in a fovea In recent Diets

Foveate (ftJa’vtie't), a. [f. Fovea + -ate 2
]
=

next. 2854 in Mayne Expos Lex 1866 in Treas Bot

,

Foveated (f^rn^ted), a [f as prec + -ED 1

]
Anat

,
Zool

,
Bot Marked with fovese, pitted

1846 Hardy in Proc Bertu. Nat. Club II. No. 14 196
Thorax . less deeply foveated at the base 2883 Qnaut's

Med Diet s v Vaccination, There is then left a cioatnx,

which is cncular, somewhat depressed, fovtated, etc

f Fervent, a Obs rare— 1
.

[ad L. fovent-em,

pr pple offovere to keep warm.] Producing plea-

sant or salutary waimth
1614 Raleigh Hist World ii. (1634) 272 All Starred haue

a certain fovent heate

||
Foveola (fovf tfla) [L dim of Fovea] A

small fovea. 1849 [see Fovra]

Foveolate (f<?«*v*(3HA), a [f. prec + -ate]

Marked with little depressions or pits
,
pitted.

2848 Johnston in Proc Berio. Nat, Club II No 6 289
The back flattened, foveolate

Foveolated (ftfu vzd'k'tud), ppl a [f prec. +
-ed.] = Foveolate
1819 G Samoutu U Entomol Conipciul 168 Foveolated

thorax 2847 Hardy in Proc Berw Nat Club II 249
Head oblong-ovate obsoletely foveolated on the forehead

Foveole (f9u vt|d«l). [ad. L foveola seel'O-

veola ] A foveola ,
in Bot. * the penthccnim of

certain fungals 1

{ 7teas Bot 1866)

Fovilla (fcvrli) Bot [mod.Lnt , used by Lin-

nmus m 1766 {Syst. Nat 11. 6)] The substance

contained in the pollen -cells.

In ed 1735 Linnaeus calls itfarina, 111 1744 /W77 9, 111 1758
elnter

,

it is stated (Bisclioff Bot Term.) that lie soinuvhei e

uses the word fccvilla in the same sense. Pul fovilla is

an alteiation offavilla, suggested by the woid tinvre to

cherish, which actually occurs m the context in ed 2766

1793 Martyn Lang Bot , Fovilla, a fine substance, im-

perceptible to the naked eye, exploded by Lhe pollen 111 the

anthers of flowers 2816 Kluh Phys Bot 114 Emitting a
subtile and elastic vapour, or sort of fovilla which swims on
the siu face, 2870 Bln i i ly Bot 255 1 he matter contained

within the coat or coats of the poilen-eell is called the fovilla

f Fow, v Obs. Also 7 foe. [a. ON figa

:

see

Fay v.-] trans. To dean, cleanse {out) Alsofig
13 Sir Buies 1120 (MS A ) Beter be come |jc ihche, For

to fowen an olde dichc panne for to be dobbed kni3t. £1350
Med MS. in A 1 chxolcgta XXX. 351 Chyldys yryne lan ere

lbwe, And helpe bin ere on a throwe, c 1440 Jacob’s Well
(BETS) 266 Take mekenes in herte, & pat schal fowyn
out all trouble and vnreste. 2530 Palsgr 557/2 Thou
shalte eate no buttered fysshe with me, tyll thou wasshc thy
handes, for thou hast fowed a gonge late. 2633 T, Adams
Exp, 2 Peter i 10 They are only good, when on the sabbath
day they aie fowmg tap houses

Hence f row in# vbl. sb Also + Pow ex, one
who cleanses.

£2440 Promp Parv. 174/2 Fowaie, 01 clensare ofdonge,
as gongys, and oper lyke, fimanus, oblitor Ibid 175/1
Fowynge, or clensynge, cmundacw 1636 JAms IterBanc
(Chetham Soc ) 9 note. He had found six thousand infants’

heads in the foing of his fish ponds.

Fow, var. of Fou a. Sc, full, chunk
fFow(e. Obs. A kind of fur. See Faw a 2.

Fowage, var of Feuage, Obs
1533 Ld Bcrners Eioiss, V ccxli 351/2 This fowage

sliulde have keen well worthe every yerc .1x11 thousand fiom
euery fyer to have payed yerety a franke, 15*9 RAsm l
Pastyme, Hist Brit. (1811) 225 He levyed a fowage in

Guyan agaynst the myndes of the lordes 1592 Wyrley
Armone 84 Wanting which a fowage was desierd To pay
the soldiers for this lourney hicrd 16x1 Speed Hist Gt.
Bi it ix xn § 136 The Prince of Wales had propounded a
demaund for fowage, or of money tobeleuied by the Chim-
ney 1834 Sir H. Taylor 1st Pt, Artevclde 11 vi, What
weie the fowage and the subsidies When bread was but four
mites that's now a groat ?

Fowayle, -el, obs. IF. of Fuel
Fowe, var. of Faw a Obs.; obs f of Few a,

Fo*wie, a Sc [f fow, Full] Jolly-looking
2590 A Hume Hymns

, $c (183a) 9 Why monethly the
Moone renewes lur hew and homes so paill, Why monethhe
hir fowie face is round and lightned hatll

+ Fow ker. Obs. [a. Gvr.fucker : see Foggeu,
Fooker.] A capitalist, financier.

2630 R. Johnson's Ktngd. tf Commits 72 Some great
Fowker or A^ent for a whole kmgdome

t Fowkm. Obs. rare -1 . =Faht sb
?ai6oo Turnament ofTotesihavi 89 He guide so fast hu>

gray mai e, That she lete a fowkyn fare At the rerewai de

Fowl (foul), sb. Forms . I fusel, -ol, -ul, 2-3
fugel, -liel, -wel, south. vuh.el, 3-4 fo^el, south
vo^el, (3 feo3el, fobgel), 4-5 foghel, -it(l, -ul,

(4 fughil,' foxl, -ul, fouxl, -ul, fuxl, fuxol,
-ul, 5 foghle), 3-7 foul(e, 3-4 fou-, fowel,
{south vowel), fuel, 4 fule, (fouul), 5 f(e)wle,
-ylle, 4-7 fowie, 6- fowl. [Com. Teutonic, OE
fugel, fugol

,
fugul sti. masc = OFns fugel, OS

fugol (Du. vogel), OHG. fogal (MHG. and Ger
vogel), ON.fugl (Sw fogel, Da .fugl), Goth fttgls

•—OTeut *foglo-s
,
fuglo-z\ usually believed to be

a dissnmlated form of *Jloglo-, fluglo f flug- to
Fly

; cf. the OE. adj flugol ‘ fugax and the form
fluglas heofun 111 the Rushworth Gloss Matt, xm
32, rendering voluct es cseli

, the Liudisf. gloss has
fleumle, the Wessex gospelfuhlas,’]
The forms containing x are from the Cotton MS of the

Cussor Mmidi

,

perh. miscopied from an original which had
3 (or possibly p)

1 Any featheied vertebrate animal, =Bird 2

(q v with note attached) Now rare exc collect.

Beowulf218 (Gr ) Gewat ha ofer wsegholm wmde gefysed
flota famijheals fugle gelicost c 2000 Ags Gosp Matt,
vm 20 Foxas habbaS holu and heofenan fuglas [c 1260
Hatton fugeles] nest. 02175 Lamb. Horn. 81 A vuhel com

flon from houene into oiSe a 1225 Ancr R, 298 We
spehen of fuwelene cunde, J>et beo$ lefned to aucre a 1300

foul on twist c 2450 Mtrour Saluacioun 1002 Tlu'son
wham we seke alx foghil the day 2526 Filer Perf rw

fleand About me, 1599 Shaks Much Ado 11, m 95 Stalke
on, stalke on, the foule sits 2607 Topscll Fonr-f Beasts
(1658) 213 To defend them fiom Eagles and other ravenme
Fowls 2640 Buller Joseph's Coat

, David’s Punishm
xxii (1867) 235, 1 for your fowls of Phasis do not care
1719 Dl Foe Ct usee r xxv, I saw a great fowl, like a hawk
sit upon a ti ee. 2791 Cowter Ihad xvu. 293 And the fowls
sate with his flesh

collect 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi lxv, The fearefull
Fowie all prostrate to hei power 1605 Camden Rem (1637) 1
Stored with infinite delicate fowie 1769 Golusm Rom
Hist (1786J II 273 In this was seivecl up seven ilirm^n^i
fowl of the most valuable kinds 1865 Kingsily Herew.
xvi, All the fowl of heaven were flocking to the feast

f b In narrower sense . Winged game Obs.
*646 EvrtAN Mem (1857) I 252 Sometimes we shot at

fowls and othei lards • nothing tame amiss 1763 H Wal-
roi 1. Votue’s Anted Paint III 85 In the great anti-
chamber [at Chatswoith] aie several dead fowl over the
chimney finely executed

+ c. With some modifjmg addition
; as

, fowl of
chase, flight, game, pi cy, ravin. Obs
C1381 Ghauclk Pa* l lumlcs 323 The foules of lavyne

Were hyest set 1398 Tklvisa liaith De P R xn vi.

(1495) 416 The owle semyth lyke to foules of pray c 1420
Chron Vilod 280 Wylcl bestes and folys of fly^t 1485
Caxton Pans J V. 26 Faulcens and many other fowles of
chace 1671 Milton P R, 11 342 Beasts of chase, or fowl
of game In pastry built

ftg a 1300 CursorM 21276 (Gott ) J>e firth Iohn, fowel of
[Cotton MS. on] flight.

+ 2 In wider sense: "Winged creatures. Also
collect, m plural sense. Obs
1382 Wyclu- Ecclus xi. 3 Short in foules [Vulg. invola-

tdebus] is a bee 2398 *1 ui.v isa Barth De P R xn.
Introd (Tollem. MS \ T o jjc 01 nament of be eyer parteyneb
brickies and foules [volatdia ] 2613 Purciias Pilgrimage
mu x 789 lliey offeted to linn [the Suune] Fowles, from
the Butter-flie to the Eajjle 2648 Gagi. West hid xu
(xGss) 45 Battes, or Rear mice and other fowie

3 The prevailing sense A £ bam-door fowl a

domestic cock or hen
;
a bird of the genus Callus

In the U.S. applied also to ‘ a domestic duck or

turkey ’ {Cent. Bid,). Often with some modifying

word prefixed : as, barn-door-, game-, guinea-fowl,

for which see those words.
1580 SiDnly Arcadia ill (1590) 311 As folkes keep foul

when they are not fat enough for their eating. 2607 Dampier
Voy. I. iv. 76 The Inhabitants plant Corn and breed a few
Fowls 1841 Lanl^yiA Nts I 123 Fowls simply roasted

or boiled 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 43 The Talmud .

devotes one whole treatise to the method of killing a fowl,

4. a. The flesh of birds used for food. Now only

m the phrases fish, flesh, and fowl

,

etc b In

narrower sense- The flesh of the ‘barn-door’ or

domestic fowl

2673 O Walk™ hdttc (1677) 169 A feast suggests Fish,

Foul, Flesh 1861 Bllton Bh Ilouseh Man § 978
Fricasseed Fowl. Ingredients—The remains of cold roast

fowl [etc ]

5 attnb. and Comb, a simple altnb., as fowl-

flight
,
-house, -net, -yard. b. objective, as fowl-

keeping, -rearing, -stealer, -stealing. 0 Special

comb
,

as fowl-cholera = chicken-cholera

:

see

Cholera 4; fowl-foot, the plant Qrmthopus
perpusillus

;

fowl-grass, fowl-meadow-grass,
Poa tnvialis , fowl-run, a place where fowls

may run, an establishment for breeding fowls

2883 Gd, Words 179 The epidemic among fowls, called
#fowl-cholera C1250 Gen # Ex 3321 At euen cam a

*fti3el-fli3t, fro-ward arable 2578 Lyte Dodoens iv xxix

487 Ormthopodium This wild herbe is called in Brabant

Uoghelvoet, that is to saym English, Birdes foote, or
kFowlc

foote, bycause his huskes or cods are lyke to a birdes

foote 1839 Lincoln, etc Gan 12 Feb. 3/4 They went to

Mr F 's , whose *fowl-house they broke open 2894 Jrnl
R Agric. Soc June 303 It is *fowl-keeping on this modest

scale that pays 1774 J Q Adams Diary 28 Feb , Shall I

tiy to mtioduce ^fowl-meadow, and herds-grass into the

meadows? 2786 M Cutler m Life, Jrnls <5- Corr, (1888)

II 264 Fowl meadow-grass is cultivated m wet meadows
1856 Kane A 1 ct, Eapl II xm. 134 Tinkering over fowl-

nets or other household-gear. 1894 Jrnl R Agric Soc

June 302 A point of cardinal importance in ^fowl-rearing.

2886H F Lester Under Two Fig Trees 279 In one coi ner

of the little estate is a *fowl-run 2825 Sporting Mag XVI
336 Have we no 51fowl stealers 1892 Pall Mall G 24

Mar 2/1 Poaching is closely allied to ’'fowl-stealing 1889

Ibid 27 May 2/3 The lack of interest displayed in their

^fowl-yards by British farmers

Fowl (faul), v. [OE fug{e)lian, f fugel Fowl ]

tntr To catch, hunt, shoot, or snare wildfowl.

c xooo jElfric Gram xxv (Z) 146 Aucttpor, ic fuslie.

2399 Langl. Rich Redeles 11 157 Thus ffoulyd this miukyn

on ffyldis abou3te 2519 Presentm Junes m Surtees Misc

(1888) 32 pt no man fyslie nor fewle in the dam. 2530

Palsgr 557/2, 1 fowie after byrdes, Je vas a la pipie. 1697

Dampier Voy I vu 102 The Tenour ofthem [Commissions]

is, to give a Liberty to fish,fowl, and hunt 1766 Blackstonl
Comm II, xxYii, 419 Such persons as may thuslawfully hunt,

fish, or fowl. 2850 Mrs Jameson Leg Monast Ord (2803]

86 He went out fowling m a small skiff.

+ b. fig. with after,for.



FOWLER. 501 POX.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc. 2442 But tonge ofman
.Nat may be tamed And after repreef fissheth, clappeth,

fouleth 1396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot vi 314
Heir hes thou acommodious and meit place for the slauchtir,

that thou foules for

f c quas\-ttans. To hunt over, beat (a bush).
1611 B Jonson Catiline 1 1, They Fowl every brook and

hush to please Their wanton taste.

Fowl(e, obs forms of Foal, Foul.

Fowler (fau’lsi). [OE fugelere, agent-n. f

fugehan to Fowl.]
1

.

One who hunts wild birds, whether for sport

or food, esp with nets
;
a bird-catcher. Now rare

C893 K .''Elfred Ores. 1 1 § 14 Dser huntan gewico don
o]j)je fisceras obJ>e fuxeleras a 1225 St Marker 3 As )>e

fuhel Jjeis fon 1 (ie funeleres grune 1382 WyclifAmos 111 5
Wher a brid shal falle into grane of erthe, withouten a
fouler c 1383 Chaucfr L G, MT. Prol 138 The foweler we
define, And al his crafte C1430 Lydo. Min Poems x86 A
bleryeed fowler trust not though he wepe 1657 W Coles
Adam m Eden 305 Boyes and Fowlers use the Berries [of

the Ash] as Baites to catch Blackbirds, eta 1723 Loud Gaz
No 6222/9 Simon Teatfoid Fisher and Fowlei 18x3
Elphinstone Acc Catibul (1842) I 77 Fowlers catching
quails among the wheat 1879 JcrFURics WildLifemS C.

296 A fowler had a cock chaffinch in a cage covered with
a black cloth

fig 1340 Ayenb 234 J?e herte ual> ofte into ]je gnnes of
the uoxelere of helle

Comb 1685 Crowne SirC Nice Epil
, There fowler-like

the watching gallant pores Behind his glove

+ 2 A species of catapult Obs
1420 Siege Rouen m Archseol XXI. 52 A stronge fowleie

there was leyde lowe that he mi3t throwe

f 3 . A kind of light cannon, esp for use on board
ship Obs. Cf Du vogheler, whence Fr veuglaire.
1548 Privy Council Acts {1890) II. 197 The mumcions

folowtng fowlers of iron xij 1622 R Hawkins Voy S Sea
(1847) 206 Fowlets and great bases m the cage workes.
1642 SirW Monson Naval Tracts in. (1704) 357/1 Fowlers
are Pieces of greatest Importance, after a Ship is Boarded.

Fowlerite (faulerait). Mm [named after

Dr S Fowler: see -ite] A flesh-red variety of

rhodonite containing zinc.

1832 C. U Shepard Mat 186 Fowlerite. Ferro-Sihcate
of Manganese 1884 in Dana'sMm
Fowlery. A place where fowls aie kept
1843 Rachel Albany (1848) 185 A fowlery and a piggery

Fowling (fau lirj), vbl sb [f. Fowl v + -lng 1

]
1. The action of the vb. Fowl ; the art or prac-

tice of hunting, shooting, or snaring wild fowl.
1413 Pilgr Sowle (C&xton 1483) xv. xxxvn §84Allesuche

labourers that trauaylen m fysshyng and fowlynge 1333
Eden Decades 83 Owre Spanyardes are ignorant in foul-
ynge 1663 Pepys Diary (1875) II 210 His birdmg-piece

f
omg off, as he was a-fowling 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins
Toy S Seas 62 Launch'd the Yawl to go a fowling , shot

several Geese, Ducks and Sea-pies 1879 Dixon Windsor
I. iv. 38 Exercisem riding and fowling had kept him spare
2 attnb and Comb

,

asfowling-cutter,-net, -pole.

1882 Sir R Payne-Gallwey Fowler in Ireland v, A
’’fowhng-cuttei on the bleak coast of a wide estuary 1330
J Hall in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 1x4 Xij hangyng
and *fowlyng netts 1810 G Landt Descr. Feroe Islands
241 They are caught with the *fowlmg-pole and net

Fowling-piece. [f. prec + Pieces.]
1. A light gun for shooting wild fowl
1396 Lane Wills III 4 A foulmge piece 1643 [Angier]

Lane Vail Achor 31 God sent a deadly messenger out of
a Fowling-Piece to one of them. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl
s. v , Of Fowling pieces, those are reputed the best, which
have the longest barrel 1839 G Bird Nat Phil 130 The
well-known double report of a fowling-piece, fired at a dis-
tance. a 1864 Hawthorne S Felton (1883) 244 The old
fowling-piece of seven-foot barrel.

2

A picture of game.
x888 Athenaeum 7 Jan 21/2 The fowling piece, which is

something like the fine picture at the Prado

t Fow'l-Mn. [OE. fugel-cynn, see Fowl and
Kin] a The race of birds b. A species of bird
c 1000 /Elfkic Gen 1 30 Eallum nytenum and eallum

fugelcynne 'C1175 Lamb Horn 95 ForoonJje bet fugel-cun
is swioe bileliwit c 1205 Lay. 8109 Of Jan fohgel [c 1273
fo3ell cunne ne mai hit na mon kennen a 1250 Owl <$•

Night 65 Thu art loth al fuel-kunne

Fewness, Sc var of Fullness.
+ Fowsie. Obs. Sc. form of Fossi, ditch Also
6 fous(s)ie, -y, fowse(a.
1301 Douglas Pal Hon in Ixxxviu, That gudhe garth .

Quhilk with a large fousie Inueromt was. a *37* Knox
Hist Ref, Wks 1846 I 173 His head was broktn and he
castin in the fowsea 1637 Adamson in R. Ford Harp of
Perthsh (1803) 5 Turning home we spared nor dyke nor
fowsie [x86i W Bell Diet, Law Scot , Fossa, a pit or
fowsie ]

Fowsome, Fowte, Sc. var of Fulsome, Foot.
FOX (ff'ks), sb Also 3-7 foxe, 3, 4, 6 vox, (6

wox) [Com Teut. • OE. fox str masc corre-

sponds to Du vos

,

OHG fuhs (MHG vuhs, mod.
Ger fucks') , the ON. fox neut., fraud, may be a
different word. The OTeut. type is *fuhs-, from
the same root as the feminine formation OHG.
foha (MHG. vohe) vixen, fox, ON.ffa, Goth fauhd
fox, f OTeut *fuh- pre-Teut. *puk-, which some
scholars plausibly connect with Skr. puccha tail
With regard to the Eng and Du 0 for OTeut and HG.

« before hs, cf OE lox=Du las — OHG. Inks, lynx, also
Du drossaerd=OHG truhsAggo steward ]

I 1. An animal of the genus Vulpes, having an
elongated pointed muzzle and long bushy tail.

Usually V. vulgaris, preseived in England and
elsewhere as a beast of the chase.
C825 Vesp Psalter lxn[i] 11 [xo] Sien said in hond

sweordes daelas foxa bioo a 1225 Auer R 294 NimeS &
keccheS us anon Jie gunge uoxes a 1300 Vox 4 Wolf208
in HazI E P P I 65 3e »

quad the vox, al thou most sugge.
a 1300 CursorM 7151 Thre hundreth fox he samun knitt
*373 Barbour Bruce xix 663 In-till the luge a fox he saw,
That fast can on a salmond gnaw i486 Ek St Albans
F vj b, A skulke of ffoxts 1397 Hooker Eccl Pol. v lxxix
§ 16 As if the world did . . thinke the Foxe a goodly creature
1674 N Cox Genii Recreat 1 (1677) 8 Fox is called the
first year, a Cub. The second year, a Fox, and afterwards
an old Fox. 17x8 Prior Knowledge 210 The lonely fox
loams far abroad, On secret rapine bent 1835 Fonblanque
Etig, under 7 Admmist (1837) III 245 If the esteem of
the people were made as muen a pursuit as a stinking fox’s
brush 1870 Yeats Nat, Hist , Comm 266 The red fox of
America
b with allusion to its artfulness and cunning

c 1200 Tnn Coll, Horn 195 t>e fox mid his wrenches wait
Ooer deor and haueo his wille perof a 1634 Randolph Ode
64 Nor will we spare To hunt the crafty fox 1733 Somer-
ville Chase Iir.23 The wily Fox remain’d A subtle pilfnng
Foe, prowling around In Midnight Shades. 1791 Burns
3rd Ep. R Graham 17 Foxes and statesmen, subtile wiles
ensure

c m vanous proverbial expressions
c 1430 Henryson Mor Fab, 20 Aye runnes the Foxe as

long as hee feete hes c 1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 10
Let furth youre geyse, the fox wille preche 1339 Taverner
Erasm Prov (1552) 27 An olde foxe is not taken m a snare
1343 Brinklow Compl xxiv Hv, As yu mayest knowe
a foxe by his furred taile 1362 J Heywood Prov.fyEpigr
(1867) 153 When the foxe preacheth, then beware our geese
1607 Walicington Opt Glass 38 A Fox is known by his
bush x66s Pepys Diary 26 Dec , We shall endeavour to
joyne the lion’s skin to the fox's tail

d. Phrases *j* To catch , hunt the fox : to get
drunk To flay the fox • see Flay v 6 . To play
{the)fox : (a) to act cunningly, (p) to sham, f To
smell afox to be suspicious.

1399 Minsheu Span. Dial 19 Whosoeuer loues good wine,
hunts the foxe once a yeere x6xx Middleton & Dekker
Roaring Girle 1 D 5

s Wks 1873 II 145 Now I do smell a
fox strongly. 1647 Ward Simp. Cooler 6 Tiberius play’d
the Fox with the Senate of Rome, a 1700 B E Diet Cant
Crew s v Fox . . He has caught a Fox, he is very Drunk
1894 Crockett Raiders 329, I played fox several times,
pretending to be in pam.
2 Jig. A man likened for craftiness to a fox.
c 1000 Ags Gasp. Luke xm, 32 GaS & secgaS {jam foxe,

deofol-seocnessaic utadnfe. 1548 Hall Citron ,Hen P7(an

31) 164 b, This auncient Fox, and pollitique Capitayne lost

not one houre till [etc] 17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull 1

iv, Don’t you see how that old fox steals away your cus-
tomers? 1831 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. 1. 383, I could
not help leflectmg on the strange stratagem by which the
old fox [Rube] had saved himself,

b. ? Used as adj • Fox-lilcq^ cunning.
c laoo Ormin 6646 patt mann iss fox & hmnderrgsep )>att

follaheJjJj deofless wille a 1300 Long Life in O E, Mtsc
156 Fox and ferhch is his wren[c]h

3 The fur of the fox
1501 Bury Wills (Camden) 88 My lawney gown furryd
w1 ffoxe. 1603 Shaks Mens forM in 11 9 A fur’d gowne
to keepe him warme ; and furd with Foxe and Lamb-skins
too x88a Beck Draper's Diet , Fox Of this fur there are
several varieties

4 One of the northern constellations ( Vulpecula

)

1868 Lockyer Guillemm’s Heavens (ed 3) 398 Situated
between the constellations of the Swan and the Fox
5 Some beast or fish likened to a fox, esp the

gemmeous dragonet {Calhonymus lyra), called also

fox-fish . Flying-fox, Sea-fox * see those words
x6n Cotgr , Spase the sea-fox, or fox dog-fish. 1646

Sir T Browne Pseud, Ep 111 xxiv 169 Some are called
the Fox, the Dog, the Sparrow, or Frog-fish 1769 Pennant
Zool III 302 These fish [carp] are extremely cunning, and
on that account are by some styled the river fox 1836
Yarrell Brit Fishes I 302 Fox The common Skulpm
b Short forfox-moth (see 16 b).

II. Senses of obscure development.

f 0 A kind of swoid Obs.
It has been conjectured that this use arose from the figure

of a wolf, on certain sword-blades, being mistaken for a fox.

1399 Porter Angry Wont, Abingd (Percy) 60, I had
a sword a right fox, i faith 1633 Ford Love’s Sacr, v 11,

’Tis a tough fox, will not fail his master. 1821 Scott
Kentlw iv, Put up your fox, and let us be jogging

7. Brewing (see quot ) Cf Fox v 5.

1730 W Ellis Country Housewife 377 (E. D. S )
That

poisonous damage called m great brewhouses the fox, which
gives the drink a sickish nasty taste

8 Naut. (see quote 1769, 1815).
1769 Falconer Diet, Marine (1789), Fox a sort of strand,

formed by twisting several rope-yarns together, and used
as a seizing, or to weave a mat or paunch, etc. 18x5 Fal-
coner's Diet Marine (ed Burney), Spanish Fox, a single

rope-yarn untwisted, and then twisted up the contrary way
and rubbed smooth It is used for small seizings 1833
Marryat P Simple (1863) 38 Mr Jenkins desired the other

men to get half-a-dozen foxes and make a spread eagle of

me c i860 H Stuart Seaman's Catech 27

9 A dram carried under another water-course by
means of a tunnel Qf Fox v 3
1784 M Wetghtofi Drainage Award 13 The Fox made

under the canal.

10 See quot. Also Fox-tail.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 912 Fox-bolt, a description of

bolt which is made tight by a fox or wedge driven into

a split m the end

11. pi, A variety of ironstone, dial.

1793-1813 A Young Agric. Sura. Sussex 1,3 (EDS).

12 slang. An artificial sore
x8Sa Mayhew & Binny Criminal Prisons Land. 305

Daring youths, were constantly m the habit of making
‘ foxes

1

(artificial sores).

13 In US Colleges', Afieshman. Cf Gtv.fttchs.
1839 Longt Hyperion (1865) 77 A procession of new-

comers or Nasty Foxes, as they are called in the college
dialect. 1847 Vale Lit, Mag Jan XII 116 ‘ Halloo there,
Herdman, fox 1 * yelled another lusty tippler.

+ 14. ? = Foxglove i. Obs,
1684 tr Bonet's Merc, Cornpit xrv. 473 Bathes wherein

proper Herbs, especially Foxes, have been boiled

III. attnb and Comb
15 a simple attnb

, as fox-bitchy -burroiv,

-cover, -crafty -cub, -earth, -/i«acf(usedattnbutively)

;

(used for taking the fox), as fox-gm ,
-trap

;
(sense

6), os,fox-blade, -broadsword
a x6xx Beaum & Fl Philaster iv i, When my ’’fox-bitch

Beauty grows proud, I’ll boirow him £1640 [Shirley]
Capt Underwit 1 in Bullen O PI II 321 And old *fox
blade made at Hounsloe heath 1826 Scott Woodst i, A
good *fox broad-sword 1530 Wilson Logike (1567) 37 a,

The huntesman . will sone espie when he seeth. a hole,
whether it be a *Foxe borough, or not 1831 Gen. P.
Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 371 Who , turns his farm
into a *fox-cover. 1654 Vilvaxn Epit Ess iv xcu 87
Two fals Scotsh Earls of *Fox-craft fraud composed. 1837
Hughes Tom Brown 1 111, To watch the *fox cubs play-
ing in the green rides 1330 Palsgr. 222/2 *Foxe erthe,

taisniere 1824 Miss Mhtord Village Ser 1 (1863) 141
Amongst bioken ridges and fox earths. 1669 Worlidge
Syst Agric (1681) 216 Small Iron-gins like *Fox-gins.
183a R S Surtees Sponge's Sp Tour xviu, (1893) 88 A
large gold *fox-head pm 1603 B Jonson Volpone v in.

Let his sport pay for 't This is call'd the *Fox trap 1836
Kane A ret Expl I v 53 Places of deposit for meat, and
rocks arranged as foxtraps

b. objective, as foxfollower, -stealer, -toorship

;

fox poisoning vbl sb
1781 Cowpeu Conversat 410 Though the fox he follows

may he tamed, A mere *fox-follower never is reclaimed
1890 Daily News 7 July 3/8 Attempts at *fox-poisoning
185a R S. Surtees Sponge's Sp Iour lm (1893) 284 The
poachers and *fox stealers of the village 1880 Miss Bird
Japan I jx ^Fox-worship being one of the most universal
superstitions in Japan

c. parasynthetic, asfox-nosed,
-visaged adjs

1889 Century Diet s v
,
The lemurs called *fox-nosed

monkeys 1892 A M Yoshvwara Episode 41 The wares
the *fox-visaged, bullet-headed gyn kept on crying.

16. Special comb , as fox-beagle, a beagle used

for fox-hunting; fox-bench, ‘indurated sand’

(1Chesk, Gloss ) ,
fox-bolt (see quot ) ; fox-brush,

the tail of a fox, used similatwaly
; + fox-case,

the skin of a fox; fox-chase, (a)= Fox-HUNT . (5)
agamein imitation ofthis, also att> ib. ; fox-colour,
a reddish-yellow colour, whence fox-coloured adj

;

t fox-court, a place or yard m which foxes may
be kept, fox-dog, a fox-hound, +fox-drunk a.

(see quot); fox-evil, 'a disease in which the

hair falls off* (1842 Johnson Farmer's EncycV),
alopecia (see also 16 e)

; -J*
fox-hen, ? a payment of

a hen for the maintenance of fox-huntmg ; fox-

hound, a superior variety of hound framed and
used for fox-huntmg; fox-key (see quot ); + fox-

lungs, some medicinal preparation, fox-mould,
a name given to green sand when coloured by an
oxide of iron ; fox-skm, the skin of a fox, also

attnb \ fox-sleep, a pretended sleep, fox-

stones pi, (a) the testicles of a fox; (b) an old

name for Orchis mascula
;
fox-terrier, one of a

breed of short-haired terriers, used for unearthing

foxes, but kept chiefly as pets; fox-trot, a pace

with short steps, as m changing from trotting to

walking
,
fox-wedge (see quot ) ,

fox-whelp,
(a) a cub of the fox (used also as a term of con-

tempt) ;
(b) some kind of dnnk, fox-wood (see

quot.
;

cf. Fox-fire).
1676 Land Gaz, No. 1108/4 A black *Fox Beagle Bitch

x8x6 Keatinge Trav (18x7) II. 15s Geology brings to

mind here all the connexion of ideas of *fox-bencli, with the

denudation of forests, coal-beds, iron 1874 *Fox-bolt
[see sense 10]. 1891 Daily News 1 June 2/3 Some large

tails of *foT brush orchids 1610 Guillim Hei aldry 111.

xxm (1611) 170 Where the Lion’s skm is too scant it

must bee peeced out with a ’fox case, a 1623 Fletcher
Woman's Prize 11 n, You old fox-case, a 1704 T Brown
Praise Poverty Wks 1730 I. 98 A kind of *Fox-chace
pleasure. 1732 Pope Ep Cobham 74 Mad at a Fox-chase,

wise at a Debate x8s6 Kane A ret Expl I xm T45 A
‘ fox-chase ’ round the decks. 1796Withering Brit Plants
IV 193 Gills white, m pairs pileus *fox colour, convex
1641 BestFarm. Bks (Surtees) 84 *Foxe coloured lambes.

1879 Rood Chromatics iv. 45 A fox-coloured yellow 1781

P Beckford Hunting (1802) 32S If you breed up cubs,

you will find a *fox-court necessary. 1708 Motteux Rabe-
lais iv. xhv (1737) 178 Some of your Badger’s or ’’Fox-

Dogs 1592 Nashe P Penmlesse Wks (Grosart) II. 8a

The eighth [kind of drunkenness] is ’’Fox drunke, when he
is craftie drunke 1659 Torhiano, Alopecia, the falling or

shedding of a mans hair through foul diseases, called the

*Fox-eviI 1328 Sir R Weston in Dillon Calais Pale

(1892)93 He hath of every householde a henne byname
of the fox henne for the which he ys lykewyse bounde
to hunt the foxe *1763 Shenstone CEcon 1 94 Who
lavishes his wealth On racer, *fox-hound, hawk or spaniel

1874 Knight Diet, Mech I 912 *Fox-key (Machinery), a
Splitcotter with a thin wedge of steel driven into the end to
prevent its working hack 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c 4, Rates



FOX. 502 FOXITE.
Inwards, [In List of Drugs] “Fox lungs the pound ms
1807 Vancouver Devon (1813)42 A moist peaty earth
on a reddish brown day, highly retentive of water, and
commonly called “fox mould 1598 Hakluyt Voy I 71
Who gaue vnto eche of vs a gowne made of 1'Foxc skmnes

Kane A ret Expi II App xi 311 Dressing in fox-

skin clothing, *596 Lodge Margante Amer (1876) 30
Entering Arsadachus chamber [they] found him in his “foxe
sleepe 1623 Hexham Poni>ue-Combat Ep Ded 3 lhat
stupide Lethargie or reserued Foxe-sleepe ofPoltcie, wherein
they lye bed nd *597 Gerardk Herbal 1 cxni (1633) 212
There be divers soits of “Fox-stones. 1604 Marston &
WrnsrER Malcontent 11 ii, Jelly of cock-sparrows, he*
monkey’s marrow, or powder of fox stones. 1823 Byron
Juan vii xxtv, Unless they are game as hull-dogs and
"fox-terriers 1888 Century Mag’ Oct. XXXVI. 897 She
heard a horse approaching at a “fox-trot x888 Greenwell
Coal-trade Terms Nm thumb fy DuiJi. (ed 3), *Fox-wedgc,
a long wedge driven between two other wedges with their
thick ends placed 111 the opposite direction c 1320 Sir
Beues 1733 A31U jje, a seide, Jxiw “fox welp c 1374 Ciiauclh
Booth iv pr 111 78 Yif he . reioyseth him to rauisshe by
wyles, thou shalt seyn him lyke to the fox whelpes 1837
Southey Doctor Interch. xvi, Fox whelp, a beverage as
much better than Champagne, as it is honester, wholesomer
and cheaper. 1889 Century Diet

,
*Fox-wood decayed

wood, especially such as emits a phosphorescent light [U.S ]

b. esp in names of animals, etc. having a real or
fancied resemblance to the fox, as + fox-ape, ? the
opossum

;
fox-bat=

F

lying Fox
, fox-fish, see

Fox J& 5 ; fox-lynx, a variety of lynx; fox-moth,
a greyish-brown European bombycid moth (Lasio

•

campa rubi)\ fox-shark, the sea-fox (Aloptas
vitlpes) ,

fox-snake, a large harmless snake of the
United States (Coluber vulpmus)

,

fox-sparrow, a
Noith American sparrow (Passerella ihaca

)

;

fox-
squirrel, a North American squirrel (Sciurus
emereus

,
S niger

, etc.)

*594 Blundevil Exere v (ed 7) 570 Gesner calleth this
Beast an Ape-Foxe, or a *Fox-Ape 1834 Caunier 0} tent
Ann xiv 187 The “fox-bat bustled from his coveit among
the tombs 1862 H Maruyat Year in Sweden II 439 The
R.iflo, or “fox-lynx, of a soft reddish white fur. 1828 Stark
ELm Nat Hist. I 385 The “Fox Shark 1869 J. Burroughs
in Galaxy Mag. (N Y ) Aug , The “fox-spairow comes to
us in the fall

_
1701 W. Bartram Carolina 283 The great

black “fox squirt el. 1844 Gossc in Zoologist 1

1

707 Some
towering oaks, on which several fox squirrels {Sciurus
capistratus) were frisking

c. in plant-names, as fox-bane, a species of
monkshood (Aconihtm Vulparid

) ; fox-berry =
Bearberry

, fox-ohop (see quot.)
; fox-finger (s

= Foxglove, fox-geranium, -grass, herb Robeit

( 1Geranium Robertianuni) ;
fox-grape, a name for

several North American species of wild grapes
Also Foxglove, Foxtail.
1840 Paxton Bot Diet ,*Foxbane 1866 Trcas

chop, Mesembryanthemum vultnnum. 1657W ColesAdam
in Eden lxvii 126 Some call it “Fox-fingei 1657 Austen
Fruit Trees 1. 59 The “Fox Grape is a fane large fruit 1683
Penn Wks (1782) IV 302 The great red grape (now ripe)
called by ignorance, ‘lhe fox grape (because of the relish
it hath with unskilful palates) 1840 Lowell Biglow P
Poet Wks (1879) 176 Growing so fairly, as a fox grape
over a sci ub oak tn a swamp

d. in the names of vauous games in which one of
the players acts as a fox, as fox and geese, a game
played on a board with pegs, draughtsmen, or the
like

;
fox and hounds, a boys’ game, in which the

f hounds ’ chase the * fox’
; f fox m or to the or

thy hole (see quots.}.

33 Marmion Fine Companion 11 v, Let him sit In the
shop, and play at *fox and geese with the foreman 1856
Mrs. Browning A ur, Leigh ix Poems 1890 VI 351 Though
you played At 4 fox and goose ' about him. with your soul
*821 Clare Vifl Mvistr II. 37 Noise of blind-man's huff,
and “fox-and-hounds. 1585 J Higins Junius’ Nomenclator
298 A kinde of playe wherein boyes lift up one leg and hop
on the other; it is called “fox in thy hole 1648 HrRRicic
Hesper

,
New Yeares Gift (1869) 134 The wassel-boule,

That tost up aftei Fox-i-th’ hole 1783 Ainsworth Lad,
Diet (Morell) vi. Discohasmns

, Children’s play, called Fox
to thy hole.

e. with genitivefox's, as fox's cough (seequot )

t foxes eval=fox-evil ; fox’s foot, a kind of gras
(JDaclylis glomerata L ) ; m early use, perh Spar
ganmm simplex

, fox’s tail (see Foxtail)
1611 Cotgh

,
Toux de reguard, the “Foxes cough ,

rooted, or old-growne cough, which waits on a man to hi
graue 1607 Topsell Fonr-f Beasts (1658) 379 Trouble
with the “foxes evill 167* HM.tr Colloq Eictsm 13
The foxes evil (falling off of the hair) had made him almo 1

quite bald c xooo Sax, Lceckd

\

I 150 Genim jjysse wyit
wyrttruman J?e man . “foxesfot netnneS 1833 Johnsto
Nat Hist E Bord. I. 216 Dactylic glomerata, Fox’s-fooi
which the clustered panicle somewhat resembles
Pox (fbks), v [f prec. sb.]

1. fa trans. To play the fox for; to compass b
crafty means (obs ). b mtr To play the fox, dis

semble, sham. Now dial and slang.
x6oa Warner Alb Eng ix. I111 (1612) 239 Insociahli

Maleparte, foxing their priuate good 1646 R. Bailli
Lett, tjf Jrnls (1841) II. 351 The other pettie princes ai
foxetng alreadie for fear 1884 Chester Gloss

,
Fox

,
to shar

1886D C Murray 1st Pers Singular xxix. He had playe
the fox for so many years, that now to his mind eveiybod
was dodging and foxing
2 . trans To intoxicate, befuddle Also Qnonct

use), to redden (one’s nose) with drinking
[Tarlton] Jests (1844) 21 Before they parted the

foxt Tarlton at tne Castle tn Pater Noster Row. x6e

Blithe Eng Improv Impr (1652) 238 It [Cider] serves as
well for men to fox their noses r66o Prpvs Diary 26 Oct.,
The last ofwhom I did almost fox with Margate ale a 1734
North Exam. 11. iv § 41 (1740) 251 Mr Atkins was at
Greenwich, and there, at an Entertainment of some Ladies,
soundly foxed, the Attorney General threw up

t b trans

f

To stupefy (fish). Obs.
1630 H More Enthus Triumph (1656)86 For ought you

know, it may be onely a charm to fox fishes 1787 Blst
Angling (ed 2) 67 Take heart-wort, and lime, mingle them
together, and throw them into a standing water, and it

will fox them [fishes] 1803 Sporting Mag XXVI 178 Two
gentlemen were foxing fish in the river Caldei.

t fl8> I’
0 delude. Obs.

a t66o H. Peters in South Serin (Bohn) I 540 Fox them
.1 little more with religion a 1734 North Exam 1. n.
t) 113 (1740) 93 When the Faction had once foxed the
People with an ill Opinion of the Government

t d mtr. To get drunk. Obs
1649 LovrLACE Lucasta (1864) 8 The humble tenant, that

does bring A chicke or egges . . Is tane into the buttry, and
does fox lLquall with him that gave a stalled oxe

1 3 ti arts To pierce with a * fox ’ (see Fox sb 6).

*367 Edwards Damon # Pithtas m Ha/1 Dodslcy IV. 68
Jail By the mass, I will box you. Will By Cock, I will
fox you 1389 Pasqnil's Ret Nashe’sWks (Grosait)I 123
Diuimtie. holding of her hart as if she were stake, because
Martin would have foxed her

4. trans. To discolour (the leaves of a book).
See Foxed ppl. a
5. mtr Of beer: To turn sour m fermenting;

also trans (causatively).

1744-50 W Ellis Mod Hush II i 130 (E D S) She.,
took out the wort laying it thm enough to he out of danger
of foxing. 1830 M Donovan Done Leon. I. 213 In this
way the fermentation may fearlessly be conducted during
the warmest weather without risk of foxing

6 . traits. To repau (boots or shoes) by renewing
the upper leather

;
also to ornament (the upper of

a shoe) with a strip of leather.

1796 Grose Diet, Vulg Tongue (ed. 3), Foxing a Boot,
mending the foot by capping it 1889 Farmer American-
isms, Fox, a shoemaker s term, to repair boots.

7. mtr. To hunt the fox. U.S.
1877 [see Foxing i]

to. trans ?To trim (a horse’s ears) in some
manner. Obs
1806 Spirit Pub Jrnls, (1807) X 109 He appeals What

the jockies call a roarer His owners are anxious to have
his ears foxed , but we think he is more 111 need of cropping
and docking.

9. Comb t fox-name-boat (see quot. and
sense 2)
X622 Mabre tr. Aleman's Gusman A'A If 1. m 11. 194

They may afterwards play at Foxe mine Host, or some
other Drinking Game at Caids or Dice for thur recreation.

Foxed (fpks’d), ppl a [f Fox v. + -ed k] In
senses of the vb. *

1. Intoxicated, drunk, stupefied
i6xj [see Columdered] 1673 Shadutll Epsom Wells

iv Wks 1720 II 248 Udsooks, I begin to be fox’d 1896
Q Rev Jan. 16 Will Symons bad often seen him ‘foxed’
amid the most undignified surroundings.
2. Trimmed with fox-fur In quot. punmngly
1609 W.M Plan tn Moone (1849) His gowne is throughly

foxt, yet he is sober.

3 Of the leaves of books, also of timber : Dis-
coloured by decay

; stained with brownish-yellow
spots.

1847 Halliweit s.v., Timbei is said to be foxed, when it

becomes discoloured m consequence of incipient decayWarm 1848 Hare Guesses Ser. 11 333 A torn or foxt and
dog's-eared volume 1883 A Dobson A t Sign Lyre 83 The
Button I bought for a florin,And the Rabelais foxedand flca'd

4. Of beer • Turned sour
1743 Lend § Country Brew 106 The evil stinking Scent

that anses therefrom, which has brought it under the De-
nomination of being foxed
5. Of a boot

.
(see Fox v 6 , Foxing 2 )

1880 Antrim tjr Down Gloss s. v , Women's cloth boots
are foxed when they have a binding of leather on the cloth
all round next the sole.

Foxery (fp ksen) [f Fox sb. + -ery.] The
character, manners, or behaviour of a fox ; wit-
ness, cunning
1:1400 Row Rose 6703, I have wel lever Bifore the

puple patre and prey, And wrye me in my foxeiye Under a
cope of papelardye 1:1340 Pilgr 278 in Thynnc's
Ammadv (1865) App 1 83, I had rehersid nothing but
papry, sprang owt of Antichrist, full of foxiy 1893 R, F.
Burton tr II Pentamerone 1 . 178 The fox, never dreaming
that the other was a quintessence of foxery, found a woman
more a fox than herself

fox-nre. .Now only US The phosphorescen
light emitted by decaying timber
1483 Cath. Angl 140 Fox Fire, glos, glossis 1833 Kan

Grmnell Exp xxiv (1856) 193 The fox fire of the Virgim
meadows
Fo’X-fur. The fur of the fox, used to face

gowns
; hence, a gown trimmed with fox-fur

,
*599 Marston Sco Villame n vii 204 Let him but in

judgements sight vnease, He’s naught but budge, old gards,
browne fox fur face 1649 G Daniel Trmaich

,
Hen IV

lxxxvu, The Alderman has won his Fox-furre here. 1876
Ouida Winter Ctty vu 183 lhe dying daylight on the
silver fox-furs.

Fo’x-furred. [f prec. + -ed.]
1 Trimmed with fox-fur
1379 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb) 4g Take heed of the foxe-

furd nightcap 1606 Dekker DivilsAnsw Wks (Grosart)
II. 139 Shall my Fox-furae gownes be loekt vp from me 7

2 Wearing fox-fur, wearing a fox-furred gown
1391 Grekne Disc Coosnage (1859) 12 Those Fox ford

Gentlemen that hyde under their gownes faced with fovnes
more falshood then all the Conny-catchers m En eland’

J5?7
Pdgr Parnass v. (1886) 21, I thmke not worse of

faire Parnassus’ hill For that it wants that soramer’s golden
clay, 1 he idol of the foxfur’d usurer 1648 Hunting ofFor
38 borne few of the Fox-furred Aldermen

11 "

Foxglove (fy ksiglov). [OE foxes glifa Q pi ) :

see Fox sb. and Glove
I he reason for the second part of the name is obvious as

the flower resembles a finger-stall in shape
, cf the Latname Why the planL was associated with the fox is not

so clear
,
but cf Norw nvbjeldc — 1 fox bell ’

]

1 The popular name of Digitalis purpurea a
common ornamental flowering plant.

’

c xooo Sa r Leechd I 54 Herba tricnos mamcos ba.t is
foves clofe [v t glofa] c 1263 Names Plants in Wr -Wulcker
556/6 Salutnca foxesgloue a 1387 Sinew Barthol (Anecd
O\on ) 15 Ccrotei tea, Co oteca vulpts, foxglove 1578 Lyte

Lady ofL 1 xn, Fox-glove and nightshade, side bjfside*
Emblems of punishment and pride

1

b. Used 111 medicine • see Digitalis.
1801 Med Jrnl V. 209 lhe Fox-glove of which the

tincture is made, is commonly procured from the Hall
x86i Gio \\wo-v SilasM 13 Retailing the relief his mother
had found from a simple preparation of foxglove

2. Applied to various plants of other genera
; e.g.

formerly to the Mullein (Verbascum Thapsus)
*587 Mascai r. Govt Cattle (1600) 242 The luyce of heg-

taper, called Foxegloue
3. attnb and Comb., asfoxglove-bell, -leaf -spire

;

foxglove-shaped a (see quot ).

a 1821 Klats isonn. 111, Where the deer’s swift leap
Startles the wild bee from the “foxglove bell 18x1 A T
Thomson Loud Disp. (1818) 610 Take of “foxglove leaves
dried, adrathm 1836 Hi uhlowDiet Bot Terms,*Foxglove-
shaped, a nearly cylindrical but somewhat irregular and
inflated tube, formed like the corolla of a Digitalis 1850
Ti nnvson Iii Mem. lxxxiit, 1 he “foxglove-spire

FO’X-himt. The chase of a fox with hounds.

the
start

my first fox-hunt.

So Po x-bnuitixig' vbl sb
,
the sport of hunting

the fox; Fo-x-B-imting- ppl a ; and (back-form-

ation) Fo’x-bnnt v. mtr, also f to fox-hunt it.

Also Po x-bunter, Po x-huntress, Fo'x-hunts*
man, one who hunts the fox.

1674 N Cox Gentl Recrcat 1 (1677) ro6 Fox-hunting is

very pleasant i6g* R L’Evi range Fables civ, The fox-
hunters went their way 1768 G Washington Writ. (1889)
1 1 232 Rid up to Toulston in order to fox hunt it 1773
Dk Richmond in Burke's Corr. (1844) I 393, I have
engaged a large party, to come here . and stay a month to
fox hunt 1827 Sporting Mag XX 03 No bad stem to
graft a fox-huntsman on 1829 Ibid XXIV 33 A female
fox-huntress 1830 N. b Whlaton Jrnl 59 A fox-hunting,
horse-racing people *837 Howitt Rur Life 1 iv (1862)

31 Fox-hunting is now the chief amusement of the true
British sportsman. 1853 R. S Surtees Sponge’s Sp Tour
lvi 3x8 Breaking their necks being, as she conceived, the
inevitable end of fox-hunters

Foxian (fp ksiin), a. [f, Fox(e + -ian.] Per-

taining to . a. John Foxe, author of the Book of
Martyrs

;
b. George Fox, founder of the Society

of Friends or * Quakers ’.

1641 Milton A nvitadv (1831) 197 They which one of your
Bishops scornfully termes the Foxian Confessors 1643—
Apal Svtect (1851)289 1833 Lamb Elia, Quaker's Meeting,
Once only I witnessed a sample of the old Foxian orgasm.

Foxing (fp ksiq), vbl sb. [f Fox v +-ING 1
.]

1. The action of the vb ,
in various senses

c *330 Bestiary 435 And in ure skemtmg he do3 ra3e a
foxing *742 Loud. <$• Country Brew 1 (ed 4) 43 Foxing
is a Misfortune, or rather a Disease in Malt Drinks, occa-

sioned by divers Means *868 Chambers' Encycl I 809
The sugar in the worts will become partially converted into

acetic acid, or, as it is termed, foxing occurs 1873 N %Q
Ser.iv XI 216 Is there any known means to prevent foxing

in books? 1877 Hallock Sportsmans Gas 17 With us of

the North, foxing is by some followed during winter

2. cotier. (See quots and Fox v 6 )
*865 Mrs Whitney Gayworthys II, 75 Say wore cloth

boots, with patent foxings. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 912
Foxmg. an outer covering or upper leather over the usual

upper, s Ornamental stnps of a different material on the

uppers of shoes.

t Fo'xish, a Obs [f. Fox sb +• -ish ]
1 Of or pertaining to a fox, fox-like.

C1400 Latfranc’s Ctrttrg. 106 Four different kinds of

Leprosy are distinguished 3 alopicia and vnlptna foxissch

*57* Golding Calvin on Ps xxvm 3
This foxish wylj-

nesse. *583

—

Calvm on Deut xxxvi 2x5 If the fathers

bee woolues they would haue their Children wooluish if

they bee olde foxes they would haue them to bee foxish

2 fig Like a fox m nature, crafty, cunning.

*4 Lydg. in Pol. Eel % L Poems (1866) 25 Among
foxys be foxische of nature *335 Joye Apol Tittdale 44
By his foxisshe example he pretendeth [etc.] *699 T.
C[ockman] Tally's Offices (1706) 273 Your crafty, foxish,

juggling kind of Fellows.

Foxite (fp'ksoit). [see -ite.] A political fol-

lower of Charles Japaes Fox. Also attnb
_

*783 Dr Wolcot (Peter Pindar) Lyric Odes ni. 41 UiS
muzzle, form’d of opposition stuff Firm as a Foxite, would
not lose its ruff 1808 Scott Fean. Lett. 8 Feb ,

During the

Foxites’ interval ofpower, a 1845 Hood To Mis Fry v,



FOXLESS. FRACTILE;
Ihe Pittite hues will sadden there, Whereas the Foxite
shades will all show fair 1 [Used punningly . cf Foxian b ]

Fo'xless, a. [f.Fox sb + -less ] Void of foxes
1891 Field 7 Mar 331/2 To show that the fine country

they ranged over is not foxless, it may be stated that in the
course of the day they moved eight or nine.

Fox-like (fp ksbik), a. [f as prec. + Like a.]

Like a fox ; esp crafty, cunning.

1577-87 Holinshed Scot Ckron (1808) V 577 This
Mudiara and his companions imbued with more than fox-

like conditions, did (decerning their keepei s) returne to their

owne caues *654 Trapp Comm yob xxxm 26 Reconcilia-
tions are for the most part Fox-like friendships 1868 Dar-
win Anim 4 PI 1 . 1 23 The domestic dogs on the coast of
Guinea are fox-like animals

+ Fo'xly, a and adv. Obs In 2 adv -lidhe.

[f as prec + -ly 1 and 2
.] Like a fox

A. adj Crafty, cunning B adv. Craftily.

c nyS Lamb Horn 31 He wile seggen and foxliche

smejnen mid worde, Nabbe ic nawiht |>er-of 1528 in Fur-
nivall Balladsfr MSS, I 354 By foxly polecy }>ou dyd them
m toll. 1594 WiLLOBin A visa 18 Your painted box, and
goodly preach, I see doth hold a foxly reach

Foxship (fp ksijip). [f. as prec -f -ship ]

1 The character ot qualities of a fox

1607 Shaks Cor iv 11 18 Had’st thou Foxship To banish
him that strooke more blowes for Rome Then thou hast
spoken words ?

2 As a mock title.

1863 W. Lancaster Praetenta 41 If I meet thy foxship
afteraays..ril mar that serpent face And leave thy surgy
rock without a king. *870 Standard 13 Dec , His fox-
ship was 1 run into ’ between Culgaith and Longwathby
Fo'xtail. [f as prec + Tail sbj\

1. The tail of a fox, a fox’s brush. Formerly one
of the badges of the fool or jester, f Flap with a
foxtail * see Flap sb 1 b.

? 1370 Robt Cicyle 57 The foie Roberd with hym went,
Clad in a fulle sympulle garment, With foxe tayles to renne
abowte 1553, 1717 [see Flap sb 1 b] [a 1605 Montgom
Misc P iv. 48 Then tak me with the foxis taill a flap, Since
that the Hevms are hmderers ofmy hap ] 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage 11 § 2 iR ) Such a one is carried about the town
with a boord fastned to his necke, all be-hanged with foxe-
tayles 1832 Seidel Organ 24 When they pulled out this

stop, suddenly a laige fox-tail flew into their faces. 1893
T B Foreman Trip to Spam 31 Their bells and ornaments
of fox tail

2 . As the name of a plant . a. One of various

species of grass with soft brush-like spikes of
flowers, esp Alopecurus pratensis
155a Huloet, Foxe tade, herbe, Alopecurus 1397

Gerarde Herbal 1. lviu.g 1. 81 Foxetaile hath many grassie
leaues or blades 1799 J Robertson Agnc Perth 208
The meadow fox tail (alopecurus pratensis) 1846 J Baxter
Ltbr Pract Agnc (ed 4) I 359 The foxtail flowers m
April, May, and June
b A club-moss (Lycopodium clavatuvi).

[1800 Wordsw Idle Shepherd-boys, That plant which in

our dale We call stag-horn or fox’s tail ] 1866 in Treas Bot
3 . In various technical uses (see quots.).

17x2 J James tr Le Blonds Gardening 193 These Pipes
are subject to Fox-Tails, which aie the Roots ofvery small
Trees, which passing by the Pores of the Earthen Pipe
grow to such Length and Bigness, as to stop up the Pipe
entirely [so Fr queue de renard (Littrd)] 1834 Badham
Halieut 3x3 Willughby tells us that of salars caught in the
Ribble, those of the first year are called smolts those of the
fourth, fox-tails 1873 IVea/e’s Diet Terms ted 4), Fox-
tail in metallurgy, the cinder obtained in the last stage of
the charcoal-finery process , it is a cylindrical piece hollow in

the centre [So Fr renard, quoted by Littrfi from Buffon ]

4. attnb. and Comb., as foxtail-grass — F OXTAIL
2 a ;

foxtail-saw, foxtail-wedging (see quots ).

1397 Gerarde Herbal 1 vu § 1 8 The great #Foxe-taile
grasse 17x1 J, Petiver in Phil Trans XXVII. 377
Rough ear’d Fox-tail Grass 1813 Sir H. Davy Agnc
Client (1814) 362 Meadow fox-tail grass. 1874 Knight
Diet Meek I. 912 ^Fox-tail saw, a dovetail saw 1825
Hamilton Diet Terms

,

*Foxtail wedging. 1842-76
Gwilt Archit Gloss , Fox-tail Wedging, a method of fix-

ing a tenon m a mortise by splitting the end of the tenon
and inserting a projecting wedge, then entering the tenon
into the mortise and driving it home.

Fo'xtailed. [f prec + -ed 2.] Having a tail

like a fox. Foxtailed Asparagus, the hoisetail

(Equisetum maximum) (Britten and Holland).
X774 Goldsm Hat Hist (1790) IV 237Thesaki,orcagui

. has been often termed the foxtailed monkey
Fo’xter. Sc Also 7 fochsteme, fox trie.

The foxglove
(
Digitalis purpurea).

*623 in Pitcairn Cnni Trials Scot II 338 Issobell con-
fessit that scho send furth hir sone to gether fochsteme
leaueis 1636 in Dalyells Darker Superst. Scotl (1831) 113
Ane drink of fox trie leaves. 18x8 Hogg Wool-gatherer,
Brownie ofBodsbeck, etc. II 183 They [the fames] ’ll hae
to gang away an’ sleep m their dew-cups an’ foxterleaves
till the gloaming come again

Foxy (fp ksi), a. [f Fox sb. + -y L]
1. Fox-like

, esp crafty, cunning
1328 Roy Rede me Ded (Arb ) 23 An hole or denne of

falce foxy hipocntes a 1336 Tindale Wks (1573) 148 Oh
foxy Phansay. xfiox W Parry Trav SirA Sherley 30
Having merrily passed the time with this foxy fryer 1839
Tennyson Guinevere 62 Modred’s narrow foxy face.

2 . Fox-coloured, reddish brown or yellow.

1850 Jrnl R Agnc, Sec, XI, 1 132 There aremany patches

of a deep, loose, foxy soil 1879 G Macdonald SirGibbte I

xiv TgS Itsforehead washigh, with a mass offoxy hair over it.

b. Painting. Marked by excessive predominance
of reddish tints ; over-hot in colouring.

1783 Sir J Reynolds Notes on Du Fremoy 103 That

503

[style] of Titian, which may be called the Golden Manner,
when unskilfully managed becomes what the Painters call
Foxy. 1821 Craig Led Drawing n 128 They allowed
such an excessive brownness in their shadows, as to make
them sometimes perfectly foxy x86i Thornbury Turner
II 342 In some of the England series there is a violent foxy
tone, very hot and oppressive.

3 Used to denote various defects of colour and
quality resulting from atmospheric conditions,
improper tieatment, etc.

*805 R. W Dickson Pract Agnc (1807) II 260 The
substance will be what is termed foxy. 1830 M Donovan
Dom Econ I 331 Salt stiffens the clammy soft dough made
from new flour, and gives it a fair colour, when otherwise it
would be foxy *846 Young Naut Diet

, Foxey implies
a defect in timber of a reddish cast or hue, arising from over

age or other causes’ 1877N W Line Gloss (ed 2), Turnips
when they turn leathery are said to be foxy. 1883 in
Standard 18 May 6/5 Foxy to fine ordinary Guatemala
[Coffee], at 48* 1888 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk ,
Foxy, specked, spotted—as with spots of mould or mildew
Also, clouded or uneven m shade of colour Said ofsomebad
dyeing 1888 Lockwood's Diet Mech Engin., Foxey,
timber .is said to he foxey when there is an excessive
proportion of green sapwood present in it.

4 Of beer, wine, etc . Turned sour in the course
of fermentation, not properly fermented.
1847 in Halliw 1864 in Webster
5

.

Of grapes : Having the coarse flavour of the
fox-grape 1864 in Webster.

6 Comb , as foxy-eyed, -red adjs.

*878 Huxley Physiogr 26 Its inky taste, and the foxy-red
sediment which it deposits attest the presence of iron.
*88oW J Florence in Theatre (U. S ) Oct 215 The foxy-
eyed party near us

Hence Fo xiness
1873 Laslett Timber vin 47 Oak timber in its worst

stage of ‘foxiness’ 1889 J. Jacobs AEsop's Fables I 209
To him [early man] cunning was foxiness

t Foy, sb 1 Obs. [a F foi, later form of fei
Fay so *, faith] a. Faith, allegiance, homage
b As an asseverative exclamation
1390 [see Fay sb 1

3]. 1694 Congreve Double Dealer 1

iv, O foy 1 Sir Paul 1 what do you mean?
Foy (foi), sb b Now dial. [a. Du. foot (m

Kilian foye, z)oye), prob
,
asICilian suggests, a. Fr

vote way, journey ] A parting entertamment, pre-

sent, cup of liquor, etc
,
given by or to one seltmg

out on a journey. In different parts of Scotland
applied variously to a party given in honour of a
woman on the eve of her marriage; to a feast at

the end of the harvest or fishing season; and the like.

1496-7 Rees Burgh Prestwick 6 Feb. (Maitl ) 34 He
said the said baheis was foy takans, and held na courtis

c 1643 Howell Lett II. xu. Hoping to enjoy you before
you go, and to give you a frendly foy *668 J Gibson Let
to F Wright 24 Aug , My due deserved thanks for y°
friendly foy you pleased to glue me at our parting 1700
Farquhar Const, Couple 1 1, I’ll pay myfoy, drink a health
to my King aud away for Hungary to-morrow morning
174* Richardson Pamela (1824) I xxxvu. 343 Under the
notion of my foy, I slid a couple of guineas into the good
woman’s hand 1854 Phemie Millar 175 Mr Millar could
not reconcile himself to Isabella’s foy being passed over
without notice. 1836 Eliza Edmonston Sk q- T Shetland
Isl iv 46 At the Foys, the time-honoured toast is, The
Lord open the mouths of the gray fish 1896 Mackay Hist
Fife 4- Kinross x. 196 The Foy or farewell supper before
Martinmas was specially a ploughman’s feast.

Foy (foi), v. local, tntr. To go off to ships with
provisions and assist them when in distress (Simson
Historic Thanet no). Hence Foy er, one who
does this ; Foy-boat, a boat used by ‘ foyers

’

1813 R Edington Coal Trade 225 Not less than 500 pilot

and foy-boats 1830 Beauties Thanet I 71 The Foyers of
this town form a numerous and hardy class

Foyaite (fo ya^it) Mm. [f. Foya a place in

Portugal, where it is found.] A land of syenite.

1878 Lawrence tr Cotta’s Rocks Class 169 In the syenite

group we also include foyaite *87g Rutley Study Rocks
x 108 Elaeolite is a constituent of the rocks zircon-syenite,

foyaite, miascite, and ditroite

|| Foyer (fwaye) [Fr : see note s.v Focus sb ]
1 . = Focus 4.
1878 A M Hamilton Hero Dis, 137 But that when the

softening follows typhus fever, puerperal, and other general

diseases, the foyers will be multiple.

2 Originally, the green-room in French theatres

,

now usually, a large room in a theatre, concert-

hall, etc
,
to which the audience may retire during

the intervals of the performances.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 263 This model foyer
is to have something of the Haymarket and something of

the Adelphi *882 Harper*s Mag. Feb 327 Twice a year

it is held in the foyer of the Academy of Music
Foygne, obs form of Four v
Foyle, Foyl(I, obs. ff of Foal, Fool, Foil.

Foyne, obs form of Few
Foyn(e,£oyn3e(e, obs forms of Foin v andsd

Foysen, -so(u)n, -zon, etc., obs ff Foisoe.

Foyst(e, Foyster, var. of Foist, Fusteb.

Foyte, obs. form of Foot

t F03, Obs rare- 1
. [iepr. OE *f<%= MHG.

woe, mod. Gei fug\ cf. OE. ge-fSg, and the deri-

vativefigan, Fay v.] Fitness ;
m phr = Ger mil

fug und recht.

<1*230 Owl 4- Night 184 We mu3e. Plaidi mid fo^e and
mid n3te.

Fozy (fdn zi), a. Sc. and dial, [cf Du voos (in

Kilian also voosch, vooghs, ‘spongiosus, ranis et

levis mstar fungi ’) ; also Norw. fos spongy, LG.
fusstg porous, spongy ] Spongy, loose-textured

;

also of flesh=

F

oggy 3. Also fig, ‘fat-witted’.

Hence Fo’ziness.
*8a* Blackw Mag X 733 The weak and young Whigs

have become middle aged, and their foziness can no longer
be concealed *823 J Wilson Ibid XIII 503 A certain
ingenious person . met with a turnip of more than common
fo/mess m his field 1826 — Nod Ambr Wks 1835 I. 13
The language is out ofcondition—fat and fozy, thickwmded,
and plethoric. 1894 Ian Maclaren Beside Bonnie Brier

Bush 206 He’s fair fozzy wi’ troLm' in his gairden an’
feeding pigs

Fra, obs form of Fbo
Frab (freeb), v. dtal [Onomatopoeic

;
cf crab

andfret,fratch, etc ] trails. To harass, worry.
1848 Mrs Gaskell M Barton iv (1882)7/2, I was very

frabbit with him *833 — Ruth III. xu 298, I was not
kind to you I frabbea you, and plagued you from the first.

1863 B Brierley Irkdale I. 34 What toylm an’ frabbm
ther needs Through this woald to get decently poo’d

+ Fra’bble, sb Obs. ?are~\ [Cf. next]
Confused wrangling.
1683 H More Parahp. Prophet. 370 Rather a frabble of

words than a distinct disagreement of senses

Fra’bble, v rare [dim or freq of Fbab
Cf Brabble ] vntr To bicker, wrangle,
*885 Manch Even News 6 July 2/2 It is distinctly un-

desirable that the matter should be made a peg on which to
hang further misunderstandings and frabbhngs

Fracas (fraka; in U.S. fr^i kas) Also Sc.

fraca (Jam.), [a. Fr. fracas, ad. It.fracasso, vbl.

sb f. fracassare to make an uproar.] A disturb-

ance, noisy quarrel, ‘row uproar.
1727 Lady M W Montagu Let to Ctess Mar Apr., He
occasions such fracas among the ladies of gallantry that

it passes description *785 Burns Scotch Drink 1 Let other
Poets raise a fracas ’Bout vines, an’ wines, an’ drunken
Bacchus 1848Thackeray Van Fatrxxxvi. A violent fracas
took place between the infantry-colonel ana his lady

II Frace’dO. Obs [mod L.fracedo, f. frac-idus
Fracid, after the analogy of dulcedo sweetness.]
Putrefying heat. Hence E’race dxnous a., erro-

neously frace’donous, productive of heat through
putrefaction

;
pertaining to putrid fermentation

*669 W. Simpson Hydrol Chym 253 The several sorts of
Earth, are various coagulations of water, according to the
difference of the Fracedinous seeds dispersed and implanted
therein Ibid 329 The Fracedinous Odor 1677 Hale
Prim Ong Man iv 11 306 Some Insects have an Origin-
ation by very strength and fracedo of the Earth and
Waters quickened by the vigorous Heat of the Sun a *69*
Boyle Hist Air xiii (1692) 75 Their several malignant,
congelative and fracedonous Natures and Qualities

Fraclie. ? Obs. Also 9 traielie. A metal tray

for holding glass-ware in the annealing process.
*662 Merrett tr Nerds Art ofGlass 244 After some time

these Glasses are put into Iron Pans call’d Fraches, which
by degrees are drawn all along the Leer that the Glasses
may cool Gradatim 1799 G Smith Laboratory I 167
Fraches. *832 G R. Porter Porcelain 4- Gl *58 The
annealing oven, is furnished with numerous shallow iron
trays, which can be passed easily along the level bottom of
the chamber. These trays are called her-pans or fraiches

f Fra’cid, a. Obs. [ad L. fracid-us, f. frac-,

frax lees of oil ] Rotten from over-npeness
*633 G S. Let toHarthbxw Ref Commw Bees 23 Insects
is Natures recreation, which she out of the fracid ferment

of putrifying Bodies doth form 1656 Blount Glossogr
,

Fracid, more then upe, rotten-ripe, putnfied *721 in

Bailey *866 Treas Bot , Fracid

,

Of a pasty texture;
between fleshy and pulpy
Fraein, fracKne, var. of Frecken sb. Obs.

Fraek, Sc var. of Freok, Obs.

Fracle, obs form of Freckle
+ Tract, ppl a Obs [ad 'L.fract-us,^ pple.

of frangei & to break] a. Broken, cracked b.

Of a number . Fractional.

*347 Bookde Brev Health lxx agb, A mans skull, may
be fract or broken 17*3 Phil. Trans XXIX 21 1 Mr
Newton introduced into bis Analytical Computations, the
Fract, Surd, Negative and Indefinitive Indices of Digni
ties

+ Fractable, sb Arch Obs [f prec. + Table.]
(See quot 1S62.) Also Praotabling.
*688 R. Holme Armoury in 451/2 Of the outsides of an

House, aie the Fractables and Corhells. 1862 Did Arch
(Arch PubL Soc ),

Fractable
,
or Fract Table

;
Fractalling

at Liverpool A term used, m the middle ages, for the

crest table or coping running up and down the gables of

a building

Fra’CtecL,ppl. a [f L fract- (see prec )
+ -ed 1

]

+ 1 Broken, in various senses Of a number.
Fractional Obs.

*347 Boorde Brev Health § 321 If the memory [be]

fracted with the pregnance of it [some matter above his

capacity] *399 Shaks Hen F,n 1 130 His heart is fracted

and corroborate. *607 — Tvmon ir 1 22 My reliances on
his fracted dates Have smit my credit *674 Jeake Arith
(1696)161 If the Addends be Fracted Geodaeticals Ihen
proceed in the Addition with the Fractions 1706W Jones
Syn Palmar Matkeseos *63 This Proportion will hold,
whether it be .Whole, Fracted, or Surd Quantity.

2 Her. Having a part displaced as if broken
*828-40 Berry Encycl, Her I. Fracted, broken or parted

asunder [e g ] a fesse debruised, fracted or removed

Fractile (frse’ktil), a. [f. as prec. + -ile 1
.]



aratACTiotf.

Pertaining to fraction or breakage
;
indicating lia-

bility to breakage or cleavage

1727 Bailey vol. II, Fractde, Fjatl or Brittle 1893
Scribner’s Mag Apr. 470/2 The fiactile lines of the sand-
stone

Fraction (fmekjjn), sb Also 4-6 fraccion,

-yon. [a. OP fraccion (Fr fraction), ad. eccl.L.

ft action-em, n of action f frangthe to break ]

1

The action of breaking . a. in the Luchansl

:

the breaking or dividing of the bread.

1504 Atkynson tr Da hmtnttone n. xi ipo Many foloweth
hym to be paiteners of the fiaccyon of his biede 160s T
Fit/herbert Apol. 50 1 hough it may be said that he
suffieth fraction or breaking in the Sacrament when it is

broken .yet [etc]. 1737 Watcri and Eucharist 67 The
distributing the Bread to the Company, after the Benediction
and Fraction, was customary among the Jews 1B77 J D
Chambers Div Worship 377 The Fraction is the most
solemn, ancient, and significant Action of the whole of the
Formulary of Consecration

+ b with reference to material things in general,

and to lines, etc. ; also, refraction (of light). Obs
1571 Digghs Pantom 1 xxi Gj b, Glasses transparent,

whiche by fraction should vmte or dissipate the images
16x2 Woodai l Surg Mate Wks (1653)271 Fraction is the
bieakmg of some matter with ones hand, 01 with an instru-

ment 1656 tr Hobbes' Elem Philos (18313) 195 'I he bending
or curvation of a strait line into the cncumference of a
circle is fraction continually increasing 1684 Burnet Th
Earth 1 111 30 Several paicels of Nature that retain still

the evident marks of fiaction and mine 18x3 T Busby
Lucretius 1 Comment xxi, Had compound bodies been
subject to unlimited fiaction

e with reference to immaterial things
;

chiefly

m obsolete uses, eg a distuibance (of the nnnd),
an infraction or rupture (of the peace).

1547 Boorde Brev Health 27 This impediment [dreames]
may come specially of fiaction of the mynde 1627-77

Ffltham Resolves ir v, 170 When the Affections are glewed
to the world, Death makes not a Dissolution, but a Fraction.

1721 Strype Eccl Mem. I lv 51 The French king having
lost lus friendship by divers fractious of the peace with
England, 1842 Sir H Taylor Edwin the Fair 1 v, The
blackbird sang us foith loud and full at first then with
pause And fraction fitfully

f
1 2. The result of breaking

;
the slate of being

bioken; a bioken place, bieach, fissure, ruptuie;

spec in Surg. a fracture. Obs
1587 Fleming Contn Hohnshed III 1349/1 Healing of

bones broken, teimed commonlie fiactions 1658 A Fox
Winks' Swg 11 vn 67 Carefully feel with your finger,

whether theie be any fraction 1685 Travestin Siege
Newheusel ao We made large Fractions in the Bastion
1690 T Burnet Th Earth III. 36 If we had seen the
mountains when the earth was fresh hioken. the fractions

. .of them would have appear’d very gastlv. 1705 Cherry
m Hearne Collect (Oxf, Hist Soc ) I 22 A fall, caus'd
a great fraction in my nose. 1798W Blair Soldier'sFriend
74 Wounds, fractions, and dislocations.

1 3 An interruption of good feeling or harmony

;

discord, dissension ; a rupture. In early use also

:

A breach of the peace, biawling. Obs.
igoz Old Crysten Men (W. deW 1506) iv ix. 193 Whiche

taketh wylfully ony persone ,in the chyrcheyarde or y"
whiche there maketh ony fiaccion 1591 Horsey 'hav
(Hakl. Soc ) 262 Betwen the Poll and them fractions, and
factions among themselves, 1606 Siiaics Ir Ji Cr 11 m
107 1670 Cotton Espemon n vi 262 By which means
a fraction betwixt them must of necessity ensue, a 1713
Siiai-tesbury Char (1749! III. 143 Fractions at Court.—Ship-
wreck of Minustrys . 1721 [see 1 c]

4. Something broken off
;
a disconnected portion

;

a fragment, scrap, small piece. Said with refer-

ence both to material and immaterial things. By
fractions : piecemeal, by halves Now rare
1606 Shaks Tr, # Cr. v ii, 158 The fractions of her faith,

orts of her loue, 1607 — Tirnon u 11,220 *641 Prynne
Antip To Rdr,, My primitive intention was, to have pre-
sented thee with this Antipathy inttrely at the same mstaut
without fractions 1656 Davenant Siege Rhodes 1. To Rdr

,

Why my numbers are so often diversify’d and fall into short
fractions 1637 Sanderson Pref to Serin (1681) § 23
Whilest they are still crumbling into Fractions and
Factions 1796 H Hunier tr St Pierre's Stud Nat,
(1799) II, 19 No one is disposed to be a friend by fractions.

1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 233 Mahomet’s followers found
the Koran lying all in fractions.

f b. ? A paragraph or section (of a hook). Obs.
1623 Burges Pers Tithes 44 In the next Fraction after

that branch of the Statute, ltissaid, Prouidedalwaies[etc.].

5 Math. ft. Anth A numencal quantity that

is not an integer ; one or moie aliquot parts of a
unit or whole number, an expression for a definite

portion of a unit or magnitude.
Common or vulgar fractions are those in which the

numerator and denominator are represented by numbers

E
laced the one above, the other below, a horizontal line,

ometimes fiaction is used for ‘vulgar fraction’, or for a
quan tity expressedbymeansofanumeratoranddenominator

,

e g ‘ the fraction -£=2 For complex, compound
,
continued,

decimal, proper and improperfractions, see those words
c 1391 Chaucer Astro2 Prol § 3 Smallest fraccions ne wol

nat ben shewed in so smal an instrument 1342 Records
Gr Artes 130 b, Thenne maye I boldly enstructe you in y9

arte of fractions or broken nomber. 1614 Raleigh Hist,
World 11 (1634) 2x4 But the very minutes and lesserfractions

were to be observed by him 1668 Wilkins Real Char,

393 A Fraction maybe exprest .by the Adjective Neuter
1703 Arbuthnot Coins (J,), Pliny put a round number near
the truth, rather than a fraction 1811 W Irving in Life <3

Lett (1864' I 269 This place would suit you to a fiaction
x8xa-i6 Playfair Nat. Phil, II 243 The deflection .if

504

reduced to feet, comes out 16 and a small fraction 1827
Huiton Course Math I 86 The vulgar fraction may be
reduced to a decimal, then joined to the integoi, and the
root of the whole extracted 1838 Dn Morgan Ess Pi olab
30 The probability of an event is measuied by the fiaction

which the number of favourable cases is of all that can
happen 1846 Greener Sc Gunnery 392 The Belgians
too find the same result to a fraction 1847 Groti Gttcce
I xxvm. (1862) III 43 The village is a fraction, but the city

is an unit 1878 Huxley Physiogr xi The fraction which
denotes the ratio of the two distances is sometimes termed
the representative fraction

Tb. Alg An expression analogous to an arithme-

tical vulgar fraction, m which the numerator and
denominator are algebraical terms ot expressions.
1812-16 PLAVrAin Nat Phil (1819) I. 39 T lus fraction is

a maximum, when the denominator A + 13 + [etc ] is a
minimum
Hence Fra ction v ,

to break into fiactions or

pieces. Fra’ctionlet, a small fragment.
1830 Carlyi e in Froude Life in Land (1882) II 88 Wrote a

fractionlet of verse, entitled * T he Beetle ’ 1840— Heroes
II 47 The Nation fiaetioned and cut asunder by deseits

Fractional (frac kjanal), a [f FitACTION +
-al ] Of, pertaining to, or dealing with a fraction

or fractions
;
comprising or constituting a fraction

;

of the nature of a fraction. Hence, Incomplete,

partial, insignificant Fractional currency (see

quot ). Fractionaldistillation . see Distillation 3
167S Ogiley Brit Pref ,

Not legardmg the Fi actional Paits
of a Mile a 1806 Fox Sfiech, Pioc Ld Mehnltt Sp 1815
VI 584 The right honourable gtntleman has amused the
House with an account of fractional sums of 8r 6d

,

14J ,

and 2c 1828 D’Ishai 1 1 Chas I, II ii 32 At length we aie
siiipused that these fi actional disputes close into one mighty
. enmity 1838 Mili Liberty iv (1865) 45/1 The interest

winch society has m him individually is fractional x86x
Gosun n l<o> Ji tch xo2 Realizing a fiactional piofit foi

the convenience which they afford 1879 Wfmsti r, Stipp

,

Fiactional am ency, small com, 01 paper notes, in circu-

lation, of less value than the monetary unit 1892 Daily
Nevis 20 Dec, 7/3 Messis B decline to accept Messis M ’s

fractional certificates in exchange for bonds

Hence Fractionally aciv
,
m a fractional manner

oi degiee; by a fiaction or fractions.

1883 Daily News 7 Nov 4/7 Amencan prices weie firm,

but foreign Government stocks receded fractionally 1888
Ibid 4 Dec 7/2 A sui plus, applied to augment that dividend
fractionally

Fractionary (frarkfanari), a [f Fraction +
-ary A

. Cf Fr fractionnaire J a, = Fractional
b. Dealing with or earned on by fractions or frag-

ments. 0 Tending to divide into fractions

a 1674JEAKI A 1 itIt (1696)32 But the fuither practise

therewith must be icfcued to Fiactional y or Contract
Operations. 1847 GicriLLAN 111 7 ait's Mag XIV 523 To
dischaige even a fi actionary part of wlut would never 111

whole be defrayed
b 1840 Mrs Cariyit Lett I 128 Fritters away my

tune m fractionary wilting 1847 Dl Quinciyiii Tati's
Mag XIV 666 Beyond what can be supplied by the fiac-
tionary life of petty brokerage 01 commeice
c 1867 Contemp Rev V 154 'Hie ‘fractionary’ eccle-

siastical spirit of the African Clmstians has beui traced m
the enormous numbers of the AH lean bishops

Fractionate (fne kjhn^t), v [f Fraction
4- -ate 3.] it aits. To separate (a nnxtiue) by dis-

tillation or otherwise into portions of differing

properties. Hence Fra ctionated ppl, a.
,
Fra c-

tiona tion, the action of fractionating.

1867W R. Bowditch Coal Gas 5 These heavy oils were
obtained by passing the gas over carefully fiactionated pure
light coal oils 1878 Kinczett A ntui them 210 It may
be separated from that substance by a process of fractiona-
tion. 1894 Nature 23 Aug 410/2 By fractionating Russian
petioleum the author ’had obtained nydiocarbons [etc ]

Fractionize (frorkfanau), v [f. b raction

+

-ize.] trans (and obsol
)
Tobreak up into fractions

1673 Collins in Rigaud Corr Set Men (1841) I 216 If
the second term of an equation be wanting, the penultimate
may be removed into the room of it . and that without
fi actionizing 1831 Southey in Q. Rev XLV 443 They
fractionize, they divide 1841 Fraser's Mag. XXIV 207 To
. fractionise the Conservative party, would be an act of
treachery 1872 Contemp Rev. XX 583 All of these frag-
mentary ideas fractionize, but do not resolve the problem.

Fractious (frorkjas), a. [f. Fraction (sense 3),
after captious, etc
The original sense seems to have been ‘disposed to make

bleaches, factious ’
; the more trivial use now current may

be due to association with Fratch
}

Refractory, unruly, now chiefly, cross, fretful,

peevish, esp of children.

1723 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 353 Having had an
account how mutinous and fractious they had been 1776
I'oote Capuchin 111 Wks. 1799 II 399 The young slut is so
headstiong and fractious 1824 W. Irving T Tiav II 30
A terrible peevish fractious fellow 1847 Alb Smith Chr
Tadpole lxi (1879) 510 baby would be getting so very
fractious 1837 Buckle Civilisation vu 402 The fractions
and disloyal conduct of many of the hierarchy x88o L
Wallacf Ben-Hnr ix 46 Men struggling doubtfully with
fractious cows and frightened sheep
transf 1821 Coleridge in Blackw Mag. X 261 The

fractious noise of the dashing of a lake on its bolder
Hence Fra'ctiously adv , Factiousness
1727 Bailey vol II, Fractiousness 1736 — (folio),

Fractiously 1733 Miss Collier Art Torment 159 She
will ask your pardon for having indulged your own frac-
tiouSness 1833 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 34 The treason
of Russell is to be attributed paitly to fractfousness 1838
Polson Law c§- L, 99 His frauiousness, and his want of

FEJENTTLITM.

patience 1878 Mrs. II Wood Pomeroy Alb. (ed V) 110,
‘ How stupid you are, Bridget 1’ she fiactiously said

Fracture (facktiur), sb Also 6 fractour
[a hi fracture, ad L fiactura, f. fract- ppl*
stem offrangtre to break.]

i e

1. The action of breaking or fact of being
broken

;
breakage

;
spec 111 Surg (the eaihest use)

the breaking of a bone, cai triage, etc
'

1341 R. Copland Galyen's Teiap 2Bj, Ye must bepvn
the lygaturc at the vlcerate party, in ledynge it towarde the
hole pn tye, as Hyppocrates wylleth in the fiactour of bones
1677 IIaii Pi im Oitg Man. 1 1 38 Without any great
fractal e of the more stable and fixed parts of Nature 1720Dl I1 or Capt Singleton xiv (1840)241 The shock of the
air, which the fractme in the clouds made 1832 Babbage
Eton, Manuf. iv (ed 3) 33 Time is leqmsite for producing
the fiactuie ofthe ice 1878 T. Bryant Pract Swg (1870)
II 39 Fiacture of the sternocostal cartilages is a iare
accident
fig. 1842 Ld Cockburn fml I 313 Preparations have

begun to be made foi fracture of the Chuicn
2 The result ofbrcaking; a crack, division, split,

^ a broken pait, a splmtei
‘ ’

1641 ' Smi uymnuus ’ Aits

w

§ 18 (1653)71 Their Fractures
were so many, they knew not which Religion to chuse if
they should turne Christians. 1631 Ter Taylor Holy
Dying iv. § 8 (1727) 177 Reconcile the fiactures of his
faintly 1634 Gayton Pleas Notes 1 v. 16 Besides, the
lossc of his Launcc, though it stuck emblematically on his
sides, j ct the fractures went to lus heart 1798W CLunBr
Omnium 33 lie got off lus box, and went to splicing the
fractuies [of the harness] 1814 Scott Ld of isles v. vi
O cr chasms he pass’d, where fiactuies wide Ciaved wary
c>e and ample stride. 1832 Dr La Brciic Geol Man
(ed ?) 29 No appeaiaticesol fractuic arc visible in the lulls

1876 J S Biuwi K hug. Stud 11 (1881) 78 They admitted
no such fracture m the chain of our political existence.

b Sing. For comminuted, compound, simple

factme, bee those words.
1523 tr. Jh unsioui's Sw

g

G uij, If the fracture be
lytcll n shall be cured like y" contusyon afoiesayd
*309 A M. tr Gabulhoim's Bk Physicke 206/a Whether
it be a woundc 01 a I1 incline 1633 G Hi itm rt Temple,
Repentance vi, Fractures well cui’d make us more strong
2636 Ridglly Pi act Pltyueh 161 Fractures of the Nose,
Cheek hones fasten again m twenty or twenty-four days
1789 W. Buchan Dorn Med (1790) 593 The art of reducing
fractuies 1835-6 Todu Cycl A nat I 443/1 In one [bone]
the fiacture had not united. 1843 lii uiunlAV" Fncside
Stoi 11 The fractuie was a simple one
fig. 2859 Holland Gold I>. \ 1, 98 Old fi actui es of charac-

ter that refuse to unite

3 The characteristic appearance of the fresh sur-

face in a mineral, when broken irregularly by the

blow of a hammer. More fully, tinface off actui e.

*794 Sums an Vuw Nat I, Sp.uklmg m its fracture like

sugar 1812-16 J Smith Panoiama Sc ^ Ait I 2 The
fracture of winch is of a ilaik colour 1830 Hi bschel Stud
Nat Pint 1 111 47 The rock at once splits with a clean
fiacture 1831 Bitrwsri it Optus xu 101 '1 he two surfaces
of fracture were absolutely black xB6g Phillips Vesnv. 111.

G5 It breaks with a resinous fracture,

+ 4. s= Fraction 5 Obs — 1

1674 Jlaice Anth (1696) 230 Forasmuch as alwayes an
whole Year is not the subject of the Question .hut some-
times Parts or Fractures of the whole aie useful

5. Phonology The euphonic substitution of a
diphthong forasimple \owel, owing to the influence

of a following consonant (in OF. h, l, 7 ) ; the

diphthong so produced.
1891 A. L Mamii w O, E. Pliouol § 81 Short eo corre-

sponds to Germ e, as the lcstilt of fiactuie before final h
Ibid § 84 to— 10 the fracture of Germ z before 4+cons

6 altiib, and Comb , as f acturc-bed, -bedstead',

fracture-surface (
= sense 3).

1884 Health hxhib, Catal 102/1 “Fiacture Beds Ibid

102/2 “Fracture Bedstead X805-17 R Jamtson Char Min.
(ed. 31 135 The “fracture-surfaces or planes thus exposed.

Fracture (free ktiiu), v. [f. prcc sb ]

I tians To cause a fractuie in, esp a bone, etc.

,

to bieak the continuity of
;
to crack.

[1612-1794 see the ppl adj] 1803 M Cutler in Life, jfmls

A Corr (1888) II, 134, I fell upon a large round timber and
fractuied two ubs 1830 L\ill Prittc Geol I 132 Before

our secondary strataw ei e foi ined, those of older date were
fi actui ed and contorted 1858 Lakdnek Hand-lit Nat
Phil

, Hydiost. 7 A liability of bunding or fracturing some
pai ts of the machine might arise 1859W Collins Q of
Hearts I 11 42 She would fracture her skull with the pony

2. 1ntr. for ref. To suffer fractuie ;
to break

x8 . Science IV No 26 5 (Cent ) 1 he implements aie of

sandstone [or] quartzite, neither ofwinch fractures properly

when subjected to heat.

IIeuce Fra ctured ppl. a. ;
Fra’cturmg vbl sb.

and ppl a.

1612 WoodallSurg MateWks (1633)149 Nothing cureth

a fraUuied bone so much as lest a 1763 Shenstone
Economy 111 38 Behold his chair, whose fractur’d seat infirm

An aged cushion hides 1794 Sullivan View Nat I 104

That mass of fractured and sinking country 1830 Hersciiel
Stud Nat Phil 285 The sudden application of convulsive

and fracturing efforts 1834 Mrs Somerville Connex,
Phys Sc xxx (1849) 35° The pait which originally had a
north pole acquires a south pole at the fractuied end x886

A. Winciifll Walks <S Talks Geol Field 221 Much frac-

turing of the crust must have resulted.

JPrae, Sc. form of Fro.

II FrsBnulum Anat. [dim. of

Fr^bnum.] A small fraenum , a frsenum
1706 m PitiLurs (ed Kersey) 1840 Youatt Horse vm

(1847) 204 A portion of the tongue of a mare, extending as
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far as the ftaenulum beneath 1843 J G Wilkinson tr

Swedenborg's Amm Kingd. I, 11 59 Each of the lips has

its peculiar fraenulum

11
Fraentim, frenum (frJn&n). PI. fraena,

frena. [L frenum, frsemtm, bridle]

1. Anat, A small ligament or membranous fold

which, bridles on restrains the motion of the organ

to which it is attached , e.g. that of the tongue

1741 Monro Anat (ed. 3) 147 The Fraenum of the Tongue
1754-64 [see Fourckette] *807-36 S Cooper First Lines
burg (ed 5) 382 In persons born dumb, the state of the free-

Hum should always be examined 1872 Cohen Dts Throat

51 The glosso-epiglottic fold or fraenum of the epiglottis.

2 (See quot 1859 )

1859 Darwin Ong Spec, vi 192 Pedunculated cirnpedes

have two minute folds of skin, called by me the ovigerous

frena, which serve, through the means of a sticky secretion,

to retain the eggs until they are hatched 1877 Huxlev
Anat Inv Amm vi 295 The ovigerous fraena of Lepas

Fraght, obs form of Fraught.

Fragile (frse'd^il'l, a Also 6 fragyll, 8 fragil

[a. F. fragile (14th c), ad L fragil-ts,
f. frag-

root offrange) e to break. See Frail a ]

1 Liable to break or be broken
,
easily snapped

or shattered ; in looser sense, weak, perishable,

easily destroyed. Alsofig
*607 Shaks Tvnon v 1 204 Throwes That Natures fragile

Vessell doth sustaine In lifes vncertaine voyage 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 841 Of Bodies, some are Fragile , and some are

Tough, and not Fragile a 1668 Denham Progr Learn
188 When subtile Wits have spun their thred too fine, ’Tis

weak and fragile, like Arachne’s line. 1671 Milton P R
hi 388 Much ostentation vain of fleshly arm And fragile

arms 1756 Blacklock Soliloquy 281 Secure, thy steps the

fragile board could press *832 G R Porter Porcelain 4
Gl 248 Threads lender the material [glass] extremely

fragile 1856 Kane Arct Expl I xxvu 356 We found the

spot hemmed in by loose and fragile ice

b. Of persons, etc . Of weak or tender frame

or constitution, delicate (= Frail, but used with

an allusion to the primary sense)

1838 Froudc Hist Eng III, xvn 435 The people saw as

yet but a single fragile life between the country and a dis-

puted succession 1883 Ouida lPanda I 43 An old lady, so

delicate so pretty and so fragile

+ 2 Liable to err or fall into sin , frail Obs

1513 Bradshaw St Werlurge 1 1875 More lyke an angell

Than a fragyll mayde of sensuall appetyte Ibui 1. 2776
A wanton prynce folowynge sensualyte And his fragyll

appetyte 1348 Hall Citron ,
Edit) IV(an 23) 248 b, Suche

is the blyndnes of our fraile and fragile nature, euer giuen

to carnal concupiscence

3 quasi-sb in pi, = fragile articles or goods.

188n PallMallG 19 June 10/1 Cases marked ‘Fragiles’.

Hence Fra gilely adv
,
Pra gileness

1727 Bailey II, Fragileness 1864 Webster, Fragilely

Fragility (fr&dgrliti) [a F fragthU (
12 th

c ),
ad L. fragihtdtem : see Frailty ]

1. The quality of being fragile or easily broken

;

hence, liability to be damaged or destroyed, weak-

ness, delicacy

*474 Caxton Chesse 147 Hit is not fittyng for a woman to

goo to bataylle for the fragylite and feblenes of her 1604

R Cawdrey Table Alph, Fragilitie, bnttlenes, or weake-
nesse e*6ao Bacon Whs (1857) III 807 Three things

are chiefly to be observed the colour the fragility or

phantness the volatility or fixation *707 Curios m
Hush <$ Gard, 25 Man ought not to tegard Flowers

without reflecting on their Fragility and small Duration

*736 Burke Sufi «r B ni xvi, An air of robustness and
strength is very prejudicial to beauty An appearance

of delicacy, and even of fragility, is almost essential to

it *866 Tate Brit Mollusks iv 131 The shell of this species

is characterized by its extreme thinness and fragility

b Jig
*603 Knolles Hist Turhs (1638) 54 That which was left of

his body lay, as ,the miserable spectacle ofmans fragilitie.

*730 Johnson Rambler No 71 P 9 General forgetfulness of

the fragility of life. 1731 Ibid No 143 f 3 They would
lament the fragility of beauty 1886 Sir H Maine Pop,

Govt in Fortn Rev N S XXXIX 17 1 The controversy

as to the relative fragility, or the relative difficulty, ofpopular

government and other forms of government

f 2 Moral weakness, frailty Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth Be P R. 1 (1495) 8 In case that hi

humayne fiagilyte or freyltee thou trespas ayenst the com-

maundement of almyghty god. «*S33 Ld Berners Huon
1. 167 Adam & Eue . . the whiche by theyr fragylyte brake

goddes commaundement 1379 Fulke Heskms Pari 273

God condescending to our fragilities 1600 Holland Lwy
Vtu 307 Beseeching the Dictatour to forgive this humane
fragilitie and youthfull folly of Qu Fabius a 1624 Swin-

burne Spousals (1686) *56 The fragility and mutability of

the feminine Sex considered

Fragment (frse gment). [a F.fragment (16th

c ) or ad L fragmeni-wn (f frangere to break).]

1 A part broken off or otherwise detached from

a whole
;
a broken piece , a (comparatively) small

detached portion of anything.

1383 Hollyband Campo di Ftor 73 They promised me to

bring me some of the leavmges, or fragmentes [of a feast].

*6n Bible John vi 13, *632 Lithgow Trav vi. 280 The
valley, now filled up with fragments of old walles, 1704

Newton Optics n hi v. 33 If a thin’d or plated Body.,

should be broken into fragments of the same thickness with

the plate 1716 Pope Iliadvm 493 Their Carm Fragments

scatter'd o’er the Sky. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg.

(ed 5) 155 Extracting the fragments of bone. 2814 Scott

Wav xvf, A mere precipice, with here and there a projecting

fragment of granite. *848W H Bartlett Egypt to Pal
x,(i87Q] 22i Fragments of old pottery.

VOL. IV.

2. transf. and Jig. A detached, isolated, or in-
complete part

, a (comparatively) small portion of
anything

,
a part remaining or still preserved when

the whole is lost or destroyed.
133* Elyot Gov i xix, At that tyme Idolatry was nat

clerely extincte, but diuers fragmentes therof remained in
euery region. 1371 Digges Pantom m vi Q uj b, Howe
fragmentes or partes of a Globe are measured 1607 Shaks
Timon iv 111 399 Where should he haue this Gold ? It is
some poore Fragment, some slender Ort of his remainder
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (ed 3) III 109 However irregular
and desultory his talk, there is method in the fragments
183a Robertson Serm Ser 1. xix (1866) 318 Fragments of
truth torn out of connection. 1870 E PeacockRalfSkirl
II 100 This fragment of the County of Lincoln [the isle of
Axholme] 1871 Freeman Norm Conq. (1876) IV xvm
189 Thegns of the shire who retained some small fragments
of their property,

b. An extant portion of a writing or composition
which as a whole is lost , also, a portion of awork
left uncompleted by its author ; hence, a part of
any unfinished whole or uncompleted design

iS95
-8 Carew m Shaks. C Praise 20 Shakespeare and

Marlows fragment *628 Earle Microcosm , Critic (Arb )

36 He conuerses much in fragments and Desunt mnlta's
166a Stillingfl Ong, Sacr. j 11 § 11 The fragments of
Manetho .n Eusebius 17*2 Addison Sped No 333 r 8
Claudian m his Fragment upon the Gyants War a 174B
Watts Improv Mind 1 xx (1801) 183 Cowley, in his
unfinished fragment of the Davideis. 1873 Jowett Plato
(ed 2) III 191 The ‘New Atlantis’ is only a fragment

f c. applied to a person as a term of contempt.
1606 Shaks Tr 4 Cr v 1 9 From whence, Fragment?

1607 — Cor 1 1 226 Go get you home, you Fragments,

f 3 = Fraction 5 Obs rare.

1674 J^MiEAnth (1696) 41 The next sort aie Fractions,
sometime called Fragments. Ibid 60 If JJ be divided by
any of the thiee Fragments

Fragmental (frse gmental, fi segmental), a
[f Fragment + -al] = Fragmentary spec. 111

Geol (see quot 1882)
1798 Jane Austen Northang Abb (1833)11 ix *39 Some

fragmental journal, continued probably to the last gasp.

*837 Whewkll Hist Induct Sc (1837) I 218 Collectedfrom
hw lips, or from fragmental notes 1845 Moir in Blac/cw
Mag LVIII 410 The treasuries Of half-forgotten and frag-

mental things 1882 Gkikie Text-bk Geol (1885) 116
Fragmental rocks are formed either of the debris of older

rocks, or of the aggregated remains of plants or animals

Hence Fragmentally adv.

*814 Lamb Let to Coleridge 26 Aug
,
Inquire in seven

years’ time for the ‘Rokebys’ and the ‘Laras’, and where
shall they be found? fluttering fragmentally in some thread-

paper *848 Blackw Mag LXXV. 540

Fragmentary (free gm&atan), a [f Frag-
ment + -ary. CfT mod F.fragmentaire.
Johnson 1733 cites Donne, and says ‘ a word not elegant,

nor in use ’ It has been common since 1833 ]

Of the nature of, or composed of, fragments ; not
complete or entire ;

disconnected or disjointed

1611 Donne Lett (1631) 158 With those fragmentary
recreations I must make shift a 163* — Progr Soul

,
2nd

Anmv 82 What fragmentary rubbidge this world is Thou
know’st. 1833 Browning Paracelsus 11 32 A few Dis-
coveries, as appended here and there, The fragmentary pro-
duce of much toil *844 Thirlwall Greece VIII lxiv 275
We have but scanty and fragmentary notices of his opera-

tions 1836 Kane Arct Expl, I. xx 248 Becoming em-
barrassed in fragmentary ice 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III.

327 His knowledge is fragmentary and unconnected.

b. spec, in Geol Composed of fragments of pre-

viously-existing rocks, etc.

*836 Macgillivray tr Humboldt's Trav xxi 305 The
rocks were found to be fragmentary, consisting of pieces of

coral, cemented by carbonate of lime, and interspersed with
quartzy sand

Hence Fra’gmentarilytzofy ,Fra gmentariness.
1836 J. Sterling Ess $ Tales (1848) I. p lxxxvii, I have

always had a sense of fragmentanness from not having
been there 1856 Emerson Eng Traits, Universities Wks.
(Bohn) II 94 Pamphleteer or journalist must read meanly
and fragmentarily i860 Westcott Introd Study Gosp

vi (ed 5) 329 The various narratives of the Resurrection

place the fragmentanness of the Gospel [of St Luke] in the

clearest light 1871 Daily News 18 Sept , Where an enter-

prising enemy might have cut them off fragmentanly.

Fragmentation (frsegment^-Jen) [f. Frag-
ment + -ATioN Cf. F. fragmentation ] A break-

ing or separation into fragments; spec, in Biol.

separation into parts which form new individuals

1881 Times 24 Dec ,
Fragmentation of work, not attacking

too many points at once *88z E. R Lankester in Natm e

XXVIII 88 The ‘ fragmentation ’, or division of the chloro-

phyll corpuscles of both Hydra and Spongilla 1882 Vines

Sachs' Bot. 946 This process of nuclear division has been

termed fragmentation

Fragmented (fragmented), pple and ppl.

a [f Fragment + -ed a
. Cf.F fragment.] Broken

into fragments, made fragmentary.

1830 Fraser*s Mag II 128 What follows is a song from

the same fragmented masque. 1832 Willis Summer Cruise

in Medit. xxiu. 143 Heaps of fragmented columns. 1864

Reader 2 July 20 Examples ofbones fragmented by man of

animals extinct m that part of Emope. 1893 syth Cent

Nov 839 The tumbled crags. Lie fragmented in horror

Fragmentist (free gmentist) [f Fragment

+ -1ST? Cf. F. fragmentiste.] A writer of frag-

ments or of works which survive only in fragments.

1874 H R Reynolds John Bapt. v §2. 314 The Wolfen-

bfittel fragmentist. *882-3 Schaff Encycl. Reltg Knowl
1. 390 The [Muratonan] fragmentist.

Fragmenti*tious, a rare. [f. Fragment,
after commentihous or the like.]

=

Fragmentary.
1827 J S Mill in Bentham Rationale Jud Emd III.

573 The papers, were left by him in a very incomplete
and fragmentitious state. *837 Harris Great Teacher
404 Instead of resting in any fragmentitious excellence, it

only sends him in thought to the great Archetype.

Fragmentize (fee gmentsiz), v [f. as prec.

+ -izii.] trans To break into fragments
18*3 Murray Let Byron in Smiles Life (189*) I xv 354

You should fragmentize the first hundred [lines], and con-
dense the last thirty 1883W C Russell Strange Voy I

xni 182 You can fragmentize hei into a medley of spars,
ropes, and planks

+ Fra’gor 1
. Obs Also -our. [a L fragor,

f frag- stem offrangere to break ] A loud harsh
noise, a crash, din.

1603 Daniel Philotas Wks (1717) 339 Those thund’ring
Fragors that affright the Earth *660 F Brooke tr. Le
Blanc's Trav 392 This Streight is vexed with forcible tides

which encounter with a most obstreperous fragour 1702
Watts Horse Lyr

,
Viet Poles over Osman, Scarce sounds

so far The dueful fragor, when some southern blast Tears
from the Alps a ridge of knotty oaks.

f Fragor 2
. Obs rare Also -our. [a. It.

fragore =fragrore f L fragr- • see Fragrant.]
Fragrance
1638 Sir T Herbert Trav. 185 The gardens challenge

our attention , than which for grandeur and fragor no Citie

in Asia out-vies her. Ibid 322 [The musk] by its fragor is

oft found by the carelesse passenger.

Fragrance (fr3 ’grans) [a. ‘OF fragrance,

ad lateL frdgrantia, f frdgrans

:

see Fragrant]
Sweetness of smell , sweet or pleasing scent.

1667 Milton P L. ix 42s Eve separate he spies, Veiled
in a cloud offragrance 1725 PorE Odyss vi 92 A cruise of
fragrance, formed of burnish’d gold *75* Gray Spring 10
Cool Zephyrs through the clear blue sky Their gather’d
fragrance flmg 18*7 Moore Lalla R (1824) 131 As they
sat in the cool fragrance of this delicious spot 1833 C
Bronte Villette xxx, Inhaling the fragrance of baked apples
from the refectory

fig 1821 Keats Isabella x, To meet again and share
The inward fragrance of each other's heart *838 J H
Newman Par Serm (*839) IV xvn 297 Years that are
past bear in retrospect so much of fragrance with them
Hence Fra gxan.ee v nonce-ivd (trans ), to fill

with fragrance.

*834 Tait's Mag XXI 449 The rose-bush fragrances all

the vale

Fragrancy (fr£l gransi). Now rare [see

prec. and -anor ] The quality of being fragrant;

sweetness of smell Occas with pi
1378 Banister Hist Man v 79 b, He hath lost the

sauour ofthe roses and frangrantie [nc] of their nature *607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 120 The fragrancy of every
green herb yeeldeth such a savour as [etc.] 1693 Salmon
Pharm. Bat 1 {1713) 78/2 Thus have you - one of the

mostabominable Scentsupon Earth,made one of thegreatest
Fragrancies in the whole World 1725 Pope Odyss ix 245
The goblet crown’d Breath’d aromatic fragrancies around
1764 Harmer Observ iv 201 The fragrancy of the fruit

is admirable *876 J P Norris Rudwt Theol 1 10 The
pleasant fragrancy of the fine pollen that floats into the air

fig a *631 Donne in Select (1840) 124When others give

allowance of our works, and are edified by them, there is

their savour, their odour, their perfume, their fragrancy

*68g Trial Pritchard v Papillon 6 Nov 1684 n Pray
let us have none of your Fragrancies, and Fine Rhetorical

Flowers, to take the People with *817 Coleridge Bieg
Lit 100 The High German is indeed a lingua communis
. the choice and fragrancy of all the dialects

Fragrant (fe1 ’grant), a. Also 6 fragraunt

;

see also Flagrant 6. [a. F. fragrant (16th c. in

Godefroy) or ad. L. fragrant-em, pr pple. of

fragrare to smell sweetly ] Emitting a sweet or

pleasant odour, sweet-smelling.
*500-20 Dunbar ' Nowfayre,fayrest ' 7 Freshe fragrant

floure *514 Barclay Cyi * Uplondyshm (Percy Soc.)

xxxu, The fragraunt odour & oyntment of swete floure

*596 Spenser F Q iv 1 31 As fresh and fragrant as the

floure deluce She was become 1667 Milton P, L iv 645
Fragrant the fertil earth After soft showers a 1721 Prior
Garland 11,The flowers less blooming than her face,The scent

less fragrant than her breath *871 B Taylor Faust (1875)

I. xxi 178 The springtime stirs within the fragrant birches.

Jig 1631 Fulleds Abel Rediv , Erasmus 84 In Basil He
did end ms dayes, As full of yeeres as fragrant fame 1782

Cowter Conversation 63r Their fragrant memory will outlast

tlieirtomb *827 Keble Chr V ,
Churching i. Thishallow’d

air Is fragrant with a mother’s first and fondest prayer

Hence Fra errantly adv ;
fFra grantness.

*3*3 Barclay Egloges iv (1570) Cvj/2 Asmedoespaynted
with floures redolent The sight reioyce of suche as them
beholde So man indued with vertue excellent Fragrantly

shmeth with beames manyfolde *353 Abf Parker Ps
xxxiv 85 Gods goodnes smelleth most fragrantly *6*6

Surfl & Makkh. Country Forme449 To keepe the aroma-

ticall fragrantnesse in those which smell sweet. *707 J.

Mortimer Hush 137 As the Hops begin to change colour

• and smell fragrantly, you may conclude them ripe.

Fraiehe . see Frache ;
also obs. f. Fresh.

t Fraid, a Obs. [app. the pa pple of *fratd v

ad OF freidtr : see Fretish v t
] (See quot )

*577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush (1386) in 123 b, Ifa horse

have taken cold, which the Germanes call Verfangen

,

in

English foundred, or in some places fraide.

Fraid : see Frayedppl a.

Fraik. Sc. Some land of sea-bird.

1830Edm Encycl.V 220 Scarfs, marrots, fraiks and other

seafowl hatch m the rocks

64
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Frail (fr**l), sb.1 Forms
: 4-5 frayel, fraell(e, I

fraiel, 4-6 frayle, 5
-6 frale, 6 fraile, 7 freal, 0-

frail. [a OF frayel,
of unknown origin ]

1. A kind of basket made of rushes, used for

packing figs, raisins, etc ; the quantity of raisins,

etc (30 to 75 lbs ) contained m this

13 Coer de L 1349 Fyggys, raysyns, in frayel 138a

Wyclif Jer xxiv. 2 One fraiel hadde good figus. c 1420
Pallad.on Hush xi 494A multitude ofreysouns take, And
into russhy frayels lare hern gete 1483 Cath Angl 141/1

A frale [» r. fraelle] of fygis, palata 1562 Turnlr He* bal

11. 144 b, A kind of sea nshe (whereof the frayles are made
that fyges and lasmes are earned hether in out of fepayne)

C1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth 11. iv, Three fiailes of spiatts

.Ore as much meat as these. 1791 Cowrcn Iliad xvm 719
In frails of wicker bore the luscious fruit 1836 Fraser 's

Mag XIV 286 Sixteen frails of Zante currants 1880 W.
Whiteley Diary 4 Alman. 82 Frail of figs= 32 to 56 lbs

2. ‘A rush for weaving baskets ’ (Johnson 1755 )*

3. Comb

,

asfrail-bent
,
-rush

1348 Turner Names Herbs (ED S.) 76 Spartum lierba

may be called m english Frailbente 1578 Lyte Dodoens
iv. In 511 The frayle Rushe or panier Rushe, bycause they
use to make figge frayles and panters thenvithall

Frail, sbfi ? Obs.
x6pi T H[alt] Acc New Invent up Obsei rations upon

loading of a Ship with Lead. Salt, Frail, and Timber

Frail (fr^'l), a Forms 4-5 fre(e)(l)l(0, (4
freile, 5 fraiel, frale, freall, frayle), 5-7 fraile,

-yle, 6- frail [ad OF fraile , frele (Fr filej
= It. fraile —L. fragths Fragile ]

1 Liable to break or be broken, easily mushed
or destroyed.
1382 Wyclif Wisd xiv 1 An otliei thmkende to seilen .

.

the tree berende hym, tnwardh clepeth a more fiele tiee.

c 1440 Promp Parv 177/2 Freyl, and brokulle, 01 brytylle,

fragihs 1533 Coverdale Wisd \v 13 He y fc of earth

maketh frayle vessell and ymages, knoweth himself to

offende aboue all other, c 1586 C'ttss Pembroke Ps
xcu 7 The wicked grow Like fraile, though dowry grasse
1600 Fairfax Tasso vi xlviu, Their arniouis forged weie of
mettall fraile. 1713 Young Last Day n 63 Thus a frail

model of the work design’d Fust takes a copy of the builder’s

mind 1812 J Wilson Isle ofPalms u. 496 In that frail

bark the lovers sit. 1879 Stainer Music of Bible 82 Their
great age renders the wood from which they were made
extiemely frail.

b Of immaterial things, sometimes with con-

scious metaphor : Subject to casualties, liable to

be suddenly shattered, transient

c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 2482 How fieele is weildly
weletare. at533 Lo Berners Gold Bk M.Aurcl (1346)
C ij b, It is no new thyng that men gape for hygh and fi ayle
thynges 1636 Cowley Pindar Odes and Olympique vi,

With a frail good they wisely buy The solid Purchase of
Eternity 1703 Rowe Ulyss iv 1 1323 Grasp thy frail Life,

and break at like a Bubble 1770 Goldsm Des Vill 291
But when those chaims are past, for charms aie frail 1843

J
Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 295A profounder but a frailer

hss

2 Weak, subject to infirmities
;
wantingm power,

easily overcome
1382 WyclifRom vui. 3 That was vnpossible to the lawe,

in what thing it was syk, or freel, by fleisch 1398 Trevisa
Barth, De P.R v lxu (1495) 178 The flesshe was freell

and brotyll of mankynd. c 1430 tr De Imitations 1 xxu
29 A1 pe while }»at we here pis fraiel body, we can not be
wipoute synne. 1345 Jove Exp Dan h 28 b, Because the
toes were parte yeme and parte baked erthe, this empyre
shalbe partely stronge and partely frayle and weak. 1393
Shaks Liter 227 Wil not my tongue be mute, my frafie

mints shake? 1611 Bibie Ps. xxxix 4 That I may know
how fraile I am 1790 Beatson Nav <5 Mil Mem . I 291
The Governor and Council knowing the frail condition of
the place, weie greatly alarmed 1833 Mrs Carlyle Lett
II. 222 Too weak and frail to be out of bed 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus lxv. rB Lest these words Seem too soon from a
frail memoiy fallen away
b dial (See quot

)

JCf 138710 3.] *886 .S' W.Linc Gloss,Frail, weak-minded,
timid, frightened * as ‘ She was born frail, poor Isas

'

3. Morally weak
, unable to resist temptation

;

habitually falling into transgression
Now sometimes applied as a half-jocular euphemism, to

a woman who lives unchastely or has fallen from vn tue
<*1340 Hamfole Psaltei xxiv 8 See how frele I am of

kyncf *362 Langl. P PI A nr 1x7 Heo is frele of hire
Flesch, Fikel of hire tongue 1307 Hooker Reel Pol v.

xxu § 10 In our speech of most holy things, our most fraile

affections many times aie bewrayed 1667 Milton P L
iii 404 Purposed not to doom frail Man Sostuctly 17x3
Young Force Rehg 1 (1737) 34 Though with ill frail nature
will be mov’d, I'll bear it well *824W Irving T Trav I

250 The leniency of one who felthimselfto be but frail. *868
Freeman Norm Conq (1876)11 vii. 90 Most likely a child of
the frail Abbess of Leominster,

+ 4. Tender. Obs,

,
*59° Spenser F, Q hi viii. 31 That sight smote Deepe

indignation and compassion frayle Into his hart

6 . Comb , asfrail-bodied, -floreted, -lived
, -strung,

-willed.

1830 Lynch Theo Trin, xi 211 Tnnal was a '“frail-bodied
man x86o Ruskin Mod. Pamt. V vr. 1 § x Infinite
orchards wreathing the hills with “frail-floretted snow. 1839
Ld Lytton Wanderer {ed 2) 204 “Frail-lived April’snew-
liest nurtured blossoms. 1820 Keats Lamia 1. 309 The
self-same pains Inhabited her “frail-strung heart 1387
T, Usk Test Love in. vu (Skeat) 37 “Freelwitted people
supposemn such poesies to be begyled.
Hence i* PraiTfnl a, [ + -pul], extremely frail.

Frai’lish. a. [+-ish], somewhat frail, feeble.

Frailly adv., m a frail manner.

a 1300 Cursor M 23689 Man pat frelh fra fa [God s]

frenscep fell a 1341 Wyatt Domino ne infurore tuo Poet.

Wks 216, I know my frailful wickedness 1630 J,
Taylor

(Water P ) Whore 33 Wks. 11 108/2 King Dauid frailely

fell *834 Lowell Lett (1894) I 209 A rather fraihsh

kind of stuff i860 Chamb yml. XIV 50 The two gar-

ments linked frailly by a half-yard of string

Frailness (fn?1 lnes). Now tare, [f Frail a.

+ -ness ] The quality of being frail
;

liability

to be broken or destroyed, fragility, lack of per-

manence , weakness, physical or mental
;
moral

weakness, inability to iestbt temptation
a 1300 Cursor M 25317 “Ihurgh fielnes of oure Hess.

c 1374 Chauctr Booth iv pr 11 87 (Camb MS )
Yif thou

knowe clerly the fielencsse of yuel, the stidsfastnesse of
good is knowen £*380 Wyclit Scl Whs III 403 Freel-

nesse and towghnesse (of bread] 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Rosb) 195 In a uergyn pure The freelnesse took of oure
nature c 1430 Cov, Myst (Shaks Soc) 108 3c must con-

syder the frelnes of mankendc 1509 Barclay Shyp ofPolys
(1570) 236 Let hir [fortune] passe and hir fraylenes defye

*333 Coverdale Row xv r We that are stronge ought to

hears yu fraylenesse of them which aie weihe *343 Rich-
mond Wills (Suitees) 55 After mannes fraylnes of con-

dycons deyth to every creatour is certan 1687 J Nonius
Misc , Of Courage 166 1 here is nothing among all the
frailnesses and uncertamtys of this sublunary world so

tottering and unstable as the virtue of a Coward 1871

Browning Balaust 160 Pity for the frailness found in flesh

1882 C A Davis in Spurgeon Trcas Dav Ps <ai\ 81-8

The depression arising from moital frailness

Frailty (fieHti). [ad. OF Jrarletd'—L fragi-

htdt-em, f f agihs Fragile.]
1 . Liability to be ciushed or to decay, either 111

a material or immaterial sense, penshablcncss,

weakness
;

an instance of this , t Rlso, a find

feature or spot, a (law. Now 1 aie.

1382 Wyclif Ilel vn 28 The lawe oideynede men prestis

hauynge sykenesse or freelte C1400 Maundfv (1839) Prol 5
Mynde of Man ne may not lien comprehended ne withe-
holden, for the Freeltee of MatiLyndc 1393 Nasut Four
Lett, Lonfut. 29 No frail tie hath thy fame, but the imputation
of this Idiots friendship *6*3 G Savoys Tiav 2i6Tyiusis
now no other then an hcape of mines, set they instruct

the beholder with their exemplary frailty. *633 Quarles
Embl., Iherogl vi. Behold the frailty of this slender snuff

1663 Hooke Mioogt Pref ab, The like frailties are to be
found m the Memoiy, we often let many things slip away
from us 1781 Cowi'i R Convet s 354 The woiks ol man inherit

. Their author's frailty, and return to dust 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed 2) IV. 230 A person may feel conscious of such
weakness, and frailty of mind *883 Manch Exam 26 Nov
5/3 The frailty of the vessels which are employed in the lake
traffic

2 . Moral weakness
;
instability of mind

;
liability

to err or yield to temptation.
a 1340 Hamfole Psalter xxi. 2 To shew Jm frelte of

maiinys fleysse a *400 Prymer (1891) 105 Alle the synnes
bat they han doon by freelte of woildli lifynge c 1440
GestaRom xi. 37 (Harl MS) If we synne by frailtv

late vs with shnfte . do it away *338 Starkly hngland
1. 1 18 They consydur not the fraylty of man, wycli seyng
the best folowyth the worst *604 Shaks. Oih jv m 100
Is't Frailty that thus erres? x66r Cowi ey Disc Govt O
Cromwell Verses & Ess (1660) 57 bn, it may be you have
spoken all this rather to try than to tempt my frailty 1723
Watts Logic Introd , Something of this Fiailty is owing
to our very Constitution. *876 C M. Daviis Uuoith.
Land 78 All frailty is taken clean away
b A fault arising from wfiimity ; a * weakness’.

*606 Shaks Ant fy Cl x >11 123, I do confesse I haue
Bene laden with like frailties, which before Haue often
sham’d our Sex_ *633 Quaries Embl, 111 vi (1718) 150
See not my frailties, Lord, but through my fear *718
Lady M W Montagu Let to Abbe Conti ig May, My
vanity (the darling frailty of mankind) [is] not a little

flattered *75° Gray Elegy 126 No farthei seek to draw
his frailties from their dread abode 1877 Mozrry Unw
Serrn vn. 159 There is some characteristic frailty at the
bottom.of every human heart

Frain_(e, -var of Frayne, v Obs

+ Frais, v. Sc Obs Also frase. [of obscure
origin; cf. Sw fiasa to rustle ] intr To cieak,
make a grating noise.

*5*3 Douglas /Eneis 1 11 60 Cahilhs can fieit and frais.

Ibid vi ix 32 Feill crewell strakis smytting hard thai sound,
Frasmg of irn fattens and chengeis

II Fraischeur. Obs. rare In 6 frechure [F.

fraischeur (nowfratcheur), f ftais,frctiche fresh.]

Freshness
*599 A Hume in Chron S P III 388 The breathless

flocks drawes to the shade And frechure of their fald *647W Browne tr Polexanderi 12 That fair and dehghtfull
country conserves a perpetuall spring and continual! frai-
scheur. *66x Dryden On Coronation 102 Hither in summer-
evenings you repair, To taste the fraischeui of the puter
air [1862 Thackeray Adv Philip II vn 163 What inno-
cence

1 yi\iaX,fratcheur ! What a merry gcod-humour ']

Fraise (frfiz), sb.~L [a F fraise fern
The F word is app. a transferred use of the earlierfraise

mesentery of a calf, for a similar development of meaning
see Chitterling

,
cf also Frill sb l]

1 . A ruff such as was worn in the 16th century.
1801 C, Smith Soht Wtnderer II. 136 The stranger had

already caught a glimpse, between the trees, of the white
fraise

(
she wore 1830 James Darnley xv, A beautiful

standing ruff, or fraise, as the French termed it 1876 OuidaWinter City u. 22 She had, a high fraise
; sleeves, etc.

2 Fortif A palisade, made horizontal or slightly
inclining to the horizon, placed for defence round
a work near the berm.
*77S R Montgomery in Sparks Corr Amer Rev, (1853)

I 470 By the time we arrived there, the fraise around the

berme would be destroyed 1831 J S, Macauiay Field
Fortif 91 The stakes of the fraise should be n feet lnn<r
*87® Bancroft Hist U S VI hv 427 The storming party

broke through the fmises and mounted the paiapet
Fraise (frF'z), sb 2 [a F. fraise fem

,
f fraiser

fraser, to enlarge a cucular hole, f fraise (see
prec ).] A tool used for enlarging a circular hole •

also, in Watchmaking, for cutting teeth m a wheel*
1874 Knight Diet Mcc/t I 912 Fraise. 2 a tool used bv

marble-workers to enlaige a hole made by a dull r88i
F J Britt 1 n Watch 6- Clochnt 125 If the fraise chosen is
too laige, it will cut a jagged and uneven tooth

Fraise (fit71/.), sbf dial, [cf, Frais vl A
'fuss’, commotion
1723 Ramsay Gcntl Sheph 1 11, He may, indeed, foi ten

or hfteen dajs, Mak meikle o’ ye, wi’ an unco fraise 1801
1< Anderson CumberM Ball (1808) x8 Atween the twee
there’s see a frase 1809 F Donaldson Poems 77 (North-
timbld Gloss ) The mild wives afton mak’ a fraise, 1871

6"

GmiiON Lack of Gold wvi, Let him have his own way, in-
stead of standing here making a fraise about nothing

’

b Comb
*683 T Hunt Def. Charter Land 10 This Frace-maker

and Scaianuidii to the vain youth of the nation, is ever
entei changing the cli.iracteis of men
Fraise (frt71/.), V. [ad. 1< fraiser

,
f fraise x see

Frai.sk sb *] irons. To fence 01 defend with or
as with a fiaise

1706 Pun 1 us (ed Kersey), To Fraise a Battalion *802
C Jamts Mitit Diet, s, v Fraiser, Fraiser mi battaillou
is to fiatse or fence all the inusquetry men belonging to
a battalion with pikes, to oppose the irruption of cavalry
*876 BANCROiT/Z/fi' U S V iv 371 1 he counterscarp and
paiapet were fraised with sharpened stakes,

Fraise, var of Fuoise, a pancake,

t Fraist, v Obs. Forms
. 3-4 frest, fraist(e,

4 frayat^o, 5 frast. [a. ON ftcisla (Sw fiesta
,

l)a. fnste) -- Goth, ^fraistan (whence fraistubm
temptation) ]

1. trans. To try, put to the proof, test

a 1300 CursorM 18670 (Cott) Iesus him kidd til Jiaim
all nui, 'lo frest if J>a.i in trouth war tru. Ibid 25670
(Gdtt 1 Leucdi man 1 weie [ni wast, )?e feindes frnistes me
ful fast, a *300 L E Psalter xi 7 Silver fraisted with be
fire, r *330 It. IJrunni Chi on (Rolls) 8391 In bataifle

now )>ey wil vs frayst c *400 Destr Troy Cg^ Therfore,
fens, bes fell, fraistes your stienghtl e 1460 Tovmeley
Myst (Surtees) 36 My servand I wille found and fiast,

Abiaham, if he be trast

2 To try, attempt
c *400 Viuamc <)r Gaw 3233 1 1 is felow fraisted with al

his innyn, To raise him smertly up ogayn c 1440 York
Myst 11 71 With fedrys f.iyre to frast J>er flight fro stede to
stede wlicie )j.u will stand lbul xl 158 Fraste per on
faithfully, my frcndis you to feede

3

.

To learn or know by trial ; lo experience.
c*33o R Brunnl Chron . (1810) 175 }our douhtynesse of

blode pe Sara^ins salle freist 1340 Hampoll Pr Consc
*090 Many men he world heie fraistes, Bot he is noglit

wise hat har-in tiaystes

4 trans and mtr. To ask. Also at (a person).

13 Gaw ty Gr Knt 1395 * pat watz not forward quod
he, * frayst me 110 more ’ la 1400 Morte Arth 435, 1 salle

be foundyne m Fraunce, fraiste when hym lykes, The
fyrste daye of Feueryere a 1400 Isumbras 669 The lady
. fraystes at hym there 'Was thou ever gentylle mane ?

’

*400 Destr Troy 97 Ffrayne will I fer and fraist of f>erc

werkes c *460 Tommeley Myst (Surtees) 23 My [wife]

wille I frast what she wille say'

5 . trans. To seek, search for, desire

13 . E. E Allit, P A. 169 Pe more I frayste hyr fayre

face *3 Gaw Gr. Knt 279 Nay, frayst I no fy^t, in

faytli I pe telle ?<* 1400 Morte Arth, 1227 The kyng
fraystez a furth ouer the fresdie strandez C1420 Avmtyrs
Arthur 412 (Thornton MS.) For fyghtynge to frayste I

fowndede fra name.
Hence

1
* Frarsting1

vbl. sb ,
the action of the vb.

Also + Fraist sb
,
trial, assault.

a *300 Cursor M 9884 bis castel a-pon he marche it

stanaes traist, 0 fede ne dredes it na fraist c 1440 York
Myst xi 49 In frasting we fondc hym fullfaithfitll and free.

Fraiter, -our • see l rater, refectory

Frak, obs. var. Frecic a

t Fra’ked, a. Obs [OE. f ace's, fracod \ see

Forcouth.] Wicked, vile

C900 tr. Bieda’s Hist, in xv [xxi ] (i8gi) 222 Ond cwaeS,

hast heo fracuSe & earme wasre, pet heo 11e woldon heora

Gode hyian c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 83 pis frakede folc.

Ibid 189 N is non werse fo pene frakede fere

t Fra’kel, a. Obs Also 2 frekel. [? repr. OE.
*frvecel

,
*fricel, implied 1nfr&celnes dangerousness,

frtcehian to endanger ] Dangerous, deceitful

c 1175 Lamb Horn 21 Ne beo heo [the sin] swa frekel, ne

swa neh Ibid 25 He biS wtS-uten feire and frakel wio-

mnen as223 Auer R 204 pet eitench boruwe et tisse

urakele worlde so lutel so heo euer mei a 1250 Prov.
AElfred 257 in 0. E Misc (1872) xi8 And oft mon of fayre

frakele icheosep. c 1275 Lutte Ron 12 ibid. 93 Vikel and
frakel

FraT£eu(e, -yn(e, var. ff. Frecken Obs.

Fram • see From.
Framable, frameable (fri,i*mab’l), a [f.

Frame v. + -able ] Capable of being framed

;

f conformable
*577 Stanyiiurst Descr Irel 10 in Holimhtd (1387) II,

Ech of these flue, where they are framable to ciuilitie . be
sundred into shires or counties a x6oo Hooker Serin
Jude 17-2* § 30 Wks 1888 III 606 Framable to the truth,

not like rough stone refusing to be squared for the build-

ing 1607 Hieron Wks. I 417 Anobiection .frameable out

of these words. 1638 tr. Porta's Nat, Magick 1. in. 4 The



FRAMBCESIA. FRAME.
Air doth make mens bodies framable to her tempeiature
1870G Macdonald P Faber I xvn 221 The absolute lie, if

such be frameable by lips of men
Hence Fra mableness
*617 Hieron Wks II, 65 To bring them to a more frame-

ablenesse to His own will 1654 S Ashe Funeral Serm
R Strange 2 Their natural, inbred ingenuity or acquired
frameablenesse to that which is good.

Framboesia (frsembJzia) Path [mod L , f

1$.framboise raspberry • see Fkamboisi ] A chrome
contagious disease peculiar to the negro, and char-
acterized by raspbeiry-like excrescences

, the yaws
[1768 F. B de Sauvages Nosol Method II 5^4 Fram-

bffisia , Yaw Gumeesium ; Epian vel Pian Ameiicanorum
Est morbus contagiosus apud Gmneenses ] 1803T Winter-
bottom Sierra Leone II vul 145 The plans . has been
improperly included with the former [yaws] under the term
framboesia 1814 Bateman Cutaneous Dis (ed 3) 316 For,
like the febrile eruptions, the Frambcesia affects the same
person only once during life 1876 Duhring Die Skin 443
Erambcesia is an endemic disease

Hence Framboe sioid a [see -oid], like or indi-

cating framboesia
1885-9 Buck Handbk Med Sc V 77 (Cent } Growths .

at first wart-like,Jater profusely hypei trophic—frainbcesioid

t Framboise. Obs Also 6 framboye, 6-7
fcambois, -boys, [a F.framboise (from 12th c ),

usually regarded as a corruption of Du braambezie
= Ger. brombeere blackberry, lit. bramble-berry:
see Bbamble, Broom, Berry. But some French
scholars doubt this.] The raspberry (Rubus Idseus)
[1551-62 Turner cites the word as French only] 1578
Lyte Dodoens vr v 662 Of Framboys, Raspis, or Hynd-
bene The Framboye is a kinde of bramble. 1620 Venner
Via Recta vu 125 Strawbenes are to be preferred before
the Framboise 1651 tr Bacon's Life Death 31 Of thissort
the chief are Boiage Frambois or Raspis, &c
Fraxnbousier [F.framboisier], a raspberry bush
a 1648 Ld Herbert Life Hen VIII (1683) 89 A Fram-

bousier or Raspis-Bush

Frame (fre'm), sb [In sense 1, perh a ON
fame fmtherance, advancement, or repr. theneut
of OE fram adj , forward (see From prep ) ,

cf
Freme sb In the remaining senses, f. the vb ]

f I. 1 Advantage, benefit, profit Obs,
£1200 Ormin Ded 17 pu bohhtesst tatt itt mihhte wel Till

mikell frame turrnenn. c 1250 Gen .$• Ex, 2540 Pharao
dede 3e ebns frame 1303 R Brunne Haaidl Synue 9604
Sey * Y crysten pe [etc ]

T
. .And 31ve what thou wylt hyt a

name, And kast on water ; than ys hyt frame, c 1330 —
Chron 162 We trowe it is our frame, his resurrectioun.

II Action or mannei of framing.
1*2 The action of framing, fashioning, or con-

structing
; a contrivance Obs

1558 Bp Watson Sev Sacram i 3 He openeth our eyes
to see the frames of our enemyes 1599 Shaks Mitch Ado
iv 1 191 The practise of it hues in John the bastard, Whose
spirits toile in frame of villames 1642 Rogers Naamait
28 The first happy moover in this frame of miraculous cure.
1645 Ussher BodyDm (1647) <)6 A man which will teach a
child in the frame of a letter, will first teach him one line of
the lettei

+b ? nonce-use. Upbringing Cf. Frame v 5d.
1632 Lithgow Trav v 182 ThouTharsus,brookesaglonous

name^ For that great Saint, who in Thee had his frame
3 The manner or method of framing

, construc-
tion, structure

, constitution, nature
1590 Spenser F Q iii i 31 The goodly frame, And

stately port of Castle Joyeous. 1607 Topsfll Fonr-f
Beasts 3 Apes do resemble men in the inward frame of
the hand 1705 Col Rec Pennsylv II, 204 Upon Account of
the whole frame of the act 1736 Butler Anal 1 v 126
We have in our inward frame various affections 1829
Lytton Devereux 1 in, Myyoungest brother was ofa very
different disposition of mind and frame of body 1884 Sir J.
Pearson in Law Times Rep LIII 6/1 There was a trust
created which might be enforced even though the deed in
its form and frame were inoperative
4. An established order, plan, scheme, system,

esp. of government
1599 Shaks Much Ado iv i 130 Grieu’d I, I had but

one? Chid I, foi that at frugal Natures frame? 1605—
Macb 111 11 16 But let the frame of things dis-ioynt, Both
the Worlds suffer 1630 Prvnne Anti-Armin 118 Which
ouerthrowes the whole foundation, frame, and method of
the Scriptures 1694 Atterbury Serm (1723) I iv. 150
The Law of Moses had nothing in the Frame and Design
of it apt . to recommend it to its Professors 1759
Franklin Ess Wks 1840 III 180 Mr Penn left his frame
at least in a very imperfect state. 1825 Macaulay Ess ,

Milton (1854) 22 His death dissolved the whole frame
of society 1844 Ld Brougham Bnt Const xvn (1862)

253 The democratic principle enters largely into the frame
ofour mixed monarchy.
t b A form or arrangement of words ; a for-

mula
;
a form of reasoning, type of syllogism. Obs.

1603 Daniel Def Rhine Wks. (1717) 7 All verse is hut a
Frame ofWords. 1628 T Spencer Logick 273 This frame
containes a proposition negatiue vniversall, an assumption
affirmatiue speciall, and a conclusion negatiue speciall 1646
Bp, Maxwell Burd Issach in Phemx (1708) II. 261 To
make this frame good, they maintain, that [etc ], 1739 G
Ogle Gualth <$ Gris 66 Take, for your Plan, some old
Pontific Frame.

f c ? Warlike array ; a host. Obs
c 1430 Hymns Virg 44 pe deuehs gadnden per greet

frame, And heelden perperlament in pe myst
1

5

Adapted or adjusted condition ; definite form,
tegular procedure; order, regularity, ‘shape’.

Frequent in phrases (to bring,
set, etc.) in, into, out

of, to {a good, etc)frame. Obs

.

C^ron v cvi. 80 Arthur by his marcyal I e 1440 Promp Parv. 176/1 Frame of a worke, fabrica,

r«y#rrt°
de’ brou

I i
n such that [etc ] 1533 Udall Flowers Latme Speaking 84 b, Fabnca,

*535 Coverdale Bible Ded
, It causeth all prospente. and

setteth euery tbyng in frame 1581 Mulcaster Positions
xx (1887) 84 It [walking] is good for the throte, the chest,
when they be out of frame 1602 Shaks Ham, nr 11 321
trood my Lord put your discowrse into some frame 1641
Vtiid Smectymnmes xui 125 To plant and erect Churches to
them due frame 1695 WoodwardNat Hist Earth iv (1723)
199 1 he Strata owe their present Frame and Order to the
Deluge 1718 Swift Horace!

s

Odes iv ix 9 Your steady
soul preseives her frame 1737 Bracken Famery Impr,
(T757) II 41 When Nature finds any Member weakened or
out of Frame x8oxW Seward Yordes Cave 2 Box-trees are
cut into a curious frame, x8x0 Scott LadyofL.i xxxu,To
her lips in measured frame The minstrel verse spontaneous
came
6 Mental or emotional disposition or state (moie

explicitly, frame ofmind, soul, etc.), a. Natural
or habitual disposition, temper, turn of thought,
etc (now t are) b. Temporary posture of mind,
state of feeling, mood, condition of temper Frames
and feelings • often used m religious literature of
the i8lh and 19th c as a disparaging term for
emotional states as a criterion of the reality of
spiritual life

a. c 1665 Mrs Hutchinson Mem Col Hutchinson (1Z46)
31 So had he the most merciful, gentle, and compassionate
frame of spirit 17x1 Steele Sped No. 167 p 3, I am a
Fellow of a very odd Frame of Mind a 1754 Fielding
Char ManWks 1784 IX 40Q That heavenly frame ofsoul,
of which Jesus Christ himselfwas the most perfect pattern
1878 Bosw Smith Carthage no It did not occur to a body
of so conservative a frame of mind, that [etc ]

.
b. 1663 Boyle Occas Reft (1845) 28 The way of think-

ing we would recommend, does very much dispose men to
an attentive frame of mind 1702 C Mather Magn Chrm xvi 117 He would compose himself unto a most
heavenly Frame in all things. 17x9 De Fol Crusoe 1 xv.

rignteousness 1774 h letcher Ess on Truth Wks 1795
IV 1 14 The modish doctrine of a faith without frame and
feeling 1806 A. Knox Rem I 10 The concluding stanza
shews m what frame he wrote. 1828 E Irving Last
Days 45 Hence arose that substitution offrames and feelings
foi the sacraments of the church 1838 J H Newman
Par Serm (1839) IV vul 144 Consider the different frames
of mind we are in hour by hour 2874 Stubbs Const, Hist.
I xiv 131 He was in no patient frame,

III A framed work, structure.

* generally.

7 . A structure, fabric, or engine constructed of
parts fitted together Now obs 01 arch

,

exc in
the particular applications under 8, 9 f In early
Sc applied spec, to a rack, in 1 6-1 8th c. to a gal-
lows, an easel, a scaffolding, etc.

c 1375 Sc, Leg, Saints, Lavrentius 338 Par-eftyre gert
hyme straucht In til framis with al pare macht Ibid
Agatha 168 He gert strek hire in a frame, & torment hir in
syndry vyse 25 Hickscornei in Hazl Dodsley I 158
Yea, at Tyburn there standeth the gieat frame, And some
take a fall that maketh their neck lame, 1526 Pilgr Perf
(W de W. 1531) 147 The way of perfeccyon is as a frame,
in the whiche one thynge dependeth of an other. 1558
Phaer YEneid iv 653 Make out with ores, in ships, m
boates, in frames 1577 B Googe Heresbach '

s

Husb 1

(1586) 41 b, They use a greater Sythe fenced with a crooked
frame of stickes 1632 Lithgow Trav v 171 At Ierusalem
I lodg'd in a Cloystred frame 01x641 Suckling Lett Wks
(16461 87 If I should see Van Dike with his Frame and
right Light 1645 Evelyn Diary (1889) I 189 At Naples
they use a frame [a ‘maiden sort of guillotine], like ours
at Halifax 2697 Dryden Alexander’s Feast 162 Dmne
Cecilia came, Inventress of the vocal frame 1700 —Pala-
mort § A 11 554 The gate was adamant; eternal frame 1726
Leoni Albertis Archit. II 121/2 He made use of Frames
to shut out the River

+ b. ? A snare ,
= Engine Obs.

1509 Barclay ShypofFolys (1874) I 164 The deuyll ..

labours to get vs in his frame [Cf. 1558 in 2 ]

8 . Applied to the heaven, earth, etc regarded as
a structure.

1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst. 1 si Y" knowledge ofGod
m the frame of the world and all the creatures is . .plainly

set forth 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido v u, Ye gods,
that guide the Starry frame Grant [etc.] 1602 Shaks
Ham 11. 11. 310 This goodly frame the Earth 1667 Milton
P L.v 134 These are thy glorious works, Parent of good,
Almightie, thine this universal Frame. 1774 J. Bryant
Mythol II, 371 Power supreme . to thee I sue, to thee,
coeval with the mundane frame. 1836 Stanley Sinai fy

Pal xii (1858) 403 The thunderstorm begins by making
the solid frame of Lebanon and Sirion to leap for fear

9 Applied to the animal, esp the human body,
with reference to its make, build, or constitution

1399 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev ni i, As you enter at the
door, there is opposed to you the frame ofa wolfm the hang-
ings. ci6oo Shaks Sonn. lix xo This composed wonder
of your frame 16x7 J. Taylor (Water P.) m Shaks C
Praise 126 His post-like legs were answerable to the rest of
the great frame which they supported 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydnoi Ep Ded

,
How long m this corruptible Frame

some Parts may be uncorruptea 1749 Smollett Regicide
1 vi, Simple woman Is weak in intellect, as well as frame.

*775 Johnson Tax no Tyr 65 Amidst the terror which
shakes my frame 18x2-16 J. Smith Panorama Sc, f Art
I. 298 A lever of the third sort became most admirably
adapted to the animal frame. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong,
(1876) I v. 398 One whose vigorous frame had won him his
distinctive surname [Ironside]

** A supporting or enclosing structure.

10 A structure of timbers, joists, etc. fitted to-

gether to form the skeleton of a building.

proprely is a forge or frame of a carpenter 2545 Act 37Hen VIII, c 6 The secret bumynge of frames of tymber
redy to be sett up, and edified for houses. 2579 Nottingham
Rec (1889) IV 182 For the frame of the house at Fre Scole
1626 Bacon Sylva. § 305 Great Castles made of Trees vpon
Frames of Timber were anciently matters ofMagnificence
1703 Moxon Mech Exerc. 132 Taking away the wooden
Blocks

_
from under the corners of the Frame, they let it

fall into its place 1741 P Iailfer, etc. Narr Georgia 107
Ihe Frame of the Orphan house is up 1835 W. Irving
Tour Prairies 251 The bare frames of the lodges, and the
brands of extinguished fires, alone marked the place

b. A building
,

in later use, one composed
chiefly or entirely of wood. Obs exc U.S
£1425 Found St Bartholomew’s (E E. T S.) 13 He

reysid vppe a grete frame. 1509 in C Welch TowerBridge
(1894) 83 A Trimte and ij aungellis set in the new Frame
upon the bridge £1639 in Quincy Hist Harvard Umv,
(1840) I 432 The frame m the College yard. 2667 Boston
Rec (1881) VII. 37 The Complaint of seuerall Inhabitants
of a frame sett vp 1766 Entick London IV. 334 A large

frame of timber and brick was set thereon 1884 N Y
Herald 27 Oct 4/6 The house is a three story frame, and
was full of guests at the time

11

A structure which serves as an underlying
support or skeleton, or of which the parts form an
outline or skeleton not filled in.

In mod dialects used for the skeleton of a person or animal
(see Cheshire and Wilts Glossaries, E D. S.)

1336 in W H Turner Select Rec. Oxford 183 To
Wesburne, carpenter, settyng upon the frame and bells in

St Fryswides steple, xurjs 1579 E K. Gloss Spenser’s
Sheph Cal Nov 161 Beare, a frame, whereon they vse to
lay the dead corse 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) Index
84 The Frame where the Coppers stand is made of Dutch
Bricks 1665 Boyle Occas Ref. v x (1843) 335 For plac-
ing broken Looking-glasses upon a moveable Frame betwixt
their Nets 1697 Dampier Voy I n 20 Lay there all

night, upon our Barbecu’s, or frames of Sticks 18x6 J
Smith Panorama Sc <§- Art II 26 The tube and basin are
fixed to a frame ofwood 1833 J Holland Manuf Metal
II 143 The whole of the machine is made of iron, the length
and breadth of the frame being regulated according to the
size of the article to be turned 1846 Young Naut Diet
310 The paddle-shafts and intermediate shaft rest on the top
ofa strong frame 1853Url Did Arts 1 . 1086 The powerful
uprights or standards called housing frames, of cast iron, in

which the gudgeons of the rolls are set to revolve 1838 Sim-
monds Did Trade

,
Frame the ribs or stretchers for an

umbrella or parasol 1866 Rogers Agnc $ Prices I.xxi 342
The frame or body of the cart 1884 Longrn Mag, Mar 486
The terrible jars which its rubberless wheels ana spnngless
frame communicated to the system of the rider

fg 1642 Rogers NaamanEp Ded x These two Graces
. are the chiefs frame of these my ensuing lectures,

b. Horology. (See quots )

1704 J. Harris Lex Techn
,
Frame is the Out-work ofa

Clock or Watch, consisting of the Plates and Pillars 2884
F J Britten Watch £ Clockm 106 [The] Frame [com
prises] the plates ofa watch or clock that support the pivots
of the train.

e Printing (See quot 1874.)
1683MoxonMeclt Exerc II 22 1874 Knight Die? Meek,

I 912/2 Frame 7 (Printing) a desk containing two pairs of
cases, containing roman and italic letters for the use of a
compositor (see Case), or the stand supporting them.

d. Naut. (See quots )
1769 Falconer Did, Marine (1789) D b, A frame of tim-

bers is composed of one floor-timber whose arms branch
outward to both sides of the ship two or three futtocks .

and a top timber. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,
Frames

,

the bends of timbers constituting the shape of the ship’s body
—when completed a ship is said to bemframe 1883 Nares
Const Ironclad 4 The frames, which correspond to the ribs

or timbers ofa wooden ship are of iron about 4 inch thick

12 . That in which something, esp a picture, pane
of glass, etc. is set or let in, as in a border or case
c 1600 Shaks Sonn xxiv, My body is the frame whenn

’tis held 1666 Pepys Diary (1890)280 Paid him £14 for

the picture, and P 1 51% for the frame 176a H Walpole
Vertile's A need Paint I iv 8g It had a glass over it, and
a frame curiously carved *8xx A.T Thomson Load Dtsp,

{1818) p Ixxxvui, These [filters] are generally made with
the mouth stietched on a hoop or frame. 1849 C Bronte
Shirley xix, The mill yawned all ruinous with unglazed
frames. x8ga Pkotogr Rev ofRev I 452 Pictures in

unusual frames

fig. 1848 C Bronte J.Eyre xxxvii, A grass-plat .set m
the heavy frame of the forest

13. Hence applied to various utensils of which
the * frame ’ or border is an important part
1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v Frame, The founder's Frame

is a Jcmd of ledge inclosing a board , which being filled with
sand, serves as a mould to cast their work in 1874 Knight
Did. Mech I. 9x2 Frame 3 the head of the batten in a
loom Ibid, Frame . 10 (Soap-making) a box whose sides

are removable when required, and locked togetherwhen the

soap is to he pouredm
b. Embroidery and Weaving In early use ; A

loom (obs.). Now short for lace-frame, stocking-

frame, etc. • see also quot. 1727.
The early uses should peih be referred to sense 7 or xx

*5*3 Skelton Garl Laurel 792 The frame was brought
forth with his wevyng pm. 2530 Palsgr. 222/2 Frame to

worke in, metier 159a Davies Immort Soul iv x. (17*4)

36 Narrow Webs on narrow Frames are weav’d 1727-41
Chambers Cycl, Frame is more particularly used for a sort

of loom, whereon artizans stretch their linens, silks stuffs &c.
to be embroidered, quilted or the like 2797 MonthlyMag
III, 243 Many frames are entirely stopped, and others but
partially employed. x8xa Examiner 11 May 291/2 Frames
. indisputably lessen the number ofwoikmen 1849 James
Woodman 11, Two young girls . sat neax with tall frames
before them, running the industrious needle m and out

64-2
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1849 C Bronte Shirley i, He expects two waggon loads of

frames and shears

c Horticulture A glazed structure, portable or

fixed, for protecting seeds and young plants from

frost, etc

*664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 207 Covering the Tree .

with a glaz’d Frame 178a Cowper Pineapples Pee 9 The
frame was tight, And only pervious to the light 1858

Glenny Card Every-day Bk 276/1 Stocks are mostly

sown in fiames. 188a Garden 4 Feb 73/3 The whole of

these were placed in a propagating frame

14. Mining,v
(See quots )

1747 Hooson Miner’s Diet
,
Frame

,
This is for Sinking in

Sand and Watei it is made of four good Planks placed in

the Top of a Sand, [it] may he let down with ease enough
as one Sinks 1869 R B Smyth Gold/. Victoria 612 Frame
ofTimber—Differs (as some say) fiom a ‘set ’ in width, and
the legs ate placed perpendicularly, 1875 J H Coilins
Metal Mining Gloss ,

Frame
,
an inclined board ovei which

a gentle stream of water is made to flow, for the purpose of

washing away the waste from small portions of ore which
are placed upon it from time to time

16 at/rib and Comb. General relations : a
simple atlnb

,
as (sense 10) frame-buildmg, -cot-

tage, -dwelling', (sense x 1) frame-boat

,

(sense 1 id)

frame-bend, -timbers', (sense 12)frame-door, (sense

13 b)frame smith
;
(sense 13 c) frame-cucumber

C1850 Rudan Navig. (Weale) 120 Frame-timbers, Various

timbei s that compose a '"frame bend *888 T T Wildridge
Northumbria. 124 “Frame-boats covered with skins 1858

Merc Marine Mag V 93 The machineiy is tn a “frame
building 1881 G. W. Cable Mine DcIpJune Carattcro iv

12 A little “frame cottage, standing on high pillars 1890
Daily News 26 June 2/6 *Frame cucumbers, is 6d to 2s

per dozen, 1851 Grlenwell Coal-trade TermsNorthumb.
,5 Dmk 23 A-frame door is set m a propei frame, made for

the purpose *725 Land Gas. No 6385/4 John Smith
“Fiame-Simth. *86* StamfoidMercury 1 Feb 6/2 Appren-
ticed to a frame-smith 1846 YoungNaut Diet , Frames,

or ^Frame-timbers, in shipbuilding, the floor timbers, which
. compose what is termed the frame

b objective, ws,frame-bender, -maker G. instru-

mental, asframe-knit,
-knitted, -knitter, -knitting,

-tape, -worker.
188a Standard 13 Oct 2/3 The dispute originated with the

“frame benders and steel platers 16/1Land Gas No 3226/4,

5 dozen of superfine Rolling *Frame Knit Hose 1892 Scott.

Leader 30 Mar. 5 He presented a petition from the *frame-

kmtters to Parliament *882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet
Needlework, *Frame Knitting, a description of Frame
Work, which when finished has the appearance of Knitting

*762 Walfoll Veriuc’s A need Paint (1765) II. 57 note,

Norrice, “fiame-maker to the Court 1822 Mrs Hofland
Son 0/a Genius iv, His frame-maker agreeing to take his

pictures off his hands. 1882 Caulteild & Saward Diet
Needlework, *Frame Tape, this is a stout half bleached
linen tape. The prefix 1 Frame 1

refers to the loom on which
it is woven *812 Byron Let toLd Hollands5 Feb, Prac-
tices which havedeprived the*frame-workers ofemployment.

16 . Special comb. . frame-breaker, one ofthose

who resisted with violence the introduction of

frames for weaving stockings, etc ; so frame-
breaking ;

frame-bridge (see quot ) ;
frame-dam

(see quot.)
,
frame-level (see quot.) , frame-stud,

one of the uprights of the frame of a building;

frame-tabbing (see quot ). Also Thame-house,
Fhame-saw.
1812 in Spirit Pub. fmis (1813) XVI 160 ,

1

have had an
application from Nottingham to chalk for the “frame-
breakers 1849 C Bronte Shirley 11, I only wish the
frames were safe here Once put up, I defy the frame-
breakers *8*6 Part Debates 10 July, Lord Sidmoutli
moved the thud reading of the “Frame Breaking Bill.

*863; Kingsley Water Bab 1, The frame breaking riots,

which Tom could just remember *882 Ogilvie, “Frame-
bridge, a bridge constructed of pieces of timber framed
together on the principle of combining the greatest degree
of strength with the smallest expenditure of material. 183*
Greenwell Coal trade Terms Northumb. <§ Dark. 26
A “frame-dam is formed of balks of fir wood, placed endwise
against the pressure 1874 Knight Diet Meek I 913
^Frame-level, a mason’s level *770-4 A Hunter Georg.
Ess (1804) II 105 In wooden cottages, the “frame-studs are
to he six inches by five 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining

,

*Frame Tubbing, solid wood tubbing.

Frame (fi£lm), v. [OE. framian to be help-

ful or profitable, to make progress, f. fram for-

ward cut], and adv (see From)
,
cf the equivalent

ON,frama to furthei, advance, get on with. The
cognate ON. fremja ( = OE. fr$mman,fryman \

see Freme w.) to further, execute, perform, may
have influenced the development, as it has no um-
laut in pa. t and pa. pple. (framtSe,framdr) .]
+1. intr To profit, be of service Const with

dat
;

also aycssi-impers. Also, to supply the

needs of. Obs.

c 96* -iEthelwold Rule St.Beuet Ivu (Schrder) 95 ForSy,
Jie he bydsele )»®re stowe mid his craefte framaS c 1230
Hah Meid. 31 pat tu undeistonde hu lutel hit frame? ham.
c 1250 Gen $ Ex 1642 At set time he sulden samenSor [1. e.

at the well] hem-self &heie orf framen. c 1330 R Brunne
Chron Wace (Rolls) 11112 To nemne hem here, htel hit

frames

f 2 . To gain ground, make progress ; to * get

on 1

(with)
;
to prosper, succeed Also, in neutral

sense with adv., to get on well, ill, etc. Obs
a1050 LiberSantill. iv. (1889)20 Eadmodnessswamicelum
swa heo is ahyld to neowlum swa micelum heo framaS [pro-

fiett\ on heahnysse. *509 Barclay Shyp o/Folys (1874) II

253 But oft full yll they frame That wyll be besy with to hye
thynges to mell *526 Skelton Magnyf, 1863 The feldfare

508

wolde have fydlcd, and it wold not frame 1550 Latimer
Last Serin bef Edw VI, Wks I 228 Now I could not
frame with it, nor it liked me not in no sauce. *559 Mu r
Magi, Dk York xxin, God that causeth thtnges to fro or

frame *577-87 Holinsiitd Chron. I 186/2 When the world
framed contrane to his purpose 1582 T Watson Centime
ofLorn lxxxi (Arb

) 117 So frame*, it with mee now, that I

[etc] c *611 Chapman lhad iv 13 The two aie pleas’d to

see how well the fight did frame
_
1634 Rutheui ord Lett

(1862) I 126 Even howbeit the business frame not, the Lord
shall feed your soul *669 Worlidge Syst Agnc (1681)

184 It framed not accoidtng to expectation

f 3 . trans To prepare, make ready for use; also,

to furnish or adorn with, Obs
C1250 Gen

<S
Ex, 3146 So nukil hud so it noten mai, Ben

at euen folc sum to samen, And i!c folc is to fode framen.

And eten it hi ed *3 CoerdeL 1859 The knights framed
the tree caxtcl Before the city upon a hill c 1400 Destr
Troy 6206 A cloth all of clene gold, Dubbit full of diamondis
. Framet ouer fresshly with frettes of ptrlc

f 4 To piepai e (limber) foi use in building ;
to

hew out , to prepare the timbers, perform the car-

penter’s work foi (a building). Phrase, to frame
and rear,frame and set up Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Ttoylus m 481 (530I Ibis timber is al

redy up to frame cx440 Prornp Parv 276/2 Framyn
tymbyr for howsys, dolo 1520 WhittintON Vulg (1527J *

To square tymbre, frame and lero ony buyldynge c 1520

Mem Ripen (Suitces) III 205 WiU’mo Caruer framyng
the sayd fertter per ij dies & alias, 21 2d *54z-3
34 /f- 35 Hut VIII, c 25 It shalbe lawfull to erecte, make,
frame and set vp one good windemill *557 1 rut Coll

Ate in Willis K. Clark Cambridge II 472 Carpenter 4 dayes
in flaming tymber for y' upper fioor 1603 Ibid II 491
A bargaync to frame finish and set vp yu roofe 1707
Mortimer Hush 302 The Carpenters Work to Hew the

timber, saw it out, frame it, anti set it together, *724 in

Temple & Sheldon Hist Northjield
,
Mass (1875! 199,

1

hope
the fort and houses will be flamed and set up this month
6 To shape, give shape to; to fashion, . form

a. with material obj. Obs. exc. with additional

notion as in 6 and 7.

1553 Eden Ti eat, Newc hid, (Arb ) 30 They frame the roofex

of these cotages with sliaipe toppes *576 Fllming Panopl
Epist xgo This brittle bottle named out of day 1615

G Sandys Trav 181 The effigies of Saint Ieroine, miracu-

lous framed by the naturall veines of the stone *678 R
Barclay Apot Quakers v xxm 17 1 The Iron is softned

and framed 1703 Moxon Mich It t ere. 9 Batter it out
pretty near its shape , and so by several Heats frame it

into Form and Size Ibid 183 The Gouge may also frame
pietty near the hollow Moldings required in the Work

b. To shape, compose, give (specified) expression

to (the countenance).

*565-73 Cooper Thesaurus
,

Fiotts castigata, a Counten-
ance so well framed that it cannot be repiehended *593
Shaks. 3 Hen, VI, 111 11. 186 Why I can frame my I* .ice

to all occasions *632 J Hayward tr Biondi's Eromena
21 The Admirall (framing the best countenance he could)

departed thence

c To shape, dnect (one’s thoughts, actions,

powers, etc.) to a certain purpose Also with a
person, etc as obj

,
to shape the action, faculties,

or inclinations of , to dispose. + In early use, to

tram, discipline
;
= Foem v. 2. + Also in passive,

to be in a certain frame or mood. Const for, to,

to do

*547 J. Harrison Exhort Scoites 210 You shall flame
his youthe with verteous preceptes. *552 Bk Com Prayer,
Ordering 0/Deacons, To frame youre owne lyues. accord-

ing to the doctrine of Christ 1556 Houy tr Castiglione's

Covrlycr (1577) Q n v, The good man of the house firste

with fatre woordes, afterward with threatninges, attempted
to frame hir to do his pleasure 1569 J Parkhurst Injunc-

tions, You must endeuour so to order and frame your selues

in the setting foortli of Gods true Religion 1579 Lyiy
Eupkucs (Arb ) 127 Two whelpes the one he framed to

hunt, and the othei [etc ] *599 B Jonson EvetyMan out
Hum 11 1. (Rtldg ) 38/1, I cannot frame me to your harsh
vulgar phrase, 'tis against my genius 1637 Rutiieriord
Lett clxxxvu (1891) 367 Frame yourself for Christ, and
gloom not upon His cross 1640 Marcombes in Ltsmore
Papers Ser 11. (1888) IV 117 It will be a harder matter
for me to frame them to their bookes *660 Pepys Diary
26 Jan ,

We were as merry as I could frame myself to be,

1662 Newcomb Diary (Chetham Soc ) 44 ,

1

got up about 8,

and was but ordinarily framed. *675 tr Camden's Hist
Ehz (ed 3) Introd 6 b, She framed her Tongue to a pure
and elegant way of Speaking 1742 Richardson Pamela
III 177 She cannot quite frame her Mouth to the Sound
of the Word Sister 1775 Mad D’Arblay Let to Mr.
Cnsp 8 May in Early Diary, I cannot frame myself to

anything else *8*4 Cary Dante
,
Par in. no God knows

how, after that, my life was framed. 1846 Keble Lyra
Innoc (1873) 150 Such is Thy silent grace, framing aright
our lowly orisons,

d. To direct (one’s steps)
,
to set out upon (a

journey). Also ref. and absol. To shape one’s

course, to betake oneself, resort Obs. exc. dial.

go’.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist 169 Many men have

framed themselves to my conversation 1590 Spenser F
Q. ni 1. 20 A stately Castle far away she spyde, To which
her steps directly she did frame 1598 Yong Diana 6i, I

frame my selfe to the seruice of some Lord or Gentleman
1608 Shaks. Per Prol 32 The beauty of this sinful dame
Made many ounces thither frame *637 Heywood Dial
1 Wks. 1874 VI 100 Pilgrimage I’l frame Vnto the blessed
Maid of Walsinghame 1847 E Bronte Wuthenng
Heights v,

1 Frame upstairs, and make little din.’ Ibid,

1
xui, A threat to set Throttler on me if I did not ‘frame off’,

rewarded my perseverance *865 B. Brierley Irkdah I.

*20, I fraimt up to her and sed
e. intr, for ref, in various applications, now

FRAME.

chiefly dial (a) To put oneself in a postuie of
doing something

,
to set about, make an attempt

or pielence to do
,

(b) to go about a work m a
promising manner; to give promise of becoming
skilful

;
(c) to manage, contrive, to do something.

Cf shape intr
, used dialectally in all these meanings,

1602 2nd Pt Returnfr Parnass 1v v (Aib)62ScholIers
must frame to hue at a low sayle *6** Bible Judg xu 6
He could not frame to pronounce it right 1634-5 Brerfton
Trav (Chetham Sol ) 119 1 he masters not knowing how
to frame to till, and 01dm tliur land, the ground hath been
untilled 1664 Hodden F ix 83 I1 or defence they fiercely
flame 1674 N Fairfax Bulk Set?/ 130 Before he could
frame to get loose of her 1863 Mrs 'J oogood Yorksh
Dial

,
She frames with the butter, does Mary Ann 1867

Miss Parr Mi Wytiyaid’s Waui II 79,
‘ I frames to get

about, but I’se racked wi’ rheumatiz terrible—terrible ’

*876 Whitby Gloss s v ,
‘ She frames at eating a bit

’
' He

frames badly at wark ’ Ibid ,
* It’s framing for wet ’ *887

H Smart C loverly Won iv 31 If the mare framed well for
jumping, .he would [etc ] 1888-9 Longm. Mag XIII 44a
‘ And when the other maids was back, she was framin’ to be
asleep, with her cap of rushes on 1

1894 IVcstm Gaz 15
June 5/3 He was just framing to play when a ball . came
light through the next net *894 Mia H. Ward Marcella
II 265 He frames well in speaking

6 turns To adapt, adjust, fit (chiefly an im-

material object) to or into (something)
c 1550 Lusty Juvattus in IIn/1 Dodsley II 93 Unto his

teaching your life yc will not flame 1639 s Du Verger
tr Camus' Admtr Limits to Rosalia framed her selfe

unto all the humours of the Prince a 1656 Ussulr Power
Princes 11 (1683) 131 I o frame our wills to the chearful per-

formance of that duty 1663 Gi ruilu Counsel 15 Carpenters
do frame thur Kudos to Ballestcrs Ibid 94 Carpenteis do
frame them so exact to the width of the window 1703
Moxon Mech h.xcn 131 They are to be framed into one
another a 1716 Soum (1744)11 305 T he desires of the
righteous aie flamed to an agrceablcness with the ways of
God 1806 WordSW. Intimations vn, Unto this he frames
lus song.

j-fo tntr for ujl To adapt oneself, conform.

Of things. To suit, fit Obs
*533 Mom Con/ut Barnes \ ur Wks 783/1 How would

then those wonles frame 1586 W Wi hue Eng. Poetne
(Arb ) 80 It will not flame altogether so curiantlye in our
English as the other, because the shortnesse of the secondc
I’enthinnmer will hardly be framed to fall together in good
sence 1606 Hoi 1 and Sueton 76 Having in ardent neat

begun a Trag.cdic, w hen he saw his stile would not frame
thereto he wiped it quite out. *642 Rocers Naaman
436 Bids us try the Umcornc whether he . will draw our
tart meaning that his wildnesse will not frame to it

7. turns To make, construct Now always im-

plying the combination and fitting togelhei of parts,

and adaptation to a design; in 16-1 7th c. often

used more widely.

1555 Edi n Deccutes 58 They framed a new carauel shortly

after. 1571 Dicers Pantom, 1. vi C ij b, Couple y° endes

of those two right lines togither with a thirde, and so haue
you framed a Triangle equal 1 to the former. 1577 B Googe
/1e> esbach’sIIusb 1 (1586) 39 b, [Hemp] serveth both formak-
yng ofCanvcsse, and framing of Ropes Ibid iv 185 They be

greater, as though their bodies were purposely framed for

generation *5518 Barret J/ieoi. JParres iv. 1 116 To
frame bridges oner rivers 1607 Tofsell Ponr-f Beasts

(1658) 264 Alexander the Great caused Lysippus to frame

the pictures of all those knights which were slam at the

river Grantcus 1612 hncJitr Med 94 A cataplasme flamed

of crumbs and imlke with ode of Roses 1667 Milton
P L iv 691 It was a place Chos’n by the sovran Planter,

when he fram’d All things to mans delightful use 169*

T H[Atr] Acc. New Invent 120 The puneipal things to

be considered in framing and fitting of a Ship *7*5De Foe
Voy round World (1840) 321 Their rafts . were lifted off

from the place where they were framed 1726 Leoni tr

Alberti's At chit I 72/2 You may frame wooden dams.

*8*0 Scott Lady of L hi v, The fieldfare framed her

lowly nest 1847 Emfrson Rcpr. Min, l3Into Wks (Bohn)

I 291 If the tongue had not been framed for articulation

man would still be a beast m the finest. *875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III 418 The things 111 heaven arc framed by

the Creator in the most perfect manner *879 Cassell's

Techn Educ. IV 189/2 This is really the first stage in the

operation of ‘ framing ’ a wood ship

8 In various immaterial applications a. To
contrive (a plot, etc.) ; to devise, invent, fabricate

(a lule, story, theory, etc ) ; to put together, fash-

ion, compose , to put into words, express.

*514 Barclay Cyt, ty Uplondyshm, (Percy Soc ) 23 Than
frame they fiaudes men slyly to bcgyle. *570-6 Lambarde
Pcrarnb Kent (1826) 187 Leland calleth it Noviodunum,
which word is framed out of the Saxon Niwanoune *576

Fleming Panopl Epist. 150,

1

will frame an aunsweare, to

your two sevcrajl letters *577 B Googe Heresbachs

Ilusb 1 *6 He can not so easely frame a false accompt

1587 Turberv Trag T {1837} 127 Shee ever lookt when he

Would frame Ins humble sute *608 Bp Hall Char Vir-

tues <$ V 122 (5 lotJifull) He is wittie in nothing but framing

excuses to sit still 1658 Bramh all Consecr Bps vu 153 He
who had so great a handm frammgthe Oath *674 Playford

Skill Mits i. xi 40 Who hath framed to himself a manner

of Singing 168a Burnet Rights Pi mces 11 27 This was a

Story framed long after 1767 Blackstone Comm _
11 128

We may observe, with how much nicety and consideration

the old lules of law' were framed *79* Cowper Odyss 11

226 But let us frame Effectual means *808 Scott Marm
x vu, Frame love-ditties passing rare 1856 Froude_jV?«

Eng (1858) I iv 359 The convocation . had framed their

answer in the same spirit *859 Kingsley Mtsc (i860) l,

67 Statutes Which must needs have been framed for some

purpose or other .

d To form, articulate, utter (words, sounds).

1609 Biblf (Douay) Nnm ix comm ,
God answered by

a voice framed by an Angel *702 Pope Dryope 80 When
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first his infant voice shall frame Imperfect words 178a
Han More Belshazzar 1 62 Then may my tongue refuse to
frame the strains Ofsweetest harmony 1880 G Meredith
Tra° Com, (1881) 153 She framed the words half aloud.

e To form or construct in the mind; to con-

ceive, imagine. More fully to frame to oneself,

f Also with out.

1597 Hooker Eccl Pol v 11 § 2 Frame to themselues a
way more pleasant «x6x8 Raleigh Sceptick m Rem.
(1651) 21 As several humours are predominant, so are the
conceits severally framed and effected 1653 H More
Antid A ih 1 in (ed 1712) 13 An Idea of a Being abso-
lutely Perfect, which we frame out by attributing all con-
ceivable Perfection to it 1710 Berkeley Pnnc Hum
Knowl § 98 Whenever I attempt to frame a simple idea
of time 178a Han More Moses m 14 A mother’s fond-
ness frames a thousand fears 1814 Cary Dante

,
Par.

11 48 With thoughts devout, Such as I best can frame
1863 Geo Eliot Rontola 1 ix, He could frame to himselfno
probable image of love scenes between them

f d. To cause, produce, bring to pass, Obs
3576 Fleming Panopl E-fnst Epit Aivb, Can you name
A better place then countrie blest ? Where Summers frame
Joyes. a is92 Greene Alphonsus v Wks (Rtldg ) 243/1
His daughter by her marrying did his pardon fiame 1393
Shaks 2 Hen VI, v 11 32 Feare frames disorder 1597— 2 Hen IV, iv. 1 180 Which Heauen so frame

9 [from the sb J To set in a frame
,
to enclose

m or as in a frame , to serve as a frame for Also
with m.
1705 Addison Italy 7 The winding Rocks a spacious Har-

bour frame 1842 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 138,

1

have your
Villa framed and hung up 1876 W. H. Pollock 111

Contemp Rev June 63 Scenery and machinery were em-
ployed to frame the play 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 56
Somebody saw a poi trait framed and glazed 1883 Ld R
Gower My Remin I xm 237 The lovely lake, framed m
by a background of soft-swelling hills

Hence Pra-ming ppl a
,
that serves as a frame.

1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der II xxxiv. 382 Her yellow face
with its framing rouleau of grey hair.

||
Fra’mea. Ant. [L

,
presumably a Teut.

word ] A kind of javelin used by the ancient

Germans (see quot.). By modern archaeologists

the word has been applied to a particular type of
lance found in ancient German tombs, etc

,
and also

to a form of socketed stone celt

1598 Ghfnewey Tacitus' Germany 1, (1622) 259 [TheyJ
carry Iauelines, or as they term them Frameas, with a
narrow and short iron, but so sharpe that with the same
weapon they can fight both at hand, and a farre off

Framed (fr**md),ppl a [f. Frame v + -ed 1
.]

In senses of the vb
C1440 Prornp Parv 176/1 Framyd, dolatus 1496 in
C Welch Tower Bridge (1894) 83 [The carnage of loads of
‘ framed timber ’ figures in the accounts of 1496 ] 1366 m
Peacock Eng C/u Furniture 65 A Rood loft whearof is

made a framde table. *378 Timme Calmne on Gen 91 The
principal point ofwisdom is, framed sobriety to the obedi-
ence of God 1398 Barret Theor Wanes 11 1 21 In
Ordinances, or framed battels the Ensignes do march in
one large or long ranke lointly 1605 Bacon Adv Learn 1

3, I cannot propound unto you framed particulars 1639
in VirgimaMag ofHist <S-

Biog (1895) III. 30 Others have
undertaken to build framed howses to beautifye the place

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11 1, To carry a framed sloop on board
the ship 1816 Jameson Charac. Mm 207 Framed or
squared fluor-spar (chanxfluatie encadrie) 1874 Mickle-
thwaite Mod Par Churches 319 Framed pictures lequire
to be placed where they may be seen
Framed, Sc. var of Fremd
Fra’me-liouse. [f. Frame sb. and v. + House.]
fl* A house in which things are framed or fash-

ioned Obs.

<11333 Bradford in Certain Lett (1564) 276 The crosse
is the framehouse m the which god frameth his children like
to his sonne Chiiste

2

A house constructed with a wooden framewoik
or skeleton covered with boards
1817 J Bradbury Trav Amer 331 Every planter is able

to erect a handsome frame-house 1836 Olmsted Slave
States

.394 In a little white frame-house we found a company
of engineers 1887 Spectator 26 Mar 412/2 A master-car-
penter lived in a comfortable two-story frame-house

Frameless (fr^mles), a [f Frame sb. +
-less ] Without frame, having no frame
186a T A Trollope Marietta II vn no Smaller frame-

less canvasses x88a J. Payn Thicker than Water m. He
had a frameless, stringless glass, which stuck in his eye
with the tenacity of a limpet

+ Fra’mely, adv Obs [f. Frame sb + -ly 2
]

1361 Norton & Sackv Gorboduc 1 i, That my purpose
may more framelie [later edd firmelie] stande

Framer (ft*1 mar). [f Frame v + -er 1
] One

who frames
;
a maker, contriver, inventor. Also,

one who flames a picture, etc.

1361 T Norton Calvin's Inst, i 41, I maruel what these
framers ofnew Gods do meane 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
iv vi (1614) 367 It is the Mmde of the nunde which is

framer of the fierie world 1690 Locice Govt 11 xm (Rtldg )

156 The first framers of the governmen t 1741

M

onro A nat
Nerves (ed 3) 16 The Framers of this Objection 1796
Kirwan Elem Mm (ed 2) I Pref 12 Leske, the framer of
the present collection. 18*7 Keble Chr V, Evening ix,

Thou Framer of the light and dark 1864 A J Horwood
Yearbks 32 33 Edw IPref 34 The framer of the Latin
version translated from the French form. 1870 Swinburne
Ess # Stud (1873) 313 Without more form of order than has
been given by the framers and hangers.

Fra*me-saw. [f Frame sb. + Saw ] A thin

saw stretched in a frame which gives it sufficient

rigidity in its work (Knight).

1678 Moxon Mech Exerc I 99 The office of the Cheeks
made to the Frame-Saw is, by the twisted Cord and
Tongue to strain the Blade of the Saw the straighter
1761 Bnt. Mag II 299 An oakfructed, proper, having a
frame-saw, transversely fixed 183a Babbage Earn Mannf
xxn (ed 3) 217 The horny exterior is then cut into three
portions with a frame-saw,

Fra’mework. [f. Frame sb. +Work sb ]
1 A structuie composed of parts framed together,

esp one designed for inclosing or supporting any-
thing

, a frame or skeleton.
1644 Milton A reop (Arb ) 64 What a fine conformity

would it starch us all into? doubtless a stanch and solid
peece of frame-work, as any January could freeze together
*703 Moxon Mech Exerc 132 Laying a Block under the
corner of the Frame-work to bear it hollow off the Founda-
tion 1822 T Mitchell Anstopk I 192 Let ribs of beef
this frame-work line 1874 Burnand My Time 111 28 The
old arm-chair, whose framework had been made any number
of years ago. 1883 F Temple Relat Reltg. <§- Sc vi 164
The framework [of vertebrate animals] as a whole always
exhibiting the same fundamental type

b. transf. andfig
1816 J Scott Vis Pans (ed 3) 10 That the frame-work of

a nation may be strong, each of its divisions must be let
closely into others 1836 Stanley Sinai Pal 1 (1858) 67
Those grand frameworks, such as at Marathon and else-
where correspond to the event they have encompassed 1876
Freeman Norm Conq V xxn 7 The outward framework
of law and government still keeps its ancient shape

2 (Written as two words 01 with a hyphen

)

Work done m or with a frame, a. Knitting or
weaving done on a ‘ stocking-frame ’

,
cf. Frame

sb 13 b, and see 3 below b (See quot.)
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needlework Frame

Work, this work! also called Travail an Metier, is formed
with wools and silk upon a flat solid wooden Frame cut to
the size required

C Gardening (See quot.)
1819 Rfes Cycl

,
Frame work

,

that sort of forcing and
raising vegetable productions at an early period, which is

performed by means of frames and artificial heat applied by
them.

3. Comb
,
asframework-knitted

,
-knitter.

1716 Lond Gaz No 5484/4 John Hathoway Frame-
work-knitter 1788 Act 28 Geo III

,

c. ss An Act for the .

Punishment of Peisons destroying Framework knitted
Pieces, Stockings, and other Articles 1858 Si\moimsDict
Trade, Frame-work Knitter, an operative in the hosiery
trade, who weaves the worsted or cotton thread up into a
knitted fabric

Framing1 (fw1 mig)
,
vbl sb [f. Frame v +

-tng h] The action of Frame v in vauous senses,

f 1 The action of making profit. Obs
cx440 Prornp Parv 176/3 Framynge or afframynge or

wynnynge, lucrum
,
emohmientum

,

2. The action, method, or process of construct-

ing, making, or shaping anything whether material

or immaterial
; + also, hewing of timber {obs )

Also gerundial with omission ofm
c 1440 Prornp Parv 176/2 Framynge of tymbyr, dola-

tura a 1369 Kingesmyll Man's Est ix. (1380) 45 There is

a stone framyng, it shall he Jaied in Sion 1633P Fletcher
Purple Isi in 111, This curious Isle, whose framing yet Was
never known to any humane wit 1697 Dampier Voy I

vii 189 Captain Bond had the framing of it [a Fire ship]

1703 Moxon Mech Exeic 123 To pin the Frame ofaRoof
together, whilst it is framing 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,

Framing, the placing, scarphmg, and bolting of the frame-
timbers of a ship *883 Manch. Exam 16 June 4/7 The
clause m dispute was ofLord Salisbury's own framing

3 Mining. See quot and cf framing-table.
1874 Knight Did Mech. I 913 Framing 2 (Mining) atn

operation upon pounded or stamped ores by which they are

sorted into grades of comparative weight and consequent
richness.

4 concr. Framed work; a framework; a frame
or set or system of frames

1703 T. N. City J C. Purchaser 142 The Timber to make
3 Square of Framing 1823 Scoresby Jml Whale Fishery
45S The pannels of the captain’s state-room door were forced

out ofthe framing 1828Tredgold Elem Pnnc. Carpeirtery

title-p , Pressure and Equilibrium ofTimber Framing 1886
Pali Mall G 22 July 4/2 Walls of bamboo framing filled xn
with mud,

5. attnb
,
asframing-house ,

-timber ; also fram-
ing-chisel, a heavy chisel for making mortises

;

framing-table Mining (see quot and sense 3 ).

1874 Knight Did Mech I 914
*Framing-chisel 1383

Hollyband Carnpo di Ftor 57 The colledge .is the ^fram-

ing house, and as it were. The shoppe of men. 1874
Knight Did Mech, I 913/2 The ^framing-table is sus-

pended in an inclined position, on pivots, so that it may be
tipped into a vertical position when full, discharging its

contents into separate cisterns beneath, 1522 Mem Ripon
(Surtees) III 184 Le *framyng tymbre.

f Framp, v, Obs. rare— 1
, intr. ?To revel,

indulge greedily

i53z More Confut Ttndale Wks 716/1 Which not con-

tent with, manna murmured p they might not frampe in

fieshe

t Fra’mple, v Sc, Obs [? freq. of Framp v ]

To swallow or gobble up
01398 Rollock 2 Thess ui, xii. (1606) 146 When fhou

hast beene an idle vagabound . and yet stops to thy

dinner, and framples vp other mens trauels, that is vnlaw-

full eating

Fra’mpler. pseudo-arch rare ~ K [Cf Frap-
ler, Frampold.] A brawler; =Frapler.
1820 Scott Monast. xxvn, A rude low-born frampler and

wrangler.

Frampold, a. Obs. exc dial Forms: 6-7
frampold, frompall, 7 frampald, -pard, from-
pered, frampel(l, -pie, -pole, -poll, -pull,

(phrampeU), 7, 9 hist. £rampal(l, 7, 9 dial. Sam-
pled, [Of obscure origin

;
it is uncertain which

of the many divergent forms is the earliest; forma-
tion on.fram. From + Poll head, would suit sense
2 Cf. frommard = Fromward, Froward

;
also

Frump, and Sc frample ‘ to put m disorder’ ]
1 . Sout -tempered, cross, disagreeable, peevish.
1398 Shaks Merry W 11 11 94 She leads a very frampold

life with him c 1&00 Day Begg Bcdnall Gr n 11 (1881)
37, I think the fellow’s frompall —I ask thee where my
Cloak is. 16x7 Collins Def Bp Ely 11 x 539 If a Priest
were so frampoll as to refuse to baptize a poore infant in
that case X633 B Jonson Tale Tub 11 iv, I pray thee,
grow not fram pull now 1674 N Fairfax Bulk 4- Seta
To Rdr

,
An ill will’d and frampled waspishness 1688

Bunyan Solomon’s Temple Spiritualized xhx g Babes ..

have babyish tricks their childish talk and frompered
carriage must be borne withal a 1823 Forby Vioc E Anglia,
Frampled, cross, ill-humoured

2 Of a horse . Fiery, mettlesome, spirited

3603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 14 Like a skittish and
frampold horse x6xx Middleton & DeIckxr Roaring
Girle D ’s Wks 3873 III 170 Coachman are we fitted

with good phrampell lades 1823 Scott Pevenlxxxu, The
two 1 frampal jades ’ (to use the term of the period) [1876
Whitby Gloss

,
Frample v

, topaw on the ground, as ahorse
when kept standing in one place ]

Framward see Fromward Obs

Franc (frseqk). Forms : 4-8 frank, 9 franc,

[a F franc

,

said to be derived from the legend
Francorum rex, ‘king of the Franks’, on the first

coins which were so called.
The F word appears as the name of a gold coin in an

official document of 1360 (Hatz -Darm ) , the legend Fran-
comm rex occurs on a gold com struck m the same year

]

The name of a French com or money of account,

of different values at different periods a. A gold
com, in the 14th c. weighing about 60 grs , and
intrinsically worth about ior 6d. of our present

money, but afterwards depreciated, b. (Sometimes
Pound Ft anc ) A silver com, first struck m 1575,
identical with the livre tournois of 20 sols ; in the

18th c English money-changers valued it at 915?. or

10d c Since 1795, a silver coin representing the

monetary unit of the decimal system ; its value is

slightly more than gjd.
c 1386 Chaucer Shipman’s T 201,

1

wol bnnge yow an
hundred frankes cx400 Smudone Bab 589 Take a thau-
sande pounde of Frankis fyne 1494 Fabyan Chron vn
527 A franke is worth 11 r sterlr. 1306 Dalrymple tr

Leslie's Hist. Scot, ix 236 Ilk jeir how lang he lyuet xxx
thousand frankis 1603 Knollfs Hist Turks (1638) 223
The yearely tribute of eight hundred thousand franks of
siluer 1685 Baxter Paraphr N T Mark vi. 34 note,
Beza reckoneth the 200 pence, to 35 pound Frank ofTours
1702 W J Bruytis Voy Levant xxxii 129 A Chicken of

Gold which amounts to Seven Francs and half 18x0
Naval Chron XXIV 300 A piece of silver weighing five

grams to which has been applied the term Franc 1892
E RrEVEs Homewd Bound 227 We had again to turn our
pesetas into francs at a loss

|| Franc-archer (frankarfe). Fr. Hist. PI
franc(s-arehera, [Fr

;franc free (see Franka )

+ archer archer.] One of a body of archers esta-

blished by Chailes VII, one man being equipped
by each pansh, and exempted from taxes in consi-

deration of his service.

1673 tr. Machtavellls Prime (Rtldg 1883) 293 In every
parish in France there is a person called a frank archer
1832 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) III. 11 92 Marching all

mght, he surprised the franc-archers and their leader *883
Plummer in Fortescue’s Abs <$- Lint Mon 197 The francs-

archers, abolished by Louis XI after Guinegate m 1479

f France. Obs. [cf. Frank sb 3
] = Frankin-

cense.

14 Eptph in Tundale’s Vis 109 Goldefranceandmyrre
thei gaf bym all thre.

t Franch, fraunch, v Obs Also 6 fraunge.

[? onomatopoeic , cf. craunch ] Nans. To devour.

intr. To feed greedily {on). Hence Fra1netting

ppl. a. Also Pra richer, a devourer.

1319 Horman Vnlg 39 b, He is euer fraunchynge. Ibid.

71 Thou arte a rauenar of dehcates and a franener 1341
R Cofland Guydon s Quest, Chirnrg.M uj, People gullyng,

fraungyng, and dronkerds. 1363 Mirr Mag
, Ld Rivers

lxvm, A Bull and Bore dyd passe, Fraunchyng thefysh and
frye, with teeth of brasse 3573 Turbervile Bk Venene
358 He that . had yong flesbe to banquet at his fill Were
fonde to fraunshe on garbage, graynes or swyll, 1623-6

Purchas Pilgrims IV 1579 They cast ofthem also to flesh

fraunchmg Dogs

+Franchemyle . Cookery Obs. Also franohe-

xnole, frawnchemyle, -mul(le, firaunchemele,

fronohemoyle [a. F. franche mulle, ruminating

stomach of a sheep, etc ] A sort of haggis.

c *420 Liber Cocornm 36 For fraunche mele Take swon-
gene eyrene. and kreme and kremelyd sewet of schepe
And fylle joy bagge [etc ]. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. x 38
Frawnchemyle Nym Eyxoun [etc ] & do m the wombe of

the chepe, bat is, be mawe , & sebe hem wel 1483 Cath
Angl. 141 A Franchemote (v r. Frawnchmulle), luccadca

Franchise (frantjiz, -tjhiz), sb Forms: 3-6
fraunchis(e, -yse, 4-6 franohxs, -yse, -es, 5-6
frannch.es, -sehis(se, (6 franchese, fraurtces,



FRANCHISE. 510 FRANCO-.

•chest, -chiese, -cis), 3- franchise [a. OF ft an-

chise freedom, frankness, f.franc free, Frank a *

For the history of the pronunciation see Enfranchise ]

I. Freedom, immunity, privilege.

+ 1. Freedom as opposed to seivitude or subjec-

tion. Obs.
cizgo S. Eng. Leg 1 . 142/1271 And tobi-mme J>e lcynge

isfraunchise *297 R Glouc (Rolls) 1091 Wewullepvor
oure franchise fi}te& vor oure lond c 1386 Chaucfr Pars.
P f 378 J>e goodes ofbody ben hele of body, as strengthe .

beauteej gentrye, fraunchise. *475 Bk Noblesse 71 Aruns
assemblid a gret oost ayenst the Romains to have put hem
in servage out of her fraunchise 1523 Ld Berners Frotss
(1812) II xlm. 140 Ye sholde take all that we haue . to

maynteyne vs and our fraunches 1648D Jenkins Wks. i xo
The House of Commons by themselves have no power to

imprison men, or put them out of Franchise,

f to. Moral fieedom Obs
a *300 CursorM. 1637 A1 his for-geten nou al }>at Tranches

Jjat f gaue man m paradis. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 27 The mooste difficulte 111 a man . To knowe hym
self, To kepe his fraunchyse or liberte. 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 28/e For where the holy ghoost is, there is fraunchyse
ana lyberte.

2 . a. A legal immunity or exemption from a par-

ticular burden 01 exaction, or from the jurisdiction

of a particular tribunal, granted to an individual,

a coiporation, an order of persons, etc In early

use also collect, or in generalized sense * The im-
munities, freedom of government, etc

,
belonging

to a municipality, etc.

ct330 R Brunne Citron (1810) 130, I
J>
e forhede to

chalange any cleike In lay courte of holy kirke has meike,
Ne he franchise fordo, J>at it ouh to halae. 1473 Warkvv
Chron. 2 He ratyfied all the ffraunsches yeve to riteis

and graunted to many cyteis new fraunschesses 1480
Caxton Chron cxlvu Ij, & that holy chyrch shold haue
all fraunchises as ferforth as they had in seint Edwards
tyme the confessour 1494 Fabyan Chron vn 336 This
yere the Kynge seasyd the fraunchyse ofthe cytie ofLondon.
*338 Leland Itut II 68 King Eadgar . bare a gret Zeale
to the Towne, and gave very great Frauncheses and Privil-

ges vnto it *559 m Strype Ann, Ref I App vm 02 All
franchises and liberties of the bisshoppencks deryvid from
the crowne. *601 Holland Pliny I 92 A most famous
towne . endowed by Claudius . with the franchises and
right of a Colonie. 1641 Tenues de la Ley 167 Franchise
. signifies in our Law an Immunity or exemption from
ordinary Junsdiction, as for a Corporation to hold pleas
within themselves to such a value, and the like 1757 Burke
Alrtdgm Eng Hist in. vm Wks 1812 V. 684 They had
strength enough to oblige him [John] to a solemn promise
of restoring those liberties and franchises, which they had
always claimed 1838 Prescott Ferd Is. (1846) III.

xxiu. 334 The city, having first obtained assurance ofrespect
for all its franchises and immunities, surrendered

b. In wider sense: A privilege or exceptional
right granted by the sovereign power to any person
or body of persons. In England now chiefly Hist
and as a technical term of law ; in theU S applied
esp. to the powers conferred on a company formed
for some purpose of public utility,

1386 Rolls ofParIt III 225/1 Noughtwithstondyng the
same fiedam or fraunchise, Nichol Brembre was chosen
Mair. *479 Bury Wills (Camden) 53, I beqwethe to
Robert mynson, my tenmentes called Calfes and Northes.

.

w‘ the fraunchyse of faldes of ijcc shepe to eche of the seyd
tenmentes bylongyng. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss I ccdxxxi.
640 In diuerse countreys the noble men hath great fraun-
ches ouer the commons, and kepeth them in seruage 1557
N. T. (Genev ) Luke xxm 17 note

,
The Romanis had gyuen

such franches and liberties to the Iewes [to * let one lowse
vnto them at the feast’] 1506 Spenser^ Q iv. ix 37 Ye
.the love of ladies foule defame ; To whom the world this

franchise ever yeelded, That of their loves choise they might
freedom clame. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest 1 § 5 (1615)
24/2 A Forest . is the most highest franchise of noble, and
princely pleasure, that can be insident unto the Crowne and
Royall dignitie of a Prince 1628 Coke On Lstt 121 A
mannor whereunto the franchise of waife and stray and such
like are appendant 16 . Act Chas I, c. 15 (Manley) 20
And the Lords and owners of Fairs, Markets and other
Franchises. 1711 Steele Sped No 258 r 2,

1

do humbly
propose , that another Theatre of Ease may be erected
and that the Direction thereofmay be made a Franchuie in
Fee to me, and my Heirs for ever. 1767 Blacicstone
Comm, II 37 Franchise and liberty are used as synony-
mous terms and their definition is, a royal privilege, or
branch of the king’s preiogative, subsisting in the hands
of a subject 1824 J Marshall Const Opin (1839) 324The bill is brought for the purpose of protecting the bank
in the exercise of a franchise granted by a law oftheUmted
States 1866 Rogers Agnc # Prices I ii. 33 The right of
having a watermill was a franchise 1876 Digby Real
Prop 1. App § 1, 268 The rights to have ‘waifs, wrecks,
estrays, treasure-trove, royal fish, forfeitures, and deodands ’

are franchises, which must rest on royal grant, or prescrip-
tion which presupposes a giant 1888 BryceAmer Comtmv
II hi lxvi, 500 Afterjhe sale by the Board ofAldermen of
the Broadway franchise (the right of laying down a tram-
way in Broadway), the Aldei manic office was much sought
after Ibid Ixvu 521 The form which corruption usually
takes in the populous cities is the sale of * franchises ’

(especially monopolies in the use of public thoroughfares)
189a Pali Mall G 30 Apr 4/3 The weights and Measures
Bill empowers] municipal and County Councils to pur-
chase ‘franchises * of weights and measures.

+ 3 . Freedom from arrest, secured to fugitives in
certain privileged places

,
right of asylum or sanc-

tuary
;
privileged character, inviolability, of a place

of refuge. Hence concr. an asylum, sanctuary.
0x380 Wyclif Set Whs. III. 323 Here men wondren

moene whi alle manquelleris shullen have jfis fraunchise of
ipa sche ’[tread seintuane]. c 1450 Si. Cuthbert (Surtees)

4994 In cuthbert mynster he come forju, \>e fraunchyse to
oreke ofit 1513 Douglas AEneis vm vi. 69 The haly schaw,
Quilk strang Romulus did reduce and draw In maner of
franches or of sanctuary, xfiox Holland Pliny I 121 They
forbeare those . . that file vnto them as to a place offranchise

and pnuiledge
attnb 1525 Ld Berners Froiss, II clx 177 a, Trecte, a

fraunches towne for all maner of people.

4. The freedom of or full membership of a body
corporate or politic ; citizenship.

1579 Fllke Refut. Rastell 742 Our franches, freedom, or
conuersation is in heauen *606 Holland Sudan Annot
2 Unlesse they might be donah cvoitate 1 emoy the Fran-
chises and Fieetlome of Rome 1838 Thirlwall Greece II

36 Solon .
. published an amnesty which restored those

citizens who had been deprived of their franchise for lighter

offences *876 Fuefman Norm Cong. V. xxiu. 305 The
men of London ranked with the barons of the realm, and
many barons of the realm had been admitted to the fran-

chise of their commonalty

•f 5 . The district over which the privilege of a
corporation or an individual extends ;

a territory,

domain Cf. Liberty. To go or rule thefranchises

.

to beat the bounds Obs.
1486 Surtees Misc. (1888) 53 Tadcastre brige, being thex-

tremitie of yB fraunches. 1526 R WHYTroRD Martibgc
(1893) 64 In the fraunchest of pontyne. Ibid 574 In the
fraunchest of lyngon. 1572 m W H Turner Schct Rcc
Oxford 341 The franchises of this Cytie slialbe lyd accord-
ing to auncient custom 1621 Bolton 6 tat Ireland 36
Hen. VI, 27 This Statute shall be observed and take place
as well within Franchises and liberties as without x68o
Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc.) II 493 That day he went the
franchises with the mayor and citizens 1774 E Jacob
Faveisham 27 The river winch separates the franchise of
the church of Canterbury down to a place towards the
South 1876 Digby Real Prop 1 1 § 2. 15 The owner of a
franchise or liberty 01 district exempt from the jurisdiction
of the hundred
attnb 1577 Nottingham Rec IV 168 Payd for carydg

of the olde fraunccs crose to the towne 1587 Ibid 215
Another hole in Wilforth Pasture to want fiauncis stones

6. The right or privilege of voLmg at public
elections, esp. for members of the legislative body.
(Originally a mere contextual application of ab; more

fully, electivefranchise ; now the prevailing sense.)

1790 Buiticb Fr Rev Wks V. 3x8 It would be too much
to tell a man jealous of his equality, that the elector has the
same franchise who votes for thiee members as he who votes
for ten 18x9 Mackintosh Pari. Suffrage Wks. 1846 III.

215 The reasons which make it important to liberty, that the
elective franchise should be exercised by large bodies of the
lower classes 1827 Hallam Const Hist (1876) III. xm
36 New boioughs acquired the franchise of election 1845
McCulloch Taxation 1, 11. (1852) 66 The occupiers of 10/
houses have been intrusted with the elective franchise 1869
Rawlinson Anc Hist. xa8 Citizens m a certain sense, but
without franchise.

b In i ecent use : One of the various principles
of qualification by which the bestowal of the elec-

tive franchise may be regulated. Fancyfranchise :

see Fancy C.
1884 Gladstone in Daily Neios 29 Feb 2/4 We propose

to establish a new franchise, wlucn I should call—till a
better phrase be discovered—the service franchise

II. As an attribute of character or action.

+ 7. Nobility of mind; liberality, generosity,
magnanimity. Obs
*3 E E Alht P B 730 5jf I for-loyne as a fol ]>y

fraunchyse may serue 0386 Chaucer Ft anil. T 796 A
gayns franchise and alle gentillesse — Merch T. 743
Heer may ye see, liow excellent fraunchise In womman is
whan thay narow hem avysc. c 1450 Merlin a8o And ther-
fore remembre vs of pitee and of youre grete fraunchise
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xi. 283 Telle Reynawde.
that he take no hede to my trespase & evyll deae, but to
his fraunchyse. 1658 J Coles Lleopatra x6x It might be
remedied by an action of generosity and franchise

+ 8. Freedom or licence of speech or manners.
1567 Drant Horace's Eptst 11 1 Gv, And lo by such

like wayes Came firste the fraunchyse Fessentme.

+ Franchise, v. Obs Forms: 4 fraunchise,

5 fraunoh(a)yse, fraunches, 6- franchise, [a.

OF.franchiss-, lengthened stem, offranchir, ffranc
free : see Franks traits To make or set free;

to invest with a franchise or privilege; = Enfran-
chise v. Const from , of.

1390 Gower Conf 1 . 269 Thus stonden all men fraunchised.
*393 Langl, P PI C. iv 114 Hit ys no3t semly

. pat
Vhurers Be fraunchised for a free man. c 1430 Lydg Min
Poems (1840) 3 From other dayes that day wlias so de-
vyded, And fraunchesid from mystes and from reyne. 1483
Caxton Gold Leg 325 b/a The kyng fraunchysed al
England of the trybute 1494 Fabyan Chron vi clxxi 165
He .. fraunchaysed that towne with many great Iyberties
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm Par Adsxxu 28 Before I could
be franchisid & made a citizen. 1562 Leigh Armorie {1597)
74 b, Though all the towne were franchised, yet horses are
not toll-free to this day 1605 Shaks. Maco 11. i. 28 ,

1

still keepe my Bosom e franchis'd 1633 J Done Hist
Septnagmt 24 The summe then of those were franchis’d,

ted unto 400 Talents 1773 J Ross Fratricide 11.

931 (MS ) Every Soul, when franchis’d from its dust, May
quit this life with certain hope in thee, 1793 W. Roberts
Looker-on (1794) II 432 Franchised by nature he[Dryden]
felt that he could adventuie in poetry beyond any other
writer of his age,

Hence f Franchising vbl sb

JSM tr. Littleton’s Tenures 43 a, If the Lorde make to
hun [his villame] a lease oflandes. thys is nofraunchismge.
1644 Evelyn Mem, (1857) I 8a Claudius’ speech, concern-
ing the franchising of the town
Franchised (fra’ntjizd, -tjbizd), ppl, a. [f.

Franchise sb, and v. + -ed.]

+ 1 - Of a city, etc. : a Possessing the right of
sanctum y. to Invested with municipal or political
privileges. Obs

,

a
- u

1
!03

"4 Aci Y11' 36, Preamb
, Sir Edward

lcepith hym in such htdelles and other places fraunchesed
1546 Langley Pol, Verg De Invent m vm. 74 b, Moses
did institute thre franchised tounes
b. 14s* Poston Lett. (1872) I. 194 It was a fraunchised

town and within the Duchye 1528 Leland Itin y ,,
There hath beene a Franchisid Toune, now clene decavith
1641 Terrnes de la Ley 215 Seised of lands in Gavelkind
as in Kent, and m other places franchised *

2 Of persons • Made ‘ free ’ of a body politic
1520 in W H Turner Select Rec Oxford 26 Eny Fraun-

chesid man sworn unto the fraunches 1538 Reg, Gild
Corpus Chr. York (1872) 220 note, 1 he mayour's kid-cot
where unto franchised men are used to be commytted for
their offens 1841 W Spalding Italy 3. It id jj ll6
The community, composed of all the franchised citizens,

t 3 . Made free, enfranchised Obs.

1650 Earl Monmouth tr Senault's Man become Guilty
257 The one was but a franchised slave, and the other a
common Player 1753 L M tr Du Boscq's Accomplish'd
Woman II 114 Anicetus [Note] His [Nero's] franchis’d
slave

t Fra’ncliisement. Obs. [a. OF.franchise-
inent,franchisscment, f franchir

:

see Franchise
v ] The action of setting free or investing with a
franchise ; the state or fact of being enfranchised

,

= Enfranchisement
1562 Leigh Arntorte (1597) 74b, The franchisement [of

Couentrie] was graunted to her vpon condition, that shee
should ride naked through the same Citie 1596 Spenser
F Q. V. xi 36 Artegall. went to worke Irenaes franchise-
ment cx6xx Chapman Iliad v 375 He could scarce enjoy
The benefit of franchisement 1809 Klndall Trav. I vi

49 Till the superioi court shall see cause to restore him
to hi-, franchisement or freedom again

to A privilege
1779 St. Papetsm Ann Reg 416/1 His Clnistian Majesty,

in making lepnsals, would also limit the franchisements of
the ships of this state

Franchiser. nonce tod [f. Franchise sb. +
-eh 1

] One possessed of the (elective) franchise

1843 Carlyi e Past «y Pr hi. xui (1872) 187 0 free and
independent Franchiser.

Franc hoods • see French hood
Francic (frarnsik), a. 1 0bs. [ad med L
Franac-us,i Fiancus Frank sb 1] = Frankish.
1698 Pful. Ttaus. XX. 445 Books written in the Samaritan

..Francic and Islandic 1782 Burni v Hist Music (1789)
11 iv 261 Lai (lay) seems a word purely Francic and Saxon
1831 For Q Rev VII 379 He asserts that the language
which the Saxons introduced into England must have been
Francic 1833 G S Faber Recapit. Apostasy 37 The short-

lived Francic Emperorship

Fraucisc (fransrsk) Also francesque, -lsque
[ad. ran&.h.francisca, or its adopted form m Fr]
A battle-axe varying in form, used by the Franks.
1801 A Rankln Hist France I 21 One soldier raising

his francesque or battle-axe, struck the vessel 1864 Kings-
iey Rom Jjr Tout vi (1875) 141 Franks came down with .

heavy short-handled double edged francisc

Franciscan (fransi skan), a. and sb. [f. med
L Francisc-us Francis + -an.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the order of St

Francis
;
pertaining to the Franciscans.

[1577 Frampton Joyful Neius 1. (1596) 26 A Passenger
did aduertise mte that a Frauncis Frier, etc ] 1592 Shaks
Rom <$• Jut v. u 1 Holy Franciscan Frier, Brother, ho?
1667 Mu ton P L m. 480 They who . Dying put on the
weeds of Dominic, Orm Franciscan think topass disguised

1865 Pusev Truth Eng Ch. 36 'Ihe long Franciscan con-
troversy about poverty

B. sb A friar of the order founded by St Fiancis

of Assisi m 1209.
1599 Sandys Europx Spec, (1632) 67 The Franciscans in

the time of Sixtus Quintus are sayd to have beene found
by survey to be xxx thousand 1677 Plot Oxfordsh 216
This Learned Franciscan did so far excel the ancient
Magicians 1856 R, A Vaughan Mystics (i860) I 143
Enthusiastic Franciscans who think the end of the world
at hand
Hence Franci'scanism, the system and practice

of St. Fiancis and the Fianciscans.
1855 Milman Lot, Chr. IV. 275 The first patron of Fran-

ciscanism, Gregory IX.

Francize (fiernsoiz), v. In 7 franeise [ad.

F franciser,
f.fratif-ais French ] trans To make

French Hence Franciza'tion [m F f> anasattoii\,

the action of making French or investing with

French nationality, the status thus conferred,
a 1661 Fuller Wot thtes 11 (1662) 26 He was an English-

man Francised. *888 Times 20 Nov. 5/1 Fiancisation shall

not he too readily accorded *888 Daily Tel 21 Nov 5/2

Why then do Arab boats .receive francisation ?

Franco- (fitc’qkd), originally med L
,
combining

form of Franc-t the Franks or French , chiefly m
combs signifying ‘ Frank or French and . .* as

Franco-American, -Gallican, -Gauls,
-German

,

-1negroid
,

•Prussian
, -Roman. Cf Anglo- 2.

*71* Ld Molesworth tr Holman’sFranco-Gallta (1721)

12 These were Franks, not Gauls, or rather Franco-gauls
Ibid. 28 A true History of Francogallican Affairs 1827 G.
S Faber Sacred Cal. Prophecy (1844) II. 182 The Franco-
Roman Emperor *86* J. G Sheppard Fall Rome xm,
740 The Franco-Galhcan Church would seem, to have
almost entirely lost the character of a religious institution

*883 Harpers Mag Feb. 478/1 The Franco-American
Claims’ Committee decided in favour of the claim, 1885
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Lady Brassey The Trades 285 Hayti, the Franco-negroid
portion of San Domingo

Francolin (free qkdlm). [a Fr francolin
,
ad

It francohno ] A bird of the genus Francohnus
(sub-family Perdictme or Partudges), somewhat
resembling a pheasant Alsofrancolin partridge.

[1594 Carew ti Huarie's Exam Wits 304 Partridges
and Francohni haue a like substance.] 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1 xxxvu, Plovers, francohns, bnganders 1696
tr Du Mont's Voy Levant 68 Cooks usually stick one
of the Feathers of the Wings into the Body of a Francolin
1808 A Parsons Trav. 1 4 Hares are plenty and the
francolin (heathcock) from October to June 187a Baker
Nile Tnbut xiu 227 The trees formed a shelter for the
black francolin partridge, 1880 P Gillmore On Duty 380
That splendid bird here denominated a pheasant (but pro-
perly speaking a francolin)

Francolite (frse qktflait) Min [f Franco (see

below) + -lite.] A variety of apatite found at

Wheal Franco m Devonshire in stalactitic masses.
1850 Philos Mag Ser ni XXXVI 311 Francolite.

Francophile (fraqktffil), a. and sh [f.

Franco- + Gt <j>lkos friend. A newspaper word.]
A. adj Characterized by excessive friendliness

to the French. B sh. One who is so affected.

1889 Pall Mall G xo Jan. 6/2 The Francophil tendencies
of the English Court 1891 Blackiv Mag Oct 478 Franco
phobes and Francophiles x8gx Times 15 Aug 5/3 His
admiring Francophile countrymen 1893 Rev. Current
Hist (U S ) III 253 Attributed to Francophile and Pan-
slavist influences in St Petersburg

Fraxicophobe (fra qkdfjub), a and sh [f.

Franco- + Gr tyoffos fear . see -phobe ]

A ad;. Affected with a moibid fear of the French
B. sh One who is so affected.

1891 Times 15 Aug 5/3 In conclusion, observes this .

Francophobe critic 1891 Blackiv Mao [see Francophile].

|| Franc-tireur (frantzror) [Fr , f franc free

(see Frank a.) + tireur shooter, f. tirer to shoot ]
One of a corps of light infantry, originating in the
wars of the French Revolution, and having an
organization distinct fiom that of the regular army.
1870 Daily News 3 Oct , All the volunteers, whether

called Francs-tireurs or National Guards will be em-
bodied in one legular army
Frangent (fra ndgent), a. [ad. L frangent-

etn, pr. pple. offrangere to break.] Causing frac-

tures. (Webster 1864 cites H Walpole)
Frangibility (frandgibi liti) [ad F fran-

gihiliti, f frangible', see next and -ity] The
quality of being frangible or breakable.
*783 Fox Sp E. India Bills 1 Dec Sp (18x5) II 240 He

allows, the frangibihty of charters, when absolute occasion
requires it, x8x6 P Cleaveland Mineralogy 55 Frangt-

butty This propei ty can be described only in general terms

;

or by comparing one mineral with another in this respect.
a 1835 J MacCulloch Proofs A ttnb, God (1837) II. 454
Steel will maintain nearly the same tenacity or strength
.under a frangibihty which yields to the slightest impulse.

Frangible (free nd^ih’l), a. [a. OF. frangible,
as if ad. L. frangibil-is, f. frangere to break]
Capable of being broken, breakable.
C144° Gongs .$• Carols (Percy Soc) 65 An adamant stone,

it is not frangebyll With no thyng but with mylkeof agett.
c 1485 Digby Myst (1882) in 320 The frangabyll tyn, to
Iubyter, yf se can dyscus 1598 Barret T/teor Warres v.
11 129 If of hard stone, or of soft, frangible, and easie 1647
Jer, Taylor Lib Profih vi. 121 The Councell is blasphem-
ous in saying that Christs glorified body is passible and
frangible by naturall manducation 1659 D. Pell Imjbr,
Sea 383 Your ships are but made up of frangible
materials. X796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed 2) I 223 Hard-
ness from 7 to 9, difficultly frangible 1865 Cornh Mag
Sept. 259 Whenever the housemaid [had] broken any little

frangible article. 1883 Harpers Mag Jan 192/2 The least
frangible rays predominate

b. as sh m pi. Things breakable nonce-use.
1824 Mtrror III 19/2 Strut around your room .. to the

manifest terror of all frangibles in your reach
Hence Pra'mgihleiiesa.
1676 H More Remarks 100 The lightness and frangible-

ness of Glass.

Frangipane (frse’ndgip^n). [a Y.frangipane,
said to be from Frangipani

,

the name of the in-

ventor.]

1. A perfume prepared from, or imitating the
odour of, the flower of the red jasmine.
1676 Shadwell Virtuoso in Haa, I have choice ofgood

Gloves, Amber, Orangery, Genoa Romane, Frangipand [mc]
17*7-41 Chambers Cycl., Frangipane, an exquisite kind of
perfume 1838 Simmonds Did. Trade, Frangibane
2 . The red jasmine tree (Plummet rubra), from

the flower of which the perfume is prepared.
1866 Treas^ Rot,, Frangipane, Plnmiera rubra.
o. In various applications : see quots.
1844 Hoblyn Med Did

, Frangipan, an extract of milk,
for preparing artificial milk, made by evaporating skimmed
milk to dryness, mixed with almonds and sugar -1838 Sim-
monds Did. Trade, Franckipane, Frangipane, a kind of
pastry, a cake of cream, almonds, spice, &c.
attnb 189a Garrett Encycl Cookery, Frangipane Flawn

• Frangipane paste. 1893 Tusserand Eng Ess. 98 Lafleur,
whom he often asked to make frangipane tarts

Frangipa(n)ni (frandgipsemvpa’ni). = prec.i,

1864 m Webster
Frangulin, (frseTjgwiflin). Chetn. [f. the mod.

Lat name of the tree (
Rhamnus) Frangul-a + -IN.]

(See quot
) Hence PrangnTic (acid) a.

1864 Watts Diet Client II, 706 Frangulin a yellow
crystallisable colouring matter, contained in the bark of the
berry-bearing alder 187a Ibid, Suppl 623 Frangulic acid,

"t Fra'nion. Obs Also 6 fromon, franman.
[Of obscure origin.
Cf OF fraignant

,
pr pple offramdre to break

; fraig-
nets uproar The usual explanation that the word is a cor-
ruption of Faineant hardly suits the sense ]A gay reckless fellow

; a gallant, paramour. By
Spenser applied also to a loose woman
1571 Edwardes Damon <§• Pith, in Hazl. Dodsley IV 60

But, my franion, I tell you this one thing 1587 Turber-
vile Epitaphs 4 Sonn (1837) 319 Whereby to set their
fronions harts on fire 1389 Rare Triumphs Love Bor-
tune m 1 in Hazl Dodsley VI 179,

1

am a gentleman, a
courtier, and a merry fiank franion 1396 Spenser F Q.
v m 22 This ladie . Is not Flonmell . But some fayre
franion, fit for such a fere 1600 Heywood 1st Pt Edw IV,
Wks. 1874 I 44 He's a frank franion . and loues a wench
weh Lamb Poems, Going or Gone, Fine merry fran-
10ns, Wanton companions

Frank (fraqk), sh 1 and a I Forms • 1 Franca,
Fronca, 3 Frank e, 4-7 Fran(c)k(e, (8 Franc),
7- Frank, [ad. L. Franc-us, F. Franc , a name
of Teut origin, repr. OHG. Franko- OE. Franca

prehistoric *Frankon-.
It is usually believed that the Franks were named from

their national weapon, OE. franca (
-

*frankmiG javelin
;

cf Saxon (Sahsou-), thought to he fi on *sahso- (OE seax)
knife The notion that the ethnic name is derived from the
adj meaning 1

free ’ (see Frank a a
) was already current in

the 10th century
, but the real relation between the words

seems to be the reverse of this ]A sb

1 A person belonging to the Germanic nation,
or coalition of nations, that conqueied Gaul m the
6th century, and ftom whom the country received
the name of Fiance
Beowulf 1210 (Gr ) In Francna fseSm c 1203 Lay 37x3

Cordoille
J>e wes Francene quene a 1300 Cursor M

21081 To be fianckis prechid he 1776 Gibbon Decl 4- F
I x 259 These Germans maintained the honourable epithet
of Franks or Freemen 1796 H Hunter tr St. Pierre's
Stud Nat (1799) III 457 A family of slaves under the
Romans risen to Nobility under the Francs 1844 Ld
Brougham Brit Const, ui. (1862) 40 The Franks, who
founded the French Monarchy
2 A name given by the nations bordering on the

Levant to an individual of Western nationality. Cf.
Feringbee
*687 tr De Thevcnot's Trav. it 1 xi. 31 They presently

blazed it abroad that I was a Franck a 1734 North Lives
II 456 All European nations that live among them are
called Franks 1808 A Parsons Trav in 62 Foreign mer-
chants called franks x886 Pall Mall G xo July 4/1 The
Greeks calling their Roman brethren ' unbaptized dogs ’

and Franks.

+ 3 . With ellipsis of ‘language’. A lingua
franca or mixed language. Obs ~ 1

1681 Nevile Plato Rediv 13 In Germany or Holland .

most of the Hosts speak a certain Franck, compounded of
Dutch, Latin, and Italian

+ B adj Belonging to, characteristic of, or cus-

tomary among the Western nations of Europe. Obs.
1632 Lithgow Trav. vi 245 Beating him most cruelly,

and all the rest of the Francke Pilgnmes 1688 Land Gas
No 2336/5 Two Led Horses, richly furnished, one after the
Franke, and the other after the Turkish Fashion.

+ Frank, sh 2 Obs, Forms: 4 frawnke, 6-7
franke, 7 franck, 5- frank, [a. OF. franc in
same sense.]

1

.

An enclosure, esp a place to feed hogs inj a
sty. Also, the process of fattening animals

?

a

1400 Morte Arth 3248 Alle froytez foddemd was bat
floreschedem erthe, fFaire frithed in frawnke appone thafree
bowes c 1440 Promp. Parv 177/1 Frank, kepynge of
fowlys to make fatte, saginarium. 1362 Bulleyn Def.
agst Sickness 67 The fatte Oxe, or vglie brauned Bore can
not come out from their frankes or staules. 1621 Sander-
son Serm I 194 Like boars m a franck, pining themselves
into lard 1736 Bailey Househ Diet 113 The Frank should
be in form something like a dog kennel, a little longer than
the boar 1823 Crabb Tecknol. Did

,
Frank

,
a place to feed

boars in. And in mod Diets

fig. 1363 Becon Compar Lord's Supper $ Pope’s Mass
Wks III xio, I may speake nothyng of that most fatte
francke of Whoremongers, Adulterers and suche other
idle beastes

2 Comb : frank-fed a

,

fed in a frank ; fatted
1330 Bale Image Both Ch xiv Hyb, The frank fed

porkelyngesofthatgredygulf x6or Holland Pliny II 480
These guests of his fared so highly, that a man would haue
said they had bin franke-fed

Hence + Fra nky a, nonce-wd., looking as if

frank-fed
;

* stalled ’.

1383 Stanyhurst sEneism (Arb.) 77 We view’d grasing
heards of bigge franckye fat oxen,

j* Prank, sb.3 Obs. rare. [? Short for Frank-
incense ; cf France ]

14 Epiph in Tundalds Vis no Franke 150a Arnolde
Chron (18x1) 234 Spyeery..Frankke

t Frank, sb 4 Obs, Also 6-7 fran(o)k(e. [f.

Frank za] A name given to the plant Spurry,

from its fattening properties ; alsofrank spurry.
1378 Lyte Dodoens i xxxvm 36 This berbe [Spurry] is

called in Enghshe Francke, bicause of the property it hath
to fat cattell, 1640 Parkinson Theat Bot 562 Both the
Dutch and we in England call it Spurry or Franck Spurry,
for the causes aforesaid, but I do a little more explaine the
names, in calling it Franckmg Spurrewort. 1639 Torriano,

Spergola, the hearb Frank, Surrie, or Spurrie • it is good to
fatten cattle.

Frank (fraqk), sb 5 [f Frank ».2]
1. The superscribed signature of a peison, e.g. a
member of Parliament, entitled to send letters post
free

17x3 ' Philopatsius ’ Reft Sacheverelis Thanksgtv-
Day 4 The Franks are now become a Monopoly to one Side
1776 Twiss Tour in Ireland 37 The third custom is that of
forging franks 18x2 Scott Let to Ciabbe m Lockhart
Life xxv, I must send this scrawl into town to get a frank
. it is not worthy of postage 1852 Raine Mem. Surtees
92 note, The want of a frank for a letter frequently afforded
him an errand
Comb *839 Sala Gas-light § D v 62 There were regular

frank hunters—men who could nose a membei who had not
yet given all his franks away
2. A letter or envelope bearing such a super-

scription.

*755 Wesley Wks (1872) XII 182 Mr. Perronet sends
them down to mem franks 1781 Cowper Whs, (1837) XV.
63,

1

did it to save a frank 1806 ScottFam Lett 16 Dec.
(1894) I 62, 1 cannot employ time or a frank better than by
inquiring whether you have got nd of the unlucky typhus.
1838 Dickens Nich Nick xvi, To send the manuscript m
a frank to the local paper 1878 Symonds Shelley 26
Shelley wouldstop to nxhis fathers franksupon convenient
trees and shoot at them
3 fig. Mark of approval

;
‘ stamp 5 rare

s&j6 WorldV No xo8 xr Impecumosity hashad the frank
of Fashion.

Frank (fragk), sh fl dial, [app. a lendering of
the sound made by the bird ; see quots ] A heron.
1823 Moor Suffolk Wds , Frank, the large slow-flying,

fish-eating, heron . Our name is probably derived from its
monotone—which is supposed to be likefr a a ank [1829
Col Hawker Diary (1893) II. 4 All the flesh and feathers
I could see were * old Francis ’ (a heron) and ‘ the pareon

*

(a cormorant) 1870 A theneeum ro Sept. 332 When danger
is apparent, the Heron uses with his peculiar cry of ‘ frank 1 ’]

Frank, a. 1
: see after Frank sbP-

Frank(fraqk)

,

a.2 Forms’ 4franc, 5-6franke,
6-7 firancR(e, (6 franeque), 5- frank, [a, OF
franc (

= Pr franc, Sp
,
Pg

,
It franco) .—med.Lat.

francus free , originally identical with the ethnic
nameFrancus (see Frank jA 1

), which acquired the
sense of ‘free’ becausem Frankish Gaul full freedom
waspossessed onlybythose belonging to, or adopted
into, the dominant people.
Cf the use of the originally ethnic name Slave, and ofOE

ivealh, orig.
‘ Welshman to denote a person of servile con-

dition.]

1 =Free m vanous applications of the word
,

oftenfrank andfee. fa Freem condition ; not
in serfdom or slavery. Obs
The meaning of the first quot. is doubtful * perh =2
c 1300 Maxwitan 159 (Digby MS ) m Anglia III 280

Of herte ich was wel lqt And franc mon ofhonde a X470
Tiptoit Caesar (1530) 13 He was frank & free borneu a free
cytye. 1374 tr Littleton's Tenures 40 a, Thepleyntyfe say-
ethe that hee is franke and of free estate and noe vylleyne

+ b. Free to come and go
;
released from capti-

vity. Alsofrank and quit , cf Fr franc et quitte

(Commines), Anglo-L liber et quietus Obs.
1473 Bk Noblesse 66 He shulde . deliver out of prison a

gret nombre of yong men of werre of Cartage and he
shulde goo frank and quite a 1333 Ld Berners Hwm
xlui 143 He and all his company shall deperte franke and
free at there pleasure 1633 J Done Hist Septuagmt 25
All the Jewes that .have been taken, shall be sent francke
and free.

t c. Free from restraint or impediment
; unre-

stricted, unchecked Const, of. Of a wind : Steady
(cf. Fr. ventfranc) Obs
2481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 41 He . was all free and

franke of alle his enemyes 1531-2 Ad 23 Hen VIII, c 18
Many shippes . haue had their franke passages without
let impedimente or interruption 1338 Starkey England
1 li 53 Euery one of them are desyrouse of frank lyberty.

1539 m Strype Ann Ref I App vm 22 When franke
election first beganne 1370 B Googe Pop Kingd 1 1 46
If any happen to xnislike, that they may francke and free
appeiUe unto the Court of Rome J379 Fenton Gmcciard
1 (1599) 30 He offered him. franke power to dispose of him
and his armie. 1624 Wotton Archit. m Rehg (1672) 33A frank light can mis-become no ^Edifice whatsoever. 1628
F. Fletcher WorldEncomp. 43 Being glad to fall asterne
agame, with francke winde [etc.]

+ d Free from obligation m respect of payments
or other conditions ; free of charge , unconditional.

Frank traffic = i ree trade. Obs
1325 Ld. Bfrners Froiss II ccxxii [ccxviu ] 683 Desyre
that ye may be franke and fire fro all subsydies. 1334

More Treat. Passion Wks 1286/2 Landes franke and
free simphciter and wythout anye condicion 158* J BellHaddon's Amsiv. Osor 391b, Let Pardons be as francke
and free as they would seeme to be for me 1391 SpenserM Hubberd 331 Thou hast it wonne, for it is offranke gift.

X599 Hakluyt Voy II. 210 A faire flee and franke of al
custome 1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 517 The remission of
our sins is the frank forgiving of our debts, 1660F Brooke
tr. Le Blanc's Trav 405 All nations . went thither by
reason of franck Traffick. 1727 Pope, etc. Art ofSinking
X22 The court ofaldermen shall all have their places frank

f e Free from anxiety, unburdened. Obs
c14M Caxton Jason 104 The goode shipman began to

rowe with a franck corage. 1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacrum.
xxvi x£8 With a franke harte and a good wyll

2 . Liberal, bounteous, generous, lavish, esp in
dealing with money Const -f of. + Frank house
— 1 open house \
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1484 Caxton Chivalry 92 Chyualrye and Fraunchyse

accorden to gyder. the knyght must be free and franke.

158a N LicucriFLD tr Castankeda's Conq E Ind tv 13
Through whose franke distribution ofthat he had, many of
our men were recouerd *587 Fleming Contn Holmshed
III 1299/1 My lord Norths . was no wlut behind anie of the
best for a franke house. 1588 Marprel Epist (Arb) 59, I

would wish you not to be so francke with your bribes

1608-1 1 Bp Hall Medit ft Vows 111 § 3a The world, like a
frank Chapman, sayes, All these will 1 give thee a 1639
Wotton in Gutch Coll Cur I. 2x7 They have always been
frank of their blessings to countenance any great action
*672 Dryden Marr d-la-Mode Ded , You are endued with
that excellent Quality of a frank Nature, to forget the good
which you have done 1676 ETHERrDcr Man ofMode v
i, Lose it all like a frank gamestei on the square, 1831
Carlyle Sterling' in vi. (1872) 210 He set about improve-
ments on a frank scale 1856 Froude Hist. Eng (1858)
I 1 43 In such frank style the people lived

+ b. m bad sense (of a woman).
1735 Pope Ep. Lady 71 Chaste to her Husband, frank to

all beside.

o Ofa horse : Frank to the road= Free a 20 c.

18x6 Scott Antiq. xl, ‘ He’s very frank to the road.’

3. a. Not practising concealment
;

ingenuous,

open, sinceie Of feelings : Undisguised.

155S W. Watreman Fardle Facions App 321 Thebonde-
man lacketh the francque nobknes of minde 1604 Shaics,
Oth 1 m 38 Bearing with frank appearance Their purposes
toward Cyprus 1656 W. Montague Accompl. Worn 11
Quick and lively humours are readierand franker , but then
the Melancholy are the discreeter 1741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I 146 We dined togethei 111 a most frank
manner 1797 Mrs RADcurrr Italian i, Frank in his
temper, ingenuous in his sentiments 18x5 ELrmNSTONC
Acc Caubul (1842) I 323 The manners of the Afghauns are
frank and open 1847-8 H Miller First Impr v, (1837) 63
The English nre by much a franker people than the Scotch
1873 Black Pr. Thule vi. 03 A look of frank gratitude in
her eyes.

b. With reference to speech: Candid, outspoken,

unreserved.
1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par, Matt xi. 10 Whome he

folowed also in franke reproumg of kinges. 1509 Shaks.
Hen V, I, 11 244 With franke and with vncurhcd plain-
ness®, Tell vs Dolphins minde 1660 Ormond Let, to Cow-
ley in Academy (1893) 7 Oct 296/2 An ingenuous and frank
recantation 1790 Burke Fr ltev Wks V. 251 In their con-
versation frank and open x8z8 Carlyle Misc (1857) I.

131 How frank and downright in speech 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis xvi, The honest frank boy just leturned from
school 1870 Mrs Riddell Austin Friars w, You may as
well be frank with me
c Avowed, undisguised ; downright

175a Warburton Whs 1811 IX. vi 13s The Founders of
empires and false religions were frank Enthusiasts. 1849
Ruskin Sev Lamps iv § 2 95 Farther than this man’s
invention could not reach without frank imitation. 1877
Daily News 27 Dec 6/a What may be effected by frank
force remains to be seen. 18 Med, News L 306 (Cent.)
Although there frank peritonitis coexisted

+ 4. Of plants, trees, etc. • Of superior quality

for the purpose to which they are applied
,
pro-

ducing good and abundant fruit, or the like. Often
applied to cultivated as opposed to wild plants.

Of drugs, etc. : Of high quality, valuable. Cf.

Frankincense. Ohs
1486 Bk St A Ibans C ij b. Take powder of Canell and the

Juce of franke cost. 1572 Mascall Plant ft Graff (1392)
52 Take your Cions ofa Peach tree and graffe them vpon
a frank Mulberie tree. 1574 Hyll Planting 83 All sortes
of franke trees may he graft with graffes 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 11. Ixxvu 250 There be two sortes of Sage, the one
is small and franke, and the other is great Ibid vi lxvii.

743 The secondekind ofWithy called the Franke Ozier hath
no great atemme. x6ox Holland Pliny I. 369 The greatest
price of the garden frank-Myrrh, or that which is set by
mans hand is 22 demers 1647-8 Cotterell Davila’s
Hist Fr, (1678) 40 Applied all manner of frank remedies

*t* 6 . Luxunaut in growth, lusty, vigorous. Ohs.
*550 Bale Image Both Ch. ix. I iv. When they were ones

franke & fatt, they stode vp together proudely againste the
Lorde Ibid. Kj, I behelde in a visyon the horses, franke,
fatte. and fearce 1553W Watreman Fardle Facions 1.

1

24 The graciousnes of the earth was also abated, and the
francke fertilitie therof withdmwen. 1591 Spenser Mmo-
fotmos 148 Over the fields, in his franke lustinesse, And all

the champain o’re he soared light. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 340
The Sap is not so frank as to rise all to the Boughs.

0. Comb , chiefly parasynthelic, as +frank-born,
-faced, t

1 -handed
,
-hearted (whence frank-hearted-

ness) adjs
; +frankhke adv.

xfioo Holland Livy xlv xxiv. {1609) 12x7 All of us in
Rhodes *franke-borne and of free condition 1873 A Dobson
Vignettes in Rhyme, Sundialxu, Blue-eyed, *frank-faced,
with clear and open brow ?#i626 Breton Mad World
(Grosart) 8 A wench as *franck handed, as free-hearted, and
as hberall for love 1644 Bulwer Chtrol 62 Of a bountiful!
disposition and franke handed, a x6oo Hooker Serin Hal,
11. 4 Wks. 1888 III. 604 That *frank-hearted wastefulness
spoken of xn the gospel. 18x3 Scott Tnerm. 1 xi, The
frank-hearted Monarch. 1371 Golding Calvin on Ps lxviu.
10 Signifieth an unconstreyned willrognesse, or a meere
*franlchartednesse 1587 Turberv Trag, T (1837) 89 She
made a large behest, Of gold that she would *franklike
give.

+ Frank,®.1 Oh [f. Frank si 2
]

1. irons To shut up and feed {up) m a frank.
CX440 Promp Parv 177/1 Frankyd, sagmatus. 1333

Eden Treat, Newe Ind (Arb ) 29 They .. francke them
vntyll they be very fat 1536 Withals Diet (1568) 38 a/a
A Itilta, all things franked tobe made fatte. 1600 Holland
Livy vi. xvii (1609) 228 The Commons doe feed and franke
up, even for the shambles and butchers knife the fautorsand
maintainers of their weale and libertie.

|

2. To feed high
; to cram Also with tip.

1383 Stanyhurst FEneis 1 (Arb ) 24 Theyre panch with
venison they franck. x6ox Holland Pliny I 539 They
franke them vp like fat ware, with good com-meale. 1633
T Adams Exp 2 Peter 11 22 When they are sagmated and
franked, their turn comes to bleed

fig. ts3S Abp Parker Ps. Ixm 175 Lo thus my soule
full frankt shall bee 1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace
15 Israel franked and pampered with piosperttie 1633
Ford Broken H m 11, One that franks ms lust In swine-
secunty of bestial incest

b. tntr for rejl To feed greedily.

1586 Warner A lb Eng (1 602) 102 That fiankes and feedeth
daintily, this pines and fareth ill

Hence f Franked fpl, a ., fattened in a frank or
pen. f Fra*nkmg vbl. sb.

cs440 Promp Parv 177/1 Frankynge, saginacio. 1466
Paston Lett. No. 549 II 268, xxvu frankyd gees, vix. vuwf
1374 Hrllowi's Guenai a'sFam Ep 98 They set before her
.franked Fesant x6ix Cotgr,, Engrais de volatile, the

franking or fattening of fowle 1673 Hobbls Odyssey xvii.

171 Fat goats enough they sacrifice, And franked Swine.

Frank (fucijkj, v 2 [f. Frank a 2
,
see sense i d.]

1 trans. To superscribe (a letter, etc.) with a
signature, so as to ensure its being sent without
charge

,
to send or cause to be sent free of charge.

Ohs, exc. Hist
1708 Hearne Collect. 14 June, Thcy'l he frank’t at y°

Posthouse X745 Advt in Swift's Wks VIII 297 It is de-
sired their letters may be either franked, or the post paid

1764 J. Clayton in Darlington Mem J Eartram
,
etc

(1849) 411 l>r Franklin would be kind enough to frank
a small parcel of seeds from you to him 1804 Mid frnl
XII 334 The post-masters general have had the hhciahty
to frank the correspondence of the Society *8x8J Jtkyll
Con, 7 Dec (1894) 74 Brougham has just left me , and I
made him frank this cover, a 1834 Wirt Let to Cair in
T P Kennedy Life (i860) II xiv 228 This is the last letter

I shall ever frank to you as Attorney-General 1833 III. Lend
News 21 July 70/1 1 he stamp must be folded outside , and
this will frank the paper throughout the United Kingdom
for fifteen days 1887 Spectator eg Oct. 1441 He .. has
franked masses of letters with the President's stamp
b absol (In quot. 1774 = to obtain franks.)

1774 Westut. Mag II. 600 The trading Cit, whose object
was to frank 1783 Trusltr Mod. Times III 231 Many a
day have I slipped off my coat, and franked away as for life

C. Jig. To facilitate the coming and going of (a

person)
,
to furnish with a social passport, secure

entire into society for.

x8ox Spirit Pub Jrnls IV 25 A fewyaids of muslin, &c

,

and a gig on a Sunday, will frank you for the whole week.
1840 Fraser’s Mag XXI, 70a The premier franks him
through England by mtioducmg him to the royal presence
1864 Burton Scot A hr. I 11 08 Even some of the best
established and most respectable titles have difficulty in
franking themselves thiough all parts of the country 1887
Stevenson Mem. ft Portraits 1 2 English will now frank
the traveller through the most of North America.
2 To pay the passage of (a person)

;
to convey

gratuitously

1809 Scott m Smiles Life % Murray (1891) I. vii. 151,
I believe I shall get franked, so will have m> generosity for
nothing 1831 Thackeray Lett, 140 ,

1

suppose I could be
franked through the kingdom from one grandee to anothei
1864 Burton Scot Abr II, 11 xgo He got an opportunity of
being franked to Poland
3. To secure exemption for

; to exempt. Const.
against,from. Cf. Frank a 2 1.

x8j6 Miss

Y

onge Womankind xxix-. 26oMostpeopleheing
in all probability franked against all the common epidemics
they have once had. x88x Saintsbury in A cademy 15 Jan
41 The abstract merits ..aie almost franked from criticism

Hence Franked, fipl a
,
Fra inking vbl. sb. and

ppl. a
1727 Berkeley Let to Prior 27 Feb Wks. 1871 IV 141

You must take core that no one packet exceed the limits
of franking 1748 Lady M W. Montagu Let to WortleyM 17 July, I begin to suspect my servants put the franking
money in their pockets 1758 J Blake Plan Mar Syst 9
The Pay-office shall transmit a franked order for payment.
1843 McCulloch Taxation 11 vii (1852) 321 Franked letters

were in most instances addressed to those who could best
afford to pay the expense of postage 1869W. M Rossrm
Mem Shelley p xxxm, In hxs franking signature outside
some of his son’s letters 1880 Disraeli Endym mi, They
had never paid postage They were born and had always
lived m the franking world.

Frank, v 3 Build. (See quot

)

2823 Nicholson Pract Builder 585 Franking, in sash-
making, is the operation of cutting a small excavation on
the side of a bar for the reception of the transverse bar, so
that no more of the wood be cut away than may suffice to
show a mitre when the two bars are joined together.

Frankable (free rjkab'l), a. [f. Frank vfi +
-able ] That may be franked.
x8xx Southey Lett (1856) II 239 This is a MS of a

frankable size 1894 Columbus Disp (Ohio) 17 Oct 7/3 The
envelopes, not containing any frankable matter.

Frank-almoign, -almoin. Law. [a AF.
fraunke almoigm : see Frank <1.2 and Almoign ]
(See Almoign 2 )

+ Frark-arbitri.au. Obs.rare [f. B.franc
arbitre free-will + -ian.] A free-wilier

1633W Struther True Happmes 19 This is the mother
of the Frank-arbitnans pride,

f Frank bank. Law. Obs. Also 6 frank
bench, [a AF. franc banc, =med L. francus
bancus' see Frank a a

, Bank sbfi] = Free bench.
[14x9 LiberAlbus 1 li (Rolls) 68 Quae habet francum ban

cum suum.] 1398 Kitchin Courts Leet (1673) 202 The
Woman, .shall have all the Copyhold whereof the Husband

died sewed foi hei Fi ancle-bench 1603-6 Act -i ?as r
c s § 1 r TheWidowes Estate and Fiankbanck xfex G w
tr Cornel s Inst. 59 Tenants in Franck Bancic.

w *

Fra*nk-chase. Law [f Frank a 2 + Chase
sb ] Free chase, see quot 1641 and Chase jAi
1387 Harrison England u xix (1877) t 310 The frankt

chase taketh something both of paike and forrest fisnJ
Crompton Jurudict E 1 Trespas F 239 Le leyde font/
chase est, etc ] 1641 Termes de la Ley 167 Franke chaw
a liberty of Frank chase, by which all men havma^id
within this compasse are prohibited to cut downe the wood
or discover, &c without the view of the Forester, althoiurh it
he hisowne £1643 HowriL Lett iv xvi (1655) ,Q -fiJc.
but the King can have a forest

; If he chance to passe one
over to a Subject, ’tis no more Forest, but frank Chase
Franker (free rjkon). [f. Frank vJ + -ebU
One who franks a letter

/ T - o \.UfT OGT II
III 228 My son us’d to have the honour to be franker to
your ladyship. x8x8 Miss Mitiord in L’Estrange Life
(1870) II 33 He has the worst fault a franker can have he
is un come-at-able x88o Antiquary 25/1 The stamp may
usually be depended upon to authenticate the autograph of
the franker

** v

Fra'nk-fee. Law. [f Frank a 2 + Fee sb.
Cf.Anglo-L liberumfeodum

.] a A tenure oflands
m fee-simple, esp as opposed to ancient demesne

;

see Demesne 4, b Land so held.
1331 Dial Doct 4 Stud n 11 7 a, Whan a plee is remoued

out of auncyen demeane for that the lande is franke fee
a 1626 Bacon Max. ft Uses Com. Law 11 (1636) 6 If
tenant in ancient demesne bee disseised by the Lord and
the disseisee bring lus assi/e in the Couit of the Lord
FianckL fee is no plea 1741 T Robinson Gavelkind v. 70
Yet in his Hands the Land is Frank-Fee

1 Frauk-ferm. Law Obs. [a AF franke
fame', see Frank a - and 1<arm jA2] Freehold
tenure at a fixed rent.

1767 Blackstonl Comm, II 81 It was thought, in the
reigns of both Edward I and Charles II, a point of the
utmost importance, to the tenants, to reduce the tenure by
knight-service to fraunke ferme or tenure by socage

Fra’nkfold. Law [t bitANK af ft Fold v.2]
«=Faldage. Also Frankfoldag-e 111 same sense
1609 Patent 7 fas. I in Act 3 Geo III, c 26 Preamb

,

Rents, pensions, portions, frankfolds. 2628 Coke On Litt
1 14 1), To hold . frank foldagc . a man may make title by
usage, 1708 Termes de la Ley 352 Fiankfold is where
the Loid hath benefit of folding his Tenants Sheep within
his Manor for the manuring of his Land
Frankfort (free qkfoit). The name of a Ger-

man city, all? ib. m Frankfort black, a fine

black pigment used m copper-plate engraving.
1823 J Badcock Dorn. Amusem 28 The black which is

made by sublimation of pitch in dark chambers, and termed
lamp-black and Frankfort black 1833 Uhi Did. Arts, etc

I Zn, Frankfort black is made by calcining vine-branches,
and the other refuse lees of the vinegar vats, m Germany
Frankincense (fice-ijkmsens) Forms’ 4

franke ensens, 5 frank eneens, -ensence, -yn-
sens, 6 frankenacence,-inBence, (6-7 fran(c)k-

umsence), 6- frankincense, [a OF. franc
eneens • sec Frank a 2 and Incense. The special

meaning of the adj in this combination seems to

be * of high quality ’
: see Frank a 2

5 ]

1. An aiomatic gum resin, yielded by trees of the

genus Boswelha

,

used for burning as incense,

olibanum ;
occas the smoke from the same.

a 1387 Smon. Barthol, (Anecd Oxon ) 42 Thus album, 1

olibanum, franke ensens. c 1430 Cov Myst. (Shaks Soc ) 8

Kynges hj With gold, myrre, and ffrankynsens ? c 1475

Sqr lowe Dcert 849 Cloves that be swete sniellyng, Franken-

sence, and olibanum 1352 Laiimi r Senn Gosp vi 188

Franckumsence to signify his priesthoode 1645 Fuller
Good Ih in Bad T (1841)50 He sent Leonidas a present

of five hundred talents' weight of frankincense 1718 Prior

Pleasure 904 Curling frankincense ascends to Baal. 1834

Lytton Pompeii iv 111, Odour of myrrh and frankincense

2 Resin resembling this, obtained from firs or

pines Also, the tree itself

1577 Harrison England 11 xxii (1877) 1 342 The firre,

frankincense, and pine we doo not altogitner want 1620 J
Mason Brief Disc Newfoundland B nj, Tarre,Tirpintme,

Frank-Incense 1866 Treas Bot
,
Frankincense European,

a resmous exudation of the spruce fir 1 he name is also

applied to Ptuus 1 xda
0. attnb. asfrankincense-pine, -tree.

x6xx Bible Ecclus 1 8 As the branches of the frankincense

tree in the time of summer 1671 Salmon Syn Med 111

xxu 436 Frankincense tree C1865 Llthebv in Circ Sc
1 106/x Ihe Frankincense pine of Virginia {Finns twda)

Hence Pra nkincensed a
,
perfumed with frank-

incense
x86o Ruskin Mod. Pamt V. ix 1 204 No velvet-bound

missal, nor frankmcensed manuscript

Frankish, (free rjkiJ) ,
a. {sb ) For earlier forms

cf. French [f, Frank sb ! + -ish ]

1 Of or pertaining to the ancient Franks.
x8osW Taylor in Monthly Mag XIII 11 The French,

through their Frankish ancestors [have] liacher 187s J L.

Robertson Hist Chr.Ch III 8Leodegarwas connected

with the most powerful families of the Frankish nobility.

2, Of or pertaining to the Western nations.

1394 Carew Tasso 1 lxxvi 41 Onely the King of Trypoh

Athwart the Frankish army might haue stept 186a

Fairholt Up Nile 52 Frankish gold has overridden religious

prejudices

3. sb. The language of the Franks.
1863 Miss Sewell Chr Names 1 6 France kept Frank

names, .while ceasing to speak Frankish



FRANK-LAW, FRANTIC?.

t Frank-law. Law. Obs

.

[f. Frank afi

+ Law ] The condition of a full freeman {liber

et legalis homo), esp the liberty of being sworn in

courts, as a juror or witness
1607111C0WEL *641 Termes delaLey 78Theparty attainted

shall lose his Franke Law [AF perdera son Prank Ley], to

the intent that hee be not impannelled upon Juries or Assises

I’raM.klin.Cfrseqklm). Forms: 3 francoleyn,

4 fraunkeleyn, 4-6 frank(e)le(i)n, -(e)leyn,

(4 fran(e)kelain, -layn(e, 5 franklon), 6-9
fran(e)klm(g, -lyn(g, 6- franklm. [First re-

corded as Anglo-L. franc-colanus
, francalanus,

franchelanus (1 2-1 3th c), it appears as AF.
fraunclein a 1307 (Du Cange sv. Franchilanus).

The ultimate formation is clearly from med.L.
francus, OF franc Fr!A.nk a.2

, but the process of
formation is somewhat obscure
The suffix is usually supposed to represent the OHG. -line,

-ling This is possible, but the analogy of Chamberlain is

not quite conclusive, as there is no trace of an OHG
*fmnchnc or Lat *franclmgus, nor on the other hand does
L *ca.merldtius appear Possiblyfrancalanus may be f

the adj franedhs

'

having the rights ofa freeman ’, ffrancus
The earliest spelling franccolanns suggests that the word
was in 1200 supposed to be a compound ]

+ 1 A freeman Obs
a 1300 CursorM 5374 First he was here als our tham Bot

now es he for ai franckelain *377 Langl P PI, B xix 39
And J>o hat bicome crysten, by conseille of J>e baptiste, Aren
frankeleynes, fre men c 1440 Promp Parv. 177/1 Franke-
leyne, hbertinus

2

A fieeholder ; m I4-I5th c. the designation of
a class of landowners, of free but not noble birth,

and ranking next below the gentry
[rzoo Rotiili Chartarum 43/1 Unam carrucatam terrae

apud Hameiwich cum villams et franchelano Ibid 82/1
Omnia feuda mihtum et franccolanorum qui tenent de
eodemmonasterio a. 1300 Vit.Har Reg (1885) 34A duobus
ut fertur mediocnbus viris quos francalanos sive agricolas
voccant agmtus] 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 36 Wei may a
symple Francoleyn in mysese hym so bringe Of Intel lond,
wan tier fel such of a kyng c 1330 R Brunne Citron
(1810) 239 No ojjer lorde stoute, ne fraunkeleyn of toun,
Tille holy kirke salle gyue tenement, c 1386 CHAUcrR Pro

l

216 Ful wel biloved and famuher was he With franlceleyns
overal in his cuntid c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 1071
Marchaundes & Franklonz worshipfulle & honorable may
be set semely at a squyers table. 1328 Roy Rede Me (Arb

)

zoo One or two ryche francklyngis Occupyinge a dosen mens
lyvyngis 1590 Spenser F Q. i x 6 Entred in, a spatious
court they see Where them does meete a francklln faire

and free. 1618-20 App in Rushw Hist. Coll (1659) I 17
To make Franckhnes, and rich Farmers, Esquires, to pre-
cede them, would yield your Majesty also a great sum of
money in present. 1655 MourET & Bennet Health's
Improv (1746) 340 The Franklin’s Bread of England is

counted most nourishing 1659 Howell Lexicon, Proverbs
may be called the truest Franklins or Freeholders ofa Coun-
trey 1843 Lytton Last Bar iv v. His dress was that of
a substantial franklin.

+ 3 Applied allusively to : A liberal host. Cf.

Frank a i 2 Obs.

1377-87 Hounsiied Chron II. 31/1 To purchase the name
of a sumptuous frankelen or a good viander 1727 Somer-
ville Officious Messenger 72 No Franklin carving of a
Chine At Christide, ever look'd so fine.

Frankliuian (fnegklrman), a (sb.) [f. the
proper name Franklin + -ian ]
A adj Of or pertaining to Benjamin Franklin

;

also, following Franklin (m politics).

1767 Priestley Hist. Electricity in Franklin's Wks (1887)
II 65 The Frankhnian system 1808J Webster Nat. Phil.

133 The Frankliman Theory 1814 J Q Adams Wks (1856)
X 90 In politics, Rittenhouse was . Frankhnian, democrat,
totally ignorant of the world

B sb. A follower of Franklin ;
a Franklimst.

1794 G Adams Nat Exp Philos IV. xlvi 283 You will
find the ideas of the Franklinians concerning it quite contra-
dictory.

So Frankli nic a [see -10], an epithet applied

to electricity excited by friction
;
Framklinism

[see -ism], frictional electricity ; Fra nklinist
[see -ist], one who follows Franklm in his theory

of electricity

1767 Priestley Hist Electricity m Franklin's Wks (1887)

II 65 The terms Franklimsm, Franklimst occur in almost
every page. 177a Franklin Let Wks 1887 IV 501 All the
rest, who have m any degree acquainted themselves with
electricity, are, as he calls them, Frankhnists 1862 Grove
Corn Phys. Forces (ed 4) 115 What is called Franklimc
electricity 1883 E C Mann Psychol Med 556 (Cent) It has
also been called ‘ frictional ’ electricity or Franklimsm

Franklinite (frse’gklinsit) Mm. [f Frank-
Itn

, New Jersey, Where it is found + -ite ] A
compound of oxides of iron, manganese, and zinc,

found m brilliant black crystals
1820 Amer Jrnl Sc II 333 The black zinciferous

mineral, the Franklinite. 1862 Dana Man Geol. 84 Frank-
hmte, an iron-zinc ore

Franklinize (free qklinsiz), v [f. the proper

name Franklm (after Benjamin Franklin) + -IZE.]

trans To operate on by Franklin’s methods
Hence Fra nklinized ppl. a. Also Fra nklini-

zation
(
Medf ), the therapeutic application of

‘Franklimc’ or frictional electricity.

1804 J. Larwood No Gun Boats 27 The Treaty between
la-Fayetted France and Frankhnised America x8. , Med.
News L 509 (Cent.) Another method that may be applied

during the day is general franklinization.

VOL. IV.
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Frankly (fraegkli), adv. [f Frank a.2 + -LY2.]
In a frank manner.

+ 1. Freely, unrestrictedly, without restraint or
constraint Obs.
XS4* Act 33 Hen VIII, c 23 All other lawfull thrages to

do as liberally, frankehe, lawfully as if they had been
naturally borne within this realme 1347 City of London
Jrnls 317m Vicary's Anat (1888) App 111 132 [To] excer-
cyse the seyd office Franklye & frelye 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 544 The Sap cannot get up, to spread so frankly, as it
should do
2 . f a. In liberal or abundant measure, bounti-

fully, lavishly {obs ). b. In a liberal spirit, gener-
ously

; unconditionally, unreservedly.
1346 Bale Eng Votartes 11 (1550) 102 The cattell . was
frankely fed 1381 J. Bell Haddon's Anew Osoi 402

They would procure the people to deale their almes some-
what more franckiy 1383 Stanyhurst JEneis 11 (Arb ) 48Wee pardon franckiye tne villeyn. 1600 Surelet Conntrie
Farme 1 xxui 130 Oxen are not to be fed so frankely and
full in winter. x6oa Rowlands 'Tis Memo when Gossips
•meet (1609) 19 His Crownes vpon them frankly he bestowes
1603 Shaics Meas for M 111 1 106 Were it but my life,
I'de throw it downe As frankely as a pm x6n Bible
Lukev11 42 And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly
forgaue them both. 1647 H More Philos P, Oiacle
61 Ambrosian streams Do frankly flow 1671 True
Non-conf 2, I do here francklie lay aside all wrath and
bitterness 1683 Claverhouse 9 June in Mowbray Morris
Life xu (1889) 142 All the Justices doe their deuty francly
and cheerfully 1848 C Bronte J Eyre xi, The power of
mentmg the kindness so frankly offered 1877 Mrs For-
rester Mignon I so Sir Tristram accepts the invitation as
frankly as it is given

3 Without concealment, disguise, or reserve

;

avowedly, openly, plainly. Occas with ellipsis of
to speak

.

c *340 Fisher's Wks
, Life (E E T S ) p. li, This worthie

Bysnopp was . desired to speake his minde frankly and
freely. 1623 Bacon Ess

,
Suspicion (Arb) 529 The best

Meane is franckiy to communicate them [suspicions] 1734
Chatham Lett Nephew iv 24 Venture to own frankly that
you came to Cambridge to learn what you can 1847
Lytton Lucretia. 27 Frankly, ifyou can like my niece, win
her 1863 W Roberts Urin <$ Renal I>is 1. iv (1885)
185 The deposition of the urates is sufficient evidence that
the urine is frankly acid x88o L Stephen Pope 111 79 It
would be impossible to accept more frankly the theoiy that
lying is wrong when it is found out 1892 M Dods St John
I xvi 248 Frankly open your soul before Him.
4 With freedom of artistic treatment
1831 Ruskin Stones Ven (1874) I. xix 198 Frankly com-

pleting the arch work and cornice of each 1883 A thenxnm
23 May 669/3 Frankly painted, and with muchgood drawing

t Fra-nk-nia:rriage. Law Obs. [a. AF.
franc manage : see Frank «.2 and Marriage.] A
tenure m virtue of which a man and his wife held
lands granted to them by the father or other near
relative of the wife, the estate being“heritable to

the fourth generation of heirs of their bodies, with-

out any service other than fealty

c 1130 Neumnnster Cartnl (Surtees) 117 Concesserunt eis

en fraunkmanage c 1473 Partenay 1500 But you wil I gif
gentilly, sire, of myne With my fair doughter in franke
manage <21647 Habington Slav Worcestersh m Wore.
Hist Soc Pi oc 11 228 Simon his grandfather had the
same in franck manage by the guyft of Henry Holland
X767BLACKSTONE Comm II 1x5 Estates m hberomantagio,
or frankmarriage r86S Rogers Agree <j- Prices. I iv 68
[He] holds a small amount of land in frank-marriage, and
another portion in fee

Frankness (ffre'rjknes) [f Frank a.2 + -ness ]
The quality of being frank.

+ 1. Liberality, bounteousness, generosity. Also,

luxuriance. Obs
1391 Pebcivall Sp Diet

,
Largueza, franknes. 1397

Hooker Eccl Pol v Ixxu § 2 To take downe the franke-

nesse of nature, and to tame the wildnesse of fiesh ivxx
Hearne Collect (Oxf Hist Soc ) III 124, I requested that

you might see it , which, with his usual Frankness, he
readyly granted 1738 Lucca's Mem Pref vi, Whether it

be on account of their Power at Sea, or their Frankness in
spending then Money 1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's
Anecd Patnt. (1786) III 64 He kept a great table, and
often pressed the king for money with, a freedom which his

majesty’s own frankness indulged.

2 . Freedom of address or manner; absence of
disguise, reserve, or suspicion ;

candour, ingenuous-

ness, openness.
x668 Temple Let Sir 0 Bridgman Wks 1731 II. 33 He

would return my Frankness to nim with the same to me
1731 Johnson Rambler No. 174 r 7 To expose the levities

of frankness. x8x6 J Scott Vis Pans (ed 5) 28 The ser-

vants come with an air of frankness to assist him to alight

X840 Arnold Hist Rome II 346 Fabius had experienced

also the noble frankness of Deems’ nature 1858 Froude
Hist Eng. IV xviu 34 The King implored his nephew to

meet his overtures with the frankness with which they were
made. 1873 Helps Ess ,

Secrecy 33 That .happy union of

frankness and reserve comes not by studying rules

b esp in speech : Outspokenness. More fully,

Frankness of speech (in early use = ‘liberty of

__ Q Cnrtius vm 139 All the libertie and
franctenes of speache being taken away 1647 Clarendon
Hist Reb 1 §77The Other declaredwith averyunnecessary

Frankness, ‘ that he would have no Friendship with him ’

1729 T. Cooke Tales, Proposals, etc. 57 What from the

Frankness of your Soul you say The Fool may tattel, and
the Knave betray 1776 Gibbon Decl $F 1. 337 Profound
dissimulation under the disguise of military frankness, 1823

Lamb Elia (i860) 132 She confessed, with her usual frank-

speech. ’).

x*<a Brende

ness, that she had no sort of dislike to his attentions x86o
Tyndall Glac 1. xxiv. 168, I shall offend them by my
frankness in stating this x886Academy 30 Jan. 83/3 Certain
roughnesses and franknesses of expression.
3. Freedom of artistic treatment.
1784 J Barry in Led Paint vi (1848) 221 A great work

in fresco requires spirit, frankness, decision 1849 Ruskin
Sev Lamps v § v 140 Two very distinguishing characters
of vital imitation are, its Frankness and Audacity

Frank-pledge. O.E.Law Obs exc Hist
Forms: 5 fraunoiplegge, 6 frankepledge, 6-8
fran(c) (k)ple(djge, 6- frankpledge [a. AF
franc-plege (Latinized franciplegium'i

,
f. franc

Frank a 2 + plege Pledge
, app a Norman mis-

translation of OE. fnp-borh peace-pledge (see
Frithborh),/^ having been supposed to be con-
nected withfree ]
1 The system by which every member of a tithing
was answerable for the good conduct of, or the
damage done by, any one of the other members.
x6 Act in Stow Sum (1633) 671 You shall inquire ifany

man . abide within your Ward that is not put under frank
pledge 1817 T.J Pettigrew Lettsom II 247 Everyplace
must be a free settlement, where frank-pledge is properly
maintained 1874 Green Short Hist iv § 4 190 The system
of ‘ frank-pledge

', or free engagement of neighbour for
neighbour, was accepted after the Danish wars
transf 1796 Burice Let Noble Ld Wits VIII 50 The

solemn, sworn, constitutional frank-pledge of this nation
1853 Macaulay Hist Eng III. 13 The servants of the
Crown were not, as now, boundm frankpledge for each other

to. View offrankpledge : a court held periodi-

cally for the production of the members of a tithing,

later of a hundred or manor. Cf. Court-leet.
Obs. exc. m formal notices.

[1292 Britton i 1 § 13 En cyteez et en burgs et en fraun
chises, et en touras des viscountes, et en vewe de fraung
plege J X405 Act xi Hen VII, c 29 § 1 Viewe of fraunci-
plegge within the purcynct of the seid Manoir, 1588
Fraunce Lawiers Log 1 xu 52 b, A generall assembly, yet
called the view of Frankepledge or the Leete court <7x630
Risdon Sum Devon § 91 (1810) 88 The town hath a weekly
market, and yearly fairs, with toll and view offrank pledge
1747 Carte Hist Eng I 311 Once a year, (and if necessary
twice) there was held an extraordinary assembly of the hun-
dred, called a view of frankpledge or court leet, x8x8 [see 2]
1864 Notice on Kn kby (Yorks ) Church Door, A Court Leet
or Law Day, with view of Frankpledge will be holden
2 One of the mutually responsible members of

a tithing, etc Occas the tithing or decenary itself.

1502 Arnolds Chron. 93 Francpledge 1323 Fitzherb.
Sum. xi (1539) as True reue, true frank plege 1734 Hume
Hist Eng. I 11 50 These decennaries received the name of
the frank-pledge *763 Blackstone Comm I 114 Entire
vills sir Henry Spelman conjectures to have consisted of ten
freemen, or frank-pledges x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) III
266 The view of frankpledge means the examination or
survey of the frankpledges

+ Fraukpost. Building. Obs. [f Frank a.2
"

+ Post sb ] ? An angle-post m a frame building.

1587 Habrison England h. xii (1877) 1 233 In the .

.

champagne countrie they are inforced for want of stuffe to

use no studs but onhe frankeposts, raisins, beames, pneke-
posts. whereunto they fasten their splints orradels, and then
cast it over with thicke claie

Fra’nk-te nement. Law. [a AFr
;

see

Frank a* and Tenement.] = Freehold So
Pra nk-te nure [see Tenure].
[1292 Britton nr 11 § 2 Brefs de dreit de manage ne

sount mie fraunc tenement ] 1323 Fitzherb. Sum 14 Yet
haue they no franke tenement bycause of the commen
lawe 1392 West ist Pt Symbol § 41 B, An estate of
franktenement, is where a man hath the freehold of land
x6oo Holland Livy xxi xlv (i6og) 4x9 To enjoie to them
and their heires for ever, as freehold in frank tenure 1643
Sir J Spelman Case of Affairs. 6 Yet does not he de-
prive the Lord of his Lordship in the Copy-hold, nor .

.

devest the Fee and Frank-tenement out of the lord

fig 1593 Harvey Supererog Wks. (Grosart) II 229 See,
how the daggletaild rampalion bustleth for the frank-tene-

ment of the dung-hill.

t Frank-tenementary. Sc. Law. Obs.

[See -ary ] One who possesses freehold lands.

1488 Acta Dom Cone 92/1 Quharethrow he Intromett
w‘ Jie saidis landis bot be his grantschir quhxlk wes bot
franktenementare alanerly.

f Frankve-rytie . French Feudal Law. Obs.

[ad. F franche verity lit. ‘ frank truth ’
. see Frank

a 2 and Veuity ] A feudal court at Calais

1328 Sir R Weston in Dillon Calais <$• Pale (1892) 92
Fynes and amercements presentable everyyere at the Court
of Frankverytie. Every household ought to pay to the King
for the Frankverytie vjd.

Frans(e)y, -leal, obs ff. Frenzy, Fbenzioal

Frantic (frse’ntik), a. and sb. Forms : a. 4-5
frentik(e, -tyR(e, 6 pbxentique, 6-7 fren.-,

phrenti(c)k(e. y8 4-6 £rantyk(e, 6-8 fran-

ti(c)k(e, 6 frantyeke, -toque, (6 phrantic), 7-
frantoc. [ME. frentik, frantik, a, OF. frenetique
(mod F.frhi&tique) , ad. late L pkfeneticus deliri-

ous (see Phrenetic), a corruption of Gr. <pptvtTiKos

affected with eppevtris delirium : see Frenzy ]

A. adj.

1. Affected with mental disease, lunatic, insane

;

m later use, violently ox ragmgly mad. Now rare.
a, 136a Langl P. PI. A. xi 6 ‘Wel artou witti’, quod

heo ‘wisdom to telle To fayturs or to fooles that frentik [B.

x. 6 frantyk] ben of Wittes 1
’ 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II 83,

65



FRANTICALLY. 514 FRASS.

I do the wel to wite, frentike X am not 1467 J Paston in

Paston Lett No 569 II 299 As for John Appylby, he is

half frentyk *386 Bright Melanch xt 52, I haue ob-

serued .. in phrenticke persons the strength doubled vpon

them 1644 Diguy Nat Bodies (1645) 1 413, I have scene

some frenticke persons, that [etc ] ...
/3 x3g8 Tkevisa Barth De P, R v x\m (149s) 132 Also

by acorde of musyk seke men and frantyk come ofte to

theyr wytte ayen and helthe of body c 1420 Chron Vilod

387 Frantyke men hadden J>er huue wytte. 134a Boorde
Dyeta-ry xxxvu (1870) 298 Euery man the whiche is madde,

01 lunatycke, or frantycke *664 H Moan Myst Imq
Apol 362 It makes you look like a Company of Frantick

men or Dsemonjacks 183a Mas Jameson Leg, Monast .

Ord 240 His father, believing him frantic, shut him [St

Francis of Assisi] up and bound him in his chamber
ahsol 1787 Cowi-hr Lett, 24 Dec., All the fiantic who

have been restored to their reason

2 Iransf Affected by wild and ungovernable ex-

citement ,
‘ mad’ -with rage, pain, gnef, etc. ’(-Also,

in early use, applied as a term of leproach imputing

extreme folly (cf. the variation in the shades of the

lit. sense 1)
[c 1477 Caxton Jason 56 b. He was so angry that he semed

better frantyk .thenne other wise. a 1347 Surrey AEneid
n. 410 And thus as phrentik to our gates he ran.] 1361 T
Norton Calvin's Inst 1 xm (1634) 36 There be risen up
ceitame phrenticke men os Seivetto and other like 1697
DrydeN Virg Georg ill 420 The furious Mare .is fiantick
with Despaii 1732 Law Serious C v (ed. 2) 73 That they
must be grave and solemn at Church, hut may be silly and
frantick at home 1822 W Irving Braceb Hall xvi 140
Julia, pale, bleeding supported in the aims of her frantic

lover. 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II 204 Miss Jonquil was
perfectly frantic. 1881 * Rita ’ My Lady Coquette xn, His
Aunt and Cousin are frantic with fear

fig 1602 Marston^Iw^ <3- Mel. 1. Wks 1856 1 17 A heart

. Raging more wilde then is tlusfianticke sea 1798 Frere
in Anti-Jacobin vii 24 War with heiself see frantic Gallia
wage 1870 Bryant Iliad I. v. 176 Fiery, fiantic Mars, the
unnatural plague Of man.

3 . fa Of a disease . Attended by frenzy or de-

Imum (obit.) b Pertaining to, characterized by,

or displaying frenzy
;

delirious, wild ; insanely

foolish.

a. 1365 Calthill Atmv Treat, Crosse 32 b, Ye shal see
it proued in plain words, a frentike part to worship Images.
*576 Fleming Pcmopl Epist 267 It is more grievous then

y6 phrentique sicknesse of madnesse 1394 Hooker Eccl
Pol in, vin 144 Esteeming in the phrentique error of their
mindes the greatest madnes m the world to be wisedome

l
3 a *533 Frith Disput Purgat. Prol (1829) 93 The

ignorant people was fallen into that frantic imagination
that [etc ] i§86T B La Pnmnnd, Fi Acad 1 666 There
are (as I take it) two causes intermingled, which breede this

franticke feaver of our France, the one proceeding from the
estate, the other from religion 1589 Cogan Haven Health
ccxlui 264 Strange Agewes arise, raging continuall, burning,
phrantike 1632 Lithcow Trav iv 150 For in a franticke
piety they cause a Smith jto pull forth their eyes. *781
Gibbon Deil fgF III xlvui 47 She displayed a frantic and
impotent rage. 1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks V 142 The
royal captives were slowly moved along, amidst the horrid
yells . and frantick dances of the furies of hell 1814
Southey Roderick 1 81 He threw his hands aloft in frantic

prayer. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. xu 129 His welcome by
the citizens was frantic.

+ 4 quas\-adv Frantically 05s rare
ciSooShaks Sonn cxlvu, Past cuie I am And frantic

mad with evermore unrest a 1632 Brome Queene's Exch
hi i Wks 1873 III 497 ,

1

fear he’s brain-crack'd, lunatick,
and Frantick mad.

5 Comb., as +frantic-headed, + -like adjs
1538 PhaerMneid iv 647 Her golden heare she tare and

frantiklyke with moode opprest, She cried, O Iupiter [etc ]

1640 Bp Hall Episc h, xix igg /Enus saith he was a man
frantick-headed, proud mmded.

sb Onewho is frantic or frenzied; a lunatic,

a delirious patient Obs
cl. c 1380 WvcLiF Serin x. Sel Wks. I 26 Resoun shulde

teche hem bat bei ben worse ban frentikes. 1363 Jfwel
Repl. Harding ufiii) 106 Persons Excommunicate, Infants,
Phrentickes, and Mad Men 1616 B Jonson Devilan Ass
iv. vi, You did neuer heare A Phrentick, so in loue with his
owne fauour I 1605 Woodward Hal Hist. Earth 11 88
The world was little better than a common fold of Phren-
ticks and Bedlams
P *574 J Jones Hat BeginningGrow Things 34 Idiots,

Dolts, Lunatikes, Frantikes, and blockheads i6n Speed
Hist Gt Brit, ix xxui §09 He was esteemed as a frantick,
and sent to the Marshal-See for a Lunaticke foole x66g
Penn Ho Cross Wks. 1782 II g6 Being slighted of them
for a ninny, a fool, a frantick [etc ] 1738 Jortin Erasm
I 192 The combustions raised by these Frantics
Hence

*t* Fra ntic v mlr
,
to move frantically

1635 Quarles Embl v iv (1818) 270 Like to the arctic
needle, that First frantic’s up and down from side to side,
And restless heats his crystal ivory case

Frantically (free ntikali), adv. [f Frantic a.

+ -al + -ly 4
] In a frantic manner

1749 Hurd Horace's Art of Poetry Notes § 123 She
herself says, fiercely indeed, but not frantically 1831
Carlyle Sari Res 11 v, Our philosopher .. was heartily
and even frantically in Love 18S9 R F Burton Centr
Afr. m Jrnl Geog, Soc XXIX, 332 Frantically flourishing
his spear and agitating his bow.

Franticly (frse’ntikli), adv. [f Frantio a. +
-ly 2

] =Frantically
*349 Bale Island's H Year's Gift D lb, Them that so

frantycklye on theiralebenches do prattle 1396EdwardIII

,

in. v, He lion-like Franticly rends and bites the woven toil,

1621 G Sandys Ovids Met. ix. (1626) 190 Hopelesse, her
hated mansion she eschues . And frantickly, her brothers

,
flight persues. 1794 Sullivan View Hat. I, 8 The one is
gloomy and ferociously distracted

,
the other is merrily, but

perhaps not less franticly mad 1828 Scott F M Pnth
xix, She cried thus franticly, to ears which she was taught

to believe were stopped by death 1883 Harper's Mag
Apr 687/2 Everything here was franticly scrubbed

Franticness (free ntiknes) [f as prec +
-ness.] The state or condition of being frantic

a 1320 Skelton Sp. Parrot 411 Of frantycknes and folyssh-

nes, Whyche ys the grett state ? 1383 Golding Calvin on

Dent clxxu 1568 Men bee dnuen with a certaine furie or

frentikenesse *664 Pepys Diary 13 Aug ,
Her kinswoman,

who it seems is sickly even tofrantiqueness sometimes 1718

Entertninei No bi ?6 Fiantichness, and aStait of Passion,

theydeify’d as the Extremity of Courage and Resolution

1878 Mrs HuNGERroRD Molly Bairn (1893) 139 You have all

the franticness to yourself

i Fra'n.tling’, i>bl. sb Obs. nonce-iua Used

to express the noise made by peacocks.

a 1693 Urquiiart Rabelais in. xm 107 The barking of

Curs coniating of Storks, frantling of Peacocks.

Franzy, dial, form of Frenzy.

+ Frap, sb. Obs. rare~ 1
. [echoic: cf. Rap.]

A noise made by knocking In quot atlnb

*383 Stanyhurst /Eneis iv (Arb ) 120 Mightily rapping

Her Brest with thumping frap knocks,

Frap (fraep), v [a OF. frafier (mod.F, frap-

per)
— cx.frapar, It. frappare to stake

,
of obscure

origin, but peril f the Teut rootflap- . see Flat.
It has been conjectured that theONorthumb lgd)frvePgi%a

meant ‘to strike', it renders h e)vercbunttir (which the

glossator may have mistaken for verberantitr ') and accus-

arent. The two ostensible senses are so irreconcilable that

the supposition of a blunder seems justifiable ,
possibly the

ONorthumb. may preserve the Teut root of the Rom word ]

1 a. trans. To strike
;

to beat; also fig Obs

exc. dial mtr To strike (at, on). Obs

a 13 Coer de L, 2513 With myn ax I schal hem frape

a 1330 Syi Degarre 13 lie , frapte his tail with gret mqt
Upon Degarres side c 1400 Dcstr Troy iosrs Kepis you
in couer Tyll the kyng and his company by comyn within

,

ffallys on hym fuersly, frap hym to detne 1366 Painter
Pal. Pleas , Rhom <$ Jid (1375) II. 197 Who heart was
frapped with sutch surpassing woe, as neither tearc nor word
could issue forth. 1383 Stanyhurst Mneis m (Arb ) 88

Aseabelch grountmg on rough rocks rapfulye flappingWas
hard. *727 Bradley Fain Diet s.r. Bread, You may know
that the Oven is hot enough, when flapping a Pole against

the Hearth small Sparks arise 1892 Northumbld. Gloss

,

Frap, to strike, to rap.

b. 13 Coer de L. 4346 The Crystene on hem gan fast to

fiape ? a 1400 Morte Arth 1115 He flapper faste at hys
face Tersely jjer-aftyr 1 1730 Ellis Mod Hush IV 111 63
(E D S ) If [the calf’s tail] do not bleed to your desire, frap

about it with the handle of a knife

2 Naut. To bind tightly. [So also in Fr ]
1^48 Hall Chron., Hen VIII, 22 b, Thei frapped together

xxun greate Hulkes 1378 Bourne Inventions No 14. 10
The caske being layd dose vnto the ballest, and fraped
down close, that it doth not stirre *703 [see Frapt 2

] 1756
Genii Mag XXVI 13Who caused the stern-post and stan-

dard to be frapped together, and both of them to he frapped
to the mizzen-mast. 1769 Falcontr Diet Marine (1780),

Cemtrer, to frap a ship, or pass turns of a cable lound the
middle of the hull of a ship, to support her in a storm 1833
Sir J Ross Harr 2nd Voy hi 32 It seemed possible to frapp
the shrouds and stays m such a way as to secure it from
going overboard 1840 R H Dana Bef. Mast xxv. 82 We
succeeded in smothering it and flapping it [the sail] with
long pieces of sinnet 1857 S Osborn Quedah xu. 151 All

superfluous branches were lopped off, and the whole well

frapped together with cords 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk ,

Frap

,

to secure the falls of a tackle together by means of
spun yarn, rope yarn, or any lashing wound round them.
*879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 714 They could not help m
such technical tasks as flapping the vessel 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed 6) 43 The end is .flapped round all parts

b To brace tree cords of a drum by pulling them
together. 1874 Knight Diet Mech 1. 914

+ Frapaille. Obs, [a OF. frapaille, collect f.

frape : see Frape 1
] A contemptuous name given

to a bodyof people
,
rabble

;
esp, the camp-followers

of an army.
c 1330 R. Brunnt Chron Wace (Rolls) 13319 per frapaille

pat fel nought to be in bataille Vnder an hil he set J>em Jjere

t Fra’part. Obs rare Also in conti acted

form frap [a. OF frapart, i.frapper to strike]

Only in friar frapart [F fritre frappart * s’est dit

d’un moine libertin et debauche ’ (Littr^)]
a 1333 More How Serjeant ivolde lerne to befrere 267 in

Hazl E, P P, III 129 The Frier flap, gate many a swap
1600 0 E Repl to Libel Ep Ded 3 Be they monarkes, or
be they fryer frapartes llnd 1 1 5 A religion built

vpon impious popes, frier fraparts, and massing priests

mouthes.

+ Fra’pe.1 Obs [? a OF frap of same mean-
ing, f. fraper see Frap v.]

1 . A crowd ; a mob, the rabble
c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 323 pe Jind day comgrete

frape, & conged him away a 1400 Pistil! ofSusan 289 pei
be fendes al fe frape. ? a 1400 Morte Arth 2091 This gen-
tille ffyghttez with alle the ffrappe a furlange of waye
c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb.) 3083 Ther cam of nem a grete
frape, Ful like Giauntez thei wer y-shape 1706 E Ward
Hud Redvo I 1 n Let loose the Frape to shew their
Folly 1710 •— Bnt Hud. i 11 This wild Frape, to Mis-
chief flee

2 . ? Tumult, disturbance
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 320 In alle pis mykelle

frape wex a grete distance Of Boniface pe pape, & pe kyng
of France. [1824-28 Craven Gloss , Fraps, noise, tumult 1

Frape 2
, frap. [? f. Frap v. (see quot. 1703) ]

(See quot 1867) Also frape-boat.
1703 Dampier i oy. III. 20 From which girding them with

Ropes, which our Seamen call Fraping, they have theName of Frape-boats 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bh
Irap, a boat tor shipping salt, used at Mayo, one of the
Cape de Verde Islands

t Fra’ple, V Obs. [Cf Frap v and OT.fra-
ptlher to be indignant, muimur.] intr. To dis-
pute, wrangle, bluster.

a 1393 Kli Lrv m Ashm Theatr. Chem (1652) 324 Then
you begin to fraple, Swearing and saying, what a fellow
is this'/ 1609 Holland Amm Marcell xxv111. iv 342
Fraphng one against another pro and contra.

**

Hence + Fra/pling- vhl sb
, + Fra pling ppl a.

Also Fra pier sb arch
,
a blusterer, bully

*599 B Jonson Cynthia's Rev iv. in, Thou art a flapler
and base 1600 0 E Repl to Libel r ii 50 This flaplmg
frier 1600 Holland Livy vin xxui (1609) 297 What
flaplmg is here to no purpose *603— Plutarch's Mor 47
Idomeneus in frappling prompt, What mean’st thou thus to
prate? 1609 Bi* W Barlow Answ Nameless CatA 338
Like a vaine & flaplmg surueyoi, who [etc] 1863 Sala
Capt Dangerous 1 11. 40 Grooms, and porters, and fraplers
and bullies

‘ ‘

II Frappant (frapan), a [Fr.
; f frapper to

strike.] Striking, impressive

1797 Scott Fam Lett. (1804) I 10 Her figure is not very
frappant [1812 H & J Smith Rej Addr x 60 That
ligneous barncado decorated with frappant and Untinnab-
ulant appendages

] 1823 BlacKw. Mag XIV 576 This
is so extraordinarily frappant

,
that the baronet . only

ventured to put it forth once

||Frapp6 (frap*), a. [Fr
;
pa pple offrapper

in sense ol ‘ to ice (drinks) \] Iced, cooled
1848 Longf in Life (1891) II 121 A warm morning;

fiappS at noon with an east wind *870 Lowell Study
Wind., Good Wordfor Winter, The air you drink isfrapp?

t Fra*ppet. Obs. rare— *.

1607 Wilkins Miseries Enforced Marr Hjb, Why my
little frappet you, I heard thy Vnckles talk of thy riches

Frapping (free pig), vbl. sb [f. Frap v. +
-ing 1 ] The action of the vb Frap m various

senses , an instance of this
;
also concr. a lashing

F> appvng turns (see quot 1867)
1804 A Duncan Mariner's Chi on Prcf 8 The opposite

ones are braced together under a bowsprit by a flapping

1839 F A Gun 1 mis Artil Man (1862) 216, 3 takes hold
of the tube at the flapping with both hands 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Woid-bk s v ,

The flapping increases tension

Ibid ,
Flapping turns, m securing the booms at sea the

several turns of the lashings are frapped in preparation for

the succeeding turns. 1882 NARrs Seamanship (ed 6) 184
Pass a hawser round outside the rigging ready for flapping

in a wieck

t Fra*ppish., a Obs. [f Frap v. + -ish
;

cf

snappish. J Fretful, peevish
1631 Celcstma vn 82 Hee is frappish, and I cannot beare

+ Fra*ry, Obs Also 5 fray-, freyry, and see

Friary, [a OR
.
fraine, f> ene, f frere brother]

1 . A brotherhood, fraternity

13 Seynt Katenne in Leg Hath (1840) 196 He hath me
to Ins flan cald That schal be Lot of mi bale c 1430 Lydg
Mm Poems 171 Swiche a frary requynthe Goddis curs.

ri43o Cuckold's Dance 215 in Hazl E P P I 47 We be
all ofFa freyry , I ame your awne brother. ?«*s00 Man-
kind (Brandi) 43/144 pe numbur of j>e demonycall flayry

1503 Will ofT Prenode (Somerset Ho ), I bequeth to seynt

Chadde frary

2 . = Friary.
1536 Chron. Gr Ft tars (Camden) 40 All their qwarters

. was burryd at Pardone church yerde in the frary.

attrib. 1314 Grant in Wright Prov. Diet s v Frary,
My frary dark
Frase, var form of Frais, Frame,
FraBe, obs var Phrase sb and v

Frasier (fr*1 zm) Her. [ad F fraisier straw-

berry-plant, ffraise strawberry ] (See quots

)

2828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Frasier used by Scotch

heralds in the blazon of the coat of Fraser but English

heralds call it a cinquefoil x88<) Elvin Diet Her .Frasier,

Frases or Frase, the same as Cinquefoil ;
sometimes termed

a primrose

II Fra-silah.. Also 6 farazuola, frasoll, 7

frasslee. [mod.Arab. fdrsalah, pi. tXJ\f

farasnlalr, by some scholars thought to be of

Romanic origin • cf Parcel ] A weight varying

from 12 to pounds, used in the East.

*555 Eden Decades 239 The farazuola (which is xxu

poundes and syxe vnees) 1599 Hakluyt Voy II 1 273

Which barre is 20 flasoli, and euery frasoll is 10 manas

1698 Fryer Acc E.Ind P 211 The Weights by which

they are bought, are Baharrs and Frasslees, each Baharr

20 Frasslees, each Frasslee 12 / 1866 Livingstone Last

Jrnls (1873) I ix 228 An old man had once earned five

frasilahb (= 173 lbs ) of ivory

+ Frasfc. Obs. [ad. Fr.frasque, of same mean-

ing ] A trick.

1524 St Papers Hen VIII, VI 328 He shall finde the

same but fraskes, cawtelles, and subtelties 1342 Paget

Ibid IX. 49 We knowe your fraskes wel ynough

Frass (frees), [a. Ger fra sz, f root of fressen

(

=

Fret) to devour] The excrement of larvae,

also, the refuse left behind by boring insects

1854 H F Stainton Entomol Comp (ed 2), The half-

eaten leaves attest but too surely that some devourer is

near These indications of the presence of a larva are

expressed in the German language by the single word
‘ frass and we may, without impropriety, use the same

word for the purpose of expressing the immediate effect ot

the larva's jaws, and the more indirect effect of the excre-

mentitious matter ejected by the larva 1860 E Adams m
Trans Philol. Soc 91 Fiass, the rejectamenta found at tne



FRATCH. FRATRICIDE
entrance of the burrows ofwood boring insects 18 . . Board
of Agnc Leaflet No 30 1 If such apples are split in halves

a passage can be seen leading to the ovaries or pip-centres,

around which theie is usually a mass of 1

frass

'

Frass, obs form of Ferash

Fratch (frsetj), z» Now chiefly dial [? ono-

matopoeic ]

+ 1 mtr To make a harsh or strident noise; to

creak Obs
c 1440 Promp Parv 76/1 Cherkyn, or chorkyn, or fracchyn,

as newe cartys or plowys, stndeo

2 To disagree, quairel, scold.

1714 D’chess Marlborough in Madresfield Lett (1875)
qo, I am intirely of your Mind, that it is not the D of
Marl’s businesse to fratch 1764T BrydgesHomer Travest.

0-191) 11 54While thus they frutch’d, the Greeks were getting

Just finish’d, as the sun was setting 180a R Anderson
Cumberld Ball (1805) 44 But let them fratch on 1863
Mrs Toogood Yorlesh Dial

,

Joseph and his brethren got
together fratching, and they put him in a pit 1868 Holme
Lee B Godfrey xm 72 Mr Godfrey and father can talk
together for hours without fiatching.

Hence Fratched ppl a In quot. transf of a
horse . Restive, vicious ; Fra tching- vbl sb

,
a

scolding
;
Fra tching ppl a (also Fra tcheous,

Fra tchety, Fra tchy adjs ), that scolds, quarrel-

some. Also Fratch. sb
,
a disagreement, quarrel

,

Fra teller, one who quarrels, a scold

<71746 J Collier (T Bobbin) View Lane Dial Wks
(1862) 52 They’d’n some o’ the warst fratclnngst company
as eer I saigh 1764 T Brydges Homer Travest {1797)
II 119 Juno, that fratching quean, pietended Her sense of
smelling was offended 1802 R Anderson Cumberld Ball
(1805) 23, I mun heame Or I’s git a deuce of a fratchin

1803 Ibid 64 He aye crack’d his thoums for a bit of
a fratch 1807 J Stagg Poems 6 Blackan o' Waiton, he
was there An’ fratcheous Gweordy Barns 1847 Halliw ,

Fratcked, restive,vicious, applied to a horse Ibid
,
Fratcher,

a scold , one who brags much North 1854 Dickens
Hard T 11 tv,

1
1 ha’ never had no fratch afore sin evei

I were born wi’ any o’ my like ' 1875 Waugh Tufts Heather
,

,

Old Cronies vn Wks 1881 IV 285 Come, come, lads
, let’s

ha’ no fratchin1
1 1875 Whitby Gloss s v ,

‘ A fiatchy body ’

1879 Miss Jackson Sliropsli Word-bk , FratJiety,
peevish,

irritable

|| Frate (frate) Pl. frati (fratz) [It
;

lit.

* brother ’.] A friar

1722 Richardson Statues in Italy 329 A Fine Madonna
of the Frate (Fra Bartolomeo is always so call’d) 1823
Lady Morgan Salvator Rosa 11 48 The rules of the rigid
Chartreux oblige the prior and procuratore to flagellate all

the frati, or lay brothers 1875 H James R Hudson vm
288 The frate crossed himself, opened his book, and wandered
away 1889Athenxum 27July 125/3 Every quarter had its

child counsellors —all childien, vigilant, eager, irrespon-
sible instruments of the frate [Savonarola]

Frater 1 (fr? tai) Obs exc Hist. Forms 3
freitore, 4 freitur, -our, 4-5 freytour, frature,

4-

6 ftm-, fraytour, (5 freytowre, 6 fratour),

5-

7 frayter, (5-6 f!rai>, fraytre, 6 fratre,

fratter, froyter), 5- frater [a OF fraitur,

short for refreitor, repr med L refectonum Re-
yeotory

] The eating or refreshment room of
a monastery , a refectory
c 1290 S Eng Leg I 286/282 Semt Domenic axede of he

freitore 5wat is Jji dede J>ere c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II,
171 m Pol Songs (Camden) 331 He shal into the freitur and
ben i-mad ful glad c 1420 Chron. Vtlod 995 And after in
to he fiaytre Ji° come he c 1430 Filer LyfManhode iv
xxxn (1869) 193 per was per inne cloystre and dortour,
chirche chapitre and freytour 1483 Caxion Gold Leg 241/2
There cam two yong men ofy * same habite and forme whicne
entnd in toy0 refectory or fraitour 1556 Chron. Gr Friars
(Camden) 34 The church was shott in from raonday unto
thursday, and the servys and masse sayd and songe in the
fratter 1556 Wxthals Diet 64 A fratter or place to eate
meate in, refectonum 1883 Athenxum 24 Feb 255/1 At
Westminster only the frater and the chapel of the infirmary
have been formally dismantled
b attrib. and Comb

, as frater-wall ,
frater-

house = Fratry i

1546 tn W. H. Turner Select Fee Oxford X83 For takyng
downe of the roofof ya fraterhowse of Abynton 1546 Bale
Eng Votaries 1 (1550) 69 b, A loode there was upon the
frayter wall m the monastery 1844 F A Paley Church
Restorers 25 Not less than one hundred brethren dined at
once m this noble fratei house.

Hence f Fraterer, the monk who has charge
of the refectory. Also m fem form and sense.
£*430 Ptlgt Lyf Manhode iv xlv (1869) 197 She that

hath |ie gorgiere is ladi and freytoureere [F. refectunere\
*483 Cath Attgl 141/2 Frayturer, refecioranns

II Frater 1 (fre 1 tar) [L.frate/ brother]

+ 1. A fuar Obs.
1583 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy n xi 46 The sayd

Frater hadde brought with him a great bottle 1639 Ld G
Digby Lett Rehg (1651) 78 As well famished as you
may imagine some good Fraters closet in Spain is with
the works of Calvin, or Luther
+ 2 . Cant (See quote ) Obs
1561 Awdelay Frat Vacab. 4 A Frater goeth wyth a like

Lisence to beg for some Spittlehouse or Hospital 1622
Fletcher Beggar's Bush n i, And these, what name or
title e’er they bear, Frater, or abram-man 1673 R. Head
Canting Acad 77 Fraters are such, who with a Counterfeit
Patent, beg for some Hospital or Spittle-house
3 A brother, comrade Also attrib
1794 Burns Bard’s Epitaph 11, Is there a Bard of rustic

song, Who, noteless, steals the crowds among, O, pass not
by I But, with a frater-feelmg strong, Here, heave a sigh
*8 Blackie Death Columba 38, I am come to bless my
people, Faithful fraters, ere I die.

515

FrSitemSil (frata anal), a [f L frdtem-us
(f. frater brother) + -al Cf. F fratemel j Of
or pertaining to brothers or a brother ; character-
istic of a brother, brotherly
*494 Fabyan Chron v cxvi 90 His vncle Chilperich bare

towarde the sayd Guthranus not very fraternall loue. 1526
Bilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 170 Y e prayer that fraternall
chante or brotherly loue commendeth before god 1656
Cowley Pindar Odes Olympique Ode v, Those kind pious
glories do deface The old Fraternal quarrel of thy Race
173® Glover T^eontdcts i 247 Sorrows, which fraternal love
in vam Hath strove to soothe 1850 Kingsley Alt Locke
xxxix, The great new world—new Church I should have
said ofenfranchised and fraternal labour 1874L Stephen
Hours in Library (1892) II 1 8 More than one modern
writer has expressed a fraternal affection for Addison
Hence Frate rnally adv

,

in a fraternal manner.
x6xx Cotgr

, Fraternellement

,

fraternally, brotherly
1727 in Bailey vol II 1812 Examiner 4 May 284/2 So
fraternaUy gigantick were hts imagination and his intellect
1873 Symonds Grk Poets \n 412 Children of the earth the
Greeks loved all fair and fresh things of the open world
fraternally 1882 Sir R Temple Men 4 Women of My
ijf 11 19 slttlnS Director entreated us to think
kindly, even fraternally, regarding the Natives of India
Pratemalism (frata maliz’m) rare [f prec
+ -ISM ] The state or condition of being fraternal
1893 in J H Barrows Pari Rehg II 1548 Having pro-

claimed our fratemalism from this national housetop

+ Fraterna’lity. Obs rare - 0 [f as prec +
-ity ] (See quot )
vjvj-jP Bailey, Fiatemality, brotherhood, brother!mess,

brotheily Affection

Fra’ternate, v US rare - • [f L frdlem

-

us (see Frate linal) + -ate ] To fraternize
1846 in Worcester (citing Jefferson), and in mod Diets

Fraterna’tioa. US rare -
° [f prec see

-ATION ] Fraternization.
1846 m Worcester (citing jErrERsoN), and tn mod Diets

i Fra’terne, a. Obs. raj e~ l
[a. OF fraterne

,

ad L. frdtem-us, f frater brother ] Fraternal
c 1470 Harding Chron Lxxxvm viu, Austyn prayed .

Of fratei ne loue and due obedience, To helpe hym furth

Fra ternism. US. rare~ 0
[f. L frdtem-us

+ -ism ] Fraternization
1846 in Worcester (citing Jefferson)

, and in mod Diets

Fraternity (frata imti) [a OF fraternity

,

ad L frdternitat-em
,
f frdternus pertaining to

a brother see Fraternal and -ity.]

1 The relation of a brother or of brothers
;
bro-

therhood
*300 Gower Conf II x86 In the virgine, where he [the

godhede] nome Oure fiesshe and verray man become Of
bodely fraternite 1582 Bpntley Mon Matrones 11 22 O
my brother what fraternitie ! O my child what delectation 1

1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 40 If sons, we must be brethren
to the only-begotten but being he came not to do his own
will, but the will of him that sent him, he acknowledgeth
no fraternity but with such as do the same. 1669 Gale
Cri Gentiles 1 1. 11 12 A Phentcian Fable touching the
Fraternitie of al men made out of the Earth
2 The stale or quality of being fraternal or bro-

therly
, brotherliness

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvi. in, Therfor was the round
table founden and the Chyualry hath ben at alle tymes soo
by the fraternyte whiche was there that she mygnt not be
ouercomen. 1598-9 E Fords Partsmus 1 vi (1636) 34
Those Out-lawes continued a greatfraternityamongstthem
i6o5B\con/1<&' Learn 11 To the King §13! here cannot but
be a fraternitie in learning and illumination 1 elating to that
Paternitie which is attributed to God 1793 Burke Conduct
ofMinority § 35 To substitute the principles of fraternity
in the room of that salutary prejudice called our Country
1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII 255 It was a treaty of friend-
ship, fraternity, and alliance 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)

III 106 Equality and fraternity of governors and governed.

+ 3 . A family of brothers Obs. rare,
a 1635 Naunton Fragrn Reg. (Arb ) 23 When there is an

ample fraternity of the bloud Royall, and of the Princes of
the Bloud Ibid. 40 Between these two Families, there
was no great correspondence there was a time when
(both these Fraternities being met at Court) there passed
a challenge between them

4 A body or order of men organized for religious

or devout purposes.
Letters offratei nity letters granted by a convent or an

order to its benefactors entitling those named in them to
a share in the benefits of its prayers and good works
c 1330 R Brunne Chron (18x0) 188 With Q>am] were Jre

templars, & J>ei fraternite. 1362 Langl P PI A vm 179
Thauh thou be founden in fraternite a-mong the foure
ordres c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 12 Jif jiei maken wyues
and o|jer wymmen hure sustris bi Iettns of fraternite 1401
Pol Poems (Rolls) II 29 Why be ye so hardie to grant by
letters of fraternitie to men and women, that they shall

have part and merite of all your good deedes? <11512
Fabyan Will in Chron Pref 5 To the fraternytie of our
Lady and seynt Anne, whn the said church xiid 1653
H Cogan tr, Pinto's Trav xxvii 105 Like unto the fra-

ternity of mercy among the Papists, which onely out of
charity. .do tend those that are sick 1703 Maundrei l
four11 ferns (1732) 70 Each Fraternity have their Altars

and Sanctuary 1788 Priestley Led Hist iv. xxv 193
In each mitred abbey of the order of St Benedict, some
persons of the fraternity were appointed to register the

most considerable events 1851 D Wilson Prek Ann,
(1863) II iv vm 398 The first recluses and monks who
established religious fraternities in Scotland

5 A body of men associated by some tie or

common interest ,
a company, guild

c 1386 Chaucer Prol 364 An Haberdassher and a Car-

penter . clothed m o flveree, Of a solempne and greet

fraternitee 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 4 Eche broker o{>er
suster J»fc ben of he fraternite schal geue somwhat in
maintenance of h’ bretherhede 1433 E E, Wills (1882) 95
The fraternyte of my crafte oi cokes. 1483 Caxton Cato 2,
I William Caxton of the fraternyte and felauship of the
mercerye 1611 Coryat Crudities 13 This dooth the
fraternity of the shoemakers carry in solemne procession
<11674 Clarendon Hist Reb xv §15 Fraternities enter’d
into there for the better carrying on that Plantation 1762H Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Point I xv. 59 Their first
charter in which they are styled Peyntours, was granted in
the 6th of Edward IV, but they had existed as a fraternity
long before 1851 D Wilson Preh Ann, (1863) II iv. vni
442 The ancient fraternity of Free Masons 1870 Yeats
Techn Hist Comm 358 Scarcely a town of importance .

.

in Italy was without its fraternity of goldsmiths
attrib 1671 Evelyn Diary 2 1 Sept , I din’d in the City,

at the fraternity feast in yron mongers Hall
6 A body of men of the same class, occupation,

pursuits, etc

1561 Awdelay {title), The Fratemitye of Vacabondes
1653 Walton Angler 1 5 Auceps Why Sir, I pray, of what
Fraternity are you, that you are so angry with the poor
Otter 1 Ptst I am a Brother of the Angle 1686 N Cox
Gentl Recreat v (ed 3)44 Some ignorant Grooms think
they are able to give Laws to all their Fraternity *7x2
Henley Sped No 396 p 2 The Fraternity of the People
called Quakeis 1793 Buhice Conduct of Minority § 25 The
French fraternity in that town 1838 Murray's Haniibh,N Germany 91 Calais is one of those places where the
fraternity of couriers have a station. 1858 Froude Hist
Eng III xv 26g [Henry] was ardently anxious to resume
his place 111 the fraternity of European sovereigns

Fraternization (frse tamaizF1 Jan) [a F.
fraternisation see Fraternize and -ation ] The
action of fraternizing or uniting as brothers, the state
or condition of fraternity, fraternal association
tjqzlhst mAnu Reg 2 They give the kiss offraterniza-

tion to negroes 1827 Hare Guesses Ser 1 (1873) 31 The
Jacobins, m realizing their system of fraternization, always
contrived to be the elder brothers 1851 L Mariotti Italy
in 1848, 125 Something even approaching to a fraternisa-
tion of the people with the dreaded foreign soldiery
transf 1878 T Hardy Return of Native 1. 1, The ob-

scurity in the air and the obscurity m the land closed
together in a black fraternisation

Fraternize (frse tainniz, fi? 1 ta*-), v [ad F
fiatermser, ad med L frdtemiz-dre, f frdternus,
f frater brother see -ize ]
1 mtr To associate or sympathize with as a

brother or as brothers
, to form a fraternalfriendship

i6xx Cotgr, Fratemiser

,

to fraternize, concurre with,
be lieere vnto, agree as brothers 1807 SirR Wilson ft nL
1 July in Life (1862) II vm 290 Had Alexander not frater-
nized with Buonaparte x8x6 Scott Antiq v. Too little of
a democrat to fraternize with an affiliated society of the soi-
dtsant Friends of the People 1872 Baker Nile Tnbut. viu,
We fraternised upon the spot

2. traits To bring into fraternal association or
sympathy

, to unite as brothers. Now rare,
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1793 Burke Conduct of

Minority § 7 A regular correspondence for fraternizing the
two nations had also been carried on X794 ColeridgeRehgMusings vii, To know ourselves Parts and proportions of one
wondrous whole 1 This fraternizes man 1841 Tait'sMag
VIII 326 Emissaries were soon sent to the West Indies to
fraternize the sable citizens of all the French islands 1856
Mrs BrowningAnr Leigh 2 It might have reconciled and
fraternised my soul With the new order

Hence Fra texuized ppl a
,
Fra teraizwg1 vbl

sb and ppl a. Also Fraterxuzer, one who or
that which fraternizes

*793 'Brtal of Fyshe Palmer 46 Had these fraternizing
principles been only heard in France, we might have cared
the less 1795 Burke Regie. Peace iv Wks IX. 74, I join
issue with the Fraternizers, and positively deny the fact
x8ij Ann. Reg 27 All societies wnich extended themselves
by fraternized branches 1837 De Quincey in Tait's Mag
IV. 72 All Whigs .all, indeed, fraterlusers with French
republicanism 1858 Hogg Life ofShelley II 463 The love
of equality, of levelling, and fraternising i860 O W
Holmes Prof Breakf-t 11, The grand equalizer and fra-
ternizer is [wine] 1880 H James Portr Lady v, A gentle

old man, who. combined consummate shrewdness with
a sort of fraternising good humour
+ Fratra’tion. Obs, rare - 1 [agent-n f L,

fratrare expressive of the swelling of the breasts

of boys at puberty, f frdtr-, frater bi other.]
1666 J Smith Ponrtract of Old Age 117 Inflation, and

Turgescency of the Seminary vessels both preparatory, and
ejaculatory , commonly called Fratration

Fratriage (fr^i triiedg). Law Also fratrage.
[ad. med L. frdtnag-ium,

f L frdtrlf)- brother •

see -age ] (See quote )
1750-6 Bailey (folio), Fratrage, the paitition among

brothers or coheirs, coming to the same inheritance or
succession , also that part of the inheritance that comes to
the youngest brothers 1848 WhartonLawLex , Fratriage,
a youngei brother’s inheritance.

Fra’trici:dal, a [f next + -At.] That kills

or has killed his brother ; concerned with the
slaughter of a brother or of brothers
1804 Ld Teignmouth Mem Sir W fones (1806) 202 A

fratricidal war between the learned *809 Campbell Ger-
trude Wyom vi, Amidst the strife of fratricidal foes 1850
Blackie AEsckylus II 202 AH gashed and gored, by fratri-

cidal Wounds they die 1865 Kingsley Hereto ix, Such
a method would give rise to fratricidal civil wars

Fratricide 1 (fr<?
1-tris9id, frss tn-) [a F fra-

tricide, ad. L fratricida, f fraterbrother + -didere :

see -QJDE i ] One who kills his (or her) brothei.
c 1450 Mirour Sulnctciaun 3955 Absolon his awenbrothere

sleere. ffor he a ffratncide is calde. a 1685 Bp. Womock in

65-3



FRATRICIDE. 516 FRAUDULENT.

Southey Comm -PI Bk Ser ir (1849) 193 For his [Calvin s]

bitter speeches Bucer gave him the title of a fratricide

1779 Franklin WLs (1889) VI 289 If you will enable the

king to reward those fratncides, you will establish a pre-

cedent 1821 Byron Cam in i, Hence, fratricide 1 hence-

forth that word is Cain

Fratricide 2 (fi# trisaid, free tn-'l. [a F fra-

tricide, ad. L fratncid-ium,
f. frdter brother +

-entire . see -cidis 2.] The action of killing one’s

brother. (In Law also the killing of one’s sister )

1568 GRAnroN Chron 3 For the which rratucide or brother

murthenng, he [Cain] was by the sentence of Almighty
God publyshed for a vagabond. 1687 Boyle Martyrd
Theodora u (1703) 25 Fratricide be justly listed among the

blackest crimes 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. [1721)

134 The Fratricide . is said to have been committed in this

place 1850 Meuivale Rom Emp (1865) II xm. 425 The
stain of fratricide could never be entuely wiped away

t Fra*truel. Obs rare~ 1
. [ad L.frairuel-is,

f.frdter brother.] (See qnot

)

1656 Blount Glossogr
,
Fratruels . brothers children,

cousin Germans.

Fratry \ fratery (fr^'tn, fre 1 ten). Also 9
firntory [app. f. Feateb 1 + -y ]

<= FbatEli 1
.

*53® Leland Itin III. no This John Chmok buildid the

Cloyster, the Dormitor, the Frateiy *572 R- H tr

Lauaterus' Ghostes (1596) 31 The scroll at the last they
found in the fratry xoxx Cotgr

,
RefectonSr

,

a Refectuarie,

or Fratne* the roome wherein Friers eat together 1883

NorfolkDirectory 486 The [Grammar] School was originally

kept in the fratory of the Blackfriars

attnb 1708 MoTTruv Rabelais v v (1737) 18 He led us

into a Refectuary, or Fratne room.

b By some modern writers applied (through

etymological association with Fbatby 2) as the

name of a room m monastic establishments sup-

posed to have served as the common-room of the
* brethien ’

; also to the chaptei-house.
1786 W Gilpin Lakes CumberId (1808) II. ax 95 The

fratry, as it is called, or chapter-house in the abbey 1874
E Sharpe At chit. Cistercians x8 The Fratry, the ordinary
dny-room of the monks.

Fra'try2
. Obs. exc. Hist [ad med ‘L.fratna,

fratreia, i.frdter brother ,
app. the word was mixed

with the adoption of Gr. epparpeia, f. cppdrajp guild-

brothei. Cf. Fbiaby.] a A fiatcrnity, brother-

hood. b. A convent of friars, friary.

153a Tindale Exp. Matt vi. 16-18 The hypocrisye of the
fratrye wher they eate but inuisible flesh. <11571 Jewel
On These. (16x1) 114 He selleth the mercies of God, the
blood of the martyrs the merits of his fratries 1581
Hanmeu Ansm. Jesuit's Challenge 6 a, Here the mente
Cell of orders, Munkry, fratry, and societies is established.

1887 Boase Hist. Ox-find 68 Agnellus of Pisa .. built a
school in the Fratry of Oxford.

II Frau (fiau). [Ger.] A married woman, wife.
<11x8x3 A. Wilson Foresters Poet Wks (1846) 2x4 Each

rugged task his hardy fiau partakes. 18x8 Blackm Mag
III 532 Some half a score of Fraus sat round a table 1880
Webb Goethe's Faust 11, vi, You have left the kettle and
scorched the frau

Frau, var form of Fnow.
Fraud (fig<l),.r<J Forms: 4-6 fraude, frawd( e,

4- fraud, [a. OF fraude, ad L faude-m (fraud)
deceit, injury.]

1 . The quality or disposition of being deceitful

;

faithlessness, insmeenty. Now 1 ate
la 1400 Morte Arih 3919 Alle for falsede, and frawde

C1430 LydG. Min, Poems 162 Fie doubilnesse, fraud, and
collusioun 1508 Dunbar Twa mamt women 253,

1

semyt
sober, and sueit, et sempill without fraud, 1599 Shaks
Much Ado 11 111. 74 The fraud of men was euer so
1672 Marvell Corr. Wks 1872-5 II 408, I do not believe
there is anyfraud in him 1718 Hickes Se Nelson J Kettle-
well 11. xxvi. 128 A Person of Simplicity without Fraud
1827 Macaulay Machiav. Ess. (1854) 36 Vices which are
the natural defence of weakness, fraud and hypocrisy
personified, 1606 Dekker Sev Stnnesu (Arb )2i Frawd

(with two faces) is his Daughter 1790 Burke Ft Rev
Wks V 88The discredited paper securities of impoverished
fraud, and beggared rapine

2 . Criminal deception ; the using of false repre-

sentations to obtain an unjust advantage or to injure

the rights or mteiests of another.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron (x8ro) 128 In alle manere cause

he sought \>e right in skille, To gile no to fraude wild he
neuer tille 138a Wyclif Mark x 19 Do no fraude, wor-
schipe thi fadir and modir. 1570 B Googe Pop Kingd 1.

(1880) j But safely keepes that he hath long, with frawde
and lying got 1667 Milton P L i 646 To work In close
design, by fraud or guile, What force effected not, 1726-7
Swift Gulliver 1 vi 67 They look upon fraud as a greater
crime than theft 1829 Lytton Devereux iu. iii, Fraud has
been practised.

b. in Law. In fraud of to the fraud of-, so as

to defraud
; also, to the detriment or hindrance of

[1278 Stat Gloue 6 Edw, I, c. ix Ou par collusiun ou par
fraude pur fere le termer perdre sun terme 1292 Britton
1 11 § 11 Ne nule manere de fraude] 1590 Swinburne
Testaments 131 The condition is reiected, as being made in

fraude of manage. 1596 Spenser State Irel 'Wes (Globe)
622/2 The same Statutes are often .wrested to the fraud
of the subject 1845 Stephen Comm Laws Eng (1874I II.
268 And shall not have deposited or invested m fraud of his
creditors 1848 Wharton Law Lex

,
Fraud, all deceitful

practices in defrauding or endeavouring to defraud another
of his known right, by means of some artful device, contrary
to the plain rule of common honesty,
3 . An act or instance of deception, an artifice by
which the nght or interest of another is injured, a
dishonest tnck or stratagem.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 1 pr, iv, 9 (Camb MS ) The mstice

Regal hadde whilom denied hem bothe to gon into evil for

hu trtcheryes and fraudes c 1440 York Myst xxxui. 131

If 30 Feyne slike frawdis 1526 Pilgr Perf (W. deW 1531)

10 b, Moo than a thousande waj es he hath by his craftly

fraudes to deceyue man x6gx H Attic,Lit 1 e Vtrims 3x7 1 he

Pharisees made great shews of Piety, to cover then Frauds

and Rapines 1751 Johnson Rambler No 12C f 4 Declaim-

ing against the frauds of any employment 1836 J. Gilbert

Chr Atoncm 111 (1852) 72 The fraud of imputing guilt to a
known innocent being 1852 Miss Yongi Cameos II. xyix.

3x2 Most of the Dauphin's followers gloried in their suc-

cessful fraud and murder,

b. in Law. Statute of Frauds : the statute 29

Chas. II, c 3, by which written memoranda were

in many cases required to give validity to a con-

tract.

1678 Art eo Chas II, c 3 title, An Act for Prevention of

Fiauds and Pcijuries. 1765 Blackstone Comm 1. 362 The
frauds, naturally consequent upon this pi ovision produced
[etc ] 18*7 J arman Powell’s Devises II. 29 Which pre-

vents the statute of Frauds from being a bar 1858 Ld
St Leonards Hattdy-bk Prop Law vu 38 An instance of

what is deemed a sufficient fraud to enable equity to relieve.

0 Pious fraud-, a deception practised for the

furtherance of what is considered a good object;

esp. for the advancement of religion.

U563-87 Foxe A <$• M (1684) III. 898 Their accustomed

lies, which they term Fraudes pieuses, pious beguihngs]

1678 Cudworth Intell, Sysi 319'iheie is too much cause

to suspect that there have been some Pious I* rauds practised

upon these Trismegistick Writings 17x2 Addison Spirt

No. 419 Y 5 Pious Frauds were made use of to amuse Man-
kind. 1855 Milman Lai Chr (1864I II in vn 143 The
pious fraud of a nurse who had substituted her own child

for the youngest of the Emperor
trausj 1868 Loivo l Wtllows xxi, May is a pious fraud

of the almanac, A ghastly parody of real Spring.

4

.

A method or means of defrauding or deceiv-

ing , a fraudulent contrivance ;
in mod colloq. use,

a spurious or deceptive thing
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot 35 They had an happy fraud

agauist excessive lamentation, by a common opinion that

deep sorrows disturbed their ghosts 1697 Drydln Vtrg
Georg iv 575 SuTprue him first, and with hard Fetters bind

,

Then all his Frauds will vanish into Wind 1725 Pope
Odyss iv. 597 New from the corse, the scaly frauds diffuse

Unsavoury stench of oil. 1782 Cowplr Fiogr Eir. vj Not
all . Can Discern the fraud beneath the specious lure

x88o McCarthy Own Times III 5 Many persons persisted

in believing that Ins supposed suicide was but another fraud

1890 L B Wai ford MischiefofMonica 1, The whole place

is a fraud we can't live in a villa.

b, colloq of a person . One who is not what lie

appears to be
;
an impostor, a humbug; spec. U.S.

(see quot. 1895).
1850 Dickfns Reprinted Pieces (x866) 720 The begging-

letter writer is one of the most shameless frauds and imposi-

tions of this time 1885 F B Van Voorst Without a Com-
pass 12, I had Called him an old fraud X895 Standard
Dnt, Fraud specifically a peison, firm, or corporation

declared by the Postmaster-general to be engaged in

obtaining money by means of false or fraudulent pietenses,

[etc ] and theiefoie debaued from obtaining payment of

money orders or the dehveiy of registered letters

*|* 5 . By Milton used m passive sense (as L.

fraus) • State of being defrauded or deluded
1667 Milton P L, ix, 643 So glister’d the dire Snake, and

into fraud Led Eve 1671 — PR. \ 373 To all his Angels
he proposed To draw the proud king Ahab mto fraud, That
he might fall in Ramoth
6 Comb

,
as

*f*
fraud-doing vbl sb. ; +fraud-

wanting adj.

7382 Wyclif Dan. xi, 21 He shal weelde the rewme in

fraude doynge x6oo Nashe Summer's Last Will F 4
Fraud-wanting honestie

t Fraud, v Obs. [ad. L fraudare, f fraud-

.

see Fbaud sb ]

1 trans To defraud, cheat, or deceive (a person).
i55t T Wilson Logikc (1580) 16 Muche deceipt used to

fraude one an other, 158X Marbeck Bk ofNotes 231 That
Christen folkes should not be frauded of the holie Sacra-

ment 1623 Cockeram n, To Deceive, Defeate ,. Fraude,
Defraude,

2 To withhold (something) fraudulently,

1382 Wyclif Jos. v 4 The hijre of goure werkmen, that

repiden 3oure cuntrees, that is fraudid of sou 1502 Ord
Crysten Mca(W deW, 1506) iv xxi 231 If he hath frauded
Sc retayned taxes.

3 . To obtain (something) by fraud

1573 Tusser Hush, lxii (1878; 140 111 husbandne waies has
to fraud what he can.

Hence f Fraxrding vbl. sb Also + rratrder,
a defrauder.
c 1400 Apol. Loll 54 Fraudars, misdoars, sortylogers,

spousbrekars, 25x5 Barclay Egloges 111 (1570) Ciij/2 Their
aayly murther and forsing of women, Fraudmg of virgins,

pilling of simple men.

tFrauda'tion. Obs.~° [ad. L frauddtion-em,
n, of action f. fraudare : see piec ]

*A deceiving

or beguiling
5
(Blount Glossogr 1656)

+ Frau’delous, a. Obs. [ad F.frauduleux,
-se.'] = Fraudulent.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 3x3 b/x This is but temptacion of

the deuylle and fraud elous deceyte 1489— Faytes of A
iv 1 230 The frawdylouse deceyuer 1491 — Vitas Patr
1.

1

(1405) xox b/a He shall be presented and kepte flora alle

frawdelous decepcyons
Hence Trail*delously adv.
1481 Caxton Godfrey xcvu (1893) 148 heading,

How the
vntrew greek latyns departed fraudelously fro the hoost.

Fraudful (frg-dful), a. [f Fbaud sb. + -ful.]
Full offiaud, fraudulent, treacherous.
C1400 Apol Loll 112 pus he is a pef & fraudful reuar

CX450 Hlnuyson Fable Dog, Schetp <5- Wolfs Ane fraudful!
Wolf was juge that time 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv 30
To pass out of this frawdfull fary 1602 Warner A lb Eng
x ivii. (1612) 251 By forced Warre 01 fraudfull peace 1697
DRYDrN Vug Past vi 30 By the fraudful God deluded
long, They now resolve to have then promis’d Song 1725
Povl Odysi iv 393 The fraudful horse CX750 Shenstone
Elegies xs.ni 21 The fiaudful maid To these lone hills

directs his devious way 1860 T Martin Horace 183
Fiaudful Cartilage expiring in flame

Hence Frau dfully adv , in a fraudful manner.
c 1375 Sc. Leg Samis, Uaptista 497 Til fraudfully scho

geit pe kmge . assemble hale his bame C1470 Henry
Wallace xi 1056 The ay th he maid, Wallace com m his

will ,
Rycht frawdfully all thus sdiawyt him till c x6xo

Sir J Mllvil Mem. (173s) 408 The Chancellor had left

out the Rents of the Abbay of Dunfermline fraudfully

1876 Ruskin Fors Clams VII lxxm 5 In fraudfully writing
for the concealment of Fraud

tFrauditor. Obs iaie. [badly f. Fbaud®
,

after a editor

^

etc] A defraude!
,
cheat.

X553 T W11 son Rhct. (1580) 204 You have so many
Frauditours and so many Deceivers to get up your money,
that thei get all to themselves

Fraudless (ii§ dies), a. Now ra> e. [f Fbaud
sb. + -less ] Free from fraud
1580 H. Gn 1 ord Gilloflouters (1875) 103 ,

1

which saw such
perfect shewes Of fraudlesse faytli m you appeare 1635 J
Hayward tr, Biondis Banish'd Virg 64 With a sincere and
fraudlesse intention 1652 Blnlowls ’llnoph xii xu,
I Forgetting, and forgotten, run to fraudlesse swains

Hence Prau dlessly adv
,
Prau dlessness.

1848 m Craig , and in mod Diets

f iPrau'dsman, mnee-wd [f Fbaud sb. +
Man ;

cf. tradesman ] A cheat, a rogue.

X615 T. Adams White DcviU 38 You shall not easily dis-

cerne between a tradesman and a fraudesman

Fraudulen.ee (frg dltflens). [a. OF. fraudu-

lencc
,

f. fraudulent • see Fraudulent and -enoe ]

The quality or fact of being fraudulent
16x0 Huai 1 y St, Aug. Citte of God 801 Either by his

violence or his fraudtilcncc a 17x6 South Sc rut (1737) V
vm 3 jo 1 1 was w ithout any fraudulence or injustice on their

pait x8i2 G. Ciialmi its Dom F.con Gt But 229 Those
who saw great imprudence, in many, and a little fraudu-

lence, in some 1891 Law ’Times XC 464/2 The Customs
entry should beheld to be sufficient to pros e the fraudulence

of the trademark

Fraudulency (fr§ ditflcnsi) ? Obs. [f. next

:

see -ency ] = prec , also an instance of this

1630 Lord Banians 86 The merchants grew full of fraudu-

lency m their dealings. 1659 W. Brough Manual p xv, To
piev ent all further fiaudultncies, He thinks fit to have his

Name affixed to it 1700 S Slwall Diary 18 Apr (1879)

II it, I press’d that Capt Checkley should give Daniel

a Deed ,
that so this Fraudulency might not remain to be

seen 1792-7 Geddls Cnt Rem E.xod.x 11 2 {R Suppl

)

1 he Egyptians were guilty of inexcusable fraudulency

nonce use 1857 Sat Rev III 272ft His Fraudulency
Mr Redpath was visited by the Turnkey this morning

Fraudulent (frg ditflcnt), a. Also 5-6 -elent

[a. OF.fraudulent, ad. L fraudulent-us,
f fraud- •

see 1* BAUD sb and -ULENT ]

1 Guilty of or addicted to fraud ;
that wrongs

another person by false representations ,
cheating,

deceitful, dishonest.

c 1430 Lydg Mm. Poems 197 Dispoosid ofkynde for to be

fraudulent X474 Caxton Clu sse 96 He that had be a theef

fraudelent was maad afterward a trewe procurour 1509 Bar-

clay Shyp ofFolys (1874) II. 91 Agayne is the seruaunt fals

and fraudelent a 1631 Donnl ia Select (1840)204 Is God
so likely to concur with the fraudulent, the deceitful man,

as with the laborious, and religious? 1796 Bp. Watson
Apol Bible 304 Productions which were imposed on the

world by fraudulent men as the wntmgs of the holy apostles

1833 Ht Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1 vm, Fraudulent

or careless issuers of convertible paper 1858 Ld St

Leonards Handy-bk. Prop Law xxi 163 Parliament has

made fraudulent trustees answerable criminally for their acts.

*t* "b. Of an animal . Crafty, deceitful Obs

x6o8 Topsell Serpents (1658) 676 A Chamseleon is a

fraudulent, ravening and gluttonous Beast

2 Characterized by, or of the nature of, fraud

;

serving the purpose of, or accomplished by means

of, fraud.
14x2-20 Lydg. Chron. Troyi. 111, He nought aduertith the

menyng fraudulent c 1450 Miroitr Saluacioun 2923 Abner

of Joab was slayne be fraudulent dissymuiling 1529 More
Supplic Soulys Wks 328/2 Their entent is fraudulent and

false 1571 A ct 13 Elis, c 5 Such guylefull covenous or frau-

dulent Devyses and Piactyses 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud

Ep 1 iv, 15 Fraudulent deductions, or inconsequent illations.

1771 Jnnues Lett Ix. 262, I cannot commend him for

making patriotism a trade, and a fraudulent trade 1833

J. Holland Mannf Metal II. 288 The detection of a-

fraudulent balance 1891 Law Times XC 460/2 Induced

by a fraudulent prospectus to make contracts whereby he

was damnified 1893 Sir J W Chitty in Law Times

Rep LXVIII 429/1 The case set up is one of fraudulent

misrepresentation

*j* 3. Path (After fraudulentus in the L. transl

of Avicenna). Deceptive. Obs
1541 R Copland Guydon's Quest. Chimrg Tj, The

woundes are somtyme composed with vnnatural mater

somtyme vyrulent <$• fraudelent venymous fylthynes icwn

vlcenbus sordtdis putrefactis <$ frandulentis

]

i5«* J-

Read Compend Method xox This auaxleth . to all can-

crouse and fiadulent [«t] vlceis of the legges, 16x5 Crooke

Body ofMan 30 These are ipevSairveu/jcocra, Bastard, or as

Auicen termeth them Fraudulent spirits.



FRAUDULENTLY FRAY.

f 4 used as sb. A fraudulent bankrupt. Obs.

1796 Mod Gulliver’s Trav. 151 A scene where fraudulents
may learn to thrive

Frau dulently, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
] In

a fraudulent manner, by fraud, with intent to de-

fraud or deceive, dishonestly, wrongfully.

1474 Caxton Chesse 120 Dyuerce offycers accuse the good
peple fraudulently 1523 Lo. Berners Froiss I ccxxxv
330 The kyng my husbande is taken fraudelently 1631
Gouge God’s Arrows n vn 142 What is violently or
fraudulently gotten wilbe lavishly spent. 1786 BuRi-cr IV
Hastings hi li §g The correspondence concerning which
the said Hastings hath fraudulently suppressed 1838 Ld
St Leonards Handy bk Prop Law v 27 The statement
must be made fraudulently, that is, with an intention to
deceive. 1887 Tunes 26 Aug. 8/6 Deserters and fraudu-
lently enlisted men who have received .a free pardon

Fraudulentness (fr§ dwSSlSatnes) rare. [f.

as prec + -ness ] The quality of being fraudulent.

17*7 in Bailey vol. II

Fraught (fnjjt), sb Obs. exc Sc. Forms.
(? 4 frauli[t]), 4-5 fraugte, Sc frawob.t, 5-6 Sc.

fraucht, (5, 7 fraght), 5- fraught [prob a.

MDu or MLG vracht (also vrechi : see Freight1

sb

)

freight, cargo, charge for transport
; commonly

identified with OHG fr&ht str. fern., earnings
OTeut. *fra-aihti-z, f. *fra-, For- pref^ + *aihtt-

(=OE. kht acquisition, property • see Aught), f

root aig- : see Owe, Own
The irregular vocalism oftheDu word is supposed to point

to adoption from Frisian From Du or Fris the word has
passed into all Teut langs , Ger fracht, Da. fragt, Sw
frdkt ,

the parallel form vrecht has given rise to the Rom.
forms see Freight ]

f I. The hire of a boat for the transportation of
a freight or cargo, the money paid for this , the
carnage or transportation of goods, usually by
water: = Freight sb. 1 . Obs.
ri375 Sc. Leg-. Saints, Egipciane 482 Sad he* '3a, gyf
on has macht to pay J>ame |u schip fraucht

1

‘frawcht haf
nane, bruthyr der ’ c 1440 Gesta Rom xxiv go (Harl

MS ) My fader had not to pay to the maister of the ship
for the fraught 1443 m Willis and Clark Cambridge (1886)
I 388 Forfraught of lij tonne fro London vn to the College
at xvj d. the tonne. 1535 Stewart Cron Scot III. 343
In mid water at thame he askit fraucht 1560 Holland
Crt. Venus u, 684, I knew not gif he payit fraucht or fie

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm xxu. § 1 (1669) 311/1 This is as
if the Manners should fill the ship, and leave no stowage
for his goods that pays the fraught 1662 Ann Keith m J
Russell Haigs (1881) 472 For his fraght be sea, 10s

fig 1637 Rutherford Lett (1862) I 215 Our souls are
safe over the frith, Christ having paid the fraught
Proverb 1721 Kelly Scot Prov 318 ‘ Tarry Breeks pays

no fraught ,
’ People of a Trade assist one another

mutually

+ 2 . The cargo or lading of a ship = Freight
sb. 2, Obs.
[c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 74 Sir Adraoth Jjei slouh,
& alle J>at bei mot hent Whan J>ei had frauh [? read frauhtj
inouh, ageyn tille Ireland went ] a 1400 Sir Beues 507
(MS E) Marchaundes Jiai fonde wondyr fale And soldehym
for mechel fraujte [MS A. aujte] c 1400 Destr Troy 5384
pan fild pai with fraght all pere fuerse shippes. c 1470
Harding Chron. cm vm, He had not to his fraught, But
fewe persones . vnslayne c 159a Marlowe Jew ofMalta
1 1, Bid the merchants and my men despatch, And come
ashore, and see the fraught discharg’d 1624 Caft Smith
Virginia III. iv 34 The fraught of this Ship being concluded
to be Cedar shewas quicklyreladed. 1685 Dryden Thren.
August xui. The Bark .Charg’d with thy Self and James,
a doubly Royal fraught.

fig c 1430 Hymns Virg. 76 Ful of synne is my secke , To
pe preest y wole schewe pat frauate, mi schip is chargid 1642
Milton Apol, Smect {1851) 266 To reade good Authors till

the afternoone be weary, or memory have his full fraught
*671 — Samson 1075 His habit cames peace, his brow
defiance. His fraught we soon shall know, he now arrives

3 transf. A burden, load ; also fig Afraught
of water'.

(two pailfuls’ (Jam ). Obs exc.Sc.
e 1450 Cov Myst (Shaks Soc ) 137 As me semyth as be

here fraught, 1
ffayr chylde, lullay

5 sone must she syng.
*398 Florio, Soma a fraught or charge that a beast doth
cane. *614 C Brooke Ghost Rich III

,
xn, Shee long'd

to see, Her burth’nous fraught, at last she brought forth me
1640 G. Sandys Christ’s Passion iv 343 The Crosses now
discharged of their fraught, The People fled. 1773 J. Ross
Fratricide (MS ) 11 313 Having disburden'd of its fraught
his breast. *775 Pratt Liberal Opin (1783) I. 41 All load
this bosom with a fraught, so sore, scarce can I cater for the
daily food a*8xo Tannahill Coggie Poems (1846) 141
Then, 0 revere the coggie, sirs 1 It warsels care, it fights
life's fraughts *891 Barrie Little Minister III. 21 To
cany a fraught of water to the manse,

4. Comb., as fraught money
; fraught-free adj

1570 Levins Manip

.

10/34 Fraught money, naulum. 1637
Rutherford Let 17 Sept (1891) 316 To blow our poor
tossed bark over the water fraught-free.

Fraught (fret), v. Obs. exc in pa. pple. • see

next. Forms : 5 fraght, 5-7 Sc. frauoht, 6-
fraught. Pa t. and pa. pple. 6-7 fraught,
fraughted. [f, prec. sb. ; cf. MDu. vrachten

,

Ger. frachten, Da. fragte, Sw.frakta.]
+ 1. trans To load (a ship) with cargo: =
Freight v. i, Obs
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) v. 13 J>ai wende gladly to Cipre

to fraght per schippes with salt. *577-87 Holinshed Chron.
I 30/1 Cesar was constreined to fraught those [ships] that
he could get with a greater burden. 1633 T Stafford Pac.
Hib ii, u. (x8xo) 232 Hee provided a Barke, which hee
fraught with Hides. *670 R Coke Disc. Trade 30 Ifwe.

.

517

Fraught any Strangers Ship for any of the Trades, it is

forfeit with all her Goods
f b transf andfig Obs

x6xx Shaks Cymb 1 1 126 If after this command thou
fraught the Court With thy vnworthinesse, thou dyest
161a Selden Drayton's Polyolb v 263 note, His wife had
fraughted her selfe with a yong one 1637 Suckling
Aglaura 1 1, I have so fraught this Barke with hope, that
it Dare venture now m any storme or weather

f c. To hue (a vessel) for the carriage of goods
or passengers. .Sir. Obs
*488 Sc Acts fas IV (18x4) II 209/1 And pat name of

ouie souerane lordis liegis tak schippis to fraucht vnder
colour to defraud oure souerane lord 1568 Satir. Poems
Reform xlvi. 62 Scho [my pynnege] will ressaif na landwart
Jok, Thocht he wald frawcht hir for a croun.

+ 2 To carry or convey as freight . = Freight
v 2. Sc Obs
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vi. xvui 228 Quha evyi for his

frawcht wald be For caus frawchtyd owre pat se 1568
Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi 38 Bot, quhair scho findis a
fallow fyne, He wilbe frawcht fre for a souss 158* Sc Act
fas VI, c 120(1397) 34 That nane of them conduct, fraucht,
nor pilot onie stranger, to the said lies

3 To store, supply, furnish with (a stock of)
; to

equip. Obs exc. arch
*57* Golding Calvin on Ps lxxm 23 Counterfet Gods with
which the comon errour or foly of y° world fraughteth
heaven 1578 T P Gorgious Gallery Gallant Invent

,

With phrases fine they fraught This peereles peece x6xx
Spfed Hist Gt Brit ix iv § 39 His new Paike at Wood-
stocke, which he had fraught with all kmde of strange
beasts 1643 Bp Hall Remedy Discontents 6r When his
better earnings have fraught his trencher with a warm, and
pleasing morsell 1878 Masque Poets 27 All these vessels
With deadliest poisons had been fraught

f Id with a person as object Obs.
XS70 Dee Math Pref xr With what feats and Artes, he

began to furnish and fraught him selfe *630 J. Taylor
(Water P ) Desci , Eng Poetry Wks 11 247/2 ,

1

haue found
such obsemations as are fit, With plenitude to fraught
a barren wit a x66x Fuller Worthies (1840) I 313 So king
Henry full fraught all those with wealth and rewards, whom
he retained in that employment.

Hence Frau ghting vbl sb
;
Frau'ghting ppl

a., that forms a freight or cargo.
*598 Florio, Porto, the canage, bringing, or fraughtmg of

any thing x6xo Shaks. Temp, 1 u 12 The good Ship and
The fraughtmg Soules within her.

Fraught (figt), pple. and ppl a ; also
fraughted. Forms ; a. 4 fratfijt, 5 fraght,
(frawth, 7 frought), 4- fraught /3. 6-8
fraughted [pa pple of Fraught v ]
1 . Of a vessel . Laden. Alsofullfraught
a. X3 Coer de L 2459 The drowmound was so hevy

fraught That unethe myght it saylen aught 1486 Bk. St.
Albans Lj, A shippe fraght full of hawkis £1572 Gas-
coigne Fruttes Warre evil Wks (1387) 136 The ships retire
wyth riches full yfraught. 1666 Land Gan No 106/1 Smaller
Vessels that lay fraught for the Streights 2756 FooteEng.
Fr. Pans Prol

,
Our fleets come fraught with every folly

home *827 Macaulay Mtsc Poems (i860) 398 His painted
bark of cane Fraught for some proud bazaars arcades

p X563 Sackville Induct, Mirr Mag Ixxi, And furth
we launch ful fraughted to the bnnke *6*3 Bingham
Xenophon 113 In the raeane time came a Ship from Heraclea
fraughted with Barley-meale *668 Land. Gass. No 261/2
The ships are said to be richly fraughted

2 transf. Stored, supplied, furnished, filled,

equipped with
a. *570-6 Lambarde Perarnb, Kent (1826) 313 This River
was fraught with these strong and serviceable ships

*595 Spenser Hymn Heavenly Beauty xxxu, That all

the world shold with his rimes be fraught I 1605 Bacon
Adv, Learn 1 iv. § 10 The writings of Phnius being fraught
with much fabulous matter X669W' Simpson Hydrol Chyrn.

137 The Scarborough and Malton water are better fraught
and more richly laden with its Minerals, 1671 Milton P R
hi 336 And Waggons fraught with Utensils of War *786
Mad D'Arbi.ay Diary 7 Nov

,
The little princess had

excited her curiosity by the full-fraught pincushion x8ox
Southey Thalaba v 111 ,

A desert Pelican now, return'd
from distant flight, Fraught with the river-stream. Her load
of water had disburthen’a there *8*2 Crabbe Tales, Pro-
crastination 17s A silver urn with curious work was fraught

j
3 *574 tr Marlorats Apocalips 32 In these dayes, when

the worlde is fraughted with so manye varieties x6xa
Brinsley Lud Lit 176 For this matter of Theames it is

fraughted full of the graue testimonies 1651 Raleigh's
Ghost 163 All the books of the Prophets are even fraughted
and stored with such predictions

b of a person or his attributes.

a 1 14 Cast Perseverance 94 in Eng Miracle Plays
(1890) 67 With ryche rentes thou schalt be frawth. c 1530 H
Rhodes Bk Nurture 312 in Babees Bk (x868) 90 Or thou
must take it [payne] in thy age, or be fraught full of vyce
*605 Shaks Lear 1 iv 241, I would you would make vse of
your good wisedome (Whereof I know you are fraught)

1704 Swift Mech. Operat Spirit, A large Memory, plenti-

fully fraught with Theological Polysyllables 1803 S Pegge
Anecd Eng Lang 86 [HeJ returned to Oxford full fraught
with Greek

j
3 a 1341 Wyatt Poet. Wks (x86x) 148 My heart above

the brink is fraughted full of pain 1386 J Hooker Girald.
Irel m Holinshed II 145/1 The said Jawiers . thought
themselues so well fraughted with knowledge in the laws.

1647 A Ross Myst. Poet xiv. (1673) 367 Such a father is

fraughted with more griefs than Pandora's box was with
mischiefs 1798 Missionary Mag No 24. 224 From these
retreats, he often returned fraughted with light.

3 . fig Fraught with

:

a attended with, carrying

with it as an attribute, accompaniment, etc.
; b.

‘big* with the promise or menace of, destined to

produce.

0 *576 Fleming Panopl Efiist, 178 Such thmges as bee
intricate and fraught with difficulties 1650T. B Worcester’s
Apcph 89 It would in chanty (with which it was so fully

fraught) do no less 1755 Young Centaur vi Wks 1737
IV. 280 Liberty, fraught with blessings as it is, when
unabused, has, perhaps, been abused to our destruction
1840 H. Ainsworth TovuerofLand (1864)70 This measuie,
which, by your own admission, is fraught with danger. i86g
Lecky Europ Mor I 1 148 Every event is theiefore
fraught with, a moral import

f 1578 Chr. Prayers in Pmv Prayers 11831) 483 This
life of ours is fraughted with adversities 1643 Wither
Campo Muss 7 Those tedious Declarations, Which with
more Wit then Truth, full fraughted came.
Fraughtage (ffg-ted^). arch, [f Fraught v.

+ -AGE]
1 1 = Freightage i Obs.
1442 in Willis and Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 386 For

fraughtage ofx tonne fro London vn to yu College at xvj d.
the tonne
2 —Freightage 2 . Obs, exc arch.
*590 Shaks Com Err. iv i. 87 Our fraughtage sir, I haue

conuei’d aboord. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng 11 Wks (1851)
38 Broader likewise they were made, for the better trans-
porting of Horses, and all other fraughtage. 1817 Blackvo.
Mag, I 153 Deep loaded to the wale with fraughtage rich

1882 Swinburne Tnstrant of Lyonesse 154 But as a mer-
chant’s laden be the bark With royal ware for fraughtage.

fig 16x5 Jackson Creed rv m. vn §6 Now where file

fraughtage, or furniture of life is precious

f 0. The process of lading a vessel. Obs,

1683 Brit Spec 84 Caesar . ordering them [the Ships] to
be low-built for the easier Fraughtage, and better haling
ashore.

t Frairghtsmart. Sc. Obs. In 5 frauchtis-
man [f fraught's

,

genitive of Fraught sb. +
Mar ] A freighter

1487 Sc. Acts fas III (1814) II. *78/2 And this to be
serchit be J>e officiaris of Je burgh, and the held frauchtis-
men of be schip.

II Fraulein (frorlam). [Ger. ; dim. of Frau
lady, * Mrs’ ] A young lady, ‘ miss’. Often ap-
plied in England to German governesses.
a *689 Etheredge Poems Wks (1888) 378 Now sparkling

in the Fraulein's hair 1883 Miss Bhaddon Golden Calf 1,

The placid voice of the Fraulein demonstrating to Miss
Mullins that .ten words out of every twenty were wrong
FraiLncli, fraixnge : see Frahoh v.

Fraward, -wart, obs and Sc f. Froward a.

Frawn (frgn). Also 8 fragban, 9 fraucban,
frugban [a. Ir. fraochan.] The Irish popular
name of the Bilberry.
1726 Threliceld Synopsis Stirp Hibern, Vaccinia mgra

vulgama They grow in wet boggy Ground the poor
Women gather them m Autumn and cry them about the
streets of Dublin by the Name of Fraghan 1850 W. S.
Coleman Woodlands {1862)02 By the Irish they [Bilberries]

are called ‘Frawns* 1878 Britten & Holland Plant-n
s v , Frughans, Vaccmium Myrtillus The old Irish name.

f Fra xate, v Obs.~° [f. L f axdre, 1 vigiliam

circuire ’ (Festus) • see -ate.] (See quot )

1623 Cockeram, Fraxate, to goe view the watch

Fraxetin (free ksetm). Chem. A substance

obtained along with glucose by digesting fiaxin

with dilute sulphuric acid.

1864 m Watts Diet Chem 1889 Watts' Diet Chem.,
Fraxettn C10 Ha O5 occurring m horse chestnut bark

Fraxin (frse*ksin) Chem

.

[f. L frax^nus) ash

-f

-

in.] (See quot)
1864 in Watts Diet Chem. 1889 Watts’ Diet Chem ,

Fraxin Cis His O10 A substance occurring in the bark of
the common ash, and also, together with aesculin, in the bark
of the horse-chestnut

Fraxine*Ila. Also 7-8 fraxinel(l. [mod Lat.,

dim. of L fraxmus asli. Cf F fiaxmelle~\ A
name for cultivated species of dittany, esp. Dic-

tamnus Fraxinella.
1664 Evflyn Kal Hort (1729) 205 May Flowers m

Prime or yet lasting Digitalis, Fraxinella. 1688 R Hoi me
Armoury 11 100 Solomons Seal, of some called St. Johns
Seal or Fraxinell 17x2 tr. Pomet’s Hist Drugs I. 41
White Dittany or Fraxinella. 1824 Miss Mitford Village

Ser 1 (1863) 12s Old-fashioned durable flowers, jessamine,
honeysuckle, and the high-scented fraxinella

attnb 189a Symonds 111 PallMall

G

13 Aug 3/r Amidst
the fraxinella bushes and the chestnut copse

Fray (fr<?Q> sb I Also 6 frai(e, 7 frey. [aphetic

f Affray, Eferay. Cf Fray v i]

1 A feeling of fear ;
alarm, fright, terror. Also

m phrase to take a or thefray, Cf Affray sb 2

Obs exc. Sc
c 1340 CursorM 4773 (Tnn ) Whenne lacob was moost in

fray God him coumfortide *398 Trevisa Barth DeP R.
xvi xxix (Tollem MS ), It [the stone Cnsolitus] helpeb
nygte frayes and dredes. *432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I 243
That theire hertes scholde not he in fray or feereto beholde
bloode xs*3 Douglas AEneis xi xn 51 A1 suddanly the

Latyms tuke ane fray . and fled away. *559-66 Hist
Estate Scot, in Wodr Soc Misc (1844) 61 The Friers take-

mg the fray—begane to dispose the best of their goods.
<2x649 Dkumm. of Hawth Sontu vm, Nor shepheid hastes

(when frays of wolves arise) So fast to fold *699 Dampier
Voy II 1. 148 Thus that Fray was over, and we came ashore

again recovered of the fright we had been in x8xg W.
Tennant PapistryStorm'a[y 827) 137 Whan the hail Helles-

pont reboundit Andky on Ida's taps confoundit Ran down
the hills for fray.

+2. An assault, attack. Cf. Affray sb. 1 . Obs.

c *430 Hymns Virg. 14 Thou woldist bleede foi manms
nede, And suffre" manye a feerdful fray. *432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Hamfare, bat is, a fray made in an
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howse. c 1575 Durham Depos (Surtees) 300 After that
Crampton had maid a fraye of the said Martyn, one Robert
Johnson cauld for the constable, to carry them to the stoks

3 A disturbance, esp one caused by fighting ; a
noisy quarrel, a brawl

,
a fight, skirmish, conflict

[1382 Duth. Halm Rolls (Surtees) 171 De quodam fiay
m campo de Walleshond per homines de Tynnemouth ad
effusiouem sanguinis ] 1 1420 Chron Vilod 105 And all jie

ladyes Of Jhs grete fraye \>s wheche J»ye sie and herden,
weren Sore agast. 1523 Ld Berners Froiss. I xvi 16
There began a great fraye bitwene some of the gromes and
pages of the strangers, and of the ai chers of Inglande 1609
Rowlands Knaue of Clubbes 3 P’leete-street fraies, when
Prentices With Clubs did knocke thee downe 1698 Fryer
E Indta 4 P 46 Ihe Vice-Admiral left not off till Night
parted the Fray, 1799 Nlison 12 Sept 111 Nicolas Disp
IV 11 The Turks are leturned to Constantinople having
had a fray with the Sicilians 1839 Thirlwall Greece Vl
157 He immediately charged into the thickest of the fray.
1878 Bayne Punt. Rev iv 126 They were always eager
for the fray.

Proveib <11631 Donne Serin xl (Alford) 306 The first

blow makes theWi ong, but the second makes the Fray 1676
Hale Contempt, 1 242 It is a true Proverb, It is the second
blow makes the fray

b ti ansf (esp * a war of words ’).

1702 C Mather Magn Chr. in n 1. (1832) 356 That fray
between that Bishop, and Laud, the Bishop of London
1851 Bright Sp Eccles Titles Bill 12 May, The noble Lord
commenced the fray by Ins celebrated lettei 1884 Rita

Vivienne 11 iv, I’ll wait and see you adorned for the fray

f c. A din, noise, stir. Ohs
1 a. 1330 Dunbar's Poems (S T S) Frans ofBerwik 197

Jone 1$ Symone that makis all this fray 1573 'Iusslk
Hitsb lxxvii (18781 168 Where window is open, cat maketh
a fray. 1632 Lithgow Trav x. 468 The Touiie was 111

Alines, the Bells nnging people shouting, and Drumtnes
beating I asked him what the fray was?

f4 To stand atfray : to ‘ show fight ’ Ohs.
1727 Bradley Fatn Diet, s v Badger-hunting, If the

Hounds, .undertake the Chase befoie he Earths, he will then
stand at fray, like a Bear, and make most inLomparableSport
5 Comb

,
asfray-maker, -making.

1332 Act 5 6 Ediv. VI, c 4 § 3 They may be known as
*Fray-makers and Fighteis 1643 Prvnne Stw Power
Part. iv. 28 Constables may by the Law imprison peace-
breakers, fray-makers, notors, and others. 1884A Grii rails
Chron. Newgate I vi 233 Any cliuich brawler might be
branded with the letter F, as a fraymaker and fighter
a 1553 Udall Royster D 1 1 (Arb.) 12 All the day long is
he facing and craking Of his great actes in fighting and
*fraymaking

b. Special comb, as + fray-bell, an alarm-bell
formerly sounded on the occasion of a tumult.
Also (perh f. the veib-stem)

; f fray-boggard, a
scarecrow; fray-bug, an object of fear; a bogy,
spectre (whencefray-bugvb. trans., to scare as with
a fray-bug

;
to terrify).

1864 J Raine Priory of Hexham I p, cxxiv, The
common-hell beginning to peal

, and then the great *fray-
bell of the monastery boomed in answer 1533 Coverdale
Baruch vi. 69 Like as a *frayboggarde in a garden off
Cucumbers kepeth nofhinge, euen so are their goddes of
wod, of syluer & golde. 1535 Saunders m Foxe A $ M.
<1563) 1043/2 Howe lothe is this loyteryng sluggard to passe
foorth in Goddes pathe. It fantasyeth forsooth much feare
of *fray bugges 1592 Stubbes Motive Good Whs. 123 The
brochmg of this fiaibugge or scar crow [Purgatory]. 1671 S.
Clarke Mtrr Saints $ Sinn (ed 4) I. 483 Event proveth
that these are no Fray-Bugs 1346 Bale Eng Votaries 11,

Conclusion (1350) 118 They *fraybugged them with the
thunderboltes of their e:\communycacyons

Pray, sb 2 [f. Fray © 2
] The result of fraying

;

a frayed place
1630 Middleton Chaste Maid i 1, Your purest Lawnes

haue Frayes, and Cambnckes Brackes. 1648 Herrick
Hesper. 91 ’Tib like a Lawme-Firmament as yet Quite
dispossest of eithei fray or fret.

Fray (fr#), © 1 [aphetic f. Affray, Effray ©.]
1. trails. To affect with fear, make afraid,

frighten. Cf. Affray ©. a Ohs. exc. poet,
a *300, *330 [see FrayedjW. a.} 13 .EE AHit P. B

1553 For al hit fiayes my flesche J»e fyngres so grymme
*4 Eir Beues 2396 (MS. M ) Ihe dragon, best vp ayelle,
That it wolde haue frayed the deuyl of hel 1331 Tindale
Exp. 1 John1 (1537) *4 That we shulde exalte our selues
ouer you . . frayenge you with the bugge of excommum-
cacyon. 1604 Br W Barlow Confer Hampton Crt. in
Phenix (1721) 1. 154 A Puritan is a Protestant fray’d out of
his Wits 1742 Shenstone Schoolmistress 140 And other
some with baleful sprig she ’frays 1832 J Biiee St Her-
bert side 98 He frayed the monsters with his bugle’s sound
1830 Browning Ninas Eve Easter Day, My warnings
nay No one, and no one they convert.
absol. 1496 Bh St Albans, Fishing Cj, And when she

hath plumyd ynough go to her softly for frayenge isgo

duFfeare
* 1,1 X11 ^nstea<i of fraying they themselves

2. To frighten or scare away Also tofray away,
off, or out. Cf. Affray © 4 Obs. exc arch,
1526 Pdgr. Perf (W deW 1331) 55 God hath ordeyned
a specyall remedy, wherwith we may fray them away.

1533

1

indale 6"upperofLordcvb, Why fraye ye the commen
people from the lytteral sense with thys bugge? 1586
Marlowe 1st Pt Tantburl v 11, Are the turtles frayed out
of their nests ? 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi 1. 560 It [the
Basilisk] .frayeth away other serpents with the hissing
a 1716 South Semi. (1744)X 232 Can he fray off the vultur
from his breast ? 1823 Scott Betrothed xxm, It is enough
to fray every hawk from the perch. 1867 Manning Eng &
Christendom 134 We should have to answer to ffhe Good
shepherd, if so much as one of His sheep weie frayed away
from the fold by harsh voices
absol. 154a Becon Davids Harp Wks. 1364 I. 147

Exhort unto virtue. Fray away from vice

b. simply To drive away, disperse.

1633 Quarles Embl 1 xiv (1718) 57 Thy light wilt fray
These horrid mists 1655 H. Vaughan A ikx Sant 11

Death (1858) 20s 1 hy shades Which his first looks will
quickly fray

+ 3 tntr To be afraid or frightened ; to fear Obs
a 1329 Skelton Image Hypocr 509 Yow fiay not of lus

rod 1335 S rEWAHT Cron beet I, 606 Uhai had no caus to
dretd Nor git to fray 1638 R Baillit Lett (1775? I 80
This and the convoy of it make us tremble for ftar of
division Tlnr tlimgis make us fray

'|* 4. trans To assault, attack, 01 make an attack
upon

;
to attack and drive off, larely to make a

laid on (a place). Obs
C1400 Destr. Troy 3237 The grekys segh the kyng

With fele folke vppon fote Jiat nom fray wold a 1440 Sir
Dtgicv 237 Thus the forest they fray, Heitus badeat abey
c 1575 Durham DcPos (Surtees) 286 Neither this exanimate
nor his brother evei did lay in way t nor frayd off the said
Sir Richaid Mylner
5 . tntr. To make a disturbance , to quarrel or

fight. Also, to make an attack upon To fay
it out. to settle by fighting Obs exc arch
c 1460 Povnielcy Jlfyst (Surtees) 147 Why shuld we fray ?

146$ Poston Lett No 312 II 205 My Lord of Suffolk s men
fray uppon us, this dayly 1494 Fauyan Chron iv lwi

(1811) 50 Conan Meridok with a certayne of knyghtes of lus
affynyte, was purposed to haue frayed with the sayd M.i xinuis,
and to haue distressed hym 1366 Dkant Hoi ace's but hi
U vb, F01 foode and haibouie gan they fiay with clubbes
1570 Song in Wit <5- Set etc (Shaks Sol

)
po The sonne is

up with hys bryght beames, As thoughe he woolde with
the now fraye, And bete the up out of thy dreames. 1637
Howlll Londmop 337 A gaol foi such as should brabble,
fray, or break the peace 1889 l/utv Rev, Sept 38 Sooner
than fray it out thou wouldst retire.

Hence Pray mg vbl sb and ppl a
c 1450 Malm 339 Arthur was also fallen to grounde with

the fraymge that thei hurteled to-geder, 1548 Udall, etc.
Erasm Par John x. 1 They doe their endeuour to mayn-
teyn then tyrannie with disccytes, fraymges, wiles [etc.]
156a J Hlywood Prov. 4 Epigr (18671 104 Of fraying of
babes, 1377 Hanmer Anc JEccl Hist (1019) 394 But only
avoideth this clause as a fraying ghost
Fray (fr?), © 2 [ad. F frayer .—OF fteiier to

rub --L. f iedre . see Friction ]
I. To rub , to come into collision.

1 tntr. Of deer (see quot. 1756). Also trans
in tofray their heads
*376 Iurblrv Venertc 69 The old harts do fray their

heads upon the yong trees 1383 Stanyhurst /Encis 1.

(Arb) 23 Chiefe stags vpbeanng croches high from the
anther hauted On trees strongly*, fiaying. 1736 Whali i y
Notes on B Jonson's Whs V 103 A deer is said to fray
her head when she rubs it against a tree to renew it 1884
Jeti eries Red Deer vn 112 Towards the end of July—they
aie then fraying, rubbing the velvet off their new horns
against the trees

2 ti aits To rub away, wear through by rubbing

;

to ravel out the edge or end of (something woven
or twisted)

; occasionally, to chafe or irritate by
friction

J7J° Steele Tatler No 245 v 2 Four stiiped Muslm
Night-Rails very little frayed 1727 Bradley ham. Diet,
s v Clear Starching, Pull out your pinner, holding it by the
Edging, with dry and clean hands lest you fiay it 1840
DicurNS Old C Shop xvii, The very bell-rope in the porch
was frayed into a fringe 1873 A Dobson Vignettes in
Rhyme, Sundial xh, The frequent sword-hilt had so frayed
lus glove 1884 J F Goodiiart Dis Chtldr iv (1891) 77The polypus [should be] hooked down, audits pedicle frayed
through with the nail [of the finger]

fig *86i Dickens Gt Expect II 1 The stage coach .

got into the ravel of traffic frayed out about the Cross Keys
to intr Of material To become frayed, to

ravel out Also with out
1721 Bailey s v

, Tofray, to fret as Cloth does by Rub-
bing 1798 Jane Austen Northang Abb {1833) I m 14.
I do not think it will wash well ; I am afraid it will fray,

c. To rub against.
1884 Jitteries Red Deer u 29 Dry dark heather con-

tinually fraying against my knees.

+ 3 . trans To bruise Also, to deflower Obs
c 1460 Play Sacram 433 And w* ow' strokys we shalle

frayhym as he was on y" rode. 1363 Golding Ovid’s Met
ix (1393) 220 Whom being then no maid (For why the God
of Delos and of Delplios had her fraid)

+ 4 tntr To clash, come into collision. Obs
c 1430 Mtrim 594 Ther myght a man haue sem many a

shafte and shelde frayen to-geder 1483 Caxton Gold Leg
424/2 Whan he sawe how therthe onelye by frayeng of lus
staffe was dyched aboute

II 5 . [A recent adoption from Fr] trans
To clear, cut through, force (a path, way)
1849 E E Napier Excurs. S Africa II 81 The narrow

thorny paths, frayed by the elephant and the rhinoceros
1869 Baring-Gould Origin Reltg Belief {1878) I vu 135Man had to fray his road through a wilderness of fable before
he could leach the truth

Hence Fray mg vbl sb
137S Barbour Bruce x 653 Thai .Herd bath stermg, and

ek speking, And [alswa fraying] of armyng,

+ Fray, v 3 obs rare [short f. Defray v ]
trans Todefiay; also absol.
1430 Plumpton Corr 39 Nothing will they pay, without

your said tenants will fray with them 1631 Massinger
Emperor East iv. iv, The charge of my most curious and
costlyingredients frayed . I shall acknowledge myselfamply

t Fray, vA Obs. trans. ? To fry. Also absol
.
0 145® Two Coohery-bks it. 89 Caste hem and the oynons

into J>at potte with the drawen pesen, and late hem boile

togidre And then take faire oile and fray 1358-68 Wardp
tr Alexis’ beer 28 a, Havyng frayed and consumed it in
hote water, give it to the woman to drinke
Hence f Frayed ppl a
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 11 93 Take figges and cast a

litull fraied oyle there-to

Fray, obs f. and Sc var. offa. Fro
Frayed (firm'd),ppl a i arch, [f Fray ©1 +

-ed 1.] (The pple. passing into ppl. a.) Afraid
frightened

’

a 1300 CwsorM 5814 A neddir it was, and he was fraid
*33® [see Aiuaid i] <71470 Henry Wallace vi s8o The
fute men. On frayt folk set strains sad and sayr 1323 Ld
Blrnlrs Froiss I clxiv 206 All the countre was so frayed
that eucry man diuc to the fortresses <1x555 Lyndesay
Tragedy 185 lk sey and land sic reif without releif, Quhilk
to report my frayit hart afferis. 1608 Topsell Serpents
(1658) 79s The Ape is as fr.ud thereof, as it is of the Snail
1827 Hood Mtds, Fan tes vu. Like a fray’d bird in the
grey owlet’s beak x866 G Macdonald Ann Q Neighb
mi (1878) 238 With a curve in her foim like the neck of a
frayed horse
Proverb 1334 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1 (1340) 36

More frayde than hurte 1546 J Heywood Prov (1867)
9 He shall let fall all, And be moie fraid then hurt
b quasi-ji m phr. for fraid= for fear, (Cf.

Fjbud sb 2
)

1336 Gray in State P Hen VIII, II. 355 Duetie to my
Maister, and force, constiaynytli me theito, foi frayd of
woisc to coniine herafier 1889 N W Line Gloss sv
Forflaid ‘foi fear*

1

Hence Pray edly adv., Pray eckness.
*53° Palsch 222/2 Fraydilesse, esutoy 1560 Rolland

Crt Venus 11 347 All for frayitnes he fell in extasie 1370
Hatty's Wallace iv 244 Frayithe [MS ferdely] thai rais,
that war in to thai wayms
Frayed (ir#d), ppl. a 2 [f. Fray v 2 + -ed 1 ]

Rubbed, worn by rubbing, ravelled out Also
with out.

’

1814 Scott Ld op Isles v 111, The ivy twigs were torn
and fray'd 1824 Landor Johnson <y 1ode Wks 18461
155/1 ’I he leaLher will look iiueeily m its patches on the
frayed satin 1839 Tennsson Enid 296 His dress a suit of
fray'd magnificence. 1865 Dicklns Mut Fr 1 xiv. The
frayed ends of lus dress 1870 Morris Earthly Par III iv

107 Not good it is to harp on the frayed string 1884
Western Daily Press 25 Apr 7/3 The front of the bonnet
is composed of frayed silk x88g John Bull 2 Mar. X40/3
The satin tram had a thick ruche offrayed-out silk border-
ing it all round
fig 1896 Daily News 11 June 3/1 This novelty is getting

just a trifle frayed at the edgts

I-IenLe Pray’ednesa, frayed condition.
1893 Cassells Fam Mag June 500/2 He hands over [the

rope) to us in all its frayedness

t Prayer. Obs [f. Fray ©.1 + -er 1.] a One
who frightens away. to. One who makes a dis-

turbance
;
a fighter, 1 loter

1494 Fadyan Chron vn 583 Both frayers were taken &
brought vnto the countour in the Pultry 1343 Blcon
Policy War Wks 1564 1 143 They be the aungels of God

the exhorters vnto vertue, the frayers away from vice, See

Fraying (fr# nj), vbl. sb. [f. Fray ©, 2]
1 Ot a deer : The action of the vb Fray. Also

that winch it, rubbed off in fiaying , * peel ’.

1376 Turberv Vcnenc 243 Then he rubbeth of that pyll
and that is called fraying of his head 1637 B JonsonAW
Shcph 1 n, For by his Slot, Ins Entries, and his Port, His
Fraymgs, Fewmets, he doth promise Sport 1823 Scott
Betrothed xvii, To track mischief from light words, as I

would find a buck from lus hayings
to. Comb. : fraymg-post, f -stock, the tree or

other object against which a deer frays
2674 N. Cox Genii Recreat 1 (1677) 68 All Stags as they

are burnish’d, beat their Heads dry against some Tree or
other, which is called their *Fr«iying-post 1884 Jetkeries
Red Deer vu 113 A fir, which was used as a fraying post

1.576 Turblkv Venene69 When the huntsman hath founde
his *frayingstocke, he must marke the heyght where the

ende of his croches hath reached 1630 J Taylor (Water
P ) Nauy Land Ships Wks x 93/1 Pores, and Entrycs,
Abatures, and Foyles, Frayui-stockes
2 Ravellings
1855 Dickens Dornt 1 vux, Picking threads and fraying

of her work from the carpet

+ Frayment. Obs. [f. Fray v.1 + -ment.]

Distui bailee.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Cj, Pan, with his so-

daine fraiments and tumults bmigeth age over all thyng

t Frayne, sb 1 Obs Also freyn [a. OF
fratsne,fresne (Fr. frhie) '—'L.fraxmus ] An ash

c 1325 Lai le Freuu. 225 The Fieyns of the asche is a
freyn After the language of Breteyn <7x380 Sir Ferumb
X035 Vnder a tre of frayne c 1490 Caxton Ovid’s Met x
iv, Lawrers ffresnes, Cornyhers

t Frayne, sb 2 Obs. ? A mark or streak on a

horse. Hence f Frayned a , ? streaked ;
brindled.

*339 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 16, I bequeth to my
brother a great franeid meire 1330 Will of R Maddox
(Somerset Ho), My frayned gray trotmg gelding 1614

Markham Cheap Hvsb 4 His colour would euer be milke

white with led fraynes

t Frayne, sb 3 Obs rare- J
. [?f. OF frawdie

to break
, cf Refrain J

1533 Abp Parker Ps A y, Observe the frayne : the

ceasure marke To rest with note in close

Frayne, freyne, v Obs, exc dial Forns
i fresnan, fri3nan, frfnan, 3 freemen, -xen,

Orm. fra33n.enn, (frayny, south vxaini), 3-5

frem(e(n, 4-5 fram(e, fran(e, -ayn(e, -eyn(e,

(4 freygne, 5 frayen, fraynne), 9- frayn. Also
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pa t. 4 frain. [A Com. Teut str vb inflected in

ME aswk ,
OE fregnan,fn?nan, frlnan (pa. t

fisegn, fran,
pi frugnon, frdnon, also wk (ge)-

fmgnade) = OS fregnan (pa. t.fragn), ON./; egna
(pa. t ftd), Goth fraihnan (pa. t frah) ;

the

Teut root *freh-, freg- is found also in OE.
fricgan to ask, fricca herald, freht ( =*freoht

,

friht) oracle, and (with different vowel-grade) in

OS frdgbn (Du vragen), OHG, fr&g&i, fr&hen
(MHG vrdgen,

mod Ger fragen) ;
further (with

metathesis), OHG fergdn to ask, beg. The OAryan
root is *pre/t-, prk-, found e g. in L precan to

Pbay , and with -s/d- suffix in L. posche
(i—*pork-

sk-), Qex.forschen to demand ]

1 . trans. To make inquiry of (a person) about

(something); =Ask v 2-6 (which see for con-

structions)

Beowulf(Z ) 1319 (He) fraegn gif him waere aefter neod-

laSum mht getsese a 800 Corpus Gloss C 581 (Hessels)

Consulo, frigno eg00 tr Bcededs Hist, iv 111 (1890) 268

Hine frugnon and ascodon his geferan, for hwon he his dyde
c iooo Ags Ps cxxxvmfi] 20pone felan gej>anc frine me
syhhan £1205 Lay 30734 Bnen hine gon fraeine of his*

fare-coste, a *300 CursorM 7193 Sua lang sco frain him,

Jiat bald, hat suilk a gabing he hir tald c 13,25 Metr Horn
(1862) 151 And this eimyt bigan to frain At Satenas, hou he
hafd spedde 1377 Langl P PI B vm 3 And frayned ful

oft of folke ]>at I mette, If am wrjte wiste where dowel was
at Inne c 1420 Str Ainada.ee (Camd ) xvn, Sir Amadace
franut hur the marchandes name a 1450 Le Morte Arth
678 And sithe he freyned also swithe, ‘ How fares my lady
hrighte ’ ? 1501 Douglas Pal Hon, 1 xi, I fast at thame
did frane Quhat men thay wer? 1522 Skelton Why nat
to Court 397 Of you I wolde frayne Why come ye nat to

court *5S5 Abp Parker Ps xxvm 65 Theyr myndes
disdayne Gods actes to frame. 1575-6 Durham Depos,

(Surtees) 270 The said Umphra frayned the said Thomas
1592 Warner Alb Eng vn xxxvn (1612) i8r, I, musing,

fram’d her meaning 1703 Thoresby Let to Ray(EDS)
Frayn, to ask Lane 1803W S RoseAmadis 160 Frayn’d

by the knight, they told, a beautious maid Was borne a
prisoner

b. mtr To make inquiries
;

to inquire at or

of (a person)
;
to ask after (a person), of = about

(a thing)

cgoo tr Baida's Hist iv xix [xxi] (1890) 316 Swa swame
seolfum fnnendum Wilferh biscop ssegde c 1200 Ormin
19628 pa Fansewwess haffdenn sket Off Cnstess dedess
frajjnedd c 1275 O E, Misc 92/73 pagh Jju frayny after

freond, ne fyndestu non a 1300 CursorM 3849 pai fran-

md o par frendes fare a 1420 Hocci eve De Reg Prmc
3745 Thus of hir he gan to axe and freyne C1420 Sir
Amadace (Camd ) lvi, If he frayne 03te aftur me . Say
him my sute is quite C1430 Syr Tryani xogg Ihe kyng
at hym can frayne C1450 Holland Howlat 261 He
franyt Of thar counsall in this caiss c 1475 RaufCotlgear

227 He began to frane farther man 1568 A Scott
Poems (S T S )xxxiv 45 3e preiche, ge fleich, 3e frane.

2 a. trans. To ask for (a thing) ; to request (a

person) to do something, b. mtr. To ask, request.

Const, for*
13 . E E A Hit P. A 129 Fortune faresber as ho fray-

nez c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vm vi 39 For pis as scho
fraynyd fast, He consentyd at J>e last c 1430 Syr Gener
(Roxd ) 485 He can him frayn A1 the sothe him to sayn.

Hence + Frayning vbl sb

a 1300 CursorM 27371 pe preist hi-gin pan his franyng
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints,

Adrian 30 pe kynge one pis wyis
mad franyng CI394 P PI Crede 27 By a fraynyng for-

pan faileb per manye. *536 Bellenden Cron Scot (1821)

II 207 At last, be lang framng of his wife, he schew quhat
schame the king had done to him.

Frayturer • see Fraterer

Frazil {ixehx 1) [?A Canadian use of F fraisil,

coal-dust, cinders J In Canada andU

S

Ice formed

at the bottom pf a stream, anchor-ice Also attnb
1888 Montreal Gaz 17 Mar (Cent), It has been sug-

gested that it may be due to the accumulation of frazil

or anchor-ice *893 Boston (Mass) Youth's Companion

9 Feb 71/4 The greater the surface of the swift open water,

the greater the quantity of frazil made in a minute, hour, or

day Every open rapid is, in ‘ zero weather ',
a frazil-factory.

Frazzle (frae z’l), v dial and U S Also

frazle [Cf. Fasel v
,
and Fray z>.2] trans To

fray, wear out, tear to rags or ribbons, lit andfig
Hence Fra*zzled ppl. a Also Fra zzle sb

,
the

state of being fiazzled or worn out ; Fra zzling’s,

ravellmgs.
a 1825 Fqrby Voc E. Anglia, Frazle, to unravel or rend

cloth Frazlings, threads of cloth, torn or unravelled 1893
Amer Missionary (NY) Dec 418 One’s garments get

frazzled in the grass , one's mind and body and spiritual

sense sometimes become frazzled, torn to pieces, good-for-

nothing 1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 2 Jan , Two years

ago his nerves were worn to a frazzle over an attempt made
to levy a tax 1895 Nebraska State Jml 23 June 3/1

Everyone believed that Thomas would plant the frazzled

banner of the distillers in its place

Freak (frfk), sb 1 [Not found before 16th c.

;

possibly introduced from dialects, and cognate with

OE frlcian {Matt. xi. 17) to dance.]

1. A sudden causeless change or turn of the mind

;

a capricious humour, notion, whim, or vagary

1563 Mvrr. Mag , Jane Shore 11, Fortunes frekes 1590

Spenser F. Q i. iv 50,

1

feare the fickle freakes Of For-

tune. 163a Marmion Holland's Leaguer 11 1, Her I'llmake
A stale, to take this courtier in a freak. 1661 CowleyDisc
Govt O Cromwell Wks. 1710 II 664 Now the Freak takes

him and he makes seventy Peers of the Land at one clap

1712 Stefle Sped No 427 ? 2 Sometimes in a Freak [she]
will instantly change her Habitation. 1812 H. & J Smith
Rej Addr 79 Amid the freaks that modem fashion sanc-
tions, It gneves me much to see live animals Brought on the
stage 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L vi 158 Ibrahim
Pasha,m a freak of tyrannical fury, turned every Mahometan
out of the city 1891 E W. Gosse Gossip Libr v 56 One
of the grimmest freaks that ever entered into a pious mind
2 The disposition of a mind subject to such
humours

,
capriciousness.

1678 R L’Estrange Seneca’s Mor (1702) 54 It is the
Freak of many People, they cannot do a good Office, but
they are presently boasting of it 1822 Hazlitt Table-t
Ser n xvm. 380 Several have ruined their fortunes out of
mere freak 1848 C Bronte J Eyre xm, A decent quies-
cence under the freak of manner, gave me the advantage
3 A capricious prank or trick, a caper.
1648 Hunting of Fox 40 They have . played freakes

[printed reakes] in the Country. 1724 Gay Quidnuncki’s,
Thus, asm giddy freaks he bounces, Crack goes the twig, and
in he flounces 1 1840 Barham Ingol Leg , Jackdaw,

The
priests, with awe, as such freaks they saw, Said The Devil
must be m that little Jackdaw 1865 Trollope Belton Est
1 3 Expelled from Harrow for some boyish freak

4. A product of irregular or sportive fancy.

1784 Cowper Task v 130 Thy most magnificent and
mighty freak [an ice palace], The wonder of the North.
1856 Emehson Eng Traits

, Wealth Wks (Bohn) II 74
Strawberry Hill of Horace Walpole, Fonthrll Abbey ofMr
Beckford, were freaks

b (More fullyfreak ofnature, = lusus natures) :

A monstrosity, an abnormally developed individual

of any species
;
in lecent use {esp. U S ), a living

curiosity exhibited m a show
1847 A M Gili iam Trav Mexico 230 Many were the

freaks of nature, that 1 beheld m the singular formations of
the rocks 1883 Daily News ir Sept 2/5 An association of

natural curiosities usually exhibited at booths called the
* Freaks' Union the word freaks being an abbreviation of
the term 1 freaks of nature ’ by which these monstrosities are
described 1891 C James Rom Rigmarole 130 The two
freaks were retired into private life for purposes of refresh-

ment
5 Comb , asfreak-show

\
freak-domg adj.

1862 R H Patterson Ess Hist $ Art 470 The freak-

doingAswins 1887E R.PpNNELLin Coniemp Rev Mar 400
note, What I should call penny peep, or rather freak, shows

Hence Frea kdom, the region or domain of ca-

price
;
Frea kery

,
freaks collectively ; Frea kful

a., freakish, capricious ; Frea ksome a = prec
1820 Keats Lamia 1. 230 By some freakful chance 1854

Chamb Jml III 175 The Puck of Fancy, that freaksome,

tricksy wight 1873-4 A J Ettis in Trans Phtlol Soc 15
Was it [‘ scrumptious '] a pure fancy of the moment, with
nothing but absurdity and freakdom to generate it ? 1876
T Weiss Wit, Hum 4 Shake 1 5 What a wide range of
Nature’s curious freakery a forest has 1

Freak (frik), sb.i [f. Freak v ] A fleck or

streak of colour.

1870 Lowell Study Wind (1871) 215 These quaint fieaks

of russet [in an old book] tell ofMontaigne

Freak (frJk), v. [f Freak sb 1
;

the word
(in sense 1) seems to have been formed by Milton ]

1 . trans To fleck or streak whimsically or

capriciously
;
to variegate. Usually in pa. pple.

1637 Milton Lycidas 144 The pansy freaked with jet

1726-46 Thomson Winter 814 And dark embroun’d. Or
beauteous freakt with many a mingled hue 1834 Beckford
Italy I 80 Collecting dianthi freaked with beautifully varied

colours x88o Swinburne Studies in Song 1 5 The very dawn
was .freaked with fire

fig 1803 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag XVI 221 The
anxious elaboration of a style freaked with allusions

2 mtr. To practise freaks; to sport, gambol,

frolic

1663 [see Freakingppl a ] a x8ao J R Drake Culprit

Fay xxvi 1836 Then glad they left their covert lair, And
freaked about in the midnight air.

Freak, var form of Freke, Ohs

,

man

t Freaking, ppl. a. Ols. [f Freak v ] Ad-
dicted to freaks, freakish

1663 Flagellum, or 0 Cromwell (1672) 140 After 4 daies

time (in which Feak and his Freaking Partisans were almost

run from their wits) 1665 Pepys Diary 25 Jan , He told

me what a mad, freaking fellow Sir Ellis Layton bath been

Freakish, (fr? kij), a. [f Freak sb. 1 + -ish ]

1 F ull of freaks, characterized by freaks, capri-

cious, whimsical.

1653 H More Conject Cabbal (1713) 186 Without any
such freakish conceits 1673 Wycherley Gentl Dancing-
Master 1 1, An ill contrived, ugly, freakish fool 1712
Steele Sped No 514 F 4 The most wild and freakish garb

that can be imagined. 1784 Cowper Tiroc 605 His freakish

thoughts 1791W Bartram Carolina 249 We found our
companions busily employed in securing the young freakish

horses x8xa W Tennant Anster F 1 vm. Her trees of

tinsel kiss’d by freakish gales 1863 Geo Eliot Rornola

1 111, Look at that sketch it is a fancy of a strange freakish

painter. 1870 Lowell Study Wmd (1886) 40 Our freakish

climate 1875 Poste Gains 1 (ed. 2) 122 The synthesis of

title and right in Civil law may be freakish and capricious

2 Of the nature of a freak, canons, grotesque

1805 Scott Last Minstr ir xi, The ozier wand In many
a freakish knot had twined 1827 Hood Muis Fairies
Ivyyyin, He had stuck His freakish gauds upon the

Ancient’s brow
Hence Frea-kislily adv, Frea kisliness.

1678 Trans Crt Spain 26 Let us admire the freakishness

ofworldly affairs <21714 J Sharp Wks. (1754)V 11 48 Such
apiece of follyand freakishness X727BAILEYV0I II,Freak-

lshly, 1827Scott Jml, 27 Apr ,
That freakishness ofhumour

which made mea voluntaryidler. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets

vii. 204 But gods intervene mechanically and freakishly, like

the magicians in Anosto or Tasso *888 Repentance P
Wentworth II 340 You are fully persuaded I did it out of
sheer freakishness

Freaky (frzki), a. [f. Freak + -yi] —
Freakish
1824 Black™ Mag XV 453 Instead of chpsome hedges

and freaky meadows his faded eye could only fall upon
horrid bars and walls 1891 Ibid CXLIX taj/2 Theodora
was a slippery, freaky little creature

Hence Frea kiuess.
x886 T Roosevelt Hunting Trips 347 No other species

seems to show such peculiar 'freakmess of character, both
individually and locally

t Fream, sb Obs.~° ‘Arable land worn out of

heart, and laid fallow till it recover’ (Phillips 1671)
Phillips appends this definition to his explanation of
Freameth (see next) ; Kersey 1706 refers it, prob rightly,

to Fream The word is otherwise unknown
Fream (frfm), v Also 6 (? erron ) froam. [Of

uncertain origin

Perh . an artificial term suggested by L fremlre to roar
(F fremir, to shudder, is too lemote in sense) But quot
1876 suggests that it may, with unexplained irregularity,

represent OAngl. hrfma—VIS hrteman, to cry out ]

intr To roar, rage, growl : spec, of a boar
1576 Turberv. Venene 238 A Bore freameth. *§83

Stanyhurst AEueis 11 (Arb ) 51 Hee freams, and skrawling
to the skye brays ternbil hoyseth Ibid iv (Arb ) 100

Hudge fluds lowdlye freaming from mountayns loftye be
trowlhng x66o Howell Parly ofBeastsvm 1 13 He [a man
turned into a boar] did extreamly froam at his own Country-
men 1674 N Cox Genii Recreat 1 (1677) 11 Terms for

their Noise at Rutting time . A Boar Freameth 1711
Puckle Club 90 An hart bellows, a buck groyns a boar
freams [1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Freeam or Reeam, to

scream ]

+ Frean, v. Manlge. Obs (See quot

)

1607 Markham Caval. vi. 28 If he will lie downe and
tumble, which horsmen call Freamng, you shall not onely

giue him leaue, but helpe him to wallow ouer and ouer

+ Freare. Sc Obs = Frail sb 1

1565 A herd Reg V 25 (Jam) Fywe halffreans offeggis.

a 1575 Dinm Occii-rrents (1833) 292 Ane frear of feggis.

1582-8 Hist James VI (1804) 166 Quhilk was convoyit to

the castell of Edinburgh in a freare of fegges
„

UPreat, obs. foim of Fret.

Freathe (frfS)
,
v Sc [?repr. OE {d-fr^an

to foam (pa pple. -frozen

:

cf Froth sb ).]

1. mtr. To froth or foam
1785 Burns Sc. Dnnk x, O rare I to see thee fizz an’ freath

I* th’ lugget caup 1

2 . trans. To make to froth or lathef

1725 Ramsav Gentle Shepk. 1 u song v, We’re not yet
begun To freath the graith.

IPreche, obs form of Fresh.

+ Fre*chedly, adv Obs rare - 1
[?f. frech

var of Fregk+-ed 1 + -lt 2
] Greedily.

C1450 Myrc 1332 Ete or dronke to frechedely

Freck, frack (frek, frsek), a Obs exc. Sc,

Forms • a 1 free, 3 frech., south vreoh, 4 freck,

-kk(e, 4-5 frek(e, (5 freik), 8-9 Sc. freck. j3.

Sc. 6-7 frak, 6-9 ffcack [Com. Teut • OE free,

fnc, froze=OHG freh covetous, greedy (MITG.

wreck courageous, Ger frech bold, insolent), ON.
frekr greedy (Sw frack daring, Da frsek), Goth

{faihu)fnks (fee-)greedy, covetous Cf Frike a.,

which seems to have been confused with this word ]

1. Desirous, eager, prompt, quick, ready Const

gen. (OE only) to with sb. or vb m inf. To make
freck to make leady
a xooo Boeth. Metr vui 15 Hwset hi fiienlusta frece ne

wteron c 1205 Lay 9419 To heo eoden alle afoten & swioe

freche weoren a 1300 CursorM s1?® To bidd hast now
es nan sa frek. 135* Pol Poems (Rolls) I. 68 Doghty
men That war ful frek to fight c 1450 St Cutkbert

(Surtees) 4441 He was freke his name to frayne 1560-78

Bk Distipl Ch Scot (1621) Pref, Frack to preach the

Gospell in Scotland, as in another Antiochia a 1572 Knox
Hist Ref Wks 1846 I 104 The merchants maid frack to

saill. 18x9 W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 119 Hae
ye your man by acht o’clock. A’ frack and furnisn’t for

the shock 1820 Scott Abbot xxxiv. You know whether

I am so frack as the serving man spoke him

b. In bad sense: Greedy, gluttonous ; also, keen

for mischief.
ca$o Lmdisf Gcsp Matt xi. 19 Heonu monn fric a 1225

Alter R 128 he vox is ec a wrecche vrech best, and fret

swuSe wel mid alle c 1275 O E Misc 75 Ac sathanas J>e

frecche pe saule wule drecche, Hwanne he agult haobep

2 Lusty, strong, vigorous
1500-20 Dunbar Poems liu 23 On all the flwre thair was

nane frackar 1569 in NapierMem. (1793) 127 Thou art the

frackest felowamang them 1820 Scott A bbot xxxiv, U11-

likeiymen to stay one of the frackest youths m Scotland of

his years

Freck (frek), sb rare- 1
. [? Shortened from

Freckle sS~\ =Freckle
xS66Intell Observ No 53 349 Burnt-umberspots and Greeks

t Freck, frack, » 1 Sc. Obs. [f. the adj ]

intr To move swiftly or nimbly

1513 Douglas Mneis t i 62 As the Troianis frakkis our

the fiuide Ibid v iv iox

Freck (frek), vf [? Shortened from Freckle v

or var. of Freak w.] trans. To mark with spots

or freckles ;
to dapple

xfiax G Sandys Ovid’s Met 11 (1626) 43 There shee a

bloodlesse Statue sate, alL freckt 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr,
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II. 3 Eve put on her sweetest shroud Freck'd with white
and pui-ple cloud 1869 Lowell Catherfr Poet. Wks (1870)

25 The painted windows, fieclung [ed 1890 IV 47fieakingj
gloom with glow

Fre'cken, sb. Obs. exc dial Forms: 4
frekne, 5 frakyn(e, 5-6frakene, 6 fracm, fraek-

ne, frekan, -in, 7 frechon. [a. ON.freknur pi

(Sw frakne,
Da fregne)/\ A fieckle.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T, 1311 A fewe fieknes in Ins face
y-spreynd 14 Horn in Wr -Whlckei 680/3 Heo lenticula

,

a frnkyn 1543 Raynold Byrth Mankynde iv vi (1C34) 200
Frekens. may be taken away by often anoynting them with
the oylc of Tartar i6zx Burton Aunt. Mel in 11 vi m
(1651) 562 Reddcstreeks, frechons, hairs, warts a 1825 Forby
Foe. E, Anglia.

, Freckens

,

freckles

Hence Pre-ckened fipl a

,

marked with freckles,

la 1400 Mortc Arth. 1081 His forhevede alle was it over.
As Jie felle of a froske, and frnknede it semede cx440
Promp Parv 176/1 Fraknyd, idem quod Frakny. 1877 inN IV Line Gloss,

Frecken (fre'ken), v Anglo-Irish, etc [mis-
pronunciation of Frighten ] trails. To frighten

Also with of.

1847 Le Fanu T O'Brim 230
1A whole parish that was

freckened beyant all tellmV 1894 Hall Caine Manxman
347 ‘ May be it was myself she was freckened of

’

Freckle (fre’k’l), sb. Forms 5-6 fracel,

-le, frakel, -ll, -le, 6 frekell(e, -le, -yll, 6-7
freok-(e)l, 7 frecle, -He, 6- freckle. [Altera-
tion of I' KE0KI5N.]
1 . A yellowish or light-brown spotm the skm, said

to be produced by exposure to the sun and wind
C1400 Lanfianc's Crntrg 189 Of cloop pat is clejnd fiaclis

orgouteroset 1344 Piiafr Regim Lyfe (1553) Eva, Lac
viigims taketh awaie freklcs of y" visage. 16x2 Woqdai l
Snrg Mate Wks, (1653) 163 lhe legs and thighes dis-
coloured into frekels 1700 Dryden Palamon 4 A in 76
Some sprinkled freckles on his face weie seen. Whose dusk
set off the whiteness of the skin, 1775 Shi ridan Duenna.
11 u, Her skin . , spangled here and there with a golden
freckle. x88r Besant & Rice Chapl, Fleet I. 5 She was
running about without thinking of fieckles.

Ag' a 1335 More Wks 7 He semed somwhat besprent
w* the frekell of negligence
2 Any small spot or discoloration.

1347 Borde Introd Knowl 1 (1870) 127 If a man doth
cast a cupe m the well, it wyll be full of droppes or frakils
1590 Shaks Muis H. 11 1 13 In then [Cowslips'] gold coats,
spots you see, Those be Rubies, Fame fauois, In those
fi ecldes, hue Lheir sauors, 1693 EvrLYN Dc la Quint Comfil
Gard, 3 One would take them at first but for little reddish
Frecles and Spots. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 241 Not a flower
But shows some touch, m freckle, streak, or stain, Of his
inri vailed pencil, 1813 T Forster A tmos Phienom (1815)
78 A sort of cirrostratus like little freckles 1832 Bowles
St John m Patmos v 57 Not a freckle stained the firma-
ment High ovethead.
trans/ r8. O W. Holmes Good Tune Going, This

little speck, the British Isles? 'Tis but a freckle, never
mind it 1

+ 8. ? A wrinkle. Ohs.

1319 Horman Vulg 169 b, They fille vp theyr frekyllys :

and stretche abiode theyr skyn with tetanothei

4 Comb , asfreckle-water
, freckle-faced adj

1688 Lond. Gaz No 2380/4 Charles Vine fieckle Fac'd
Run away from his Master. 1856 Anne Manning Tasso

tf Leonora 100, I am off to the Barber surgeon’s to buy
some freckle-water for Madama Leonora. 1884 Harpers
Mag, Jan 307/1 You were freckle-faced

Freckle (fra k’l), v [f. the sb ]
1 trans To cover with freckles or spots
1613 Chapman Revenge Pussy d'A mbois Plays 1873 II 107

The bloud She so much thirsts for, freckling hands and
face. 1823 J Bkocock.

D

om. Amuscm 68 Persons naturally
with brown skins, are blistered or freckled less than those
who are fairer. 1844 Hood Discov. in Astron. it, * Lord,
master . To wonder so at spots upon the sun l I’ll tell you
what he’s dona—Freckled himselfl'
b intr. To appear in spots or patches

*821 Clare Fill Mmstr I. 207 The sunbeams, filtering
small, Freckling through the branches fall Ibid II. 201
Where the sunshine freckles on the eye Through the half-
clothed blanches in the woods
2 intr. To become marked with freckles
184a Thackeray Fttz-Boodle's Conf. Wks. 1869 XXII. 220

Those fair complexions, they freckle so 1889 Anstey
Pariah 1. iv, You know I never freckle

Freckled (fre-k’ld), fpl a Also 4 y-fracled,

5 y-freklet, fraould. [f Freckle sb. + -ed 2 ]
1. Marked with freckles.
*44° [see Freckny] 160a Mabston Ant <5 Mel iv.

Wks 1856 I. so She hath a freckled face 1680 Land
Gaz No. 1532/4 With pock-holes m his face, and freckled.
175* Gordon Another CordialforLaw Spirits II, 138 One
of the Barkm-Tribe, with weather-beaten Countenance and
freckl’d Fist 1883 Runciman Shippers <$• Sh. 232 lhe
freckled children looked hard and healthy.

2 . Spotted; dappled; variegated
£1380 Sir Feruml 3659 Is stede, A1 y-fracled wyjj whit &

rede 142a tr. Secreta Secret
, Pnv. Pnv. (E, E T.S) 233

Even w hit y-freklet, or I-sprotid. c 1614 Duiayton Quest
ofCynthia Wks. (1748) 227 We’ll angle in the brook, The
freckled trout to take *674 N Cox Genii Recreat 1

(1677) 41 Their [Hounds'] Legs freckled with, red and black.
x8ar Clare Fill, Mmstr. I 140 Freckled cowslips are
gilding the plain. 1876 Rock Text Fair 63 Velvet
freckled with gold thread sprouting up like loops.

1

3

, Resembling a freckle. Obs — 1

i6j* Bible Lev. xni 39 It is a freckled spot that groweth
1a the skin.

4 Comb
,
asfreckled-faced adj.

xfixi Speed Theat. Gt Brit. (1614) 107/2 When a stout
frecled faced King should passe over that ford, then the

power of the Welshmen should be brought under, 1687
Lond Gas No 2256/4 They were taken away by a Fellow
- swarthy and freckled Faced 1885 Black WhiteHeather
ii, The little red-headed, freckled-faced lassie

Hence Pxe ckledness, the state ofbeing freckled.
i6ix Cotgr

,
Canettlle the fiecklednesse of a face

Freckling (fre'klig), vbl sb. [f. Freckle v.

+ -ing 1

] 1 he action of the verb Freckle. In
quots quasi-concr

,
a mark like a freckle. Also

collect
,
a marking with freckles.

*820 Keats Laima 1 159 A deep Volcanian yellow Made
gloom of all her frecklings, streaks and bars. 1882 Garden
28 Jan 68/3 A white variety without the external freckling
is not uncommon
Fre'cklisk, a rare- 1

, [f. Freckle sb +
-ISH ] Somewhat freckled.
x6oa Lond Gas No. 2809/4 Timothy Phillips . pale and

frecklish went away .with a .Sum of Money
Freckly (fre'kli), a [f. Freckle sb + -r 1

.]

Full of spots or heckles,
a 1704 T Brown Highlander 14 He . plumps his Freckly

Cheeks with stinking Weed [Tobacco] 1740 Pineda Span.
Diet

, Sarpitlhdo, freckly, motly, or full of small Spots

tFre'ckly, fra'ckly, adv. Chiefly Sc [f.

Freoic a + -ly a
] a. voraciously, greedily, b

Eagerly, with spirit, promptly, lustily
a c xaos Lay. 31772 He tet of ane uisce urechliche swifSe

1375 Barbour Bruce vir 166 That rostit in hy thair met,
And fell rycht frakly for till et

b. C1440 York Myst. xi. 393 Do charge ourc charyottts
swithe And frekly folowes me 13x3 Douglas AEncis \ in
vn 164 Wonder frakly thai Onto thair labour can thaim all
addres x6ooJ Mtivill Diaiy (1842) 362 The gentilmcn
oflent tham selves vei ic frache a 1631 Calulrwood Hist
Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) III 669 How fracklie, as a peijured
and man-sworne person he went forward

tFre'ckny, a. Obs.- 1 In 5 frakny [f.

Frecken sb. + -y 1
;
- Sw f> akmg.'] Freckled

c 1440 Promp Parv. 176/1 Frakny, or fraculde (P. frekeny)
lentigi(ii)osns

+ Freddon, v. Obs. Also 6 flxdon, friddon,
fridoun. [ad. Fr fredonner ] mtr. To hum,
warble, quaver. Hence p 3Pri ddonmg vbl sb
1384 Southerns m Puttenham Eng Poesie in xxu (Arb )

260, 1 will freddon in thine honour 1388 A Hume Triumph
Lord 207 Douce friddoning of flutes *399— [sec Firdon ]

16 MoNTGOwrRic Cheme Sloe vn (in Evergreen), Com
pleitly, mair sweitly, Sclio fridound flat and senairp

t Frede, v. Forms: 2-4 frede(n; also 1 30-
frfidan, 3-4 south ivrede(n. [OE {ge)fredan
wk. vb, f fr6d wise; = MDu. vroeden, OIIG.
fiuotan ] trails. To be sensible of, feel, perceive

,

with direct obj or with sentence as obj Also 1 ejl.

c 888 K /Elfred Boeth. xli §4 S10 gefiednes hine ma.5
gegrapian & xefredan part hit hchoma bib cxooo Murine
Horn. I. 544 Hi swurdes eege ne gefreddon. cxooo Ags
Gasp Mark v 29 Heo on hire ^efredde [c 1160 Hatton
fredde] Sait heo of Sam wite fcehaded wees c 1205 Lay
27138 Ah he herm lvredde ; his heje men he losede. c 1273
Sinneis Beware 197 in O E Misc 7B Bute wc vs bi-rede
pe gost hit schal lvrede c 1313 Shoreham 22 Jef that 3c
fredeth 3ou, That he ne be nau^t digne For te be housled
c 1320 Seuyn Sag, (W.) 1514 His wife lai warme abedde
And solas of lure lemman fredde 1390 Gower Conf II

374 If that I her fredde, Whan I towata offring her Iedde

Frederize, v, nonce-wd. [f. Frederick+ -ize ]
intr. To take the part of the Emperor Frederick.
1618Daniel Coll Hist Eng, Hen ///.(an x246)i38Vpon

the Popes dispising the Kings message (who, he said, began
to Frederize)

II Fredoxu Obs [Fr. fredon in similar sense.]
A particular sequence of cards see quot.
1798 Sporting Mag XII, 142 The fredon which is four

tens, four aces, four nines, etc

Fred-stole j see Frithstool.
Free (fr?), a. Foims, 1 £r£o, frdo, freoh,

frioh, fri, frf, frig, 2-3 fri(e, 3-4 freo, (3 south
vreo), 4 fry, frey, south, vry, vn, 6 frye, 6-7
(chiefly Sc.) fne, 2-6 fre, 4- free. [Com Teut ,

OE./j'^o, frio,frig corresponds to OFns, fri, OS.
frt (recorded only as sb. and in the compound
frf-ltk; Du vnj), OHG. frt (MHG. vrt, mod
Get.fret), ON. *frl-r (lost exc in the compound
ft tals :-~*frt-hals

‘

free-necked free
; the mod Icel.

frt, Sw , Da. fri are adopted from Ger ), Goth
frei-s :—OTeut *frijo- free :-0Aryan *pnyo-, re-
presented by Skr. pnyd dear, Welsh rhydd free,

f. root */n to love (Skr. frt to delight, endear

;

OS1 . fnjatelt friend, Goth fnjbn, OE. frion to
love, whence Friend).
The primary sense of the adj is ‘dear’, the Germanic

and Celtic sense comes of its having been applied as the
distinctive epithet of those members of the household who
were connected by ties of kindred with the head, as opposed
to the slaves The converse process of sense-development
appears in Lat llberi 1 children literally the ‘ free ’ members
of the household ]

I Not in bondage to another.

_

1« Of persons : Not bound or subject as a slave
is to his master ; enjoying personal rights and
liberty of action as a member of a society or state.
c888 K. ZElfred Boeth xli § 2 Gif hwylc swijxe rice

cymng nsefde nsenne fryna [MS Colt, freone] mon on
eallon his rice, ac waeron ealle beowe c xooo /Elfric Exod
XXL apeowie he six ger and beo him freoh on }>am seofo*
3an <£1300 CursorM. 6708 (Gdtt

) Qua-so smytes vte his
thrales eye, .He sal him make fre and quite 1533 Cover-

dale Job in ic1 The bonde man, and he that is fre from
master 1606 Shaks Ant <5 Cl iv. xiv 81 When FdiJmake thee free 16x0 — 'Jump, 1 u 442 Delicate Ar^l im
set thee free for this. *657 R Ligon £ar6adoesh6n)

l

rlThese aie free Negroes, and wear the badge of tw
freedom 1841 LANr-A rab Nts I 65 It sometimes happensthough rarely, that flee girls are sold as slaves

Pi ns*

b fig. (esf m a spiritual sense =not m bondage
to sin). 6

c
p7Kr

Rushw Gosp John vm 36 Gif forSon sunu iowgefnoS soShce frio ge bioSon c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn miHe hadde maked hem fre of J?e deules bralsme ««
Douglas AEims x 111 84 Of the fatis fre [orig hbera fJtrf
x6xo Shaks. Temp Epil 20 As you from crimes wouldpardon d be, Let your indulgence set me free 1611 Bim v
Gal. v 1 _ 1643 Dfnham Cooper's Hill 130 Who
from Conscience, is a slave to Fame 1693 Ld Preston
boeth iv. 194 Everything is by so much the freer from
1* ate.

c Of or belonging to free men. Fiee labour •

tlie labour of free men (in contradistinction to that
of slaves).

1836 Oi msted Slave States xoo He is satisfied that at
present free-labor is more profitable than slave-labor.
2 . Of a state, its citizens, institutions, etc". En-

joying civil liberty
, existing undei a government

which is not arbitiary or despotic, and does not
encroach upon individual rights Also, not subject
to foreign dominion.

, *375 Barbour Bruce 1 219 Al[a]s ' that folk, that euir wes
fre War tretyt than sa wykkytly 1382 WrcLir 1 Macc
xi 31 And Jerusalem be holy and free, with his coostis*
i6rx Shaks Cyutb in 1 49

*1
ill the iniunous Romans did

extort Tins Inbute from vs, we were free 1667 MiltonP L 1. 259 Here at least We shall be free 1770 Junius Lett
xxxvii 184 He is king of a free people 1792 Residence in
Prance (1797) I 155 France is now the freeest country in the
world 1802 Worpsw., hom ,

1 It is not to be thought of
that the flood'. We must be free or die, who speak the
tongue 1 hat Shakspeare spake 1817-18 Cobbi-tt Restd,U S (1822) 21 Is it not a mockery to call a man free, who
no more dares turn out his tallow into candles for his own
use, than he dares rob upon the highway? 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng xi (1880) 187 Holland became the chief
European centre of free thought, free religion, and free
industry

1

3

. Noble, honourable, ofgentle buth and breed-
ing In ME. a stock epithet of compliment. Often
in alliterative phr fair andfree. Ohs.
a 1000 Caedmon's Gen 1642 (Gr ) Da wearjx Seme suna &

dohtra worn afeded, freora bearna cxoooAgs Ps Ivifi] 9
Ic he on folcum fnne Dnhten ecne andete. c 1290 S Eng,
Leg l 109/ioope Anurales douqter >at was so fair and fre

1297 R Glouc. (1724) 420 Of Fayrost fourme & maners, &
xnest gentyl & fre « 1300 Cursor M. 8x21 Als milk hair
[Ethiopians'] hide becom sa quite And o fre blod J>ai had he
heu 13 . E E A Hit P A 795 My joy, my blys, my
lemman fre. ?« 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 633 Mirthe, that
Is so f.ur and free c 1384—H Paine 1 442 His fader
Anchises the free c 1460 Tawneley Myst (Surtees) 125 For
to wyi ship that chyld so fre C1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 199 They met wyth damp Rambault the free
knyght 1 1^54 Intel hide ofYouth in Hazl Dodsley II. 20
To have a sight I would be fain Of that lady free. 163a
Milton L'A llegro 11 Thou Goddess fair and free

+ 4: Hence in regard to character and conduct

:

Noble, honourable, generous, magnanimous. Obs.

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 25524 pat ilk time Jjou mistred he, Suet

iesu i wit hert sa fre, To maria magdalene. c 1400 Destr

.

Troy 525 ‘ Now frynd quod hat faire, * as ye bene fre
liolden. Will ye suffer me to say, and the sothe telle?’ 1559
Mirr. Mag

, Salisbury xvm, Vertuous life, fre hart ana
lowly mind 1594 H. Willobie in Shahs C Praise xo
You must be secret, constant, free 1604 Shaks. Oth. nr
In 199,

1

would not have your free and noble nature, Out of
self-bounty, be abused

ft). Of studies: Liberal, =L tngenux (artes)

1422 tr Secreta Secret
, Pnv. Pnv (E E T S) 150 He

sholde make his chyldryn to lerne fre Sciencis of Clergi

II. Released, loose, unrestricted

5 At liberty ; allowed to go where one wishes,

not kept in. confinement or custody. + Fiee keep-

ing— libera custodia. Also, released from con-

finement or imprisonment, liberated Phr to set

free, let gofree, etc (Alsofig)
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 206/2 And 11 yere he was in free

kepyng and disputed ayenst the Jewes 1583 T. Washing-
ton tr Nicholay’s Foy 1 xx 24 b. He wold . set them at

free deliverance 1608 Shaks Per iv. vi 107 0 that the

f
ods Would set me free from this unhallow’d place 1 1720
>e Foe Capt Singleton xvi (1840) 269 We would let them

go free a 1721 Prior Love disarmed 25 Set an unhappy
pris'ner free, Who ne’er intended barm to thee. 1824 Syd
Smith Wks (1850) II. 37/2 We use no compulsion with un-
tried prisoners You are free as air till you are found guilty,

1871 Morley Foltaire 2 Calvin set free all those souls.

b. Of animals . Not keptm confinement, at liberty

to range abroad.
1393 Langl. P PI C xii. 250 Godes foules and hus free

bestes. *697 Dryden AEneid vi, 889 Their Steeds around,
Free from their Harness, graze the flow’ry Ground 1844
A B Welby Poems (1867) 35 The round blue heaven is all

thine own, O free and happy bird < 1849 Macaulay Hist
Eng I 3x2 Deer, as free as in an American forest, wandered
there by thousands

6. Released from ties, obligations, or constraints

upon one’s action.
1396 Shaks. Tam, Shr 1 i 142 Till by helping Baptista’s

eldest daughter to a husband we set his youngest free for a
husband <*1605 Montgomerie Commend, of Love x, I

rather far be fast nor fne, Albeit I micht my mynd remove
1606 Shaks Ant <5- Cl. 11. v. 57 Free, madam 1 no . He s

bound unto Octavia. a 1721 Prior Song, 1 Phtllts, since



FREE 521 FREE.
we’ 18 We both have spent our stock of love, So conse-

f
uently should be free 185gAntobiog Beggar-boy 2 Since
was what may be termed a free man

,
or, m other words,

since I became independent

b Released or exempt from work or duty
1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg it 640 The Swain, who, free

from Business and Debate, Receives his easy Food from
Nature’s Hand 1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy E Ind 300
They watch and are free by turns in the day-time, but at

night they must all be in the Fort a 17*3 Burnft Own
Time (1766) II 37 Coleman had a whole day free to make
his escape e 1818 Sir R, Peel in CrokerPapers (1884) I

iv 116 A fortnight hence I shall be free as air

7 Guiltless, innocent, acquitted Const, from,

of (a cnme or offence). ? 06s.
1602 Shaks Hain. in u. 252 Your Maiestie and wee that

haue free soules, it touches vs not Ibid v 11 343 Laer
Mine and my Fathers death come not vpon thee, Nor thine
on me Ham Heauen make thee free of it. 1637 Ruther-
ford Let 23 Sep. (1891) 521, I am fiee from the blood of all

men, for I have communicated to you the whole counsel
of God 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 3 A man that hath
a free heart, and a good Conscience 1678 Dryden & Lee
CEdtpus m i (end), My hands are guilty, but my heart
is free

8 Of actions, activity, motion, etc * Unimpeded,
unrestrained, unrestricted, unhampered Also of
persons : Unfettered in their action
a 1300 CursorM 13079 pe king pam lete haf fre entre

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 152 pe necke schal nevere have
his free mevynge 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 22 Fre
owth goyng and in comyng 1535 Coverdale 2 These
m, 1 That the worde of God maye haue fre passage
1598 Shaks Merry W m 11 86 We shall haue the freer

woing at Mr Pages 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)
292 That the water may have free passage to all parts
1655 Fuller CA Mist v 111 § 62 Whilst each Bishop
in his respective Diocesse, Priest in his Parish, were
freer than formerly in execution of their Office 1664 H.
More Myst. Into Apol 532 As if one, while his friend was
stooping, should fetch a freer stroke at their common
Enemy 1713 Berkeley Guardian No 49 I* 7 [A] library
that I have free access to 1791 Mrs Kadcliffe Row-
Forest vi, Her dress, which was loosened for the purpose of
freer respiration 1828 Ld Grenville Sink Fund p vut,
Without the free examination ofpreviously received opinion,
no branch ofhuman knowledge can ever be advanced 1831
Ruskin Stones Ven xvn (1874) I 188 They have free

admission of the light of Heaven 187s Jowett Plato
(ed 2) III 112 The various passions are allowed to have
free play

b. phr (To have or give) a free hand' liberty

of action m affairs that one has to deal with So
to have one's handsfree
1869 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) III xiv 329 Harold

thus had his hands free 1890 J Corbett Drake ix 117
He was given a free hand to act against the East and West
India convoys 1893 Col Maurice m United Service
Mag July 414 No one ever had, in the composition of

any history.. a freer hand or more ample resources

c with to and tnf • At liberty, allowed, or per-

mitted to do something. Also, + permitted by one’s

conscience, feeling it right to do something.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol, 49,

1

am free To wedde, a
goddes half, wher it lyketh me, x666 Pepys Diary 1 May,
Thomas Pepys did come to me, to consult about, his being
a Justice of the Peace, which he is much against [He]
tells me, as a confidant, that he is not free to exercise
punishment against Quakers and other people, for religion.

1667 Milton P L iii 99, I made him just and right,
Sufficient to have stood, though free to fall 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. 111. 31 Privateers are not obliged to any Ship, hut
free to go ashore where they please 1812 H. & J Smith
Horace in Loud, 83 He’s free to sow discord in German
plantations 1818 Scott Heart Midi xix, If ye aiena free
in conscience to speak for her in the court of judicature.
1840 Dickens Old C Shop xxxi, She was free to come and
go. 1876 Smiles Sc Natur in (ed 4) 59 Some occupation
that would leave him freer to move about

d. Not fettered m judgement
;
unbiased, open-

minded
1633 H More Antid Ath 1 xi (1712) 35, I appeal to

any free Judge Ibid in xvi, (1712) 141 His own words
are so free and ingenuous 1686 Burnet Trav, 1, (1730) 60,
I wish they had larger and freer Souls

e. Showing absence of constraint or timidity in

one’s movements.
1849 James Woodman vii, The traveller came forward

with a bold, free step

9. Of literary or artistic composition, etc • Not
observing strict laws of form

;
(of a translation,

copy, etc.) not adhering strictly to the original.
18x3 Tytler Ess Pnnc Transl (ed 3) 231 The limits

between free translation and paraphrases. 1821 Craig
Led Drawing vu 406 A free and tasteful expression of the
minute forms in landscape. 1844 Stanley Arnold 1 . 111 142
Any mistake of grammar or constmction, however dex-
terously concealed in the folds of a free translation. 1869
Ouseley Counterp xv, 97 When it becomes impossible to
follow exactly all the intervals proposed The imitation is

then said to be Free, or Irregular.
'

10. Allowable or allowed (to or for a person to

do something)
, open or permitted to

1376 Fleming Panopl. Epist 2x6 If that which we have
learned, be free for every man to know 1618 Bolton
Floras To Rdr , Be it free, with reverence and modesty, to
note over-sights 1641 J Jackson TrueEvang. T 1 44 It

was free to every one to bastinado a Christian where he met
him 1667 Milton PL iv 747 Defaming as impure what
God declares Pure, and commands to some, leaves free to

all 1709 Hearne Collect 4 Apr ,
Y6 Copy was free to y8

View ofany one 1796 Burke Let Noble Ld Wks. VIII,
32 His Grace may think as meanly as he will of my deserts

. It is free for him to do so, 1846 Trench Mirac. xxxli.

VOL. IV.

(1862) 452 The 1 twelve legions of Angels whom it was free
to Him to summon to his aid
b Open to all competitors

; openfor all. Free
fight • a fight in which all and sundry engage pro-
miscuously.
1870 Lowell Study Wind 430 The affair became what

they call on the frontier a free fight 187a Mark Twain
Inuoc Abr xvn. 114 The sailors of a British ship ..
challenged our Sailors to a free fight 1881 Chicago '1 tmes
11 June, The grand free for-all horse race, open to the world
1887 Spectator 4 June 759/2 English riots are mere free-
fights, begun without special premeditation
11. Of a space, way, passage, etc * Clear of ob-

structions, open, unobstructed So of tin
-= freely-

circulating, in which one bieathes freely.
c 12$0 Gen. <5- Ex 3244 On twel doles delt 1st 3e se, xu.

wei3es Sei-ui ben faijjer and fre a 1300 Cursor M 5932
(Gott ) Froskis al pe erde Jjai couerd sua, A man miht
noght fre sett his ta 1396 Shaks Tam Shr 1 u. 233 Are
not the streets as free Forme as for you ? 1671 Narborougk
Jrnl m Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711) 143 They did meet
with no Ice, but a free and open Sea. *697 Dryden Vtrg
Georg 1 47 Where in the Void of Heav'n a Space is free,
Betwixt the Scorpion and the Maid for thee. Ibid iv 424
They stop his Nostrils, while he strives in vam To breath
free Air 1808 Scott Mann 1 iv, And quickly make the
entrance free 1836 Kane Arct Expl. I 111 35 The wind
off shore—with much free water 1878 Patmore Tamerton
Church-Tower 1 g Our weary spirits flagg’d beneath The
still and loaded air , We left behind the freer heath.
12 Clear of (something which is regarded as

objectionable or an encumbrance) Const offrom
a 1300 Cursor M 5923 Ne was in htis na vessel fre Jjat

watur hild, 0 stan ne tre, O Jus watur J>at sua stanc 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P R, xv xhi (1405) 503 Creta is an
ylonde free and clene of venyme 1670 Narborough Jml.
in Acc Sev Late Voy 1 {1711) 20 Every Man is com-
manded to keep himself clean, and free from Lice. x688 R
Holme Armoury in. 236/2 A Woman all Hairy, no part of
her Face free 1698 Fryer Acc E India § P 117 These
places are seldom free from Soldiers and Seamen. 1736 C
Lucas Ess Waters III 120 There ishardly any mine free
from pyrite 1834 G B Richardson Umv Code v (ed 12)
4103, 1 can keep fiee with the pumps x86o Tyndall Glac
1 xix 133 [Glacier] Ice, singularly free from air bubbles
1885 Law Times IDOLIX. 176/1 The mam travelling ways
had been reported fi ee from any accumulation offoulgas

13 fa. Of a bird’s flight s Agile, swift Ohs
1637 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 4 Her ordinary flying

ls commonly more free than the best Haggard Faulcon
Ibid , A kind of sea Hawk . of a far freer wing, and of a
longer continuance

b Naut. Of the wind : Not adverse (see quot.

1867 )

1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xxv 81 We had the wind free
sail after sail the captain piled upon her 1867 Smyth

Sailor's Word-bk

,

s v Freeing, To be free Said of the
wind when it exceeds 67° 30' from right-ahead x88o Daily
Tel 7 Sept

,
She is on the wrong tack, but the last puff was

free, and helped her.

14. Of material things • Not restrained in move-
ment, not fixed or fastened. To get free . to get
loose (from something that restrains or encumbers),
to extricate.

1390 Spenser F Q i 1 19 And, knitting all his force, got
one hand free, 1667 Milton P L Vn 464 Now half ap-
peared The tawny lion, pawing to get free His hinder parts,
1861 J R Greene Man, Anim, Kingd , Ccelent ii4The
fiee zooids of the Lucernandm x86z H Spfncer First
Pnnc 11 x § 82 (1875) 250 The pennant of a vessel lying
becalmed first shows the coming breeze by gentle undula-
tions that travel from its fixed to its free end 1878 E
Prout in Grove Diet Mils I 40 The discovery of the free
reed 1884 F J. Britten Watch $ Clockm

,
Free Spring,

a balance spring uncontrolled by curb pins 1890 Boldre-
wood Col Reformer (1891) 149 The yacht with courses free.

15. Disengaged from contact or connexion with
some other body or surface

,
relieved from the

pressure .of an adjacent or superincumbent body.
In Bot., not adnate to other organs. Free-central

.

see quot 1845
1713 Leoni Palladio's Archit (1742) II 10 Making over

the Architraves Arches that will bear the weight, and leave
the Architraves free 1830 R. Knox Beclards Anat 374
At the free surface of the mucous membrane *843 Lindley
Sch. Bot, 1, (1838) x6 If it [the placenta] grows in the middle
of the ovary, without adhering to its sides it is called free
central x86x Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I 8 The anthers
remaining separate, and being termed free, 1870 Hookek
Stud Flora 103 Carpels 1 or more, free or connate

16 Chem
y
etc. Uncombmed.

x8oo tr Lagrange’s Chem I 244 The nitric acid remains
free in the liquor 1831 Carpenter Man Phys (ed 2) 51
By the decomposition of the carbonic acid, oxygen is set
free 1862 Ansted Channel Isl iv xx (ed 2) 464 A silicate

of alumina, with some free silica, and a trace of iron CX863
J Wylde in Circ Sc, I 148/2 A few grains of kaolin, may
be added to neutralise an excess of free acid

17 Of power or energy: Disengaged, available

for * work ’.

1823 J Nicholson OPerat Mechanic 662 The wholepower
of the engine would he expended m impelling itself and the
ship . and no free power would remain for freight 1837
Brewster Magnet 363 The action of the free fluid is in
equihbno with the external force 2838 Proc Amer Phil
Soc I. 6 Free electricity is not under any circumstances
conducted silently to the earth

18. Of a material Yielding easily to operation,

easily worked, loose and soft in structure. Also
free-working : see D. 1. a below. See also Free-
srosrB, whence this sense prob arises

1373 in Willis & Clark Cambridge ('1886) I 174 Item for

Ramsey stone free and ragge 1676 Wood Life tOxf Hist

Soc ) II 353 Many flat stones, but being free and soft, their
inscriptions are woren out 1763 A Dickson Treat Agnc.
(ed 2) 39 Even that kind of land that is most free and open
in its nature, is found to be rendered more fertile by [fallow-
ing] 1798 Smeaton Edystone L. § 106 This stone was
capable of being thus wrought, and was so free to the tool
1807 Vancouver Agnc. Devon (1 813) x 1 It is generally called
free, or Dunstone land

b Of wood: Without knots. (So free-stuff,
seeD, 2 .)

1678 [see Froughy 2] 1770 Kuckahn in Phil Trans LX.
315 Out of any soft free wood, cut an artificial one.

Ill Characterized by spontaneity, readiness or
profuseness in action.

19 Of a person, his will, etc. • Acting of one’s
own will or choice, and not under compulsion or
constraint

;
determining one’s own action or choice,

not motived from without. (See also Free will )
c 888 K /Elfreq Boeth xh § 2 Forpsem he jesceop twa

Sesceadwisan gesceafta fno [MS. Cott freo], englas & men
C1400 Rom Rose 7441 He knew nat that she was con-
streyned But wende she come of wille al fre. 1601
?Marston Pasquil

<S-
Rath 1 180 Nay, be free, my

daughters, in election 1606 Shaks. Tr ttf Cr n 11 170 To
make vp a free determination ’Twixt right and wrong 1662
Stillingfl Ong Sacr in 111 § 5 Considering man as a free
agent 1732 Berkelfy Alciphr vu. § 22 A man is said to
be free, so far forth as he can do what he will 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng 1 . 561 From the day when he quitted
Friesland he had never been a free agent. 1869 Freeman
Norm Conq (1876) III. xi 6 The choice of the electors
would be perfectly free.

20. Ready in doing or granting anything; acting
willingly or spontaneously

;
(of an act) done of

one’s own accord
;
(of an offer, assent, etc.) readily

given or made, made with good will
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 852 To kepe his forward by his free

assent 1335 Coverdale i Kings x 13 And Kynge Salomon
gaueynto y° Quene all that she desyred and axed, besydes
that which he gaue her of a frye hande 1549 Bk, Com
Prayer, Collect noth Snnd Trinity, That we maye with free
hearts accomplyshe those thynges that thou wouldest have
done 1376 Fleming Panopl. Epist 121 There is no kmde
of thing, which Cmsars highnesse . wil not graunt and
give of his fiee bountie. 1607 Shaks Ttniou 1 n x88
x6xx Tourneur Ath Trag 1 i, You neede not urge my
spirit bydisgrace, ’Tis free enough

, my Father hinders it

x6i8 Bolton Flams (1636) 13 Tarquinius of his own fiee
courage demanding the Kmgdome, had it as freely granted
<11626 Bacon New Ail Wks 1802 II 132 His noble free
offers left us nothing to ask 1651 C Cartwright Cert.
Rehg 1. 206 God doth justifie us (saith he) of his free
oodnes, 1882 Ogilvie s.v., He made him a free offer of
is services.

1

b. with inf. : Ready to do something
; eager,

willing, prompt. 06s exc. m phr free to confess
,

where the adj. is now apprehended as in 8 c
1660 Trial Regie. 22, I shall be very free to open my

Heart. 1699 Dampier Voy II. v 94 He was very free
to talk with me, and first asked me my business thither.
ax716 Blackall Wks (1723) I 276 To part with any-
thing in this World and to be free to suffer any temporal
Loss rather than live m a State of strong Temptation
to Sin 1722 Sewel Hist Quakers (1795) I. 111 191 But
they were not free to consent thereto 1784 New Spec-
tator xvi 6/2 For my own part, I will be free to confess,
that, in my opinion, [etc ] 1821 Clare Vtll. Mmstr, I 40
Mark his generous mind ; How free_ he is to push about
bis beer 1824 Byron Juan xvi lxxhi, He was ‘ free to
confess’—(whence comes this phrase? Is't English? No—
’tis only parliamentary) That [etc.] 1874 Ruskin Fors
Clav xxxvn 4, I am free to confess I did not quite know
the sort of creature I had to deal with.

e. Of a horse : Ready to go, willing.

1477 Sir J Paston m P. Lett. No. 802 III 200 It shall
never neede to prykk nor threte a free horse a 1392 Greene
A Iphonsus iv, Wks (Rtldg ) 242/1 Horses that be free Do
need no spurs X673 E. Brown BnefAcc Trav 71 They
[Servian horses] are very free. 1884 Daily News 23 July
7/2 * Free horses ’—horses that is that have been working
m pairs, and have been too conscientious m their work, ana
have done more than their share.

21. Ready m giving, liberal, lavish. Const, of.
a 1300 Cursor M 14307 Sua fre giuer of all km gode

c 1300 Ibid. 27874 (Cott Galba) Help j>e pouerwith hert fre

Ibid. 28741 (Cott. Galba) What nede es Jrat be spenser be
nithmg of J>at {>e lord es fire. x6xx Bible 2 Chron. xxix. 31
As many as were ofa free heart. 1663 ButlerHud 1. 1 496
For Saints themselves will sometimes he Of Gifts that
cost them nothing, free. 1699 Dampier Voy. 11 1. 84 The
Tonquinesem general are very free to their Visitants, treat-

ing them with the best cheerthey are able to procure 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. iv, I was not very free of it, for my Store
was not great. 1740 Garrick Lying Valet 11 Wks. 1798 I.

S3 When he's drunk .he’s very free, and will give me any
thing 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq {1876) IV. xvm. 185
Handsome in person and free of hand.

b. Of a gift Given out of liberality or genero-

sity (not m return or requital for something else).

c *380 Wvclif Sel. Whs. III. 312 To fynde goode prestis

bi fre almes of J?e peple 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par,
Matt 1. 2x The messmger of this free fehcitie 1583 Fulke
Defence xv 403 The worde ^dpic-fia signifieth ‘a free

gift ’, or a gift that is freely giuen wherof the Prouerbe
is, what is so free as gift? 1791 Genii. Mag LXI 1. 411
Benefices are now, I might almost say never a free gift from
a private patron.

22 Acting without restriction or limitation , al-

lowing oneself ample measure in doing something.
2578 Timme Calume on Gen 86 Being convinced that he

was too free in sinning 1632 J Hayward tr Biondis
Eromena 147 That either too light, or too free feeding hath
occasioned you this dreame 1727 Pope Th Var Subj
Swift’s Wks 1753 II 1 224 How free the present age is in
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laying taxes on the next. 1746 BcRKrLrY 2># Tar-water
11 § 9 The free use of strong fermented liquors. *791 Gotti
Ma% 26/3 Probably no divine made a freer use ofthe paro-

nomasia than Dan Featley 1858 Hawthorne Ir # It

Jruls I 191 He is free and careless 111 displaying his

precious wares 1884 Blanch Exam 4 Apr. 4/5 At the

close [of the market] the tone is easy, with fiee sellers.

1) Free of or with : using or employing without

reserve or restraint.

163a Lrrncow Ttav nr 9a He was so free of his stomacke
to receive 111 strong liquor, 1653 Bogan Mirth Chr Life 80
Grotius, the freest man of his tongue that ever I knew 1700
S L tr Frykc's Voy E Ind 196 He was not free of his

Discourse. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) U 258
He gives 11s a Caution not to be too free with such Pre-
parations.

e Unstinted as to supply, quantity, etc , coming
forth m profusion

;
administered without stint

,

abundant, copious. (Used with mixture of sense 8 .)

1635 J, Hayward tr Biondi’s Banish'd Virg 86 His
wounded thigh by its free bleeding gave the eye occasion
to suspect [etc ] 1707 Hbarnf Collect ex July, After a free

glass or two he happen’d to discourse x8o6Med Jml XV.
317 A free stimulus given to the absorbent system 1823-34
Good Study Med (ed 4) I 244 The skin warm, the pulse

free and forcible 1887 Barjng-Gould Gaverocks xn, A
monthly rose that was a free bloomer

23 Frank and open in conversation or intercourse,

ingenuous, umeserved; also, in bad sense — over-

free, forward, ‘familiar’, ready to ‘take libei ties
’

1635 Quarles Entbl 1 iv (1718) 18 If thou be free, she’s

strange
,
if strange, she’s free 163s J Hayward tr Biondis

Banish'd Virg 185 Beeing of a free nature quite forgot all

circumspection 1671 Narboroucii Jml in Acc Sev Late
Voy, 1 (1711) 132 These Antipodes began to be somewhat
bolder, and more free. 1693-4 Gibson m Lett Lit Men
(Camden) 217 His Grace is very free and open 1719 Dc
Foe Crusoe n, vi, I pressed him to be free and plain with
me 177S Sheridan it Pa-ti Day it 11, Not so free,

fellow! 1800 Mrs. Hervey Monrtray Earn. II 171 Daring
and free as was this young nobleman, with women whose
principles were as free as his own 1834 Hawthorne Eng.
Note-bks, (1883] I. 464 A veiy able man, with the Western
sociability and free-fellowship

24. To make (or be) free with to adopt very
familiar terns in one’s conversation or dealings

with (a pei son)
;
hence gen and transf to treat

unceremoniously, take liberties with Also Naut.,
to approach boldly
1708 Swirr Aboht Chr Wks 1735 II. 1 84 Great wits

love to be free with the highest objects , and if they cannot
be allowed a God to revile or renounce, they will speak evil

of dignities 1714 Addison Sped No 556 r 7, I was once
like to have been run through the Body for making a little

too Fiee with my Betters 1728 N Salmon in Lett Lit
Men (Camden 1 361 The Itinerary of Antoninus I find all

authors making free with, condemning it for blunders, and
altering figures 1783 Hist Miss Baltimores II 79 If
I can infuse into Carleton's ear, that Sedly and her ladyship
make too free, he may propose setting me as a watch over
his wife’s conduct 1803 Nelson 10 Aug. in Nicolas Disp
VIII 135 You aie to approach Toulon with great caution
and not make too free with the entrance of the harbour
i8afi Disraeli Viv Grey vi i, He may with justice make
fiee with our baggage *833 Ht Martineau Vanderput

.S'. 1 7 Rebuked him for being so free with the pastor 1836
Reade Never too late 1, 1 advise you not to make so free
with your servants. *838 Mere marine Mag V 226 You
may make free with the shore to within half a cable's

length

25. Of speech Characterised by liberty m the

expression of sentiments 01 opinions , uttered or
expressed without reserve

,
frank, plain-spoken.

1611 Tourneur Ath Trag v 11. Wks 1878 I 148 With
the free votce of a departing soule, I here protest this
Gentlewoman cleare. 1625 Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb

) 329
For else Counsellours will but take the Windeofhim; Ana
in stead ofgiuing Free Counsel!, singhim aSong of Placebo
1680 H. More Afiocal Apoc. 107 Their free rebukes out of
the woi d of God being very disquieting 171a Steele Sped
No 493 1* 1 The Mistress and the Maid shall quarrel, and
give each other very free Language 1794 Nelson 19 Mar.
in Nicolas Disp I 373 Gave Lord Hood my free opinion
that 800 troops, with 400 seamen, would take Bastia.

1849 Macaulay Ihst Eng II 66 The conversation at
table was free, and the weaknesses of the prince whom
the confederates hoped to manage were not spared. 1884
L J. Jennings id Croker Papers I. vm 238 Men used
rather free expressions to each other in the days of the
Regency.

to. Not observing due bounds, ‘loose’, licentious.

183s Thackeray Esmond in m, Where she listened
to much free talk. 1839 Tennyson Emd 1140 Earl Limours
Drank till he jested with all ease, and told Free tales

IV. Not burdened, not subject or liable, exempt;
invested with special rights or privileges

20 (With const from or of) : a. Released or
exempt from, not hable to (e g a rule, penalty,
payment)
c 1000 Ags Gasp Matt xvu 26 Eomestlice )>a bam senden

file 4phoo CursorM 3240 O |n trout J>an mak 1 \>e fie

1630 R Johnson's Kingd ty Comimo 185 He is free from
all tax and imposition all his life after. 1694 Locke Hum
Und. 11 xxi § 60 (ed. 2), The will, free from the determina-
tion of such desires, is left to the pursuit of nearer satisfac-
tions 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng II 7 That the Roman
Catholic, where the interests of his religion were con-
cerned, thought himself free from all the ordinary rules of
morality

to. Exempt from, having immunity from, not
subject to (some circumstances or affection regarded
as hurtful or undesirable).
c X200 Ormin 16818 patt Crist wass .all bwerrt ut off sinne

fie c 1230 Hah Metd 5 Freo ouer alle fram alle worldlichc
weanen 1381 Sidney Apal Podne (Arb ) 55 Poetne is

the freest fiom thys obiection 1394 Hooker Eccl Pol tv

lx § 2 The freer our minds are from all distempci ed affec-

tions x6ix Shaks Wtttl f 1 11 264 These Are such
allow’d Infirmities, that honestie Is neuer free of 1698
Fryer Acc E India $ P 35 When they feel themselves
freest fiom Sickness 1798 Ferriar Illusii Sterne vi 179
Our own wnters are not free fiom this error 1822 Lamb
Elia Ser n Confess Drunkard, I am never free from those
uneasy sensations 1883 Blanch Exam. 21 May 5/3 These
Highlanders are notoriously free from pulmonary con-
sumption. 1893 Sir N Lindety m Law Times Rep
LXXIII. 645/2 The point appears to me free fiom any
real difficulty.

27 a Exempt from, or not subject to, some
particular jurisdiction or lordship b Possessed
of certain exclusive rights or privileges. Used to

designate franchises or liberties, as free chapel (see

Chapel sb 3 c), free chase = Frank chase
, free

fishery (see Fishery 4), free maina§e= Frank
marriage

; free warren (see Warren). Free
miner (local) see quot 1883
1297 R Glouc (T724) 474 Other hoh churche was issent,

that mid rqte was so lie 1373 Barbour Bruce 1 164 Or as
myn eldm forouch me Held it m freyast reawte c *483
Caxton Bk Trav 21 b, A cure of fre chapell 1333 Cover-
dale Josh xx 2 Giue amonge you fre cities y fc they may
be fie amonge you from the avenger of bloude 1399
Sandy's Enropce Spec (1632) 170 The Free-Cityes have all

save some very few, enfiecd themselves from the Pope
x6xx Speed Hist. Gt Brit ix 111 § 11 Setting to sale the
free-i lghts of the Church 1641 Te> mes de la Ley 168 Free
marriage 1669 .Sr Acts Chas II 4 Tenements lands and
fishings Uoldcn m frie burgage 1697 Dampier Voy. I \i

317 He was a free Merchant by that name the Dutch and
English in the East Indies, distinguish those Merchants
who aie not Servants to the Company 1700 Tyrrell Hist
Eng II 1x07 Their feoffees and Free-Tenants 1705 Land
Gaz. No 3050/4 The several Regal ties, Free-Fisheues, etc

1723 Ilnd No. 6x94/7 Elizabeth Smith Free-Dealer 1726
C Kirkham (title), Two Letters the First Shewing .the
Rights and Privileges of Pourallees or Free-Hey 1783
J Phillips 'treat Inland Navtg p xu, The defection of
the Colonies, now the Free and United States. x8xo Spot t-

tngMag XXXVI. 26 The lights of free warren and free

chace 1843 James Forest Days v, No free-forester shall

ever be arrested by our people, or on our land i86x M
pATTrsoN Ess (i88g) I 44 The free towns of Lubeck,
Bremen, and Hambuig 1883 Grfsi ey Gloss Coat Blimntr,
Free Miner, a man born within the hundred of St Bnavels
who has worked a year and a day in a mine 1884 Law

Times 31 May 78/2 A free romei made an application to the
gaveller for a giant to him of one of the two gales

28 Of teal property Held without obligation
of lent or service, freehold.
c 1290 Eng. Leg I 52/186 An hondret hidene of guod

lond with hire he }af |ier }>at hoas, nl so freo m eche point
ase he him-sulf it heold er C1440 York Mvst xx\n 348
A rung A place here beside loide wolde 1 wedde-sette
Pilat What title has Jjou ber-to? is it Jiyne awne free?
A rung. Lorde, fre be my freaome me fallis it 1465 Poston
Lett No 522 II 224 Other x acres of fie londe a 1333
Ld Berners Hnon ixxxi 249 Your landes oughte to be
rendred to you franke and fre 2387 in Collect lOxf Hist
Soc ) I. 180 Ladyes Crofte Mr Losse free x6ox Holland
Pliny II 49s She had conferred frankely vnon the people of
Rome, a piece of inedow ground which was her owne
Free-land 170X Lond. Gas, No 37x2/4 About 60 Acres of
Meadow and Pasture Land, all Fiee Land

*j* b Of property At one’s own disposal. Obs
1808 Forsyth Beauties Seotl (1808) V. 144 A piolubition

existed against nuiriage, unless where the young couple
could show they possessed /J40 Scots of free gear

29 Invested with the rights or immumlies of,

admitted to the privileges of (a chartered company,
corporation, city, or the like). Sometimes used
simply, without of.

1496 Act 12 Hen VII, c 6 Merchants and Adventurers
dwelling and being free withm the City of London 1333 inW H Turner Select Rec Oxford 215 He was made fre m
myne yere Am not I also a freeman? 1587 Fleming Contn
Holmshed III 1311/1 Citizen of London, and free of the
clothworkers x6xo B Jonson Alch 1 m, .Free of the
Grocers? 1631 Rec Carpenters’ Co 4 Dec m Jupp Hist
Acc Comp Carpenters (1887) x6o Whereas the ffree Sawiers
have indited a fforreine sawier, etc x66x Pepys Diary3 May,
It was inhis thoughts to have got me made free of the towne.
x688 Lond Gae. No 23x7/1 The Company of Free Fisher-
men ofYour River of Thames 169a Locke Govt, 11 vi § 59
Is a Man under the Law of England 9 What made him
Free of that Law? 1703 Lond Gaz No 3944/4 He is

a Free-Burgess of Colchester 1712 Swirr Jml to Stella
18 Sept, It is necessary they should be made free here
before they can be employed 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 11 xm,
My horse fell, and made me free of the country, as they
call it 1766 Entick London IV 239 The shop-keepers are
obliged to be fiee of the city 1839 C BarkerA ssoc. Princ,
11. 54 Persons not free of the craft

b. Hence : Allowed the use or enjoyment of (a
place, etc ).

1687 Dryden Hmd $ P hi 1245 He therefore makes all
birds of every sect Free of his farm 1713 Steele Guardian
No S3 ?2 Powel of the Bath is reconciled to me, and has
made me free of his show x8x8 Keats Endymion hi Poet
Wks (18861 139 And I was free of haunts umbrageous. 1840
Dickens Bam. Rudge x, Barnaby’s as free of the house
as any cat or dog about it

30. Said of workmen who are not members of
a trade-union: also free labour—the labour of
non-unionists
1890 Times 17 Sept 4/3 A free labour registration for the

purpose of securing the services ofmen . for work as free
men without reference to any other combination. 1891

FREE.
Spectator 17 Jan ,

The refusal of Union men to work with
ftee-labotirers

31. Exempt fi om restrictions m regard to trade •

allowed to trade m any market or with any com’
modities , open to all traders

,
also, not subject to

tax, toll, or duty.
1631 Wlever Anc Fun Mon 38 Their Free-martes or

Markets 1711 Shai-tlsb Charac (1737) I 64 Nothing
is so advantageous to it [trade] as a free-port. 17x4 Fr
Bk. of Rates 2 The Privileges of Cities, Towns, Persons
Fiee-fairs, and other Exemptions. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe ii’

xm, Having gotten a good acquaintance at Manilla he
got his ship made a free ship. 1753 Scots Mag Mar u0/2
Free ships render the merchandize on board free *84*
Calhoun Wks (1874) IV 105 The act increased the hstof
free articles many-fold 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Free
public-house

,

one not belonging to a brewer
, the landlord

has therefore free hbetty to brew hib own beer, or purchase
where he chooses x86a Latham Channel Isl hi xvu (ed 2)
400 It became a free port, and throve through its freedom

32 (In fullf ee ofcost, charge ,
or the 1 ike) Given

or provided without payment, costless, gratuitous
Of persons

.
(Admitted, etc ) without payment

1385 T Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. m xvin 104 To
have free shot and cheare. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv

357 Lazy Drones, without their Share of Pain, In Winter
Quarters free, devour the Gam 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 xvu
You will Larry me . . to England, passage free 1830 Blackin'
Mag XXVIII 400 Paid partlym victuals

, and partly in
free tickets 1836 Dickens hk Bos vi 1 1850) 22/1 Books
were bought, all the free-scat people provided therewith
1832 Macaui ay Jml 15 Aug, 1 got a place among the free
seats 1836 IlAWTHOimr Eng. Note-bks (1883) II 234 We
went to the IJ.iymarket Theatre, where Douglas Jerrold is

on the free list. 1856 Fboudk Hist Eng (1858) I 1, 43 To
every man who chose to ask for it, theie was free fare and
free lodging 1894 7tmes (weekly ed ) 9 Feb 113/2 An ap
plicant for a free pass over this company's lines of railway,

b Free school :
1 a school in which learning is

given without pay’ (J.)
It has been denied that this was the meaning of

1

free
(grammar) school', L. libera schola grammaticahs, as
the official designation of many sdiools founded under
Edw. VI. The denial rests 011 the two assertions (both
disputable) that the Eng phrase is a translation of the
Latin, not the reverse, and that liber could not mean
‘ gratuitous ’ in mediaeval any more than m classical Latin
Many different interpretations of the adj have been pro-
osed (r) exempt from ecclesiastical control

, (2) exempted
y licence from the operation of the statute of mortmain,

and hence entitled to hold property (to a limited amount),

(j) giving a liberal education , (4) * privileged ’ or 1
author-

ized ’ We have failed, howtyer, to find any example m
which the interpretation ‘ gratuitous ’ ts inadmissible (though
the schools called * free ’ were often gratuitous only to a select

number or class of scholars) , and there is abundant proof
that this interpretation was already current before the tune
ofEdw VI
[1488 Will ofSir Edm Shaw (Som Ho ), I woll that the

said connyng Preeste kepe a Grammer scole contynually in

the said Town of Stopforde [Stockport] and that he frely

without any salary asking except only my salary shall
teach, etc ] 1404 Fabyan Chron. vi clxxi 163 He [King
Alfred] ordeynecl the firste grammer scole at Oxenforde, ana
other free scoles *500 Deed Found Lancaster Grammar
Sch m National Observer (1896) 3 Oct 578 [The master shall

be] a profound grammarian, keping a Fre Scole, teching
the childer unto the utmost profitt, nothing taking

therefor. 1503 Will of Sir John Percyvale (Macclesfield

1877) 5, I woll that the said preest shall alway kepe in

the said Town of Maxfeld a Fre Grammar Scole c 15x2
Ordinance Agnes Metiers (MS c 1590) m Nottingham Rec
III 455 [She founds at Nottingham] a Free Schole of
one maistet and Usher [They are forbidden to] take any
other gift whereby the scollers or their friends should be
charged but at the pleasure of the friends of the scholars,

save the wages to be paid by the said Guardians [1518 Stat.
St Pauts Sch m Lupton Life Colet 271 John CoTet in

1312 bylded a Scole in the Estende ofPaulcs church for 153
to be taught fre in the samel 1348 Chantry Ccrtif No
22 m A F Leach Eng Schools at Reform (1897) 82

The chauntry ofBlakebroke Founded by licence obtained
ofKmge Henry the Sixt to manteigne a discrete priest to

kepe a gramer scoole half free, that ys to seye, taking of
scolers lermng gramer 8d the quarter, and of others lermng
to rede 4<f the quarter 1383 STUznusAnat Abus 11 (1882)

19 Be there not free schooles, where youthmay bee brought
vp in learning Gratis without any charges to their parents?

1399 Will of P Blundell (founding Tiverton Grammar
School) in Rept Comm Char, 1820 III App. 136 My
meaning is yt shall be for ever a Free Schole and not a
Schole of exaction 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 116

There is also a free sehooTe setled att Carickfergus, which is

maintained by the Bishop, Clergy, &c- 1699 Phil Trans
XXI 441 A State-House, and a Free-School 1727 Stat
Bury Gramm School (Bury 1863), I have ordered my Free
Schole of Bury to be free to all boys born in the parish .

yet my intent is .not to debar [the masters] from that

common priviledg m all Free Scholes of receiving presents,

benevolences, gratuitiesfrom the scholars 1739 Goldsm.j?^
No 6 § 1 ?4 The manner in which our youth of London are

at present educated is, some in free schools in the city, but
the far greater number in boarding schools about town 1837
Ht Martineau Sot Amer III 164 One needs but go
from a chanty school in an English county to a free-school

in Massachusetts, to see [etc] 1838 Dickens 0 Twist
vn, It’s a poor boy from, the free-school. 184* — Amer.
Notes (1850) X13/1 Its free-schools, of which it has so many
that no person’s child among its population can, by possi-

bility, want the means of education
transf 1389 R Harvey PI, Perc, ro A free schoole of

skolds shalbe set vp for the nonce.

+ B sb. Obs.

1. The adj used dbsol.

c 1300 Beket 221 The crie was sone wide couth among thue

and freo c 1320 Sir Trtstr 3153 po folwed bond and fie.

c X350 Will Paleme 5514 Feipful. to fre & to jzewe.
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2 A person of noble birth or breeding; a knight

or lady
[In OS poetry fri neut (prob orig adj with ellipsis of

wtf) is used in the sense of * lady', orME Burd , the same
use occurs once in OE in a passage known to be translated

from OS (quot 0x000 below)]

a xooo Czdmon's Gen. 457 (Or ) Freo faegroste. c 1320 Sir
Tnstr 3046 Ysonde men callejj ]>at fre, Wib be white hand

13 EE A Hit P B 920 ‘ penne fare forth
1

,
quoth bat fre

[an angel] c X3S0 Will. Palerne 505Whan |ie fre was in J>e

forest founde m his denne £1380 SirFerumb 3441 panne
saide Roland to pat fry ‘ Damesele, pow spekest ful cor-

tesly ’ £1460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 268 Weill wote
that it was he My lord Jesu , he that betraydc that fre

Sore may he rew a 1549 Murning Maidtn 14 in Lane*

ham's Let (1871) Pref 150, I followit on that fre, lhat
semehe wes to se

C adv In a free manner, fieely : used in the

different senses of the adj In educated use now
only techn or arch

,
and chiefly m contexts where

it admits of being interpreted as adj

1559 Mrrr Mag , Worcester 11, That truth vnshent should
speake in all thinges fire 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 11 1 82,

I as free forgiueyou As I would be forgiuen 1681 Dryden
Abs 4- Achit. 202 Achitophel Disdain’d the golden Fruit

to gather free 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 321 So as the
Plumb-line play free in the Groove 1709 Strypl Ann
Ref I 11. 61 This subsidy was extreamly free and readily

granted 1776 G Semple Building in Water iog The
Middle of the Current of the River, runs the freest 1850
Mrs Browning Rom Page xxxiv, The knight smiled free

at the fantasy. 1885 Law Times LXXX 101/i An adjoin-

ing pulley which ran free

b. Without cost or payment. Often with gratis

added. Scatfree : see Soot.
1368 V. Skinner tr Montanns’ Inquisit. 35 b, Escape

scotte free 1682 in Picton L'pool Muntc Rec (1883) I

252 Hee was admitted free gratis X774 Ibid (1886) II 195
Admitted to the freedom free gratis Mod, The gallery

will be open free on Saturdays

0

Naut. {To sail, go, etc.) free • le with bow-
lines slackened and sheets eased

;
farther from the

wind than when close-hauled.

x8i2 Examiner 12 Oct 649/2 Both keeping up a heavy
fire and steering free 1839 Marryat Phant Ship xn, We
were going about four knot;, and a half free 1883 Harper's
Mag Aug 447/2 A boat with ability to fetch to windward
and to run free

D Comb.

1

a with ppl adjs wheiefree is either adverbial

or enters into parasynthetic combinations, as \free-

bestowed, -bred, -footed
,

\ -franchised, -garmented,

f -miened, -minded
,

{-mindedness'), -mouthed
,

-moving, -spirited, -swimming
,
-tongued, -working

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut xm 75 Through his owne
*freebestowed goodenesse 1599 Marston Sco. Viliamen,
vi 201 Oh indignity To my lespectless *free-bred poesie

1602 Shaks Ham in 111 26 For we will Fetters put vpon
this feare, Which now goes too *free-footed 1681 Cotton
Wend Peak (ed 4) 28 In these *free franchis’d, subterranean

caves 184S Hare Guesses Ser 11 (1859) 341 The sayings

of the *free-garmented folks m Julius Cesar could not have
come from the close-buttoned generation in Othello. 1647
Stapylton Juvenal 215 They1

! *free mem’d, gallants, ana
fine gentlemen XS97 Bacon Ess

,
Regiment of Health

(Arb ) 58 To be *free minded and chearefully disposed at

bowers of raeate and of sleepe and of exercise 1834 T
Moore Mem (1856) VII 41 As if they were more high and
free-minded from having slaves to trample upon 1379
Knewstub Confutation 68 b, Out of the *free mmdednes
of their heat [7heart] 1647 H. More Song of Soul ir in,

in lvm, Mirth, and Free-mindednesse, Simphcitie 1862
Merivale Row. Emp (1865) VII lxu 403 A vain pretence

of *free mouthed patriotism 1833-6 Todd Cycl. Anat I

688/1 The *free-movmg young nave very well developed
eyes 1677 Gale Crt Gentiles iv 429 Princes ought to

be *freespirited, generose, liberal 1733 Berkeley Def
Fiee-t/nnking in Math § 8 Many free-spirited inquiries

after tiuth 1894 Pop Set Monthly June 272 A pelagic or

*free-swimmingAscidian 1599 Massinger, eta OldLaw iv.

u, A *free-tangued woman, And very excellent at telling

secrets 1877 Dowden Shaks Print yi. 141 The free-

tongued girls of Cleopatra 0 1619JF0THERBY Atheom 1

xiu § 1 (1622) 135 Both wittingly, and willingly, by a *free-

workmg will X793 Smeaton Edystone L § 98 Portland, or

some other free working stone 1892 J C Blomfield Hist
Heyford 3 Light or free-working land may be ploughed
more easily than that which is stiff and heavy

b in derivative combinations based upon some
recognized phrase m which the adjective is em-

ployed, as free-agmey, -citizenship, -pressism, etc.

(afterft ee agent,free citizen,free press, etc).

1786 Burke W Hastings Wks 1842 II 205 The restora-

tion of the Mogul to his *fi ee-agency in the conduct ofhis
affairs, 1&60 Pusey Mm ProPh 324 He so wills to be

freely loved that He does not force our free agency 1849

Gbote Greece 11 lxix. (1862)VI 216 To Xerxes, the con-

ception of *free-citizenship- was incomprehensible. 1836

Tait's Mag XXIII 698 Our *free pressism is one of our

peculiarities

c. m secondary combination with a verbal or

agent noun (where free seems partly adverbial,

qualifying the action understood), as free-acting,
-handler

,
-handling, -seeker,

-speaker, -speaking,

-writer, -writing So Free-liver, -thinker, etc

1738-41 Warburtqn Div. Legat App 41 ’Tis the punish-

ment 01 ^free-acting to fear where no fear is 1862 F Hall
Hindu Philos Syst 157 The sanctimonious vocabulary of

*free-handlers and secularists *873 E, White Life m
Christ u xii. (1878) 144 If you will but nullify by criticism

and *free-handhng the truth on Atonement 1693 Luttrfll
BriefRel (1857) III 56A new sect is started up here called

the *Freeseekers 17x6 Addison Drummer 1. 10 I’m a

Free-thinker, Child A b I am sure you are a *Free-speaker 1

1660 Trial Regie 40 Let there be *free speaking by the
Prisoner and Councel 1711 Shaftesb Charac (1737) I

65 In the case ofmany zealots, who have taken upon 'em to
answer our modem *free-writers 173a BerkeleyA Iciphr.

11 § 6 In this most wise and happy age of Free-thinking,
Free-speaking, *Free-writing, and Free-acting

2 In spec, phrases, etc f free alms =frank
almoign (see Almoign) ; free-chant Mus (see

quot ) ; free companion, (see quot and cf. Free
lance); so free company; +freefish (see quot,)}

free grace, the unmerited favour of God (whence

tfree gracian) ; f free holly (see quot ) ; free
love, the doctrine of the right of free choice in

sexual relations without the restraint of marriage
or other legal obligation, whencefree-lover, -laving

,

-lovism, etc.
; free-milling a. Mining (of ores)

easily reducible
, free part Mus (see quot )

;

free-stock (see quot 1763), free-stuff Building
(see quot ) , f free suitor, one of the tenants

entitled to attend a manorial court
; + free ward,

? =L. libera custodia

,

detention not involving close

or ignominious restraint (hence free-warder) ,

+ free-work, ? decorative mason-work.
1303-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c 29 Preamb , To hold ofyour

Highnesse and of your heyres in *free & perpetuall Aimes
1628 Coke On Lite 97 a. Free almes, (which was free from
any limitation of certaintie) 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet.
Mus Terms, *Free chant is a form of recitative music for

the Psalms and Canticles, in which a phrase, consisting of
two chords only, is applied to each hemistich of the words
1820 Scott Ivanhoe vm, A knight who rode near him, the
leader of a band of *Free Companions, or Condottieri , that
is, of mercenaries belonging to no particular nation, but
attached for the time to any prince by whom they were
paid. *872 Ruskin Fors Clav II xv it A soldier in one
of these *free companies 1602 Carew Cornwall 31a,
After Shell-fish succeedeth the ’’free-fish, so termed, because
he wanteth this shelly bulwarke 1631 C Cartwright
Cert Relig 1 108 How many, O Lord, doe with Pelagius
fight for Free-will against Thy *Free-grace ? 1871 Carlyle
in Mrs Carlyle's Lett I 380 [She] was filled with the con-

sciousness of free grace 1647 Saltmarsh Sparkl Glory

(1847) 141 The *Free-Gracian They that have discovered
up into free-grace or the mystery of salvation [etc ] x6xo
Guillim Heraldry in vu 108 There is a kinde of
Holly that is void of these Pnckles . and therefore called

*Free-holly, which in my opinion is the best Holly. 1839
Holland GoldF vi 96 The *free-love doctrines and free-

love practices of the day 1872 Tennyson Last Tourna-
ment 273

1 Free love—free field—we love but while we may 1

187a F Hall Recent Exempt False Phil 89 *Free-lovers

may, with good reason, look up 1879 Geo, Eliot Theo
Such xvui 3x8 Affection which lifts us above emigrating
rats and *free-loving baboons 1864 Realm 17 Feb 3
Advocates of *free-kmsm, who believe the great evil of the

world to be the indissolubility of marriage 1895 City
Review 3 July 3/2 *Free milling ores are usually obtained
from the auriferous quartz lying near the surface. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet Mus Terms, *Free-parts, ad-

ditional parts to a canon or fugue, having independent
melodies, in order to strengthen or complete the harmony
1719 London & Wise Compl Gard iv 52 It should be
Grafted on a Quince-stock, because on a *Free-Stock the

Fruit grows spotted, small, and crumpled 1763 J Wheeler
Botan 4- Gard Did s v Pyrus, All the sorts propagated
in gardens are produced by budding, or grafting them upon
stocks of their own kind; which are commonly called

free-stocks 1823 P Nicholson Prad Build 223 *Free
Stuff, that timber or stuff which is quite clean, or without

knots 1620 Wilkinson Courts Leet 4- Baron xoB Then
call the ’•free suitors and dozonors one after another
c 1640 J Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I 195 Which in the

Court of this Lord m Radclive street shee aenyed ; where-
upon the freesuteis theie gave mdgment vpon his life

1637 Rutherford Let 23 Sep (1891) 323 My spirit also is

m *free waid Ibid 17 Sep (1891) 516 Jesus hath a back-

bond of alL our temptations, that the free warders shall

come out by law and justice, in respect of the infinite and
great sum that the Redeemer paid 0x7x8 PrNN Irads
Wks 1726 I 726 Sculpture, ’’Free-work, inlayings and
Painted Windows
Free (fr?)> v an<^ Pa PP^e [OE

fr4on,fr£og{e)an,=MHG vrfyen, ON fria,fnd.—
OTeut *frijkjan, f *fnjo- Free a.]

1 trans. To make free
,
to set at liberty ; to re-

lease or deliver from bondage or constraint.

cxooo MtxmcLev. xxv 10 On )>am forgifemsse xeareman
sceal freogan selcne jieowan c 1205 Lay 882 Ich time wille

freoien jifheme 3efeS gersume c 1230 Gen <5- Ex 2787
Nu am ic l^t to fren hem (JeSen, And milche and hun^e
lond hem queSen. a 1300 Cursor M 16942 pan war we
frehed all c 1470 Henry Wallacevm 1580 Thai frede the

folk, in Ingland for to gang 13x3 Douglas AEneis x xin
heading, Lausus Quhilk fred his fader hurt in the bargane

1372 Satrr. Poems Reform xxxi 108 France will half hir

brocht harae Quene And fred out of Ingland x6xi Bible

2 Macc 11 22 'I hey freed the citie, and vpheld the lawes

1639 S Du Verger tr Camus' Admir Events 23 Like a
funous Tigres seeking to free her young ones 1693
Dryden Pemus' Sat v 182 Canst thou no other Master
understand Than him that freed thee by the Pretor’s Wand
1841 Lane Arab, Nts I 64 He who beats his slave without

fault his atonement for this is freeing him 1863 Kingsley
Hereui xxi 267 Then he freed one of these four men

b. Const,from, f of.

c xaoo Tnn Coll Horn, 103 He ben panne fried of pe

deueles pralshipe 1340Ayenb 262 Ac vri ous uram queade

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) *84 The Portugals not

onely freed that their Castle from Turkish bondage, but had
meanes to fortifie it better 1631 Hobbes Leuiaih m xl

230 Till the Israelites were freed from the Egyptians 1736

Butler Anal. 1 vi Wks, 1874 I 116 Freed from the

restraints of fear. *8*6 J Wilson City of Plague in. i,

They all died in rgnoiance of the plague That freed them
from their cells. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) IV 234 A
philosophy which could free the mind from the power of

abstractions

2

To relieve or deliver from

,

rid or ease of (a

burden, obligation, inconvenience) ; to exemptfrom
(payment, tribute, etc ), confer immunity upon

T In early use chiefly, to exempt (a church, etc.)

from feudal services or exactions
O jE Chron an 777, Seo kyning freode pa pset mynstre

Wocmgas wi5 cining & wi<$ biscop & wiS eorl & wio ealle

men c 1203 Lay 10213 Freoden alle be chirchen c 1425
Found. St Bartholomew's (E E JD. S ) 16 Or ony otnir

chirche yn all Inglonde that is most y-freid 1330 Palsgr
358/1, I free a marchandyse or person that shulde paye
a somme or tale Je qintte 1373 Satir Poems Reform
xli, 80 Thocht of this feir thow salbe fred 1398 Hakluyt
Voy I 172 The said marchants should be exempted
ana freed from all custome and imposition of small

clothes 1630 R Johnson's Kingd <$• Commw 93 If it

be a blessing to be freed from corrupt and absurd cere-

monies 1748 Anson's Voy n 11 137 We were now freed

from the apprehensions of our provisions falling short 1761
Hume Hist Eng. II xxvu 123 He freed their subjects from
all oaths of allegiance 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) III 314
The lands would be held of nobody, and Freed from all

feudal services. 1842 A Combe Physiol Digestion (ed 4)

74 From all these inconveniences we are entirely freed.

1866 Crump Banking ix 198 That Bank of England notes

should be freed from stamp duty 1874 Green Short Hist
iv § 2. 171 The towns had long since freed themselves from

all payment of the dues exacted by the King

|
b. mtr To free with . = ‘ To dispense with’

(see Dispense v. 9) Obs
1361 Abp Parker Corr (1853) 126 If that this young stu-

dent had a dispensation for the delay ofhis orders-takmg, yet

he were not freed with for his laity and the bishop might
repel him at his institution

f e trans. To grant immunity from the opera-

tion of a thing; to make safe or securefrom Obs
x6xi Shaks Wint T iv iv. 444 Thou Churle, for this

time (Though full of our displeasure) yet we free thee From
the dead blow of it 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 311

Chederles hereby freed from death 1639 D Pell Impr
Sea 382 There axe but few Trees . that are free’d from the

Thunder, save the Lawrel

d To relieve or rid of the presence of a person.

Const from, of
X580 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1590)134 Meaning to free him

of so serpentine a companion as I am. a 1639 Spottis-
wood Hist Ch Scotl (1677) 74 How soon the Cardinal was
freed of the Earl of Lenox, he [etc ] 1821 Scott Kemlw
ix, Desirous to get her house freed of her guest. 1833 Ht
Martineau Fr Wines 4- Pol vm 129 The gentleman soon
chose to free the family of his presence X844 H H. Wil-
son Brit India III 124 To free his rear from a force which
cut off his communication with Rangoon.

f e. To clear from blame or stain
,
to show or

declare to be guiltless; to absolve, acquit. Obs
1393 Shaks Lucr 1208 My life’s foul deed, my life's fair

end shall free it x6xx — Wint T in 11 xxa Mine Honor
Which I would free x6ii Bible Rom vi 7 He that is

dead, is freed from smne

£ To relieve, unburden (one’s mind)
1869 Trollope He knew, etc I xxvi 204 ‘ It is a matter

in which I am bound to tell you what I think '
‘ Very well

If you have freed your mind, I will tell you my purpose 1
1

3 To cleai
,
disengage, or disentangle (a thing)

from some obstruction or encumbrance. Const

from, of.

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 739 Faire and open
grounds, fieed from woods 1607 Dryden Virg Georg hi

835 Nor cou’d their tainted Flesh with Ocean Tides Be
freed from Filth 1796 Mrs Glasse Cookery xv11 280 Take
six pounds ofyoung pork, free it from bone and slun 1820

Keats St. Agues xxvi, Of all its wreathed pearls her hair

she frees 1837 Goring & Pritchard Miciogr 203 For
freeing the gases of their impurities 1886 Law Times
LXXX 2x3/2 Has anyone ever succeeded in freeing a ship

at sea in a warm latitude from cockroaches?

b Naut. (See quot 1627 )

1627 Caft. Smith Seaman's Gram vi 27 Free the Boat is

to baile or cast out the water 1769 Falconer Did Marine
(1789) Ss, There is no resource for the crew, except to free

her by the pumps 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk s v , To
free apump, to disengage or clear xt 1892Law Times Rep.
LXV 590/1 A ship fouled her propeller, and it became
necessary to put her upon the ground in ordei to free it

o To get (oneself) loose, disengage, extricate.

1639 D Pell Impr Sea 507 Till you have got up your
Anchors, pnd freed yourselves from the shore 1665 Hooke
Microgr 37 Its parts will be agitated, and so by degrees

free and extricate themselves from one another 2832 Miss
Yonge Cameos I xxxv 301 Having freed himself from
his difficulties.

f & To open so as to allow free passage Obs
1690 Dryden Don Sebast iv. i, This master Key Frees

every Lock, and leads us to his Person 1700— Cymon 4-

Iphtgenia 283 Hast’ning to his prey, By force the furious

lovei free’d his way

f4 To remove so as to leave the place clear,

banish, get rid of. Obs
1399 Daniel Octavia to Antomus Yi, Free thine owne

toiment, and my griefe release 1603 Shaks. Macb 111 vi

33 We may agame Free from our Feasts, and Banquets

bloody knmes x6ix — Cpnb hi vi. 80 Bel. He wrings

at some distresse Gni Would I could free’t 1613 He\-
wood Brazen Age n 11 Wks. 1874 111 339 By these all

his stor’d labours he hath sent To call him home, to free her

discontent 1638 Ford Fancies n u, Free suspicion.

+ b Naut. To bale out (water) irom a ship

1624 Caft Smith Virginia m.v 56 We kept her [a Barge]
from sinking by freeing out the water
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FREE AND EASY, 524 FREEDOM.
+ 5 . To leap orget clear over, clear (a ditch, etc.).

Cf F.franchir Obs
1653 Urquhart Rabelais i. xxin, He made him [ahoise]
free the ditch with a skip 1785 Burns Death <$ Dr

Hornbook 111, 1 stacher’d whyles, but yet took tent ay To
free the ditches 1799 Hist m New Ann Reg 299/1 Rally-
ing such of his tloops as had been able tofiee these abysses

+ 6 To frank (a letter) . see Frank v - 1 Obs.

177S Johnson Let toH Thralc Feb , Please to free this
letter to Miss L Porter at Lichfield 18*3 Mirror I. 410/2
Those who do not free their letters.

7. Lead-mining To register (a new mine, vem,
etc.) by making the customary specified payment
to the barmaster. Also, tofreefor
*601 High Peak Art, In in Mander Derbysh Min Gloss

(1824) 131 If any Miner, do free or pay a Meare 1653
Manlove Lead-Mines 51 (E D S.) First the finder his two
meers must free With oar theie found, for the Barghmaster’s
fee 1747 Hooson Miners Diet, s v Break-off., I am obliged
to Free for a new Vem, or Forfeit the same to the Lord 1851
Act 14 Sf is Vic, c _94 Sched 1 § 12 If any Miner shall
work any Mine or Vein without having duly freed the same.
8 mtr (See quot )

9 U.S
1889 Century Diet

,
Free

,
mtraits

,

To make free , take
liberties . followed by with [Colloq ]

Hence Freed ppl a.

1710 Pope Windsor For 407 The fiecd Indians in their
native groves 1837 Hi. Martinbau Soc Anter, II «6
The freed slave

Free and easy, adjectivalphr., (adv

)

and sb.

A adjectival phr Unconstrained, natural, un-
affected ; also, careless, slipshod
1699 Lister Jonrn Parts 4 1 In averyfiee and easie posture.

17x1 Addison Sped. No ng r 3 The fashionable World is
mown fiee and easy 1756 K Baron Pref Milton's Likon

,

In the book before us his style is foi the most part free and
easy. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf vm, I don’t think
he has ever got back since that day to his ouginal fiee and-
easy swagger x864Nevvman Apologia 134, 1 had a lounging
free and-easy way of carrying things on,
b quasi adv
177a Hutton Bridges 83 Arches over Iaige waters, which

with their navigation pass free and easy under them at the
same time.

Hence I*ree-and-easineas.
1868 Holme Lee B Godfrey xxxiv. 184 Belle and Blanche

. weie well-bred free ana-easiness pe» sonified.
B sb A convivial gathering for singing, at which

one may drink, smoke, etc
*8?3 ‘Jon Bee ’

[J. Badcock] Slang 183a Examiner
460/1 1 he pi isoner was a frequentei of Free and Easys 1878
Besant & Rice Celia's Aib \x\vi (1887) 264 The Blue
Anchor whei e there was a nightly free and easy for soldiers
and sailors.

Free bench. Law. Also free bank. (See
quot, 1670)

ifiyo Blount Law Diet
, Frec-bench signifies that estate

in Lopmold Lands which theW ife, being espoused a Vii gin.
hath, after the death of her Husband, foi her Dower,
accoi cling to the custom of theMannor 1714 Sped No. 614
IP 16 The Steward is bound by the Custom to re-admit her
to he1 Free-Benrh. 1764 Kirby Suffolk Ft an (ed 2) 27 To
hold in Name of Fiee bank 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2I

I

328 If the widow be entitled to the whole of the copyhold,
as her free bench, she may enter immediately
Free-board (fr/ *bo« id), [transl. of AF franc

bord see Free a and Board sb Sense 2 seems
to have been suggested by sense 1.]
1 . Law In some places the right of claiming

a certain quantity of land outside the fence of
a park or forest

, also, the land thus claimed

/
lLC Carta T Dom Moubray m Dugdale Monasticon

fi&Si) 1I.24.1/1 Et totum boscum quod vocatur Brendewode,
cum Frankbordo duorum pedum & dunidium, per circuitum
lllius bosci,] 1676 Coles Free-bord, a small space beyond
or without the fence 1795 Ejviorth (Line ) Enclosure A ct
25 Any Freeboard, Screed, or Parcel of Land left outside the
fences *793 ® Chancellor Hist Richmond {1804) 222 The
Boundaries of His Majesty’s Park at Richmond, and the
Free-board thereto belonging 1894 Ibid

,

Richmond Park
has a free-board of i6£ feet outside the boundary-wall.
2 . Nant. (See quot. 1867.)
1726 G Shelvocke Voy (1737) 268 Not having above

sixteen inches free board the water continually ran over
us 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk s v Plank-sheer The
space between this [plank-sheet] and the hue of flotation has
latterly been termed the free board 1880 Times 6 Aug 5/3According to this vessel’s construction, she ought to have
had 6 ft fieeboard

Hence Free -boarded a
*883 Harper'sMag, Aug. 442/2 Low free-boarde d, shallow,

beamy boats

t Free-boot, sb. Obs. [f. Free a. + Boot sb 2

;

after I* reebooter.] Plunder, robbery
1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 156 The Cihcians, that lived
upon free boote. 1654 Vilvain Epil Ess vi lxxviii, Thebwed free boot Dane Dice and Dnnk appioved
Free-boot, v [back-formation from Free-

booter] mtr. To act as a fieebooter, plunder
*59a GreeneBlack Bk’s MessengerNV& (Grosart) XI 17,

I came to the credite of a high Lawyer, ana with my sword
free booted abroad in the country like a Cauaher on horse-
backe. 1639 Gauden Brounng (1660) 104 Jesus loves to
see nis Soldiers not straghng and freebooting in broken
parties, .but united 1869 Echo 28 Oct ,When the conquerors
had freebpoted thoroughly, they settled 1879H V Tri-
bune 25 Nov (Cent ), An ambition to freeboot it furiously
over the placid waters took possession of their bosoms.
Hence Free-booting vbl sb and ppl a
*59® Spenser State Irel (Globe) 631 When he goeth

abrode in the night on free-booting 1683 Chalkhili
t healma $ Cl. 119 Many a night Had they used this free.

booting. 1798 C, Smith Young Philosopher II 242 The
free-booting savage 1868 Milman St Paul's 111 32 The
great freebooting rebel 1876 Fox Bourne Locke II xi 162
Where freebooting was terribly rife

Freebooter (ft
-

/ b«tai). Also 6 frebetter, fri-

booter, 7 frybuter. [ad. Du vnjlmiter (Kilian
vi ijbueter) = Ger. freibeuter, f the equivalents of
Free a

,

Booty or Boot sb 1
, -er 1 Cf also Eng.

Jlibutor
,

s, v Filibuster] One who goes about
in search of plunder, esp. a pirate or piratical

adventurer
1570 Michael Coulweber in Burgon Life Gresham II

360 For so much as I was spoyled by the wiye m cominge
towards England by the Duke of Alva his frebetters, maye
it please the Queent-s Majestic [etc J 1598 Hakluyt Voy
I To Rdi *s They tooke fine ships of the Freebooters
*622 Malynes Am. Law-Met ch 179 If the ship become
assailed by Pirats or Frybuters a. 1659 Br Brownuig hit tie

(1674) I xxix. 376 The Damtes were . Free-booteis and
aid all by force 1726 Sinrvocici Voy round World ia
The ships there fired several shot at me, mistaking me for
a free Booter. 1776 Adam Smith W N iv.vu (1869) II 131
St Domingo was established b> pirates and free hooters
1838 Thirlwall Greece V.xlu. 214 Every freebooter was, or
might easily become, a pirate 1836 Olmstld Slave States
314 Those rail-road freebooters
tramp. and Jig. 1600 W Watson Quodhbets Rtltg, 4'

State iv (1602) 100 So to send abioad his fribooters
against other words and writings a 1636 Bp Hall Occas
Medit (1851) 20 Those spiritual freebooters, that he in wait
foi our souls. x886 A WiNCunr l Walks <S Ialls Ocol
Field 240 The fierce shark is the free-booter of the ocean
Hence f Freebooter v mtr. (bee quot), Free-

boo tery, the practice of freebooters.
*639 Torihano, Vivete ii discrettione

.

fora souldicr to
free-booter or free-quaitei in anyplace, *822 T L Blalock
MaidMarian xvm 273 In the pure principles of freeboottry
have they excelled all men. 1851 Sir F Palgiiavh Norm, 4Eng I.448 The Pirate-Kings agreed unanimously to foi ego
their free bootery.

t Free-booty, Obs. [f. Free a. + Booty, after

Freebooter.]
1 Plunder or spoil (lo be) taken by force
1623 Bp Hall Serin V 152 If any usurping spirit of error

shall have made a free booty of truth. 1749 Fielding Jam
Jones xii, 1, Whose property is considered as free-booty by
all his poor neighbours. •

2 Taking of booty, plundering.
1649 Depos Cast Yofk (Surtees) 26 To goe to sea as a man

of war upon free bootie

Free'-bom, a [f. Free a + Born ppl a.\
cf. Ger jreigcboren ]
1 Bom free, born to the conditions and privileges

of citizenship, inheriting liberty
c *34o CursorM 9497 (Trin,) Fie born to be & not bonde

c 14x0 Sir Cleges 399, 1 am your man fie born 161a Row-
lands More Rtianes Yet } (*613) 3 My freeborne Muse is no
such seruile baby, a 1720 Sunm lo (Dk BuLkhm ) IPis
O753) I. 299 That free born spirits should obey Wretches,
who know not to sway 1 1794 Bloomi ivwAmer Law Rep
14 The Court do adjudge that the said Negro Peter was
free-boi 11 *871 B Taylor Faust (1875) H «i *78 To me
a free-born Cretan dul that journey bring Imprisonment
2 Pertaining to or befitting a free-born man.
CIS*° Robin Hood 2 m Aib. Garner VI 423 Lithe and

listen. Gentlemen, That be of freborn blood. 1603 id Ft.
Jeronimo in Dodsleytf PI {1780) III 98 A base blush upon
our free born cheeks ' 1621 Brathwait Nat Eutb Ded.
(1641) Aij, Professed fauorer and> furtheier of all freeborne
studies. 1781 Gibbon Decl fy F III In 275 They insensibly
lost the freeborn and martial virtues of the deseit *813
Scott Rokeby u xvii, The wily priests . damned each free-
born deed and thought

t Free-bound. Obs. rare - \ [f. Free a +
Bound sb i] = Free-board i.

*639 OfNuisance to pi wale Houses ^ Hee that maketh
a Parke, will leave ground . .without the pale foi the Keeper
to walke about it This is called fiee-bownd.

t Free burghership. Obs rare. [f. phrase
free burgher (h ree a 29) + -shtp ] Citizenship
« 1568 Coverdale Hope Faitltf vii 42 Our conuersatioo,

freburgership or dwelling, is m beauen,

Free Church.
1 gen, A church free from state control. In pi.

a name often given by Nonconformists to the various
churches of Congregattonalists, Baptists, etc,, as
distinguished from the Established Church
i860 Skeats {title) A history of the Free Churches ofEng-

land from a o. x688-a o 1851 189a Ch Q, Rev July 35s
Their notion of any number of ‘Free Churches’ 1807
Faiubairn m Oxford Free Ch Mag, Jan 1 {article) The
Free Churches and the education of their sons
2 . The Free Church (ffitk) of Scotland' the

organization formed by the ministers who seceded
from the established Presbyterian Church m 1843
1843 [see Disruption 3]. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult 47 TheFree Church of Scotland
So Free-chu’rcMsm, the principles or doctrines

of the Free Churches
; Free-cbuxcliinan, a mem-

ber of a Free Church, Also Free-ki rker (depre-
ctativeh

), a member of the Free Kuk of Scotland.
*847 Candlish in Life xiv (i860) 402, I feel on this sub-

ject far more as a Christian patriot than as a Free Church-™ln Rev 23 July 116/2 This egregious assump-
tion of the Freekirkers 1884 Chr World 21 Feb 135/3
laus, Freechurchism goes ahead in these colonies 1897

rlkfc
Ch-Mctg Jan 3 These important bonds of

faith between all Free Churchmen
’t" Free cost. Obs. In phr, at, of, on, uponfree

cost*= cost-free, gratis. (See also Cost sb *
5 c.)

*503 fomincs 11 Agst Idleness U859) 5*7 Eating othermens b.ead of free cost *627 Bp Hall Best BargainWks 316 An error of free-cost is better than an high^ate.?
veritie, x6ss Fulllr Ch. Hist. 11 111 tj 26 If he affirmeUiu
on free cost, we can confute it as cheap, bydenvme it riL«
Wycheri ly PI. Diahr Ded

, A ma.i had Kf pay /orwhat he lias at an inn than tie on free-cost at a gentlenvinV
house 1740 Lavincton En*lms. Methodists & PaT,nl
(1820) 172 1 he Methodists asking her to live upon free cost
1764 Mem G Psalmanasar 134 Considering how well
acquainted I was with the way of tiavelling at free cost
b as adv phr. without proposition

1648 Herrick HcsPer

,

‘ Nothing free-cost

'

(x86o) .gn
Nothing comes'free-wst here 1720 Ozcll VertofsRom
hep II ix. 67 That the People might, see the Sports Free
cost

c attrib. or adj. Gratuitous
1586 T B La Primaud Fr Acad. 1. (1304) n6 Such

parasites and sciajx gatherers at free cost feasts

i
- Free-deoiize, v. Obs - Denize.
1577, *577-37 [see Dlnize 1,2] a 1628 F Grevillc Sidney

x 11652; 128 His own subjects free denized m America
l63<

b.f
rllNAItD,

Oharron’s Wisd 1 xxxvn § 10 (t67oi
123 The bon of God being come to secure and fiee-denize
the world

} Free-de'nizen, sb, Obs * Denizen 2, zb
1576 [see Di NI/I n 2] 1587 1* 1 lming Contn HolmshedHI 1348/2 Peter Mousfiee denison, havingmade an engine

for that purpose a 1640 Jackson Wks (1673) III 610 As
often as anygood or harm did happen to any Citizen or Free-
demzon thereof a 1653 [see Di nuln 2 b]

I Free-de’nizen, v Obs = Denizen v. r.
1619 I MiLiistr Mt.xia't Tuns Anc. 4 Mod. Times

II 910/2 The Irish language bexaine free-denizened in the
Itnglish Pale 1655 l)p Hail Rem, Wks (1660) 202 No
worldly icspccts tail frec-demson a Christian heie
Free'dman. [f fteed

,

pa pple. of Free v
+ Man sb ] A man who has been a slave and
is manumitted, an emancipated slave.
x6ox Hot land Phny I 245 Optattis his fieed man (who

sometime had bin a si,iue of lus) 1794 Sullivan View
Nat II. 63 The freedman of Tiberius 1834 Lytton
Pompeii 1 1, He thinks to make us foi get that lie is the son
of a freedman 1870 Wiirrm rAoc Ft tends Pr Wks, x889
III 307 The Freedmen and Indians.

'

Freedom (fiz dam). Forms • 1 frdoddm, fry-
d6m, 3-4 freodom, -dam, 4 south, vridom, 2-6
fredom(e, 4-5 fre(e)dam, (4 fredame), 6-7 free-
dom©, 7 freedoom, Sc. fnedome, 4- freedom.
[OIL f> dodJru : see Fred a and

-

dom.]
1. Exemption or release from slavery or imprison-
ment

,
personal liberty, f Letter offreedom, a

document emancipating a slave
c X230 Hah Metd 5 Nis ha |>enne sarihche akast & in to

bewdom klrahen, Jjat fram se mucliel hthscipe & se sell freo
dom schal lihte se lahe m to a monnes beowdom. 1382
Wyclif Dent xv 13 And whom with freedam thow 3yuest,
thou shalt not sulTre to goon awey vojd 1396 SpenserF Q V v 57 T Ims lie long while in thi aldoine there remayned

Untill Ins owne true love Ins freedome gayned. 1613
Purciias Pilgrimage (1614) 295 They will wute anything
for monie, as letters of freedome for servants to runne away
from their Masters. 1659 D Pm, Impr Sea 298 Taken
by the Turks, and have set their heads on work how to get
their freedoms again. 1782 Cow per Charily 172 Neither
age nor force Can quell the love of freedom in a horse, 1880
K Kirice Garfield 38 Fate to face with the alarming truth
that we must lose our own freedom or grant it to the slave,

b Jig Liberation from the bondage of sin.
exoijo Byrhtferth's Handboe in Anglta (1885) VIII 320

Wtlmgende mid [ussum Jieowdome, cuman to ecuin freo-
doire 1340 Ayenb 86 be oJ>er undom is be like bet habbe)?
pe guodemen bet god neb yvryd uram be breldome of be
dyeule 1326 Pilgr Pay (W de W 1531) 4 b, From the
thraldome of the princes of the world to the fredome of glory
& kyngdome of god.

2 . Exemption from arbitrary, despotic, or auto-
cratic control

, independence
,

civil liberty.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1 225 Fredome all solace to man
giffis. He levys at ese that frely levys ' t6o6 Holland
Sneton 42 They died for the Libertie and Free-dome of
their Cittie 1723 Swii r DrapuYs Lett v Wks 1761 III.

97 Freedom consists in a people’s being governed by laws
made with their own consent 1780 Cowper Table Talk
284 They, that fight for freedom, undertake The noblest
cause mankind can have at stake 1817 Byron Beppoxlvn,
I like the freedom of the press and quill 1850 Tennyson
/« Mem cix, A love of freedom rarely felt, Of freedom in
her rega(seat OfEngland
+ 3 . The quality of being free 01 noble; nobility,

generosity, liberality. Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Love 143 He 3afAdam Feirlek, and freodam,

and muche miht c 1386 Chauctr Monk’s T 564 He was
of knyghthod and of fredam flour c 1430 Pilgr LyfMan-
Jtode 1. lxxx (1869) 47 Nay, but me sbulde thmke suich a
yifte ful of gret fredom and of gret curteysye 1300-20
Dunbar Poems xxi 28 On fredome is laid foirfaltour c 1530
Cahsto J}- Melib, Cl a. With grace mdewid in fredome a»
alexandre.

4 The state of being able to act without hin-

drance or restraint, liberty of action
c 1400 Maundev. xvii, (1839) *93 Fissches, that han fre-

dom to enviroun alte the Costes of the See, at here owne
list, comen of hire owne wille topiofren hem to the detbe
*588 Shaks Tit A, 1 1 17 And Romanes, fight for Free-
dome in youi Choice 1633 Bp. Hall Haid Texts 5x3
Alexander of Macedon shall rule powerfully and witli

great freedom and absoluteness 17x8 Freethinker No 1

r 5 Freedom of Thought is like Freedom in Actions 1878
Jevons Prim Pol hcon 67 It is absolutely necessary to
maintain the fieedom. of other men to labour if they like

1883 IdpoolDaily Post 7 July 4/4 The Government’s freedom
ofaction was limited by the fact that they came into negotia-
tions partly concluded
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5. The quality of being free from the control of

fate or necessity, the power of self-deteimination
attributed to the will

c888 K. Alfred Boetk xll. § 2 J>u segist ]»set God sylle
sellcum frydom {MS. Cott freodom] swa god to donne swa
yfel 1340 Ayenb 86 Uri-wyl huer-by he may chyese and
do uryhcne oper )>et guod oJ?er Jjet kuead perne uridom. he
halt ofgod 1690 Locke Hum Und it xxi §27 123 In this
then consists Freedom, (to ) m our being able to act, or not
to act, according as we shall choose, or will 1855 Bain
Emotions xi (1859) 544 The doctrine of Freedom was first

elaborated into a metaphysical scheme, implying its opposite
Necessity, by St Augustin against Pelagius 1884 tr.

Lotze’s Metaph. 420 The freedom which is said to charac-
terise mental life, and is distinguished fiom the necessity of
nature.

+ 6 Readiness or willingness to act Ohs
a 1626 BaconNewA tl (1627) 18 We found such humanity,

and such a freedome and desire to take strangers as it wei e
into their bosom 1697 Dampier Voy (1729)1 502, I had
been accustomed to hardships and hazards, therefore I did
with much freedom undertake it

7. Frankness, openness, familiarity (m intercourse

or conversation) ; outspokenness.
*699 Lister Journ. Parts 67, 1 had not that freedom of

Conversation as I could have wisht with both of them 1703
Addison Italy 86 They are generally too distrustful of one
another for the Freedoms that are us’d in such kind of Con-
versations. 179* Burke Corr. 1844 IV 32, I talked a great
deal to him with the freedom I have long used to him on
this and on other subjects 1887 F Darwin Life <$• Lett.
C Darwin 1 18 And laughed and joked with everyone
with the utmost freedom.

b The overstepping ofdue or customary bounds
m speech or behaviour

;
undue familiarity Phr to

take thefreedom (to do something).
1618 Fletcher Loyal Snbj 11. 1, Your eye .Is fix'd upon

this captain for his freedom
, And happily you find his

tongue too forward 1648 Boyle Seraph. Love (1660) 9
This Love, I have taken the freedom to style * Seraphic
Love’. 1681 Otway SoldieYs Fort 11 1, Let her alone to
make the best use of those innocent Freedoms I allow her.
1712 SteelfSped No 492 ir 1 The young Women who run
into greater Freedoms with the Men 1834J S C Abbott
Napoleon (1855) I. xvi. 287 When the officers do not eat or
drink, or take too many freedoms with the seamen
8 Of action, activity, etc : Ease, facility, absence

of encumbrance.
1613 Shahs Hen VIII, v 1 103 You cannot with such

freedome purge your selfe. 1705 Dn Foe m Lett Lit
Men (Camden) 322, I humbly thank your Lordship for the
freedom of access you were pleas’d to give my messenger.
i860 Tyndall Glac. n 111 243 The sun’s rays penetrate our
atmosphere with freedom.

9. Boldness or vigour of conception or execution
1643 Howell Lett I. vi. Ivi. (1655) 303, 1 alwaies lov’d you

for the freedom of your genius 1782 Cowper Table-talk
700 Nature But seldom Vouchsafes to man a poet’s just
pretence Fervency, freedom, fluency of thought [etc ]
184a Rogers Introd Burke's Wks (1842) I n For by
knowing what was to be done in every figure they de-
signed, they naturally attained a freedom and spirit of out-
line

10 Physics Capability of motion. Degree of
fteedom : an independent mode in which a body
may be displaced.

r®79 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I 1 § 197 Taking next
the case of a free rigid body, we have evidently six degiees
of freedom to consider
11 The state of not being affected by (a defect,

disadvantage, etc.) , exemptionfrom
1606 Shaks Ant, <5- Cl 1 111 37 Though age from folly

could not giue me freedom It does fromchildishnesse 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 62 Promising to the doers long
life, health freedome from losses, and the like 1756
Burke Suit fy B 1 xm, The contemplation of our own free-
dom from the evils which we see represented 1839 Miss
Mitford in L’Estrange Life (1870) III. vu 99 There is a
freedom from cant about the authoress, which. I could not
have anticipated

12 Exemptionfrom a specific burden, charge, or
service

; an immunity, privilege ,
= Franchise^ 2 b.

C117S Lamb Horn 41 We eow wulleS seggen of fia fre-
dome pe limped to ]>an deie J>e is lcleped su sunedei c 1203
Lay 22222 He sette gnS he sette fno and alle freodomes

[see Franchise sb 2 b] 1387 Trevisa Hxgden vRolls)
III or He graunted hem fredom

|
pmnunitatein] bat dede

bat deede 1334 Whittinton Tullyes Offices 1 (1540) 24
Maiw thynges he commune to cytezyns amonge them selfe,
as fredomes, mdgementes, \ oyces in elections 1673 Essex
Papers (Camden) I 315 That all y« auntient freemen of y“
respective Corporacions should enjoy their former freedoms
and Priviledges. 1711 T. Madox Hist <$ Antiq, Excheq
524 K John granted to Robert de Lisieux Quittance or
Freedom from Tallage 1719 W Wood Sum Trade gAU
foreigners might freely come and reside in any Part of this
Kingdom with the like Privileges and Freedoms as our
selves 1839 Keightley Hist Eng I. 332 Freedom from
arrest, a privilege at that time necessary for the cause of
liberty

b A privilege possessed by a city, a corpora-
tion, etc Cf. Franchise sb. 2 a.
*596 Shaks Merck V iv i 33 If you denie it, let the

danger light Vpon your Charter, and your Cities freedome.

u
a

-PRAYT0N Poly-olb. xi. 180 The great Freedoms then
those kings to these [Universities] did giue 1673 Temple
Oosery United Prov Wks. 1731 1 q Cities and Towns , of
which the Old had their ancient Fieedoms and Jurisdic-
tions confirmed, or others annexed

+ C. A city or corporation possessing such im-
munity. Also, the district over which the immu-
nity extends; the ‘liberties’ Cf. Franchise sb.

5. Obs.

1379 Twyne Phtstcke agst. Fort ir. Ep Ded. r6ob, The
actes and lawes of certeme Municipies or freedomes 1766
Enticis London IV 306 Passing over Tower-hill, they come
again into the freedom

13.

The right of participating m the privileges
attached to a membership of a company or
trade

, b citizenship ofa town or city
; often con-

ferred honoris causa upon eminent persons. Also,
the document or diploma conferring such freedom
a **744 parl Bill in Hanway Trav (1762) I v. bcxi.

32 All persons .. should be admitted into the freedom ofthe
said company, upon paying a fine of fifty pounds. 1746H Walpole Let Mann i Aug

,
It was lately proposed in

the city to present him [the Duke of Hamilton] with the
freedom of some company

J3
i?79» fs

T
ee Franchise sb 4], 1748 Smollett

Koa Rand (1812) I 500 The magistrates intended to com-

5
Ument us with the freedom of their town 177a Wfsley
ml, 28 Apr

, They piesented me with the freedom of the
city. 1864 H Ainsworth yohn Law vi m. The freedom
of his native city of Edinburgh was transmitted to him in a
valuable gold box 1885 Act 48 (j- 49 Vtet c 29 An Act to
enable Municipal Corpoiations to confer the Honorary
Freedom of Boroughs upon persons of distinction
c The libeity or right to practise a trade; also

the ‘ fine ’ paid for this : see freedotn-fine .

1712 Arbuthnot ^ohn Bull 1 iv, Lewis Baboon had taken
up the trade of clothier and draper, without serving his time
or purchasing his freedom 1739 Goldsm Bee No 3 r 20
Exclusive of the masters, there are numberless faulty ex-
penses among the workmen,—clubs, garnishes, freedoms,
and such like impositions

d Freedom of the Rule (Sc.), liberty granted
to a Scotch advocate to plead at the English bar.
1820 Scars Ivankoe Introd

, Ivanhoe maybe said to have
procured for its Author the freedom of the rules . since he
has ever since been permitted to exercise his powers of ficti-
tious composition in England as well as Scotland

e. transf. Unrestricted use of.
1632 Needham tr. Selden’s Mare Cl. 153 Hee would

not permit Merchants and Sea-men to enjoy a freedom of
that Sea but at an extraordinaire late 1697 Dampier
Voy I xix 328 They having the freedom of our Ship, to go
to and fro between Decks. 186a Burton Bk Hunter (1863)
48 Having conferred on you the freedom of the library, he
will not concern himself by observing how you use it

14.

Sc. A piece of common land allotted to a
free-man.
1803 Forsyth Beauties Scott II 473 Each of these free-

men possesses what is called a lot or freedom, containing
about four acres of arable land 1861 Howie Hist Acc Ayr
v 46 The Newton people divided them [the lands] into 48
portions These weie denominated freedoms.

15.

atinb and Comb
, as freedom-loving adj

;

freedom-fine, a payment made on being admitted
to the freedom of a city, guild, or corporation.
1882 Cassell, Freedom-fine *884 Miss Hickson Irel. in

17th Cent I Introd 15 The Ulster of to-day filled with the
freedom-loving men of the mixed race

Hence t Pree’dozn v. trans

,

to set free. Also
Free domless a., without freedom

; f Free dom-
sMp, investiture with a freedom.
1348 Gest Pr Masse 107 Christe mourderd, broken, and

offered was the meane wherwyth we be fredomed frome y®
thraldome of y» devyll 1383 Golding Calvin on Dent.
cxxxvi 838 Baptisme was ministred with such reuerence,
that the Congregation was assembled together, as if one
were to receiue an holy freedomship. 1821 Byron Irish
Avatar 111, Famine which dwelt on her freedomless crags
Freedstool : see Frithstool.
Free-hand (fir h send), a. Of drawlDg . Done

with a free hand, 1 , e without guiding instru-
ments, measurements, or other artificial aid. Also
absol or quasi-rd = free-hand drawing.
1862 in Did Arch. (Aich. Publ. Soc

), j v 1879 Cassell’s
Techn Educ I. 48/r The study and practice of freehand
drawing gives accuracy to the eye 1888 Nature XXXVII
294 The curve was not done by freehand, but by means of
engineer’s curves.

Free-ha’nded, a. [f Free a + Hand sb. +
-ED 2

] Open-handed, geneious, liberal.
a 1656 Bp Hall Soliloquies 73 He is freehanded and

munificent 183a Miss Mitford Village Ser V.U863) 323 The
free-handed and open-hearted farmer 1833 Macaulay Hist
Eng III. 717 A bold, jolly, freehanded English gentleman.

Free-heaarted, a. [f. Free a. + Heart +
-ED 2

,] Having a ‘ free heart ’ in various senses
;

frank, open, unreserved
j unburdened with anxiety,

guilt, or suspicion
;
acting on the spontaneous im-

pulse of the heart
;
generous, liberal, bountiful.

1398 Tbevisa Barth De P R xv Ixxix (1405) 320 Angry
of speche and sharpe. Netheles free herted and fayr of
speche c 1440 Promp. Para 177/2 Fre hertyd in yeftys
hberalis 1349 Coverdale Erasm, Par Ded. 1 Ihey
shewed them selues so willing, so glad, so cherefull, and so
fre harted

,
to fin ther the worke 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps

xvin. 2 Bound with the bond of freeharted and willing
love. 1607 Shaks Timon 111 1 10 That., Free-hearted
Gentleman of Athens 1684 Otway Atheist x. 1, Come,
come, no trifling, be free-hearted and friendly, 1728 Gay
Begg Op 11 i, Money was made for the Freehearted and
Generous. 1820 W Irving Sketch Bk (1859) 43 He
throws off his habits of shy reserve, and becomes joyous and
free-hearted, a 1833 Robertson Led. 11. (1858) 61 A rigorous
proscription of all freehearted mirth.

Hence Free-hea’rtedly adv, (m mod Diets )

;

Free-hea rtedness.
1607 Hieron Wks. I 389 As for examples, we haue . the

free heartednesse of Cornelius, he gaue much almes. 1686
Burnet Trav 1. (1730) 37 They all met with a Kindness and
Freeheartedness, that [etc ].

Freehold (frz htmld). Law For foims see
Free a [f. Free a -

1
- Hold sb.

,
a transl of AF.

fraunc tenement.]
1. A tenure by which an estate is held m fee-

simple, fee-tail, or for term of life ; applied also to
a corresponding tenure of a dignity or office.

1333 Fitzherb Sum. 12 There be many maner of fre
holdes, and holde their landes and tenementes in diuers
maner 1398 Marston Sco Villame 1 11 C 4 When tenure
for short yeeres (by many a one) Is thought right good be
turn’d forth Littleton, All to be headdie, or free hold at least.
a 1626 Bacon Max £ Uses Com Lam (1636) 44 Leases for
lives are also called freeholds x66o R Coke Powers Snbj
23 Do or Deck to such a man or woman for term of either of
their lives, or to such a man or woman during the life of
another, creates a freehold 1846 Parke Moore's P C.
Cases V 391 A party cannot be 1 emov ed from office, in which
he hasa freehold, but for misconduct. 1858Ld St LeonardsHandy-bk Prop, Law x 65 An estate for life, or for another
man’s life, is termed a freehold, less than an inheritance, but
still a freehold

2 An estate or office held by this tenure.
1467 in Eng Gilds {1870) 393 And that he be of frehold

yeriy. at the leste, xl s. 1405 A ct 11 Hen VII, c 16 Who
that hath eny freeholde within the Toun of Caleis 1342-3
Act 34 35 Hen VIII, c 22 Manours. bemge the in-
heritaunce or the fi eholde of his wife 1691 Case ofExeter
Coll 22 He must be turned out by due course of Law,
and not flighted from his freehold by the thunder of Ex-
communication 1712 Prideaux Direct. Ch wardens (ed 4)
25 The Vicar hath the Freehold of the Chancel 1765
Blackstone Comm 1. 1 100 No freeman shall be divested
of his freehold. 1836 Emerson Eng. 7 rails, Anstocr
Wks (Bohn) TI 81 The great estates are absorbing the small
freeholds 1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV xvui 167
One lordship in Somerset, alone among all the lands of
England, became the freehold of the Church of Saint Peter
at Rome.
3. transf and fig
x6n Bible Transl Pref. 2 He that medleth with mens

Religion medleth with their custome, nay, with their free-
hold. 1631 Massinger Beleive as You L 1st iv u. Courtezan
Yf thou wer’et Ten times a Kinge, thou best I am a ladle

Metellus. Hee hath touchd her free hold, a 1882Whittier
My Triumph 18, 1. take by faith, while living, My freehold
of thanksgiving

4 attrtb. or adj. Held by freehold
;
relating to

or of the nature of fieehold
1327 Test Ebor. (Surtees) V. 233 All my landes, as well

copiehold as fieehold. 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 63, 1 have
observed men to haue two kmdes of Wills, a Free-hold will

or a Copy-hold will. 1827 JarmanPowellsDevises (ed. 3)
II 115 The testatrix having in a former pait of herwill dxs-

?

osed ofall her freehold estate 1876 Digby Real Prop, iti

13. 139When the rights over the land are given for a period
the termination of which is not fixed or ascertained by a
specified limit of time, the interest is a freehold interest

Freeholder (frf houMar). [f. Free a. + Hold-
er

; rendering AF fraunc tenaunt.
1. One who possesses a fieehold estate.
For the use in Scots Law see quot 1890
c 1423 Wyntoun Cron vni xi g InFyfe }?at tymewes nane

Eile, Lord, na Capytane, Be Fre-haldarys of J>at Land.
1323 Fitzherb Sum Prol

,
And than may the lorde of y®

sayd maners .. haue parfyte knowledge . who is his free-

holders, copyeholders, customarye tenaunte, or tenaunt at
his wyll 1664 Butler Hud n xu 1169 He must (at least)
hold up his hand, By twelve Free-holders to be scann’d
1763 Blackstone Comm r. ix 347 He [the coroner] is still
chosen by all the freeholders in the county court. 1876
Bancroft Hist V S, III l 13 The cultivator of the soil
was, for the most part, a freeholder 1890 Bell's Did Law
Scot

l

(ed 7), Freeholder . . m modern language, applied to
such as, before the passing of the Reform Act of 1832, were
entitled to elect or be elected members of Parliament, and
who must have held lands extending to a forty shilling land
of old extent, or to ^400 Scots of valued rent.

fig. 1637 Rutherford Let 9 Sep (1891) 499 The whole
aimy of the redeemed ones sit rent-free in heaven we are
all freeholders 1670 Brooks Wks (1867) VI. 373 Hypo-
crites are hell’s free-holdeis. 1731 Jortin Serin. (1771) v
ix 193 God did not make them Freeholders , they held their
possessions under him
2. slang (See quot.)
<ri70o B E Did. Cant Crew, Freeholder, he whoseWife

goes with him to the Ale-house 17*3 in New Cant. Did
Hence Free'holderslu p
1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 247. 1862 Ansted Channel

1st. iv. xxiu (ed, 2) 344 It began with fiefs, and it has
developed a system of practical freeholdership

t Free’liolding, vbl. sb. Obs [f. Free a. +
Holding vbl sb.

, after Freehold ] = Freehold.
1591 Charter of Kilmarnock in A McKay Hist Kil-

marnock (1864) 359 We have given , to our beloved cousin,
Thomas, Lord Boyd

t
in free holding or life-rent 1637

Rutherford Let ccm (i8gi) 401 We are but loose in trying
our free-holding ofChrist [1715M Davies Athen, Brit 1

306 Franktenement must be the Freeholdmg of an Estate,
either in Fee-simple or Fee-tail ]

Free’holding, ppl. a rare [f. Free a. +
Holding ppl. a ; after Freehold ] That pos-
sesses a freehold , in + early use absol or sb. =AF.
fraunc tenaunt, Freeholder

13 Coer de L 1239 To Londoun, to hys somouns, Come
Senaunts, and every fieeholdaude 1890 Spectator 10

May, Freeholdmg peasants

Freeing (f« 19), vbl. sb. [f. Free v. + -ing 1
]

The action of the verb Free.
1601 High Peak Art, 1 in Mander Derbysh Mm, Gloss

(1824) 130 Such working and freeing of the said new taker
1620 Brent tr. Sarpi's Counc Trent 1 6 An absolution or
freeing, made by authority of the Prelate 1631 Massinger
Emperor East v 1, The freeing of an innocent From, the
emperor’s furious jealousy 1803 Mawe Mineral Derbysh,



FREEMASON.FREEISH.

204 (E. D S), Freeing sb, entering a mine or vein in the

bar-master’s book 187a Tennyson Lynette 99a Toward thy

sister’s freeing
„ . ,

b. attnb and Comb ;
freemg-dish, the dish or

measure of ore with which a Derbyshire lead-mmer

* frees ’ his vem ;
freeing-port (see quot ).

1851 Act 14 <$ 15 Viet c 94 Sched 1 § n Being called the

Freeing Dish 1880 Times 23 Oct 5/4 This inner bulwark

is piovidedat intervals with freeing ports, so that in case

a sea breaks over and fills them they may quickly be relieved

of the water

Freeish, a [see -ish ] Somewhat free

xSao Blackvj. Mag. VII. 391 A gay comedy and a freeish

farce

Free!, ? = Frill sbl 2.

1637 T Morton New Eng Canaan (1883) 227 Freeles

there are, Cockles and Scallopes

3?reel(e, obs. form of Frail a.

Free'lage. Obs. exc Sc. dial. Forms : a 3

freolao, -aic, -eo, vreoleio. 6 frelege, -lige,

-lag(e, 7 freledge, 6-7 freelege, 9 freelage

[OE *frio-Uc,
f. frfo, Free a + -lac • see -look

Xfrtol&c occurs only as a compound of Idc neut.

oblation).
In the later (3 forms the suffix -lege has been substituted

for OE -Idc, on the analogy of knowledge, or possibly by
the same process that has led to the substitution in that

instance ]

+1 = Freedom m vanous senses: esp. in later

use, a franchise 01 pimlege Obs
a. a 1225 Alter R. 286 Anker, of oSer freolac, haueS ibeon

ocSerhwules to freo of hu e suluen a 1225 Leg Kath 2366

Ha bisohte hmt he foi his freolec, firstede hue c 1230

Hah Meid 7 Nis }ns (jeowdom moh again bat like freolaic

J?at ha hefde _ , . .

j3 1513 Douglas /Eneis ix in 47 Quhat God lies to nym
grantitsik fielage? 1535 Stewart Cron Scot III 359 m
Strang presoun, but ransoun or frelag, This nobill mnn [lie]

maid to die. 1593 B Barnes Parthenophil ^ P iv in Arb

Gamer V. 341 Whom thou m person guardest 1 (lest sub-

orners Should work his freelege). 1593.Rites f; Mon Ck
Dttrh (Surtees] 36 A frehge graunted by God and Sancte

Cutlibert for every such offender to file unto for succour,

1617 in Best Farm. Bks (Surtees) 173 Grace my wife and

hei mayde to have theire dyet as they used to have when
I was lyveinge, and the freledge of the gardens 1674 Ray
N C Words 19 Freelege (Sheffield), Privilege Immumtas
2 Sc. dial * An heritable property, as distin-

guished from a farm, Roxb ’ (Jam )

attnb 1805-11 A. Scott Poems 42 (Jam ] Altho
1 he had

a freelage giant O’ mony a tree, herb, flower, and plant, Yet

still his nreast confessed a want.

Free lance.
1

.

A term used by recent writers denoting one of

those military adventurers, often of knightly rank,

who in tlie Middle Ages offered their services as
’ ...

belll_

com-

who in tlie Middle Ages ouereci meir servu

mercenaries, or with a view to plunder, to

gerent states, a ‘condoltiere, a ‘free

pamon
1820 Scott Jvanhoe xxxiv, I offered Richard the service

of my Free Lances. 1855 Miss Yonge Lances ofLynwood
vi (1864) 95 He knew a d'Aubricour would he no discredit

to his free lances 1877 Mrs 0urnant Makers Flor 111 77
Those rude German free-lances, ever ready to sell themselves

to the highest bidder.

2 fig Applied esp to a politician or controver-

sialist who owns no fixed party allegiance, but from

time to time assails one party or the other m a

capricious or arbitrary manner ; also, to one who
in any department of speculation or practice follows

the methods of no particulai school.

1864 Standard 16 Apr
,
They may he Free Lances in

Parliament so long as the guerilla career suits them 1883

S C Hall Retrospect II 135 The hand of literary free

lances that made Fraser's Magazine a name of terror.

1889 Jessosp ComingofFnars v. 216 The Friars .werefree

lances with whom the bishopshad little to do

t Free'less. a, Obs ~1
[=ON fryju-lauss

blameless, f fryja taunt + -lauss -LESS ] Blameless.

13 E E. A llit P. A 431 That freles fleje of hyr fasor

Free-lrver. Odd Who lives freely
;
one who

gives free indulgence to his appetites

*711 SnArTESB Charact (1737) 3°® Those naturally

honest appellations of free-livers, free-thinkers or whatever

other character implies a largeness of mind and generous

use of understanding 1806 Ctthna 53 Hns is a good .dish,

for free-livers 1822W Irving Braced. Hall (1849) 87 Free-

livers on a small scale.

Free-lrving, a.

1. Living freely and abundantly, given to free

indulgence of the appetites

*8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi xvi, ‘ He was a gude servant o' the

town though he was an ower free living man’.

2 Biol. Living free from and independent of

the parent.

1889 in Century Diet.

*J* Free’ly, a, Obs. [OE. fr&olic

:

see Free a.

and -ly 1 ] Free, noble
;
excellent, goodly, beau-

tiful, lovely (A stock epithet of compliment in

ME poetry : cf. Free a 3 )

Beoxuulf 615 Freohc wif at000 Riddles xv 13 Freolic

fyrdsceorp a 1225 Leg Kath 68 A meiden feir ant freo-

lich 0 wlite & 0 westum. a 1300 CursorM 8376 pou freli

king, sa ful o bliss 13 EE A Hit P B 162 To pis

frelych feste Jjat fele am to called c 1320 Sir Tnstr 103

bone to dejj per drewe Mani a frely fode c 1350 Will

Palerne 822 Alle frelichefoules pat on pat fripsonge C1460

Tovmtley Myst. (Surtees) 42 Ryse vp now, with, thi frely
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face. 1c 1473 Sqr. lowe Degre 545 in Hazl E P.P.ll 44

Vndo thy dore ' my frely floure

b absol Noble one, fair one (Cf. Free B

)

Ti.EE A Hit P A 1155 Quen I seg my frely I wolde

be"pere c 1420 Anturs ofArth xxix, That freli And the

kene kny3te

I-Ience Tre lyhe&e.
C1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S) 185 pe vj spanne in be

handyl of pi confessioun, is frelyhede ,
pat frely for loue &

deuocyoun to God, pou art schrevyn

Freely (full), adv [OE. friolice ,
ME freo-

heke,frcliche, frely, f Free a + -ly - ]

1. Of one’s own accord, spontaneously ,
without

constiamt or reluctance, unreservedly, without

stipulation ;
readily, willingly

C825 Vest Psalter xcm [xciv ] 1 Libei eegit, freohee dyde

c888 K VElfred Boeth xviu. § 4 Seo sawl faeip swipe freo-

lice to heofonum c 1205 Lay. 5547 Of Normaundie & of

Flaundres freoliche him fulsten, 13 GuyWarw (A) 209

G11 him. answerd frehche 1
Sir, ichil wel blej>ehche

1
c X386

Chaucer FranM T 876-7 And right as frely as he sente

hir me, As frely sente I htr to him ageyn c 1460 Forttscue

Alts % Lwt Mon xn (1885) 139 The reaume off Fraunce

eivith neuer ffrely off* thair owne gode will any subsidie to

thair prince 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W de W. 153O ” 1
'l
le

I

s
.

e

gyftes and graces, he hath gyuen to vs frely 1586 1 B.

La Pnmand Fr Acad 46 Let us freely forsake all such

things [worldly goods] 1607 Shaks 1 ution 1 1 no Lord

Timon, heare me speake ’hm. Freely good Fathei 1664

Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 187 Let none despise these

short Directions, so freely and ingenuously impmted 1817

Ld Ellendorough in Maule & Selwyn Rep K Bench VI

316 He does not even ask for [the bills] ,
but they are fieely

and voluntarily handed over 1862 Ruskin Unto thisLast

82 He may either give it us freely, or demand payment for

it 1865 R. W Dale Jew Temp ix (1877) 92 He fieely

forgives the penitent

b. With freedom of will or choice

1340 Ayenb 86 Uri-wyl, huer-by he may chyese and do
urylTche oper pet guod oper pet kuead 1398 Tutvisa
Earth De P R. 11. 11 (1495) 28 Angels haue myght and

power frely to chese to vndeistonde and to lone 1667

Milton P L v 538 Freely we serve, Because we freely

love, as in our will To love or not

2 . Without constraint or reserve in regard to

speech; unreservedly, frankly, openly, plainly.

1596 Shaks Merck V in 11 257> I freely told you

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep 1 vm 3a To speake freely

what cannot bee concealed *732 Berkeley Alciphr 1 $ 4
He may speak his mind freely to me without fear ofoffend-

ing 1766 Goljjsm Vic W. xxi, We were shewn a room

where we could converse more freely 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng II. 69 She well knew that she was not hand-

some, and jested freely on her own homeliness 1884 Leeds

Meicury 24 Oct 8/2 He freely criticised the policy of the

Government in South Africa

3 . Without restiamt 01 restriction upon action or

activity; without let, hindrance, 01 mteiference

a 1300 CursorM 2238 pat ai quen we se am chesun, Freli

may climbe vp and dun 13 EE AHit P B 1106

Hit ferde freloker in fete in bis fayre honde. c 1380 Wvclif
Sel Whs. Ill 362 For panne Goddis lawe my3te freeli

renne hi pe lymytis pat Crist hap ordeyned i5°3~4 Act 19

Hen VII, c 34 § 8 Evei y suche Woman [shall] frely enjoye

all hir owne inheretaunce 1576 Baker JewellofIIealth

17 b, To thende the fire maye burne the fieelyer 1609

Skene Reg Maj 38 The woman may fielie marie, against

the will of the over-lord. 1695 Ld Preston Boeth i io, I

began to breathe more freely X703 Moxqn Mech Exerc

143 That the Light may the freelier play upoa the Glass

1874 Mobley Compromise (1886) 1 The right of thinking

Freely and acting independently 1879 Cassells Tcchn

Educ vill gr/i These wheels turn freely upon the shaft,

b Without observance of slnet rule
,
loosely

1869 Phillips Vesuv vu. 180 Only a freely sweeping line

can justly express the foim 1870 Max MUlllr Sc Rehg
(1873) 122 Translate it somewhat freely,

4. Without stmt
,
plentifully, abundantly

,
gene-

rously, liberally.

a 1300 CursorM 12332 Testis tok pis com for-melt, And
freli it a-bute him delt 13 HE A lilt P C !>o For pay
schal frely be refete ful of alle gode 1597 Shaks a lien

IV, iv u 75 You would drink freely x6n Bible Gen n
16 Of euery tree of the garden thou mayest freely eate 1659

D Pell Impr Sea 100 note, Throw your monies away
freely m the Alehouse 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 260We ate very freely 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng
I 431 The blood flowed fieely 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ
IV 23/2 He lived in princely style and spent his money
freely *883 Rep Geol Explor N Zealand 39 Gold has

been found freely 1892 E P Dixon (Hull) Seed Catal.

37 Brachycome Iberidifolia blooms freely, and is useful

for bedding

f 5 In freedom, with the lights of free birth

,

without servitude, with absolute possession (of pro-

perty, franchises, etc.) Freely begotten — lawfully

begotten Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 5440 3e scullen habben fieoliche eoure lond

>375 Barbour Bruce 1. 228 He levys at ese, that frely levys 1

01393 Chaucer Manage 31 God graunte you youre lyf

frely to lede In fredom 1415 E h Wills (1882) 24 Hers
of his body frelych be-gotun c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vm 1

65 Bot it suld joys all Fredomys, Franchys, Profit, and
Customys, Alsa frely as before c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hode 1 xlvi (1869) 27 And that the gouernaunce of heuene
longeth freeliche to me c 1500 in Arnolde Citron. Index

(1811) 11 That citezens of London.. of al their hbarteis and
ire vsage as holly and fully be restored As them the tyme
of ony our progenitours Kinges frelyest and fullyest they
had 1596 Shaks, Merck V. in u 252, 1 must freely haue
the halfe of any thing That this same paper brings you
1601 — Twel, jv 1 iv 40 Thou shalt hue as freely as thy

Lord, To call hu, fortunes thine, a 1647 Habington 6nrv
Worcestersh in Wore fftst. Soc. Proc. n. 255 The Church
heald one Hyde freely

*p6. Nobly, excellently, beautifully Obs
c 1205 Lay 28941 An hundred and sixti pusend freoliche

iwapned a 1225 Juliana 21 And under hire nebscheft al
se freoliche ischapet <11330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 10
Fulle frely he lyued here c 1350 Will Palerne 2634 On
pe fairest on face and frelokest ischapen

f 7 a. Without payment or cost, gratis
;
to with-

out punishment Obs ,
= Free adv

1340 Hampole Pr Cottsc 5965 Quod gratis accepistis,

gratis date He says ‘ pat pat 3e haf of grace fieAnd frely

resayyed, frely gyf 3e ’ *382 Wyclit Isa In 3 Freeh
[Vulg gratis) 3ee ben sold 1480 Caxton Chron . Eng
cxxxvi 116 Somme of hem lete he go frelych and somme
lete he putte to the detli 1546 Wriothesley Chron (1875)

I 163 Which were discharged frehe without paying any fine

to the cittie 1550 Crowley Last 'I rump 1411 Let none
break such laws freli 1589 Act 31 Ehz c 6 § 1 Freelye
without anye rewaide 1759 B Martin Nat Hist. Eng
I 264 For 153 childten to be taught freely

8. Sc. + Entirely, completely {obs.)
;
also used as

an intensive, very
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxv 78 Quhen flude and fyre sail

our it frak, And frely frustir feeld and fure 1873W Alex-
ander Johnny Gibb xi (ed 3) 66,

1 1 wud like freely weel to

see them, man ’, said the stranger

Freeman (frf msen). [OE frdoman

.

see Free a

and Man sb ]

1 a One who is personally fiee; one who is not

a slave or seif to. In later use often, one who is

politically fiee
,
one not a subject of a tyrannical

or usurped dominion
a 1000 Cminimis Gen. 2175 (Gr ) Hwmt xifest pu me

freomanna to frofre c xooo Laws of AEthelrcd 1 1 § 1

Daet s.1l freoman getreowne borh ha.bbe c *205 Lay 15577
pu nalites 1 nane stude liabhen freo-monnes lbude c 1275

Fortune 3 in O h Misc (1872) 86 Wyp freomen pu art

ferly feid a 1300 CursorM 16022 All pai gedird o pe tun,

bath freman and dring 1382 WvcLir Eph vi 8 Whethir
serununt, whether fre man C1440 Promp Parv 178/1

Fremann, made of bolide nianunussus. 1601 Shaks
Jul C m 11 25 Had you rather Cmsar were liuing, and

dye all Slaues, then that Caesar were dead, to hueallFree-

men? 1659 Rushw Hist Call 1.459 No Free-man shall be

imprisoned without clue Process of the Law 1784 Cowper
Task v 733 He is the freeman whom the Truth makes free

And all are slaves beside 1793 Burns Scots, wha hae

iv, Free-man stand, or free man la
T

1850 Lyell and Visit

US II 98 A coloured fiee-man 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed 2) III 222 Injustice, whether existing among slaves or

freemen.

2 . One who possesses the freedom of a city,

borough, company, etc.

1386 Rolls ofFarit III 225/1 The cleccion of Mairaltee

is to be to the Fre men of the Citee 1682 Enq Elect

Sheriff's 34 The Rights aie not only granted to the Mayor,

but to the Free-men and Barons 1705 Addison Italy Wks
1721 II 42 Both having been made Free men on the same

day. c X744 Pari Bill in Hanway Trav (1762)1 v lxxi 32

1 he oath to be taken by the freemen of the said company

1805 Forsyth Beauties Stoll II 474 The son and heir of a

freeman succeeds to his inheritance within the borough un-

encumbered by the debts ofhis father 1863 H Cox Instil

in iv 730 1 he electors [of the Council] are citizens, bur-

gesses, or freemen

3 . In various modern uses, a (See quot

)

1836 W Irving Astoria I 194 A claj,s of beaver-trajjpers

and hunters technically called freemen They are . Cana-

dians who have been employed by some fur company, but

their term bung expired, continue to hunt and trap on their

own account.

b Austral A ‘ free-labourer ,
a non-union man

1890 Times 8 Sept 3/1 The ships are being loaded by

freemen

4 Comb

,

as freeman-like adv. , + freeman s

song, the name applied in 16th c. to a ceitain class

of vocal compositions of a lively character.

1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst hi 273 Children, whiche

are more liberally and more freemanlike handled of theyr

fathers C1575 J Hooker Life of Carew 39 The King

would very often use him to sing with him certain songs

then called fremen songs, as namely * By the bam. as I lay

1609 [T Ravenscuoh] Deuteromelia or The Second part

of Musicks melodie, or melodius Musicke. Of Pleasant

Roundelaies, K H mirth, or Freemens Songs. And suen

dehghtfull Catches x6xx Cotgr., Virelay, a Round,

freemans Song
_

Hence Tree manship, the position or status or a

freeman, with its rights and privileges

1869 Daily News 31 Aug , The fees payable on taking up

freemanship 1873 M'Dowell Hist Dumfries xxvm 315

He had to serve other three years . before he could aspire

to freemanship

Freemartin (frPma atm) [Ofunknown origin

cf. Ir., Gael, mart, heifer.] A hermaphrodite or

imperfect female of the ox kind . see quot 1790

1681 Lond Gas No 1651/4 The Heifer is supposed to

be Spaied, or else a Free-Martm 1779 J Hunter m
Phil Tians LXIX 279 Account of the Free-martin

1790 Bewick Hist. Quadrupeds (1807) 28 When a Cow
happens to bring foith two calves—one of them a J3?"®* tne

other a female,—the former is a perfect animal, but the latter

is incapable of propagation, and is well known to farmers

under the denomination of a Free Maittn 1856 Fanners

Mag Jan 56 Freemartms and Spayed Heifers are not

qualified

to transf. Said of a sheep.
a 172a Lisle Husb (1757) 361 An ewe-sheep, that is a

free-martin has a lanker beaung than other sheep.

Freemason (frf me'ssn, -s’n). [f Free a. +

Mason.
The piecise import with which the adj. was originally used

in this designation has been much disputed Three views
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have been propounded (i) The suggestion that free
mason stands fa?free-stone mason would appear unworthy
of attention, but for the curious fact that the earliest known
instances of any similar appellation are -mestre mason de
franche peer, * master mason of free stone ’ (Act 25 Edw III
st 11 c 3, a d 1330), and sculptores lapidnm liberormn

,

• carvers of free stones alleged to occur in a document of

12x7 (tr Finders Hist Mas 31, citing Wyatt Papworth)

,

the coincidence, however, seems to be merely accidental.

{2) The view most generally held is that free melons
were those who were ‘free 'of the masons’ guild (see

Fkfe a 29) Against this explanation many forcible ob-

jections have been brought by Mr. G w Speth, who
suggests (3) that the itinerant masons were called ‘ free 1

because they claimed exemption from the control of

the local guilds of the towns in which they temporarily
settled. (4) Perhaps the best hypothesis is that the term
refers to tne mediaeval practice of emancipating skilled

artisans, in order that they might be able to travel and
render their services wherever any great building was in

process of construction ]

fl A member of a certain class of skilled workers

m stone, in the 14th and following centuries often

mentioned in contradistinction to * rough masons
‘ligiers’, etc They travelled from place to place,

finding employment wherever important buildings

were being erected, and had a system of secret signs

and passwords by which a craftsman who had been
admitted on giving evidence of competent skill

could be recognized. In later use (16-1 8th c ) the

term seems often to be used merely as a more com-
plimentary synonym of * mason implying that the

workman so designated belonged to a superior

grade Obs.

1376 m Conder Hole Craft 51 [A list of the city com-
panies with the number of their representatives on the
Council has . Free masons 2, Masons 4 But m the original
handwriting the figure for the Masons is altered to 6, and
the entry Free masons is expunged] 1396 Charter Rich
//(Sloane 4395) in Masonic Mag (1882) 341 Concessimus .

archiepiscopo Cantuar quod viginti et quatuor lathomos
vocatos ffre Maceons et viginti et quatuor lathomos vocatos
ligiers capere possit [1444 A ct a$Htn VI, c. 12 Les
gagez ascun frank mason ou maister Carpenter nexcede pas
par le jour mj d. ovesqe mangier & boier un lough mason
& mesne Carpenter md. par Ie jour] 1477 Norton
Ord Alch Proem in Ashm (1632) 7 Free Masons and
Tanners 1484 Churchiu Acc Wigtoft, Line (Nichols

1797) 80 Paide to Will’m Whelpdale fremason for makyng of
the crosse in y® chirchrth 1495 Act zx Hen VII, c 22 § r

A Freemason maister Carpenter Rough mason Brickleyer
[etc] 1504 Bury Wills (Camden) 104 To John Dealtry,
fremason, xs 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W de W 1531) 142 The
free mason setteth his prentyse first longe tyme to lerne to

hewe stones 1548 Act 2 # 3 Ediv VI, c 13 § 3 No Person
shall lett or disturbe any Fre mason, rough mason,

carpenter, bricklayer 1594 Blundevil Exerc Cont (ed 7)
A iv. In free Masons craft, in Joyners craft 1608 Topsell
Serpents (1658) 650 Who seeth not that it were far better the
master workmen, free masons, and carpenteis, might be
spared, then the true labouring husbandman ? 1662 Evelyn
Chaliogr (1769) go Encountring the difficulties of the free-

mason 1720 Land Gaz No 3907/4 Anthony Ashley
Free Mason 17*3 Ibid No 6195/6 John Lane Free-
Mason.
2 A member of the fraternity called more fully,

Free and Accepted Masons.
Early in the 17th c,, the societies offreemasons (in sense 1)

began to admit honorary members, not connected with the
building trades, but supposed to be eminent for architec-
tural or antiquarian learning. These were called accepted
masons, though the term free masons was often loosely
applied to them ; and they were admitted to a knowledge
of the secret signs, and instructed in the legendary history
of the craft, which had alieady begun to be developed The
distinction of being an ‘ accepted mason’ became a fashion-
able. object of ambition, and before the end of the 17th c
the object of the societies of freemasons seems to have been
chiefly social and convivial In 1717, under the guidance
of the physicist J T Desaguliers, four of these societies or
‘ lodges ’ in London united to form a ‘ grand lodge', with a
new constitution and ritual, and a system of secret signs

,

the object of the society as reconstituted being mutual help
and the promotion of brotherly feeling among its members
The London ‘grand lodge’ became the parent of other
* lodges ’ in Great Britain and abroad, and there are now
powerful bodies of * freemasons ’, more or less recognizing
each other, in most countries of the world
1646 Ashmolb Mem (1717) 13 Oct , [At] 4Hor 30 Minutes

post merid., I was made a Free-Mason at Warrington m
Lancashire, with Colonel Henry Mamwaring 1686 Plot
Stajfordsh 3x6 Admitting Men into the Society of Free-
masons, that in the moorelands of this County seems to be
of greater request, than any where else Ibid

,
A Fellow of

the Society, whom they otherwise call an accepted mason
x688 R. Holme Armoury 111 393/2 ,

1

cannot but Honor ..

the Masons the more as being a Member of that Society
called Free-Masons x6gx Aubrey Memorandums 18 May
in Conder Hole Craft (1894) 4 This day is a great convention
at St Pauls church of the fraternity of the free [erased, and
accepted written above] Masons; where Sir Christopher
Wren is to be adopted a Brother 1709 Steele TatlerNo 26
F 3 They have their Signs and Tokens like Free-Masons.
*7*3 (title) The Constitutions of the Free-masons - . for the
Use of the Lodges 1753 ScotsMag Sept. 425/1 The society
of free and accepted masons caused a. triumphal arch,
to be erected x8x6 * Quiz ' Grand Master vu 174 ‘ I’d
turn a Turk, or Methodist—Christian, Freemason, even
Jew 11

3. attrtb. (of or pertaining to freemasons), as

freemason knock, secret
,
work

1807-8 W Irving Salmag. (1824) 220,

1

distinguished his
*free-mason knock at my door 1785 Burke Sp Nabob of
Arcot 33 The true *free-mason secret of the profession of
soucaring a 1490 Botoner Itm, [Nasmith 1778) 268 De
*fremason-work operata

Hence Free maso'nic a » of or pertaining to free-

masons
; Free'xna sonism {Stand, Diet )

=Free-
masonry
1831 Wcsim Rea XIV 156 A free-masonic order who

converse by signs, innuendos, and slang 185,0 Thackeray
Vvrgin II xxxvm 317 That mysterious undefinable free-
masonic signal, which passes between women, by which
each knows that the other hates her 1861 Sala Dutch
Piet vi 83 There she is at her post, with a wonderful free-
masonic understanding with the doctor.

Freemasonry (frrm^s’nn). [see -by ]
f 1 The craft or occupation of a freemason Obs
1435 m Speth Freemasonry 4 [In 1435 ‘John Wode,

masoun contracted to build the tower of the Abbey Church
of St Edmnndsbury] m all mannere of thmges that longe
to free masonry
2. The principles, practices, and institutions of

freemasons
1802 Edin Rev. I 6 The lodges of Free Masonry Ibid

14 He denies that the secret of freemasonry consists in
liberty and equality 1823 Macaulay Ess

,
Milton (1887)

24 Most of their absurdities were mere external badges,
like the signs of freemasonry 01 the dresses of friars

3 . fig Secret or tacit brotherhood, instinctive

sympathy.
1810 Scott Fain. Lett 30 Mar (1894) I vi 173 There is

a freemasonry among kindred spirits that always leads
them to undei stand one another at little expense of words.
1847 Alb Smith Ckr Tadpole vu (1879) 68 There seemed
to be a sort of free-masonry amongst them x86o Emerson
Cond Life, Culture Wks (Bohn) II 369 The gun, fishing-
rod, boat, and horse, constitute among all who use them
secret freemasonnes 1886 Mrs. Craiic K Arthur v 178
The two children with the wonderful freemasonry of child-
hood..made friends immediately.

Freend, Sc form of Friend.

Freeness (frPnes) Now rare. [f. Free a.

+ -NESS]
1 The quality or state of being free (in different

senses of the adj.)

;

freedom
*435 Misyn Fire of Love xx 46 With frenes truly of her

lyst with grace of god fcai ar fulfillyd *587 Golding De
Mornay xm (1617) 206 According to their freenes they
work freely 164a Bp Reynolds Israel's Petit 22 That
cometh like water out of a Spring, with a voluntary
freenesse. 1647-8 Cotterfll Davila's Hist Fr. (1678) 23
Resolution ana freeness of courage 1656 Jeanes Pnln.
Christ 2x8 The absolute freenesse of it It was neither for

his advantage, as an end, nor for our deseivmgs, as a
motive 1862 C Dresser Art Decorative Design 70 The
convolvulus winding its way in graceful freeness around the
branches,

b Const from
1640 Bp Reynolds Passions xxvi. »6o Freenesse from

Enemies, Cleemes fiom Injuries X648 Jenkyn Blind Guide
111 36 The freenesse of their writings from error.

2 Readiness
,
generosity, liberality.

c 1300 CursorM 27861 (Cott Galba) Frenes of hert and
large of gift 1377 Langl P PI B xvi 88 Films, bi the
Fader wille and Frenesse of Spintus Sancti. x6xx Shaks
Cymb v v 421 Wee’l leame our Freenesse of a Sonne-m-
Law Pardon's the word to all. 1648 Petit. Eastern Ass.

25 Their freeness to assist the Kingdome in a time of
need 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt (1841) 180 Let us now
pay taxes that we may never pay taxes

,
for, as matters

now stand, our freeness at the present may cause our free-

dom at the future 1709 Bnt Apollo IT No 37 1/1 This
Comparison displays the Freeness of Remission with
regard to the Offending Persons

3 . Unreservedness (in speech, etc.) , openness,

frankness

1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par Matt xvii. 13 Frenesse
in reprouyng of kynges 1553 T Wilson Rhet 106 b,
Freenesse of speache, is when we speake boldely & without
feare whatsoeuer we please, c 1614 Cornwallism Gutch
Coll. Cur I 149 He would requite ray kind proceeding
with a real freeness. 1633 Heywood Eng Trav in Wks.
1874 IV. 37,

1

am sorry my freenesse should offend you

Free-qua*rter. Hist. The obligation or im-

post of having to provide free board and lodging

for troops
;
also, of the troops, the right to be bil-

leted m free quarters, or else the necessity of having
to find them for themselves To live at free-

quarter ; to be maintained without expense to the

government
1648 Petit Eastern Ass 17 Have not fnforced Assesse-

ments, and free-quarter grated them as small? 1648 Crom-
well Let 15 Nov in Carlyle

,
The Country is

_

not able to

bear free-quarter , nor well able to furnish provisions if we
had moneys 1653— Sp. 22 Jan. ibid., These took advan-
tage from the stopping of the pay of the army, to run us
into Free-quarter a 1680 Butler Rem (1739) I 63 Make
Law and Equity as dear, As Plunder and Free-quarter
were. x8x8 Cobbett in Pol. Reg XXXIII 524 An army
must be sent into Yorkshire , but, they must live at free-

quarter then

Hence f Free-qua rter v.
f
to live at free-quarter]

•J*
Free-qua’rterer, one billeted in free quarters.

1648 Prynne Plea for Lords Cij, As opr free-quarterers

doe now 1634 Whitlock Zootomia 16 As for evil Things,
look on them but as Lodgers, (though as unwelcome as

Free-quarterers) 1659 To free-quarter [see Freebooter v ]

Freer (frf si) [f. Free v + -erL] One who
frees or sets free.

1610 Healey St Aug Cttie ofGod xiv xi (1620) 485 He
is the Freer who is the Sauiour. 1638 Baker tr Balzac's
Lett (1654) III. 142 But the French shall be the freers of
all the earth 1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy II 76 It was
erected to him. as to the freer of the city.

Freer, ebs and Sc. dial, form of Friar.

Frees, Freese, obs. ff. of Frieze, Freeze.

Free:-seXe*ctor. Austral One who takes up
a block of crown-land under the Land Laws and
by annual payments acquires the freehold (Morris)
Also called simply selector,

1866 Sydney Mom Her 9 Aug (Morris), The very law
which the free selector puts m force against the squatter
x88i Mrs C Praed Policy <?• P. Ill 260 He made a spring
at the free selectoi 1883 Keighley Who are Yon 79 Far
apart stood free-selectors’ huts

So Free-sele*ct v trans , to take up (land) under
Government ; hence Free -selecting' vbl. sb. and
ppl a , Free-sele ction, the action of the vb.

1870 T. H Braim New Homes 11 87 A man can now go
and make his free selection before survey of any quantity
of land 1 at twenty shillings an acre 1884 Boldrewoou
Melb Mem xix 134 Had he proceeded to free-select an
uninhabited island Ibid xx 142 This was years before
the free-selection discovery 1890 — Col Reformer (1891)
321, 1 camped just below those free-selecting friends of
yours Ibid 401 Fiee-selectmg here might be very well for
some people , it didn’t suit them

+ Free-ship. Obs. [f. Free a. + -ship.]

1 Freedom, liberty.

CX175 Lamb. Horn 73 He gefhom eche fiechipe alle ]>a

]>et hit aide cunnen. c xaog Lay 372 Mr we nulieS mid
frescipe faren from ure feonden.

2 Liberality, generosity.
a 1223 Ancr. R. 386 Luue is heouene stiward, uoi hire

muchele ureoschipe

Freesia (frzzia). [mod Lat] A genus of
mdaceons bulbous plants of the Cape of Good
Hope, allied to Gladiolus
1882 Garden 4 Feb 73/3 Freesias 1891-6 [In many

newspaper quots., often spelt Freezia]

Free soil, sb and a. U.S
A sb Territory in which slaveholding was pro-

hibited
a x8go Calhoun Wks (1874) IV 347 All these, in the slang

of the day, were what are called slave territories, and not
free soil

B adj. The epithet of a political partym 1846-

56, which opposed the extension of slavery into

the territories
,
pertaining to this party or its prin-

ciples.

1848 Lowell Biglow P Poems i8go II 143, I went to a
free soil meetin’ once 1875 N Amer Rev CXX. 69 Mr.
Clay was speaking of the antislavery agitators and of the
Free-soil party.

So Free-soiler {a) a politician in favour of free

soil and opposed to slavery, {b) one who lives on
free soil, a free man Free-soilism, the principles

of the Free-soil party, opposition to slavery.

1849 Longf in Life (1891) II. 162 Palfrey, Adams, Sumner
all and several Free sellers 1855 Fraser’s Mag. LI 675

All the free-soilism of the north will strain its every nerve to
[etc] 1875 N Amer. Rev CXX 73 Tainted with Free-
soilism or Abolitionism 1888 Brycc Amer Common, II
in lv 353 The Abolitionists and Free Sellers had for some
time previously acted as a group by themselves

Free-spoken, a. [cf. plain-spoken. ] Ac-
customed to speak plainly and without reserve.

Hence Free-spoRexmess
*625 Bacon Apophthegms § 176 A free-spoken Senatour

1641 Milton Ammad Rent Def Wks. 1738 1 70 These
free-spoken and plain-hearted Men, that are the Eyes of
their Country 1856 Grote Greece 11 xevi XII 508 The
slaughter of the free-spoken orators 1863 Hawthorne
Our Old Home 269 In our refined era, just the same as
at that more free spoken epoch 1882 J. H Blunt Ref
Ch Eng. II 486 The free-spokenness of Queen Elizabeth
and King James.

Free state.
1. Occasionally

=

Republic). Now rare.
1646 Fuller Wounded Consc (1841) 330 As all countries

are not monarchies governed by kings, hut some by free-

states, where many together have equal power 1727-41
Chambers Cycl, Free State. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp
(1865)1 11 34 Names conspicuous in the municipal annals
of the free state

2 . US Before the Civil War of 1861-5, a state

of the Union in which slavery did not exist.

x86x Lowell E Plunbus Unum Prose Wks. 1890 V 47
He would have received the unanimous support of the
Free States 1888 Bryce Amer Commw II. m lm. 334
New States had been admitted substantially in pairs,a slave
State balancing a free State.

Free-stone, freestone L Also 4 fre-
stane, 6 freese stone, 7 friestane, frise-atone,
[f Free a + Stone sb.

;
a transl of OF. franche

pere, where the adj means ‘ of excellent quality ’

,

cf. Frank a 2 5.]
1. Any fine-grained sandstone or limestone that
can be cut or sawn easily.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W ) 3036 The knyght gat masonsmany
ane, And grat them hew ful faire fre-stane. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 37 An ymage of our lady . . in an howsyng
of free stoon 1577 Harrison England 11 m. (1877) 1 71
Houses budded for the most part of hard freestone. 1640-1
Kirkcudbr War-Comm Mm Bk (1855) 67 He hes usefor
certame friestane for building x662 Gfrbier Print 24 As
for Free-stone, Portland Stone works well 1773 Brydone
Sicily xv. (1809) 173 The streets aie all paved with white
free-stone 1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed s) II x8 The
allummous ore of Whitby is sometimes a grey Freestone
1878 F S Williams Midi Railw 367 The handsome em-
battled tower., is chequered with hint and freestone,

fb. A slab or piece of such stone. Obs
C 147S Piet. Voc. in Wr.-WQlcker 768 Hec timeria, a fre-

stone. 1626 Bacon Sylva. § 570 Toads have-been found in



FBEE-STONE. 528 FREEZE,

the middle of a Freestone 1712 Hearne Collect. (Oxf
Hist Soc ) III 41a A White Free Stone is laid over Mr Wm.
Joyner’s Grave

2

attnb and Comb

,

asfreestone house

,

+ mason

,

ornament, passage, quarry ,
+freestone-coloured

a ,
of the colour of freestone

1600 Shaks A Y L iv 111 25 She has A ^freestone

coloured hand 1665-6 Wood Life (Oxf Hist Soc ) II. 73
The Iarg *free-stone house 1703 in Willis & Clark Cam-
budge (1886) II. 2ri Paid the ^freestone Mason his bills in

full 1726 Amhlhst Terras Ftl. xliv. 233 What 1 are there

no living 01 naments in Oxford ? Are its inanimate, its*fiee-

stone ones its greatest glory ? 1766 Enticic London IV 357
A *free stone passage 1776 Adam Smith IV N 1 xi in
I. 186 The value of a *freestone quarry, will increase

Free’-stone 2
. A variety of the peach (or

nectarine) in which the flesh parts freely from the

stone when ripe Alsofreestonepeach
1866, 1880 [see Clingstone]. 1889 FarmerA mcncanwns,

Freestonepeach
Freet, var of Freit Sc.

Free-thinker (frfjngkai). One who refuses

to submit his reason to the control of authority in

matters of religious belief, a designation claimed

esp by the deistic and other rejectors of Christianity

at the beginning of the 18th c
The sect mentioned m the first quot seems to be identical

With the ‘ free seekei s ' (quot 1693s v Fin r D ic)

ii6$2 S. Smith {title) The Religious Impostor, dedicated
to Doctor S

—

1m—n, and the rest of tne new Religions
Fraternity of Free-Thinkers, near Leatlier-Sellers-Hall

Pnnted in the first year of Giace and Free Thinking
1708 Swift Sentirn Ch ofFug Man Whs (1755) II. 1 56
The atheists, libertines, despisers of religion that is to say,

all those who usually pass under the name ofFiee-thinkers

1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump (1876) 170 Freethinker has
come to be synonymous with a libertine and a contemner of
religion 1874 Vxomjsx Compromise (1886) 151 The modern
freethinker does not attack Chi istiaiuty

,
he explains it.

transf 1848 Thackeray Van Fair xlv, He (who had
been inclined to be a sad free thinker on these points)

entered into poaching and game pieseiving with ardour.

Free-thi’nking, vbl. so. The free exercise of

reason in matters of religious belief, unrestrained

by defeience to authority, the adoption of the

principles of a free-tliinlcer.

? 1692 [see Free-thinker] 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 58. 1/2
Free Thinking (to use the Modish Phrase) is no better

than a Sword in a Child’s hand 1758 Gray Let Poems
(1775) 263 The mode of free-thinking is like that of Ruffs
and Farthingales, and has given place to the mode of not
thinking at all 1773 Genii. Mag. XLIII 122 If, by free-

thinking, Deism be meant.
attnb 1710 Fiee-Thmker 118 r 2,

1

proceeded to give
Assurances of many Free-Thinking Feats, which it was,
then, generally suspected I never intended to perform

Free-thinking, ppl a
1 Holding the principles of a fi ee-thmkei

.

a 17x6 South Serm (1843) H 109 Our free thinking and
freer practising age 1750 Coventry Pontpey Litt. n ix

(1785) 66/1 A free-thinking writer of moral essays.

2 Pertaining or relating to free-thinkers or free-

thought.
1726 Amherst Terras Fil xi. 52 Those heritical, perni-

cious, and free-thinking tracts 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xix, Her shocking free thinking ways 1882 Sat Rev. 18
Nov 671/1 Trashy freethmking productions

Free-thought. = Free-thinking vbl sb

17x1 Shaptesb Charact. (1737) II. 1x6 If it brings along
with it any affection opposite to manhood or free-thought

1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 152 The tendency of
modern free thought is [etc,] 1887 Academy 13 Nov. 314
These centres of learning and freethought.

attnb. [188a Cassell, Free-tkonght a. of or pertaining
to free-thinking ] Mod A—’s catalogue of free-thought
publications

Free trade, free-trade.
1. An open and unrestricted trade
1606 Chapman M. D'Olive 1, Wit's become a free trade for

all sorts to live by 1622 Malynes Mamt Free Trade ro5
A Remedie, whereby the Kmgdome shall enioy all the three
essential patts of Traffiquevnder good and Pontike Gouern-
ment, which will bee Free Trade effectually or in deed.
1642-3 Earl oe Newcastle Declar in Rushw Hist Coll

,

(1721) V 137 As ifthey desired not only the free Trade, but
even the Monopoly of plundering to themselves 1670 R
Coke Disc Trade 33 Our Plantations . would have been
much increased ana mriched by a Free Trade, more than by
this restraint 1804 Edin, Rev IV 308 The wisdom of
allowing a free tiade has been pretty generally allowed in
speculation by all statesmen. 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit.
Empire (1854) II 527 The circumstance of our carrying on
a great free trade with it.

2. Trade or commerce left to follow its natural
course, 1. e without the interference of customs
duties designed to restrict imports or of bounties
intended to foster home production. Also, the
legislative establishment or maintenance of this

state of things, and the principles of those who
advocate it ; opposed to protection
Adam Smith W IP 1776 uses freedom of trade in this

sense He has also frequently a.free trade
,
in sense x.

1823 in Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) I. 400 One newspaper
says he will endeavour to * inculcate in the mind of the
Bourbons wise principles of free trade 1 ’ 1825 M°Culloch
Pol Econ. ir 11. 134 Suppose that, under a system of free
trade, we imported a considerable proportion of silks and
linens now wholly manufactured at home. 1861 Cobden in
Times x8 July, The principles ofFree Trade

to In vanous occasional applications (see

quots ).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Free-trade . . unrestricted

action in banking operations 1868 Rogers Pol Fcon. xvii

(1876)231 Conectly stated, free tradem land consists rather

m the removal of the hindrances which the law puts on the

conveyance of land

3 Trade free from the lawful customs duties

,

smuggling.
1824 Scott Redganntlet ch xln,

1 If you will do nothing
for the free trade, I must patronise it myself ’ So saying
he took a large glass of brandy 1834. H Miller Scenes <$-

Leg xiv (1889) 211 [He] was engaged in the free tiade,

and had set the officers of the revenue at defiance,

4 attnb.
1829 H Hawthorn VisitBabylon 45 In all this, do you.

.

discover anything like your free-trade plan ? 1877 JDatly

News s Oct, 4/4 The free-trade party

So Free-tra ding a., favouring free-trade
;
Free-

tra’dist, an advocate of free-trade.

1832 Galt in Fraser's Mag VI 393 To the theory of the
free-tradist objections cannot well be made 1851 Lytton
Lett John Bull 93 To sum up the authorities from Free-
trading political economists

Free-tra’der.
1 One allowed to trade without restriction

1698 Fryer Acc E India <$• P. 86 They permit Free
Traucis on their Island Bombaim 1851 Mayhew Land
Labour I 373 The pedlar was, as it were, the first * free-

trader
’

b (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord bl., Free Trader
;
ships trading

formerly under license to India independent of the old East
India Company’s Charter

2 A smuggler ; also, a smuggling vessel

1815 Scott Guy M. v, There go the free-traders 1824—
Redganntlet ch mv,As if a free-trader could sail the Solway
as securely as a King’s cutter 1

3 An advocate of free-tiade

1849 Cobden Speeches 34 If. there be free traders who
think that free-trade is only an expenment. 1878 N. Amet
Rev CXXVI 266 They were tariff men and free-traders,

conseivative Whigs and radical Democrats

Free will, free -wiTl, freetwiil. [See

Free a 19 ]
1 . (Best written as two words ) Spontaneous will,

unconstrained choice (to do or act). Often m phr.

ofone's 01mfree will, and the like + In one'sfree

will'. left to or depending upon one’s choice or

election.

a 1225 Alter. R 8 peos & swuche opre beoS alle ine freo

wille todonne ojier to leten hwon me euer wide 13 . Myroiir
of leaned Men 4 in Mm P Vernon MS 407 God send vs
thoght to his plcsyng In whos fre wil hynges all thyng c xsxo
More Ptcus Wks 1 1/2 Veryhappy is a christen man, sith that

the victone is put in his owne frewill. 1590 Spenser F. Q i

vm s Everydore offreewill open flew, x6xx Bible Ezra vu,
X3 All they which are minded of their owne fi ee-will to goe
vp to Ierusalem 1694 Acc Sev. Late Voy, 11. (1711) 42 Every
Snip’s master is left to his free will, whether he will sail into

the Ice xjfia Steele Sped No 308 P 1 Whether she has
not been frightened or sweetned by her Spouse into the Act
she is going to do, or whether it is of her own free Will

1873 Symonds Grk Poets vu 190 Having of her own free-

will exposed her life 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I. 133
They were allowed to wander at their own free will

2 . * The power of directing our own actions with-

out constraint by necessity or fate
’

(J.)

.

a 1300 Cursor M 9408 Wijt and skill he gaf J?am till,

Might, and fairhid, ana frewill 1340 Ayenb. 86 pe uerste
is uri-wyl huer-by he may chyese and do uryliche ojzer bet
guod oper bet kuead c 1374 Chaucer Boeth iv pr vi 104
(Camb MS.) Of the knowynge and predestinacion diuine
and of the lyberte of fre wille *508 Fisher 7 Penit Ps
cxlu Wks (1876) 239 He made vs and endued vs with
reason and frewyll 1538 Starkw England 1 11 28Fiewyl
can not be wythout knolege, both of the gud and of the yl

x6$4 Hobbes Liberty
,
Necess

,
etc (1841) 1 The third way of

bringing things to pass, distinct from necessity and chance,
namely, freewill. 1700 Astry tr. Saavedra Faxardo I 205
Such variety of Events, as fortune produces, or free-will

prepares 1849 Robertson Serm- Ser 1. ii. (1866) 22 With-
out free-will there could be no human goodness

to In a bad sense ; Arbitrary or licentious

will

1514 Barclay Cyt, A Uplondyshm, (Percy Soc.) 34 In
stede of vertue, ruleth frewyll Sc lust] 1547 Salesbury
Welsh Did

,
Mympwy, Fiewyll

3 . attnb. (infree-will offering) — given readily or

spontaneously,

1535 Coverdale Ps liii[i] 6 A frewil offeringe wil I geue
the x6xx Bible Ps cxix. xo8 Accept, I beseech thee, the

freewil offnngs of my mouth X878 Bosw Smith Carthage

44 The free-will offerings of their golden ornaments by the
Libyan women

to. attnb and Comb, (sense a).

<1x575 Fulke Confut, Dodr Purgatory (1577) 13 The free

will men of our time. 1627 S. Ward Christ All in All 13
To all .merit and freewill mongers
Hence Free-wiTled a., having the faculty of free-

will ; Free-wiTler, a contemptuous term for one
who believes in the doctrine of free-will, an Aimi-
nian; Free-wrlHst rare

,

a believer in free-will, a
* libertarian ’

; + Free-wi llmg a. (in Coverdale),
spontaneous, giving (or given) freely.

1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 889 Peccability arises from
the necessity of imperfect *freewilled beings left to them-
selves 1709 Prior Ode to Col. Vilhers

,
In vam we think

that free-will’d Man has pow’r
_

1685 Bunyan Pharisee A
Publ

, Wks 1737 II 681 So again, the *Free-wilier, he will

ascribe all to God. 1700 Strype Ann. Ref I lu 562 Using
therein the newcoined phrase of free-willers 1732-38 Nfal
Hist. Punt (1822) 1 . 90 Besides these free-wifiers it seems
therewere some few in prison for the gospel that were Anans.

18x4 Citron m Ann Reg 534 Freewillers were persecuted as
heretics. 1535 Coverdale Exod xxxv 29 The children
of Israel brought *fre-wyllynge offerynges. — 1 Chron
xxx 9 And y“ people wei e glad that they were fre wylhnge
for they gaue it with a good wyll vnto the Lorde 1867
Balehot m Fortn Rev. Nov 522 Every *Freewilhst holds
that [etc ]

” 4

Free-woman. A woman who is (personally)
free , also, a woman who possesses the freedom of
a city. (Cf Freeman )
x6xx Bible i Macc 11. xx Of a free-woman shee is become

a bondslaue 1635 R.N Camden’s Hist. Ehz 1 3 She was
alw aies her owne free woman and obnoxious to none 164*
Hinde J Bnicnh 168 Are ye not lather the children of the
bond woman than children of the free woman. 1766
Entick London I 47iAnyfreemanorfreewomanofthiscity
Freeze (friz), sb

f

[f Freeze ».] The action
of the vb Freeze

;
lit andfig Also freeze-out

:

see Freeze v 7 ; freeze-up : see Freeze v. 2
c 1440 York Myst. xiv. 72 pe fellest frese J»at euer I felyd.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P ) Wks 11 256/2 The Lord, the
Lowne, the Sir, the Swame Against the freeze, of Freeze
make winter suites. 1866 Dickens Lett. 6 Jan (x88o) II.

246, I am charmed to learn that you have had a freeze out
ofmy ghost story 1879 Lumberman’s Gaz 19 Dec , Most
of the saw mills . get as much of their stock into lumber
before the fieeze-up 1882 Garden x8 Mar 177/2 The severe
frost of Oct 5 was an exceptional freeze 1884 Biead-
vnnncrs (U b.) 144 They organized a freeze-out against
him 1891 K Field Washington IV 383/2 Dunng a
freeze there is no comfort in a southern house

0

t Freeze, sb 2 Obs. Also frees (See quots.)

Also freeze-water, water used for diluting wine
x6 Songs Loud Prentices (Percy Soc ) 155 Let me have

hut a touch of your ale Or tinkers frees, Or vintners lees

1658 tr Porta's Nat Mag xvm 382 Fieeze-water [orig

has aqua only] is thinner than new wine, and lighter 1698
In Vino Vei itas 8 A Liquid nick-named Freeze, which is

but a hungry, thin, soiry kind of Cyder, which does us a
kindness m lowering our Wines. 1719 D’TJhfey Pills III.

104 They had fetched their Frees, And mired their Stomachs
quite up to their Knees m Claret and good Cheer.

Freeze (friz), v Pa. t. froze (frd«z). Pa. pple.

frozen (frdu z’n). Forms: Infin. 1 frdosan, 3-4
fr(e)osen, 4-6 fre(e)se(n, fuse, (5 freya, 6 freis,

froze), 6, 8 frieze, 7~8freez, (7 freize), 6- freeze.

Pa. t. 1 frdaa, 4 fre(e)s(e, 5 frore, frose, (9 dial.

friz), 7- froze; weakforms. 4freesed, 6 fnsed,

9 freezed. Pa. pple a 1 froren, 3-5 froren,

-yn, 5-6, 9 from(e, 4-9 frore (4 froore, 5 firoare)

also 3-4 1-, yfrore. @. 4-6 frosen, -yn, (6 frose),

5-

9 froze (now vulgat), (9 dial and vulgar friz),

6- frozen , weak forms

.

6 frozed, 7-8 freezed

[A Com, Teut str vb. OE frhsan - MLG
vresen, Du vnezen, OUG.fnosau (MHG. vnesen,

mod Ger fi leren), ON fndsa (Sw. frysa. Da.

firyse), Goth ffriusan (inferred fromfrms frost) —
OTeut. *freusan, f 1 oot *fi eus-,fraus-,fruz~ pre-

Teut. *prcus-, firous-, pries-
,
cf Lat prulna (•—

? *prusvina hoar-fiost), Skr pruiva drop, frozen

drop, hoar-frost ; less obviously connected in sense

areL pi itrire to itch, prima (•—*prusnd) live coal,

Skr plul to bum
;
some scholars assume contami-

nation with the Aryan root *qieus, qrus to freeze,

whence Gr icpbaraWos ice.

The OTeut. conjugation was *frcus-, frans, fruzum,
frozono which is accurately represented in the OE
frtosan, ft das, fruron, froren The later Eng form of

the pa. pple frosen, frosen (whence pa t. froze) is due to

the analogy of the pres -stem; similarly ON. has frosenn

(possibly the source of the Eng form) beside the older

frijrenn, and Du has pa t, vroor, pa pple. vrozen, as well

as the correct vroos
,
vroren , the MHG inf vnesen, pa t

vrds, have become in mod. Ger fneren, fror

,

through the

analogy of the pa. pple. gefroren 1

I intransitive uses,

1. impers. Itfreezes, the local temperature ofthe

atmosphere is such that water becomes ice. + Also

quasi-personal with a subject (frost, etc ).

971 Blickl Horn 93 Men steorran ina^on geseon swa

sutole swa on mht {Sonne hit swi3e freosejz a 1000 Gnomic
Verses (Bosw ), Forst sceat freosan c xooo jElfric Gram
xxu (Z) 128 Gelat, hit fryst a 1250 Owl 4 Night. 620 An
his hou never ne vor lost, Wan hit snuith, ne wan hit frost.

a 1310 in Wright's Lyric P. xxxix 110 When the forst fre-

seth, muche chele he byd 1362 Langl P PI A vm 115

Whon the Forst fresetn foode hem [the foules] bi-houeth

X390 Gower Conf III 236 If the month ofjuil shall frese

X48X Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 82 He shal neuer take harm

by colde. thaugn it snowed, stormed or frore neuer so sore.

1548 Hall Chron , Hen VIII (1809) 671 Still it frised

1649 R. Hodges Plain. Direct 8 If it freez, put on your

frees jacket 1748 F Smith Voy. Disc I 153 It snowed

all night, and froze very hard. 1837 W Irving Capt,

Bonneville III. 40 A loacf in the wet snow, which, should it

afterwards freeze, would be sufficiently hard to bear the

horses

2 Of a liquid, or liquid particles : To be con-

verted into ice. Of a body of water : To become

covered with ice. Occas. with complement, as to

freeze hard, solid
c X290 S Jzng* Leg* I 317/608 pe dropen tucometh to

snowe, And |>anne huy freosez adonewara are huy comen

here ou^t lowe c 1330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 121 pe

snow e lay in jje feld, pe water frese biside c 1400 Maundev

(1839) xi, 123 Thare ys a nother Ryvere, that upon the

nygt freseth wondur faste c 1532 Dewfs Introd Pr. in

.Falser 947 To frese, getter 1692 Ray Creation 11 (ed 2)

122 The aqueous Humoi of the Eye will not freeze 1694



FREEZE. FREIGHT.
Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n (1711) 222 The Dutch, who winter'd

in Nova Zembla, took notice, that the salt Water freez’d

1748 F. Smith Voy Disc I 159 Port Wine froze solid

1816 J Smith Panorama. Sc Art II 41 Some other

liquor must be employed, which is not so subject to freeze

1878 Markham Gt Frozen Sea v 60 The cold spiay flew

aft into our faces where it almost froze

b. To become hard or rigid as the result of cold

;

esp. of objects containing moisture.

1300 Gower Con/. II 22 Wherof art thou so sore afered,

That thou thy tunge suffrest frese 1694 Acc Sev. Late
Voy. n (1711) 208 Their Tackle was so frozen, and full of
Isicles. 1735 Pope Odyss xix 238 Snows collected on the

mountain freeze 1748 F Smith Voy Disc I 21 Our
Ropes were now froze with Ice hanging on them

Jig, 1848C Buohte f Eyre xix,The smile on his lips froze.

3 To become fixed to (something) or together by
the action of frost

c 1460 Towneley Myst (Sui tees) 90 When my shone freys

to my fete It is not alle esy 1596 Shaks Tam Shr iv i.

7 Were not I soone hot
, my very hppes might freeze to

my teeth x86o Tyndall Glac 11. xxiv 361 Their liquid

liberty is destroyed, and the surfaces freeze together. Mod
In Canada a child’s tongue once froze to a lamp-post he was
licking

b U.S. and Australian. To freeze (on) to: to

hold on to (a person or thing) , to keep tight

hold of, also, to become attached to (a person),
‘ take to Cf to stick to Also, tofreeze down.
1837-40 Haliburton Clockm (1862) 377 Do as I do,

younker freeze down solid to it. 1861 Lowfll Biglow P.
Poet. Wks 1800 II 234, I friz right down where I wuz,
merried the Widder Shennon 1876 BeSant & Rice Gold,

Butterfly xx 163 No, sir
,
I am of the children of Israel

;

and I freeze to that 1882 Sala Amer Revis (1885) *93
• Freezing ’ to him, as the Americans call it—was a tiny

fellow of some eight years. 1883 P Robinson Saints 4
Sinners 114 The better the Moimon, the harder he freezes

to his religion. 1888 Rider Haggard Col Quantch xvn,
He’s a lawyer and he might not freeze on to you *890
Boldrewood Col Reformer (1891) 189 Here, Jem 1 freeze

on to this brute

4. To be affected by, or have the sensation of,

extreme cold ; to feel very chill ; to suffer the loss

of vital heat; to die by frost So to freeze to

death
1390 Gowm Conf II 38 Wether that he frese or

swete .. He woll ben idel all aboute z6ox ?Marston
Pasqtnl 3- Kath. 11 363 Powre wine, sound musicke, let

our blouds not freeze 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 1 iv

21 Nay, you must not freeze 1681 Colvil Whigs
Supphc (1751) 37 A passage lie finds by the north-west,

Where Davies freezed to his rest 1698 Fryer Acc E
India

<S*
P 3x8 We might sooner have frozen than kept our

Innate Heat entire 1748 F Smith Voy. Disc I if6 By
being thus hung m the Air, the Rabbit freezes to Death.

1817 Coleridge Three Graves 22 Her limbs did creep and
freeze. x8ao Keats Eve St. Agnes n. The sculptured dead,

on each side, seem to freeze

l). Of inanimate things . To be extremely cold ;

to be utterly devoid of heat.

1613 Shaks Hen. VIII, in 1. 4 Orpheus made .

.

the Mountaine tops that freeze, Bow themselves 1700
Dryden Pal $ Arc. 11 540 Heav'n froze above severe, the

clouds congeal *823 Lamb Elm, Old Benches I. T , His
kitchen chimney was never suffered to freeze

c. In non-matenal or fig. sense. To grow in-

tensely cold; to lose warmth of feeling; to be
chilled by fear, etc ; to shudder
a i«7 in Tottel's Misc. (Arb ) 160, I fnse amids the fire.

z59fi Shaks Tam Shr. 11 1 340 Gray-beard thy loue doth
freeze. 1596 B L[inche] Diella (1877) 74 Thou then didst

burne m loue, now fro/d in bate. 1607 Deicker Whole of
Babylon Wks 1873 II 265 Courage, to kill Ten men I

should not freeze thus. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastic

1

Introd 66
Zeal against Paganism did not freeze 1718 Pope Iliad
xv 736 Pale, trembling, tired, the sailors freeze with fears

1874 Mahaffy Sol Life Greece ix 289 If I behold the tiny

fish on which they put such a price I freeze with horror.

II. Transitive uses.

6 Of natural agencies To change (a fluid) to a
solid form by tlie action of cold

;
to congeal

,
to

form ice on the surface of (a river, etc.) Also

said causatively of personal agents.

1494 Fabyan Cnron vn. 609 In this yere began afroste

that frose y» Thamys 1363 W Fulke Meteors (1640) 54
The Northern winds doe frieze the vapours; and so it

becommeth hoare frost 1S70 Satir Poems Reform x 323
The froist dois freis vp all fresche waiter 1641 French
Distill, v (1651) 164 It will .. forthwith be freezed 1729
Savage Wanderer 1. 57 Far hence lies, ever freez’d, the

northern main 1781 Cavallo in Phil Trans LXXI.sx6,
I have froze a quantity of water with an equal weight of
good ether

_
1833 Sir J Ross Narr 2nd Voy xxxvi. 507

We froze oil of almonds in a shot mould.

b With adverbs. Tofreeze over

:

to cover with

a coating of ice. To freeze in, up

:

to set fast m
ice Tofreeze up to obstruct by frost.

X390 Shaks Com Err v 1 313 Though . all the Con-
duits ofmy blood [be] froze vp. x6ox R Johnson Kmgd
<$• Commv (1603) 146 The rivers and other waters are frozen

uppe a yearde or more thicke 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 433 The Ozera or lake before the toune was frozen

over Octob 13 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy 11 (17x1) 28

Anvile, Smith’s Tongs, and other Tools belonging to the

Cookery were frozen up in the Ice 17x9 De Foe Crusoe n
xv, The Baltic would be frozen up 1748 F Smith Voy

Disc I 105 His Ship, was froze up Ibid 154 By the

ninth the Creek was froze over from Side to Side 1858 B.

Taylor North Trav xvi. 164 Six vessels lay frozen in,

at a considerable distance from the town.

c. To congeal (the blood) as if by frost ,
chiefly

as a hyperbolical expression for the effect of terror

Vol. IV.

Hence with personal obj , to ‘ make (one’s) blood
run cold ’, to horrify intensely.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, vn lxvi (1495) 283 The
venyme of a scorpion closyth the herte atte the last and
fresyth the blood with his coldenesse 1579 Spenser Sheik,
Cal Jan 26 Such rage as winters raigneth in my hart, My
life-bloud freesing with unkindly cold. x6oa Shaks Ham
1 v 16 A Tale whose lightest word Would freeze thy
young blood 1633 Ford Love's Sacr 1 11, Look here, My
blood is not yet freez'd 1639 T Brugis tr Camus' Mor
Relat 747 The one inflamed me with love, the other freezed
me with feare 1707 Curios, tn Hush, 4 Gard 242 A cool
and serious Air, capable of freezing his Readers. 1741
Richardson Pamela (1824) 1 . 102 ,

1

should have melted her
by love, instead of freezing her by fear 1753 B Martin
Mag Arts # Sc 70 One Moment's Cold, like theirs, would
. .Frieze the Heart’s Blood.

& fig To chill, quench the warmth of (feelings,
etc ) ; to paralyse (one’s powers, etc.).

1595 Shaks. John in iv 150 This Act shall coole the
hearts Of all his people, and freeze up their zeale 1750

Elegy 52 ChiU Penury repress'd their noble rage,
And froze the gemal current of the soul 1793 E Parsons
Woman as she should be III 133 This paragraph froze his
senses 1843 Lytton Zanom 23 That recent hiss froze up
her faculties and suspended her voice

6 . To affect with frost; to stiffen, harden, injure,

kill, etc. by chilling
; to change into or to (some-

thing) and fig. to bring into a certain, state by
chilling. Also, to freeze to death ; rare in active.

Occas to allow to freeze.

1398 Shaks Tam Shr iv i 40 My Master and mistns
are almost frozen to death 1834 Milton Comtis 449 That
snaky-headed Gorgon shield - Wherewith she [Minerva]
freezed her foes to congealed stone 1700 Drvden Pal 4*

Arc in. 839 Sense fled before him [Death], what he touched
he froze 1704 Ded in Clarendon's Hist Reb III 4 Severe
Winters, that freez and cut off many hopeful plants 1748
F. Smith Voy Disc. I. 163 And if close, the Snow lying
there must freeze the Leg 1833 Kingsley Heroes 11 (1868)

23 Will she not freeze me too into stone ? 1878 Mrs Stowe
Pogamic P xi (ed 3)91 He [the bird] must have chilled his
beak and frozen his toes as he sat there

7. Tofreeze out \ a lit m pa. pple. or ppl a
see Frozen. Tb. fig. (US colloq) To exclude
from business, society, etc by chilling behaviour,

severe competition, etc.

1890 Daily News 25 Jan a/a Part of the campaign for
' freezing out ’ the Rosano Company.
Freeze, obs form of Frieze

+ Freeze-pot. Obs [f Freeze o.J An epithet

applied to January.
1337 Tusser xoo Points Hush (1878) 233 Janeuer fi-yse

pot And feuerell fill dyke.

Freezer (fr/ zai). [f. Freeze v + -kr 1 ]

1 . A machine used for freezing, or for keeping
anything extremely cold.

x86o 0 W. Holmes Elsie V (1887)74 He had agitated a
quantity of. .milk in what was called a cream-freezer 1870
Mrs Prentiss Let. 4 July in Life xi. (1883) 330 Papa
bought a new fashioned freezer, that professed to freeze in

two minutes

2 Anything that freezes

1845 Hood I'o Adm. Gambier ix, The Maine—the Weser
—or that freezer, Neva
fig

;

x8a8 Dickens Domley v, The books looked .as if

they had out one idea among them, and that was a freezer.

3. A sheep destined, when killed, to exportation,

m a cold chamber.
1893 J Hotson Led. in Age 30 Nov 7/2 The breeding of

what are in New Zealand known as
1
freezers '.

Freezing (fn ziq), vbl sb [f. as prec. + -ENG k]
1. The action of the vb Freeze

;
also, freezing

in, out, etc : see Freeze v. 5 b, 7. At freezing
= at freezing-point (see 2).

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R. xix xlvi (1495) 889 Greys
is made faste and harde by fresyng and by colde

__
1377

B GooGe Heresbach’s Huso r (1386) 29 b, 1 0 sowe it of

October, that it may take deepe roote befoie the freezing

and colde m Winter c x6oo Shaks. Sonn, xcvu, What
freezings haue I felt. 1865 Hooke Murogr 91 If you .

expose it to a very sharp freezing 1803 T. Beddoes
HygHa x. 34 The weather was at freezing 1836 Kane
A ret Expl I. xxxi 420 Now awaits the freezing-m of her

winter cradle 1891 E B Howell in Advance (Chicago)

23 June, The law permits the unjust ‘freezing out’ of the

small capitalist

2 attrib, and Comb ,
as freezing-chamber

;

also,

freezing-mixture, a mixture of two or more sub-

stances, e.g salt and snow, which, while remaining

liquid, is cold enough to freeze some other liquid

within its influence ,
freezing-point, the point

on the thermometer marking the temperature at

which a liquid, esp water, freezes.

1898 Daily News 28 May 6/3 DelahaefFs body lies in the

“freezing chamber at the Morgue 1693 Woodward Nat
Hut Earth iv (1723) 236 A strong “freezing Mixture

1869 E A Parkes Prod Hygiene (ed 3) 155 The air may
also be drawn through tubes cooled by a freezing mixture

X747 Phil Trans XLIV 11, 613, 17 degrees above 0 or

“freezing Point i860 Tyndall Glac. 1 xxv, 190 The tem-

perature of the air was Fahr below the freezing point

Freezing (fr? zig), ppl. a [f as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1 That freezes, in senses of the vb.

x6xx Shaks Cymb m 111 39 c 16*3 Milton Death ofafair
Infant x6 Through middle empire of the freezing air 1697

Dryden Virg Georg, iv. 738 By Strymon's freezing Streams

he sate alone 1709 Addison Tatler No 100 rx A freezing

Night 1796 Kirwan Etem Min (ed 2)1 10 In a freezing

cold, clay contracts more than any other earth

2. fig. ;
esp of manners : Chilling

18x3 H & J Smith Horace tn Load 93 Oh grant that he
may never spread Its freezing influence to my heart 1849
Miss Mulock Ogtlvtes ui. (1873) 27 Her sudden burst
of enthusiasm met with but a freezing reception 1830
Tennyson In Mem cxxiv, A warmth within the breast
would meltThe freezing reason’s colder part 1853 Macau-
lay Hist Eng IV. 538 Many had been repelled by his
freezing looks

__

1886 W Hooper Sk Acad Life 16 To
regulate all things with freezing accuracy and precision.

Hence Free zingly adv

,

in a freezing manner.
a i42oHoccleveD« Reg Pnnc i8o6Thoghtmebrenneth

and fieesynglykeelith 1798W Taylor in Robberds Mem.
(1843) I 226, I wrote to him very fieezmgly 1848 C
Bronte J Eyre iv. (1873) 31 Her eye of ice continued to
dwell freezmgly on mine.

Freezy (fr? zi), «• rare. [f. Freeze v. + -y 3
]

Chilled almost to fieezmg
1827 Hood Lamia lx, With blue chilly shades, Showing

wherein the freezy blood pervades

Frefre, var. of Froveb, Obs

,

to comfort.

Freibergite (frai baugait). Min [f. Freiberg,

a town in Saxony + -ite Named "by Kengott in

1853 ] A variety of tetrahedrite containing silver.

1836 C U. Shepard Min 347 Freibergite

Freieslebenite. Min. [f. Freiesleben, who
first described it + -ite. Named by Haidwger in

1845.] A snlph-anlimomde of lead and silver, which
crystallizes m stnated prisms. Cf. Diaphorite
1830 Dana Min. 341 Freieslebemte

Freight (fr?t), sb Also 5 freyte, frayght,

6-7 fraight, 6 frate. [prob. a. MDu or MLG.
nrecht

,

var of vracht : see Fraught sb The word
has passed from Du. or LG. into some of the Rom.
langs. ; F fret hire of a ship (from 13th c ), Sp.

fiete, Pg frete ]
1 . Hire of a vessel for the transport of goods

;

the service of transporting goods (originally, by
water ; now extended, esp in US, to land-transit)

;

the sum of money paid for this. In early use also

:

Passage-money.
1463 Mann. % Housek Exp rg4 My mastyr toke hym

fformsffreytetoCaleys vj li 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 283/2
Whome they receyued in to theyr Sluppe gladly and sayd
they wold brynge hym thyder without ony freyglit or lmyr
1338 Starkey England 11. 1. 172 Specyally yf to that were
joynyd a nother ordynance wych ys, concernyng the frate

of maichandyse 1580 Hollyband Treas, Fr, 'long

,

Naulage, the fraight or fare payed for passage ouer tne
water a 1687 Petty Pol. Anth (1690) 19 Those who have
the command of the Sea Trade may Work at easier Freight
with more profit. 171a E. Cooke Voy S Sea 333 Having
agreed to pay no Freight there 1764 Burn PoorLaws x8o
Let a small deduction be made from the freights Of ships,

and from seamens wages 1763 T Hutchinson Hist Mass
I 11 257 They purchased a ship-load of masts, the freight

whereof cost them sixteen hundred pounds 2834 Haw-
thorne Eng Note-bks (1883) II 123 The captains talk
together about .how freights are in America. 1861 Goschen
For Exch 18 The charge for freight acts with the same
force as a charge for a commodity actually produced and
exported. 1868 RogersPol Econ ix (1876) 83 The passage
from the East to Europe has been so shortened, that a
freight from thence to England is reduced to one-fourth.

fb. To takefreight : to take passage for oneself

and goods Obs.

X719 De Foe Crusoe it. xvi, We all took freight with him

2. The cargo or lading (of a ship) ;
a ship-load.

In US. by extension . Anything carried by sea or

land (a general term for ‘ goods 1 m transit). Fast

freight (US), see Fast a 1 x.

1502 Arnolds Chron (18x1)229 We charge you precisely

that the forsayd [merchants] wyth their shyp’s freight ye
suffer and let go passe 1540 Act 32 Hen, VIII, c. 14
Beyng mynded..to take any freight or ladynge into any
of the saide shyppes 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy it (1711) 3
When they have their full Fraight of Whales, they put up
their great Flag 1789 Brand Hist Newcastle II. 235 £A
vessel] trading to Newcastle upon lyne with corn, and
returning with a freight of sea coals. 1832 Ht Martineau
Ireland 131 Do you know that Vessel ? You cannot be
awaie what freight it bears? 1856 Kane Arct Expl II

xix, 196 They offered to exclude both clothes and food in

favor ofa full freight of these treasures.

b transf A load, burden.

16x8 Chapman Hesiod 1 574 At thypurse’s height,And when
it fights I0W5 give thy use his freight 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg 11 $99 With the ruddy Freight the bending Branches

groan 1803 Wordsw Prelude v 84, I looked self-ques-

tioned what this freight Which the new comer carried

Could mean. 1878 Huxley Physiogr 73 These warm moist

winds deposit their freight of moisture in showers ofram.

c fig,
ax6« Donne in Select (1840) 43 Keep up that holy

cheerfulness, which Christ makes the ballast of a Christian,

and his freight too. 1733 Young Centaur v Wks. 1757

IV 233 Every moment shall return, and lay its whole

freight before the Throne 1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms
1 127 An earthly freight she bears Of joys and sorrows.

1872 Holland Marb Proph 97 A man who lifted On ready

words his freight of gratitude.

1

3

A journey of a laden vessel Obs,

17x6 Church Philip's War (1865) I 157 He made use of

Canoo’s . But by that time they had made two fraights

the Wind sprung up.

4 US Short for freight-train a goods-tram.

Byfreight by the usual means of transportation,

as opposed to by express

1881 Chicago Times 18 June, A freight of thirty loaded

cars collided with the other tram.

67



FREIGHT. 530 FREMD.

5 . atU ib and Comb (esp. U S in reference to

the carnage of goods by railway), as freight car

(= goods track or van), carriage
,
engine

,
-man,

route, shed, steamer, traffic, tram (= goods tram);

also freight-handler,
-handling

\

Also ffreight-
money

,

payment for conveyance of freight

1856 Olmsted Slave States 55 There were, in the train,

two first-class passenger cars, and two “freight cars 1884

Pall Mall G. 25 Sept 5/2 They will put up their rates on
the “freight carnage eastward. x88z Ibid 12 July 8/2

A riot has occurred [at Jersey city] between the freight-

handlers on strike and the Italian labourers 1887 Bureau
Statist Labour (N Y ) 327 There was also a great interrup-

tion of “freight handling 1855 Gen Term Rej>

,

Goods
should be sent forward by a earner, or “freightman 17SS
Magens Insurances II x8g All Insurances on expected
Gain future “Freight-Monies, Seamens Wages and Mens
Lives are universally forbid x88x Chicago 2 lines 12 Mar ,

This has been the cheapest “freight 1oute to NewYork Ibid

17 June, Between the gas-works and the “freight-sheds of
the .railway x8gx PallMall G 3 Dec, 6/2 The St John's
Board of Trade, thinks that the interest of the country
would be bettei served by grants to “freight steamers 1885

Ibid xo Sept 6/1 Goods traffic —called tn America “‘freight1

traffic 1872 Japanese tn America 199 “Freight-trams fre-

quently number one hundied cars

Freight (fr?t), v Forms : 6-7 freight, (6

freith), 7- freight. Pa. t and fa. pple 6
freyghted, frayted, 6-7 freighted, 7- freighted,

[f piec sb.; cf Fraught v ]

1. trans. To furnish or load (a vessel) with a
cargo , to hiie or let out (a vessel) for the carnage
of goods and passengers. Also with out and to or

for (a place)

1485 in Arnolde Chron. (i8ri) 229 For too lade and fieith

and caiy awaye 1555 Eden Decades 296 Donco, where the
marchauntes fraight theyr shyppes. 1651 Ilonncs Lcmath
ir. xxn 1 iq With the Merchandise they buy at home, can
fraight a Snip, to export it. 1671 Clarendon Dialog Tracts

(1727) 293 They who freighted them out 1702 C Mather
Magn. Chr 1. vi (1852) 84. They build one ship more,
which they fraighted for England x8oo WFLLrsLTY m
Owen Desp 707 The British merchants not having obtained
the expected permission to freight their ships to the port of
London 1831 Sin J Sinclair Corr II 223 An opportunity
of making immense sums of money, by freighting their ships

to the powers at war 1878 Simpson Sch, Shake I xao He
proposed to freight as many English vessels as possible by
Flemings, Frenchmen, Spaniards, and Italians,

b. transf To load, store. Alsofig of a burden

:

To bear upon as a load.

1829 Lytton Devereux 1 vii, Fortune freights not your
channel with her hoarded stores 1838 Sparks Biog. IX.
Eaton xi 301 The caravan had been freighted by the
Bashaw only to this place 1892 Talmagc inN Y Weekly
Witness 13 Jan, 7/5 All the sins of the past and of the
present freighting him.

0 US intr. Tofreight up

.

to lake in a cargo fig
1889 ‘Mark Twain’ Yank at Crt K Arth. (Tauchn ) I.

128 How to freight up against probable fasts before starting

2 . To carry or transport (goods) as freight

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Euery brode wollen cloth

freyghted to Daunske 1697 Dampier Voy I xv. 4x2
Every man freights his Goods in bis own room , and piob-

ably lodges there, if he be on board himself 1881 I-IrNTY

Cornet of Horse xvi. (1888) 160 Van Duyk would have
freighted a shipful of presents to Rupert's friends

Hence Frei ghtmg vld sb.

1672 Essex Papers (Camden) I 7, I Incourage all I

possibly can butlainge of Ships of our owne (for Fraigtmge
of Fornnghners distresse us) 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
Ik

,
Freighting, a letting out of vessels on freight 01 hire

1884 L Hamilton Mexican Hand-bk 67 The water flow-

ing down from the various ravines, fills the arroyo and
renders freighting in wagons difficult

attrib, *769 Burke Late St. Nat Wks 1842 I 83 The
freighting business revived The ships were fewer, but
much larger. 1836 Olmsted Slave States 396 The roads
seemed to be doing a heavy freighting business with cotton
1880 N H Bishop 4 Months in Sneak-Box 15 Uveie
appears to be no fixed freighting tariff established for boats

+ Freight,
pple and ppl. a Obs. Forms: 5-6

freyght, 6-7 fraight, 6-8 freight. [Contracted
pa. pple. of Freight v ]

1. Freighted, laden.

1494 Fabyan Chron vn. 494 Theryuerof Loyer, wherat
y l season certayne shyppes laye freyght with vytall. 1600
Holland Livy xxix 736 And so [he] dispatched away the
ships a second time fraight and laden with the spoiles of
enemies. 1649 Evelyn Mem (1837) III 39 Ships, richly
freight with wines and other commodities

b. transf andfig. (Cf fretfull

,

Fret v 0
)

*565 Jewel Def Apol. (1611) 463 It was written by a man
of an iron face and is freight full of most shamelesse lies

1387 Turbervile Trag T. (1837) 214 The jades were fully
fraight with heavie buidens x6oo Holland Livy xxiii xii

(1609) 481 Two strong holds full and fraight [plena] of
prizes and victuals 17x1 Steele Spect No 134 T 2 Each
Paragraph is freight either with useful or delightful Notions
2 . Fraught, provided, abounding with
x«55x Robinson tr. More's Utop (Arb ) 167 This yle is

fraight with both bounteously 1390 SPENsre F Q, 1 xu,

35 The king . with suddem indignation fraight Bad on that
Messenger rude hands to reach 1623 Webster Duchess
Malfi v i, I’ll go in mine own shape, When he shall see it

fraight with love and duty.

Freightage (fr^’ted^). [f. Freight v + -aoe.]

1. The hire of a vessel for the transport of goods

,

cost of conveyance of goods (originally, by water

;

now extended, esp in U.S

,

to land-transit).

1694 tr Milton's Lett State July an 1656 Wks 1851
VIII. 349 A Sum of Money owing . . upon the account

of Freightage and Demorage *785 J PriiLLirs Treat
Inland Navig 32 The tonnage, freightage, and tolls,

will produce as follow 1819 Shelley Let to Peacock
21 Sept

,
It costs, with all duties and freightage, about half

1885 Law Times LXXIX 189/1 The defendants offered

him a steamer called the Giendevon. at the rate of 30s

freightage 1885 L pool Daily Post 23 Oct 4/8 1 he highei

scale of freightage [by railroad] will be maintained,

b. The freighting or hiring of a vessel

1755 Magens Insurances II. 282 If a Ship be intirely

freighted for a full Cargo In case the Owner was not

informed of the above mentioned full Freightage

2 That with which a vessel is freighted
;
freight,

cargo
;
quantity of cargo conveyed

1803 Syd Smith Wks (1839) I 61/1 The immense in-

crease of their [Danes'] freightage dumig the wars of this

country 1843 Mrs Romer Rhone, etc I 309 The largest

vessels can ride at anchor in safety, and unload their freight-

age close to the very houses x86o Russlll Diary India
I 11 11 English ships laden with full freightage of gallant

soldiers 1885 Harper's Mag LXXI 199 Coal as an up
freightage is fully as important as the down cargo of gram
b transf. Burden, load.

1823 Sismondls Lit Eitr (1846) II xxix 282 The
wretched freightage of the Atlantic wave, 1823 lilacktu

Mag XVIII 601 The Diligence discharged its whole
freightage into the stieet.

0 fig-
1827 Mary Howitt Two Voy i. My ship waits but for me

. And all I lack of freightage now is a farewell word from
thee. 1839 G Meredith R Feverel xn (1878) 77 Con-
science was beginning to inhabit him, and he carried some
of the freightage known to men ;

though m so crude a form
that it overweighed him, now on this side, now on that.

3 Transport of goods
1886 Harper's Mag LXXI I 216 All travel and freightage

are still, as of old, conducted by means of lioiscs, asses,

camels and mules.

Freighted (fitted), pple and ppl. a. [f

Freight v + -ed i
] Ladeu with cargo

1553 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb ) 21 Shyppes frayghted

wytn gossampme cotton and silke clothes. 1692 Luttrell
BriefR el (1857) II. 33 A rich ship from Spain, freighted

with pieces of eight. 1703 Tate Her Majesty's Piet, xxix,

To Western Worlds our Freighted Fleets shall run 1832

Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxi, The boat moved on

—

freighted with its weight ofsorrow. 1835 Prescott Philip
II, I. iv. v 453 Their galleys still returned to port freighted

with the spoils of the infidel

b. transf andfig
1367 Drant Horaces Epist vn D v. At supper when he

had at full Layde out his lauishe mynde At length to bed
to take a nap He fraighted, was assynde. 1645 Pacitt
Heresiogr (1061) 124 Some persons being fraighted with

many loose, and unsound opinions 1723 L Wni stld
Oikogr 4 From whence we may . survey, The freighted

Thames x8xx L M Hawkins C’tess 4 Gertr. I 57 He
therefore endured with complacency, her freighted work-
basket 1830 W Irving Goldsmith xxvi 257 Just arrived

from College full freighted with academic gleanings x86o

Motley Nether l. (1868) I 1. 2 Epistles which were
freighted with the doom and destiny of countless millions

Freighter (fr?1 tai). [f Freight v + -hr J.]

1 .
‘ One who loads a ship, or one who charters

and loads a ship * (W )
1622 Malynks Anc Law-Merck 138 And hereupon C D

the Merchant and Fraiglitor, doth likewise couenant with
the said Master that be ..will lade or cause to be laden
the said Ship 1665 Pepys Diary 22 Mar ,

Abundance of

most ingenious men, owners and freighters of the ‘Experi-

ment'. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc E Ind I vu. 70 The
Freighter, who was a Mahometan, delayed paying the
Freight long after it was due by the Tenor of the Charter-
part> 1848 Aunoui d Mai Insur (1866) 1 1 m 37 It was
stipulated by the Charter-party that the freighters should
pay for the use of the ship.

b. One who consigns goods for carriage inland.

1872 Daily News 2 Oct 4 It was resolved that a freighters'

association be established, having for its object the assimila-

tion and check of railway charges x88a Edm Rev Oct
438 What the public service demands is, that freighters

and manufacturers should be allowed to choose for them-
selves

2 One whose business it is to receive and forward
freight

1714 Mandeville Fab Bees (1723) I 203 The Dutch are

carrieis and freighters to the rest of the woild 1884
Ameiican IX xio Men employed by the freighters to

look after the mules to prevent their straying off,

3 A vessel for transporting goods, a cargo vessel.

1878 N H Bishop Voy Paper Canoe 278 Though a
freighter and not a royal yacht, the Runk looked every inch

a government vessel 1803 Leisure Hour Apr 389 Our
ships get larger whether they are freighters or expresses.

Frei’ghtful, a. rare~x [perh f *freight dial

*= Freit

-

h-FUL.] ?Of the nature of a charm or

incantation
1716 M Davies A then. Bnt in Crit. Hist 90 Gnosticks,

who all dealtm Magical Medals and freightfull Inscriptions

FreightiesS (fr<?41es), a iare [f Freight
sb, + -less.] Without height or load.

X79X E Darwin Bot. Gard. 11 155 Wave after wave lolls

freightless to the shore 1793 A Seward Lett (i3xi) 1V
94 The age of these freightless, these lonely seas.

+ Frei'gh.tmeiit. Obs. [f Freight v. + -ment;
after F fritement ] The action of luring a vessel

,

the document which records this

1559 in SirR Sadler's Papers (1809) II, 233 And if you
have advertised me of touching their [sluppes’] fretment
1622 Malyncs Anc, Law-Merch 402 Vpon the ladings of
Ships which are to take m the same, or else may incurre a
further danger vnto the Charter-partie of fraightment. 1735

Magens Insurances II 23 When it can be proved against
any one, whether by Charter-Party, Bills of Lading
Freightement that he lias altered the Voyage insured upon
Freik, Freir (& ), var. of Freke, Friar.
Freis, var of Freeze.

Freit (f«l) Sc. Forms £-6 frete, 6-9 foeet

7 freite, S fret, 7- freit. [a ON fritt fem
, news!

inquiry, augury, coi respondmg to OE freht (for
*freoht, fnht), oracle (whence fnhtere diviner
fnhtnan to divine), from the root of Feayne

]

*

Anything to which superstition attaches
; an

omen
;
a superstitions formula or charm

,
a super-

stitious observance or act of worship.
a 1300 CntsorM. 28310, I . folud wiclie-crafte and frete

and charmyng. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron vi xvin 362 May!

beth aye In fantown Fietis had gret Fav 1533 Bellenden
Livy 1 (1822) 42 T he Albanis hallowit thair fretis, and tern-
bill conjuraciouns 1397 JaS I Daernorol 1 jv xx All
kmde of practicques, freites, or other like extraordinane
actiones. ? 17 Adam o’ Gordon xxvn, in Pinkerton Select.
Sc Ballads (1783) I 49 Wha luik to fieits, my master deir,"

Freits will ay follow them 1768 Song in Ross’ Helenore
(1789) 147 Fouk need not on frets to be standing That’s
woo'd and married and a’ 1868 G Macdonald R
Falconer 111, 70, ‘I dream aboot him whiles sae lifelike,

that I canna believe him deid But that's a’ freits.’

Hence Freity a., superstitious

1788 J Macaulay Poems (1790) 122, I saw a blade fast

sticking to my hose, An’, being freety, stack it up my nose
x8x8 Edm Mag Sept 154 Deeply imbued with the super-
stitious and freuty observances of his native land

t Freith, u Sc. Obs Also 4 froth. [Sc form
of Frith »] trans To set free, liberate. Tofreith
oneself', to perform one’s promise esp m St.

Law To release from an obligation or pecuniary

burden.

13 Assis Dav. II in Balfour's Practicks (1734) x8 To
freith and releive th.ur boighis, except thay have a lauchfull

essonyic cx375 Sc Leg Saints, Adrian 290 Tofrethhis
borowis & mak fre 1466 Acta Dorn Audit (1839) 3 To
freith the said landis of the v mercis that he grantis he
promist to pay c 1470 Henry Wallace jx. 1516 Wallace gert
freith the wemen, off hys> grace. 1333 Stewart Crow Scot
II 187 That tha had done, and fieith [thame] for to go To
thair awm land 1396 Dairymi'LI’ tr Leslie's Hist Scot.

x 3x9 The Protectour denyes ony way to freith the Erie
afor the weins be endet. Ibid 350 Quene mother suld

suirlie freith her selfe m al, quhat euir scho had promiste.

t Freke. poet Obs. Forms: 1 freoa, £-6

freak(e, freik(e, (5 frecke, freeke, freyke), 4-
freke. [OE. freca, properly subst use of frtc

,

Frecic a ] Propei ly, one eager for fight
;
a warrior,

champion ; but usually a mete poetic synonym for

‘man’ (cf. heme, tulk
,
wye).

Beowulf 1563 He fcefeng l>a fetel-hilt freca scyldinga

13 . K Alts 2161 Ourc kyng hath this freke y-felde. C1420
Avow. Arth xl, Wele armut and d>3te, As freke redy to

fy3te. c 1430 Bk Cnriasye 235 in Babees Bk 305 Go not

forthe as a dombe freke. 13 Scotishffeilde 50 in Furmv.
Percy Folio I 214 When his father, that feirce freake, had
finished his dayes. a 1533 Lvndesay Tragedy 218 Than
euery freik thay tuke of me sic feir. a 1603 Montgomerie
Commend ofLove 39 Fy on that freik that can not love.

t Frelanfd, firelarge. Obs (See quot.)

1690 Evelyn Mnndus Mnlieons 6 Place aright . Frelange,

Fontange. — Fop Diet , Frelan [ed a Freland\ Bonnet

and Pinner together

tFrels, v. Obs. Forms : 1 fr6olsian, 3 Orm.

fre(o)llsenn, 4 frels(en [OE friolstanfifiiols

str masc , neut. ‘fieedom, time offreedom, festival’,

also as adj 1 free ’
;

cf OFns. frthals freedom,

OHG.frthals free man, freedom, ON. fnals adj.

free, Goth, freihals freedom
;
the sb (adj )

means

literally
1
free neck’ : see Free a and Hals.]

X trans To keep (a holy day) free from work

;

to celebrate
c xooo jElpric Exod xxxiv 21 Wire six dagas and freolsa

Sone seofoSan c 1200 Oumin 8893 To frelLenn paer patt

liejhe tid O Jxatt Judisskenn wise

2 . To set (a person) fiee; lo free, release

c 1230 Lord's Prayer 111 Rel Ant, I 22 Freis us fra alle

ivelepinge 01x300 CursorM 10082 His folk to freis fra

sin and scam
Fremail, var, of Fermail.
1892 G Lambert Gold $ Silversmiths' Art 48 Another

fremail of gold, garnished with three peails

Fremd (fiemd), a Obs. exc. Sc. and north.
%

Forms: i£rEemde,frem(e)de, Northumb frem]>e,

2-6 fremd©, 3 frssmde, Orm fremmde, freo-

mede, south, vreomede, 3-3 frem(m)ed(e, (4

fremned, frimmed), 4-5 fremyd, 5-9 Sc.

frem(m)it, -yt, 4-7 frem(m)e, (7 f!remb), £-7

frem(e)(d, fremb,d(e, 6 frenned, 7, 9 Sc frem,

(9 fraim), 6, 8 Sc fram(m)et, (8 fram’d, 9
fraumit), 9 Sc frem’t, frem(m)’d. [Com Teut

:

OE frimeat, frguide, frimpe = OS. freimthi (Dn.

vreemd), OHG framadt,fremidi strange, wonder-

ful (MHG vremede, vremde), Goth framaps for-

eign, estranged —OTeut. *framopjo-, fraimfjo- f.

*fram- : see From ]

1 Foreign : see Foreign 8 .

a xooo Laws oflne (Schmid) § 20 Gif feorcund mon, oSoe

fremde, butan wege xeond wudu gonge c *386 Chaucer
Sqr's T 421 A faukoun peregryn than semed sche Ut

fremde lond 1396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist. Scot vn

4 Ambassadouris thay directe to framit natiounis quna war



FEEME 531 FRENCH.
thair special fremds, ? 17 in Child Ballads 11 lu. A (1884)

450/2) I wish I had died on some frem isle, And never had
come hame I 1858 Mrs Ouphant Laird ofNorlaiv I apg

1 jjinna bring me a daughter of that land to vex me as the

fremd woman vexed Rebecca ' 1864 T Clarke Westmld
Dial id Kendal Merc 30 Jan ,

It mappm mud lead me
intasam fremm’d cun try

ft. = Foreign 4
1581 Mulcaster Positions xli (1887) 242, I may not at

this time prosecute this position, as to fremd for this place

2 Strange, unknown, unfamiliar. Also ellipt. or

absol. (quasi-J^.). The fremd strangers. Of an

incident . Remarkable, surprising

cogo Lindisf Gosp John x s ForSon ne cuSon stefu Sara

fremSe a 1225 A ncr R 106 His deoie deciples bileueden

him alle one, ase ureomede. <21300 Cursor M 28292

Pnuetis o fretnyd and frende I haue discoueid c 1385

ChaucerL G. W 1046 Dido,
That nevere yit was so fremde

a cas *4 m Pol Rel 4 L Poems (1866) 249 Euery man,
bojie fremyd & kouth, Xul comyn with outyn ly 1500-20

Dunbar Poems (1893) 307 The fremmit thairof thair baggis

can fill 1S3S Durham Depos (Surtees) 32 Let her take 2

fremde menne, or frendes, and I other 2. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia (1622) 87 Cowards With sight offeare from friends

to fremb’d doe file. 1863 Mrs Gaskell Sylvia's L (1874)

184 ‘There’s a fremd man 1’ t’ house, I heerd his voice l*

1871 W. Alexander Johwiy Gibb xxxv. (1873) 199 Mary
Howie needin' to gae awa’ to the frem’t.

b Wild, opposed to tame
ciin Chaucer Troylns m 480 (329) Al this world is

blynd In this matere, bothe fremed and tame

3 Like a stranger, estranged, unfriendly Of
the bearing, voice, etc Strange, forced, unnatural.

Const, in OE. with dat , with, till.

a 1000 Sal 4 Sat 68 FracoS he bi5 Sonne and fremede
frean xlmihtigum a 1240 Uretsun in Cott. Horn 200Woa
is me bet lcn am so freomede wiS be c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 11. 199 (248) Lat be to me your fremde maner speche.
?

a

1400 Morte Arth 3343,

1

hafe bene frendely, freke, and
fremmede tille other 1508 Dunbar Gold Targe 225 On
syde scho lukit wyth ane fremyt fare 1580 Sidney Arcadia
hlWIcs 1724 II 719 And makes them fremb’d, who friends

by nature are 1636 Rutherford Lett (1862) I 178 He
looked fremed and unco like upon me when I came first

here a 1651 Calderwood Hist Kirk (1843) II 280 The
Erie of Murrey was so frem to Mr Knox, that [etc ] 1789
Burns 5 Carlins xx, Monie a friend that kiss’d his caup. Is

now a fremit wight 1839 J Brown Rub F, 9 Rab called

rapidly, and in a fremyt voice
Proverb iy*i Kelly Sc. Prov 72 Better my friend

think me framet, than fashious. 18*3 Scott Quentin D vi,
‘ Better kind fremit, than fremit kindred

'

b Adverse, unpropitious, hostile.

1423 Jas I Kmgis Q xxiv, So mfortunate was we that
fremyt day. 1513 Douglas Affneis 1 1 58 Scho thame for-

dnvis . by fremmit weird full mony Jens tharbye 1533
Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I. 323 Sayand the Britis fremit

war and fals.

4 Not related, of another family or house ; op-

posed to sib or kin Often ellipt or absol.

a iaoo Mo> al Ode 34 Sone wule hme forjeten be fremede
and be sibbe a 1225 A ncr R 184 Nanmore ben bu woldest
beaten a ureomede child |>auh hit agulte. c 1340 Hampole
Prose Tr (1866) 8 Many . neuer haue halde pe ordyre of
lufe ynesche baire frendys sibbe or ffremede c 1460 How
Goode Wif taught hir Doughter 17 in Hazl E P P I.

i8r Make thou none langelynge withe fremed ne withe
sibbe C1510 Barclay Mirr Gd Manners (157°) B uj,

For thy fremde folke and seruauntes to prouide 1330
Palsgr 627, I make of a frenned chylde my sonne by the

lawe. “pe adopte 1330 Coverdale Spir Perle xvi 126

Those children that are nursed by frembd mens fyers i6«
Cotgr , Affiliation, adoption, or the conferring on fremme
children all aduantages belonging to naturall ones. 186a
Hislop Prov Scot 143 Mak friends 0’ fremit folk

Hence Fre’mdly adv
,
strangely, like a stranger

;

unkindly. Pre'mdnesa, strangeness, coldness;

also personified

13 Gaw 4 Gr. Knt 714 Fer floten fro his frendez
fremedly he rydez c 1300 Lancelot 1308 [They] haith no
thonk hot fremmytness of the. 1533 Stewart Cron Scot,

II 3 Fra all the Scottis prescnbit war llkone So fremmit-
lie in mony sindrie land 1360 Rqlland Crt Venus m. 6

The Iustice Clark, was callit Fremmitnes 1569-70 Knox
Let to Cecil 2 Jan in Tytler Hist Scot. (1864) III 318,

I have been fremedly handled 1807 J Stagg Poems 49
The hand of fate unkeynde Has us’d us fremtly

+ Freme, sb Obs. Forms : 1 fr§mu, freomo,
3-3 freme, 3 fceoma, -e, 4 south, vreme. [OE.
frynu str fem., noun ofquality fiomfram forward ]

Advantage, benefit, profit. Cf. Frame sb. 1

<2700 Epmal Gloss 135 Benefcium, fremu. c888 K
Alfred Boeth. xiv § 1 Hwelc fremu is 'Se Sset, fcet bu
wilnixe bissa andweardena gesasl>a, c 1000 Sax. Leechd
1. 84 ponne ys wen \>&& hyt him. cume to mycelre freme.

a 1173 Cott Horn, 217 pat we hine [God] lufie naht him to

mede ac us to freme and to fultume c 1203 Lay 674 He
deS him selua freoma fa helpeS his freondene 1258 Charter
Hen III in Tyrrell Hist. Eng. (1700) II. App 25 Ure
treowthe for the freme of the Loande. 1340 Ayenb, 69 Yef
enye of hare uryendes ham wyllep rede and hare ureme
ssewy najt ham nolleb yhere

t Freme, v Obs. Forms : 1-3 frgmian, fr§m-
man,3£?eme(n, -ien,(fremmen,froemen, south

vreomien). [OE fryman, frimman trans. and
intr. = OFns. fremma, OS fremmian, OHG.
{gi-fremen, ON. fremja —OTeut. framjan, f.

fram forward : see From ]
1. trans. To help forward, promote the Interests

of ; to benefit
;
to refresh (with food, etc.). Also,

to indulge.
Beowulf 1832 Ic on Higelace wat . .

jost he mec frem-

man wile weordum ond worcum a iaoo Andreas 936 (Gr )
Dset ic eaSe mag anra gehwylcne fremman and fyroran
freonda mmra a 1223 Leg Kath 2367 Ha hisohte b®t
he for his freolec, fii stede hire & fremede c 1230 Gen 4Ex 1245 3he gan fremen ysmael WiS watres drmc and
bredes mel
2 intr a To pi ofit, be of service b To gam

ground, make progress ,
= Frame v i and 2

c 1000 ALltric Gen xxxvn 20Bonne bi]> gesyne, hwastlum
his swefn fretmon c 1000 Ags Gosp, Matt xvi 26 Hwset
fremao mnegutn menn beak ne [etc ] c 1173 Lamb Horn
nr Ne hgge nefre on June heorde, bet hauelese monnam
meiefremun. <2 1223 A ncr R 284 Gif bu hauest enioSer

{

ung bet ham wolde ureomien a 1300 E E Psalter
xxxvm[i] 22 Noghte fremem him sal be faa

3 . trans. To accomplish, effect, perform
Beowulf 2800 Fremmao ge nu [MS. gena] leoda bearfe.

a xooo Caedmon's Gen 30 (Gr ) fees engles mod, be b°ne
unrrnd ongan serest fremman c 1203 Lay 24010 Heo scullen
me monradene mid moscipe fremmen. c 1300 Havelok 441
Alle haueden sworen That he sholden hise wille freme.

t Fre'mefttl, a. Obs [OE frynfull, f frymt,

Freme sb. + -eul

]

Advantageous; profitable,

beneficial, beneficent.

c 1000 Sax Leechd I 152 Bysse wyrte wos ys swySe
fiemful c 117S Lamb Horn 109 Ne biS naut his lare

fremful. c xzoo Trm Coll Horn 149 Swich wop is frem-

ful to wassende nude sinnes 1340 Ayenb 80 Me can todele

bn manere guodes, guod worbssiplich, guod lostuoll, and
guod uremuol

Hence Fre mefully adv., profitably.

CX200 Tnn Coll. Horn. 175 Wat it bitocneS. fremfulliche

to understonden

f Frement, a Obs — » [ad. L. frementem

,

pr pple. offremOrt to roar] Roaring.
1636-81 in Blount Glossogr

Fremescence (freme'sens). rare. [f. next

.

see -enoe.] An incipient roaring.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev I. v. iv, Confused tremor and
fremescence

,
waxmg into thunderpeals, of Fury stirred on

by Fear

Fremescent (freme sgnt), a rare [as ifad L.

fremescent-em

,

pr pple. of *fremescere, freq vb f.

L.fiemere to roar ] Murmuring, growing noisy.

1837 Carlyle Ft Rev II vi vu (1872) 250 Fremescent

clangour comes from the armed Nationals. x88r Scotsman

g May 4 On either side fremescent crowds jostle and growl

f Fre'mish, v Obs. [a OF and F. f,remiss
-

lengthened stem of frdmir '—pop L fremire, L.

fremgre.] intr. To shudder. Of the ranks in an

army: To waver.
c 1425 Found St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S ) 5 He

fremyshid, and for drede tremeiyd 17x430 Merlin 162 He
. rode in a monge hem that alle the renges fremysshed

|| Fremitus (fre mii#s) [L. verbal sb. f fre-

mere to roar ] a. A dull roaring noise, b. Path.

A palpable vibration or thrill, e. g of the walls of

the chest
1820 T Mitchell Anstoph I p lvi, The conviction of

Cleinias is followed by a fremitus of applause. 1879 Khory
Pnnc Med 47 The fremitus is the movement which can be

felt by the hands on making the patient speak

tFremman. Obs. rare. Also 7 frmman.
[f. Fremd a. + Man.] A person not related

;
a

stranger
1568 Hist Jacob fr Esau 11 11 C ij, "Where is betwene one

fremman and an other, Lesse loue found than now betwene
brother and brother f a 1639 Whatelfy Prototypes 1 xi

105,

1

proceede to Abrahams carriage toward forremers that

were not of his house, whether kinsmen or fnnmen as we
call them.

Fremmit, fremyt, etc . see Fremd a.

Free. : see Frenne.

French (frenf), a. and sb. Forms: 1 fr§ncisc,

3 frenkis, (4 frenkyscli), 3-4 frankys, frankis,

3 Frenohis, fremsse, frenoe, frenolis, franyneb.,

frense, (frexmssce), frenysefr., 3-5 Frensoh.(e,

3, 6 feanch.(e, 3-6 ffrensh(e, 4 freynseh, 4, 6

frenohe, 5 frenssh(e, 3- French. [OE frincise,
f franc-a Frank sb 1 + -isc, -ish

;
the suffix pro-

duces umlaut. With respect to the contraction,

which began m early ME , cf. Welsh from OE.
wiehsc, Scotch from Scottish.

The equivalent continental Teut frankisk-. Latinized as

franciscus, became in OF.franceis, *ots, mod F franpais ;

but the iem.franceise instead offrancesche shows that the

termination was very early confused with -eis :—L. dnsis

(see -ese) ]

A . adj

1 Of or pertaining to France or its inhabitants.

0. E Citron an. 1003 (Laud MS ), Her wses Eaxeceaster

abrocen burh bone Frenciscan ceorl Hugon c 1203 Lay.

3239 Agamppus be Frennsce king c 1250 Gen, # Ex 81

fees frenkis men 0 france moal, it uemnen ‘ un jur natural .

c 1430 Cov Myst. (Shaks Soc) 118 Thi bowe is bent

Newly now after the Frensche gyse a 1490 Botoner Hin
(Nasmith 1778) 123 Trewrew, a frensh pnone 1329 Supphc.

to King (E E.T S)ja Nowe the Frenshe fasshyon, nowe

the Spanyshe fasshyon. 159* G Harvey Four Lett. Wks
(Grosart) I 174 Such French occurrences as the credible

relation of mquisitiue frendes shall acquaint me withall.

,6xa Webster White Devil (Rtldg ) 34/2, I have a rare

French rider a 1687 Petty Pohi Anilu 1v (1691) 85 The
value of the French commodities brought into England.

,7xa Steele Sped, No 350 r x An Engagement between a

French Privateer . and a little Vessel of that Place 1774

Goldsm. Hat Hist. (1776) VII. 120 It was eighteen feet

and an half, French measure, in length ,78a Cowter Truth

128 An Indian mystic or a French recluse.

If Misused for : Gaulish Obs
,548 W Patten Exped hcotl Pref in Arb Garner III

57 For killing Viridomax the French king m [the] field at

the river of Padua 1616 Budden tr jErodms' Disc
Parent'sHon 4C Flamimus which enacted the law about
the partage ofsome french grounds

b with reference to the language, its words or

phrases, compositions written m it, etc.

Partly an attrib use of the sb French class, a class to

which French is taught , so French master
a 1300 CursorM 24 Sanges sere of selcuth rime, Inglis,

frankys, and latme c 1386 Chaucer Pars T. 1* 174 Thilke
newe frenshe song. *780 Cowfer Progr Err 373 His
stock a few French phrases got by heart. ,870 Dickens
E Drood 111, The Irench class becomes so demoralised
that [etc ]

f c Frenchfox • a game of some kind. Obs.

1739 Mrs Delany Life 4 Corr (1861) III 575 How do
you think we warmed and amused ourselves? Whyl taught
them French Fox
2 Having the qualities attributed to French per-

sons or things ; I rench-hke
t Frenchfare

.

1 elaborately polite behaviour

13 . Gaw 4 Gr Knt 11x6 Sy}>en with frenkysch fare &
fele fayre lotez pay stoden, & stemed & stylly speken
? <2 ,300 Chester PI ,

Noah's Flood 100 For all thy frankish

fare I will not doe after thy red ,606 Birnie Kirk Bunall
(1833) 13 So french hes men beene in their fashions, 1634
W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 1 168 If any place be more
French then Paris 1710 Acc Distemp 7 ' Whtgg 1 6

Their Frowns, French shrugs Laughing [etc ] 1749 Lady
Luxborough Lett, to Shenstone 28 Nov

,
As the French

style is fashionable 1784 Cowper Tiroc.byo His address,

if not quite French at ease, Not English stiff, but frank, and
formed to please. ,794 Mrs Radcliffe Myst Udolpho 1,

Their sprightly melodies, debonnaire steps [etc ] gave a
character to the scene entirely French.

3 In names of things of actual or attributed

French ongin, as French, barley (see Barley)
,

French-bit (see quot.) ;
French-blue, artificial

ultramanne
,
French-boiler (see quot ) ; Frenoh

bread, a kind of fancy bread
,
French brush, a

brush used for rubbing down horses ;
Frenoh

casement (see quot. and cf French window)
;

French chalk, a varietyof steatite,used for making
marks on cloth, removing gTease-spots, and (in

powder) as a dry lubricant for boots and gloves

;

French dram, a rubble-dram
, f French eaves,

eaves provided with a gutter to carry off the water

,

French fake, a variety of the Flemish fake (in

Young Naut. Diet 1846) ;
French-flyers (see

quot ) ;
Frenoh-grey (see quot. 1862) ; French

hem (see quot ) ;
French horn, a metal wind-

instrument (see Horn) ; + French lock, ?a kind

of shackle for a horse’s foot; + French panel,

some kind of wainscoting, French paste (see

quot.) ;
French pmk (see Pink) ; French

purple, French red, rouge (see quots ) ;
French

rice = Amelcorn ;
French roll : see Roll ;

French roof, a mansard roof
, + French rowel,

a kind of seton for a horse
;
French salt, ?— bay

salt, + French shroudknot (see quot.)
;
French

sixth Mus. (see quot) ;
French tub, tuning

(see quots.) ;
French white (see quot ) ;

French
window, a long window opening like a folding-

door, and serving for exit and entrance

1661 Specif Bumeb/s Patent No. *33 That sort of

barley commonly called ’French barley. 1770 Latham
in Phil Trans. LX 451 He followed the trade of a

miller, and maker of French barley. *874 Knight Did
Mech. I. 915 *French-bit (Carpentry), a boring tool

adapted to use on a lathe-head or by a bow 1879 Rood
Chromatics x 157 This same tendency . reached a

maximum in *French-blue 1879 Rossiter Diet Set

Terms,
*French boiler

,

Elephant boiler one large and

two smaller cylinders connected by transverse pipes 1686

Manch. Crt Leet Rec (x888) VI 246 Short rated ’ffrench

biead 1836 Act 6 47 Will IV, c 37 § 4 Bread usually sold

under the Denomination of French or Fancy Bread or Rolls.

x686 Blomc Gentl Recreat. n 11 Rub him [Horse] all over

with the ’French Brush, beginning at his forehead. 1842-59

Gwllt Archit Gloss , *French casements, windows turning

upon two vertical edges attached to the jambs, a 1728 Wood-
ward Catal For Fossils 1 3 Red ’French chalk 188a Caul-

feild & Saward Did. Needlework, French Chalk, a variety

of indurated Talc *776 G Semple Building m Water 34

Coarse Rubbish and Stones, which were just likea *French

Dram under our Dike. 1884 Century Mag XXIX 47/x

‘Box drains', ‘French drains', ‘blind drains 1634 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II 699 The ’French Eves

to keepe the water from the building 1874 KnightDid
Mech I 9x5 *Frenchflyeis - stairs that fly forwards until

they reach within a length of a stair from thewall, wheie a

quarter space occurs, the steps next ascend at a right angle,

when another quarter space occurs ;
they then ascend in an

opposite flight, parallel to the first direction. *86a Diet.

Arch (Arch. Publ Soc ),
*French grey, a tint composed of

white with ivory black, Indian red and Chinese blue. t88a

Garden 25 Mar. 202/3 The flowers are pale blue, or French

grey in colour 188a Caulfeild & Saward Did Needle-

work, *French Hem, a description of Hem employed for

the finishing of Flounces xyo^ Lond Gasr. No 4067/8 A
’French Lock on her off Foot before. 1336 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) II 564 The backe. vnderneth the

turned pilleres of the stalles to be *frenche pannell. X884

Ckanib Jml 13 Nov. 731/2 *‘ French paste which imitates

the diamond so well, is a kind of glass into which a certain

quantity of oxide of lead is introduced 1873 Weale s Did
Archit (ed 3),

*.French purple
,
a beautifiil dye prepared

from lichens. 1844 Hoblyn Diet Med

,

*French red or

67 - 3
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rouge, genuine carmine 1669 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) II 557 The roofe shalbe a sufficient stiong
•French roofe to be made after the best manner hipt of[f]

1883 Howells Woman's Reason II xvn n8 The row of
French-roof cottages 1703 Land Gas No 3928/4 A bay
Nag all his Paces, and had lately a *Fiench Rowel in the
inside of the near Leg behind above the Hock *670 Nar-
borough Jml in Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711)45 Good
white Stone-Salt, whiter than *French-salt 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Word-bk

,

*French shroud-knot

,

the shroud-knot
with three strands single walled round the bights of the
other three and the standing part 1841 Hamilton Diet.
Mus Terms App ,

*French sixth

,

the name of a chord com-
posed of a major third, extreme fourth and extreme sixth

*873 Weale’s Did Archtt fed 3), *French tub, a mixture
used by dyers, of the protochlonde of tin and logwood 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet Mus Terms,

Flat tuning
,
one of

the varieties of tuning on the lute, called also •French
tuning or French flat tuning 1844 Hoblyn Diet Med

,

*French white, the common designation of finely pulverized
talc. 1801 Trans Soc Arts XIX 291 *French windows
and glass doors. 1849 Thackeray Pcndennts vi, The
Doctor stept out of the French windows of the dining-room
into the lawn

b. of articles of dress, stuffs, etc
159a Greene Def Conny Catch Wks. (Grosart) XI 96

Blest be the French sleeues and bieech verdingales 1599
Marston Sco, Villastie 11 vn 203 Seest thou yon gallant in
the sumptuous clothes Note his French-herring bones
hut note no more. 1603 Shaks Meas forM 1 11 35,

1

had
as liefe be a Lyst of an English Kersey, as be pil’d for a
French Veluet 1675 Land Gas, No 979/4 A strait bodied
Coat, with French Pockets. <71706 m J Watson's Collect.

1. 30 French-gows cut out and double banded 1784C0WPER
Task iv 546 Iier tott’nng form III propp’d upon French
heels x8ia J, Smyth Tract of Customs (1821) 127 Cam-
bricks and Lawns, commonly called French Lawns 2882
Caulfeild & Sawaro Diet. Needlework, Ft each canvas
a description of Grenadine, of a stout wiry character. Ibid

,

French Merino is manufactured ofvery superior wool fiom
the Merino sheep. Ibid

,
French Point

, a name by which
Alengon lace is sometimes called Ibid, French Twill

,

although called French this is an English-made dress
material—a variety of French Merino.
4. In the names of various animals* French

fLy = Canthartdes
; French gurnard, ray, ear*

dine, sole : see quots.
1601 Holland Pliny I 330 The Canthandes or "French

greene Flies. 1741 Cotupl Fam -Ptect 1. 1. 15 Take French
Flies., and a few Di ops of Vinegar 1879 Rossiter Did.
Set. Terms, "French gumaid, Tngla hneata 1776 Pen-
nant Brit Zool, III 77, I met with this species [Rata
fullomca] at Scarborough, where it is called the "French
Ray 1879 Rossiter Did. Sci Terms

,
*French sardine^

Young pilchard Ibid , "French sole, Selectpegusa.
5 . In names of varions trees and plants; as

+ French apple, some flowering plant
;
Frenoh-

hean (see Beak 3); French berry-Avignon
berry

; f French broom, Sparhum monosper-
mum ; French cowslip (see quot. and Cowslip 2);
French furze, Ulex eutopseus

;
French grass,

Onobrychis salwa\ French heath, Erica htber-

nica

,

French honey-sucMe, Hedysarum corona-
nwn

,

French lavender, Lavandula Steechas',

Frenoh leek. Allium Porrum ; French lung-
wort, Hieracium murorum

; French mallow, a
species of Malva ? , French marigold, Tagetes
patula and other species

; Frenoh mercury, Mer-
cunahs annua

;
Frenoh nut, the fruit ofJuglans

regia -- Walnut
;
Frenoh oak, (a) a variety of

Ilex, (l>) (see quot 1829) ; f French onion, Scilla

maritima, French rose, the common red rose,
esp. as used in the pharmacopoeia; French sage,
a variety of mullein

; Frenoh sorrel, Oxalts
Aceiosella (see also quot. 1829) ;

French turnip
= Navew (Brassica Napus)

,
French wheat=

Buckwheat 1 ; French willow, (a) Epilobium
angusUfohutn, (l>) Sahx tnandra
1741 Compl Fam. Piece n in 378 Several annual Flowers,

as the "French Apple, Convolvulus and others 1553
Huloet, Beanes called "Frenche beanes, ermha 1719
D’Urfey Pills (1872) I 33 The one thin and lean As a garden
French bean. 1861 Delamer Kitck, Gard 88 French beans
may be divided into two classes the Runners and the
Dwarfs. 17*7-51 "French Berry [see Avignon Berry] 1866
Treas Bot , French Bernes

, the fruits ofRhamnns mfec-
ionus, saxatihs, amygdalmus, §c. 1548 Turner Names
ofHerbes 76 Spartium or spai turn is a bushe called ofsome
gardiners "french bioume 1507 Gerarde Herbal 11. cclxxv.
663Pulmonarta Gallorurn, "French Cowslips of Jerusalem.
1603 Carew Cornwall 21 Great store of furze of which the
shrubby sort is called tame, the better growne "French
1863 Prior Plant-n 87 *French grass, sainfoin *871Jml Bot IX. 52 The beautiful Enca kibermca locally
known as "French Heath, is found to make capital
brooms. 1629 Parkinson Paradisi in Sole (1656) 340 The
red Sattin flower, although some foolishly call it, the red

French Honysuckle 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 lxxxvu.
266 It is called in English "French Lavender. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 11 clxx § 1. 469 French lauander. 1548
Turner JV,antes ofHerbes 65 The one is called in enghshe
a "frenche Leke 1597 Gerarde Herbalist Eng. Names,
;french Lungwort 1796 Withering Brit Plants (ed 3)HI 687 French Lungwort Golden Lungwort, or Hawk-
weed. *548 Turner Names ofHerbts 50 The other kynde

is called in englishe "french Mallowe. 1620 Venner Via
Recta vu. 144 The curled Mallow, called of the vulgarsort,
French Mallowes 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes 80 Viola
flammea otherwyse called . , in englishe veluet floure or
"french Mangoulde. 1578 Lyte Dodoens u xxv 176 We do
call this floure Turkie Gillofers, and French Marygoldes
I®?7 Gerarde Herbal n. xlvu 262 It [Mercurialis] is called
. an English "French Mercurle. 139S Trevisa Barth. De

P R xvn cvni (1495) 671 The more nottes be "frenshe
nottes and the lasse ben Auelanes 1578 Lyte Dodoens
vi lvi. 731 The fiuit is called . in Englishe Walnuttes

and of some Frenche Nuttes 1796 W Marshall W
England I 326 Fiench nuts, walnuts 1597 Gerarde
Herbalm xxi 1161 lhis Oke [Ilev] is named in English
Barren scarlet Oke, or Holme Oke, and also of some
"French Oke 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 26 Catalpa
longisstma is known in the West Indies by the name of
French oak 1548 Turner Names of Heibes 71 Scilla is

named in enghsli a sea Onion, and m some places, a
"french Onyon 1552 Hulott, "French roses, trachima
1853 Peretra's Mat Med 1807 Rosa Galltca, French or
Rea Rose The dried petals or the unexpanded flowers
constitute the red-rose leaves of the shops 1882 Casslll,
The petals of the French or Red Rose are astringent and
contain a red colouring matter, which is turned gieen by
alkalis. 1507 Gerarde Herbal 11 cclin 625 Verbascnm
Mathioh

,
"French Sage 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI IV.

140 Woody Mullein or French Sage 1829 Loudon Ewycl
Plants 1081 The young loaves and shoots of several species
of Rumex and Rheum are eaten under the name of
"French sorrel. 1863-79 Prior Plant-n 86 French Sorrel,
the wood sorrel, Oxahs aceiosella 1832 Veg Subst Food
232 Ihe root of the "French turnip, or naveu, differs from
the other varieties. 1597 Gi hkhdj: Herbal

1

lx 83 In English
"French wheate and Bucke wheate 1658

*

1 , Mayerne
Receipts Cookery xxxi 31 Take a pint of French wheat
flower. 1776 Withering Bnt. Plants I 237 Snakeweed
Buckwheat Frenchwheat. 1838 Loudon Arboretum III

1499 Sahx tnandra The "Fi ench willow cultivated in

Sussex and the east parts of England 1863 Prior Plant-n
87 French Willow from its leaves somewhat resembling
those of the willow, Epilobium angushfoltum L.

To. f French pippm, warden, varieties respec-

tively of apple and pear
; French plum, the fruit

of a variety of Primus domestica

,

dried and ex-

ported from France
1664 Evi r yn Hal Hort (1729)191 Golden Pippin, French

Pippin, Kirton Pippin Ibid 226 The Squib-Pear, Spindle-
Pear and French Wardens, 1838 Loudon Arboietum II.

689 The prune d’Ast .is chiefly used for preparing what are
called in England, "French plums
6. In various names given to venereal diseases.

1^03 Prw. Purse Exp. Ehz of York (1830) 105 A Surgeon
whiche heled him of the Frenche pox 2592 Grelnl Dtsput
Wks. (Grosart) X. 233 There you shall see men diseased of
the French Marbles 2598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 1. 1

Eden 621 His burned stalks, with stiong fumosities Of
piercing vapours, purge the French disease 2607 Tourneur
Rev. frag. 1 1 Wks. 1878 II ro Like the French Moale
1612 Chapman Wulowes T. in Dodsley 0 PI (1780) VI.
229 They shall be burnt . to salve for the french measles
2624 J Cooke ‘lu Quoqite ibid VII 177 May the french
cannibal eat into thy flesh And pick thy bones 2664 Buti er
Hud 11. 11 456 As no man of his own self catches The Itch,
or amorous French aches. 2678 Ibid in 1 716 Tis hard to
say .who imported the French Goods 2688 S Plnton
Guardian's Instruct 20 The easie Cure of the French
Complement a 1700 B E Diet Cant. Crew, French Gout,
the Pox. 2740 Hist Jamaica 207 If any Servant happen
to have the French-pox. 1760-72 tr Juan & Ulloa's Voy.
(ed 3) II it It is particularly famous for the cure of the
French disease

7. Comb (chiefly prefixed to ppl. adjs , or objec-
tive)^ French-bred,-built, -loving,-speaking adjs.;

French-wise adv. Also + French-sick a., affected

with syphilis (cf 6), also used punmngly.
1684 Otway Atheist in 1, This Man of War, this "French-

bred Heio. 1798 Nelson 28 Sept in Nicolas Desp (1845)
III 135 The only remaining "French-built Ship of the Line
1884 Sat. Rev 7 June 731/1 The good "French-loving
servants of her English Majesty. 2598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. 1 in Furies 776 Who bear upon their "French-
sick backs [dessus leurs corps dn vial Fianfois ranges]
Farms, Castles, Fees 177a T Nugent tr Hist Friar
Gerund 11 . 282 Which have made our idiom so very
French-sick that [etc ] 1865 Kingsley Herew Prel

,

"French-speaking knights. 2573 Baret Alv. F. 1058 Like
a frenchman, or "french wise, Galltcl

B dbsol. and sb.

1. The French language, or a specified variety of
it Pedlar's French : cant, thieves’ slang.
2297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7542 Vor bote a man conne frenss,
me telp of him lute c 1320 Cast Love 25 Ne mowe we
alle Latin, wite Ne French, c 2380 WvcLir Wks, (1880)
429 pe worjiy reume of fraunse hab translatid be bible.
out of lateyn m-to freynsch. c 1386 Chaucer Prol 126 For
Frensh of Paris was to hir unknowe c 2483 Caxton Vocab,
2 Frensshand enghssh 1530 Palsgr, 223/1 Frenche spoken
in Burgondy, wallon 2533 More Debell Salem Wks
964/1, I . would also be bold in suche frenche as is pecuhare
to the lawes of this realm, to leaue it with them in wryting
too. 1567 Harman Caveat 24 Pedlers French or Canting
2642 Howell For Trav (Arb ) 58 Yet since the last Conquest
much French hath got m 1724 De Foe Mem Cavalier
(1840) 12, I could speak but little French 1888 F, Hume
Mad Midas 1. Prol

,

1 So', he said rapidly in French, ‘we
are m the land of promise’.
2. The French (pi.) : the French people. Also

(rarely) without article = French peisons. J For-
merly with inflexion as sb., pi Frenches.
1595 Shaks. John m, iv 173 If but a dozen French Were

there in Armes, they [etc.] 2653 Urquhart Rabelais 1

xlvin, Such is the nature and complexion of the frenches
that they are worth nothing, but at the first push 2664
xevvs Diary n Oct

,
Captain Titus told us the particulars

of the French’s expedition against Gigery upon the Barbary
coast. 1756-7 tr Keysleds Trav, (1760) Iv 434 Germany
bravely defended against the French and Bavarians 1861
M. Pattison Ess (1889) I 32 Our island has indeed been
conquered by Italians, and conquered by French,

b. French and English : a children’s game.
*823 Moor Suffolk Words 238 English and French

—

French and English (different games)—-Frog in the middle
[etc.] 2858 H. Miller Sch, Schm (1858) 76 They could

play at ‘shinty’ and ‘French and English’, almost within
nail of their parents’ homesteads.

French, (frenf), v. rare, [f prec adj ]
1. To french it' to speak French nonce-use.
1639 Fuller Holy Warre (1647) iv xvi 196 The Turks could

not French it so handsomely, but that they were discovered
2 trans To teach (a person) French, nonce-use
1831 Examiner 814/1 Where she had been Frenched

danced, and taught to draw 1861 [see Deportmented]
*

3 To 1 ender into French or give a French form to
1887 Sat Rev 24 Sept 435 ‘ I love you ’ (quite

Frenched, ‘ Je vons avne ’) 1890 Pall Mall G 5
Monte Silvio was Fienched into Mont Cervm
f 4 (See Fhunched ppl a

) Obs
5. Cookery (See quot ) ? U.S
1895 Standard Diet ,1 French v To prepare, as a chop

by partially cutting the meat from the shank and leaving
bare the bone so as to fit it for convenient handling.

5

+ French crown. Obs The English name
for the French coin called Ecu, Eacu
*699 B Jonson Iv Man out ofHum 11 i, You should

give him a Fiench crown for it 1608 Topsell Serpents
(1658) 715 The powder or dust whereof must be the full
weight of a golden groat, or as we say a French Crown
Comb 1590 Shaks Mtds N 1 1 97 Your Frenche-crowne

colour'd beaid

b Punmngly, with reference to the baldness
produced by the ‘Fiench disease ’.

2500 Shaks, Mtds N. 1 11 99

t Frenched, ppl a [f. French v. + -edI]
Dressed m the Fiench fashion,

2762 Goldsm. Cit W cv, Mrs Tibbs in a new sacque,
ruffles, and frenched hau.

Frencher (fre njoi). contemptuous. rare. [f.

French a. + -er 1
] A Frenchman

2845 Jonathan Sharp I 13 Now, these Frenchers, and
even the English, do not understand. 2865 Kingsley Herew
II. 1 3 The mongrel Frenchers who scoff at the tongue of
their forefathers.

Frenchery (fre-njen). [See -ery] French
goods, fashions, characteristics, etc

,
collectively.

*S93 Nasi 11 4 Lett Con/ut Wks (Grosart) II 224 A cap
case full of Fiench occurrences When that fly-boat of
Frenchery is once launclit, your trenclior attendant

.

intends [etc.] 2826 H N Coli ridge West Indies 149
Bright island ; I have a nook in my heart for thee with all

thy Frenchery.

French hood. A head-dress worn by women
m the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

1542 St Papeis Hen VIII, I 695 To the Quenes Grace
ye must appoynte six frenche hoods, with thappurtenaunces
a 1553 Udall RoysterD 11. in (Art 1 35 We snail go in our
frenche hoodcs cuery day 1636 Jackson m Hygiasticon
To Iranslator, For these loose times, when a strict sparing
food More’s out of fashion then an old French hood.

b. ?A head-dress worn by women when punished
for unchastity.

1568 Durham Depos (Surtees) 89 A whipe and a cart and
a franc hoode, waies me for the, my lasse

Freuchificatiou (fie njifik*1 Jan)
.

[See -eica-

tion.] The action of Frenchifying
1834 New Monthly Mag. XL 226 They had assumed all

the brenchifications possible 1863 Lytton Caxtomana
II xxv 265 Where lie [Pope] was deemed by his contem-
poraues to have improved upon Dryden, it was in the more
complete Frenclnfication of Dryden’s Style

Frenchified (fre *nJifaul),/// a. [f.next + -EDi
]

1 contemptuous Having French manners or

qualities; French-like

*S97 B. Jonson Ev Man out ofHum. 1. i, This is one
Monsieur Fastidious Busk, otherwise called the fresh

Frenchified courtier 1606 6 ir G Goosecappe 1. 1 m Bullen

O PI. Ill 8 Can yee not knowe a man from a Marmasett,
in theis Frenchified dayes of ours? 1717 D Jones Seer
Hist Whitehall II. 328 Which Procedure thunderstruck

the King and his Frenchify'd Council 1770 J Love Cricket

4 The Frenchifi’d Diversion of Billiards 2819 Hermit in

Lond. III. 116 Frenchified John Bull is a would-be butterfly,

and a positive blockhead. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges

11 (1876)51 The home satirists jeered at the Frenchified.,

ways which they brought back

f 2. (See quot 1659 ') Obs
1655 Culpepper, etc. Riveiius 11 vin 85 One Man whom

he suspected to be Frenchified. 1659 Iorriano, Rinfran-
cescdre, to be or become frcnchified, or full of the French-

pox 012700 B E Diet Cant Crew,
Frenchified

,

m the

French Interest 01 Mode ,
also Clapt or Poxt. 1725 in

New Cant Diet.

Frenchify (fre njifai), v [f French a + *fy ]

1. trans. To make French in form or character,

imbue with French qualities, render French-like

1592 Greene Upst Courtier Wks (Grosart) XI 247 Or
will you be Frenchefied with a loue locke downe to your

shoulders? 1605 Verstegan Dlc Intell vm (1628) 281

Amoldsonne was Frenchefied into Fitz-Arnold 1741

Richardson Pamela I. Let to Editor 13 Reduce our

Sterling Substance into an empty Shadow, or rather fienchify

our English Solidity into Froth and Whip-syllabub 1761

Chron in Ann Reg, 125/2 They dressed him in a bag-wig

frenchified him up 1852 Macaulaym Life <$• Lett. (1883] II.

363 Wbat a quantity of Fiench words have I used 1 I sup-

pose that the subject Frenchifies my style

2. mtr. To become French m ideas, manners,

etc ; to have Fiench sympathies
*775 J Jekyll Corr. 19 Aug (1894) 46 ’Tis in these

domesticated visits one Frenchifies most. 1790 European
Mag XXXVI 60 What astonishes me most is, that this

custom of Frenchifying should be so prevalent among us

Frenchism (frenjiz’m) [f French a +-ism.]

A French custom, idiom, or characteristic ,
a Gal-

licism,

correctly

Aug. 3/2
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i7<oH Walpole Lett H Mann (1834) II 306 It is very

amusing though veiy full of Frenchisms .

Frenchize (fre njhiz), v. [f. as prec + -izm ]

irons To turn into trench
a theitmum 26 Mar 421/2 Kill-devil (Frenchized into

‘X) 1887 Furnivall R Brume's Chron Wace

Otolls) I a mate ,
Master Wace frenchized all the Latin

Brute till Cadwallader’s time

French leave. Originally, the custom (in

the 18th c. prevalent m France and sometimes

imitated in England) of going away from a recep-

tion etc without taking leave of the host or hostess

Hence, jocularly, to take French leave is to go away,

or do anything, without permission or notice

1771 Smollett Humph Chnker (1805) 238 He stole away

an Irishman’s bride, and took a French leave of me and his

master 177a Town $ CountryMag 33 She left Fanny with

French leave *775 J Jekyll Corr. {1894) 28 [French eti-

quettes] are precise to a degree . I will allow that taking

French, leave (which gains ground even among us at present)

is easy and natural But, on the contrary there is more

formality m entering one assembly here [France] than in

taking the round of routs for a whole winter in London,

177S Trusler Chesterfield’s Pnnc Politeness (ed 4)72 As

the what is called a French leave was introduced

that on one person’s leaving the company the rest might

not be disturbed, looking at your watch does what that

niece of politenesswas designed to prevent i8aiW Gifford

m Smiles J Murray (1891) II xxi 55 The few teeth I have

seem taking their leave— I wish they would take a French

one. 1866 Mrs H Wood St Martin's Eve xml Her
roving son had taken French leave to go back to London

Frenchless (fre njles), a. [f French sb. +
-less ] Having no French.

1818 Moore Fudge Pant Paris ix. 26 As for me, a French-

less grub, At Congress never born to stammer 2894 Sat
Rev. 3 Mar 230 The rest [of the Romaunt ofthe Rose] has

to go in double columns of smaller type, Frenchless

French-like, adv. and a. [f as prec + Like.]

A. adv After the manner of the French people

;

in French fashion.

c 2550 Cheke Matt xviii 17 note. We folowing y° greek
rallp. yis house, as y° north doth yet moor trull sound it, y°

kurk, and we moor corruptli and frenchlike, y° church

1507-8 Bp. Hall Sat. hi vn 34 His haire, French-like,

stares on his frighted bed. 163a Lithgow Trav m 126

Whatsoever extortion or injury they use against him, he
must be French-hke contented, bowing his head, and making

a counterfeit shew of thankes

B adj. Like the French 1848 m Craig

Frenchly (fre njli), (

a

) adv. [f. French a. +
-LY ] +A adj (See quot ) Obs.—° B. adv. In

a French manner, French-like

xS*3 Douglas AEneisi Prol 269 This wther buik Quhilk,

ondir colour of sum Franch strang wicht, So frenschhe leis,

oneth twa wourdis gais ncht 1530 Palsgr. 313/1 Frenchely

belongyng to the countrey of Fraunce Gaule Galltcan 1559

Mirr Mag (1563) Salisbury xxxu, And they as frenchly took

them selues to flyght 1390 H Buttes DyetsDry Dinner
Piv, Go Frenchly Duchlydrmk breath Indiauly. 1847Mrs.
F Trollope Three Cousins (1866) 33 A word too Frenchly

expressive to admit of translation 1882 Miss Woolson
Anne xxu 344 He only smiled .and Frenchly shrugged his

shoulders 1

Frenchman (fre*njmsen). [f. French a. +
Man. In eaily use two words.]

1. A man of French birth or nationality.

0 E. Chron. an. 1052 (Laud MS.), pa Frencisce menn.
c 1205 Lay 7663 ri£lc Frensc man pe wes aht haefo hine

sqolfne hi poht 01300 CursorM. 239 Mast es it wroght
for frankis man 138a Wychf Set Wks III 516 Sharper

enemys and traitours pan Frensshe men and alle opere

naciouns 1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxliv (1482) 295 The
kyng was wonder sore agreued and right euyll payed
toward the frensshmen 1545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 79
The spanyardes, franchmen and germanes 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts 125 The breast is by the Frenchmen called

peculiarly Hampan 178a Cowfer Truth 303 The French-

man first m literary fame *841 T. A Trollope Summer
W. France I.i j The generality of Frenchmen, too, are

naturally averse to travelling

f b. Incorrectly used for • An ancient Gaul.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III 27* Afterward he come
and brak the siege of Frensche men [Gullorum] 1513

Douglas JEneis vm xi 35 How the Franchemen did the

•jet assaill. 1600 Holland Livy xxu lvn 467A Frenchman
together with a French woman
2 . A (good, etc ) French scholar colloq.

1670 Cotton Espemon Pref, The greater part of them
being better Frenchmen, than I pretend to be 18*8 Bdn-

tham Wks. 1843 I 247 The subject was not without its diffi-

culties , the language French I am but a sorry Frenchman
now; I was, I imagine, not quite so had an one then.

3 A French ship
1889 Daily News 21 Oct 6/s The vessel . proved to be a

Frenchman

f4. In Virginian tobacco-raising (see quot. 1088).

1688 J Clayton in Phil Trans XVII 948 French-men

they call those Plants, whose leaves do not spread and grow
large, but rather spire upwards, and grow tall 1896 P A.

Bruce Econ Hist Vvrguiia I. 439 The plants showed, a

tendency to lag m then growth and to take a spiral shape.

For this reason they were always referred to as Frenchmen ,

a people who were associated in the Virginian mind with

tallness and attenuation m form.

Hence Fre nclunanlike a. and adv.

1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev V S&> The character of

Orasmane is somewhat too chivalrous and FrenchmanliKe

for an Eastern sultan 1827 Southey Penins. war ll 419

Frenchmen like, they had a theatre in their camp

[Frenchmore, error for Trenohmore.]

Frenchness (fre njnes), [f.French*?. + -ness ]

The quality or state of being French or of display-

ing French characteristics

18x6 Southey m Q Rev XIV 357 The nauseating french-
ness (if we may so call it) of the French stage 1830 Chamb.
Jml XIV 257 We are not so much inclined to smile at the
Frenchness of the notion

t French-peire. Obs tare. [a. OY.franche
peeve, freestone ]

= Freestone
1393 Rites ofDurh (Surtees) 5 The two dores in the said

French Peire dores

French, polish.
1. A polish for wood-work (see quot 1874)
1819 P 0 . Lond Direct 367 Wheeler, T ,

Warehouse for

Bentley & Co’s French Polish. 1874 Knight Diet Meek
I 915 French polish, a solution of resin or gum resin in

alcohol or wooa naptha

2 ‘The smooth glossy surface produced on
cabinet-work by the application of this substance

’

(Ogilv.).

Hence French-polish v. trans , to make smooth
and glossywithFrench-polish, lit. andJlg.\ French-
polished ppl a. Also French-polisher, one who
French-polishes (furniture, etc ).

1836 Dickens Sk Boz (1837) I 132 You could French-
polish yourself on any one of the chairs. 1847 Alb Smith
Chr Tadpole iv. (1879) 40 Houses of rustling brocade and
French-polished mahogany 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade

,

French-pohsher 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. 144 A shoal

of porpoises all quite smooth and shiny, because the fairies

French-polish them every morning 1879 Daily News

7 Apr 3/1 Their boat has just been left by the French

polisher
pnnnmgly 1886 Ruskin Prxtenta I vi 202 The modern

German-plated and French-polished tourist

Frenchwoman. A woman of France, also

misapplied, + a woman of ancient Gaul.

1393 Shaks 2 Hen VI, 1 lit 143 Was’t I? yea, I it was,

f
rowd French-woman x6oo [see Frenchman ib] *870

Imerson Soc. «5- Soht vn. 148 As was said of the letters of

the Frenchwomen
Frenchy (fre nji), a. (adv.') and sb. [f. French

a. -t -Y ]
A. adj. Characteristic of what is French (as op-

posed to English, etc.) ;
French-like.

1826 H N. Coleridge West Indues 148 St Pierre is a

pretty town it is neat and Frenchy 1836 Emerson Eng
Traits, Lit Wks (Bohn) II. 103 The Englishman pre-

fers his hot chop to the . . amplest and Frenchiest bill of-

fare

Hence Fremchily adv. ;
Fremchiness.

x88x Lit. World (Boston) ax May 179/2 This [book] is

an excellent piece of work, true to its title Its strain is

Frenchily enthusiastic 2890 Pall Mall G. 29 Jan 3/3 This

worship of Frenchiness I would brand as unworthy of cul-

tured Englishwomen.
B. sb A disrespectful name for a Frenchman

1883 Miss YawGzStray Pearls II xvi 267 The squireshad
begun by calling him Frenchy 1893\

Daily News 27 Dec

7/3 Of what nationality is he, then?— Witness Why, I

think he’s a Frenchy
Freud, obs, form of Friend.

f Frendent, a Obs rare~ V [ad L fren-

dent-em, pr. pple offrendere to gnash the teeth.]

Gnashing the teeth

1630 Lane Cant Syr’s T 204(Ashm MS) His frendent

horse of mame colors pied

Freuesy, obs. and dial form of Frenzy, q v.

Frenetic, etc . see Phrenetic, etc.

Frenge, frenjje, obs forms of Fringe

t Freni’gerent, a. Obs.~° [Lfremgerbndle-

beanng . for the termination cf. belligerent ]

1656-81 Blount Glossogr ,
Fremgerent, that ruleth the

bridle .

t Frenne, fren, a and sb Obs. [A corrupt

form offrend

,

Fremd, influenced by etymologizing

association withforenne, Foreign.]

A. adj Strange, not related rare ~ 1

X553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1 (1558) 21 They conuey

those same riches to frenne folke which it were more reason

bothe to bee delt and left to their kinsfolke.

B. sb. A foreigner, stranger, enemy
*579 Spenser Sheph Cal Apr 28 So now his frend is

chaunged for a frenne [1397 fren] Gloss ,
Frenne

,
a straun-

ger The word I thinke was .poeticallyput, and afterwarde

vsed in common custome of speech for forenne 1614 Davies

Eclogue in Browne's Past
,
If frennes forbeare at homehem

to muade, They wry their peace to noy each other

Frenum : see Fb&num
•

f-
Pre’lizic, a Obs rare In 6 frensyke, -icke,

-eke. [f Frenzy sb. + -10.] = Frenzioal. Hence

Fre’nzioness.

1347 Records Judic Ur 27 But if the pacyentbe fren-

syke it doth most commyuly betoken death Ibid , If it

be in a burnyng Ague, it is a token of frensycknesse, t57°

Levins Mamp 54 Frenseke, xzi Frensicke

tFre’nzical, a Obs Also 6 fransical, 8

phrensical. [f. as prec + -al ]
Affected with,

characterized by, or of the nature of frenzy , crazy,

mad ;
wildly enthusiastic.

#

0x586 Sidney Wanstead Play m Arcadia, etc. (162^) 019

A certaine fransical maladie they call Loue 1077 Gilpin

Demonol (1867) 30 Their scorns shall have no more impres-

sion upon us than the ravings of a frenzical person that

knows not what he speaks .2720 W. Gibson Diet. Horses

vn. (1731) xrx When a horse is poisoned . he will . . some-

times be Phrenzical and delirious
_

1748 Richardson

Clarissa (1812) V. vm. 96 Such a passion, as nught confirm

the intimation I had given of a phrensical disorder.

Frenzied (fre’nzid), ppl. a. [f. Frenzy v, +
-ED i.] Affected with or characterized by frenzy

;

crazy, mad
,

distracted, frantic ; wildly enthu-

siastic.

1796 Jane West Gossip's Story I 156 His troubl'd soul to

phrensy'd rage By fancy’d wrong was stung 2796-7 Cole-
ridge Sotm

,
To Author of '1 he Robbers'

,
Wandering at

eve with finely frenzied eye 2808 ScottMarm 1 xxix,St.

Fillan’s blessed well, Whose springs can frenzied dreams
dispel 1838 Dickens Nich Nick, xxvm, He danced in a
frenzied manner round the sofa 2874 L Stephen Hours in

Library (1892) I ix 312 Gatherings of frenzied enthusiasts

Hence Fse nziedly adv
,
m a frenzied manner.

2856 Kane Arct Expl I. xiv. 138 They bark frenziedly

at nothing

Frenzy, phrenzy (fremzi), sb and a. Forms

:

a. 4-6 frenesie, -ye, 4 frenesi, frensye, fransie,

-ye, (4-5 fremse, 5 frenysye, franeaie, 6frenyse,

franzie), 4-7 frenesy, 5-6 fransey, 6-7 frenaie,

-zie, (7 frensey), 5-9 frensy, (6 frenesi, franay,

-zy, 6-7 freno(e)y), 7- frenzy. 0 . 6-7 phrene-

sie, -ye, phrenaie, -zie, 6-9 phxenay, (9 -eBy),

7- pbrenzy. See also Phrenesis. [ME frenesie,

a OF frenesie (F friniste) == Pr. frentzia, It

ft enesia, f. late L, phrenesis (whence directly Pr.

frenezt, Sp frenesi, Pg. frenesi), a pseudo-Gr.

formation (on the analogy of pairs of related words

in -17ms, -t)tik6s) after phreneticus
,
corruption of

Gr. <jbpeytrittbs * see Frantic.
The spelling with ph- is now rare ; some writers show a

tendency to prefer it when the reference is to prophetic

ecstasy or demoniacal possession ]

A sb

1. Mental derangement; delirium, or temporary

insanity, in later use chiefly the uncontrollable

rage or excitement of a paroxysm of mania. Now
somewhat rare in lit. sense.

a. c 1340 Hamfole Prose Tr (1866) 17 A fantasie caused

of trubblyng of ]xi brayne, as a mane bat es m a frensye.

2398 Trcvisa Barth De P R. vii v (1495) 225 Frensy is

an hote postume in certaynskynnesand fellesof the brayne,

and therto folowyth wakynge and rauvng c 2440 Hylton
Scala Perf. (W deW 1494) 11 xxu, Thou shalt fall in to

syckenes or in to fantasyes or in to frenesyes 2349 Compl.

Scot xv 124, I may compair them til ane man in ane

frenyse, quhilk bytis his auen membns vitht his tetht 2674

Milton P L. (ed 2) xi 485 Demoniac frenzy, moping
melancholy. And moon-struck madness. 2723 Sv/irrFrenzy

ofj Denny Wks 1733 III x 138 An officer of the custom
house, who was taken ill ofa violent frenzy last April 2794
Coleridge On a Fnend who diedofa Fever 17 Till frenzy

Darts her hot lightning-flash athwart the brain. 1838

Thirlwali Greece V. 219 He must have been subject to tem-

porary fits of frenzy

p. 1562 Turner Herbal n. 133 b, Rinmng thyme
_

is .

good., for the phrenesye. 1397 Hooker Eccl. Pol v m §2
They thinke and doe as it were in a phrensie they know not

what a 1617 Bayne On Eph (1658) 82 Through phrenzie

out of our right minds 1793 Holcroft tr Lavaters
Physiog. 1 8 Should the light by being brought too close tq

his eyes produce phrensy, he may burn himself. 2833

Thirlwall I iv hi The women ofArgos were struck

with phrenzy.

2 fig. Agitation or disorder of the mind likened

to madness
;
a state of delirious fury, rage, enthu-

siasm, or the like ;
also, wild folly, distraction,

crazmess.
a. [172386 Chaucer Sompn T 501, I hold him in a maner

frenesye ] 1 a 1400 Morte A rtk 3827 He fellem a fransye for

fersenesse of herte c 1422 Hocclevd Jereslaus wife 715

The Shipman had also the franesie, J>at with this Empence
hadde ment ffnlfillid his foul lust of aduoutne 2332 More

Confut Tindale Wks 605/2 Happywere Tindall, ifhe were

as well recouered of his fransies 1590 Shaks. Mias JV. V

1 12 The Poets eye in a fine frenzy rolling 1698 Fryer
Acc E India fy P 266 That the Immortal Gods should be

. pleased with such Wickedness, is the highest Frenzy to

believe. 1791 Paine Rights of Man (ed. 4) 8 When the

tongue or the pen is let loose in a frenzy of passion. 2837

W. Irving Capt Bonneville II. 231 The sight inspired

almost a frenzy of delight 2849 Macaulay Hist Eng l

234 Some hot-headed Roman Catholic, driven to frenzy by

the lies of Oates 1872 Freeman Norm. Cony (1876) IV.

xvm. xi2 An act done m the mere frensy of despair

B, c 2665 Mbs. Hutchinson Mem CoL Hutchinson (1846)

37o note. His moderation m a time of phrenzy was surely a
sufficient argument. 279S Windham Speeches Pari, 5 Jan

(1 812) I 264 With all the phrenzy and fondness which men
usually shew to their most extravagant opinions 1813 Scott

Rokehy 1. xii, I could have laughed To see, in phrenesy

sublime. How the fierce zealots fought and hied 2833 H.
Reed Led Eng Hist ix. 287 The king, probably to save

his life from the phrensy of faction, banished him.

b. A crazy notion or wild idea
;
also, a craze or

mania (for something).
163a J. Hayward tr BiondPs Eromena 126 A new phren

sie being come into his head of getting the Princesse 1707

Cnnos. m Husb <§ Gard i3 Whom the Frensy of Travell-

ing never carry’d into Foreign Lands 1762 Hume Hist.

Eng III lx 291 Accustomed to indulge every chimera in

politics, every frenzy in religion

3 attrtb and Comb., as firemy-pomted, -rolling

adjs ;
frenzy-fever, a fever attended with de-

lirium, ? brain-fever. „ , , ,

16x3 Purchas Ptlgrvnage (2614) 003 Had balfehis people

on this Coast sicke of shaking, burning, *frenzie-fevers.

1806 Antid. Mis. Hum. Life xix [She] was seized with the

scarlet fever, from which she was scarcely recovered when
she was attacked by a still more formidable one, a frensy

fever. 2833 Talfourd Ion 11. 111, The dull groan and

*frenzy-pomted shriek Pass them unheard to heaven. *777



FRENZY
Warton Ode vm 54 To bid her visions meet the *frenzy-
rolling eye.

Hence f Pre nziful a ,
affected with frenzy.

17*6 De Foe Hist Devil 1 iv, All these pretences of
frenziful and fanciful people

B adj. [? attrib. use of the sb.]

+ 1. Mad, insane, crazy. Obs.

1577 tr. Bnllmgeds Decades (1592) 205 He that bmdeth a
phrensie man, and walceth him that is sick of the lethargie,
doth trouble them both, and yet he loueth them both x6x6
S Ward Serin (163s) 337 All these sharpers have but a
frensie mans sleepe 1647 1 raffComm. Matt v 44 Saunders
•being sent to prison by Stephen Gardner

.
(who bad,

Carry away this phrensie-fool, etc )

2 dial Angry ; of a violent temper, passionate.
*859 Geo Eliot A. Bede x, I daresay ye warna fran7y,

for ye look as if ye'd ne'er been angered P your life. 1876
S Wane Gloss

,
Franzy, passionate 1884 Chester Gloss.,

Franzy
,
irritable.

Hence f Pee uzxly adv., + Pre nziness
*594 T. B tr La Prtmaud Fr. Acad 11 310 Vehement

anger is often accompanied with frensmesse a 1688
Bunyan Wks (1692) 1. 427/1 How frenzily he imagins

!

Frenzy (fre*nzi),z>. [f. Frenzy sb.] traus To
drive (a person) to frenzy, infuriate.
1810 A Boswell Edinburgh 155 A poet Frenzied by

change of manners and town fashion, Rails at the change
1857 Buckle Canine I. vii 439 The people, frenzied by
centuries of oppression, practised the most revolting cruel-
ties 1872 Daily News 18 Mar., The bare thought.. frenzies
him to the verge of madness
Hence Pre'nzymg ppl. a.

*795 Southey Joan ofArc ir 270 Ever and anon Some
mother raised o’er her expiring child A cry of frenzying
anguish x8zx Shelley Prouteth Uiib 1 267 Rain then
thy plagues Ghastly disease and frenzying fear

Freprie, obs. form of Frippery.
Frequence (fr/kwens). [a. F. frequence, ad.

L. frequenha
, f. frequent-em . see Frequent and

-ENCE.]

1.

An assembling in large numbers; a crowded
state or condition

; also coney, concourse, crowd,
assembled throng. Obs. exc. at ch.

*535 J at Rice in Four C, Eng. Lett. 33 There was here
suche frequence of women commyng and reassorting to this
monastery. X579 Fulke Confut Sanders 342 The great
multitude ofpeople in that church, by reason of the frequens
of the imperial city.

_
1*1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Whs (1660) 11,

I was encouraged with a sufficient frequence of Auditors
1671 Milton P. R. i. 128 The Most High who, in full fre-

S
uence bright Of angels, thus to Gabriel smiling spake 1835
Irowning Paracelsus 11. 242 Hold me before the frequence

of Thy seraphs. 1871 — Balaust. zoor He . . knew the
friendly frequence there

+ 2 Constant use of (something); familiaiity,
close acquaintance. Obs.
1603 Florio Montaigne n. xxxvii (1634) 428 [He] sub-

mitted himselfe to that arte [medicine] by reason of the
frequence he had in other Sciences 16x7 Bp Hall QuoVxdts xx 79 Besides the ordinary practise of Idolatry, and
frequence of oathes 1624 — Rem Wks (1660) 4 Oh ye
foolish Israelites with whom too much frequence made the
food of Angels contemptible.

3. Frequent occurrence or repetition.
*603 Florio Montaigne 111. v 522 The long-continued

frequence of this accident, should by this time have seasoned
the bitter taste thereof. 1641 Ansiv Vind Smectymnuus

* Bemoaning the frequence of scandalous Pasquins
1868 Browning Ring fy Bit. \i 1136 Ever some spiritual
witness new and new In faster frequence 1889 L Keith
Htimc. Petticoats I x 212 The granny wakes up to tell it
[her story] anew with a zest that is never staled by frequence.

+ b. Physics. = Frequency 4 h Obs. rare-1

1748 Hartley Observ, Man i.u, ng Vibrations of different
Kinds, or Frequences.

Frequency (frfkwensi). [ad L.freqtientia:
see prec. and -enoy.]

+ 1 . The state or condition of being crowded;
also toner, a numerous assembly, concourse, crowd.
*55H7 Foxe A. 4 M. (1596) 196/1 The king com-

manned all the . . prelats of the church to be called
in a great solemn frequencie. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb.
Kent (1826) 20i To Pinnendene Heath . expert men
of this Shyre ..came in great frequencie x6ox R John-
son Kvigd. if Comitm. (1603) **+ Nothing doth better
temper the aire ofany place than the frequency of inhabi-
tants. 1644 Milton Jtigm Bncer (1831) 290 He was for
two years chief Professor with greatest frequency and
applause of all learned and pious men 1723 State ofRussia
1. 20Q The frequency ofPeople at Moskow was extraordinary
on this Occasion.

1 2. The fact of occurring at short distances apart

;

numerousness. Obs
1650 B. Harris Parrval's Iron Age 45 The enemies army

could not enter, in regard of the frequency of great rivers
1* 3. The constant use or repetition of(something);

frequent practice. Obs.
*6*5 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess 69 The patronage of Ple-

beians .. The frequencie of which custome made Nobihtie
famous. 168a Norris Hierocles 14 Neither does this pre-
cept of honouring an Oath forbid us Perjuiy only, but also

deadened her sense of it

+b. Frequent intei course, familiarity mth (a
person)

; constant attendance at (a place). Obs.
F°r

' lrav: (A*15 5 2* The greatest bane of
English Gentlemen abroad, is too much frequencyand com-
munication with their own Countrey-men. 1680 Ld, Capel
sp. Ho, Com, 26 Oct. in Collect, Poems 179 Who by his

534

frequency at the Palace, had seemed rather one of the
Family
4 Tim fact of occurring often or being repeated

at short intervals. Of the pulse Rapidity
1641 Ld. J Digby .S/5 Ho Com 19 Jan 20 The frequencie

of Parliament is most essentially necessary 1696 tr Du
Mont's Voy Levant 226 Earthquakes there happen'd
four in one day Nor does their frequency make ’em less
dreadful. 1732 Aruuthnot Rules ofDiet 272 They increase
the Strength and Ftequency of the Pulse 1766 Goldsm
Vic. W vh, I began to be displeased with the frequency
of his return 1836 Hor Smith Jin Trumpet (_1876)271
The diminished frequency of wars. 1883 A. Jessqpp in 19th
Cent XIII 259 The ghastly frequency of the punishment of
death tended to make people savage and bloodthirsty.

b Physics

,

etc The rate of recurrence of any
regularly repeated event, e.g a vibration, the num-
ber of times that it occurs m a second or other
assumed unit of time
1831 Brlwster Nat. Magic ix (1868) 287 The pitch or

frequency of vibration constituting the note 1881 Nature
No. 6x6 359 If the notes d and d" are sounded together,
their frequencies being in the ratio 8 g 1893 Tunes 1 1 May
6/1 AlteTnating currents of high frequency. 1896 W G
Woollcomul Prod Work Physics ui 69 Take the average
of these numbers for each fork to represent the ratio oftheir
frequencies.

t Frequent, sb. Obs. rare -3
. [f. Frequent ».]

Fiequentation, resort.

1631 Brathwait Whimsies, Decoy 28 Private alleys are
his sanctuaryes in the citie : but places of publike frequent
in the countrey 1635 — Arcad Pr it 162 Private solitary
groves Shut from frequent, his contemplation loves

Frequent (frzkwent), a [ad. L frequent-em
crowded, frequent; cognate with farclre to stuff

(see Faroe v i)
]

t 1. Of persons, an assembly, etc : Assembled in
great numbers, crowded, full. Often m fttll and
frequent, Obs

.

*590 Disc. com. Span Invas. in Hart Misc, (Malh.) II.
x66 There was generally made throughout the whole realm
a most frequent assembly of all sorts of people x6o6
Holland Sucton. 14 He in a ful and frequent assemblie.

.

besought the faithfull helpe and assistance of his soldiers.
cz6ix Chapman Iliad 11. 71 As when of frequent bees
Swarms rise out of a hollow rock 1638 Bailue Lett. (1775)
I. 37 To-morrow, m Stirling, is expected a frequent counciL
*674 Drydln State Innoc. 1 Wks 1883 V. 128 ’Tis lit in
frequent senate we confer. X72S Popl Odyss, xvi.377 Apart
they sate, And full and frequent, form’d a dire debate 1746
H. Walpole Lett, to SirH. Mann (1857) II. 38 One hundred
and thirty-nine Lords were present, and made a noble sight
on their benches frequent andfkill

t b Of a place; Filled, full, crowded (with
persons, rarely with things). Also, much resorted
to, frequented Obs.
*536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p xvui, The erd is

now mair frequent in pepil than it was 1555 Grindal^p/h.
(*843) 239 Master Scory and certain other have an English
Church there, but not very frequent 1603 Holland Pin-
tarch's Mor 342 When he was to play upon his harpe, for
a prize in some frequent Theater. 1604 R. Cawdrly Table
Alp/i,, Frequent

, much haunted, or goe too. 1673 Ray
journ. Low C 1 The town .seemed frequent and full of
people. 18x5 Shelley Alastor 93 Halls, Frequent with
crystal column, and clear shrines Of pearl.

2. Found at short distances apart; numerous,
abundant. Somewhat arch
1605 Camden Rem (1637)2 [Bntaine is], beautified with

many populous Cities .. frequent Hospitals [etc] X607
Topsell Fourf, Beasts (1658) 343 There is no Beast so fre-
quent as these in all Cilicia. 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes
(1673) 2 Fuats and Pickaroones : which are very frequent
upon the Coasts of Spam 1705 Addison Italy (1766) 149
through frequent cracks the steaming sulphur broke. 1722
I) Coxc Carolina 86 The Plant . is very frequent in most
of the Southern Parts of this Country. 18x6 Klatinge
Trav (1817) 1 . 2x7 Walls flanked and crowned by frequent
square towers i860 Hawthorne Transform II xvi. 275
It was a wise and lovely sentiment, that set up the frequent
shrine and cross along the roadside.

3. Commonly used or practised, well known,
common, usual. Now rare. ^ Frequent to ; com-
monly occurring in.

*53* Eiyot Gov. iii vh, Howe frequent and familiar a
thynge with euery astate and degre throughout Chris-
tendome is this reuerent othe 1635 A. Stafford Pern
Glory (1869) 39, I have not . used any one word not
frequent and familiar a 1668 Davenant inege 1 Dram Wks.
1873 IV 375 In the epistles Dedicatory .tis frequent To
bely men with praise 1706 Congreve Disc. Pindaric Ode
Aj, There is nothing more frequent among us, than
Pmdarique Odes. 1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's Anecd,
Paint (1786) II 239 Sucn enamelled plates being frequent
0 old watches instead of crystals. x8x6KrATiNGE Irav.

(18x7) I 139 Such we may rely on it was a picture, and a
correct one, of frequent life 1869 Times x Jan 4 It is
frequent to impute to Radicals the wish to ‘Americanize
our institutions

t b. Of a report, etc ; Widely current. Of a
book ; Widely circulated, popular Obs,
1623 Crt. 4 Times fas I (1849) H- 369, I was not then

fully persuaded of the prince’s going to Spam, though the
report were frequent, from London 1626 MassingerRom
Acton. 1, Tis frequent in the city he hath subdued The
Gatu and the Daci. 1628 Earle Microcosm, Pot-Poet

b ZZ1S freffnent’st Workes goe out in single sheets,
Z°3I Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 62 The story is frequent
4 Happening or occurring at short intervals;

often recurring
;
coming or happeningm close suc-

cession. Of the pulse : Faster than is normal or
usual (cf. F poulsfrlquent).

FREQUENT.
The prevailing sense, by which all the others, so far astWsurvive, are more less coloured.

35 tney

1604R Cawdrly'TW^ iph , Frequent, often, donema™imes X615J Stephens Satyr Ess 260Thiswatch-wordwSbe frequent in lus cups. 1662-3 Marvell Corn xxxvii wuT
1872-5 II 83 Concerning which you may expect frcaS
letters X707 Floyer Physic, Pulse-Watch 43 This
feverish . and frequenter than the former 1750 T NrSI ostscr. to AJetton's P L , There have been frequent forgenes in the literary woild 1795 Genii. Mag. 539/2 Th

*

blights were this year .more frequent, and more
t.ve than usual 1816 J Wilson City ofPJa&Ti , rw
green banks Brown, when I left them last,'^with freoSen?
feet x86o Iyndall Glac 1 xxm 166 The snowwa^deen
•and our immersions m unseen holes very frequent

v

5. Addicted to, wont to indulge m (a practice
course of action)

, accustomed to do (something) •

given to repetition in (a subject). Now rare
’

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11 grx Bot weill aeknaw thu*
is na men frequent To enter heir x6o8 Dod & Cleave
Expos Prov ix & xu 101 The holy Ghost in this booke
is very frequent in this point x6n Shaiis Wtnt T iv
II 36 He is .lesse frequent to his Pnncely exercises then
formerly he hath appeared 16x6 Donne Serm dm
(Alford) VI. 1x8 The fathers were frequent m comparing

"

Eve the Mother of Man and Mary the Mother of God’
1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 7 How frequent the Scnnture
is m the prohibition of this practice. 17x0 Sttile ToilerNo 244 1* 5 Fellows of this Class are very frequent m the
Repetition of the Words Rough and Manly x8sa-sR
Newman Idea of University (1873) 329 Milton is frequent
in allusions to his own history and circumstances.

6 fa That is often at or tn (a place). Obs.
b. (with an agent-noun) , That does a thing often

*

constant, habitual, regular.
*6** Bible 2 Cor xi 23 In prisons more frequent* m

deaths oft 1624 Massinger Pari Lave 1 iv, In suffer-
ing such a crew of riotous gallants . to be so frequent
Both in your house and presence 1628 in Picton L’pool
Mimic, Rec (1883) 1, 208 Fyve of the frequentest Comum-
cants X784 Cowpfr Task vi 306 The timorous hare.
Grown so familiar with her frequent guest, Scarce shuns me
1857 Willmott Pleas Lit xi. 49 Of course, the frequent
writer will in time be quick 1886 Ruskin Prsetenta I vu.
211 1 he Professor was a frequent guest at my grandmother's
tea-table

+ c. That is often in company with (a person)

;

familiar; conveisant in (a subject). Obs
c x6oo Shaks. Sonn cxvti, Accuse me thus . That I haue

frequent binne with vnknowne mmdes 16x5 J, Stephens
Satyr Ess 2x4 A talkative Barber . with whome he is the
more frequent 1631 Hlywood Eng Elis (1641) 52 He
was. In the liberal] arts so frequent, that they appeared
rather innate and born with him, then acquired 1632 —
2nd Pi. Iron Age lo Rdr

,
Wks 1874 HI 352 Euery hard

name, which may appeare obscure or intricate to such as
are not frequent in Poetry.

7. quasi-flfife/. (Also, m illiterate use, as a real
adv = Frequently, often.)
16x4 Slldln Titles Hon 6 Such like more occurre m

ancient and later Stone very frequent 1784 Cowper Task
n. 61 Th' old And crazy earth has had her shaking fits

More frequent. x8xo Scott Lady ofL.i 490 Nor frequent
does the bright oar break Ihe darkening mirror of thelake
1870 B. Harte Truthf. James 11, But his smile it was pensive
and childlike. As I frequent remarked to Bill Nye
Hence X’xe’quentness, the state or condition of

being frequent
; frequency.

1664 H. More Eepos. Seven Churches 07 a, The more-
then-ordinary frequentness ofburning the blessedProtestant
Martyrs .in this Period. 1668 -— Dm. Dial. 11. vm. 217
Admit the necessity of dying, what necessity or convemency
of the frequentness of Diseases? 1862 Burton Bk Hunter
344 The frequentness of saintship among the Irish.

FreqTLent (frfkwe’nt)
,
v. [ad. L.frequentare,

f frequent-em Frequent. Cf. Y. frequenter (re-

corded from 1 2tli c ).]
1 trans. To visit or make use of (a place) often

;

to resort to habitually
; to attend (a meeting, etc ).

x«5 Eden Decades 320 The nauigation to India was then
wel knowen and frequented 1585 Abf Sandys Serin
xv 266 Many haue frequented sermons with appearance
of great deuotion.^ 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 769
This house is fiftie or threescore yards long, frequented
onely by Priests 1694 Gibson in Lett. Lit Men (Camden)
227 He constantly frequented the Presbyterian meetings.
171X Stlele Sped. No 148 r 4 A Coffee-house which I
myself frequent 1725 Dc Foe Voy. round World (1840)

193 Some of those ways through the hills were much fre-

quented 173a Berkeley Alctphr. 1. § xx Proper ideas
or materials are only to be got by frequenting good com-
pany X762-7X H Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Pamt (1888)
III 248 Drawing in the academy, which was then frequented,
though established only by private contributions among the
artists 2834 b. Hunt Town iv (1848) 191 The Church of
St. Clement Danes was the one most frequented by Dr.
Johnson x86o Merc Marine Mag VII 213 Whales of
the species called * California Greys frequent this bay.

2. To visit or associate with (a person)
;
to be

frequently with (a person) or in (his company).
Now somewhat tare.

1477 Earl Rivtrs (Caxton) Dictes 123 Frequente and
haunte the companyes of wysemen and not of the riche

*576 Fleming J^anopl Epist. 293 If you frequent the corn-

panic of Crates, a man indued with rare wisdome. 1580
Sidney Ps xxvi iii, I did not them frequent, Who be to

vamesse bent. x6x6mj Brown Bunyan 1 (1887) 4 He doth
frequent and keep company with Margarett Bennett *683
Penn Wks (1782) IV, 307 Nor do their husbands frequent
them till that time [their month] be expired a 1734
North Lives (1826) II 192 His Lordship had one friend

that used to frequent him much 1889 Lowell Latest Lit.
Ess. (1892) 145 It is for other and greater virtues that I would
frequent the Greeks.
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fib Ofa disease: To attack often Obs rare
—1

163a tr Bruel's Praxis Med. 59 This disease doth fre-

quent children.

4.3 To use habitually or repeatedly, to practise

148s Caxton Chas Gt. 29 Charles by ardaunt desyre

frequented the bookes composed vpon the crysten fayth

1gi I Bible (Cranmer) title-p
,
The Byble in Englyshe . to

be frequented and used in everye Churche within this his

sayd realme 1546 Langley tr. Pol Verg de Invent 1 xi

226 The Great Prophet Dauid, whiche songe the Misteries

of God in Meter frequented Singing 1576 Fleming

Panopl Epist Epit A, Vertue and commendable be-

haviour. was of them both so frequented and followed

1614 W B Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) 105 The oyle of

Ohues they frequented sparingly 164a W Bird Mag
Hon ss And after that the word Baton seemeth to be fre-

quented in this Realm m lieu and place of the word Thane

1663-7 Dryden Ess Dram. Poesy (1668) 43 A Play which

has been frequented the most of any he has writ

+ lb To celebrate (a sacrament, etc ) ; to honour

with observances. Cf H. frequenter. Obs.

a igss, 1669 [see the vbl sb ] *365 Jewel Repl Harding
(i6ri) 37s He gaue the Image of his Passion to be frequented

[celebrandaml in the Church 1579 Folks Re/ut Rastel

723 The Christians did solemnelye frequent the memories of

the martyrs *381 J Bell Haddon's Answ Osor. 343 b,

God did institute m his Church two Sacramentes If we do

not frequent these in that sincerity of Religion . Let us be

condemned
•j- 0. refi To busy oneself about something Obs.

a 136a G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 216 He dayly fre-

quentyng hymeself abought suche busynes and deeds of

honest cnantie. __ _
1 4. To familiarize with. Oos. [Cf. Frequent a,

6 b]
1588 Exhort to H M faithful Subjects in Hart Mtsc

II. 93 Ye encounter with them that are rich, hardy, reso-

lute, and frequented with daily victories 163a Lithgow

Trav. v. 219 [The Armenians practised certain vices] which

my conscience commands me to conceale least I frequent

this Northern world with that which their nature never

+5- intr. To resort to or unto (a person or place)

;

to associate with (a person)
;
to be often in or

about (a place). Obs

1577 Hanmer^mc Eccl Hist. (1619) 96 An infinite multi-

tude frequented vnto Paulus 1380 Lyly Euplmes (Arb.)

467, I frequented more often to Camilla. 1399 Sir R
Wrothe in Ellis One Lett Ser n III 181 Sertaine lewde

fellowes which doe frequente and use aboute Layton heath

163* tr. Life Father Sarpi (1676) 67 He frequented much
with Fra Antonio da Viterbo 1660 tr Amyraldus' 1 reat

cone Rthg 1 vu 123 Will she frequent in Towns, or will

she resort to unhabited places 1 17*3 Pope Odyss. v 128 Far

from all the ways Where men frequent 1810 Scott Lady

of L. I xxv, Nor track nor pathway might declare That

human foot frequented there,

t 6. trans a To crowd or pack closely together,

b To crowd, fill (a place), c. To supply abun-

dantly. Obs.

1378 [see Frequented ppl a ]. 1396 Drayton Legends 11

253 These bnmfu.ll Eyes With Tydes of Teares continually

frequented 1667 Milton P L.x iogr Wnh tears Water-

ing the ground, and with our sighs the air Frequenting

1682 R. Burton Admir Cur. (1684) 82 Winchester is a City

which flourished in the time of the Romans and now in-

differently peopled, and frequented by water.

Hence FreoLuemtiag vbl sb

a 1353 Ridley in Confer letiss Ridley tf Latymcr (1556)

16 b, The institution of our sauior Christe, for the ofte fre-

quenting of the remembrance of his deathe 1581 J. Bell
Haddon'sAnsw Osor 138 b, As touchyng Luthers frequent-

yngofHyperbohcallspeaches i66g

W

oodhead St Teresas

xix (1671) 1 10 Here comes m the frequenting of the Sacra-

ments 1698 FryerA cc, E India. % P. 376 Birds, by whose
frequentings he arnyes to the top of his hopes 1870

Lubbock One Civihz v 163 Which may be known from

ordinary snakes by certain signs, such as then frequenting

huts, not eating mice [etc ]

Frequentable (frzkwe ntabl), a rare. [f.

Frequent v. + -able Cf. F. friquentable ] That

may be frequented or visited, easily accessible

:

+ a of a person (
obs ) ;

b. of a place.

1380 Sidney A nadia (1622) 126 The exercises of that age

[youth], and his humour . . made him something the more

frequentable. 1843 New Mirror III. (Cent ),
Have made

their bookstore most frequentable for facility of purchase

Frequeutage (frakwentedg) rare
~ 1

. [f.

Frequent v. + -age,] * The practice or habit of

frequenting’ (W

)

1814 Southey Roderick x 37 To guard them on their

flight through upland paths—remote fiom frequentage

tFrequentance. Obs. rare
-1 [f Frequents.

+ -ance ] ? The fact of being frequented or re-

sorted to

1393Nashe Christ's T 79 b, Some one Gentleman generally

acquainted, they giue his admission vnto, sans fee, and free

pnuiledge thence-forward in theyr Nunnery, to procure them

frequentance

Frequentation (ftfikwent* > Jan). [a. F fii-

quentation
,
ad L frequentation em, n. of action f.

frequentare to P sequent ]

1. The action or habit of frequenting (a place)

;

a visiting or resorting to frequently ;
habitual at-

tendance.

1385 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy 11 iu 33 The
principall entne was Shut with great bushes . which in

processe of time and lacke of frequentation, were so giowen

1616 R. C« Times' Whistle n 73 Are these the fruit thy

frequentation Of learned sermons yeilds? 1660 Water-
house Arms Arm 155 Famous it has been for its Trade,

and frequentation of forraigners to her. 1748 Chesterf.
Lett (1792) II cl. 33 The frequentation of courts checks

this petulancy of manners 1775 Johnson Western Isl.

Wks. X. 477 A shop in the islands as in other places of

little frequentation. 1807 W Taylor in Ann, R ev V 371
The art of deserving it [praise] will hardly be attained with-

out some frequentation of the theatre 1847 Grote Hist.

Greece 1 xxvm (1862) III 46 Reciprocal frequentation of

religious festivals was . the standing evidence of friend-

ship

2 The action or habit of frequenting (a person) ,

familiar intercourse with.

1 1320 Barclay tr Jugurthaxlv 63 They dwelled seperat..

faire from the court and frequentation of kynges of numidy.
C1610 Sir J Melvil Mem (1735) 390 He denied he was a
Witch or had any Frequentation with them 1632 Cot-
terell Cassandra iv (1676) 55 Retired from the commerce
or frequentation of men 1882 Pall Mall G 14 Oct 4 He
had however qualities which were derived no doubt from
early frequentation with negroes 1890 Sat Rev 22 Feb.

216/1 If only frequentation of sovereigns and statesmen

could do it, a superficial explanation would be provided.

+ 3 . The act of using or making use ^frequently.

Also, m early use, a custom, practice Obs
1323 Ld Berners Froiss. II ecu [cxcviu ] 620 They be

herde people, and of rude engyn and wytte, and of dyuers

frequentacyons and vsage 1378 Banister Hist Man viii

102 Collumbus reprouedsuch as hitherto haue made descrip-

tion of the eyes, by frequentation of brutish Anathomies

a 1678 Woodhead Holy Living (1688) 56 Frequentation of

prayer is an employment more spiritual

D. Frequent use or celebration (of the sacra-

ments) (So F . frequentation.')

1626 T. H Causstn's Holy Crt 217 The exercise of the

presence of God, loyned with frequentation of sacraments.

1887 C W Wood Mamage 20 Prayer and the frequenta-

tion of the sacraments will Be the source of help.

Frequentative (frfikwe ntativ), a and sb. [ad

L frequentdtw-us (in the later L. grammarians),

f frequented- ppl stem of frequentare : see Fre-

quent v. and -ive. Cf. F.friqucnlatif -ive ]

A adj.

+ 1. Accustomed, versed in. Obs Sc. rare- 1
.

1360 Rolland Crt Venus 11 79 In siclik Actis thay [the

Musis] ar frequentatiue, And mair facill 3our mater will con-

saff

2 . Gram. Of a verb or verbal form- Serving to

express the frequent repetition of an action

1533 Udall Flowers Lat. Sp. 115 Rescio and a verbe

frequentatiue of the same . resctsco. 1656 Hammond Wks.

(1684) II 70 There is no such thing in the Greek language,

as the variation of frequentative, transitive, and reciprocal

17x1 [see Desiderative a. a] 1793 Beattie Moral Sc 1.

1. § 3. 58 The verbs called Deponent, Desiderative, Frequen-
tative etc. 1845 Stoddart in Encycl Metrop. I 5°/ 1 The
termination so in wiw, has a desiderative force, in pulso, a

frequentative *876 Bancroet Hist U S II xxxvi. 415

An action may be often repeated, and a frequentative con-

jugation follows

B. sb Gram. A frequentative verb, verbal form,

or conjugation : see prec.

1530 Palsgr. 403 They knowe neyther frequentatyves,

nor inchoatyves 1626 Bp Andrewes Serin (1856) 1. 125

It is not exilnt neither, but exultavit And that is a frequen-

tative, and so he did it more than once. 17x1 J Green-

wood Eng Grant 193 By the addition of it becomes a

Frequentative, as Sparkle. 1870 F Hall Hindi Reader

137 l/Camd], following an umnflected past participle, forms

a frequentative.

f b ? An adverb expressing frequency Obs.

1635 Grammar Warre B vuj, Other Adverbs . as Indica-

tives, Frequentatives, Meditatives

Frequented (fii'kwcnted), ppl a. [f Fre-

quent v + -ED 1
.] t a. Crowded {obs ) fb. Com-

monly practised or used (obs.). C. Of a place:

Often resorted to.

1578 Banister Hist Man v 81 Blacke concreted bloud

packed together with the frequented Fibres *386 W.
webbeEng Poetne (Arb ) 56 The most vsualland frequented

kind of our English Poetry x6oi Holland Pliny I 36

Patales (a most famous and frequented port) 1655 Earl

Orrery Parthen (1676) x He invited him into a less fre-

quented walk. 1666 J Sergeant Lett. Thanks 80 Naturall

knowledges imprinted by frequented Sensations £*1677

Barrow Semi (1686) III 399 The goodness of God is a

frequented theme, X773 Observ. State Poor 34 Ghastly

countenances haunting our most frequented avenues

1863 Geo Eliot Romola 1. xx, It was the least frequented

of the bridges 1873 Bedford Sailor*s Pocket-bk iv (ed. 2)

xx8 In the frequented parts of the North Atlantic

Frequenter (fri’k-wemtsx). [f. P sequent v +

-er 1
.] One who frequents or resorts to (a place)

;

also, one who attends (a meeting, etc ).

1613 PvRCHfLsPilgnmage(i6n)
w
To Rdr Piv b, Agratious

King, so diligent a frequenter of Sermons 1634 Docu.

merits agst Prynnt (Camden) 5 The miserable spectators

and frequenters of these infernafi pleasures. *731 Richard-

son Rambler No. 97 7 25 What expence of dress is required

to qualify the frequenters for such emulous appearance.

1874 Helps Soc Press m. 56 There are not even seats

provided for the frequenters of gin-palaces

+ Freque*ntless, a Obs rare- . [f. Fre-

quent sb. + -less.] Not frequented.

1631 Chettle Hoffman lb, It semes frequentlesse for the

vse of men . Some basiliskes, or poysonous serpents den l

Frequently (frxkwenth), adv [f. Frequent

a + -ly 4] In a frequent manner.

1 At frequent or short intervals, often, repeatedly.

1331 Elyot Gov I xxu. (1880) 245 He had frequently in

his mouthe this worde 1639 Massinger Unnat Combat

111 11, These being heaven's gifts, and frequently conferred

On such as are beneath them 1766 Goldsm Vic W, xxx,

He had been since frequently at my house. x86o Tyndall
Glac xxvn, I frequently examined the colour of the snow,

f 2 . Numerously, populously Obs

1613G Sandys Trav iv 279 The place became frequently

inhabited on every side 1638 R. Baillib Lett iv. (1775)1.

34 The noblemen who came in frequently against the after-

noon, stayed all that night.

Frere, obs. form of Friar.

Fresadow : see Frisado.

Frescade (freska d). Also 6 (from It ) fires-

kata, [a F.frescade (Cotgr.), ad It fnscata, f.

fresco cool, Fresh ] A cool walk 5 a shady alley.

[1630 R Johnson's Kmgd .$• Commit) 7 Nor have those

under the Torride Zone so much need of the Romane
Grottaes or Freskataes for to code them ] 1636-81 Blount
Glossogr, Frescades, refreshments as light garments, cool

air cool drinks, Bowers or shades over-spread with green

boughs 1759 Land Mag XXVIII 605 They go in parties

to enjoy themselves in their gardens and frescades. 1832

FrasersMag IV 706 The fragrant orangeries,—the grateful

frescades,—the many-twinklmg fountains.

Fresco (fre'skf)
,
sb. Also 6-7 frisco

;
pi. fres-

cos, -oes. [ad. It.fresco cool, Fresh ]

f]. Cool, fresh, air; occas. a fresh breeze. In

fresco , 111 the fresh air Obs Cf. Alfresco.
1620 Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist Comic. Trent (1629) 410

There being a custome amongst the people of Pans, m the

Summers euenmgs, to goe out of the Suburbes of S German
m great multitudes, to take the fresco 1630 B Jonson
New Inn iv 11, Come, let us take in fresco, here, one quart

1644 Evelyn Diary 4 Nov , Here, ui summer, the gentle-

men ofRome take the fresco in their coaches and on foot.

1698 Fryer Acc. E India $ P 12 We had a promising

Fresco, but somewhat chilled by too frequent Calms. Ibid.

335 As they sit in Frisco. 1740 Gray Lett Wks 1884 II. 82

l hey walk about the city, or upon the sea-shore to enjoy

the fresco 1785 Sarah Fielding Ophelia II 1, I. was
overtaken by Mrs Hemer, m fresco as before

attrib 174a H. Walpole Let 26 May (1857) 1. 167 We
have as much waterworks and fresco diversions, as if we

j

lay ten degrees nearer warmth.

tt>. ‘It lias been sometimes used for any cool

refreshing liquor ’ (T ) Obs~ a

[1880 C R Markham Penm Bark 7 Fevers, which they

treat withfrescos or cooling drinks ]

2. A kind of painting executed in water-colour

on a wall, ceiling, etc. of which the mortar or

plaster is not quite dry, so that the colours sink in

and become more durable. Ong. in phrase (to

paint) mfresco
1508 R H[aydocke] tr Lomatius' Aries Paintings, etc.

nt iv. 99 Which wil cause the colours in Frisco to continue

as faire as if they were laid while the chalke is fresh

[1644 Evelyn Diary 21 Oct., The houses are excellently

painted, A fresco on the outer walls ] Ibid
k
22 Oct ,.To

this church joins a convent, whose cloister is painted in

fresco very rarely x688 R Holme Armoury m I47/1

Frescoe, or Wall Painting ;
some call it selling 1740 Stack

in Phil Trans. XLVI 14 The Paintings in Herculaneum

are all done in Stucco in Water-colours m Fresco 1843

Ruskin Let 21 Sept in Atlantic Monthly LXVIII. 740 It

is not the love of fresco that we want 1870 Emerson Soc.

$ Solit., Domestic Life Wks. (Bohn) III. S4 The grand

sibyls, painted in fresco by Micnel Angelo,

b. A painting so executed.

1670R Lassels Voy Itdl 1.238 The Library, painted with

a rare Fresco,
which is yet ravishing and lively after two

hundred years X7i7 Pope Ep Jervas 34 A fading Fresco

here demands a sigh. 1797 Monthly Mag. Ill 3‘4L The
beautiful frescoes that decorate the walls. 1870 h. R
Wilson Ch Lindisf. 91 This church is represented in one

of the famed frescoes atWallington Hall.

C attrib. and Comb., as fresco-paint, -painting

,

-plaster, -wall. .

1842-3 Browning Waring 1 vi, We are on the brink Of
something great in xfresco-paint. 1683 Evelyn Diary 16

June, The incomparable *fresco painting in St Georges

Hall 1879 Sir G Scott Led Archit I. 2x3 Let us take

advantage of the lessons it affords us m .fresco painting.

1843 Ecclesiologist II iq The use of *fresco-plaister in very

early buildings 1877 "L M Grant Sun-Maid iv. It was

a lofty room with beautiful old "fresco walls and ceiling

Fresco (fre'sko), v. [f. prec. sb ] trans. To
paint in fresco.

1849 Rock Ch ofFathers 1. 111. 202 The Donation ofCon-

stantine, frescoed in the Vatican 1893 PallMall Mag II

345/2 We do not fresco our azure ceding with angels

Hence Pre sooed ppl a ,
Pre scoiagr vbl. sb.

Also Pie scoer, Pre’scoist, one who paints iu

fresco

1849 Ruskin Sev Lamps i. § 7 *5 Have we no frescoed

fancies on otir roofs? ^@59 Sat Rev VIII 73/1 Many a

mute inglorious frescoist has only waited nis hour 2882

Fraser's Mag. XXVI 59 The frescoed Parnassus gradually

emerges from out of tne dark wall x88a Harper s Mag
Dec. 46/2 Some leisurely prisoner of the frescoer s trade

1883 Ibid Mar 609/x The original frescoing of walls and

ceilings was the work ofa soldier

t Fre*SCOUr. ? nonce-wd [ad pseudo-L fres-

cura

,

It frescura

,

n of quality f fresco Fbebh,

Cf. Fbaischeur.] Coolness.

1627 tr Bacon's Life$D (1651) 31 By Cold, and by a kinde

of Frescour (as we now-a-days speak)

t Frese, sb Obs. north, dial Also fres(so.

[Of obscure origin.

Stratmann compares OS frisa str. fern (MDu. vrlse, Du.

vrees). OHG freisa, fear, danger. The sense is not inap-

propriate, but the exact OE equivalent of these wordswould

be *ftds, yielding *frase m northern ME.]

In phr. nofrese — ‘ no doubt ’.

<2x400 Ptstill ofSusan (Vernon) 43 To fonge flourus and
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fruit Jiou$t Jei no fresse 6x460 Towneley Myst (Surtees) 30

So wold mo, no frese Of wife-? For the life that thay leyd,

Wold thase husbnndes were dede Ibid 291 Putt thi hand

m my syde, no Aes, ther Longeus put his spare

f" Free e, v Obs iaie~ l
ti ans.

c 1510 Robin Hood iv. 42 111 Flilgel Leselmch 178 Make glad

chere sayd lytell Johan And frese our bowes of ewe

Frees, obs. form of P beicze.

Fresh (fiej), a., adv . and sb .
1 Forms : a. I

foraOj 3fersse, ferchs,^«//; uer(i)sse, 4fersch(e

& 3 Or/n. fressh, 3-5 fresa(e, 3-6 freohe,

fres(s)oh(o, 4 fraiche, freohs, 4-5 freys(s(he,

freyssche, 4-6 fres(s)h(e, 4 freisch, 5 freisshe,

4- fresh. [The a forms, which are not found later

than the 14th c., represent OE.feisc (recorded only

in senses 4 and 3, opposed to * salt ’), corresponding

to Du, versch, O'Sfx.frisc (MHG vrisch
,
mod Ger

frisch

,

used in senses approximately identical

with those found in Eng ), ON.fersk-r (Sw farsk,

Da. fersk ;
chiefly in physical senses

,
the mod.

Icel frisk

,

Sw., Da.frisk, are adopted from Ger)
OTeut *fnsko-. As the P forms (with fte-) do

not occur till the 1 3th c ,
it is most likely that they

are due to adoption of OY.freis masc ,
fresche fem.

(mod.F frais, fraiche ),
= Pr frese,

Sp., Pg., It.

fresco

,

a Com. Rom. adoption of OTeut *fnsko-
The sensei first occurring in ME. coincide substantially

with those in OF , how far they were introduced from that

language, and how far they descend from unrecorded OE
uses, cannot be determined
The ultimate etymology of OTeut *frtsko- is obscuie,

Kluge compares OS1 preslnu fresh ( praiskino), Lith.

pteskas unleavened, and Finn, nedta- unleavened ]

A. adj.

1. New, recent

1 New, novel ; not previously known, used, met
with, introduced, etc. + Also absol. in advb. phr. of
onfresh— Aehe3&.
01x340 Hampole Psalter Cant 516 New &freyss goddis

come, c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlui *65 The battayl

beganne of fresshe to he sore fyers, igzS Ptlgr. Per/ (W

.

de W 1531) 302 b, Than thy payne began of fresshe to be
renewed 1637 Milton Lyndas 193 To-moirow to fresh

woods and pastures new 1639 Fuller Holy Warre (1647)
I xvl 25 This sight so inspirited the Christians, that

coming 111 on fiesh, they obtained a most glorious victorie.

1748 F Smi+h Voy Disc I 9 The Fog presenting continu-
ally fresh Objects 1777 Burice Carr (1844) II 162 That fresh

concern and anxiety which attends those who [etc ] 1798
Malthus Popul. (1878) 3 Very severe labour is lequisite to

clear a fresh country 1813 Byron Ch Har m Iv 529 Its

[river's] thousand turns disclose Some fresher beauty x86x

M, Pattison Ess (1889) I 31 There are few traces of fresh

research or new matter produced 1870 Morris Earthly
Par I. 1. 384 And with fresli hope came on the fresh May-
day r888 Times 12 Nov. 13/3 The untoward fate of plays

that break fiesh ground.

b In weaker sense : Additional, another, other,

different, further,

£1x400 Maundev. (1B39) xxu 243 Then the! maken fressche

men_ redye 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxvii. 200 Than suld

I haifa fresch feir to fang in mynn armes *53* More Confnt.
Tyndale Wks 67s In the conclusion of al that tale, he knit-

teth it vpwith a freshe lustypoynt. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 644 In which way having gotten fresh lielpe of some
other streames X674 N. Cox Gentl Recreat 1 (1677) 16

The Hounds .. take fresh scent, hunting another Chase.

1709 Steele Taller No 14 P 7 The Troops of the Allies

have fresh Orders dispatched to them 171a Addison Sped
No 452 p 2 Our Time lies heavy on our Hands till the
Arrival of a fresh Mail 17*1 Bailey, Fresh Spell a fresh

Gang to relieve the Rowers in the Long-Boat. 1802 Mar.
Edgeworth Moral T (1816) 1. xin 106 Several fresh spec-
tators were yet to see the sight 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

II 198 Interest was seldom allowed to be turned into prin-

cipal, except upon the advance of fresh money 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng I 153 One fresh concession was
easily obtained from the restored king 1896 Law Times
C 408/2 We must begin a fresh paragraph

2. Recent; newly made, recentlyarrived, received,

or taken in, Cf Ex. frais.
1340 Hampole Pr Consc. 5307 Woundes .pat fressche sal

sem and alle bledand c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 172 So pat

J>e wounde_ be freisch and not oold hurt. 1535 Coverdalp
1 Sam xxi 6 The Shewbredes were taken vp before the

Lorde, that there might be other freshbredes set therm 1665
Boyle Occas Ref. Pref (184s) xi, I was fain . to insert,

some of a much fresher date. 1698 Fryer Acc E India <5-

P 9 This Morn by fresh Advice he was assured [etc.] 1704
Swift T, Tub Apol., The Author was then young andhis
reading fresh in his head 174.8 F. Smith Voy Disc 1 . 146
Seeing whether the Marks 01 their Teeth are fresh or not
184$ Ford Handbk Spain x. 16 The ministers of Fer-
dinand VII could not please him more than by laying
before him a fresh express or dispatch. 1860 Tyndall Glac
I xxvn. 204 The floor . was covered with snow, and on it

were the fresh footmarks of a little animal
b Newly come or takenfrom ,

out of
1899 Dampish Voy II 1 31 Great yellow Fiogs also are

much admired, especially when they come fresh out of the
Pond 1700 Dryden Fables, Cock Fox 289 The hue and
cry of Heaven pursues him at the heels, Fresh from the fact,

1764 Goldsm. Trccv 330 By forms unfashioned, fresh from
Nature's hand. 18x6 Keatinge Tram. (18x7) I 43 A pro-
duction, fresh from the press a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
II 209 An heiress quite fresh from Bengal 1867 Freeman
Norm Cong (1876) I App. 673 The narrative was fresh
from the lips of an Englishman

e. Law Fresh force (AF frescheforce ,
Anglo-

Lat, fnsca fortid), fresh disseisin : — ' novel dis-

seisin* ; see quots. and Disseisin i b Freshfine,

pursuit, suit : one made or levied immediately or

within a short prescribed interval

[1292 Bruton i, xix § 6 Deforceours et purprestours par
fresche force.] 14.19 Liber A thus (Rolls) I 173 Item, de
assists Novas Disseisins, vocatis * Fresshforce 1

1338
Fitzhlrb Just Peas 132 b, Upon any out cne, hute or
freshesuit for any fdonye <21626 Bacon Max <$• Uses
Com Law {1636) 64 But if he [the owner] make fresh pursuit

he may take his goods from the tlnefe 1641 Tcrnies de la
Ley 169 An Assise or Bil of fresh foice brought within 40
dales after the force committed, or title to him accrued.
Ibid 171 Fresh suit 1670 Blount Law Did

,
Fresh Dis-

seisin [see Dissi isin i b] 1721 Baili y, Fresh suit 1848
Wharton Law Lex , Frcsh-Jlne, a fine which has been
levied within a year

3 Making one’s first acquaintance with a posi-

tion, society, etc. , raw, inexperienced , unsophisti-

cated, ‘green*. Also {Umve> sity slang), charac-

teristic of a freshman.

1595 Shaks. John hi iv 143 How green you are, and fiesh

in this old world 1724 Dn Fon Mem Cavalier 11 184
Between two Annies both made up of fresh Men, that have
never seen any Service 1724 R Falconer Voy (1769) 11

Reserv’d by the old Sailors . must not be touch'd by the
fresh Men, as they call 'em 1813 E S Barrett Heroine
III. 9 If I don’t tell the coach-maker what afresh one he was,

to give you his barouche on tick 1826 Disralli Vrv Grey
iv v, Did you ever fight a duel ? No 1 Well 1 you are fresli,

indeed ! 1834 Ox/, Univ Mag^ I 101 Itisveryfreshtow.dk
about in academic costume with a stick in his hand. 1856
Kane Arct Expl I xix 237 He was a perfectly fiesh man,
not having yet undertaken a journey.

II Having the signs of newness

4 Of perishable articles of food, etc : New, in

contradistinction to being artificially preserved

;

(of meat) not salted, pickled, or smoked
;

(of

butter) without salt ; (of fruits, etc.) not dried or

preserved in sugar or the like.

a 901-9 Charter 0/ Eadweard in Cod. Dipl. V. 164 Tu
riecJeru oSer sealt oSer fersc.

p. 1388 Wyclif Num 11 3 Thei schulen not ete freisch

grapis and dne {uvas recentes siccasve] c 1400 Lanfranc's
Ciruig 347 Adepts porci antiqm sine sale ul cst freisch

swynys grese molten c 14.60 J Russell Bk Nurture 630
Fresche lamprey bake Jms it must be dight £*1483 Caxton
Vocab. s Flesh of bueff saltede shall be good with the
mustarde The fressh with ghailyk Ibid 6 Fressh hermg.
Reede heeryng 1341 Act 33 Hen VIII, c 2 No person .

shall, by anie freshe fyshe ofante estraunger in .Flaunders
xfiao Venncr Via Recta v 91 There is made a kinde of
Iuncket, called in most places a Fresh-Cheese 1648 Gagt
West Ind xix. 143 They will buy. a Riall worth of fresh

meat to eat on the Lords day 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg
iv 365 And seek fresh Forrage to sustain their Lives. 1811

A T Thomson Land. Disp. (18x8) 606 If in the dry state,

by pulverization, or, iffresh, by slicing 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. 1.3x4 During several months, even the gentry tasted

scarcely any fresh animal food. 1864 Mrs CarlyleLett I II

234 Three pounds of fresh butter at twenty pence a pound.
absol c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 7290 Made hem at aise with

fresche and selt

\ b. (See quot ) Obs rare (Perh some error.)

*S3<> Palsgr 313/1 Fresshe or Iussyouse as meate that is

nat well seasoned, or hath an unplesante swetnesse in it,

fade
5 . Of water ; Not salt or bitter ;

fit for drinking.

+ Also of a marsh; Containing fresh as opposed
to salt water ; watered by a river {obs )
[A Com Teut sense prob. an extension of the notion

‘ without salt ’ as applied to meat (sense 4) ]

« c 893 K Alfred Oros ii iv § 6 [Eufrates] is maest
eallra ferscra watera 0x290 S. Eng. Leg I 316/597 J>e

sonne makez Jie wateres brejn up-n3t . Bo)>e pe sees an
ferchse wateres

(
3. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xut. xxu. (1495) 455

For cause of . fresshe waters that come therto the see is

more fresshe c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 39 Of
fysschyng of freschwatyr & of salt watyr, Jie tythe ow?te to

be payed. <2x450 St Cnthbert (Surtees) 2224 A fresche
well was Jier besyde 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind (Arb

)

26 In this deserte are .founde bytter waters but more often
fresshe and sweete waters 1576 Act x8 Ehz c xo § 10 No
Acre of fresh Marsh [shall] be taxed above the Rate of a
Penny .nor of every ten Acres of salt Marsh above the Rate
of a Penny 1582 N Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong E
Ind vii ig Our men quietly landed and tookein fresh water
x6ot Shaks Twel N. in Iv 410 Tempests are kinde, and
salt waues fresh in loue 1670 D Denton Descr N York
(1B45) 19 These woods also every mile or half-mile are
furnished with fresh ponds, brooks, or rivers a 1691 Boyle
Hist Air (1692) 134 He always found the ice fresh that
floated upon the sea-water 169;? Damfier Voy I 111 34
Sometimes we And them in salt Water, sometimes m fresh

1708 Lond Gaz. No 4489/3, xig Acres offresh Marsh-Lands
1775 Romans Hist Florida 267 Another river is very
rich in fresh marsh x8oo tr Lagrange's Client II. 235
Throwing into large quantities of pure fresh water a few
drops of volatile oil. 1878 Huxley Physiogi

.

73 The great
stream of fresh water which flows over Teddington Weir,

b Of or pertaining to such water. + Of fish

=Freshwater a.

1207 D- Glouc (1724) 1 Engelond ys ful ynow Of salt

fysch and eche fresch, and fayre ryueres Jxer to *467 in
Eng Gilds (1870) 396 Fresshe fysshe as Tenches 1588
Shaks. Tit A 111 i 128 Till the fresh taste be taken from
that cleerenes, And made a brine pit with our bitter teares
1608-1 x Bp Hall Medit f Vows 1 §8, I have oft won-
dred howe fishes can retaine their fresh taste, and yet live

in salt waters x88x J Payn Hum Stones 294 The profes-

sional fisherman..whether he be salt or fresh.

6 Untainted, pure; hence, possessed of active

properties; invigorating, refreshing Said esp. of
air and water.
c 1340 Cursor M. 11703 (Tnn ) A welle out braste wij>

stremes cleie fresshe & colde. 1390 Gower Conf III
There sprang a welle fresh and clere 14 Tundale's Vis
1071 Sum of hom tliei madyn nesche As is the water that is
fresche 1333 Coverdalf Ps xxu i He ledeth me to a
fresh water 1604 Shaks Oth iv 111 45 The fresh Streames
ran by her, and murmur'd her moanes x6ix — Cymb v
in 71 [Death] hides him in fresh Cups, soft Beds Sweet
words 1648 Gagf West Ind xvu 117 A fimt named
Xocotte it is fresh and cooling 1667 Milton P L iThey among ftesli dews and flowers File to and fro 1602Ray Dissol, Wo> Id 82 The mferiour Air in the Night so
very fresh and cold *749 Blrkei ey Word to Wise Wks
III. 440 It takes the peasant fiom his smoky cabin into the
fresh air, 2828 Scott F' M Perth xxxu, The desire of
fresh atr had earned her into the garden 1835 Bain
Senses <5- Int 11 11 ig Fiesh odours that have an action
akin to pure air

t b Cool
; sec Cool a 1 and id Cf Fr frais

In Romanic langs a very prominent sense
, rare in Eng

C1400 MaunDrv (1839) iv 29 Thei sytten there fin
dyches] for thei may ben the more fressche 14x2-20 Lydg.
Chron Troy 11 xi, Fresche alures with lusty hye pynacles*
1580 Frampton Dial Yron & Steele 150 The Porche of the
dore is ver>e fieshe 1697 Dampier Voy 1 v 108 Here is
constantly a fresh Sea breeze all Day, and cooline refresh,
ing winds in the Night

8

7 Retaining its original qualities; not deterio-
rated or changed by lapse of time

; not stale, musty,
or vapid +Formerly often reduplicatedfresh and
fresh (cf * hot and hot ’).

C1330 R Buunnp Chron (1810) 36 pe blode was bojie
warme & fresh, but of Je sch.mkes lete. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg 352 An oyncment al freisch leie it Jjeito, for be
more freisch bat it is be bettir it is 1333 Stewart Cron
Scot, III. 351 Tua bostis of gude wyne, Baith staik and
freche. 1335 CovERDALr Ps xci[i] 10 My home shal be
anoynted with fresh oyle. *377 B. Gqoce Heresbach's
Hnsb iv (1386) 158 b, See that tneir nestes bee very cleane,
and kept still with freshe cleane strawe 163a J Hayward
tr. Biondi's Eromena 128 Having restored me with fresh
egges 1690 Damimlr Voy II m 55 The other Fish we
look as we had occasion fresh and fresh 1803 Dibdin in
Naval Chron XIII 393 Burton ale—fresh or stale 1823
Lamb Elia, Distant Correspondents, As fresh as if it came
in ice. 1850 Lyell ind Visit tl.S xxx 181 Roots of trees
and wood 111 a fresher state than I ever saw them in any
tertiary formation 1839 G Wilson Gateways Knowl.
(ed 3) 71 The . Mammoth remains fresh as on the day of
its death.

b. transf. of immaterial things

14 Pol, Rel .5- L. Poems (1866) 233 Trewloue is fress &
eueie neu 17x2 Addison Sped No 432 r 5 By this means
my Readers will have their News fresli and fiesh. 1758
Johnson Idler No X4 ir G To be able to tell the freshest

news. 1802 Svd Smi hi Wks (1859) I 6/1 It is only by the
fresh feelings of the heart that mankind can be very power-
fully affected 1833 Kingsley Westw Hoi (1861) 330 The
genial smile of English mirth fresh on every lip.

8 Not faded or worn
,
unfading, unobliterated.

Said both of material and immaterial things
c 1384 Chaucer II. Fame III. 66 They [1 e the names] were
As fresshe as men had wnten hem there the selve day right.

1576 Fleming Paitopl Epist 303 note, Wee might still have
them, by continual view of their pictures, in freshe remem-
brance. 1610 Shaks Temp. 11 1 68 Our garments are now as
fresh as when we put them on x6xi Bible Job xxix 20
My glory was fresh in mee 1626 Bacon Sylva § 365 These
Roses will retaine their Colour fresh for a yeare at least.

1631 Gouge God's Arrows in lxxvi. 326 By such mcmonals
the memory of Gods mercies is kept fresh. 1641 J Jack-
son True Evang T 1. 69 These antipathies do still re-

maine as fresh, as if Adam had but falne yesterday 17x1

Lond Gas No. 4867/4 The Small Pox fresh upon him.

X732 Berkeley Alciphr vi §27 Men who lived when
the memory of things was fresh 1837 Disraeli Venetia

11 1, An incident as, fresh in her memory as if it bad
occurred yesterday 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 447
Samuel Pepys, whose library and diary have kept his name
fresh to our time

9 . Not sullied or tarnished ; bright and pure in

colour, blooming, gay.

c 1385 Chaucfr L G W Prol 92 Upon the fresshe daysy

to beholde. c 1386— Knt 's T. 260 The fresshe beautee

sleetli me sodeynly Of hir that rometh 111 the yonder place.

c 1400 Distr, Troy 997 Iason hade fongit be Aes
f
& be

fresshe gold. 1300-20 Dunbar Thistle fy Rose 53 To luke

vpone his [the sun’s] fresche and bhsfull face. 1326 Ptlgr

Perf (W deW 1531) 74 Flourysshe the forenoone neuer

so fresshe, at the last commeth the euentyde 1331 T
Wilson Logike (1580) 3 Rhetonke setteth forth those

matters with freshe colours 1667 Milton P L ix. 1041

Flours were the Couch Earths freshest, softest lap 1749

F Smith Voy Disc II 28 The Green of the Pine now
looked fresh and pleasant 1797 M Baillie Morb Anat.

(18071 37 He never had a fresh complexion, but it was
always dark 1801 Southey Thalaba 111 xxxvii, Her
cheek Lost its fresh and lively hue. i860 Tyndall Glac

1 xxv 177 Scarcely less exquisite than the freshest bloom

of the Alpine rose

b Of personal appearance : Blooming, looking

healthy or youthful Often fresh and fair

,

also

m proverbial phrasesfresh as paint,
as a rose,

etc

c 1383 Chaucer L G. W xi9t Dido, An huntyng wolde

this lusti fresche queene. 13x3 Douglas AEneis vin x 29

Venus, the fresche Goddes can draw nere 1585 Abp
Sandys Serin xv 267 The freshest Gospeller in appear-

ance, in experience is found not to be the soundest iS9"

Shaks Tam Shr iv v 29 Hast thou beheld a fresher

Gentlewoman 1633 J Hayward tr Biondi's Banish a
Virg 94 A widow fresh and faire 1800-24 Campbell

Poems, Ritter Bann iv, 'Twas the Abbot of St James s

monks, A fresh and fair old man 18x3 E S Barrett

Heroine III 8x Forth they walked as fresh as an oyster

Ibid. Ill 155 As fresh as a daisy 1877 Mrs Oliphant

Mahers Flor vi 172 The fresh country ladies had to be

warned against spoiling their natural roses with paint x88x

Dr Gheist 217 Though nearly seventy years of age, he is



FRESH. 537 FRESHEN.
still hale and ‘fresh as paint’ 1885 Russell in Harpers
Mag. Apr 763/2 [They] see him emerge from his carriage,

after a long journey, ‘ fresh as a rose
*

f c. Gaily attired, finely dressed Oh
c 1440 Generydes 2037 Ther coursers trappid in the fressest

wise c 1460 Poston Lett No 437 II 86 Perys of Legh
come to Lynne opon Cnstynmesse Evenm the fresshest wise

1483 Caxton G de la Tour C nj, To array and make me
fresshe for them 153° Ralsgr 623/2 My maystresse maketh
her fresshe, I wene she go out to some feest to daye a 1333
Ld Burners Huon lxvm 233 They rose & apparelled them
m fresshe arraye 1577-87 Holinshcd Ckron III, 807/2
With manie afresh gentleman riding before them

10. Not exhausted or fatigued
,

full of vigour

and energy ; brisk, vigorous, active, f Of a coun-

try . Of unexhausted fertility

a 1207 R Glouc, (1724] 397 An hondred kny^tes, pur
fersse & sound c 1350 Will Paleme 3633 A feische ost

hem to help hastili her come.

f) c 1205 Lav 9418 To heo eoden alle afoten. & swiSe
freche weoren 13 K Alts 2405 He hadde y-hud ..xx
thousand, That scholden come, on fresche steden C1330 R
Brunnf Chron (i8ro) 103 pe kyng a seknes hent, Jje dede him
tok alle fresse. c 1400 Melayne 1528 Oure Britons bolde that

fresche come in Thoghte that [etc ] c 1450 Merlin 108
Kynge Aguysas a freisshe yonge knyght, and with hym v C
knyghtes 15*3 Ld Berners Proiss I cccxxxix 532 They
were nat strong ynough to abyde them that were fresshmen,
for theymselfe were sore traueyled *538 Starkey England
1 1 26 The mornyng, when our wyttys be most redy and
fresch 1632 J Hayward tr Biondi’s Eromena. 21 He
mounted first on the one fresh horse, and afterwards upon
the other, posting on 1648 Gage West Ind xm 74 This
Country is very fresh and plentifull 1843 James Forest
Days v, Take with you three of your fellows whose horses
are the freshest 1863 Miss Braddon J Marchmont II.

1. 3, I never felt fresher in my life 1882 Daily Tel
3 Jan ,

Ignition is probably the freshest of all the veterans
absol 1594 Daniel Compl Rosamond cn, Or whilst we

spend the freshest of our time, The sweet of youth in plot-

ting m the ayre ; Alas how oft we fall, hoping to clime

f to. Recruited, refreshed, rested Obs
r'1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vu 162 Whan thei shall

be fresshe, thenne shall ye mow make werre 1700 Dryden
Theod fy Honona 187 Nor lies she long, but Springs up
to life, and fresh to second pain Is saved to day, to morrow
to be slam.

+ 11 Ready, eager. Const to, also to with mf
c 1200 Ormin 6348 A33 himm birrf> beon fressh paerto [1 e

to worship God] 1:1340 Cursor M 18060 (Fairf ), Was
nevir era so fresh to flight 1340 Hampole Pr Consc 1254
Enmys thre . pat, to assayle us here, er ay freshe 1613
Shaks Hen VIII, t 1 3 Euer since a fresh Admirer of what
I saw there.

fb Ready to eat or dnnk; having an appetite

01 inclination. Also
, fresh andfasting Obs

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 840 Drinking a filthy

liquor, whereto they said Tobacco made them fresh *698
Fryer Acc E India % P 92 They will fresh and fasting,

besprinkle themselves with the Stale of a Cow
12 Of the wind: Having considerable foice,

strong
; + formerly, springing up again (oh

)

Hence, of the ‘ way ’ of a ship . Speedy, steady

Also quasi-fffife/ in to blowfresh. Cf. Fr frais
a 1333 Ld Berners Huon lxi. 2x3 They lyft vp theyr

saylles & so had a good freshe wynde 1582 N Lichefield
tr. Castanheda's Cong E. Ind xxvi 66 Uppon a sodayne
there came a fresh gale of Winde 1627 Capt Smith Sea-
man’s Gram x 46 A fresh Gale is that doth presently
blow after a calme. 1659 D Pell Impr Sea 322 It is a
long time ere a ship can bee put upon the stayes when shee
has her freshest way 1686 Land Gaz No 2x81/4 The
Wind blowing very fresh forced into the Downs a Dutch
Man of War 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1 x. Not making such
fresh Way as I did before 1766 Brice in Phil Trans.
LVI. 226 The velocity of the wind on May the 6th, when it

blew a fresh gale 1805 Nelson m Nicolas Disp (1846)
VII 77 If it comes on to blow fresh I shall make the signal

for Boats to repair on board 1878 Jevons Prim Pol.

Econ 29 The miller grinds corn when the breeze is fresh

13 With regard to the use of drink,m two oppo-
site senses a Sober Now only Sc. to Exhi-
larated by dnnk

,
partially intoxicated ;

* half seas

over ’.

a c 1425 Seven Sag (P ) 1226 He was freche, he was
nought dronke 1628 W Yowe Diary 113 The Lord Den-
bigh scarce fresh any day after the morning 1822 Scott
Pirate xxiv, ‘ Our great udaller is weel eneugh when he is

fresh 1

lt> x8ia Sporting Mag. XL 174 On his return home,
rather fresh 1829 Marryat F Mildmayxm

,

I could get
1
fresh ’ when u good company 1849 C Bronte Shirley

ui, 31 For my notion was, they were all fresh

14 Sc and north dial. Of the weather • a Open,
not frosty to Wet.
178a Sir J Sinclair Observ Sc Dial. 49 Fresh weather.

Open weather 1790 Grose Prov. Gloss (ed. 2) s v

,

How's t' weather to-day? Why fresh, le it rams. 1795
Statist. Acc Scot

,
Stirlings XV 319 note, Our winters.,

have been open and fresh, as it is termed. *827 Sporting
Mag XX. 363 What is called m Durham 1 fresh weather ',

alias rain 1880 Daily News 29 Dec 2/1 There were indi-

cations of fresh weather The fresh became less marked

15. Comb
,

as fresh-looking

,

+fresh-nexv adjs.

Chiefly parasynthetic, as fresh-coloured
,

-com

-

plexioned
, -faced, -hearted, (-heartedness), -leaved,

*t*-looked, ’[-suited, -tinctured adjs. Similarly/m,£-
button, -skin vbs.,fresh-doonng vbl sb.

*77* Foote Maid ofB 1 Wks *799 II 213 To turn the
lace, and “fresh-button the suit x608-1 x Bp. Hall Medit
$ Vetoes i § 24 “Fresh coloured wares, if they bee often
opened, leese their bnghtnesse 1848 Dickens Dombey
xxxi, With a fresh coloured face *686 Lond Gan. 2x56/4

VOL. IV.

A Girl of about 11 years of Age light brown hair, and
“fresh Complectioned 1892 E Reeves Homeward Bound
1 17 A fresh-complexioned, quiet, fair man 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser n (1863J 250 By dint of whitening,
sash-windowing and “fresh-doonng, the old ample farm-
house has become a very genteel-lookmg residence, 1862
H Marryat Year m Sweden 11 354 “Fresh-faced girls sit

knitting by their myrtles *837 Hawthorne Twice-told T
(1851) II via 123 But I cried the “fresh-hearted New Year.
1870 Illustr. Lond News 29 Oct 438 The “fresh heartedness,
generosity, and heroism which seagoing has a manifest
aptitude to nounsh 1657 Cokaine Obstinate Lady 1 1,

That dost in “fresh-leaved woods delight 1 17x4 Lond
Gaz No 5249/4 One William. Williams, a “fresh look’d Boy
*848 H. Rogers Ess (i860) III 314 The “fresh-looking
masonry of yesterday 1608 Shaks Per iu 1 41 This
“fresh-new sea-farer 1836 E Howard R Reeferxx11,

1

bad
“fresh skinned myself 1638 Ford Fancies 1 m, Enter
Livio, “fresh suited a 1743 Savage Lady Tyrconnel 43
“Fresh-tinctur’d like a summer-evening sky,

B adv.

1. In a fresh manner, freshly (see senses of the
adj.), newly, f clearly

; -f eagerly
; f gaily;

f strongly f Also Law, immediately
01386 Chaucer Knt ’$ T 190 Y-cIofhed was she fresh, for

to devyse. 01420 Anturs of Arth iv, Fresche thay folo

the fare c *470 Henry Wallace vm 1423 With the small
pype, for it most fresche will call 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
lxxxvu 26 New of thi knop, at morrow fresche atynt 1523
Skelton Gar/ Laurel 30 A pavylyon garnysshed fresshe
after my fantasy 1593 Shaks 2 Hen. VI, hi 11 188 The
Heyfer dead, and bleeding fresh 1622 Crt 4- Times fas /
(1849) II 336 Speak fresh that way a 1626 Bacon Max.
4- uses Com Law (1636) 64 If fresh after the goods were
stolne, the true owner maketh pursuit. 1676 Lady Chaworth
m 11th Rep Hist MSS Comm App v 29 There is 4
pound of [comfits] and made fresh for you of the purest
sugar 1684 T Burnet 7 h Earth 1 145 When the earth
was fresh broken 1709 tr Poncet's Voy /Ethiopia ix Thick
Beer being bad to keep, they are forc'd to make it Fresh,
almost every Hour 1737 Whiston Josephus’ Hist i xiv

§ 4 Anthony remembering very fresh the wars he had
gone through 1747 Wesley Prim Physic (1762) 107
Plantane root fresh digged up *777 Sheridan Sch Scand.
n 11, Mrs Can She has a charming fresh colour Lady T
Yes, when it is fresh put on

2. Comb chiefly with pres, and pa pples
,

as

fresh-armed, -baked, -bleeding, -blooming, -blowing

,

-blown, -boiled
,
-born, -breaking

,
-caught, -coined

,

-comer, -ci opt, -drawn, -fallen, -forged, -killed,

-made, -quilted, -rankling, -rubbed, -slaughtered,

-thrashed, -thrown, -turned, -watered

,

fresh-run a

,

(a fish, esp. a salmon) that has lately run up from

the sea

*S35 Stewart Cron Scot II 379 Ane new “fresche armit

gard 1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 844/a “Fresh-baked
brown bread 17x8 Pope Iliad xv 698 His side, “fresh-

bleeding with the dart *735 Somerville Chase 11 no In

each smiling Countenance appears “Fresh-blooming Health
1671 MiltonSamson to The breath ofHeav’n “fresh-blowing,

pure and sweet *632 — L'Allegro 22 “Fresh-blown roses

washed in dew *833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 243 Look-
ing as red and hot as a “fresh-boiled lobster 1708 J. Philips

Cyder 11 438 Can they refuse to ushei in The “fresh-bom
Year with loud Acclaim. 18x7 Byron Manfred 1 11, And
thou, “fresh breaking Day, ana you, ye Mountains, Why
are ye beautiful ? 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xx,

I thought I would make you a present of a “fresh-caught

specimen 1785 Crabbe Newspaper 82 The “fresh-coin’d

lie 1890 Spectator 4 Oct , “Fresh-comers from England
and elsewhere 1777 Potter jEschylus' Supplicants 00
Why. flyyou to these Gods for refuge, Holding these “fresh-

cropt branches crown’d with wreaths? 187a Lever Ld
Kilgobhn lv, A “fresh-drawn cork 1885 Forin Rev x Feb
370 No doubt the thawing of “fresh-fallen snow is not

pleasant 1856 R A Vaughan Mystics (i860) I 171 With-
out loss of time, “fresh-forged anathemas are come 1700

SL.tr Fryke's Voy E. Ind 238 1 he Gutts of their Cattle

“fresh killed 1648 Herrick Hesper
,
Comma's gome a

Maying (1869) 69 Aurora throwes her faire “Fresh-quilted

colours through the aire 1763 J Brown Poetry Mus
vu 100 Inward Grief, “fresh-rankling m his Soul 1896
Daily News 2 Apr 8/5 It had a “fresh-rubbed soie under
the collar 1863 Kingsley Water Bab 83 As clean as a
“fresh-run salmon

_
1718 Pope Ihad xvr 198 Some tall stag,

“fresh-slaughter’d in the wood. 1883 Goole Weekly Times

7 Sept 2/6 Very little “fresh-thrashed wheat has been
marketed during the past week 182* Keats Isabella xlvi,

She gazed into the “fresh-thrown mould *777 Warton
First of April 29 The “fresh-turn’d soil 1535 CovERDAir
Isa lvni. 3i Thou shalt be like a “freshwatred garden.

1744 Akenside Pleas Imag 11 365 That verdant lawn,

Fresh-water’d from the mountains.

C.tfi
1. [The adj. used absol. passing into a sb.] The

fresh part or period (of a day, year, etc,).

1715 Jane Barker Exilius II 22 They went to divert

themselves in a cool Walk, during the fresh of the Morning
a 1734 North Lives I 192 And for that work he took the

fresh of the morning. 1883 Holme Lee Loving Serving
I. xv. 288 In the fresh of the morning it is the greatest de-

light 1880 Lowell Lett (1894) II 381 The robins keep

on pretending it is tbe fresh of the year

2. A rush of water or increase of the stream in

a nver ; a freshet, flood Also, a flood offresh water

flowing into the sea ; esp. an ebb tide, whose force

is increased by heavy rains. Freq. in pi.

1338 Leland Itin III. 136 Lichet Village and an Arme
out of Pole Water beting with a htle fresch c 168a J
Collins Making Salt in Eng. 10 Sometimes there are great

freshes in the River of Tyne 1698 Fryeh Acc. E India

$ P as We met with the Freshes off the Shore caused by
the Upland Rains 1749 F Smith Voy Disc. II. 31 Ana
the Freshes or Landwaters, the Snow being mostly dis-

solved, very much abated. *764 Phil. Trans. LIV 83 The

officers observed the king’s boat to float suddenly
{
which

they attributed to a great fresh 1787 M Cutler m Life,
Jrnls Sf Corr (1888) II 401 The high freshes will bear
a vessel of any burden out to sea 1848 S W Williams
Middle Kingdom I i 18 The banks are not so low as to be
injured or overflown to any great extent by the freshes

to A sudden increase (of wind)

;

a gust, squall.
3719 De Foe Crusoe 1 ui, If I should be taken with a

fresh of wind 1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 23 In the
afternoon we had a fresh of wind
3 A pool, spring or stieam of fresh water.
157* Hanmer Chron Irel (1633) 63 A small fresh or brook

«that falleth into the Nure 16x0 Shaics Temp in 11. 75
He shall drmke naught but brine, for I’le not shew him.
Where the quicke Freshes are 1612 Capt Smith Map
Virginia 13 It groweth like a flagge in low muddy freshes.

*791 Cowper Iliad 11 952 Brouzed On celery wild, from
watery freshes gleaned [eAeoflpeirroi* re o-eAivop] 1817 Keats
Lett Wks 1889 III 53, I see Carisbrooke Castle from my
window, and have found several delightful wood-alleys .

and quiet freshes

4 A freshwater stream Training out into a tide-

way
;
the part of a tidal river next above the salt

water , also, the land or lands adjoining this part.

Freq. m pi. Now US.
1634 Relat Ld. Baltimore's Plantat {1865)12 It runs vp

to the North about 20 miles before it comes to the fresh 3658
R Franck North Mem. (1694) 173 Here the Salmon
relinquish the Salts because by the Porposses pursued up
the Freshes 1683W Pfnn Whs (1782) IV 313 The Swedes
[inhabit] the freshes of the river Delaware — Let to
North in Pa Hist Soc Mem. I 432 We are one hundred
and thirty miles from the main sea, and forty miles up the
freshes 3686 Laws ofMaryland (3765) 11, At Pile’s Fresh,
on both Sides of the said Fresh 1689 Banister Virginia
in Phil. Trans XVII 668, I have sent you what Muscles
our Freshes afford 1693 J. Clayton Acc Virginia in
Misc. Cur (1708) III 297 In the Freshes they more rarely

are troubled with the Seasonings, 1705 Beverley Hist
Virginia li 11 6 By running up into the Freshes with the
Ship dunng the Five or Six Weeks, that the Worm is thus
above Water Ibid, in 11 Mawborn Hills m the FreS'”*‘’

of James River 1708 Oldmixon Brit Empire Arner 1

151 This part of the Delaware is call'd the Freshes 1896
P A Bruce Econ, Hist, Virginia I 500 note, His planta-
tion was situated in the freshes of Rappahannock River,

t Presto, sbp Obs.— x [?var. of Frush ^1]
An onset, rush.
c 1400 Destr Troy 4730 The fresshe was so felle of the

furse grekes That [etc ]

Fresh, v. [f Fresh a
;

cf. F fraichir (OF.
fieschir intr. in the 12th c ) ]

+ 1. trans. To make fresh a To refresh, re-

cruit, strengthen ; also, to increase to To renew,

lepair. e. Naut To fresh the hawse : see

Freshen v. 3. Obs.
a 1 a 1366 Chaucer Roth Rose 1513 He thoughte of

thilke water shene To drinke and fresshe him wel withalle.

1380 Lay Folks Cateck (Lamb. MS ) 119 Crist wolde )iat

our hope were freschvd in hym a 1420 Pallad on Hush 1

291 As diuers men nan done to fresshe her fame. 14 .

StrBeuesl1885) 134/77(MSS CM )lhewaturhim freschyd,

Jxat was colde 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I cxl 167 They
of Calays were often tymes fresshed by stelth. c 1586
C’tess Pembroke Ps cxlvii 111, [He who] Fresheth the
mountaines with such meedfull spring *635 Quarles Embl.
I xi (1718] 45 And fresh their tired souls with strength-

restoring sleep 1890 B L Gildersleeve Ess Stud 190
Now stay And fresh your life anon

to c 1420 Pallad on Hush. 1 727 They make Her water
thryes fresshed euery day 15x3 Churchw Acc , St Mary
hill, London (Nichols 1/97] 107 For freshynge the canopy
at the high awter 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv 1.

Tropheis 325 With fresh assaults freshing their fury so.

*635 Quarles Embl m (1857) 268 Groans fresh’d with,

vows and vows made salt with tears

c 169a Capt Smiths Seaman's Gram 1. xvi 78 Fresh
the Hawse
2. mtr +0f the wind: To become fresh, to

begin to blow fresh Also with up. Occas. of the

sea : To become lively, roughen
1599 Hakluyt Voy II 107 The 16 thewinde freshed, and

we passed by Mount Carmel 1659 B Harris Panvals
Iron Age 282 The wind freshing westwardly, the English
bore in hard among them a 1691 Flavel Sea-Deliver.

(1754) 157 The wind freshed up, and began to blow a brisk

gale. *775 E. Wild Jml in Proc Mass Hist Soc Ser 11

II 267 The wind freshing we got clear after several tacks

*892 [see/// a,]

Hence Fre shing vbl. sb,, renewal, refreshment

,

(of a wound) recrudescence , Fwshmgppl. a.

a *533 Ld Bernfrs Huon cxxxn 488 Thou nedyste nc
fere of any fressbvnge nor of more fourtherynge for me
*591 SpenserDaphn 26, 1 walkt abroad to breath thefresh-

mg ayre 1612 "T Taylor Comm Titus iu 7 Abrahams
bosome, wherein the Saints receiue freshing 1613-16W
Browne Brit Past, 1 iv, Her skill in herbs might helps
remove The freshing ofa wound which he had got *89*
DailyNews 30N0V 3/1 He can paint the freshing seawhen
the tide runs in

Freshen (fre’Jan, fre’JV), z>. [f Fresh a, +
-Esr 6 ]

1. mtr. To become fresh, a. Of the wind’ To
begin to blow fresh ;

to increase in strength. Also

with up. Const into.

1697 Dampier Voy. I iv 79 Tbe wind came about to the

Eastward and freshened upon us. *760 G Washington
Writ. (1889)11. 143 The Wind freshened up as the Evening
came on 1836 Marryat Midsh Easy xvu, The wind now
freshened fast. *884 Pae Eustace 197 The wind was again
freshening into a gale

to To assume a fresh look ; to become bright or

vivid ; to brighten.

6$



FBESHEB. 538 FRESHWATER.

*8x9-30W Irving Sketch Bk .Christm Dutnci (1865) 281

How truly is a kind heait a fountain of gladness, making
everything m its vicinity to freshen into smiles 1 1848 Ci

Bronte f Eyie ix, A greenness grew over those biown
beds, which freshening daily, suggested the thought that

Hope traversed them at night.

c To grow fresh
;
to lose salt or saltness.

1864 m Webster ; whence in mod Diets.

2. trans To make Fresh, in various senses esp

to recruit, renew, revive, give freshness to ; to le-

move salt or saltness from. Also with up.

*749 F Smith Voy. Disc. II 14 Watei Holes were cut*

in the Ice, foi freshening the Meat 1764 Goldsm Trav,
246 Freshen’d from the wave the zephyr blew 1777 Robert-
son Hist Amei

,

(1778) I u 138 It freshens the ocean many
leagues with its flood 180* Mar. Edgeworth Belinda
(1833)11. xxi 90 Let m a little air to freshen the room. *805

Southey in Ann Rev III 227 [They] get into the suburbs

..and freshen themselves fortne confinement of the week to

come *8o8 — Lett (1856) II 94 He will beat the Austrians,

and freshen his popularity in France by so doing *836

Lowell Lett (1894) 1. 254 It would freshen up my Italian,

*86o-x Flo. Nightingale Nursing 70 It freshens up a sick

person's whole mind to see ‘ the baby '. *883 Geo Eliot
Romola 1 i, The good wives of the market freshened their

utensils. 1871 Napiieys Piev <J Cure Dts, 1. 111. 05 It is

freshened with carbonic acid gas 1874 Deutsch Rent 238

And must we again freshen up then memory? *877 Good-
holme's Dom Cycl 113 (Cent ) Freshen [salt codfish] by
leaving it in water an hour

3. Ndut. * To relieve (a lope) of its strain, or

danger of chafing, by shifting or removing its place

of nip’ (Adm Smyth). Tofreshen hawse, the nip :

to pay out more cable, so as to change the place

of the part exposed to friction Tofreshen ballast •

‘ to divide or separate it, so as to alter its position ’

(Adm. Smyth). Tofreshen way * of a ship, to in-

crease the speed , also transf. of a passenger or

traveller.

*833 Capt. Chamier My Trav. I. xi 177, I freshened my
way, and got home as quickly as possible.

Hence Pre'Bhened, Fre’stoening’ppl. adjs. Also
Pee*shelter, something that freshens ;

spec, a spell

of exercise for ' freshening' a horse.

1704 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xvi, I bid the
freshen’d waters glide Through winding woods and pas-
tures wide i8t7 Moore Lalla R (1824) 223 Gave her
cheeks all the freshened animation of a flower that [etc.]

1884 Advance (Chicago) 13 Mai ,
Change of method will be

a freshener of interest 1889 Mrs Randolph New Eve I.

i 11, 1 thought of taking the bays out for a freshener on the

cliff 1894 lVestm Gaz 31 Aug 3/1 Ihe simplest foim of
this grafting process is the bringing together of ‘ freshened

’

edges of flesh

Fresher 1 (frejai), [f Fresh a +-RR 1
] One

who or that which comes fresh a. Untv slang

:

= Freshman b A fresh breeze. Hence Fre'sker-
doxn, the condition of a freshman.
*882 Society 14 Oct. 4/2 The entry of freshers is about two

hundred under the average *89* Duncan Amer Girl Lond.

234 According to the pure usage ofOxonian English, he was
a ‘ Fresher '. 1894 Field 9 June 836/a The Britannia took
in her flying jib, a fresher from off St Mary's Marshes
laying on until the Prince ofWales’s cutter was fairly foam-
ing. *893 rath Cent, Nov. 3C3 Emergence from the condition

of ‘ fresheraom

Fresher 2
, dial. A young frog

*823 in Moor Suffolk Words 1896 Blackw Mag Mar
3x4 He loved to catch ‘freshers’ and let them hop down Ins

thioat.

Freshet (fre'Jet). Also 8 erron. fresh, shot,

[f. Fresh + -et; or possibly a. OF freschet

adj., dim. of frets Fresh a. (cf fontamefrechette.

16th c. in Godef ).]

1

.

A small stream of fresh water. Cf. Fresh
jA1 3. Obs, exc. poet.

*398 Hakluyt Voy 1 , 113 Freshets distilling from the said
mountaines. do fall into the lake x6iiSirT Dale in A
Brown Genesis IT S (1800) I 507 A shallop necessarie and

5
ropper to discover freshetts, Rivers and Creekes X674
osselyn Voy New Eng 160 Gardens, well watered with

springs and small freshets 1827 Carlyle Germ Romance
IV xiu 2x5 The Traveller skirts, on the dry lea, many
a little freshet 1887 Bowen Virg AEneid 1. 168 A cave.,
sweet Fountain freshets within it

2

.

A stream or rush of fiesh water flowing into

the sea Cf. Fresh sb.1 2

*596 L. Keymis in Hakluyts Voy. (x6bo) III. 673 The
freshets grow strong and swift, setting directly off to sea
against the wind 1721 Bailey, Fresh Shot is when any
great River falls into the Sea 187* Tyndall Fragm. Sc
(1879) I vii. 238 He hugged the cross freshets instead of
striking out into the smoother water.

3.

A flood or overflowing of a river caused by
heavy rams or melted snow
*634 E. Johnson Wond.-aurkg Pi ovid (1867) 45 Her

scituation is neere to a River, whose strong freshet at break-
ing up of Winter filleth all her Bankes 1784 M Cutlerm
Life, Jrnls, Corr (1888) I 100 The freshet in the river
was so sudden that cattle were in danger of being drowned
1837 9 T. Jackson 1st Rep. Geol Maine tog The loose
materials are deposited along river courses, especially
during freshets 1878 Huxley Physiogr 142 In a flood, or
freshet, the water is always highly charged with detritus,

transf and fig, *838 O. W Holmes Aut Breakf.-t.

(1883) 196 A feast of reason and a regular ‘freshet’ of soul
1872 Mark Twain Innoc. Air. xvii. xi6, I never saw such
a freshet of loveliness before *886 Mrs. Phelps Burglars
in Par ix 153 Freshets of circulars poured over the land,
attnb. *863 M C Harris St. Philip's xxiv 173 Rough

bridges, .left gaping from freshet-time to freshet-time 1873

in Buckland Log bk 364 It is always in a fieshet season that

the Channel cuts down the Frarapton side, 1893 J Winsor
Mississ Basin 14 Evans puts the oidinaiy freshet rise at

twenty feet

Hence Fre'shot v tians., to flood as with a

freshet ; in quotyf^
*863 Mrs Whitney Gaywoithys II 179 The winds .

fresheted all the waysides with a down-pour of colour

Freshful (fre JTul) ,a rare [f. Fresh tz + -pul ]

Full offreshness, refreshing HenceFre shfulness
1830 Fraser's Mag. I 426 Fragrant bieezes, freshful

showers a *859 L Hunt Poems (i860) 234, I took a long

deep draught of silent freshfulness

Fre'sKhood. U. S. ~ Freshmanhood
1836 Haruardiana III No. 553 p 98 When to the college

I came in the first dear day of my freshhood

Freshish. (fre J\f), a [f. Fresh a. + -ish]

Somewhat fresn ;
in senses of Fresh a

174* Richardson Pamela I 170 If the Mould should look

a little freshish, it wont be so much suspected 1708
Lady Huntlr in SirM Hnntei's fml (1894) 123 All the

gales are a little fresh, or freshish 1824 Exarniner 355/2
He was freshish neither drunk nor sober 1862 1 A.
Troli ope Marietta I 1 6 * It is freshish

'
pulling up the

fur collar. 1863 Examiner 18 Mar 163 Sims, a waterman,
says there was a freshish wind, but no surf

t Fre’sli-lap. Obs — Dewlap i.

X398 [see Dewlap]
Freshly (frejlt), adv £f Fresii a + -ly2 .]

In a fresh mantlet

X. Newly
;
lately

;
recently (Now only with ppl

adjs.)

c 1325 Body .$ Soul 233 in Map's Poems (Camden) 343
Whoder thomjtest thou feie, That were thus freshhehefrom
me gon? 1430 Ca\ton Descr Brit. 56 New comen in to

Iilonde fiesslily after the martirdome of sunt Thomas of
Caunterbury x6xo Siiaks. Temp v. 1 236 Where we, in all

our trim, freshly beheld Oui royall, good, and gallant Ship.

1648 Boyle Seraph Love xxv 1 (1700) 139 As I freshly inti-

mated, I- fear your tir'd Patience doth summon me to

leave you 1703 Maundrell Jouin Jems (1721) Add 7
The banks wore freshly wet *8x2 Byron C/i Har i.lxvm.

Yells the mad crowd o’er entrails freshly torn 1836 Froude
Hist Eng II 276 The excommunication of the king was
then fleshly published.

b Anew, afresh Now rare.

1613 Puncius Pilgrimage (1614) 508 He bled freshly

16x7 Wither Fidelia Juvenilia (1633) 458 Downe agame
we set And freshly in that sweete discourse went on 1892

Bookman Oct 27/2 An additional reason foi freshly intro-

ducing him. to English readers

2 . With unabated or renewed vigom. + Also

fiercely, eagerly (obs )
c 1330 Will Palerne 1190 William ginnes ride fresly to-

waid here fos 1373 Baruour Bruce vn 166 And fell ryclit

freschly for till ete 14 Fencing w Two-Handed Sword
in Rel Ant, I 300 Fresly smyte thy strokis by dene 1326
Pilgr Perf (W de W 1331) 121 The trees & flowres dyd
sprynge moost fresshly 1577-87 Hoi inshed Citron III

8x8/1 Ilnee score archers shot freshhe at their enimies

*598 Stow Snrv 348 He was ..freshly pursued *678
Dryden & Lel (Edipus iv. Wks 1883 VI 205 Fate seemed
to wind him up for four score years ,

Yet freshly ran he
on ten winters more 1840 W M W Call Reverberat
1 8 Again the life tree fleshlier springs. *88x Swinburne
Mary Stuart 11 11 82, I would sleep On this strange news
of thine, that being awake I may the freshliei frontmy sense

theieof

b. With respect to the wind: Briskly; with

considerable force

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I 413 They . bare a topte saile

affor the wynde ffresshely, to make a good (Tare. 1850
Tennyson In Mem xcv, [A breeze] gathering fleshlier over-

head, Rock'd the full-foliaged elms 1883 Manch Exam
jo Sept s/s It has been blowing fleshly fiom W-S-W
3 . With undimimshed intensity, purity, distinct-

ness, etc.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blamiche 1228 And love hirahvey
freshly newe. x66o Cowley His Majesties Restoration
iv, That name of Cromwell, which does freshly still The
Courses of so many Sufferers fill 1720 Pope Iliad xvm
621 One held a living foe, that freshly bled With new-made
wounds x888 Burgon Lives 12 Get Men I Pref. g While
yet the man lives freshly in the memory of bis fellows

4 With fresh appearance, odour, etc.

x6ooShaks A, V L 111.11 243 Looks he as freshly, as he
did the day he wrastled? 1819 Byron Juan n clxix, And
every mom his colour fleshlier came 1883 Stevenson
Treas /si, m xiv, The air smelt more fleshly than down
beside die marsh

+ 5 Gaily, with magnificence. Obs
01400 Destr, Tioy 6206 A chariot Framet ouei fresshly

with frettes of perle 1470-83 Malory Arthur 111 1, So
they rode fresshly with grete royalte 1523 Ld Berners
Froiss. L xvi x6 Ladyes and damozelles freshly apparayled

6 Comb, with pa pples , asfreshly-blown , -fallen

,

-named
,
-opened adjs

*661 Boyle SprmgofAir it iv. (1682) 49 The one is that
freshly-namecl Mr Townly and divers ingenious persons,
etc *86o Tyndall Glac 1. iv 34 The melting of freshly
fallen mountain snow. x86x L. L. Noble Icebergs *40
Freshly blown lilacs 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der IV. lxi

2x6 She looked out like a freshly-opened flower

Freshman (fre Jensen). £f. Fresh a.-1 Man.]
1. A new comer ; a novice

; a ‘new hand Used
by Cheke fot f a proselyte.
c 1550 Cheke Matt xxiu 15 Ie go about both bi see and

land to maak oon fresebman a 1627 Middleton More
Dissemblers n iv, I'll trust no freshman with such secrets

1679 Burnet Hist Ref. I 490 Cranmer was an old and
experienced captain, and was not tobe troubled by freshmen
and novices. 1708 Royal Proclam. 26 June in Lond Gaz
No 4452/2 The Masters of Fishing-Ships do neglect to

piodticc Ceitificates of their Compliments of Gieen Men or
Fresh Men. *87* B Taylor Faust (1873) II n 1 89 Shv
and unsophisticated I, as honest freshman, waited

y

attnb 1833 Whewell in Todhunter Acct. WheweltsWnt (1876) II 164 We freshman reviewers are too serious
for Lockhart

2 A student during his first year, esp. his first

term, at a University
rS96 Nasiie Saffron Walden 4 He was hut yet a fresh-

man in Cambridge 1628 Earle Microcosm, Gentl ofUmv (Arb ) 44 At Tennis when hee can once play a Set
he is a Fresh-man no more 1682 Shadwei l Lane Witches
1 B

j
b, Youi Master of Artship That made you lord it ovei

Boys and Freshmen 1782 M Cutler in Life
, Jmls *

Coir (1888) II 206 The admission of so large a class of
Freshmen the last year . is matter of agreeable surprise
1833 ‘ c BEDr ’ Verdant Green 111, Freshmen cannot learn
the mysteries of college etiquette m a day

b Comb as freshman-class US
,

* the lowest
of the four classes m an American college (Web-
ster 1890) ,

freshman-sophomore US (see quot.

1851) also shortenedfush-soph(omoi~e

)

*847 Yale Lit Mag XII 114, I was a Fresh Sophomore
then, and a waiter in the commons’ hall 1831 B H Hall
College Words, Fiesh-soph, an abbreviation of Freshman-
Sophomore One who enters college m the Sophomore
year, having passed the time of the Freshman year elsewhere

Hence Fre shmanhood, the condition or state of
a freshman, the pertod during which it lasts,

Preshmame a., of or pertaining to a fieshman

,

+Fre shxuanly a. = prec.
;

Pre'slunansliip =
fy eshmanhoOd ;

also humorous

,

the personality of
a freshman
1568 C Watson Polyb To Rdr , Thus I put forth this my

freshmanly enterpnse. 1603B Jonson Volponeiv L(Rtldg)
105/2 Well, wise sir Pol, since you have practised thus
Upon my freshman-ship, I'll try your salt-head, What proof
it is against a counter-plot 1617 HalesSerm 9 This young
fencer hath set himselfe vp one of the deepest mysteries of
our profession, to practise Iils freshmanship vpou £1741
Brainerd in Edwards Life 1 (1851) 13 Being much exposed
on account of my fleshmanship. 1837 Lowell Lett (1894)
I 21 Those days of Freshinanic innocence. 1848 J. H
NrwMAN Loss tjr Gam 4 What they had in common was
freshmanship, etc. 1876 Ruskin Ears Clav. VI. lxvi 102

That I might not torment Mr Baker with his freshmanship
1885 Macm Mag. Nov 28/1 As it grew in the Freshman-
hood of John Henry Newman

+ Fre'shnieiit. Obs. [f. FiiEan v. + -ment.]

Refreshing influence
x6xx J Cartwright Preacher's Trav 19 To emoy the

freshinent of the aire and nuer.

Freshness (frejhus). [f Fresh a + -nesb]
The quality or condition of being fresh in senses of

the adj Also concr (nonce-use) a fresh stream
*398 Trcvisa Barth DeP R xm xxi (1495)431 Fressh

water rysyth vpwarde for fresshnes and lyghtnes, and salte

water fallyth dounwarde foi his heuynesse 1493 Petronilla
(Pynson) 138 Llad all in flotires of spirituall fresshnesse

a 1500 Cvckow ty Night 135 For therof tiuly commeth all

goodnesse Jollitie, pleasaunce, and freshnes.se. a 1533 Ld
Bernlrs Huon lv 184 Y“ fresshenes of his aparyll 1626

Bacon Sylva § 824 The Kite affecteth not so much the

Grossenesse of the Atrc as the Cold and Freshnesse

thereof 1683 Bovle in Phil Trans XVII 628 My way
of examining the Freshness and Saltness of Waters *7x2

Budgell Sped No 425 f 1 That I might enjoy the

Freshness of the Evening m my Garden 1768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat. 1 . 1 vi, § 32 The mind runs after it with much
freshness and eagerness. 1803-6 Wordsw Intimations

Tmnioit 1, The glory and the freshness of a dream, a 182*

Kr ats stood tiptoe npona little hill’. Where the hurrying

freshnesses aye preach A natural sermon o’er their pebbly

beds 1844 H H. Wilson Brit India III 164 The impres-

sion .had already lost much of its freshness *870 Morris
Earthly Par I 1 13 The freshness of the open sea Seemed
ease and joy and very life to me.

Fre'shwa ter, a [f Fresh a + Water sbJ\

1 Of or pertaining to, yielding, produced by, or

living in water that is fresh or not salt. Also, per-

taining to an animal that lives m fresh water. So

m names of fishes, asfreslnvatcr mussel, etc.

1328 Paynel Saleme Rcgim O uj, The best freshe water

fysne is taken in water stonye in the bottum. *763 T
Hutchinson Hist Mass I v 463 Pearch, and other fresh-

water fish *768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 160 The
flesh-water polypus. 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) I 49
Animals bred in the numerous fresh-water lakes *798

Sporting Mag. XII 183 The Bull-head is m some places

called the fresh-water devil, 1828 Miss MiTronD Village

Ser hi (1863) 82 Fresh-water flowers of several colours.

1863 Lyell Antiq, Man 142 Land and fresh-water shells,

are common to both formations *873 Croll Climate <?• T.

xxix. 483 We suppose those in the western channel to be

of freshwater origin.

2 . Unaccustomed to salt water, new to the sea.

x6ax Crt fy Times fas /(1849) 11 2I5 The French am-

bassador being himself such a fresh-water sailoi 1639

D Pell Impr. Sea 315 Fresh-water travellers at Sea. 1719

Dn Foe Crusoe 1 i, You're but a fresh-water sailor *8x6

Keatinge Trav, (18x7) I 26 A considerable deal of bustle

occurs amongst the fresh-water sailors of these countries

*t*b fig Unpractised; unskilled; untrained; raw.

1379-80 North Plutarch (1676) 232 [The storm] did

marvellously trouble them, and specially those that were but

fresh-water Souldiers 1624 Crt. $ Times Jos I (1849)11

461 Some fresh-water soldiers are preferred to oldservitors.

1677 App to Spottis/woocfs Hist. Ch Scotl 15 Ihe Tiro-

nenses are not a distinct Order ofMonks, but ratheryoung

Novices, or fresh-water Monks 1727 A Hamilton New
Acc, E. Ind, I xxvii. 338 The Army was commanded by

Antonio de Figuera, a Fieshwater Soldier, but a great
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Bragadocio 1754 Fielding Voy to Lisbon Wks 1882 VII

11 Ignorant, unlearned, and fresh-water critics

f 3 Fresh-water soldier

,

a name for the plant

Stratiotes abides (Gerard, Herbal, 1597,11. ccxcix)

Hence t Fresh-watered a. = prec 2 b
1674 S Vincent Gallant's Acad. Ep Ded. Avb, Com-

manders will not disdain to instruct even a fresh watered

Souldier in the School-points of War

f Fre'shwoman. rare. The analogue of a

freshman in an imaginary university

«i6z7 Middleton Chaste Maid in. 11, Mother, you do

intreat like a fresh-woman.

Freshwood, dial form of Threshold.

Fresison (fr/sai s^n) Logic. A mnemonic

word designating the fifth mood of the fourth figure

of syllogisms.

1827 Whately Logic (ed 2) 98 Fresison.

Freson(e ,
see Faison Ols

,

Fnsian (man or

horse)

Fres(s)t, vai form of Frist. Obs

Fret (fret), sb 1 Also 4-9 frette, 5-6 frete, (6

Sc fratt). [app a OF frete trellis-work, inteilaced

work (mod.F frette, in. the heraldic sense = 2)

This sb and the related Fket v 2 are commonly believed

to represent the OE frxtwe pi ,
ornaments, frstw{i)an to

adorn, but this appears to he phonologicully inadmissible,

and many of the usual phraseological combinations of the

words in ME are paralleled by similar uses in OF ]

1

.

Ornamental interlaced work ,
a net ,

an orna-

ment (esp for the hair) consisting of jewels or

flowers in a network
c 1385 ChaucerL G. W Prol A 147 Afretteofgooldsche

hadde next hyre her Ibid B 228 In with a fiet of rede rose

leves 1390 Gower Conf II 228 With frette of perle upon

his hede. 1418 E E Wills (1882) 36 Wroght wit mapil

leues and fret of a nj foill ? c 1475 Sqr lowe Degre 212

Aladyes head with many a frete 1488 m Tytler Hist

Scot. (1864) II 392 A frete of the querns oure set with grete

perle a 1500 Flower fy Leaf152 On her head A rich fret

of gold full of stately riche stones set. 1516 Inventories

(1815) 26 Item ane paclott of crammesy satene with ane

fratt of gold on it with xu diamantis 1603 Drayton
Bar Wars vi. xlm, About the Border, in a fine-wrought

Fret Emblem's, Empressa’s, Hieroglyphics, set 1867

Morris Jason vn 190 Unto her fragrant breast her hand

she set, And drew therefrom a bag of silken fret

2 Her. Originally, a figure formed by two bend-

lets, dexter and sinister, intersecting; =F frette.

(Cf. Fretty )
In later use, ‘ a figure formed by

two narrow bands in saltire, interlaced with a

mascle' (Cussans)
157a Bossewell Armone n 83 b, The Fret borne in this

Cote Armour, is founde borne also of diuerse noble Gentle-

men 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars v. xxiv, In his white

Cornet, Verdon doth display A fret of Gueles 1761 Bnt.
Mag II. 149 Arms m the second and third, a fret, or

1864 Boutell Her Hist # Pop xv 224 Hugh, the head

of the family, bears the frette without any difference

3. fa. Arch. Carved ornament, esp in ceilings,

consisting of intersecting lines in relief. Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § in We see in Garden-knots, and the

Frets of Houses, and all equall and well answering Figures

how they please. 1633 Althorp MS in Simpkmson
Washingtons App 71 To Butler and his hove plastering

the frett in the drawinge chamber 1664 Evelyn Archil.

138 Roofs Emboss'd with Fretts of wonderful relievo.

b. An ornamental pattern composed of con-

tinuouscombinations of straightlines, joined usually

at right angles. Also attnb.

1664 Evelyn tr Frearfs Arch. 11 ix no The Fret con-

sists in a certain interlacing of two Lists or small Fillets,

which run always in parallel distances equal to their breadth,

with this necessary condition, that at every return and

intersection they do always fall into right angles 1663-76

Rea Flora 8 A railed fret of twenty-three divisions 1833

J Holland Mannf Metal II 172 The fret, an ornament,

either of open filigree work, or cast in bold relief is placed

immediately beneath the lowest bar or fret-iail, and in the

best kind ofstoves it is made stationary 1836H G Knight
Arckit TourNormandy 199 The most common mouldings

are the billet the zig-zag or embattled frette 1837 Birch

Anc Pottery (1838) II 4 The fret or herring-bone is of

common occurrence on vases of the oldest style 1879 J. J-

Young Ceram Art 200 In the kylix on the right, the recti-

linear designs and enclosed squaies become the fret

4. Comb., as fret-cutting vbl sb

,

the cutting 01

wood with a fret saw into ornamental designs;

also attnb,

,

fretwood, wood prepared for Fret-

work (sense 2). Also Fret-saw
x88i Young Every Mcwt his own Mechanic § 53° Small

pieces of ornamental furniture can be adorned most effect-

ively by fret-cutting Ibid § 663 A fret-cutting treadle-

machine 1883 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1262/3, 12 ft planed fret-

wood
Fret (&et), sb 2 Also 6 frete, freete, freate,

7 treat, [f. Fret 0.1]
1. A gnawing or wearing away, erosion Now

rare. Also cotter t a canker, a fretting sore

,

a decayed spot (in the wood of a how or arrow, m
a hair),

1345 Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 120 Freetes be m a shaft as

well as m a bowe, and they be muche lyke a Canker,

crepynge and encreasynge in those places m a bowe,

whyche be weaker then other. 1639 Fuller Holy Warre

(1647) iv iv 173 This string to hn, bow is so full of gauls,

frets, and knots, it cannot hold. 1681 Chetham Anglers
Vade-vi 11 § 6 (1689) 10 Such [hairs] as are free from

Galls, Scabs and Frets, 18*2-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4)

II 82 The fret or erosion which frequently takes place m

different parts of the skin 1830 Tennyson Poems 41
Before the busy fret Of that sharpheaded worm begins.

fig 1380 Babington Lords Prayer (1596) 6 If thou de-

sirest to be free from the fret of enuie pray 1581 J.
Bell tr Haddon's Answ Osor 391 And now behold how
many pumples and fretts lurke under this one skabbe of the

popish doctrine 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 111 xli, Time
never toucht him with deforming Fret 1606G W[oodcocke]
lusting Gg 6b, He was a diligent repressor ofEunuches and
Courtiers, calling them the mothes andfrettesofthe Pallace

2 Pam in the bowels, gripes, colic. Alsopi. Now
dial Cf Fret v.

1 4
z6oo Sueflet Countrte Farmen. xhx 316 Oileof [Jesamm]
will appease the frets ofyoong children 163* Culpepper

Eng Physic 161 Children are troubled with wmde in the

stomach or belly, which they [Nurses] call the Frets. i68x

W Robertson Phraseol. Gen (1693) 642 The fret, or mouldy-
grubs. 1842 Johnson Farmers Encycl , Fret in fatriery, a
name sometimes applied to gripes ol colic m horses or other

cattle

3. Agitation of mind ;
a ruffled condition of tem-

per , irritation, passion, vexation
;

also, querulous

or peevish utterance. In phr fret of mind,
fret and

fever,fret andfume.
1356 J Heywood Spider <$ F, xlm 38 This formost spider

and file in furious fret. Frowning ech on other 1607
Tourneur Rev Drag 1 1 Wks. 1878 II 6 The thought of

that Turnes my abused heart-strings into fret. 161a Crt,

<$• Times Jos. /(1849) I 184 He is blamed . as if he had
hastened bus brother's end by putting him into frets 1647
Trapp Comm re Cor x\\ 5 They make us sick ofthe fret 1664

H More Myst. Imq xx 77 It were a plague and fret of

mind to the poor credulous Laiety 17*4 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 14s My lord was in as great a fret as I.

1820 Lamb Elia Ser.i South-Sea Ho„ Situated as thou art

amid the fret and fever of speculation 1837 Carlyle
Fr Rev II ill. vn, A fret and fever that keeps heart and
brain on fire x866 Mrs Gasklll Wives <$ Dan xxix.

(1867) 290 He heard his wife’s plaintive fiet 1883 Spurgeon
Treas Dav Ps cxxvu 2 Those whom the Lord loves are

delivered from the fret and fume of life

f 4. A sudden disturbance (of weather) ;
a gust,

squall (of wmd) ;
m early use also, agitation of

waves. Obs.

*SS8 W Towrson m Hakluyt Voy. (1389) 130 It [foresail e]

was blowen from the yarde with a freat 1383 Stanyhurst

Mnets 1 (Arb ) 24 Through Sicil his raging wyld frets

you sayled \Scyllsctm ? cibicm experti]
i^9° Ferris

Voy Bristow m Arb Garner VI 159 We were in a great

fret by reason ofthe race 1633-4 Whitelocke Jml Siued

Emb. (1772) I 166 Such frets of weather in twenty howers

time . that [etc ] 1678 Teonge Diary (1825) 269 At on

this morning roase a frett of wind. <**734 North Lives

(1826) II 3x6 Between Ireland and the height of the Cape,

such frets ofwmd came down
fig 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 73 1* 10 Frustrated of my
hopes by a fret of dotage.

_ ...
o. Secondary fermentation in liquors. Fhr.

on or upon thefret
1664 Beale Cider in Evelyn's Pomona 40 Men like or

dislike drink, that hath more or less of the fret in it 1703

Art Myst Vintners 12 White Wines upon the Frett.

1710 T Fuller Pharm Extetnp x Midling Ale . fresh,

and not upon the fret 1763 S T Janssen Smuggling laid

open in The Officer should not dip when any Wines are

upon the Fret. 1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon (1813) 240

When every symptom of fret is wholly subsided, the cider

is racked off 1890 Glouccstersh Gloss., Fret, a gaseous

fermentation of cider or beer

6. Phr. On or upon thefret (see senses 5 and 4;
perh. partly transf from sense 5)

* m a state of

agitation, irritation, ill-humonr, or impatience.

1679 Shadwell True Widow 6 ’Tis some Roring Rant-

ing Play that ’s upon the fret all the while 1688 Vox Clen
Pro Rege 3 But he fears nothing, when his Zeal and his

Discretion are once upon the fret 1704 Addison Italy 160

The Surface cover’d with Froth and Bubbles ; for it [River]

runs all along upon the Fret 1705 S Whately in Perry

Hist Coll Amer Col Ch. 1. 166 Crying out whenever he is

put upon the fret, ‘Govr Nicholson 178* Miss Burney

Cecilia x x, The moment you have put him upon the fret,

you’ll fall into the dumps yourself 1834 De Quincey

Autohog Wks II 280 Ffanders on the fret for an insur-

rectionary wai 1838 R S Surtees Ask Mamma xxv 94

He was always either on the strut or the fret.

Fret (fret), sb 3 Also 5-6 freyte. [of uncer-

tain etymology.
Possibly a use of OF. frete ring, ferrule (see Fret sbF).

Another possibility is that it is connected with Fret v. to

rub (cf. quot x6o6) ]

In musical instruments like the guitar, formerly a

ring of gut (Stainer), now a bar or ridge of wood,

metal, etc. placed on the fingerboard, to regulate

the fingering,

cxgoo Prov< in Antiq Rep« (1809) IV 406 la myddest of

the body [of Lute], the stryngis souiidith best, For, stoppide

in the freytes, they abydeth the pynnes wrest 1303 Calf-

hill Answ Treat. Crosse 21 b, If the strings be out of

tune, or frets disordered, there wanteth the harmony.

z6o6 Chapman M. D’Olive 1. B 3 b The string sounds

euer well, that rubs not too much ath frets 1698 Phu
Trans XX. 80 The Frets are nearer to one another toward

the Bridge 1788 Cavallo ibid LXXVIII 242 In a set

of musical keys, pipes, or frets, a temperament is absolutely

necessary 1837 Blackw Mag XLI. 92 The violin, which

once had six strings, with guitar frets, was fortunately

relieved from these superfluities.

fi<r, 1387 Gascoigne's Wks, Hearbes

,

&c , Commend.

Verse, Whose cords were coucht on frets of deepe disdaine

attnb 18x4 Cary Dante, Parad xx 22 As sound Of

cittern, at the fiet-hoard Is modulate and tuned

Fret, sb 4= rare, [ad OF. frete,
fratte,fraicte,

breach.] A breach or passage made by the sea.

(Quot. 1884 perh. belongs to Feet sb.z)

1387 Fleming Contn. Holmsked III. 1337/2 They had no
entrance at all, vntill the nuer had made a new fret. 1633
T Stafford Pac. Htb in. vi. {18x0) 330 Before they could

compasse the fret, or cleft rocky ground as aforesaid. 1884
Tunes 15 Aug. 5 The sands had a tendency to accumulate
m the Upper Mersey and it was the ' frets ' and erosion

of the sand banks which counteracted this tendency

Fret (fret), sb 5 Obs. exc. dial [a Or. frete

(mod.F frette) a ferrule, rmg (also spec as below).]

(See quots

)

1688 R Holme Armoury in 332/1 The Frets of a Wheel
are Iron Hoops about the Nave 1887 S Cheshire Gloss.,

Fret, the belt of iron which goes round the nave of a
wheel Also called Clam.

+ Fret, sbfi Obs Also 7 frete. [ad L. fret-

urn (Perh confused with Feet sb *) ] A strait

1376 Sir H Gilbert Disc passage to Catata 1, An Islande

[America] haumg on the Southside of it the frete, or

strayte of Magellan 1610 Holland Camden's Brit x 345
This Sea coast of Britame is seperated from the Continent

of Europe by a frete or streight. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud Ep vn xm 364 In this Eunpe or fret of Negropont

Aristotle drowned himselfe, as many affirme a 1661

Fuller Worthies (1840) III 306 A small fret (known by
the peculiar name of Menai) sundereth it from the Welch
continent

. „ , , ,

Fret (fret), v.
1 Pa. t and pple. fretted.

Pr ppl fretting. Forms : Inf. 1 fretan, 2 freo-

ten, 3-6 frefce(n, 3 south, vreten, 5 fretyn, freete,

6 freat(e, 6-7 frett(e, 4- fret Pa. 1. 1-2 frffit,

3-4 fret(e, south vret, freet, 4 frat(e, frette,

6 fret; also weakforms'. 5 freted, 6- fretted. Pa.

pple 1 freten, 4freaten, fretyn(e, 5 frete, -ette

;

weak forms 6- fretted ; also 4-7 fret. Also

3-4 1-, y£rete(n, 5-6 1-, y£ret(te. [OE.fretan str.

vb (conjugated like etan to Eat) = MLG , MDu.
1vreten (Du. vreten'),OHG freten (MHG. vreten,

mod G.fressen), Goih.frattan (pret ft et),i.OTeut.

fra- (see Fob- pref1) + *etan to Eat ]
1. traits Chiefly of animals : To eat, devour.

Also with up and to eat of Obs.
Beowulf 1582 He freet fyftyne men O E. Chrott.

an. 894 Hie haefdon miclne dael para horsa freten c 1175

Lamb Horn 133 Sum [sede feol] bi pe weie . and fujeles

hit freten c 1205 Lay 274 Let Jm Jia hundes eiffer freten

offer a izz^Ancr R 66 pe coue fret al paet of hwat heo

schulde uorff bnngen hire ewike bnddes c 1230 Gen. $ Ex.
4027 Bis leun sal offer folc freten. <11300 E E Psalter

(Horstman) lxxix 14 A beste frate it and nama, £1315
Shoreham 161 Opone thy wombe thou schalt glyde, And
erthe frete. *377 Langl P. PI B xvm 194 Adam after-

ward a^eines hus defence Frette of hat fruit, c *385 Chaucer
L G.W 1951 Ariadne, And into a prysoun cast is he Tyl
he shulde fretyn be. c 1394 P PI Crede 729 pey freten

vp the furste froyt & falsliche lybbejj

absol. 1377 Langl P PI B II 95 And m fastyng-dayes

to frete ar ful tyme were 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb )

71 Have of thine own and faste gyne to frete.

fib. transf. To devour, consume, destroy Obs.

c 1000 TElfric Deut xxxn. 22 Fyr fryt land mid his

wsestme 13 E.E AIM P B. 404Pat Jieflodnade al freten

with fre^tande wawez ?*1366 Chaucer Rom Roseg&j For

alle thing it [tyme] fret and shal 1388 Wyclif Micah v. 6

Thei shulen frete the lond of Assur bi swerd c 1400 Destr.

Troy 9691 A tru to be takon. paire men for to bery, And to

frete hom with fyre,

absol 1583 StanyhurstMnets 11 (Arb ) 67 Thee fyre heer

on fretting [ignis edax] with blaze too rafter is heaued

2 . To gnaw ; to consume, torture or wear away

by gnawmg. Now only of small animals

:

= Eat 9 Also intr. (const on, mto).

<ix2oo Moral Ode 274 Naddren and snaken tered and

freteff Jje uuele speken. c izog Lay. 166 Heo [fleojen] freten

bet corn & pat gras, c 1275 XI Pains ofHell 19 xn O E.
Misc. 147 Wrmes habbejj my fleys ifreten 1340 Hampole
Pr Cause 6570 Vermyn grete pe synful men sal gnaw
and frete. 1340-70 Alisaunder 1x39 Fayre liandes & feete

freaten too the bonne 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. vjx

Wormes frate so Tulianus his neper ende pat [etc ] 1430-40

Lydg Bochas vn 11 (1554) 166 b, His flesh gan turne to cor-

lupcion Fret with wormes vpon eche partie c-1440 Gesta.

Rom lxvu 384 (Add MS ), I suffere thes todes to frete.

<1x450 Lonelich Grail xlvu 207 On his hondis he gan to

frete. 1347-64 Bauldwin Mar. Philos (Palfr) 127 The
mothes and soft wormes fret the cloath 13S1 Psalter xxxix.

X2 Like as it wer a moth fretting a garment, a 1577 Gas-

coigne Flowers Wks. (1587) 92 The greedie wormes that

linger for the nones, To fret vpon her flesh 1601 Holland
Pliny I 108 The Dragons put in their heads into their snout

. and witnall fret ana gnaw the tenderest part 1826 Lamb
Elia Ser 11 Pop. Fallacies, Home is a Home, etc.. We
cannot bear to have our thin wardrobe eaten and fretted

into by moths 1864 Swinburne A talanta. 1423 The bee

Flits through flowering rush to fretWhite or duskier violet

fig. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. it. xix (1403) 4S The
fende, purposyth to chew and to frete the clene lyf ofgode

men.
b To champ (the bit) ;

also absol

1833 Lytton R tenzi v i>. Fretting his proud heart, as

a steed frets on the bit 1830 Blackie Mschylus II. 67

A young colt That frets the hit .Art thou.

3. transf. of slow and gradual destructive action,

as of frost, rust, disease, chemical corrosives,

friction, the waves, etc. : =Eat 10. Const, into,

to (the result). Also with asunder
,
away, in

pieces, off, out. ...
In this and the following senses this vb. has partly

coalesced with Fret vP m

ax223 Ancr R. 184 He uret him suluen.weilawei ! ase

be pile deff. 13.. E E A llit P. B 1040 pe soyle by pat

se halues fel fretes pe flesch 1398 Trevisa Barth De
. PR. xvi yu (1495) 5S7 The fome of syluer,,fretythawaye

68-2
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superfluytee of deed flessh c *430 in Pol Rcl <5* L Poems
183 pe rust fiat h1 siluer duf> freete 1523 Fitzhlro Hush
§ eo The thistyli freteth away the cornes nygh it

1567 G Fenner m Hakluyt Voy (1589) 148 Our cable was
fretted in sunder with a rocke a 1577 Gascoigne Flowers
Wks (3587J 69, 1 may no praise unto a knife bequeath Wytli
just yfiet though painted be the sheath. 1590 ft Payne
Descr Irel (1841) 5 The seas fretteth away the Ice and
Snowe, 1594 Plat Jeiaell-ho in 37 Inkes that would
corrode or fret the paper 111 peaces 1603 Florio Montaigne
(1634) 266 The Baible fishes, will set the line against their

backes, and .piesentlysawand ftet the same asunder *640
Fuller Joseph's Coat vn (1867) 182 Some thieves have ..

fretted off their fetters with mercury water 1658W Burton
ltin. Anton 158 The name of the City [on the coin] fretted
out and quite worn away with age 1660 Boyle NowExp
Phys Mech xxu *66 The Air is so sharp, that in a short
time it frets not only Iron Plates, but Tiles upon the Roofs
of Houses. *727 W Mather Yng Man's Comp 74 The
Copperas in the Ink will fret the Nibs 1839 Kingsley
Misc (x86o) I 106 An island fretted by every frost and storm.
1878 Huxlly Pkysiogr. 134 The river fiets away the rocks
along its hanks
alsol 1526 Tindale 2 Ttm h 11 Their wordes shall fret

even as doeth a Cancie 1397 Glrarde Herbal 1 lxxxiv

13S The Onions do fret, attenuate or make thin. 1610
Markham Maslerp 11 clxxiu, 484 Arsnick eateth, and
fretteth, being a veiy strong corrosiue 1888 Elworthy
IV Somerset Word-bL s. v , [Said of a grindstone] Capital
stone, it fiets (i.e grinds) well

to fig. Chiefly of the passions, etc To ‘de-
vour’, ‘consume’, torment, cf Eat 10 c. Also,
tofret oneself 06s. exc infret the heart, in which
use this sense is now hardly distinguishable from 8.

c 1200 Ormin 16132 Hat lufe towarrd Godess hus me
fretebb att mm hente 1390 Gowi r Con/ III 98 Full of
wrathfull thought He fret rum selven all to nought 1430-40
Lydg. liochas iv. 1, (1354) rot a, 1 Ins Manlius was fret in his
corage To gi eater worships sodamly to ascende £1430
How good Wipe taught Daughter 80 in Ha/1 E P P
1. 185 Envyouse herte hym selfe fretithe, my dere childe.
a 1341 Wyatt Poet. Whs (1861) 47 So wrathful love
May freat thy ciuel heart I a 1547 Surrey /Enetd iv
126 Dido doth burne with loue, rage fretes her booties
1600 Hoi 1 and Livy ix. xiv (1609) 322 Their hearts alreadte
fretted and cankeied at the very roote, for the last disgiacc
received 1711 Steele Sped, No 260 p 1 A cLafty Consti-
tution, and an uneasy Mind is fretted with vexatious Pas-
sions 1748 Richardson Claussa (1811) III. xh 241 Itdid
tease me ; insomuch that my very heart was fretted. 5849
Saxe Poems, Proud Miss McBride, The very sigh That her
stately bosom was fretting 1856 Hawthorne Eng. Note-
bhs (1870) II 59 So many curiosities drive one crazy, and
fret one s heart to death.

+ c Tofret out (time) • to waste
*608 Armin NestNinn. (i8Zo\ 50 Bythe third iscald to ques-

tion most that musically fret their time out m idle baubling

1 4 Said of pains m the stomach or bowels.
c Pams Hell 148 in O. E Misc 131 Gripes frete>

heore Mawen. c 1440 Promp. Parv 179/1 Fretyn, or
chervyn, torqueo.

5. To form or make by wearing away
;
= Eat i i.

With cognate obj tofret its way
1393 Shaks. Rich. II, in in 167 Till they haue fretted vs

a payre ofgraues, Within the Earth 1603— Lear 1, iv 307
Let it stampe wrinkles in her brow of youth, With cadent
Teares fret Channels in her cheekes. 1642 Fuller Holy 4Prof St v xix 441 As if his eager soul, biting for anger at
the clay of his body, desired to fret a passage through It
*87* C King Mountain Sierra Nev iv 87 A broad white
torrent fretting its way along the bottom of an impassable
gorge.

+ 6 in.tr. To make a way by gnawmg or corro-
sion

;
lit. andfig , =Eat 12 , Also with through.

Const into, to Ohs
1399 Langl Rich. Redeles 11 127 The ffrestnge (Frost

ffreted to here hertis 1300 Hawes Past Pleas xxxu
(Percy) 139 With knotted whyppes in the flesshe to frete
*334 Act 26 Hen. VIlip c. 9 The flud and rage of the sea

doth freate m dyuers places. 1367 Turderv Epit 4Sonn (1837) 368 Eche lowering looke of yours, frets farther
in my hart. 16x4 Bp Hall Recoil 'Treat 1126 How
dangerous it is, to suffer smne to lye fretting mto the soule 1

163S N Carpenter Geog. Del n vu. 123 The Water
would sooner fret through and cause a passage, then make
a stoppage. 1630 Fuller Pisgah iv v 82 His streams
[mouths of the Nile] fret one into another. Ibid. 373 Per-
foiations which in process of time might fret in, and indent
mto the structure itself 1676 Wiseman Surg. 1 xvu 80
Many Wheal? arose, and frettedone into another, with great
Excoriation.

I' 7 . mtr. for ref To become eaten, corroded, or
worn; to waste or wear away; to decay, become
corrupt. Also with asunder, off, out 06s Cf.
Fbet vA 2.

i486 Bk St Albans Bij b, And that same penne shalle
frete asonder, and fall a way. 1345 Ascham Toxopli (Arb.)
121 Bowes moost commonlye freate vnder the hande for the
heete of the hand. 1368 Jacob $ Esau 11 iv. u Hazl Dods-
ley u 218 If I had hidden from meat any longer, I think
my verymaw would have fret asunder 1393 Drayton Idea
170 Metals doe waste, and fret with Cankers Rust 1637W. Rand tr. Gassendi’s Life ofPeiresc 11 128 When passing
through a coloured glasse, they [the Raies of the Sun] fret
off, and carry with them some portion of the colour, 1761
Haddington Forestdrees (1765) 23 They [Alder trees]
fretted at the top and died 1762 Falconer Slupwr 11
s99 The leather fretting. By friction wore must ever be
supply d. 1804 Abernethy Surg Observ m The wound
fretted out into a sore

8 trans, To chafe, irritate Chiefly with regard
to the mind • To annoy, distress, vex, worry. Also,
tofret oneself

; and to bring into or to (a specified
condition) by worrying. Cf. Fret v. i.

£1290 S Eng Leg I 187/93 So bat be salt scholde is

woundene frete. 1333 Coverdaie Ps xxxvifi] 1 Fiett
not thy self at the vngodly *346 [see Fuetting vbl
sb 3] 1394 Forman Diary (1849) s& She cam not to
me, and I was marvailously freted with yt 1396 Shaks
Merck V. iv. 1 77 You may as well forbid the Mountame
Pines To wagge their high tops When they are fretted
with the gusts of heauen *658 Bromhall Treat Specters
t 53 They that stood by mocked him, and he being fietled
went awny 1693W Freke Art of IVar ix 263 Arrows

.

fret horse doubly move than Guns can 1709 Steele &
Addison Tatler No 160 p g, I should have fretted my self
to Death at this Promise of a Second Visit 1768 Goldsm
Gooden, Man t 1, 1 have tried to fret him myself x8oi
Southly Thalaba xi 111, The officious hand Cf consolation,
fretting the sore wound i8eoW Irving Sketch Bk I 207
The horses were urged and checked until they were fretted
into a foam 1823 Lp Cockmjkn Mem. iv. {1874) igo They
were fretted mto something like contempt by the 1 ejection
of a claim 1839 Geo Eiiot A Bede 32 The long-lost
mother mice fretted our young souls with her anxious
humours 1867 TnoLroi'L Chron Barsct I xi 91 The
bishop . fretted himself in his choir, moving about with
little movements
absol. C1400 Laifranc's Cirurg 173 ))e bladdrc ne mai

not be soudid if it be lcutt for urine frctijs and hat lettij?

}>c souding 1712 Ahbutiinot John Bullm v, Injuries from
friends fietanu gall more
9 . mtr for rejl. To distress oneself with constant

thoughts of regret ox discontent
,
to vex oneself,

chafe, worry. Often with additional notion of
giving querulous and peevish expression to these
feelings Also, tof et andfume

,
and fret it out

133* Rodinson tr More's Utop 1 (1805) 75 He so fret,

so fumed, and chafed at it 1373 G Haiutv Lettcr-bL
(Camden) 46 [He] clialid and frettid like a proctor 160a
Mw<iTOK Antonio's Rev v. m. Another frets, and sets Iils

grinding teeth Foaming with rage 1631 Gouge God's
Arroivs m m 188 The more conspicuously are their evill
deeds discovered * which makes them the more fret and
fume

_
*646 J Hall Hone Vac 33 Hanniball gallantly

frets it out m Silius *699 Dampii r Voy II. 1. 81 He
fretted to see his mferiours raised 1709 Stlele Tatler
No 9 f 1 He neither languishes nor Sums, but frets for
Love 1768 Goldsm Good-n Man v, He only frets to keep
himself employed. x8oz R. Anderson Cuntotrld Ball 43
Another neet’ll sum be here, Sae divvent freet and whine
1832 Tennyson May Queen Cone! 43 Say to Rohm a kind
word, and tell him not to fret 1833 Ht Martinlau
Manch Strike 1 7 Don’t fret, wife , we must do as others
do. 2874 L. STrriiEN Honrs in Library (1892) II. v 150
Englishmen were fretting under their enforced abstinence
[etc] 1873 W S Hayward Love agst World 83 In
secret, Jasper fretted and fumed.

b. quasi -trans With away, out
2603 Shaks Mach v v. 25 A poore Player, That stmts

and fiets his houre vpon the Stage *611 Babrly Ram
A lley hi 1 m Hazl Dodslcy X- 327 Now let him hang,
Fret out his guts, and swear the stars from heaven 1829
I. Taylor Enthus ix 244 Many who have fretted away
an unblessed existence within the monastery 1858
Froude Hist. Eng IV xviu 48 She had driven him from
his country to (ret out his life m banishment *879 Farrar
St. Paul (1883) 357 The Vibiuses who. fretted their little
hour on the narrow stage of Philippi

10. mtr. Of liquor To undergo secondary fer-

mentation 06s exc dial
1664 Beale Cider in Evelyn's Pomona 36 When it [i. e.

the Cider] is bottled it must not be perfectly fine, for if it is
so, it will not fret in the bottle, a 1680 Butler Rem
(1759) I 244 All Love at first, like generous Wine, Fer-
ments and frets, until ’tis fine. 1773 Sir E Barry Observ
IVvics 43 Some of the .. more generous kind [of wine]
required great care to prevent them from fretting 1888

Elworthy TV. Some? set Word-bk, 270 Fret, to ferment.
transf. 1804 Poet Reg 470 Beneath these butchers stalls

. Where rankling offals fret in many a heap
b. trails. (causatively). Also, To fret in : see

quot 1872
*74* Lond 4 Country Brew 1 (ed 4) 66 Without fretting

or causing it to burst the Cask for Want of Vent i860
0 W. Holmes Elsie V xxu (1891) 313 Both were old
enough to have all their beliefs ‘ (retied in as vintners
say,-thoroughly worked up -with their characters. 1872
Cooleys Lycl Pract Receipts (ed 3) 1185/2 The technical
terms ‘sweating in’ and ‘fretting in' are applied to the
partial production of a second fermentation, for the purpose
of mellowing down the flavour of foreign ingredients (chiefly
brandy), added to wine

11 . mtr

.

Of a stream, etc.* To move in agitation
or tuimoil, to flow or use m little waves

; to chafe.
Often used with conscious metaphor and mixture
of sense 9
1727-46 Thomson Summer 481 The brook Fretting o’er

a rock *803-6 Wordsw Inttmat Immoi t xi, I love the
brooks which down their channels fi et 1808 ScoTr PIarm
n Introd 104 Scarce can Tweed his passage find, Though
much he fret, and chafe, and toil. 1840 C Brontt Shirley
x™ 3°7 The mill-stream fretting with gnarled tree-roots
1888 Bryce Amer Commw I xiv 189 Short sharp waves
1

h
a “^^knd loch, fretting under a squall against a rocky

FS *»** «.A7litt Tabled Ser n iv (1869) 81 A certai
stream of irritability that is continually fretting upon th
wheels of life 1884 W. C Smith Kildrostan 1 111 5 x Th
stieam of thought, Fretting against its limits and obstrui
tions

12 trans. (causatively ). To throw (water) into
agitation

; to cause to rise 111 waves
; to ruffle.

*794 G Adams Nat. 4 Exp Philos I vi 210 The surface
of the water is fietted and curdled into the finest waves
by the undulations of the air. 1839 De Quincey Recoil
Lakes Wks 1862 II. 34 Some great river fretted by rocks
or thwarting islands 1838 Lytton What Will He do 1 iv,
bee . . how the slight pebbles are fretting the wave 1863
Hawthorne Our Old Home 27a The surface [of the river]

frus the lagoon
& 7 ) 23 NOt °ne 80ndola

13. dial See quot.
; cf sense 4 and Fret sb‘* 2

1856 Jml R Agnc Sec XVII 11 482 The grassland ,n
this district is peculiaily liable to scour (‘ fret ’) the young

Fret (fret), 0.2 Forms : Inf. 4-7 frettfe (c
freett, 6 freat), 5- fret Pa t. 5 fret Pa Lie
4-7 fret(t(e, (5 freit, freyt), 4-5 frettet, -it, -ut
4- fretted. Also fa pple 4 lfreted [Perh re-
presents several distinct but cognate words. In
pari this woid seems to be a OF.freter (used m
pa. pple fi etc, = Anglo-Lat frectatus, fnctatus
frestatus, in the sense ‘ ornamented with inteilaced
woik, embi deleted with gold, etc’, also Her
4
fretty ’), f frete : see Fiust sb 1 In the architec-

tural sense it agieeswith Frmish vA, the two forms
may lie adoptions of the two stems of the OB . vb
*fraitir, f/atliss-. There may also have been an
independent English fonnation on BAet sb 1

The common view, thatfret represents OE frxtwhym, t0
adorn, seems inadmissible phonological ly , but it is possible
that the OE vli , though not recorded after the isth cmay have sut vivul m speech, and have been confused with
the Romanic vb ]

1

1

- Pans. To adorn with inteilaced work, evp.

m gold or silver embioidcry, in wider sense, to
adorn uchly with gold, silver, or jewels 06s.

13. F E Alht.P.B. 1476 Fyoles fretted with flores &
flu./ of golde 1340 Hampoll Pr Cause 9*07 Other stanes
of gret prys, With fyne gold wvre alle obout frett 1377
Langl P PI II. 11, 11 FeUshch hir fyngres were fretted
with golde wyre. C1400 Petya 3926 A swerd wyth
seyntur lfreted all with pcielis t, 1430 Golagros 4 Gaw
3x8 Frenyeis of fyne Silk, fretit ful fre 1494 Fabyan Chron.
iv lxix- 48 I he Empcrour garnysshed the Crosse with
many riche stones freit with golde a *329 Skelton Image
Ilypocr 375 Curtle, cope and goune With golde and perles
sett And stones well ifiret 1577-87 Holinshed Chi on III,
815/1 Ladies all in white and red silke, set vpon coursers
trapped 111 the same sutc, freated ouer with gold. Ibid
837/* The quire, sided with cloth of gold, and thereon fret
ingrailed bent clothes of silke 1600 Fairi-ax 7ks.ro ix
Ixxmi 173 In his Turkish pompe he shone, In purple robe,
ore fret with gold and stone 1607 Hieron Wks I 74 He
could haue fretted (as it were) the whole volume of the
boohe with exccllcnne of words a *668 Davenant Masque
Wks (1673) 364 His bed-chamber door, and seeling, fretted
with stars in Capital Letter.

to transf To vanegate, chequer, form a pattern
upon.
160* Shaks Jul C. 11 i 104 Yon grey Lines That fret the

Clouds, are Messengers of Day *839 Longi Hyperion
hi i (1853) 142 White clouds sail aloft

; and vapours fret
the blue sky with silver threads.

2 Arch To adorn {esp. a ceiling) with carved
or embossed work in decorative patterns.
*6x1 Shaks. Cymb 11 iv 88 The Roofe o’th Chamber

With golden Cherubins is fretted *6*3 Sir R. Boyle
Diary (1886) I 66, I compounded with my plaiserer to
ffrett my parlor 1667 Plpys Diary (1879) IV 322 The
Duke of York’s chamber as it is now fretted at the top,
ls one of the noblest and best-proportioned rooms 1853
Kingsley Hypatia xix 218 Against the wall stood presses
and chests fretted with fantastic Oriental carving
tiansf and fig *6oa Shaks Ham 11 11 313 This Ma-

lesticall Roofe, fretted with golden fire. *653 Fuller Ch.
Hist vi v 336 Simple ignorance not fretted and embossed
with malice caused that desolation ofLibraries m England
1729 Savage Wanderer 1 40 The solar fires now faint and
wat'ry burn, Just where with ice Aquarius frets his urn 1

1796 Morse Amer Geog I 559 Vaulted by magnificent
canopies, fretted with a variety of depending petrifactions.
184a H. Mili er 0. R Sandst vm (ed 2) 170 Its shelly
armour was delicately fretted with the forms of circular or
elliptical scales.

3 . Her. To interlace
1572 BossewelL' Armone 11 121 b, Hee beareth Or, a

Lyon rampaunt d'Erimne, debrused with two Barruletes,
and fret with the thirde, Sable 1828-40 Blrky Encycl
Her I, Fretting each other, interlacing each other.

t Fret, v.A 06s rare. [ad. OF freter (Fi,

fretter), f OF *frete (Fr. frette') ring, hoop.]
trans To bind (propeily, with a hoop or ring)

Alsofig.
1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 41 Foxes frettid in fere wasten

the comes c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode iv xxvm (1869)

190 She was bounden with hoopes, and faste fretted \_frelee]

Ibid, xxix 191 She is bounden and bounden ayen, fretted

[F fretee] with obseruaunces. a 1450 Fysshynge w Angie
(1883) 8 Double the lyne and frete hyt fast yn fie top with
a nose to fasten an your lyne

t Fret, vA 06s.. merged in Fbet vA 3-13.
[Of difficult etymology.
It might satisfactorily be explained as a OF *freiter —

mod F dial fretter, Pr fretar. It fi ettare —vulgar L
*fndare

,

freq of L frtcare to rub
,
but the OF. form has

not been found Cf the synonymous OF froter(F frotter),
which, in spite of phonological difficulties, some scholars
connect with this group ]

1. trans To rub, chafe. Also with away
Causatively : To make pass by rubbing ,

to cause

(a keel) to giaze.
*3 Minor Poemsfr, Vernon MS xxxu 978 Penaunce

fretej? a-wei f?e fulf>e of synne c 1375 Sc Leg Saints,
Clemens 283 J?ai fretyt f>are facis Jjane [faciem confncantes]
Fore ferly&fus speke be-gane c 1450 I\uo Cookery.bks 113
Nym appeles, seth hem, let hem kele, frete hem thorwe an
her syne. *483 Cath. Angl 143/1 To Frete ; frtcare , to
rubbe <21347 Surrey in TottePs Misc, (Arb.) 27 Ne by



FRET. 541 FRETTING*.
coward dred On shalow shores thy keel in perill freat

1653 H Cogan Diod Sic 127 The inhabitants . know this

tree by the Elephants rubbing and fretting it 1705 Loud
Gaz No 4179/4 The Hair fretted short about the middle of

her Mane
fig 1381 Lambarde Eiren iv xix (1388) 602 The one of
these Statutes doth not fret the other

b Of a bird . To preen (feathers)

1423 Jas I Ktngis Q xxxv, Freschly in thaire birdis kynd
arraid Thaire fethens new, and fret thame In the sonne

2 intr. To rub, produce friction
; to fray out

1643 Fuller Inaug Serin § 23 That his curtesies might
not unravell or fret out hath bound them with a strong
border 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 147 Such positions, that

one [branch] may not easily fret upon another 1692 Capt
Smith's Seaman's Gram 1 xvi 81 To Sene a Rope, is to

wind something about it, to keep it from frettmgout 1768*74
Tucker Lt Nat. (1852) II 587 Taking off the weight of
difficulties, so that they may not fret upon the shoulders

3 . a ?To have dealings with (cf. F. se frotter

avec) b ? To conflict, offend against. Obs.

(The interpretation of the words in these passages, and
their identity with the piesent verb, are very doubtful )

c 1400 Destr Troy 12846 Hetis hom to haue all hor hert

wille, Of ffredom fret with hom so, And all your will shall

ye wyn 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 02 Slike frenschyp is pure
naturel, & Jjerfore meyd ne vnmeyd, hot if it oght freyt [«z«
aliquid mohatur] agayn godis commament, it is worjii

Fret (fret), v 6 [f. Fret sb 3
] trans To furnish

(a guitar, etc.) with frets Hence (Fre’tted^/ a
1600 Rowlands Lett Humours Blood 5 While you your

selues like musicke sounding Lutes fretted and stiunge,

game them their silken sutes 1602 Shaks Ham in 11 388
[Punning use] Call me what Instrument you will, though you
can fret me, you cannot play vpon me 1647 Ward Simp
Cobler 39 Instruments may be well made and well strung, but
if they be not well fretted, the Musique is marred *689
Lond Gaz No 2437/4 All sorts of fretted Instruments,
especially Lutes and Viols 1874 Knight Diet Meek II.

1031 An instrument having the fretted neck of the former
[the guitar]

+ Fret, v 0 Obs. Pa pple fret(t(e
;

also

yfretted. [ad OF.freter, pa. pple freti ‘ garni
’

(Godef.) ;
perh. a use of freter Fret v 2 Cf.

Freightpple ib] trans To furnish, stock, stud,

supply. Chiefly in pa pple modified by advbs.

full, thick
,
well.

13 EE A Hit P B 339 With alle fode J?at may be
founde frette Jjy cofer c 1400 Rom Rose 4705 Love, it is an
hateful pees A trouthe [ l'hytine and MS. And through
the], fret full offalshede c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxx. 136
All jnr greez er . frette full of perle and ojjer precious
stanes c 1400 Yivavie $ Gaw 3160 A klub . Thik fret

with mam a thwang. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483)
iv. xx\u. 81 Annes .wel frett with senewes and al ful of
veynes 1430-40 Lydg Bochas v. vu (1554) 127 a,A croune
of fresh Laurer Forged of gold, fret full ofstones clere

Fret, ppl a [pa pple of Fret v.2] Of a
ceiling : = Frettedppl a.

2

1663 Gerbier CounselX1664) 43 Summers to he framed in

such proportion as may serve to make an Italian fret Seeling
1720 Strype Stow's Surv I n xm 191/1 This Church.. was
built m an Octangular Form with a fine fret Cielmg

+ Fretchard. Obs —1 [f *fretch, Fbatch v. +
-ARD ] A fretful or peevish person.
a 1640 W Fenner Sacrifice Faithf. (1648) 13 The angrie

fretchard prates for patience and meeknesse and yet sets

downe without it

t Fretel. Obs — 1
[a. OFr

.
fretel,frestel ] A

soit of flute
,
a pan-pipe.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met xi iv, And Tymolus juged by
ryghte that the sowne of the lyre was better than the fretel

or pype of Comewaylle

t Fretewil. [f stem of Fret ® 1 + wil (related

to Will sb and v ) desirous Cf. ME drunc-wil
,

herc-wil, spatwil, etc ] Voracious.
a 1223 Ancr R (MS C) 128 note, Fretewil wiSalle.

Fretful (fre'tful), a [f. Fret ® 1 + -ftil.]

+ 1. a Corrosive, irritating, lit. andfig. b. Irri-

tated, inflamed. Obs.

1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, nr u 403 Though parting he a
fretfull corosiue, It is applyed to a deathfull wound 1394
Plat Jewell-ho 1, 36 More sharpe, and fretfull to their

fingers than their vsuall morter 1804 Abernethy Siirg

Observ 126 The ulcer was of the size of a shilling, with
fretful edges
2 Disposed to fret, irritable, peevish, ill-tem-

pered, impatient, restless

1602 Shaks Ham i v 20 A Tale whose lightest word
would make each particular haire to stand on end, Like
Quilles vpon the fretfull Porpentine. 1632 J Hayward tr.

Biondi's Eramena 96 In so much as he became fretfull,and
pettish T739 Cibber Apol (1756) II. 34 The fretful temper
ofa fnend 1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist (1776) IV 209 Im-
pelled by a fretful impetuosity, 1802 Med Jml, VIII.

528 The child had become more silly and fretful 1833
Regul Inslr. Cavalry 1 83 A horse continues uneasy and
fretful with the bit 1837 Lytton E Maltrav, m. u, Men
of second-rate faculties are fretful and nervous 0x848
Rossetti Blessed Damozel vi, Where this earth Spins like

a fretful midge
3 a. Of water, etc : Agitated, troubled, broken

into waves, b. Of the wind : Blowing in frets or

gusts; gusty.
1613-16 W Browne Brit Past

.

n iv 691 Two goodly
streames Whose fretfull waues beating against the hill,

Did all the bottome with soft muttrings fill 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L g 322 The horizon was so extremely black,

fretful, and hazy, that nothing could be seen a 1849 J C.

Mangan Poems (1839) 122 Bitter blows the fretful morning
wind 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 July 2/2 A pretty picture framed
by the fretful sea and the cloudless sky.

4

Characterized by or apt to produce fretting.
X737 Thomson Mem Ld Talbot 340 The kindred Souls

of every Land, (Howe'er divided m the fretful Days Of
Prejudice and Error) mingled now 1798 Wordsw Tmtern
Abbey, Ihe fretful stir Unprofitable and the fever of the
world 183a Blackte Study Lang. 33 To pick words out
of a dictionary is fretful 1890 Mum ay's Mag. June 737
The fearsome, fretful, forest, dank and deep
Hence Pre tfully adv

,
in a fretful manner, Pre t-

folaess, the quality or condition of being fretful.
1613 Crooke Body ofMan 274 And this we tearme fret-

fulnesse or pettishnes 1789 Mad D’Arblay Diary Apr

,

Really frightened at she knew not what, she fietfully ex-
claimed, [etc] 1843 J Martineau Chr Life (1867) 239
Drives away every trace of fretfulness 1860 Froude Hist
Eng V 174 The Carews rode fretfully up and down the
river banks, probing the mud with their lances to find foot-
ing for then horses x88o Ouida Moths I ix 228 ‘What is the
use ofputting off? ’ said her mother fretfully, *you will be ill

’

+ Fre*tish, fre'tize, © 1 Obs Also 6fre-
tissii, freatish, 6-7 frettish, -ize. [f. frediss-
lengthenedstemofOFr fredir,freidir (Fr frotdir),
f freid (Fr froid) cold ] trans To chill, benumb.
Only m pass
1523 St Papers Hen VIII, IV 32 Many of their horses

loste and fretished 1333 Ibui IX 147, I could get neither
bread, drink, nor fire till I was fretisshed 1581 Mul-
caster Positions xlui (1887) 263 That foolish fellow was
fretished for cold 1607 Walkington Opt Glass 58 Reviv-
ing those remote parts, which without his influence woulde
otherwise be frettisht with a chilnes

Hence Fre tished ppl a , Fre'tishing, vbl sb

,

a weakness in a horse’s feet, the result of a chill,

the pinching of a shoe, etc. , Fre tishing ppl, a

,

becoming ‘fietished’

1381 Mulcaster Posit vi (1887) 48 Daunstng strengthen-
ed! weake hippes, fainting legges, freatishmg feete 1607
Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 292 Of the fretized, broken,
and rotten lungs 1610 Markham Masterp 11 lxn. 322 If
the horse he foundred through the straitnesse of a shoo,
which . is not a founder, but a frettizmg which is a degree
lesse then foundring 16x7 — Caval viu 8 Nowe if his

Horse haue beene formerly foundred or frettised vpon his

feete 1639 T De Gray tempi Horsem. 38 We prick the
two Toe-veines which do help Frettizmg

+ Fre’tish, fre'tize, v.
2 Obs In 7 frettish

[Connected with OF jraitis (Godef.), said of

capitals of columns, and app tendering ‘ quasi in

modum retis’ in i Kings vu 17. Cf. Fret sb 1, v &

If this be a pa pple
,
the Lng vb. is prob ad. OF *frai-

tiss-, *fraitir If it be an adj —L type ’ *fracticius, the
Eng vb is prob formed upon it ]

trans. =»Fret ©2 Hence + Fre’tized ppl a.,

+ Fre tizing vbl sb

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 36 The fretised seelings

curiously wrought x6ox in Wilhs & Clark Cambridge
(1886} II 260 Payde also vnto Cobbe for frettishmg the
gallene and the great chamber 301 ' 1606 Breton Sydney's
Ourania 11, In purple robe with starres yfretized. Ibid
xvi, A Carkanet Fretized with Carbuncles 1626 T H.
Causstn's Holy Crt. 85 This beautiful embowed frettizmg

of the heauenly Orbes a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. hi.

429 Angiports frettized and embowed Seelings 1703 T. S.

Art’s lmprov. I 43 Frettized work

Fretless (fre ties), a rare. [f. Fret sb.
2 or vf

+ -less ] a Free from fret or annoyance, b. Of
water Unruffled.

1878 Browning La Saisias 3 Fretless and free, Soul clap

thy pinion 1 x8g4 A. Webster Mother $ Dau. (1895) 17
A full and crystal lake strong and fretless, stirs not.

t Fre’tly, a Her. Obs. [a. OF fretell, occur-

ring m the sense ‘ bespattered (with mud) dim.

offreti Fretty ;
cf the MDu adapted vb. frete-

leeren to chequer ]
= Counterfessed

1486 Bk. St Albans, Her. B lij a, Fretly is calde in armys
whan the cootarmure is counterfesid 1386 Ferne Bias
Gentne 207 They called it sometimes Countersesyd, and
commonly Frettely.

Fretoure, obs. form of Fritter.

Fret-saw. [£ Fret sb 1 + Saw j£.] A saw
used for fret-cutting. So Fret-sawmg vbl. sb.,

fret- cutting with such, a saw
1865 Specif y. Kennans Patent No 926. 1 Oscillating

frame in which the fret-saw is strained. 1875 W. E. A.
Axon Mechanic's Friend 15 Vibrating fiet-saw

Fre'tsome, a rare [f. Fret v 1 + -some.] a.

Causing to fret ;
annoying b- Given to fretting

1834 J Wilson m Blackw. Mag XXXVI 386 Incessant

refilling of plates is fretsonie 1870 Mrs. Phelps Hedged
In xviu 273 Been aye too busy ana poor an’ fretsome.

Frettage (fre teds) Ca - Fr frettage, f fretter

to ring, f frette Fret j3 .
5
] a The process of

shrinking on rings of metal about the breech of a

gun to give additional strength b. The collection

of nngs thus employed.
1882 Ref. ChiefofOrdnance 244 (Cent ) The gun . .ordin-

arily receives an exterior frettage

Frettation (fret?1 jsn) rare— 1
[f. Fret© 1

+ -ATION ]
Annoyance

,
discomposure.

1779 Mad D’Arblay Diary (1842) I iv. 163 She heard of

my infinitefrettation upon occasion of being pamphleted

t Frette. Obs rare [app ad. med L fretum,

adapted form of the Teut. *fri}u~ Frith sb., peace ]

A composition, agreement.

c 1330 R. Brunne Ckran (1810) 290 Barons .Suld com J?er

he was, & with him mak her frette. Or [etc ] 1480 Caxton
Ckron. Eng cxcui 169 No man must speke with the Kyng,
but he had made with hym [the chamberlain] a frette for to

done his nede.

Frette, var of Fret sbf
Fretted (fre’ted), ppl. a 1 [f Fret vJ 4 -ed 1

,]

1 Eaten or worn into holes, chafed.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb) 121 To make the freated
place as stronge or stronger then any other 1649G Daniel
Tnnarch

,
Hen. IV, ccclxxxn, His Raigne was All one thin

Much-fretted veile of Loyaltie x8ax Joanna Baillie Met
Leg, Lady G. B. xxxi. Through fretted hose and garment
rent

2 Worried, vexed, chafed, distressed.

1736 C Lucas Ess Waters I Pref , The fears of these
fietted philosophers will by and by subside X797-1803
Foster m Life $ Cor>‘ (1846) I 203 Feelings are rather
fretted than melancholy 1864 E A Murray .£ Not man.
I 7 Mrs Townshend’s „ countenance . . bore that fretted
expression which [etc ] 1876 Blackie Songs Rehg Life
136 Like ruffled plumes upon a fretted bird

3 Of water : Raised m small waves, ruffled.

1833 H Reed Led Eng Hist m 416 The sentiment of
filial piety, which ought to flow in aplacid current, is changed
into a broken and fretted tide.

Fretted (fre*ted), ppl a 2 [f. Fret v 2 + -ed !.]

1 Adorned with carving in elaborate patterns

;

carved or wrought into decorative patterns

1332 Huloet, s v. Beanie, Beameofarouffe, not beynge in

bowed or fretted 1667 Pdpys Diary 3 May, The Duke of
York’s chamber isnow fretted at the top 1711 Pope Temp
Fame 138 Wide vaults appear, and roofs of fretted gold
1750 Gray Elegy 3g Thro’ the long-drawn isle and fretted
vault The pealing anthem swells the note of praise 18x3
Bvron Br A bydos 11 v, And lound her lamp of fretted gold
Bloom flowers m urns of China’s mould 1872 Ruskin
Eagle’s Nest § 92 The fretted pinnacles of Rouen,

b. transf. andfig. in various senses.

c 1420 Pallad onHusb iv. 725 His necke in manya ruge
Yfretted grete 1784 Cowper Task v 1x8 Embossed, and
fretted wild The growing wonder takes a thousand shapes
Capricious 1809 Pinkney Trav France 205, I watched

the moon ascending in the fretted vault 1836 Capern
Poems (ed 2) xx The antler’d oak, the fretted thorn x86o
Tyndall Glac 1 xi 78 The slope . . its termination being
the fretted coping of the precipice

2 Her Interlaced. Cf. Fretty a 1

1586 Ferne Blaz Gentne 177 Burley beareth palee of 6
arts A and B, fretted with a barrulet m fesse G, chiefe and
aste of the same. x6io Guilum Heraldiy iv 111 195
The Field is Pearle, a Purse open, the long strings thereof

pendant, Fretted, Nowed, Buttoned and Tasselled

+ Fre'tten. Obs. Also 5 feeton [ad Fr
fretm broken pieces, ultimately i.~L.fractusbroken.]

(See quots )
X477 Norton Ord Alch vi in Ashm (1652) 96 The harder

stuffe is called Freton, Of clipping of other Glasses it come
1688 R Holme Armoury in 385/2 Fretten is waste cutand
broken Glasse fit for noe worke Castaway glasses

Fretter 1 (fre -tor), [f. Fret vX+ -er l.] One
who or that which frets.

1 fa A devourer {obs.'). b That which gnaws,
eats away, or corrodes. Obs. exc in vmefretter

,

see quot 1608,
1523 Fitzherb Hush § 43 Terre . is a fretter, and no

healer, without it be medled with some of these [oil, butter,

etc ] 1568-9 Act xx Eliz in Bolton Slat Irel (1621) 29B
The fietter of our lives and substance 1608 Topsell Ser-
pents 666 Vme-fretters, which are a kind of Caterpillers, or
little hairy wormes with many feet, that eat vines when
they begin to shoot x6xo Markham Masterp ir exxx 432
Other Farriers vse the powder of Risagallo, or Risagre, but
it is a great deale too strong a fretter. x6xx Cotgr ,

Tavelhere, the little worme called a Wood-fretter 1771
Mtsc m Ann Reg 172/2 Reaumur has proved that vine
fretters do not want an union ofsexes for the multiplication

of their kind. 1893 Dublin Rev Oct. 444 He considered
the generation ofvine fretters from a new point of view

2 a. One who or something which irritates or

chafes b. One who gives way to fretting or ill-

temper.
a 1503 Hawes Examp Virt vm (Arb ) 38 So that

fraylte to hym he no freter a 1625 Beaum & Fl Bloody
Bro n 11, Give me some drink, this fire’s a plaguy fretter

1790 Wolcott (P Pindar) Advice to Fnt Lanreat Wks
1812 II 341 Thou plague of Post Office, the teaser, fretter,

fo 1649 Fuller fust Man's Fun. 19 The first are the
fretters. a 1732 T. Boston Serin (1850) 120 This doctrine

reproves murmurers and fretters

Fretter 2 (fre’tai) £f. Fret ©.4 + -ER 1
.] A

branch, that rubs.

16x5 W Lawson Orch fy Gard m xi. (1668) 38 Fretters

are when two or moie parts ofthe tree, or of divers trees,

as arms, boughs grow so near and close together, that

one of them by rubbing doth wound one another 1664
Evelyn Sylva (1776) 472 This is of great importance and so
is the sedulously taking away of Suckers, Water-boughs,
Fretters, etc *670 J. Smith England's lmprov Reviv'd 72

Fretting (fre’tiq), vbl. sbX [f. Fret vX +
-IMG 1

] The action of Frit v 1 in various senses

1 . A slow gnawing or eating away, erosion, cor-

rosion ; also, the process of decaying or wasting
*382 Wyclif i Kings vui 37 If that hungre were groweu

vp on the erthe, or . fretynge or locust. 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P, R xvi xlv (1405) 568 Rust is done awaye
by fretyng of a sawe or a fyle CX440 GestaRom Ixiv

278 (Add MS ) And the thirde day after she died, as by
fretyng of the addres 154s Ascham Toxoph, (Arb ) 108
Buckles and agglettes at vnwares, shall race hys bowe, a
thinge perilous for freatynge 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II 161

No Wooll is lesse subiect to Mothes, or to fretting in presse,

then this 1793 G White Selborne v (1853) 22 Ibese roads
are by the fretting ofwater worn down through the first

stratum of our freestone 1878 Masque Poets 106 The
fretting of worms on withered wood.



FRETTING FRIAR.

+ b A gnawing1 or pain (in the bowels) Obs
c 1440 Promp Parv 73/1 Chervynge, 01 fretynge in J>e

wornbe, torno *533 ElyotCVw/ Helthe 24 [Fennel seed]

mytigateth fi eattynges of the stomake and guttes. 1578 Lytl
Dodoens v lxxvui 646 Gnpings and firstlings of the belly

2 . Of fermented liquors : The process of under-

going a second and inactive fermentation.

<1*700 B E. Diet Cant. Crew, Parell. poured into a
Vessel of Wine to Cure it's Fretting 1745 Needham
Microsc Disl vii 76 The fretting of Wine m the Spung
Time may be owing to a Fermentation. *846 J Baxter
Libr Pract Agric (ed 4) I 171 Singing must be carefully

distinguished from fretting The former is the result of
active, the latter of inactive, fermentation.

3 . The action of irritating or chafing.

*546 Phalr Bk CJuldr (1553) Tvb, Some haue an ytch
and a fretting of the skynne asyf it haddebene rubbed with
nettels *638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett (vol. II) 194 The
onely Medicine that cleanseth without fretting

4 . Vexation, worrying ; an instance of this,

*326 Pilgr Per

f

(W de W 1531) **S Turment not thy
selfe (my Geit) with affliccyon & fiettynge for that thynge
that thou can not haue *383 Si anyhurst AEneis 11

(Arb )i6 With choloncque fretting I dumpt 1607 Toi'slll
Bour-f. Beasts (1658) 83 They fall into passions, frettings,

sweating, pulling off their hats, and trembling feat fully.

a 1716 Blackall Wks (1723) I 46 By their continual
Peevishness and Fiettmgs, they become ten times moie un-
easy *860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks (Bohn) II 323
In age, we put out another sort of peispnation,—gout,
fever, rheumatism . fretting, avarice.

Fretting1

(fre tig), vbl. sb.’t [f. Feet v 2 +
-ing l

] The action of covering (a ceiling, etc )
with frets or fretwork

;
the ornamentation so pro-

duced Also transf.

*614 Sir R Boyle Diary (1886) I. 49 ,

1

agree to pale the
plaisterers for fretting of iny gallery at Yoghall 40 marks.
*824 Wotton At chit (*672) 63 Of this plnstick Art, the
chief use with us is In the graceful fretting of Roofs, 1801
Southey Thalaba iv. x, The lovely Moon, O’er whose
broad orb the boughs A mazy fretting framed *838 G
Macdonald Phantasies xiv. 185 The aiches intersected in-

tricately, forming a fretting of black upon the white 1880
Watson in ft nl Linn Soc XV. No 84. 227 The peculiar
micioscopic spiral fretting ofthe genus,

tFretting, vbl sb 3 Obs. [f Feet v 4 4- -in&2 .]

c *400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 179 If you wolt hepe Jie eendis
of be heens fro fretynge 135a Huloli s v Bolster

,

Bolsters whyche heaiers of burdens, as porters, etc do
weare for freatynge, thomices 1578 Banister lhst Man
1 13 [A] Gristle maketh the motion .more easie, and swift,

without metyng and frettyng of the Bones *600 Hakluyt
Voy (1810) III. 128 They kindle their fire with fietting
one sticke against another 1657 Austln Fruit Trees 1 65
Trees planted a good distance one from another are freed
from frettings and galhngs

Fretting1

(fre tig), ppl a [f. Fret w.l + -ing2.]

That frets, m senses of the vb
1 Gnawing, conodmg, consuming, wasting,
a. in material sense Obs. or arch.

*39? Langl P, PI C xxi. 158 Of alle fretynge venymes
be vilest is be scorpion 0x400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 203
Eruginosa is l*]k be rust of copur & bis maner of colre is

mtche freting & scharp. *370 G Ellis Lament. Lost
Sheep lxxvu, Thou drankest fretmg vjneger with gall, To
make their bitter waters hunny-sweet *378 Lyte Dodoens
in. lvu 223 Cast into fretting and devouring ulcers . it

stayeth the same *603 Shaks Meas for M iv. nt 13*
Command these fretting waters from your eies. 1663-6
Phil Trans. I. 257 Some othei thing that will not be
injured by the fretting Brine 1676 D’Urfey Mad Fickle
iv 1, Dor. Now has ne a fietting Feaver on him 1683
Boyle Sahib Air 65 The Liquor by its fretting quality
corrodes and dissolves Gold 1769 J Brown Diet Bible
s v , A fretting leprosy is one which by prickling and rank-
ling wastes the flesh *8*3 T Busby Lucretius 1 361 To
watery drops the hardest marbles yield, And lessening
ploughshaies own the fretting field 1873 Farrar Silence
4 V. m (1875) 61 All these gifts combined saved hei not
from being eaten away by that fretting leprosy of her
fasourite sms.

b in immaterial sense
*413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton 1483) m ui. 31 Ye ben lene

Caitifs withouten fiesshe and that is of youre owne fretyng
hertes, c 1430 Lydg & Burgh Secrees 1573 The sharp
Corosye offretyng detraccioun. Ibid 1971 And delyuer in
the heed, ffrom fretyng malencolye <1*386 C’tess Pem-
broke Ps lxxvui in, These memories, in memory enrold,
By fretting time may never thence be worn *638 R,
Boreman Countr Catech x. 28 Sinne, which is of that
fretting nature, that wasting power [etc] 1682 O N.
Boilean’s Lntnn iv 332 Exiling fretting Care, that kills a
Cat! 1751 Jortin Serin (1771)1 iv 75 By industry we shut
out . .many fretting desires 1878 Morlly Vanvenargues 7
If poverty means pinching and fretting need of money

c. intr for lefl. Decaying.
182 x Clare Vill Muistr I 46 Curiosity his steps hath

led To gaze on some old arch or fretting wall
2 Chafing, fretful. Of a horse . Impatient.

Also transf.

*587 Turberv Trag. T. (1837) 43 Full sore she feard hei
flanks, and thought shee sawe Her fnendepursue her on his
fretting steed *394 Hooker Eccl. Pol iv ix § 2 When wee
are in a fretting moode at the Church of Rome. 1864 Sir F
Palgkave Norm <5- Eng IV 179 Familiar and friendly con-
versation with the angry fretting king 1883 Pall Mall G
30 Nov, 4/2 Slow barges . move on more speedily behind
a Fretting tug.

8 Agitated, ft othing. Of wme: That is under-
going a second fermentation
*367 Turberv. Epit, Sonn (1837) 342 No force of fret-

ting fome *733 Cheyne Eng Malady m iv (1734) 300
Just as a Bottle of.. fretting Wine, when the Cork is pull'd
out, will fly up, fume, and rage, a *764 J Clubbe Physio-
gnomy 38 Anger is a kind of yeast in lumpish constitutions,

542

that ferments, and gives a frothy, fretting volatility to the
sluggish mutter

b. Of the wind • Blowing in frets or gusts.

*628 Digby Voy Medit (1868) 31 I* was a mame storme,

and a furious fretting wind, and in gustes there came most
violent fiawes.

Hence Pre ttingfly adv

,

in a fietting mannei.
1649 Drumm 01 Hawth Hist. Jas, V Wks (1711) 107

In musical instruments, if a string jar and be out of tune,

we do not frettingly break it, but leisurely veer it about to

a concord *866 Mrs M J Preston Bcecltenbrool, Like a
mettled young war-horse that, frettingly champs at the bit.

Pretty (fre ti), a 1 Also frettd(e. [ad. OFr.
frette, f. frete trellis-work see Feet jA 1

]

1. Her ‘ Covered with a number of nairow bars

or sticks, usually eight, lying m the directions of

the bend and bend-sinister, interlacing each other’

(Cussans). •fOf a charge: Fretted or interlaced

with
1362 Lech Armory 158 b, If there he mo then vm Peces,

then shall it be blazed frette and neuer tell the pices

1572 Bosstwell Artnonc 11 36b, This Cheuron may be
borne frettie with an othei 1703 Hearnr Collect, 24 Nov ,

[He] bore for his Armes Or frette gules, with a Besant on
eachjoynt of y" Frette. *844 Pagt Sttppl huff. Trav 159
Willoughby or ,

fretty, amre 1830 Mrs Jameson Leg.
Monast Otd (1863) 109 Morville bears the Fretty fleurs-

de-lis

absol qttasi-i^ 1687 Loud Gas No 2217/4 The following
Coats ofArms viz A Fiettce ofSix Barrs, and a Party-par-
pale Indented Quarter’d Coat upon the one Pair 1869W
& Ellis Antiq Her x 236 The Lord Audley as a special

favom allowed four of his esquires to bear Ins own fretty in

their coat armour

+ 2 transf
<i*6*8 J. Davies Sonnet Oxf Univ 16 Oxford, 0 I

piaise thy situation .Thy Bough deckt-dainty Wnllces, with
Brooks beset Fretty, like Christall Knots, in mould of let

Fretty (fre ti), af [f. Feet v 1 + -y 1

] Inclined

to fret, a Of peisons • Fretful
;
irritable b Of

a sore • Inflamed, festering.

*844 Dickens Let. to Forster in Forster Life (1873)11
no O'Connell’s speeches aie the old thing fretty, boastful,

frothy *890 Life's Remorse II xm 136 I have been rather
fretty about it 1894 Catholic News 16 June, The book is

a literary tunning sore, fretty, stenchsome and repulsive

*893 R Kipling in Pall Mall G 26 June 2/1 It is a curious
thing that if you call lus name aloud m public after an
Englishman you make him hot and fretty.

+ Fre'twise, -ways, adv Obs. [f Fbet sbf
+ -wibe.] In the form of a fret ; so as to interlace.

*423 Jas. I Kitigis Q xlvi, In fret-wise couchit [was]
with perleis quhite *610 Guillim Heraldry in. xxu 169
Sometimes you shall find Fishes borne fret-waies, that is to
say fietted or inteilaced one oner another 1717 Tabor in
Phil Trans XXX 358 Some [bricks] had one of their

Sides wav'd some Fretwise.

Fretwork, [f. Fbet sb.i + Work j£.]

1. Arch. Carved work in decorative patterns con-

sisting largely of intersecting lines, esp as used in

the decoration of ceilings
*60* Holland Pliny xxxvi xxiv. II 595 Piastre serveth

passing well to white wals or seeling , also for to make little

images in fietworke, to set forth houses 0*7*0 C Filnnes
Diary (1888) 144 Y® Church is new and very handsome,
good frcltworke on y® top 1768 Gray in Corr. 10 N
Nicholls (1843) 81 The wooden fretwork of the north isle

you may copy, when you build the best room of your new
Gothic paisonage *823 Byron Juan xn lxu, The gale
sweeps through its fretwork 1832 Miss Yonge Cameos
(*877) II. xiv. 149 A tomb rich m fretwork and imagery
transf. and jag 1693 W Firmer Sel. Ess Apol. 6 If.

.

the . sincerity of my Work has been full and just . I may
well leave the Fretwork to an after part 1712 Addison
Sped. No 414 p 2 The curious Fret-work of Rocks and
Grottos *820 Lamb Elia Ser 1. South Sea Ho , Moths .

making fine fiet-work among their single and double entries
1835 Macaulay Hist Eng, III 353 Some party of pleasure
banqueting on the turf in the fretwork of shade and sun-
shine.

attrib 1634 Wither Emblcrues 222 Hee that in his hall
or parlour dines Which fret-worke roofes, or costly cedar
lines. 1799 R. Warner Walks (1800) 43 The magnificent
cathedral of Wells, with its fret-work towers *807 Wordsw
White Doe vn 343 And floors encumbered with the show
Of fret-work imagery laid low. 184X T J Ouseldy Eng.
Melodies 146 To gaze upon the leafy fret-work scieens
1878 M'Vittie Ch -Ch Cathedral 75 A fret-work string
course under the tnforium arcade
2 . Wood-work cut with a fret-saw into orna-

mental designs
1881 Young Every man his man Mechanic § 39 Better

adapted for back-grounds than for sawing as fret-work
Ibid. § 633 Fret-work consists chiefly 111 cutting out an open
and elaborate design in thin wood.

3

Her.
1864 Boutell Her Hist $ Pop. vii 32 This Frette-Work

is supposed to be m relief upon the field

4. (Seequot)
*839 Gwilt Encycl Arch n 111 (ed 4) 586 Fretwork js

the ornamental part of lead-light work, and consists in
working giound or stained glass into different patterns and
devices.

Hence 3Pre*tworkedppl a
187S J H Bennet Winter Medit iv xix 607 The sand-

stone rocks are .fretworked into every conceivable shape
French, Sc. form of Feough a

,
weak, frail.

Freure, var of Froveb, Obs., comfort.
Frevol(l, -wall, -ell, -ill, var, ff. Fiuvol, Obs
Frey, obs. form of Fey sb

, young fish.

Freyne, var. of Fkiait, Obs.

Freytoureere : see Fbateeir.

Frezel, var. of Fbizzle, sb 2

Friability (frsiabrliti). [ad. F fnabiht£\ see
Fkiable and -ity ] The quality of being friable
*620 Venner Via Recta iv 73 Codfish for . friability of

substance is commended *690 Locke Hum Und. iv vi
(169s) 317 Its Malleableness too would be changed into a
perfect Friability *792 A. Young Trav. France 289 In some
states the particles lecede and melt with friabthty *858
Geikil Hist Bouldervm 153 From their friability they are
most easily decomposed

Friable (frsrab’l), a Also 7-8 fryable [a.
F.friable, ad L fridbilis, f friar

t

to crumble into
small pieces ] Capable of being easily crumbled
or reduced to powder

,
pulvenzable, crumbly.

*363 T Gall Trent Gomushot 2 The spume of Nitre is
Judged best, which is most lyghte, fryable *614 Raleigh
Hist World Pref 17 Stone Walls, of matter moldrmg and
friable, have stood two or three thousand years *684-3
Boyle Min Waters 48 Lightly calcin’d till it became

.

fnable between the Fingers. *793 G Wunn Selbome iv
(1853) 21 Balls of a friable substance like rust of iron called
mst balls *8430 E DAYtr Simon's Arum, Chart I 288
The clot is soft, friable and is very larely covered with
a huffy coat. 1870 Emerson Soc <$• Sold , FarmingWks
(Bohn) III 61 These tiles dram the land, make it sweet
and fnable

Hence Pri'ableness
1667 Boyli Ong Bonnes § Qual (ed 2)317 I11 Vitriol the

friableness need not be attributed to the compositum as
such. 1832 Joiinston in fral R Agra Soc XIII 1 21
The natural fertility and frmblcness of its soils.

t Frian, freyne. Cookery. Obs.
0*500 Bor to serve a Lord m Babees Bk 376 Chese,

freynes, brede bote, with a cake *397 Bk Cooktne F, How
to make I< runs.

t Fri’and, a. (sb ) Obs. [a F. friand dainty

;

according to Ilatz-Daim an alteration offnant,
pa. pple of fnr e, the primary sense being ‘qiu

grille (d’impatiencej ’.] A adj Dainty
; delicious

to the palate; fond of delicate food. B. sb. A
person of dainty taste in food, an epicure.

*398 Florid, Leccardo, a glutton, a friand, a gurmand.
1390 A Huml Hymns (1832) 11 The little friand fish m
fluefe. and dentie volatil, 1603 Florio Montaigne hi xm
(1632) 622, I am veiy friand and gluttonous of fish 1792
Bl.ni ham Wks (1838-43) X 276 The good family wanted
something friand for a side dish 1818 T Moore Fudge
Family 22 The land of Cocaigne, That Elysium of all that

is fruud and nice.

t Friandise. Obs. [a. F.friandise, f, friand
dainty ]
1 Something dainty to the taste, a delicacy.

*483 Caxton G de la Tour B vij, She. .gaf to them fiesshe

and other fryandyscs delycyous.

2 Daintiness, fondness for delicate fare

*603 Florio Montaigne in xm. (1632) 620 Whosoever re-

mooveth from a child a certaine . obstinate affection to

bahon, or to garlike, taketh fnandire from him *604 E G
D’Acosta's Hist. Indus iv xvi 255 They have invented .

(for friandise and pleasure) a certaine kinde of paste

Friar (frama, frai 31), sb. Forms
. 3-6, 9 arch

frero, 3-5 frer, 5-6 freer(e, 6 Sc. freir, (freyr), 6
freare, freaijour, fnr, 6-7 fryer, 6-8 frier, fryar,

9 Sc dial freer, freir, 5, 7- friar [ME fnre

,

a. OF f> ere (mod.F. ft h e), earlier fredre Lat.

fratrem ,
Buotheh.

In Fr. ancl Pr the words for brothei and friar are the

same; in the other Rom. langs. they are different. It

frate (as a prefixed title fra

)

is ad L frater, Sp fraile

(as prefix fray), earlier fraire

,

is ad Pr. fraire,
regularly

repr L fratrem Pg lias frei from the Sp fray
F01 the change offrere into friar, cf quire (=choir) from

quere, briar from brer e, entire from entere ]

+ 1 = Bnoi in it, m fig applications , esp. in OFr
phrase bcufrer e 1 fair brother \ Obs.
c moo Beket *348 in S Eng Leg I. 145 ‘Certes, beu

frere
r
quat jje pope * I nelle nou^t take on so ' c *290 St.

Br endan 121 Ibid 223 ‘ Beau freres
'
quajj seint brendan

‘ je nejioie noting drede ‘ <1*330 Amts <$• A mil 17 How
yong thc[y] become frere, 111 courte whereas thei were

c *330 Ilukscorncr Eij, What Frewyll myne owne frere

Arte thou out of thy minde 1821 Joanna Baillie Met
Leg

,
Lcuiy G B xix, Hei jealous Frere, oft on her gazing

2 In the Roman Cath. Ch . A brother or mem-
ber of one of certain leligious oiders foundedm the

13th c and afterwards, of which the chief were the

four mendicant orders . the Franciscans (+ Friars

minors, Minorites, or Gr eyFriars) ;
the Augustines

(Austin Friars
)

,

the Dominicans {Friars Preach-

ers, Black Fnats)
,

and the Carmelites (t Fnrs
carnns— Y.frires carmes ; White Friars).

c 1290 Beket 1170 m Eng Leg I 140 Forth rod Jns holi

man As bei it were a frere and let him cleopie frere cristian.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10105 & ber ordre bigan of

frei e prechors a 1310 in Wright’s Lyric P. no He lenep on

is forke ase a grey frere 0x323 Poem Times Edw II, xo3
in Pol Songs (Camden) 331 Freres of the Carme, and of

Seint Austin c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xxxi 139 Twafreie

meneours of Lombardy 01400 Rom Rose 7462 Sakked

Freres 0*460 Tovmcley Myst (Surtees) 91 Geder up, Io,

lo, Ye hungre begers frerys. 0 *300 God speed the Plough

55 Then commetn the blak freres a *302 in Amolde Cnron
(1811) p. xxi, This yere fnrs canms began first A . Uni

M ij C xx *326 Pilgr Perf (W de W 153*) *4°

the frere minor gyue great example of holynes *3*? More
Dyaloge in Wks 223/2 Frere Hierom geumg vp his order

of the frere obseruantes came to hym. 1537 in Brand Hist

Newcastle (1789) 1 . 130 note, Prior of the FreaBours Preach-

ours of Newcastell a 1596 in Shaks. Tarn Shr, iv 1. *48

It was the Friar of Orders gray As he forth walked on his
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way. 1628 Coke On Litt 132 The Order of Friers Minors

ana Preachers 1647 Trapp Comm 1 Tim iv 2 It was
grown to a common Proverb, A Frier, a her. 1675 Ray
Joum. Low C ,

Spam 402 A great Convent of Dominican
Freres 1691 Wood Ath Oxon. I 19 Johan de Colonbus

by Profession a Black Frier, was a Reader of Divinity

1703 Maundrell youm yerns (1732) 7 Some Itinerant

Fryars. *797 Mrs Rauclifff Italian vi. These friars had
left the convent 18*2 Byron Ch Har 1 xxix, Lordlings

and freres—ill sorted fry I ween ! *8*6 Scott Antiq. xxvn,
1 He might be a capechin fieer for fat I kend ' 1874 Grepn
Short Hist 111 § 6 145 To the towns especially the coming

of the Friars was a religious revolution

b. Sometimes loosely applied to members of the

monastic or of the military orders

1x330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 197 pe freres of jie hospital,

& be temple also *653 Urquhart Rabelais 11 vu (1884)

139 The bnmborions ofthe cselestine friars. 1801 A. Ranken
Hist France 1 . 225 In ordinary occurrences of difficulty

he [the Abbot] may consult with the older friars

<3 . pi The quarters or convent of a particular

order , hence often used as a proper name for the

part of atown where their convent formerly existed

137S Barbour Bruce 11. 33 He with Schyr Ihone the

Cumyn met, In the frerts, at the hye Awter 1479 in Eng
Gilds (1870) 426 They shall here sermonde at the ffrere

menors 1480 Caxton Chron Eng cxcvii 173 The barons

token counceyll bytwene hem at Frere prechours at pount-

fret *536 Bellenden Cron Scot xiv vu, He wes in J>e

freiris of Dunfreis 1635 Fueler Ch Hist vi 1 270 A
place Still retaining the name of Black Fryers 182a

Scott Nigel xxv, You are about to leave the Friars? I will

go with you. 1897 Oxf Times 13 Feb 5/8 Houses m the

.Friars have been invaded by the flood.water

f 8 Some vessel, etc. made in the similitude of

a friar Obs.

1463 Buty Wills (Camden) 41 To Kateryne Druy my best

gay cuppe of eithe kevvryd, or ellys oon of the frerys, to

chese of bothe

f 4 Some kind of fly (see quot ) Ohs
x66i Lovell Hist Amtn fy Mm 48 The long flye called

a Fner which is counted poysonsome.

5. A name given to various fishes.

1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (i8c>i) 123 The frier [named in a
list of fish] *88g Century Diet

,
Friar, a fish of the family

Athermidse An Irish name of the angler, Lophius pisca-

torius 1892 Simmonds Diet Trade Suppl , Friar

,

a
name for the silversides, a North American fish, Ckirostoma
notatum,

6 An Australian bird of the genus Philemon.

Now usuallyfnar-lnrd.
1798 D Collins Acc Eng Col N, S Wales 613 Vocab

,

Wirg-an, Bird named by us the Friar 1848 J Gould
Birds Austral IV. Descr. pi. 58 Ti opidorhynchus Conti-

culatus Friar Bird

7. Print. (See quots

)

1683 Moxon Mech Exerc II 377 Fryer
,
when the Balls

do not Take, theUn-taking part ofthe Balls that touches the

Form will be left White, or if the Press-men Skip over any
part of the Form, and touch it not with the Balls, though
they do Take, yet m both these cases the White place is

cal’d a Fryer. *824 T Johnson Typogr II 524 That
coiner untouched by the ball [of printer’s ink] is tech-

nically termed a friar 187* Amer Encycl Print (ed.

Rmgwalt), Friars, light patches caused by unpeifect inking

of the form

8 Whitefriars : *a small flake of light-coloured

sediment floating in wine ’.

a t745^SwtFT Direct. Sera, i Wks 1B24 XI 396 If the

cork be musty or white friars in your liquor

9 attnb and Comb. a. attributive (of or per-

taining to the friars), asfriar-house,
-kirk, -lands

,

appositive, asfriar-beggar (and see under sense 2 ).

*480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxxxvu 262 The mj ordres of

the *frere beggers. 1523 Fitzherd Hush. 38 b, Chyrches,

abbeys, *frere houses 1533 Stewart Cron. Scot III 488
He syne bureit was In the *freir kirk at the hie altar

end x68x in Southey Comm -pi Bk IV 379 Theylikewise

renounce all chapels monk land, ^frier-lands and dice

t>. Special comb. : friar’a balsam, tincture

of benzoin compound used as an application for

ulcers and wounds; friar-bird; see sense 6;
friar’s cap(s, the Monkshood, Acomtum Napel-

lus ; friar’s chicken, * chicken-broth with eggs

dropped m it ’ (Jam ) ;
friar’s cowl, the Cuckoo-

pint or Wake Robin, Arum maculatum ;
friar’s

crown, Carduus enophorus
; + fnar-fly, an idler

;

friar’s goose, Eryngmm campestre

,

friar’s-grey,

giey worn by the Franciscans; fnar’s-hood =
friar's cowl', fnar(*s knots, in goldsmith’s work,

knots made in imitation of the knotted cords of the

Franciscans, friar’s lantern

=

Ignisfatuus\ friar-

skate, the Rata alba
,

friar’s thistle = friar's

crown.
1844 Hoblyn Diet Med., *Friars' Balsam 1830 Wither-

mg' v Brit Plants (ed 7) (Brit & H.), *Friars caps *86*

Miss Pratt Flower PI I 46 Monk’s hood, Acomtum.
Napellus .Had the old names ofHelmet-flower and Fnar s-

cap 1782 Sir J Sinclair Observ Sc Dial 15° Fried
chickens

, (properly) *Fnars chickens. A dish invented

by that luxurious body of men 1813 [see Crappit-head]

*397 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccxci 686 Of "Friers Coule, or

hooded Cuckowpint 1688 R Holme Armoury n 90

Wake Robin or Cuckow Pintle . is of some called Friers

Coule, because of the hooding of the Pestle, when it is

springing forth *397 Gerarde Herbal tr cccclxa. 990
The downe Thistle , is thought of diuers to be that . . re-

ported] to be called Coronafratrum or "Friers Crowne.

*577 Northbrooke Dicing (*579) 11 b, Idlers & wanderers

were wont to be called ’’friers flees [the Lat above is

fratres muscasl that do no good *86* Mrs. Lankester

Wild Flowers 62 Another British species, E>ynghtin
Campestre, called by John Ray *Friar’s Goose. *594
Hooker Eecl Pol iv xiu. § 6 As one family is not abridged
of liberty to be clothed m *fhars'-grey for that another doth
wear clay colour, so neither are all churches bound to the
self-same indifferent ceremonies which it liketh sundry to
use *397 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccxci. 686 *Friers hood is of
two sorts, the one broad leafed, the other narrow leafed
1488 in Ld Trees Acc Scot

l

(1877) I 83 A chenje of gold
maid in fassone of "frere knottis *329 M Parr m Wills
Doct. Comm (Camden) x 3, xviy diamontes sett with fryers
knottes. 1632 Milton L'Allegro 104 And he, by ’Friar’s
Lantern led, Tells how [etc ] 18x0 Neill List Fishes 28
(Jam ) Sharp-nosed Ray. *Friar-skate

t Friar, v. Obs. [f prec sb ]
1 mtr To act as a fnar, play the fnar.
a 1335 More Hcnv Serjeant would be Frere 156 in Hazl.
E P P III 125 His heart for pride leptm his side, to see
howe well he freered c 1645 Howell Lett (1892) II 571
A rich Boor's Son, whom nis Father had sent abroad a
Fryarmg, that is, shrovmg in our Language

2 trans To make (a person) a friar.

iSgp Sandys Europx Spec (1632) 232 There remaines
nothing for a lew converted, but to bee Friered.

+ Frrarage. Obs In 6 frerage [f Friar
sb. + -age ] The system of the orders of friars

*555 Ridley Farevi Let in Cert Godly Lett, Saints
(1564) xoob, Hei false counterfayte religion m her monkery
and frerage, and her traditions, whereby [etc ]

Fri’arhood. [f Friae sb +-hood] = FRA-
TERNITY
1726 Ayliite P(trergon 239 By the Canon-Law. Abbots
may excommunicate their Monks for Disobedience and

if they become incorrigible thereby, they may be expell’d

and turn’d out of the Society of the Fryar-hood

t Frrarish, a. Obs [f as prec. + -ish ] Of
or pertaining to friars, fnar-like

*S8x Hanmer Anew yesmt's Challenge To Rdr, 2 In
weede monkish, friensh, priestly and Pharisatcall Ibid.

aj b, This is right Frierisn, Linutor like

Fri ar-like, a. Like a fnar
;
of or pertaining

to friars.

1600 O E Repl to Libels viii x8g All honest men detest

this fnerhke fashion 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (R),
Their friar like general would the next day make one holy-

day in the Christian calendars in remembrance of 30,000

Hungarian martyrs slam of the Turks *646 P. Bulkeley
Gospel Covt 1 24 The idle toyes, and fner-like conceits about
Purgatory drawn from hence, I passe by

+Fri’arling. Obs rare " 1 [f as prec. + -ling J
A young friar, a disciple in fnarhood
1563-87 Foxe A 4 M (1596) 381, I . will that all my

fnerlings shall labor, and liue of their labor

Friarly (frai aril), a. (adv ) Now rare, [f as

prec. + -ly 1 and B
.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to friais; resembling

a friar ;
fnar-like

*349 Latimer 5ih Serm bef Edw VI (Arb ) 151 Thys is

a fryerly fassion that wyll receyue no monye in tbeyr

handes but wyll haue it put vpon theyr sleues *583 Gold-
ing Calvin on Deut Ixxxiv 518 These fnerly flatterers.

1609 Bp W Barlow Anszu Nameless Cath 247 In his

Friarly garments (habits of peace and pietie) a *66x

Fuller Worthies in. (1662) 123 He never set his name to

his Books, but it may (according to the Frierly-Fancy) he
collected out of the Capital Letters of his severall works

1817 T L Peacock Mehncourt II 33 In life three ghostly

friars were we And now three friarly ghosts we be *885 G.
Meredith Diana Crossways II vu. 159 We will.. send you
back sobered and friarly to Caen

B adv. In friarly fashion, after the maimer of

the friars

1**63* Donne Lett, to Sir R H (Alford) VI 337 ,

1

never

fettered nor imprisoned the word Religion, not straightening

it Friarly, ad rehgiones fachtias
^

+ Friar Rush, The “proper name (Ger.

Rausch) of the hero of a popular story, which tells

of the adventures of a demon disguised as a fnar.

Hence used as the name of a Christmas game.

1603 Declar Popish Impost 33 Fitting complements for

. coalevnder candlesticks FnerRush and wo penny hoe

IT Confused by Scott (? after Milton L’Allegro 104)
with Ignisfatuus.

1808 Scott Marm iv. i, Better we had .. Beenlanthorn-

led by Friar Rush.

Fri’arship. nonce-wd [f. Friar sb, +-ship ]

A mock title applied to a fnar or monk.
*708 Motteux Rabelais iv Ixvi. (1737) 272 As if every

one was a Monk, like his Fryarship.

Friary (frai on), sb [f. Feiae sb + -y 2
; see

the earlier Frary.]

1. A convent of friars

1538 Latimer Let to Cromwell 6 Oct., Rem (Parker Soc)
403Tf the kings grace would vouchsafe to bestow the two

friaries, Black and Grey, with their appurtenance, upon this

his poor, ancient city a *659 Cleveland Wks (1687) a*7

Not a poor loop-hole, Error could sneak by. No not the

Abbess to the Friery *759 B Martin Nat Hist. Eng I

156 Near Guildford is the Friery 1824 Miss Mitford

Village Ser 1 (1863) *22 The remains of an old fnary 1884

Catholic Times 10 Oct 4/8 The foundation-stone ofthe new
Fnary the first of the kind established since the Reforma*

tion

2. A fraternity or brotherhood of friars.

163* Wekver Anc Fun Mon, 433 A Friery or Brother,

hood founded by Raph Hosiar. 1697 Loud. Gas. No.

3312/3 A Bill for Suppressing Fryeries was presented this

day to the House ofLords. *762 tr. Buschmfs Syst Geog
II. 2x6 He proposed also to founda convent, to be dedicated

to the poorest friary in the Kingdom.

f 3 . The institution or practices of fnars. Obs.

*633 Fuller Ch Hist vi 272 When John Milverton
began (m favour of Friery) furiously to engage against

Bishops and the Secular Clergy <11661 — Worthies iv

(1662) g A Secular Priest, betwixt whose Profession and
Fryery, there was an ancient Antipathy.

4. attnb (of or pertaining to a fhary or friaries),

asfnary-cart, -chapel, -clmich
1398 Stow Sum 357 This was called the frery cart

and had the pnueledge of sanctuary 1774 Warton Hist
Eng Poet I ix 293 It was fashionable for persons of the

highest rank to bequeath their bodies to be buned m the
fnary churches. 1872 Daily News 22 May, The Fnary
Chapel, where the ceremony was to be held

f Frrary, a. Obs [f. Feiar sb. + -y h] Of or

pertaining to the friars.

1589 Cooper Adnton. 224 Hypocrites . which will haue
these preceptes perpetuall, and builde thereon fnerie and
monkish superstition 1605 Camden Rem. (1636)165 Francis
Cornefield invented to sigmfie his name. Saint Francis with
his Friery kowle m a cornefield

t Fria tion. Obs [as if ad L. *fndtion-em,
n. of action f fndre to rub into small pieces.] The
action of nibbing or crumbling into small pieces
1636 Blount Glossogr

,
Fricahon or Friation, a rubbing

or fretting together 1637 B- Turner Paracels Chym
Transmui 43 The first beginning of its Resolution is not

Friation. 1743 Lond $ Country Brew 11 (ed 2) 139 By
such Friation they are put into a Condition of imparting
their Essence more freely to the Wort

Fribble (ftrb’l), sb. and a [f. next vb ]

A. sb

1 A tnflmg, frivolous fellow, one not occupied

in senons employment, a tnfler.

X664J Wilson Cheats i 111,A Company of Fnbbles, enough
to discredit any honest House m the World 1771 J Giles
Poems 161 A nymph who can for me forego The fop, the

fribble, and the beau 1865 Merivale Rom, Entp VIII.
lxiv 128 The criminals they lash were at least no milksops
in crime, no fribbles, in vice *881 Besant & Rice Chapl
Fleet it 111,Yonder litLle fribble is a haberdasher from town,
who pretends to be a Templar
2. A trifling thing

;
also, a frivolous notion, idea,

or characteristic

X83SW Stephenson GatesheadPoems 24 To supply his

horse’s rack He deem’d it hut a fribble *874 Blackie
SelfCult 83 The fribbles, oddities, and monstrosities of

humanity

3

Frivolity, nonsense
xB8i E Mulforu Republic ofGod ii 31 note. This life, that

is not that of fribble or of crime, is not ephemeral

4. Comb., as fnbble-like adj. , fribble-frabble,

nonsense
x8zzT Mitchell Aristoph II 239 He with legs planted

wide in this fashion, Fnbble-like, swings his frame. 1839
Sala Tin round Clock (1861) 77 The innumerable whim-
whams and fnbhle-frabble of fashion

B. adj Tnflmg, frivolous, ridiculous.

*798 Brit. Critic Jan 06 The superficial, trivial and frigid

manner in which that fribble minister (Mimstre de Boudoir)
treated this important branch of administration *839
Thackeray Cnt Rev Wks 1886XXIII 128 An illustration

of some wretched story m some wretched fribble Annual
1840— Catherine 1, Lovelywoman 1

. what lies and fribble

nonsense canst thou make us listen to

Hence Fri bhledom, the spirit or behaviour of

a fribble, Fri bblelsm, the quality charactenstic

of a fribble, frivolity.

1738 Phmwr in Goldsmith’s Wks^ (ed Gibbs) IV. 429 He
[Snakespear] disdained the fnbleism of the French, in

adopting the blemishes with equal passion as the beauties

of the ancients 1844 Blackw. Mag. LV. 557 Such as the

Quarterly informed us last year, m a fit of fribbledom, were
worthy the neat little aowquills of lady-authors.

Frifrble (frib’l), v. [onomatopceic
;
proh. in-

fluenced in sense by association with Frivol.]

1 1. a. trans. To falter, stammer (put) ; also

mtr. with through b. intr To falter, totter m
walking. Obs
a 1627 Middleton Mayor of QueenborougJt v i, They

speak but what they list of it, and fribble out the rest

1640 Brome Antipodes 11 Wks 1873 III 257 If he [the

actor] can fnble through, and move delight In others, I [the

author] am pleas'd a *632 — Mad Couple n. ibid. I 26

You haue often mutteredand fnbled some intentions towards

me 1709 Steele Tatler No 49 P 8 The poor Creature

fribles in his gate 1848 Craig, Fribble

.

to totter like a

weak person.

2. mtr In eaily use, to act aimlessly or feebly,

to busy oneself to no purpose
,
to * fiddle’. Now

(exc dial.) only m strongly contemptuous sense

.

To behave frivolously, trifle.

X640 Brome Sparagus Garden 11 ii, As true as I live he
fribles with mee sir Hugh 1664 Butler Hud. 11. in 36
Though Cheats yet more intelligible Than those that with

the Stars do fribble 1748 Richardson Clarissa (x8n)VI
lxxvui.378 He fribbled with Ins waistcoat buttons, as if he
had been telling his beads 1855 Thackeray iWwowaw II 27

Not as you treat these fools that are fribbling round about

you 1892 I Zangwill Bow Myst 60 Who's fribbling now,

you or me, Cantercot ? 1895 Anglian Gloss,, Fribble, to

fuss about

b. trans To fribble away: to throw away or

part with lightly, fool away. Tofribble out (nonce-

use) ; to portray with purposeless minuteness.

1633 Shirley WittyFairOne iv ii, Here is twenty pieces

;

you shall fribble them away at the Exchange presently

<*1834 LambFinalMem. viu To B. Barton, Rembrandt has
painted only Belshazzar, and a courtier or two not fribbled

out a mob offine folks 1879 McCarthy Own Times I. x.

j 203 While Lord Melbourne and his Whig colleagues, were
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fubbling away their popularity 1887 Fenn Master oj

Ceremonies xn, Don't fribble away the season

3 To frizz or frizzle (a wig) Sc
1756 [see Fr[doled ppl a ] 1822 Galt Steamboat ml 397

The minister had a blockhead whereon he was wont todiess
and fiibble his wig

Hence Pri tabled ppl a., Fri tabling- vbl sb and
ppl a Also Fri totaler, a trifler

; Fri tatalery,

frivolity.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 474 The gitiglmg Eare, 01 Fancy
, may liave Patterns exceeding oidinary Imitation, or

Friblmgs of Wit *656 R Fletciiir Mai hall 111 63 He
tlien that’s pretty's but a fribbling fool a 1680 Emu 01

Rocnrsai a Poems (1702) i2g And fnbling for fiee speaking
does mistake 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), A Fubbling
Question 171a Steeli Sped No 288 fz A Fnbblei is one
who professes Rapture and Admiiation foi the Woman to
whom he addresses, and dreads nothing so much as her Con
sent 1756 Toldervy Two Orphans III 106 It was a
sevei e punishment to the fribbled jessamy waitei *873 H.
Kingsley Oakshott xh 278 He had been writing fribbling

poetry 1889 T Wright Chalice 0/Carden xxxin 237 Why
this waste of time, this wronging of self, this reduction to a
condition of fribblery?

Fribblish (fri blij), a. [f. Fiubble sb + -ish ]

Characteristic of or suited to a fribble
;
fnvolous,

trifling

1768 Mrs Dflany Lett Ser n I 176 His library is

indeed as fubblish as himself c 1770 T Erskini Barbei
in Poet Res;. (1810) 329 No longei England owns your
fribblish laws 1803 S Pcggc Anccd Eng Lang 153 You
may perhaps he pur/led to discover how, instead of 0111

teceived preterite /ought he should obtain such a maidenly
and fribblish substitute asfit. 1830 J Wilson in Blaekw
Mag XXVIII 848, I love to be candid, fribbleisli and
feeble

Friborgh, -burgh see Futtiiborit, Hist.

+ Fricace, sb Qbs Forms : 6 fnoasie, -ye,

6-

7 fncacie, 7 fricace [ad L. fnedtio Fuioa-
tion , for the foim cf. conspiracy ] - Frication,
Friction i.

1333 Elyot Cast lJelthe (1341) 47 a, Of fncasies or
rubbynges precedinge exercise. 1603 B Jonson Volponcu
11, Applying only a waime napkin to the place, aftei the
vnction, and fricace. a 1643W. Cartwright Love's Convert
11 it, Some Grooms o’ the Teeth, and others of the hair

,

Mistres o’ th' Fricace, one, one of the Powders,

t Frrcace, v Obs la d-7 fric(o)ase. tram.
To rub ; to subject to friction. Hence Frrcaeing
vbl sb.

1379 J Jones Preserv Bodie ft Soule 1 xxm 44 Fncasing
the bodie first emptied of the common excrements 1607
Topsei l Pour-/ Beasts (1658) 143 First rub and fnccase the
wart violently, and afterward anoint it with Salt Ibid 504
[The powder] rubbed upon the teeth, although they be loose

yet, Pliny saith, they will be recovered by that fi massing.

FricancLeau (frikaendJa ). PI. fncandeaux.
Also 8 frioando(e [a F. fncandeau ] A slice

of veal or other meat fried or stewed and served
with sauce

,
a collop

;
a fricassee of veal.

1706 Phii i ips (ed. Kersey), Fncandoe, a sort of Scotch
Collops made of thin slices of Veal, well larded and stuff’d

17*3 Bradley Pam Bid s v., To make farced Fncandoes
or Scotch Collops 1769 Mrs. Raitald Eng. Housekpr
(1778) 1 1 5 A Fncando of Beef 18x2 Comde Picturesque
xxvi, * That dish ’, he cried, ‘ I’d rather see, Than flican-
dean orfricassee ’ 1829 Lytton Devereu v iv vit, I think
her very like a fncandeau—white, soft, and insipid. 1884
Girls' Own Paper June 491/1 For birds, hares and frican-

deaux the bacon should be two inches long

Hence Fncandeau* v, trans., to make into fn-

candeaux.
1769 Mrs. Ratfald Eng. Housekpr (1778) 132To fncando

Pigeons

Fricandel, -elle (fnkasnde 1) Also fnoa-
delle. [quasi-Fr. form of prec ] (See quot 1892.)
1872 Warm's Every-day Cookery 153 Ragout, Fncandelles,

Sweetbreads 1892 Garrett Encycl. Cookery, Fricadelles,
These are also erroneously called Fricadilloes and Frica-
telles

_
They are hashed meat made into balls and fried

Fricassee (frikasf), sb. Forms : 6-7 fricase,

fricacy, -le, 6-8 frieasy, (7 frycasa, frioaoe,

fregaoy), 7 fricaasie, (fngasie), (8 frioasey,
frigacy, fingusee), 7-9 frioass€, 7-9 frioasee,

7- fricassee, [a. ~F.fncassde, f fncasser to mince
and cook m sauce

; of unknown origin ]

1

Meat sliced and filed or stewed and served with
sauce Now usually a lagout of small animals or

birds cut in pieces
1368 North tr Gneuara's Diall Pr (1619) 624 That hee

coulde make seuen manner of fncasies 1397 awrf Et Od
Hus-vnues Jewell B ij, For fncasies of a lambes head and
purtenance 1636 Perfect Eng Cooke 3 To make a Fregacy
of Lamb or Veal *678 J Phillips Tavernier’s Trav

,

Persia m 1 101 Little Birds of which we caught enow to
make a lusty Fncassie 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) I. 263
A duck, which was hot at dinner, was brought cold in the
evening, the next day served up as a fricassee 1838 Haw-
thorne Fr It. Jrnls (1872) I 23 A fowl, m some sort of
delicate fncasee
fig a 1637 Lovelace Lucasta (1659) 80 Hottei than all

the rosted Cooks you sat To dresse the fncace of your
Alphabet i86iThornbury Tnmerl 300 His confused and
unequal picture of the * Field of Waterloo ' . . a perfect
fricassee of ill.drawn lumps of figures.

+ 2 (See quot. 1611 ) Obs rare— 1
,

c 1373 Life Ld, Grey (Camden) 30 It was resolved to
make a fricoisie withm the bullckwarck, and prezently too
withdrawe all from thence.,and then too have biowen it up
whoale [1611 Cotgr, Fricassee a kind of charge for a
Morter, or murdering peece, of stones, bullets, nailes, and

peeces of old jron closed togethei with grease, and gun-
powder ]

+3 A kind of dance : see quot Ohs rare— 1

1773 Mrs Harris in Pnv Lett Ld. Malmesbury (1870)
I. 294 A new dance at the Festmo, called the Fncaxte
begins with an affront, then they fight and fire pistols, then
they aie reconciled, embrace, and so ends the dance

Fricassee (frikasi-

), v [f prec. sb. Cf F
fncasser.] trans. To make a fricassee of; to

dress as a fricassee Also transf
1637 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 10 The Sun did so scald

us without, as we were in a fittei condition to be fricased for

the Padres dinner, than to eat any dinner our selves. 1671
Eachard Observ Answ Cont. Clergy {1696) 63 Common
sense and truth will not down with them unless they be
hash’d and frienssed 1724 Compl Fain Piece 1 u 127 You
may fncasy it, 01 fry it as yon do Ve.il 1788 Ld Auckland
Diary Corr, 1861 II 76 ’1 ney are all fried and fricasseed by
the sun at Madrid 1817 Keats Lett Wks 1889 III 72,

I would have fncaseed her radishes ragouted her onions
x8sp Thackeray Virgin via, We cannot afford to be both
scalped by Indians 01 fricasseed by French 1874 Cookl.
Fungi 98 Sparassis enspa In Austria it is fncasseed with
butter and herbs

fig 1719 D’Uriey Pills II 2 He Ti ills, and Gapes, and
Struts, Ana Fricassee’s the Notes

Hence Fricassee d ppl a
,
lit andJig.

s6nz R Wild Dcclat Lib Come 9 AH manner of Rost,
1 ' f 1

r ,l " i^o’d sinners of both sexes 1768
I * /

‘ 1 1 ( 7)1 I ly three I had got sat down
1 j < . 1 «. 1 1 chicken *859 JEPHSOV
Brittany v. 54 A bieakfast of fricasseed chicken [etc ]

Fricasseer (fiik<K6i 01) [f picc + -lri. Cf
Y

.
fncasseur ] One who makes fricassees

X79X-X823 IJ’IsnAru Cur Lit {1866) 26B/1 Call we tins

plodding (ricasseev a Cook ?

t Fricate, v. Obs rate— 1
, [f. L f icat- ppl

stem offnca-ie to 111b ] trans To rub (one body
on another)
1716 NrwTON Let to Law 15 Dec, in Nature (1881)

12 May, A piece of Amber or resin fricated on bilke clothe

+ Frica*tion. Obs Also 6 fricaoion [ad

L fncation-em, n. of action f. fricarc to rub ]

1 The action or process of chafing oi rubbing
(the body) with the hands. Cf. Fricace and Fric-
tion 1

*533 Elyot Cast Helthe (1541) 75 b, Then increase fnca-
cions and exercise by litel «. litel 1626 Bacon Sylva § 58
Gentle Frication draweth forth the Nourishment, by making
the Parts a little Hungry 1661 K W Conf Charac

,
De-

tracting Empiric (i860) 63 This quackroyall is never so
happy as when he’s telling them, how many humours he
hath asswaged by frication. 1694 R. Burtiiogge Reason 85
By .a strong Frication of the eye from without,

2 . The action of rubbing the surface of one body
against that of another , friction.

1631 Jordan Nat Bathes v (1669) 29 Some woods that are
unctuous which yield fire by frication 1664 Powlr E \p
Philos, ui 156 A well polished Stick of hard Wax. (imme-
diately after frication) will move the Directory Needle
1723 Bradley Fam Diet s v Shrouding

,

They [trees] need
no fence as standing in no Danger 01 the Brousmgs and
Fncations of Cattle 01 Comes.

Fricative (frrkativ), a. and sb [ad. mod.L.
fnedtiv-us, f L. fnedi e to rub : see -ative ]A adj.

1. Of a consonant-sound : Produced by the fric-

tion ofthe breath through a narrow opening between
two of the mouth-organs
i860 Marsh Eng. Lang. 480 The b showing no tendency

to the more explosive articulation of some of the German
dialects, or the more fricative of the Spanish 1873 Whitney
Life Lang iv 61 A sound of very different charactei,
a fricative consonant. 1883 [see Faucal sb ]

2 ‘Sounded by friction, as certain musical in-

struments ’ {Cent. Diet )

B sb A fricative consonant.
1863 Lepsius StandardAlphabet 68, H belongs, therefore,

to the unvocalised strong fricatives

Fricatory (fn katan), a nonce-wd. [f L type
*fncdtori-us, f. friedtor one who rubs : see -ory ]

fig That mbs 01 * rubs down ’.

1819 Moore Diary 6-7 Apr , One of those fricatory letters
with which we asses of literature rub each other

Fricatrice (fri katris). [ad. L *fricdtric-em
}

fem agent-n. f.friedre to rub ] A lewd woman
1603 B Jonson Vblpone iv 11, [A patron] To a lewd harlot,

a base fricatrice. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. v 165 Ingles,
Fricatrices, He-Whores. 1871 R Ellis Catullus xeix. 10
Like slaver abhorr’d breath'd from a foul fricatrice

Fricht, Sc. form of Fright v
+ Prickle. Obs
x68x Blount Glossogr,, Fnckle,

a Basket (for fruit) that
holds about a bushel

Fricollis : see Frijoles.

Frictile (fri*ktil), a Obs rare- 1
, [f L type

*fnctilis, f. fncare (pa. pple. fnct-us) . see -ilk ]
Obtained by friction.

1883 J S Stallybrass tr. Grimm’s Tent. Mythol II 610
There is water boiled on the frictile fire.

Friction (fn kjan), sb. [a F friction
,
ad L

fnction-em, n of action fiom fncare to rub }
1 The action of chafing or rubbing (the body or

limbs). (Formerly much used m medical treat-

ment.) Cf Frication.
1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxiv (1887)132 Goueming the

body after exercise, and his frictions to rubbe it and chafe
it 1629 Massinger Picture ve 11, If he but hear a coach .

The friction with fumigation, cannot save him Fiom the
chine-evil 1704 F Fuller Med Gymn (i7n) « Th“
Solid s must be treated by Frictions, Exercise of the BoH.,
and the like x8eo Med Jrnl IV 369 Observations 2

the Effects ofAceticEther applied by Friction in Rheumatic
Complaints 1843 Carlyle Past 4 pr 1 Vl| Hoping tohave got off by a little bhstery fnction on the back ' 187cHamerton Intell Life x. v 388 A cold bath, with friction
and a little exercise.

2 The rubbing of one body against another*
attrition

’

1704 Newton Optics in 1(1721) 314 Whether that agitation
be made by Heat, or by Friction, or Percussion, or Putre
faction, or by any vital Motion 1796 Morse Amer Geo?
I 481 The rocks below..are worn many feet deep hv the
constant friction of the water a 1800 Cow per Mischievous
Bull in, The sheep heie smooths the knotted thorn With
frictions of her fleece 1845 Darwin Voy Nat xvm (iSsa)
409 A light was procured by rubbing a blunt pointed stick
in a groove made in another until by fnction the dust was
ignited

3

Physics and Mech The resistance which any
body meets with m moving over another body
Angle offriction, the maximum slope at which one body

will lest upon another without sliding down Centre of
fndion : see Ccvrrir. 16 Coefficient offriction, the ratio
between the forte necessary to move one surface horizontally
over another and the pressure between the two sui faces

, cf
Coi n icient sb 3 b 1<notion at rest, the amount of fac-
tion between two touching bodies that aie relatively at rest
Friction of motion, ‘ the power required to keep a moving
body in motion' {Lockwood) Junction of iepose

, ‘the
power necessary to set a body moving from a state of quies
cence ' {Lockwood)
17*2 Chtsfluen Anat vn (ed 2) 39 This Contrivance is

always found necessary by Mechanics, where the Friction of
the Joynts ofany of their Machines is great i73sJohnson,
Friction, the resistance in machines caused by the motion of
one body upon another x822I1msoN.Sc §Art I 57 Polished
substances , have less friction than lough ones 1839
Ranking Steam Engine § 13 That excess, however, of
the friction of lest over the friction of motion, is instantly
destroyed by a slight vibration x868 E, J Routh Rigid
Dynamics no When one part of a body rests on another a
force is called into play tending to prevent slipping This
foice is called fnction 1875 Nvsirom Elcm Mech 88
Rolling-friction is the lesistance of uneven surfaces rolling

on one another, like that of a wheel rolling on a road

4 . fig. ; esp. of the jarring or conflict of unlike

opinions, temperaments, etc.

1761 Sterne Tr Shandy III 111, Souls by long friction

and incumbition, have the happiness .to get all be-virtu’d
x768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 531 When memory
began to lay in her stores, their frictions among one another
struck out the first sp irkles ofjudgment and forecast 1792
Mad D’Arulay Let to A Voting 18 June, You find by a
little approximation and friction of tempeis and things that
they are mortal X834 H Milllr Scenes q Le% xvi (1837)

239 The fears of the people, exposed to so continual a fric-

tion, began to wear out 1875 H James R Hudson (1879)
I 25 He felt the friction of existence more than was sus-

E
ccted 1884 J Hall Chi Home 151 In this case friction

etween parent and child is out of the question

5 . Comb., chiefly Mech
,
as friction-ball, one

of the balls used to lessen the friction of heal-

ings, etc
,
friction-block, a block which is pressed

against a revolving body to arrest its motion by
friction ; fnction-brake, see quots : also, a brake

operating by means of friction ;
friction-breccia

Geol =fault-rock (see Fault 1 1) ;
friction-clutch,

-cone, -coupling, -disc, contrivances for trans-

mitting motion by frictional contact
;
friction-fire,

fire obtained by means of a fire-drill; friction-

fremitus Path, -fnction-sound ;
friction-fuse

^friction-tube
;
friction-gear, -gearing, gear or

gearing for transmitting motion by frictional con-

tact ; friction-machine (see quot 1884), friction-

match, a match that ignites by friction , fnction-

powder (see quot.) ;
friction-primer, the name

usedm the U.S. forfriction-tube

;

friction-roller,

(a

)

a roller placed so as to lessen the friction of

anything passing over it
;

{b) see quot. 1888 ; fnc-

tion-sound Path, (see quot.)
,
friction-tight a ,

fitting so tightly that the desired amount of friction

is obtained, friction-tube (see quots ) ;
fraction-

wheel, (a) seefriction-roller', {b) see quot. 1888.

1842 Francis Diet A rts, "Friction balls 1874 Knight
Diet Mech I. 915/2 *Friction-brake, a form of dynamo-
meter inventedby Prony, in which a pair of ^friction-blocks

are screwed to a journal rotating at a given speed 1879

Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I. 1 § 436 White’s friction

brake measures the amount of work actually performed in

any time by an engine or other ‘prime mover *, by allowing

it during the time of trial to waste all its work on faction

1884 Knight Diet Mech IV 357/x Friction Brake 2 A
measurer of the lubricity of oils 184a Francis Diet Arts,

*Friction-clutch Ibid
,
*Friction-cones 1888 Lockwoods

Diet. Mech Engm , *Friction Disc 1863 Tylor Early
Hist Man, ix 257 The flmt and steel has superseded the

ancient *frtction-fire, 1877 Roberts Handbk Med (ed 3)

II 7 The presence of any cardiac thrill or pencardial *fric-

tion-fremitus. 1879 Khory Pnnc Med 47 Friction fremitus

may be felt while the patient is taking deep breath *860

Illustr Loud News 23 Feb 191/2 The old plan of a touch-

hole on the topis disused, and the 11 friction-fuse substituted

1874 Knight Diet. Mech I 916/2 *Friction-gear. 1888

Lockwood's Diet Mech Engm., Friction Gearing gear-

ing, whose driving force is produced by the friction only of

the penpheries of the wheels. 1802 Med, Jrnl, VIII 47^ An
isolated electnc pile, or a *frtction machine of Nairn,

positive and negative, and also isolated 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. IV. 357/2 Fnction Machine, an electric



FRICTION. 545 FRIEND.
machine, generating electricity by contact with amalga-
mated silk. 1847 Emerson Repr Men

, Montaigne wks.
(Bohn) I 537 Thus, the men of the senses . . believe that

mustard bites the tongue, that *friction matches are in-

cendiary. 1864 Webster, *Friction,powder, a composition

of chlorate of potash and antimony, which readily ignites

by friction 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 916/2 *Friction-

fruiter, a small brass tube filled with gunpowder, and
having a smaller tube containing friction composition in-

serted at right angles near the top 1703 Wollaston in

Phil Trans LXXXIII 150 * Friction-rollers were applied

to take off some of the weight 187s R F Martin tr

Havreis' Winding Mach 91 The movement of this valve is

produced by a cam with bosses, by means of a lever and a
Friction roller 1888 Lockwood’s Diet Mech. Engm

,

Friction Rollers

,

or Friction Wheels

,

small rollers which
revolve in bearings, and sustain an axle m the depression

formed by the contiguity of the upper portion of their peri-

pheries. x86o Fowler Med Voc
, *Fnciion sound, the

auscultatory sound heard when the pleura or pericardium
are roughened by inflammation and effused lymph. 1864
Webster, *Friction tube, (Mil), a tube used for firing

cannon by means of friction *867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
lk ,

Friction-tube . ignition is caused by the friction on
sudden withdrawal of a small horizontal metal bar from the

detonating priming in the head of the tube 177a Phil
Trans LXXII 476 Their axes rested on *fuction wheels
of four inches diameter *826 J Adamson Railroads 23 A
large fixed pulley or friction-wheel 1888 Lockwood s Diet.

Mech Engm , Friction Wheel, any wheel which dnves or is

driven by friction

Friction (fin kjbn), v. [f. prec sb ] a. intr.

To move about with friction
; tofnotion away

, to

go on rubbing, b trans. To chafe or rub (the

body or limbs). C. intr. To sustain friction (see

quot. 1855).
184a Mech. Mag XXXVI 61 Did not the earth perform

its motions as regularly before the creation of man, as now
it does with 800,000,000 of human beings on its surface in-

cessantly frictioning about 1853 Tail's Mag XXII 186
If it [an oil-painting] will ‘friction ' as the term is—that is,

if he can raise the varnish by rubbing with finger or thumb,
he accounts himself happy ; and, laying it flat onhisdinmg-
table, he frictions away till his hands are tender and blis-

tered 1856 Kane Arct Expl I xxvu 361,

1

reached the
ice-floe, and was fnctioned by Hans with frightful zeal.

Frictionable (fn kjbnab’l), a rare. [f. Fnio-
tion sb + -able ] Liable to undergo friction.

1847 Jrnl. R Agnc. Soc VIII. 11 338 An agricultural

steam engine being much exposed to the weather, and con-
sequently the frictionable parts liable to corrosion.

Frictional (fnkjanal), a [f Friction- sb. +
-al ] Of or pertaining to friction, moved or pro-

duced by friction.

Frictional electricity
,
electricity developed by friction (see

Electricity i) Frictional escafement in Watch andCl -

making, an escapement receiving and transmitting motion
by friction Frictional gearing (-wheels), wheels which
transmit motion by friction instead ofby teeth Frictional
resistance, the resistance of surfaces due to friction ; esp
the resistance to slipping of riveted joints by the contraction
of the nvets (Lockwood)
1850 Grove Corr Pkys Forces (ed a) 23 The deflection

of the magnetic needle . when resulting from frictional

electricity, 1870 Tyndall Led Electr 17 By linking cells

together we cause the voltaic current to approach more and
more to the character of the frictional current. 1871 Proctor
Sun iv. 21 1 The frictional impulses of circulating planetary
matter in process of subsidence into . the larger body. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I 1 § 275 No relative motion
can take place without meeting with frictional or other
forms of resistance 1884 F J Britten Watch <$• Clockm
107 The Cylinder^ Verge, and Duplex are the best known
examples of frictional escapements for watches 1886 A
Winchell Walks # Talks Geol Field 101 Daily motions
adequate to develop a large amount of frictional heat

Hence Fri ctionally adv., 1 as regards friction
*

(Cassell 1882).

Frictionary (fn kjanari), a nonce-wd [f. as

prec. + -art] = prec
1839 Lady Lytton Cheveley (ed 2) I xu 281 He con-

sideiably endangered Frumg’s frictionary equilibrium, and
nearly reduced her to a horizontal position

Frictiouize (fn kjanaiz), v [f Friction sb.

+ -IZE.] tians To subject to friction
;
to rub

1853 Kane Grmnett Exp xxxiv (1856) 301 By the aid of
a hard towel—he goes over his entire skeleton, fnctionmng
*859 Sala Tin. round Clock (1861) 376 Their principal re-

creation is to scrub, polish, tickle, and frictiomse the brass
and wood work of the fire-engines

Frictionless (fn kfhnles), a [f Friction sb.

+ -less ] Free from or without friction

1848 m Craig 1873 Croll Climate & T vm 136 Un-
less water be frictionless, a thing which it is not 1887
Ewing in Encycl Bnt XXII 597/2 The joints and bear-
ings of all the levers are made frictionless

Jig 1848 Lowell Fable for Critics Poet Wks. 1890 III

53 It gives you a cool brain, quite frictionless, quiet 1884
Kendal Mercury 19 Dec 5/2 The frictionless speed with
which the Boundary Commission are proceeding.

Hence Frrctioolessly adv, in a frictionless

manner ; without faction
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I 1 § 3x9 A system in

which any number of fly wheels are pivoted fnctionlessly

on any moveable part of the system

Friday (frai d*i, -di) Forms' 1 Mgedaeg,
frisdees, 3 frideei, 2-3 fndai, 3 south, vridei,

vTidawe, vryday, 3-7 fryday, 4-6 frydaye, (4
fredaye), 6 fridaie, 3- fnday. [OE. friged®g,
‘ day of (the goddess) Frig ’

;
a Com WGer. trans-

lation of the late L dies Veneris,
day of (the planet)

Venus Cf OFns, fngendei (where however the

Vol. IV.
' "

nftme of the goddess is of the weak declension),
MDu. vftdag (Du vnjdag), OHG frfatag (M.HG.
vrttac, mod.Ger freitag) ; the ON fnddagr (Sw.,
Da fredag

)

seems to be of Ger origin
The OE Frig str fern occurs only m this name and as a

common noun m pl.=Lat veneres

,

it corresponds to ON,
Fngg, name of the wife ofOdin(nol,as often said, toFreyja,
though the latter goddess corresponds more nearly in charac-
ter to Venus), and is the fern of the OTeut. adj, *frijo-,
originally ‘beloved, loving’ see Free. The more exact
transl of

£ Dies Veneris ’, Freyjitdagr, occurs Hist, jn some
Icel Writers ]

1 The sixth day of the week
Black Friday (<z) f Schoolslang (see quot. 1611) ; (6) applied

to various historic dates of disastrous events which took
place on Friday, as Dec 6, 1745, when the landing of the
Young Pretender was announced in London , May n, 1866,
when a commercial panic ensued on the failure of Overend,
Gurney, & Co, Golden Friday, the Friday in each of the
Ember weeks t The three Golden Fridays

, humorously for
Good Friday see quot. 1532 Good Friday, the Fnday
before Easter-day, observed as a holy day to commemorate
Chnst's crucifixion ; also t Long Fnday (see quot 1891)
a 1000 Laws Eth, v. § 17 Faestan mice Frige-daeg c 1030

Byrhtferth's Handboc m A nglta (1885) VIII 302 Frisedseg,
wodnesdaeg, sasternes daeg. a 1x23 0 E Chron an 1106
On pon Fngedeeg aetywae an unxewunelic steorra 1134
0 E Chron an 1*37 (Laud MS.), & on lang fndaei him
on rode hengen for ure Drihtmes luue. c 1203 Lay 13932
Freon beoie laefdi heo Jiuen hire fridsei 1207 R Glouc.
(1724) 220 per uore be Englysse clupede . . after Frye, Fryday
[c X330 Ann Land, an, 1305 in Stubbs Chron. Edw I $ II
(Rolls) I 136 Die qui dicebatur bonus dies Veneris,] 1393
Langl P PI C xix x68 This by-fil on a Fryday, a litel

by-fore Paske. <1x400 Maundev (1839) V11 76 And on the
Gode Fryday it [the Lampe] gothe out be him self c 1485
Digby Myst (1882) in 1513 On be fryday, god mad man.
1326 Pilgr. Perf (W de W 1531) 303 b, The sixth chapiter
sheweth a meditacyon for Fryday 1332 More Confut
Ttndale Wks, 651/2 The 111 golden frydayes, that is to

wit, the frydaye nexte after Palme sundaye, and the fry-

daye next afore easier day, and good fryday. 2384R Scot
Discov Witcher it. vm 24 Above all other times they
[witches] confesse upon fridaies. x6xx Boys Exp Epist §
Gasp (1630) 203 Let me tell them of another schoole tncke

,

at the world's end there is a blacke-fnday, a general!
examination a x6x8 Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 19 And
because his [Mahomet’s] creation hapned upon a fnday, that
day was ordayned by him to be their Sabbaoth. 1830
Neale East Ch iv 1 I 750 The Friday after Pentecost is

called Golden Friday, and is a high Festival x868 Campion
& Beaumont Prayer-bk Interleaved (1876) 115 The term
Good Friday is peculiar to the English Church 1891 Ben-
ham Diet Rehg. 476 Among the Saxons it [the Friday m
Holy Week] was called Long Friday—probably on account
of the long fasts and offices used on this day
2 A reception or entertainment given on that day
1836 C’tess Granville Lett {1894) II 200 Not a Genoese

appeared theie, or at my Friday 1871 M Collins Mrq 4
Merck I 11 73 Happy the man who was admitted to the
Marchioness’s Fridays

3 . attnb. and Comb , as Friday morning Also

f Friday-face, a grave or gloomy expression

of the countenance' whence T Friday-faced a
,

sad-looking; Fnday-fare, food for a fast-day;

t Fnday-feast, a fast-day meal, a fish dinner;

f Friday-look, a solemn look

=

Friday-face
1392 Greene Groatsw. Wit (16x7) Civ b, The Foxe made

a *Fridayface, counterfeiting sorrow x68rW Robertson
Phraseol Gen. (1693) 1092 What makes you look so sad, and
moodily? with such a Friday face c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall
Gr in 11 (x88i) 57 No, you.*Fnday fac’t-frying-pan 1606
Wily Beguiled in Hawkins Eng, Drama (1773) III 356
What a fnday-fac’d sla\ e it is 1 I think his face never keeps
holiday 1649 G Daniel Trtnarch

,
Hen V, xlix, That he

might haue his Capons, *fryday fare. 1864 Tennyson En
Ard. 100 The lonely Hall, Whose Friday fare was Enoch’s
ministering. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 56 Invites his

friends to a *friday feast. 01x7x6 South Serm (1717) VI.
xoq If he steps forth with a *Friday-look and a Lenten Face
. .Oh 1 then he is a Saint upon Earth 1633 Rowley Match
Midnight 1, A plague of * Friday mornings 1

Fridge (fridg), v. Also Frig. [App. onoma-
topoeic; cf. Fidge, Fig]

1 . intr To move restlessly (about or up and
down) ;

to fidget. Cf. Fidge v Obs
a 1550 Hye way to Spyttel-ho 394 in Hazi E P P, IV.

44 At euery doore there they foot and frydge 1617 Mark-
ham Caval v 23 Wbilest you currie your Horse, if hee
keepe a fndging vp and downe it is a signe your Currie-
combe is too sharpe 1642 H. More Song ofSoul n 11 nr.

xxii, So must it. rub against the Stars, surround the Sun
Then swiftly fridge about the pallid Moon x68x Halljwell
Melampronoea 3 The little Motes or Atoms that fridge, and
play in the Beams of the sun,

'1- 2 . To chafe, rub, scrape (against or upon). 06s.

1617 Markham Caval. in 70 His spurs also must needes
fudge vpon his sides 1631 H Mons. SecondLash(i&55) II.

213 The parts fridge one against another uncessantly.

3 . trans To rub, fray, chafe ; to wear away by
rubbing. Also with off Now chiefly dial
26x7 [see the vbl. sb] 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III iv,

You might have fretted and fudged the outside of them
all to pieces 1781 J Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss

,
Fridge,

to rub m pieces 1788 Marshall RuralEcon ,
E Yorks.

(E D S ), Fndge, to chafe, to wear or injure by friction

1848 A. B Evans Leicestersh. Words,
etc., Fridge, To fray,

chafe, or ‘ rough up’ * These stockings won’t fridge you so

much as coarse ones’ 1837 Mrs Gatty Parablesfr Nat
(1859) II 33 The Spruce-fir next him had come so close that

its branches fridged off little pieces of his bark.

+ 4 ? To jeik or scrape out. Obs
1676 H More Remarks xxxin. 132 The immersion of the

Tube may be made so obliquely and Ieasurely as neither to

press out nor fridge out any mercurial effluvia

Hence Fri'dging vbl sb.

16x7 Markham Caval 11 79 Yet when you strike, to strike
freely and soundly, for the tickling or fridgmg ofa horse with,
the spurre is a grosse fault 1668 H. More Dm Dial 1 x.
(1713) ig By the mutual fudging of those Particles one
against another 1678 Cudworth Intel!. Syst. 831 The
meer Fudging up ana down, of the Parts of an Extended
Substance, changing their Place 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr (1756) I 333 By the Fudging, etc in Riding, the
Serum or watery Part of the Blood is gathered between
the two Skins

+ Frie, v. Obs — 1 [ad ON fryja to challenge.]

trans. To blame. Cf Fkeeless.
C1300 Havelok 1998 And ther ms he nouth to frie, For

other sholde he make hem lye Ded

Fried (frsid), ppl a. Also 4 l-frijet [pa. pple
of Fby v ] Cooked by frying.

1362 Langl. P PI A. VH 298 Bote hit weore fresch flesch.

or elles fisch i-frijet c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 500
Off Fryed metes be ware, for bey ar Fumose m dede 1598
Epularto H j b, Cut it on both sides like a fried fish, 1771
Goldsm Haunch of Venison, At the top a fried liver and
bacon was seen x86p Tyndall Glac 1 xu 86 Roast mutton
and fried potatos were our incessant faTe

fig 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia vi 208 Who would have
sought for wealth amongst those fued Regions of blacke
brutish Negars

Friend (fiend), sb and a. Forms : 1 frdond,
frfond, {dat Mend, frynd), 2-3 friend, 4 south.

vriend, 2-7frend (e,4 south vrend(e, 3-4 fteond,

(3 south vreond), 3-7 £remd(e, 4 south vrmd,
vxyend, 4-6 £reend(e, freynd, 5-7 frmd(e, 5-6
£rynd(e, (6 Sc freymd), 6- friend PI 1 Mend,
frjnd, frfond, JErSondas, friondas, 2-3 frend,
friend(e, 3 frond, 3-4 freond; otherwise regular.

[Com. Teat.: OE friond str. masc. = OFns , OS
friund, friond (Du vriend), OHG.flaunt (MHG.
vnunt, mod.Ger freund), ON. (with change of
declension m sing

) frknde (Sw. frande, Da.
fruende), Goth fnjbnds ; the pr. pple. ofthe OTeut.
vb. *fnjbjcm to love (OE frdogan

,
frfon,

Goth.
fnjdn ; the Ger. freien, Du vnjen to woo, and
the rare ON fnd to caress, are prob not identical,

though from the same root), f pre-Teut. *pnyo-
dear . see Free a ] A sb.

1 1 One joined to another in mutual benevolence
and intimacy’ (J.). Not ordinarily applied to
lovers or relatives (but cf. senses 3, 4).
Beowulf 10x8 (Gr) Heorot innan was freondum afylled.

a 1000 Csedmoiis Gen 2025 pa baet inwitspell Abraham
sasgde freondum smum cxzoo ORMIN17960, & whase iss

patt bndgumess frend. He stannt wij>> himm c 1203 Lay.

703 3e sculen beon mine leofe freond c 1303 Pilate 9B-9
mE.EP (1862) 114 Gode freond hi were For tueischrewen
wolIe}> freond beo. c 1400 Destr Troy 8523 Ho was vn-
kyndly to knaw of hir kyd frendis 1484 Caxton Fables of
JEsop in xui, A trewe frend is oftyme better at a nede than
a Royalme. 1337 Tottel's Misc (Arb) 185 A faythfull
frende is thing most worth, exfisx Hobbes Rhet. (1840)453
A friend is he that loves, and he that is beloved 1768-74
Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II. 310 If we observe the common
discourses of mankind, we snail find a fnend to be one we
fi equently visit, who is our boon companion, or joins with
us in our pleasures and diversions, or [etc,] 1801 Southey
Thalaba vm 1, The sound of his dear native tongue May
be like the voice of a fnend. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl.
Fleet I 91 The doctor is a private fnend of the dean

b. In various proverbial expressions t But a
friend’sfriend : ever so remotely connected.

1340 Ayenb 186 panne he yzyp his niede uor ate mede
me yzi3p huet pe urend is <71468 Poston. Lett No. 582 II.

313 Better ys a frende unknow then knowen. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAyinon xix 433 It is sayd, that at the nede the
frende is knowen 1339 Taverner Etasm. Prov (1552) 3a
Afrende is more necessary than either fyer or water. 1346

J Heywood Prov (1867) 37 Many kynsfolke and few freends,

some folke saie 1562

—

Prov andEpigr (1867) 132Prouethy
freende er thou neede 1399 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd.
(Percy) 82 No, by lady, a fnend is not so soone gotten as
lost. 1642 Jer Taylor Eptsc Pref , I am confident youwill
owne any thing that is but a friends friend to a cause
of Loyalty. x8x6 ‘Quiz’ Grand Master v 100 ‘A fnend
in need ’ Is, certainly, 1 a friend in deed

o. Fnend of God a person eminent for piety,

and presumed to enjoy God's special favour. Now
only with express reference to Jam. il 23.

0. E Chron an 654 He waes swyoe Godes freond c 1203
Lay. 9x45 pat scolde beon i-haten Hatlend & helpen his

freondes c 1230 Halt Meid 7 pus hauen godes freond al

jie fruit of pis world, c 1373 Sc, Leg Saints, Berthol. 41 Of
mychty god pe frende he is.

d. Used in subscribing a letter.

1329 Wolsey in Four C Eng Lett xi Youre olde brynger
up and lovying frende. 1650 Cbas II in Hamilton-Papers
(Camden) 234 Your most affectionate fnnde, Charles R
x66x Jer Taylor in Hatton Corr (1878) 27 Your LorP»

most endeared, as most obliged, freind and servant,

e. Applied to a second in a duel.

1800 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda (1832) I. iv. 72 Miss
Honor O'Grady would be hex friend upon the occasion,

1874 E B de Fonblanque Life A, Fonblanque 16 The
matter was at this point referred to two ‘ friends by whom
a hostile meeting was arranged

2 Used loosely in various ways : e g. applied to

a mere acquaintance, or to a strangei, as a mark
of goodwill or kindly condescension on the part

of the speaker; by members of the ‘Society of
Friends’ adopted as the ordinary mode of address

(cf. 7). Also often ironically.
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Similarly in parliamentary language,. 'my honomable

friend’ is often used by membeii in referring to each other;

so also ‘my learned friend ’ is applied in the law courts by
counsel to each other Cf. 6

c 1290 S Eng Leg I. 21/83 ‘Mine leue frend’,seide Jms

holie Man a 1300 Cm sorM 3229
1 Trend he said, * j»ou

wend in hij vntil mesopotam ’ c 1373 Lay Folks Mass Bk
(MS. B ) 369 Oure sib men and cure wele-willnndes, Oure
frendes, tenancies, & seruandes 1382 Wycr ir Matt, xxn 12

Frend hou entndist thou hidir, nat hnuynge brijd clothe?

Ibid xxvi 50 Frend, wherto art lliou comen? c 1470 Henry
Wallace 11 89 Gud freynd, piay I the, The sclurefiis sei.

wand thow wafd lat him be. 1508 FiShek 7 Pcnit Ps i

Whs {1876) a Frendes this day I shall not declare vnto you
ony parte of the epystle *7x0 Steele Taller No 204 T 6

A Quaker with an An of good Nature and Charity calls

you Friend 1802 Mae Edgeworth Moral T (1813) II 195
1 Nay, keep it, friend, keep it said Dinah Plait 1859 Geo.
Eliot A Bede 11, Dear friends, come and take this blessed-

ness 1890 Boldhevvood Col. Reformer (1891) 321 Those
free-selecting friends of yours

3 . A kinsman 01 near relation. Now only in pi.

(one’s) relatives, kinsfolk, ‘people’.
This is the only sense of the word m the Scand langs

,

where sense 1 is expressed by ON mnr (Sw vein, Da ven)

,

similarly in many HG dialects, freund is ‘kinsman 1

, the
sense of ‘friend' being expressed by gnterfreund (Kluge)
O E, Chron

,

an 113s pa namen his sune & his frend &
brohten his lie to Englelande c 1200 Vices <5- Virtues xvn.

(1888) 41 Of his a3ene wiue and ec of his auene frienden
a 1300 CursorM 3016 For pe birth of ysaac, gret 101 can his
frendes mak c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAytuoit ix. 225 For
who that betraieth his frende carnal! ought not to lyve nor
have ever ony worshyp. 1502 Ord Crysten Men (W deW.
1506)11 vui 104 All the sones& doughten, ofAdam ScofEue
the whiche were our fyrst frendes 1591 Siiaks Two Gent.
in i 106 She , 1$ piomis’d by her friends Vnto a youthful!
Gentleman of worth, 172* Keljv Sc. Prov 103 Fuends
agree best aL a distance By Friends here is meant Rela-
tions Mod The pusoner will be handed over to the care
of his friends His friends are well-to-do people
(* 4. A lover or paramour, of either sex Ohs.

*490 Caxton Eneydos xviii 67 Playse the, thenne to haue
mercy of this poure desolate frende [Dido], that shake be
sone broughte to the poynte mortalle 1588 Siiaks L. L L.
v. 11 405 O ! neuer will I .come in vizard to my friend, Nor
woo in lime like a blind-harpers sonjge *603— Mens forM 1 lv. 29 He hath got his friend with childe. 1765 Foote
Commissary 1. Wks. 1790 II 16 When a gentleman wanted
a friend, I could supply lum with choice in an hour.

5 One who wishes (another, a cause, etc ) well

;

a sympathiser, favourer, helper, patron, or supporter.

Const, of, to

c 1205 Lav 1615 In to France he ferde per he freond
funde a *300 Cursor M. 14569 To mrselem rede we pou
wende For par es communli pi fremd 1382 Wvci if Prov
xxn 11 Who looueth clennesse of herte, for the grace of his
lippis shal han the king frend. <11550 Chnstis Kir he Gr
ix, With that a freynd of his cry’d, fy 1 And up ane arrow
drew 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Macc vu 7 Let him punish al

his frends and ayders. 1612 Peaciiam Grafhicc n iv, Shee
is a friend to all studies, especially poetry 1710 Shaptesb
Advice to Author (1757) 143 The Minister who was no friend
to the young nobleman. X782 Prifstley Corrupt Chr. II.

ix 206 The Gnostics were no friends to marriage 1876

J Parker Paracl 11 xvm 341 Physical science has a fnend
in every theologian 1878 Morlev Carlyle Crit. Misc Ser.
1 198 These who should only have been friends of ordei

b. Said of God or Chnst,
<7x325 Metr Horn 23 Criste waines us ful fair als frend

c 1460 Tomneley Myst (Surtees) 14 Catn, I reyde thou so
teynd That God of heven be thi freynd 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xx 43 Hald God thy freind, evir stabill be him stand,

1754ChathamAer/ Nepheww.at His never-fadingAlmighty
Friend.

c. Friend^ in or at court, one who has ability

and disposition to help another by his influence in

high quarters.
0x400 Rom Rose 5541 For freend in court ay better is

Than peny m [his] purs [ong Qu’ades vaut miex amis en
vole Que ne font deniers en corroie] 1539 Taverner Er asm.
Prov (1552) 14 A frend in court is woithapeny in purse
1655 Dickson On Ps. cv x6 When the Lora was to bring
his people into Egypt He piovided so as they should
have a friend at court before they came 1848 Dickens
Dombey xxxvnt, I shouldn’t wonder—fuends at court you
know—but never you mind, mothei, just now xB86 Pall
Mall G. 23 Sept ir/2 Despite the activity of the squatters’
friends ‘at court’ (that is,in the public land offices at Sydney).

d. transf Anything helpful.
c 1400 Laifranc's Cirurg 150 Wherfore spiritus exahp pe

whiche pat ben freendisbope to pe body and also topesoule
1611 Shaks Wint. T. 1. 11 458 Good Expedition be my
friend. 167* Narborough Jrul in Acc Sev Late Voy 1

(1711) 186 Here Brandy was our best Friend, for it kept
them always Fox'd.

6 As opposed to enemy m various senses : One
who is on good terms with another, not hostile or

at variance
;
one who is on the same side in war-

fare, politics, etc
a xooo Elene 953 (Gr.) Se feond & se freond d 1x75

Cott Horn 231 Wa him were frend oSer fend 13K Ahs, 122 He disgysed him anon, That him no kneow
freond neo fon c 1400 Destr Troy 7853 To ben pe bodys
of hor bold frendys. c 1440 York Myst xx, 173 For frende
or foo 1508 Dunbar Flyting w Kennedie 85 My freymdis
thow reprovit with thy pen? Ihow leis, tratourl isgS
Shake. Merck V v 1.26 Lor, Who comes so fast in silence
of the night? Mes A friend, 1696 tr Du Mont's Voy
Levant 175 The French, whom they call Friends and Allies.
*7x7 Bolingbroke Let to Windham Wks 1809 I 7 From
our enemies we expect evil treatment but when our friends
abandon us . the firmest mind finds it hard to resist. 1782
Priestley Corrupt Chr I Pref 20 Whether it be by a friend
or an enemy, I shall be glad 18x6 Scott Old Mart, xhi,
‘I hae been willing to save the life o’ friend and foe,’

b. Phrases To be
, *f*

hold, keep, make friends

with , f to make friends to to be or get on good
terms with ; also absol to be friends. + To have,

etc to (at) friend, 1 e. as a ‘ friend ’, on one’s side.

1590 Spenser F Q i 1 28 So forward on his way (with

God to frend) He passed forth 1596 Shaks i Hen J V, in.

111 203,

1

am good Friends with my Father, and may do any
tiling *599 — Much Ado 1. i 91 Mess I will hold friends

with you Lady 1601 — ful C 111 1 143, I know that we
shall liaue him well to Friend 1603 — Mens for M 1 111.

182 Implore her . that slie make friends To the strict dcputie.

1605 — Macb iv 111 10 As I shall finde the time to friend

,

I wil x6u — lVmt T v i 140 From him Glue you all

greetings, that a king (at friend) Can send his Brother. 1647
Clarendon Hist, Rib vu. § 24 The King had no Port to

Friend, by which he could bung Ammunition to Oxford.

X651 N, Bacon Disc. Govt Eng 11 xxxix (1739) 173 ’lhe

people had God to Friend in all 1657 R Ligon Barba-
does (1673) 108 By his own Industry, and activity (having
youth and strength to friends) raise Ins fortune 1697 Dam-
pier Voy I 11 23 A party of 500, 01 600 men . may do it

without asking leave of the Indians ,
though it be much

better to be friends with them 1715-20 Pope Iliad vm
230 Sole should lie sit, with scarce a god to friend 1823

J Wilson 'trials Marg Lyndsay xxni 190 Will you be
friends with me again, Mary ? 1873 Black Pr Thule xvi

255 You will never make fuends with me by speaking ill of

my husband 1884 W E Norris Thirlby Hall v, You
must keep friends with her, or she may do you an ill turn

one of these days
+ c Heavyfriend, smallfi tend, an enemy. Cf.

BACKFRIEND I

1606 Holi and Sueton 182 His Aunt Lepida. .hee deposed
against thereby to gratifie his mother her heavie friend,

and who followed the suite hotly against her. 1767 Wlsley
Wks (1872) III 270 So hitherto all the bad labour of my
small friends is lost

7 . A member of the Society of Friends, a Quaker
1679 Establ Test 24 Pie passes for one of their Friends

1708 Whiting [title), A Catalogue of Friends Books ,

Written by many of the People, called Quakers. 1796 T.
Twining Trav Amcr (1894) 67 It is probable that his

name is held in respect by the 1 Friends’ of Pennsylvania
1870 Whittier Pr. Wks (1889) III 307 ,

1

am not blind to
the shortcomings of Friends.

8. attnb. and Comb., as *

1-fiend-foe, -killer

,

-maker
,

-spectator
;
friend- betraying

.;
finding,

-making, •f
1 -pretending

,
\ -seeming adjs Also

+ friend-pipe, the calumet
;
friend-stead a Sc.,

1 possessing a friend ’ (Jam ), befriended
;
friend-

strong a
,
having many friends.

1645 Quarlfs Sol. Recant, 1 37 Where “friend-betraying
treasure May passe m barter for repented Pleasure 1846
Browning Soul's Trag 1 65 Luitolfo was the proper
^Friend-making, everywhere ‘’friend-finding soul «i6r8
Sylvtster Miracle Peace Wks (Grosart) II 42 The “friend-

foe strangers, With us, against us 11586 J. Hooktr Girald
Irel in Hohnskrd II. 182/2 He received lus just reward of

a “friend killer 1580 Lufion Sivqila 118 The chiefe
friende and “fnendmaker is money 1775 Adair A trier Hut
167 Indian methods of making peace 'I hey first smoke out
of the “friend pipe, and eat together a x66i l1 ulllr ]Portlues
(1840) III 274 His “friend-pretending foes x6zo Melton
Astrolog 74 In fawning and “friend-seeming shewes. 1632
Buomf North. Lasse Prol

,
Gallants and "Friends spectatois

will yee see A strain of Wit that is not Poetry? 1637
Ruthlrtord Lett (1862) I 462,

1

ani sure that while Christ
lives, I am well enough “friend-stead, a 1618 Sylvistlr
Bonn, vn Wks (Grosart) II. 322 Our “friend strong Muse
shall use the helpe of Strangers,

+ B. adj. Well-disposed, fnendly, not hostile

(Cf. Enemy a.) Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xvn b.vu (Tollem MS )
Fiesclie bred and elene, made of whetc, is moste frende
and acordynge to kynde c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 69
A fisician pat was frend to pe fieendis of pc pacient, 1574
Hellowes Guenara's Fam Ef 28 The citie of Sagunto
was alwayes friend and allied with the Romanes x6oo E.
Blount tr. Conestaggio (ed a) 33 They were m a strong
lodging, loyning to a friend towne. x6oi Shaics ful C v
in 18 That I may rest assur’d Whether yond Troopes are
Friend or Enemy 1623 Bingham Xenophon 36 Passe you
not with much labour many plaines, that are fnend to vs?
X690 S Sewall Diary 10 Mar (1878) I 3x5 The present
settlement of the Friend-Indians.

Friend (frend), v Forms: 3 vreonden, 4-6
fre(e)nde, 9 Sc, freend, 6- friend, [f Friend sl> ]

‘t’l. ttans. To gain friends for. Obs rare

~

l
.

a 1225 Ancr. R 420 Ne makie none purses, uorte ureonden
ou mide.

f 2 To make (persons) friends or friendly
;
to jom

in friendship , to join (a peison) to or with another
in friendship Chiefly in pass to befriended, Obs,
1387-8 T, Usk Test Love 111 ix 109 Chari tie is love, and

love is chanty. God graunt us al[le] therm to he Trended •

cx425 Wyntoun Cron, vu vi 196 And efiyr swne frendyt
were 1 he Kyng Dawy of Scotland And Stewyn Kyng pan of
Ingland 1585 Earl Lfycester m Coir Dudley [1844)33
Yf the man be as he now semeth, hit were petty to louse
him, for he is 111 dede mervelously frended 1587 Fleming
Contn Holmshedlll 1346/2What freendship he had shewed
. both by his owne purse, as also by freending them to some
of the popes chamber <1x598 Rollock Serin Wks. 1849
I 363 Thou sail never get legeneiatioun befoir God be
friended with thee . thou is his enerrue, thou mon be friended
with him 1604 T Wright Passions 1 x. 37 Others you
have, soone angne. soone friended

3 . To act as a fnend to, befriend (a person, cause,
etc ) ;

to assist, help, arch oxpoet
x&6z J Heywood Prov <$• Epigr (1867) 89 Freende they

any, That flatter many? 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist iv
xxxix (1591) 198 Kings which frended the cause. 1600
Holland Livy xxxi xi 779 They had undertaken the
warre upon king Philip, because he had friended and aided

[au.irlits juvtsset] the Carthaginians a x6i8 Sylvester
Maiden's Blush 967 Shee all the gods requires To friend
her love, and further her desires 1676 W Row Contn
Blair's Autobiog xn (1848)434 Repoits came that theKine
would friend Lauderd tie 1855 Singleton Virgil I, 27
tliou but at Ins birth the hoy O chaste Lucma, friend*
absol. 1606 Shaks 'Jr Cr 1 11 84 Well, the Gods are

aboue, time must fnend or end
b. fig. of things

1598 Barri-t Theor Warres v 11 143 If they be not
friended with hedge, ditch, 01 some such place of aduantaee
1599 Shaks Hen V, iv. v. 19 Disorder that hath spoyl’d vs
friend vs now 1622 Drayton Poly-olb xxu (1748) 340
But friended with the flood the baions hold their strength

3

1721 SotntiLRNE Spartan Dame 1 i, There the street Is
narrow, and may friend oui purpose well 1867 M Arnold
Poems, St Brandan

,
That germ of kindness . , outlives my

doom, And friends me xn the pit of Hi e,
*

4: 'lo friend it; to act the friend, rare.
1849 Ci ouch Dtpsychus 1 in, To held with people that

one owns no care for, Friend it with sti angers that one
sees hut once.

Hence + JPnemding vbl. sl>

,

fuendliness; the
action of befriending or favouring one’s friends.
1602 Siiaks. Ilam 1 v X85 T’exprcsse his loue and friend-

ing to you 1642 Compl Ho. Com. xo There is notable
friending there m causes

t Fne*ndable, a. Obs rare, [f Fhiend sb,

-I- -able Cf. amicable ] Friendly.
c 1570 Pr uhSfLowl (1841)83 Slecpc to nature sofnendable.

Friended (fre nded), ppl a. [t. Fbiend sb.

and v ] a. Having a fnend
;
possessed of or sup-

plied with friends Usually qualified by an adv,
as til, well

,

etc f> ierided b In sense 3 of the vb.

;

Befriended (rare).

1530 St Papers Hen VIII, VII 243 Cassalis and other
be so frendyd abought Yowr Gi ace, that they have avyses of
al the tenouroflTyowrmooste honorable leltreswutenhyther,
1568 T11 NEY Disc. Manage E iv, What avayleth it a man
to have lus wife of good paicntage, and wel friended, if

[etc] 1580 Sidnly Arcadia in (1605) 292 The curteous
Amphi.ilus . ranne ouer the head of lus therein friended
cncinic 158* Mui caster Positions iv (1887) 19 Who is so
ill fremded, as he hath not one, with whom to conferre

1603 Knoi Lrs Hist J urks, Although lie was a man mightily
friended, yet was he banished 1824 Scott liedgauntlet
let. xi, ‘He was w eel-freended and at last he got the haill
scraped thegtther ’ 1884 Edna Lyai i We J wo xl, I have
been well * friended’ all my life, he said
Prov 1538 Starkly England 1 111 86 For (as hyt ys
commynly and truly also sayd) materys be endyd as they
he fiendyd 1605 Camnrn Rem (1637) 292 As a man is

friended, so the law is ended x6xo Hlywood Gold Age 1

1 Wks 1874 III. 6 Causes host friended liaue the besteuent

tFrie*ndess. Obs. In 4 frendesse. [f

Friend sb + -e.ss.] a female friend
1382 Wvci ir Prov, vii 4 Clepe thou prudence tin frendesse.

1388 —- Song Sol 1 8

I* Frie'ncLful, a Obs [f Fbiend sb 01 v. +
-ful

]

Fnendly, well-disposed, loving
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Vtnctncuts 173 par-for so frendful-

ma nane be to me as J»u. <-1470 Henry Wallace ix 1383
A hous, quhar A wedow duelt was frendfull till our men.
<1x509 Hln VII in Antiq Iiep (1808) II. 321 note, The
dedly corrupcion did utterly overcom the pure and frendfull
blod. 1570 Buchanan Ane Admonilwun Wks (1802) 36
Remember yat he schew him self neuir mair freindfull and
succurabill to na people yan he hes done to jow
Hence f Frie ndfully adv., in a fnendly manner,
r 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Placidas 659 He hyme met, &. ful

frendfylly hym giet CX450 Golagros f, Gaw 1x73, I mak
you request, Freyndfully, but falsset, or ony fenyeing, That
ye wald to me

_

Tell your entent 1535 Stewart Cron
Scot. III. 329 Thu governouris to purpois than tuke Richt
fiemdfulhe to deliuer this duke To his fredome

Friemdism. nonce-wd [f Friend sb. + -ism.]

x8zo Coi 1 niDGr Lit. Rem II 174 Shnkspeare meant to

represent Richard as.. a man with a wantonness of spirit m
external show, a feminine fnendism, an intensity of woman-
like love of those immediately about lum
Friendless (fiendles), a, [f. Friend sb

+

-LESS.]

1. Destitute of friends
*f*
Friendless man ; in

OE. law a ftequent designation for an outlaw
C950 Lmdisf Gosp Johnxtv, 18 Ne forlct ic mih freondleasa

ic cymmo to mih a 1035 Laws ofCnnt 11 § 35 (Schmid)
Gif fieondleas man Xeswenced weorjje, c 1290 6. Eng Leg,
I 331/292 So freondlese ase huy were c 1330 A mis 4 A mil.

1559 A frendlesei man than he was. C1400 Beryn 1721
For now ful frendlese, yee mowe wel sey that ye been

1552 Abp Hamilton Catech (1884) 31 Ane freinales man
or woman 1613 Siiaks Hen VIII, in 1 81 Alas, I am a
Woman frendlesse, hopelesse 1664 South Semi (1737)11 u.

68 Woe to him that is alone, is verified upon none so much as

upon the friendless person 1847 Longt Ev 11 1, Friend-

less, homeless, hopeless, they wandered from city to city

absol. a 1035 Laws ofCnnt 11 § 35 (Schmid) Be freond-

leasan *526 Tindaid fas 1 27 To vysit the frend lesse

and widdowes in their adwersite. <i 1777 Fawars Nathan's
Parable 29 To recompense the friendless and the poor.

2 Used by Shelley =

U

nfriendly
x8i8 Shelley Rev Islam in xm, One bare A lighted

torch, and four with friendless care Guided my steps the

cavern-paths along,

Hence Frie ndlessness
1812 Byron Ch IIar 11 in, The seeming friendlessness

of him who strove To win no confidence 1854 JSC,
Abbott Napoleon (1855) 1 IV 72 She experienced the most
afflictive reverses of fiiendlessness and penury

+ Frie’ndlihood. Obs. Forms: 4 frendely*

hede, 5 frendle-, freudlihede, frendlyhe&d,
•hed(e, -bode [f. Friendly + -head, -hood ]

Friendliness, friendship
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*39° Gower Conf II 286 As by way of frendelyhede

a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Prtnc 938 In mukke is alle this

worldes fiendlyhede. c 1440 Generydes 3170 Telle me
doughter, of very frendlehede, What sygrem seid 148*
Earl Worcester Tulle on Fnendsh (1330)A v, I truste that

the frendlyhode of Scipio with Lelyus shalle be knowen to

all them whiche shal come aftir us.

Friendlike (fre ndlaik), a. [f Friend + -like ]
Like a friend or friends, friendly.

1559W Cunningham Cosmog Glass 171 The nature of the
people more ciuill, fnndlyke, wise. 1306 Drayton Leg.
Matilda lvm, But soone my Soule had gath’red vp her
Powers, Which m this need might, fnendlike, giue her ayd
a 1721 Prior Erie Robert’s Mice 35 Reply’d the friendlike
Peer, I weene, Matthew is angred on the Spleene

Friendlily (fremdlili), adv [f Friendly a
+ -its 2 ] In a fnendly manner, like a friend
x68o Earl Rochester's Will in Wills Doctor’s Comm.

(Camden) 140 Soe long as my wife shall friendlily live with
my mother, c 1728 Earl of Ailesbury Mem (1800) 631
We discoursed friendlily on several subjects 1829 S Turner
Mod. Hist Eng. III. 11 xi 356 She sent the two nobles to
persuade him to come back friendlily to her 1883 Miss
Broughton Belinda 1 vu, Nodding friendlily to the
powdery miller as they pass

Friendliness (fiendlines) [f. Friendly a.

+ -ness] The quality or condition of being
friendly ; rarely pl„ manifestations of friendliness

1490 Caxton Eneydos vu 31 They began to treate wyth
theym curtoysly, wyth all gre and frendlynes a 1500
Chaucer’s Dreme 814 She had whole nchesse Of woman-
head, and fnendlinesse 1570 Dee Math Pref 10 His
humblenes, and frendelynes to all men. 1650 Jes Taylor
Holy Living 1 § 4 (1680) 7 Let all the intervals be imployed
ra prayers . charity, friendliness, and neighbourhood 1790
G Walker Serm II xxi 127 All the engaging, the heart-
rejoicing friendlinesses of a human being 1807 Southey
Let. 8 Dec in Life 4- Corr III. xm 124 Fully sensible of
your friendliness 1863 Geo Eliot Romola 1. xvi, The keen
eyes were bright with hope and friendliness

Friendly (fre*ndli), a. {sb) and adv [OE.
friondhc adj , -Ike adv. : see Friend sb. and
-ly 1, 2

] A adj.

1 Having the qualities or disposition of a friend,

disposed to act as a friend, kind.
c goo tr Baeda’s Hist v, xm (1891) 440 OS(je Suih 3a

freondlican tenglas o3j>e 3a feontfas. C1374 Chaucer
Troylus 11 106 (155) He is the frendhest man Of so grete
astate, that ever I saw in my lyve 1402 Hoccleve Let of
Cupid 302 How frendely was Medea to Jason 1477 Earl
Rivers (Caxton) Dtcles 8 b, The enuyous man is frendely
to him that is present 1584 Burleigh in Fuller Ch Hist
IX. v 139 Your Graces as fnendly as any Will Burley,
1766 Goldsm Vic W vi, I knew him to be fnendly as far

as he was able 1871 G. Meredith H. Richmond xlu, No
one could be fnendlier.

2 . Characteristic of or befitting a friend or friends;

manifesting friendship
c 1383 Chaucer L G W Prol 231 Hyde Jonathas al

thyn frendely manere 1323 Ld Berners Froiss II ccxli.

312 The grayhounde made to hym the same frendly coun-
tmaunce and chere as he was wonte to do to the kyng.
1606 Shaks Ant * Cl 11. vi 47 Your Mother came to
Cicelie, and did finde Her welcome Friendly 1683
Pennsylv Archives I. 72 And first, I congratulate w*'1 a
friendly Joy. 1709 Steele & Swinr Tatler No 67 r 12 To
tell People of their Faults in a fnendly and private Manner
1783 J C Lettsom Let 8 Apr in T J Pettigrew Life
(1817) II 425, 1 was sorry to perceive by your last friendly

letter that you have failed in procuung a loan for my friend
Mr W. x868 Miss Braddon Run to Earth I l g Jernam
acknowledged their courtesy with a fnendly nod.

b. Friendly lead

,

among the poorer classes in

London, an entertainment given by friends for the

benefit of a person in distress, etc.

1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon n xxxu, The great table
dented with a thousand hammerings of pewter pots at
fnendly leads 1893 Daily Tel 26 Sept 3 He went to a
* fnendly lead ’ for the benefit of a man who had just come
out of the hospital.

3 Not hostile or at variance
;
on amicable terms.

Const, to
,
with.

1595 Shaks John in i 481 Why answer not the double
Maiesties, This fnendly treatie of our threatned Towne,
1607 — Timon v 1 122 Nothing but hunselfe, which
lookes like man, Is friendly with him. 16*3 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 695 The Inhabitants whereof .. have
shewed themselves fnendly to the Portugals. 1671 Nar-
borough Jml m Acc Sev, Late Voy 1. (17x1) 133 The
People were friendly .but very theevisn 1798 Nel-
son 22 July in Nicolas Dtsp (1843) III 47 The King’s flag

is insulted at every Friendly Port we look at. 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng I 399 The wits and the Puritans had
never been on friendly terms, i860 A im Reg 21 Sowing
suspicion and distrust, calculated to bring about a total

rupture with a neighbouring and friendly country.

b. Not proceeding from or attended, with hosti-

lity; amicable. Of an action at Law: Brought
between parties not really at variance, in order to

obtain a decision on some point.

c. Of a match at football, etc. : Played simply
for the honour of the thing and not in competition

for a cup, etc. Usually dlipt. (quasi-r<5 .).

*894 Athletic Hews 5 Nov 4 The Sunderland and Wool-
wich Arsenal match was a friendly

_
1895 Westm. Gaz

7 Nov 3/2 When an inter club match is called a ‘friendly’,

the inference as to what a league match means is fairly easy

4. Favourably disposed, well-wishing; inclined

to approve, help, or support.

I53S Coverdale Ps. xxiv. [xxv.] 8 O how frendly & right-

uous is the Lorde x6ox Shaks Jul C v. i 94 The Gods
to day stand friendly 1826 Foster m Life 4r Corr. (1846)

II 79 A letter which contained a most friendly reference
to me 1878 J C Morison Gibbon 72 The side of his history
from which a friendly biographer would most readily turn
away
6 Of things, influences, etc Disposed or likely

to be helpful or serviceable; kindly, propitious,
favourable, salutary. Const to, f unto
c 1391 Chaucer Astral. 11 § 4 He is m digmte & conforted

with frendly aspectys of planetes 1392 Shaks Rom #
Jul v m 163 O churle, drinke all ? and left no friendly
diop, To helpe me after 1639 Hammond On Ps cvu 23-
30 By the friendliest gales 1683 Tryon Way to Health
192 The more simple sorts of Food and Drink, as Bread,
Cheese ,, are both mild and friendly 1821 Lamb Elia Ser.
i Macheiy End

, As words wntten m lemon come out upon
exposure to a friendly warmth 1850 Prescott Peru II
341 He bent down his head to kiss it, when a stroke, more
fnendly than the rest, put an end to his existence
b Suitable to one’s comfort, convenient

1697 Dryden Vtrg. Georg, iv 33 Neighb’nng Trees, with
fnendly Shade invite The Troops 17x3 Addison Cato 1 iv,

At th' approach of NightOn the first fnendly Bank he throws
him down 1883 J Payn Talk of Town II 196 A fnendly
pillar brought Dennis himself to anchorage
1

6

Of things :
1 Disposed to union ’ (J ) , not

jarring or conflicting Obs.
*7*7 Pope Ep to Jervas 15 Like friendly colours [we]

found them both unite 1793 Smeaton EdystoneL § 272 To
bring all the parts into their most friendly state ofcontact
7. Of or pertaining to the Society of Friends.
1886A mencan XII 133 Whose family are Friendly people
8. Friendly Society Originally, the name of

a particular fire-insurance company In later use,

one ofnumerous associations, the members of which
pay fixed contributions to insme pecuniary help
in sickness or old age, and provision for their

families in the event of death.
1703 Loud Gaz No 3910/4 All Persons who have any

Demands upon the Undertakers of the Friendly Society, by
reason of the late Fire may Receive the money, due on
any Policy of Insurance 1720 Ibid No 5909/3 The
Friendly Society (or Sheaf of Arrows) give Notice, That
they assure Losses from Fire. x8xp Gentl Mag 529 He
placed the property of Friendly Societies under the protec
tion of the laws 1863 Fawcett Pol Econ. n ix (1876) 240
A Trades’-Umon performs the ordinary functions of a
Friendly Society

9 Comb

,

asfriendly-fendly
,
-seeming adjs

1709 E Holdsworth Muscipula (1749) 31 With friendly-

seeming Wellcome. 1877 Tennyson Harold 111 i, With that
fnendly-fiendly smile of his.

B. sb. (See also A. 3 c.) A ‘ friendly
’
native,

one of a friendly tribe Usually pi.
1870 Pall Mall G 19 Apr ,

They were friendlies returning
home. 1885 Ibid. 17 Mar. 8/x Our Arab ‘ friendlies * declare
that [etc ]

C. adv In a friendly manner or spirit, like a

friend, with friendship
Beowulf1027 Ne ^efrasxn ic freondhcor feower madmas.

c 1205 Lay 14845 We scuflen an londe godes folc urosefnen
& freondhche hit halden 21x300 Cursor M 15294 For
wit his disciplis fete Ful freindh he fell 1362 Langl
P PI A. xi 171 Was neuer gome vppon grounde Feirore
vndurfonge ne frendloker maad at ese c 1440 York Myst
xxxm 76 So frendly he fared c 1473 RaufCoilgear 281
Than spak he freindly X54g Coverdale, etc. Erasm Par
Jas 1 27 Euen so muste we agayne bee botbe mercyfull and
frendely hberall towardes our neighbour. 1608 Rowlands
Humors Looking Glasse 9 Vnles he fnendly drew his

purse 1705 Hearne Collect 21 Nov ,Web [he] was friendly

told of 1772-84 Cooic Voy, (1790) V 1672 Some ofthe men
marry three wives, who in general live fnendly together

1807 P Gass Jml 235 The natives used us fnendly and
with kindness. 1869 Freeman Norm Conq (1876)111 xu,

137 He tended him fnendly in his castle for three days

t Frie'ndman. Obs, [f. Friend sb. + Man.]
An intimate friend, also, a relative.

c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 183 Among bat be sowle witeS be
licame worpeS hewe and be frendmen him biwepeS gef \>sx

ante ben a 1300 Cuisor M. 20242 Hir fremd-men til hir

schocald [1884 J Parker Apost Life III, 4Man looks for

man—not any man, but the friend-man ]

t Frie’ndrede. Obs [OE freondrfeden

:

see

Friend sb and -red.] Fuendship.
c 888 K Alfred Boeth xxi, past hie getreowlice heora

freondraedenne healdab. 13 K Ahs 1488 To beon of
his freondrede 1340 Ayenb. 149 pise uiendrede ous ssewede
Iesu cnst be zobe urend

Friendship (fre-ndjip). Forms; 1-3 foSond-
seipe, (1 -scype, 3 freond-, freontsehipe, freon-
scipe), 2-3 frendshipe, 3-4 frenseip, -seep,

fremschip, 3-5 frendscip, -sohip, frenscMp(e,

(4 frendischipe, frencipp, -s(c)hepe, 5 -ehepe),

4-5 frendeship, (freendshippe), frenship(pe,

-shyp, 4-6 frendslnp(pe, (4 frendshepe, 6

-shype, 4 Sc. freyndschip, 6 Sc. fremdship, 6-

fnendship. [OE, friondscipe : see Friend sb,

and -ship.]

1 . The state or relation of being a friend
;
asso-

ciation of persons as friends.

Beowulf 2069 py ic HeaSobeardna hyldo ne telge .

freondscipe faestne 0x175 Lamb. Horn 33 Aire erest bu
most habben mine freonscipe. a 1223 Ancr R. p8 Uor no
freondschipe ms so vuel ase is fals freondschipe, 1297

R Glouc (1724) 33 pat bi nom pe myn frenschipe for pi

sobnesse al clene 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvi 111.

(1493) 333 It is sayd that alabastre gendryth and kepyth
frendshypp 0x440 York Myst. xxxm 76 He fest me to his

frenschippe, so frendlyhe fared. *553Eden Tread Newelnd
(Arb ) 36Wilde menne, which^ould byno gentilnes be allured

to frendshippe. 16x2 Bacon Ess
,
Friendship (Aib ) 160

Without friendship, society is but meeting 1733 Swift Life
4 Char. Dean S—

t

43 True friendship in two breasts re-
quires The same aversions, and desires 1873 Manning
MissionH Ghost v 125 The love of friendship is the most
perfect form, of love

b. A friendly relation or intimacy.
0x000 Sax Leechd III 2x0 Freondscipas mwe 1336

Bellenden Cron Scot (1821) I. 7 Xnawing weill, na thing
micht bring the pepill sonar under ane fremdschip and band
than sic domgis 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 85 The
learned and choice Friendships that you enjoy 1697
Dampier Voy I vu 182 To endeavour a Friendship with
those Indians, a thing our Privateers had long coveted
1842 Tennyson Will Waterproof 40 And softly, thro’ a
vinous mist,Mv college friendships glimmer 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 361 His, friendship with two of the chief
actors may have biassed his judgment
fc collect Friends. Obs

c 1400 Beryn 3326 And lokid with a rewful cher . on
othir frendshipp and ney3bours he had ther a 1440 Sir
Degrev 1274 The duke rekyvered agyne, Hys frenchepys
were fayn 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng c 80 Cadwalyn in
playne batayll slowe Edwyn and al his frendshippes.

2. friendly feeling or disposition felt or shown
by one person for or towards another ; friendliness.

+ Infriendship . on friendly terms.
a 1300 CursorM 14339 Mikel frenseip has bou him kidd.

WS Earbour Bruce 1 84 For that at the King off Ingland
Held swylk freyndschip and cumpany To thar King, c 1400
Maundev (Roxb ) 11 7 pat was giffen me for grete ffen-
schepe. 1596 Spenser State Irel (Globe) 661 Such rawe
captaynes as are usuallye sent out of England, being therto
preferred onelyby frendship, and not chosen by sufficiency

e

1664 South Serm (1737) II 11 45 We have here, an ac-
count of Christ’s friendship to his disciples. 17*3-4 in
Swift’s Lett (1766) IJ 277, I could never impute it to want
of friendship in one, whose goodness to me has always been
abundantly more than I could deserve x86x M Pattison
Ess (1889) I 38 To renew the assurance of his friendship,
which was not diminished by the sorrowful event,

+ 3 . A friendly act ; a favour ; friendly aid. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Prov xvm 24 A frende that delyteth in
loue, doth a man more frendshipe, and sticketh faster vnto
him then a brother 1603 Shaks Lear 111 il 62 Hard by
heere is a Houell, Some friendship will it lend you 'gainst
the Tempest 1613 Beaum & Fl. Coxcomb 11. i, You have
done me friendships infinite, and often

+4. ‘Conformity, affinity, correspondence, apt-

ness to unite
5

(J ) Cf. Friendly 6 Obs. rare— 1

x6g<; Dryden tr Dufresnoy’s Art Paint Observ 173 This
rule obliges us to know those Colours which have a Friend-
ship with each other, and those which are incompatible

+ Frie'ndsome, a. Obs. [f. Friend (?sb.

or a.) + -some.] Friendly, kindly, benign.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixvni 20 [lxix 16] Here me, lauerd,

witterli. For frendsome es bi meici 1373 Barbour Bruce 1

88 Thai trowyt that he as freyndsome compositur, Wald
hawe Iugyt in lawte

Hence + Prie ndsomeness.
0x300 E, E Psalter lxiv 12 [lxv 11] Blisse saltou pe

croune pat es Of yheie of his frendsomnes Ibid, IxxxiY. 13
[lxxxv 12] Sothhke frendsomnes lauerd giue sal.

Frienge, obs form of Fringe
Ener, var. of Fryer ; obs. form of Friar.

f Friese, ct and sb. Obs [The native name :

see Frisian ] = Frisian a and sb.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 42 Patei symonet the friese

was woned to make there false money 1673 tr. Camden's
Hist Ehz iv (id88) 592 They [Spaniards] were received
by the Friese Musketiers with a Volley of small Shot,

Hence Fne sic a., f Prie sish a, [see -10, -ish],

= Frisian.
1864 Webster, Friesish (rare) 1887 Cummins {title) A
Grammar of the Old Friesic Language,

Frieze (friz), sb.
1 Forms* 5-6 fires(s)e, g~7

fryce, firyse, 6 friese, fryze, 6-8 £rees(e, -z(e,

5-9 frise, 6-9 finze, 7 frease, -ze, 6- frieze,

[a Fr. frise (from istli c.), f fnser (i6thc.) to

curl (hair, etc.) * see Frizz w.1]
1. A kind of coarse woollen cloth, with a nap,

usually on one side only
,
now esp of Irish manu-

facture Also frieze-cloth, t frieze-ware.
1418 E E Wills (1882) 37 Also a gowne of grene frese

1462 Mann fy Househ Exp. 130 Item, paydffor uj gerdys
off blakke ffryce lj r ob. 1483 Act 1 Ric. Ill, c 8 § 18
The making of any Cloth calledFnse Ware 0x329 Skel-
ton Whs (Dyce) I 121 In dud frese ye war schrynyd With
better frese lynyd 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst, in. xtx.

(1634) 407 For tins is truly said, that oftentimes in freese

ana course cloth dwelleth apurple heart i6xx Speed Theat
Gt Brit vi, (1614) ii/i A home-spun freeze-cloth. 1627
Ltsanderfy Cal v 89 His wast-coate of redde fryse 1683
Brit Spec 43 A thick Covering made ofcourse Wool, having
a Nap on both sides like Freez, worn by the Gauls and
better sort of Bntams to keep out the Cold 1763 Sterne
Tr. ShandyVYl xxi, An old calash, lined with green finze

1803 Ann Rev. I. 416 In the county of Wicklow a, kind of
frize and ratteen of pretty good quality, is very generally

made for domestic uses 1827 Miss Sedgwick H Leslie

(1872) II. 187 His dress was an overcoat of coarse frieze

cloth. 1836 Mrs Browning Aur Leigh iv 540 Half St.

Gilesm frieze Was bidden to meet St James in cloth of gold

f 2 . The nap or down on a plant ; a tuft of the

same. Obs.

1640 Parkinson Theat Bat 253 Nine leaves, three whereof
fail downe, having a freeze neere the bottomes

>
1637 W.

Coles Adam in Eden no Round Leaves thicker and
greener than those of the Butter-burr, with a little Down
or freese, 1688 R Holme Armoury 11 109/x Dittany hath
a Tassel in the middle with a little Freez or Thrum
3. Ixi Leather-manuf. An imperfectionm leather,

consisting in a bruising or abrasion of the grain.

69-z
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2885 C T Davis Leather iv xm 239 ‘ Frieze ' is prin-

cipally caused in the subsequent step of sweating when the

grain of the hide is inclined to be tender and has the

appearance of being scraped off

4 attnb. and Comb. Chiefly simple attnb. or

quasi-##. = ‘made of frieze’, as in frieze coat

(whence frieze-coated adj,). Also frieze-coat,

a designation applied to an Irish peasant
; f frieze-

leather = frizzed leather.

153* m Weaver Wells Wills (i&ao) 29 Wm Wey aIs, Smy3th
my old ffryse cotte 1535 Ibid 28 Sir John Sherman my flryce

gowne C1550 W. S Disc Common WealEng ii (1893)8210
a kendall cote in somer or in a frese cote m winter 1563 Fokl
A fy M 1365/1 Maister Latimer wearing an olde threade-

bare Bnstowe fryse gowne gyrded to his bodye with a peny
lether gyrdell 1594 Plat Jeaucll-ho hi. 72 A peece of
freese-leather 1598 Florlo, Marrochmo, Spanish lether,

frueleather. 1610 Rowlands Mm tin Mark-all Ay, Vp
starts an old cacodemicall Academicke with his fnze bonnet.
1640 W M. Wandering Jew (1857) 22 A poore Ale-house is

your Inne, an old Freeze Jerlcin in Summer youi Sond.iy-suit

1775 Sheridan Duenna 11 111, As ridiculous as gold lace on
a frize coat. 1796 Coleridge Observ. Blossom 1st Feb , This
dark, frieze-coated, hoarse, teeth chattering Month 1845
Disraeli Sybil (Rtldg ) 295 ‘Poor Iielandr said Geraid
1 Well, I think the frieze-coats might give us a helping hand
now, and employ the troops at least ’ x886 Hall Caine Son
ofHagar 11 xvi, Paul had thrown on a long frieze ulster

fig 1589 Pappe to. Hatchet (1844) 39 Such fnze jestes

uppon fustion earnest

Frieze (friz), sb!2- Arch Forms: 5 fres, 6

frise, fryse, 6-7 frese, 6-9 frize, 7 freese, 7-8
freeze, 8 froze, 7- frieze, [a. Fr f ise fem

,

which (with Sp. fnso masc ) is prob related m
some way to the synonymous It.fregto masc

,
also

* border, fringe, ornament ’ L. Phrygtum (sc.

opus) a Phrygian work (cf. Phrygise vestes embroi-

dered garments).]

1 That member m the entablature of an order

which comes between the aichitrave and cornice.

Also in extended sense (see quot. 1850).
1563 Shute Arclut D iv b, The Architraue, fnse, and

Cornish .Zophorus, which we cal y« frese 1644 Evelyn
Mem, (1857) i* 110 The room . . is tapestried with enmson
damask . the frieze above rarely painted. 1656 Davtnant
Siege ofRhodes 1 Dram Wks. 1873 III 259 In the middle
of the freese was a compartiment, wheiein was written
Rhodes 1726 Leoni Designs Pref 2/1 Makes the projec-
tion ofthe Architrave hide the Freze 1762-71 II Walpole
Vertue's Anecd, Paint (1786) II. 57 note

,

Ihe . frieze

adorned m stucco with sea monsters, a 1774 Goldsm Descr.
Anther's Bed Chamb 17 With beer ana milk arrears, tlie

frieze [of a mantel-piece] was scored. x8xa-x6 J. Smith
Panorama Sc .5- Art I. 158 Stiffly ornamented friezes

1850 Parker Gloss Archit. (ed. 5I 221 Any horizontal broad
band which is occupied by sculpture may be correctly
termed a fueze (and is so by architectural waters), whether
it form part of an entablature or be placed in any other posi-

tion. 1852 Mrs. Jameson Leg, Madonna (1857) 148A frieze

of angelic boys ornaments the alcove

b A band of painted or sculptured decoration.
1847 Disraeli Tancred 1 vi, They entered the ball-room
the walls of looking-glass, enclosing friezes of festive

sculpture 1851 Layard Pop. Au. Dtscov. Nineveh xm.
344 A thin coat of plaster, on which were painted figures
ana ornamental friezes.

2. a. In a column (also fi iese of the capital) =
Htpotraqhelium. b. In a cannon’ The encircling

ring immediately behind the cornice-ring (see Cor-
nice! 4).
1569-91 Spenser Vis. Bellay iv, The chapters Alablaster,

the fryses chnstall 1663 Gerdilr Counsel 32 The Fieese,
Gul or Thioat 1692 Capt. Smith’s Seaman’s Gram n vi

94 Cis the Fieeze [of a cannon] 17x1 Popl Temp Fame
142 The freezes gold, and gold the capitals

3 . attnb and Comb

,

as frteze-wotk Also
+frieze-orderspi

,those inwhich a frieze is always
a part of the entablature

;
frieze-panel, (a) one

of the uppermost panels of a six-panelled door;
(b) the lower part of a gun-port (Adm. Smyth)

;

frieze-rail, the rail below the fneze-panels.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 31 Any of the '“Frese orders 1678

Moxon Mech. Exerc 1 . 106 The “Fnese Pannel above the
“Fnese Rail 1859 Gwilt Encycl Arch

.

(ed. 4) 568 In-
doors, the upper rails aie called top rails, the next m
descending, fnze rails The panels are also named from
their situations on the door , thus CC, being the uppermost,
are called fnze panels 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) V 1773
Nothing is to be seen without a kind of “freeze-work, or
a representation of some animal upon it.

Hence Friezed ppl. a. [-ed 2
], furnished with

a frieze
; Fnezeleas a,, having no fneze.

x8xo Wiffen Aoman Hours (1820) 76 Night’s shrieking
bird Flaps the friezed window with her wing 1852 Willis
Summer Cruise in Medit xl 244 Some friezeless portico

Frieze (friz), v.t Forms : see Frieze sb.
1 [ad.

F. fnser or Sp. frisar
;
perh. identical with the

vb of the same form represented by Frieze vf •

see Frizz ®.l]

1. irans. To cover with a nap
;
= Cotton v.

1 1.

Obs, exc. Hist,

1509, 1557 [see Friezedppl a i] 1511 Act 33 Hen VIII,
c 15 Many poore people haue ben well set a worke with
dressing & fnsmg of the said cottons. 1591 [see Cotton
v.1 il x6oi [see Friezedppl a * 1] 1685 Land Gaz No.
2009/8 For Beautifying of Cloth by Napping and Freezing
die same without Honey. 1885 Fortn in Waggonette 61
There were mills for scouring, fulling, and friezmg cloth

+ 2 . = Frizz vf (q, v, for examples in the forms
freeze, frise). Obs,

f 3 . To brush lightly over. (=.F.fnser ‘effleu-

rer’, Littre ) Cf Frizzle v 1
3 Obs

1622 Peacham Compl Gent 115 For Leather take yellow
Oker . and where you will have it darker, by degrees, mix
Umber with it, and when you have wrought it over, take a
broad Pencil and frieze it over with Umber
4

.

Comb , ^ frieze-board (see quot.)

x688 R Holme Armoury in 348/1 The [Clothiers] Frise

Board is that by which the Cloth after it is sheared hath a
Nap or Curl put upon it

Hence Erie zing vbl sb ; also attrib

1565 Act & Eltz c 7 §4 No Person shall use or exercise

the Faculty of Frmng or Cottoning 1694 Lond. Gaz.
No 2985/4A new built Water-Mill containing a Fryztng
Mill, a Raising Mill for Cloth

Frieze (friz), v.‘2 [ad. Y.fnser, related tofrise

Frieze sb!2 ; chiefly in pa. pplc fnsi, whence
moAX.fnsatus embroidered (with gold).]

1. trans. To embroider with gold, to work
(gold) into arabesques, etc. Now rare.

1577-87 [see Frilzed ppl «,a] x88x Academy e8 May
400/2 A magnificent screen—golden m hue and patterned

and friezed in exquisitely delicate arabesque.

2 Natit (See qnots

)

1769 Falconer Diet. Mamie (1776), Freezing, a sort of
ornamental painting on the uppei part of a ship’s quarter,

stern or bow It consists generally of armour, instruments of
war, marine emblems etc 2771 Ri ar Admiral J. Montagu
To Seerotary ofAdmiralty 15 Apr , An order to the Navy
Board ‘ for ms Majesty's ship Captain to be freezed on the

quarters’, c 1850 Rndim. Navtg (Weale) 120 Fnezing.
ornamental carving or painting above the drift rails, and
likewise round the stern or bow
3 To cover (a silver plate) with chased patterns.

Now used by workmen with reference to * frosted work’,
and associated with Fri eze v.

1678 Lond Gaz No. 1301/1 Lost . A round Gold Watch
the Dial plate freezed with a little knot m the middle.

1683 Ibid 1800/4 A round Silver Watch with a Frciz’d

Dial-Plate. 1684 Ibid 1938/4 A Silver Watch with long
fmed Hours on the Dyal Plate.

Frieze, Friezeadow : see Freeze, Frizado

Friezed (frizd), ppl. aP Obs exc Hist. [f.

Frieze vX and sbX + -ed ]

1 Of cloth . Having a nap
;
~ Cottoned r

.

2509 Bury Wills (Camden) 112 ,

1

wyll yl euery poor man
and woman dwellyng in myalmesse howsyn have a ffrysed

rosat gown 2557 Act 4 # 5 Phil 4 Mary c 5 § 12 Upon
Pain of Forfeiture for every Welsh Cotton or Lining fnsed
or cottoned to the contiary, vj s vnj d x6ox Holland
Pliny I 227 About Istna and Liburma, the sheeps fleece

resembleth haue rather than wooll, nothing at all good for

to make frized clothes with a high nap. 1721 C King lit it

Merck I. 291 Penmstoncs freired. X865D1RCKS/I/V17 Wore.
iv 37 The teini being applied to garments having long wool,

then said to he friezed

2. Of a plant . Downy ,
= Cottoned 2.

2578 Lyte Dodoens in x. 328 Rha (as it is thought) hath
great broade leaues white and fryzed underneath 1597
Gerardd Herbal 1 xxxvi § 1 51 A fringe . downe the
middle of the lower leaves tipped or fmed

f Friezed, ppl. a 2 Obs In 6 frised, frized

[See Frieze z/.
2
] Of gold: Wrought into orna-

mental patterns. Of cloth : Embroidered or other-

wise adorned with patterns in gold.
1577-87 Holinsiied Chron. Ill 805/2 Fiet with frised

gold Ibid. 807/1 A tree of gold, the branches and boughes
frised with gold 2587 Fleming Contn Holmshcd 111 . 1338/1
A canopie of cloth of gold frized.

Friezer (fri zox) Forms: 6 fnser, 6-9 fnzer
[f. Frieze v 1 + -er *,] One who friezes cloth.

1557 [see Cottoner x] 1563 Act 8 Elia c 7 § 1 Six hun-
dred Persons of the Ait or Science of Sheermen or Frtzcrs

1872 Gd Words 608 The drapers, cottoners, and frtzers of
Shrewsbury.

Frie’zy, a. [f. Frieze + -y1
.] Clad in frieze

1849 Alb. Smith Poltleton Leg 35 A rough, fnezy man
brought m some uncoutli leathern bags

_
2855 Chamb.

frill IV 153 Fnezy hairy groups wondering at us.

t Frig, v Obs. Also frigg. [? Onomatopoeic
alteration ofFrike v.\ cf. Fridge, Fig, Fidgk vbsj]

1 . mtr To move about restlessly ; to agitate the
body or limbs Cf Fridge v, i

c 1460 Tovmeley Myst. (Surtees) 313 Awelle blawen bowke
thise frygges as frogges 2598 E Gilmn Skial (1878) 51
Marke how Seuerus frigs from roome to roome 2653
URqVHAKr Rabelais 1 xi, He would be often in the dumps,
and frig and wriggle it 2658 Rowland Moufet’s Theat.
Ins 955 How ridiculously the barbarous people when they
are bitten will fug and frisk 27x9 D’URrnv Pills IV. 224
O 1 how they do frig it, Jump it and Jigg it.

2 . trans. To rub, chafe. —Fridge v. 3
a 1529 Skelton E Rummyng 278 The bore . His rumpe
he frygges Agaynst the hye benche. <22605 Polwart

Flytingw Montgomerie 724 Except I were to frig thee with
whin stanes. 2674 N. Fairfax Bulk <5- Stlv Ep Ded

,
As

long as the Summers waimth holds on to cocker them, and
the days heat to frigge and chafe them [flowers and insects]

3. Comb., as frig-beard.
2708 Motteux Rabelais v. v 264 Shavers and Frig-beards

Hence + Fri gging vbl sb Also f Fri gger .

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S T S ) 21 Sum luvis lang trolhe
lolly, And sum of frigging fane. 2598 Florio, Meuamenti

,

stirrings, fnggings 2659 Torriano, Frugatoio a frigger,
a clown, a wriggler up and down
Frigate (fri git). Forms . 6-7 feegate, -att,

ot, fng(g)ot(e, -ft, 6-9 frigat, (6 frygatte, 7
fnoket, frxggatt, -efct), 6- frigate. Also 6 m
It form fragatta [ad. Fr frigate, ad. It.fregata,
fragata, =§$'> Pg-> Cat.fragata.

The ultimate etymology is unknown, the hypothesis of
Diez, that it represents a late L fabneata in the sense
* building’ (cf F b&timent building, ship), being generally
rejected by recent scholars ]

*

1 . A light and swift vessel, ong built for rowing
afterwards for sailing Obs exc poet
2585 T. Washington tr NicJiolay's Voy r ii a b, With a

frigat to accompany us and to bung backe newes fiom us
2588PARK] tr Mendoza's Hist China 151 All which people
were embarked m small ships and two frygattes [printed
foygattes] 2599 Hakluyt Voy II 1 m And toward
Sunne set, the castle sent a Fragatta vnto vs, to giue vs
warning of three Foistes comming after vs 2623 Shkrley
Trav Persia 8 Perceiving a Fregat a farre off, rowine
towards vs 2698 Frylr Acc E India <5 P. 106 The other
are Fngats fit to Row or Sail 2732 Lediard Sethas II
vtii i7i He promis’d.. to furnish him with a frigat to
cany lum to the port 2820 Scott Lady ofL i/xxiv
Permit me to guide Your fairy ft igate o’er the tide

’

2 . Applied to a vessel of larger size f a. A
merchantman Also galleon-fngate Obs.
2624 Capt Smith Vagima v 180 Ihey sent one of the

two Fngats last left with them for England a 1674
Clahtndon Hist Reb ix §115 They had at that time
another Frigat of Mr Hnsduncks 2723 Lond Gaz No
6242/2, A of the Craggs Fi igate 2800 NavalChron. II, 237
Two more galleon frigates were expected 2894 C N.
Roihnson Bi it Fleet 229 Among the merchant-men serving
against the Armada, was a frigate

B

fig. 264a Milton Apol Smect. (1851) 298 He must cut
out large docks . to unlade the foolish fi igate of his un-
seasonable autonties

Tb. A war-vessel. In the Royal Navy, formerly
a vessel of the class next in size and equipment to

ships of the line, carrying from 28 to 60 guns on
the main deck and a raised quarter-deck and fore-

castle As now used, the term no longer denotes

a distinct class of vessels, being often applied to

ships of much larger size than those that were so

designated caily 111 this century.
2630 A’ Johnson's Kmgd <5 Comnnu 224 There are con-

tinuall fights with the Portugal! Fngats. 2642 Evelyn
Mem (1857) I 41 The packet-boat a pretty frigate of six
guns 2774 Got l)SM. Nat Hist (1776) I, 264 Being with
one of the king’s frigates in the Baltic 2825 J, Neal Bro.
Jonathan III. 43 Without a single ship of war, frigate or
sloop, to encounter a powerful navy. 2867 Smyth Satlods
Word-bK

, Donkey-Jrigate

,

those of 28 guns, frigate-built

;

that is, having guns protected by an upper deck, with guns
on the quarter-deck and forecastle 2877W Thomson Voy
Challenger 1 . 1 11 She has all the accommodation of a frigate

with the handiness and draught of water of a corvette.

3 A large swift-flying raptorial bird (Fregata

aqmla or Tachypetes aquilus), found near land in

the tiopical and -warmer temperate seas. Also

fugalc-lntd, -petrel.

2738 Albin Nat. Hist Birds III 75 The Frigate Bird
The Indians call it so, because of the Swiftness of its Flight

2756 Phil Trans XLIX 627 'Ihe sea-birds, called frigates

quit the air, and seek the shore 2837 Mrs Cauleeild
Deluge 94 At Ins side The kingly eagle, frigat, pelican 1859
Darwin Ong. Spec, vi (1878) 142 No one except Audubon
has seen the frigate-bird alight on the surface of the
ocean 1895 Daily News 16 Sept 6/2 The Frigate Petrel,

a specimen was washed up dead on the shore of Walney
Island in November 1890

4 attnb. and Comb., asfrigate-almshouse (nonce-

wd.), -fashion, frigate-like adj. and adv. Also

frigate-built a., having * a descent of some steps

from the quarter-deck and forecastle into the waist
‘

(Adm Smyth) ;
frigate-bird, -petrel (see 3).

a 1657 Lovelace Poems (1864) 201 Have you not seen a
cliaract lie A great cathedral in the sea, Underwhose Baby-
lonian walls A small thin “fngot almshouse stalls? 1676

Lond Gaz. No 1130/4 VivaOiauga ofSt Malo’s, Burthen

50 1 uns . “Frigat built 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 213 A small frigate built vessel 1863 P Barry Dock-
yaid Ecoit 75 A ship of more than usually heavy scantling,

and with a variety of foreign timber judiciously distributed

in all its parts, might have fairly claimed to be frigate-built.

2642 Evelyn Mem. (1857) i *8 Phineas Pett, inventor of the

“fiigate-faslnon of building 2676 Lond Gaz No 1077/4

A small Bark, called the Castle Frigat of Falmouth, burthen

25 to 30 lun, built “Frigat like 2708 Ibid No 4398/3
Captain Haddock got Sight of two Frigat-hke Ships

Frigatoon (fngatw n). [ad. It.fregatone, aug-

mentative aifregata Frigate.] (See quot.) ‘Also

applied to a ship sloop-of-war ’ (Adm Smyth)
17*2 Bailey, Frigatoon

,

a Venetian Vessel, built with a

square Stern without any Fore-mast, having only a Mam-
Mast, Mizen-Mast and Bow-sprit [Hence in mod Diets ]

f Fri’gefact, v. Obs — 1 [ad L.frigefact-are,
i.frige-re to be cold + fact- ppl. stem offacer

e

to

make ] t> ans To chill So f Fri gefaoted ppl. a.

[see -ED x
], made frigid ;

Frigefa etion [see

-ion or -tion], the action or process of chilling

;

>

1
* Frigefa’ctive a [see -rra], chilling.

2599 A M tr. Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke 21/a If it be

a Foote or a Legge which is m this sorte frigefacted, I then

take my beginning of circumuolutione at the knees to the

bodye vpwardes 2652 Biggs New Disp. r 292 Fngefactive

and positive power, c 2656 Ussher Ann vi. (1658) 279

Taking a huge draught of frigifacted wine 1656 Blount
Glossogr,, Fngefaction, a making cool. 2660 H More
Myst Godliness vu. xv 340 Saturn is in an high degree

fngefactive, as also exsiccative. 2673 Phil Trans, VIII*

6132 All these to be further examined by Contusion, Agita-

tion, Fngefaction 2684 Ibid. XIV 769 The severity of the

Air’s fngefactive power.

f Fri’gefy, Obs. Also frigifly. [ad. med
L. *frigeficare, ifrigire to be cold: see -FY-]



FEIGERATE. 549 FRIGHTFULNESS.

1. trans. To make cold
;
to cool.

Hence Fm'gefied, 2Tn gefymg ppl adjs.

1509 A M tr GalelhoueSs Bk Physicke 44/1 Then infuse

her in fngefyed water. Ibid 226/1 She must eschewe of

Onions, Apples, Peares, Oranges, and of all other frigifyxnge

fruictes *604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph , Fngtfie

,

coole,

make cold 1657 Tomlinson Renoit’s Disp 153 when any
want a Medicament that cahfies or fngifies

2 mtr. To become cold.

1599 A M tr Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke 2/1 Let them
seeth sufficiently in water, and then let it somwhat fngifye.

t Fri'gerate, v. Obs.- 0 [f. L.frigerat- ppl.

stem offrigerdre to cool, f.frigus ; see Frigid and

-ate.] trans. To make frigid
;
to cool So+rri-

gexa tion Obs.~ 1 [see -ation], the action or pro-

cess of cooling ; + Fri geratory Obs —° [see -oby],

see quot.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Frigerate

,
to cool Fngeratory

,

a Cooling-house, or place ax6gx Boyle if Airxl (1692)

248 Which wonderful Change I should not so much ascribe

to a Fngeration ofthe Air as to some nitrous Exhalation s.

Friggle (fng’l), v [frequentative of Frig]
intr f a. To jerk oneself about

; to wriggle, b.

dial. To fnbble, to fuss. Hence Fn ggling ppl. a.

i6ax S Ward Happin Pract (1627) 44 Is it harder for vs
to cut off the higgling taile of that Hydra of Rome ? 1626

J Yates Ibis ad Css. 1 6 Though the head of this Hydra
was cut off, yet it had still afnghngtaile 1848 A B. Evans
Leicestersh Words, etc ,

Friggle

,

to he tediously particular

over a thing Shefnggles so long at it.

Fright (frait), sb Forms: 1 fyrhto, -u.

(Northumb. feyhto, fyrihto), 3-4 fri!jt, 5 fry$t,

frey(h.)t(e,-tli, 7-fright. [OiL.fryhlo, ametathetic

form (recorded only in Northumb ) offyrhto,
-u—

GotYi.faurhtei'—OTeut. *furhtin- wk.fem.,noun of

state or quality from *furhto-, forhio- adj
,
afraid

(Goth.faurhts, OS foroht,for(a)ht, OHG foraht

,

OE forht). The otherWGer.langs haveasynony-
mous derivative of the same root

,
OFns fruchta.,

OS. for{a)hta (MDn. vrucht(e, vrocht), OHG.
for(a)hta(M.H.G vorhte,mod Gerfurcht) —OTeut.
*(furktd, -bn-')forhtd, -6n- str and wk. fem ]

1. + a In OE : Fear m general (obs

)

b. In
ME. and in mod. use : Sudden fear, violent terror,

alarm. An instance of this. Phr. to takefnght
c 825 Vesp Hymns xn. 13 Dylses fiondes Ses efestgan facne

fyrhtu stille awecce. c 1000 Ags Ps liv 20 [lv 19] Nehim
Godes fyrhtu georne ondrsedac) c1250 Gen Ex 1234 His
model wur3 ne3 dead for fryt £1325 Body <5- Soul in Map's
Poems (Catnd.) 338 Ne thorte us have fryt ne fen, that God
ne wolde his blisse us sent c 1433 Seven Sag (P ) 948 Tho
theknavehaddeafry3t. c 1440 Promp Parv 177/2 Freyhte,
pr feer . timor,pavor, terror 1604 Shaks Oth. 11 m. 232
Least by his clamour The Towne might fall m fright 1609
Holland Amin Marcell xxix xu fig The Mazices..thus
beaten down in sundry slaughters, in a foule fnght, brake
their arraies 1654 Sir E Nicholas inH Papers (Camden)
II 96 The greate advance made mto this countrye had noe
other ende then by giving a generall fright. 1770 Junius
Lett, xxxvxii 189 note. The minister took fnght. 1791 Mrs
Radcliffe Rom Forest iv, In my fnght I forgot to take
the roundabout way. 1837W Irving Capt Bonneville III

221 The antelopes, nearly exhausted with fatigue and fright

. made no effort to break through the ring of the hunters

1847 Tennyson Prmc vi 351 An echo started up..and died
of fright in far apartments.

2. f Anything that causes terror (obs ). Hence
(colloq ) a person or thing ofa shocking, grotesque,

or ridiculous appearance.
1634W Tirwhyt tr. Balzac’s Lett 1. 8 Hide my selfe here

with your good favour than to beare a shew there with
their frights and soure lookes x66r Boyle Style ofScript.
(167s) 27 As a skilful fowler .catches some with frights, as
black-birds with a sparrow-hawk or a low-bell 1731 Mrs.
Delany Let to Mrs. Deives in Life # Corr so A friend

.

who is working a fnght of a carpet 1 1809 Miss Mitford
m L'Estrange Life (1870) I 76 The present race of young
men are such a set of frights. 1832 E bid Sketch Bk II

174To be sure, .thewomen are sad flights, veryyellow, and
mostly so lean 1864 H. Ainsworth John Law in in, ‘You
mustn't marry that ridiculous old fright ’, she whispered

13 ? Misused for Fret sb.

x668 in Boyle Hist Air xv. (1692) 85 The Storm had
seven Paroxysms or Exacerbations, which the Seamen call

Frights of Weather.

Fright (frait),v Fonns : ifyxh.tan(Nbrt/mnb
fyrhta, feyhta), 3 frigten, 5, 9 Sc. fncht, 6 feite,

6- fright Pa. pple 9 dial felt [OE. rfryhtan
(Northumb. fryhta), metatketic var of fyrhtan,
coriesp. to OFns. fruchta

,

OS forhtian (MDu.
vruchteti), OHG forhten,furhten(MHG vurhten

,

mod.Ger. furchten), Goth faurhtjan-—OTeut.
*furhtjan to fear, f rfurhto- (forhto-) afraid. (OE.
had alsoforhtian** OS forhtbn, of the same mean-
ing but differing conjugation) The factitive sense
* to terrify’ is peculiar to Eng ]

+ 1 intr To be afraid, to fear. Obs.

c xooo Durham Rit. (Surtees) 102/21 Du doest 9a fyrhta,

facts earn tremere c xago Gen ft Ex 1861 Oc michil he
fnjtede for-Si hoSen symeon and leui. Ibid 3978 Bho3 3e
asse spac, frytede he 0031.

2 trans. To affect with fright ; to scare, terrify.

Now rare exc poet and Sc. , m ordinary language
its place has been taken byfrighten
egoo tr Bseda's Hist iv lii (1890)268 Gif jmnorrade

eoroan and lyfte hrse^den and fyrhten. 1423 Tas. I Hingis
Q. clxu, I ne wist quhat to done, so was I fright. 1580

Sidney Ps ix xm, With terrors greate, O Lord, doe thou
them fnght 1628 Hobbes Thucya (1822) 23 The likelihood
of the war wherewith the Corcyreans frighting you go about
[etc ] X700 Penn in Pa Hist Soc Mem. IX 9 Those that
fired upon the Indians, and frighted them 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Conq 1 1, Frighting the maids, and worrying the
kittens x8ax Clare Vill Mtnstr II 196 The coy hare
squats nestling in the corn, Frit at the bow’d ear tott'ring

o’er her head 1830 Tennyson In Mem Ixxxu, No lower
life that earth's embrace May breed with him, can fnght
my faith. 1869 C Gibbon R Gray iv, ‘Ye needna be
fnchted, mither, he's just got himsel hurt 1

absol 1748 Johnson Vanity of human Wishes 148
Should no difficulty fnght

b. With complement • To scare away, etc.

1392 Shaks. Rom Jul, iv. v. rx Heele fright you vp
yfaith 1637 B Jonson SadSheph 1, u, Except Love’s fires

the vertue nave To fright the frost out of the grave a 1643
Suckling Acc Relig Ep (1646)1 ,

1

send you that Discourse
which fnghted the Lady into a cold sweat. 1631 Hobbes
Leviath iv xlvi 373 Would fright them fiom Obeying the
Laws. 1667 Milton P. L xi. 121 Of a Sword the name
Wide waving, all approach farr off to fright 1678 Wanley
Wond Lit. World v. 1. §07.468/1 Charles the fifth frighted
Solyman the Turk from Vienna 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg.
iv 167 The God who frights away, With his Lath Swora,
the Thieves and Birds of Prey 1697 Bp Patrick Comm.
Exod ix 27 A Man distracted and fnghted out of his Wits.

1705 Stanhope Paraphr. (1709) IV 558 A Refractory People
might be fnghted into good Manners 1719 Watts ‘ There
is a land ofpure delight'. Not Jordan’s stream, nor death’s
cold flood, Should fright us from the shore 1779-81 John-
son L P , Thomson Wks IV 170 He accompanied the
players by audible recitation, till a friendly hint frighted
him to silence 1821 Keats Lamia 1 5 Before King Oberon’s
bnght diadem . Fnghted away the Dryads and the Fauns
From rushes green

Hence Fn ghtmg vbl. sb and ppl a.

1631 Denison Hearn Bang. 188 Frightmgs and tenors.

1648 Gage West bid. xxi x88 How did I sometimes look
upon Deaths frighting visage? 1630 W Brough Sacr
Prmc (1659) *6 Their triviall and frighting argument 1663

J Spencer Prodigies (1665) 2g God hath now, in a great

measuie, left frighting of men to Heaven by visible tenors

1674 J B[rian] Harv. Home 111. xg Frighting fearfull terrors.

Frightable (frsitab’l), a tare~\ [f Fright
u + -able ] Capable of being frightened

1832 Carlyle Let. 31 Aug m Froude Life (1882) II 306
Medical men can do nothing except frighten those that are

fnghtable

Frighted (frarted), ppl. a [f Fright v. +
-ed !.] Affected with fright, scared.

1647 Trapp Melltf. Theolog. in Comm Epist 727 As a
frighted worme wriggles into its hole. 1630W Brough Sacr.
Prmc (1659) 480 The sinner must be [penitent] not from a
frighted phansie. 1700 Dennis Iphigeniaty FnghtedWolves,
with dreadful Howl, Her dire approach declare 1748
Richardson Clarissa (x8xx) II x 61 The man must think he
has a frighted fool to deal with 1839 Longf. Hesperus vii,

Sheshuddered .like a fnghted steed 1870 Bryant Iliad II.

xxii 311 Driven within the city walls Like frighted fawns.

Ifb Of a region or space : Pervaded with fear.

Milton's fnghted deep is echoed by later writers

1667 MiltonPL 11 994 Such a numerous host Fled not

in silence through the fnghted deep 17x3-20 Pope Iliad

xiv 446 Like lightning flashing through the fnghted Skies.

a 1780 Blake Tinel vu x She led him over mountains
and through flighted vales. x8oSJ Barlow Columb 11 207
Ere Rome's first Eagle clave the fnghted air

Hence Fri'ghteaiy adv., in a frighted manner.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV lix 393 An accent

rather frightedly and hoarsely inward than shrilly clamorous.

Frighten (frsi t’n), v. [f Fright sb + -en 5
.

A late formation, which has taken the place of the

earlier Fright v) trans. To throw into a fnght

;

toternfy; = Fright v. 2 .

1666 Pepys Diary 4 Sept , Which at first did frighten

people more than any thing 1697 Dampier Voy I x 280 But
even that was a Voyage enough to frighten us, considenng

our scanty Provisions 1791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom Forest x,

I am sorry I frightened you so last night 1842 Abdy Water
Cure (1843) 206 These lunatics never frighten women or

children 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV 1 vi 65 In fearing

that England would go into Schism the pope was frightened

by a shadow

b. With complement . To scare into, out of, etc

x6ox W Nicholls Atisw. Naked Gospel 47 They were
frightened to it by the Arms and Threats of the Souldiers

1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy E bid 278 [They] thought by
Fire and Sword, to frighten him out of his Kingdom. 1726

Shelvocke Voy round World (1737) xx6 They frighten

them mto the most laborious submission, 1806-7 J, Beres-

ford Miseries Hum Life xxi. xv, Paying handsomely to

he canted out of your saddle, and frightened out of your

wits 1883 Froude Short Stud IV 11 1. 168 The French
Revolution had frightened all classes out of advanced ways
of thinking 1890 Spectator x Nov. 583/1 Manufacturers.

.

are frightened to death at the. rise in prices 1891 Daily
News 23 Nov. 2/6 There are no stocks to frighten down
prices. 189a Law Tunes XCII 394/? Evidently the idea

was to frighten and terrorise the lady into paying.

Hence Fri ghtening vbl. sb. and ppl. a Also

Fri ghtenable a.
f

capable of being frightened;

Fri ghtener, one who or that which frightens

27x3 Burnet Hist. Ref III 390 note, I do not find there

wasanyfnghtnmgThreatnmgs x8ia ColeridgeLit Rem.
(1836) I. 362 Man as a fhghtenable being 1841 Col.

Hawker Diary (1893) II x§S A bird fnghtener from

Southampton. 1830 Mrs F Trollope Petticoat Govt 32
You do not look so frightenable as my Aunt does c 1834

Faber Hymn, Predestination vi, And still the frightening

echoes grow, As it goes sounding on — Divine Favours
v, Why didst Thou come so frighteningly 1863 English
man's Mag Oct 298 The number and variety of living

things is positively frightening

Frightened (frart’nd), ppl a [f prec 4-

-ed i J That is put into a fnght; affected with
fright Alsofig.
<1x721 Prior Lady's Looking-glass 16 Big waves lash the

frighten’d shores 1828 Scott F M Perth xi, He suffered
the frightened girl to spring to the ground 1863 Gno.
Eliot Romola 1 xx, Her face wore a frightened look, as if

she dreaded the effect of her boldness 1883 A thenstuni
2 May 561/3 The police turn the frightened inmates out of
their beds.

b Const at In recent colloquial nsefrightened

of (cf. ‘afraid of’) is common
; frightened for m

the same sense is Sc
1827 Carlyle Germ. Romance II 123,

1

saw thee running
but thou wert frightened for our littledog 1830 Whewell

in Todhunter Acct Whewell's Writ (1876) II. 108,

1

cannot
hut be vexed that..you should set seriously about being
frightened of my own worshipful self 1838 Sat Rev. VI
310/2 It is not usual for educated people to perpetrate such
sentences as. ‘I was frightened ofhet

'

x88x Mrs Moles-
worth Herr Baby 113 Baby was at first terribly frightened
of him. x8go [see the vb ] x8g7 Daily News 8 Apr 11/x
What were you frightened at ?

Hence Fri'ghtenedly adv.

1884 E Fawcett Rutherford xxiv 294 She was on the
verge ofdrawing away from her fnghtenedly. 1891 H. Her-
man HisAngel 10 Looking out not m theleastfrightenedly,

but inquiringly.

t Frrgllter. Obs. [f. Fright v. + -er 1
]

One who or that which causes fright or scares away.
Fever-fnghter : = Febrifuge.
C1611 Chapman Iliadxiii. 279 And is of such stiength

that in war the fnghter he affrights. 1683 Salmon Doron
Med 11. 586 The Fever ‘fnghter* of Dr. Rivenus 1693 —

*

Bate's Pharm (1713) 277/2 ’Tis a famous Ague Frighter,

seldom or never failing the Cure at some few Doses taking.

Frigh.tfu.1 (frai tful), a. [f. FRIGHT sb. + -FUL ]
+ 1. subjectively Full of terror; timid, alarmed.
C1250 Gen $ Ex 3459 Sis fri3[t]ful [folc] Sus abiden,

Quiles Sis dai3es for[S] hen gliden. 16x2 Drayton Poly-olb.

xm 215 The wild and fnghtfull Heards Feed fairely on
the Launds 1677 Gilpin Demonol (1867) 168 The heart is

apt to be startled with threatenmgs especially those that
are of a more tender and frightful spirit 1763 Foote
Commissary 11 Wks 1799 II 24 These Bourgois are so
frightful. x8oz Mrs. J West Infidel Father III 332,
I am so frightful at being in a murderer's house.
Comb. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan 243 Ghastly, and frightful-

pale her Face is seen.

2 objectively, a. Tendingto cause fright ; alarm-

ing. Const, to. ? Obs.

1607 Tourneur Rev Trag. II. ii Wks 1878 II 64 It fell

so without fright-full word 1690 J. Mackenzie Siege
London Derry 31/1 It was then a little more frightful to our
people than afterwards, 1723 De Foe Voy, round World
(1840) 349 Any ravenous creature which . . were frightful

to the deer 18x2 ShelleyAddr Irish People 8 Is danger
frightful to an Inshmau who speaks for his own liberty?

b. Horrible to contemplate, shocking, dreadful,

revolting Often, hyperbolically applied to bad or
annoying tlimgs ; cf. aitful, fearful, terrible, etc.

‘ A cant word amongwomen for anything unpleasing ’ (J,).

1700 S L tr. Fryke's Voy. E bid ags Sea-Devils or
Sand-Creepers are 5 or 6 yards long, with a frightful Head
1733 Pope Ep, to Cobham 250 One would not, sure, be
frightful when one’s dead 1752 Hume Ess Treat (1777)
I 199, I need not recount the frightful effects of jealousy,

1736 Nugent Gr, lour, Germany II 301 A high tower,

from whence he sounds a frightful horn. 1827 Macaulay
Macchtav, Ess. (1850) 33 The annals ofFrance and England
resent us only with a frightful spectacle of poverty, bar-

arity and ignorance 1879 Froude Caesar xu 162 The
Clodius business had been a frightful scandal,

f3. quaswA (pi ) = frightful adjuncts or acces-

sories.

1727 De Foe Secrets Invis World (173s) xm 329 If he
[the Devil] will come in all his Formalities and Fnghtfuls,

he would not be capable of half so many Cozemngs and
Cheatings as he now puts upon ns

Frightfully (f»i tfuli), adv [f. Frightful +
-LY 2 .] In a frightful manner ; to a frightful degree,

f 1. subjectively. In a manner indicating fright

;

timidly Obs.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 237 She, as if her enemy

had been at hand, amazedlyand frightfully answered [etc ]

1633 H More Anted, Ath. 11 xu (1712) 82 To run away
from a snail, and very ruefully and frightfully to look back

1674 BKEVINt Saul at Eitdor 53 [He] cryed out frightfully,

Who art thou?

2. objectively. +a. qualifying a vb. : Like a

‘fright’; hideously. Obs
1720 Swift Lady's fml 48 Then to her glass, and, ‘Betty,

prayDon’t I lookfrightfully to day?’ 1752Johnson Rambler
No xg3 p 8 The Beauty remarks how frightfully she looks

b. To a frightful extent or degree. Often hypex-

bohcally as a mere intensive with adjs of unfavour-

able connotation. Cf Frightful 2 .

1817 J Scott Pans Revis (ed 4) 350 Their reverses

made one feel the place frightfully unsafe
_

1828 Lady
Granville Lett 22 Nov (1894) II 36 His thirst for know-
ledge is frightfully minute 1835 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. 252 His cheeks..grew frightfully livid. Ibid 275 His
features were frightfullyharsh 1870 Dickens E Drood 11,

You look frightfully ill x88o Mrs Forrester Roy V.

I. 65 We English are frightfully wanting in tact.

Frightfuluess (frsrtfulnes) [f. as prec. +
-ness,] The quality or state of being frightful,

fa The state of being filled with fnght (obs.).

b. The quality of causing fnght ; hideousness
x6ax Lady M. Wroth Urania 401 Her face sad and per-

plexed, shewing frightfulnesse so perfectly 1633 Bp Hall
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Hard Texts 453 Express a frightfuluess and an amazed
suspicion of the approach of an enemy. *684 tr Bonet's

Merc Commit ix 333 Is Wormwood good for frightfulness?

1713 NelsonDt Bull Introd (1840) 7 All this serveth chiefly

to cover the frightfulness of mortality

Frightless (frai ties)
,
a [f Fright sb. + -less ]

Fiee from fright, without fear.

1606 Marston Sophomsba iv i, I speake all frightles

t Fri'ghtly, adv. Obs. [f. *fright, contiacted

pa pple of Fright v + -ly 2
. Cf Frightily

under Fright? ] In a frighted manner.
c 1250 Gen <$- Ex 3870 Ic wene fri^thke Sat he do. c 1460

TffW/ieleyMj/si^Suttessjisi, I was castyn 111 care so fnghtly
afrayd.

Frightment (fret tment) rare. [f Fright v.

+ -ment.] a. The state of being m a fright, b.

Something that causes fright.

*607 Dekker JVestw Hoe Wks 1873 II 338 All these
fnghtments are but idle dreames 1647 W Browne tr Polex-
ander m. 11. 62 Belleiophon came on for all the turbulency
and furious fnghtments ofhis horse 1649DRUMM orHAWTH
Poems Wks (17x1) 46 Sighs, plaints, horrors, fnghtments,
. Invest these mountains 1831 J Wilson Ununorcw. 259
Remorse there sends her fnghtments, Conscience hers

t Fxrghtness. Obs [f */nght (see Frightly)

+ -ness J The state of being in a fright, panic
6x425 Eng- Conq, Irel, (E E T S.) 16 Whan the host was
m so gret frightnes

Frightsome (frai ts»m), a. [f. Fright sb. +
-some!) a Causing fright

,
frightful, b. Feeling

fright, full of fear.

c 1817 Hogg Tales $,-Sk II 94How lonely and fnglitsome
—to be left by herself 1827 Carlyle German Romance I.

306 Edwald and Froda had their own almost fnghtsome
thoughts on the matter

f Frrghty, a In 3 friijti. [f. Fright sb +
-Y 1

.] a. Causing fright, formidable, b. Suffer-

ing from fright
;
fearful. Hence

J*
X"ri ghtihead,

fearfulness
,
Fri/ghtily adv

6x250 Gen. Sf Ex 984 Of him kumen folc fri^ti Ibid.
16x7 Iacob abraid, & seide fnjtihke Ibid 2222 A1 he it

listnede m fnjtihed. Ibid. 2849 Sephora gret, and wente
fritjti a-gen.

Frigid (frrdgid), a [ad. L fngid-us. f.frlgere
to be cold, f frigus cold ]
I. Intensely cold, devoid of heat or warmth, of
a very low temperature.
*630 CHArntAN & Shirley Ball iv. ii, Your eye Will make

the frigid region temperate, Should you but smile upon't.
*66s Glanvill Scepsis Set, vu 35 If in a Winter-night, we
expose the liquor to the frigid air x8oo Med frill IV. 4
Frigid applications, would . . have induced a spontaneous
separation 1820 Scoresby Acc Arche Reg I 340 In these
frigid regions, the scurvy becomes a very alarming disease
Ibid. 362 Frigid winds (or winds blowing over an extensive
surface of ice). 1840 Longf. Christmas Carols, Nuns in
frigid celts At this holy tide. 1878 M. A Brown Nadeschda
47 Like snow on the mountains, So white but yet so fugid

b. Fngid zone : each of the two regions of the

globe which lie within the north and south polar
circles respectively.

[*597 Hartwell Pigafettals Congo Title-page, The two
Zones, Tomda & Fngida ] 1622 Massinger & Dekker
VirgMart v i, I’ll . hang thee In a contorted chain oficicles
In the frigid zone 1764 Goldsm Trav 65 The shudd’nug
tenant ofthe frigid zone, Boldly proclaims that happiest spot
his own i860 Maury Phys Geog. Sea 1 15 It conveys heat
away from the torrid zone and ice from the frigid

1

2

. transf. Wanting in sexual vigour : impo-
tent. Obs.
1660 R Coke Power Snlj, 78 If either party were pre-

contracted, or frigid; these necessarily preceding the
matrimony do dissolve the bond, a 1700 B E Diet. Cant
Crew, Frigid, a weak disabled Husband, cold, impotent.
1732 Swift Beasts1 Confession Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 268 He was
not much inclin’d To fondness for the female kind Not
from his frigid constitution. But througha pious resolution.

3, fig Destitute of ardour or waimth of feeling,

lacking enthusiasm or zeal; cold, indifferent,

apathetic ; formal, stiff.

1638 SirT. Browne Hydriot v. 27 To be content that times
to come should onely know there was such a man, not
caring whether they knew more of him, was a frigid ambi-
tion -m Cardan, a. ifi6i Fuller Worthies (1840) III 363
His faint and frigid expressions thereof manifested ms
mind rather to betray than defend it 1750 JohnsonRam-

bierfido 18 F 3 The most frigid and inexorable judge 1731
Ibid- No. 149 r s Our reception was rather frigid than
malignant 1807-8 W Irving Salving (1824) 353 Charms
that might warm even the frigid heart of a dervise. 1862
Merivale Rom. Emf (1865) IV xxxvm, 321 The nobles .

let matteis take their course with frigid indifference x88o

J.
Hardy Trumpet Major III 224 Anne went home with

her, bidding Loveday a frigid adieu.
aosol. 176a Foote Orators 11. Wks. 1799 I 219 You will

have at one view, the choleric . . the frigid, the frothy ,and
the clamorous

b Said, of tilings : Chilling, depressing.
1844 Alb Smith Adv. Mr Ledbury vi. (1886) x8 The

frigid respectability and dilapidated grandeur of the Fau-
bourg St. Germain x888 F Hume Mad Midas 1 iv,
Placed, not amid the frigid splendours of the drawing room,
but. .in his own particular den.

c. That leaves the imagination cold; that does
nol; stir the fancy ; lacking fire or spirit

;
dull, flat,

insipid.
-J* Formerly also (as L. fngidus), of a

reason, argument, etc.; Lacking force or point,
senseless, absurd.

1643, Milton Divorce ix (1831) 46 The pretended reason
of it Us] as frigid as frigidity it self 1699 Bentley Phalarts

1x2 Was ever any thing so forced, so frigid, so unworthy of

refutation? 1713 Parnell Styles Poetry 65 Bleak level

Realm, where FrigidStylesabound,Where never yet a daring
thought was found 1729 Swnr On burning a dull Poem
Misc. 1735 V 48 Methought No Vessel but an Ass’s Head
Such frigid Fustian could contain 1839 H RogersAm II.

111 138 The one shall impart the most frigid, and the other

the most vivid conception of the meaning 1835 Macaui ay
Hist Eng IV 273 Ho gave vent to his feelings in a
hundred and sixty lines of fugid bombast

Hence Fri'gidly adv
,
Fri guineas

1647 Trapp Comm Mark i 22 And not as the Scribes

Frigidly and pejunely. 1697 Bates Harmony Div Attnb
xvh 322 If in the Platonical Philosophy there are some
things directing to it, yet they are but frigidly exprest

1727 Bailey voT. II, Frigidness, coldness 1777 Nat. I/tst

in Ann Reg 89/1 Lands doomed by nature to perpetual
frigidness 1844 Hood Bridge ofSighs xv, Ere her limbs

frigidly Stiffen too rigidly. 1883 Black Shandon Bells xxvi,
‘ What I have is quite enough , said the . . lady, somewhat
frigidly

•f Fri'gidal, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f Frigid +

-AL ]
= Frigid

1651 Biggs New Disp r 171 Of a fngidal temper

II Frigidarium (fridjidea ni?m). [L, f fn-
gid-us cold.] The cooling-room in a Roman bath.

1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) 183a Glll Pompetana I.

vi 95 Here was certainly the frigidarium 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 244 Grown men and women were wading up to their

chins in a sort of Frigidarium.

b. transf. A room kept at a low temperature
1892 Q llev Api 400 Ihe chief rooms with all their

ample fire-places were but miserable fugidaria. 1892 Pall
Mall G 14 Apr. 2/2 Room for fourteen m the frigidarium

[of the Morgue]

t Fri’gidate, v Obs rare

-

1
. [f ppl stem

of L. frlgtd-dre ,
f. frlgid-us Frigid ; see -ate 3

]

trans To make frigid (Cf mfngidate
)

1691 New Discov Old Intreague xxvi, Who Frigidated by
Distemper'd Hams, Iiis Fiery Zeal for Slavery proclaims.

t Fri’gidative, a Obs. rare - \ [f. L frigi-

dare : see prec and -ative ] Cooling
1659 Macallo Can PJiysick 87 The fngidative or cooling

remedy

t Frigi’dious, a. Obs rare—1
, [irreg. f. Frigid

+ -(i)ous ] Frigid, intensely cold.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Anagrams 1? Soitn Wks 11.

257/1 Frigidious Janus twofold frozen face, Turnes moyst
Aquarius into congeal’d yce

Frigidite (fn dgidait) Mm [f. Fngid 0 the

place where found + -ite j (See quot

)

1887 Dana Man Mm * Lith 150 Frigidite is a nickeli

ferous variety [of Tetrahednte] from the Apuan Alps

Frigidity (fndjrdlti). [a. F frigidity ad. L.

frlgiditat-em, f ft tgidus see Frigid and -ITY ]

1 . The state or condition of being fngid
;
intense

coldness
61420 Pallad on Husb. iv 124 And in frigiditie [L.

Ions fngidis] Of seed and bayes make the semynary
1630 J Taylor (Water P) Fight at Sea Wks in 37
Neither the parching heat of Lybia or the benumming
frigiditie of Greenland 1659 D Plll Inipr Sea 274 There
is such an intolerable frigidity in some parts under the

Poles, as that they cannot bee discovered 1795 Gcntl,
Mag 539/2 It had seemed probable that the intense frigidity

of the winter would have destroyed the ammalcul.c.

b. In oljl Physiology. The quality of being
frigid or producing fngidness ;

= Coldness i b
X574 Newton Health Mag 44 The great frigiditie and

coldnesse ofit[Purselayne]. .maye be tempered and qualefied

with Minte. 1610 Healey^ Aug CiticofGod 438 Our
Astronomicall divines say that Saturns frigidity proceedeth
From these waters. 1634 T Johnson Party's Chtrurg
xxvi. vn (1678) 633 If to the same frigidity remaining in

Fruits, a certain humidity accrew 1750 tr Leotiardtts
’

Mirr Stones xoo As it is of an exceeding cold nature, it

does, with its fugidity, convert the air into water.

C Lack of natural heat or warmth (of the body).
1631 Gouge God's Arrows 11 1 131 Before David died,

such frigidity fell upon him, os with eloathes they could not
keepe him waune 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Set. xiv. 82 The
frigidity of decrepit Age is as much its enemy.
2. transf. Want of generative heat

,
impotence

1586 Ferne Blaz.Gentnew 58 His 1. wife wasdeuorced
from him for cause of fngiditye. CX645 Howell Lett.

(1650) I 4 His articulate lady, called so, for articling against
the frigidity and impotence of her former Lord 1645 Mil-
ton Colast. Wks 1738 1 . 299 Why aie we suffered to divorce
Adulteries, Desertions, or Frigidities? 1658 Rowland
Moufet's Theat Ins 992 Forasmuch as Eunuchs . make
most uoise and greater than young persons that are more
hot, therefore frigidity cannot be the cause

3 fig. Want of warmth of feeling or enthusiasm

;

apathy, coldness, indifference
a 1631 Donne in Select (1840) 220 This heat may ouercome
my former frigidity and coldness. 1771 Johnson Lett to
Mrs Thrale 20 July, I dare neither write with frigidity nor
with fire 184.x Myers Cath Th. m xiv 173 There is need
that the frigidity of the Scholar be exchanged for the genial
nature of the dwellerm the open sunshine of heaven x86o
Holland Miss Gilbert xvn. 318 ‘She is not, sir’, replied
Fanny with excessive frigidity 1870Emerson Soc. $ Soht

,Success Wks (Bohn) 1 1

1

. 128,

1

seek onewho shall make me
forget or overcome the frigidities, .into which I fall.

b Lack of imagination; deficiency in fire or
spirit ; flatness, insipidity

; also qaasi-concr.
1642 MiltonApol Smect vu 33 Having begun loftily he

falls downe to that wretched poorenesse and frigidity as to
talke ofBridge streetm heav'n. 1646 SirT Browne Pseud
HP i. ix. 37 Driving at these as at the highest elegancies,
which are out the frigidities of wit 1763 Fordyce in Four
C Eng Lett. 286 The polite frigidity of the French drama

1846 Hawthorne Mosses 1 1 17 The frigidity of modern
productions was characteristic

Frigidize (fn d^idaiz), z> rare- 1 [f Frigid
a +-I55K] tians. To depiess (a person) by frigi-

dity of manner , to make frigid
' 45

1868 D Rice Gowers of Glename I 105 Lady Gower
tried at first to frown hei down and frigidize her
tFrigi’feroua, a Obs rare- 1

. In 7 frigi-
verous [badly f. L frig-us cold + -(i)ferotj3 ]
Bearing or bringing cold

, cold
J

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 26 Not exposed to Sulphurous
exhalations or Frigiverous winds

t Fri’gitate, v Obs. rate- 1
, [irregularly f.

L ftigus cold) mtr To fieezc.

1635 Voy Foxa <5- James toN West (Hakluyt Soc) 427
The sea doth keepe it selfe fiom frigitating.

'

+ Frigor. Obs sate [a. Lfrigor, noun ofstate
from fiigere to be cold ] Extieme coldness.

1599 A. M tr Gabelhoucr's Bk Phys 183/1 Ther will
approach on lum a vehement frigor, or coulde. 1603 Owfn
Pembrokesh (1891) X21To avoyde the fngorofthe frozen seas.

Frigoric (Jrig^ rik)
, sb. and a [f. L.frigor-,fri-

gus cold + -ic Cf.F.fngonque sb (Littre Suppl.)
]

fA sb. An imagined ‘ imponderable ’ substance
supposed to be the cause of cold. Cf Caloric
x8xa Monthly Mag. XXXIV 297 If waterhas decreased

in temperature, and dilated by the presence of frigoric, why
should frigoric produce a contrary effect [in mercury]?
B. adj. ‘Pertaining to or consisting m the appli-

cation of cold’ {Cent. Did.). rare.

1887 Set Amer N.S LVI 178 The conditions under which
the frigoric service was to be intioduccd into the morgue
Frigorific (ftigon fik), a. Physics

. [a. Y.fri-
gonfiqut, ad L. ft Tgotific-us cooling : see prec.

and -fio) Producing cold, freezing; cooling.
1667 Boyle m Phil, ’1 rails II 608 A strongly frigorificlr

mixture of Ice and Salt 1685— Effects ofMot. iv. 41 The
Atomists ascribe the freezing ofwater to the ingress of mul-
titudes of frigortfick corpuscles 1789 Chrott. in Ann. Reg
*95/x Quicksilverwas again completely frozen in a frigorific

mixture x8zo Seoul shy Acl Arctic Reg. I 364 Data for

determining the frigorific effect of the ice on the tempera-
ture of the Pole. 1863 Tyndall Heat x 277 Rumford main-
tained with great tenacity the existence of ‘ frigorific rays

b. fig.
*75* Johnson Rambler No 159 r 7 Knowledge and virtue

remain too long congealed by this frigortfick power. 1810
Shelley Zastrosst xiv, A frigorific torpidity of despair
chilled every sense. 1867 Bushnlll Mor. Uses Dark Th
195 Their moral nature wants the true frigorific tension of
a well-wintered life and experience

+ Frigori’fical, «. Obs- 0 [see-AL.] =prec.
1656 mill ount Glossogr. 1721 m Baili y.

Frigorify (frigp rifsi), v [f 1,.frigor-,frigus
cold + -(i)fy) trans. To cool or make cool.

Ilcnce Erigo-rifying ppl a.

1851 Carplnter Man. Phys (ed 2) 74 Cold-blooded
animals are provided with a fngonfying rather than with
a calortfymg apparatus.

t Frrgot. Obs. 7 are- 1
. [? arbitranly f. Frigid,

after bigot, etc ] A person of frigid temperament
1683 Kennett tr Eiasm on Folly 26 It is much better

patiently to be such a hen-peckt fngot than always to be

wrack'd and tortured with suspicion and jealousie

Frijoles (in Sp. fn x^s), sb pi. Also 6 fn-

soles, frysoles, 7 frixolea, fnzoles, 9 fricollis

A kind of kidney-bean grown and much used m
Mexico. Cf. 1‘ASELS

*577 Frampton Joyful News 66 b, I doe sende you .

certaine Fnsoles, that you maie commatinde to bee sowen
in the beginning of Marche 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage

(1614) 803 Three boyes sate by eating tosted Mais, with

sodden Fnzoles in a little pan 1648 Gaol West Ind xv

99 A dish of Fnxoles being blaik and dry Turkey or

F reach beancs boyled with a little biting Chille 1832 Veg.

Subst Food 222 The small black beans caVindfricolhs, which
are in general demand all over Mexico, are no doubt a kind

of kidney-bean 1840 R. H Dana Bef Mast xiv 35 Living

upon beef, hard bread, and fryoles,(a peculiar kind ofbean,

very abundant in California) 1854 J L Stlphens Centr
Amer 27 He set befoie us chocolate and what he called

the national dish, fiyoles, or black beans fried

t Frike, a Obs. [a OF. fnque (13th c ), re-

gaided by ’some scholars as the earlier form of

frisque (see Frisk a.) ; it is peth a Teut. *freko~

Frbok a. In ME. the adjs fnke and finch seem

to have been somewhat confused.)

1 . Lusty, strong, vigorous.

13 Fest Chinch in Holy Rood 221 The egle is fnkest

fowle in flye c 1400 Destr.Troy 2204 My floures bene fallen,

& my fi ike age c 1400 Aowdone Bab. 104 Barons, Admyralls,

and Dukes fnke. c 1430 Lydg Mm Poems(Percy) 230When
thou art fryhe and in thy fiowres, Thou werest purpure,

perreye, ore palle 6x440 Promp Part) 179/1 Fryke, or

craske, or yn grete helthe, crassus c 1475 Partenay 2803

The body welle made, frike in loly plite

2 . Joyful
c 1430 Hymns Virg (1867) 23 Loue is hetter ]>an J>e cole

To hem hat of it is fayn & frike [rime lyke]

Hence + Pri’oRly adv., + Fn keness.
c 1400 Destr, Troy 6120 Lest Jn friknes so furse Brynge J»e

to bale Ibid 9880 All ffrickly his fos fled at the last, c 144°

Prontp Pare. 179/1 Frykenesse, crassit-udo

t Frike, V. Obs. rare [OE. frician (only

once) ] mtr To dance, move briskly.

c xooo Ags Gosp. Matt xi. 17 We sungun eow & fce ne

fricudun [c 1x7s Hatton Gosp fricodon] c xzoo Trin. Coll

Horn 2x1 A1 hit is idel bat me at pleje bihatt b*h an<*

shonkea and fet oppierS armes and lioiiaes fnkieo.
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f Prilal. Obs.— 1
[? f Frill sb after the ana-

logy of Fallal ] A border of ornamental ribbon.

1690 Evelyn Mundns Muhebris

6

Filial next uppet Pinner

set, Round which it does our Ladies please To spread the

Hood call’d Rayonnds. 1846 in Fairholt Gloss

Trill (fnl), sb 1 [This and the related Frill v 1

are of uncertain ongiu. The common view is that

Frill v 3
,
to shiver, gave rise to a sb. (see Frill

sb a
)
meaning ‘the ruffling of a hawk’s feathers

when shivering and that the word as applied to

an article of costume is a transferred use of this

But this hypothesis finds no support in the rare

early instances of the words , and there is no proof

that the sb. ever had the alleged sense. Sense 2 of

the vb. suggests that it may be a melathetic form

of Forl ,
but this is app. peculiai to Knolles, and

should perh be regarded as an unconnected word.

The sb as used by butchers (sense 3 below) is

commonly regarded as a transferred sense from the
‘ frill’ of a shirt

;
but the analogy of Chittjgrling

and of F fraise (mesentery of a calf, 14th c ; ruff,

frill, 16th c ) suggests the possibility that the

butchers’ sense may be the original (though not re-

corded until quite recently) Godef has one quot.

foi an OF. pple freoli (v r fmoleit)
= ‘ frilled

'

(said of a shirt)
,
and it is noteworthy that m the

17th c. the F. equivalent of Furl v. (cf Frill
v 1 2) was frosier, which seems to belong to OF.
fnseler to frill, adorn, f fresel, -ele, dim. of/raise

ruff ;
but it is not easy to see how 'Eng.frill can

be connected with these words ]

1 . An ornamental edging made of a strip of any
woven material, of which one edge is gathered and
the other left loose so as to give it a wavy or fluted

appearance Toby-fnil, snch as appears on the

figure of Toby m the frontispiece of Punch.
(The sense in the first quot. is doubtful ,

1 borrowed frills
•

suggests rather false curls or the like than what is defined
above , cf Frill v 1 2 )

1591 R Tuiwnuu. Expos Jas 05 b, Their flaunting ruffes
..their borowed frilles, and such like vanities 1801 Mason
Suppl to Johnson, Frill, an edging of fine linen on the
bosom of a shirt 1812 J Nott Dekker's Gvlls Horne-bk
90 note, What we now call the frill or chitterling of the
shirt 1841 Lytton Nt tj- Mow 11 111, What have you
been at? Yon have tom your frill into tatters 1882
Miss Bkaddon Ml. Royal II. x. 210 Mopsy and Dopsy,
their long limbs sheathed m sea-green velveteen, Toby-fnlls
round their necks

b. tramp A similar article of cut paper or net

put round the knuckle of a ham, etc. when brought
to table.

1866 Geo Eliot F Holt (1868) 33 His eyes fixed ab-
stractedly on the frill of a ham before him,

C Anything resembling such an edging
; e g a

fringe of feathers round the neck of a bird ; a pro-

cess like this on an invertebiate animal, a ring on
a fungus, a tuft on the neck of a dog, etc.

1878 Bell Gegenlaur's Comp A nat 122 They consist of

4 or 8 frills, curved in a semilunar form *883 G Stables
Our Frtend the Dog vn 60 Frill—The mass of feather on a
long-coated dog's chest

a. fig. (U.S colloq ) An affectation of dress or

manners, an air. Usually//.
1889 Century Diet s v

,
He puts on too many frills,

2 . A kind of scallop-shell. See Freel
1803 Montagu in Gosse Year at Shore (1863) 25 note,

[This Pecten] is known by the name of Frills or Queens
1865 Gosse ibid., The term ‘ frill

'
obviously refers to the

form of the shell.

3 . Used by butchers for i The mesentery of an
animal
1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh Word-lk

,
Frill, a piece of

fleshy fat surrounding the entrails of a pig ; it has the ap
pearance of being puckered like a frill, whence its name,
1884 Ckesh Gloss , Frill, the puckered edge ofthe fat which
is stripped from the entrails of a pig

4 Photography. [From the vb] The irregular

rising of a gelatine film at the edges of a plate, so

as to present the semblance of a frill.

5 . attnb. and Comb
,

as pnll-hke adj ;
frill-

back (see quot.)
; frill-lizard, an Australian lizard

of the genus, Chlamydosaurus whose neck is en-

circled by a broad membrane, erectile at pleasure
*765 Treatise Dam Pigeons 144 The Frill-back what is

remarkable in them is the turn of their feathers, which appear
as if every one distinctly had been raised at the extremity
with a small round-pointed instrument, in such a manner as
to form a small cavity in each of them 189s Westm Gaz.
17 Aug 3/3 The extraordinary frill like appendage which
encircles its neck
Hence FriTHess a. [-less], having no frill;

Frilly a. [-7
i], furnished with a frill.

*843 Hood To Henrietta 11, With a pair of frilly

trousers, like a little bantam cock 1883 D Wingate Lost
Laird xvi, Over her grey hair she wore a frillless

1 mutch
1896 Punch 2i Mar. 133/3 Blossoms flounced and frilly

t Frill, sb 2 Obs. (See quot

)

i6xx Cotgr , Mate, the greatest kind of sea-Crab, round,
long-legd, and verie rough-shelled , some call her, a Frill.

Frill, sb.

3

rare — [f. Frill vfi ;
but the word

seems to be an etymologizing figment; see note on
Frill (See quot

)

*845 Worcester, Frill. the ruffling of a hawk’s feathers
when frilling with cold

Frill (fril), v 1 [See Frill
1 . trans To furnish or decorate with a frill (In

the first quot the meaning may be ' to curl the
hair’ ; cf sense 2 and Frill sb 1 i, quot 1591 )
iS74Hellowcs Gueuara's Fain Ep 296 The goode townse-

like craftsman, needes no daughter in lawe that can fril and

?
aint hei selfe [que sepan affeytar] 1766 Smollett Trav
. vn 105 When I see one of those fine creatures, sailing

along, in her taudry robes of silk and gauze, frilled, and
flounced, and furbelowed 1831 Sir F. B Head Bubbles of
Bmnnen 114 Next came a row of women in caps, frilled

and bedizened 1866 Gno Eliot F Holt (1868) 53 A dainty
work-basket frilled with blue satin

absol. 1766 Goldsm Vic W xi, They can pink, point,
and frill, and know something of music,

b. To serve as a frill for

1887 Fenn MasterofCeremonies 111, The great mob oflace
that frilled her night cap

+ 2 . To furl up\ to twist lack Obs lare
1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 516 His long mustachoes

on his vpper lip, like bristles, frild back to his neck did so
expresse nis martiall disposition that [etc] Ibid 1236
To depart whither they would, with their ensignes frilled vp.
Ibid. 1288 Ensignes frilled vp
3 Photography, a trans (causatwely

)

To raise

(a film) in flutes like a frill b mir Ofthe film .

To nse in flutes like a frill

1891 Anthony’s Photogr Bull IV 57 The drops of per-
spiration would sometimes splash on a plate, you know, and
sort of frill the film

t Frill, z>.
2 Obs tare. [prob. echoic] intr.

Of the eagle ; To scream.
1677 Wittie Gout Raptures Ivni (1681) 103 The Goat did

blare, squeak did the Hare, And there the Eagle frilled

x688 R Holme Armoury 11 310/2 The Eagle Frilleth, or
Scriketh.

Hence Frill sb
,
the cty of an eagle.

1847 in Halliwell

+ Frill, v 3 Obs-° [ad. OF fnller.] intr.

To shiver with cold.

1671 Skinner Etymol Ling Angl Tty, The hawk
Frilleth, a Fi G Fnller, Horrere, Rigere, Tremeie 1721
Bailey s v, The Hawk frills. 1755 in Johnson, 1847 in
Halliwell. Hence in mod Diets.

Frilled (frild), ppl a. [f Frill sb.
1 or & 1 +

-ED 1 or 2,] Having, wearing, or adorned with a
frill, or something like a frill. Of a photographic
plate Raised 111 flutes at the edges. Frilled lizard

=frill-limrd. Hence FriTledness
1825 Ld Cockburn Mem i (1:856) 37 The polite ruffled and

frilled gentlemen of the olden time. 1827 in Hone Every-
day Bk II 190 A delicate frilled hand *863 Wood Illustr
Nat Hist III 87 The Frilled Lizard is a native of Aus-
tralia 1863 Sat Rev 21 Oct 313/2 In America the legs of
tables have been seen by travellers encasedm frilled trousers

1867W B Tegetmeier Pigeons ix 82 Some of the flying
birds seen m this country are frilled very much like an Owl
or a Turbit. 1889 Anthony's Photogr Bull II 302 The
very beggar or fakir in the streets, whose face has moie lines

of humiliation and dmection than a frilled negative.

Frillery (firleri) [f Frill sb.
1 + -ery ] An

arrangement or mass of mils
;

frills collectively.

1887 A Sterry Lazy Minstr (1892) 85 A wealth ofsnowy
frillery and lace 1889 Daily News 13 July 3/3 Many of

the frills were silk as well , in one case a thick ruchmg of
white silk having been substituted for the more orthodox
sort of frillery

Frilling (fn lig), vbl. sb [f. Frill v.
1 +

-ING 1.]

1 . The action of putting a frill to (a garment)
;

also conct frilled edging
;

frills collectively,

1815 E S Barrett Heroine II 149 Here was no.
seaming, or frilling, or flouncing 186* Dickens Gt Expect.
vai, The fnllmgs and trimmings on her bridal dress looking

like earthy paper 1886 J K. Jerome Idle 7'honghts (iS&g)

133 [They] mourn with one another over the decadence of
cambric frilling 1896 Daily News 7 Mar 6/3 Accordeon-
pleated frilling lavished on hats, toques, and capes
attnb 1887 Daily News 7 Nov 2/5 The ruchmg and

frilling department is dull

2 Photography The rising of a gelatine film m
flutes along the edge,

1880

Athenaeum 11 Dec 782/1 ‘‘FrilHng’was pievented by
the same means x8go Abney Treat , Photogr (ed 6) 136
* Frilling ’ of the plate takes place in the hyposulphite of
soda solution

fFrillock. Obs rare—\ ? = Fillook
1647 G W Grand Pinto’s Progress through Gt. Bnt 15

Madge my deare and bonny Frillock Set we downe beside

this hillock.

Frim, a Obs exc dial. Forms: r freme, 4
frym, 6-7 frimm(e, (7 fmme, 8 frem), 7- frim
[OE. prime prehistoric *frann -, cognate with

fram adj , forward, advanced, bold ]

a. Vigorous, flourishing
,
after OE. only in phy-

sical sense (or fig of this), luxuriant m giowth,

plump, full-fleshed b Abundant in sap, juicy,

full of moisture; rarely m unfavourable sense

Also of sap • Abundant, rich. c. Easily melting,

soluble, fusible.

Beowulf1032 Mod frySo waex fremu folces ewen cxooo
Cadntotcs Gen 2328 (Gil Ic >am magonnee mine sylle

godcunde gife gastes mihtum, freondsped fremum. 13
E E Allit P A 1078, & twelue syfcez on aer bay beren

ful frym [fruits] c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 5 Cast on >e
powder of hare I wot , Hit is so frym, ren hytwylle An malt

as sugur 1389 MarMartme 3 Abbots wei e fat and friers

frimrae 1600 Holland Livy v: vn. (1609) 221 Those nations

that by long peace were most frimme and lustie [ex inte-

gernmts] 1601 — Pliny I 348 Many are so frim and free

of milke, that [etc] Ibid 463 The timber also is more
frim and soft 1604 Drayton Owle 5 The frim sap From
the full 1 oot, doth swell the plenteous rynde 1613

—

Poly-olb.

xui, My frim and lusty flank Her bravery then displays. 1622
Ibid xxvit, Her deare daughter Dale, which her frim Cheeke
doth lay To her cleere mothers Bi east 1637 Austen Fruit
2 rees i 136 Seede plants are commonly more fnm straight

and handsome, then wood-stocks, 1669 Worlidge Syst
Agrtc (1681) 224 If May and June prove wet Months, it

causes a Frimm and Frothy Grass 17x2 Morton Not th
aviptonshire 31 The fremmest that is the richest feeding
land we have 1736 W. Ellis New Exp Husb 54 The
shorter and younger the grass, the fnmmer is the Sap
1747 Hooson Mineds Did Oj b, Potter’s Ore is so fnm
ana fusible that a great deal of this sort is sold 1750 W
Ellis Mod Husb IV 1 131 A fnm growing time x888
Sheffield Gloss s v

,
This lettuce is very frim

Hence Primness. *

c X7X4 T Bates in Athenaeum No 1982 (1863) 533/3 The
frimness of the grass 1736W Ellis New Exp Husb, 64
We sow a Mixture of Clover to allay its Frimness

II Frimaire (fnmg r) [Fr., f fnm-as hoar-

frost ] The third month of the French revolu-

tionary calendar (from Nov 21 to Dec 20)
1838 Nicolas Chron Hist 171 Fnmaire (Sleety Month)
Frim. fram, var. of Flim-flam
1693 Sc Piesbyt Eloq (1738)131 Cnticks with their frim

frams and whytie waities

Fringe (funds), sb. Forms
: 4-7 frenge, (5

frenyfe, 6 Sc. frenje, 6-7 fryi(y)ng, frienge\

(7 frindge) ,
6- fringe [ME.frenge, a. OF,frenge

(1316 in Douet d’Arcq Comptes de VArg. des Rots
de Fiance 60), also (Walloon) fringe (mod.Fr,
/range) =Pr. premia

,
fennja popular L. *friin-

bta, metathetic alteration of class Lat. fimbria
border, fringe The change of ME. (e) to mod
Eng (1) before (ndg) is 1101mal : cf. hinge, singe ]
1. An ornamental boidering, consisting ofa narrow
hand to which are attached threads of silk, cotton,

etc., either loose or formed into tassels, twists, etc.

(Occas spec, that worn by the Hebiews in accord-

ance with the command in Num xv 38 )

13 Gaw. $ Gr Kni. 598 A sadel, pat glerned ful gayly
with mony golde fienges X407 Nottingham Rec. II 32
Pro uno nben frenge de cirico, xvy d c 1540 Pilgr T, 173
m Thymids Anvnadv (1865) App i, With a blak fryng
hemydal about 1602 Marston Ant $Mel in Wks 1856
I 39 The fringe of your sattin peticote is ript a 17x4 M
Henry Exp Judges xix 22 What did it avail them that
they had God's Law ill their Fringes, but the Devil in

their Hearts 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue'sA need. Paint
(1786) IV 70 Another Dutch painter , faithfully imitating
the details of lace, embroidery, fringes, and even the threads
of stockings 1861 Miss Yonge Stokesley Secret 11 (1862)42
Drab alpaca frocks not a coloured bow nor handkerchief,
not a flounce nox fringe, to relieve them
b coiled A manufactured article of this kind

which may be cut into lengths.

1327 Wardr Acc Edw III 33/2, 14 uln frenge, serico
mgro, per uln

3

d 1461-83 Wardr Acc, Edw, IV
(Nicolas) X17 For frenge of gold of Venys at vj j the ounce
1466 Paston Lett. No 349 II 270 For grey lynen cloth and
wlk frenge for the hers, 1389 Nottingham Rec, IV 226
For fustyan and fringe tryminge vpp of the townes pikes
x66o Goostrey Churchw, Acc in Earwaker Sand-bach (1890)
248 Pd for cloth, silke, thread, and frinje, for a pulpit chussm
ill. 1708 J Chamberlayne^ Gt. Bnt, 1, in. 111 (1743)168
An earl may also have a cloth of State without pendants,
but only Fringe 1814Jane Austen Mansf Park II 1 184
She had made many yards of fringe

_
18x5 Jane Taylor

Display xui, 167 Pray do you sell silk fringe ?

2. Anything lesembling this, a border or edging,

esp. one that is broken or serrated
X649 Ter. Taylor Gt Exetrip Pref §xx Little distances

neere the centre make larger figures, then when they part
neere the fringes of the circle 1649 G Daniel Tnnarch ,

Hen V, cxc, A Curled Cloud, whose Top With golden
frindge, Spreads Glone a 1687 Cotton Song, Poems
(1689) 334 Light . Beautifies The rayie fnnge of her fair

Eyes. 1711 Addison Sped. No 83 n A friend of mine
. .has converted an Essay of a Man of Quality into a kind
of fringe for his candlesticks X720 Gay Poems (1745) II
X07 Some works come forth at noon and die at night In
blazing fringes round a tallow light 18x5 Byron Siege
Cor xvi, The fringe of the foam may be seen below. 185a
Conybeare & H. St. Paul (1862) I 1. 8 Asia Minor, was
bordered by a fringe ofGreek colonies 1836 Ln Cockburn
Mem, 1 (1874) 46 [He] detected the dying man peeping
cautiously through the fringes of his eyelids 1857 Living-
stone Trav, v g6 A rim or fringe ofancient rocks 1864 C,
Clarke Boxfor Season I 93 His whiskers met in what is

commonly known as aNewgate fringe 1866 Geo Eliot F,
Holt{1868) 5 The handlooms made a far-reaching straggling
fringe about the great centres of manufacture 1871 L,
Stephen Playgr. Enr ul (1894) 83 A broad fringe of snow
ending in a bergsehrund 1890 Boldrewood Col Reformer
(1891)221 A grand-looking sheet of fresh water, a thin fnnge
of timber surrounding its margin
b fig occas m sense of an appendage or sequel ;

also (slang or colloq.), irrelevant matter.

1642 [see Facing 4 b] 1651-3 Jer Tavlor Serin for
Year (1678) 357 In the confines ofGrace and the fringes of
Repentance a 1734 North Lives I 322 There followed
the horrid conspiracy, called the Rye plot, fend, as fringes

to these, other minoi plots 1874 H R Reynolds John
Bapt 1 § 5 47 A fringe of Gentile forces and influences had
surrounded the sacred institutions of Judaism. 1875 Emer-
son Lett p Soc. Anns

,
Greatness Wks (Bohn) III 272

Depth of intellect relieves even the ink of crime with a
fringe of light. 1886 Police Report

,
As to what had taken

place in the park, he (the magistrate) considered it simple
fringe, and he would not go into that.



FRINGE. FRIPPERY.

0. A portion of the front hair brushed forward

and cut short. Cf Bang.
1883 Mrs Ouphant A Lcvei fy Ms Lass (ed a) III. iv

84 Jean was not too old to indulge in funges and curls on
her forehead 1884 Besant Childr. Gibeon 40 The 1

fringe
’

was never intended to darken and disfigure the face 1887
Daily News a May 7/a Wanted, at once, a young person

who understands house and parlour work .No fringe

d In plants
1601 Holland Pliny II 217 The said loot Is full of strings

or fringes 1796 Withering Brit Plants (ed 2) III. 330
Splachmnn . . fringe with 8 teeth 1846 J Baxter Libr
Pract. Agnc (ed 4) I 363 Calyx magnified, showing the
fringes 1856 Cavern Poems (ed 2) 136 Why its [the

daisy's] fringe Is thiown o’er mosses mellow 1862 Darwin
Fertil Orchids v 207 If these funges are placentae, they
are more largely developed than in other Orchids 1879
Lubbock; Sci Led 1 17 Small (lies , when they have once
entered the tube, are imprisoned by the fringe of hairs.

e. In animals
1663 Hooke Microgr 174 The whole edge of the wing is

cover’d with a small fringe, consisting of short and more
slender brisles 1811 A T Thomson Lend Dnp 11 (1818)

279 A black substance on the fringe or fin [of oysters]

1828 Stark Elem. Nat Hist II. 327 Elytia and wings
without fringes. 1841-71 T R Jones Amm Kmgd

(ed. 4) 107 A delicate contractile arborescent fringe 1848
Carpenter Amm Phys. 248 In Fishes the gills are com-
posed of fringes.

f. Anal - Fimbria.
1837 Bullock Cetzeanx' Midwif 65 One of these fringes

. .attaches itself to the extremity of the ovaiy

g. Optics. One of the coloured spectra produced
by diffi action see Diffraction i.

1704. Newton Optics nr 1 (1721) 293 These Shadows have
three parallel Fringes, Bands or Ranks of colour'd Light
adjacent to them 1831 Brewster Optics 1v 32 A bright

light separated from the faint light by a coloured fringe.

1837 Goring& Pritchard Microgr 76 when I obtained the
light of the prism obliquely, the coloured fringes instantly

appeared

3. attrib and Comb., as fringe-maker
,
fringe-

making vbl. sb.
,
fringe-backed, -finned, -hung,

-lipped adjs. Also fringe-flower = fringe-tree ;

fringe-gloves, fringed gloves, gloves ornamented
with a fringe

,
fringe-loom (see quot.) ;

fringe-

moss, a name for various species of moss (see

quot.)
;
fringe-myrtle (see quot ) ;

fringe-pod,

a name given in California to Thysanocarpus
laciniatus

\
fringe-tree, Chionanthus vngmica

1872 Nicholson Palseont 321A division of Ganoids called

. Crossopterygidas, or*fringe finned 1883John Smith Did
Pop. Names PI. "Fringe-Flower (<Chionanthus virgimca) a
shrub ofthe Olive family. 1589 Acc-bk IV. Wray in Anti-
quary XXXII 55 A dosse' "fringe gloves 1670 Wood Life
(Oxf Hist.Soc)II 208A rich pairoffring gloves. 1827 Hood
Hero ff Leander Ixxvi, Picture one .Who slowly parts the

*fringe-hung canopies 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes (1859)
I 19 The "Fringe-lipped Lampern. 1874 Knight Diet
Mech., *Fringe-lean, one in which the weft thread is carried

and detained beyond the limit of the waip, which has thus

a series of loops beyond the selvage. 1679 BrDLOE Popish
Plot xi French-*fring maker. 1712 Steele Sped. No 478
ra Frmge-makers, lace men 1713 Loud Gaz No 5086/4
The Employment .. of "Fringmaking 18x8 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 6) III 1058 Toothed Hoary *Frmge-Moss,
Bryam hypnoides. 1868 TrifpBnt Mosses 124 Ptychoim-
trinm polyphyllum. Many-leaved Fringe Moss 1866

Trtas Bet
,
*Frmge-Myrtles, a name given by Lmdley to

the Chamselan cmcese. 1773 A Burnaby 'Irav 7 The woods
are beautified with "fringe-trees, flowering poplars, etc.

1863 S. L J. Life in South I. vi 85 The fringe-tree.

Hence Fri ageless a., having no fringe; Fri'nge-
let, a small fringe.

1837 Cooper Recollect Europe II. 78 The present cropped
and fnngeless, bewhiskered and lacelesa generation of
France. 1868 Tripp Brit. Mosses 71 Anodiis Domamts .

Fnngeless Bristle Moss 1887 Pop Set Monthly XXXI.
747 Each fringelet is a tube made of firm elastic membrane,

fringe (frmdg), v. [f Fringe sb.}

1 . trans. To furnish, adorn, or encircle with a

fringe or something resembling a fringe. Chiefly

in pa. pple.
1480 Wardr. Acc Edit) IV (1830) 143 An other sperver

frenged with frenge of silk 1555 Eden Decades 315 They
so rychely frynge and byset the same with perles, 1665
Hooke Microgr 174 Nor is this edge onely thus fring’d

1698 Fryer Acc E India § P. 37 Curtains fringed with
Battlements from one to the other. 1717 Lady M W.
Montagu Let to Lady Rich 1 Apr, They are covered.,
with, .cloth veryoftemichlyembroideredandfringed 1821
Clare Vill Mmstr.ll 164 Day's first rays Fnng’dtheblue
clouds with gold *846 J. Baxter Libr Pract Agrtc.
(ed. 4) II 9 The wheat fly itself is verysmall with rounded
wings, fringed with short hairs 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet
L vii (1883) 125 A pair of gloves, which she had fringed
and embroidered to his order. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf
Skirl, II 165 A long tract of moorland, fringed with
villages 1888 F Hume Mad Midas l Prol

,
Fringing the

wet sands with many coloured wreaths of sea-weed and
delicate shells

fig 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 250 When he hath
set downe some wicked Doctrine, presently to lace and
fringe it with Precepts of Fasting, Prayer, or Good manners
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II 11 20 The transaction . was
fringd with such cautelous restraints that he was sure to

keep the better end of the staff still to himself. 1828
Sporting Mag, XXII 233 The aid Gentleman’s memory
is fringed with exemplary characteristics.

2 To serve as a fringe to
, to present the appear-

ance of a fringe upon.
1794 W Hutchinson Hist Cumberld. I. 188 The wood

curtain that fringes your eye? 1839W S Coltman Wood-
lands (1866) 84 The Alder loves also to fringe the margins
of our lakes and pools 1865 Tylor Early Hist Man xii

342 Close upon the Esquimaux who funge the northern

coast 1873 Tristram Moab vm 153 Camels m scattered

order fringed the horizon 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner 338 A narrow band, flinging the lateial edge of
the bundle.

3 To fritter or trifle away rate
1863 G Eliot in Cross Life (1885) II 367 Such fringing

away ofprecious life, in thinking of carpets and tables, is an
affliction to me
Fringed (fnnclgd), ppl. a. [f. Fringe sb. or v.

+ -ed.] Famished with a fringe
,
adorned with

or as with a fringe.

1495 Wills Dod. Com (Camden) 4 Twoo curteyns of whit
sarcenet fringed. 155a Church Goods in Dillon Calais #
Pale (1892) 07 Foure quesshinges, one of reede frynged
stlke, *610 Shaks Temp 1. u 408 The fringed Cui tames
of thine eye aduance 1634-5 ,n 12//1 Rep. Hist. M\S
Comm App vii (1890I22, 4J for a black fringed belt 1667
Milton P L iv 262 The fringed Bank with Myrtle crownd
a 1775 Hobie Noble in Child Ballads clxxxix e/r He has
pulld out his fringed giey 1776 Withering Bnt Plants
(1796) II 380 Flowers 3 or 4 together, included in a mem-
bianaceous fringed sheath. 1828 Stark Elem Nat Hist

that fringes the border of the riveis 18x3 H & J Smith
Rej. Addr. 63 Why, beautiful nymph, do you close The

correspond with ft iction
,
on the supposed analogy

of ft action, frangent} Exercising friction.

1847 Emerson Poems (1837) *04 A shower of meteors lit

by fringent air. Blaze near and far

Fringilla’ceous, a [f. ’L.fnngilla finch +
-aceousJ Pertaining to the finches (Webster 1 864)
Fringi'llide [anglicized sing form of mod.L.
fnngillidte], a bird of the finch family Frin-
gi Iliforin. a. [-(t)form], finch-like {Cent Diet )

Friugi lline a. [-ine], of or pertaining to the

finches

1833 Kant Grvnnell Exp. xhi (185C) 390 That familiar

little fringillide, the snowbird 1874 Cours Birds N IV
163 The Lark Bunting is one of the most singularly special-

ized of all our fringilline forms. 1893 W. H. Hudson Idle
Days in Patagonia 1 . 13 The finest voiced of all the fringil-

line birds.

Fringing
1

(fri ndgirj), vbl sb. [f. Fringe v. +
-ing 1

.] The action 01 the vb. Fringe
; in quots.

concr. = Fringe 1 a. Also transf.

1598 Floiuo, Smaiicene any trimming, lacing, fringing,

or such ornament. 1843 Carlyle Past 4 Pr. 11 1, With
much plumage and fringing 1864 — FtedL Gt IV 576
Some fringing oflight horse. 189a E Kteves Homeward
Bound 306 Simulated pearls of transparent radiance adorn
it round about with a fringing of copper

Fri’nging, ppl a [f Fringe v. + -ing

That fringes Fringing teef\ see quot. 1878.

184s Darwin Voy. Nat. xx (1873) 465 The thiee great
classes of coral-reefs, Atolls, Barrier, and Frmging-reefs
1878 Huxlty Phystogr xv. 253 Rocky ridges which fringe

a shore m the manner just described, are known as fringing-

leefs 1888 BryceAmer Commw I xxm 339 TheAmerican
Constitution . with the mass of fringing decisions which ex-

plain it 1893 Daily News 26 Aug. 3/2 Its blue sea, and
fringing islands.

Fringy (frrndgi), a, [f. Fringe sb +-Y 1
]

1 . Of the nature of or resembling a fringe

c 1750 Shenstone Elegies xxi. 10 My devious path I bend,
Through fringy woodland, or smooth-shaven lawn, 2822-34
Good's Study Med (ed 4) IV 327 The fnngy termination of
the Fallopian Tubes 1853 Kane Gnnnell Exp xxxv
(1836) 331 A fimbriated or fringy senes of purple cirri 1880
1 Mark Twain 1 Tramp Abroad 1. 75 The gracefullest little

fringy films of lace

2 . Furnished or adorned with a fringe or fringes ;

covered with fringes.

1831 T L Peacock Ct otcliet Castle xiv (1887)149 All that

surrounded their [eyes’] fringy portals was radiant as ‘ the
forehead of the moimng sky ’ 185a Meandet mgs ofMem
I 206 Fluttering as the mantle’s fringy rim. 1805 Carlyle
Fredk Gt. xvn v VII. 48 Green, shaggy or fringy moun-
tains looking down on it to rearward. 1886 Ruskin Prxtenta
I vi, 203 Any sort of people in conical hats and fringy caps.

Comb, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint V. ix ui. § 21 Trie dog
..is one of the little curly, short-nosed, fringy-pawed things,

Fringy, var. of Feeinghee
tFrini'glit. Obs. rare. [=ON fnd-n6tt ,

cf

OE frige-wten Thursday evening ] a. The night

before (Good) Friday, b. The night of (Good)
Friday
a 1223 Ancr. R. 122 Efter alle \>e schendfule pinen J>et he

bolede oSe longe unniht, me Iedde him amorwen uorte
faongen o wantreo, e 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 177
On good fryg-nyjt .jie chanoun lay be Jie lewys dowter, On
he satyrday [etc ].

II Fripiev (frrpisj:, fr/pie). Also 9 fnppxer. [Fr.

fripier ; see Fripfeb.] A dealer m old clothes

__

1826 Blackw Mag, XX 242 Men . turn their principles
inside out, as a frippier does a garment 1847 James J.
Marston Hall xxi, The house of the well-known fripier

Martin, where every sort of dress was to be procured

t Fri’pler. Obs. [transformation of Fr. fri-
pier ; see next.] =Frippeb.

*380 Nashe Ep to Greene's Menaphon (Arb) 8 Those
and these are bought at the deerest though they smell of
the fnplers lauander halfe a yeere after *596 — Saffron
Walden 73 When hee first began to be a fripier or broker
m that trade.

IlFri'pon. Obs. [Fr.] A rogue.
1691 Satyr agst French 19 (Stanf ) Attended by a young

petit Garqon, Who from his Cradle was an arch Fnpon,

n Ramsay Evergreen (1824) II 70 (Dunbar’s FlytineY
help to hang Fripons for half a Frank [original and

help to hang the pece for halfa frank)

||
Fripo*n(n)erie. tare. Also fripp-, rpr

fnponnene, f fnpon (see pxec.) ] Roguery.
1708 tr Petromns Arbiter Key 1 Associates in all soits of

Friponenes and Debochenes 1747 WAtroLnAr; H Mann
26 June, Lett 1857 II 90 The shortest way to prevent anv
fripponnene x8x8 R Peters in J Jay’s Corr 4 Pull
Papers (1893) IV 424 Most of the articles went through my
hands and a more complete piece of fi ipponene never was
seen

+ Frrpper. Obs. [ad Fr. fripier, i.friper to
tear to rags, f OF frepe,fetpe,felpe rag] =next.
1598 Florio, Bamtttoe a trucker, a marter afripper"

1605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 xvn § 14 66 Like a Fnppers
or Biokers Shoppe , that hath ends of euerie thing, but
nothing of vvoith 1637 Howell Londmop 81 Fnppers or
Upholders, that sold Appaiel 2697 View Penal Laws 31
Goods wrongfully gotten, and sold to Brokers, Fnppers or
Pawn-takers

Fripperer (fri’porai) [extended form of prec

:

see -Eli 1 3 ] A dealer m cast-off clothing.

2384 Whetstone Mirr Mag 33 b, They upon their owne or
maisters appaiell finde Brokeisorfripperers 1641 Tenues
de la Ley 171b, Fnperer is one that uses to dresse old
clothes to sell agame 2803 W Taylor in Ann Rev IU
619 To see his fripperer reminds him of his meanness
i860 All Year Round lAo 76 614 Buchover-lane, where the
fripperers, or sellers of old clothes, dwell'

Frippery (fn peri). Forms 6 freprie, fnp-
perie, (7 tbnpperio), 7 fnpery, 7- frippery,

[a or ad. OF. freperie
,
ferpene

,
felpene (Fr. fi 1-

pertc\ f.frepe, ferpe,felpc rag]
In all senses, more or less collective.

f 1. Old clothes ;
cast-off garments Obs.

2568 Satir Poems Reform. xTviu, 74 Thok it be awld,
and twenty tymis sawld, 3 it will the freprie mak 30W fnng-

With vhs to renew it and mak it weill hewit 1606
Hou and Sudan 241 Which evtendeth also to slaves and
old wares or tlirippeue 1638 Ford Fancies 1 111, Some
frippery to hide nakedness 1700 Congrtve Way ofWorld
111 v. I'll reduce lum to frippery and rags 2700 Burke
hr Rev Whs. V 409 An old huge full-bottomed pemwig
out of the wardrobe of the antiquated frippery of Louis the
Fourteenth 2824 W Irving T Trav, I. 199 The old
garments and frippery that fluttered from every window.

fig. 2638 Baker tr Balzac's Lett. To Rdr (1654) 3 And
makes a great shew of the frippery and brokage of other

Authors 1742 H Walpolt Lett //. Mann (1834) I xxv
112 Old Sarah's Memoirs,.are nothing but remnauts of old
women’s fnppery

2.

tineryin dress, csp. tawdry finery
; an example

of this, an article ot fashionable attire. Also,

transf tawdry ornamentation in geneial

1637 Sir E Burki in DL of Rutland's MSS (1888) I

498 Such a cuning peti larceny of fripery as amazes us all.

1682 Crow ne Hen. VI, 1 10A little Pmke Laden with toyes

and fripperies from France. 2773G0LDSM SheStoops to Con-
quer 1, She is as fond ofgauze and French fnppery as the best

ofthem. 2833 Ht Martineau Manch. Strike 1 16. I will

send my wife with a cloak to h ide the child’s frippery 2856

Miss Mui ock J Halifax x, With no fripperies or fandangos
of any sort 1864 Knight Passages vYtkg. Life I. v 220

We obtained one of this class of Churches at a preposterous

cost for Bath stone and corresponding fnppery

b. Applied to a showily-dressed person.

1877 Black Gteen Past iv (2878) 34 1 he painted fripperies

you meet at every woman’s house m London.

C Articles of small value
,

trifles.

2803 Jane Portir Thaddeus xxiv (2832) 203 Boxes,

baskets, and other frippery 2832 Trelawny Adv Younger
Son II. 241 Modern frippery ofcombs, razors, brushes [etc]

d fig. Empty display, esp m speech or literary

composition, showy talk; ostentation

2727 Swirr To Yng Lady Wks. 2755 II. 11 47 You will

gather more advantage by listening to them, than from all

the nonsense and fnppery of your own sex 2764 Gray
Lett Wks 1884 III 287,

1

can stay with great patience for

anything that comes from Voltaire. They tell me it is

frippery, and blasphemy, and wit. 1872 Freeman Hist

Ess Ser 1 v. 114 Throwing aside all the fopperies and
fripperies of chivalry. 2877 Mrs Ouphant Makers Flor
ix 237 A noble young gentleman amid all his fnppery of

courtier and virtuoso.

3

.

A place where cast-off clothes are sold Obs

2398 Florio, Rccatena, a fripperic or brokers shop 2620

Shaks. Temp iv 1 225 Oh, ho, Monster ,
wee know what

belongs to a frippery a 2633 Corbet Poems (1807) 98 For

learning, th’ Umversitie , And for old clothes, the Frippery

[1830 James Daritley xxix 128/2,

1

will get the three dresses

this very night.from a fnppery m Poole Street ]

fig 1626 B Jonson Itpigr 1 lvi, Whose Worfces are eene

the frippery of wit. 2649 Owen Serin Wks 1851 VIII 236

Ireland was termed by some in civil things a fnppery of

bankrupts <12680 Butler Rem (1730) I 364 A- Frippery

of common Places of Pulpit Railing, ill put together,

1

4

A stand or horse for dresses, etc ;
a ward-

robe Obs
a 1626 [see Flippery : Dyce printsfnppery\ 163a Mas-

singer City Madam 1. 1, He shews like a walking frippery

£•2643 SirR.Verney Inv Claydonm Lady Verney Mein.

Vemey Fam, I 6 The little and greate Fripperies, etc.

+ 5 Trade 01 traffic m cast-off clothes Obs.

1599 Sandys Enropai Spec. (2632) 131 The Iewes have

generally not any other trades than frippet y and usury 2606

Chapman Mons D'Olive m i, D'Ql Now your profession,

I pray? Fnp Fnpperie, my Lord, or as some tearme it,

Petty Brokery

6 Tawdry style , frivolity, rare
2802 Mad D’Arblay Diary 5 May, His manly air earned

off the frippery of his trappings. 2835 ChamierMy Travels

I xviu. 310 The frippery of fashion might not have caused

a Roman to strut about with an eye-glass



FRIPPERY. FRISKY.
7 attnb and Comb
C1645 Howell Lett vi 24 Yet by that base and servile

way of Frippery trade, they grow rich 1744 Ess Acting
18 Macbeth's Night Gown ought to be a Red Damask,
and not the frippery flowered one of a Foppmgton
Hence Fn pperied over, pa pple

,

showily tricked

out
*858 Miss Mulocic Thoughts Women 323 Flimsy, light-

coloured dresses, fnpperied over with trimmings

Frippery (fn pen), a. [developed from the
attnb use of the sb] Trifling, frivolous; con-
temptible, trumpery
a 1625 Fletcher Chances n 11, A frippery cause 1739

Gray Lett Wks 1884 II 49 That city made so frippery
an appearance, that instead of spending some days there
we only dined, and went on to Parma 1768 Foote Devil
on 2 Sticks 1, In spite of the frippery French Salick laws,
a woman is a free agent 1795 Jemima I 161 His dress is

so fnppery X844 Dlaclenv Mae LV 200 Neither will they
be persuaded by the frippery tomes which load the counters

1859 Jephson Brittany v 55 Numbers of frippery and
vulgar ornaments on the table 18 . M Pattison Mem
II [1885) 89 Betake themselves to the frippery work of
attending boards

+ Frippish, a Ohs. tare-1
, [f Fripp-ery +

-I3H.] Tawdry, gaudy
1787 Generous Attachment I 136 Let them erect their

pompous edifices with all the fnppish grandeur of modern
architecture.

fFrrpple, var of Fumble sb.

1610 Hraley St Aug Cittc ofGod 355 Do hut leave your
fripples and sticke to the fathers

Frisado . see Frizado

+ Frisca'do. Oh - 1 [f Frisoo + -ado ]
=

Frisco
1634 W Wood New Eng Prosp. n xv, Fearefull to

approach neere the fnscadoes of her Iron heeles.

t Friscaj'oly, a Obs [? i.fnsca, Fbisco +
Jolly ] Used as a lefram for jovial songs

; also
attnb
1519 Inter

l

4 Eletn (1848) 17 Synge fryska joly, with
hey troly loly a 1529 Skelton Replyc, Wks 1843 I 209
Stoicall studiantes, and fnscaioly yonkeikyns 1538 Bale
Thre Lames 1794 Now shall I be able to make frowlyke
chere, with hey how fryska Jolye £1580 see Frisk a ]

t Fri'Scal. Obs Also 6-7 friscol, -oil, 7
fnskal, -kle [f Frisk sb or Frisco

;
perh. on

the analogy of caracole ] = Frisco
C1570 Marr Wit $ Science iv 11 D y, These fnscoles

shal not serue your touine for al your vauntes so braue
1611 Coryat's Crudities Panegyr Verses, His treadings
were but fnscals of a poppet i6iz Shelton Quixote 1. iv
III 315 ;

And saying so, he gaue two or three fnskles in the
ayre with very great signes of contentment i6zz Mabbe
tr Aleman’s Gunman a'A 1/ n 175 Their beds wherein
they were like to fetch fnscalls in the ayre.
transf. 16x3 Wither Epithal Juvenilia (1633) 360 Comets

and Meteors shew their fiery Fnscoils in the ayre,

Friscay, obs form of Frisky,

+ Fri*SCO. Obs Also 6 frysea, frischo, 7
fnska, friskoe

;
pi -os, -oes, -as. [? Pseudo-It

form of Frisk sbf\

1 A bnsk movement in dancing ; a caper
1319 Interl 4 Elem (1848) 45 That shall both daunce and

spryng With fryscas and with gambawdes round 1366 J
Partridge Plasidas B nj, With fetching fiischoes here and
there 1598 Barckley Fchc Man 1 (1603) 38 Hee fetched at
the last such a fnsco, that he fell downe and brake his neck
1608 Armin Nest Nmn (1880) 56 Shee longed to heare his
fnscoes morallized, and his gambals set downe. 1634 Ford
P Warbeck in 11, Observe the fnska, be enchanted With the
rare discord of bells, pipes, and tabours 1673 Teonge Diary
(1825) 5° Having taken their fnsco, returnd as they cam
2 Applied to a person as a teim of endearment.

(Cf. Friskin 2 )
a x<b>a Brome New Acad 1 Wks. 1873 II. 3 Where’s my

Boykin? my Friskoe? my Delight?
Frisco(i)l, var of Frisoal
Frise (friz), sb. [short for Cheval de prise ]
= Cheval de frise I. Also transf.

1809 Campbell Gertr Wyom in xxv, Each bold and
promontory mound With . . armour crown’d, And arrowy
frize 1836 Lever Martins of Cro’ M 145 A low wall,
coped with a formidable ‘frize’of broken bottles

II Fris4 (frizg), a. [Fr. fnsi in similar sense,

pa. pple offriser \ see Frieze, Frizz vbs ] (See

quot, 1884)
1884 West Daily Press 20 June 7/5 Fnsd materials are

everywhere, frise meaning a raised design in silk, looking
as if it had been woven ovei pins, and the pins withdrawn
189a Daily News 24 Oct 3/1 A raised frisd stripe in black
silky wool.

Frise, obs. form of Freeze, Frieze
Friseado, var. of Frizado.
Frise stone, var. of Freestoke.
Frisette (frize t) Also fnsett, fnzette [a.

Fr frtseUe, f friser to Fiuzz ] A band or cluster of

small curls, usually artificial, worn on the forehead.
*8x8 Lady Morgan FI Macarthy IV § vi 239 The one

appeared without his stays, and the other without her
fnzette 1838 0 W Holmes Aut Break/-t 11 (1891) 30
A middle-aged female, with a parchment forehead and a
dry little

‘
frisette ’ shingling it. 1868 Daily News 10 Aug

,

The sixpenny fnsett sold to fill out the sparse locks of the

servant-of-all-work.

II Friseur (frzzor). Also frizeur. [Fr.fnseur,
f. friser to Frizz ] A hairdresser ; now rare.

1730 Chester? Lett (1774) II 60 Let your man learn

of the best fnseur to do your hair well 1777 Franklin
Vol IV.

553

Lett Wks x88g VI 69, I wish every lady and gentle-
man in France would dismiss their friseurs, and pay me
half the money they paid to them 1816 SportingMagXLVI I 306 By mercers, fnzeurs, mantua-makers press'd
1831 Jekyll Corr (1894) 279 The sister, a lomp, married a
sort of fnseur, the son of old Viscount Fitzwilham 1836R W Procter BarbeVs Shop vii (1883) 35 He was sui-
passed by a conscientious frizeur ofan older school

Frisian (fn zian), a and sb [f L. Fnsi-i pi.

(ad the native name . OFns Fnse, Frese, MDu
Vnese (Du Vnes), OHG Fnaso, Fneso

,
OE.

Frisa
, Frisa wk sb

,
a Frisian) + -an ]A adj Of or pertaining to the people of Fries-

land B sb. a An inhabitant of Friesland b.
The language of Friesland
1398 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann xt vi 147 The Frisian

nation rebelled after the ouerthrow of L Apronius 1601
Holland Pliny II 212 The Frisians, neere vnto whom we
lay incamped, shewed our men this herb 1875 Whitney
Lfe Lang x 181 English literary monuments go back to
the seventh century and Frisian literature from the four-
teenth 1882-3 Schapf Encycl Rehg Knotul II 1472
The rigorous party was again divided into Vlamingen and
Frisians.

t Fri’sic, a. Obs In 7-8 -ick See Friesio.
[f. as prec. + -10 ] Of or peitaming to Friesland.
1677 Hale Pnm Ong Man 11 iv 163 Divers other

[Languages] seem to be much derived from them, namely,
the Greek Frisick, Illynan [etc] 1763 Johnson Let to
Boswell 8 Dec in Life

,
It will be a favour if you can get me

any books in the Frisick language

Frisk (frisk), sb [f. Frisk z>.]

+ 1. A brisk and lively movement in horseman-
ship or dancing

;
a caracole or curvet

,
a caper, a

jig Tofetch afrisk see Fetch v. 9 Obs
1323 Ld. Berners Froiss II Ixxvm [Ixxiv ] 234 Ecbe of

them [knyghtes] a good dystaunce fio other made theyr
tournes and fryskes fresshly. 1363-87 Foxe A tyM (1684)
III 145 He leapt, and set a frisk or twain, as men commonly
do in dauncing 1396 Spenser F Q iv t 46 Then doe the
salvage beasts begin to play Their pleasant fnskes 16x0
Rowlands Martin Mark all 36 Diuers can now for loy.
fetch fnskes about the house 1640 Shirley Arcadia nt 1,

The new frisk we danced at Enispe to-day 1696 Aubrey
Misc (1721) 79 When he had done his Message he gave a
Frisk 1780 Cowper Table T 237 Give him [the French-
man] his fass, his fiddle and hit, frisk. 184a C Whitehead
Richard Savage (184s) I vn 89 He favoured me with a
fusk as I left him at his own door
2 transf and fig A bnsk sportive movement;

a frolic, also, a freak, whim, Fnsk ofnature—
freak of nature see Freak sb. 4.

1663 Hooke Mtcrogr 186 If they do by a frisk get below
that superficies, they presently ascend again a 1677 Barrow
Serin Wks. 1716 III 79 New objects excite the spirits

into a pleasant frisk of motion 173a Johnson in Boswell
(1848) 80/1 I'll have a frisk with you x8ox Foster in Life
tr Corr (1846) I 133 The fnsks of a company of summer
flies, 1809 Ann Reg 734* There is scarcely a nobleman
who is not possessed of one or more of these frisks of nature
1819 Scott Fain Lett 17 Apr {1894) II xv 43, I wish you
would all take a frisk down here this, summer 1823— Jml
22 Dec., Can't saywhat made me take a frisk so uncommon
of late years, as to write verses of free-will 1832 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xx, When you and I had a frisk down in Lincoln-
shire x88g H F Wood Englishman ofRue Cam iv, The
married frumps come over for a frisk,

+ Frisk, a Obs Also 6 friske, fryska, frixe.

[a OFr. fnsque, of uncertain origin, by some
viewed as ad. Teut. *fnsk-, Fresh a. ; by others

as an altered form offrique : see Frikb a.] Full
of life and spirit ; brisk, lively, frisky

1528 Paynel Saleme Regim H b, Wyne muste be fnske
& sprynkelynge c 1540 Boorde The bake for to Leme
B ij b, The Est wynde is temperat fryske and fragrant 1580
Sidney Arcadia in 401 Thou seest how friske and jollynow
he is. 1397-8 Bp. Hall Sat vi. i. 294 Fayne would she
seeme all truce and froheke still x6xx Cotgr s v Ame,
Asses discharged of their burthens, vnsadled, and set at
hbertie, are the fnskest creatures aliue

b Of a horse's tail Constantly in motion;
jerky Cf. Flisk, Flicky, Fliggy, Fletch.
1694 Loud. Gas No 3017/4 A biown bay Mare with a .

.

frisk Tail 1703 Ibid No 4148/4 A black Gelding .with a
long frisk Tail

Frisk (fnslt), v. Also 6-7 friske, frysk(e, 7
frisque. [f prec adj ]

1. tntr Of living beings: To move bnskly and
sportively; to dance, frolic, gambol, jig Also
with, about, away, in and out, off, and tofrisk it

1519 Interl 4 Elem (1848) 49 And I can fryske it freshly

1383 Stanyhurst ASneis 1 (Arb ) 34 Nymphs a thowsand
do frisk with Pnncelye Diana. x6oi R Johnson Kmgd,
4* Cornmw (1603) 64 Sholes of fish frisking and playing
hard under the wals of the citie x6ix Shaks Wmt T
I ii 67 We were as twyn’d Lambs, that did frisk i’ th' Sun
1664 Power Exp Philos 1 2 He [the Flea] will frisk and
curvet so nimbly 1679 E. Brown Let. to Blythe in 2nd
Rep Hist MSS Comm App ii4/2Thegallantsarefrisquing

and making merry in Hyde Park c 1704 Prior Simile 14
Those merry blades, That frisk It undei Pindus’ shades

1730 Fielding Teniple Beau 1 1, For your heart is like a
coffee-house, where the beaus frisk in and out, one after

another 1764G0LDSM Trav 253 The gay grandsire, skilled

in gestic lore, Has frisked beneath the burden of threescore

1783 Burns To Jos Snath xv. Cold-pausing caution’s

lessons scorning, We frisk away x8ax J W. Csssecm.Diary
8 June, To-day he has frisked off to Windsor x8gx Smiles

J Murray II xxv 177 He rejoiced at seeing the children

frisking about m the happiness of youth
it ansf and fig. *6s6 Bacon Sylva § 9 It will make the

Water fnske and sprinkle up in a fine Dew a 17x6 South

Serm. (1717) V. 492 The Proclamation of a Prince never
frisks it in Tropes 1779 A Hamilton Wks (x886)VII 586
Did I mean to show my wit ? . Did I only intend to frisk ?

1823 Lamb Eha, Oxfordm Vacation, The enfranchised quill
fnsks and curvets . over the flowery carpet-ground of a

midnight dissertation

2 trans a To move (up, out, about, etc.) m a
sportive or lively manner, b To fnsk away : to
squander on freaks or caprices
? x6 A Cap, etc (N ), To fnsk awaymuch ofthy time and

estate 1665 Hooke Microgr 187 It would by frisking out
of its tail smk itself below the surface a 1693 Urquhart
Rabelais in xvu 140 A pair of Yarn Wmdles, which she
veered, and frisked about 1862 R H Patterson EssHist 4- Art log The tad is frisked up into the air in the
liveliest manner possible

+ 3 To render sprightly, enliven. Obs
1802 Fenton Wks 63, I look’d for sparkling lines, and

something gay To frisk my fancy with

4 slang a (See quot 1812) b To hoax.
x8xa J H Vaux Flash Diet

, Fnsk,
to search , to frisk

a cly is to empty a pocket of its contents , to standfnsk is

to stand search 1823 C M Westmacott Eng Spy 1 . 150
Has Tom been frisking you already with some of ms jokes ?

Friskal, var. of Frisoal.

Frisker (friskm) Also fryaker. [f. Frisk
v + -ER 1

] One who or that which frisks Also
slang (see the vb. 4 a), a pilferer.

1547 Boorde In-trod Knowl. (1870) 117 Now I am a
frysker, all men doth on me looke 1633 Marmion Fine
Companion Gy, He tells thee right, my biave Fnsker
17x9 D’Urfey Pills II. 20 Such Fraysters and Fnskers as
these Lads and Lasses. 184a Browning Pied Piper, Grave
old plodders, gay young fnskers 189a Star 6 Feb 3/4A dangerous gang of ‘ till fnskers ’.

+ Fri'Sket 5
. Obs rare—1

. [Meaning and origin

doubtful cf. OF fnquet a small lively sparrow ]
c X602 in Nichols Progr Q Ehz. III. 586 The chatting of

pyes, and the chirkmge of the friskets.

Frisket 2 (fn sket). Printing, [ad. Fr. fns-
quette

,

of unknown origin ] A thin iron frame
hinged to the tympan, having tapes or paper strips

stretched across it, for keeping the sheet in position

while printing. Tofly thefnsket see Fly v 2 2.

1683 Moxon Mech Exerc. II 35 Which serves for the
Frisket to move truly upon *777 Hoole Comemud Vis
Woild (ed 12) 118 The pressman beateth it over with
printers ink spreadeth upon it the papers put in the frisket

1824 J Johnson Typogr II 326 To catch the bottom, of
the sheet when the frisket rises and conveys it quickly and
gently to the catch 1884 West Mom News 23 Apr 5/2
A press frisket was thrown down.
attnb 1683Moxon Mech Exerc II 35 From the Fore-end

or Frisket-joynt 18*3 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 308
The clerk now inks the type with a printer’s ball, opens the
frisket sheet on its hinges, and places the note , against
the tympan 1880 Printing Times 15 Mar Advt, Frisket
forks are so arranged that, etc

Friskful (friskful), a. rare [f Frisk sb. or v.

+ -FUL.J Apt to fnsk, frolicsome
1728-46 Thomson Spnng 836 His sportive lambs in

fnskful glee, Their frolics play 1876 F Locker Bramble-

Rise viii m Land Lyr

,

My little mskful daughter

+ Fri’skin. Obs Also 6 fruskm, 7 friaquiu.

[f. Frisk sb. or v. + -in (? for -ing i)
]

1. A bnsk livelyaction; a frolic, playful encounter

To try afriskin to have a brush (see Brush sb 3

1). Also to dancefriskin.
XS70 Levins Mantp 133 Fruskin, saltus 1399 Nashe

Lenten Stupe To Rdr. (1871) x8 This is a light friskin of

my wit x6x* Two Noble

K

iv in, The pranks And fnskins

of her madness. 1621 Burton Anat Mel in ii in. ill (1651)

472 It was the custome of some lascivious queans to dance
friskin in that fashion 1675-03 Crowne Country Wit 1

Dram Wks 1874 III. 34 Yes, Betty Frisque and you shall

try a frisquin for him,—you shall dual it, you shall

2 . A gay frisky person.

1396 Nashe Saffron Walden 143 His Wench or Friskin

was footing it aloft on the greene. x6oa Dekker Satirom,
Dram Wks 1873 I 217 Sir Q. I gaue thee this ebaine,

manlie Tucca Tnc I, sayst thou so, Friskin.

Frisking (fri slug), vbl. sb. [f. Frisk v. +
-ING 1 ] In senses of the vb
1533 tr Beza's Admomt Pari (xs66)Gujb, The Lords

Supper , is transformed into . olde stagehke frisking and
horrible Idol gadding x6xx Cotgr sv Gambade, Old
peoples frisking doth presage their ending. 1725 Bradley
Fain Diet sv Nose, If it [the Blood] proceeds from a
Vein, it is thickerand redder, and runs without any frisking

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk
,
Fnsktng, the wind freshen-

ing 1800 Spectator 3 May 624/x And the lambs bleat 1 .

And their friskmgs, and their races l

Frisking (firskiq), fipl, a. [f. Frisk v. +
-ing 2 ] That fnsks, m senses of the vb f Of
wine* Sparkling
xg66 Drant Horace’s Sat 1 F y, Fragrant friskyng wyne

x6io Dr Dodypollva i in Bullen O PI III. 122 A fine

frisking usher in a dauncing schoole 1607 Dryden Virg.

Georg in 105 The quick Motions of the frisking Tail

1725 Pore Odyss xm 296 The bounding goats and frisking

heifers rove. 1827 Carlyle Misc (1857) I 21 A certain

snappishness—a frisking abruptness

Hence Pri sfcingly adv., in a frisking or frisky

manner In mod Diets.

Friakle, var. of Frisoal.

Frisky (fn ski), a. Also 6 frysky, friscay, [f.

Frisk sb. + -v^.j Given to frisking ;
lively

;
playful

la 1300 Ragman Roll 132 in Hazl E P. P I 75 And
our foot ye tappyn, and ye daunce, Thogh hit the fryskyst

orse were in a towne 1525 Ld Berners Fi oiss II clx.

70
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[clvi ] 279 a, The lorde of Clary was a frisca. and a lusty

knyght 1743 J. Davidson AEneid vu 203 By the Heatm
Frisky Bells the Liquois dance 1780 Mad D’Arri ay Lett

July. She was as gay, flighty, entertaining, and fuskyas

ever 1812 B\ron Waltz vu, His Sancho thought Ihe

knight’s fandango fnskier than it ought 1861 L. L Nom 1

Icebergs 291 Away they trip it, like so many frisky buffalo

calves 1875 J H. BrNNcr WinterMedit, 111 xv 500 The
Negioes of all ages, from frisky meiry little children to

decrepit old men 1885 Manch Exam 2 May 6/2 The
dogs, at once sagacious and fusky, have been admirably

drawn
Hence Fri’skily adv., in a frisky manner , Pri s-

kiness, the quality or state of being frisky

1727 Bailey, Friskmess, 1778 Mad, D'Ahrlay Dimy
3 Aug , I left him to make ms own comments upon my
friskmess 1862 Lytton Sir Story II 74 The white hear

gambols . friskily after his meal on human flesh 1863

Sat Rev 5 Aug 172 An outpouring of intellectual fuski-

ness. 1894 Daily News 20 Mar. 3/1 The brims to hats are

friskily curved

•j* Fri'slet. Obs rare—

l

. [? f OF freset, dim. of

fraise ruff+ -ET 1 ‘A kind of small ruflle ’ (Hnlii-

well)

1607 Brewer Lingua iv vi, Paitlets, Fi islets, Bandlets

Friaolo, var of Fiujole

t Fri’son1
. Obs. Foims: 4 frysoun, 5 fre-

son(e, -un [a OF.fnson, ad. late L.frison-em
a Frisian ] a A native of Friesland b. A
Fuesland horse

1303 R Brunni I/andl Synnc 10663 A frysoun ?e shul

vndyi stande To a mai chaunde of fryslande ia 1400 Mot tc

At th 1365 A freke Come forthermaste on a fiesone 111

flawmande wedes c 1420 A ntui s ofA rth. xxxi, The freson

was afrayet, and ferd of that fare

tFrison 2
. Obs. [a V.fnson (1474111 Godef);

Littre and Hatz -Darm. derive it from ft iser

Frieze v t] ? Some kind of woollen stuff. Also

fnson-stuff
1562 Stanford Churckw. Acct in Antiquary (April 1888)

168 For ij lodes of Brysons ijj. 1714 French Bit Rates 69
Fmon-Stuffs, 13 Ells

t Frisoneer. Obs. *=prec
*700 Congreve Way of World v. i, Go, hang out an old

Fnsoneer gorget

Frisque, Frisquin, obs. ff. Frisk, Friskin.

Frist , sb Obs exc arch. Forms. 1 first, fyrst,

frist, a~4 first(e, south, virst, (3 ferst, feoTst,

forst), 3-4 furst (7/), 3-5 fres(s)t, (4 freist), 4
friste, 5 fryst, 5- fnat. [OE. first, fyrst,

fnst
masc Cf. OFris first, ferst neut., OS fnst

,

OHG.
frist fem (neut )

(MHG vnst, Ger.fnst fem.), ON.
ft est neut. pi (fem. smg.).]

1 A space of time, time
;
a certain time.

Beowulf 134 NdJS hit Iengra fyrst O E Chron an. 918

Ob bone first be hie wurdon swipe metelease a 117s Cott

Horn 229 Furtie da3en firste [he] ham mid wnede c 1203

Lay. 12242 Wiff innen ane 3ere, nes per Hist na mare, iwra8
pe king Gracien gumene forcuoest

2 Delay, respite
;
also, a truce. To do m 01 a

{—on) frist : to delay, procrastinate, give respite of.

Of or onfrist\ (»SV.) in the future, at a distance.

Tofnst \ on loan or credit.

c 1173 Lamb Horn 71 Ure deffhe do in firste jet, c 1200
Moral Ode 38 Ne scholde nomon don a virst ne slakien wel
to donne. a 1300 CursorM 19225 pe penis . he broght,

wit-vten frest c 1300 Beket 8go For-to pe nexte daie we
tuddez furst 1375 Barbour Bruce n 277 At to morn, but
langar frest, 3e sail isch furth, 1387 Trevisa Hrgden
(Rolls) VII. 49 First of ten dayes were i-graunted. 14
Tnndale’s Vis. 60 He wold gyve dayes for his best But ha
sold the derur for the fryst £1440 Promp Parv. 178/2
Fieste, or to frest yn byynge or borowynge, mutuum 7 c 1450
How goode wif taught daughter 161 in Hazl EPF, I

191 Borow nought blethely, ne take nought frest a 155s
Lyndesay Peder Cojffeis 43 Ane dyvour coffe . Talcis gudis
to fnst fra fremmit men 1888 Murray'sMag. Apr 497 My
time is short, my frist is o’er, and I have much to say
attnb

.

1387 TeevisaIhgden (Rolls) VII 49 pe firste dayes.
Proverb (Sc.) <1x565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot

(18x4) I. 238 All thir lordis war verne blyth, thinking that
all evil was guid of frist 1808-80 Jamieson j zi., All ills are
good a fnst.

t Frist, v Obs. Forms: see the sb. [f the
sb.; cf.OFns./^fl, OHG fnsten,frist(tn (MHG
vristen, mod Gtx. fristeti), ON.frestu, (Sw fnsta

,

Da fnste).’]

1

mtr. To delay, grant respite Also tofrist it,

ax225 St. Marker 15 past ha ne firsten hit nawiht to
schawen hit ischrifte a 1225 Leg Kath. 2331 Nawiht,
King, ne kepe ich pact tu hit fir firsti 13 .EE A Hit, P
B 743 pa3 faurty forfete 3et fryst I a whyle, 1535 Stewart
Cron Scot. (1858) 1. 162 Thairof wald delay no langar nor
fnst

2 a. with dot. passing into trans. To grant delay
to (a person)

;
to respite, b trans. To put off,

delay (a thing) ; to postpone the enjoyment of
a 1225 Leg Kath 2399 pset he, for his freolec firstede hire

1340 Ayerto 173 And najt ne uerste uram daye to daye
1570 Satir Poems Reform xvi. 71 Thocht he be fristit at
this tyme, He will not be forgeuin 1637 Rutherford
Lett d\xx (1848) 345,

1

would fnst heaven for many years

3 trans. a. To lend or give (a thing) on credit

b. To give (a debtor) credit or time for payment.
c. To grant time for payment of (a debt).
CX440 Promp Para, 178/2 Frestyn, or lende to freste
i^sCompl Scot. xv. 124 Quhen I iaubyr , be mecamk
craftis, I am compellit to len and to fyrst it to my tua cruel
briethr x632 Rutherford Lett Ixxxix (1848) 165 That

debt is not forgiven, but fnsted *637 Ibid cv 202 Fnst

Christ; lie is an honest debtoi Ibid ulwii 527, I am
content, my faith will fust God my happiness 1691 Ray
N C Words, Fnst, to trust for a linu.

abwl 14 Rrl Ant I. 316 kype and save, and thou

schallehavc, Frest and leve, and thou sdiall crave

Provo

b

1718 Ramsay Lhnstts Kit he l,r 111 in, What
aft fnsted’s no foigien 1824 Scon Ridganntht ch \i,

What is fnsttd is not forgiven

Hence Fn sted ppl a

,

Fri sting vbl sb

14 TnudaU's Vis 55 Foi fiystyng wold lie ocui take

And nothyng leyn for Goddis sake a X605 Mon raoMFRii.

Mist. Poems v 45 Sen fnsted goods ar not forgtvm, Quhen
cuppe is full, then hold it cvin 1637 RuTin-Rrono Lett
ccxwi (1848)443 A suspension and a msting ofmy heaven
Ibid ccm 413 Few know the pain and torment of Christ’s

fnsted love.

Frist(e, obs form of First.

+ Fri*stel(l)e. Obs [a. OF. frestel{eC\ A
flute

c 1400 Vwaine 4 Gaw 1396 Damysels danceand ful wele,

With trompes, pipes, and with fnstele 1483 Lath Angl
143 F ri'.teUa, fstula

1 Fri’Ster. Obs raie~x [a. Du vnjster =
vrijdster 1 amasia, Virgo nukilis ’ ^Kilian), f vnj-
{d)en to woo, court ] A sweetheart
1640 Glaitiiorne Wallenstein 1 111, A sliort coat frister,

That as she milkes each morning, Bedews the coole grasse

with her Virgin moisture

+ Fri'SUre. Obs Also frizure [a Fr friswc,

f.friser . see Frizz.] Mode or fashion of curling

the hair.

X755 Loud Mag July 343 Let an artificial fiow’r Set the

frisure off before 1771 Smoli ett Humph Cl II, 18 July
Let 1, She was most lemarkable for the frisure of her head.

1773 Gravls Spirit. Quixote v vu 285 Though it had not

received the fashionable fruure, it was grown long enough
to curl. X790-X8XX Comer Demi upon a Sticks in Eng
(18x7) IV 23 The immense expanding frisure of 1780.

f Frit, sb.i [a "Ft.frit, pa. pple. offrire to fry ]

? Toast
X4 . A nr Cookery in Honseh Ord (1790) 449 Daryolus,

and leche-fryes, made of frit and friture.

Frit (fnt), sb - Also 7-9 fntt [ad. (directly

or through F fntte) It. fritta
,
fem. pa. pple of

fnggtire to Fry.]
1 Glass-making A calcined mixture of sand and

fluxes ready to be melted in a crucible to form
glass.

1662 Merret tr. Hen's Art ofGlass ij Fntt is nothing
else but a calcination of those materials which make glass

1773 Frankiin Lett Wks 1840 V. 461 The globe in ques-

tion was of this fnt. x8oo tr Lagrange's Chain I 415 The
product is a kind of vitreous frit, soluble in water 1853 URr
Diet Arts I 908 The founding-pots aie filled up with these

blocks of frit. 1870 T, W Webb m Eng Meih 21 Jail

448/1 Specks of 1
frit ’ (unmelted material in the substance

of the glass),

2 Ceramics. The vitreous composition from
which soft porcelain is made.
2791 E Darwin Bot Card 1 Notes 39 The frit of the

potters is liable to crack in drying 183* G R Porti r
Porcelain ff Gl 43 A frit compounded ofnitre, soda, alum
and selenite 1875 Fortnum Majolica 1 2 A loose frit or
body, to which an enamel adheres

3 attnb.and Comb
,
asfnt-bnek, -mixer, -powder

.

Also fnt-poroelam (see quot.).

1853 Ure Diet Arts I 908 These frit bricks are after-

wards piled up m a laige apartment for use 1874 Knight
Diet. Meeh. I. gi7 A fnt-vnxer is a horizontal cylinder
with oblique beaters, or a box with semi-cylmdrieal bottom
and a rotating shaft with beaters or Stirling aims x88i

Porcelain Woths, Worcester 15 This fntt powder is used
along with borax and other materials 1889 Cetitniy Diet

,

Frit porcelain

,

a name given to the artificial soft-paste

English poicelain

Frit (fnt), v [f Frit sbf\ turns. To make
into fnt

; lo fuse partially
,

to calcine. Hence
Fri'tted ppl. a

,
Fri tting vbl sb

;
also attnb.

1805-17 R Jameson Char Mm (ed 3) 295 Fritting,
when single parts ofthe mass are melted, while others remain
unaltered 183a G. R Poster Porcelain Gl. vi 199 The
sand, lime, soda, and manganese, being propeily inter-

mingled, are fritted in small furnaces 1853 URr Diet.
Arts I 908 When the fourth hour has expired the fritting

operation is finished. 1879 Rutlev Stud Rocks xiv 291
Porcelain jasper has a fused or fritted appearance. 1881
Raymond Muting Gloss , Fritting, the formation of a slag
by heat with but incipient fusion. x88x Harper's Mag
Feb 364 These are fritted or melted in an oven till they
run like molasses

Fri’t-fly, A small fly of the genus Osczms,
destructive to wheat.
x88x Miss E, A Ormfrod Injur Insects(1890) 92 The Frit

Fly is a small, black, shining, two-winged fly 1893 Jml
R. Agnc Soc Dec, 827 Some other pests are wire-worms,
crane-fly, frit-fly .and winter-moth

Frith., sbP- Obs. exc Hist. [Com. Teut • OE
fntiu, friotSu, freolSu sti. masc and fem

, frzG str.

neut.,= OFris fretho,frede,ferd, OS fnthu masc
(MDu vrede, verde, Du. vrede masc.), OYLQ.fndu
(MHG vnde, mod G frzede), ON. fnS-r (Sw

,

Da. fred), Goth. *frij>u-s (in comb. Fnpareiks =
Frederick); f. OTeut. root *frt- to love: see
Friend ]
1. Peace

;
freedom irom molestation, protection

;

:
safety, security.

j

£893 K ASlfred Oros v u § 8 He xenom fn)? wij> ]>aet

!

folc. c 950 Ltndisf Gosp, Matt. x. 34 Ne cuomic friS sende

ah suord O E Citron an ton (Laud MS.), ponne namman griff &fnS wi3 hi CX175 Lamb Horn 13 Londe brt
bio on grioe and on frtoe undei mne onwalde c 1250 GenEx 681 Euenlc man he gaf lif and fri8 Sat to Sat like
nesse sojte griff c 1330 R Brunni Chron (1810) go bat
batailc was hai cl, fo men has no frith c 1380 Wyclif Wks
(1880) 289 3if |>es pascessioneus toke fiepis m here lond
1874 Gri i-n Short Hist 1 § 5 45 Iheir leadei was bound
by a solemn peace or 1

frith

1

2

a A game-preserve, deer-park b Water
frith a place where the fishing is preserved. ObsOE had dlorfrill 111 the abstract sense ‘protection of
game’ (6)if Chron an. 1086)
£1205 Lay 1452 3e huntieff 1 j>es kinges fnSe [£12715

pare] 1584 in Binnell Dcscr Thames 63 Places inhibited
to fish in, called Watei Friths.

3. Comb : frith-guild, a guild established for the
maintenance of peace

,
also attnb

, frith-silver
?some feudal payment (see quots.)

, fnthsoken
OE. and Hist ,

an asylum, a sanctuary (the later
explanations seem to be baseless conjectures)
a xooo Laws ofAEthelstan vi c 8 § 9 (Schmid), Gif ure

hlaford us amigne eacan fcebmncean maege to urum *fri8-
gildum x86x Pearson Early <5 Mid Ages Eng. 128 The
frank-pledge or frith-guild system had been vigorously en-
forced under Edward. 1874 Grlen Short Hist iv §4.190
The tendency to unite m such ‘ Futh-gilds’ or Peace-clubs
became general throughout Europe 1669 in E Salt Hist.
Standon (1888) X14 It was agreed that John Hardmge
shall sett a gate he payinge yearly the *frith selver of the
towne 1863 N $ Q Ser in IV 477 Fnth-siher, up to
the last fifteen or twenty years, a payment, chaigeable on
the poor rates of the parish [Alrewas, Lichfield], was
annually made to Lord Somers, and bore the above name.
X0X4 Laws of Etin /red vm c x (Schmid), Diet he *fri3-

socne .jjesece £1250 Gloss Law Terms m Rel Ant I

33 Enthsocne, Franchise de francplege. a X342 Higden
Polychr (Rolls) II. 94 Fnthsoken, id est, tutatio in juris
dictionc

,
Gallice, seurte en defence

Frith (fn})),j£ 2 Forms : 1
1 se'lfyrhtte, fyr(h)tt,

4 friht, ffcyht, 5 flreth, 9 Kent fright (-wood), 6
fryth(e,3-frith. Also Firth sb. 1 [OE (ge)fyrJitSe

str. neut. (also fyrhG str. fem ) •—OTeut. type

*{ga)fu> hipjom (see below). In ME. and m mod.E,
the word seems lo have been confused with others

of similar sound . see the remarks under senses 1

and 4 below.
The OTeut type *(ga)fnrhtPjo

m would appear to be a col-

lcctive f. *furhh Fir , but there is no trace m Eng of the
etymological sense 1 fir-wood and as firs seem to have been
not very abundant m early times m this country, the develop-
ment of the general sense ‘ wooded or waste land ’ must have
taken place on the continent Cf., however, the mod Ger
forchdistel, forchgrns,

forchheidc (Grimm), which seem to

contain a woid that may be the source of med L froens
(OF froit) waste land , if sofyrhtSe may be derived from it

With regard to the form-history in Eng , the reduced form

fyi be is represented by Firth sb *, and with metathesis by
ft ith. The fuller form fyrhtfe is represented, with meta-
thesis, by ME./i iht, mod Kentishjnghtovood
’Ihe Welsh jfridd,JfrDh, often given as the etymon, are

adopted forms of the Eng word
To the scanty evidence for theOE fyrhH(c must be added

the place-name Pirbright in Suirey, which in documents of

13th and 14th c appears as Pirihrith, Pirifnght, Pirifnth,

Punfnght —OE. *pn igfyrhffe pc.\r~
l
frith’ see Cal Close

Rolls 1326 p 622, Manning & Bray Suney I. 145, Surrey
Fines (Surrey Archacol. Soc ) 22 1

1. With uncertain meaning, denoting a wood of

some kind, or wooded country collectively, esp. m
poet, phrases associated withfell, field
In the later quots the word occurs only as a poetical archa-

ism of vague meaning. In the earlier quots it inay have

had the more definite sense explained under 2. In senses 1,

2

there may he confusion with Frith sb 1 2 a

? 826 Charter of Ecgbcrht in Birch Cart Sax I 545 bonne

on >one hagan to witan fyrffe 898 Charier of /Elfred
(Farleigh, Kent) ibid II. 220Donne is ffset suff land gemsere

oms cinges west andlang 3a;s fyrhffes off ffone bradan weg

7956 Charter of Eadwig ibid III 120 Of ban stapole on

accan gefyrhffe 973-4 (MS. 12th c ) Charter of Eadgar
(Hants) ibid III 632 On Set wot treow act Sere baran

fyrhffe, <*1300 Cursor M 7697 In feild and tun, in

frith and fell, a 1310 in Wright's Lync P x. 36 In a

fryht y founde a wel feyr fenge to fere £1320 Kyng fy

Hermit so m Hazl E P P 1. 13 The grete herte for to

hunte, In frythys and in felle, c 1350 Will Palerne 2216

pet trauailed al a 11131, out of forest & fnbes & alle faire

wodes 1377 Langl. P PI. B xn 219 And of the floures

in the frytn and of her feire hewes 1562 Phaer ASneid

ix Aa nj, A Pynetree frith I had [Lat pinea silva mtki\

1573-80 Golding ToRdr. in Buret's Alv Av/r In plant,

or tree, By natures gift abroad m frith and feeld x6xa

Drayton Poly-olb, xi 174 As over Holt and Heath, as

thorough Frith [margin,
nigh wood] and Fell 1855 ®AILCY

Mystic 83 Where now stretch Forest and upland frith

2 , A piece of land grown sparsely with trees or

with underwood only. Also, a space between

woods, unused pasture land (see quots.). Now
only dial

1538 Leland Itin (ed 2, 1745) II 3 From Mmdenhedde
Town a 2 Miles by narow wooddy Way to the Frithe, and

so thorough the Frithe 3 Miles Ibid, (margin), Fruticea

Sylva, Angl Frithe 1628 Coke OnLxtt 5b,Frytheisaplain

between woods, 1641 N Riding Rcc IV 216 The inhabi-

tants of Sheriff Hutton presented for not repairing the high-

way leading to le Frith 1790 Mrs Wheeler Westmld.

Dial, (1840), Frith
,
unused pasture land. 1869 in Lonsdale

Gloss iSSjKentishGloss
,
Frith atbm, scrubbywood, with

little or no timber, and consisting mainly ofinferior growths.

1892 Northumbld Gloss., Fnth, a clearing in a forest

3

Brushwood, underwood ;
sometimes forming a

hedge, hedgewood,
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t6oS Rec Chippenham 194 in IV tils Gloss (1893) s v , Itm

to James Smalwood for an Acre and halfe of hedginge frith

out of Heywood Item for felling the same frith 1631

Markham Weald ofKent n. 1. (1668) 2 It will grow to frith

or wood, if it be not continually laboured with the plough

1668 Worlidge Diet Rusty Frith, underwood, or the

shroud of Trees 1670 J Smith England's Improv Re-

viv’d 27 A dead Hedge made of dead wood, as Bushes

and Frith, which is all sorts of small wood that are not

Thorns Ibid 31 Frith is all small lops or shreadmgs of

trees as also all Under-woods 1796 W Marshall VF

England I 326 Frith, brush wood 1813 T Davis Agnc
Wilts 267 Frith, thorns or bush underwood 1853W D
Cooper Sussex Gloss (ed 2), Frith, young underwood

growing by the side of hedges 1863 Wise New Forest

183 Frith, too, still means copse-wood

4 A hedge ;
esp one made of wattled brushwood

,

also, a hurdle
[Although this sense appears to be chiefly a development

of sense 3, it may partly belong to other words of similar

form but etymologically unconnected (i)The sense ‘hedge ’,

and the related Frith v 1 t, might without difficulty be

regarded as special uses of Frith sb 1 and v 1
, cf MHG

vnde (=Frith sb l
) used 111 the senses of ‘fence, fenced

place’, mod Ger. emfnedigen to fence in (2) As inSW,
dialects both Jr- and wr- are represented by vr-, it is

possible that frith in the sense of ‘wattled work 1 may be

partly a literary rendering of a dialectal vrtth, wreath

connected with OE wrtiSan (see Writhe, Wreathe) ]

[C1430 Ditrh MS Cell Roll

,

Item in fridys, vjd Item in

cirpis, vjrf ] 1511-1647 MS Ace St John's Hasp ,
Canterb

111 Kent Gloss, s v , To enclose the vij acres wt a quyk
fryth before the Fest of the Purification 1810 Foe Dev <)

Corww in Monthly Mag XXIX 466 Frith, ninth, wattles

or hurdles, placed in a gap 1864 T Q Couch E Cornwall

Wdi. in Jml Roy Inst Cormv Mar ,
Freath

,

or Vrcath,

a wattled gap m a hedge 1884 Blackw Mag CXXXVI
785/1, I was getting over a frith [.foot-note, hurdle] by
Nicholls’s cow-house 1887 Kent Gloss , Frith, a hedge

+ b. The same used as a fish-weir Obs
1602 Carew Cornwall 30 The Weare is a frith, leaching

slope-wise through the Ose, from the land to low water

maike, and hauing in it, a bunt or cod with an eye-hooke,

where the fish entering, vpon their commmg backe with

the ebbe are stopped from issuing out againe and left drie

on the Ose.

5 attnb and Comb
,
as +frith-copse , + -man,

-wood; f frith-pear, the name of a kind of pear,

frith-work {dial,), wattling,

1583 Stanyhurst Miieis 1 (Arb ) 32 In this greene *frith-

cops a new sight newly repressed Long feareful dangeis

a 1400-50 Alexander 5597 Fiue thousand olif.ints in fere

jja “fnthmenn him bngt 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729)

217 *Frith-Fears, A mndel-Pears (also to hake) 1887 Kent,

Gloss s v. Frith, Though some ofthe old woods bearing this

name may now, by modern treatment, have been made
much thicker and more valuable, they are also still called,

as of old, *fright-woods, as the Fright Woods, near Bedge-

bury 1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon (1813) 134 The “frithe-

work or wattling was made upon willow or sallow stakes

Frith. (fri]>)> sb.-i [Metathetic form of Firth sb 2
;

possibly suggested by the form Fbith sb. 2 = Fibth

sbP, or by the once commonly supposed derivation

from L. /return.] = Firth 2
.

1600 Holland Livy 1375 The Tyber brake out many
times, and having found a frith 01 creeke, it beat upon the

foot of the Aventme 1667 Milton PL n 919 The wane
fiend Stood Pondering his Voyage; for no narrow filth

He had to cross a 1698 Templi Hist Eng (1699) 37

The Neck of Land between the two Fryths about Sterling

and Glasco 1722 Dn For Col Jack (1840) 243 Waiting

to go up the frith with the flood 1784 Cowper Task 11 16

Lands intersected by a nanow frith Abhor each other.

1806 Gazetteer Scotl Introd. 7 The Friths of Forth and

Clyde 1850 Tennyson In Mem Concl. 1x5 The Friths that

branch and spread Their sleeping silver thro’ the hills.

+ Frith, W 1 Obs. Also 3 frutfie, 4 south vrejne,

5 frethe \QiF>,fribian,frealhan, f. Fbith sb I
,

cf.

OFris frethia, ferdia,
OS. fritMn, OHG (ga-)-

fnddn
,
ON. fritSa (Sw. freda, Da. frede). Cf.

Fheith v ]
1. trans. To keep in peace, make peace with

;

to secure from disturbance, defend, help, preserve,

protect
C893 K -/Elthed Oros iv 1. § 9 Angunnan Jra. hergean &

hienan ba J>e hie fn)nan sceoldon. 0 E Chron an 921 P®t
hie eall paet frijnan woldon paet se cyng frijuan wolde cx 175

Lamb Horn. 15 Eower lond ic wulle fripian c xaoS Lay

16804 3 lf bu me wult fruSien we Jie wulleo to teon a 1300

CursorM 24133 pou frith me noght als freind C X330 R.

Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 8733 peyr buryels he pougnte

for to honure Wyp som pyng pat ay myght dure, & ffrype pe

stede ]>er bey lay 1340 Ayenb 7 Me ssel hme loky and

ure]?te zo holyhene. in 1400 Morie Arth, 656 Fannde my
ffoiestez be ffrythede That nane werreye my wylde.

2 To free, liberate Cf Freith v.

c 1250 Gen § Ex, 3094 Bi sek ?et god, Sis one sioe, oat he

vs of ois pine fricSe 1470 Harding Chron clxix y, T hen

was Vmfrey erle of Herford frethed clene, And enter-

chaungid for Kyng Robertes wife

Frith (frip), v 1 Obs. exc dial Also 4 frethe,

9 dial freath. [f Frith sb 2 (senses 3,4), but perh.

of mixed derivation . see note under Frith sbA 4 ]

1 trans. To fence in Alsofig.
1377 Langl P PI B v. 590 He is frithed in with

floreines 1 a 1400 Morte Arth 3247 Froytez ffaire frithed

infrawnke appone tha freqbowes cx400 Berm 292 J. he

sauge & the fsope, I frethid & I-stakid *54J Old Ways

(1892) no Walter was cuttyng off a hagge to fnthe a corne

2 . zntr. a. To form a hedge of wattled brush-

wood; to wattle b. To cut underwood, c. (See

quot. 1803.) , _ ...

1807 Vancouver Agrtc. Devon (1813) X32 Fnthing, 01

wattling with willow stakes, or any other hai dy wood
1847-78 Halliwell, Frith, to plash a hedge Devon x866
BlackmOre C Nowell 1 ,

A labourer had been fnthing
that is to say, cutting underwood in one of the foiest copses

1893 Wiltsh Gloss , Frttk, to make a brushwood dram
Hence Fri thing, material for fencing; brush-

wood, underwood
1429 Ditrh MS Cell Roll

,
In ij Draghtrapis et nj

frethyng’, xixd 1866 Blackmore C Nowell xlv, The
frithmgs have not been cut for ten years

t Fri'thborh. Law Only OE. and Hist. Also
fnthborg, -burg, frichborgh, fndburgh, fri-

borg(h, -burg(h, -bourg, freoborg, freeborgh.
[OE. *friSborh lit ‘peace-pledge’; see Fbith sb .

1

and Borrow sb
,

the word, though found in no
document earlier than the spurious ‘Laws ofEdward
the Confessor’ (app the source of all the later state-

ments on the subject), is certainly genuine A mis-

translation of the corrupt form fnborg
,
freoborg

gave rise to the later name Frankpledge ] The
Old English name for Frankpledge
a 1200 Laws ofEdi0 Conf c 20 Preamble (Schmid) Aha

pax maxima est
t
pei quam omnes firmion statu sustentantur

;

scilicet fidejussioms stabilitate, quam Angli vocant fnS-
borgas, prseter Eboracenses, qui vocant earn tenmanne tale

Ibid c 20 § 3 and caps ai, 29 [other texts leadfn-freo-]
c 1290 Fleta 1 xlvu § 10 (1647) 62 Frichborgh 1607

S

see Decener 2] <21641 Spelman Attc Govt Eng, Rehq
1733) 51 Every Hundred was divided into many Freeborgs
or Tithings which stood all bound one for the other 1747
Carte Hist. Eng I 311 Appeals from the decisions of pai-

ticular friborghs 1754 Hume Hist Eng (1761) I 11. 49 A
tithing, decennary, or fribourg 1874 Stubbs Const H1st

§ 41 I 87 The association of ten men in common responsi-

bility legally embodied in the frtthborh or frankpledge.

+ Fri’thburgher. obs. local [Interpreted as

f Frith sb 1 + Burgher ,
but perh originally con-

nected with Frithborh.]
1587 m Chambers' Bk. Days I 728 The Lord Bailiff

issued his summons to choose four ‘ Frith Burghers ’ to

act as jurymen 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt Brit. Ill 151 If

the Offence was committed within the Bounds of the

Forest, then there were Frithbourgers also to judge of the

Fact, who were to be summoned out of the Forestholders,

as they are called, who were to hold of that Frith, that is of

the Forest 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I 145 This officer

summoned a jury of frith-burghers to try him

Fri'thles, sb. pi dial, [f Frith sb 2 or v 2
;

but cf. OE wrlfels band.] A flexible branch or

twig used fot wattling.

1881 Blackmore Chnstowell (1882) II iv. 79 To tash it,

with stout oak frithles, to a pair of stout ash-saplmgs

t Frith-stool. Obs exc Hist. Also 1 frith-,

frythstdl, 7 "freedstool, 9 fndstool [OE., f.

fntS, Frith sb 1 + stil chair, seat : see Stool ] a.

OE only. A place of safety ; a refuge, b. A seat,

usually of stone, forineily placed near the altar in.

some churches, which afforded inviolable protection

to those who sought privilege of sanctuary.

c 1000 Ags Ps (Th ) lxxxix 1 pu eart friS-stol us fasste,

Drihten a xox6 Laws ofEthelred vil. C< 16 And £if for-

worht man friS-stol gesece x6xo Holland Camden sBrit

1 712 This seat of Stone is called Freedstool, that is, The
chaire of Peace 166a Ray Three Itin 11 137 At the upper

end of the choir, on the right side of the altar stands the

Freed stool 1829 G Poulson Beverley 687 The Fndstool

is hewn out of a solid stone, with a hollow back 1871

Freeman Norm Cong (1876) IV xvin 288^ Inviolable sanc-

]

Of the nature of * frith ’ or brushwood.
<1x529 Skelton Garl Laurell 22 In the frytthy forest of

TPiritillaria (fritile® ria). Also 7 £nt(t)ell-.

[mod L fntillana, f fritillus dice-box

According to Clusius Rarianan aliquot Stirpium per

Position etc observ. Hist (1583) 172, tbs name was given

by Noel Capperon, a druggist of Orleans, to the Common
Fntillary, * quod ejus areolae versicolores fritillum quodam-

modo arniulenturb Unless this refers to some chequered

pattern with which dice-boxes were painted, Gerardes

explanation below would seem to be correct, though the

Lat diets of the 16th c and still earlier give the correct

explanation offritillus In any case the name refers to

the chequeied markings of the corolla, not to its shape as is

usually stated ]

A genus of liliaceous plants,the best known species

of which are the Crown Imperial (E imperialist ,

and the Common Fntillary or Snakeshead (E
Meleagris) found locally in moist meadows
1578 Lyte Dodoens n In 214 The third [Tuhpa] is called

Flos Meleagns. some do also cal this flower Fritillana.

iS97 Gerards He> ball 123 It hath been called Fnttiuaxia,

oftne table or boord vpon which menplaie at chesse, which

sauare checkers the flower doth very much resemble, some

thinking that it [the chess-board] was named Fnttillus

i6ix Tradescant's bill in A. Amherst Gard Eng (i8gs)

170 Fortye fntellanas at 3 pence the peece *625 Bacon

Ess 1
Gardens (Arb) 556 Camams, ‘Frettell^ia 1664

Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 198 March Violets, Fntillana

1741 Compt. Fam Piece it 111 378 Bulbous-rooted Flowers

..such as the Fntillaria’s, and Colchicum. x88x Miss

Braddon Asph xu 137 Primroses ;
anemones ,

hyacinths
,

and the rare fntillana .

FritiUary (fim lan) [Anglicized form ofprec.

Cf.Fr frihllaire]

1 Any plant of the genus Fntillana ,
esp. E

,
Meleagns (see prec,). _ w 1 u

j
1633 Gerarde's Herball 1 lxxxix. 151 In English we

may call it Tuiky-hen or Gmny hen Floure, and also

Checquered Daffodill, and Fritillaiie, according to the Latme
1668 Wilkins Real Char 74 Fritillary x688 R Holme
A nnoury u 74/1 The sullen Lady some call it the black

Fntillary 1767 T Abercrombie Ev Man his own Gard
(1803) 47 Fritillaries, crown imperials, or any other kind of

bulbous flower roots 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser, 111

(1863) 531 The chequered fritillary or the tinted wood
anemone, 1867 M Arnold Thyrsis, I know what white,

what purple fritillanes The grassy harvest of the river-fields

Above by Enshara, down by Sandford yields

2 . A name for several species of butterfly, e. g.

the Silver-washed Fritillary (A rgynnis paphia)

and the Queen of Spam Fntillary (A. lathonia)
1857 Kingsley Two Y Ago III 132-3 The ‘white

admirals 1 and silver washed ‘ fritillaries ’ flit round every

bramble bed t866 Blackmore C Nowell xxx, Off dashed
Bob after a Queen of Spam fritillary

t Fritiniency. Obs — 1 (In the first ed spelt

fritinianey\ the mod Diets spell fritmancy.)

[f L,fritvnni-re to twitter + -anct ] Twittering

1646 Sir T. BrownePseud Ep v. m 236Thenoteorfntin-

iancy [ofthe Cicada] is far more shrill then that ofthe Locust.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr .Fntmiancy, Fntimeney
Fntt ; see Frit sb 2

+ Fritta’do. Obs. [ad It fyttaia, f fnttare

to fry, f. fntto

,

pa. pple. of fnggere • see Fry v ]

A fritter.

1635 J Hayward tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg 46 Making
her a frittado of egges and milke he set it before her

Fritter (fn tar), sb 1 Forms
: 5 fretoure, -tire,

frutter, fruyter, frytour, -owre, (freature),

5-6 frit-, frut-, -er, -eur, -our(e, -ur(e, 6

fnther, frytter, 7 frittar, 5- fritter [a Fr.

fntnre = Sp.fntura, It fnttura Lat. type *fric-

tiii a, f.friglre to Fry ]

1. Usually pi A portion of batter, sometimes

containing slices of apple, meat, etc ,
fried in oil,

lard, etc. Often preceded by some qualifying word,

as apple-, oyster nee-fritter ,
also, in 15-1 6th. c

,

m some semi-anglicized French terms, as ffntler-

bounce ,
-pouch, -sage

,
-viant (meat) (obs)

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 55 Taits and daryels and

custan dere, Rysshene and pome dorres, and fiutur in fere

C1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 501-2 0 fruture viant,

Frutur sawge, byn good, bettur is Frutur powche , Appulle

fruture is good hoot, hut J?e cold ye not towche 1494

Fabyan Chron vn 600 Frytour of sunne facion, with a
floure delyce therm 1502 Arnolde Chron (18x1) 240

Fresshe stoigion, quynces m paste, tarte poleyn, fntour

bounce 1634 J Taylor (Water P ) Gt hater Kent 12

Pancake or fritter or flap lacke 1664 Pepys Dtary 19

Aug
,
Home to supper to a good dish of fritters 1769

Mrs Ratfald Eng Housekpr (1778} 161 Batter, made as

for common fritters 1835 W Irving Tour Prairies 72
A paste made of flour ana water, and fried, like fritters, in

lard 1859 All Year Round No 36 222 The fritter refuses

to imbibe any more oil iB6x Sala Dutch Piet xix 301,

I have heard much of the rice fritters and savoury soups of

the Lancashire vegetarians.

fig *580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 276 0 Clinias the very

fritter of fraud, and seething pot of miquitie

f 2 ?A species of apple. Obs ~ 1

1591 Lyly Endym 111 111, For fruit these, fritters, medlers,

hartichokes and lady longings.

3 pi Whahng -Funks.
[Perh a transferred use of F. fnture fat in which some-

thing is fried ]

1631 Pelliiam Present 8 Enghshm m Green-land 22 We
agreed tokeepeWednesdayes and Fndayes Fasting dayes

;

excepting from the Fnttars or Graves oftheWhale (t/targ.

note These be the Scraps of the Fat of the Whale, which

are flung away after the Oyle is gotten out of it ) 1813

Chron m Am. Reg 488 Extracting the oil from the fritters

1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg II 176 Thefinks or fritters

were always sufficient to boil the remainder without any

other fuel

4 attnb. and Comb ,
as fntter-barrow, -pan,

t

-seller
,
fntter-filled ppl a.

1820 Scoresby Acc ArcticReg II 176 A ‘ *fntter barrow

being furnished with a grating drained the oil from the

fntteis 16x9 PasqmVs Palin. (1877) 152 When every

paunch till it can hold no more, Is *Fntfcer-fild, as well as

heart can wish 1625 B Jonson Stable ofN 11 u My
face dropt like the skimmer in a *fntter-pan 1636 Daven-

ant Witts 1 i, Hans van Holme, “fritter seller ofBombell.

Fritter (fri tai), sb.
2 [app an altered form of

Fittebs ;
perh. due to the influence of prec. ,

but

cf OF f eture,fraiUire :-L fractura Fracture]

X. pt Minute pieces, fragments, shreds. Also,

articles of trifling size, tnfles. Now rare.

In Johnson's quots (xfiz6 Bacon, 1678 Butler) the correct

reading is fitters, in Shaks. Merry W v v 151 The word

isprob Fritter sb 1
.

*75S m

J

ohnson. 1767 H Brooke Fool of Qual (17927

I iv 94 Trimmings hanging in fritters and tattara. ? CX890

in Daily Neius 12 Oct (i8gs) 6/3 A huge collection of

ornamental fritters huddled together.

attrib 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11 11, 168 There appears

these differences, Flaxen Clouds, Fleec’d Clouds, somewhich

I call Fritter Clouds, all from their likeness
_

2 . [From the vb.] Excessive subdivision (by

which the general effect is lost)

1803 Refton Landscape Gard (1805) 56 Producing variety

without fritter, and continuity without sameness 1848

Rickman A rchtt sox This window is a series ofsmall panels

and these throw the building into fritter.

Fritter (fri tw), ». Also 8 fretter. [f. prec ]

1 trans. To break or tear into pieces or frag-

ments ; to subdivide minutely. Now rare

70-2



FBITTERER, FRIZZ.556

*772-84 Cook Voy (1790) IV 1243 Having out mam top-

gallant yard carried away in the slings, and the sail frittered

in a thousand pieces 1780 Bukkl Sp Gicon Reform Whs
III 28s Flittering and crumbling down the attention by

a blind unsystematuK observance of every tnfle 1784

7 Barry in Led Paint 1 (1848)83
r
I he no loss mischievous

fragments into which they [northern hordes] were frittered

1803 T Jefferson !! 'ut, (1830) III 508 Perverting tin-

simple doctrines he taught and frittering them into subtle-

ties *806-7 J Brnrsi onn Miseries Hum Life 1 18261 xx
ix 268 The Kernel to be fritteied among the parties crack-

ing 1816 Keatinc.d Ttttv (1817)11 236 France was^ once
frittered into subdivisions, as Spam still is 1822-34 Goofs
Study Med (ed 4) I. 339 When they [1 e hydatids] die,

the bags and cysts are often broken up and become fnttei ed
into minute tatters and filaments 1866 Alger Soht Nat,

# Man iv 366 That tluong of women whose attention is

frittered on tnfles

b intr for reft J*
To become broken into pieces

or subdivided {obs ) 1 arely , To dwindle
*7g6 ICirwan Elent Mm (ed 2)

I jq Small pieces of it

fritter between the lingers ax828 H Ncrtr Lit Rent
(1820) 18 The canvass fritteis into shreds and the column
moulders into rum *876 J Parker Paracl 11 Epil 374
Minuteness never fritteis into pettiness

2 . a With away, down To do away with

piecemeal
,
to attenuate, wear down, whittle away;

to spend (energy, time) cm tnfles, to waste
*728 Pope Dune 1 232 How prologues into prefaces decay
And these to notes aie flitter’d quite away 1777 Buukk
Let, to Mrq Rockingham Wks IX 170 To bieak the con-
tinuity of youi conduct, and thereby to weaken and flitter

away the impression of it *799 Han Mom Pent Edncat,
(ed 4) I, 73 Iheyhad flittered down delicacy into frivolous-

ness 1803 Wellington Let to Close 111 Gurw Deep II

88 To fritter away the small force which his Highness has
produced *820 Ld Dudley Lett 26 Sept (1840) 266 Our
uupunctuality fritters away so Iaige a part of the day m
wearisome waiting 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit Empue
(1854) I. 537 The whole country would be flittered down
into potato gardens. *846 Thackeray Cnt Rev, Wks
1886 XXIII. g6 He frittered away m fugitive publications

time and genius. *868 Miss Braddon Run to Earth III

vi. 87 You know what Sheridan said about frittering away
his money in paying lus debts.

t b With out. To bring out, utter piecemeal,
011764 Lloyd Poetry Professois 42 What pretty things

imagination Will fritter out in adulation

Hence Frittered ppl a., Frittering vbl sb.

and ppl, a.

*778 Boswell in Johnson (1791) II 2x6 He could put
together only curt frittered fragments of his own *795
Mason Ch Mm ii 136 The flittering of one syllable into

almost half a century of semiquaveis is perhaps the best
and only expedient foi shewing its executive powers 1803
Repton Landscape Card, {1805) 47 If too many tiees be
intioduced .. the effect becomes frittei'd 18*6 J Scott
Vis Pans (ed 5) 77 Broken mass of small windows, un-
equal stories, frittered compartments *853 Robertson
Sernu Ser. n 337 A foolish, frivolous, disgraceful, flittered

past 1889 Spectator 9 Nov , This frittering away of feeling
on the scenes of an opera.

Fritterer (fn tarea). [f Fritter v + -erI]
One who fritters or wastes (time)

1837 Lowell Lett, (1894) I 14 O11 this day . . have I, erst

the most incorrigible of time’s flatterers, learned .twenty (1]

pagSs m Cicero. 189a Welch Rev Feb 351 The un-
awakened but happy fntterer

+ Frrttle, a. Obs ? Fickle.

*579 Tomson Calvin’s Som Tun 612/x We are so frittle,

that though the way be platne and beaten before vs, yet
can we hardly lift vp one foote 1638 Faulfy Emblems
xxxix, Then to the frittle people he doth stinke,

Fnture, obs form of Fritter sb 1

+ Fri'vol, a, and sb. Chiefly Sc. Obs Forms

:

5 frewall, -ill, 5-6 -ell, -oil, 5-6 frivole, 7 -oil,

fryvol(I)e, 6 frevol(l, fruell, 7 fnval(l. [a. F.
frivole, ad ’L.frTvol-us : see Frivolous ]A adj,

,
1 , Fickle, unreliable.
C1470 Htnry_ Wallace xi. 144 Frewill [v,r freuoll] fortoun

thus broucht him in the snar Ibid v 646 The obserwance
Quhilk langis luff, and all his frewill [v. r freuoll] chance
2 Frivolous, of little account, paltry, trumpery,

flimsy, absurd (Inqnot 1894 merely a nonce-use )

*492 Acta Dom Cone (1839) 24^A Nam vther frewell
exceptioutie 1497 Bi> Alcocic Mens Perfect. B hj, Whiche
all ben but fryvole excuses *50* Douglas Pal Hon, 11

xxm. My frivvoll actioun *573 Satir Poems Reform, xln
883 Thair fuuole foches to repeit 1603 Chapman All
Fooles Plays 1873 I 134, I did (to shift him with some con-
tentment) Make such afrivall promise *609 Skene Reg
Maj

,
Stat Robt II 49 The saidis fnvoll and dilatoui ev-

ceptions being omitted [1894 Sat Rev 9 June 6xs/a That
wearyful transition from the novel simply frivol to the novel
fnvol-philosophic ]

B sb A frivolous thing, a trifle

c 1450 tr De Imitahone in xxvn 97 Wijiouten jie all

hinges are fnuoles c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xn. 44
Put out of your ymagmacyon suche casuall frjuolles

+ Friwol, v.
1 Sc, Obs — 1 [f prec adj ] trans.

To declare frivolous
;
to quash, set aside.

IS33 Bellenden Livy 1 (1822) 43 Gif thir jugis frivole his
appeTlacioun, and convict him

Frivol (fri’vl), a.2 Not in dignified use. Also
frivel, friwle [Back-formation from Frivo-
lous] intr. To behave frivolously, to trifle

Also, to frivol away (money, time) : to spend
foolishly
*866 Mrs Whitney L, Galdthwaite iv_ (1873) 5f> They

will come, and frivel about the gates, without ever once
enteung in. *883 Black in Illustr. Lend, News 251 If

you want to friwle I shut my door on you *885 L
WiNGiii ld Bat bin a I lulpot II v 132 Had he not diawn
5,000/ a year which lus Duchess frivolled away l

Hence Tri voiding vbl. sb and ppl a Also

Fn voller, one who ‘ fnvols
1

1882 'laics Mod Oxf vit 183 So between cricket and
boating and fiivolnig at the vintage, the sunny summer
days sped along 1883 Atkina tint 31 Mar 405/3 Wc fear

that very little confidence could be felt in the frivolling

princes of Simla *889 A Si ih»j an 1 / sthe> Denison II

iv xxxn 268, 1 am a born ti lflcr—a flaneur—a ' frivoller

as we call it 111 our modem slang

Friwolism. ? Obs [f Frivol a + -ism ]

1. A frivolous occupation
1778 Apthorpi, Pteval Chr 179 Botany, entomology,

and other frivohsms

2 b rivohty 111 diets citing Priesti i y

Frivolist (fn vblist) [f as prec + -ist ] One
who gives lus time to frivolity

1884 Chr Wot IdPulpit XXV 138/2 Look on the frivolist

He is endowed with capacity for thought and will and
aspiration, but lie lives making life a laugh.

Frivolity (fnv/> lili). [ad F frivolity see

Frivol a. and -ity ]
1. The quality of being frivolous

;
disposition to

tufie, frivolous behaviour, levity

1796 Burkl Regie Peace 1 Wks VIII 86 When frivolity

and effeminacy had been acknowledged as their nation d
character by the good people of tins kingdom x8i6 Scott
Antiq xii, Musing upon the fuvohty of mortal pursuits

1841-4 Emerson Ess, Expei Wks (Bohn) I i8g A pre-

occupied attention is the only answei to the importunate
fuvohty of other people

2 A frivolous act 01 thing
*838 Dickens Nick Nick, m, Mr. Nickleby glanced at

these frivolities with great contempt 1845 Maurice Moi .

<5 Met Philos m Eiuycl Metrop II 625/1 Pithy maxims
of conduct entering into the lowest details and frivolities

Frivolize (frrvobi?), v [f Frivol a, Fri-

volous) + -IZE ] ttans. To render frivolous

1821 Examiner 662/2 The mode m which the King is

spoken of is unpioved thiough a French strainer, winch
fuvolises it most admirably, *849 Rom rtson Serin Sei 1

Sower
,
Human presence, if fnvolous, m such moments

frivolr/es the soul 1878 C Staniord Syutb. Chi lit vu.

*95 You me allowing some levity to frivolue youi life

Frivolous (frivolas) Forms: 6 fnvolus,
fryvolous(e, (7 frivoiilous), 6-7 frivolous, (6
fryvlous), 7 fnvilous, 6- frivolous [f. L fn-
vol-ns + -ous Cf. Frivol «.]

1 Of little or no weight, value, or importance

;

paltry, trumpery
, not worthy of serious attention ;

having no reasonable ground or purpose
*549 Bale Lelauds N V Gift D iv, We fynde for true

hystoryes, most fryuolouse fables and lyes *578 TiMMr
Calnxne on Gen 25 It is too fuvolous and vaine to ex-
pound this worde *624 Ld Ki nsington m Ellis Out;
Lett Ser 1 III 172 In their frivolous delayes, and in the
unreasonable conditions which they propounded *648
Gage West Ioid xx 169 His answeis seeming frivolous

C1670 Wood Life (O H S) I 398 The warden did put
the college to unnecessary uhaiges, and very frivolous
expences *770 Junius' Lett xxxix 198 They voted his

information frivolous *776 Adam Smith IV. N 1 xi

(1869) I 184 The other frivolous ornaments of dress and
furniture *828 Scott F. M Perth vn, The slight and
fuvolous complaints unnecessarily brought before lum
*871 Dixon 'lowci III xxv. 280 He was arrested on a
frivolous charge

b Law. In pleading : Manifestly insufficient or
futile.

1736 m Swift's Lett (1766) II 249 The decree was
affirmed most unanimously, the appeal adjudged frivolous

1883 Sir H Cotton in Law Rep, xx Q Bench Div. 532
Unless the countei -claim is frivolous and unsubstantial

2 . Characterized by lack of seriousness, sense, or
reverence; given to trifling, silly.

1560 tr Fisheds Treat Pi ayer F ij, Eschewyng all vayne,
fnuolus, and vnfruitfull thoughtes 1575 G Harvey Letter-

Ik (Camden) 101 Frivolous boyishe grammer schole trickes.

*687 Wood Life zx Apr, The duke of Bucks is dead
many frivolous things extant—‘ Bays ’, a comedy *71*
Steele Sfect No 156 P 6 From reading frivolous Books,
and keeping as frivolous Company 1783 Johnson 18 Api
in Boswell, He may be a frivolous man, aud be so much
occupied with petty pm suits, that he may not want fi lends.
1862 Miss Braddon Lady Audley ix 63 Lady Audiey
amused herself in her own fuvolous fashion
absol 1836 Emerson Nat

,
Idealism Wks (Bohn) II 160

The frivolous make themselves meny with the Ideal theory,
as if its consequences were burlesque

Hence Fn volonsly adv , Fn volousness
16*1 Cotgr., Vamement

,
vainely, friuolously, to no pur-

ose *624 Donne Serin (Alford)V exxx. 330 If Abraham
ad any such doubts, of a Frivolousness in so base a Seal

17x2 Steele Spec/, No 448 r 2 The frivolously false ones
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 119 To judge of the
weight or frivolousness of objections. 181a G- Chalmi-rs
Dom Econ Gt Brit 396 This argument has been found
to have, at least, the pertinacity of faction, if it have not
the frivolousness of folly 1885 Ld Blackburn in Law
Rep 10 Appeal Cases 223 The bankrupt being held to be
acting frivolously and vexatiously

Frixe, obs form of Frisk a
t Fri'xion. Obs [as if ad L. *frtxim-em, n

of action f. frigere (ppl. stem ffix-) to roast.]

(See quots

)

*6x2 Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) 271 Frixion is the
preparation of some medicaments, with oyl, butter, [etc ]

Tomlinson Return's Dtsp. 66 Assation. and Frixion
differ thus.

t Frratory. Obs. [ad. L. fnxdrtum, f as
ptee] A frying-pan.

1657 Tomi inson Raton's Disp 472 That same supellex is
necessary .as Pottengers, tnxories, etc

Friz, variant of Frizz

tFriza’do, sb Obs Forms’ 6-8 fris(e-,

frysado(w\e, (6 fres-, frisc-, friz-, 7 £nea(e)a-
do(w), 7- frizado. [a Sp.fnsado (obs ), explained
to mean ‘silk plush’, f fnsai — Fr friser to curl

(hair)
,
iaibe a nap on (cloth) ; see Frizz, Frieze vbs ]A fine kind of frie7e Also attrib.

1542 Nottingham Rec III 220 One Spaynes clokeoffry-
sado 1546 0 Johnson in Ellis Ortg Lett Ser u II 175
Untill I have made sale of the frisados and lynnen cloeth
1600 Vaughan Direct Health (1633) 165 In Winter, your
upper garment must be of Cotton or Friezeadow *630

J Taylor (Water P ) Praise Hempsecd Wks in 64/1 Our
cottons, penistones, fri/adoex, ba/e 17x9 D’UurLY Pills
III 272 And an old Frysadoe Coat to covei his Worship’s
trunk llose

Hence + Friza do v intr , to pi oduce the appear-
ance of fn/ado. In quol transf
1598 Syi vi si lr Du Bartas H 1 iv Handic-crafts 591 A

cleer Jh 00k . Whosegui gli ngstreamsfnzado’d on the gravell,

Frize, obs form of Freeze, Frieze.

Fnzel, var of Frizzle sb -

Frizette, Frizeur, vars. of Fiusette, Friseur.

t Frizila’tion. Obs.— 1
[f Frizzle vj +

-ATION ] The action of frizzling (hair).

1567 Finton frag Disc 141 Her thief and comon exer-

cise, was, to foice a fluilacion of her hatre,

Frizon, Frizure, \ar. ff Frison 2
, Frisure.

Frizz, friz (fn?), sb. Also 7 fnzze. [f. next

vb ] The state of being frizzed or curled
; concr.

frizzed hair
;
a row or wig of crisp curls

1668 ETHLurocr She would if she could ni 111, Draw a
Comb through him, there is not such Another Frizz in

Europe 1685 Loud Gas No 2075/4 Her hair brown of
a natural Fnz/c or Curl about the forehead. 1704 Addison
Italy (1733) 180 A little Fn7, hko a Towet, running round
the Edges of the Face *802 Syd Smith in Edm Rev I

18 Dr Parr’s wig swells out into boundless convexity of
friz/. 1827 T Hamilton Cyttl Thornton (1845) 277 His
golden locks weie spread out in the utmost amplitude of
fn/ *86r Wynter hoc. Bees 5*7 Clustering glossy cuils,

which were sometimes made soft and semi transparent by a
peculiar friz.

fig *848 Hart Guesses Ser u (1867) 47B A similar full-

bottomed well curled friz of words
to attl lb.

1646 in Thornbury Haunted London (1865) 383 Gave to

old Fn/-wiq .0.6 o *713 Steele. Englishm. No 40.

260 A Head, .with a fri/ Wig and plenteous Cravnt-stnng

Frizz, friz (fuz), V 1 Also 7 freeze, 7-8 frize,

8 frieze, [ad. Fr. friser, - Sp, ft tsar, to curi

(hair), raise a nap on (cloth)
,
m the latter of

these senses the I<r vb. was adopted earlier: see

Frieze vP The Eng word seems to have been

originally pronounced (fi Jz), but to have afterwaids

undergone assimilation to the older Frizzle v
The origin of the Rom. vb. is disputed There seems to

be no good ground for the common view that it is of
r

leut
etymology (the interpretation of the ethnic name of the

Frisians as ‘ curly-haired ’ being a mere assumption)
:
quite

possibly it may be a mere special use of the homophonous
F fnser Frilze v ’]

1. Nans. To curl or crisp (the hair)
;

to form

into a mass of small, crisp curls.

1660 PrPYS Diary 22 Noy
,
Dressing of herself with her

haire fnztd short up to her eares. 1750 F, Coventry Hist
Pornpey 11. 111 (1785) 53/2 People who fri/e their hair m the

newest fashion *77* Smoliltt Humph Clinker (1895)

378 I his machine Ta tye-peruvig] has been in buckle ever

since, and now all the servants in the family were employed
to frizz it out for the ceremony *777W Whitehead Goat's

Beard 32 Is’t not enough you read Voltaire, While sneering

valets friz? your hair ? 1820 Lamb Elia, Ser 1 South-Sea
Ho,, He wore his hair powdered and frizzed out. *862 H
Marryat Year in Sweden II 4* Grayish hair, frizzed, m
short crepe curls

2 . mtr. Of hair To stand up in short crisp curls.

Also trans

.

To set up (hair) on end ;
to erect

*696 [see Frizzing ppl a ] *79* W. Bartram Carolina
sox [The hair] at the crown of the head is about two inches

broad and stands frwed upught *810 Sporting Mag
XXXV 246 The lion roaring and frizzing his shaggy crest

3 trans. To raise a bur on (the nap of cloth)

= Frieze v 1

1806 Webster Compcnd Diet , Fnz, to form nap into

small burs.

4 In Leather-dressing', To rub (wash-leather,

etc.) with pumice-stone or a blunt knife, so as to

remove the grain, soften the surface, and give a

uniform thickness.

*697 [see Frizzed ppl, a ] 1726 Diet Rust (ed 3) s v
Wet-glover, Prizing is the working the Skin woolly on one

side 1853 C Moiurr Arts ofTanning 434 The skins, after

having been brought to a state of pelt are subjected towhat
is technically teimed frizmg, which is a rubbing with a
pumice stone, or working under the round edge of a blunt

knife 1885 C T Davis Leather Yin, 681 The treatment with

the scraping-knife being generally not sufficient for complete

frizzing, the remaining portions of the grain are removed
with another sharp knife.

HenceFrizzedppl.a ,Fn zmngvbl. sb &ndppl a,

c 1620 Z Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 117 Freez’d Minions
all, most brave in vaunts and vowes 1689 Lond Gas No
2459/4 Black short fnzed Hair, 1696W Mountague Delights

Holland 52 Fellows, with black frizzing Hair and great
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Whiskers 1697 View Penal Laws 60 To use dry, curried

and frized Leather <7*770 Erskine Barber in Poet. Reg
(1810) 327 Rum seize thee, scoundrel Coe ! Confusion on thy

frizzing wait. 1787 Generous A ttachm I 28 His hair wears

the flourishes of the most skilful of the frizzing tribe 1822

W Irving Braceb Hall (1845) 309 The barber would thrust

out his frizzed head, with a comb sticking m it. 1856 R
W. Procter Barbels Shop xxi (1883) 204 He walked

about London m his well-combed wig, frizzed and three

tailed 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I 917 Fnzzmg-machtne

,

a machine on which the nap of woolen cloth is formed into

a number of little prominences or tufts

Frizz (&12), v. 1 [f. Fry v with echoic termi-

nation ] a mtr To make a sputtering noise in

frying, to. tram (See quot. 1891.)

1835 Marryat Joe Faith

f

ix, What’s that frizzing in

your frying-pan? 1891 Hartland Gloss., Fnzz or Frizzle,

to scorch or dry up

Frizzle (fri z’l), si 1 [See Frizzle v 1
]

1 . Fuzzled hair, a short crisp curl

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 650 They curie and fold

the haire of their head, making a hill in the midst like a hat,

with frizzles round about 1641 Milton Ammadv. (1831)

191 To rumpleher laces, her frizzles, and her bobms a 1845

Hood Hymeneal Retrosp 1 vii, Though now they look

only like frizzles ofwool, By a bramble torn offfrom a sheep

1879 Browning Ned Bratts 32 Some blue fly Which punc-

tured a dewy scalp where the frizzles stuck awry
transf 1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt xvin xm. Bald crown

of the landscape, girt with a frizzle of firwoods all round

J b A frizzled wig Obs.

1628 Bp Hall Righteous Mammon Wks 720 When his

eyes should meet with a poudred fnzle

2 [f the vb ] The state of being frizzled

1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L , Custom Ho. (1831) 39
A wig of majestic frizzle.

3 attnb. and Comb., as +frizzlefnze, -head ;

frizzle-headed,
-topped adjs.

1365 Golding Ovid’s Met. vm (1593) 208 The frizzle

topped wench m coorse and sluttish geere 1778 Miss
Burney Evelina Ixxxu, Pray what do you do with that

fnzle-frize top of your own? 1840 Lady C Bury Hist
Flirt iv, Fancy him bowing his little frizzle head 1891 T.
Hardy Tess I ig A frizzle-headed brawny damsel.

Frizzle (fn z’l), sb 3 dial Also 7 frezal, 9 friz-

(z)el [? Corruption of Fusil ] (See quot 1892)
1629 Z Boyd Last Battell Soule 1266 He is euer readie

to stnk fyre with his frezell and his flint C1817 Hogg
Tales BA III ig2 Putting down the fnzzel, and making
it spring up again with a loud snap. x8gz Northumbld.
Gloss 305 Frizzle) 111 flint and steel guns the piece of iron

acted on by the flint to produce the explosion

Frizzle (fri z’l),w 1 Forms: 6 friael,frysle,6-8

frisle, fnzel(l, frizle, (7 frez-, frizil), 7- frizzle.

[This and the related Frizzle sb are of obscure

origin ,
they occur much earlier than Frizz v. to

curl (hair) from which they might be supposed

to be derived ;
the verb to Frieze cloth, however,

which is etymologically identical, is older, and
may have given rise to fnsel as a frequentative

formation. Cf. OFns.frisle, fresle

,

head of hair,

curls, North Fns fnessle, fressle head of hair, lock

of hair, mod Fns fnsseljen, fnslen to plait {esp,

the hair) ; but the origin of these words, and their

relation to the Eng. words, is uncertain
,

cf. also

OF.fresel a comb worn m the hair]

1 trans. To curl (hair) m small ensp curls.

*565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Calaimstratus, trimmed
crisped or frisled *573 Twyne /Eneui LI j, Lockes with
bodkins frisled fine 1631 Brathwait Eng. Genileiu (1641)

283 A long lock he has got, and the art to frizle iL *707
Curios, in Hush &, Gard 277 *Tis enough only that her
Hair be not frizzled. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide xi 41 A
prodigious rough black Head of Hair That is frizzled and
curl’d o’er her Neck that is bare 182a W. Irving Braceb.
Hall iv 34 Her hair . . is frizzled out and put up with pins

1869 Trollope He Knew vii, Her grey hair was always
frizzled with the greatest care
absol 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. Epil 15 They .. bum-

bast, bolster, frisle, and perfume a 1613 Ovfrbury A Wife
(1638) 180 Hee studies by the discretion of his Baihei, to

frizle like a Baboone

*t*b. ? transf To adorn with frills or ruffles Obs
[But possibly a distinct word Cf OF /resell frilled,

ruffled, f fresel frill , also Frislet]
1753 Songs Costume (Percy) 231 Frizzle your elbows with

ruffles sixteen 1755 Loud Mag. July 343 Circling round
her lv'ry neck, Frizzle out the smart Vandike
2 mtr for rejl To form into crisp curls

;
to

curl or twist up.
1607 Tofsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 303 The dust of the

same mixed with oyl. doth cause die hair to frisle and curl

1727 Bradley Fat/t Diet, s.v Crown Scab, A..malignant
Matter, that breaks forth at the Roots of the Hair, where it

sticks to the Skin, and makes it frizzle and stare. 1886Law
Times LXXXI B4/1 The smoke and the noxious gases
caused the leaves of the plants, etc

,
to curl and frizzle up.

+ 3 trans To brush or touch lightly, Cf. Frieze
z' 1

3 -

1634 Peacham Gent! Exerc. 1 xxvi 93 For a feather,

Lake fnzled with red lead 165a Wright tr Camus'
Nature's Paradox 134 The agreeable noise, which the

Leaves of the Neighbouring Trees did make, when fnzled

by the Zephyr’s welcome Wings,
Hence rri*zzUn? ppl. a Also Frpzzler, one

who frizzles.

1779 Forrest Voy.N Guinea 93 Theircomb with which
they now and then combed their frizzling locks. 1779-80
Cook Voy (1785) I 183 In some it [hair] was of a frizzling

disposition. *8x6 J. Gilchrist Philos Etym 263 Mu-
sicians, dancing-masters, perfumers, fnzzlers, gilders.

Frizzle (fri zT), v 2 [f. Frizz v .
2

: see -le ]

a mtr = Frizz v.2 a. b trans. To fry, toast,

or grill (with a sputtering noise).

a 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots (i860) 362 A nice fresh

steak was frizzling on the gridiron 1863 Confess Ticket-

of-Leave Man 77 Jack dropped the candle, and set some of

the wigs frizzling. 1874 Dasent Tales Byeld 187 He heard
the molten lead bubbling and frizzling in our clerk's

throat

b 1838 Hawthorne Fr 4 It Jrnls II 134 When the

sun had the fairest chance to frizzle me 1888 Burgon
Lives 12 Gd Men I iv 388 To pull a herring daily from the

string, and to frizzle it for breakfast.

Hence frizzled, Frizzling ppl adjs Also
Fri zzle sb

,
the action of the vb.

1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom’s C iv. Aunt Chloe .. pre

siding over certain frizzling items in a stevvpan i860 A ll

Year Round 460 My frizzling brains 1891 Rutland Gloss

s v * The doctor says as how he’s to hev some frizzled

mutton 1

1894 Crockett Raiders (ed 3) 33 Flounders .

with their tails jerking Flip, flap, in the frizzle of the pan.

Frizzled (In zrd), ppl a [f. Frizzle v 1 +
-ED 1

] In senses of the vb • a of hair Also,

of a wig, the head Consisting of or covered with

crisp curls Of a fowl • see quot 1885.

1567 Drant Horace's Art Poetrie
,
etc Cuj a, Mecsenas,

if I meete with the without my frisled top, Not notted

fyne and fashion lyke. 1573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Cam-
den) 103 A gallant friseld pate 1598 Barckley Feltc. Man
111 (1603) 272 You shall have a halter in place of your fmeled
haire. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet u 38 The fnzled and
over-powdered Gallants of our times 1660 F Brooke tr

Le Blanc’s Irav 250 Displumed geese, as likewise most
pait of the ducks were, the rest fnzeled 1725 Bradley
Fam Diet s v. Poultry,

Fnsled Hens . may also be put

into the Yard. 1779 Forrest Voy N Guinea 6 He called

it New Guinea, from the frizzled locks of the inhabitants

1817 Lady Granville Lett June (1894) I 101 A fine,

courteous-looking seigneui, with a grey frizzled head 1847
Ld Lindsay Chr Art I 126 Cam is represented with,

frizzled hair 1885 Tf.getmeier in Encycl Brit XIX 645
Frizzled fowls are birdsm which each feather curls outwards
away from the body They are common m India

fig *577 Harrison England Pref (1877) in, I hope that

this foule fnzeled Treatise of mine will prooue a spur to

others better learned 1653 Benlowes Theoph. v vii 68,

1

will Neglect curl’d Phrases fnzled skill

b. of other objects

*396 R L[inche] Diella (1B77) 66 All tapistred with Natures
mossie greene, Wrought in a fnzled guise. 1599 Thynne
Ammadv (1875) 33 note, Aunfnsmm fnsled cloth of gold.

1601 Holland Pliny I 396 Those [citron tables] that are

frisled with small spots standing thicte 1613-16W Browne
Brit. Past. 11 v 158 The fnzled coates which doe the moun-
taines hide 1667 Milton P. L vii 323 The Bush with

fnzl’d hair implicit *746-7 Hervey Medtt (1818) 101 The
parsley, with her frizzled locks a 1803 Beattie Hares 34
O’er tneir head The furze its frizzled coveringspread *784-

*815 Annals ofAgnc , Suff V 251 (E D S) Fnzled * The
straw[ofthepotatoes] deing frizled(curled)asthey call it here

'

Frizzling (firzlnj), vbl. sb. [f Frizzle vf +
-ING- 1

] The action of the vb. Fktzzle m various

senses , an instance of this Also attnb
*59* T. Timme TenEng Lepers F lij, The divell himselfe

was the first mventer of frizlmg, 1611 Coryat Crudities
261 Afnshng orcnspingpinneofiron. 1635 PrynneZ/zsi'nom.
1 vi 1 303 Meretricious Paintings, Frizhngs, Fouldrings,

Attynngs, and the like *862 Sala A ccepted Addr 128 No
frizzling tongs had ever been heard of in their vicinity

Frizzly (fri’zh), a [f. Frizzle sb 1 + -y 1
] Full

of frizzles or ensp curls.

1707 J Stevens tr. Quevedo’s Com. Wits (1709) 370 Fnzly
black HaiT 1782 Ei phinston U Martial 11 xxxvi 103

Nor with frizzly shock, nor frowsy hair, *833 LoNcr
Outre-Mer Prose Wks 1886 I 264 The cnsping, fnzzly

waves glide in snaky folds. 188a Day of Rest 206 The
under stewaid—whose fnzzly unkempt head of hair stood

out, round his head like a halo

Frizzy (fri zi), a [f Frizz sb. + -t 1
] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling a frizz.

*870 Dasent Annals (ed, 4) I 339 A thing with frizzy

hair all down her neck. 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der I 217
Mi Lush’s stiong black grey-besprinkled hair of frizzy

thickness 1881 Tylor Anthropol 72 The Africans show
the woolly or frizzy kind [of hair]

tFrO, sb Obs.~ 1 [?a. ON. fri in the same
sense ] Comfort, relief

a 1310 in Wright’s Lync P. xxxvi roo Of myne deden
fynde y non fro

Fro (fro>0, Sc frae (fr#), prep, {adv, conj.).

Forms, a (chiefly north, and *Sif.) 2-7 fra, 5-6 fray,

(6 fre, frea), 8-9 frae; /3 . 2- fro, (4-5 froo,

7 frow) [a ON frd, corresp to OE fram , From ]

A., prep (Now only So, and dial')

1. = From in all its senses.

o, C1200 Ormin 211 Fra Juss da33 >u shallt ben dumb.
Ibid 1263 Swa ferr fra Godess riche a 1300 Cursor

M

479
(Gott ) Lucifer . . fell For his pride fra heuen to hell c 1400

Maundev (Roxb)Pref 1T0 delyuervsfiadeed withouten

end. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform St Andros Wks (1892) 9
Euery Satterday fra ane efter none to four houris *358
Kennedy Compend Iractiue in Wodr Soe Mtsc (1844)103

To disceme the rycht understanding of the Scripture fra the

wrang 1588 A King tr Camsius' Caiech 163 To abstem
fra flesh 1788 Burns Naebody

,
I’ll borrow frae nae-body.

1803 Wordsw Yarrow Unv. v, Fair hangs the apple frae

therock 1816 ScottAntiq ix, Afterhiswalkfraethemanse
1876 J Wilson Noct. Ambr Wks 1835 I. 174 You canna
tell a tree frae a tether. 1877N W Line. Gloss ,Fra, from

j3, c raoo Trin Coll. Horn in pis longe weie be he ferde

froheuene to belle c 1250 Gen <§ Ex 89 God ledde hem fro

helle ni3t to paradises leue ligt, c *374 Chaucer Coutpl

Mars 256 Whan hit was fro his possession c 1380 Wyclif

Serm. Sel. Wks. I 138 And pus semen pure religious to be
exempte fro charite *382 — 2 Sam xxiv. 13 Fro Danvnto
Bersabee c 1386 CHAUcm Reeve's T 1 AtTiumjpmgton,nat
ferfro Cantebrigge. 1393 Langl. P PI C I. 54 Clopedehera
in copis, to be knowe fro opere, 1423 Jas I KingisQ In, Fro
this day forth c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1 1. 7 Fro al resonyng
1480 Caxton Chron Eng xhv. 29 They went fro toune to

toune 1326 Pilgr. Perf (W de W 153x1 15 [He] gyueth
fro hymselfe frely 1381 Sidney Asir § Stella ix, where
you maybaue some defence Fro the storms in my breast

breeding 1611 Shaks Cymb v v 261 Why did you throw
your wedded Lady fro you ? a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 29
Can cal yow’d men fro cloysters, dead from tombs 1884
Cheshire Gloss , Fro, from,

f b. In verse frequently placed after its sb. {esp

p,s a nme-wd ) Obs
a 1300 Cursor M 16814+20 Or pai parted hom froo *362

Langl P PI An 34 When heo was me fro, I loked and
byhelde c 1400Rom R ose 4120 That I mote goo So fer the

fresh fioures froo c *460 Tmvneley Myst (Surtees) 258 That
no tratur stylle his cors you fray C1470 Henry Wallace
vin 837 Bot otlur dede, or ellis fled thaim fray *349-62
Stfrnhold & H Ps xxx 13 The mourning weede thou
tookest me fro 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 87 Pas thought

it hell, while he was Cosma. fro 1803 Scott Last Minstr.

m xvi, Well could he hit a fallow deer Five hundred feet

him fro

f C. Fro oneself 'beside oneself’, out of ones

wits. Cleanfro quite contrary to. (Cf From 8b)
1483 Vulgama abs Terentio 18 b, I am fro my selfe for

angyre 1483 Caxton G de la 7 our B lij. She bycam al

frantyke and fio herself 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss

.

II.

ccxix [ccxv] 676 They had spyces ynoughe, and bredde

made of mylke, clene fro the nature of Fraunce c 1330 —
Arth Lyt Bryt (1814)111 He was so soie dyspleased, that

he was nye tlierwyth fro him selfe

2 . Followed by other prepositions. (Cf. From 16)
a 1300 Cursor M 14407 Fra amang pat cursed, ledd

c 1340 Ibid 25396 (Fairf)pou was tane fra of fe ciosse 1382

Wyclif Josh vm rr Fro agens of the citee [Vulg ex ad-
verso cimtaiis\ 1382 — Luke 1. 78 He spryngynge vp fro

an hi? hath visytid vs c 1400 Gamelyn 803 Tho come
Gamelyn fro under pe wode-rys a 1392 Marlowe & Nashd
Dido hi (Rtldg) 262/2 But I will tear thy eyes fro forth thy
head *8x3 Hogg Queen's Wake 70 Than up there rase ane
wee wee man Franethe the moss gray stane

1 3 . With an ad\eib in place of a sb -object

(Cf. From 15.) Fro dan Hat

:

from, the time that.

Froforth'. 1 =from this time forth Obs.

c *200 Ormin 17970 He >att fra bibufenn comm, C1250
Gen 4 Ex 188 Fro 3an Sat he sin3en bt gan a 1300 Cursor
M 932 Eue fra pan hir cald adam Ibid 10976 pou sal be
dumb fia nu. Ibid 20078 For quam 1 com dun fra o-bouen.

<1x340 Haiupole Wks (Horstman) I 187 Sothely fra thy-

thenelnrysesagretlufe 1377 Langl. P. PI B hi 109 Cam
late fro bi^unde c 1449 Pecock Repr 1 xu 63 Be waar
therfore frohens forthward Ibid. 11 ix 197 Whanne he were
departid frotliens a 1533 Ld Berners Hnon lxxxi 343 Ye
may go fro hens forth where ye lyst. *536 in Strype Ecel
Mem (1721)1 xxxv 271 It is to trust .that party will also
froforth own to law all other abus1011s

f4. Of, concerning Cf ON.frd. rare—1
,

c 1300 Harrow Hell 28 More wo Then 1 con ou telle

fro

B. adv In a direction or position that is remote

or apart
;
away Now only in phr to andfro (see

To) ; for which rarelyfro {frd) and till. + To do

fro : to remove Also, contrary, against Of or

fro : for or against
* 1300 CursorM. 8927 par was a stank bot httel fra Hight

piscina probatica Ibid 1 1937 pat water moght rin fia and
till, Vte of be Hum al atte will £1420 Pallad on Husb
xu 197 Whan they come vp the smallest fro they do, So
that the saddist faster may ascende. c 1430 Holland
Howlat 270 Sum said to and sum fra, Sum nay and sum
ja *562 Child-Marnages (E E T S ) 204 He sais he
cannot say anythmge of his honesty, of nor fro 1576
Fleming Panopl Epist Epit. A njb, Passage to, fro, and
through without danger.

-pb. Comb

,

asfro-leader— Abductor i. Obs
1615 Crookd Body of Man 749 Called the Fro-Ieader or

the muscle of Indignation or the Wayward muscle.

+ C conj. (Chiefly north ) Obs

1 From the time that, from the moment when

,

as soon as, when AIso,/ra that

13 E. E AHit P B 1325, & al Jmr3 dome of Daniel,

fro he deuised hade, pat alle goudes com of god 1373 Bar-
bour Bruce 1. 141 And fra he wyst quhat charge thai had,
He buskyt hym, but mar abad. Ibid. 58* Fra at the Brwce
to dede war brocht c 1375 Sc Leg Samis, Petrus 336 And
fra Marcellus Jus cane se, He had parof rjcht mekil wondir.

<11400 Maundev (Roxb) xxiv 109 And, fra I come bare,

I knewe wele pat it was ojierwise. 1 1450 St Cnthbert
(Surtees) 39 Fra he was eght gers aid Ibid 3435 Fra pat

god my saule will haue 14 Plumpton Corr (1839) 28, 1 am
siker he will thank you full hartely, fro I lett him witt, 15
[Dunbar] Gifje wald lufe T4 Poems (1893) 3*2 And he that

is of hairt vntrew, Fra he he kend, fair weill, adew, 1513
Douglas Mneis vi x. 1 Fra that the ancyant nun of Dan
Phebus Thir wordis endit had
2 . In a logical sense • Since, seeing that.

*535 Stewart Cron Scot II 701 Syne efter him Alexandei
his bruther Efter his deid succeidit in his steid. Fra this

Edgair witboutm child wes deid *585 Jas. I Ess Poesie

(Arb ) 43 Then, fra I saw (as I already told) How men com-
plaind *609 Skene Reg. May. 102 Fra the follower haue
founden borgh lawfullie

t Pro, v. Obs 7 are
~
\ [? f. Fro adv ] mtr.

? To go frowardly or nntowardly, be unsuccessful.

*559 btirr Mag , Dk. Yorkxxui, God that causeth thinges

to fro or frame.

Fro, obs form of Fbow, Dutchwoman.
Fro&m, ? erron form of Freak,
Froat, Froath, vais. of Frot, Froth.



FROCK
Frob, obs var of Throb.
Frock (frpk), sb. Forms: 4~5frokke, 5 frogge,

4-6 frok{e, Sc or north

.

frog, 6-7 frocke, 6-
frock [a. F./> oc (lecorded from 1 2 th c ) ;

of un-
ceilatn origin

Cf Pt floe frock, med L froccns,floccns. Some scholars
legard the Jl foinis as the ouginal, and identify the word
with L

, floccus, OF floe Frocic so 3 Others legard floe
as adopted from a Teut word, OHG hroch (once), OS hroc
(once), OFns hiokk (rare)

, but in these forms it is believed
by many Germanists that the hr. is a misspelling without
phonetic significance, the usual forms being OHG rock
(mod.Ger, rock), OFns roLK, OE race.]

1 A long habit with laige open sleeves
;
the outer

and chaiactenstic dress of a monk. Raiely, a
cassock (of an Anglican clergyman) Hence, the
priestly office which it indicates Cf Unpuock y
*35oDnrh. MS Cha Roll, In xj pannis praater ij frokkes.

136a Langl, P PI A v 64 Ofa freris frokke were the fore-
bleuys c 1440 Promp Parv. 179/2 Froke, monkes habyte
. cuculla 1466 Pnston Lett

,

No 549 II 270 For a cope
called a frogge of worsted for the Prior of Bromholm xx vi s
viu a. 1348 Udall Erasm Par Lithe xix. 3-4 An other
poynteth to some one ofthe phausaical sort, clad in a blackc
frocke or cope. 1683 Teml>lc Mem Wks 1731 I. 463 A
French Monk, who some time since had left Ills Fiock for
a Petticoat 176a H. Waipole Vcrtue's Anted Paint I.

111. 51 As the Frock of no religious order ever was gieen,
this cannot be meant foi a fuai x8io Scoit Lady o/L
in iv, The Heimit by it stood, Barefooted, in his fiock and
hood 1887 W Gladdln Parish Problems 333 It was
the utterance of such words as these that cost the great
Carmelite preacher [Father Hyacmthe] his fiock
2

.

An upper garment worn chiefly by men
;
a long

coat, tunic, 01 mantle
13 E E AIM. P B. 1742 J>e kyng comaunded anon to

clepe pat wyse, In frokkes of fyn clo|> 1373 BAunouaAV'wtc
x 37s WiLh blak fioggis all hell t that The Armouns at thni
on thame had. c 1423 Wynhjun Cron. viu. xxxvm 57
Ilkane a gud Burdowne in hand. And 10yd Frogis on hare
Armyng <-1460 Towneley Myst. (burtees) 241, I wold be
fayn of this fiog [Chust’s coat] myght it fall vnto me
1500-20 Dunbar Poems h 3 To gifFa doublet! he is als dourc,
As it war off ane futt syd fiog 1327 Lam, Wills I 6 And
also that lie geiff to Richard Feneajakett called myfiocke
1611 Bible Jicchts xl. 4 From him that weaieth purple, and
a ciown, vnto him that is clothed with a linnen frocke.
1049 G Daniel 1 nnarch , Hen V, clxxix, Another gilds
his Frock, wth a suie Thonge 1700 Dryden Sigistn 4
Guise. 144 Yet (for the wood perplexed with thorns he
knew)A frock of leather o’er his limbs he drew. 1848W H.
Kelly tr L Blanc's Hist Ten Years II 559 Kings at
arms covered with long frocks of cloth of gold
flg. 1604 Shaks Ham 111 iv. 164 (Qo 2) That monster
custome to the vse of actions faire and good giuesafrock
or Liuery That aptly is put on to reframe night
b Frock of mail-, a defensive garment, armour.

Cf. coat of mail.
1671 Milton Samson 133 Samson Made arms ridiculous,

useless the frock of mail Adamantean proof. 1833 Brown-
1ng Paracelsus ni 713, I have addressed a frock of heavy
mail, Yet may not join the troop of sacred knights.
f/S *8*1-4 Emerson Ess , Politics Wks (Bohn) I. 244
1 he gladiators in the lists of power feel, through all their
frocks of force and simulation the presence of worth
3 A loose outer garment worn by peasants and
workmen

; an overall; more fully smockfiock
a 1668 Davfnant NewsfromPlymouth iv 1, Cable Come

your affair, Squire of the Frock ! Briefly Dispatch 1 Where
is this courteous Damsel? Porter At my House, Sir
1698 Fryer Ate E India

<J* P 95 Flesh-coloured Vests,
somewhat like our Brickmakers Flocks 1724 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 237, 1 had pistols under my grey frock 1777
WkvsqvPhilipII(1839) 52sThree officers disguised like the
peasants of that country with long frocks 1840R H. Dana
Bey Mast xxxvi 136 The duck frocks for tamng down
rigging 1B83 C Walford Fairs 153 Dealers in haubergs,
or waggoners frocks

b. A wearer of a smock-frock ; a poor person.
>6x2W VKa.Kcs Citrtame-Dr. (1876) 25 The lich and the

poore, euen from the furd gown to the sweating frock x6a<
B. Jonson Staple ofN. v a, Poi ter Sir, I dia give it him.
P. sen What. A frock spend sixpence 1

c. A woollen ‘guernsey’ or ‘jersey’ worn by
sailors ; esp, m Guernsey orJei seyfrock.
18x1 W. Thom Hist A herd vi 150 Besides stockings,

they make frocks, mitts, and all sorts of hosiery 1825
Jamieson, Frock

, a soit of worsted netting worn by sailors,
°?en JP,/

1ie“ of
.
aslyrt 1856 Emerson Eng Traits

, VoyEng Wks (Bohn) II 13 The sailois have dressed him in
[a] Guernsey frock 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bl,, Froe,
an old term for a seaman’s coat or frock Ibid, Jersey
frocks, woollen frocks supplied to seamen.
4. The outer garment, for indoor wear, of women
and children, consisting of a bodice and skat

,
a

gown, dress.
The word is now applied chiefly to the garment worn by

children and young girls, cf. short frock', that worn by
women is commonly called a dress', gown is also current,
though (exc m the U.S) less generally (But in the
language of fashionable society the use offrock for * dress

1

has within the last few years been revived )
1S3^ Bury Wills (Camden) 134, I wyll my goddowter

and seruant, shall haue my wosted kyrtell and my froke
*55° Crowley Way to Wealth 323 Let youre wiues
therefore put of theire fine frockes and Frenche hoodes
1013 Drayton Poly-olb. xvin 284 And on her loynes a frock
with many a swelling pleate. 1705 Land Gaz No 4x17/4
Cloathed with a red Dainask Coat, with blue Flowers, and
over it a white Holland Frock. Ibid No 4x49/4 James
Smith, upwards of 4 years ofAge, in a hanging Sleeve Coat,
and a painted Frock . . is missing 1735 Johnson s. v. Frock,

virTT vr
sown for children. 18x8 La Belle Assemble

“VII, No 108.87/2 The newest ball-dress is composed of
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a frock of tulle, over a rose-coloured slip of satin
Ht.M —
more
Citron " .. A*. y, 1 UUIJ L Lillian. L VC CVC1 UCCIl 111

London since I wore short frocks 1882 Miss IIkaddon Jilt
Royal II vu 143 Fishky looked lovely 111 hei white satin
frock and orange-blossoms. 1884 Girl's Own Paper 28 June
618/3, I think * frock ' seems to be applied to the morning
costume, and ‘ dress '

to that of evening only 1889 Baurii
Window in 'Ihrttms 172 There could never be more than a
SabbaLh frock and an everyday gown for her
5 . A coat with long skirts. In mod. quots. =

FllOCK-COAT.
17x9 De Foe Crusoe 11 vi, A light coat like a frock. 1748

Smoi lltt Rod Rand (18x2) I 387 A gentleman dressed in
a green frock came in 1770 Richardson Anecd Russian
Emp 325 A light blue frock with silver fiogs. 1839-40 W
IrtviNO Wolfetfs R (1835) 162, I obscived the Duke of
Wellington .. He was alone, simply attired in a blue frock
1855 Tiiacki ray Newcomcs I 128 Dine in youi fiock if
your dress coat is in the country 1876 Bi sant & Ricl
Gold Butterfly 111 194 The coat a comfortable easy old
frock, a little baggy at the elbows

b. A coat ol a similar * cut ’ used as a mtlitary
uniform; spec, see quot 1881
*7S3 Hanway Trav. (17C2) I vu xcu 422 He appears

always 111 his regimentals, which aic .1 blue cloth frock
with silvei bratulenhurgs x88x Wnm 1 m Miht Diet,
Fiotk, m the British suivice, the undtess regimental coat
of the guaids, aitilleiy. and loyal marines 1800 xgthCent
Nov 842 1 he stable jacket will letain its freshness, as its
owner drills in his * service frock

’

6. nltnb and Comb
, frock-body ,

frock-ltke adj.

,

i frock-clothes, -dress (rare), diesi ol which a
fiock-coat is a part: so frook-suit; + frock-
man = 3 b; frock-uniform, unchess uniform
(see sb).
1862 ll Wiliord Maiden ofour own day 97, 1 can make

this "frock-body while you are making the skirt. 2769
Public Advertiser x June 3/2 Silk Cloths . for Gentlemens
Jjress mid x Frnrtr P.lrvitli® vfldi T

.......... ' J • * worn H kOj T 1 U1U WC-
neath his vest there hung the *frock-hkc * gat> a * (ch awet s)
of the Magyar peasant *657 Rlevl God'sPhaforNineveh
11. 46 If ye fight for the wall, let not the *frokman take
the right hand of you In worth. x8ro Wilungton m
Gurw* Dcsfi VI 591 We shall be highly flattered by your
company, whether in full or in ‘•frock uniforms
Hence Pro ckhood, the state of being dressed in

a (short) frock
;

*j* Pro*ckifled ppl. a
, clad m a

(monk’s) frock.
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv xlv! (1737) 186 A frockify’d

Hobgoblin. x86x Wynter Soc Bus 124 How many Billies
and Bobbies, levelling 111 all the glorious case of froLkhood,
have you not reduced to the cruel purgatory of bieeches.

Frock (fi?k), v [f. Frock jA] traits. To pro-
vide with or dress in a frock

; lit txi& ftg. b To
invest (a person) with priestly office or privilege
Cf. Unfrock v ' 1

1828W S Landor ^65.(1846) I. S35/2 A gentleman whom
perhaps nothing but the hope of gratifying his amiable
passions had cowled and frocked i860 All Year Round
No. 34 79, I have seen baby London short-coated, and
frocked, and breeched. 1878 Browning Poets Crotstc xcv,
111 femininely frock, Your poem masculine that courts
La Rocque. 1896 Fairbaiun in Contcwf Rev Mar 31s
Founding a Jerusalem bishopric and frockmg its new bishop.

Frcrck-coa’t. A double-breasted coat with
skirts extending almost to the knees, which are not
cut away but of the same length in front as behind
1823 spirit Pub ‘fruls (2824) 60 A regularly built green

frock coat, not forgetting the velvet collar 1835 Willis
Pencuhng’sTl xhv 46 He sat on a divan, cross legged, in
a military frock-coat 1836-7 Dicklns 5/ Bos (1850) 192/r

od*
usually wore a brown fiock-coat, without a wrinkle

*886 Hall Caine Sou of Hagar 11. xvi, There was John
Froudfoot, the blacksmith, uncommonly awkward in a
frock coat.

Hence Frook-ooa’ted ppl a.3 wearing a frock-
coat,

1832 R S. Surtees Sponge’s Sp Tour (1893) 205 The
people could hardly recognise the frock-coated, fancy-
vested, military-trousered swell as Lord Scamperdale.
Frockea (fr?kt), ppk. and ppl a [f. Frock

sb and v + -ed.] Dressed in a frock
?

c

1350 Robin Consc 1671nHazl.it' P P III 238, 1 will
goe frocked and in a french hood 1830 'Ilnnyson Poems
XA° Both in bloomwhite silk axu flocked 1860 HawthorneMail Faun xxi (1883) 226 Frocked and hooded skeletons
x868 Geo Eliot Sp Gipsy 318 The Father came baie-
headed, flocked, a tope Around his neck

Frocking (frp-kiq). [f. Frook sb + -inqI. Cf
Coating ] Material for (smock-)frochs.
1864 Lowell Moosehead Jrul

, Fireside Trav 222 Enor-
mous cowhide boots, over which large blue trousers of flock-
ing strove in vain to crowd themselves

Frockless (ftp klus), a. [f Frock sb. + -less 1
Without a frock.

J

x88o Daily News 1 Nov 2/3 Brissac privately orders a
guard to be set over the frockless friars

j" Fro’dils. Obs. Also 7 frodels. (shortened
ad. Fr afrodilU'. seeAFFODiLL] = Affodill i.

Gmtl Reci eat 1 (1677) 146 Two pound ofK00t
)
ofjrodeis 1723J3radleyFam. Diet s. v. Mange,The Roots of Frodils two Pounds.

6

Froe, frow (frJu) Now chiefly US. Also
0-7 frower, 7 fcowo, frau, 8 fro (The synony-
mous Fromward suggests that the earliest formfrower represents a subst. use of Froward a. in the

FROGh
lit sense ‘turned away’, the reference beinc to th«
position of the handle ]

g the

1 A wedge-shaped tool used for cleavmp and
riving staves, shingles, etc. It has a handle inX
III nnx» nf hllA m ..1. _ L. ?. 1 -t _

fcAAV

castmgL stooles, ropes Boes, chimes . .and all trasshwK'ever 1624 Cayi Smith Vnginiaiv Wks (A.b) 6o8Tooles[required] s frowes to cleaue pale 1668 WorudgeAfty f kroiocr, ™ Edge-tool used 1.1 cleavingLath 1685 R Burton Eng Entf Amcr x 149 A set nfWedges and Fraus to every family
_

I77S Rol?A ŝ%Florida 182 A river 01 sphttei, who rives them [trees] withthe flo 1831 S. Judd Margaret xvi (1871) 137 With froe
111 one hand and mallet 111 the other 1874 Knight nw
1

1

ech I 918 Blow (Coopering)
lcC

I
2 (bee quol

,
peih a distinct word ) Obs

1394 Plat Jewell ho m 20 Those wanning pinnes whichof some are called I- roes, and being put into their cases

beddes°
SC wiapped 111 hunen hagges, doe serve to heate

Froe, obs. form of Frow, Dutchwoman.
Frog 1 (frpg). borms 1 frogga, 2-7 frogge,

4 frock, 5 froka, (4 froge, 5 frugge), 7 frogg,
5- frog PI 2 froggen, 3 wroggen. [OE foggawk mnsc

; a hypocoristic formation (peculiar to
hng.), from the loot contained in the various Teut
synonyms, of which theie are thiee diffeient types!
(r) OE.frox, (*frosc),forsc str masc. (see Frosh)=Du tjoisc/i, OllG.forsk (MIJG vouch, mod G
fosch), ON. frock-

r

-O Teut *frosko-s

;

(2) ME.
ft tide

,

Fkoud, fiog or toad, related by ablaut toON ftauS-r, OSw pi jipdlnr (Da fro ) , cf. OF
fiott, frot toad, which is peril of Scandinavian
orikrin » (3 ) ON frattke, whence perh. the ME
froke, given among the fonns of the present word
The etymological relation between theiariousleut words

involves some unsolved difficulties. Some scholars, on the
ground ofOE frogea, and ON frauke

,

assume a root end-
lng maguttuial,nnd explain OTeut *fiosko-a.s-=*f,oh sko-Hus does not account for the ME.friide, ON frantfr, and
hence it has been suggested that the common root of all the
words ISfrud- {/rod-),ftaled-./rud- , OTeut./wrf--fsuffix
-ko- would by phonetic law become frosko- , the ON
frauke appears to be for *frau<Jkc With regard to OE
frogga it may be remarked that the ending -gga occurs m
several other names of animals : cf stagga, doega, imcga
It is possible that frogga may owe its form to the analogy
of other animal names with this termination
I. A tailless -amphibious animal of the genus

Rana, or, m wider sense, of the family RanuU.
The Proutp Pam'. (Norfolk, C1440) explains frogge,

frugge as meaning 1 toad ’ {bufo), while the formsfroke and
fiosche are said to mean ‘frog’ (uitta). It is not known
whether tins distinction was recognised in the Norfolk
dialect of the time

, modern East Anglian glossaries do not
mention it

c 1000 ^Illsric Gloss iii Wr -Wnlckei 122/10 Rana, frogga
ciooo — Horn II 102 He afykle eal lieoia land mid
froggum C1175 Lamb Horn. 51 pei vvumecJ in no seluwe
froggen and crabben 1297 R Glouc (1724) 69 For it alles
com forp, yt was a foul frogge. a 1300 Vox >5 Wolf 256
Wroggen haueth his dou lknede 13 M. E Glosses In
hcl. Ant I 80 Frock, rcyue 1387 Iklvisa Ihgden (Rolls)
I v 397 pey made hym unwitvnge drmke a frogge c 1440pJPJnf Farv 280/1 Froke or frosche rana. 1486 Bk St
Albans Civb, Yeue hir a frogge for to eete 1335 Eden
Decades Pref (Arb

) 53 Leaste . thou bee lyke vnto Isopes
frogges. X605 Shaks Macb 1v 1 14 Eye of Newt, and l'oe
of Frogge 1653 Walton Angleryn 145 The Pike will eat
venemous things (as some kind of Frogs are) 1608 G
Ihomas Pennsylv (1848) 16 Theie is another sort of Frog
that crawls up the lops of 'frees 1774 Gqldsm Nat
Hist (1776) VII 73 The frog can live several days under
water, without any danger of suffocation. 1802 Bingley
Amm, Biog (1813) II. 389 The Edible Frog. 1840 Hood
Up theRhine 129 Amongst the fossils Isa complete series of
frnrra

b In various pioveibial expressions
1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par. John Pref 4 The whiche

peraduenture will saye yl I geue frogges wine, as the Greke
prouetbe speakelh a 1555 Latimlr m Foxe A (1684)
III 413 Well, I have fished and caught a Frog , brought
little to pass with much ado 1603 Dfkker Gnsstl v 1,

Old M[aster] you haue fisht faire and caught a frog 1823
Lockhart Reg Dalton vi. 1 (1842) 345 Whose coat was as
bare ofnap as a frog’s is of feathers
2 Applied to certain animals moie or less resem-

bling frogs, e g the Frog-fish or Angler 2
x76g Pennant /tool (1776)111 106, 1 have changed the old

name oFFishiug Frog to the more simple one ofAngler 1853
Ogilvie Suppl

, Prog, Fiog-flsh, names sometimes applied
to {Lophius piscaloi ms) the angler 1885 1 Roosevelt
Hunting Trips vi 191 The homed frog is not a frog at all,

but a lizard.

3. As a term of abuse applied to a man or woman.
Also, f a Dutchman.
c x«o R. Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 1783 Foimest was

sire Gogmagog, He was most, pat foule froge 1335 Lynde-
say Satyre 2136 Ane Frog that fyles the wmde 1626 L
Owen Spec. Jesuit (1629) 54 These infeinall frogs [Jesuits]
are crept into the West and East Indyes 1652 Season, Exp
Netfieri 2 Neither had I ever wished the charming of those
Froggs [the Dutch]
4. A name given to certain diseases of the throat

or mouth
1636 Ridgley Pract Physick 174 The Frog—It is aswell-

lng under the Tongue that is common to children 1748 tr

Rena tits' Distemp Horses 235 Little Frogs, Pushes or
Swellings in the Tongues ofOxen 1876 Mid-Yorksh Gloss.,
Prog-i-t'-mouth, a popular name for the complaintknown as
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the thiush 1885 Syd Soc Lex, Frog, the thrush, or

aphthous stomatitis, of infants

5. =frog-stool
1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvn cviu (Tollem MS \

Yf it is doo atnongefiogges [1535 frogge stoles* Lat fuugos]

& venemouse meetes, it quenchej? all pe venym.

6 Brickmaking (See quot

)

1876 Sir E Beckett Bk Bntld 162 Making bricks with

a hollow m one 01 both faces which I have heard absurdly

called a frog

7 attnb. and Comb a. attributive, asfrog-colour

,

concert,
-green, -kind, -fit, -tnbe

; frog-ltke adj.

,

to. objective, as fiog-jlshing-, c parasynthetic, as

frog-coloured, -hearted
,
-voiced adjs

J
1836 B D Walsh A nstoph , Knights 1 111, Died himself

*Frog colour 1817 Coleridge Biog Lit 238 Many of

the faces round me assumed a very doleful and *frog-

coloured appearance 1837 Ht Martineau hoc Amer
II. 184 We were being treated with a *frog-concei t 1889

Century Did ,
*Frog-fishing, the act 01 practice of fishing

for frogs with hook, line, and rod , frogging 1890 Daily

News 20 Nov 2/1 The small bonnet is in "fiog-green

velvet 1846 E FitzGerald Lett (1894) I 201 A "frog-

hearted wretch 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI 97 The
"Frog kind 1561 Daus tr Bulhnger on Apoc (1573)

225 b, By their complamtes . and disputations altogether

"frogge-lyke and fenlyke, they be hatefull both to God and

men, 1842 S Lovzn.HandyAndy xvx. 176As loud as his frog-

like voice permitted 16*5 J Stephens Satyr Ess AvnjTi,

They that take From puddles or dull "Frog-pits, nevermake
Themselves nor others happy 1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat
IV 1213/1 The larva, resembling in appearance a ’frog-tad-

pole 1851 Carfentfr Man Phys (ed 2) 396 The "Frog
tribe, which forms the lowest ordei of Reptiles 1799 Coll-

ridge Lett (1895) 308 You ill-looking "frog-voiced reptile 1

8. Special comb • frog-back, a ‘ back’ at leap-

frog ;
frog-catcher (see quot ) ; frog-clock, ? =

frog-hopper ,
frog-crab, a member of the crusta-

ceous genus Banina ;
frog-dance, ? a kind ofhorn-

pipemwhich theperformer crouches downm a frog-

like attitude ,
frog-eater, one who eats frogs, a term

contemptuously applied to Fienclimen , so frog-

eating ppl a ,
frog-hopper, a group of homo-

pterous insects of the family Cercopidse, so called

from their shape and leaping powers ;
frog’s horn-

pipe (see frog-dance) •, + frog-paddock, a large

kind of frog; frog-pecker, a heron; frog-pike,

frog-plate, frog-shell (see quots ) ; frog-spit,

-spittle, (a) = Cuckoo-spit 2 1
;

(b) -frog-spawn ,

frog-tongue (see quot ).

a x86x Mrs. Browning Lett, R H Hoi ne (1877) II 258
Everybody was hound to run at the * "frog-back

'
given, and

do his best, *796 Morse Amer Geog I. 2x2 Quaw bird or

"Frog Catcher, Ardea clemata 1653W Lauson Comm J
D\gnnys\Secr Angling inArb Garner l 196 Washing down
worms, flies, "frog-clocks, etc. 1879 Rossiter Diet Set

Terms?Frogcrab,Ranina can climb trees, etc. 1895 Westm
Gas 30 Oct x/2 A * "frog-dance’, cleverly executed by a
budding barge-builder of seventeen 1863 G KearleyLinks
in Cham vin 179 M de Lacephde was a "frog eater 1889

Century Did ,

*Frog-eating 1711 Phil Trans XXVII
351 The remaining Ranatrse, or "Froghoppers 1857 Living-

stone Trav (1861)281 Our own ‘frog-hopper '(Aphrophora
spumana) or ‘ cuckoo-spit ’ X844 Dickens Mart Chue xi,

A dancing step commonly called the "Frog’s Hornpipe

1653 Walton Angler vn 131 The green Frog is by Topsel
taken to be venemous ; and so is the Padock, or "Frog-

Padock, which usually keeps or breeds on the land. 1825

Scott Betrothed xxiu, I will shew you one of these '"frog-

peckers X867 Smyth Sailor's Word 6k ,
*Frog-pike, a

female pike, so called from its period of spawning being late,

contemporary with the frogs 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. 11

xxo A "Frog-plate for viewing the circulation of the blood

in the web of a frog’s foot. 1835 Ogilvie Suppl ,
*Frog-

shell, the name applied to various species of shells of the

genus Ranella /1182s Forby Voc E Anglia,*Frog-spit

1853 Ogilvie Suppl
,
Cuckoo-spittle or "frog-spittle (Aphro

-

phora spwnand) x8aa-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I 94
The Ranula or "frog-tongue, is a tumour under the tongue

to. In vanous plant-names, as frog-bit, (a)

Hydrochai is M01 sus-ranse, an aquatic plant; (b)

Limnobium Spongia

,

a similar plant of America

,

frog-oheese, (a) (see quot. 1866) ;
(b) Malva syl-

vestris (cf."Cheese $4 1
5); frog(’s-foot, duckweed

(Lemna) ; frog-grass, (a) = Crab-grass i
; + (b)

Juncus bufomits ;
frog’s lettuce, water caltrops,

Potamogeton densits

,

frog-orchis (see quots);

*t* frog-paisley, some plant (? -fools' parsley) ,

frog-stool=

T

oadstool
;
frog-wort, a name given

to species of Orchis
1578 Lyte Dodoens i lxxi 106 The thirde [kind of floating

weeds] , is called "Frogge bitte. 174.x Combi Fam-
Piece h, in 374 The Spearwort, ana Frogbits. 1866

Treas Bat
,
Frog-bit, American, Limnobium 1868 Nat,

Encycl. I. 639 One of the Frogbit tribe of plants 18x8

Witherings Bnt Plants (ed 6) IV 453 Lycoperdon .

"Frogcheese. x866 Treas Bot ,
Fi og-ckeese, a name appl led

occasionally to the larger puff-balls when young 1329 Grete

Herbal cclfx P 1, Lentylles of the water ben called "frogges

fote 1863 Prior Plant-n 87 Frog-foot, lemna i597 *Frog
grasse [see Crab-grass i] 1640 Parkinson Theat Bot
Index 1738 Frogge grasse or Toadegrass Ibid n Ivm 281

Thepeople that dwell neare it by the Sea side, call it Frogge
grasse or Crab grasse. x86x Miss PrattFlower PI IV. 385
Glass-wort is sometimes called Frog-grass 1397 Gerarde
Herbal 11 ccxcvm 824 Small water Caltrops or "Frogs
lettuce. 1840 Paxton Bot Did , ",Frog-orchis, see Gymna-
derna vindts 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI, V. 214 Green

Habenana .. sometimes called Frog Orchis *®5* J-

F[reake] Agnppa's Occ Philos xviu. 41 Sheep fly from

"Frog-parsley as from some deadly thing. <535 "Frogge

stoles [see 1398 quot in Frog sb 1 5] x66x Lovell Hist
Anirn Min 144 The dung helps against Frogstooles with

wine and vineger 1863 Science Gossip x Nov 258 In

Dorsetshire poisonous fungi are often called * Fiogstools’

a 1824 Holdich Ess Weeds (1825) 65 Man-orchis, Red-lead

and "Frogwort are the only English names we have heard
given to these weeds in damp pastures

c In names of games, as frog-in-the-middle ,

frog over an old dog Also Leap-erog
x8ox Strutt Sports <§• Past iv iv 293 Another [game]

equally .well known with us, and called Frog m the middle

1847-78 Halliwell Frog osier an old dog

,

leap-frog, list of

games, Rawl MS
Frog 2 (frpg). [Of doubtful origin ]
Perh a use of prec

,
suggested by some resemblance in

sound between this word and the It name forchetta, or

some dialectal valiant of F fourcheite.

An elastic, horny substance growing in the middle

of the sole of a hoise’s hoof
16x0 Markham Masterp n ci. 384 The Frush, which of

some is called the Frogge of the foot, is the tenderest part

of the hoofe towards the heele 1727 Swift Gulliver iv lx,

1 hey have excellent medicines to cure cuts m the pastern

or frog of the foot 1840 Youatt Horse xviu 376 In the

space between the bars, and accurately filling it is the frog,

b Comb : frog-stay (see quot ).

1829 B Clark Htppodon (ed 2) 6r This cell or cleft of

the frog is prevented from rupturing inwards towards the

quick by a stout considerable cone of horn passing directly

from it into the sensitive frog 1 his cone commences nearly

opposite to the termination of the heels of the coffin-bone

This part being without even a name, I gave it the epithet

frog-stay, from its closing the frog, and holding more firmly

its halves together

Frog 3 (fipg)
•

[Of obscure origin; perh ad.

Pg. froco (repr. L floccus Flock sb ), which has

much the same sense ]
1 An attachment to the waist-belt in which, a

sword or bayonet or hatchet may be carried

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xv, A belt with a frog hanging to

it, such as we wear hangers in 1725— Voy round Warid

(1840) 150 Every man a hatchet, hung 111 a little frog at his

belt. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Miht Diet, Frog that

part of a soldier’s accoutrements which is attached to the

waist-belt for holding the bayonet 1879 Rutley Study
Rocks v 40 A small leathern frog with a flap

2 An ornamental fastening for the front of a mili-

tary coat or cloak, consisting of a spindle-shaped

button, covered with silk or other material, which

passes through a loop on the opposite side of the

garment
1746 Berkeley Let Wks 1871 IV 306 Laces, frogs,

cockades are so many obstacles to a soldier’s exerting his

strength 1770W Richardson A need Russian Emp 323

In a light blue frock with silver frogs 1796 J. Anstey
Pleader's Grade (1803) x8x The coat With tabby lin’d and

frogs complete. 1836 Dickens Sk Boz vn, He wore a

braided surtout with frogs behind 1846 Hist Rec 3rdLight
Dragoons 39 The buttons set on three and threeupon yellow

frogs or loops 1848 Craig, Frog a small barrel-shaped

silk oinament with tassels, used in the decoration ofmantles,

etc 1896 Daily News 19 Mar. 6/3 Serge suits and tweed
costumes are better adapted than any other to this style of

ornamentation, Frogs are sold in sets to accompany the

braiding

3 Comb., asfrog-belt, -button

X719 Dn Foe Crusoe 11 iv (1840) II 68 He drew a
hatchet out of a frog-belt 1827 Hone Every-day Bk II.

190A coat with frog-buttons. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word Ik ,

Frog-belt, a baldnck

Frog4 (fifg) (See quot. i860 )

x86o Worcester (citing Williams), Frog (Railroads), a
grooved piece of iron placed at the junction ofthe rails where
one track crosses another 1889 Scott Leader 30 Apr, 5

The accident would appear to have been caused by the

tram suddenly leaving the rails at a 1 frog

Frog-fish.. A name given to various fishes,

esp to the Angler or Fishmg-frog (Lophius pisca-

torius). Other varieties belong to the geneia Ba-
trachus and Chironectes

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep m xxiv. x6gThe Frog-

fish. 1769 Pennant Zool (1776) III 105 Toad-fish, Frog-

fish, or Sea-Devil 1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 114/2 The
oesophagus ofthe frog-fish leads to a large globular stomach.

1879 Rossiter Did Set Terms, Frog fishes, Chironectes

Frogged (fr^gd), ppl ct. [f. Frog & + -ed 2
.]

Of a coat, etc.. Fastened or ornamented with

frogs.

1774 W Cole in y Granger's Lett, (1805) 370 Coat with

frogs, and slashed sleeves frogged also 1796 J Anstey
Pleader's Guide (1803) 181 Which coat, so trimmed, so

frog’d, said Gull Did spoil x8xa H & J Smith Rey Addr
H (1873) 13 note, Young Betty clad in a frayed and frogged

surtout 1861 Thackeray Four Georges iv (x86a) x88 A
frogged frock-coat with a fur collar

Froggery (frfgeri). [f. Frog'1 + -eby j

1. An assemblage of frogs, frogs collectively.

1783 Sara Fielding Ophelia II. 11, The concert, of which

the froggery made the bass. 1842 Blackw, Mag. LI. 47 A
thrush, who is watching the froggery from above

2 A place where frogs are kept or abound.

1763 Eliz Carter in Pennington's Memoirs (1808) 1. 333

A very high causeway, with a perpendicular descent on each

side to the toaderies and frogeries below X854 Tait's

Mag. XXI 695 He had what he called a Froggery and

Toadery at the bottom of his orchard 1871 Echo 14 Jan ,

Mr confesses to have actually kept a ‘froggery ' for his

own private consumption

Frogging (fi?*giq), vbl sbi [f Frog 1 +
-INgI j Catching frogs, fishing for frogs Also

.
attnb.

1631-7 T Barker Art of Angling (1820) 25 Pikes go a
frogging 1884 G W Sears Woodcraft(Cent ),

When .fish-

ing is very poor, try flogging 1893 J A Barry S Brown's

Buiiyip, etc 78 A thumping, lively carpet snake, whose

frogging ground he had intruded on 1805 K Grahame
Golden Age 182 Nor had he gone froggingby himself

Frogging (frp gig), vbl sb? [f Frog 3 +
-IKG 1 J The ornamentation on a frogged coat

x888 ‘1 lines 20 Jan 5/3 A Bohemian costume, made up of

a long, frogged coat— this frogging being, by the way, an
essentially Hungarian ornament

Froggish (fip gif), a. [f Frog sb 4 + -ish ]
Frog-like.

a 1889 J G. Wood (Cent.), The froggish aspect.

Froggy (ftp gi), sb [f. Frog i + -y.]

X, A playful designation for a fiog.

1840 Hood Up the Rhine 129 A series of frogs, from the
full-grown froggy down to that minute frogling 01 tadpole.

2 slang A term of contempt for a Frenchman,

from their reputed habit of eating frogs

1872 S de Vere Americanisms 82 As when Frenchmen
were dubbed Froggies 1894 Astley 30 Years Life I 203

With the assistance of ‘ Froggy we succeeded in filling all

our bottles

Froggy (frp’gi) , a

.

[f Frog 1 + -y h]

1 Having or abounding in frogs.

j6xx Cotgr,, Grenomlhere, a froggie place 1823Blackw.

Mag. XIII. 438 A slimy, froggy pool 188a Edna Lyall
Donovan xxiv. Why are you wandering up and down the

very froggiest and toadiest path in the garden?

2. Frog-like, such as a frog would have.

1837 Gen P Thompson Exerc (1842) IV 223 The little

Whigs are puffing out their froggy sides to the dimensions

of the ox 1883 R. F Burton & Cameron Gold Coast I. in.

S

FrOgitLOOd (frp'ghud). [f. Frog 1 + -HOOD ]
Quality or standing as a frog.

a 1770 C Smart Duellist 32 Too hard for any frog’s

digestion, To have his froghood call’d m question 1888

G Allen in Gd Words 230 In the accomplished dignity of
perfect froghood

Frogland (frp’glsend). [f. Frog* + Land
sb ] Marshy land m which frogs abound, as the

Fens, Holland, etc. In quots. attnb only.

1721 Ramsay Tartana xxxm, May she be curst to starve

in frogland fens 1830 Scott Auchindraue 1 1, A Nether-

lander, One of our Frogland friends.

So Fro'glander, slang, a Dutchman,
a 1700 B E Did Cant. Crew,

Frog-landers

,

Dutch-men.

1867 m Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

Frogling (frp ghg). [dim. of Froq 1 • see

-ting ] A little frog; also, a tadpole

174a Jarvis Qmx 1 hi iv. (1749) 107 He does not fail . the

wormlings of the earth, nor the froglings of the water 1831

Carlyle in For Q Rev VIII. 365 A Frog with Frogling

by his side Came hopping through the plain X840 Hood
Up the Rhine 129 That minute frogling, or tadpole.

Frog-march, frog’s-march.
1 . A movement forward in frog fashion.

1880 Sir S Lakeman Kaffir-land iv 26 He had had
a frog’s march—that is to say, on hands, belly, and knees

2 slang. The method of carrying a drunken or

refractory prisoner face downwards between four

men, each holding a limb.
1871 Evening Standard 18 Apr. 3/4 They did not give the

defendant the ‘Frog's March' x88a Daily Tel. 20 Nov
3/2 Treating a refractory toper to the frog’s-march, by carry-

ing him, face downwards, to the station 1885 in West.

Mom Newsz]an 7/3 What isknown as the ‘frog’s march’.

Hence Frog-marcR, frojf’s-marcli v. irons ;

Frogf-marchingr vbl sb

1884 B'ham WeeklyPost x5 Nov 3/7 Deceased was ‘frog’s-

marched'-that is, with face downwards—from Deal to

Walmer 1894 Times 8 May 13/6 Death was accelerated

by the * frog marching

'

Frog-mouth, frog’s mouth.
1. A name given to the Snapdragon (see quot ).

1851 S Thomson Wild FI 111. (ed 4) 232 The great snap-

dragon or frog’s mouth (Antirrhinum majus)

2 A bird of the family Podargidx.
x888 Riverside Nat. Hist. IV Birds 387 The frogmouths

(Batrachostomus) are confined to southern India [etc.].

Frog-spawn, frogs’ spawn.
1. The ova, spawn, or young of frogs-

x6sx Burton Anat Mel. 1. 111. n. 11 (1631)200 He had
swallowed frogs-spawn. 1718 Quincy Compl Disp 228

Frog’s Spawn, *833 J, Rennie Alph Angling 11 Carp

will devour small eels, frog-spawn, and the roe or the young
of fishes. 1883 Syd, $oc Lex

,
Frog's spawn

,

the ova ofthe

common frog Once used in medicine

attrib. 17x0 Steele TatlerUta 243 ra A Collection of

Receipts to make Frog Spawn Water.

2 . The popular name for certain freshwater algse,

which form green and slimy masses floating on the

surface of ponds and ditches.

1864 Realm 13 June 546 Cities to which Genoa is a cob-

web on a wall and Venice mere frog-spawn m a puddle

1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept. 299/x Slime and frog-spawn

are the chief products of these holes

fig X895 J Smith Message of Exodus xix 297 God m
whom his fathers trusted was different from the frog-spawn

of superstition

3 Sugar-manuf A fungus destructive to saccha-

rine solutions.

1887 tr De Bary's Fungi 469 Leuconosloc mesenitnoides,

the ‘ frog-spawn ' of sugar-factories

Froise, fraise (froiz, fr^'z) Forms. 4-7
fcoyee, froyze, 5 troys, 7 frois, (froyes), 7-9
ffcoize, 4- froise, 8- fraise. [The twofold spelling



FBOKIIT. 560 FROM.
with at, oi would seem to point to a Fr etymon,
OF *freis, *freise, repr popular Lat. *fi ixum, -a,

var. of ftTxutn , -a, pa pple neut and fem of

frlgtic to Fiiy
;

bitt the word has not been found.]
A kind of pancake 01 omelette, often containing
slices of bacon.

_
1338 Ditrh MS. Cell Roll

,

In Canubus poic’ pro frojs,
ij« *39° Gower Con/ II 93 He louteth with a slepy noise
And biustleth as a moiikes froise Whan it is tlnowe into
the panne 14 Horn. in Wi -Wiilckei 741/29 Ilocfrtxum,
a froys 1579 Tvvyne Phntcke agst Fort 11 cxvi 310 b,
Escliue puddinges, sausages, froyses,and al mannei confected
and mengled raeates i6sx Randolph, etc Heyfor Honesty
v Wits (1875) 47s They’d make me froises and flapjacks too
1672T 13 Let toAuihot Vind Clergy 79 To smell a Fanatick
as far as another man shall do broil’d Herrings, or a burnt
froise 17SS Johnson, Praise, a pancake with bacon m it

18x9 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag XLVII 133 The general
. threw the froire out of the window 1879 Miss Jackson
Shiopsh Word-bk

,
Fraise, a kind of pancake eaten with

sweet spuce it was thicker than the ordinary pancake,
and made with a * suffer * batter.

Froit, Sc, var. Feot , obs. form of Fbuit.
+ FrO’kin, Ok [a. Du -[vrouwken (Killan),

dim of vroim\ see Fitow and -kin.] A little

Dutch woman
;
a Dutch child.

t&»3 Dekki-r Wonderfull Ycare D iv b, A little Frokin
Cone of my Dutch runnawayes children) 1S20 Middi fton
Com tly MasqueWks (Bullen)VII 169 You, blue ey'd frokin,
looks like fire and brimstone 1738 Common Sense (1739)
If 58 My Neighbours learn nothing but to he so proud they
won’t dam their own Linnen, and all theirTnllc is of nothing
but Mantelets, Frokms, Farmelli, and London Midwives
Frolic (frp'lilc), sb. [f. FroI/IO v. or a!\

1 An outburst of fun, gaiety, 01 math
; a prank

Also, fa flourish (on the drum). On the frolic .

on the * spree ’.

1H635 Corbet To Ld Mordaunt no Whiles the bold
Drum Strikes up Ins Fiollck, through the Hall they come
X654 Whitlock Zootomia 3x1 Thou and I will enjoy our
selves m uncontrouled Frohcks, and Discourse x68x Dry-
DrN Sj> Friarin in, I was upon the fiolic this evening, and
came to visit thee in masquerade. 1700 Cinufu Love makes
Man v 111, What, is my deary in her frolics already? X784
Franklin Aniobiog Wks. 1840 I. xoi, I spent no time m
taverns, games, or frolics of any kind 1828 Scott F M
Perth xxx, But mark you, it shall be the last of my frolics
1873 LowrLL Amongmy Bks Ser n, 176 He often filled
whole pages with the gay frolics of his pencil
b Fun, merriment, sportive mirth

1676 D’Uni.cv Mad Fickle lit 1, There’s mirth and frolick
in t ax7x5 Burntt Own Time (1766) I. 282 To such
a madness of fiolick and intemperance. 1774 Goldsm.
Petal, 52 Alas, that such frolic should now be so quiet

!

a 2839 P«aed Poems (1864) I 27G Those who meet as we
have met, In frolic and 111 laughter. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed 2)V 30 All young cieatures are full of motionand frolic,

c = Whim,
1711 Swirr Jtnl to Stella 5 Apr , If the frolic should take

you of going to Bath, I here send you a note on Paivisol
2 , A scene or occasion of gaiety or mirth , a

merry-making; a party. In U.S. = Bee 4. Also
pieceded by some modifying word, as leaping-,
water-frolic
c 1645 Howell Lett vt. 37, I intend to wait on you, and

give you a frolik 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St v. x,We hit upon this Frolick, Colonel, only for a kind o’ Mask
. to celebrate your Nuptials. *770 Mad D’Arblay Early
Htaty 20 Apr , I told him of my frolick for Friday. 1817
J Bradbury Trav Anter. 292 This operation is almost
always the subject of what they term a frolic, or in some
places, a bee 1833 Ht Martineau Briery Creel* 1. 18 They
meant to have a reaping frolic when the corn should be ripe
It should^ be a pic-nic *895 E Anglia Gloss., Frolic,
water-frolic, a gala, regatta, or water-picnic.

1

3

. ? Humoious verses circulated at a feast Obs.
*6x6 B. Jonson Devil an Assn vm, To see him..drinke

vnto hem
,
And then talke baudy . and send fiolicks 1 0 1R

V,P-
Arrcagnm Whole Creature xiv. § 2. 244 Move-

ableas Sliittlecockes . .or as Frohcks at Feasts, sent fromman
to man, returning againe at last, to the first man,
+ 4. A plaything

; toy. Obs
1650 Fuller PisgaJi iv. vu. 136 Apples were dedicated unto

her, and her image commonly made with such fruit, as a
frolick in her hand.
Hence FroTicful a.

; f Prolicky a. Obs., full
of frolic, frolicsome.
1848 Craig, Frolicful. 1748 Richardson ClarissaV xxiv

209 A little too frolicky that air—Yet have I prepared my
Beloved to expect . great vivacity and quality-freedom.
.*73*/

M

(ed. 4)V x. 68 Yet may we make a good froheky
half-day with them.

J

Frolic (frp lik), a. Forms- 6-8 froI(l)i(c)k(e,
(6 frailoke, fro(w)Iyke), 6-9 frolique, (7 free-
lich), 6— frolic [a. Du. vrohjk (m Kihan vro-
hck),=OS *fr6!ic (whence frtltco adv.), OHG,
frdlich (MHG. vrbhch, vrcdic, mod.Ger frohlichY,
f. MDu vrd- OHG./n? (MHG. vrd, mod.G.froK)
glad, joyous ]
X. In early use * Joyous, merry, mirthful. In later

use with sense derived fiom the vb. : Frolicsome,
sportive, full of meny pranks
1538 Bale Tkre Lawes 1794 And make frowlyke chere,

with hey how fryska jolye • cx6oo Day Begg Bednatt Gr.
11 1 (1881) 30 Fair Love, be frolick

,
talk no moie of death

and care. 1632 Milton VAllegro 18 The frolic wind that
breathes the spring 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb 1 § 74 TheNature and Education of Spain restrain'd men mom .
Uayety, and Frolique humour * 1676 Etheredge Matt of
Mode iv 1, Then sparkling champagne .Makes us frolic and

gay 1791 E Darwin Bot Gard n. 140 Galantha prints
with frolic step the melting snows 1844 Diskai li Comngsby
vu iv, Hervoice was rich and sweet , the air she sang fan-
tastically frolic 1873 Holland A. Bonnie. 111 60 A thousaud
forms of fiolic life.

absol a 1656 Br Hall Rem Wks (1660)182 Blessed are
the frolick and jovmll 17x1 Sth i l hpect No 176 t- 6 Yon
may find Instances of the Haughty, the Pioitd, the Fiolick,
the Stubborn, who are each of them in secret downright
Slaves 1779-81 Johnson L /*., Addison Wks III 54 The
Taller and Spectator taught the frolic and the gay to unite
meiriment with decency

t b transf of colours, wmc, etc Obs
7x6o6 Drayton Eclog iv, Poems

,
etc, Ejb, She ware

a fiock of froheke green 1644 Quarlfs Bat nnbas $ B a
Eat thy bread with a merry heart, and gulp down care m
frolic cups of liberal wine 1648 Herrick Hesper , Ode
for B Jonson, And yet, each Verse of thine Out-did the
meat, out did the frolick wine

+ 2 . Free
;
liberal Const of Obs — 1

*593 Pass. Morrtce 79 Shee began to pei ceave that Master
Anthonie was changed, being nothing so frolick ofhts kind-
ness as he had been.

3. quasi-m/zi. or mteijecttonal
*594 Lodge Wounds Civ. Wat (1883) 19 FroUkc brauc

Souldiers wee must foote it now. 1596 Shaks Tarn. Shr.
xv 111 184 Therefore froheke, we will hence forthwith
4. Comb

,
asfrolic-hearted adj.

1646 Quarles Judgemt <$ Mercy Wks (Grosart) I. 73/2
The vacant houres offrohqne-hearted youth
Hence -j* 3Tio liekish a., somewhat sportive

;

+ Fro-liekness, the state of being frolic
16x7 Hieron Wks. II 104 Dost thou mat uell at his frolhke-

nesse and lolhtie 1660 C/miac Italy 'I q Rdr Aiv, The
more fiolickish Genius, who no doubt is freer fiom intended
mischief then the thoughtful man, will disgest it a 1679
T Goodwin Wks. (1704) V 199 Mirth, Jollity, Frolickness
of youth, as you call them. x68x Glanvill hadductsmus
n. (i7j6)_453 Frolickness of Fancy
Frolic (frp-lik), v. Inflected frolicked, fro-

licking [f the adj ;
cf Flem foheken (Kihan),

also Ger. frohlochen (where the second element xs
of obscure origin).]

1. intr. To make merry
,

in later use, to play
pranks, gambol, caper about Also, tofrolic it.
ISM 7>/7. 717 V n. ft r t..

•

1, I come to frolic with you, and to cheer Your drooping
souls by vigour of my beams 1x1677 Barrow Wks (1687)
I xiv. 201 Thosewho can devise no other subjects to frolhck
upon beside these Ibid 205 It would not be seemly to frolick
it thus 1770 Goldsm Des.Vill 257 Lightly they frolic o’er
the vacant mind. 1780 Johnson Lett xr Apr

,
My mistress

. laughs, and frisks, and frohcks it all the long day. 1823
Byron Island in, 111, Its bounding crystal frohek'd in the lay.
1841-4 Emerson Ess , Poet Wks (Bohn) I 158 Talent may
fiolic and juggle

( genius realises and adds 1886 Ruskin
Prxterita I vi x8t Horses fiohcking with each other
when they had a chance
quasi-lra/tf 1798 Spirit Pub. Jmls, (1799) II. 194 *Twas

theirs. .To laugh, intrigue, and frolic life away
2 . tratis. -f a. To make joyous, or merry (obs )

b. [from the sb ] To give ‘ frolics
1
or parties to.

1583 Stanyhurst AEneis m (Arb) 81 Also mye com-
panions in country cittye be frollickt. 1627-77 Ititham
Resolves 1 Ixxv Wks 115 Virtue .. gives such Cordials, as
frolick the heart, in the press of adversity 1807-8 W
Irving halving (1824) 137 By dint of dinners, of feedingand
frolicking the town, the Giblet family worked themselves
into notice

Hence Frolicking vbl. sb. and ppl a Also
Pro licker, one who frolics

; Pro lickery 1 nonce

-

vud. [see -ery], buffoonery.
1676 Teonge Diary (1825) 165 All the day following they

apend in frollikeing with their women c 1741 Brainerd in
Edwards Life 1 (1851) 3 Addicted to young company or
frolicing (as it is called). 1786 Mad D’Ardlay Diary Nov

,

In the midst of this frolicking the King entered x8ox inD L. Leonard Papers Ohio Ch Hut Soc (1894) V. 48
Swearers and Sabbath-breakers, frohekers and dancers were
pricked and crying for mercy. 1829 Cobbett Adv to Lover
? *f7

Winter is the great season for jaunting and dancing
(called frolicking) m America. 1851 Sir F. PalgravcHarm
fEng. I 408 He took to the trade in frohekery. 187a
Mark Twain Innoc Abr 1 11 A long summer day’s

laborious frolicking 1887 Bowen Virg Eclog 11 64 Frolick-
ing she-goat loves to the cytisus flower to be fed.

t Fro'licly, adv. Obs Also froiickly. [f,
Fbolio a. + -LY-2,] In a frolic maimer

; mirthfully.
159a Greene Upst Courtier Gy, A mad merrie crae..

leping oner the field, as fiolikly as if they ought not all the
world two pence 1658 Rowland Moufei's Theat Ins
L102 The Fox..very frohquely being delivered from their
[fleas J molestation swims to land a 1674 Clarendon Hist
Reb xx. § 14 But, after some days froiickly spent at Bath, he
return d to his former temper

Frolicsome (frpliks#m), a. Also froliek-
som(e [f. Frolic v or sb, + -some] Full of
frolic

;
gay, merry, mirthful.

Shaftesb Virtue 11 11 m, A gay and frolicksome
Delight in what is injurious to others. 1724 R Falconer
Voy. (1769) 86 Instead of coming on hoard to be frolicksome
and merry, we should have given Thanks, 1791 Boswell
Johnson Ded , Dr Clarke was unbending himself m the
most playful and frolicksome manner. 1807-8 W. Irving
Sahnag, (1824) 147 In their frolicksome malice the Fates
had ordeied that a French boarding-house . should be
established directly opposite my aunt’s residence 1863
Geo Eliot Romola 1 x, Mingled with the more decent
hohday-makers there were frolicsome apprentices.
Hence Fro\hesomeiy adv

,

Fro^’licsoraeness.
Prohchsomness. 1835 Blackw Mag'

AAA.VIII 23 They gave way to the mischievous frohe-

someness of advanced boyhood 1874 T Hariw

<Zr
dIr* -fc/CapLl.'

down the letter frolicsomely 188 R G HriLil rr:°
Wlng

K/rfst
95 frCSh breC7C frol >c“m4flaps ftem'on

f Fro ligozene, -one. Obs [? suggested bvDu. vrohjk zijn * to be jolly ’
. see Fbolic al

*

M99 Porter Angry Worn Abtngd (Percy) eo Ha
solued Nicke, frohgo^ene 1 1624 Heywood & Brome LantWitches 1. B a, What all lustick, all frohgozone ?

’

From (frpm), piep (adv , conj.). Forms: 1-6
fram, 3-4 south vram, vrom, 4 fromme c

m°rr
e
V

r" ^Ttt^012 fW»>=OS. fram,OHG fram (MHG vram), Goth fr am, ON. frd
(see Fno). The pnmai y sense is ‘ forward' cfON. fram(m (Sw. fram, Da frem) -*framz =
Goth, framis (comparative) * forwaxd’, adv

; cf
also the adj OF fram,from, ON fram-r forward
valiant

,
further cognates are cited under Forme'

Fiume. From the sense 1 forward 1
were developed

those of
J
onward % ‘ on the way ’, ‘ away whence

the transition to the prepositional use is easy 1
A. prep J

1. Denoting departure or moving away • govern-
ing a sb which indicates a point of departure or
place whence motion takes place. Also with advbs.
prefixed (e g away, down, out)
O. E. Chron. an 874 Her for se here from Lindesse to

Hreopedune <1x175 Lamb Horn. 79 A mon hhte from
Jerusalem in to mrico 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 325 Harde
knout hys broper Jjo hen wey sone name Fiam Denemarch in
to Engelond

_
c 1320 Sir Tnstr 349 Out of hauen bai rade

. Fram pe bnmes hrade Gun flete C1386 Chaucer Prol
128 She leet no morsel from hir lippes falle. 1563W Fulke
Aletcors(1640) 4 Lifteth them up very high from the earth into
the aue x6xx Bible Gen iv 16 And Cain went out from the
presence ofthe Lord. x66o Barrow Euihd in. Prop, xxvui
From the centers G, H draw GA, GC, and HD, HF. 17x9Dt Foi: Crusoe r iv, I came down from my apartment m the
tree. 1762 Got dsm. Cit W. xm, I am just returned from
Westminster Abbey x8xx L M Hawkins C'tess 4 Gertr.
IV lxxxv 328, I should chuse to have her buried from her
own house 1838 Arnoi d Hist Rome (1845) I xi 200 He.,
leapt down from his sent. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 300
Duung the voyage of the sacred ship to and from Delos
b.from., to, used with repeated sb to denote

succession, change of place Similarlym proverb,
phs.from post to pillar, and the like
*33° Falsgr 818/2 From towne to towne, dc mile en mile

1563 W Fuuci Meteors (1640) 24 When the Exhalation is
driven from side to side of that cloud 1583 Golding Calvin
on Dent c 615 Ccrtaine others of the faithfull whome God
tossed from post to piller 1583 Stubbls Anat. Abus 11

(1882) 27 To beg their breade from doore to doore. 1631
WFrvcu Anc Fnn Mon. 262 How often the body of Saint
Augustine was tost from porch to pillar. x8ax Ki ats Lamia
27 From vale to vale, from wood to wood, he flew x84g Sir
J Sti wiln Eccl Biog I 215 Xavier’s name was repeated
from mouth to mouth with cries of vengeance
2, Indicating the starting-point or the first con-

sidered of two boundaries adopted in defining a
given extent in space
97X Blickl Horn 5 Ac se geleafa sceal beon fram eorjrnn

up to heofonum areaht c xaoo Trm Coll Horn 179 pe sse
is biter, swo is ec his woreld fram ende to ofter <-1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg 2 Techinge )>& anotomie of alle lymes
from pe heed to he foot. 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam xxiv 15
So that there dyed of the people from Dan vnto Berseba,
tbre score and ten thousande men. X590 Spenser F Q iii

i 3 Full many Countreyes they did overronne. From the
uprising to the setting Sunne. 1727 Gay Fables, Barley
Mow tjr Dunghill 2 How many saucy airs we meet, From
Temple -bar to Aldgate - street 1 1806-7 J Berfsford
Miseries Hum Life (1826) vi Miseries Stage Coaches iv,
The whole machine .groaning under its cargo from the box
to the basket. 1845 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 16 Neustna
..extended from the Meuse almost to the present southern
limits of France 1884 Illustr Land Hews 20 Dec. 603/1
From title to colophon all is sound and whole

b. Indicating the starting-point in a series or
statement of limits.

Expressions like ‘from four to ten’ are treated gram-
matically as simple numerals, and may qualify the subject
of a sentence, or the obj. of a vb. or prep
e xooo ASlfric Gen vi. 7 Ic adilige Jmne mannan . . fram

paere eoraan ansme fram ham men ocS pa nytenu, fram J>am
slincendum oS pa fugelas 1526 Pilgr Perf (W. deW. 1531)
25 b, From y° begynnynge to y° ende x66z Stillingfl Ong.
Sacr 1 vi. § 3 The Sicj onian Kingdom from which Varro
began his history. 1699 Dampier Voy II 1 75 They are
rowed with from 16 or 20 to 24 Oars 1789 G. White Sel-
borne (1813) I xvm 286 The swallow lays from four to six
white eggs 1866 Crump Banking ix 207 Many bankers
are always below their authorised issues by from 25 to 20 per
cent 1872 Ellacombe Ch Bells Devon ix 269 The whole
alphabet is not unfrequently met with as an inscription,
from the fourteenth, or fifteenth, to the seventeenth century,

o. Indicating a starling-pomt 111 time, or the be-

ginning of a period (The date from which one
reckons may be either inclusive or exclusive).

Also in idiomatic phrases like from a child-from
(his) childhood (cf Gr \k iraidSs, he rralScov).

c 1050 Byrhtfertlis Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII 300
Fram easier tide jraet he eft cume 1340 Ayenb laAllepon
bet uram J>e gtnmngge of pe wordle storue in zop & guode
byieaue c 1386 ChaucerProl 324 In termes hadde he caas
and domes alle, That from the tyme of king William were
falle 1535 CoverdaleNth xm 21 From that tyme forth
came they nomore on the Sabbath. 1579 Fulke Confut
Sanders 593 1mageswere vsed from, the Apostles, andChnst
him selfe. ;6xx Bible a Tim, iii. 15 From a childe thou



FROM, 561 FROM.

hast knowen the holy Scriptures, a 1616 Beaum & Fl
Thierry Theod v 1, We are thieves from, our cradles, and
will die so 1748 Smollett Rod Rand (1792) II 27s Here
I absconded from five o’clock in the morning to six in the

evening 1795 Gentl Mag. 545/1 The scenes to which we
have been accustomed from our infancy x8*6 Keatinge
Trav (1817U 99 An unaltered smile, and an inflexible seat,

were preserved from first to last *836 W Irving Astoria

III 257 A succession of adverse circumstances beset it

almost from the outset 1844 Regnl $ Ord Army 3 Officers

. are to take Rank and Precedence from their Commissions

as Colonels 111 the Army, not from the dates of their Appoint-

ments as Brigadiers 1848 C Bronte J Eyre xxxvi, I knew
him ftom a boy 1885 Law Rep 10 Appeal Cases 379 The
gate was erected m 1846, and the public were effectually

excluded from that year

b from . to, used with repeated sb. to denote

succession or recurrence at regular intervals.

c 1325 Lai le Freme 229 This Frein thnued fram yer to

yei 1530 Palsgr 808/2 From hour to hour, de heure en
heme 1600 Shaks A V L 11 vii 26 And so from houre to

houre, we ripe, and ripe 1621 Bolton Stat Irel 37 {an

5 Edit) IV) On paine of two pence a man from moneth to

other. 1675 ti Machiavellis Pnnce (1883) 285 Having re-

ceived a new policy from three months to three months
1711 Addison Sped No 63 IP 1 The Thoughts will be rising

of themselves from time to time 1790 Cowper Stanzasfor
17go, He who sits from day to day Where the pnsoned lark

is hung 1895 A F Warr inLaw Times XCIX 547/1 The
. examination is m special books set from time to time

4. Indicating a place or object which is left at a

distance or left behind by an object which with-

draws or goes away. Formerly also with, ellipsis

of verb
O E Ckron an 755 Ond him cybdon hast hiera msegas

him mid wmion, pa. Jje him from noldon. 971 Bhckl Horn
47 ponne flyhj> pmt deofol fram us e 1290 Beket 340 m ^
Eng Leg I 116 Sire henri, pe kingus sone bi-lefde euere

in is warde, fram him nolde he noujt c 1340 Cursor M,
20308 (Br Mns Add MS ) Hit rewip me, that I schal

—

Iohan—parte fram pee 1579 Spenser ShepA Cal Aug 107
Yet should thilke lasse not from my thought 1593 Shaks

3 Hen VI, v lv 21 We will not from the Helme, to sit and
weepe 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 111 49 And, spurring from
the Fight, confess their Fear 1709 Swift& Addison 7 atler

No 32 1* 2 She shrinks from the Touch like a Sensitive Plant

1838 Thirlwall Greece II 304 He withdrew from the coun-

cil unobserved 1843 Frasers Mag. XXVIII 714, I le-

coiled from the murderous instiument.

b. Indicating a place or object which is left on
one side by an object which deflects or turns away.
•}* Rarely used simply= * averted from ’.

1597 Hooktr Eccl Pol v xxx § 1 Whether it be a thing
allowable or no that the minister should turn his face at

any time from the people a 16x6 Beaum & Fl. Knt of
Malta 1 1, Why speak’st thou from me? 173a Berkeley
Alciphr vii § 2 Mankind are generally averse from think-

ing. x8xa-i6 J Smith Panorama Sc Art I 422 The ray
being bent towards the perpendicular on entering another
medium of greater density, and from the perpendicular, on
entering a medium of less density

5. Denoting (statically) distance, absence, remote-

ness: a. after words indicative of the extent of

distance, also after away, absent apart, etc.

O. E Chron. an. 893 Hi tugon up hiora scipu oJ> pone
weald .uu , iv mila fram psem.mupan ute weardum. 971 Bhckl.
Horn 43 Saegde b®1 he gesawe naht feor from msesse-

preostes sidan operne ealdne man 1340Ayenb 270 Lyt ne
is najt awaye ac ye byep awaye uram lyjte 1506 Guyl-
torde Ptlgr (Camden) 47 Sydon is but right lytell from the
citye of lyre. 1588 J Udall Demonstr Dtscipl. (Arb ) 26
How can he feed them fiom whom he is absent Ibid 27 If

the priests might not dwell farre from the temple. 1653 Hol-
croft Procopius' Gothick Wars iv 124 The Ocean being far
distant from these mountains 1766 Goldsm Vic. W xxv,
We were now got from my late dwelling about two miles

x8ao Keats St. Agnes xvi, Alone with her good angels, far

apart From wicked men like thee 1838 Arnold Hist Rome
(1845) I xu 211 Veu layabout ten miles from Rome 1847-9
Helps Friends in C Ser 1, (1851) I 179,

1

am far from say-

ing that merit is sufficiently looked out for.

b. used simply=away from, apart from, absent

from, etc. Now only infrom home. (Cf. 8 b)
c 1340 Cursor M. 10413 (Fairf ) When he hym held from

home, c1374Chaucer TroyIns iv 738(766)WhatisCriseyde
worth, from Troihis ? 1562 J Heywood Prom 8f Epigr
(1867) 206, I dwell from the citee in subbarbes 1571 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 339 Noe freman of the

daies 1607 Tourneur Rev, Trag. n. 11 Wks 1878 II 64
’Tis now good pohcie to be from sight 1738 Johnson
London 225 Sign your will, before you sup from home. 1761

Mrs F Sheridan Sidney Bidulph 1 . 318 Whatever your
designs may be, it will be less to my dishonour, if you
prosecute them from under your husband's roof Ibid II.

118 Mrs Arnold was from under her husband's protection

1796 Moser Hermit ofCaucasus 1 . 238 He was continually

from home, running fiom one house to another x8os Mrs
E. Parsons Myst Visit IV 203 Georgina she could not
bear a moment from her sight

6. Denoting lemoval, abstraction, separation, ex-

pulsion, exclusion, or the like : a Governing a sb.

or pron. expressing a concrete object.

971 Bhckl Horn. 67 Maria hire geceas ponebetstandml, se

ne bicS nafre fram hire afyrred c xooo Ags Gosp Matt
xxv 32 Swa swa se hyide asyndrap 3a seep fram tyceenum

1377 Langl P. PI B xiii 446 For to saue thi soule fram
Sathan thin enemy 1585 T Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy 1 xvui 21 Which gave occasion unto a brother of his

to take away his life from him *59° C S Right Relig 26
From the determination ofa counsell there can be no appella-

tion *6xo Shaks. Temp. Epil 9 But release me from my
bands 1697 Dryden Virg Georg in. 5x3 Some bending

VOL. IV.

Valley . . Clos’d from the Sun, but open to the Wind. 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg 1 194 There hungry dogs from hungry
children steal x8ai Keats Isabella xvn. Paled in and vine-

yarded from beggar spies 1841 Elphinstone Hist Ind I.

439 The narrow tract separated from M6kran by the range
of hills which form Cape Arboo 1891 Law Times XCII
18/2 Will theie be an appeal to the Court of Appeal from
a refusal to certify ?

b Denoting privation, separation, abstention,

freedom, deliverance, etc {from a state, condition,

action, etc.).

eg50 Lindtsf Gosp Matt vi 13 Ah gefrig usich fromyfle

971 Blickl Horn 25 Men nellap abhnnan from heora un-
nhtum sestreonum 1340 Ayenb 86 pe guodemen J?et god
hep yvryd uram pe breldome of jje dyeule c 1400 Lan-
franc's Ctmrg 70 Noon oper wey pat my;jte save pe sike

man from deep C1449 Pecock Repr v xui 553 Refreyn-
yng from yuel 1548-9 (Mar ) Bk Com Prayer Litany,
From battaile and murther, & from sodain death * Good
lorde deliuer us 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist. 400 note,

Greedines of vayne glorie an impediment from keeping due
order. 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 51 To keep their Kings
from devilhzing 17x0 Steele Tatler No 176 ? 1 After a
little Ease from the raging Pain caused by an aking Tooth.
X732 Berkeley Alciphr 1 § 3 Lysicles could hardly refrain

from laughing, 1807 Crabbe Par Reg 1 507 When thy
rich master seems from trouble free 1845 M Pattison Ess
(1889) I 18 To vindicate himself from the charge of treason

1847-9 Helps Friends in C Ser 1 (1851) I 206, I did not
attempt to dissuade Milverton from his purpose

+ c, followed by inf. instead of tbe vbl sb. Obs.

1591 Spenser Rums of Time 429 Not to haue been dipt in

Lethe lake Could saue the sonne of Thetis from to die X596— F Q iv v 7 He sau’d the victour from fordonne

7. Indicating a state, condition, etc., which is

abandoned or which is changed for another. Often

used before an adj
,
or a sb. that denotes a person,

as if with ellipsis of being'

1340 Ayenb 7 Oure lhord aros uram dyape to lyue pane
zonday 1399 Langl Rich Redeles 1. 5 3e were lygbthch
y-lyfte ffrom that 30U leef thoujte And ffrom Joure willflull

werkis 3oure will was chaungid 1595 Shaks John v iv 25
Euen as a forme of waxe Resolueth from his figure ’gainst

the fire 1641 Anana 328 From a slave she became to be a
Pnncesse 1700 Dryden Pal <§• Arc, in 750 Meanwhile,
the health of Arcite still impairs; From bad proceeds to

worse X741 Richardson Pamela I 55 You have made our
Master, from thesweetest-temper’d Gentleman in the World,
one of the most peevish 1771 Goldsm Hist Eng. II 203
From being attacked, the French now in turn became the

aggressors 1823 F Clissold Ascent Mt Blanc 23 The
western arc of the misty circle kindled, from a rosy to a deep
leddemngglow. 1856 Froude Hist Eng (1858)1 iv 3x2 It

became necessary to increase the penalty from banishment
to death 1870 Rogers Hist Gleanings Ser 11 51 From
villains they became prosperous and independent yeomen
187a Browning Ftfine cx. 6 Temples, which tremblingly

grew blank From bright

8 . Used after words which signify distinction,

difference, unlilceness, etc.

Formerly more widely used than at present ; we now say
* inferior to ’, ‘ other than ’, and (usually) ‘ foreign to ’

; but
verbs of distinguishing, differing, etc. still take,front

,

so also

different (but see that word), difference,
distinct, etc.

1377 Langl. P. PI B Prol 56 Clotheden hemm copis to

ben knowen fram othere 1553 Eden Treat Newe Ind.
(Arb

) 15 The Elephant is a beast little inferiour from
humaine sense a 1656 Hales Tract (1677) 170 Others from
themselves. 1828 Whately Rhet. 1 11 § 2 Quite foreign

from all their experience. X849MACAULAY Hist Engl 82

The extreme Puntan was at once known from other men by
his gait x86i M. Pattison Ess, (x88g) I 47 The Corpora-

tion had its constitution, not materially differing from those

of other guilds, a x88x Ross fttI House ofLife v, Thy Soul
I know not from thy body 1887 L. Carroll Game ofLogic
iv. 94 You can’t tell one flower from another.

f b. used simply to denote qualitative remote-

ness, unlikeness, incongruity, etc.: =away ftom,

apart or aside from, out of, alien to. From oneself

= beside oneself, out of one’s wits Obs (Cf 5 b)
CX050 Martyrology (Cockayne) 118 pset ic for pe sprece

from minre gecynde 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvn (heading)

As a woman disperate and from herselfe 1531 Elyot Gov.

nr. xxi, Thou art all inflamed with wrathe, ana clene from the
pacience which thou so much praysest 1579 Fulke Heskms'
Pari. 58 M. Heskins collections are vaine, and from the

authors meaning. 1580 Sidney A rcadia in (1605) 298 He was
quite from himself c x6oo Shaks Sonn cxlvn, My thoughts

and my discourse as mad mens are, At random from the

truth vainely exprest *607 Tourneur Rev Trag v 1

Wks. 1878 II 132 O pardon me to call you from your
names • a 1616 Beaum & Fl. Knt ofMalta 111. iv, A very
hard thing, Sir, and from my power 1632 Massinger
Maid 0/Hon 111 1, Ast But this is from the purpose Rod.

This list I could amplify from my own verbal stores

b. with ellipsis ofa verb or participle : = coming
from, taken from, etc

1745 Be Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxvi (1841) I, 266 Serge
from Taunton and Exeter *771 R Henry Hist Gt Brit.

I 1 vi. 378 The Phoenicians from Cadiz weie the only
persons who traded to these islands 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng II 3 Zealous Cavaliers from the country 1895 Book-
man Oct 26/2 The history has been distorted by stock
quotations from the fathers.

10 Indicating a place or position where action

or motion is originated which extends beyond that

place, while the originator remains fixed there (e g.

a place whence a person directs his vision, andfig
a ‘point of view’). Similarly after woids which
express ‘hanging’, ‘depending

5

, and the like

159a Shaks Rom <5- Jul in v 228 Jnl Speakest thou
from thy heart ? Nur And from my soule too. 1619 Daniel
ToHenry Wnothesly42He . doth from a patience hie Looke
onely on the cause [etc ] 1658 Hist Q Christiana.'s Progress
to Rome 246 Gay ornaments hanging from the window's and
balcons. 1667 Milton P L. xii 227 God fiom the mount of

Sinai .will himself Ordain them laws. 1697 Dryden Virg
Georg iv 615 The sultry Dog star from the Sky Scorch’d
Indian Swains 1771 R Henry Hist. Gt Brit 1 . 1 v 338
Those who fought from chariots. 1801 Southey Thalaba
vin. ix, The Cryer from the Minaret, Proclaim’d the midnight
hour 1844Hud's Tartary I isoEachofushungabagfrom
his shoulders 1867-76 G F Chambers Astron 685 When
observations are made from the deck of a ship *887 L
Carroll Game ofLope 1. § 3 35 From their point of view
they are perfectly right

11. Indicating a person as a more or less distant

source of action, esp as a giver, sender, or tbe like.

In OE. also indicating the agent=by.
97X Blickl Horn. 27 pset he wsere costod from deofle.

Ibid 45 ponne onfop In from Gode maran mede ponne hi

from aemgum oprum lacum don. c 1205 Lay 20 j®fter pan
flode pe from dnhtene com a 1240 Ureisun 86 m Cott
Horn 195 Uor pere gretunge pet Gabriel 3e brouhte urom
ure heouen kinge c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon vn
J59 Ye shall telle the emperour from my behalve, that [etc ]

1585 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy 1 11 2 b. With a
fngat to accompany us and to bring backe newes from us
1605 Shaks Macb 1 m. 105 He bad me, from him, call

thee Thane of Cawdor 1608 — Per. 1. 1. 164 An arrow
shot From, a well-experienced archer 16x1 Bible John
vii. 29 For I am from him, and he hath sent me *662
Stilungtl. Ortg Sacr n m. § 1 Moses tells them as from
God himself 1664 Marvell Corr Wks 1872-5 II 159 On
the third [day] he had audience from his Majesty 1790-
x8ix Combe Devil upon Two Sticks inEng (18x7) I 263 In
this business, as in every other, she acted from herself 1843
Erasers Mag XXVIII. 328 You shall hear from my at-

torney. 1844 Thirlwall Hist Greece VIII 303 Dionyso-
doius, an envoy from Attalus 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng
I 405 Independence, veracity, self-respect, were things not
required by the world from him 1883 CenturyMag XXVI
919/1 He still holds his place from the trustees 1883 Daily
News 22 Sept. 4/6 Virulent abuse from that class of men

12. Denoting derivation, source, descent, or the

like : a in regard to material things.

*399 Rolls of Parlt. III. 423/1, I Henry of Lancaster .

.

am aisendit by right lyne of the Blode comyng from the
gude lord Kyng Henry therde, *595 Shaks John 1 1 124
This Calfe, bred from his Cow. 1646 SirT Browne Pseud,

Ep v. v 239 Eve, who anomalously proceeded from Adam.

9.

Indicating the place, quarter, etc. whence
something comes or is brought or fetched ; often

=out of; also after words denoting choice, selec-

tion, or distinction out of a number or mass of

individuals

x62x Burton Anat Mel nr li vi i, (1651) 545 ,

1

light my
Candle from their Torches. X697 Dryden Virg Georg
iv. 793 From his Herd he culls, For Slaughter, four the

fairest of his Bulls 17x2-14 Pofe RapeLock in 128 Clanssa
drew . A two-edged weapon from her shining case 1808

Scott Marm. v Introd 145 Such notes as from the Breton
tongue Mane translated 1838 Arnold Hist Rome I vii.

She drew a knife from her bosom 1843 Fraser’s Mag
XXVIII 565 Jenny gathers cranberries from the neighbour-

ing wood 1864 Law Times Rep X 718/2 A labourer

employed to dig ballast from a pit. 1879 Church Spenser
11 29 He came from Cambndge 1885 Law Times LXXX.

1736W Stukeley in Mein (Surtees) III 169 Ebulus or wild
elder, fancyed to spring from the Danes blood 1771R Henry
Hist Gt. Brit I 1 vi 371 The greatest rivers sometimes
flow from the smallest fountains. 1807 Crabbe Par Reg
1 739 Bequeathed to missions money from the stocks x8ax

Keats Lamia 1. 334 A real woman, lineal indeed From
Pyrrha’s pebbles or old Adam’s seed. 1870 Anderson
MissionsAmer Bd II ix 68 Dangerous cuts from a sabre

b in regard to things immaterial ;
esp. ‘noting

progress from premisses to inferences
5

(J )

1585 T. Washington tr Ntcholay’s Voy Ded 7 3 An
argument drawen from the greatnesse of the labors. 1658

J. Robinson Eudoxa 11 23 The ^Argumentation is from a
Similitude, therefore not Apodictick. 1712-14 Pope Rape
Lock 1, x What dire offence from am’rous causes springs

1795 Gentl, Mag, 541/1 You will be astonished at tbe logick

which could draw such an inference from that address 1821

Keats Isabella xiv, Enriched from ancestral merchandise

1838 Thirlwall Hist Greece IV 223 Several very perni-

cious consequences arose from this bent of mind 1839 G
Bird Nat Philos 40 From these facts the following laws
have been deduced. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 320 His
chief pleasures were commonly derived from field sports and
from an unrefined sensuality 1887 L Carroll Game of
Logic 1. § 2 21 Let us try to draw a Conclusion from the

two Premisses.

13.

Indicating a model, rule, copy ;
also, a person

or thing after which another is named
1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. m i 53 For sure ffLacides Was

Aiax, cald so from his grandfather 1655 Stanley Hist.

Philos 1 (1701) 42/2 Cleobulus had a Daughter whom he
named Eumetis, hut was called commonly from her Father

Cleobulma. 1697 Dryden Mneid in 28, I lay the deep

Foundations of a Wall , And Enos, nam’d from me, the

City call. 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc, 127 You aie to con-

sider what Apartments to make on your Ground-plot .

and to set them off from your Scale. x8ooH Wells Const.

Neville III 266,

1

am to take charge ofa younger brother,

who was named from him. x8xx L M Hawkins C'tess <$-

Gerir III lix 259 She sketched objects ; she colored from
nature. 1875KmgMsLondon (Walford) I. xi. 195 The Bird-

cage walk .was so named from the cages of an aviary dis-

posed among the trees which bordered it.



FROMSHAPEN. 562 FRONDESCENT.
14. Denoting ground, reason, cause, or motive

.

Because of, on account of, owing to, as a result of,

through Now replaced in some uses byfor
ifin Shaks Cymb i v 24 Your Highnesse Shall fiom

this practise but make hard your heart 162a FLrrcHru Sp.
Curate in iu, For what I now do is not out of spleen but
from remorse of conscience 1663 Cowley Pindar Odes 2nd
Olympique, Argt

,
He is commended, from his Hospitality,

Munificence and other Virtues *710 Nonius Chr Prud
11. 99 His Cunning is the more odious from the resemblance
it has to Wisdom 176* Goldsm Cit IK xi, Fiom such a
picture ofnature m primeval simplicity arc you in love with
fatigue and solitude? 1764 Foom Mayer of G, 1 Wks.
1799. 1. 165 Whethei from the fall 01 the fright, the Major
mov'd off in a month. *776 Trial of Nmidocomar 32/3
The man could not be bi ought here without imminent
danger of expiring from fatigue 179S Hist in Ann Reg
8 They spoke and acted from principle 1844 Diskalli
Comngsby iv 111, Remarkable from the neatness of its

architecture 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. II 232 That
weak apostle who from fear denied the Master 1831
Illustr Loud. News 11 Jan 23 Nine children died from
want of breast milk 2863 Wiivtl MrLViLLr Gladiatois I

264 The mighty fabric . . was beginning to sink and crum-
ble from its own enormous size and weight. 1883 Mattch,
Exam 29 Oct. 3/4 The firm had to suspend payment, not
from any fault of their own, but from then connection with
anotliei firm. 1883 Law Rep 11 Q. Bench Div, 597 The
censure had been made injuriously and fiom motives of
private malice. 1883 T Rali igii 111 Law Q Rev Api 151
A person suffering from senile dementia is not a lunatic

b. indicating the ground of a judgement, belief,

or the like

cxoooAgs Gosp Matt vn 16 Fram hyrn wrestmun hi
undergytr®. 1673 Ray fount Low C (1738) I 7 'I hat the
rain doth continually wash down earth from the mountains

is manifest from the Laguna or flats about Venice 1835
J W Croker in C Papas (1884) III. xxi\ 338 Fiom youi
silence I fear the fact is so. 1891 M. R. IJasi r rji m in Law
Times XCII 107/1 Fiom the language of the preamble
you might perhaps Taney that [etc ]. 1894 Solicitor's Jutl.
XXXIX. 2/2 It is clear from these decisions that [etc ]

15. Used m certain of the above senses (esp 1
,

2
» 3* 9> I0) with an adverb or a phrase (prep. +

sb or pron.) as object a. With obj an adveib
(of place or time), as from above

, afar, etc Also,
more or less pleonastically, before hence, thence,

•whence , henceforth
,
etc . see those words.

c 1340 CursorM 750s (Trm ), I hadde no helpe but from
aboue. Ibid 1674a (Faitf ) From then \Gbtt fra pan Tttu.
fro benne] 1362 Langc. P. PI. A hi 105 Com late from bi-
Ronde a 1352 Phicpot Exam (1842) 403 A destiny which
from evei hath been, is, and shall be true 1623 Bacon Ess.,
Plantations (Arb } 534 That the Plantation may spread into
Generations, and not be euer peeced from without 1683 Dry-
den Thren August 169 They mined it near, they battered
fromafar 1748Thomson Cast Indol 11 391And from beneath
was heard a wailing sound 1770 Goldsm. Dcs. VtU xi€ The
mingling notes came softened from below. *822 KrATS
Isabella xxxn, The breath of Winter comes from far away.
*837 Carlyle Fr. Rev I 11 vu, From of old, Doubt was but
half a Magician.

b. Followed by a preposition indicating a static

condition, asfrom amidst, beneath
,
etc.

Gosp Matt iv 25 Fram begeondan lordanen
2388 Wyclif Luke xxiv 49 Til that 3e be clothid with
yertu from an M3. 2588 Shaks. Tit Aw 1 44 She culd
It from among the rest 1637 Milton Lycuias 16 The
sacred well That from beneath the seat of Jove doth spring
*671— Samson 1691 His fiery virtue roused From under
ashes into sudden flame. 1667 Sir R Moray Let. 10 Dec.
in Lauderdale Papers (1885) II 88 There is a Damned
book come hither from beyond sea called Naphtah 1710
Steele Tatter No 270 p 4, 1 thought it bettei to remove a
studious Countenance from among busy ones 2719 Dc Foe
Crusoe 11. vi, That they might feast on fresh meat from on
shore, as we did with their salt meat from on board 2762
[see 5 b] 2786 Mackenzie Lounger No 36 (1787) II 197,
I see my grandmother . looking at me from under her
spectacles 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1 1, A body of horsemen .

dashed from amidst the trees.

C. Followed, more or less pleonastically, by a
prep of similar meaning, as out, out of,forth, off,
where each prep, serves to strengthen or supple-
ment the sense of the other.
c 2392 Marlowe Massacre Pans 11 in. His soul is fled

from out his breast 2394 Hooker Eccl Pol 1 vm § 3[A principle] drawn from out of the very bowels of heaven
and eaiih 1607 Shaks 'Junon 1 1 138, 1 will choose Mine
heyre from forth the Beggers of the world 2632 G Hughls
Saints Losse 51 Know ye not that God hath taken away
your captame from off your heads this day ? 2700 Dryden
Pal. £ Arc. in 314 Knights unhorsed may rise from off the
plain 2789 G White Selborne (1813) I xiv 256 From out
of the side of this bed leaped an animal. 2820 Keats St.
Agnes xxx, While he from forth the closet brought a heap
[etc ] 2887 A Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser it. 130 Ready to
engage with all comers on all subjects from out the stores
of his accumulated knowledge

+ B. quasi-arfo. = away. (Cf. Fro B ) Only in
phr. to andfrom (=to and ho),from and bach.
a 2430 Knt de la Tour fiB68) 60 The synner that gothe

ofte to and from in his foule plesaunce 1608 Topsell
Serpents (1658) 608 A sliding snake Gliding along the
altar, fiom and back.

+ O. quasirconj. — from the time when. (Cf. Fro
C. 1 .) Obs.

V

? a 2366 Chaucer Rom, Rose 850 From she was twelve
yeer of age, She of hir love graunt him made ,71300
Lancelot 1432 Euery gilt Done frome he passith the 3ens
of Innocens. 1583 Babington Commanam, ix Apphc.
Wks (1637) 92 From morning to night, from wee rise till we
goe to bed 1602Warner Alb. Eng xi Ixvi (1612) 282 From
-Elizabeth to Raigne, and I to liue begunne.

Frome, Fromenty see Fiiume, Fuumentv.
Fromple, var. of Fruhple.

t Fromshapen, ppl. a Obs. Also 6 frame-
shapen. [f 1* bom + Shapen , ? in imitation of L.
deformatus ] Deformed, misshapen.
1381 J Bi li tr Ifaddon’s Answ Osor 11 73b, This

extraordinary Junsdiction of the Pope, is a most deformed
frameshapen cnaungelyng 1594 Carlw Ilnarte's h.xam
Wits xv 1} 4 307 How from sliapen this philosophy is, which
Aristotle bringctli in

Fro‘Brevard., sb dial Also frommard [app
subst. use of next see 1< roe ] =Froe.
1883 Hants Gloss

,
biomwaid 01 brommatd

,

a tool used
in latli-iendmg or cleaving 2890 Clone Gloss

,
brommard

+ Fro‘inward, a, adv
,
ptep Obs Forms*

1 firpmweard (ad/), 3 frommard, south vrom-
mard, 3-4 framward, 4-6 fromwarde, 3- from-
ward. [f From + -ward]
A. ad] s= Turned from or away. (See also B. 1

attnl>)

1 Departing, about to depait. (Only OE.)
c 888 K. AtunrD Booth xi § 2 j351c jnra |,as woruld

fces,Uba ha.fj> ober twega oj»he he w.it fw-t he lnm from-
wearde btoj) o3oe he hit nat c 1000 Seagate* 71 Adi o[>J>e

yldo o[)J)e ccglicte f.ugum fromweardum feorh oa|*ringul

2 Fioward
c 1275 LnucRoit 43 in 0 R Jlhsc 94 peo luuc hat ne may

her abyde hit is fills and mereuh and houli And fiomw ird
invychon tide 1376 Pi 11 hson ti. Della Casa's Galatia 23,
I call them Froimvud people, which will m all things be
ouertwnrt to other men
B adv

1. In a direction which leads from, or is turned
from, a given place 01 object.
a *347 Suimry Ps lv x Give ear to my suit, Lord 1 front-

waid hide not thy face 2352 Huroi rsv Beebe Wyth a
becke fiomivatde oi to warde. *592 Svivi sn ft Du Hat las
r. iv 334 They from ward tuin 17x2 Load Ga

1

No 4017/4
The forepart of Ins Mane longest, the one pait being short,
lies towaid, the olhei fromward
aitub 1643 Wither Vov Pacif 41 Who can unite again

a Broken bone,Whose parted ends, are set the fiomward way
2 Of time : Onward fiom a given date
CX400 Maundfv. (1839) xvm 197 And fro thens fromwaid,

thei ben alle obeyssant to him.

3. fig. Ill a different or diverse way, contrardy
a 1223 Alter. R 134 Hco nukieS froinmaid bore nest

—

softe wioutcn, & f>orni witfinnen Ibid 248 Lo ! nu, hu
urommaid bcoS ontfulc to uie Louerd 1

C prep
1 In a direction which leads from or is turned

from (an object), away from.
c 1205 Lay 1800 Geomagog Jmddc Connetim frommard

[1273 framwaid] his breoste a 1223 Auer, R 112 pe hole
half& tc ewike dole drowen h<-‘t vuele blod ut frommard he
unhole c 1300 Bekct 886 And kni^tcs that were ek with
him al framwaid him diowe 2398 Tiu visa Barth De
P R. xiv 11 (Tollem. MS ), Mounteynes ben. rered from-
warde he erbe towarde he heuen 2493 Fesitvall (VV de W.
1515) 5° b, All Ins steppes towarde and fromwaide the holy
enurene 2331 Rlcordl Cast Knowl (1356) 93 To go wyth
their feet the one against the other, and their heddes the
one fromwarde the other 2380 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 127
As checrefully going towards, as Pyrocles went Inwardly
fromward his death. 1631 IIoBnrs. Lcviath. 1 vi 2j When
the Endeavour is fromward something, it is genetally called
Aversion. 2673 Phil. Trans VIII. 5x94 Shooting it self
forth into several points or stinm froin-ward its Center
27x3 Dfruam Phys Theol iv xii 221 The leathers being
placed fromwaid the Head towaid the Tail

"b. with tmesis,from . . ward
1363-73 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. A versus, Auersis cor-

mbits, with the corneis from the sunne warde 1603 J
Davies Microcosm (Giosart) 22/2 Sol makes vs heavie
going from-vs-watd 1633 T. James Voy. 13 The lee had
broken from the Ship-ward 1703 T N City <$• C. Pur-
chaser 29 To signifie that a Wall doth not stand up right,
but leans from-you-ward, when you stand before it

2. Contrary to, different from.
0x225 Ancr. R . 100 IiercneS nu .. al an ofter speche, &

frommard tisse vorme
So Pro inwards adv and. prep.
cxooo Sax. Leechd II 242 Gif hunta gebite mannan,

sleah pry scearpan neah fromweardes 2634-3 Biiereton
Trav (1844) 109 Those are also called to account that
are met walking frontwards the Church 2664 Relat. Proc
at Hertford Assue Aug 7 With his face from-waids the
place where they usually met 1674 N Fairtax Bulk <4
Stlv. 119 A pend or earnest strift fromwaids 1713 Dkpham
Phys.-Theol v. 1. 316 Towards 01 fromwaids the Zenith
1855 Morton Cycl Agrtc. II 723 Fi outward (West Eng),
land is ploughed ‘ framwards when the horses aie turning
to the right. 1880 Jefferies Gt Estate 139 The carters
. saying ‘ toward ’ for anything near or leaning towards
you, ana 1 vrammards 1

for the reverse

tFro'ncle. Obs. rare [a OF. froncle, ad. L.
fiinmculus Furuncle.] A furuncle or boil.

*543 Traheron Vigo's Chzmrg (1586) 33 1547 Boorde
Erev. Health Ixxm 26 b. A fioncle is a lytle impostume
ingendred of a gross bloud.

Frond (ftynd), sbP [ad. L. frond-, frons leaf,

applied by Linnaeus in a specific sense, m conti a-
distmction tofohum leaf.]

1 JBot. The leaf-like organ formed by the union
of stem and foliage in certain flowerless plants
Formerly (and still in loose popular language)
applied also to the large compound leaves, e. g. of
tne palm, banana, etc.

[*753 Chambers Cycl Supp s v Leaf, Frondes expresses
leaves consisting of several other leaves and forming the

whole plant ] 1785 Martin Rousseau's Eot vn„ , 9Our common species may be known by the frond or leafbeing ovate 1792 W. Bartram Carolina 478 The Inwl
largei fronds were digitated, or rather radiated 18^ WNlwman Bill Ferns Introd (1844) 31 The fronds offermare generally much divided 1858 T R Tones AafarEat 14 One 01 two fragments of stone with fronds of Seensea weed g, owing thereon 1874 C Geikif Life in IV0l£vi no I he broad Bonds of the pine trees 1877 —
hv (1879) 66 1 Cutting fionds from the palm-trees that-
lined the path 1878 Huxr vx Physiogr 235 A frond differsfiom an ordinary leaf in usually bearing fructification
attnb 1877 F Heath ban IK 1x2 One of the latter

contains a frond-bud or imperfect geim
2 Zoo/ A leaf-like expansion found in certain

animal organisms
1846 Dana /aofh. (1848) 323 Small, fohaceous, fronds

solitary 1876 IlARtrv Mat Med (ed 6)370 The frondsm e mucilaginous when young
Frond Ofr/md), sb- Surg [ad. F. fronde lit.

‘ ’• 'The btyd Soc. Lex gives, as obsolete, a
latinized formfrondutvij] (Secquot)
1848 Craig, biond . a bandage employed principally in

wounds and diseases of the nose and clun, and moie esne-
cially 111 cases of fiactiuc or dislocation of the lower jaw
Frond (hpnd), v nonce-tvd. [f. Frond ^.i]

vitr To wave with fronds
1866 Bt ackmori Cradock Nowell 1, A massive wood

crisping, frondmg, feathering heie and theie
Frond, obs form of Friend.
Frondage (fr^*iulc*d^) [f. Frond sb?- + -age ]The fronds (of a tree 01 plant) collectively. Some-

times improperly used as a synonym of foliage
x8z2 Sir A ni Vi ri Long oflunth 21 Cedarn woods with

shadowy frondnge cool 1871 bwiNiiuiiNL Songs bef Sunrise
Htrtha, The tree many rooted .With bondage red fruited’
1883 Lady Bhassi v The Tiadcs 475 Jamaica, with its tree
ferns and flowerless Bondage
Frondaille, var of Fbundel Obs
t Fro ndated, a Obs iaie [f "L.fronddt-us

leaved (f. jtond-, frons leaf) + -e© 1] ‘Leaved,
having leaves * (1 727 Bailey vol II)

I" Fronda-tion. Obs rare- 1
, [ad late L.

frondStion-em, f frond-,frons leaf ] (Seequot)
1664 Evelyn Sylva wviii 77 Lastly, Frondation or the

taking off some of the luxui Lint branches and sprays, of
such Trees, is a kind of piumng

II Fronde (frond), fr Hist. [F fonde sling ]
The name given to the party which rose in rebellion
against Mazann and the Court during the minority
of Louis XIV

; hence, a malcontent party; also,

violent political opposition.

*798 J Q Adams Wks. (1S54) IX. 206 The history of
France during the periods of the League and the Fronde
1808 Edm Rev. XII 493 Was there ever a mixed consti-
tution without a frande'i 1831 Disralli Vng. Duke Hi x
136 A fioudc was formed but they wanted a De Retz
1889 Athcnxum 20 Apr 507/2 His chance came m the
fronde against the Second Empire when its day was waning.

f Fro'nded, fpl o 1 [ad. L frondatus. see

Frondated ] Having leaves or foliage
1640 Horn li. Dodona's Gr 1 19 The Clustre of Diadems

which begu t her high fronded forehead

Fronded (ftp ndwl), ppl. a - [f. Frond sb 1 +
-ed 2.] Having fronds.
1882 WniTTirR Eternal Goodness 20, I know not where

His islands lift Their fronded palms in an 1883 W
Wkstai l Ralph Norbreck's Trust III. xiv. 186 She was
sitting under the fronded roof of the mighty palms

Frondeut (frp ndent), a [ad. L f ondent-em,

pr. pple offrondere to put forth leaves.] Full of

fronds or leaves, leafy

1677 T Harvey tr Owen's Epigr. in No 118, 1, Phoebus
Tree, still frondent, flourishing 2727 Bailey vol II,

Frondent’, bringing forth Leaves. 2837 Carlvlt br Rev
I vir vi, That broad frondent Avenue de Versailles. 2864— Fredk Gt xi. i. (1865) IV 12 A real Newspaper, frondent
with genial leafy speculation. 1863 Reader 7 Nov. 337 The
. bioad frondent banana-like leafage.

Frondesce (frpnde s), v. [ad. L. frondesecre

(see b rondesoent) ] tntr. To put forth leaves.

0x816 Staugiiton Eulogy Dr Rush in Pickering Kocab
(18x6) s v , His powers began now to frondesce and blossom.

[Hence 1846 m Worctstlr ]

Frondescence (frpnde*sens). [ad. mod.L
frondescentia, f L. fondescent-em . see next and
-enoe.] (a) The process or period of coming into

leaf {l>) The conversion or development of other

organs into leaves (c) Fronds or leaves collectively.

[1793 Martyn Lang Bot , Frondescentia, leafing season
the time of the year when plants first unfold their leaves]

t

2841 Maunder Set. <4 Lit Treas
,
Frondescence the pre-

cise time of the year and month m which each species of

plant unfolds its leaves 1888 Harper's Mag July
LXXVII. 2x6 Nearly as bright are the masses of pomme-
cannelle frondescence, the groves of lemon and orange

Frondescent (fipndesent), a [ad. L fron-
dcscent-em, pr pple. of frondcscere, freq. of fron-
dere to put forth leaves, f. frond-, frons leaf.]

Springing into leaf, expanding into fronds.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat Hist II 435 Polypiferous masses

sub-stony, with crustaceous or frondescent expansions 1846

Dana Zooph (1848) 123 Frondescent or papillose appen-
dages. 2838 J. Martineau Stud Chr (1873) 411 A young
frondescent life would show itself again.

Hence Fronde soently adv.
1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 125 Tentacles papillose or fron-

descently lobed,
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Frondeur (frondor). [f.frondeur, f fronde

(see Fronde) ]

1. Fr Htst A member of the Fronde
1708 Anecd Dist Persons IV 333 Would to Heaven that

the Tate Frondeurs in that Country had been as harmless

2 transf A malcontent, an * irreconcilable ’.

1847 Longf in Life (1891) II 93 All Americans who
return fiom Europe malcontent with their own country, we
call Frondeurs 1880 Daily Tel 22 Sept , Are the French,

then, incurable frondeurs? incorrigible revolutionists, who
must attack a Minister simply because he is ‘ in ’ ?

Frondiferous (fipndi fgras), a [f L frondi-

fer bearing leaves (f frond-, Frond si 1
: see

-(i)i’EROUS).] Bearing leaves or fionds.

1599 R Linche Anc Fiction Miy, Ouershadowed with

frondiferous boughes 1656 Blount Glossogr
,
Frondi-

ferous, that beareth leaves or branches 1825 Hamilton
Handbk Terms,

Frondiferous in Botany, bearing leaves

1885 Syd Sue Lex ,
Frondiferous

,

leaf bearing , applied

to flowers which produce leaves. Also applied to plauts,

like ferns, which bear fronds

Frondiform (fr? ndif?rm), a [f L. frond-.

Frond si .
1 + -(i)form.] Having the shape of a

frond
1885 in Syd Soc Lex
Fronciigerous (&?ndi dgeras),^. [f. L frond-,

Frond sb 1 + -(i)gerous ] Bearing fronds

1883 in Syd Soc Lev.

Frondiparous (fr?ndi paras), a [f. "L.frond-,

Frond sb 1 + par-tire to bring forth + -00s ] Pro-

ducing leaves instead of fruit.

*866 Treas Bot , Frondiparous, a monstrosity, consisting

m the production of leaves instead of fruit 1883 Syd Soc

Lex
,
Frondiparous, leaf producing, applied to flowers

which produce leaves

Frondivorous (fr?ndi vores), a [f L. frond-,

Frond sb 1 + -vor-us devouring + -ous ] Eating

or feeding on leaves

1828 Southey Lett (1856) IV 126 Graminivorous, fron-

divorous, cariuvoious

Frondlet (fr? ndlet) [f Frond sb^y -let ]

A little frond.

1862 Jrnl It Dublin Soc Apr 348 The first young frondlet

was seen to be protruded from the nipple end of the

sporangia 1881 G Allen Evolutionist at Large xxn 213
Each frondlet is sepaiately symmetucal as well

Frondose (frpndJu s), a. [ad. L frondos-us,

i frond-. Frond sb 1
] Covered with fronds

;

having the form or appearance of a frond In

early use, f Leafy, leaf-like

1721-92 Bailey, Frondose, leavy or full of leaves 1793
Martyn Lang Bot , A frondose stem , applied to Palms.

1807 J E Smith Phys Bot. 493 Liverworts Of these the

herbage is commonly frondose 1831 Loudon Encycl Agrtt

§ 3987 (ed 2) 648 The branches offrondose trees i8go H M
Stanley Darkest Africa II xxvtu, 260 Banana groves

extended out in deep frondiose [sic] groves far into the

Semliki Valley.

t>. Comb ,
froudose-branched a

,
having flat

branches spread horizontally like the fronds of

a fern

*831 Loudon Encycl Brit § 3987 (ed 2) 648 Resinous

or frondose-branched trees

Hence Frondo sely adv
,
Frondo seness.

1727 Bailey vol II, Frondoseness, leafiness 188a Crom-
Bie in Encycl Brit. XIV 561/2 Thallus frondosely dilated.

t Frondo'sity. Obs [f. as prec.+-lTY]

1. Leafiness.

1656 Blount Glossogr ,
Frondosity, leaviness, or aptness

to bear leaves 1772 Nugent tr Hist Fr Gerund I 330
In the frondosity of a pleasant meadow.

2 (See quot

)

1638 Phillips, Frondosity, a flourishing with green leaves,

being just under the architrave

t Frondo'SOUS, a Obs - 0 [badly f L. fron-

dos-us (see Frondose) + -00s.] (See quot

)

1623 Cockeram, Frondosous, full of leaues.

Froudous (frpmdas), a [ad L. frondos-us ;

see Frondose and -ous.] Leafy (see quots ).

1828 Webster (citing Milne) s v ,
A frondous flower is one

which is leafy, one which produces branches charged with

both leaves and flowers 1864 Sir K James Tasso xvi xu,

Among the frondous boughs 1883 Syd Soc Lex
,
Fron-

dous, having branches bearing both leaves and flowers

Also, a term applied to flowers parts of which develop into

leafy structures

Frondule (fr?'ndi«l)
.

[dim, of Frond sb 1
:

see -ULE ] A small fiond (Syd Soc. Lex 1885).

II Frons (fr?nz). [Lat.] = Front sb 1 c.

1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool I 290 Poly-

zomum Brandt Two senes of 3 small eyes m the frons.

Front (fr»nt), sb (and a ) Forms 3-7 frount'e,

frunt(e, 4 Sc. froyut(t, 4-6 fronts, 4, 6 frownt,

(4 frond), 3- front, [a. OF. and Fr. front,
ad.

L front-em,f tins the forehead]

I F orehead, face.

1 . = Forehead i Now only poet, or in highly

rhetorical language.
cizgo S Eng Leg I 169/2176 Bote fram be n3t half of is

frount c 137s Sc. Leg Saints, Machor 1547 J?e takine ofbe

cors to mak, one bar froyuttis. 1390 Gower Coif I 47 A
stei re whit Amiddes m her front she [the hors] liadde c 1450

St Cuthbert (Surtees) 403 pe calf is rede I undertake, With
a white steme in be fronte 148* Caxton Myrr 11 v. 71

Peple ther haue only but one eye, and that standeth right

in the myddys of the fronte or forhede *585T Washington
tr. Ntcholay's Voy, 1 vi 4 b, On theyr heads a Saracoll of

Crymson velvet, and before the front the bande, a silver

socket set with long feathers 2602 Shaks Ham in lv 56
See what a grace was seated on his Brow, Hyperions curies,

the front of Ioue himselfe 1671 Milton Samson 496 The
mark of fool set on his front ! 1735 Somerville Chase m
513 Soon he rears Erect his tow’nng Front 1777 Sheridan
Sch Scaitd A P01 trait 13 Ye matron censors .Whose peer-

ing eye and wrinkled front declare, etc. 18x4 Scott Ld.
of Isles vi xxxvu, And bore he. Such noble front, such
waving hair ? 1847 Lytton Lucretia (1833! 227 Her nostrils

dilated, and her front rose erect 1884W Allingham Black-
berries (1890) 88 Blear eyes, huge ears, and front of ape

lb in fig phrases, after Shakspere.
1604 Shaks Oth 1111 80 The vene head, and front ofmy

offending Ibid hi 1 52 (Qq ) To take the safest occasion

by the front 18x6 Keatince Trav (1817) I 13 This was
the whole front of his offending 1878 Morlfy Condorcet

37 Placing social aims at the head ana front of his life

c rarely used teckn
,
e g in Entomology.

1826 Kirby &Sp Entomol (1828) III xxxiv 483 The front

of insects may be denominated the middle part of the face

between the eyes

2 By extension : The whole face Cf. Fr.front.
Front tofont (arch )=face toface : see Face 2 d
1398 Trevisa Barth Dr P R ix ix. (1495) 354 Januanus

is paynted wyth two frontes to shewe and to teche the be-

gynnynge ana ende of the yere c 1450Mirour Saluacionn

791 N01 hire nekke nor hue front vsed sho to bere vppright

1308 Dunbar Flytmg w Kennedie 84 Fy 1 feyndly front,

far fowlar than ane fen a 1605 Polwart Flytmg w Mont-
gomerie 784 Jock Blunt, thiawm frunt 1 1605 Shaks Mach
iv. 111 232 Front to Front, Bring thou this Fiend of Scotland

and my selfe 1634 Whitlock Zootomta 82 Brazen Impu-
dence hath two fronts, its boasting one, and bold one * with

the one they look back . the other looketh forward 1697
Creech Maniltus 1 ix, They stand not fiont to front, but

each doth view The others Tayl, pursu’d as they pursue.

1698 Fryer Acc E. India f, P 292 Antelopes guarding
their Fronts, scampering with then Heads to the Earth, to

avoid the .Enemy aloft 1767 SirW Jones 7 Fountains
Poems (1777) so Till thnee the sun his nsing front has

shown 180a Beddoes Hygiia 11. 39 Those have the

couiage to treat it, front to front, in a maimer corresponding

to the enoimity of the consequences [etc ] 1833 Tennyson
Maud 11 i 28 For front to front m an hour we stood

3 + & The face as expressive of emotion or char-

acter
;
expression of countenance (obs ) b. Bear-

ing or demeanour in confronting anything , degree

of composure 01 confidence in the presence of

danger, etc

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 11 pr viu 47 (Camb MS.) Whan
she [fortune] descouereth hir frownt ana sheweth hir maneres

c 1477 Caxton Jason 104 b, [Medea] commanded that her

ladies shold put on the fayr fronte m entencion to make
feste solempne 1637 Heywood Royall King 1 Wks 1874

VI 17 That face beares the selfe-same front 17x1 Steele
Sped No 20 ? 3 A Fellow that is capable of shewing an
impudent Front before a whole Congregation 1762 Fal-

coner Shtpwr n 347 Who, patient in adversity, still bear

1 he firmest front 1800-24Campbell Poems, VisitingScene

in Ayi shire iv, Through the perils of chance . May thy

front be unalter'd 1821 Scott Kemlvi vi, The unclouded:

front ofan accomplished courtier, 1873-4D1XON TwoQueens
IV xxn ix 221 Kildare . resolved to . . meet his accusers

with a brazen fiont

transf. 1853 Prescott Philip II, I 11 xiv 309 The league,

which had raised so bold a front against the government,

had crumbled away, x86o Tyndall Gtac 1 xi 76 The lime-

stone bastions preserved a front of gloom and grandeur

4 Effrontery, impudence. Cf Face 7 >
Fore-

head 2. Now rare. So, •f man offront. To
have thefront • to be sufficiently impudent.

1653 H. More Antid Atkin ix (1712)170, I wonder
how any man, except one of the most hardened front, can

[etc ] 1709 Steele Tathr No 168 r 3 Men ofFront carry

Things before ’em with little Opposition 1717 De Foe
Mem Ch Scot (1844) 5 With what Front the Absurdities

charg’d on her could be broach’d m the World
_ 1849

Macaulay Hist Eng II 293 None of the commissioners

had the front to pronounce that [etc ]

II. Foremost part.

5 . Mil a. The foremost line or part of an army

or battalion. Also, fa Tank (obs.), and in woids

of command ; e g files to thefront, right mfront
c 1350 Will Palerue 3584 In sexe semli batailes al be fore

in be frond he ferde ban him selue c 1400 Destr Troy 1278

pan ffrochit into be frount & a fraymade 1470-85 Malory
Arthur n x. 87 Butalweyes kyng Lot helde hym in the

formest frunte. 1398 Barret Theor Warres Gloss 250

Fronte, a French word, is the face or forepaite ofa squadron

or battell 1607 Shaks Cor 1 vi 8 Both our powers, with

smiling Fronts encountrmg 1625 Markham Souldiers

Acad. 6 The Rankes are called Frunts, because they stand

formost but in truth none can piopeilybe called the Frunt,

hut the ranke which standeth formost 1667 MiltonP.L
vi 105 Front to Front Presented stood in terrible array

1607 Dryden Virg Georg n 378 As Legions in the Field

their Front display. 1700 S L tr Fryke'sVoy, E. Ind 61

Commanded Captain Jochem, who led the Blacks, to march

in the Front 1773 R King in Life $ Corr (1894) I glhey
. . began their march, with a very wide Front 1838-43

Arnold Hist Rome III xhii 141 The Gaulish horse

charged the Romans front to fiont 1839 F. A Griffiths

A rill Man (1862) 7
Files to the front Ibid t8 A column

Left in front will bring its rear companies to the front

Ibid 19 Open column, right in front—right about face,

b Line of battle.

1372 Barbour Bruce xvii 569 The Inghss men com on

sadly Richt in a frount vith a baner c 1400 Destr. Troy

10869 And all fore to be fight m a frunt hole. 1607 Topsell

Four-f. Beasts (1658) 249 They used to ternfie the Bar-

barians, setting their Horses in a double front, so as they

appeared headed both wayes. 2623 Bingham Xenophon 78

If we aduance in a large Front if in a narrow Front 1667

Milton PL, 1 363 Advanc’t in view they stand, a horrid

Front Of dreadful length X710 Land. Gass No. 4744/3 0ur

. Army marched to Attack the Enemy in full Front

1838 Thirlwall Greece III 349 The Spartans preserving

an even and unbroken front 1886 Daily News 13 Sept 5/7
The troops marched past, the infantrym company frontsana
the cavalry by half squadrons

e. The foremost part of the ground occupied, or

in wider sense, of the field of operations ;
the part

next the enemy Also, the foremost part of a posi-

tion, as opposed to the rear
1663 Manley Grotius' Low C Warres 440 Not onely the

Front as heretofore, but the backside also rendred unsafe

1781 Gibbon Ded $ F II xli 504 Behsanus protected his

front with a deep trench 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
VI 367 ,

1

propose to move up the infantry of the army to the
front again 1844 H H Wilson Brit India III 320 One
division was sent to take the stockades in rear, while
another threatened them from the front 1879 Fife-

Cookson Armies of Balkans 1 6 To see him before his

departure for the front next day 1889 R. Kipling Willie

Wmkie 72 British Regiments were wanted—badly wanted—
at the Front

fig 1846 Greener Set Gunnery 54 The present state of
our artillery requires an advance to the front, to be in aline

with the march of science

d The direction towards which, the line faces

when formed Change offront' see Change v.

9b; 111 quot fig To makefront to * to face m the

direction of; m quot fig
1832 in Prop Regul tnstr Cavalry m 46 1833 Regul.

Instr Cavail

y

1 14 The whole will face, as accurately as
possible, to their former front, 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III.

1 1 (1872) 9 The improvised Municipals make front to this

also 1879 Lubbock Addr Pol 5 Educ. iv. 92 This change
of fiont seems to be founded on the report of the Board of
Education for Scotland 1891 DailyNews 28 Nov 3/6 The
eventuality of a war with two fronts—that is to say, with

France and Russia—was foreseen.

e Front offortification' see quot. 1859
1831 J S Macaulay Field Fortif 23 The outline above

traced is called a Front ofFortification 1839 F A GRirriTHS
Arid Man (1862) 261 A Front of Fortification consists of
two half bastions, and a curtain

6 Arch * Any side or face of a building, but

more commonly used to denote the entrance side

"

(Gwilt)
,
occas collect m sing

,
and pi. = * the four

sides’ (of a mansion). Also back-, rear-front.

1363 Durham Halm Rolls (Surtees] 41 Non fecit clausu-

ram tenementi sui de le front 138a Wvclif Ezek. xl 9 He
metide the frount therof in two cubitis C1440 Promp.
Pam 181/1 Frownt, or frunt of a churche, or ober howsys.

1624 Wotton Archit (1672) 16 And the contrary fault of

low distended Fronts, is as unseemly 1703 Moxon Mech
Exerc 265 A Building, which is 23 Feet, both in the Front

and Reer Front. 1760-72 tr Juan <$• Ulloa’s Vtry (ed 3) II

32 The fronts being of stone. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl (ed 3)

144 The Town-house, an elegant structure, with a handsome
front 1841 W. SpALDrNG Italy 4 It 1st. III. 130 Monastic
cloisters with their dark length of front Ibid 166 One of

the back-fronts of the old palace 1888 Burgon Lives 12

Gd Men II xii 355 The garden front was most incon-

veniently embowered m forest tiees 1893W.P Courtney
in Academy 13 May 413A The fronts of the mansion were
decorated with statues by skilled sculptors

7 . gen The paTt or side of an objectwhich seems

to look out or to be presented to the eye ;
the fore-

part of anything, the part to which one normally

comes first. Opposed to back, esp. in objects that

have only two sides. Cf. Back sb 3.

c 1400 Destr Troy 10814 In be frunt of bat faire yle. Was
a prouynse of prise 1333 Eden Decades 85 We found the

fyrst front of this land to bee broader 1577 B Googb
HeiesbacKs Husb 1. (1586) 41 b, A lowe kinde of Carre with

a couple of wheeles, and the Frunt armed with sharpe

Syckles. 1603 Shaks Mach v vui. 47 Had he his hurts

before? I, on the Front 1703 Addison Italy 5 The Front

to the Sea is not large, but there are a great many Houses
behind it built up the Side of the Mountain 1788 Gibbon

Decl % F 1 . (Milman) V 2 The southern basis presents a

front of a thousand miles to the Indian Ocean 1823 H. J.

Brooke Introd Crystallogr 287 The opposite angles, edges,

and planes, which are supposed to form the back of the

engraved figure, are respectively similar to those which

appear on its front 1831 Carpenter Man Phys (ed. 2)

398 The sternum itself being so largely developed, as to

cover almost the entire front of the body 1893 F W
Maitland Mem de Part. Introd. 92 The skin being thin,

the writing on the front could be seen upon the back.

"b transf. With, reference to time : The first

period, the beginning, poet.

ci6oo Shaks Sottn. cu, Philomel in summer’s front doth

sing. 1843 Tennyson Gard Dau 28 Mote black than

ashfiuds m the front of March 1883 Stevenson 5tlverado
Sq 237 A hawthorn in the front ofJune.

+ c. = Fbontieb sb 4 Obs.

1389 Greene Sp. Masqnerado Wks (Grosart) V 236

When the Sarasens had muaded Germame, and thefrontes

of France 1393 Hollyband Fr Did. P 2 b, Lesfrontieres

d'vn pais, the fiontiers of a countrey , the front or inarches.

d Mining =Face 20 a.

1717 tr Frezier's Voy• S+ Soot- 183 A- Mine» which is 4®

Varas, orSpamshYardbin Front. 2867W W Smyth Cooler

Coal-muting 140 Let usnow turn our attention to the face

or front of the working

e. Land facing a road, nver, the sea, etc.
;
a

frontage
1766 Laws ofN Carohna(i7Qi) 234 The Water Fronts of

the Lots herein before mentioned 1769 Bp Wilton Inclos,

Ad 2 Occupiers of ancient messuages, cottages, houses or

fronts.

f Theatrical. (See quots.)

x8xo Scott Fam. Lett. 30 Mar. (1894)1 174 Therewasfine

work in the front, as they call the audience part of the

house. 1894 EveningNews 18 Oct. 2/6 Generally speaking,

71-2



FRONT. 564 FRONT.
the ' front of the house ’ menus the audience ; but among
theatrical employes the ' front of the house ’ means every-
body engaged to work before the curtain

+ 8. The fiist part or line of anything written or
printed In thefront at the head Ohs
x$y6 Fleming Panopt Epist 433, I could not but in y*

very front and beginning of my letter, use this 1594
Blundevil Exerc m r. xx <ed 7) 324 Six Columnes,
every front or head wheteof is noted with thiee gic.it letters,

D M S signifying degrees, minutes, and seconds 1654
Whitlock Zootomia 94A Catalogue of above three hundred
Advisers, and his name in the Fiont 1697 Brydkn Vug
Past vi. 17 Thy Name. Shall in the front of every Page be
shown

fb = Frontispiece sb. 3 or 4 Ohs.
1647 Ckashavv Poems 128 If with distinctive eye and mind

you look Upon the front, you see more than one book
a 1718 Penh Life Wks 1726 I 147 Which the Reader may
find in the Front of the Books they [the Prefaces] were
designed for.

9 A fore part or piece having some particular
use ot function

1847 A. M Gilliam Treat Mexico 152 The body of the
wagon is about equally balanced over the axletree, the front
resting upon the tongue 1851 Offic Catal Gt Exhib I

467 Pianofoi te m newly designed case with sliding front.
Ibid II 526 Boots and shoes .with elastic fronts and sides,

+ b. = Fiiontai, sb 2 Ohs.
1533 in Weaver Wells Wills (iSgo) 148 To the gyltyng of

the flrownl at the hye auter. 1539 Petti boro' Inv in N .y

Q 3id Sei IV. 459 In the Rood Loft one front of painted
clotli, 1532-3 lint Ch Goods Staffs in Ann Lichfield
IV 66 One frontc for an alter of yelowe and grene satten
c A band or bands of false hau, 01 a set of false

curls, worn by women over the forehead.
*687 Conckfve OldEach iv lv, I undertook the modelling

of one of their fronts, the mote modern structure. *837
TracksKay Ravensavmg 1, Mamma means her front 1 1865
Trollope Belton Est xvii, The graces of her own hair had
given way to a fiont 1886 Pall Mall G. 24 Aug 13/2 A .

black velvet band to keep her auburn front, in its place.
d. That part of a man’s shut which covers the

chest and as moie or less displayed, a shirt-front;
also, a * dicky ’

;
also, a similar article of silk, etc.

serving as a ciavat.

1844 Dickens Ma.it Chttz xvii, What a veiy few shirts
there are, and what a many fionts *851 Offic. Catal Gt
Exhib II. 579 Gentlemen's fronts and stocks.
10 . A position or place situated before something

01 towards a spectator
;
forwaid position or situa-

tion. Only in phrases with prefixed prep
a /» {the) front of (piep phi): at a position

before, m advance of, facing, or confronting; at
the head of (troops) In his, our

,

etc. front : m
front of or facing him, us, etc
The article is now omitted, exc in expressions like in the

(veiy)font of(dangei etc )«=‘in the position most exposed
to , ‘bearing the brunt of'.
i6g8 Fryer Acc. E India § P. 144,

1

saw a pragmatical
Portugal .in the front of 40 men marching to the Gover-
nor s.

_
17x2 W Rogfrs Voy 174 We fir'd at the Men in

Arms in the front of the Church. 1777 Watson Philip II
(1839) *43 Behind him there was a little wood and the walls
of a convent , and in his front, the morass above mentioned,
which was almost impassable 1816 Keatinge Trav (1817)
I 225 The standards were faced about, and formed in our
fronts 1847 A M Gilliam Tmv Mexico 256, I was par-
ticular to make my servants keep m fiont of me 1853 SirH Douglas Miht Bridges (ed 3) 144 Forcing a passage
across the river in his fiont. 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng.
Ill 1 1 he proclamation was repeated m front of the Royal
Exchange.

fig 1609 Tourneur Funeral Poeme onSirF Vere 172,

1

the front Of danger where he did his deedes advance. 18x7
Chalmers Astron Disc v (1852) 124 Those holy men
in the front of seveiest obloquy, are now labouring in
remotest lands. X848 W H. Kelly tr. L Blands Hist.
Pen Y.ll. 345 In the very front of danger 1892 Spectator
12 Mar 353/1 His majesty will speedily be ui front of a new
difficulty. 1896 Westm. Gats 28 July 9/2 The shares had
nothing in front ofthem—no preference or debenture capital,

fa In (+ the)front (advb phr): man advanced
or forward position; on the side that meets the
eye ; in a position facing the spectator,
X613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 380 With his whole

foices, in front, [he] assailed 1700 T Brown tr Fresny's
Amnsem Sen # Com 21 By comes a Christrung, with
me Reader and the Midwife strutting in the Front 1748F Smith Voy Disc I 133 The upper Story had the two
Captains Cabins in Front. 1821 G W Manby Voy. Green-
land (1823) 134 Determined to attack him [a bear] in
front, I got upon the ice 1847 A M Gilliam Trav
Mexico 76 these dirt hovels piesented a bold contrast with
the city behind, and the wealthy chuich in front Ibid. 09
A, kind of shawl [which] by being crossed in front, obscures
the bosom 1879 Harlan Eyesight ix. 129 The most in-
jurious direction for light to come from is that directly in
front 1895 Scot Autiq X. 78 Setting an old press m front
so as to conceal the door.

g To thefront {of) \ to a position in front (of
x8a> Scoresby Acc, Arctic Reg I. 235 Being removed l

00 ™nt °* h busk fire, a strong ebullition commence
1887 Bowen Virg VEneid v 150 Far to the front shoo
Gyas -Gliding ahead on the water

d. To come to thefront ! to become conspicuou
be revealed, emerge into publicity

; to make onese
or itself manifest. So {To be) to thefront= { to tl
fore ’ {rare).

.
I
?7

I Archseol. Assoc fill Sept 323 Another saint can
to th.e front. 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay II ix. 132 Whe
subjects came to the front on which his knowledge ws
great *878 Senbne/s Mag. XVI. 184/2 At such a tux
lus true boastful selfwould come to the front. 1885 Mr

Lynn Linton Chr Kirkland III vi 231 Underneath m
the hidden depths lurked other matters than those which
came to the front x886 Daily Nevus 6 Jan 5/1 The yeai
has gone, however, and the aged Emperor is still to the
front.

11. ellipt (quasi-imjf or adv )
1667 Pkimatt City <S 6 Build 36 Suppose that same be

25 foot Fiont, and forty foot deep, it may be let for to be
built, for forty shillings the foot Fi out c 1680 IIicki rin-
gill IVks (1716) II 512 The Enemy, had beset them Front
and Rear 1698 Fryer Acc. E India ft P 8 The biggest
of them [buildings] had not four yards Front 1845 Florist's

fmt 25 A little shed, open back and front 1892 1 Zangwill
Bow Myst. 127 It’s the key of my first-floor fiont

+ 12 . [from the vb.] Encounter, onset, = Affront
sb 3 Ohs
1523 Ld. Berntrs Froiss. I ccccxxxu 760 The men of

nrmes at the first front ouerthrue many.
Ill att) ib and Comb.
13 aitnb

,
passing into adj = Of or pertaining

to the front, situated in front (The comb of adj

+ sb. is itself often used atttib )
1600 Holland Livy xxxvh 957 They had raunged their

ships broad in a fiont-ranke. 1679 Moxon Meek lixeic I

vu 133 If your Shop stand in an eminent Street, the Front
Rooms are commonly more Airy than the Back Rooms
1709 Stelle Tatler No 145 r 2 She in a Front Bov, he m
the Pit next the Stage 17x0 Brit Apollo III No 106
4/1 The Front side of a good House, is to be Lett. 1718
Pieethmker No 57 73, I shall be next Saturday at the
Play, in a Front Row. 1770 G White '.elborne let xxvm
80 The horn of a male moose, which had no front-antlers
1832 Prop Regnl. Instr Cavahyn 33 The leading fiont*
rank man advances two horses’ lengths 1838 Lytton
Alice 64 The front entrance is kept locked up 1843 Sir
C Scudamore Med Visit Grafenberg 2 The small pox,
and the loss of some front teeth from an accident, impair
his good looks X851 Offic Catal Gt. Exhib I 467 A
front and side elevation of the Elizabethan pianoforte i860
r

J vndall Glac 11. x 275 A straight pinnacle of ice, the
front edge of which was perfectly vet tical 1883 F rfositor
VI 434 He [St. Peter] was naturally quick, mobile, a front-
man. 1884 Miht Engut, I 11 43 The front ditch party
are extended at 5 feet apart.

14. In special comb and phrases : front bench,
the foremost bench on either side of the Houses of
Lords and Commons, occupied by ministers ami
ex-ministers respectively

; front door, the prin-

cipal entrance-tloor of a house
; front driver (see

Driver 6 b)
;
front-fastening a , that fastens m

front; front-handed a., done with a forward
movement of the hand; front name {jocular or
vulgar), a Christian name ; front-stall, an appen-
dage to the bridle covering the horse’s forehead

;

+ front-tickled a. (?nonce-wd ), ? flattered
;
front-

ways, -wise advbs., in a position or direction
facing to the front.
x8gx Daily News 28 July 3/4 To have seen the motion

carried on the strength of the two * Front Bench speeches,
x8xa Examiner 31 Aug. 552/1 At the *fiont door.
1858 O W. Hot mls Ant Breahf-t. (1883) xio The front-
door is on the street. 1871 Figure Training 88 A *front-
fastemng corset 1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 74 He. made
a quick '“front-handed plunge in the direction from which the
attack came. 1805 PallMall Mag. Mar. 5x1 1 Wbat's your
*front name ? ’ asked Roy boldly x6ox Hoi 1 and Pliny 1

1

631 The KK. of the East had their horses set out therewith
[cochlides] in their *frontstals 1653 Urquiiart Rabelais
11 xii 83 A barbed horse furnished with a fiontstal. 1825
&cot r Pahsm 1, The front-stall of the bridle was a steel
plate, with apertures for the eyes and nostrils 1649 G
Daniel Trtnarch

,
Hen V, cni, But faire pretence leads on

;

and the Dull Heard * Front-tickled, yeild themselves into his
hand. 1863 R. H Guonow Remiu II. 46 The cocked hat
he always wore, placed ^frontways on his head, like that of
the Emperor Napoleon. X774 Goldsm Nat. Hist V in 11

(Vmom Serpents), It has a mark of dark brown on the
forehead, which, when viewed *frontwise, looks like a pair
of spectacles 1885 Middleton in hncycl. Brit XIX. 612/1
Though the faces are nearly always represented m profile,
the eyes aie shown frontwise

Front (fi2?nt), v l [ad. OF. front-er 111 same
sense, i.front Front sb ; it may however in some
uses be an independent formation on the Eng sb.]
1 . vntr. To have the front in a specified direction

,

to face, look. Const on, to, towai ds, upon
*5*3 Ld. Berners Froiss I. li 73 The fiench king

purueyed suffyciently for all the forteresses frontyng on
Flanders 1583 StanyhurST ZEneis 111 (Alb ) 88 Tarent .
to which heunlye Lacuna fronteth x66o F Brooke tr
Le Blanc's Trav 297 A countrey . fronts upon another
Nation 1703 Maundrell fourn ferns (1732] 143 Having
a few small Rooms flouting outward 176a H WalpoleVertue's Anecd Paint. II* ii 48 Ihis room, was erected
• fronting westward to the puvy.garden 1864 Tennyson
Enoch Arden, Philip’s dwelling fionted on the street. 1894Hall Caine Manxman III ui 134 The rooms fronted to
Athol Street

+ fa. trans. To set the front of (a building) in a
specified direction. Obs.
1665 J Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 105 Temples should be

so frontedjas that Travellers passing by might behold them.
a x8i7 T. Dwight Trav. NewEng (1821) II 97 Mr. G has
erected a large elegant mansion, fronted towards the river.

2 trans. a. To have the front towards; to
* face stand opposite to.
x6o6 Shaks Tr ft Cr. in ui 122 Like a gate of steele,

Fronting the Sunne 1696 tr Du Mont's Voy Levant 2
All the Houses , which fronted the Bishop's Palace 1749
Fielding Tom fones v. v, This enclosed place exactly
fronted the foot of the bed *823 F Clissold Ascent Mt.
Blanc xx Fronting us, rose the summit of Mont Blanc.

j^Sy^P/tilos.Mauuf 109 Hie perspective picture whichfionts the title-page represents a cotton factoi y
“

fa Of a building : To have Us front on the side
of (a sheet, etc.).

1698 Fryer Acc E India P 38 Opposite to thus
[Gate] more stately fronts the High-street 1741 Richardson Pamela (1883) I. 323 This alcove fronts the longestgravel walk in the garden 1833 Act 3^4 Will iy f
$ 9° propuetor or pioprietois of any buildings frontingany of the stiects 1847 A M Guliam Trav Mexico 166I he church was to have fronted the Pla/a
3. To stand face to face with, meet face to face

look straight at, face, confront
; esp to face m de-

fiance or hostility, present a bold front to, oppose
lit andfig

1

1583 S rANYiiURST /Encis 11 (Arb) 55 Of Greeks thee fiistman with a gallant coompanye garded Fionted vs u?o6
brnNsi R State ltd (Globe) 660/1 He daie now to fronte
princes. 1601 Shaks Twel N 1 m 59 Front her, boord
her, woe her, ass.iylc hei c x6x8 Ft etcher Q Corinth iv
iu, Amazed at your impudence, That dare thus front us.
1697 Urydln Disc Epic Poetry D 4, When /Eneas and
I in nus stood fronting each other bcfoic the altar. 1701W. Woiton lint Rome, Marcus iv 65 Some fell upon the
Rear, some fronted them directly 1837 Hawi iiorneAmer
Note-bks (1883) 104 Heic you fionted the ocean, looking at
a sail 1839 Lari \le Chaitism (18 je) 98 Evil, once man-
fully fronted, ceases to be evil 1852 Rom utson Serm
Sei 111 xvu 222 .Soldieis can be lined to front death in
its worst form 1864 Kirk Chas Bold I 1. 22 The brazen
pride with which he fronted accusation and leproach.

fa. stud of things.
x6oa W. Waison Detacordon 265 Would God such things
never had fronted our native shores 1 1606 Shaks Ant

frCl.it 11 61 Those Warres Which fionted mine owne peace
1637 IIi vwooi) Royall King u iv Wks. 1874 VI 26,1am
arm’d with innocence, And that dares fi out all danger 1873
Blai k Pr 'Untie (1874) 6 At length, the boat fronted the
broad waters of the Atlantic

4 To set face to face with, confront with
16x7 CairiNs Def Bp Eh 11 ix 351 The Cnrdmall had

fionted him with one such false plate out of Chrysostome
1625 Bacon Ess, S> ditions (Aib.) 411 Which kinde of
Persons, .11 e to be fronted, with some other, of the same
Party, that may oppose them. 1853 Robertson herm
Scr lit x\i 275 Fronting 1ns pation and his prince with
the stern unpalatable truth of God
5 To adorn m front; to furnish with a fiont

(So in coml). nciofi out.

)

Also, to face (with some
specified material) ;

— Face v 13.
1635 DaieSAN r Prince eCAmour Wks (1673) 396 The

Sca.ne was discovered with a Village consisting of Ale-
houses and lobacco shops, each fionted with a red Lettice
*74* W. C01 1. 111 Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 228
They have new Fronted the east front 1762-71 H Wal-
roii Vertue's Anecd Paint (1786) IV 231 He new fronted
his house in Piccadilly 1772 J G. W. Dr Bhahm Hist
Georgia (1849) 45 The Savannah

'
Bay is nearly fronted with

contiguous Whaifs, 1782 Cowm r Let. Wks 1837 XV 116
My green-house .. is fronted with myrtles, and lined with
mats. <11817 T Dwight Irav New Eng (1821) II 31 The
Presbyterian church is fi onted with two towers 1824Ann
Reg 87 The whole buildingwas proposed to be fronted with
stone

+ 0 To introduce (a tale, etc.) with (the mention
of 01 refeience to something) ; to preface. Obs.
1592 Gmii nl Art Conny Catch hi g The wilyTieacher

coyned such a smooth tale vnto them both, floating it with
the Gammon of Bacon and the Cheese sent fiom their

maidts Father 1599 Broughton’s Let v 15 You haue
fronted your Libell with this inscription 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 109 Hippocrates did wcl to front his Axiomaticall
Experiments . with the grand Miscariages in the piactice
of Physitians <*1732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 73
Solomon fronts his writings, in the beginning of the Pro-
verbs, with most express gospel

fa. To place m front as a frontispiece Obs - 1

x6ogBp W Baiuow Ausw NanuUssCalh 305 Pindarus
would haue m the beginning of a T reatise some glorious
personage fronted.

7 To be or stand in front of, to serve as a front to
X59i Si't nsi.r Vis Bcllay 11, I saw a stately frame With

hundreth pillours fronting faire the same 1606 Siiaks Tr
<5- Cr. iv v 210 Yonder wals that pertly front your Towne
. Mast ktsse their owne feet 1791 Mrs Radci ii rn Rom
Foicstv, She came to the lawn which fionted the fabric

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat xiv. (1879) 296 T he coast is fronted
by many breakers a 1847 51rs Sherwood Lady ofManor
II x 3 A mansion fronted by a gaiden abounding with
fruits and flowers. 1884 Law limes Rep LI 228/1 The
damage done to the sea wall fronting Curry Marsh Farm

8. Chiefly Mil +a mtr. To march 111 the front

or first rank Obs.~ l

16x3 Shaks Hen, VIII, 1 ii 42, I front but in that File
Where others tell steps with me

fa To turn the front or face m a specified direc-

tion
;
= Face v 9 b. Also, as woid of command

*635 J. Hayward tr. Bwndi's BanisHd Virg 122 Upon
tins the third fronting to their flanckward spurr’d towards
him 1833 Regnl Instr. Cavalry 1 14 He fronts to the
left. 1847 Infantry Man (1854) 5 Upon the word Front,
if he has faced to the right, he fronts to the left

C To foim a front or extended line.

1802 C James Miht. Diet s v , When the battalion is

marching by files the word front is always practised to

restore it to its natuial situation in line 1807 Pike Sources
Missus m (1810) 258 The Spanish troops were remarkably
polite, always fronting and saluting when I passed 1883
Army Corps Orders in Standard 22 Mar 3/2 It will halt,

front, and march past

d. To front about : to turn round so as to face

in another direction.
*886 Stevenson Dr Jckytt 23 Mr H. . fronted about

with an air of defiance.
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e. trans. (causatively, from Front 1 as a word of

command) : To cause to form a front or lme
1796 Instr tf Reg Cavalry (18x3) 74 He then Halts,

fronts l it, and dresses and closes it to its pivot marker on
the line. 183a Prop Regul Instr Cavalry n 14 In the

movement of Threes to a flank, the squadron should occupy
but little more ground than when fronted 1859 F A
Griffiths Artil Man (1862) 25 Each company 111 succes-

sion will be halted, and fronted

4 9 (See quot ) Obs
1330 Palsgr 559/1, I fronte up, as a woman dothe the

heare of her heed with a fyllet je effronte I wene you
be bydden to some bndale to daye, you be so well fionted up

IO Sc. and that (See quots )

1808-18 Jamieson, To front, applied to meat, when
it swells in boiling 1887 6

1

Cheshire Gloss
,
Front, of

tender meat which swells in cooking
, of meal which swells

under boiling water ; of the full feeling supeivetung after a
hearty meal, etc.

4 Front, v 2 Obs. In 4-5 frant, pa. t. frunt.

[ad OF fronter to ill-treat ]

1 . trans To strike, kick, drive back.

13 EE A Hit P C 187 pe freke hym frunt with his

fot 41400 Destr Troy 6923 He frunt hym mpe fase a
full fel wond Ibid 8327 Pohdamas ffaght with hom
felly, frunt hom abacke

2. mtr. a. To rush, make a rush. b. To fall

plump
c 1400 Destr Troy 6887 pe freke, with a felle spere frunt

vnto Ector Ibid 6890 He frunt of hys fol flat to Jxe

ground

Frontage (fro'ntedg) [f. Fb.ont sb + -agd ]
Not in Johnson or Todd

1.

Land which abuts on a river or piece of water,

or on a road Also, the land between the fiont of
a building and the load, etc
1622 Callis Stat Sewers (1647) 87 Frontage is where the

grounds of any man do joyn with the brow or front thereof

to the Sea, or to great or royal streams 1813 Examiner
17 May 319/2 They have obliged proprietors of houses
situatea at a short distance from the road to purchase their

frontage 1831 DrakarcCs Stamford News 4 Feb Advt 1

Two Frontages with two cottages upon the same 1861

M Pattison Ess (1889) I 46 One corner of the Thames
Street frontage [of the Steelyard] was occupied by a wine-
house 1870 Daily News 16 Feb , The remainder of the
establishment consisting chiefly of the river frontage, will

then be sold in plots 187$ Spectator (Melbourne] 15 May
16/1 It might be bought and sold in the market any day,
like a Collins street frontage

2 Measurement of front-line, extent of front.

1844 Port Pltilltp Patriot 18 July 3/7 The run has four
miles frontage to the Yarra Yana 1863 Hinchutf Trav
5 A liter 24 Shopkeepers m the best quarters pay enormous
rents, but get very little frontage to display their goods 1867

Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk , Frontage, the length or face of
a whaif 1873 Geiicie Gt Ice Age v 66 The . glacier

shedding icebergs along its whole vast extent of frontage

1887 Tunes (weekly ed) t July 20/4 The substantial old
Family Mansion extensive frontage of 3s ft

3 The front face or part of a building. Also
collect

1861 Tunes 16 Aug , There is a breadth of roadway and
a grandeur of fiontage that would not disgrace the neigh-

bourhood of Piccadilly 1875 Merivale Gen Hist Rome
lxxix (1877)669 The august capitals of Egypt and Syria,

with their long columnar frontages, and marked horizontal

lines of architecture 1875 M Pattison Casanbon 400
Savile was just finishing the fine frontage towards the
meadows 1877 M M Grant Sun-Maid 11, The frontage

of the Chateau looked southward 1894 Daily News 5 Sept

5/3 A municipal law lequires the frontages of Pans houses
to be painted or scraped every six or seven years

4. Mil *The ground tioops of line occupy either

on parade or m camp’ (Voyle). *

1893 Tunes 13 June 12/1 The battalion commander ' in-

structs the captains as to the frontage of their companies
’

5. The action of fronting m a certain direction ;

the fact of facing a certain way ;
exposure, outlook.

1839 R. B’ Burton Centr Afr, in Jrnl Geog Soc XXIX
183 The breeze is excluded by careless frontage. 1867

D G Mitchell Rural Stud 286 But it has no wide and
open fiontage to the sun *871 Daily News 22 Sept ,

We
had changed front left back to meet his flank attack ,

now
we had still to maintain that frontage.

U An alleged sense ' part of a woman’s head-

dress given in some Diets ,
is based on a blun-

dered version of a passage of Addison : see quot

1 7 1 1, SV P ONTANGE.
6 . attnb

,

asfrontage-foot,
-owner

,
-rate, -system

;

frontage-claim, a portion of land of a definite

measuiement in front, but of indefinite length to-

wards the rear.

1869 R B Smyth Goldf Victoria 6x2 Frontage-claim

—

A claim, the lateral boundaries of which are not fixed until

the lead has been traced through it. 1877 Black Gieen

Past, xli (1878) 325 We would cover every fiontage foot

with gold 1889 Spectator 14 Dec 843 The small affair of

a frontage rate 1890 Boldrewood Miner's Right vui

81 The frontage system was considered .to afford a highly

needful guarantee for capital invested m mining enterprise

1896 Star is Dec 2/6 Chaiging the frontage owners 9* in

the pound

Frontagerffrp'ntedgsi). [f.

F

rontage + -er 1 •]

X. An owner of land or property adjoining : a
tlic sea-store
x6zz Callis Stat Sewers (1647) *5 The Frontagers have

claimed those grounds so left, by a pretended Custome of

Frontagers x866 Pali Mall G 4 Deo., The free use and
enjoyment of the sea-shore giving to the frontager . such

a title as may not be inconsistent with those rights 1885

Law Rep 14 Q Bench Div 570 The liability of a frontager
to repair a sea wall can only be ascertained by usage,

b a roadway.
1739 Bewholm Inclos. Act 6 Messuagers, cottagers and

frontagers x88o Ln. Thesiger in Law Rep Exch Div
V 206 Several frontagers called upon to pay the expenses
of paving a street 1890 Sat Rev 10 May 559/2 Mr
Forbes would willingly carry a new line along the proposed
route with the permission of the frontagers and owners
2 One who lives on a frontier, rare— 1

.

1893 S L Poole Auranzeb vt 115 Mir Junda’s disastrous
campaign in Assam was typical of many attempts to subdue
the North-east frontagers of India.

Frontal (frontal), sb. Forms* 4-5 fro(u)n-
tel(l, 5-6 fruntall(e, -telle, 6-7 frontall, 6-8

frontale, (6 frontayle), 7-frontal. [ME frountel,

a OF frontel —late L. frontale,
f. front-, frons.

see Front sb. and -al. OF had also the form
frontal (still preserved in some senses)

,
in mod F

,

by confusion of suffixes,frontail and fronteau (cf.

med L frontellum 111 Fromp. Pars.) are used in

various specific applications of the general sense ]

+ 1. Something applied to the forehead. Obs
a A band or ornament worn on the forehead

c X3Z0 Pol Songs (Camden) 154 The bout and tbe baibet
wytn frountel shule feje 14 Voc in Wr.-Wulcker 585/2
Frontale,

a frontell 153a Huloet, Frontayle for a womans
head, some call it a fruntlet 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
416 His brother foorthwith tooke the roiall frontall called a
diademe, and did it about his owne head x6xx Bp Hall
Semi, v 52 Look how much difference there is between .

.

the frontal of the high priest and the bells of the horses.

b A piece of defensive armour for a horse’s

head, —front-stall (Cf. Fr frontail,fronteau.)
1587 Underdown tr Hehodorus ix 126 They arme their

horses too , about his legges they tie bootes, and couer his

head with frontals of steele.

c Med A medicament applied to the forehead

to cure headache (Cf. Fr frontal,fronteau?)
x6ox Holland Phny II 75 It cureth the head ach, if it

be applied as a frontall to the forehead and temples 1710
T Fuller Phaiin. Extemp 172 A Frontal with Mastic

17S3 Smollett Ct Fathom (1784) 154/1 The frontal pre-

scribed by Fathom was applied

d A knotted cord, wound tightly round the

forehead as a means of torture. (Cf. Fr frontall)

1633 H CoflAN tr Pinto’s Trav xv. 48 To make your
brains fly out of your heads with a frontal of cord.

2 A movable covering for the front of an altar,

generally of embroidered cloth, silk, etc , but some-
times of metal
1381 m Eng Gilds (1870) 233 An altar-cloth, with a frontel,

for the great feast-days 1459 Poston Lett No 3^6 1 489

amang the abbays 1

be vestamentis and frontallis to thair altans 1566 Eng
Ch Furniture (Peacock 1866) 49 A girdell a fruntall and

3 albes 1874 Micklethwaite Mod Par Churches 305
The frontal, or coloured altar-cloth, should hang separately

from the altar 1877 J D Chambers Div Worship 268

Frontals may be formed ofgold and silver plates.

4

b. ? A hanging for the front of a bed Obs.

1339 m Inv R Wardrobe (1815) 47 Rufis of beddis.—Item.

thre curtingis withane fiontale i^slbid 98 The nether

frontale of the samyne bed
e A decorated front for a tomb.

x88x Academy 5 Mar 177/3 The whole frontal is enriched

in. a somewhat tawdry manner by numerous false gems.

3.

The fafade of a building
i’fi\PLTxn.cxBeckfOrel's Vathek{iBCS) 136 Mflte.Weare told

of a strange fortress whose fiontal presented the following

inscription 1827 Lytton Pelham xxm, Vast hotels, with

their gloomy frontals, and magnificent contempt of comfort.

1893 M E Francis N. C. Village 202 Not a very imposing
building with its low frontal and irregular architecture.

f 4 Arch. (See quot. 1730-6) Obs,

1578 T N tr Cong W. India 36 It hath foure wmdowes
with frontals and galleries 1730-6 B ailey (folio), Frontal,

a little fronton or pediment sometimes placed over a little

door or window.

f 5 = Frontier sb. 3 (where see quot. 141 2-20)

Frontal (frontal; in sense 2 often frontal), a.

[ad. mod.L. frontalis, f front-, frons : see Feont
and -Ah. Cf. Ft,frontal adj ]

1 . Of or pertaining to the forehead, or to the cor-

responding part in the lower animals Frequent

m anatomical applications, as frontal artery, bone,

sinus, vein ,
etc. Frontal tonsure • see quot 1 S94.

1656 Blount Glossogr s v Vein, Frontal-vein, the fore-

head vein, a third branch ofthe outward throat_vem,whence,
mounting by the bottom of the nether jaw, it comes into

the lips and nose, and thence ascends by the mside of the

eye to the middle of the fore-head 1741 Monro Anat
Bones (ed 3) 87 The frontal Bone serves to contain, defend

and sustain the anterior Lobes of the Brain, 1746 Parsons
in Phil Trans XL1Y 6 The true Frontal Muscle arises

fleshy from the Process ofthe Os Frontis, x8z6 Kirby & Sp
Entomol (1828) IV xlv 258 He conjectures the seat of this

sense [smell] to reside in certain frontal organs 1840 G V.
Ellis Anat. 2 The frontal artery, a branch . . of the

ophthalmic 1879 Calderwood Mind 4 Br u. x6 The
front of the brain is known as the Frontal Lobe. 1894

J T. Fowler Adamian Introd 41 The tonsure was made
by shaving off all the hair in front of a lme drawn from

ear to ear, and is called the frontal tonsure

2 . Of or pertaining to the forepart or foremost

edge. Frontal hammer , see quot. 1881.

x86o Tyndall Glac. 1 xxvii. 217 From the summit
descended by a glissade to the frontal portion of the cavern.

1863 Lyell Aniig Alan xv 300 The fiontal or terminal

moraine 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss
,
Frontal hammer

or Frontal helve
x
a forge hammer lifted by a cam, acting

upon a ‘ tongue ’ immediately in front of the hammer-head.

b. Of an attack, etc . Directed against or de-

livered upon the front.

1884 Miht, Engiu I n 63 A magazine exposed to frontal

fire only x886 N L Walford Part Gen Civ War 43
With the aid of a frontal attack by the infantry.

3.

quasi-rA =frontal bone
1854 Owen SLel 4 Teeth in Cue Sc. I 193 The frontals

rest by descending lateral plates, representing connate
orbitosphenoids 1857 Bullock Cazeaux' Midwif 218
Ihe fiontal, forming the forehead, as well as the supenor-
anterior part of the face 1858 Lytton What will he do
11 iv, This was, indeed, a horse of great power..and such
a head ' the ear, the frontal, the nostril?

f Fro'tttal, v. Obs —1
[f. Frontal sb.~\ trans

To be a frontal or prelude to
, to precede.

1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks (1834) 177 Serving in this

place to frontal a Vindication of the honour of Scotland

4 Fro'ntary. Obs. [f. Front sb. + -ary 1
.]

= Frontal sb. 1 c.

1564-78 Bulleyn Dial agst Pest (1888) 27, I haue
appometed in wliat order that your frontary should bee
applied to your forehed to cause you to sleape quietly

Frontate (frp nt-,fr» ut*'t), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.
frontat-us, f.front-,fr5ns

;

see Front and -ate 2
.]

= next.

1853 m Ogilvie Suppl.

4 Fro’ntated, a. [f as prec. + -ed l.] (See

quot

)

17x9 Quincy Lex Physico-Mcd x6r Frontated, in Botany
expresses the Leaf ofa Flower growing broader and broader,
and at last terminating in a right Line

Frontayle, -el(l, obs. forms of Frontal.
Fronted (fro nted),ppl a. [f. Front sb. or v +

-ed ] Furnished with or having a front
;
formed

with a front. With qualifying adverb . Having
a front or countenance with a specified expression.

1615 J Stephens Satyr Ess , Impudent Censurer (1857)

133 Heeis so fronted with stuvmg to discountenance know-
lege, by the contempt of it, as you would think him borne
to insolence 1667 Milton PL. u 532 Part cuih thir fiene

Steeds, or shnn the Goal With rapid wheels, or fronted

Bngads form 1873 A Dobson Vignettesin Rhyme, Sundial
xu, So kindly fronted that you marvelled how The frequent

sword-hilt had so frayed his glove

Fronter, var, of Thbunter Sc (=a ewe in her

fourth year)

Frontier (fip*n-, fro-ntioj), sb. and a. Forms

:

5 frounter(e, -teere, -tier, -tor,fron- ,
frowntere,

5-6 frontyer, 5-7 fronter, 6 frontour, 6-7 fron-

tire, 6- frontier. Also Fbonture (obs ) [a. OF.
frontier masc

,
frontiere fem. (mod hr. fronttlre),

f front Front sb. Cf. Pr.frontttra forehead. It.

frontiera, Sp frontera, Pg.fronteira frontier ]A sb.

41. The front side, the forepart Obs.
4x430 Lydg Min Poems (Percy) 16 Att ffrountor of thees

welles-cleie, Ther whas a scripture commendyng ther

lycour. 1338 Leland Itm I. 107 The fronter of which
Ward in the entering is exceeding strange with Toures and
Portecoleces. 153* Robinson tr More's Utop 11 (1895)116
The forefrontes or frontiers of the 11 comers [of the haven]
. be very daungerous.

4 b. The side that fronts in a specified direc-

tion. Obs ~ 1

1599 Hakluyt Voy I 95 The principal wife placeth her
court on the West frontier

4c The forehead Obs rare— l
.

1383 Stubbes Anat Abus 1 (1877) 67 Their bolstred

heu . standeth crested round about their frontiers

42 - Frontlet 4. Obs.

1440 in Eng. Ch Furniture (Peacock 1866) 182 Item syx
alter towelles of lynnen cloth, the first with afrounter palled
read white and black the 5th with a frountier of hurde
Alisander

4 3 The front line oi foremost part of an army.

Hence * attack, resistance’ in phr to makefrontier
(tr OF.fairefrontline). Obs.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 289S Frykis one the frowntere welle

a fyve hundreth 14x2-20 Lydg Chron Troy 1 ix, (1555)
In the frounter [15x3 frountell] many manly man With
sharpe speres first together ran 1523 Ld Berners Frotss,

I cclv 378 He sent them into Poicters to kepe the citie,

and to make fronter there agaynst the frenchemen.

4.

sing and f>l. The part of a country which
fronts or faces another country ;

the marches , the

border or extremity conterminous with that of an-

other.

1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv xxx 80 To kepe the
frounters of the reame fro penile of enemyes 1489 Caxton
Faytes of A 111 xxn. 215 The fronteres of Caleys 1540
Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 48 On y° east partes and frontours of
this his realm x6oi R Johnson

t
Kmgd 4 Commit) xyi

Vpon another frontire he the Spaniards 1648 Gage West
Ind xx. 157 After the two dales we drew neer unto the
Heathens Frontiers 17XX Addison Sped No 129 F 8
A Country Chuich upon the Frontiers of Cornwall X78X
Gibbon Decl. 4F III 126 It might be dangerous to weaken
the defence of the frontier 1838 Lytton Calderon i 64
He received an order to join tne army on the frontiers

1833 J H Newman Hist Sk (1873) H, 1 11. 84 He found
a difficulty in defending his frontier towards Persia.

transf and Jig X67Z-3 Marvell Rek. Transp. 1 39
Those Churches which are seated nearer upon the Frontire
of Popery, 1758 Tom King’s, or Humours Cov Garden 3
A spacious Plain Whose large Frontiers with Palhsados
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bound From Trivia’s l*ilth inshnnes the hallow'd Ground
1768 W Wilkie Rake <5- Hermit 65 Faith 111 the utmost
frontier stands, 1839 Murchison Silur Syst 1 xxvn
350 Along this portion of their frontier, the Upper Silurian

Rocks [etc] 1833 Macaulay Hist Eng lv 150 A few
seditious persons had gone very near to the frontier of
treason *870 Max Muller Set Rehg (1873)39* ^ven *n
this more general study of mankind, the frontiers of lan*

guage and lace ought never to disappear

lb U.S. ‘That part of a country which forms

the border of its settled or inhabited regions . as

(before the settlement of the Pacific coast), the

western fiontier of the United States ’ {Cent Diet ).

1870 Emerson Sac fy Solit ,
Civthe Whs (Bohn) III S’Tis

wonderful how.soon a piano gets into alog-liut on the frontier,

f 5 A foitress on the fiontier
; a frontier town

1604 Shaks Ham (Q < 2) iv, iv 16 Goes it against the
mame of Poland, sn, Or for some fiontue? 1641 Eveiyn
Mem (1837) I, 22 Goicum, a very strong and consideiable
fiontiei 1725 De Foe Voy found World 11840) 222 It [Bal-

divia] was a fortification and a frontier 1796 Morse A mer.
Georg I 721 [Natchitoches m Louisiana] was a fiontier on
the Spanish settlements

fb A barriei against attack Obs.

*589 Ivl Forttf. 1 A Forte not placed wheie it were neede-
full, might skantly be accompted for fiontier 1648 Gaol
West Ind xv 105 This Province which is a Fiontier
against those Heathens 1664 Maiivell Carr Whs 1872-5
II. 122 His Navies do cany a moveahle Frontirc to all the
habitable world 1690 W Edmundson Jml (1713) 133
Three Hundred Firelocks, as a Frontier, to intercept the
English Soldiers

+ 6 . A settler on the frontier; a liontier-man,

1677 W, Hubbard Narrative 51 The Front leis discerning
Indians m .the Swamp, fired immediately upon them.

B adj.

1. Of or belonging to the frontier of a country

;

situated on the frontiei, boideung Const to.

1523 L» Burners From. I. exut, 133 The erle departed
his people into dyuers gatysons, to kepe fronter warre
1330 Palsc.r 34 The dyueisite of pionuncyacion of the
other frontiei countreys 1615 G Sandys Trav 43 Diueis
fiontier Cities and Castles. 1647 W. Browne tr Polexander
III. 87 A desert which is frontire betweene Guinea and
Senega, a 1648 Ld Herbert Life (1886) 240 Held their

way towaids Bayonne, aetty frontier to Spain 1667 Milton
P L. 1. 466 Dreaded through Gaza’s frontier bounds 1701
Col. Rec. Pennsylv II. 20 Leaving that most ffronter part
» Denuded of. .Defence 1756 G Washington Lett Wnt
1889 I 360 The intent of sending men bitliei was to piotect
the frontier inhabitants 1827 J F Coori.R Praine I

xiv 209 If you come a foot Higher, you shall have fiontier

punishment 1832 Miss Yonge Cameos I xyyui 281 A
few of the frontier castles had fallen into his hands

^2 Fronting; opposite Obs
1609 Holland Avtm, Marcell 106 With readie minds .

they breake through the frontier bankes over-against them.

Frontier (frp n-, fi»'nti»i), v. [f. piec sb ]

1 1 intr To be a fiontier, or as a frontier; to

border on or upon Obs.

1399 Hakluyt Voy. II. 13 The countrey called Suet .

fiontermg vpon the countrie of the Damascenes. 1632-62
Hcylin Cosmogr 11 (1682)166 AsfarWestwaidas the River
Tibiscus, where it frontiered on the Jazyges Metanasta..

2 trans a To look upon the fiontier, boundary,
or coast of; to face

,
now rare f b. To stand in

front of; to bar, oppose Obs.

15751 Fenton Gutcitard (1618) 270 They saw the armie so
hardie, as to incampe m that valley which was fiontued
with tioublesome mountames, and in the midst of the
enemies countrey. 1386 Ferne Bias Gentne 11 32 Being
that pait of the country a frontermg the sea 1389 Ive
Forltf. 29 So small Forts may well serue to hinder the
courses of a small number, but not to frontier a forcible
enemie, 1396 Spenser State Irel. (Globe) 621/2 Now that
it is noe more a border, nor frontyerd with enemyes a 1849

i
C Mangan Poems (1839) 227 The budge that, bounding

lie's domain, frontieis the wold of death.

Hence + Pro ntiermg ppl a
, occupying the

frontier or border
;
neighbouring.

1600 Dymmok Ireland (1843) 33 His Lordship repared
the breaches of the castle, and placed such a garrison m the
same as might anoy the fionteringe rebells

Fro’ntierism. rare-1 [See -ism.] A mode
of expression current on the (U S.) frontier,
1890 Harpeds Mag Aug 383/t A shallow ‘cooley’

(frontierism for gully) that led down through the bluff

Fro'ntierman, fro'ntiersmaii. Chiefly
U.S [f Frontier sb +Man ; for the second form
cf. draughtsman, tradesman .] One who lives on
the frontier of a country, or on the outlying dis-

tricts of civilization

1813 SportingMag XLII 209 Somewhat in the manner
of our frontier men’s leggms 1814 Brackenridge Views
Louisiana 116 There seems to prevail a rage amongst the
froutters-men, foi emigration to that quarter 1831 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt, xx 142 They were all, 01 neaily all,
natives of the Mexican bolder, fi ontier-men. 1877 W
Matthews Ethnogr Hidaisa. 22 The whites they had seen
were mostly mde Canadian frontiersmen, 1883 B Mitford
Zulu Country 111 43 A burly frontiersman strides along m
all the glory of wideawake and corduroy

Froutignac (fi^ntmyae k), sb Often attnb or
qnaswwjr Forms 7-9 frontuuac(k, (7 fran-
timak, -10k, frontnaeacke)^ 8 frontigmac, 8-
frontignac. [erroneous form ofnext

,
the substitu-

tion of -ac for -an is perh. due to a reminiscence
of the many southern Fr names m -ignac ]
1. A muscat wine made at Frontignan, in the

department of Heiault, France.

1629 Weldon in Chambers Life fas I (1830) II v 148
His drinks . weic fiontimac, canary, high country wine
1636 Davlnant Witts v i, Nothing could please your
haughty Pallat but The Muskatelh, and Frantimak Grape 1

1670 W Hucurs Compl Vineyard (16^3) 73 Frantinick is

a very pietty pleasant Wine. *763 Brownrigg id Phil
Trans LV 221 Those long vials, in which Frontnuac wine
is usually kept. 182S Polvvmli e had fy Ricoll I 1 377
The Comac-brandy, Claret and Frontnuac were excellent

2. The grape fiom which this is made.
a 1641 Suckling Li it (1646) 53 Mistresse and Woman

differ no otherwise than I' rontimuck and ordinal y Grapes
1725 Buadllv Fam Hitt s v A xposition

,

Muscats (the

giapes) they call Fiontmiacks *769 Mrs Rai t ald Eng
Houtekpr (17781 363 The Fiontininc grape is the best.

h Frontignan. Obs =prec
1756 Nugfnt 6V rour,FiancelV 36 Frontignan excellent

for a glass or two 1777 G I oksilr Voy. found Wot Id
I 78 French plants of burgundy, muscade, and frontignan
have hkewuse been tued

Fronting (fr» ntiq), vbl sb. [f Front ».]

1. The action of the vb 1* ront m various senses
1381 Mulcasttk Positions xyyix (1887) 212 In some

desperate cases, fantasic is froward, and wil bide no front-

ing 1659 Torriano, Facciata any fionting or facing

1796 Instr 4 Reg. Cavalry (1813) 183 Hie fronting every
two hundred yards is prescribed to pi event the breaking or
falling into file of the line 1832 Prop Rt gul. Inst) Cavalry
hi 86 The halting and fronting of each line may be regu-
lated 1883-4 J G Buillr in Bibli-Work II 65 'I his bold
fi onting of danger for the preaching of Christ 1895 Daily
News 1 June 5/6 It was delta mined to achieve the new
fi onting without disturbing it [the Dutch cannon ball].

2 concr. A supeificml coat or layer ; a facing
1886 A thenceum 22 May 686/3 T he bath reaching to the

marble semicircular fiontmg of the western mosaic 1891
Daily News 26 Dec 5/5 The .town has everywhere a thin
fiontmg of sparkling white*

Fronting (fry ntuj), ppl. a. [f Front v +
-INO 2

] That fionts gm senses of the vb ).

1397 Shaks 2 Hen IV, iv iv 66 Oh, with what Wings
shall his Affections fiye Towards fronting Pei ill, and oppos’d
Decay? a 171X Ktn Hymns Luang Poet Wks 1721 1 82
They made supernal Waves asunder start, And into fronting
liquid Bastions part. 1797 Coli ridc,i This Luni-'lne
Bower, etc 54 Those fronting elms x8x6 Keatini.i Ttav
(1817) I 192 Their military [mfantiy] is formed m a long
lane of two fronting ranks 1844 bins. Uuowning Lady
Geraldine’s Courtship 68 She, with level fiontmg eyelids

1846 Ld Houghton Men ofOld iv, Content, as men-at-arms,
to cope Each w ith Ins fronting foe

Hence Frontingly adv
1859 Chamb fml. XI 128 Hostile armies On dunly

tented fields, stand fronungly.

tFro’ntisli, a Obs rare- 1 [f Front 0, +
-laii.] Only mf> ontish-dooi —ft onl-doot

.

1703 T N City C Pm chaser 128 Froiuish doois in
great Buildings, with their Ornaments, as Pilasters, etc

Frontispiece (fro’nlispfs), sb. Forms, 7
frontispico, -peace,(frontespice,frontico-piecB,
frontispeioe), 6- frontispiece, [a hr. fronlis-
pice, ad med.L. fiontispicium lit ‘looking at

the forehead metoposcopy, hence physiognomy,
countenance, face 01 faijaclc of a building, f. L.
front{t)- (see Front sb ) + spicium, f. early Lat.

spetae to look. In English the spelling was very
early assimilated, to that ofpiece ]
1 The principal face or front of a building

;
‘ but

the term is more usually applied to the decorated
entrance of a building ’ (Gwilt)
1397-8 Bp Hall Sat v 11 62 But if thou chance cast

vp thy wondung eyes, Thou shall descerne vpon the
Frontispice, 0Y&E12 EISITCI crauen vp on liye 1630
Brathwait Eng, Gentlem (1641) 8 An indiscreet buildei,
who preferreth the caie of ms fiontispice before the name
foundation. 1689 Burnet Tracts I 45 Ihe French King
gives 10000 Livres for the Frontis peice. 1733 Hanway
Tram (1762)1 mi xcv. 440 The ornaments of the architec-
ture, and the relievo 111 the fiontisptece, are after the Chinese
and japan manner, 1797 HoLcnorr Stolberg’s Trav (ed 2)
II Ivl 302 The temple was of white marble, On the
fi ontispiece was the chariot of the Sun. 1833 FrRGUssoN
Handlk. Arch. II. 772 As a frontispiece it [the three-
gabled front of the Cathedral of Orvieto] is not without
consideiable appropuateness and even beauty 1874
Symonds Italy tjr Griece 102 The fajade [of the Cathedral
of Orvieto] is a tiiumph of decorative art. It is strictly
what Fergusson has styled a ‘fi ontispiece’, for it beats no
relation whatever to the construction of the building
iransf and fig. 1607 Walkincton Opt Glass 1 (1664) 3He had his celestial sentence engraven on the froutispeece

of his Heart a 1678 Marvell Poems, Appleton House 23A stately fi ontispiece of poor Adorns without the open door
1690 Locke Hum Und in xi § 20 Who is it has inform’d
us, that a rational Soul can inhabit no Tenement, unless it

has just such a sort of Frontispiece 1728 Glover On Sir
Isaac Newton 207 The ev’ning on the fiontispiece of
heav’n His mantle spreads with many colours gay
fb The summit of a building Obs. [So some-

times med, L.frontispiimm ]

.
*600 Holland Livy x. xxm. 368 The image of Jupiter .m the lanterne or frontispice [L culmine\ of the Capitol!
2 The pediment over a door, gate, etc. Also,

a sculptured or engraved panel.
x6ox Holland Pliny II 580 The very frontispiece and

maine liutle-tree which lay ouer the jambes or cheekes of
the great dore of the said temple 1637 Heywood Royal
Ship 41 Upon the upright of the Upper Countei, standeth
victory, m the middle ofa Frontispiece. 1667 MiltonP L
hi 506 A Kingly Palace Gate, With Frontispice ofDiamond
and Gold Embellish! x686 Burnet Trav, m (1750) 168
The great Dome is a magnificent Building, but the Frontis-
piece to the great Gate is not yet made, 1819 Shelley To

Ptacock 25 Feb , Columns supporting a perfect aichitrave
and two shattered frontispieces 1830 Leitch tr Muller's
Anc, Art % 109 76 An Ionic portico on the outside, and on
each side a Doric frontispiece

* ‘

Jig 1622 Misselden Free Trade (ed 2) 2 When God
hunsclfe setteth these duties in the frontispice or tnn nf
both the Tables of the Decalogue

op ot

t 3 . The fust page of *a book or pamphlet, or
what is printed on it, the title-page including
illustrations and table of contents

, hence, an intro-
duction or preface Obs
1607 R C tr // Estinine's World of Wonders Ep Ded

I could see none fitter to be placed in the Frontispice
of this worke then your two Loidslups 16x4 Selden
lilies I/on 226 In the Frontispice of Ina’s laws he
saith he in tde them with the assent and help of his Bishops
x6x8 Boiton Floras To Rdr, Hee figures the whole
people of Rome, in the person of a Man (as the frontis-
piee sheweth). 1646 Bukclss m Ptesbyt Rev (1887) 317
This speech a scoffing Remonstrant takes, and sels it forth
odiously in the Frontispice of Ins Book 1647 Clarendon
Ilist Rib v § i A Declaration (wlnth he earned to be
punted, and, 111 the Frontispiece, recommended to the con-
sideiatton of all his loving Subjects) 1712 Steele Sped
No 296 ? 1 Your piefmng Check Motto’s to the Frontispiece
of j oui late Papers 1721 Bailey, Frontispiece, the Title
or fiist Page of a Book clone m Picture.

fig. c 1640 J Smytii Lives Bukchys (1883) II 409 His
f ice was the fiontispice of his mind , lie knew not how to
dissemble a thought *631 Ji r Taylor Serin for Year 1

v 57 Godly sonow is but the fiontispiece 01 title page 1673
Lady's Call 1 11 12 Nature . novei meant a serene and clear
forchc id should be the frontispiece to a cloudy tempestuous
heart 1704 S Wesi i y Def Lit cone. Educ, Dissenters 23
Stephen M irshall, the veiy Fiontispiece of Smectunnuus
4 An illustration facing the title-page of a book

or division of a book (The current sense.)
The ‘ Frontis-pieee’ of the fust quot faces the title-page
1682 T

.
*1 '— ’

? 7 1
1- ** 120 And lo m the Frontis-piece is

1

ii i . > s ! 11 luikish halnt even as I travelled.

1748 Lady Lutijohougii Lett to Shcnstonc 28 May, I

grudge si\ shillings for Hcrveys MeditaLions but I want
to see the fiontispicccs 1733 Guay Let Poems (1775) 225
If I had received such a hook, with such a fiontispiece it

would have given me a palsy 1820 Scori shy Acc Arctic
Rig II 368 The engMving which forms the fiontispiece to
this volume is illustiaLive of this accident 1878 H H
Ginns Ombre 8 One of them appears in the Frontispiece
which is taken from Seymour’s ‘ Complcat Gamester’
fig 1691 J Wu son Bilptugor 1 11, In a woid, a thing
made up of so many several p irishes, that you’d have taken
lum at lust sight for a frontispiece of the resm rection.

5 The front piece or forepart of anything,

a The face or forehead Chieflyjocular
a. 1635 Chilian's Nupttails, M? Botll 30, If 17 a, That

fa>re fiontispeece of yours 1754 Humi; Hist Eng (1761)
I 1 26 It weieapityth it so beautiful a fiontispiece should
covet a mind destitute of internal grace 177a Nugent tr.

Hist Fr Getund 1 iv 120 A smart little f.ithei , with a bit

of toupet on lus fiontispiece x82x Spoiling Mag VIII 233
Tl-n* < -

. g
1

. ‘1 •’ppo-’'- ,-rc

c

c r - C’-~-
s o c 1872 li,< a . . j 1 , \ '

,

>-
*

' .1* .

c l . > 1 '* 1 . i< 11 1 f . • 1
1

T 1 1 . .< 1 c /i - e e 11 1 1
1 j* l \ . 1 l 1. 1

f b In a theatre ; The front scenery
;
also, the

forepart of the stage, Obs
1651 J Wilson Astrnea A vhj, The Shepherdess avanceth

to the F rontismecc of the Scene. 1667 Davlnant& Duyden
lempest 1 1 ,

The curiam rises, and discovers a new frontis-

piece*, joined to the great pilasters

Frontispiece (fnnuispfs), v [f. prec sb]

tians a To furnish with as a Frontispiecr (senses

3 , 4), put a frontispiece to. b. To represent on the

fi ontispiece. C. To put as a frontispiece.

17x5 M Davies Athen Brit. I Pief 12 Those two
Clementin Epistles wherewith Cottlenus frontispiec’d

his Collection of Apostolick Remains 1716 Ibid II 297
His insolent Sermon, Sawetly frontisptec’d, Non-Resistance
without Priestcraft, Sec c 1821 Byron m Dowden Shelley

(1887) II 364, I have advised hint lo frontispiece his book

with his own head, Capo dt Traditoie, the head of a traitor

X83X Fraser's Mag III 201 [He] is frontispicced most

abominably, in a sort of cai mature of the Freischut/ 1836

Ibid XIII 34 Poole’s Sketches . aie fiontispieced with an
engraving 1894 Speaker 19 May 360/2 Let him frontispiece

a good map
Hence Fro'ntispiecer, one who supplies a fron-

tispiece.

1828 Lamb Let to Barton 5 Dec , I esteem thy verses .

.

honour thy frontispiecr, and reverence thy dedicatee

Frontisterion, -urn : see Phkontistkrion.

Frontless (frz; ntles), a Also 7 frontles(se.

[f J? ront sb. + -less ] Having no front.

1 Jig, Unblushing, shameless, audacious, danng

;

= h oreheadless a Now rare.
X605 B Jonson Volpone iv v, The most prodigious, and

most fiontlesse piece Of solid impudence 16x5 Chap-

man Odyss 1 423 Command to towns of their nativity

These frontless wooevs X633 T Adams Exp 2 Peter 11

xo The whelps of that Roman litter have thus cast front-

iers imputations upon them 1739 Cibber Apol (1756) I

99 As if the author had impos’d upon them the most frontless

absurdity. 1791 Boswell Johnson 10 Sept an 1773 The
duchess had not superior parts, but was a bold frontless

woman. 1823 Blackw Mag XIY. 464 We have editors

frontless enough to advocate them 1830 L HuntAutohog
II xi 79 The repulsiveness of a republic .with its frontless

love of money 1886 Swinburne Miscell, 297 A brainless

and fi ontless trafficker m scandal

2 Of a house . That has had its front destroyed.

1887 Pall Mall G 1 Mar 12/1 Diano Marina is a wreck
. The passengers in the trams look into fi ontless houses.

Hence Pro artlessly adv., Pro ntlessness.
16x8 Chapman Hesiod 143 The worse depiavmg the
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better; and that frontlessly. 1631 Brathwait Whimsies,
Ruffian 83 Hee will intrude most frontlesly into any com-
pany 1698 R Fergusson Ecclesiastick 3 Without a strange

frontlessness, they can neither deny [etc ] 1709 J Logan
in Pa. Hist Soc Mem. X 370, I cannot persuade myself
that any man will be so frontlessly base

Frontlet (frontlet) Forms’ 5-6 frontlett(e,

(6 frountlett, 7 frontilet)
,
6- frontlet, [a OF.

frontelet, dim. of frontel, fronteau Frontal sb •

see -let ]

1

Something worn 011 the forehead

a. An ornament or hand
,
also, a bandage worn

at night to prevent or lemove wrinkles

1478 in Rolls of Parlt VI 289 Frontlettes of blak
velvet 1502 Prm Purse Exp Ehz of York (1830) 68

A. frontlet of golde for the Quene c 1540 J Heywood
FourP P. Bjb, And they be masked in many nettes As
frontlettes, fillettes, paitlettes, & braceletes 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 837 They weare also frontlets ot feathers

in their eares they weare bones 1641 J Jackson True
Evcmg T hi 206 Holmesse to the Lord is found written

upon the high Priests frontlet a 1717 Parnell To an
Old Beauty 2 To please our youthful sight You sleep in

cream and frontlets all the night 1755 Young Centaur vi

Wks 1757 IV 255 The Centaurs wearing frontlets of brass

on then foteheads 1807 Wordsw White Doe 1 260 lhat
Dame of haughty air wears a fiontlet edged with gold

1866 J G Murphy Comm Ex xm g The fillet 01 frontlet

encircles the head
fig. 1605 Shaks Lear 1 iv 208 How now Daughter?
what makes that Frontlet on ? You are too much of late

I’th'frowne *79* Cowpeu Odyss xm 469 As when we
loosed Her radiant frontlet from the brows of Troy 1876

Swinburne Erechtheus 1396 To bind on the brows of thy
godhead a frontlet of night

b In Exod xm. 16, Deut yi. 8, or phrases refer-

ring thereto . =Phylactery.
1578 Bible (Genev) Exod xiu 16 It shalbe as a token

upon thine hande, and as frontlets betwene thme eyes

1670 L Stucley Gossip-Glass xl. 481 Let it be as Frontlets

between thme eyes day and night 1732 Swirr Lett
Wks 1841 II 674 His [Clarendon’s] books had frontlets of
Scripture to recommend and sanctify all their venom 1823

Macaulay Milton Ess (1854) 27 That sublime treatise

which every statesman should wear as a sign upon his

hand and as frontlets between his eyes

+ c A cloth or bandage containing some medi-

cament ;
also, the medicament itself Ohs

1600 Sukelet Countne Farme 1 xn 57 To cause them to

sleepe it is good to make a frontlet with the seede of
poppie, [etc ] 1607 Topscll Foitrf Beasts (1658) 401 To
put them all together into a Fiontlet or fore head cloth

1621-31 Burton Anat Mel 11 v 1 u 396 Frontlets are

well known to every good wife, Rose water and Vinegar
applied to both temples 1725 Bradlfy Fam Diet s v.

Eye, You are to apply to the Temples a Fiontlet made
with Provence Roses

d —Front 9c rare— 1

1783 Crabbe Newspaper 373 These flaxen frontlets with

elastic springs.

e = Frontal i b, front-stall (see Front sb ig)

1803 Scott Last Mmstr 1 v, Thirty steeds Barbed with

frontlet of«teel 1873OuidaPascarel 1 1 89The bullockswent
on their slow ways with flowers in their leathern frontlets

+ f. A coronet Obs
1610 Guillim Heraldry vi Concl (1611) 283 Twixt an

Earle and Vicounts Frontilets The ods is like so needlesse

to be learn'd

2 = Forehead 1. Now only of animals

1639D Pell Impr Sea 378 Like the smooth-faced./b«frs,

fluma
, stagna, and lacus’s of a land, that lyes with never

a wnnckle upon their frontlets. 1738 Dyer Fleece 1 203
A fairer species Of shorter limb, and fiontlet moie ornate

1810 Scott Lady ofL 1 u, The antlered monarch of the

waste Tossed his beamed frontlet to the sky 1831 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt xxxix 299 We can recognise the horns

and frontlets of the elk 1878 G Macdonald Phantastes

vi 88 From frontlet to tail the horse likewise shone red

1890 Boldrewood Col Reformer (1891) 228 A very evil-

looking beast with a development of horn remarkable even
in that forest of fiontlets

b. Orniih. The margin of the head, behind the

bill, of birds, geneially clothed with rigid bristles

*874 Coues Birds N. W 89 The differences are found m
every sufficient series of the North American bird, thus,

of two specimens, both shot at Washington, D C ,
one has

a whitish, and the other a biown frontlet

3 The fayade of a building : = Front sb. 6 . Also

transf
1808 Scott Marm v xx, The antique buildings, climbing

high, Whose Gothic frontlets sought the sky 1830 W
Phillips Mt Sinai 1. 338 Fair east he turn’d him, ana anon
attain’d The beetling frontlet of the mountain

4 A superfrontal or cloth hanging over the upper

part of an altar frontal
;
also, an ornamental border

to an altar-cloth.

1536 Reg ofRiches in Antig Sarisb. (1771) 179 A purpure

cloth, with an ymage of the Crucifix with a divers frontlet,

having in every end two white Leopards 1349 Efg £h
Furniture (Peacock i860) 246 Item on corporaxe cloth & ij

tasslys Item one lyttell frountlett of ffustyan 1874 Mickle-

thwaite Mod Par Churches 305 One frontlet may serve

with a variety of frontals 1877 J D. Chambers Div
Worship 269 Frontlets may be sewn on the front of these

linen cloths so as to hang over the edge.

tFrontly, adv Obs [f. Front sb +-ly2]
? With a bold front, bravely

1373 Barbour Bruce xvi. 174 Thai..frontly with thar

fayis can ficbt.

Pronto* (frp’nto), used in scientific nomenclature

forfronti-, the combining form ofL front-em,frons

Front, chiefly m anatomical and surgical combs

signifying * pertaining to the front or forehead and

to something else ’, as mfronto-auncular, -ethmoid,
-1malar

,

-mental (see Mental a 2
) ,

-nasal, -occipital,

•orbited, -parietal, -sphenoidal
,
-squamosal, -tem-

poral, for which see the word foiming the second

member of the combination.
1857 Bullock Cazeaux’ Midivif 221 The fronto mental,

or the facial, extends from the frontal boss to the point of

the chm. 1864 Reader No 83 204/1 The fronto-nasal

protuberance 1866 Huxley Preh Rem Caithn 99 The
basi-cramal line is from the anterior margin of the foramen
magnum to the fronto-nasal sutuie 1872 Mivart Elem
Anat 100 The parietal may he one with the frontal, forming
a fronto parietal bone 1886 F H H Guillemard Cruise
Mai citesa I 214 Thus causing the fronto-orbital edge to be
very sharp

Fronton (frvntpn) Also 9 frontoon [a

Fr fronton
,
ad It ftontone, f fronte Front ]

1 Arch A pediment.
i6g8 M. Lister Journ to Pans (1609)42 There are two

Stones in the Fronton of the South East Facade of the

Louvre 1721 Bailey, Fronton [in Architecture] is a
Member which sei-ves to compose an Ornament, laised over

Doors, Cross works, Nitches, etc 1802 W Taylor in

Robberds Mem I 417 Every aichitrave and window-sill of

the long and regular palace of the Tuilenes was thickly

dotted with these arches,—every frontoon and arch regu-

larly framed with them 1830 Leitch tr Muller's Anc Art
§ 284. 314 It stands more upright over the fronton and
inclines forward more above the side walls 1894 Daily
News 9 Oct 5/3 One of the curiosities of Paris is the

bas-relief on the fionton of the east side of the Louvre over
the colonnade.

2 . Of an altai = Frontal sb. 2.

1749 U ap Rhys Tour Spam fy Portugal (1760) 83 An
exceeding rich Altar, the Fronton of which is of Brass gilt

||
3 . [Sp ] A building where pelota is played

1896 Westm Gaz 23 Apr 7/1 The great objection to the

popularity of pelota ovei here is the expense of the fronton

or court 1896 Daily Chron 16 May 9/4 A fronton epi-

demic broke out m Madrid

Fro’ntsman. [f Front sb + Man.] A sales-

man who stands on the pavement in front of a shop
1896 Daily Chron 23 Aug 9/4 Butchers—Young man,

22, seeks Situation as cutter and fiontsman

FrOTfttstead. [f Front sb. + Stead sb ] A
piece of ground between the front of a house and
the road or stieet; a fore-court, a front garden

Now dial, only
1688 Depos Cast York (Surtees) 283 He would make a

bonefire on his own frontstead *769 Adome Inclos Act 11

Houses, frontsteads, garths, gardens, and oichards. 1823
Brighton Commissioners Act § 76 1876 Whitby Gloss

,

Frontstead, a front site in the line of a street

*|* Frcrnture. Obs. Also 5 frunture. [altered

form (after words with suffix -dre) of Frontier ]
= Frontier
1417 Ld Furnyval in Elhs Ong Lett Ser. n. I 58 A

bridge sett in the fronture of the borders of the Irish

emmies C1430 Lydg. Mm Poems (Percy) 18 And last was
wryten in the ffrontures ‘ I schalle ffullenlie him withe joy

’

[etc ] 1432 Poston Lett I 237 Charlys Nowel, Otywell

Nowell, Robert Ledeham kepe a frunture and a forslet at

the hows of the seid Robert Ledeham, and issu ought at her

pleser 1611 Speed Hist Gt Bint vi xvu § 7. 97 Placed

in the fronture of this Chapter.

Frontward, -wards (furntwgad, -z), adv

(a, sb) [f Front sb +-ward(s ]

1 Towards or in the direction of the front
,
also,

to the front of
1863 G. Meredith Rhoda Flemvtg xxvi, She spoke, gazing

frontward all the while 1876 S Lanier Poems (1884) 133

Run each road that frontward leads, 1877 — Hard Times
in Elfland 6 Drew More frontward of the mighty fire

b quasi-twj^ Of or pertaining to the fiont.

1863 Carlyle Fredk Gt xx, xi IX. 208 Burkersdorf,

Ludwigsdorf are frontward posts,

-j* c. quasi-sb The direction towards the front

1333 Brende Q Curtins (1570) 90 b, Suche as stode in y®

hinder partes of the bat tallies, were ordered to tume their

faces from. y° frontwards

2 With the fiont or face in a specified direction.

Const, to. rare— 1

1836 Mrs Browning Aur Leigh vii 310 Men define a
man The creature who stands frontward to the stars.

+ Frcrnysate, a. Obs [app connected with

Gr <j>p6vT](Xis thought, intelligence ]

1341 R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg

.

Pref, Your
scyentycall beneuolence and clere fronysate mtellygence

tFroofe, Obs rare- 1
. App used by Chapman

for 'the handle of an anger’ (Naies)

1615 Chapman Odyss ix 530 And as you haue seene A
ship-wright bore a nauall beamej he oft Thrusts at the

Augurs Froofe ,
works still aloft , And at the shanke, lielpe

others ;
with a cord Wound round about, to make it sooner

bor’d

+ FrO’ppish, a Obs

.

Also fropish. [? f *frop,

var. of Frap v. + -ish.] Froward, fretful, peevish.

1639 J Alleine in Life (1838) Let x. 140 As a man would

give a thing to a froppish. child. 1709 Brit. Apollo II No
77 2/2A fropish , froward Perverse Wife *734 Richardson
Grandison (1781) IV xxxyh 260 So, once, be was as frop-

pish as a child, on my calling him the man. 1784 R. Bagb
Barham Downs I 138,

1

was a giddy headed girl, too proud

and froppish to take up with my sister’s leavings.

Hence + Fro’ppishness.
1688 S Penton Guardian's Insir 73 Whenever you find

the Child m an Extravagant fit of Froppishness and Anger.

1734 Richardson Grandison (ed 7) V 1x2 Ifmy Lord will

askpardon for his froppishness, as we say of children.

Prove (fio<u), + froren, f from(e, pa. pple.

andppl a. [pa. pple ofFreeze v (q.v. forForms) ]
1. With distinctly participial sense : Frozen.

Obs exc dial
c 1230 Gen <$ Ex 97 Of waters froren, of yses wal, Sis

middel werld it luket al *297 R Giouc (1724) 265 pe
water yfrore hys 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvm.
xcu (1405) 840 Salamandra quenchyth the fyre that he
towchytn as yse dooth and water frore 1477 Norton Ord.
Alch 1 in Ashm (1652) 19 Plenty of water that was therein

froare 1342 Hen VIII Declar Scots 197 Our bloud is .

.

frome with the cold ayre of Scotlande 1880 Sharp kword
ofDamocles III 74 Ihe lake was soon ‘from’, as they
say in Suffolk.

absol c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode n xc (i86g) 108, I
hatte Peiesce the foolhch, the founded, the froren.

2 , Intensely cold, frosty, frost-like. Now only

poet, in the formfrore (after Milton’s use)

1483 Caxton Gold Leg 130 b/x After longe tyme saynt
Julyen slepte aboute mydnyght and it was from and
moche colde. 1667 Milton PL 11 595 The parching Air
Bums frore, and cold performs th’ effect of Fire. 1708

J Philips Cyder 11 74 Th’ aged Year Inclines, and Boreas’

Spuit blusters frore. 1764 Churchill Gotham 1 Poems
II 19 Frore January, Leader of the Year 1821 Shel-
ley Prometh Unb I 121 Snow-fed streams now seen
athwart frore vapours 1829 Southey in Anniversary g
Epistle, Time upon my head Hath laid his frore and
monitory hand 1830 Mrs Browning Poems II 4x3 The
Loves lie, Frore as taken in a snow storm 1887 Bowen
Virg AEneid iv. 231 His beard is with icicles frore.

Frory (fro° n), a Also froarie, -y. [f. Frore
ppl a +-Y 1 . Cf OE.friorig ]

i. Frozen, frosty; extremely cold.

a 1555 Abp. Parker Ps cxxi 368 The moone by night

shall serue thyturne Her froryhomes shall thee not fray

1390 Spenser F Q iii vm 35 Her up betwixt his rugged
hands he reard, And with his frory lips full softly kist 1691
Dryden Arthur 111 31 There the pale Pole Star in the
North of Heav’n Sits high and on the fiory Winter broods

1833 Singleton Yugilll 271 Her son within a vale retired

afar. Sequestered by the frory flood, she saw

+ 2 Covered with foam or froth Obs
1600 Fairfax Tasso 11 xl. While yong, she vs’d with

tender hand The foming steed with froane bit to steare

+ Frose’nder. Obs.— 1
[f. Fro adv. + Sender ]

One who sends forth. So Prose ntppl a. [ + Sent
ppl. a ], that is sent forth ; m quot absol

C1550 Cheke Matt ix s note, JEven as y° servant is to y°

Mr so is y° frosender, and y° frosent

Frosh, frosk. Obs exc dial. Forms* 1 froz,

forso, 3-4 frosse, 3-5 frosk(e, 3, 5-6 frosche,

4-5 frossh(e, 5-7 frosh, 8-9 dial frosk PI 3
frosse [See Frog sbX\ A frog.

c 1000 iElfric Exod vm 4 To be and to pmum folce and
m to eallum pinum peowum gaS pa. froxas. *1240 Saiules

Warde m Coil Horn 251 Neddren ant eauraskes [v rr.

eaureskes, eafroskes] c 1250 Gen S,- Ev 2969 Do cam $or
up swile froskes here Se Sede al folc egipte dere. 21x300
Cursor M 5928 Pat to]>ei on-coin pat him fell Was frosse

pat na tung moght tell 1382 Wyclif Ps lxxvu 45 He
sente in a frogge [v r frosshe], and it destro3ede them,

la 1400 Morte Art

h

xo8i His frount and his forheuede,

alle was it ouer, As the felle of a froske 1481 Caxton
Reynard, (Arb ) 37 The frosshis complayned that they had
none loide 1365 Golding Ovid's Met xv (1593) 356 The
mud hath m it certaine seed whereof greene froshes rise

1674-91 Ray N, C Words (ED S ), Frosh

,

a frog 1690
in Picton L'pool Mumc Rec (1883) I 288 It is order'd ra

Councel y4 no allowance be given him to slutch y* frosse

lake 1781 Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss, Frosk 1821

Mrs Wheeler Cnmbld Dial App. 7 Thou cuddent tell

me be a frosk, at hed been hung up beeth heels ith’ sun-

shine, an dryt to deeth. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss ,
Frosgc Frosk,

1873 Swaledale Gloss
,
Frosk

f Froshell. Obs In 5 freshen (? incorrectly),

frosshell. [app a corruption of OF. fourchelle,

forcel

:

see Forced.] The furcula of a bird.

i486 Bit St A Ibans C nj b, Yeue hir a chekyn and take

the tenderist of the brest withe the ffreshell [1496 frosshell]

bone and let hir eate it.

Fro’sling. Obs. exc. dial. [? for *frosthng

,

f.

Frost sb. + -ling.] (See quot. 1823 )

a 1529 Skelton E Rummyng 460 Another brought two
goslynges. That were noughty froslynges 1823 Moor
Suffolk Words, Froshn ,

a lamb, agoslim a chicken, an apple.

&c, nipped, or pinched, 01 injured by frost.

Frost (fr^st), sb. Forms : 1 frost, forst, 2-5

forst(e, 3 south vorst, 5froste, (4wrost,froist,

7 froast), 4- frost. [Com. Teut. : OE frost,

usuallyfirst, str masc., corresponds to OFns./; ost,

forst, OS frost (MDu vorst masc and fem., mod.
Du fem only), OH.G.frost(MHG. vrost, mod Ger

frost) str. masc ,
ON frost neut. (Sw., Da frost

masc.) •—OTeut *frusto-, f weak-grade of the root

of *freusan to Freeze ]

1. The act or state of freezing orbecoming frozen

;

the temperature of the atmosphere when it is below

the freezing-point of water; extreme cold. Often

used with qualifying adj. as hard, sharp, etc.frost.

Black frost', frost not accompanied by rime, op-

posed to white frost (see sense 2), Also personi-

fiedmJack Frost
t Below frost', below freezing-point (obs) (Ten, etc)

degrees offrost

.

degrees below freezing-point

a 700 Epmal Gloss 485 Gelum

,

frost, a xooo Phoenix
58 Se hearda forst a 1123 0 E. Chron an 1110 Treow
wsestmas wurdon psere mhte purh forste swiSe for numene
c 1175 Lamb. Horn 33 Ic walde fem piman and sitten on
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forste and on snawe up et mine chmne 4x250 Owl <5

Night 524 Wane mites cumeth Ionge, And bringcth forstes

staike an stionge 1382 Wyclit Dan 111 69 Byndynge
frost [1388 Blac forst] and colde, bleis 30 to the Lord
c 1450 Merlin 149 Thai eluded hem warme as thei myght,
for the froste was grete 1523 Ln Bi uni rs l<rtms I.

cclxxwi 428 They went a seuyn leages afote . and it was
harde fiost, wheiby they cutte then fete 1576 Fleming
Danopl Epist, 395 The Winter Frostes doe not alwayes
mdure no more should your greefe 1647 Cow r nv Mistress,
Bathing in the River iv, When ligorous Winter binds you
{river] up with Fiost. 1694 Act Bev. Late Voy 11. (1711)

207 The Days m Summer being excessive hot, and the
Nights sharp Frosts, even to an inch thickness in the
Ponds 27x5 Desaguliers Fires In/pr 47 The Liquor
subsided to r8 degrees, which was two Degioes below Frost.

*804 J. Graham 1: aboath 2x4 As when a waveless lake Is
sheeted by a nightly frost with ice 1847 A M Gilliam
Tram, Mexico 9 Welcome Jack Fiost had visited the city
of New Orleans that hoary benefactor 1851 Hawthorne
Twice-told T, Ser. 11. Shaker Bridal, The hoarfrost, and
the blackfrost, hath done its work on Brother Adam

b. viewed as an agent which penetrates and
freezes the contained moisture of a porous sub-
stance, esp. the ground.
1694 Ace Sev Late Voy n. (1711) 27 The frost cannot

penetrate far into such Giound. 18 C. D Warni r Spring
m New Eng (Cent ), In the shade theie is still frost in the
ground 1891 S C Scrivener Our Fields «$ Cities 139
Frost will penetrate eight inches, sometimes more 1894
Wesiut Gas 5 Apr 3/2 A sheep’s carcass is small

; you can
get the frost out of it as soon as you require it

+ C. Proverb. (Cf.farewellfieldfare ) Obs,
c 1590 Play Sir Thomas More (1844) 52 Why, faiewell,

frost 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abmgd {Percy Soc
) 43

Farewell, frost 1670 Ray Eng. Prov, 174 Farewel, frost

,

nothing got, nor nothing lost.

2.

Fiozen dew or vapour. More fully hoar{y,
7 ime

,
or whitefrost

a xooo Riddles lxxxvm 8 (Gr.) Hwiluni hara scoc forst of
reaxe a 1300 CursorM 6520 Manna fel frn lift sa gret
plente, Als a grideld frost to se a 1340 Hampole Psalter
lxxvii 52 pmre mours IVulg moros] he sloghe in ryme hoist
*382 Wyclif Dan 111 68 JDewis and whyt frost, blesse 30 to
the Loid *563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 54 Hoare fiost or
white frost is nothing else, but dew congealed by over much
cold 1667 Milton P. L xi 890 Seed-time and Harvest,
Heat and hoary Frost, Shall hold their couise 1704 Pope
Winter o Behold the gioves that shine with silver frost.

1739 T Smith grnl (1849) 268 Last night theie was a very
white frost, that killed the tops of our potatoes 1832
Tennyson New Year's Eve iv, Theie's not a flower on all
the hills the frost is on the pane,

t b. Frozen water, ice. Obs.
e 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xiv 61 Anober water Jrat on

nyghtes fresez hard, and on days es na frost sene heron,
1580 Framp 1 on Dial Yron fy Steele 169 Waters which doe
proceed of snow and of frost. Ibtd. 170 With a piece of frost,
chewing it continually.

3 *

c 1200 Ormin 12655 To shridenn uss JraerwiJjb onnjaen ba
frosst off fahenn trowwbe 1595 in Caxtou's Blanchardyn
(E. E. T. S ) 2x4 A frost of cares [began] to ouex runne their
summers bhsse. *769 Sir W Jones Pal Fortune Poems
(1777) 22 A reverend sage, Whose beard was hoary with the
frost of age 1851 Ruskin Stones Yen (1874) I. xx 225 The
Renaissance frosts came, and all perished.

b. esp Of a person : Coldness of behaviour or
temperament, frigidity

; also slang, a * coolness \
1635 J, Hayward tr, Biondi’s Banish'd Virg. 141 The

difference betweene a woman of frost and One of fire 1720
Humourist 99 But with all this Shyness, Frost, and Virtue
my Fuend hnds her as willing a Tit [etc], 18x5 Scott
Guy M lv, One of those moments of intense feeling when
the frost of the Scottish people melts like a snow wreath.
x886 Mallock Old Order Changes II. 256 He could not .

,

keep a slight frost from his manner, 1891 S. J Duncan
Amer. Girl Loud. 196 There’s a frost on—we don't play
with each other any more

c. Sc. (See quot. 1 S 25-80 )
a 1757 GilMomce x. m Child Ballads iv Ixxxiu (1886)

272 Sen ye by me will nae be warnd, In it ye sail find frost.
1825-80 Jamieson, Frost, difficulty

, to Jin' frost, to meet
with difficulties, Banff's.

4c slang (originally Theatr.). A failure.
*886 Stage Gossip 70 When a piece ‘ goes ’ badly, it is

called, a ' frost ’. 1891 1 Zangwill Bachelors' Club 209 This
last book . is a regular frost 1896 Q Rev. Oct 538 The
Randt mines would, in mining phrase, 1 turn out a frost

'

f5, a. A colour like that of hoarfrost; silver-grey,

b. Gold or silver frost-work
; cf.frost-button. Obs.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 83 The colour for the
most part, frost upon green 1702 Land Gaz No 3810/B
All Gold and Silver Plate shall be spun close on well boiled
and light died Silk only, (Frost excepted).

+ 0. ? — Calk sbP 3. Obs
1718 S. Sewall Diary 19 Jan. (1882) III 161 Great Rain,

and very Slippery: wasfain to wear Frosts Ibid 5 Feb.
Ill 165 Had like to have fallen grievously, by reason ofmy
Frosts, on the Steps in the night {Note, Probably the
caulks or mocassins of those days, which were in use till

quite recently by aged people.)

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as frost-
diamond, -giant, -mark, -power,-scene, -time,-wind,
-wound, -wreath

; also frost-like adj.
*868 Ld. Houghton Select. Jr Whs 2x5 “Frost-dia-

monds twinkle on the grass 1889 R. B. Anderson tr
Rydbergs Teut Mythol 134 Thor, the divine foe of the
frost giants 1832 Tennyson Palace Art xui, From
shadow d grots ofarches interlaced, And tipt with *frost-like
spires, 1856 KaneArct.Expl, II. xtx 193 Not an icicle oy
even a *frost-marlc was to be seen on the roof 1889 R, B.
Anderson tr, Rydbergs Teut Mythol 138 The “frost-
powers led by Thjasse's kinsmen 1709 Steele Tatler No
las f i we shall not shortly have so much as a Landskip or

* Frost-Srene to 1 efresh ourselves 1387 Trtvisa Higdeit
(Rolls) IV 467 Longe aftirward, in frosty time [v. r. ’’frost

tyme], Iulian was wery, and leste hym aboute mydny3t.
x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxxm, A sharp “fiost-wmd, which
made itself heard and felt ftom time to time. 1820 IClats
St Agnes xxvvi, The frost-wind blows 1856 Kanh A ret
Eipl II 111 45 One [suffering] fiom ’‘frost-wounds. 1872
Bryant Little People 0/Sumo 349 Around that little grave,
in the long night,

i
Fiost-wrcaths were laid

b. instrumental, post-beaded, -bound, -burnt,
-chcqueted, -concocted, -concealed, -fettered, -firmed,
-kibcd, -lent, -riven, -temfeted adjs
1842 Faui r Styrian Lake, etc 122 The white ’frost-

beaded grass 1785 Cowi'iin J ash v 155 Materials .’‘frost-

bound Fum as a rode. X848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. iv i,

I came . Among the Alps, all through one fiost-bound
dawn X770 Armstrong Misc 1 . 152 Whipping the “fiost-

buint villagers to the bones a 1847 Eli/a Cook 'do the
Robin vn, The “frost-choquer’d pane. 1726-46 Thomson
Winter 707 The “frost-concocted glebe Draws in abundant
vegetable soul 1877 Longi Wapentake, Voiceless as a
rivulet “frost-congealed x8xx E Lyhaght Poems 1 The
“frost-fettered rivers no longer can flow 2591 Sylvi sti r
Du Bartas 1. v. 875 For when her Troops of wandring
Cranes forsake “Frost firmed Str> mmi 1848 Kingsiiy
Saint's Trag 1 m, Proud of >our 'frost-kthed feet, and
du ty serge x8o6 J. Grahamu Bn ds S, otl 84 A “frost-ient
fiagment, 1873 J Guivir. Gt Ice Age v 58 A heap of
“fiost-riven debris. 1856 Kant A ret Fvpi II 1 16 My
thoughts lecal the “fiost-tempered junks of this pachyder-
mold amphilnon

c. Special comb. : frost-bearer= CitYonionus;
frost-bird (see quot ), frost-blite, the plant Cheno-
podium album (see quot ) ; frost blue (see quot ) ;

frost-bow (see quot ) ,
-} frost-bramed a

,
dull,

stupid ; frost-button, a button with a hosted sur-

face ; frost-cog (see quot.), frost-dew, hoar-frost,

rime, frost-fall (see quot.)
5
trost-fern, a fern-like

figure pioduced by the fieezmg of a moist surface

;

frost-fish, (a) the Tomcod, JShcrogadns tomcodus

,

so called from its appearing on the coast of N
America as the frost sets in; (b

)

the scabbard-fish,
Lepidopus caudatus frost-fix v

,
to fix with

frost; frost-fog = frost-mist, frost-grape, an
American species of the vine Vitis co> difolia or
npana\ frost-hoar a., covered with hoar frost;

frost-itch, -lamp (see quots ) ,
frost-line (after

snow-line), the limit of frost; frost-mist, mist
caused by the freezing ofvapour m the atmosphere

,

frost-nail sb., a nail driven into the shoe to pre-
vent slipping in frosty weather

;
so frost-nail v

,

to put frost-nails in the shoes; frost-piecB, a
person of cold behaviour or disposition, frost-
rime =frost-smoke

;

frost-root, the common flea-

bane of the US., Engcron Philadelphia^ {Cent.
Diet.) ; frost-shod fple , shod with frost-nails

;

alsofig.; frost-smoke (seequot 1867), frOBt-split
(see quot ) ; frost-stud = frost-nail sb.

;
frost-

valve (see quot.)
; frost-weed, -wort, the plant

Heliantheimim canadense, sometimes used as an
astringent or aromatic tonic; so called because,
late in autumn, crystals of ice shoot from the
cracked bark at the root (W ). Also Frost-bite,
-bitten, Frost-nip, -nipped, Frost-work
1826 “Frost-bearer [see Cryophouus] 2848 H W Her-

bert Field Sports in U S II. 38 The American Golden
Plover is better known to our gunners by the name of
* Frost Bird so called from being more plentiful during the
early frosts in autumn. 1835 Booth Analyt Did

,

*Frost-
blite 1863 Prior Plant-n , Frost-bhte, a bhte whitened as by
hoar-frost, Chenopodium album. 1873 Weale's Did. Arch.
(ed 4),

*Frost blue, a coaise variety of smalt 1863 Home
Walks 20 A “frostbow appeared, resembling in all respects
a rainbow, except that it was of a lustrous white. 1592
Nobody tf Sovieb in Simpson Sch Shahs. [1878)1 3ooButhe,
“frost-braind, will not be obtaind To take upon him this
Realmes government. *686 Lond Gaz. No. 2x92/1 A good
cloth Coat , trim’d with a silver and silk “frost Button.
1711 Ibid No. 4912/4 A dark Grey Suit of Cloaths, trim’d
with Gold Frost Buttons 1884 Knight Did Mech IV.
358/2 ‘’Frost Cog

,
a toe or projection on a horse shoe to

keep the animal from slipping. 1826 Scott Woodst xxvni,My pumps are full of this “frost-dew. 1879 Miss Bird
Rocky Mount. I. 205 That curious phenomena [«c] called
frost-fall xn which, whatever moisture may exist in the

air, somehow aggregates into feathers and fern-leaves *871
Tyndall Fragm Sc, (1879) II xiv 358 When it [water]
runs into “frost-ferns upon a window pane 1634 W
Wood New Eng Prosp (1863) 36 Th’ “Frost fish and
the Smelt. 1795 J. Sullivan Hist. Maine 21 The people
have tom cod, or what they call frost fish, in great

g
lenty. 1880 GIinther Introd Study Fishes 435 The
cabbard-fish (Lepidopus caudatus

)

.is well known in New
Zealand, where it is called c

Frost-fish ’. 1890 J Habberton
Out at Twinnetts 50 A string of frost fish m one hand,
and a lighted pipe »n the other x8oo Hurdis Fav.
Village 1 15 When did the God Congeal and “frost-fix
your [mountain’s] prodigious limbs 1813 Scott Tnerm.
1 m, The sun was struggling with “frost-fog grey 1859
Bartlett Did Amer , Chicken Grape, the River Grape,
or Vitis ripana\ also called *Frost Grape 1853 C
Bronte Villette iv, The ice-bound waters and “frost-hoar
fields 1894 Duane Student's Did Med, Pruritus
hiemahs, winter itch, “frost-itch. 1874 Knight Did
Mech 1. 918/2 ^Frost-lamp, an oil-lamp placed beneath the
oil-tube of an Argand lamp to keep the oil in a flowing con-
dition 1865 Whittier Snow-Bound 160 While the red
logs before us beat The *frost-hne back with tropic heat
1834 Scott Wav xlvi, A *frost-mist using from the ocean,
covered the eastern horizon, x6n Cotgk., a glace^

FROST-BITE.
shod with “fiost-naylcs 1874 KnightDid Mech I oi8A
Frost-nail, a roughing nail driven into a hoise’s shoe in
shppety weathei 1594 Pi at Jaoell-ho 11 26 If I slm
you shall see how I will “fiostnayle my selfe the nexte
time that I ride abroade. 1673 Load Gaz No
His Highness hath caused all the Horse of his Guard tn
be Fiost-nailed 1748 Richardson Clarissa xxxi The
little hold I have in the heart of this charming %ost
piece 1828 Scoxt/' M Perth xxxi, Away, vilk-un, and
marshal in this fair frost-piece 1820 Scoresby AccA rctu Fee I 434 “Frost-rime or frost smoke consists
of a dense frozen vapour, nppaiently arising out of the sea
or any large sheet of water 1603 Fiorio Montaigne it
xni 334 To say tiuth, it [self muider] is a meate a man
must swallow without chewing, vnlesse Ins throatebe'fiost-
shod [Fr furid glace] 1765 Smollett Ttav xxxvni
(1766) II 2x6 The mules weic frost-shod foi the occa
sion X774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1862) I. xxi 136 In those
forlorn legions round the poles the sea smokes like
an oven, and a fog anses which manners call the ’fiost
smoke. 1867 Smytii Bailor's Word-bk

, Frost-smoke a
thick mist in high latitudes, arising fiom the surface of the
sea when exposed to a temperature much below freezing
when the vapours as they rise aie condensed either into a
thick fog, oi, with the theimoinetci about zero, hug the
water in eddying white wreaths 1753 Chambers Cycl
Snpp

,
*Frost split, a phrase used by out farmers to express

such trees as have large ci .11 ks m then tiunks and blanches
1895 Times 2i Jan. 13/6 The sudden change in the weather
has checked the demand foi skales, “frost studs, and heat-
ing apparatus 1884 Knight Did Meek IV 358/2 *Frost
Valve, a valve which opens to allow watei to escape fiom
the portion of the pipe or pump wheie it is liable to be
frozen *866 Trias Bot

,

’Ftost-weed, Helianthemnvi
canadense 1859 Barth tt Did Amer, *Frosiwort
{Cistvs canadensis), a medicinal plant piepared by the
Shakers, and used for its astungent and tonic properties

Frost (fipst), v [f pree sb ]
1 hans To freeze, fiost-bite, nip with frost. To

fiost off\ to cause lo drop offwith frost. Chiefiy/g-
1807 [see Fries 11 n 1] *8r8 Kc\is F.ndym m 188 At

this, a sin prised start Fiosted the springing verdure of his
heait. 1871 Bialku Four Phase; i 49 Individuals whose
social sympathies have been frosted in eaily life 1884
Ti nnyson Jit cket 1, iv, The golden leaves, these earls and
barons, that tiling to me, fiosted ofl me by the fust cold
frown of the King 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss , Fiost, to spoil
by the frost, of potatoes

2 To cover with or as with rime
;
also with over.

Chiefiyfg.
2635 J Hayward tr Ihoudis Banish'd Vug 153 Such

beauties as Aurora takes oft-times pleasure, in first frosting
over with her candetl dewes 1787-9 Wonusw. Evening
IF/iZ/C/riierisingmoon, While witha hoary light she frosts the
ground 1701 1£ DauwinAV Ga>d 1 73Nitie .frosts with
branching plumes the moulduing walls i86x Times 22 Oct

,

These camps increase in number and in size till the white
canvass frosts every knoll 1890 C. Dixon.Wray Feathers u
26 He frosts the feathers of some with gold and silver

3. To give a frosted suiface to (glass or metal)

;

to make (glass) to resemble ice.

1832 [see Frosting i] 1849 [see Frosted 5 b]

4. To tieat (a horse’s shoes) by the insertion of

frost-nails, roughing, etc., as a protection against
slipping m frosty weather

;
to shoe (a horse) in

this way
2572 m Gage Hist FIengrave (1822) 192 For frosting the

cait horses at Thetford vd x665 Pci’vs Diary 26 Nov
,
I

.. set out, after my horses’ being frosted, which I know not
what it means to this day 1752 J Macsparran America
Dissected (1753] 39 With a Horse well caulk'd and frosted,

'tis fine Travelling. 1831 Sir J. Sinciair Carr II. 189, I

could not get the shoes of my horses frosted 1877 N. W
Line Gloss., Fiost, to turn up the hinder part of a horse’s

shoes, or to put frost-nails in them to hinder the animal from
slipping on ice

Fro’st-bi-t, pple. and. ppl. a. icire =* Frost-
bitten.

1749 F Smith Voy. Disc II 13 The Weather was so
shai p as several of the People were Frost-bit 1851 D
Jerrold St. Giles 1. 7 There’s some poor devil outside that’s

frost-bit and going to die.

Jig 1823 Byron Age Bronze x, A Calmuck beauty with
a Cossack wit, And generous Spmt, when ’t is not frost-bit

Fro'St-bi-te, Sb. ‘ The inflamed or gangrenous

condition of the skin and adjacent parts produced

by exposure to seveie cold The milder forms

constitute chilblain ; the severe form, or gangrene,

may be either dry or moist, usually the latter’

{Syd. Soc Lex. 1885).

18x3 J Thomson Led, InJIam. 57 Inflammation accom-
panying the state which is usually denominated frost-bite

1823 Scoresby Jrnl Whale Fishery 44 Some of the

sailors suffered considerably from partial frost bites 1876
A Arnold in Contemp Rev June 42 One does not look (or

frostbite in Isfahan.

Fro'st-bi-te, v. Also 7 frost-bit irons fTo
injure with intense cold, also fig. ,

to invigorate

by exposure to the frost {obs.)

;

to get (oneself or

one’s limbs) frost-bitten
x6xi Coryat's Crudities Panegyr. Verses Gibb, Emilia

faire thou didst frost-bit, And shee inflamed thy melting

wit. 1667 Pepys Diary 2 Jan ,
My wife up, and with Mrs

Pen to walk m the fields to frost-bite themselves. 2856

Kane Arct. Expl, I. xxix. 403 Morton has frost-bitten both

his heels

b fig. To whiten
a x6x8 J Davies Wittes Pilgrim xcvii Wks. (Grosart)

19 Many winters haue Frost-bit my Haires
So Frost-biting vbl sb. ;

Frost-biting ppl. a.,

intensely cold. lit. andfig.
*593 Tell-Trdh's N. Y Gijt 23 His frost-biting words

should nippe her. 1633 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636)
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s8 The grame cast into the earth, after a frost-biting,

comes up the fairer 1635 L Foxc N W Foxe 171

Such as had been upon those Frost-biting voyages 1711

Swift Lett (1767) III 243 Pray walk when the frost

comes, young ladies, go a frost-biting. 1817-8 Cobbett
Restci U S (1822) 202 If the cold be such as to produce

danger of frost-biting, you must take care not to drink strong

liquors 1895 C Markham in Westm Gaz 5 Sept 7/1

The only effect of this was to stop the circulation and make
frost-biting all the easier.

Fro'st-’bitten, pple andppl a Injured by-

exposure to frost

*593 Nashe Christ's T Wks. (Grosart) IV 18 x Farre poorer

then poore frost-bitten Snakes 1594 — Terrors 0/ Night

Ibid III 267 [He] like a lanke frost-bitten plant looseth

hys vigor 1663 Pepys Diary 21 Dec ,
A good chine of beef

being all frost-bitten, was most of it unroast. 1669 Wor-
lidge Syst Agnc (1681) g3 The Leaves also gathered .

somewhat before they are much frost-bitten 1824W Irving

T Trav I 250 Some fruits become mellower .from having

been bruised and frost-bitten. 1863 Dickens Lett 1 Mar
(1880) II 226, 1 have been laid up here with a frost bitten foot

Jig. 1622 MABBEtr A lemon's Guzman d’Alf 11 34 The
Captame, when hee heard me say so, was frost-bitten 1634
Ford P Warbeck iv v, Lady, I return But barren crops

of early protestations, Frost-bitten m the spring of fruitless

hopes 1891 C James Rom Rigmarole 60 ‘ She's 'ad what

I may call a frost-bitten life of it
’

to. Frost-bitten asphyxy (see quot ).

1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) III 433 Frost-bitten

Asphyxy, or that produced by intense cold.

Frosted (frosted),///. a. [f. Frost sb, and v.

+ -ed]
1. Injured by frost, frozen, frost-bitten.

1807 Wilkinson in Pike Sources Mtssiss (1810) n App
20 Two more of my men got badly frosted. 1871 Blackie
Four Phases 1. 13 Socrates trod the frosted ground with

his bare feet 1884 Ron Nat Ser Story n, Why does

sudden heat, destroy a frosted plant 7 *892 Times (weekly

ed ) 2 Feb 89/3 Slightly frosted wheat is reduced for flour

making purposes perhaps 30 per cent in value, what is

called frozen wheat 50 per cent.

2 Covered (over) with rune or hoar-frost

1720 Gay Poems (1745) I 164 Hoary Thames with frosted

oziers crownd 1842 Motley Corr (1889) I iv 113 The trees

were frosted all over with silver 1838 Hawthorne Fr <$•

It.Jmls (1872) I 9 The windows were already frosted with
French breath 1875 Symonds Grk Poets x 3x3 Tall tree-

heaths that wave their frosted boughs above your head

Jig, 1847-8 H Miller First Irnpr 11 25 Picturesque

incidents frosted over with the romance of history.

3. Covered with a fine powder or coating resem-

bling nme Also with over Frosted cake : cake

covered with concreted sugar or * icing
*

1698 Fryer Acc E India 4 P 318 Entering upon the

Plains .. we found it all frosted with Salt 1734 Fielding

Old Man. taught Wisdom Wks 1874 III 122 His head is

. done all down upon the top with sugar, like a frosted

cake 1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed 2) I 128 Its [Fluor’s]

surface mostly smooth, and frosted over with minute

crystals *836 Emerson Eng Traits, Lit Wks (Bohn)

IL 114 Pope and his school wrote poetry fit to put round a
frosted cake. 1887 Lady 20 Jan 37/1 The younger [lady]

was attired in frosted tulle and snowdrops

b spec, in Zool. and Bot. Covered with glisten-

ing particles, silvery hairs or scales, etc.

1796 Withering Brit Plants (ed 3) IV. 279 Pileus

when fresh gathered, beautifully frosted over with distinct

globular pellucid particles. 1829 Loudon Plants iogg

Frosted, covered with glittering particles, as if fine dew
had been congealed upon it 1861 Miss Pratt Flower
PI IV. 27g Frosted Sea Orache

o Of the hair : Hoary, white

1643 G Daniel Poems Wks 1878 II 64 ’Twould trouble

me, when I, with frosted hairs, Should look at what I was.

axjij Parnell Gift ofPoetry Poet Wks (1758)33 Help-
less Age with hoary frosted head

4. Of glass, silver, etc . Having a surface rough-

ened or finely granulated so as to resemble a coating

of hoar-frost.

1689 Loud Gaz No 2429/4 The 5th had a Silver Box and
pinn’d Case, long Hours of the Dial Plate, and Frosted

1711 Ibid No 4916/4 A Cloth Suit trim'd with frosted

Buttons. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 211 Being ofa dead
frosted surface on breaking 1823 T Cosne tt Footman's
Directory 31 The parts [of silver salvers, etc.] winch are
rough, or what is called frosted 1832 R S Surtees
Sponge's Sp Tour (1893) 136 A large jug between two
frosted tumblers 1883 Hardwick's Pkotogr Chem

.
(ed

Taylor) 123 The Salts of Iron produce a sparkling precipi-

tate, resembling what is termed frosted silver 1889 Times
(weeklyed JaoDec 7/4 This office had frosted glass windows,

6 Made to resemble rough ice : a. Arch Resem-
bling a cluster of icicles or ice formed by irregular

drops of water.
1790W Wrighte Grotesque Archit 7 The arcades to he

ice or frosted work. 1859 Gwilt Archit Gloss, Frosted.

,

a species of rustic-work, imitative of ice formed by irregular

drops of water 1868 G Stephens Runic Mon. II 307
The single lines slightly roped or twisted or frosted, or what-
ever we may call it

to. F'rosted glass ; a kind of Venetian glass (see

quot ).

1849 A. Pellatt Curios Glass-making x 16 Frosted ^lass

. has irregularlyveined, marble-like projecting dislocations,

with intervening fissuies Ibid 139 Fig 2 Ancient Venetian
frosted vase Ihe satyr heads have been impressed . after

the vase was frosted The frosting manipulation and the

Vitro di Trmo are explained at pages 1x3 and 1x4

Frostify (fr£ stifsi), v. [f. Frost sb + -(i)rT.j

intr. To become frosty. Implied in Pro stifica *

tion, jocular, the process of becoming frosty

;

Pro'Btifled ppl a., dial., frosty.

Vol. IV.

1831 J Wilson in Blackw Mag XXX 543 A certain
frostification in progress among most elaborately tended
whiskers 1834 Miss Baker Northhants Gloss

,
Frostified.

Frosting (fr^stiq), vbl sb [f. Frost©]
1. The action of the vb. Frost

; exposure to the

influence of frost or fiosty air (gerundially f a or

fon frosting)
1617 Bp Hall Quo Vadis t § 3 Fond mothers vse to send

forth their daughters on frosting, early in cold mornings
X64.J Trapp Comm Heb xu, 10 Aloes kils worms, and
stained clothes are whitened by frosting 1667 Primatt
City 4r C Build 31 Mould that was digged up in the
winter, and laid a frosting 183a G R. Porttr Porcelain

fy Gl 310 The grinding of glass, or frosting it, m order to
lessen its transparency 1849 [see Frosted 3 b]

2 concr a. A substance powdered to resemble
frost and used for * frosting ’ purposes , esp pul-

verized white sugar used for ‘ icing ’ cake, to A
‘frosted’ surface see quot 1892
1736 C Lucas Ess. Waters III 64 A kind of stoney con-

crete like a sort of frosting 1838 Simmonds Diet Trade,
Frosting, loaf sugar prepared to coat plum cakes with x8pa
F J Britten Watch # Clockm (ed 8), Frosting, (1) the
grey surface produced on steel work for watches, etc. , (2) the
granular or * matted ' surface given to brass pieces prior to

gilding 1894 Times 16 Aug 6/2 Lakes, crayons, smalts and
frostings.

Frostless (fr^stles), a, [f. Frost sb + -less ]
Without frost.

1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 14 Jan., Did you ever see such
a frostless winter? 1831 fml. R Agnc Soc XII 11. 358
A wet or frostless winter

Frostling. Building. (See quot.)

1823 P. Nicholson Pract Build vii 337 It is this crys-

tallization which is observed by the workmen when a heap
of lime is mixed with water, and left for some time to mace-
rate A hard crust is formed upon the surface, which is

ignorantly calledfrostling

,

though it takes place m summer
as well as in winter

Fro‘st-ui p, sb rare~ l
. = Frost-bite sb.

1869 Blacicmore Loma D xli. Two of his toes had been
lost by frost-mp

FrO’St-ni pf V rare—l
. trans To mp or injure

with frost Cf. Frost-bite v.

1642 Fuller Holy 4- Prof St iv 1 241 They will not so
mucn as frostmp their souls with a cold thought of want
hereafter

Fro*st-ni pped, pple and. ppl. a. = Frost-
bitten.

*773 Phil. Trans LXIII. 129 Its other branches were
frost-nipt 1796 Campaigns 1793-4 M *22 A pair ofnaked
frost-nipt legs. 18x7 Scots Harold 11 u, Frost-nipt leaves

1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagarn xiv, Sheep were bleating

high up on the frost-nipped side of the fell.

fig 1684 Z Cawdrey Certainty Salvat. 28 The first

warm Spring-beam to the Frost-nipt Loyalty ofthe Nation

1693 Congreve Lavefor L iv xv, Honesty will go as it did,

frost-nipped in a summer suit 1797 M. Robinson Walstng-
ham II 2x9 Its expanding wings had been frost-nipped by
disappointment

Frost-work.
1.Work produced by frost , esp.tbe delicate tracery

formed on the surface of glass, etc by frost

1729 Savage Wanderer in 63 In Frost-work now delight

the sportive kind [Fairies] *827 Gentl Mag XCVII n
483, I peeped through the chamber window externally

beautified by the glittering frost-work. 186a M’Cosh
Supemat 11 1 ij

4 153 The frostworks on our flag-stones,

and windows, so like the tree in their ramifications

fig 179a S Rogers Pleas. Mem n 438 Lo, Fancy’s

fairy frost-work melts away 1833 C Bronte Villette xix.

188 These few warm words breathed on that frail frost-

work of reserve
attnb 1822 Shelley Hellas 416 Ye who strike To dust

the citadels of sanguine kings And thaw their frostwork

diadems like dew 1832 J. Bree St Herbert’s Isle 4 The
frost-work palace of an April night.

2 . Ornamentation in imitation of this

1648 E Sparke in y. Shiite’s Sarah £ Hagar (1649)

Pref b x a, Many others set but their slight Frost-works

upon Sattin 1664 Power Exp Philos 1. 7 Her body looks

like Silver in Frost work 1872 Ruskin Eagle's Nest § 174
The feathers like frost-work of silver

attnb. 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 59 Like frost work
Silver

Hence Fro*st-worked ppl. a., ornamented with

frost-work, frosted.

17x0 Land. Gaz, No 4748/4 A small silver Milk Pot frost

worked.

Frosty (fr£*sti), a [f Frost sb + -y 1
,
OE

bad the equivalent fyrstig ; cf. Du voisiig
,
OHG.

frostag (MHG vrostec,
-ic, mod.Ger. frostig).]

1. Affected with or characterized by frost
,
reduced

to a temperature at or below freezing-point
;
lce-

cold.
c 900 tr Baida's Hist in. xiv [xix ] (1890) 2x7, &se winter

wsere grim & cald & fyrshg c 1374 Chaucer Ariel Jjr Arc.

2' In the frosty contrey called Trace 0x400 Lanfranc's
Ctrurg 79 Whanne a bodi brejnj» wib J>e xnoujx in frosty

wedir J>ou myjt se Jje breejx 1337 Tottel's Misc (Arb

)

J71 The sparrow in the frosty nygnt, May shroude her in

the eaues 1626 Bacon Sylva § 231 In Frosty weather,

Mustek within doors soundeth better xyxo Swift Lett

(1767) III 43 It has been fair two or three days, and is this

day grown cold and frosty *763 Akenside Pleas.Imag 11

339 The frosty moon Glittering on some smooth sea x86o

Tyndall Glac 11. v 231 If the winter set m with clear frosty

weather 1864 Tennyson Boadicea. 73 The noise of frosty

woodlands, when they shiver m January.

*t"
b Belonging to the winter-season Ohs

cx381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 364 The throstel old, the

frosty feldefare.

2 transf. and J% Cold as frost; chilling; with-

out ardour or warmth of feeling, frigid.

c 1383 Chaucer L G W 173 Thisbe, Howkysseth she his

frosty mouthe so colde? 139a Shake. Ven Ad 36 She red
and hot . He red for shame, hut frosty in desire 1599 B.
Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum Dram Pers ,

Asper One
whom no. frosty apprehension of danger, can make to be a
parasite 1603 lryall Chev 11 111 in Bullen 0 PI III 295
Her father is frosty 111 my fervent suite 1726 Ada, Capt
R Boyle 83 Death still bore to me a frosty Sound 1833
Carlyle in Froude Carlyle (1882) II xvi 381 He [Jeffrey]

now writes to Janem the frostiest manner x8yx Palgrave
Lyr Poems 77 Fenced from the frosty gales of ill

0. Covered with or consisting of hoar-frost.

1377 B Googe Heresbach's Hush hi (1586) 141 The
frostye Grasse fils their bellies full ofwater c *386 C’tess
Pembroke Ps lxxiv xvi, The winters frosty gowne
1836 Kane Arct Expl I xxxi 424 The dormitory decked
itself on the instant with a frosty forest of feathers [when the
cold outside air was let in].

4. Having the appearance of being covered with
frost, a Of tbe hair : Hoary, white.
14. . Circumcision in Tundale's Vis 83 Janus bifrons

With frosty herd. 1379 E K in Spenser’s Sheph Cal
Feb Embleme

;
So the old man checketh the rash-headed

boy for despysing his gray and frostye heares 1623 Hart
Anat Ur n ix. 117 Where was old frostie father gray-
beard (Saturne I meane)? 1794 Burns JohnAnderson my
%, Your locks are like the snaw ; But blessings on your
frosty pow, John Anderson my jo.

to. Hence, Characteristic of old age.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v m 77 Ifmy frostie signes and chaps

ofage Cannot induce you to attend my words 1863 Haw-
thorne Our old Home 257 That dreary picture of Lear, an
explosion of frosty fury.

c. spec m Entom. Of a glistening white colour.

Alsofrosty white
1698 J. Petiver in Phil Trans XX 396 The Sides are

grey or frosty. 18 Packard (Cent \ When seen laterally

the surface appears frosty white.

5 . Comb. a. adverbial, as +frosty cold, b. para-

synthetic, as frosty-natured, -spirited
,
-whiskered ;

frosty-face slang (see quot 1785); also attnb
1413 Pilgr South (Caxton 1483) iv xx 67 Now thou art

*frosty cold, now fyry hote 1733 A Murphy Gray's-Inn
Jrnl. No 48 p xx My Friend s Wife damned ugly in a
Morning—A *frosty Face Devil. 1783 Grose Diet Vulgar
Tongue, Frostyface, one tutted with the small pox 16*8
Dekker Ovules A hnanacke, Men are so *frosty natur’d

*396 Shaks i Hen IV, 11 111. 21 What a *Frosty-spirited

rogue is this? 183a R. S Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour
(1893) 35 His old brandy-nosed, *frosty-whiskered trumpeter
of a groom
Hence Pro-stily adv., Frcrstiness. Also
fPro sty v., to make to look frosty, cover with ice.

1396 Lodge Marg Amer Cij, But when againe her mor-
row-gathered IceThe morne displaxes,and frostieth droupmg
Ieaues x6x6 B. Jonson Epigr lu, I rather thou should'st

utterly Dispraise my work, than praise it frostily 17*0
Welton Suffer. Son ofGod I vi. 118 The Pinching Cold
and Frostiness of the Night I 1830 E B Pusey Hist En-
quiry II 239 The iciness of the state, the dullness of letters,

the frostiness of the people 1831 Hawthorne Snow Image,
etc (1879) 3r The stars glimmering frostily 1839 Life E.
Henderson vi 392 Volumes chargeable with somewhat of
frostiness 1883 Harper*s Mag. Mar 393/1 Her mother
met them frostily.

Frot (frpt), V Forms
: 4-7 frote, (4 froote,

Sc froit), 6-7 frott(e, 7 froat(e, 4- frot
;
pa

pple. 4 ifroted, 5 yfrote. [a. OF. froter (mod.

Yx.frotter), of unknown origin ]

ft trans. To rub, chafe, spec to polish (a pre-

cious stone)
;
to rub (a garment) with perfumes ,

in

early use, to stroke, caress (an animal). Obs
a xzas [see Frotting vbl sb ]. c 1320 Orfeoji She froted

hur hondys and hur fete 13 Gaw $ Gr Knt 1919 Her
[dogs'] hedez bay fawne & frote. 1340-70 Ahsaunder 1174
Hee raught forthe his right hand & his [Bucephalus'] ngge
frotus c 1373 Sc Leg Saints, Pelagia 71 For-Jn he one
Jxe cause fel & one erde froittit his face 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) II 17 ?if he [a stoon] is i-froted and l-het,

he holder what hym neigheh Ibid, (Rolls! IV. 25 jjonge-

lynges frotede pe oliphauntes in he forhedes wip hors

combes c X440 Partonope 1927 Embrowded with peerle

wele y frote. c 1450 Merlin 76 Frote youre visage with this

herbe, and youre handes 1361 Hollybush Horn Apath 2

Let him frot the head sore theiewyth 1362 Leigh Armone
(1597) 32 The Hart froteth his homes to make them sharpe.

1600 B Jonson Cynthia)s Rev (1616) v iv, I assure you,

Sir, pure bemamin , I fretted a jerkin, for anew-reuenu’d
gentleman, yeelded me three score crownes but this morn-
ing, and the same titillation 1608 Middleton Trick, etc.

IV m, A sweet debt for froatmg your doublets 1688 R,
Holme Armoury 11 239/1 [To] Frott or Rub themselves

as Hawks will do is to rub hei eyes on her Wings
absol. c r430 Pilgr LyfManhode 11 cxxxm (1869) 127 On

that oon side jj can] frote and enoynte^

fig a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxxxi 5 Wip pis thoght

frote h> for heuyd
2 Tanning. To work or render supple*by rub-

bing 1833 [see Frotting vbl s&]

Hence t Fro terer, one who rubs.

1607 Marston What you will hi 1 E iv b, I am his

froterer or rubber m a Hot-house.

Froth. (fr#)j sb Forms : 4frooth, fro]>e, .s-6

frothe, 6-8 froath, 4- froth.. [Not found in OE ;

peril a ON frotSa wk. fem. (Da. fraade ; the rela-

tion of Sw.fradgat is obscure), related to the synony-

mous ON. fraud neut. , tbe root (OTeut. *freub-,

frauf-,frud-) appears in OE d-frlotian to froth.

Possibly the Eng word represents both ON fronts and
frotSa j for the later shortening cf cloth ]



FROTH, 570 FROUG-H.

1 . The aggregation of small bubbles formed m
liquids by agitation, fermentation, effervescence,

etc ; foam, spume ,
= Foam sb, i

138a Wvclik Hos \ 6 Sainarie made lus king for to passe,

as frooth on the face of water c 1440 Piamp, Parv 180/2
Frothe, spuma. 1330 Pausea 223/1 I'rothe of an egge,
glette, 1580 Gam me Menaphon (Arb ) 24 Venus was
feigned by the Poets to spring of the froathe of the Seas
1648 Gagl West Inti xvi 106 Untill it bubble and rise into

afioath 1672-3 Grew Anal Knots r. 111 §4 The Froth of
Beer or Eggs 1725 Dn Foe Voy round World (1840) 333
The water was all a white foam of froth 1793 sir j.
Dalrymple Let to Admualty 4 It would prevent tne
Veast, or, as it is commonly called, the Fioth, from bubbling
ovei 1806 Gazetteer Scott (ed 2) 133 This second caldron
is always covered with a foam or fioth 1886 Tip Catm
300 She .had shaken the bottle so vigourously that its con-
tents weie more than half froth

transf andfig 1381 J Bell Haddon's Anew Osor 108
Through the lesistyng of the froath and cnticemcntes of
sinne. 1635 Swan Spec M.i § 3 (1643) 24 The doting froth
of a wittie brain 1676 Dryden Aurengz. v (1685) 71 Fot-
give those foolish words—They were the froth my raging
folly mov’d When it boil'd up. 1692 Wagstaite Vina
Carol, Introd n My end is - to blow off that Froth, that
has been thrown on hisMemory 1824 Landor Imag, Conv
Wks. 1846 1. 3 Society is froth above and dregs below. 1878
Mohlev Carlyle 194 The lees and froth of common humanity

to spec Foaming saliva issuing from the moutn
13. Gaiu 4 Gr Knt 1572 pe frobe femed at Ins mouth

vnfayre hi |«s wylce/, Whettez his whyte tusche/. 1601
Hou and Pliny xxxv x 342 The froth which fell from his
[a dog's] mouth as hee panted and blowed almost windlesse
with running 1753 Chambers Cycl Su/p

, Fioth . is a
moist white matter that oozes from a horse’s mouth. 1883
Syd, Sot. Lex , Frothy bronchial, the tenacious frothy
secretion expectorated in some cases of asthma and other
affections of the 1 expiratory organs

C. Extraneous or impute matter rising to the

surface of liquids dunng boiling, etc.
,
scum

1333 Elyot Cast. Helthe n xvm (1541) 134 That [watei],
wheiof commetli least skimme or fioth, whan it doth boyle
2648 Gage West hid. xvi. 107 In wine which is 111 the Must

a thinner substance, which is the flower, and may be
called thescum, or froath 1846 J BaxterZz/v Tract Agnc.
(ed 4) I 170 To skim off the froth collected on the surface
1878 Huxley Physiogr. 193 Its name recalling its origin ns
the froth or scum of lava 1883 Hardwick's Photogr Chan.
(ed Taylor) 363 A mixture is made of Gelatine, Albumen,
[etc ] the ingredients being well beaten together

; when the
froth has settled down the mixture is filteied

2. Something comparable to ‘froth’ as being
unsubstantial or of little worth.
*S93 Siiaks Liter 2x2 What win I if I game the thing I

seelte 1 a fioth of fleeting my 1604 Earl S rrur ing Darius
1 Chorus, Diunke with fiotlies of pleasure. xfixz Brinsley
Lied Lit. 210 Nothing but froth, childishnesse and vn-
cerlanetie 1686 Horneck Crucif Jesus xxii 629 When
thou hast delighted m fioth, and idle talk 1702 C Matulr
Mctgn. Chi tu. 111 (1852) 547 It was food and not frotli,

which in his pubhek seunons he entertained the souls of his
people with. 1783 H Blair Rhet. (1812) II. xvui. 23 There
is no froth noi affectation in it,

t to Applied to what is lender ox immature.
a 1420 Koccleve De Reg Pnnc 2270 We Romayns hat
eyhan in puson lake, Ben but 3onge froth, vnlemcd in
atayle. And othir feble folk with age I-broke 1357

Tusser xoo Points Husb. hx, Eate vp thy veale, pig and
lambe being fioth

3

Applied contemptuously to persons Cf Scum
1398 Shaks. Merry W. 1 1 167 Froth, and scum thou

best 1603 Docker Grtssil m 11 Wks (Giosait) V 168
Out, you froth, you scumme 1678 Marvfll Growth
Popery 22 The Fioath of the Town, and the Scum of the
University 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xv, That lus son
should consort with all the dntiest froth of the sea

4:. attnb. and Comb. a. attributive, asfroth-flake ;

froth-like adj
; b. instrumental and originative, as

froth-becurled, -bom, -clad, -faced, -foamy adjs
;

c. special comb., as froth-spit = Cdokoo-spit i
;

froth-stick, a stick for whipping cream, etc. Also
in many names given to the frog-hopper (,Aphro-

phora spumarid) or cuckoo-spit insect, as froth-
fly, -frog-hopper, -insect, -worm
1624 Milton Ps cxiv. 8 That saw the troubled sea and

shivering fled And sought to hide his *froth-becmled head,
0:1649 Drumm or Hawth Poems Wks. (1711) 19/2 The
*froth-bom goddess of the sea 1769 Home Ratal Discov
v, The ^froth-clad pool 1623W Harbert Poems (Grosart)
81 *Froth-facod Neptune 1841 Browning Pippa Introd
6 Not a Troth flake touched the run Of yondei gap in
the solid gray Of the eastern cloud. 1864 *Frothfiy [see
Fescue 4] isgo Spenser F Q i xi 23 The nimble
thyes Of his *froth-foiny steed. 1816 Kirby & Sp En-
tomol (1843) II xo The *Froth-fiog-hoppers entered the
room in such numbers as to cover the table 2774 Goldsm
Nat Hist. (1776) VII 3ss Ofthe Earwig, the *Froth Insect,
and some others, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V (1861) 257A very shallow crape bonnet fulled and Tioth like 1753
Chambers Cycl Svpp

,

*Froth spit or cuckowspit a 1706
Country Wedding in Watson’s Collect 111 (1706) 47 My
bairn has tocher of her awn A *Froath-stick, a Can, a Creel,
a Knock 1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist VII 11. v 358 To this
order of insects we may also refer the Cuckow Spit, or
*Froth Worm.
Froth. Also 5-6 (? eiron ) frote, 7-8

froath. [f prec sb.
; ON had frpyfSa ]

1. mtr. To emit froth or foam , to foam at the
mouth Of liquids • To gather or throw up froth

,

to run foaming away, by, over
138a Wyclif Mark ix 17 The which . .hirtith him, and he

frothith, or vometh £11386 Chaucer Knt 's T 801 As
wilde bores That frothen whyte as foom for ire wood
c *423 Found St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S

) 36 The

maj de begane greuously to lie turmentyd, and sorer than
she was woonnte to be vexid, frotyng at the moweth 1329
More Supplic Soulys 13 'these folk fume, ficte, fiote

and fomeas fyerce and as angeily as a new lmntyd sow
1603 Holland Plutarch’s Mor vi ix 607 When oyle dotli

fioath or fome 1641 Hindu J Bruenx\vn 148 Hee would
. froth and fome like a Boare 17x2-14 Pope Rape Loch
11 136 The sea that froaths below 1821 Cr arl Vili Mmstr.
I 45 They call for brimming tankards frothing o’er. £1x839
Praed Poems (1864) II 50 Grief soon would bid the beer to

run, Because the squirt’s mad race was done, Not less than
now it froths away, Because * the squire’s of age to day
185s Browning C/ulde Roland six, This, as it frothed by,
might have been a bath For the fiend’s glowing hoof 1876
T, Hardy Ethclberia (1890) 370 Htshps frothing hkeamug
of hot ale 1880 ‘Ouida’ Moths I 12 The cutlets duly
frothing in their silvei dish

fig. 1824 Blackw Mag XV 59a For this the demagogue
spouts— the newspaper froths— tne liberal 111 Parliament
proses 1873-4 Dixon Two Queens III xm. x. 55 The
leaguers of Cambrai were frothing at each othci, and pre-
paring for a future fight.

2 l) ans. To emit or send foitb m or like froth

or foam Now only with out.

1382 Wvci ir Jude 11 13 Frotlnnge out her confusiouns
1388 — Wtsd xi 19 Ether becstis frotlnnge liette of firis.

1859 Tenny son Virion 765 Is youi spleen froth’d out, 01
have ye more 1

3 To cause to foam
, to make fiotli use on. the

surface of ; to pour out in such a manner as to make
frothy Also tof> oth up.
x6ax Fr.ncnrit Pilgrim 111 vi, Fill me a thousand pots,

and froth ’em, fioth ’em, 17x5 Prior Down Hall 120 The
wine was froth’d out by the innd of nunc host 1773 Johnson
m Boswell 30 Sept , She . made his coffee, and fiotlicd his
chocolate x8o6 Cnhna 79 J udiciotisly heating and frothing
the eggs. x832 Ti nnyson Death Old I ear tu, He fioth’d
lus bumpers to the brim 1864 Mrs Carlyle Lett III. 227
A tumbler of milk warm fiom the cow, and all fiothed up
absol 1598 Shaks. Merry W 1. m 15 Let me see thee

froth and hue
4 To bespatter or cover with or as with froth or
foam Also, tofioth over '^something) fig.
1771 Smoli ett II . Clinker Wks 1806 VI 122 He suddenly

bolted out. his face frothed up to the eyes with soap lathei
xBox Southey Thalciba vi v, The foam froth'd his limbs.
1836 Kani A ret. Expl. I xxx. 413 Foam pours out from
his jaws till it froths his beard. 1883 0 W. Hot Mrs Mort.
Antip Iutiod (1886) 4 A certain amount of sentiment,
somewhat fiothed over by his worldly experiences.

5 Comb +frotli-can, the trick of fi othing the can.
1624 Shilton's Ghost, F, Humming Prol 19 Our pots were

full quarted, We weie not thus thwarted, With froth-
canne and nick-pot

Hence Fro thed ppl a , Fro’thing vbl sb. and
ppl. a.

13 A. E AHit P, B 1721 bat frobantle fy!}>e 1613-16W Browne Brit Past. 11 in, His hasty waves among The
frothed Rocks, hearing the tender song. x6z8 Robin Good-
fellow n (1638) Dnja, A Tapster with bis pots xinat-
nesse, and with fiotlung of his chinke, had got a good
summe of money together 1673 R Hi ad Canting Acad
186 By brewing Rebellion, Mieking, and I'rothtng 1753
Scots Mag July 3x8/2 Which she thiew back with some
frothed phlegm X795 A Si ward Lett. (1811) IV 102 A
frothing hi00k leaps and clamours over the rough stones
1798 Fc.miA’ROfGeniusm Itlitsir Sterne, etc 285 Alexandei
learnt the ait of frothing at the mouth. 1807 T Thomson
Chem (ed 3) II 484 The frothing might, he ascribed to the
emission of this oxygen 011 the implication of heat 1820 L
Hunt Indicator No 23 (1822) I 177 That frothed glass of
poiter 2873

1 Ouida ’ Pascal ill 47 l'lorio waspeipetually
in and out with some frothing cup of chocolate.

Fro'thery. nonce-wd. [f Froth sb + -ery.]
Mere froth, empty display, tuviahly
1851 Cariylf. Jinl. in Froude C’s Life in Loud II xix

79 ‘ All nations ' crowding to us with their so-called industry
or ostentatious fiothery

Frothless (frp pies), a [f. Froth sb + -less.]
Having no fioth, free* from froth,

1848 in Craig
,
and m later Diets

Frothsome {ftp ps£m), a [f. Froth sb +
-some ] Full of froth, frothy
1880 Blackmore Mary Anerley III. ix. 127 The sea

weltered in a sadly fiothsome state

Frothy (ftp pi), a [f. Froth sb + -y to]

1. Full of, covered with, or accompanied by froth
or foam; foamy.
1333 Frith Dis/ut. Purgat (i8ag) 137 Their frothy

waves 1392 Shaks. Ven 4 Ad. 901 The hunted boar
Whose frothy mouth A second fear through all her sinews
spread 16x3 Uncasing of Machivils Insir, Cijb, Beare
with a Tapster though his Cans be frothie 1613 Latham
Falconry (1633) 117 When you do finde your Hawkes
mouth and throat to bee continually frothyand furred 1700
Dryden Palamon $ A n. 205 Two boms , With rising
bristles, and with froathy jaws, 1740 SomrRVi lle Ilobbinol.
hi 281 Wanton Joy Lavish had spilt the Cyder’s frothy
Flood. 1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed. 4) II 450 A frothy
cough ensues 1846 G. E Day tr Simon’s Amin Chem
II 311 The urine was turbid and of a 1 eddish colour, very
frothy [etc ] 1871 B Taylor laust (1875) II. 11. 111 124
Back the frothy wave is flowing
+b. Frothy Poppy, the Bladder Campion.
So called because it was supposed that cuckoo-spit was

more frequently found on this than on other plants
*597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccxiv, 351 Called in English

Spatling Poppie, fiothie Poppie, and white Ben, 1878 m
Britten & Holland Plant-n.

2. Consisting of fioth or light bubbles, of the
nature of or resembling foam, spumous.
1603 Timme Quersit t vu 32 The flower of salt is

fiothy. 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep. v 111 237 That
spumous frothy dew or exudation. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Geotg in. 40° About his churning Chaps the frothy Bubblesrise 1799 Med Jrnl II 140 His saliva was rem artLkf
S

frothy 1839 Murchison Stint Syst 1 xxv 32oThefrothv
breccia on one side x88a Vines Sachs' Hot 454 The

2

becomes disorganised and forms a frothy mucilage
petum

+ to. Soft, not firm or solid, flabby 06s.
x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 740 You need not fear that TWh:„„

should make them [the Turks’ bodies] frothy x6s8]WLAND Moufet s Theat Ins 1070 She hath a frothy bodv
W

d fig Vain, empty, unsubstantial, trifling Also
of a person . Having no depth of character, con-
viction, knowledge, etc ; shallow

x593 Nasiii 4 Lett Cmfnt it The ab.ectest and frothiest
forme of Diumitie 1622 WnurR Mistr, Philar Wt«
(1633) 686 Such frothy Gallants, a 1632 J Smith Set Disc
tit 54 Contentious disputes, and frothy leasonings x66tBoyll Style of SciiRt U675) x89 Our frothy censurers
1707 Keflex, upon Ridicule 66 Most young People are too
frothy xy/fa KiciiARDSON Pamela ifl 412 Adding, ,n his
frothy Way, Now can I say, I have saluted an Angel 1821
Cari \ LisSart Res. 11 vm (1871) 123 With much frothv
rant 2884 Isdna Lyaii We Two xvi, A mere ranter a
fiothy mob orator. 2883 Mag of Art Sept. 450/2 Much
frothy fine writing
absol 1762 Foote Orators 11 Wks 2799 I 219 You will

have at one view the fiothy, the turgid, the calm, and the
clamorous

4: Comb., Waft othy-looking adj
x88o Miss Bird Japan I 133 A frotliy-looking silk crepe
Hence Tro thily adv

,
Pro tMness.

1615 Crooki Body of Man 259 The humidity, heate,
frotlnnesse and wlutenes. a 17x6 South Serin (1737)VI II ix. 264 The profaneness and frothiness of lus dis-
course 1727 Bailiv vol. II, Frothily, with Froth, also
emptily, not solidly or substantially, lightly 1823 Lamb
lira, On some Old Actors, The face that looked out so
formally flat in Foppmgton, so frothily pert m Tattle 1846G 1£. Day tr Simon's Amin. Chem II 5 A limpid fluid .

ttnobsenred by frothiness 1890 Longm Mag. Nov. 109
Persons who frothily dcdaim about genius

+ Fro tion. Obs. rare-1
. [?a. Du. vromvtje(n

= vtouwken' see Fkokin
] ? A maiden

2387 T uiim uv Trag T iz a, Athwart the wood With
ciuell curies an armed knight there went, Thathadinchace
a frotion fiesh ofhewe
Frotting (fi?*tnj), vbl sb. [f. Frot v. + -ing1.]
The action of the vb, Frot in various senses,
a 2*23 Ancr R. 284 pe tali/ puruh so mome duntes &

frotunges, to Godcs lnhcuc so swuSe ueire afeited. 2387
Tin visa Higdon (Rolls) I 417 brotinge of iren and whe-
stones pou sthalt hire, c 1400 Lanfraitc’s Cirnig, 295
Fioting wip squilhs is good Jzerfore 1853 C. MonriT
"J aiming, etc 157 Tin. woikmg, ox frotting is solely to
remove the wrinkles and stiffness of the dry skins

f Fro tting, ppl a Obs. [f Fiiot v. + -ing to]

Rubbing
;
(of language) grating, harsh.

1387 Tin visa Ihgiien iRolls) II 163 pe longage of }>e

Norphumbres is so schnrp, slitting, and frotynge. 1367
T ukiii rv hpitaphes, etc. 70 b. It frets the Culler keene that
cuts the froting soyle

+ Frond. Obs Also 2 frude, -te, 3 frode, 5
frowde, [ME f> fide (riming with prude')

;
see

Frog jA 1

] A frog or toad.
a 1200 Moral Ode 271 peor bcS naddren and snaken eueten

and frude [v rr fruden, frute] £2x240 Sawles Wards
in Colt. IIom 251 pe l.iSe belle wrnmes, tadden ant frog-
gen [v r froden] pe freotet ham ut te ehnen. c 1440
Jacob's Well4E Ifi.T S) 209 He openyd lus cofere in

presence of his confessour, & fondc per-in as manye frowdys
as he putt bcr-111 almessis pc precst seyde • ‘here pou
setst how alines of euyl getyn good plesyth god I

’ pat man
seyde . syth I fal.sly hatie deuouryd J>e peple of here good,
perfore pise frowdys schal deuowre my body qwyk 2496
Dives 4 Panp (W de W ) 1, xlvi 87/r Some man hadae
leucr for to mete with a froude or a frogge in the waye than
to mete with a knyght or a squyre

II Fron-frou (ftv7 fr«). [Fr ; of echoic forma-

tion ] A rustling, esp. the rustling of a dress
1870 A thenxnm 4 June 734 The modernfrou-frou of satin

and gros de-Naples skirts is nothing to the rustling of
brocaded silks 1871 M Coli ins Miq $ Merck III v 155
With a fiou frou of soft silk she arose 1891 Speaker2 May
527/1 The lustle of the dn-sses, the frou-frou of the fans.

fig 1876 BrsANT & Ricl Gold. Buthtfly vi, The fiou-

frou of life wax lost to hei 2883 ‘ Ouida' Wanda II. 4
The Punccsx fretted for some little fiou-frouof thewoild
to break its solemn silence

Frougii, frow, a. Obs exc dial. Forms:

3 froiih, 4 frouj, 5 frogb, 5, 6, 9 Sc. freuch, (6

freweh, 8 freugli), 4, 7- frow, 8 frowe, 5, 7-

frough. [Of obscure ongm . the forms point back

to OE. *Ji6h, or possibly *pr6h

;

a word of the

latter form is represented by prdgum ‘rancidis’,

prdn * rancida ’ (Napier OE Gil. vn 193,210);
for the meaning c,f b roughy ]
1. Liable to break or give way, not to be depended

on, frail, brittle, ht andfig.
C127S Lvne Ron 44 in 0 h Misc (1872) 94 Hit is fals and

mereun and frouli 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 2305
poghe pe prest be fals or frow c 1420 Pallad onHusb> in. 671

Ek tlnke ysowe is frough [L sect1Its] And rare ysowe is heded
grete St tough CX475 RaufCoil^eat 525 Oft fair foullis ar

fundin faynt, and alx freuch 1301 Douglas Pal, Hon 1

vn, Quha xuld haue firm esperance in tins, Whilk is alace sa

ffreuch and variant ? 1368 Bannatyne Poems (1770) 285 This
warld is verry freweh 2664 Evej yn Sylva (1679) Timber
- which grows in Gravel is subject to be Frow (as they term
it) and brittle 1674-92 RayN C Words 28 Frough

,

loose,

spungy. Frough wood, brittle a 1722 Lisle Hush {1757)

37 The arms of an ash-tree are commonly put in if they be

not too frowe. 2787 Grose Prov. Gloss ,
Frough-wood,

brittle wood 2785 Jrnl. fr Lond, in Poems Buchan
Dial s The swingle-trees new in flinders, as gin they bad



FROUGHY.
beenas freughaskail-castacks 18*5 BrockettW C Words,

Frough,
loose, spungy, easily broken

2 Crisp or * short * to the taste.

£ 1420 Pallad on Hush ill 662 To make hem frough,

kitte of the bladys longe.

3 Sc (See quot.)
1808-80 Jamieson, French. . 2 dry , applied to corn, that

has recovered from the effects of ram in the time of harvest

Froughy, frowy (fi<?» 1), a Now dial. [? f.

Frough a +-Y 1
.]

1 . Musty, sour, stale, not sweet.

1570 Spenser ShepJt Cal Julym They like not of the
frowie fede <21825 Forby Voc E Anglia, Frowy, stale,

on the point of turning sour from being over kept 1866
Mrs StoweL it Foxes 117 Mrs D is a decent housekeeper,
and so her bread be not sour, her butter not frowy [etc ]

2 . Ofwood: Spongy, soft-textured, brittle. Frowy-

stuff (see quot 1858)
1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 32 The best strides are

those that are made of froughy, unseasoned oake 1677
Moxon Mech Exerc

.

(1703) 67 If your Wood be soft, ana
your Stuff free, and frowy, that is, evenly temper’d all the

way. 175aW Ellis Mod Husb VII 11 43 (E D S)Such
an ash grows frowy, short and spungy. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Frowy-stuff, a builder's name for short, or

brittle and soft, timber 1889 Farmer Americanisms,

Froughy, spongy, brittle, or, in fact, applied to anything
that is of inferior quality

Frounce (frauns), sb 1 Also 5-7 frownee Cf
the altered form Flounce sb. [a OFr. fronce,

fronche (Ft.fronce), = Sardinianfrunza.
According to some scholars a vbl noun f the Rom */» on-

tire (OF , Pr , OSp froncir, Sp fruncir. Cat frunsir,
Sard frunziri), to wrinkle the brow, to wrinkle, f L
front-em brow. Front Others consider the Rom. sb to

be adopted from OHG (*wrunza), nntza, modG mnze
wrinkle ]

+ 1 A wrinkle Obs.

1390 Gower Cottf III 27 He seeth her front is large and
pleine, Withoute frounce of any greme 1430-40 Lydg
Bochas 1 xx (1494) evij b, Their reueled skyn abrode to

drawe and streyne Frowarde frouncis to make theym smoth
&pleyne. 1527 AndrewBrunswyke's Distyll Waters Civ,
The same water talceth awaye the frounces m the face whan
it is rubbed therwith 1616 Bullokar, Froramte

,
a wrinkle

1721 Bailey, Frounce
, a Plait, a Wrinkle. Hence 111 mod.

Diets.

f 2 . A fold, crease; a pleat Alsofig ,
duplicity.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 1 pr 11 5 (Camb, MS ) With the

lappe of hir garnement I-plited in a frounce she dryede myn
eyen. 1377 Langl P PI B xm. 318 ‘ Bi Criste ’, quod
Conscience tho, ‘ thi best cote hath many moles and
spottes

’ 1

3e, who so toke hede ’
. Men sholde fynde many

frounces and many foule plottes 1390 Gower Con

f

I 173
So that he pronounce A plem good word withouten frounce.

1721 [see 1]

f 3. The ornamented edge of a cup. Obs.

c 1440 Protnp Parv 180/2 Frownee of a cuppe, froti-

tmella. (Pynsonft igtnni).

+4. =Flounce sb 1 1. Obs - 1

1619 Fletcher M Thomas m ii, Farthingals, and
frounces.

5 . With allusion to Milton’s use of Frounce v. :

A piece of foppish display.
1881 Duffiei d Don Quix. II 397 With these [di esses] he

made so many frounces and tricks 1887 Saintsbury Ess
Eng Lit, (1891) 153 A rather plain and straightforward
writer, with few tricks and frounces of phrase and style

Hence + rro’un.celess a., without a frounce or

wrinkle, unwnnkled.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 860 Hir forheed frounceles

t Frounce, sbf Obs. Forms: 5 frounch,

5 fronse, 6 fronce, frounze, 6-8 frownee, 5-

frounoe [Of obscure origin , no similar word of

like meaning is known in Fr
Perhaps it may be etymologically identical with prec , or

due to some mistake ; cf Froncle and Formica 2 ]

1. A canker or sore xn the mouth of a hawk.
a 1450 Fysshynge w Angle (1883) 3 With mysfedyng ben

schall sche haue the frounce, c 1450 Bk Hawkyng in Rel
Ant , I 301 Of the f[r]ounches it is drede for it is a noyous
sekenes. i486 Bk St A Ibans C vj b, Blaynis in haukes
mouthes cald frounebes. 1587 Turberv Trag Tales 183

The frounce consume the flesh of her, that feedes vpon my
bones 1674 N. Cox Genii Recreat 11 (1677) 249 The
Frownee proceedeth from moist and cold Humours which
descend from the Hawk’s Head to the Palate 1725 Brad,
ley Fata Diet s v. Rye, It causes the Frownee, or a
perpetual dropping Humour, very hard to be cur’d 1820

ScottAbbot iv, ’Twere the readyway to give her thefrounce

2 . A disease in the mouth of a horse : see quot.

1587. Cf Camery.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle

,
Horses {1627) 131 The frounce

is a disease soone cured, and they are smal pimples or warts
in the midst of the pallat of his mouth aboue, and they are

soft, and they will let him to eat his meat 1610 [see Camery],
17*5 Bradley Fain. Diet , Camery ax Frounce, a Distemper
m Horses. In mod Diets.

Frounce (frauns), v. Forms
: 3-4 fronce, 4-6

frounse, 6-7 frounze, frownoe, -se, 4- frounce,
[ad. OF froncier, froncir (Fr. froncer), f. fronce
Frounce sb i]

+ 1 . Irans. To gather in folds or wrinkles, to

wrinkle ; to knit, purse (the brows or lips) ; occas.

to knit the brows of. Also with up. Obs.
The first quot. perhaps belongs to 1 b
a 1300 Cursor M. 3371 front it fronces hat was scene

13 Gaw <§• Gr. Knt 2306 Penne tas he hym strybe to

stryke, & frounses boje lyppe & browe. 1390 Gower Conf.
I 93 With thatshefrouncethupthe browe £1572 Gascoigne
Fruites Warn (1831) 209 The froheke fauour frounst and

571

foule defast 1587 Hughls Misfort, Arthur \\ 11 in Hazl
Dodsley IV 321 All fury-like, frounc’d up with frantic frets
1628 Le Grys tr Barclay's Argents 143 That he may not
seeme mercenary, hee will frounce his hrowes

+ b mtr. To knit the brows; to look angry
Also of the face or forehead To fall mto wrinkles,
become wrinkled, Obs.
£i4go Henryson Test, Cress, 155 in Thynne’s Chaucer

Qqiuj, His face fiounsed His teth chattied. £ 1530 Ld
Berners Arth Lyt Bryt (1814) 489 [He] frounsed and
glared with his^eyen as though he had ben wode 1583
Stanyhurst HInets n (Arb ) 63 Gnslye faces frouncing,
dyd I see 1600 Holland Lwy vn vi 233 They frounced 1

and tooke on most insolently for this unhappie expedition

2 turns To fuzz, curl (the hair, a wig, etc);
also, to curl the hair of.

1526 Skelton Magnyf 1532 Schall frounce them in the
foretop 1559 Aylmer Harborowe N j b, Ladies with their
heares frownsed and curled, a 1592 Greene Mamillta 11.

Wks (Rtldg ) 316/1 A periwig frounc'd faste to the front.

1632 Milton Penseroso 123 Not trick’d and frounc’d as she
was wont 1819 H Busk Vestnad 11. 102 Some scatter’d
o’er the silver maigm stood, To flounce their braids

b fig [Echoing Milton • see quot. 1632 m 2]
1891 Saintsbury Scherer's Ess Pref 9 Not only unneces-

sary, but in bad taste, to trick or frounce him in English

+ 3 To gather (a piece of cloth, a garment, etc )
into ci eases or pleats

,
to pleat Obs.

a 1333 Ld. Berners Gold Bk M. Aurel (1546) Ccvj,
Their shurts flounced 1559 Mirr. Mag

,
Mowbray's

Batnshm xxv, All lagde and frounst with diuers coloures
dekt 1610 Guillim Heraldry vi v (1611) 266 A piece of
cloth that is lagged and frownced after the manner of our
now commonly recieued Manthngs. 1805 Scott Last Mm-
str iv xyui, Buff coats, all frounced and broidered o’er.

+ b. intr To fall into creases or pleats. Obs
c 140a Rom Rose 7239 Shoos knopped with dagges That

frouncen lyke a quaile pipe. 1548 Hall Chron ,Hen VIII
(1809) 691 It bossed out and frounced veiy stately to behold.

Hence Frounced ppl a., f (a

)

of the forehead
Wrinkled , (b) of the hair, the head, etc • Curled,

frizzed
; Fromncmg vbl. sb., + (a) knitting of

brows ; (b) frizzing
; also attnb.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret , Pnv. Prtv (E E T S ) 221 A
sharpe straght farred, noght gietly lene ne al full, nethyral
frouncet c 1450 Henryson Fables, Paddok <5- Motts 43 Her
fronsit face a 1529 Skelton P Sparowe 1337 The ferryman
of hell, Caron with his frownsid foretop 1530 Palsgr
223/2 Fiovmsyng,froncement a1568 AschamScholcm (Arb )

54 An ouerstaring frounced hed, as though out of euerie
heeres toppe, should suddenlie start out a good big othe

*593 Nashe Christ's T (1613) 148 Thy flaring frounzed
Periwigs 1600 Holland Livy xxxm. xxxix (1609) 846
There was frounsing, and their bloud was up 1603 H
Crosse VertuesCotiwm,(1878)76 Fyevpon these frownsing
Irons. *656W D. tr Contenvtti Gate Lnt Uni §203 The
Temples in those that are angry frownced or farrowed
1835 in Gentl Mag Feb (1836) 135 And her hair was all

frizzled and frounc’d like a nigger.

Frount(e, Frcmntel(l, Frounter, obs ff of
Front, Frontal, Frontier.

t FrOTTSShure. obs.—1 [ad OF froisseure

(Fr frotssure), f frotsser to rub violently, to crush.]

A bruise, contusion
£ 1477 Caxton Jason 138 b, Renewing to him the dolour

and giete payne of his woundes and frousshures

Frouzy . see Frowzy
t Frover, sb Obs, Forms : 1 fedfer, -or, -ur,

2-3 frofer, 3 frofre, froure, frowere, frover(e,

south, vroure. [OE.frAfor, str. fern, and masc.=
OS fribrct, frifra, OHG fluobara ]
1 Comfoit; a means of comforting
Beowulf 698 Him dryhten forgeaf frofor ond fultum

£ 1000 jElfric Horn. I 136 He Xe-andbidode ffone frofer

c xaoo Ormin 8786 Forr butt he 3 1 her hiss Jieoww Hiss
frofre 0 seofenn wise ax225 Ancr R 92 peonne schullen

3e lseon hu al Jpe world ms nout, Sc hu hire uroure is fals.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott Horn 183 We . . buggej? worldles
froure wij> mom son teone

b. applied to God, the Holy Ghost,
a 1225 Juliana 11 Jefbu wult . leuen 1 be hah gast folkene

frorne cxzso Hymn to God 5 in Trm. Coll Horn App 258
Vroure & hele folkes fader c xago Gen <§• Ex, 34 Hall floure

welt oc Sat mi3t c 1275 Lay 387 Fader he his on heuene
and alle man his froueie

2 attnb ,asFrover- Ghost [=OHG.fiuobargeisf\ ;

also in syntactical form Frovi e Ghost

,

the Com-
forter, the Holy Ghost.
£ 1000 Ags. Gosp John xiv 26 Se haliga frofre gast cxooo

AElfric Horn I 322 Se Halga Gast is gehaten on Giecis-

cum gereorde, Paraclitus, Saet is, Frofor-gast c xxq$Lamb
Horn 97 pe frofre gast c xaoo Ormin 10354 pe Faderr, & te

Frofre Gast Himm hafenn sett to demenn.

+ Fro’ver, v Obs Forms: 1 fr^fran, -lan,

fr6f(
v
e)nau, 2-3 frefrian, -en, 2-3 freuren, -m,

2-4 frou(e)ren, -in, south, vrouren, vroasfrien,

(3 frofteren) Also 1-2 gefrdfran, -lan, 2 lfrdfran,

3 lfrdfren. [OE frifnan,fr6frtan,dS&ogefrifran,
zefrifnan, f fr6for, Frover sb. Cf OS fribrean,

OHG fluobirm ]

trans. To comfort, console Const, for, of
egoo tr, Baida’s Hist v v (1890) 396 CwaeShe Jxaet gewune-

lice word paerafrefrendra cxoooAgs Gosp Johnxi. 19 Hig
woldon hi frefrian for hyra broSor Jwngon c 1x75 Latno.

Horn. 97 He lfrefraS Jxi drongan. txroo Ormin 130 Forr
batt he wollde himm frofrenn c xaoo Trm, Coll Horn 119
Biddewenu pe holigost. pat he. freure us of alle sore3e

£1205 Lay 19S43 pat [ich] on pissen felde mote beon
lfroured c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 465/104 Poueie Men
pare-with to freuen c 13x5 Shoreham 7 Frevereth thorwe

FROWARD.
his body man c 1320 Cast. Lorn 889 Of pulke [grace] pat
alle [con] frouere

Hence pIPro'vermg vbl sb
c 1200 Trm Coll. Horn 117 Ich wile 31U senden pe heuen-

licbe frefrmge wicl innen a lit da3es. c 1300 Harrow Hell
166 We hopeth wel thourh thy comyng Of oure sunpes
haven froryng.

Frow (frau), sb Forms
: 4, 6-8 frow(e, 6-8

fro(e, (7 frau, phraw), 7- frow [ad Du vrouw
= Ger frau lady, woman, wife.]

1. A Dutchwoman
1390 Will ofM Quellyngbourgh (Comm. Crt Lond ),

Margareta Quellyngbourgh Frowe 1477 Paston Lett.

No 792 III x8i The frowys of Broggys, with there hye
cappes. 1605 Lond Prodigal v i, By this light a Dutch
frow

, they say they are called kind 1617 Middlfton &
Rowley Fair Quarrel hi, 11 1 [To a Dutch nurse] Sweet
flo, to your most indulgent care Take this my heart’s joy
£x68x Roxb Ball (1891) VII 490 In Holland a Phraw
he did wed, a couple he mam’d in Cailes 1796 Campaigns
*793~4 I 1. 11 7 The skippers and flows flockedm crowds to
tne pier

2 A woman, a lady
, a wife. Chiefly of Dutch

or German women, or of others compared to them,
1587 Harrison England n lx (1877) 1 *89 Saxon princes

began to mine in matritnome with the British ladies, as the
British barons did with the Saxon frowes. 1639 Glapthorne
Wallenstein 111 n, I’ve known him. for all this heat ’Gainst
woman-hood, pursue a sutlers froe 1666 tr Horace's Odes
viii u, The sun-burnt froe Of him that was chose Consul
from the plough 1708 E Cook Sot-weedFactor (1863) 21
We scarce haa play’d a Round about, But that these Indian
Froes fell out. 1831 Trelawny Adv Younger Son I. 168
Old Saboo there keeps himself, and frow, and half a score
of young ones

+ 3 . Applied to the Maenads or Bacchantes of
classical paganism , also transf
1567 Turberv. Ovid's Ep. 114 Tne frantike fro, Whome

fell Enchtho hath m chase. 1589 PasquiVs Ret D, Some
gadded vppe and downe the streetes, like Bacchus Froes
x6o6 Chapman M D'Olvoe Plays 1873 I 208 The Ladies of
this land would teare him peece-meal (As did the drunken
Froes, the Ihratian Harper) x6ia Drayton Poly olb vul
1 17 The frantick British Froes, their hair disheuelled With
fire-brands ran about a 1616 Beaum & Fl Wit at Sev.

Weapons v 1, They are now Buxsome as Bachus Froes—
revelling, dancing.

4

dial (See quot

)

1781 J Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss. Frow sb , an idle,

dirty woman, c 1795 [? Porson] Horace Odes 1 xxvil in

Spirit Publ Jmls (1799) I 142 And were your girl the
dirtiest drab Out with it. What ? is it she ? the filthy flow.

t Frow, adv Obs. rare—1 [Cf ON frA-r adj
,

quick.] Hastily.
c 1325 Earth i inE E. P (1862) 130 Erp vp er> falhb fol

frow [glossedfesttue]

Frow : see Froe, Frough.
Froward (frffi-wojd), a., adv

,
prep. Forms

:

a. 2-5 fraward, 3 Orm frawarrd, 4-5 frawarde,
-werd, franwaxd, 5-6 Se. frawart, 6 frauwerde

,

P. 2- froward, 4-5 frowerd, 4-6 frowarde
[Early ME f fra, hbo + -ward. Cf. Fromward ]

A. adj. (Not now m colloquial use.)

1. Disposed to go counter to what is demanded
or what is reasonable, perverse, difficult to deal

with, hard to please, refractory, ungovernable;

f also, in a wider sense, bad, evilly-disposed,

* naughty \ (The opposite of toward )

a 1300 CursorM 730a ‘ Parfai ban answara samuel, *Yee
ar to fraward [Trm frowarde] wit to dele ’ *340 Hamtole
Pr Consc 5854 Ifman he til God frawarde 1382 Wyclif
Dent xxi 18 If a man gete a rebel sone, and a fraward.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV 319 To chaste froward
men and sturne men £1430 Lydg Min Poems 141 How
may this be that thou art froward To hooly chirche to pay
thy dewtee. 14 Why I can't le a Nun 3x7 tn E E P.
(1862) 146 For sum bene devowte, holy, and towarde. And
sum bene feble, lewde, and frowarde 1548 "Udall, etc.

Erasm Par Matt, vl 13 Ye shall be safe . agaynste the

frowarde teraptour. 1577 B Googe Hercsbacfis Hnsb iv.

(1586) 167 b, The Cocke of this kinde, is a frowarde and
mischievous Eirde. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm u. 28 Samuel,
reiected by this froward & rebellious people 1625 Bacon
Ess , Innovations (Arb) 527 A Frowaid Retention of Cus-
tome, is as turbulent a Thing, as an Innouation 1689-90
Temple Ess , Poetry Wks 1731 I, 240 When all is done,

Human Life is, at the greatest and the best, but like a
froward Child, that must be play’d with and humour’d
a little to keep it quiet till it falls asleep 1703 Claren-

don's Hist Reb. II Ded 5 That this Remark may not

look froward or angry <21716 Blackall Wks (1723) I

43 Such froward and touchy People as these. 1775 Johnson
14 Apr in Boswell, A judge may become froward from age.

1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram Lit, 270 In the infancy of taste,

the frow ard pupils of art took nature to pieces, as spoiled

children do a watch 1848 Lytton Harold v vu, ‘ Speak
on ’ said Hilda, calmly as a nurse to a froward child. 1835
Macaulay Hist. Eng IV xix. (1858) 291 Russell had always
been froward, an ogant, and mutinous,

aJbsol *53S Coverdale Ps xvu[i] 26 With the flowarde

thou shalt be frowarde x66x Bramhall Just Vmd in 47
They may remove the froward from their offices. 1842 J H.
Newman Par, Serm VI 346 If you hear with the ftoward.

2 Of things
: + a Adverse, unfavourable, un-

toward; difficult to deal with, refractory. Of
shape (cf B 2) • Ill-formed, ugly {obs ), b. In

later use only as fig. of sense 1 (said, e.g., of for-

tune) : Perverse, ill-humoured.

<11300 CursorM 8104 Bi-halden vs mogh has bou Vr fia-

wara scapp al ses bou hov 13 . Seuyn Sag (W ) 2622 The
weder was cold & froward c 1430 Lydg Min Poems 103
By froward chaunce my hood was gone. 1513 Douglas

72-2
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PEneis in. 11 149 Syryus, the frawait star 1523 Skelton
Gar! Laurel 1450 Ibis delycatc dasy. With frowarde
frostis, alas was all to fiet 1541 R Com ano Galytn's

Terap 2 D hj, Curacyon of frowaide anti 1 ebd vkeies *576
Fleming Panopl hpist, 120 To take his frowaul fortune

and untoward luck with patience. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters III. ar3 It has been my froward fate to have too

much 1793 Sm i:aton hdystone L § 270 Duiing tins month
of fioward weather 1805 Word&w Prelude v 348 The
froward chaos of futurity 1880 Miss Broughton Sec l'h.

n vii, The frowaid May month,

f 3. quasi-jr^. A froward person or thing Obs
a 1529 Skelton P. Sparowe 779 Our language is so rusty,

So cankered, and so full Of frowaidet.. 138* J. 13 l.ilHaddon'sArtsw Osor- 266b, 'I hrotigh the cankeid peevish-
nes of wayward fiowardes

i B. adv, Obs
1. In a direction that leads away from the person

or thing under consideration ;
=Fromward

0 E Chron an 1127 Eall fwet )>a boon drajjen toward swa
frett |>a drane & drafcnS fi award 1426 Audtlay Poems 68
lit thou to the cherche go, Toward, froward, or clhs cum
fro 1494 Fabyan Chron v cxxvn 108 He inyghte goo or
ryde frowarde or sydewarde, but townrde the chapell myglit
he in no wyse atteygne 1540-54 CroicePs (Percy Soc

) 34
Thy face allwey thus wilt thou let Be turned frowaid? 1596
Si’enslr F. Q, vi x 24 And eeke them selves so in their
daunce they bore, That two of them still froward seem’d to

bee, But one still towards shew’d hu selfe afore

2. Jig. Unlowardly
;
peiversely Froward shapen

* misshapen (cf. Fhom-shapbn).
a 1300 CursorM 8076 Sagh man neuer for-wit bat hore,

Sua fraward scapen creatuie. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)

463 Thou knowest howe frowarde matteis went, when thou
tookest shippe.

t C. prep. (In a direction) away from; — From-
WABD. Also in formfrewards. Obs (or arch )
c 1200 Ormin 4672 pa turrnesst tu |>e frawarrd Godd, &

towarrd eoiplic ahhte c 1230 Gen <5-Ex 3322 At euen cam
a fu^el-flijt, fro-ward arable to hem rijt 1398 TnrvisA
Barth De P, R 11 vm (1495) 36 The angels slake neuer .

nother toi nyth theyr entent frowarde god. c 1400 Melayne
1314 The Sowdane sawe the Cristen m the felde Frowarde
the Cite ride c 1470 Henry Wallace v 786 Fiawart the
south thaim thocht it best to draw. 1470-83 Malory a! rihnr
x xxx, And euer sire Tristram tracyd and trauercyd and
wente frpwaid hym here and there 1313 Dougi as Miteis
1. 1 57 Scho thame foidnvis, and causis oft ga will Frawart
Lattum, Ibul.lv Prol. 130 Thy self or thame thou frawartis
God remouis. 111850 Rossetti Dante $ Circ. 1 (1874) 106
He only is a pilgrim who goeth towards or frowards the
House of St James.
b with tmesis fro . . ward

C 1220 Bestiary 719 And wende we neure fro him-ward.

+ Froward, V. Obs [f. prec. adj ] trails. To
make froward.
1627-47 Flltham Resolves i xxxvi. 119 Vexations when

they daily billow upon the minde, they frow.ud even the
sweetest soul, and turn it into spleen and testmesse

1 Fro’wardhede. Obs. [-hede, -hkad.] «=

Frowardness
0x470 Harding Chron. ccix ix, The piynce of wrath and

Wilfull hede Agayne hym made debate and frowaidhede

Frowardly (frdu wardh), adv. [f. Froward a.

+ -:ly 2
] In a froward manner; perversely; ad-

versely. (Now chiefly arch 111 Biblical phrases.)
a. 1300 Cm sor M. 7317 (Gcitt )

‘ Mi folk said godd, ‘ full

frawarly[Trm frowardly] pai seke and wirke full grett enuy
14 . Lydg Secrees 1032 Avaryce and gadenng frowardly.
1433 Misyn Fire 0/Love 1 v n,& luf of Jie endeles lufar
for fals luf fiawardly Jiai haue lost 1309 Hawi s Past
Pleas. Xiv ii, Afrycus, Auster bloweth frowardly. 1326
Tindale 1 Cor xiu 4 Love cloth not fiowardly 1388 A
King ti, Canistus' Calech. 145 Quhilkglaidhe or frawartlie
dots praesume to speik agatns the halie decrees of the fathers.

164^ Milton Teirach Wks (1847) 211 Finding the mis-
believer not frowardly affected x688 S. Ptnton Guardians
Instr, 71,

1

once dealt with him very Frowardly, and ask’d
him plainly, How [etc ] 1845-6 Trench Huh Led. Ser 11.

vn 263 He deals frowardly in the land of uprightness

Frowardness (frffirwatdnes). [f. as pxec. +
-ness] Froward quality or condition

,
perversity;

nntowardness
; an instance of this

a 1300 Cursor M. 27617 O pride bicurns vnbuxumnes, strif
and Strutt, and frawardnes, 1x1340 Hampolt Psalter liv 22
Dwelland in frawardnes of ]>aue witt c *440 Jacob's Well
(E E. T S ) 155 Frowardnes comyth fro pe herte, but }ju

tunge schewytn it out thrugh ouei-thwerte wooidys c 1333
Haupsfield DivorceHen Fill (Camden) 223 He did it not
for any self-will or fiowardness 1576 Fllming Panopl.
Eptst 393 The frowardnesse ofmy fortune. 1647 Claren
don Hist. Reb. vi. § 21 The pude, frowardness, and
perversness of the Rebels 1712 Berkeley Pass Obed § 42We should not shew a fiowaidness or impatience of those
transient sufferings 0:1716 South Serrn II 78 How many
Frowardnesses of ours does he smother, how many Indigni-
ties does he pass by xjjsBvhkeSP Conc.Amer.wks (1808)
III 62 It is nothing but a little sally of anger, like the fro-
wardness of peevish children, who, when they cannot get all

they would have, are resolved to take nothing. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L Blands Hist. '1 eti Y, 1. 188 Giving way to one
of his occasional fits of boyish frowardness, he dashed his
sword on the floor.

+ Fro’wardship. Obs. [see

-

ship] =prec.
14 Burgh Laws c 34 {Sc Stat. I ), Throuch frawart-

senyp \coniraneta-te\ ofhym selff

Frowde, var. of Froud, Obs

,

frog or toad.
Frower : see Feoe sb

Frowie, var. of Froughy a. Obs.

Frowish, a 1 Obs. rare -1
[? f froiv, Fao +

-ish, after froward.] ? Unfavourably disposed,
froward.

1389 Grei ne Tullies Love (1609) D b, Were you but as
fauourable as you are frowish

t Frowish., a 2 Obs [f. frow ,
Fbough a +

-ish ] Fiowzy, slale-smellmg, fetid

1608 IVithals' Diet 286 He that is lank or frowish in

savour, htreosus. x688 Bunyan Solomon's Temple xvu,
Covetousness makes a minister smell frowish.

Frown (frmin), sb [f. next ; but cf the equi-

valent OF freigne ]

1. A wrinkled aspect of the brow ; a look expres-

sive of disapprobation or severity, occas. of deep
111ought or perplexity. Also, the habit of frowning.
1603 Shaks. Lean iv 209 You arc too much of late i‘ th*

ftowne 1625 111 Ellis Oitg. Lett Ser. 1 III 206 With one
frown, dtvcis of us being at White Hall to see her .she
drave us all out of the Chamber 1710 Stei i i & Addison
Taller No 253 r 8 May a Man knit his Forehead into

a Frown 1801 Southey Thalaba 1. vm, Ills biow in manly
frowns was knit 1863 Miss Bkaddon EUanods Viet III
i 3 The lawyer walked away from his wife with a fiown
upon his face *872 Darwin Emotions tx 233 He encounters
some obstacle in liis train of reasoning . and then a fiown
passes like a shadow over his brow
fig. 1783 Mason Du Frcsnoy's Art Paint 341 Beneath
the frown of angry Heav'n. 1 he guilty Empire sunk 1808

J. Barlow Columb. m. 636 Ere darkness shroud you m
a deeper frown

2 A manifestation of disapprobation.
1581 Mulcasti r Positions v (1887) 27 Dissuaded from the

worse, by imshktng and frowne a 1627 Sut J, Beaumont
Ausontusxv 1 33 Peruerting crimes he checkes with angry
frownes 1721-2 Wodroiv Snjffei Ch Scotl (1838) I 1 11 ^ 2

112/1 To this no ansu er was given, but frowns 1723 Di. Foe
Relrg. Courtsh 1. m (1840) 104 The father’s frowns are a
part of correction 1849 Macaulay Hist lung. II 205 He
tried thecffectsof frownsand menaces Frowns and menaces
failed. x868 E Edwards Raleigh I is 140 Ralegh .. was
still . under the frown of Ins royal mistress.

Hence Frow’nftU a., full of frowns
;
Prow n-

less a., devoid of frowns; Prow ny a., having a
habit of frowning.
1771 Langiiorne Laurel fy Reed 52 The murderer’s

burning cheek to hide, And on Ins frownful temples die
a 1861 Sir F. Palgravl (Ogilvie), Her frowny mother's
ragged shoulder. 1890 Umv Rev 13 June 262 Planted with
virtues, frownless gravity And sober elegance

Frown (fiaun), v. Forms 4-6 froun(e, (5
frownyn), 6-7 frowne, 4- frown. [ME frottne,

ad. OF', froigmer, frongmer (mod.F. only m the
compound refrogner), of obscure origin.]

1. intr. To knit the brows, especially byway of
expressing displeasure or (less frequently) con-
centration of thought

5 to look sternly. Said also
of the brow. + Also (rarefy), to sneer
c 1386 [see Frowning/// a ] c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems

x] Wiclie ought of resone the devise to excuse To alle
tho that wold ageyn it ffrounc or musee, c 1440 Promp
Paru 181/1 Frownyn wythe the nose, nasio C1477 Caxton
Jason 52 He frowned in this wise and bote on ius lippe a
grete while 1374 Mirr^ Mag , Sabrina xxix, When For-
tune most doth smile Then will she froune • she laughcs
but euen a while. 1602 Marston Ant 4 Mel m. Wks.
1856 1 32 Fortunes browc hath frown’d, Even to the utmost
wrinkle it can bend. 1667 Mn ton P L. ii xo6 He ended
frowning, and his look denounc’d Desperate revenge 1777
Sheridan Sell Scand A Portrait, She frowns no goddess,
and she moves no queen. 1838 Lytton What will he
do 11. xu, Had I been your father, I should have taken
alarm, and frowned 1872 Darwin Emotions ix. 323 A man
who joined us, and who could not conceive what we were
doing, when asked to listen, frowned much, though not m
au ill temper.

b Of inanimate things . To present a gloomy
or threatening aspect.
1642 Rogers Naaman 118 They saw the times to frowne

and trouble to come 1639 D Pell Impr Sea 480 And
will you not bee in the like fear, when the Heavens fiown
above you ? 1764 Goldsm Trav. 85 And though the rocky-
crested summits frown 1794 Mrs Radcchie Myst
Udolpho 1, And sometimes frowned with forests of gloomy
pine 1839 Yeowlll Arte Brit Ch 1 (1847) 7 That wild
architecture, whose gigantic stones are still to be seen
frowning upon the plains of Stonehenge 1854 JSC
Abbott Napoleon (1855) II xv 283 The cannon of the
Prussians fiowned along the rugged eminences of then left
1868 Milman St Paul's 1 g A lude Saxon templemay have
frowned down from the height above the Thames
2 . To express disapprobation or unfuendliness
by a stem look. Const, at, on, tipon Also m
indirect passive.
1376 Fleming Panopl Epist 393 You aie not the first

upon whom fortune hath frowned, 1590 Shahs Mids N
1 1 194, 1 frowne. vpon him, yet he loues me still. 1648
Gage West Ind iv 13 Much weie wee frowned at by the
Dominicans our cluefest friends 1709 Addison 'latter
No. 24 r 11 Fiontlet not only looks seiious, but frowns at
him. 1794 Mrs Radclifte Myst Udolpho xix, Montom
frowned upon him a 1839 Macaulay Hist. Eng V. 152
That they should be .frowned upon at Kensington for not
going faither.

b. attributed to inanimate objects.
1611 Shaks. Wint T. m 111 6 The heauens with that we

haue m hand, are angry, And frowne vpon ’s. 1816
Keatinge Trav (1817) II 52 Robat and Sallee seem to
fiown at each other across this fine river.

3 quasi-/m«j, a. To drive or force with a frown
away, back, down, off, alsofrom,

into (something).
1678 Dryden Allfor Love ii i, Ventidius fix'd his Eyes

upon my Passage Severely, as he meant to frown me back
Blackmore Creation21

5

Despamngwretch, he’llfrown
thee from his throne. 1741 Watt s Improv. Mind 1 111. § 2Nor should such an enquiring temper be frowned into silence.

I cx8oo K. White Lett, (1837) 274 The fear of singularity

frowns me into the concealment of it 1805 Byron To Dorset
v, Peace, that reflection never frown'd away 1806 WEr
ster id Soidder Life vi (1882) 231, 1 will be neither frowned
norndiculod into error 1831 Lyiton Godolph 66 Youwould
not frown a gieat person like Lady Delville into affection
for us. 1840 Dicki.ns Bam Fudge 11, And the cold black
country seemed to fiown him off 1870 Baldw Brown Reel
Truth 261 A new older of society in which judges [shouldl
no more frown down the poor 1

b To enforce, express, produce, etc by a frown.
1775 Siilridan Rivals Epih, She smiles preferment, or

she frowns disgrace. 1798 \V Taylor in Monthly Rev
XXV. 518 Among us, however, the present statue of the
prophet would seem to frown restraint on levity and mirth
X871 L. Stiphin Playgr Enr 111 (1894) 7* In 1861 the
Sclneckhorn still frowned defiance upon all comers
Hence + Frowned ppl. a., covered with a fiown
made to look frowning. Also Frow ner, onewho
frowns
1398 Florio, Inarcato, a frowned or scouled countenance

1630 Bitat 1 1wait Eng Gentian (1641) 138 Such friends or
acquaintance as are neither Fawners noi Fiowners a 1763
Byrom Christ among Doctors 10 That meek old Priest
with placid Face of Joy, That Phansatc Frowner at the
Boy. 1872 Darwin Emotions ix. 223 Some persons are such
habitual frowners that the mere effort of speaking almost
always causes their brows to contiact 1892 IdlerJune 590A handful of frowners against thirty million laughers I

3Prown.ce, obs form of Fboukoe
Frowning (framing), vld sb [f. Frown v. +

-ING 1

] The action of the vb. Fbown; an instance

of the same.
c 1400 Rom Rose 4062 With that the clieil his clubbegan

shake, Froumng his eyen gan to make, And hidous chere.
c 1440 Promp Paru 181/1 Frownynge 1348 Udall
Erasm Par Lukem. 9 E vj, For lnttur fiounyng, godlyioye
and hghtenesse of hei te 1592 WyrleyA rrnone 145 With
frowmngs dume, downe are his snulings cast, 1616 J. Lane
Cont. Syr's T x. 478 Turnes him fro, and nought but
frownmges gave. 17x3 Swipt Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks.
1755 III. 1. 146 He read a page or two with much frowning.
x8ai Clarv Vtll Minstr I 16 I Low pinch’d with winters
frowmngs he lias been 1872 Darwin Emotions ix 224
We may conclude that frowning is not the expi ession of
simple reflection but of something difficult or displeasing
encountered

Frowning (frau nig), ppl a. [f. Frown v. +
-INQ 2

.] That frowns; gloomy; stern; disapprov-

ing, threatening.
c 1386 Chauci it Clerk's T. 300 And eke whan I say ya, ye

say not nay, Neither by word ne froumng countenance

:

Swerc this, and here I swere our alliance c 1430 Lydg
Mitt. Poems 245 Now frownytig cheer, now fressli of
visage 1567 Turiii nv To a Gentlewoman from xvhome
he toolc a Ring 1 What ncedcs this frowning face 1 1639
3 ) Pi ll Impr St a 377 A frowning, 1 aging, and rowlmg
storm 1736 Nial Hist Punt III 520 The General
Assembly . sent at the same time two frowning letters

1822 B Cornwail Poems, Modena, And o’er her many a
frowning fold Of crimson shades her closed eyes 1847
A M Gilmam Trav Mexico 20 The frowning guns of the

Castle 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 402 A deep
ravine of frowning rocks.

b. attnb. m \frowning doth, an imaginary

frontlet supposed to be worn by a person when
displeased
1380 Lyly Euphues (Arb 1 285 The gallery, where shee

was solitaryly walking, with her frowning cloth, as sick

lately of the.solens.

Frownmgly (frmrmgli), adv. [f. Frowning
ppl a. + -l,Y - ] In a frowning manner
1356 J Hfywood Spider ft F Ixwi 22 Such flies as erst

had frowmnghe fastc him Louinglie they then, on him did

smothlie smile 1617 Hithon Wis (1619-20) II 270 With
the eye of his soule he saw the Lord looke frownmgly vpon
him. 1797 Mrs Radclii i n Italian xxvi, * You shall know
me hereafter’, said the stranger, frownmgly. *870 Miss
Bridgman Ro Lynne II 11 21 Four rows of datk houses

that frownmgly faced one anothei.

(Frownt, obs, form of Front.
Frowst, froust (fraust), v. 'I dial. [Of un-

known origin
;

cf. Harrow school slangfrousl sb ,

‘ exit a sleep allowed in the morning of Sundays

and whole holidays ’ (Barrere and Lelaud).] intr

To rest lazily, lounge.
1884 Standard 5 May 4/4 A geneiation that frousts over

the fne. 1889 B Whitby Awakening M. Fenwick II, 182,

I hate . . frowsting over a fire

Frowsty (frau sti), a. dial [of obscure origin •

cf OF. frouste ruinous, decayed
,
also Fbottghy,

Fbowish, Frowzy.] Fusty; having an unpleasant

smell (In Beiks., Oxf
,

Leic., and Glouc. glos-

saries )
1863 A thenmuiu No. i960. 678/1 Use it on his frowsty

head 1881 E. J. Worboisl xvu, When it is not only

humble, butfrmusty you are apt to wish you were any-

where else than at home 1

Frowy : see Froughy a.

+ Frowze, sb. Obs. Also (? 6 frowes), 6-7

frowse, 7-8 fruz, 8 frouze. [Of uncertain origin

;

possibly an alteration of Frounce, with assimi-

lation to Friz, Fuzz.] ? A wig of frizzed hair

worn by women Alsofrowze-
,
fniZ'tower.

1363 Foxe A $M 919/2 Her two gentlewomen helped

her of therwith [her gowne] and also with her frowes paste

and neckercbefe 1670 Lady M Bertie 111 12th Rep Hist.

MSS Comm, App v 21 Some ware all small ribban, others

brode nbbans . . and all frowzes of their owen haire 1676

Etheuege Man ofMode 1 i Wks (1888) 245 This fine

woman, I’ll lay my life has adorned her baldness with

a large white fruz. 1687 Congreve Old Bach iv. vm, The
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mother [bought] a great fruz-tower and a fat amber-neck-
lace 1710 Bnt Apollo II No 101 3/2 This filthy Fruz
I ne’er shall brook 1724 [see Bull-tour].

Frowze, v. Obs exc. dial In 7 frouze Also
Fbuz v [related to prec sb] traits To curl,

frizz, ruffle, rumple.
1611 Florio, Increspare, to cnspe, to curie, to frouze

Also to vrample. 1881 Isle of Wight Gloss , Frowze, to
rumple

Frowzy (frcurzi), a Also 7-9 frouzy, 8-9
frowsy , (9 frousy) .

[Perh cognate with Fbowsty,
or with some of the other words there referred to.

Cf. also Fbowze sb.]

1.

Ill-smellmg, fusty, musty; having a ‘close’

unpleasant smell from being dirty, unwashed, lll-

ventilated, or the like.

1681 Otway Soldiers Fort iv. i, An overgrown Deputy of

ambient Air *773 Franklin Lett Wks 1840VI 400 Itisthe
frouzy corrupt air from animal substances a 1802 Strutt
Bumpkin's Disaster (180S) 19 Is pinching fiowzy wenches in

theirbed Fit sport for spirits? 1838 Dickens Nich Nick xvi,

By the steams of moist acts of Parliament and frowsy
petitions 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1, ix, In his weeks
my study was so frowsy I couldn’t sit in it 1871 L.
Stephen Playgr Eur iv in 252 Another Greek convent,

said to be frowzier, if possible, than that of Csalho

2 . Having a dirty, untidy, soiled, neglected ap-
pearance [like e g. unkempt hair) , dingy, rusty,

slatternly, unkempt. Of the complexion. Red
and coarse, blowzy
1710 Apparition 7 A frowzy high-crown'd Hat his face

did hide 1716 Swift Progr Beauty Wks 1755 III ir 163
A frowzy dirty-colour’d red Sits on her cloudy wrinkled
face 1752 J Spence [Sir H Beaumont] Cnto 53 His
Woman of a sun-burnt frowsy Complexion 1807 Crabbe
Par Reg' 1 214 See 1 on the floor, what frowzy patches
rest 1 *833 Blackw Mag XIV 330 The frowzy hostess
would complain 1840 Dickens Old C Shop 111, Hair
hanging in a frowzy fringe about his forehead 1848 —
Dombey vi. There were frowzy fields, and cowhouses at

the very door of the Railway 1837 W. Collins Dead
Secret 11 11, [He] produced from the pocket three frowsy
acidulated drops 1882 Ckamb frul 90 A pony would be
shoving its frowzy brow against its master’s shoulder 1895
Gloss E Anglia, Frouzy, blouzy, with disordered and un-
combed hair.

Jig 1821 Byron Juan ill xciv, A drowzy frowzy poem,
calPd the ‘Excursion’, Writ m a manner which is my
aversion. 1859 Lang Wand India 245 Even the frowsy
military board—composed of several very old and feeble

Company’s officers of the last century—was frightened into

something like activity

3 . Comb
,
asfrowzy-headed adj.

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert iv. 53 Frowzy-headed men
passed him in the yard. 1875 Howells Foregone Coticl 60
A frowsy-headed woman
Hence Fro'wziness.
1714 Mandeville Fcib Bees 11 (1733] 41 The Frowsiness

of the Place, and the ill Scents of different kinds, area per-
petual Nuisance 1838 Beckford Recoil 106 That species
of high conventual frowzmess which monastic habits and
garments are not a little apt to engender 1881 Daily
News 7 Dec 5/3 They regard the frowzmess of our [rail-

way-carriage] accommodation with contempt 1893 Temple
Bar Mag. XCIX. 197 He loves to have his room reeking
with heat and frowsmess

Froynt, obs Sc form of Front.
Froyter, var of Frater, Obs.

Frozen (frou z’n), ppl a. Forms: see the verb.

[pa pple. of Freeze v.]

1. Congealed by extren1. Congealed by extreme cold ; subjected or ex-

posed to extreme cold.
a 1340 Hamfole Psalter cxxv 5 pe south blawand frosyn

strandis lesis Sc rennys 1*1400-30 Alexander 3063 Sir
Dary fande it [the burne] frosyn hym byfore. 1335 Eden
Decades Contents, The nauigation by the frosen sea 1667
Milton P. L. ii 587 Beyond this flood a frozen Continent
Lies dark and wilde. 1698 Fryer Acc, E India $ P 3
Warmth adds Spirits to our frozen Limbs 1833N Arnott
Physics (ed. 5) II. 1 90 A piece of frozen mercury thrown
into a little water at 32

0
. 1872 Yeats Tecku Hist Comm

224 In Canada frozen meat is a common article of com-
merce 1893 Times (weekly ed ) 2 Feb. 89/3 Allowance
must be made in the North-West [of Canada] for a propor-
tion of frozen wheat.

b. fig and of immaterial things Of facts,

truth (£7 .S’) *Hard, Solid
1576 Fleming Panobl Epist 367 Is that olde acquaint-

ance frozen in you? 1641 Milton Ch Govt vi (1831)123
But farre worse then any frozen captivity is the bondage of
Prelates 1697 Dryden Virg. Past vm 99 Verse fires the
frozen Veins 1760 T Hutchinson Hist Mass 146 They
hoped to see Christian chai ity, then frozen,wax warm 18x4
Byron Corsair i. xv, The tender blue of that large loving
eye Grew frozen with its gaze on vacancy 1838 Hawthorne
Fr Sr It frnls II 62 This frozen sisterhood of the allegoric

family 1867 M Arnold Sonn
,
West London, The rich she

had let pass with frozen stare 1884 Boston (Mass ) Herald
23 Sept

,
‘ Frozen Facts’ is a purely American expression.

Ibid. 22 Oct. 2/2 We were simply stating the frozen
truth

2 . Frozen-out : cut off or excluded by frost

Frozen-up . closed or stopped by frost

1885 G. Allen Babylon 111, On the stray chance of catch-
ing a frozen-out racoon. x8go Daily News 31 Dec. 3/2
* All-fioze out poor working men who've got no work to

do 0-0' The carrying of water to frozen-up householders
has become almost a recognised industry In many of
the suburbs there has been a mellifluous sing-song telling

of frozen-up pipes. *893 Ibid, 23 Feb. 7/4 The frozen-up
German seed is still delayed

3

.

Comb , asfrozen-hearted adj

1634 tr Scudery's Curia Pol. 26 They are not men, but
cold statues, and such as the frozen hearted Venetians

Hence Fro'zenly adv
,
in a frozen manner, with

a cold look or action; (£7. .S'.) stubbornly; Fro zen*

ness, frozen condition

1633 Gauden Hieraspistes 486 For however people have
now and then a warm fit of giving they soon returne to
that frozenness, which is hardly dissolved by any mans
warmest breathings 1725 Bradley Fain Diet, sv 'Power-
ing, The Signs of which are, they look frozenly on then
Sides 1851 D Jerrold St Giles xv 151 He looked
frozenly at the prisoner, rebuking him [etc ] 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav 150, 1 . began to hack frozenly at a log.

+ Frub, v. Obs rare [Short f. Frobbish, perh
influenced by Rub.] trans To furbish or polish.
1611 Florio, Amolare, to frub or furbish 1636 W D

tr. Comenius' Gate Lat Uni. § 4x5 119 The Frubber or
Furbisher frubbeth or furbisheth.

+ Fra bber. Obs. [f prec. + -er1
. Cf Furber.]

A furbisher, burnisher, or polisher.
1612 Chapman Wtdowes T Plays 1873 III 73 tTo a maid-

servant] Well said frubber, was there noSouldier here lately ?

x6S9Torriano, Fnigatoio, also a burnisher or a frubber

t Frn.’b'bish, v. Obs. Also frobish [var. of
Furbish ] trans. To furbish or polish by rubbing.

1370 Levins Mantp 144/20 To Frubbish, fricando pohre,
1601 Holland Pliny II 466 When it is well scoured and
clensed with sand, and knowne by the bnghtnesse and
lustre thereof that it hath bin sufficiently frobished and
purified. 1*1623 Fletcher Cusl. (country 111 111, I’ll make
you young again, beleeve that Lady, I will so frubbish you.

Hence f Fru'bbisher, a furbisher.

1326 Skelton Magnyf. 1074 The frubyssher hath my sword.

3Pruct(e, obs. var. of Fruit so. and v.

Fructed (frokted), a. Her. [f. L fruct-us
fruit + -ed 2

] Of a tree or plant : Having fruit (of

a specified tincture).

1610 Guiilim Heraldry in vii (1611) 105 He beareth
argent a pine apple tree Fructed proper x688 R Holme
Armoury 11 5/x A Garland of Vine leaves fructed (that is

with Bunches of Grapes) about his Temples 1708 [see

Eradicated b ] 1828-40 Berry Encycl Pier
,
A pear tree

erased, fructed ppi. that is, with its fruit in the natural
colour x858 Cussans Her (1893) 103 An Oak-tree is fructed

of its Acorns , and a Pine, of its Cones
tFrircteriBt. Obs rare. (See Fruotster.)

Fructescence (fnokte’sens). [ad mod.L.
fructescentia, f fiructescent-em : see Fructescent
and -enoe ] (See quot

)

1793MartynLang Bot , Fructescentia .Fructescence, or
the fruiting season, is the time when vegetables scatter

their ripe seeds 1848 in Craig

Fructescent (fr»kte sent), a [ad mod.L.
fiructescent-em, pr. pple. of frudescere to produce
fruit, f L.fructus fruit.] Beginning to bear fruit.

1862 F Hall Hindu Philos Syst 30 Woiks are of three

descriptions, technically designated as accumulated, current,

and fructescent

Fructicist (fnrktisisl). Also Fructist [f.

'L.friict-us Fbuit + -10 + -1ST.] Onewho classifies

plants by their fruit

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc (1837) III. 235 Linnaeus
began by being a fructicist. x886 Thompson m Encycl.

Bnt XX. 301/1 He [Ray] was no longer a fructicist but
a corolhst.

[Fructiculose, spurious word in mod. Dic-
tionaries : see Fruticulose ]

|| Fructidor (fr«ktzdiu). [Fr. ;
f. L. fruct-us

fruit + Gr. dwpov gift.] The twelfth month of the

French revolutionary calendai (from Aug 18 to

Sept. 16) ;
the revolution which took place in that

month in 1 797. Hence Fiuctidorian, a., belong-

ing to the party that came into power in Fructidor.

1703-97 Spirit Pull. Jrnls (1799) 33 note. The explosion
of the 18th Fructidor. 1884 J R Seeley in Encycl Bnt
XVII. 199 The catastrophe came on 18th Fructidor (Septem-
ber 4, 1797) Such was Fructidor, which may be consideied
as the third of the revolutions which compose the . French
Revolution The circle of Madame de Stael was strongly
Fructidonan

Fructiferous (fnflctrferas), a [f. L friiciifer

(f,fructus fruit + -fer bearing) + -ous,] Bearing

or producing fruit ; fertilizing.

1632 Lithgow Trav nr 85 All other fructiferous tiees

x66o F Brooke tr Le Blanc’s Trav 217 Inundations which
fertilize all Egypt, and serve instead of fructiferous rains

1823 J Badcock Dom Amitsem 61 The finely divided,

loamy or fructiferous part of the soil ' 1837 H Miller
Test, Rocks xi 433 None of its branches yet found bear the
fructiferous stalk or spike.

Hence Fxucti ferously adv
1626 A. Speed Adam out ofE xvi (1639)134 You may

sometimes cast the water that drayneth from the Muck,
upon the muck heaps again, which will . desend to the

former receptacle more fructiferously 1633 Heywood
Hierarch. 11 Comm, 98 Neither more fructiferously can
any thing be found than the holy Trimtie.

t Fru’ctifi able, Obs.raie-1
. [f. Fructify

+ -able ] Capable of bearing fruit

1623 T. Adams Barren Tree 37 The Fig-tree does not beare
so soone as it is planted but now it is growne fructifiable.

Fructification (fr» ktifikJJ’jon). [ad ~L,fruc-

tificdtioii-em, f.friicttficdre to Fructify ]
1 . The action or process of frnctifymg or pro-

ducing fruit (now rare exc. Bot ). Also fecunda-

tion, fertilization (?<?&.).

16x5 Jackson Creed iv u vi § 3 When the first seeds of

that faith, which by fructification becomes salvifical, are

first sown in oui hearts 1632 Marmion Holland's Leaguer
iv i, Wholly given To the deeds of fructification 1633
Swan Spec M vi § 4 (1643)236 The sprouting, sponging,and
fructification of the earth 1630 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep
hi xxi (1638) 158 As may be discovered from several Injects

generated in ram water, from the prevalent fructification of
plants thereby a *663 J Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit

(1867) 483 They may indeed be sowed too thick with seed of
another nature, which may hinder the fructification theieof

1739 tr DuhanteCs Husb 1 xv 91 The organs of fructifica-

tion 1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed. 4) IV 10 The plants

of the feeblest structure die, as soon as fructification has
taken place 1846 J BaxterLibr Pract Agrtc (ed 4)11
73 At the time of fructification, watch the plants daily

fig 1604 T Wricht Passions v §4 233 Giving is a free

translation of the nght or title, of dominion or fructification

of anything to any man. 1721 R Keith tr T a Kempis
Solti Soul xvi 229 Temptation is wont to be very helpful

to the Fructification of Virtues. 1892 Pall MallG 13
Sept. 3/3 As regards the fructification of their estate, there
is all tne difference in the world between the value of arable
as distinguished from mere grazing land.

2 cotter m Bot. a The fruit of a plant ; b.
collect the organs of fruiting or reproduction, esp.

the reproductive parts of ferns and mosses.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane 1 note 6 That part of the
Cane which shoots up into the fructification, is called by
planters its Arrow. 1767 P Collinson in Darlington’s
Mem (1849) 292 The Wild Lime is a singular plant Dr
Solander wishes for its fructifications 1791 E. Darwin
Bot Gard. n. Pref

,
The families or Genera are charac-

terized by the analogy of all the parts of the flower or
fructification 1864 T Moore Bnt Ferns 11 Collectively,

these cases and their contents aie called the fructification

X877 F. Heath Fern W. 294 Nearly the whole under side

of the frond is covered with the fructification 1882 Vines
Sachs’ Bot 95 This is usually the case with many Lichens
and the fructifications of Fungi

Fructificative (fi»ktifike»tiv), a [f. L.

frudficdi e

:

see Fructify and -ative ] Capable
of fructifying

,
produced by fructification.

1887 ti De Barfs Fungi iv 125 Where fructificative

and purely propagative generations of bions proceed alter-

nately from one another

Fructiform (fr® ktifpim), a. [f. L fruct-us

fruit + -(i)fobm-] Having tbe form of a fruit.

x8i6 Sir J Sinclair in Monthly Mag XLII 298 The
fructiform. productions which weie found upon the same
stalks often remained fixed together.

Fructify (fr® ktifai), v. Also 6 frutyfye. [a.

F. fiructifier, ad. L. frudifiedre

,

f. fructus fruit

:

see -fy.J

1. intr. To bear fruit, become fruitful.

<21323 Prose Psalter li[i]. 8 Icham in Godeshous as ohue
fructifiand 1340 Ayenb 234 pet zed fructefide of one half
to be Jmttajte, of o(w half to zixtia3te c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) v 50 Elies it [the Bawm] would not Fructify c 1430
Mirour Sahiacioun 1063 Aarons }erde fructified without
plantacionne *538 Bale Thre Lames 141 Hys wyfe shall

encreace, hys land shall frutyfye. 1361 Daus tr Bulltnger
on A^oc (1573) 304 The tree oflyfe doeth fructifie, or bring
forth fruite twelue tymes in the yeare 1663 Boyle Occas

Refi iv. xv {1845) 260 Those Soils wherein they will after-

wards Flourish and Fructifie 1709 Bnt Apollo II No 7.

2/2 Saffron .needs no adventitious moisture to make it

Fructify 1794 G. Adams Nat 4 Exp Philos III xxvi

84 Causing it [the perfect animal] to fructify and renew the

species 1874 Cooke Fungi 13 Species of lichens which in

many countries do not fructify

Jig c 1393 Chaucer Scogan 48 Thenke on Tullius kinde-

nessc, Minne thy frend, ther it may fructifye 1 c 1422
Hocclsve Learn to Die 17 Y shal teche thee Thyng >at
shal to thy soule fructifie 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 422 b/x

So moche grewe and fructefyed the chylde in resplendour

or lyghte of alle good vertues. 1302 Ord, Crystal Men
(W ae W. 1506) 1 111 24 And desyreth not to fructefye

neyther to encrease with the goodes of the eithe 1639
Dampier Voy. II. 1 96 It seems very improbable that Chris-

tianity should fructify there 1847 C G Addison Contracts

11 111 § 1 (1883) 591 This description of pledge was con-

stantly fructifying and paying off the debt 187^ Hamerton
Intell Life xi iv. 420 Each has caused to fructify the talent

which the Mastei gave

2 . trans To make fruitful, cause to bear fruit

,

to fecundate, impregnate

1383 Stuebes Atiai Abus, II (J882) 66 To fructifie and
increase the earth 1611 Beaum. & Fl King No K, 11

1, Let a man fructify foreign countries with his blood,

c 1630 Risdon Surv Devon (1810) 4 The red marie hath
this property to fructify the bauenest ground a 17x1 Ken
Chnslophil Poet Wks 1721 1. 441 To fructify the Seed he
sow’d 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I 654 On the

mucous surface of which it [exhalation ofyellow fever] .

fructifies a like harvest ofcontagious matter 1863W Kay
Crisis Hnpfeldiana 6 Many a plant has been fructified by
means of pollen brought to it unwittingly by an insect

fig 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (X852) I 204 It fructifies

our knowledge by making it practice 1769 Burke Late
St. Nat Wks 1842 I 85 Floods of treasure would . have
fructified an exhausted exchequer i860 Smiles Self-Help
xi 282 The facility with which young people are made to

acquire knowledge fills, but does not fructify tbe mind.

Hence Fru’ctified ppl. a

,

m senses of the vb ;

also ^Her = Fructed
,
Fru ctifying vbl sb., the

action of tbe vb ;
Fructifying ppl. a. Also

Fru’ctifier, one who or that which fructifies.

c 1374 Chaucer Booth 1 pr i. 3 (Camb MS.) Affeccyons
whiche ]»at ne ben nothing fructefiynge nor profytable

1332 Fructyfyed [see Fructive]. 1394 Plat Jewell-ho 1

The vegetatiue & fructifying Salt of Nature 1638
ilkins New Wot Id 1 (1684) 128 It is not necessary there

I should be the same means of Growth and Fructifying m
I both these Worlds. 1649 Hammond Serin. Chr. Obhg

.



FRUCTIPAROUS.
Peace 10 The growths and fructifying? of his Grace? 1681
T Jordan London's Joy 5 An Almond-tree Leav'd, Blos-
som’d, and Fi uctilled. 1708 Motti u\ Rabelais v Prol
(1737) p lvu, These merry and fructifying ,, Boohs 1816
Scott Old Mart vm. An able and fructifying preacher
*825 CoLGUincr Auk Rijl (1848) I 261 A fructifying of the
corrupt seed,of which deathis thegermination 1835 1< 1 asc> 's

Mag; XII. 39 Think you that one of our great financiers
I mean the 'Ihoms.an inn fructifier .would he scared from
his presidency by apprehension of a general bankruptcy?
x®7? ® Tayior &iud. Germ Lit. 263 His ideas still retain
their fructifying character

Fructiparous (frokti -paras), a. [f L.frnct-m
fruit +• par-et e to produce + -ous ] (See quot)
1866 in Treas. BoL 1883 Syd Soc Lex, Fructipcii ous,

producing fuut m excess ofthe normal quantity.

Fructist (fiu ktist) [ad. mod L. frucLst-a, f.

L fructus fruit : see -ist.] (See quot.)
1773 Ash, Frucitst

,
a botanist who endeavoms to distin-

guish the several kinds of plants by the fruit or seeds winch
theyproduce

tFru’Ctlve, a. Obs. iare~l
. [irreg f L.

friict us fruit + -IVB.] Fruitful.
14..LYD Commend OurLady 38 Fructif [1532 Thytends

Chaucer, Fructyfyed] olyue, of foyles fane and tliikke, And
redolent cedre

Fructivorons (fiz>kti votos), a [as if f L.
*fruchvor-us (f frfut-us fiuit + -vorus devouring)
+ -ous ] Eating or feeding on fruit
1688 R, HoLMr Armani

y

ti 3*0/1: Knictivorous Birds
such as feed upon Fiuit. 1843 Zoologist III nis I'ruc-
tivorous animals will sometimes feed on flesh

Fructose (fro-kfims). Chcm [f L.fruct-us fruit

+ -osk.] ‘ Fruit sugar or lmvnlose. Also applied
to the sugar found m fruit, which consists ot vari-
able proportions of Icevulose and dextrose * (Syd.
Soc. Lex 1885).
1884m Webster 1893 P- F Frankland Seer. Friends 4

Foes 104 One of the punupal artificial sugars prepared by
Fischer is called fructose. *894 Gould Illustr. Diet Med

,

Fructose, C® Hia 0® Fruit-sugar, formerly called levulose.

t Fru-etster. Obs. rare~\ [Cf. Fruiteoteb.]
1688 Ii Holme Armoury u 86/t Fructster a Fruit-seller j

of some FructerLst or Fruteier.

t Fnrctuage. Sc. Obs. [f. L fructus Fruit
+ -age Cf Fruitage ] Fiuits collectively, fruit.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 141 Their Moondayes
mercatt, occasioning nccessarhc the caiieing of loads on the

. « day * Item > Selling of flours and fructuages that day.
t Fru-ctual, a Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Fruitful.

II>*8 Lyndlsay Dream 818 Tlie haboundance offyschis in
our seis, And fructuall inontanis foi our bestiall 1629 T
Adams Semi Wks I. 274 It is fructuall . let it be so to vs
in operation It giues vs the fruite of life, let vs retuinc it
the fruits of obedience.

Fructuary (fnuktiwari), a and sb. [ad. L.
fruciudn-us

,
f. friichts Fruit : see -ary.]A adj. in Roman Law, Of or belonging to usu-

fruct; usufructuary Only infructuary stipulation
1875 Poste Gains iv. § 166 Provided that he gives his

opponent security by the fructuary stipulation.

+ B. sb. Obs
1. One who enjoys the ‘fruits ’ or profits (of some-

thing) ; a usufructuary.

1643 Phynne Sou Power Pail. App 168 A fructuary can
dispose or give the profits at his pleasuie. 1687 Dk Smith
in'Magd. Coll 4 Jas, 11(0 H S ) 162 Of which we are but
the fiuctuaries

2 . Something enjoyed by usufruct, rare - *.

W G. tr Cowers fust 63 In fiuctuaries andiu those
things wheieofwe have the use but not the property
T Fru ctuate

,
v. Obs l [f. L fructus Fruit

+ -ate 3
.] intr. To bear fruit

;
to fructify.

1662 Flagellum, orO. Cromwell (ed 2) 5 Those ill quali-
ties which fructuated in him [Cromwell] at this age
Hence Fru/ctuatedppl. a //^.= Fructed. Also
Pructua tion, the action of bearing fnut

; [ concr,
a crop of fruit (in quot fig ).
178a T Pownall Antiquity 60 Knowing . with what

superabundant population thefirst fructuation ofanadvauc-mg society is loaded 1809 J Home in Naval ChronXXIV. 193 An oak tree vert fructuated or *885 Syd Soc
Lex., Fructuation, the development or production of fruit

Fructule (fr»ktiz<l). [a. F. fructule, f L.
fructus + -ule. J (See quot.)

1885 fyd. ^ Lex
, Fructule, one of the parts or simple

fruits of which a compound fruit is made up
t_Fructuoae,a. Obs. Also 5 frut;-. [ad L fruc-

tuds-us : see Fructuous and -ose.] =* Fructuous.
c 1440 Pramp. Parv, 181/2 Frutuose or full of frute .

fructuosus. c 1450 ti. De Inutatione 1 xv, (1803) 17 What
*“er be doon of chante . . is fructuose. 1524 St Papers

•'LIT, VI. 317 He may perceve the Kmges recommen-
dations to be unto him fructuose and to good purpose.
1727-36 m Bailey

T
t Fructuo*sity. Obs.~° [ad. Y.fructuosild, f.

L.frhetuos-m : see next and -ity ] The condition
or quality of being fructuous. 1727-36 in Bailey.
Fructuous (fhrhti&as), am Also 5 fructuowse,

6 fruotuus, -eous [a, OF fructuous (mod.F.
fructueux), ad L. fricctuos-us, f fructus Fruit:
see -ous ]

°^) abounding with, or producing fruit.
138a Wyclif Jer xi 16 An olyue plenteous, fair, fructuous.<4°° Maundev. (1839) V. 42 That Lend is drye and

I49 Ptlr SowU (Caxton 1483) iv. u.
^0 luatgraiwas talcen fro a free appel tree and a fructuous.

574

15*3 Doucr as /Enas i vm 68 Anc fructuus grund,
plenteous of vtctall 1535 Sikvvaut Cron 6 cot, II 106
Ihair folloiut 301ns tine So fructuous with sic fertilitie
1614 i Adams DivtCs Banquet 310 It was as populous
as fructuous

, and at once blessed with prcgnnncic both of
fruits for the people, and of people foi the fruits. 1627-77
I'litham Resolves r \t\ 33 As fruits trails earth’d haue
vigour enough in themselves to be fructuous according to
then nature 1853 G Johnston Nat Hist F Pout I

106 It leads us to woods and fructuous plains 1855
Browning Old Piet Flotente wviv, Ct f-

,-c y .

and sterile eras *886 B Rooslvi i 1 ( , I , ,

Did not fiuit come from St Joseph, and every other fruc-
tuous town fiom east, west, noith, 01 south?

+ b Promoting fertility rare
1603 Hoi land PluteuclCs Moi ggr If water weie of the

oune nature ftuctuous, it must needs follow, that it sclfe
alone, and at all tunes, should he able to produce fruit
1708 J. Pint ips Cyder 1 35 So uch the' soil, bo much does
fructuous moisture o’erabound
2 fig. Productive of 4

fruits ’ or results ; advan-
tageous, beneficial, profitable
CX386 Chaucer Pars Prol 73 Telleth quod he youre

meditacioun Beth fructuous and that m litel space. C1410
Lovp Bonavcnt, Mhr. xl 88 {Gibbs MS ) Aftc'r jmtwoithy
sopere wasdonu • and bat noble and fructuouse sermon endet.
3528 Rov Rede Me{ Arb ) 115 Goddis worde '1 he fructeous
fode of oure faytliftill trust, I lion hast condcmpncd 1879A W. Ward Chanter 11 123 The even more improbable,
but infinitely more fructuous tale of patient Griseldis,
1884 Law 7 tines 14 June 119/1

r

Ihe execution must be
fructuous if poundage is to he payable
Hence Pxu ctuously adv., Pru ctuousness.
138a Wvcr 11 Ecclus. vm 10 Of hem [wise piestis] forsothc

thou shalt lerne wisdam and frttetuoush vse grete men
withoute pleynt c 1450 Costa Rom. hi. 233 (Harl MS )Who so euer pi eclulhc fructuovslye the worde of god *530
Pi opei Dyaloge (Arb ) 150 Old writinges . do include 1 he
pitlie of a matter most fructuously 1853 Ogilvii. Suppl

,

I<ructuously, fruitfully, feitilely. Finctuousncss, fruitfUl-
ness, fertility

t Fru1oture. Obs. iaie-°. [a. OF fracture,
ad mcd.L. ft netlira, f frm (ppl. stem fruct-) to
enjoy.] The use or enjoyment of the fruits (of
something).
16*1 Cotgr

, Frucinre, the fiucture, vse, fruition, posses-
sion, or enjoyment of
Frude, var of Fuou», Obs

,
fiog, toad.

Frugal (fmgal), a. [ad L fi tlgdlts, f. frftgl
used as mdecl. adj. - ‘ fmgal, economical, useful
ouginally the dat of frttx profit, utility, fruit
(chiefly in pi fnlges fruits), sec -al. Cf F.
frugal ]
1 Caieful or sparing m the use of food, goods,

etc.; economical. Const of(? obs ).
*598 Shahs Merry IV n 1 28, I was then Frugal!

of my nurth 1656 Cowlly Pindar Odes, 2nd Olymp
Ode xi, fis now the cheap and frugal fashion, Rather to
Hide than Pay the Obligation 1758 J. b Le Dran’s
Qbsciy, Snrgfxnx) S i Observation had taught me to be
frugal of the Teguments *761 Hume Hist. hm>. II xxvii
120 l'ew had borne a greater part in the frugal politics of
tlie late king 1782 Cowi-er Gilpin vni, Though on pleasure
she was bent She had a frugal mind 184* Eiphinstoni,
Hist Ind II 457 The mere husbandmen are sobei, frugal,
and industrious. 1875 Jowjtt Plato (ed. 2) III. 685 The
frugal life of the tiue Hellenic citizen

b. Of things, esp

.

food : Sparingly supplied or
used ; of small cost ; opposed to luxtmous
1603 Holland PlutaicKs Mor. 616 Captaine Timotheus

having upon a lime beene at a sober and frugall scholars
supper 1697 Dryden Virg Geoig iv.394 Pot-herbs bruis’d
with Vervain, were his frugal Fare 176a Goldsm Cit IV.
xlvi (1837)267A frugal meal, which consisted ofrootsand tea
1783 Crabbe'.Village 1 324 The glad paush pays the frugal
fee *868 Browning Ring fy BL ir Half-Rome 460 A
frugal board, bare sustenance, no more 1894 Mrs. H.Ward Marcella 1. 9 The uncovered boards with their frugal
strips of carpet

2 Comb
,
asfrugal-feeding adj.

1814 Edm. Rev. XXIII 51 The fiugal-feeding goat sup-
plied a competency of milk
Hence Frugally adv., in a ftugal manner;

PrirgalmesB.
IS97 Hooker Reel Pol. v Ixxix § 1 For worldly goods it

sufficeth frugally and honestly to vse them to our owne
benefit 1658 Sir T Brownf Hydriot. 111 37 Plato
seemed too fiugally politick, who allowed no larger Monu-
ment then would contain four HeioickVerses 1721 Berkeley
Prev Ruin Gt Frit Wks III 198 That sum frugally and
prudently laid out m woikhouses 1727 Bailly vol. II
Prugaluess. 1779-8* Johnson L P Wks. 1816 IX 338 He
s
.
e
J
do

"i
ll^s

,
frilly who lives by chance *871 Cari ylemMrs Carlylc s Lejt I 373 H 1Sl frugally elegant small house

and table 1886 Ruskin Prxtenta II ix 3a8 The bunch
01 grapes or stalk of garlic they frugally dined on
Frugalist (fi« gahst). [f. Frugal a. + -ist.]
One who lives frugally.
1864 Daily Pel 12 Oct., Unless the colleges could be en-

larged, residence within the walls for the ’ fi ugahsts ’ would
be impossible.

Fruguiitjr (frogae-liti). [a. F. frugality ad.
utrugalitdt-em, f.frirgahs: see Frugal and -ity ]The quality of being frugal

; moderate or sparing
expenditure 01 use of provisions, goods, etc.

^.
LYar ^°?. UI- 5£

fi
1

>
The auncient temperaunce, and

moderation m diete, called sobrietie, or in a more general
terme, frugahtie. a 1568 Ascham Scholem (Arb ) 136 Fru-
galitie in diet was pnuately misliked Towne going to good
cheaie openly vsed, 1651 Hobbes Govt, <C Soc. xu. § 9 183
Riches are gotten with industry, and kept by frugality.
*758 Johnson Idler No. 13 p a A family remarkame for
domestic prudence and elegant frugality. *807 Qvu.bsc.Par

FRUIT.
R,g 1 44 S The wise fiugahty that does not give A life insaving, but that saves to live *88* P Brooks Caiutt

b Const of (? obs )
*700 Urydi n Fables Ded (1721) 8 In this fiugahty ofvourpiuiscs there *<t« somethings which I cannot omit

y your

e Occasmnal uses The product of frugality,
wealth gathered by economy

, also m pi
ways of living, frugal fare.

6

&££***“*^ “ theRSa
Frugardito (Jiu gaudait). Mm Also -it

[f. fiugard in Finland, where found + -ite Cf
F.f ugardite.] (See quots )

J Brooke Introd. C 1ystallogr 467 Frueard

1 “ 1 1 C. . and that from Frugard, Frugar-
• 1 ‘ , 1 i 1 1 . e* 1 »m. . ed magnesian b

Fruggan (fr» gan). dial Also 7 fruggm
[var of I'uugok] (See quots.)

'

*6x* Cotgr
,
lourgou, an Ouen forke (tearmed in Lincoln,

shire, a . 1 * » » fuell is both put into an Ouen,and stirr l> <i 1 - (< 1 re) 111 it *652 Inv T Teattbv
(ifhat ton on-11umber(N IV, Line Gloss ), In the kitchen
• on fruggm *788 W Marshal 1 Yoiksh Gloss (EDS!
Fruggan, an oven-poker. 1868 At kinson ClevelandGlossFruggan, a curved iron scraper or rake to stir ashes in an
oven with, or on the health 1892 m Northnmb Gloss.

T Frugrferent, a. Obs [ad. L fnigiferent-
em f as next • see -ENT.] — next.
1656 Biount Glossogr

, Frugtfirent, bringing forth fruit,
piofitablUi f

Frugiferous (fr?«l=;i feres), a, [f. L frugifer
( tjriigi; fritx fruit b -fer bearing) + -ous ] Fruit-
bcanng, fruitful. Hence Prugl ferousness (Bailey
1727-36).
1633 T Adams Eap 2 Peter lii. 18 All trees are not frugi-

ferous, Christians are *653 H. More L onject. CabbalA1713)
4 And God ‘•aid, Behold, I give you every frugiferous Herb,
winch is upon the face of the Earth
fig 167* J Wi 11st lk Metallogr xxvi 318 We never ac-
counted the Expeiiment either so luciferous or frugiferous,
to make it our business to attend rivals,

Frugivorous (fr«dgi voros), a. [f. L fiiigi-,
frux fruit + -vorus devouring + -ous.] Eating or
feeding on fruit. HenceFrugi-vorousness (Bailey
1727-36).
1713 Dekham Phys -Thcol. vii 11 384 Suited to various

I' gods, some Membranaceous, agreeable to the frugivorous
or carnivorous kind. *70* W. Bar 1 ram Carolina 302 This
bird having a remarkable thick, strong bill, more like the
frugivorous tribes 1809 Syd Smith in Edm Rev Apr. 147
1 “

'I ,> *> i„ Mar,Us i .11'. c ,,*,(> dinner, are too
(win 1j 1873 I s

. 1 , . * V * 1 monkey and a
frugivorous bat are eaten as delicacies in Zanzibar

t Fruibly. adv. Obs ” l [f
*fruible (ad. med.L.

*fi uibilts,
f.frul : see next) + -LY a

.] Enjoyingly;
in a state of enjoyment

_ c 1450 tr. Dc Inutatione ir i 41 A louer of ihesu. may
fiely lifte himself aboue himself in spirit, and bere reste
fruibjy [L.fnnttve\

t Fruisb., v. Obs. In 5 fruisslie. [ad. OF.
fruiss- lengthened stem offrutr to enjoy, ad, pop.
L *fi uirc (classical L frul deponent vb,).] trans.
To enjoy Hence *Fruislims ppl. a., Fruisli-
mgly adv.
c r^go tr De hmtatione m.xxiii 92 ,

1

may not fruisshe
tho locunde clippmges that are redy to holy spirites Ibid
iit.xvui 86,111 lvi 133 Ibid ut lxiii. 147 Gone all School
into pe loue of me, in whom bet reste fruisshingly.

Fruit (fi«t), sb Forms: a, 2-6 frut, 3-6
fruyt(e, 4-5 froyte, (4 frot(t, fryt(e), 4-6 frute,
-tt(e, north, and Sc. f!roit(e, (4 freut, frou(i)t,
fru3t, 5 fret, fruth), 4-7 fruite, (4 fruyjte, 6
frught, Sc. frw(i)t), 3- fruit /?. 4-6 fruct(e,
6 fruiet. [a. OFr._/> ml (later often speltfrinci) *—
L.fructus (tt-stem), f. *frugv- root 01frul to enjoy ]
The formfruct{e in 14-15111 c English use, and still later
m Sc writers, appears to be merely a variety of spelling (of
course after the L.) ; but it is possible that in the few Eng-
lish 16th c. uses of this form, which seem to be confined to
immaterial senses, the writers intended the word to be taken
as a direct adaptation of the Latin, with the c pronounced.
1 . Vegetable products in general, that are fit to

be used as food by men and animals. Now usually
in pi. Alsofruits of the earth or the ground.
a
j
c Lamb Horn 135 Me saweS sed on ane time and

gedereo bet frut on oSer time. CX300 Cursor M 28833
(Cott Galba) pe pouer man es like be felde, pat mekill fruit

es wont to yelde c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk, (MS B
) ^92po froytes of po erthe make plentuus. *389 in Eng Gilds

(1870) in We schal beseke for y° frutte y‘ is on y® herthe.
i486 BK. St, Albans Ev, Booth in wodys and feldis come
and oder frute 1538 Starkey England 1 lit 73 Yf hyt
were dylygently laburyd hyt wold bryng forth frute for the
nuryschyng of man 1549 Bk Com Prayer, Litany, That
it may please thee to give and preserve to our use the kindly
fruits of the earth. 1648 Gage West Ind xu 43 The answer
of our Queene Elizabeth , to some that presented unto her
of the fruits of America. 1665 Ord Mayor Lond. in De
Foe Plague (1 840) 46 That no musty corn, or other corrupt
fruits be suffered to be sold *725 Watts Logic 1 vj § 3
If the husk or seeds are eaten, they are called the fruits ofthe
ground 1791 Newte Tour Eng. 4 Scot, 196 At Aberdeen,
turnips,

t

carrots, and jpotatoes, pass, among the common
;. 1859]h.vusoiaBrittany ii. 20 Thepeople, bythenameoffruit* Ao^yj *** * ***

Breton peasant can turn all the fruits ofthe earth to account



FRUIT. FRUIT.

P- c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 3 They helde hem paied

of the fructes hat }>ey ete 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv 63

Quinlk slayis the corne and fruct that growis grene

jig ci374 Chaucer Boeth 1 pr 1 3 (Camh MS ) Thise

ben tho that destroyen the com plentyuos of fruites of

resone 1559 Mirr Mag
,
Hen VI, xxaix, See here the

pleasaunt fruytes that many princes leape 1707 Watts
Hymn

,

‘ Come, we that love the Lotd' viu, Celestial Fruits

on earthly Ground From B’aith and Hope may j»row 1783

Watson Philip III (1793I I 11. 833 The only fruit which he

could reap from a victory

2. The edible product of a plant or tree, consist-

ing of the seed and its envelope, esp the latter

when it is of a juicy pulpy nature, as in the apple,

orange, plum, etc. + Tree offruit = fruit-tree.

As denoting an article of food, the word is populaily

extended to include certain vegetable products that resemble
* fruits ’ 111 their qualities, e g the stalks of rhubarb

a collect m sing

121225 Alter R. 150 Figer is ones kunnes treou bet bereS

swete frut, j»et me clepeo figes. 13 E. E Allit P B
1044 he fayrest fryt hat may m folde growe, As orenge &
ober fryt. c 1380 Wyclif Sentt Sel Wks. I. 69 A1 oher

trees of fruyte r 1400 Lanfrands Cimrg 75, I ne apieve

nornjt almaundis ne noon oher vaperous fruyt as notis

eihir walnotis eiber avellanes £1483 Caxton Vocal) 6 b,

Of fruyt shall ye here named Peres, apples, plommes 1577

B Googe Heresbach's Hush 11 (1586) 62 The berries,

which is the fruite, are redde. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 432

The lowness of the Bough, wherethe Fruit cometh, maketh

the Fruit greater 1677 Grew Auat Fruits v § 1 (1682)

186 The Fruit, strictly so called, is, A Fleshy Uterus, which

grows more moist and Pulpy, as the Seed ripens 1706 Pope

Let to Wycherley 10 Apr Lett (1735) 26We take Branches

from a Tree, to add to the Fruit 1837 Penny Cycl VII.

27 [Bats] devouring indiscriminately every kind of fruit

Jig a 1225 Alter R 276 Mon, hi flesen, hwat frut bereo

hit? 1657 Dryden Vtrg Georg 111 57 Heroes, whose
Etherial Root Is Jove himself, and Caesar is the Fruit 1771

JuniusLett lix 304 [He] sees the fruit ofhis honest industry

ripen beyond his hopes

b. with a and pi
,
as denoting a kind of fruit.

a. c 1250 Gen, <5- Ex. 2x6 Bat he sulde him Ser loken fro

A fruit, tie kenned wel and wo a 1300 CursorM 1x667

(Gott ) Scho sau a frout Men clepes palmes in hat land

1375 Barbour Bruce x 191 The treis Chargit vith froytis

on syndri viss c 1400 Lanfrands Cimrg 261 pou schalt

purge colre wib a decoccioun of fretis c 1460 J Russell

Bk Nurture 667 Speke For frutes a fore mete to ete hem
fastyngely. 1527 R Thorne in Hakluyt Voy (1589) 252

Our fruites and graines be Apples, Nuts, and Corne 1650

Fuller Pisgah 1. iv. 11 Dates, Almonds . Nuts . Pome-
granates and other severall fruits 179S Gentl Mag. 540/1

The glow of npe fruits and declining leaves mark the

autumn. 184a Tennyson Gard. Dan 190 Fruits and cream

served m the weeping elm 1858 Homans Cycl Commerce
886 This fruit [currants] is of a violet colour, and hangs in

long loose bunches

8 *475 Ek Noblesse 70 Planted withe treis of verdure of

divers iructis 1585 Jas. I Ess Poesie (Arb ) 14 To taste,

and smell Delicious fruictis, whilks in that tyme abound

1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist. Scot I 6 Excepte spice

and Vine, and sum fructes

c. An individual product of a tree rare.

1873 C Robinson N. S Wales 26 The Mandarin has

borne 4,200 frmts in the year.

d. Proverbs.
a a 1300 CursorM 38 (Gott ) Wers tre wer frouit it bens

c 1530 R Hilles Common-pl Bk (1858) 140 Often tymys
provyth the frught affore The stok that hyt cometh off

1596 Shaks Merch, V iv 1 1x5 The weakest kinde of

fruite Drops earliest to the ground X640 J. Dyke Worthy

Commun 176 No roote no fruite

8* 1535 Stewaht Cron. Scot (1858)1 165 Sindne tymeswe
se That rycht gude fruct cumis of ane gude tre

+3 A fruit-tree
;
also a food-plant, Obs. rare,

ax300 Cursor M. 8239 All frutes he plantede in hat place

1577 B Googe Heresbach's Hush 11 (1586) 84 b, About the

tenth of June, both the Vine, and Wheate, the two noble

fruites, do flowre 1767 A Young Farmers Lett. People

313 Many of our fruits and most useful plants are the

natural inhabitants ofmuch warmer countries,

f 4. A course of fruit; the dessert To be m
one'sfruits : to be at dessert. Obs.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron III 915/3 The officers being

at dinner, and the cardmall not fullie dined, being then in

his fruits 1602 Shaks Ham 11 11 52 My Newes shall be

the fruit to that great Feast

6.

The seed of a plant or tree, regarded as the

means of reproduction, together with its envelope

,

spec, in Bot ‘ the ripe pistil containing the ovules,

arrived at the state of seeds ’ (Lindley) ; also, the

spores of ciyptogams.

1794 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot 1 ax In Botany, by fruit,

m herbs as well as m trees, we understand the whole fabric

of the seed. 1796 Withering Brit Plants (ed 3) II 194

Its flower is that of Plantago, but .its fruit distinguishes]

it from that genus. 1813 Sir II Davy Agnc Chem , (1814)

140 Fruits . contain a certain quantity of nourishment laid

up in their cells for the use of the Embryon plant. 1870

Hooker Stud Flora 210 Hypochseris Fruits striate,

scabrous 1886 A. Winchell Walks Sf Talks Geol, Field

174 The low rank of these plants [in the coal formation] is

evinced also by the absence of flowers and fruit

0. Offspring, progeny. Also, an embryo, foetus.

Ong. a Hebraism Now rare, exc. in Biblical

phraseology. More fully fruit of the body
,
loins,

womb.
a 1300 Cursor M, 5445 Jh frut i se bi-for mi nel. a 1340

Hampqle Psalter cxxxi 11 Of be froite of ]?i wambe 1 sail

sett on Jn seat. 1382 Wyclif Acts 11 30 God hadde sworn

to him, of the fruyt of his leende for to sitte on his seete,

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvii lxxiv. (149s) ^47 We
speke vnproperly somtyme and call the brode of the beestys

frute £1425 Found. St, Bartholomew’s (E. E. T. S) 42

575

Stondyng neyr the tyme that the fruyt shulde be proferid

forth, c 1500 Melusine xxx 2x8 Duchesse, take good
heede of your fruyte that groweth in your blood 1533
Gau Richt Vay (1888) 12 Thay quhilk takis avay the

frwtis of than nichtburs beistis 1535 Coverdale Deut
xxvui 4 Blessed shalbe the frute of thy body 1578 Lyte
Dodoens ix Ixxvu 252 It closeth the Matnce, causeth the

fruite to live 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv iv 24 Least
with my sighes or teares I blast or drowne King Edwards
Fruite 1637 Topsell Foitr-J. Beasts (1658) 463 There is

another excellent medicine wheieby the fruit m a womans
womb may be brought forth either dead or putniied i6xx

Bible Exod xxi 22 If men stnue, and hurt a woman with
child, so that her fruit depart from her. 1641 Hinde
J Bruen 1. e The Lord with held the fruit of the womb so

that by her he had no issue. 1822-34 Good's Study Med
(ed 4) IV 128 Risking the loss of the uterine fruit

7.

Anything accruing, produced, or resulting from

an action 01 effoit, the operation of a cause, etc.

a. Material produce, outgrowth, increase, pi
products, ievenues
a C1440 Jacob’s Well (E E T S) 202 pe fruyte & he

profygte of J>at lande & of beeste in {n tyme 1523 Fitz-

herb Surv 36 S B occupyeth the sayd personage him
selfe, withall the glebe lanaes, medowes, tythes, and all

other frutes x6n Bible 2 Esdras vm 10 Milke which is

the fruit of the breasts 1715-20 Pope Iliad xvii 6 Round
her new-fallen young the heifer moves, Fruit of her throes

1726 Shelvocke Voy round World 86 A dozen of hams
the fimt of this country 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I 311

The produce of the soil far exceeded the value of all the

other fruits of human industry.

/3 a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 111. 763 Quhilk for \>e tyme no
fruct nor proffeit did 1563 Abp ParkfrA rticles.Am patron

that taketh the tythes and other fructes to him selfe

b. An immaterial product, a result, issue, con-

sequence sing and pi
a. a 1300 CursorM 19230 Was neuer }>e fruit 0 smlk bot

ill. c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Baptista 268 Dois worthy froite

of penuance ay c 1386 Chaucer Knt.’s T 424 Of al oure

strif, God woot, the fruyt is thin. 14x3 Pilgr Sowle

(Caxton) v xiv (1859) 80 Alle the wyde world is fulfylled

with the fruyte of theyr good labour c 1460 Fortescxje

Abs <5- Lint Mon 111 (1885) xx6 Sumwhat now I haue

shewid the frutes of both lawes
_
1548-9 (Mar )Bk Com.

Prayer Post-Communion, The fruite of good liuing x6oi

Shaks Twel N H v 216 If you will then see the fruites

of the sport, mark his first approach before my lady 1659

Hammond On Ps. 1 All these Psalms are not the fruit

or product of one inspired brain x668 Temple Let to

Ld Arlington Wks 1731 II 108 The Fruits of our Con-

ferences your Lordship will find in the Enclosed. 17x2

Addison Sped No 287 r 6 Riches and Plenty are the natural

Fruits of Libei ty 1786 Cowper Let tothurcheyNDns 1837

XV 189 The most effectual spur to industry in all such

exertions, is to lay the fruit of them before the public 1853

J H Newman Hist Sk. (1873) II I U 64 Zmgis swept

round the sea of Aral, and destroyed the fruits of a long civi-

lization 1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt 11 vi (1865) I 85 His going

on the Crusade was partly the fruit of the life she led him

0. ax$68 Ascham Schalem (Arb ) 23 ,

1

wisbe that yong

M Rob Sackuille, may take that fructe of this labor 1585

M. W. Commend. Verses to Jas. I’s Ess Poesie (Arb) 10

Lo, heir the fructis, Nymphe, of thy foster faire

c Advantage, benefit, enjoyment, profit,

a. c 1230 Hali Metd 7 pus hauen godes freond al pe fruit

of bis world Jiat ha forsaken habbeS 1484 Caxton Cwnall 3

Thou shalt haue labour wythoute fruyt and shalt vse thy lyf

in perylle 1559 Mirr Mag, Worcesterx, The fruite Ofread-

ing stories, standeth in the suite. 1588 J Udall Diotrephes
(Arb ) 17 You shold preach foure tunes euery weeke, with

more fruit than you can doe now foure times euery yeere

1602 Shaks. Ham 11. 11 145 She tooke the Fruites of my
Aduice 1630 R Johnson's Rvngd <£ Conunw 384 The
greatest fruit which the Emperour reapeth by the Crowne

of Hungarland, anseth by the benefit of Mines. 1698 J
Hows in H Rogers Life x (1863) 219,

1

read thy lines with

fnut and delight 1858 F. Hall in Jml Avter, Orient

Soc (1862) VII 31 Whosesoever at any time, has been the

soil, lus, at that tune, has been the fruit of even the previous

bestowment thereof

p. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiv. 22 Off warldis gud and
gntrichess, Quhat fruct hes man but miriness?

8.

aitnb and Comb a simple attnb
,
asfntit-

barrozv, -basket,

-branch
,

broker
,

-close, -dealer

,

-dish, -garden

,

-grove ,
-industry, -loft, -shop, -soit

,

-stall, -stand, -stone, -tart
,
-time

;
also fruitwise

adv
x8ox Spirit Publ, Jmls (1802) V 187 "Fruit-barrows and

the hunger-giving cries Of vegetable venders fill the air

1803 Gentl Mag Ibid (1804) VII 44 Look at thefillagree

tea caddies, the "fruit-baskets, &c ,
&c. 17x9 London &

Wise Compl Gard xv 123 Ifa"FruitBranchshould chance

to be join’d with the two Wood Branches it maybe pre-

serv’d. 1844 Dickens Mart Chute ix, Several fruit-

brokers had their marts near Todgers's 1882 Shorthouse

J Inglesant II xxvi 3x7 Inheritance of
'

"fruit-closts, and

olive-grounds x8xo Sporting Mag XXXV 39 The de-

fendant is a *fruit-dealer 1603 Shaks Fleas for M 11 1

05 We had but two in the house, which stood, as it were

in a "fruit dish 1712 J James tr Le Blonds Gardening 3

Kitchen and "Fruit-Gaidens. 1725 Pope Odyss iv 974 1 he

faithful slave Whom to my nuptial tram Icarius gave. To
tend the *fruit-groves X894 Daily News 5 Apr 5/5 Will

the "fruit industry of this country find another^ 100 towaids

it ? 1552 Huloet, "Fruite loft, or place to lay fruite in, or to

kepe fruite, oporothecu. 1604 Office B VM 277 Ps lxxvm

x They haue made Hierusalem a frute loft. 1650 Howell
Gtrajfi's Rev Naples 1 (1664) xo He went up and down the

"fruit-shops that were in that quarter 1842 Browning Soli-

loony Sp Cloister vi, Howgo your flowers ? None double ?

Not one*fruit-$ort can you spy? 2858SimmondsLtd* 1

*Fruit stall

\

a stand on the pavement where fruit is sold in

thestreets xBooMom Chron.m Spirit Publ Jmls (x8ox)

IV 40 Nor do we ever see him . riding backwards over

"fruit-stands 1845-6 G E. Day tr Simon'sAmm Chem

II, 465 Their nucleus is usually a foreign body, a "fruit-

stone, a splinter of bone, a needle, or woody fibie 1568

North Gueuara’s Diall Pr iv (1619) 624/1 Hee coulde

make twelue sorts of sawces and ten of "fruit tartes i53*

Huloet, "Fruite tyme, when fruite is ripe, •vindemia 1712

Addison Sped No 477 P i,I do not suffer any one to

drive them [the birds] from their usual haunts in fruit-time,

1864 Swinburne Atalanta 2x4 "Fruit-wise upon the old

flower of tears.

b objective, as fruit-bearer
,

-culture, -eater,

-evaporation, -giver, -g> outer, -keeper, -monger,

-picker, -seller,
-vendor

;
fruit-bearing -candying,

-packing vbl sbs.
, /; uit-beanng , -bringing, -eat-

ing, -growing
,
-producing ppl adjs.

1726 Leoni Alberti's Arcfnt I 24/2 Trees especially

*Fruit bearers. 1883 H Drummond Nat Law in Spir W,

S

ed. 2) 271 *Fruit-beanng without Christ is not an lmproba-

lility, but an impossibility 1629 Parkinson Paradisi

Titled , An Orchard of all sorte of *frutt-bearing Trees

1863 Berkeley Bnt Mosses 1 4 We have the fruit-beanng

branches more distinct 1853 Hickie tr Anstoph . (1872)

II. 546 Ceres, the ’"fruit-bringing queen. 1889 Daily News
31 May 5/4 *Fruit-candymg establishments 1483 Cath
Angl 144 A "Frute eter, xirofagus 1848 Craig, Ampe-
Itdse, Chatterers or fruit-eaters. 1883 G Allen in Knoittl

25 May 304/1 The blackcap is a confirmed fruit eater

1884 Littell s Living Age 688 The shambling, "fruit-eat-

ing, bear 1895 Daily News 13 Dec. 5/4 "Fruit evapora-

tion would pay British fruit-growers 1888 Epictetus 11 x

74 He will be Ramgiver and "Fruitgiver 1884 Harper's

Mag. Mar 602/2 The "fruit-grower may be made in-

dependent of the weather 1894 Pop Set Monthly "ALAN

487 Our neighbors ofnoithern Europe aie removed from
"fruit-growing regions 1623 Cockeram ii, A "fruit keeper,

epicarpean 1721 Bradley Virtue Coffee 28 As our "Fruit-

mongers do for Cherries 1894 Daily News 22 Jan 6/3, I

am not going to reply m ‘The Daily News' to the three

letters on "fruit-packing. 1880 Libr Umv Knowl, I 164

For harvesting, we have mowing, reaping and binding

machines, shelters, "fruit-pickers, etc 1895 Daily News
27 Sept 2/3 Great Britain has to be seriously reckoned with

as a "fruit-producing country 1552 Huloet, "Fruite seller,

fructuamts 1887 Spectator 25 Mar 412/2 The Italian

"fruit-vendor or organ grinder is often a retired workman.

9 Special comb : fruit-bat (see Flying-fox) ;

fruit-bud, a bud containing a fnut germ, in

opposition to leaf-bud \
fruit-button ^=fmit-bud\

fruit-cake, (a) a cake containing fnut ;
(b) (see

quot ) ;
fruit-clipper, a fast-sailing ship, built for

the conveyance of fruit, fruit-crow (see quot);

fruit-dot, Bot
,
the sorus of ferns

;
fruit-fly (see

quot.)
;
fruit-frame (see quot.)

;
fruit-girl, a

girl who sells fruit
;
fruit-liouse, a house for storing

fiuit, fruit-kmfe, a knife for ratting fiuit, with

a blade of silvei or other material not affected

by the acids of the fnut ;
fruit-meter, a person

officially appointed lo examine all fruit brought

into *a market (Cassell) ,
fruit-mill (see quot )

;

f fruits-paymg, the payment of annates or ‘
first-

fruits’; fruit-piece, ‘a pictured 01 sralptuied

representation of fruit* (Cent Dictl) ;
fruit-pigeon,

a general name given to the pigeons of the genera

Carfophaga and Treron\ fruit-press, an apparatus

for extracting the juice from fruit by pressure; fruit-

spur, a small branch whose growth is stopped to

ensure the development of fruit-buds
;
fruit-stalk,

a stalk that bears fruit
;
spec. — Peduncle

;
also

occas = Carpophore; fruit-sugar = Glucose 01

Levulose
;
fruit-tree, a tree cultivated for its

fruit; f fruit-trencher, a wooden tray, formerly

used as a dessert-plate , ffruit-user = Usufruc-

tuary sb ;
fruit-wall, a wall against which

fruit-trees are trained
;
fruit-wife, fruit-woman,

a woman who sells fruit; also, + a bawd ; + fruit-

yard, an orchard
.

1883 Chamb Jml 22 Dec &10/1 That curious species of

bats known as the "fruit-bat or flying-fox 1664 Evelyn

Kal Hort. (1729) 190 [When] the Sap begins to stir one

then best discerns the "Fruit-buds 1707 Curios m Hush
& Gard 147 The Graft very seldom fails provided it

have "Fruit-Buttons 1885 Lankester m Encycl Brit.

XIX. 841/2 The cysts [of the Endosporcse\ may he united

side by side in larger or smaller groups These composite

bodies are termed r"fruit-cakes’ or ‘ sethalia', in view ofthe

fact that the spore-cysts of Fuligo, also called /Ethalmm—
the well known ‘flowers of tan—form a cake of this

description 1864 Blackmobe C. Vaughan, lxxi, Ihe ‘Lily-

flower ' could exhibit her taflrail to the smartest "fruit-

clipper 1856W S Dallas Nat, Hist Anzm Kmgd 552

The Gymnodermffi, or "Fnut Crows 1880 Gray Struct

Bot 433/2 The clustered "fruit-dots of ferns 1753 Chambers

Cycl hupp, *Fruit-flies, a name given by gardeners, and

others, to a sort of small black flies, found in vast numbers

among fruit trees, in the spring season 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech ,
*Fruit-frame, Hort a trellis or espalier. *75° H

Walpole Let. to G Montagu 23 July (1857) II 2x3 one

had brought Betty, the "fruit-giil, with hampers of straw-

berries and cherries 18x2 Combe Picturesque xxui, A L'uit-

girl’s barrow strikes his shm 2794 Ld Spencer in Bit.

Auckland’s Corr (1862) III. 255 .

1

am going with Caroline

to the "fruit-house. 1855 H Clarke Diet ,
*Fruit-knife

x88x Daily News 5 Aug. 2/7 In long past days the Corpora-

tion "fruitmeters claimed a sample of fruit from eacn

package entering the Port of London 1874 Knight Diet.

Meek. *Fruit-Mill, a mill for grinding grapes for must or

apples for cider. X709 Strype Ann Ref I vi 07 lo pray

the Queen to be discharged of their own subsidies the

first year of their "fruits-paymg 1865 Athenxmn No.

1054. 494/3 A rare "fruit-pigeon from the Seychelles. 1823 m
Cobbett Rnr. Rides (1885) I 325 [A] great number of these

shoots have "fruit spurs, which will have blossom, if not
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fruit, next year. 1796 Withering Brit Plants (cd. 3) II. 17

Leaf-stalks, shorter than the *fi uit-stalks 1846/ Baxter
Libr Pract. Agree (ed 4) II 301 [Strawberries] Every
runner is, tn its incipient state of formation, capable of be-

coming a fiuit stalk. 1377 IS Googl lleresbach's Hush.

11 (1586) 7a *Frutte trees and Vines 1667 Milion P. L.

v 213 Wheie any row Of Fruit-trees reached too fai r Thir
pampeid bouglies. 1846 J Baxter Libr Pi act Agnc.
(ed 4) II 379 I hrec modes of pruning . . first, the fruit tree

method 1642 Milton Apot. Srnect 28 He greets us with

a quantity of thutn ring posies He has a fortune then-

fore good, because he is content with tt This is a piece of

sapience not worth the brain ofa “fruit-trencher 1883 Ox/.
Guide-book [The picture gallery of the Bodleian contains]

Queen Elizabeth's fruit-ti encbers, 0x449 Pecock Repr,

41 1 But thci ben *Fruyte Users of the gochs 1699 {title)

"Fruit Walls impioved by inclining them to the Horizon.

*773 Mrs. Grant Lett fr. Mount (*807) I x 78 She has
built a fruit wall, a thing before unheaid of here x6ix

Cotgr., Fruicticre, a '‘Fruit wife; or woman that sclleth

fruits, 167a Duyden Assignation in i Wks 1883 IV. 416
She’s as arrant a “fruit-woman as any is about Romo 1849
Macaulay Ihst En% I 338 Fruit women screamed 1553W WATRRMAN/'Vmf/c Fticionsu ix.2osTheGelonites,occu-
pienge tilthe . hue by cornc, and liaue their *frute yardcs.

Fruit (fr?/t), v. Also 04-5 frute, -yu ; 0. 5
fruct. Pa. pple. 4 y-fruited. [f. prec sb.]

1. intr To bear fnut.
a. 2277 Langl P.Pl B xvi. 39,

1

suue it til I se it som-
clel y*fruited. c 1440 Pi omp Parv 182/1 Frutyn, or brynge
foijie frute, fructifico. 1712 J Petivto m Phil ‘Pians.

XXVI I 424 It Fi tuts yearly in Chelsey Gai den *793 Trans
Soc. Aits (ed 2) IV. 220 They have fruited, and ate now
propagated m almost all the West-India islands 1854
Hooker Hwtal Jrnls II xxvii 233 But few of them
fruit. 1882 Mrs. Riddell Daisies tj B I. 1 14 The scat let-

runners fruiting and blooming at the same time.

p a 1500 Colhcllne Sow 111 766 How sold .1 penny fruct

contratr natuie.

Jig1 c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 259 Mysgouernauncc
. frutyth nojt in goodnesse to he soule. *831 Beddoes'
Poems Mem. 1x3 Interchanging knowledge, as it., fruited

daily in every branch of science, 1883 Balow Brown
Home m 50 We can see the passions and the forces woik-
mg, which fruit m bane or blessing

2, trans. (cansatvaely

)

To make bear fiuit, to

cultivate to the point of bearing fruit, lit andfig.
1640 J. Dyke Worthy Commun 177 He is rooted 111 Clmst,

and theiefore fruited by Christ 1831 Beck's Florist Jan. 8,

I have not fiuited those sorts [of Strawberries], 1862
Thoueau Excurs„ On Wild Apples (1863) egj Their
‘ Favorites * [apples] when I have fruited them turn out
very tame. x88a W B. Weeden Soc. Law Labor 23 For
Capital is Labor fruited, saved and preserved

1 3. In various obsolete uses : a. To produce as

fruit, b To flavour with fruit-juice Ohs,
*382 Wyclir Ecchts. xxiv 23, I as a vyne frutede [Vulg

fructificavi] swotnesse of sinel 2736 Bailev Jlouseh Diet.

3$9 Fill tin icemg pots with any soi ts of cream you please,
either plain or sweetened, or you may fruit it.

Fruitage (fnPtedg). Also 6-8 frutage, (7
-ldge) [a. 0 V. fruitage, f. fruit Fruit.]
1. The process, season, or state of bearing fruit

1578 Banister Hist. Man via 102 Plantes : which onely
flonsh in growyng, and frutage x6xo W. Foliongham
Art of Survey 1. in, 6 In Grouth, the thnuage, verdure,
fruitage . . &c

,
of particular Vegetables are regardable.

1816 Coleridge Biog. Lit,, Lay Serin 317 A tree trans-
planted from Paradise, with all its branches in full fruitage.

1871 Lytton Coming Race xvu, Fimt-beanng plants after
fruitage either shed or change the colour of their leaves.

Jig. x8ga Ch. Q Rev. Jan 444 Many have commented on
the late fruitage of Swift’s genius.

2. Fruit collectively • a crop of fruit.

x6toW Folkjngiiam Art ofSurvey 1 vi. 13 What Trees,
Plants, Shrubs 1 what Frutage, Mastage, Gummage. 16x3
Chapman Masque of Inns of Court Plays 1873 III 117
Freely earth her fruitage bearing 1667 Milton P. L x.
561 Greedily they pluck'd The Frutage fair to sight. 1708
J Philips Cyder 1 3 Whoeer expects his lab’ring trees
should bend With frutage, 1808 J. Barlow Coluvtb 11, 313
The wide domain, with game and fruitage crown’d, Supplied
their food. 1883 Mrs Rollins NewEng Bygones 180 Much
of the plumpest fruitage found its way into the hoards of
thieving boys
Jig. 1652 Benlowes Theoph iv 1 58 When me Thou shalt
impregn’d with Vertues make A fruitful Eden, all the
frutage take 1749 Smollett Regicide iv 111, I come To
claim the piomis’d fruitage of my love. 1883 S C Hall
Retrospect II 39 His genius was yet in the hud—with the
promise of glorious fruitage.

+ b. pi. Various sorts of fruit Obs
a 1S93 TJrquhart Rabelais m xm no Men do more

copiously m the Season of Harvest feed on Fruitages then at
any other time.

c. transf. Offspring rare-1
.

1830 Blackie AEschylns 1. 193 Yet should she Byhei own
body’s fruitage have been slam?

f 3. A decorative arrangement of fruits
; a repre-

sentation of this in embroidery, painting, caiving,
etc Obs
1600 Q. Elis. Wardr in Nichols Progr (1823) III 309

One peticoate with a vene faire border of pomegranetts,
pyne aple trees, frutidge. 1604 Dekker King's Enter-
tamm Wks 1873 I 309 Pomona—attirde m greene,
a wreath of frutages circling her temples. *643 Evelyn
Diary 29 Jan., The vines, climbing to the summit of the
trees, reach m festoons and fruitages from one tree to
another x633 R. Holme Armoury n. 1x5/2 Fruitage is

the hanging of several sorts of Fruit together m husks with
strings c 1710 C Fiennes Diary (1888) 238 The most
exactest workmanship in y“ wood carving..both in figures,
fruitages, beasts, birds, flowers 1719 London & Wise
Compl Gard 37 A glorious Embroidery of Festoons, and
Frutages, depending from the yielding Boughs.

Hence Frui taged ppl a
,
abounding m fruitage

1846 C G Prowitt yEschylus' Prometk Bound 22
Flowery spring Or fruitaged summer.

Fruitarian (fr?/tc > nan), rare [f. Fruit sb

+ -ARIAN
,

cf. vegetarian ] One who lives on fruit.

1893 Nat. Food AJag Feb
,
Even at 3d. a lb the econo

inical fruitm mil would gam 011 the economical cerealist 1896
Westm. Gas 4 May ro/r He became ‘fiuitanan’ .. He
believed in nothing but fiuit

Fruited (fr?/ tod), ppl. a [f. Fruit v. +-ed 2
]

f 1 Having fruit of a certain kind. Obs.
1612 T. Jami s Jesuits' Dmvnf 4 Fie on such Fatherhood,

so rooted, so fruited

2 a Of a branch, tree, etc. : Having fruit upon
it b Abounding in or laden with fruit.

X784 Burns ‘ Now IVesthu Minds

'

iv, Let us view .

The lustlmg com, the fiuited thorn, And ev’ry hnppy
cieature 1830 Blacicii /hschylus II 122 Mighty Jove,
the gracious giver Crown the fruited yeai 1 1864 Bou n 1 l
Ih> Hist 4 Pup. xm (ed. 3) 124 A wreath of ueaeh-
branchcs fruited 1885 Mauch Exam 14 July 4/3 The

S
lant though small is unusually heavily fruited 1888
loiuns Burghers' Battle in Athenjeum 16 June 761/2 The

shadows of the fruited dose Dapple the feast-hall floor

Fruiter, (fr?/ t'n), v. [f. J iiuit sb + -en g
]

•fa. turns. To make fruitful (obs). b tnh To
become full of fruit. Ilencc Fruftening ppl a.

(tare—1

)

1633 Bi* Hai 1 Hard ‘Texts 84 ,

1

will give you seasonable
lams to supple and fimten the eaith 1839 IIaili v Justus
(1848) x 1/2 banning the fiuituung plains

Fruiter (frn tar) [01 tg a V.fruitm ,
f fiuit

;

later prob independently f. Fruit sb. or v + -rit 1
]

fa. One who deals m, or has the care of fnut

b. A vessel engaged in the fruit-trade, c. A tree

that produces fruit, d. A fruit-grower.

a 7483 Libci Niger in Househ Ord. (179(3) 22 Besides the
fruter and wafeier, c 1500 Cocke Lorells B (Peicy) 9
Fruyters, chese-mongers, and mynstielles 1667 Canttr-
bitty Martiage Licences 31 July (MS ) William Settertree
of Biooke fruiter, i860 A Cumming in Merc, Marine
Mug. VII. X02 Let them swing to one anchor (as the
fruiters do at St Michael's) 1870 Harper's Mag XLI.
864 A man can't bring into port a fruiter from the Levant,
with Portuguese and Greeks before the mast 1882 Gard
Chron. No 42 x 79 The formei is a handsome vanety of
medium growth, and a sure fruiter 1887 J Ji McGowan
Chattanooga <S Tennessee 35 The fruiter, farmers and
truckeis have now more capital foi their business

Fruiterer (fr/Pterei). [extended form of prec.

:

see -Bit 1
3.]

1. A dealer m fruit ; a fruit-seller

1408 Close Roll 9 Hen IV bt Thomas Sebcche, fTrutcrer

1356 J Hlvwqop Spider <S F- Ssj b, The frewte on the
frewterers handc lying *597 Shaks 2 lien IV, m 11 36
The very same-day did I fight with one Sampson Stock-
fish, a Fruiteier. 1630 Howell Giraffi's Rev Naphs 1.

(1664) 12 Telling the fruiterers that they should pay the
gabell 1720 Gay Poems (1745) I 167 Walnuts the fruit-

erer’s hand, m autumn stain. 1813 Elwiinstqne Acc
Caubul (1842) I. 73 Amongst the handsomest shops were
the fruiterers’ X875 Hameioon Intel/ Life ix. 1 301
Careful as a fruiterer is of the bloom upon his grapes.

1 2 A fiuit-grower. Obs,
x6xz Drayton Poly-olb xviii 298 The Pear-mame .

Which carefull frut’rers now have detu/ond oui owne. 16x5
W. Lawson Orch, fy Gard in 1. (1668) x Whosoever
desireth to have a pleasant and profitable Orchard, must
provide himself of a fruiterer Skilful in that faculty. 1813
Sir H Davy Agnc. Chent (1814) 255 Most of our best
apples arc supposed to have been introduced into Britain by
a fruiterer of Henry the Eighth.

Fruiteress (fr?/ teres) Also 8 fruitress. [f.

as prec. + -ess ] A female seller of fnut
17x3 Stel le Guardian No 87 r 1 The hawker-women,

fiuitresses, and milk- maids. 1809 Sporting Mae XXXIV.
244 The fair fruiteress, it seems was jealous of her neigh-
bour X823 Lamb Elia, My Pu st Play, The fashionable pro-
nunciation of the theatrical fruiteresses then was ‘Chase
some oranges ’ chase pro chuse

Fruitery (fr?/ ten). Also 7 frut(e)ry. [ad
Fi .fnuterie, f.fruit Fruit,]

1 1- A place for growing or storing friut Obs.
x6og Patent 7 Jas 1 111 Act 2 Geo life 26 Preamble,

Dove-houses, orchards, fruiteries, gardens, lofts, cottages
1725 Bradley Fain. Diet sv., You must be careful 111

cleaning and sweeping your Fruitery often 18x6 Kirby &
Sr Entomol (1843) I 161 ,

1

must next conduct you from
the garden into the orchard and fruiteiy

2 Fruit collectively
; a crop of fruit Now rate

.
x6 Sylvester Du Bartas (N ), He sowde and planted

in his proper grange (Upon som savage stock) som frutry
stiange 16x2 Drayton Poly-olb xiv 229 Where full
Pomona seemes most plentiously to flowe, And with her
fruitery swells by Pershore in her pride 1656 S Holland
Zara (17x9) 27 Indeed she had manifested a prodigious
prodigality, had she aAbided a Shambles to her Frutery
X708 J Philips Cyder 11 35 Oft, notwithstanding all thy
Care To help thy Plants, when the small Fruit’ry seems
Exempt from Ills, an oriental Blast Disastrous flies 1828
Miss MwrORD Village Ser m (1863) 491 Dealing with
him in all sorts of fishery and fruitery for her shop

t Froitester. Obs, rare— 1
, [f. Fruit sb +

-ster ] = Fruiteress. (Cf. quot. 1 672 for/? uit-
woman m Fruit sb 9,)

c 1386 Chaucer Pardoner's T x6 Than comen tomb-
esteres Fetys and smale, and yonge frutes teres [v, rr fruyt-
esteres, fruytsters]

Fruitful (fr?7 tful), a. Forms* a (see Fruits ).

#. 4-7 fructfull, (g fructufulle), 6 fruietfull.
[f. Fruit sb. + -ful ]

1. Productive of fruit. Of trees, etc. : Bearing
plenty of fnut Of soils, etc. : Fertile. Of rain
etc. Causing fertility.

*

a X300 E E J'salter cxlvm q Tries fruitefulle nnd cedres
alle C1400 Maunijiv (Rovb ) \iv 61 pir hilles er rm
fiuytfull x53S CovritnAiL Nc/t. ix 25 Vynyardes 0\ 1-

gniden, and many frutefull tices 1363W Fulkf Meteors
(1640) 63 Clay is not so fruitfull as marie 1304 Shaim
Rich III, v. 11 8 The Boare (That spoyl’d your Summer
I'ltlds, and fiuitfull Vines) i6ox Holland Pltny XIX vn
Such seeds must he all tin oughly dried before they be

’

fiuitfull 1649 Jur Taylor Gt. Exeiup hi xiv 49 The
fruitfull Nilus filling all the trenches to make a plenty of
com and fruits 1697 Dampilu l oy I x 293 The Iree hath
usually 3 fruitfull Blanches 1697 Drydln Vtig Georg 1

236 Heav’11 invok'd with Vows for fruitful Rain 1739 Lady
PuMnu t Let. I. ami 84 A very steep but fiuitful hill the
vineyards . . crown the very summit, 2839 Thackeray
/ tit;in xmv, His estate .. was as large as Kent, and.
infinitely more fruitful

2 Productive of oflspimg
;
not bat ren

;
producing

offspring m abundance, prolific

c 1520 L Andrlwi Noble J.yfe in Babees Bk 229 A
Bremen is a frulcful fisshe that hathe moclie sedc 1326
J'llgr J'erf (W de W. 1531) 133 l>, Lya was the more
fruytfull, and had more chyldren than Rachel 1577 B
Coot, i J/crcsbach's Hush. iv. (1586) 162 Some [hens] are
so fruitfull, as they kill them selves with laying, *6xx
Biiill Gen t 22 God blessed thun, saying, Be fruitfull,

and multiply. 1667 D’cm.ss Nlwcasti e Life Dk, New
castle (188G) 87 A young woman that might prove fruitful

to him aiqxs Buiinli 0?un Time (1766) II. 225 The
fruitfullest mairiage that has been known in our age,
X774 Goidsm Nat, Hist (1776) VIII 43 Natuie has
rendered some animals surprisingly fiuitful. x84x-7x T R
Jonis A nun Kuigd fed 4) 367 The queen bee, when
depnved of her wings before any communication with the
male has taken place, will nevertheless lay fiuitful eggs.

1869 I* 111 1 man Norm. Lonq. (1876J III. mi hi That mar-
riage proved happy and fiuitful.

to, Asti ol, favourable to fecundity,

xyax Baili y. Ft uitful Signs, [in Astrology] are the Signs
Gemini, Cancer and Pisces

+ 3. Of a harvest, a crop, hence of a reward,

a meal, etc.; Abundant, copious. Chiefly in

Shaks.
1602 Shaks Ham 1 11 80 The fruitfull Riuer in the Eye.

1603— Mens forM iv in 161 One fruitful Meale would
set mee took 1607— Union v 1 153 With a lecompencc
more fruitfull Thau their offence can weigh downe 1697
Drydi n Vug. Georg. 11 197 Harvests heavy with their

fruitful weight, Adorn our fields.

4. transf andfig f a. Productive of (material

things), abounding in. Obs.

1629 is'hertogenbosh 1 This Boscage was fruitfull of wild
Deere. 1698 Prymi Arc. A India 4 P. 328 The whole
Region is very fiuitful of Barren Mountains.

b. With reference to immateiial things ; Prolific;

abundantly productive. Const, tn, of.

*535 Covi ROAt r Col. 1. xo To be frutefull in all good
workes. 1667 Mil ton P, L, ill 337 Golden days, fruitful

of golden deeds 1674 Wood Life (OH S ) II 284 Mar-
tock in com Somerset, ever fruitfull in good wits 1744
Armstrong Preserv. Health 11 457We curse not wine Tne
vile excess we blame, More fruitful than th’ accumulated
board Of pain nnd misery 1826 T I Wharton in Pa
Hist isoe Mem. I 134 His travels are fruitful of infor-

mation. 1843 PRrscon Ale vito vi 1. (1864) 33s His
fruitful genius suggested an expedient 1844 H H. Wilson
Brit India II 406 A fruitful subject of contention 1876

Trlvi- i.yan Macaulay I v. 289 The mam incidents of that

Session, so fruitful in great measures 1883 Public Opinion

9 Jan 37/2 Prince Albert Victor has probably a long and
fruitful career before linn.

5. Productive of good results ;
beneficial, profit-

able, remunerative Now only of actions, qualities,

or the like
;
formerly also of conciete things

c 1386 CiiAucr u Pars T, r 36 And this is fruitful penance

ayenst tho three thinges, in which we wrathen our Lord

Jesu Christ c 1440 Jacob's Well |E E T S ) 228 Ydel-

nesse& ese wyth-oute fruj tfull occupacyoun 1504 Atkyn-

son ti De Imitahone 1 xxv 178 Holye redynge of frutefull

doctrine 1616 Suiu. & Marich Country Farme 316 The
fruitfullest thing that can be kept about a Countne-nouse

is Bees 1640Yorke Union Hon a Robert with his followers

obtained a fruitfull possession in those parts 17x2 Addison

Sped No 303 P 4 Instances of the same great and fruitful

Invention 1867 A Barky Sir C Dairy ix 303 It had the

opportunities of lapid and fruitful exercise

P *475 Bk. Noblesse 36 The noble ancl fructufulle ex-

amples of the noble cenatours *547-8 OidreofCommunion

4 His mooste f1 uictfull and glorious Passion 1532 Lyndesay
Monarche 4788 Lat thay y* fructfull fysche [1. e, the Kirk]

cschaip there handis.

i Fnu'tfulliead. Obs. In 5 fru^tfulhed. [f

Fruitful + -head, -hood,] = Fruitfulness.
C1440 Jacob's Well (E E. T. S ) 238 Wetched softhed &

nesclihed, fru3tfullied

Fruitfully (fhPtfuli), adv [f. Fruitful +
-ly 2

] In a fruitful manner.
1 So as to produce good results ;

with good

effect, beneficially, piofitably, edifyingly.

c 1450 tr. De Imitations 1. xvm 20 Euery tyme )>et spendid

fruytfully. 1597 Hooker Eccl. J}ol v lxv § xo Our very

nature doth hardly yeeld to destroy that which may bee

fruitefully kept 1643 Burroughes Exp JJosea ix 311

That you may he helped fruitfully to read much Scripture

1658 C Cartwright (title) A Practical and Polemical Com-
mentary on the Whole Fifteenth Psalm Wherein the

Text is learnedly and fruitfully explained 1894 Advance
(Chicago) 29 Apr , It is the mission of others to illustrate

and to show how to think, wisely, deeply, fruitfully

+ 2 a Copiously, fully, b In such a manner

as to be prolific. Obs. rare.
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1601 Shaks Alls Well n. 11 73 La. You vnderstand me

Clo Most fruitfully 1603 — Lear iv vi 270 If your will
want not, time and place will be fruitfully offer'd a 1684
Earl Roscommon Virgil's Sixth Eclogue 45 How scatter'd
Seeds of Sea, and Air, and Earth, And purer Fire.,did fruit-

fully unite

Fruitfulness (fr» tfulnes) [f Fruitful

+

-ness ] The quality, fact, or state of being fruitful,

in senses of the adj

1 . Fertility in crops
; exuberant production

1398 Irevisa Barth De P R xvii lxi (1495)637 The
fygge tree hath that name of fruitfulnesse, for it is moie
fruytfull than other trees 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst
I xvi (1634) 85 As though the fruitfulnesse of one yeare were
not the singular blessing of God 160* Wcever Mirr Mart
By, A ground Which thnce a yeere her fruitfulnes did show
1695 Ld Preston JBoeth 1 18 note, Named Felix famous
fonts Fruitfulness and Number of Cities 1775 AnAmAmer
Ind 184 The vine was a symbol of fruitfulness 1879
Cassells TecHn Educ I 245 Some idea of its [banana's]
fruitfulness may be gathered from the statement [etc ]

coitcr. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl 80 And plentifully he
did eate The fruitfulnesses of the field

2 Fertility in offspring, fecundity
1624 Gataker Transubst 138 By that blessing hee be-

stowed fruitfulnesse upon them 1647 Fuller Good Th m
Worse T. (1841) 120 That water proved like the spa unto
her, so famous for causing fruitfulness 1702 Addison Dial.
Medals 11 93 The Comu-copiae in her hand is a type of her
fruitfulness. 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit Empire (1B54)
I. 420 The increase must . . be attributed to an increased
fruitfulness of the female sex

3 Productiveness in general

:

a. of material things ? Obs.
1630 R. yohnson's Kmgd $ Comnrw 237 The fruitful-

nesse of the Mines is no whit diminished *041 J Jackson
True Evang T 11. 103 The milkie fruitfulnesse of the Cow
b. of immaterial things Also, profitableness,

utility , occas. f liberality

1309 Hawes Past Pleas xi. xxxvii, He shal attaste the
well of frutefulness Which Vyrgyl claryfied 1331 Bible
Ps. xxxvi note. The fertilise and fruitfulnes of the holy
Ghoste. 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 266 To heale that
up by the fruitfulnesse of physicke 1604 Shaks Oth m
iv 38 This argues fruitfulnesse, and liberal heart, a x66x
Fuller Worthies (1840) III 87 It [woad] giveth them
[colours] truth and fruitfulness 1702 Addison Dial Medals
II 52 Shows at the same time the great fruitfulness of the
Poet's fancy 1833 Lamb Eha, Product Mod Art, To the
lowest subjects the Great Masters gave loftiness and
fruitfulness 1881 J R Illingworth Semi Coll Chapel
150 The fruitfulness of the fragmentary lives of old

Fruiting (fr«tuj), vbl. sb [f Fruit v. +
-iNG 1

.] The action of the vb. Fruit
;
the process

of bearing fruit + In early use concr. Offspring,
a 1300 CursorM 12257 (Gfitt ) pat J?e geld pair fruiting

find x86a Ansted ChannelIsi iv xxl (ed 2) 488 A white
frost, will check the fruiting of the trees for several years
1871-2 H Macmillan True Vine in 115 The period of .

fruiting is accelerated, by grafting.

Fruiting (fr« tnj), ppl a. [f. Fruit v. + -ing^.]

Bearing fruit

1778 Cowper Let 3 Dec , He has presented me with six
fruiting pines. 1870 Hooker Stud Flora 178 Galium ulu
ginosum fruiting pedicels erect 187a Oliver Elem Bot.
11 289 [Of Horsetail] The fertile or fruiting stem is un-
branched. 1894 Flora A. Steel Potters Thumb (1895) 161
A shingled hut, hung with flowering, fruiting gourds

Fruition (frwijan). Forms. 5-6 fruioion,
-yon, fruycion, (5 fruyoon), fruysayon, 6 firm*

tioun, fruytion, 6- fruition, [a OF. /mission,
fruition

,
fruycion

,
ad.

!

h.fruitionem
,
n. of action

f frtiT to enjoy . see Fruit j&]
The action of enjoying; enjoyment, pleasurable

possession, the pleasure arising from possession.

"\In thefruition of=va. the possession of.

1413 Pilgr Sotule (Caxton 1483) iv xxvm 75 An aungel
hath that knowynge ofhis creatour by very fruycion c 1450
Cov. Mysi (Shaks Soc.) 86 Contryssyon, Compassyon, and
Clennes, And that holy mayde Fruyssyon. 1334 Latimer in
Strype Eccl. Mem III App xxxv. 98 If we live by hope let

us desire the end and fruition of our hope 1600 Hakluyt
Voy. (1810) III 57 We had when so disposed, the fruition
of our bookes. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 179 Solyman
entred the Toune as conquerour It is ever since in the
fruition ofTurkes C1655A Sidney Treat Love in igthCent
Jan (1884) 61 It is very certame that all desire is for fruition

1711 Addison Sped. No 256*7 An Object ofDesire placed
out of the Possibility of Fruition. 1833 Thackeray New-
comes I. 20 Repaid by such a scant holiday and brief
fruition 1883 19^ Cent. May 834 In the contemplation
and fruition of the Uncreated Good.

IT Erroneously associated with Fruit.
(The blunder is somewhat common both m England and

in the U S
, but is not countenanced by Dictionaries m this

country, nor by Webster or Worcester

)

1883 Hampers Mag. May 906 The greemsh nuts, ripened
as always from the flowers of the previous year and now in
their full fruition x88g CenturyDid

,
Fruition, a coming

into fruit or fulfilment 1893 Standard Did , Fruition
,

the bearing of fruit , the yielding of natural or expected
results

, realization, fulfilment

Fruitist (fr« tist). [f. Fruit sb + *ist.] One
who cultivates fruit
1824 B Maund {title) Fruitist a Treatise on Orchard

and Garden Fruits. 1848-61 (title) The florist, fruitist and
garden miscellany. 1849 Florist 52 Our space prevents our
doing more than warmly recommending such of our readers
as are fruitists to procure this work.

Fruitive (m7 itiy), a [ad med L frmtvvus,
in unio fruitiva (Thomas a Kempis)

, f. L fru-i
(see Fruition).] Consisting of, arising from, or
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producing fruition or enjoyment ; having the faculty
or function of enjoying
1633 Rous Myst.Marr (1653) 263 A spiritual conjunction
& the excesses of a fruitive union 1048 Boyle Seiaph
Love xxvi (1700) 154 To whet our Longings for Fruitive
(or experimental) knowledge 1668 Howe Bless Righteous
(1825) 77 This vision is fruitive, unites the Soul with the
blessed object a 1866 J Grote 1 rent Mor Ideals (1876)
293 Utilitarianism looks upon man as fruitive, or enjoying,
in the first instance, and active only m the second instance

Fruitless (f™ ties), a [f. Fruit sb, -1- -less.]
Devoid of fruit

1 Not pioducing fruit ; barren, sterile. *i* Rarely
of animals . Not producing offspring, unfruitful.
15x3 Bradshaw St Werburge (1887) 806 With whom this

lady iyued a longe season Barrayn and fruyteles of gene-
racion 1546 Snpphc. Poore Commons (E E T. S ) 92
Rotton and fruyteles trees 1396 Edw III

,
1 11. 151 The

ground seemes barrayne, sere, vnfertill, fructles [ed 1599
fruitles], dry 1601 Holland Pliny I 224 Such begotten
in this maner are themselues barren and fruitles, \nable
either to beare or beget yong. 16x3 Crookk Body of Man
230 We see some women which haue conceyued to become
fruitlesse for a space 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 3 Chnst
had power.. to turoe the fruitlesse desarts into kitchins.

1723 Bradley Fean Did s v July, Diligently removing,
either by Pinching or the Knife, all weak and fruitless

Shoots 1800 Stuart in Owen Wellesley's Desp 571 The
part that does not belong to us is savage and fruitless.

1831 Ruskin Stones Ven II. iv § 17 69 The root of a fruit-

less tree

2 . Yielding no profit or advantage
;
producing

no effect or result, inefficacious, ineffectual, un-
profitable, useless

;
empty, idle, vain.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5666 Ilk idel worde, spoken in
vayne, pat es to say, J?at war fruytles 1300-20 Dunbar
Poetus lxvi 2 This waverand warldis wretchidness, The
fail^eand and frutless bissiness 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1

(1605) 44 The basest and fruitlessest of al passions 1390
Shaks Mids. N m ii. 371 When they next wake, all this

derision Shall seeme a dreame, and fruitlesse vision z6xx
Bible Wtsd xv 4 An image spotted with diners colours,

the painters fruitlesse labour 1697 Dampier Voy I. tx

251 Our search was fruitless 1731 Jortin Serm. (1771)
V 111. 49 Vows which often end in fruitless regrets 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng I 298 The liberality of the nation
had been made fruitless by the vices of the government.
1878 Morley Cnt, Misc

,
Carlyle 202 It is fruitless to go to

him for help in the solution of philosophic problems

3 a Of persons : Not attaining one’s object

;

unsuccessful b. Const, of. Unable to produce
or utter (woids) rare
1843 Carlyle Past <5- Pr n vi, The Devil and the Dream

both fled away fruitless. 1858 — Fredk Gt iv v. (1863)
I 309 He storms and rages forward . but has to retire

fruitless, about daybreak, himself wounded 1869 Lowell
Under the Willems Poet Wks (1880) 195 Dumbly felt with
thrills Moving the lips, though fruitless of the words.

Hence Prui'tlessly adv., Frui-tlessness.
1612-13 Bp Hall Contempt , O. T. xi. v, Then she had

griefe from her own fruitlesnesse. 1626 Massinger Rom.
Actor iv 1, You have but fruitlesslylaboured to sullyAwhite
robe of perfection 1727 W. Mather Yng. Maris Comp
72 Time fruitlesly pass'd away, will in the end cause an
akmg Heart. 1791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom Forest xi, She
saw the inconvenience and fruitlessness of opposition 1838
Froude Hist Eng IV. xvm 35 Policy had laboured for a
union, and had laboured fruitlessly. 187a Liddok Elem.
Reltg v. 184 If by ‘ God ’ is meant only [etc ] we need not
read Spinoza to convince ourselves of the fruitlessness of
prayer.

Fruitlet (frwtlet). [f. Fruit sb, +-let ] A
little fruit ; Bot., a single member of an aggregate

fruit : see Aggregate a. 5.

1882 Vines Sachs’ Bot. 493 If the carpels do not cohere,

each forms a part of the fruit, or a fruitlet 1883 G Allen
Col Clout's Cal. xxi 119 The blackberry and raspberry

,

where the individual fruitlets grow soft, sweet, and pulpy.

Fruitling (fr« tin]), [f Fruit sb. + -ling.]

A small fruit ; in material and immaterial sense.

1876 J Ellis Caesar m Egypt 247 Time lost 1 in ac-

quiring some fruitlings of error. i8gx Chetmb Jrnl, Feb,

107/3 A mango tree with two small green fruitlings on it

+ Fruituously, adv. Obs.—1 Altered form

of Fructuously, after Fruit.
c 1430 tr. De Imiiatione 1. xiv 16 Euere he labonp fruytu

ously

t Fririture. Obs.- 1 [As if ad. L. *fruitura,

f.frui to enjoy : see Fruit.] Fruition

a 1633 G Daniel Idyll i 99 To give the fruiture of each
desire

Fruity (fr« ti), a. [f. Fruit sb +-y 1
]

1. Of or pertaining to or resembling fruit.

1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 72 A fruity taste 1817
L. Hunt Let. to C C Clarke m Gentl. Mag May (1876)
600 All that is fine, floral, and fruity 1830 Blackie
VEschylus I 81 The flowery cahx, full surcharged With
fruity promise 1838 Bushnell Nat. Supernat, iv (1864)

91 The succulent peach gathers its fruity parts . about the
nut or stone a 1861 Mrs Browning Lett R H He>me
(1877) II 131 ,

1

never saw a blooming girl of sixteen with a
more fruity hopefulness in her countenance

2 Of wine : Having the taste of the grape.

1831 D, Jerrold St Giles xxvii 281 A glass ofgood fruity

port—and yours is capital. 1833 Athenseum 13 Oct. 1194
Genuine Masdeu is a very fine fruity wme.
Hence Frui tineas.
1869 Contemp.Rev XI 357 Appreciating critics who write

about its [a picture's] fruitmess, andjuiciness, and pulpi-

ness 1893 Daily News xo Apr. 4/7 The wines of the last

vintage are wanting in ripeness and fruitmess.

t Frumberdung. Obs. [OE.frumherdlmg,

frumbyrdhng,
f f urn-a fust + beard beard (with

umlaut of ea to te) + -ling.] A youth
ciooo Supp JElfnc's Voc. in Wr -Wulcker 171/22 Pnbe

ienus, frumbyrdhng cizoo Tnn Coll Horn 41 He frum-
berdhnges bimmeS unSeawes and gode techeS

+ Frame. Obs Also 1 fruma, 3-4 frome.
[OE fruma wk masc : see Forme a ] Beginning
Beowulf2309 Wses sefruma egeslic. cioooAgs Gosp Matt

xix 4 Se on fruman worhte, he worhte wmpmann send
wif-mann. c 1203 Lay 13265 pe frame wes vnhende & al
swa wes pe sende a 1230 Owl 4- Night 476 Hit is gode
monne i-wone, An was from the worlae frome. That [etc ]

13 . Sir Belies 3197 (MS. A.) Ich bidde the at the ferste

frome That [etc.] c 1380 Sir Ferumb 1104 Speke we atte
frome Of Erld Olyuer & his felawes

+ Fru’ment. Obs. [ad ’L.frument-um corn,

f frugv- root offrul to enjoy J

1 Corn.
c 1410 Lydg. Si. Allon (1534) Aiij, Grayne of this frument

was this man Albon. c 1510 Barclay Mirr Gd Manners
(1570) Cuj, Fulsome fieldes habundaunt of frument x6ox
Holland Pliny xvm. vii 560 When the Bruers steep their

wheat or frument in water
2. =s Frumenty i,

1494 Fabyan Chron vil 599 Frument with venyson. 1677
Gale Crt. Gentiles II. in. 173 Bread, and Fruments [orig
pultes] and Wine
Frumentaceous (frument* 1 Jus), a. [f. late

L frumentdce-us (f L frumentum corn) + -oua ]
Of the nature of or resembling wheat or other

cereals Bot. (see qnot. 1841).
1668WilkinsRealChar 70 Frumentaceous , Such whose

seed is used by men for food 1721-92 Bailey, Fruinen-
taceous plants 1841 Maunder Sci 4* Lit Treas ,

Frumentaceous
, in botany an epithet for plants that have

their stalks pointed, and thejr leaves like reeds, bearing
their seed in ears, like corn

t Frumental, a. Obs rare. [ad. 'L.friimen-

tdl-em, i ft fmentum com : see -al.] Of or per-

taining to corn or gram.
1670 R Wittie m Phil Trans V. 1076 Any Vinous or

Frumental Spirit
__

+ Frtunenta'rian, a. Rom Ant. Obs rare
[f L. friimentdn-us, f. frumentum com + -an ]
— next. Only in Frumentanan law, 1 e. a law
providing for the distribution of com at low xates
1632 Observ Forms Govt. 31 They humoured the Com

mons by the Agrarian and frumentanan Laws

Frumeutarious (framenteeTias), a rate

[f. as prec + -oua.J Of or pertaining to com.
1670-81 in Blount Glossogr 1806 Syd Smith in Mem.

(1855) II. 24 Horner, the frumental ious philosopher

+ Frirmentary, «. Obs. rare. [ad. L. frit-

mentdrt-us' see prec.] ** Frumentarian a.

1636 Earl Monm. Advt fr. Parnass 10 Those seditious

Frumentary, and Agrarian Laws
FriUneXLtation (frwment^i Jan) Rom. Ant.

[ad L friimentdtion-em
,
f frumentum to furnish

with com, f frumentum corn.] (See quot 1861

)

1623 m Cockeram. 1721-92 m Bailey 1861 J. G
Sheppard Fall Rome L 28 The third class lived upon the
‘ frumentations or public largesses of com

+ Frumento'Se, o. Obs rare, [as if ad. L.

*frumentds-us, i.frumentum com: see -ose.] ‘ Full

of corn’ (1^27 Bailey, vol II).

Frumenty (fr«-m&ti), furmety (fS-imeti)

Forms: a. 4 frumentee, 5 frumyte, 0-7 frumen-
tie, -tye, 7 frummetry, 7, 9 fromenty, 7-9
framet(t)y, 8 frumentary, 9 fromety, framerfcy,

-arty, frummaty, -ety, 5- frumenty. j8. 4-5
furmente, 5, 6, 9 -ty, 6 fermetS, fer-, flr-,four-,

fur-, fyrmentie, -ye, 7 fix-, formity, formety,

8-9 fu(r)metry, furmetree, -etty, 7-9 furmety,
-lty. [ME.,frumentee,furmente, a OF frumentie,

fonrmentee

,

f. frument, fourment (mod.F. fro-

ntent) *—late popular L *friimentum = class. L
frumentum. com.]
1. A dish made of hulled wheat boiled in milk,

and seasoned with cinnamon, sugar, etc.

? 011400 Morte Arth. 180 Flesch fluriste of fermysone
with frumentee noble, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 383
Fatt venesoun with frumenty. 1483 Cath Angl 144/2

Frumyte, frumenticium. 1562 Turner Herbal ri Ee b/i

Frumentie made ofsodden wheate. 173a Acc. Workhouses
uDmner. Frumetty and Beer at 3 o'clock 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk II. 68 Tne Squire made his supper of frumenty,

a dish made ofwheat cakes boiled in milk with rich spices

x86o Geo Eliot Mill on FI II 153 Mothers who made
their butter and their fromenty well

?ci390 Form of Cury in Warner Antiq Culin 13

Make furmente as before. C1483 Caxton Vocab. 6 b,

Furmente whiche is made of whete 1544 Phaer Regim
Lift (1560) Gv, Feasen, beanes, raylke, cheese, ryse, and
firmentie a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca 1 n. He'll finde

you out a food that needs no teeth nor stomacfc ;
a strange

formity Will feed ye up as fat as hens l’th forehead

1796 Sporting Mag VIII 220 John Gawston, eat such a
quantity of what is called furmety, that he actually burst

'

1827 Clare Sheph Cal 56 The high bowl Fill'd full of

furmety* *839 Mrs Gaskell Round the Sofa 42 We had
. furmenty on Mothering Sunday 1864 Knight Passages
Wrkg.Lifel.aB On that fourth Sundaym Lent, I regularly

feasted on Furmety.

+ 2. A kind of wheat or spelt Obs
1600 Surflet Country Farme v. xvn. 687 Furmentie is

that which the Latmes call A lica or Chondrus

,

and it is a
kinde ofwheate, whereof is made a kinde of grosse meale,
resembling oatmeale x6ox Holland Pliny xvih xxiii 582

73 '



FRUMKENNEI) 578 FRUSH.
After the Frumentie or Spike corn be taken off, theie be

pulse sowed three tunes, one after another

3 Wheat mashed foi brewing. rare (? nonce-use).

*88* tr Phausing's Beer iv 197 The wheal is ci ushed and
mixed with watei This frumenty is allowed to ferment

4 Comb

,

as frumenty

-

or furmety-corn, -kettle

,

-pot,-seller. Also frumenty sweat (see quot 1847k
1535 CovnuiALc 2 Sam. xvii 19 The woman slrowed

firmentye come theron, c 1550 Wyl Bncke His Test
(Halliw.) 43, 1 bequelh my grece to the fernietc potte

16*3 Massinger Bondman 1 in, Licking his lips Like a

f
an tel o'er a furmenty-pot *668 R, L’Estrangl Vis,
<mi (1708) *27 Simpering like a Fruinety- Kettle *847
ALLivvi li sv„ A person 111 a dilemma is said to be in a

frumenty sweat *889 T Hardy May01 ofCasterbruige 1,

The fiirnuty seller decided to close for the night

t Framkeimed, ppl a. Ohs. [OE frum-
cgnned, f.frum-a first + canned, pa. pple of rpman
to beat ] First-born
c 893 K Mi trcd Or os. 1 vu § x Ealle Si cnilitas and

ealle oa mredena \n on jisem lande frumcennede wasron
cxooo Ags. Gosp Matt 1 1 Heo cende hyie fium cenncdan
[c*i6o Hatton kennedej sunu. c 1175 Lamb Horn 87
Godes engel .acwalde on elche luisa frumkenede childe

+ FrivmmagemecL, ppl Cant Obs. (See
quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet Cant. Ci ew, Frummagcnt'd, choaked

*783 Gitosc Diet Vitlg Tongue
,
Fmmmagcm'd

,,
choak’d,

strangled, 01 hanged

+ Fru'lttttier. Obs iare. [? var of Frumper ]
1659 Tokriano, Taccagnntore

, a cliuff, a cavillei, a
frummer, a mggaidly wretch

Frump (fwmp), sb [Of unknown origin
;
pos-

sibly shortened from Frumper.]

+ 1 . ? A sneer, ?n deiisivc snoil Obs.
1389 R Harvey PI, Perc, 4 You vse the nostrils too

much, and to many vnseasoned frumps [to a man, as if he
were a horse] 159* Grli-.ni: Disput 24, I gaue him
slender thankes, but with such a frump th.it he perceiued
how light I made of Ins counsayle *630 Trait Comm
Deut xxm 4 As God takes notice of the least courtcsic
shewed to his, people so he doth ofthe least dr-courtesie,
even to a frown or a frump.

f2. Amocking speech or action
, a flout,jeer. Obs.

*5$3 T Wilson lihet. (1580) 188 You brought a shillyng
to mnepence ,, and so gave hym a frumpe euen to his face

*Sp8 BARCiary Fthe, Man (1631) 09 Esteeming those
things ns the frumps of fortune, which ye exalt above the
skies and take foi fehcitie *616 Beaum & Fr Scomf.
Lady it. in, Sweet Widow leave your frumps, and be
edified. *631 Howfll in Cartwright's Poeur. b8b, They
dash thee on the Nose with fiumps and lapps a 1700
B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Frump, a dry Bob, or Jest

+ 3 A derisive deception, a hoax Ohs.
*593 Hollyband Ft Did. (Halliw \ To tell one a lie, to

give a frumpe. 166B Davlnant Man's the Master « 1,

These are a kind of witty frumps of mine like selling of
bargains, *79* Peggl Dei bicisms Ser h. (E D S),
Frump, an untruth, a story

4. pi Sulks, lll-humoiu, Now dial
*668 Dryden Evening’s Love iv i, Not to be behind

hand with you in your Fiumps, I give you back your
Purse of Gold 1678 — Kind Kpr 1 1, Why should yon
be m your frumps, Pug, when I design only to oblige you 7

18*3 Scott Pevcnl xl, When the Duchess of P01 tsmouth
takes the frumps *8*3 Moor Suffolk. Words s v , If insolent
withal, she [a cross old woman] would be said to befrumpy
orfrumpish or 1 in her frumps ’

5

A cross, old-fashioned, dowdily-dressedwoman.
Also rarely, said of a man.
18*7 Godwin Mandevillc I xi. 261 They voted me a prig,

a frump, a fogram 1840 Barham Ingot Leg
,
Hamilton

Tighe 97 AU the best trumps Get into the hands of the other
old frumps 1859 G MrnrDiTit JR FeverelxI11, 1 looked a
frump. *888 Rider Haggard Col Qnantch I 231

1 Hang
me if she has not taken up with that confounded old
military frump

l), said of a dowdy dress.
*886 G. R Sims Ring o' Bells, lx 220 She taught me
how to make pretty dresses for halfwnat my ugly old

frumps of gowns , used to cost me
Frump (frump), v. [Connected with Frump sb ]
1

.

trans. To mock, flout, jeer; to taunt, insult,

browbeat, snub To frump off to put off with
jeering answers Obs 01 arch.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron II 34/1 He taketh the man to

be overlavish of his pen in frurapmg of his adversaries with
quipping taunts 1606 Holland Sueton 149 Whom .

Gams was wont to frump and flout in most opprobuous
termes as a wanton and effeminate person a 16*3 Flet-
cher Chances nr 1, Was ever Gentlewoman So frumpt off
withafoole? 1655 Gurnall Chr m Arm 1 116 God suffers
somtunes the infirmities of his people to be known by the
wicked (who are ready to check and frump them for them)
*753 School of Man a88 How can your spirit bear that
Aglae shall daily be frumping you
r ? erron 1841 Tail's mag, VIII 361 Conceiting himself,

when he is only frumping the face of his own whim, to be
beating .a whole world of buckramed giants into jelly

*t*
2 mtr. To scoff, mock Const, at. Obs.

*5®®DrantHoracc's Sat lit B uj b,One Mevius did frumpeMd floute at Nevie then awaye *583 Golding Calvin on
Dent xiv. 8r These skoffers which are alwayes frumping
*orx Derker Roaring Girle Wks. 1873 III 203 We are
but frumpt at and libell’d vpon. 166a Rump Songs 11 60,
I do not love for to frump. [1831 S Judd Margaret xvii
(1871) *48 The riders screamed, cross bit, frumped and
hooted at each other ]

+ 3 To sulk, be in a bad temper Obs
*693, Southerne Maid’s Last Prayer iti 1, My wife

frump’d all the while and did not say one woid.
4 trans To put in a bad humour, vex
186a H Mabryat Year in Sweden II 59 Gustaf, frumped

nt the non-arnval of the Garter, placed the portrait of
Charles Edward opposite his own in the palace.

Hence Fru'mpinff vbl sb. Also Fru mper, one
who ‘ frumps ’.

*398 Fiorio, Moticggiatore, a frumper, giber or iestcr,

aquipper *6** Cotgr,, Moiqucne , a mocking, flowtmg,
scolfmg, frumping Ibid , Mocquenr, a mocker, flowter,

frumper 1664. Cotton Poet Wis (1765) 31 Pray young
Man leave off your Frumping. 1677 Holyoke Lai Did.,
A frumpci

,
sannto

t Frirmpery. Obs. [f Frump sb. + -buy.]

Abuse, mockery ; also, a flout, mock, or sneer

*383 Stanyiiurst Mueis, etc. (Arb) *43 With bitter
fruinpciye taunting 1633 Urquhari Rabelais 1 xl,

Which is the cause wherefore he hath of all men mocks,
Trumperies and hastenadoes

Frumping1 (fra mpirj), ppl. a. [f V rump v. +
-iNft2 ] That frumps

; mocking, scoffing, jeering

*577 Hoiinshld Citron. (1807-8) II 24 This frumping
speech so moued the king, that, [etc j 1609 Hoi r andAmm
Mm cell, xxx iv 387 jEsops frumping scoflfes or fables
a 1652 Brom e Damoisellc 1 1 Wks 1873 1. 403 The fi umpmg
Jacks arc gone
Hence Frirmpingly adv
1376 Fi timing tr. Cams' Dogs in Aib Garner III 267

[Dogs] which some, frumpmgly, term Fisting Hounds
Frumpish (fnrmpif), a. [f. I4rump sb + -ish ]

Disposed to mock or flout: jesting, sncenng, also,

cross, ill-tempered.

*647 Wharton Pinto's Ptogr Gt But 15 Thy lowring
scowling makes me dumpish, For to see my Iaive so frump-
ish <2x668 Davi nant Play-Home to be Let Wks (1673)
*16 When Fortune frumpish is, who e’re withstood her/
*737 Foott Author it Wks 1799 I *55 Methought she
looked very frumpish and jealous 182a Keats & Hunt
Keats' Wks, (*880) III 35 buch a frumpish old fellow. *88*
Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I. it 47 The companion sour
and frumpish.

\ Fru’mple, sb. Ohs. Also 5 fromple [f.

next vb ] A wrinkle,
C1440 Promp Pan 181/2 Frutnpylle, ruga *400 Can-

ton Eneydos xxviu. *i* Crete ryueles and fromples that
putte oute the beaultc of the playsauntc vysjge.

Fru'mple, v. Obs. exc dial. Also 5-6 from-
ple, 5 frompel, 6 frompill. [?atl. Du. venom-
pelen (Kilian) of same meaning, f. ver- = For- +
lompelen to Rumble.]
1 trans. To wi inkle, crumple
*398 Tri-Visa Barth De PR v. 1 (1495) *68 The flesshe

in the buttockes is fiomplvd and knotty <11480 Canton
Sonnes of Aymon 1 48 fie frompcled Ins forfiede ami
knytted Ins In owes 1403 Fcstvvall (W dc W 15x3)1*311,
She founde all Ins clothes frompled *378 Ly rn Dodoens
vt. iv. 660 The leaves are not smoth, but trampled or
frompled. *6** Co ran., Pltonner, to wrinkle, crumple,
fiumpk *8*5-80 lAMirsoN, Ft ample, to ertase, to crumple
*8*8 Craven Gloss (ed. 2), Frumple, to wiiukle, to rufllt or
disorder

2

.

?To rumple, tumble.
ax5*9 Skllton Manerly Margery 16 What wolde ye

fiomptll me 1 now fy I

Hence Fra'mpled///. a.

cx440 Promp Pan 181/2 Fiumplyd, rugatus *896
Warwtcksh Gloss s v„ A frumpled pinafore

Frumpy (fru’mpi), a. [f. J/rumt sb. + -y 1
.]

Cross-tempered
; also, like a trump, dowdy.

1746 Clan Ronaldsmen m Jacobite Songs (1887) 238 The
frumpy forward Duke, a *823 Fordy Foe. J£ Anglia,
Frumpy, having a sour and ill-humoured look c 1840
J Mitford in C. M ’s Lett tj Return (1891)18* He is as
old-fashioned and frumpy as if lie had never been out of
college. *843 Blackiu Mag. LVII 243 An old, faded,
fiuinpy bonnet 1849 Dickens Dav Copp. xhv, I have been
a grumpy, frumpy, wayward sort of a woman, a good many
years *88* Miss Braddon Mt Royal xxvii. She was
frumpy and dowdy.

t Fro/mrese. Obs In 3 fxumrees, [f OE.
frum-a first + nils rush ] A first attack, onslaught

c **05 Lay 8655 /Et |>on fium rsesen
,
he feoldc .feowerti

hundred.

t Frcrmschafb. Obs. [OE f> umsceaft, f
frum-a first + sceaft creation, f. scifpan to Shape ]
First formation, cieation,
Beowulf 91 Sas^de, se cujie fiumsceaft fira feorran

reccan rgoo tr Baida's Hist tv xxv [xxiv ] (1890) 344pacwmohe Hwast sceal ic singlin'5 CwmS he. Sing me
frumsceaft a ***5 Juliana 3 In ure lauerdes luue be feader
is of frumscheft a 1**3 St Marhei 20 ]>u folckes feder of
frumschaft schuptest al the ischapen is.

i
Frumth. Obs Forms: 1 frymtt (? errone-

ously frurn1

®), frymtio, 2 fremU, 2-3 frum'5, south
vrumIS, Orm. frumniS [OE frying, Northumb
frymSo, fem f frtiru adj., original.] Beginning

C950 Lindxsf Gosp Matt xxv 34 From frymSo middan-
geardes, a 1000 Elene 34s (Gr.) FrumSa god a *000 Booth
Metr xi 75 Hi, sculon ]>one llcan ryne eft gecyrran )>e mt
frymoe c xaoo Ormin 18555 piss wass i frummpe svib]? sob
Godd 0.1225 Ancr J2 *04 Ich seide. iSe frumSe of )»is tale

*?, Duty Chr 30 in O. E Misc. 14a He [Crist] hit haued
al bipouht pe frumoe to Jion ende

t Fru*ndel. Obs. Fonns : 6 frondaille,
frundle, 6-7 frundel(l, 7 frundele. [app a var.
oifctrundell

, Farthihgdeal ] A dry measure
; by

Ray said to be equal to two pecks
Quot 1641 seems to identify the frundel&.nd the peck

This appears more probable than Ray’s statement, if the
word means etymologically ‘quarter’ (of a bushel), but
the discrepancy may admit of being explained, as Ray
mentions the existence of a ‘ bushel ’ twice as large as the
standard bushel
c *530 Bottesford Manor Ree. (N. W. Line. Gloss ), From

martyngmes to mydsomcr l frondaille off malt Tee. .

Antiquary Dec (1888) 20, l frundell of barlye *fi/r iLi
Jpaim Bks (Surtees) 68 Many will putte^o aZke 0r
fi undell of maltc .to make it both strange and likewise ^
keepe well *673 Yorksh Dial 6 in g hpecim (E D ^in You s’ ge m a frundel o’ yar grains 1674-9* RAV M r
Words 28 A Frundele Two pecks

N C'

Prunt(e, obs. form of Front.
Fruntall(e, -elle, obs. forms of Frontal.
Frunter, var of Thuunter Sc. (a ewe m her

fourth yeai).

Frunture, var of Fiionture, Obs.

Frush (fr»J), j/i.i Obs. exc. Se Also 4-c
frusohe, 4-6 frussha, (5 frushe, 9 arch frusch)
[a Oh'.fruis,frois, n. of action f fuissier, frois-
ster

:

see Fbuhh v ]

f 1 . A rush, charge, onset, collision Obs
*373 Barbour Bruce xm 292 He and all his cumpanv

In-tifl a fmsche all tuk the flycht C1400 Melayne 268
Righte at the firste frusche thay felde Fyve thowsande
knv^htis *4*a-*pLYDG Chron Troy 11 xxi, All in a frusheti . i , ”r -J .. num a irusne
ill all the haste they may lhey ran **533 Ld Berners
Hrton cx vx 474 bo they apt ocliyd, and al at a frasshe of
both partyes dasshed together

b. The noise caused by this
; the ciash of break-

ing weapons, etc.

*37S Barbour Bruce xit. 54 s Men mycht her, that had
btyn by, A giet frusche of the speies that brast *8os
Soul hi y Madoc u, xix, With horrible uproar and frush Of
roi ks th it meet in battle *875 J Vi itch Tweed 144 Of
mingling spears a shivering frusch

2 colled. Fragments, splinters

*583 Stanyiiurst Hctteis 1 (Arb ) 18 Al the frushe and
leanings of Greeks *819 W TiNNANr Papistry Storm’d
(1827) 190 Some bi.ik in sma 1 The carvit wark,. Sending the
glory o’ the wa1

In fntter’t frush about

Frush (fr»J), sb a Obs exc dial [Of uncertain
origin ; Topsoil's suggestion (quot. 1607) seems not
impossible It might be plausibly regarded as a
subst. use of Frush a.

;

but that word has not been
found earlier than the present century ] = Frog sb 2

Also (more fully running frush) a disease which
attacks this part of a horse’s foot

; thrush.
*607 Torsi ll lour-f. Beasts (1658) 324 The frush is the

tenderest part of the hoof towaids the heel and because it

is fashioned like a forked head, the Fiencli men call it
‘ Furtliette' which word our farners perhaps for easiness
sake of pronuntiation, do make it a monosyllable, and pro-
nounce it the ‘ frush *639 T Di Gray Compl. Horsem
u Let her shooes be taken off, her feet pared well, the
F .-li • 1 k.Ii ..I. * i*

1 *688 R HolmeA rmoiay 11 152/2
1 .1 11 i< ig in i>. 1 1 1 ,

winch is a rotten coirupt humour,
that comes out of his [a horse's] Leg *7*5 Bradley Fam
Did s. v. Hoof, When tile Frush is broad, the Heels will
be weak *737 Brackfn Farmery Impr. (1757) II. 32A large Coronet is often accompanied with a tender Heel
and running Frush *754 Did Artsty Sc. II 1340 Frush,
or Frog, among farriers, a suit of tender horn which arises
in the middle ot a horse's sole. 189a NorthumbId Gloss,
Frush, the thiush, or tender part of a horse’s foot

Frush. (froj), a. Sc and north dial. [?f
Frush v.

; but cf. the synonymous Frough «.]

1 Liable to bieak; brittle, dry, fragile. Cf.

Frushy a.

*8oa m Scott Minstr. Scott Bord. II *42 0 wae betide
the frush saugh wand! 1826 Blackw Mag XIX 243
Frush becomes the whole cover m a few seasons , and not
a bird can open its wing . . without scattering the straw
like chaff. *834 M Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 200 The
bottom of the pulpit being auld and frush the wooden tram
flew crash through *878 Cumberld. Gloss, Frush, very
brittle ; crumbly. 1880 Antrim # Down Gloss , Frush,
brittle, as applied to wood, &c • said of flax when the
1 shoughs ' separate easily from the fibre.

fig. *8*3 Galt Entail I 59 When we think o’ the frush
green kail custock-like nature of bairns

2. Soft, not firm m substance.
1848 T Aird Frank Sylvan Poet. Wks. 302 They peel

the foul brawn film of rind [of the earth-nut] away To the
pure white, and taste it soft and frush. *889 Daily Nenvs
*2 Nov 2/1 Beef that is 111 the flabby, unwholesome looking
condition that the butchers call 'frtisn

'

3

.

Frank, forward A herd. (Jam) ? Obs
*779 m J Skinner's Misc Poetry (1B09) 183 Ye’re unco

frush At praising what’s nae worth a rush.

Fruslt(frzjj'),z/ Forms: 4-6frusoh.(e,frufl(s)he,

(4 frussclie, fruyshe, froche), 6- finish Also
(sense 5) 8 frust. [a. OF. frmssier, froissier

(mod T.froisser) popular L. *frusUare to shiver

m pieces, f L frustum fragment . see Frustum ]

i 1. trans To strike violently so as to crash,

bruise, or smash. Obs
13.. K. Alts. *814 To frusche the gadelyng, and to bete,

And none of heom on lvve lete. c 1380 Wyclif Semi. Sel

Wks. I. 201 Lest hei frushen her owne brest at J>e hard
stoone. C1477 Caxton Jason 138 They frusshed his belme
and made him a meruaillous wounde m his hede *588
Greene Pandosto (1607) 10 High Cedars are finished with
tempests, when lowe shrubs are not toucht with the wind
*609 Heywood Bnt. Troy xi. Ixv, With fury each invades
His opposite their mutual armour finishing,

f b. with. adv. or advb phrase. Obs.
c *375 Sc Leg. Saints, Petrus 588 Hamise and sched &

body all Fruschit in peciss vndir small, c *500 Lancelot
1201 Thei fond his scneld was fruschit al to nocht *334
More On the Passion Wks 1275/1 Enmyty wil I put
betwene thee and the woman, she snal frushe thyne head
inpeeces *369 Stocker tr Diod. Sic in. 11 107 He was
frushed and brused to death *609 Bible (Douay) Judg.
v. xi The chanottes were frushed together.



FRTTSHmG.

f c To dash (a person) aback,
down, etc. Obs

c 1380 Wyclif Serin Set Wks, II 204 Where evere Iris

spirit taki)> him he fruyshi)> him doun. c 1400 Destr. Troy

3225 pai frusshit hom abake Ibid 5931 He frusshet so

felly freikes to ground

t d fig-
To crush, disable. Obs.

c 14.70 Henry Wallace hi. 197 The Sothroune part so

fiusched was that tide, That m the stour thai mycht no

langar hide c 1510 More Ptcus Wks 9/1 Refreshing all

his membies that were bruised and frushed with that feuer

*577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel in Hohns&ed (1807-8) VI 38

They are sore frusht with sicknesse

-j- 2 . mtr. To rash violently ; also with in, out

,

together Also in comb, again-frushe' see Again- 2

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi 161 Horss com thair fruschand,

hea for hed c 1400 Destr Troy 11803 Pan the freike shuld

frusshe out, & a fyre make. Ibid 11937 The grekes

Frushet in felly at the faire yates £1400 Melayne 469

A fire pan fro b" crosse gane frusche c 1400 Maundev
(1839) xxil 238 Thei frusschen to gidere fulle fiercely

£1430 Syr Gener (Roxb) 3831 He com frushtng, and leid

on, Ana sleugh ther many a worthte mon e *450 Merlin

208 Thei frussht bothe on an hepe, the horse and his

maister

3 tram To rub haishly, scratch. Obs exc. dial.

atLoo Destr. Troy 13940 He ffowle frusshet his face

with his felle nailes c 1430 Lydg Min Poems (Percy) 39

With his berde he frusshed hir mouthe un-mete [1877

iV W Lmc. Gloss
,
Frush, to rub, to rub bright, to polish ]

+4. mtr To break, snap ;
to break or become

broken under pressure
;

to become crushed. Obs.

rare.

1489 Barbours Bruce xn 57 (Edin. MS) The hand-ax-

schaft. fruschit in twa 1663 J. Webb Stone-Heng 219
Timber-Work to keep the Arras from frushing

•j* 5 iWans The technical expression for • a To
carve (a chicken) ; cf. Bbbak v 2 b. b. To dress

(a chub) Obs
c 1430 Lydg Hors

,
Skepe <5- G (Roxb ) 33 A chekyn (is]

frusshed 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk (1868) 265

Termes of a Keruer frusshe that chekyn 1708 W King
Cookery 33 Persons of some Rank, and Quality, say, Piay

cut up that Goose Help me to some of that Chicken . not

considering how indiscreetly they talk, before Men of Art,

whose proper Terms are, Break that Goose, frust that

Chicken 1726 Gentleman Angler 149 Frushed is a Term
used for a Chub or Chevm when it is dressed , as to Frush,

*

e

to Dress 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 168 Frush a chub

,

dress him
6. To straighten, set upright (the feathers of an

arrow) Obs exc Hist
1548 Hall Citron (1809) 418 How quikly the Archers

bent their bowes and frushed theire feathers. 1611 Speed

Hist Gt Bnt ix xix § 56 The Archers stript vp their

sleeues, bent their Bowes, and frushed their feathers 1877

Miss Yonge Cameos Rer. 111 xx 189 The archers strung

their hows and ‘ frushed ’ their arrows

Hence f 3?ru slung vbl sb. Obs.

*375 Barbour Bruce xn 504 At the assemble thair, Sic a

fruschmg of spens wair That fer avay men mycht it her

CX530LD Berners Arth Lyt Bryt (1814) 18 Than began

great frusshyng of speres, & bateryng of hameys wl

swerdes. 156a Bulleyn Dial Soarnes fy Chir. 39 b, Euery

riuyng, or frushyng of mannes fleshe, whiche maie be by

meanes of a wounde, and without a wounde. *589 Florio,

Amniaccatura a frushmg together

t Frtrshinff, ppl O’. Obs. rare Also 5 Sc.

fruschand. [f Fbush v + -ing3.] That breaks

or is liable to break
,
brittle

c 1470 Henry Wallace 11 190 O wareide suerd, of tempyr

neuir trew, Thi fruschand blaidm presoune sone me threw

Ibid in. 147 The shafft to schonkit off the fruschand tre

Hence Fru shingly adv. Obs.

1659 Torriano, Ajffhisto, by shivers, frushmgly, piece-

meal

Fru’shy, a Obs Also 8 frashey. [f. Fbush

+ -x 1
,] Liable to break, brittle, fragile. Cf.

Fbush a 1.

1610W FolkinghamArt ofSurvey 7 The large and loose

f
ramed timber of the old Oake and frusshie Ash 1776 G
emple Building in Water 86 Bog Oak Timber is always

found to be frushey

Fraskm, var of Friskin, Obs

+ Fmst (frost) . Obs rare [ad. L.frust-um

a piece ] A fragment
1765 Sterne Tr Shandy VII xxxi. Such a story affords

more pabulum to the brain than all the Frusts, and Ci usts,

and Rusts of antiquity, which travellers can cook up for it.

1820 SportingMag. (N S ) VI 165 The top is a mere frust

f Frtrster, a and. sb Sc. Obs. Also frustar,

-ir, -yr [? Back-formation from Fbustbb v or

Frustrate ]
A. adj. Fnutless, ineffectual, meaningless, vam

;

empty of (deeds) Also absol mfruster . in vam
c 1470 Henry Wallace iv 34s In frustyr termys I will

nocht tarry long 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 53 He of

natur that wirker wes and king, Wald no thing frustir put

Ibid lxv 21 Tows In our darkness be lampis in schyning

Or than in frustar is TaH] sour lang leirning 1308 lua
Marnt Wemen 190 He has a forme without force, And
fair wordis but effect, all fruster of dedis

B sb. Frustration, disappointment

c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 . 313 Quhat suld I spek of frustir 7

+ Fru’ster, "V. Obs [ad Fr frttstrer,
ad L

frustrdn : see Frustrate v ]

1 trans. To balk or defraud ^something due or

expected. Also, to falsify (a prediction).

1400 Caxton Eneydos xii, 45 Pygmalyon the wolde haue

frustredofthe grete tresours and Rychesses that he awayteth

to haue of thy somtyrae husbande Ibid xxil 80 Prenos-

tycatures , that to her were frustred

579

2 To bring to nought, render useless ; to frustrate

(an enterprise) ;
to destroy, lay waste, ruin Also

mtr. for refi.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxi 78 Quhen flude and fyre sail

our it frak, And frely frustir feild and fure *335 Stewart
Cron Scot (1858) I 45 [This] wald he caus sone efterwart

perchance The commoun weill to fruster and to faill *37°

Satir Poems Reform xvm. s° Bot God, that hes thy

Maiestie in cure, Will fruster all thair fulische Interprysis

c 1611 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 iv iv Decay 1127 Have
these Withstood your Fury, and repulst your Powrs,

Frust'red your Rams, fired your flying Towrs?

t Frustilla'tion. Obs. [f L. frustill-um a

small piece + -ation] A breaking into small

pieces. In quot. quasi-concr. something frag-

mentary.
1653 J Hall Paradoxes 53 All pleasures here are but

petty frustillations

t Fm/strable, a Obs rare [ad late L
frusti dbihs, i frustrdri see l rostrate 0]
Capable of being frustrated 01 rendered ineffectual.

*674 Hickman Ouinquart H1st (ed a) 176 The Domini-
cans, from whom it is likely he got nothing agreeable to the

Jesuits notion of respective Decrees, and frustrable grace

*677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv 404 The Divine Wil is univer-

sally efficacious, insuperable nor impedible and frustrable

in any manner

t Frustra’ueous, a. Obs. Also 7 erron.

frustaneous [f L. type *frustrane-us (f frustrd

mvain)+-ous Cf It andSp frustraneo ] Vam,
useless, ineffectual, unprofitable.

<2x643 J Shuts fudgem <§• Mercy (1643) 4 Though hee

saw how frustramous [«e] and empty all his intendments

and purposes were 1649 Milton Eikon. 33 A most insuffi-

cient and frustraneous meanes 1633 Gauden Hicrasp 74
Frustaneous and vain desires 1665 G Harvey Advice agst

Plague 25 This, if frustraneous, is fortified with Diascord

or Laud Op aijn Ken Hymns Festiv Poet Wks 1721

I. 317 Their real Substance to evade, And have their Force

frustraneous made X780 J Howie Faitlif Contend Pref

10 It were frustraneous to insist upon a portrait of that here

Hence f Frustra neously adv ,
vainly.

1689 G. Harvey Curing Dts by Expect 2 From which

the Patient day by day frustraneously expecting reltef

Frustrate (frw str^t), pa. pple. and ppl a

arch Forms 5-7 frustrat, (6 frustraite), 5-frus-

trate. [ad. L fi ustrat-us, pa pple. offrustrdri,

frustrare : see next.] Equivalent to the later

Frustrated
f A . fa pile In various senses of the vb. Obs.

In recent archaistlc use the word is prob viewed by the

writers as adj , see the examples under B
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 100 So the abbot frustrat

went home sory 1471 Ripley Comp Alch v in Ashm
(1652) 148 That thy labor therfore be not frustrate 1500-20

Dunbar Poems xxxv 40 Sleipand and walkand wes frustrat

my desyr 1504 Atkynson tr De Imitations hi 111 197

They be ofte frustrate of that that they truste vpon *5*8

Gardiner in Pocock Rec Ref. I 1 103 Lhe said Com-
mission might he frustrate and letted 1529 More Dyaloge

III Wks 236/1 Because the cumming together of the Lordes

from Grenewiche shoulde not hee frustrate. 1540-x ELYor

Image Gov 24 Noble Germamcus, who shoulde have

succeded Tiberius in the eropyre, if the treason of Fiso

hadde not frustrate the truste of the People *555 Eden
Decades 66 Beinge thus frustrate of the increase of theyr

seedes 1606 Shaks Ant $ Cl v 1 a Go to him, Dolla-

bella, bid him yeeld, Being so frustrate, tell him, He niockes

the pawses that he makes 164a Milton Apol Smect ( I®5*)

270 He who would not be frustrate of his hope to write well

hereafter w laudable things, ought him selfe to be a true

Poem <1x693 Urquhart Rabelais 111 Prol 13 He was

altogether frustrate and disappointed,
,

B ppl a.

1 a. Bereft or deprived of, or of the chance of ;

destitute of Obs exc. arch Cf. Fr frusiri

*576 Fleming Panopl Epist 3 Death leaveth the body

frustrate of feeling 1387 A Day Daphuis k Chlor
,
Frus-

trate was his body of garments 1602 Fulbecke i« Pi

Parall Intiod 1 Such a profitable thing should [not] be

altogether fiustrate of attempt, howsoeuer voide of effect

1616 J Haig in J Russell Haigs vi (1881)140, 1 am frustrat

of money, so that I cannot come to Newmarket myself

1632 Lithgow Trav iv 149 Returne againe from whence

they came frustrate of power, and robbed of obedience

1868 Browning Ring <$• Bk, iv 141 The face Of Pietro

frustrate of its ancient cheer 1878 — La Saisias 364 At

what moment did I so advance Near to knowledge as when

frusti ate of escape from ignorance

•| lo Balked, disappointed of Obs

1363 Homilies 11 Sacrament 11 (1839) 439 That the same

mo->t mercifull worke might not be frustrate of his end

and purpose 1673 Hobbes Odyssey x 412 But of that

intent I was made frustrate by the Company 1703 A. B
Law Success Benefices 34 The great Work becomes

frustrate of its End , ,

2 Failing of effect
;

ineffectual, fruitless, un-

availing, useless. ? Obs

1529 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 144/i And finally, then wer

these wordes frustrate where he said Lo, I am wfc you al

\<> dayes to y° worldes ende x6oo Matdes Metam vn 1 in

Bullen O PI l 131 We wish you tofoibeare this frustrate

*mone. 1631 Stanley Poems 34And doth relate H is frustrate

sport 1713-20 Pope Iliad v 237 Some guardian oF the

skies, Involved in cloudb turns unseen the frustrate

away 1783 Martyn Rousseau's Bot x (1794) I03 The

florets of the ray at e imperfect, and therefoie abortive or

frustrate 1847 R W Hamilton Dtsq. Sabbath 1 (1848)20

Else were creation a frustrate thing.

f b Of a legal document, enactment, or pro-

ceeding: Invalid, null, unavailing. Obs.

1497 Bp. Alcock Mans Perfect. Cnj, Without they be

FRUSTRATE
kept in dewe obedyence ben voyde & frustrate, c *555

Harpsfield Divorce Hen VIII (Camden) 46 Whether all

marriages made against that prohibition were void and

frustrate it is not very certain xS9° Swinburne Testa-

ments 263 The later testament doth make frustrate the

foimer. 1638 Sir R Cotton Abstr. Rec Tower 6 Thus
the Parliament continued untill the King was out of debt,

making frustrate the grant 1664 Flodden F 1 6 Lhe
league therefore and peace is vam And frustrate

8 . Of a desire, nope, purpose, etc . Balked, de-

feated, disappointed, futue.

1588 Q Eliz in Ellis Ong Lett Ser n III 138 That
purposse which we doubte not but by godes goodnes, shall

prove frustrate. 1647 May Hist Pari ir v 91 Though
that expectation were made frustrate by the Earl of War-
wick 1700 Dryden Fables

,
Meleager Atalanta 164 And

multitude makes frustrate the design 1740 Somerville
Hobbutol hi 348 His frustrate Hopes, and unavailing Pains

1863 I Williams Baptistery 11 xxiv (1874) 93 Men m
their frustrate longings still again The weary round of

earthly things pursue * 1876 Farrar Marlb Serin xxxix.

393 To all ofyoupam must come and many frustrate hopes,

f 4. Idle, vam, purposeless. Obs.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix 107, I knaw me vicious, Lord,

and right culpable Of frustrat spetking in court, in kirk,

and table 1529 More Com/ agst Tnb 1 Wks 1143/x So
weie it vndoutedlye frustrate to lave spintuall causes of

coumforte, to hym that hath no faythe 1535 Act 27

Hen VIII

,

c 3 Without frustrate or wilful delay.

Hence f Frrrstrately adv
,
m vain

163a Vicars VirgilsVEneid xi 812 Great Tuscane dames,

as she their towns past by, Wisht her their daughter in law,

but frustrately

Frustrate (fr»-stre<t), v. Pa. pple. 6- frus-

trated , 5
-
7 , 9 arch, (see Frustratepple ) [f L.

frustrat-'ppl stem of frustian to disappoint, f.

frustra in vain. Cf. Fr frustrer]

1 trans To balk, disappoint (a person).

1447, 1606 [see Frustrate pa pple ] 1663 Wood Life

(OH S) I 50Q_ And soe they were fiustrated m their

desi

goo
tion xui^y jninuo wi/ra<#»K» **»» —*"• — — y"
in life 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan Der iv xxvm, Gwendolen
he would certainly not have been sorry to frustrate a little,

b Const of (a desired object) Now rare

1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Matt vi. They frus-

trate and defeact themselues of that blessed rewarde,

whiche [etc ] 157* Hanmer Citron Irel (1633) 119 Being

frustrated of your long desired presence and promises

1697 Damfier Voy. I 11 17 Being frustrated of getting over

the River this way, we lookt about for a Tree to fell across

the River. *754 Edwards Fieed Wilt 11 xi 115 God,

after he had made the World, was liable to be wholly frus-

trated of His End in the Creation of it 1865 PallMall
G 30 Dec 1 Frustrating them. [Americans] of what they

consider their ‘ destiny*.

2 To deprive of effect, render ineffectual, to

neutralize, counteract (an effort or effect).

1471 [see Frustrate pa. pple ]. 1553 Eden Treat. Neive

Ind (Arb ) 14 To bewray poisons and to fiustrate th[e] op-

peracion theroF. 16x3 Purchss Pilgrimage (1614) 762 They
are heartlesse, if they see defence to frustrate their arrowes

1671 J Webster Metallogr vi 108 Yet they not lying near

enough the superficies of the earth, may frustrate its effects

1703 J Barrett Analecta 30 Is not such a Course likely

to frustrate to them all means of Conversion? 1841 Elphin-

stone Hist Ind II 23 He endeavoured to frustrate the

effects of it by imposing many humiliating ceremonies on

Bakarra Khdn 1875 Scrivener Led. TextN Test 9 The
worst effects of the enemy’s malice were frustrated.

b To make null and void ,
to annul, abrogate

(a law, etc.); to do away with (a right). Now
somewhat rare.

1528 [see Frustrate pa pple,} x6ox R Johnson Kmgd
<5 Commiv (1603) 67 The Ordinances of these diets cannot

bee frustrated, but by another diet x66o R Coke Power
a. Subj 205 Nor [ought] the Laws and Statutes of this

Realm [to be] by him frustrated. <11848 R W. Hamilton

Rew <5- Pumshm, vi (1853) 239 A moral system is not frus-

trated, so long as it can enforce its sanctions 1852 Sir W,
Hamilton Discuss. 411 The fellows frustrated the common
right of graduates to the Office of Tutor

8 To render vain
,
to balk, disappoint (a hope,

expectation, etc ) ,
to baffle, defeat, foil (a design,

purpose, etc). (The current use.) Also, +to

prevent the fulfilment of (a prophecy).

1500-20, 1540-1 [see Frustrate pa. pple ] 1605 Shaks
Lear iv vi 64 *Twasyet some comfoit When misery could

beguile the Tyrants rage And frustrate his proud will.

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 116 Julian. .sent for worke-

men from all places, thinking to frustrate Christs prophecie

concerning tne Temple 1700 S. L tr Frykes Voy M
Ind. 17 But our hopes were strangely frustrated * for we
quite lost our course 1732 Lediard Sethes II ix 339 He
was thoughtful of frustrating Anteus S unjust design.

1769 Blackstone Comm IV 14 The innocent has a chance

to fiustrate or avoid the villany *809 Roland Fencing 67

You have the power frequently to frustrate your adversary s

intended motion 1844 H H Wilson Brit India II. 155

Sastn'b enemies . had come from Baroda to frustrate his

negotiation 1858 Buckle Cmnliz (1873) II vni 54° His

plan was frustrated, owing to its premature announcement

by his friends in Paris, ...
Hence Fru stratlngf^/ sb. Also fFru strater,

one who frustrates

1640 G. Watts tr Bacon's Adv Learn, vi 298 The frus-

trating of that vaine conceit makes it seem longer than the

truth X648Eikon Bos. v. 31 Let thy grace teach Mee wisely

to enjoie as well the frustrateings, as the fulfilhngs of My
best hopes. <2x665 Digby Prw. Mem (1827) 117 To con-

tinue too long m such a school is a frustrating of the intent

of it 1676 Packet Adv Men ofShaftesbury 39 Continual

Frustrater of the Parliamentary Constitution x68x Baxtfr
Anno. Dodvoell 149,

1

wouldhave endeavoured to avoid the
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common frustrates of Disputes 1843 Lytton Last Bar
iv i, I shall know how to advise Edward to the frustrating

all your schemes

Frustrated (fro stilted), ppl a. [f. Frus-
trate v. In senses of the vb.

;
disap-

pointed, balked, etc

1641 J SmiTi Sarah if IIagar (1649) 155 A frustrated
name is an hainoiib crime x66x Boyli Style of Script,

48 Our By-atqutsts do richly recompense our frustrated
(or rathei unsucceeding) pains. *799 R Wahm.ii Walk
West. Counties (1800) 143 The two ravens returned to

accomplish their frustrated pinpose 1828 Carlyle Misc
(1857) I. 128 With a frustrated, nay terrified aspect, 1834
Hmirson Lett fy Soc, Awts, Comic Whs (Bohn) III 304
The frustrated expectation in the intellect is comedy
1866 G10 lit iotF ffolt xxiv,Now he felt weary, frustrated
and doubtful of his own temper 1877 Daily News 5 Nov
5/2 There must surely be a good many frustrated careers.

Frustration (frostr^-Jan). [ad L fmstra-
tion-em

, n of action f. frustrdrl to Frustrate;.]
The action offrustrating; disappointment; defeat;

an instance of this.

c 1553 Hahi'SI illd Divorce Hen VIII (Camden) 184 That
he should with crafty secret frustrations dally with lnm.
1598 Hakluyt Voy I 175 The peipetuall frustration and
I cuocation of the foi esayd piiuiledgcs 1646 Sir T llnowNr
Pseud Bp. in xu, 133 'This wue . a frustration of lh.it

seminall power committed to animalls at the ci cation *676
SouTH.SVr//r, (1823) 1 247Theauthors .having missed oftheir
mighty aims, are fam to ietre.it with frustration and a baffle

1776 G. IIokni Comm Ps hnn 46 The fiustiation of
the divine counsels concerning man 1852 Guoi n Greece
II Ixxvn X. tor note. Aristeides ascribes the frustration of
this attack to the valour of two Athenian generals 1863
Gno Eliot Romola 1, 11, He thrust his hand into a ptnse
. and exploied it again and again with a look of frustiation.

1884 Law Rep 12 Q. Bench I)iv 548 There may be cases
of acts absolutely inconsistent with, and amounting to an
entne fiustration of the mam object of the deed.

Frustrative (fro’slraliv), a. 7 ate [f. L.fnts-
trdt- (see Frustratev ) + -rve. Cf. OF./rush atif]
Tending to frustrate, balk, or defeat; disappointing.
1730 m Bailey (folio). 1733 111 Johnson 1839 L. Blan-

chard in New Monthly Mag. LVII. 418 The exposition.,
would have been utterly frustrative of its intention

t Fru'stratory, a Obs . Also 5 frustratoire,
6

-

7 frust(r)afcorie, (6 frustatery, frustratane,

7

-

8 frustatory). [ad OF frustratou e and late L.

frustrdtoruis, ffrustrdrito Frustrate.] Tending
to frustrate, balk, defeat, or make void. In early use
also : Resulting m disappointment, disappointing.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxu 78 Many goynges & com-

ynges were there made of the sayd anne that fynably
were all frustratone. 1329 Act 21 Hen. VIII

,

c 3 With
convenyent spede without nny fiustratory delay. 139a
Conspn Pretended Ref. 60Then would he by frustratone
kindes of answeres goe about to put off such lnteriogatories
1630 Gentilis tr Malvezzts Considirat. 144 If this be not
true, that was frustratory, and of no availment to Socrates
1681 Hickdringill Vuid Naked Truth n 26 Without
Frustatory Delay *726 Aylhte Parergon 73 Dartolus
restrains this to a Frustatory Appeal.

Frustule (fra stiwl). [a. F.frustule, ad. lale

L. frustultm
,
dim. of Frustum ] The siliceous

Iwo-valved shell of a diatom, with its contents
1837 Berkeley Cryptoe Bet § 103. 130 The frustules which

are long and slender, slip over each other, yet so as always
to adhere, 1867 J Hogg Mtcrosc. 11. i 278 Each frustule
is however a perfect unicellular plant. 1876 Pagt Adv.
lext-bk Geol in, 67 Diatomaceae. whose frustules arc
also of silex

Frustulent (fro stMent), a [ad. 'L.fmstu-
Untus, f Frustum.] Full of small pieces.
1636-81 in Blount Glossogr, Hence in later Diets
Frustulose (fro surfing), a. Sot. [f. L.

frustulum + -ose
] (See quot.)

1866 Treas, Bot., Frustulose
,
consisting ofsmall fragments.

x88o in Gray Struct. Bot 412/2.

II Fru'stulum. Obs. PI frustula. {L,frus-
tultm small piece.] a A fragment, an atom,
b. Math A small fiustum.
X700 S Parker 6 Philos Ess. 109 Nor yet could each

such Frustulum have been so modify'd and temper'd as we
find.unless by the same, 1783 Herschel m Phil Trans,
LXXV. 241 Suppose a rectangular cone cut into frustula
by planes perpendicular to the axis

Frustum (fro stem) PI -a, -urns. Alsoerron.
7-9 frustrum. [a. L. frustum piece bioken off]

1.

Math The poition of a regular solid left after

cutting off the upper part by a plane parallel to the
base, or the portion intercepted between two planes,
either parallel or inclined to each other.
1638 Sir T Browne Gard, Cyrus 111 57 In the parts

thereof [plants] we finde frustums of Archimedes. 1669
Phil. Trans IV. 960 The Axis of a Pyramid . and of
a Figiue of different Bases, which he calls a Frustrum of
aPrisme 1706 W. Jones Syn Palmar Matheseos 265 The
..Frustrums of Spheres, cut by parallel Planes, are equal to
the corresponding Surfaces of the Sphere’s Circumscr.
Cylinder 1779 Forrest Voy N Guinea 49 We could see
within the straits a hill with a flat top, like what is called
the frustum ofa cone x8iz-6 Playtair Nat Phil 11 291
This proposition is easily proved of pyramids, and frusta
of pyramids, of which the solid angle is indefinitely pm ail

x8a8 J M Spearman Brit Gunner (ed, 2) 378 The differ-
ence between the two piles thus found will be the number
in the frustum or incomplete pile x86o Maury Phys,
Geog. Sea iv, § 2x8 We may .liken this belt of winds winch
encircles the earth., to the frustum of a hollow cone,

b. Applied to the sections ofthe shaft ofacolumn
1833 Willis Pencillings II x] 23 We were directed to U

by thirteen or fourteen flustra of enormous columns 1830
Lpuch tr Multu '1 Anc Art & 286 316 A truncated pillar,

or fiustum of a column

2 gen, A portion or fragment of anything
material or immaterial uu e,

1721 Baiily, Frustum, a Fiagmcnt, a broken Piece
<2x733 R North Ex amen 111 vm (1710) 624 This Frustum
of a label is grafted into his pious History 1812 Chadisi,
T in Vo sc vu Wks 1834 IV 288 She minced the sanguine
flesh in frustrums fine 18x2 Knox & Juiu Loir II 94
What I would depiecate is, putting into people’s hands the
frusta of a system

Frutage, obs fonn of Fruitage
Finite, vai. of Froud, Obs

,

fiog, toad

Frutescence (frwtc sens), [f.next* sec -icnce ]
Shrubbiness
x88a N V Tubiene 28 June, The tnilicr this is done

after the lust appealancc of fiutesccnce the belter

Frutescent (frate stint), a Bot [Incorrectly

f Frut-ex + -iscENT. The correct form would be

*ft uldescent,] Becoming shrubby; having the
appearance or habit of a shrub
1709 Phil Traus XXVI 469 Oui Frutescent Herbs,

such as Lavenders, Abrotonuins, Rue, Tymc 1773 Masson
ibid LXVI. 288 Evcrgieen shrubs, both fiutcsccnt and
succulent x8ox Barrow Intenor S AJiua I 1 a6 'I he
frutescent 01 shrubby plants Ibid 38 A tali, elegant, fi mt-
escent [r/c] plant 1830 Lindlly Nut Syst Hot 183 Steins
..in the frutescent species leafy. 1839 U F Hun roN
Afr in Jrul Gtog Sec XXIX xjz The fruitcscunt [11c]

produce of the mountains

Frutex (fru teks). Bot In 7 pi. frutexes.
[a. 1 ..fiutex.] A plant having a woody stem, but
smaller than a tree ; a shrub
1664 Evliyn Sylvn (1776) 67 What is meant by trees,

fiuteses, Ac 1727 in Bah i y II. x88o 111 Guay Sir net, Bot.

tFru'tical, a Obs [f L.ftnfu- Frutex +
”Ai>.] Having the natuie of a shrub, shrubby.
*597 Glraudi Herbalm \iv 1 129 T hisshruhbie or fiuticall

plant 1657 Tomlinson Reno it's Disp 39O ‘Ihe ferulaceous
Plants can scarce bo called fiuticall

t Fru'ticant, a Obs.-1 [ad. L frutuant-cm
pi. pple of fruticaie to sprout] Putting forth

shoots, sprouting Also + Fru’ticate v, Obs—'-
intr. To shoot, sprout. ] Prutica’tion. Obs.—°
[L frutieShon-em ] (See quot

)

1656 Blount Glossogr , Fr utiuition, sprouting out ofyoung
sprigs, a spiingmg foith 1657 Tomlinson Rt nou’s I)isp
148 In which boyl, many of the same kind fruticate 1664
Evllyn Sylva (1679) 2 3 best [tiees] we shall divide into
the greater and more deciduous, fruticant, and shrubby
1740 Tun huppl ItoiSc-hoiugzCio'l lie other Fields., being
planted late, could not be lio’d till after the tune of Frutica-
tion (1 e Tillering) was past

t Fruti’ceous, a. Obs. [f. L./> uiic- Frutex
+ -1 oua ] Shrubby, bushy,
<11682 Sir T. Bkownl Iracts 34 Of a low and fruttceous

growth

Fruticose (fr« tiko«’s), a Aral Hist Also 9
a ron fructicose. [ad. L. friUuds-us, f. frutit -

Prutex.]
1. Of the nature of a shrub ;

having woody stalks.
x668 Wilkins Real Char. 11 iv § 4 81 Fiuticose, having

stalks of a hard woody consistence 1721 Bailey, I<ru-
licose talks, stalks of a hard woody .Substance 1870
Hooker Stud Flora 120 1 he fruticose Rubi 1882 Vini s
Sachs' Bot 475 The main shoots may climb, or may
form the stems of arborescent and fruticose plants

2. Resembling a shrub in external appearance

;

said, e.g, of certain minerals, zoophytes, and lichens.
X805-X7 R Jameson Char Min (ed. 3) 95 The whole

when viewed from above has a fructicose aspect, not unlike
the appearance of cauliflower. 1846 Dana Zooph (1848)
432 The mode of growth . arboiescent, and clustered (fru-
ticose) 1837 Berulley Cryptog Bot. § 36 70 The species
which are most fiuticose in habit consist of a single cell

1882 Vines Sacks' Bot 319 The Fruticose Lichens are
attached only at one spot and with a nairow base, and rise
from it m the form of small much-branched shiubs

Fruticous (fr/7 tikos), a. rare— 0
, [f. L fru-

tic-em Frutex + -ous ] = prec.
1828 in Webster. Hence in mod Diets.

Fruticulose (fr«ti hiz71<?u-s), a [as if ad. L
*fruticulos-m

)
f *fruiicu/-us

}
dim. of Frutex.]

Resembling a small shrub. Also m comb, form
Fruticulo*so-.
1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 331 In the fruticulose or

foliaceous species [of Lichens] the medulla is distinctly
floccose. 1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 61 1 Carnose Alcyomda.,
fruticuloso-ramose

Fru'tify, v. nonce-wd. A comic blunder at-
tributed to an illiterate person

; the word meant is

notify, which is confused with,fructify
1396 Shahs Merck V n 11 142 The Jew haumg done me

wrong, doth cause me as my Father being I hope an old
man shall frutifie unto you
Fruycion, -ssyon, -tion, obs ff. Fruition.

t Fruz, sb. [onomatopoeic; cf. Friz, Fuzz :

see also Frowze j A collection of short and small
branches, producing a frizzy appearance
1693 Evelyn De la Quint Compl Gard II 33 The

Second cut all those Branches within thiee or four Eyes, or
Buds, and by that means occasion abundance of Frur

Fruz, z>. Obs exc. dial. [Cf. piec ] trans. To
spread out (hair) m a frizzy mass

; to ruffle, rumple.
(Cf Furze v.) Hence Frnzzed ppl a.
1705 Rowe Biter r 1, She has as much black Hair fruz’d

out as any Toast of ’em all 1713 Loud Gas. No
Short fruz’d bi own I Ian 1873 Vorksh Mag MayN IV. Line Crlas s v ) He could smooth the place
and fru/z it up fiom beneath so deftly, that no one
tell that any hay had been taken 1889 N W Line
/<? its, to rub the hau the wrong way on, to entangle.

Fry proi', sb 1 Also 7 irey [a. ON.’fn6
f/ui,fr,v neut

, seed = Goih. frai-w seed, offspring
Cl. ON fno-i, fiM-r adj

,
feiUle, The F frai

masc
,
used in sense 3 ,

is believed to be unconnected 1
1. Offspang, progeny, seed, young (of human

beings), a man’s olnldien or family; rarely, a
child. Now obs. exc as tiansf. fiom sense 3 .

’

ci375 Sc. Leg Saint t, George 867 Fourty thousand
wane to pe fay, outakme wtmene & 311115 fry cis6a
Towncley Myst (Suitees) 24 Dens Noe, to the and to thi
fry My hlyssyng graunt*! 1308 Dunhar Tua marnt
H'CI/ILH 403, 1 maid bot fulls of the fry of his first wif
1364-78 Builiyn Dial, agst Pest (1888) 13 Comnmunde
your folkcs to depaite out of the chambu and youryonge
fne also 160S Siiaks Mach iv 11 83 What you Egge?
Yong fry of Tieathciy. 162a Quarlis Sion's Elegies \ 3Thy tuidei file Whom childhood taught no language, but
their cue T‘ expresse then infant gnefe.

"

2. The ion (of a female fish)

c X430 Two Cooker v-bks 1 16 Take fayre Frye of Pyke
and caste it raw on a mortet a 1440 Anc Cookery in
Househ Grd (1790) 469 'lake frye of female pike, and pille
away the skyn [1869 Lonsdale Gloss

,
To shoot onCs fry,

to make a last cffoit without success Dcnved from the
analogy of a female herring, who having shot her fly, has
done .til she can do in the couisc of natuie ]

3. Young fishes just produced from the spawn

;

spec, the young of salmon m the second year, more
fully salmonfry
1389 Act 13 Rich II, c 19 § 1 Stalkers .

.
pai les quelles

le fue ou brood des salmons lauinpreis pourra estre pns
1462 Mann 4- Househ hxp (Ro\b ) 362 Grcte carpes and
many oare smale and myche ffrye CX475 Rauf Coityar
682 Fyne foullis in Fynli, and Fischis with fry. 1331-2 Act
23 Hen VIII, c 18 liroodc and fne of fisshe in tne saide
nuer be commonly darby distroied. 1363 J Sparice m
Hawkins' Voy (1878161 An innumerable yongc fne of these
flying fishes 1633 Swan Spec. M v § a (1643) 141 The
force of winds may suddenly swtep away little frey out of
ponds 1677 Johnson in Ray’s Corr (1848) 128 In
Cumberland, tla [salmon] fishers have four distinctions of
> early growth (aftu the first summet, when they call them
free, or frie, as we smowts, or smelts) young fry of other
fishes 1766 Pi nnant Pool (17761 III 297 They feed ..

sometimes on their own fry 1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon
(18x3) 75 The young salmon fry, or gravellcrs x86x Act
24 .)• 25 Vid. c 109 ii 4 Fish of the genus salmon, whether
known by the names salmon .burntail, fry, samlet, [etc]

b. Applied to the young of othei creatures pro-
duced m very large numbers, e.g bees, frogs

1577 B Gooci. Her csbach’s IInsb (1586)903 Combs which
contain the young spawn or fry of the Bees 1609 C Butli-r
Bun. Mon (1634) 135 The Bees, specially the young fry
(bung loaded and wtary with thur labour) are beaten
down 1622 Massinci r Vtrg Mart 11 Ii, A bed of snakes

whose poisonous spawn Ingenders such a fry of speckled
villainies 1784 CowriR 7 ask 11 832 A race obscene,
Spawned in the muddy beds of Nile And the land stank—
so numerous was the fry *854 Woodward Mollusca (1836)
10 1 he fry of the aquatic races are almost as different from
their parents as the caterpillar from the butterfly.

C. Jig
x6oo Hevwood 1st Pi Edw IV (1613) Cij a, This hedge-

bred rascall this filthy fry of ditches, A vengeance take you
all. 1607 H11 ron Ivks. I 442 They come from the sea of

Rome to beget a new spawne and frie of catholikes. 16x3
Pc licitas Pilgrimage (1614) 459 The Sunne together with
his frie (whole armies of Gnats) x8o6 Surr Waiter in
Loud, (ed 3) II. 199 It was reserved for the present day to

bring forth a fry of young critic imps.

4. Hence, as a collective term for young or in-

significant beings , now chiefly m phrase lesser,

small ox youngfry a. The smaller kinds of fish,

or other animals
1666 Dryden Ann Miralr 8x1 The huge Leviathans

attend their prey And give no chase, but swallow m the frie

1674 Pun tyn in Fhitman's Poems 2/2 Let your eye
Wander, and see one of the lesser frie Ruffle his painted
feathers, and look big. 1674 N CoxGnitl Recreat 1.(1677)

56 Wc bring out not onely Pike and Carp, but lesser Fry
1697 Dam i'ilii Voy I xvi 465 This small Fry I take to be
the top of their Fishery they have no Instruments to catch

great Fish 17x8 Prior Knowledge 108 Of fishes next From
the small fry that glide on Jordan's stream To that

Leviathan. 1843 Darwin Voy Nat. vu (1879) 137 A lake

which swarmed with small fry 1873 G C Davies
Mount <)• Mere \ui 101 One of the small fry is hopping
about on the grass

b Young or insignificant persons (collectively

or in a body)
,
a * swarm *

or crowd of sucb persons
a 1577 Gascoignl Herbs, Weeds, etc Wks (1587) 303 To

make their come a net to catch yong frie 1590 Spenser
F Q v xu 7 Them before, the fiy of children yong did

play 1607 Blaum & Ft. Woman-Hater 111 111, The whole
frie in a Colledge, or an Inn of Couit 1641 Miiton Prel
Eptsc 2 To that indigested heap, and fue of Authors. 1689

Swift Ode to Temple Wks 1753 IV 1 242 As in a theatre

the ignotantfry, Because the coids escape their eye, Wonder
to see the motions fly 1738 Birch Milton M 's Wks 1738
I 27 A public School to teach all the young Fry of a Parish

1799 Morn Post in Spirit Pnbl frnls (1800) III 122 The
fresh fry so constantly emerging from the scholastic trammels
of Eton 1832 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C ix, Mrs Bird
followed by the two eldest boys, the smaller fry having by
this time been safely disposed of in bed 2878-82 C Fleet
Ancestors m Sussex Ser 1. 122 Chambermaids, and all the

fry who feed on the little weaknesses of humanity, 1883

J Payn Talk of Town II 99 Compared with [Sheridan], all

other managers were small fry.

5171/4
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c of inanimate things

1587 Mtrr Mag ,
Bladud xvi, An heape of hurtes a fry

of foule decayes 1650 tr Hotham's Introd, lent Philos
Pref , Few have attained its height in this last fne of books
1652-62 Heylin Cosmogr m (1682) 220 South of Japan,
lyeth a great fry of Islands a 1797 H Waltole (Ogilvie),

We have burned two frigates, and a hundred and twenty
small fry 1859 Jkphson Bnttany iv 38 Having sold his

eggs, rags, and other small fry. 1861 Sat Rev 7 Dec 591
The smaller fry of Christmas Books.

Hence Fry hood, the state of being ‘ fry \
1884 Longm Mag III 531 An abdominal pouch, where

they [the eggs] are..nourished during their early fryhood

Pry (frai), sb 2 [f. Fry v.1]
fl Excessive heat. Obs rare ~* 1

.

1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 187 Their colour is blacke
(living in the scorching fne of the Torrid Zone)

2 h ood cooked in a frying-pan
; fried meat

1639 Mayne City Match in 11, This came from The Indies,

and eats five Crownes a day in frye, Oxe livers, and biowne
past *848 Dickens Dombey xvm, Cook promises a little fry

for supper 011850 Rossetti Dante ij- Circ 1 (1874) 226,

I get my dinner, you your supper, free , And, if I bite the

fat, you suck the fry

b. dial Applied locally to various internal

paits of animals, usually eaten fned
1847-78 Halliwell, Fry, the pluck ofa calf North 1877

Holderness Gloss , -Fry, the viscera of a pig, or other animal,
generally cooked m a frying-pan 1879 Cumbld Gloss .

Fry, pig’s liver ' Mudder sent us a fry o’t’ killin’ day
1888 Elworthy W Somerset Word bk s v

,
The products

of lambs’ castration are called lamb’s fries 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross no A dish of lamb’s fry reposing among its

parsley

+ Fry, *A 3 Obs rare- 1
. [?cf. Fly^ 2

5 d.] ‘A
kind of sieve’ (J )
1707 Mortimer Husb 270 He dresseth the Dust from it

[Malt], by running it thro’ a Fan or Fne
Pry (frai), v 1 Inflected fried, frying [a. F.

fn-re (
= Pr. fnr, Sp. freir, Pg fttgir, It.

fnggere) —L frigere to roast, fry, cogn with Gr.

<l>pvyfiv, Skr. bhrajj, of the same meaning ]
1 ti ans To cook (food) with fatm a shallow pan

over the fire

c 1290 [see Frying vbl sb ] 1340 Ayenb in pet like bread
wes ymad of oure do3e and yfryd ine Jie panne of he

crouche 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvm 1 (1495) 747
Flesche of hestys is sometyme rostyd and somtyme fryed.
c 1420 Ltber Cocorum (1862) 21 Take onyons and Frye hom
in grece 1486 Bk. St. Albaits Cuj a, Take a blacke snake
and fry itm an erthyn potte 1530 Palsgr 158 Vitepdylle,

a fryeng pan to frye any meate in 1579 Langham Gard
Health (1633) 95 Frie it with sheeps suet, and apply it to

bruses 1769 Mrs Raffald Eng Housekpr (1778) 71
A very good way to fry Beef Steaks, 1805 Med Jrnl. XIV
65 The tender leaves are very commonly fried with other
herbs 1875 Mary Jewel Model Cookery 21/1 Frying being
actually boiling in fat instead of watei

b. Phrases : Fry your eggs . mind your own
business. To have otherfish tofry (see Fish sb. 4 c).

1841 James Brigand 11, Fry your eggs, Gandelot, and leave
other people to fry theirs 1864 N. 4- Q 3rd Ser VI 495/1
Cornish Proverbs . Fry me for a fool and you’ll lose your
fet m frying.

2. transf. and Jig. + a. trans. To torture (a

person) by fire ; to bum or scorch (anything) with
effects analogous to those of frying, sometimes
hyperbohcally

,

of the heat of the sun, etc. Obs
1382 Wvclif Jer xxix 22 As Achab whom fnede [Vulg

frixit] the king of Babiloyne c 1440 Jacob's Well 1E E T S )

ii pou schalt be rostyd and fryed m J>e fyir of helle 1 c 1526
Frith Disput Purgat (1829) 112 He will not fry us in the
fire of purgatory for our sins 1588 A King tr Camsms'
Catech. Prayers 27 My banes as it ver in ane frj ing panne
ar fried. 1628 Wither Bnt Rememb vm. 2700 When we
were boyld and fryde, m blood and fire. 1695 Blackmorb
Pr Arth. iv. 925 Raging Sinus fnes the thirsty Land 1697
Dryden AEnetd vn, 644 So when with crackling Flames a
Cauldron fries, The bubbling Waters from the Bottom rise.

+b. Tofry afaggotx see Faggot sb 2 Obs
1563-87 Foxe A $ M. (1684) III 124 Master Hooper

said . . must we two take this matter in hand, and begin to

frie these faggots 1577-87 Holinshfd Citron III. 946/2
A gieat mame of them, .had died for it m Smithfield, in

frieng a faggot

3. mtr To undergo the operation of cooking
with fat in a pan rare m lit sense Tofry tn
one's own grease (also + in passive)

• otigmally

transf

,

said e.g of persons burning alive, andfig
to be tormented by one’s own passions

,
now only,

to suffer the consequences of one’s own folly.

13 Coer de L 4409 Beter it is that we out renne, Thenne
as wrehches in house to brenne, And frye inne oure owne
gres ' c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol 487 In his owene grece
I made him frye For angre, and for verray Jalousye. a 1415
Lybg Temp. Glas (1891) 14 Thus is he fryed in his owene
gres, To-rent & torn with his owene rage, 1546J Hey-
wood Prov (1867) 37 She is as fierce as a Ljon of Cotsolde
She fryeth in hir owne grease. 1684 T Burnet Tit Earth
II 78 Let. the woods and forests blaze away, and the fat

soyl of the earth fry in its own grease
;
these things will

not affect us [the rocks and mountains],

4 transf. To undergo the action of fire or intense

heat, with effects resembling those of frying
;
to

frizzle, burn with a sputter or exudation of juices,

t Formerly often of persons tormented by fire;

also kyperbolically.

c 1526 Frith Disput Purgat (1829) 136 Thinkest thou to

be justified by frying in purgatory? 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform xii 117 Luke gif spur partie prydis yame in thair

spurring, Keipand the feildis, and fryis not m thair furring.

1583 Lyly Pref Ep in T Watson's Poems (Arb ) 29
A sworde fneth in the fire like a blacke ele 1596 Drayton
Legends 111 147 Fuell to that fire, Wherein He fry’d 1601
B Jonson Poetaster 1 i, Earth and seas in fire and flame
shall fry *647 Trapp Comm Matt yh 6 The Smiths
forge fries, when cold water is cast upon it. 1656 Cowley
Mistress, Incurable ii, As well might men who in a feaver

fry, Mathematique doubts debate. 1664 Waller Late War
Spain 84 Spices and Gums about them melting fry a 1711
Ken Imitat, Poet Wks. 1721 IV 529 Tho’ frying where
the Sun all Day Shoots perpendicular fierce Ray 1715
Bentley Serm. x 358 What Heart could bear that his dead
Father should fry in the flames of Purgatory’ 1886 A Win*
chell Walks <$ Talks Geol. Field 152 Caking-coals, when
ignited, seem to fry with an exudation of a fluid petroleum.

b. with advbs up, out expressing the result of

heating.
1630 May Lucan v 471 The metalls melted by the Sunne,

fiy’a vp 1694 Aec Late Voy, 11 (1711) 177 When the Fat
is well tryed or fryed out x8i6 Chron in Ann Reg 1

The heat of the stove made the rosin m the wood to fry out

e fg. Of a person To bum with strong passion

or emotion. Also ref. m same sense

1573 Satir Poems Reform xl 163 Thay fryit in furie

that ne schaipit quick 1583 Stanyhurst JEnets 1 (Arb

)

19 Thus she frying fretted, thus deepely plunged m anger
jEohan kmgdoom shee raught isgx Lyly Endyrn v 111,

In the moment that I feared hts falshood and fried myself
most m mine affections 1646 Sir R Fanshawe tr.

Guanno's Pastor Fido (1676) 192 The happiest Pair that
this day fry Under the torrid Zone of Love. 1648 Jos
Beaumont Psyche 1 ccxviii, Whether she walks, or sits, or
stands, or lies, Her wretched self still m her self she fnes.

1767 Bttbler I 97, 1 sat frying the whole time, from a con-
scious incapacity to please 2771 Smollett Humph. Cl
(1815) 62 My uncle, frying with vexation, cried, [etc ] 1842
T Martin in Fraser's Mag Dec XXVI. 652/2, 1 lay frying
with impatience to hear the clatter of cups.

f d. said of a feeling, passion, etc. Obs.

*563 B Googe Eglogs (Arb ) 83 Here fyre and flames by
Fancie framde, In brest doo broyle and frye 1581 T
Howell Denises (1879) *76 Thus loue at once doth frye,

freeze, ryse and fall a 1632 Fairfax (Ogilvie), What
kindling motions in their breasts do fry

t5. Of water; To be agitated, boil, seethe,

foam. Obs
1590 Spenser F, Q ii xii 45 Ye might have seene the

frothy billowes fry Vnder the ship 26(37 Dryden AEneid
vn 737 Thus, when a black-brow’d gust begins to rise,

White foam at frrst on the curl’d ocean fries.

+ b. To ferment, to seethe (in the stomach).
Of lime’ To slake. Obs.
1624 Capt Smith Vtigtnta nr ii 44 As much barley

boyled with waterfor a man a day, and this having fryed
some 26 weekes in the ships hold, contained as many
woimes as graines 1626 Bacon Sylva § 52 To keep the
Oyle from frying in the Stomach, you must drinke Milde
Beere after it 1647 Trapp Melhficimn Tkeol in Comm
Ep 619 Cast water upon this lime, it will fry the faster.

Hence Pry xng ppl a
1587 Turberv Trag T (1837) 128 Whose frying hartes

With Cupids coles did melte 1592 Greene Maimlha 11

Wks. (Grosart) II 175 So discontinuance should be of
sufficient force to quench out y« frying flames of loue.

Pry (frai), vA rare— 1
, [f. Fry sb i] intr. To

swarm.
1816 L Hunt Rimini 11 171 Plashy pools with rushes,

About whose sides the swarming insects fry, Opening with
noisome dm, as they go by,

+ Pryberry Obs rare— 1
. A raspberry.

C1532 Dewfs Introd Fr in Palsgr. 1073 Fruites, as
cheres,.straubens, fryberis [F framboises]
Pryce, obs form of Frieze sb 1

Fryer, frier (frai or) [f. Fhy v.i + -er 1-]

1. One who fries (fish) ; also a vessel used in fry-

ing (fish). More fullyfish-frier' see Fish sb 1 6 d.

1859 Sala Tvi round Clock (1861) 18 Offal [fish] is bought
only by the ‘ fryers ’ 1884 Health Exkib. Catal. p lvn/2
Four Laige Fish Flyers

2. pi Fish for frying
1851 Mayhew Loud Labour I 166 This supply is known

in the trade as 'friers', and consists of the overplus of

a fishmonger’s stock

Frying (frai irj), vbl sb [f Fry 0.1 + -eng 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Fry.
c 1290 JT Eng Leg. I 187/86 pat grece of him ern a brod *

ase Jzei it fnjnge were. X340 Ayenb 23 pis zenne is jie

dyeules panne of helle huermne he make)> his fninges.

*535 Coverdale i Citron, xxv 29 For the pannes, for yB

fryenge 1633 P Flftcher Contemnenti 2 Chill icie frosts

in midst of Summer's frying 1829 Marryat F Mildmay
ii, The frying ofbeef-steaks and onions 1840 Dickens Barn
Radge if, There stole upon him from the distant kitchen

a gentle sound offrying

2 attnb and Comb„ asfrying-piece. Frying-pan
1890 19th Cent Nov 838 The orderly corporal slices off

a frying piece and has it cooked for his breakfast.

Frying-pan. [f. Frying vbl. sb ]

1 A shallow pan, usually of iron, with a long
handle, m which food is fried.

1382 Wyclif x Chron xxm 2g Theprestis to the frymge
panne [Vulg adsartagmem] 1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R
xix. cxxvui (1495) 930 Sartago the fryenge panne hath that

name of the noys that is therm whan oyfe brennyth therin.

1481-90 HowardHouselt Bks (Roxb >129 Item, for afrying
panex d 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde nr m (1634)167
That that remaineth, fry it together in a Fryingpanne with
Suger. 1624 Catt Smith Virginia in. v. 58 For want of
nets we attempted to catch them [fish] with a frying pan.

1719 D’Urfey Pills (1872) V. 38 Frying-Pans they do use
for Ladles x8o6 Ctthna 2x8 Melt a piece of butter in

a frying-pan pour in the above preparation 1865 Living-
stone Zambesi xxvu 564 Which resembled the noise of
fifty fryingpans m active operation.

Jig 1602 Naf cissus (2893) 643 0 frieng panne of all fritters

of fraud x6x6-6x Holyday Persms (1673) 29® This hissing

frying-pan of speach

b Phrase {To jump, leap
,
eLc ) out of thefrying-

pan into thefire to escape from one evil only to

fall into a greater one
1532 More Confut Tindale Wks 488/2 [He] featly con-

uayed himself out of the frying panne fayre into the fyre

*546 J Heywood Prov # Epigr (1874) 126 Leape out of
the frying pan into the fyre; and change from il pame to

wmse 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1 vi, (16x4)32 Like,
the foolish fish that leapeth out of the frying pan into the
fire 1705 Hickeringill Pnest-cr 1 (1721) 32 Pnest-craft
got the Ascendant at Rome, and then Men were—out of
the Frying Pan mto the Fire 1890 Guardian x Oct 1507/3
If they thought they could get away from the State by dis-

establishment, they would find that they were jumping out
of the frying pan mto the fire

2. attnb and tomb., a-,frying-pan maker', fry-

ing-pan brand
(
Austi al),‘ a large brand used by

cattle-stealers to cover the owner’s brand’ (Morris)

;

frying-pan plate, ? a piece of tin-plate cut out to

be made mto a frying-pan
*686 Plot Staffoidsh ix 335 Nine fryingpan-plates being

commonly laid upon one another and claspt together by
turning up 4 Labells. Ibid 336 There are but two Master
Frymg-pau makers .in the whole Kingdom 1857 F De B
Cooper WildAdv Austral, 104 This person got mto some
trouble, .byusing a ' frying-pan brand

’

+Fry money. Obs ? -frith silver (see Frith
sb.1 b)

1530 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 115 Debts Rob ffar-

mer, and Jone Portyn wedowe, of fry mony iijh. vjr. vuj<f

Fryae, obs form of Frieze sb 1

Fryst, Fryae, obs. forms of First, Fbteze sbf
Fuage, var. of Feuage, Obs., hearth.-tax

1765 [see Fumage]
Fuants, var. of Fiants, Obs

1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat 1 (1677) 12 Of a Fox, the
Billitmg, and all other such Vermin, the Fuants

.Fub, var. of Fob v., to cheat, impose upon, put
'^deceitfully (in quot 1619, ? to reject with scorn)

xg97, 1602, 1647 [see Fob v 1619 FletcherM Thomas
II u, My letter fubb’d too, And no access without Imend my
manners 1 1639 Massinger Unnat Combat 111 1, Well,
I must not Be fubb’d off thus 1889 Stevenson Master of
B. 74 Our Albanian fubbed us off with a thousand delays

FuTbCb, fub(b)S. [onomatopoeic; suggested

byfull,
chub, etc ]

+ 1. A small chubby person. Chiefly used as a
term of endearment Obs.

2614 T. Freeman Rub Great Cast xliv, Caspia, that

same fowle deformed Fubs 1678 Otway Friendship tn F.
III l, So farewell Fubb 1681 — Soldier's Fort 1. 1, Dead,
my poor Fubses I 1685 Crowne Sir C Nice v 48 ’Tis he
that I told you is to marry my Indian Fubs of a Sister i6g4
Echard Plautus, Rudens 11 vm, Here’s the Water,my little

Fubs ye ' 1721 Bailey, Fub, as a fat Fub, a little plump
Child.

2 (See quots.)

1807 Public Char ,LcL Somerville 213 It is the custom in

Spain and adopted here with our Menno wool, to divide or
sort the fleece into three portions of different qualities,

namely mto rafinos, finos, and terceros ; or superfine, fine,

and fubs or refuse 1882 Lane. Gloss
,
Fub, long withered

grass on old pastures or meadows.

t Fu'bhery. Obs. rare. Cf. Fobbery. [f

Fob v. -f -EitY ] Cheating, deception
2604 Marston & Webster Malcontent 1 1, O heaven 1 0

fubbery, fubbery 1

t Fu’bhle, v Obs. tare- 1
, [onomatopoeic : cf.

fumble ] trans. ?To jumble {up').

1611 Cotgr., Entretauilli intangled, fubbled, confounded
Entretouiller

,

to mingle, intangle, confound, fubble vp
things together

Fu'b'by (f» bi), a iare [fFuBJ# + -Y1 Cf
Fobby.] = Fubsy
1790 J. Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 12 Th’ Idalian

urchin and his fubby crew 1815 Nichols Lit Anecd. 18tit

C IX 339 note. The Sculptors and Painters apply this

epithet to children, and say for instance of the boys of Fiam-
mengo, that they are fubby 1867 R S. Hawker Prose
Wks (1893) 144 A ruddy visaged widow fubby and inter-

jectional in figure

Fu’bsical, tare- 1
, [f Fubsy 4- -10 + -al.]

= Fubsy
1834 Beckford Italy II 51 A fubsical, squat wife.

Fubsy (f»bzi), a Also 8 fubsey, 9 fubzy
[f Fub(s4--y 1

.] Of the figure, limbs, etc. . Fat
and squat.

1780 Mad D'Arblay Diary Apr, Her daughter, a fubsy,

good-humoured, merry old maid 1826 J Wilson Nod.
Ambr. Wks 1855 I, 261 Fat and fubzy fellows of colleges

1829 Dk. Buckhm Pnv Diary III. vu 159 A fat, fubsy
foot, as unsentimental as could he. 1879 Sala Pans herself
again (1880) II iv. 57 She was a squat, fubsy little old woman
1895 Spectator 23 Nov 723 To hold and confess the opposite

opinion is to announce oneselfa fubsy Philistine.

transf 2837 Marryat Dog-fiend vm, He was cosily

seated upon the little fubsy sofa.

Fucaceous (fiwk^’jas), a [f. mod L fuedee-ss

(f. L films ' see Fucus) 4- -ous.] Of or belong-

ing to the group Fucacese of seaweeds.

1891 Athenaeum 21 Mar 382/3 Ihe Fucaceous Genus
Turbinaria,

+ Fu'cal, a Obs rare-', [f. Fuc-us 4- -al.]

Of the nature of ‘ fucus ’
; specious, fair-seeming.

1619 H Hutton Follies Anat (Percy) 53 Joves constant
Daphne, timorous, perplexl, His fucall arguments doth still

confute
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+ Fu*cate, a. Obs. fad. L. fucat-us, pa pple.

of fiicdre to paint, rouge, f fucus Foods.]

Artificially coloured, beautified with, paint; hence,

falsified, disguised, counterfeit.

1S31 Elyot Gov hi. iv. (1883) 221 In vertue may be nothing
fucate or counterfayte 1383 Stubbes Aunt Abus 111877)
183 What setting foorth of fucate and deceiuable wares
1621 Burton Anat Mel, hi 1 11 111, Virtue and honesty
are great motives especially if they be sincere and right,

not fucate

t Fucate, 0. Obs~a [f. L. fiscal-, ppl stem of

fiicare : see prec ] irons. To paint, counterfeit

1535 [see next]. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721 in Bailey.

t Fuc&ted, ppl a 06s [f. prec. + -ED*] =
Fuoate a.

1335 Joye Apol, Ttndale 20 For the trowth knoweth no
fucated, polesshed and paynted oracion. 1733 in Johnson

f Fucation. 06s. rare [n of action f. L
fiicare : see Fugate and -ation.] The action of
painting the face

;
hence, the giving of a false sem-

blance or appearance, counterfeiting
x6xz J. Cotta Dang Pract. Phys i v. 4.6 Apothecaries

that .use faithfull Industrie m fitting wholesome and incor-

rupt lemedies without fucation, adulteration or deceit

1638 Nabbes Covent Garden 1 in, They [balconies] set off

a Ladies person well, when she presents her selfe to the
view of gazing passengers. Artificial fucattons are not
discern’d at distance 1721 Bailey, Fiiuation, a Colout ing,

Painting, or Counterfeiting.

t Fuca’tious, a 06s. rare, [f prec . see

-ous.] Of the nature of ‘fucation fair-seeming,

specious, deceitful

1634 Vilvain Theorem Tkeol it. 78 To offer a courtesy
under impossible condition, is frivolous or fucatious 1660
Waterhouse Arms fy Arm. 38 Varnished ovei with fuca-
tious semblances of tiuth

t Fu'catorjr, a. 06s. [f L fuedt- (see Fuoate)
+ -ORY.] Relating to pamtingorartificial colouring
1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disj>. 737 This Fucatory Ait .

is exercised by none but some Juglers, and vafrous Knaves
Fucher, fuchez, obs. pi. ff. Fitchew, polecat.
cx430 Bk Hawkyng in Rel. Ant. 1. 305 That no fucher

no volymare enter in 1467 m Riflon Ch. Acts fSuitees)

233 Unam togam de crymysin, psenulatam cum fuchez

Fuchsia (fi« J*a) [mod L f. the name of the

German botanist Leonhard Fuchs (16th c) ] A
genus of ornamental shrubs (N 0 Onagracex)
with drooping flowers ; a plant of this genus
1753 in Chambers Cycl Sugp 1789 Curtis' Hot. Mag III

97 Fuchsia coccmea Scarlet Fuchsia was introduced to
the royal gardens at Kewm the year 1788. *837-9 Hallam
Hist Lit. I ix 1 § 20 471 Leonard Fuchs .has secured
a verdant immortality in the well-known Fuchsia. 1861
Whyte Melville Goodfor Nothing II. 169 The pendant
fuchsias drooped m their last loveliness. 1868 Less. Mid
Age 316 Pretty bow-windows, with the crimson fuchsias
climbing up them,

b. (See quots )
1866 Trtas Bot

,
Fuchsia., Australian or native A

colonial name for Correa. 1880 L. A, Meredith Tasm.
Friends SfFoes 111. 23 note, Correa speciosa—native fuchsia
of Colonies

C. attnb
, asfuchsia-red, -tree

1873 Black Pr Thule (1874) 47 The girl turned to a
fuchsia-tree, pretending to pick some of its flowers 1893
Daily News 16 Jan 7/4 Bright fuchsia-red has become .

a favourite.

Fuchsine (fwksin) [f. Fuohs-ia + -ine
Named from its resemblance to the colour of the

flower] A salt of rosamlme, crystallizing in 111-

descent green tablets, soluble in water and forming
a deep red liquid ; used as a dye
1863 Reader

^

23 Sept 354/1 An alcoholic solution of aniline
red and fuchsine *883 West Daily Press 22 Oct,, Apple,
foreign seeds, and currants well mixed, and tinctured with
fuchsine, are frequently palmed off as .raspberry jam.

Fuchsite (f« ksait). Mm [Named m 1842
after the mineralogist J. N von Fuchs : see -ite.]

A variety of muscovite containing chromium, which
gives it a green colour.

1844 Dana Min 321 Fuchsite Ls a chrome mica from the
Zillerthal.

Fucivorous (fi«srvoras), a [f. L filc-us
Fucusf -vor-tts devouring + -ous ] Eating, or
subsisting on, sea-weed
i860 in Fowl er Med Voc. 1864 Webster cites Dana.

+ Fuco’d, ppl a Obs rare- 1
. Beautified with

fucus, painted
1632 Benlowes Tkeoph. 1. xii, Frequentare fuco’d Checks

;

the Virtuosa’s raie.

Fucoid tfiu koid), a. and si. [f. Fuo-us + -oil
Of F fucoide ]

A. adj & Resembling or belonging to sea-
weeds, esp. those of the group Fucacese, b.
Characterized by or containing impressions of such
seaweeds or markings similar to them
1839 Roberts Diet Geol , Fucoid, a term applied to

several fossil plants
^
There is a fucoid shale, so called from

the abundance of fuel it contains 1834 Murchison Siluna
vi, 136 In the cliffs at Ludlow, the chief rocks are sur-
mounted by what I termed the fucoid bed This is a green-
ish grey argillaceous sandstone, almost entirely made up of
a multitude of small, wavy, rounded, stem-like forms, which
resemble entangled sea-weeds. 1871 Lvell Student's Elem.
Geol. xxvh 473 These sandstones have been called in
Sweden ' fucoid sandstones’.

B, sb a. A seaweed, of the group Fucacese.

b. A fossil marine plant resembling these
1848 Craig, Fucoid, a fossil plant belonging to the order

Fucacese. 1837 H Miller Test Rocks 1 17 The fucoids,
01 kelp weeds. 1859 Page Handbk Geol Terms s v

,

Fucoids or fucus-hke impressions occur in strata of every
epoch, i860 Hartwig Sea Wend 111. 30 The feathery
sertulana, the delicate fucoid 1860 A ll YearRoundNo 50.

362 Little fucoids, progenitors of the kelp-weeds. 1872
Nicholson Pal&ont, 477 The Lower Cambrian Rocks have
yielded many so-called ‘fucoids*.

Fucoidal (fiwkoi dal), a. [f. prec + -al.] =
Fucoid A. b
1840 Murchison Siluna viu. 177 Fucoidal sandstones.

1837 H. Miller Test Rocks xi. 465 They seemed fucoidal,
and might of course belong to any age 1872 Nicholson
Palaont. 477 The ‘ Fucoidal Sandstone ' of Sweden.

t FtiCO’Se, a Obs “° [ad. L.fuebstts, f. Fucus ]
1727 Bailey vol II, Fucose, painted, feigned, counter-

fietea

+ Fu‘COTtS, a Obs. [f. L. fucos-us : see prec.

and -ous.] Of the nature of fucus or ‘ paint*
1660 R Coke Power /j- Sttbj Pref 4 It is Vice which

hath such specious shewes and pretences put upon it, to
make it seem Virtue, which fucous and false paint continues
no longer then the present Faction

li FUCUS (fi« k#s) Pl.
I|
fuci (fiw sai)

;
also

7-8 fucusi,s)es, 7 fuous’s, fucos, fucu's ;
also

anglicized fuies [a. L. ficus roclc-lichen, red

dye, rouge, false colout . cf Gr. (pvreos (neut.) ]

+1- Paint or cosmetic for beautifying the skm
;
a

wash or colouring for the face. Frequent in 17th c.

writers. Obs
a. 1399 B Jonson Cynthia’s Rev v. 11 ,

What are the ingre-
dients to your fucus? 1607 Di.kklh Wcstw Hoe Wks.
1873 II. 285 Heere is,.an excellent Fucus to waede out
Fiecklcs, 1672 Cavl Print Chr. 11 in. (1673) 66 Leaving
fucus's and paintings to those that belong to Plays and
Theatres 1673Cocker Mot als 59Virtue hates Fucos, Patches
and perfumes a 17x1 Kln Urania Poet Wks 17211V 496
The loathsome Fucus Which fill'd and glaz'd her furrow’d
Skin 1757 Phil Trans L 76 Bella donna . . came into
credit as a fucus among the Italian ladies.

p 1600 Surflet Countne Farmc hi lxix. 592 These
compouud waters are for fukes and painting, as ornaments
to the body x6ox Holland Pliny {1634)Words ofArt, Fukes,
paintings to beautify the face m outward appearance

+ b. Jig. Obs
1640 J Hollis in Rushw. Hist Coll lit. (1692) I. 168

Whatsoever Fucus or Artifice they be slighted over with,
I do not like their Countenance, x681-6 J. Scott Chr Life
111 (1696) 3Q0 God sees through all the Dawbmgs and
Fucu’s of Hypocrisie xyox ColliluM Anton (1726)155
Pull off its mask and fucus, and view it in its naked essence
1742 Young Nt Th vui 462 Of foi tune’s fucus strip them,
yet alive

1
5. 1637 Reeve God’s Plea xo8 If not a Penitent, what

will all his Church tinctures do him good ? No, Jerusalem
had all these fukes to Admuation.

+ C gen. Any dye or colouring. Obs.
1676 R Dixon Nat two Test 2 To give Poyson agusto of

Honey, and colour over a Leaden Cause with a Fucus of
Gold 1698 J Fryer Acc E End. 4 P 332 We have
hardly given the Potter his handful of White Marie to form
into Vessels without Fucus.

2.

A genus of seaweeds with flat leathery fronds
Foimerly applied more widely.
17x6 Derham Physico-Theol 413 note, The first that dis-

covered the Seeds in Fuci, was the before commended Di.
Tancred Robinson 1736 Gentl Mag XXVI. 63 The whole
rock was coveied with that curious kind of fucus. 1778
Lighttoot Flora Scot (1789) 996 In basons of water left by
the tides, and often adhering to Fucuscs 1813 Sir H Daw
Agnc. Chem (1814) 282 The common fucus, which is the sea-
weed usually most abundant on the coast 1838 T Thomson
Chem Ore Bodies 945 Laminaria digitata. This fucus
is olive coloured. 1837 Wood Com, Ooj Seashore 30 The
slimy and slippery fuci make the rock-walking exceedingly
dangerous

Hence Fu’eused ppl a
,
beautified with paint,

painted (alsofig.) ,
Fu cusmg vbl. sb

a 1680 Earl of Rochester in D' Urfey's Pills (1719) III.

343With butter'd Hair, and fucus’d Breast. x68x Glanvill
Sadducismm n (ed 2) 34 How did the Jugglers do this
with Painting and Fucussing 1684 Phillips tr. Plutarch's
Mor (1691) III vii 199 The Sibyl . uttering Sentences
altogether thoughtful and serious, neither fucus'd nor pei-
fumd 1833 Kingsley Westw .#0/(1861) x8o A painted,
patched, fucused, pcrriwigged, bolstered, Charybdis
Fud (fod). Sc and north, dial. [Of uncertain

origin
,
perh. a or cognate with ON. futS neut.,

cunnus, = MHG vut (mod.Gei. hundsfott used as
a term of abuse)

, formally identical with Skr.putau
dual, buttocks.]

1

‘ The backside or buttocks * (Jam.).
1783 R Forbes Poems in Buchan Dial 5 He , turn’d to

us his fud 1804 Tarras Poems 99, 1 wad ytr heavyfud gie
A piercin pike.

2. The tail or * scut * of a hare, rabbit, etc.

1787 Burns Tam Samson vit. Ye maukins cock your fud
fu’ braw, Withouten dread 1833 M, Scorr Tom Cringle
xvu (1859) 459 Do you cock your fud at me, you tmy thief
you?—-he struck at it with his stick. Tip the duck dived
and did not rise again 1847 111 Haluwell

,
and in various

dial glossaries.

3 Woollen-manuf, [Perh. a different word. Cf.
Food 4 b.]

*873 Wealds Diet Archit, (qd. 3), Fud, woollen waste
X892 Labour Commission Gloss ,Fudd, the refuse or dirt
cleaned out of the materials during the piocesses of scrib-
bling and carding.

Fud(d)e, obs form of Food.
Fudder (fwdoi). Also 7-8 fooder. [ad. Ger

FUDDLE.

fuder (= Fother) used m the same sense ] A tun
(of wine).

1679, a 1767 [see Fooder] 1839 Burckhardt German
Diet , Fuder, fudder, tun (of wine) 1831 Longp Gold, Leg-
iv Convent of Hirschau 100 A Denison rest on the Bishop
who sends Such a fudder of wine as this to his friends 1

[1884 St James’s Gas xi Aug 5/2 Eight fuders of wine ]

Fudder, Sc var. of Fouldre
c 1390 Burel Pass Pilgr in J. Watson's Collect (1706] it

24 To fie the flichts, of fudder
“

attnb x8xp W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 210
Thunder-volhes. And fudder-fiashes mixt wi’ hail

Fudder, obs form of Fodder, Fother.
Fuddle ify d’l), sb slang or colloq. [f. next vb.]

+ 1 Drink, liquor, * booze*. Obs
1680 R. L’Estrange Colloq Erasm 124 They have taken

their Dose of Fuddle cx68o Roxb Ball (1890) VII 78
With a cup of fuddle <11700 B E Diet Cant. Crew
Fuddle, Drink 1706 E WardHud Rediv 1 v, Wesipp’J
our Fuddle, As Women in the Straw do Caudle
2 A drinking bout On the fuddle : out for a

lengthened spell of drinking
rti8x3 A Wilson My Landlady’s Nose Poet Wks (1846)

301 Old Patrick M’Dougherty when on the fuddle, Pulls
out a cigar, and [etc.] 1832-53 Wltistle-binkte (Scot
Songs) Ser in nr For a ance-a year fuddle I’d scarce gte
a strae 1863 B Brilkiey Irkdalc I. 61 At th’ height of
a wakes fuddle x8gx Newcastle Even Chron 29 Jan 3/1
She usually provided food in the house when she was not
on the * fuddle

’

3. Intoxication ; an intoxicated state

1764Low Ltfe 24 In ordci to take large Morning Draughts,
ana secure the first I' uddle of the Day. 1890 Yoshtivara
Episode 67 Ifhe were only in bis senses, instead ofm a fuddle
4 transf The state of being muddled, confused,

or the like.

1827 R H, Frovde Remains (1838) I 2x9 My notions
about it have been very fuddled and bewildered, and,
I suppose, if I were to attempt to analyse and explain them,
I might raise my fuddle to the n,h power 1880 Webb
Goethe’s Faust 11. v, He rushed about—Vain was his frenzied
fuddle.

Fuddle (ffl’d’l), v. [Of obscure origin
; cf Du

vod soft, slack, loose, Ger dial fuddeln to swindle ]

1 mtr. To have a drinking bout; to tipple, booze.

Also, tofuddle it.

1588 Acc. in Morris Chester {1895)328 John Wright, for

fuddleing and dnnkinge with other leters and molestationers,

just nothing 1639 D Plll Impr Sea 116 note. See a
Captain of a ship sending for this, and the other shandy
fellow to fuddle it in their cabbnis 1696 W Mountague
Delights Holland 184 The Men . sit up Gaming and Fud-
dling greatest part of Night 17x3 Pol Ballads (1860) II.

137 Here Barons may talk, and Squires may fuddle x8zi
Joseph the Book-Man 33 No man might drink That could
not fuddle till he wmk 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon nu (1864)

53 He is going to fuddle in honour of St Thome
b. quasi-irans with away. fAlso, to empty

(a pot) by drinking.
1 1680 Roxb Ball (x8oo)VII 77 She calls up her Neigh-

bors, for to go and fuddle .1 Pot 1756 Gentl Mag,
XXVI 431 They fuddle away the day with riot and pro-

phaneness
2 trans. To confuse with or as with drink, intoxi-

cate, render tipsy.

c x6oo Timon 11 v. (1842) 37 He giue thee ale pragmaticall

indeede Wlucli, if thou drmke, shall fuddle thee hande and
foote 1633 May Heir 1 in Ha/1 Dodslcy XI 523 Did you
never come in half fuddled? X706 E. Baynard Cold Baths
11, (1709) 362, I made my Man give him a Cup of Ale
under a Pint, yet it almost fuddled lnm 1771 Smollett
Humph Cl (18x5) 233 After all the other females were
fuddled with dram-drinking 1809 W. Irving Kmckerb.
(x86x) 241 The inhabitants get fuddled with mint-julep and
apple-toddy 1837 Dicklns Pickiv 1, Bob Sawyer and Ben
Allen, both slightly fuddled 1890 Spectator 27 Dec 938/1 It

[hypnotism) fuddles the will, in fact, but does not destroy it

aosol, 1725 Bradley Fam Diet, s v Strawberry, The
Wine made of them will Fuddle. 1826 J Wilson Noct
Ambr Wks 1855 1. 130 The toddy having lost all taste and
all power o’ fuddlin.

b. Tofuddle one's cap or nose . to get drunk
X663 Cowley Cutter ofColman St u 11, We’ll fuddle our

Noses together 1719 D'Urily Pills (1872) IV 106 If their

Caps be fuddled with Ipse 1724 in Ramsay Iea-t Misc

(1729) 15 Come, let us fuddle all our Noses c 1793 Spirit

Pub. Jrnls. (1799) I 9 No Persian of old, till he fuddled his

nose, Any measure in Senate was wont to propose.

c. transf. (See quots )
1823 Biiockett N C Words, Fuddle, to intoxicate fish

1835 S Oliver Rambles in Northumb 83 What they call

fuddling the fish, by Inning the water, or thiowing into the

pools a preparation of Coculus Indicus.

3 transf and Jig To sttipefy, muddle, confuse

(also twith up). Formerly also of delight, etc

To 1 intoxicate ’. (In quots 1617 , 1678 perh.=
Fubble )
16x7 tr De Domims on Rom xm 12 Nor would they

suffer tliemselues to be any longer decerned, and fuddled up
in that darke cloud, and night of infolded faith. 1678 Cud
worth Intell Syst 1 m. 157 Nature is Reason immersed
and plunged into Matter, and as it were fuddled m it, and
confounded with it 1604 Crowne Mart ted Beau v Wks
1874 IV 325 Now she will fuddle me with every kiss X74S
Lady S Cowper Let to Mrs Dewes 5 June in Mrs Delany s

Life 4- Coit (1861) II 356 He was quite fuddled with joy

1803 Edm, Rev, II. 308 He is fuddled with animal spirits.

*834 H Rogers Ess, (i860) II 6 To impair and fuddle the

intellect.

4. Comb.\ ffuddle cap [see a-b], a tippler, sot.

1666 ti Horace's Odes 1 i, The Fuddlecap whose God|s

the Vyne 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. vi (1737) zl Here s

to thee, old Fuddlecap,
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Fuddled (fo’dl’d), ppl. a. [f, Fuddle v. + -ed 1
]

Intoxicated ,
also, muddled.

1656 H More Enthus Triumph. 7 They would consider
of it first both welnigh fuddled and sober 1693 Dryden
Juvenal vi 420 Full Brimmers to their Fuddled Noses
thrust 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 537 The table floating

round, And pavement, faithless to the fuddled foot 1830
Boston Gaz 26 Oct 4,

1

was not drunk, I was only fuddled
1865 Livingstone Zambesi v 117 Our men soon pacified

the fuddled but good-humoured medico

Fuddler fi° dlai). [f Fuddle v. + -er 1
.] One

who fuddles, a tippler.

1699 Bentley Pkal 111 125 What Present could be more
proper to such a Fuddler than one of the biggest of Cups?
1764 Low Life 32 For the Use of conceited Fudlers,
1812 W. Tennant Auster F. 1 xix, I'll not have you, thou
fuddler

Fu’ddling, vbl. sb. [f Fuddle v + -ing1 ]

1.

The action of the vb Fuddle
1665 J Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 225 His other Fables, of

Electing, Feasting, Fudling, Fidling, they are beneath us

1670 J Furly Test, to True Light 24 Go not a Fudling,
but fear the Lord 1871 C Gibbon Lack ofGold xxx, The
fuddling commenced in earnest

2 attrib. and Comb., asfuddhng-bout, -cap, -liquor,

•table
,

-tent ,
fuddlmg-crib, -school, a drinking

den.
*708 Motteux Rabelais v ix. We went back to have

t’other ’’fuddling Bout c 1600 Songs Costume (Percy) 119
The ’’fuddling cap, by Bacchus’ might, 1 urns night to day,

and day to night 1738 Genii Mag VIII. 80 The Parson
hath lost his Fuddling-cap. 1856 Houselu Words XIII. 544
Saunders’s *fuddhng crib was a double hovel 1707 Sloane
Jamaica I p xxix, The common ’’fuddling liquor is

Rum-punch 1680 Mokden Geog Rect (1685) 333 The
Greeks keep ’’Fudling Schools for the Mariners 170B
T Ward Eng Ref (1716) 37 Transform'd the Altars into

Fuddling Tables. 1683-4 Frost of 1683-4 (Percy) 6 Where
ships and barges used to frequent Now may you see a booth
or ’’fuddling tent

Fuddling (f® dhq), ppl a. [f asprec +-ino 2
]

That fuddles, tippling.

1654 R Whitlocic Zootomia 93 Fudling Gossips. 1662-3
Pepys Diary 24 Mar, A fuddling, troublesome fellow
1852 Thackeray Esmond 1 xt, Fuddling squires from the
country round.

Fude, obs. form of Feud 1
,
Food

Fudge (fodg), mt and sb [Origin obscure
The int as used by Goldsmith (quot 1766) seems from the

context merely to represent an inarticulate expression of
indignant disgust, though later writers who adopted it from
him use it with a moie definite meaning Ihe sb appears
to have been developed partly from the mt,, and partly from
Fudge v. The etymology suggested in the annexed quot.
1700 can hardly be correct, though Captain Fudge, ‘ bysome
called Lying Fudge', (Letter of 1664 in Crouch Posthuma
Christiana 1712, p. 87) was a real person (the surname is

still common 111 Dorset) The nautical phrase ‘ You fudge
it associated in 1700 with the name of the mendacious
captain, prob belongs to Fudge v i In a dialogue of

1702, ' Tne Present Condition of the English Navy one of
the interlocutors is called ‘Young Fudg of the Admiralty',
perh. with allusion to the same verb
1700 Remarks on the Navy in D’Israeli Cur Lit

,
Neology

(1841), There was, sir, in our time one Captain Fudge who
always brought home his owners a good cargo of lies, so

much that now aboard ship the sailors, when they hear
a great lie told, cry out, * You fudge it

' ]

A mt Stuff and nonsense 1 Bosh I

1766 Goldsm. Vic, W. xl, The very impolite behaviour of
Mr. Burchell, who at the conclusion of every sentence
would cry out Fudge ! c 1818 Peel in Croker Papers (1884)
I iv ndTo all the latter part ofyoui letter I answer Fudge
184a Barham Ingol Leg , Bloudie Jacke, But others cry
‘fudge’. 1876 F lE. Trollope Charming Fellow I. xv. 200
Anything of consequence to say 1 Fudge 1 He is coming
begging

B. sb

1. Contemptible nonsense, * stuff*, bosh.
170* Mrs Radcuffe Rom Forest x, That is all fudge to

frighten you. 1838 Lowell Lett. (1804) I, 28 As for my
dependence on my own powers, ’tis all fudge, 1865 E C,
Clayton Cruel Fortune II. 103,

1

only hope your marriage
will cure you ofyour silly fudge

2. A made-up story, a deceit.

1797 Mrs A M Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III. xxa But
that must be all a fudge; because, you see, he did not over-

take you. 1841 Lytton Nt. <$• Mom. 11. vu, Very genteel

young man—prepossessing appearance—(that's a fudge 1)

highly educated. 1878 Emerson Misc. Papers, Fort
Republ, Wks (Bohn) III. 399 ’Tis a wild democracy

;
the

not ofmediocrities and dishonesties and fudges.

8. An impostor, humbug:
1794 Mrs. A. M Bennett Ellen III, 132 What an old

fudge 1 You won’t give her up, I hope, Charles.

Fudge (fodg), v. [app an onomatopoeic altera-

tion of Fadge v.t with vowel expressive of more
clumsy action.] .

1, trans. To fit together or adjust in a clumsy,

makeshift, or dishonest manner
;
to patch or ‘ fake *

up
, to ‘cook’ accounts. Often in schoolboy lan-

guage: To make (a problem) look as if it had
been correctly worked, by altering figures

;
to con-

ceal the defects of (a map or other drawing) by
adjustment of the parts, so that no glanng dis-

proportion is observed; and in other like uses.

Cf. Fadge v, 3. Often with up.

The first quot. is open to doubt, as the word may be
a misprint forfndged
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk §• Selv,Ep Ded., They may, .be,,

fudged up into such a smirkish liveliness, rs may last as
lpng as the Summers warmth holds on. 1771 Luckombe

Printing^ Fudge, to contrive without necessary Materials
or do Work m a bungling Manner. 1861 Sala Dutch
Pictures xvi 233 Do they go to chapel in surplices, and
fudge impositions? 1867 Miss Braddon Birds of Prey
1 u, Any one who can fudge up the faintest pretence of
a claim to it 1879 F Pollok Sfiort Brit. Bnrmah II, <39

They fudged then accounts so as to give little or no trouble
to the almighty control department 1886 C D Warner
7heir Pilgrim xiv 297 A stout resolute matron with
a lot of cotton lace fudged about her neck. 1890 W West-
cott in Brit Med Jml 15 Mar 620 The root of the white
bryony is sometimes fudged up by dealers to imitate the
mandrake root.

absol, 1888 Rye Record-searching 9 Straining coinci-
dences, presuming identities, and fudging judiciously

b. To thrust m awkwardly or irrelevantly; to
foist m
1776 Foote Bankrupt ru Wks 1790 II. 128 That last

suppose is fudged in 1824 Blackvj Mag. XVI 708 Thus
adjected part of the plan, which has been fudged in with
so much unnecessary haste.

C. Naut Tofudge a day's work : to work a dead
reckoning by rapid ‘ rule of thumb ’ methods.
1830 Marryat King's Own vm, He could fudge a day’s

work 1836 — Mulsh Easy xvin, Before they arrived at
Malta, Jack could fudge a day's work.

2 intr. To fit in with what is anticipated, come
off

;
also, to turn out, result ;= Fadge v. 4.

Isfadge the true reading in these passages ?

1615 Chamberlain Let ts June m Crt 4 Times Jos I
(1840) I 366 Sir Fulk Greville is once more in speech to be
made a baron but, if that fudge not, the Bishop of Win-
chester is in the way to be lord privy seal 1829 Scott Jml.
2 Feb

,
We will see how this will fudge. 1831 Ibid 20 Jan.,

We will see how the matter fudges

3.

[f. Fudge int or sb.] To talk nonsense, tell
1 crams Also trans.

1834 Tait's Mag I 203 The Duchess feeds, flatters and
fudges them into allegiance. 1884 Chester Gloss , Fudge,

to talk nonsense
,
especially with the intent to cram another

person

Hence Fudged ppl. a., Fu’dgmg vbl. sb.

1860 R F. Burton Centr. Afr. I v 13a He had an
addiction to * fudging ', which rendered the severest over-
seeingnecessary 1885 Rye Afjrf Norfolk 226A lot offudged
heraldry 1893 Edvi Rev Apr 463 A circular dome can
easily be raised with only a little fudging of the surfaces.

Fudge-wheel. [?f. Fudge v. + Wheel sb.]

(See quot

)

1874 Knight Diet Blech. I. 921 Fudge-wheel (Shoe-
making), a tool to ornament the edge of a sole.

Fudgy fiv <331), a. [? f. Fudge v + -yi
]

1. Fretful, irritable, uneasy.
18x9 Blackw Mag. V 677 [He] kept running to and fro

like a wasp without a sting, very fierce and fudgy. 1883
Hants Gloss s v , They young cows are apt to be fudgy in
milking

2 , U.S. Botched, bungling, awkward.
1872 G D Warner Sauntenngs (1883) 156 There is some

fashion, in a fudgy quaint way, here in Munich
Fueillemort(e : see Feuillemorte, Fileitot.

Fuel (fi«*el), sb. F01ms
: 4-5 fewaile, 5-6 -all,

5-8 -el(l, 4-5 fowayle, 5 -aly, -el(l, 4 Sc. fwaill,

4-7 fuell(e, 8 feuel, 7- fuel. [a. OF. fowazlle,

feuaile popular L foedlia

,

neut pi offocdlis adj ,

f. focus fire : see Focus. In the mediaeval Lat of

France and Englandfocaha yA.,foca!e orfocalium
sing

,
frequently occui in charters with reference to

the obligation to furnish or the right to demand
supplies of fuel.]

1. Material for burning, combustible matter as

used m fires, etc

1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R. xv. cix. (1495)528 Inmany
places the grounde is glewy • and of it they make good
fuell ci400 Maundev. (Roxb) xxvii. 126 Men. dnez
bestez dung and brynnez for defaute of fewaile c 1450 Bk.
Curtasye 385 in Babees Bk 311 Fuelle ]?&t schalle brenne
In halle 1548 Forrest Pleas Poesye 347 Meate, clothe,

and fewell withe the same to bye. 1632 Lithgow Treat x.

407 Divers kinds of Coale, and earth fewell 1727 Swift
Gulliver m. i, x8o Dry grass and sea-weed which I intended
for feuel. 18x5 Elphinstone Acc Caubul (1842) I, 381
Shrubs, which serve for fuel 1827 Faraday (Them Matnp.
iv 98 The fuel to be used in furnaces, .coal, coke, and char-
coal

F In the poem of Coer deLion, which contains the earliest

known examples of the word in Eng
,
it seems to be used

for ‘victuals, provisions’, perh by a misinterpretation. of
the OF phrase louche et fovqille ‘meat and fuel’, which
seems to have been cunent as a general expression for the
necessaries of life; cf the quots from Barbour below.
13 . Coer de L 1471 No man selle hem no fowayle. Ibid.

1543 'Swylk fowayle as we bought yistyrday, For no cate!

get I may ’ Rycnard aunsweryd .

.

1 Off froyt here is gret

plente ' ’. 1375 Barbour Bruce, iv. 64 The castell weill

vittalit thai, With met and fwaill can pnrvay. Ibid, 170
[Thai] na wittaill na fwaill had

b. fig. ; esp something that serves to feed or

inflame passion, excitement, or the like.

CX580 C’tess Pembroke Ps cxlvn 3 [He] Fuell of life

to mountaine cattaile yieldes. 1596 Drayton Legends 111.

147 My blandishments were Fuell to that fire. 1641 J.
Jackson True Evang, T in. 206 They foment, and adde
fuell to their lnunicitious qualities 1681 Temple Mem in.

Wks 1731 I 339 Lord Shaftsbury had been busie in pre-

paring Fewel for next Session 1709 Steele Toiler No
130 F 6 Where each Party is always laying up Fuel for Dis-

sention. x8t8 Jas Mill Bnt India II, nr. vm, 273 This
elevation Added fuel to the ambition of Hyder 1835 Thirl-

, wall Greece I.vm 299 Enjoyments which could supply fuel

to private cupidity 1855 Bain Senses Int m 111. § 13

Difficulty adds fuel to the flame.

2 . (With a and pi) A kind of fuel + Also pi
in collective sense, articles serving as fuel.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 775 Turf, and Peat, and Cow-sheards
are cheap Fewels, and last long <2x694 M. Robinson
Autobiog (1856) 60 That none should be troublesome to
their neighbours by cutting their wood or breaking their
fuels 1776 Adam Smith W,N 1 xi. 11 (1869) 1. 176 Coals
are a less agreeable fuel than wood. 1858 Lardner Hand-
bk Nat. Phil. 386 This fuel, like coal, consists principally
of carbon and hydrogen 111 various proportions 1894 Daily
News 23 May 2 16 Mr, G Stockfieth read a paper on
‘Liquid Fuels’.

3 attnb, and Comb
,
as fuel-forest, -house, -log,

-wood.

1895 Daily News 16 May 6/5 A French *fuel forest. 1807
Vancouver Agnc Devon (1813) 473 *Fuel-house 1897
Mary Kingsley W, Africa 126 One half of her deck is

dedicated to *fuel logs 1668 Wilkins Real Char 330
Hay, Straw, *Fewel wood 1823 in Cobbett Rnr Rides
(1885) I- 361 There is a good deal of fuel-wood

c. Special comb . + fuel-bear (see quot. and
Bier) ; fuel-economizer, a contrivance for saving
fuel in an engine or furnace

;
fuel-feeder (see

quot.) ; fuel-gas, gas intended for use as fuel
x6xa Sturtevant Metallica (1854) xl7 The Fewell-beare

is a generall part ofa Furnace which beareth and holdeth
the fewell and fire x88o Engineering 2 Apr. 262 An arrange-
ment of *fuel economiser 1874 Knight Diet Mech I 921
*Fuelfeeder, a device for feeding fuel in graduated quanti-
ties to a furnace 1886 Jml Franklin Inst. CXXI 311
Some form of*fuel-gas will he manufactured to take its place.

Fuel (fm-el), v [f prec sb.]

1 trans To feed 01 furnish with fuel lit. andfig
c 1592 Marlowe Massacre Pans r j, The native sparks

of princely love. May still be fuell’d in our progeny. x6opW M. Man in Moone (1849) 12 Five chimnies, well fewel’d,
vent not more smoake then his mouth and nostrils. 1647
Cowley Mistress, Despair 11, That dreadful Name, Which
fewels the infernal Flame a 1711 Ken Hymnanum
Poet Wks. 1721 II 130 Wealth fuei’d Sin. 1733 Cheyne
Eng. Malady 11 vm §8 (1734) 204 Neglecting the Means,
or fuelling the Disease by a Mal-regimen. t8xx W, R.
Spencer Poems 120 Whose fires are not lighted and fuel’d

by Love. 18x7 Coleridge Sibyl Leaves (1862) X2g The
magic cauldron of a fervid and ebullient fancy, constantly
fuelled by an unexampled opulence of language. 1859 Ld.
Lytton Wanderer 169 We fuel ourselves, I conceive, The
fire the Fiend lights 1869 Blackmoke Loma D xvi,

I would not put a trunk of wood on the fire in the kitchen,
but let Annie fuel it.

2 intr. To get fuel.

x88o Dixon Windsor IV li 14 Poor people had enjoyed
the right of fuelling in the park

+ Fu’elist. Obs. rare [f. Fuel + -ist.] One
who supplies fuel.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 538 First that our Fuelist begin
with the Underwood 1736 m Bailey (folio).

Fuellage, obs. form of Foliage

Fuelled (fi« eld), ppl. a. [f. Fuel + -ed ?.]

Funushed with fuel
X624W0TTON Elem. Arch, in Reltq (1631) 203 Some [ofthe

precepts for well-building] are plainly Oeconomicall ; as that
the seat be well-watered and well fuelled. 1667 Milton
P L 1 234Thundnng.Etna,whose combustibleAnd fewel'd

entrals, etc. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 50a The fuel’d

chimney blazes wide. 1772 Murphy Grecian Dan iv.u,The
fuelled entrails [ofmount jEtna] summon all their rage

Fueller (fiii elor). Now rare. [f. Fuel v. +
-ER 1

.] One who or that which supplies fuel for

fires. Also, the domestic who makes the fires,

andfig
14 . Nam. inWr -Wulcker 688/32 Hiefocanus, afewyller

1483 Cath Angl, 145/1 Fueller (A Feweller), focanus
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet, Lenador, a fueller, a wood
carrier x6ox Chettle & Monday Death Earl ofHunt-
ington 1 in Hazl DodsleyYIII 235 See the fueller Suffer

the cook to want no wood a 1603 T Cartwright Confut.
Rhem N. T (1618) 738 Let vs see what fine fuellers they

eskichen t!be in the Popes 1 that they can make the Purgatorie
fire so cunningly 1647 C Harvey Sell. Heart (Grosart)

hell's122 See how hell's fueller his bellowes plies Blowing the fire

that burnt too fast before 1720 Strype Stem's Surv (1754)
II. v. xiv. 313/2 The Carmen were incorporated with the

people called Fuellers by the name of woodmongers.
>
1892

Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 May, The fuelers . . desire to
help the cargo loaders

Fnelless (fi«*el|les), a. [f. Fuel sb. + -less.]

Destitute of fuel,

1807 Sal Rev. LXXXIII 251/3 The party entered the

fuelless wastes ofthe Barren Laud.

f Fu’ellize, V. Obs. [f. Fuel sb. + -izb ] trans.

To supply mth fuel, feed.

1631 R. H Arraignm. Whole Creature v. 33 Whom the
ordinary Creatures cannot contentm fuellizing and refresh-

ing Nature. Ibid, xm. § 2 203 Imagining to satisfie Lust,

byfuellizing and feeding it

Fuerse, obs. foim of Fibboe.

Fuff (fof), sb. Chiefly Sc. [f, next vb ]
1. A puff of wind ; also a sound resembling this

;

the ‘ spit ’ of a cat ; a whiff (of tobacco-smoke)

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2137 Ane fistand flag ; a flagartie

fuffe. 1804 Tarras Poems 67 Something hin* her wi’ a
skyte, Gat up, an' gied a fuff 18x6 Scott Antiq

.

Ix, ‘The

f
haist then disappeared like a fuff o’ tobacco ’ i88x
tevenson Thrown Janet in Comhill Mag XLIV 443

* There cam’ a clap o’ wund, like a cat’s fuff,’ 1895 United
Presb Mag Apr 167 The stillness was unbroken save by
the cheerful fuff of the fire.

2 A burst of ill temper ;
‘ huff

5

,
* fume*.

1834 Carlyle Let. 28 Jan. in Froude Remm (1882) II

410 What a miserable fuff thou gettest into, poor old exas-

perated politician 1 1838 Mrs Carlyle Lett (1883) 1 . 102,



FUFF. 584 FUGITATION
I have put the Stimabile in a great fuff 1803 SiTvrNsoN
Catnona 335 The causelessness of all this fuff stirred my
own bile

8 ? A soft feathery mass. (Cf.fluff.)
1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy. E hid 47 The Leaves [of the

coco-nut tree] spread themselves all in a fuff, and the Nutts
undei them

Fuff (fgf),z>. Sc. and dial, [echoic. Cf. Fapple,
faffdial ]
1. intr. To puff. Said ofa breeze, fire, etc.

;
also,

of a person m anger or out of breath. Also, to

fume andfuff, fuffandpegh.
1513 Douglas VEneis vm. vii. 120 The halt fyr Dois fuf

and blaw in blesis byrnand schyr 17*1 Ramsay Elegy
Patie Binue in, When strangers landed . . Fuffin an pegg-
ing, he wad gang, And crave their pardon that sae lang
He d been a coming 1756 Mas Calderwood Jml vu.
(1884) 204 She fuffed and kindled, if they but opened their

mouth. 1819 W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 160
For ane that gat in o' that rout, Ten fullin’ stood a while
thairout x8zz Hogg Perils of Man II. 39 He brings
ine in mind o' a barrel o’ beer, fuming and fulling 1864
Athenmim No 1928. 456/* It was a smithy, fuffing, glow-
ing 1876 Whitby Gloss , Fuff, to puff, as a breeze does,

b. To go away or o^wilh a puff lit andfig
1822 Gai,t Sir A. WylieTIL xviu. 150 ‘ He fuffed awa wi

a’ his gowd and geai to Miss Jenny 189a Northmnbld
Gloss. s v., The poother fuffed off iv a jiffy.

2. Of a cat or tiger : To ‘ spit ’.

a 1695 [see the vbl sb ] 1840 Mrs Carlyle Lett. (1883) I

124 Coiled up and fuffing like a young tiger about to spring

3 trans To puff (a tobacco-pipe). Also, to

send out (steam) with a fuff

*787 Borns Halloween xiu, She fufft her pipe wi' sic a
lunt 1818 Scott Hrt Midi xiv, ‘Reuben Butlei isna the
man I take him to be, if he disna learn the Captain to fuff

his pipe some othergate than in God’s house ’ iSt^CROctvrrr
Raiders 240 The pot boiled and fuffed out little puffs of
steam.

Hence Fu fling vbl. sb andppl a.

1687 Colvil Whigs Snppltc (1751) 131 Batrons. .Doth fall

a fuffing, and a mewing, While monkeys are the chesnuts
chewing a 1693UrquhartR abelais in xui. 107 Mioling of
Tygers, bruzzing of Bears, sussing [read fuffing (Jam )] of
Kitnings. x8z2 Hogg Penis ofMan II. 231, ‘ I should hae
said something in return, but .1 was like to fa' to the fulling

and greeting/ 1893 Crockett Men ofMosshags 163 ‘Them
that steals burns in mucklehell—bleezin’up in fulffn' lowes *

Fuff (fz»f), inter]. Sc. a. Used to imitate a
sound, b. An exclamation of contempt
1780 Maynf Siller Gtm 11 xti, Fuff play’d the priming-

heels owr ither, They fell in shairn ! 1804 Tarras Poems 4
Fuff, Robie man I chear up your dowie saul 1

Fulfile (fo f’l), v Air. rare, [onomatopoeic]
tram To throw into disordei

;
to jerk about

; to

hustle, treat with contumely. Hence Pu ffledppl a
Also Pu ffle sb., violent exertion, fuss.

1336 LyndeSAV Anew Kvigis FlyUng S4Thatfeynd, with
fulfilling of hir roistit hoch, Caist doun the fat 1633 D
Dickson Pract Writ (1845) I. 177 Thou must he content
instead of favour to be fuffled x8ox Hogg Sc Pastomls
14 When muckle Pate, wi’ desp’rate fuffile, Had at Poltowa
won the scuffle 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827)
66 He saw the Vicar In fuffel’d garb, and plicht ungainly

Puffy (fv fi), a. Sc. and north, dial. [f. Fuff sb.

+ -Y 1
]

1. Light and soft.

1824 m Craven Gloss. 1831 S Judd Margaret xvn (1871)

147 She mounted the high, white, fuffy plain [of snow]
1876 Whitby Gloss., Fuffy, light, soft, and fraught with dust,
like a fuzz ball

2. * Huffy * touchy
1858 M Porteous Souter Johnny 30 Nocht invites Your

fuffybardship, mair nor see His Satellites

II Fufu (fii'fu). West Afiican. (See quots )
1863 Wand. W Africa II 144 * Fufu ' is composed of yam,

plamtain, or casava ; it is peeled, boiled, pounded and made
into balls. x888 Daily News 17 July 5/3 Plantains form
the staple of food with the natives, who beat them up into
fufu.

Fug, Sc. form of Fog ji.i

Fugacious (fi»g?’*Jas),c. Also 7 -atious. [f.

'L.fugaci-,fugax (f fugbre to flee) + -ous.]

1. Apt to flee away or flit. a. Of immaterial
things : Tending to disappear, of short duration

;

evanescent, fleeting, transient, fugitive.

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) A ij, Fugatious words, which
escape the eares pursuit, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks 1716
III 53 A thing most fugacious and slippery 172a Wollaston
Relig. Nat lx 206 With at best only a few deceitful, little,

fugacious pleasures interspersed 1774 Warton Hist Eng
Poetry xli. III. 433,

1

owe this information to the manuscript
papers of these fugacious anecdotes 18x7 W Taylor In
MonthlyMag. XLIV 234 There is in the affection of poetic
readers a something very fugacious 1833 Ht Martineau
Autobiog (1877) II 226 The fugacious nature of life and
time x86g Mill Exam. Hamilton 203 Colours, tastes,

smells, .being, in comparison, fugacious.

b Of pei sons: + Ready to run away. Also
humorously (of persons), fleeing; (of things) slip-

pery rare.

1631 J. F[reake] Agrippa's Occ Philos 337 The most
fugatious of all the Gods 187a Howells Weda Joum. 81
The oily slices of fugacious potatoes slipping about in the
dish 1883 Harper'sMag Feb 367/1 Aunt chuckled away
to herself at the retrospect ofher own fugacious figure.

C. Of a material substance • Volatile.
1671 J Webster Metaliogr. vm 126 This pnmum ens
is a fugacious spirit 1684 tr Bonet's Merc Compit

vi 198 The fugacious poison departs as the Serum breaks
out. 1794 G. Adams Nat $ Exp, Philos. I. xu 433 No one

. . has analyzed the fugacious element of air with more
success 1823 Mechanic's Mag No ro 160 From the
highly fugacious nature of that part of coffee on winch its

fine flavour depends
2 Bot. and Zool. Falling or fading early; soon

cast off Cf Caducous i.

1730 G Hughes Barbadoes 33 An immoderate use of crude
fugacious fruits will likewise occasion a Diarrhoea 2796
Withering Brit Plants (ed 3) IV 288 Curtain white,

delicate, fugacious, hanging in fragments at the edge of the

E
llens 1796 C Marshall Garden 11 (1813) 16 Seed may
e extreemly fugacious by its slight adhesion to the plant

1874 Cooke Fungi (1873) 18 In some Agarics the ring is

very fugacious or absent altogether 1877-84 F. E Hulml
WihtPI. Ser 1 p xiv, Petals very fugacious.

Hence Fug*a ciously adv., ruga'ciousness.
1664 Evei yn Kal. Hart Introd 36 Well theiefore did

Columella put his Gaid’ner in mind of the fugaciousness
of the Seasons i8xx A T. Thomson Land Disp. (1830)
1011 Sulphuretted hydrogen is known to be contained in

water by its reddening the infusion of litmus fugactously
x8zx New Monthly Mag I. 160 The utter inanity and
fugaciousness of all mortal giandeur 1873 H. C Wood
Theiap (1879) 116 The volatility of ammonia and the
extreme fu^aciousness of its action,

Fugacity (fiwgse siti). [f. as prec, + -ti
] _

The
quality of being fugacious

;
instability ;

transitori-

ness Of a material substance . Volatility.

1636

Blount Glossogr
,
Fngactly, a readiness to run

away, inconstancy, an inclination to flight, x666 Boile
Ong Formes Qttal 190 By our Experiment, its Fugacity
is so restrain’d, that the Caput mortuum endured a good
fire in the Retort 1731 Johnson Ramble 7 No 143 r 3 The
deceitfulness of hope, the fugacity ofpleasuie, the fragility

of beauty 1807 F Wrangham Serm 7 ransl Script 31
Considerations of the fugacity of time 1830 Lindt z-rNat,
Syst Bot. 288 1 he aci id principle . . notwithstanding its

fugacity, has been lately obtained pure 1841-44 Emerson
Ess

, Poet (1885) II. 321 The accidency and fugacity of the
symbol 1868 Bushnell Serm, Liv. Snbj. 281 The fugacities

are left behind us
Comb 1894 Brit Jittl. Photog XLI. 68 The fugacity-

producing quality of this bath,

t Fu’gacy. Obs. [as if ad. L. fugdeia, ffugax.]
Flight

,
also, the fact of being a fugitive slave

ex6oo Norden Spec, Brit, Cornw (1728) 2 Upon the
fugacie of the conquered Britons, rfixo W. Folkingiiam
Art ofSurvey 111. iv. 71 All goods and chattels, which being
stolne, are left or forsaken by the thiefe m his fugacie.

0x641 Bp Montagu Acts <J Mon. (1642) 13 That earthly

City, built up by Cam m the Land of his Banishment,
and Fugacy from God 0x661 Holyday Juvenal 261 They
were branded to express their fugacy with * or F.

Fugade, var of Fougade.
1687 J. Richards Jrnl Siege Buda x8 Those that went to

the Left were beaten off, by the springing ofa Fugade

Fugal (fift gal), sb. Australian, [short f. Cen-
trifugal ] A centrifugal machine for drying wool.
1895 Australian Pastorahst Rev. xs Aug p xu, Will dry

more Wool at less cost than any other Fuga! made.

Fugal (fi«‘gal), a. Music, [f. Fugue + -al.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fugues.

X854 Cherubini's Counterpoint 7 He will be able to form
himselfin the style which befits the fugal art. 1873 Ouseli.y
Mus. Form 11. 23 This is . common in fugal works. x88x
Mus. Trades Rev, 13 Feb. 7/1 It is in B minor allegro, and
opens with a fugal figure

Hence Fu'ffally adv., in a fugal manner.
1892 Daily News 4 Nov. a/x The various themes are

properly developed, and m at least two instances are even
treated fugally

+ Fu’gate, v Obs. ran. [f. L. fugdt- ppl stem
offugare to put to flight, f.fuga flight.] trans. To
put to flight.

1603 Harsnet Pop Impost. 67 It hath not the qualities of
Stygian fire, to .fugate the devil 1633 J. Mayer Comm
Job, etc 236 Singing Psalmes fugates Devils

f Fuga'tiou. Obs. [acl. med L. fugdtim-em,
n. of action f. "L.fugare

\

see prec.] a. A chase;
privilege of hunting. Tb A ‘ run ’ for cattle.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Hvuseh Ord. (1790) 62 This Clerk
owght to have a booke of Remembraunces of all manner
pourveyaunces of beefe and motons . . that the pasture and
fugations take trewe allowance. 130a Arnolds Chron.
(1811) a That they haue their fugacions and huntyngis lyke
as they had the tyme of King Harry the Second, xsa6
Honseh. Ord. (1790) 196 Item, Fugation of beefs, muttons,
and veales

II Fugato (f«gat0), adv. Music. [It. fugato
fugued, f. fuga Fugue.] In the fugue style, but
not m strict fugue form. Also sb. Music composed
in this style (Stainer & Barrett 1876).
x866 Engel Nat. Mus iu. 104 The motive is treated

fugato at the commencement of the allegro,

t Fuga’tor. Obs. t are- 1
. In 7 fugatour. [a.

late L. fugator, agent-n. f. fugare : see Fugate ]
That which puts to flight or drives away
1657 Tomlinson Renou’s Disp 300 It is a most solemn

fugatour of Pestilence.

+Fuge,f5. Obs.— 1 [?ad L fuga flight.] ?Flight
1436 in Pol, Poems (1839) H 198 Assaute was there none

;

No sege, but fuge, welle was he that myght gon.

t Fuge, v Obs. 1 [ad. L.fugSre to flee.] intr.

To flee.

1366 G. Gascoigne Supposes Wks. (1387) 34, I to fuge
and away hither as fast as I could.

•fuge (fi«dg), suffix, occurring in words (adj. and
sb.) f.modX. types in -fugus. According to classical

L. analogy, this ending should be connected with
fugSre to flee (cf. profugus), and should have the

sense ‘fleeing from’ (cf htcifugns, enfuga). In
the medical woids febrtfugus, lit driving away
fevers, vermifugus expelling worms, however, the
ending derives its sense from L fugare, to put to
flight. In imitation of the anglicized forms of
these, nonce-wds m fuge have occasionally been
formed ; chiefly on Lat stems, as Demonifuge
(q v ), dolorifuge, something to drive away pain

;

but occasionally on Eng words, as mendacity-fuge
x8oa-xz Bentiiam Rationale of Judic Evid (1827) V. ix

iv 429 In all purely pecuniary cases, to which the virtue of
the mendacity-fuge diaphoretic does not extend. x8gx T
Hardy Tess I 86 The children .had made use of this idea
as a species of dolorifuge after the death of the horse

t Fu’geand, a. Obs.-1 [Belongs to the spurious
Sherwood dialect of the piece

,
it may be an altera-

tion of Figent ]
1637 B Jonson Sad Slieph 11 1, Shew your sell In all the

shepherds bauldly
,
game amang ’em, Be nuckel m their

d fugeatid

fugo. Obs [cf AF. saiaynfugeree,
IV (Godefr ) ]

1465 in Poston Lett. Ill 436 The polronds of a payre
bryganders of rede sateyn ffugr 1596 Unton Invent, (1841)
xr One cover of a fielde bedde of fuger satten yellowe and
redde 1638 Lane Wills III 206 And a petticoate of fugo
satten layd on wth silver and gold lace and spangled.

f Fuger 2
. Obs.- 1

x68x Mrs. Bi iin Rover 11 Epil
,
Right Worshipfuls and

Squires Who laugh, and cry Ads Nigs, 'tis woundygood
When the fuger's all the Jest that's understood

f Fugeratta, Obs. [quasi-It denv ofFugerI
]

1638 Ptoclam s Sep. m Rymer Fad (1735) 271/1 Silk
Mohair, Barratine Silk, Rasli Silk. .Fugeratta

Fuggy, Sc form of Foggy oji

+ Fugh, mt. Obs. Variant offough. Faugh
*690 Dkyden Don Sebast n. 11,A very filthy Fellow how

odiously he smelts of his Country garlike I fugh, how he
stinks of Spain 1 1733 in Johnson Hence in mod. Diets

Fughist, obs form of I uguist.

Fu*gie. Sc. Obs exc Hist. Also 8 fugee
[perh. f.fugee m the Law Lat. phrase in meditatione

fugve. ‘contemplating flight’, occnnmg in the ‘fugie-

wanant ’ (see 2) ]
1. A cock that will not fight ; a runaway. Hence

as a term of abuse, a coward.
X777 Brand Pop Antiq (1813) I 61 The School-masters

were said to preside at the Battle, and claimed the run-
away Cocks, called Fugees, as their perquisites 1783 R.
Foiiurs Poems in Buchan Dial 29 How foul’s the bibble
he spits out. Fan he ca's me a fugee 1 1834 H. Miller
Scenes «$• Leg xxvui. (1837) 4*8 The birds were converted
into droits, under the ill-omened name offugles 1876 Grant
Burgh Sch. Scotl n xiv 478 The master enjoyed the
perquisite of all the runaway cocks, called fugles

2. Comb.-, fugie-warrant, a warrant granted

against a debtor, on a sworn information that he
intends to flee.

18x6 Scott Antiq xxxix, ‘Ay’, said Ochiltree, ‘that will

be what they ca' the fugie-wanants

t Fu'gient, a Obs -1 [ad. L.fugtent em, pr.

pple oiL. fugSre to flee.] Fleeing
1630 Ashmole Chym. Collect. 60 Lest the fugient should

first fly away, before the Fire could any way bring forth the
persequent thing.

+ Fu*giil. Obs — 1 [ad. med.L. fugillai] A
glandular swelling.
x343Thaheron Vigo's Chirurg. 129 Scruphules and fugilles

ben often engendrea vnder the arme holes. [1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey) Fvgile, an Impostume in the Ears.]

+ Fu’gxtable, a Obs, rare- 1
[f. L fugit-

(see Fugitive) + -able ] = Fugitive
1628 Feltham Resolves II xlvii 139 Devoting thee to

pleasure, and the fugitable [1631 fugitiue] toyes of life

Fu'gxtate, ppl. a. Sc. Law [ad. L fugitdt-us,

pa. pple. offugitdre : see next ] Outlawed
X752 J. Louthian Form ofProcess (ed 2) 235 Such of the

Pannels as were absent, were fugitate.

Fugitate (fir? v. [f. L. fugitdt- ppl.

stem offugitdre,
frequentative vb f.fuglre to flee,

but as used m Sc. Law f. Fugit-ive + -ate 3.]

1 trans. Sc. Law To declare fugitive, to outlaw.

1721 Wodrow Sufferings Ch Scotl. I. xx On the xot> of

October [1660] the Committee fugitate Sir Archibald Johns-
toun of Wanstoun [and others] 1766 Chron. in Ann Reg
63/1 The offenders were both fugitated for non-appearance

2. intr. To run away. rare~ l
.

1830 Fraser’s Mag. I 182 My valet had edged to the

door, and was on the point of fugitating

Hence Iu gitated ppl a

,

put to flight, expelled

1824 J. McCulloch Highlands Scotl. IV 171 Many
manuscripts were earned to Douay, Rome, and Ratisbon,

bythe fugitated monks.

Fugitation (fiwdgittfi’Jan). [n. of action from

prec. : see -ation.]

1. Sc. Law Ajudicial sentence, declaring a person

to be a fugitive from justice, and inflicting the

penalty of outlawry and confiscation of goods.
175a J. Louthian Form ofProcess (ed 2) 144 The Sentence

of Fugitation is pronounced bythe Clerk to theMacer.
thus- ‘The Lords Justice-Clerk and Commissioners of

Justiciary, Decern and adjudge—,
—and to be Out-laws

and Fugitives . and ordain all their moveable Goods . . to

be escheat 1820 Edin Rev XXXIV. 102 Pronounce
sentence of outlawry and fugitation. x88o Masson Milton
VI 1. i 134 On the xoth of October there was a decree of

fugitation or outlawry against SirArchibald Johnstone [etc ]

eye, irequeni an

t Fuger\
in Slat Edw



FUGITIVE, FUGUE.
b. transf. Exclusion from society.

1837 Blackw Mag XLI I 516 Their ladyships know well
that instant fugitation [would] be the inevitable reward of
too much candour

2 The action of fleeing

1823 Blackw, Mag XIV 14 The bustle of fugitation and
war x88t Masson De Quincey no With all allowance for

his wanderings and fugitations

Fugitive (fu dgitiv), a and sb. Forms
.
4-6

fugit-, fngyt-, -if(e, -yf(e, -yve, (5 fegetyff), 6-
fugitive. [a "F./ugitif,fugitive, ad.L fugitivus

,

f fugit- ppl stem offugbe to flee ]

A adj (Formerly sometimes with inflected

plural, esp m legal phrases after AF

)

I Apt or tending to flee
;
given to, or in the act

of, running away.
1606 Shaks Ant <§• Cl hi 1 7 Whilst yet with Parthian

blood thy Sword is warme. The Fugitiue Parthiam follow
1625 K Long tr Barclay's Argents m, xv 200 Hee was
not much pleased with this fugitive course a 1704T Brown
Pleas Ep Wks 1730 1 no Call back our fugitive mercers
from Covent-garden 1871 R Ellis Catullus Ixiv 68 His
oars with fugitive hurry the waters beat

fig 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xx. 87 Fugitive Divines,
that like cowards run away from their Text 1644 Milton
Artop (Arb ) 43 A fugitive and cloister’d vertue that never
sallies out and sens her adversary

b That has taken flight, esp from duty, an
enemy, justice, or a master, f Also, of a debtor:
Intending flight.

1467 in Eng Gilds (1870) 376 That no citezem be attached
by his body as fugityf 1495 Act 11 Hen VII, c 48. § 2
Catalles of felons fugitif 1527 R Thorne m Hakluyt Voy
(1589) 255 That none should receiue the others subiects
fugitiues 153s Covekdale Judg xu 5 Now whan one of
y» fugityue Ephraites dyd saye [etc ] 1576 Fleming Panopl
Epist 139 If it be my lucke to lecover the fugitive fellowe
[a slave] 1597 Skene De Verb Sign 120 Malefactoures
quha are fugitive fra the law 1600 Holland Livy xxiv
xxx (1609) sjo There were scourged and beheaded of
fugitive traitours, to the number of two thousand 16x3 Sir
H Finch Law (1636) 78 In London, ifthe debtor be fugitive,
that the creditoi before the day of payment may arrest him
to find better surety *667 MiltonPL ix 16 The wrauth
Of stern Achilles on his Foe pursu’d Thrice Fugitive about
Troy Wall 1748 Richardson Clarissa III xxxi 168 To
countenance a fugitive daughter,m opposition to her parents
1753 Glover Boadtcea 1 1, Come from your hills, ye fugitive
remains Of shattered cohorts 1796 H. Hunter tr St.
Pierre's Stud Nat (1799) III 99 To imploie the pardon
of a poor fugitive negress 183s Macaulay Hist Eng III.

224 The fugitive Englishry found in England munificent
relief x88oE Kikke Garfield ig This was the first instance
in which a Union officer refused to return a fugitive slave

fig *55* RoniNSON tr More's Utop 1 (Arb) 56 By what
crafte . the kynge maye drawe to him againe fugitiue
Naples. 1704 Addr Glamorgan mLond Gaz No 4064/6
For him it was reserved to reduce fugitive Victory to her
former Mistriss's Land

f c. Of a substance (e. g the metal mercury)

:

Escaping from or eluding the grasp, slippery. Obs ~~l

c 1483 Digby Myst (1882) in 3x8 pe fegetyff mercury
[perteynyng] on to mercuryus

+2 Driven out, banished, exiled Const from, of
<71384 ChaucerH Fame 1 146 That first came thorgh his

destanee ffugityfe of Tioy Contree In Italye. 13x3 Douglas
AEneis 1 1 4 The man that fugitive By fait to Itale coynie
1549 Compl Scot ix 81 He vas fugitiue fra al cuntreis
<71360 R. MoRicEin Lett. Lit, Men (Camden) 25, 1 became
fugityve fiome myn awne house 1398 Grenewey Tacitus'
Ann 34 The Armenians receiued the fugitiue Vonones.
3 Moving fiom place to place

,
flitting, shifting,

vagabond. Alsofig Fickle
1481 Caxton Godfrey cxxxi 19s heading, How guyllem

de grateuylle and his felaws fugytyfs cam 111 to Allexandrya
the las.se, X490 — Eneydosn. 16 This noble companye ..

now vacabonde and fugytyf by the feeldes dardanike
1563-87 Foxe /1 #M (1596) 266/2 The Pictavians fugitiue
and unstable 1615 J. Stephens Satyr Ess 277Hisnelpe
extends farre and neere to fugitive Raga-munins 1621
Burton Anat Mel 1 111 1 11 (1651) 183 Restless fickle,

fugitive, they may not abide to tame m one place long
x66z R Mathew Uni Alch, 8 114 186, I pity thy fugitive
mind, and pray for thee, when I see thee hunt from one man
to another, and from one Medicine unto another. 1883 Mac-
fadyen in Congreg Year Bk 72 Fugitive preachers make
fugitive congregations 1893 Daily News 26 Apr 2/3
With fugitive securities, which move between London ana
foreign stock markets.

4 a. Of immaterial things : Evanescent, fleeting,

of short duration.
c 13x0 BarclayMirr Gd. Manners (1570) B iv, This shorte

life present as shadowe fugitiue 1635 R. Bolton Coni/
Affl Cause, v 127 Fugitive follies and fading pleasures

1697 Drvden Virg Georg, in xog In Youth alone, unhappy
Mortals live , But, ah 1 the mighty Bliss is fugitive 1743
R Blair Grave 368 Bless’d as the pleasing dreams of holy
men; But fugitive like those 18x6 L Hunt Runmi iv 7
The woe was earthly, fugitive, is past 1863 Mary Howitt
F, Bremer's Greece I vi 162 A fugitive gleam lit up the
Vales of Athens and Sparta 1877 Dowden Shaks Prim
iv. 41 The latter—the weak endings—are more fugitive and
evanescent in character.

b. Of impressions, colours, etc.
:
Quickly fading

or becoming effaced. Less correctly of material

substances. Perishable.
1678 R R[ussell] Geber 1 v 12 For the Fire consumes

every Fugitiveand inflammable Substance 1693Woodward
Nat Hist Earth vi (1723) 296 The more tender and fugitive

Parts, as the Leaves. 1822 Imison .Sie fy Art II 188 The
colour is extremely fugitive. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Mannf
II 81 The materials used in the fugitive dyes

_
1879 Farrar

St. Paul I 574 note
,
Letters written on fugitive materials

VOL. IV.

585

1879 Print Trades frill No 26 30 Cerise, like most
aniline colors, is fugitive

c Of a chemical substance • Volatile rare
*666 Boyle Ong Formes

3 Qital (1667) 48 Quicksilver
may be turn'd into..a Fugitive Smoak. 1684-5 — Min
Wateis 76 Spirituous and Fugitive Exhalations *830
Daubeny Atom. Ih x (ed 2) 324 A fixed carbonate
heated along with an ammomacal compound of a less

fugitive description

d Bot Of flowers and petals . Soon falling

1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 151 [Of the Rock-rose
Tribe] Petals 5, hypogynous, very fugitive Ibid Their
beautiful fugitive flowers

5

Of a literary composition (occas of a writer) •

Concerned or dealing with subjects of passing
interest

, ephemeral, occasional.
X76S Anstey Bath Guide u (1832) 15 At least when he

chooses his book to increase I may take a small flight as
a fugitive piece. 1820 Byron Blues 11 95 You’re a fugitive
writer, I think, sir, of lhymes? 1823 J Badcock Dorn
AmuSein p vii, Various fugitive publications of the day
1864 Spectator g Apr 423 The greater part of periodical
literature is meant to be, and ought to remain, fugitive

B. sb

1 One who flees or tries to escape from danger,
an enemy, justice, or an owner Cf A 1 Occas
one who intends flight To declare a person a
fugitive (Sc. Law) . to pronounce sentence of Fugi-
tation upon.
X382 Wyclif Num xxxv xx Fugityues that not wilnyng

sheeden blood c 1400 Maundev (1839) vi 66 Men resceyved
there all manere of Fugityfes of other places 1467 Eng
Gilds 405 Though it so be the seid fugitif fynd suerte to
answer to the accion comencyd ayenst hym. 1489 Caxton
Faytes ofA 1 vu 16 To fugityues vnneth or with grete
payne cometh agayn the herte to fighte 1376 B’leming
Panopl Epist 128 Your clearke or Secretarie, hath platde
the fugitive Or runnagate 1667-1708 'Jermes de la Ley
337 Fugitives Goods are the proper goods of him that flies

upon felony, which, after the Flight lawfully found, do
belong to tne King [The AF version hasfugitives biens,
as if the word were an adj *, but the passage of Coke
referred to {Rep v 109 b) has bona fugittvomm ] 1672
Wilkins Nat Rehg 252 That man (saith he [Antoninus]

)

is to be esteemed a fugitive and an apostate, who runs
away from his master. 1732 J Louthian Form ofProcess
(ed 2) 147 The Persons contained in the Criminal Letters,

and formerly declared Fugitives 1843 S Austin Ranke’s
Hist Ref III 473 The approach of the Turks filled the
town with crowds of fugitives. 1887 Bowen Virg. AEneid
i. 340 Dido a fugitive here Fled from a brother,

fb A deserter. Obs.

1553 Brende Q Curtius v. 04/1 It was there shewed him
by fugitiues that came out of Darius camp, that he was fled

with al spede into Bactna. x6o6 Shaks Ant Cl iv ix

22 But let the world ranke me m Register A Master leauer,

and a fugitiue x6xx Bible 2 Kings xxv xx The fugitiues

that fell away to the king of Babylon 1659 Pearson Creed
(1839) a93 The Romans themselves accounted it a servile

punishment, and inflicted it upon their slaves and fugitives

c Onewho quits or is banished fiom his country;

an exile, refugee.

1391 Shake i Hen. VI, 111 111 67 Who then, but English
Henry, will he Lord, And thou be thrust out, like a Fugitiue?
1630 R. Johnson's Kvigd p- Commw 48 Rome is the
Seminary and Nursery of English Fugitives 1692 Wash-
ington tr. Milton’s Def Pop M 's Wks 1738 I 310 This
is what that herd of Fugitives and Vagabonds hired you to

write 1788 Priestley Led. Hist v xxxvi 263 The Greek
fugitives from Constantinople promoted a taste for eloquence.

1836W. IrvingA storm II 58 Fugitives from the Spanish and
American frontiers 1855M1LMAN Lat Chr.n 1 (1864)1 137
The fugitives from Rome weie foundm all parts of the world

f d One that abandons a monastic life. Obs — 1

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb ) 84 Religyous persons that
were fugytyuys that is to sey that ranne oute of her order

2 One who shifts about or moves from place to

place
; a vagabond, wanderer. Applied also to the

lower animals.

1363-87 Foxc A. Pc M. (1684) III. 747 If thou wert an
honest Woman, thou wouldest not run about the Country
like a Fugitive. 1688 R. Holme Armoury u 239/1 [A]
Fugitive is a Hawk that rangleth and wandreth abroad
1697 Dryden Virg Georg rv 159 When the Swarms.. idly

Stray, Restrain the wanton Fugitives

3 Something fugitive ; something fleeting, or that

eludes the grasp Obs exc with personification

1683 Pettus Fleta Mm 1 (1686) 242 They [light ores]

cannot well be bi ought into compass, for they rise for the
most part in the Water, and are fugitives. 1690 Evelyn
Mem (1837) III. 316 You would not exchange your inward
consolation, for the return of all those external fugitives you
once enjoyed a 1774 Harte Vis Death Introd 48 What
Muse but his can Nature’s beauties hit, Or catch that airy

fugitive, called wit 1847 Emerson Poems
,
Ode to Beauty

,

Thou eternal fugitive, Hovering over all that live

Hence Fu gitive v (nonce-wd.) trans
,
to make

fugitive, drive into exile ;
ru gitively adv rare~°,

in a fugitive manner(Webster 1864) »
ru ffitivi sm,

the condition ofa fugitive; Fugiti vity, the quality

or state of being fugitive

1843 W S Landor Let x6 Apr in R R Madden Life
C'tess Blessmgton (ed 2) II 4x1 What fugitivities in this

lower world ofours 1 1864 Greenshield Ann Lesmahagow
vu 116 Her son Thomas was fugitived in the peisecution

1877 D M. Wallace Russia xxix 468 This change in the

position of the peasantry . . naturally increased fugitivism

and vagrancy

Fugitiveness (fi« dgitivnes). [f. Fugitive a.

+ -ness ] The quality or condition of being fugi-

tive (see the adj.).

a x66i Fuller Worthies 1 (1662)38 The Ficklenesse and

Fugitivenesse of such Servants, justly addeth a valuation
to their constancy, who are Standards in a Family X664
H More Antid Idol 2 The Ludicrousnesse and Fugitive-
nesse of our wanton Reason 1680 Boyle Scept Chem v
318 That also divers Salts are very Volatile, is plain fiom
the fugitiveness of Salt 182a Hazlitt Table-t Ser 11 1

(i860) 2 The suddenness and fugitiveness of the interest taken
m them 1833 Lamb Eha, Superann Man ji, What with
my sense of its fugitiveness, and over-care to get the greatest
quantity of pleasure out of it

t Fu’gitour. Sc Obs Also 6 fug(i)atour.
[ad L fugitor, f. fugbe to flee ] A fugitive.

1333 Bellenden Livy 11 (1822) 124 The Hethruschis war
advertist be ane fugitoure of this huge nowmer of bestial

liand utouth the portis 1333 Stewart Cron Scot II 353
All fugatouns als far fra the law that fled, Siclyke for rebell

to thame bayth be hed.

Fu*gle, v 1 slang or dial trans. To cheat, trick.

1719 D’Urfey Pills I 126 Who fugell’d the Parson’s fine
Maid. 1883 A Imondbury Gloss

, Fugel,
or Fugle, to cheat,

deceive, or trick ;
used actively

Fugle (fiw g’l),^ [back-formation from Fugle-
man J
1. mtr To do the duty of a fugleman ; to act as

guide or director
,
to make signals, lit andfig.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev III v vu (1871) 207 Wooden
arms with elbow-joints are jerking and fugling in the air, in
the most rapid mysterious manner ! 1863 De Morgan in
From Matter to Spirit Pref 35 The case fugles admirably
for a very large class of the philosophical principles

b trans. To give an example of (something) to

1868 Pall Mall G 29 June 12/2 The cost of keeping a few
thousand good men to fugle all the public and domestic
virtues to the benighted millions of Roman Catholics.

2. Comb.
1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III. v iv (1871) 191 The French

nation is of gregarious imitative nature; it needed but a
fugle-motion in this matter 1842 Miall m Nonconf II

377 The fugle-word [Martyrdom] of oui present article, is a
venerable expression

Hence Fu gling vbl sb

_
1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt 11 ii (1868) I 81 No Czech blows

into his pipe in the woodlands, without certain precautions,
and pieliminary fuglings of a devotional natuie Ibid iv

vm 468 A certain handy and correct young fellow
who already knew his fugling to a hair's-breadth, was
Drill master 1863 Reader 3 Dec 656 What the author
calls, metaphorically, ‘Fugling’, or the representation of
a corporate process of mind hy some single exaggerated
instance of the same process stationed in front of it

Fugleman (fi« g’lmmn). Also fugelman,
fugal man, flugleman, flugelman. [ad. Ger
Jlugelmann leader of the file, f.Jlugel wing + maim
Man ] A soldier especially expert and well drilled,

formerly placed in front of a regiment or company
as an example or model to the others m their

exercises

1804 Mom Chron in Spirit Pull Jmls (1803) VIII 1x7
Time has utteily deprived these stiffening limbs of mine of
all power to spring through the rapid motions of the fugle-

man X809W Irving Kmckerb (1861) 143 Several times was
Antony obliged to stand forth like a fugleman and repeat the
sign 1814 W. Taylor m Monthly Rev LXXIV 271 Like
the flugelman of a regiment, he over-acts the movements
which he would excite m others 1838 Carlyle Fredk Gt
I v v. 579 This Hohmann was now Fliigelmanudfugleman*
as we have named it, leader ofthe file) 1886 H. F. Lester
Under two Fig Trees 229 With the captain as volunteei
fugleman the colony quickly enrolled.

transf. andJig
1814 J Gilchrist Reason 44 After the example of some

great gardener who has been made flugle-man to all gene-
rations 1827 Syd. Smith Wks (1859) II 120/2 We pro-
pose Lord Nugent as a political flugelman. 1845 Miall
in Nonconf V. 33 What ' must the state be fugleman to

God’s worshipers, that all may assume the same posture
and bow alike? 1847 Alb Smith Chr Tadpole xhv (1879)

388 Acting as fugleman for the approbation, which was
judiciously thrown in from time to time. 1833 E Forbes
Lit Papers vi 168 Popular guides to public collections are
seldom of more value than the explanations of the fugleman
of a raree-show. 1873 F. Hall in Lippvncott's Mag XV
342/1, I picked out their fugleman, a well grown boar,

and fired.

Hence Fu'glemiuiship, the office and duties of

a fugleman. Also by substitution, Fu glewoman,
a woman who gives a signal

X845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) I 37 Not the smallest

regularity of fuglemanship or devotional drill-exercise x868
Daily Tel 27 May, Miss Tickletoby well acting as fugle-

woman to her eight-and-twenty boarders, waves her virtuous
pocket-handkerchief m response to the salutations from
a drag full of roystermg young guardsmen.

Fugue (fi wg) ,sb. Forms . 6-8 fuge, (7 fug), 7-8
feuge, 7- fugue [a F. fugue

,

ad It.fuga lit.

‘flight’:—L.fuga, related tofugbe to flee] ‘A
polyphonic composition constructed on one or more
short subjects or themes, which are harmonized ac-

cording to the laws of counterpoint, and introduced

from time to time with various contrapuntal devices’

(Stamer and Barrett). Double Fugue (see quot.

1880).

1397 Morley Introd Mus 76 We call that a Fuge, when
one part begmneth and the other smgeth the same, forsome
number of notes (which the first did sing) 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 1

13 The Reports and Fuges have an Agreement
with the Figures in Rhetorick, of Repetition, and Traduc-
tion a 1646 J Gregory Posthuma (1649) 48 The Contra-
punctum figuratum, consisting of Feuges, or maintaining of
Points. 1667 Pepys Diary 13 Sept , The sense of the words
being lost by not being heard, and especially as they set

them with Fuges of words,one after another 1667 Milton
74



FUG-TIE. 586 FULFIL.

p L xi 563 His volant toucli Instinct through all piopor-

tions low and high Fled and puisu’d transverse the lesonant

fugue 1795 Mason Ch Mm 1 59 The Fugue is indeed come
into disrepute with Modern Masters 1875 OusrtEV Mm
Form 11 4 The art of Fugue can be mastei ed thoi oughly by
dint of laborious application 1880 Grove Ahcr Mus I 459
Double Fugue, a common term for a fugue on two subjects,

in which the two start together

tiansf 1863 Glo Ei iot Romola 1 i, Eldeily market-

women conti lbuted a wailing fugue of invocation

Comb 1869 OusrLrv Countop xvm 130 Of all kinds of

musical composition none perhaps is so impoitaiit as the art

of fugue wilting

Fugue (fi/7g), v [f piec sb ] inti To com-
pose, or perform, a fugue (Nonce-use, iofugue it

)

1834 Bi CKrottD Italy I 4 Haifa dozen squeaking fiddles

fugued and flourished away in the galleries 1894 Du
Maurilr Trilby 1 41 They fugued and canoned and
counterpomted it

So Fugumg vbl sb.) Fugumg ppl a (
=

Fugued ppl a

)

1694 Purceil Playfard's Skill Mus (1697) 98 The third

sort of Fugemg is called a Double Fuge 1731 Rulesfor
Thormu-Bass in Holder's Harmony 200 Short Lessons by
way of Fugemg 1795 Mason Ch Mus 11 104 Dr Tudway
. had the boldness to declaie, 1 that the piactice of fuelling

in vocal music obscured the sense
1

*86z W W. Story
RobachR iv (1864)48 The fuguing chants of the Papal
choir sound down the aisles 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganm.
P vn 56 Those old fuguing tunes wcie like the same [calm]

ocean aroused by storming winds

Fugued (fiwgd), ppl a [f I ogue sb and v
+ -ed Cf. F. fugue ] Composed in the foim of

a fugue
*856 Sat Rev I 319/2 The first part is hi ought to a close

by a fugued choius 1871 II B I1 orman Living Poets 369
A sort of fugued movement. 1878 E Prout m Giove Diet
Mus I 307 Pieces written in a fugued style, though not
strict fugues.

Fuguist (fi« gist) Also 8 fughiat, 9 fugueist,
[f Fugue sb -

1
- -ist ] A composer of fugues.

1789 Burney Ilist Mm III 11. no Handel was perhaps
the only great Fughist exempt fiont pedantry 1829 Lamb
Lett (1888) II 233 Dear Fugueist, or hear’t.t thou lathei

Contrapuntist? 1841 H F Charity Mus .5 Mann
(1844) III 246 Classical preluders and steady fuguists will

come 111 time.

Fuhel, -wel, obs. forms of Fowl sb

Fuid(e, obs. foim of Feud 1

Fuil-de-mort, corrupt f Feuillemorte a
1687 A Lovnur tr Bergerac's Com Hist 1 138 And con-

tents himself with an old Fuil-de-mort Cloak,

Fuilljie, var of Fulyie, AV

Fuir-days. Sc Also foor-, fure-, fuor-
[Soraewkat obscure

;
the sense would suggest iden-

tification of the first element with Foke adv , but

the phonology is m that case abnoimal ] a Late
in the day .= far days

,
forth days (see Far adv

3 c, Foeth A. 4 b). b Broad daylight.

*535 Stewart Cron Scot II 517 The king . left his

sueit that tyme, mid tulce gud rest, Sleipand lycht sound
qulull all the nycht wes past, And on the morne, quhill it

wes neir fun dais 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr m 17
Be that time it was fau- fooi days 1807 J Stagg Poems
17 At last ’twas gitten wheyte fuor days, The lavrocks shrill

wai whuslin'.

Fmaurn, -un, obs forms of Foiaoir,

t Fu.it6. Obs 1 are In 5 fuyte. [a. F fmte
flight, f fmr to flee.] Flight.

1409 Caxton Esteydos vn 31 Semed to theym that they
oughte to make an ende of their fuyte or fleeynge

+ Fuk. Obs. Also 5 fukke, 6 fuck(e, fouke
[Proximate source uncertain

;
the word, with such

variety of application as is not uncommonly found
in nautical terms (cf

, e g ,
Mizen), occurs in many

mod European langs * F foe jib ; Du fok (MDu,
fokke) foremast

,
Ger fock{e

,

Sw fock, Da.fofc fore-

sail. The ongm is usually sought m ON , fok,
action of driving, f, loot offuika to drive

;
possibly

the nautical word was originally a shortening of
various compounds of this ] Some kind, of sail

,

? a jib, a stay-sail (but prob used loosely in quols

)

Also in Comb fukmast (in quot 1 598= ‘ foiemast *)

,

fuhsail, fuksheet.
1463 Mann Honseh Exp (Roxb.) 200 Item, my mastyr

paid for a ffukke maste, inj f inj d 1535 Stewart Cron
Scot (1858) I 20 Tha salit fast befolr the wynd With fuk-
saill, topsaill, manesall, musall, and blynd Ibid 100 It is

. Sax houris salmg bayth. with fuk and blind 1368 Sahr
Poems Reform xlvi. 30 Plum weill the grund quhat evir

he doo, Haill on the fukscheit and the blind 1398 W
Phillips tr Linschoten 1 163 The chiefe Boteson hath,
gouernement ouer the Fouke mast, and the fore sayles
transf *300-20 Dunbar Poems xiv 74 So mony fillok

with fuck sailis Within this land was nevir hard nor sene
<21329 Skelton Col Clout

e

399 Set up theyr fucke sayles
To catch wynde

Fuke (fi«k). Obs exc. dial. Also 5 fuike, -yke.

A lock of hair.

*483 Cath A net, 143/1 Fuike (A Fuyke), lanigo 1674
Ray N C Woi as 19 Fukes Chesh Locks of Hair *688
R Holme Armoury 11 *34/1 The Topping, or fore top [of

a horse], Fuke 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh, Wordbk
Fukes • see Fuous
Ful, obs. form of Foul.
-ful, suffix, originally identical with Full a.

1 . Forming adjs. In OE the adj. full

,

like its

equivalent in the other Tent, langs,, was used in

composition with a preceding sb., forming adjs ,

the etymological sense of which (
— ‘ full of ’) is

usually somewhat weakened, so that the words may
be rendered ‘ having ‘ characterized by ’ (the attri-

bute denoted by the sb ) , the meaning of the suffix

thus differs little from that of L. -ostis, -ous In

ME and in mod.E. many new formations of this

type have amen, some of them from Romanic sbs ,

as beautiful
,
gi acefttl ; and the suffix is still to some

extent productive In the 14th c. a few new forms

arose 111 which the suffix had the force of ‘ possess-

ing the qualities of’, e. g masteifal, manful In
OE -full was not ordinarily appended to adjs.

,
an

instance occurs in deoicjull

,

Darkful, used to

render L. tench osm, and piob fonned ni imitation

of it In the ifith and 17th c a few new words
appear f adjs or L adj stems f -ful, e. g direful,

grateful, tristful,fierceftil) piob these were due to

the analogy of older synonyms having this suffix,

though it is possible that they may have been m
pmt suggested by It words like gtatevole (giade

-

vole), the ending of which has an accidental resem-

blance to the Eng. suffix As the sbs. to which

-fit! is appended aie often nouns of action or state

coincident in foim with the stems of 1 elated vbs
,

it happens frequently that a word really f a sb

+ -ful is associated in 01 dinary apprehension rather

with the vb than the sb (Foi this there are

sometimes special causes
,
e g. the sb thank being

obsolete in the sing while thank vb, is current, the

adj thankful is naturally viewed as a derivative

of the latter.) Hence in mod,Eng adjs. m-fuh.se
sometimes formed directly on verb-stems, the sense

of tlie suffix being ‘apt to’, ‘ able or accustomed

to’, as in assistful, dislraitful, crossful, mournful ,

an example of a passive sense ( = -able) occurs in

bashful.

2 . Fanning sbs In the Tent, langs the foim of

expression in which a sb. denoting a receptacle is

followed by the adj Full in concord with it and
governing a genitive (e g ‘a hand full of corn’)

was used, not only m its proper sense, but in the

tiansfened sense of ‘ the quantity that fills or would
fill’ (the leceptacle) . see Full a 1 b The am-
biguity thus arising is paitly obviated by a differen-

tiation of foim
;
the sb and adj, are treated as inde-

pendent words when they retain their pioper sense,

but as forming a compound when the sense istians-

ferred. This differentiation has not been carried out

to an equal extent in the various langs. In Ger
,

handvoll ‘ handful ’, viundvoll ‘ mouthful ’ are

wntlea as single words, but this makes no real dif-

feience m their syntactical value; the gender ofthe

quasi-compound is dctei mined by that of its first

element, and theie is no inflexion In OE, the de-

velopment had proceeded a step further in the case

of handfull, which, although retaining the fem.

gender ofhand, was so completely one word as to be
declinable (aecus -fulle, pi. -fuller, after the prevail-

ing declension of feminines)
; m the 14th c the pi.

was handfullts. No other compound of this class is

found in OE.
;
commonly the notion was expressed

in the original Teut manner by the adj full m
concord with the sb. This continued also m ME.

,

but owing to the practice of using the sing of a
noun of quantity instead of the pi. after a numeral,
there is seldom any evidence to show whether the
ME antecedent of a word like dishful is to be
regarded as a syntactical combination or as a single

word In mod .Eng -ful has become a suffix form-
ing derivatives with the general sense ‘quantity

that fills or would fill * (something), and may be
attached at pleasure to any sb denoting an object

that can be regarded as holding or containing a
more or less definite quantity of anything

;
thus we

have not only bottleful, boxful, canful, spoonful, etc
,

but bookful, churchful
,
houseful, worldful, etc. The

plural forms spoonsful, cupsful, etc , which are still

sometimes heard, represent either a suivival of, or
(much more probably) a return to, the older gram-
matical view, but though they have thus some
appearance of historical justification, they are con-
trary to good modem usage, and are objectionable
on account of their ambiguity.
The ON -fyllr {handfyllr handful, immnfyUr mouthful,

etc.) is not identical with the Eng suffix, but is the sb
fyllr fem = Fill sb 1

, and the compounds are therefore all

fem
,
whatever the gender of the first element,

+ Fulcible , a Obs.~° [f ’L.fulcire to support

.

see Fulcrum and -ble ] That may be propped up,
1623-6 m Cockeram

;
whence in later Diets

t Fulciment. Obs. [ad. late "L.fulcimentum,
i.fulcire . see Fulcrum and -Ment.] A prop or
support

,
usually spec. a fulcrum

1648 Wilkins Math Magic 1 xn 80 If we conceive the
same dis-proportion betwixt their several distances m the
former faculties, from the fulcunent, 01 center of gravity
they would both equiponderate 1637 Tomlinson Renon's
Dtsp 258 Boughs which without fulciments would lay along
the ground 1695 Ai ingiiam Geom Eft 54 Thefulcunent
or point ofhem mg comes neaier the middle of the Oar *710
But Apollo III No 56 2/r In this Position of the Body
the Fulciment is the Legs 17S9 tr Dnhamel's Husb 1

vn (1762) 17 And a weight, 01 fulciment, as he calls it.

fig *796 W Taylor in Monthly Rev XIX 318 A fulci-

ment is wanting to the lever of 1 evolution

Fulcne(n, var. offulhtnc, earlyME., to baptize

qv under bu llought
Fulcra

.
pi of Fulcrum

Fulcraceous (fclkrci Jbs),<z Bot [f Fulcr-um
4- -AOEOUS ] Of or pertaining to the fulcia of plants
1866 m ‘J reas Bot

Fulcral (fs'lkral), a rare [f Fulcr-um +
-al ] Relating to the fulcia of a fish

*872 Nicholson Paleeont 323 Fin borders generally with
fulcral scales

Fulcrant (ffilkiant). Ent. (See quot

)

1826 Kirby & bp Entomol IV 346 Fulcrant, when the
trochanter merely props the thigh below at the base, but
docs not at all intoivene between it and the coxa

Fulcrate (faHWi), a. Bot [f. Fulcr-um
4 -ATE 2 ] Supported by or provided with fulcra.

1760 Lnr Introd Bot 111 iv 166 Fulcrate, pi opt, when
their Blanches descend to the Root; as 111 Incus i860
Fowl 1 it Med Foe

,
Bitla ate, in Bot

,
having branches de«

scendmg to the earth , having fulcres 1880 Gray Struct.

Bot 412/2

Fttlcre. Englishing of Fulcrum (in sense 2 a)
*860 in Fowllu Med Foe.'

Fulcrum (f» lkrimi) PI fulcra Alsoyfui-
chrum. [a L.fulci urn (in class L. ‘the post or foot

of a couch ’), f. root offulc-ire to suppoit, prop ]
1 . A prop or support ; now only spec in Mech

the point against which a lever is placed to get

pm chase or upon which it turns or is supported.

1674 Petty Disc. Dnpl. Pioportion 41 Squaie Rods,
whose Ends let be supported with convenient Blocks or
Fulcia 1690 Boyi.l Med. Hydiostat ix 60 Ihe Ballance
hangs on a stable Fulcrum. 1774 Goldsm Hat Hist 11776)
VII. 182 They [serpents] entirely want a fulcrum

,

if I may
so express it, from whence to take their spring 1802 Paley
Hat Theol. via § 2 The same spine was also to afford a
fulcrum, stay oi basis foi the insertion of the muscles which
are spread over the trunk of the body 1803 J Wood
Pune Mech iv 50 The Lever is an inflexible 10a, moveable
upon a point which is called the fulcrum or center of
motion *832 Dr ia Bncnn Geol Man (ed 2) 40 If the
ccntie of gravity of the mass chances to be high and far

removed from the perpendicular of its fulcrum, the stone
falls fiom its elevation 1853 Hoi »rN Hum Osteal (1878)

141 The use of the scapula is to afford a movable fulcrum
for the motions of the atm 1869 Gn 1 were. Reptiles 4 Birds
11 39 They hook themselves on to a tree, which gives them
the power ofa double fulcrum

b. fig
1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 472 The most excellent Ful-

crum of the Soul, the peiswasion of the Everhvmg God
a 1679 T Goodwin Whs (1682) II iv. 335 Om Hearts will

need a most special strong fulchrum, support and sustemer
(as the word imports) 1804 W. Taylor in Ann Rev II

334 This should have been selected as the fulcrum of in-

dignation. 1830 Mlrivai r Rom Emp (1863) I iv 172
The consulship was the fulcrum from which the whole
Roman world was to be moved. *833 Sir H Douglas
Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 222 A footing once gained is a fulcrum
which should never be lost

2 . (Chiefly pi.) a Bot. Accessory organs or

appendages of a plant ; e. g. bracts, stipules, ten-

drils, etc

*785 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot xxxi 483 The parts I now
allude to, arc what he [Linnzeus] calls Fulcra

,

props or sup-

ports of the plant 1807J. E Smith Phys Bot xvii. 218

Of the several kinds of Fulcia, 01 Appendages to a plant

1874 Cooler Fungi 62 In an exotic genus . the fulcra, or

appendages are black.

b. Ichth. (pi

)

The small osseous scales ar-

ranged in a row and situated on the anterioi ray

of the fins of many ganoid fishes.

1880 Gunther Fishes 360 Vertical fins with a single series

of fulcra in front *885 tr Claus' ZoSl II 164 The spine*

like splints known asfulcra.

Fulder, Sc var. ofFouidre, Obs

,

a thunderbolt.

*3*3 Douglas Mneis xn. xiv 88 Nor fulderis dynt .

With sik a rummyll com bratland on sa fast.

Fule, Sc form of Fool
;
obs form of Fowl.

Fulfil (fulfi‘1), v. Pa t. and pa. pple fulfilled
(fulfi Id). Forms . 1-7 (see Full a and Fill v.\

8-9 fullflll, 3-9 fulfill, 4- fulfil. [OE. full

-

fyllan , f Fui l a. 4-fyllan to Fill. Cf tofillfull

:

see B'ill v i .]

1 . trans To fill to the full, fill up, make full.

Const of, with Now only arch,

a. in mateual sense.

c *000 jEli-ric Gram. xxvi. (Z ) 133 Compleo,
ic fullfylle

c *230 Old Kent Serm m O. E, Misc (1872) 20 po serganz

uuluelden )>a faten of waters c *350 Will Paleme 4319
Al bat huge halle was hastili fulfilled 1382 WvcLir Gen
1. 28 Growe *e and be je multiplied and fulfille the erthe

cx400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 102 Aftirward I fulfilhde pe

wounde with hoot oile of rosis 1483 Caxton Gold Leg
79 b/2 All the londe therof shal be lulfyllid with deserte.

?a 1300 Chester PI. (E E. T S.)u 68 All Beastes I byd
yow multeply . . the earth to fulfill *548-77 Vicary A nat,

11 (1888) 22 Simple and pure fleshe, which fulfylleth the
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concamties ofvoyde places 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III

676 The world has received animals . . and is fulfilled with
them
b. m immaterial applications.

a 1300 CursorM 852 (Gott ) God . .fulfild bis world al wid
his grace 1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton) v xiv (1859) 8° The
Apostles were fulfilled with the holy ghoost 1480 Robt
Devylls Hys hearte was fullfylled all with thought 1529
More Comf agst Tnb 1 Wks 1151/2 Theyr owne con-
science may fulfil their heartes wyth spiritual toy *363
Homilies 11 Rogation. Week 1 (1859) 475 He fulfilletn

both heaven and earth with his presence. 161a T Taylor
Comm Titus il 12 Be not drunke with wine, hut be fulfilled

with the spirit. 1825 Scott Talism xxiv, I have never
known knight more fulfilled of nobleness. 1830 Tennyson
Poems 35 Her subtil, warm, and golden breath Which
mixing with the infant’s blood Fullfills him with beatitude
1864 Swinburne Atalanta 2120 Filling thine eyes And
fulfilling thine ears With the brilliance of battle 1870
Morris Earthly Par. I. 1 313 When he was fulfilled of this

delight

fc To spread through the whole extent of
; to

pervade. Obs
1382 Wyclit Jer xxni 24 Whether not heuene and erthe
Y fulfille? seith the Loid 1535 Coverdale Dan 11 35 Ihe
stone became a greate inountayne which fulfylleth the
whole earth 1581 Marbeck Bk ofNotes 436 The glone
of the Lord fulfilling the house

+ 2 To furnish or supply to the full with what is

wished for, to fill as with food, to satisfy the

appetite or desue of. Obs
a 1300 E E Psalter cm[i] 16 Be fulefilled sal trees ofe

felde ilkan C1340 Cursor M 6842 (Fauf
) pe seyuende

3ere Iete hit ly stille pe pouer men hunger for to fulfille

1382 Wyclif Matt xv 33 Therfore wherof so many loouys
to vs in desert, that we fulfille so grete a cumpanye of
peplet 1430-40 Lydg Bockas 111 1 (1554) 70 b, Thyne
empty wombe eche day to fulfill, If thou mightest haue
vittayle at thy will c 1450 tr Be Ivntatione 1 1 3 pe eye
is not fulfilled wij? J?e sijt nor pe ere wip hennge c 1300
Lancelot 941 Your plesance may >e wel fulfill Ofme 159a
Timme Ten Eng Lepers^ Fy, Not to sustame nature but
to fulfill insaciable gurmandize 1601 Holland Pliny I

114 To fulfill his greedy and endlesse appetite

3 To fill up or make complete
; to supply what

is lacking m; i formerly sometimes with faith.
Also, to fill up or supply the place of (something)

;

to compensate for (a defect) Obs exc arch
a 1173 Cott Horn, 219 Al swa fele pe me milite bat tiocSe

hape fulfellen ci2go S Eng Leg I 305/214 pare-fore
man is i-wrou3t, To fulfulle pe teope ordre pat was out of
heouene i-brou3t. c *380 Wyclit Last Age Cfurche p xxvu,
Cnsten men hauen xxi lettris and 3euynge to eche c pe
newe Testament was endid whanne pe noumbre of bes
assmgned lettris was fulfilled 138a — Phil 11 2 Fulfille

ae my joye c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 29 po lj. defautis
pe medlynee of pe ligament fulfillip c X440 Promp Parv
182 FulfylTyn or make a-cethe in thynge pat wantythe.
suplto *473 in Ld Treas Acc Scotl (1877) I 30 Item lij

quartens of blak to fulfill furth the lynyng of the Queynis
goone 1533 Bl llenden Livy 11 (1822) 107 The new Faderis
chosin .to fulfilltheauldnowmer ofFaderis aforemimst 1336
Robinson tr MordsUtop (ed 2)11 (Arb )goThen they fulfyll

and make vp the nurnbre with cytezens 1850 Mrs Brown-
ing Poems I. 9 Glory and life Fulfil their own depletions

+ b absol or vntr. To supply what is wanted
1390 Gower Conf III 138 Where lacketh good the word

fulfiUeth To make amendes for the wronge

+ 4. To fill, hold, or occupy (a position that has
been vacant) ; to take (the place ofsomething). Obs
c tarn Trm Coll Horn 33 Man sholde fuluullen englene

sete c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 221 pat it mi3te fulfille pe
place of peprote 1432-30 tr Ihgden (Rolls) I 289 Whiche
gete turfes to fullefille the stede of woode *509 Barclay
Shyp of Polys (1370) 168 His wretched Carcas shall the
voyde graue fulfill 1348-77 Vicary Anat u (1888) 18
Some [bones] to fulfyll the hollowe places, as in the handes
and feete

5. To carry out or bring to consummation (a
prophecy, promise, etc.); to satisfy (a desire,

prayer).
In origin a Hebraism 1 a literal tiausl of the Vulgate

adunplere, ituplere, Hellenistic Greek nKripovv, used in an
unclassical sense after Heb «bo, literally ‘ to fill’,

ctagoS Eng Leg I 104/119 Juit it scholde bi-foreu eov
alle bi folfuld bl me her a 1300 Cursor M 26254 His
flexs lust to ful-fill c 1320 Cast Love 1201 The profecye of
Symeon Wes fulfylled thon c 1383 CuAUcru L G. IV 694
Cleopatra, Thilke comenant I wele fulfille 1400 G Ai'

David in Ellis Ong. Lett Ser ji I 6 Other thinges he
behqt me the qwich he fulfullyt not 1514 Barclay Cyt
<$• Uplondyshm (Percy Soc ) 9 Fulfill thy promise, I praye
the now begynne a 1633 Austin Mead (1635) 43 His
purpose was onely to get money but God’s purpose was
(thereby) to bring Mary to Bethlehem, Hee, to fill full

ins Coffers, God, to fulfill the Prophecies. 1769 J Brown
Diet. Bible (1818) s v , To fulfil requests and desires is to

grant the things desired. 1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev I iv i.

(1872) xoi The universal prayer therefore is to be fulfilled

i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xvi 112,

1

fulfilled to the letter my
engagement to ask no help 1864 Bryce HolyRom Emp
lx (1875) 145 Full of bright promise never fulfilled 1883
H Spencer in Contemp. Rev XLIII. 13 Nature leads men
by purely personal motives to fulfil her ends.
ref, 1843 Tennyson Gard Dau S33 My desire By its

own energy fulfill’d itself 1847 — Pnnc vn 12 1 If you
be, what I think you, some sweet dream, I would but ask
you to fulfil yourself.

0 To carry out, peiform, execute, do (something

enjoined)
; to obey or follow (a command, the

law, etc.).

01230 Gen # Ex. 1222 To fulfillen godes reed, a 1300
Cursor M. 9736 pi will 1 sal euermar full-fill 1390 Gower
Conf, III, 264 That thing may he nought fulfille. 1484

Caxton Fables ofiSsop 11 xvi, My mayster whiche con-
strayneth me to fulfylle his wylle 1526 Pilgr Perf(W deW 1331) 2 So to study this present treatyse, that they may
fulfyll it in theyr lyuyng 1645 Milton Colast Wks (1831)

353 ket not therfore under the name of fulfilling Chanty, such
an unmerciful 1 yoke, bee padlockt upon the neck of any
Chnstian 1667 — P L xn 402 The Law of God exact he
shall fulfil 1777 Blair Serm I iv in Let us carry on our
preparation for heaven by fulfilling the duties and offices of
every station m life 1781 Cowper Expost 644 To praise
him is to serve him, and fulfil his unquestioned will 1833
J H Newman Par berm (1837) I v 76 In what sense ao
we fulfil the words of Christ? 1871 R Ellis Catullus Ixiy.

3 to Still each hand fulfilled its pious labour eternal.

+ b To perforin, execute, accomplish (a deed)
a 1223 Auer R 288 3if per were eise uorto fulfullen be

dede c 1400 Maundev (1839) v 53 Tbei fulfillen first the
more longe Pilgrymage, and after retournen a?en be the
nexte Weyes 158a A Munday Dtscov E Campion in
Arb GamerVIII 205 The deaths of these noble personages
should be presently fulfilled 1393 Shahs. Liter 1635 Where
you did fulfil 1 he loathsome act of lust

c To fill the requirements of, answer (a pur-
pose), comply with (conditions'!.

1784 Cowper Tiroc g3 If all Fulfill the purpose, and
appear design’d Proofs of the wisdom of th’ all-seeing Mind
1793 Smevton Edystone L § 304 Every stone fulfils its place
inside and out 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1 u, The numerous
haunts which fulfilled with that idle people the office of cafes
and clubs at this day 1840 Lardner Geom 112 If 111 two
triangles, either of the conditions of similarity be fulfilled,
the other condition must also be fulfilled, i860 Mill Repr
Govt (1863) 1/1 To inquire what form of government is best
fitted to fulfil those purposes. x86a H. Spencer First Pnnc
n iv § 53 (1875) 174 Before a truth can be known as neces-
sary, two conditions must be fulfilled *870 M. D Conway
Earthw. Pilgr xxvu 320 A street speaker and his audience
fulfilling the condition of moving on 187S Jowett Plato
(ed 2) V 200 The Cl etan laws fulfil the object oflaws, which
is to make those who use them happy
7 To bring to an end, finish, complete (a period,

portion of time, a woik, etc ).

c 1290 Y Eng. Leg I 3/143 3wane pe time were folfuld.

1340 Ayenb 262 pis boc is uolueld me be eue of pe holy
apostles Symon an ludas c 1400 Lanfrands Cirurg 168
pere is fulfillid pe fiiste digestioun of pe guttis c 1400 tr

Sect eta Secret., Gov Lordsk (E E T 3 ) 71 Turne pe
vpon py left syde, and fulfylle py sleepe vpon pat syde
1413 Pilgr Somle (Caxton) v 1 (1859) T2 A thynge that is

mfynyte maye not be fulfilled 1526-34 Tinsale Acts xm
23 When John had fulfylled his course, he say de, whome
ye thinke that I am the same am I not 1333 Coveudale
2 Sam vu 12 Whan thy tyme is fulfylled y6 thou shalt
slepe with thy fathers 1784 Cowper Task vr 786 Six
thousand years of soirow have well-nigh Fulfilled then
tardy and disastrous course Over a sinful world 1814
Scott Ld of Isles 11 xxix, Whose ill-timed speed Fulfill’d

my soon-repented deed

Hence Fulfilled ppl a
1640 Milton Eikon. xxvu Wks (1847) 329/1 All our past

and fulfill’d miseries

Fulfiller (fiilfi’Ioj). [f Fulfil v. + -eb 1

] One
who fulfils, in various senses of the vb
1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) v xiv 108 The hooly

ghoost that is the ender and the fulfiller 1545 Brimclow
Lament 24 b, Christ wolde not breake the lawe, but was
the fullfiller of the lawe, 1692 South Serm (1718) II 102
God himself is first the author, and then the fulfillei of
them 1732 Law Spirit of Lave 11 (1816) 138 A fulfiller of
all lighteousness 1843 Hood Forge 1 xm, Of his duty so
true a fulfiller. i860 Pusly Min Proph no Ihe faithful
Fulfiller of His promises.

Fulfilling (folfi'liij), vbl sb. [f Fulfil v h-

-ingI] The action of the vb Fulfil in various

senses
,
an instance of this

,
also concr that which

fulfils Cf Fulfilment, now usually substituted.

1340 Ayenb 260 God pet is pe ends and pe uoluelhnge and
pe sorame of his wylmnges 138a Wyclit Rom xm. xo
Therfoie Ioue is the plente, or fulfillinge, of the lawe 1480
Caxton Citron. Eng ccxxxvui 263 For vnmesuiable ful-

fyllmg of his lust his lyf shorted the souner 1526 Pilgr
Perf pH deW, 1531)43 Theaccomplysshynge or fulfyllynge
of nis commaundementes 1628 J Gau le Pract Theories
(1629) 22 He could haue indured any thing rather then a
Prophecies not fulfilling 1671 Milton PR n 109 With
thoughts Meekly compos'd awaited the fulfilling 1715 De
Foe Fam. Instruct 1 1 (1841) I 29 The fulfilling of Old
Testament types, and Old Testament promises.

Fulfilling (fulfilig), ppl a . [f. as prec +
-iNOa .] That fulfils, in senses of the vb ; hence,
complementary or suitable to (obs )

1340 Ayenb 113 pa? ha leuede an hondred year he ne
mi3te na3t do uoluellmde penonce of one dyadhche zenne
1432 m Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 282 A Batylment
by nethe with a Crest above and a Casement fulfyllyng to
the werk 1606 Shaks Tr <§• Cr Pro! 18 With massie
Staples And corresponsiue and fulfilling Bolts.

Fulfilment (fulfilment), [f Fulfil v. +
-mint.] The action or an act or process of ful-

filling ; accomplishment, performance, completion.

(Not in Johnson 1755 )

1775 m Ash 1777 Blair Serm I v r4t With what
entire confidence ought we to wait for the fulfilment of all

his other promises, in their due time 1786-1805 J H
Tooke Parley (i860) 586 Gage By which a man is bound
to certain fulfilments 1830 Herschel Stud Nat Phil
1 111 (1831) 42 There are consequences and fulfilments of
the laws of nature, 1849 James Woodman 11, She exacted
a fulfilment of all prescribed duties from her nuns 1891
Law Rep Weekly Notes 76/2 The fulfilment of the con-

dition literally became impossible.

t Fu'lgeuce. Obs. [f, as next: see -ence.J
sb next.

7 a 1300 Chester PI. (E E T S ) i 180 And here were now

the Trymtie, We sholde him pass by our fulgence a 1645
Heywood Epil. Wks 1874 VI 343 May Venus and the
Moones bright constellations, With their best fulgence
smile on all your Nations 1652 Benlowes Iheoph v Ivii,

Sols radiant Fulgence in meiidian Skies Seem'd shade unto
those Clarities

+ FuTgency. Obs [f next • see -ency J Ful-
gent quality, brightness, splendour.
1659 D Pell Iinpr Sea 480 A flower that will constantly

expose itself unto the fulgency of the Sun 1794 Sullivan
P uiu Nat II 4x2 The great fulgency and clearness of the
sun’s light

Fulgent (fy ldgent)
,
a [ad. L fulgmt-em

,

pr.
pple of fttlgere to shme. see -jemt] Shining
bughtly; brilliant, glittering, lesplendent Now
poet, or rhetorical.
1432-50 ti Higden

^

(Rolls) I. 13 Asches or sonde, whiche
semenge as thynges impure and wontenge lyjhte be wonte
to yelde put e materes and fulgent ? a 1500 York Myst

,

Iuholders (1885) 514 Hayle ' fulgent Phebus X615CR00KE
Body ofMan 363 It doth lesse hinder the fulgent bnghtnes
of the chnstahne 1636 Heywood Loves Misti ess 2ndProI
Wks 1874 V 88 Liquid Gold Of fulgent beautie 1667
Milton P L x 449 At last, as from a Cloud, his fulgent
head And shape Starr-bright appeer’d inoGvovv.u.Leontdas
iv 518 Other Ihracians fulgent morions wore, With horns
of bulls in imitating brass Curv’d o’er the crested ridge
1807W0RDSW Gipsies 16 Then issued Vespei from the fulgent
west 1835 Blachiv Mag XXXVIII 401 Brighter .than
the stream Which in Pirene shed its fulgent gleam
fig 1879 G Meredith Egoist II it 32 The studious
mind throws off acids and crusty paiticles in the piling of
the years, until it is fulgent by clarity

b. Her (See quot )
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Fulgent

,

having rays, as
a star fulgent.

Hence Fu Igently adv., Fu lgentness.
1727 Bailey vol II, Fulgentness 1880 G Meredith
Trag Com (1881) 36 Her hero faced about and stood up,
looking at her fulgently

Fulgid (f» ldgid), a [ad L fulgid-us, f. ful-
gere to shme.]
1 Flashing, glittering, shining.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr

, Fulgid, shining, glistering,
bright 1678 R R[ussru] Geberu i.m vi 74 Of most ful-
gid Splendor 1715-20 Pope Iliad x 547 Through thebrown
shade the fulgid weapons shined. 1773 Wilson in Phil.
Trans LXIV 16 This beauteous substance is at the sur-
face, most fulgid 1791 W Bartram Carolina 51 The
fulgid sunbeams spread abroad their animating light 1822
T Taylor Apulenis xt 261 A very black robe fulgid with
a dark splendour. 1870 Emerson Soc. <$• Sold viu 163
Demons with fulgid eyes.

2. Nat. Hist. (See quot

)

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV, 279 Fulgid, a bright
fiery red.

Hence Pulgi dlty, fulgid state or condition
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr 1755 m Johnson; and in

mod Diets

Fulgor, fulgour (fylgoj, -ai) aich [a L
fulgor, i.fulgere to shine ] A brilliant or flashing

light
;
dazzling brightness, splendour

1602 Marston Ant Mel 1. Introd , By the resplendent
fulgor of this steele, I will defende the feminine to death
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep 111 x 128 Glowewormes
alive, project a lustre in the darke, which fulgour notwith-
standing ceaseth after death 1665 Sir T Herbert Trav
(1677) 302 Chains of burnished Gold or Brass, whose fulgor
they delighted in 1791W Bartram Carolina 13 Thefulgour
and rapidity of the streams of lightning exhibited a very
awful scene 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev II v iv, There had
nsen quite another variegated Glitter and nocturnal
I'ulgor 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades 11 103 Leaped up the
hot red sun abo\e the sea. And lit the horrid fulgour of his
scales.

fig 1635 Heywood Hierai ck v. 278 Those Mindes and
Essences diuine By nature with Miraculous Fulgor shine
1668 H Moke Dm Dial 1 xiv (1713) 28 Hyl There
shines from them such an intellectual fulgor 1834 Fraser’s
Mag, X 699 Iheir influence shall enable us to make this
article glow with a fulgour not otherwise its own.

FulgOrOUS (fy lgoras), a rare [f Fulgor

+

-0U 9 ] Flashing, brilliant, lustrous hi andfig
177a Nugent tr Hist Fr Gerund I. 204 Their waxen

wings desolving at the inflamed and sparkling rays of so
fulgorous and resplendent a defender

^
1833 Carlyle

Dideiot Misc 1857 III 194 He heard him [Diderot] talk
oneday with a fulgorous impetuosityalmostbeyondhuman

I! Fll'lgur- Obs [L
,

f. fulgere to lighten ]

Lightning, a flash of lightning.

1563 W, Fulke Meteors (1640) 27 Fulgur is that kinde of
lightning which folioweth thunder 1695 D’UnrLY Glonana
ix 2 Till by some Flashes of Hitherial Fire, And fatal

Fulgur glimmering Light was lent

fig 1665 Sir 1 Herbert Trav (1677) 175 The King
by the fulgur ofhis eye can dart them dead

Fulgural (fy Igiural), a rare. [a. F.fulgural,
ad L. fulgttralis, f fulgur lightning . see -AL ]

Of or peitaming to lightniug Fulgural science

(Fi. sciencefulgurate)

.

divination by lightning

1656-81 Blount Glossogr , Fulgural, belonging to light-

ning 1813 T Busby tr Lucretius vi Comm iv, The
Romans, it is well known, derived from the Tuscans the
system of their fulgural superstition Ibid v Comm v,

Iheir skill in fulgural divination, 1891 tr Dc la Sanssaye’s
Man. Sc, Reltg xvi 139 This fulgural science was con-
sidered of Etruscan origin

-j- Fu’lgurance. Obs rare, [f next ; see

-anoe] Dazzling brilliance (as of lightning).

1652 Benlowes Theoph. yl xxiv, Who, like a full-orb’d

Moon, our stars out-shm’d In glorious Fulgurance ofmmde
Ibid, vn xxvui, From this FuTgmance such splendors fly.

74-2
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Fulgurant (f» lgiiirant), a [ad L fulgurant-
em, pi pple of fulgurdre to lighten, f fulgur
lightning, see

-

ant.] Flashing like lightning

1647 H Mont Resolution Poems 173 [Though] Nature
play her fiery games In this forc'd Night, with fulgurant
flames 1840 Browning Souicilo v 43 Careful Jove's face
be duly fulgurant 1868 — Ring

<S Bh vi. 1600 That elect
form, flashing brow, fulgurant eye

Hence ru lgurautly adv.

1873 Dowijen in Coulamp Rev July 193 This eruption
[in V Hugo’s Ch&timeutsl, which is meant to overwhelm
the gewgaw Empire goes on fulgurantly, resoundingly, and
not without scoriae and smoke
Fulgurate, V [f. L. fulgurat- ppl stem of

fulgm are to lighten ,ffulgur lightning : see -ate 3
]

tnlr To emit vivid flashes like lightning
1677 Phil Frans. XVIII 867 [It] doth nowand then fulgu-

rate, and sometimes also laise it self as 'tweie into waves of
light. 1686 Goad Celest Bodies 11 m 179 As soon would
we have believed that two Diamonds could Fulgurate *756
[see Flagrate v ]

Hence Fulgurating ppl. a ; also transf. (of

pains) darting like lightning through the body
1677 Phil Trans XVIII 867 This fulgurating substance

carries its light alvvaies with it, 1709 F H uncsnrn Phys
Mech Exp ii (17x0) 36 A brisk Fulgurating Light was
pioduc’d 1878 A M Hamilton Nerv Dis. 276 The indi-
vidual may first notice the commencement of the disease
by fulgurating pains which dart from the feet up the legs
and thighs

Fulguration (folgiiirtfi Jan), [ad L fulgm d-
tion-em, n. of action f. fulgm are : see Fulgurate
and -ATION. Cf F fulguration.]
1 The action of lightning 01 flashing like light-

ning
; chiefly in pi flashes of lightning. Now rare

in literal sense

*633 J« Donf Hist Septua*mt 57 Your Eyes were so
lncountred with the order and splendor of the workes so
as you should be forced to turn them elsewhere or not too
stedfastly behold their Fulguration 1642 Howell Pot,
Tran (Arb.) 12 Though thunder be first m Nature being by
the violent eruption it makes out of the cloud the cause of
such figurations 1684 T Burnet Th Earth 11 93 These

“•signs are chiefly the figurations of the air, and the falling
of stars 1813 T Forster Atmosph Phaenom (1815) 76
The vespertine figurations, called summer lightning, are
not followed by any thunder at all

Jig 1874 H R. Revnolds John Bapt 11 88 Angels are
the figurations of His power 1877E Caiud Philos Kant
v 86 The continual figurations of deity
2 111 Assaying (See cjuots ) Cf Blicic.
1676 Colts, Fulguration, aieducmg metals into vapouis

by the help of lead (in a copel) and a violent fire 1738
Reid ti Macquer's Ckym I 323 The surface of that metal
will at once dart out a darling splendoui but, if the fue be
strong enough to keep the Silver in fusion this change of
colour, which is called its fulguration, will not be so peicep-
tible, and the Silver will appear like a bead of fire 1833
Ure Diet Arts I 98 When the lead is wasted to a certain
degtee, a very thin film of it only lemains on the silver,
which causes the iridescent appearance, like the colours of
soap bubbles, a phenomenon, called by the old chemists,
fulguration

II FU'lgurator. rare. \L>.fulgurdtor
,
ffulgur

lightning.] A priest who mterpiets lightning
1813 T Busby tr Lucretius vi. Comm v, The Tuscan

fulgurators were induced to direct sacrifices which they
k lew would be unacceptable to the Gods
tFu’lgUre. Obs. tare, [a OF.fulgure, f L.

fulgur lightning.] = Fulgor
«i633 Austin Medit (1635) 88 The Light or figure 111 it

[star] was purely Supernatural! 1661 Morgan Sph Gentry
1 111. 34 Noble by reason of fulgure and tianspavencie

Fulgu'reous, a. rare-1
, [f L fulgureus (f.

fulgur lightning) : see -eous.] Of the nature of
lightning
1863 Tylor Early Hist Man vm 224 Generated in the

sky by a fulgureous exhalation.

Fulgurite (f» Igiiirait)
.

[f. L fulgur lightning

1 . Geol (See quot. 1865 ) Also written (less
correctly) fulgonte.
1834 Mrs Somerville Connex Phys Sc xxvu (1835) 312Dr Fiedler exhibited several of these fulgorites in London
dug out of the sandy plains of Silesia and Eastern Prussia

1845 Darwin Voy Nat. 111 (1832) 60 At Pans MM
Hacnette and Beudant succeeded in making tubes in most
respect similar to these fulgurites 1865 Page Hnndbk.
Goal Terms, Fulgurite, Fulgorite, any rocky substance
that has been fused or vitnUed by lightning More strictly
applied to a bore or tube produced by the passage of light-
ning into a sandy soil 1884 Cornh Mag, Nov 526 In
sand or rock, where lightning has struck, it often forms
long hollow tubes, known to the calmly discriminating
geological intelligence as fulgurites.

2 An explosive substance (see quot. 1889).H S Drinker Tunnelling (ed 2) 102 1889 Cun-
dill Diet Explosives

, Fulgurite consists of mtro-glycerme
mixed with some coarsely ground farinaceous substance.
1894 Daily News 22 Jan 5/5 At Geneva a tual has been
made in aquarry with the new explosive, * fulgurite under
the direction of the inventor, Raoul Pictet.

t Fulgu-rity. Obs.-° (See quots.)
1623 Cockeram, Fnlguntie

,
lightening [In eds 1631-2

printed Fulgurite
, in 1637-9 Fnlgunc ] 1721 Bailly,

Fulgunty
, Shining, Glistering

Fulg"Ur0US (fo lgiuras), a Also 7 fulgrous
[f L fulgur lightning + -ous,] Resembling light-
ning

; full of or charged with lightning. Alsofig
1616 J Lane Cantu. Sqr 's T vui 217 Thepitchieclowdes

of fulgrous heavn. 1865 Carlyle Fredk, Gt xix. via

VIII 261 The angry similitude had shot, slightly fulgurous
and consolatoiy, athwart the gloom of one's mood 1876
Lowell Ode Poet. Wks i8go IV 9 1 Of Rome, fan quarry
where those eagles crowd Whose fulgurous vans about the
world had blown Triumphant storm and seeds of polity

Fulham (fulam). slang Forms: 6 fullan,

6-7 fullam, 6-8 fullom, (7 fullum), 7- fulham.
[Of uncertain ongin. by some conjectured to be
deuved from the place-name Fulham ,

once a noted
haunt of gamesters. Another conjecture is that
the oldest form fullan — * full one which would
suit the sense.] A die loaded at the comer (A
highfulham was loaded so as to ensure a cast of

4, 5 , or 6 ; a lowfulham
,
so as to ensure a cast of

1, 2, or 3 )
c 1550 Dice-Play C mj a, Fullans be square outward

Yet being within at the corner with lead, or other poiidorus
matter stopped, minister as great an aduantage as any of
the rest, 1392 Nobody 3 Soweb in Simpson Sch Shahs,
(1878) I 337 Those arc called high Ftilloms 1398 Shaks
Merry IV 1 111 94 Let Vultures gripe thy guts for gouid,
and Fullam holds . & high and low beguiles the rich &
poore 1603 Loud Prodigal 1 i, Two bale of false dice,
videlicet, high men and low men, fulloms and other bones
of function 1674 Cotton Compl Gamester 12 Tins they
do by false Dice, as High-Fullams 4, 3, 6 Low-Fullntns 1,

2, 3 171X Puckll Club 21 At dice they have The Doctors,
the fulloms 1801 Sporting Mag XVIII xoo A bale of
fulhams 1889 Doyi e Micah Clai he xx\ 316 There is no
loading of the dice, or throwing of fulhams
fig 1644-7 Cllvei and Char Bond Dun 11, (1677) 108
Now a Scotch man's Tongue runs high Fullam

s

There
is a Cheat in his Idiom 1664 Butilr find 11, 1 642 One
cut out to pass yom tricks on, With Fulhams of Poctick
fiction

t Fuli’ginated, a Obs rare, [f L.fulTgiudt-
us (f. fuligo soot) + -ed l

] Of a sooty colour, as if

powdered black.

1634 Sir T. HuusrRT Trav, 193 Such the misery of these
fuhgmatcd creatures, who as they use all Ceremonies of
devotion usually on the nights and not at daytime, tis they
say because the Devill is then sole Ruler 1796 Kiuwan
Eleiu Mm (ed 2) II 310 It is formed either by the union
of the Yellow Calx with an excess of Volalkafi, and this
may be called the Fuligmated Calx.

t Fuligino’se, a Obs.—0 [ad. L. ffiligtnds-us :

see Fuliginous and -ose ] = Fuliginous i and 3.
1721-36 m Bailey x866 111 Treat. Bot.

Fuliginosity (fi«li clginp siti) [ad. F. full-
gmosite, f L fftllgmds-us (see next) + -ity ] The
condition or quality of being fuliginous or sooty

;

sooty matter, soot
1738 Rlid tr. Macquer’s Chym I 185 A short tapenng

funnel which will serve for a chimney to carry oflf all full-
ginosities *799 Ktrwan Geol Ess 471 All luliginosities
arising from combustion on the surface of the earth are
finally carried into the sea

fig 1837 Carlyle Mirabcait
,
Ess, (1840) V. 136 In the old

Maiquis there dwells withal a latent fury and fuhgmosity
veiy perverting. 1895 Expositor Nov 330 'I his might he
due to intentional fuhgmosity—(if I may com a word) hut
it cannot be the case that the whole of the Talmud has
been wilfully obscured

Fuliginous (flxdrdgmss), a Also 7 -enous,
-inus. [ad. L fultgmos-us

,
f. fuligo soot : see

-ous Cf. F fithgtneux, -ewe ]
1 Pertaining to, consisting of, containing, or

resembling soot ; sooty.
x6ax Burton Anal, Mel 1. ii. 11 v, It offends commonly

if it be to fuhgenous, cloudy, blustering, or a tempestuous
Aire 1638 Wilkins New World 1 (1684) 73 This Fuliginus
matter, which did thus obscure the Sun, must needs beveiy
near his Body. 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep vi xu.
334 A sootish and fuliginous matter proceeding from the
sulphur of bodies tornfied 1684 Evi lyn Diary 24 Jan ,
London .. was so filled with the fuliginous steam of the
sea coal, that hardly could one see across the streets 1731
Hales Stat Ess I 260 In great cities wheie the air is full
of fuliginous vapours. 1822 Lamb Elia Ser 1. Praise of
Chimneysweepers, The fuliginous concretions, which are
sometimes found (in dissections) to adhere to the roof of the
mouth m these unfledged practitioners 1842 De Quincey
Pagan Oracles Wks VIII 222 A huge octagon lamp, that
apparently never had been cleaned from smoke and fuligi-
nous tarnish.

fig c 1643 Howell Lett (1650) II 107 Prayer compar’d
with praise, is but a fuliginous smoak issuing from the sense
of sin. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III xix, His ideas . all
obfuscated and darkened over with fuliginous matter I 1845
Carlyle Cromwell (1871) IV 3 A very fuliginous set of
doctrines i860 Tiiollore Cast Richmond II. 80 The
debate went on with many sparks of eager benevolence,
and some few passing clouds of fuliginous self-interest

b. Coveied or blackened with soot Chiefly in
humorously bombastic use.
a x

r£
63 [see Fuliginously] 1843 Carlyle Past 4- Pr. in.

xv, lo.that dingy fuhginous Operative, emerging from his
soot-mill 1865 Dublin Umv Mag II 32 A fuliginous
suburb of factories, ax876M Collins Pen Sketches (1879)
I 59 The pleasant gardens are a delight and a luxury to
the Londoner escaped from some close fuliginous domicile
1884 Pall Mall G 16 Oct. x/x All the world is peering
down the fuhginous chimney.
1

2

. In old physiology applied to certain thick
‘ vapours ’ or ‘ exhalations ’ said to be formed by
organic combustion, and noxious to the head and
vital parts Obs
*S74 Newton Health Mag 53 Those apples repel and

drive away all fuhginous moyste vapours which trouble the
harte and strike up into the head x6ai BurtonAnat Mel.

11. v 1 iv, It is not amiss to bore the scull with an instru-
ment to let out the fuliginous vapours. 1664 Power Exp

Philos 1 57 The grossei Steams that continually perspire
out of oui own Bodies are the fuhginous Eructations of
that internal fire, that constantly burns within us
Draw ly Fam Diet s \ Bath, It will be attended with
these two Advantages, vir the Dissipation of the fuhginous
Evcrements, and drawing out the superfluous Humours
3 (Chiefly Nat Pint.) Soot-coloured, dusky
[x688 R Holme Armoury 11 290 The uppei paitof the

Body
V*

brown, 01 I- ulgineous («ej ) 1822-34 (mod’s StndvMed (ed 4) I 339 A morbid deep-toloui ed bile, fulvous
giecmsh, 01 fuliginous 1826 Kikuy & Si* Entomol iv’
282 Fuhginous, the opaque black of soot 1869 O WHolmes Lindersfrom As/ns m Old Vol Life (x8qr) 2i7An older and much bigger boy, 01 youth, with a fuliginous
complexion. 1874 Coui s BirdsN W 642 Entne plumage
deep sooty or fuhginous blackish

Hence Full ginously adv., Fuli-g-inousness.
*57$ Ni wton Lemnte's Complex (1633) 222 When this

nice of Melancholy is once exhausted, and all fuhgmous-
nesse banished 1652 Flinch I orksh Spa a 27 According
to the fuhgmousness of vapouis inoie or less lecoihng the
fire is more 01 less choaketl a 1763 Shenstonl Whs, (1764)
I 114 To 1 ear some breathless vapid flow’is Oi shrubs
fuliginously gum 1837 Caklyii: Fr. Rev. II n, lt,
Military l' ranee is everywhere full of sour inflammatory
humour, which c\ hales itself fuliginously, this way or that

II Fuligo (fmlai go). [L] Soot, (bee also
quot 1727,)
1646 Sin T Browne Pseud Fp vi \n 335 Thus Camplure

of a white substance, by its fuligo affoideth adeepe black
1693 Lvi LYN De la Quint Compl Gard Advt to Curious
4 Wav, or Oyl-()hve_(for such it ought to be, to avoid the
. 1 1 . >

I IL
1

1 'i o' > I . c. I

I/a; P . \ \ M, c >
,

r
. < .

Vapours, breath'd out at the Mouth, 01 thio’ the Pores of
the Body 1830 ll'cstm Riv XII 387 Ihebook befoie us
smells pestilenlly of orange peel and the lamp nor is the
fuligo wanting
Fulimart, obs form of Foumart.
Fulk (fulk), v. dial Also fullock [Of obscure

origin , cf. F ulicat ] (See quots.) Hence Fu 1-

loekmg vbl sb
ei 1784 in Millls 71/ S’"

Gloss (Halliw ). 1796 Grosl Diet
I'ulg Tongue (cd 3), litlh, to use an unfair motion of the
hand in plumping at taw Schoolboy's term 1843/’ Parley's
Ann IV 31X Come, down with >our taw— no fulkmg. .1
like to see boys manly, even in their boyhood 1874 Halli-
wi ll, Fnlh, a phrase made use of by boys playing at taw,
when they shly push the hand forn .11 d to be nearer the mark.
Bulloch, to jerk the hand unlawfully A term at marbles
1869 Lonsdale Gloss

, / iilloih, to jerk the hand and arm
unlawfully at marbles, instead of shooting fiom the thumb-
joint with the hand perfectly steady 1875 Whitby Gloss,,
Bulloch, to fire a marble from the hand by a jerk of the
bent thumb ‘ That was well fullock’d.’

Fulk, obs form of Folk
t Fulkat, v Obs. 7 ate~l (Sec quot]
1688 R Holmi Armoury ill 263/x Fulkat, or Fulkating

over hand [m the Game of Truck] is to make your Ban
jump over lus through the Argolis, when his Ball lies
directly in the way before you

t Fu'lker. Obs. rare— 1
, [Corruption of Ger

fucker, fugget : cf Foggeb, Fooicer, Fowker ]
* A pawnbroker or usurer ’ (Halliwell)
1366 Gascoigni Supposes u m, A prety paune, the fulkers

will not lend you a farthing upon it.

t Full, sb .
1 Obs [Ok >/=OS./«/, ON./«//,

str. neul
;
perh. originally the neuter of the adj.]

A cup, goblet
;
a bumper.

Beowulf616 pa freolic wif ful xe-sealde aerest Eastdena
e]>el-wearde cxoooSai Lcechd I 88 Drince (Sonne |>reo

ful fulle mstig c 1205 Lay 14325 Oder uul me Jnder fareS

. penne pat uul beoS lcumen penne cusseoS heo preoien

+ Full, sb 2 Obs rare — 1 [Identical with Sc fow
(see quot. 1673 below) of which Foqse seems to be
the jpluial, and Fouat a derivative or compound
It is not dear whether Bullen'sfull is the original form

(?from Full a„ with reference to the fleshy leaves), or due
to his own conjectural identification of the sb fow with
fow=full ]

Houseleek.
1362 Butlitn Bk Simplest,1579)33 It is called Houshke
,m the South parts of England, but in the North it is

called Full 1673 Wedderbuun Vocab
,
Sedum viajus,

Fow
Full (ful), a

,
sb 3

,
and adv Forms : 1-7 ful,

3-5 fol(le, south. vol(le, 4-5 fulle, 6 Sc fow,
8 Sc fou, 1- full. [Com Teut. . OE. full
— OFris fol, ful, OS. ful(l (Du vol), OIiO. fol{l
(MHG. vol, mod. Ger. voll), ON full-r (OSw.
fuld-er, modSw full, Da fttld), Goth full-s —
OTeut *folio-,fullo- :—0Aryan *flJ-no, represented

also in Lith pilna-s
, OS1 phinii

,

cf. also the

synonymous Skr pfirnti, L plcnus, OIr. Ian, Welsh
Hawn (‘—pre-Celtic *pldno-, plono-), which though
not formally identical contain the same root and
suffix. From the Aryan root *pel-, pol-, pi, and its

extended forms pie-, plo-, etc aie derived many
words expressing the notion of abounding, filling,

etc., as Skr. punt, Gr. ttoXvs (see Fjele a ) ;
Gr.

mixirKhvai to fill, trKripijs full, ir\r}6os multitude, L.
{com-, tut-, op-, re-, sup-') plcre to fill, plus more
In this and in several other words (Sievers Ags Gr § 55),

the OE « lepresents WGer 0, when this is the case a
labial consonant is almost always present, but the precise
conditions have not been determined ]

A. adj.

1. Havingwithm its limits all it will hold ;
having

no space empty
; leplete. Const, of (in OE with



FULL 589 FULL.

genitive) Often with intensive phrases, as full as

an egg, full to the brim (see Brim sb 2 4 b),/«// to

overflowing, full up (colloq), etc. For advbl.

phrase full mouth * see Mouth
a 1000 Judith. 19 par waeion bollan steape boien swylce

eac bunan and orcas fulle flettsittendum, c izgo 3" Eng
Leg 1 193/45 A fat ]>are stod fol of babe-water a 1300

EE Psalter cxlm 14 Cleues ofe \>a. fulle ere yhite

[ tromptuana. eorum plena] c 1400 Lanfrauc's Ctrurg

ai Heelde into J?e hoole hoot oile of roses til al be wounde

be ful c 1483 Caxton Vocal xa Hit is of a fulle fatte.

1563 W Fulke Meteors (1640) 56 The ignorant m Philo

sophy must be admonished, that all things are full, nothing

is empty, for nature abhorreth emptmesse 1590 Nashe
Pasonils Apol 1 Cijb, To preache to Gods people vpon

a full stomach. X597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 iv 68 Can a

weake emptie Vessel beare such a huge full Hogs-head’

1648 Gage West hid vi 19 Filling them [boats] so fast and

sofiill, that some sunke 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy 11

(1711) 175 When many Whales float on the Sea, they [buds]

have their Bellies full 1698 Fryer Acc E India <$ P
xi2 A Boaid plastered over, which with Cotton they wipe

out, when full, as we do from Slates. 1710 Steele Tailor

No 187 r 5 The full House which is to be at Othello on

Thursday 1711 Budgell Sped No 77 f 9 When he is

playing at Backgammon, he calls for a full glass of Wine
and Water 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull m iv 49 When
she came into any full assembly 1764 Foote Patron in

Wks 1799 I 353 Full As an egg 1786 Burns Dream
131, I hae seen their coggie fou 1823 ScoRrsBY Whale
Fishery 126 An ancient flying, a signal indicative m the

whale fishery of a full ship 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q.

Neighb 111 (1878) 32 A few full sacks, tied tight at the

mouth. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford I 11 37 The coach

was completely full 1891 E Peacock N Brendon I 131

All the stables were full 1892 Daily News 18 Oct 5/3

Because they [cemeteries] are full up this additional one

is required

b. Locutions in which full is in concord with

a preceding sb. denoting a receptacle are sometimes

used transf to signify either (1) the contents viewed

with respect to quantity, or (2) a quantity equal to

the capacity of the receptacle. In the latter of

these applications, this usage is now almost super-

seded by the practice of forming derivatives ad

libitum with the suffix -FUL 2

ciooo Sax Leeckd II 268 Sele bonne caelic fulne to

duncanne c 1205 Lay. 1285 In bmresaeheofunden vtlawen

fifti scipen fulle Ibid 6470 A kene sweord and enne koker

fulne flan 1563W Fulke Meteors (1640) 52 He that hath

seene an egges shell full of dew drawn up by the Sunne

.

in a May morning. 1884 G Moore Mummer's Wife (1887)

179 Atheatrefull of people.

C fig, (see 2 c) ;
esp of the heart: Overcharged

with emotion, ready to overflow.

c *300 CursorM 19404 (Edm ) Steuinof strenjieand godis

grace was fill id ful in ilk a place. 1604 Shaks Oth v 11

175 Speake, for my heart is full 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 1,

His heart was so full, he could say no more 1797 Mrs
RADCLirrE Italian xu,My heart was never so full inmy life.

J* d Of an office : Occupied, not vacant. Const

of Obs,

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 38 b, Where a villeyne pur-

chasethe the avowson of a Church full of an incumbent

a 1734 North Lives (1826) II 11 He laid his eye on the

place of Chief Justice of Chester, which was full of Sir Job
Charleton

e Of an animal . Pregnant Of a fish : Charged

with roe. + Full of {foal) . big with.

a 1618 Rates Merchandize Gib, Hearings white, full,

or shotten, the barrell vnjx uyrf 172a Loud Gas No
6x20/4 A large Black Mare very full of Foal. 1864 Mit-
chell Herring 114 If the henings are assorted, namely,

the full herrings (herrings full of milt and roe) separated

from matjes (herrings with the milt and roe of a small size),

and these separated from ‘ylen’, empty or shotten herrings,

the fishery officer has authority to apply a brand with the

word 1
full ’ to the first, and the word * maties ’ to the second

description in addition to the crown brand.

+ f Having the outline filled in ;
solid, not open.

Fullflower (

=

Y
.
fleurpleitte) = ‘ double flower’.

*597 Morley Introd Mus Annot, There were, foure

maners of pricking, one al blacke, which they teamed blacke

full, another winch we vse now which they called black

void, the third all red, which they called red ful [etc ] 1683

Robinson in Ray’s Corr (1848) 137 It hath no full, or double

flower *7*5 Desaguliers Fires Impr 118 Make three

openings in it. .the space bn, which is 6 Inches wide, must

be_ left full leave qc open 6 Inches wide, be and qy full,

being of 6 Inches each
absol. *703 T N City $ C. Purchaser 128 Let the Doors

. .be nght over one another, that the void may be upon the

void, and the full upon the full

2. a. Containing abundance of) plentifully

charged, crowded *j* Rarely const with
a 1000 Sal. <$ Sat, 174 (Gr ) Hateb Sonne heaheymng helle

betynan, fyres fulle 1297 R Glouc, (Rolls) 11 Engelonde

is vol inoB of fiut and ek of tren 1340 Ayenb z8 pet corn

.is uol of frut and al ripe c 1386 Chaucer Knt s T 1288

A wrethe of gold set ful of stones bnghte c upoLari-

franc's Cirurg 53 But if b® membre bat was brusid be ful

of senewis, as be hand oujjer be foot *5x9 Horman Vulg— - ' " ' 158a

Pilgrimage (1614) 341 Which the people take with boords

bored full of holes 1621 Lady M Wroth Urania 229 As

full of spite and ill nature as a Spider with poyson 1737

Bracken Farriery Impr (1757) H* *47 Some Horses will

be too full of flesh 1849 Macaui ay Hist Eng I 430 His

bedchamber is full of Protestant clergymen 1878 qMILes

Robert Dick vn. 76 The sky was full of fire

b. Formerly sometimes of a surface : Covered

(with). Const, of Obs,

1563W Fulke Meteors (1640) 36 b, Ihe lidde will be all

full of small drops of water 1579 Gosson Sck A Fuse (Arb )

54 We turne hun away with his baclte full of stripes 1583
Hoi lyband Campo dt Fior 133 Here be the dice How full

of dust they be 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 75 The
rind of a pure ash colour, full of wrinkles

c In non-material sense Abounding (m), abun-
dantly characterized (by) Const, of, occas. \with
(in OE with genii or instrumental).

a 1000 Caedmon's Gen 1292 (Gr.) He . xeseah unnhte
eorSan fulle c izoo Ormin 1784 Cnsstnedd bed iss All
full off liahjdomess c 1250 Gen fy Ex noOuerSat An
o5er heuene ful 0 bhs c 1320 Sir Trtslr 1917 A loghe bai
founden made, Was ful of gamen and play. 1340 Ham pole
Pr Consc 551 pus may a man his bygynnyng se Ful of

wrechednes and of caytifte. ,1397 Rolls of Parlt. III.

379/2 He that hathe ever bene ful of mercy and of grace to

all his lyeges. 1513 Douglas Mneis hi Prol, 13 Ofuncouth
dangeiis this mxt bulk hail is full 1569 Turberv Trag
T etc (1587) 199, I found lum full of amours euery where.
i6xx Bible Acts xm xo O full of allsubtilty and all mis-
chiefe 1650 Irapp Comm Deut vi 12 Full .with Gods
benefits 1682 Norris Hterocles 24 The fuller it is of labour

& slavery 1715 Lady M W Montagu Lett (1837)11 12

Your whole letter is full ofmistakes 1754 Shebbeare Matri-
mony (1766) I 150 Mr Sharply being retired, full with Self-

applause of lus deep Cunning 1857 Ld Houghton m Life
(1891)11 xu 18 M Guizot is full of political and literary

f
ossip 1878 Morley Carlyle Cnt Misc , Ser 1 200 The
'rotestant cause remained full of vitality

d. Afull man . (After Bacon) One whosemmd
is uchly stored.

1597-8 Bacon Ess
,
Studies (Arb ) 10 Reading maketh a

full man x868 Lowell Dryaeit Pr Wks i8go III 105
For, like Johnson, Burke, and the full as distinguished fiom
the learned men, he was always a random reader

3. Engrossed with or absorbed m ; fully occupied

with the thought of (something). Now only with

const of f Formerly also with that or infinitive

1607 Fenton m Lismoie Papers Ser n (1887)1 116 We
are now so full to prouide for the daungers which the tyme
doth threaten on all sides, that [etc ] 1633 Br Hall Hard
Texts 403 Those that are most full, andmost conscious of

their owne infirmities 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673)26,

I could not go my self about it, being full of other business

1669 Pepys Diary 24 Jan ,
The king seemed mighty full

that we should have money to do all that we desired *737
Bracken Farriery Impr (1757) II 79 These Sort of Petit

Maitres are so full of themselves, tnat they reject all wise

Counsel 1765 Reid Let in Wks I. 43/1 Your friend

was very full ofyou when he was here 1853 Mrs Carlylt
Lett II 238,

1

am full of business, owing to the sudden move-
ments 1866 Alger Sold Nat # Man in 130 The lonely

man, if full, is quite likely to be full of himself

4 Having eaten or drunk to repletion. (Cf Fou

)

Alsofulloffood
',

wine, etc Nowarch, (and vulgar).

c 1000 Ags Ps lvm[i] is Gif hi fulle ne beoS [hi] fela

gnormaS 138a Wyclip Acts u 13 Thei ben ful of must
c 1400 Lanfranc's C11 nrg 229 And he schal not, whanne
he is ful, slepe anoon perupon 1576 Fleming Panopl
Epist 290 Full of wine, and intoxicated with Bacchus

berries 1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 43 Hast thou no

liste to eat 1 Art thou full ? t6rx Bible Prov. xxvu 7 The
full soule loatheth an home combe 17x0 Swift Jrnl to

Stella 7 Dec., I have eaten cold pie and I am full

1737 Ramsay Scot Prov (1776) 33 He’s unco fou in his am
house that canna pike a bane in his neighbour's. 1787 ‘ G.

Gambado’ Acad Horsemen (1809) 26 Horses full of grass

are very subject to scourmgs 1875 Dasent Vikings III.

176 So they ate and drank and drained the mead-horn once

moie, and, when they were all full, they made a raft.

b. Having one’s needs or appetite satisfied;

having * had one’s fill ’ of anything Obs. exc in

the Hebraismsfull ofdays, years, children.

c 1x75 Lamb Horn. 103 Heo [Auancia] is helle lliche,

forSon >et hi ha habbeS unafillendliche gredmesse, pet hi

nefre ne beoS fulle c 1230 Hah Meta 30 Upo hwas
nebschaft be engles ne beoa neauer fulle to bihalden 1382

Wyclif Job xlu 17 He diede old, and ful of dajis 1585

T Washington tr Ntcholay's Voy. Ded p nj, An example

of Jacob, an old man, and ful of yeres 1611 Bible Ps xvh

14 They are full of children 17x5 Tickbll Iliad 1 292

Full of Days was He
,
Two Ages past, he liv’d the Third

to see 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1 11, The first Viscount

Castlewood died full of years

c. f Sated, weary of {obs ). Similarly in mod.
colonial slang, full up {of)

1297 R Glouc. (1724) 32 Heo [Regan] was al ful of hym
[Lear] er be seres ende £1320 R Brunne Medit, gg3

3yf 3e be ful of my der sone £1477 Caxton Jason si

Anone ye shal be wery and full of her 1555 W Watre-
man Fat die Facions App 322 He maye waxe full of the

lawe, and vtterly contempne it 1603 Holland Plutarch’s

Mor. 418 The Athenians being full ofhim, tooke pleasure to

raise slanders and contumelious reproches of him [Themis

tocles] 1611 Bible ha 1. xx, I am full of the burnt offer-

ings oframmes 1625 Bacon Ess ,
Masques,

The Alterations

ofScenes .feed and reheue the Eye, before it be full of the

same Obiect 1890 Boldrewood Miner's Right xxtn 2x3

She was ‘ full up’ of the Oxley .a rowdy, disagreeable gold-

field 1891 E Reeves Homeward Bound 33 The men .

get tired, or as the colonial slang goes, ‘ full up ’, soonest

+ 5 . Abounding m wealth ;
amply supplied with

means ,
also in weaker sense, having sufficient for

one’s needs. Obs.

1585 T Washington tr Ntcholay’s Voy 11 iu. 74 b, To
have a new [emperor] ful, and ready to give 1611 Bible

Phil iv, x8,

1

haue all, and abound I am full x68i W
Robertson Phraseol Gen (1693) 651 He is a full man, om-

niumremm afflnenhbus copusditatur. 1683 SalmonDoron
Med 1 xi8 C5 f the Poor and Needy no recompence can be

expected, as of the Rich and Full

6. Abundant, amply sufficient, copions, satisfying,

satisfactory. Said both of material and immaterial

things.

£ 1000 Ags Gosp, Luke vi. 38 SyllaS and eow byb geseald

God gemet and full 1052-1067 Charter ofEadweard in

Cod Dipl IV 2x1 Ic wille habban fullnedom of3am menn
a 1300 Cursor M 9560 His witheiwm him wroght ful \va

c 140a Laifranc’s Cirurg 37 Of pese mundificatyyes Jjou

schalt have a ful techmge m be laste tretis x5jd Fleming
Panopl Epist. 342 note, He had full expeuence and proofe

of his qualities in freendship 1630 R Johnson's Kmgd #
Commno 53 Of diets that of Germany is full, or rather

fulsome 1638 Baker tr Balzac's Lett (vol III ) 9 Thus
I doe but tast of that whereof you make full meales 1655

Stanley Hist. Philos 1 (1701) 31/2 They who want means
Believe themselves of full estates possest 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg n. 756 The falling Mast F01 greedy Swine
provides a full Repast X707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch
3x6, I want a full Expeuence in these low Pulses 1732

Berkeley Alciphr 11 § 7 Suppose you saw a fruit of a
new untried kind

,
would you recommend it to your own

family to make a full meal of? 1884 Church Bacon 11 29
He turned his studies to full account

lb Of an account or report, hence of a writer, etc •

Complete 01 abundant m detail

1856 Denham Destr Troy Pref, Where my expressions

are not so full as his 1662 Stillincfl Ong Saci 1 11 §8
They who were so famed for wisdom and antiquity, should

be able to give a full and exact account of themselves

thtough all the ages of the world 1712 Berkeley Pass
Obed. Wks III 139,

1

have endeavoured to be as full and
clear as the usual length of these discourses would permit

1845 Graves Rom Law in Encycl Metiop 778/r For the

basis of his Greek text, Contius took, as the best and fullest,

the edition of Scnmger 1866 Lord Blackburnm Hurlstone
<5- Coltman's Rep IV 275 The case is reported by Lord
Raymond, whose report is the fullest 1871 Freeman Hist.

Ess Ser 1 iv 90 We might have expected him [Roger] to

he very full on that pait of his history 188a Pebody Eng
Journalism xx 152You will find in its columns all the latest

and fullest telegrams from every part of the world 1884

Sir E E Kay in Law Times Rep 26 Apr 257/2 lhe
audience aie quite at liberty to talce the fullest notes they

like for their own personal convenience.

7 Complete, entue, perfect +(To be) zn full

will to : quite leady, eager to. Also full point,

stop

,

for which, see those words.
O. E Chron an 9x7 pa land leode gebrohton hie on

fullum fleame. a 1000 Boeth. Metr xxi 8 Sece him eft

hrseSe fulne fnodom C1205 Lay 29047 We wulleS mid be
uehten mid fullere strenSen 1340 Hampolf Pr Consc.

2611-2 pe bodys sal outher ban have ful xoy togyder, Oi
ful sorow c 1380 WYcur Wks (7880) 22 pei were in

fuhville to suflfre. for be love of lhesu Crist. 1399 Rolls of
Parlt III 424/1 Whiche States gafen hem full auctonte

and power. 1417 E E Wills {1882)28 I his testament is

my voile & hole wille 1551 Rlcorde Pathw Knowl 11

xlu, Foure longsquares . and onefull square 1563W Fulke
Meteors (1640) 17 Seen only in the morning and evening,

when the light of the Sunne is not in his full force 1576
Fleming Panopl Epist 240 Taking a view of ourselves by
this looking glasse to make full and just account 1582 N
Lichefield tr Castanheda’s Conq E Ind Ixxvi 156 b, He
gaue them for ful answere, that [etc ] 1590 Shaks Com
Err v 1 399 We shall make full satisfaction 1622 Sparrow
Bk Com Prayer (1661) 313 For our fuller perswation of this

1631 Gouge God’s Arrows iv xm 391 In his time the Gos-

pell shined out in her full bnghtnesse 1638 Baker tr Bal-

zac's Lett (vol III) 115 When a comely personage comes in

place you shall have all husht onely to take a full view

1652 C B Stapylton Herodian 11 21 To make the matter

full, there souldiers came Unknown unto Petennus 1669

Stormy Manner's Mag 1 20 That the Prize may receive

our full Broadside 1701 Swift Contests Nobles 4 Com Wks
1755 II 1. 33 Entering the scene in the tune of a full peace

17x7 ti Freeier's Voy 9 Sea 14 When it was full Day [we

spy’d] a very high Land 1732 BericeleyA leiphr 1 § 5 We
assured him, he was at full liberty to speak his mind 1822-34

Good's Study Med (ed 4) II 132 Full vomiting has also

been very advantageously employed. 1838 Thlrlwall
Greece III xx 131 They received each a full suit of

armour. 1843 Lefex re Life Trav. rhys I 1 i 10, I was
introduced to him m full fotm 1845 P Parley's Ann VI
36 White batenbner often m full flower 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 439 When he declared himself a Roman
Catholic, ne was in full possession of his faculties 1849
Cr aridge Cold Water-cure (1869) 211 lhe rabbit is now m
full health and vigour 1874 Green Short Hist iv §4 192

A seven years' apprenticeship formed the necessary prelude

to full membership of any trade-gild 1875 Fortnum
Majolica xu 113 The Gubbio fabnque was in hill work
pievious to 1518

b» Answering in every respect to a description

;

possessed of all the qualifications, or entitled to all

the privileges implied in a designation. Full

brother, sister : bom of the same father and mother

(opposed to Half-brother). Fullman

:

see quot.

1867
0 E Chron an 1036 He waes b*b full cyng ofer eall

Engla land 1508 Kennediu Flyting w Dunbar 33 Bel-

zebub thy full brothir will clame To be thyne air 1570

Bury Wilts (Camden) 156 Agnes my wyfe I doo ordeme
and make my full executrix 1604 Shaks Oth 11 1. 36 For

I haue serv’d him, and the man commands lake a full

soldier. 1606 — Ant & Cl in xm 87 One that but per-

formes The bidding of the fullest man 1634 Canne Necess.

Separ. (1849) 238 Their deacons are not to administer the

sacraments, neither any of those which are full priests, but

according to a popish liturgy 1738 Swift Corr Wks 1841

II 803 He proved the fullest rogue in either kingdom

1760 R. Heber Horse Matches ix 143 Chub is full brother

m blood to Mirza *8xo Naval Chron XXIII. 94 The term,

‘full passenger’ is explained Every person above 16 years

of age falls under that description a 1825 FairAnmexxxi
in Child Ballads in lxn (1885) 73/2 * Then I’m your sister,

Ann’, she says, ‘And I’m a full sistet to thee’ 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
Full man, a rating in coasters

for one receiving whole pay, as being competent to all his

duties; able seaman 1883 American VI 125 Mr Frank
Hoil has been elected a full Royal Academician 189*

D Macrae G, Gilfillan 78 One full sister of Dr. Andes-
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son and three full brothers died in youth 1894 Doyle
S Holmes 148 A gallant veteran, who started as a full

private

f c. Of a foe’ Avowed, open. Of a friend:

Thorough, tiusty, (Cf Ehtibe 3 c) Obs
972 Will ofVElfixd in Birch Cartul Sax III 603 pat he

beo nun fulla freo[n]d & forespreca, c 1275 Passion 174
in O E Mtsc 42 per lum cumep uidas, pat is my fulle 1 vo
a 1300 Cursor M 14780 pai him held pair ful fa c 1374
Chaucer Troylns 1. 1059 Pandarus desirous to seive His
fulle freead, than seyde m this manere

8. Complete in number, quantity, magnitude or

extent
,
reaching the specified oi usual limit. Of

the moon: Having the disc completely illumi-

nated : cf. Full moon Of the face, or front

:

Entirely visible to the spectator ; advb. phr {in')

fullface Fullpay (see quot 1867).
e 1000 ASlfric Gen. 1. 10 Dar lux wseron seofon dasas fulle.

a 1123 O E Chron

,

an 10x3 Bead pa Svvexen full Rild
Ibid an 1031 Whenne past flod by]? ealra lullost Ibid
an. 1106 Wseron gesewen twegen monan . begen fulle.

c 1205 Lay 1632 Fulle seouen mhte heo somenede cnihtes
£13*5 Shoreham 45 So thes beth ordres folle sevene C1350
Will Palerna 2745 At pe fulle flod pei ferden to sayle
C1410 Chron. Eng, 4x6 in Ritson II 287 Ahte ant tucnti
folle yer 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) x6 Alle other that
hath take the ful ordir of pieesthod c 1477 Caxton Jason
6 b. The whiche deyde assone as it was born fm it had not
is full time 1535 Coverdale i Chron xxn 22 For y° full

money shall thou geue it me 1559W Cunningham Cosmogr
Glasse 98 Whan as the mone unto the world shining with
face both full and round 1610 Shaks Temp » 11 250 Thou
did promise To bateme a full yeere. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrim-
age (16x4) 401 And over ten thousands, which made a full

regiment, Ibid 740 One of their ships happened to strike
on a great Whale with her full stemnie 1648 Gage West
Ind xu 43 To visit Mexico (which was not two full nnles
from us) 1635 Stanley Hist. Philos (1701) 38/2 He lived
to a full Age, about Seventy Years, or (following the account
of Suidas for his Birth) Eighty 1671 Milion P R. i 287,
I knew the time Now full, that I no more should live
obscure 1700 S L. tr. Pryhe’s Voy. E Ind 6 The full and
regular pay begins only after they are passed the Tonnen
1701 Land. Gas No 3756/15 Irish Usquebagh to be sold
in full Quart Bottles. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals Wks 1721
I 538 The head of a Roman Emperor diawii with a full face.
x7xo In full Front [see Front si. 5 b] 1715 Load Gaz
No 5351/3 He will be . pleased to allow Full-Pay to such
Half-Pay Officers 1723 Sir R. Blackmoue Hist Couspit acy
36 His Lieutenant Colonel, Major, and Captains, being
named, and the Troops almost full. 1742 Loud 4 Country
Brew 1. (ed 4) xr The Flour of the Grain will remain m
its full Quantity 1750 Beawes Lex Me? cat (1752) 250
When the Sea is full, the Admiral hath Jurisdiction there
*7S3 Scots Mag. Feb 100/1 The moon was . full 1784
Herschel in P/ttl. Trans. LXXIV 262 Measure of the
polar diametei 21" 15'" full measure, that Is, certainly not
too small. 1805 T Lindley Voy Btasil(i8o8)xa2 Aconceit
of sacred music was peifoimed by a full band, with vocal
parts 1817W Selwyn Law Nisi Pnus (ed 4) II 1252
l’he plaintiff shall have full costs 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxix 360 There Philammon waited a full half-hour 1855
Macaulay Hist Eng III 355 The muster was not a very
full one, *867 Smyth Sailor's Word II,, Eull pay, the
stipend allowed when on actual service. *876 Voyll Milit,
Diet 153 Full Charges, in artillery, are the ordinary charges
used with rifled projectiles. 1876 Humphreys Com Coll
Man vi 54 The head of Apollo on the gold coin appears
in full face 1895 M. R James Abbey St. Edmund atBury
51 At top is Christ ina mandorla seated full face with a book

b. Of an assembly, council, etc : One from
which none or few of the members are absent
*S57 Order of Hospitalls C iv, Item That no Lease,

alienation , , be done, of Lands or Tenements except at
a Full Court, 2604 Shaks Oth, xv 1 275 Is this the Noble
Moore, whom out full Senate Call ail m all sufficient?
1834 Wallace in Mackintosh Hist Rev p. vm. He kept
the academic senate waiting for lum m full conclave X849
Macaulay II1st. Eng II 78 James in full council declared
it to he his pleasure that [etc 1

f C. Of a pointm the compass . Exact, due (east,

etc.). Cf. C. 3 b. Ols. rare
1630 R Johnson's Itinod <3- Commits 77 The Island is

situated almost full North Ibid 122 On the full East doe
the Alps divide it [France] from Italic

d In various phraseological combinations : as
full flood

,
sea, tide {lit. and jfig.) indicating the

gieatest height of the water, or the lime when it is

highest Also full tide, used attnb and as adv.
Full summer the height of summer Cf. 13 . 4 b
£1450 St Cuthbert (Suitees) 5x74 It was full se Ibid.

5178 And so it was full fiode 1574 Bourne Regiment for
Sfrt 7 b. The Moone dooth make a full Sea at that place
1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 395 Thinke you that youi
ebb is so lowe, that you are never like to have a ful tyde7
*648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche xiv 83 Although the courteous
Sun With free and ful-tide Rates about it flows 1699
Dampier Voy. II, 1. x6 Not so swift near full Sea as at
other times 1708 Mrs. Centuvre Busie Body 11 u, Such
Swi-m-ing in the Brain carries many a Guinea full-tide to
the Doctor, 1845 G Murray Islaford 78 Fortune’s full-
tide flowing Shall bung him back to me 1865 Trollope
Belton Est. 1. 5 It was full summer at Belton. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bi

, Pull sea, high water. 1875 W, M«Il-
wraith Guide Wigtownshire 140 The suif breaking over
the rock at full flood 1887 Spectator 25 June 850/2 At this
Jubilee-time, when the whole nation is in the full tide of
rejoicing

9 . Possessed of, delivered with, or exeiting the
utmost force, f With a full arm

,
eye

,
mouth

,

soul : with the utmost strength of (the arm, etc )
c S, Eng. Leg I 86/93 Loude he gradde with folle

Mouth, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xvii 392 He .

toke hym wytn a full arme . in lyke wyse in maner of
wrastelyng, 1509 Barclay Shyp ofPolys (1570) 99 It neuer

loketh on man with eyes full But euci his heart by furious
wrath is dull a *533 Ld Blrners Huon lxvu 230 Whom
so euer he stroke a full stroke neded after no surgyon 1583
Hollyuand Campo dt Ftor 121 Was better fi\ed in the
memorie if I did speake with a full voice 1609 BiHLr
(Douay) Isa ix. 12 The Phihsthims shal devoure Isiael
with ful mouth x6xo Shaks letup 111 1 44 For seuerall
vertues Haue I lik’d seuerall women, neuer any With so
full sotile, but [etc ] 1632 J. Hayward tr Biondi’s Ero-
vtcna. 28 Rush't into the chamber and thrust at linn
a full stocada 1634-5 Brerlton Trav (Chetham) 124
Presently favouring us with a full gale of wind 1657 R
Ligon Batbadocs (1673) 29 Bread has not here that full

taste it has m England 1604 Aic Sev Late Voy 11 (17x1)

38 If m a brisk Gale of a full Wind the Sails are all full and
Round. X700S L. tr Ptyke's Voy E Ind, 207 The Javians
set up a full Huzza 1783 J C Smyth in Med Commnn
I 142 Pulse 68, full and strong 1805 T. Lindley Voy
Brasil (1808) 21 His pulse full and regular

b. Of light : Intense. Of colour • Deep, intense.
X657 R, Ligon Baibadoes (1673) 66 These leaves being

of a full green 1664 Power Exp Philos, 1, 26 View her
with a full light tiansnntted through a Burning-glass 1791
Hamilton Bcrlhollet's Dyeing 1. 1 1.1 xg The colour of the
wool will be much more full and intense 1842 TYnnyson
LocksleyHall 17 In the spring a fuller crimson comes upon
the robin’s breast X869PHILHPS Visuv xi 303 Under the
application of heat, amounting to a full red in iron

C In various phraseological combinations . as

full butt, cry
,
drive, gallop,jump, pack, felt, pilth,

retreat
,
sail

,
sunt, speed, stretch, swing, tilt, etc :

foi which see the words
10 Having a rounded outline

,
large, swelling,

plump, protuberant.
c 1000 Sax-. Lecchd III 268 Ealle coi}>lice hchaman beo)x

fulun on weaxendum monan. 1577 B Goocc Httesbach's
Hit s'b ui. (1586) 1 15 The lioofe that is ful and fleshy, is not
to be liked 1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram xi 54 The
longer a ship is, the fuller should be her Bow. 1674 N. Cox
Centl Recreat it (1677) 178 A round Head, somewhat full

on the top x688 Loud. Gas. No 2320/1 This Sultan
Soliman is of a long, lean and. pale Visage, with a full

black Eye 1697 Dampier Voy 1. 111 32 Full round Faces,
small black Eyes, full Lips, and short Cluns. Ibid vi 131
It is a high bluff, or full point of Land. 1698 Fuvru Acc
E, IndtatyP 53 Where we took in fuller and larger Pepper
than any yet 1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 125 The Women
. .fine laige full Eyes, round Faces, and every Feature exact
1803 Med, Jrnl IX. 36 I11 proportion as the patient was
full, robust and vigorous 1840 Mi&sMm ord in L’Estrangc
Life (1870) III vii 109 She is. full enough to prevent the
haggard look which comes upon women who giow thin at
fifty 11850 Rudim Navig. (Weale) 152 Its use is to take
out the snymg edge occasioned by a full bow 1894 J E
Humphrey in Pop Set. MonthlyXLIV 494 The fruit is cut
as soon as it is ‘ full

b. Of poitionsofdress: Containing a superfluity

of material which is ai ranged in gathers or folds.

*789 Mrs. Ptozzi Journ prance I 306 White silk petti-
coat, exceedingly full and short 1824 Miss Mmoim
Village her 1. (1863) 2x3 An open gown whose vuy full

tail would have foimed an inconvenient little train. 1862
Miss Yonge Stohcslcy Stciet 11 42 Alpaca frocks, rather
long and not very full 1891 Leeds Mercury 27 Apr 4/7
Velvet sleeves, full and high on the shoulders.

11. Naut. (with mixed notion of 1 and 10). Of a
sail : Filled. Of the ship: Having her sails filled

with wind; and in phrase keep {her, i.e. the ship)
full. Full and by . see By adv. 1 d full for
stays : see quot.
1627 [see By adz>

t
1 d] 1697 Occasional Conformity xo

’Tis like a Ship with her Sails hal’d some back, and some
full 1769 Falconer Diet Marina {1789) Z zuj, You are all

in the wind, keep her Full ! 1805 Adm Stirling m Naval
Chron. XV 80 We had our main-top sail full. 1838 Pol
A. G, Pym Wks 1864 IV 15 We kept full, and started
boldly out to sea, 1867 Smyiii Sailor's Word-bh , Pullfor
Stays

l

The order to keep the sails full to preseivc the
velocity, assisting the action of the ruddei in tacking ship
x88a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6)148 When the foie sail is

full, ‘ Let draw
12 . Comb. a. with sbs. foiming combinations
used attrib

; asfull-cream, -draught
,
-dug, -hand,

-page, -plate, -power, -top
,
-value, -way, -weight.

i88x Chicago Times x6 Apr. The “full cream cheese
manufactured in the states of Wisconsin and Illinois 1856
Kane A ret. Expl. II m 46, I have manufactured a Mull-
draught pipe for our smoky stove X852 Meanderings ofMem I. 79 Where “full-dug forageis at evening meet In
Cow-bell concert. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 22 The pro-
fuse sacnficatory expences of *ful hand oblationers. x88g
Spectator 14 Dec 840 We may select for notice the full-
page illustrations of rDundee ’ and ‘ Staling ’ 1884 F J
Britten Watch # Cloikrn

.

108 A “full plate watch has a top
plate . of a circular form 1890 Times 18 Sept 4/2 T lie

Skipjack . left Sheerness yesterday for the *full-power
official trial of her machinery 1723 Lond, Gas. No 6206/9
He is pale fac’d, a “full-topWig 1896 DailyNews 31 Mar
9/3 Any full-value gold pieces in circulation will have to be
called m 1882 Wore E xhib. Catal. in 49 Excelsioi “full-
way hot water valves. 1884 Knight Diet Mech IV, PullWay Valve, a pipe valve which lifts entirely out of the
curren t

^
Also called a clear-way valve 1866 Crump Banking

x 234 The Bank .would supply new and “full-weight com
b. with pres and pa pples forming combina-

tions in which full stands as a complement; as
full-built, -charged,-crammed, -farced, -fed, flower-
mg, -flowing, -fraught, -freight, -freighted, -goiged,
-made, -opening

,
-pulsing, -resounding

, -stiffed,
-swelling, d&ofull-feeding vbl. sb.
TjaaLoiid Gas No 4510 The Hoy Burthen 0 or xo Tun,

very, full built forward 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 1. 11. 3,

1

stood 1’ th’ leuell Of a “full charg’d confederacy 1827
Keble Chr. Ft xst Sand. In Lent, Thy full-charg'd vial

?L
and

*'r
g
..

by WlTHE" SnHr Ess- 11 11 p j a, Emptying
then full cram d bags *879 Huxley Hume 1 56 Unknown
to this full-crammed and much-examined generation
Timme Calnuie on Gen. 180 The place sc. *full-farssed ad
stuffed up 1593 Shaks Liter 594 The “full-fed hound or
gorged hawk, Make slow pursuit 1887 Spectator 5 Mar
320/1 We have a notion that full-fed authois do bad work
1382 Wyi lii Gen xh 20 Other seuen oxen the whiche
no meike of *fu fedyng 3ouun 1577 St Aug Manual

(Longm ) 12 Ihe place of fulfeedyng by the plentiful run.mng streames x8zi Klats Lamia 1 44 The taller grasses
and “full-flowering w eed 1605 Siiaks Lear v 111 74 Ladv
I am not well, else I should answere From a *full flowing
stomach. 1832 TrNNvsoN CLnone 67 While I look’d And
listen’d the fullfiowmg nvei of speech Came down upon
my heart c 1606 Fi lxchlr Woman Hattri 11, Hw tables
are *full fraught with most nouushing food 1694 Echard
Plautus 103 I’ll teach her how t’ act and send her *fifil.
fraight with my Tricks 1740 Som lrvh i l llobbtnol 111 356A full-freight Ship, Blest in a rich Return of Pearl, or Gold
a 1711 Ktn Hymnotheo Poet Wks 1721 III 3x9 His ^full-
freighted Thought, Back on his Tongue, Hymn and Heroick
brought 1596 Shaks laut. Shr iv 1 194 She [my
F.iuIcon] must not be "full gorg’d, For then she neuer lookes
\pon her lure 1781 Cowplii Hope 509 The full gorged
savage. 1790 Pol Mtsc 58 With ’'•full-made sleeves and
pendant lacc. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 421 The pack
’‘full-opening various 1878 Mom ly Carlyle 189 No feeling
foi broad foice and “full-pulsing vitality 1737 Pope Hor
I’ptst it 1 268 Dryden taught to join tlie “full-resounding
line 1613 Drayton Poly-olb viv xi8 When twixt their burly
.Stacksand * full-stuft Barnes they stand 1748 Thomson Cast
Indol. 1 297 Each spacious room was one ’’full-swelling bed

e. parasynthctic, asfull-bagged, -banked, -bellied,

-bloomed, -blossomed, -bosomed, -bowed, -biamed,
•busted, -buttoiked, -cheeked, -chested, -clustered,

-eared, -feathered, flanked, fleshed, flocked, -foh

-

aged, -formed, -fortuned, -fronted, -fmuted, f -gas-
kmcd, -haued, -handed, -happmessed, -/launched,
-headed, -hipped, -jointed.

\
-leaved, -licensed, -limbed,

-mcasui ed, -minded
,
-natured, -necked, -paunched,

-pet soned, -poweted, -proportioned, -taped, -rigged

,

-toed, -sailed (lit. and fig.), -shouldered, -sized

\

-skirted, -souled
', f -speeched, -sphered, -statured

(lit. and fig), -stomached, -streamed, -throated
,

-timed, -toned, -tashed, -uddered, -voiced, -weighted

,

-ivhisketed
,
-winged, -wilted, -wombed.

16x3 Drayton Poly-olb xn . 227 The *full-bagd Cow. 1630
J. Tayior (Water P) Wks 15 No full bag’d man would
cuer durst liaue entered 162a Drayton Poly-olb xxvm.
205 Many a '‘full-bankt Flood x68x Lond Gas No 1638/8
Stolen adaik Ilrou n Nag pretty *full-belhed, and reason-
able fat 1646 Chashaw tsteps to lemple 21 Lo I a mouth,
whose "full-bloom’d lips At two deare a rate are roses 1840
Longk Sp Stud j m, '1 he *full-blossomed trees filled all

the air with fragrance 1603 Dray 1on To MatesticK James
A iv, The fruitfull and *ful-bosom’d Spring. X883 Harper’s
Mag Aug 376/2 The ’‘full-bowed schooners lean over on
the beach at low tide 1596 I' 1 rz-Gu fray tur F Drake
(1881) 26 Whose “ful-braind temples deck’t with laurell

crowne *864 Tlnnyson Ln Ard 539 Her ’’full-busted

figure head Stared o’er the ripple feathering from her bows.
167a Lond Gac No 657/4 A Bay Mare . with a black
List down the Buttock, and ’'full Buttockt 1686 Ibid
No 2145/4 Elizabeth Tildel short and black, ’‘full cheek’d
«i7ii Vasa Preparatives Poet Wks 1721 IV 92 It chanc’d,
just as the full-check’d Moon Beach’d her nocturnal Noon
x68i Lond Gas No 1620/4 A black brown Gelding short
Neck, *full Chested. 1645 Quarlls Sol Recant, vu 19
*Full clusterd Vineyards 1635 — Emblems x 11, Epig 2

A Tull-ear’d Crop, and thriving 1845 Mrs. Norton Child
ofIslands (1846) 107 Whose mass of full-eared sheaves the

1 capers bind 1806 Sumt Winter in Lond (ed 3) II 254
Barton is a '“full feathered pigeon 16x2 Drayton Poly-olb

in 208 Many a plump thigh’d moor & “ful flank’d marsh
X832Mot hlhsv lll Poi t It ks (1847)48 In “full-fleshed pride,

Bright roses burst in June 1622 Drayton Poly-olb xxvi 38
1 he large, and goodly “ftill-flockd Oulds. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag (1824J 187 The whispers of the *full-foliaged

grove fall on the ear of contemplation 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 833 The ’'full-formed maids ofAfnc 1606 Shaks
Ant <$ Cl iv. xv 24 Th’ Imperious shew Of the ’Tull-

Fortun’d Caesar 1895 Daily News zo Mar 7/1 A ’’full-

fronted coat 1853H1LKU tr Anstoph (1872) 1 1 543 Shaking
the "full fruited chaplet about your head x68z Lond, Gaz
No 1768/4 A white grey Roan Gelding well Crested
“full gascoign’d. 1689 Ibid No 2513/4A grey Mare only
gallops and trots, and a 'full haued bob Tail 1643
[Angilr] Lane Vail Achor 35 Mercies have been granted

with “full-handed favours 18x5 Lamb Lett (1888) I 294
My ’’full-happiness’d friend is picking his ciackeis 1685

Lond Gas No aotq/8 Stolen a brown bay Nag ’'full

Haunchcd, and small Bodied x8x6 Ki-atinge Trav (18x7)

I. 152 ’‘Full-headed tiees have been left at^ judicious in-

tervals 1882 O’Donovan Merv Oasis 1. 343 The slovenly-

lookmg full-hipped tunic. 1688 Lond, Gas No 2355/4 A
dapple grey 'full jointed in both his hinder Legs 1630
Drayton Muses Elysium 199 With '"full leav’d lilies I will

stick Thy braided hair 1883 Goole Weekly Times 14 Sept

5/3 To be let, the 1 Royal Oak Inn ’ a “full-licensed House.

1850 Tennyson Guinevere 43 Those whom God had made
“fufl-limb’d and tall a 17x1 Ken Hymnartum Poet Wks
1721 II, 114 God oft makes Thunder, Lightning, Storm,

Hail, Snows, Pour on full-measur’d Sin, “full-mcasur a
Woes. 1627-77 Feltiiam Resolves 1 xxxiv 58 To be poor,

is to be made a pavement for the ttead of the “full-minded

man 1823 Lamb Elia Ser n Child Angel, Those “full-

natured angels tended it by turns 1670 Narborough Jrnl.

in Acc Sev Late Voy, 1 (1694) 59 They are “full-necked,

and headed and beaked like a Crow 1607 Topsellhourf
Beasts (1658) 332 To be ministered when the horse is not

altogether “full pauched, but rather empty X873 Howells
Chance Acquaint 1, 14 The “full-personed good-humored
looking gentleman, 174a Young Nt Th 11. 3x7 To day is

yesterday return’d “Full-powVd. 1631 WvE.vns.AnC Pun.
Mon. 1612 Two “full proportioned figures in brasse 1879

Geo Eliot Coll. Breakf P 762 “Full-rayed sensibilities
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which blend Truth and desire 1830 N S Wheaton Jml
342 A *full-ngged [French] bagage waggon is a curious

spectacle. 1884E Ingcrsoll in Harper's Mag May 869/2
Full-rigged foieign ships *895 Daily News s6 Jan 5/5

The *full-roed Notway herrings 1504 Nashe Unfort, Tran
A 3 Mercenane attendants on his *ful sayld fortune 1622

Drayton Poly-olb xix 178 Arthur’s full-sail'd Fleet 1629

Massinger Picture 11 n, Such is my full-sailed confidence in

hei virtue 1808 J Barlow Coluiub 1 623 The fullsail’d ship

Dash’d into fragments by the floating rock. 1838 Dickens

0 Twist xxxix, A ^full-sized win e-bottle carefully corked

1689 Land Gaz No 24x6/4 A *full skirted Leather Saddle

1882 Ogilvie, *Full-souled, magnanimous , of noble dis-

position 1692 Loud Gaz No 2809/4 Timothy Phillips

*full speech’d, in a light grey Suit went away with a

Sum of Money. 1833 Tennyson Poems 84 *Fullsphered

contemplation 1601 Land Gaz No 2631/4 A Black named
Johanna *full Statured *844 Mss Browning Lady
Geraldine's Courtship lxvn, And my soul sprang, full-

statured m an hour 1593 Nashe Christ's T 63 Grosse *full-

stomacht tautology 1611 Tourneur A th Trag n 1 Wks.
1878 I 40 The full-stomack’d Sea 1593 Nashe Christ's T
38 b, Hearing riche London was the *full-streamed wel-head

1806 J Grahame Birds Scot 72 And joins, with opened
banks, the full-streamed Clyde 1820 Keats Ode to Nightin-

gale 10 Thou, light-winged Dryad of the trees Singest of

summer m *full-throated ease. 1889 Daily News 5 June
6/7 just preceding or at the time of hei death she had been
delivered of a ^full-timed child 1827 Keble Chr Y. SS
Simon and Jude, Mild As evening blackbird's *full-ton’d lay.

1611 Cotgr , Mird long-tusked, *full-tushed, as a full-

growne Boare 1727-46 Thomson Summer 222 The ’’full-

uddered mother lows around The cheeiful cottage 1632

Milton Penseroso 162 Theie let the pealing organ blow,

To the *full-voiced quire below 1888 Daily News 5 0 ct 5/2

The Bank of Germany does not refuse *full-weighted gold

to those who can demand it 1838 Dickens Nick Nick
xvu, Such a *full-whiskered dashing young man. 1611

Shaks Cymb hi ui 21 The *full wing’d Eagle c 1630

Drummond of Hawth Poems Wks (1711)41/1 Full-winged
argoses 1884 American VIII 251 Any *full-witted

American 1630 Drayton Noah’s Flood 34 The *full-womb’d

Women very hardly went Out their nine months

d Special comb full-back {Football), position

in tbe field behind the other ‘ backs ’
, a player in

this position
,
also attnb ; *p full-belly, one who

has or makes a point of having his belly full
,
full-

bodied a ,
having a full body {esp of wine • see

Body 25) ; alsofig ;
full-breasted a., having a full

breast ;*also transf ,
full-brimmed a., full to the

brim, overflowing, full-centre arch [Fr. arc h

plein-cmlre] (see quot ) ; + full-charge, v
,

to

charge to the full (cf full-charged. 111 12b); full-

circle adv.y with the form of a full circle or disc

;

full-eyed, (a) perfectly visible ; seen in the front,

(b) having full eyes
,
full-flavoured a., having a

full dr strong flavour (said esp of cigars); alsofig.;
full-front v , to present a full front to

;
+ full-

mouth, one whose mouth is full (of words), a

chatterer ,
also attnb - Full-mouthed

,
full-

orbed a poet (of the moon), having its disc com-
pletely illuminated

;
also fig. ;

(hence full-orbed-

ness)

,

f full-trussed a. (of a horse), having full

hind-quarters
1887 Shearman Athletics Football 324 Last but not

least comes the *full back . Two things only are required

of him, that he should be an admirable and accmate drop,

and a safe and strong tackier. 1893 A H Harrison in

Assoc Football Handbk 18 Let the full-backs keep close to

their halves 1896 Daily News 29 Oct 9/4A splendid little

bit of full-back work 1637 R Humphrey tr St Ambrose
1 30 Lazy lubbers, and *full bellyes, drowned in worldly
delights x686 Land Gaz No. 2162/4 He is about 21

years of age . , broad-shoulder’d, *full-bodied x688_ R
Holme Armoury 11 336/2 A Bleke is a full bodied little

Fish with red eyes. 1710 J Clarke Rohault's Nat Phil
(1729) 177,

1

put in a Quart of full-bodied Red Wine 1833
Willis Penctllmgs I ix 60 It is a ripe, rich, full-bodied

liquor 1890 Standard 10 Mar , To the full-bodied humour
of Hogarth x6u Speed Theat. Gt Brit (16x4) 125/1 A
provident and *full-breasted mother 1637 R. Ligon Bar-
badoes (1673) 51 The men, they are full breasted, well

filletted. 1677 Yarranton Eng Improv 120 Our Wheat
is large, full-biested, and thin-rined 16*2 Drayton Poly-olb

xxix 110 Two faire and *full-hnm’d Floods a 1843 Hood
To Mrs Fry xm, I like the pity m your full-brimmed

eye 1874 Knight Diet Mech ,
*Full-centre A rch, a semi-

circular arch or vault. One describing the full amount
of 1800. 1766 Spry Locked Jaw m Phil Trans LVII 89,

I now several times *full charged her with the electric

matter. 1879 Browning Pheidtppides 39 The moon, half-

orbed, is unable to take *Full-circIe her state in the sky 1

1633 G Herbert Temple,
Glance 111, What wonders shall

we feel when we shall see Thy *full-ey’d love x688 Land
Gaz No 2318/4 One of the persons a little Man, full eyed,

in a cinnamon colour’d Coat 1891 Duncan A mer Girl in

Lond. 231 A very frank and *fuU-flavoured criticism. 1853
Browning Saul, Perfection, no more and no less, In the

kind I imagined, *full-fronts me 1589 Greene Menaphon
(Arb ) 54 Some propheticall *full mouth. 1646 Crashaw
Music's Duel 156 A full-mouth Diapason swallowes all

1667 MiltonPL v, 42 Now reigns *Full orbed the moon
1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xxxiv 260 The moon, full-

orbed, is sweeping up towards the zenith 1871 R B.

Vaughan Life ThomasAquinasW 644The steady full-orbed
revelation of Jesus Christ 1893 United Presbyt Mag 259
We confess to the impression that he lacks somewhat of

fullorbedness 1683 Land Gaz No. 1846/4 A *full trust

Nag, a good Trot, short Rack.
B. quasi-rA and sb.

1. The adj. used absol.,
passing into sb. In various

adverbial phrases
a. At (the) full : f (a) In various -uses, now

chiefly expressed by the other phiases below . Fully,

completely ; at full length ; to the full extent (obs.).

{b) At the position or moment of fullness
,
in the

state of fullness (cf. 4 c).

c 1340 CursorM 4008 (Tnn ) But who so god helpe wol
May sauely go at pe fol c 1380 Wyclit Church <§- Members
Sel Wks III 347 Lord 1 where he were not charged at the
fulle as apostils weren. 1398 'Irdvisa Barth De P R xv
cxxvu (1495) 536 A penne maye not wryte at full the
praysynge of this kyngdom 14x3 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton

1483) iv xxxn 8 1 They ben wel loynted and myghtely boned
so that they ben strong at the fulle 1563 Homilies 11 Agst
Gluttony (1859) 299 Iney that use to dnnke deeply and to

feed at full 1632 J Hayward tr Biondi's Eromena 171
Satisfying the lest of his demands at full 1662 Gerbier
Prime 35 Eight Foote in length, being at full the space
which the Horse doth possess when he lyeth stretcht on
his Litter 1667 Milton P. L i 641 His regal state Put
forth at full 1705 Hearne Collect. 22 Nov, Giving his

Reasons at full 1742 Young Nt Th v 878 He drops his

mask, Frowns out at full 1790 Burke Fr Rev 66 The
power of the house of commons is great ; and longmay it

be able to preserve its gieatness at the full 1874 Mickle-
thwaite Mod. Par Churches 186 Having certain jets turned
on at full

b In (*j* the) full • {a) with reference to a
statement, etc. : At full length, in extenso ; (b) Of
payments, receipts, etc To the full amount. In
full of 111 full discharge or satisfaction of \A leg

m thefull : one that is plump and well rounded
1552 J Caius Sweating Sickness 4 A woorke of Erasmus
1 dyd geue not in the ful as the authore made it, but

abbreuiate 160a Marston Ant 4 Mel in Wks 1856 I 36,

I have a good head ofhaire a legge, faith, in the full 1670-88
Seer Serv. Money Chas «$> Jas (Camden) 35, 37'* 5* g*1

, m
full of a former bill for that service 1704 J Pitts Acc Ma-
hometans 23 The Cause may be for not paying in full to two
or three Shillings 1741 Richardson Pamela II 368 To
assign her Five Hundred Pounds, in full of all her Demands
upon her Family 1754-62 Hume Hut Eng.( 1806) IV. liv

177 Eight hundred and fifty pounds a day, in full of their

subsistence 1781 Cowper Conveys 201 A satisfactory receipt

in full 1870 Law Rep *4 Q Bench Div 814 A sufficient

sum to pay the trade-creditors of my aforesaid sons in full

1885 Manch Exam Nov. 3/2 Reproducing in full instead

of simply summarising the. documentary material.

c. To the full (also
*f*

to full) to the utmost

extent, completely, fully, quite Also
*f*
to satiety

1393 Langl P PI C xxi 4x3 May no presiouse drynkes
Moyst me to be fulle. 11x430 ireemasonry 682 The angele

Gabryelle, Wol kepe hem to the ful welle 1577 St, Aug-
Manual (Longm ) 114 Although I cannot do it to the full in

tins lyfe yet let me profite from, day to day untill it may
come to the full 1611 Bible Exod. xvi 3 When we did eate

bread to the full x6a8 Gaule Pract Theorists Paneg 60

Done, Done to full, whatsoe’re he came to doe 1648 Gage
Westlnd xxi 190We thought our money had satisfied them

to the full 1701 Penn in Pa. Hut Soc. Mem, IX. 53,

I must expect myright to the full 1798G WashingtonZ-cW,
Writ. 1893 XIV 73 To keep them, out of it, or which is to

the full as likely, to direct them into another course. 1885

L'poolDaily Post 1 June 5/4 The University match promises

to illustrate to the full the delightful uncertainty of cncket.

2 =Fill sb I 1. Now rare

1377 Langl P. PI. B. vi 266 Arise vp ar appetit haue eten

his fulle 1607 TofsellFour-f Beasts (1658) 187 Ifthey eat

Walnuts (ana not to their full) unripe 1648 Gage West

Iltd xm 76 Here is now enough, drink thy full of it 1862

Merivalf Rom EmP (1871) V xliv 281 These flies, he

said, have nearly sucked their full *874 Dasent Talesfr.
Fjeld 152 Tom Toper had eaten his full. Ibid. 178 They
had all stared their full.

•p b. The quantity that fills (a receptacle). Obs

[app. evolved fiom -ful 2 ]

1799 Spirit Publ Jmls. (1800) III. 7 The full of his hat is

the standard of his corn measures.

3 . Complete scope, entire range; entire amount

or sum total
;
completeness, fullness, j* In adverbial

phrase, All thefull- in all its fullness 01 complete-

ness {obs ) Now rare.

£1330 Arth # Merl 8433 What bou se al be fulle, Wiche
socour don we schulle c 1400 Destr, Troy 13855 When the

freike had the fulle of xv«no yeres 1533 Ld Berners
Froiss. (1812) I 689 They shulde playnly shewe the full of

his entencyon and mynde 1592 Daniel Delta Poems (1717)

409 Her tender Bud doth undisclose That Full of Beauty,

Time bestows upon her 1670 Cotton Espei non 1 n 49 The
Lords of Guise had the full of their own demands. 1720

De Foe Capt Singleton x. (1840) 172, I should not be able

to recollect the full ofthe great variety. 1734 Sndlgrave
Guinea <§• Slave Trade 53 Afterwards we experienced the

full of what he told us 1843 J H, NewmanApologia (1864)

358 Withmy opinions, to the Full of which I dare not confess,

1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag II xix 134 Sleeping as he

did, right in the ‘ eyes he got the very full of the motion

4. The period, point, or state of the greatest full-

ness or strength.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R- vn Ixix, (1495) 287 One
manere medicyne nedyth in the begynnynge of the euyll,

and a nother m the fulle, and a nother m passynge tbeiof.

c 1400 Destr Troy 12560 [The] stones at the full of the flode

[were] flet all aboue. x6xx Speed Hist Gt Bnt. vii xxxi

317 Empires haue their risings, their fuls, and their fals.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 399 Their [the Romanes ]

Empire was growing to the full c i6zx S Ward Life of
Faith (1627) 97 Whiles he was m the full of his prosperity

b. Ofa month or season , The height, the middle.

1658 Evelyn Fr, Gard (1675) 143 The perfect season to sow
Melon-seeds, is 111 the full of february. 1855 Browning
Another Way ofLove 1, June was not over Though past

the full *858 motley Corr. (1889) I 327 The highest

Circles ofLondon in the full of the season.

c. Thefull of the moon (also ellipt. thefull and

m phr at full)

:

the period or state of complete

illumination of the moon’s disc.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl T 34r Thanne shal she [the moon]

been euene atte fulle alway 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P K.

v. Ivm (1495) 174 Beestes and trees haue passynge plenteof

humours and of marowe m the fulle of the monc *559 W.
Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 149 Before the Full, and after

the change, she shineth ptesently, the sonne being set 1598

YongDiana 309 The fuls and wanes of the Moone a 1652

Bromd Queene's Each 11 1 Wks 1873 III 473 Bright

Cynthia in her full of Lustie 1664 Butler Hud n 111

262 He made an Instrument to know If the Moon shine at

full or no 1686 Plot Staffordsh 431 The Paschal Moone,
whose Full fell next after the Vernal Equinox 1720 De
Foe Capt Singleton vn (1840) 123 The moon was near the

full *794 Tians Soc Arts XII 245 Every full and change
of the moon x8x8 M G Lewis Jml W Ind (1834) 28

She is to be at het full to morrow 1840 Dickens Batn
Fudge 1, The moon is past the full, and she uses at nine

Jig 1590 Nashe Paspuil's Apel. 1 C, Heere his wit is at

the fullest, and presentlie it begmneth to wane agame.

5 . The full grasp (of the hand).

1833 Regul Instr Cavalry 1 59 The bndoon rem to he
held in the full of the bndlehand

6. Crown fulls

:

Herrings of the best brand (see

quot 1864 in A 1. e).

1892 Berwick Advertiser 16 Sept. 3/6 Not a single barrel

of crown fulls has been branded this summer
1

7

. A set (of lcettles). Obs. (? Another word )

1466 Mann, 4 Househ Exp 206 My mastyr paid for nj

kettelles calde a ffulle, lij s.vj d 1502 Arnoldk Chron (1811)

237 Fullis off ketellis redy bownde, the full, at nj s’ 111J d’

1528 Sir R Weston in Dillon Calais <3- Pale (1892' 91 Item,

of every fulle [printed fulte] of kettles V* 1660-1 Newcastle
Merch Advent (Surtees) 202 Railph Fell petitioned for a
full of battery seized on
C adv

I. Simply intensive : Very, exceedingly

a with adjs of quality. Now only poet

c 888 K jEltred Boeth xi § x Manege beop \>eah segjier

ge full aejiele ge full welige and beo]> beaK full unrote c xooo
Ags. Ps (Th ) lxxxvm[i] 3 [4] Ic geworhte ful sefte seld,

bast lii seeton on a 1200 Moral Ode 75 in Tnn Coll Horn.
222 Heuene and er8e he ouersihfS his eien beS ful brihte

c 1300 Cursor M. 21061 (Edin ) Ful elde [quen Jmt] he seich

his endedai him neijand neich. c 1380 Wyclit Wks (1880)

309 Jee, ful deer breberen C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. no
peseboonys in oon partie ben ful haid c 1420 SirAmadace
(Camd ) xxvii, Sir Amadace toke leue atte alle, Un-semand
with fulle glad chere 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 7 Praye
foi oure right poure and full wretched soulle 1461 Poston
Lett. No 416 II 51 Tomy full worshipfnll maister 1482

Inv ofW Pelle (Somerset Ho ) The Full Reverend Fadur
m God John Aichepysshop of Canterbury <1x550 Chnsiis
Kirke Gr 1 111, Fou gellow jellow wes hir held *590

Spenser F Q i. viii 17 Came hurtling in full fiei ce *613

Shaks Hen. VIII, r i 133 Anger is like A full hot Horse.

1640 J Dyke Worthy Contmun 56 Full fame wilt thou be
to have Christ Jesus to receive thy soule 1741 Richardson
Pamela I 70 And I suppose too, she'll say, I have been full

pert. x86g Jean Ingelow Lily £ Lute 11. 104 O, full sweet,

and O, full high, Ran that music up the sky

b. with adjs of quantity or indefinite numerals

Now only arch infull many
01300 CursorM 1728B+39 Ful litel while it was pat he in

ioy wald bee 13 E E A Hit P C 18 For pay schal

comfort encroche in kypes ful mony £1330 R Brunne
Chron (1810) 40 Fulle fo [printed so] frendeshe had. c 1400

Maundev (1B39) xviii. 198 In that Lond is full mochelle
waste, c 1450 Mirour Stiluacioun 1278 [She] lete falle fulle

manyatere 1477 Norton Ord Alch Proem lnAshm (1652)

10 Full few Clerks 1557 North Gueuara's DiallPr * ij a,

Gen Pro!., Q Iv b, Ful few are the pleasures which Princes

emoy *750 Gray Elegy xiv, Full many a gem ofpurest ray
serene 1820 Keats St, Agnes v. Old dames full many times

declare 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xiv 168 Philammoawould
have gone hungry to his couch full many a night

c with advbs Now arch ,
chiefly mfull well.

£888 K Alfred Boeth xxxvui. § 5 pa men pe habbap
unhale eagan, ne magon ful eape locian ongean pa sunnan
a 1000 Byrhtnoth 311 (Gr) He ful baldlice beomas laerde.

£1x75 Lamb Horn 29 pa mguleres and pa o<Ser sottes alle

heo habbeS an pone fulneh. a 1225 Auer R, 90 *Vbi amor,

lbi oculus’ ,
wite pu fulewel. a X300 CursorM 1800 (GOtt

)

Allas 1 fule late pai paim began, c 1300 Harrow Hell 100

Tesu, wel y knowe the 1 That ful sore reweth me. 1382

Wyclif 1 Macc vu 62 The kyng brake fulsoone the ooth

that he swore £1450 Merlin 25 Full euell haue ye sped
that thus haue slayn youre kynge c 1489 Caxton Sonnes

ofAymon i 35 He thenne kyssed his childe alle bloody full

often i52g Frith Wks (1573) 9s Christ full lowly and
meekely washed his disciples Feete

_
x6oo Holland Livy

viii xxxvui. (1609) 310 Let them buy it full deerly *635 J-
Hayward tr Biondi's Banish’d Vvrg 206 Full litle slept the

Duke that night. 1667 Milton P L i 536 The imperial

ensign .full high advanced, Shone like a meteor, a 1711

Ken Chnstophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I 523 Full well I know
my Jesus present there. 178a Cowper Gilpin 70 Full slowly

pacing o’er the stones. *8x8 Wordsw Had this effulgence

fv, Full early lost, and fruitlessly deplored 1875 Helps
Ess., Transact. Business 73 Those who can seem to forget

what they know full well.

2 Completely, entirely, folly, quite

a with, adjs., esp. numerals Also Full due

(see quots 1867 and 1895)
a 1000 Boeth. Metr xxvi 33 Aulixes sset lopge paes tyn

winter full, c 1340 Cursor M. 9227 (Tnn ) Sib pis world

bigon to be Is foure pousonde six hundnde_ fol. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus 1 378 Thus argumentyd he, in his bygyn-

nyng, Ful unavysed of his wo cominge, 1552 Bk Com
Prayer, Ordination,

Full .xxmi yeres olde. 1577 B Googe
Heresbach’s Husb. 1 (1586) 27 It waxeth greater, and is

within fourtie dayes after ful npe x6xo Shaks Temp 1.

II. 396 Full fadom fiue thy Father lies 1653 Sir E. Nicho-
las in N Papers (Camden) II. 6 Being now not full 13
years of age. £17x0 C Fiennes Diary (r888) xi We were
full an hour passing that hill x8*a Examiner 5 Oct 634/1

New Beans are full 6s. per quarter lower but old ones fully

support their price. 1825 Cobbett Rnr. Rides 245 A hill of

full a mile high. 1863 Kingsley WaterBab g He weighed
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full fifteen stone 1867 Smvth Surfor's Word-bk ,

Fulldue
,

foi good ; for ever
,

complete , belay 1871 Palgrave
Lyi Poems 35 She Blushed like the full npe apple 1874
Stubbs Const Hist I ui 50 As being a full-free mctnbei

of the community 1884 Risaije in limpet's Mag Mar
637/3 ‘ I condemned it ten ycais ago’ ‘ Full that said

Pierre 1895 E Anglian Gloss,, Full due

,

final acquit-

tance, foi good and all

Tb with ndvbs. Now rare

1382 Wvcnr Josh vi 5 And the walhsofthe cyte [Jericho]

shulen fuidoun falle 1523 Ld Btrners froiss I civil 200

Kynge Johan was that day *1 full right good knyght ?a 1530
Fieie 4 Boyc 134 111 Ritson Anc P P 40 Ilian drewe it

towarde nyght, Tacke hym hyed home full ryght 1746
Chest ERr Lett (1792) I cv. 288 He articulated cveiy word

full loud enough to be heard the whole length of my
lihraiy. *833 H, Martineau Tale of Tyne vi 116 Adam,
as I told you, I saw full enough of

e. with advbl phrases. Also in full as, full as

(or + so) . as

1329 More Com/ agsl Tnb in Wks 1215/2 Though
menne shoulde neuer stande full out of feare of fallynge

1670 Nariiorougii Jml 111 Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711)32
Some Swans but not full so large as ours 1698 Frytr
Acc E. India § P 215 The Topaz is a Stone very hard,

full as haid as the Saplure 1719 Dr Foe Crusoe 11 vi,

They lived, though concealed, yet full at large 1732
Young Bi others in i, To mount full rebel-high 1762
Footis Lyar n Wks 1709 I 302Youwillbe full as useful

to it by lecruiting her subjects at home 1796 Mrs Gi assc
Cookery v 53 Butter put into the dripping pail does full as

well 1823 in Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) II 38, I should
get full as much by keeping It [the story] to myself 1837
Ht Martintau Sac Amer III 92 To the English readet

they ate full as intei esting as to Ainei leans

J*
d ITul iwis, fulrwis, to fuliwis • full cer-

tainly, foi certain, assuredly Ohs
c 1200 Ormin 2529 J>att witt tu fulnviss <11205 Lay

2G841 Ich wulle bitachen be ful iwis minne castel mne
Paris c 1220 Bestiary 563 F10 Sc noule mSerward ne is ge

no man like, Oc fis to fuliwts f 1300 Hanoiv Hell 55
Foie Adames sunne, foi y wis, Ich have tholed al this

e. Full out; to the full, fully, out and out,

quite, thoroughly Ohs exc dial

1382 Wveur Isa xn 6 Ful out ioge, and preise, thou
dwelling of S1011. C1400 Prymer, Litany in Maskell Mon
Rit (1846-7) II. 106 Lord, make saaf the king and ful out
heere thou us in the dai that we shulen inclepe thee, a 1300
Chaucer's Drenie 2138 Archbishop and archdiacie Song
full out the servise 1600 Ahp Abbot Exp. Jonah 624
This numbermust definitely be taken foi somany thousands
full out, that [etc ] 1613 Bp. Andrewes Sernt, (1629) 483
Sacrilege the Apostle rankes with Idolatne , as being full

out as evilt 1676 Halli y in Rignud Carr Set Men (1841)
I 226 Mi Mercator is full out as obscure in Ins treatise of
Mars 1699 T C[ockman] Tnlly's Offices (1706) 201 And
Lucius Crassus was full-out as generous i86g m Lonsdale
Gloss

3 Of position and direction : Exactly, directly,

straight

1582 N LicunriELD tr Castanhcdcis Conq E Ind lxvn

137 Our Ordinance beeing shot off, did all light full amongst
the emmics. 1584 R Scot Discov Witcher 11 v (1886) 20
[They] dare not looke a man full in the face 1632 Lnhgow
Tiav vi 248 Au olde Arch of stone .standing ful 111 the
high Way 1674 N Cox Gentl Rccreat m (1677) 13
Always shoot, lather side-ways, or behinde the Fowl,
than full in tlieir faces i6g8 Fryer Acc E India <S P
25 For which the Wiuds served them well enough, though
full in our Teeth 1702 Pope Jan •$ May 436 Futl m the
centre of the fiow’ry ground A crystal fountain spieads its

sti earns aiound. 1801 Southty l halaba x xvn, Full in

his face the lightning-bolt was driven *832H Martineau
Demeiaia 11 16 With these punciples full in his mind, he
began to observe all that surrounded him 1883 E Inger-
soll in Harper's Mag Jan ig6/i A sudden escape from
curtaining oak branches brought us full upon the summit.

b. With reference to the points of the compass

;

Due See Due B 2. ? Ohs
1559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 146 Untill she

commeth to the Meridian Circle, and is full South x6ox
Holland Pliny I 79 Before Zacynthus 33 miles full East,

me the two Strophades 1670 Eachard Lout Clergy Pref.

A school that stands full south X708 Brit Apol No 93
2/1 The Wind is Full East. 1720 De Foe Cap/. Single-
ton ix (1840) 134 The one [way] was to travel full west

f 4= With vbs. or pples. : Fully, completely, en-

tirely, quite, thoroughly. Ohs,

c 900 tr. Btsda's Hist 11 xiv. [xvi ] (1890) 144 BifulcuSum
stratum 1x546! E Citron an 1083 Hi comon into capitu-
Ian on uppon J>a munecas full gewepnede 1340 Ayenb
107 Huer-by we ssolle by 2uo uol dronke of June loue J>et

[etc] 1430-40 Lydg Rochas 1 ix (1344) 17a, He was
brought forthand recui edAnd full made hole of his woundes
sore 1329 More Com/ agst Tnb. 11 1182/2 Then he
feareth that he bee neuer full confessed, nor neuer full con-
trite x6xx Bible John vn 8 My time is not yet full come
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 308 Our Reader being
before full cloyed with our tedious Narrations 1697 Dry-
den Virg Georg 111 3x9 When once he’s bioken, feed him
full and high 1807 Med Jml XVII 237 He had the
small-pox. again very full.

5 Comb fa. with vbs. . full-brmg [cf. OFris
ful-branga, Ger vollbringen\ trans to accomplish;
full-burn mtr

,
to blaze forth, follow hotly

;
full-

forth [ + Foeth v.] trans
,
to accomplish, com-

plete , full-make trans., to complete, perfect

;

full-serve trans
,
to serve fully ;

full-sound mtr
,

to sound loudly, full-timber trans., to build

completely
;
full-thrive 1ntr., to thrive to the full

;

full-work [OE.full-wyrcan = OHG.fol{l)awur-
chan] trans., (a) OE. to perpetuate

;
\h) to com-

plete. 06s.

c X200 Ormin 16335 Juie temmple timmbredd wass, Sc. all

*fullbrohht till ende 1382 Wveur Gen xxxi 36 For what
my synne, has thow thus Hulbrent [Vuljj exarsisti] aftei

me rt 1x73 Colt Horn 237 His giaf iniht and stienebe
)>url [jo gief of lus gaste Ins hesne to "fulforftie c 1200
Ormin 15597 d£i Jiann biss temmple mihlite ben Fulhvioliht
& all fullfoijiedd 12x300 E E Psaltci xvi[i]. 3 *I*ul-

imke mi steppes in sties pine 1490 Caxton hneydos
xxvu 104 Fulinake thobheyon to piuto 1340 Ayenb 33
And me kan /igge huo bet suueb and nagt ‘uol serueji lus

ssepe he lyest 1382 Wyclii Jndg yii 18 Whannc the
trompe "fiilsownetn in myn hoond c 1200 Ormin 5130 Swa
"fulljmfenn Jjatt itt nohht Ne nui33 na mare waxxenn Ibid
16321 Godess temmple wass 1 seve geress all and fow-
\v01rt13 'fulltimmbiedd <11035 Cnut’s Laws it. c 61

(Schmid) Gif hwa on fyrde gri<$biyt.e "fulwyree c 1200
Fullwrohlit [see quot, foi fullfoith above]

b with pres and pa pples. (cf. A. 12 b, to which
some of these might be referied), as full-accom-

phshed, -acorned, -adjusted
,
-armed, -assembled

,

assuted, -beaming,
-hearing

,
horn, -bound

,

-Imth ained, -descending, -digested, -distended,

\-dnve(ii, -exerted, -extended
,
-fashioned, \-fast,

-failed,
-fledged, -glowing, *j- -greased,

|
-knowing,

f -knoiun, -levelled,
-manned

,
-nerved, -plumed,

-iipened, -spicad, -shamed, -tummed, -tuned,

t -waxen , f full-begotten, lawfully begotten,

legitimate ;
full-blown \ filled with wind, puffed

out {ht anilfg.) ,
see ISlow v l 22 ,

full-blown
111 full bloom {ht andfg)

,

see Blow v~i\ full-

stated (see quot,)
17*6-46 Thomson tVm/cr 60i Indulge her fond ambition

To mark thy various "full-accomplished mind x6xx Siiars

Cymb 11 v 16 Like a Tull Acorn'd Borne 1730-46 Thom-
son Autumn 833 The '"full-adjusted haimony of things

1776 Mickie tr Camoens’ Lustail 31 "Fulf-arm’d they
came, for brave defence piepated 1733 Thomson Liberty
in. 260 Her "full-assembled Youth tunumerous swarm'd

1839 Bailey Pestus xiv (1848) 220 The "full assured faith,

1735 Somerville Chase 11 142 Had not her Eyes, With
Life "full-beaming, her vain Wiles betray'd. 1896 Daily
News 17 June 4/3 The thousand actes is never all "full-

bearing aftogethei 1636 Rutherford Lett (1862) I 182

Youi Father counteth you not a bastard "full-begotten

bairns are nui tured 16x5 J. Stephens Satyr Ess 3 With
cheeks "full blowne Each man will wish the case had beene
his owne <1x633 Naunton Fragm. Reg (Arb ) 15 A time
in which (for externals) she was lull blown. 1635-56 Cow-
iey Davidus 11 735 Some did the Way with full-blown

Roses spread 1603 Dryden Peisins 1 254 Who at enormous
Villany turns pale, And steers against it with a full-blown

Sail. 1699 BENTLrv Phal 414 Full blown with the opinion

of his wonderfull Acuteness 1749 Johnson Vanity Hum
Wishes 99 In full-blown dignity, see Wolsey stand. 1878
Browning La Saistas 20 Flower that’s full-blown tempts
the butterfly 1821 Ktats Lamia 1. 172 Whither fled

Lamia, now a lady bright, A "full-born beauty new and
exquisite. 1766 W Gordon Gen Counltng-ho 319, 43
barrels "full bound mess-beef 1851 OJfic Catal. Gt Exhib
II. 345 Bible, 8vo , full-bound in maroon Turkey morocco

1833 Ht Martineau Berkeley the Ranker 1 i 7 The "full-

buckiamed fancy dresses of the young gentlemen 1713-20
Popr Iliad xx 460 The impatient steel with 'full-descend-

ing sway Forced through his brazen helm its furious way
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat (1852) I, 419 We shall partake
m the expertness and "full-digested remembrance belonging
to that 1728-46 Thomson Spring 185 The 'full-distended

clouds Indulge their genial stores c 1386 CuAucm Frank!
T 502 This baigayn is "ful dryue, for we been knyt 1726-46
Thomson Winter 171 Before the breath Of * full-everted

heaven they wing their course. 1730-46 — Autumn 1119
The long lines of "full-extended war In bleeding flight

commixed 1883 Glasg. Weekly Her 21 Apr 8/e Ladies'

"full-fashioned black Lisle thread hose c 1x73 Lamb Horn.
61 pa odre weren "fulfeste sone 138s WycLir Deut xxxn
15 Ful fat maad is the loued, and a3en wynsed ; "ful-fattid,

fulgresid, outlargid 1884 Times (weekly ed ) 7 Nov. 8/2 A
tutor’s pay is only about a third of that of a "full-fledged

professor 1893 SirW Harcourt Sp m Ho. Com 14 May,
A full-fledged butterfly. 1863 1 Williams Baptistery 1 viil

(1874) 89 The sun Blending them in the golden blazonry

Of his "full-glowing orb 138a "Ful-gresid \yt&full-fattedf\.

x6xa Sflden Hi ayton’s Poly-olb To Rdr , What the Verse
ofl: with allusion, as supposing a "full knowing Reader, lets

slip. 1386 Rolls of Parlt. Ill 223/1 Nicliol Brerabre
with stronge honde, as it is "fulknowen. was chosen Mair
1701 Norris Ideal World t, i 6 This is staring, with a
"full-levelled eye, the great luminary of spirits in the face

1606 Shaks. Ant. <£• Cl m.vu. 52 Our ouer-plus of shipping
will we burne, And with the rest "full mann’d, from th’

head of Action Beate th' approaching Cassai. 1839 Bailey
Fesius vn (1848) 70 Daie with 'fullnerved arm the rage of
all C1630 Drumm ofHawth Elegy on G AdolphusVIVs
(1711) 34 With "full plum'd wing thou faulkon like could fly.

x86x Thornbury Turner (1862) I 38 Pie will be a full-

plumed Royal Academy Student. 1878 Masque Poets 214
Brings to northern shores "full-ripened tropic fruits x66o
Dryden Astrxa Redux 64 With "full-spread sails to run
before the wind. X748 Thomson Castl Indol. 1 209 Slow
from his bench arose A comely full-spread porter, swol’n
with sleep. 1867 Smith Sailor's Word-bk

,
Full spread

,

all

sail set 1746 Exmoor Scolding 405 (E D S ) Ya know es

kep Challacomb-Moor in Hond ,
tes fvull stated Ibid

,
Full-

stated, spoken of a Leasehold Estate that has Three Lives
subsisting thereon 1737Dytr Fleece m. 169 Sinewy arms of
men, with "full strain d strength, Wring out the latent water
1826 Scott Mai Malagr u. 39 A "full-tnmmed suit of
black silk, or velvet 1842 Tennyson Love <$• Duty 40When
thy low voice, Faltering, would break its syllables, to keep
My own "full-tuned, c xzoo Ormin 10890 He wass "full-

waxenn maim

t Full, v 1 Ohs. Forms : 1 ful(l)wian, fullian,

3-4 folle(n, 3 south, voile(n, 3 fulhe(n, vul^en,
fulewen, folewen, 2-4 fulwe(n, fulje, 2 fule(h.)-

3en, 4 folwen, fologlxe. 5 folowe, 4-6 full©, (4

fully). [OE fullian, fulhman

,

f. Full adv. +
OTeut. Hvthtyan, wthjan (OIIG wthen, mod,Ger.
wei/ten) to consecrate, f. *wiho- (OS , OHG. noth
Goth weilis) holy

’

The word thus means * to consecrate fully ’ A convert
who was deemed not sufficiently instructed for baptism
who shrank from assuming the responsibilities whicli it
involved, was frequently prune-signed, 1 e. marked with
the sign of the cross only, the ‘full consecration ’ bvbantism
being defened till a latei period ]

p

trans. To baptize
egoo tr Reeda's Hist 1. xv [xxvi.] (1890) 62 Ongunnon

heo somman & smgan..& men Imran & fulwian «iooo
Martyrol (E E 1 S) 80 He wms gefulhvad set Rome
cxoooAgs Gosp John 1 33 Se J)e me sende to fulhanne on
wo-tere c 1175 Lamb Horn 101 Heo settea heoran handan
ofer iful3ede men c 1205 Lay. 2402 be king heo lette fulwen
after >on lawen a 1225 Leg Hath 1391 Hwi ne hihe we
for to beon Ifulhet [w r. ifulhtnet] as he het Ins xag7R Glouc (1724) 239 As goure fader dude, do, And be
yuolled in holy water. *3 EE A llit P B 164 Alle
arn la)wd lufiyly pat euer wern fulaed in font J>at fest to
haue c tg&o SirFerumb 3697 He wolde fully pan Amyral
put was pere. C1430 Chev Assigne 369 The sixte was
fulwedde cheuelere assigne c 1430 Myrc 85 To folowe the
chylde gef hyt be nede. 1483 Pestwall (W. de W 15x3)
32 b, Cryste was fulled in water.

Full (ful), ». 2 Also 4 follen, fulle(n. ff.

Full a.

OE had fullian to fulfil (Ccedmou’s Gen. 23x7), but con-
tinuity is doubtful ; in the early ME fallen the w piob
represents il, so that the examples belong to Fill v ]

+ 1. trans. To make full. Cf. Fill v. i. Ohs
1362 Langl P PI A. v. 184 In couenant that Clement

schulde the cuppe fulle. a X400 Prymer (1891) 39 Thanne
is oure mouth fulled of joye 1484 Cayton Fables of
ASsop (1889) 72 He was . fulled with sorowe 1627-47
I'Yltham Resolves I. Ixwvn 270 Surely travail fulicth the
man

b. intr To be or become full. Const, of Ohs.

exc dial, ancl m U. S of the moon.
136* Langl P. PI A. xi 44 Thei demeth god in-to the

gorge whon heore gottus follen. c 1450 Cov Myst (Shaks
hoc) 343 Myn heed dullyth Myn herte lTullylh Of sslepp.

1864 Webster, The moon fulls at midnight. Mod Suffolk
dial (F. Hall) ‘ The moon will full to-night

+ 2 . Dans. To fulfil, complete Obs
*380 [see Fulling vbl sb ] 1492 Acta Dorn Cone (1839)

247/1 pe saidis persons sail mak na payment of the said soume
qulull the poyntis of J>c said decrett be fullit efter the forme of
be samyn 1640 Brome/1 ntipodes in vui Wks. 1873 HI. ago
Before he has given hei satisfaction I may not full my suit.

3 Dressmaking To make full ; to gather or

pleat. Also with on.
X831 Westm Rev XIV. 424The milliner with her fulling,

and quilling, and puckering, comets] m to supply the retiring

graces of nature 1832E Ind Sketch Bk. \ 261 A petticoat

fulled and stiffened into the dignified rotundity of a hoop.

1884 West Daily Press 2 June 7/2 Plastrons are composed
of a straight piece, fulled into a small band at the top. 1890
Daily News 4 Dec 3/4 Many pretty little jackets are

composed of black lace fulled on over a foundation of silk

or gold gauze.

b mtr. To draw up, pucker, bunch.
1889 Century Diet

,
The skirt fulls too much in front

Hence Fulled ppl a., gathered or pleated;

arranged in folds
;
Fuelling vbl sb., the action of

the vb ; fa. the action of fulfilling ; b. the action

of gathering or pleating , in quots. concr.

c 1380 Wyclip Set Wks III 257 Her matere schulde be

trube and fullynge of Goddis lawe 1760 Mrs Delany Life

4 Corr Ser 11 III App 504 There was very little fulling,

but the whole design was to be seen without many folds

1877 Blackmorl Cripps I 11 24 She gathered in the skut

of her frock and the fulling of her cloak 1892 Daily
News 16 Feb 6/5 Coats, .finished off at the neck with a

fulled shoulder cape

Full (ful), vf Also 5 fuL(le. [ad. QY. fuler

if.fouler) : see Foil v *]

1. trans spec. To tread or beat (cloth) for the

purpose of cleansing and thickening it ;
hence, to

cleanse and thicken (cloth, etc.).

*377 Langl P PI B xv 445 Cloth that cometh fro the

weuyng is nougt comly to were, Tyl it is fulled vnder fote

or m fullyng-stokhes c 1440 Promp Parv 182/1 Fulle

clothe, fvllo c 1483 Cax ion Vocab. 15 b, Colard Can
well fulle cloth xxxx-2 Act 3 Hen VIII, c 6 § 1 The
Walker and Fuller shall truely walke fulle tlnkke and werke

every webbe of wollen yerne 1398 Florio, Pollare, to full,

as clothes in a presse *643 Puynne Open Gt. Seale 20

One man should be assigned to seale the Clothes that

shall be wrought and fulled in London 1695 Land. Gae
No 3086/4 A new Invented Engine, which t ulls all sorts

of Stuffs by Hand or Mans Labour 1812 Southey m
Q Rev VII 63 In this manner a girl can full twenty pair

of hose in four or five hours 1872 Yeats Techn Hist

Comm. 147 English cloths, at the outset were sent to he

fulled and dyed in the Netherlands 1884 J Payne Tales

fr Arabic I. 233 ,

1

shall .weave for her and full her yarn

+ 2 gen To beat or trample down; also, to

destroy. Obs.
ex400 Rowland cj 0 112 Fulle the under my horse fete

ex440 York Myst xi xi8 Nowe kyng Pharo fuls thare

chiiair ful faste 1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 78 Hee
threw his hey abroad a nights afore hee lette them m, be-

cause then they did not runne over it and full it so much.

+ FuTlage. Obs. [a. OF foullage if.foutage),
f.fouler to Full.)
1 Money paid for the fulling of cloth.

1611 in Cotgr s v Foullage 1706 in Phillips (ed.

ICeisey) 1733 in Johnson Hence in mod Diets.



PULL AGE. 593 PULLING.

2 . [Cf. Fulyib sb.%', the lit. sense is ‘what is tram-

pled under foot ’.] Refuse, street-sweepings, filth.

1689 T. Plunket Char Gci Commander 51 Some storm

or other must be near at hand, To sweep away the fullage

of the Land 1780 A Young Tour Irel I. 9 They go
much to Dublin for fullage of the streets to lay on their

hay grounds.

Pull age.
Adult or mature age, esp. (in opposition to

nonage) the age of 21 years Cf, Age sb 3
1622 Bacon Holy War (1629) 120 That after full Age the

Sonnes should Expulse their Fathers and Mothers out of

then Possessions *675 Brooks Gold Key Wks 1867 V 320
God had a respect to the non-age and full age of his people.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) V 428 Those who are of full

age and sufficient understanding, should have power to suffer

a common recovery 1885 Gladstone in Chr World 13 Jan.

37/1 The anniversary which will to-morrow bring your
Royal Highness to full age

attrib a 1639 Cleveland Poor Cavalier ir E'er npe
Rebellion had a full age Power.

Hence + Full-aged, ppl a

,

being of full or

mature age. Of a horse : Exceeding the age of

6 years (now simply, aged). Obs
1631 QuarlesDm Poems

,
Samson xm 31A full ag'd Lyon,

who had sought his long-desued prey 1682 Land. Gaz
No 1737/4 A chesnut sorrel Nag, with a bob Tail, full aged

1712 Steele Sped. No 3x4 r 4 There stood by her a man
full aged, and of great gravity. 1724 Land Gaz. No.
6310/3 A sorrel Horse .full aged

Pull-blood, a. a. Of a brothei or sister :

Bom of the same parents (opposed to Half-blood
1. attrib). b. Qualifying an ethnic designation:

Of pure or unmixed race.

1882 A. Macfarlane Consanguin 17 Biother, full-blood

=male child of male and female parents 1888 Harper’s
Mag. Mar LXXVL 602 The full-blood [Cherokee] is

always present xn the national Legislatuie 1893 Columbus
(Ohio) Disp 2 Oct., His mother [was] a full-blood Pota-

* watomie squaw
Similarly Full-bloo*ded a — Full blood, lit. and

fig. ;
also, having plenty of blood. Hence Full-

blooMedness lit andfig
1825 J. Neal Bro Jonathan II 68 A full blooded le-

publican ‘driver’. 1841 Catlin N Amtr Ind (1844)11.
lvii, 220 His general appearance and actions, those of a
full-blooded and wild Indian 1884 CenturyMag XXVIII
42 The full-bloodedness, the large feet and hands 1894
Athenaeum 3 May 371/3 His unquestioned ability has not
the roundness, the ripeness, the mellow full-bloodedness of
the style of ‘ The Ileptameron

Pull-bottom, [f Full a + Bottom sb ] A
full-bottomed wig
1713 Gay Guardian No 149 r 5 Little master will smile

when you .thrust its little knuckles in papa’s full-bottom

1759 Chron in Ann Reg x6g/2 A flaxen full bottom
suitable to the age between forty and fifty 1822 T
Mitchell Anstoph II 296 Full bottom, tie, pemwig,curl,
or toupee

Pull-bottomed, a. [f. as prec. + -ed 2 ]

1 . Of a wig : Having a full or large bottom
17xx Budgell Sped No 130 V 7 My Banker ever bows

lowest to me when I wear my full-bottom’d Wig. 1797
The College 13 A huge full-bottom’d wig, and college gown
1878 H. Amer Rev CXXVI 52 Their hero, .wore a Greek
helmet over a full-bottomed wig.

2 . Naut (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,
Full bottomed

\

an epithet

to signify such vessels as are designed to carry large

cargoes

+ Fullcome, v. Obs [f. Full adv. + Comb v.

Cf Ger. volkommen adj
,
perfect ] trans. To finish.

,

to perfect.

C1477 Caxton Jason 16 An other spere that he [Jason]

had taken of his esquyer for to fulcome his emprise c 1483— Vocab. 47 Dieu leur laisse leur voye Bien employer, God
late them theyr waye Well fulcome

+ Pulido*,®. Obs. £f Full cl 4- Ho J trans

.

To accomplish, fulfil, complete
a 1225 Ancr. R. 372 Me schal fuldon flesches pine ase

uorS ase euere efne mei Jjolien 1340 Ayenb 28To destrue

alle guod by hit lite by hit lesse by hit uoldo c 1483 Caxton
Vocab 23 Whiche make verry confession And theyr

penaunde fuldoo c xgoo Melusme 1 1 He wyl helpe me to

bring vnto a good ende & to fuldoo it att hys glorye &
praysyng 1605 Verstegan Dec Intell 11 (1628) 29 Willing

to full-doe their too-falne lot.

Hence + Fu*U-clo sb

,

completion, finish. (Perh.

the source of the Naut phrasefor afull due see

Dub sb. 8

)

1631 [see Do 2].

Pull dress. See Dress sb 2 a. Alsofig
1790 Cowper Lett 17 June, Here am I at eight in the

morning in full dress 1873 Lowell Poet. Wks (1879)

463 The habitual full-dress of his well-bred mind *887
Spectator 4 June 764/2 A crown that could be worn, like

a tiara of diamonds, as an adjunct of full dress

b. attnb. asm full-dress coat
,
dinner , rehearsal,

suit, etc. ;
also fig ,

as infull-dress debate, a formal

debate in which important speeches are delivered

on each side.

x8xa J. Nott Dekkefs Gvlls Home-bk 41 note
,
Not

a full-dress coat is made without it 1834 T Moore Mem.
(1856) VII. 47 A Tory of the full dress school. 1831 lUustr.

Catal, Gt Exhib. II 326 Pair of full-dress hoots 1879
F W Robinson Coward Consc. 1 vhi, A rusty, black, full-

dress suit, 1888 Bryce Amer Comww

.

Ill vi. cxi. 600

At present the ‘full-dress debates* in the Senate are apt

to want life. 1893 Times 8 July 12/2 Mr. Heneage’s
amendment is not the best possible text for a full-dress

debate

VOL. IV,

Pull-dressed, a. Fully dressed; wearing
full dress, f Of a coat . =prec. b.

1733 A Murphy Grafs-Inn Jrnl No 14 1* 2 In a full-

dressed Coat, with long Skirts 1806 Surr Winterm Land.
(ed 3) III 161, I have no objection in the world to full-

dressed assemblies 1824-9 Landor Irnag Conv. Wks. 1846
I 206/2 There are hours and occasions when she needs not
be full dressed

t Fullemd, v. Obs \0~SL.full%ndian (== Ger.

vollenden) . see Full adv. and End v ] trans. To
end fully, accomplish, complete, fulfil.

C900 tr BCededs Hist in xxm (MS B in Smith 354
note). He bad Cynebill . >at he oa aifsestan ongunnen-
nesse fullendode and gefylde a xaoo Moral Ode 239 m
O E Misc 66 peo bat gode weic by-gunne and fulendy
hit nolden. c 1200 Trm. Coll Horn 61 We hauen ure
penitence fulended. c 1300 Beket 2322 If he ful in feble

stat, that he ne mute nit ful ende 1382 Wyclif Eedits

xxxiv 8 With oute lesing shal be ful endid the word of the
lawe. 1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R ix iv (1495) 349 The
Cycle and the Course of the Mone is fullended in the
nintenth yere c 1423 Eng Cong, Irel. (E. E. T. S ) 134 He
that al thynge fulle endet

Puller (filial), sb 1 Forms: 1-4 fullers, 3
foliare, 4 south vollere, 4-6 fullar(e, (6 fullor,

furler, 7 fullner), 4- fuller. [OE fullere, ad

L fullo (of unknown origin), assimilated to agent-

nouns in -gre, -erI. If there existed an OE *ful-

han vb , ad late L fulldre to Full, the agent-

noun may have been derived from it ]

1. One whose occupation is to full cloth

c xooo Ags Gosp. Mark ix 3. cizqoS Eng Leg I 366/33
Mid one follares peiche , bat men tesieth opon cloth a 1327
Pol Songs (Camden) 188 The webbes ant the fullam assem-

bleden hem alle 1340 Ayenb 167 Mochel is defouled mid j>e

uet of uolleres be robe of scat let 1311-2 [see Full v 3 x]

*583 Stubbes A nat Abus 11.(1882) 24 Compounding with the

Fuller to thicke it [wool] very much 1643 Bp Hall Remedy
Discontents xi8 The Fuller treads upon that cloth which
he means to whiten 1764 Burn Poor Laws 156 Three
weavers six spinners, one fuller and burler 1866 Rogers
Agnc 4 Prices I iv 103 There are twelve clergymen six

fullers and six girdlers 1883 Instructions to Census Cidks
66 (In list of workers in textile fabrics) Fuller

2 In the names of vanous materials, plants, etc.

used in the process of fulling
;
as fuller’s clay =

Fuller’s earth; fuller’s grass, herb, weed,

(Saponaria officinalis) ;
fuller’s teazel, thistle

(Dipsacusfullonum) , fuller’s thorn? = prec

1776 Adam Smith W M.iv. viu (1869) II 238 * Fuller’s

earth or fuller’s clay *876 Pace Adv Text-bk Geol y
iot Fuller’s clay or earth *326 Grete Herball ccclxxxnij,

Saponaria is called “fullers grasse 1601 Holland Pliny

II 262 The “Fullers herb m wine homed 1607 Topsell
Four-f Beasts (1638) 486 There is an herb called Fullers-

herb which doth soften wool *378 Lyte Dodoens iv lx.

522 This kinde of Thistel is called “Fullers Teasel 1653

Culpeper Eng Phys, 336 “Fullers Thistle, or Teasel 1626

Bacon Sylva § 66x An Herbe called Hippophaeston [that

groweth] vpon the “Fullers Thorne 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), “Fullers- Weed, or Fullers-thistle, an Herb

Pivller, sb.% [?f. Full v.
2 (sense 3) + -er 1

]

1 . BlacksmtJnng, etc A grooved tool on which

iron is shaped by being driven into the grooves.

1864 Webster, Fuller, a die, a half-round set-hammer

1896 FarnePs Price List, Best Cast Steel, for Fullers,

Stamps, &c
2. A groove made by a fuller

1835 Miles Horse-shoeing 9 The
' fuller * should be earned

quite round the shoe to the heels, and the fullering iron

should have both sides alike 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk

,

Fuller, the fluting gioove of a bayonet. 1889 Daily Tel,

1 Mar s/B The present pattern is too thin in the ‘fuller*.

Hence Pu’Iler v., to stamp with a fuller
;
to groove

by stamping
;
also dial to goffer (linen). Full-

ered ppl a FuTIering vbl. sb., the action of the

vb. ;
also concr. the groove thus formed.

x8ao Bracy Clark Descr Hew Horse Shoe 14 Our old

English custom of fullenng 1831 T. Holland Mannf
Metal I 170 The shoes being fullered or grooved near the

outer edge to receive the heads 1841 Hartshorne Salopia

Antiq Gloss. 434 Fullanng, a groove into which the nails

of a horse’s shoe are inserted. 1833 Fullenng iron [see

sense 2 above] x868 Regul A Ord. Army r 573 The horse’s

Shoe is not to be grooved or fullered x88o BlackmoreMary
Anerleyl xi 1 59 His linen clothes are dry, and even quite

lately fullered—ironedyou might call it. Mod Advt
,
Sandal

horse shoe.,made of plain, fuller’d, or Rodway bar.

Puller’s ea*rth. A hydrous silicate of

alumina, used in cleansing cloth; also Geol a group

of strata characterized by the presence of this earth.

1323 Fitzherb Surv 31 Mynes of tynne, leed, ore, cole

lymestonne, chalke, furlers [sic 1326 ; ed. 1334 fullers] erthe,

Sande, cley 1601 Holland Pliny xxxv xvu, II 360 This

Fullers earth Cimolia, is of a cooling nature 1667 E Cham-
eerlayne-SY Gt Brit 1 (1684) 7 Fullers Earth is nowhere else

produced in that abundance and excellency as in England.

1738 Chester? Comm Sense 11 Nov. (1739; II 238Fuller’s-

Earth, the Exportation of which is strictly prohibited by
our Laws 1836 Hor Smith Tin Trump. 1. 9 Like fullers

earth, defiling for the moment but purifying in the end.

1834 F. C Bakewell Geol. Jo The bed ofclay called fuller’s

earth . may be considered merely local 1878 Huxley
Phystogr. 36 This Fuller’s earth forms a thick bed of clay

which retains the water that reaches it

fig. 1670 Eachard Cont Clergy 36 The blots of sin will

be easily taken out by the soap of sorrow, and the fullers-

earth ofcontrition 1727 Gay Beggar's Opera 1 ix, Money,
Wife, is the true Fuller’s Earth for Reputations, there is not

a Spot or a Stain but what it can take out.

attrib 1816 W Smith Strata Ident 31 The Fuller’s

Earth Rock, .in many places is imperfectly lapidified.

+ Pu’llery. Obs~° [f. Fuller ^.1 A
place where the process of fulling is carried on.

1730-6 m Bailey (folio) 1753m Johnson. Hence in mod.
Diets

FuTl-fa'cecL, a. [f. Full a 4- Facie 4- -ed 2
.]

1. Having a full face ;
esp of persons, having a

full or plump face
1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman’s Guzman d’Alf 1 31, I was a

yong Lad, ruddy-cheek’t, full fac’t, and plumpe withall

1675 Land Gaz . No 980/4 Stolen a large silver Cup by
a Lodger a Full-fac’d man 1796 Hull Advertiser 3 Sept

2/2 David Hallett. stout made, of a low stature, and full

faced 1824 Miss Mittord Village Ser 1. (1863) 230 One
side consisting of a full-faced damask rose,

b said of the moon al full.

1647 H More Song of Soul hi 11 xxvn, Not from full-

faced Cynthia

2 . Having the face turned fully on the spectator

or m some specified direction.

1610 Guillim Heraldry vi v 265 The full faced Helmet
doth sigmfie direction or command 1832 Tennyson
CEnone 79 When all the full-faced presence of

_
the Gods

Ranged in the halls of Peleus 1894 J P Hoppsin Westm
Gas, 7 Feb. 2/x As full-faced to the sunshine as you are to-

day

t Fullfre’me, v. Obs. Also 5 full-form.

\Q>'EL.ful{l)frimian, -frynman : see Full adv and
Freme v ] trans. To accomplish, fulfil, perfect.

Hence + Fullfre’mecL ppl. a , *t*
Fullfre medly

adv

,

perfectly ; + Fullfre'medness, perfection

c888 K /Elfred Boeth. vu. § 3 pinre unnht gitsunga

gewill to fulfremmanne, egoo tr. Beedats Hist m xix.

[xxvn ] (1891) 244 Lifde he nts lif in micelre eaSmodnesse
and m fulfremednesse 971 Bltckl Horn 35 Gif we Jja

da?$as fulfremedh.ee for Gode hfgeaji c 1000 Ags Gosp
John iv 34 past ic full fiemme [c xxfio Hatton fulfremie]

his weorc a 1x73 Cott Horn 219 Ne mea nan iscefte ful-

fremedlice smea^an ne understonden emibe god C1200
Ormin 2530 Fullfiemedd herrsummnesse Ibid. 5133 Patt

te birr]) Q^perr lufess mahht Fullfremeddhke fillenn Ibid

6083 patt mann ]>att tiss Fullfiemeddnesse folljhepp 1486
Bk St, Albans Aviyb, Thos same barns shall telle you
whan she is full summed or full fermyd

Fu*ll-gro*wn. [f. Full adv + Grown ] Fully

grown , having attained full size or maturity

1667 Milton P L vii 456 Innumerous living Creatures

Limb’d and full grown 1724 Dn Foe Mem Cavalier (1840)

30 Wickedness presented itself full-grown 1767 Hunter
in Phil Trans. LVIII. 43 Fig II The same view of the

same bone in a full-grown Elephant. 1839 Darwin Orig
Spec 111 (1873) 52 In a state of nature almost every full-

grown plant annually produces seed 1871 Blackie Four
Phases 1 131 He had two sons, one full-giown

transf 1856 Stanley Sinai 4 Pal x. (1838) 374 Four
springspour their almost full-grown rivers through the plain.

Hence Full-g-rowner colloq or slang, a full-

grown person.

1867 P Fitzgerald 73 Brooke St. III. 231 A full growner

.

no ‘ Miss ’ at allm the case.

+ Fu.-llh.ead Obs. In 4-5 fulhed(ef [f.

Full a 4- -head ] Fullness.
a 1300/? E Psalter xxxv g[xxxvi 8] pai sal be drunken,

als of wine, Of ]>e fulhed of house >tne. 1340 Ayenb 119
Alsuo wes he zuo uol of grace pet of his uolhede we
mmep al c 1440 Hylton hcola Perf (1494) ni xxii, In

hyr was fulhede of all vertues u ithout wem of synne.

*t* Fn.Tlh.ead 2
. Obs. [f. Full a. + Head sb ]

A castrated stag

1803 J Sleight xn Ann. Agric XXXIX 356 The full-

heads., always herd with the bucks, excepting in the rut.

Ftrll-liea'rted, [f- F^l a + Heart +
-ed 2

] Having a full heart, a Full of courage

and confidence; hence of a work: Carried on

with zeal. b. Full of feeling ;
indicative of strong

emotion Hence Fu ll-hea/rtedly adv.

16** Shaks. Cymb v ui 7 The Enemy full-hearted, Loll-

ing the Tongue with slaught’rmg 1831 Mrs Browning
Casa Gmdi 31 The sky above seemed to palpitate 111

glory, like a dove Who has flown too fast, full-hearted

1859 Smiles Self-Help xu (i860) 323 The most effective

work is always the full-hearted work 1876 Geo Eliot
Dan. Der. IV lxm 240 Full-hearted silence. 1882 J. L
Ludlow in Homilet Monthly May 431 For you he lived

and sends his Holy Spirit as full-heartedly as if there were
no other human being

[Fu]! imart, obs form of Foumart.

+ FtL’lline*, vbl sbl Obs. Also 5 folowynge,
[f. Full v.1] Baptizing

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IY. 237 Som acountep from

be fullynge of Crist. 1393 Langl. P. PI C. xv 207 Ther
is follyng of font and follyng in biod-shedynge c *450

Myrc 146 Eghte dayes they schullen abyde That at the

fonte halowynge They mowe take here folowynge 1483

Festivall (W deW 1515) 48 This trynyte was knowen m
the fullynge of Cryst as the gospel setteth.

Fulling, vbl. sb 2 see after Full v.
2

Fulling (fu lit)), vbl. sb s [f. Full v 3 + -ing 1
]

1. The process of cleansing and thickening cloth

by beating and washing
,
also called milling.

1688 R Holme' Armoury in. 348/2 This trad® of Milhng

or thickmng Cloth is termed Fulling. 1791 Hamilton tr.Ber

thollet’s Dyeing 1. 1. 11 i 127 He has explained the effects

of fulling by the external conformation of the hair or wool

of animals x8ta Southey m Q. Rev VII 63 The women
perform the work of fulling by treading the cloth in a tub

transf. 1894 Gould Illustr Diet Med , Fulling, in mas
sage, a valuable method of kneading, named from the

motion used by fullers in rubbing linen between their hands

2 attnb. asfullmg-boy, -hammer

,

-f
-mace

,
-stone

;

falling-clay, •j’ -earth =fuller's earth', fulling-



FULLISH.

mill, a mill in which cloth is fulled 01 milled by

being beaten with wooden mallets, which are let

fall upon it (or in modern use, by being pressed

between rollers) and cleansed with soap or fuller’s

earth , + fullmg-stooks, wooden mallets worked

by machinery, used for fulling cloth.

1677 Yarranton Eng Improv 109, If 1 had not been an

old Clothier, and a *Fulling-Boy when I was young x688

Lonci Gaz No. 2338/1 We do sticightly Charge that no

manner of "Fulling Clay.be exported xqzo Ibid.

No -g--/! Any Fuller's-Earth, or Fullmg-Clay 1563-87

Foxe A ff M (1684) III 591 A. certain poor man

went to the Sea, minding to have gone into Kent for

* Fulling Eaith. 1796 Kirwan Elan. Mm (ed. 2) I

186 Some fulling Earths, it is said, effervesce slightly

with acids 1712 Motteux Quixote nr vi (1749) 1 160 Let

the six *fulling-hammers be transform'd into so many giants

1612 Shelton Quixote nr vu 175 Without being able to

attribute it to the little knowledge of the *fulling Maces

or the darkenesse of the night 1417-18 Abingdon Acc

(Camden) 88 note. The reparacions done this yere at y“

Fullingmilles 1523 Fitzherb. Sum 9 b, Fullyngmylnes,

sythe rnylnes, cutlersmylnes. 161a u Haworth Ilonseh

Bks. 8 The wholl yeares rent of the fulling mill 1748

Smollett Rod Rand xvi (1804) 97 My heart went knock,

knock like a fulling-mill 1805 Luccock Nat Wool 161

Nor will the cloth endure without injury the violent

strokes of the fulling mill 1876 Holland Scv Oaks 1 2

Below this two or tlu ee saw-mills and a fullnig-mill 1377

*Fullyng-stokkes [see Fuil v a 1] 1879 Cassell's Tec/m

Edtic IV 342/2 The ‘fulling-stocks’ consist of heavy

wooden mallets, *884 J Payne 1000 Nts. ^ One Nt VIII.

135 Making the ship fast to one of the *Fulling-Stones

Fullish (fu lij), a. [f Full a + -isij ] Some-

what full.
,

1822 Blackw Mag XI 164 Rather pompous and dullish

;

of falsetto, too, fullish 1871 G Meredith H Richmond.

(1886) 206 Her nose film, her lips fullish 1889 National

Rev XIII 686 The most noticeable features of the face are

the rather prominent nose and fullish lips

Tf app misused forfulhche. Fully adv
eiSoo Melusme xxvi 208 It is not fullyssh a monethcom-

plet syn that we departed thens

Full length. The entire length, or extension

of any object.

1 . In advbl phrase, (at) full length,

1709 Steele & Addison Tatter No 93 v 4 ,

1

have drawn

at full Length, the Figures of all sorts of Men. 1844

Dickens Mart. Chun, vi, By constructing a temporary

sofa of three chairs and lying down at full-length upon it

1855 Singleton Virgil I. 47 Of polished marble thou full-

length shalt stand

2 . attiib , as full-length figure ,
prh ait, etc.

Also ellipt. afull-length
1850 L Hunt A utobiog II xiv. 141 A full-length portrait

. of a little girl. 1894 A D White in Pop Set Monthly
XLIV 722 A full-length woodcut showing the Almighty

in the act of extracting Eve 1896 Westm Gas 1 May 1/2

Just above the line, hangs a full-length of the German
K-x . n m *7.. Ar^..n O A—, Q T,Uio 1C lira Iirw-1

he called a close and full length portrait [of a disease]

Full moon.
1. The moon with its entire disc illuminated.

a 1000 Boeth Mttr xxvui 81 Hwa is on weorulde }>ait

ne wundrige fulles monan 1530 Palsgr 223/2 Full

moone, flame lime 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort rv i,

'Twas a Full-moon, and such a Moon, Sir 1 1812-16 J
Smith Panorama Sc $ Art l 597 The full moon rises at

sun-set 1883 Quida Wanda I 58 The full moon was
using above the GlOckner range

2 The period at which this occurs (=L. pleni-

luniuni).
a 1300 CursorM 17288+72 t>ese thie thinges a-bod our

lord, or he to ded wald goo, Vie leuedy day & friday als

and ful moyne als-soo. C1475 Piet Voc. in Wr -Whicker

800 Hoc plemlumum, fulmone 1563 W, Fulke Meteors

(1640) 61 b, From the new moone, to the full, all humors do
encrease and from the full to the new Moone, decrease

againe. 1676 Wiseman Wounds v ix 393 Towards the Full-

moon, as he was coming home one morning, he felt his Legs
faulter. 1796 H Hunter tr St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)

III 34 They [tides] exhibit no sensible rise till the second

or third day after the full Moon
3 attrib

1780 Cowper Progr Err 282 The breach, though small at

first, soon openiug wide, In rushes folly with a full-moon

tide. *797 Southey in j Cottle Remm (1847) 211 A very
brown-looking man of full-moon cheeks. 1894 G. Meredith
Lord Ormont I in 91 Howling like full-moon dogs all

through their lives

Fu.lI-m.ou'thed, a. [f Full a. + Moots sb.

+ -ed 2
.] Having a full mouth.

1. Of cattle : Having the mouth full of teeth

;

having the full complement of teeth.

1577 Harrison England 1 iv, Now forasmuch as in such
as bee full mouthed, eche chap hath 16 teeth at the least

1685 Land Gaz No 1998/4 A brown bay Mare above 14
hands high, full Mouth’d 1700 Ibid No 4521/4 Stoln a
blood-bay Maie , full mouth’d 1846 J. Baxter Libr.

Pract Agric. (ed 4) II, 93 These six teeth tolerably de-

veloped probably misled Mr Parkinson to say that at

four years old cattle were full-mouthed. 189a Salisbury

frill, 6 Aug 4/1, 100 grand full-mouthed ewes,

i* 2. Having the mouth filled with food ;
hence,

Festive transf. Of a sail: Filled with wind.

Alsofg. Obs
*635 Quarles Evibl. v. vu. Epig 271 Cheare up, my soule.

call home thy spir'ts, and beare One bad Good-Friday , Full-

mouth’d Easter’s neare. 1645 G, Daniel Poems Wks. 1878

II 12 Where, where resides content? 'Tis neitherm Extent

Of Power, nor full-mouth’d gaine 1645 Quarles Sol,

594

Recant iv 39 Force and hold-fac'd Wrong May hap to roar

upon thy full-mouth’d Sailes axjox Sedi ly Poems Whs
1722 I 16 Like murm'ring full mouth’d Isra’htes we stand

3 a. Having a loud voice or sound ,
sounding

or talking loud Of dogs Baying loudly b Pro-

duced or uttered with a loud voice or with violence

a 1648 Jos Beaumont Psyche n. 161 Whom both the

full-mouth’d Elders hastened To catch th’ Adulterer 1698

Fhylr Acc E. India <$• P 314 Pie came to me full mouth’d

m the King’s Name 1735 Somerville Chase m 410 The
full-mouth'd Pack With dreadful Consoi t thunder in his Rear
b *605 Narr Mut liters Sir 7 Fits (i860) 6 The

fulmouth'd report of infamous rumoui 1620 Quaries
Jonah Kjb, Had Boieas blown His full mouth’d blast

1x645 Howei l Lett (1655) II 76 A full-mouth’d Language
she [German] is, and pronounc’d with that stiength as if

one had bones 111 his tongue instced of nerfs 1708 Mot-
tiux Rabelais iv. lxvn (1737) 276 With a full mouth’d

laugh 1856 Kane Arct Expl I xxii 279 These faithful

servants generally bayed then- full-mouthed welcome ftom

afar off

Hence Fullmou thedly adv
,
with a full mouth

,

uncompromisingly.
1887 Saintsqury Hist Ehsal Lit iv (1890) 154 The

cailiei Satires denounce lewd verses most fiillmouthedly

Fullness, fulness (fu Ines) [f P ull a +
-ness. OK hadfyllncs—OUG folnissi OTeut.

*fulhimssu-z\ hut as the existing word does not

appear befoie the 14th c. it was prob a new forma-

tion rather than a refashioning of the older word.

The spelling fnltni though less common (esc in the

U S ) than fnhus\, is here adopted as more in accoi dance

with analogy see the remaihs s v DurLNi ss ]

The quality or condition of bung full

1 . The condition of being filled so as to include

no vacant space.

1577 B Googi Hcresbach's Hush, n (1586) 80b, The
oquall medley of heat and cold, drieth and moisture, fulnesse

and emptinesse 1632 Li 1 iigow Ti av vr. 254 How LOnuncth

it to passe that the Lake it selfo never duninishcth, not

incrcoseth, but alwnyes hLandctli at one fulnesse 169a

Bentley Boyle Lcct vu 223 If the presence of this .Llliereal

Matter made an absolute Fulness a 1716 South Serm

(1737) II. iv 145 Like water m a well, wheie you have ful-

ness in a little compass.

b fig Of the ‘ heart ’
: The state of being over-

charged with emotion
1625 Bacon Fss., Friendship (Arb ) id’s A principal! Flint

of Ficndship, is the Ease and Dischaige of the Fulnesse

and Swellings of the Heart 1797 Mrs Kadclieii Italian

xv. (1824) 636 He yielded to the fulness of his heart 1885

R Buchanan Annan Water vx, Father only speaks out of

the fulness of Ins heart.

2 . The condition of containing (something) in

abundance, or of abounding in (a quality, etc.)

a 1340 Hamiole Psalter xvm. a Fulnes of wisdom &
gastly sauour 1651 Plonnrs Leviath m xxmv. 215 lliat

Fulnesse [of the Holy Ghost] is not to he understood for

Infusion of the substance of God 1878 L, P. Mi reditu

Teeth 19 He.,died in consequence of fulness of blood

b concr All that is contained in (the world,

etc ). A Hebraism.
a 1325 Prose Psalter xlix [1 ] 13 Pe world and he fnlnes of

it is myn. 1535 Coverdali i Citron xvu 32 Let the See

make a noyse. and die fulnesse therof 1738 Wtsley Ps
xxiv 1, The Earth and all her Fulness owns Jehovah for

hei sovereign Loid'

3. Completeness, perfection
;
complete or ample

measure or degree
c 1320 Cast Lave 283 Of oone volnes they were ful ry^ht

1548-9 (Mar ) Bk Com Prayer Offices 8 b, Uhe fulnesse of

thy grace 1593 Shaks 2 lien. VI, 1 1 35 Such is the

Fulnesse ofmy hearts content. x6xo Bp Carleton Juried
2 They yeeld to the Pope a fulnesse of power as they tearme
it, from whence all Spintuall Iu ns,diction must pioceed to

others x6xx Bible Ps xvi xi In thy piesence is fulnesse

of loy 1667 Milton P L hi 225 The Son of God, In

whom the fulness dwels of love divine a 1704 T Brown
Two Oxford i>cholars'W\s 1730 1 10 Houses where I shall

be entertained with such fulness of delight.. that [etc]

1843 Miall 111 Nonconf III 401 Christianity is distinguished

by a fulness of generosity 1855 Mu man Lat Chr IV
vu 11 44 The papacy in the fullness of its strength

b. Phrases. The fullness of time (-Gr. irK-q-

pcofta tov xpbvov) ; in. Biblical language, the proper

or destined time. In itsfullness : m its full extent,

without exceptions or qualifications*

1360 Bible (Genev ) Gal iv 4 When the fulnes of time

was come, God sent forthe his Sonne 1640 Howell
Dodonds Gr (1645) 41 And this work was done m a fulness

of time 1751 Jortin Serm (1771) I 1. 4 Which in the

fulness of time should be made manifest 1842 Mrs. Brown-
ing Grk, Chr Poets (1863) 134 Admitting the suggestion in

its fulness. 1867 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) 1 App 728
That tale he adopts in its fulness

c. Copiousness or exhaustiveness (of knowledge,

statement, or expression).

x86o Pusev Min Pioph. 410 The words, with a Divine
fulness, expressjetc] 1875 Whitney Life Lang 1 5 To
illustrate the piinciples of linguistic science with as much
fullness as the limited space at command shall allow. 1885
Manch Exam 8 May 5/2 The study of the ancient lan-

guages is one which peculiarly demands fullness of know-
ledge to make it fruitful 1887 Spectator 3 Sept 1188 The
interesting matters which he describes with more or less

fullness.

+ 4. The condition of being satisfied or sated;

satiety, repletion
,
the condition of having indulged

to excess Obs
1382 Wyclif Isa. IvL 10 Vnshamefast doggus knewen not

fulnesse. CX440 Promp Parv 182/1 Fulnesse of mete,
saaetas. c 1560A Scott Poems (S T. S.) 11. xog Thair wes

FULL-SUMMED.
nowdu lad nor [pr. notjloun Mycht eit ane baikm loche For
fowness 1576 Fi thing Panopl Epist x 15 As forme, if I
may enjoy the fulnesse of my desyies, the residue ofmy lyfe
will I leau m Rhodes c 1600 Shaks Sonn lvi 6 Although
today thou fill Thy hungiy eyes even till they wink with
fullness x666 Siillinoil. Seim (1696) I 1 43 When God
hath made us smait foi our fulness and wantonness, then we
grew sullen and inui mured and disputed against providence
1682 Norris literacies 93 In the thud place he puts Exer-
cise, as that which corrects the fulness of diet

f 5 The condition of being well supplied with
what one needs lienee, of things, abundance,
plenty Obs
(.1440 Piomp Pam. 182/2 Fulnesse or plente, habtm-

daiutii, copia x6xx Shaks Cyiub m vi 12 To lapse m
Fulnesse Is sorei, then to lye for Neede 1648 Ethan Bas
ix 57 The Houses , to whom I wished nothing more then
Safetie, Fulness, and Freedom 1698 Fin nt Acc E India
51- P 225 Amidst this Fulness of every thing 1722 De Foe
Col Jack (1840) 180 Before I revelled in fulness, and here
I struggled with haid f.ue

6 Of sound, colour, etc : The quality of being
full

;
* volume * body

1440 Promp Pant. 182/2 Fulnesse of sownde, sononias.
1622 Balon Hen VII

,

7 The Applauses of the People
weie true and vnfugned, as might well appeal e in the very
Demonstrations and Fulnesse of the Crie <21744 Pope
Postal als 1 note, Ibis soit of poetry [pastoral] derives
almost its whole beauty ftom .1 natural case of thought and
smoothness of vcise , whereas that of most other kinds con-
sists in the stiength and fulness of both 1851 1Hush Catal
Gt Exittb I 131 Oclnes Exhibited on account of then
deni ness, fulness of coloui, body 1879 Cassell’s Techn
Idue I 230/2 A subtle mingling of colour, an exquisite

delicacy and lcfinement of ticatincnt, a fulness such as

always results fioni a ueh mingling of hues x88i Standaid
18 Oct 3/4 The wait is .. passed into a coppei with 20 pei

cent of niaU-floui, to impait fullness and flavour

7 1* ull habit of body ,
roundness or protubei ance

of outline.

16x3 Pireiias Pilgrimage (1614) 505 Cralibes heere with

us have a sympathy with the Moone, and aie fullest with
her fulnes 1638 Baki r tr Ba/cads Lett (vol III ) 173
To heare of youi health, and that you keepe yom hodie m
that reasonable fulnesse of flesh, which contubutes some-
thing to your giavitie 1698 Fryi it Acc E India ff P 378
Most of them by a Fulness of Body aie subject to the

Hemorrhoids, 1798 Plrriak IHush Sterne 1 7Aceitaiu
degree of fulness inipioves the figuic <1x822 Shelley
Pi nt les Ess & Lett. (C.nmelot) 140 The face is of an oval

fulness X841 Biuivsn 11 Matt Sc nt 11, In a family

notorious for fulness, she is considered supeiflnously fat

b A feeling ot internal pressure* or distension

1800 Mi d Jrnl IV. 3C4, I perceived a sense of fulness in

the bead, and throbbing of the artenes 1807 Ibid XVII
52B • Internal distiess, a sense of fulness and aehing’inay

be felt.

8. Di essmahng. The condition of being ‘ full’.

Also concr the portion of material arranged in

folds to produce this

1884 Wist Daily Pi ess e June 7/2 An ordinary short

skirt Dimmed with flounces, or other fulnesses 1897

Globe 18 I'eb 6/3 The fulness of this blouse effect is drawn
in close at the waist

Fulloek : see Fulk v dial

+ Fullo’Jiical, a. Obs ~u [f L fullomc-us (f

ftillon-, fnlld, a fuller) + -al ]
* Belonging to

a fuller’ (Bailey 1721).

t FuTlouglit. Obs Forms: x ful(l)wiht, 1-2

fulluht, 2-3 tuluht, ful(e)h.t, 3 fulleht, 4folIaut,

fu.H0u.5t, follo^t, fullau3t, fullou(g)lit, 5 folgh-

the. [OE fnlfvnht, noun of action f fulwian

(prehistoric -7vihan) sec Full v i] Baptism.

c 1000 Ags Gasp Matt xvi 25 HwaiSer wms lohannes

fulluht J)c of lieofonum be ofmannum c 1x75 Lamb Horn

91 UndcrfoS fululit on cristes nome CX205 Lav 9617 Pape

time wes tfulled Jiast hit [f>et child] fulleht sculde habben

01x225 Alter It 160 He was Codes baptiste—pe muchele

heihnesse bet helicoid, me fuluhte under his honden <2x330

Otuel 316 pou nost what follaut is a 1375 Joseph Aran
682 Penne com Ser.tphes and fullou^t furst askes 1393

Langl P PI C xviii 76 Follouht is trewe c 1450 Myhc

177 Alle these be cosynes to hyin for ay The preste pat

folowejx J?e godfader & liys Wyf knowc be-fore folghthe

lienee m eaily ME. Pul(e)litles a [see -less],

without baptism. I*u llite v

,

also Fuihtne

(fnlcne)
,
v. [see -En] trans. to baptize Pu'llit-

ningfe, falcnxnge, vbl. sb. Pulcnere [see -EE 1
],

(John the) Baptist
c *175 Lamb Horn, 73 Mon scale childre fulhten /«««

pa weren monie childre dede fulhtles. cizoo Tnn Coll.

Horn X5 Dre ]>ing bat on is rihte Inleue, bat ooer is fulont-

mnge, bo bndde pe faire hflode. Ibid 131 loban be nilc-

nere Ibid 139 Seint whan baptiste was send into pis

midden erd to aonde brefolde wike, an is to kioen cristes to

cume, oSer is bodien fuleninge, bat pndde isfulcnen c 1200

Ormin 9149 Sibbann toe he pasr pe folic To spellenn & to

fullhtnenn c 1205 Lay 29769 peo he alle fullehteo and to

gode fuseoS a 1225 Leg Kath [see Full v *]

Full-summed, a.

1. falconry Of a hawk or its wings: In lull

plumage.
1486 [see FuLLrREME], 1562 J. Heywood Proto. + Epigr.

(1867) 169 Byrdes wynges once fullsumd byrdes wyll hmoiy

be catcht. 1640 Howell Dodona’s Gr 72 The King of Birds

with fullsummd wings fastmng his Talents East and West

1671 Milton/*. R. r. 14 Inspire, my prompted song Ana

bear through highth or depth of Natures bounds, with

prosperous wing full summed. , ,

2 . nonce-use Fully developed or accomplished.

1847 Tennyson Prtnc vii 272 These twain, upon the skirts

ofTime, Sit side by side, full-summ'd m all their powers.



FULL-TIMER. FULMINATION.
Fu-ll-ti'mer. [f. phrasefulltime + -er! ] A

child that attends school during the whole of the

school hours
;
opposed to Half-timer b

1870 Morning Post 2 June 2/1 There is no uniform rule as
to the period either of age or knowledge when the ‘full-

timer ’ shall become the ‘half-timer’ 1893 Westm Getz. 6

June 2/2 He {the half-timer] needn’t read so well, write so
well, draw so well, cipher so well as the full timer at school

f Fu'lly, <2 Obs [f. Full a +-Y 1
.] Complete,

perfect, thorough, without defect Also, of a full

or rounded form.
a *300 E E Psalter cxxxvmfi] 22 With fulli hatereden

hated I ]ia. a. 1300 Cursor M 9862 All es fulli hat he
wroght 1505 in Mem Hen VII (Rolls) 232 The said
queen’s [Joanna, of Naples] breasts be somewhat great and
hilly they were trussed somewhat high the which causeth
her grace to seem much the fullyer, & her neck to be the
shorter 1513 Bradshaw St Werburge 1 1366 Well byloued
father this is my fully mynde
Hence fPu llilyadv

,

completely,fully
, fPu Ill-

ness, fullness

thunderbolt; thunder, esp. as the attribute of
Jupiter.

a 1300 CursorM 10404 (Cott ) pe takening of a hundret
tale A1 fullmes it takens hale 1373 Barbour Bruce 11 424
And haid till erd gane fullyly, Ne war he hynt him by his
sted c 1373 Sc Leg Saints, Baptista 207 A1 pe lafe of
his gret fullyness has tane. 1333 Stewart Cron Scot III

127 AU the laif wes with the said bischop fullelie remittit

1388 A King tr Cantsius' Catech. 174 S Johne is fullalie

occupied in commending vnto vs brotherhe charitie.

Fully (full), adv. Forms: see Full a. and
-ly 2

. [OE fullice, f Full a + lice -ly 2 = OS
fulliko, OVLG.folhcho (MHG. volhche).]
In a full manner or degree ; to the full, with-

out deficiency ; completely, entirely , thoroughly,

exactly, quite f Fully and by (Naut ) — full
and by see By B. 1 d
c goo tr Bxdei’s Hist 11 ui (1890) 104 Heo [the church] pa

3yta nses fullice geworht ne gehaijjod c 1030 ByrhtferlKs
Handboc in Anglia VIII 306 past he fullice gefrsetwod sy
mid feower & twentig tidum c 1173 Lamb Horn 73 He
ms noht fulhche cristene mon pet [etc ] c 1203 Lay, 14150
Ich beo l pine londe fulliche at-stonde c 1230 Hah Meid.
11 Meidenhad is te blosme pat beo ha eanes fulhche for-

coruen, ne spruteS ha neauer eft cizgo S. Eng Leg I

29/6 pat fulliche so hoh man nas. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cause, 476 Unnethes es a child born fully That it ne by-
gynnes to goule 1389 m Eng Gilds (1870) 50 We fulliche

vndirstondend 30m lettres c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirurg. 87
Him nedip his medicyn I-maad nou3t fulliche so dne C1440
Douce MS 55 oh xx, Lete it nat buille fully c 144a Gestet

Rotn 11 5 (Harl MS ) Whenne the candell was 1131, peysawe
fully the toode sitting on lus brest 1482 Monk ofEvesham
(Arb ) 26 More opynner and fullyor than he knewe afore.

1326 Ptlgr Perf (W. deW 1531) 230 b, All the powers &
desyres of mannes soule shall be fully contented & quyeted
1611 Bible Rev xiv 18 Gather the clusters of the vine of
the earth, for her grapes are fully ripe. 1630 R yohnson's

Hard Texts 275 His eyes . are so fully placed as is most
comely 1633 Baxter Chr Concord ig The things that we
thought should be fullier expressed then in the ancient
Creed, are these 1695 Ld Preston Boeth. u 63, I know
that thou art one who hast been fully perswaded. 1727 A
Hamilton Hew Acc E Ind. I. 1 15 Sheeps Wool!, that is

fully as hard and coarse as Hogs Hair 1766 Goldsm VicW m, In this I satisfied him fully 1769 Falconer Diet
Marine (1789) E ee. Fully and by ’ 1791 Mrs Radclifte
Rom Forest 1, And introduced the strangers more fully to

each other. 1843 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 17 Inferior

Franks posted themselves, fully armed, outside 1848 C
Bronte y Eyre v, By the time that exercise was terminated,
day had fully dawned 1891 Law Times XC 441/2 Both
sides should be heard, and heard fully.

b with numerals and expressions of quantity.

Also (To eat, feed) fully— to satiety.

a 1300 Cursor M 488 par he badd noght fulhk an vre

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 4570 AnticnsC . Sal regne thre
yhere and an half fully c 1380 Sir Ferumb 2092 Fuhche
ne is he no3t now fram pe vj fet y-mete m brede c 1386
Chaucer Knt 's T in Ne take his ese [wolde he] fully

halfa day GX423 Craft Nombrynge (E E. T S ) 26 By
twene an hundryth and a thowsande, so pat it be not a
bowsande fully 1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccvu. x8g The
kyng had not yet fullych eten 1332 Bk Com Prayer,
Ordination Pref

,
Fully thyrtie yeres ofage. c 1386 C’tess

Pembroke Ps. cxxxu x, The poore with store of bread
Shall fully all be fedd 1720 Pope Iliad xxxn. 220 Behold
Achilles’ promise fully paia. 1863 Kinglaice Crimea (1877)
II ii. 25 Hesitation lasting fully two days
Fullymart, obs. form of Foumart.
Fulmar (firlmai). [originally belonging to

the dialect of the Hebrides, and so prob of Norse
origin

,
peril, f ON fdl-l Foul (referring to the

disgusting odour of the bird) + md-r Mew, gull
That the word is, as commonly said, a transferred use of

fulmar, Foumart, seems unlikely The Gael fulmair
and the scientific Latinfulmarws are from Eng ]

A sea-bird ofthe petrel kind (Fulniarus glacialis),

about the size of the common gull. Also called

fulmarpetrel
1698 M. Martin Voy St Kilda 55 The Fulmar, in Big-

ness equals the Malls of the Second Rate 174a De Foes
Tour Gt Bnt IV. 275 Another Bird called Fulmar, about
the Size of a Moor-hen 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 431
The Fulmar supplies them with oil for their lamps, down
for their beds 1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 126 In con-

sequence of a fulmar’s darting upon its back, and plunging
its beak in the skin. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 406 Still

and ghost-like buoyant Fulmars wing their way
Fulmar(d(e, -mart, obs. forms of Foumart
II Fulmen (f» lmen). £L. ,

= ‘lightning that

strikes or sets on fire, a thunderbolt

A

thunder-holt is the same with the lightning, 1747J Spence
Polymetis 11 vi 49 In his right hand he grasps his fulmen;
his thunder, as we are used to translate that word, im-
properly enough 1812 Examiner 25 May 328/1 We
recognise the god by his fulmen
fig. a 1836 Sir W Hamilton (Ogilv ), Reasoning cannot

find such a mine of thought, nor eloquence such a fulmen
of expression
Fulmer(d(e, -mert, obs forms of Foumart
Fulminancy (fa lmmansi), rare, [f next:

see -ancy ] Fulminant character
1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt 1 v (1865) I 46 The new King

noticed her, and hurled back a look of due fulminancy

Fulminant (fp Imurant), ppl a and sb [a, F.
fulminant, or ad its original L fuhmnant-em,
pr pple offulmmdre see Fulminate ©,]
A adj

1. = Fulminating, in various senses.
160a Fulbecke Pandectes 78 Let his fulminant foolish

deity bee measured by the law of God 1681 H More
Exp Dan u. 46 Who had power over Purgatory and
Hell, thither to strike innocent Souls by his fulminant Ex-
communications 1693 Salmon Bates’ Dispens (1713) 319/1
This Fulminant Gold 1818 Moore Fudge Fam Pans vu
99 Fierce was the cry and fulminant the ban 1872 Blackie
Lays Highl 117 From whom the fulminant Frenchman
knew defeat,

2. Path Developing suddenly.
1876 tr Wagner's Gen Pathol 104 The fulminant forms

of anthrax 18 Med. Hews L 41 (Cent ) The glandular
alterations were especially pronounced in fulminant cases.

B. sb Something that thunders or explodes

;

a thunderbolt, an expLosive rare
1808 J Barlow Columb vm 557 He bids conflicting ful-

minants expire The guided blast, and holds the imprison’d
file 1891 Chambers' Encyci s v. Mandeville, This book
was a pothouse fulminant, levelled against the ethical

theories of Shaftesbury

Fulminate (tv lmine't), sb. [f Fulmin(io) +
-ate ] A compound of fulmmic acid with a base,

detonating by percussion, friction, or heat
1826 Henry Elem. Cherii I 456 A class of salts, to which

they have given the name of fulminates i860 Piesse Lab
Chem Wonders 25 Fulminate is piepared with nitric acid

. alcohol and mercury 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 732
Fulminate ofCopper is obtained in green crystals Ibui

,

Fulminate ofmercury,
Mercuricfulminate. Fulminating

Mercury Ibid 737 Fulminates ofZmc The neutral salt,

also called fulminating zinc, was first obtained by Liebig

Fulminate (f® lmineit), ». Pat and pa. pple.

5-6 fulmmat, 6-8 (pa. pple.) fulminate, [f.

L. fulmmat- ppl. stem offulminare to lighten,

strike with lightning, i.fulmen lightning ]

I In physical senses.

1. tntr. To thunder and lighten rare
1610 T Davies Wits Pilgrim I ivb, With a firy Wreathe

bind thou my Brow That mak’st the Muse m Flames to

fulminate. 1656 S Holland Zara (1719) 60 It tomtruated
horribly, fulminating promiscuously from all parts of the

troubled Hemisphere [Meant for ludicrous bombast ] 1742
Young Ht Th ix.4go Loud ./Etnas fulminate in love toman.

2. To issue as a thunderbolt
1861 J G SHErpARD Fall Rome Iv 164 It was on the

latter body that the bolt of Roman_vengeance first fell, and
it was as sudden and as terrible in its effects as if it had
really fulminated from the throne of Capitolian Jove
*1*3 Metallurgy. Of gold : To become suddenly

bright and uniform in coloui. Obs.

1727 P Shaw tr Boerkaave's Chem (1741) 1
,
71 note, Till

. the gold have fulminated, as the refiners call it

*j*4. trans. To strike with lightning Obs rare.

1666 Sancroft Lex Ignea 40 Shall our Mountain .be

fulminated, and thunder-strook

6

To flash forth like lightning,

1630 Randolph Panegyr. to Shirley’s Gratef Serv Aiy,
Icannot fulminate ortomtruate words normakea lusiurand,

that [etc] 1863 Mrs C Clarke Shahs Char.w 46 The one
[Beati ice’s wit] is fulminated in brilliant coiuscations the

other [Rosalind's wit] shines with gentle, genial radiance.

6 ? *1* a. trans. To cause to explode with sudden

loud report (obs ) Th. tntr. To explode with a loud

report, detonate, go off

1667 Henshawhi Sprat Hist R Soc 275 If you fulminate

it [salt-petre] in a Crucible 1799 G Smith Laboratory I

235 The nitre and tartar will soon begin to fulminate. 1853
W Gregory Inorg Chem. (ed 3) 255 A dark powder is

formed, which fulminates violently when heated.

II. fig.
[Originally a rendering ofmed L fulminare ,

the technical

term for the formal issuing of condemnations or censures

by the pope or other ecclesiastical authouty; afterwards

used with wider application and with reference to the

literal sense ]

7 trans To * thunder forth ’
,
to utter or publish

(a formal condemnation or censure) upon a person.

c 1430 Henryson Tale ofDog 80 The Arbiteris- The sen-

tence gaif, and proces fulrainat. i532-3 Act 24Hen VIII,

c 12 § 2 Notwithstandynge It should happen any Excom-
mengement . to be fulminate, promulged, declared, or put
mExecucion 1560 Holland Crt Venus m. 17 The mater

was to be fulmmat 1682 Hewsfr France 37 The Pope
sent . a Bull of Excommunication, which he required him

to fulminate in his Name against all the Assembly *726
T.Parergon 157 All Ecclesiastical Persons to whom

an Ordinary Jurisdiction is given . may fulminate these

Church-Censures *750 Warburton Doctr. Grace n. v.

Wlcs i8riVIII 339 Judgments fulminated with the air of

one who had the divine Vengeance at his disposal. x8x6 J.

Scott Vis Pans (ed 5) Pref. 27 The maledictions be
[Napoleon] fulminated against our Island 1832 tr Sts-
mondls Ital Rep. xu 272 The pope fulminated a bull
against him for having hanged an archbishop 1871
Napheys Prev. 4* Cure Dis 1 111 1x2 Kings have fulmi-
nated their decrees against it

8

To strike with the * thunderbolts ’ of ecclesias-

tical censure
;
hence gen to denounce in scathing

terms, condemn vehemently.
1687 Dryden Hind# P. ir 584 For all of ancient that you

had before. Was Errour fulminated o’er and o’er 1688
T Browne Reasons Bays Changing Reltg 15 ,

1

fulminated
Johnsons affected Style X760HURD in Lett late eminent
Prelate (1809) 311, Burnet's Exposition I findwas fulminate,
and, had the Convocation been as busy, twenty years ago,
as Dr Atterbury would have it, I should have been in pain
forth& Divine Legation 1773 Burke Sp Prot Dtss Bill
Wks X. 37 ,

1

would have the Lawsnsemalltheirmajestyof
ten ours, to fulminate such vain and impious wretches 1806
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev IV 263 Ihe catholic church ..

fulminates without hesitation a Julian or an Elizabeth

9. intr Of the pope, etc. To issue censures or
condemnations (agamst), gen to ‘thunder’,inveigh

violently agamst.
1639 Fuller Holy War 111 xxx (1647) 162 Before his

time the Impenall majesty was never fulminated against
with excommunication 1660 R. Coke Power Subj 215
Pope Paul . after he had fulminated so dreadfully against
him, proposed him for an Example to be imitated 1768
Boswell Corsica 11 (ed 2) 65 The Vatican from whence the
holy father used to fulminate with serious effect against

'

the greatest powers in Europe *792 Bar Munchausen’s
Trav xxxiv 159, I seized the Speaker, who was fulmi-
nating against the Aristocrats 1849 Sir J Stephen Eccl
Biog (1850) I 466 Pulpits fulminated, presses groaned
1832 Gladstone Glean. (1870) IV xxu 157 It will be the
duty of the Pope himself to fulminate against them
Hence FiTlminating vbl sb

,
the action of the vb.

1693 W Salmon Bates’ Dispens (1715) 537/1 You need
not fear its fulminating in the drying

+ Fulminate,ppl a. Obs rare [ad. L.ful-
mmdt-us, pa pple. of fulminare (see Fulminate
v ) ] Fulminated, emitted as a thunderbolt

1659 Baxter Key Catk xlv 315 They [the Jesuits] were
the only cause that incensed the Pope to send so many
fulminate Breves to these Kingdoms.

Fulminating (fa lminehig), ppl. a [f. Ful-
minate v. + -ing A] That fulminates.

1. Detonating, violently explosive.
Fulminating gold

,
mercury, platinum, stiver, various

fulminates or salts of fulmmic acid Fulminating pane
(see quot 1 879) Fulminatingpowder,formerly, a mixture of
nitre, potash, and sulphur , now sometimes applied to other
violently explosive powders, chiefly containing fulminate of

mercury
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep 11 v. 8g These afford no

fulminating report 1663 Hooke Microgr 35 These I found
to have quite lost all their fulminating or flying quality 1691
Ray Creation 1 (1704) 80 For fulminating Engines 1693
WoodwardHat Hist.Earlhiv (1723) 227The Fulminating
Damp will take Fire at a Candle 1794 J Hutton Philos

Light, etc. 210This fulminating composition X807T Thom-
son Chem igA 3) II 12Thispowderisfulrmnatinggold, which
is composed of five parts ofyellow oxide ofgold and one part

of ammonia Ibid. 423 Mr Iloward has given it the name
offulminating mercury 1838 Greener Gunnery 22 Nothing
can resist the exceeding intensity of the action of fulmi-

nating powder 1879 Rossiter Diet. Sci Terms, Fulmi-
nating pane, glass plate coated on each side with tinfoil,

which, when electrified, can be discharged with a spark.

1879 Cassells Techn Educ IV 146/2 Fulminating silver,

even when moist, will explode by percussion,

Tt>. Producing a brilliant flash when ignited.

1676 Lister m Ray's Corr (1848) 124 The fulminating

powder, which the spikes of Muscus Lycopod yield

2. fig That thunders or hurls forth censures, de-

nunciations, or the like; also, that is thundered

forth
1626 T H[awkins] Causshis Holy Crt 127 Rome, from

whence came all the fulminating thunders, and bloudy
Edicts agaynst Christians, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m
xu 93 A powerful and fulminating Goddess 1734 tr

Rollins Anc Hist (1827)11 n 91 This fulminating decree.

1790 Burke Fr Rev x6 All things in this his fulminating

bull are not of so innoxious a tendency a 1839 Praed
Poems (1864) II 273 Hits Sent slyly out by little wits, A
fulminating breed.

Fulmination (folmin^1 Jan), [ad Tu.fulmina-

tion-em,n ofactionf.fidmtnare(me.Fulmxnate tj.) ]

1. The bursting foith of thunder and lightning

In quots onlyfig.

:

cf. 4
1623 Cockeram, Fuhmnatton, thundnng. x6$o Bulwer

Anthropontet. 126 Like wicked Outlawes despising the ful-

mination of divine Anger 1868 Browning Ring # Bk ix.

606 St. Paul Deplored the check o’ the puny presence,

still Cheating his fulmination of its flash, 1869 Goulburn
Purs Holiness 96 He beats down with His fulminations

the old idols of prejudice

2. The action offulminating or detonating ;
loud

explosion,
1667 Henshaw in Sprat Hist. R. Soc 275 The Volatile

part that was seperated from it in the fulmination 1763

Hamilton in Phil. Trans LV 176 Manotte. calls these

bubbles .[in boiling water] fulnunations 1794 J Hutton
Philos. Light, etc 232 Another species of explosion, which
has been termed fulmination 1885 Syd Soc. Lex

,
Fulmi

-

nation, an explosion with noise, resulting from the sudden
decomposition of a chemical substance

+ 3. Metallurgy. (See Fulminate v 3.) Obs.

x6ia Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653)271 Fulmination
is a metalhcall gradation, with excoction to an absolute

perfection in Cmention, whose purity is declared by an
effulgent splendor.

76-2



FULMINATORY. 596 FULSOMELY.

4 The formal emission of an ecclesiastical con-

demnation or oensuie (see Fulminat.e zi. II). Subse-

quently with a more general sense : Violent denun-

ciation or threatening ;
an instance of this, atemfic

explosion of indignation

1502 Ord CrysUti Men (W de W 1506) iv vm 191 For
the twenty fulmmacyons that they make at this day comenly
1532-3 Act 24 Hcit. VIII, c 12 § 3 1 he sayde fulmmacions
of any of the same interdictions 1606 Crt. $ 7 imes 3as I

(1849) 1 ^3 Their protestation against the Pope’s fulnuna-

tion. 1736 Ayuri'L Pat ergon 132 These Fulminations from
the Vatican weie turn'd into Ridicule 1809 Knox & Ji na

Carr I. 556 Gross vice is not, m the fust instance, to be

encountered with menaces and fulminations 1843 H
Rogers Ess I 111 122 Awaiting the fulmination of the

bull 1858 Times 6 Aug 11/2 His .. generals were more
stuctly bound down by great fulminations never to attack

without poimission 1861 Miss C. Fox Jrttls II 280

John Bught is great fun, always ready for a chat and
a fulmination

Fulminatory (folminata n), a [ad. F. ful-

mmatoirs
,

f. L.fuhmndre . see Fulminate v. and
-ORY.] Sending forth fulminations, thundering
16x1 CorGn, Euhmnatoire

,

fuhnlnatoiie, thundering,
lightening, destroying, teinble 1636-81 111 Blount Glossogr
1721-92 in Bailey 1820 Examiner No 641 475/2 One of
the framers of the fulminatory preamble 1837 Carlyle
Fr Rev II v 11, Its spcculatoiy Height or Mountain,
which will become a piactical fulminatory Height 1840

J Quincy Hist. Harvard Umv I 134 Then violent and
fulminatory measuies.

Fillmin ft (firlmin), v. [ad. L fulnun-dre . see

Fulminated]
1

.

tnms To send forlli (lightning or thunder)
1590 Spenser F Q hi 11 5 As it had beene a flake Of

lightning thiough bught heven fulmmed 1830 W. Phillips
Mt Sinai iv 381 A sound As 'twere of thunder fulmtned
nigh at haiid, O’eiwhelm’d hts heaitng.

*0 . fig To ‘thunder’ or flash out.

1847 Tlnnyson Pruic xi 118 She fulmmed out lici scorn
of laws Sahque And little-footed China
2 intr. To ‘thunder’, speak out fiercely or

energetically Now chiefly in echoes of Milton’s

use (quot 16/ 1)
1623 tr, Ravine's 7 heat lion 11 xm 276 He had inter-

dicted and fulmmed against the Emperoui 1671 Milton
P R. iv 270 Whose resistless eloquence Wielded at will

that fieice Democratic, Shook the Arsenal and fulmmed
over Greece c 1820 & Rogers Italy, Luigi 35 How unlike
lum who fulmmed in old Rome ! 1870 Lowi ll Study
Wind 384 Listening to him who fulmmed over Greece

Fulmineous (folmrni&s), a 1

0

bs. [f. Lful-
tnme-us (f fulmm- Fulmen) + -ous.] 1’ertaming

to thunder or lightning
1727 m Bailey vol, II 1744 J Claruige's Shepherd of

Banbury's Rules 31 The fulmineous matter in the an is set
on fire 1766 G. Canning Anti-Lucretius iv. 318 Than the
flame fulmineous fiercer far

Fulmi'Ilic (f»lmi nik), a. Chem. [f !L.fulmm-

(with sense denved from Fulminate d ) + -10 ] In
Fulmimc acid CaH aNaOa ,

mtro-acetonitril, an
acid (not yet isolated) forming explosive salts with
some melals
x8a5 Hamilton Diet Terms, FultmuteActd,m Chemistry,

an acid capable of combining different proportions, with
different bases, and thus forming as many detonating salts

1850 Daubeny Atom. The vu. (ed 2) 215 Cy 2+ oxygen
2+Aq 1 forms fulmimc acid. 1864 H Sitncer Biol I. B
The various fulminating salts aie allfoimedby the union with
metals, of a certain nitrogenous acid called fulmimc acid.

Fulminous (f» Immas), a [f L fulmm- Ful-
men + -ous,] Of or pertaining to thunder and
lightning, fulminating.
1635 Heywood Hierarch 11 63 In his hand A Trlsulc

thunderbolt or Fulminous brand. 1663 Sir T Browne
Wks (1835) IV. 354 The like fulminous file killed a man in
Eipingham church. *876 F Harrison Choice Bis {1886)
122 Sad as those fulminous imprecations on mankind, when
Lear bows his head to the storm

Fulminurate (&Inmua» ,MI

t) Chem *[f as
next + -ate : see Urate.] A salt of fulmmuric acid.
1864 Watts Did. Client II 739 Fulmmurates Ful-

minuric acid appears to be monobasic J at all events all the
fulminurates hitherto obtained contain only 1 at metal in
place ofhydrogen

Fulminuric (Mtmniuwrik), a Chem [f Ful-
min-io -t- Uric] Only in Fulmmuric acid (see
quots ) ; Fulmmuric ether

r^?f$KT^^r
rs Chem II. 738 Fulminuric Acid

C H N’O Isocyanunc acid An acid isomeric with cya-
nunc acid Ibid 741 Fulmmuric Ether . see Fulminurate
of Ethyl 1879 Rossiter Diet. Sci Terms

,
Fulmmuric

acid ., an anhydrous crystalline substance obtained from
fulmimc acid

Fulness • see Fullness.
+ Fulsa’mic, a Obs. rare~x

. [? corruptly f.

Fulsome + -10] = Fulsome
1694 Congreve Double Dealerm x, 0 filthy Mr Sneer;

he s a nauseous figure, a most fulsannek Fop, Foh 1

T FuTsion. Obs. rare-1
, [as if ad L *fulsidn-

em, f. fttlgere to shine.] The action of shining
forth

, an instance of this.

1690 W. Leybourn Cursus Math. 782 Fourteen of the
Extream Fulsions, or of the brightest shmrags of Mars
Fulsome (folsam), a. Forms. 3-5 fulsum,

4-8 fulsom, 5- fulsome
; also 5 folsome, 6 ful-

soom, 7 fullsome, (9 foulsome), 6 Sc. fowsurn,

7, 9 Sc. fousome. [f. Full a. + -pome.

It is possible that there may have been a ME fillstttn

(f fill, Foul a ) wlucli has coalesced with this
,
but the

supposition is not absolutely necessary to account for the

development of senses ]

+ 1 Characterized by abundance, possessing or

affording copious supply , abundant, plentiful, full

ri2So Gcu 4 Ex 2153 De vu fulsum seres faren ? a 1412
Lydg Lyfe our Ladye iCaxton) A v, F01 alwey God gaf
hyr to her piesence So fulsom lyght of heuenly influence

Ibid B v b, Like as a fulsum welle Shedytli his stremys in

to the ryuere c 1440 — Scenes 723 At Ellyconys welle This

philisoffre by fulsom habundance Drank grettest plente,

1481 Earl Woncnsi lr 7 idle on Fnendsh B vu b, 1 hough
lie were sette in moost folsom plente rxsio Barclay Mtrr
Gd. Manners (1370) Cnj b, Folowe fulsome fieldes habun-
daunt of fi ument 15x3 — Egloges iv (1570) C uj a, Suche
fulsome pasture made him a double chin. 1571 Golding
Calvin, on Ps. lvviu 26 Much more fulsome is Davids
confession (orig Longl pletuor cst Dautdis confession 1583— Calvin on Dent uu 371 Likewise of their firstfiuites

instede of making good fulsome sheaues and bundcls vnto
God, they gelded them, and made them verie thinne and
laixke. [1868 HrLPS Realmah II xi 80 My complaint of

the world is this—that there is too much of everything
and so I could go on enumerating all the things which
are too full 111 this fulsome world. I use fulsome m the

ouginnl sense ]

+ b Growing abundantly, rank in giowth Obs
1633 Costhe Whore iv 1 in Bullen 0 PI. IV, Pluckc up

the fulsome thistle in the prime

f 2 . Of the body, etc Full and plump, fat, well-

grown ; in a bad sense, over-grown Obs
1340-70 A lex <S Bind 497 Wippc siht clene We ben as

fulsom l-founde as }>ou3 we fed were c 1400 Dost/ Troy
3068 With a necke Nawjx-i fulsom, no f.it, but fetus &.

lound. 1363 Golding Ovid's Met vii (1567) 85 a, His lenne,

pale, liore, and withered corse grew fulsome, fdire, and
fresh 1393 Rich Greene's Newes G nj b, A cliuffe-hcadcd

Cardinall with a pane of fulsome cheekes 1628 Wohlr
lit it. Rtmernb vi 637 For either arme 111 such a mould is

cast As makes it full as fulsome as their waste. 1664 H Mom.
Myst Iniq 238 A fulsome and over-gi own and unwholesome
Flesh. 1678 Otway Friendship inF 11 1, 'Tis such a fulsom
oveigrown Rogue 1

*t* b. Overfed, surfeited Alsofig. Obs
1642 Rogers Naurnan 24 La/y, Laodicean temper of a

fulsome, carclcsse, sui feted spirit Ibid 346 Doth he not

deserve at our hands more then a faint fulsome grant with
Maltha, thou canst doe all things 1805 A Scon Poems
40 (Jam.) N or fall their [?read they] victims to a fulsome rift,

t c App. used for . Lustful, * rank ’. Obs.

1396 Sixaks Mach V 1 111 87 The fulsome Ewes, [Cf
ranch

e

in line 8x ]

*

1

* 3 . Of food : Satiating, ‘ filling \ tending to cloy

or surfeit ; also, coarse, gross, unstated to a dainty

palate. Obs.
c 1410 Love Bonavent Mirr Ixiu, It slmlde so soone be

fulsome and not comfortable deynte 1335W Waiki man
Fardle Facions 1. vi 94 Tins kmde of meate onely, scructh
them all their life tyme. and ntuer waxeth fulsome vnto
theim 1577 Harrison England n vi (1877) * 160 Our
ale is more thicke, fulsome and of no continuance 1594
Cauew Huarte's Exam. Wits xu (1596)198 Though the

same were a meat of such delicacie and pleasing rellish, yet

in the end, the people of Israeli found it fulsome. 1614
Bi> Hall Recoil. 'Treat 488 A little home is sweet ;

much,
fulsome. 1633 Moufet Si Bennet Health's Imprint (1746)

229 A gross and fulsome Nourishment, unless they meet
with a strong and good Stomach a x668 Davenani News
fr Plym (1673) 3 Their gross feedings On fulsome Butter,

Essex Cheese 1735 Pope Donne Sat 11 1x8 Carthusian
fasts, and fulsome Bacchanals 1742 Young Nt Th vii

263 Why starv’d, on earth, our angel-appetites
,
While

biutal are indulg'd their fulsome fill? 1770 Wilkes Let
2g J uly 111 Corr. (1805) IV 76, I dined with the lord-mayor
. .We nad two turtles, and a fulsome great dmnei

+ b Having a sickly or sickening taste ; tending
to cause nausea Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I 434 The oile is very fulsome and

naught to be eaten *6x4 Bp Hall Recoil 'lrcat 248
The very sight of that cup, wherein such a fulsome potion
was brought him-turnes his stomacke 1694 Westmacott
Script Herb 6 The common Anise-Seed-Water is the
most fulsom and insalubrious of Strong-waters. 1743 Land
$ Country Brew 11 (ed 2) 107 A certain sour, fulsome
Quality that the former Wort left behind.

t c
- fig- Cloying, satiating, wearisome from ex-

cess or repetition. (Cf sense 7 ) Obs
1331 Elyot Gov i. xxi, Lest in repetyng a thmge so

frequent and commune, my boke shulde be . fastidious or
fulsome to the reders x6ox Shaks Twel IV v 1 112 If it

be ought to the old tune, my Lord, It is as fat and fulsome
to mine eare As howling after Musicke 1603 Camden
Rem (1637) 43 The Spanish majesticall, but fulsome, running
too much on the 0 1633 Rogers Treat Sacrum 1 163
Who then wonders if the Supper of Christ be as a fulsome
thing unto you? 1694 Addison Eng Greatest Poets Misc
Wks 1726 1 36 The long-spun allegories fulsom grow, While
the dull moral lyes too plain below. 1709 Stelle Taller
No 70 r 4 As too little Action is cold, so too much is fulsome

+ 4 . Offensive to the sense of smell : a. Strong-
smelling, of strong, rank, or overpowering odour,
b. Foul-smelling, stinking. Obs.
1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb ) 66 Eeeh path was ful-

soom. with sent of sulphurus orpyn. 1606 Sir G Goose-
cappe 1. 11 m Bullen 0. PI III. 14 Heres such a fulsome
Aire comes into this Chamber 1626 Bacon Sylva § 507
They are commonly of rank and fulsome smell

, as May-
Flowers and White Lillies 1683 Tryon Way to Health
119 That is the reason why fryed, baked and stewed Food
does send forth a stronger and fulsomer scent than other
Preparations 1723 Bradley Fam Did.s.v Matt, The Kiln
ought to have convenient Windows, that your gross
Steams, fulsom Damps, and stupifying Vapours may pass
freely away

f 5 Offensive to the senses generally; physically
disgusting, foul, or loathsome Obs

' "

?x5o7 Communyc. (W de W.) Aij, Man is but fulsome
erthe and claye 1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 130 Wheieby
they noted the great dislyhing they had of then fulsome
feedinge 1393 Shaics John 111 iv 32, I will stop this
gap of breath with fulsome dust 1621 Burton Anat Mel
1 11 1 11 (1631 >53 She vomited some 24 pounds of fulsome
stuffe of all colours Ibid 11 11 1 1 232 Calls would use
no Vulgar water, but she died of so fulsome a disease
that no water could wash her clean 1627 Drayton Agin-
court etc 199 A thousand silken Puppets should haue died
And m their fulsome Collins putrtfied, Ere [etc ] 1642
Davenant Unfoit Levels iv, Who once departed, know this
fulsome woild So much unfit to mingle with then pure
Refined ayre, that they wilt retume 1720 T, Boston Hum
Nat in Fomfold St (1797) 152 They cleave fondly to these
fulsome hi easts. [1849 Tail's Mag XVI 120/2 Hundreds
of dogs.. are annually committed to the abysses of these
foulsome waters ]

6 Offensive to normal tastes or sensibilities
, ex-

citing aversion or repugnance
, disgusting, repulsive,

odious ? Obs. exc as 111 sense 7
r 1375 1c Lcq Saints, Julum 496 Of his wykytnes pat

fulsumc til al gud-nien wes ‘t

a

1400 Moite Aith 1061
Thue thow lygges, flbrthc. fulsomestc freke that fourmede
waseuere 1 1332 Mom Confut 1 indale Wks 7x3/2 Tindall

with hys fulsome feeling fayth 1379 Tomson Calvin's
Serin Tim 464/2 It is a foule and fulsome thing, whiche
slice must learns off x6xx Coxgr sv Robin, A filthie

knaite with a fulsome queane *635 Quaults Emil 111 u
(1718) 133 Secst thou this fulsotn hIloL? C1645 IIoviell
Lift (1650) I 188 A phlegmatic dull wife is fulsome and
fastidious 1680 Otw a\ Orphan 1 1 (1691) 3 Now half the
Youth of Europe are 111 Anns, How fulsome must it be to

stay behind, And dye of r mk diseases here al home? 1684
Sir C Sckoi'I. Jl/tsc Points 112 Let not his fulsome armes
embrace jour waste X702 Pori. Wife ofBath 173 Fulsom
love for gam we ean endure 1780 Cowi’nn Ptagr Err
291 And lest the fulsome artifice should fail Themselves
will hide Us coarseness with a veil 28x9 \Y Tlnnant
Ptiptshy Shunt'd (18271 29 Have at a fousome knk, and
halter Her lustfu' banes untill they clatter! 1826 Scon
Woodst 111, In a booth at the fulsome fair

>| b. Morally foul, filthy, obscene, Obs
1604 Shaks Oth. iv 1 37 Lye with hei : that’s fullsome

1680 Duydi n Pref to Ovid’s I' hist, (1683) A hj h, A certain

Epigram, which is ascrib’d to him [the enipcrour] is more
fulsome than any passage 1 have met with in our Poet
1682 Shadwell Medal 3 1 by M irtli by foolish Bawdry is

espiest
;
And so debauch’d, so fulsome, and so odd 1719

D’Um 1 y Pills (1872) I 327 And earn a hated living in an
odious Fulsome way 1726 Amhlhst Ten eel'll xxvi 144
What followed was too fulsome for the eyes of my chaste

rcadeis.

7. Of language, style, behaviour, etc. * Offensive

to good taste; esp offending fiom excess or want
ofmeasure or from being ‘ over-done ’ Now chiefly,

used in reference to gross or excessive flattery, over-

demonstrative affection, or the like.

1663 Bp Paiihck Tatal) Fitgr. 201, I never heard any-
thing so fulsome from the mouth of man ,

and found my
self impatient of such silly stuff 1692 Bentley Boyle
Led vi 189 They were puffed up with the fulsome Flat

tcriesoftheir Philosophers and Sophists *702 Rown I attierl

in 1 1081 Bear back thy fulsom Greeting to thy Master
1762 Goldsm Cit W xviu, Concealed disgust uiidei the

appearance of fulsome endearment 1782 J, Warton Ess
Pope II xu 338 T his fawning and fulsome court-historian

1784 Cowpkr Pash vi 289 The fulsome cant And pedantry

that coxcombs leain with ease 1802 Mar Edgeworth
Moral T (1816) I 226 The fulsome strains of courtly adu-

lation 1873 Symonds Grh Poets vi 169 Pindar was never

fulsome m his panegyric 1874 Helps Sac. Press xm. 778
T his fulsome publicity I have described

b quasi-J^.

1742 II.W \i polk Lett II. Mann (1834) I xxiv 104 Some
choice letters from Queen Anne, little inferior in the ful-

some to those from King James to .Buckingham

*i FuTsomeliead. Obs [f i ulsomb + -head ]

Plentifulness, abundance
c 1250 Gen. <$•Ex 1548 Heucne dew and eiiSes fetthed, Of

win and olie fulsum-hcd Ibid 2x28 Do .vij ger ben 3d to

cumen In al fnlsum-hed sulen it hen numcn

Fulsomely (folsamli), adv. [f. Fulsome +

-LY 2
] In a fulsome manner

f 1. Abundantly, plentifully, fully. Obs
a 1300 CursorM 17803 (Gutt ) Ga we pan fulsumli J>eder

c 1350 Will Palerne 4325 pann weie spacli spices spended

al a boute fulsumli at pe ful to eche freke per-mne 1412-20

Lydg Chron. Troy

,

The foyson and plente Of kyngly

fredom unto hye and lowe So fulsomly gan there to reygne

and snowe c 1440 Hylton Scala Petf (W deW 1494)

ir xxvii, He that woll fulsomly fele the loue of Jhesu in

his sowle.

2 . In a way that causes surfeit 01 nausea ;
m a

way that offends the senses; cloyingly, sicken-

mgly
;
disgustingly, loathsomely

1336 Bellenden Cron Scot
,
Cosmogr $ Descr Albion iv

(1341) Bub, Thow sail fynd thaym throw thair intemperance

and surfet diet sa fowsumlie growin 1363 Homilies 11

Repairing Ch (1859) 274 Suffered Gods House to bee m
ruine and decay, to lye uncomely, and fulsomely x57*

J Jones Bathes Buchstotie 10 b, Neyther with such [euill

ayre] as commeth of houses fulsomely kept *399 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe (1871) 91 The very embers whereon he was

singed fumed most fulsomely of his fatty droppings 1020

Venner Via Recta (1630) 34 It is nauseous and fulsomely

sweet 1708 Brit Apollo No 78. 3/1 Who but in the

Lushious delight, Which fulsomely Cloys.

3 . In a way that is offensive to good taste (see

Fulsome 7) *|* Also, coarsely, obscenely (obs )

1677 SrDLEY Ant <$• Cl iv. 1, Your slighted love Can

you forget? and fulsomely pursue The man with kindness
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who despises you? 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 553

Apuleius also grosly ana fulsomely imputes the same to

Plato 1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded, (1697) 34 The Act of

Consummation fulsomly describ’d m the very Words of the

most Modest amongst all Poets 1700 Congreve Way of
World iv v, That nauseous cant, in which men and their

wives are so fulsomely familiar 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(1811) III. lxv 377 Mr Belford seems although very

complaisant, not so fulsomely so as Mr Tourville 1849

Macaulay Hist Eng I 225 The language of these compo-

sitionswas fulsomely servile 1861 Pearson Early tf Mid,

AgesEng 444 Praising a king fulsomely during his lifetime,

Fulsomeness (f» lsamnes) [f as prec +
-ness.] The quality or state of being fulsome.

-j- 1. Abundance, plentifulness, fullness Obs.

c 1386 Chaucfr Sqr 's T 307 The knotte, why that every

tale is told, If it be taryed til that lust be cold The savour

passeth ever lenger the moie, For fulsomnes of hispiolixite

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 95 Y seyde in my fulsumnesse [m
abundantia mea] £1430 Lydg Men Poems (Percy) 14

Bochous schewed ther his fulsomnes Off holsome wynes to

every maner wighte 1447 Bokt-niiam Seyntys (Roxb ) 274

Of wych loye kyng dauyd bus seyde expresse, 1 lord with

Jn fulsumnesse sacyat shal be

f 2 The quality of cloying, surfeiting, or nausea-

ting the palate
,
grossness, sickliness, or offensive-

ness of savour. Also, the state ofbeing cloyed or

surfeited. Alsofig. Obs
1481 Earl Worcester Tulle on Fnendsk C nj a, Tlier is

not suche fulsomnesse in frendship, as ther is xn other

thynges, ffor frendship fareth as wine which may he kepte

many yeres 1576 Newton Lemme's Complex 156 a.

The body lacking exercise, gathereth fulsomnes & pesti-

lent sauours 1594 Carew Hnarte's Exam Wits xn (1596)

191 Our soule hath a fulsomnesse at this slight meat 1620

Venner Via Recta vui. 169 They induce fulsomenesse, and
subuert the stomacke 1621 Burton Anat Mel 11 11 11

(1651) 238 To absterge belike that fulsomeness of sweet, to

which theyare there subject 1656 H More Enthus Tn 20

Quickned and actuated (as the fulsomnesse of sugar is by
the acrimony of Lemons) 1688 Clayton in Phil Trans
XVII 979 A strong sort of Tobacco, in which the Smoakers
say they can plainly taste the fulsomness of the Dung 1876

Trench Synon. N T lxi 2x9 By ‘fulsomeness’ is indicated

the disgust and loathing from over-fulness of meat as well

as of wine

f 3 . The quality of being offensive or disgusting

to the senses ; foulness, loathsomeness. Obs.

1563 Homilies 11. Retailing Ch (1859) 277 All these

abominations they have cleansed and purged the churches

of England of, taking away all such fulsomeness and filthi-

ness as [etc ] x6xo Price Great Prince Bj b, Others haue
described them by some diseases, to manifest the fulsom-

ness and loathsomnesse thereof

4. The quality of being offensive to good taste

(esp, by ovei-adulation 01 the like), t Also, coarse-

ness, obscenity {obs ) (See Fulsome 6 -7 )

1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded (1697) 60 No Decency Is

consider’d, no Fulsomness omitted 1699 Eentiey Phal
Pref 50 How a man may commend himself, without Envy
or Fulsomness 1845 Ld Campbell Chancellors (1857) I

lvm 179 Rather a proof of the bad taste m pulpit oratory

prevailing than of any peculiar servility or fulsomeness.

x88x Times 13 Mar 0/3 Adulation became an art, and was
earned to a pitch of fulsomeness beyond modern conception.

Fulsun, var of Filsen v. Obs, to aid

13 . Gaw $ Gr Kilt 99 As fortune wolde fulsun horn Jie

fayrer to haue

Fulth. Obs. exc dial Also Sc. Fouth [f

Full a + -th ; cf length, depth ] Fullness. Also

= Fill jZi.i, m to eat one's fulth.

c 1325 Metr Horn 7 Ar the fulthe of tim was comen
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints

,
Paulies 863 Quhare hele beis ay

but seknes . fulth but hungir. a 1400-50 Alexander 2x71

pare his forrayouns fand J>e fulth of vitaill c 1425 Wyn-
toun Cron 1. xui xa Fra fwlth of mete x6^x Best Farm
Bks. (Surtees) 5 A lambe will fall to eatinge of grasse,

when it is aboute a moneth . olde ;
yett if it have its fulth

of milke it will forbeare the longer 1855 Robinson Whitby

Gloss, s v ,
Take and eat your fulth on ’t x88x Leicestersh

.

Gloss , Fulth, fulness, full growth, perfection, as applied to

flowers, &c
Fulthe, early ME. form of Filth.
*
1
* Fxrltum. Obs, Also 1 fultdam, 3 foltom

[OE.fultum,fultdam

,

f. Julltdon (
=OHG.fiolla-

ziohan) to assist, f Full adv. + tion to draw, Tee v

Cf. Team f the root of the simple vb. 'With regard

to the sense-development see the remarks s v.

Follow v ] Help, assistance, support ,
also concr

one who or something which helps.

Beowulf

B

98 Ac him dryhten for-geaf frofor and fultum.

<2800 Erfurt Gloss 360 Emoloinentuni
,
fulteam [Corgies

Gloss fultum] eii75 Lamb Horn 105 purh drihtnes fultum

c 1205 Lay. 417 pat Troynisce folc mid his fulle fultume

nomen Brutus & makeden hme to duke c 1250 Gen <§

Ex 2824 Of me sal fultum ben 3e bro3t

+ Fnive, a. Obs. rare
~1 [ad. L fulv-us * see

Fulvous] = Fulvous
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Dtsp 252 Whose surcles are very

slender, fulve, odorate

Fulvescent (f»lve*sent), a. [f L fulv-us (see

Fulvous) + -esoent.] Passing into a fulvous tint,

somewhat tawny
1816 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1828) II xix: 124 note, The

ventral segments are fulvescent 18x9 G Samouelle

Entomol. Compend 287 Those of a fulvescent colour.

Fulvid (f® lvid), a Now rare [ad med.L.

fulvid-us, f Li.fulvus reddish-yellow ]
= Fulvous.

1599 A M tr GabelhoueVs Bh. Physicke 40/1 Take a
fulvide or blewe woollen doth. 164aH MoRE.S’i’w.g ofSoul

1 1 111, The fulvid Eagle with her sun-bright eye. x68x

—

Exp. Dan 27 A Beast of a fulvid or Golden colour, i860

Sir Rohan's Ghost vi 133 Something in the softened light,

through the fulvid noon, was moving here

Hence FuTvidness.
1685 H. More Illusti ation 304 The fulvidness of the Sand

of the Sea
*j* Fu’lvify, v Obs rare. [f. L. fulv-us (see

next) + -(i)fy ] trans To make fulvous

1599 A M tr Gabelkouer's Bh Physicke 142/2 Fulvefye,

or make it yellow with the poulder ofpomegranate shelles.

Fulvous (fo lvas), a. Chiefly Nat. Hist. [f.

L. fulv-us reddish-yellow + -ous ] Reddish-

yellow, dull yellowish-brown or tawny.
1664 Beale Aphor Cider xxxix in Evelyn Pomona 26

A more fulvous or ruddy colour 1688 R Holme Armoury
11 246/1 A Thistle-finch . hath Neck & Back of a fulvous

or reddish Ash colour 1828 Stark Elem Nat Hist I 93
Fur shining fulvous brown. 1839 G Raymond in New
Monthly Mae LVI 3x2, I now clearly distinguished an
expansive eagle on the fulvous panel of the htnder boot

1848 Lowell Biglow P. Poems 1890 II 8 A Nemean lion,

fulvous, torrid-eyed

II Fulwa (fu lwa). [corraptly ad Bengali

phulwara, the native name of Bassia butyracea ]

(See quots ) Alsofulwa-butter
1835 Penny Cycl IV. 2 Bassia butyracea, the Indian

butter-tree, also the Fulwa, or Phulwara-tree This phul-

wara butter will keep many months. x866 Treas Bot,,

Fulwa, a solid buttery oil obtained from Bassia butyracea.

1885 Syd Soc Lex
,
Fulwa butter, the concrete oil of the

seeds of Bassia butyracea

Fulyie (f« lyi), sb 1 Sc Also 5-9 fulye, 6 fulje,

9 fulzie, foolyie [var of Foil jA1
]

+1. A leaf. Obs.

15x3 Douglas /Eneis xn Prol 89 Euery faill Ourfiet

with fu^eis of figuns full diuers 1819 W Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 113 Sae thick they [Bees] owr the

furies stalk

2 . Gold-leaf.

c 1450 Golagros £ Gaw 939 The fulye of the fyne gold fell

m the feild 1488 111 La ’Ireas Ace. Scott (1877) I 85

A bulce with levis of gold, with xui levis of gold ful3e

1808-80 Jamieson, Fulye 2 Leaf gold We still use fulye

in the same sense, without the addition of the term gold

Fulyie, fulzie, sb$ Sc. Also 5-6 fulye, 8 1

foulyie, 9 foulzie, fuilzie [app. f next vb. ;
the

primary sense appears to be ‘what is trampled

underfoot’. Cf. Fullaqe
The prevailing spelling 111 official documents and news-

papers is fulzie, which often receives the anglicized pro-

nunciation (fu la) The a, however, historically represents

j=y
t
and the purely popular pronunciation is (fit lyi) or

(fu li) ]

1 The sweepings or refuse of the streets.

1538 Extr Aberd Reg (1844) 154 Assis nor fulze.

169a Act Sederunt 4 Aug ,
The muck and fulzie of the

towne. 1826 J Wilson Nod Ambr Wks 1855 I 174
When towns' bodies * are pestilential wi* filth and foulzie.

1833 Act 3 .$• 4 Will IV, c 46 § in Scavengers to remove
the dung or fuilzie thereof 1863 Daily Rev 22 Oct , They
received about ^7000 for the fulzie of the town

2 Manure
1492 Acta Dam Cone 289/2 Pe tatht & fulye of pe said

nolt & scheip 1721 Kelly Sc Prov 308 The Master's

Foot is the best Foulzie

3 Comb : fulyie-man, a scavenger.

x8z6 J. Wilson Noct Ambr. Wks 1855 1 197 A gmshower
aneuch to sicken a fulzie-man

f Fu'lyie, v Sc Obs [Sc var of Foil v ]

tram, in various senses of Foil a To trample

on. b. To injure, destroy, c. To defeat, over-

come. d. To dishonour, violate (a woman)
_

c 1450 Golagros fy Gaw 928 He Pertly put with his pith

at his pesane, And fulyeit of the fyne matll ma ban fyfty*

£1470 Henry Wallace iv 456 Sone.wndir felt ful3eid was
men ofwer Ibid xi 22 Hagis, alais, he laubour that was
thar, Ful3eit and spilt 1538 Stewart Cron Scot III. 350

Seand his men so fu^eit in that fecht. 1538 Bellenden
Cron. Scot (1821) I 165 He, with unbndlit lust, fulyeit his

anttis a 1807 Christmas Baling xxvi in J Skinner Misc
Coll Poet (1809) 131 Tam Tull. Saw him sae mony fuilzie

[ed 1805 foolyie]

Hence Fulyeit ppl a, exhausted, worn out.

Also FuTyear, one who dishonours (women).
1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 63 Birdis lattis thair

ful3eit feiris file quhair thai pleis Ibid. 86 Nothir febill,

nor fant, nor ful3eit in labour 153® Bellenden Cron. Scot

(1821) II. 20 He wes ane fulyear of matronis

Fum (fom), sb Also fling [corruption of

Chinese fung (hzvang) ] A fabulous bird (by

Europeans commonly called the phoenix), one of

the symbols of the impenal dignity m China.

1820 Moore Fum fyHumWks V 132 Oneday the Chinese

Bird of Royalty, Fum, Thus accosted our own Bird of

Royalty, Hum. 1825 C M Westmacott Eng. Spy I 332

The fum or Chinese bird of royalty

t Fum, v. Obs. [echoic ]

1 intr To play (on a guitar) with the fingeis.

Cf Strum, Thbum vbs.

1607 Deicker & Webster Westw. Hoe v Wks 1873 II

349 Follow me, and fum as you goe. 167a Dryden Assig-

nation 11 111, He fums> on the Guittar

2 trans ? To thump, beat (The quot. is negro-

Eng ;
but cf. Fum-eum b.)

1790 J B Moreton W. Indies 154 Then missess fum me
wid long switch .Me fum'd when me no , . me fum’d too if

me do it.

So with reduplication Fum-fum, (a) expressing

the sound of a stringed instrument ;
{b) a thumping

or beating

1656 Earl Monm Advt fr. Pamass 326 Trivial Ftdlers,

who play fum fum in the meanestAssemblies X885 Blackw.
Mag Oct 522/2 He got fum-fum for purloining again

Fuma’cious, a, rare~°. [f. L. fumare to

smoke, after the analogy of Lat adjs. in -dc-em :

see -Aoious ] Fond of smoking
1864 in Webster
F11ma.de (fizime1 d)„ Also 6-9 fomado, (7 fu-

matho) Also corruptly Fair Maid, [app ad.

Sp.futnado (fwma’ftcO pple., smoked
,
the spelling

fumatho seems to indicate retention of the original

pronunciation.] A smoked pilchard.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 61 Cornish pilchards,

otherwise called Fumados £1600 Norden hpei Brit.,

Ccrnw (1728) 23 The dryed ware they carrye into Spayne,
Italic, Venice and in those partes tooke name Fumados,
for that they are dryed in the smoake 1602 Carew Corn-
wall 33 a a x66x Fuller Worthies, Cornwall 1. (1662) 194
Then (by the name of Fumadoes), with Oyle and a Lemon,
they [Pilchards] are meat for the mightiest Don in Spain

c 1682 J Collins Making of Salt 105 Ihis sort [of salted

Hemngs] are commonly called Fumathos 1859 Walcott
Guide Devon $ Cornw 525 Pilchards, which elsewhere are

known as ‘ Fair maids *, are here called Fumados

Fu’mage 1
. Hist. [ad. med L fumdgium, f

funi-us smoke ] Hearth-money
1755 in Johnson 1765 Blackstone Comm I vn 323

As early as the conquest mention is made in domesday
book of fumage or fuage, vulgarly called smoke farthings

,

which were paid by custom to the king for every chimney
in the house. 1876 S Dowell Taxes in Eng (1888) I 1

xo A fumage, or tax of smoke farthings, or hearth tax .

ranges among those of the Anglo-Saxon period

t Fumage
'i
. Obs [a F fumage, f. fumer

to dung] (See quot. 1725 )

1676-1732 Coles, Pumage, manuiing with dung 1725

Bradley Fam Diet , Fumage, a Term in Agriculture

signifying Dung, or manuring with Dung

||
Fumago (fiwmfi'gfl) [mod.L , f film us

smoke ] (See quot

)

1887 Jml. Soc Arts 2 Sept 918/1 The soot dews, or

fumagos, are a genus of fungi which are mainly epiphytes

. The fumago settles upon the upper sides of leaves

Fumant (fi« mant), a Her [a. F. fiumant
pr. pple offumer to smoke ] (See quot

)

1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Fumant, emitting vapour
or smoke 1889 in Elvin Diet Her.

FniM flwn (fiit marm) Chem. [f mod.L. Fuma-
na Fumitory.] (See quot. 1864 )

SoFumaric
acid (see quot ) , Fu marate, a salt of this acid.

1864 Watts Diet Chem. II 741 Fnmaric acid C+H^O4

An acid isomeric with maleic acid It is produced by the

dehydration of malic acid. Ibid 743 Some ofthe fumarates

are crystalline, others pulveinlent, and most of them have

a mild taste Ibid 747 Fumarine, an organic base, con-

tained in fumitory (.Fumana officinalis). 1876 Harldy
Mat Med 362 The lichen contains a little fumaric acid.

Fumarole (fi« marM) Also fumarol, fume-

role [ad. F. fumerolle {fumarolle) : see Feme-

rell.] A hole or vent through,which vapour issues

from a volcano ; a smoke-hole.
i8xx Pinkerton Petral II 548 A more proper name for

these ignited hills and spots would be fumarols
_
1830

Lyell Pi me Geol I 342 Fumeroles or small crevices in

the cone through which hot vapours are disengaged 1852

Blackw Mag LXXI 522 Cracks are produced ra the

solid rocks ; smoking fumeroles appear x88xW G Mar-
shall Thro, Amer. xv 315 The Californian Geysers are

mther fumaroles—an immense collection of vents from

which hot air is emitted

Fumart, var. of Foumart
Fumath.0, obs. form of Fumade.

+ Fuma*tic. Obs rare~l
. [f. L. fum-us

smoke
;

? a derisive parody of Pneumatic.]
1641 True Char Untrue Bishop 7 He hateth his enthu-

siastick fumaticks, who talk so much of the Spirit.

Fimatory (&« matan), sb Also incorrectly

fumitory, [f. Lat. type *fiimatonuin, f fumare t

see next and -ory.]

+ 1. A censer Obs rare~l
.

c 1530 in Gutch Coll, Cur II 318 The mending of a Fumi-

tory waysng more then it dyd before by d oz.

2 . A place set apart for smoking or fumigating

purposes
*1704 T. Brown Wks (1730) H W To sot away your

time in Mongo's fumitory among a parcel of old smoak-

dry’d cadators 1842 Eraser1
's Mag XXVI. 361 T he great

united talent of the age • had alighted on this great

‘fumatory’ [Manchester] 1851 S Judd Margaret 11 v.

(1871) 238 We have erected a Fumitory for the more com-

plete cleansing of all that pass this way _

Fumatory (fi« matan), a [f L. type *fuma-

ton-us, f fiimdre to smoke, f fumus . see Fume sb.

and -ory.] Of or pertaining to (tobacco-) smoking.

1847 Black-u Mag LXI. 7ft This fumatory process pro-

ceeded for some time almost in silence

t Firmay, v. Hunting Obs rare Also 5_fe-

may, ferny, fymay. [? ad AF. *fu-, femeiier

,

cf. OF femeis andfemier, funner dunghill./meT-

(mod.F.fumer') to manure ,
the ultimate source is

L. fimus dung.] intr. Of certain animals, esp. the

1486 [see Crotey v , Fen v ']

Fumble (f®*mbi), v Also 6 fomble. [Of

obscure origin . equivalent forms exist in other

Teut langs ; cf. Du fommelen,
LG fummeln,

fommeln, Sw. fumla,
to fumble, grope

,
prob.
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onomatopoeic; cf.bumble,jumble, mumble, stumble,

also Fahble, Fimble vbs. Possibly the formation

of the word may have been in part suggested by
the sb. which appeals as OE. jfilm(e, OS folm
(pi. folmos), OHG fohtta hand

;
cf. ON falma

(Icel fdlma)
to grope, with which Sw famla, Da.

famle (

—

Famble v ) are commonly regarded as

identical ]

1 mlr. To use one’s hands or fingcis awkwardly
or ineffectually; to giope about. Tofumble at. to

make clumsy attempts at doing or handling (some-
thing). To fumble for or after : to make clumsy
attempts to leach or grasp, Also tofumble about
1534 Moke On the Passion Wks 1293[1 The dyuel .

.

should not be able to reache hyi> [Chuste’s] heade but
only to fumble about his foote 1563-87 Foxc A $ M
(1596) 1858/2 She desired him to looke in his Testament
Then he fumbled and souglu abouthim foi one 1599 .Shaks
Hen V, 11 111 14 For after I saw lum fumble with the
Sheets, and play with Flowers I know there was but one
way. x6oa Dekkeu Satirom Wks 1873 I 219 What made
these paire of shittle cockes heere ? What doe they fumble
for? a 1680 Bu tler Rem (1759) II 108 Those, that cannot
play, delight to fumble on Instruments 1739 R Bull tr

Dedekindns' Grohanus 251 He vainly fumbles at the fatal

Door. 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852)! 388 Ifyouseta
man with gloves on, or a rustic whose hands are hnid by
labour to take off a single sheet, he will fumble about a
long while *809 W Ihving Knukeib (1861) 169 Seeing
him lay down his pipe and begin to fumble with his walk-
ing-staff 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng III 361 The soldiers
weie still fumbling with the muzzles of their guns . when
the whole flood of Macleans, Macdonalds, and Camerons
came down 1859 Kingslly Jifisc (i860) II. 139 He
fumbled for the bible m his boot. 1874 Burnand My Tune
xiv. 1x9 ‘Let me see' said [he] fumbling about in all his

pockets.

to. tramf andfig.
x6xs T Taylou Comm Titus lit 5 He will be nibliug

and fumbling at all these as far as he dare 1656 H Mom.
Enthus Trt (1662) t The foulness of his Mmd makes him
fumble very dotingly in the use tlieieof 1678 Cudwoktei
Intell Syst. 683 Our Mccbanick or Atomick Theists, will
have their Atoms, never so much as once Lo have Fumbled,
in these tlieir Fortuitous Motions 1686 N Cox Gcntl.
Recraat. v (ed 3) 47 If he [horse] fumbles with his Corn,
then give him 110 more at that time 1784 J Barry m
Led Paint vi (1848) 223 Any artist fumbling thiough
three or four strata of colour before he can find them. 1870
M D Conway Earthw PUgr xxiii 267 Englishmen are
still fumbling about Mount Sinai in the East

c. ? quasi-trans with complement
1864 Lowell Fireside Tram, rro A hostler fumbled the

door open 1887 Punch 19 Mar 143/2 Dizzy, thenPiemier,
fumbled his eyeglass into position.

2. trans To handle awkwardly 01 with nervous
clumsiness. Also with on, out, over
160S Shaks. Tr * Cr 1. in. 174 And with a palsie fumbling

on his Gorget, Shakem and out the Riuet. a1658 Cleveland
To T. C, 17A Nut which when thou’st crack’d and fumbled
o'er Thou’lt find the Squirrel has been there before x68x
Dryden Spanish Friar 1 i, His greasy bald-pate choirCame
fumbling o’er the beads, in such an agony, They told ’em
false for fear. 1756 Connoisseur No. 134. (1774) IV 228 The
oldwomen fumbling over their tattered testaments till they
have found the text. x8ox Gabriei li Myst Husband I 235
Thefugitives having fumbled out then bundles in thedaik,
first handed them to him 1840 Thacklray Bedford-Row
Conspir i,[He] came forward, looking very red,and fumbling
two Targe kid gloves. 1894 Sala Things I have seen II. xx.
254The com I very soon taimshedby fumbling it between
my hot, moist little fingers

fig- l89S tVestm Gaz 30 May 3/1 IIis incident must
come to him naturally or he fumbles it

b spec I11 games with a ball, To fumble the
ball * to fail to take it

e cleanly *
; to stop or catch

it clumsily

e. Tofumble one's way : to find it by groping.
x8ox Gabrielli Myst. Hush III 80 She started up, and

fumbled hei way down the daik stairs *870 G W Cable
Old Creole Days 13 Late that night a small square man .

fumbled his way into the damp entrance.

3 To wrap up clumsily, huddle together. Also
with up.
CX572 Gascoigne Fmites Warre (1831) 2x2 Constreynd

to sit Close in a comer fumbled vp forfeare 1588 Shaks
Tit A. tv u 58 What dost thou wrap and fumble 111 thine
armes? 1606 — Tr fy Cr iv iv 48 As many farwels as
he starsm heauen. With distinct breath, and consign’d kisses
to them, He fumbles vp into a loose achew 1621 Molle
Camerar Liv Libr in. xm 189 They send them [their
women] forth so couered, vailed, and fumbled up 1647
Fuller Good Tli m Worse T (1841) 140 So many fumble
this, last and next weeks devotion ail in a prayer x68x [see
Fumbling ppl a. d] 1830 Fraser’s Mag I 342 The
attenuated, sham, filagree work wherewith Mr Thomas
Moore has thought fit to fumble up the personages of his
* Lalla Rookh ’

4. slang (Cf. Fumbler b, Fumbling ppl a. c)
Also absol, or mtr
1508 Dunbar Tua marnt luemeti 134 Jit leit I nener that

larbar fumyll me, without a fee giet c 1690 Sat, on
Lawyers in Collect Poems 18 Old Maynard Who mumbles
all Day, and fumbles all Night 1754 Shebbeare Matri-
mony (1766) II 239 The old Man rejoicing to see her
return in Good-Humour, fumbled away the Night 176a
Goldsm Nash 180 Impotent posteuty would in vain fumble
to produce his fellow

<

o. intr. To hesitate in speaking
; to speak halt-

ingly or indistinctly, to mumble, mutter,
5563 Homilies n. Agst, Gluttony (1859) 305 A drunkard .

fumblethandstammerelbin his speech 1591 Troub Ratgne
K, John 11. (1611) ixo Hefumblethm the mouth, His speech

doth fade 1600 Holland Livy xlh. xxvl. {1609) 1130
Being found fumbling 111 their answere [haesitantibus m
response] they were commaUnded to void out of the Counsel-
chamber. 1611 [see Fambll v ] 1647 Trapp Comm Matt
xxvu 38 His tongue did so fumble and falter in his head.

1704 Cibbtr Careless I/mb 1 1, How silly a man fumbles
for an excuse, when he is a little ashamed of being m love

1828 Scoti I< M Perth vui. Never lose time fumbling and
piating about it

to. trans . To speak (words, etc )
indistinctly or

hesitatingly Also with out, up.
X555 Eden Decades 46 Hefumbelethcerteyne confounded

woordes with liyrn sclfe. 1579 Fulicp I/esiins' Pari 370M Hoskins fombleth out the matter with a foolish caueat
XS83 Stanyhursi sEneis 111 (Arb) 74, I With stuttmg
stamermg at length thus fumbled an answci 1584 Flnnlr
Def, Mmisteis (1587) 121 He blameth vs for fumbling vp
those tilings, which we answered distincthe mough 1602
Marston Antonio's Rev iv m Wks 1856 I 127 She
fumbled out, thanks good, and so she chde 1749 Cut steri
Lett (1792) II ccxm 319 As soon as I had fumbled out
this answer

Hence Ftfmbled ppl a Also Fn inble sb , a
piece of fumbling, a bungling attempt at some-
thing; spec in ball games, a clumsy handling of

the ball
; [ also, contused utterance, mumbling

1647 Ward Simp Colder 84 The world’s a welt strung
fidle, mans tongue the quill, That fills the world with fumble
for want ofskill CX831T Wilson m Lang Life <y Lett Loch-
hart (1897) 1 1 xog II e [W llson] called Lockhart’s remai ks ‘ a
feeble fumble of falsehood ' 1884 F D Minn in Harper’s
Mag Dec 134/1 The newspapers giew sticky, fumbled, and
worn at the hands of the frequent readers 1895 Daily
Chron 17 Jan 6/4 At the first fumble of a Surrey back,
Maturm lushed round

Fumbler (f» mblar). Also 6 fiimblar, Sc
fumler. [f Fumble v +-erI

] One who fumbles,

m senses of the vb Cakefumbler : see Cake sb 9.

1519 Horman Vnlg 31 No man shuldc rebuke .astuttar
orfumblai C1800K, Winn Rem II 49 1 he work of, Sh,
your humble Servant (Who, though I say’t, am no such
fumbler) X826 T Wilson Nod Amir wks. 1855 I. 92,
I must not let down the character of the work, to flatter

a few feckless Tumblers 1870 Glo. Eliot J'heo Such vui

145 A man .may be a mere fumbler in physiology and yet
snow a keen insight into human motives

b slang. (See quot. a 1 700 )

1640 Bromr Sparagus Garden 11 li, What stay we for,

can you tell fumblei ? 1679 Oldham Sat Woman 129
Wks. (1698) 1 147. a 1700 B E Did. Cant Crew, Fumbler,
an unpeiformmg Husband, one that is insufficient 1719
D’Uru ey Pilts V 349 Wendi Fumblers give ear ev’ry Man
1748 Smoli err Rod Rand xi (1804)56 In the mean-time
give me a kiss, you old fumbler x8x8 Souhily Lett (1856)
III. 90 A married couple, who have had no children, after
a certain number ofyears, are compelled by their neighbours
to give what we call a Fumblei 's Feast

Fumbling (fo-mbbrj), vbl. sb. [f. Fusible v.

+ -ins 1
.] 1 he action of the vb Fumble

1562 J. Heywood Prov <5 Epigr. (1867) 217 This man m
his breech feelyng such fumblyng x6ox WLFVrR Mirr.
Mart C 11, Now are we dwarfs, they [our issue] will be
pismues then, This is the fumbling of our aged men 1645
Milton Colast Wks (1851} 351 Your second Aigument,
without more tedious fumbling is briefly thus 1762 bTuvrN-
son Crazy Tales 49 There’s a disorder we call Fumbling,
Amongst the men call’d Fighting shy. *875 Kinglakic
Crimea (1877) V 1 366 That impotent fumbling after car-
bines 01 pistols x8gz Jessopp Stud by Rulusc Vlef (1803)
15, 1 do not call these stray papers Essays, but mere Studies—fumbhngs if you will

Fu'mtoling, ppl. a [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

a. That fumbles or gropes about
;
also, charac-

terized by fumbling
1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 62 The frost-king ties my

fumbling feet. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxiv, She attired
herself, with fumbling fingers 1865 Max Mulilr Chips
(1880) II xxv 286 The fumbling efforts of gentlemen in
lemoving their -gloves before shaking hands. 1889 H F.
Wood Engltshm of Rue Cam v, A spare individual.,
entered after a fumbling rap at the door.

to. fig. That does something clumsily or awk-
wardly ; also, hesitating m speech, mumbling
1532 More Confut Tmdale Wks 698/1 Not anye true

feelynge faythe, but a false fumblyng fantasye. a 1577
Gascoigne Herbs

,
Weedes

,
etc. Wks (1587) 1x4 Wyth

hollow voice and fumbling toong thus spoke 2597 Hooker
Reel Pol v, lxu. § 14 Such are their fumbling shifts. 1602
Marston A ntomo's Rev i. 1 Wks. 1856 1. 75, I could eate
Thy fumbling throat, for thy lagd censure. 1638 Baker
tr. Balzac’s Lett (vol. Ill) 258 He hath hut a very
fumbling speech x68x Hickeringill Vind Truth 11. 36A fibling fumbling Arch-Deacon 1848 Kingsley Saint’s
Trag v 111, Theie are wrongs The fumbling piecemeal law
can never touch

c Sexually impotent. Cf. Fumble v. 4 and
Fumbler b
1576 Newton Lemme’s Complex 81 b, They be vnt

carnall coiture fumbling, slow, and not greatly thert
addicted <*1703 PoMracr Poet Whs (1833) 17 Dull ol
age, with fumbling labour, cloys Before the bliss 171
Bnt Apollo III No 77 3/2 Their Fumbling Neighbour
. cannot Enjoy The Pleasuie of getting a Girl, or a Boj
2786 Burns Scotch Drink xu, How fumbhn cuifs thei
dearies slight

fig <**577 Gascoigne Gardntnges 32, Herbs (1587) 16
If barreyn soyle, why then it chaungeth hewe, It fadet
faste, it flits to fumbling yeares 1684 Otway Prol Lee
Constantine

, Fumbling, itching Rhimers of the town [prouc
T adopt some base-born Song that’s not their own x68
Hickeringill Ceremony-MangerIntrod Wks (1716) II. 5c
Jmpotency is supply'd by Fumbling Registers

d. (See Fumble v. 3 )
x68x CrowneHen, VI

,
r. 3 Pox o’ these fumbling robes

How came my warlike spirit wrapt in these Formality
that hold my hands from blood 1 ’

Hence Fu'mblmgly adv
1598 Florio, Palpcgont

,

gropingly, fumblmgly 1636 B
Jonson Dtscov

,
Pcrspicuitas (Rtldg ) 760/2 Many good

scholars speak but fumblmgly 1870 Daily News 9 NovHe is obliged to put on his spectacles fumblmgly 1

Fume (b»m), sb. Also 5 feum, 6 fewme
[aOF film masc.= Ft.funi, Sp. humo (earlier

^

junto),
Pg., It fume —L./'limits smoke, also OF.fume
fern, m the same sense, a derivative (like fumde
which has been retained m mod F ) of furner
Fume v. The Eng sb may be in part a direct
adaptation from the Latin ]

I. 1. The volatile matter produced by and usually
accompanying combustion, smoke. Also with a
and m pi Obs or aich
la 1400 Pety lob 279 in Ilawpolc's Whs (Horstm) II 384

As frame the fyre dcp.uteth fume,Bo body and sowle a-sunclre
goth 1447 Boklnham Seyntys (Roxb ) 56 Wyth the fume he
[angelj toke to liLven his flyht 1549-62 Stekniiold&H Ps
xyi 9 Like an Oven burn them, Loid, m fiery flames and
fume 1618 Bolton Monts nr iv 176 By this kinde of
mockage defiling death as well with fire as fume 1703
Poi’L Thiban 600 While yet thin fumes fiom dying sparks
atise 2783 Pint stli v in I'hil Trans LXXI1I 403 A
copious black fume came fiom it 1854-6 Patmorl Angel
m II 11 Eptl (1879) 259 A fresh-lit fine Sends foith to
heaven gieat shows of fume
b Odoi ons smoke (c g. that of incense, tobacco)

f Indianfume tobacco smoke
c 1400 SowttonC Bab 68 1 Thai brente Fiankensense That

smoked mi so stionge The 1'itme 111 her piesence 1483
Caxton Gold Leg 34 b/! It hath vertue tasccnde by the
hghtnes of the fume [of eneence]. 1 1550 Lloyd ’ireas
Hcallhiy 585)C ij

,
I' ume made of Roes lether, doth myghtyly

sterre hym vp 1555 15dln Decades 138 Whose fume is

holsome ageynst retimes and heauynesse of the heade
i6« G Sanuys Ovid's Met xi (1626) 230 Meane-while
Alcyone holy fumes piesents To all the Gods 1627
Drayton Moon Calf Poems (1748) 172 In some six days
journey, doth consume Ten pounds m suckets, and the
Indian fume 1697 IJp Patrick Comm Exod xxx. 35 One
of the most antient Ways of worshipping God; the first

Men making a 1* ume, by burning parts of Trees, and
Shrubs 1784 Cowi'i.ii lash iv 473 Curling clouds Of
Indian fume 1838 Dicklns Nich Nuh, 11, And the fumes
of choice tobacco scent the air

+ c. Something used or prepared foi producing
aromatic vapour Obs
1540-1 Eltot Image Gov 41 Duryng the time of his

cxecuLion the Emperour commaunded the beedtle to crie,

With fume shall he die, who fumes kith sold 1656 Ridgley
Ptact Physich 219 Rulandus makes a funic of onediamof
white Amber to take at the Mouth. 1665 Pervs Diary
4 Nov , They suspect by their sending for plaister and fume,
that it may be the plague 1679 Wood J.tfe (0 H S)II
451 A julep, ys 6d , a fume 2s 1722 Dn Fol Plague (1884)

207 They had burnt a great variety of Fumes and Perfumes
in the Rooms
2. Odour or odorous exhalation (either fragrant

or offensive) emitted from a substance, flower, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Ci> urg 251 Breke hem [braunchis of

fenel] a lttil with ]n teejr, and }>an |>ou schalt blowe m his

me .}>at Jm fume of [>e fenel mowc entre into his qe. 1483
Caxton Gold Leg xo h/i The fume & stenche of donge

1509 Hawi s Past Pleas iv iv, Aromatyke lycoure, Fra-

graunt of fume. 1599 Life More m Wordsw Eccl Btog
1x853) II 47 The fume of lulicampana is very pleasing

x6xo Flltcher Faith/ Sluplurdess v it, Send a fume, and
keep the air Pure and wholesome 1658 A Fox Wurtd
Surg 11, xiv 115 When these [poultesscs] are taken off .

there comes a great fume from the Wound 1718 Free-

thinker No 92 ir 6 She cannot bear the Fumes of the Table

1739 R Bull tr. Dedekindns' Grobianus 17 A horrid Fume
snail straight your Crime proclaim To ev’ry Nose 1865

Swinburne Hymn to Proserpine 96 And the wind falls faint

as it blows with the fume of the noweis of the night

+ 3 Vapour or steam given out by bodies when
heated. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirtirg 278 Stoppe it [pe vessel] faste,

jmt ber mowe come out berof no fume 1544 Phaer Regun.
Lyfe (15531c lvb, Receyumg the firtnc of the sayd decoccyon
wythm the eyes 1607 Toi*slll Four-f Beasts (1658) 93
Tne liver of a Roe sod m salt water, and the eyes of a
purblinde man held over the fume or reek thereof, are cured

of their bhndcness 1695 Woodward Nat Hist. Earth
iv (1723) 236 Flowing out of the Mouth m Form ofa Fume,
or crasser Vapour.
b The vapour given off by acids and volatile

substances
;

said esp of exhalations or vapours

which are irritant, stifling, or the like. Rare in sing

1665 Hooke Mtcrogr 229 Looking at bodies through the

fumes of Aquafortis. 1680 Boyle Sccpt Client 1 87 The
Predominant Fire will Carry up alt the Volatile Elements

Confusedly in one Fume 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1776)

I 3x9 The fumes of hot non, copper, or any other heated

metal 180a Med. Jrnl IV, 467 The xiitrat of pneum
)

discharges the acid in red fumes 1834 J Forbes Laennec s

Dis Chest (ed 4) 65 1 he inhalation of acrid fumes some-

times gives use to pulmonary catarrh 1879 Geo Gladstone
in Cassell’s Techn. hduc IV 17/1 The fume when given

off from the furnace appeals as a dense white smoke

C An exhalation or watery vapour rising from

the earth, the sea, etc.

*549 Compl Scot, vi 38 A1 corrupit humiditeis, ande

caliginus fumis that hed bene generit in the sycond regione

of the ayr 1602 Marston Ant <5- Mel 1 Wks 1856 I n,
I descry a fume Creeping from out the bosome of the deepe

*635 N Carpenter Geog. Del, 11. 1. 12 The vpper face of

the Earth sendeth forth many times certame hot fumes

and vapours. 1755 B. Martin Mag Arts & Sc xv* 103

A prodigious Quantity of Fume and Vapours flying oft from

the Body of the Comet 1828 J. H Moore Pract Navig.
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(ed 20) 127 The sun’s rays upon the earth cause vapours or

fumes to be continually rising from it 1875 M M'Ilwraitii
Guide Wigtownshire 62 The fissure is filled with fume and
spray

4 A vapour or exhalation produced as au ‘ excre-

ment ’ of the body ,
esp a noxious vapour supposed

formerly to rise to the brain from the stomach (now
chiefly as the lesult of drinking ‘strong ’ or alcoholic

liquors)

c 1400 Lanfrcate's Cirmg. 163 pe lungis drawib eir into

he herte, for to do awei fume and pe untemprid heete of

J>e herte a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 3B80 Whan the

paunch is fulle, A fume clymbethe up into the hede 1548-77
Vicaby Anctt n (1888) 24 The Nayles are a superfluitie

of members, engendied of great earthly smoke or fume
1667 Milton P L. ix 1050 Grosser sleep, Bred of unkindly
fumes 1697 Potter Anttq Greece ir xm (1715) 309
Dreams weie believ’d to proceed fiom the Fumes of the

last Night's Supper 1719 Dc Foe Crusoe n vm, The
wine raise[d] disagreable fumes from the stomach into the

head 1806 Gazetteer Scott (ed 2) 203 The fumes of the

whisky had taken possession of his brain 1844 Thirlwall
Greece VIII lxin 240 The fumes of the wine at length

thawed then reserve

II Figurative senses

5 Something comparable to smoke or vapour as

being unsubstantial, transient, imaginary, etc.

When used with reference to flattery, the word has often a
mixture of the notions of ‘ incense

' (t b), and of sense 6

1531 Elyot Gov it 1, Fainte praise that is goten with

feare or by flaterars gyuen .is but fume whiche is sup-

ported by silence piouoked by menacis 1592 Shaks Rom
Jut r 1 196 Loue, is a smoake made with the fume of

sighes. 1605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 1 §6 10 Such Naturall

Philosophie shall not vanish in the fume of subtile, sublime,

or delectable speculation 16*3-18 Danill Coll Hist Eng.
(1626)4 Claudius .hauing much of the fume of glory, and
little fire to raise it othei where 1621 Burton Anat Mel
Democr to Rdr (1651) 34 To smother hun with fumes and
'eulogies 1648 Milton Observ Art Peace Wks (1851) 566

As if the known and try’d Constancy of that valiant Gentle-

man were to be bought with Court fumes 1784 Cowper
Task 111 172 Great pity too That They should go out m
fume and be forgot 1843 Letevke Life Trav Phys I

1 ix 198 The fumes of philosophical reasoning were dissi-

pated by more material mgiedients 1871 R. Ellis Catul
lus liv 3 Libo’s airs to a fume of ait refine them.

6 Something which * goes to the head’ and clouds

the faculties or the reason.

\tfl\Mirr Mag ,
Sabnne vm, For gelouzie With frensms

fume, enragde mr restles brame 1610 Shaks Temp v, i

67 Their rising sences Begin to chace the ignorant fumes
that mantle Their cleerer 1eason *6gi Hartclifee Virtnes

391 Vertue doth refine and purifie our Minds, by stifling

the fumes and steams of every Vice and Passion *712

Addison Sped No 281 P 14 It dissipated the I1 umes of
Sleep and left me in an Instant broad awake *761-2 Hume
Hist Eng (1806) IV lx 517 The fumes of enthusiasm pre-

sently dissipate. 1865 M Arnold Ess Crit 11 75 Some-
times his head gets a little hot with the fumes of patnotism

7 A fit of anger, an irritable or angry mood
Chiefly in phrase m afume.
152a Skelton Why not to Court 421 In a fume or an hete

Wardeyn of the Flete Set hym faste by the fete 1535
Joye Apol Ttndale (Arb) 27 Softe & pacient, good
wordis Tindale . and no furiouse fumes *539 Taverner
Gard. Wysed 1 27 b, He was in suche a iume, that he
ranne vpon the yonge man, to haue beaten him 1602

Mahston Antonio's Rev 1 v Wks 1856 I 88 Tis not true

valors pride To stab in fume of blood 1654TrappComm
Neh in 20 He burst out in a heat, being angry both at

himself and others and in an holy fume, finished quickly

1775 Johnson Lett to Mrs. Thrale 13 June, Every now
and then a lady m a fume withdraws her name <1*839

Praed Poems (1864) II 96 There's Serjeant Cross, in fume
and fret. 1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt xxi vi X 103 Kaiser

Joseph, in a fume at this, shot-offan express to Bohemia

b. One who is apt to
‘ get into a fume ' rare—1

*768 Sterne Sent Journ (1775) II. 123 The notary’s

wife was a little fume of a woman
III. 8 attnb. and Comb.., as fume-black

,

-blind
, + fume-gallant (humoiously), a smoker

;

fume-worts, a book-name foi plants of the N. O
Fumanaceso (Lmdley Veg K. 1846, p. 435).

1573 Art of Limimng 6 To make a fume blacke called

Sable a *6*8 Sylvester Dh Bartas, Panaretus 791 A rash

Excesse of Courage boiling fell, whose fume-blind foice .

Resembles right a sightlesse Polyphem *6a* Venner
Tobacco C4b, Let these fume-gallants emoy their vanity

Hence Fu meless a., fiee from fumes.

1864 m Webster , and in later Diets

Fume (fwm), v. Also 7 feum [a F fumer
— Pr., Sp., Pg. fumar. It fumare L. fiimdre,

f fiim-us : see prec. sb ]
1. trans To apply smoke or fumes to

,
to fumigate.

c 1400 Lanfrands Cirurg *79 Herwi|j anoynte hise heens,

and firste J>ou schalt fumie hem wi}» sulphur. 1544 Phaer
Pestilence (1553) Lvj a, The Egipcyans were wont to fume
their houses with tuipentine or losm x6xa Woodall
Sure Mate Wks. (1653) 74 Succmnm . . is good to fume

a ship or house in time of infectious aires *669 Worlidge
Syst. Agnc (x68i) 2*7 Fuming the holes with Brimstone,

Garlick, and other unsavoury things, will drive them out

*74* Compl Fean -Piece 1 v 267 First fume the Vessel

with Brimstone.

b. To perfume with incense ; to burn incense

before or offer incense to
*64* Milton Reform 1 They hallowed it, they fumed it,

they sprinkled it, 1700 Dryden Fables, Ceyx tjr Alcyone

241 She fum’d the temples with an od’rous flame *849-53

Rock Ch of Fathers IV xii 186 The celebrant..went up
to the altar, and fum’d it all about with incense.

Jig 1784 Cowfer Task v. 266 They demi-deify and fume

him so.

t c. To perfume Obs.
a *483 Liber Niger m Househ. Ord. (1790) 40 That the

kings robes, doublettes, shetes & sheortes be fumyd, by all

the yere, of the yeoman pothecary 1592 Greene Poems
113 Crisps and scarfs, worn a la morisco, Fumed with
sweets 1607 Mahston What You Will 111 1, Now are
the Lawne sheetes fum’d with Vyolets. 1680 Shadwfll
Woman Captain 11 Wks 1720 III 36* Let me have costlier

scents, and fume the room 1740 Dyer Rums ofRome 501
Chian Wines with Incence fum’d

fd To preserve by smoking
;

to smoke-dry
(provisions). Obs.
*602 Carew Cornwall 1 (1723) 33 Those [fish] that

serue for the hotter Countries of Spame and Italie, they
vsed at first to fume, by. drying them, with the smoake of
a soft and continuall fire *661 Evelyn Fwmfugium Misc.
Writ (1805) 1 228 If one hang up gammons of bacon, beefe,
or other flesh to fume, and prepare it m the chimnies
e Photogr To expose to the fumes ofammonia.

*890 Abney Treat Photogr (ed 6) 164 By fuming the
film with the vapour of ammonia increased vigour is im-
parted to the print 1890 Anthony's Photogr Bull III 68
Some say fume ten minutes, and some say an hour.

2. mtr To emit fumes, smoke, or vapour.
c *532 Dewes Introd. Fr in Palsgr 946 To fume, fumer.

1600 Fairfax Tasso vm 74 Like boyling liquor. That
fumeth, swelleth high and bubbleth fast *6*3 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) S39 A Censer is there left fuming all the
day and night 162 r G. Sandys Ovid’s Met. ii (1626) 29
The Poles aboue At either end do fume 1743 Land c$-

Country Blew iv (ed 2) 306 It will make the Drink fret

and fume at the Bung. 1784 Cowfer Task v 56 A short
tube Ihat fumes beneath his nose. *791-1823 D’Israeli
Cur Lit (1859) II 259 On other occasions, they put burnt
old shoes to fume in the censers 1853 W Gregory Inorg
Chem (ed 3) 119 The acid appears as a very volatile liquid

fuming in the air 1878 C. D. Warner In the Wilder-
ness vi 143 The fire sputters and fumes
fig 1620 in Farr i

1 P fas I (1848) 74 Lust’s a fire .

Lighting nevei, ever fuming *633 G Herbert Temple
,

Natui e ii, If thou shalt let this venome lurk, And in sug-

gestions fume and work 1840 Dickens Barn Rndge iv,

Ihe spiritual essence or soul of Sim would sometimes fume
within that precious cask, his body.

f b trans. To cause to emit fumes Obs rare.

165a Gaule Magastrom 248 Frankincense being fumed,
and candles being lighted *666 W. Boghurst Loimo-
graphia (1894) 62 Burning or fuming vinegar and rose

water *681 [see Fuming voi sb ]

3 mtr Of smoke, a vapour, etc. : To issue, rise,

pass off
,
to rise and pass away.

1593 Shaks Liter 1043 As smoke which from, discharged
annon fumes *593 Spenser Col Clout 720 Even such is

all their vaunted vamtie. Nought else but smoke, that

fumeth soone away *620 Venner Via Recta (1650) 309
The vapours do slowly fume and ascend to the head. *643
Wither Cavipo Mvsee 17 Whence, may fume Into thy

nostrils, that sweet-smelling savour 1667 Milton P L
vii 600 Incense Clouds Fuming from Golden Censers, hid

the Mount. 1870 Bryant Iliad II xiv. 67 From it fumes
A stifling smell of sulphur

+ b. Of food, wine, etc. : To rise as fumes (to or

into the head). Also with, up Obs.

157* Golding Calvin on Ps Ixxv. 9 Strange wyne fum-
mge quickly and strongly into the brayne 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor 407 One of them when the wine had a
little fumed up into the head, began both to speake and doe
foolishly 1610 Barrough Meth Physick 1 h (1639) 3 He
must abstaine from milke, and meates that fume into the

head 1626 Bacon Sylva § 782 They haue a manner to

prepare their Greek-Wines, to keepe them from Fuming and
Inebriating 1703 Art§ Myst Vintners 9 To prevent their

fuming up to the head and inebriating

c. To pass away 01 offra. fumes or vapour, rare

1705 Cheyne Philos, Pnnc,R elig 1 §38 78 Their parts are

kept from fuming away by their fixity *866 Mrs Whitney
L. Goldthwaite x 233 They did something to it—applied
heat, I believe—to drive away the sulphur That fumed
off, and left the rest as promiscuous as before.

fig. *728-46 Thomson Spring 244 Their light slumbers

f
ently fum’d away. And up they rose 175* Johnson Rain-
ier No 172 w 4 The madness ofjoy will fume away *852

James Agnes Sorel (i860) II 2 Ihe Gamin spirit fumed off

in a metaphor a 1859 De Quincey Post Wks, (1801) I 73
Yet all this marvellous learning fumes away in boyish imper-

tinence.

4 . trans. To send forth, or emit as vapour,

disperse in vapour. Also with awayforth,out Obs

1563 Hyll A rt Garden (1593) 38 The snake and Adders
be diiuen away with eueiw sharpe and stmcking sauour

fumed abroad *627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram, xiv 67

Some will, fume out a most stinking smoke *647 Trapp
Comm Matt xxvu, 36 That golden censer, Christs body

,

which through the holes that were made in it fumed forth

a sweet savour. *700!! Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem Ser

$ Com 116 Which being Foppishly fumed into their Noses,

Eyes, and Ears, has the Vertue to make them Talk 1707

Mortimer Husb Bees 213 Otherwise the heat will fume
away most of the Scent

fig *606 Warner Alb Eng. xiv xci (1612) 369 An
Indian weede, That feum’d away more wealth than would

a many thousands feed 1742 YoungNt Th vn 1370 How
vicious heartsfume phrensy to the brain! *866 G Macdonald
Ann Q Neighb xv (1878) 320 The worship of one’s own
will fumes out around the being an atmosphere of evil

j* 5. zntr. Of the head or brain To be ‘clouded

with fumes (of liquor). Obs
*606 Shaks. Ant $ Cl 11 i 24 Tve vp the Libertine in

a field of Feasts, Keepe his Brame fuming

Q.fg. To give way to or exhibit anger or irrita-

tion. Often in phrase fume and chafe, fret and

fume. Also with up.

1522 More De quat. Noviss. Wks 85/1 As the fire of the

burnyng hyl ofEthnaburneth only it self, so doth the enuious

parson, fret, fume, & bume in his owne hert. *535, 1581

[see CuArE v 10J 1551, *63*, 1875 [see Frit v 1 9] *676
Hobbts Iliad 187 He fum’d Both foi the loss of the good
spearhe brake, And ofthe victory he had presum'd 1768-74
1 ucker Li Nat (1852) II 313 How much he will fret and
fume when he comes to discover the roguery 1838 Dicicens

Nick Nick xxxn, Nicholas, who had been fuming and
chafing until he was nearly wild. 1839-40 W Irving

Wolfert's R (1855) 211 ,

1

walked up and down the bar-room,
fuming with conscious independence and insulted dignity

*859 Gen P 1 hompson A itdi A It II lxxxu 44 People who
would fume up at any intimation that they were indifferent.

187a Black Adv Phaeton v, The Lieutenant was fuming
about the yard to rout out the ostler’s assistants 1878 Miss
Braddon Open Verd I 1 9 Your wisely selfish man knows
Ins own interest too well to fret and fume about trifles

Hence Fumed/// a.

1612 Webster While Dcvilv iv, Isabella .wasimpotsoned
By a fumed pictuie 1617 Mohyson Itin m 11 iv g6They
exported picheld and fumed Herrings *890 Woodbury
Ercycl Photogr 308 Fumed paper should be used within
a day or two after fuming

|| Fum4 (fume), a [Fr
;
pa. pple offumer to

smoke ] a Of glass • Having a smoky tint, b.
Of oak . Subjected to the process of fuming. (See

Fuming vbl b)
1883 Fisheries Exhtb Caial 79 Venetian Blown Glass .

in opal, avventimno, fumd, coimola *895 Daily News
15 Nov 6/6 The case is ofsolid oak, fume, relieved by scrolls.

+ FtUXiee. Obs. iare. [a. F fumtje, f fumer to

Fume ] Smoke, a cloud of smoke
1481 Caxton Myrr 11 vm 85 They sette by them fyre

and encence. And theywene certaynly that their thoughtes

goo vp vnto our lord m this fumee *483 — Gold Leg.
302 a/2 He vanysshed awey as a furaee or smoke

Fumer (fiw’mai) [f Fume v + -eb 1
]

1

1

. A perfumer. Obs.
1611 Beaum & Fl Triumph Time i, An endless troop of

tailors, Mercers, embroideiers. fumers

2 . One who fumes or ‘ gets into a fume ’.

1894 Advance (Chicago) 29 Mar ,
Fumers and fanatics who

do nothing but talk about corrupt politics

Fumerel (1, -ill, obs forms of Femeeell

t Firmet 1
. Obs. or arch. Chiefly pi. Also 5

pi fumes, 7 pi fumers, 6-9 fewmet. [app. a.

AF *fumets iffumed) pi
,

f. fumer (lepi Iv.

fimdre)
to dung The continental Fr word in

this sense wasfumtes,
of parallel formation ] The

excrement (of a deer) 7 aie in sing

14 Maystre of the Game MS Bodl 546 (Halliw ) And
sif men speke and aske hym of the fumes, he shal clepe

fumes of an heit 1576 Iurberv Venene 66 There is

difference betweene the fewmet of the morning and that of

the evenyng. 1598 [see Fumishing] *637 B Jonson Sad
Skeph 1 11, By his fewmets, he doth promise sport

1668 Davenant Rivals iv, T hat [Game] both his Slote and
Fumers do proclaim 1741 Compl Fain Piece ir i 290 Take
up the Fewmet, as well made in the Evening Relief, as in the

Morning 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1862) I ir v 324 The
stag’s tail is called the single

,
his excrement the fumet. 1871

Tennyson Last Touru 371 The fewmets of a deer.

t Fumet 2
,
fame’tte. Obs [a F fumet

,
f

fumer to Fume] The scent or smell of game
when high

;
game flavour

*723 Switt Stella at Wood Park 14 A haunch of ven’son
made her sweat, Unless it had the right fumette *753
Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784) 64/1 A roasted leveret very
stiong of the fumet 1755 Johnson, Fumette, a woid intro-

duced by cooks, and the pupils of cooks, foi the stink of

meat 1786 Mackenzie Lounger No 89 ir 11 [He] gave
the venison a reprieve to a certain distant day, when it

should acquire the exact proper fumet for the palate of

a connoisseur
transf *796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav 109 The rest were

cramming every crevice they could find with paper, to

exclude the fumette arising from the well-dressed field.

fFirmid, a Obs Also 7 fumide. [ad L
fumid-us,

f Junius Fume sb ] Fuming, vaporous

1597 Lowe Chtrurg (1634) 210 The cause is. .drinking of

stiong and fumide drinke 1634T. Johnson Parey’s Chtrurg

1 ix (1678) 14 Eveiy smell, oi fumid exhalation breathing

out of bodies *66* Evelyn Fumifugimn n y.6 Two or

three of these fumid vortices are able to whirle it about the

whole City *686 Goad Celest Bodies 1 ix 31 The Vegetable

Spirit is of the same Nature with the Plant the Fumid
Spirit with the Odour *797 Encycl Brit, II, 445/2 The
comet appeared like , a rude mass of matter illuminated

with a dusky fumid light. 1889 Elvin Diet Her
,
Fumid,

emitting smoke.

Hence + Fumi'dity, fFu midness, the condition

or quality of being fumid,

1623 Cockcram, Fumtditie, smoake. *656-81 Blount
Glossogr, Fwnidity, smoakwess. *727 Bailey vol II,

Fumidness

Fu’miduct. rare. Also fumeduet. [f L.

fumus smoke, after Aqueduct] A passage for

smoke
1854 Chaml frnl. I 106 He would have all the smoke

led downwards by a series of fumiducts *867 Morn . Star
26 Dec, 7 The smoke from, the stoves is conveyed by what
may be called a fumeduet to a further distance, and theie

passed into an ordinary chimney

t Ftrmier. Obs rare In 5 fumyer [a OF.
fumier L flinidriuni (m class Lat a chamber for

smoking wines), f,fum-us smoke.] Smoke
C1500 Melusinexxx'ii 278 He shuld conduyte thevanwarde,

puttyng fyre vpon the way where he went to thentent he
shuld not fayll to fynd hym by the trasse of the fumyer.

f Fumi’ferOUS, a Obs rare—1
, [f L funnfer

producing smoke (£fumus Fume sb. + -fer hearing)

+ -OUS.] Bearing or producing fumes or smoke
1656-8* in Blount Glossogr. *721 in Bailey 174a Loud.



FUMIFIG. 600 FUMISH.

% Country Brew i (ed 4) 12 This Malt, being very much
impregnated with the fiery fumifeious Particles of the Kiln

f Fumi’fic, a Ohs.-0 [acl L. fmnific-us, f

fremits smoke + -fiats : see -Era ] (See quot

)

1727-36 Bauey, Fnmtfick, making Smoak, Peifuming,

f FuMttificate, v, Obs,~° [f L. fftmijlcdt-

ppl. stem of funnficdie . see Fumify.] To make
or cause smoke. Hence Pivmiflcated ppl. a.,

Pu mifica tion.
1721-92 Bailey, Fnmificate 172* Ihid,, Fnmification,

a Pei fuming 1727 Ibid vol II, humfloated, incensed

Fumi’fugist. rcve~° [f. L. fum-ws smoke

+ -fuge +

-

1st ]
* One who 01 that which drives

away smoke or fumes ’.

1846 in Worcester 1864 in Webster.

Fumify (fiu mifsi), v. rare

~

L
. [ad. L fnmi-

ficdre, i jumific-us : see Fumifio ] trans. (jocu-

larly) To fumigate.

<11704 T Brown Wks (1760! II. igo We had every one
ramin’d a full charge of sot-weed into our infernal guns, in

order to fumify our immortalities.

t Fumigal, a. 06s rare—\ [? Badly f. L.

fuimgdt e to Fumigate ] ? Pioductive of fumes

1477 Norton Ord Alch v in Aslim. (163a) 70 Pleasant

Odours ingendered be shall Of cleane and Pure substance

and fumigate [fumigall, MS margin] As it appcaieth in

Amber, Naide, and Mirrhe

Fumigant (fiwmigant), a, and sb [acl. L.

fuimgant-cm

,

pr. pple offumtgdre : see next.]

+ A. adj. That fumes. 06s. B sb. That winch
fumigates, rare.

1727-36 Bailey, Fumigant, smoaking, fuming. x8go Scott
Leader 7 Feb 7 The production of the fashionable little

fumigant [cigarette] has trebled in the lost two years

Fumigate (fi tl migril), 0. [f 'L.fumigdt- ppl.

stem offnmigdre to smoke, f.fiimus Fume ri.]

1

.

trans To apply smoke or fumes to; esp to

disinfect or purify by exposure to smoke or fumes
1781 Cowper Let to Newton (1884) 69 You nevei fumigate

the ladies, or force them out of company 1791 Hamilton
BerthoUet's Dyeing I 1. 11 1 136 The silks are fumigated
with sulphur 1803 Med. Jml. IX. 460 Acid fumigations
bid fair to stop the progress of the complaint .though it

might not always have been proper to fumigate the apart-

ments of the sick. 1845 Florist's Jml. 170 Let them [plants]

be frequently well fumigated

fig. *876 Guo Eliot Dan Der. II. xix 7 These fine

words with which we fumigate unpleasant facts

b. To scent with fumes
,
to peifiune.

1530 Palsgr 559/2 ,

1

fumygatea place with a swete fumy-
gacion, je eitfume or je par/uute Let the place be well
fumygate, or ever thej’ come 1610 B Joksqn Alch 1. 1, You
must be bath’d and fumigated first 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg iv 350With fragrant Thyme the City fumigate 1836
LaneMm? Egypt I v.171 The Egyptians take great delight

in perfumes, and often fumigate their apartments, i860
Motlly Netherl (1868) I v. 259 The Cathedral had been
thoroughly fumigated with frankincense.

f C ‘To medicate or heal by vapours ’ (J ). Obs.

1713 Swift, etc. Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks 1755 III 1. 142
Fumigate him, I say, this very evening, while he is relieved

by an interval,

f 2 . To extract in fiimes, vaporbe. Obs. rare.

i&feTsee Fumigatedppl a ]

3 To darken (oak) by the process of fuming. See
Fuming vbl. sb. b.

Hence Fu'migated ppl a
1663 Boyle Usefuln Nat Phil, u v. vii. 183 ,

1

shall only
subjoyn this secret, which a friend of mine practises in
preserving the fumigated Juyees of Hei bs. 1727 m BAtley
vol II 18 Beck's Jml. Dec A rt II 346 (Cent.) A high
dado, 8 ft high, of fumigated oak.

Fumigating (fiw mig^tig), vbl. sb [f Fumi-
gate v + -ing 1

.] The action of the vb. Fumigate.
x88x M A Lfwis Two Pretty G, 1. 40 Washings, fttmi-

gatmgs, and burnings
attnb 1801 Med. Jml V. 218,1 applied the nitrous gas .

by means ofa tube from the top ofa patent fumigating lamp.
1869 E. A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 332 Fumigatmg-
room. 1881 Daily News 13 Sept 6/6 The fumigating
walking sticks carried by physicians when visiting plague
and fever cases.

Fumigation. (fizhnig^Jhn). [ad. L. filmigd-
tim-em, n of action f. fwnigare to Fumigate.
Cf. F fumigation’]
1

.

The action of generating odorous smoke or
fumes, esp as one of the ceremonies of incantation

;

the action of perfuming with aromatic herbs, per-
fumes, etc. Also concr, the preparation used to
produce this, or the fumes resulting from it

c 1384 ChaucerH Fame in 174 Olde wicches, sorceresses,
That use exorsisaaouns, And eek thise fumigaciouns a *483
Liber Niger in Honseh. Ord (1790) 40 These ij wardrobers
have all theyre fumigations 1322 Skelton Why not to
Court 696 It was by necromansy Under a certeyne con-
stellacyon, And a certayne fumygacyon 1547-64 Bauldwin
Mar Philos (Palfr ) 148 Perfect deuotion & the knowledge
of Gods law smelleth far more sweetly before Him, then
any earthly fumigation doth pleasantly smell m the nose of
man 1579 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. li, It is the sorting,
and the dividing, and the mixing that makes the fumigation
and the suffumigation. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) U 235
These Spirits they use to catch by the Noses with Fumiga-
tions 1758 Johnson Idler No. 35 !• 9 She keeps the
rooms always scented by fumigations 1856 R A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I 36 A divine efficacy is attributed to rites
and formulas, sprinklings or fumigations. 1867 Parkman
Jesuits N. Amer. viu (1875) 01 On these the sorcerer thiew
tobacco, producing a stifling fumigation,

b jocularly. Tobacco-smoking.
1800 Freemason's Magazine in Spirit Pull Jrnls (1801)

IV 157 Taciturnity and fumigation aie now two essential

lequisitcs in a candidate Every member of this society

must, immediately after supper, take a pipe

2 . The action or process of fumigating or apply-

ing fumes or smoke, esp. as a disinfectant

1572 Mascall Plant <§• Graff (1592) 49 Defend them
from the frost (if there come any) with fumigations or

smokes, made on the winde side of your Orchards 1658

Rowland Monfet's Thcat. Ins 956 You may make a Fumi-
gation or Perfume of Pomegrannt Pills Sulphur, and
Vitriol, which will drive them away. 1757 Darwin mP/ttl
Trans L. 252 The fumes of boiling water were conveyed
upon this ball . and, after a fumigation fot thirty seconds,

it shewed signs of electricity, a 1777 Fawkes Argonantics
11 note (1780) 347 It was the custom of the ancients to foice

bees out of their hives by fumigation. 1813 J. Thomson
Led Inflam 489 The day after the fumigation not the

slightest vestige of any offensive odour could be perceived

1892 Times (weekly ed ) sx Oct 2/4 Ihe vessel is detained

for fumigation.

+ b. spec. (See quots ) Obs.

i6iz Woodall Smg. Mate Wks. (1633) 271 Fumigation is

calcination of metals, by the sharp corroding vapour of

Mercury, Philosophers Lead. 1641 French Distill. 111

(1651) 80 Calcine it by fumigation, 1 e by the fume of some
very sharp Spmt as of Aquafortis 1683 Pen us Fleta
Min 11 21 There are other ways of Calcination especially

of Metals; viz by Fumigations

3 . Med. ‘ Exposure to fumes, especially the ex-

posure of the body or a part of it, such as the skill

or the respiratory mucous membrane, to fumes in

ordci to produce a therapeutic effect’ (Syd. Soc.

Lex 1885). Also concr. the fumes generated for

this puipose.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 256 Make him a fumigacioun

to his eeie wi)» hoot watir. Hut 291 Due hem with fnmy-
gnciouns maad of pulpa coloqmntula. 1527 Andrew Bruns-
wyke's Dtstyll WatersT ij b, A fumygacyon made of the

same water is good for hermg 1629 Massinger Picture
iv. 11, The friction with fumigation, cannot save him From
the chine-cvil. 1655 Culitpper, etc Rivcrtus 1 1 3 Fumi-
gations if they be not too strong, do well to consume mois-

ture. 1713 Swirr, etc. Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks 1755 III i.

14? Let fumigations be used to corroborate the brain 1801

Med Jml. V. 219, I also applied the nitrous fumigation m
coses of synochus. 1876 Barthoiow Mat. Med (1879)

129 In .maladies of the respiratory organs, it[aisenic] is

used with advantage by the process of fumigation.

4 Comb • fumigation-lamp (see quot ).

1815 Falconer's Diet Marine (ed Buiney), Fumigation
Lamps,

a recent invention for the purpose of expelling foul

air from the holds and other confined places of ships 1867
m Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

Fumigative (fi« mig<?!tiv), a and sb. [ad.

mod.L, fumigativ-us, f. L. fumtgdre

:

see Fumi-
gate v. and -ive.]

+ A. adj That is used in (medicinal) fumiga-

tion. Obs. IB sb (1nonce-wd

)

= Fumigant sb.

1599 A. M. tr Gabelhoncds Bk, Physicke 200/2 Cause the
Ioyncte, or the whole bodye, to sweate in a fumigative
bath. 1897 Daily News 13 Felx 6/4 Whether he uses
tobacco thus openly as a friendly fumigative only I know not.

Fumigator (fiu migc'tai). [agent-n. f. L.

ffttmgdre : see Fumigate v. and -on. Cf. F.fumi-
gateur.] One who or that which fumigates;

spec., see quot. 1874.
187a 1 Mark Twain' Innoc. Air xxi, We feel no malice

toward these fumigators. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech I.

924/2 Fumigator

,

an apparatus for applying smoke, gas,
or perfume. 1888 Sci Amer. N S. LlX. 177 A corps of
physicians and fumigators . . thoroughly disinfected and
fumigated the room

Fumigatory (fh?nugat3 n), a and sb rare. [f.

mod L. type *fumigdton-us (med I, funngdtonum
censer) f. Lfumtgdre , see Fumigate v. and -oity.

Cf Y.fumigatoue.]

A. adj. Having the quality of fumigating
; con-

cerned with fumigation, IB. sb. ‘A room or an
apparatus used for fumigation’ (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1885).
1799 W. Tooicn View Russian Bmp. II 224 The com-

mission for quelling the contagion caused three receipts for
making fumigatory powders to be published. 1852 Fi user's
Mag, XLV, 675 A bi other-officer . sitting down to join in
our fumigatory conclave.

Fuming (fi«*mig), vbl sb. [f. Fume v. + -ing 1

]
The action of the vb. Fume in various senses.

1529 More Comf agst Tnb 11 Wks 1172/2 Rather of
his pacyence to take both ease and thanke, then by fret-

tynge and fumynge to encrease hys presente payne. 1578
Mirr. Mag., Harold xyi, O Fancy fonde, thy fuminges
hath mee fed. 1620 Dekker Dream Christ's Coming
Wks. (Grosart) III. 22 Learning burnt bright, without
Contentious fuming x68x-6 J Scorr Chr Life (1747)
III. vu. 197 This fuming of the Incense by the Priests
. . was nothing but a mystical Oblation of those Prayers to
God. 1693 Salmon Bated Dtsfens (17x3) 7x2/1 They are
used for the fuming of the Bed Chambeis of sick People
1870 R, W Dale Week-day Serm. 11 40 No fuming and
fretting will make any difference.

b. The treatment of oak with fumes ofammonia
in order to give it an antique appearance.
1893 Westm Gaz 27 Feb. 8/1 Oak shaded to the . . tint

of the antique work by the process known as ‘ fummg ’.

c. Photogr. (See quot. 1890.)
1889 Anthony's Photogr Bull II. 347 Paper must be

thoroughly dried before fuming 1890 Woodbury Encycl
Photogr , Fuming, a process of subjecting albuminised
paper to tbe fumes of ammonia.

d Comb : furning-box, + (a) e a pastile-burner *

(I-Ialliwell 1847) ,
(b) (Photogr.), an apparatus in

which the sensitive paper is exposed to the fumes
of ammonia

;
fuming-pot, ' a brazier or censer ’

(Cent. Piet.).

1874 Knight Did Mech I. 925/x Fnming-box 1890
Anthony's Photogr Bull. Ill 68 If paper is ary when put
in the fuming box, long fuming does no harm.

Fuming (fi ?7 mig) ,ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ing2
]

1 . That emits smoke, steam, or vapour ; that rises

in fumes. Of acids : Emitting fumes on exposure
to the air. Fuming liquor ofBoyle (see quot 1 807).
1575 TuRncRv Fauhonne 309 A fumyng heate that as-

ccndcth up fiom the liver to theyr [hawks’] heads c 1586
C’tess Pi Miiuoicr Ps. cxliv, 3 Lot d.. make the stormes
at isc Fiom mountane’s fuming crown 16x5 J Stephens
Satyr Ass 282 He doth sophisticate his fuming Beere, to
breed a skirmish the sooner 1725 Pore Odyss vm. 474
The fuming waters bubble o’er the blaze 1735 Somerville
Chase 1 347 Fuming Vapouis rise And hang upon the
gently purling Brook 1791 W Nicholson tr Chaptal's
Idem Ghent (1800) III 55 The fuming mtnc acid imme-
diately turns tne fixed oil black 1807 T Thomson Client
(ed 3) II 10 Hydrogurcted sulpliurct of ammonia, known
formerly by the name of fummg liquor of Boyle, because
it was iii st described by that philosopher 1853W Gregory
Ittorg Chew (ed 3)233 Tei chloride of Arsenic is a colour-
less, volatile, fuming liquid 1862 Gout burn Pen Relig
v (1873) 286 A fuming caldron 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
1a.iv 393 All Delphi’s city Blithely receiv'd then god on
fuming festival altars

fig 1820 Wordsworth Sky Prosp., All the fuming vani-
ties ofE.uth

b. Applied to foatmng or seething water
, also

to waves perh. with allusion to sense 3. Obs 01 poet.

1598 Maksion Pygmal iv 151 So haue I scene the fuming
waiies to fret 1667 Milton L.v 6 Th’ only sound Of
leaves and fummg rills 1731 Swm Sti ephon 4 Chloa Wks
1755 IV. 1 155 Strephon wno heaul the fuming 11II. 1805W Richardson Points 4 Plays I 28 By the brooks and
fuming rills Come, Smiling Health

2 That emits odorous fumes, aromatic.
x6ox Hoi land Pliny (1634) I 380 The fume and smoke of

the Cedar and the Citron tiecs onely, the old Troianes were
acquainted with when they offered sacrifice their fuming
ana walming steaine they vsial. 1607 Topsfll FontJ
Beasts (1658) 244 They make a burning fire with sticks,

putting therein certain fuming licibs.

3. That fumes, angry, raging. Also, characterized

by or exhibiting anger.

1583 Stanyiiurst Ainas u. (Arb.) 46 With fuming fustian

anger I vowd to be kindlye reuenged 1615 J Stephens
Satyi Ess 44 He will raile . . For I have often heard such
fuming stuffc Presented to an Audience 1820 W Trving
Sketch Bk (1859) xi3 The baron . . was naturally a fuming
bustling little man. 1889 Pall Mall G 4 Jan x/x His
fuming protests against English occupation

Hence Pirmuagly adv

,

in a fuming manner;
manifesting ‘ fume ’ or rage

1597 Hook™ heel Pol v x.\n § 7 They answere fummgly,
that they are ashamed to defile tneir pennes with making
answere to such idle questions 1611 Cotgr., Fwneuse-
ment, smoakily, fummgly 1709 Strypl Ann. Ref I

xvxviu 441 Heieupon he departed fummgly 1894 A rgosy
May 356 It was an insult—as he fummgly told himself

t Finnish, a. Obs. [f. Fume sl> + -ish.]

1 . Emitting smoke or vapour. Of a chimney:
Smoky Of waves: = Fuming ppl. a 1 b.

1574 Hellowls Gnatat a's Pam hp (1577) 63 Little

cliimncycs alwayes be somewhat fumishc or smokie. 1599
Nashb Lenten Stuff Wks. (Grosart) V. 204 Firmely piled

and rampierd against the furnish waues battry.

2 . Of the nature of fume, vapour, or smoke.
16x3 Purciias Pilgrimage 1 viu. 43 The furnish and dryer

part of the cloude yeelditig a purplish, the watene, a
greenish sea colour 1619 Bainbridge Descr late Comet

39 Wiio may not from these smoakie parents feare a furnish

generation ?

3. Belonging to or of the nature of fumes which

rise in the body or stomach. Of meat or wine

.

Causing or emitting fumes
15x9 Horman Vitlg. 28 b, Heare is genderd of superfluous

humours and fumysshe vapouis. 1528 Paynel Salerne's

Regim. F njb, White wync . is lesse fumishe and lesse

vaperous than other 1544 Phatr Regun, Lyfe (1560) Gv,
The paciente oughte to abstame from poudred meates

and fumyshe. 1547 IJoordi Brcv Health cclxxxv 94 This

lnfirmitic [pleurisy] doth come of a fumyshe bloud 1562

Turner Baths xa a, If it be to furnish, then lay a peace of

biead in the wine, a 1693 Urquhaut Rabelais 111. xm 109

The furnish Steam of Meat
4 fig. Inclined to fume, hot-tempered, irascible,

passionate; also, characterized by or exhibiting

angei or irascibility.

1523 Ln Berners Froiss I. cccxlvi 547 He wasafumisshe
man and malincolyous 1539 Cranmer in Strype Life (1694)

II, 248 Wee go not about to abate oui furnish and ran-

corous stomacks. <1x546 Joye in Gardiner Deelar. Art
Joyc (1546) 92 b, Let lum . not dispute with poore men in

his fetters and presons with his fumisshe threatis 1567

Drant Horace Ep 11 To Lolhns C uj, Of foolishe kinges

a fumishe flame. 1576 Newton Lemme's Complex. 133 a
Yet is nothing more noysome and preiudiciall then
furnish anger and testynesse 1608 Topsell Serpents (1658)

650 A more furnish, testy, angry, Waspish, generation.

Hence Fu/mishly adv., Pu mishitess.
15x0 Horman Vnlg 71 Fury and fumysshnes is the

blynae snare of right iugement. 1528 Paynel Salerne's

Regim. H j a, Be ware howe they dnnke strongewyne For

the fumishenes therof hurteth y8 heed 1540-7 Coverdale
Fruztf Less Passion (1503) P j a, O dnue thou out of vs

all fumishnesse, indignation, and selfe will. 1563-87 Foxe
A. 4> M. (1684) I. 661/1 So wildly he writeth, so fumishiy



FUMISHING. FUNAMBULANT.
he fareth *608 Torsell Serpents (1658) 652 Their naturall

inclination to an^er, and the hasty fumishness of Wasps

f Formislung. Ois, Also 6-7 fewmishing,
(6 femysshyng, fexnislung), 7-8 Smashing,
[app. f OF./'enter, fumer to dung (see Fumet 2) }

+ -ish (on the analogy ofvbs a. Fr vbs. m -tss-, -ir)

+ -xng1 ] The excrement (ofa deer). Cf Fumets
1527 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI 398 The scantlyn and

femjsshyng of such deir 1575 [see Crotey sb ] 1596
Harington Metam Ajax 3a Doth not the keeper shew
you his femishmg ? 1398 Manwood Hawes Forest iv, § 6

[1615) 45 Of all Deere, the oidure is called fewmets 01 few-

mishing 1726 Diet Rust (ed 3), Fimasking (among
Hunters), the Dunging of any sort of wild Beasts

-j' Firmist. Obs. rare- 1 [a Y.fumiste, f L.

fitm-us smoke ] One who ‘cures’ smoky chimneys

;

a chimney-doctor.

1785 Franklin Whs (1840) VI 526 The nostrums of pre-

tending chimney doctors and fumists

Fumitory (fi# mitari). Forms : a 4-5 fume-
ter(e, 4, 6 -terre, 4-7 fumiterre, 4-5 -ytere, (5
fumtere, fymterre), 6 femiter, -ar /3 6 fii-

me(n)torie, femetary, fumitarie, -one, (fumy-
terry, -tory), 7 fume-, fumitery, 8 fumetory,
6- fumitory [a. OF fumetene

,

ad medL
fiimus terrse. lit * smoke of the earth ’

; so called

because * it spryngyth . . out of the erthe m grete

quantyte as smoke dooth other fumosyte that

comyth of the erthe’ (Trevisa, tr Barth. De P R.
xvn. lxix) In the 16th c the ending was confused

with -ARY, -ORY.
The med L. name is also repiesented by Pi fumterra,

and corruptlyby Itfummosterno , translated forms are Ger
erdrauch

, Sw jordrBk
,
Eng earth-smoke , cf the Sp , Pg.

fumana, whence the mod L botanical name ]

A plant of the genus Fumaria (or the related

Corydahs), usually F officinalis.

a CI386 Chaucer Nun's Pr T 143 Of lauriol, centaure,

and fumeterre a 1387 Sinon Barthol (Anecd Oxon) 22/1

Fumits ierre, fumeter c 1440 Promp Pam 161 Fymterre,
herbe,/w/«M$ terre C1450ME Med Bk (Heinrich) 158
Take j?e jus, of fumtere, [etc ] 1549 Compl Scot vu 67,

I sau fumeterre, that tempns ane heyt lyuyr, 1378 Lyte
Dodoens 1 xv 23 There is two kindes of Fumeterre 1601
Holi and Pliny II 247 Fumiterre the herb whosoeuer do
eat, shal purge choler by vrine

p 1516 Grete Herball Kvj a, De Fumo terre, Fumyterry
*533 Elyot Cast Heltli (1541) 58 a, Wylde hoppes

.

Wormewode Centone Fumitone *548 Turnfr Names
0/Herbes (E D S ) 23 Capnos calledm latin Fumana, and
in enghshe Fumitarie in frenche fumiterre 1573 Tusser
Huso, xci (1878) 182 Get watei of Fumentorie, Liuer to

coole 1650 H. Brooke Consent Health 53 Whey with
Fumitery. 1670 Ray Catal Plant Angl 122 Climbing-
Fumitory 1736 Baxley Househ Diet 295 Fumitory is

good to cure the itch, scurf and tetters 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot xxiv 346 Fumitory has two filaments, each
. terminated by three anthers 1802-3 tr Pallas’ Trav
(

1

812)1 90 The I<umana bullosa
,
or great bulbous fumitory.

1861 Delamer FI, Gard 88 Fumitory

—

Fumana of the old

botanists, Corydalis of the modems . The Tuberous Fumi-
tory, C. bulbosa.

b. attnb.
1576 Baker Jewell of Health 199 b, Taken with Fumy-

terre water it cureth the Lepne,

Fumitory, incorrect form of Fumatory.

Firmity. Obs rare—1
. = Fumosity

1572 J JoHes Bathes Buckstone 15 b, It dumnisheth the
fumity, or juyee hurtfull

Fumivorous (fiwmi voras), a nonce-wd. [as

if f L. *fumivor-us (f fiim-us smoke + -vorus de-

vouring) + -ous ] Feeding or living on smoke
1824 New Monthly Mag XI 316 Citizen —A fumivorous

being, much given to making money

Pummel . see Funnel 2
, sort of mule.

Fummerel(l, obs form of Femerell
Fumose (fiwmtfh's), a. [ad. L. fiimos-us, f.

fiinms smoke ]
1. Full of fumes, giving off fumes, vaporous,

flatulent.

c 1400 Lanfrands Ctrurg (MS. B ) 25 To entempren be
fumose bete of J»e same herte *436 Pol Poems (Rolls) II

162 To feche the fumose wine c 1460 J Russell Bk Nur-
ture 354 Y pray yow for to telle me Certenle of how many
metes pat ar fumose in Jieire degre 1861 Wheat § Tares

199 The ‘Publican and Sinner' wafted its praises aloft on
a cloud of fumose panegyric

2 . Smoky, thick with smoke, like smoke
1432-50 tr Higden (Rolls) I 319 He seyde ofte tymes

when wyndes scholde folowe by fumose vapores ascendenge.

1727 Bailey vol II, Fumose 1833 Fraser’s Mag VIII

733 What a fumose volume comes fiom the sheets 1

0. Bot. (See quot

)

*866 Treas Bot, Famous, Fumose, grey, changing to

brown, smoke-coloured

*t* Fumo’sity. obs [ad F fumositi or med L.

fiimositds : see Fumose, Fumous, and -ity ]

1. The quality of being full of fumes or vapours.

*398 Trevisa Barth , De P R xvn vi (1495) 6°7 For
fumosyte of the stomacke greuyth the heed ana makyth it

ake. c 1570 Pride fy Low

l

(1841) 5 Engendering in the

head fumositie 165a J Wadsworth tr Colmenero's Choco-

late 19 Benzoin the Head frees from Fumosity,

2 . The flatulent quality ofvarious articles of food

;

the heady quality of wine, etc.

c 1460 J Russell Bk, Nurture 105 3xff dyuerse drynkes

of theire fumosite haue ]>& dissesid Ibid 350 Ye must
thus know, be fumositees of fysch, flesche, & fowles 154a

VOL IV.

601

Boorde Dyetary x. (1870) 254 Bycause wyne is full of
fumosyte.

b Ill-smelling bieath; smell of food or drink

in the breath
s-1530 H Rhodes Bk Nurture 230 Belche thou neare to

no mans face with a corrupt fumosytye 1558 Warde tr.

Alexis' Seer 83 b, Ruhbe your teeth wel to take awaye
the fumositie of the meate
3

.

Vaporous humour rising into the head from
the stomach.
c 1386 Chaucer Syr's 7'

358 Ful were hir hedes of fumo-
sitee c 1400 Lanfranc's Ctrurg. 74 pis drynke is alteratijf

and it lettip fumosite to arise to pebrayn. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 325 The fumosities that trouble and dim the eie-

sight 1678 R. R[ussell] Geber it 1 1 m 28 Their Brain
repleat with many Fumosities cannot receive the true In-

tention

4 a The state of fuming or giving off fumes
b concr A fumy or vaporous exhalation from any-

thing, a fume , the volatile part given off from a
mineral or the like.

1477 Norton Ord Alch v in Ashm (1652) 65 Infused
with a thick Fumosity congregate Of Water, and alsoe of
Erth succended 1563 W Fulke Meteors (*640) 58 That
water receiveth the fumosity of brimstone, and other
minerals, thorow which it runneth *598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11 1 1 Eden 620 His burned stalks with strong
fumosities Of piercing vapours, purge the French disease

1650 Ashmole Ckyttt Collect 132 So that Mercury be made
hot even to Fumosity 1688 R Holme Armoury 11 31/2
Rain is an Earthly humor, or fumosities drawn up out of
the Water and Earth 1726 Leoni tr Albertis Archit I.

3/1 Whether the Wind be occasioned by a dry Fumosity
of the Earth 1750 tr Leonardus' Mirr Stones 37 The
Red colour happens in perspicuous stones, when a lighted

fumosity and a tender fire is infused m a perspicuous light.

FumOUS (fi«mas),«. [f L fum-osus (ffiimus
smoke) + -ous. Cf. F fumeux ]

+ 1. Giving off fumes
,
esp. tending to generate

wind or gas m the stomach, flatulent Obs.

*477 Horton Ord Alch v in Ashm (1652)73 Fumous
things alone 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chtrurg. m 1 iv 90
If it [an aposteme] came of to muche eatynge of fumous
meates. 16*0 Barrough Meth Phystck 1 xxiv (1639) 40 He
must abstaine from Garlick, Onions and such like fumous
things *688 R Holme Armoury in 430/2 The Stopple,

which hath a large Head contains the fumous Medicine.

1706 Phillifs (ed Kersey), Fumous, apt to fume up, that

sends Fumes into the Head, heady
j* 2 Consisting of fumes ; vaporous, windy Obs.

1534 Elyot Cast Helthe iv xii 94 b, Let them abstein

from meate, that ingender botches fumouse ructuacions or

vapours *348-77 Vicary Anat 11 (1888) 21 That Arteie

bnngeth with him from the lunges ayre to temper the

fumous heate that is in the harte 1604 Jas. I Counterbl.

(Arb ) 98 Since the Subiect is but of Smoke, I tlunke the

fume of an idle braine, may serue for a sufficient battery

against so fumous and feeble an enemy *6*a Woodall
Surg Mate Wks (1653) ai The Glister Instrument, fit for

the exact giving of a vaporous, fumous, or dry Glister, &c.

1678 R R[ussellJ Geber n. 1. n 11. 41 The subtile fumous
Humidity
3

.

Pertaining to smoke or smoking Nowjocular.

1661 Evelyn Fwmfugium t 7 Those fumous Works many
of them weie either left off or spent hut few Coales. *830

Lytton Paul Clifford II iv 100 As soon as the revellers

had provided themselves with their wonted luxuries, pota-

tory and fumous

+ 4 Full of passion, angry, furious. Obs.

1430-40 Lydg Bochas vtx u (1554) 166 b, Hasty, fumous,

with funes infernal Of wilful malice innocentes blood to

shede *460 Poston Lett, No 349 I 514 Here hevedy and
fumows langage. c *326 Frith Disput Purgat (*829) 88

A man’s enemy gathereth together all that he can imagine,

and so accuseth a man more of a fumous heat than of any
verity 1360 Rolland Crt Venus 1 6x7 With fax and
face fumous. 1684 H More A ttswer 84 Each maintaining

their cause with like fumous Animosity.

5 . Bot. => Fumose a. 3
1866 [see Fumose a 3].

Hence ruinously adv , m quota f angrily,

furiously
*460 Paston Lett No 349 I 5x2 Whan he seyd so

fumow'dy,
1 Who sp ever sey that of me, he lyeth falsly in

hise hede, &c ’ 1526 Skelton Magnyfa$za And fumously
addresse you 1353 T. Wilson Rhet (1580) 151 An other

heyng sore offended said fumouslie unto hym, dooest

thou heare me? 21x632 Buome Covent Garden 1 Wks
1873 II 17 Some have by the phrensie of despair Fumously
run into the sea to thiow Their wretched bodies

Furarell, obs form of Femerell
Fumy (fiu mi), a. [f. Fume sb + -y"1

] Com-
posed of, or full of, fumes, vapours, or smoke , of

the nature of fume or fumes.
*570 Levins Mamp 101/40 Fumye, fwnosus. 1591

Sylvester Du Bartas i 11. 1006 Blent With fumie mixture

of grosse nourishment 1603 Timme Quersit 1 lx. 36
Ashes . have in them partly that which is earthie, and
partly that which is fumie *635 Sir H Wotton in Lis-

inore Papers (1888) Ser. n III 219 This fumie Citie

[London] 1703 Rowe Ulyss n. 1 953 The fumy Vapours
And mounting Spirits of the deep-drunk Bowl. 1794
Mathias Purs Lit. (1803) 368 The fumy tint [of a smoked
glass] *871 G Macdonald Parable in Wks Fancy Sjr

Imag IV 71 Through the fumy, thickened air 1883

G Meredith Diana I 1 4 It knows enough for its fumy
dubiousness

•j* b Fumy ball • ? ‘ a puff-ball * (Halliw ) , ? a

bubble.
1398 Hall Sat iv. iv, All soft as is the falling thistle-

down, Soft as the fumy bail, or Mornans crowne.

Hence Pu xnily adv,, smokily.

1833 in Ogilvie Snpp.

Fun (f»n), sb. [prob. f. Fun v ]

tl A cheat or trick
;
a hoax, a practical joke.

aivooB E Did Cant Crew, Fun, & Cheat or slippery
Trick 1719 D’Urfey Pills (1872)V 259 A Hackney Coach-
man he did hug her, And was not this a very good Fun 9

2 . Diversion, amusement, sport; also, boisteious
jocularity 01 gaiety, drollery.

(Johnson 3735 stigmatizes it as ‘a low cant word’; in
present use it is merely somewhat familiar )

1727 SwtrT Misc Epit By-words, Tho’ he talk’d much of
virtue, his head always run Upon something or other she
found better fun *749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. vi, Par-
ti ldge .. was a great lover of what is called fun 3731 E.
Moore GilBias Prol. 25 Don’t mind me tho’, for all my fun
and jokes 1767 H Brooke Fool of Qual I 99 Vindex ..

looked smilingly about him with much fun in his face
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 3x3 It is fun to them to
break off an ornament, or disfigure a statue 1790 Burns
2am o'Shanter 144 The mirth and fun grew fast and furious

1837 Dickens Pitkw 11, ‘What’s the fun?’ said a rather
tall thm young man 1843 S C Hai l Bk Gems 90 His
wit and humour delightful, when it does not degenerate
into ‘fun*. 1849 E E Napier Excnrs S Africa 11 33*
Being better mounted than therest of his troop, [he] pushed
on to see more of the fun. 1887 Shearman Athletics <$-

Football 325 Most footballers play for the fun and the fun
alone 1889 J K Jerome Idle Thoughts 42 There is no
fun in doing nothing when you have nothing to do. 189*
Baring-Gould In Troubadour-Land iv 50, I do not see
the fhn of going to hotels of the first class

b. Phr To makefun of, pokefun at (a person,

etc ) . to ndicule Foroitrifun * asa joke, sportively,
not seriously. {He, it is) good, greatfun

:

a source

of much amusement Likefun . energetically, very
quickly, vigorously. Whatfun 1 how very amus-
ing 1

1737 H Walpole Corr, (1820) I. 17, I can’t help making
fun of myself 1840 Hood Up Rhine 157 The American .

.

in a dry way began to poke his fun at the unfortunate
traveller, a 1847 Mrs Sherwood Lady ofManor III xxi
250 Then you won’t make fun of me, will you? 1848
Lowell Biglow P Ser 1 iv 98 Sticlan’ together like fun
1849 Lytton Caxtons 19 You would be very sorry if your
mamma were to break it for fun 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown n in, The holts went to like fun 1860 Gen. P.
Thompson Audi A It. Ill cxxvi 82 Who knows but Volun-
teer Rifles may make a campaign in the Holy Land, and
mount guard over the production of the holy fire at Easter ?

‘What fun 1 ’ 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 151 He may
pretend m fun that he has a bad memory 1877 M M
Grant Sun-Maid m, The races are great fun. 3891 N
Gould Double Event x He’s such good fun, and he’s so
obliging 1893 H. A. Kennedy m xgth Cent Aug. 331,
I suppose the wood-carver was poking fun at him?
3 . Comb

,
asfun-loving adj

*773 Pratt Liberal Opm. (1783) II 119 This fun-loving
Alicia. 1892 Daily News 14 July 5/1 A fun-loving, jolly,

prankish elf of a woman
Fun (fon), v. [Perh. a dialectal pronunc of Fon

v
,
to befool (not recorded after 15th c ).]

1. trans. To cheat, hoax
;

also, to cajole Const.

of out of Obs. exc dial.

1683 Roxb. Ball. VII 473 She had fun’d him of his Coin
a *700 B E Did Cant Crevi s v

,
What do you Fun me ?

Do you think to Sharp or Trick me? *744 Ozell tr Bran-
tome's Sp Rhodomontades (ed 2) 44 He that funs me out
of her, may boldly say, he has fun’d the best Sword in

France *783 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s v, Do you
think to fun me out of it. *8*a Sporting Mag, XL. 86

Sure your lordship wouldn’t be funning me, 1847-^8 Halli-
well, Fun, to cheat, to deceive, Somerset *886 Elworthy
W Somerset Word-bk s v., He’ve a-fun me out o’ votver

poun

2. [from the sb] intr. To make fun or sport; to

indulge in fun
; to fool, joke.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle x, If it be Christian like

to he after funning and fuddling, while a fellow-creature

stands before you, all hut dead. 1853W Jerdan Autobtqg.
III. vu. 83 In later days he was often funning—I can find

no other word to express it—in
1 Blackwood ’ 1886 E L

Bynner A Surnage vi 77
1 Ye must he funnm’, sir r ’, she

almost gasped.

Hence Fu mung vbl sb

1728 Gay Begg, Op it Air xix, Cease your funning, Force
or Cunning Never shall my Heart trapan 1830 T A
Trollope Impress Wand, xxv 377 He took upon him to

furnish amusement during the journey by a succession of

funning. 1879 Seguin Black For xm 222 He generally

contrives that his victims shall not materially suffer from
bis funning

Fuji, obs and dial. pa. pple of Find

t Funa'mbulant. Obs. [as if ad L. *fiinam-

bulant-em, pr pple of an assumed vb *funambu-
Idre to walk on a rope, f funambulus (see Funam-
bule) or its elements ] A rope-walker, a funam-
bulist. So Pu.ua xnbulate v,, to walk on a

stretched rope (in mod Diets). Puua’iulmla-
tion, the action of walking on a rope. Puna an-

bulator, a rope-walker Puna mhulatoxy a.,

pertaining to rope-walking ; that walks on a rope
1606 Sylvester Du Bartas n iv iv. Decay 911 Hee’s

fain to stand like the *Funambulant Who seems to tread

the air 1623 Cockeham ii, a Ropewalker, Fnnanibulanie.
1721-92 Bailey, *Fuuambulation 1797 E Darwin Cond
Fein . Educ , Skating on the ice in winter, swimming in

summer, funambulation or dancing on the straight rope.

1676-1732 Coles, *Funambulator a dancer on the Ropes.
1883 Sala in Illustr, Lond News 11 Aug

,
The apprentice-

ship ofyoung children to acrobats and funambulators *68z
Sir T Browne Chr Mor.i § 1 Tread softly and circum-
spectly in this *funambulatory Track and narrow Path of
Goodness 1727-4* Chambers Cycl s v Funambulus, In
the floraha held under Galba, there were funambulatoiy

76
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elephants t88oJ H Ingram in Academy Feb. 153/2

Funanibulatory labouis.

1" Fnua^mTbtile, sb. Obs In 'j funamble.

[ad. L fiinambul-us ,
f.fitn-is rope + ambul are to

walk Cf. F funambule ] A rope-walker

*697 Evelyn Niimisnt, 277 The late Famous Funamble
Turk
Hence Funa'mbulio a.

f
of 01 pertaining to rope-

walkeis or rope-walking
1867 Lottd. Rev 27 Apr 480 M Blondm cieated, as we

are told, an era in the funambulic ait
___

f Funa*mbule, v. Oh [f. Funambule sb ]

zntr To walk on a stretched rope.

Hence |* Fnna’inlmliJig' vbl sb., the action of the

vb. Also t Puna*mtiuler, a rope-walker.

1650 B Discolhmtmnm 5 Now go I a funambullng, I

wish I may go steady lest I tumble *659 Torriano, Arte-

gattire, a tumbler, a funeambuler, a dancer on ropes

Funambulist (fiwnse-mbnZlist). [f asprec,+

-IST.] A performer on the tight (or slack) rope,

a rope-walker, a rope-dancer.

1793 Looker-on No 80 r 3 What man will withhold from

the funambulist the praise of justice, who considers his

inflexible uprightness? 1824 Hcder Jrtil (ed 2) II xx

334 Tricks which proved him to be a funambulist of con-

siderable meat. 1847-8 De Quincev Pi ofestautism Wks
VIII 05 That would be a saa task for the most skilful of

funambulists or theological tumblers 1896 Daily News
1 Sept. 3 A Funambulist is a gentleman who .011 a lope,

turns sommersaults, leaps tin o’ a ring, and plays on a Addle

while whirling like a Catharine wheel

So Funa’mbulism [see -ism], rope-walking.

1824 De Quincey Conversation Wks. 1890 X 280 A sort

of monstei hired to play tricks offunambulism for thenight.

1886A Jessopp m Atlienxum 20 Feb 264 Homble lessons

of ghastly grammar and dreary funambulism yclept analysis

of the sentence.

|| Funa-mbulo. arch [Sp orIt,ad.L funam-
\mlus \ see Funambule ] A funambulist.

1603 Bacon Adv, Learn 11 xv § 2. 58 The Trickes of

Tumblers, Funambuloes, Baladynes a 1626— Let. $ Disc

H. Savtllt in Resuscitatio (1657) 227 We see the Industry,

and Practise, ofTumblers, and Funambulo's 1895 N. Q
8th Ser VIII 231 The conjuiors and funambuloes of our

adventurously impudent century

+ Funa'mbulous, a Obs rare. [f. L fii-

nambul-us (see t unambule sb) + -ous.] Of or

pertaining to a rope-walker.
1672 Sir T Browne Lett. Fnend (1690) 9 Tiead softly

and circumspectly in this funambulous Track and narrow
Path of Goodness [cf. quot. 1682 in Funambulatory],

|| Funa*mbulus. Oh. PI. funambuli. [L.

:

see Funambule jA] A rope-dancer.

a 1614Jas. Melvile Diary (1842) 487,

1

saw a funambulus,
a Frenchman, play strang and incredible prattiks upon
stented takell in the Palace close a *639 Woiton in Rehg.
(1651) 484 Walking not like a Funambulus upon a Cord,
but upon the edge of a rasor 1630 Bulwer A nthropomet.
xxu 240 Our Funambuli and Tumblers. 1686 Plot Staf-
fordsh vu 239 Spiders .will winde up the thred shorter till

jt is very straight, as the Funambuli strain their roaps,

Function (fo rjkjan), sb. Also 6 funccion.

[a. OF. function (F. fonction, cf It.funzione, Sp
funcion), ad L .function-em, n. of action f fungi

(fungor) to perform.]

*j* 1 In etymological sense : The action of per-

forming ; discharge or performance of (something).

1397 Daniel Civ Wars vi, xcui, His hand, his eye, his
wits all present, wrought The function of the glorious Part
he beares 1636-81 in Blount Glossogr, 1701 Switt Con-
tests Nobles ft Com. Wks 1755 II. I. 50 A representing

commoner in the function of his pubhek calling. *733 in

Johnson Hence in mod. Diets.

1 2. Activity ;
action in general, wlietliei physical

or mental. Of a person : Bearing, gestures. Obs.

1379 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 142 A trifold kmde of life,

Actiue, which is about ciuil function, and administration.

x6oa Shaks Ham, n u 582 Teares in his eyes A broken
voyce, and his whole Function suiting With Formes, to his
Conceit X605 — Macb 1 hi 140 Function is smother’d
in surmise.

3. The special land of activity proper to any-
thing, the mode of action by which it fulfils its

purpose. Also in generalized application, esp.

\Phys.) as contrasted with structure.

a of a physical organ , in early use of animal
organisms only; later of vegetable Often pre-

ceded by some defining word, as animal
,
qtgamc

,

vital, etc

1590 Shaks. Mtds N, m ii 177 Dark xught, that from
the eye his function takes. The eare more quicke of appre-
hension makes 1664 H More Myst Itttg

,
Apol 300 The

Earth modified into a frame fit for the functions of life,

xfiga Bentley Boyle Led vm 284 If our Air had not been
a springy Elastical Body, no Animal could have exercised
the very Function of Respiration. 1704 F. Fuller Med
Gymn (1711) 22 Animal Spirits, .serve to execute other
Functions besides that of Motion *797 M. Baillie Morb
Anat (1807) 285 There is little disadvantage to the animal
functions produced by this variety, 1808 Med Jml XIX.
386 Before we can understand the functions of the nerves,
we must understand those of the brain 18*3 Sir H Davy
Agnc Chem (1814) 34 The same law, is essential to the
functions of vegetable life 1831 Brewster Nat Magic
ill (1833) si Some accidental and temporary derangement
of the vital functions 1838 T Thomson Chem. Org Bodies
988 The functions of the leaves during the day are very
different fromwhat they are during the night 1862 Darwin
Fertil Orchids 11, 63 These points of structure and function.

*88x Vines Sachs' Bot. 730 If the , , limits mentioned , are

602

exceeded, the functions of the plant may simply come to

rest x886A WinchELL Walks Sf Talks Geol Field 260 They
[Pterosaurs] foreshadowed birds, in the flying function,

b. of the intellectual and moral powers, etc

1604 Shaks. Oth n u 354 As her Appetite shall play the

God, With ins weake Function 1671 Milton Samson 596
Nature within me seems In all her functions weary of hei-

self 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1837) III. 192 1 he func-

tions of comparison, judgment, and interpretation, t868

Farrar Silence <$• V 11 (1875) 33 'ihe first function of the

conscience is to warn
C. of things in general.

1341 R Copland Galyeu's Terap. 2 Cj, Theie be two
fyrste dyfferences of the functions and actions of mcdycyne
1776 Adam Smith IV N 1 iv (1869) I. 23 These mde bats,

therefore, performed at this time the function ofmoney 1805-

17 R. Jameson Char Jilin, (ed 3) 189 The letters aie placed

as if all the angles and edges had different functions 1834
BnrwsTrn More Worlds v 93 The sun has a gieat function

to perform m controlling the movements of the whole system.

1862 H. SpENcrn hirst Prmc. 1. 1. § 2 (1B75) 8 They assert

that the sole function of the State is the protection ofpersons

against each other, and against a foi eign foe. *872 Ruskin
Eagle's N. § eio The function of historical painting

4 The kind of action proper to a person as be-

longing to a particular class, esp. to the holder of

any office; hence, the office itself, an employment,
profession, calling, trade

1533 More Confut Barnes vm Wks 761/1 [Baines values

his, own prayers above those of Our Lady and the saints]

because thesayntes be al departed hence, and be no ltngei

of our funccion 1564 Brief Exam *#***, Garmentes make
not the person knowen by name, but his common function,

1374 Ord inD Irving Hist. Scot Poetry (1861) 451 The con-

traveners hereof, if they be ministers, to be secludit fra the

function 1612 BRiNSLPY/.wrf Lit. 1 (1627)1 A Discourse be-

tweene two Schoolemastcrs, Concerning their function. 1662

BA. Com. Prayer Prayer Ember Week, To those which shall

be ordained to any holy function. 1706 Estcourt hair
Examp iv 1, If I don’t succeed here, I’ll renounce the

Honour of my Function. 1723 De Foe Voy round World
(1840) 210 Exercise no other function than that of a phy-
sician. 179* Burke App, Whigs Wks VI, 85 With per-

fidy to their colleagues in function, 1795 — Regie Peace
1 Wks IX. 81 One of the very first nets, by which it

auspicated its entrance into function. x8ix Lamb Good Clei A
Misc Wks (1871) 385 The quill, which is the badge of his

function, stuck behind his dexter ear 1862 Stani ev Jew.
Ch (1877)1. xix 360 The Jewish Prophets .included within

their number functions so different as those of king and
peasant 1871 Palcrave Lyr Poems 118 Then at thy

noble function toil 1878 R.W Dale Led. Preach vm
252 It is our function as ministers to satisfy the wants, of

the higher life of man.

f b collect. The persons following a profession

or trade
;
an order, class. Obs

c 1380 m Rye Cromer (1870) p lxui, The Peere . .will yealde

fuithcr meanes of trade and wourke to every function.

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 146 The Scubes aie not

a beet, but a function 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb hi.

§ 145 'lhe Eail of Essex was rather Displeased with the

Person of the Arch-Bishop . than Indevoted to the Func-
tion a 1713 Ellwood Autobioe. (1765) 19,

1

went to heat

the Minister of Chinner , and this was the last time I ever

went to hear any of that Function 1723 Pope Odyss xxi.

177 Thy coward function ever is in fear [said to a priest]

1732 Fielding Miser in iv. Never was a person of my
function so used.

o. pi Official duties.

1330 Bale Apol 103 b, Preferrynge vyrgynyte as more
free to all godly funccions 1396 Bp. W Barlow Three
Serm u 71 Eyther Prince or Subiect faylmg in their seuerall

functions and places. *703 Maundrell^o/^ Jerus, (1732)

J
1
More exac t in their functions than the other Monks 1774
Bryant Mythol, 1 . 333 They were in some particular func-

tions the most accurate .ofany creatures upon earth 1792

J Barlow Const of 1791, 5 The quantity of prejudice with
which their functions called them to contend. X845 Ford
Handbk Spain 1. 44 The mule performs in Spam the

functions of the camel m the East. x868 Helps Realmak
111 (1876) 43 Ministers are worked to death by their double
functions—parliamentary and official 1874 Farrar Christ
86 Caiapbas and Annas were dividing the functions of
a priesthood which they disgraced.

5. A religious ceremony
; orig m the Roman

Catholic Church. (Cf. It.fimztone.)
1640 in Trans St. PauVs Eccles. Soc. I 46 Wee have had

neyther prayers nor any other function her thes two yers.

1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy II 33 A cross set with Diamonds
and Pearls which the Pope wears at his breast in great
functions 174X Middleton Cicero I. vi 416 The dedi-

cation was not performed with any of the solemn words and
rites which such a function required 1789 Mrs Piozzi
Jouni. France I 83 The Christmas functions here were
showy x8i8 H. V. Elliott Let in Bateman Life iv (1870)

70 These were the finest parts of the ‘ Function ' as it is

called 1853 Thackeray Newcomes xi, The function over,

one almost expects to see the sextons put brown Hollands
over the pews. xB68 Browning Ring BA. iv 439 After
function's done with, down we go 1884 Sat Rev 7 June
745/2 On Wednesday and Ihursday last week there were
functions m two adjacent Cathedrals

b. [? after Sp funcion : see quot. 1858 ] A
public ceremony

,
a social or festive meeting con-

ducted with form and ceiemony.
[1858 W. Stuart Let in Hare Story Two Noble Lives

(1893) H. 431, I hope that Char s journal will have done
justice to the Rajah of Mysore and his funcion along the
road to receive her] 1864 Kingsley Rom # Tent, 123
Then was held a grand function Dietrich had Italy ceded
to him by a ‘Pragmatic’ sanction 1878 Besant & Rice
Celia’s Arb xxxvii, There was a Function of some kind

—

a Launch—a Reception—a Royal Visit—going on m the
Dockyard *884Manch Exam ixNov 3/2 The American
people are fond of functions 1894 Du Maurier Trilby
(1895) 333 A prandial function which did not promise to be
very amusing.

6 . Math. A variable quantity regarded m its re-
lation to one or more other vanables m terms of
which it may be expressed, or on the value of which
its own value depends
[This use of the L functio is due to Leibnitz and his

associates A paper in the Ada Eruddorian for 1692 nn
169-170, signed ‘O V. E but prob written by Leibnitz
uses funcUones m a sense hardly different from its ordinary
untechnical sense, to denote the various ‘ offices ’ which a
straight line may fulfil in relation to a curve, viz its tangent
normal, etc. In the same journal for 1694, P 316, Leibnitz
defines fitndto as ‘ a part of a straight line which is cut off
by straight lines drawn solely by means of a fixed point
and ofa point in the curve which is given together with its
degree of curvature ' , the examples given being the ordi-
nate, abscissa, tangent, normal, etc As the fundtones (m
Leibnitz' sense) of a curve are variable quantities having a
fixed mutual relation, this use of the word easily developed
into the modem sense, which occurs in the writings of the
Bernoutlis early m the 18th c A somewhat peculiar use
occurs about 1713, in Leibnitz’ Hist et Ongo Calc. Diff
(Math Schnften ed Gerhardt V. 408), where he says that
just as constant quantities have their ‘functions’, viz.

powers and roots, so variables have also 'functions’ of a
third kind, viz, differentials ]

*779 Chambers' Cycl (ed Rees) s v , The term function
is used in algebra, for an analytical expression any way
compounded of a variable quantity, and of numbers, or con-
stant quantities 1789 Waring in Phil Trans LXXIX 184
Let a quantity P be a function ofx, or the fluent ofa function
of.i X x. x8x6 Babbage, etc. tr Lacroix's Dijf # lnt. Calc 2
Let us take a function a little more complicated, it—ax'1. 1837
Brewsti r Magnet 143 Whether the quantity and deviation
at any point could he expressed by any function ofthe lati-

tude and longitude of that point 1883 Watson fit Burbury
Math lit. hiedr $ Magn I. 242 The functions 4>a and
4>6 may he positive or negative 1892 J. Edwards Diff.
Calculus 1. § 6 (ed. 2) 2 When one quantity depends upon
another or upon a system of others, so that it assumes a
definite value when a system of definite values is given to

the others, it is called a function of those others 1893
Forsyth Theory ofFunctions 8 A complex quantity w is a
function of another complex quantity s when they change

together in such a manner that the value of is inde-

pendent of the differential clement ds This is Riemann's
definition.

transf. *876 L Tollemaciic in Fortn. Rev Jan xro A
man's fortitude under given painful conditions is a function

of two vanables.

Hence Functioned ppl. a furnished with or

having a function.

188a Athenxum 18 Nov 637/2 Imagine a spiritual being

so placed, so surrounded, and so functioned.

Function (f» ijkjbn), v. [f prec. sb. Cf. F.

fonchonner.]
1 zntr To fulfil a function; to perform one’s

duty or part
;
to operate

;
to act.

1836 Masson Chatterton 11 iv (1874) 227 Debt, though
negative pioperty, still is a kind of property, and functions

ns such to the advantage of its possessor 1862 Marsh
Eng Lanq 40 When played upon by an expert operator it

functioned, as the French say, very well. 1876 Maudsley
Physiol Mind v 328 The mind will function along certain

definite lines or paths 1889 Edtn. Rev Oct 533 No in-

strument of despotism. .has ever functioned with so little

noise 1894 H Drummond Ascent Man 257 In the higher

groups the nutritive system is.. the first to fuuction, and
the last to cease Us work,

b. Phys.
1878 Bell Gegenbauds Comp Anat.y We knowVertc-

brata in which the clefts function only for a time as respira-

tory organs. 1887 Athenaeum 29 Oct. 572/1 Gioups. having
the neplmdia functioning as efferent ducts for the gonads

1896 Life <$- Lett. G. J. Romanes r6 But in no case had

it been shewn that they [nerves] functioned as such

2. To hold a 'function’ (see Function 5 b)

or ceremonial meeting. ? nonce-use,

2890 Sat Rev. xo May 354/1 Two other Societies..
' functioned ' on the same day

Hence Firnctionmg vbl sb and ppl a.

x88x W. S. Tuke tr Charcot's Clin Led 232 Disturb-

ances resulting from the abnormal functioning ofthe affected

organ. 1894 Westm Mag 8 May 2/3 The mere show, the

social functioning and ceremony, remains, although every-

one knows that the life of the metropolis no longer expresses

itself through the City Corporation 1894 H Drummond
Ascent Man 11. 117 lhe still functioning muscles of the

forehead.

Functional (fo'gkjanal), a. [f. Function sb.

+ -AL.]

1. Of or pertaining to some function or office;

official In weaker sense : Formal
1631 J Burges Answ Rejoined205 The title of hoiines is

not alwaies personall, but often functional! thus . the

Levites and Priests were stiled holy x86o S Wilbfr*

torce Addr Ordtn 23 The validity of functional acts.,

is not affected by the unworthiness of the appointed agent.

1874 H R. Reynolds John Bapt v. § 3 35* He had

certain national offices to fill, for which He needed speeme

aqd functional introduction 1889 Pall Mall G. 23 May 5/1

Some functional speeches followed.

2 Phys. a Of or pertaining to the functions of

an organ Of diseases* Affecting the functions

only, not structural or organic, b. Of an organ

.

Serving a function (opposed to rudimentary).

1843 Sir C Scudamore Med Visit Grdfenberg 53 It seems

probable that more than functional error tn the membranes

of the brain and spinal marrow exists in this case 1872

Darwin Emotions vi 164 It would appear that tne

lachrymal glands do not come to full functional activity

at a very early period of life, 1874 Maudsley Respons m
Ment Dis 11 44 It is with so-called functional disease?



FUNCTIONALLY. 603 FUNDAL
such as epilepsy, chorea, neuralgia 1884 Cassell’s Family
Mag Feu 143/2 Functional disease of the heart

transf 1864 Reader 24 Dec. 792/2 The stage never

needed a tome more. There are many indications of re-

turning health, amid all Us symptoms of weakness and
functional derangement 1875 Blake Zool 2s The hoofs

may be 2 functional and 2 rudimental, as m the greatest

number of ruminant types 1879 Sir G Scott Led. At chit.

II 190 My last lecture brought the subject of vaulting to

its full functional development

3. Math. Of or pertaining to a function : see

Function sb 6.

1806 Gompertz in Pktl. Trans XCVI 176 This theorem

evidently supposes that the functional values of pz are

distinct in the general expression for the sum of the series.

181s Babbage Ibid CV n, 390 A functional equation is

said to be of the first order, when it contains only the first

function of the unknown quantity. Ibid
,
a,

/
3

, y, &c are

known functional characteristics i860 Boole Finite Diff
xl 218 The most general definition of a functional equation

is that it expresses a relation arising from the forms of

functions , a relation therefore which is independent of the

particular values of the subject variable

Hence Fanctiona’lity, functional character , in

Math ,
the condition of being a function. Frrnc-

tionalize v ,
to place or assign to some function

or office (Webster 1864).
1871 Earle Philol Eng. Tongue § 252 The old native

Latin, whose \itality and functionality was all but purely

flectional 1879 Cayley in Encycl Bnt IX, 818/1 Func-
tionality in Analysis is dependence on a variable or
variables.

Functionally (fo gkjbnali), adv [f. Func-
tional a + -ly 2

] In a functional manner
;
with

respect to the functions , in the discharge of the

functions.
1820 W Lawrence Led 11 163 The organ is said to be

functionally disordered 1846 Owen Bnt Fossil Mamin.
433 The horned Ruminants, for example, manifest transi-

torily m the embryo-state the germs of upper incisors and
canines, which disappear before birth, but which were
retained and functionally developed in the cloven-footed

Anoplothere 1834 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 256 Its

muscle becomes (functionally) an adductor. 1879H Spencer
Data of Ethics xi 188 Functionally produced modifi-

cations 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 919 The male organs of
species-hybrids are functionally weak to a higher degree
than the female organs

Functiouarism (fo qkjanariz’m). [f. Func-
tionary + -ism.] The system of administration

by means of functionaries , the characteristic bear-

ing and manner of functionaries ,
officialism.

1842 Tati's Mag IX. 177 That new power which in this

country is termed official patronage, and which Mr. Laing
calls Functionarism *851 Ht Martineau Hist Peace

(1877) III. iv mi 121 Bya rapid and perpetual extension of
functionarism - he was casting a net over France. 1880
Contemp Rev. Mar 432 Functionarism is one of the most
characteristic phenomena m Geimany 1883 Sat. Rev.

3 Oct 463 What Mr Newmarch called ' functionarism ’ m
opposition to individualism—the State undertaking the
functions of the individual

Functionary (fo gkfan&ri), sb. [f. Function
sb. + -ary \ after F.fonctionnaire ] One mvested
with a function

;
one who has certain functions or

duties to perform
; an official.

_
1791 Burke T/i. Fr. Affairs Wks VII 19 Their republick

is to have a first functionary (as they call him) under the

name of king, or not, as they think fit. 1816 J Scott Vis
Paris (ed 5) Pref 61 Several houses have been burnt, and
an unfortunate functionary cut to pieces 1844 Dickens
Mart Chnz. (C D ed ) 195 A female functionary, a nurse

2879 Froude Caesar xvm. 303 Legitimate functionaries to

carry on the government.

Functionary, a [f Function sb. + -ary 2
.]

1. «*Functional 2.

1822-34 Good’s Study Med (ed 4) III 59 The disease

may commence in some structural or functionary affection

of die abdominal organs.

2 Official ;
*= Functional i.

186a Merivale Rom Emp. (1863) VI xlix 1x8 In order
that these offices should be adequately filled it was neces-

sary to maintain this functionary reservoir constantly at

the same exalted level x88a~3 Sckaff's Encycl Rehg
Kiurwl, II X310 The functionary duties of the Levites.

1893 IVesim, Gas 23 Aug 2/3 Let us have done with these
fictions of functionary superiority

Functionate (fo gkjaw’t), v Somewhat rare.

[f. as prec. + -ate 3 ] tntr. To perform one’s

function
j to work, operate ; to officiate. Hence

Fu notionating vbl sb
, in quot. attnb.

1
1856 Lever Martins o/Cro'M 149 The worst of the class

is, they’ll only functionate for your grand dinners, and
they leave your every-day meal to some mfenor in the de-
partment. x86g Daily Nevis n June, The reflective faculty

remains in undisturbed repose As the French say, it does
not ‘functionate’. 1873 E H Clarke Sex in Educ. 40
The muscles and the brain cannot functionate in their best

way at the same moment 1891 D Wilson Right Hand
187 The existence, then, of greater nutrition and greater

functionating ability in the left hemisphere might well be
assumed.

Functionize (fo qkjansiz), v rare. [f. Func-
tion sb + -ize ]

= Function v. i

x868 N. Porter Human Intellect Introd iv § 41. 33 A
soul that is self-conscious is not so singular as a bram
functiomzing about itself and its own being.

Functionless (fo gkjanles), a. [f. as prec. +
-less.] Having no function : chiefly in physio-

logical sense. Cf Function sb, 3 a
1836 Fonblanque Eng under Seven Admin (1837) III.

296 Its nominal functionless minister, 1839-47 Todd Cycl.

Anal. Ill 238/1 Clavicles . almost obsolete and function-

less 1871 Darwin Desc Man I 1 29 The os coccyx in

man, though functionless as a tail, plainly repiesents this

part in other vertebrate animals 1879 A. W Bennett
m Academy 32 A fifth stamen, which however is functionless,

so far as the ordinary purpose of stamens is concerned.

1889 Pall Mall G 13 Nov 6/2 These organs are quite

functionless as wings 1894 J R Illingworth Personality
11. (1893) 52 Capabilities which we cannot conceive ulti-

mately frustrated and functionless.

Fund (fund), sb [ad 'L.fund-us the bottom

,

also, a piece of land. Cf Fond sb.

Fund and fond were used indiscriminately in the 17th c ;

in the 18th c fond went out of use The senses represent
those of F fond,fonds, rather than those of L. fundus ]

+ 1 The bottom ; m various applications ; occas.

Phys. = Fundus. In thefund ( = F dans lefond,
aufond) : at bottom Fund ofgrass

.

a low-lying

grass-plat. Cf. Bottom 4 b. Obs.

1677 GaleCW. Genhlesll.lv 36 Anadventitiousjoy,which
hath no funde or bottome. x68a H. More Annot. GlanziWs
Lux 0 x8 Objects ofSight, whose Chief, ifnot onely Images,
are in the fund of the Eye 1705 Vanbrugh Coifed iv Wks.
(Rtldg) 431/2 In the fund she is the softest, sweetest,
gentlest lady breathing 1709 Bnt Apollo II No. 77 2/1

A Glass-Bubble fix’d to the Fund of a Vessel 17x2 J

i
AMES tr Le Blond’s Gardening 61 Bowling-Greens, or
ollow Funds of Grass 1737 Bracken Famery Impr.

(1757) II. 281 So that the Wound may be closed in its

whole Length, from the Fund to the outward Orifice a 1761
Law Comf Weary Ptlgr (1809) 58 This depth is called

the center, the fund or bottom of the soul

+ b A coach-seat. (Cf. F. carrosse a deux

fonds ) Obs.

1699 M Lister Jouni Pans 12 The Coaches..of the

great Nobility have two Seats or Funds
c. of a medal

1697 Evelyn Nunusm vi. 2x4 Moulding Medals in case

they polish the Fund with any Tool, ’twill seem to have
been trimm'd with more Niceness and Formality than is

Genume

+ 2. Foundation, groundwork, basis, only in

immaterial sense
;
=Fond sb. 1 . Upon one's own-

fund on one’s own account Obs
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II nt 143 A secret desire of Inde-

pendence .is graven on the very fund of our corrupt nature.

1699 Bentley Pltal 7s The only Fund for this Conjecture
is Hernuppus’s Relation of Pythagoras's Death 1729 But-
ler Serin Wks. 1874 II 12 Weak ties indeed, and what
may afford fund enough for ridicule 1743 De Foe Eng.
Tradesman Introd (1841) I 3 The British product, being
the fund of its inland trade 1748 H Walpole Corr (1837)

II exem 239, I took to him for his resemblance to you,
but am grown to love him upon his own fund

3. Source of supply
5
a permanent stock that can

be diawn upon •

*1“ a. of material things Rarely pi. Obs.

2695 Woodward Nat Hist Ea-rthx (1723) 52 The Matter
it self [being] restored to its original Fund and Promptuary,
the Earth. 17x6 R Cotes in Phil Trans XXXI. 69 For
let A B, represent the plane of the Horoon E F, a fund of

Vapours or Exhalations at a considerable height aboi e us

1723 Wodrow Corr (1843) III 231,

1

know not what funds
they have of the papers of those times. 1737A Cooper Dis-
tiller 1. xvm (1760) 79 Nor is this the only Fund of their

Brandies 1793 N V ansittart Ref. Propriety Peace 127
An inexhaustible fund of recruits may be drawn from Hun-
gary 1796 Morse A mer, Geog. I 757 The northern parts

are covered with wood, among which is an inexhaustible

fund of large timber

b of immaterial things, =Fond sb z; some-
times with mixture of sense 1 . T Out ofone's own
fund [

= F de son propre fonds] : from one’s own
stock of knowledge, out of one’s own head.
a 1704 T Brown Wks (1707) I n. 81 The translating

most of the French letters gave me as much tiouble as if

I had written them out of my own fund. 1723 De Foe
Col lack (1840) 185 Nor had I a fund of religious know-
ledge 1769 Junius Lett, xvi 73 Theie is a fund of good
sense in tnis country, which cannot be deceiv ed 1770 Lang-
horne Plutarch (1879) I 400/1 Learning ought not to

be considered as mere pastime and an useless fund for talk.

1822 Ht. Martineau Lifem Wilds vi 80 When we get such,

a fund oflabour as this at our command 1863 Mrs C Clarke
Shacks. Char. xu. 300 Beatrice possesses a fund of hidden
tenderness beneath her exterior gaiety and sarcasm XS77

A B Edwards Up Nile vi 134 The Painter.,brings a fund
of experience into the council

4. a sing A stock or sum of money, esp one
set apart for a particular purpose Cf. Fond sb. 3,

Sinkingfund see Sinking vbl sb.

1694 MassachusettsLaw 27 Oct ,
A fund for the repayment

of ml such sums 1726-7 Swift Gulliver 1 vi, Oi, if that

fund be deficient, it is largely supplied by the crown 1764
Goldsm Trav 202 Ana e’en those ills, that round nis

mansion rise, Enhance the bliss his scanty fund supplies.

1793 Genii Mag 344/2 The principal projector of the fund
for decayed musicians. 1838 Dickens Nick Nick xyi,

A small fund raised by the conversion ofsome spare clothes

into ready money x868 G. Duff Pol, Sum. 25 There is

a reserve fund, valued at from two to three times the

amount of the yearly expenditure

b pi. Money at a person’s disposal
,
pecuniary

resources. {To be orput) mfunds

:

m possession

of money,
1728 Young Love Fame 1. (1757) 86 By your revenue

measureyour expence , And to your funds and acresjoin your
sense. 1798 'Bvduaa.L'pool Mitmc Rec (1886) II 225 Your
Committee has little doubt of its bringing into the Corpora-

tion Funds asum of money 1848 Mill Pol Econ.iv §2
(1876) 41 Funds which have not yetfoundan investment 1849
Thackeray Pendmms (1883) II 17 When he had no funds

be went on tick. 2873 C. Robinson N. S. Wales 93 An

additional guarantee from the public funds of one-half the
cost of building 1879 Miss Braddon Clov Foot II. 1 11

When he was in funds he preferred a hansom. x8g'J Budd
in Law Times XCIX. 543/1 With a view to putting the
society in funds to pay its out-of-pocket disbursements

5 fa smg A portion of revenue set apart as a
security for specified payments Obs.

a 1700 B. E Diet Cant Crew s v
,
A Staunch Fund,

a good Security, a 17x3 Burnet Own Time (1734) II 209
The parliament went on slowly in fixing the fund for the
Supplies they had voted. 1726-31 Tindal Rapin’s Hist
Eng (1743)11 xvii 135 Some good fund should be assigned
her for the payment of what was due 1740 W. Douglass
Disc Curr Bnt Plant Ainer. 13 Ihe 300,000/ lately pro-
posed without Fund or Period 1776 Adam Smith W N.
v m (1869) II 513 The first general mortgage or fund, con-
sisting of a prolongation to the first of August 1706, of
several different taxes which would have expued within
a shorter term

fig x8x9 J Marshall Const Opm. (1839) 152 Industry,

talents and integrity constitute a fund which is as confidently

trusted as property itself,

b. The (public)funds : the stock of the national

debt, considered as a mode of investment.

(The origin of this sense may peih be illustrated by phrases
like ‘ to invest in securities' )

17x3 Steele Enghshm No 55 353 Methought my Mony
chink’d for joy of the Safety of the rest I have m the
Funds. 1783 Cowfer Let 23 Nov ,

If he be the happiest

man who has least money ui the funds 1809 R Langford
Introd Tiade 52 Funds is a general term for money lent to

government, and which constitutes the national debt 1848
Thackeray Van Fair xx, Look what the funds were on
the xst of March 1873W S Hayward Love agst World
it xo He must have close on a hundred and fifty thousand

in the funds

f 6 In sense of L fundus : A farm. Obs ~L

1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V 230 You to your .rural

Fund migrate.

7. Printing = Fount 2
. Also attnb

1683 [see Fount®] X695 Specimen of Let to Unw by
Dr. John Fell

, 5 Pair of Fund Cases 1709 Tanner Let.

3 Oct in Hearne Collect II. 458 They can have a new fund
of Letter from Holland

8 Comb , fund-holder, one who has money
invested in the public funds , so fund-holding
ppl. adj

;
fund-lord(formed by Cobbetl after land-

lord), a magnate whose position is due to wealth

invested m the funds ;
fund-monger, one who

speculates in the public funds; whence fund-
mongenng vbl. sb.

X797 Fox Sp Assessed Tax Bill 14 Dec Sp (1815) VI
5 Would you tax the pi operty of the *fund-holder ? x8iz

Campbell in Examiner 23 May 333/1 In 1688 the

fundholder received about 80 quartern loaves for his pound
sterling annuity 1878 F Harrison in Fortn Rev. Nov 697
If the Sovereign State borrows money at 3 per cent , it .

confers on the fundholder a legal right. 1823 Cobbett Rnr.

Rides (1830) I 81 The taxes being, m fact, tripledby Peel's

Bill, the *fundlords increase in riches x888 Pall Mall G
18 Apr 3/1 The Rothschild family those land-absorbing

Fund-lords 1862 N. Y tribune 12 June (Cent ) Importing
that the present civil war has been got up by jobbers,

swindlers and *fund-mongers 1886 N Amur Rev Sept.

CXLI 1 I 210 Thoroughly imbued with its hostility to per-

petual debt and *fund-mongeruig

Fund (fond), v. [f. prec sb.]

1. traus. Originally, to provide a ‘ fund ’ (see

Fund sb. 5 ) for the regular payment of the interest

on (an amount of public debt) ; hence, to convert

(a floating debt) into a more or less permanent

debt at a fixed rate of interest.

1776 [see Funded/// a] 1789T Jefferson Wnt (1859)

II 584 If they fund their public debt judiciously I believe

they will be able to borrow any sums they please 1802

Addington m G. Rose Dianes (i860) I 513 Exchequer
bills, which he says he shall fund 1843 M1Chlloch
Taxation ui 11 (1852) 454 Had it been funded in a six and
a quarter or six and a half per cent stock, the interest

might have been reduced five and twenty years ago to 4 or

44 per cent.

2 To put into a fund or store (see Fund sb 3 b),

to collect ; to store (immaterial things).

1806-7 J Beresford Miseries Hum, Life (1826) vn.
Introd

,
I have been little in a humour for noting them

down in my tablets ,—I have funded a few loose agonies,

however, [?Allusion tosense 1 ] 1843 Ford Handbk. Spam
1 30 Every day and everywhere we are unconsciously fund-

ing a stock of treasures and pleasuies of memory 1879

Family Herald XLIII xog A reserve of lion-like courage

was funded ready for use in that dull mass of matter.

3. To put (money) in the * funds ’ (see Fund sb.

5 b); to invest

1833 Thackeray Newcomes II. 48,

1

R. sent a hundred
pounds over to his father who funded it in his son’s name.

4, ratr. Tofund up . to * payup provide funds
1888 Fenn Man with Shadow II xix 223 You will have

to fund up among the rest, if you don’t want to see your
poor parson in rags

Hence Fu. ndingppl. a

,

in sense 1

a 1832 Moore Country Dance Quad, 98 [John Bull] un*

fleeced by funding block heads

Fund., Fund- : see Found, Found-.

Fundable (& ndab’l), a. [f. Fund v, + -able.]

Capable of being funded.

1884 Fall Mall G, 30 Apr ii/z As for the Ten-Forties,

they aie now selling at their fundable value

Fundaco, obs. form of Fondaco.

Fundal (fo ndal), a [f. Fund-ub + -al.] Relat-

ing to the fundus or base of an organ.

1889 J, M Duncan Led. Dis Worn x (ed
4) 59 In-

flammation.,of the fundus uteri, fundal endometntis
76-2



FimDALITY. 604 FUNDATORIAL.

t Funda'lity. Obs FeudalLaw. [ad. med.L.
funddhtas

,

f fundalis

,

f L fundus an estate. Cf.

F.fondahW) (Seequot)
1611 Cotgr , Fondahti,

fundahtie , right of, or interest in,

the soyle, the title 01 estate of the Loid of a soyle

II Fuuda*meu. Obs rare. [L , f, funddre to

Found ] Foundation, basis

1677 Gale Crt, Gentiles II iv 168 Plato makes Religion
to be the principal Fundamen of a Republic 1678 Ibid
III 131 The fundamen of clearing God from being the
Author of sin is [etc ]

Fundament (f® ndament) Also ffoimd-
ment. Forms. 3-6 fond(e)-, found(e)-,fund(e)-
ment, (4-5 occas. in pi. -mens), 4, 7 fonda-, 5-7
foundament, 5 , 7 fundaments, 4- fundament
[ME fondement, a OF. fondenient'—'L funda-
ment-urn

,

f funddre (see Found v 2
), f. fundus

bottom: see Fund sb. The form fundament is

directly from the Lat
,
and is therefore strictly a

distinct word fromfotmdment, but it is convenient

to treat them together on account ofthe occurrence

of mixed forms ]

f 1 The foundation or base of a wall, building,

etc. Obs
1397 R Glouc (1724) 131 Lat delue vnder Jje fundement,

& poll schalt bi nef>e fynde A water pol 13 Seuyn Sttg

2112 (W.) Thai to rent ston fram ston, The fondement
to-brast anon 1377 Langl P. PI. B xix 322 pere-with
grace bigan to make a good foundement, And watteled it

and walled it with his peynes & his passioun 1426 Aude-
I ay Poems 23 ?if the fondment be false, the wetke most
nede falle. 1481 Caxton Godfrey 248 The fondomentes of
it ben in the holy montaynes 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II 261 Ane castell. Quhairof the fundament testis }it to se

*358 Kennedy Conifend Trad, m Wodr hoc Mtsc.
(1844) 160 Thaye did big firmelye on that sure rolce and
fundament
irangf andfig <21300 CursorM 21739 It [J>e croice] es

. Fondement of ur clergi c 1375 Sc Leg haints, Petrus 9
For-Jn cane enste apone hym lay ]>e fundament of lialy

kirk. 1377 Langl. P PI. B. xiv 199 Elies is al owie
labour loste . if fals be f>e foundement *383 Wyclip
Prov. via 29 Whan he heeng vp the foundemens of
the erthe c 1449 Pecouc Refr 438 It [Cephas] is also

a word of Sire tunge In which it is as miche to seie as
fundament or ground or stable ijjai Fisher Serin agst
Luther Wks (1876) 321 That grete foundament of the
chirche and most stable stone. 1678 Butlek Hud hi.

it. 1598 As in Bodies Natural The Rump’s the Fundament
of all

t b A surface on which to stand, footing. Obs
£*428 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 243 Ther fete fallen fonde-

ment.

f 2. fig. = Foundation 6 Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv pr iv. 100 (Camb MS ) The

.whicn thing sustenyd by a stronge fowndement of lesouns.

2474 Caxton C/tesse 71 The first fondement of Justyce is

that no man shokl noye ne gteue other. 248* — Myn 11

xxv. 117 The sonne is the foundement of alle hete and of
alle tyme 1533 Gau PicJit Vay (1888) 27 Arlicuhs as
thay ar contenit m the creid quhair thay haiff thair grund
and fundment prowme be the lialie wiit *536 Belli ndln
Cron Scot. (1821) II 105, I think it expedient .to preche
first the foundment of the Cristm faith 1554 Knox Godly
Let Cj, The fundament and reason, why, he wil neither
offer sacrefice to Idols, neither yet defyle hys mouthe with
their names. 1677 Gale Crt Gentiles II iv 45 There is

nothing in Morahtie but has some relation to . human
nature as its subject and fundament
3. The lower part of the body, on which one sits ;

the buttocks ; also, the orifice of the intestines, the
anus. In birds, the vent.

1397 R Glouc. (Rolls) 6340 pe luper pef smot linn pom
pe fondement c 1340 CursorM 2239s (Fauf ) Alle pe flip

of his magh salle breste out atte his fondament for arede.
*480 Caxton Chron Eng. cxcvu 174 He . with a spere
smote the noble knyght 111 to the foundament soo that his
bowels comen oute there i486 Bk. St. Albans Cv, Anoynt
hir fundement with Oyll. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1539)
56 b, It amend.eth the affectes of the fundement 1607 Tor-
stll Fourf Beasts(y(i*fi) 148 The falling of the fundament
1656 Ridgley Pract PhysicL 35 Cock chickens made bare
at the Fundament 1698 Sir R Sinbald m Phil '1 rans
XX 266 He hath passed Three by the Fundament 1737
Swift Gulliver in, v, The orifice of the fundament 1754
Connoisseur No 5 P 12 Applying his foot directly to my
fundament 1871 Napheys Prev. § Cure Dis u iv. 546
The end may be attained by the pxessuie ofa waiin cloth
against the fundament
b Comb

,

as fundament-bot (see quo!

)

1836 Penny Cycl V 261 The CEstms hxmorrhoidalts
,
or

funaament-bot.

4. (See quot

)

1894 Gould Illustr Did. Med. etc, Fundament

,

m
embryology, the rudiment.

+ II 5 The action offounding or establishing
;

also, something that is founded, an institution Obs.
c 1394 P PI Crede 250 Our foundement was first of pe

opere 1513 Douglas FEneis 111 1 37 Begouth I first set
wallis of a ciUe Allthoclit my fundment was infortunate
1536 Bellendkn Cron Scot (1821) II 6 Thay . maid the
first foundement of the nobil realme of France.

Fundamental (fondame'ntal), a and sb. [ad.
mod.L funddmentdhs, f funddmentwn : see
Fundament and

-

al. Cf F.fundamental^
A adj

+ I. Of or pertaining to the foundation or base
of a building. Obs
x6xx Coryat Crudities 303 Conrade placed the first

fundameatall stone with his owne handes 1633 Lithgow
Ttav. 11L 123 The fundamental! walls yet extant c *650

Z Boyd m Ziotds Flowers (1855) Introd so Christ the
fundamental stone 1769 Middlesex Jml. 12-14 Sept 2/2

Near 300/ expended in fundamental repairs [of a tavern]

T b. Having a foundation, fixed, not tempoiaiy.

Obs rare~~l

1633 T. Adams Exp 2 Peter 1. 18 ‘Let us build here
three tabernacles', movable tilts? No, fundamental and
constant habitations

2 Of or pertaining to the foundation or ground-
work, going to the root of the matter.
c 144a Pecock Refr 111 my 413 Aftu siuc fundamental

encerche 1638 A Fox Wurts' Surg j. vi. 25 The true
signs, whereby you may have a fundamental information of
a wounds condition 1659 Pi arson Cried (1839) 5 If there
be any fundamental distinction in the authority of the
testimony 1781 J Moonr FuwSoc If.(iygo)l vm 8oBefore
they could submit to such a fundamental change x86o
Tyndall Glac 11 1 227 The fundamental analogy of sound
and light is thus before us 1868 M Patiison Academ
Org. v 120 The consideration involves the fundamental
question of what is a University

3. Serving as the foundation or base on which
something is built. Chiefly and now exclusively

in immaterial applications. Hence, forming an
essential or indispensable part of a system, institu-

tion, etc. Const to (rarely of).
1601 Shaks All's Well in. 1 2 Now haue you heard The

fundamentall reasons of this warre 1641 Vmd Since-

tymnuus iv. 56 Fundamentall laws are not subjest to

suteiation 1649 Blithe Fng Imfrov Itufr (1653) 223
The Sheath and plough-head, which is the materiall fund.i-

mentall peece 111 the Plough, must be made of heart of Oak
1650 Fui i lb Pisgah 11 a I 235 Samson applied himself to

the two pillars most fundamentall to the roof of Dagons
Temple, a 1703 Howem Spurgeon Treas Dav. Ps Ix.wiy.

2 Former mercies are fundamental to later ones 17x8 Prior
Power217 Their ills all built on life, that fundamental ill 1771
Junius Lett lix 304 The fundamental principles of Chris-

tianity may still be preserved 1785 Rlid Int Powers 608
The fundamental rules of poetry and music and painting,

and dramatic action, and eloquence, have always been
the same, and will be to the end of the world 1833 J.
Harris Gt Teacher (1837) 87 The existence of the Deity is

a truth fundamental of every other 1863 G10 Emot
Roinola m. xx, The ideas of strict law and order were
fundamental to all his political teaching 1876 Mozlly
Umv Serin iv (1877) 88 How low down m a man some-
times .lies the fundamental motive which sways his life 1

b Pnmary, ongmal; from which others are

derived
c 1449 Pecock Refr in xii 350 Noon fundamental

cromcfer or Stoner writith therof sane Girald x868
Carpenter in Set Oftit. 6 Jan 174/2 Of the most varied
shapes, apparently referable to the Astrorhiza Itnticola. as
then fundamental type. 1874 Sayce Comfar. Philol vn
262 In the noun the nominative was regarded as the funda-
mental case 1879 tr Seu/fer's Anun Life 11 To show
how such a change m the organ might be effected side by
side with permanence of the Fundamental form. x88x
Wlsicott& Hort Grl N T Introd § 15 The fundamental
cdiUons were those of Erasmus and of btumca

c. esp. Math ancl Cryst
1370 Dle Math Prefi. 30 Diuide the side of your Funda-

mentall Cube into so many aequall partes 1669 Siukriy
Manner's Mag 11 47 Therefore we will demonstrate the
fundamental Diagiam of the Mathematical Scale. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Fundamental Diagram, a Pro-
jection of the Sphere in a Plane &c X72X-92 in Bailly.
1803-17 R Jameson Char Muu fed 3) 120 A fundamental
figure is said to be acuminated when [etc] 1875 Evi uct r
C. G S. Syst Units 11 7 The quantities commonly selected
to serve as the fundamental units arc—a definite length,
a definite mass, a definite interval of time 1882 Mincihn
Uiufl. Kinemat 235 In virtue of the fundamental equations
(2) of No 2, we have [etc ] 1888 Lockwoods Did Mich
Engin

,
Fundamental Circle or Base Circle, a curve which

is rolled over by a generating circle in the pioduction of
cycloidal curves 1893 Forsyth TA functions 591 There
is considerable freedom of choice of an initial region of
reference, which may be called a fundamental region Ibid
603 It is a circle being the invcise of a line ; it is unaltered
by the substitutions of the new group, and it is therefore
called the fundamental cucle of this gioup.

4. Of strata . Lying at the bottom.
1799 Kirwan Gaol Ess, 42 Mr Evcrsman . tells us that

the fundamental rock of Scotland is a mass of the granitic
kind 1830 L\ell Princ Geol I 202 The fundamental
rock is a black slate 1861 W. Faihbairn Addr, Brit
Assoc, He has proved the existence of a fundamental
gneiss, on which all the other rocks repose

5. Biol and Bot (See quots.)

1856 Henslow Diet Bot Terms, Fundamental-organs,
the nutritive organs absolutely essential to the existence of
the individual 1866 Ti eas Bot , Fundamental, constituting
the essential part of anything, in a plant, the axis and its

appendages 188a Vines Sachs' Bot 153 Epideimal and
fundamental tissues X885 Syd Soc Lex

,
fundamental

organs, term applied by von Baer to the pnmary structures
which directly issue from the blastoderm in the form of
tubes, and from which the permanent organs or structures
are developed 1894 Gould Illustr. Did Med, etc. Fun-
damental Tissue, 111 biology, unspecialized parenchyma;
those tissues of a plant through which the nbro-vascular
bundles are distnbuted

6. Mils. Applied to the lowest note of a chord,
considered as the foundation or ‘ root ’ of it j also
to the tone produced by the vibration of the whole
of a sonorous body, as distinguished from the higher
tones or Harmonios produced by that of its paits.
'Fundamental bass

,
a low note, or senes of low notes,

forming the root or roots of a chord or succession of chords
Fundamental chord, an old name for the common chord

;

now extended to any chord foimed of harmonics of the
fundamental tone
1732 tr. Ramean's Treat. Mus. n 9 Of the Fundamental

Bass Ibid x 28 Any one of the Notes contained m the
fundamental Chords 1833 Dannelly Encycl Mus

, Fundet.mental Movement
,
progression 01 movement of that species

of bass Ibid
, fundamental Sound, the gravest sound or

generator 1828 Busby Mus Man
, fundamental Bass

that bass on which the supeuncumbent harmony is founded •

or of which the supenoi paits of the accompanying chord
constitute the third, fifth, and eighth Ibid

, Fundamental
Choid

,
a chord consisting of the third, fifth and eighth of

the fundamental bass 1831 Brlwsiek Nat Magic vm
(1833) 181 This sound is called the fundamental sound of
the stung 187611 Blasernet's Sound 1 18 The note is the
lowest that the pipe can give, for which reason it is called
the fundamental note of the pipe 1876 Stainlr & Barrett
Diet Mus T , fundamental tones, the tones from which
harmonics are generated, 1889 E Phout Harmonym §6!
Our * fundamental choid’—that is, a chord composed of
the harmonics of its fundamental tone, or geneiator Ibid
ix § 197 We hue meet with a 1 fundamental discord ’

117 . jomlaily Of or pertaining to the funda-
ment or ‘ seat posterior

1767 A Camwii il Lexifh (1774) 65, I lingered behind,
detained by my fundamental malady 1828 Blackw. Mag.
XXIV 184 He fixes his fundamental feature upon the outer
edge ofa chair

lienee FuncLanLe’&talness
1737 in Baili y vol II.

B sb

1. A leading or pnmary principle, rule, law, or
article, which serves as the gi oundwork ofa system

,

an essential part. Clnelly m pi

,

the sing, is obs
or arch.

1637 Crt. .$ Times Chas l (1848) II. 263 They have
composed a symbol of fundamentals, which both the
Lutherans and Calvinists do hold without interfering one
with anothu *641 Void hmectymnuns iv 60 How then
is EpisLopacie one of the fundamentals of the kmgdome?
1630 H Broom Couserv Health 24 A Fundamentall m
Physic <*1633 J. bmiTii Stl Disc, vi v (1821) 228 Relying
upon this known fundamental, vi/ That there is no
prophecy revealed but by one of these two ways 1704
Nelson lest <5- fasts \n (1739) 540 The same Apostle
mentions ns a Fundamental, not only Baptism but also the
laying on of Hands 1863 Mikivaik R out Emf. (1865)
IV xxxtx 373 They permuted little deviation fiom
these great fundamentals 1864 Burton Slot Abr I 1 16
'I here is an odd tenacity of life 111 the fundamentals of
legends 1878 Moun v I’auvuiargucs 11 Very fault and
doubtful as to even the fundamentals—God, immortality,
and the like

b. pi 1< undamcntal requisites ? nonce-uie.
X864 E Burriti Walhfr Loud, to John o’ Gloats 378

Bread, baton, and butter T heir stock of these fundamentals
was exhausted

2 Mus. .Short forfundamental tone or note : see

A 6. (Formerly key-note.)

1727-41 CiiAMitt us Cycl
, fundamental, in music, denotes

the principal note of a song or composition, to which all the
rest are m some measure adapted, and by which they are

swaj ed. 1825 1)annj i ly lunycl Mus
,
fundamental, the

pnncipal note or loot of a harmony, concordant or dis-

cordant.

Fundamentality (fw ndamcntic liti). [f prec.

+ -m\] The quality or state of being fundamental.
X73X-93 Badly, fundamentality, the belonging to the

Foundation, 1816 VV Tam or in Monthly Rev. LXXX 367
More of fundamentality in the icsearch 1840 Gladstone
Ch Princ. 301 1 he funUamemahty of a given proposition in

religion

Fundamentally (fondSmc ntali), adv [f. as

picc +-ly 2
.] In a fundamental manner.

’| 1 From the foundation or bottom upwards,

thoroughly Obs

.

x6oz F Hi mwAuai at Fundamentally leame the Noble
Art of Physicke 1638 A Fox Wurts' Surg 1 111 7 It is

undeniable, that wounds ought to be cured fundamentally,

not superficially 1662 Plity Taxes 27 Men . cobble up
old houses, until they become fundamentally irreparable

2. In fundamental or essential matters or points,

as regards fundamentals, essentially.

1628 T. Si*i ncek Logic! 236 T o conclude this point of

Connext aviomes ; I hope it doth now appeare, that, they

are fundamentally, and indeed no other but simple 1664

H More Mysi Imq xro There can be nothing more
fundamentally Antichristian than it 1701 J Law Comic
'J rade (1751) 5 Such as fundamentally, at least understand
arithmetic and acconipts. 1748 Chlsterf Lett. 16 Feb

(1870) My health though not fundamentally had, yet

wanted some repairs 1790 Bukkl fr Rev. Wks V. 125

The simple governments are fundamentally defective. 18*7

Yeats 'lechn Hist Comm 335 Fundamentally, the process

consists in [etc ] 1880 H Tami s Diary ofMan ofFifty 324,

I was fundamentally not tiie least addicted to thinking evil.

If 3. jocularly At the fundament or * seat \
1836 E Howard R Recfir v, Oh 1 those floggings, how

deceptive they were, and how much I regretted them when
I came to understand the thing fundamentally. 1843 [see

Dephlogisticatl v 2)

+ Fun&amentive, «. Obs rare, [f Funda-
ment + -ivjs ] Original

1393 Nasiie Christ’s T. (1613) 58 There were m Ierusalera

three factions, Eleazcrs was the fundamentiue and first

+ Firndative, a Obs [f L. type *fundd-

tivus, f. funddre see Found v.1 and -atjve J

Tending to found or originate.

_
1677 Gaif Crt Gentiles II iv 14 The Dxvme Bomtie ..

is constitutive and fundative of althmgs.

Fundatorial (fondatoo rial), a. rare, [f L.

type *funddt(jri-us (see next) + -al ]
Pertaining

01 proper to a founder
1892 Frllman Hist Ess Ser n. xvi. 305 The Queen issues

the document by virtue of her ‘fundatorial 1 powers.



FUNDATORY. 605 PU3STBRATB.

+ Pu'ndatory, a Obs [f L. type *fundd-
tonus, { fundare' see Found v? and -oby]
Having the function or effect of founding (an

institution).

163s Pagitt Chnstianogr 111 (1636) 67 The Fundatory
Letteis, or Statutes ofthe Foundation of the said Monastery

t run&atrix. Obs [mod L funddtnx

,

fem
of L.funddtor, agent-n. ffundare

.

see Found 71.2]

== Foundress K
1549 Ridley m Bradford's Wks (1853) II. 371 The

fundatrix purpose was wondrous godly, her fact was godly

Funded (founded)
,
ppl. a. [f. Fund v + -ed j

]

1 a. Of a debt or stock : That has been made
part of the permanent debt of the state, with pro-

vision for the regular payment of interest at a fixed

rate.

1776 Adam Smith W N v 111 (i860) II. 522 The puhlick
debts of Gieat Britain funded and unfunded. 1797 Monthly
Mae, III 199 Besides the said four funded stocks, a national

bank is established at Philadelphia. i8ao Syd Smith
Plyinlets Lett Wks 1859 *1 166/2 Ireland now supports
a funded debt of about 64 millions x866 Crump Banking
ix 183 The permanent debt due to the Bank . . which was
included in the national debt accounts as funded debt,

b Of property Invested in 4 the funds
’

1848 Mill Pol Econ Prelim. Remarks I g Funded
property therefore cannot be counted as part of the national
wealth 1858 Ld St Leonards Handy-bk Pro# Law xx
152 In bequeathing your stock, give it generally, as all your
funded property.

2 Stored up. Cf Fund v. 2.

1841-4 Emerson Ess , Manners Wks. (Bohn) I 208 The
class of power, the working heroes see that . fashion is

funded talent 1888 1 . W. Higginson Women <§- Men xv.

77 The traditions and habits of society are to a great extent
what might be called funded and accumulated good feeling,

t Pxrndible, a Obs -° [as if ad. L. *fundi-
bilis

,
f fundire to pour ] That may be poured.

1775 in Ash
Fundie, var. of Found v 6 (In quot. trans —

to benumb

)

1591 Jas. I tr Du Bartas' Furies 240 The Moone doth
deaze and fundie him, Her brother rosts him quite.

Funding (fondiq), vbl sb. [f Fund v.+
-ing 1

] The action of the vb Fund (sense 1)

;

conversion of a floating debt into a peimanent 011c.

1776 Adam Smith W N v 111 (1869) II 521 We had
recourse to the ruinous expedient ofperpetual funding 1792
A Young Trav France 517 It remains a subject of infinite

curiosity, to see how far the infatuated and blind spirit of
funding will now be pursued 1843 McCulloch Taxation
in 11 (1852) 447 Funding is now effected in Fiance as m
England, by granting interminable annuities redeemable at
pleasure.

attnb 1790 M Cutler in Life Jrnls <5- Corr. (1888) I.

463 Congress ought to pay no regard to this matter in their

establishment of a funding system. 1846 McCulloch Acc.
Brit Em# (1854) U* 428 In the infancy of the funding
system it was customary to borrow upon the security of
some tax, or portion of a tax, set apart as a fund for dis-

chaiging the principal and interest of the sum borrowed
189a Daily News 29 June 2/3 The directors protest against
the receipt of funding bonds instead of the cash guarantee

Fundless (f»*ndles), a [f. Fund sb + -less ]
Without funds
xZaxSat.Rev 7 Mar 278/1 The unhappy anti-Painellites,

bookless, fundless, branchless, denounced him.

Funduck, obs. form of Fonduk.
II Fundus (f» ndws), [L fundus bottom ]
1 Anat. The base or bottom of an organ

,
the

part remote from the external aperture Fundus
of the eye \

* the back part of the globe of the eye
behind the crystalline lens’ {Syd. Soc Lex 1885)

_
1754-64 Smellie Midumf I 96 The Uterus is divided

Into neck and Fundus 1804 Med Jml. XII. 236 The
uterus was united with the fundus of the bladder, and
projected very little above it 1840 G. V Ellis Anat 608
The upper part or fundus is convex, and covered by perito-
naeum 1871 Hammond Dis Nero hyst p xu, This process
gives a very satisfactory view of the fundus with the optic
disk and retinal vessels *877 Huxley Anat, Inv A turn,

x 604 The cesophageal opening looks backwards to the
fundus ofthe sac 1887 G T Ladd Physiol Psychol x § 16

549 Prolonged work with the microscope will cause -the
images seen m its focus to 'live m the fundus of the eye

1

2 Foundation, groundwork, rare
—J

.

*840 Dc Quincey Style in Blackw Mag JulyXLVIII x

Want of principle and want of moral sensibility compose
the ongirndfundus of southern manners
Fune, var. of Foin sb?- Obs.

Funebrial (fiuni bnal), a. Now rare Also

7 funebnall, 7-8 funebral [f. L funebn-s (f

funus funeral) + -al ] Of or pertaining to funerals,

funereal. Hence, gloomy, sad, melancholy
1604 T Wright Passions v § 2 163 What are funebnall

accents, but ruthful lamentations for 0111 friends eclipsed 1

1645 Evelyn Mem (1857) I. 174 Here I heard a Spanish
sermon, or funebral oration. 1664 — Sylva (1776) 291 We
have most of our pot-ashes of this wood together with the
torch or Funebral Staves, a 168a Sir T. Browne Tracis
(1684) 91 Their funebnal Garlands had little of beauty in
them beside Roses 1790 Pennant London (1813) 507
A shroud, he dressed himself in that funebnal habit. 1830
Southey Let 10 July in Life $ Corr VI. xo8 An air of
book making which is not lessened by the funebnal verses

that it contains 1865 L’Estrange Yachting round W
Eng. too By some they are considered to have, been fune-

bnal, and onginally covered with mounds of earth. x866
G, Macdonald Unspoken Seme (1884) 237 Those pagans
who in their Elysian fields could hope to possess only such
a thin, fleeting, dreamy, and altogether funebnal existence

+Fune'brioua, a . Obs Also funebrous.
[f. as prec + -ous With funebrous cf OF.fune-
breux] =prec
1653 SirG Wharton Disc CometsWk’i (1683) 159 Comets

are certain Funebnous Appeaiances 1654 Cokaine Dianea
ill 217 At so funebrous a spectacle I could not refraine from
gnefe 1669R B Life T Morton Pref x6 Funebnous sick-

ness ofthe plague 1708 Ozell Boileau’sLutn

u

111, 42 Here
Ravens and Funebrous Birds resort 17*1 Bailey, Fune-
brous [In mod Diets ]

+ Fund. Obs. rare—1 Also 3-4 foneL [a

OF funel L. fundie

,

f. fums rope ] A rope.
a 1300 Cursor M 3306 Wantes vs here na uessell, Ne

mele, ne bucket, ne funell [v r fonelj

Funeral (fi« neral), a and sb. Forms
.

5-7
funerall, (5 fynerall, 6 funyralle), 4- funeral.

Plural 5-7 funeralles, (5 funeralea, funeralx,
fyneralles, 6 ftmirals), 6-7 funeral(l)s [The
adj. is a. OF. funeral

,

ad. med.L. funeral-is, f.

puner-, funus

,

funeral, death, dead body. The sb

is ad. OF funeraille (1406 Hatz.-Daim.), collect,

fem sing , ad med L fiineraha
,
neut pi. of the

adj. Like many othei OF sbs. in -mile of similar

derivation, the word was used in the pi. with the

same sense as in the sing (mod F. has only the pi

funirailles) , this usage was originally followed in

English, and continued until the end of the 17th c ]

A. adj.

1 . Of or pertaining to the ceremonial burial (or

ciemation) of the dead; used, observed, delivered,

etc at a bunal. Now usually apprehended as an
attributive use of the sb. Cf B. 6.

Fnneral-ale (? nonce-vvd ) = Arval. Funeral column (see

quot 1862) Funeral-house («) the house from which a
funeral has started, (<5) a mortuary Funeral #all the
pall used to cover the coffin, also fig Funeralpile, pyre
the pile of wood and other combustibles on which a dead

|

body is burned, t Funeral pot = funeral urn t Funeral
nng : a nng given at or m remembrance of a funeral , a
mourning ring Funeral-toll

.

the tolling of a bell at a
funeral. Funeral nm the urn in which the ashes were
placed after cremation
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2006 He wolde make a fyr, m

which thoffice Funeral he mighte al accomplice 1439E E.
Wills (1882) 115 My byryng & expenses funeralx. 1529
More Supplic Soulys wits 328/x There wer in the funeral

seruice at the burying of the corps, the selfe same psalmes
songen 1548 Udall, etc., Erasm. Par Mark v. 38-9 The
syngyng men thatsynge vayne funerall songes vntothedeade
bodie. 1579-80 North Plutai ch (1676) 315 [The people]

came to touch the Funerall-pot ofhis ashes 1583 Stubbes
Anat Abus 11 (1882)84 Is it not lawfull for him to take

mome in his cure for preaching funerall sermons ? *593
Shaks 3 Hen VI, ir v 117 My sighing brest, shall he thy
Funerall hell. x6ox Weever Mtrr

_
Mart. D v] b. My

Swans last funerall dirgee to the king. 1604 Dekker
Honest Wh Wks 1873 II 4 Funerall griefe loathes words

1629 J Cole Of Death 164 Aftei any buriall, the neerest

friends returne to the Funerall house 1638 Baker tr

Balzac's Lett I. (vol II ) 76 You have had the pleasure to

heare your owne Funerall Oration 1648 Bury Wills

(Camden) 211 That noe funerall pompe he bestowed at my
hunall 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot Ep Ded, The
Funeral Pyre was out and the last Valediction over, 1683
Lond Gaz No 1789/4 All Persons who shall have occasion

for Funeral Rings for time to come a 1693 Urquhart
Rabelais m 111 423 The Fuel of the Funeral and bustuary
Fire. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 11 1, The flattery of a funeral

sermon 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760) II. 315 They
were equal as to fame and funeial honours ax771 Gray
Desc Odin 70 Hoder’s corse Flaming on the fun

f
ral pile

1797 Mrs RADCLirpn Italian vi, She repaired first to the

convent to attend the funeral service 1804 J Grahame
Sabbath 191 The funeral-toll, announces solemnly’ The
service of the tomb. x8x8 Cruise Digest {ed 2) Vi. 339
After payment ofmy just debts and funeral expences 1827

Pollok Course T, ix. xi8o Thousands that sleep Forgotten

beneaththe funeral pall ofTime 1838 ThirlwallGreece III
131 Thepraises ofAthens were the main topic ofevery funeial

harangue 1850 Ecclesiologtst X 339 Vague terms as

Burial-House, or Rest-House, or Funeral-House, will never

come into vogue 1854 C F Alexander Burial of Moses
v Poems (1896) 84 But when the warrior dietb, His com-
rades 111 the war, With arms reversed and muffled drum,
Follow his funeral car 1862 Diet Arch (Arch Publ Soc),

Funeral column ,
the name applied by some writers to a

pillar raised instead of a cenotaph ; or over a place of

sepulture 1875 Edm Rev July CXLII. 208 It is far more
likely . . that the vow was made at his [Harold Harfagr’s]

father's funeral-ale

2 = Funereal.
1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying 111 § 6 To converse with

his friends and standers by so as may do them com-
fort, and ease their funeral and civil complaints 1678 Cud
worth Intell Syst 226 Many of the Religious Rites and
Solemnities, observed by the Pagan Priests, were Mournful
and Funeral. 1771 SmollettHumph Cl. Ill 8 Aug, The
firs look dull and funeral 1814 Byron Corsair 11 xvi,

O’er which the raven flaps her funeral wing.

B. sb. 1. The ceremonies connected -with the

burial (or cremation, etc. )
of the body of a dead

person
,

obsequies
; a bunal (or its equivalent)

with the attendant observances
a 1512 Fabyan Will in Chron Pref 6, 1 will that after my

funerall that .xii of the foresaid torches be bestowed as

after foloweth 1526 Pilgr Pref. (W de W. 1531) 257 b,

At complyn where shola be remembred the funerall or

buryall of that most holy corps. x6ox Shaks fill C hi

i 233 Do not consent That Antony speake in his Funeiall

1667 Evelyn Diary 3 Aug ,
Went to Mr Cowley's funeral,

whose corpse . was conveyed to Westminster Abbey in

a hearse with six horses. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 416 r 2

Melancholy Scenes and Apprehensions of Deaths and

Funerals 1704 Mrs RADCLirrn Myst Udolpho 11, On his

return from the funeral, St Aubert shut himself m his

chamber 1820 W. Irving 6 ketch Bk I 300 Funerals m
the country are solemnly impressive X858LD St Leonards
Handy-bk Prop Law xxi. 168 You must he careful in your
expenditure on the funeral

Jig x88g Tennyson To Princess Beatrice, The Mother
weeps At that white funeral of the single life, Her maiden
daughter’s marriage 1894 Westui Gas 29 Aug s/a Next
election would see the funeral of party government.

+ b pi. with smg sense. Obs
*543 Grafton Contn Harding475 The duke of Gloucestre

kepte the kyng his brothers funeralles a 1553 Udall
Royster D (Arb ) 88 Some parte of his funeralls let vs here
beguine 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant xu 58 Mourners
come to meet Thy tear-bedabled fun'rals, ill the Street. 169*
Wood Ath Oxon I 280 On the 5 of Sept, following his

Funerals were solemnized 17x1 Ld Molesworth tr F
Hotman's Franco-Gallta (1721)22 Lewis .. celebrated his

Funerals
Jig 1589 R Harvey PI Perc, (1590) 23 ,

1

, dnnke to the
funerals of your Emmitie 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. 111 45
Behold, I say, the time which is the Funerals of my Glory.

2 pi. The expenses attending a funeral Obs.

1496 Will ofCely (Somerset Ho ), After that my funerales

and dethe be paied 1590 Swinburne Testaments 104 The
luwe of this lande leaueth all the residue to the disposition

of the testator, funeralles and debts deducted a 1626 Bacon
Max <$ Uses Com Law (1635) 71 If the Executor or
Administrator pay debts, or funeralls, or Legacies of his

owne money.

i 3 . sing, and pi A funeral sermon. Obs.

1641 Trapp Theol Theol 193 The fiend preacht Sauls

funeral], as one calls it 1655 Fuller Ch Hist ix. 111 § 2 In
the absence of Doctor Humfreys designed for that service,

Mr
. Giles Laurence preached his Funeralls a i66r —

Worthies, Hereford (1662) 41, I could learn little from the
Minister which preached his funeral

fig. x62x Crt. 4- Times fas, I (1849) II 245,

1

send you
here the funerals of the Bohemian affairs, if that be true

which the enclosed reporteth.

4. A burial procession.
a 1745 Swift Direct Servants, ChambermaidWks 1824

XI 443 You are sometimes desirous to see a funeral As they
pass by m the street [etc ]. 181a J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 11

X03 A city bell Wailed for a funeral passing to the tomb
1824-9 Landor Imag Couv Wks. 1846 1. 1. 320 There is no
funeral so sad to follow as the funeral of our own youth

aBryant Poems
,
Among the 'J rees 45 The funeral goes

, a silent train Moves slowly from the desolate home.

5 . In various indefinite applications . a. death ;

b. grave, c monument.
1575 R B. Appvus # Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 149

Which hast the seed of thine own loin thrust forth to

funerall 1590 Spenser F. Q 11 v. 25 Him deeming dead.,
[he] Fledd fast away to tell his funerall Unto his brother

1591 —, Ruins of Rome 37 Rome now of Rome is th’onely

funerall 1608 Shaks Per n iv. 32 He lives to govern us.

Or dead, give’s cause to mourn his funeral. 1668 DENHAM
Pass Dido 199 May he find his funeral I’ th' Sands, when
he before his day shall fall 1705 StanhopeParapkr II 316
Those Funerals which come by gentle and leisurely decays.

0 . attnb. and Comb, as funeral-biscuit,
-boat

,

-cake, -cup, -party, -undertaker
1882 McQueen in Macm Mag XLVI 163, 1 have already

referred to what was called the ‘ “funeral biscuit’ 1884
Contentp. Rev Aug 329 * Funeral biscuits * are baked
expressly for those who visit the house on the day of inter-

ment. 1843 S. C. Hall Ireland III 187 And all in that

*funeral-boat repeated ‘why—why—why’. 1884 Ckesh
Gloss ,

*Funeral-cakes, long, narrow, sponge cakes used at

funerals. Ibid ,
*Funeral cups

,
drinking vessels used at

funerals 1832 E hid, Sketch Bk II 124, 1 watched the

’‘funeral-party as they stood in all the pride of their

military array 1707 Earl or BiNDON in Loud Gaz No
4339/3 Divers Abuses have been committed by Painters,
*Funeral-Undertakers.

t Funeral, v Obs.—1 [f. prec. sb] trans To
bury Also (? nonce-use), Tofuneral it: to mourn
for the dead.

1595 Hunnis Joseph 76 The purchase of the field and
caue, and all that therein stood Of Heth his children

purchast was, to funerall the good 1641 R Harris A bners

Funerall 1 ’Tis an hard thing to Funerall it well God .

,

helps us here by David. He has the art of mourning

+ Firneralize, v. Obs —1 [f. Funeral a.+
-ize,] trans. To render sad or melancholy.

1654 Cokaine Dianea 11 119 It transfixes my soule, that

the first day in which I have had the fortune to reverence

you should be funeralized with things most molestfull

t Firnerally, adv% Obs. [f. as prec. + -ly 2 ]

In a funeral manner
;
with funeral ceremonies

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot i 3 For when even crows

were funerally burnt, Poppsea the wife of Nero found a
peculiar grave enterment

Funerary (fi« nerari), a [ad late L. filne•

rdnus, f. funer-, fiinus : see Funeral. Cf F
fundraire ] Of or pertaining to a funeral or burial

^
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais lit xxiu. 185 Those Funerary
and Obsequial Festivals a x8za Shelley Pr Wks (1880)

III 62 It was probably an altar to Bacchus, possibly a
funerary urn 1866 Daily Tel 16 Jan 7/3 The deciphering

of Egyptian funerary rolls 1890 A B Edwards in Century
Mag. Jan XXXIX. 328 The sacred cats . . had their fune-

rary bronzes laid beside them in the grave

t Ftraerate, v Obs. Pa. pple 6 funerat,

funerated. [f L funerat

-

ppl. stem offiimrare,

f funer-, funus : see Funeral] trans. To bury

with funeral rites

1548 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 66 My body to be funerat
within the churcheyerd of Fyngell 1568 Ibid My bodye
to be funerated or buried within the churche ofEst Witton.
So rimexa’tion [late L. funerdtidn-evi\

,

the

performance of funeral rites.



FUNEREAL.
1625 Ussher Answ Jesuit 311 To the funeratioii be-

longeth the imbalming of the dead body *693 Knatciibull

Difficult Texts 41 T ne rites of funeration.

Funereal (fi«ni° rial), a [f, L funere-us (f.

flitter-Junits

.

see Funeual) 4- -AL ] Ofor pertain-

ing to a funeral ;
appropriate to a funeral Hence,

gloomy, dark, dismal, melancholy, mournful.

17*5 Pore Qdyss iv 740 You timely will return a welcome
guest, With him to shaie the sad funereal feast. <11750

Shenstonb Elegies iv 2 Near some lone fane, or yew’s

funereal green 1791 Cowper Iliad 11 725 Cyparissa veiled

With broad redundance of funereal shades 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxxv, A chill hung over our minds, as if the feast

had been funereal 184* Thackeray 2nd Funer Napol 1,

A car decked with funereal emblems, had been prepared.

1871 L. Stephen Playgr Eur iv 111. 239 We marched at

a funereal pace through the forest 1875 Renouf Egypt
Gram. 66 The funereal papyri

Hence Pune really adv , in a funereal manner.
i860 All Year Round No 39 294 Strangely and fune-

really suggestive of a mausoleum. 1886 W J Tucker
E Europe 332 The hearse., was drawn by four black
funereally-draped horses

i Fu'nerous, a Obs~° [f L funer-, funits
Funeral.]
1656 in Blount Glossogr, 1676 in Coles

Fullest (fime'stljd. Now rare Also 7 funeste.

fad. F. funeste
,
ad L funestus, f. funits : see

Funeral ] Causing or portending death or evil ;

fatal, deadly, disastrous
;
deeply deplorable.

1654 tr Sender/s Curia. Pol 96 How funest and direfull

must my conceptions be, looking upon her prison all hanged
with black 1671 True Noti-conf 4x8 This execution was ,

one of the funeste effects of the war. 1727 Swiri God's
Rev ctgst. Punning Wks 1755 HI 1, 169 Scarce had this

unhappy nation recovered these funest disasters 1865
Longf To Italy 3 The dower funest of in finite wretchedness.

Hence + Fune’stal, f Fune'stous adjs. [see -al,

-ous] =

F

unest. f Pune’state v [i.’L.fiinestat-:

see -ate 3
.] trans. To make funest or disastrous

(Cockeram 1623). f Punesta'tion [see -ation],

* pollution by touching a dead body’ (Coles 1676).
1555 Eden Decades 151 A court or yarde nere vnto this

funestal place 1647 W Browne tr Palexauder I 90
Have pity on a wretch to whom both life and death are
equally funestous. 1650 Howell Gunge's Rev Naples 69
With such funestous preparatifs. 1689 Myst Dug 10
That funestous War betwixt Charles the First and the
Parliament

Fung (fog) rare. Anglicized form of Fungus.
1882 [see Alg]

Fungaceous (fflqg^Jbs), a. [f. 1..fung-us -t-

-A0J2OU3.] Of the nature of a fungus or fungi.

1874 Cooke Fungi (1875) 270 Circumstances which cause
the destruction of the primitive fungaceous vegetation

Fungal (f» rjgal), a. and sb. [ad. modL.
fungalis

,

f. L fungus Fungus ]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to a fungus

,
of the

nature of a fungus. Fungal Alliance : Lindley’s

name for the group of fungi.

1835 Lindley Inlrod Bot, (1848) II 119 The Fungal
Alliance 1874 Cooke Fungi (1875) 16 Unnatural union
between a captive algal damsel and a tyrant fungal master,

1882 Quant’s Med. Diet, 523 Assuming the filaments to be
of undoubted fungal origin 1887 Pall Mall G 16 June
5/2 The peculiar parasite or fungal formation, for the
removal of which he has had to undergo an operation.

B. sb A fungus.

1845 Lindley .StA Bot. 156 Fungi—Fungals 1849 Sidnly
in Jrtil. Roy. Agnc. Soc X. 11 382 Fuugals most com-
monly grow upon animal or vegetable substances m a state

of decomposition. 1874 Cooice Fungi 36 Many of them
are now proved to be imperfect in themselves, and only
forms or conditions of other fungals,

+ Fu'ugate, sb Obs. [f. Fung-us + -ate
-1

.

Cf. Y.fongate ] Chem. A salt formed by the com-
bination of ‘ fungic acid ’ with a base
1821 Ure Diet Chem., Fnngates, the saline compounds

of a peculiar acid, which M. Braconnot has lately extracted
from mushrooms. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org Bodies
941 Fungate of potash

Fungate (fo qg^t), v. Path. [f. Fung-us 4*

-ate 3
.J intr. To grow up with a fungous form

or appearance, to grow rapidly like a fungus
(Gould Illust.Dict. Med. 1894) . see Fungus sb. 2

Hence IFirrigating ppl. a
x847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat, IV, 132/1 The fungating sore

produced m the tongue or cheek by a carious tooth 1878
T. Bryant Praci Snrg I. 107 An irregular, fungating,
bleeding surface. Ibid 1 , 124 It may fungate, crack, fissure,

or ulcerate.

t Fringe. Obs. [a. OF. *ftmge, fonge, ad. L.
fungus Fungus ]
1, A mushroom or fungus
7 c 1390 Form of Cury in Wamei Antiq Culm 5 Take

Funges and pare hem clene and dyce hem 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvit. exxiv. (1495) 686 Asshen of wylde
perys dronken helpyth ayenst Funges t todestoles

2 . A soft-headed fellow. [After "L,fungus ]

_
1621 Burton Anat Mel, 1. ii in. xiv (1651) 123 Whenas

indeed, in all wise mens judgments they are mad empty
vessels, funges, beside themselves. Ibid. 11 11, vi 111.(1651)306
IDnnk drowns more than the sea (meer Funges and Casks),

b. lattnb
1556 J. Heywood Spider <$• F. xxviii 3 There liueth not

thy lyke (for a file) I trow, For funge wit : thou arte the
fly for the nonse

+ Firngeous, a. Obs. Also 6 fungious. [ad.

OF.fongeux, f. fonge Fungus,] = Fungous.

606

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1 Ivi § 2 78 Blew Pamck hath
a reddish stalke full of a fungious pith 1682 T. Gibson
Anat 34 They are soft and fungeous

t Firngiate. Obs [f. Fungi-o-f-ateI ]
=

FUNGATE sb. 1848 m Craig 1864 in Webster

Fungible (fy nd^ib’l), a and sb Late. [ad.

med L. fungtbihs (‘ tesfungibiles
' Du Cange), f.

fungi(with sense as infungi vice
,
to take the place,

fulfil the office of).

The adj belongs to Civil Law and to the general theory
of Jurisprudence, the sb is 111 addition a current term of
the law of Scotland.]

A adj (See qnot 1832.)
1818 li T Colebkooke Obhg 4 Contracts I. 64 In the

instance of money and other fungible articles 1832 Austin
funspr (1879)

II xlvi 807 When a thing which is the

subject of an obligation must be deliveied in specie, the

thing is not fungible, 1 e that very thing, and not another
tlung of the same or another class m lieu of it must be
delivered Where the subject of the obligation is a thing
of a given class, the thing is said to be fungible, 1. e the
delivery of any object which answers to the generic descrip-

tion will satisfy the terms of the obligation. 1886 Sat. Rev
25 Dec. 853 A certain number of persons do not regard
books as ‘ fungible but exercise a choice as to the books
they read

B. sb A fungible thing.

a 1765 Ersicine lust 111 1. & 18 (1773I 1 . 418 Grain and com
aie fungibles, because one guinea, or one bushel or boll of
sulTiuent merchantable wheat, precisely supplies the place

of another 1865 M'Lennan Prim Marriage i in S tud
Anc. Hist (1887) 8 The Libnpens with his scales, officiating

at a will or act of adoption illustrates the sources whence
all ideas of formal dispositions were derived—the sale of
fungibles 1874 Act 37 38 Viet, c 94 5 15 Casualties .

paid m money or in fungibles at fixed periods or intervals

1880 Muirhead Gains Digest 489 If he had been guilty

of immorality, he was punished by being required to restoie

fungibles at once

Fu*ngic, a. [f Fung-us + -io. Cf, F fongitjuc.]

Of or pertaining to fungi or mushrooms. Fungic
acid (see quot. 1885).
1819 J. G. Childrln Chem Anal. 275 M. Braconnot lias

discovered another acid in fungi, which . he has named
fungic acid. 1864 Watts Diet. Client. II 747 Fungic acid
. .According to Dessaignes the acid in question is nothing
but a mixture of citric, malic, and phospliouc acids 1883
Sword 4 Trowel Sept. 480 A John Chmainan was passing
the Consulate just iheil, and was soon introduced to the
fungic fare

Fungicide (fb nd^isaid). [f.fungi- Fungus +
-oiDE Something used for destroying fungi.

1889 Voice (18 Y ) 6 June, Pans Green, being composed
in part of sulphate of copper, may act to a limited extent as
a fungicide 1894 limes xo Dec. 10/2 The latest im-
provements in appliances for the distribution of fungi-
cides upon growing crops

t Fungrferous, a, Obs [f. fungi- Fungus
+ L. -fer bearing + -ous.] Bearing iungi

;
covered

with fungi.

1765 Untv Mag XXXVII 76/3 The Fungiferous Stone.

Fungiform (f» ndjjifium), a. [f. fungi- Fun-
gus + -form. Cf. F fongiforme ] Having the

form of a fungus
;
having a termination resembling

the head of a mushroom. Said esp, of papillae on
the tongue.
1823 Phillips Mineral p. Ixxxviii, Fungiform, certain

substances are occasionally met with having a termination
similar to the head ofa fungus ; whence they are said to be
fungiform. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat 589 Fungiform
Papilla. Theirnumber is indeterminate 1868 WmcnTOcean
World v 120 Happalimus.—Mass fungiform, pedicillate
below, expanding conically. 1881 Mjvakt Cat 172 The
fungiform papilla aie much smaller and more numerous
than the circumvallato ones.

t Fu’ngify, v. Obs rare [f. L fung-I to per-

form 4- -(i)yy.] trans. To fulfil or perform (an
office).

1650 T. Bayly Herla Panetis 109 Bending the seveiall
parts of the body in a devout posture to fungifie their
severall offices. *65* C Cartwright Cert. Rehg 1 62
Every Minister of the Chuich. should be in a capacity of
fungifying his office in preaching the Gospel

I! Fungillus (fondgi l#s). [mod.L. fungilhts,
dim. of L. fungus Fungus ] A little fungus
Hence Fungl-lliform a [-form: ] = Fungiform
1830 Lindley Nat Syst, Bot 13 Embryo fungilhform,

seated at the base of firm somewhat fleshy albumen 1885
P. MacOwan Rep. Cape Town Bot. Gard, 12 Our speci-
mens of the fungtlius being decayed

Fungin (fy ndgin) (Incorrectly fungine). [f

Fung-us 4- -in. Cf. F.*/engine, fungine ] The
substance which forms the cell-walls of a mush-
room or fungus.
x8ip J. G. Children Own Anal 299 Fungm is to the

fungi, what woody fibie is to trees. 1869 Eng. Mech, 17
Dec 333/1 The nutritive part is m the fungm

Funginous (f» nd^inas), a. [f, 'L.fungin us,

f. fungus + -ous.] Of or belonging to a fungus.
1866 m Trtas. Bot

.

Hence in mod. Diets.

+ Fu’ngite. Obs. [f. Fung-us 4- -ite ] A kind
of fossil coral
1691 Ray Creation (1701) 102 Fungites, which grow upon

the rocks like Shrubs 1756 Phil. Trans XLIX. 514 The
. most remarkably shaped fungites I ever saw.

Fungivorous (fpndgrvores), a [f. L. fungi-,
fungus+ -vor-us devouring 4- -ous,] Feeding on
mushrooms or fungi.

1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. let. xhx. (1828) IV. 492

FUNGOUS.
Among the phytiphagous insects the fungivorous ones form
about a twentieth 1849 Hardy m Proc Berw Nat Chib
II No 7 361 Other species whose larva are considered to
be either fungivorous or sapiophagous.

t Ftrngo. Obs Also 6 funga [? a It. or Sp.
fungo Fungus ] A mushroom or fungus

1562 Bulleyn Bk Simples 3 b, Rotten Moushnmpes called
Fungas 1647 R Siai-veton Juvenal 73 Pure fungo’s, such
as Claudius cate, before His wife’s catnc, after which he ne’re
cate more. 1682 Loyal Satirist 111 Somers Iracts (Scott)
VII 68 Are frogs, fungos, and toadstools the chiefest dishm a spiritual collation 7

Fungoid (f» qgoid), a and sb. [f. Fung-us +
-OID Cf Y.fongoide ]

A. adj. Resembling a fungus or its qualities; of
the nature of a fungus
1836 Penny Cycl V 252/3 Fungoid

\

resembling a fungus •

that is, megular m form and fleshy in texture 1853 Kane
Gunnell Exp xlv. (1856) 411 The familiar mushroom or
fungoid appearance which is shown in many of the plates
x86i S Thomson IVild FI 11 (ed 4) 133 Minute fungoid
moulds. 1874 Cookl Iungi 100 Peziza venosa has the most
decided nitrous odour, and also fungoid flavour. 1875
Darwin Insectiv. PI xi, 272 Yeast and other low fungoid
forms flourish in solutions of ammonia,
b. Path (See Fungus 2 )

1844 Dufton Deafness 89 An inert substance in the ear .

.

surrounded by fungoid growths 1845 Todd & Bowman
Phys. Anat. I. 100 Cancer, or fungoid disease 1875 B W.
Richardson Dts Mod Life 30 The malignant growths
include fungoid tumour. 1878 Hadershon Dis Abdomen
42 The diphtheritic membrane is fungoid in character.

B sb A fungoid plant. Also attrib.

1861 H Macmillan Footn.fr. Page Nat 211 The highest
development of fungoid life 189* Daily News 3 Nov 6/1
They lived on a spoonful or two of arrowroot, with such
fungoids as they could gather m the forest.

Fungology (Coqgp’lodgi). [f. Fung-us +
-(o)logy ] The science or study of fungi. Hence
X’ung'olo gical a, [

4- -10 4- -al], of or pertaining to

fungology. rungo’logist [
4- -I8T], one who studies

or is learned m fungology.
x86o Berkeley (title). Outlines of British Fungology.

1865Aihcnxum No 1980. 463/3 A philanthropic fungologist
188a Gard. Ckron XVIII. 73 The seeker after fungological
knowledge 1885 Guay Lett

,

(1893) 769 Harkness is

absorbed in fungology 1885 Leeds Mercury 26 Aug 3/2
The fungologist may not be altogether unwilling to part
with a group which has always been a source of some
perplexity to him.

Fungo'Se, a. [ad. L. fungdsus, f. fungus ]
= Fungous 1.

17x3 J Pltiver in Phil Trans. XXVIII. 217 The welted
Bark or Fungosc excrescencies which grow to its Branches.
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 412/2 Fungosc, spongy in texture,

fungus-like

Fungosity (foqgF’sili), [f. prec. 4- -ity.] The
quality or condition of being fungous

;
in quots.

concr a fungons growth.
1720 S. Parklu Bibhoth. Bibl I 292 Certain little Puslulse

and Fungomties on ns Surface 1815 W Taylor 111 Monthly
Jin’. LXXVIII 107 A fibrous, excrescent, and feeble

fungosity. 1861 Bumstlad Veit. Dts (1879) 404An extensive

cavity is exposed, covered with fungosities ofa bluish color

Fungous (fznjgas), a. [ad. L. fungdsus, f.

fungus', see Fungus and -ous Cf.F fongueux ]

1. Of or pertaining to fungi ; haying the nature

of a fungus, f Also, formeily, Resembling a fungus

in texture
;
spongy.

c 1420 Pallad. on Ihtsb ix. 42 And chaf is bettir for hem
than isdonge, For they therof wol be right fungous stronge

1578 Banistlk Hist. Man 1 8 'I he tables of the bones of y°

head whiche shut betwene them the Fungous substaunce

1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xxxv I. 613 We may be sure of

r.une, in case wee see a fungous substance or soot gathered

about lamps and candle snuffs x66x Lovell Hist. Atom
<J-Mm Introd

,
Their lungs are single, fibrous, divided by

ipes, very long and fungous. 171a tr. Pomel's Hist Drugs
27 Rhubarb is a thick fungous Root 1780 A. Young Tour

Ircl I. 397 Twenty-five acres of spungy fungous bog 1781

CowflK Conversat 54 The sapless wood, divested of the

bark, Grows fungous 1709 J. Robertson Agnc. Perth 274

There is a deep soil, with a crust of fungous moss 1830

Lindley Nat. Syst Bot 221 Placentae either single and

fungous, or double and thin 1855 0 . "W Holmes Poems

237 No fungous weeds invade thy scanty soil 2876T. Hardy
Ethelberta (1890) 84 An afternoon which had a fungous smell

out of doors
,

tram

f

andfig. 265a J Hall Height Eloq. p vi, Fungous

and empty inflations are evill in an Oration, as well as in

a naturall body 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. II vii § 47 269

The base principles of modern building some fungous wall

of nascent rottenness that a thunder-shower soaks down.

1859 Hawthorne Fr fy It. Jmls, II. 267 Antiquity, with

merely the natural growth of fungous human life upon it,

b. rath. (Cf. Fungus 2 )

1667 R. Lower in Phil. Trans II 614 What the cause may
be of that fungous Exrressence, or why Horses are peculiarly

obnoxious to it. X725 Bradley Iam. Diet, s v. White honey

Charge, Verdigrease or Vitriols keep down the growth of

proud fungous Flesh. 1803 Phil. Irans XCIII. 207 The

following case of fungous excrescence from the tongue.

1834 J Forbes Laennec's Dts. Chest (ed 4) 669 Desault

mistook a fungous tumour of the bladder for a calculus.

1877 Roberts Handbk Med. (ed 3) I. 275 This form of-

cancer may produce very vascular fungous growths.

2 Growing or springing tip suddenly like a mush-

room, not durable or substantial

1751 Harris Hermes in. v, (1765) 424 That fungous growth
of Novels and of Pamphlets. 1782 V. Knox Ess (18x9) I xiv,

86 The fungous production of the common novel-wright will

be too insignificant to attract his notice x8xfiT L Peacock

Headlong Hall vii, Those manufactories, which have
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suddenly sprung up, like fungous excrescences 1829 W, G
Meredith Mem Chas K ofSweden In trod §33 89 One of

the mushroom monarchs of Napoleon, fortunate in not being

as evanescent as his fungous biethren 1874H R Reynolds
John Baft 1. § 6 39 These temporary elements have been
fungous in their growth

Hence Fa ngrousness, fungous quality.

1730-6 in Bailey (folio)

Fungus (f® gg#s), sb PI. fungi (fo ndgoi),

funguses Also 7 fungous, [a L,fungus, com-
monly believed to lie cognate with, or ad Gr erepby-

yos, ffiruyyos Sponge , in sense 2 prob. through OF.
fungus (fi.fongus) ]

1. A mushroom, toadstool, or one of the allied

plants, including the various forms of mould. In

Bot ,
a cryptogamous plant, characterized by the

absence of chlorophyll, and deriving its sustenance

from dead or living organic matter. Also collect

in sing.

1337 Andrew Brunsivyke's Distyll Waters E vj b, Water
of fungus .. The beste parte and tyme be the whyte tode

stoles or muscheroms whan they be full rype 1601 Hoi land
Pliny II. 132 Those excrescenses m manner of Mushromes,
which be named Fungi 1665 Hookf Mtcrogr. 113 Cork
seems to be by .the pores, a kind of Fungus or Mushrome
1694 Acc. Sev.Late Voy. n (1711) 152 Like unto the Fungus
that grows on Elder, which we call Jews-ears 1804 Med
Jml XII 385 CaseofPoisonfromaVegetable Fungus 1838

T, Thomson Client Org Bodies 947 This black matter is a
species of small fungus, which draws its nourishment from,

the wheat 1847 Badham Escul. Funguses p. xiu, No
country is perhaps richer in esculent Funguses than our

own. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 243,

1

shall treat separately

the forms which contain chlorophyll (so-called Algae) from
those destitute of chlorophyll (so-called Fungi),

to. transf andfig. Often usedfig. for something

of rapid growth.
1750 Warburton Julian Introd. (1751) 45 Exsuding from

her [the Church’s] sickly Trunk a number of deform’d Fun-
gus’s. 1757 Foote Authorw Wks 1799 1 156 The offspring

ofa dunghill 1 born in a cellar .and living in a garret, a
fungus, a mushroom 1791 Paine Rights ofMan (ed 4) 107

Theybegan to consider aristocracy as a kind of fungus grow-
ing out of the corruption of society, 1862 Fraser’s Mag.
Nov 631 Nor, when criticising this architectural fungus
[Exhibition Building], must its cost he forgotten. 187.
SPURGEON Treas Dav Ps lxxviii 36 A mere unsubstantial

fungus of unabiding excitement. x88x G W. Cable Mine,
Delphute i 2 That significant fungus, the Chinaman.

2. Path. A spongy morbid growth or excrescence,

such as exuberant granulation in a wound.
1674-7 Molins Anat Obs (x8g6) 17 An old Man having

a Contusion upon his Skm there threw out such Fungous
that all the Escharotticks signified nothing, xyax Bailey,
Fungus [in Surgery], soft spungy, Flesh which grows
upon Wounds *748 Hartley Observ, Man 1, 11. 152
Bitters and Acids applied to Funguses of the Brain. 1804
Abernethy Surg Obs 91 It is no uncommon circumstance
to meet with wens, that have burst spontaneously, and have
thrown out a fungus 1844 Dutton Deafness 41 Sometimes
small vegetations can be observed on its surface, and the

commencing existence of polypus or fungus

Jig 1711 Shaftesb Charac. (1737) I. 248 The comick
geniuswas apply’d as a kind ofcaustick, to those exuberances
and fungus’s of the swoln dialect, and magnificent manner
of speech.

to. A skin disease m fish.

x8ga Daily News 12 Jan. 5/4 Though the disease of the

skin of fish known as 1 fungus ' is common they never had
a better supply of salmon in the river than at present.

+ 3. An excrescence of lamp-black or charred

fibre on the wick of a candle or lamp. lit. andfig.
(So 111 Latin.) Obs.

1775 Fletcher Last Check § 18 Wks. 1793 VI 243 Is

a spiritual lamp trimmed when its flame is darkened by the
black fungus of indwelling sin ? 18x3 T. Forster A tmosph,
Phsenom. (1815) 150The excrescence offungi about the wicks
of lamps and candles

;
the flaring and snapping of the flame,

4. The vegetable growth employed as tmder
[1664 Evelvn Sylva. (1679) 27 Nor may we here omit to

mention the . fungus’s to make Tinder ] 1831 Brewster
Nat. Magic xm (1833) 320 The heat of the wire is always
sufficient to kindle a piece of German fungus.

5. attnb. and Comb

,

as fungus disease (see 2 b
above), growth

,
production

, tree
;
fungus-covered

’

-like, -proofadjs,
t88o Burton Q Anne III. xvn 169 *Fungus-covered

cabins. x888 Pall Mall G 3 bept 9/1 Fish affected with
“fungus disease. 1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey iv 1, The
Literature of the present day, a “fungus production which
has flourished from the artificial state of our Society 1887

Darwin in Life 4 Lett (1887) III 348 Raising “fungus-
proof varieties of the potato. 1848 Dickens Dornbey xjqu,

“Fungus trees grew in comers of the cellars

Hence Pirciffixs v intr,, to grow out rapidly like

a fungus
;
Ptrngnaed pa. pple., grown over or

covered with fungus.
1841 Lytton Nt 4- Mom (1831) 167 From that little boss

has fungused out a terrible hump x86a Sat Rev XIII
209/1 From a celebrated cellar, cobwebbed and fungused
with the dirt and dust of haif-a-century of neglect

Ftmgnsy (fo’rjg&i), a. Also fungousy. [fi

Fungus + -tL] a Covered with a fungous growth,

to. Of a fish : Affected with a fungous disease,

1856 Canning in Hare 2 Nolle Lives (1893) II, 89 Despatch-
boxes not opened for some time assume the appearance of
a bottle of curious old port—white and fungus-y 1880
F. Buckland In Scotsman 1x883) 10 Nov 6/6 He received

a pike which after a while became fungousy.

T Fu*ngy, a. Obs [f. Funge + -t 1 ] Like

a fungus m texture, cellular, spongy.

1^78 Banister Hist Man 1. 7 The Bones of the Head are
neither altogether Solid, nor yet wholly fungie 1721 Bailey
s v Funk, A fungy Excrescence of some Trees

f Fumble. Obs. = Funnel i (The orig, has
trachter )
1658 A. Fox Wurtd Surg in vi. 234 The fume which

the party took down at his mouth going to-bed, in a fumble
01 pipe

Funic (fu mk), a . [f. Fun-is + -ic ] Pertain-

ing to the funis or umbilical cord.

1857 in Dunglison Med Lex 1876 Playfair Treat
Mtdw 1 . 11 iv 159 One of these [sounds heard in ausculta-
tion] is the so-called umbilical orfunic souffle.

tFu’nical, a Obs -1
[f. Fun-is +- -io + -al ]

Of or pertaining to the funis or umbilical coid,
supplied through the funis.

1753 N. Torriano Mtdimfry 13 The Opinion of the
funical Nourishment is also defensible from another Cir-
cumstance.

Funicle fib nik’l). [Anglicized form of Funi-
culus ] In various senses of Funiculus, esp. a.

= Funiculus 2 . b. Bot. = Funiculus 3
1664 Power Exp Philos 11 134 The uppermost Surface

of the Quicksilver being sliced off, is dilated into a tenuous
Column or Funicle. 1840 Paxton Bot Diet

,
Funicle

,

a
little stalk, by which the seed is attached to the placenta
i860 Fowler Med Voc

,
Funicle

,

m Anat
, an aggregation

of fibies into a little round cord 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
87 Cytisus, Broom seeds with a tumid funicle

Funicular (fiwni kixflii), a. [f. L funicul-us

+ -Alt Cf. F fitniculaire ]

1. Of or pertaining to a funiculus in vauous
senses "f Funicular hypothesis : see Funiculus 2 .

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11 138 A Confutation of this

Funicular Hypothesis of Linus 1709 F. Hauksbee Phys.
Mcch. Exp 111. (1719) 89 The Objections, of the Favourers
of Suction, and the Funicular Hypothesis 1866 A Flint
Prmc. Med (1880) 735 The name funicular sclerosis is

given to sclerosis following certain definite columns of the
cord, such as lateral and posterior spinal sclerosis

2. Of or pertaining to a rope or its tension;

depending on or worked by a rope. Funicular
machine . an arrangement of a cord, pulleys, and
suspended weights, designed to illustrate statical

principles. Funicular polygon : the figure assumed
by a cord supported at its extremities, and having

weights suspended from it at various points.

Funicular railway

:

one worked by a cable and
stationary engine ; a cable railway.
1828 J, M. Spearman Brit Gunner (ed. 2) 296 The whole

is called the Funicular Machine. 1837 Whewell Hist
Induct. Sc, (1857) II. 13 Stevm. applies his principle of
equilibrium to cordage, pullies, funicular polygons. 1886
Pall Mall G. 24 June 14/1 The ascent will be by means
of a funicular railway. 1892 1ablet 3 Sept 365 A funicular

railway runs up the mountain’s side

3. Resembling a cord; spec, in Anat. and Bot.
1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat, I. 702/1 Small muscles to

which Poll has given the name of funicular muscles. 1845
Todd & Bowman Phys Anat I. 70 Funicular, rounded
cords of white fibrous tissue 1851 D Wilson Preh Ann.
(1863) I. n vi 465 The knotted funicular toic. 1856 Hen-
slow Diet Bot. Terms,

Funicular chord, a cord-hke ap-

pendage, by the intervention of which the seeds are at-

tached, instead of being seated immediately on the placenta,

4. Peitaming to the films or umbilical cord

1873 Kennedy in Leishman Syst Midvnf. ix 179 Except
under such circumstances, it must be very difficult to dis-

cover the funicular souffiet.

Funiculate (fiwni'khfltfit), a. Bot. and Zool.

[f, Funioul-us + -ate 2
.] Having a funiculus.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol IV. 349 Funiculate, when it

[thepostfraenum] forms a narrow ridge In mod Diets.

II Funiculus (fiwni ki#l#s), [L,funiculus, dun.

of funis rope.]

+ 1- A little rope. Obs rare~°.
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey)

f 2. A hypothetical ‘string’ or filament of ex-

tremely rarefied matter, imagined to be the agent

operating in the suspension of the mercury in the

Torricellian experiment. Obs.
The hypothesis was propounded by Franciscus Linus (the

Jesuit F Line or Hall) in his book De Corporum lnsepara•*

bihtate 1661, which attempts to refute the correct explana-

tion of the phenomenon that had been given by Boyle.

1662 Boyle Spring ofAir n 1. (1682) 18 That the things

we ascribe to the weight or spring of the air are really per-

formed by neither, hut by a certain Funiculus, or extremely

thm substance provided by Nature which does violently

attract bodies whereunto ft is contiguous if they be not too

heavy to be removed by it 1669 — Contn. New Exp 1

(1682) s Who attribute tne suspension of the Quicksilver m
the Torricellian experiment to a certain xarified matter,

which some call a Funiculus

3. The umbilical cord
;
= Funis. Hence transf

iu Bot. A little stalk by which a seed or ovule is

attached to the placenta
1830 Lindley Nat Syst, Bot. 111 Ovules ascending from

the axis, attached to a short funiculus. 1854 Mayne Exp
Lex., Funiculus, a name for the umbilical cord. 1870

Bentley Bot 326 The funiculus is parallel to the ovule,

instead of being at right angles to it. 1882 Vines Sachs'

Bot 49a The nucellus is seated on a stalk, the Funiculus

4. Ent. ‘A term for the part ofthe antenna which

lies between the scape and the club in certain in-

sects ’ (Syd. Soc Lex ).

1877 W Thomson Voy Challenger I. iv 262 Lamellar

appendage of the outer antennae reaching to the middle of

tne second joint of the funiculus.

5. Anat. ‘Applied to the primitive cord or bundle

of nerve fibres, bound together in a sheath of con-

nective tissue, called the perineurium orneurilemma’

(Syd. Soc. Lex).
6 . In. Polyzoa (See quot.)

1877 Huxley Anat Inv Amin vui 455 Very generally,

the gastric division of the alimentary canal is connected
with the parietes of the body by a sort of ligament, the
funiculus, or gastro-parietal band

Fttniform fit mf£im), a. [f. L. funi-s rope

+ -form ] Having the form of a cord or rope.

1865 Page Handbk Geol Terms (ed 2), Fnmform, cord-

hke, rope-like. 1877 \V. Jones Finger-ring 61 The whole
is overlaid with fucuform wire ornaments

Funiliform (fi«m liffftm), a. Bot [as if f L.
*fumli-s adj. (f. funis rope) + -form ] (See quot.)

1856 Henslow Diet. Bot Terms
,
Funiliform, tough,

cylindrical, and flexible, like a chord
;
as the roots of arbor-

escent monocotyledones

Funipendulous ndi«las),a. [f L,
funi-s rope +pendul-us hanging+ -ous ] Hanging
fiom a rope ; connected with a hanging rope
1706 W Jones Syn Palmar. Matheseos 290 The greater

the Funipendulous Body is, the less does the Medium
Resist it 1829 T L, Peacock Misfort Elphm vi 92 The
exhibition of some half-dozen funipendulous forgers might
have shocked . his humanity, 1863 De Morgan Budg
(1872) 386 And so, having shown n

1863 De Morgan Bua
_ ow the reviewer has

hung liimself, I leave him Funipendulous

Funipotent (fw«u patent), a. nonce-wd [f.

L fitm-s rope + potent-em Potent] Playing

tricks with ropes.
x88o F Pollock Spinoza 60 Believers in table-moving,

slate-writing, funipotent and other goblins

II Fimis (fi«*nis). Anat. [L. funis rope ]
f a Short forfunis bracket, ‘ an old name for the

median vem ’ (Syd. Soc. Lex ), to. The umbilical

cord.
£1400 Lanfrands Cimrg 159 pis veyne is eftsoones

dyvydid, and be oon partie is spred bi pe arm manye weies
wijjoute for}?, bat is clepid funis, 1753 N. Torriano
Midvnfry 8 The Funis, the Placenta, with its Ammon and
Chorion, and Allantoides x8oo Med. Jml IV. 323 With
the other [hand] we take hold'ofthe funisand make a gentle

distension 1855 Ramsbottom Obstetr Med 64 One coil of
the funis is seen twisted round the neck, and another round
the left ancle.

f Frink, sb? Obs. Also 4 fonk, 4-7 funks,

7 founck [Corresponds toMDu. vonke (Du vonk),

QKG.funcho (MHG. vunke,
mod.Ger. /*/«&?) wk.

masc
,
spark ; the Eng. word mayhave been adapted

from Dn
,
or it may represent an OE funca. The

existence of the abkut-var. MHG. vanke, mod.Ger.
dial fanke, renders it unlikely that the word is

a diminutive of the sb. represented m Goth, byf&n
(gtn.funins) fire ]

1. A spark. (The sense in the quots from R.
Branne is quite uncertain.)

CX33Q R Brunne Chron (x8xo) 172 pat was not worth
a fonk. Ibid 2xx pe kyng an oth suore. He suld him
venge on Steuen & of bo fourtene monkes . Be beten alle

fonkes 1390 Gower Coif III. 18 Of lust that like firy

funke Hath made hem as who saith halfwode. 1393 Langl.
P , PI C vir 33s Foi al the wrecchednesse of this worlde

and wicked deaes Fareth as a fonk of fuyr that ful a myde
Temese. c 1440 Promp. Para. 182/2 Funke or lytylle fyyr,

igniculus
,
foculus,

2. Touch-wood Cf. Punk, Spunk.
1673 [see 3) 1704 E. Ward Dissenting Hypocrite -35 Bum

it as Funk, or keep ’t as Fodder 1721 Bailey,Funk, a fungy
Excrescence ofsome Trees dress’d to strike Fire on 1754
Gooch in Phil. Trans XLVIII. 817 They gather an ex-

crescence, growing upon oaks, and call it Funk, which
Impregnated with nitre, is used as a match to light pipes

a 1825 m Forby Voc. E Anglia, Funk, touch-wood.

3. Comb

,

as funk horn, ?a horn case con-

taining touchwood.
1673 Channon in Col St Papers, Amer § W Ind, (1889)

538 A flint and ‘ founck horn,’ which a man had put in his

pocket the day before to stake fire in the night.

t Funk, sb? Obs. [f. Funk v !] A strong

smell or stink ;
also, tobacco smoke.

,623 W. Capps in P. A. Bruce Earn Hist Virginia (1896)

1, 1 36 Betw ixt decks there can hardhe aman fetch his breath

by reason there ariseth such afunkem thenight thatkitcauses

putrefaction of bloud. a vjoo B. E. Diet Cant Crew,

Funk, Tobacco Smoak , also a strong Smell or Stink, 1725
New Cant Diet s v„ What a Funk here is 1 What a thick

Smoak ofTobacco is here S Here's a damn'd Funk, here’s

a great Stink. _ ....
fig, 1659 D. Pell Impr, Sea 491 note, I would either run
out of the stmke of swearing, or make them to run out of

the ship that should make such a filthy funke m it.

Funk (%k), sb .3 slang, [First mentioned as

Oxford slang
;
possibly, as Lye suggests, a, Flemish

fmek (Kilian), the origin of which is unknown.]

1. Cowering fear ;
a state of panic or shrinking

terror. Bluefunk : see-Blue a. 3 .

1743 Lye in Junius' Etyinologicnm s,v ,
Funk vox Acade-

micis Oxon famillans. to be in a funk , vett Flandns

fonck est Turba, perturbatio . in de fonck stm, Turban,
tumultuan, m perturbatione versan. 1765 E. Sedgwick
m 10th Rep. Hist. MSS Comm App. 1 39“ Po°r Todd,
is said to be in a violent funk, 1785 Grose Did Vnig
Tongue s v , I was in a cursed funk 1827 De Quincey in

Blackio. Mag XXI 204 The homd panic or ‘ funk ' (as

the men of Eton call it) in which Des Cartes must have
found himself 1839 Sir C. Napier 9 Apr in W. N Bruce

Jife IV. (1885) 127 Funk is the order of the day, i86t



I'TJK'K. 608 FUNNEL.
Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xhv, There is no sign of any-
thing like funk amongst our fellows 1874 M Con ins
Transmigr II xi 183 With all my heroism, I was m
a frightful funk.

2

.

One who funks
; a cowaid

i860 in Bartlett Diet Amer ,Funk 2 a coward. 1888
Daily Tel 13 Apr 5/2 The public opinion among youth
would , . dub a ‘ fellow ’ a ‘ funk ’

Funk (f»i]k), sb 4 Sc and no> th. [f Funk z>.«‘5]
1 A kick
1808-80 in Jamieson 1838 J Halt ey in Life (1843) 143
He placed his hand unluckily jusL on the spot where Mi
Pony is lather touchy Sundry vehement funks . weic
the immediate consequence.

2. Ill-humour, passion.
1808-80 Jamieson s v

,
In a funk, in a surly state, or m

a fit of passion Loth 189a Northnmbhi. Gloss, s v.,
1 The

gaffer’s in a fine funk ’

Funk (ft?ijk), v 1 slang [peril a F dial.

funkier=O s,funkier,fungier —L *fnmicaie (It.

fwmeare),fiimgdre, f. ftltnus smoke (Funk sb 2
,

though app f. this vb., is lecorded earlier.)]

1. trans To blow smoke upon (a person); to

annoy with smoke.
1699 W King Fnrmetry 111 56 What with strong smoke,

and with his stronger breath, He funks Baskeha and her
son to death ijripD’Uitrrv VI 303 He witha sober
Dose OfCoffee funks his Nose 1753 Smollttt Ct Fathom
(1784) 119/1 He proposed that we should retire into a corner,
and funk one another with brimstone 1785 Grose Diet
Vnlg Tongue s v, To funk the cobbler, a school hoy’s
tuck, performed with assa fmtida and cotton, which aie
stuffed into a pipe and the smoke is blown through the
crannies of a coblei's stall 1835 Marrvat Jac lattlif
xxv, Do look how the olcl gentleman is funking Mary, and
casting sheep's eyes at her through the smoke. 1840 Barham
Ingot Leg, Specti c Tappington, An anangement happily
adapted for the escape of the noxious fumes up the chimney,
without that unmeiciful 'funking' each other, which a less

scientific disposition of the weed would have induced.

b. To smoke (a pipe, tobacco), f Also, to blow
(tobacco smoke) on (a person).
a 1704 T. Brown Inscript Tobacco box Wks 1730 I 65

Since Jove . Gives us the Indian weed to funk. 1733
Revolution Politicks n 67 When the King was upon his
Trial, did not the Soldiers funk Tobacco in on the King as
he sat, to offend him 1764 T Brydges Homer Tiavcst.
(1797) II 54 Where a round doren pipes they funk, And
then return to town dead drunk. 1791 Huddlsford Salntag.
114 A pipe I did funk

c. intr. To smoke.
*829 H Murray N. Amer I iv 21 r The grain having

funked for six and twenty weeks in the ship’s hold 183*
W. Stephenson Gateshead Local Poems 29 At Jenny
Brown’s she’d smoke and funk. 1835 Browning Fra
Lippo 174 My straw-fire flared and funked i860 Bartlett
Diet. Amer. s. v , When the smoke puffsout from achimney
place or stove, we say ‘ it funks’

2 . To cause an offensive smell
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxxu 92 1829 BrockettN C Words, Funk, to smoke or rather to cause an offen-

sive smell

Hence Fu’nkmg ppl a
1700 S Parker Six Philos Ess 34 Many a funking I’oor
may have had his Pipe lighted by a Flash.

Funk (foqk), v b slang [Belongs to Funic sb 3
]

1. intr. To fhncb or shrink through fear , to ‘ show
the white feather try to back out of anything.
I737~9 H Walpole Lett (1886) I 15 The last time I saw

him here [Eton], was standing up funking over against a
conduit to be catechised 1813 Ld Campbell Let' K\>\ m
Li/a (1881) I 295, I funk before Ellenborough as much as
ever. I almost despair of ever acquiring a sufficient degree
of confidence before him to put me in possession of my
faculties 1847 IHustr. Lend. News 27 Nov 360/2 It
occurred to me that the change of temperature would he
disagreeable, and I rather funked 1848 Lowtll Biglow P.
Ser. 1. ix Poems 1890 II 137 To Funk right out o’ p’ht’cal
stnfe aint thought to be the thing 1883 Runciman Skippers
fySh 79, 1 hope you will not think I am funking.
2 . trans To fight shy of, wish or try to shirk 01

evade (an undertaking, duty, etc ). Also, tofunk it.

1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago III 103 He’ll have funked
it, when he comes to the edge, and sees nothing but mist
below 1881 H James Portr Ladyxlv, Not that he liked
good-byes—he always funked them
3. To fear, be afraid of (a person).
1836-48 B D. Walsh Aristoph, Knights 154 The rich

men fear him, And lie is funked by all the poorei class
1849 Alb Smith Poitleton Leg 385, 'I rathei funk the
governor’ replied, in turn, Mi. Spooner
4. To frighten or scare.

1819 sporting Mag IV 197 The Frenchman, funked at
the superiority of his antagonist. 1831 Scott Jrnl 20 May,
Jeffrey is fairly funked about it 189a Sat Rev 30 Apr.
496/2 The jury, ‘funked’ by the Anarchists, returned ex-
tenuating circumstances in the miscreant’s case
6 Comb

,

as funksticks {Hunting), one who
* funks ’ the f sticks ’ or fences
1889 Umv Rev III. 76 The ‘funksticks’ immediately

slacken rein.

Hence Fu'nking vbl, sb Also Fu nker.
a 1843 Hood Jack Hall xi, Funking, indeed was quite

a thing Beside his function 1837 Hughes Tom Brown
1 m While he [Flashman] was thi ashing them, they
would roar out instances of his funking at football 1864
C Clarke Box for Season II 115 Martyr and Dickenson
are both funkers, 1873 Whyte Melville Riding Recoil.
iv. (1879) 64 Of all riders ‘ the hard funker ' is the most
unmerciful to his beast

Funk (f»qk), z»,3 Sc and north [app onomato-
poeic; a variant fung is common (see Jamieson) ]
trans, and intr. To luck

c 1709 Auld Grey Mart i. in Jacobite Songs (1887) 36
You ve curried the auld mare's hide, She'll funk nae man
at you Ibid v, The good auld yaud Could nowther funk
nor fling. 1821 ItlacLw Mag Nov. X. 393 The horse
funkit him aff into the dub 1823 J Wilson 'J fiats Maig.
Lyndsay xxxv 294 1 he beast’s funking like mad 1834M Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 375 The quadruped funking
up her_ heels and tossing the dry sand with her horns
1892 Nofthwnbld Gloss

,
Funk, to kick, to kick up the

heels as a horse or donkey docs. ‘ To funk off’ is to throw
the rider.

Hence Fu nking vbl sb Also Ftrnlcer.
1823 Black w. Mag Mar XIII 313 It's hard to gar a

wicked cout leave off funking 1825-80 Jamieson s v,
Dinna buy that beast, she's a funker 183a R S. Sun rixs
Sponge's Sp Tour (1893) 219 The move of the hounds
caused a rush of gentlemen to their horses, and there was
the usual scramblings up, and fidgetings, and funknigs

Funkite (ft? qkoit). Min. [Named by Dufresnoy
m 1837, presumably after some person surnamecl
Funk ] A variant of pyroxene containing ten per
cent, or moie of iron.

1830 DanaMm 268 Funkite is a green coccohte,

Funky (f*? nki), a .
1 [f Funk sb.'

s + -y 1
,] In a

state of * funk
, frightened, nervous, timid.

1837 Dickens Pnkw [The nervous junior counsel m
Bardell v Pickwick is named ‘Mr Phunky’J 184s

-

b’

Nayioii Reynard 46, I do feel somewhat funky 1871
G Meredith II Rulunoml hi (1889) 501 If he did not
give up to you like a funky travellci to a highwayman.
Hence Fu nkiness.
1896 Punch 22 Aug 88/2, I subdued my native funkincss

so fai as to make the revolution of the great wheel.

Funky (ft? qlu), a.'1 Sr. [f Funic j<M] ‘ Given
to kick, as a hoise ’ (Ogilvic Sup/. 1855).

t Fu'nky, a Obs.
1784'lttAMii.Y Dairying n [Faults in Cheese] Sweet or

Funkey Cheese Ibid 30 A means of pieventing Sweet, 01

Funkey Cheese

Funnel (ft? ncl), sb I Forms: 5 fonel(le, 6-7
funell,, 6-8 funnell, (6 fonnell, funnelle), 7-
funnel. [ME fonel (15th c

;
a supposed earlier

example belongs to Funel, rope), app. a. OF
*foitml (whence Bretonfotinil), Mod Pr. dialects

have founil, enfoumlh, which are probably cor-
rupted adoptions ofL infundibulum, f infunder

c

to
pour in (the Lat word may have been familiar from
its use in pharmacy); the unrecorded OF. foim, and
the Sp.foml, Vg.funil,

may be adoptions from Pr.]

1. A cone-shaped vessel usually fitted at the apex
with a short tube, by meaii3 of which a liquid,

powder, or the like, may be conducted through
a small opening
1402-3 Durh, MS. Aim Roll, j funell 1:1430 Piter

Lyf Manhodem, xxxvn (1B69) 155 A gict old con .pat
a foul sak, deep and perced, beeld with hire teeth, and
hadde with mne it a fonelle [F. entonnonr] ci440 Promp
Parv 170/1 Fonel, or tonowre, fusotium 1578 Lvte
Dodoens 1 xn 20 The pnrfume , taken into the mouth
through the pipe of a funnell, or tunncll. 1630 B. Jonson
New Inn 1 i, With a funnel, I make shift to fill The nan ow
vessel 1735)

* R. Bull’ tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 202 To
cv’ry Mouth by Turns the Funnel guide. Let Streams of
Wine, thro’ pewter Channels, glide *709 G. Smith Labo-
i atory I 179 Make a paper funnel, and put it m the hole
of the globe. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Client Technol
(ed. 2) I 221 The whole fire-box is then filled up with fuel
by means of a funnel *866 Rogers Agnc . (y Prices I xxi
349 The juice being pouicd into the tun by means of a
funnel *878 Huxley Physiogr. 49 A circular metallic
funnel for catching the ram, ana a vessel for storing it.

Jig. x7xx Steei e Sped. No 228 ? 2 The Inquisitive are
the Funnels of Conveisation They are the Channels
through which all the Good and Evil that is spoken in
Town are conveyed. x886 Pall Mall G 3 June 2/1 If
they become the ‘animated funnels’ of the executives of
their associations 1890 Spectator 16 Aug

,
The funnel

through which legislation can trickle down to the country
is nearly blocked up,

to. spec. in. Casting. The hole through which the
metal is poured into a mould Cf. Gate, Ingate,
Tedge.
1874 Knight Diet Mech. I 925/1.

c. Anat. and Zool. A funnel-shaped organ or
limb

;
an infundibulum

1712 Blackmore Creation vi 493 Some [muscles] the long
Funnel’s curious Mouth extend Thro’ which ingested Meats
with Ease descend 1839 Johnston in Proc Berw Nat
Club I No 7. 200 Funnel [of cuttle-fish] white X84X-71
T R. Jones A unit Kingd. (ed 4) 623 The surrounding
element being alternately drawn into the bianchial cavity
. and again expelledu powerful streams through the orifice
of the funnel

2 , A tube or shaft for lighting or ventilating pur-
poses

;
also, the metal chimney ofan engine, steam-

boat, etc. + Formerly also, the soil-pipe of a privy.
1555 Eden Decades 333 A funell or trunke of woodde or

such other open instrument wherby the ayer maye be
conueyed into the caue 16x2 Sturtevant Metalhca xm
92 Pnuy Funnels or Vaults may also bee made by the Press-
waie Art so close and so sweete that there can no annoyance
or vnsauory smels euapoure out Many houses .are much
annoyed by the leaking andsmekmg through the funnels of
Brick. 1698 Fryer Acc E. India P, 39 Admitting
neither Light nor Air, more than what the Lamps, always
burning, are by open Funnels above suffered to ventilate,
X70J Luttrell Brief Eel (1857) V. 36 Sir Christopher
Wren has made this day 4 funnells on the top of the
house of commons, to lett out the heat, m case they sitt
in the summer 1719 De Foe Crusoe n. xv. The funnel
to carry the smoke. 1748 Anson's Voy in. vm (ed 4) 506

These funnels served to communicate the air to the i,nM
x773 Genii Mag XLIII 480/2 There a,e eight fuSs
fin letting out the steam through windows 1833 Marpv..P Simple x\ix, Mr. Chucks slapped his fist against tV
funnel X839 R, S Rouinson Naut Steam Eng i27 tv
chimney, 01 funnel, is made of sheet non, and rivettedon
to the uptake 1868 LessonsMid Age 31$ All this while tV
steam has been fieieely chafing thiougn the funnel

b. The flue of a chimney, somewhat resembling
an inverted funnel (see quot 1859).
1688 TCr avion m Phil Finns XVII 787 The Funnel

of the Chimney. 1713 Di sac.uulus Fires Impr s t The
outwaid Hole of the 1< unnel ought to be small, always less
than the Boie of the Funnel 1859 Gwilt At chit (ed A
949 The cavity or hollow [of a chimney] fiom the fireplace
to the top of the room is called the funnel,

3. Applied to a funnel-shaped opening, shaft or
channel in rocks, etc.

*

1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist. (1776) I 102 The sides of the
funnel are actually often burst with the great violence of
the flame. 1791 W Bari ram Carolina 246 The ground
piesenting to view, those funnels, sinks and wells in groups
of rocks as already lecited 1812 Bracicenridge Views
Louisiana (18x4) 106 'I he number of funnels, or sink holes
foimed by the washing of the earth into fissures of the lime-
stone rock 1836 W. Irving Astoria II 137 A narrow can
or funnel m the mountains through which the river forces
its way between perpendicular piecipices. 1867 Smyth
bailor's WonUbk

,
Tunnel, the excavation formed by the

explosion of a mine, 1869 Phillips, Vtsuv iv 105 The crater
now bcLaine a funnel which was accessible to the bottom
4. Applied to anything of conical shape with an

extension at the apex.
x87x Tyndall Ftagm. Sc (1879) I iv, 108 This [cloud]

gradually changed into a filmy funnel, from the narrow end
of which the ‘ cord ’ extended to the cloud in advance 1897
Hall Caint Christian x, He lay back, sent funnels ofsmoke
to the ceiling.

5 . A cylindrical hand of metal
; esp. that fitted

on to the head of the topgallant and loyal masts,
to which the rigging is attached
1694 Acc. Sev Late Voy. 11 (1711)161 The Wooden Stick

is fastened within the Iron Coller or Funnel ofthe Harpoon,
with Packthread wound all about c i860 H Stuart Sea-
man's Catech 74 The head is round to receive the funnel.
x88z Naui s Seamanship (ed 6) 31 The rigging of a royal
mast, topgallant mast and topmast, is placed upon a copper
funnel fitting the mast head
6. A channel, leading from a pond, over which

a net is spread forming a * pipe broad at the
mouth but narrowing to a point, into which wild
fowl are decoyed
1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist. (1776) VI 138 This little animal

[dog] keeps playing among the reeds, nearer and neaier
the funnel, till they [wild fowl] follow him too far to
recede

7 . attrib and Comb. • a. simple attrib
, asfunnel-

pipe, tube
; similative, asfunnelfashioned, -foi med,

-like, adjs
; funnel wise adv.

*753 Ciiambi its Cycl. Supp
,
* I-unnel/ashioned flowers

1831 T. L Pj acock Crotchet Castle xvin. (1887) 176 The
smoke was caught and carried back under a “funnel-formed
canopy into a hollow central pillar 1836-9Todd Cycl.A nat.H 757/2 The fibrous “funnel-like sheath. 1846 Daily News
21 Jan. 6/s Narrow, up-hill, funnel-like streets 1827 Fara-
day Client. Mamp 13 A piece of “funnel-pipe fitted loosely
into the hole 1853 W Grigory Itwrg Chern (ed 3)231
Through one aperture in the cork passes the “funnel tube
1840 Dicki ns Old C Shop xvin, The landlord applied him-
self to warm the same m a small tin vessel shaped “funnel-
wise.

Special comb , as funnel-casing (a (see quot.

1883); funnel-form =funnel-shaped ; funnel-
hood (see quot ) , funnel-net, the net of a funnel

(sense 6) ;
funnel polype (see quot ) ,

funnel-
shaped a

,

shaped like a funnel, infundibuliform,

esp m Bot. ;
funnel-stays (sec quot ), funnel-top

(see quot.)

1877 W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I 1 18 An excellent

drying-room has been discovered 111 a space in the “funnel-
casings 1883 W. C Russell Sailor's Lang

,
Funnel-

easing, a portion of the funnel of a steamei extending
from the smoke-box to some distance upwards x88o
Gray Struct, Bot. vi, fe 5 240 Infundibuliform, or “Funnel-
form, such as the corolla of common Morning Glory, de-

notes a tube gradually enlarged upwards from a narrow
base into an expanding border or limb 1883W C Russell
Sailor's Lang

,
*Tunnel-hood, a projected portion of or

protection to the funnel, raised some feet above the
deck 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI. 138 The decoy-
ducks never enter the “funnel-net with the rest 1733
Chambers Cycl, Supp s v. Polype, The “funnel polype
nearly resembles a funnel, from which it has its name Ibid

,

Iii/undibulifo)m There ate properly two species of the

“funnel-shaped flowers 1823 J Badcock Dam A musem
147 Over this a kind of funnel-shaped supplier is to be made
fast x86o W. G Clark Vac, Tour 77 The surface is

honeycombed throughout with circular, funnel-shaped holes

1846 Young Naut. Did. s v Tunnel, This [funnel] is

secured by ropes or chains, called the “funnel-stays, leading

from eye-plates near the top of the funnel to the snip’s sides

1854 Mayne Exp Lex ,
*Funnel-Top

,
common name for

the genus Pezisa.

Hence *j* Fu'xmel v. a. intr. of smoke : to

issue out or rise up m a funnel-shaped cloud , b
trans, to feed with a funnel Fu smelled ppl a,,

funnel-shaped
,
alsofig ,

m Bot. infundibuliform.
x594 Nashe Unfori Trav Wks (Grosart) V. 125 Before

a gun is shot off, a stinking smoake funnels out 1596 —
Saffron IValden 102A dampe (like the smoake of a Cannon)
.would strugghngly funnell vp 1739

1 R. Bull’ tr Dede-
kindus' Grobianus 202 To ev’ry Mouth by Turns the Funnel
guide, Let Streams of Wine, thro’ pewter Channels, glide



FUNNEL. FUR.
Adown the Throats .. [Note] Whenever this Comedy is

represented, the Gentlemen of the upper Gallery are ex-
ceedingly delighted with seeing Teague funnel Obadiah

1793 W Roberts Looker-on No, 67 P> 14 The auditory pas-

sage was extremely narrow, and not funnelled as in other
subjects 184^Florist 194 [A pelargonium] too funnelled,and
the blotch on upper petals not even 1883 D. Pidgeon in

Nature 23 June, The double funneled stem of whirling mist

[of a waterspout] 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 130 Quiver-
ing to the swell of funneled uproar

Funnel (SD ael), a dial Also fummel
(See quots.

;
the form fummel seems of doubtful

genuineness.)

183s Booth Analyt Diet 323 The Little Mule, or Hinny
. .the produce of a Stallion and a She-ass In some counties,

it is called a Fummel 1847 Halliwell, Funnel, a mare
mule produced by an ass covered by a horse Line. 1866
Brogdcn Line Gloss

,
Funnel

,

a mule whose sire is an ass

Ftmniment (fomment) jocular [f. Funny
a + -ment Cf. merriment ] Drollery, humoui

;

also, a joke, a comicality

184s Alb Smith Fort Scatterg Fam xix (1887) 65 His
first funmment took place amongst the macaws 1861

Mayhlw Loud Labour III 138 A man with heaps of
funmment and plenty of talk 1878 E Yates Wreckedm
Port xxviu 319 I’ll take care to repay you that little funm-
ment on the first convenient opportunity

Funny (f® ni), sb. [perh. f next adj ] A narrow,
clinker-built pleasure-boat for a pair of sculls.

Also loosely, any light boat

1799 Caldron or Follies Comb 9 While others woo The
well-oar’d funney or the slim canoo 1808 Ann Reg, 109
A young couple took a sail m a funny off Fulham 1843
Atkinson in Zoologist I 293, I was in a * funny ’—as the
small boats at Cambudge are called 1870 Dasent Annals
Eventful Life (ed 4) I 140 The funnies, cutters, whernes .

that thronged the river daily.

Punny (f» m), a. [f Fun sb. + -yi
]

1 . Affording fun, mirth-producing, comical, face-

tious

1756 Toldervy Two Orphans II 13* Tom Heartley and
Richmond said a great many funny things 1762 Foote
Orators 1. 1, Is it damn’d funny and comical 1 1787 Burns
Halloween xxviu, Unco tales, an’ funnie jokes 1827 De
Quincey Murder Wks 1862 IV. 22 He became very sociable

and funny. 1849 Thackeray Pendentns xiu, Popping m his

little funny head.
absol 1820 Praed Eve of Battle 297 A mixture of the

grave and funny.

2 Curious, queer, odd, strange, colloq,

1806 Metcalfe in Owen Wellesley's Desp 809 This study
to decrease our influence is funny I cannot understand it

1838 James Robber 1, That was a funny slip of mine 1832
Mrs Stowe Uncle ’1 om’s C xix, ‘ What funny things you
are making ' ‘ I’m trying to write to my poor old woman ’

1833 Ld Houchton in Life (1891) I. xi 527 Lady Ellesmeie
was very funny about Mrs. Gaskell, wanting very much to

see her, and yet quite shy about it *889 N W Line,
Gloss (ed 2) s v

,

‘ To keap fun’rals waaitin' time efter time
is a straange funny waay for a parson to go on '

*t*
3 . slang. Tipsy. Obs.

1756 Toldervy Two Orphans I. 62 Moie brandy was
drank, and, Tom Throw beginning to be what is called

funny, the house was full of uproar and confusion

4 Comb,, as funny-looking adj
;
funny-bone,

the popular name for that part of the elbow over

which the ulnar nerve passes, from the peculiar

sensation experienced when it is struck, funny-
man, a professional jester.

1840 Barham Ingot Leg
,
Bloudte Jackt

,
And they smack,

and they thwack, Till your * *funny hones ’ crack 1867
Pall Mall G. 30 Jan 4 It is like rapping a man , over the
funny bone x88i Blacicmore Chnstowell xv, Even the
fiddlers three worked their funny-bones more gently. 1895
M E Francis Frieze # Fustian 283 ‘Yon’s a ’’funny-

lookin’ lass Let’s chase her 1 ' x86r Mayhew Land Labour
III 1x9 What I’ve earn’d as clown, or the *funnyman, with
a party of acrobats
Hence Pu nnily adv., in a funnymanner ;

Pumni-
ness, the quality or state of being funny

;
a funny

saying or joke Also Pu’unyiam nonce-ivd
,
a joke.

18x4 Lady Granville Lett 18 Nov. (1894) I, 51 [He]
says she talks so funnily and sweetly. 1839 Caroline Fox
Mem Old Friends (1882] 37 His stones and funnyisms
of all descriptions 1836 Ld Cockburn Mem 317 note. It

was funnily done ; which, was not always the case, for it was
often with bitter gravity. 1837 Gen. P Thompson A ndi
Alt. I xi 57, I did hear one or two members make a kind
of school-boy titter at the funniness of a man's not being
seconded 1863 Daily Tel 8 Dec. 4/6 Marching . to the
sound of their own . irrepressible funninesses 188a J
Brown Horse Subs Ser. hi 33 A man , whose absolute
levity and funniness became ponderous

Funny (fern), v. Sc. [mod. form of fundy,
Found vf] mtr. To become stiff with cold, to

be benumbed- Hence Firnrued. ppl. a.

1721 Kelly Sc Prov 52 An eating Horse never funmed
*783 Jrnl.fr Land 3 m Poems Buchan Dial

,

The wile

limmer was sae dozen’d an’ fumed wi' cauld 1843 Wkistle-

Binkie (Scot Songs) Ser, ni. (1890) I 418 1 he funneit tod
cam forth

Funster (f» nstai) jocular . [f. I’ un sb + -ster

after Punster ] One who makes fun

2887 Through the Long Day I 234 Punster is universally

recognised as a permissible and legitimate word, and why
not * funster ’ 1 189a Dram, Optn 13 Jan. 3/1 The greatest

punster since Hood, and greatest funster of his age.

Fuor, mistake for, or var. Fur sb 1 (sense 7).

1838-9 Weale Diet. A rch (ed. 2) Fuor

\

among carpenters,

apiece nailed upon a rafter to strengthen it when decayed

Fur (foi), sb 1 Forms
: 4-7 furre, 7-9 furr, 8

fir, 6- fur. [f Fur v
VOL. IV.
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The OF>forre,fuerre, sheath, case, is commonly given as
the immediate source

,
hut it does not appear to have had

the sense of the Eng sb , though the derived vb forrer
(mod F fourrer), originally to encase, developed the sense
1

to line and ‘ to line or trim with fur ’ The Fr word for
fur is fmrrure (OF forrure) • see Furrure.]
1 Atnmmmg or lining for a garment, made of the

dressed coat of certain animals (as the ermine,
beaver, etc : see 2) ; hence

,

the coat of such
animals as a material for trimmings, linings, or
entire garments (worn either for warmth or foi

ornament) Also a garment made of, or trimmed
or lined with, this material

; now chiefly pi., exc
as denoting a piece of fur to be worn about the
neck.

, ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 228 Aburnet cote Furred
with no memvere, But with a furre rough of here, Of lambe-
skmnes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 401 pei schal
were no manere furres 1418 E E Wills (1882) 34,

1

be-
quethe my ffurre of Calabre c 1460 Toumeley Myst
(Surtees) 163 Thay are so gay in furrys fyne 1331 in
Strype Eccl Mem (1721) II xxxiu, 339 A fur of black
Irish lamb. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev 11 in, Thou
wrapt m furres Foibidst the frozen zone toshudder. x68x
Wood Life (0 H S ) II 523 Blak gownes, fac'd with furr
X774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) II 23Z The inhabitants go

cloathed in furs or feathers 18x4 Scott Ld of Isles 11.

vi, The costly furs lhat erst had deck’d their caps were
torn 1886 Hall Caine Son of Hagar 11 xvi, Greta had
returned to the parlour, muffled in furs.

fig. 1621 Molle Camerar Ltv Libr v xiv 374 111 will,

envie, grudgings, the right linings and furres of the soule

b. worn as a mark of office or state, and as

a badge of certain degrees at the Universities
X634 Milton Counts 707 Those budge doctors of the Stoic

fur 1675 Otway A IctbiaAes 1. 1,
Heavy Gown-men dad in

formal Furrs 1729 Waterland Let Wks 1823 X 320 The
icture of S11 William Cecil in his gown and furs a 1763
henstone Economy 1. 148 And add strange wisdom to the

fursofPow’r.
2 The short, fine, soft hair of certain animals (as

the sable, ermine, beaver, otter, bear, etc ) growing
thick upon the skin, and distinguished from
the ordinary hair, which is longer and coarser.

Formerly also, fthe wool of sheep.
c 1430 Lydg Hors, Shepe # G 49 in Pol. Rel. 4- L. Poems

i6Theshepe berythe furres blake and whyte 1579 Spenser
Sheph Cal Sept 163 Thy Ball is a bold bigge curre, And
could make a lolly hole in theyr furre 1608 Siiaks Learm
1. 14 (Qo r) This night, whertn The Lyon, and the belly
pinched Wolfe Keepe their furre dry 173a Pope Ess Man
1 176 To want the strength of Bulls, the fur of Bears. 1748
F Smith Voy Disc I 189 Leave the Hair on Skins, where
the Fleece or Fir is soft and warm, as Beaver, Otter, &c
X812 J Smyth Pract Customs (1821) 310 Coney Wool, or
Rabbits’ Fur principally used by Hatters. 1847 Longf.
Ev 1 11 10 Cold would the winter be, for thick was the
fur of the foxes. x868 Darwin Anuif $ PI 1 1 46 All the
cats are covered with short stiff hair instead of fur

to jig in phr. to stioke the fur the wiong way
(1. e. to cause irritation)

;
to make thefurfly (U S

slang : see quot ).

1848 Bartlett Diet Amer., To make thefurfly. To
claw ; scratch

,
wound seveiely Used figuratively X870

Miss Bridgman Ro Lynne I vii roo He stroked all the fur

the wrong way. x888 Denver Republican 29 Feb, (Farmer),
* Wait until the National Committee assembles . and you
will see the fur fly from the Cleveland hide

3 . pi. Skins of such animals with the fur on them.

*555 Eden Decades 214 In this lande are many excellent

furies as marterns, sables C1645 Howell Lett. (1655) I

vi ni g, I shall be caiefull to bring with me those Furres,

I had instructions for. 1748 F. Smith Voy Disc I 156 The
Skins of those Beasts, which are killed m Winter being only
of Value, and what we call Firs. 1828 Scott F M. Perth
xxvii, Tnis his old host and friend, with whom he had
transacted many bargains for hides and futs. X836 W.
Irving A stona III 168 Mr Clarke accordingly packed all

his furs on twenty-eight horses

4 . Her. A tincture representing tufts upon a plain

ground, oc patches of different colours supposed to

be sewn together.

The eight principal furs are ermine, ermines, erminois,

pean, vair, countervail potent, and counterpotent
x6xo Guillim Heraldry 1, jv (1660) 20 Furres (used in

Armes) are taken for the Skins of certain beasts stripped

from the bodies and artificially trimmed for the furring,

doubling, or lining of Robes and Garments 1708 [see

Doubling vbl sb a]. 1723 Bradley Fam Diet , Furs, in

Heraldry are used in the Doublings of Mantles pertaining

to a Coat of Arms, and sometimes to the Coat it self They
are usually of two Colours. 1766 [see Double v 6 a]

1882 Cussans Her, ui (ed, 3) 53 Furs are known by the

name of Doublings, when used m the linings of mantles

,

but when coming under the denomination of Tinctures,

they are called each by their respective name

5 collect. Furred animals Also in phrase fur
andfeather See Feather sb 4.

1827 Pollok Course T v 1025 Hunted thence the fur To
Labrador. 1873 * Stonehenge ' Brit Sports x 1. vu § 7 rod

They will readily hunt fur when nothing else is to be had
18843'/ Jantes's Gas 7 Aug 4/2 Farmers find it somewhat
difficult to carry on their coursing meetings because of the

scarcity of fur

6 Applied to something resembling fur 01 adher-

ing to a surface like fur, eg a coat or crust of

mould, of deposit from wine, etc

1843 Lever J Hinton vi (1878) 38 The ill-omened fur

one sees on an antiquated apple-pie i8jj*Mrs C Meredith
Home in Tasmania I lx 134 Projecting ridges [in shells],

fringed beneath like the fur of a mushroom 1833 Dickens
Domt 1 v, Empty wine-bottles with fur and fungus choking

up their throats 1864 Webster, Fur the soft, downy
covering on the skin of a peach 1877 Black Green Past.
xix, Covered the thick top-coats of the two men with a fur
of wet

to esp A coating formed on the tongue in certain

diseased conditions of the body
1693 Drydpn tr Perstus in. 172 My Pulse unequal, and
my Breath is strong ; Besides, a fi Ithy Furr upon my Tongue
1783 S Chapman in Med Commun I 277 Her tongue had
a whitish fur on it x8ox Med Jml. V 50& Her tongue,
teeth, and lips were covered with a black fur 1849-52
Todd Cycl Anat IV 1x39/2 Variation m the quantity of
fur on the tongue from day to day.

e. A coating or ciusL formed by the deposit of
carbonate of lime on the interior surface of a kettle,

boiler, etc.

1803 W Saunders Min Waters 38 Boiling drives off
the excess of carbonic acid, and thus causes the chalk to be
precipitated, hence the earthy crust, or furr, on kettles.

1837 Mech Mag XXVIII 96 An invention foi dissolving
the ‘ fur ’ which collects m kettles and boilers 1863 Pall
Mall G 7 July 7/2 For the purpose of removing the fur
from the steam boiler

7

Carpentry. (See quot.) Cf. Furring vbl sb.

3 b, Fur v. 6 .

1703 T N. City $ C Purchaser 146 When Rafters are
sunk hollow in the middle, and pieces (cut thickest m the
middle, and to a point at each end) are nail’d upon them
to make them straight again those pieces so put on aie
call’d Funs [1858-9 see Fuor ]

II. attnb and Comb.
8. atU ib or as adj Made of fur.

1597 Skene De Verb Sign s v Bullion

,

Ilk serplaith of
furfelles,con 4000.1111 ounce X713Warder I rueAmazons
58 A Velvet Cape or Fur Gorget about her Shoulders 1792
Descript, Kentucky 49 Fur-muffs and tippets, 1884 Ckamb
Jml 5 Jan ro/ilhedogs should then be protected by fur-

boots 1883 Girls Own Paper Jan 202/1 Fur balls, fur
fringe, and fur tails seem the most usual finish on all

mantles

9 General comb., asfur trade, -trader
,
objective,

asfur-dressing vbl sb. , instrumental, asfur-clad

,

-lined, -ti limned, -wrought ppl adjs.
;

parasyn-

thetic, as fur-capped, -collared, -cuffed,
-gowned

ppl. adjs.

1887 J A. Sterry Lazy Minstr (1892) 68 Here conies
a stout, *fur-capped Mossoo. 1784 Cowper Task v 129
Imperial mistress of the *fur-clad Russ 1 1842 Macaulay
Lays, Proph Capys xxxi, Where fur-clad hunters* wander
Amidst the northern ice 1856 Lever Martins of Cro’M
136 A grey cloth spencer being drawn over his coat, * fur-
collared and cuffed 1888 Daily News 21 Sept 7/2 A ’’fur-

dressingpatent. 1737 J G. Cooper Apol Aristippus 111 r6o
The . ’’fur-gown'd Pedants’ bookish Rules 1886 W. J.
Tucker E Europe 202 He muffled himself in his *fur-hned
cloak 1837 W. Irving Capt Bonneville I 42 People
connected with the ’’fur trade 1848 Thoreau Maine IV
(1894) 14 One small leaden bullet, and some colored beads,
the last to be referred, perhaps, to early *fur-trader days
x86o G A Spottiswoode Vac. Tour g8 Long, straight,

’’fur-trimmed coats 1731 Gay Rnr Sports 1 270 Let me,
less cruel, cast the feather’d hook And with the ’’fur-

wrought fly delude the prey

10. Special comb. : + fur-mam slang (see quot.) ;

fur-puller (see quot ) ;
so fur-pullmg vbl sb ,

fur seal, the seal which affords the valuable fur

known as seal-skin.

a 1700 B E Diet Cant. Crew, *Fur-men, Aldermen
1725 in New Cant. Diet 1891 Labour Commission Gloss ,

*Fur-pullers, those who scrape the loose down offrabbitand
other skins, and do vanous minor parts offur-making 1886
Daily News 13 Dec. 5/3 A widow, working at *fur pulling.

1773 Clayton in Phil Trans LXVI 102 The *furr seal has
its name from its coat, which is a fine soft furr, and is

thinner skinned than any of the others 1883 Fisheries
Exhib Catal (ed 4) ior Group of Fur Seals stuffed

Ribbon Seal., cast of Harbour Seal.

Tux, sb

.

2 ? Obs. [? Cf. OF. forre sheath, case ]
= Box sb.'b 16
1740 Loud Mag 382/1 While a Wheel is turning round

once, all the Parts of the Fur or Box m the Nave, rub
against the Axletree The Fur or Box in the hinder Wheels,
is no bigger than the Fur or Box in the fore Wheels, Now,
if the hmd Wheels be as high again as the fore ones the
rubbing round the Fur or Box in the hind Wheels, will

carry the Load twice as far as the fore Wheels

Pur, sb, 3 dial. Also 5 fyre, flrre (fyir, fyyre),

6 fyrre, furre, 9 furr. [See Furze.] = Furze.

Chiefly in Comb ,
asfur-bill, -bush {-busk'), -stack

,

fur ohuck, the bird furze-chat

1440 Promt Parv. ifn/x Fyyre, sharpe brusche (K firre,

whynne, P, fyir or qwynne), saliunca. c 1340 R. Morice in

Lett,Lit (Camden) 24 Agentilman. tokeafyrrebushe
on a pitche-fork, and being all sett on fyer thruste it into his

moth 1562W Bulleyn Bk Simples 69 a. The Brome and
the Whin or Furre bushe. 1606 Bryskett Civ Life 22

He that shooteth at a stane, aimeth higher then he that

shooteth at a furbush 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl II_ 13
We are guarding the place now with duck-guns, fur-bills,

and other spears. 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds xx

Whinchat (.Pratincola rubetrd) Furr chuck (Norfolk)

1889 N. W Line Gloss ,
Fur-bill, a bill hook perhaps

a furze-bill Fur-busk, a bush of gorse. Fur-stack,
a stack

ofgorse

Pur (fw)j v. [a. OF forre-r (mod.F.fourrer)
to line, envelop, encase, sheathe,= Sp., Fg.forrar,

It foderare, a Com. Rom vb. f *fod{e)ro case,

sheath (OF fuerre, forre, Sp., Pg.forre, It-fodero)

,

a. Teut */6tSro- (Goth fbdr, OE. fdddor, OHG
fuotar, mod.Ger futtef). In all senses exc 6 and 7

the Eng vb is closely connected with Fur sb^

,

of



FURACIOUS.

winch it is commonly apprehended as a derivative.

Cf Fothkr v ]

1 trans To line, trim, 01 cover (a garment) with

fur

13 X Ahs S474 The kyng dude oflus robp, fui red with
meneuere ?a 1366 [see Fur so.1 1], a 1450 Kut de la Tour
(1868) 30 Y wollc fuire hei gowne, coleres, sleues, and cotes,

the here outwarde a. 1333 Ld Berners Hnou xlvm 360

'I hey gaue her . . a mantell furryd with ermyns 1599
Hakluyt Voy I 98 The rich Tartars sometimes fur then
gowns with pelhice 01 silke shag 1696 tr_ Dn Mont's l ’oy
Levant 266 In Winter 'tis fuiT'd with a Skin, call'd Samour
1841 Motley Coir (1889)1 iv 73A pair of fur boots (furred

on both sides) *842H Ainsworth TowerLand 11 i
;
A rolie

of violet-coloured velvet, furred with powdered ermine

fig 1648 Gage West lud xiv. 96 A Supper, that should
stiongly suppoit our empty stomacks, and fuire and line

them well for the next foure and twenty houres

to To scive as a lining or trimming for

1576TUUBERV. Vcnerte 198 His [Raynard’s] case will serue
to fur the Cape of Master huntsmans gowne, 1631 T.
Powell Tom All Trades 165 As many Fox-skins as will

furre his Long lane gowne.

2 To clothe 01 adorn (a person) with fur.

IrgjoRobt Cicyle 56 The aunfjelle clad them alle in clothys
of pryse, And furryd them with armyne. a 1430 Knt da
la Tour (1868) 30 She shalle be beter purified and furred
thanne other ladies and gentille women ax533 Ld Berners
Gold Bk, M Attrei (1546) Ij, I am furred with the furres

that thou hast sent me 1812 Examiner 12 Oct 652/2 So
to ribband, to fur, to tassel, and to fringe men is

degrading their humanity 1815 Scorr Guy M x\, Miss
Man tiering was furred and mantled up to the throat *886
Tinsley's Mag July 49 It was the 29th May .. and still the
fair were furred.

to. pass Of an animal or his skin. To be
covered with fiu. Alsofig
1651 FulledsAbelRediv

, J Fox 383 Rate Fox (well furi’d

with patience) 1823 Scohlsby Whale Fiskety 109 The
skin which was very white, and well furred

3 To coat or cover with fur or morbid matter.

Tofur up to stop up or ‘ clog ’ with this.

1593 Nashe Christ's T 31 a, Iler Alablaster walls were
all furred and fome-painted, with the bespraying of mens
braines *601 ? Marston Pasqutl $ Kath 1 34 Yee shall

haue me an emptie caske that’s furd "With nought but
barmie froth 1669W Simpson Hydrol Chym 354A rejected
Sordes of the blood, which furs up the Orifices 1700
Addison Eneid ill Misc Wks 1726 I 60 The walls On all

sides furr’d with mouldy damps 1792 S, Ireland Views
1 /tames II 8g This water has the property of not fuirmg
any vessel it is boiled in 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 25 It
[the water] furs every thing in which it is kept 1863
Tyndall Heat xt 375 The surface of the vessel . is now
white-furred all over with hoar frost

fig, 1641 Milton Animadv (1851) 220 We after all these
spiritual! prepaiatives, and purgations have our earthly
apprehensions so clamm’d and furr’d with the old levin

*684 I Lacy Sir H Buffoon iv in, Thy love to her is

furred all over like a sick man's tongue *863 Hants
(Otterboum) Dial, One can’t do nothing, one’s so funed
up with things

4. mlr To become furred or coated with moibid
matter. Also, to collect as fur. To fur up \ to

become *clogged' with fur.

1350 Becon Forir. Faithfi Prol Avijb, Nowadayes y°
aichedecons aske not for y“ poie hut whether y" hosts he
wel kept m y° pyxe fiom moulding & furring 1601 Hoi-
land Pliny II 520 Take it forth, and scrape from 1L the
mouldinesse or vmewing that doth fuire 01 gather about
it. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 401 A little skill to cleere
and diesse the wheeles may keepe this watch of his life

[the heartl in motionj which otherwise will furie vp and
stand m his dissolution 1648 Herrick ffesper, Upon
Glasco (1869) 46 Teeth Which though they furre, will
neither ake or rot 1649 Blithe Eng Iuiprov Impr
{*653) 71 The better will they [Spades] rid off work by
far, and not fur and clog with Earth «*7o6E Baynard
Health (1^40) 6 For loo much Meat the Bowels fur 1743
Loud % Country Brew m, (ed 2) 245 Their rough Inside,
that is sooner apt to furr, taint and leak. Mod This kettle
soon furs.

“t*
b. Tofur up to become fluffy. Obs.

1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 395 The thiead is
slightly twisted, in order to enable it to bear the action of
the hot liquor without the fibres separating or furring up.
5 . Irons, To clean off the fur of (a boiler)
*867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk

,
Furring the boilers, m

a steamer, cleaning off the incrustation or sediment which
forms on their inner surfaces

6 Carpentry. To fix strips of wood to (floor-

timbers, rafters, etc) in order to bring them to
a level, or to the required surface. Also with off
(Cf For sb.i

7 )

1678, 1703, *823 [Implied in Furring vll sb 3 b] 1842
Gwilt Aichii 977 The timbeis of a floor, though level At
fust, oftentimes require to be furred, 1832 P Nicholson's
Encycl ArcJnt I 436 1891 Scribner's Mag Sept. 312/1
Some sod walls are furred off, lathed, and plasteied.

U 7 (ft nonce-use after ’F.fmirref). To foist or
thrust in
1392 Bacon Disc in Praise of Sovereign in Spedding Life

I 134 But only by furring m audacious persons into sundry
governments

Pur, obs or dial f Far, Fir, Fire, Furrow
Fugacious (fiur^-Jos), ct Now pedantic or

humorous, [f. L furaci- (nom. fiirax), f. furari
to steal + -ous,] Given to thieving, thievish
*676 in Coles. *702 C. Mather Magn Chr 11 App 1*852)

*94 There could be no stop given to his furacious exorbi-
tancy any way but one. 1831 Gen P. Thompson h xert
(1842) I. 393 How like is man in one place, to man eveiy-
where

,
equally prosing, fraudulent, and furacious 1842 Dn
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Quincey Pagan Oracles Wks VIII. 208 note, Greece was
mendav, eda xfurax (mendacious, edacious, furacious).

Hence Fxixa*ciousness, Fuxa*city, the quality

of being furacious
, inclination or tendency to steal

*623-6 Cockeram, Furacity *644 Bulwlr Chnol 134 In
their way of Hieroglyphique when they figured fuiacity 01

theft by a light fingered left hand 1727 Bailey vol II,

Fuutcionsness 1790 Umtoevh le Hudson’s Bay 36 They
[Indians] glory in every species of furauty and artihee

Furbelow (ivxblio), sb. Forms* 7-S for-

belo(e,8 furbellow, (forbulo, forbuloe), 8- fur-
below. [An alteration of Falbala ]
1 A piece of stuff pleated and puckered on a gown
or petticoat, a flounce

;
the pleated border ofa petti-

coat 01 gown Now often in pi as a contemptuous
term for showy ornaments or trimming, esp. m
a lady’s dress
1706 Mrs Centlivre Basset Table iv Hab, Lady Revel
Discovers a purse in the Furbeloes of her Apion c 17*0

C FiennesDiary (1888) isTheir peticoates silke y‘ were with
furbellows one above another with Ribons 171* Addison
Sped No is r 4 A Furbelow of precious Stones, an Hat
buttoned with a Diamond 1760 C Johnston Chrysat(i8sz)
1 275 Here, Jane, settle the furbellows of my scarf *827
Prado Poems (1865) 1 1 35 5The Bai on bows low to a furbelow,
If it he not my Lady's dress *86a Miss Braddon Lady
Andley xxxni 240 My lady smiled as she looked at the
festoons and furbelows which met hei eye upon every side.

fig *883 D G Mitchcii Bound Togithet i, Rhetorical
furbelows 01 broidery that belong to the wardrobesofthe past

2. Anything resembling a flounce
1742 H BAicrn Mtcrosc 11 xxvi 203 Its Wings are

encompassed with a Furbelow of long Feathers 1875
Carpi ntlr Microscope xi 5 481. 584 Inc beautiful Chiy-
saora lemarknhle for its long * furbelows ’ which act as
organs of piehension,

3 . A name for Laminaria bullosa, a. seaweed
with a large wrinkled frond.
1846-31 Harvey Phyeologia Biitannica III Plate ccxli,

This is the largest Biitibh species of the Laminanere Its

common name is Furbelows 1864 Tlnnyson Sia Dreams
257 You made The dimpled flounce of the sea furbelow
flap to please the child,

f 4, Conehoi. (See quot.) ? Ohs.
1776 tr Da Costa's Conchol 289 The Furbelow from

Falkland Island
; Baccimum Fnnbnatum

5 . attnb passing into adj ; chiefly in the sense
‘ having furbelows’, pleated f Also as the name of

a kind of pear
i:x68o Crys ofLondon in BagfordBallads I 116 Will you

buy any Furbeloe Pears *703 Loud Gaz No 4177/4
Lost a blue Fui below Coach-Box Cloth 1706 Farquiiar
Recruit Officer iv i, I’ll buyyou a furbelow scarf 17*2
Arbuthnot John Bull 111 i, Cnmpt ribbons in her head-
dress, fuibelo scaifs, and hooped petticoats *803 Mary
Charlton Wife <§• Mistress III. 221 If you wut to put
lound you a heap of furbelow veils, you would look
picturesque enough

Furbelow (fuibilu), v [f. prcc. sb] irans
To ornament with a furbelow, or with something
resembling a furbelow.
*70* Loud, Gaz No 3743/4 Lost a Deal Box having in

it a rich Scarf forbulo’cl with a uch Gold Lace. 1731-7
Miller Card Did s y, Chelone, Many flat Seeds, that are
furbelow'd on the Edges 1760-72 tr Juan Ulloa's Voy
(ed 3II *57 It is fuibeloed with a richer stuff, near half
a yaid in depth *840 Dickens Bam Rvdge (1849) 74/2
Many a private chair too, inclosing some fine Irulj

,

monstrously hooped and furbelowed 1863 L Ouphant
Piccadilly (1870) 222 Trains of daughters, iuibelowed and
flounced by the same dressmakers
fig *709-10 Addison Patter No *16 r 2 Very florid
Harangues, which they did not f.u! to set off and furbelow
(if I may be allowed the Metaphor) with many peuodicat
Sentences 17*7 Prior A Ima 11 44 To break their points,
you turn their force, And fiubelow the pkun discourse
dbsol. *784 R. Bali Barham Downs I 17 * 'I hey could

trim, flounce, and furbelow to admiration.

Hence Firrbelowedppl a.

1703 Farquiiar Inconstant n 1, Have you got home your
furbelowed smocks yet? *7*3 Steele Gnaidiau No. 142
F 5, 1 am now rearing up a set of fine furbelowed dock-leaves
1833 BccKroRD Recoil, 104 Under a most sumptuously
fringed and furbelowed canopy of purple velvet *861 J R.
Greene Man Amm, Kmgd., Cadent 123 It terminates in
four furbelowed lips

t Fu’rber. Obs. Also g fourbour, forbyei*, 6
foiborer, 7 forbere [a OF fo> here, forbeor,
agent-n f forbir to Furbish.] = Furbisher.
t *4*3 in Davies YorkR ec (1843) 233 Coupers, Fourbours

*492 Nottingham Rec III 24, j forbyer pretii vj d c *5*3
Cocke LorelFs B (Percy) 9 Gyrdelers, forborers, and
webbers. 1609 D Rogers in Digby Myst (1882) p x\i,
Smythes, forberes, Pewterers.

Furbery, var. Fourbery, Ohs.

Furbish, (f» -ibij), v Forms : 4-6 furbusshe,

4-

7 furbush, (4 forbiseh, fourbosh, 5 forbesh,
foorbu.sh,6 furbissbe,7 forbusb.),gforbyscb.(yji,

5-

7 f(o)urbyssh.(e, 4~ furbish [act. OF.forbiss-
lengthened stem offorbir (

= Pr. foibir , It for-
bire), ad OHG.furban in the same sense.]
1 trans. To remove rust from (a weapon, armour,

etc.); to brighten by rubbing, polish, burnish.
Also with up.
*382 Wyclif Eseli xxt a The swerd is whettid and

furbishid. c 1483 Caxton Vocal *6 A swerde, Whiche me
ought to furbysshe. c *330 Ld Berners Arth Lyt. Bryt
(1814) 327 Varlettes were furbusshynge of theyr maysters
barneys. 1647 Ward Simp Cobhr 70 In heaven your
swords are furbushed and sharpened, by him that made their

FURCATE.
metall *719 Dc Foe Ci itsoe 1, xu, I furbished up one of
the cutlasses 179* Cowper Iliad xm 415 Corslets fur.
bish’d bright 1832 Hawthorne Tanffewood T, Golden
Fleece (1879) 215 As soon as they could furbish up their
helmets 1863 Gro Eliot Romola it xxi, Old arms duly
fui bished y

ahol 1624. Quarlts Div. Poems, Job m, h, Or if bv
forbushmg, he [the potter] take more paine lo makV iV

fairer, shall the Pot complame?
fig c *380 Wyclie Sertu Sel Wks, I 224 Men shulden
not holde .tl gold j>at shyneb as gold, for many Jnngis ben
fourboslnd fui falseli *58* J. Bell Haddon's Answ Osor
134 b, He hath somewhat fm bushed the old rusty Argumentes
of othei raynebeaten souldiouis 1393 Shaks Rich // ,

hi. 76 With thy blessings steele my Lances point, That it
may entei Mowln.iycs waxen Coate, And furbish new the
name of John a Gaunt *634 Trapp Comm Job xxix 25He had so fourbished the sword of Justice with the Oyle of
Mercy
2 . To brush or clean up (anything faded or

soiled)
; to give a new look to (an object either

material or immaterial)
;
to do or get up afresh

renovate, revive. Chiefly with up, occas. over
*587 Gof ding De Mornay xvu (1617) 304 The soule, which

must be fain to be, as it were, new fui bislied 1508 E Gir pin
Shal (1878) 65 Thei’le fiowt a man behind his backe, if he
Be not trim furbish’d and in dcccncie 1629 N Carpenter
Achitophcl m (1640) 131 He shewed himselfe ambitious to
file and futbish over the stainc of his shamefull life 1643
Fulliu Holy /j Prof St v iv 397 This infection
[Pclagianisine] was to come to this Hand in after-ages
furbished up under a new name 1687 Duydln Ihnd P
in 582 Their ancient houses, running to decay, Are fUr-
lush'd up 169* Wood A th. O.xon. II 28 The University
Statutes weic afterwards corrected, methodized, and
furbislit ovei with excellent Latine. *713 Rowe Lady Jane
Gray m i, They fmbish up their Holy Trumpery 1774
J. Q Adams in Fam Lett (1876) 5, 1 might be furbishing
up my old reading in Law and History *837 Southey
Doctor IV cxxiu 228 Some part of the furniture was to
he furbished, some to be renewed 1844 Disraeli Contngsby
mu 111, What we want, is not to furbish up old baronies,
but to establish great principles

+ b intr. for refl Obs tare-1
.

1697 Di nms Plot <5 no Plot i 12 Go, get you gone and
furbish, you little young Dog
Hence Pu rbishedppl a ; Pu•r'biBlli1lg vbl sb

,

also attrib and used geumdially with the omission
of in. Also PuTbisli sb,, the action of the vb
c*43o Pilgr Lyf Manhode i 111 (1869) 2 A foorbushed

swerd wel grownden *463 Mann <5 Honseh Exp 226 My
mastyre payd to Robyn the armeiere ffor xij dayis werke
in ffoibeshyngc, 111 s. 1603 Siiaks Macb \ 11. 32 The
Norweyan Lord . With furbusht Armes, and new supplyes
ofmen, Began a fresli assault a *640 Bai l Answ J Can 1

(1642) 00 A new furbishing over of the same broken staffe

1713 Sh-tle Enghshm No 40 264 These are lately
furbishing up to shine out .it some favourable Conjuncture
1775 S J Pratt Libitat Opm II. 159 Forall the furbish’d

up stuff it contains 1839 Coi Hawker Diary (1893) II 171
Had a general furbish of all the gear and stores *873
Jowi-tt Plato (ed 2) IV 438 To tins the arts of fulling and
furbishing attend m a number of minute partitulnis 1862
Loud. IIcv 30 Aug *88 The tarnished lace having been
subjected to a furbishing process.

t Firrtoisliable, a. 0bs.-° Capable of being
furbished or polished.
*6*x Cotgr , Pohssable

,

burnishable, furbishable

Fuafbislier (fi> ibijai). [f 1* uubish v. + -er 1

Cf F fourlnsseur ] One who furbishes.
CT440 Promp. Pam 470/1 Foorbyschowie, eruginator

c 1483 Caxton Vocnb, 16 Denis the fourbysshour Hath of

me a swerd *394 Mirr Policy (1599) 257 The which
Armoureis, Fouibushers, Cutlers, and such like doe furnish.

1653 Urquhakt Rabelais 11 xxx 199 Ogier the Dane was
a Fuibisher of aimour. *766 Eniicic London IV 344
Whtiein are employed about *4 furbishers, in cleaning,

repairing, and new placing the arms *840 Col. Hawker
Dtaiy liiijf) II 172 About getting Long the appointment
of furbisher at the Tower *88* J Evans Anc Bronze
Implem s A furbisher of eveiy cutting instrument in those
metals

fig *6*7 J Moori Mappe Mans Moital 11 v 126 As
furbushers, to varnish vs from the rust and canker of our
corruption

Furtoishment (ft; abijment). [f. Furbish v

+ -ment.] The action of the vb. Furbish,
*830 Blackii VEschylus I Pref 8 Every sort of fine

flourishing and delicate furbishment

[| Furca (fv rka). Horn Ant (and allusively)

[L ] A gallows
*633 Jer 'Iaylou XXV Serin. Gold -Grave xn 162 They

shall escape the ftitca. and the wheel *779 Gentl Mag
XLIX 460 The American General deserved a.furca rather

than a nnschumza
Furcate fv ft), a [ad. med 'L.furcalus

(of a hoof) cloven, f L fui ta fork ] 1( ormed like

a fork
, forked or branched

1819 G. Samouelle Eutomol Compend 248 Converted
into a furcate tail 1826 Kirby & Sf Entomol (1828) III

xxix *49 The furcate horn of the caterpillar of Parnassius

A pollo. X84X-71 T. R Jones Amm, Ktugd (ed 4) 729
The insect, being seized by its furcate extremity, is

bi ought between the jaws of its destroyer. *870 Bentlly
Bot 148 A variety of venation may be therefore called Fur-

cate or forked.

Hence Pu rcately adv. Also Purcato-, used

as combining form = forkedly-
1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 163 Segregato gemmate, fur-

cately lamose. Ibid 311 Glomerate or furcato-ramose
Ibid 669 Furcato-dichotomous, two feet high, axils arcuate

Furcate (fo rkf't)
,
v, [f ppl stem of assumed

L. *fui care, f. furca Fork sb ] intr To form

a foik
, to divide into branches.



FUBCATED. 611 FTTBIOTTS.

1846 Dana ZooJ>h (1848) 79 These lines frequently furcate

or give out lateral branches, Ibid 198 btems straight,

furcating 183a — Crust 1 142 Another small fissure,

which furcates a short distance above

Furcated (f» lifted), ppl. a [f med.L fur-

cat-us + -ED 1
] = Furcate a.

x828 Stark Elem Nat Hist II 426 Ramuli furcated at

the apex 1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 401/1 Chaetonotus

and Ichthydium possess a furcated foot 1839W H Gregory
Egypt I 174 The d8m-palm invariably divides at a certain

height into two branches, and these again become fui-

cated 1874 Cooke Fungi 32 Each of these branch out

into a furcated form

Furcation (fork*1 Jan) [f. L furca fork
;
see

-ATION ] A forking or branching
,
hence, a fork-

like division or branch
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep in ix 124 When they

[deer] glow old, they first doe lose their brow Antlers or,

lowest furcations next the head 1846 Dana Zooph (1848)

71 There are two modes of branching —1 By a simple

furcation of the extiemity of a branch 1863 — Man
Geol 36 Another furcation of it passes by Eastern Borneo

1874 Cooke Fungi 52 The furcations being made in such a

manner that the ends of the branch at last so stand together

that their surface forms a ball

Furcll (f»rtj). Also Foooh. [ad F fourche

Fork sbP\

f 1. = Fouoh 2 Obs
1491 in Ld Treas Acc. Scott (1877)1 181 Item tillaman

of the Chanslans that brocht a furche of venyson to the

King vs 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in xi, My heart like

the furch of a hart in rut doth beat within my breast

2. Vet Surg. =Frush, Frog Also attrib. m
furch-stay.
[App introduced by B Clark, as a more etymologically

correct substitute for the current forms. The Fr equiva-

lent isfourchette ]

*842 Bracy Clark On Running Frush (ed 3) 2 The part

diseased, and which m my Treatise on the Foot of the

Horse published m 1809 ,

1

called the Furch stay, as being

the part which held the base of the Furch together Ibid

3 This remarkable part was without any name and very

little noticed, till I gave it the epithet Frog-stay or Furch-

stay

Furch, obs. form of Furrow.
Furchur(e, var. of Forohure, Obs.

13 K Alis 499s Another folk there is bisyde That
habbeth furchures swithe wide

Furciferous (foisi feras), a. [f. ’L.furctftr (f

furca Fork sb. + -fer bearing) fork-bearer, hence

(with reference to the ‘ fork
1

or yoke placed on the

necks of criminals) rascal, jail-bird 4- -ous ]
1 Ent Bearing a forked process; said of the

larvae of certain butterflies (Cent. Diet ).

2 Rascally, rare (somewhat jocular')

1833 Monthly Mag. LV. 222 Long addicted to furciferous

practices 1835 De Quincey in Tait's Mag. II 81 Observe
the dilemma into which these furciferous knaves must drop

II
Furcula(fy rkiwla). OmitA. IL furcula, dim

offurca fork.] A forked bone below the neck of

a bird, consisting of the two clavieles and an mter-

clavicle ;
the merry-thought or wish-bone.

*859 Darwin Ong. Spec 1 (1878) 16 Relative size of the

two arms of the fuicula 1868 — Amin <S- PI I. v. 173
The sternum, scapulae, and furcula are all reduced in pro-

portional length

Fnrcular (foukirflar), a. Also 6 furculare.

[ad. QF.furculaire, f L. Furoula; in later use

f. Furoula + -ab.] Of or pertaining to the furcula

;

in early use, to the collar-bone.

*34* R. Copland Guydon's Quest Chimrg F 4 h, Howe
many bones are in y° sholdre ? the bone sholdre blade and
the bone furculare *856-8 W Clark Van der ftoeven's

Zool II. 609 Two clavicles, a coracoid and a furcular

+ FTTrcule. Obs. Also 6 furculle, furkle

[ad L furcula', see Furoula.] = Foroel, Also
attrib.

*34* R Copland Guydon's Quest Clnrurg Dab, Some be
proprely lacertes that brede nyghe the eaTes tyfl they come
to the furcules or forkes of the brest *348-77 Vicary Anat
vu (1888) 56 In the vpper ende of Thorax is an hole in

which is set the foote of the Furklebone or Canel bone

II Furculunx {ivskiilWm). OmitA, [mod L
furculum, mcoirectly formed dim of furca ]

— Furcula
1833 Sir C Bell Hand (1834) 34 The furculum or fork

bone, which in carving, we detach after removing the wings
of the fowl, corresponds with the clavicle 1863 Lyell
Antiq. Man xxn 45* The furculum, or merry-thought
marks the forepart of the trunk *873 J. Geikie Gt Ice

Age App 523 The furculum of a gull was found m brick-

clay at the Bridge of Johnston, near Paisley

+ Fu rdel, fuTdle, ». Obs [var. of Fardel,

v ] trans. To furl or fold Also with up.
_

*394 Glenham News fr Levane Seas 16 Their sayles

furdeld 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Peace France Wks
in 1146: The Colours furdledvp, the Drum ls mute 1633
Fox's Voy.N.-W /’/zw,(Hakluyt Soc.) 496Westrooke allour

sayles and furdeld them up a *68a SirT Browne Tracts

(1684) 34 Which being a drie and ligneous Plant though
crumpled and furdled up, yet, if infused in Water, will

swell and display its parts

Hence Fu rdled ppl. a
, + Furdling vbl. sb.

*658 Sir T. Browne Gard Cyrus ui 128 To urge the

thwart enclosure and furdling of flowers, and blossomes

before explication.

Furder, obs. form of Further.

+ Fure, v‘ Obs. Sc [f. *fure, Sc. form of Fore
a journey J

1 trails To bear, carry.

c *470 Henry Wallace m 222 With flour and wyne als

mekill as thai mycht fur 1487 isc Acts fas III (1814)

II 178/2 That na gudis be funt be pe mastei apoun his

ouerloft c 1560 A Scott Poems (STS) xvi 1 How
suld my febifl body fure The dowble dolour I indure?

1609 Skene Reg May 141 Na gudes sould be fured vpon
the over-loft of the shippes.

2. To lead, conduct Also absol
*336 Belllnden Cron Scot (1821) I Proheme p vi, So

far as laboure and his wisdome funs 1637 Monro Exped
1 45 To his Master the Kings Majesty or Generali, that

fuers or leades the warre

Hence Fu ring vbl. sb , freight

*335 Stewart Cron. Scot. II 246 For bnth and weehthir
furing wes so hie, With thame ilkane scho sank into the se

Fure, obs form of Fire.

I*
Furel. Obs [Possibly a mistake of some

kind • cf Forche ] ? A gallows
1387 Harrison England n xix (1877) 1 310 It is not

lawfull foi ante subject to set vp furels, tumbrell, tliew

or pillone within his owne soile without his [the king's]

wariant and grant

Furel, obs var Forel, sheath
Furen, var Firen a., Obs ,

fiery

Furfur (f» rfm) Path PI furfures. Also 7
furfaire, 9 arch, furfair [a L furfur bran ]

Dandnff, scurf
;
pi particles of epidermis or semf

,

also, a bran-like sediment in the urine
*6si Burton Anat. Mel. 1 i 1 111 (1631) 7 Grievances,

which are inward or outward belonging to the brain, as

baldness, falling of haire, furfaire Ibid 11 1 iv 111 231

Leprosie, Ulcers, Itches, Furfures, Scabs, etc 1734 Did
Arts Sc II *358 Those excrementitious particles which
are evacuated with the urine, are also called fuifures 1798-

1808 R Willan Cutaneous Dis in Cullen's Nosol Method
App (1820) 320 note

,
Furfur (scruf), small exfoliations of

the cuticle which ocaur after slight inflammation of the skm
1833 Browning Paracelsus tv 117 My outward crust Of lies,

which wrap as tetter, morphew, furfair,Wrap the sound flesh

*883 Syd. Soc Lex., Furfur
,
a term applied, especially in

France, to the layers of cuticle, like to bran, which are

detached from the skin in such diseases as pityriasis

FurftiraceOUS (fiwfiur*1 Jos), a Also 7 erron

-acerous, 8 -aoious. [f late L furfurdee-us

(f.furfur bran) + -ous ] Resembling bran ; scurfy,

scaly
;
m Bot covered with bran-like scales.

*650 Bulwer A nthropomet 101 The furfuracerous ex-

crements of the Temples *733 J Moore Columbarium 26

The upper Chap of the Bill is half cover'd . with a naked,

white, tuberous, furfuraceous Flesh *823-34 Good'sStudy
Med (ed 4) I 674 The unne is jpeculiarly distinguished by
a natural furfuraceous separation i860 Berkeley Brit.

Fungol 177 Stem somewhat flexuous, brittle, furfuraceous,

then smooth 1876 Clin.Soc Trans IX 45 The epidermis,

on being scratched, was raised in furfuraceous scales

Fu.rfu.ramide (£o*rfiuramaid) Alsofuxfuro 1-

amide. [f. Fureur(ol + Amide] A white

crystalline substance produced by the action of

ammonia on furfurol

1845 Furfurolamide [see Furfurol] *864 Watts Diet.

Ckern II 7+7 Furfuramide [see Furfurink]

Furfaration (fmfiur*1 Jan). tare-° [f L.fur-

fur bran + -ATION .]
* The shedding of the skm in

small branny particles ’. {Syd Soc Lex )

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Fitrfuration, the falling of

Dandnff or Scurf from the Head, when it is comb’d 1731

in Bailey 1834 in Mayne Exp. Lex
Furfurine (f© rfvurm) [f. L. furfur bran 4-

-ine] (See quot 1864)
*845 [see Furfurol] 1864 Watts Dirt Client II. 747

Furfurine an organic base, isomeric with furfuramide, and
produced therefrom under the influence of caustic potash, or

simply of heat

Furfurol (fo ifiurpl). [f F,,furfur + -ol ] A
volatile oil obtained by distilling bran with dilute

sulphuric acid

*843 Fownes m Pkil. Trans CXXXV 261 The following

. will be the provisional nomenclature —Oil produced bjj

the action of sulphuric acid on bran, &c termed 1 furfurol

Product of the action of ammonia oil furfurol or ‘ furfuro-

lamide’ Vegeto-alkali,
1 furfurine,' produced by the dupli-

cation of the elements of furfurolamide

f FurfurO’Se, « Obs.—° [ad. L fwfuros-us,

f furfur bran ] Full of bran.

*737 in Bailey vol II

Furfurous (fo jfiurss), a [f L furfur bran 4-

-ous ] Resembling bran ;
containing bran, or bran-

like particles ; made of bran.

*347 Boorde Brev Health Ixxm 23 Afurfurouse water or

unne that is lyke as branne were in it. *744 Mitchell in

Phil. Trans. XLIII 144 Furfurous Desquammations 182a

Syd Smith Whs (1867) I. 359 Furfurous bread and the

water of the pool constitute his food

FurgOU (f© igfln). Also 6 furgone, 9 fuxgen,

dial Pruggan [ad F fourgon poker ] 1 a An
oven-fork, a poker {obs.) "b. (See quot. 1881 )

14 . Tundale's Vts 1039 The turmentowris com rennand

With furgons and with toDgis glowand *330 Falsgr 223/2

Furgone for an ovyn, uavldree *334 Eng C/t Furmt,

(1866) 211, uj furgons ofyron *88* Raymond MimngGloss

,

Furgen, a round rod used for sounding a bloomary fire

t Fu’rial, <z. Obs. [a. OF.funal-, ad L fundl-ts

,

f fitna Fury.] Funous, raging.

£*386 Chaucer Sqr's T 440 This funal pyne ofhelle

1640 J. Gower Ovid’s Fest. 43 Meanwhile, the young
Prince, furiall lust doth move
Furibund (fiu* nbtmd), a. Also 5 furybound,

6 Sc. furebund, 8-9 furibond [ad L furi-

bund-us (f furere to rage) ,
the earlier forms

through Y. fur1bond Funous, raging, mad
1490 Caxton Eneydos xix 72 As a persone furybounde

and furyous J535 Stewart Cron Scot II 610 All in ane
mynd and will, Richt furebund. 1601 B Jonson Poetaster

v lit M 3 b, [In a list ofaffected words] Oblatrant—Obctecate

—Furibund—Fatuate 1669W Simpson Hydrol Chym 78
Enragements of that funbund animal the Matrix. *733
T H Croker Orl Fur xiv cxix, Brutal, superb, audacious,

furiboud 1837 CarlyleFr Rev I iv iv (1872) 120 A waste

energy as of Hercules not yet funbund *853R R Madden
Life C'tess Blessington II 104 Strangely jocular in his. furi-

bond movements 1880 Standard 16 Jan 4 The furibund

utterances of Ultramontane journalism,

t Firribundal, a Obs. rare-1
[f. as prec 4-

-al ] = prec.

*392 G Harvey Pierce's Super Wks. (Grosart) II 17
The funbundall Champion of Fame
Funcane, -cana, -cano see Hurricane

1 Fu-rie, v Obs —1 [ad OF furrer
,
fourrer to

fomge] mtr. To search
c 1290 6" Eng Leg I 377/26 To furie after a Carpenter

Furied (fill® rid), a. rare [f Fury 4- -ed 2
]

Having fury, furious.

*878 P W Wyatt Hardrada 6 The fight Unbroken
raged in its first furled might

f JPu-rifufF. Obs rare-1
.

1689 T Plunket Char. Gd Commander 14 Timon
Misantropos (though churl enough) I think, was better than
this Furifuff.

Furify (fiu° rifai), v rare [f Fury + -(i)ey ]

trans To render furious

1872 Browning Fifine lxxix, Some real man must thwart

And funfy and set a-fizz this counterpart O’ the pismue

Furio'Sant, a. Her [?f Furious a +-ant]
(See quot

)

1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Funosant, is a term
applicable to the bull and other animals, when depicted in

a rage, or madness it is also termed rangant.

Furiosity (filing siti). [ad late L funosi-
tat-eni, f fin iosus Furious • see -ity ]

1 The quality or state of being funous
;
fury

;

an instance of this. Now rare
*309 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 69 His owne madnes

and cruell funositie *560 Rolland Crt Venus ill 578
We reid greit furiositie Of slauchtei maid be Leui and
Simeon 1727 Bailey vol II, Furiosity,

funousness. 1894
Phil. Robinson m Monthly Packet Feb. 132 His furiosities

do not count for much
2 Madness, esp in Sc. Law (see quot 1882)

Brieve offuriosity : a Brieve directing an inquiry

as to a person’s sanity.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 371 After the dethe of

whom, Claudius as in funosite, wolde say oftetymes, and
inquire why Messalina his lady come not to table *473
Sc Acts fas III (1814) II 112 pat m tyme tocum pe said

brefe be leformit and a clauss put Jiarin to Inquere of pe

foly and funosite *557-75 Diurn Occurr. (Bannatyne)

75 The querns grace commandit him to pas to the castell

of Edinburgh indunng hir will, to appeis the funositie

foirsaid. *707 in Athenmmn r Feb (1896)143/1 A person,

because of her Furiosity, unfitt to be dealt with according

to Discipline 1732 J. Louthian Form of Pi ocess (ed 2)

286 Services of Idiotry and Funosity to pay as General

Services 18*4 Scott Wav xn. As it is expressed *n the

breves of funosity *868 Act 31 <§• 32 Viet c. 100 § 101

The brieves of furiosity and idiotry hitherto in use aie

hereby abolished. 1882 W Bell s Diet Law Scotl ,

Funosity,
or madness, by winch the judgment is prevented

from being applied to the ordinary purposes of life

II FuriOSO {fuTioso), a and sb [It L. furi-

osus : see Furious «.]

A. adj {Music ) See quot. 1825. Also qimsi-adv

1823 Crabb Technol. Did , Funoso (Mus ) or confuria,

Italian, signifying furiously or with vehemence 1825

Danneley Encycl Mus
,
Funoso denotes a quick move-

ment, but principally that species of movement which re-

quires a wildness of character m the execution

B sb A funous person. (Also funosa fem.)

Presumably suggested by the title of Ariosto’s Orlando
Funoso , . ,

a 1670 Hacket A bp Williams ir. § 202 (1693) 218 A violent

Man, and a Funoso 1710 Age ofWundersv1 inWilkins

Pol Ball (i860) II 69 The funosas of the Church Come
foremost like the wind 1726 De Foe Hist Devil 11 vm
(1840) 290 He gave Oliver the protectorship, but would not

let him call himselfking, which stuck so close to that funoso,

that the mortification spread into his souL *784 Lett, to

Honona $ Marianne I 74,

1

have heard one of these pitiful

funoso’s raving to a most amiable woman.

Furious (fiu® nas), a. Also 4 furyus, 5-0 Sc

-xus, 5 Sc. furiouss, -eous, 5-6 furyous, 6 furi-

ouse [a. OF funeus (mod F funeux), ad. L.

furiostis

,

f.funa Fury.]
1 . Of a person, an ammal, etc • Full of fury or

fierce passion ; mad with anger, zeal, or the like

,

raging, frantic. Also of actions, attributes, utter-

ances : Proceeding from or exhibiting fury
5
fierce,

raging, destructively or menacingly violent

c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 143 Now wol I speke of

Mars, furious and wood c *43° Lydg. Mm Poems 137

Whan he [the liouu] is moost furious in his myhte,

Ther comyth a quarteyn *335 Coverdale Ps vu. 6 Lift

vp thyself ouer tne furious mdignacion of myne enemies

158a N Lichefield tr Castanheda's Conq E Ind xxxvi.

87 a, Heerevppon, they began in a funous outrage, running

out of their dores like madde men 161* Bible Ezek v 15

When I shall execute ludgments in thee in anger and in

furie, and in furious rebukes *64* in, Hearne Collect 15

Aug. (1706) (O. H. S.) I 285 Ya furiousest Presbyterians

*643 Milton Tetrach. To Parlt , Wks. (1847) 175/2 The
77-2
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furious incitements which have been us’d 1697 Drydtn
Vtrg Georg m. 410 The fuuous Maie, Bair’il from the

Male, is frantick with Despnu 1752 Hume Ess tyj'icat

(i777) 1» 62 Parties, of religion are more furious a 1853
Robertson Lei t. 11 (1858) 58 Furious against every one
whose words make them tremble at their own insecurity.

1855 Motley Dutch liep 1 111, (1866) 112 The King, already

emaged, was furious at the presentation of this petition

1863 F A Kemble Rcsid Georgia 14, I cannot help being

astonished at the furious and ungoverned execration

b transf. Of the elements . Moving with or as

if moved by fury, violent, raging

*583 T Washington tr Nicholas's Voy 111. vn 80 If the

•water be too furious and deepe. 1611 Shaks Cymb iv 11

259 Feare no more the furious Winteis lages 1700 S L
ti Fryke's Voy E. Ind 126 It got a head after so furious

a manner, that it set fire on the Ship itself 1774 Pennant
Tour Scotl, in 1772, ng Fiom the top is a view of the

furious Stream. *709 Cowper Castaway iv, The furious

blast 1833 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxiv. (1836) 196 Blowing
a furious gale

f e. Of pains, diseases, evil influences : Raging,

cruel. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl T 373 In langour and m toiment

furyus 1430-40 Lydg Bechos 1 vih (1544) x4 Folke
weie there blent with futious darkenes. c 1470 IItnhy
Wallace 11 2x1 In fureous payne 1397 Gerardl Herbal 11.

h 270 Furious agues 1627 Anp Abbot Narr. in Rushw
Hist Coll (1659)1 434 Some fuuous infirmities of Body.

d, Fast ana furious • (of mirth) eager, uproar-

ious, noisy

1790 [see Fun 3] 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xviu, Fast and
furious grew the mirth of the parties.

2 . JSyperbohcally (aftei Fr. use) : Excessive,

extravagant, rare.

1668 Dryden Evening's Love hi 5 , What a furious indi-

gence of ribbons is heie upon iny head 1 llnd, v i, I will

do my best to disingage my Heait fiom this furious Tender
which I have for him 1822-56 Dc Quinu y Confess (1862)

7 Without a suspicion of his own furious lomanung
3 . Mad, insane Obs. exc. in Scots Lazo
1475 Sc. Acts Jas III (1814) II 112 The Inquest fyndis

Jiat he was ouder fule or furiouss 1364 Child Marriages

,

etc. (1897) 135 She, beinge seruaunt with the testatrix, did
neuer knowe that euer she was Lunatike or furtouse. 1597
Hooker Eccl Pol. v. Ixiv. § 4 Neither furious persons nor
children may receive any ciuill stipulation 1609 Sklne
Reg Map, Stat Rolt I, 33 Fvnous meu sould be taken,

and keiped he their friends 1642 View Print Book mt
Observat 10 Except the King be Captive, furious, or in

his infancy. 1754 Ersiune Pnnc Sc. Law (1809) 66 Idiots

. and furious persons cannot marry

1

4

Foolish, absurd Obs.

1326 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 253 b, In tlicyr moost
furyous & false opin>on they ludged hym a dissembler

ana an ypociyte »6o8-xx Hall Medit Vows 1 § 62,

I have ever found, that to stnve with my supenour is

furious, with my equall doubtfull.

5 . Comb ,
asfurious-curious} -faced adjs. ; funous-

wise adv.
1598 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11, i. iv, Handie-Craftes 630

Daunctng, foaming, rowling furious-wise 1614 — Little

Bartas 407 The furious curious Spell Of those Black-Aitistx.
1636 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I 174 To go through a furious

faced death to life eternal

!

Furiously (flu® riash), adv [f. prec. + -lit a
.]

1. With fury, in a mad or frantic manner, to an
irrational degree, madly.

1355 Eden Decades 2 They funousely cryed out againste
him c 16x0 Women Saints (E E. T S ) 46 The king raging
at these wordes and full of concupiscence, funouslie sayd
vnto her [etc ] 1611 Bible Ezek. xxui 25 T hey shall deale
furiously with thee. 1731 Wardurton Julian (ed 2) 1 v
99 An inference so furiously sceptical, as would overturn
the whole Body of civil history 1849 Macaulay Hist
Eng. I 362 His scheme was , furiously attacked 1873
Black Pr Thule (1874) 18 To see how furiously jealous
you would become. 1890 Spectator xi Oct , Furiously
interested classes.

2. With impetuous or boisterous motion or agita-

tion
; swiftly, violently, vehemently,

a 1577 Gascoigne Dan Barthol
, Reporters Concl xix,

So staies the streame, when furioushe it South. x6xx
Bible 2 Kings ix. 20 Iehu dnueth furiously. x686 tr

Chardin's Trav 301 The water . . is furiously hot 1700
S L tr Fryke's Voy. E. Ind 72 The Piece recoiled so
furiously X758 Reid tr Macguer's Chym. 1 279 The
Phosphorus took fire, burnt furiously, and burst the vessels

1797 Mrs Radcuffe Italian xvi, Perceiving his master
beset, he came furiously to his aid 1840 Dicklns Barn.
Fudge vi, Before the words had passed my lips, lie rode
upon me furiously x86o Maury Phys, Geog vi § 312 Here
. the sea breeze blows furiously. X877 Lady Brassey Voy
Sunbeam xv. (1878) 269 Wheie the molten lava dashed up
furiously against the rocks

3. Excessively, * awfully ’ Cf ’F.funeusement
1822-56 De Quincey Confess (1862) 35 The lady of 1732

if living in 1800 must be furiously wrinkled.

Fnriousuess (fiu»*nasnes) [f. as prec +
-ness ] The quality or state of being furious

;

madness, fury.

c 1300 Melusine xlvi 32X Makyng . . by her furyousnes
suche horryble crye & noyse that it semed al thayer to be
replete with thundre & tempeste 1535 Coverdale Ps
lxxvu[i] 49 He sent vpon them y° funousnesse of his wrath
1628 Wither Brit Rememb. m 1x25 Unlesse God had, in
mercy, curb’d their funousnesse 1746-7 Heuvey Medit
(x8x8) x8o Instead ofdischarging the furiousness of his wrath
upon this guilty head, 1840 in Smart ; and in later Diets

Fu'xison. Obs exc. Her. [a. MDu. vuur-
ijzen (ICilian vienjzer), f. vuur Fibs sb. + ijzen,

tjzer. Iron. (Perh Fleerish is a corruption of
this.)] (See quot, 1889 )

1536 Elllenden Cron Seat (1821) I p lvn, ITe that was
found m the army but flint and furistne, 01 but Ins swerd
1889 Livin Diet Her, Furtsons, the steel used for striking

flic from a ilmt

Furl (fail), sb. [f. next vb.]

1 A roll, coil, 01 cuil of any furled body
1643 Witiilr Can/po Muss 17 [Who] Hath taken downe,

one fuile of his ptoud sailes 1746-7 Hervi y Medit, (1818)

18o_ Ye vernal Clouds, furls of finer air, folds of softer

moisture

2 The action of furling or state of being furled,

the manner in which a sail is furled.

1836 E Howard A’ Rajirsxxu, That part of the sail

was wanted to he rolled in with the furl 1840 R H Dana
Bef Mast xxin 70 Every sailor knows that a vessel is

judged of, a good deal, by the furl of her sails

Furl (fail), v [prob., as Prof. Skeal suggests,

an alteration of Furdle v.

This cannot, howevei, be considered certain, as fur die
may have been due to a mixture of furl and fai dh Lf
the synonymous F /trier (by Little regaided as adopted
fiom Eng ), also eaily mod F.frtsler (cited s.v. Fkhi ) ]

1 trails. 1 To roll up and bind [a sail) neatly

upon its respective yard or boom ’ (Adm Smyth)
;

to roll oi gather up (a flag) mto small compass
Also with up To furl in a body

,
the bunt (sec

vbl sb 1 )

1356 W Towrbon m Hakluyt Voy (1589) 113 OfTcimgvs,
if wte woulde

t
to furle his Flagges, and to be at out com

maundement in all things 1626 Sir F Drake revived in

Arb Garner V soo A ship which had not yet fui ltd her
sprit-sail 1647 Ward Simp Colder 33 By furling up all

the Ensignes 1712 W Rooi rx Voy 24 A Sailor going up
to full the Main-Top Gallant Sail, ft.Il 1720 Loud Gas
No, 5917/3 They furled their Colouis ana began to fly.

1748 Anson's Voy 111 11 (ed 4) 413 We were full five houis
in furling our satis. 1775 TenderFather 1 1 142 The method
of fulling up a pair of colouis. 1842 Tlnnyson Lockstcy
Hall 127 Till the baltle-flagx were fui I'd In the Fathaincnt
of man 1876 Saundlks Lion in Path vn, The fisherman
furls his sail

b transf. and fig.

a 1637 Lovllace Poems (1864) 233 All the hopes of your
reward 3 ou furl 1639 D. Pell Impi. Sea 318 When pro
vidence has been pleased to furle up the foggy curtains

of the Heavens 17x3 Guatdtan No, n r 8 bhe on a sud-
den furl’d her fan 174a Loud «$• Country Brew 1 (ed 4)

65 This Paper must be furled or twisted round the Bung
x8ox Soutulv Thalaba lit. v, Moatli fin I’d the tent. 1816
Scott Old Mart xi, I hope my sister-in-law is well—furl up
the bed-curtain 1847 Alb Smith Chr. Tadpole 'mi (1879)

84 The umbrella was dnectly furled. x86x Lyt ton &. Fani
Tannhauser 13 But, furl'd beneath that floud surface,

lurk’d A vice of natuie, breeding death, not life 1863 Fu
A. Kembll Resid. Georgia 69 The eagle, foiled his great
wings.

fa To twist or curl (hair) In quot. absol. Cf
Frill v. Obs.
1606 Svlvesti r Du Bartas it iv n. Magnif 742 One

Combs out al length her goodly golden looks Th’oilicr
Frizzles and Furls 111 Curls and Rings a-part.

t b. Of a lion : To ruffle (its mane) Obs.
1682 Tatl Abs. <$• Achtt, it. 837 [The lion] Disdaining

furls his maue and tears the ground.

+ 3. To make undulations on (a surface)
,

to

furrow, wrinkle. Obs
*68x Chetham Angler's Vade-tu.x § x (1689)98 Cloudy

and windy day that furls the Water *742 Shfnstoni
Schoolmistr, 261 He furls Ins wnnkly front, and cues,
‘What stuff is heie 1 ' a 1763— Odes

,
etc (1763) ao6 Nor

bite your lip, nor full your blow.

4. To swathe or envelope m or with something
twisted or folded Now rare
1712 Steele Sped No 53 p 8 A Purple Canopy fin led

with curious Wreaths of Drapery. 1806A Duncan Nt Ison's

Funera 1^29 His stafftipped with sitvei ,and foiled withsarxnet.
a 1850 Rossetti Dante # Ctrc. 1. (1874) 184 When its flesh

is furl’d Within a shroud

5. intr To become furled: to be rolled or

gathered upm a spiral or twisted form
j to curl up.

1676 Land Gas. No x130/4 Her Foiesail and Forctopsail
furling aloft. 1686 Goad Ctlest Bodies r 11. 2 It [a fog]

sometimes casts it self into Threds 01 Ropes, and by the
waimth of the Sun furls up into Gossamere 1816 Bykon
Siege Cor. xi, The banners drooped along then staves And
as they fell around them furling. 1821 — Juan 111 Ixxu,
Her Turkish trousers furl’d Above the prettiest ankle in
the world

b. (withfrom , off") To roll away (like passing
clouds) Also (nonce-use) of the sky, to furl
asunder.
*814 Prophetess nt v, The Trojan luitis burning, and the

skies Fuiling asunder, that the Gods may view Their
dieadful warrants rig’iously fulfill’d 1844 Lowli t Poems

,

Forlorn vm,And years of misery and sm Fuil off, and leave
her heaven blue. — Captive v, The dread, like mist in
sunshine, Fuiled serenely fiomhei mind 1859 Miss Mulock
Romant. T. 206 The clouds furled off fiom the sky

If 0 Misused for unfurl
1798 PrNNANT Htndoostan II 133 A lady laid hold of

an umbrella, and furling it full in the animal’s face, temfied
it so that it instantly retired

Hence Purled ppl. a. Also Pu’rler, one who
furls : only in comb

,
as sail-fw ler

a 1639 Cleveland May Day i. Why shroud Ye up your
selves in the furl’d Sails of Night? C1860 H Stuart Sea-
man's CatecJi 43 The sailfurlers go below 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Gasket

, a cord., to secure furled sails to
the yard

+ Fu'rlength,. Sc. Obs. [=furrow-length,
q.v under Furrow ] =Furlong.
a 1400-30 Alexander 2898 ?it hase ]>e flode, as I fynd

.1 furelenLh of biedc C1450 Golagros * Gaw 121a AnP
fui lentil befoic lus folk, on feildix so faw

*

"

Furless (faults.), a [f Fur sb 1 + -less 1

Having no fui.

1855 Gro Eliox Jin! 111 Life (1884) I 301 Though he was
wi upped in fur, and we, all fur-less .is we were, pitied him
188a Miss Woolson Anne 7 The degeneracy of the furless
tunes

Furlet, -ot, obs. forms of Firlot
Furling (fa riiq), vld sb [f Furl v + -ing 1 ]
1 The action of the vb Furling in a body, m

the bunt (see quot. 1867)
1836 E Howard R Retferxwit, That they might piac-

tise fmlmg X865 Masson Rcc Brit Philos iv 34s The
instinctive furling off of a conceived external world of
possibilities from a conscious and persisting personality
1867 Smyth Sailor's Woid-bk

,
Failing in aboefy, a method

of rolling up a topsail by gathering all the loose part of
the sail into the top, about the heel ofthe topmast, whereby
the yard appeals tnueh thinner and lighter than when the
siil is furled 111 the usual manner, which is sometimes
teuned, for distinction sake, furling m the bunt
2 . Comb

,
asfui ling-system ; furlmg-line, a line

01 cord used in fui ling sails.

1626 Cap 1 Smith A aid. Vug Sea-men 15 The gassits
or furling lines 1627 — Seaman's Gram v 22 Furling
lines are small lines made fast to the top saile, top gallant
siule, and the nussen yaids annex. x86o Merc Marine
Mag. VII 1 14 Captain Finlay intended to confine his
furling system to schooners 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk

, Furling-line, a genu ally flat eoul called a gasket

Furlong (fa ilptj) Forms: 1 furlang, -ting,

2 -eng, 3-5 fur(e)lang(e, 4 ferlong, fourlonge,

4-5 for(o)lang(e, 4-C -long(e, 4-5 fur(e)longe,
4- furlong. PI 4-5 for-, furlong. [OE fur-
lang sir. neul , f furh. Furrow + lang, Long a ]

1. Originally, the length of the furiow in the

common field, which was theoretically regarded as

a squaie containing ten acres. Asa lmeal measuie,

the furlong theiefoie varied according to the extent

assigned at various times and places to the Acre,

but was usually understood to be equal to 40 poles

(tods, pet dies) As early as the 9th c it was
regarded as the equivalent of the Roman stadium,

winch was jk of a Roman mile
;
and henLefurlong

has always been used as a name for the eighth pait

of an English mile, whether tins coincided with

the agricultural measure so called or not. The
present statute fui long is 220 yards, and is equal

both to the eighth part of a statute mile, and to the

side of a square of xo statute acres

a. as a measure in current use. (Early examples

are wanting.)
CX330 Aith

<*f
Merl 6693 V. forlong lie dede hem recoile.

1377 L MS.GL- P PI, 15 v 5 Kr I hadde fareii a fourlonge

feyntise me henlc 14 , Sir Bents 753 (MS. M ) Ther was
110 hois in the world so xtronge I hat myglit ffolowe hym
a fur longc <2x400-50 Alt tender 3856 A foure fuielange

01 fyue it was of full brede 1470-85 Malory Arthur ix,

xi, Ihcnnc he departed his wayc a furlonge. 1559 W
Cunningham Cosmogr Glassc 56 There is also diversitie

what a Furlong should contome in length 1627 Capt
Smith Seaman's Gram x. 48 Iuftetne furlongs, that is,

a mile and i paits 1633 Waiton Angler v. 128 For

Gtsntr observes, the Otter smUx a fish foity furlong off

lum in the water 1703 Maundkli l Journ Jems (1732)

15 About two furlongs out of Tow n 1753 Chamui rs Cycl

Sttpp s v , In Scotland the furlong is equal to forty falls.

1789 G, White Stlbotne xvi (1833) 68 This noise may he

heard a fin long or more. 1814 Scott Ld ofIsics vi. xxix,

The fresh and desperate onset bore The foes three furlongs

back 1847 Lmlkson Poems, Monadnoc
,
His day's ride is

a fui long space.

b. Antuj. as a rendenng of L stadium or Gr.

araSiov

tgoo tr. Bxda's Hist 1, \.\v (1800) 36 Se is Jireora fur-

lunga brad, c xooo Aqs Gosp Luke niv 13 Syxtig fur-

langa fratn hierusalem 13 . E E. A lilt P A 1030

Iwelue [thousand] forlonge space *382 Wyclif Luke
xxiv xx A eastel, that was fro Jerusalem in space of sixty

furlongis 1550 Bale Image Both Ch in xxi Hhnj, A
furlonge is the eyght parte of a rayle and contayneth

a hundreth and xxv paces, winch is in length vi hundreth

and xxv. fote 1625-35 N. Carvlnter Geog Del 1. vm.

(ed 2) 193 A Furlong contains according to Herodotus 600

feet 1760 Fawki s Hero # Leandci 23 note. The narrowest

Part of the Channel is about seven Stadia, or Furlongs

t C. Furlong way : a short distance, hence the

time taken in walking this, a brief space- Obs.

c 1384 Chauclr II Fame 111 974 Or hyt a forlonge way
was olde c 1386 — Miller's T 451 They sitten stille wel

a furlong way c 1430 7wo Coakcry-bhs n 91 penne take

hem downe and lete stonde a forlonge vvey or y 1470-85

Malory Arthur v v, I had leuer. that I hadde ben a for-

longe way to foie hym.

1

2

. Used (on the analogy of 1 b) to render L.

stadium in the sense of 1 the course for foot-races .

(Chieflyfigl) Obs.
The couise for runners at Olympia was a stadium in

length , hence the use of crra&iov, stadium in this sens®.

c 1374 Chauci r Boeth. iv pr 111 03 (Camb MS.) Yu a

man rennep m the stadie or m the forlong for the corone

C 1380 Wveur Serm Sel Wks, II 258 pei pat rennen in pe

ferlong for )>e pus 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 328 After

the forlonge of thys presente iyfe 1526 Pilgr Psrf (IS31)

6b b, For every relygyous persone sholde renne in the fore-

longe of perfeccyon

3

An area of land a * furlong ’ each way, con

taming ten acies
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1819 Rees Cycl s v , The furlong as a superficial measure, is

generally 10 acres, according to the acre ofdifferent counties

•|* b. The eighth part of an acre. Obs.—°
Perh only a blunder of Mmsheu
16*7 Minsheu Ductor, Furlong is otherwise the eight

part of an acre 1656-81 in Blount Glossogr

4 The headland ofa common field Obs exc, dial

7854 Charter of Mthelwolf of Wessex in Cod Dipl V
in Of twelf aekeran ut fora bufon scortan hltnce aet Sses

furlanges ende 1649 Blithe Eng Improv Impr (1652) 10

One Furlong butting or Hadlanding upon other Furlongs

1877 N IV. Line. Gloss
,
Furlong

;
the road or boundary

upon which the separate lots abut in an ‘open field' or
piece of unenclosed ground divided into several occupations.

6. An indefinite division of an unenclosed field.

xa Newminster Cartul. (1878) 122 Usque ad Gauelolc

furlang 1377 Langl P. PI B v 424,

1

can fynde in a felde

or in a fourlonge an hare. 1438 Nottingham Fee II 170
Quintaacrajacet super eundem furlong [But is this 4?] 1523
Fitzhehb Sum 38 b, At a furlong called Dale furlong y°

whiche furlong conteyneth xxx landes and two heed
landes 1637 Harrison in Sheffield Gloss , A piece of land
enclosed lying in furlongs <1x825 Forbv Voc E Anglia

,

Furlong, a division of an uninclosed cornfield. 1839
Stonehouse Axholme 302 Two selions of land containing

one acre, lying in a furlong called Foxholes 1854 Miss
Baker Northampt Gloss

,
Furlong

, an indefinite number
of lands or leys, running parallel to each other

6 =Xand (See quot 1893 ) Obs. exc dial.

1660 Sharrocic Vegetables 97 The land must be cast into

furlongs, that the furrows may convey the water one to

another into a general trench 1893 Wiltsh Gloss
,
Furlong

the strip of newly ploughed land lying between two mam
furrows.

7 ‘The lme of direction of plowed lands’

(Maishall)
1787 W. Marshall Norfolk I. (1795) 131 Endeavouring to

lay their * furlongs ’ north-and-south, that the sun may have
an equal influence on either side the narrow ridges

Furlough (faults), sb. Forms: 7 vorloffe,

fore-loofe, forloff, furloflf, -ogh, 7, 9 furlo, 8

furloe, foreloff, 7-9 furlow, 7- furlough., [a.

Du, verlof, app formed in imitation, of Ger ver-

laub
,
f ver- Fon- prefix + root laub- see Believe

v.. Leave sb Cf. Da forlov, Sw. forlof The
Eng. word, having from the beginning been stressed

on the first syll., seems to show influence of the syn-

onymous Du. oorlof,= Ger. urlaub (OHG
,
MHG.

urloup), abstract noun corresp to the OTeul vb.

Hzlau&djan, -laubjan to give leave, allow (Goth.

uslaubjan, OHG. irloubdn, mod.G. erlaubeti, OE.
aliefan) : see A- prefX and Leave sb ]

1

.

Leave of absence, esp a permit or licence

given to a soldier (or more rarely, an official)

to be absent from duty for a stated time.
x6ajj B Jonson Staple ofN. V. 1, The deed, is a thing of
reater consequence, Then to be borne about m a blacke
oxe, Like a Low-Countrey vorloffe, or Welsh-bnefe

163j R. Monro Exprd. 1. 34 The Lievetenant Colonell

taking a fore-loofe, did go unto Holland 1649 G Daniel
Tnnarch , Hen. V, clxxxu, They'd feigned Furloghs, of
Sloth, or Feare. 1707 Farquhar Recruiting Officer 1 i,

Enter him a grenadier . . absent on furlow X749 MS. Desp
14 Nov , Ed of Trade

,
d

1

. Carolina T 68 In Charles-
town living on the license of your Excellency’s third

foreloff. 1772 Ann Reg 198/1 Maclauchlan was sent off

upon a furlow for three months 1804 Wellington m
Gurw Desp III 41 Officers not on furlough .are to join

their corps without delay, *835 Marryat Jac Faithf.
xxxvi, My uncle James came home on furlough, for he held
a very high and lucrative situation under the Company.
1893 Forbes-Mxtchell Retain. Gt Mutiny 71 Over fifty

men .were found to have furloughs, or leave-certificates.

,

m their pockets
attnb 1845 Stocqueler Handbk Bnt India (1854) Si

The salaries are large the furlough allowance and retiring

annuity handsome and all-sulficient 1876 Voyle's Milit.
Diet (ed 3) s v Furlough

,

The furlough pay is as follows

fig X816-7 Coleridge Lay Serm 378 One of those short
furloughs from the service of the body, which the soul may
sometimes obtain even m this, its militant state,

b extended to general use.

1763 Cowper Let 9 Aug. Wks (1876) 5 My destination is

settled at last, and I have obtained a furlough. 1793 Mad
D’Arblay Lett. 22 Feb , You . could not refuse to her
request the week’s furlough 1843 Lefevre Life Trav
Phys I 1 vn 158, I demanded a furlough of a fortnight,

to enable me to see my friends in England 1848 Kingsley
Saint's Trag 1 i, Would but her samtship leave her gold
behind, We'd give herself her furlough

*
1
* 2 A passport

;
a licence, or permit.

<1x659 Cleveland Wks. (1687) 7 The greatest Honours
on the aged hurl’d Are but gay Furlows for another World
1826 Scott Woodst 11, Or what else will your uncle
Everard do for us? Get us a furlough to beg?

Furlough (ffi iloi), v. Chiefly U. S. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To grant (a person) a furlough
;
to give

leave of absence to

1783 N. Greene in Sparks Corr Amer Rev. (1853) IV
38 The Northern Army does not choose to be furloughed.

1799 G Washington Lett Writ 1893 XIV. 208 The prac-
tice of furloughing officers, andthen renewing the furloughs
from time to time. 1867 Emerson May-Day <§• Other
Piecet Wks. (Bohn) III 423 Amid the hue and cry Of
scholars furloughed from their tasks 1869 Lowell Cathe-
dral 236 With outward senses furloughed.

2 mtr To spend a furlough
1892 Black White Chnstra.No 31/a The unsteady white

gaiters of two Grenadiers furloughing in the village

Furloughed, (f® iloud), ppl- a, [f. Furlough
sb. or v + -ed.] Having a furlough or leave of

absence , hence, unoccupied, inactive

x8ix W. R Spencer Poems 5 Ten thousand furlow'd
Heroes 1848 Lowell Bighrw P Poems 1890 II 23 She
. Patted the furloughed ferule on her palm 1864 Daily
Tel 26 Nov

,
All furloughed officers and men have been

ordered to return immediately.

+ Fu'rmage. Obs rare. (a. OF. fourmage
(mod F frontage) •—popular L. *fot mdticum, f

forma mould, hoBM ] Cheese
14 Henryson Two Myss 124 Bannatyne MS vii

(1881) 963 Furmag full fyne scho brocht in steid of geill.

Furme, obs. form of Form,
Furmeute, -ty, furmety, -ity: see Fru-
menty
Furnace (fuJnes), sb. Forms* 3 furneise,

4-5 f(o)urneys(e, fo(u)rnays(e, fournas, for-

nayce, fornes, (5 fornas, furnasee), 4-5 for-

n.eys(e, f(o)urneis, furnes(s, (5 furnoys, 6 fur-

neyse, fournas), 6-7 fornace, (6 fournace,
furmse), 6- furnace, [a. OF, fomais, masc.

(
= Pr fornate, fornaz, It fornace), also fornaise

(mod Y.fournaise, = Sp hornaza), repr 'L.forndc-

em, fomax, fem., f fom-its,furn-us, oven]
1 . An apparatus consisting essentially ofa chamber

to contain combustibles for the purpose of subject-

ing minerals, metals, etc. to the continuous action

of intense heat.
In modern use it chiefly denotes a building of masonry

lined with firebrick, used for metallurgical operations, the

baking of pottery, or the like ; hut it is also applied to

smaller apparatus (usually constructed of iron) used m
chemistry, assaying, etc

<* 1225 Juliana 32 As Jm te Jjreo children . . biwistest un-

weommet from ferhche fur of Jie furneise. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter xvi 4 t>e fournas hat purges metall 1382

Wyclif Matt vi 30 The heye of the feela, that to day is,

and to morwe is sente in to the fourneyse 1413 Ptlgr.

Sowh (Caxton 1483) in vii 55 With fyre pykes they cast

them in the foineis 1535 Coverdale Prov. xvn 3 Like as

syluer is tried in the fire and golde in the fornace. X544

Phaer Regym. Lyfe (1553) I uj d, Baken or dryed as clay

is in the fourneis xfioo Shaks A Y L it. vn 148 The
Louer, Sighing like Furnace. 1664 Eveiyn Kal. Hort
(1729) 229 A plain single Furnace, (such as Chymtsts use m
their Laboratories for common Operations). 1725 De Fon
Voy. 1 ound World (1840) 272 Running like liquid metal out

of a furnace 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk Trades (1842) 130

The furnaces, retorts and other apparatus are too numerous
to be described 187a Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon 1 11

On the signal being given, the furnaces were tapped, and
the metal flowed

b. transf. The fire of a volcano ;
the volcano

itself.

1660 F. Brooke tr Le Blands Trav. 376 One of the

most conspicuous furnaces of the Indies for the hill hath
five mouths.. for casting out fire *706 H. Hunter ti.

St Pierre’s Stud Nat. (1799) 1. 344 Volcanos must have
emitted their fiery currents more frequently in the earlier

ages, when the Ocean, loaded with it’s vegetable spoils,

lied more abundant matter to their furnaces
_

1804

. Brown tr Volney's View Soil U S 99 The existence

of this furnace agrees with all the traces of earthquakes

hitherto mentioned

c. fig

,

esp. used to express any severe test or

trial. Also, a place of excessive heat ; a * hot-

bed
1340 Ayenb 131 pise wordle pet ne is bote, a fornays

anhet mid uer of zenne and of zor$e. 138* Wyclik Dent
iv. 20 The Lord took 30W, and ladde jow oute fro the yren

fomeys of Egipte. 1497 Bp Alxock Mans Perfect C iy,

He Iyved here in purgatory and m the fornays of tempta-

cyon x6oo Fairfax Tasso xv. 1, He open set Of his

broad gaping lawes the fornace wide x6xx Bible Isa

xlviu. 10, I haue chosen thee in the fornace of affliction

1727-46 Thomson Summer 962 Breathed hot From all the

boundless furnace of the sky A suffocating wind the pilgrim

smitesWith instant death 1844 Kinglake Edthen xxiv. 320
Nablous is the very furnace of Mahometan bigotry.

+ 2 Applied to an oven or chamber for pro-

ducing a moderate continuous heat
;
in quots. an

incubating chamber Obs.

cj400 Maundev (1839) v 49 There is a comoun Hows 111

that Cytee, that is alle ffulle of smale Furneys
, and thidre

bryngen Wommen of the Toun here _Eyren of Hennes, of
Gees and of Dokes, for to ben put in to tho Fumeyses.

1585 T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy, r vm 7 b, Fur-

naces, made m maner like unto . stoves of Germanie in the

whiche with a small heate they do..hatch their egges.

16x6 [see Furner i]

3 . A closed fireplace for heating a building by
means of hot-air or hot-water .pipes ;

also, ‘the

fireplace of a marine boiler’ (Adm. Smyth).
1691 Evelyn Diary 28 Dec

,
Saw the effect of my green-

house furnace x88i Fawkes Horticnlt. Build 218 Stoke-

holes, furnaces, and boilers, should always be protected by
an enclosed shed from rain and wind.

4. A boiler, cauldron, crucible. Obs. exc. dial.

(See quots. 1884 and 1886 )

c 1290 S Eng Leg I 295/61 A forneis he let raaken of

bras and fullen it ful of lea 13 E E.Alht P B. ion
As a fornes ful of flot Jsat vpon fyr boyles <1x400 Lan-
franc's Cimrg 171 pe heete of pe lyvere makip pe stomac

to sepe as fier makip a fumeis to sepe 1494 Nottingham
Rec. III. 30 Unum fornes de plumbo 1540 Yatton

Churchiw. Acc (Som Rec. Soc ) 154To sawyng y» quyrbys

to y8 Fumes of Chyrche howse vj fl <tx66x Fuller
Worthies (1840) III. 486 Seethe all these [herbs] (being

well washed) in a furnace of fair water
<
1884 Upton on

Severn Gloss, Furnace, a large boiler set in brickwork, for

brewing, making soup, &c x88fi W. Somerset Gloss , Gal-

vanized iron Furnace, 27 gals.. nr. gd.

5 . attrib. and Comb ,
asfurnace air-pipe, -chink,

-coke, -feeder, filler, -fite, -firer, -glow, -heat, -house,

-smoke ; firnace-burmng, -like adjs
\
furnace-ward

adv Also furnace-bar

=

fire-bar (see Fire B 5)

,

furnace-bridge (see quot.) j
furnace cadmia

or cadmium (see quot.) ;
furnace-drift, f -earth,

(see quots.)
;
fumaceman, one who tends a fur-

nace, furnace-pumice Metall., ‘a slag often

produced in smelting pisolitic iron ores, having the

cellular appearance of pumice-stone 1 (Cassell);

furnace-tube (see quot.).

1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 231 The “Furnace Air-

pipes are placed to pass through the Fire and Brick-work
x888 Lockwood's Diet Mech. Eiigtn ,

*FurnaceBars 1874
Knight Diet. Mech I 926/2 *Furnace-Bridge, a barrier of
fire-bricks or of iron plates containing water thrown across
the furnace at the extreme end of the fire-bais, to pievent
the fuel being carried into the flues, and to quicken the
draft by contracting the area. X593 Shaks. 3 Hen VI,
it 1. 80 All my bodies moysture Scarse serues to quench my
“Furnace-burning hart x88x Raymond Mining Gloss ,

*Fumace cadmium or cadmia, the oxide of zinc which
accumulates in the chimneys of furnaces smelting zinci-

ferous ores <zx849 Mangan Poems (1859) 35 That the
flame, with subtle flood, Through the “furnace-chink may
fly. 1889 Daily News 16 Dec 2/7 This week “furnace coke
has been selling at 22s 6d to 23V per ton at the ovens

1892 Northumbtd Gloss
,
*Furnace-drift, a passage leading

into an * upcast
'
pit provided with a furnace for the pur-

pose of ventilating the mine 16x2 Sturtdvant Metalhca
(1854) 114 “Furnace earths where-withall you build up
your Furnaces. 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Furnace

-

feeder, a stoker or fireman ,
one who supplies fuel to the

furnace 1892 LabourCommission Gloss., *Furnace Fillet s,

men who remain at the top of the furnace andempty therein

the loaded barrows sent up from the bottom C1645
Howell Lett I. xxix, 41 If this small “furnace-fire hath
vertue to convert such a small lump of Dark Dust and
Sand into such a precious clear Body as Crystal 1889
Daily News 4 Dec. 5/6 A "furnace firei stated that [etc ]

1863-65 J Thomson Sunday at Hampstead vi, The East
resumes its “furnace-glow. 1849 E E Napier Excurs S.

Africa II 407 Alternate “furnace heat and chilly damp-
ness, 1882 Ouida In Maremma I 62 A “furnace-house to

make the salt that was raked upon the beach 1577 B, Googe
Heresbaclis Hush 11 (1586) 77 b, The Furrow must be made
“Furnase like, straight aboue, and broade in the bottome
1825 Heber Narrative (1828) III 33 Such a furnace-like

climate 1883 Gresley Gloss CoalMining,*Fumaceman
1884 B'ham Daily Post 23 Feb 3/5 Wanted two little Mill
Furnacemen. X797 College 20 Like “furnace-smoke in

volumes rolling down. 1888 Lockwoods Diet Meek Engtn ,

“Furnace tube, the tube within which the fuel is enclosed

in an internally fired boiler c 1420Pallad on Husb 1. 1087
First floore hit ij feet thicke enclynynge softeThe “fourneis

ward.

Furnace (fv ones), v. [f. prec sb ]

1 . a. trans. To exhale like a furnace b mtr.

To issue as from a furnace
1508 Chapman Achilles Shield Ep. Ded Aivb, That

raging vlcer, which Furnaceth the vmuexsall sighes and
complamtes of this tiansposed world. 1607 Shaks Cor
I vi 66 He furnaces The thicke sighes from him 1624
Quarles Did. Poems, Sion's Sonit xx, Represse those

flames, that furnace from thine eye.

2. trans. To subject to the heat of a furnace
x6xz [see the vbl sb ] 1842 T Graham Chew v 474 It

has been proposed, instead offumacing the sulphate of soda,

to decompose it by caustic barytes. 1876 Catal Set App
S Kens. No 2726 This mixture is furnaced during a period

of s3 hours.

fig 1790 J Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 33 The
faithful must be damn’d before they die, And, Eke th’

asbestos, furnac’d to be white 1848 Lowell Fable for
Critics Poet Wks 1890 III 50 Every word that he speaks

has been fierily furnaced In the blast of a life that has
struggled in earnest

3 . To make a furnace m
*833 [see Chimney v ]

Hence Fu/maced ppl. a

,

in quot fig . ; Tu*r-

nacing vbl. sb., also attnb. Also Futnacei
16x2 Sturtevant Metallica (1854) 58 All kinde of ouens,

lamps, stoues, kilnes, hearths, all which we generally com-
prehend vnder the name of Fumacing Ibid. 59 Fumacing
may be briefly touched as being a necessarie instrument in

most Inuentions 1853 Ure Diet. Arts II 680 The dex-

terous management of this transposition characterizes a
good soda-furnacer 186aH C.KendallFaintingby Way 5
Poems 20 Furnaced waste lands . like to stony billows rolled

1869 — Glen ofArrawaita 167 In soft Australian nights

,

And through the furnaced noons. 1880 J Lomas Alkali

Trade 4 The manufacturer should be .able .to perform

the furnacmg operation himself.

Fu'rnage. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 4-8 for-

nage, (6 flinage), 5- furnage. [a. OF.foinage
{¥. foumage), f OF. forn (F. four) :—L. fum-tts
oven ] a. The process of baking ;

the price paid

for baking, b. Feudal Law (See quot 17535 the

interpretation is justified by the med.Lat quots. m
Du Cange s.v Furnagium )
1468 in Slow’s Sum Lend (ed Strype 1754) II 443/1 The

Baiter shall be allowed two Lofis for Fomage <zi47°

Tiptoft Caesar v (1530) 7 They shulde have no corne to

furnage, 1572 in Nichols Progr Q, Eliz II, 48 Wood for

firnage of breed by thevere. x6or F Tate Househ Ord
Ediv II, § 43 (1876) 26 This serjant shal take for fomage
of pain de main for the kinges mouth. 2676-1732 in Coles

1753 Chambers Cycl Supp ,
Fornage

,

the fee taken by a
lord from his tenants, bound to bake in the lord’s oven, or

for a permission to use their own 1875 Sussex Gloss ,

Furnage, a sum formerly paid by the tenants of the Lord
of the manor for right to bake in his oven. 1882 A W
Alexander Preston Gmlds 6 A burgess may make an oven
upon his grounds, and bake for his furnage for one horse

load of flour or meal, one halfpenny.



IFURNER. 614 FURNISHED.

attnb 1831 Turner Dam Archit II ui 112 A seigno-

nal oven in which all the tenants wue obliged to bake

their bieacl and pay furnage dues

Furner (ffijnM). Obs exc. dial Also 5-0

furnour, 7 furnar. [late ME furnour, ad. OF
former —late L.fumarius, f furn-us oven ]

1 . One who has charge of an oven ; a baiter.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ Ord (1790) 70 One yoman
fuinour also in this office [the Bakehouse] making the

weyght of biede *555 Will o/T Clayton (Somerset Ho.),

To Chnstofer Strongman my furnour x\s 1613 Sturtlvans

Metalhca (1854) 117 Glasse windowes .so that thereby the

Furnar may continually see and behold his Rawe-matters

. and how his fire and Furnace worketh upon them 16 id

Trav Eng Filer, in Harl Misc I 338 The country

people bring their eggs.. to this place, where there is an
oven, or furnace, purposely kept temperately warm; and
the fumer, or master thereof standeth ready at a little door,

to receive the eggs. 1736 Lewis Hist Isle Tenet (ed a) 36

Fumer, a baker *887 Kent Gloss., Turner, a baker

2 . (See quots )

1598 Florio, Btsciere, a fumer or a maulkm 1847-78

Halliwell, Turner, a molkin for an oven Line

'I Firrney, v. Obs. In 4 furneye. [ad. OF.
furni-r

.

see next ] irans. To proem e.

*3 Coer de L 3517 Furneye a tree, styff and strong

tFtrrniment. Obs. Also 6 f(o)uxnyment,

(furnament)
.

[ad. OF fourniment, f fournir to

Furnish ] a The state or condition of being fur-

nished b. ft. Accoutrements, decorations, fittings

*553 Brende Q, Cnrhus in 14 Neither the men noi the

horse glistered with golde noi piecyous furnymentes

1561 T Hoby tr Castigltone’s Covrtyci (1577) S ij a, I wyll

not haue the Courtier bereaued from hys due honouie and
the fournymentes wluche you youre selfe piomised hym
yestemygnt 1596 Spenser F. Q iv ni 38 They spyde
with speedie whirling pace One 111 a charet of straunge

furniment

Famish (fynuj), si. [f next vb.] fa A
furnishing or providing; concr a provision or

stock of anything (obs.). fb. The state of bemg
furnished or fitted (obs.). c. colloq. A setting off

or embellishing.
xjjoo Will of Treffry (Somerset Ho.), A Furnyssh of bras

1604 Daniel Funeral Poem Earl Devonsh , That furnish

perfect held. 1613-21 — Hist Eng 169 He sends him a
whole Furnish of all Vessels for his Chamber of cleane gold.

1617 Greene's Groat's W. Wit A3, To lend the world
a furnish of witte, she lays her owne to pawne 1633

J
. Done Hist Septuagmt 115 Very liherall chiefly to

ave in regaid the Furnish for these grave and reverent

Persons Ibid 179 Furniture for the whole furnish of a
chamber 1896 Daily News 7 Mar 6/3 The chin is often

the better for the ‘furnish’ of the strings

Furnish (fi> inif), ». Forms: 5-6 fourn-,

furms(s)lie, -ya(s)he, (6 fornyssh, furneashe,

-ice), 6—7, 9 Sc. furneia, -ess, -icb, -ise, -yae.

[a. OF. furmss- lengthened stem offurttir, also

fomir,fourmr (¥.fourmr) = Pr
,
Sp ,

Pg formr

,

It. fonnre, app. a Com. Rom alteration of an

earlier *formire, *fromire (Pr. fornnr, furnnr,

fromtr), ad. WGer *frummjan (O&.frumiman,
OHG frummen, MHG vrumen) to further, pro-

mote, accomplish, supply, f. *frum- (as m OHG.,
QS.fruma fem ,

profit, advantage) ablaut-var. of

*fram- forward : see From ]
+1. trans. To accomplish, complete, fulfil. Also

with that and obj clause • To bring about, ensure.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 87, I shall not departe me hut that

I shal fuimsshe myn auowe C1489 — Blanchardyn lx

(1890) 39 The knyght shewed hym the waye that he muste
holde for to fumysshe his entrepryse. Ibid, xxxiv. 126 For
to see and fumysshe that this were doon. 1494 Fabyan
Citron, lxxxiv 62 To fumysshe or perfourme the Story of
Vortiger. c 1500 Melusme xx, in Behighte no thing but
that ye may fournysshe & hold it a 1533 Ld Berners
Huon lxxxi. 245, I sawe that I hadde fumysshed your
message. 1351 Robinson tr. Moris Utoj>. 1 (1895) 212
Amanmayesee furnished those thingeswhiche husbande
men doo commenly in other countreys

+ 2. To fill, occupy, garrison (a place, etc.).

Const, of, with, also simply. Obs

.

c 1300 Three Kings' Sons (E E T S ) 33 The houses were
all fornyssht with folkes 1323 Ld Berners Froiss I.

xxxvm. 52 Thecyte was strong, and well furnysshed of men
awarr 1326 Housek Ord 153 There shall be a boord
furnished with lords spirituall and temporal 1333 Cranmer
m Furmv. Ballads fr MSS I 384 Four liui chare ttes,

oneofthem empty, & threeotherfurnished withdiversancient
old ladies. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot x 276
The Gouernour commandes to furmce the castell of Ed r he
al meines. 1692 Ray Dissol. World Pref. (1732) 11 A
World already filled & furnished.

+ b. To fill, occupy (a position)
,
also with out.

1576 Fleming Panoj>l Epist. 257 There is a place voide
and to be furnished 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xvul
ro8 That they haue neede to he instructed or els that they
cannot furnish out the place to performe their dutie

1 3. To supply, provide for (needs, occasions,

expenses). Obs.

1496 mLd Treas Acc. Scott (1877)1 304 Item giffin..

to furnys Margret Drummondis costis in Linlithquho. 153s
L. Saunders m Coverdale Lett Mart (1564) 191 My need
concerning bodely necessaryes is . furnyshed by Gods
provision. *666 Marvell Corr. hi. Wks 1872-3 II 192
The House is much m earnest to furnish his Majestye’s
present occasions.

4. To provide or supply with (something neces-

sary, useful, or desirable, either material or im-
material). t Also const, in (cf. Find v. 19), of.

x329 Wolsey in Pour C. Eng Lett 10 Of evry tliyng

mete for houssold vnpiovydyd and furnyshyd <t *533
Blrnlks Huon xlvi 154 Wnan the shyppe was fournyshyd

with vytaylles, than he put therm his hoiscs 1350 Crowley
Way to Wealth 326 Let your wiues furmshe them selucs

with al pointes of honest housewifery 1333 Bhi nde Q
Curtins x. 5 1 o furnish them of iron, hemp and sails 1596

Dalrympil ti Leslie's Iltst Scot v 301 Scotland had

furnist J tigland 111 all necessaries to the Weins x6io Shaks
temp 11 11 147 Come, sweat c to that ktsse the Booke I will

furnish it anon with new Contents 1625 Puhlhas Pilgrims
II. ix xv § 9 1600 Purme/an, of which the Bailo of Venice

doth alwayes furnish them 1674 N Cox Gentl. Recreat in

(1677) 38 Ending at May, at which time the 1 rees begin to

be furnished with Leaves 1700 Wai lism Collett (0. H S )

I 319 A man may he furnished with genteel accomplishment

1754 Eusicine Princ Sc Law (1809) 18 An inhabitant who
has furnished one in meat, clothes, or other merchandise

1772 Macklnzie Man World 11 iv (1823) 470 There was too

much innocence in the breast of I ucy, to suffei it to he

furnished with disguise 1849 Macauiay Hist Eng. I

638 Hie officers had oiders to furnish him with whatever

military aid he might require *875 Jownr Plato (ed 2)

V 192 He [Plato] has furnished us with the instruments of

thought

+ D. tnir for refl To provide oneself with

(something) Obs
1631 Nath Ward Let. in Simp Cobter (1843) 93 ,

1

expect

measure hard enough and must furnish apace with propor-

tionable armour
c. (Chiefly m pass ) To provide (an instrument,

organ, etc.) with (some appendage subsidiary to

its function)
X799 G Smith Laboratory I 15 Rockets may be both

within and without fui mslied with eracktrs 1816 J Smith
PanoiamaSc $ Art 11 332 Each of the bladders should

be furnished with a stopcock 1830 R Knox Bitlards
A not iq Bones which are furnished with a great mass
of muscles x886 A Winchi i l Walks <$ Talks Geol Field

232 The. tail of this bird is furnished with proper quills

1 6 simply. To supply with what is necessary.

1596 Shaks Merck V 11 iv 9 'Tis now but foure of clock,

we haue two houres To furnish vs 1611 Bibll Ps Ixxvni

19 Can God furnish a table in the wildernes? 1633 1 Done
Hist Scptuagint 76 It is succoured and furnished by the

neerenesse of the Port of Ascalon [etc ] x668 Culpepplr
& Cole Bartho l Anat. Man « 111 318 The outer [branch]

furnishes the Cheeks and Muscles of the Face 1688

R Holme Armoury m 185/1 The Abbots Table must be

furnished for Strangers 1743 Loud tjr Country Brew. 11

(ed 2) 93 The English thinking themselves compleatly

furnished by Barley and Oat-Malt-Liquors, have supinely

neglected the Improvement of the best of all others.

+ b To decorate, embellish. Obs

1399 Shaks Much Ado m 1 103 lie shew thee some
attnes, and haue thy counsell, Which is the best to furnish

me tomorrow 1690 Hautax Epist Earl Dorset 183 The
wounded Arm wou’d furnish all their Rooms, And bleed for

ever Scarlet m the Looms
0 in Hop-growing (Bee quot.)

1848 Jrnl It Agric See. IX 11 555 It is not necessary

for the hop-tiers to wait until there are three bines for every

pole long enough to tie, that is, for the lulls to furnish, .ls

they term it When every pole is furnished with three bines

uil the remainder out of the hills. Ibid. 556,

1

have known
me that has been kept back by cold weather so as not

to furnish the poles before the middle ofJune
•j* 6 esp. To prepare for work or active service

;

to equip (a peison), caparison, harness (a horse),

fit up (a weapon, etc ), fit out (a ship) Obs.

1348 Privy Council Acts (1890) II 197 Iland-goones
furnosshed, cc *577 Hanmi r Anc.Eccl Hist, v ix (16x9)

494 Chosroes, being now furnished to battell 1391 Shaks.
1 Hen VI, iv 1 39 He then, that is not furnish'd in this

sort, Doth but vsurpe the Sacred name of Knight 1396
Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot. ix. 242 How sune the

schip was now furmched, sayle thay lous. *398 Barrli
Fluor Warres 11 i 18 He shall not suffer any souldier to

come thither without his Armes fully furnished 1607
Topsell Fonrf Beasts (1638) 244 Bucephalus being sadled

and furnished could endure none but Alexander 1637
R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 22 Far better to purchase
a Plantation there ready furnish'd 1684 Bunyan Pilgr 11

34 There is sufficient to furnish them against all attempts
whatsoever 1703 Maundrell Journ Jerus (1732) 127
Six led Horses, all of excellent shape, and nobly furnish’d

1723 Detoe Voy round World (1840) 2 Every sailor is able
to do it if his merchants are but qualified to furnish him for

so long a voyage

[x6xx Bible Luke xxii 12 He shall shew you a large vpper
roume furnished (Strictly to sense 5 )] 1650 Eveiyn Mem
(1837)1 370 A stately chambei furnished to have entertained
a prince 1762 H Walpole Veriite's Aneed. Paint. I i 2
The apartments are lofty and enormous and they knew not
how to furnish them 1838 Thirlnvall Greece V xli 159 He
had taken more pains to furnish his house, than his mind
1874 Micklethwaite Mod, Par Churches 342 A church
may be furnished, as well as budt, by degrees
absol 1837 Hook in Life I 407 My lady is very busy

a-furnishmg.

8. To provide, contribute, afford, supply, yield
The general currency of this sense appears to date from

the 18th c
,
and is perh due to mod Fr influence The Sc.

instances (i6-i7thc ) quoted below may belong to 6
[1563 WiN3ET Whs (1890) II 6,

1

may nocht furnise to this

excellent werk euery kind of necessar waippin 1640-1
Kirkcndbr War-Comm Min Bk. (1855) 142 The Committie
finding that Johne Wilsone, runaway, in Crocermchael, is

unable to goe upon service ordaines the said paroche of
Crocemichael to furneis ane uther m his place ] 1734 Sher-
lock Dm (1739) I* 111 no Philosophy has furnished
Difficulties on every Side. 1739 Goldsm. Bee No s Un-

7 . To fit up (an npaitment,

requisite appliances, including r

1 furniture^ (see Furniture 7)>
is the predominant notion

a house) with all

supply of movable
which in mod. use

fort Merit r 9 The host refused to furnish him a dinner
without pievious payment 1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks V
78 The idea of mhentance furnishes a sure principle of
conservation 1809 Med Jml XXI 390 The exhalents
furnish a fluid snmlai 111 use to the secretion of the lachrymal
gland. 1849 Ruskin hev Lamps iv 29 119 The pinnacles
iuimsh the thud term to the spire and tower. 1873 Jowett
Plato (t-d 2) I. 433 The proof which you desire has been
already furnished 1888 Bryce Amer Comnvw I m 2S
note, Rhode Island has furnished the most abundant
analogies to the Greek lepubhcs of antiquity

9 dial =* Burnish */.’* I-Iencc 111 Stable slang,

of a horse. To fill out, gam in strength and
‘condition’. (Cf Furnished 2 b.)
*862 H Kingsiev Ravcndioe II x 103 The horse had fur-

nished so since then. 1883 .Standard 19 May 3/3 Being a big
horse he is not quite furnished yet Mod (Suffolk) * She is

tall for age, and thin , now, it is to be hoped, she will begin
to furnish *

10 With adverbs.

a. Furnish, forth. Used by Shaks with the

sense —5, 6 above; echoed by later writers (by
Scott in ’the more recent sense 8).

1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 1 11. 251 Will your Loidship lend
mee a thousand pound, to furnish me forth? 160? —
Ham 1 11 i8t Tht Funeral Bake-meuts Did coldly furnish
forth the Marriage Tables x8xo Scon Lady ofL \ xxii,

Our broad nets have swept the mere, To furnish forth your
evening cheer 1823 ComiLrr Rur Rules 188, I got myself
well furnished forth as a defence against the lain

b Furnish out (a) To supply what is lack-

ing in ; to complete, (b) To supply adequate

matemls or provision for. (c) To send out with
propei equipment or training Now rare

*577 B Good! Iferesbach's Husb iv (1586) 184 b, When
you arc to furnish out the number, you must [etc ] ts8t

Mui.casti r Positions 11 (1887) 5 To furnish out all know-
ledge in the cunning, and all nidgeinent m the wise 1607
Shaks Ttmoti ill. iv 116 Tlieie’s not so much left to

furnish out a moderate Table 1639 Fuili r Holy War v
v (1647) 236 They improved their interest with all their

hencfactours, to furnish out a fleet 1662 H More Plulos
Writ. Pref Gen (1712) 22 Whose great example furnished

out many undaunted Champions of the Christian Faith

1702 Addison Dial Medals 1 16 How many Heroes would
Moor-fields have furnished out in days of old 1730Johnson
Rambler'No. 1 1 15 He may yet have enough to furnish out

an essay 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, 4 B. I xiv. 268

Modern customs often leave to the imagination the task of

furnishing out the proper quantity of beauty

t c. Furnish up. (a) To supply the necessary

material for, make up, hung into a complete form.

(b) To fit up with proper equipment Obs

*573 G HAiivrv Lcttcr-bk (Camden) 9 Here was stuf gud
pielite to furnish up a tiim tragedi *593 Am> Bancroft
Dating. Posit m xm 115 Before a Nationall Synode be
celebrated, let it he called three monetlies afore, that they

may prepare and furnish vp those tlimges, that belong vnto it

x6o6 G. W[oodcocki] tr. Hist Ivsitne 26 a, With al dilli-

gence he furiushtd vp his Nauy to the sea 1783 Crabbe
Newspaper 22 1 As many rows, as furnish up a sheet

Furnishable (fiu inijab’l), a

.

[f Furnish v

+ -able ] Capable of being furnished

1831 Carlyle Sari Res (1858) 121 Hast thou not a Brain

fumishable with some glimmerings of Light 7

Furnished (framjt), ppl. a, [f Furnish v.

+ -ed 1.] In senses of the vb
-(* 1 . Possessed of one’s faculties physical and

mental. Obs
x473 Writ xo Nov ,

Patent Roll 13 Edw IV, 1 m 3 Oure
deerest sone. whom it hath pleased God to yeve unto us

liool and fornissed in nature

2 Generally preceded by a qualifying adverb,

and often only with the force of the pass pple

+ a. Provided or stocked with (something,

matenal or immaterial). Obs
1570 Sattr Poems Reform xxu. 34 A wylie wicht With

warldly wit weill furmssit at will 1670 D Denton Descr

New York (1845) 5 These Rivers are very well furnished with

Fish 1674 Playford SkillMus 1. xi. 56 Our own Nation

was never better furnished with able and skilful artists

1697 Dampilh Voy I vm 231 It was plentifully furnished

with groves of Green Trees. 1731 J Stuart in Lett Lit

Men (Camden) 382 Gentlemen abundantly furnished with

Literature 1736 c Lucas Ess. Watei jIII 237 The city is

plentifully furnished with a very excellent coal.

b. Covered with flesh, filled out [=F men

fow »».]
a 1533 Ld BrRNLRS Arthur (1814) 258 He was byg, and

mighty with byg armes and longe, wel furnisshed

c Equipped
,
formerly m matenal sense, + Ac-

coutred, dressed, provided with necessaries ;
now

only m immaterial sense, Informed, instructed

,

prepared, f Of a tree ' Clothed with foliage.

*553 T. Wilson Rhet Epist. Aij, Some other not so well-

furnished as your Lordeshypp is 1566 Painter Pal Pleas

(1569) 130 b, Hie sight of his sonne richly furnished . did

more astonne him. 1376 Fleming Pauopl Epist 83 -K£a<
Ji
e

furnished against all manner of misfortunes *585 *•

Washington tr Ntcholay's Voy 1 i 1 b, Iwo Games of tne

best and best furnished that were within the haven 01

Marseilhe. 1396 Shaks t Hen IV, v hi 21 A gallant

Knight he was Semblably furnish’d like the King mm-

selfe 1396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist. Scot v 203 I he

Scotis sal rais ane furnist armie, nochtwithstandmg ypon

the French expenses i6ix Bible 2 'Jim ill 17 That tne

man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished

good workes 1647 tr Malveszls Pourtract 47 Ihe R.ngusn-

men were expected with so furnished a preparation, that

[etc] X7ia J James tr Le Blonds Gardening *4S

Shrub grows very well furnish’d, i860 Goulburn Pfr

Holiness Pref. 9 For the composition of which its writer is
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by no means furnished 1875 Hamerton Iniell Life 1. 1.

(1876)4A remarkably clear, and richly furnished intellect.

d. Of a house or apartment : Stocked with fur-

niture • e.g m phr to let, furnished.
t-joxLond. Gaz No 3905/4 The Three Colts Inn is to be

let furnished 1734 Berkeley Let to Prior a Apr Wks
1871 IV. 220 We would have a furnished house to our-

selves. x8ox Windham Speeches Petri 4 Nov (1812) II 45
A ready-furnished lodging 1846 McCulloch Ace Brit

Empire (1854) II 519 Their cottages are, for the most part,

comfortable and well furnished 1848 Dickens Dombey vu,

At this other private house apartments were let Furnished

e Her (See qnot

)

1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her I, Furnished is a term used

when a horse is borne bridled, saddled, and completely

caparisoned , in blazon he is then said to be furnished or

completely furnished It is, likewise, applicable to the

attire of a stag, furnished with six antlers, &c.

Furnisher (B imjar). [f Fuenish v. + -eh i
t]

One who furnishes, in senses of the vb ;
spec one

who supplies furniture, b. Australian mining
(seeq'ot 1869).
1611 Cotgr Foumisseur, a furnisher. 163a Lithgow

Trctv vi 269 Their victuals are brought dayly each fur-

nisher ringing the Bell, giveth warning to his friends, to

come receive their necessars 1694 Acc Sev Late Voy n.

(1711) 158 The Line furnisher, or the Man that doth look

after the Ropes 1759 Fountaxnhall Decis I 303 Some
gave out the Duchess of Lauderdale as a furnisher ofhim
with money 1869 R B Smyth Gold'f Victoria 612 Fur-
nisher, a capitalist who by erecting machinery for, or other-

wise assisting a party of miners working a claim, becomes
entitled to a share of the profits x88i Daily News 8 Nov.

5/2 The furnishers of pantomime properties 1894 Westiu
Gaz 16Aug. 3/1 Diversity is the aim of themodem furnisher.

Furnishing (fSumJiq), vbl sb [f. Furnish
77. + -INO- 1

.]

1 The action of the vb. Furnish, in senses of

the vb. ; an instance of this. Also gerundial with

omission of in
1496-7 Act 12 Hen VII, c 13 Preamble, The behouful

chargis and expencis for the foriiysshyng and contynuaunce

of the same armyes 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss I cclxxxi.

421 For y° furnysshyng of his vowe. 1668 Land Gaz No.
237/2 The Queen of Swadeland for whom a Palace is

already furnishing 1691 T. Hale Acc New Invent. 35
Rudder-Irons of this Company's furnishing 1851 Carlyle
Sterlings, x (1872) 61 Due furnishings began to be executed

in it [a ship] i86x M Pattison Ess (1889) I 47 A
complete furnishing for war
attnb. 1887 Daily News 7 Feb. 2/5 General furnishing

goods.

b concr. A sum of money furnished ; a supply

1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1849-50) II lxxvi § 22 432
The war . cost in subsidies or furnishings to foreign

powers, ten millions four hundred thousand pounds

2 . Decoration
1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 63 Those two who thus in one

conwyned goe And parrell white, white haue their furnish-

ing 1882 Garden 3 June 394/3 The Fruiting Duckweed
is now largely used in London for what is termed * furnish-

ing' 1895 Daily News 8 Apr 6/7 Hats provided for

young girls have a floral furnishing

3 pi. + a Unimportant appendages
;
mere ex-

ternals. b Articles of furniture ;
apparatus, etc

e. (See quot. 1 891 )
1605 Shaks Lear m i. 29 Something deeper, Whereof

(perchance) these are but furnishings 1858 Carlyle Fredk
Gt n v (1865) I 76 Now a Penitentiary, with treadmill

and the other furnishings 1877 M M Grant Sun-Maid 11,

The furnishings weie small and dainty 1885 Law Times
LXXX 113/1 All the furnishings of an hotel 1891 Daily
News 23 Jan 5/5 Carpets fiom Fontainebleau, furnishings

from Saint Cloud 1892 Labour Commission Gloss , Fur-
nishings, Scotch term, equivalent to the English term
‘ grindery

' ; that is, uvets, sprigs, &c ,
used by the men to

fasten the bottoms of boots to the uppers ;
and also the

materials used in the process of finishing

Fixrmshment (fS amjment). [f. Furnish v.

+ -ment, Cf. ¥
.
foumissement',]

1 . The action of furnishing or supplying ,
the

state of being furnished or supplied.

1563 Man Muscnlus’ Commonpl, 43 b, They bestow a
great deal upon the furmshment of images 1592 Daniel
Epist Bp Winchester Poems (1717) 426 Yet, Rev’rend
Lord, vouchsafe me Leave to bring OneWeapon more unto

your Fuimshment <21627 Hayward Four Y. Ehz
(Camden) 96 He sent Briguemant into England to deal

with the Queen for some furnishment ofmen 1631Weever
Anc, Funeral Mon is A feast of magnificent furnishment

a 1639Wotton in Belli/ Wotton (1651) 317 The culture and
furnishment of the mind X644 Vicars Jehovah-Jii eh 68

Cambridge Countie also petitioning the Parliament for

furnishment of Armes a 1670 Bp Hacket A bp Williams

1 (1602) 176 Yet with all this furnishment, out of a custom
which modesty had observed, SirUhomas deprecated the

burthen 1895 Daily News ix Jan 3/1 The grannies had
no real cause for complaint of the furnishment of the

tea table

2 pi Supplies in general
,
munitions (of war).

Now rare
*558-9Abp Parker Corr (Parker Soc) 58 Andasforother

furnishments I am too far behind 16x7 Daniel Hist. Eng
93 No other thing was thought or talked qn, but onely

preparations, and furnishments for this busmesse 16x9

tr P, Mexia Treas.Anc Mod T n. m xxi 345 The
Castle was mumted with Artillery of all sorts, and other

furnishments for warre, in great plenty i88o L Wallace
Ben-Hnr 346 Purveyor for the army vastly rich ; grown
so as contractor of furnishments which he never furnishes

t Fu'rnitor. Obs rare-1
. =Furneu i

x6ox Househ Ord. (1790) 294 The Yeoman furnitor hath
for his fee all the burnt coales drawne out ofthe oven.

Furniture (fiy’mituu). Foims: 6 formture,
(furnature, fumitury), 6-7 furnyture, 6- fur-

niture [ad. F. foumiture {fometure, 13th c),

f fournir to Furnish Cf. Sp ,
It. fontitura.

(Many of the applications, including the important

sense 7, have been developed in Eng)]

f I The action of furnishing • a. The action of

fitting out or equipping, ofaccomplishing (a design),
or of pioviding with (supplies), occas furniture

forth. Obs
1529 Wolsey in Four C Eng Lett ix Appoyntyng such

thyngs as shuld he convenient for my furn iture 1531 Elyot
Gov 1 xvi, Exercises, apt to the furniture of a gentilemannes
personage 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c 14 The said owners
shalbe more charged for the furniture of their shippes _

.

with vitailes 1550 in Strype Each Mem (1721) II xxxiv
282 The King,.granted 200 mark toward the charge of

the said Earls furniture 1563 Shute Arclnt Bujb, You
must deuide all your seuerall places of offices appartaynmg
to the furniture of your house 1577-87 Holinshed Citron
III 855/2 That he should be at so great charges for his

furniture foorth at this time 1581 Lambarde Eiren 11 iv

(1588) 172 For the more complete furniture of the Iustice of
the Peacem this seruice 1596 Shaks i Hen IV, in in 226

There shalt thou know thy Charge, and there receiue

Money and Order for their Furniture i6xx Speed Hist.

Gt. Bnt IX. xn (1632) 7x1 Toward the furniture of his

hostile designs hee had extraordinary Subsidy granted
1668-83 Owen Exp Heb (1790) IV 33 The furniture of the
Lord Christ to the discharge of his work of mediation,

was the peculiar act of the Father 1699 Bentley Phal
359 For a hundred years after the beginning of the

Tnurian Government, the Expense and Furniture of
Tragedy was very moderate.

+ b The action of decorating or embellishing

;

a means of doing this. Hence concr. a decoration,

an embellishment
;
also collect. Obs,

1548 Gest Pr Masse 132 As they [the gospell and epystell]

he inserted and placed in the pryvee masse to the

furniture, worship, and commendation therof 1549 Cover-
dale, etc Erasm Par Jas. 25 Nothing wanting that

perteyneth to the perfite absolute furniture of the godlynes
of the Gospell Ibid

,
1 Cor xi. 15 It is to a womanne a fur-

niture to haue long heare 1561 Hoby tr. Castighone’s

Covrtyer (1577) X6a, Laughters, gestures, and all the

other pleasaunte fumitoures of beautye. x6ox R Johnson
Kingd <5 Comnvw (1603) 138 They adorne themselves

with plumes and featheis of eagles These and such like

furnitures do cause them to be discerned of their fellowes.

1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 11 1. 99 See the Barge be ready

;

Ana fit it with such furniture as suites The Greatnesse of
his Person 1633 G Herbert Temple, Affliction 11, 1 looked
on thy furniture so fine a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks 1716

II 2i That God should erect this stately fabrick of heaven
and earth decked with so rich and goodly furniture

f 0. The action of supplying, affording, or yield-

ing. Obs.
1646 Evelyn Diary (1889) I 227 Passing by the Euganean

hills, celebrated for the furniture of rare simples, which we
found growing about them a 1649 Drumm or Hawth.
Jas V, Wks, (1711)93 They, stop all furniture of food and
victuals 1690 E Gee Jesuit's Mem. 141 The provision

and furniture of Vestments

2 The condition of being equipped whether in

body or mind; equipment m dress or armour;

preparedness for action; mental cultivation, culture

Obs. exc. arch, f Furniture of (arts) : the being

equipped with or accomplished in. Cf. 5> 5 b.

1560 Daus tr Sleidane's Comm 260 b, They . through
their [cities'] force, & furniture, haue gotten the landes &
possessions of others. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps 11 4
David hath reherced the furniture and powers . of hxs

enemies 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam Wits (1616) 129

The perfection of pleadmgrequired the notice and furniture

of all the arts in the world 1596 Shaks Tam Shr rv

III 183 Neither art thou the worse For this poore furniture,

and meane array 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 662

Souldiers differing m language, countenance, andmanner
of furniture <11656 Hales Gold Rem (1688) 17 Great

defect of inward Furniture and Woith 1657 Evelyn Mem
(1857) III 83 You will inform yourself of the furniture of

the French on the Mediterranean Seas 1748 J Mason
Elocut 8 A Thing that hath been often attempted by Men
of mean Furniture 1846 Urwick Life Howe m H ’s Whs.

p u, The Gospel had to grapple with antagonists of no
common nerve, furniture and skill.

t b. The condition of being ’occupied (by per-

sons) ;
complement of occupants. Obs.

1526 Househ Ord. (1790) 153 There shall be a boord.

furnished with lords spiritual 1 and temporal . being above

the degree of a barron , and lacking such furniture to supply

and fulfill the same boord with barrens.

f 3 That with which one is provided ; a pro-

vision, stock, or supply of anything (whether ma-
terial or immaterial) ;

stores in general, provisions

;

necessaries, Obs.

1549 Somerset Let to Hoby in Strype Eccl Ment II.

App FF 106 Their victuals and other provisions, wherof

they had gotten large furniture *570 Billingsley Euclid

n 1 62 Great increase and furniture of knowledge 1577-87

Holinshed Scot Citron (1805) II 2x0 He left his own
treasurie not emptie, but abundantly stored with gold,

silver and other furniture 1632 Lithgow Trav v 235

Wee were particularly searched, to the effect wee carried

in no Furniture of Armes, nor Powder with us 1670

Narborough Jml. in Acc. Sev Late Voy 1 (1711) 05

Ships .. which come from Lima with Furniture for the

People 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici, Chrysostom 528 Having
thus ransack'd the Sacred Treasuries, and carried away
a noble Furniture of Divine Learning 17*5 Watts Logic

in iv § 2 Enlarge your general acquaintance with things

daily, in order to attain a rich furniture of topics. 1787

Best Angling (ed 2)4 Fishes considered as a food, make
a considerable addition to the furniture ofthe table.

b. That with which something is or may be

stocked ;
something to fill or occupy (a receptacle,

etc ), contents Now rare
x6iz T. Taylor Comm. Titus i 15 For fust, whose are

the heauens and earth, and the furniture of them? 1692
Ray Dissol World in. xi (1732) 415 The Eaith remaining
without any Furniture oi Inhabitants 1788 Cowper Let.

to Mrs Hill 17 Mar., I am likely to he furnished soon with
shelves but furniture for these shelves I shall not presently

procure, unless by recovering my stray authors 1828-31

Miss Berry Soc Life Eng «$ Fr 107 The modern furniture

of a circulating library 1851 D Jerrold St Giles xi rog
The furniture of his pocket, and rus outside chattels in no
way harmonising together.

4 Means of equipment.

t a Apparel, dress, outfit, personal belongings.

Also pi in the same sense Obs
1566 Painter Pal Fleas I 52 Hts wife sitteth vpon the

ground, apparelled with those furnitures that he did weare.

1605Verstfgan Dec Iniell x (1628) 322The office ofprouid-
ing furniture for the armie 1633 Massinger Guardian 11 iv,

How shall we know them ? if horsemen, by short boots,

And riding furniture of several counties 1672-3 Marvell
Reh. Transp I iix The king would find himself incom-
moded with all that furniture upon his back 1748 Smol-
lett Rod Rand. (1760) I vm 44 My companion being
charged with the furniture of 11s both, crammed into one
knapsack

fb. Armour, accoutrements, weapons, munitions

of war Also, a suit of armour Obs.

1569 in Strype Ann Ref. I lv 603 They shall want
furniture; your self shall have abundance. 1570-6 Lam-
barde Pera-nib Kent (1826) 301 Sallet, shield, sword, and.
many other partes of defensive and invasive furniture 1582
N Lichefifld tr Castanheda’s Conq E. Ind. lxxvm
158 b, The Boates went verye heauie laden with theyr

furniture x6ox R Johnson Kingd 4- Commw {1603) 77
It is thought that there is mough to arme 70,000, of winch
may be som x or 12,000 furnitures for horsemen 1603

Knollts Hist. Turks (x62r) 214 Caused most part of his

furniture tobe convaiedbythe Caspian Sea 1626Impeathm
Dk Bnckhm (Camden) 63 Two warlike furnitures and then
bandeliers. 1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 209 My horse and
horse armor

,
pistolls, and the other furniture belonging

thereto 1678 Bunyan Ptlgr. i_ 62 They showed him all

manner of furniture which their Lord had provided for

Pilgrims
Jig 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist To Rdr., Sufficient

furniture to arme them against ignoraunce 1581 J Bell
Haddoiis Answ Osor 207 He armed hym With sufficient

furniture agaynst sinne

c. The harness, housings, trappings, etc. of a
horse or other draught animal ; rarelympi a single

article of this kind. Similarly, the hood, bells, etc

of a bawk.
xS53 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb ) 15 Precious stones

wherewith ya trappers, barbes and other furnitures of his

horse are couered 1577-87 Holinshed Chron III 1171/1

He kept in his stable . twentie great horsse and had in

a readinesse furniture for them all to serue in the field

x6ox Holland Pliny I 127 They are able, to set out with
furniture 300 Elephants x6xx Bible Gen xxxt 34 Rachel
had taken the images, and put them in the camels furniture

1674 N Cox Gentl Recreat ir (1677) 180 A Hawk newly
taken ought to have all new Furniture. 17x6 B Church
Hist Philip's War (1865) I 20 They provided him a Horse
and Furniture 1781 Gibbon Decl A F. II xxxv 299 The
saddles and rich furniture of the cavalryweie collected 1806
A Duncan Nelson's Funeral 35 Six led horses, in elegant

furniture 1851 D Wilson Preh Ann. (1863) II in vi 159
Bridle-bits and other portions of horse furniture x86a

Stanley Jew Ch (1877) I 111 53 The seats and furniture

of the camels stowed within the covering of the tents

d Hangings and ornamental drapeiy , also, the

coverlets and linen for a bed
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist 245 His bed, and the ne-

cessane furniture thereunto belonging 1683 Tryon Way
to Health 586 Most People take care that their Furnitures

are daily brushed and rubbed 1705 Stanhope Paraphr
I 34 The way before him not covered with Tapestry or

rich Furniture 1728 Newton Chronol Amended 11. 241

Menes taught them to adoin their beds and tables with

rich furniture 1791 Mrs Radclitfe Rom, Forest vin,

She perceived a broken bedstead, with some decayed rem-
nants of furniture. 1855 Browning Fra Lippo 64 Curtain

and counterpane and coverlet, All the bed-furniture

5 . Apparatus, appliances, or instiuments forwork.

a. material * Implements, tools, utensils ; rigging,

stores, and tackle of a ship ; military engines and
defensive works Now chiefly Naut.

*577 B Googe Heresbach's Hush 1 (1586) ix Hesiodus

would have a husbande have all his furniture redy 1582

N Liencrield tr Castanhedds Conq. E Ind xxix 73 b.

The tackling with the other furniture of the Shippes made
such a terrible noyse 1590 Spenser Mmopot. 56 Yong
Clarion.. did cast abroad to fare; And theretoo gan his

furnitures prepare x6oo Surplet Counirie Forme 1 xxiu.

125 A cow is not of so great charge to maintame and keepe

neither yet of her handling neither yet in furniture

x6ox R. Johnson Kingd 3- Commw 30 Ladders, bridges,

shot, powder, and other furnitures X602 Segar Hon Mil
# Civ 173 A Famed fortresse, with Trenches, Baracadoes,

and other fumituie of defence was erected 165a Needham
tr Selden's Mare Cl, 77 It was provided that Antiochus

should surrender his long ships ana their warlike furniture

1667 Milion P. L ix 34 Tilting Furniture, emblazon'd

Shields, Impreses quaint, Capatasons and Steeds x68o

H. More Apocal Apoc 125 Images or Idols, and such gross

furniture of their worship 1795 in Nicolas Disp Nelson

(1846) VII. p. xxvii, The yawl astern swamped, and was lost

with all her furniture 1800 Med Jml. IV. 182 A very
useful and commendable piece of furniture 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk, Furniture, the rigging, sails, spars,

anchors, cables, boats, tackle, provisions, and every article

with which a snip is fitted out.

Tb. immaterial ;
esp. Of intellectual faculties, or
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aptitudes
;
now only with mental or some equiva-

lent defining expression

In the quots. the sense Larders closely on 2

1561 T Norton Cahnn's Inst. 11 146 He now refuseth

and abhorreth the sacrificing ofbeastes, and at that furniture

of the Leuiticatl Presthode, wherwith in tjie olde time he
was delited 1609 Dekker Guts Homebk vu 32 That
qualitie is the onely furniture to a Courtier thats but a new
beginner, and is but m his ABC of Complement 1677
Gilpin Demonot. (1867) 52 All the malice, power, cruelty,

and diligence ofwhich we h ave spoken are but his furniture

and accomplishment which fit him for his subtle contrivances
of delusion 1788 Reid Aristotle’s Log

,

11 § 2 26 Thus
the whole furniture of the human mind is presented to us at
one view 1833 I. Taylor Fanat. 1 21 His faculty and
furniture of mind would have been employed in defending
himself. 1887 Lowell Deviocr

,

etc. 52 Impressed with the
statesmanlike furniture of his mind 1894 Daily News
5 Mar 5/8 Loid Russell . had a mental furniture lit for

repose

6. Accessories, appendages. (Fonneily also pi.

in the same sense ) Now only techn m specific

applications ; used, e g., for the finger-plates,

handles, locks, etc of a door
;

the plates and
handles, etc. of a coffin ;

and the like.

1568 Wills
<J-

Inv. N. C. (Suitees 1835) I 282 One sydc
sadle wth the furmtury 1378 Timme Cahnne on Gen 52
The woman was nothing else but the addition and furm-
tma of the man 1615 Nottingham Rec. (1889) IY 339
16 musketts or bastard musketts, and furnytures to them
a 1718 Penn Tracts Wks 1726 I 870 A plain Coffin,

without any Covering or Furniture upon it 1729 SurL-
vocke Artillery in 149 To force up the Rocket and all

its Furniture 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III 125
The stag and fallow deer. Alike in the superb furni-

ture of then heads *8o8 Beverley Lighting Act 20 The
posts, irons, cover, or other furnituie of any such lamp
18x0 Snorting Mag XXXV. 299 The two competitors for

the enemy’s furniture [fox’s brush] 1859 Gwilt Archit
Gloss

,
Furniture

,
the visible brass work of locks, knobs to

doors, window-shutters, and the like x866 Rogers Agrtc.
<5- Prices I, xxi 544 Sometimes the cart with the whole furni-

ture .15 bought. x88x Young EveryMan hts own Mechanic
§ 1493 The new kind of door-handle or 1 furniture ’ as it is

technically called 1886 Pall Mall G 10 Aug. 8/2 A mas-
sive oak coffin, with heavy brass furniture

+ b. pi. Adjuncts or condiments of a salad, Cf.

F.foumituri. Obs.

1693 Evelyn Dc la Quint. Comj>l Gard Diet., Furni-
tures, are all hot and spicy Herbs, mixed with., cold Herbs
in Sallets to temper and relish them. 1719 London & Wise
Comil. Gaid. 196 Melesse, is an odoriferous Herb, whose
Leaf, when tender, makes a part of Sallad-Furmtures
1727 S Switzer Pract. Gard I. 111 19 Tarragon, basil,

burnet, mint, and other sallet furnitures

c Ft mting. (See quot. 18514 )
1683 Moxon Meek Everc. II. vm. 28 By Furniture is

meant the Head-sticks, Foot-sticks, Side-sticks, Gutter-
sticks, Riglets, Scabbords and Quoyns 1824 J Johnson
Typokr II. xv. 534 If letters, quadrats, or furniture, rise up
and black the paper, they should be put down with the
bodkm. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech

,
Furniture {Printing),

the wooden inclosing strips and quoins which surround the
matter in the chase,

d. (See quot

)

1704 Harris Lex. Techn
,
Furniture ofa Dial

,

are such
Lines as are drawn thereon for Ornament, as the Parallels

of Declination, Length of the Day, Azimuths, &c.
7, (The prevailing sense) Movable articles,

whether useful or ornamental, m a dwelling-house,

place of business, or public building. Foimerly
including also the fittings (+ Occas. const, as pi

)

*573 Tusser Hush vm (1878) 16 Be house or the furniture
neuer so rude. 158* N, Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cony
E. Ind. [x]xxii. 78 b, All the furniture for his Chamber and
Kitchin

_
1637 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 99 My

interest in the lease of Swanswick, and my hangings, pic-
tures, and furniture there 1705 Addison Italy 86 Their
Furniture is not commonly very Rich, if we except the
Pictures. 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) !. 412 He might
. take some sly importunity to slit holes in our furniture

1797 Mrs. A M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V 197 The
furniture were all in their places. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Pans
(ed 5) p. lv. The groups of poor peasants flocking in, with
cart-loads of furniture present very distressing spectacles
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (t868) 10 There was a great deal
of dinginess on the walls and furniture of this smaller
room.

8 Music. (See quots and cf. Y.fournituref
1690 Specif. Oigan Magd Coif Oxf in Grove Diet.

Mus II 594/2 Furniture of 3 ranks. *776 Sir J. Hawkins
Hist. Mns. IV 1. x. 147 The compound stops are the
Furniture, and sundry others. 1876 Stainer & Barrett
Diet Mus Terms^Furniture, the name ofone ofthe mixture
stops in an organ

9 Bell-founding. (See quot ) ? Obs
1756 Diet Arts Sc, s v Bell, The waist or furniture

viz the part of the Bell, which grows always wider or
thicker by a supply of metal, which is larger and larger
quite to the brim
10. attnl) asfut niture-broker, -polish, -remover,

-shop, -van , and in names offabnes used for cover-
ing furniture, asfurniture-plush, -print, -silk. Also
furniture-pad (see quot ) ; fuxniture-pioture
(see quot.) ; furniture-pm, a pin for fixing the
furniture (see 6) of a gun

; furniture-stop Music
(see 8) ; + furniture-tree, 9 an ornamental tree.

1842 Dickens Amer Notes (1850) 80/1 The small shops
occupied .by *furmture-brokers 1874 Knight Diet Mech

,

*Fumiture-pad, a piece of india-rubber or similar thing
attached to a piece of furniture to pievent rubbing or strik-
ing against objects x88g Barr&re Sc Leland Diet Slang ,

*Furniture pictures, pictures painted by the dozen for the
trade Of the same class as * pot-boilers ’ x88x Greener

Gun 262 After having removed the *furmture pms, the
trigger-plate and triggers may he taken from the stock.

1884 :Knight Diet Mech IV. 363 *Furnituie Plush
{Fabric), also known as Utrecht velvet 1895 Maskflyne
in Daily Citron 29 Oct 3/5 She has more methods of lifting

a table than any *fuiniture remover has ever dreamt of

*866 Mrs Carlvle Lett III 337, 1 saw in an old ^furniture-

shop window . . a copy of the Frederick picture 1664 Evelyn
Sylva (1776) 310 Those gardeners who . . expose their

tender ^Furniture-trees of the green-house too early 1889
H F. Wood Engltshm ofRue Cain iv, A dismal *fuimture-

van

Fur-nut. [?ffur Furrow + Nut.] = Earth-
nut x.

X804Med Jml XII 361 Eaith, kipper, pig, hawk or fur-

nut

II Furole. ? Obs. [F furole, earlierfuirole.]
=

Corposant,
1656-81 Blount Glossogr, Furole (Fr ), a little blaze of

fire, appearing by night on the tops of Sonldiers Launces
or at Sea on Sayl-yards, where it whirles and leaps in a
moment from one place to another. 1706 Phillips (ed

), Furole, a kind of little Meteor appearing amidst
the Sails of a Ship, especially upon an approaching Storm
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bL

,
Furole

,
the luminous ap-

pearance called the corpo santo

j| Furor (fiuo rpj). Forms
: 5 fourour, fureur,

5-6 fnrour(e, 6- furor, [originally a If,fureur,

ad. L. furor-em, n. of state f. fnrifre to rage, be

mad. Now only as an occasional use of the Lat.

word.]
1 . Fury, rage, madness, anger, mania.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 22 b, Considerest thou not the

strengthc and force of my body and the furour of my
swerdei 1489 — Fayies ofA hi xxi. 219 A madde man
duryng his lourour may not be reputed nor taken for

enemye 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 70 Where
wrath doth reigne with his furours. 1525 Ld. BernersFroiss

II. xlvu. 162 Some oppressed .with tne furourc of the see

a 1541 Wyatt To hts unkind love Poet Wks. (i86x) 46 What
rage is this? what furor f of what kind? 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst lit. 191 Hoping that the Lord mighte be
turned from the furor of nys wrath. 1603 Sir C Heydon
Jud Astral. 11 85 The furors of Nero. 1758 H Waipoi e
Catal Roy. Authors (1759) II. 122 A Lord, who with
some derangement of his intellects was so unlucky as not to

have his furor of the true poetic sort. x8ox Fusi li m Lect
Paint, iii (1848) 413 The enthusiastic furor of the God of
War. 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev II 11 vi, I11 mixed teiror

and furor 186a Maurice Mor. <$• Met Philos. IV. vi § 5.

209 The anti-papal furor of the king's youth.

2 The inspired frenzy of poets and prophets ; in

weaker sense, a * glow
,
excited mood.

xS8g PurrrNHAM Eng. Poesie 1. 1. (Arb ) 20 This science

m his perfection can not grow, but by some diuine instinct,

the Platonicks call it furor. X757 Foote A nthor 1. 13,

1

am afraid the poetic Furor may have betray’d me into

some Indecency. 1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev I iv 1 (1872)
102 Rises into furor almost Pythic 1856 R A Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 218 Of these two kinds of divining . the
lattei is [characterized] by a fervency and elevation such as
the ancients styled furor x86o Gro Eliot m Life (1885) II.

isg They [the pages] were written in a furor ,
but I dare

say there is not a word different from what it would have
been, if I had written them at the slowest pace

3. Great enthusiasm or excitement, a 1 rage ’ or

craze which takes every one by storm. (Cf. next.)

1704 Swirr Mech, Operat Spirit Misc (17x1) 301 He
seldom was without some female Patients among them, for

the furor. 1865 Cornh Mag. July ico Like most old
churches, Earndale had suffered under the beautifying furor
of the eighteenth century 1868 M Pattison Acadcm.
Org v. 3x6 The mastery which the athletic furor has esta-
blished over all minds in this place.

II Furore (ftfrgre) [It. form of prec.] Enthu-
siastic popular admiration ; a ‘ rage ',

1 craze ’.

X85X Carlyle in Froude Life (1884) II 83 This blockhead
is making quite a furore at Glasgow 1864 Llwins

H. M Mails 263 It was little thought that they would
excite such a furore among stamp collectors. 1867 Dickens
Lett 25 Nov., If we make a furore there

Furred, (fpid), ppl. a. [f Fur sb, and v + -ed ]
1 . Made of fur, lined or trimmed with fur.

c 1325 Poem Times Edit), II, 148 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
330 But if he have hod and cappe furred, he ms noht i-told.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 485 Tne richmond commonly Wes
wount that furrit hat to wer 1377 Langl P, PI, B xx,
175 A Fisicien with a forred hood 1480 Caxton Chron
Eng cc x8r He lete hym vnclothe of his furred taberd and
of his hode and of his furred cotes 1514 Barclay Cyt. fy
Vplondyshm, (Percy) p, Ixi, His furred mittens were of a
curres skin. 1634-5 Brereton Trav (1844) 57 Prince of
Orange, in a furred and almost like alderman’s gown. 1762-
71 H Walfole Vertve's Anecd Paint. (1786) I. 2x6 The
original painted by himself with a black cap and furred
gown. 1856 Ld Cockburn Mem i (1874)43 He generally
wore the furred greatcoat even within doors
2 . Of an animal : Provided with or having fur.

1545 Brinklow Compl 6x As thou maist know a foxe by
his furred tayle 1651 Davevant Gondibert n vi, Man
Whom, when his Furr’d and Horned Subjects knew, Their
sport is ended

#
18x6 Keatinge Trav, (1817) I. 218 The

furred, the piovident, and the torpid tribes 1879 Jefferies
Wild Life m S, Co, 179 A map . . showing the routes and
resorts of furred and feathered creatures,

b. Ent. (See quot.)
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol, IV. 278 Furred, when shorter

decumbent hairs thickly cover any space
3 . Wearing fur

;
wrapped up or clothed in furs.

*593 Warner Alb, Eng vn xxxvu (1612) 186 Empson
and Dudley, fur'd Esquiers 1642 Egusham Forerunner
Revenge in Select.fr Harl. Misc. (1793) 276 Buckingham
came out muffled and furred in his coach. 1798 S. Rogers
Epist. to Friend, The furred Beauty conies to winter there
1809 Heber in Q. Rev II 295 Ihe furred and muffled

nobles. 1891 Daily News 7 Jan 3/4 You. will pass in
graceful sweep many a furred damsel.

fig c 1596-1603 in Hargiave Coll Tracts Law Ensr I
314 For heretofore in 5 R 2 there was a complaint ex
minted against them in parliament, that they were over
fatt, both m boddie and purse, and over well furred m ther
benefices

4 Coveied or coated with morbid matter m-
crusted

;
esp of the tongue • ' Covered with a more

or less thick substance consisting of epithelial scales
granular matter, food particles, and often funpoid
growths’ (Syd Soc Lex 1885).
xgog Hawes Past Pleas xxxii ‘(Percy) 159 Right anone

a lady gan to scrape His funed tonge 1634 Peacham
Genii h xerc 1 x\m 72 Take a torch or linke, and hold it
under the bottome of a latten basen, and as it groweth to be
furd and blacke within strike it with a feather into some
shell or other. 1707 T. Si evi ns tr Quevedo's Com Wks
(1709) 149 My .Teeth vveie all far’d 1743 R Blair
Grave 16 Musty vaults, F uir’d round with mouldy damps
1803 Med Jml IX 510 Teeth furred, and throat sore
1878 HAiirRSHON Dis Abdomen 16 A furred tongue is
generally caused by the excessive formation of the epithelial
coat

f b transf. of the voice : Husky Obs
1666 Pri’vs Dtary 12 Oct

,
Her voice, for want of use, is

so furred that it do not at present please me
c. Of a boiler : Encrusted

1873 R Wilson Steam Boilers vn. 118 The objection .

is their liability to become furred up when the water con
tains a considerable quantity of lime salts.

+ 6. (See quot.) Obs.

1697 E\tlyn Numism vi 2x3 Monctaries have melted old
Coins, and taking a slight Proportion of Silver, cover’d the
Copper, and new stamp’d it ; these among Medalists are
called Plated, or Furr’d Medals
Furrene, var Ferren, Obs.

t Fu*rrer. Obs [?aphetic form of afurer,
Afeebror Cf Feeror] ? =Affeeror
1486 Ord Lichfield Gild (Stanley) 12 The presentment by

the xij men, and the furrers of the court, vnto my lord
reservedd notwithstondinge

Furres, obs. form of Furze.

||
Furriel. Obs [Sp. (obsolete)

;
peril, a cor-

ruption of 1< .foitrt ter ] = Furrier \ Forayer 2 .

1598 R Barri t Mod IVnrres 150 All the furriels, maiors,
or cniefe Harbingers of the Tertios of the Infantery, 1599
MiNSiiru Span Dial 59/2, I would to God such were the
health of the l1 urnel wliiLh gaue it vs.

+ Firrrier l
. Obs. Also 6 fuxiour, furrior,

-yer, 7 fumouv See also Forayer, Foubrier
[ad. F.fourrier, OY.forier, f.feurre Forage.]
One who went in advance of an army, etc. to

secure and arrange accommodation, etc. ; a pur-

veyor, quarter-master
;
hence also a courier, har-

binger. Comb., asfurrier-majoi

.

1525 Ld. BrnNi ns Eroiss 1 1, due [clx.] 456 The nexte day
[the Erie of Foiz] departed fro Tholous, and lefte his furriers

behynde hym to pave for euery thyng. 1581 Styward
Mart. Disctpl. 1. x8 Tlier must by him be appointed, a fur-

uor or harbinger, who shall . lodge y<* whole companie
x6o6 Birnii Kirk-Bui tall (18331 4 Our two faithful Tumours
Enoch and Elias. 1637 R Monro Exped 1 33 The Fur-
riers sent before, to divide the Quarters 1704 Lond Mag
No 4022/4 Deserted.. Jacob Fulk a Furrier

Furrier 2 (f»*riai). [f. Fun sb. + -ier; cf

clothier Fr. has fourrmr, agent-n f fourrer
Fur ».] A dealer in or dresser of fur or furs.

[c 1330 ; see Furrour ] 1576 T urberv. Vencrie 12 Skynnes
sent to the furryers and pellytours of Fraunce 1598
Hakluyt Voy I. 156 Certaine Furriers of London . haue
had a great part of the sayd goods, namely of the Furres

1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III. 323 Of this [skin] the

furriers make a covering that is warm and durable 1836

W Irving A storia (1849) 28 Mr Astor became acquainted
with a countryman of his, a furrier by trade. 1859 Darwin
Ortg Spec v. (1872) 107 It is well known to furriers that

animals of the same species have thicker fur the further

north they live

+ Fu'rriery. 10bs rare-1
. [f.prec. + -Y.] The

business of preparing furs

1784 King in King& Cook Voy III. vi vi. 340 No labour

can ever be turned to so good account as what is employed
upon their furrieries.

Furring (f£ rig), vbl sb. [f. Fur v, + -ING-1.]

1. a. The action of clothing or adorning with fur.

b. concr. A lining or trimming of fur Also collect.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T r 344 per is also costlewe furring

in here gownes. c 1394 P. P. Crede 604 Hem failep

no furrynge ne clobes at full. 1536 Bellendenf Cron.

Scot (1821) I xxxiii, Mony martrikis, bevers, quhitredis

and toddis , the furringis and skmms of thaim ar coft with

gret price amang uncouth marcbandis. *55+ T. Martin
Bl. Priests’ Marriages (R), Their whole life is spent

in providing for furring of their backs a 1577 Gascoigne
Flowers, etc. Wks (1587) 38 Their garments fiet for lack

of furring X585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy 11

xxm 62 He shall have the whole furring of a long gowne .

for fourescore or a 100 ducats, c x6xo Sir J. MelvilMem
(1735) 209 He sent me his own Night-Gown furred with

rich Furnngs. 1708 J Chamberlayne St Gt. Bnt. n in.

vi. (1743) 416 None might wear Silk or costly furring ex-

cept Knights Sc Barons 1849 Rock Ch of Fathers IT vi

53 Among the clergy of the lower grade in a cathedral,

there was a distinction marked by the furring of the amys
1886 Sci Amer N S LV 129/2 A sort of hedgehog with

heavy furring and short legs

2 The process of becoming furred or incrasted

,

the state of being furred j
also, a coating oi fur

1601 Holland Pliny xx xiv. II. 59 With Honie it [Mint]

cureth the roughnes & furring of the toung. *6** Woodall
Surg Mate Wks (1653) 2I7 The furring of the mouth and
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the throat in fevers 1831 Brfwster Newton (1855) I 1 9
Their chief inconvenience arose from the furring up of the

small hole through which the water passed 1885 W L
Carpenter Soap <$ Candles 212 The lime salts are deposited

in an insoluble form, such as the 'furring' in a tea-kettle

or boiler

3 a Shipbuilding The action or process of

double planking a ship’s side ; also, a piece of

timber used for this. Cf. Doubling 3 b,

x6az R Hawkins Voy S Sea (1847) 120 Another manner
is used with double plankes as thicke without as within

after the manner of furring 16*7 Caft Smith Seaman's
Gram xi 52 Ripping off the plankes two or three strakes

vnder water and as much aboue, and put other Timbers
vpon the first, and then put on the planks vpon those

timbers, this is called Furring a 164a Sir W Monson
Naval Tracts 111 (1704) 346/2 Another Sheathing is with
double Planks like a Furring 1867 Smyth Sailor’s

Woid-bk ,
Furring, doubling planks on a ship Also, a

furring in the ship’s side

b. Building The nailing on of thm strips of

boardm order to level or raise a surface for lathing,

boarding, etc. Also, the strips thus laid on.

1678 Moxon Meek Exerc I. 167 Fumngs, the making
good of the Rafters Feet in the Cornice. 1703 T N City

g[ C Purchaser 146 When Rafters are sunk hollow in the
middle, and pieces (cut thickest in the middle, and to a
point at each end) are nail’d upon them to make them
straight again, the putting on of those pieces is call’d

Furring the Rafters 1823 P Nicholson Pract. Build.

223 Furrings, slips of timber nailed to joists or rafters, m
order to bring them to a level 1850 Parker Gloss Arch.it

(ed 5), Fumngs, or Shreadings, short pieces attached to

the feet of the rafters of a roof 1839 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss ,

Furring, the fixing of thm scantlings or laths upon the

edges of any number of timbers in a range, when such
timbers are out of the surface they were intended to form

*883 Harper's Mag Nov 884/2 The only combustible

material is the wood used in the floors and their furrings

c. Building ‘A lining of scantling and plaster-

work on a brick wall, to prevent the dampness of

the latter reaching the room’ (Cassell).

+ FurrOUr . Obs. Also forrour. [a OF forreor

(mod.F fourreur), agent-n. f forrer to Fuu ] A
furrier.

ct330 R Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12453 Til a pane,

as a mrour [v r forrour], he did hem tewe

Furrow (fp TO*), sb Forms a, 1 furh., fyrh
(dal.), 3 fur3, 3-4 furgh.(e, 3-5 forw(h, 4 fo(o)-

rew, forwe, for3, furcli, 4-5 forgh(ef 4-6 for-

(r)ougb.(e, for(r)ow(e, (6 forrough, furrowe, 7

forrwe), 6- furrow P. 4-5 fore, south, vore, 5

fure, (fonre, fowre), 6 feure, 7 furr(e, 9 furr,

4- Sc. fur [Com. Tent OE furh str. fem. (gen.

fyrh,fure, dat fyrh) =MDu vore (Du voor, vore),

OHG. furuh (MHG vw ch

,

mod Ger furche)

furrow,ON for trench, dram —OTeut *furh-i~pre-

Tent. *pgk- ,
cf L. porca ndge between furrows,

OIr. rech, Welsh rhych (’—*pricd, priced)

Some scholars connect this word with L. porcus, Eng
Farrow, assigning to the common root the sense ‘ to root

like a swine’]

1

.

A narrow trench made in the earth with a

plough, esp. for the reception of seed. To sow

under thefurrow (see quot 1523)
4 To spare neither ridge norfurrow a proverbial phrase

in ME poems expressive of reckless speed on the part of

a nder
a c888 K ASlfred Boeth v § 2 JJonne dysegap se )>e bonne

wile hwilc saed ojjfaestan Jiam drium furum 95s Charter

ofEadred m Birch Cariul Sax III 70 Andlang wefces

to Saei e gednfonan furh, andlang fyrh oJ> hit cymo [etc ]

ci220 Bestiary 398 [This der] goS o felde to a furj, and
falleS ffar-mne forto bilirten fugeles. c 1374 Chaucer
Former Age ia No man yit knew the forwes of his lond,

14 Tretyce in W. of Henley's Hush (1890) 47 Yeff [ye]

sowe your lande vnder be foroughe let it be ereyd, C 1440

Bone Flor 746 He stroke the stede with the spurrys, He
spared nodur rygge nor forows xS*3 Fitzherb Huso.

§ 34 Wheate is mooste commonlye sowen vnder the forowe,

that is to saye, caste it vppon the falowe, and than plowe it

vnder 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus 11 (1882) 77 A man
shuld take his plow, and go draw a furrow in a field 1607

Dryden Virg Georg m 797 The lab’nng Swain Scratch d

with a Rake, a Furrow for his Grain 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 37 The well-us’d plough Lies in the furrow 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg

,

1 658 The straightest furrow lifts the

ploughman’s heart 1831 Sir J Sinclair’s Corr II. 365

The chief furrows, which conduct the choaked-up water,

are always laid outby the agriculturist himself 1883 Mac-
fadyen in Cangregat Year Bk 47 The furrow is uneven

because an ox and an ass draw the plough

/3 c 1380 Sir Ferumb, 1565 pay Ne spared ngges noper

vores ; til bay mette )>at pray c 1470 Henry Wallace 1

405 The suerd flaw fra him a fur breid on the land *5*3
Douglas JEneis vii iv. 20 A lityll fur, To mark the fund-

ment of his new citie 1600 Dymmok Ireland (1843) 42

Men hidd themselves lvke fearefull hares in the furres.

1641 Best Farm . Bks (Surtees) 44 The furre on your lefte

hande zs the best for the fore-furre ,
for then the corne

falleth the fittest for the hande 1765 A Dickson Treat,

Agnc

.

(ed 2) 238 The plough will go upon the points of

the irons, which will make her make a bad fur. 1816

Scott Old Mort xiv, * I wad turn sic furs on the bonny
rigs o’ Milnwood holms, that it wad be worth a pint but to

look at them ’ 1877-89 N. IF Line. Gloss , Fur, a furrow
‘ Th’ furs was all full o’ watter on pag-rag daay, an* soa th'

taaties rotted *
, , ,

b transf. and fig., esp. in allusion to the track

of a vessel over the sea.

1382 Wycup Ecclus vu. 3 Sowe thou not eueles in the

foorewes of vnrytwisnesse 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxxvm[i].

VOL. IV.

3 The plowers plowed vpon my backe, and made longe
forowes 1589 Pasquil's Ret. Cb, God shall punish
euery forrow they naue plowed vpon his backe c 1600

Shaks Sonn xxn, When m thee times forrwes I behould.

1814 Cary Dante, Par 11 15 Marking well the funow
broad Before you in the wave. 1842 Tennyson Ulysses 59
Push off. smite The sounding furrows 1887 Bowen Virg
AEneid v 157 Each with her long keel ploughing in

lengthened furrows the brine

c. poet Used loosely for arable land, a piece of

ploughed land, the cornfields
a c 1380 SirFerumb 5593 Ac sone sterte he vp of be forg

xfixo Shaks Temp iv 1 135 You Sun-burn’d Sicklemen of
August weary, Come hether from the furrow, and be merry
1634 Milton Comus 292 What time the laboured ox In his

loose traces from the furrow came 1733 Somerville Chase
11 130 See how they thread The Brakes, and upyon Funow
drive along

j8, 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvn 12 Barroms takis . All

fruct that growis on the feure

d. (In formfur

)

A ploughing. Now only Sc.

1610 W, Folkingham Art of Survey 1 xi 43 Their
seuerall orders and seasons for fallowing, twifallowing,

trifallowlng and seed-furre 1743 Maxwell Trans Soc.

hnprov Agnc Scot/ 21 It is advised to plow it with
all convenient Haste, that so it may have got three Furs
betwixt and the latter End of Apul or Beginning of May

;

the first to be cloven, the second a cross Fur, the third to be
gathered

+ 2 . In extended sense : A trench, dram. Obs
CX330 ArtA. <$• Merl. 3460 pe kmgt fel ded in a forwe

Ibid 8184 He cleued thurch king Beas doun in a furch

1382 Wyclif 1 Kings xvm 32 And he made a water
cundid, as by two litil forwis in envyroun of the auter
c 1420 Pallaa on Hush vi 36 A forgh lij footes deep
thy landes thorgh 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst iv

12 1 Out of a fountame water is somtime dronk somtime
by forrowes is conueied to the watering of groundes 1577
B Googe Heresbach’s Hush n. (1586)72 If you will needes
plante the same yeere let the furrowes be made at least

two moneths before x6xx Bible Ezek, xvn 7 That hee
might water it by the furrowes of her plantation 1626

Bacon Sylva § 600 Carrying it [Water] in some long Fur-
rowes , And from those Fuirowes, drawing it trauerse 1765
A Dickson Treat Agnc (ed 2) 144 The soil will not

give it a passage into the furrows 01 drains. 1884 Ckr
World 21 Feb 134/3 Fortunately, our water furrow is a
swift-flowing stieam

f3 A quantity (of land) having the length or

breadth of a furrow. Obs
c 1300 Havelok 1004 Ne shulde he hauen of Engelond

Ojilepi forw in his hond 1377 Lange P PI B xiu 372
pat a fote londe or a forwe fecchen I wolde 1300

Gower Conf III 245 Til they have with a plough to-broke

A furgh of lond. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron ix v 135 Dat
nowjnr Fure na Fute of Land Wes at baire Pes pan of

Ingland C1470 Htnry Wallace vm 22 Off him I held

neuir a fur-off land

4. Anything resembling a furrow ; a generally,

e. g. a rut or track, a groove, indentation, or de-

pression narrow in proportion to its length
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth v metr. v 132 (Camb MS) Som

ofhem .drawen after hem a traas ora forwhi- kountynued
1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xnc. cxxix. (1495) 938 Orbita

is the fbrough of a whele that makyth a depe forough in

the wyndynge and trendlynge abowte 15x3 Douglas
FEneis 11 xi. 32 Thair followis [the steme] a streme of fire,

or a lang fur. 1607 Topsell Ferur-f Beasts (1658) 282 The
first furrow of the mouth—I mean that which is next unto

the upper fore-teeth 1665 Hooke Microgr. 4 There were

several great and deep scratches, or furrows 1712 Addison
Sped No 416 F 2 The different Furrows and Impressions

of the Chisel. 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist. (1776) 1. 205 The
middle waters . . sink m a furrow. 18x3 J Thomson Lect

Infiani 615 This ligature produced a slight furrow tn

the arm.

b on the face : A deep wrinkle

1589 Greene Tulhes Loue Wks. (Grosart) VII, 204 If it

[my brow] once proue full of angrie forrowes 1609 Dekker
Guls Horne-bk. 1 7 Now those furrowes are fila vp with

Ceruse and Vermilion. *797 Mrs Radcliffe Italian vi.

Habitual discontent had fixed the furrows of their cheeks

1859 Helps Friends in C Ser 11 II iv 86 They make .

furrows in the cheeks of the sufferers

c. Milling. One of the grooves in the face of

a millstone. Furrow and land (see quot 1880)

1825 J. Nicholson Operat Mechanic 144 When the fur-

rows become blunt and shallow by wearing, the running

stone must be taken up, and both stones new dressed with

a chisel and hammer 1870 Eng Meek 28 Jan. 485/2

Cutting all the short furrows into the master furrow 1880

Antrim fy Down Gloss. ,
Furrow and Land,

the hollows

and heights ou the surface of a mill-stone.

d. Anat ,
Zool , etc. ( = L sulcus).

1807-26 S Cooper First Lines Surg (ed 5) 301 The
lateral sinuses occupy the deep transverse furrows in the

middle of the inner surface of the os occipitis 183a De la

Beche Geol Man (ed 2) 327 Whorls divided by eight or

ten furrows into as many imbricating joints 1846 Ellis

Elgin Marb. II 26 A furrow which forms the line of con-

tact with the forehead x868 Darwin Annn & PI I v.

140 The external orifice or furrow of the nostrils was also

twice as long 1874 Lubbock Omg fy Met Ins ui 45 The
median furrow easily discerned 1879 Calderwood Mind
<$• Br li 12 The soft mass [of the brain] being arranged

alternately in ridges, and in grooves or furrows.

e. Bot.
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet ,

Furrow^ among Botanists

signifies a Ridge or Swelling on the Sides either of a Tree,

Stalk, or Fruit 1776 Withering Brit Plants (1796) I 151

Seed single . marked with a furrow lengthways x86a

Darwin Fertil Orchids ui xiB If the furrow be touched

very gently by a needle . it instantly splits along its whole

length. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 396 The arrangement of .

projecting longitudinal ndges, and depressions or furrows,

is exactly repeated.

5 . attnb. and Comb
,
as furrow-water ,

fun ow-

cloven, -like adjs. Also furrow-board=

M

ould-

board
,
furrow-dram (see quot ), hence furrow-

dram vb., -draining, + furrow-faoe, one who has

a wrinkled face
;
farrow-faced, -fronted a. , having

furrows or wrinkles on the face or forehead; far-

row- (dial, far-) side, the side of the plough to-

wards the furrows already made, furrow-slice,

the slice of earth turned up by the mould-board of

the plough ; farrow-weed, a weed that grows on
the ‘ furrow ’ or ploughed land.

1649 *Furrow-board [see Earth-board] 1847 Tennyson
Princess vii 192 The firths of ice That huddling slant in

"furrow-cloven falls. 1858 SimmondsDjcA Trade, *Furrow-
drain, a deep open channel made by a plough to carry

off water 1846 McCulloch Acc Bnt Empire (1854) I

593 The new practice of "furrow-draining has been the
most important of the recent improvements in Scotch
agriculture 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1 11 in. iv 130 b,

Pale, and leane, *furrow-faces. 1605 B Jonson Volpone

I i, I expose no ships To threat’nmgs of the "furrow-

faced sea 1640 Rawlins Rebellion 11. 1, The "furrow-

fronted Fates have made an Anvill To forge diseases on
1879 D M. Wallace Australas xi 225 The loose surface

sometimes forming hilly undulations, at others "furrow-

hke ripples 1763 A. Dickson Treat Agnc. (ed 2) 2x5

This lessens the resistance from, the *furrow-side Ibid

235 If the beam points to the fur-side, the plough will have
too much land ; and if it points to the land-side, the plough
will have too little land. 1805 R W DicksonPract Agnc.
(1807) I 5 The perfect turning over of the "furrow-slice.

x86a J Wilson Farming 206 In ploughing for a seed-bed

the furrow-slice is usually cut about 5 inches deep 1679
Dryden Tr <$• Cr ix. 111, "Furrow Water Is all the Wine
we taste 1605 Shaks Lear iv iv. 3 He was met euen now
As mad as the vext Sea, singing alowd, Crown’d withranke
Fenitar and "fuirow weeds

Furrow (f» rem), v. Also 5 forow, 6 furow,

7 furr. [f. prec, sb ]

1 . irans. To make furrows in (earth) with a
plough ; to plough
1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 354 They [oxen] drawe the

plough, they furrowe the soyle 1607 Topsell Faur-f.

Beasts (1658) 48 They furrow the earth like a draught of

Oxen with a plow 1894 T Roosevelt in Forum (US)
Apr 202 Fields already fifty times furrowed by the German
ploughs
fig 1847 James Convict v, Heaven furrows the heart

with griefs to produce a rich crop ofjoys hereafter.

b. transf To make a track or tracks in (water)

;

to cleave ; to plough
c 1425 Found St Bartholomew's (E. E T S.) 43 Certeyne

shypmen at sandwyche, glad and mery with a prosperous

cowrse forowid the dowtable see. #1547 Surrey AEneid
II 1038 Long to furrow large space of stormy seas 1383
Stanyhurst Abuts Ul. (Arb.) 76 With woodden vessel thee

rough seas deepelye we furrowe 1632 J. Hayward tr

Biondis Eromena 39 Prince Meleneone furrowed the

surging waves x66a Stillingfl Omg Sacr. hi. i § 10

They pass down the strong current of Time with the same
facility that a well built ship doth fuuow the Ocean. 1814
Scott Lord of Isles iv xm, Now launch’d once more, the

inland sea They furrow with fair augury. 1843 Darwin
Voy Nat. 111 39 The whole sea was m places furrowed by
them [porpoises] 1876 R F Burton Gorilla L I. 171

We saw sundry shoals of fish furrowing the water.

2 . To make furrow-lake depressions, indentations,

or channels m Also with up.

1609 Holland Amm Marcell xxix. 1. 354 When they
began to varie m their words, after their sides were
throughly furrowed [L fodicatis] 169a BentleyBoyleLect.
viu 298 Furrowed from Pole to Pole with the Deep
Channel of the Sea. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 656
The chapt Earth is furrow'd o’er with Chinks 173a

Lediard Sethos II vir 83 They furrow'd their bodies with

sharp stones. 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VII. 328

After furrowing up the sand, it hides itself under it, horns

and all 1834 J. Forbes Laennec's Dis Chest (ed 4)287
A hard and irregular surface, furrowed by linear marks.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 116 Then [the wind] rolls on-

ward to furrow the snows on Eiriks Jokull 1879 Brown-
ing Ivan Ivanovitch 225 O God, the feel of the fang

furrowing my shoulder I see I It grinds—it grates the bone,

b To make wnnkles in.

*S93 Shaks Rich II, t In 229 Thou canst helpe time to

furrow me with age. 1627—77 Feltham Resolves x xm 20

Another lives hardly here, with a heavy heart, furrowing of

a mournful face. i66x Sir A. Hasleng's Last Will 4*

Test Supp 6 The mraged Tygre furrowed his Front

1729 T Cooke Tales, Proposals, etc 595 Sev’ntyyears have

furrow’d o’er her Face 1838 Lyttqn Leila 1 v, The lordly

features furrowed by petty cares 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. I 1. s Their brows seem furrowed deep with more than

c fig Said of the action of tears.

1323 Hyrde tr Fives' Instr, Chr Worn 1 ix I ij a, Howe
can she weep for her sinne, y* muste bare her skynne there

with, and forowe her face? a 1636 Bp Hall Rein Wks
(1660) 184 We may furrow our cheekes with our tears x8i6

Byron Ch. Har nr xx, Fair cheeks were furrowed with hot

tears 1871 Macduff Mem Patmos ix. X13 The Apostle

with a tear furrowing his cheek

d. To gather up in folds or wrinkles rare—'.

1853 Dale tr. Baldeschls Ceremonial 66 note, Cotta, the

short surplice worn in Rome . is usually furrowed up in

a full and tasteful manner.

3

.

mtr. To make furrows or grooves ; to make
wrinkles. ....
*576 Fleming Panopl Epist, 356 Let us catche the ploughe

by the handle, and fall to furrowing a 1577 Gascoigne

Flowers,
etc Wks (1587) 45 We furrowing in the foaming

flouds to take our best availes 1863 J.L w By-gone Days
2 Where the ploughshare furrows in sprrog



FURROWED.
b. qp&Adrems ,

as m to furrow (out, up) one's

•way Of a river • To excavate (a channel), to

force itself along a channel.

1C13 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 820 Maragnon is far

greater, whose wateis having furrowed a Channell of six

thousand miles, in the length of his winding passage [etc ]

a 1639 Wotton Ps civ in Farr S.P Jos /(1848) 248 There
go the ships, that furrow out their way. 1647W Browne tr

Polexander iri 241 Let thy choler furrow up and make
a way to that Island whereto none can ai rive 1791 Cowper
Odyss v 492 And I have pass'd, Furrowing my way 1883

F. M Crawford Dr Claudius vi, lhe circular wrinkle

slowly funowed its way round Barker's mouth 1890 H M
Stanley Darkest Africa II xxvm 259 The Rami-lulu had
eventually furrowed and grooved itself deeply through

Hence Furrowing1 vbl sb and ppl a Also

Fu rrower, one who or that which furrows
1611 Cotgr., Canelure

,
a channelling, or furrowing in

stone, or in timber, a fluting. x6xa Drayton Poly-olb i 3
Vpon the utmost end of Cornwall's furrowing beake Ibid

xvm 78 She learn'd..To steele the coulters edge, and sharpe

the furrowing share. 1841-3 Anthods Class Diet 38oGyes
(the part of the plough to which the share is fixed) is the

Furrower 1891 Athenaam 17 Oct. 523/1 The greater

number of them have been crushed and broken by the

deep furrowing of the steam cultivator.

Harrow (cow) : see t arrow a.

Harrow, obs. form of Foray
Furrowed (f» ru«d), ppl a. [f. Furrow v +

-ed1
] In senses of the vb. Furrowed-grass :

see Chameleon sb 6 c, and quot. (1598) there.

1599 Siiaks Hen V, 111 Prol 12 The thieaden Sayles .

Draw the huge Bottomes through the furrowed Sea 16*5

J Stephens Satyr. Ess 18 Another doth conceale The
furrowed wnnkles of his tawny skinne 163a Milton
L'Allegro 64 While the ploughman, neai at hand, Whistles

o'er the furrowed land 1646 Gaule Sel Cases Consc 4
Eveiy old woman with a wrinkled face, a fair'd brow is

pronounced fora witch 17x3 ADDisoNCr7«M*/x«#No.xi4l*i
The features are strong and well furrowed r8xo Scott Lady
ofL. n xvi. The furrowed bosom of the deep x8a8 Stark
Eleni Nat. Hist II 305 Thorax furrowed and cienated on
the margin 1855 Kingsley Heroes, Theseus 11 205 The
furrowed marble walls.

Furrowless (.famulus), a. [f. Furrow sb +
-less.] Having no furrows, giooves, or wnnkles
1x1847 Eliza Cook River Thought v. The furrowless

brow. x8 Lowell Pioneer Poet Wks (1890) I 248
When all before him stretches, furrowless and lone

Furrowy {town), a [f Fubbow J& + -Y 1
.]

Full of furrows or wrinkles.
xfixx Cotgr, Rayonner, to furrow, make funowes, or

make funowie 1818 Milman Samor 267, I should have
known, though fuirowy, sunk and wan, That face 1829

Blackiu Mag XXV. 71 We view their furrowy track. 1847
Tennyson Princess in 158 A double hill ran up his furrowy
forks Beyond the thick-leaved platans of the vale

+ Fu'rrure. Obs. Also 4 for(r)-, furrour(e,

5 forer, forur(e, furore, furrur. [a. OF forrSure,

fourreure (jna&.F.fourrure), f.forrer,fourrer, Fun
»,] Fur; a trimming, lining, or adornment of fur.

1387 Trevisa Higden (RoWd) VII 373 He usede forours

of symple prys. Z1400 Maundev (1839) xxui 247 The folk

ofthat Contree usen alle longe Clothes with outen Furroures

1420 E E Wills {1882) 54 Also I will bat all p" ffurrurs pat

I haue, be sould and doon for my saule 1439 Ibid 118 All

my clothis of silke, with-oute ffurrereur [rnr] 1463 Mann <$•

Househ Exp 151 Item, he owyth ffor the forer off the

same gowne, x li 1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxxv. 229
No clothe that was wrought oute of Englond . . ne furrur of

beyonde the see

attnb. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 475 Furrour
skynnes.

Furry (f» ri), a. (and sb.) [f. Fur sb. + -Y 1
]

A. adj.

1. Of or composed of fur
;
consisting of furs.

a 1674 Milton Hist Mosc u (1851)483 lhe Furs which
clothe them ;

the furry side in Summer outward 1725 Pope
Odyss xvn, 40 Euryclea spreads With furry spoils of beasts

the splendid beds 1881 R. Routledge Hist Sc 11 Man
is even unprotected from the vicissitudes of the seasons by
the furry coat which covers the beasts of the field

2 Of animals : Covered with fur
;
furred.

*687 Dryden Hind 4 P. nr 25 The time When all her
furry sons m frequent senate met. X823 Byron Juan x
xxvi, Bear-skins black and furry 1873 G C Davies
Mount 4 Mere vm 59 A furry little water-rat swimming
along by the edge of the bank

fig-
1865 Pall Mall G 22 June 11 He is one of those

sleek ‘furry’ little mea who are met with in all close

religious communities

3 . Of persons • Wearing fur, clad in furs

17x7 Fenton Ode Ld Gower 36 From Volga’s Banks, th'

imperious Czar Leads forth his Furry Troops to War.
4. Made of fur, lined or trimmed with fur.

1865 Kingsley Herew vi. His furry cloak shewed him to
be no common man 1872 Bryant Poems ,

Little People of
Show g7 With ample furry robe Close-beltedround her waist

b. transf andfig.
1691 Dryden K Arthur in 11, Awake, awake, And

winter from thy furry mantle shake 1716 Rowe Odefor
N, Year 1717 1, Winter 1 thou hoary, venerable Sire, All
richly in thy furry Mantle clad 1835 Sir J Ross Narr
and Voy. xlvi. 591 We wrap ourselves up in a sort of furry
contentment.

&. Resembling fur, fur-like, soft

1876 T. Hardy Etkelberta (1890) 88 An open space .

floored at the bottom with cushions of furry moss
6 Of the nature of, or coated with, fur or morbid

matter.

*739
1R Bull’ tr, Dedekmdus' Grobianus 222 Laughter

misbecomes Foul furry Teeth. 1836 T. Hook G. Gurney

618

III i 31 Two foggy decanters, half full of the remnants of

yesteiday’s libation, with a soit of furry rim just over the

surface 1856 Canning in Haie 2 Noble Lives (1893) II 89
One's shoes get furry with mildew m a day. 1871 Naphi ys

Prev gCnrcDis m 11 624 Yellowish furry coating [of the

tongue]

f B sb. A hairy cateipillar. Obs
1598 Floiuo, Millepiedi, a worme having manie feete,

called a fume or a palmer.

Furry (fo'n), sb ^ dial [Peih in some way
connected with Fair sb

,

L fh ia ] A festival

observed at Hclston, Cornwall, on the eighth of

May ;
also, a peculiar dance used on that occasion

(The W. Cornwall Gloss gives Faddy and flora

as synonyms ) Also attnb
1790 in Gentl Mag LX 1 520 At Hektone it is customary

to dedicate the 8th of May to revelry It is called the Funy-
day 1848 C A Johns Week at Lizard 225 A large party

of ladies and gentlemen commence a peculiar kind of

dance, called 1 the furry ' 1872 Hardwick J rad Latte 87

A spring festival annually celebrated at Helston named
the * Furry', or gathering

t Fxrrry, v. Obs. rare [
9 back-formation from

Furrier 1

J trans. To quarter (soldiers)

1579 Flnton Gnicciard 11 89 The armie being fumed in

many partes of the realme . lived m such vnbudtled mcon-
tinencie [etc ].

Fursday, Sc. var of Thursday.
Furse, obs form of Fierce.

i Ftrrsell. Obs [dun. of Furze ]
= Furze.

1639 T De Grey Compl. Hoisemau 5 Underwoods,
Bushes, Fui sells, Broome.

t Firrslie, 0 Her obs rat e. [a F fourchde :

see Fobohe a ]
= Fobche a

1572 BossrwELL Armone n. 136 Beareth paity per pale

Sable and Argent, a crosse Furshe of the one and the other.

Hurst, var. of Frist and obs f. of First, Thirst
[Hurt, m Diets, explained ‘theft’, is a misptint

m the later edd of Tomhis’s Albtunazar forfut ie.]

Furth., obs. and Sc. fonn of Forth

+ Fu'rtlier, sb. Obs. [f Further v ] The
action of the vb Further; =Furthi*uance.
x$z6 Q. Margt. (Stotl ) Let Wolsey (MS Caligula B
vm 160) m M A Everett Wood Lett R «$ tllustr

Ladies II.9 The said bearei, whom pleaseth you, my Lord,
cause have good further and expedition of his errands. 153S
Stewart Cron Scot I 522 Commending lum that he had
donesic thing, Insogreit forder ofthecommoun weill 1641
Hindl J Bnten xxviu. 87 For the inuease of Religion and
further of the Gospel 1785 Burns 3rd Ep. to J. LapiaiL 1

Guid speed and furder to you, Johnny
Further (foiSw), a Foirns: 1 furiJra

(Northumb. forfSora), 2 furpur, 4-5 £urper(e,

3-7 forper(e, -ther, Orm. forrtherr, (5 forthre),

6-7 furder, 4-7 forder, 6 forthir, 6- farther.

See also Farther. [OE furUra= OFris./o/ dera,

OS. forthoro (MLG vordere), OITG fotd{e}ro,

foidaro, foidoro (MHG votdete, mod G. vorder)

—OTeut *furfeion- wk., f ^fwpero- str. (the acc

neat of which appears in Further adv.) pre-

Teut pg-tero f. root of Fore adv. + comparative

suffix as m af-ter, o-ther.

On this assumption the Eng, further adj. and adv have
nothing but their ultimate root in common with the Goth
faurPis adv •—OTeut *fur/ iz or *furf-joz, f the stem of

Forth

+

comparative suffix= -eh A A different hypothesis
(Kluge m Paul’s Grdr, ed 2,

1

483) is thatfurther and its

cognates are f the stem of Forth+ compar suffix (not -izon-

but) -trott; -nron as In inner
,
outer (see -er® A. 2). The

OHG furdir adv. is explained by Kluge as repr. a locative

*furfiri 1

f 1. That is before another in position, order, or

rank; esp of an animal’s limbs or a pait of the

body trout. Obs (Cf Farther B i.)

cxoooAgs Gosp Johnxiu 16 Soplice ic eow seege nys so

Seowa furSra ponne his hlaford a 1300 Cursor M 28x69
He was for-per mar pen j. 1387 Trfvisa Higden (Rolls)

VII 187 A wounde receyved in pe furper partie of his body
[in antenori parte corporis] c 1400 Lanfranc's Ctmrg.
1x3 Brood twoward pe forpere side of pe heed & scharpere
twoward pe hyndere syde 1486 Bit. St. Albans E ij b,

The ij forther legges the hede layde by twene 1339 Invent.
R Wardrobe (1815) 36 Lynit the forthir quarteris with blak
taffiteis 1609 Skene Reg May 134 Gif ane horse slayes
ane man passand before him, with his forther feete

+ b. With reference to time • Former Also
in comb.furthur-ealdefader (cf. L proamts)

.
great

giandfather Obs
1x55 Proc, Henry II, in Anglia VII 220 pact hi beon aclc

pare lande wur(?a pe hi eafdon in Edwardes hinges dexe &
on Willelmes kmges mines furpur ealdefader 1557 N. T
(Genev) fas v. 7 The forther and the latter rayne, 1561
Christ Hindall Depot in Bp. Chester Eccl Crt, 1561-6,
If. 10 b, Mr Holden did knowe of his forther wief beynge
on lyve 1562 Child Marriages, etc (1897) 102 She was
temptid by daily sute of the said Dilon, & dicf forget her
forther promesse.

2 More extended, going beyond what already
exists or has Been dealt with, additional, more.

+ Further age : advanced age. *p Further way .

a further-continued road (Cf Farther B. 2 )
ax300 Cursor M. 10327 Child to gett, Bituix and pair

forper eild 1493 in Yorksh Arclueol Soc. (Record Ser
1895) XVII 127 Oure forthre pleasir in that behalf 1526
Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 50 b, For a forther knowledge
of this tree, you must vnderstande that [etc ]. 1582 N.
Lichefield tr. Castanheda’s Conq E Ind xxui 58Without
any further delay, the King sent them away 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj,, Forme ofProces 22 He. .judicially renunces all

FURTHER.
foider probation 1634 W Tiuvvhyt tr Balzac's Lett 44
Without furthci ambiguity 1667 Milton/1 L iv 174 Tq
th’ ascent of that Hill Satan had journied on But further
way found none 17x1 Addison k>pect No 65 ? 2 Without
furthei Preface, Iain going to look into some of our most
.tppl mded Plays 1794 Palev Evul (ed 2) I v 97 We find

two of them seized and threatened with further punish-
ment 1838 Dl Morgan Ess Prob. 201, I now pi oceed to
some further instances 1861 Buckle Civthz 11 iv. oIS
This was a further stimulus to Scotch industry

‘ “

3 More distant, remoter, esp the remoter of two
Of a hoise : The off (side) (Cf Farther B 3 )
1578 in W H Turner Select Rec Oxford (1880) 396 One

grey mare, crapped on the further yeare 16x1 Bible
2 Esdras xm 41 They would goe foorth into a further
countrey 1675 A Browne A rs Piet 90 Work your further
Mountains so that they should seem to be lost in the Air
1678 Buili'r Ilud 111 in 58 With kicks and bangs he ply'd
The further and the nearer side [of a horse] 1821 Joanna
Baili in Metr Leg , Wallace lvi, In the further rear 1869
Tlnnyson Coming ofArthur 396 Not ever to be question’d
any more Save on the further side

1 4 absol. further of the day a later hour.
1546 Langley Pol. Yerg de Invent ix 113 b, Fyrst at

mydmght the seeonde in the mornyng . the thyrd at
fui ther of the day

Portlier (fyjh’ajt), adv. Forms: 1-2 ful's-,

furpor, 1 Northumb forfier, -nr, -or, 2-4 fui®-,

furper (furthir), 3-5 forttere, -fire, -per(e, -pir,

-thirds, 3-6 forther(e, (3 forer), 4-5 furpere, 4-7
furder, 5 forder, (6 fourther), 6- further See
also Farther adv. [OE. fiurdor= OS further
(early mod Du voorder)

,

for the formation, and
the 1 elation to Goth, fampis, OHG. furdi), etc.

:

see I’ ubther a ]
1 . To or at a more advanced point of progress •

a of space
;
ht and fig ,

occas. with omission of

go Proverb, To gofurther, andfare wo?se. (Cf.

Farther A. 1 a.)

r 1000 jEleuic Josh x m Ne gang bu mona ongean
Achialon anne staspe furjior. c 1050 O E Chron. an 1039
Eode se seester hwartes to lv penega and eac furSor. C1205
Lav 4880 He fuiSer laS, to Seguine due a 1240 Ureisun
in Cott Horn 203 Nere pe bcortc so cold pat ne schulde
neuer sunne habben for-fler in-3ong per pis brune were
a 1250 I’tov YEIfred 128 in O E Mtsc no Nere he for his

weole neuer pe furjicr c 1330 R Brunne Chron Wace
Prol, 182 Vnto pe Cadwaladres, No forer, per makes he
ses 1340 Hamroli. Pr Consc. 440 parfor I wille, ar [I]

forthir pas, Shew yhou what a man fust was. c 1340 Cursor
M. 10156 fFairf) As furtlnr in tins boke we rede C1400
Lanfrancs Cirurg 221, I lete make a pipe of silvir and
putte it 111 at her moup & passede forpere pan pe wounde
was Z494 Fabyan Chi on (i8n) I cxxvn 107 Forthere
then y° chapell Uore noon of them wold enter 1535 Cover-
dale Job xxxviu. xx Hither to sh.ilt thou come, but no
further 1546 J Heywood Prov (1867) 51 You might
haue gone further, and haue faren wurs, 1559 W Cun-
ningham Cosmogr Glasse 60 But or we further proced,

marke this figure 1593 Siiaks 2 Hen VI, hi n 169 His
eye balles further out, than when helmed ifii£ J Stephens
Satyr Ess 26 Go tell a trades-man he decenes .And he
will answere Go further on, you will be cheated worse
1641 Milton Anmtadv (1851) 187 Ere a foot furder we
must bee content [etc ] 1653 Sir E Nicholas inN Papers
(Camden) II 336 Taken out of their bedds and carryed on
shipboard, and whence further is vnknowen 17x9 De Foe
Crusoe n v, They kept out of sight further and further

1771 I‘ooti Maid ofB 1 Wks. 1799 II 214 Folks may go
further and fare worse, us they say 18x3 Shplley Q Mab
ix 182 Whose stingings bade thy heart look further still

1855 Macaulay Hist Eng IV 1 It was not thought safe for

the ships to proceed further in the darkness.

It) of time. (Cf Farther A 1 b.)

£1290 Bcket 2321 in S Eng. Leg. I 173 So pat forpere

in pe ^ere it was wel onder-stonde , In qwat manere he
was a-slawe. 1896 Act 59 g 60 Viet, c. 39 § x The acts

shall be continued until the 31st day of December 1897

and shall then expire unless further continued.

2 To a greater extent ; more. (Cf. Farther A. 2 )

c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 299

Nu wille we furSor geican purh godes mihta a 1225

Juliana 47, & }ef ich mahte [wurche his wil] forore

ich walde beo pe femre a 1300 Cursor M. 28869 (Cott.)

And for per mater es gode toknau. Of almus sal 1 for-per

drau C1340 Ibid 858 (Trin) Leue we now of pis spelle

Of oure story furpere to telle <*1400-50 Alexander 523

And if gow likis of pis tare to lesten any forthire. *SS*~3

Inv Ch Goods, Staffs in Ann Lichfield IV 2 There

saffeli to be kepte untiil the kmges majesties pleasure be

therm furder knowen. 1559 Hethe in Strype A nn nef\
App. vi 7 That the domges of this honourable assembly

may .. be allwayes fourther honourable 1641 Milton Ch.

Govt 11 111 Wks. (1847)48/2 To the intent of further healing

man’s deprav’d mind 1734 Berkeley Analyst § 7 Men
who pretend to believe no further than they can see *749

F Smith Voy Disc. II go All the western Merchants

declined from being further Adventurers. x86a Stanley

Jew Ch (1877) 1 xm. 252 When we inquire further into

the worship

3. In addition, additionally; moreover. (Cf.

Farther A. 3.)
c 1200 Vices <$• Virtues (1888) 57 -Jiet hie seiS furoer. 1450

W. Somner in Four C. Eng Lett. 4 Forther the maister

desyryd to wete yf the shipmen would holde with the duke.

*539 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 22, I do furder

perceive that [etc ] *560-78 Bk Disapl Ch. Scot (1621) 40

And furder we think it expedient [etc] 1582 N. Liche-

field tr. Castanheda's Conq. E Ind vn 16 b, What further

than followed 1749 Smith Voy, Disc II 58 What
further keeps the Cold from the Arm-pits is, that [etc ] *875

Manning Mission H Ghost iv 100 And, further, God is

the only end that can satisfy the soul with bliss. 1879

Cassells Teckn. Educ IV 92/2 The sketching-case may be

. .further provided with a cover.



FURTHER.

4 At a greater distance in space , sometimes

with mixture of sense I. Also + more fwther,

further off (Cf. Farther A 4 )
c 1400 MaUNDev (18391 xxxi 306 0|>er Yles }>at ben more

furjjere begonde 1578 Whetstone Promos cf Cass 11 iv,

The furder off I wretched finde both comfort and reliefe

1601 Shahs Jul C, n 11 123 So neere will I be That your

best Friends shall wish 1 had beene further 1630 R
Johnson's Kwgd 81 Comnvm 68 Island disjoyned no farther

than a ship in one day may saile unto 1710 Tatler No
254 ! 7 The Dutch Cabbm, which lay about a Mile further

up into the Country 1812-16 J, Smith Panorama Sc 4-

Art I 572 It was calculated to be 18,000 times further from

us than the sun 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) IV 156 There

is nothing further from, his thoughts than scepticism

b. Phrases \ To befurther * to get on. *}* I'll

befurther, if (etc ) ; I'll see you further (first )

:

strong forms of refusal To wish any onefurther :

1, e. to wish him away See also Farther A. 4
iga6 Darrell Let 1 Aug in Ellis Ong Lett Ser in II

163,

1

mtende to be further and doo *621 LadyM Wboth

Urania 16 She wished the beast further, yet taking her

wonted strength of heart she said thus 1741 Richardson
Pamela II 320 And so that I must not wrdi to mcui [his

Displeasure] to save any body else. I'll be further if I do

Ibid 377, I bow’d to him, but I could have wish’d him
further, to make me sit so in the Notice ofevery one. 1873
Punch 3 May 185/1 He’ll see me further first

+ c Used as the comparativeoffar,
as infurther-

fetched, compar offar-fetched.
1680 Baxter Cath Commun (1684) 23 But God being

infinitely more perfect then man, the phrase is further

fetcht, and less proper of God then of man

Further (f0 4??si),v Forms: a. 1 fyrtSran, -lan,

2-4 fuiUrien, 3 Orm. flrrjjrenn, north firther,

4 ferthren, -ther, furthren, 4, 6 Sc furthir, (6

furthur), 6-8 furder, 4- further 0 3-4 for-

thxen, 4 former, -thor, 4-6 farther, -ire, 5, 8
forder See also Farther v [OE fyrtSr(i)an,

f. furftor, Sra Further adv and adj
,
equivalent

forms are OHG furdtren (MHG. vurdern, mod.
G. fordem) ,

cf also OHG fordardn (MHG.
vordem, mod G fordem) to further, call forth,

demand.]
1 . trans To help forward, assist (usually things ;

less frequently f persons) ; to promote, favom (an

action or movement). Cf. Farther v. *b Also to

furtherforth
,
on

c888 K. -iEltred Boeth. xxxix § 2 pact hi magen henan
3a yflan and fyrjjrian J>a godan c 1200 Tnn Coll. Horn 11

Ac alle po be leueS J»at swilch Jring hem mu3e furSne o3er
letten, ben cursed of godes mu5e c 1200 Ormin 1250 3iff

J>u firrjjresst fremmde menn a 1225 Ancr R 156 Dettet
swuSest auaunceS & fur3re3 hit, bet is onlich stude a 1300
CursorM 279x8 Sua. vr flexs to firjier and fede, \>a.t it fale

in na dedli dede a 1310 in Wright Lync P xxxvi 99
God, that dejedest on the rod, A1 this world to forthren ant

fylle c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 11 pr. iv. 41 (Camb MS ), I

haue sumwhat auaunced and forjiered |ie, quod she 1412-20

Lydg Chron Troyn x, For me to further Clio came to late

*477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Bides 18 Ire fuithereth all

euyl 1513 Douglas ASnets v, xm 112 And furthirhym eik

sail I Ontil Avern, clepit the loch ofhell 1566 in Keithi/is*

Ch Scott (1734] 331The saids Rebels promittit they should
forder him to the Crown Matrimomall 1577 B Goocn
Heresbach's Husb iv (1586) 158 You must further their

laying, bygiving them raeates for the purpose 1603 Knolles
Hist Turks (1621) 877 Furthered with a faire gale ofwind.

*664 Power Exp Pkilos Pref 20 A morewary Buildermay
be very much further’d by it 1715M DaviesA then Brit
I 172 Barnevelt’s hard Fate was occasion'd orfurther'd on by
Maurice 1777-1808Mayne^illtrGitnm xxv, HereDiscord
strave new broils to forder 1816 Scott Old Mort. xi, To
remain together in arms for furthering the covenanted work
ofreformation 1866 Geo Eliot F, Holt lx, I came to see

. if you had any wishes that I could further 1869 Rogers
Pref to Adam Smith's IV N. I 6 The necessity offurther-
ing a general system of school training __
absol 1560-78 Bible (Genev) To Chr Rdr 52 Some

notable worde . which may greatly further for memorie
1607 S Hieron Defence 1 160 Wheras the addition of 2 or

3 wordes oftentimes furthereth to the meaning,

f 2 To honour. Obs rare
C1374 Chaucer Ariel % Arc 273 And thenken yee that

ferthered be your name To love a newe. C1400 Destr
Troy 1 1 170 To forther bat fre with fynerall seruys

3. mtr To go on, continue
;
to advance, make

progress Obs exc. Sc.

£1200 Tnn Coll. Horn 107 Eft sone sum godes giue is

higunnen alse nhte leue ana furSreS alse trust C1350
Will. Paleme 5397 And touche we ferre as Jws tale forJ>eres

*560 Rolland Crt Venus n 378 Wald tnow further and
prosper in thy wais 1789 D Davidson Seasons, etc 182

Wha fastest rides does aft least forder, 1794 Burns Hee
Balou 10 Thro’ the Lawlands, o’er the border, Weel, my
babie, may thou furder.

1

4

. trans To put (an event) further
;
to defer,

postpone Obs.
1520 Wolsey Let, to [Cruvmiell\ in St Papers (1830) I.

351 The ferderyng and puttyng ovyr of your commyng
hyther hath inereasyd my sorowe

Furtherance (f» Asians). Forms * a 5-7
forp-, fortheraunce, -ans, forderanoe, (5 fir-

therance, foderance), 6 fordraunoe, 7 forther-

ance. j8. 5-7 furtheraunce, (7 -enee), 6-7furder

-

anoe, -aunce, -anus, 5- furtherance. See also

Farthiranob. [f. Further v + -anoe ]
1. The fact or state of being furthered or helped

forward , the action of helping forward
,
advance-

619

ment, aid, assistance Also cotter. a means or source

of help
£1440 York Myst xxvi 48 Yf but false faytor Your

fortheraunce may fang 1494 Fabyan Chron an 1448
(i559)II 446 For the furtheraunce of this purpose *551

Recorde Patkw Knowl 11 Pref, All suche shall finde

greate ease and furtheraunce by this simple forme of

wntmge. 1606 Sc Acts Jas VI (1814) IV 286 For the

greater forderance and better executioun of justice 1610

Healey St Aug", Citie ofGod 1 xi (1620) 19 Ihe pompes
of the funeralls are rather solaces to the liuing then further-

ances to the dead 1640-1 Kirkcudbr War-Comm. Mm
Bk (1855) 72 Expecting your fortherance in all 1748 F
Smith Voy Disc. I 89 1 hulking of the many Furtherances
this Voyage received from that honourable Knight 1831

Carlyle Sart Res (1858) 4 Issuing with every external

furtherance, it is of such internal quality as to set Neglect

at defiance 1844 H H. Wilson Brit India III 422 In
furtherance of this project, she kept her son in a state of

ignorance and vice 1875 Helps Ess
,
Organ Daily Life

174 Some few fuitherances have been shown
2 Coal-mimng. (See quot 1883.)
1851 in Greenwell Coal-trade Terms 27. 1883 Gresley

Gloss. Coal Mining, Furtherance (North), an additional sum
of money paid per score to hewers, putters, &c as an allow-

ance in respect of inferior coal, a bad roof, a fault, &c.

Hence t Fu rtherancer Obs rare~l
. One who

gives furtherance to (anything).

1599 Hayward istPt Hen IV, 6 A. dissolute and dishonest

life, which findeth some followers when it findeth no
furtheiancers

Furtherer (f£ iSsrsi). Also 5 furtherar, 6

ford-, fortherer. See also Fartherer. [f.

Further v + -er 1
] One who or that which

furthers or helps forward, a helper, promoter,

supporter ; an aid or encouragement
1390 Gower Conf. Ill in The bnglite sonne furtherer

of the daies light £1465 Eng Chron (Camd 1856) 23
He was our furtnerar and promoter 1555 Abp Parker Ps.

E uj, Ihe Psalme is a furtherer to them which go forwarde

to vertue 1594 Elundevil Exerc 111 1. 1 (ed 7) 278
Leaving to speak of the first mventers, or of the furtherers

of these Sciences 1630 Lord Banians 32 Making the

profits the furtherers of ryot and excesse i6gx Wood
Atk Oxoit I 2g7 He was a continual favourer and furtherer

of learning 1828 Landor Intag Cottv Wks 1846 I 315
Ploughs and oxen are not instruments and furtherers of
disobedience 1867 Sat Rev 26 Oct 535/1 The fate which
seems to turn men into furtherers of a cause which they
know to he evil

f Fu'rtherfo’rth, adv. Obs [f Further adv.

+ Forth adv ] Further on ; to a greater distance

or extent
<2x541 Wyatt Poet Wks (1861)182 Further-forthhe starts

With venom’d breath. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, vi

33 Not to be inquisitiue of Gods trueth furtherfoorth than
it is vttered in the holy scriptures. 1587 —De Momay xxi

(16x7) 355 Open the booke furtherfoorth at all aduenture
wheresoeuer you list.

t Firrtherhead. Obs In 4 former-, furper-

hed(e, -heed. [f. Further a + -head.] Priority

£1380 Wyclif Sel Wks I 75 Joon spekib of forberhede

of manhede of Crist bifore loon in grace, and also in

worbynes Ibid. Ill 78 ]?e first furberheed is forberhed of
comynge forb and be tobirforberheed is furberheed ofkynde

Furthering (f» itSanrj), vbl. sb, Obs. exc. arch

[OE. fyrZnmg furtherance, f.fyrSrian see Fur-
ther v. and -ING1.] The action of the vb
Further.
c 1000 Sax Leechd. Ill 208 See smylte gesihS ceapasfyi-

Srunge ge[tacna3 ] c 2384 ChaucerH Fame 11 128 Thou .

,

ever mo of love enditest in his folkes furtherynges 1390

Gower Conf I 182 Take a newe faith, Which shall be

forthnngeofthyhfe c 1440Promp Patv i74/xForther5nge,

promocio 1526 Tindale Phil 1 12 The gretter furtherynge

off the gospell. 1623 Whitbourne Newfoundland 8 Ibey
are a great furthering to diuers Ships voiages 1864 Carlyle
Fredk Gt xvi. 1, There is eager Furthering of the

Husbandries

f Furthering, fpl a Obs [f. Further v.

+ -TNG a.] That furthers, aids, or helps; helpful.

Of a gale : Favourable
2418 E E Wills (1882) 38 Y pray hem bat bey he well

wyilet and forderyng to heie. 1494 Fabyan Chron vii. 486
Y 11 mayre was nat quyk or fortheiynge in that mater 1599
Hakluyt Voy II. 1 102 The winde , blew a furthering

gale.

Fu’rtherly, a and adv [f. Further a and

adv + -ly 1 and 2
.]

A, adj Obs exc dial

a. Adapted to further, favourable h. In a for-

ward condition, advanced. 0, dial (see quot 1855 )
15x3 More Rich III Wks 38/1 He thought that

their deuision shoulde bee a fortherlye begynnynge to the

pursuite of his intente 157X Durham Depos (Surtees) 238
The matter was so furtherlye bytwix them a, that neither

his frends nor hir frends can hynder the same. 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss„Furtherly, forward and flourishing.

fB adv a In an onward direction, in advance;

hence, completely,thoroughly b. = Further adv.

c i20o Ormin 14812 He [Faraon] comm swa forrberrlij batt

all hiss folic was inne a 1225 Ancr R 236 pet oSer is, bet

he furSerluker echeS his pine, A1300 Cursor M. 1585 pe
find wend . pat . Man kind war til his wil bekend Sua
forjserli bat [etc.] £1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xxxi 141 pir

husband sail hafe his actioun agaynes him before be msticez

of be land, als fortherly as hehad bene aboute for to slae

him. 1494 Fabyan Chron v cxl 127 To the correccyon of

suche as be lerned, & not oonly to Englysshe reders as

there is fortherly declared 1523 Act xi J 15 Hen. VIII

,

c 5 § s That it pleas yourHighnes with th' assent furtherlie

to enacte ordeign and stablisshe that [etc.].

FURTHEST?.

Furthermore (fy -itJaimoei), adv See also

Farthermore [f. Further adv + More adv ]

f 1. To a more advanced point of progress, still

further; = Forther adv ia. Occas. with omission

ofgo Obs.
£X2oo Ormin 7338 pe sterrne comm nht till batt hus & flaeh

itt ta na forrberr mar a 1300 Cursor M. 6543 par-wit for-

ber-mar he yede 1375 Barbour Bruce vn 8 [Bruce] said

he mycht no forthirmai 14 Tnndale's Vis 991 Com
furder more and folow me. 0x425 Craft Nombrynge
<E E T S ) 8 Do away be cifer & bat 1 & sette here 8 ban
go forthermore. 155a Lyndesay Monarche 4401 Father, or
we passe forther more, Quhen did begyn thare temporall
glore?

+ 2 To a greater extent, more
,
= Further adv 2

a 1300 CursorM 27958 Forthermar o bis lecheri agh 1 be
noght to specific. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc, 2892 Now wille

I rede forthermare, And shew yhow of sum paynes bat er
bare 01450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 7247 3it forthir mare of
pe same
3. Besides, also, moreover ;

= Further adv, 3.

c 1275 XI Pams ofHell 67 in O E Misc 149 A hwel of
stele is furber mo. 2411 Rolls ofParlt III. 650/2 Further-

moi e, the forsaid Lord the Roos . . schall forgevyn the forsaid

Robert. 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 400 b/i Yet he sayd
furthermore who so compleyneth is no monke 1555 Spurge
in Strype Eccl Mem III App. xl 110 Furthermore we
humbly beseech thee 1614 Raleigh Hist World 1 iv § 3
Furthermore the leaues, body, and houghes, of this Tree
exceede all other Plants 1730 Bolingbroke in Swift's

Lett (1766)11 109 And furthermore, I think mj selfin honour
bound to acknowledge, that [etc ] x8zo ICeats Isabella Ivin,

And, furthermore her brethren wonder’d much Why she sat

drooping 1871 Smiles Charac 11 (1876} 55 Furthermore,

to direct the power of the home aright, women need [etc.],

f 4. Of time Henceforth, subsequently Obs
a 1300 CursorM 28677 Pls man sals bat him reuys his

smnes sare, and will for here bam forbire mare c 1430 1 vuo

Cookery-bks 1 20 Rede Rose—Take be same, saue a-lye it

with be 3olkys of eyroun & forber-more as vyolet

Furthermost st), a Also 4 for-

thxrmaste See also Farthermost, [f. Further a.

+ -most ]

f 1. Foremost, first. Obs
? <2x400 Morte Arth 3331 The fortlnrmaste was The

faireste offyssnamy bat fourmede was euer c 2400 Melayne
721 One the forthirmaste daye of Auenlle

2 Most distant or remote.

1765 Foote Commissary 1 Wks 1799 II. 16 The furthei-

most cushion m the window. 1786 S Haswell Victoria

I 51 We were sitting in an arbour at the furthermost part

of the garden i860 Pusey HIin Proph 266 He instantly

sets himself to flee to the then furthermost West

+ Fu’rfrherous, «. Obs [f.

F

urther® +-ous]
= Furthersome I.

1597 J Payne Royal Each 3 Vessells for his glone,

furtherouse to his churche. 2620 tr. Boccaccio s Decameron
6 b, Wee may very well hope that Fortune will be furtherous

to our purposed journey

t Fttrthero’ver, adv, Obs. [f Further adv.

+ Over adv ] Besides, moreover
£1386 Chaucer Pars T. T 231 Forther ouer contricion

moste be continued 1623 Lisle AHfnc on 0 #r N Test

Pref 16 Furtherover, these monuments ofreverend antiquitie

will m many places convince of affected obsemity some
late translators

Furthersome (f» j’Sms&r), o. Also 9 Sc for-,

fuxdersome [f. Further v. or adv +-some.]

1 . Adapted to further or help forward, advan-

tageous, helpful. Const, to

1626 W Sclater. Expos 2 Thess (1629) 3 That state,

that is most furthersome to Gods seruice 1637 Declar.

Pfaltzgrave's Faith 19 It is most comfortable and further-

some vnmeasurably to the believers 1827 Carlyle Germ
Rom IV 242 A principle which he had often perceived

for himself to be furthersome and reasonable xZ-ge,Eraser's

Mag VI 387 So furthersome an instrument Honono would
never leave behind 1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) I. 68

Two little pieces of advice which may prove furthersome to

him x88o Academy 23 Oct 301/1 An interesting perform-

ance, highly furthersome to the interests of the drama.

2. Inclined to go forward ;
rash, ventui ous

1862 Hislop Prov Scot *105 They are eith hindered that

are no furdersome 1896 * Ian Maclaren ’ Kate Camegtt
(ed 2) xx8 He's young and fordersome (rash), but gude stuff

for a’ his pliskies (frolics).

+ Frrrtherwara, adv Obs [f Further adv,

+ -ward.] Forward
;

straight on. Of time

:

Hencefoith.
a 2300 Cursor M, 5480 In egipt held he bam sa hard, Als

1 sal tel yow forber-ward Ibid 7525 Ne forberward ne

yeitt 0 bake Ibid 13958 Ai fra j>IS dai fortherward be
lues soght ihesu at do to ded

Furthest (fzM?fest), a. and adv Also (?4) 5

fyrthest, fertherest, forfehestfe, 6 fnrdest. See

also Farthest [superl formed ( app. in the 14th c.)

to correspond to the comparative Further.
The instances m the 14th c are somewhat doubtful (at

least with regard to the precise form of the woid), owing to

the absence of contemporary MSS ]

A. adj.

1. Most advanced in any direction Also as the

superl. of Far a (now usually superseded by
Farthest) : Situated at the greatest distance, most
remote ht. andfig.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth rv pr vi (Skeat) 86 J?ilke [cercle]

bat is outterest, is unfolden by larger spaces in so moche as

it is forthest [MS C and ed. Thynne fertherest] fro b®
middel simplicitee of be poynt. 1390 Gower Conf I. 108

Whan I wende next have be . . Tuan was I furthest ate

laste. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 60 Ports-

78- a



FURTHY. 620 FURZE.

mouth, whiche is the furdest place on the south shoie

of Englande 1599 Shahs Much Ado 11 1. 375, I will

fetch you a tooth picker now from the furthest inch of Asia

1735 Swift Cory Wks 1841 II 576 Ihe furthest corner

of Naboth’s vineyard 1779 Burkl Cory (1844) II 293
Those who are the furthest in the world from you m
religious tenets a 1881 Rossetti House 0/ Life x, He
who seeks her beauty's furthest goal.

2 fa In past time : Earliest, first (obs ). b In

future time : Latest. Obs. exc. absol in at (the)

furthest
1553 Edw VI Jml 25 Oct

,
That they might be in such

place by Christmas or Candlemas at the furdest 1599
Hakluyt Voy II 1. 83 He should take the towne in

fifteene dayes, or a moneth at the furthest a 1648 Ld
Herblrt Ltfe (1886) 30 When I came to talk, one of the
furthest inquiries I made was, how I came into this woild ?

*653 H Cogan tr. Pinto's 'l'rctv 1 2 The funeral pomp of
King Emanuel was celebrated at. Lisbon, namely Decem-
ber 1521, which is the furthest thing I can remember

B. adv To or at the greatest distance, farthest

tf*374 Chaucer Boeth tv. pr vi (Skeat) 91 Thilke thing
that departeth foithest [M *>$. A and

C

fyithest) fro the first

thoght of god. 1559 W Cunningham Cosmogr, Glasse 136
Th'otlier part furdest Weast, noted wytli F. a. 1577 Gas-
coigne Henries,

Weedes, etc. Wks (1587) 185 The stiffe and
strongest arme shootes furdest stil 1729 Butllr Serin
Wks 1874 II 192 Ideas thefurthest removed from anything
sensual. 1886 D C MurrayA nnt Rachel 1

1

68 Even when
Ins thoughts wandered furthest, he was mechanically ac-

curate
Comb 1880 Gladstone in Daily News 28 Feb 3/3 From

the highest Tory to the furthest-going Home Ruler.

Fu'rfchy, a. Sc. Var. ofFoitTHY a. Hence Ftfr-
tMness.
a 1658 J Durham Exp. Commandm. (1673) 360 There is

a gadding, and a so called furtliiness, especially m women
which is exceedingly offensive. 1777-X808 Mayne Siller

Gun 11 xhv, Less furthy dames (wha cou’d resist them 1) Th’
example take a 18x0 Tannaiiill/Vww (1846) 58 Thy fuithy,
kindly, takin' gait,

Furtive (ffi itiv), a [a. F. furtif,furtive, ad.

L. furtivus, f fiir thief
; ci.furtum \h.d.t, fttrlim

adv., by stealth.]

1

.

Done by stealth or with the hope of escaping
observation ; clandestine, surreptitious, secret, un-
perceived.

*490 [implied m Furtively], x6xa Woodall Surg, Male
Wks. (1633) 301 In wounds, where no Gangrena may be
suspected nor furtive hemorrhage, &c 1633 J Hayward
tr. Biondis Banish'd Vtrg Stolen embraces and furtive
births prov’d to be ever the best X65f> Artif Handsum,
96 By a furtive simulation. 1787-9 Wordsw Evening
Wall 423 Tender cares and mild domestic loves With
furtive watch pursue her as she moves 1824 W. Irving
T. Tiav I 106, I noticed the same singular, and, as it

were, furtive glance, over the shoulder. 1855 Thackeray
Newcomes II 128 The proprietor of the house cowered over
a bed-candle, and a furtive tea-pot in the back drawing-
room. 1877 Gladstone Glean IV xx 334 It does not at
once appear how the Canal could be secured against the
furtive scuttling of ships

b. Hebrew Gram. (See quot.)
1833 tr Gescmus' Hebr Giant 42 [Between a strong and

unchangeable vowel and a final guttural] there is involun-
tarily uttered a hasty a (Pathack furtive) Analogous to
this is our use of a furtive e before r after long [vowels]

,

e g here (sounded he*r),fire (fi*r)

2 Of a person, etc • Stealthy, sly
1838 Lytton What will he do 11 xiv, There was some-

thing furtive and sinister about the man 1863 Dickens
Mut Fr hi 1, Eyeing him with furtive eyes 1867 M
Arnold St Brandan, That furtive mien, that scowling eye
3 . Obtained by theft, stolen : also in milder sense,

taken by stealth or secretly.
1718 Prior Solomon 1 500Do they [planets] Dart furtive

beams, and glory not their own ? 1729 Savage Wanderer 1.

293 He clear’d, manur'd, enlarg’d the furtive ground 1864
Kirk Chas% Bold I 1 35 The patches from, which a furtive
harvest was thus gathered 1894 J T. Fowler Adamnan
Introd. S3 Columba’s furtive copy from St. Fmman’s psalter
4. Thievish, pilfering.

1816 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1843) II. 30 Ants whose em-
ployment is to mine for gold and from whose vengeance the
furtive Indian is constrained to fly on the swift camel’s
back 1873 Burton Hist Scot VI lxx. 208 The High-
lander could not be absolutely trusted to withhold his
furtive hand from the flocks ofhis chief’s friend. 1883 ThatVtry Mai vm 129 The farmers were so much plagued by
the furtive bird

Hence Furtively adv., Furtiveness.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xix, 69 ,

1

wold not haue departed
furtyuely out of thy land 1763 Sterne Tr, Shandy VIII
xxiv, One lambent delicious fire, furtively shooting out
from every part of it. 1838 Dickens Nich Nick, xxvi,
Sir Mulberry had been furtively trying to discover whence
Kate had so suddenly appeared, 1862 Miss Bradoon
Lady Avdley vni 55 My lady’s pale-faced maid, who
looked furtively under her white eye-lashes at the two
young men 1884 tr. Lotze's Mataph 21 1 The implied
idea by which, whether furtively or explicitly, we console
ourselves. 1896 Westni Gas 4 Aug. 1/3 Strolling, as we
do through the press and bustle, we can sometimes cap-
ture a small hasty furtiveness.

t FurtllO’Se, tr Obs rare
.

[ad med L. fur-
tubs-us, f. L. furtum theft : see -ose ]

* Much
given to theft or stealing ’ (Bailey, vol II. 1727)
Furuncle (fiua nxrjk’l). [ad L furuncul-us

,

ong. ‘little thief’, dim. of fur Cf. F. furoncle
Fkonole.] A boil or inflammatory tumour
1676 Wiseman Chimrg Treat 1 vii 43 Sore4y afflicted

with, a Furuncle within his Nostrils 1743 tr. Haster's
Surg 195 A Boil or Furuncle is a small resisting Tumor,

1836 Kane A ret Expl II xx 304 ,

1

had relieved her from
much suffering by opening a furuncle 1872 F G Iiiomas
Dis. Women 105 The peculiar blood state which results in
the development of furuncles and carbuncles

Furuncular (fiurz> qkifflaf), a. [f, L. funm-
cul-us (see Furuncle) + -ar ] Of, pertaining to,

or characterized by furuncles or boils

1844-57 G Bird Unn Deposits (ed 3) 437 Furuncular
disease of cellular tissue .1847-9 Iodd Cyd Anat IV
438/1 The scapular region is sometimes the seat of furun-
cular inflammation 1873 H C Wood Iltcrap (1879) 369
A most painful furuncular eruption

So Furu nculoid a [-oid], resembling a furuncle

or boil.

x86o R Fowler Med Vocal
,
Enrunculoul

Furunculous (fiur» gkuxlos), a [f. 'L.furun-
cul-us Furuncle 4- -ous ] = Furuncular.
x86x Hulme ti. Moqnm- Tandon n vn vu 367 A furun-

culous tumour produced by a Filaria. 1890 Gould New
Diet, Med, Furunculous, pertaining to the continuous pro-
duction of furuncules.

Fury (fiua n), sb. Forms: 5 furey, 4-6 furye,

4-7 -le, 5- fury. [a. F furze (14th c in LitLe),
ad. L. furia, related to furSre to rage, be mad.
(OFr. had originallyfutre) ]
1. Fierce passion, disorder or tumult of mind
approaching madness, esp wild angei, frenzied

rage
;
also, a fit or access of such passion.

The pi is sometimes used m imitation of F.furies or L
funs
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv 817 (845) Anoy, smert, drede,

fury and eek siknesse. llud, v. 212 lo bedde he gotli and
weyleth theie and toincth In futie,as dooth he, Ixion, 111

helie CZ430 Lydg Min Poems 206 Sobre and appeese
suche folk as falle m furye. 1492 Act 7 Hen VII,
c. 13 Certeyn persones nuirdrcd in an outrageous hedy
furey John Mountagu late Erie of Sarum 1564 Child
Marriages, etc (1897) r23 Biecause the wordcs were
spoken in a furye 1611 Bible Gen xxvu. 44 Tary with
him a few dayes, vntill thy brothers furie turne away. x6*x
Burton Anat Mel 111 iv 1 1 706 As Plato doth in his
Conuiuio make mention of two distinct furies

;
and amongst

our Neotencks, Hercules de Saxonia doth expressly treat
of it [religious melancholy] m a distinct Species, a 1683
Sidney Due Govt 1 xix. (1704) 46 A Poison that would
fill the gentlest Spirits with the most violent Furys 169a
Dryden St Evremont's Ess 351 He fell into such strange
funes, that [etc]. 1704 F Fuller Med Gymn. (1705) 159
(.Hypochondria), *Tis the fiist Fury that is the most Dan-
gerous and Violent 17x3 Swifi, etc FrenzyJ DenmsWks
1735 HI 1 146 He flung down the book in a terrible fury
1756 Burke Vtnd Nat. Soc. Wks 1 . 37 When Alexander
had in his fury inhumanly butchered one of his best friends
x866 Conington AEneid xu 410 Such furies m his bosom
rise. 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 118 He could hardly
have addressed them in words more calculated to kindle
their fury.

b of beasts.

xsgz Shaks Rom 4 Jnl nr 111 xxx Thy wild acts denote
The vnreasonable Furie ofa beast x6ix Bible Wisd vn. 20
The natures of luung creatures,and the furies ofwilde beasts
1698 Fryer Acc E India 4 P. 398 A large Camel raging
with Lust for the Female This Fury lasts Forty Days.
1727 Swift Gulliver n vn, Unable to defend himself from
..the fury of wild beasts. 1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist (1776)
IV 288 In such a case, there was no method of appeasing
its fury, but by giving it something to eat.

2 . Fierce impetuosity or violence
; esp warlike

rage, fierceness in conflict, attack, or the like.

+ Rarely, fierce cruelty

*534 Elyot tr, Isocrates’ Doctr. Princes 9 b, Dooe thou
nothyng in furie, sens other men knowe what time and
occasion is meetest for the. 1533 Brende Q Curtins iv.

42 b, 1 wo thousand whome the furye of the slaughter had
lefte on lyue x6ox R Johnson Kingd 4 Commw (1603)
4X In assaulting of tounes and fortresses, I confesse furie to
be of great moment 1630 Ibid, 13 Ifevei your eares heard of
more hellish furies than those which these Princes have put
m execution. 171a Pope Sped. No 408 p 7 'Tis fit the
Fury of the Coursers should not be too great for the
Strength of the Charioteer 1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 155
The Fight continu’d half an Hour with the utmost Fury
1769 fiimns Lett, xv 63 The extremes of alternate indo-
lence or fury, have governed your whole administration
1805 Scott Last Mmstr 1 vn, The furies of the Border
war. 1836 Emerson Eng . Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II, 31
To hunt with fury all the game that is in nature
b Hist. The (Spanish) Fury : the massacre

perpctiated by the Spaniards at Antwerp 111 Oct.-
Nov 1576.
*376 Heton Let, 10 Nov in Arb Garner VIII 166 To

answer and content the Spanish soldiers and others who, in
the Fury, entered oui said House 1833 Motley Rise
Dutch Repub. Ill 116 It was called the Spanish Fury, by
which dread name it has been known for ages.

3 . transf. of things (e.g. of a tempest, the wind,
a raging malady, etc ).

158^ T Washington ti Nicltolay's Voy 11 xi. 46b, In
despite of the rayne, wind, and furye of the sea 1399 R
Linche Anc faction V u a, Those places which, by the
aident furie of the sunnes vertue, become drie. 1662 Still-
ingfl Ong, Sacr in iv § 3 These waters falling down
with so much fury and violence *607 Dampier Voy I
xiu, 348 Before the Winds abated of their fury x6g8 Fryer
A cc. E India 4 P 235 Had not the late unusuall Ram
something allayed the Fury of the Heats. 1726 Adv
Capt R Boyle 127 Leaving their naked Bodies expos’d to
me Fury of the Storm, *742 Loud 4 Country Brew 1

(ed 4) 31 For retarding and keeping back any Drink that is
too much heated m working it may be broke into several
ot
J?®

r Tubs
>
where, by us shallow Lying, it will be taken

off its Fury 1736 C. Lucas Ess Waters I. 217 All his
former complaints lage with more than double fury 1887
Bowen Vtrg, JEneid 1, 69 Arm with fury the winds.

b. phr Likefury, furiously, ‘like mad’, colloa
1840 Longf m Life (1891) I 359 The last eighteen nulls

it rained like fury

4 Inspued fieuzy, as of one possessed by a god
or demon, esp poetic ‘iage’ Now rare

5

1346 Langlly Pol Veig da Invent \ xix 33 b. When
they prophesie 111 manner of furie, and rauishmge of mvnrie
2363 B Googe Eglogs 1. (Arb) 32 0 Cupyde kynge of
fyerye Loue with Furye fyll my brayne, That I may able be
to tell, the cause of Louers payne 1381 Sidney A60I Poetne
(Arb ) 72 They are so beloued of the Gods, that whatsoeuer
they write, proceeds of a diuine fury 1397 Morley IntrodMus 33 This hath been a mightie musicall fune, which
hath caused lum to shewe such diuersitie in so small
bounds

.
1604 Shaks Oth in iv 72 A Sybill .In her

Prophetticke fuue sow’d the Worke 1676 Hobbes Ihad
Pref (1686) 5 T he Sublimity of a Poet, which is that Poetical
Fury which the Readers for the most pait call for, 1703Pom Thebats 3 A sacred fury fires My ravish’d breast, and
all the Muse inspires. 1707 Cmios in Hush 4 Card 74
All that Enthusiasm or poetick Fury could inspire

^

5

.

One of the avenging deities (L. Funes, Dirse,
Gr. ’Epivves, ExtpeviSes), dread goddesses with
snakes twined in their hair, sent from Tartarus to
avenge wrong and punish crime . in later accounts,
three m number (Tisiphone, Megsera, Alecto)!
Hence gen. An avenging or toimenling mfemai
spirit.

c 138s Chaucer L G, JV 2232 Philomela, The funes
three with allc hir moi tel lnond CX386— Kut.'s T 1826
Out of the ground a furie [v rt fyr(e, fir(e] infernal sterle
I' rom Pluto sent, at requesle of haturne 1374Mirr Mag.,
Coidila xxiv, Art thou some fury sent? My wofull corps
with paynes to more tormente ? *396 Sitnsek I< Q. iv, 1, 26
For she at first was borne of hellish brood And by infernall
funes nouushed 16x4 Bp Hall Recoil Ti eat xxx Thou
shalt neuer want furies so long as thou hast thy selfe. 1667
Milton P L. x. 620 Had not the folly of Man Let m
these wastful Furies 1709 Stlull latter No 137 T* 3
Thunder, Furies, and Damnation 1 I'll cut your Eais off

*737 Whiston Josephus' Hist vi 111 § 4 Be thou a fury
long. ’Epirus] to these seditious varlets 1838 Arnold
Hist. Rome U846) I. vu xo6 All prayed that the furies
of her father’s blood might visit her with vengeance 1840
Macaulay hss

,
Clive (1865) II 104/1 He [Surajah Dowlah]

sat gloomily 111 his tent, haunted, a Greek poet would have
said, by the funes of those who had cursed him with their
last breath in the Black Hole

b. Used for : One of the three * Fates ’ or
Parese.

1637 Milton Lyctdas 73 Conies the blind Fury with the
abhorred shears And slits the thin-spun life.

0 . ttansf. One who is likened to an infernal

spirit or minister of vengeance
,
esp a ferociously

angry or malignant woman
c 1374 Ciiauci it 'I roylus v 1498 And of the holy serpent,

and the welle, And of the furies, al she gan mm telle.

a x6xx Bcaum & Fl. Philastcr 11 iv, Come, sir, you put
me to a woman’s madness, 'I he glory ofa fury. x6xx Bible
2 Mace vn 9 1 hou like a fury takest vs out of this present
life 1676 Dryden Aitreugz u Wks 1883 V 224 Remem-
ber, sir, your fury of a wife 1687 T. Brown Saints m
Uproar Wks 1730 I. 73 Here’s a termagant fury, St Ursula
byname 1719 13 e Foe Crusoe 1 xvi, He flew upon his
murderers like a fury 1768 Goldsm Good-n Man 1 j,

There was the old deaf dowagei
,
as usual, bidding like a

fury against herself. 1843 Macaulay Eis Mad D Arblay
(1863) II. 307/1 The card-table of the old Fury to whom
she was tethered.

_
1873-4 Dixon Two Queens IV xxi v.

149 When the King's confessor went to Oxford, he was
stoned by female furies in the Market Place,

b humorously, of things.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl I. xv, 167 Facing the little lobster-

red fury of a stove

7 . attnb and Comb,, as fury-form ,
rage

; fury-
haunted, -moving acljs

; fury-like adj. and adv.
*j* Also fury fire, app. a technical term for a white

heat
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies 1 iii 21 When the smith and

the glassemendcr driue then e white and *fury fires (as they
terme them) 1866 Conington /Eneidvm 282 There Cati-
line Hangs poised above the infernal deep With *Fury-forms
behind 1735 Somervilll Chase 111 468 So the poor *Fury-
haunted Wretch still seems to hear The dying Shrieks
xfioo Fairfax Tasso yvi lvui. My angrie soule *furie like

in snakesand fire brands drest, Shall aie torment thee 1711
Ken Hymns Evang Poet Wks. 1721 I 49 Alldream’d that

Herod Fury-like appear’d a 1748 Thomson Song

,

Come,
gentle God of soft desire, Come, and possess my happy
breast ; Not, fuiy like, m names and fire, In rapture, rage,

and nonsense, drest. 1597 Daniel Civ Wars iv xlv, Forth-
with, began these *fury-moumg sounds *313 Douglas
AEneu xu 11 i2g With sykkin *fury rage catchit is he

+ Firry, v Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec sb.] ref

To drive oneself to fury, become infuriated.
1628 Feltham Resolves 1 x (1631) 29 As I would not

neglect a suddame good opportunity , so I would not fury
my-selfe in the search

So Pu rying ppl a., raging, moving with fury.

a x86x Clough Life if Duty vii, The wild sea’s furymg
waters.

2Pury, obs. form of Fiery.
Furze (fviz). Forms . 1 fyrs, 4-6 firse, (5

virse), 4, 6-7 furs(e, 5 fyrrys, 6 fyrs, 6-7
firr(e)s, flrze, (6 fyrze), fuxres, 7-9 furz, 7-9
dial, fuz, 8 fuzz, 6- furze. Also pi. 4 flrsen,

fursyn, 5 fyrsyn, 6 fursen, 6-7, 9 dial, furzen,

(7 -on), 9 dial, fuzzen See also Fur sb$ [OE
fyrs str. masc.

, no connexions are known ,
the

Gr irp&aov, Lai pornim, leek, might be cognate

so far as the form is concerned, but the difference



FURZE. FUSE.

of sense is unfavourable to this supposition. The
disyllabic forms fy> rys, Jirres, etc seem to have

been apprehended as plural, and a new sing was

formed from them : see Fun sb 3
]

1

.

The popular name of Ulex europseus, a spiny

evergreen shrub with yellow floweis, growing

abundantly on waste lands throughout Europe

Also named gorse, whm ; common, great or French

furze + Sometimes, a bush or piece of this.

c 888 K. xElfbed Boeth xxm, Swahwa swa wille sawan
westmbasre land atio terest of Jxa Jjomas & ha fyrsas c xooo

Ags Voc. m Wr -Wulcker 324 Ramnus

,

fyrs. 136a Langl
P PI, A v. 19s -All that herde weschte that hit weore

l-wipet with a wesp of firsen 138a Wyclip Micak vu 4 A
palyure, that is, a sharp bushe, or a thistil or fryse [v r

firse]. 1436 Rolls 0/Farit IV 498 Pasture, Wode, Hetthe,

Virses, and Gorste 13*3 Fitzherb Surv, 6 b, All the

wode, brome. gorse, fyrs, braken 1373 Tusser Hitsb lui

(1878) 1 19 With whinnes or with furzes thy houell renew

1610 Shaks Temp iv 1 180 Tooth'd briars, sharpe firzes,

pricking gosse. ct 1626 Breton Daffodils Pnmr. (Grosart)

23 Forrestes full of furres and brakes 1647 Cowley
Mistress,

Discovery it. The humble Furzes of the Plain

0x701 Sedley Virgil's Past Wks 1722 I 296 May I to

thee more hitter seem than Rue, More course than Fuz

blossom d furze unprontably gay 183a Lytton Eugene A
iv 11, A broad patch of green heath, covered with furz

1887 Sir R. H Roberts In the Shu es 1, 3 The hounds are

making the furze crack and shake in their eager efforts

b transf. andfig
1602 Marston Ant if Mel v Wks 1856 I 60 Oh, to have

a husband with a bush of furs on the ridge of his chinne

1705 Elstob in Hearne Collect 30 Nov (O H S ) 1 . 107

From Fuzz and Bramble to the downy beard He whisk’d

them off

2

.

In popular names of other plants, as Dwarf
furze (Ulex nanus)

;
Ground furze, the Rest-

harrow (Ononis arvensis) j
Needle furze [Genista

anglica).

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi x 669 This herbe is called in

Englishe Rest Harrow, Cammocke, Whyn, Pety Whyn, or

f
round Furze 1650 Phytologia Brit 45 Gemstella Needle
'urze or Petty Whin Ibid

,
Creeping Dwarfe Furze or

Whins. 1738 C Deering Catal. Stirp. 89 Needle Furze

3

.

attnb and Comb.
a chiefly attributive, asfurze-bed,

-brake, -cover,

-1croft,
-cutter

,
-down, -faggot, -flower, -hill, -ha,

-top, -toppings [pi.) ,
furze-clad adj.

1644 Vicars Jehovah-Jireh 133 His *Furze-bed was the

best bed that ever he lay on 1711 Budgell Sped No 116

r 5, I saw a Hare pop out from a small *Furze-brake 1807

Vancouver Agnc. Devon (1813! 38 The higher sides of the

hills are advantageously appropriated for furze-brakes

1793-18x4 Wordsw Excurs. vm 370 Upon the skirts Of
*furze clad commons. 1793 Gentl Mag June 462 The
custom of setting fire to the *furze covers on midsummei-
day. 1837 Kingsley Two Y Ago I 63 A green down
stretches up to bright yellow *furze-ciofts far aloft. 1882

Ouida Maremma I 43 Here and there a *furze cutter

1863 Kingsley Herew. I v. 157 Flat and open ^furze-downs,
r 1555 m Strype Cranmer 392 One load of *Furs-Fagots

1686 Plot Staffordsh 355 Laying at the bottom . a range

of furse-faggots 1793 Coleridge Songs of Pixies it. We
sip the *furze flowers’ fragrant dews 1800 Hurdis Fav.
Village 174 How elegant yon *furze-hill clothed in gold

1794 Act Inclosing S. Kelsey 1 *Furze Leas, and Waste
Grounds 1839W S Coleman Woodlands (1866) 126 The
action of which effectually bruizes the *Furze-tops intended

for Fodder 1863 Kingsley Herew II xx 347 Who was

often glad enough to rob his own ponies of their ^furze-

toppings and boil them down for want of kale

b. esp, infurze-bush, also [obs and. dial.) furzen

bush..

X530 Palsgr. 220/2 Fyrsbusshe,jmrmarm. 1600 Heywood
1st Pt Edw IV, 11 11, So many men in the moon, And
every one a furzen bush in his mouth 1644Vicars Jehovah-

fireh 133 Many other young Gentlemen lay all that night

. upon Furze-bushes on the ground 1668 J. White Rich
Cab (ed 4) 51 If you will graft a white rose upon a Broom-
stalk, or on a furzon bush. 1738 C Deering Catal Stirp.

8g Genista spinosa minor The lesser Furze Bush x88z

Black Shandon Bells xxm, Miss Patience asked me if I

had combed it [my hair] with a furze-bush.

4

.

Special comb. : + furze oat, a name given to

the hare ;
furze-huck dial., a heap or stack of

furze
;
furze-owl, a cockchafer

j
furze-pig, the

hedgehog
0x325 Names of Hare in Rel. Ant I 133 The *furse-

cat. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D xui, The *furze-hucks of

the summer-time, were alt out of shape m the twist of it.

*847-78 Haluwell, *Furze-owl, a cockchafer Somerset

x86s Comh Mag July 40 As m Gloucestershire, furse-

pig’ for hedgehog.

b. In popular names of various birds, as furze-

chat, the whinchat [Pratincola rubetra)

;

furze-

chirper, -chucker, the monntam finch or bram-

blmg [Fringilla montifnngilla) ;
furze-hacker

=furze-chat ;
furze- [dial, fuz-) kite (see quots.)

;

furze-lark, the tit-larlc [Anthuspratensis) ;
farze-

wreu— FVRZELING.
1839-43 Yarrell Hist Birds I 24.0 The Whinchat, or

*Furzechat, 1847-78 Haluwell, *Furse-chirper,
the

mountain finch It is also called the *furze-chucker. x86a

J. R Wise New Forest (1863) 270 The whinchat, known
fromits cry, as the 1 *furze hacker ’ 1635 BrATHwaitAread
Pmictsse 237 Where choughs and *fuskites built their

nest. 1880 W Comiu. Gloss ,
Fuz'-kite, the nng-tsuled

kite. *886 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk ,
Vuz-kite,

a kestiel. a 1834 Clare MS. Poems in Miss Baker North-

ants Gloss, I wept to see the hawk severe Murder the

*furze lark whistling nigh 1839-43 Yarrell Hist Birds
I 313 The * Furze wren
Hence Furzed a. [-ED 2

], made or covered with

furze Also Fu rzeling [-ling]
,
the Dartford

Warbler [Melizophilus undatus).

1833 Ogilvie Supp , Furzeling, Furze-wren, Mcltzophilns
provincials

s

1873 Daily News 21 May 5/3 There are a

ditch, a bank with a drop, a kind of furzed fence, and a low
wall of turf and stones 1883W Allingham Flower Pieces

(1887) 14 Harbours the wren, the furzeling, and the coney

Furzery (fwizeri). [f. Furze sb + -ery.] A
mass of furze, furze collectively

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell i, A heavy browed crest

of furzery

Fnrzy (fSuzi), a Also 7 fursy [f. Furze sb.

+ -Y 1
]

1. Of or pertaining to furze
;
composed of furze

;

covered or overgrown with furze

16x3-16 W Browne Brit Past 11 iv, No furzy tuft .

shall harbour Wolfe 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 344 Their
broomy, gorsy or fursy, hot sandy land X78X P. Beckford
Hunting (1802) 249 Where the cover is thick particularly

if it be furzy. 1843 Taltourd Vac. Rambles (1847) I 127

We crossed an angle of furzy common. 1869 Blackmore
Loma D xh, All things had. a kind of furzy colour

2 . Fuzzy, fluffy

1719 H Barham in Phil. Trans XXX. 1037 When the

loose furzy Substance is taken off. x88o Senior Trav <$•

Trout in Autip 127 The old fellow is very furzy in the

matter of hair.

b. Fuzzy, indistinct, blurred.

1825 Moore Sheridan 664 Those painters, who endeavour
to disguise their ignorance of anatomy by an indistinct and
fuizy outline.

3Pus, var of Fous a. Obs., eager, ready

|| Fngain, (fwzssn) A charcoal crayon made
of the wood of the Spmdle Tree (F fusain) ;

also attnb
,
as infusain drawing, b. A drawing

executed with this.

1870 Eng Mech. 11 Mar 638/3 Fontanesi, of Geneva, is well

known for his fusain drawings. I have seen some admirable

drawings in fusain (charcoal) X884 Gd Words Feb gi/i

Good as Lalanne’s etchings are, his fusams are better.

Fusarole (fi«'zaroul). Arch. Also 7 fuserolo,

9 fusurole. [a F.fusarolle, ad. It.fusaruola,

laterfusajuola, alteration offusai nolo [fusajuolo
)

spmdle-whorl, f L.fusus spmdle.] (See quots )

1664 Evelyn tr Freart's Archit. 128 A smaller Bracelet

again which incircles the Capital under the Voluta in the

Composita, taken for the Fuserole. 1704 in Harris Lex
Techn [1713 Leoni Palladio's Archil (1742) I 23 The
Composite Order has the Voluta, Ovolo, and Fusarolo, or

Fuse, winch are Members of the loruck Capitel ] 1832 P
Nicholson's Diet. Arclut ,

Fusurole, Fusarole *839 Gwilt
Archit Gloss

,
Fusarole, a member whose section is that of

a semicircle carved into beads. It is generally placed under

the echinus, or quarter round of columns m the Doric,

Ionic, and Corinthian orders.

Fnsate (fi« s*'t), a rare~°. [f. L. fus-us

spmdle + -ate ]
*» Fusiform.

1889 in Century Diet.

Fusball, obs. form of Fuzzball.

Fu’Sby. ? Obs [?= Fubsy] A contemptuous

designation applied to women. Also attnb.

1719 D’Urfey Pills V 108 With that the Flat-capt Fusby
smiled 1843 Punch 29 Nov 240 A fusby woman who has

indulged m the vulgar weakness of giving her children fine

names
Fuse : see Fuse a.

^ I'usca’tion. Obs.~° [agent-n. f. L.fuscare

to darken, f. fuscus dark, dusky: see -ation

]

‘A darkening; obscurity; obfuscation
’
(W.).

1636-81 Blount Glossogr
,
Fuscation ,

a darknmg or

clouding 1727 in Bailey, vol II. 1733 m Johnson.

Fuscescent (fuse sent), a. rare—1
, [f. L.

fusc-us (see tuscous) + -esoent.] Passing into

a dark or dusky hue ;

* brownish ,
approaching to

darkish brown in colour’ [Syd. Soc Lex 1885).

x88x Johnson in Jml, Bot No 220. 1x3 Their colour is

fuscescent.

Fusciu ifo sm). Chem. Also -ine. [f. h.fusc-us

(see Fuscous) + -in.] ‘ A brown substance obtained

by Unverdorben from the animal oil of Dippel

after exposure to the air’ [Syd Sac. Lex. 1885).

1864 Webster, Fuscme,

t Fuscite (f»*sait). Min. [f. L, fuscus (see

Fuscous) +-ite.] Obs. synonym of Webnerite
1808T Allan Alphabet List 32 Fuscite a mineral from

Arendal resembling the Pimte

i* Fu*scity. Obs.—° [ad late L. fuscitas, f.

fuscus

‘

see Fuscous] ‘Darkness, dimness’

(Bailey, vol. II 1727).

FuSCO* (fo sk$), used as combining form of L
fuscus * dusky in certain adjs., as fasoo-fenm-

ginons, dull rust-coloured ;
fasco-piceous, dull

reddish-black; fusco-testaceous, dull reddish-

brown
1847 Hardy in Free. Berw. Nat. Club II. No s 237

Antennae black, fusco piceous at the apex Ibid 244

Elytra with nearly parallel sides, flat, black, or fusco-

testaceous

FUSCOUS (fs’skos), a [f L fuscus dark, dusky

+ -ous ] Of a dark or sombre hue ; dusky,

swarthy. (Chiefly Nat. Hist.)

166a Ray Itin m Rem (1760) 247 The 5 or 6 first Feathers

of the Wing above of a dark or fuscous Colour, near BlackU-l LUC vr lllg auuvu Ul a. U&XXV VI movvue ww-—— -
» 111

1671 J Webster Metallogr. xvi 23s A fuscous or darkish

redness 1736 Burke Subl $ B 11 xvi, Sad and fuscous

colours, as black, or brown, or deep purple 1826 Kirby &
Sp Entomol IV 282 Fuscous

,

a dull brown 1828 Stark
Elem Nat Hist II 210 Back fuscous brown, with four

lines of white spots 1848 J Gould Birds Austral Descr.

pi 44 Ptilotis fusca, Fuscous Honey-eater 1833 Dc
Quincey Wks (1862) XIV 390 The other sad, fuscous,

begrimed with the snuff of ages 1870 HookerStud Flora

57 Seeds fuscous acutely tubercled

fig 1833 De Quincey Lett. 31 July in H A. Page Life

(1877) II xviu xo6 Some oonfused remembrance I had that

weweieorought to be in a relation of hostility, thoughwhy
I could ground upon none but fuscous and cloudy reasons

t Fuse, sb?- Obs, rare [perh. ad OF fines,

pi of fuie L fuga flight ] The track of an

animal Alsofig
x6ix Cotgh , Foulie, the Slot of a Stag, the Fuse ofa Bucke.

0x670 Hacket A bp Williams 1 (1692) 14 There wants

a Scholar like a Hound of a sure Nose, that would not miss

a true Scent to trace those old Bishops in their fuse

Fuse, fuze sb 2 Also 8 feuze. [ad.

It. fuso (:—

L

.fusus) spindle, hence applied to the

spindle-shaped tube originally used as a * fuse ’ for

a bomb, etc. Cf. Fusee 23]
1 . A tube, casing, cord, etc

,
filled or saturated

with combustible material, by means of which

a military shell, the blast of a mine, etc is ignited

and exploded.
1644 Nye Gunnery (1670) 63 Every Ball hath a hole, left to

put m a Fuse or piece ofwood just like a Faucet for a spigot

made taper. 169a Capt Smith s Seaman's Gram n xxxi.

143 It is far more ceitain to fire a Morter-piece with Fuses

then with Match 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789)

Cciv, The fuse is generally a conical tube, foimed of

beech, willow, or some dry wood, and filled with acomposition

of sulphur, salt petre, and mealed powder 1863 Kinglake
Crimea (1876) I xiv 240 The other was the man standing

by with a lighted match and determined to touch the fuse.

1869 R. B Smyth Goldf Victoria 612 Fuse, Fuse, a small

cylindrical cord filled with powder or other combustible

matter used for igniting the powder in a bore-hole 1879

Fite-Cookson Armies of Balkans 11 23 The shrapnel.,

did execution around us, the time fuzes acting well

b. Prepared material of which fuses may be

made by cutting it into lengths

1767 H Brooke Fool of Quality (1792) II * 86 Having
bound some feuze round . the extremity of each of their

tails 1884 [see quot forfuse-bag in 2]

2 . attnb and Comb , as fuse-bag, -composition

,

-hole. Also fuse-cutter, -extractor, -gauge,

-saw, -setter, -tape (see quots.).

1884 Mil Engin I 11 109 Each *fuze bag to contain eight

pieces of Bickford fuze 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 49,

I therefore venture to suggest the possibility of the *fuse

composition becoming alteied in its properties, by the action

of time and moisture 1874 Knicht Diet Mech. I. 920/2

*Fuse-cutter, an implement for gaging time-fuses to the

desired seconds and fractions The cutter for paper fuses

for rifled guns is more usually called a fuse-gage It is

a block ofwood with a graduated brass gage let into one side,

and having a hinged knife by which the fuse is cut off so

as to burn any required length of time. Ibid 930/1 *Fuse-

extractor, this implement is designed for extracting fuses

from shells. x874*Fuse-gage [seefnse-ciitier] 169* Capt
Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11 xxxi 146 Try your Shells .by

putting m a little Powder, and firing it, immediately stopping

the '‘Fuse-hole with Clay. 1858 Greener Gunnery 83

A light cast-iron hollow ball, with a fuse hole. 1874 Knight
Diet Mech. I 930/2 *Fuse saw, a tenon-saw used by
artillery-men. Ibid

,

*Fuse-setter

,

an implement for driving

home wooden fuses Ibid ,
*Fuse-tape, a flat form of fuse,

coated externally with pitch or tar.

t Fuse, faze, rf.® Obs. rare, [alteration of

Fusee, assimilated to prec ] —Fusee 2 2. Also

fuse-wheel.
1674 Petty Disc Dttpl Proportion X19 In the Fuze of

a Watch, the greatest Strength of the Spring is made towork
upon the shortest Vectis 1701 Grew Cosm Sacra 11 vi.

§ 86 61 Thinking Men considered how it [a clock] might

be made portable and so put the Spring and Fuse-wheel,

which make a Watch

t Fuse, sb * Obs. rare-1 —Fusarole.
17x3 [see Fusarole]

+Fuse, a. Obs. rare—1
, [ad. L fus-us lit.

‘poured out’, pa pple offundire to pour ] = Dif-

fuse.
, „

1724 Wodrow Corr (1843)111 160 His style is fuse, and
reasonings .pretty magisterial

t Fuse, v? Obs Forms • I ffaan, 3 fasen («)

Also 3 fouse (see under Fous a) [OE.fysan, f.

fils Fous a. (Not identical with Feeze )]

1 . intr. To hasten, set out hastily. Also refi.

a xooo Cmdmon’s Gen. 2860 (Gr.) He sona ongann fysan

to fore 0x000 Andreas 1698 (Gr) He Ongan hme pa.

fysan & to flote gyrwan. 0x203 Lay 1865 Fora com
Corineus&fusdehinesulfne. Ibid. 13534 Allewe mote fusen.

2 . trans. To forward or send forth speedily
;
to

dispatch
0x000 Byrhtnoth 260 (Gr.) He fysde fora flan genehe,

cxooo Lamb Ps li 7 (Bosw ) He fysb 3e of getelde. cxzoS

Lay 1511 Brutusnom al his ?unge folc& hem to scipe fusede

Fuse (fi«z), v 2 [f. L. fils- ppl. stem olfundere

to pour, melt, Found v.]

1 tr ans To make fluid by means of intense heat

,

to liquefy, melt Also with apart, together

x68x tr Willis' Rem Med Whs Vocab , Fuse, to melt as

metals 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem I 321 If itbe still exposed

to heat, it becomes fused into a transparent glass x8x6

J. Smith Panorama Sc. Art II 756 As soon as the colours



FUSE 622 FUSILE.

aie fused, the intensity of the fire should be abated 1863

Tyndall Heat xiv § 113 A quantity of silver which had
been fused m a ladle was allowed to solidify 1866 Living-

stone Last Jrtils (1873) I iv. 85 The strata fused together

by heat 1878 B Taylor Deukalion 11 1. 58 As by fierce

heat, the chains be fused apart

absol 1831 Frasers Mag III 134 The volcanic file that

smoulders and fuses in secret 1879 Cassell's Tec/m Ediic

.

IV 359/2 Collect the crystals, dry, and fuse

b Of a flux : To facilitate the fusion of

1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed. 2) I. 6 They [fluxes] fuse

lime without effervescence. 1800 tr. Lagtange's Chew I

378 Ammoniacal phosphate ofsoda fuses this matter perfectly.

c fig Often with the sense : To blend inti-

mately, amalgamate, unite into one whole, as by
melting together
1817 Coleridge Stag Lit. 149 He diffuses a tone and

spirit of unity, that blends, and (as it were) fuses, each into

each. 1851 Robertson Serm Ser m xi 136 The threat of
foreign invasion had fused down and broken the edges of

conflict and variance *857 H Reed Lect. Brit Poets Iv

136 Fused by the heat of poetic genius and poured out m
one glowing and glittering flood i860 Tyndall Glue. 1

xxii 159 To fuse myself amongst them as if I had been an
old acquaintance 1867 Goldw. Smith Three Eng States-

men (1882) 12 The Scotch nation, nobles and commons,
ministers and people, wonderfully fused together by fiery

enthusiasm, poured like a lava torrent on the aggressor.

1869 Farrar Fain Sfetch iv. (1873) 121 A Chinese grammar
cannot be fused into the moulds of our Aryan logic,

d. transf To liquefy, attenuate, thin (the blood).
1704F Fuller Med, Gymn.{1711) 111 They fure and divide

[the Blood] and break its Globules 1733 Cheyne Eng
Malady 11, iv § 4 (1734) 147 Purgatives are either to

cleanse the Pnmx Fix, or to fuse and thin the Blood. 1822-

34 [see Fusedppl a ]

2 intr. To become fluid or liquefied with heat

;

to melt
1800 tr Lagrange's Chent I 167 A mixture of these three

substances fuses much easiei 1838 T. Thomson Chem.
Org Bodies 16 The crystals fuse into a liquid 1858
Froude Hist Eng, III 74 They were to fret and chafe till

the dust was beaten off, and the giams of gold could meet
and fuse. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic
g 1500 678 By hard solder is meant one that only fuses at
a high temperature

b. fig.
1840 Dickens Barn Rudge xxxvu, Ryes so small and near

together, that his broken nose alone seemed to prevent their

meeting and fusing into one of the usual size. 1873 Dixon
Two Queens I. in ul 131 These passions fused and centred
in one radiant point

3 . Anal, Of contiguous vessels, bones, etc : To
coalesce.
1870 Roildston Amin Life Introd. 56 There are two

systemic aortte which either fuse, or anastomose 1872
Mivaht Elem Anat 39 In Tortoises all the trunk vertebra:

are fused 1878 Bell GegcnbaitisComp Anat 456 In the
Anura these fuse together on either side to form a fronto-

parietal.

Hence Firsing ppl, a.,

1817 Coleridge Btog. Lit II xxn 171 The blinding, fusing
power of Imagination and Passion 1873 Symonds Grk
Poets 1. io The fire ofmoulding, fusingand controlling genius.

Fuse, fuze (fiwz), vfi [f. Fuse sb 2
] tram.

To furnish with a fuse

1802^Wellington Jrnl 30 Nov in Gurw Desf I. 382
Ordering .2500 four and half inch shells, 600 to be filled,

fused, etc. 1823 P Nicholson Pract Build. 396 Slate is

extracted by making peiforations between its beds, into
which gunpowder is placed and fused. 1869 Daily Hews
3 July, The projectiles can be fuzed and adjusted

Hence Fusedppl a,

,

Firsmg •obi. sb.

1869 Daily News 3 July, The Horse Artillery obtained
265 impressions with the Shiapnell

; 323 with the segment,
double fuzed 1884 Mil Engin. I n 104 Each man will

throw four fuzed grenades across the ditch x8g£ Daily
News 23 July 6/1 They failed m one important point—the
correct fuzing of the shells

Fused (fi«zd), ppl a. [f. Fuse vA + -ed 1
]

Liquefied by heat, melted
1690 Salmon Pkarm Bateana (1713) 144/1 Fine cleanly

powder'd fus’d Salt, a 1763 Byrom Verses intended to have
been Spoken v 10The Forge wherein his fused Metals flow'd.

1837 Brewster Magnet 135 He used a cylindrical needle of
fused steel 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 213 The fused rocks in
the depths ofthe earth which are vomited forth by volcanoes

fig. 1855 H. Spencer Prmc Psychol (1870) I 11 11 178
The fused set of sounds we call a word 1876 Douse
Grimm's L § 30. 63 If the dialects again become com-
pletely fused

b. Of the blood : Attenuated, thm.
1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) IV. 37a How are we to

account for that crude, fused, or dissolved state of the blood ?

Fusee, fuzee 1 (fiwz? ). Obs, exc. Hist, [a F.
fusil (pronounced fuzi)

,

see Fusil 2
] A light

musket or firelock.

x66z Evelyn Mem. (1857) I App. 430 Horsemen well
appointed with .carabines, musquetoons, or fuzees. 1705
S Sewall Diary 26 Mar. (1870) II. 127 A souldier from
Deerfield accompanied us with his Fusee 1760 Chron in
Ann Reg 82/1 A handsome double barreled fuzee valued at
twelve or fifteen guineas, a 1813A Wilson Foresters Poet
Wks (1846) 211 His light fuzee across his shoulder thrown

fb One who is armed with a fusee; a fusilier.

1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 29 That biave Gallant number
of Fusees were squandred all to peices, knock t o’ the head,
or starved

Fusee, fuzee 2 (fiuzf). Also 7 fus(s)ie,

fusey, phusee, 8 fusy. [a. F. fusde, primarily,

spindleful of tow (:—med L. fusdta ,
f, L. fiisus

spindle)
; hence used for spindle, and in senses 2-4

below. Sense 5 is an Eng, development from 3 ]

+ 1 A spindle-shaped figure: = Fusil 1 1 Obs
1389 Puttenham Eng Poesie (Arb ) 105 The Fuzie or

spindle, called Romboides.
2 A conical pulley or wheel, esp the wheel of

a watch or clock upon which the chain is wound
and by which the powei of the mainspring is

equalized.

1622 in Naworth Hottsch Bis. 199 Making a fussie to

my Lords cloke 1658 S Crookl Dtv Char, 1 ix 82 This
is the first wheele, yea, the Phusee, the inward spring that

moves Ins watch so swiftly 1677 Hale Prim Of ig Man,
1 11 50 In the Watch the reason of the motion of the

Ballance is by the motion of the next Wheel, and that by
the motion of the next, and that by the motion of the Fusee.

1713 Loud Gas No 5155/4 A Gold Watch going with a
Spring, without Fusey, Cham or String C1790 Imison
Sch Art 11 284 Fiom the fusy to the balance the wheels
drive the pinions 1824 R Stuart Hist 'iUam Engine
146 Chains acting on a spiral m the manner of a fusee 1827
Faraday Chem Manip iv 112 The mouth at this time
represents the going nizee of a chronometer. 1884 F J
Britten Watch 4 C lockm 108 In modern watches and
clocks the fusee is furnished with maintaining power to

drive the tram while the fusee is being turned backwards
during the process of winding.

3 . =Fuskj0 2 i

1704 Loud Gas. No. 4062/7 The Enemy set Fire to

great quantities of Powder, with Intent to spring their

Mines , which, was prevented from taking Effect, by cut-

ting off the Fusees X769 Falconlu Diet. Marine (1789),

Secret dun bntlot

,

thnt_ part of the tram of a firc-shm

wheie the match or fusee is laid 1809 Naval Chron XXII
287 Cones, containing ,12 lbs ofpowdei, to burst by fuzees

1838 Grclner Gunnery 139 The aperture [of the shell] is

securely screwed up * fusees not being necessary 111 this

airangement

4 farriery. An exostosis upon one ofthe cannon-

bones.
1720 Gibson Farmer's Guide n. lxxviii. (1738) 233 Some-

times a double Splent is formed winch is called by the

French a Fuzee 1727 Bailty, vol II, Fusee [in Horses]
two dangerous Splents, joining above and downwards 1733
Ciiamulrs Cycl Supf>, s v

,
Commonly a fuzee rises to the

knee and lames the horse. Fuzees differ from screws or

thorough splents in this, that the lattei are placed on the

two opposite sides of the leg
H Some modern Diets, by nn obvious misapprehension,

define it as 'a kind of splint applied to the legs of horses’

5 . A kind of match with a large head of com-
bustible material tippedwith brimstone for ignition

by friction
,
a lucifer, vesnvian.

183a Specif. Jones' Patent No 6335 2, Fuzees for the

puipose of lighting cigars, pipes, etc, 1831 Mayhew Lend
Labour I 433 The 1 fuzees *, as I most frequently heard
them called are chiefly Guman made 1888 Ridi r Hag-
gard Col Qnantch xxiv, It was one of those flaming
fusees, and burnt with a blue light

6 attrih. and Comb., as fusee-maker, -wheel
Also fusee-engine, -machine, a machine for

cutting fusees for watches , fusee-piece, -sink,

-snail, -windlass (see quots.).

1838 Simmonds Diet Trade,
*Fusee-engine, a clock-

makei’s machine for cutting and shaping fusees 1874
Knight Diet Mech I. 930/1 *Fusce-machine, a machine
for cutting the snail-shapetl or spirally grooved wheel on
which the chains of certain descriptions of watches are

wound. 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade,
*Fusee-maker, a

manufacturer of parts of watch-work. 1884 I'\ J. Britt ln
Watch 4 Clockm no *Fusee Piece . the circulai plug
screwed to the top plate in which the upper pivot of the

fusee woiks Ibid ,
* Fusee Sink the sink cut in the top

plate of a watch to give space for the fusee Ibid 247 The
* fusee snail, a piojecting nose on the end of the fuste,

*838 Penny Cycl XII 303 (art. Horology) The spring

gives motion to the fusee, and with it the ^fusee-wheel and
the rest of the train 1874 Knight Diet Mech I. 930/1
*Fusee windlass, a pump windlass with a conical barrel.

Fusel (fiw'zel). [a. Ger. fusel bad brandy or

other spirits
,
formerly applied in LG dialects also

to bad tobacco Cf. Gei
.
fuseln to bungle (see

Foozle).] attrib m Fusel oil, 1 a term for a mix-
ture of several homologous alcohols, chiefly amylic
alcohol, and especially applied to this when m its

crude form’ (Syd, Soc. Lex. 1885).
1830 Daubeny Atom Th vu (ed 2) 227 Being abun-

dantly obtained during the distillation of potatoes the
name of oil of potato spirit, or fusel oil, has been assigned
to it 1839 All YearRound No 32 128 Fusel oil makes
oil of pear, used in perfumery and the so called jargonelle
pear drops’ 1868 Q Rev No 248 350 A peculiarly fcctid

oil, termed ‘fusel’ oil, is formed in making brandy and
whisky
Fushionless • see Foisonless
Fusht (fz/jt), intr. [Sc dial pionunciation of

Whisht] Hush!
i8z6 Scott Antiq xxvii,

1 Fusht, fusht,* said Francie

Fusibility (fiz7zibi*liti) [ad F. fusibility

f. fusible see next.] The quality of being fusible.

x6*4 Wotton Archit (1672) 20 Observing in that Material
a Fusibility 1736 C Lucas Ess Waters I 3 Metals

lose their metallic splendor, fusibility, ductility and other
properties 1846 G. E Day tr Simon's Amm Chem II.

433 Its fusibility 15 proportionate to the amount of the
magnesian salt present 1880 W C Roberts Introd
Metalluigy 29 Carbon, it is well known, gives to iron
fusibility

Fusible (fi« Ztb’l), a Also 7 fusable [a F.

fusible, ad. mod L. *fusibilis, f. h.fns-, ppl. stem
aifunder

e

to pour, melt. Fuse.] Capable of being
fused or melted. Fusible metal (see quot 1853).
Fusible plug (see quot. 1874).

c 1386 Chaucer Can Yiom Prol & T 303 Also of hir
induration, Oiles, ablucions, and metal fusible To tellen al
wolde passen any bible 1603 Timme Quersit. a t 10j
Salt is fusible 1613 G Sandys 'Irav in 203 Sand

4

becoming fusable with the heate of the fornace 168s Bnvr „
Ffleets ofMot iv 36 The burning fluid may be made to
melt . the more fusible metals 1747 Hooson Miner's DietO J b, That called Potter's Ore is t,0 fam and fusible that
[etc] 1812 Sir H Daw Chem Philos 297 Ihese mixtures
are more fusible than either of their constituents rflii r-jG Bird Unit Deposits (cd 5) 472 The most contorted and
lnegularly figured calculus is the triple or fusible 180
UncDict Arts l 46 The fusible metal consisting of 8 parts
of bismuth, s of lead, and 3 of tin melts at the heat of
boiling water or 2120 lahr though the melting point
deduced from the mean of its components should be 5x4°
1874 Knight Diet Mech , Fusibleplug, one placed m the
skm of a steam-boiler, so as to be melted and allow the
discharge of the contents when a dangerous heat is reached
1884 Manch Exam 1 Dec 5/4 The explosion was Daitlv
due to a defective fusible plug

y

Hence Ftrsibleness, the quality of being fusible.
1684 Boyle Poronsn Amm 4 Solid Bod via 130 He had

reduced real Gold, to that degree of Fusibleness and
subtlety, that the finer part of the Metal would sweat
through his Glasses

fFusie, var. of Fowsie Obs.
1617 Sc. Ads Jas VI (1814) IV. 536/2 Ditches and fusies.

Fusiform (fiu Zifpjcm), a [f. L fus-us spindle
+ -(i)fuum Cf. F fusiforme ] Spindle-shaped;
tajicring from the middle towaids each end; esp.

m Bot
, Entom and Zool

1746 Da Costa in Phil 7ram XL1V 404 The cylindnc,
fusiform, and other Belemnites, of which the two Ends or
Extremes terminate pointed 1803 J Gai pinl Brit Bot
(1806) 31 1 Root caulescent, fusiform 1826 Kirby & Sp
Entomol. (1828) IV xxxvu 14 The great ganglion of the
rhinoceros-beetle is fusiform 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst
Bot 154 Seeds indefinite, seiy minute, fusiform 1854
Woodward Mallnsca (1856) 108 Shell fusiform, elongated
z877 liuxirY Anal Inv Amm 11 79 Each of these elon-
gates, and surrounds itself with .1 delicate, fusiform, silicious

case 1881 Gi ikil in Natme XXV. 2 A genus of PaUeo-
msetd fishes, possessing a fusifonn bodj 1887 Scribner's
Mag 1 427/s This torpedo is fusiform, or cigar shaped

Fusil 1 (fi«vil) Her Formb
:
5-6 fusiUe, 7

fusile, -11, 7- fusil. [ad OF.ftt(i)sel (F.fuseau)
popular L *fiisell-us, dim. offusus spindle
The mod Fr heraldic term is fttsfe

,

but the adj fusel/,
= Fusilly, seems to show that fusel was formerly used m
this sense ]

A bearing m the form of an elongated lozenge;

understood to have been originally a representation

of a spindle covered with tow.
i486 Bk St Albans, Her Eija, It is caldc fusilht for it

is made all of fusilhs 1372 liossi-iw ll A fmot ten 34 b,

Fusilles, vhiche arc so termed, for that they be made like

Spindles x6oa Si gar I/on Mil 4 Civ 11 xiv 79 Em-
brodered round about with a border of flames, fusils and
fleeces. 1633 A. Ross rWcrefleia (1658) 351 The great
Collar was made of double Fusiles enterwoven with Stones
and Flints, sparkling flames of fire 1763-87 in Porny Het
Gloss 1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I s v , The fusil nearly
resembles the lozenge in shape, but is longer
Comb 1860 J Hewitt Anc Arm II 235 Fusil shaped

spikes [of a Rowel-spur]

Hence f Fu silled ppl a. (see quot. i486 above).

Fusil^ (fiw’zil). Also 6 fusill, 8-9 fuzil
;
and

see Fusee 1
, [a. F.fusil (OF.fmsil) = It foctle

•—late L *focTle, f. focus hearth (m pop Lat. fire).]

1 A fire steel for a tmder-box. Obs.

1380 Hollydand Tteas Fr Tong, Vn Fusil,
,
a Fusill to

strike fire in a tinder boxe.

2 . A light musket or firelock

1680 Eng Milit. Disctpt 1 20 The Mousqueton is not so

long as the Fusil 01 Fire-Lock 1682 Loud, Gas, No.
1684/1 Six Men of the tallest Stature, with long Fusils.

1710 Dl Foe Ci nsoe 1 xx, Wc were
^
armed with a fusil

eacn man. 1762-71 H. Walpoie Vertue’s Anecd Paint

(1786) V 137 The dew had made his fusil rusty, and he

was scraping and cleaning it 1847 Infantty Man (1854)

28 Seize the fusil with tlic left hand 1876 Bancroft Hist
U, S. IV. xxxii 555 The sentry snapped a fusil at him.

Fusile (fi«zil), a. Also 7-9 fusil [ad L.

fftsil-ts, i.ffts- ppl. stem of ftindcre to pour see

Found vA, Fuse vA and -ile ]

1 Capable of being melted Now rare.

1603 Timme Quersit 11 i. 105 Metall is nothing else but

a certaine fusil salt. 1660 R. Coke Power 4 Subj 162 We
teach, that every Cup m which the Eucharist is consecrated

be Fusil, *738 A Reid tr Macq tier's Chem I 358 Mix
with this powder one part of fusile glass 1873 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) III. 641 Water, again, admits in the first

place of a division into two kinds , the one liquid and the

other fusile.

2 Running or flowing by the force of heat;

made liquid by heat. Now rare
a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 220 Metal may be soft, and

yet not fusile 1639 Fuller Holy War n xn (1647) 59

The glassie sand could not be made fusile till it was

brought hither 1708 J Philips Cyder 11 70 A fusil sea

That in his furnace bubbles sunny red *723 Popf Odyss.

vi 278 And o’er the silver pours the fusil gold

fig 1839 Blackw Mag XLV 461 The fusile capacity of

a language for running into ready coalitions of polysyllables

aids this tendency.

3 Formed by melting or casting.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvi xxxvi (1495) 5^4

Bras that is wroughte wyth hamour is calhd Regular, and

bras that oonly is meltyd hyghte Fusile 1667 Milton

P. L xi. 573 He formd First, his own Tooles; then, what

might else be wrought Fusil or giav’n in mettle *79®



FUSILIER, 623 FUSS.

Morse Amer Geog II. 490 The fusile or moveable types
were undoubtedly Dutch or German inventions 1837
Whittock, etc Bk Trades (1842) 386 To Peter Schoefler

belonged the honor of inventing ‘fusil’ types

fig *624DonneLXXXSemi xlvi 1640)460$ Paul was
borne a man, an Apostle, not carved out, as the rest, in

time, but a fusile Apostle, an Apostle powred out, and
cast in a Mold

Fusilier (fi«zill»i) Forms’ 7-8 fuzil(l)eer,

(7fuseleer,phTisiIier), 8-9 fusileer, (8 fuzeleer),

7- fusilier, [a. F fusilier, f. fusil Fusil 2 ]

Originally, a soldier armed with a fusil (see Fusil 2

2) In the British army, the designation of ‘Fusi-

liers ’ is still retained by certain regiments (at

present ten) which are distinguished from the other

regiments of the line only by wearing a kind of

busby and by some small peculiarities of costume.
1680 Eng Miht Disctpl iv 132 The Fusiliers have for

Anna the Sword, the Bayonet, and Fusil or Fire-lock 1686

Lond Gaz No 2x35/1 His Majesties Company of Fuse
leers of this City, Commanded by Captain Graham 1753
Hanway Trav (1762) I vn xcin 429 Some of the fuzileers,

who are smaller bodied men, have their aims proportioned

1813 Examiner 26 Apr. 272/2 Lieut Brownson, of his

Majesty's 23d Regiment Royal Welch Fusileers 1858

J. B Norton Topics 128 Her [Madras] illustrious Fusiliers

have been dispatched bodily to Calcutta
attnb 1803 C James Miht Diet s v., All officers be-

longing to fusileer corps have two epaulettes 1868 Regut.

§ Ord. Army r 854 All grenadier and fusilier Regiments
are to march to the tune of the British Grenadiers.

Fusillade (fizmli^’d), sl>. Also 9 fusilade

[a t fusillade, i fusilier to shoot, i. fusil Fusil 2
.]

A simultaneous discharge of liie-aims
, a wholesale

execution by this means.
1801 Times in Sfint PubL Jmls (1802) V. 53 From hence

were shot those diavohnis and cardamoms, which have been
so much admired for their happy illustration ofthemitraille

and fusillades 1813Wellington in Gurw Desp XI 359The
enemy have a considerable force and are keeping up a fusil-

lade 1835 Macaulay Ess
,
Mackintosh's Hist Rev. (1887)

336 Then came revolutionary tribunals, noyades, fusillades

1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I xiv 283 This wanton
fusilade must have been the result of a panic 1885 Times
(weekly ed ) 16 Oct 6/2 Notwithstanding the fusillade,

no one .appears to have been hurt
transf andfig. 186 B.HarteSanitaryMessage 1,

1

heard
the welcome rain, A fusillade upon the roof, A tattoo on
the pane 1863 LoNGr Wayside Inn, Birds of Kilhngiu.
xxiii, O'er woodland crests, The ceaseless fusillade of terror

ran x88x Geikie in Macm Mag Oct. 429 The men found
relief in fusillades of swearing 1884 Pall Mall G 7 Nov.
1/1 The dm of controversy, the fusillade of personalities

Fusillade (fiwzilJ1 d), v. [f. prec. sb ] tram.
To assault (a place), to shoot down (persons) by
a simultaneous discharge of fire-arms.

t8x6 Southey in Q. Rev. XV. 56 A whole corps were
marched apart by one of Stofflet’s officers and fusilladed.

1851 Carlyle Sterling 1 xm (1872) 77 Give them shriving

if they want it , that done, fusillade them all 1884 Century
Mag XXVIII 560 The Mahdi’s adherents fusilladed his

palace at Khartoum
Hence Fusilla ding1

vbl. sb Also Fusilla der.

*839 Carlyle Chartism v 141 Lyons fusillading*! these

were but a new irrefragable preaching abroad of that 1878
H M Stanley Dark Cont. II iv. 119 The butcher of

women and fusillader of children

FusillatiOU (fiwzil*1 Jan), rare [n. of action

f. F. fusilier to shoot : see Fusillade sb and
-ATiON.] Capital punishment by shooting
X859 Sala Gas-light ff D vu 83 The black cutty [pipe]

was with himwhen under sentence offusillation forsketching
a droschky in the Nevski Perspective

Fusilly (fiwzili), a. Her, Also 6 fusile, 7
fusillee, 8 fusilley, 9 fusils [a. OF fuseld, f

fusel \ see Fusil 1 ]
Of a field : Covered with fusils

(see Fusil* i).

137a Bossewell Armone 11 116 Two Pillers in pile fusile

Dargent 1634 Peacham Gentl Exerc 111 149 Fusillee is

like unto Masculy, but your fusils must be made long and
small in the middle 17x1 Hearne Collect (OHS) III

165 The old Manner of Ingraihngm Arms is like Fusilley

1835 Genii, Mag XCV 1 309 The Tabley family, whose
armorial ensign was, Argent, a pale fusile Sable 1864
Boutell Her Hist 4- Pop viu 35 In a Field Fusilly the

divisions are narrower than in Lozengy
b. Fusil-shaped.
1860 Hewitt Anc, Arm II. 235 The rowels may be

divided into three kinds—the star shaped, the indented,and
the fusilly.

Fusing (fiu 21q), vbl. sb. [f. Fuse v 2 + -nra 1.]

The action or process of fusing (see Fuse v 2
), lit

andfig.
1833 G. R Porter Porcelain $ Gl 192 This, m fusing,

was converted into a black glass. x886 A themeum 22 May
684/1 A little fusing into harmony would do wondeis for

this picture.

b attnb,, as fusing point or temperature, the

point or temperature at which fusion takes place
x86o Tyndall Glac n. xxxi 409 The fusing point has

been elevated by the pressure 1863 — Heat vi, § 240
(1870) 188 The fusmg-point of cast iron is 2,000° F 1886

A Winchell Walks f Talks Geol Ineld zox The fusing

temperature now existing within [the earth]

Fusion (fiz7*33n). [ad.L fusion-em, n of action

i fundgre to pour. Cf. Foison and Y.fusionl]

1. The action or operation of fusing or rendering

fluid by heat
;
the state of flowing or fluidity in

consequence ofheat Also in phrasestofeasy, hard
fusion', melted with ease or difficulty, fWatery

fusion : the melting of certain crystals by heat in

their own water of crystallization

1555 Eden Decades 327 To brynge it to fusion or
meltynge 1394 Plat fewell-ho. 1 14 Although some
sortes of them [Ashes] bee of harder fusion or melting than
others 1646 Sir 1 Browne Pseud Ep n 1 51 Flints and
pebbles are subject unto fusion 1683 Pettus Fleta Min
1 (1686) 5 Oars of an easier Fusion. 1718 Quincy Compl
Disp 12 Hus Operation is seldom perform’d without
Melting or Fusion. 1807 T. Thomson Client (ed 3) II 53
When exposed to the heat of boiling water, they undergo
the watery fusion ; that is to say, the water which they con-
tain becomes sufficient to keep the barytes in solution

1812-16 J Smith Panorama Sc $ Art \ 5 The texture of
steel is rendered more uniform byfusion 1832 G R Porter
Porcelain 4 Gl 70 That degree of heat must be employed
which will give perfect fusion to the glaze 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 199 It [the eaith] existed at one time in a state of
fusion

fig 1830 Mrs Jameson Leg Monast Ord (1863) 227
lhat wonderful religious movement which threw men’s
minds into a state of fusion,

b concr A fused mass.
1823 J Badcock Dom Avmsein 138 The fusion is to be

raised to the tempering height 1863 Fr A Kemble Resid
in Georgia 61 Clouds, which appeared but a fusion of the
great orb of light x88a T Loan Life in Hawaii 330
Drawing out small lumps of the adhering fusion, they
moulded it, before it had time to cool, into various forms

+ 2 Path and Pkys. a Thinning, attenuation

(of the blood). Cf. Fuse v 2 1 d. b In etymo-

logical sense . A pouring
,
pouring forth (of the

blood), ?= Circulation. Obs.

1710 T. Fuller Phann. Extemp 54 A Decoction of Bur-
dock keeps the blood m a due mixture, and hinders its

Fusion 1723 N Robinson Th Physick 1x4 The Arteries,

on whose Forces the Division and Fusion of the Blood
entirely depend

3. The union or blending together of different

things (whether material or immaterial) as if by
melting, so as to form one whole ,

the result or

state of being so blended Const, into
,
with

1776 Adam Smith W N. i iv (1869) I 24 By fusion of the
parts they can easily be reunited X830-3 Lyell Princ.

Geol (1875) II nr xxxvui 353 There seems to have been
a partial fusion of the mammalia at some remote period

1831 Lamb Elia Ser 11 Ellutomana
,
That harmonious

fusion of the manners of the player into those of everyday
life a 1834 Cot eridge Shake Notes 1x849) xo The fusion

of the sensual into the spiritual 1841 Myers Cath Th
iv, 1 434 A fusion of nations and an assimilation of races.

1833 Milman Lat Chr (1864) IV vii vi 206 This absolute

fusion of the religion of peace with barbarous warfare

1836 Emerson Eng Traits, Rape Wks (Bohn) II. 22
Everything English is a fusion of distinct and antagonistic

elements 1873 Maine Hist Inst xui 398 He argues for a
fusion of law and equity. t88o Bastian Brain 28 Fusions

ofgangliamay occur during thedevelopment ofsomeanimals.
188a Vines Sachs' Bot 58a The embryo-sac is formed by
the fusion of two Cells equivalent to spore-mother-cells

b. Politics. The coalition (of parties or factions).

2843 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 22 Political conciliation became
the slang of the day, and the fusion of parties the babble of

clubs. x86x May Const Hist (1863) I 1 8 A new reign

was favorable to the fusion of parties 1879 GreenRead.

Eng Hist vi 33 Their union was the result of no direct

policy of fusion .

attnb 1864 Greeley Amer. Confl I xxn 328 The
refusal of part of the Douglas men to support the Fusion

ticket (composed of three Douglas, two Bell, and two
Breckinridge meni x8g6 Daily News 27 July 7/5 Great

difficulties are inevitable in making a fusion ticket m the

various States

Fusion, -ou(n)n(e, obs forms of Foison.

Fusionism (fi«'j?8niz’m). [f Fusion j# +-ism]

The principle or practice of supporting a coalition

or coalitions between political parties

1831 Fraser's Mag XLIII 683 Fusiomsm means, a

renunciation of the Revolution of July, 1830, its deeds and
principles [etc ]

Fusionist (fizl gomst) [f. Fusion sb + -ist

Cf F fusionniste.] One who strives to promote

fusion or coalition between differing associations,

paities, or opinions
1831 Fraser's Mag XLIII 683 The man now comes

forward as a fusionist. x8g6 Westm. Rev XXI 479 Its

[the French Academy's] elections are pitched battles between

the Imperialists and the Fusionists 1884 Century Mag,
Jan 399/1 Ready to break a lance one day for the Orlean-

lsts, another for the fusionists

b. atlnb passing into adj

x8s8 J W, Donaldson Lit Greece III 41 Neglecting the

reactionary or fusionist schemes of Philo or_ Antiochus.

1873 Daily News 22 Aug , The Fusionist negotiations have

suddenly and finally ended in failure 1873 M Pattison
Casaubon 504 After a short period of irresolution . he

settled down in the attitude which we may call fusionist

1882 Pall Mall G x; Apr 6 Among Canadian Railway
Securities there is the fusionist conflict with its ups and
downs of prices

Fusionless : see Foisonless.

t Fugitive, a. Obs. [irregularly f. L. fils- ppl,

stem of fundere to pour.] Of or pertaining to

fusing or melting.

1637 Tomlinson Renou’s Disp 75 Whereby the Uquative

or fusitive Art is enriched

+ Fu•sive, a and sb. Obs. rare, [f L./z7.r-ppl.

stem offundHre to pour + -IVE ] A. adj Tending

to fuse ; in quot
,
tending to thin (the blood) Cf.

Fuse v 2 1 d B sb Something which fuses

1637 Tomlinson Renou's Dtsp 262 Esula is sharp, in-

cisive, tenuative, fusive, apertive and siccative. 1678 R.

R[ussell] Geber nr n 11 xii 197 The special fusive of it

[1 e Iron] is Arsnick of every kind

Fusk, a. rare. Also fuse [ad.L fusc-us in same
sense.] Dark brown, dusky, fuscous Hence

f Pn skish a Obs., somewhat dark or dusky ;

•f Pu sky a Obs~l =Fusk.
1363 Hyll Art Garden (1593) 13 The seeds be then ripe

to be gathered, when the grapes bee full ripe, which npe-
nesse of them by their fuskish and browne colour may be
knowen 1377 Drc Relat, Spir 1 (1659) 75 That about
the center is of fuskish or leadish colour 1599 A. M tr

Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke 56/1 Til! such time as the fuseke
coloured oyle come therout 1610 Tofte Hon Acad. 11 44
The dreadfull lodge of the fuskie daughters of blaclce

Night 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp 715 Verdigrease
makes it sometimes citreous, sometimes fusk 1669 Sir R
PaSton in Sir T. Browne's Wks (1848) III 513,

1

found it,

from itts fuscye red color, looke licke white lead ground with

oyle 1829 Lamb Let to H C Robinson 27 Feb
^
Vour

strange-shaped present, while yet undisclosed from its fuse

envelope

t FirSkin. Obs. rare—1
, [ad L fuscina in

same sense ] A three-pronged spear.

1375 Lanfham Let (1871) 52 A one syde, Neptune wyth
hiz 'tridental Fuskm
Fusle, var. of Fuzzle v

,
Obs.

tFusoe. Obs -1 [Anglicized spelling of Fr.

fuseau .] A spmdle.
c 1710 C Fiennes Diary (1888) ng People both m Suffolk

and Norfolk knitt much, and spin, some w*h y8 Rock and
fusoe as the French does, others at their wheeles

Fusoid (fiwzoid), a [f. L. fus-us spindle +
-QID ] =FUSIFORM 2

.

1889 in Century Diet

+ Fu•sory, a Obs.—1 [ad L fuson-us, f. fiis-

ppl stem offundere to pour ] Adapted or tending

to fuse or melt
1678 R R[usscll] Geber'/ v. 276 The Fusory Furnace is

that m which all Bodies aie easily melted by themselves

Fusoun, obs form of Foison.

tFuss, sb 1 Obs =Fussock i,Fustilugb
1667 Dryden & Davenant Tempest hi in, This [his

Bosen’s Whistle] is a Badge of my Sea-Office; my fair

Fuss, thou dost not know it 1675 Cotton Burlesque
on B 113 That great ramping Fuss, thy Daughter

^
1702

Steele Funeral 111 (1734) 51 O' Sunday Morning at

Church I curtsied to you , and look’d at a great Fuss in a
glaring light dress next Pew.

FUSS (&s), sb 2 [Perh. ecboic of the sound of

something sputtering or bubbling, or expressive of

the action of ‘puffing and blowing'. Cf. also

fuss, Fuzz (=fuzzball) The common view that

theword is connected with Foua a., ‘eager, ready,’ is

baseless ; the adj. is not found later than the 15th c ,

and has little affinity of sense with the sb.]

1. A bustle or commotion out of proportion to

the occasion
,
a needless or excessive display of

concern about anything ;
ostentatious or officious

activity. Phrase, *|* to keep a fuss with—iho later

to make afuss about.

xyox Farquhar Sir H Wtldair hi t, Ah ! I hate these

Congregation-women There's such a fuss and such a
clutter about their Devotion 1726 Swift To a Lady in

Johnson Eng. Poets XLIII 79 Come to use and appli-

cation, Nor with senates keep a fuss ct730 Ld Lans-

downe Wild Wear's Def Wks 1732 I 140 With your

Humanity you keep a Fuss ; But are in truth worse brutes

than all of us 1783 Mad D’Arblay Diary Jan ,
I felt so

fagged with the preceding day’s fuss. X806-7 J Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xi 271 You have both been

making a great fuss about nothing 1840 R. H Dana Bef.

Mast xxiil 71 She got under weigh with very little fuss.

1830 Lowell Lett, (1894) I. 175 It is only foolish little men
that are fond of mysteries and fusses 1879 Dixon Bnt
Cyprus vi 58 They were to ask no leave, and make no fuss

x888 Bryce Amer Comnvw III. ci 424 There is a good

deal of fuss about trotting-matches.

b Fuss-andfeathers, bustle and display ; hence

fuss-and-featherdom.
1866 Temple Bar May xg8 Their [hen-women’s] fuss and

featherdom have a different direction x8gx Wolseley in

Pall Mall G 23 Sept 7/2 It was no fuss-and-feathers and
gold-lace army.

2 A state of (more or less ludicrous) consterna-

tion or anxiety.

1703 Vanbrugh Confed iv Wks (Rtldg) 431/1 Why
here’s your Master m a most violent Fuss, and no mortal

Soul can tell for what 1746 Hawley in Albemarle 50 Yrs,

ofmy Life (1876) I 114, I could not tell you the fusse the

battalions of Guards are m upon this sudden embarcation.

1813 Lady Burghersh Lett. (1893) 74 Madame Legoux..

had been in a fine fuss about us

3 [f. the vb ] One who fusses.

1873 Howells Foregone Concl 98, I am a fuss, and I

dont deny it.

Fuss (f»s), v. [f prec sb ]

1. mtr To make a fuss; to be in a bustle; to

busy oneself restlessly about trifles
,
to move fussily

{about, up and down, etc.)

1792 Elvina II 132 The Thorntons were among the first.

Sir Gilbert fussing about, with hu> large white wig and
gouty legs, as happy as any of them 1797 Polwhele Old
Eng Gentl 62 She fuss’d to form arrangements with the

cook. 1852 R. S Surtees Sponge's Sp Tournv 78 He had
been fussing about it not long before dusting the portrait

ofhimself 1859 Blackw Mag Apr 456/2 Forth would fuss

Achmet, with a huge crowd of staff 1871 Dixon Tower IV.
iv 34Sirjohn fussed and fumed about the Court. 1876

Mss. F. E. Trollope Charming Fellow I xl 143 His wife
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liked to be fussing about in kitchen and store-room. 1883 J
Parker Tyne Ch. 11 But the more he was fussed over the
moie he infidelled 1887 T A Trollope What Iremember
I mv 293, I remember the host fussing in and out of the
room during thequaiter of an hour before dinner 1889 The
County vi in Corah Mag, Feb., lhey may be fussed over
as novelties

irons/ 1847 Lytton Lwretia 114 By the coal fire, where,
through volumes of smoke, fussed and flickered a pretension
to flame 1862 H Marryat Ytar in Sweden I 340 Little

steam gondolas with onion funnels, puffing and fussing like

busy water-beetles m a microscope

2. trails To put into a fuss
; to agitate, worry;

to bother about trifles Also Tifuss up (? dial )

:

to flatter, treat with fussy politeness.
*816 T Moore Mem (1853) II 98 Safe anived,—quite

well, but more pulled about, fussed, and bustled than ever.

1820 Clare Rural Life (ed 3) 14 Since Hope’s deluding
tongue inclin'd me To fuss myself 1821 —• Vill Mtnstr I

157 Since he fuss’d me so up in the grove 1876 Miss
Yonge Womankind xxvul 245 It is generally tne safest

way to take care to be in time ourselves, but to guard
against fussing other people 1885 Mss Walford Nan,
etc II. 163 The going in and out always fusses me
Hence Fussed ppl. a

,

m a fuss
,
agitated, dis-

concerted
;

Fussing' vbl. sb. and ppl a. Also
Fussation [see -ation], the action, habit, or

practice of fussing ; Fu’sser [see -er x
], one who

fusses

1775 Mad D’Arblay Let Nov 111 Early Diary, She dis-

pelled all sort of ceremony, distance, or fussation 1826
Miss Mittord Village n (1863) 317 She was addicted to
a fussing and fidgetty neatness 1832 Scott St, Ronan’s
Introd. 9 The character of the traveller, meddling, self-

important, and what the ladies call fussing 1847 Busiinell
Chr N-urt 11 1 (1861) 24s His obstinacy is but the fussing
of his weakness x86o Miss Yonge Stokesley Seer v
(1880) 228 David is taking up his slate, and looking a little

fussed because there is a scratch m the corner i860 Lady
Barker Station Life N Zealand xv. (18741 108, I have
finished all my little fussmgs about the house 1884
A A. Putnam 10 Yrs Police Judge xv. 161 Every witness,
affiant, loafer, fusser, and teazer of this jurisdictional
region. 1890 Pall Mall G 2 May 2/3 The Standard with
Us fellow fussers and fogies abroad sits down and waits the
event. 1893 World Chnstm No 61/2 That idiotic fussa-
tion . all the excitement, and all those people staring at her

Fuss, Fuss-ball : see Fuzz, Fuzz-ball.

i* Fusse. Her Obs [ad. F. fosse a ditch ]
A foss, ditch, or pool represented as a charge on
a shield.

1323 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cclxxxi 171 b. The blasure of
his armes was goules, two fusses sable [a deux fosses noircs]
a border sable

II Fu’ssefall. Obs -1 [Ger fuszfall, f. phrase
(eznem) zufuszc or zufussenfallen to fall at one’s
feet ] Prostration before a sovereign
1547 Thirlby in St. Payers Hen VIII, XI 402 The

Commissaries of the Duke of Wyrtenberghe have made
theyr fussefall and kneled befoie thEmperour.

Fusses : see Fust sb. 2

Fuasify (f»sifei), v. [f. Fuss v + -(i)yy ]
intr. To make a fuss, to go about fussily So
Fu ssifloa tion [-(i)fioatioh], the action of
making a fuss.

1834 Beckford Italy II 311 How to escape foimal fussi-
fications 1868 Q Rev. Apr 317 Johnson was constantly
fussifying about the biewery with an ink-horn in his button-
hole 1883 Miss Braddon Phantom Fort. xh, I ossifica-
tion about her carnage.

Fussily (fo’sili), adv [f Fussy a +-ly 2
.] In

a fussy manner
1817 Byron Beyyo Ixxiii, Who .getting but a nibble at

a time, Still fussily keeps fishing on. 1864 J Forster
Life Sir % Eliot I 114 He had to make answer by fussily
quoting his own book against Bellarmine 1883 F M
Pcard Con'trad, I, 33 He had acted, a little fussily perhaps,
but nobly

Fussiness (f# sines), [f Fussy a, + -ness ]
The quality or habit of being fussy

, restless or
ostentatious activity about trifles.

*85* Helps Corny Soht xi (1874) 19a That freedom from
small fussiness 1876 Green Stray Stud. 316 Her religious
exhortations are backed by scoldings and fussiness. 1884
Manch Exam 20 May 5/2 The fussiness of Thiers, who
would have a finger in every pie that was being made.
tFu’flsle. Obs.
1607 Brewer Lingua iv. vi, Such stirre with Muffes,

Pussies, Fussles Fillets, Croslets and so many lets, that
yet shee is scarse drest to the girdle.

Fu ssock, fuzzock. Also 7 fussooks [Cf.
Fuss sb 1

; alsofuss, Fuzz sb l
, Fuzz-ball.]

1 A fat, unwieldy woman dial, or slang
<1x700 B E Diet. Cant Crew s v, A Fat Fussachs

,

a Flusom, Fat, Strapping Woman c 1746 J Collier (Tim
Bobbin) Kzew Lane Dial Wks (1862) 55 This "broddline
Fussock lookt feaw os Tunor [a dog] when id done 1868
Waugh Sneck Bant u 40 * Nay,* cried Billy ;

* thae’rt noan
beawn to run off thi bargain becose o’ this fuzzock makin’
her dm, arto?'

2 & A fluffy mass (of cotton).
1882 G Macdonald Castle Warlock xxiv (1883) 153A fussock o cotton-’oo' rowed roon a bit o’ stick

Hence f Fu'ssock v Obs tntr, to 10II about
in an unwieldy way. Implied in + Fu’ssookiug
ppl a. ? Obs,
1782 Charlotte Burney in Mad. D'Arblay's Early

Diary (1889) II 297 Mrs. Percy is a vulgar, fussockmg,
proud woman

, but very civil to us. 1847-78 Halliwell,
Fussocktng, large and fat.

Fussy (fo’si), a [f Fuss sb 2 + -y 1
]

1 Of persons, their habits and actions * Fond of

fuss, moving and acting with fuss
,
habitually busy

about trifles.

*831 T Moore Mem {1 834) VI 201 Lucky for him that
he is so little of an irritable or fussy nature 1850 Maser's
Mag XLI 163 She is fussy and fidgetty (if there be such
words) 1834 Lowell Cambridge 30 Y Ago Prose Wks 1890
I 46 Foreign travel may. make them, if not wiser, at any
rate less fussy x866 Miss Braddon Lady's Mile 111 41 The
fussy dowager swooped down upon her nephew 1877 Owen
Wellesley's Deep, p xlv, Ihe fussy charlatanism of
ambitious sciolists. 1892 Jrssorr Stud Recluse Pref (1893)
II Thetewere no schools then

,
no fussy visiting of the poor

hansf. 1871 L Stephen Playgr hw. is. (1894) 212 The
butterfly is much too fussy an insect to enjoy himself
properly 1895 Daily News 5 July 9/1 The fussy little

Conservancy tug
2 dial and U S. Of places • Full of bustle,

bustling.

1848 A. B Evans Leicestcrsh JVoids, etc s v ,The shops
will be quite full and fussy. 1853 Motley Con- (1889) I

vi 161 A populous, busy, fuming, fussy, little world like this

3 Of dress, etc • Full of petty details Also, m
dressmaking language, without depreciatory im-

plication, With many flounces, puffs, pleats, etc
1838 Holland Titcouib's Lett L 92 Let every garment be

well fitted fussy in no point. 1881 Queen 1 Oct Advt

,

The skirt puffed more or less fussy, according to figui e

189S Daily Chion 13 Jan 7/3 The latter [medal] had been
withheld, the designs being fussy and of doubtful con-
struction 1896 Westtu Gas 7 May 3/1 Die fussy sunshade
is much befiounced with lace edged chiflon

+ Fust, sb.1 Obs. Also 6 foust. [a. OF fust
(mod.F. fiit)

:

see Foist sl>x\

I 1 A wine-cask
1481-90 Howard Hottseh. Bks (Roxb ) Bs, xxx pipes

here, and a toon wyn x s
,
the here x li and for the festes

xxx,

s

1601 Househ Ord (1790) 295 The Seijant .hath
for Ins fee, all the empty foustes of wine
2. 1 A strong smell, as that of a mouldy barrel

’

(Johnson 1755)
Whence in mod. Diets

IX. 3 (See quot. 1819.) [So F flit. It.fitsto ]
1663 J Webb Stone-fleng (1723) 35 The Column . dimin-

ishing (from the third Part of the Fust upwards). 1682
Wheler Jonrn Greece 1 48 They were neither Channell'd,
nor altogether plain ; but then Fusts cut into Angles 1717
Berkeley Jml lour Italy 27 Jan Wks, 1871 IV 550
The wreaths along the fusts of tne columns 1819 N ichol-
son Diet. Arclut , Fust, the shaft of a column, or trunk of
a pilaster.

t Fust, sb 2 Obs. In pi. 6-7 fusses, fusts,

[ad It fuslo lit. ‘stick*. Cf Y.fht de girofle
With the plural formfusses cf. dial jfisses forfists It is

somewhat doubtful whether the first quot. belongs to tins

word ]

(See quot. 1657.)
142a tr Sec? eta Secret , Pnv Pnv (E E T S) 240

Moche worth is the Iytwary y-makyd offuste and aloes, for

that fuste confortyth the stomake . . Then sethe he fuste in
wynne, and drynke hit erly 1597 GerardeHerbalm cxliv

1352 Those grosse kinde of Cloues which of the ancients
nre called Fusti, whereof we haue enghshed them Fusses
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cxxxiv 199 Those [Cloves]
that do abide longer on the trees being called by most
Fusses, yet some call the stalks of the Cloves Fusses.
Ihd Table Fusses or Fusts

Fust, sb 3 Obs exc. dial, [var of First jA]
The ridge of the roof of a house . see quot. 1819.
1703 Moxon Mech, Exerc 142 The Fust of the House.

18x9 Nicholson Diet Archit , Bust, a term used m Devon-
shire, and perhaps 111 some other counties, for the ridge of
a house

t Fust, sb 4 Obs [short f Fustic ] =-Fustio
1682 ’Wheler Joum Greece iv 307 There groweth Fust

also, or Yellow-wood, used to dye with.

Fust (fast), v Obs. exc. dial. Also Foist ».2

[f Fust sb 1 1, 2] intr. To become mouldy or
stale-smelling

,
esp. a. Of corn . To become

mouldy ; also Jig. Tb. Of wine . To taste of the
cask

;
also fig

a 1392 H. Smith Serm (1637) 440 As the Manna which
the Jewes gathered over an Homer did them, no good, but
mould and fust, 1604 Shaks Ham iv. iv 39 (Qo 2) He
that made vs gaue vs not That capability and god-like
reason To fust in vs vnvsd 1753 Johnson, Bust, to
grow mouldy , to smell ill 1799 G Smith Laboratory I

429 To prevent wine from fusting, otherwise tasting of the
cask 1869 Lonsdale Gloss , Fust, to mould as corn does.

Hence Fu sted ppl. a. = Fusty i

l597"8 Bf Hall Sat iv v 117 Of fiisted hoppes now lost
for fack of sale 1621-5* Burton Anat Mel 1 11 1 vi. 63
If the spirits of the brain be fusted the children will be
fusted in the brain

,
they will be dull all their lives 1799G Smith Laboratory I 432 To restore a wine fusted, or

tasting of the cask 1897 G Macdonald Salted with Fire
203 To me it was like the fuistit husks o’ the half-faimisht
swine 1

Fust, obs f. of Fist sb 1
,
var of Foist sb. 1 Obs

Fustage (fo stedg). Cape Colony [f Fust sb.

+ -age ]
* Tne vats, tubs, and all the wooden uten-

sils used m making wine* {MS Let Nov. 1865).
1868 Cape Natal News 7 Dec, 18 A large vintage m

prospect, and no fustage in which to store it

Fustanella (festaneda) Also fustmella,
fustanella, (badly) fustanelli. [a. It. lingua
franca,fustanella, dim. of the name by which, the
garment is known in Greece and Turkey : mod.Gr.
(poboTavt, Albanian fustan, believed to be a It.

fustagno Fustian ] A stiff full petticoat of white
cotton or linen worn by men in Modem Greece
1849 Curzon Visits Monast 266 Gentlemen m dirtv

white jackets and fustanellas. 1854 B 1 aylor Lands of
Saiacen 359 The spruce young Greeks, whose snowy fus-
tanelles were terribly bespattered, came off much wo«B
1866 Flit on Anc 4 Mod Gr II 11 vit 407 The Peilecam
walking jauntily along the Street of /Eolus m tasselled

fe/, embroideied jacket, snowy fustanelli x88a G F Arm-
strong Garl fr Greece, BrigandPamctss 10 You see him
yondei his fustmella white and bright as it should be
Hence FustaneTlaed a., weanng a fustanella

*£53
,
Ft lton j?„M ietL xl , (l86s) 31Q He was a f

nullied fellow, with a villainous look 1882 A T Evanq
Aichaeol, (1884) XLIX. 24 These fustanella’d peasants

Fuste, obs form of Fist sb 1

t Firster. Obs Also 5 fuystour, 6 fustar, 6-7
foystor [a. AF.fuster, fuyster, f fust (modF
ftit) piece of wood. In continental OF . fustm
had the wider sense of worker 111 wood, carpenter
ete ] A saddle-tree-maker.

;

[1309 Lib Custom Land (Godef), Que nul fuster face
arsons de seles, sinoim de quarter ] 1415 in York Myst
Introd 26 Fuystotm,. X530PALSGU 223/2 Fustar that maketh
saddell trees, bnstici 1598 Slow Surv (1603) 342 Foystors
the wardens and two persons, one rnesse 1600 D Rogers
Hail. MS 1944 If 26111 Digby Myst (1882) forewords 22
Sadlers, festers 1611 Cantei bury Marriage Licences (MS )

7 Oct
, Joh’em Morcetur de Clnllock, fluster

+ Fu’Sterer. Obs rme— 1
.
- prec

x6oo Chester Pi (E E T S ) 1 7 Saddlers and ffusterers

Fusteric (fostmk). [f Fust-et, after tur-
meric ] The colommg matter of fustet. Cf Fustin
x86o Ure's Did. Arts II 318 Tins wood contains a

large quantity of yellow colouring matter, named fustenc.

Fustet (fo’stot). [a F.fustet, ad Pr.fustet**
Sp fintcte, an etymologizing corruption (as if dim.
of Vr.fust, Sp. fuste stick, piece of wood) of lie
Arab source of Fustic.] A small European shrub
{Rhus Cotimes), from which a yellow dye is ex-
tracted ; called also youngfustic (See quots )
1821 Ure Diet Client Bustet, the wood of the rhits

cotinus, or Venus's sumach, yields a fine orange colour,
but not at all durable 1828 in Webster. 1853 Ure Diet
Arts I 834 Fustet, the wood of the rhits cotinus, a fugitive
yellow dye Ihd I 837 Bustic

,
the old fustic of the English

dyer, as the article fustet is their young fustic

Fustian (f® stun),jA and a Forms: 3 fustane,

4-5 fustain, 4 fustayn, 4-6 fustiane, -yan(e,
fusten(e, (5 fustien, fuatyn, 6 fustm, fuschain,
fustheyn, fusMyayne,fu8tyara,fuBteen, fosten,
Sc fustean), 5-7 fustion, -yon, 4- fustian [a.

OF fmtaigne, -ante, mod.F futaine fem. = Pr.

fustani

,

Sp fustan

,

Pg fustdo. It. fustagno

,

repr.

med L {fannus) fustdneus, {tela) fustdnea

;

con-

jecturally derived from Fostat, the name of a suburb
of Cano where cloth was manufactured.]
A sb

1 Formerly
,
a kind of coarse cloth made ofcotton

and flax Now, a thick, twilled, cotton cloth with
a short pile or nap, usually dyed of an olive, leaden,

01 other dark colour.
C1200 Trin Coll, Horn x63De mesliakele ofmedeme fustane

[oryei h, fustani] c 1386 Ciiauur Prol 75 Of fustyan he
wered a gepoun c 1430 Merlin 279 His clotlunge was blakke
fustyan with bendes on the sleues 1502 Privy Purse Exy,
Elis, ofYork (1830) x6, ij yerdes of white fustyan for sokkes
foi the Quene. 1538 Wills 4 Inv N C (Surtees 1833) 162,

n blanketts of fustheyn. 1386 Shaks. lam Shr iv 1 49
Where’s the Cooke , the serumgmen in their new fustian

1658 A Fox Wurtz’ Surg, ir, xxix 140 Commonly I used
some pieces of fustions, cutting them of two fingers

breadth 1696 J. F Merchants Ware-ho 8 Dimetty
which is called Pillus Fustian, is of great use to put

Feathers m for Pillows. x86o All Year Round No 44 418

Fustian and corduroy that was neither sound nor fragrant

"|* b. A blanket made of this material Obs.

X424 E E Wills (1882) 56, I wull he haue to be oone bed
a peyre fustyans CX460 J Russi li Ble Nurture 922
Fustian and shetis clene by sight and sans ye tast 1494
Househ Ord (1790) 121 Then shall the yeoman of the stuffe

take a fustian . & caste it upon the bedd . & the sheete

likewise then lay on the other sheete then lay on the

over fustian above 1500 Inv. in Ann Reg (1768) 134 A
paire of old Fustians.

f 0. Fustian of Staples Also 6 fustian in

naples or aphs, fustyan{e aples or n)apes, fwsti-

naples,fustianapes, fustniapes, 6-7fustian anapes

or an apes. App. a kind of cotton velvet. Cf.

A-NAPES. Obs.

1465 Rolls of Parlt V 505 Fustian, bustian, nor fustian

of Napuls. XS34 in Eng. Ch Furniture (Peacock 1866)207

Anew cusshion of fustianm naples. *594 Blundevil Exerc
v m. (ed, 7) 333 Fustianapes of vellures, and of Wool, Bayes,

Silke, Parchment lace, Sarcenet and Inkle 1375, 1611,

a 1627 [see A-napes].

2 fig Inflated, turgid, or inappropriately lofty

language; speech or writing composed of high-

sounding words and phrases, bombast, rant; m
early use also f jargon, made-up language, gib-

berish. For the development of sense cf. Bombast,
<1x390 Marlowe Faust iv. 76 Wag Let thy left eye be

diametarily fixed upon my right heel, with quasi vestigns

nostris msistere. Clown Goa forgive me, he speaks Dutch
fustian. 1399 ® Jonson Ev Man out ofhis Humour us. 1,

Pnthee let’s talk fustian a little, and gull them. x6ax Burton
Anat.Mel. n. in. 11. (1631) 316 Ifhe can.,wear his clothes in



FUSTIAN. 625 FUSTY.
fashion talk big fustian 1651 Cleveland Poems 41 With
humble service, and such other Fustian 1681 Dryden Sp.
Fnar Ded ,

I am much deceiv’d if this be not abominable
fustian, that is, thoughts and words ill sorted, and without
the least relation to each other 173s Pope Prol. Sett 187
And he, whose fustian’s so sublimely bad, It is notPoetry, but

f
rose tun mad a 1797 H Walpole Mem, Geo III (1848)
viu in Glover uttered a speech in most heroic fustian

1822 Hazlitt Tdble-t Ser n v. (1869) 133 They flounder
about between fustian in expression, and bathos in sentiment
1884 Fortn Rev June 838 It was all nonsense, andthe basest
kind of political fustian

b occas. Clap-trap.
1880 Beaconsfield Endymion xci, Sensible Englishmen
looked upon the whole exhibition as fustian.

3 (See quot

)

1832 Hone Year Bk. 62 Rum fustian is a * night-cap
made precisely in the same way [as egg-flip]

4. Comb
,
asfustian-maker

; fustian-clad, -suited
adjs Also fu.stian-cu.ttmg, the action or process
of cutting the suiface-threads of weft of fustian

, so
fustian-cutter, one who performs this

; fustian-
man, a fustian-maker , fustian-picker, aworkman
who dresses fustian.

1876 C M Davies Unorth Loud 54 *Fustian clad men
1884 Chesh Gloss ,

*Fustian cutter
,
one who finishes off

fustian by cutting it to a sort of velvetty pile 1835 Mrs
Gaskell Noith .S' xvu, Where is your sister? Gone
fustian-cutting 1704 Loud Gas, No 3987/4 Robert Dunn,
of Bolton in Le Moors *Fustian-maker 1720 Ibid No
5909/8 William Nabbs, late of Hallifax, *Fustianman
1865 Public Opinion si Jan 55/1 If the makers of lucifer-
matches are not henceforth to be poisoned nor *fustian-
pickers to be rendered deformed by bad conditions of work
1891 Daily News

;

26 Dec 5/5 A gardener assisted by one
ofhis fustian-suited fellows, is staking and pruning a tree

B adj.

1.

[attrib. use of the sh ] Made of fustian
*537 Bury Wills (Camden) 128 Item I geve to Wylliam

Bolor my fosten doblett 1554 Ibid 144 A paier of fustian
blankets x6u Coryat Crudities 465 For my clothes being
but a threadbare fustian case were so meane 171a Steele
Sped No 498 lr 3 A lively young fellow m a fustian jacket
*753 Smollett Ct Fathom (1781) 63/2 For all my bit of
a fustian frock I have more dust in my fob, than all these
powdered spaiks put together *826 Kirby & Sp Entomol
(1828) IV. 538 The plain fustian jacket used by English
sportsmen. 1839 Thackeray Virgin xxu, He wore a plain
fustian cloak.

fig 1589 Pappe w Hatchet (1844) 39 Botching in such
fnze lestes vppon fustion earnest 159Z G Harvey Pierce's
Super 158,

1

could smile at a fnse jest when the good man
would he pleasurable and laugh at fustion earnest when the
merry man would be surly 1883 E W Lightner in
Harper's Mag Mar. 533/1 To gain some individuality
which will remove the impression that it is a fustian counter-
part of a genuine and admirable fabric

b. dial (See quot , and cf Fustiany.)
1750W Ellis Mod Husb III 1 66 There are four several

sorts (of Marl], viz.—the Fustian, the Cowshit, the Black-
steel, and the Shale The Fustian Sort is an Earth com-
posed ofa fat Loam and Sand, of a reddish Colour

2.

Of language : Of the nature of fustian

,

ridiculously lofty in expression
; bombastic, high-

flown, inflated, pompous + Also, belonging to
cant or made-up jargon
*59* Greene Upst Courtier (1871) 37 Then comeshe out

with his fustian eloquence 1598 Florio, Monftle, a roguish
or fustian word,aword in pedlers French,sigmfyingwenches
i6ro B Jonson Alch iv 11, Haue 'hem vp, and shew ’hem
Some fustian booke, or the darke glasse 1623 Cociceram
Premon

,
The fustian termes, vsed by too many who study

rather to bee heard speake, than to vnderstand themselves
x66o Howell Lex Tetragl, Fustian Language, Barra-
gouin, la lingua furbesca; Jengonga 1670 Cotton Esper-
non 11 vii. 329 The Queen . . writ a Letter to the Duke
in a fustian style 1748 Anson's Voy. in. vu 482 Notwith-
standing the fustian eulogiums bestowed upon them by
the Catholic Missionaries 1838-9 Hallam Hist, Lit II v.
n § 73. 229 Tope censures the haste, negligence and fustian
language of Chapman. 1884 J Sharman Hist Swearing
u. 26 The fustian ornament of somewhat spirited talk

*)* b Hence of a writer or speaker Obs,

[*597 see 3] 1693 Dryden Persittsv 9 Let Fustian Poets
with their Stuff be gone *782 J Warton Ess Pope II. x.

149 note. Ridiculing the false pomp of fustian writers
*1* c Fustian fume • a great display of auger.

Sofustian anger Obs,
*553 Bale Vocacyon 30 b, The Treasurer, beynge m hys

fustene fumes, stoughtely demaunded a determinate answere.
*583 Stanyhurst JEneis n. (Arb ) 46 With fuming fustian
anger, 1626 L Owen Spec Jesuit. (1620) 3 Vpon this the
Monke 10 a Spanish fustian-fume, cryea out. 1682 N O
Boileau’s Lutrm iv 173 The Chanter netled heardm fustian
fume Rejoynmg Girard thus sawcily presume.

3.

Worthless, sorry, pretentions.
*5*3 Skelton Garl, Laurel 1206 This fustian maistres and

this giggishe gase. 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 iv. 203
Thrust him downe stayres, I cannot endure such a Fustian
Rascall. 1600 Dr Dodypoll 1 l in Bullen O. PI III 103A fustie Potticarie ever at hand with his fustian drugges
*632 Lithgow Trees in. 108 Nowwhataselfe Losungeous
fellow hath this fustian companion proved. 1861 K H
T)iguv ChapelSt, John (1863)325 The fustian rascal and his
poor lack-linen mate.

+ b. ‘Made up’, imaginary. Obs.
1600 B. Jonson CynthiSs Rev (1692) Induction, The

scene Gargaphie
j which I do vehemently suspect for some

fustian country

f4 Sc. ? Coarse, plain, homely Obs, rare—1

*549 Compl, Scot. vi. 43 Thai hed na breyd hot ry caikis
and fustean skonnis maid of flour.

Hence Ftrstianed a., clothed m fustian
; Pu’s-

tianist, one who writes fustian
,
Fu’stianize v.

Vol. IV,

mtr

,

to write fustian ; Eivstiany a dial, (see
quot

, and cf. Fustian B, i b)
1642 Milton Apol Silted vm, Preferring the gay rankness

of Apuleius, Amobius, or any modem Fustiamst, before the
native Latmisms of Cicero 1830 O W Holmes Poet's
Lot 4 To get a ring, or some such thing, And fustianize
upon it 1849 Alb Smith Pottleton Leg 62 The fus-
tianed keeper winked at the gorgeous Roman warrior
1883 T Hardy Wessex T in Longvi Mag I 572 Hob
nailed and fustianed peasantry 1884 Chesh. Gloss

,
Fustiany,

applied to sand with a good deal of earth (the colour of
fustian) m it, that prevents its being used for mortar
Fustic ($v stik). Also 6-7 fuaticke, (7 fust-
wick, 8 fustoc, -no), 7-9 fustiok. [a. F fustoc,

a Sp fustoc, a. Arab fustuq
,
ad Gr.

TTurraKri PISTACHIO The name was transferred from
the pistachio to the closely-allied sumach-tree
{Rhus Cotmus), and thence to another tree which
resembles the latter m yielding a yellow dye.]
1. The name of two kinds of wood, both used for

dyeing yellow a The wood of the Venetian
sumach {Rhus Cotmus), Now only with defining
word, young or Zante fustic, b. The wood of
the Cladrastis {Chlorophora, Maclurd) tinctona of
America and the West Indies. Sometimes called
for distinction oldfustic
*545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb) 123 Steles [of arrows] be

made ofdyuerse woodes, as Fusticke [etc ] 1646 Royalist
Composition Papers (Yorksh Archeeol Soc)II 47 In goods
vi* Oyles, Mathers, Gales, Coppens, Retwood, ffustwick
165a Perfect Account No 101 2071, 2 Cannestrees of
Cochmele, a good quantity of Fustick 1719 Ds Foe Crusoe
1 xvi, It was very like the Tiee we calL Fustic 1757 Dyer
Fleece (1807) 97 The snowy web is steep’d, with grains of
weld, Fustic, or logwood, mix'd, or cochineal 18x2 J Smyth
Prod, of Customs (1821) 290 Fustick imported from the
Greek islands is in very small sticks, and is denominated by
the trade young Fustick 1838 T Thomson Chem. Org
Bodies 414 Before fustic can he employed as a dye-stuff,
it must be cut into chips. 1870Yeats Nat Hist. Comm. 2x8
Fustic is brought to market m long pieces or logs
2. A yellow dye extracted from the wood of the

fustic trees.

1858 Carpenter Veg Phys & 367 The dye termed Fustic
is extracted from the wood of a species of Mulberry tree

1863 Life m South II 306 Fustic, and copal, with other
dyes and varnishes

3. attrib
, asfustic-tree, -wood.

1630 Capt Smith Trav, 4 Ada xxvi 56 Fusticke trees
are very great and the wood yellow, good for dying 17x2
tr Pomet’s Hist Drugs I 70 The People of Provence and
Italy, after they have peel’d off the Bark, sell the Fustick
Wood 1756 P Browne Jamaica 339 The Fustic tree.
This is a fine timber wood, and a principal ingredient in
most of our yellow dyes.

Fustiea {iv stid). [f. Fusty + -ed 1
] Made

fusty
, deprived of brightness or freshness.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex n vi 141 b, Affections
and perplexities makinghim to loke lyke syluer al fustyed
wyth chimney soote

Fustigate (fc slight), v. Now humorously
pedantic, [f. L fustigdt- ppl stem of fustigdre
to cudgel to death, f fiistis cudgel ] trans To
cudgel, beat.
1656-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Fustigate, to beat with a staff,

to cudgel <zz66x Fuller Worthies (1662) 136 Falling out
with his Stewaid and fustigating him for his faults 1837
Carlyte Fr. Rev III. in. vui (1872) 131 These serpent-
haired Extreme She Patriots do now shamefully fustigate
her 185* R. F Burton Goa 168 Our panting steeds, whom,
the Vettenno was fustigating. 1879 Brit Med Jml.
31 May 813 She may now leave the business to the small
patient himself, provided he be old and sensible enough to
fustigate himself systematically.

fig- (fibsol

)

x888 Sat Rev 2 June 667 He brands, he
bruises, he fustigates

; he stamps his victims ridiculous

Hence Fivstigated ppl a. Also Fu’stigator,
one who fustigates or beats (another).
1727 Baxley vol. II, Fustigated

.

beaten with a Cudgel
1865 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov 0 We shall hear by an early mail
of the magistrate himself having been assaulted .as soon
as the gallant fustigator is hbeiated on bail

Fustigation (fostig? Jan), [ad. 'L.fustigd-
tion-em, n of action f.fustigdre to Fustigate. Cf.
F fustigation ] The action of cudgelling or beating.
1563-87 Foxe A, fyM (1596) 609/3 This penance to he

done that is to say, six instigations or displings about the
parish church of Aldborough. 16x4 Selden Titles Hon. 64
That punishment of Fustigation was it seems, instituted by
Antoninus and Comraodus. 1667 Earl of Bristol Elvira
n in Hazl Dodsley XV 32 Heaven send him a light hand
To whom my fustigation shall belong 17x5 tr. C’tess
D'Annoy's Wks 205 Don Pedro cty’d so loud at that
fustigation. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev II. iv. i, Martyrdom,
not of massacre, yet of fustigation 1860 J C Jeaffreson
Bk about Doctors I 7 For many centuries fustigation was
believed in as a sovereign remedy for bodily ailments.
fig 1858 Motley Corr. (1889) L *49 Lord Clarendon in
the Lords administered a most serious fustigation

t Fustila’rian. Obs (? nonce-wd.) [? Comic
formation on next ] ? =next
*597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, 11 1. 66 (Qo 1600) Away you

scullian, you rampalhan, you fustilarian [1623 Fustillmgn],
lie tickle your catastrophe

Fustilugs (fo’stilugz). Obs. exc. dial, [?f.

Fusty a, + Lug in the sense of something heavy or
slow.] A person, asp, awoman, of gross or corpu-
lent habit ; a fat, frowzy woman.
1607 R. C tr. Estienne's World of Wonders Pref 10 The

country swains contentingthemselues though they haue not

the fairest, take the woodden fac’d wenches and the ill-

fauourd-feule-fustilugs for a small summe 1621 Burton
Anat Mel in. ii iv. 1 (1651) 519 Every lover admires his
mistress, though she be a vast virago, or. a fat fustylugs.
1639/r. Junius' Sin Stigmat xv 39 You may dayly see such
fustilugs walking in the streets, like so many Tunnes, each
moving upon two pottle pots 1746 Exmoor Scolding 118
(E D S )Yagurt Fustilugs • 1778 Ibid Gloss

,
Fusty lugs,

—spoken of a big-boned Person,—a Great foul Creature
X867W F Rock Jim an' Nell Ixu (E D. S No 76) ‘Nell
isn’t a gurt fustilugs O’ cart-hoss heft, an’ hulking dugs.’

Fustin (iv stm). Chem [f Fust-io or Fust-et
+ -in ]

‘ The name given by Preisser to the colour-
ing matter of Rhus Cohnus ’ (Watts Diet Chem.
1864). Cf. Fustebic

Fustie {iv s’l), sb Sc and dial. Also fussle.
[onomatopoeic

, cf. Fuss, Bustle ] (See quots )
So Fu stle v dial

,
to make a fuss

; Ptfstling
ppl. a. dial

, fussing, fussy.
*832-53 J Ballantyne in Whistle-Bmkie (Scot. Songs)

Ser ri 116 Thou jaggy, kittly, gleg wee thing . Soon
scamper aff, hap stap an’ fling, Wi’ counng fustie 1847-78
Halliwell, Fussle, a slight confusion Suffolk Fustie, a
fuss, or bustle. PVanv 1867 W F. Rock Jim an.’ Nell
cxxxiv (E D. S No 76), Zum fbreward, fustlmg youth.
x8gx Hartlcmd Gloss

,
Fustie, to make a fuss

t Fu-stler. Obs rare— 1
? = Fusteb.

160s Depos m Wells Depos (MS ), Johannes Webb, de
Brushford m comite Somerset, Fustlei

Fusty {iv sti), a. Also 6 fewsty, and see
Foisty. [f Fust sb^ 2 ]
1. That has lost its freshness, stale-smelling,
musty a. Of a wine-cask or vessel. Also of the
wine * Tasting of the cask Obs exc dial.
1398 TrkvisaBarth DeP R. m xu (1495) 57Wyne and

othei hcour takyth mfeccion of avessell that is fusty 152a
Whitinton Vulg (1527) 15 The wyne bottell is somwnat
fusty. x6ox Holland Pliny II 152 To renue their wines,
and make them seem fresh and new, after they haue by
long lying gotten a fusty rotten tast. 1616 Surix &
Markh Country Fanite 617 To restore againe into his
former and sound estate, the Wine that is growne fat,
fustie, and hath taken winde 1877 Holdemess Gloss

,

Fusty, musty; fetid, stale generally applied to malt
hquois, 01 vessels containing them
fig *645 Milton Colast. (1851) 375 His farewell, which

is to_ be a concluding taste of his jabberment in law, the
flashiest and the fustiest that ever corrupted in such an
unswill’d hogshead.

b. Of bread, com, meat, etc • Smelling ofmould
or damp.
1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (1495) 6 He. founde brede the

whyche was not fayie, but fusty and spotted 1545 Ascham
Toxoph 1 (Arb) 76 If a feaste had fewsty and noughty
biead, all the other daynties shulde be vnsauery 1506
Bp W Barlow Three Semi 11 59 Who had rather tne
come should waxe fustiem their garners then to sell it out.
1606 Shaks Tr $ Cr 11 x. in If he knocke out either of
your brames, he were as good cracke a fustie nut with no
kernell 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health’s Improv (1746)
339 You must not presently mould up your Meal after

f
unding nor keep it too long, lest it prove fusty 1884
' Bull's Netghb in True Light xu 88 He will take a

piece of diseased horse or fusty beef, and make a ragoAt
that will cause you to smack your lips.

.fig *65°Tram? Comm. Numbers ix. xx That fusty, swell-
ing, sowring, spreading corruption of nature and practice
2 Of pei sons, places, etc . Having an unpleasant,

‘ close or * stuffy 1 smell such as arises from dirt,
dust, or damp
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamesche 77 Fusty bawdyas.

x6ox B Jonson Poetaster in iv, Hang him, fustie Satire,
he smells all goat x6oz and Ft. Return,fr, Pamass, v
iv 2233 Farewell musty, dusty, rusty, fusty London
c 1648-50 Brathwait Bamabees Jml Xva, Ins are nasty,
dusty, fustie 1798 A Seward Lett (t8ii) V 147 Old
fusty stuff-beds 1840 Lady GranvilleLrA! Jan (1894) II.
299 Intense heat m the mild, fusty weather 1842 Dickens
in Forster Life 111 101 Dirty clothes-bags musty, moist and
fusty 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag rv iv, Stifling her
with fusty sighs. x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf iv, A
fusty old gown which had been about college probably for
ten generations.

3 fig That has lost its freshness and interest

;

bearing marks of age or neglect , of old-fashioned
appearance or behaviour, fogeyish ’

1606 Shaks. Tr Sr Cr 1 in 161 At this fusty stuffe, The
large Achilles . Iaughes out a lowd applause. 1609 W. M.
Manm Mooue (1857) 84 True is the proverbe, though fustie
to fine wits. 1674 J D Mall r, i in Dryden's IVks 1884
VIII 513 All pretty Ladies will shun thee for a fusty Hus-
band. 1728 Carey Song in Vanbr & Cib Prov Husb iv.
If I stay ’till I grow gray. They’ll call me old Maid, and
fusty old jade 1743-4 Mbs Delany Let to Mrs. Dewes
in Life Sf Corr 249 Old fusty physicians, you know, are
full of ceremony, *782 Miss Burney Cecilia x x, What
could ever induce you to give up your charming estate for
the sake of coming into his fusty old family 1 1833 Tenny-
son Poems 153, I forgave you all the blame, Musty Chris-
topher , I could not forgive the praise, Fusty Christopher
1842 Mrs Gore Fascm 164 Ldtorfere is too good a rider

to lose his tune with fusty Latin and Greek. 1883 Gd
Words 183 The doctors say we get musty and fusty ifwe
stay in one place.

i*b. ? Ill-humoured, peevish, dull. Obs. ran— 1
.

1668 Pefys Diary 18 June, My wife still in a melancholy,
fusty humour, and crying, and do not tell me plainly what
it is

*j*c. Used as sb. • A ‘seedy* person. Obs,
a 1732 Gay Distressed Wife u v. If Mr. Forward calls,

I think—Yes—You may let him in.. But, he sure you let in
no Fusties

4 Comb., as
^

fustyframed, -looking, -rusty adjs

79
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*393 Tell-Trcih's N V Gift 4 After the finislnnge of

whose fustie framed speech 178a Cowper Let to Unwin

5 Jan in Life 1804 III no hut what shall we say of his

[Johnson’s] fusty-rusty remarks upon Henry and Emma?
*877 M M Grant Sun-Maui 1, A fusty-looking old per-

sonage with a laige umbrella

Hence Pu’stxly aiv
,
Firstiness

,
also (jocular

nonce-wds ) Pu'sticate v , to make fusty ; Ttfs-

tlllecl a * Fusty a 3
1526 Househ. Oui. (1700) 2x8 Item, that the Brewers doe

brew good and seasonable stufF without Weeveil or Fus-
tines ax661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III 333 If any
fustiness be found in his writings, it comes not from the

gmpe, but from the cask. 0172* Lisle Hush. (1752) 169
Tis not only the loss of those gtams that actually grow,
but a foulness and fustmess also 1835 Becktord Recoli
130 'I Ins most consequential of equerues invited us
to screen ourselves fiom the meridian heats Preceded
by the right pompous and fustified equeiry, we diverged
from the mended track 1839 Blackw. Mag XLVI 734
When there was a sort of golden age and shepl erds had
nothing to do but pipe The country pipes now-a-days,
are terribly fusticated with tobacco 1864 Realm 18

May 8 We have so long associated him [an actor] with
Melter Moss, that lustiness and fustmess seemed a normal
part of his being 1874 Blackie LeifCult 30 A student,

and smells fustily of books, as an mveteiate smoker does of

tobacco. 1883 J Pavn Thicker than Water 131 The one
is fustiness, the other is skimpiness In the former case

the air is rather difficult to breathe Flue is everywhere.

Fusun, obs. form of Foison. -

Fll’SUre. rare-0
, [ad. "L.fusura founding, f.

fitndere to found (metals).] Fusing, smelting
1727 Bailey vol II, Future, a flowing or melting of

Metals Hence in mod Diets,

t Put, mt Oh [? an instinctive exclamation;

but cf Foot sb ib.] Used to expiess surmise
x6oa Marston Ant Mel. 11 Wks 1856 I, 23 Fut, how

he tickles yon trout under the gilles. Ibid, 111. 35
Fut, obs. and Sc. form of Foot.

FutchelCl (fo’tJH). [Of obscuie origin.

Possibly repr some compound of Foot ; cf. pole-foot, ‘ the
hmd end of a pole which goes into the cleaves of the
futchels ’ (Knight) ]

One of the pieces of timber carrying or supporting

the shafts, or pole, or splmter-bar of a carnage
1794W Felton Carnages (1801) I. 30 The futchels aie 2

light timbers fixed in The fore axeltree bed 1831 Illnsir.

Catal Gt Exhib 1 . 260 Friction plates attached to futchells.

1833 Ure Diet Arts (ed 4)11 940 The futchel or socket
for the pole of the cainage, must also he jointed to the

middle of the fore-axletree bed and splinter bar 1876
Voyle Mil Diet, (ed 3), Futchels are strong pieces ofwood
or iron, tluee in number, uniting the splmter-bar and the
axle-tree bed of a gun-carnnge or limber,

t Fute, V. Oh—1
[? echoic.] intr To whistle

C1650 Robin Hood 52 in Funuv Percy Folio I 29 Now
fute on, fute on thou cutted fryar it is not the futing in

a fryers fist that can doe me any ill,

Fute, obs Sc. form of Food, Foot
Fute, Futerer, var Feutjs, Fewterer, Obs
Futher, -ir, obs forms of Fothee sb

Futhorc (f« Jifok). Also futhark,-ork [Named
from the first six letters,/

-

, or a, r
,
k ] The

Runic alphabet.
1831 D Wilson Preh. Ann (1863) II, iv iv, 285 The

name futhork is applied to all systems of phonetic signs of
the Teutonic Stock, for the same reason qs those of classical

derivation are called alphabet. 1863 LuBnocit Preh. Tunes
App. (1878) 618 We possess no less than 61 Runic Futhoics
1868 G Stephens Runic Mon I. p vu, Shown by a couple
of the later futhorcs.

Futile (fi«Ul, -oil),a. [a. F. futile or ad L
fiitihs (more correctly futtihs) that easily pours
out, leaky, hence untrustworthy, vain, useless, usu
supposed to be i.fud- stem offundhre to pour out.]

1. Incapable of producing any result; failing

utterly of the desired end through intrinsic defect

;

useless, ineffectual, vain.

£*335 Harpsfield jDivorce Hen VIII (Camden) 252 How
weak and futile it is we have already shown C1750
Shenstone Elegies ix. 31 Disdaining riches as the futile

weeds 1758 Johnson Idler No 13 r 8 Half the rooms are
adorned with a kind of futile tapestry, 1792 Burke Pres
St Affairs Wks VII 113 Render it as futile in its effects,

as it is feeble in its principle 180a Syd Smith Wks (1867)
I 12 All complaint is futile which is not followed up by
appropriate remedies 1833 C Bronte Villette xvu, These
struggles with the natural character may seem futile and
fruitless, but in the end they do good 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed 2) I 1x2 An inference that Protagoras evades by drawing
a futile distinction between the courageous and the confident
1873 E. White Life in Christ Pref (1878) 13 This is indeed
an appeal which is made by every futile dreamer

2 Occupied with things ofno value or importance,
addicted to trifling, lacking in purpose. ? Obs.
1736 Bolingbroke Patriot (1749) 112 These judgments

and these reasonings may be expected in an age as futile and
as corrupt as ours 1751 Chesterf Lett (1792)111 132 The
polite conversation of the men and women of fashion at
Paris, though not always very deep, is much less futile and
frivolous than ours here Ibid 192 Frivolous futile people
1791 BoswrLL Johnson 27 Mar an 1773 ‘Davy has some
convivial pleasantry about him , but ’tis a futile fellow,’

1 3. Unable to hold one’s tongue, addicted to

talking, loquacious. Obs. [From the etymological
sense, * leaky’,] Cf. Futility 3.
*6xa Bacon Ess , Counsell (Arb ) 320 One futile person,

that maketh it his glory to tell, will do more hurt, then
mame that know it tneir dutie to conceale 1625 — Simula-
tion (Arb.) 308 Talkers and Futile Persons.

4 quasi-j/i A futile person
1892 T Duncan Canaamttsh Woman x 130 After all, why

should he lemain for ever among the futiles?

Hence Fu’tilely adv., Fu'tileness
1727 Baiiey vol II, Futileness,

Futility, Blabbing,
Silliness, Lightness, Vanity. 1812 J J Henry Camp agst
Quebec 80 Being without arms, and m an unknown country,
my inconsequence and futileness lay heavy on my spirit

x88x Harper's Mag LXIII 353 Regnault met lus death,

futilely in almost the last engagement ofthe war 1888 Mrs
M. Hungertord Hou, Mrs Vereker I xvu 232 The Chinese
lanterns that so liberally, but so futilely, sought to light the
pleasure grounds

Futilita’rian, a andr5 [A humorous coinage,

f. Futiliti, after Utilitarian ]

A (tdj Devoted to futility or futile pursuits.

33. sb One who is devoted to futility

1827 Southey in C C. Southey Life Corr V 290 If the
Utilitarians would leason and write like you, they would no
longer deserve to be called Futilitarians 1834

—

Dodorxxxv.
(1848) 85 The whole race of Political Economists, our
Malthusites, Benthamites, Utilitarians, or Futihtanans 1873
F Hall Mod Eng 19 wA*,The word international, intro-

ducedbythe immortal Bentham, and Mr. Gax\y\e\gigmamty
are significantly characteristic of the utilitarian philan-

thropist and of the futilitarian misanthropist, respectively,

i Futi’litous, a. Obs. rare— 1 [nreg f Futi-

lity + -oua ]
= Futile

1763 Sterne Ti Shandy VIII xm, Love is one of the
most Agitating, Bewitching . Futilitous . of all human
passions

Futility (fwlrliti). [ad F futility or L
fhtt-,futtihtdtem, ffuttihs : see Futile and -ity.]

1 The quality of being futile
;
triflingness, want

of weight or importance
, esf inadequacy to pro-

duce a lesult 01 bring about a required end, in-

effectiveness, uselessness.

1623 Cockeram, Futilitie, vamtie, 1634 Whitlock Zooto•

vua 477 Divine Poems might well absolve Poetry of its

objected Futility, and Levity 1732 Berkeley Alciphr v
4 19 Whatever futility there may be in their notions 1777
Piuestiey Disc Phtlos Necess. 204 Shew the futility of
these replies, if you can 1845 M'Culloch Taxation it,

vi (1832) 233We have already seen the futility of all attempts
to assess taxes proportionally to real profits. 1873 Joivlit
Plato (ed 2) I 117 The manifest futility and absurdity of

the explanation. 1879 M Arnold Mixed Ess
,
Irish

Cathol 104 We should recognize the futility of contending
against the most rooted of prejudices

2 Disposition to tnfle or be occupied with trifles,

incapacity for serious affairs or interests, lack of

purpose, frivolousness.

1692 Benti 1 y Boyle Led 111. 28 The same trifling futility

appears in their xii Signs of the Zodiack 1748 Cm steui
Lett (1792) II clvi 57 If they [diversions] are futile and
fuvolous, it is time worse than lost, for they will give you
an habit of futility 1738 Johnson Idler No 25 r 11 Leave
foppery and futility to die of themselves *856 Mrs C
Clarke Shales Char \x. (1863) 507 If they go wrong, it is

from utter futility and incapacity to keep out of harm’s way
1866 Glo Eliot F Holt II. xmh 128 The noisy futility

that belongs to schismatics generally

+& Talkativeness, loquacity, inability to hold
one’s tongue. Cf Futile a. 3 Obs.

*640 Watts tr Bacon's Adv Learn vin. 11 383 The
Futility of vaine Peisons, which easily uLter, as well what
may be spoken, as what should he secreted 1692 R
L’Estrange Fables ccccxxvn, This Fable does not strike

so much at the Futility of Women m Geneial, as at the
Incontinent Levity of a Prying Inquisitive Humour
4 Something that is futile

*667 Bp. S Parker Free <$ Impar t Censure 100, 1 am suie
that those Notions were but grand and pompous Futilities

X840 Carlyle Heroes th (1841) 163 He was but a loud-
sounding inanity and futility

;
at bottom, he was not at all

1843 — PastfyPr 1. 1, His mouth full of loud futilities

1870 Lowei u Study Wind 222 A patchwork of second-hand
memories is a laborious futility, hard to write and harder
to read 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 8 To 1 educe the
faith to a vague futility

Futilize (fiw’tilois), v. tare, [f. Futile

-

t-

-ize .] trans. To make futile

1766 H Brooke Fool ofQnal II ix tig Her whole soul
ana essence is futihzed ana extracted into shew and super-
ficial

_
1867 R M Phillimore tr Dnpanloitp's Stud

Worn vi (1869) 33 Not to futilize (if I may be allowed the
word) the mind of men, who are already too much inclined
to futility

t Firtilous, «. Obs [irreg. f ~L.futi-,futtil-is

Futile

+

-ous] = Futile.
1607 S Hieron Defence 1 171 These aiguments arefutil-

oits 1631 R Byfield Docir. Sabb 11 A futilous distinction
of of and to 1643 True Informer 30 The Authors were
woithiesse and meane futilous persons 1647 Ward Simp
Coblers6 Itis a most unworthy thing, for men, to spend their
lives in making fidle-cases for futilous womens phansies 1692
Washington tr Milton’s Def Pop vm (1851) 201 Which is

enough to discover how futilous you are, to say, as you have
done, that it was a Pope 1703 Bp, Patrick Comm 2 Sam.
vi 20 Not with a futilous, lascivious, and getulant joy, but
with a pious and moderate.
Futra • see Foutre
Futtling (fzJtliq). Naut. = Foot-waling (see

Foot sb 35).
cx&spRudim Navig (Weale) 119 Footwalmg, orFuttlmg,

or Ceiling, the inside plank of the ship’s bottom.

Futtock (fu tak). Naut. Also 8 foot-hook,
[prob

, as already suggested in quot. 1644, a pro-
nunciation offoot-hook (see quot, 1769) ]
1 One of Ike middle timbers of the frame of a

ship, between the floor and the top timbers.

x6xi Cotgr
,
Cour-baston (in a ship) a crooked peece of

tymber, tearmed a Knee, or Futtocke. 1644 Manwayring
Sea-mansDid , Futtocks, this. word is commonly pronounced
but I thinke more properly it should be called Foote-hookes -

for the Futtochs are those compassing timbers, which give
the bredth and bearing to the ship, which are scarfed to the
giound-timbers 1769 Falconfr Did Marine (i77q
Futtochs

,

the middle division of a ship’s timbers or those
parts which are situated between the floor and the top-
timbers As the epithet hooked is - applied to several
crooked timbers in a ship, as the breast-nooks, fore-hooks
after hooks, &c

,
this teim is evidently derived from the

lowest part orfoot of the timber and from the shape of the
piece 1789 G. Ktate Pelew Isl 94 The jolly-boat was
dispatched to fetch some timbers for futtocks. x8aa
Marryat H Forster 111, Several of the lowei futtocks and
timbers still hung together, 1846 Addison Contracts it. vu
§ 2 (1883) 998 1 he twenty-two broken futtocks of the vessel
weie concealed only by the ballast, c 1830 Rndim Hieing
(Weale) xao Futtocks are named according to thmr
situation, that nearest the keel being called the first futtock *

the next above, the second futtock, etc.
’

2 Comb, as futtock-moula, -rigging
, -timber

.

Also futtock-head, -hole, -hoop (see quots )

,

futtock-plank = Limbee-strake
; futtock-plate*

one of the iron plates crossing the sides of the top-
nm perpendicularly, to which the futtock-shrouds
are secured ; futtoek-rider (see quot. 1867)

;

fufctock-shroud, one of the small shrouds which
secure the lower dead-eyes and fultoclc-plates of
top-mast rigging to a band round a lower mast

;

futtock-staff, -stave (see quots ).

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Wotd-bh , *I<uttock-head, in ship-
building, is a name for the 3th, the 7th, and the 9th diagonals,
1846 Young Naut Did s v Futtock-shrouds, They are
often formed by a continuation of the topmast rigging
coming down through holes in the top, called Tuttock holes
1867 Smyth SaitoFs Word-bk , Buttock-holes, places thiough
the top rim for the futtock-plates 1874 KnightDid Mech.
I 93t *Futtock-hoop, a hoop cncncling the mast at a point
below the head, and serving for the attachment of the
shackles of the futtock shtouds 1664 E Busunell Compl.
Shipwright 19 The *futtock-Mould is hauled downward
1846 Young Naut Did , Lmiber-strahe sometimes called
the *futloch-plank 1769 Faiconeii Did Marine (1789)
M m tj, An iron band, called the *foot-hook-plate. 1841 R H.
Dana Seaman's Man 106 Futtock-plates xy6$ Falconer
Did Marine (1789), hguillettcs the •futtoclc-nders 1867
Smyth Sailor’s IVord-bk

t
Fnttock-nder s, when a lider is

lengthened by means of pieces batted or scarphed to it and
each other, the first piece is termed the first futtock-nder,

the next the second futtock rider, and so on c i860 H.
Stuart Seaman’s Caiech 17 What is the name of the rigging
from the necklace to the top rims? “Futtock rigging 17$
Falconer Did. Marine (1789) Mmij, A rope called the
* foot-hook shroud 1840 R It Dana Bef Mast vi 13 He
fell from the star board futtock shrouds i86x H. Kingsley
Ravenshoe vi, Clinging to the futtock shrouds 1841 R H
Dana Seaman’s Man 106 *Futtock-staff, a short piece of
wood or iron, seized across the upper part of the rigging, to

which the catharpm legs are secured 1794 Rigging Sea-
manship I 1G6 *Futtock-stave, a short piece of rope served
over with spun-yarn, to which the shrouds are confined at

the catharpms 1841 R H Dana Seaman's Man 107
*Fvttock-timbcrs, those timbets between the floor and navel
timbers and the top timbers

+ Fu-turaUle, a Obs ~ 1 [f Future + -able ]
That may happen in the future

1633 Fuller Ch Hist xi m § 51 175 What the issue .

would have been, is only known to him whose prescience

extends not only to tilings future, but futurable, having the

certain cognisance of contingents, which might, yet never

actually shall, come to passe

t Futura’lity. Obs.— 1
[f xned L. futiirdl-is

(f futnr-us future: see -al) + -ITY.] Futurity,

the future (of a person).
x666 G. Ai sop Maryland (1869) 101 What the futurality

ofmy days will bring forth, I know not

Future (fi ii tliu, fi« tfaj), a and sb Also 4
futur [a OF. and Y.fuUtr masc

,
future fern,,

ad L futiirus
,
fut pple. of esse to be, f. stem fu-

(see Be etym. 3) ]A adj.

1 That is to be, or will be, hereafter Often

qualifying a sb
,
with the sense : The person or

thing that is expected to be (what the sb. denotes)

c 1374 CHAucrR Troylus v 748 Futui tyme, er I was in

the snare, Coude I not seen CX440 Gesta Rom xxvm 105

(Harl MS ) Vyneger was gode, and that is for Jje preterit

tyme , wyne is goae, and }>at is for the presente tyme ,
and

muste shalle be gode, and that is for the future tyme x6oo

Hakluyt Voy, III 860 There is no likelihood of future

sedition .. in any of the kingdoms 1641 Milton Ch Govt.

1 vu. The tnfling doubts ana jealousies of future sects. *735

Watts Logic 11. v § 7 We attain the greatest assurance of

things past and future by divine faith ‘ x8i6M Grernleaf
Distr. Maine 136 Like every thing future, all speculations

on this subject must be in a measure uncertain 1838

Lytton Alice 23 ,

1

wish I were the future Lady Vargrave

1841-71 T. R, Jones Amm Kingd. (ed 4) 228 The little

embryo bears no resemblance whatever to the future animal

i860 Tyndall Glac 11 xxvi, 374 To help future observers

to place this point beyond doubt, etc. 1882 J. H Blunt

Ref. Ch. Eng II 428 The senes of events which the future

Caidmal thus indicated in outline 1884 tr Lotze's Metaph.

264 If to one and the same consciousness that is to become
Present which was previously Future to it 1803

Times XCVIII 280/1 The injury., blighting the plaintiffs

whole future career

b In certain contexts used spec, with reference to

the condition of the soul after death. A future

state, life : existence after death, esp. as an object

of belief.
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1733 Pope Ess Man r. Contents, It is partly upon this

Ignorance of future Events, and partly upon the Hope of a
Future State, that all his Happiness in the Present depends

*799 Willes & Durnford Comm Pleas Cases 550 Suppos-
ing an infidel who believes a God but does not believe

a future state, be examined on his oath 1883 Gilmour
Mongols xvii ao7 The theory ofa man's future state depend-
ing simply on the preponderance of his good or bad actions

c absol or elhpt
, esp, in phr vn future.

1607 Shaics Timon 1 1 141 Three Talents on the present

,

in futuie, all 1650 Weldon Crt Jas /, 155 It utteily

cast him out of all favour from the King m futuie 1667
Milton P L hi 78 Him God beholding from his prospect

high, Wherin past, present, future he beholds. 1808 T
Lindlev Voy Blastl 28, I shall be obliged to endure a
dark room in future

2. Of or pertaining to time to come ; esp in

Gram of a tense Relating to time to come

;

describing an event yet to happen Also elhpt.

(=future tense).

Future perfect {tense) '. expressing an event or action

viewed as past in relation to a given future tune

1530 Palsgr 84 The future tens, as ye pat ler&y 1579
Fulice Refut Rastell 768 Hee maketh them plamei by
chaunging the pretertence into the future 1612 Brinsley
Pos Parts (1669) ^4 What time speaks the Future Tense
of? A Of the time to Come 1633 Earl Manch Al
Mondo (1636) 32 Man is a futuie creature, the eye of his

soule lookes beyond this life 1708 Brit Apollo No 51.

1/2 Tho' the first Aonst be used foi the second future

1824 L Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I 124 The first Future
Tense The second Future

H 3. Loosely used for . Subsequent (to a specified

past epoch)
1600 J Lane Tom Tel-troth 120 Since those times by

future times were changed 1630 R Johnson's Kingd $
Comnm X14 Scotland m times past began at the Moun-
tame Grampius But in future times, by the extinguish-
ment of the Piets, it reached also unto Tweed 1664Power
Exp Philos xi 107 Prognosticks made good by the future
event of the Experiments 1858W L Sargant Soc Iwnorv.

27 This rhapsody will not be intelligible to those unac-
quainted with St Simon’s future history

B. si

f 1 pi. Future events Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boetk v vi 133 (Camb MS ) It pro-

cedith fro preterit? in to futuris* Ibid 134 It ne hath nat
the futuris )>at ben nat yit 1654 Whitlock Zootomut 476
Providence against all sorts of Futures that fall under our
Care
2 Thefuture a. Time to come ; future time

Phi. For thefuture m all future time
c 1400 Rom Rose 501s Aforn hir she may see In the future

soni socour x6ox Shaics A IPs Well iv u 63 That what
in time proceeds, May token to the future, our past deeds
1693 Hum Cohv Town 63 All the Fury of Minor
Crmcks follow all his Opinions for the future 1796 Cam-
paigns 1793-4 II vui 52 l’H teach him to take better care
for the future. 1822 Hazutt Tabled I 111. 52 The future is

like a dead wall or a thick mist hiding all objects from, our
view 1878 Morley Cnt Misc Ser 1. Carlyle 197 The
industrial organization of the future.

personified 1821 Shelley Adonais i, Till the Future
dares Forget the Past

To What will happen m the future.

1607 Shaics Timon n 1 157 The Future comes apace
173a Pope Ess Man 1 81 On blindness to the future 1

Kindly giv’n 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxix (1787) 83 The
future [is the object] of hope and fear. 1820 Lamb Eha,
Oxfm Mac

,
The mighty future is as nothing, being every-

thing! 1866 Gladstone in Pall Mall G 28 July (1892)
1/2 You cannot fight against the future time is on our side

3. a A condition in time to come different (esp.

in a favourable sense) from the present
1852 H Rogers Eel Faith (1853) Every little present

has its little future for which we live 1879 E. Arnold Lt.
Asia v 132 Making all futures fruits of all the pasts x8gx
C James Rom Rigmarole 86, 1 would soon carve out a
new future for us both

b The prospective condition (of a person,

country, etc.).

1838 Lytton What will he do 7 II. vui, My sacrifice to
Taspei’s future might not have been in vain 1863 Mary
Howitt tr F. BremePs Greece I vui, 263-4 See every-
thing which belongs to the future of Greece 1882 Pebody
Eng, Journalism xx. 132 Its future is a future which . is

likely to add fresh lustre to the Newspaper Press.

4. Gram =future tense : see A. 2 .

x88x Rutherford New Phrymchus 403 It affords the
necessary authority to supply deponent futures to a group
of verbs ofwhich by a singular fatality no future form has
been preserved

5 One who is affianced in marriage, one’s be-

trothed. [After F futur, future ]
1827 T. Moore Mem (1834) V. xg6 Lord Charles took

his pretty future to Church this morning to receive the
sacrament

6. Comm 111 pi. Goods (esp. com, cotton and
other produce) and stocks sold on an agreement for

future delivery. Also, contracts to sell or buy on
these terms Also attnb., as mfuture system
x88o Daily News 10 Nov 3/8 American futures are in

better demand. 1883 Manch Exam 6 Nov 4/4 Amongst
the new developments of the cotton trade, the buying of
futures may be looked upon as the most prominent. x888
Times 26 June 12/1 Coffee very dull on the spot and not
much done in futures 1896 Daily News 22 Sept 8/4 The
question on the programme was that of ‘futures’ 1897
Wesim Gas, 5 Jan 9/1 The future system had created in
New York an enormous market

t Pu*ttire, 0. Obs. [f. Future a. ; cf. med L.
futurare m the same sense] trans To make
future, put off to a future day. Also absol.

1642 R Harris Semi 13 And who knows but that there-
'

fore God hath futured other hopes, and frustrated other
means, to the intent that he might honor this ordinance?
1646 Trapp Comnt John xu. 35 So they trifle, and by
futunng, fool away their own salvation 1647 — Matt
xxv xx Trifling with Christ and their souls, futuung their

repentance 1630— Gen xx. 8 So [they] are shut out, with
the foolish Virgins, foi their lingnng and futunng.

Fu’tureless, a [£ Future sb + -less.]

Without a future, having no future before one
1863 All Year Round July 477/1 An animal, a brute

beast, soulless and futureless x87g Howells L Aroostook
(1882) I 141 The ordinary, futureless young girl

t Fu’turely, adv Obs [f. Future a. + -ly 2
.]

In future, at a future time, heieafter. Also loosely
,

at a time later than a certain epoch, thereafter.

c i6xx Chapman Iliad vr. 201 This field the Lycians
futurely the Errant call'd 1628 Strafford in Browning
Life (1891) 203 A distinction by which I shall futurely
govern my self X649 Jer. Taylor Gt Exemp . hi xv 78
Jesus foretold great sadnesses futurely contingent to it

1673 Garroway m Debates Ho ofC. (Grey) II 213 As for

Duncombe’s argument of building ships futurely, Money
may be had. 1793 G Read in Life 4. Corr (1870) 547 That
I may not be thought concluded from asking for an increase
of allowance futurely

Fu'tuxeness. [f. Future a + -ness ] The
quality of being future

1829 Jas Mill Hum Mind (1869) II. xiv § 3 118 You
have pastness, presentness, and futureness 1875 McCosh
Scot Philos

_
ll 386 Time is pastness, presentness, and

futureness joined by association

Futurist (fi« tiunst), sb. {a ) Theol [f.

F

uture
sb + -ist.] One who believes that the Scripture

prophecies, esp those in the Book of Revelation,

are still to be fulfilled in the future

The sense 1 one who has regard to the future given in

Worcester 1846, and expanded in later Diets , is prob.

a figment
1842 G S Faber Prov Lett (1844) I. 88 note, Di Todd

and Mr Mac Causland are alike stanch Antiprotestant
Futurists X834 D S Desprez Apocal Fulfilled 1 2 We
have Preeterists and Futurists— one class of interpreters

believing that the Apocalypse was fulfilled in the first three

or four centuries of the Christian sera; another class main-
taining that, with the exception of the three first chapters,

none of it is fulfilled x88a Farrar Early CJtr II 227.

b attnb. passing into adj

1878 H G Guinness End of Age Pref. (1B80) 3 The
futurist school of piophetic interpreters. x88x Ch Times
23 Feb rax To give themselves up ..to idle futurist specu-
lations

Futuritial (fi^tiun-jal), a. Obs.-0 [f

Futurit-y + -(i)al ] Relating to what is to come

;

pertaining to future time or events.

1846 inWorcester (citing Hamilton); hence inmod Diets.

Futuritiou (fiwtmri’Jan) Philos [ad. med L
futuntidn-em, irreg. f futur-us Future.
As a metaphysical term the med L word is used e g by

St Bonaventura Opera ed. Peltier 1864 II. 63 b, m dis-

cussions relating to God's foreknowledge of events. A
different sense,=‘ the act of forecasting the futuie occurs
in a letter of Bp Jewel, 1 Aug 1539, *-n Zurich Lett ser 1

(Parker Soc ) App 22 The Parker Soc translator renders
Jewel’s valde deditumfutuntiomlms by ‘ mightily addicted
to futuritions ’

,
but the sense is not otherwise authenticated

either in Lat or Eng ]

1 Existence or occtmence in the future, future

existence or accomplishment Now rare
1641 D Cawdrey 3 Semi 72 In the one there shall be

a succession of punishments, and so there shall be a respect
of futuntion or time to come 1654 Vilvain Theorem Theol.

h 64 A certainty of divine Prescience touching the precise
period of every mans life, as also the order or maner of its

futuntion 1639 Pearson Creed (1682) I 115 In which words
is clearly expressed the futuntion of Salvation certain by
him 1684-3 South Serm. (1823) I 207 Is it imaginable,
that the great means of the worlds redemption . should
hang so loose in respect of its futuntion as [etc.]. 1824
L Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I 147 The word shall .

does not mean, to promise in the third person, but the
mere futuntion of an event. 1882-3 in Schaff Encycl
Rehg Knowl III 2324/1 While foreknowledge may insure

the certain futuntion of a volition

b qaasi-coner. A future event or existence
;
a

futurity.

1668 Shiells Naphtali Pref. 49 Let us not be anxious
about futuntions a 1670 Hacket Cent Serm (1675) 996
There is a futuntion of glory for the Soul 1684 T. Burnet
Th Earth 1 107 Seeing thorough the possibilities and
futuntions of each [world] 1840 Blackco Mag. XLVIII.

144 Some mere futuntion, as metaphysicians love to speak,
some event m futurity.

2.

The quality, attribute, or fact of being future
;

the fact or circumstance that (something specified)

will be.

x666 Spurstowe Spir. Chym (1668) 79 Futuntion in
respect of existency of things, is no prejudice to the Eye
of Faith, in the beholding oftnem as present. 1699 Burnet
39 Art. xvii. (1700) 153 When God decrees that anything
snail be, it has from that a certain futuntion 1734 Edwards
Freed. Will xv. vm, 231 The Acts and State of the Wills of
moral Agents, which had a fix’d Futuntion from Eternity

1839 Blackw Mag XLV. 462 The Romans had forms
expressing futuntion and desire 1847 Bushnell Chr.
Hurt vn (x86x) 166 If there is any law of futuntion

Futurity (fiwtiu® riti). [f Future + -ity ]

1 The quality, state, or fact of being future

;

= Futurition 2. rare.

1637BASTWICK Litany 1. n The hope of my hlessednes
is not here . the futurity ofwhich doth no way mitigate my

|

comfort 1660 Glanvic l Seeps Set, vm 74 The hare

Possibilities, which never commence into a Futurity 1864
Burton Scot Abr II. 1 56 The comforting elements of
futiuity and uncertainty

2. Future time; the future; a future space of time.
1604SHAKS Oth.111 tv 117 Nor present Sorrowes,Nor pur-

pos’dmentm futurity T.tegPovniz.Exp, Philos 1 60A white
Spot whichm futurity proves the Heart with its Veins and
arteries. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 159 Involved
in the dark bosom of futunty 1792 S Rogers Pleas Mem
11 58 Futunty’s blank page 1819 Scott Leg Montrose 1,

These events were still in the womb of futurity 1841
Myers Cath Th. iv. xxxm 346 The particular events and
personages of a distant futunty 1876 Mozley Univ
Serm 111 (1877) 64 Throwing forward into the darkness of
futunty an image of himself here.

3, What is future

a. What will exist or happen in the futuie

,

future events as a whole. Also f those that will

live in the future, posterity (obs. rare).

1664 Power Exp Philos Pref 17 And perhaps not out of
the reach of futunty to exhibit 17x3 Berkeley Guardian
No 35 F 5 A wretch racked , with a secret dread of
futurity 1738 SwiftLet 24 Aug, I will contrive someway
to be known to futunty, that [etc ] 1734 Sherlock Disc.

(1759) 1. 1. 19 We must have no Share or Lot in the Glories

of Futunty 1781 Gibbon Decl Fall III 60 An Egyp-
tian monk, who possessed the knowledge of futunty X884

JSC Abbott Napoleon (1853) I xxiv 389 The caprices
of fate and the uncertainty of futurity

b. pi Future events
1631 Biggs New Disp v 304 In the futurities of our per-

formances 1694 J Howe in H Rogers Life x. (1863) 283
Such sad futunties God, in mercy to us, hides from us

*1703 Burkitt On N T Luke xxi 7 What an itching
curiosity there is in the best of men, to know futunties

1779 Franklin Lett Wks. 1889 VI 420,

1

must one of these
days go back to see him hut futurities are uncertain,

1830 Mrs. Browning Poems II 177 O centuries That roll,

in vision, your futurities My future grave athwart 0x859
De Quincey Posthum Wks (1891) I 85 note, The reader
whose scholarship is still amongst his futunties

c State or condition in the future. Also, exist-

ence after death.

1741 Middleton Cicero I m 166 The expectation of
a futurity 1748 Hartley Observ Man x 111. 355 Rules
which teach Mankind how to secure a happy Futunty.

177S Johnson Tax no Tyr in Boswell an. 1775, This
futurity of Whiggism 1836 Hoft. Smith Tin I rump.
(1876) 173 Futunty what we are to be, determined by
what we have been i860 Mill Repr Govt (1865) 39/r
The piactical dangers to which the futurity of representa-
tive governments will be exposed

Futurize (fiz7*tiuraiz), v rare, [f Future +
-ize ] mtr To form the future tense; to express

the idea of futunty.

1859 J Hadley Ess. (1873) 194 But it is in the Romance
languages that this mode oPfuturizing’ (ifwe may so call it)

has shown itself on the largest scale

Fiaxl, -ol, -xlL, obs. forms of Fowl sb

Fuyl, obs. Sc. form of Fool.
1533 Gait Richt Vay To Rdr (1888) 3 As sum fuyl or

munk maid
Fuyle, obs form of File v 2 or Foil v l

c 1340 Cursor M. 88a (Trin ) She ha]> me fuyled wiji her
synne

Fuyt, var. Feute, Obs.

Fuzil : see Fusil

Fuzz (f»z), sb 1 In sense 2 also 7 fuss. [Perh.

imitative of the action of blowing away light

particles. Cf,, however, Fozy and the cognate

words there cited.]

1 Loose volatile matter
;
a mass of fine, light,

fluffy particles.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 4- Selv 125 A Snayl, which is.

to our feeling, very cold, is fain to brood its as cold sweatty
eggs bespiewing them about with the fuzze of a Cold
clammy froth, c 1720 Prior Pontius 4- Pontia 11. Ktisc

Wks (1740) 107 One ask’d, if that high fuzz of hair Was,
bona fide, all your Own 1840 Smart, Fuzz, volatile matter

1834 Hawthorne Eng Note bks II. 3ig Blankets with the
woollen fuzz upon them. 1865 Miss Cary Ball 4 Lyrics
61 Your hair l why, you’ve only a little gray fuzz 1 x88x
Sat Rev No 1320. 203 The expensive valentines aregaudy
chromolithographic objects, fluttering in a fuzz of paper-lace.

f2. — Fuzz-ball. Obs.
x6ox Holland Pliny II. 7 Puffes, Fusbals or Fusses

1636 Ridgley Pract Physick 43 The most conservent is

that Toadstool which is called a Fuss xyox-a De la
Prymb Diary (Surtees) 249 The bottom part of a great

cup mushroom or fuz.

B. Photogr = Fuzziness
1889 Anthonfs Photogr Bull II 370 The importance of

knowing beforehand by what standard (focus or fuzz) we
are to be judged

4.

Comb. • fuzz-type, a jocular name for a photo-

graph with (intentional) blurred effect; fuzz-

wig, a wig of crisp curls
;
sofuzz-ungged adj

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xi. A shovel hatted fuzz-

wigged Silenus. 1834 — J Leech's Piet (1869) 327 There
was Rowlandson's Doctor Syntax in a fuzz-wig 1893
Bnt Jml Photogr XL 750 However tolerable a 14X12
fuzztype (as they have been jocularly called) may he,

Fuzz, sb ‘i Obs rare, [cf Fuzz <v 3] A fuddled

or muddled state.

17x1 Swift Lett, (1767) III, 155, I think I’m m a fuzz,

and don’t know what I say.

*f'FUZZ, 0.1 Obs. [echoic; cf buzz, fizz ] vntr.

To buzz. Hence Ftrzzmg vbl sb.

1676 T Mace Mustek's Mon n. iv 57 You may discover

the least Crack or Looseness of any Barr, by the shattering
or Fuzzing it will make



FUZZ, 628 FYZ.

Fuzz (f»z), v 2 slang. (See quot. 1754; it is

doubtful whether the later explanations represent

a change of sense or a misunderstanding )

1753 E Moore m World No 41 ? 7 As to shuffling, fuz-

zing, changing of seats he was an absolute ideot 1734
Chestguf Ibid No iot p 5, 1 was also a witness to the rise

and progiess of that most important veib, to fuzz, which,
if not of legitimate birth, is at least of fair extraction it

means no less than dealing twice together with the same
pack of caids, for luck’s sake, at whist 1755 Connoisseur
No 60 p 3 They can scaice tell what is meant by fuzzing

the cards 1796 Gnosr Diet Vnlg Tongue (ed 3), To
Fuzz, to shuffle cards minutely , also, to change the pack,

f Fuzz, vA Ohs.—'1 [Peril, connected with

Fuzz sb 1, vA tluough the notion of blurring or

confusing.] tram To make drunk, fuddle.

1685 Wood Life (OHS) III. 15a The University troop

dined with the Earl of Abendon at Ricot, and came home
well fuz’d.

Fuzz (fflz), vA [f Fuzz ji.1]
1 . intr. (See quots ) Also tofuzz out.

170am J K Diet 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), To Fuzz, to
ravel or run out, as some sorts of Stuff and Silk do 1753
Mns Delany Let to Mis Dewes in Life <5 Carr (1862)

258 Have you begun the shade for your toilette? If not,

I believe you must do it to wash, for the catgut in time
grows very limp, and the silk fuses *840 Smart, Fuzz , to

fly out in small particles x86a Miss Yonge Otess Kate
ix. (1881) 93 A flounced frock of dark silk figured with blue,

that looked slightly fuzzed out

2 trans. To cover with fine or minute particles.

*831 S Judd Margaret xvii, The fine grail glancing in

her eyes and fuzzing her face

Hence Fuzzing/// a
1773 Ash, Fuzzing

,
flying off in small parts, fretting

out in small particles

Fuzz-ball (fo zbgl) Forms. 6-7 fus(se)bal(I,

7, 9 fuss-, 7-9 fuz-, 7- fuzz-ball. [f. Fuzz sb 1

+ Ball ] A popular name of the fungus Lycoper-
don Bovisia, puff-ball

1397 Gerarde Herbalm clx.il 1386 Puffes Fistes& Fusse-
bals 1398 R. Bernard tr. Terence

,
Adelphi 11. n, He hath

made my head as soft as a fusball with buffets 1616
Surfl. & Markh Country Farme 328 With a Fusse ball,

or some sharpe smoake, smoake them to death. 1648
Sanderson Serrn II 245 As soon as touched [they] like
a fuss-ball, resolve all into dust and smoak *735 Gcntl
Mag XXV 585 The spungey internal part of the common
fuz-ball. 1823 Waterton Wand S Amer r 1 107 Tread
on it, and like the fuss-ball it will break into dust 1863
Mrs Whitney F, Gartney's Girlhood iv 25 Short, sandy
hair standing up about the temples like a fuzz-ball.

transf. andfig.
*664 Power Exp Philos 1 7 The Gray or Horse Fly

Her legs slit at the ends into two toes, both which are
lined with two white sponges or fuzballs 1679 Drydcn
Trailus It. 111, You empty fu/z-balls, your heads are full of
nothing else but proclamations 1698 FryerAce. E. India
4 P agx Wheu they [Hedge Hogs] fear any haim towards
them, gather themselves into a round Fuz ball.

attnb 1648 Herrick Hesper , Olei on's Feast (1869) iz6
A little fuz-ball pudding stands By,

Fuzze. ? Obs. [dial. var. Fuse sb 2
] (See quot.)

i8oz Mawe Mm Derbysh 204 Fuzze, straws, or hollow
briars, reeds, &c., filled with powdei . Fuzze-borer

\

an iron
made red hot to bore a fuzze to hold powder
Fuzzea, obs f Foisin, and dial. f. Furze.
Fuzzily, Fuzziness . see under Fuzzy.

t Fuzzle (& z’l), v. Obs. In 7 fusle. [cf

Fuzz e>,3
,
Fuddle.] trans. To intoxicate, make

drunk, confuse, muddle
1621 Burton Anat Mel 1 11 1 vi, If the spirits of the

bram he fusled .at such, a time, their children will be
fusled in the brain 1632 Sherwood, To fuzzle, enyvrer.

Fuzzy (ftf’zi), a [f. Fuzz sb i + -y ]
. Cf. Fozy ]

1 Not firm or sound in substance
;
spongy. Obs.

exc. dial (Cf. Fozy.)
1616 Svrpl, & Markh, Country Farme iv iv. 498 If your

giound he subiect to ame filthie soft mosse, or fuzzie grasse,
which is both vnsauoune and vnwholesome for beasts
1664 Power Exp. Philos 1. 5 A fuzzy kinde of substance
like little sponges, 1723 Kelly in Phil, Trans, XXXIV.
122 A fuzzy soit of Earth, that we call Moss. 1728 T.
Sheridan Persnts (1739) 21 As dry and fuzzy as an old
Branch spread over with Spungy Coik 1824 Craven

- Gloss , Fuzzy, light and spungy 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss
2. Frayed into loose fibres

; covered with fuzz

;

fluffy, downy,
1713 Steele Enghshni No 40 259 Their Llnnen of the

same Hue, and so fuzzy that it was not easy to distinguish.

1823 Moor Suffolk Words s v., The fine ends of silk or
cotton ,when they appear make the article ‘wear fuzzy’,
1837 Hughes Tom Brown 1 v, Those fuzzy, dusty, padded
first-class carriages x86o All Year Round No. 46 460
Nine pennyworth of muslin with gilt fuzzy ends. *083
Century Mag XXX 808 Sean through a magnifying glass,
rough or plain paper has a surface .. made up of fuzzy
elevations and depressions, not unlike that of cotton cloth,
but on a smaller scale x8g4 Times 9 Feb 8/3There are so
many fuzzy politicians who have not hearts but only cotton
wool in the place of them
3 . Blurred, indistinct.

1778 Phil. Trans LXVIII 401 Venus appeared very dim
and fuzzy. 1832 G Downfs Lett. Cont Countries I 30
The fuzzy glass. 1871 Daily News 20 Dec 2/4 It makes
the picture more ‘fuzzy’. 1884 Gd Words Dec. 819/2 His
drawing is rougher ana fuzzier.

4. Of hair: Frizzy, fluffy

*1825 Forby Foe. E Anglia, Fuzzy, rough and shaggy.
1836 F E Paget Owlet Owlst. 171 A. .black man, with
thick Tips and fuzzy hair 1870 Thornbury TourEng. II.
xxi 83 Fuzzy red wigs, stuck with jewels,

5

.

Comb., as fuzzy-headed, -legged adjs ; fuzzy-
ball=

F

uzz-ball; fiizzy-wuzzy, a soldier’s nick-

name for the typical Soudanese warrior, from his

method of dressing his hair
c 1850 Denham 'I racts (189s) II 48 The dust of a * fuzzy

ball cast in the eyes will cause blindness 1883 Spectator
8 Aug 1043/1 They were *fuz?ie-headed. 1833

1

Hook
Widow <$• Marquess mi, A couple of fuzzy-legged hens
1892 R Kipling Barrach-r Ballads 10 So 'ere’s to you,
*Fuz7y-Wu7zy, at your 'ome in the Soudan
Hence rirzzily adv

,

rirzzmess. Also Fifzzy-
ism [-ism], Photogr., the studied production of
* fuzzy’ pictures

1613 Markham Eng. Husbandman H ij, A little paire of
round wheeles, which..doth so certainly guide the Plough
.that it can neither drownd thiough the easie hghtnesse

of the earth, nor runne too shallow through the fussmessc
of the mould 1866 A thenteum No 2042 801 /i A certain
‘ fuzziness ’, as artists say, appears in many examples 1867
Miss Broughton Not Wisely (1869) 10 They [locks of hair]
thence went off crisply, fuzzily, in a most unaffected wave

1874 M. Collins Trattsmigr II xiv 221 Her ban was a
bunch of fuzziness 1880 Century Mag XXXI 477
1 omentose appearance of stem or fuzziness of stem 1894
Brit, frnl Photogr XLI. Supp 5 A prelude to a descent
into Fuzzyism.

Fwde, obs. Sc. form of Food.

try, v. Obs [aphetic form of Defy v 2
]

trans. To digest

13 Knowe pi self 63 in E E. P. (1862) i3r pi fleschc

foode jie wormes wol fye c 11440 Proittp. Parv 159/2
Fym, or defyin mete and drynke . digero.

Fy, obs, form of Fie.

Fy- : see also Fi-

-ff (fsi), suffix, forming verbs. The older Eng
vbs. in fy are adoptions of Fr vbs m -fier, which
aie either adapted from Lat. vbs, in -fiedre or formed
on the analogy of vbs. so originating. (The form

-fier was used as the representative ofL -ficd> e on
the analogy of words like saintefier .—sanctificarc

)

The Lat. vbs in -fiedre were originally derivatives

of adjs. in fic-us (see -Pio), though subsequently
the suffix could be used to form vbs. without the

intervention of an adj. They may be divided into

three classes (correspondmg to three classes of

adjectives m -ficus . see -EIO), all of which are

lepresented by adapted words m Eng : (x) vbs
f. sbs, with the sense c to make, produce ’, aspdei-

fiedre (ong intr to make peace) pacify, xdifiedre
edify, or ‘ to make or convert into something ’, as

deificdre deify
, (2) f. adjs , with the sense

1
to bring

into a certain state’, as sanctificdre sanctify, (3)
f vb.-steras, with causative sense, as hot) fiedre
horrify. In tnedX. there was a tendency to sub-
stitute -fiedre for -facerc in the few Lat vbs. so end-
ing, and hence Fr and Eng vbs. in fier, -fy some-
times correspond to Lat. vbs m -pacer e

,
eg. F.

stnpifier (but mpa. pple stuptfait as well as stupi-

fi£) stupefy, OF satisfier (but mod F. salisfaire
)

satisfy,F. liquffier\vsyx.dy ,F .ritbtfierrubefy,med.L.
calefiCareeAefy, Exc. in the case of these few vbs.

the ending has normallythe form -ify (for thereason
see -mo) It is now used as the regular rendering
of fiedre in new words adopted from Lat or formed
on assumable Lat. types, and is also freely added to

Eng adjs. and sbs. to form vbs., mostly somewhat
jocular or trivial, with the senses :

‘tomake aspecified

thing’, os speechify', 1 to assimilate to thecharacter of
something’ (chiefly m pa pple., as countrified')',
* to invest with certain attributes’, as Frenchify.
(A large proportion of these vbs are from sbs. ancl

adjs. ending in -y or -ey, the suffix then having the
form -fy instead of the usual -ify. An early ex-

ample is beautify ,
but the analogy on which this

woid was formed is not clear.) In a few cases the
suffix has been quite irregularly added to vb
steins, but the words are either obsolete, as dedify,

hmdnfy, ormfy
,
or merely jocular or illiterate, as

argufy. The noun of action related to vbs. in -ify
noimally ends in -ificahon, though, by confusion
of suffix, petrifaction is used in Eng. where Fr, has
more correctly purification. The words in which
-fy represents L. facere have their corresponding
nouns of action ending in -faction.

The following examples illustrate the freedom
with which this suffix has been used in the forma-
tion of nonce-words.
1602 Dekker Satiromastix Liva, Nay by Sesu you

shall bee a Poet, though not Lawrefyed, yet Nettlefyed so
1647 Trapp Comm Ephes iv 15 But speaking the truth
Doing the truth Truthifymg 177S S. J Pratt Liberal
Ofin (1783) II* 260 Not that I would have you suppose
I am bigotted to frippery, even though you now see me
so apefied. 1790 A Seward Lett (18x1) II 381 Though
fashion has now bulhfied us all 1834 Southey Doctor II
Inter-ch vr 119 Either of these misfortunes would have
emasculated his mind, unipsefymg and unegofying the
Ipsissimns Ego 1844 Haliburton Sam Slick in Eng I,
viu 135 He might have knowed how to feel for other folks,
and not funkify them so peskily, 1872 [Earl Pembroke &G H. Kingsley] S Sea Bubbles viu. 206 The boom of the
pigeon is wondrous pleasant and drowsyfying

Fyall, vai. Filiole 1
, Obs

Fyar, obs form of Fire.

Fyble, -’bull, obs. forms of Feeble
Fyeh(e, obs. form of Fish, Fitch sb%
Fyciscien, obs. form, of Physician.
Fye, obs foim of Fay v f, Fie
Fyell, var. Filiole 1, Obs

Fyen, -ene, obs forms of Fay v 2, Fain
Fyers(e, Fyest, obs ff. Fierce, Fist shA
Fy'ing, vbl sb. [f. Fie v. + -ing 1.] The

action ol saying Fie •

1662 Rump Songs (1874) II 63 Which put pretty Maids
to pishing and fymg

Fyke (folk) US [a 'Du.fnk] A bag-net
used for catching fish, esp. shad.
i860 Bartlett Did Amer , Fyke the large bow-nets lnNew York harbor, used foi catching shad, are called shad-

fykes

b Comb , as fyke-net ; also fyke-fisherman,
one who fishes with a fyke

( Cent. Diet)
1891 W. K Brooks Oyster 181 The shores are now so

lined by fyke nets that the number of shad which reach
the spawning giounds at all is proportionally much less
than it was in 1880

Fyld(e, Fylet(te, obs. forms of Field, Fillet
Fylfot (fi lfyt) [The sole authority on which

this word has been accepted by modem antiquaries
as the name of the mark in question is the passage
from the Lansdowne MS quoted below The con-
text m which the woid there occuis seems to favour
the supposition that it is simply fill-foot, meaning
a pattern or device for c filling the foot ’ of a painted
window. There is nothing to show whether the
word denoted specifically this device as dis-

tinguished from others used for the same purpose,
and it is even possible that it may have been a mere
nonce-word.] A name for the figure called also

a cross cramponnee (see Cramponnee), and identi-

cal with the Swastika of India, the gammadion
of Byzantine ecclesiastical ornament

;
it has been

extensively used as a decoration (often, apparently,

as a mystical symbol) in almost all known paits

of the world from prehistoric times to the present

day Also fylfot cross.

a 1300 Instruct Memorial Wind In MS Lansdowne
874 If 190 Let me stand in the medyll pane a rolle abo[ve
my hetle] in the liycst [pane] vpward, the fylfot in the
ncderniast pane vnder ther I knele [The words defaced
or toin off are supplied conjecturally In the sketch, below
the effigy of the writer, is a ‘fylfot’ composed of broad
fillets, with tricking app intended for ‘ermine’] 184a

J G Wai 1 ru Brasses, Priest & Franklin, This device is

denominated ‘ the fylfot * on the authority of some ancient
directions for the execution of two figures in painted glass
..preserved in Lansdowne MS 874 1832 Planch£ Pw-
sutv Arms 135 The Fylfot a a mystic figure, called in the
Greek Church, Gammadion It is very early seen in

Heraldry 1861 Haines Mon Brasses p civ, The Fylfot,

a kind of cross potent rebated, or cross cramponefi, 1868
Bahing-Gould Curious Myths Scr. n in 80 Bells were
often marked with the ‘ fylfot ’, or cross of Thorr 1887
A thenxum 20 Aug 249/2 It comprises a fylfot cioss set

with studs

Fym(e)rel, -elle, obs. forms of Femebell.
Fymterre, obs. form of Fumitory.
Fynd(e, Fyne, obs ff. Fiend, Find v

,
Fain.

Fynerall, obs. form of Funeral,
Fynt, obs form of Fiend.
Fyxble, obs. form of Fimble sbA
Fyrd (fed, fi<ud) Hist. [OE fyrd\ seeFERD.]
The military airay of the whole country before

the Conquest, also, the obligation to military

service

1832 J. Bred St. Herbert’s Isle 99 ‘The .. fyrd ! ’ cried

Edwal, ‘laise the fyrd ’ 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng I 83
A thieefold obligation lay on all the holders of land m the

Kingdom This consisted of the Bricgbote, Burhbote, and
Fyrcl 1861 Freeman Norm, Conq (187(1) IV xvm 147
When the king summoned his fyrd to his standard. 1895
Meiklejohn Hist Eng 1. 105 In 1181 a regulation called

the Assize of Arms was issued for the Fyrd or National
Militia

Fyre, obs. form of Fir, Fire.

Fyrette, obs. form of Ferret sb .
1

Fyrmentie, -mete : see Frumenty, Firmity 2.

Fyrrys, fyrs, obs. forms of Furze.

Fyrst, var. Frist, and obs form of First.

Fyry, -ie, -e, obs. forms of Fiery.

Fysegge, Fysel(l, obs. ff Visage, Fizzle v l

Fysnomye, obs. form of Physiognomy
Fysoun, Fysyke, obs ff, Foison, Physio.

Fytch, obs. foim of Fitoh sb 1 = Vetch
Fytlial, -el(e, -il, -ylle, obs. ff. Fiddle,

Fytlo(c)k, obs form of Fetlock.

Fyton, var. Fitten, Obs , untruth

Fyfcte: see Fit ri .
1 Obs.

Fyver(e, obs. form of Fever.
Fyxyll, var. Thixell, Obs,, pole of a wagon.

14x1 Nottingham Rec. II, 86, j. fyxyll ijd.

Fyz, obs. form of Fitz



G.

G (dgT), the seventh letterof the Roman alphabet,

was originally a cLfferentiated. form of C

;

for its early history see that letter. In Latin G re-

presented the voiced guttural slop
;
but in the later

period of the language it must have been pro-

nounced befoie front vowels as a palatal, its repre-

sentation m the Rom langs being precisely the

same as that of Lat. I consonant (J), hence in OF.

G befoie e, i was pronounced like J, viz as the

assibilated (dg).

In OE. the letter stood for four diffeient sounds,

viz. thevoiced guttural and palatal stop (in this Dic-

tionary represented by g, g), and the voiced guttural

and palatal spirant (here printed £,£). The precise

distribution of these sounds is much disputed, but

if we confine our view to the very end of the OE.

period the following statements may be made.

Initial G before back vowels was a guttural stop

(g), developed from an earlier spirant. Initial G
before front vowels was a palatal spirant (y).

Medially and finally, G represented a guttural or a

palatal, according to the nature of the associated

sounds ;
in the combinations ng and^ (written eg

when palatal, rarely when guttuial) it was a stop,

and in other positions a spirant. In early ME
,
or

perh. in late OE
,
the palatal stop developed into

the complex sound (dg), thus coinciding with the

power of G before e, z, m contemporary French

In early ME. the continental form of G (approxi-

mately g) was used for the two sounds which the

letter had in French, (g) and (dg), while the OE.

form $ was used for the sounds peculiar to native

words, viz the guttural and palatal spirants (y, y).

Ormin attempted to differentiate the symbol g into

two, g= (dg), and $=(g) ;
but his example was

not followed The symbol 3 gradually came to

assume a form indistinguishable from that used for

Z in contemporary MSS.; in this Dictionary the

form !j
is employed for ME words This symbol

was commonly used in ME for the sound of (y)

initial andfinal, forthe gutturaland palatal unvoiced

spirant final or before t (as m tnouj, aujt, mjt, OE.

gen6k, cIht
,
mht), and, so long as the sound remained

in the language, for the guttural voiced spirant

From the 13th c., however, the 5 was by some

scribes wholly or partially discarded for y or gh
;

a few texts have yh In the 15th c. vocabularies

the words beginning with 3 are at the end of the

alphabet Caxton uses the symbol sparingly, chiefly

before final t. The English pnnteis of the 16th c.

scarcely use it at all, but m Scotland it survived

longer, and has left a trace m the use of z for y m
the spelling of surnames like Menzies and Dcthiel

,

and of such words as capercailzie
,
gaberlunzu.

In modern English G has the so called * hard ' sound (g)

at the end of a word, before a consonant or a, 0, «, texc in

gaol, gaoler), and in words of Teutonic etymology before e

and 1, as m give
,
get, ; also in Hebrew proper names, as

Gedaliah, Gideon In words from Lat or Romanic it

has the ‘soft* sound before e,i,y, and at the end of

a syllable, in words of whatever origin, the sound (d$) is

represented always by dge or ge, the lettei J not being

used m this position The combination gn is sounded n

initially or at the end ofa syllable. When the combination

ng occurs m one syllable, theg is now silent, serving only

to give to the » the value of (n) With regard to the pro-

nunciation of ng in the middle^ of a disyllable, modern

usage is somewhat inconsistent in the inflexions and deri-

vatives of verbs thesis silent, as m singer, smgelh,
singing

(si nai, si n6j>, si gig), but is sounded in the comparatives

ana superlatives of adjs
,
as in younger, longer (y® gga^,

Iff ggaa), and the other words generally, ezfinger (n qgar).

The combination gh is m a few words {aghast, ghastly,

ghost) a mere capricious substitute for g (cf. Caxton s fre-

quent ghoos, ghoot, gherle—goose, goat, girl) Elsewhere it

chiefly represents the older guttural or palatal spirant (OE

g or A), which in modem pronunciation is either dropped,

as in high, night, through, -plough, or replaced by (f ), as in

laugh, rough, tough ; a special development has taken place

in hough (b^k).

II. Used as a symbol, with reference to its place

(7th) in the alphabet

Vol. IV.

1 G, g, g is used to denote anything occupying

the seventh place in a senes (Cf A, B, C, etc

)

2 . In Music G is the name of the 5th note of the

diatonic scale of C major ;
called G m Germany,

sol in France and Italy Also the scale or key

which has that note for its tonic. G clef . the

treble clef (see Cief 1
) placed on the lme in the

stave appropriated to the note G.

*596 Pathw to Mus A iv b, Note also that what is vnder

G sol re vt, the same is vnder Gamma-vt, and what is aboue

E la mi, the same is aboue ee la 1609 Douland Onuthofi

Microl 7 Keyes axe 22 in number The first is of Capitall

Letters viz T A B C D E.F G 1806 Callcott Mus,

Gram 111 6 The G Clef is a compound character of the

letters G and S, for the Syllable, Sol 1881 Scribner's Mctg

XXI. 75/2 [He] burst forth with a high G of astounding

volume 1891 S Mostyn Curatica 106 The curate, after

waiting m vain for his G [note on the organ], was obliged

at last to start without it

III. Abbreviations.

a G. =» various proper names, as George, Gei-

trude. b. In Physics g is the symbol for aeceleta-

tion by gravity « about 32 ft. per second, e Math.

GC.F. or G.C M. = Greatest Common Factor or

Measure, d. Comm GMB.: see quot. e In

the order of Freemasons, G M. = Grand Master.

1884 Pall Mall G 21 Feb 5/2 ‘G M.B 1 means a good

merchantable brand of iron j but a small proportion . . which

is neither good nor merchantable, has been deposited 111 the

stores as * G.M B ’

Ga, obs. and north form of Go v

Ga, obs form of gave . see Give

Gab (gseb), sb 1 Also 3-4 gabbe [a. OF. gab

(also gap
;
inflectedga-s) masc }

gabe fem
,
mockery,

derision
;

cf It. gabbo jest, and ON gabb nent

,

mockery. See Gab v *]

+ 1 . Mockery, derisive deception; a lie, deceit.

Without gab [OF. sanz gas] . without deception,

of a surety. Obs.

a 1300 Flonz 4 Bl 489 For ihc wene bithute gabbe pat

pe Admiral me wule habbe. a 23x0 in Wiight LyricP xv

49 Syker hit siweth me ful sore, Gabbes les ant luthere

lore, sunnes bueth un-sete c 1320 Cast Love 507 Hose

Pees loueJ>, wi))«outen gabbe, Pees wi^-outeu ends he schal

habbe xj Guy W&yv) (A) 2888 pou schalt habbe half

mi lond wijj-outen gabbe.

fb. A taunt, Obs

a 1225 Leg Kath 2269 Porphire and alle hise win se

socSe gabbes giemeden him se sate past [etc ]

2 An idle vaunt, a piece of brag or bravado

Also Hist, of the ‘gabs’ of Charlemagne and his

knights (see quot. 1846). (The coriespondingwoid

in German cluvalric romance viasgelpf=QF gielp )

1737 Ozell Rabelais II, 226 note, Upon bis saying, only

by way of Gab .. that [etc ] 1846 Weight Ess Mid
Ages II 11 39 Chailemagne and his twelve peers began

each to make his 'gab', orjoke, which consisted in an ex

travagant gasconade, 1889 C T Martin Gautiar's Lestone

des Engles II p xxxviu, The first is the Gab of WalteT

Tirel and the King The King replies at once by more Gab

Gab (gseb), sb 2 Not 111 dignified use. [See

Gab v.2 In Sc. often associated with Gab sb 3
]

1. The action of gabbing or talking, conversa-

tion, prattle, talk, twaddle. Also jocular nonce-

use ; A language.

1790 A. Wilson -grd Ej> to W Mitchell, Perhaps Rob

G y’s auld grey pate May join thesocial gab x8«

J Poole Hamlet Ttavestiei m 10 Then hold jour gab,

and hear what I’ve to tell a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II

58 The captain hates ' a woman’s gab '. a 1845 Hood Sir

J Bownng 5 All kinds of gabs he talks, I wis, From Latin

down to Scottish. 1863 Reade Hard Cash II xv 240

* Come, stash your gab, my lad said Green 1874Greville

Mem Geo 7/(1875) III xxm 72 They certainly can’t get

the best of him at the gab. 1887 Punch 10 Sept 111/1

Gladstone's gab about ‘ masses and classes * is all tommy

rot. 1893 Stevenson Catnona 19 There's no fair way to

stop your gab

b. The gift of the gab : a talent for speaking,

fluency of speech. (Sc also gift ofthe Gob )

[1681 see Gob] 1785 in Grose Diet Vulg. Tongue.

1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 29 We knew well enough

that he had the gift of the gab 1820 J W. Croker in

Croher Papers (1884) 20 Dec ,
A Government cannot go on

without the gift ofthe gab 1850 T A Trollope Impress.

Wand vn 100 Our good gentle Florentines have a very

inordinate gift of the gab.

2 slang In phrases To blow the gab : to blab,

give information, ‘peach’. (Cf Gaff sb? 2.)

Toflash the gab : to show off in talk, to hold forth.

1785 Grose Diet Vulg, Tongue s v.,To blow the gab, to

confess, or peach 1819 Moore Tom Crib'sMem (1821) 12

While his Lordship that very great dab At the flowers of

rhet’ric is flashing his gab 1834H Ainsworth Rookwood

m v, Never blow the gab, or squeak.
_

3 attnb and Comb (jocular), as in gab-machine,

-shop', gab -trees, the jaws

1728 W Starrat Ep to Ramsay 38 Sae gash thy gab-

trees gang 1797 Mary Robinson Walsingham IV 13, I

always dose at the gab-shop ’ [1 e the House of Commons],

replied he. x866 Lowell* Biglow P Poet. Wks 1800 II

379 Nut while the twolegged gab-machme’s so plenty,

’nablm' one man to du the talk 0’ twenty.

Gab (geeb),^ 3 Sc [var.ofGos] The month.

To steek ones gab

.

to be silent, make one silent

1724 Ramsay 'lea-t Misc (1733) I. 8 He dighted his gab

and pn’d her mou\ 1725 — Gent Sheplt 1 1, Bannocks

and a shave of cheese Will make a breakfast that
^
Might

please the daintiest gabs 1785 GroseDid Vulg. Tongue,

Gab, or Gob, the mouth 1786 Burns Ordination ix, Now
Robinson harangue nae mair, But steek your gab for even

a 18x0 Tannahill Poems (1846) 105 Her moil’s like the gab
0’ the fleuk. i8xo Cock Simple Strains 136 (Jam) His

menseless gab was fairly steeket 1820 Scott Abbot xiv,

‘Now, my mates’ . ‘once again dight your gabs and be

hushed ' 1861 Ramsay Return Ser 11, 55
1 I’m unco yuckie

to hear a blaud 0’ yer gab ’

b Comb. , gab string slang (see quot.).

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Gab or gob string, a

bridle.

Gab (gseb), sbfi [Of obscure ongin : cf. Flem.

gabbe notch, gash (m Kilian, glossed ‘incisuia ’).]

(See quot. 1 888 )
X7Q2 Specif Kelly's Patent No 1879 8 Clear of the notch

or gabb of the catch lever 1839 R S Robinson Naut.

Steam Eng. 95 In the end ofthe rod is a notch, called a gab.

1846 Young Naut Diet sv Steam-engine § 32 The eccen-

tric has a notch, or gab as it is called, fitting a pin in the

gab-lever 1888 Lockwood's Did Mtclt Engin , Gab, a

hook, or open notch, m a rod or lever, which drops over a

spindle, and forms a temporary connection between valve or

other motions

b. Comb • gab-lever (see quot 1888)

1839 R. S Robinson Naut Steam Eng 97 When the

notch in the rod is engaged with the stud on the gab lever,

the engine works itself. 1888 Lockwoods Diet Meat-

Engin ,
Gab Lever, generally any lever which is connected

up by means of a gab, specifically the lever which forms

the connection between the slide valve spindle and the

eccentric rod in some forms of marine engine valve

Gab (gseb), v l Forms' 2-4 gabbe-n, 4-0

gabb(e, (5 gabe), 3- gab. [app. a. OF gabber

(also mittmgauber, gather, once,, perh erroneously,

jaber), to mock, deride, jest ,
the word is found

(perh. as an adoption from OFr) as Pr. and OSp.

gabar, It gabbare, to mock, jest, Pg gahar to

praise, refl to boast. Cf the related Gab sb?

Most etymologists regard the Rom vb and sb as adop-

tions of the Teut. words which appear as ON gabba to

mock, gabb mockery (Gab sb ’), OFris gabbia to accuse,

prosecute (cf sense 1 below), MDu and MLG gabbeu

to mock, deceive But in words of eaily adoption, Teut.

ga- normally became ja- in Central French ,
further, the

occunence of bb in Teut words(apart fiom hypocoristic and

onomatopoeic formations and WGer bb from oj) is rare and

etymologically obscure, and the chronology of the various

Teut forms would not forbid the supposition that they were

all adopted from OFr Ifthe words he eitherTeut or Rom.

formations from a Teutonic root, they may perhaps be con-

nected ultimately with Gate v ", cf the Icel use of gap in

the sense of clamour, jeers , on the other hand they may be

onomatopoeic foimations expressing the notion of loud out-

cry, chatter ;
cf Gab v?, Gabble, Gaggle v ]

+ 1 irons. To reproach, accuse Obs

c 1200 7rm Coll. Horn. 6s We ajen to gabben us seluen

forhat we synexeden, alse pe hohe man 10b seio, Repre-

hendo me lch naue syn ejed and gabbe me suluen peroffe.

L O frt CPHn. HollSt.

on, upon. Obs.

a x22g Ancr\ R • 200 Lauhwen oSer gabben, 3^ bijn mis-

biueolle C1320 Sir 'lnstr 2115 pou gabbest on me so,

Mi nem nil me nou3t se c 1380 Wyclif Sel Wks III 347

pis blaspheme gabbip upon God, and seip pat al pis is

Goddis werk ci55° Hye ways to Spyttel Ho, 338 in

Hazl. E, P, P, IV. 42 Where they lyst, for to gabbe and

rayle 1573 G Harvey Letier-bk (Camden) 106 Doth sea

ingender flame ? You gabb fonde poetts, or in bowrde, You
biason Neptune's name

fb. trans. To mock. Obs,

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAytuon xiv 338 Ye Wynne not

moche by, for to gabbe me of this facyon



GAB. GABELLE.

+ 3 mtr To lie, tell lies Obs

a 1300 Sarmun 47 in E E P. (1862) 6 Sob to sigge and

nost to gab <11300 Cursor M 5173 Yce apd, certes,

yee ha sin *3 Guy Want) (A ) 2470 Y no gabbe nouat,

for sothe to say 1373 Barbour Bruce iv 290 [Scho] aslcit

quhy he gabbit had Of the Ansuer that he hir mad c 1400

Destr. Troy 4303 As the gospell of God, bat gabbit. not,

says c 1450 Merlin 31, 1 pray yow that ye sey the trouthe

. and wite ye well yef ye gabbe enythynge, I know it

wele t-nough c 1473 Pat lenity 2410 A king ne shold lye

nebegabbyng. _ .

fb. irans To tell lies to, to deceive. Obs.

c 1275 Sermun 36 m O. E Misc 188 Bachares and brueies

for alle men heo gabbe c 1325 Metr. Horn 7 That wiht

lesinge Gabbid Adam and his ofspringe. c 1440 York Myst

xiu 141 We ! why gab ye me swa, 0146a '1 owneley Myst

vxviii 243 Might 1 se ihesu gost and flesh giopyng shuld

not gab me,

4. mtr. To boast, brag, qnasi-anh. and Hist

(A modern adoption of the OF. word as occuirmg

in the Charlemagne romances )

1823 Scorr Tahsm 11, Their fashion is to gab of that

which they dare not undertake 1846 Wright Ess Mid
Ages 1. 11. 39 Even Turpin, the archbishop, gabbed ;

and

his boast was [etc] 1863 Kingslly Hereto xn, He would

chant his own doughty deeds; and gab (as the Norman
word was) in painful earnest

Gab (gseb), v 2 [app. onomatopoeic ;
cf Gabble

v ] mtr To talk much or glibly ; to chatter, pi ale

1786 Burns Earnest Cry x, Could I like Montgomeues
light, Or gab like Boswell Va i8qo Earl Richard xvu in

Child Ballads 111 lxvm (1885) 149/1,
1 1 wad shoot this wee

pyet Sits gabbing on Lhc tiee ' 1844 Mrs Cari yi e Lett I,

ag3 [He] came in to tea and sat there gabbing till ten o'clock

1883 Black Yolande x\, 'Bout him the cailes were gabbm’

Hence Ga'bbmg vbl sb
,
chatter, idle talk ;

Gab*
bingppl a ,

that gabs ; chattering, glib-tongued

X7g4 Blowers of Forest in R itson's Sc. Songs II 3 Nae
daffin, nae gabbin, but sighing and sabbing 1830 Gali
Lawnc T 11 v. (1849) 5^ Giving such gabbing the go by

1837 R Nicoll Paeuts (1842) 79 He’s a gash, gabbm*
btrkie, the Auld Beggar Man
tGab, vfi Obs [Cf dial, gobber-tooth

,
gubber-

tush, a projecting tooth; also Gag v.2 2, Gag-
tooth ] mtr. Of teeth , To project.

xfiox Holland Plmy xt xxxvii I 337 They [teeth] stand

gabbing out of the moulh.

Hence + Gabbed ppl a., projecting
xfiox Holland Plmy xi xxxyii I. 337 Goats haue none

aboue but the 2 foreteeth None haue gabbed tusks stand-

ing forth of the mouth

fGabarage. Obs.~° (See quot

)

1706 PniLLirs (ed Kersey), Gaiarage
,
that which Irish

Goods are wrapped in. 1721 111 Baxley , and in mod Diets.

Gabard, obs form of Gabbart.
Gabarden, -dine, obs forms of Gaberdine.

Gabarre, gabart, gabbard, var. Gabbart.
Gabb, Gabback, obs ff. Gab, Gabbooic

Gabbardin(e, obs. form of Gaberdine.

Gabbart (gaebait). In recent use chiefly Sc.

Forms* 6 gabard, gaber, 7 gabart, gaboard,

gabbord, 7-9 gabbard, 9 gabarre, gab(b)ert,

8- gabbart. [ad. F.gabarre (now spelt gabare),

ad. Pi. (also It and Sp) gabarm of unknown
origin Some of the forms may come from F.

gabarot, -otic, dim of gabare ] A sailing vessel

for inland navigation
,
a sailing barge, lighter

1380 R. Hitchcock. Politic Plat in Arb. Gamer II 162

Thither cometh yearly three hundred lighters, called Gabers,

with wines 1666 Loud. Gaz No 24/1 Two Gaboards
were sunck in this Harboui 1775 T. Campbell Diary
Visit Eng m Napier Boswell (1884) V 22a Little gabbards,

with coals, and groceries, &c ,
come up here from Bristol,

x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxxvi, Coal-barges and gabbards [The
spelling gabbart occurs in ch xxxi ] 1828 — F M Perth
xvi, She sailed m a gabbart for Dundee 1877 in Law Rep
App Cases II 844, I owned gabbaits {foot-note scows] on
the Leven for about twenty years
atti ib 1776 G. Semple Building tit Water 112 A few
Gabbard-men and Labourers

Gabbe, obs form of Gab.
Gabber (gsebor), sbf Also 4-5 gabbere, 5
gabbar. [f Gab 0 1 + -ER 1

.] One who gabs.

f 1. A mocker
;
a deceiver

,
a liar. Obs

c X386 ChaucerPars T. r 15 He is a Iaper and a gabber,
and no verray repentant, that eftsoone dooth thyng, for

which hym oghte repente CX400 Maundev (1839) xiv 160,

I schal speke a litille more of the Dyamandes .to the ende
that thei that knowen hem not, be not disceyved be Gabberes
[F. barratoms\ that gon be the Contree, that sellen hem,
1450 Pol, Poems (Rolls) II 237 Gabberys gloson eny wliare

2 One who utters ‘ gabs ’ (see Gab sb. 1 2)

1869 T. Wright in Student II, 449 Sir Ken was cele-

brated as the most accomplished gabber m King Arthur's
court

Gabber (gse baa), sb.2 [f. Gab v 2 + -er 1
.] A

chatterer, prater,

*793 Char, m Atm. Reg 250 My reputation of being a
good gabber, that is to say, possessing a considerable share
of low quaint language 1834 H Miller Sch <J*

Schnt.
xv. (1857) 339 The direction will be apparently in the hands
of a few fluent gabbers

•f Ga-bber, v Obs — 1 [onomatopoeic
;

cf

Jabber, Gibber, also Gab sb 1 and v 2
,
Gabble

Du. gabberen has the same sense ] trans. To talk

volubly, to jabber
1706-7 Farquhar Beaux Strat m i, He and the count’s

footman were gabbenng French x8o8Jamieson, Gabber

,

to
jabber, to gibber, to talk incoherently,

lienee Ga bbering- vbl sb. Also Ga tober sb
,

jabber.

1796 Coleridge in Mrs Sandford T Poole Friends

(1888) I 15s Iheir unmeaning gabber of flatteiy 1822

Blwick Mem 4 The gabbenng and noise they made, was

enough to stun any one

Gabbert, var. Gabbart.

+ Gabbery. Obs rate [/ Gab 0 1 + -rry
,

cf OF gabeme ] (See quot

)

1627 Minsheu Ductor
,
Gabberies, gabbmgSj wiliedeceits,

gulhngs or cheatings 1676 in Coles 1721 in Bailly

Gabbing Cgce big), vbl sb [f. Gab v 1 + -ing x
.]

The action of the vb Gab
|
1 . Lying, falsehood, a lie. Obs.

a 1230 Owl <S
Night 626 Thu me telst of other thmge,

Of mine bnddes seist gabbmgc. a 1300 Cursor M 5176

‘Fader,’ }>ai said, ‘ mis-tru vs noght, pat we J?e now ha
gabbing bioght' X377 Langl P PI B x\. 12 f With
glosyngcs and with gabbynges lie gyled be peple 01400
Hymns Vug (E E T 8) 108 Bakbyte pou no mon blod

ny bon But ay let gabbynges glyde and gon C1440

Parlonope 7097 Ye weie neuer wont to use gabbyng c 1450

Merlin 13, I ‘.hall well knowe yef ye haue made eny gal>

bynge 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladya 328 Here beware that

ye make no gabbynge 15x3 Douglas YEtieis 1 Pref 203

Was it nocht eik als possible Eneas, As Hercules oi Theseus

to hell to pas? Qululk is 11a gabbing sutbhe, nor 11.1 lie

2. The action of the vb Gab (sense 4)

1869 T Wright m Student II 449 This proceeding was

called gabbing, and the boasts and jests were called gabs

Gabbion(e, obs form of Gabion

Gabble (gro b’l), sb. [f the vb ]

1 Voluble, noisy, confused, unintelligible talk.

1602 Marston Ant .j Mil 11 Wks 1836 I 26 Taint not

thy sweete caie With that sots gabble 1667 Milton P L
xu 56 Forthwith a hideous gabble rises loud Among the

Builders 1750 Johnson Rambler No 74 IP to Where theie

are ehildien, she hates the gabble of brats 1806-7 J
BLRLsroRD Miseries Hum Life (1826) v iv, A uew of

savages whose laughter and gabble are all that you me
allowed to hear. 1830 J Jlkvll Coir. 8 July (1894) 241

Holland House is. the veiy focus of political gabble 1862

Lowell Biglozti P Poems 1800 II 346 Gabble’s the shoit

cut to ruin 1874 Green Short Hist, vm § 3 4S0 'the

stately leserve [of Charles] contrasted favourably with the

gabble and indecorum of hts father

2 . The maiticulnle noises made by animals

x6ox Siiaks All's Well 1v 1 22 Choughs language,

gabble enough, and good enough 1638 Shiuli y Mart
Soutdier III 1 in Bnllen 0 PI l 203 If they do but once

open and spend there gabble, gabble, gabble, it will make
the Forest eechoe 1644 Milton Aicofi (Arb ) 72 In their

envious gabble [the buds] would prognosticat a yenr of

sects and schisms 1847 L. Hunt far Honey iv (1B48)

48 The turtles stun one with then yawning gabble

Gabble (gee b’l), v Also 7 gable [onoma-

topoeic, cf Gabber and the words there cited; also

MDu gabbeln of similar meaning ;
and Gaggle 0]

1 mtr. To talk volubly, inarticulately and in-

coherently; to chatter, jabber, piattle. Also, to

read so fast as to be unintelligible

*577 Stanyiiurst Descr Irel 1 4 in Hohnshed Chion I,

He that dooth not perceyue, what is fitting or decent for

, 1 gabble 11

night? 1628 Ford Lamer's Mel 11 1, I’ll keep the old man
111 Lhat, whilst thou gabbiest to the girl. 1663 Butlir
Hud 1 1 xoi Which made some think when he did gabble

Th’ hadheaid three Laboureis of Babel 1768-74 Iucki r

Lt Nat (1832) 1. 36 A careless nurse gabbling among her

gossips, without attention to her chaige xflxo Craiiiie

Borough vi. Wks 1834 III. 122 And lisps and gabbles if lie

tries to talk 1829 Lytton Dismwtcd 7 Are you still

gabbling at the foot of the table x86o-x Flo Nightingale
Nursing 402 If there is some matter which must be read to

a sick person, do it slowly People often think lhat the

way to get it ovei with least fatigue to him is to get it over

in least tune They gabble 1868 Hawthornl Amet
Notc-Bks

.

(1870) I 48 We could hear them within the hut,

gabbling meruly
quasi tians 1849 C Bronte Shirley 1, The confusion of

tongues which has gabbled me deaf as a post
_

2. trans. To utter rapidly and unintelligibly.

Also with over
1758 Monthly Rem 308 Gabbling infidelity and laughing

at the leligion of his country 1704 M - -is 0
1

T ‘

(1798)382 He like Macphcrson, . , . .
1

1758
Coleridge Fea/s m Solit 72 Wt „ n 1 < . v.

mean to break 1829 Scott Jml 13 July, Gabbling
eternally much that I did, and inoie that 1 did not, undei-
stand 1851 D. Jlurold St Giles axil 222 Tangle rolled

upon his side, gabbling something tn hts sleep 1870 R. B
Brough Marston Lynch xxxi. 342 The contemptuous haste
ofan actor gabbling a pait

3 Of geese, etc ; To utter with rapidity inarticu-

late sounds More commonly Gaggle
1697 Dryden Vtrg Past ix 48, 1 gabble like a Goose,

amidst the Swan-like Quire 1770 Goldsm Des Vill 112

The noisy geese that gabbled o’er the pool. 1820 Byron
Mar Fal iv li 299 The geese 111 the Capitol gabbled
Till Rome awoke 1865 S, Evans Bro Fabian's MS 23
Gabbling and plashing half across the pool . Wrestles the
gandei

Gabblement (gseb’Iment). [f Gabble v.+
-MENl1

.] Gabbling, rapid unintelligible noise
1833 M Scott Tom Cringle xvin. (1859) 5*5 The old

Gander again set up his gabblement 1837 Carlyle Fr
Rev II v. iv,Caperings, shoutings and vociferation,—which
, dwindle into staggering®, into quick gabblement

Gabbler (gse'b’lat). Also 7-8 gabler. [f

Gabble v. + -er 1
] One that gabbles.

1625 Jackson Orig. Unbeliefs xxiv. 238 Such sharers in

the office of intercession, as the Creeple and the Gabler
are in mens benevolences at Fanes 01 Markets 1708
Mottlux Rabelais (1737) V 215 Wheadlmg Gablers
Spoilers of Paper 1780 Johnson Lett to Mrs Thrale
27 July, We aie none of the giddy gabblei s, vve think before
we speak 1879 Sala Pans herselfagain (1880) I xvn z6q
The few French gentlemen whom the guttural gabblers
ha\ e not duven away sit silent in corners.

Gabble-ratch. see Gabriel.

Gabbling (gte b’lnj), vbl sb [f Gabble v +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb. Gabble
1599 Nasiie Lenten Stuffs Wks. (Grosait) V. 251 Their

claelce or gabbling to this purport 1633 Ford Zone's Sacr
hi l, Foh ! do not trick me off, I overheard your gabbling
1685 Stai 1 ord in Dryden’s Mtsc 11 (1685) 440 Time and
patience To tell the Gabbhngs of each Hag and Ghost
17x2 Budglt l Sped No 389 r 9 Having no language but
a confused gabbling which is neither well undeistood by
themselves or other 1769 Goldsm Roman Hist (1786) I

x8i T he gairison weie awaked by the gabbling of some
sacred geese 1833 Hi Maiuineau Cinnamon <$• Pearls
11 26 Mixed with their cliaunt came the muttenngs and
gabbhngs of the charmers 1876 Black Madcap V xl 352
A people prone to gabbling after dinner

Gabbling (gseb’lig ),ppl a [f Gabble® +
-ing - ] That gabbles. Gabbling crow (see quot.

1625 Hart A nut. Ui, 1 i 8 Hei gabling gossips were
officiously attending a better euent then they found [Cf
quot c 1624 sv Gvdling 4] 2756 P. Browne Jamaica
472 The gabbling Ciow This bird is very noisy and
seems to imitate the sounds of most syllables in every
language, in its gabbhngs a 1771 biwoi llt r Bitrlcsqiie Ode
27 Noi to the waddling duck 01 gabbling goose Did she
glad sustenance refuse x8ax Ciart Fill Miustr I 24
Their gabbling talk did Lubm’s cares beguile 1873 Black
Pr Thule wu, Don’t you know the mischiefyour gabbling

tongue might make ? 1877 M Grant S itn-Maid iv, I am a
gabbling silly old Lhing 1883 Longm Mag July 293, I

lemcmber a gabbling sound of words.

Gabbock (gse b^k). 6c. and Anglo-Irish Also

8 gabback, 9 gabbok, -buck, gobbock [a Ii.

gob6g a dog-fisli, a sand-eel
;
Sc. Gael gobag ] A

dog-fish
Quot 1719 is doubtful Jamieson, after Sibbald, inter-

prets gappocks as -‘gobbets, moisels, pieces'.

17x9 D’Uri ly Pills VI 35J There’ll be Fisli of geud
Gabback and Skate [Held Slot Songs (1776) II 23 With
foulh of good gabbock of skate Ritson Scot Souqs (1794)

I an And fouth of good gappoks of skate] 1867 Smyth
Sailor's ",j ,Gi , . < ,.

e
»•

’>* ’ '
<

the heiri n . . .
* (h , t- e x'lflo. / n

4 Down Gloss , Gabback or Gobbock , the piked, clog hsh.

G-abbord, obs form of Gabbart.

Gabbro (gsebro). Geol. [a It. gabbro.] (See

quot 1864-72 )

1837 Dana Syst. Min 2B8 Saussiuite occuis in primitive

regions, and with hoi nblende and augite constitutes the rocks

called gabbro and euphotide 1864-72 Watts Diet Chem
II. 756 Gabbro, the name given by the Italian artists to a

rock essentially composed of felspai and diallage, called by

the French geologists euphotide 1879 Rutlcy StudyRocks
x iso Enstatite occurs 111 lher/ohte and certain gabbros

Hence Gabbro *io a., ol 01 pertaining to gabbro,

having the nature of gabbio
1884 Science July IV 71 Gabbroic and granitic rocks

Gabbronite, gabronite (ga; bronsit) Min
[f Gabbro + -(n)ite , so called by Schumacher in

1801.] A compact variety of scapolite, somewhat

resembling gabbro.
1808 T, Allan NamesMin 33 Gabbronite. fromArendal

1852 Brande Dut. Set Lit Art Supp, Gabronite, a

mineral found in a vein of titamferous iron near Arendal in

Norway.
Gabbuck: see Gabbock.

Gabby (gm bi), a. Sc. [f. Gab sb.
2 + -y L]

Abounding m gab
,
garrulous, talkative

17x9 Hamilton Ep A Ramsay m Ramsays Poems

(

1721)

I. X97 On condition I were as gabby As either thee or honest

Haboy, 1785 R Forbes Poems Buchan Dial 7Althomair
gabbyliemaybeThanNestorwiseandtrue X790A Wilson

Callamp/utre’s Elegy Poet Wks (1846) 106 But now nae

mair he’ll bless their hicld, Wi’ gabby ciacks and stones

1832-53 Whistlc-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser 1 91 Ae mormn,

wee Rabie, fa’ canty and gablne, Gat up frae his nestle an

luiskit him braw 1858 hi Pomi ous Souter Johnny 11

Had gabby skill To ciack a joke

t Ga’bel, V. obs.- 1 tians To mark (sheep)

on the ear m some particulai way.

1715 [see Farthing xb]

Gabelkind, obs form of Gavelkind.

Gabel(l, obs. form, of Gablic

Gabelle (gabe 1) Also 5-S gabel(l, 6 gable,

[a F. gabelle
,

ad. med L. gabella, a denv- from

gablum, galndum
,
a tax, impost, a word of Teut

origin; see Gavel. Cf Pr. and Sp. gabela, It

gabella From the 16th cent it is larely used

by English writers except as a foreign word, refer-

ring esp. to France and Italy ] A tax ,
spec the

salt-tax imposed m France before the Revolution.

1413 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv xxxui 81 Othei

counceylours of the kynge , haue for to sene in special to

gouernaunce of his propre goodes. gabelles and customes

C1460 Fortlscue Aos. * Lint Mon x (1885) 131 F°r wycn

cause the gabell off the salt, and the quaterimes 01 tn

wynes were graunted to the kynge by the uj nstetes 011

Fraunce, 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I civ 187 ine tnre

estates ordeuid that the gabell of salt shulde ron througn

the realme. 1631 Massinger Emperor East 1 11, No man

should dare To bring a salad from his country garden

Without the paying gabel c 1645 Howell Lett n- 1MV



GABELLER 3 GABLE.

(1650) II 100 England .having neithei the Gabells of Italy,

the Tallies of France, or the Accise of Holland laid upon
them. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supphc (1751) 83 Like Massanello

freeing Naples From Gabells put on roots and apples 1721

Strype Eccl Mem II 11. xx 40^ There being alieady

many new imposts and gabels, beside the ordinary excise

1736 C Lucas Ess Wafers II 34 In France on account

of the heavy gabel or excise no man dares to purify salt

for his own table. 1794 J GiFroRD Louis XVI, 185 This

was no less than the total abolition of the Gabelles through-

out France. 1835 Lytton Rienzi x vii, A gabelle was put

upon wine and salt 1866 Rogers Agnc <5- Prices I lx 156

With Cambridge the levy of this gabelle is regular

fig 1649 Ter Taylor Gt Exemp in Ad § 15 137 The
tribute which he demands are Faith, Hope, and Charity,

no other gabels but the duties of a holy spirit

b attnb. as gabelle-house, -man, -pence

1630 Howell GircM's Rev. Naples 1 15 Quarters of the

City, where all the “Gabell houses were 1837 Carlyle Misc

(1857) IV 76 He flung “gabellemen and excisemen into the

river Durance when their claims were not dear 1884

Athenaeum 16 Aug. 209/2 Simon de Montfort's charter for

the remission of “gable-pence and bridge-silver to the bur-

gesses of Leicester

Hence CS-a-helled ppl. a., liable to a gabelle or

tax.

1650 Howell Giraffi's Rev Naples 1 10 They wold buy
no gabell’d fruit

t Gabe’ller. Obs Also in Fr form gabellier,

[f. Gabelle + -er l.] A collector of the gabelle,

a tax-gatherer.

*599 Sandys Europs Spec (1632) 159 To bee thus dayly

racked, fleyed and devoured, by so many pety tyrants as it

were with their prollmg Gabelhers 1670 Cotton Espernon
111 xi 539 They drew up a List of above four hundred of

the best Families of the City, under the Title of Gabellers

1685 J Wright View Late Troub Pref, To their tu-

multuous burning the gabeller’s goods I think I may, not

unaptly, compare our burning the pope 169B Lassels
Voy Italy II. 182 He [Masamello] commanded them to

cast into the fire all the goods, papers, plate, beds, hang-

ings, &c ,
of the Gabelhers

Gabor, obs form of Gabbart
Gaberdine (garbordm) , Forms • 6 gawbar-
dyne, -berdyne, gabarden, -berdm, 6-7 gab-
berdme, 6-9 gab(b)ardm(e, 6- gaberdine.

[The earliest forms appear to be directly a OF.
gauvardme, galvardme

,
gallevardine

,

peril, a deri-

vative of MHG wallevart pilgrimage (for the

sense cf. pelenne) ;
the word passed into other Rom.

langs. as It. gavardma

,

Sp gabardina, the latter of

which has influenced the form of the Eng. word ]

1. A loose upper garment of coarse material,

a smock frock
1320 Lane Wills (Chetham Soc ) I 39, I bequeth unto

hull Thom°s Beke my gawbardyne to make hym a gowne
1367 Drant Horaces Ep to Maecenas 111 Art Poet C nj a,

My cote is bare, my gawberdyne amis. x6io Shaks Temp
11. u. 40 My best way is to creepe vnder his Gaberdine

1663 Butler Hud 1, ui 917 He disrob'd bis Gaberdine

1701 Cowfer Odyss xix 397 Spread his couch with fleecy

gaberdines And rugs of splendid hue 1839 Lang Wand
India 158 A huge pocket at the back of his chogah (a sort

of gaberdine),

b As a garment worn by Jews, perh. ong. a

reminiscence of Sbakspere’s phrase.

1396 Shaks. Merck V 1 111 113 You spet vpon my
Iewish gaberdine 18x7 Mar Edgeworth Harrington 111

(1832) 28 Before his eyes we paraded the effigy of a Jew,
dressed xn a gabardine of rags and paper 1820 Scott
Ivanhoe v, The very gaberdine I wear is borrowed from
Reuben of Tadcaster

C, As worn by almsmen or beggars.

1839 Carlyle Chartism 111 121 Scramble along with

thy pope’s tiaras and beggar’s gabardine. 1866 Rogers
Agnc Prices I v. 120 The garb of the fourteenth cen-

tury is still seen in the almsman's gaberdine 1890 F.W
Robinson Very Strange Family 17 His longblue gaberdine

fluttering in the breeze

d. In local use, a child’s loose frock or pinafore.

Mod. {Kent), ‘ If you put a good gaberdine on a child it

covers everything else, and makes him look tidy
’

2 . transf and fig. Dress, covering
,

also (with

allusion to Shaks. Temp ir. 11 40), protection

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam Wits Ded of Transl

,

Your Bookereturneth vnto you clad in a Cornish Gabardine

1645 Milton Tetrach. Whs (1847) 206/1 If his canonical

f
abardine of text and letter do not now sit too close about
im 1847 Ld. G. Bentinck in Croker Papers 8 Sept.

(1884), They have crawled into the House of Commons
under the gabardine of the Whigs. 1879 Lowell Let

iS Jan , Lett. (1894) II 266 There are great patches of

green on the brown gaberdine of the Campma
<

Hence Ga*bexcUned ppl. a., clothed in a gaber-

dine.

1863 W B Jerhold Sign, Distr. 263 The gaberdmed Jews
chattered incessantly.

Gaberlunzie (gee bail*? nzi, -yi). Sc. Also 6

pi. (?or genitive) gabirlenzeis, 9 gaberloony.

[Of unknown origin
;

-htnzie is traditional Sc.

spelling for -lunyie (see G), which would be pro-

nounced (-lumyi) ]

1

A strolling beggar or mendicant. Also, a

beadsman (see Beadsman-

2 b)

*308 in Pitcairn Cnni Trials Scoil I r. 61 Nov. 19—
Andrew Crossar, Convicted of art and part of the

Slaughter of Adam. Turnbull of Chalmerlane-Newtoune,

and Adam Turnbule, called Gabirlenzeis, *794 Pickering
* Keen hiatus the Wind. ’ m Bums' Wks (1850) IV. 91 The
Gaber-Junzie tirls my sneck, And shivering tells his waefu

tale. x8x6 Scqtt Antiq. xu. It just does its office in bark-

ing at a gaberlunzie like me 1826 J WilsonNod Amir.
Wits 1853 I 64 The political Economy creatures are a cruel

set— greedier themselves than gaberlunzies 1873 Gd
Words 280 Gaberlunzies, with blue coat and tin badge, still

wandered from door to door begging 1880 Blackw Mag.
Apr 476 Crowds of sturdy beggars and gaberlunzies in the
highest degree picturesque, assail him.

fig. 1856 R A Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. 265 That
gaberlunzie, Memory (whose wallet has so many holes),

would step in oftener
appositively t a 1700 Song in Ramsay Tea-t Misc ,

The Gaberlunzie-man 18x6 Scott Antiq xxvu, There
was never sic a braw propine as this sent through the
hands of a gaberlunzie beggar 1824 — Redgauntlet Let
xi, An auld gaberlunzie fiddler x8 Whittier Prose IVks.

(1889) I 337 We used to see one or moie 1 gaberlunzie men
pack on shoulder and staff in hand
transf 1830 Galt Latune T 1 11, The gaberloony winter

arose from the chumly lug

2 App. the trade or calling of gaberlunzie.
It is perhaps from this instance that the sense of ‘ wallet

*

has been derived by editors.

? a 1700 Song 111 Ramsay Tea-t Mtsc (1733) I. 86 To
follow me frae town to town And carry the Gabeilunzie on.

Gabert, obs. foim of Gabbart
Gabian (g<?

! bian) [f the name of the locality

wheie it is found ] Gabian oil (see quot ).

1832 Brande Did. Set Lit A rt Supp ,
Gabian oil, a

petroleum or mineral naphtha exuding fiom the strata at

Gabian, a village m Languedoc.

Gabion (ge* bion). Forms : 6-7 gabbion(e, 7
gab(b)yon, 6- gabion, [a F. gabion ,

ad It

gabbione augmentative of gabbia cage :—L cavea,

Cf. It. gaggia = F cage -.—cavea . see Cage ]

1

A wicker basket, of cylindrical form, usually

open at both ends, intended to be filled with earth,

for use 111 fortification and engineering

*579 Digges Stratiot 113 Graund Maunds, or Gabbions
1598 Barret Theor Warres v iv. 137 To place and fill the

gabbions , to digge earth for the same 1623 MassingerNew
Way v. l, With these gabions guarded, Unload my great

artillery 1636 Davenant Siege Rhodes 1. Dram Wks
1873 III 289 More gabions, and renew the blinds 1747
Gentl Mag 437 The sapper putting the earth which he

diggs up into the gabion *828 J M Sffarman Brit
Gunner (ed. 2) 229 There is also a smaller description of

gabions, m the form of a frustum of a cone 1874 Knight
Did Mech I 932 Gabions filled with stones are used in

civil engineering as defences for starlings of bridges. 1876

Bancroft Hist U. S V lvu 131 The gabions and the

interstices of the fascines were filled with snow

2

Used fig (with some unexplained allusion)

by Scott
<21832 Scott in Harper's Mag. LXXVIII (1880) 779

[Gabions are] curiosities of small intrinsic value, whether
rare hooks, antiquities, or small articles of the fine or of the

useful arts. 1837 Lockhart Scott (1838) VII. ax 8 Sir

Walter began to dictate to Laidlaw what he designed to

publish in the usual novel shape, under the title of ‘ Reliquiae

Trottcosienses, or the Gabions of Jonathan Oldbuck’.

3

atinb as gabion-battery, stuff-, gabioxt-fcmfe,

a knife for cutting the osier twigs in making
gabions.

1633 T. Stafford Pac Fftb in h (x8xo) 523 Nor wood
for necessary use, or gabion stuffe within three miles of it.

Gabionade (g^’bian^d) Also 8-9 gabion-

nade [ad F gabionnade see Gabion and -ade.]

A work foimed of gabions, whether in fortification

or engineering.
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey), Gabionnado *721 in Bailey,

Gabionnade. 1828 J. M Spearman Bnt. Gunner (ed. 2) 231

Gabionnade, a term employed to denote a work thrown up

m haste 1880 Kinglaiie Crimea VI vi, 375 The con-

struction of a thick gabionade 1893 Times 29 May n/r
Engineers put togethei Jones's gabions, and with them and
sandbags constructed a gabionade

Gabionage (g?
1 bwnedg) [ad. F. gabionnage

.

see Gabion and -age] colled Gabions as a

whole, the supply of gabions (Webster 1864).

Gabionate (g^
1 bmng't), v. [f. Gabion +

-ate 3
] trans. To protect with or as with gabions.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in vm 72 His Lady advised

him to shield, fence, and gabionate it with a Helmet

Gabioned (g*
1 bisnd), ppl a. [f. Gabion +

-ed 2
] Having gabions or something resembling

gabions ;
protected with or as with gabions

1389 Late Voy Sp <§ Port (1881) 59 The 4 day were
planted two demte Canons and two Culverings against the

towne, defended or gabbioned with a crosse wall. 1619

Lushington Repet Semi in Phemx (1708) II 484 A firm

Rock spread out of the Roots of Golgotha, gabion’d and
lough-cast wtth Flint 1633 T- Stafford Pac Htb in. vi

(1810) 547 The place will be so trenched and gabioned, as

you must runne upon assured death, i860 Russell Diary
India I 378 Floating batteries, strongly parapetted and
gabioned.

t Gabionized, pa ppU. Obs~° [See -ize]

= Gabioned.
i6ix Florio, Gabbionato, Gabbionized

Gable (g^b’l),^ 1 Forms: a. Sc,andnorth 4-9
gavel(L, 4-6 gavyll, 5 gavul, gawill, 4, 7 gavil(l.

£. 5 gabyl, gabul, 7-8 gabel(l, 4- gable. [The

northern form gavel (still in Scotland pron ge v’l)

is perh. directly a. ON gad masc
,
of the same

meaning (Svy. gafvel, Da gavl). The southern

formgable might be a dial variant of this (cf. nable

for navel), but is more pxob. a. OF. gable, jable

masc., which is not found an other Rom, langs

,

and is prob. a, ON, gafi.

The corresponding words in the other Teut langs (OTeut
types *gatld, -Ijd) hav e the sense of ‘ fork *

: so OE g(e)afol,

OS gafiia (Gallee OS Texts 157), MDu gaffei{e (Du

gaffeC), OHG gabala (MHG., mod G gabel) fetn ; app
cognate are OIr gabul, gobul, Welsh gafl,

folk (o£

the body, of a branch), the L gabalus, app meaning
some kind of gallows or cioss, is by some supposed to

be lit ‘fork’, and to have been adopted from Teut

or Celtic. In Goth and WGer. the sense ‘gable’ is

expressed by words that appear to be related by ablaut

to the woid for ‘fork’, Goth gibla wk masc mepvytoi',

‘pinnacle’ of the temple, MDu ghevel (Du gevel), OHG
Sibil (mod G giebcl) masc With different sense, but agree-

ing in root, grade, and suffix, are OHG gebal head,

gibilla crown of the head, app cognate with Gr xe^aAij head
(CfAr root *ghebh) Possibly the primitive meaning of the

words may nave been * top *, * vertex ’
, this may have

given rise to the sense of ‘ gable ’, and this latter to the

sense of ‘fork’, a gable being originally formed by two
pieces of timber crossed at the top supporting the end of

the toof-tree (see Fork sb 7) ]

I The vertical triangular piece of wall at the end

of a ridged roof, from the level of the eaves to the

summit.
a. 1374m Hist Dutiehn Scrip ires App p exh, Unum

gavel capelke super portam. X379 Mem Rtpon (Surtees)

III 101 Emendand m le Westgavell, 15s 3d C1425

Wyntoun Cron vii x 275 That west gawill alsua Iq,

till hys tyme all gert he ma 1531-2 Durham Hovseh,
Bk (Surtees) 176 Ac in fine aula; super le gavylls 1680

A Haig 111 J Russell Haigs xi (1881) 309 Putting upe m
the waster gavills, to the heads, 3 chimlies 1703 1 N
City t$- C Purchaser 148 Gavel, a word used by some, by
which they mean the same as Gable 1753 Scots Mag
Apr *64/1 The gavel of Reid’s land .to be taken down
and lebuilt 1894 Crockett Lilac Snnbonnet 77 Sitting

by the gable end (the ‘ gavel ’ as it was locally expressed)

0 c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T 385 And whan thou

hast broke an hole on heigh upon the gable Unto the

gardm-ward, over the stable, c 1430 Lydg Min Poems
204 Wyde as a chirche that hath a gabyl 1703 Moxon
Mech. Exerc 141 The principal Rafters, Purlins, Gables,

&c are also fram'd and set up 1828 Scott F M Perth
111, Be at the lattice window on oui east gable by the very
peep of dawn 1839 Miss MnroRD in L’Estrange Life
(1B70) III vu 97 A porch and great gables with spread-

eagles distinguish it 1876 Miss Braddon J Haggard's
Dau I 5 With steep gables and curious abutments
transf 1896 Sir R Temple Story of my Life I x 212

The icy and snowy gables, towers, pinnacles of the mid-
Himalayan range

b. Any architectural member having the form

of a gable, as a triangular canopy over a window
or a doorway. See GABLE-END 2.

1830 Parker Gloss Archit (ed 5) 225 Gablets, small orna-

mented gablesformed over tabernacles, niches, buttresses,etc.

2 The triangular-topped end wall of a building

;

a gable-end
1362LANGL P PI A m 50 Woldustow Glase >e Gableand

graue jjermne Jn nome C 1440 Prowfi Pam 183/2 Gabyl,

or gable, pykyd walle a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Exeter 1

(1662) 273 The Houses stand sidewaies backward into their

Yards, and onely endwaies with their Gables towards the

Street 1806 Gazetteer Scotl (ed 2) 318 Towards the

street, the ends or gables of the houses are placed 1874
in Parker Goth Archit Gloss 324.

3 Mech. (See quot

)

1888 Lockwood's Did Mech Engtn , Gable, the outer

ends of the cranked portion of a crank shaft. Dressing thiq

down square is termed cutting the gable

4 attnb and Comb , as gable-belfry
,

-coping

,

-perch, -roof (hence gable-roofed adj .) ,
-wall

,
gable-

shaped adj.
;
gable-wise. adv. ;

gable-cresting =
gable-coping

;

*t*
gable-fork — Fobs sb 7 5

gable

-

window, a window in the gable or gable-end of

a building

1894 E H. Barker Summ, m Guyenne 67 A little old

Gothic church with a “gable-belfry i860 G E Street
in A rclmol Cantiana III. 1x5 Surmounted by a high-

pitched roof, finished with *gable copings and crosses

1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge III 553 Elaborate “gable-

cresting of the time of James I *371 Durh. Halm Rolls

(Surtees) in Reparabit unam grangiam de uno paredesiles

et duobus “gauilfoiks 1833M Arnold Balder Poems 1877

1 151 And in Valhalla from his *gable-perch The golden

crested cock began to crow. 1850 Parker Gloss, Archit
(ed. s) 254 note, A hipped-roof is quite distinct from a “gable-

roof, 1742 Browne Wilhs Survey Caih. II [III ] 334 The
gieat Cross Isle 01 Transept is “Gabell rooFd m a sloping

Fashion 1850 Leitch Milller'sA nc Art §46 In thewalls of

Mycenas and Larissa..are to be found “gable-shaped pas-

sages formed of blocks resting against each other 1442
Building Acds Thame Ch. in Oxf Archit 4 Hist Soc.

Proc (1860-4) N S I 274 JohnWalschef 5 dayys for to take

a down y° “gabul wall x886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II.

162 Th*e space between the screen and the gable wall of the

Hall 1447-8 Hfn VI in Lyteifftw Coll (1875) 5°* A grete

“gable wyndowe of ix dayes. 1872 Ruskin Fors Clav xxi.

X2 A branch or two of larch, set “gable-wise across them

+ Gamble, Sb .
2 Obs. Also 5-6 gabul(le, 6

gabel(l. A variant of Cable sb

,

frequent in the

15-16th c. Also attnb. and Comb., as gable-rope ,

gable-like, -long adjs

1420 [see Cable], a 1440 Sir Eglam 1193 Hys gabulle

and hys ropys everechone Was portrayed verely c 1440

Bone Flor 1864 They stroke the sayle, the gabuls braste.

They hyed them a bettur spede c 1300 Debate Caipentefi

s

Tools in Halltw Nugie Poet, 18
1 Softe, ser,’ seyd the ga-

bulle-iope, ‘ Metbinke gode ale is in 30m: tope ’ 1533 Ad 27

Hen. VIII, c. 4 § 4 Any person taking any vitailes,

gabels, ropes, ankers, or sayles. *542 Lam <§> Piteous

Treat in Harl Misc (Malh ) I 239 Our sbyppes, losyng

theyr ancres and gables, were broken and beaten in peces

1582 N Lichefield tr Castanheda's Corn E. Ind, ix

25 b, Those which watched in the shippe Berno, felt the



4 GAD.GABLE
eabell of the same wagging *607 Torsnu. Fonr-f Beasts

(1658) 156 Revenge ofmalice is too little to satisfie a serpent,

she twmeth her gable-like body about the throat of the

ama/ed elephant 1608 — Serpents (1658) 612 She twmeth

her gable long body about his neck. 1615 Chapman Odyss v

Which, with dispatch, he wrought, Gables, and halsters,

tacklings

b fig Bonds, chains.

1602: Content betw Ltb <5
- Prod 11 iv m Hazl Dodsley

VIII 350 Sweet Money, that gables of bondage unbinds

Hence + G-a ble v
,
? to stretch ropes across

1649 Thoutasson Tracts (Bnt Mus ) CCCCXL1I vi 5

2

They had gabled all their sheets.

Gable (g*
1 b’l), v. [f, Gable sb 1

] a. trans To
make (a roof) end la a gable, b. mtr. To form

f*clt)l6S

1848 B Webb SI Cont Eccles. 14 The loofs of all four

arms of the great cross are extremely high ; but though

gabling nobly in the nave and transept fionts, and ending

apsidally in the choir, they are all four hipped in the most

ugly way, instead of cabling on the central lantern. 1874

Mickletiiwaite Mod. Par Churches 23 Its loof must be

gabled

Gable, obs form of Gabble, Gabelle.

Gabled (g^'b’lcl), ppl a. [f. Gable sb i or v. i-

-ed ] Furnished with a gable or gables.

- 1849 Freeman Archit 180 Covered with a cupola, which

again is sometimes gabled 1862 H Marrxat Year m
Sweden II 23S Before you stands an old cabled mansion

1877 Mrs Forrester Mtgtton I 48 A low long house with

gabled roof 1886 Mary Linsicill in Gd Words 5 Some of

the houses stood with then gabled ends towaids the street.

Ga’ble-e nd. An end-wall that is suimounted

by a gable.
a. 1464 Nottingham Rec II 374 A lode cley to dawbe

pe gavulende with. 1597 Wills $ Two N. C (Surtees 1860)

344 Aboute one yeard above the flooie, on the south gas ell

end *705 Macneill Will .5- Jean 1 xYli, Up the gavel

end thick spreading, Crap the clasping ivy green

p 1427 in Ileath Grocers' Comp (1869) 5 The West
Gabylende of the Halle. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr

(1867) 179 Gable endes, cambers, parlers 1601 B Jonson
Poetaster xn 1, I affect not these high gable-ends, these

Tuscan tops, nor your coronets, nor your arches, nor youi

pyramids 1708 S. Molyneux m Phil 1 rails XXVI.
38 ,

1

found all was done on or near the Gabel end of the

House 1838 Lytton Alice 61 Do tell me to whom that

old house Delongs—with the picturesque gable-end, and
Gothic turrets 184a Barham Ingot Leg., Leg. Folkestone,

The numetous gable-ends and bayed windows 1878 Sir

G. Scott Lect Archit. I 206 Perhaps now only some
one gable-end shows the noble scale of the ancient church.

f 2 . Used for Gable sb'- 1, 1 b Obs.

1632-33 Contract 111 Willis & Claik Cambridge (1886) II.

697 The Gable-ends ouer the Wmdowes in y'1 Roofe to he

of Bricke. *703 Moxon Mech. Exei c 163 The Angle a
Gable-end is set to, is called the Pitch of the Gable-end

3. transf. andfig
1794 Mathias Purs Lit, (1708) 329 Loid Monboddo be-

lieved that men had once tails depending fiom the gable

end of their bodies. 1834 Oxf Univ. Mag. I. 16 They have

. satisfied themselves with narrow, contracted, and, as it

were, gable end views of the monetary edifice

Hence G-a'ble-e nded a., having a gable-end.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build 129 Gable-ended roofs,

unless properly supported by ties, aie liable to thrust out

the walls *85* H Melville Whale 11 10 A gable ended

old house, one side palsied as it were and leaning ovei sadly

Gablet (g<?‘ blet). [a. AF gablet : see Gable
sb 1 and -et.] A little gable, esp. one constructed as

an ornament over a tabernacle, niche, buttress, etc

[1395 Contracts for tomb of Rich II <5- Anne in Rymer
Fccdera (1709) VII 798/1 Et auxi ferrount Tabernacles,

appelies Hovels, ove Gabletz, de dit Metall Endoirez, as

Testes ] et 1440 Sir Degrev. 1462 Alle the wallus of geete,

With gaye gablettus and grete 1512-3 Contract 4 Jan 111

Willis& C\arkCatnbndge (1886) I 610With Fynyalles, ryfanl

gablettes, Batelmentes and euery other thyng belongyng
to the same 1846 Ecclesiol V 17 These aie generally

worked in the three faces into gablets 1861 1 lines 12 Oct..

A dim perspective of gables, gablets, dormeis, and pointed

roofs. 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q Netghb. 11 (1878) 20

It lifted its gablet carved to look like a canopy
Hence G-a toleted ppl a

,
furnished with a gablet

ot gablets.

1865 AthemeumNo 1959. 658/3 A column surmounted by
a gableted head 1887 Stratford-on-Avon Her si Oct 8/3

The central spire has on four opposite sides gableted spire

lights

Gablett, obs. form of Goblet
Gabling, obs form of Gabbling.

Gablock (gse'bl^k). Obs. exc dial Also 9
gablack, gaftoek [var of Gavelook ]

fl An artificial metallic spur for a fighting

cock. Obs
1688 R Holme Armoury n. 252/2 Gablocks are Spurs

made of lion, or Brass, or Silver and are fixed on the Legs
of such Cocks as want their natural Spurs, some call them
Gaffs. 1706 m Phillies (ed. Kersey) 1848 in Craig, and in

mod Diets.

2 . dial An iron crowbar.
c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1862) 62 Truth on honesty- ston os stiff os 0 gablock, 1747
Hooson Miner's Diet, s.v. Gablock we are seldome with-

out one in the Works, which is straight and about a Yard
long, and of very good Use to wrest a Stone, or a Spark of

Ore that is large. 1855 Morton Cycl Agric II 723 Gablock,

Gavelock, an iron bar for putting up hurdles with.

Gaboard, obs. form of Gabbart.
Gabriel (g*

ubriel). [Heb, tenia Gabhriel

(LXX and N.T. rajSpt^X).] The name of one of

the archangels: see Dan. ix. ai
;
Luke i 19, 26.

Used in ceitain phrases, as Gabnel-bell (see

quot ) ,
Gabnel(’ s)-hound (seequots ); Gabnel-

rache, -raehet (in some dialects corruptly Gabble-

ratch
,

-ratchet) = Gabnel-hound
-840-53 Rock Ch ofFathers III ix 338 There yet hangs

the *Gabi lel-bell which the sexton had to ring at morn and

evening every day as a bidding to the people that they

should greet our Lady with these live ‘ Hail Marys ? 10

Kennl-tt in Mb Laitsd 1033 in Cath Angl 147 note. At

Wednesbuiy 111 Staffordshire, the colliers going to then

pits early m the morning hear the noise of a pack of hounds

in the an, to which they give the name of ^Gabriels

Hounds, though the more sober and judicious take them

only to be wild geese, making this noise in their flight

1876 Whitby Gloss ,
Gabriel hounds ,

the flocks of yelping

wild geese’ high in the air, migrating southwaid m the

twilight evenings of autumn, their cry being more audible

than the assemblage is visible As the foreboders of evil,

people close their ears and cover their eyes until the phalanx

has passed over. 1483 Gath Angl 147/2 *Gabnelle rache,

carnation

.

[1808-25 Jamieson,Gauberhc-shells a hobgoblin

who .has been heaid to make a loud roaring, accompanied

with a barking similar to that of little dogs, and a clattering

lesembling that of shells striking against each other

Lanarks ] 1891 Atkinson Last of Giantkillers 196 He also

told me a very great deal about the Gabriei-Tachet and

all that it could ever foreshow 1893 J H Turner Hut
Bnghouse 240 No wonder that hobgoblins .. gabble-ratches

and headless-horses scouied the country.

4- Gabrill, ? punning alteration of Gabble sb

1596 Nashe Saffion Walden Wks (Grosart) III. 78 Now
where be our honorable Caualiers, that keepe such a prating

and a gabull about our Gabrieli and his admirable stile

Gabromte; see Gabbronite

Gaby (g^’bi
,
dial gg-bt) colloq and dial Also

gab(b)ey, gawby, gauvey. [orig in north, and

midland dialects ,
of unknown etymology ;

some

have suggested a connexion with Gape (cf Iccl.

gapi ‘ rash, reckless person ’)
;
but the dial, forms

hardly favour this ] A simpleton

1796 Grose Diet. Vnlg Tongue (ed 3) Gabey, a foolish

fellow. *833 Mauryat P Simple xxxiv, The marine officer

is a hit of a gaby, and takes offence where none was meant

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvn, She is still whimpering

after that gaby of a husband 1863 Mrs Toogood iorksh

Dial., He’s such a gauvey it’s now use to tell him how to

do it 1875 Ouida Signet I. iv 47 What a gaby a man is

without a wife 1 1885 Stevlnson Child s Gant 78 While wc

stand watching her, Staimg like gabies.

Hence Ga’bybood [-hood], the stale or condition

of a gaby ; a slate resembling that of a gaby

1836 Fraser's Mag XIV 736 The narrative opens with

a very lively description of the gabyhood of Baris m 1579

Gad (gsed), sb.* Forms: 4-7 gadd, 5-6 gadde,

8-9 Sc gaud, gawd, 4- gad [a ON gadd r

spike, nail=OHG. and MHG. gart, Goth, gazd-s

OTeut *gazdo-z (cf L hastd) From the

OTeut. denv. *gazdjd comes OliG gerta (G-gcrle),

OE. gs.nl, gierd, gyrd see Yard. The original

sense is probably that of * spike ’ (as m Goth, and

ON ), bnt the name is also given to the handle

or shaft to which this is fixed (as in L. hastd)

;

hence the meaning ‘iod\ The development of

the word m Eng has also been influenced by Us

similarity, both in foim and m meaning, to OE.

gadGoA-B, with which it is not originally connected

The forms are not always easy to separate.]

1 . A shaip spike of metal. Obs exc. Hist

a 1225 Leg Kath 1945 Let Jmrhdnucn jirefter he spaken

& te felien mid lrncne gadien ? a 1400 Morte Arth 3621

Gryme gaddes of stele, gliywes of irync 1563 Golding

Cxsar vii 225 b, Stakes of a fote long stickt full of Iron

hokes, and theis thei called gaddes [L stimnlos

)

1600

F Walker Sp Mandeville 145 b, A light Armour .full of

short sliarpe gaddes 01 Bodkins 1834 Csee Gadling 3
].

1868 Cussans Her. vii 104 It [the caltrap] was formed of

four short but strong spikes, or Gads

•f b Applied lo a stylus. Obs.

1570 Foxb tr Prudentius’ Death Cassianus m A <$- M
(ed 2) 129/1 These gads were but their pens wherewyth

Theyr tables wrytten were. 1588 Siiaks Tit. A iv 1 103,

I will goe get a leafe of brasse, And with a Gad of steelc

will write these words.

c = Gadling 1
. (Cf. Gad v 1 a.)

1830 Mlvrick Illustr And A ruts # A rmonr Plate lxxi\.

Fig 2 A long gauntlet of the time of Elizabeth In this

specimen the gads lap over upwards.

2 . A bar of metal, esp of iron or steel
;
also, an

ingot. ? Obs. In Her., ‘a lectangular plate of

steel, borne m the Aims of the Ironmongers’

Company’ (Cussans).
c 1250 Gen £ Ex, 3185 On an gold gad $e name god Is

f
rauen. 1387 Trtvisa Higden (Rolls) VI 199 Slegges and
ameres, wi> Jie whiche smythes smyteb and temprep grete

gaddes of iren 1430-40 Lydg Boclias ix xxxi. (1554)

2x0 b.Theodorus . On his body layde gaddes read brenmng
1513 Douglas s.

E

neis vm xn 50 Slang gaddis of irne, and
stane kast gret plente 1581 W Stafford Exam Compl
u (1876) 60 Then I had as liefe haue smal gadds or plats of

Siluer and Gold, without any coyne at al 1587 Mtrr
Mag, Wolsey lvii, To fawning doggs some times I gaue
a bone, And flong some scrapps to such as nothing had

,

But m my hands, still kept the golden gad, That seru’d my
turne. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 374 They cut it [steel] into

narrower barrs about lialf an inch over, and then break it

into short pieces of an inch, or two inches long, call’d Gadds
1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 58 Flemish-steel is made some
in Bars and some in Gads 1741 Cotnpl, Fam -Piece 1 1.

69 Quenching in this Liquor a Gad of Steel, about eight

or ten Inches long 18x4 Scott Was), xxx, * Deil he in me

hut I put this het gad down her throat ’ 1826 Ann Reg,

Chron. 29/2 The gtiud 01 iron bar and the ring to which he
was fastened [CfGAin] 1895 Crockett MenofMosskags
377 After levelling a file [of soldiers] with his gaud of iron.

b Mining. A pointed tool of iron 01 steel (see

quot 1881)
1671 Phil Trans VI. 2104 The Instruments commonly

used m Mines . are Gadds, or Wedges of 2/ weight

4 square, well steeled at the point 1753 Chambers Cycl
hupp ,

Gad, m numng is a small punch of iron with a long
handle of wood x8oo Mar. Edgeworth Lame Jerucm
1 (1832) 6 A pickaxe and a gad were put into my hands
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss

,
Gad, 1 a steel wedge, 2 a

small 11 on punch with a wooden handle used to breakup ore.

3 . A spear Obs. exc Hist
1548W Patten Efed Scot

l

mArb Garner 111 85 Four
or five of this Captain's puckers with their gads ready
charged Ibid 133 The Scottish prickers, within less than

their gad’s length asunder a 1555 Ridley in Cert godly
Conf (1556) 33 b, I haue knowen my contreiemen watche
mgnte and daie in their harnesse and their speares in their

hands (you call them northen gads) 1820 ScottMonast xiv,

I took a young Southern fellow out of saddle with my lance,

and cast him, it might be, a gad’s length from his nag

4 A pointed rod or stick used for driving oxen

;

a goad ,
also dial, (see quots 1796 and 18^5)

c *300 Havclok 279 Al Engclond was of him adrad So his be
beste fro Jie gad 1398 Trevisa Bai th De P R xvm xiv

(1495) 774 An o\e herde yockyth the oxen and pneketh
the slows with a gad and niakyth them drawe euen 1514
BARd ay Cyt A Uplondyshm iPercy Soc ) 15 Than brought
our Lorde to them the carte & haiowe, The gad & the

whyp 1535 Covi rdali Judg 111 31 Samgar which slewe

si\e hunch eth Plnlistyiies with an oxes gadd. 1607 N
Riding Rec (1883)1 78 lho Hildreth piesented for that

armed with gaddes he had assaulted John Pearson 1796W Marshall Yorhsh. (ed. q) II 321 Gad, a supple, tapering

rod, six or seven feet long, with a leathern thong, about

tlnee feet long, fastened to the wealcei end. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss ,

Gad

,

.1 tapering rod ended with a leather

thong as a whip for driving a team of horses or oxen *863

J
. L, W By.gone Days 10 '1 he long gad or goad with which
e impelled the horses or oxen.

'fb. Phrase Upon the gad as if pricked with

a gad; suddenly. (Cf upon the spur of the

moment.) Obs.

1605 Siiaks Lear 1. 11 26 All this done Vpon the gad?

6, dial A rod or wand, esp. a fishing-rod. Also,

a stake or stout stick.

*535 FiSHrR Wks (1876) 395 And hys blessed heade so

Crowned, they dyd beate it downe with a gadde, or a harde

Recde 1552 IIuloi t, Angling gad, or rodde, pertica 1796

W Maushai l Yorksh (ed 2) Gloss sv (E D S),Afishing-

rod is m like manner called a 'fishing-gad’. 1829 T
Doubllday Fisher's Call in A nntversary 64 Then up an’

ng your gads, And to it, fishers, to ltl 1847 Foster in

Whistle Binkie (Scot Songs) Ser. 11. (1890) 230 The lang

sma’ taper gad is swung Around wi easy slight. 1863 Barnes
Dot set Gloss ,

Gad, .1 hedge stake, or stout stick *887

T Hardy Woodlandns in, An armful of gads thrown on

the still hot embers caused them to blaze up cheerfully

0 A measuring rod for land ;
hence, a measure of

length differing m various districts. Cf. Goad sb

C1440 Promp Paru. 184/1 Gad, to mete wythe londe

(P. gadde, or rodde), dteempeda 1502 Arnolde Chron

(1811) 173 In dyuers odur placis in this lande they mete

ground by polhs gaddis and roddis some be of xviij foote

some of xx fote and som wi fote in lengith 1599 SkeneDe
Vtt b Sign, s v Partucita, Anc rod is ane staffe, or gade of

tymmei, quhairwith land is measured 1706 Phillips (ed

Kersey), Gad

,

or Geometrical Pe.uxh, a Measure of len

Foot, and in some places but Nine Foot.

b. A division of an open pasture, m Lincolnshire

usually 6 j feet wide ;
=Swath.

*593 Kirionan-Lindsey Court Roll (NW Line Gloss )

1717 N. Riding Rec VII 285, I am seized of four gads in

the Bishop logs. 1794 Act Inclos S Kelsey 19 Owners

and Piopnetois of Gads in a ceitain Piece of Ground •

each Gad being Two Roods, Two Perches and a Half

7. Comb. gad-bit (see quot ) ,
gad-cracking

(see gad-w/upiSSif) ;
gad-crook, -hook, -meadow

(see quots ) ;
gad-nail (see quot 1 841) ;

gad-

eledge Mining, a sledge hammer for driving gads ;

f gad-staff-

G

ad sb. 1 4; (* gad-steel (see quot

1 703) 5
gad-stick == Gad sb 1 4 ; + gad-wand =

Gad sb 1 4, 6 ;
gad-whip, a heavy cart-whip. Also

Gad-bee, Gad-breeze, Gad-fly, Gad-man
1847-78 HaI LiWLr l, *Gad bit, a nail-passer. 1841 Hamp-

son Medu AEm Kalend I. 182 At Hundon, in Lmcoln-

shne, there is still annually practised on this day [Palm

Sunday] a remarkable custom, called xGad Cracking

x886 Elwortiiy W Somerset Word-bk ,
*Gad-crook, along

pole with an iron hook or claw 1847-78 Halliwell,

Gad-hook, a long pole with an iron hook attached to it

Somerset 1787 Surv Manor Kirton-in-Lmdsey in JS vv-

Lmc Gloss s v , All the lands in the Ings are laid out in

gads 01 swaths, they are called *gad-meadows
_
1375-0

Abingdon Acc (Camden) 28 Item in clauis, *gadnayl e

bordnayl lj s ij d 1841 HartshorNE Salop Antiqua

Gloss, Gadnail, a long and stout nail

fastening posts and rails 1874 J. H Collins MetalMumig
61 These boring sledges are sometimes used for driving

wedges or ‘ gads ’
. Sometimes a special *gad-sleag

provided for the purpose xe • WyfofAuchttrmuMy 46

(Laing), Scho lowsit oxin audit or nyne,And hynt ane ga

staff in hir hand, a 1618 Rates Merchandise L y a, o teeie,

vocat *Gad-steeIe the halfe barrell 1622

Law-Mcrch 270 Good Steele in barres, and also Gad steeie

1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 58 Flemish-steel is made so

in Bars and some in Gads, and is therefore by us c
__

Flemish-steel, and sometimes Gad-steel 1375 Ear

Brucex 232 He than lete the *gad wand fall. 1513 D°u,
/Eneis ix x, 47 And passand by the plewis, for gad wan 1

Broddis the oxtn wyth speris in our handis, x57° levin
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Manip 23/7 A Gadwande, pariica. 1837 G P. T. in Hone
Every-day Bk II. 394 A very large ox-whip, called here a
#gad-whip [Speaking of the Broughton, tenure * see next
quot ] 184a White Hist Lincolnsh 370 On Palm Sunday,
a person from Broughton brings [into Caistor Church porch]
a large whip, called a gad whip, the stock of which is made
of wood, tapered towards the top, the thong is large, and
made of white leather. [He cracked the whip three times,

this being the service by which the land at Broughton was

(rad (gsed), sb.2 Short for 'gad-fly* (Halliwell

1847-78) ; also in comb gad-stncken adj.

1658 Rowland Moufet’s Theat. Ins <>37 Those famous
Poets of old were said to be Oestro perciti, stung with this

furious Fly called Oestrum. Plutarch cals them Gad-
stncken.

Grad (g2ed)
3
sb 3 [f. Gad v 2] The action of

gadding 01 rambling about Only in phrase On,
upon the gad : on the move, going about

c 1815 Jane Austen Persuae (1833)1 vi 25s Mrs Charles’s

nursery-maid is always upon the gad 1863 Mrs. Gaskell
Sylvia's L. II. 204 Thou might have a bit o' news to tell

one after being on the gad all the afternoon

G-ad (gaed), sbA Anglo-Irish and Mil, [a. Ir.

and Gael, gad.] A band or rope made of twisted

fibres of tough twigs.

1738 Songs Costume (Percy Soc) 216 Or if you’d be

reckon’d tight Irish lads, Throw off your cravats and bands,

and tie onyourgads. And then you'llresembleyour pnmitive

dads. 1834 Bnt.Husb I 175 They are generally harnessed

with ropes, and collars of straw, or gads. 1841 S C. Hall
Ireland II 32 [They] at once twisted a gad round his neck
and hung him from the next tree 1859 F A. Griffiths
Artil Man. (1862) 254 The gads are made of rods 5 feet

long, first twisted until the fibres separate.

Gad (gsed), sb 0 Now rare exc. arch. [Minced
pronunciation of God. Cf. Agad, Egad ]

1, Substituted for God, in various phrases, chiefly

asseverative or exclamatory ; esp. inBy Gad!
1611 Beaum & Fl Knt Bum Pestle Induct

%
By gad,

if any of them all blow wind in the tail on him, I’ll be
hanged. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant 1, 1, He’s a bold
fellow, I vow to gad 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 230
A Challenge, A Challenge, by Gad 1 1771 Foote Maid
ofB in Wks 1799 II 237 Mercy a Gad 1 1777 Sheridan
Trip to Scarborough V. 11, Gad take me, but they are all m
a story 1 1840 Thackeray Bedford-Row Conspir 11 By gad,

sir I never will give you a shilling *873 W. S. Hayward
Love agst World 44 If either of the young dogs wants to

quarrel, by gad, sir, he shall quarrel with me.

b. Elliptically= *God give ’ (Cf ‘God ye good
den," Shaks. Rom. & Jul II xv 116) quasi-arch.
x84g James Woodman xv, Gad ye good night, lords and

ladies.

c Gads me. Gads my life : ?God save me, my
life.

1633 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowrym i, Gads me

'

he’s angry. 1694 Congreve Double Dealer 11. iv, Gad’s my
life, the man’s distracted’ 1764 Foote Mayor of G. I Wks
1799 174 Gad's my life, sure as a gun that’s her voice.

2. quasi-mt. perhaps by omission of ‘by’.

1608 Armin Rest Ninn (1842) 5 And, gad, she will 1679
Dryden Tr 4 Cr in 1, Gad, that’s exceeding foolish.

1831 Lytton Godolphin xa Gad, if I were some years

younger, I would join them myself 1881 Besant & Rice
Chapl ofFleet I 41 Gad l there will be a pretty storm with
my lady when she hears it.

8. In various phraseological combinations, as

Gadsbobs, Gadsbodikins, Gadsbud, Gadsbudliktns
,

Qadslid, Gadsniggers, Gadsmgs, Gadsnouns
,
Gads-

ohers, Gadsookers, Gadsprecious, Gadswookers
,

Gadswoons, Gadsookers, Gadzooks

,

for the explana-

tion of which see the corresponding forms under

Gods-.
*695 Congreve Love for L iv vi, *Gads bohs

s
does he

not know me? 1676 Wycherley PI Dealer in 1, *Gads-
bodikms, you puny upstart in the law, to use me so 1 1696

Southerne Oroonoko 1 11, Ifmy husband were alive, Gads-
bodykins, you wou’d not use me so. 1694 Congreve
Double Dealer 1. m, *Gadsbud, much better as it is. 1793
Wolcott (P. Pindar) To a Fly Wks 1812 III. 167 Gadsbud
thou art not dead. 1698Vanbrugh MIsop 11 Wks. (Rtldg

)

374/2 Your friend was a wittyperson, *gadsbudhkins 1 1598
B. Jonson Ev Man. in Hum 1. 1, And by *gads-lid I

scorn it 1657 Lust's Domin iv v in Hazl, Dodsley XIV.
164 By Gad’s lid, if I run not After them like a tiger, hough
me. 17x5 tr. C'tess D’Aunoy's Whs 438 By *Gads-mggers
I Will have this Pasty xfijji Randolph, etc Hey for
Honesty in 1, Her will tuguut her sword, and, *gads mgs 1

let her take very many heed, hei will carbonado very much
legs and arms. *676 Wycherley PI Dealer in. 1, *Gads-
nouns 1

1

love thee more and more 1687 Montague & Prior
Hind 4 P Transv. 6 *Gadsokers 1 Mr Johnson, does your
Friend think I mean nothing but a Mouse, by all this?

167a Villiers (Dk. Buckhm ) Rehearsal n. v (Arb ) 6s
Ah, gadsookers, I have broke my Nose, 1708 Trip to

Dunkirk in Harl Mtsc. I 210 The French, as they say.

.

Are coming, gadsookers 1 topay us a visit. 1676 WycherlEY
PI, Dealer in. 1, *Gads-precious 1 you hectoring person, you,

are you wild? 1698 Vanbrugh JEsop 11. Wks (Rtldg.)

373/2 *Gadswookers 1 do people use to ask for folks when
they have nothing to say to 'em? x8s6 Scott Woodst. x,

*Gadswoons, I would have a peep 1694 Echard Plautus

197 Tra You Dog, there’s no such Fish Gnpus, ’’Gad-

zooks, but there is tho’. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1770) II.

xxxvu 25 ‘ Gadszooks 1* said he, ‘what business had you
with that?' 1838 Dicicens Rich . Nick, xxiv, Gadzooks,
who can help seeing the way to do it ?

Gad (gsed), v.
1 [f. Gad sb.1] a. irons., To

furnish with gads or a gad. b. intr.. Mining, To
use a gad

;
trans. to break up (rock) by means

of a gad. (Cf. GADDER \ GADDING vbl. sb.1) 0.

Voxi. IV.

5

irons. To fasten witha gad-nail. Hence Ga’dded
ppl. a.

18. . Flanch£ (Cent 1
,
The gauntlets . are richly orna-

mented on the knuckles, but not gadded 1841 Hartshorne
Salop Antigua Gloss

,
Gad, to affix, fasten. Ex. 1 Gad it

to chiefly with leference to iron-work.

Gad (gsed), v.
2 [Of obscure origin. The

common view, that it is f. Gad sb.
2 (the supposed

primary sense being * to rush about like an animal

stung by gad-flies ’
) is possible, but does not ap-

pear to be favoured by our quots. ; the few passages

which in any degree countenance it are collected

under 1 b. Possibly it was a back-formation from
Gadling m its later sense of ‘vagabond’.]

1. intr. To go from one place to another, to

wander, esp. to wander about with no serious

object, stopping here and there, to rove idly. Also
to gad about, abroad, out
1x460 TowneleyMyst (E E T S ) 11. 149,1 hold the mad !

wenys thou now that I list gad To gif away my warldis
aght ? 1329 More Comf agst. Tnb 111. Wks 1241/2 To
hold hymself content with that place, & longe not to be gad-
ding out any where elles. 1554 Martin Marr Priests xii

Dd mj b, Whyle the virgins will nedes gooe raunginge
and gaddinge abrode *570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 264 Such, as gadded to Sainct Thomas for helpe and
devotion. 1605 Camden Rem (1637) 373 He was alwayes
gadding up and downe the world, and had little rest 1710
Philips Pastorals 1 52 She gads wnere-e’er herroving Fancy
Jeads a 1732 T Boston Crook m Lot (1805) 15 Gadding
abroad to satisfy her youthful curiosity, c 18x5Jane Austen
Persuas. (1833) I. l 232 Her upper house-maid and laundry
maid are gadding about the village all day long x86a
Mrs. H Wood Mrs Hallib 1 xxi 1x4 There’s Betsy,
gadding out somewhere ever since she came home 1880

Webb Goethe's Faust n. vi. 157 ’Twould injure me with
folks, where’er I gadded.

+ b. Rarely used for : To rush madly about. (In

Dryden said of cattle, with distinct etymological

reference to Gad sb.2) Obs.

*553 Elyot, Bacchor to renne, gadde, and rage as it

were a mad man *56* Stow Eng. Chron (1380) 39 Women
adding vp & down frantickly in mourning weedes, their

atre hanging about their eares,& shaking firebrands 1678
Dryden & Lee CEdtpus 1. Wks 1883 VI 141 You shall see

them toss their tails, and gad, As if the breeze had stung
them. 1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans XVII. 793 The most
of the Cattle will set on gadding, and run. .to the River to

drink the Salt Water 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg. 111 240
Their Stings draw Blood ; And dnve the Cattle gadding
thro* theWood.
2. fig. To go wandering, in desire or thought

;
to

leave the true path. Now rare.

*579 Tomson Calvin's Serm Tim 4/2 When she gaddeth
not astray from the simplicitie of the Gospel x6oo Hey-
wood 1st Ft Edw IV Wks 1874 I 61 Yet, idle eye, wilt

thou be gadding still? *641 Milton Prel Episc. 6 While
we leave the Bible to gadde after these traditions, a *688

Cudworth Imnmt. Mor. (1731) 98 Sense wholly gazes and
gads abroad x6q3 Locke Educ § 167 ’Tis no wonder their

Thoughts should . . seek better Entertainment
_
in more

pleasing Objects, after which they will unavoidably he
gadding *871 B Taylor Faust (1875) II. i. 111 32 If I

once regardless gadded For the world my hopes are vam

+ 3. Of inanimate objects : To move about. Obs.

*583 Stanyhurst Mneis in (Arb ) 72 Thee roads, thee

countrey, thee towns fro oure rauye be gadding x6oo

Fairfax Tasso xvn xxi, Th’ Arabians next that naue no
certaine stay, No house, no home . But euer From place

to place their wandring cities gad 1618 Bolton Floras
iv I 260 The frenzie had gadded over the Alpes.

4. Of a plant, tree, etc. : To spread hither and

thither, to straggle in growth arch.

1637 [see Gadding/// a ]. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 35
Keep the roots from gadding too far from the Stem 175a

Mason Elfnda 2x2 The ivy gadding from th' untwisted

stem, Curtains each verdant side. 1820 Wordsw Fort Pu-
entes, Now gads the wild vine o’er the pathless ascent

f 5 . quasi-toawj. with cognate object Obs.

*58* J BellHaddon's Anew. Osor 38 They gadde many
a weerysome journey on pilgrimage unto them.

b slang (See quot.)

1846 R. L Snowden Mag Assist 346 Going without
shoes, gadding the hoof x86fl in Hotten Slang Diet (1874).

Gadabout (gse'dabaut), a and sb. [f. Gad v.
2

+ About.]
A. adj. Given to gadding or roving, wandering.

*8*7 Scott Let. to Mrs. Clephane 23 Mar. in Lockhart,
The frivolous gad-about manners ofmany of our modern
belles 1851 Helps Comp. Soht 111 (1874) 25 Foolish gad-

about, dmnei-eating, dancing people 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1 i, The gadabout propensities ofmy countrymen

B. sb. One who gads about, esp. from motives

of curiosity or gossip.

1837 Palmer Devonsh. Dialogue Gloss , Gad-a-boui, a
gossiping rambling sort of person X849 LyTton Caxtons
140 Your shrew-mice are sad gad-abouts. 1859 Smiles
Self-Help in. (i860) 66 He even ran some risk of becoming
a gadabout and busy-body. 1883 Harper's Mag. July
205/1 It is incapacity in this direction which makes gad-

abouts of some women,

tGad-abroad = Gadabout sb.

x8xoW, Taylor in Robberds Mem. II. 295, 1 am become
quite a gad-abroad.

Ga'd-bee . [f Gad sb.1] = Gad-bly i.

1530 Palsgr 223/2 Gadde bee a five, bourdon. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 318 The bigger kina of bees .. and this

vermin is called Oestrus («, the gad-bee or horse file)

*639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Uni. xix. § 221 Cattell

stricken with a gad-bee, skip up and down, and run about.

1731 Rape Helen 11, Like an heifer, when her back sustains

Ofbiting gadbees the deep piercing pains. 1829 Glover
Hist. Derby I. 177 Oestrus Curvicauda

,
Gadbee or Dun

Fly. 1843 Browning Artemis Prologizes 21 A noisome
lust that, as the gadbee stings, Possessed his stepdame

tb fig in phrase To have a gad-bee in one's

brains', to be crazy. Cf Bee l 5. Obs.

1682 Mrs Behn False Count n n. What means he ? sure

he has a gad-bee m his brains.

t Gad-breeze. Obs rare—1
, [f. Gad sb.

1 +
Bbeeze sb i] = Gad-fly i.

1703 Country Farm. Catech , I can liken him to nothing
but my bald heffer when she’s got the gad-breezem her tail.

Gaddel, obs. form of Gadwalb.
Gadder 1 (gse 'dor), [f. Gad 0.1 + -eb *.] An

instrument for splitting rock.
1887 Set. Anter LVI 21 It is claimed for the diamond

gadder that it will do its work at the rate of 180 feet a day.

Gadder 2 (gse dai). [f. Gad v 2 + -eb *.] One
who gads. + Also gadder-about, -abroad.

1550 Bale Apol 98 Gadders, pylgrymes and ydoll sekers

1550— Image Bom Ch. xxii Kk vy b. Gadders to Com-
postel, Rome, Tner, and Tholose 1568 Grafton Chron II.

xo6An idle gadder about 1577 B GoogeHeresbacKsHusb.
in (1586) 154 The Mastie no gadder abroade, nor lavish

of his mouth. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. Concl 207 Haumg
brought myhoushold to a few, and them no gadders abroad,
but such as were easily commanded to stay within. 1678
Dryden Kind Keeper Epil , When these grow up, Lord,
with what rampant Gadders Our Counters will be throng’d

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet
,
Bandog, a Dog not too gentle

of Disposition, nor lavish of his Barking, no Gadder, 1777
Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 19 May, You will become
sucha gadder *863 Chambers' Bk. ofDaysl. 68a Agadder
after amusements.

Gadding (gae’dir)),®#/. sb 1 [f Gad v.
1 + -ing 1

.]

The action or process of splitting rock with gads.

*753 Chambers Cycl. Supp
,
Gad, in naming..the working

by this instrument is thence called gading 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech IV. 364/2 Fig 1123 shows the drill mounted
on car for gadding
b. Comb. : gadding-car, -machine (see quots).
1884 Knight Diet Mech. IV. 364/2 GaddingCar (Quarry-

ing), one arranged to carry a drilling machine so as to
present it to drill a senes ofholes m line 1887 Set Amer
LVI 21 The gadding machines . . drill or bore circular

holes along the bottom and sides of the blocks, into which
wedges are introduced and the stone split from its bed.

Gadding (gse dnj), vbl. sb 2 [f. Gad® 2 + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Gad Also gadding-aboul.

1545 Brinklow Lament 4 b, What is their gaddinge with
‘ora pro nobis' vnto creatures ? Is it ought elles but
abhommacion ? 1550 Bale Apol 108 b, Gapynges, gad-
dynges, ydoll sensynges 1589 R Robinson Gold. Mtrr.
(1851) 57 No wandring vnto waks, those dayes did women
vse. Nor gadding vnto greens, their life for to abuse. 1649
G Daniel Tnnarch , Hen IV. cccxxvin, Hee charmes the
gaddmgs of opinion, With the loud Cimball of their Liber-

ties. *662-3 Pefys Diary x Jan ,
Willing to make an end

of my gaddmgs and to set to my business *760 Goldsm
Cit W xlv, Neither pride, nor debauchery, nor a love of
gadding *786 Cowper Lett Wks. (1835-7) VI 9 Un-
accountable gaddmgs and caprices of the human mind.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 155 There is nothing going
on but gossiping and gadding about. 1865 Miss Braddon
Sir jasper I. vn 164 * No gadding after dark, Doll,’ he
said in a warning voice.
attnb. 1840 R. Bremner Excurs Denmark, Norway,

etc II. 375 During this gadding season. x86a Sala Seven
Sons I vui 183 A gadding-about mama seized On all ranks
and conditions of men.

Gadding (gse-dnj) ,ppl. a. [f. Gad z» 2 + -ing 2
.]

That gads or gads about, wandering, straggling

*598 Florio, Mattana
,

. a madding or gaddinghumour.
x6oa Warner Alb. Eng, ix. I11 234 Our gadding Thoughts
conceite the Cloudes *625 Bacon Ess, Envy (Arb) 512
Envy is a Gadding Passion, and walketh the Streets and
doth not keepe home. *637 Milton Lycidas 37 With wild
thyme and the gadding vine o’ergrown. 1727 Fielding
Love in sev Masq. Wks 1775 1 41 The Traps are no
gadding family, our women stay at home and do business.

*777 Warton Jnscnpt. Hermitage 111 24 Fantastic ivy’s

gadding spray *819 S Rogers Human Life 545 Soon
through the gadding vine the sun looks in. 1839 Carlyle
Mtsc (*857) II 26 A gadding, feather-brained set ofwan-
tons 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 310 The good nuns would
check her gadding tongue Full often 1873 Symonds Grk.
Poets x 312 The stone walls . . are fragrant with gadding
violets that ripple down their sides.

Hence Ga ddingly adv.
*553 Huloet, Gaddmgly, as they thatwent on pilgrimage,

peregre. *567 Drant Horace's De Arte Poet Bvij, He
that dothe belch out puffinge rymes And gaddmgly doth
straye X755 in Johnson, whence in later Diets

Gaddre, obs.f, Gatheb sb., pluck (of an animal),

f Ga’ddy, a. Obs rare-1
, [f. Gad v 2 + *y 1,]

Given to gadding or roving about
1637 Rutherford Let toLady Busbte (1894) 525, 1 would

my sufferings might buy an agreement betwixt His fairest

and sweetest love, and His gaddy (Jer. li 36) lewd wife

Gade (g^d) [ad mod L. gadus, ad. Gr. ydSos

codfish; cf. F. gade ] A fish belonging to the
genus Gadus

;
a codfish.

1836 Yarrell Brit Fishes II 195The SilveryGade . Gadus
argenteolns. .Montagu. 1876 Smiles i"r. Natnr xvi. (ed 4)

339 It was a long-lost fish—Montague’s Midge, or the
Silvery Gade.
Gade: see

G

aid.

Gade, var, gaed. Sc. pa. t. of Go
Gadeau (g* 1 dian). [f mod.L gad-us (see Gade)
+ -(e)an.]

A fish belonging to the family Gadidse ,

of which the typical genus is Gadus (cod).

1854 Badham Halieut. 352 Having found, on the Cretan
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coast, a gadean wluch accords with the ass-fish of the

ancients. *887 N # Q 7th Ser IV. 278 The only marine
gadean common in Italy, the hake

Gader, obs form of Gather.
G-a'd-fly:. [f. Gad
1 . The popular name of a fly which bites and
goads cattle, esp. a fly of the genus Tabanus or

of the genus (Estrus
; a bot-fly, breeze.

1626 T K Caussin's Holy Crt 120 It was like, as a
bull stung with a Gad-fly 1727-46 Thomson Summer 499
Light fly nis slumbers, if perchance a flight Of angry gad-
flies fasten on the herd 183* Youatt Horse xm. (1843)

289 A species of gad-fly, the oestrus equi, is in the latter

part of the summer exceedingly busy about horses. 1841-4
Emerson Ess Ser. x. 1 (1870) as The nomads of Africa

were constrained to wander by tne attacks of the gadfly,

which drives the cattle mad
2 . jig. One who irritates, torments, or worries

another. Also (after L. oestrus'), an irresistible

impulse to some course of action.

1649 G. Daniel Trmarch,, Hen. IV, cccxlvn. Rather
then have the Gad-fiyes of an iIl-Disposed Army on their

shoulders feed. 1807-8 W, Irving Salmag (1824) 243 It

1$ our misfortune to be frequently pestered by certain

critical gad-flies 2864 Lowell Fireside Tram 314 Bitten

with the Anglo-Saxon gadfly that drives us all to disenchant
artifice.

+ 3 . With allusion to Gad v. a. In phrase To
have a gadfly : to be fond of ‘ gadding about
1591 Lyly Safplio 11 in, My mistresse, I thinlce, hath got

a gadfly, never at home, and yet none can tell where
abroade 1734 Richardson Grandison I vm, You have
neither wings to your shoulder, nor gad fly in your cap

;

you love home.
+b. A person who is constantly ‘ gadding about’.
1614 Beaum & Fl Wit at Sev Weapons iv. u, Where

are those gadflies going? to some junket now. *734
Richardson Grandtson I xviu 123 Your Harriet may turn
gad-fly, and never he easy but when she is foinung parties.

4 attrib , as gad-fly time
; gadfly haunted adj

1846 C G Phowett Pronwth Bound 28 The gadfly-

haunted maid, whose charms have power To smite Jove's
heart with love 1893 D Jordan (‘ Son of the Marshes ’)

Forest Tithes, etc. 197 In gadfly time it was a fine sight

to see a herd of cattle charging along

Gadge, sb. ?pseudo-arch. Used by Browning
as the name of some instrument of torture.

Perh. a mistaken phonetic appiehension of gagge, old
spelling of Gag sbP
1843 Browning Souls Trxg. 1 332 The dead back-weight

of the beheading axe I The glowing trip-hook, thumb-
screws and the gadge 1

GacLge (gads), v Sc zntr

.

(See quot.)

1719 Ramsay 2nd Ansiu Hamilton 111, It sets ye well
indeed to gadge I Ibid Gloss., Gadge, to dictate imper-
tinently, talk idly with a stupid gravity

Gadge, obs. f Gage sb 1 and Sc f. Gauge.

Gadhelic (gadedik), a. and sb. Also 8 G-aedb-
lic, 9 G-aedhlio : cf. Goidelio [Literary forma-
tions from Ir Gaedheal

,

pi. Gaedhil, OIr. Gdidel
,

Giidel, pi. Gdidil, GSidil

,

the original form of
Gael ] = Gaelic, in uses other than the customary
application to the Gaels of Scotland.
The forms Gadkehc and Goidehc are used by modem

philologists for ‘pertaining to the Gaels (in the widest
sense) ’

,
the earlier forms, now obsolete, are in our quots

used for ' Irish Gaelic ’

1796 Morse Amer Geog II 183 The Gaedhhc, or Scottic,
the purest and most ancient of all the Celtic dialects x86x
O’Curry Led. MS. Mat 3 Ample materials stilL remain in
the Gaedhhc or Irish language x86jA thenasum No. 960.
687/2 The Gadhelic and the Cymric were used in Gaul.
2875 Whitney Life Lang, x. 183 The Gadhelic group
includes the Irish.

Gadid (g^did). Ichth. [f. mod.L. gad-tis cod
+ -id.] = Gadoid sb

1889 m Century Did. (citing T. Gill)

Gadine (ge1 dam). Ichth. [f. as prec + -INE.]
=* Gadoid sb.

x888 Riverside Hat Hist. Ill 268 The common cod-fish
(Gadus morrhud) may be buefly defined as a gadine with
the lower jaw shutting within the upper.

Gadixlic (gadrmk), a. Chem. [f. as prec +
-10 ] In gadime acid (see quot ).

1864 Watts Did Chem., Gadime acid, a crystalline fatty
acid, obtained from cod liver oil.

+ Gaditau, a. and sb Obs. [ad L. Gaditdnus,
f. Gddes Cadiz ] A. adj. Ofor belonging to Cadiz.

B. sb. fl. The inhabitants of that city.

1607 TopsrLL Fourf Beasts 313 The Gaditan wer most
honored herewith, for at one time and for one battel they
created 400 [Equites]. 1626 Massinger Rom Actor in 11,

Like a Gaditane strumpet I shall look to see you tumble.

Gaditaman (gffidit*1 man), a. and sb [f. as
prec +-IAW ] A adj Of or belonging to Cadiz
in Spam, or its inhabitants. B. sb. An inhabitant
or native of Cadiz.
1882 m Ogilvie

Gadite (geidait), a iare—\ [f. L. Gdd-es +
-ite.] Belonging to Gades or Cadiz.
y8o8 Scott Marm 1. Introd 72 Lo here his grave Who

victor died on Gadite wave

Gadling 1 (gredlii)). [f. Gad sbf + -ling.]
One of the small spikes of metal affixed to the
knuckles of a gauntlet.
1392 Stow Ann 386 Certayne prickes both short and

sharpe, then [1331] called Gadlings, beeing closed in the
ipyntes of his right gauntlet, 1834 PlanchI Bnt. Costume

x. 138 The backs ofthe leathern gauntletswere also furnished
with overlapping plates, and the knuckles armed with knobs
or spikes of iron, called gads or gadlings 1877 A thcnceum

3 Nov. 371/3 Earl Ralph wears gadlings on his gauntlets,

t Gadlings Obs. Foims: 1 gsedelmg, 3-5
gad-, gedeling, -(e)lyng (in late MSS corruptly,

godlinge, geldinge), 4-7 gadling [OE. ggsdeling

= OS. gaduhng
,
OHG. gatehng (MHG getehne),

Goth, gadihgg-s OTeut *gaduhijgo~z f root

*gad- (in OE. gxd fellowship, gegada companion,
Gather v) + -ling.]

1. Originally, a companion or fellow, in good
sense

;
esp a companion in arms

Beowulf2617 His gaidelinges gutSsewaedu. c 1000 Daniel
422 Hwa

j
ml gyfe sealde gingum gscdelingum. 0x205 Lav.

12335 Alle J>a gadelmges Alse heo weoren sunen kmges.
01x230 Proa) /Etfred 312 in O. E Misc 120 So is mony
gedelyng godlyche on horse 13 . . K. Alts 1192 Fiftene

thousand of fot laddes . And alle stalwoi the gadelyages

2 . In bad sense, as a term of reptoach: A base,

low-born person, a 1 fellow

2297 R Glouc (1724) 310 pe beste body & noblest .

.

yslawe was }>ora a gadelyng, so vyllyche, alas 1 c 1400
Gamelyn 107, 1 am no worse gadelyng But born of a lady,

and geten of a knight 0x473 Rauf Coil-car 612 Quhair
gangis thow, Gedling, thir gains sa gane ? la X500 Chester
PI. (E E T. S ) x 237 That false gedhnge [v r gelding]

13 Robd Cysille in Ha?l E P P. I. 273 Fals thefe, and
fowle gadlyng, Thou lyest falsely

3 . A wanderer, wayfarer, vagabond.
a 1542 Wvatt in Tottel's Misc (Arb)4i The wandnnjg

gadling, in the sommer tyde,That Andes the Adder with his

rechlesse foote. 1563 Maister Randolphes Phautasey 339
The amased lewsarde. .from the wandnnge gadlinge hasteth
amayne.

4. Hence attrib. (in sense of ' wandenng’, as if

formed from a verb gaddle ) ; also as vbl. sb.

>594 Carew Tasso (1881) 98 Nor on the promisde ten

alone relyes, But trusts he stealth should more a gaddling
lead. 0 1624 Lushington Resur Serrn (1659) 13 1 hree
way-going women, gadling gossips that came from Galilee

1676 Coles, Gadling

,

stradhng. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Gadling (old word), straggling.

f
1 Gadman. Chiefly Sc Obs Also 8-9 Sc.

gaudsman, 9 gadsman. [f. Gad sb !] The man
or boy who directed or guided a team by means
of a gad or goad, esp. m ploughing

;
a goadsman.

<7x430 Henryson Mot Fao 73 His Gadman and hee,

His stots hee straught with Benedicite. xsxg Ld Treas.
Ace Scotl, in Pitcairn Cnm Trials I 260*, xij cartans ane
hundrethe and xx pynouns and ix gadmen, being careand
the Artalzery fra Edmburghe to Streuehng 1786 Burns
Inventory, A gaudsman ane, a thrasher t’other 1827 Hone
Every-Day Bk, II. 1636 Pig drivers and gadsmen 1863

J L. W. By-gone Days 10 With every plough two persons
were engaged, one the ploughman .. the other the gadman,
from the long gad or goad with which lie impelled the
horses or oxen.

Gadoid (g?*d old) , sb. and a [f. mod.L. gad-us
(ad Gr. 7<£5os) cod + -oin.] A. sb A fish of the

family Gadidne, of which the cod is the type.

B. adj. Of, belonging to, or resembling the

Gadidm, or cod-fishes.
1842 Brands Did. Sci, Lit Art, Gadoids

,
a family of

soft-finned fishes . ofwhich the cod-fish . may be regarded as
the type The general character of the gadoid fami ly is [etc,]

x86x Hulme tr Moqian Tandon 11. in 1 xoa The follow-

ing are the other Gadoids [besides the Cod] which prin-

cipally furnish the Cod-liver oil 1865 Reader No. xio

143/2 Fishes which resemble at first Gadoids or Blen-
nioids x88o Nature XXI 202 This rare and remarkable
gadoid fish of the Mediterranean

Gadoli'nic, a. [f. as next + -ic ] Derived from
gadolmite.
1820 Edin Rev, XXXIV. 57 A breccia composed of

gadolmic yttria.

* Gadolmite (gse d^hnoit). Min, [Named m
1802 after the mineralogist Gadolm : see -ite.]

Silicate of yttrium, found in black crystals.

x8oa Nicholson's Jrnl III. 231 The earth last discovered
in gadolmite 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed 3) II 70
Hitherto yttria has been found only in the black mineral
first analysed by Gadolin, and hence called Gadolmite
attnb 1883 Athenaeum 14 Apr 480/3 The principal

gadolmite earths—yttria, terbia, erbia, etc

Gadroou (gadrw n) Also 8 gaudron, in mod.
Diets, godroon. [ad. F. godron (OF, goderon

,

gauderon), of uncertain origin ]

One of a set of convex curves or arcs joined at

their extremities to form a decorative pattern (which
may be described as the reverse of ‘ fluting ’) used
in the ornamentation of gold and silver plate, m
architecture, costume, etc. Chiefly m fl. Also
attrib. as gadroon ornament

,
pattern.

1723-24 Chambers tr. leClerds Archit I i2sGaudrons
of the Ball 1835 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid Agesxxv, Orna-
mented withgadroonsculptures Ibid, xxvu, Cutm gadroons.
1878 Miss Braddon Open Verd, xxxvm 261 A monster salver

with massive gadroon edges 1882 Caulfitld & Saward
Did Needlework, Gadroon, a term employed in dressmak-
ing and millinery, borrowed from architecture, denoting a
kind of inverted fluting or beading. Plaits of a similar
form are made on caps and cuffs, as composing a decorative
style of trimming 1883 Kerry Hist Ch St Lawrence

,

Reading 121 This dish has a double ogee-shaped edge
with gadroon bordering. 1893 Athenaeum 14 Jan 60/1 The
central ornaments, external to the space for the enamelled
shield of the owner's arms, are whirling gadroons.

Gadxooned (gadr» n’d),ffl. a. In mod. Diets
godrooned [ad.F godronnd, f godron Gadrooh ]
Ornamented with gadroons. J

i748-o Advertiser No 4440, 3 Bozen of gadroon’d
shap’d Plates 1753 Pub Advertise) 3 Oct. 3/a Two hieh
gadrooned Candlesticks 1876 Whitby Gloss, Gadroonfd
embossed as the edge of a stiver salver Old local nrv»’
x88x Jrnl R Archxol Inst XXXVIII. 461 This vessel
had a deep gadrooned silver edge at the top 1894^*,/.,
News 8 Mar 3/7 A Queen Anne pormiger and cover (date
1706), on gadiooned loot

'

Gadrooning (gadrw nig), vbl sb. [f. Gadroon
+ -IN& 1

.] The process of ornamenting with
gadroons ; ornamentation consisting of gadroons.
x88a Mag. Art May 278 Plain gadrooning, or rW^

strap-work being the principal ornament in vogue.

Gadso (gardbo), tnt. Also y gads so. [A var.
of Catso, through false connexion with other oaths
beginning with Gad.]
1687 Congreve Old Bach iv i, Gads so, there he is, he

must not see me 1764 Footf Mayor Garrat n, Wks, 1790
I, T79 Gad-so 1 the candidates are coming 1816 Scott
Antitj xxxvi, ‘ Gadso l

1 ejaculated Oldbuck, * these great
men use one’s house and time as if they weie their own
property ’ 1838 Diem Ni> O l\oist iv, Gadso ! . that’s just
the veiy thing I wanted to speak to you about.

Gaduin (gae diwin). [irreg f mod.L. gadus
cod + -in.] A fatty substance found in cod-liver oil.
x86x Hulml tr Moqmn-Tandon 11 in, 1. 103 Cod-liver

oil is a compound of oleine [etc ] . there is also found a .

.

particular punuple called Gadmne. 1864 Watts Diet.
Chem

, Gaduin, a peculiar brown substance contained in
cod liver oil (De Jongli).

Gadwall (gwdwpl). Also 7 gaddel, 9 gad-
wefl. A freshwater duck, Anas strefera or Chau-
lelasmus streferns, of the north of Europe and
America

;
the grey duck or grey.

x666 MuuirTT Pinax Rerum Nat Bnt. x8o A Gaddel
1674 Ray Collect Wods, Water Fowl 93 The Gadwall or
Gray 1709 Durham m Phil. Trans XXVI. 466 The
Gadwall 1777 G. Fonsirn Voy round World! 137A small
brown duck, which is nearly the same as the English gadwall.
1848 C A. Johns Week at Lizard 333 Gadwall (Anas
strepera).—Rare 1884Ld Malmi srvkyMem Ex-minister
I. 26 Wc also killed a great many wild duck, gadwells, and
snipe, by walking through the marshes,

t Ga'dza. Obs Some textile fabric.

a x6x8 Rates Merchandize G iv, Gad/a ofall sorts without
gold or silucr, the yard xvjd Gadza stnpt with gold or
siluer, the yard ys. vja?

Ga’e, Gae, var. gle, Sc. pa. t. of Give.
Gae, Sc. and north, var Go ;

obs. Sc. f. Jay.

t Gaedelian, a, Obs. rare [f OIr. Gaedtl
a Gael + -ian: see Gadhkliq and Gaelic.] Belong-
ing to the Gaelic branch of the Celtic race.

1796 MorseAmer. Geog II. 183 The Gaedehan or Scottish

colony.

Gael (g<?'l). [a. Sc. Gael. Gaidhcal a member
of the Gaelic race = OIr. Gatdel, Goidel.
Ihe Irish Celts call themselves by the same name, but

the word first became familiar to English readers as denot-
ing the Scottish Highlanders, and only in more recent
times has it been applied to the Irish branch ]

A Scottish Highlander orCelt; also, an Irish Celt.

[1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot. 1 73 Calling thame
al Scottis . albeit is plane and euident that mony hundir
3eins eftir, thay war called Gathehs fra Gathel ] xBxo Scott
Lady ofL. v. 11, The Gael around him threw His graceful

plaid of varied hue. 1895 J. H Staples in Trans. Phil.

Soc. 202 The old Gaels possessed the voiceless
* qu

Hence GaeTdom [-dom], the land of the Gaels.
Perhaps modelled on Sc Gael Gatdhealachd the country

inhabited by the Gaelic-speaking race.

x86o J. F Campelll I ales W Highlands (1890) I.

Introd 15 What part of the Gaeldom are you from ? x8gx

Sat. Rev. 5 Sept 277/1 Mr Blackie’s invasions of Gaeldom
did not do very much, for Celtic philology

Gaelic (g^’lik), a and sb. Forms: 8 Gaeliok,

Galic, 9 Gaelic Cf. Gadhelic. [f. Gael + -10.

The form Galic perhaps represents Sc. Gael. Gatdh-

Itg (ga lik), while Gaelic is a fresh formation from

Gael= Gatdheal (gai al). The word is first used

to denote the language, etc ,
of the Scottish Gael,

in more recent times that of the Irish branch also ]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Gaels or Celtic

inhabitants of the highlands of Scotland ,
occas in

wider sense, pertaining to that branch of the Celts

which includes the Scottish Gaels with the Irish

and Manx.
[1596 Dalrvmple tr Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1 73 Quhilkc com-

mounlie is called . . the Gathelik toung, albeit corrupetbe ]

1774 Pennant Tour Scoll. iti 1772, 249 Stones with

Galic inscriptions. 1787 Burns Let to MissM Chalmers
Wks. (Globe) 332 It was the tune of a Gaelic song. *828

Scott F, M Perth xxvn, We have not a Gaelic word by

which we can even name a maker ofgloves 183X in Sir J
Sinclair's Corr II 408 The history and origin of the

Gaelic people 1846 McCulloch Acc Bnt Empire (1854)

I. 299 The Gaelic language prevails throughout almost all

Inverness-shire. 1893 J. H Staples in ’Iratis Phil Soc,

210 These Gaelic changes are of a special and only tem-

porary nature

B. sb. The Gaelic language
*775 Boswell Let Johnson 18 Feb in Life Johnson,

It is affirmed that the Gaehck (call it Erse or call it Irish)

has been written in the Highlands and Hebrides for many
centuries 1806 Gazetteer Scot

l

(ed 2) 267 The Gaelic is

the language of the people 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. oesw.

II. xm 372 note, Children who can only speak Gaelic. 1895



GAELICISM:. GAG.

J. Strachan m Trans Phil Sac 192 note. There is no evi-

dence that the Irish rule ever held good in pure Scotch
Gaelic *807 Gaelic Jntl VIII 96/1 The influence exerted
on the minds ofthe Irish-speakers when they found people
coming long distances m order to learn Gaelic.

Como. 1897 Daily News 8 Mar. a/4 There were 254,000
Gaelic-speaking persons in Scotland.

Gaelicism (g# hsiz’m). [f Gaelic + -ism.]

The quality or state of being Gaelic.

1895 Cath. News 14 Sept 6 Those two events made an
end of the Gaelicism of the Gaelic race.

Gaelicize (g^’lissiz), v [f. Gaelic + -ize ]
trans. To make Gaelic, treat as Gaelic
1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev V 587 So Oalchampton,

which is naturally expounded in Saxon, the town of the
home of the oaks, is here Gaelicized into water-border-town

Gaelly, obs. form of Gillie.

Gaer, var. Gake sb?
Gaerish, obs. form of Gabish.

Gaff (gaef), sb,1 Also 3 , 7-9 gaffe, [a F gaffe

=Sp. ,
Pg. gafa fem

,
Pr. gaf masc., boat-hook J

1. a. An iron hook
;
a staff or stick armed with

this. Now only dial.

a 1300 Sat. People Kildare iv m E E, P (1862) 153 Hail,

seint domimk with Jn lang staffe hit is at be ouir end
crokid as a gaffe. 1867 W. F Rock Jim an Nell lxxiv

(E I) S No. 76), A guidestrap, hayvor-seed, A gaff, dree
picks vrom Varmer Reed Ibid Gloss , Gaff, an instrument
with long handle, used to pull furze out of the fkrze-rick,

lb. spec, A barbed fishing spear; also, a stick

armed with an iron hook for landing large fish, esp.

salmon. Phrase, to bring (a hooked fish) to gaff.
*656 Blount Glossogr, Gaffe, an iron hook where-

with Seamen pull great Fishes into their ships 1706 m
Phillips (ed Kersey). 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist VI iv m
394 They begin to knock it [a turtle] on the head with their

gaffs 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports fy Adv Scot

l

(1855)

338 The poacher, with a gaff and torch, selects some
gravelly ford. 1885 Black White Heather ui, Ronald had
got him transfixed on the gaff and landed. 1886 Q Rev.
Oct CLXIII 351 When a fish is beat and is being brought
to gaff, much caution is necessary.

2. Naut. ‘A spar used m ships to extend the

heads of fore-and-aft sails which are not set on
stays

'
(Adm Smyth).

1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1789) Rr ij b, In the
schooner both the mainsail and foresail are extended by a
boom and gaff. 1796 Huddart m Phil Trans LXXXVII.
32 The angle made by the gaff and mast 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef Mast ix. 22 We pulled for a light, which, as
we came up, we found had been run up to our trysail gaff

1893 H M. Doughty Wherry in Wendish Lands Introd.

15 One sail with very high peak and an enormous gaff

3. a. A steel spur for a fighting cock : = Gab-
lock 1 and GafFle 3. b The spike of a spur.

a. x688 [see Gablock i] 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gaff,
an artificial Spur for aCock 1893 in Farmer Slang Diet
b 1808 Pike Sources Missus hi. iv (1895) 788 The

dragoons wear,.a sort of jack-boot to which are fastened,

by a nvet, the spurs, the gaffs of which are sometimes
near an inch m length

1 4: Card-sharping ‘A ring worn by the dealei
*

(Farmer). Obs
5 attnb. and Comb., as (sense 1) gaff(s)-tnan,

-net, -point \ (sense a) gaff-end, -jaw, -sail (also

attnb )

;

gaff-hook = sense 1
;
gaff-setter, a boat-

hook; gaff-string (see quot.). Also Gaff-topsail.
1851 Voy. Mauritius i 10 Up ran certain bits of red and

blue and yellow bunting to her *gaff-end. 1844 J T Hew-
lett Parsons <5- W. xi, Boots seized the *gaff-hook . and
was going to plunge it deep into the pike's jaws 1854
Badham Haheut 17 They had neither gaff-hook, noi
landing-net 1894 Westni Gaz. 25 July 7/2 Vigilant's

*gaff-jaws broke, and just as Britannia was catching up,
her spinnaker went wrong. 1875 F Francis in Encycl.
Bnt. II. 39/2 The *gaffsman drags it out of the water to
the land. 7885 Athenaeum 14 Mar. 337/3 A Norwegian
gaff-man’s feelings are not very acute 1867 Smyth SadoVs
Word-bk

, *Gqff-net, a peculiar net for fishing 1845
Blackw. Mag Aug. 288 His armour of scales defied the

*gaff-pomt. 1886 J. M Caulfeild Seamanship Notes 2,

In setting a *gaff sail keep the throat ahead of peak.

189* Daily News a Sept 3/3 The veteran . won the match
for sprit and gaff sail boats by a long way ahead x86i
Mayhew Loud. Labour III. 270 The staffsman then fastens

the staff to the lighter by means of the*gaffstring or rope
attached to the side of the vessel.

Gaff (gaef), sb.3 slang. [Of obscure origin;

cf. Gab sb\ OE. (gt)gaf-sprkc, blasphemous or

ribald speech, Sc local ‘
gaff, loud, rude talk’,

* to gaff, to talk lqudly and merrily’ (Jam.), and
mod F. (colloq.) une gaffe , a remark by which one
1
puts one’s foot into it \]
1. a. ? Vociferation, outcry, b. Humbug, * stuff

and nonsense’.
1825 C M. Westmacott Eng, Spy I 26^ Stifle e’en a bull-

dog's gaff. 1877 Dive Vrs ‘ PenalServ iv 151 ,

1

also saw
that Jemmy's blowing up of me was all ‘gaff*.

2. Phrase. To blow the gaff: {fig.') to let out a
secret ; to reveal a plot, or give convicting evidence.
x8xa J H Vaux Flash Did , Blow the gaff. X833 Mar-

ryat P Simple xlut, I wasn’t going to blow the gaff, so
I told him, as a great secret, that we got it [the gun] up
with a kite 1877 Five Yrs * Penal Serv, u 122 The
prisoner quietly bides his time till the chief warder comes
round, then asks to speak to him, and ‘blows the gaff’

Gaff (gsef), sbP> Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 gaffe,

[short for Gaffer.] = Gaffer r.

1573 Tusser Hush xxh. (1878) 60 Mixe well (old gaffe)

horse come with chaffe. 1877 inN W, Line. Gloss , Gaff.

Gaff (gsef), <s^’4 slang. [Of unknown origin.]

1 A fair

1753 J Poulter Discov. 31 The first Thing they do at a
Gaffis to look for a Room clear of Company i8n Lex.
Balation sv, The drop coves maced the joskins at the

Gaff , the nng-droppers cheated the countryman at the fair.

1821 Haggart Life 22 We stopped at this place two days,

waiting to attend the Gaff.

2 Any public place of amusement Hence the

term has passed into the liteiary vocabulary as the

name for the low class of theatre or music-hall to

which it is most frequently applied by slang

speakers Also penny-gaff.
x8xa J. H. Vaux Flash Did. s v

,
Any public place of

amusement is liable to be called the gaff, when spoken of

in flash company 1855 Chamb. Jrnl. nOct 228/1 Would
you root out the Penny Gaff, and compel the penny-pay-
ing public . to find amusement elsewhere? x86x Mayhew
Land Labour III 144 When a professional goes to a gaff

to get an engagement, theym general inquire whether he is

a good ballet performer 1863 Q Rev, July CXIV 264 He
knows them ail from the chiefopera-house to the humblest
gaffs (as we believe they would be called in London). 1864
Sat Rev. 30 Apr. 516 A piece of histrionics rather below
the mark of a penny gaff 1887 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 400.
I had always wanted to see a Penny Gaff since I first read
my Dickens

Gaff (gsef)} [f Gaff sb I] trans. To seize

or strike (a fish) with a gaff
;

also, to draw out with
a gaff

1844 T T. Hewlett Parsons Sf W xi, I bid him slack his

hand the moment I had gaffed him [the pike] 1851 Newland
Erne 352, I gaffed him out of the great boiling tumhole
below X867 B. Osborne Sp in Ho Com. 8 Apr ,

The hon.
member for Lincolnshire, though a solitary fish, rose to the
occasion, and lie was safely gaffed and landed 188a Garden
II Feb 101/1 The Japanese were gaffing salmon
Hence Ga fang1 vbl sb

; also attnb Also Ga ffer,

one who gaffs fish. (In some mod. Diets

)

1837 M Donovan Dorn. Econ II 171 Spearing, gaffing,

and harpooning, are amongst the most obvious methods
1886 Fishing 18 Sept 417 He hooked a large gnlse, but
lost him in gaffing 1805 Blackw Mag Aug 288 Harry
brought him within gaffing distance

Gaff (gsef), vfi slang and colonial, intr To
gamble, esp to * toss up \
18x2 J H Vaux Flash Did , Gaff, to gamble with cards,

dice, &c
,
or to toss up 1828 ‘Jon Bee ’ Living Put. Loud

243 Though any gentleman would gaff for a pound, there or
anywhere else 1889 Boldrewood Robbery wider Arms
(1890) 17 Catch him gaffing 1 no, not for a sixpence

Hence Ga fling vbl. sb Also Ga'flfer, one who
‘gaffs’ or * tosses up’.
1828 ‘ Jon Bee 1 Living Rid Loud 241,

1

know of but one
such public-house where gaffing is carried on to any amount

If the person calling for
1 man ' or

1 woman ’, is not right

or wrong at five pieces, neither of the gaffers win or lose,

hut go again.

Gaff (gsef), Theat. [f Gaff sb.*] intr.

‘To play m a gaff’ (Fanner)
Gaff, var of or error for goff, Golf.

_
1688 R Holme Armoury 111 154/1 Pythus, the first

inventer of many Gaines at Ball . I do not say of Gaff,

Tennis, or Paille-Maille

Gaffelage, var. f Gavblage, Obs.

Gaffel(l, var. of Gaffle, Obs

Gaffer (gee fai). Also 6,

8

gaffar. [The analogy

of the continental synonyms, F. compare, commlre,

Ger. gevatter, would suggest that gaffer, gammer
are contractions ofgodfather, godmother rather than

of grandfather

,

-mother
;
but the change of vowel

may be due to association with these words.]

1. A term applied originally by country people to

an elderly man or one whose position entitled him
to respect.

a Prefixed by way of respect (sometimes with

an affectation of rusticity) to a proper name, the

designation of a calling, office, etc. In i7-i8th c.

the usual prefix, in rustic speech, to the name of

a man below the rank of those addressed as

‘Master’ (cf. Goodman).
1575 J Still Gamut. Gurton v. n, Then chad ben drest be-

like, as ill by the masse, as gaffar vicar 1635 Pagitt Chris-

tianogr 200 Were they called Gaffer Bishops, or had they not
more honorableTi ties ? 1651 Randolph, etc.HeyforHonesty
1. 1 Wks. (1875)386 Thissame gafferPhoebus is agood mounte-
bank and an excellent musician, 1693 G. Firmin Rev. Mr.
Davis's Vmd. iv 31 For a Man, who before was but a Gaffer,

to be now called Master, to have the people follow him,
and he to frequent their Tables, is a better Trade, then to

be Threshing, or such like work 17x4 Gay Shepk. Week
v 151 For Gaffer Tread-well told us, by the by, Excessive

Sorrow is exceeding dry. 1742 Fielding J Andrews 1, ti,

Mr. Joseph Andrews .was esteemed to be the only Son of
Gaffar and Gammer Andrews. 1806 Fessenden Democr,
I 89 Made them shake hands both wig and tory As Gaffer

Homer tells the story 1828 Scott F M Perth xvi, You
have marred my ramble, Gaffer Glover

1). Used'simply as a tide of address, often with

no intimation of respect

=

My goodfellow.
1590 R W. ThreeLds.$LadiesLand mHazl DodsleyYl

3g5 You speak too late, gaffer, having challenged prehemi-

nence x6z8 Ford Lovers Mel 111 111,

1

pray your bless-

ing, gaffer. a 1659 Cleveland Answ to Pamph. Poems,
etc, (1677) 13a But, hark you, Gaffer ,

you that will tear the

Speech and blow away the Sand 1755 Smollett Qmx.
(1803) IV 58 * Gaffer ’ said he,

1
is there stuff enough here

to make me a cap?’ 1796 G M. Woodward Eccent.

Exam. 89 The [Bucks] women, resolving not to drop

a good old custom, call their husbands Gaffer 1856 J H.
Newman Calhsta 67 My good old gaffer, you’re one of the
old world X884 J Payne Talesfr. Arabic II 42 Harkye,
gaffer 1 Thou hast no knowledge of this ass’s case

2. An elderly rustic
;
an old fellow. Also simply,

a fellow.

1589 Pappe w Hatchet 7 Now haue at you all my gaffers

of the rayling religion 1653 Urquhart Rabelais n xxxi,
The best little gaffer that was to be seen between this and
the end of a staffe 1710 Dame Huddle's Let. (N ) My
gaffer only said, he would inform himself as well as he
could against next election and keep a good conscience. 17 .

.

Country Vicarin FawkesPoems(Chalmers) 278And through
the parish, with their how d’ye, Go to each gaffer and each
goody. x86a T A Trollope Marietta I iu 41 The gaffers

and gammers of the quarter gossiped Tuscan-wise on their

doorsteps 1882 Miss Beaddon Mt Royal II 111 27 The old
gaffers and goodies had known her all their lives

3 A master, a * governor’. Obs. exc. dial.

mostly used in the Country for Master. 1876 Surrey
Gloss s v„ 1 Look out I here comes the gaffer ’ x88x
Leicestersh. Gloss

,
Gaffer, the master ofthe house, farm, etc

b. The foreman or overman of a gang of work-
men ; a headman.
1841 Hartshorne Salop Anttqua Gloss., a superin-

tendent,overlooker,headworkman, leaderofabandofieapers.
1856 Househ Words XIII. 545/e Their own arrangement
was made .. entirely by the men and their gaffers (sub-

contractors) x86a Chamb Jrnl 215/2 The overman, or ‘ t’

gaffer ’, as the banksman called him, at once volunteered to
shew me over the mine 1897 Daily Citron 28 Oct 4/7
Some of the employers and gaffers keep public houses and
provision shops.

Hence Ga-ffership, the position of gaffer

x8gg Comk Mag July 20 This * gaffership ’ suited Cleg
so well that [etc.]

t Ga'fiLe. obs. Also 5 gaffolle, 6-7 gaffel(l, 7
gafel, 8 gaffe [piob a Du. gaffel— OE. gtafol,

Ger gabel fork : see Gable.]
1. A steel lever foi bending the cross-bow.

1497 NavalAcc Hen VII (1896) no Bowes y, Arowes v
Shot of ston for demy curtowes clij, GafFolles of iren ij

1598 Florio, Martmello, a gaffell, a racke or bender of
a bowe. 1630 Drayton Mieses' Elys vi. My cross-bow in

my hand, my gaffle on my rack To bend it when I please
167a Compl Gunner 111 xv 12 Certain strong Cross-bows
to bend with Racks or Gaffels. 1706 in Phillips (ed
Kersey) xyax-ga in Bailey And in mod Diets

2. A rest for a musket : = Fork 6 b, Foroat.
In Cent Did. The Du- word had this sense among

others, but Eng examples are wanting
3. A steel spur for fighting cocks. (Cf. Gaff sb.1

3 a and Gablock i )

1755 m Bailey (ed Scott) 1776 Brand Pop Antiq.

(1777) 379 note. The Gafle is a mere modem Invention

Hence Ga filed ppl. a

,

armed with * gaffles ' or
spurs.

1790 J Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 8 We [cocks]

assume the spatterdash and spur Gaffied and clad m brightly
burnish’d steel.

+ Garfftet. Obs. [f Gaffle + -et ] = Gaffle 3
1714 [Macky] Journey through Eng (1723)1 130 [Cocks]

wear Steel-Spurs (call d, I think, Gafflets) for their surer
Execution 1757 Land Chron. 22 Mar 279 In setting two
Cocks to at the Pit, one of them struck one of his Gafflets

into the Back of his Right Hand,

t Ga'fflin. Obs rare~\ [? a. OF. gaveline, var,
javeline Javelin.]
1540 Lane. Wills II. 139 A gafflyn hedde.

Gaff-topsail.
1 * A light triangular or quadrilateral sail, the

head being extended on a small gaff which hoists

on the topmast, and the foot on the lower gaff'

(Adm. Smyth). Also attrib., as gaff-topsatl-hook

mainsail
What a g _ _

Narr 2nd Voy, iv 44 Taking in the Mainsail, _
1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. x. 349 Gaff top sail Voile

d come. 188$. Knight Did. Mech IV. 365/1 Gaff-topsail

I35 Sir J. I

fi,, gaff topsail.

uch a rakish gaff topsail bonnet, with pink pennants

2. U.S. ‘A kind of sea-catfish, VElurichthys

marinas' (Cent. Diet.).

G-afol, Gafol-, OE. ff. (used Hist.) of Gavel,
Gavel-.

Gag (gseg), sb.l Also 6-7 gagg(e. [app. f.

Gag v,1]
1. Something thrnst into the mouth to keep it

open and prevent speech or outcry ;
in Surg

,

an ap-

paratus for distending thejaws during an operation.

ISS3 T Wilson Rket. xxy b, Musicians in England have
vsed to put gagges in childrens mouthes that they might

pronounce distmctely 1580 SidneyArcadia 111 (1590) 236

They left Miso with a gagge m her mouth and bound hand
and foot, 1625 Fletcher & Shirley Nt. Walker in v,

Untye his feet ;
pull oat his gag, He will choak else ! *697

Dryden Virg Georg, m. 611 Some .. With Gags and
Muzzles their soft Mouths restrain 1796 H. Hunter tr.

St.-Pierre's Stud Nat (1799) III 359 He put a gag in my
mouth, and fastened my hands behind my back *8x8

Jas Mill Bnt India 11 iv iv. 158 Lest he should address

the people, a gag was stuffed into his mouth 1857 W.
Collins Dead Secret v u. If I only knew where to lay my
hand on a gag, I’d cram it into your, mouth 1 1885 Du
Cane Pumshm. $• Prev Crime 14 For women scolds the

branks or gag. .were authorised punishments
81-3
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b. fig. (Now often applied opprobnously to the

action of a parliaraentaiy majority in ‘closunng’

a debate)
1623 M.Kellison {title).TheGagge ofthe ReformedGospell

ifag T. Adams berm Wkh Bgo The Eye hdde is set open

with the gagges ofLust and Enuie. 1641 Milton Anunadv.

(1851)190 Your Monkish prohibitions, and expui gatorious

indexes, your gags and snaflies 1707 J. Stevens ti

Quevedo’s Com Wks (1709) 249 It was convenient to stop

his Mouth with a Silver Gag 1863 W. Phillips Speeches

xix 427 The nineteenth century requires sterner gags than

the eighteenth x8go Spectator 6 Sept ,
The American

Senate has adopted the pi inciple of fixing a lime at which

the vote on a Bill resisted by obstruction must be taken

The House of Representatives has already adopted this

peremptory ‘gag'

C. School slang. (See quot ) Cf Gag ©A 1

1820 Lamb Eha Ser 1 Christ's Hosfi. 35 Yrs Ago. L. has

recorded the repugnance of the school to gags, or the fat of

fresh beef boiled

2. Coal-mining (See quots

)

1747 Hooson Miner’s Diet ,
Gag, a slight bit of Timber

that is soon made for the present purpose, to clap in to

keep some one Pair or more from settling, which is already

begun, and so to stay it for some little tune, till better may be

had 1883 Gresley Gloss CoalMining. Gags,
chips ofwood

in asinking pitbottom, oi sump, 1888 Greenwell Gloss. Coal

Trade Terms (ed 3), Gag, an obstruction 111 the falls or lids

of a bucket or clack which pievents them fiom working.

3. Theat. a. Expressions, remaiks, etc not oc-

curring 1x1 the written piece but interpolated or

substituted by the actor

Perh. developed from the sense explained in quot. 1747
under a, which possibly may have been current in other than

mining applications. But cf. Gag sb\v a

1847 Illuslr Land News 10 July 27/1 Actors who are too

much given to 'gag’ at the present day 1861 Mayhew
Lottd. Labour III. 126 The performance consisted of all

gag. I don’t suppose anybody knows what the words are

in the piece 1884 Symonds Shahs Predecess vm. 288 Jigs

were written in rhyme, plentifully interspersed with gag and
extempore action. 1887 Fkith Autobiog I.xxv. 383 Ifhe [the

actor] found his gag tell upon the audience he repeated it

b. ? The * mounting ’ of a piece rare

1841 Punch I. X06/1, I shall do the liberal in the way of

terms, and get up the gag propeily, with laurels and other

greens, of which I have a large stock on hand,

4 . allrib. and Comb. : gag-bit (see quot.) ; gag-

eater School slang (see 1 c) ;
gag-law U. S.,

‘a law or regulation made and enforced for the

purpose of preventing or restricting discussion’

{Cent. Dtd.)) gag-piece Theat., a ‘piece’ or

play in which ‘ gag ’ is freely used; gag-rein,

-runner (see quots.); gag-snaffle, a powerful

Snaffle (see quot.).

1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss , *Gag-ht, a bit of a very
powerful description, used for breaking horses, &c 1820

Lamb Eha Ser, 1, Christ's Hasp 35 Yrs. Ago, A *gag-eater

in our time was equivalent to a goul and held m equal
estimation. 1808 J. Q. Adams Whs. (1854) IX. 604,

1

would
not repeal it, though it should raise a clamor as loud as my
*gag-law. 1870 Emerson Soc $ Solti, ix 192 Ho exclusions,

no gag-laws can be contrived x88a Times 28 Mar. 9/4 The
strange instrument [the Cloture] which afew years ago he
called the ‘gag-law’, 1865 in Hotten Slang Diet (1874)

s v., In certain pieces this [gagging] is allowed by custom,
and these are called *gag-pieces. The Critic, ora Tragedy
Rehearsed is one of these. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I.

934/2 *Gag-rein (Saddlery), a rein which passes over runners
attached to the throat latch, so as to draw the bit up into the

comers of the horse’s mouth when pulled upon. Ibid 935/1
*Gag-runner (Harness), a loop depending from the throat-

latch, through it the gag rein passes to the bit. 1856 ‘|Stone-

henge ’ Brit. Sports 11. in 1, § 3. 395 The *Gng Snaffle is also

a useful adjunct with pullers that get their heads down,
..If the horse does not pull, it is not more severe than a
common snaffle ; but if he does, it acts with double power,
owing to the pulley-like attachment of the rein, ana to its

drawing against the angle of the mouth.

Gag (gaeg), sbfi slang [This and the related

Gag ®.3, winch occuis earlier, may be fig. uses of
Gag jfl.i and ®.l, with the notion of thrusting some-
thing down the throat of a credulous person, or

testing his powers of ‘swallowing On the other

hand, the woids may be of onomatopoeic origin

(cf. Gaggle) with the original sense of * unmeaning
chatter ’. In the context of the quots from Lock-
hart 18 ip, thesb. and vb. are said to be expressions

current m Glasgow
;
but the form actually used

there appears to be Gegg.]
A * made-up ’ story

,
a piece of deception, an im-

posture, a lie. Broad gag (see quot.).
1805 Townsman (Manchester) in Spirit Publ, Jritls (1806)

IX. 364,

1

hate to hear such gag about a Goliath of thirteen.
x8xg [Lockhart] Peter's Lett to Kinsfolk III 241 Whether
the Gag come in the shape of a compliment to the Gaggee,
or some wonderful story, gravely delivered with every cir-

cumstance of apparent seriousness 1823 ‘ Jon Bee’ Diet
Turf, Gag. a grand imposition upon the public; as a
mountebank’s professions, his cures, and his lottery-bags,
are so many broad gags 1871 All YearRound 18 Feb. 288
You won'tbear malice now, will you ? All gag ofmine, you
know, about old Miss Fonsoiiby. 1874 Hotten Slang
Diet , Gag, a lie , ‘a gag he told to the beak \ 1880 Antrim
4r Down Gloss., Gag, a joke, a deception 1885 Daily
News x6 May 5/2 We need not gratify the Mahdi by
believing any bazaar * gag ’ he may circulate

b. US. A laughing-stock,
*840 Haljburtqn Clockm. 111 11 27

1 Sam,’ says he, * they
tell me you broke down the other day in the house of
representatives, and made a proper gag of yourself.’

Gag (gicg), 7;.l Also 5 gaggyu, 6 gagge, 7

gagg [app. imitative of the sound made in

choking.]

tl. Ivans. To strangle, suffocate. Ohs.

cx440 Promp Parv 184/2 Gaggyn, or streyne be the

Juote, sitjfoco

b intr To choke, lit, andfig. Also, lo retch.

Also trans (causatively) Ohs. exc dial.

1707 Hickeringill Priest cr. 11 v 49, I do not, in the

least, wonder, that he (that swallows Transubstantiation)

should Gagg at believing, that [etc ] « 1825 Forby Voc.

E Anglia, Gag, to nauseate ,
to 1 eject with loathing, as if

the throat were closed against the admission of what is

offered; to make an unsuccessful effoit to vomit 1883

Ifampsh Gloss , Gag, to choke , like a dog or cat in eating

greedily

2 . trans. To stop up the mouth of (a peison)

with a gag in order to prevent speech or outcry

;

to put a gag into (the mouth)m order to keep the

jaws distended

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxn (Percy) 159 We saw men
in great tormenting, With many ladies, that their mouthes

gagged 1530 Palsgr. 559/2 , 1 gagge one. I putte a gagge

m his mouthe that he snulde nat speke nor krye, je

embaillonne

,

x6ox B. Jonson Poetasters 111, Gag him, we
may haue his silence 1712 Arbui knot foltn Bull rv. 1, He
could have John gagged and bound whenever he pleased.

X794 Mrs Radcliin Myst. Udolpho hi, They fastened my
arms, and gagged my mouth 1828 Scott F.M Perth \\u1,

‘ Let him be gagged instantly ', said Albany 1886 W J
Tucker E Europe 195 He bound me, and then gagged my
mouth 1805 Erichsen Surgery (ed. 10) II. 691 If the patient

be efficiently gagged.

b. To stop the mouth of (an animal) with or as

with a gag.

1591 Harington Orl Fur xi xlvui. (1607) 83 That one

alone the monster should assaile, And gag him with an
anker in such soit To make his strength, and life, and all

to fade. 1625 Bacon Ess ,
Goodness (Arb ) 201 A Christian

Boy in Constantinople, had liked to haue been stoned, for

gagging, 111 a waggishnesse, a longe Billed Fowle

c. iransf and fig ,
esp. to deprive of power or

freedom of speech ; to stop the month of.

xfioi Shaxs Twal. N. J. v. 94Vnlesyou laugh and minister

occasion to him, he is gag’d. 1640 Ld. Faulkland Sp. in

Rushw. Hist. Coll m. (169a) I. X39 He had as it were

f
agg’d the Commonwealth, taking away (to lus power) all

'ower of Speech from that body. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt
ix 32 Satan still gags many to this day, that they cannot

f
ray to God. 1792 Burns Let to Mrs. Dunlop 6 Dec. 77,

am a placeman, you know} a very humble one, indeed,

Heaven knows, but still so much as to gag me 1827

Macaulay Ess, Machtceo. (1887) 48 The time was not yet

come when eloquence was to be gagged, and reason to be

hoodwinked. 1859 Helps Fnenas m C. Ser. 11. II x 267

Without gagging our press 1871 L Stephen Playgr.

Europe xn (1894) 294 The continuous snow-fields have

f
agged the torrent. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 6. 331
'he Church was gagged and its pulpits turned into mere

echoes of Henry’s will

+ 3. To prop open (a window). Ohs.

1604 Meeting ofGallants t8 He gagged open the Win-
dowes.

4 a To confine unduly the mouth of, or apply a

gag-bit to (a horse), b To obstruct the working

of (a valve), to stop up the valves of (an engine).

1833 Regul Instr Cavalry 1 75 The reins are to be
shortened by degrees, and with great care not to gag, or

confine the horse too much. X839 [see Gagged] 1857
Wright Provtnc. Diet , Gag, to hinder motion by tightness

Northcunpt x868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Gag,To apply

a very powerful bit, such as is used m breaking young
horses or governing restive ones. x888 EngineerJune LXV
468 The men who gagged the valve knew quite well what
they were about.

5

.

Theat a. intr. To introduce ‘gag’ into a
piece. (See Gag sb 1 3.)
1852 Dickens Bleak Ho xxxix, The same vocalist ‘gags’

in the regular business like a mail inspired 1876 Tinsley's

Mag, XVIII, x8o They ‘gag’ to such an extent that the
author oftentimes does not recognise lus own dialogue,

b trans. To fill up (a piece) with * gag
x86x Mayhew Land, Labour III. 141 We onTy do the

outline of the story and gag it up 1889 L. Wallace Mem.

162, 1 have read the part very carefully, and if you will let

me gag it and do what I please with it, I will undertake it.

Hence Ga'ggmg ml. sb and ppl a.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit (1870) 85 Whatever the motives
of ministers might have been for the sedition, or as it was
then the) fashion to call ''them, the gagging bills x86x
Mayhew Loud Labour III. 126 And after a little business

between them, all gagging, he says ‘ Slave
!
get back to the

castle ' 1892 A Ihen&tiM 6 Feb. 173/2 But foi Eis [Canning’s]
gagging of the European press .. some dismal or unseemly
things would not have happened 1893 Times 14 July
9/5 The gagging resolution excluded all debate on the
remaining clauses 1895 Erichsfn Surgery (ed. 10) II. 690
Efficient gagging is one of the most essential parts of all

operations on the tongue.

+ Gag, ©.2 Obs. Also 6 (? misspelling) gage, 7
gagg. [? onomatopeeic ; cf. Jag ©.]

1. trans. To jerk ; to strike with a sharp blow.

Also, to toss up (the head) ;
cf Sc Geck v.

It is uncertain whether quot. 1587 belongs to this word.
1387 Fleming Contn . Holtnshed III. 10x9/2 Minding to

haue stnken the man to whom he leuellea the shot . but
gaging his hand, and missing his marke, he stroke his

owne and best freend John Peter. 1610 Healey St Aug,
Citie ofGod xiv. xv 5x8A man sometimes, will be angry at
sencelesse things, as to gag his pen [L ut stilum colhaat] m
anger when it writes badly. 16x7 Markham Caval. v 56
Whence hee first learnes to gagg vp lus head to loose his
reyae

2 a trans. ? To wound or prick, b intr To
make thrusts 01 pricks {at)

1570 Foxe tr Prudenims* Death Cassianus m A #M
(ed 2) 120/2 Some other gage hys flesh and loyntes as with
a poyntca nail x6za MAimr tr Aleman's Guzman. d'A If
11. 180, I was ever so mightily pucked on to levenge, as if
(like a beast) the spurres theicoflay still gagging at my sides.

3 . nitt

.

To project, stick out. [Cf. Gag-tooth.]
1399 Minsheu, Piia, any naile or such like sticking or

gagging out. 1886 Cheshire Gloss
,
Gagging out, sticking

out, projecting

Gag (gmg), v 3 slang [Sec Gag sb a
] a. trans.

To deceive, take in or impose upon (a person), to
ply with talk, to ‘stuff ’ b. intr. To practise im-
posture. To gag on : to ‘ round ’ 011, inform against.

1777 Mad. D'Ahblay Early Diary 7 Apr , In the most
capinl scene .1 endeavoured, what I could, to soften off
the affectation of hu sudden change of disposition, and I
gagged the gentleman with as much ease as my very little

case would allow me to assume X78X G Parker View
Soc II 154 Having discovetcd the weak side of him he
means to gag Ibid. II 155 A11 old Soldier had gagg'd
about London many yeais His mode for provoking com-
passion was to [etc ] x8ig [Lockhart] Peter’s Lett to

Kinsfolk III. 2/ f ij-
r

as its name may lead
you to suspect, u ,

1 . 1 e thrusting of absurdi-

ties, wholesale .1 ns. 1 >* . . «* tluoat of some too
credulous gaper 1823 ‘Jon Bee’ Diet. Turf % v, He, in
excuse, sweai s he said

1 they were ' and not ' aie alive ’ He
thus gags the public. 1823-80 Jamieson, Gag, to play on
one’s credulity, a cant term used in Glasgow. 1828 G.
Smlaton Doings m Loud, 28 Gagging has been practised

of late to a considerable extent on simple eountiymen 1874
Hon rN Slang Diet., Gag, to hoax, * take a rise ’ out of one

,

to * cod ' 1891 'Tramps ill Gentl Mag Apr CCLXX. 390
She besought them with (crocodile) tears not to ‘ gag' on
them, in other woids not to give information to the police.

+ Gagate. Obs. Also 1,6-7 gugates, 4 go-

gath.es. [ad L. gagdtes, Gi. yayar-qs, said by
Pliny to be derived from the name of the town

Gagx and river Gages in Lycia. An OF. form of

the word has passed into Eng. as Jet.]

1. Jet
0900 tr Breda's Hist t. 1 (1890) 26 Her bi)> eac gemeted

gagates s>e stall bi]> blaic gym 1387 1 revisa Higden
(Rolls) I 337 pere is i-founde a stoon pat hatte gogathes

[v r gagates] 14 . Med. Receipts 111 Rel A nt I 53 Tak a
stane that es called a gagatc 1539 Morwyng Evonymvs 290
Tile-stones, Gagate, Aumbcr 1567 Mai*let Gr. Forest 8

Gagates is of the precious sort also, which was first found

in bicihe in a certain floud called Gagatus x688R. Holme
Armoury 11 . 40/2 The Gagate ofwhich there are two kinds,

the one russet colour and the other black. X708 Brit, Apollo

No xox all Gagates kindle m Water.

2 . bomelimes confused with Agate {Achates)

ax66x Fuller Worthies, Yorksh 111 (1662) 185 The
Agate, vastly distinct from Geat, is also named Gagates.

3 . attrib., xn gagate stone.

x6oa Warner Alb Eng ix. xlvii (x6xe) 220 Tush, in those

times wcare no such toyes as Gagate stones to trie, By
foysting them m Potions, ifa Maide had trode awrie.

Gage (g^dg), sb-
1 Also 6 gauge, gayge,

guage, 6-7 gadge. [a. OF. g{u)age (F. gage)
masc.=Pr. gage-s

,

Sp., Pg gage

,

It gaggto Rom.
%gwadjo, a. OTeut. *zuadjom : see Wed. The OF.

variant wa{t)ge was adopted in the form Wage.]

1 Something of value deposited to ensure the

performance of some action, and liable to forfeiture

in case ofnon-performance ,
apawn

,
pledge, security.

1457 Lichfield Gild Ord (1890) 19 Poore men dwelling

within the citie aboueseid may be relceved by a sufficient

gage or pledge leyd in-to the seyd cofre for borowing mony
of the same. 13x3-4 Act 5 Hen VIII, c x He shal bring

in sufficient gage and pleggc .into the Kynges Court of

Chauncene or els to remayn in waide. 1614 Raleigh Hist.

World iv. 1. § x 160 He also left Philip .for the gage ofhis

promises to Pelopidas 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv xix.

wks 1714 I. 330 The Arguments that gain it Assent are

the Vouchers and Gage of its Probability to us 1763

H Walpole Otranto 111. (1798) 52 ‘Here take my gage

[a ring] 1768 Blacicstonp Comm in. xix. The sheriff is

commanded to attach him, by taking gage, that is certain of

his goods which he shall forfeit ifhe doth not appear 1807

Ouida C. Castlemame (1879) 15 This shall be my gage, that

I may speak, .

b. In phrases, at gage, {to deliver, gvoe, leave) m
gage, {to lap, he, sweep) to gage, {to give) under

gage, upon gage ; also in gage of.

1323Ld Berners Froiss, I. ccliu 375 ThetowneofDoway
and Lisle delyuered in gage for money, y‘ [etc ] 1534

— Gold Bh, M, Aurehus (1546) Zivb, We put our lyfe

in daunger, and lay our honour to gauge *560 Ran"

dolph in Froude Hist Eng (1881) VI 40p
Was fain to

leave his saffion shirt in gage. 1363-87 Foxe A. Sr M
(1596) 1661/1, I will lay my gowne to gage. xS6S~73

Cooper Thesaurus, Bona praedia

,

gages goodes lying to

gage 1373 Tusser Huso xciv (1878) 185 111 huswiferie

sweepeth her lmnen to gage 2379 Fenton Gmcciard 11

(1590) 92 Thirty thousand duckats giuen vnder gage ot

the kings lewels, 1379-80 North Plutarch (1670) 71 J-ne

common people borrowed Money upon gage of their

bodies to serve it out. 1593 Drayton Sheph, Gorlin iv,

Learned Collin laies his pipe to gage 1638 Sir R Cotton

Abstr. Rec. Tower 9 When his owne were at gagei

[etc.]. 1833 Merivald Rom Rep vni. (1867) 234 Appeal-

ing to his Birth, rank, and aristocratic sentiments, m gage

ofins loyalty. ,

2 spec. A pledge (usually a glove thrown on the

ground) of a person’s appearance to do battle in

support of his assertions. Hence, a challenge.

Also gage ofbattle.
,

23 . K. Alts. 7236 He with-seith alle honjag«» And
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sendeth you, by sonde, gage c 1450 Lonelich Grail lu.

865 Thanne Sire Piers, that was so dowhty A knyht
A3ens kyng Maiahans put lus Gage 1483 Caxton G de

la Tour H iv, He accused one of treason the whiche anone

casted his gage of bataylle unto hym 1523 Ld Berners
protss I ccci 44s Caste downe your gage m that quarell,

and ye shall fynde him that shall take it vp 1590 Greens,

Orl Fur Wks (Rtldg ) 91/2, I will pawn my honour to his

gage, He shall ere night be met and combated 1600

Fairfax Tasso v Ivin, There take my gage, behold I offer

it To him that first accus’d him in this cause *8z8 Scott

F M Perth vi, A gauntlet flung down is a gage of knightly

battle 1857 Kingsley Two Y Ago (1877) 55 He was
going to throw down a very ugly gage of battle

Jig *8qo Boldrewood Col Reformer (1891) 315 He was

very loath to retreat from any gage of battle thuspioduced

-j* 3. pL Sc. [prob a late adoption of F. gages

in the same sense.] Wages. On the gages of, in

the pay of Ohs rare.

xs6z Acts Sederunt 2 Mar (1790) 5 To hatfe the said

College [of Justice] eiked the nowmer of six, and in the

meyn tyme, the gauges to he eiked and augmentit. 1563-7
Buchanan Reform St Andros Wks (1893) 14 The
principal sal deduce sa mekle of hys gagis to be vsit to the

common profet of the college. Ibid 16 That na idle person

be haldin on the gagis or expensis of the vmuersite

4 attnb and Comb., as gage-place
,

-selling,

-thrower
;
gage-like adj

1847 Tennyson Prmc, v 170 She .flung defiance down
*Gagelike to man 1611 Speed Hist Gt. Brit ix vn § 13
The Castles of Rockesbrough and Berwicke, cautionane
Castles, or *gage places (for part of his ransome) should be
restored c 1530 Ld Berners Arth Lyt. Bryt (1B14) 87
Marye, madame, this lady payeth wythout anye *gage
sellyng [F. sans gage venare). 1893 Westm Gas 20 Dec
3/1 Here was the opener, the *gage thrower in the lists,

declaring that he was no party champion

Gage (g^'dg), sbA slang [peril f Gage sb

the sense being * enough to pledge any one with’,

or var. Gauge, a measure.]

1 . A quart pot ; a quart pot full.

c 1440Promp Part) 186 Gage, lytylle belle (A* lytyll bolle)

1567 Harman Caveat (1879) 34 A gage of bowse, whiche
is a quarte pot of drinke. *622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush
in. 111, I crown thy nab with a gage of benebowse. 1652
Broome Jov Crew n. F iv b, I bowse no Lage but a whole
Gage Of this I’ll bowse to you 1708 J Hall Mem zo
Gage

,

a pot. 1785 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue, Gage

,

a quart
pot, also a pint, {cant)

2 A pipe ; a pipeful (of tobacco)
1676 in Coles, a 1700 B. E. Did Cant, Crew, Gage,

a Pot or Pipe Tip me a Gage, give me a Pot or Pipe.

1834 [see Fogus],

Gage (g^'dg), sb 3 = Greengage
iBB& Daily News 10 Sept, 7/1 Plums, with their congeners,

damsons and gages, were but little thought of

Gage (g*‘cl<5)> v. Also 6 gagie, guage, gauge,
gayge, 7 gaige. [ad. F. gager m same sense, or

aphetic form of Engage, to which it corresponds

m several senses.]

+1. trans. To pledge or pawn
;
to mortgage the

revenues of (a country). = Engage v. 1. Obs
*555 Eden Decades 243 The emperoure gagied the

Malucas & the spicerie to the kynge of Portugale 1579-80
North Plutarch (1676) 579 Hast thou not Plate, and
Apparel to sell or gage or help him to some? 1592 Stow
Ann 1380 443 Sir Iohn Philpot released the armour which
the souldiers had gaged for their victuals

ahsol 1555 W Watreman Fardle Famous App 337 If

he that hath gauged be a manne of suhstaunce lette the
creditour keep the gauge vntill the restttucion of the lone
be made.

t b. To give a pledge for
;

to undertake to

make. Obs.—1

1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1824) 232 Neither would the
Court order the defendant to gage deliverance,

+ e. To gage battle', to pledge oneself to judicial

combat. Cf. F . gager bataille. Obs
. (Cf, Wage v )

1586 Ferne Blazon Gentne 77 If one gentleman shall

detract from the honor of another . let combate be guaged
1600 Tate in Gutch Coll Cur I 8 Battel personal gaged
betwixt the subjects of one kingdom m criminal causes.

*620 J Wilkinson Coroners $ Shenfes 22 The defendant
shall not gage battel m such appeales

2 . To stake, wager ;
to usk, bet Obs. or arch.

1599 Jas IBa<nA Acopov(i6o3) in. 124 Only to gage somuch
of his owne money, as he pleaseth, vpon the hazarda of the
running of the cardes 160a Shaks Ham 1 1 91 Against
the which, a Moity competent Was gaged by our King.
1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 67 Assailed by the Chns-
tians, with such fune, as if they had thereon purposed to

gage their whole forces 1750 Hodges Chr Plan (1755) 5*
Doing the same, as if he had staked or gaged his seventh,
i e all his hopes of the divine vision. 1814 Scott Ld of
Isles ii vii, And ’gainst an oaken hough I’ll gage my silver

wand of state

b. fig. To pledge, offer as a guarantee or forfeit

(one’s head, life, etc ). (Cf Engage v. 2 )

a 1529 Skelton Vox Populi xm xi My hed I hold and
gage, 1 here wylbe greate outrage 1573 Essex in Ellis Ortg
Lett Ser 11 III 32To all which pointes I gage myne honour
andfaith 1583 Stubbes Anat Abuses l (1877) 112 That thei

would paie nym, or els thei would guage their neckes 1599
Warn Faire Wom,i 279, I will gage my hand, Few women
canmy mistress force withstand, 1603 KnollesHist Turks
(1621) 10 The clergiemen that had before for his safetie gaged
their faith. 1633 Ford 'Tis Pity v in, This feast, I’ll gage
my life, Is but a plot to train you to your rum 1876 G. W
Cox Gen. Hist Greece iv i 510 A guide sent to them by
the headman ofthis placegaged his life as a forfeitifhe failed.

+ 3. To bind as by a formal promise, Obs. (Cf,

Engage v 4)
1489 Plimpton Corr

,

p xcviil, You have ministered unto

us cause, as gaged to remember you in time to come 1606

Shaks Tr # Cr v 1. 46 Heere is a Letter from Queene
Hecuba, A token from her daughter Both taxing me, and
gaging me to keepe An Oath that I haue svvome

4 vntr for refi To asseit on one’s own responsi-

bility that (Cf. Engage v 6)
x8xx W R Spencer Poems 19, I gage, though long our

way, and drear, We reach our nuptial bed to day 1865

J Ballantine Poems 24 The other wore the crown of age,

But a brighter one she found, I gage

f 5 . trans. To fix 01 fasten m or upon Obs. (Cf.

Engage v ii b )

1703 Moxon Meek E.x ere 192 The further or open side

of the Male screw is gaged in, or pin’d on the Female-screw
with a wooden Pm thrust through two opposite Holes.
Ibid 228 This Neck is gaged in tne Shackle

+ 6. To bind 01 entangle m Cf Engage v. 13.

1596 Shaks Merck V 1 1 130 The great debts Wherein
my time something too prodigall Hath left me gag'd

Hence Gaged ppl a., Gaging vbl sb., in senses

of the vb
*555 Eden Decades 244 margin. The gageing of the

Hands of malucas 1586 Ferne Bias Gentne 153 Gaging
of single battaile 1602 Warner Alb Eng xn lxxv (1612)

312 Elenor did tell The circumstances of her Ring And
shewes the gaged Tablet

Gage, Gager, obs. forms of Gauge, Gauger.
Gager : see Gagger 2

Gagg(e, obs. form of Gag sb 1 and vA
Gaggea (gzeg&),ppl. a [f Gag v.

1 4 -ed 1
]

In senses of the vb
1839 R S. Robinson Naut Steam Eng 145 The safety

valve may become gagged or rusted, and incapable of
motion *888 Century Mag July N. S XIV 431 A gagged
engine working at the full stroke of the pistons 189A Westm.
Gas 25 June 2/2 The gagged clauses were passed without
any discussion at all.

Gagged (gasgt ) tare—1
[f. Gag ©3 + -ee]

One who is gagged
;
the victim of a ‘ gag ’ or de-

ception. *8*9 [see Gag sb 3
]

Gagger 1 (gse*ga.i). [f Gag v.
1 + -er1 ] One

who gags, in senses of £he vb.

1624 Bp R Mountagu Gagg {running title), An Answer to
the late Gagger of Protestants *848 Tails Mag. XV 524
The gagger of the press 1871 Daily News 14 Jan , The
most incorrigible ‘gagger* of his time. He said what he
liked and almost did what he liked when on the stage 1885
Pall Mall G. 13 July 1/2 The rule from which, if the
gaggers [jc of the press] will leave us alone, we have no
intention to depart.

Hence Ga*gfgerahip nonce-wd., a mock title of
address.

1624 Bp. R Mountagu Gagg 287 Your Gaggership

Ga’gger 2
. Also gager. [?f. Gag 0.24- -ee 1

.]

(See quota)
*858 Simmonds Diet, Trade, Gagger, a lifter used by the

foundei, consisting of a light T-shaped piece of iron *888
Lockwoods Diet Meek. Lug in , Gaggers or Gagers, short

conical or pyramidal projections, cast upon core plates and
the plates for loam moulds, to assist the adhesion of the
loam The term is sometimes applied also to lifters.

Gagger 3 (gas gox). slang. [f. Gag v 3 + -er 1
.]

One who ‘gags’, cheats, or hoaxes
*781 G Parker View Soe IL 154 The high gagger

.. The low gagger 18*9 [Lockhart] Peter's Lett to

Kinsfolk III 242 The solemn triumph of the Gagger, and
the grim applause of the. silent witnesses ofhis dexterity,

are alike visible m their sparkling eyes *84* Punch
23 Oct. I 169 Men with 1 swallows ’ like Thames tunnels

.

in fact accomplished gaggers.

Gaggery (gargori). [f. Gagv% + -ery.] The
practice of gagging.
18x9 Blackw Mag IV 620 A species of wit peculiar to

this mercantile city [Glasgow], and known m it by the
name of gaggery. *838 Ibid XLIII 681 And toasts, and
tricks, and gaggery, And many a song between.

Gaggle (gte’g*l), sb. Forms* 4-9 gagle, 5-6
gagyll, 6- gaggle, [f the vb ]
1 . A flock (of geese)

,
also derisively, a company

(of women)
One of the many artificial terms invented in the 15th c.

as distinctive collectives refernng to particular animals or
classes of persons

,
but unlike most of the others, it seems

to have been actually adopted in use
c *470 in Hors, Shepe 4 G. etc (Caxton 1479, Roxb repr )

30 A gagyll of ghees A gagyll of women 1584 R. Scot
Discqv Witcher xm xxx. 338 A shoale of goslings, or (as

they sale) a gaggle of geese 1676 Coles, A Gagle ofeeys,
a flock of Geese 1827 Col Hawker Diary (1893) I 309
A gaggle of more than average chattering women 188a
Sir R Payne Gallwey Fowler in Iret. v, That last tempt-
ing gaggle of Brent Geese.

2 Chatter, gabble
1668 R L'Estrange Vis Quev (1708) 29 A Consort of

loud and tedious Talkers, that Tired and Deafn’d the Com-
pany with their shrill and restless Gaggle

Gaggle (gje*g’r>, » Forms 4 gagul, 5-7
gagle, (5 gagelyn, 6 gagyll), 6- gaggle. [Prob.

an onomatopoeic formation (with frequentative

suffix) on the syllable gag (.gag-gag) often used to

imitate the cry of the goose. Cf Gabble, Cackle.
A similar imitation of the same sound appears as the root

of OCeltic *gegdil, Irish geadh, Welsh gwydd

,

goose, and
ofON gag

l

goose. Cf also mod Icel gagga to gaggle.]

1 mtr. Of geese : To cackle, see Caokle v. i.

Also withforth
1399 Langl Rich Redeles nr. 101 Jley gaglide fforth on

the grene, fibr theygrevedwere c 1440 Promp, Parv 184/2
- ~

' ti, or cryyn as gees, cltngo a 1483 Burlesque in RcL
86 The goes gagult ever more, the gam was better

to here. *529 More Supplic SovlysWks. 302/2 This gose-

ling gagleth again vpon the same matter. 1614 T. Adams
Devil's Banquet 58 These are the Geese m the Capitals

to gaggle at Statesmen m the Common-wealth. *744 J.
Clandgds Sheph. Banbury's Rules 40 If geese gaggle more
than usual, these are all signs of ram. 1851 D Jerrold Si.

Giles xxtv 245 [He] gave no ear to his owii geese gaggling
near his barn. *884 Pall Mall G 8 Mar. 4/2 Every bird
gaggling his loudest

qns.'a-trans 1645 Sacred Decretal 3 Geese and Ganders
hisse and gaggle him out of his Five pestilent senses,

f 2 . transf. andfig. To make a noise like geese

;

to talk volubly, to chattel Obs.
c 1553 Chancelour Bk. Emp. Russia in Hakluyt (x886)

III 50 But when the Priest is at seruiceno man sitteth, but
gagle and ducke like so many Geese 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P ) Taylor's Goose Wks 1 105/1 How grauely they
from place to place will waggle And how (like Gossips)

freely will they gaggle 1706 Refl. Ridicule (1707) 325
They gaggle all at a time , as if it was for a Wager, who
should make the greatest noise.

4 3. trans To utter like a goose ;
to express

with gaggling or cackling ; to babble, prattle.

Also with out. Obs.

*577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel i 3 111 Holmshed Chron I,

It is not expedient that the Inshe tongue shoulde be so
vniuersally gagied in the English pale <1x645 Howell
Lett (1688) IV. 476 A Countryman answer’d That he
thought the Geese about Oxford did gaggle Greek. 1650
B. Discolhinimum 2 We need not fear that she will gaggle
any Treason Ibid 25 Had my Goose gagied oat such a
. doctrine [etc ]

Hence G-a-ggler, one who gaggles, a goose.

1624 Bp R. Mountagu GaggTo Rdr. 7 As meere a gaggler

as euer grased vpon a greene.

Gaggling (gae’g’lig), vbl. sb [f. Gaggle v. +
-ing™ The action of the vb. Gaggle.
C1440 Promp Pare 184/2 Gagelynge of geese or of

ganders, drancitus 1532 More Confut I indaleWks. 822/1

Except these geese gofrom theyr olde flock and giue oner
all theyr olde gagelynge [etc ] 1548 Cranmer Catech. 238
We ought therefore to receaue the Sacrament vnder both
kyndes, as Chnste commaunded vs And regarde not the
gageling of theun that speake againste the vse of the sacra-

mentes 1600 Holland Livy v xlvn (1609)2x0 With their

gaggling [clangore) and flutteringoftheir wings,M Manlius
was awaked 1654 Vilvain Theorem Theol. Supp 222

Thred bare Arguments, which make Mens ears glow to hear
their harsh gaghngs. 1674 N Fairfax Bulk <S- Seh) 15
Logick and Philosophy cannot he uttered by the hissing

and gaglmg of Geese 1896 J Skelton Summers <$

Winters at Balmawkapple I 168 When the geese pass
Mount Taurus they stap their pipes fu’ o’ gravel to avoid
gaggling, and so by silence escape the eagles

attnb 1689 Def Lihe-rty agst. Tyrants 130 Then must
the Geese play the Sentinels, and with their gagling noise,

give an Alarm. 1775 Adair Anier. Ind 80 Strangers
imagine they make only a gaggling noise, like what we
are told of the Hottentots, without any articulate sound.

Gaggling (gse g’lixj), ppl. a. [f. Gaggle.?. +
-ing^ J That gaggles.

1 . Of geese : Cackling, gabbling.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor Philos (Palfr ) 32 Canst thou
not at home suffer the gaglinggeese ? 1622 WitherMistr.

Philar Wks (1633) 590 The gagling Wildgoose and the
snow-white Swan *713 Guardian No 132 r 6 If I have
Company they are a parcel of chattering Magpies; if

Abroad, I am a gaggling Goose

2. Of persons, their actions, and attributes:

Garrulous, chattering.

1553 Bale Vocacyon m Harl Misc (Malh ) I. 338 Their
gaddwge and gagglinge processions. 1565 Golding Ovid's
Met iv (1593) 80 Is heard the noise Of gagling women's
tatling tongues. 1622 Rowlands Gd Newes 4 Bad Newes
30 A gossip of the gaggling crew Into a humour of conten-

tion grew. 1688 H Care Kings Right Indulg. Asserted
is [They] allowed fieedom of dispute to the Hereticks, and
permitted their Gagling Loquacity

Gagle, var. Gaggle sb and v.

Gagliard, -iae, obs. forms of Galliabd, -ise.

j* GagriU. Obs [? Cf. Gangbel dial

,

a toad.]

Some insect or Teptile.

14 Piet. Voc in Wr. -Whicker 766 Hec sepiipedia, a
gagrylle

f Gag-tooth. Obs. Also 7 gagged-tooth. [Cf.

Gag vA 3 ;
also Gab v 3

,
gam-tooth, gang-tooth,

gap-tooth, gat-tooth ] A projecting or prominent

tooth.

1585 Higins tr, Junius' Nomenclator 29 Dentes exertt.

Gag teeth or teeth standing out 1593 G Harvey Pierce's

Super Wks (Grosart) II 225 Take heede of the manwhom
Nature hath marked with a gag-tooth , Art furnished with
a gag-tongue , and Exercise armed with a gag-penne ; as

cruel! and murdrous weapons, as euer drewe blood x6oz and
Pt Return.fr. Pamass i, n 3x6 A fellow whose muse was
armed with a gagtooth. 1679 Burnet Hist Ref I ix 41
She was ill-shaped and ugly

,
had Six Fingers, a Gag-tooth.

1680 Lend. Gas. No. 1547/4 One Richard Taffin .. [with] a
gag’d Tooth on the uppei Jaw
Gag-tOOthed, a. Having a piojecting or

prominent tooth.
X579 Lyly Enphiies (Arb ) xx6 If shee be gagge-toothed

tell hir some merry lest to make hir laughe 1592 Nashe
P Pemlesse (ed 2) 14 a, A leane gagtootnd Beldam x606
Chapman Gentl Usher 1. 1 Aivb, The husky groues that
gag-tooth’d boares do shrowd *868 J. Richardson, etc

Mus Nat Hist, II. 150 Gag-toothed Galaxias {Galaxias
Irocchus).

Gagul, gagyll, obs. forms of Gaggle.
Gahxxite (ga nait). Min [f. Gahn, the name

of a Swedish mining engineer and chemist + -ME.]
An oxide of zinc and alumina, or zinc aluminate
occurring in octahedions; called also zinc-spinel



GAID. GAIN.10

1B08 T. Allan Names Min. 33 Gahmte..a species of zinc

ore 1879 Rutlfy Study Rocks xiv 298 The rock contains

as accessories .. fahlunite, gahmte, chlorospinel, etc

Gai, obs form of Go
Gaid, gade. Sc. Obs. exc. Hist. [Phonetically

equivalent toGoAD, OE gdd, but in sense connected

with Gad sb}- 2.] A bar of metal; esp the iron bar

which formerly crossed the condemned cell in a
Scotch prison, upon which ran the iron ring which
fastened the shackles.
f a 1500 Rffmhs Cursing 263 Lyk to ane gaid of yrne

or steill That doun warsmkand in ane weell 1629 in Pitcairn

Crtm TrtalsScol I. 68* note, They instantlie ward it him,
and patt baith his feitt on the gade 1647 in Craniond
Ann Banff (1891) I 92 He is decerned to plemsh the gaid
SufBcienthe with seaven sufficient shakelhs. [1829 Scott
GuyM. lviifoot-note,When aman received sentence ofdeath
he was put upon the gad, as it was called, that is, secured
to the bar of iron in the manner mentioned in the text ]

Gale, Gaiell, obs. forms of Gay, Gaol
Gaiety (gF*'eti). Forms: 7-8 gaity, gayity , 6-9

gayety, 7- gaiety, [ad. F. gated, gattiff gai Gay.]
1. The quality or condition of being gay; cheer-

fulness, mirth.

1647 W. Browne tr Gombemilie's Polexander iv v 335
Carrying In her countenance a gaity, and extraordinairecalm.
1670Walton Lives iv. 273 George Herbert manag’d it with
as becoming and grave a gaiety, as any had before, or since
his time 17x0 Atterbury Serve (1734) I 328 Prophane
Men . who stick not, in the Gayety of their Hearts, to say
that a strict Piety is good for nothing. 2724 Ramsay Tea-
t. Mice (1733) I. p v, Our Scots tunes have an agreeable
gaiety and natural sweetness. *784 Cowfer Task 1 587
Such health and gayety ofheart enjoy The houseless lovers
ofthe sylvan world. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in v
363 We see little .of rulers .in the gaiety of their felicities

2873 Hamerton Intell. Ltfex. vi. (1876) 367 Gayety the best
legacy ofyouth.

1

1

b. Levity, thoughtlessness. [So often F. gattd
de cawr.] Obs.

2647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. § 118 Here Sr William
Waller, out of pure gayety, departed from an advantage
he could not again recover.

2. Merrymaking, festivity, pleasure-seeking; a
festive occasion, a lively entertainment ; freq. va.pl

1634 Habington Castara (Arb.) 243 The soule which doth
with God unite, Those gayities how doth she slight Which
ore opinion sway? 1634 H. L’Estrange Chas. / (1635) 129
So braue a spectacle, set the London Dames on longing to
behold such gaietywithin their City walls 1681 Glanvill
Saddnctsmus (1682) Ded., The deceitful gayeties that steal

us away from God. 2767 J. Penn Sleepy Semi. 111, The
middling people have a taste for gaiety and extravagance.
2791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, He was alluied by
the gaieties of Paxis. 2812 Lady Granville Lett (1894) I.

33 My last gaiety was at Lady Essex’s on Sunday. 2873
Symonds Grk Poets x 319 Among the mountains an Italian
of the presentday is always longing for town gaieties 2887
Datly News 29 June 5/3 That funny piece in which a
little girl is earned off to a garrison gaiety

3 . Bright appearance or ornamentation
;
showi-

ness
;
showy dress ; occas. pi,

a 2637 Lovelace Poems (1659) 5° Have you not marked
their Coelestial play, And no moie peek'd the gayeties of
day. 1693 Woodward Nat, Hist Earth 111.1 249TheGayei-
ties [stc] and Embelishments that we might seek for in it

[the Earth]. 269s Luttrell BriefRel (1857) III. 538 The
Jacobites appearu in their utmost gayety 2739 J Trapp
Right, ovet-much (1758) 17 No sort of gayety or expensive-
ness in dress is permitted 2756 W. Dodo Fasting (ed. 2) g
Solicitous about the niceties and gayeties of dress. 1838
Penny Cycl. X. 326/1 A garden in which the objects desired
. . are show, gaiety, and neatness. 1866 J. G. Murphy
Comm. Exod xxxui. 4-6 They begin to lay aside all gaiety
in dress.

t Gaig, v. Obs - 1
[f, local Sc gaig (? Gag sb.2)

a cleft, chink (Jam , who gives also geg sb. and v.
m the same senses) 1 trans. To chap, crack (earth)
Only in pass.

Jas I'Ess Poesie (Arb ) 14 Let Readers think they
fele the burning heat, And graithly see the earth, for lacke
of weit, With withering drouth and Sunne so gaigged all

Gaige, obs. form of Gage v.

t Gaigeour. Obs. Sc. [ad. F. gageure wager,
f. gager Gage v.J A wager or bet.

*599 Jas- I BacnA. Awpov (1603) in 124 To gage so much
of his owne money, as he pleaseth, vpon the hazarde of the
running of the cardes or dice ; as well as he would doe vpon
the speede of a Horse or a Dog, or any such like gaigeour,
And so, if they be vnlawfull, aligaigeoursvpon vncertainties
must likewayes be condemned.
Gaignage, obs. form ofGainage.
Gail: see Gyle.
Gail(e, Gailer, -or, obs. ff. Gaol, Gaoleb.
Gaill, Sc. form of Gale 0.1

Gaillard, Gaillard- : see Galli-.
II Gaillardia (ge’la idia) [mod.L.

; named by
Fougeroux, in memory of M. Gaillard, an amateur
botanist.] A genus of composite plants, producing
showy flowers, for the most part red with a border
of yellow.
1888 Daily News 25 July 7/2 Messrs. Kelway and Son's

gaillardias. 2897 Ibid. 30 June 2/3 Japanese iris and
gauardias.

Gailvat : see Gyle.
Guiljr, gayly (g^'li), adv. [f Gay a. + -ly 2 ]

1. With reference to dress, etc : Brightly, showily,

smartly, splendidly.

13 Gaw 4 Gr Knt 397 A sadel, bat glemed fill gayly
with mony gold fienges ?a 1400 Morte Arth. 9x2 His
gloves gaylyche gilte, and gravene at be hemmez c 1440
Gesta Rom lxxi. 388 (Add MS ) This man . noryshede
hem wel, ande araydde hem gayle 1646 Crashaav Steps
to Temple 83 Brother of fear 1 more gaily clad, 1 be merner
fool o’ th’ twOj yet quite as mad. 1709 Pope Ess Cnt 744
Like some fair flow’r . That gayly blooms, but ev’n in
blooming dies 1731 Gray Ode Spring 111, Some show
their gaily gilded trim Quick-glancing to the sun 283.
Tennyson Coquette n, A nobler yearning never broke her
rest Than but to dance and sing, be gaily drest 2876
C G Finney Aleut ix 115 A young woman who had two
or three tall plumes in her bonnet, and was rather gayly
dressed

2 With reference to bearing and manner : Cheer-
fully, joyously, festively

;
airily, jauntily

c 1420 Antnrs ofArth in, And thus Dame Gaynourthe
gode, gayli ho glidus The gatys with Syr Gawan by a grene
welle 2314 Barclay Cyt Uplondyshm (Peicy Soc)

p xlvm, Many fooles tliinke it nothing so While they see

courtiers outwarde so gayly go 2388 A KiNGtr. Camsnts'
Catech. 87 Ye kirk moued be knauledge and experience of
theis fruicts vses gaylie to sing 27 ? Swift Orpheus
burlesqued 42 Wights, who travel that way daily, Jog on
by his example gaily. 1768 Sttrnl Sent. Joum (1778)11
21 (Hotel at Paris) The event I treated gaily came seuously
to my door 2778 Mad D’Ardlay Diary 23 Aug , At tea we
all met again, and Dr. Johnson was gaily sociable 1832
Thackeray Eng, Hum (1853) 97 Addison wrote his papers
as gaily as if he was going out for a holiday 2884 W C.
Smith Kildrostan 63 And the giouse cock gaily crowing
Fears not either dog or gun

3 Chiefly Sc and dial Fairly
;
tolerably

;
pretty

well In this sense also Sc. gaylics
;

cf. the synony-
mous gaylans (Jam.), where the suffix = -lings

,

and see Gey adv.

1SS3T. Wilson Rkel 116 b, For this purpose, thcywoulde
haue serued gayly well 2368 Let in Antiq Rep (1808) II

394 A new Devyce of Heade dressyng setteth forth a
woman gaylye well. 2721 Kllly Scot Purucrbs 400 How
decyee. Bra’Iy, finely, Geily at least 1786 Burns Address
of Beelzebub 34 Your factors, grieves, trustees and bailies,

I canna’ say but they do gaylies. 2790 Mrs Wheeler
IVestmld, Dial. (1821) 113 Tom is gaylie weel 1839-47
Todd Cycl Anal. Ill 51/2 He always replied that he was

rng on 1 gaily ’ 1840 Dn Quincey Style ir. Wks 1862
224* It's gaily nigh like to four mile like

1

1833 Robinson
Whitby Gloss

,
Gayly

, 111 good health 1 We’re all gayly
’

4 Comb
,
asgatly-beatzcned, -breaking,-chequaed,

-dressed, -flowered, -jewelled
,
-throbbing, -warbling

adjs •

1897 Daily News 27 June 6/4 The *gaily»bedizened arm
of the breakwater showed the scene of the ceremony 2890
Boldrewood Col R ^former (1891) 249 The rippling, gaily-
breaking billow. 2730-46 Thomson Autumn 40 A *gaily-

cliequered heart expanding view. 2835 Willis Pencillmgs
I xviu. 130 Their gaily-dressed chasseurs are in waiting

*897 Daily News 17 Feb 9/4 Dainty summer dresses and
gaily-flowered hats. x8 Poe City til the Sea Poems
(1859) 93 Not the *gaily-jeweled dead Tempt the waters
from their bed x8xo Associate Minstrels 23 Tell me
what *gaily-throbbing heart . Ere Summer gild another
sky, Beneath the valley’s clods shall he ? 2733 Somerville
Chase iv, 462 Bid tne loud Horns, in gayly-warbhng
Strains, Proclaim the Felon's Fate

t Gain, sb 1 Obs Forms . a. 3 gajhenn, 5 Sc
gawin

; 0. 3 gem, 4 geyn, gayne. [The two
main forms are app. adopted respectively from
ON. gagn (Sw. gagn, Da. gavn) and gegn, parallel

foims of a sb. developed from the absol. use of the
neut. of the adj. gegn (see Gain a ). The word
became obsolete in the 15th century, about which
time the F gain came into the language, with
a closely allied meaning. See Gain j

,

/;.aJ Ad-
vantage, use, avail, benefit

;
remedy, help.

a. cxaoo Qrmin 13923 All swa summ till Natanael full
Iitell ga^henn ware c 1475 RaufCoiljear 383 That I haue
hecht I sail hald .

.
Quhidaer sa it gang to greif or to gawin

p, 01*23 St. Marker. 18 Ah hit were jn gein Jiet tu {>e

gest unblescet ant ti god baSe efter blescunge ga. 13.
Gaw, 4 Gr. Knt, 2349 A1 be gayne jiowme gef, as god mon
schulde C1374 Chaucer Anel. <5- Arc 206 But whan she
saw that hir ne gat no geyn, 1430-40 Lydg. Bachas 11 mi.
(*S54) Sob, Her lord infect with sodam pestilence There
was no geyn but he must nedes dye.

Gain (g^n), sb * Forms
:
5-6 gayne, 6-7 game,

7- gain, [a, OF. gain, gaazn (mod F. gain) masc

,

gaigne
,
gaaigne fern. (mod.F, gagne), f gaaigner

Gain vA
The OFr sbs. had, in addition to the senses adopted in

Eng
,
other senses related to those of the vb , e g ‘ culti-

vated land ’, ‘ crop

‘

harvest ’
]

f 1 . Booty, prey, spoil Obs.
X473 Warkw. Chron, e The Scottesche boost supposed it

hade be doone for some gayne 2481 Caxton Godfrey
clxxvu 261 One shippe wmche was goon for somme gayne
vpon the see cam alle laden with grete gayne X490 —
Eneydos hi. 143 With the gayne of the knyghtes, & wyth
the prove that they had goten [1348 Hall Chron,, Hen
VI, 119 b, Being content with then prey and gayne, [they]
began to retraite ]

2. Increase of possessions, resources 01 advantages
of any kind, consequent on some action or change
of conditions

;
an instance of this

;
profit, emolu-

ment; opposed to loss. Also (in somewhat rhe-
torical use), acquisition of wealth viewed as an
object of desire j

* lucre ‘ pelf’.
1495-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c, 13 § is Implements of Hous-

hold . wherby they take no gayne ner wynnyng two
Starkey England 1 n 1043 Wythout regard of pryuate
gayne and profyt 1348 Hall Chron

,
Hen VI, 1x3 Where

(after long ilghtyng) bothe parties departed without either
greate gam or losse. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Cotnm.MmBk (1855) 148 For the tanning of the best ox hyde for
materials, pames and game ( printed game) fiftie shillings
1743 De Pot's Eng 'I radesm 1 (1841) I 6 He .knows

*

what gain is made of them, and what loss, if any 2770
Goldsm. Dcs Vill 424 Teach erring man to spurn the rag-
of gain 1834 J H Newman Par. Scrm (1837) I. x
They make again ofgodliness 1849 MacaulayHut Enl
I 303 Greedy as they were of gain, they seldom became rich
1866 J Martineau Ess, I 233 Disbelief . . will bring no
logical gain 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 26 This first life
claims a second, else I count its gam no gain
Pioverb c 1620 Z Boyd Eton’s Flowc, s (1855) 153 Men

say right well, that game still easeth pame
b. In plur. Sums acquired by trade or in other

ways; emoluments, pi onts, winnings, etc. (f For-
merly sometimes treated as sing )

1546 J Heywood Prov. (1867) 30 Light gaynes make
heauy purses. 2354 Latimer m Strype Eccl Mem (1822)
III 11. 290 If their offering did not biinge gaynes withal
it shulde not be so often done 1600 Holland Lwy xxxt.
xiv (1609) 800 The games would hardly quit the pames [L.”
vtx opens pretinm crat] 2622 Mabbe tr A leman's Guz-
man d'Alf 11 343 Out of that games . . I made me a suit after
the fashion of an old Gally-slaue, 1697 Dryden Virg Georg.
1 74 That Crop, bursts the crowded Barns, with more than
promis’d Gains, 2733 Berkeley Querist § 32 Whether
small gams be not the way to great profit ? 1795 Burke
Th. on Scaicity Wks 1842 II 248 The labouring people
did, cither out of their direct gains, or from chanty fare
better than they did 2835 Macaulay Hist Eng IV, ia0
The enormous gains, direct and indirect, of the servants of
the public went on increasing, while the gams of every
body else were diminishing. 2875 Maine Hist Inst iv.

2x0 Where a joint-family claimed the gams of a dancmg-
girl. 1893 Bookman June 83/1 Having got into evil odour
by their dubious gams.

c. In extended sense : An increase (whether
beneficial or not) in amount, magnitude, or degree.

Opposed to loss.

2831 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed, 2) 4x2 The gain in
weight by the absorption of oxygen and nitrogen even
exceeds the loss occasioned by the exhalation of carbon.

1863 Lyell Antiq Man 29 A measure of the rate of the
gam of land in seven centuries and a half. 2864 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. III. 206,

1

was weighed yesterday and found
a gain of five pounds 2869 Blackmorl Loma D 1, One
with another, hard they go, to see the gam of the waters.

+ 3 A source of gam ( = Gr ttlpBos). Obs.-1

2633 Stanlly Ihst Philos. 1 (1701) 22/1 To examine by
what gam every Man maintained himself

4 The action ofacquiring (a possession), winning
(a battle), etc. rare. [Cf. F. legain d’une balaille]

2576 Gascoigne Steele Gl (ArbJ 70 They stoode content,
with game of glorious fame To leade a life like true
Philosophers 2844 Fiaseds Mag XXX. 178/1 The gam
of the battle has been ascribed to the aid of the Swedes

5 . Comb : (sense 2), as gam-devoted, -getting,

j -spui red, mtlviYsty ^djs* j \
\ gams-taking vbl. sbs.

1784 Cowplr Task 1 682 In proud, and gay, And gain-
devoted cities. 2894 Church Building Quarterly (NY)
July 143 [Church-spues] are eloquent reminders to a gain-
saying and *gaingettmg people that there are better things

to think of than the whirling wheels of our manifold
mdusfries 1391 Sylvester Du Bartas 1, 111. 323 You .

Gain-greedy Chap-men. 2894 Daily News 23 Nov. 5/3
‘Gam-sharing* and other systems of remuneration akin to

profit sharing 2391 Sylvester DuBartas r in 282 Saving
that our gain-spurr’d Pilots finde, In our dayes, Waters of

more wondrous kinde. 1549 CovERDALr, etc Erasm Par.
2 Cor 52 Neither with high lokes, nor with bandes of men,
nor with gaynes taking, a 1618 Sylvester Arctophilos's

Epist 62 Who forbids *gaine-tlnrsty Chapmen cheapen
Another’s ware

Gain (g^'n), sb.

3

techn [Of obscure origin

;

in sense 1 it might be a use of Gain sbj It is not

certain that senses 1 and 2 belong to the same word,]

1 . (See quots
;

Tusk, Horn)
2679 Moxon Mech. Exerc ix 167, 168 Gain, the bevelling

shoulder of a J oyst, or other Stuff . the thickness of the

shoulder is cut into the Tnmmei also Bevillmg upwards,

that it may just receive that Gain. 284a Gwilt Archit.

Gloss.
,
Gain, in carpentry^the bevelled shoulder ofa binding

joist, for the purpose of giving additional resistance to the

tenon below
2 . a Carpentry and Build, (? U S.) A notch,

groove, niche (see quots.).

Knight Diet. Mech 1874 gives also the sense 1 a mortise
’

1848 Craig, Gam a lapping of timbers, or the cut that

is made for receiving a timber. 2863 E Burritt Walk
Landis End 358 Its four walls run up perfectly plain, with-

out a break, except a gam cut in one for a small stone

saint, called St Nectan 2874 Knight Diet. Mech 1. 935
s v Gaming-machine, Two circular saws are placed at a
distance apart equal to that of the desired gam. 2884 Ibid.

IV. 366 Gain

,

a notch, as made m the side or edge of a

piece of timber to receive another bar of the frame.

b. Coal-mming A transverse channel or cutting

made in the sides of an underground roadway.
2883 in Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining

Gain, a. Obs. exc. dial Foims: 1 coinpar.

gdnra, 4-5 geyn, gayn, 5 gayne, gane, 6- gain,

[a. ON gegn adj
,

straight, direct, favourable,

helpful :—OTeut. *gagino-, gagano-, whence OE.

*g{gn (found once in the comparative : see below)

;

otherwise the stem is not found as adj. outside

Scand
, but occurs both in Scand. and WGer. as



GAIN 11 GAIN
a prefix (ON. gagtt-, OHG. gagan-, -en-, gegin-,

MHG. and mod G. gegen-, OE. g$gn : see Gain-),
and in prep, and advb. forms (ON. gegn against,

right opposite, contrary to,gegnum thicragh, OHG.
gagan, gegin, MHG. and mod G gegen towards,
opposite to, OE. gfgnmga directly, straightway,

altogether, gtgnttm forward; and see Gain prep ).

For the root of the Teut. *gagano-, -mo-, which seems to
express the sense of direct motion or direct opposition, no
certain explanation is known. Some have supposed it

formed by reduplication from the root of Go, ana cognate
with the (also reduplicated) Gr. kixwi I attain, meet with.]

1.

Of roads or directions : Near, straight ; esp

m superl. form, as the gainest way [Cf. ON.
hintt gegnsta veg acc }
a rooo Epistola Alexandria Be 5a genran wegas cuSan

Sara siSfato [qui brevitates ttmerum noverant] c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 319 Sir Jon tok the gayn stie

c 1350 Will. Paleme 4189 pei went for}> on here way wqtli
and fast euer )pe geynest gatis to goo to J?e so]>e c 1470
Henry Wallace iv 771 To the south Jett the gaynest way
he drew *538 Leland Itut I 53 A vj Miles, by the gainest
way *553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 11 (1558) 90 Socrates
did saye thys to bee the nerest and (as it wer) the gayne
way to glory. *647 H More Song of Soul it, App. lxxxi,

Which I conceive no gamer way isdone Then by [etc ] 1768
Ross Helenore 1 17 [She] to the glen the gainest gate
can fare 1892 Tennyson Churchw 4 C-urate iv, Fur I
wur a Baptis wonst Till I fun that it warn't not the gaamist
waay to the narra Gaate. Midland Proverb Roundabout
is sometimes gainest.

b. In adverbial usage, the gainest [ = ON et

gegnsta neut.]. Also at (the) gained : by the
shortest way ; occas. — at random.
13.. Gaw 4 Gr. Knt 1973 For to i[e]rk Jmrj J>e fryth, &

fare at |>e gaynest c *400Destr Troy 2996 The lady . . glod
on full gayly be gaymst to the bonke. 1494 Fabyan Chron.
vii. 558 He drewe his swerde, and layed about hym at y°
geynyst *549 Chaloner Erasin on Folly Riva, Lyke
a woman shotyng foorthe my bolte at the gainest. 1635
Voy Foxe 4 James to N. West(Hakluyt Soc.) 437 ,

1

duect
my course at gainest

2 Of persons : Ready, well-disposed, kindly.
a 1310 in Wright Lync P vi. 29 Geynest under gore,

herkne to my roune 0x330 R, Brunne Chron (x8ro) 134
pejong kyng with gode man pat wer gayn Purueid his
wendyng 1441 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 207 Hys grace to
me was evermore gayne, Thowgh I had don so gret offence.
? a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E T. S ) ix 7 Thou sende vs grace,
if thou be game, to come to thee to mghte 1508 Dunbar
Tua marnt wernen 78 When I gottin had ane grume,
ganest of vther

8. Of things- Available, handy, useful, convenient.
13.. E. E AHit P. B 259 To wham god hadegeuen alle

bat gayn were c 1320 Sir Tnstr 878 WiJ> bat was comen
to toun Rohand wip help ful gode And gayn 1840 Evid.
Hull Docks Comm

.

80 The dock would be so much gainer
1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Gam, near at hand, and
so, handy, convenient.

t Gain, v.1 Ohs. Forms: 3 Orm. gessnenn,
4-6 gayn(e, 4, 6 gaine, 4-5 geyn(e, 6 gane, 4, 8
gam. Also 5 north, gawne. fa. ON gegna

, pri-

marily, to meet, encounter, hence, to be meet, fit

or suitable, from the adj and adv. gegn against,

opposite to (cf Gain a ) The form gawne may be
due to the less common ON gagna, a derivative

of gagn**gegn, but was perhaps influenced by the
vowel ofgawm, the northern var. ofGain sb i]

1. intr. To be suitable, useful, or advantageous
,

to avail, help
; to serve, suffice (for). Const, dat,

of person.
c xaoo Ormin 14480 patt mikell nrnjj be gejjnenn her To

winnenn heffness bhsse c 1230Hah Meid 45 Ne gemeS be
nawt sweoke 13 E. E. A Hit P A 343 For anger
gaynez be not a cresse cx386 Chaucer tint's T 318
Thou and I been dampned to prisoun Perpetuelly, us
gayneth no raunsoun 14x2-20 Lydg. Chron 'Iroy 111

xxiv, That hym ne geyneth plate, shelde nor targe, c 1460
Tovmeley Myst. (E E T 5 ) xxx 561 Youre pnde and
yourc pransawte what wille it gawne F c 1500 Lancelot 121
It ganyth not The seruand for to disputwith ye lord *560
Rolland Crt Venus 11 135 Thair was na thing absent Of
gold, nor silk, that gamt sic cumpame 1(03 Philotus xxi,
Ane pair of Pleuans Ane cup of Sack May for ane
breckfast gaine 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I fix

Ac pair [of shoon] may gam ye haff a year.

2 . trans. a. To be an equipoise or balance to

b. trans. Of sleep : To come upon (a person).

c. To meet, encounter, oppose.
c 1350 Will Palerne 2473 So glad was he panne bat na

grefvnder god gayned to his loye c 1400 Destr Troy
6046 This Agamynon, the grete, gaymt no slepe, Bise was
the buerne all the hare nignt ? a 1500 Chester PI.
vm 157 There is none so great that me [Herod] dare gaine

Gain (gc*n), vA Forms. 6-7 gayne, game,
7- gain. [App. first recorded in 16th c ; ad. F.
gagner (earlier spelling gaigner) •—OF. gaaignier
= Pr. gazanhar

, OSp guadanar (to mow), It.

guadagnare —Com Rom. *gwadamare, ad. OHG.
*weidinjan (recorded form weidenen), used m two
mam senses (1) to graze, pasture, (2) to go m quest
of fodder or food, to forage, hunt or fish, f. weida
str. fem., fodder or food, pasture, pursuit of fodder
or food, hunting (mod.Ger, weide pasture, pastur-

age), corresp. to OE wdfi, ON. veiS-r hunting
OTeut. *waip&, The twofold sense of the

OHG. verb seems to be reflected m the Rom. form,

whichwas used for * to cultivate land ’ (so in OFr.

;

see Gain zj.3, Gainagb, Gainor), as well as for
* to gain, win, earn

5

; the latter sense, which the
word retains m mod Fr and It., may be in part
developed from the OHG. sense * to hunt 5

]
1. trans. To obtain or secure (something which is

desired or advantageous).
1570 Levins Mantp 200 To Gayne, lucrari 1579 Lyly

Euphues (Arb ) 93 If the Gods thought no scorne to
become beastes to obteme their best beloued, shall Euphues
he so nice m chaungmg his coppie to gayne his Ladie ?

1595W C[larke] in Shafts C. Praise 15 To game pardon
of the smne to Rosemond. 1638 Rouse Heav Vnw x
(1702) 152 Let therefore both the plenty and excellency
of thy fruit gain glory and praise to the Heavenly Husband-
man 1736 Butler Anal 1 m Wks 1874 I 54 The plea-
sure or advantage in this case, is gained by the action
itself. 18x4 Scott Wav x, Rose . ran with the speed of
a fairy, that she might gam leisure. .to put her own aress in
order. 18x6 J. Smith Panorama Sc 4 Art II 144 Part of
the effect which would otherwise be gained is lost 1828
D’Israeli Chas I, I 11 22 Whatever art and practice
could acquire, he gained 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 292/2
Christians have not gained their belief by the method on
which he lays so unremitting a stress

V In the following passage the word is a literal rendering
of the Gr KepSaiveu' The sense of the original is disputed

,

most scholars, regarding the clause as qualified by the fore-

going negative, take tne verb as having, with or without
a touch of irony, the extended sense ‘to obtain whatever
good or bad ' (Johnson, s v Gam

)

,
so Liddell and Scott,

also Revised Version (‘gotten’) Others assign to the Gr
vb the sense ‘ to spare oneself, avoid, save ’

; so De Wette,
Alford, Blass, and others. Both uses of the vb occur in Gr
writers

, it is not at all clear which view was taken by the
translators, or whether they deliberately adopted an am-
biguous rendering
1557 N. T (Genev) Acts xxvii 21 Ye should have

hearkened to me, and not haue lowsed from Candie, and to
haue gayned this imune and losse. [Similarly in x6ix ]

b. Phrase To gam time [
= F. gagner du temps

,

gagner temps] : to obtain a delay by pretexts, by
a slow or circuitous mode of procedure, etc. To
gain the ear of. to induce to listen favourably (see

Ear sb 6). To gain the zvind [=F gagner le

vent] . Naut (see quot. 1867)
[x6ix Bible Dan. 11 8,

1

know of certeinty that ye would
gaine the time (a literal rendering of the Aramaic pi) ]

1724 De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) 49 Ambiguous answers
. might serve to gain time. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat 367 If
on a pillory, or near a throne. He gain his prince's ear, or
lose his own 1792 Cowpek To Wilberfaice 7 Thou hast
achieved a part , hast gained the ear Of Britain's senate to
thy glorious cause a 1859 Macaulay Hist Eng V 157
His eloquence had gained for him the ear of the legislature

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk s,v , To gain the wind, to
arrive on the weather-side of some other vessel in sight,

when both are plying to windward. 1884 [see Ear sb. 6]

1885 J Payn Talk of Town. I. 89 Frank Dennis was of the
party and could gam her ear at any moment

c. With infinitive as object [*»F. gagner h
itre, &faire] . To attain, get (to be or to do some-
thing) Now rare
X648 EikonBas xi 78 Whose Propositions may soon proov

violent oppositions, if once they gain to bee necessarie impo-
sitions upon the Regal Autontie 1833-40 J H Newman
Ch. ofFathers (1842) 293 By fasting, Daniel gained to in-

terpret the King’s dream 1873 Browning Red Cott Nt -

cap 230 What if I gam thereby nor health of mind. .Nor
gain to see my second baby-hope.

2. To obtain (a sum of money) as the profits of

trade or speculation ; to be benefited to the extent

of (so much) by any transaction or event ; to obtain,

earn, ‘make’ (a livelihood).

1530 Palsgr 539/2 Some men gayne more of a thyng
of naught than many marchauntes do that venture over
see. *538 Elyot, Qumstnana artes, craftes, wherby men
do gayne money x6ix Bible Matt xxv. 22 Lord, thou
deliueredst vntome two talents . behold I haue gained [1535
Coverdale, wonne] two other talents besides them. —Luke
xix x5 Lord, thy pound hath gained ten pounds. 1672
Petty Pol Anat (1691) 38 There are also sworn Attornles,

gaining about 170/ per ann. one with another. 1864
Tennyson En. A rd 258 She Gain’d for her own a scanty
sustenance Mod He gams a hundred a year by his

change of employment He gained £ 1000 by the fall m
consols

b. In wider sense: To obtain (a quantity of
anything, an amount of available space or time)

by way of increment or addition.
16x2 Brinsley Lud, Lit 103 For parsing to do it of them-

selues * as reading a lecture without any question asked
which maner of parsing garneth half the time which is

spent therm commonly. 1730 Capt. W. Wriglesworth
MS Log-lk. of the ‘ Lyell

'

2 Dec , New stowed the Lar-
board side of the Lazaretto forward, and gained 2 Butts
over the Scuttle, and small Cask over them.

3 . absol or intr. To make a gain 01 profit, to

be benefited or advantaged, whether pecuniarily or

otherwise,
c 1572 Gascoigne Fmites Warre lxix, Though he gaine

& cram his purse with crounes, He nought foreseeth

what treasons dwells in Townes. X590 Shaks Com Err
in 11 31 He games by death, that hath such meaues to die.

1865 Kingsley Herein Prel (1877) xo We have gained,

doubtless, by that calamity 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V
489 When they [mankind] might gain in moderation they
prefer gams without limit

b. To improve m some specified respect [=F.
gagner en.]
1841 Emerson CompensattonWk.s (Bohn) 1. 40Our popular

theology has gained in decorum and not in principle. 2847
TennysonPrincess vii. 265 He [must] gam m sweetness and

in moral height 1890 CJittmb Jml 17 May 309/2 The
expenence will gain m romance from our necessities.

c To improve in effect, appear to greater ad-
vantage (by comparison or contrast).

1853 Macaulay Hist Eng III. 475 The English Liturgy
indeed gams by being compared even with those fine
ancient Liturgies from which it is to a great extent taken

4

.

trans. To acquire or reclaim (land) from the
sea, etc Const,from, out of, fupon.
1641 Evelyn Mem (1837) I 26 This part of Amsterdam is

built and gained upon the main sea, supported by piles.
x6px T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, p lxxii, Wharfing,
gam’d from the Thames, and probably all Thames-street
was gain’d out of the Thames 1765 Act 5 Geo. III. c.

26 Preamb
, Lands thentofore overflowed by and then

gained from the sea and reduced to dry soil 1774 Goldsm.
Nat, Hist (1776) I 132 In proportion as land is gamed at
one part, it is lost by the overflowing of some other. 1845
Stephln Comm Laws Eng. (1874) I. 432 Lands gamed
from the sea.

6

.

To obtain or win as the result of a contest

;

t to take or capture in fight.

1548 Hall Chron , Hen V, 66 b, Perceivyng the walles
skaled and the market place gamed Ibid

,
Hen. VI, 176

After the kynges navye gayned, and his capitayns . taken
and destroied Ibid 177 Ihe great victorie, gaynedby hys
parte, at the feld of Northampton 16x7 F. Moryson /tin.
it 83 When we had gained the trenches, the Vanguard made
a stand 1682 Wood Life 22 Nov

,
The Duke ofYork hath

gained the point as to the penny post against Docuray the
manager of it 1782 Covvper Truth 16A meaner than himself
shall gain the prize 1867 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) I.

App. 701 He ofcourse gams a complete victory 1885Mancjt
Exam 29 June 5/1 In that case tne worst tendencies of the
party will gam the upper hand 1892 Times (weekly ed.)
xx Nov. 5/2 A judgment gained against the railway com-
pany m the Law Courts,

to. To be victorious in.

1725 Watts Logic in. u. § 6 Either I shall gain the
cause or lose it 2852 Tennyson Death Dk Wellington
96 He that gain’d a hundred fights

f c absol Togam of : to win an advantage over.
1548 Hall Chron , Hen VI, 125 b, Leavyng bothe the

nacions, daily studtyng how to greve, and gain of the other.
X605 Camden Rem. 8 That the most puissantRoman forces,

when they were at the highest, could not game ofthem.

6 . To bring over to one’s own interest or views,

to persuade (often in bad sense, to bribe)
;
also to

gam over. [So F. gagner.]
1582 N T. (Rhem ) Matt. xviu. 15 Ifhe shal heare thee,

thou shalt game [Gr cKe’pSijavxr, Vulg. literatus ens] thy
brother. X582 Stanykurst AEnets 11. (Arb.) 46 His mahee
hee fostred, tyl that priest Calchas he gayned. 1697
Dryden AEitezd 1 933 To come with presents laden, from
the port. To gratify the queen, and gain the court. 1790
Bystander gi Gradually, since that time, have the theatres

f
ained over the newspapers *813 Byron Corsair in vm,
have gam’d the guard. 1834 J H Newman Par. Serin,

(1837) I. xxui 348 He did not try to gam him over by
smooth representations 1878 R W. Dale Led. Preach, 1.

xj It is much easier to lose friends than to gam opponents.

b. With following mf. : To persuade, prevail

upon (now rare exc. with over). Also, to persuade
into a course of action.
x68x Dryden A is. 4 A chit. 404 And gain’d our Elders to

pronunce a Foe. 1683— Vind. Dk. Guise^ Wks. 1883 VII.
x88 For Henry III. could never be gained to pass it,

though it was proposed by the Three Estates at Blois.

X715 Jane Barker Exiluts II. 85 Almon..begg’d of her to

f
ain me, if possible, to come once more to him X741
Iiddleton Cicero II. ix. 231 [Antony] having thus gained

Lepidus into his measures, he made use of his authority
and his forces to harass and terrify the opposite party. x8x8

i
AS. Mill Brit India II. iv. iv. 128 By a sum of money,
lussy gained the deputy Governor to admit him secretly

with bis troops into the fort.

7

.

To reach, arrive at (some point desired or

aimed, at).

*605 Shaks. Macb m in 7Nowspurres thelated traueller

apace, To gayne the timely inne. *667 Milton P L, v.

174 Sun sound his praise . . both when thou climb’st, And
when high Noon hast gaind 1720 Ozell Vertot's Rom.
Rep II. xiv 334 Antony press’d by Decimus Brutus, en-

deavoured to gam the Alps 1784 Cowper Task 1 278 The
summit gamed, behold the proud Alcove That crowns it 1

1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey 11 xn, At last a sofa was gained,
and the great lady was seated 2855 Macaulay Hist. Eng
IV. m There were some who . . sprang into the river and
gained the opposite bank

+ b. absol. To gain in

:

to get home, or to

reach a place of refuge. Obs.
x8a8 Sir J. S Sebright Observ. Hawking 4X They must

he found in an open country; and the wood, which is their

place of retreat, must be so situated as to oblige them to fly

against the wind to gam m.
o. To succeedm tiaversmg, accomplish (a certain

distance of a journey) Now rare.

*733 Swift Apol 133 You unus'd have scarcely strength
To gain this walk’s untoward length. 1847 Marbyat
Chilar N, Forest xiu, Edward had gamed above eight

miles of his journey

+ d. To gam one's way

:

to advance, make pro-

gress. Obs.
1768 Sir W Jones Solima Poems (1777) 4 Through the

thick forest gains her easy way
8

.

To gam ground [=F. gagner du terrain,

du pays] * originally Mil. to conquer ground from
an adversary • cf equivalent phrases s.v. Ground ;

hencem the following uses. a. To make progress,

advance ; to acquire ascendency.
1625 Bacon Ess., Suspicion (Arb) 134 But in fearefull

Natures, they [suspicions] game Ground too fast. 2736



GAINCOME.GAIN.

Berkeley Let to S Johnson xs Mar ,
Wks 1871 IV 243

Learning and good sense are gaining ground among them

1764 Foote Patron r Wks 1799 I 331 A glorious cargo of

turtle . the captain assures me they greatly gain d ground

on the voyage 1807 Med Jml XVII 440 He recom-

mended this particular practice to the world Since then,

it has been progressively gaining giound 1838 1 hirlwall

Greece III. 319 The Chalcidians appeal to have gained

ground in the peninsula of Athos. 186a H Spencer First

Prtnc r iv. § aa (1867) 68 The conviction, so reached, that

human intelligence is incapable of absolute knowledge, is

one that lias Been slowly gaming ground as civilization has

advanced. 1888 Mrs. H Ward R. Elsmtre II. xxxvi,

Nay, she had flattered herself that Mi Flaxman, whom
she liked, was gaming ground

b. To gam ground on (+ of) : to make progress

at the expense of, to encroach upon.

1644 Sir G Markham in Calend. St Papa s Domestic

Ser (t888) 86, 1 hear that Essex loses credit with his party, and

Waller gains ground of him. 1731 R. Paltock P Wilkins

(1884) II xxv 294 My melancholy for the death of my
wife, which I hoped time would wear off, rather gained

ground upon me. 1767 Elackstonc Comm, II 75 Villeins,

by this and many other means, in process of time gained

considerable ground on their lords 1849 Macau lay Hist

Eng I. 240 The Parliament was slowly, but constantly,

gaming ground on the prerogative

c. Togain g round upon . to advance nearer to

a person pursued.
x8x6 Scott A ntiq. vii, Each minute did their enemy gain

ground perceptibly upon them *

•f>
d. To gam ground of to draw further away

from (a pursuer), surpass in speed Ohs.

X719 De For Crusoe 1 xiv, He outstnpt them . .in running,

and gained ground ofthem
9 mtr. or also

l

with preps

a. To gam from

.

to get fuither away from (a

pursuer). ? 06s. {Cf. 8d.)

1805 Sir E Berry in Nicolas Nelson’s Dtsp (1846) VII

118 note, I had the satisfaction to perceive that we gamed
from the Three-decker.

b. To gain on or upon [— F. gagiter suf\ : to

encroach, npon (now only of the sea encroaching

on the land). (Cf. 8 b.)

1647 N. Bacon Disc Govt Eng. 1. lxix. (1739) 179 It was

no time for him to gain upon the people’s Liberties. 1697

Dryden Virg Georg i 500 Herons mounting upwaid

Gam oft the Skies, and soar above the Sight 1727 A
Hamilton New Ace E Ind I xxvi. 323 They built a fine

City on the Rivers Side, about 3 Leagues from the Sea

;

but the Sea gaining on the Land yearly, it is not now above

xoo Paces from it 184a Tennyson Golden Year 29 Oceans

daily gaining on the land, 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng I

345 The sea was gradually gaming on the buildings, which

at length almost entirely disappeared

O. To gam on or upon [=F gagner sur] : to

come closer to some object pursued. (Cf. 8 c.)

17x9 De Foe Crusoe 19 Finding the Pirate gain’d upon

us .we prepared to fight. 1748 Anson’s Voy. 11 v 177 We
gamed considerably on the chace. 1841 James Brigand
111, We are gaining on them quick. 1864 Tennyson Voyage

via, And stul we follow'd where she led, In hope to gain

npon her flight.

d To gain on 01 upon : to win favour with.

1640 tr. Verdere's Romani of Romanis I. 41 The most
agreeable services he is able to do her have already so

gained upon her, as she hath wholly given her selfunto him
165a Sir E Nicholas in N Papers (Camden) 30s, I never

heard that Mr. Attorney was popular with the K ’s party,

nor do I take his disposition to be such as is like to gam
much on the affections of many men a 1715 Burnet Own-
Tune II. 16 Lady Bellasis gained so much on the duke,

that he gave her a promise under his hand to marry her

1848 Dickens Dombey v, She don’tgam on her papa in the

least 1884 Manch. Exam 12 May 5/3 Mr Villiers Stan-

ford’s beautiful opera gains more and moreupon musicians

at each successive hearing.

f e. To gain upon =‘ to prevail upon ’
;
cf 6 b

1790 A. M. Johnson Monmonth III 107 The sweet idea

that my entreaties may gain upon the King to spaie his

nephew, will supply this emaciated frame with stiength,

and my soul with fortitude

•j* f. Togam into : to grow into, to come to be.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica. 1 11 § 4 (1789) 23 They are

observed to be remarkably fond of grandeur and distinction,

which, doubtless, proceeds from the general obsequiousness

of their numeious slaves and dependents, as well as from
the necessity of keeping them at a distance ; which in time

gains into a habit.

t Gain. vA Ohs. pseudo-arch [ad AF. gaaig-

nier to cultivate (land).] (See quots )

1641 Termes de la Ley 170 (ti. Act 31 Hen. IIP That no
man of religion or other shall be distremed by the beasts

that game his land 1708 Ibid 383 Of old to Gam Land
was as much as to Till and Manure it.

Gain (gc'n), vA ? U S. [f. Gain j£. 3] trans.

* To mortise ’ (Cent Diet.) ;

‘ to fasten with gains

or notches, or cut gams in , as floor-timbers ’ (Funk).

1874 [implied in Gaining vbl, sb,*]

Gain, advA Ohs. exc dial. Also 4 gayn,
gayne. [f. Gain a.] Straight, direct ; Fullgayne :

quickly
;
also, very nearly.

In the passages quoted from the Fairfax MS of the

Cursor M the other texts have differing readings, the

Giitt MS. has 4142 forgan, 5171 gan (nming with slan)

which may be the original

c 13*0 Sir Tnstr 1360 pe quen . . To a bap gan him lede

Ful gayn [c X340 Cursor M 4142 (Fairf) And wete our
fader atte he he slayne his hue dayes ar past ful gayne
Ibid. 5171 (Fairf.), xxx. sere ys comyn fulle gayne syn he
Wip wild bestes was slayne ] c 1400 Destr. Troy 2813 Gayn
vnto Grese on pe gray water, By the Regions of Rene rode
pai ferre,

12

Tb. dial. Used to qualify adjectives and adverbs

:

Pretty, tolerably, fairly. [C£ the Sc gey an'

under Get.]
1893 No) thumbld Gloss sv,‘ She’sgain freshthismomin.

Aa’ve lied a gain thrang time on 't thi day ’ *893 Gloss E
Anglia iv.,‘ Gain quiet pretty quiet

+ Gain, advP Ohs Also 3 Jem. [app arising

from separation ofthe piefix Gain-.] Again, back

again .

c 1275 Lay 22136 pat he to him come to habbe his

owe a 1300 CursorM 12809 Mi breper leifand rrn freind,

Yee sal gam to yur niaisturs wend Ibid. 22623 pou yeild

us gam vr ostel nu, pat us es reft, and we ne wat nu,

tGain, prep. Ohs. Forms : 3 Been, 4 gam(e,

gayn(e, gan, 4-5 geyn, 5 gayn, 6 geyne. [app.

a ON gegn . see Gain a
Not known in OE ,

the instances given in Diets being

due to erroneous readings Ormin’s yen seems to be shoit

for onnjxn Again ]

1 . Against, over against, contrary to.

c xsoo Ormin 2322 All all swa summ Elysabmp Shall nu
saen kinde childenn a X300 CursorM 21825 Anot>er lung

gan he sal use Ibid 22631 Wmdes on ilk side sal rise,

Sa fast gain oper sal pai blau 14 Pol Rel <S L Poems

(1866) xxi Gayn gostly enmys thynkon my passion a 1329

Skelton Knolege, aquayntauce,
etc 20 Geyne surfetous

suspecte the emeiaud comendnble

2 . Towards, to meet with
mxaoo CursorM 3244 Joseph of his fader herd, Wit his

curt gain him he ferd Ibid 19020 Quen pai opetre vnder-

stod, His Cuming son gam him pai yod

S. Of time. Towards, near Now m Sc Gin.

C147S Partenay 343 Where it were gayn night or at

morne eilie .

Gain-, prefix

,

in OE gtgn-, gdan- (see Gain a ),

was formerly employed to form various combina-

tions, chiefly verbal, in the same way as Again-,

which was m more frequent use. Its senses aie

chiefly those of opposition, return, or levcrsal,

answering to Lat re-. These combs, are now
obsolete, with the exception of Gainsay, and the

technical term Gainshire Compare also the

forms given under Again- and its compounds.

1 . Against, m opposition to; gam-race [
= L.

occursus], a running against, meeting ;
gam-saw,

contradiction; gam-set v., to set over against, op-

pose ,
gamspeaker, a gamsayer, opponent

;
gam-

speaking, opposition Also Gaincall jA^-cope,

-SAY, -STAND, -STRIVE, -TURN.
a 1340 Hampoie Psalter xvui 1 His *gaynras til pe highest

ofhim [L occursusejus usque adsummnm ejus] Ibid Ivm
sRiseinmygaynrase[L exurge in occutsuinmeum] a 1300
CursorM 8382, 1 pat es pmefiand-womman, F01 me *gain-

sagh par sal be nan * 1300 E. E Psalter Ixxix. 7 [lxxx 6]

Thou set us in gaine-sagh [L, m coniradtetionem] til our

neghburs. 1435 Misyn Fire o/Lcme 48 Sum for soth *gayn-

settand, says. Actife lyfe is more fiuytfull 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits vi 73 This humour aideth the

vnderstanding with two qualities, and gamsclteth it selfe

only with one 1575 {title) A brief Rehearsal of the Belief

of the goodwillmg in England, which are named the

Family of Love with the Confession of their upright

Christian Religion, against the false accusations of their

Gain-speakers 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut clxxv

1087 Also it was his wil to cause this last song to be re-

ceiued without *gaine speaking.

2 . Reciprocal action
,
in return 5

gainclap,ablow

in return, a counter stroke. Also Gain-giving,

-yield.
a xaag Leg. Kath. 129 Ha Scald ham swuche Jam-clappes,

pset al ha cneowen ham crauant & ouercumen

3 . Restoration 01 return to pievious state; back
again

;
gam-buy v.

}
to buy back, redeem

;
so

gain-buyer, a redeemer, gam-buying, ledemp-

tiou; gam-cover v., to lecover, regain; gam-
taking, taking back again; gam-turning, return-

ing. Also GaINOALL V., -CHARE, -COME.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love x vui 16 pat he mankynd fro

pe fendes powei myjt^gaynby. c 1440 Promp Pare 189/2

Geynebyyn, or byyn a-jene, redimo 1433 Misyn Fire of

Loveiix s Nomei uayl ifpai plese no?t our gaynbyer Ibid
1. xx 44 Of cristis gaynbyinge pa ar no partmers a X300

CursorM. 29203 Thoiu scrift sal we *gam couer pe grace til

heuen 1338 Aberd Reg V.x6(Jam ) Deforcingofthe ofliciare

in execucion of his office in the *gane taking of ane caldrown
pounditbe the said ofliciare. 1340 Hampoi e Pr Consc 17x8

Of bodily ded es no *gayn-turnyng, For of erthly lyf it es

endyng 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 11. vi 80 pat hys mynde
bisily to enst without gayn-tumynge has nott

4 Repetition
;
over again, anew

,
in the nonce-

wds gain-birth. [=Gr nateyyeveffla], regenera-

tion
;

gain-rising [= Gr. dvdarams], resurrec-

tion.

c 1330 Cheke Matt, xix 28 Je y4 hav folowed me in y°

gain birth. Ibid xxu 23 Y“ Saddoucais . . who sai yeer is

no gainrising

Gainable (ge 1 nab’l), a 1 Also 7 gameable.
[f Gain vf + -able

;
cf F. gatgnable

,
gagnabte ]

Attainable, capable ofbeing gained or won over
x6xx Cotgr, Gatgnable , gettable, winnable, gameable

1670 G. H Hut Cardinals in 111 327 With paper in hand,
[they] reckon’d up as many gamable persons, as made up
their number 1837 Carlyi e Fr Rev II m iy, Summon
the National Assembly to follow you, summon what of it is

Royalist, Constitutional, gamable by money ; dissolve the

rest 1856 Rusicin Mod Paint. III. iv x § 22 147 Great-
ness in art . is not a teachable nor gamable thing, but the

expression of the mmd of a God-made great man.

tGainable, « 2 Ohs. tare. Also 7-9 Hist.
Wainable [a. OF gatgnable, f gaigniei (see

Gain v.1) in the early sense to till, cultivate:

see Gain v 3
] Of land Cultivable

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met xv iv, Lenchayde was, ofolde
tyme, gaynable lond ,

now the see encloseth it 1481 —
Godfrey xlv (1893) 83 The londe is ful of large mareyses
in suche wyse that there is but lytil londe gaynable

t Gainage Ohs Also 4 gaignage, gaynage,
6-9 Hist Wainage. [ad AF gaignage (Anglo-L.
wamagium),i gaignen seeprec]

1 The profit or produce derived from the tillage

ofland.

aparaile pat place, 00 poynt til other ende.

2 . Husbandly, agriculture

1625 Markham Innchm Weald Kent 4 We haue men-
tion of Mark m bookes of gainage or husbandry.

3 . In the Law Diets, of the 1 7-18th c
,
the word

is given with various conjectural explanations which
relate to the use of wainnagium in the passage of

Magna Carta quoted below
_

The mterpietation
* implements of husbandry

'

is probably correct,

though it led to an erroneous derivation from warn
[1213 Magna Carta c 20 in Stubbs Sel Chart 299 Liber

homo .pro tnagno delicto amercietur. salvo contenemento
suo ,

et mercator salva mercandisa sua ,
et villanus salvo

watnnagio suo.] 1607 Cowell Intelpr, Gainage, {Wain-
agmm) . signifieth the land held by the baser kind of
Sokemen 01 villemes 1706 Pun ups (ed Kersey), Gainage,

or Wainage, a Word anciently us’d to signify all Plough-
tackle, and necessary Implements of Husbandry

t Gai’nand, ppl. a Sc. and north dial Ohs.

Forms. 4 gamand, 4-6 gaynond, ganand, 6

ganeand. [northern pr. pple. of Gain z/.1 : see

-AND ] Appropriate, becoming, suitable.

a 1300 CwsorM 16556 In tua )>is tre )>ai scare, Als mikel

als bai sagh to f>aim gamand C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,

7 Slt'pcns 210 A house to byge m-[to] bat hil, bat gaynand
ware his hyrdis til c 1475 Rauf Cmhear 786, I will the

ganandest gait to that gay glyae 13x3 Douglas /Eneis

v xi 77 Now is the tyme ganand our werk to speid 1336

Laudir 1 nictate 299 Except ?e vnderstude. Thame apt

and ganand for the 30k 1583 Leg Bp St Androis 610

in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, A ganeand maister for sic

a man

4Garncall, sh. Ohs rare, [f Gatn* i + Call sb ]

A calling out against, a counter-prayer, opposition

a 1300 Cursor M 28783 Quat hot a prai for >i welle

Anober prai for Inn vn sole, For if ba» [V he, sc god]

here be tan mai fall, pe tothcr him lettes wit his gam call.

153S Stewart Cron Scot. II 664 Without ony gane call,

In that counsall tlu war maid eilis all.

+ Ga’incall, v Ohs rare [f. Gain- 3 + Call ».]

X. trans To revoke, retract, withdiaw.

1333 Sttwaht Cron Scot III 196 He thocht he wald

ganecall That he had said, and wirk ane vther way
2 . To bring back again, recall.

x6n Speld Hist Gt lint, ix xvu (1632) 894 Sitli things

past cannot be game-called

3. To call to mind.
1434 Misyn MendingofLife 115 Fantasy of syn he gedyrs

to gidyr of old schrewdnes & likyngc of luf past he gayn-

cals 1535 Stewaut Cion Scot II 342 The skayth per-

tenis to ws all, The quhilk this tyme that $e sould nocht

ganecall

lienee j* G-a mcallmg vbl. sh., Sc. Lazo, with-

drawing, revocation

1489 Acta Audit (1839) T42/1 pat Jie forsaid partiis sail

stand at bar deliueiance Irrevocabilly but ony ganecalling

1349 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) II 602 And ordains pe samyne

to stand in strenth, force, and effect in all tyme cuming,

w'out ony ganculluig, reuocatioune or retractatioune.

i* Gainchare. Ohs. Forms . 1 s<§anoyr, 4

aeyaohar, 5 gayne chare, geyn char [OE

giancyr \ see Gain- prefix and Chare sh *• The

word seems to survive m the technical term Gain-

SHIBE ] A return,way ofreturmng, means of escape

c xooo Ags Ps (Spelman) xvtn 7 [xix 6] From hean

heofone is utganghis, and seancyr [L. occursus] his op to

heahnesse his c 1x30 Eadwwe's Psalter ibid ,
Edryne vet

xencyr a 13x0 in Wright LyricP xiv 46 Ah feyre levedis

be on-war, To late cometh the geyn-char, when love 011

hath y-bounde rx340 Cursor M. 21022 (Trin) po pat

bifote wol not be war penne sliul pei fynde no geyn chat

?

a

1500 Chester PI (E, E T. S.) 435 Alas! ther is no

gayne Chare, skape maye I not this chance

So *{* Gain-charing.
c 1275 Sinners Beiuai e 58 in 0. E Misc, 74 par nys no

yeyn cherrynge ne non endynge

t Gaincome. Ohs. [f. Gain- 3 + Come ;
OE.

ge&ncyme means meeting, occutsus’\ A coming

again, return. .

a 1225 Alter R 234 pet tu his jexncume nnderuo pe

gledluker. c 1300 Cursor M. 19043 (Laud) The appostiis

eche day To the temple went to pray ; At htr yene come

the mete they yaff To eche. C1400 Destr. Tioy 2026

Full glad of pat gest and his gayne come £*45® Henry-

son Test Crcs 53 But quhen he sawe passit baith day ana

hour Of hir gaincome, 1367 Turberv. Ovid’s £p 200,

And I (to further this my woe) tby gainecoroe did desyre,

So f Gauicoming.
01x340 Hampole Psalter cxi 9 He losis hj>Pe of.S&YP’

cumynge 1373 Barhour Bruce n 430 Sa dred tnai

the gayne-cummyng Off schir Robert, the douchty king.

1363 Anew Kirk in Keith Hist. Ch Scot. (1734) 55° *

,

the gaynecomemg of our Lord Jesus Chryst.



GAINCOPE. 13 GAIK'SAY.

+ G-ai'ncope, v. Obs. Forms. 5 geynecowp,
6-8 gaineope, 7 gameeope [f. Gain-prefix 1 4-

Copb z>.
2
] trails. To catch tip with, intercept or

encountei another person by taking- a short cut.

e 1440 Promp Parv. 189/2 Geynecowpyn, or chasyn, or
stoppyn in gate [AT , H. geynstoppyn of gate, i

1

. geyne
cowpyn or charyn], sisto 1565 Golding Ovid's Met nr.

(1593) 62 These came forth later than the rest, but coasting

thwart a hill, They did gam-cope him as he came, and hild
their master still. 1674-91 Ray S St E C Words 99 To
Gaineope, to go cross a field the nearest way to meet with
something 1692 R. L’Estrange Josephus' Wars 11 11

(1733) 614 As he was upon his Flight across a steep Bottom,
Gratus gain-cop’d him.

fig. 1602 Rowlands Greenes Ghost 26 When they see a
fellow leape from the subiect he is handling they should
skip it ouer, and gainecope him at the next turning point to

his text. 1643 Robotham GateLang Uni To Rdr C mj a

,

Some indeed there have bin who striving to gaineope
these ambages, .have made tlieir voyage in halfe the time.

Hence + G-aincopmg a.

1594 Nashd Terrors Nt. Ep. Ded
, How to be gainfull

and gam-coping nauigators

Game, Game-, obs. forms of Gaik, Gaik-.

Gained (gc‘nd), ppl. a [f. Gaik v 2 + -ed h]
Obtained, acquired. Of time : Saved.
1398 R Barret Mod Warres 137 To vndermme walles

and to raze those of any gained places downe 1850 Whit-
tier Pr Whs (1866) I 344 He was told that this was his

f
amed time, and that he was engaged foi himself 1873
Irowning A nstofii. Apol 10,

1

kept the gained advantage,

b Naut Gamed day • ‘ the twenty-four hours
or day and night gained by circumnavigating the
globe to the eastward.’ (Adm Smyth.)

Gainer (ge 1 nor). Also 6 geyner, 6-7 gayner,
[f. Gain v 2 + -ek 1 ] One who gains, makes
profits, or derives advantage
1538 Elyot, Lucrio, a couetous manne, an inordynale

f
ayner 1548 Forrest Pleas Poesy

e

in Starkey’sEngland
'ref. 88 If merchauntes Shoulde bee enriched and made

grete geyners 1590 Lambarde Office A lienation m Bacon’s
Wks 1730 III 5S4 The client, besides..retaining a good
conscience is always a gainer, and by no means can be at
any loss 17x6 Addison Freeholder No 42 r 6 By extend-
ing a well-regulated Trade we are as gieat Gainers by the
Commodities ofmany other Countries as of ourown Nation
1844 H H Wilson Bnt India III 161 The interests of
British India.. will be gainers by the contest 1884 Truth
13 Mar 375/2 We should be losers rather than gamers

t Gainery. Obs. [ad OF. gaignene
,
gaatg-

nerie, tillage of ground, etc. Cf Gaik vA and
Gainage.] a A farm b (See qnot. 1670 )
1424 E. E. Wills (1882) 57 All myn other howshold, saf

suene as longeth to Jie ganierye [? read gaineryel 1670
Blount Law Bid, Garnery (Fr gatgnene). Tillage or
Tilling, or the Profit laised of Tillage, or of the Beasts used
therein

Gainesse, obs. form of Gayness.

Gainful (gc'mful), a. [f Gain sb.
2 + -edl.]

1

.

Productive ofgam or profit
,
profitable, advan-

tageous. Now rare exc. as 111 b
1555 Bale in Strype Eccl. Mem III App xxxix 108 It

promiseth ful remission of our sins thro Christ's gainful
sufferings 1600 Hakluyt Voy (1810) III 144, I hope
that your skill in navigation shall be gameful unto you
1658 Whole Duty Man 11 § 18 19 We are to consider it,

as the gainfullest, as the joyfullest day of the week x86i
M Arnold Pop Educ France Introd 36 An intervention
gainful and agreeable to friends, injurious and irritating
to enemies 1884 Manch Exam 14 Nov. 5/3 They have
no objection to the expedition, which will be gainful to
them in many ways

b. esp. Leading to pecuniary gain
;

lucrative,

remunerative.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst rv 86 By this pretence

theymake mostegainefull markets. x6xo Holland Camden's
Bnt 1 717 The Hollanders and Zelanders. make a very
gameful trade thereof [herrings] 1692 SoUTH<Skrm (1697)1
540 Hewilldazle hisEyes with the lusciousProposal ofsome
gainfull Purchase. *779-81 Johnson L. P., Savage Wks
III. 253 Savage then attempted a more gainful kind of
writing 1791 Newte Tour Eng <$ Scotl 303 It is likely
to turn out a very gainful undertaking 1824 Miss Mn-
ford Village Ser 1 (1863) 104 She speedily established
a regular and gainful trade 111 milk 187* Freeman Norm
Cong. (1876) IV. xvn. 85 The gainful Crafts of the goldsmith
and the moneyer

l* In the following quot. gainful is treated in some Diets,
(nfter_ Sympson) as a different word, f Gain prep

,
and

meaning ‘un tractable, fractions’; but the context seems
to admit of the interpretation ‘lucrative’
ifiax Fletcher Pilgrim rv iii (1647) You will find him

gainfull, but be sure ye curb him.

2 Of persons and their actions : Bent upon
making gam

; adapted to make gain, rare
1870 Morris Earthly Par III iv 26 Ah, for these gain-

ful men—somewhat indeed Their sails are rent, their bark
beat X87X Smiles Charac xi, (1876) 308 Withdrawing the
mind from thoughts that are wholly gainful, by taking it

out of its daily rut x88a Farrar Early Chr II 66 Men
make gainful plans for the future without any reference to
God.

Hence G-aimfuUy adv., Gai’nfulness.

1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm Par 2 Cor ix, 8 God is

sufficiently able, to make your almesdedes gaynfully to
retume vnto you 1628 Strafford in Browning Life (1891)
293, 1 am. gainfully, commodiously seated for the service
both of king, and people 1646 Jenkyn Remora, 30 The
toothsom gainfullnesse of a silver shnne 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous (1825) 163 If you Would comprehend the
gainfulness [ofgodliness] fully x868 Maine Vill. Commun,
(1876) 393 The Bar is getting to he more and more pre-
ferred to Government service . both on the score of its

Voi. IY.

gainfulness and on the score of its independence 1880
Nat Respons. Opium Trade 27 Drawbacks to the gainful-
ness of the opium trade to India.

Gain-giving, z>bl. sb. [f. Gain- prefix 2

+ Giving vbl. so ]

+ 1. A giving m return, making return. Obs
1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 115 Had ge..consideryt his vsage

That gryppyt ay, but gayne-gevyng.
2

.

A misgiving. Obs. exc. arch
1602 Shaks. Ham v. 11 226 It is but foolery ; but it is

such a kmde of gain-giuing as would perhaps trouble
a woman 1887 S Coleridge Demetrius 11 There crept
over the mother's heart a gaingiving undefined but strong
and deep.

Gaining (ge1 mq), vbl. sb.1 [f. Gain v.
2 +

-INGl ]
1 The action of the vb. Gain 2.

a X5S3 Udall Royster D. u. 111 (Arb ) 36 No man com-
plainyng. For losse or for gamyng. 2633 P Fletcher
Purple Isl iii xix, His gaining is their losse, his tieasure
their distressing 1652 Milton in Four C. Eng. Lett gg
The gaineing of those four languages 1745 Picton L’pool
Mimic Rec {1886) II 109 For the gaming of more certain
intelligence. 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ IV 396/2 This
movement is slightly in excess of the circumferential velo-
city of the front rollers, and the excess is called the 'gain-
ing ’ of the carriage.

2. concr. esp in plur • That which is gained;
profits, emoluments.
a 1631 Donne in Select (1840) 279 Tell me where thy

purchase lies, and show What thy advantage is above
below : But if thy gamings do surmount expression, Why
doth [etc.] 1824 Mrs Sherwood Waste Not n 5 Such
poor gainings too as you have. I should not wonder, if
you had never touched a farthing of the old lady’s money.

Gaining (g^'niq), vbl. sb .
2 [f Gain vA] The

cutting ot gams (see Gain sb 3
) m wood In

Comb, gaining-rnacbme, a machine for cutting

gains in a beam
1874 m Knight Diet Meek.

Gai*ning, ppl a. [f Gain v 2 + -inq 2.] That
gams, m various senses of the verb + Of manner,
etc. : Warning Gaming-twist : in nfled fire-arms,

a twist of the grooves that increases regularly
toward the muzzle (Brande 8c Cox 1866)
1642 Rogers Naaman 451 They keep all they haue, and

still are on the gaining hand till they attain their desire
1731 Wodrow Corr (1843) III 481 Though I take it to
be your duty to write to him, and perhaps m such soft and
gaining terms, yet I fear he is so stiff and self-willed, some-
what more of salt would have been as effectual c 1683
Halifax Char Chas II (1750) 33 A plain, gaming, well-
bred, recommending kind ofWit *755 Magens Insurances
II 141 Whenever the Goods come to a gaining Market
and when they come to a losing Market 1880 Antrim <$

Down Gloss , Gaining, winsome, loving,

t Garin-legged, a
*593 Peele Chron. Edw. I, Cm a, But if kinde Cambria

deigne me good aspect. He short that gainlegd Longshankq
by the top

+ Garnless, a.
1 Obs. rare. In 3 gajhennlaes

[f Gain sb.1 + -less ] Of no avail.
ex200 Ormin 13946 Annd tanne waere uss gaghennlaes

J>att Crist wass daed 0 rode.

Gainless (g^mles), a 2 [f. Gain sb.
2 + -less ]

1 Producing no gam ;
unprofitable

;
useless

1640 O Sedgwicke Christs Counsell 39 For our com-
munion with God, it will grow more strange, less confident,
and more garnless 1654 Hammond Anew Ammadv
Ignat 11 § x. 24 The several gainlesse paines that his sharp
Animadversion hath cost each of us. 1658 Whole Duty
Man vl § 14 (1687) 56 It is not only garnless, but painful
and uneasie also. 1878 Swinburne Poems * Ball Ser. 11

76 Some garnless glimpse of Proserpine's veiled head

2 nonce-use. Indifferent to gain.

1876 J Martineau Hours Th (1877)24 The godless lover
of gain and the garnless lover of God are fanatics both

Hence Gai'nlessness, the state of being garnless.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. ? 23 And the parallel holds too,

m the gainlesness as well as labonousness of the work

Gainly (g^'nli), a Forms; 4 gaynlyeh,
gaynly, 9 (Sc ganelie) gainly. [f. Gain a. +
-lyI]

I. Proper, suitable, becoming. Obs exc. Sc. dial.

13 Sir Beues (A ) 3x03 pe mesager spak a gainh word
before J?emperur is bord 1825-80 Jamieson, Ganelie,
proper, becoming, decent Loth.

•f 2 . Ready to help, kindly, gracious. Obs
13 . E. E. Allit P. B 728 pat nas neuer |>yn note .

Pat art so gaynly a god & of goste mylde 1

3 . a. Ofconduct . Graceful, tactful, b Of bodily

form, attitude, or movement : The reverse of un-
gainly; graceful, shapely.

1855 Mayhew Wond Sc xiv (1862) 317 The curls had
now been displaced, and the hair twisted into the more
womanly, but less gainly, protuberance at the back 1871
Hamilton in Bp Hall's Medit Life 24 By his prudent and
gainly conduct he reclaimed all the refractory x886 C
Gibbon Clare ofCletresmede II 1 8 She remembered a tall,

gainly youth, with dark hair and eyes

Hence Gal nliness.
1886 C Gibbon Clare of Claresmede II. xii. 195 There

was as little goodness in his spirit as there was. gamhness
in his appearance. 1894 Du Maurier Trilby m 142 The
symmetry and the gamliness of the athlete

Gainly (gc* nli), adv. Obs exc dial. Forms •

3 Orm gejjnlike, 4 gayn(e-, gem-, geynliclte,

-ly, 7 gadnely, 7, 9 gamly, [f. Gain a. + -ly 2.]

I. Suitably, fitly, conveniently, readily.
c x2oo Ormin 18084 patt wass inoh ge&nhke don & all

wipp Godess wille. 13 . Gaw <$ Gr. Knt 476 He glent
vpon syr Gawen, & gaynly he sayde, r 1350 Will Paleme
744 Whan he geinliche was greiped he gnpt his mantel,
x6oo Holland Livy 1 xxxiv. (1609) 25 An eagle set it [his
bonnet] gainly and handsomely on his head agame [L
capitt apte repaint], x6ot— Pliny II 13 Conuement allies
betweene to giue passage for men to come and goe gamely
1876 Whitby Gloss , Gamly, adv eligibly situated. 188aW Wore Gloss

,
Gamly

,
quickly, handily

T 2. Thoroughly, completely ; very (with adjs.).
c 1350 Will Paleme 636 ,

1

schal purth craft pat ich kan
keuer gou, I hope, Mow I geten a grece pat I gaynliknowe.
Ibid 3553 Per of pe king wasgeynli glad and graunted his
wille 1642 H. More Song of Soul u App xxxv, A while
this Universe here we will feign Corporeall, till we have
gainly tride, If ought that’s bodily may infinite abide.

+ Gai’aor 1
. Law. Obs. rare. Also 7 gamour,

gamure. [ad OF. gaigneure, gaaignetire tillage.

See Gain vA and Gainage.] Tillage, cultivation

;

in phiase in gamor, designating land in the
occupation of a socage tenant.
x6op Cowell Interpr s v Gainage, The oxegang is

alwaies of a thing that lyeth in gainor. 1610W Folking-
ham Art of Survey n vu 60 Bouata is properly vsed of
Lands in Gainour, viz. vsually plowed .It is not reputed in

Demesne, butm Gamor. 3670 BlountLawDiet , Gamure,
tillage

+ Gainor 2
. Law. Obs rare—1

, [ad. OF.
gaigitiur, gaaignor etc., a husbandman. See
Gain A cultivator, husbandman.
1607 Cowell Interpr s.v Gainage, Gainor is used of

a sokeman that hath such land m his occupation

Gai'npain. Obs. In ?6 gaynepayne. [a OF.
gaigmpam (in. 13th c wagnepan) a sort ofgauntlet.
Commonly identified with the F gugnepain, lit.

‘bread-winner’ (f. stem ofgagner Gain v.
2 +pam

bread),which is recorded from the 1 7th c in the sense
‘ tool by which one gams one’s bread ’, but is prob.
of much older formation, as it appears c 1320 m
Eng. as Weine-fain (Sir Beues 926), in the sense
* manwho has to earn his bread’. This derivation
does not seem to suit the sense ‘gauntlet’, and
perh. two distinct words have been confounded by
popular etymology , the sense of * swoid ’ is hardly
authenticated even in Fr

,
if genuine, it may well

have been a casual application of the surviving
word ]
1. A sort of gauntlet.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1 cxxii (1869) 64 Swich

continence thus doubled is cleped of summe men gayn
payn, For bi it is wunne the bred bi the whiche is

fulfilled the herte of mankynde and that was figuied heer
bifore in the bred that Dauid askede For Achimmech wotde
nevere graunte it him ne take it him bifore that he wiste
he was glooued and armed with gayn paynes 7 c 1500
Rom. Monk (.Sion Coll MS) (Halliwell), Affter I tooke
the gaynepaynes and the swerd with which I guide me,
and sithe whane I was thus armed, I putte the targe to

my side

2 Explained in accordance with the Fr. diets.,

as ‘ The ancient name of the sword used at tourna-

ments ’. But evidence of the Eng use of the word
in this sense is wanting.
1824 Meyrick A ntient Armour III Gloss

,
Gayne payne,

an English name for a large sword without point, from the
French gagne-pam The appellation was transferred from the
field of battle to the tilt-yard, having been the bread-earner
of the soldier 1847 ln Halliwell , and in mod Diets

t Gains, prep Obs. Forms
. 3 yeyn.es, 4

gaynes, games, gains, [f. Gain prep. + genitive

ending -es ;
perh. to be regarded as short form of

OE idgzgnes

.

see Against.]
c 1275 Serving Christ 7 in O E Misc 90 Yef we habbe|>

werkes yeynes J>i wille wrauht. ax300 Cursor M 16696
* Fader he said, * for-giue }jou baini \>at )>ai do gams me’.
Ibut 24845 pe wind ras gams Jam vnnde.

Gainsay (g^’nsc1
), sb. [f. next

;
cf. gainsaw

(Gain-prep. 1).] + a A matter of dispute, a moot
question (obs ). b. Contradiction.

*{>59 Cox m Strype Ann Ref I. App xxn. 60 The matter
of images hath always been a gainsay sith they entred first

into the Church. 1601 W Watson Decacordon (1602) 3x7
To allow, admit, rattfie and confirme without all gamesay,
controlment. or contradiction 1820 W, Irving Sketch Bk ,

Sleepy Hollow (ed 2) n. 371 He .was the umpire in all

disputes, setttng his hat on one side, and giving his decisions
with an air and tone that admitted of no gainsay or appeal.

1889 F. Hall in Nation (N Y) XLIX 334/2 He has,

beyond gamsay, established his intrepidity, if nothing else

Gainsay (go 1 nse1
,
gP nse 1 ),v. Inflected -say-

ing, -said (rarely -sayed). [f. Gain- pref. 1 +
Say v Now a purely literary word, and slightly

arch. The stress is even or variable , the vbl sb.

is commonly gat nsaying In gainsaid the last

syllable is usually (-s^d), not (-sed) ]
1 . tians To deny.
a 1300 CursorM 883 (GOtt) All Jns may scho noght gain

say c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 154 If he it geynsay,
I wille proue it on him. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA 1. 1 8
Yf it happene that y° said aduersarye delyuer deffences &
wyll gaynsaye it 1530 Palsgr. 560/1 If I have sayd it I
wyll nat gayne saye it C1570 Pride # Lowl >1841) 22
That this is true and may not he denyed, I wyll averre,
and yfhe it gayne say, I am content by verdict it be tryed,
a 36x9 Fothkrby Atheom l vm. § 1 (1622) 55 He, which
dare gain-say a thing so generally received. 2682 Bunyan

82
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Holy War 113 He that gainsays the truth of this must lie

against his Soal 1728 T Sheridan Persists vi (1739) 91

Gainsay it if you dare 2826 E Irving Babylon II. vn

168 Whether he will in person appear we dare neither say

nor gainsay 1867 Frieman Norm Conq (1876) I vi

408 Facts which cannot be gamsnj ed, *874 Ha si NT Tales

fr Fjeld 330 So when the Shei iff asked him Matt did not

gainsay that he had slain the parson

2 To speak against, contradict.

C1340 Cursor M 14817 (Fairf) Nane man may him
game sagh [The other texts have sb ] c 1430 St Cnlhbeit

(Surtees) 2086 Bot oft tymes schoi tely him gamsayed is8 *

J Belt. Haddon's Answ Osor 506 Not we onelye do

gaynesay you, but the whole autlionty of Gods Testament

doth determine agaymt you, 1689-92 Locke Toleration

in x Wks 1727 II 463 And that certainly you may think

safely, and without feai of being gain-said 174a R Blair

Grave 230 The Giave gainsays the smooth complexion d

Flattery, And with hlunt Truth acquaints us what we are

1874 Carpenter Ment P/iys. 1 vm (1879) 374 We have

evidence that can scarcely be gainsaid,

3. To speak or act against, oppose, hinder

c 1340 CursorM 3769 (Trin ) pat pei not 3ein seye [earlier

lexis say again] my sonde wij? my tokenes pou shalt hem
fonde, c 1440 York Myst x 198 My lord god will I noght

gayne-saye C1489 Caxton Liam hardy11 xxxvm 143

That wold hem lete 01 gaynsey thentre therof 1530

Crowley Way lo Wealth B iv, No man durste game saye

your domges for feare of displeasure 1601 R Johnson
Kingd 4 Commit< (1603) 34 The waters gainsaid and put

a period to their fuitlier progresses 1667 Milton P. X ix

1158 Too facil then thou didst not much gainsay, Nay,
didst permit, approve, and fair dismiss 1768 Beattie

Muistr, 1 xhx, Or shall frail man heaven’s dread decree

gainsay 1826 Scott Woodst 11, ‘Yet he ruled, clearest

father, and submit to that which we cannot gainsay ’ 1852

M Arnold Empedocles on Etna 1 11, Why is it, that still

Man. .believes Nature outraged if his will’s gainsaid?

4: To lefuse. rate

c 1330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 9 Kynewolf. toke be feaute

of pe kynges alle . Bot ofKent and Lyndesayand Northum-

beiland pise pre kynges geynsaid it hym c 1332 Dewes
Iutrod. Fr in Palsgr 923 To be gamsayeng and refusyng

f
ood counsayle. 1575 R. B Appius # Virg in Had
lodsley IV 126 Would I gainsay her tender skin to bathe,

where I do wash ? 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV 310 It is

not in his nature to gainsay anything that relates to his

pleasures

Gainsayer (g*
1 nsc’|3i). [f prec + -er 1

]
One

wlio gainsays, speaks against or opposes.

1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 11. ui. 73 pat gostly songe with
bodily acordis not; & pe cause & pe eirour of gaynsayais

*349 Latimeryd Semi bef. Edw VI (Arb ) 76 Ther were
gainsaiars that spurned that whympered agaynste him

1597 Hooker Eccl, Pol. v 11 § 2 Aide to bring such proofe

of their certaintie, as may satisfie gaine-sayers. 2652 N
Bacon Disc Govt Ene 11 1 (1739) 7 The King may dis-

solve the Parliament at his pleasure, and all gainsayers are

Traitors. 1723 Swift DrapicYs Lett. Wks 1755 V 11.

76 With the universal approbation of all people, without

one single gainsayer 1840 Carlyle Heroes vi (1858) 362

Military Dictators, each with lus district, to coeice the

Royalist and other gainsayers 1841-4 Emi.rson Ess Ser.

I. iv. (1876) 113 Then you put all gainsayers in the wrong.

Gainsaying (gtft’ns^ig), vbl sb [f. as prec

•+ -in<5 1
] The action of the vb Gainsay Without

gainsaying', without contradiction, unquestionably.

c 1330 R Brunne Chi on. (1810) 104 His broper Henry is

heyre Of alle Noimundie, withouten geynsayng 1373
Barbour Bruce 1 580 Than thoclit he to have the ledmg
Off all Scotland, but gane saying. 1483 Caxton Pans $

V 19 That was withoute ony gaynsayeng 1349 Act 3 <$• 4
Edw VI, c. 3 § 2 Lords, might approve themselves of

their Wastes, notwithstanding the Gainsaying and Con-
tradiction of their Tenants 1611 Bible Transl Pref x

The same enduied many a stoirn of game saying or opposi-

tion. 2729 Dn Foe Crusoe a iv, There was no gainsaying
it 1873 Ouida Pascarel I 33 In that gentle way of his

which, as you know, there is no gainsaying,

Gai’nsaying, jtyl. a. [f. as prec.+-iNG 2
.]

Given to contradiction, contumacious. Hence
+ Gai’nsaymgness.
1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 111 iv, 173 He ought to Iese

hys hed whiche is rebell and gamsainge in ordynaunce of

a bataylle. 1611 Bible Rom x ax A disobedient and
gamesaying people 1648 J Goodwin Youngling Elder 63

The grace of God takes away all actuall rebelliousnesse

or gainsayingnesse of the will

fra,inshire (g£
l njst), sb. dial [proh a local

survival of Gainchare ] a (See quot 1814)
To. Sheffield Cutlery. A barb on the tang of a knife,

to prevent its being pulled out of the handle.

So Gai nsMre »., to barb (a tang).

1814 Pegge Suppl. to Grose, Gain-shire or Gain-shore, the
barb of a fishing-hook, Derb 1820 Specif Browmlls
Patent No 4474 As a further security for the keeping
on of the cap I spread or beat out the end of the tang, if

a round tang, or make what is called a gainshire 1888

Sheffield Gloss s v
,
When the tang of a knife is notched

in various places, like a barbed arrow, so that when dnven
into the handle it will not come out, it is said to he gamshired.

+ Gai’usome, a 1 Obs. rare, [f Gain sb* +
-some ] Profitable, lucrative, advantageous.
1369 E Hake Hemes Bowles Churchyarde (1579) D ij,

They stick not it to call A gamesome Occupation X646
Tythe-Gatherers no Gospel Officers 18 Free for every man
to betake himselfe to which of them he pleases, and tnmkes
will prove most gainsome and beneficial! to him
Gai’nsome, a 2 Obs exc dial [f Gain a

+ -some ] Ready, prompt, ? + willing to assist.

1626 Massinger Rom Actor iv u, To personate a gentle-
man, noble, wise, Faithful, and gainsome 1889 N W.
Lmc Gloss (ed 2), Gainsome, expert, handy
Gainst, prep. Also ’gainst. [Rather a poetic

aphetizing of Against than the direct descendant

ofGain, Gains. For other examples see Against ]

1390 Spenser F Q h xh 38 Both fhmely armd for every

hard assay, With constancy and care, gainst daunger and

dismay 1300 Marlowe Earn II, in 11, A bloody part,

flatly gainst law of arms 1 1601 Weeveu Mn r Mart D iv,

That gainst the Pope I should in no wise stand 2049

G Daniel Irmarch ,
Hen V, cxxxi, A strange Doctrine

Irrelative, but lately vrg'd 'Gainst Harne’s Title

+ Gainstand, sb Obs. rare, [f Gaxx- pief. 1

+ Stand jA] Opposition, resistance.

c 1470 Harding Chron cn ix, Tharchbyshop Egbert.. the

pnmacye and pall brought to Voikes l.rnde, graunted

without gaynstand 1333 Stewart Coon boot II. 437
We At cure plesour agane gow ma proceid, Without gane.

stand of gow or ony drud.

GainStand (g^nstoe’nd), v Obs or arch, [f

Gain*/; ef 1 + Stand v Common down to c 1650,

after which it falls out of use, except as an

archaism] turns. To withstand, oppose, lesist

C1400 Apol Loll. 25 Ilk cratuie wib God augt to genstond

falshed c 1430 St Cnthbei t (Suitces) 4932 And he na power

had To gayne stande baim in batayle 2332 Lvndi say

Monarche 5222 The kyng of ICyngis he sail ganestand,

1563-83 Foxc A <5 M (1583)11 1233/2 Vnless theyr pin-

pose be vtterly to impugns & gainstand the scripture

1653 Ukquiiaiit Rabelais 1 hu, They make a vassal to g'im-

stand his Lord 2839 Baiiey Pestns xxx (1848) 342 And
seek ye to gainstand the faith 111 God?

't'b. In northern dialects the pr pple was used

in 14-igth c. in the phi. not gamstanding = Not-

withstanding.
c 1373 Sc. Leg Saints

,
Justin 44 Hou Eraclius be

emperoure . |?e soil of (Josclic slew in ficlit nocht gand-

standme his gret niycht. c 1440 York Myst x 55 Noght
gayncstanding our grete eelde A semely sone he has vs sente

Hence Gainsta'ndang1 vbl sb and ppl, a. Also

Gaanstamder, an opposer, opponent.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi[i] 9 [S] Fra gayn standand

[L a residentibus] tiljn right liand, kepe me as pe appile of

peeghe CX450 Lay Folks Mass Bk Bidding Prayer 111

69 Gaynstanding and restrenyng of Pare power 2333

Stfwakt Cron Scot. II 414 ben weill we wait 11a gane-

standmg to get. c 2373 Bali our Poacticks (2754) 22 Nane
sail lie repute as loyall subjectis to oui soverane Lord

bot be puueisabilt as rebellai is and ganestandaris of the

samm. 2637 GiLLCsnr Eng Pop Ccrem III in 44 Their

poore shifts are too weake for gainstanding it 2674 N.
Fairtax Bulk <§- Selv 7 He is, at the same time the evil

thing is done, as much the cause of the guinstanding good

that is not done 1823 Scott Talism xi, The tluee lions

passant of England must take precedence of beast, fish

01 fowl, or woe worth the gainstandei

t Gainstrive,®. Obs. [f.GAiN- r + Strive v ]

1. trails To strive against, oppose.

2549-62 Sternhold & H Ps,, Da paceni, The Word to

offer thou dost not slacke, Which we unkindly gainc-stnve

*557 Grimald Cicero's Death 47 m Tottel's Mi sc (\ib

)

224 In case yet all the fates gaynstriue vs not 2590
Spenser F Q. 11. iv. 14 In his strong armes he stifly him
embiaste, Wno him gam striving nought at all prevaild

2 . intr. To make resistance.

2396 Spinsfr/’, Q iv. vn 12 Whenever 111 his powre He
may them catch, unable to gamestiive.

lienee + G-amstn vxng vbl. sb.

2383 Golding Calvin on Dent Ixix 423 We must hold on
m so doing, what hardnes and gainestnuing socuer wee
meete withal 2601 Dent Pathw Hcav g4 You which vse

no meanes at all, nor any gainestnuing, but willingly giue

place to the Diucll.

+ Gamturn. Obs

.

[f. Gain-pref. 3 + Turn sb ]

A turning back ; an evasion.

a 1225 Leg Kath. 2118 Bute gef pu pe Umluker do pe i pe
gemturn <12330 Will. Palerne 3532 No gain torn sthuld

fette 2366 Knox Hist. Reform Wks 1846 1. 210 At lenth

the Scotchmen gave back, and fled without gane turne.

Gain-twist. U [f. Gain v.'* + Twist jA]
A rifle with a gaining-twist (see Gaining- ppl. a )

1867 F H Ludlow Fleeing to Tarslush 166, I done it

once, when Judge Lynch sot on a bush whacker, and I’d

rather give my best gain-twist than do it again.

+ Gai’nward, prep. Obs rate-1
, [f. Gain-

pref. 1 + -ward ; see Againward ] Towards,
facing, over against.

a 2342 Wyatt Poet Whs (1861) 162 F01 I with spur and
sail go seek the Thames, Gainward the sun

t Gainy, a. Obs. rare In 6 geame, *] ganey
[f. Gain sb.2 (? and jA 1

) + -y 1
] a. Piofitable,

advantageous, b Of the nature of gain.

*573 Tusser Hush (1878) 8 Loiterers I kept so meanie ..

that, that waie nothing geame, was thought to make me
thnue 1624 Scourge ofVenus B vij b, And when you seeke
to game the loue of such Let my experience thus much you
assure They Fawlcon-liLe stoop to a ganey lure

t Gainyield, sb. Obs. Sc. Forms . 6 gayn-,
genqeild, ganjeld, ganaell, gen5eU [f Gain-
pref. 2 + Yield sb (ON had gagngiald as a law
term). The normal stress was on the first syllable

(whence the forms gait-, genyell), but in verse the

stress varies,] Recompense, return, reward
2523 Douglas YEneis 11. ix. 54 The goddis mocht condmgly

the forgeld, Eftir thi desert rendnng sic gangeld Ibid vn
vm 43 Set the to ganestand Thtr perellis, but all thankis or
gayngeild 2368 Balnevxs m Bannatyne MS (Hunter
Club) 39a Out of than schynms the substance rynms, Thay
gett no genyell ell is 2370 Satir Poems Reform xx 62
At thame rycht fane or els be slane . That gangell will thay
geild

t Gain-yield, V. Obs [f Gain- pref 2 +
Yield ».] frans

.

To give in return, make return of.

1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 1 xxvi 35 If bou perfore desires
be lufyd, lufe, for lufe gayn-geldis pe self.

Gaip, obs form of Gape
Gair (gfr) Sc. and north, dial. Also gare. [a.

ON geire wk masc., of the same meaning

=

0E.
gdra Gore sb ] An isolated strip of lender grass
2807 A Duncan Dts Sheep in Pitse Ess Htghl Soc

Si. at

l

III 524 Heath intermixed with gairs, that is, strips

of veiy fine glass. 2828 Hogg Brownie Bodsbeck I 37
They had amaist gane wi’a’ the gairs i’ oui North Grain
1880 Edwards Mod. Scot. Poets I. 34 The martyrs For-
gatheied on some green gau, 1882 J Hardy m Proc.
Blrw Hat Club IX No 3. 432 These 'green gairs', and
the patches of marshy ground bioke up the continuity of
the heather. 2893 Northuvibld Gloss s. v , A gair is a
blight, gieen, grassy spot, suuounded by bent or heather
Also an irregular stop of green turf tunning down the side

of a moorland hill.

Gair see Gaiie.

Gaird, Gairdone, Sc var Guard, Guerdon.
Gairfish, obs form of Garfish.
Gairfowl, Gairxsh . see Garefoavl, Garish,
Gairth, Sc form of Garth.
Gais, obs Sc form of Gauze
Gaisling, Sc form of Gosling.

G&ison, var. Geason, Obs

Gaiss, obs. Sc form of Guess
Gaist, Sc form of Ghost

,
obs form of Guest,

Gait (gtTIl), sl> 1 Also 6-8 gate, 7 gaite. [A
particular use of Gate sb *, q.v fur the other senses,

now chielly Sc and dial., ‘way’, ‘load’, ‘going’,

‘ conise’, etc.

Until the 17th c. the spelling gait was rare exc Sc ;

before the middle of the 18th c it became universal for

this sense of the void, which was the only one that survived

in general lituai y use ]

Manner ofwalking or stepping, bearing or caniage

while moving, walk, step.

iSog Barclay S/typ of Polys (1570) 29 Their gate and
looke proude and abhominable 2302 SpenserM Hubberd
600 Scarse thy legs uphold thy feeble gate 2660 Stanley
Hist Philos, ix (1701) 372/1 He considered their presence

and their gaite, and the whole motion of then body

2663 lluru r Ilud 1. 1 427 He was well stay’d, and in his

gate Preserv’d a Grave, Majeslick State 2726-7 Swift
Gulliver 1. iv, We can plainly discover one of his heels

higher than the other, which gives him a hobble in his

gait 2732 Fur ding Amelia in. xi, With this face and
in the most solemn gait she approached Amelia 2774
Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) V 192 Its restless gait and odd
chuckling sound distinguish it sufficiently from all other

buds 1806-7 J. Biulsiord Misutes Hum Life {1826)

111 1 11trod
,
My limping gait 2834 McMuinmu Cuvier’s

Amm. Kingd 338 Tliur gait in geneial is very slow,

2863 Kingsi 1 y Hci cw i, He was more fit from his gait to

be a knight than a monk
fig 1874 L Silphln Hours ut Libiary (1B921 1 vu 242

Oui great writers generally settle down to a stately but
monotonous gait, after the fLshion of Johnson,

b pi
,
esp of a horse . Paces.

2684 Loud. Gas. No 19x6/4 Lost a black Gelding the

near Foot behind White, a small Star, and all his gates

very well. 1709 Ibid No. 4540/8 Stoln or strayed a Bay
Gdding..hath all his Gates, a 2727 Pauni ll A nacreontic

vn, Cupid mock'd his stammring Tongue With all his

staggring Gaits. 2890 Anthony's Photogr, Bull III 293

In photographing the various gaits of a saddle horse, it is

best to [etc ]

c. Comb.

'

f gait-trip, manner of walking.

2383 Stanyhurst YEneis 1 (Arb.) 40 loo moothers coun-

sayl thee fyrye Cupido doth harcken Of puts he his feathers,

fauonng with gatetrip lulus.

Hence Gai-ted ppl. a., having a (specified) gait

or manner of walking 01 stepping.

2588 Shaks. L. L L m i 56 You must send the Asse

vpon the Horse for he is verie slow gated 2S93 — Rich,

II, 111 11 13 Let thy Spiders, that suck vp thy Venome,

And heauie-gated Toades lye m their way. 2593 Nashe
Christ's T, (1613) 128 So many .heauy-gated lumberers

into the Ministry are stumbled *72z Lond Gaz. No
5037/15 Lost .a Gelding extraordinary well Gated.

Gait(g^t),^ 2 dial. Also 8 geate. (See quots )

1788 W Marshall Yorksh Gloss. II 330 Gait, a single

sheaf of corn, bound near the top, and set upon its butts

2799 J, Robertson Agnc. Perth 158 When the geates are

dry, 01 1 eady to be gathered in 2823 Loudon Ague § 2940

When the single sheaves (gaites) have remained in this posi-

tion for a few days, if [etc ]. 2893 Northumbld Gloss
,

Gait, sheaves set up singly m a corn field.

Gait (g£
! t), sb 3 dial [app a special use of

Gate sb 2
,

act of going
;

cf. Gang in the same

sense.] (See quot. 1854 )

2827 Clare Sheph. Cal 162 Or gait of water from the

pump to fetch 2834 Miss Baker Not thamptonsh Gloss.

s. v
,
A gait of water is two buckets carried with a

yoke, evidently from gait a going, as much as a man can

walk with.

Gait v 1 dial. Also 8 gate, geat. [f. Gait

sb 2
] traits To set up (reaped com) in single

sheaves or * gaits ’ to dry-

2797 Bailey & Culley View Agnc Northumbld. 93

Wheat is set up in stooks of twelve sheaves each ; oats ana

barley are (‘ gated ') set up in single sheaves 180s R w
Dickson Pract Agnc II 794 Gaitingand hutting the coin.

2844 Stephens BA ofFarm III 1066, 1 would not hesitate

to gait any sort of oats when wet with dew m the morning.

Hence G-ai ting vbl sb., the action of the vb.

;

also concr = Gait sb.'*

2790 J. Robertson Agnc Perth 137 This practice is

provmcially called geatmg 2825 Brockett N Country

Wds„ Gaittngs, single sheaves of corn set up to dry.



G-AIT. 15 GALAKCIE.

Gait (g^‘t), z>.
2 dial, or techn. [app f gait

Gate sb/ ; cf. * to set Agate’.] trans. To put in

working ordei, fix up.

1846 Brackett’s N Country Wds (ed, 3) s. v., To gait in

Lancashire, is to prepare a loom for weaving 1869 Eng
Mech 12 Nov 217/3 Will any of your numerous readers be

kind enough to inform me of the best plan of gaiting a
pair of cart wheels, so that they run with ease and free-

dom? Ibid. 26 Nov, 264/3 * Lancastenan ' may gait his

wheels by placing a straight edge to the back of the nave,

parallel with the face of the spoke, then take the level [react

bevel] along the inside of the buss [etc ] 1895 Bury Times
6 Apr 6/3 He had gaited a great many looms

Gait, northern form of Goat
Gait, var. Get sb. Sc

,
offspring, child.

Gaiten, sb. dial [? dial pron, 0igaitmg, f Gait
v 1 + itra.i] = Gait sb 2 Hence (?) Gaiten v -
Gait v 1

,
Gartning vbl. sb

,
Gaitner (see quots ).

1831 Loudon Agnc (ed 2) § 3176 Gaiting
,
or gaitmng,

as it is called in Northumberland Ibid

,

The gaitner

follows immediately after about eight or nine sheaves have
been cut and laid down Ibid ,

He brings the gaitmng
(sheaf) up to the left knee. Ibut

,

Gaitned sheaves aie not

good to keep standing in stormy weathei 1893 Northumbld
Gloss ,

Gaten,
Gaiteen

,

or Gatlin, a single sheaf of corn set

on its end ra a harvest field to dry

Gaiter (ge l tar), sb 1 [a F. guitre (in 15th c

guietre)

;

of unknown origin ; there are Rom syn-

onyms without^, asWalloon guett, Sardinian ghetta,

mod Pr. gueto : see Korting Lat Rom. Wb. s v.]

1 . A covering of cloth, leather, etc. for the ankle,

or ankle and lower leg.

*775 [cf ha.lf-ga.tter see Half II 1] 1802 C James
Milit Diet , Gaiters, a sort of spatterdashes, usually made
of cloth, and are either long, as reaching to the knee, or
short as only reaching just above the ancle , the latter are
teimed half-gaiters 1812 H & J Smith Rej Addr,
Theatre 71 Lax in their gaiters, laxer in then gait, 1837
Dickens Pickw xu, Mr Weller was furnished with light

breeches and gaiters 1865 — Mut Fr 1 v, Thick leather

gaiters 1880 Plain Knitting ia Gaiters (1 e legs ofstockings
without feet) are very useful to those who are obliged to

walk out in all weatheis. x886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar
11 xvi, Parson Christian stood near her m silk gaiters

2 US (See quots

)

1864 Webster, Gaiter, 2 a kind of shoe, consisting chiefly

of cloth, and coveimg the ankle 1889 Century Diet ,
Gaiter

;

Now, also, a shoe of similar form, with or without cloth,

generally with an insertion of elastic on each side

3. attnb and Comb
,
as gaiter-maker, -strap

x86z Carlyle Fredk Gt ix x (1865) III 132 From big
guns and wagon horses down to gun-flints and gaitei -straps

1894 Daily News sg Dec 3/6 Her husband was a gaiter
maker

Garter, sb/ Obs, exc. dial. Forms . 1 gfite

tr6ow, 4-5 gaitrys, gattris, gaytre, 6 gadrise,

gaten(-tree), gater, (8 garter), 6-9 gatten,

7-9 gatt(e)ndge, gatter, gaiter. [The OE.gate

triow= goat’s tree
;
but app. this has mixed with a

synonym of which the OE form, if it existed, would
be *gale hris {/iris, Rise, bush). The foims are

partly northern, with {ej for OE. d, and partly

exhibit the vowel-shortening common in the first

element ofcompounds ] A name properly belong-

ing to the Dogwood {Cornns sanguined), but in

vauous districts applied to other similar shrubs, as

theSpindle-tree {Euonymus europmus). Also atti ib.

in gaiter-berry,
-bush, -tree

cx000 Saxon Leeclul II 86 WiJ> Jiaere adl he mon liset

circul adl, gemm
.
gatetreow wyl on waetre swibe c 1386

Chaucer Nun’s Pr T. 143 Laxatyues Of catapuce, or of

gaitrys [vrr gaytres, gaytrys, gattris, gaytre] beryis 1548
[see Dog tree i] 1378 Lyte Dodoens vi. h 723 Dogge
bene or Gatten tree 1397 Gerarde Herball in cv (1633)

1467 In the North Country they call it Gaten tree or Gater-
tree. x66o Ray Catalog Plant. Cantab 39 Comusfcemtna
, Dogberry or Gatter tree, 169X — S $ E Country Wds

,

Gatiendge-ti ee is Comitsfcomma, or Pnckwood, and yet

Gatteridge-bernes are the Fruit of Euonymus Theofrasti

,

t e. Spindle-tree or Louse-berry 1692 Coles, Gaiter-ber-

nes, of the Gaiter-tree, pnckwood *70 Withering Brit
Plants (ed 3)11 200 Cornussangmnea Gatten tiee Ibid

239 Evonymus europxus . , Gattendge Tree 18x9 Crabbd
T of Hall vxi 158 Dwarf trees and humbler shrubs
Haw, gatter, holm, the service and the sloe.

Gaiter (gt 1 ter), v [f Gaiter j<5 .
1
] trans To

dress 01 furnishwith gaiters Hence Gai teredppl a,

1760 Proceedings Crt -martial Ld G Sackmlle 11 The
Cavalry must be saddled , the Artillery-Horses harnessed,

and the Infantry gatered, 1848 Craig, Gaiter^ to dress

with gaiters 1832 Smedley L. Arundel xxvm 230 A
leather-gaitered and coiduroyed Christian *892 Pall
Mall G 23 Sep. 6/2 The cocked-hatted and gaitered tioops

of the First Republic

Gaiterless (ge 1 tsiles), a. [f. Gaiter sb/ +
-less ] Havmg no gaiters, without gaiters.

*839 New Monthly Mag LVI 483 The gaiterless calf of

the angry gentleman’s healthy leg.

Garbling, Sc. [dim of gait Get sb. offspring,

child.] A young child, an infant.

183* Scott Ct. Robt Introd Addr., The least gaitlmg
among them all.

Gaitt, var. Get sb. Sc

,

offspring, child.

Gaity, obs form of Gaiety
Gal, var Cal
1808 Polwhfle Cornish-Eng Voc

,
Gal, rust 1849 Weale

Diet Terms
, Gal, in Cornish, rusty iron ore 1875 [see Cal],

Gal, obs. f. Gall
5

var. Gole, Obs., luxurious.

Gal (gsel), vulgar or dial pronunciation of Girl
184a Okderson Creol. xv 173 You should speak to the gal

first a 1843 Hood Love has not Eyes v. He’ll swear that
in her dancing she cuts all others out. Though like a Gal
that's galvanised, she throws her legs about.

Gala 1 (g^
1 la), [a F. gala, a. It gala ]

1 Gala dress, festal attire. Obs. exc m phr m
gala (=F. engala).
1623 Aston Let. in Cabala. (1634) S3 Whereupon

this King, and the whole Court put on Galas 1737 Ches-
terf Lett (1792) IV. 88, I love to see those, in whom
I intei est myself, m their undress rather than 111 gala.

1787 Genii Mag LVII 11 1186/r His Majesty and the
latter [grandees] being covered, and all m grand gala or
uniforms 1867 Macgregor Voy Alone (1868) 59 The
streets were dressed in gala. 1876 Bancroft Hist U S
V h 104 Apparelled on Sunday morning m gala, as if for
the drawing-room, he constantly marched out all his house-
hold to his parish chuich

+2. Festivity, gaiety, rejoicing; esp indays ofgala.
17x6 Lady M W Montagu Let to C'iessX 1 Oct.,

The ladies declare that on such a day the assembly shall
be at their house in honour of the feast of the Count or
Countess such a one These days are called days of
Gala 1788 Gentl Mag LVIII 1 78/2 The anniversary
of her Majesty’s name-day was celebrated at the Russian
court with gieat gala *789 Mrs Fiozzi Journ France I

83 Damask hangings and gold lace upon days of gala

1799 Sir W. Hamilton in G Rose's Dianes (i860) I, 226
We have had three days' gala and illuminations. 1809
W. Irving Ktnckerb (1861) 99 The standard of our city,

reserved like a choice handkerchief foi days of gala, hung
motionless on the flag-staff

3 A festive occasion
; a festival characterized by

the display of finery and show
[*777 Sheridan Sch Scand i ii, A girl who never knew
dissipation above the annual gala of a race ball ] 1800

Sporting Mag XV 31 A certain Lord gave a grand gala

to the members of the volunteer corps 1831 D Jeruold
St Giles xv 133 Ladies had dressed themselves as for a
gala 1884 York Hei aid 27 Aug 3/6 A meeting for the

purpose of inaugurating a volunteer gala . the gala to be

held in the park attached to Thirsk Hall Mod A Fete
and Gala will be held m Park on Bank Holiday

4 . atti ib. and Comb
,
as gala flag ,

gala day,

a day of festivity, finery and show ; so gala hour,

night
;

gala dress, a dress suited for or worn
at a gala

;
fine or showy dress ; so gala attire

,

clothes, coat, habit, suit, uniform, and the like ;
gala

meet, a (hunting) meet attended with festivities.

1762 Sterne 1 r Shandy VI xxiv. The Corporal never

put it [a Montero-cap] on hut upon gala-days. *773
Brydont Sicily xxx (1809) 288 The triumphal car was pre-

ceded by all the city officers in their gala uniforms. 1797
Mrs Radcliffe Italian xvn, The doors of the theatre

were thronged with Roman Ladies in their gala habits

1824 W Irving T Trav I a The old lady appeared in

her gala suit of faced brocade 1843 Alb Smith Fort
Scatters Fam xxu (1887) 72 [He] dragged him by sheer

muscular strength to Rosnerville every gala night 1851

Ord. 4 Regnl R Eitgin xix 104 The first and last to be
supplied to the Superior Stations, as Gala, and Common
or Storm Flags 1832 Mrs Stowe Unde Tom’s C xx 211

A libation of dirty slop would unaccountably deluge them
from above when in full gala di ess a 1876 J H Newman
Hist. Sk II 1 x 193 The day of entertainment was made
quite a gala day. 1894 Field 1 Dec 828/1 A gala meet was
anticipated at Mullaboden.

Gala 2 (gse la), [short f Galashiels, a town

where this fabric is made ] (See quots.)

1838 Simmonds Did Trade, Gala

,

a Scotch cotton fabric.

1882 Cauli eild & Saward Diet Needlework 219 Gala, a
Scotch cotton fabric, employed for servants’ dresses Gala
is said to be only a local name.

t Galace, gallace. Obs [of uncertain origin
;

it is difficult to regai d it as comiptly ad. F.

giulloche.] ? = Guilloohe.
1663 Gerbifr Counsel 71 The single gallace five inches

and half broad, twelve pence per foot .. Flowers for the

Crosse worke in the galace .eight shillings per piece.

Galache, obs form of Galosh.

Galactic (gate ktik), a [ad Gr yaXcucTucos,

f yaXarcr-, y&Xa, milk. Cf F galachque ]

1 Of or pertaining to milk. = Lactic
1844 Hoblyn Did Med ,

Galactic acid, Lactic acid

,

the

acid of milk. 1834 m Maine , and in mod Diets

2 Astron. Of, or pertaining to, the Galaxy or

Milky Way. Galactic circle (see quot. 1893)

Galactic poles * the two opposite points of the

heavens, situated at 90° from the galactic circle.

1839 Bailey Festus xix (1848) 224 Her brow [grew]

Brighter with thought, as with galactic light Mid Heaven
when clearest 1840 Herschel Outl Astron (ed. 10) §793
The density of star-light is least in the pole of the Galac-

tic circle. 1836 Charnb. Jml V. 397 The phalanx of star-

hosts made galactic or milky by distance 1893 Gore
Astron Gloss ,

Galactic Circle, a term applied to the mean
or centre line of the Galaxy, oi Milky Way zone.

Galactin. (galse ktin). [f. Gr yaXcucr-, yaXa,

milk + -in.] a (See quots 1838-48) b ‘The
coagulating principle of milk’ (Mayne Expos Lex.

1854) C (See quot, 1864.) d. = Lactin {Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1885).
1838 T Thomson Ckem Org. Bodies 449 When the milk

of the cow-tree is evaporated and the dry lesidue digested

in alcohol, a substance is dissolved, which . constitutes

galactin. *848 Craig, Galactin

,

a vegetable substance,

obtained from the sap of the Galadodendron utile, or Cow-
tree of South America, and used as a substitute for cream

1864 Watts Did Chem ,
Galactin, a gelatm-yieldmg sub-

I
stance said by Morin to exist in milk.

1* Galactite. Obs [ad. L. galactites

,

a. Gr.
yaXanririjs, f. yaXanr-, yaXa, milk.]

1. A precious stone of a white colour.
1391 Percivall Sp Did, Lechern piedrct, a precious

stone called Galactite x6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas u iv.

11 Trophies 51 Base morter serveth to unite Red, white,
gray, marble, jasper, galactite. 1636 in Blount Glossogr

2 Mm An. obsolete name for natrolite
1832 C U Shepard Min 244 Galaktite, 1864 Watts

Did Chem
,
Galactite, a calcareous variety of natrolite,

found at Kilpatrick and Bishoptown in Scotland

Galacto- (gatekto), before a vowel galact-,

combining form of Gr yaXa
,
yaXtucr-, milk, occur-

ring m various scientific compounds Gala cta-
gogrie a. [Gr -aycuyos leading], inducing a flow

ofmilk ; also sb anything that does this Gala cto-

cele[ad mod. L galadocele' Cele sb ] (see quot).
Gala cto-gene tica [cf Genetic], adapted to pro-

duce milk
;
also sb anything that does this. Ga-

lacto meter [Gi. pirpov measure] =Lactometer.
Galacto’phagist [f Gr. yaka/cracjiay-os milk-fed
4- -ist], one who feeds or lives chiefly on milk

;
so

Galacto phagous a. [cf. F galactophage], feeding

on milk Galacto phorous a. [f Gr yaXaKT<xp6p-os

milk-brmging -f -ous
,
cf F. galadophore], con-

veying milk
,
galadophorous ducts (see quot 1S19),

Gala ctopoe'txc, -poietic a [Gr. -noi-qrat-bs, f.

troib-uv to make], that tends to produce milk]
also sb anything that does this, f Gala'otopote

[ad Gi. yaXaKTOTrbTTjs], a drinker of milk
;
hence

Galactopotic a. Galactorrh.ce a, also badly

galadirrhcea [Gr. /
5oia a flowing], an excessive

flow of milk
1834 Mayne Expos. Lex ,

Galadagogus, causing the flow

of milk *galactagogue 1875 H C Wood 7 herap 11879)

456 A good deal has been written m regard to the use of

the leaves of the castor-oil plant as a galactagogue 1876
Bartholow Mat Med (1879) 470 It ts questionable whether
castor-oil leaves have a special galactagogue property 1854
Mayne Expos. Lex., Galactocile [Lat], a *galactocele

X878 T Bryant Prad Surg (1879) II 257 Galactocele is

a milk tumour found m the breast during lactation 1661

Lovfll Hist Anmi 4- Min 412 Aliments of good and
much juyee, and easy concoction, *galactogenetlcks 1842
Francis Did.A rh, *Galactometer, an instrument for ascer-

taming the specific gravity of milk 1730-6 Bailey (folio),

*Galadophagist, a Milk-eater, a Milk-sop 1853 Soyer Pan-
troph . 168 Ihe Getes and Scythians were galactophagists,

or drinkers of milk 1885 Syd Soc Lex ,*Galactophagous,
milk eating, 1730-6 Bailey (folio), *Galadophorous, carry-

ing or conveying Milk. *8x9 Pantologia, Galadophorous
ducts, the excretory ducts of the glands of the breasts

of women, which terminate in the papilla or nipple 1661

Lovpll Hist Anmt <5- Mm. 412 Debility of the*galacto-
poietick faculty 1684 tr Bond's Merc Compit, XI 371
Henbane, and such Narcoticlcs , extinguish the galacto-

poietick faculty in the Breasts 1864 Webster, Galacto-

poietic

,

a substance which facilitates the production, or

increases the flow of milk *626 Minsheu Dnctor (ed 2)

*Galadopote, a drinker of milke 1727 Bailey vol II,

Galadopott, a Milk Drinker 1623 Cockekam ii, One that

still drinlces milke, Galadopoticke 1848 Craig, *Galac-
tirrhoea 183a Jas Miller Surgery xxvi (ed 2) 321
Galadirrhcea 1873 H C Wood Therap (1879) 550
Another employment of ergot for the purpose of restraining
excessive secretion is in ^galactorrhoea

G-alactoid (gatektoid), a [f Gr. yaXa/cr-,

y&Xa, milk + -OID ] Milk-like, resembling milk.

1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Galactose (gate ktJus). [f Gr. yaXaicr-, yAXa,

milk + -OSE2 . Cf Dextrose.] (See quots )

1869 Roscoe Elem Chem 396 Dilute acids convert lactose

into a peculiar glucose, calied galactose. 1878 Kingzett
Amm Chem. 404 Milk sugar is also first converted into

galactose before it ferments

G-alage, obs. form of Galosh.

Galago (gait 1 ’go), [a. mod.L. galago ] A
genus 01 Lemundve, of nocturnal habits, found in

Madagascar and parts of Africa

1848 in Craig *861 Pi oc R Soc No 43. 376 Description

of the Brain of a Galago 1884 American VIII 218 True
monkeys are scarce, but galagos and certain other lemurids

are common,

Galah (gala*), [native Australian^a/aA] Austra-

lian name for the Rose-breasted Cockatoo {Cacatua

roseicapilld).

x8go Lyth Golden South xiv 127 The galahs, with their

delicate gray and rose-pink plumage, are the prettiest

arrots 1896 Westm. Gas 6 Oct 2/1 The galahs, the rose-

reasted parrots, would scream at him.

G-alai, obs. form of Galley.
Galainy, var. Galeeny.
Galam 'butter, [f. Galam

,

a French district

on the Senegal ] (See quots

)

1835 Ogilvie, Supp
,
Galcute [sic] butter, a solid oil or fat

obtained from a plant of the genus Bassia, the B butyracea

1857 Henfkey Bot 3S4 Another species [ofBassic£\ in Africa

is said to yield the Shea or Galam butter mentioned by
travellers 1873 Hooker Gen . Syst Bot 536 From the

Feeds of Bassia butyracea, in India, and of B Parku

,

in

Senegal a fixed oil _ is expressed (Galam Butter), which
quickly curdles, and is much used as food

GalameHe, var. Canamell, Obs.

f Gala-ncie. Obs [f. F. galant Gallant : see

-OY.] Delicacy, nicety.

1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxvm (1887) 171 This is a
point of such galancie, if my purpose were to praise them.



GALANGA. 16 GALE.

Galand, -ine, obs, ff Gallant, Galantine.

Galaney, var Galeeny.

Galanga (gakeriga). Also 5 galonga, 5-7

Galinga [a, med.L galanga
,
galenga, gahnga

.

see Galingale ] = Galingale.
[*309-10 Durh MS Cell Rolls, j It de Galanga ] c 148s

Digby Myst (1882) ni 339 Dya, galonga, ambra, and also

margaretton *538 Turner Libellus, Galanga, Galangale,

Cyperus Babylomcus *605 Timmd Querstt 111 172 Take
ofthe root of zedoary of goatesbeaid, galanga . of each

three ounces 1838 Penny Cycl'. XL 33/1 Galanga
,

or

Galangal, is usually supposed to have been introduced by
the Arabs, but it was previously mentioned by /Etius.

Galangal(e : see Galingale.

t Galange. Obs. [a OF. galange (Cotgr)

galingale ] = Galingale.
*599 Hakluyt Voy II 1 277 Galange, from China,

Chaul, Goa, & Cochin

Galant, obs form of Gallant.
tGalanta gaye, adv. Obs.-1 [app a. Fr.

phrase galant et gat.] Gallantly

1558 PhaJtr JEnetd v M iv b, They went with garmsht
heads, and hare theyr gifts galanta gaye

Galantine (gsHanttn) Forms
:
4-6 gala(u)n-

tyne, 5-7 galentme, -yn(e, (5 galyntyne, 6

galandyne, galendme), 7
_
9 gallantine, (7

galiantme), 8- galantine [a F galantine

,

altered from galatme a sattce for fish, being con-

nected in popular etym. with the adj galant (see

Gallant a ) ra the sense of agreeable ]

*t* 1. A kind of sauce for fish and fowl Obs.

a 1400 Chaucer To Rosemonnde 17 Has never pykwalwed
in galauntyne As I in love am walwed andy-woundc c *420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 25 Take lamprayes Serve with
galentme. made in sale, Withgyngere, canel and galingale.

a 1440 Sir Degrev 1399 Sche broust fram the kychene .

Hastelettus m galantyne 1513 Bk Keruynge in Babees
Bk. 281 Fresshe lampraye hake with a spone take out

galentyne, & lay it vpon thebrede 1598 Flohio, Prognata,
venison sauce or galandine for swans 1658 Sir T.

Maykrne Aichimag Anglo Gall ix 5 When it is baked
make a galentlne of Claiet-wine and Ciunatuond and sugar,

and poure it on the Pye

f 2 . A dish made of sopped bread and spices

*530 Palsgr. 602/2 Laye some breed in soke, foi I wyll

have some galantyne made
3. A dish of veal, chickens, or other white meat,

freed from bones, tied up, boiled, and served cold

with the jelly.

1735 Bradley Fain Diet, s.v Sausages, To make a
galantine with the royal sausages. 1730-6 Bailey (folio),

Galantine [in Cookery], a particularway of dressing a Pig

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xlv, Soups, grapes, pates,

galantines 1870 PallMallG as Nov 12 He insists upon
entertaining him hospitably with galantine, mayonnaise,
and Marsala.

Galauty show (galm-ntiij^u-)* Also 9 gal-

(l)antee, -tSe, -t6, -ti, gallanty. [perh. a. It.

galanti

,

pi. ofgalante : see Gallant.]
Where the word is really colloquially current the stress

seems to be always gala nty
,
though our first quot has

go- llantee, which appears in some recent Diets

A shadow pantomime produced by throwing
shadows of miniature figures on a wall or scieen.
*83* T Hook in John Bull 22 Apr

,
Oh yes, I have been,

ma’am, to visit the Queen, ma’am, With the rest of the
gallantee-show. a 1845 Hood gth Nov v, The show is

merely a gallanty-show, Without a lamp or any candle in

3846 Mrs Gore Eng Char. (1853) 147 If you send to order
the dancing-dogs or galantd-show to amuse your nursery
1861 Mayhew Land Labour HI 73 ‘The galantee show
don’t answer, because magic lanterns are so cheap in the
shops’ *883 Daily Tel 5 Sept. 5/1 Some enterprising
theatrical manager regales them with a nocturnal gallanty
show.

Hence Otalanty showman.
*843 P Parley's Aim IV 366 They were received by

‘artificial cock-ci owing by the galanti showman. 185a D
Jerrold Wks (1864) 11. 394 ‘ Gentlemen said thegallantee-
showman, * I hate suspicion'.

Galany, var. Galeeny
Galapectite (gse lape ktait). Min. [f Gi

yaka milk + vtjict-os congealed (f. irqyvbvm to fix)

+ -he. Named by Breithaupt in 1832,] A milk-
white variety of halloysite.

3837 Anier Jrnl, Sc XXXI 269 Galapectite, fiom
Silesia.

II Galapee*. AWest Indian ti ee, Sciadophyllum
Brownei.
3756 P Browne Jamaica 189 The Galapee or Angelica

tree. This tree grows at the foot of the red hills near the
Angels 1889 in Century Diet

Galary(e, obs. forms of Gallery.
Galashoe, galateh, obs. forms of Galosh.
Galatea (gaslatra). [From H.MS. Galatea

,

the vessel commanded by the Duke of Edinburgh
m 1867 J &e material was used for children’s

‘sailor suits*.] (See quot. 1882.)
388a Caulfeild & Saward Did Needlework

,,
Galatea

,

a cotton material striped in blue on a white ground It is

made forwomen's dresses, and washes well 1894A thensum
17 Nov. 669/3 During the Revolutionary ana Napoleonic
war our seamen wore trousers of striped stuff resembling
‘galatea’.

Galaunt(e, obs. form of Gallant.
Galavant, var Gallivant.
Galawis, obs, form of Gallows.

Galaxy (gaedaksi), sb. Forms * a 4-7 (from

medL) galaxias, 6-7 galaxia; 0 4, 7 S&1-

(l)axie, -ye, 8- galaxy [ad OF. and F galaxie,

ad L galaxias (med Lat. also galaxia), Gr.

yaka£las, f yakanr-, yaka milk ]

X. Aluminousband or track,encncling the heavens

irregularly, and known to consist of innumerable

stars, perceptible only by means of the telescope ,

the Milky Way
o. 1398 Thevisa Barth De P R. vm. vni. (1495) 305

Galaxias is a cercle of heuen more fayr and bryghte than

other cercles 1569 J. SANrouD tr Agrippa's Van Ailes

43 b, The Astrologers be yet ignorant what Galaxias is,

that is to saie, the Milkie urcle 3583 T, Watson Centime
ofLone xxxi Annot , Poems (Arb ) 67 Galaxia is a white

way or milky Circle m the heauens 16*3 Hlywooo Silver

Age 11 Wks. 1874 III 98 Let luno . With her quicke feet

the galaxia weare. 3635 Ussher Attsw Jesuit 333 Point-

ing to the Galaxias or milky circle a 1680 Ciiarnocic

Attnb. God (1834) II. 6 That combination of weaker stars,

which they call the Galaxia.

£. c 3384 Chaucer H Fame 11. 428 See yonder, lo, the

Galaxyii Which men clepeth the Milky Wey, For hit is

whyt. 3651 Cleveland Poems 1 A brown, for winch,

Heaven would disband The Gallaxyc, and stars be tann’d

37x4 Derham Astra-Theol Piel Disc p xlvi, 1 he Galaxy

being well known to be the fertile place of New Stars 1805

Wordsw Vaudi aconr 4 Julia 97 Meanwhile the galaxy

displayed Her fires. 1854 Mosi lev Astron xci (ed 4)

234 The Galaxy, or Milky-way, passes through the heavens

like an irregular zone *878 Stlwart&Tait Unseen Univ.

ii. § 84 The life of whole systems, perhaps even of whole

galaxies, would thus disappear

2. transf and fig. ,
now chiefly applied to a

brilliant assemblage or crowd of beautiful women
or distinguished persons

1590 Greene Never too late Wks. (Rtldg ) 298 The milk-

white galaxia of her brow, a *63* Donne Poems (1650) 5*

Upon this Primrose hill, Where Their form and their

innnitie Make a terrestnall Galaxie. 3640 Bp Hall R<m.
Wks {1660) 45 Others [stars] small, and scarce visible m the

Galaxy of the Church 1649G Danii l Prutarch
,
Rich 11,

clxxxni, My verse had tioaThe Galaxie offame, to Crowne
his merit. 3704 Steele LyingLoverPrck ,

Where such bright

Galaxies of Beauty sit 376a Goldsm. Cit IV. lxm, The
brightness of a single genius seemed lost in a galaxy of
contiguous gloiy. *8oa Wellington in Gurw Desp I. 376
The Hon Mount-Stuart Elphtnstone, Mr. Wilks, and Major
Munro wei e also constellations m that galaxy 3820 Scott
Motlast, xvi, The smiles of those beauties, who form a galaxy
around the throne of England. 3838-9 Haliam Hist. Lit.

Ill vn m § 19 361 The heiress of tins family became the

central star of so bright a galaxy 3843 Ordeuson Creol.

xix. 228 His countenance was a galaxy of joy. 1862 Sala
Seven Sans I vit. 164 A waiter was present solemnly lighting

a galaxy of wax-candles 2887 Frith Autobiog, III. xxvm.
407 A galaxy of ability that is truly remarkable.

3 U.S. Brandy-galaxy, ? brandy and milk.

1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI 176 Witl was especially fond of
mint juhp, and brandy galaxy.

4 attnb

.

3867-77 G. F Chambers Astron. vi. iv. 536 A splendid
galaxy cluster. 1884 Century Mag XXVTI. 916 If the
Kantian galaxy-theory were true

f Galaxy (gse laksi), v. Obs -l
[f. prec. sb.]

traits. To gather like a galaxy into (something).
370a C Mather Magn. Chr m. tv 1 (1852) 585 Let all

their vertues then be gaiaxied into this one indistinct lustre,

t Galay

,

v. obs.—1 [Of unkuown origin. Hart’s

ed. has stakker.] intr To reel ; to stagger.

*375 Barbour Bruce 11 422 Andtophilipsicioutheraucht,
That thocht he wes off mekill maucht. He gert him galay
disyly.

Galay, Galays, obs. ff. Galley, Gallows.

+ GaTbanated, ppl a. Obs. rate-1
. [f.mod.L.

*galbanat-us (f. Galbanum) h -ed* ] Treated with
an infusion of galbanum.
*693 Salmon Bates' Dispens (1699) 18B/1 This Galbanated

Tincture is a most admirable Opener

t Galbane. Obs Also I, 4 galban. [Angli-

cized form of Galbanum ]
= Galbanum 1.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 174 Lascedom alwan wip untrym-
nessum & galbanes wip nearwum breostum 1388 Wyclif
Exod xxx. 34 The Lord seide to Moises, Take to thee swete
smellynge spyceries galban of good odour, and pureste
encense c 1420 Pallad on Husb 1. 905 Eek brymstoon and
galbane oute chasith gnattas 1535 Eden Decades 250
They are these folowynge Ammoniac, Galbane.

+ Galba'XLean, a Obs.-1 [f. L. galbane-us (f.

galbanum) + -AN.] Of or pertaining to galbanum
1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 383 This when thou seesc,

Galbanean Odours use, And Honey in the sickly Hive
infuse

Galbanum (garlbanum) [a L galbanum =
Gr xa^^Vll 5 Pr°b repr an Oriental word etymo-
logically identical with. Heb. rmbn lielb°nah (? f

root h’jrr halab to be fat), which the LXX. and
Vulg. render by these words ]
1. A gum resin obtained from certain Persian

species of Femla, esp. from F. galbamfiua and F.
rubricaulis.
138a WyclifExod xxx 34 Stacten, and onycha, galbanum

[printed galbantum] ofgood smel, and essence most lijtynge.

3398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvn lxxvn (3495) 651
Galbanus is an herbe and the juys therof hyghte Galbanum
C1450 M.E Med Bk (Heinrich) 82 Take..i quarter of
gomme galbanum. c 1575 Per/ Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkes
(Hartmgi886) 31 To drawe ought any swellinge take a lytie

f
albanum 2691 J, Wilson Belphegor v 11, I’ll have ye
urnt in effigy, with brimstone, galbanum, aristolochia,

hypencon, and rue. 2789 W. Buchan Dow Med (1790)

689 Gum ammoniac and galbanum, strained, of each half
a pound 1851-i) Hooker in Man. isci Enq 424 Galbanum.
is said to be imported into Russia in large quantities by way
of Astiachau 3855 Singleton Virgil I 171 With the fume
ofgalbanum To chase the fell chelydu

2 fig after French usage Empty protestations

01 representations, bosh, humbug
1764 Chfsterf Lett (1792) IV 210 Give them a good

deal of Galbanum in the first pm t of your letter 1838
Haliburton Clockm Ser 11 xn, How his weak eye would
have served him a’ utterin’ of this galbanum, wouldn’t it?

3. attnb and Comb
,
asgalbanum-pill,galbanum-

yteldmg adj

1803 Itled Jrnl X 50 Two compound galbanum pills

were given every four hours *876 HarleyMat Med (ed 6)

599 Galbanum-yieldmg Plants grow plentifully on the slopes
of the Mountain ranges of Northern Persia.

tGalbart. Obs Sc. Also6galbarte,ga(u)bart
[? shortened from Gaberdine] = Gaberdine
1488 in Ld Treas Acc Scotl (1877) 1. 13s Item forthre

elne of Fransche browne to be a galbart to the King vjA
? <*1500 Rowhs Cut siug 233 [No tailor could make] Ane
gabait for a deill compleit 1521 Burgh Reeds Stirling

4 Oct. (1887) 13 Item, ane gaubart of russat, xxx. 1330
Lyndlsay Test Papyngo 1094 hirst, to the Howlet I laif

iny gave galbarte of gi ene

Galbulus (gse lbiulws). Bot. [a. L. galbulus the

fruit of the cypress ] (See quots.)

1706 in Phii 1 ifs (ed. Kersey) 1844 Hoblyn Did Med

,

Galbulus, a kind of cone, difiering from the stiobile only in
being round, and having the heads of the carpels much
enlaiged The fruit of the Juniper is a galbulus 1872
Oliver Blew Bot 11 245 These scales become woody and
peltate, constituting a modification of the cone, called a
galbulus 1880 Gray Struct. Bot vu. fe 2. 303 A cone when
spherical, and of thickened scales with narrow base, as that
of Cypresses, has been termed a Galbulus

t Gald, v. Obs Also 6 galde, gawld, 7 gauld.
[var. of Gall v. developed from the pa. pple]
=*Gall v
2555 Edln Decades 358 Sum of theym are so galded that

they are made lame. 1576 Tuiiberv Venene 31 The
keepers of houndes haumg a lieauy hande in rubbing and
trimming them, might galde ofthe skinne <*1577 Gascoigne
Flown s Wks. (1587) 83 As I gaze tliusjgalded all with gnefe
2598 Grenlwi y Tacitus' Ann xii vul 165 The one galding
them with darts and Iauchns, and the others matching thicke

and dose togither *633 T, James Voy. 23 Our Cable galded
off .we lost our Anker
Hence f Gald sb.

} -f Galding vbl. sb., = Gall sbJ2-

2621 Boys IVAs. (1629) 512 T hey like busie flies are buzzing
alwayes on the sores and gaulds of the church. 1684 Loud
Gaz No. 1950/4 A bay Gelding thick grown, Without any
White except Galdmgs

t Ga'lder. Obs. [OE. galdor
,
gealdor (= ON.

galdr), f. galan to sing ] A charm, or incantation.

Beowulf(Z
) 3052 Iu monna gold galdre bewunden tfiooo

Sax. Leechd II 352 pasgaldoi mou ma.5 singan on wunde.
c 2205 Lay 19257 Heo bigolen ]mt child mid galdere swiSe
stronge

GaJ.e(g£Jl),J^ 1 Forms: 1-3 gasel, gajjel, 4 gayl,

5-7 gaul(o, (5 gawl, gawyl, gayle, 6goIle),6~9

gall(e, 5- gale. [OE gagcl,gagolslT. ? masc. (also

gagelle
,

-olle wk. fem) — MDu gaghel, Du. and
mod G gagel, and peril.ON *gaglmgaglvi8r, which
may denote this plant (f. *gagl gale + vtQ-r wood),

though this is very doubtful The phonology of

the mod. form is somewhat obscure ] The bog-

myrtle, Myrica Gale (the mod.L specific name
is adopted from Eng ); also called Sweet gale,

c 1000 Sax. Leechd III 6 Nun Jne leaf gageles ci265

Voc in Wr-Wulcker 559/22 Mirtus, gajel a *387 Stnon.

Barthat (Anecd Oxon ) 22 Gayl, mirta a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 4094 Full of gladcn & of gale & of grete redis

c 1440 Promp. Parv 189/1 Gawl..w«ri«s 1483 Cath Aitgl.

147/a Gayle mirtus. 1538 Lfland Itm I. 40 The fenny

part of Axholm benth much Gallc, a low frutex, swete in

burning 1568 Turner Herbalm 47 Called m Cambridge
shyre Gall, in Summerset shyre Goul or Golle. 2751 J.

Bartram Observ Trav, Pennsylv , etc 36 On the banks

1 found the gale like the European 1807 Crabbe Birth

Flattery 310 Gale from the bog shall yield Arabian balm

1842 Tennyson Edwin Morns no, I heard with beating

heal t T he Sweet-Gale rustle round the shelving keel 2877

N IV Line Gloss
,
Gale, the fragrant bog-myrtle, often

called ‘ sweet-gale

b. attnb. and Comb., as gale-busk, -plant,

-sheaves
;
gale-beer, a drink made from twigs

of sweet-gale
,
gale-worts, a book name for plants

of the N O. Myncacevi (Lindley Veg. K. 1846,

p. 256).

3597 Gerarde Herbal in lxvm 1228 This Gaule groweth

plentifully in the He of Ehe, and in the Fennie countries

thereabouts, whereof there is such store that they make
fagots of it and sheaues, which they cal Gaule sheaues, to

bume and heate their ouens. *805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl.

II. 258 The hazel, the dwarf willow, the gall plant 1863

N fyQ Ser hi IV, 311 ‘Gale beer', brewed from a plant

growing on the moor above Ampleforth, in Yorkshire, is

made and sold by Mrs Sigsworth of the ‘Black Horse .

1887 W. Rye Norfolk Broads 50 The myrtle-like leaved

sweet gale bushes 3893 K. Simpson Jeame o' Btggersdale

i2i She baked, she washed, she brewed gale-beer

t Gale, sb 2 Obs Also 3 gal [Two words are

perh. represented here
. (1) ME gal (f. galen, OE.

galan to sing)=MHG.^w/; (2) OF.gale gaiety

=

It. gala : see Gala ]
1. Singing, a song

;
merriment, mirth.

c 1200 Inn Coll, Horn 197 pat hie ne muge heren here

remenge ne here gal, c 1275 Luue Ron is6 in OE, Misc

97 par-mne is vich balewes bote, blisse, and Ioye, and
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gleo, and Gal. 13 K A In 2548 The nyghtyngale In wode,

makith miry gale a 1310 in Wught Lyric P v 26 He is

faucoun in friht demest in dale, Ant with everuch a gome
gladest in gale C1315 Shoheham 107 pos-3 his o3ene gale,

b. said of the voice of an animal
Lybenus Disc (ed Kaluza) 1059 Hornes herde Jiey

blowe And houndes grete of gale

2 Speech, talk.

xj K Alts 2047 Listemth now, and letith gale, For now
ariseth a noble tale 13 . Coer de L 3346 On knees we
tolde hym our tale, But us ne gaynyd no gale c 1380 Sir
Ferwnb. 1889 So grym a was in Gale

Gale (g^l), so 3 Also 6-7 gaile, gayle, (? 7

gall) [Of obscure origin

Possibly elliptical for gale (or gall) wind (see quot 1619

in 3) where gale may have been originally an adj Some
scholars suppose that the word is in some wayconnected with
Da gal, Norw galen (neut galet), mad, furious, bad (often

said of weather), ON galenn, mad frantic (! lit enchanted,

bewitched), pa. pple olgala
,
to sing. The spelling and rimes

in the earliest quot ,
however, seem to disprove this ]

1 a A wind of considerable strength
,
in nautical

language, the word chiefly * implies what on shore

is called a storm ’ (Adm Smyth), esp. in the phrases

strong', hardgale (a stiffgale is less violent, afresh

gale still less so) , m popular liteiary use, ‘ a wind

not tempestuous, but stronger than a breeze ’ (J )

Also gale of wind. Equinoctial gale (see Equi-

noctial 2 b)
a *547 SoRRrv Proem to 73rd Psalm, I constrayned am

to beare my sayles ful loo, And never could attayne some
pleasaunt gaile [runes saile, assaile, availe, fade] 1358
Phaer AEnetd v §00 Frend Palynure, lo how the tydes

them selues conueies the fleets. This gale by measure
blowes 1596 Shaks Tam Shr. 1 11 48 What happie gale

Blowes you to Padua heere, fiom old Verona 1600
Hakluyt Voy III 424 At noone we had a fresh gale in the
poupe 1626 Cart Smith Accut Yng Seamen 17 Acalme,
a brese, a fresh gaile, a pleasant gayle, a stiflfe gayle 1698
Froger Voy 38 We set sail again with a favourable Gale of
Wind rt 1700DRYDEN ClawiffMet xi 668 At theCloseOfDay
a stiffer Gale at East aiose 1727 Swift Gulliver 11 v, The
ladies gave me a gale with their fans 177a J Robertson
Navtg vi 334 note, A common brisk gale is about 15 mdes
an hour 1774 M Macklnzie Maritime Sure 99 Hard
Gales of Wind m any Place, especially if it blows in the
Direction of the Flood, swells the Tide to an uncommon
Height 1808 Med Jail XIX 470 We had some smart

?
ales of wind 1846 M'Culloch Acc Brit Empire (1854)

. 261 High gales are genei ally from the west. 1839 Reeve
Brittany 137 There was little promise of the gale abating.

X884 Pae Eustace 19s The wind stdl blew a stiff gale

b. Poet and in rhetorical language often used
foi • A gentle breeze

1728-46 Thomson Spring 872 Can fierce passions vex his

breast. While every gale is peace, and every grove Is

melody? 174a Collins Eclogues 1. 15 Wanton gales along
the valleys play. 1791 Mrs Radclhte Rout Forest v,

The fresh gale came scented with the breath of flowers

a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I 201 The breath of vernal

gales. 1871 R Ellis Catullus lxiv. 282 The warm west-

wind, m gales of foison alighting.

C. regarded as the vehicle of odours
X71X Addison Sped No 56 r 3 He felt a Gale of Perfumes

breathing upon him. 1749 Johnson Van Hum Wishes 46
The tainted gales 1797 Monthly Mag III 92 A new project

of nutrition, by inhaling the gales of baker’s, cheesemonger’s,

and cook’s shops 1808 J. Barlow Columb 1 132 And gales

ethenal breathe a glad perfume c 1820 S Rogers Italy it.

(1828) 11 An underwood of myrtle, that by fits Sent up a gale
of fragrance,

d transf and fig. f With afullgale \ ? without

any interruption

1623 Massinger Dlt Milan 1 111, One gale of your sweet
breath will easily Disperse these clouds 1647 Clarendon
Hist Reb 11 § 53 The Scots brought all their mischievous
Devices to pass, with ease, and a prosperous Gale in all

they went about. 1663 H Power Expenm Philos 39 It

is far more ingenious to believe it to be a gale of Animal
Spirits, that, moving from her head along her back to her
tail is the cause of her [the snail’s] progressive motion

1669 Marvell Corr cxvi Wks. 1872-5 II 276 Unless we
should finde some unexpected gaile of opportunity that

would be sure waft us quite over 1675 Phillips Theatr.
Poet 162 lhat which is chiefly pleasant in these Poems

* [Herrick’s], is now and then a pretty Floury and Pastoral

gale of Fancy 1731 Swift Coir Wks 1841 II 646 Passions
. are the gales of life

;
let us not complain that they do not

blow a storm a 1734 North Lives III g8 On the fifth

night he slept with a full gale till morning, without any
waking at all ei8oo K White Lett Wks (1837) 323 Con-
tending gales of doubt and apprehension. 18*7 Pollok
Course T in, Her sails nicely set, to catch the gale Of
praise 1842 Tennyson Vis Sin il 12 The music Rose
again from where it seem'd to fail, Storm’d in orbs of song,
a growing gale

2 Jig A state of excitement or hilarity. U S.
x8 Brooke Eastford (Bartlett), The ladies, laughing

heartily, were fast going into what, in New England, is

sometimes called a gale 1883 Howells Silas Lapham
(1891) I 238 When she gets into one of her gales there ain’t

any standing up against her, 1894 Cassell's Mag, Apr 362/2
Going off into a gale of merriment at the recollection

3.

attrib. and Comb instrumental, as gale-bent
,

-lashedadjs.
; also +gale-wmd, a stormywind, gale

In quot 1619 gale, gall may conceivably represent Sc
gell ‘intense, keen, brisk’ (Jam )
1883 Harper's Mag Jan 209/2 The dwarf oaks grow

scraggy ana *gale-bent atop 1896 Westm Gass 19 June
3/1 Ushant ana its neighbouring isles rising from amidst
the *gale-lashed waves 1619 Z Boyd Last Battell (1629)

544 This world is like a working sea, wherein smne
like a *gall wmde ox strong tyde carrieth many tribulations

. from Countne ta Countne Ibid 1236 Our life like smoke
or chafle is carried away as with a gale winde

Gale (g^'l), sb 4 [? contracted from Gavel ]

1 A periodical payment of rent, the amount paid

periodically Hanging-gale : the rent due at the

previous gale-day ;
arrears of rent

1672 Petty Pol Altai Irel (1691) 75, 300M would pay one
half years Gale of all the land 1809-12 Mar Edgeworth
Absentee Wks 1832 IX 196 The balance due of the hanging-
gale 1828 Blaclew. Mag XXIV 224 A receipt for the last

gale of the rent reserved in the lease under which they claim
to vote 1862 H Coulter West Irel 214 There is no such
thing known in Erns as a hanging gale 1882 Standard
Aug 2/4 The effect of sweeping away the hanging gale

would he that the landlord would be unable to collect the

rent due m May, 1882 1888 Tunes (weekly ed ) x6 Nov
20/4 They all paid a deposit of £ 1, and one lodged a gale’s

rent less 40 per cent

b A rent-audit
x88i Leeds Mercury 4 Jan 6 The half-yearly gales or

audits are held on the second and third weeks of May and
December
2 An instalment (ofmoney) rare exc local U.S.
1843 Ld Campbell Chancellors (1857)V civ 31 Calculating

when another gale of salary would become due 1834N Q
xst Ser IX 408/2 The word Gale is used in the West of
Philadelphia in the sense of an instalment

•j* 3. A lordship or toll (on fish) Obs rare— 1
,

e 1640 J Smyth HundredofBerkeley (1885) 321 The fisher-

man sets the price of such his fish Ihe Lord chooseth

whether hee will take the fish and pay halfe that price to

the fisherman , 01 refuse the fish and require halfe the price

. The price or moity taken is called the Gale

4. In the Forest of Dean The royalty paid by
a * free-miner ’ for a plot of land, with the right to

dig for coal, iron, or stone ; a licence or grant of

land for this purpose
;
the area of land granted.

1775 in Nicholls Forest Dean (1838) 285 Untill you have
satisfied and paid me his Majesty’s gale and dues for work-
ing and getting coal in such pitts for two years last past

1832 in Sth Rept Dean Forest Comm (1835) 70 If we open
gales in different pai ts of the Forest, we must pay the gale

for each 1838 Act 1 2 Viet, c 43 § 29 Such gales so

forfeited shall be subject to he again galed or leased 1880

J Williams Rights of Common 177 Gales or licences for

making stone quarries in inclosed land 1884 Law 'I unes

31 May 78/a In 1846 M was m possession of two gales in

the Forest of Dean
5 . attrib

,
as (sense 1 ) gale-day

;
(sense 4) gale-

book, -fee
183a in sth Rept Dean Forest Comm (1835) 70, I went to

the galer, and had it transferred in the gale-hook. Quarries

have been sold to foreigners, hut their names cannot be put
in the gale book Ibid 71 A gale-fee of as for every 20
yards 1862 H Coulter West Irel 215 A few days after

the Gale day anothei bailiff, distrained for the Rent which
had been paid 1880J Williams Rights ofCommon 177 To
exact gale-fees or rents in respect thereof [stone quarries].

t Gale, w.
1 Obs. Also 6-7 Sc gail(l [OE

galan str vb. (pa. t. gSl, pa. pple. galen) = OHG.
galan, ON. gala

;
cognate with Gale sb 2

, -gale

(singer) in Nightingale; another grade of the

root appears inYell The strong inflexion appears

not to have survived beyond OE.]
1. intr, and trans. To sing ;

also, to deliver an

oracular response.

Beowulf786 para fie of wealle wop gehyrdon, gryreleoS

galan godes andsacan axooo Boeth Metr vu 3 Se
Wisdom glio-wordum gol gyd a 1400-30 A le xander 79S*

Right as my graceux gode hase galet me before. Ibid.

2257 pan gales paire god a-gayn & pus spekis. c 1480 Crt.

of Love 1356
4 Domtne labia' gan he crye and gale.

2. intr Of a dog: To bark, yelp. Of a bird,

esp. the cuckoo : To utter its peculiar note.

cxaos Lay 20838 Hunten par talieS, hundes per galieS

7« 1400 Morte Arth. 927 Thare galede pe gowke one grevez

fulle lowde c 1440 Promp, Parv 183/1 Galyn, as ciowys, 01

rokys, crocito, 1530 Lyndesay Test Papyugo 96 Gailflyke

ane goik, and greit quhen scho wes wa. e 1560 A. Scott Of
May 26 In May begynnis the golk to gaill.

3. transf To make an outcry, exclaim against

something.
c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. J336 Now telleth forth, tliogh

that the Somnour gale. 14x2-20 Lydg Chron Ttoyix xi,

Though men on it galen aye and crye c 1440 York Myst
xxxui 23 pat gome pat gyrnes or gales, I myself sail hym
hurte full sore.

Gale (g?l), v?- Naut. [f Gale j3.3] intr. To
sail away as if before a gale. Now rare

1692 Smith’s Seaman's Gram xvi. 78 In faire weather
when there is hut little Wind that Ship which hath most
Wind and sails fastest is said, to gale away from the other.

1739 Encour. Seaf People 39 It being little Wind, and
they galing away out of his Reach, he left pursuing them.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk ,
To gale away

,

to go free.

Gale (g^l), » 3 [f- Gale sb 4] trans To
grant or take the gale of (i.e. the right of working)

a mine, etc.

1832 111 sth Rept Dean Forest Comm (1833) 70, I con-

sider myself entitled to have a coal-pit galed to me, because

I am born of free parents within the hundred Ibid 71,

I have not galed any new works of late years 1839 Heref,

Gloss s v„ In the Forest of Dean, to gale (2 e to gavel)

a mine is to acquire the right to work a mine from the officer

called a gaveller, and to pay the share of the crown 1890

Gloucester Gloss s. v ,
Formerly stone quarries were galed,

but they are now leased

Gale, obs. form of Gall sbO, Galley, Goal.

Galea (ge l lia) [a. L galea helmet.]

1. Applied in Pot ,
Zool., etc. to various struc-

tures resembling a helmet in shape, function, or

position
,

e. g. the upper part of a labiate flower j

the membrane covering the jaws of the Oithoptera

and some other insects ;
a horny cap on the head

of a bird
,
and the like

1834 McMurtrid Cuvier's A turn Kingd 394 The
maxillae are always terminated by a dentated ana horny
piececoveiedwitha galea 1836 Penny Cycl V 252/3 Galea,
the upper hp of a labiate flower. 1877 Huxley Anat itto

Amm vu 402 Two processes terminate the stipes , of these
the anterior and outer, the galea, is soft, rounded, and
possibly sensory in function 1880 [see Galeate] x88x

Bentham in Jml Linn Soc XVIII cx. 344 The petals

are connivent in a galea over the column

2. Med. a 1 A pain in the Head so call’d because

it takes in the whole Head like a helmet ’ (Phillips

1706). b. * A teim for a bandage for the head,

somewhat like the form of a helmet’ (Mayne
Expos. Lex 1854).

f Galeable, a. Obs —1
[f. Gale sb 4 + -able.]

Liable to a gale, 1 e a toll or loi dship.

c 1640 J Smyth HundredofBerkeley (1885) 321 Theis fore-

said sorts only are called Galeable fishes or the galefibhmge

Galeage. Also gahage. [f Gale sb 4 01 z» 3

+ -age ] Royalty paid for a grant of land m the

Forest of Dean . see Gale sb 4 4
x88x Raymond Mining Gloss, Gahage,

royalty 1890
Gloucester Gloss s v., Manygales both ofiron and stone now
fall in to the Crown, thiough the failure to pay the ground-

rent or galeage.

Galeas(s(e, obs. forms of Galliass.

Galeate (gs lle't), a Nat. Hist, [ad L. ga-

leaius, f. galea helmet.] •= Galeated i and 2.

a 1706 Phillips (ed. K ersey), Cucullate Flowers are such
as resemble the Figure of a Helmet, or Monk's Hood ,

being
otherwise termed Galeate and Galericulate Flowers 1826

Kirby & Sp. Eniomol (1843) III. 26 The upper lobe some-
what resembles the galeate maxillajust named ,

but consists

of two joints. x86x Bentley Bot. 227 In the Monkshood,
the superior sepal is prolonged upwards into a sort ofhood or

helmet-shaped process, 111 which case it is said to be hooded,

helmet-shaped, or galeate 1880 Gray Struct Bot vi § 5

247 Galeate is a term applied to a corolla the upper petal oi

part ofwhich is arched into the shape ofa casque or helmet,

called the Galea : asm Aconite and Lamium
Galeated(gse 1/e'ted) ,///.« [t. as prec. + -EDL]

1. Shaped like a helmet.
1686 Phil Treats XVI. 286 The Flowers are Mono-

petalous, labiated for the most part or galeated 1750
G Hughes Barbadoes 153 The flowers are of the galeated,

monopetalous kind. 1859 R F Burton Centr Afr in Jrnl
Geog Sac XXIX 222 Patches and beauty-spots in the most
eccentric shapes—buttons, crescents, and galeated lines

2. Zool. Covered as with a helmet
;

furnished

with a galea.

1728 Woodward Fossils
,
Lett i 10 An Echmites, and

form’d m the shell of the galeated Echinus Spatagus X749

Phil Trans. XLVI. 146, I have seen some Specimens of

the common pileated and galeated Echmites

3 burnished with a helmet
;
wearing a helmet.

1760 Swinton iu Phil Trans LI 835 The drapery like-

wise of the galeated figure is something different *879
H. Phillips Notes Coins 9 The galeated head of Minerva.

b fig Galeated preface : a rendering of L. pro-

logus galeatus, the name given to Jerome’s preface

to his Latin version of Samuel and Kings
1772 Nugent tr. Hist. Fr Gerund Pref 9 A galeated

preface would be too latinized a term for a work not pro-

fessedly divine.

Galeaze, Galecbe, obs ff. Calash, Galliass.

Gale© (g£>lr ). [f. Gale + -ee] One to

whom a gale (Gale sb 4 4) has been granted ; the

tenant of a gale.
1884Z<2W Times 19 July 211/2 There is no fixity of tenure

in the gales so as to enable the galees to raise the necessary

funds 2888 Ibid LXXXV 130/2 The possession of such

property conferred upon the galee a licence to work the mine,

Galee, obs. form of Galley.

Galeeny (galfm). Also S galina, 9 galan(e)y,

-amy, -eny, -my, gaJlini. [a. Sp gallina monsca
(Mmsheu 1623) lit. 'Moorish hen’, or its equiva-

lent m Pg or It ] A guinea fowl.

X7g6 Stedman Surinam II xxv 234 They had also here

the tame galinas, or Guinea-hens, called tokay. 1801 Jane
Austen Lett (1884) I 263 Bantam cocks and Galimes x8xa

J H Vaux FlaskDid , Galancy, a fowl 1869 Blackmore
Lenta D vi, ‘Men is desaving, and so is galanies’ 1887

Mrs M L. Woods Village Trag. 11, 'Girls . as don’t

know a hen’s egg from a galeeny’s ’ 1887 S. Chesh Gloss ,

Galamy, a guinea fowl. x888 Beiksh Gloss , Gallim, thq

Guinea fowl

Galega(galr ga). [mod L
;
ofuncertain origin ]

A genus of the N.O Legtimmosse, Goat’s rue.

1683 Boyle Salub Air 89 The juice of Goat’s rue, or as

others call it Galega x88z Garden 12 Aug 131/3 The
Galegas are just now grand border plants

i Galegale. obs.-1 [A ludicious perversion

of mghtingalet
f. galen Gale 0 1

] A noisy fellow j

a ‘ sing-song ’.

a 1250 Owl fy Night 237 Thu hattest m3tingale, Thu
mutest bet hoten galegale, Vor thu bavest to monie tale

Galege, Galei, obs. ff. Galosh, Galley

Galeid (geHhd). [ad, mod.L Galetdce, f

G(ileus = Gr. ya\e6s
}
name of the typical genus ]

A shark of the family Galetdss {Cent, Put ).

Hence Gale idan [see -an] = prec.

1868 Sir J. Richardson, etc. Museum Nat Hist II 164

Order XII Galeods or Sharks Family V —Galeidans

[Galatiar).

Galei©, obs. form of Galley.



GALB3ST. 18 GALIMATIAS.

Galen (g** lenV Also 4-6 Galien. [ad L.

Galen-us (m med. L also Gahenus), Gr. raXrjvis ]

A celebrated physician of the 2nd century a.d.,

born at Pergamus m Asia Minor. Hence, jocu-

larly : A physician

[c 1369 Chaucer Bk Duchesse 372 Ne hele me may
phisicien, Noght Ypocras ne Galien ] 1308 Shaks Merry
SV 11. m 20 What sales my Esculapiusr my Galien? my
heart of Elder? 1607 [see Empiricutic] 163a Ashmole
Theat. Chem Annot 460 Every Galen hath his Plague

1714 Pearce Sped No 372 5* 2 Though Impudence and
many Words are as necessary to these Itinerary Galens as

a laced Hat or a Merry Andrew, 1833 M. Scott Tom
Cntigle xtv, Then followed the two Galens, and little

Reefpoint 1893 Farmer Slang, Galen

,

an apothecary

Hence Gale man a [see -ian] = Gale nic a.1 ,

Galenical a.1- Ga lenism [see -ism] , the med ical

principles or system of Galen. Also in com-
bining form, as in + Gale no-chemist, ? one who
employs both Galenic and. chemical remedies.

1663 G Thomson Galeno-pale iv 19 They , of a sudden
will all become Chymists 5 but Galeno Chymists. 1727-3*

Chambers Cycl. s.v. Galenic,
Paracelsus exploded Ga-

lenism, and the whole Peupatetick doctrine 1800 Med
Jml III. 256 The doctrine of their functions still savoured

of the old Galeman Theory 1869 0 W Holmes Med Ess.

vi (1883! 318 When we say ‘ cool as a cucumber we are

talking Galenism. 1896 F Ryland Logic 102 The fouith

figure is still sometimes called the Galeman figure.

Galena (gairna). Min. Also 7-9 galsena

[a. L galena, a name applied by Pliny to lead at

a certain stage in the process of smelting ; com-
monly, but peril, erroneously, identified with Gr.

yaXrjvi] a calm ] Native lead sulphide, the common
lead ore. False 01 pseudo-galena = Blaoic Jaoic 2.

Also called lead-glance.

[1601 Holland Pliny II 317 The third part of the vein

which remaineth behind in the furnace, it is Galsena, that

is to say, the very mettal it selfe of lead ] 167* J Webster
Metallogr xiu 201 Galena

,

or the hardest of Lead ore.

1733 Chambers Cycl Snpp , Galena, a name given by
mineralists to a species of poor lead ore 1796 Kirwan
Elem. Mm (ed 2) II. 218 Lead in Galena is in its metallic

state. 1812 Brackenridgc Views Louisiana (18x4) 148

The ore is what is called potter’s ore, or galena, and has
a bioad shining grain 1879 Atcherley Boerland 186

Parkins showed me a reef of galena on his farm.

attnb *806 Gazetteer Scotl. 352 A specimen of galena
lead oie was found in a small stream which luns into the
Quair. 1872 R B Smyth Mining Statiit 91 Traces of
silver have been found by the lessees of a galena lease at

Murmdal Creek. 187a Raymond Statist. Mines 4 Mining
24 The greater number of the veins located near the center

of the district aie so called ‘galena ledges’.

Galenic (gale mk), <1.1 [f. Galen + -io ] Of
or pertaining to Galen, to his followers, to his

principles and practice; esp pertaining to vege-

table preparations, as distinguished from chemical

remedies. Also playfully used for. Medical,

Galenicfigure • m Logic (see Galenical).
1668 Maynwaiung Compi Phys 64 Galemck Physitians

are of two sorts the Rigid Galenist, and the Galeno-
Chymist. 1707 Floyer Physic Puke- Watch 1 Concerning
the old Galenic Doctrine about the Pulses 1710 Salmon
{title), English Herbal, or the History of plants, names,
species, descriptions galemck and chymick virtues and
uses 1711 Addison Sped No 124 r 2 The ordinary Writers
of Morality prescribe to their Readers after the Galemck
way, their Medicines are made up in large Quantities.
An Essay-Writer must practise in the Chymical Method,
and give the Virtue of a full Draught in a few Drops. *771
Muse in Miniat 50 Debar’d O Sun 1 thy gieat galenic
skill, Earth shuts her poies, and Nature’s pulse stands still.

a 1836 SirW Hamilton Logic (i860) I 401 The fust notice

of this Galenic Figure is by the Spanish Arabian, Averroes.
*860 O. W Holmes Med. Ess vi (1883) 339 Remedies .

both Galenic and chemical that is, vegetable and mineial.

Galenic (gale*mk), a 2 [f Galena + -10.]

Pertaining to or containing galena.
*828 in Webster

; and in later Diets

Galenical (gale-mkal), a.1 and sb. Also 7 -all,

gallexucfll. [f. Galenic a 1 4- -al.] A. adj .

=

Ga-
lenic a 1 Galenicalfigure' inLogic (see quot 1 774).
*€32 Ashmole Theat Chem. Annot 461 Albeit I magmfie

Chemicall Phisique, yet I do not lessen the due commenda-
tions that belong to Galemcall 1671 Glanvill Disc M.
Stubbe 12 Galenical Physicians. 1712 tr Pomet's Hist
Drugs 1 . 133 They are much us'd m Physick among several
galenical Compositions. 1741 Watts Improv Mind 1. xvu
Wks VIII 125 Whether chemical or galenical prepa-
rations 1741 Chambers Cycl s v Figure, It is called the
fourth .and by others, thegalemcal Figure 1768W Donald-
son Sir Barth. Sapskulll 214 My face was disguised by a
galenical mask *774 Reid Aristotle's Logics 111. § 2 It [the
fourth figure of syllogism] was added by the famous Galen,
and is often called the Galenical. 1834 Mayne Expos. Lex

,

Galenical medicine
,
the medical principles taught by Galen,

which consisted in an almost entire reliance on simples.
*880 Daily Tel 20 Sept., Galenical Laboratory. [Wanted]
In the above department of a wholesale druggist, a young
man who thoroughly understands the manufacture of tinc-

tures and galenical preparations on a large scale.

Hence Galenically adv., with galenical or vege-
table remedies.
1681 Salmon {title). Compendium of Physick showing the

Signs and Judgments 01 curing all Diseases perform’d
Astrologically, Gallenically, aud Chemically 1694 Lond.
Gaz, No, 3020/4 The Cure of all sorts of Fevers; Galeni-
cally and Chymtcally performed.

B. sb. A remedy such as Galen prescribed, a
vegetable medicine, a simple.

1768W Donaldson Sir Barth Sapskull II 139 He was
occasionally supplied with chymicals and galenicals 1840

Barham Ingol Leg Ser 1. Licch Bolkestone. He swallowed,

al the least, two pounds of chemicals and galenicals *884

times 14 Aug 3 Suggestions had lecently been made for

standardizing some or our galenicals

Galenical (gale mkal), a 2 [f Galenic a 2 +
-al] = Galenic a 2

1828 in Webster , and in later Diets

Galeni’ferous, a [f Galena + -(i)feuous ]

Containing or producing galena.

In recent Diets.

Galenism : see after Galen.
Galenist (gi/ 1 12nist) Also 7 galienist, [f.

Galen + -ist] One of those who followed the

medical principles and practice of Galen

1394 Nashe Terrors Nt Wks (Grosart) III. 249 This
needle Gallaunt rayleth on our Galentsts, and calls them
dull gardners and hay-makers in a mans belly *606

Dekker Sev. Smites vu (Arb ) 46 What Gallemst or Para-

celsian 111 the woild, by all his water-casting, and minerall

extract 1011s, would nidge [etc ] 1692 Tryon GoodHouse 10

xvi 111, I had rather fall into the hands of an unskilful

Gallemst, than of a rash and ignorant Chymist 1727-31

Chambers Cycl s v
,
The Galemsts stand opposed to the

chemists 1869 0 W Holmes Med Ess.vi (1883) 319 These
Galemsts were what we should call ‘heib doctors’ today
1891 C Creighton Hist Epid Brit 536 Sit Theodoie
Maycine, the Kings physician, who had been dnvcn from

Pails by the intolerance of the Galemsts

lienee *j* Galenrstical a — Galenic a 1

16x2 Woodall Surer Mate Wks (1633] 236 They excel all

Galenistical compositions for the eradu..iting inveterate

maladies.

fGa-leiute.1 06s [f. Galen + -ite] =
Galenist
1606 Svlvlster Du Bartas it. tv Trophies 793 A skilfull

Galemte, Who (when the Crisis comes) dares even foie tell

Whcthei the Patient shall do ill or well 1636 Biount
Glossogr

,
Galemte,

one that studies or follows the Apho-
risms of Galen, the ancient gieat Physitian

Galenite2 (galf'nsit). Mill, [f Galena +
-ite ] - Galena.
*868 DanaMm. 41 Al! galenite is more or less argentifei ous.

Galenoid igalinoid), a and sb. [f Galena +
-01D.] A. adj Resembling galena.

1884 Athcnxum 26 Apr 341/* Depositing .. a lustrous

galenoid coating by the decomposition of an alkaline solution

of lead tartrate with sulphur urea

B sb. Cryst (See quot

)

[The form occurs most freq m galena, whence the name ]

188a A. H. Grten Phys. Gcol 11 (ed 3) 43 The complete

form is bounded by 3 X 8 = 24 equal and simtlai isosceles

triangles , it is called .the Tngonal Tnsoctahedron, or the

Galenoid

Galeny, var Galeeny.
Galeod (g^’lr^d). LchtJi. [ad. Gr yakewdijs

resembling a shark, f. yaXeus (see next) ] A shark.

*868 [see Galeidan]

Galeoid (ge?1 l/oid), a. [ad Gr. yaXcocib-qs, i.

yaXe6s a kind of shark: see -oid.] a Ichth,

Resembling a shark or dog-fish, b Ent. Belong-

ing to the arachmdans of the family Galeodidx

*847 Johnston in Proc Berw. Nat. Club II v 217 The
Aristotle tells us, is a Shaik or galeoid fish.

Galeon, -oon, obs forms of Galleon.

Galeopithecus (g*1 Uopipikvs). [mod L , f.

Gr. yaXtT] marten-cat + m9i]Kos ape.] A flying

lemur. See Flying ppl, a 1 b
1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 595/1 The remarkable genus

Galeopithecus *848 Carpenter Amm. Phys. xu. (1872)

304 Tne Galeopithecus or Flying Lemur.

G-aleot, obs. f. Galliot 1
; var. Galliot 2

Gale pote, obs. form of Gallipot

Galer (g^'lsi). Also7galor. [f. Gale sb.& +
-ee, -OB. Cf. Gavellek.] In Gloucestershire:

fa. The farmer or collector of the ‘gale’ or

manorial duty on fish {obs ) b The agent for the

letting of * gales
’
or mining licences,

c 1640 J Smyth Hundred of Berkeley (1883) 321 The
Loids seivant or farmer thereof, the Galor, 1832 in 5th Rep,
Dean Forest Comm. (1835) 70,

1

never sold a gale, hut I have
bought quarries I went to the galer, and had it transferred

in the gale-book.

Galericulate (gse-heri knildt), a. Bot. [f L.

galeri(.ul-um (dim of galerum cap) + -ate 2
]

Capped, furnished with a cap
;
= Galeate.

1706 [see Galtate] *755 in Johnson ; and in mod Diets

t Galericulatad, ppl. a. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ED.] =prec.
*698 Phil Trans XX. 468 A broad, round, galerniculated

[«r] Lip, the Center of which opens into the Hollow of the
Flower 1723 [see Cucullated 2]

Galerite (galls roit) [ad. mod L galentes, f

galer-um cap : see -ite ] A fossil sea-urchin of the

genus Galentes
1828 in Webster; and in later Diets.

+ Galern. Obs,- 1 [ad.F, galeme = Pr galerna,

Sp,Pg, galemo ; of uncertain origin.] (See quot.)

[14 J. Yonge Secreta, Secretorum 153 The lordshupp of
solerne ther as the day dawytli, neyther of galeme the
baillte, ther as the nyght nyghtyth ] 1693 Evelyn De La
Quint Compl Gard I. 145 The Galern, otherwise called
the North, and North North-West Wind, which reigns
commonly in the Month of April

Galette (gale*t) [a. F galette ] A broad thin

cake of bread or pastry.

*775 J Jekyll Corrcsp (1894) 51 He was crammed with
the galette or cake of the vintage *840 T A Trollope
Summer in Butt II 61 He was, in short, a merry, careless
fellow, eating the galette when he could get it [etc

] 1865
MrLTON & CurADLE North IV by Land 53 Taking a couple
of 1

gallettcs * [sir], or unleavened cakes, a-piece, [we] set out
on a forced inarch to the Fort.

G-alewes, -is, -ys, obs. forms of Gallows.
Galey(e, obs. foims of Galley
\ Galful, a Obs. [f gal Gale sb.2 + -pul ]
Of a deity : ? Ready to give oraculai responses (cf
Gale© 1 i).

1340-70 Alev ,?• Dind 389 Ne we for sake of our smne no
sacrifice maken To oure galfulo god Ibid 668 For mer-
cUue miche spah to mentatne langle, Je holden him galful

& god, & god of the tounge

Galgh.es, Galh.e(i‘ork), Galhouse, -hows,
obs forms of Gallows.
Galiace, var. Galliass.
Galxage, var. Galeage
t GaTianes, sb, pi. Obs -1

[f Galien Galen ]
f Drinks named after Galen ’

(Skeat).
c 1386 CiiAurru Paid Pi earn 20 Thyn ypocras, and eek

thy Galioni-s [v,rr galynns, Galianes, Galiounes] And euery
bovste ful of thy letuauc.

Galiantme, Galiard(e, Galias(s(e,Galiati-
dise, Galic, obs ff Galantine, Galliard,
Galliass, Galliaum.se, Gaelic.

t Galiegross. Obs. Also galligross, [ad. It

galea grosta gieat galley.] A gieat galley.

1628 Sir K Dilby Voy Mcdit (1868)38,1 had intelligence

that there was gieat force of galliones and galligrosses m
the roade that might happily oppose mt 1652 Urquiart
Jewi l Wks. (1834) 245 Whether they had galleys, galeoons,

galicgrosses, 01 huge war ships, it was all one to him
Galigal, obs foim of Galingale

Galilean (gcehlfan), a.l and sb. [f. L. Galtlie-a

(Gr TaAtAaia Galilee) + -AN ]

A. adj. Of 01 belonging to Galilee, the most
noitherly province of Palestine

*637 M11 ton Lyudas 109 Last tame, and last did go, The
Pilot of the Galilaan lake.

B. sb. A native or an inhabitant of Galilee

;

used by pagans as a contemptuous designation for

Christ, and lienee as a synonym for ‘Christian’.

Also, a mcmbei of a fanatical sect which arose in

Galilee in the ist century.

x6ix Binin Alts 11 7 Behold, are not all these which
sneake, Galileans ? 1683 Life Julian 100 After he received

that mortal blow, he ciyed out. Thou hast oveicome, O
Galilean x686 IIouNLUt Crucif Jesus x\m 697 A Gali-

lean was a md-mme ,
when the Jews called one a Galilean,

they meant an inconsiderable person. 1776 Gibbon Decl fy

F I xvi 526 Under the appellation of Gahlseans, two dis-

tinctions of men were confounded, the most opposite to each

other in their manners and principles ,
the disciples who had

embraced the faith ofJesus of NazareLli, and the zealots who
had followed the standard of Judas the Gaulontte.

Galilean fgoclilran), a.2 [f Galileo the cele-

brated Italian astronomer + -an] Distinctive

epithet ofthe form of telescope invented by Galileo.

1727-51 Chamblrs Cycl s. v Telescope, The Galilean or

Dutch telescope. 1769 Franklin Lett Wks 1887 IV 234,

I have got from Mr Lllicot the glasses, &c
,
of the long

Galilean telescope 1878 Newcomb Pop Aslron 11 1 108

The Galilean telescope was of the simplest construction

Galilee (g* 111/). Also 6 Galleley. [a OF.

gahlee, a. med.L. galilcea (Du Cange), a use of the

proper name (sec Galilean a i). Possibly the

allusion is to Galilee as an outlying portion of

the Holy Land, or to the phrase * Galilee of the

Gentiles’ {Matt iv 15).] A porch or chapel at

the entrance of a church.
According to some authorities, the L word was also

applied to the western extremity of the nave, as being a

part regarded as less sacted than the rest.

[a 1x80 Charter m Greenwell Dark Cath, (1892) 48 note.

Super altaie Beata. Marias in occidental! P°rte ejusdem

ecclestaj quas Galtlma vocatur ] 1393 Rites ofDurham (Sur-

tees) 36 A chappell maide and dedicated to the blessed

Virgin Marie, now cauled the Galleley 1814 Southey

Redcruh xxiv 29 There was a church and here within

An oaken gahlee, now black with age. His old Iberian

ancestors were laid 1848 Rickman A 1 chit 128 The most

gorgeous potch of this style in existence is the Gahlee at

the west end of Ely cathedral *892 Pall Mall G 31 Uct.

3/1 1 he extension of the chapel, by the addition of a gahlee,

was entrusted to [etc ] .

b attnb as in. Galilee-bell, -door, -porch, -steeple.

1593 Rites ofDurham (Surtees) 33 Over the Galleley dour

ther, m a belfray called the Galleley steple, did htng 111J

goodly great Bells Ibid. 33 And dyd rynne straight waie

to the Galleley Bell and tould it, to th’ intent any man that

hard it might knowe that there was som man that had taken

Saunctuarte 1839 Longi Hyperion iv i, My arabesque

. and Holy-Roods and Galilee-steeples 1868 Less Mia
Age 354 There is a Galilee porch at the south-west corner ot

the great transept 1879 Sir G Scott Led Archtt, I 127

The Galilee porch at Ely is one of the most magnificent

specimens of the fully developed style in the country.

Galimatias (gtelimm-tias, gEelim^'pas) Also

7 galimatia, 8 gallunatia(s, galimathias. [a. r.

galimatias, a word ofunknown origin, first found in

the 1 6th century ;
cf, gahmafrde Gallimaufry, and

see conjectures m Littre.] Confused language,

meaningless talk, nonsense.

*633 Urquhart Rabelais 1 11, A Galimatia of extrava-

gant conceits 1712 Addison Sped. No. 275 Fo
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great Cavity was filled with a kind of Spongy Substance,

which the French Anatomists call Galimatias and the Eng-
lish, Nonsense 1738 Ld Hervey Let to Lady M W
Montagu 28 Oct in Lady M 's Lett , If you do not dis-

like long letters, and an unstudied galimatias of tout ce qui

se trouve au bout de la plume (comme dit Madame de
Sevigne), let me know it 1824 H C Robinson Diary 10 June

(1869) II x 274 Now it seemed to me that Mr C had
no opinions, only woids, for his assertions seemed a mere
galimatias i860 Farrar Ong Lang vi 144 Simple

thoughts overlaid with galimatias,

b. transf. A mixtuie, medley.

1762 H Walpole Lett, to Montagu clxv, Hei diess, like

her language, is a galimatias of seveial countries

Galimeta-wood. Also gaiemeta The
wood of a West Indian tree (Dzpholis saltcifolta),

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 201 The White Bullytree, or

Galimeta-wood This tree is of a pale yellow coloui, and
reckoned a good timber-wood.

Galina, var Galeeny.
Galinasso, var. of Gallinazo.

t Galinga. Obs. Also galmgay, galyngaye,

Galanga. [a med L galinga see next ] = next

1483 Cath Angl 149A Galyngn, galinga a 1500 Reapes
in Bailees Ble 53 When it is thyk, do per-to gode spyces,

gynger & galmgay & canyll & clows, & serue it forthe

1688 R Holme Armoury 11 57/2 Cyperus, or English
Galinga, or the Bull-rush hath in the top a few short leaves

Galingale (gie lirjgc'l) Forms: (igaUengar),

4-5 galyngal(e, 5 ganyngale, 6gallyngale,gali-

gal, 6-9 galangal, 7 gallingale, galrngame, gaim-
gall, 6-9 galangal(e, 7 galangall, calangall, 6, 8

galengal, 8 galengale, 4- galmgale. [ad OF.
galingal (garmgal), a. Arab. ylsjdo. khalanjan

or khauhnjdn, said to be a. (through

Pers.) Chinese Ko-liang-kiang, lit. 'mild ginger

from Ko,’ a prefecture 111 the province of Canton.

The word appears also as med L galanga
,
gahnga

(F. galangue), MDu galigaen (Du. galigaan, gal-

gant), MHG galgan (mod Ger galgant). Several

of these continental forms are, like the English

word, applied to some kind of sedge and its dried

roots, as well as to the orienta^product.]

1 The aromatic root of certain East Indian plants

of the genera Alpmia and Kazmpferia ,
formerly

much used m medicine and cookery
riooo Sax Leechd III 12 J>onne do tSu pipor, & side-

ware, & gallengar, & gingifre c 1303 Land Coltayne 73
The note is gingeuir and galingale c 1386 Chaucer Prol.

381 A Cook they hadde with hem for the nones To boille

the chiknes with the Marybones And poudre Marchant
tart and galyngale 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met x vn, Ther

f
roweth galyngal, cytoual, gynger canel & encens 1533
Iden Treat Newe Ind (Arb ) 23 In this Hand is greate

plentie of pepper, Nuttemegges, Spikenarde, Galangale,

and other spices 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 373 It were

f
ood to put thereunto some Cinamon, Ginger, Galingale,

: such hot pieces 1697 Dampier Voy II. 1 63 China
root, Galingame, Rhubarb, Ginger, &c 1736 Bailey
Househ Diet 49 Cardamums, Cloves, Cubehs, Galangal,

Ginger, Mace and Nutmegs 1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot.

267 The warm and pungent roots of the greater and lesser

Galangale are. used by the Indian doctors in cases of dys-

pepsia

f b A dish seasoned with galingale. Obs
a 1616 Beaum & Fl Bloody Bro 11 u, Put in some of this

[jc poison], the matter’s ended; Dredgeyou a dish ofplovers,

there's the art on't, Or in a galingale, a little does it

2

.

Applied to an English species of sedge, Cyperus

longus, sometimes distinguished as ‘English galtn-

gale’, the root of which has similar properties to

those of the true galingale.

1378 Lyte Dodoens hi. xxm 346 The roote of Cyperus or

English Galangal is hoote and dry in the third degree 1389
Cogan Haven Health (1636) 84 Galingale, or rather Cipresse

roots, though it bee rare, yet is it found in some Gardens,
183a Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 23 Many a winding vale And
meadow, set with slender galingale

8. attnb , as gahngale-root
cx6ti Chapman Iliad xxi 332 The lote trees, sea-grass

reeds, And rushes, with the galingale roots all weie fir’d

1743 Land $ Country Brew m (ed 2) 226 Add a Pound
or two of Galingal-Roots to it

Galinipper, Galmule : see Gall-.

Galiny, var. Galeeny
II Gallon 1

. Obs Also 6-7 gallion. [Gr, 7a-

Xiov ] The plant Galium verum or Lady’s Bed-

stiaw See Galium.
1348 Turner Names ofHerles (i88x) 38 Gabon or gallion

is named in englishe in the North countrey Maydens heire

1378 Lyte Dodoens iv. lxxv 339 Gallion hath small, rounde,

euen stemmes, with very small narrowe leaues 1616
Surfl & Markh Country Farme 497 Likewise the seed
of Gallion or petty Mugguet.

+ Gallon 2
. Obs. ?The fore part of a ship

1604 E Grimstone Hist Siege Ostend 149 The vice-

admirall brake halfe the Gabon of his owne shippe, and
cut of all the hinder part of her

Gallon, obs. form of Galleon,
Galiongee (gsely^ndg*). [a. Turk.

qalyunjt
,
deny, of qdlyun, a. It, galeone Galleon.]

A Tuikisb sailor

1813 Byron Br Abydos 11 ix, All that a caieless eye
could see In himwas some young Galiongde 1821 Blackw
Mag IX 136 The Pacha call’d to him a Galiongee 1823
C B Sheridan m Joanna Bailtie’s Collect Poems 104 Our
Gahongees were her life and her breath,

Galiot : see Galliot
Galipot (gse hppt) Also gallipot, [a F gali-

pot, gafipo, of unknown origin, perhaps connected

with OF ganpot, a species of pine-tree. But cf

Littre Suppl ] The turpentine or resin which exudes

from, and. hardens upon, the stem of certain pines.

1701 W Nicholson tr Cha.ptats Elem Cheru (1800) III.

73 Galipot, a conciete resinous juice, of a yellowish white
colour and strong smell comes from Guienne, where it is

afforded by two species of pme 1804 Tingry Vamisher's
Guide (1816) 19 This turpentine, when it has acquired con-

sistence by exposure to the air, forms what is called gallipot,

attnb 1842 Francis Diet Arts, Galipot varnish.

Galipot, obs form of Gallipot.

Galium (g£
l li#m). Bot [a mod L galium,

ad Gr yakiov Bedstbaw 2 ] A genus of plants

(N 0 Rubiacese )

.

= Bedstbaw 2

1348-1616 [see Galion'] 1783-94 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot xv 164 Galium has a salver shaped corolla and two
roundish seeds 1880 C R Markham Pentv Bark 142

A little galium. by the road-side.

+ Galiwhistell. Obs [Cf. OF ' nng sifflet de

galer d’argent’, in a list of jewels dated 1474
?Connected with galer vb , to make merry, dance.]

1423 Indenture in Rot Pari IV 219 Item, 1 Galiwhistell

d’or pois’ dim unc’, pris x j Item, x Muskball d’or

GaU(ggl),j/' 1 Forms; 1 gealla^ealla),^^/*^
galla, 3-4 Salle, 3-6 galle, 4 gawle, 4-5 gal,

gale, 6-7 gaule, 7-8 ganl, 7 gawl, 6-9 Sc gaw,

4- gall [OE. gealla wk. masc., agrees in meaning
with OS. galla fern., MDu galle fern

,
(Du gal

fem ), OHG galla fem
,
(MHG. and G. galle fem ),

and ON. gall str. neut. (but Swed. galle masc
,

galla fem., Da galde com.) •—OTeut types *gallom1

gallon -bn- —pre-Teut *gholno-

The pre-Teut. root *ghol-t *ghel-t which is represented also

in Gr x'A’h ydAos, and in L fel, is perhaps the same as

that of OE geolo yellow (—OTeut *gel-wo-), L helvus,

Gr \\us-pos, the gall being thus named from its colour ]

I 1. The secretion of the liver, bile Now ap-

pliedonly (exc. in Comb )to thatofthe loweranimals,

esp. to oxgall (see Ox) as used in the arts. (From
the earliest period often used, like L fel, F Jel,ttc ,

as the type of an intensely bitter substance )

c 823 Vesp Psalter lxvm 7 Saldun in mete mmne gallan

c xooo vEltric Gloss m Wr -Wulcker 160/40 Fel
}
nil bths,

gealla c xooo Ags Gosp. Matt xxvii 34 And hig sealdon

hym win dnnean wiS eallan [MS Bodl geallan] gemenged.
c x2oo Vices $ Virtues (1888) 1x9 Ajeanes J>at underfeng

godd Se bit'r)e Jalle on his muSe a 1223 Alter R 106 He
smeihte galle on his tunge a 1300 Cursor M 24046 pai

gaf him gall to drinc £1374 Chaucer Troyhis iv 1109

(1137) The woo full teres jiat pel letyn fall As bitter wer
as Is ligne Aloes or gall 14 Metr Voc m Wr -Wulcker

627/8 Fel, gal a 1347 Surrey Ps Ixxiu. 22 Lyke cupps
myngled with gall, of bitter tast and saver 1613 Crooke
BodyofMan43 ThebladderofGaul purgeth awaytheCholler
from that meate 1732 Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 405 Gall

is the greatest Resolvent of curdled Milk 1793 Wolcott
(P Pindar) Pmdanana Wks, 18x2 IV 218 Tis sweetness

tempts the insects from the skies ,
Gall needeth not a flapper

for the flies i860 C. Sangster Sonn. 176 The sweat oozed

from me like great drops of gall

to Jig with reference to the bitterness of gall

£ xaoo Ormin x54ig To birrlenn firrst te swete win and
si]jJ>enn bitterr galle. <*1300 Cursor M 23729 Hony }>ai

bede and gif vs gall a 14x3 Lydg. Temp. Glass 192 Allas

Jjat euer bat it shuld[e] fal, So soote sugre Icoupled be
with gal ! x6xx Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girle m.
D.’s Wks 1873 III. 181 Loues sweets tast best, when we haue

drunk downe Gall 1624 Quarles Div. Poems, Job xn 88

Hts Plenty shall Be Hony, tasted, but digested, Gall

1752 Mason Elfnda 56 Relentless Conscience Pouis more
of gall into the bitter cup Of their severe repentance. 1824

W Irving T Trav, II. 33 And yet was free from the gall

of disappointment.

c m Biblical phrases.

138a Wvcur Lam 111, 19 Recorde of porenesse and of

myn ouergomg, and of wrmod and of galle — Acts vui

23 Forsoth in galle of bittirnesse and bond of wickidnesse

I se thee for to be. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 1055 Why
the good man’s share In life was gall and bitterness of soul

1893 Times 23 Apr. xo/x A Bill the very idea of which is

gall and wormwood to the Protestant artisans,

2 . The gall-bladder and its contents

£ X200 Ormin 1259 F°rr cullfre iss milde, and meoc, and
swete and all wijijjutenn galle c 1330 Arth $ Merl 7176
pat schulder & arm & nbbes alle He doun kitt wip liuer &
3alle, 1390 Gower Conf III xoo The dne coler with his

hete, By wey of kmde his propre sete Hath in the galle,

where he dwelleth. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg 172 Of pe

galle we makijj noon anothamie, for al oure science makip
noon mencioun of a wounde in J« galle c 1430 Lydg Mm
Poems (Percy Soc ) 36 To have a galle, and be clepid a
douffe It may wele ryrae, but it accordith nought 154*

R Copland GuydorCs Quest Chirurg I jj a, What is y®

galle? It is a bag or bladder panyculous set in the holow-

nes of the lyuer 1390 Spenser F Q 1 11 vi, He did .

.

wast his inward gall with deepe despight 1633 Heywood
Hierarch vn 416 Her Gall being burst, she would be seene

to swim 1671 Salmon Syn Med hi xxh, 403 Ground-
Ivy, it is a wound-herb, opens the Lungs and Gall, cleanses

the Rems, 1743 Land <$• Country Brew 11 (ed. 2) 151

Two different Juices from the Gaul and Sweet bread.

1820 Blackw Mag VII 470 Only a gut, a gaw, and a
gizzard 1897 Mary Kingsley W, Africa 543 The gall-

bladder is most carefullyremoved from the leopard and burnt

coram publico This burning of the gall, however is done
meiely to destroy it

f to Short for 1 sickness of the gall a disease

in cattle Obs

1577 E Googe Heresback's Hush in. (1586) 135 b, margin.
The Gal, or Yellows [In the text The sicknesse of the Gall

is knowen by the running eies (etc )].

3 . Bitterness of spirit, aspenty, rancoui (supposed

to have its seat in the gall: see 1390 in sense 2)
£1200 Ormin 1233 And arrt te sellf a33 milde and meoc

annd all wtJ>J>utenn galle <1x340 Hamtole Psalter, Song
Hczekiah 497 WiJjouten gall of yre and wickidnes *377
Langl P PI B. xvi 153 Falsenesse I fynde in pi faire

speche, And gyle in bi gladde chere, and galle is in pi

lawghynge 1577-87 Holinshed Chron II 43/x A plea-

sant conceited companion, full of mirth without gall 1641

J Jackson True Evang T, 11. 152 Breaches of charity

by virulencie and gall of our pennes, and by the violence

of our hands. 1781 Gibbon Decl F HI xlvm 29 Then
votaries have exhausted the bitterness of religious gall, 1849
Robertson Serm Ser. 1 xxi (1866) 349 The bitterness

which changes the milk of kmdly feelings into gall 1887
Hall Caine Deemster xxxvi 236 Fellows who had shown
ruth for the first time, began to show gall for the hundredth,

t* b. Spirit to resent injury or insult Obs
1390 Gower Conf I 303 And if it fal A man to lese so

his galle Him aught the name here of pacient £1450
Cokwolds Dannce 96 in Hazl E P P I. 42 And set for

all hys grete honour, Cokwold was Kyng Arthour, Ne galle

non he had. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv 111 93 We haue galles

:

and though we haue some Grace, Yet haue we some Re-
uenge c 1680 Beveridge Serm. (1729) I- 130 If there be

any such thing as gall in us.

f c. Hence, To break one's gall

:

in early use, to

break the spirit, cow, subdue
;
in later slang (see

quot. 1785) Obs.

CX460 Towneley Myst xxm 580, I warand you That
he shall soyn yelde the gast, ffor brestyn is his gall

1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Kennedie 183 Obey, theif baird,

or I sal biek thy gaw £1530 Remedie of Love lxv, in

Chaucer's Wks. (1532) 368 a/r 'Whiche she perceyuyng
biasteth his gal And anon his great wodenesse dothe fal

1386 J Hooker Girald Ired. in Holinshed II 142/2 The
deputie, when he had broken the galles ofthem, & had thus

dispersed them returned towards Dublin 1623-6 Purchas
Pilgrims 11. 1638,

1

still defied them which in a manner
broke their very galls 1785 Grose Did Vulg Tongue
s v

,
His gall is not yet broken, a saying used in prisons ofa

man just brought in, who appears melancholy and dejected

4 . U S. slang Assurance, impudence
1890 Cambridge (Mass ) Frozen Truth 28 Nov. 2/3 And

‘gall’, of which Joe always had plenty, especially as a poli-

tician x8oi Voice (N Y ) 31 July, With infinite ‘ galf’ he

has opened an office for the sale of ‘ original packages * only

a few feet away.

II. In certain transferred uses,

t 5 Poison, venom Obs.

[Traces of a confusion between the notions of ‘bitter’ and
‘ poisonous ’ are found in many langs (see, e g .Dent xxxu
32-34) , it was also anciently believed that the venom of

serpents, etc. was produced from their gall (Plin N H xi.

exem) Cf ‘ sagitta armata felle veneni’.Virg VEn xu 857 ]

1340 HampolePr Consc 6755 Galle of draguns pair wyne
sal be, And wenym of snakes par-with 138a Wyclif Deut
xxxu 33 Gal of dragouns the wyne of hem, and venym of

eddres vncurable. a 1430 Le Morte Arth 1654 How in an

appelle he dede the galle

0 . Gallofthe earth [L.fel term, F.Jel de terre’]

:

a name given to the Lesser Centaury, from its

bitterness : cf earth-gall (Earth sb l B. II), Also

applied to other plants.

1567 Maplet Gr Forest 37 Centorie is called the bitter

Herbe some cal it the gal of the earth 1603 Timme
Quersit in. 148 Out of the lesser centaune, which some call

the gaule of the earth, much salt is extracted 1848 Craig,

Gall of the earth, a name given in North America to the

plant Sonchusflondanus, a species of the Sow-thistle,

7 . The scum of melted glass [F.Jel de verre\

:

see Glass-gall.

III. 8. Comb., as gall-hke adj. Also gall-

bag, -cyst, the vessel containing the gall = Gall-
bladder

;
gall-drop, a drop of gall or bitterness

;

gall-duct, -passage, -pipe, the tube through which

the bile passes , f gall-sickness [=Du galsiekte

,

Ger. gallsucht}, a form of intermittent fever, com-

mon in the Netherlands (Syd, Soc. Lex.')
; + gall’s

purse -gall-bag , f gall-wet a., steeped in gall or

bitterness. Also Gall-bladder, Gall-stone.

1625 Hart Anat Ur 1 a is A yellow colour of the

skinne doth better declare any obstruction ofthe ^gall-bagge

then the vnne 1794 Colfridge Death Chatterton 109

For oh 1 big tgalI-drops Have blackened the faupromise of

thy spring 1702 J Purcell Cholick (17x4) 49 The Preter-

natural Position of Parts , as of the *Gall-duct inserted into

the Stomach. 1876 Chn Soc. Trans. IX 83 The fissuie

was chiefly occupied superficially by a very dilated gall

duct, so large that the index finger entered it readily on

opening it, 1605 Timme Quersit 1 xvi 85 They abounde

with, a certame *gauhke bitternesse. 1676 Cooice Marrow
Chirurg 390 In it [the Duodenum] are inserted the *Gall-

passage, Ductus Choledochm & Ductus Wirtsungianns or

Pancreaticvs. 1712 Blackmore vi. 520 Which .

striving thro’ the ^Gall-pipe, here unload Their yellow

Streams, more to refine the Flood 1^28 Paynel Salerne's

Regtm. Bujb, The other necessite is in respecte of the

*galles purse 1397-8 Bp. Hall Virgid., Sat n Prol

,

With *gall-weet words and speeches rude, Controls the

maners of the multitude

Gall (ggl), sb.2 Forms . 1 sealla, 4-6 galle,

4-7 gaule, 7 gal, 6-9 Sc gaw, 6- gall. [OE
gealla wk masc

,
a sore on a horse, corresponds in

meaning to MSw galle wk. masc., MLG., MHG

,

mod G galle fem., Du. gal fem. ;
m Ger. and Du.

the word has or has had (see Grimm Wb. and

the Nederl. Woordenb ) the senses ‘pimple or blister
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generally, barren spot m a field, flaw or rotten

place in a rock ’, etc. All these words are in the

several langs formally identical with those repr.

Gall sb \ and it seems not unlikely that they may
be actually identical; the notion of ‘venom’
(Gall sb.1 5) passes easily into that of ‘ envenomed
sore’ (cf. Felon sb 2

) ;
the other senses illustrated

below may be explained as referring to the gall as

a part of the carcass which has to be removed as

useless and offensive. The ON. and MSw. galls

wk. masc, ‘fault, defect’ (in phrases equivalent

to 'without gall’), seems to admit of the same
explanation.
It is, however, probable that words of different etymology

have influenced the sense-development in the Eng and other

Teut langs In the Rom. langs the word foi Gall sb?
(F galle,\t gala, Sp agalla

)

was used for a swelling on
the fetlock of a horse (=Ger. Jloszgalle, windgalle

,

Eng
WindgallI, and Ger writers of the 16th c. argue that the

word ought, being a tiansferred use of galls gall-nut, to be
limited to this specific meaning In Eng the word seems
to have been influenced (through Gall v) by OF galler

,

galer to rub, scratch, gall * possibly also by F, gale fem

,

itch, scurf, scab (also, flaw in cloth, whence Du goal) , the

source of these words is unknown, one suggestion being that

they are derived from L galla Gall sb ']

1. Originally, a painful swelling, pustule, or

blister, esp m a horse (cf. Windgall) In later

use (? influenced by Gall »), a sore or wound
produced by rubbing or chafing
ciooo Sax. Leechd II 156 WiS horses Jjeallan Lacna

5one geallan mid [etc ]. c 1440 Piamp Part/ 185/1 Galle,

score yn mann or beeste, strumus, mansta \l—mansca,
haemorrhoid?] 1514 Barclay Cyt. .5- Uplondyshm (Percy
Soc.) p ix. See how my handes aie with many a gall, And
stifle as a boide by worke contmuall. *37* Satir Poems
Reform xxvi 167 Tuiche ams the gaw and yan the hors
wil fling, Fra tyme ye spur and hit him on the quik 1600
Holland Livy xxvm. xxvii. (1609) 6B1 Full against my will

I touch these points, as sores and gals [vtihiera] that will

not abide the rubbing. 170a Land Gnu. No 3807/4 Lost
or Stolen a brown Bay Horse a Gall on the near side

1833 Kingsley Westw Hoi (1889) 329 He only got one
shrewd gall in his thigh.

fb In, specific applications (see quots ). Obs.

*575 Turberv Fanilcoune 345 Divers times there rise up
knuobes upon ye feete ofhawkes, as upon the feete of Capons,
which some call Galles and some goutes 1741 Cornel
Rant -Piece hi 504 Of the Gall 111 Swine This Distemper
shews itself by a Swelling that appears under the Jaw
f c To claw

,
rub

,
hit on the gall • fig to touch

(a person) on a sore or tender point. Also absol Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife’s T 84 Ther is noon of vs alle If any

wight wol clawe vs on the galle That we nel kike for he
seuh vs sooth 1323 Skelton Garl Laurel 97 Yet wrote
he none ill Sauynge he lubbid sum vpon the gall 1383
Abp Sandys Serin xiv 242 Heiod heard John gladly while
hee carped others, but hee could not abide to bee rubbed on
the gall lumselfe 1640 Sanderson Serm II 172 We shall

scarce read a chapter, or hear a sermon, but we shall meet
with something or other that seemeth to rub upon thatgaul

2. fig. Something galling or exasperating , a state

of mental soreness or irritation.

1391 Troub Raigne K. John n. (1611) 104 The other
guefe, I that’s a gall indeed, To thinke that Douer castle
should hold out Gainst all assaults. 1596 Spenser State
Irel (Globe) 612/2 They did great hurt unto his title, and
have left a perpetuall gall in the myndes of that people.
a 1626 Bp Andrewes Serm x. (1661) 462 The gals

t
that sin

makes in the conscience, are the entering of the 11 on into
our soul. *83* Lytton Eugene A 1 ix, In a few days he
might be rid of the gall and the pang 1880 Mrs. Parr
Adam <$• Eve xxxi 421 This was a gall which of late she
had been frequently called upon to endure.

1 3. A person or thing that haiasses or distresses

*537 St Papers Hen VIII, II. 4x1 Theise men, being
inhabited in soch a gall of the countne as thei he, been
soche a staye and lett to the King that onles thei be subdued,
His Grace shall never be m securitie 1396 Spenser State
Irel. (Globe) 645/1 It is both a principal! barre and xm-
peachement unto theeves . and also a gall agaynst all rebells
and outlawed Ibid 654/1 For if they [the Irish] might be
suffred to remayne about the garrison they would be ever
after such a gall and inconvenience unto them, as that [etc,],

t b. Galling or harassing effect. Obs
1348 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 112 b. The Frenchmen, not

able to abide the smart, and gaules of the airowes, fled
a pace.

4, A place rubbed bare
; an unsound spot, fault

or flaw
;
m early use also a breach. Now only

techn

*545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 114 A bowe . not marred
with knot, gaule, wyndeshake, wem, freate or pynche 1603
Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 1105 They with great labour
and Industrie repairing the breaches and gaules made by
the artillene *617 Markham Caval 11. 203 Being comd
into some laige and even hie-way, without either ruttes or
gaules to occasion stumbling. x6x8W Lawson New Orch

Garden (1623) 23 Young twigs are tender, if boughs or
armes touch and rub, if they are strong, they make great
galls. 1639 lsee Fret sb 2

1] 1721 Kelly Sc Prov,
2x8 It is a good Tree that hath neither Knap nor Gaw
1787 Best Angling u (1822)12 Angling line. To make this
line you are to take care that your hair be round and dear,
and free from galls, scales or frets x88i Greener Gun
268 In the cheaper grades a few small shakes, galls, and
want of figure are not accounted faults,

b. Sc. A fault, dike
*803 Forsyth Beauties Scotl II 470 The coal-field from

Saltcoats to Gamock is cut into three parts by two great
dikes or natural walls ofwhmstone here termed galls.

5. A bare spot m a field or coppice (see Gall v t

3). In the southern U S. a spot where the soil

has been washed away or exhausted.

*573 T usser Hitsb h (1878) 114 Bare plots full of galles if

ye plow ouerthwart, and compas it then, is a husbandlie
part 17x0 Human Tusser Rediv. Jan 7 Gauls are void
Spaces in Coppices which serv e for nothing but to entice the
Cattel into it, to its great Damage 1790 W Marshall
Midi, Counties II 437 Gloss , Galls, vacant or bald places in

a ciop *8x3 Sir J Cullum Hist Hawsted 4 Hardwick
ill, Sand-galls, spots of sand in a field where water oozes,

or, as we say, ‘spews up ’
, and lands where such spots are

frequent, are called galty lands 1879 Miss Jackson
Shiopsh Word-bL

,
Gall , (3), a stiff, wet, ‘unkind 1

,
place

in plough land x8gi T N Page Ole Virginia 140 The
log cabin, set in a gall m the middle of an old field all

grown up m sassafras

t 6. Filth, impurity; fig. ‘the offscourings’,

refuse Obs [With galle oper glet in the first

quot
,

cf. eaily mod Get. voller galle mid glesz

(Grimm), said of a rock full of unsound places.

Cf also Gall sb 1 7 ]
13 EE Allit P A 1059 With-outen fylbe ojier galle

o)>er glet. Ibid C 285 Tha3 I be gulty of gyie as gaule of
prophetes

7 Comb
,
as + gall-rubbed a., rubbed m such a

way as to lie chafed
;
gall-spot, a mark produced

by chafing.

1723 Bradley Fane Diet s v. Bone Spavin, Take the
Root of Elecampane wrap it in a Paper and roast it soft,

and after it is *gall-i ubb’d and chafed well, dap it on 1713
Loud Gas, N0. 5157/4 Some white*G.ill-spots 011 herWithers.

Gall (gtjl), sb.3 Forms • 4-6 galle, 6-7 gaul(e,

gawle, 8 gawl, 5- gall [a F galle = It gala, Sp
galla (111 Mtnsheu galha) L galla the oak-apple,
gall-nut ,* Sp. has also agalla ]

1. An excrescence produced on trees, especially

the oak, by the action of insects, chiefly of the

genus Cynips. Oak-galls are largely used in the
manufacture of ink and tannin, as well as in dyeing
and 111 medicine.
1398 Trevtsa Barth De P R xvn civ (Tollem, MS ),

The mall (Mandragora) haj> white leues and apples growejj
on he leues, ns galles growej) on oken leues CX440 Promt
Parv 185/1 Galle of appulle, or ojier frute {P. galle, oke
appyll, galla) X481 Caxton Myrr : xvm 57 Neythcr
montayne ne valeye taketh not away fro thorthe Ins
ioundencsse.no more than the galle leueth to be rounde
forhisprickis 1362 Turner Herbal 11 109 b, A gall is the
fruite of an oke and specially of the lefe 1616 Surix &
Markh Country Panne 28 He shall know a fruitfull and
fertile yeaie, if he see in the Oke apples, commonly called
Gals, a Fhe engendred and bred. 1607 Drydln Vug
Georg iv 389 To these add pounded GaTls, and Roses dry
X776-96 WmiLRiNG But Plants (ed 3) II 388 The halls,

or galls upon the leaves, are occasioned by a small insect
with foui wings 1842 Tennyson 1'alhmg Oak 70, 1 swear
(and else may insects prick Each leaf into a gall) 1869 [see

Case sb i 2 c] 3882 Gctiden 14 Oct 335/2 Another very
interesting gall is the Artichoke gall so called from its

somewhat resembling m form a Globe Artichoke
2 attnb. and Comb a simple attrib

,
as gall-

knob
; also m the names of various insects pro-

ducing galls, as gall-beetle, -gnat
, -insect, -louse,

-mite, -moth, -wasp
;
b. objective, as gall-bearing,

-making, -producing adjs. Also gall-apple= sense

1 ;
gall-leaf, a leaf upon which a gall is formed

;

gall-oak, f -tree, the oak (Quercus mfectona)
upon which are produced the galls of commerce

;

gall-steep, * a bath of nutgalls, for the process
of galling m Turkey-red dyeing ’ (Cassell). Also
Gall-fly, Gall-nut
x6xa Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) 203 *GaIl apples

or Gals is thereto a good medicine. 1828 Dl Quincey
Toilette Hebr Lady in £lacfew Mag XXIII 297 A pre-
paration ofvinegar and gall apples 1851 Layard Pop Acc,
Discern Nineveh vi 117 The Yalley of Berwari is well wooded
with the "‘gall-beai ing oak. 1759 B Stillingi-l. Econ Nat,
in Misc Tracts (1762) 86 When the *gall-msect called
cynips, has fhed her eggs in the leaves ofan oak, the wound
of the leaf swells 1892 L F. Day Nat. in Omani, 11 23
In the poplar too

{
the prominent *gall-knob at the base of

the leaf-stalk is distinctly characteristic 1863 E Peacock
in Athenzum 18 Mar 388 When this happens, the *gall-
leaves become prominent objects x868 Wood Homes
•without II xxvi 505 Theie are also ^gall-making insects
among the Diptera x88x Miss Ormerod Man Inj Ins,

179 The diseased growths formed of irregular masses of twigs
are caused by this *Gall-mite 1397 Gerarde Herbal

Table Eng. Names, *Gall tree, and *Gall oke with his kinds
1835 Booth Analyt Diet gx The Quercus insectifera, or
Gall-oak, is a native of Asia x8sg Darwin Ong. Spec
1 (1872) 6 The complex and extraordinary out-growths
which invariably follow from the insertion of a minute diop
of poison by a *gall-producing insect.

Gall (ggl), V,1 Forms 5-7 galle, 6 guall,
6-7 gaule, 6-9 gaul, 7-8 gawl, 6-9 Sc. gaw, 6-
gall [f Gall sb 2

; app. orig a back-formation
from Galled ppl a 2

;
the sense may have been

influenced by association with OF. galler ‘ to gall,
fret, itch

; also, to rub, scrape, scrub, claw, scratch
where it itcheth’ (Cotgr).]
1. traits. To make sore by chafing or rubbing
£1440 Promp Parv 185/1 Gallyn, or make gallyd, strumo

*53® Palsgr 560/1, I galle a horse backe with sadell or
otherwyse, je refoulle. Ibid-, I gall, as one dothe his
buttockes with rydyng, je me escorche les fesses 1602
Shaks Ham v. 1 153 The toe of the Pesant comes so neere
the heeles of our Courtier, hee galls his Kibe x6g6 tr Du
Mont’s Voy Levant 34 My Horse, who was gall’d under
the Saddle-Bow 1703 Moxon Mech Exerc. 201 The Pole

may draw
.
yourThigh against the underside ofthe Cheek

of the Lathe, and Gawl, and also tire your Thigh xv8a
Cowper Gilpin 76 The snorting beast began to tiot, Which
gall'd him in his seat 1821 Joanna Bailue Met Lee
Columbus xlu, Base irons his noble pris’ner gall 1844 Ar n*
Smith Adv Mr LedbnryW (1886) 168 [His] feet were some,
what galled with the haid walking of the previous days.

+ b To gall off. to rub off, remove by chafing
x6oa Marston Ant 4 Mel n Wks 1856 I. 21 Her wit

stings, blisters, galles off the skinne 1677 Land. Gas No
1220/4 A dapple giay Gelding., the hair being gauled off of
his breast, by drawing in a Coach 1694 Ibid No ^027/2.
The hair is galled off trom the off Thigh and Ribs
2. To fret or injure (inanimate objects) by nibbing

or contact
6

1600 Haki uyt Voy III 66 The Gabrieli . had her Cable
gauld asitndei with a piece ofdnuing yce x6x8W Lawson
New Orch. <$• Gulden (1623) 22 You shall see the tops of
trees rubd off, their sides galled like a galled horses backe
1693 Evliyn De la Quint Cotupl Card xg Make several
holes in the Earth wnh some Iron-Pm but withal so cau-
tiously, as not to gall any of the Roots. 3793 Trans Soc
AitsX. 1 , 21 We cutout every blanch that was decayed
or galled. 3796 C Marshall Garden vm (18x3) xo6 Take
caie to fix the stake firmly, and to tie the tree so with a
fii in hay band that it may not easily get galled

f 3. To break the surface of, produce furrows or
cavities in (ground, soil)

,
to fret or wash away Obs

1577-87 Hounmild Chion III 1223/2 T hree men riding
vpon the causeie, being then ouerfiowne chanced to come
into a place where the water had galled awaie the earth.
1603 Knolles Hist 'lurks (1621) 537 The light sands in
many places gauled deepc with the wind, wonderfully
troubleth the weane passengers 1691 Ray Creation 1.

(1704) 103 It would gull the ground, wash away Plants by
the Roots, overthrow Houses.

4 fig To vex, harass, oppress. (Chiefly said of
a metaphorical ‘yoke’, ‘fellers’, or ‘harness’

)

1614 Rali igh Hist World it. 1 § 12. 232 The neckes of
mortall men hauing been neuer before gawled with the yoke
of forrainc dominion X796 Morse Amer Geog II. 484
Long and heavily did the Tartar yoke gall the neck of
Russia, a 1839 Prai d Poems (1864) II 129 And though its

links be firmly set, I never found them gall me yet. 1863
Glo Elioi Romola 1 xvi, Our old Florentine trick of
choosing a new harness when the old one galls us

5 To harass or annoy 111 warfare (esp. with
arrows or shot)

1348 Hail Chi oh
,
Hen. VI, 124 b, The dastaide people

galled and wounded with the shot of the arrowes

*577-87 Hohnshed Chron III 966/2 With shot of the
English aichers were so curried and galled that they were
driuen to retire 1603 Knoi lls Hist Turks (1621) 535 As
much as they could shunned to encounter their enemies
with their horsemen, labouring only to gaule them with
shot 1697 Dryden Vug Georg, iv 446 l'hghts of Arrows
from the Parthian Bows, When from afar they gaul em-
battel'd Foes 1731 J Gray Gunnery Pref. 17 By these
engines they gauled the enemy at a distance 18x4 Scon
Ld ofIshs 1 xxiv, Where bowmen might m ambush wait,

. To gall an entering foe 1863 M Arnold Ess Cnt vii

(1875) 270 The surrounding multitudes galled them from a
distance with a cloud of arrows

6. To harass or annoy mentally, render sore m
spirit, irritate

*573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 18 So that I have
not yit bene so courst and gald m our own Hous, as I am
like hereafter to be pincht and nipt m the Regent Hous
*597 Montgomlril theme 4 Slue 1205 Quhen Hope was
gawd into the quick. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel 1 11 iv. iv

196 Many men are as much gauled with a calumny, scurnle

& bitter lest, a libel, a pusquill . as with any misfortune
whatsoeuer 1703 Rowe fair Pettit 1. 1 129 Ere long I

mean to meet ’em Face to Face And gaul ’em with my
Triumph. 1791 BoswrLL Johnson May an 1738, Cramped
and galled by narrow circumstances 1831 Lytton Godol-

plan 4 You will delight to gall their vanities

f D intr. To gall at

.

to scoff at Obs.

XS99 Shaks Hen V, v L 77,

1

haue seene you gleektng

and galling at this Gentleman twice or thrice.

7 . intr To become sore or chafed + Alsofig
16x4 B Jonson Barth Fair 11 1, Thou ’It gall between

the tongue and the teeth, with fretting. 1721 Ramsay El
Patie Btrnie 88 He gaw’d fou sair. 1737 Bracken Far-
riery Impr. (1756) 1, 332, I am very apt to gall and
have the Skin fietted off Ibid II 161 A young Horse’s

Back will fret, gall, and be full of Warbles, with even the

least Journey

fb. ? To crack. (Cf Gall sb.z 4 ) Obs. rare- 1
.

1770-4 A Hunter Georg. Ess (1803) I. 5x5 The wood
looked well, and did not seem to gall or warp so much as

Fir of the same age and seasoning would have done

Gall (g§l), v.b [f. Gall ji.3] trans Dyeing
To impregnate with a decoction of galls

xs8x [of. Galled ppl. a 3
] 1822 Imison Sc # Art II 194

Silk is dyed black as follows After boiling it with soap,

it is galled, and afterwards washed 1853 Ure Diet, Arts
I 180 For the dyeing of raw silk black, it is galled in the

cotd, with the bath of galls which has already served for the

black of boiled silk

Gallaee : see Galace.
G-allage, GaUaglass, GaUande, obs. ff.

Galosh, Galloglass, Gallon.
Gallant (gse lant, galarnt), a and sb. Forms

.

4-6 galaimt(e, 5-8 galant(e, 5-6 Sc galland, 6

gallants, -aunt, -aunde, 6- gallant, [a. F.

galant (recorded from the 14th c ), pa. pple of OF.
galer to make merry, make a show, (connected with

gale merrymaking = It , Sp gala, see Gale sb?

and Gala). The early senses of the adj in Fr are

‘ dashing, spirited, bold ’ (obsolete in Fr., but the

source of the prevailing sense m mod.Eng ) , ‘gay in

appearance, handsome, gaily attired’; and ‘fitted



GALLANT GALLANT.
foi the pleasures of society, attractive in manners,

courteous, polished The last of these gave rise in

mod Fr to the specialized senses 'politely attentive

to women’, and 'amorous, amatory’, which were
adopted into Eng in the 17th c , and are usually

distinguished by the accentuation galla nt. The
It.galante, courteous, honourable, and Sp galante

,

gaily dressed, sprightly,galan,galano gaily dressed,

seemed to have been adopted from French. The
use as sb, which is recorded m Eng. somewhat
earlier than the adjectival use, was adopted from

Fr , in which language all the senses of the sb. had
been developed.
The origin of the OFr verb getter is disputed The view

of Diez, that it was f the OHG ged—WE Golf, wanton,

is now abandoned, as the normal Central French form on
that supposition should begin with j ; the form gakr (for

which water occurs as a variant) points to an original

initial w Hence most recent scholars regard the vb as ad
OHG ivallbn to wander, go on pilgrimage , but the transi-

tion of sense offers difficulties that are not fully cleared up ]

A. adj

.

1 . Gorgeous or showy m appearance, finely-

dressed, smart, arch.

c 1420 Lydg Assernb Gods 296 Then was there set the

f
od Cupido, All fresshe & galaunt & costlew in aray 1508
'isher 7 Pend Ps cxxx Wks (1876) 203 By wantonesse

of wordes, by wanton lokes, galant apparayle of thy body,
[etc] 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. n. (1895) 132 The
houses be curiously budded, after a goigiouse and gallaunt

sort. 1578T N tr Cony IV India 139 The Mexican brought
garments of Cotten exceeding gallant 1589 R Robinson

Gold Mrrr (Chetham Soc.) 2 And in a galland garden
Stood this famous Dame 1507 Gdrarde Herbal 11 Ixxi

302 On the top of the stalke standeth a most gallant

flower vene double 1598 Barret Theor Warres 11 1 20
He shall alwaies go gallant and well armed 1617Mahicham
Caved, vi 35 The brauelier will your horses maine or taile

curie, and the gallanter it will appeare to the beholders
1665-76 Rea Flora. 75 It beaieth the biggest, doublefat, and
gallantest flower of all the double Daffodils 1671 Lond
Gas No 544/3 She appeared extraordinary rich and gallant,

being adorned with great quantities of Pearls, and other

S
recious stones 1794 Burns Song, Young Jamie, Young
amie, pride of a’ the plain, Sae gallant and sae gay a swam

1809 W. Irving Knickerb in iv (1849) *64, * must confess

these gallant garments were rather short 1897 Daily
Nevis 30 Mar 5/3 The Loid Mayor of Dublin, accom-
panied by the High Sheriff and the Town Clerk, gallant

in scarlet robes, ermine tummed
"j-b. Of language : Full of showy expiessions,

ornate, specious Obs.

1484 Caxton Chwalry 77 The armes with whiche le-

cherye warreth chastyte ben yongthe beaulte queynt ves-

tures and galaunt falshede. 155a Huloet, Gaye or galaunt
speach, phaleiatus sermo.

t 2 . Of women- Fine-looking, handsome. Obs
155a Huloet, Galaunt wench, bellula 1579 LylyEuphues

(Arb ) 51 This gallant girle, more faire then fortunate, and
yet more fortunate then faithful *613 Withers Abuses
Stnpt <S

Whtpl 11 11, Some gallant Lasse along befoie him
sweeps ?i6so Don Belhanis 173 The gallant Princess
Persians.

1 3 Suited to fashionable society; indulging in

social gaiety or display; attractive 111 manners,

polished, courtier-like Obs
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xix 6 Gif I be galland, lusty and

blyth 1548 LATiMrR Ploughets (Arb) 25 Thei hauke,
thei hunt, thei card, they dyce, they pastyme in theyr
prelacies with galaunte gentlemen. 1583 Stubbts Anal.
Abus 1 (1879) 98 He is but a beast that, would abstame
from such gallant pastyme.
absol 1645 Waller Of her Chamber 15 The Gay, the

wise, the gallant, and the grave.

4

.

loosely
,
as a general epithet of admiration or

praise; Excellent, splendid, 'fine’, ‘grand’. Cf.

Bbave a 3. Now rare exc. with mixtuie of sense

x or 5.

*539 Taverner Erasm. Prov (1552) 24 Nothynge is so
galaunt, so excellent, that can longe content the mynde
1623 Bingham Xenophon 84 It was a gallant sight, to behold
the army standing so imbattelled in the field 1641 French
Distill v. (1631) 124A few drops put into any Wine giveth
it a gallant relish 1649 J H. Motion to Part Adv Leant
16 Our Accademies teach the gallantest Theories of
knowledge. 1662 R Mathew Uni Alch § 33 29 He
presently fell asleep, and also into a gallant breathing sweat
1676 J (Cooice Marrow Chtrurg 8x9 Camphore given in
cooling Juleps is gallant to quench violent heat m Malign
Fevers 1724 De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) 78 Here was
also a stable ofgallant horses 18x2 Sporting Mag XXXIX.
185 A fox was run on Saturday . . in a very gallant style

*85* Thackeray Eng Hum. iv (1858) 174 Ihey played
for gallant stakes—the bold men of those days

b. often used as an admiring epithet for a ship ,

* Noble ’, stately
;
now usually with mixture of sense

S and some notion of personification.
*5®3 Stanyhurst /Eneis 1 (Arb ) 21 Three gallant vessels

1610 Skaks Temp v i 237 Our royall, good, and gallant
Ship, 1757 GrayBardn 11, In gallant trim the gilded vessel

goes. 1790 Cowper My Mothers Piet. 88 A gallant bark
from Albion’s coast. 1838 Prescott Ferd Is II n n.
450 A more gallant and beautiful armada never before

Quitted the shores of Spam. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundt
u (1870) 55 We may consider the name of the ship Argo as
meaning..' stout’, able to do battle with the waves, as we
now say a good or a gallant ship
5

.

Chivalrously brave, full of noble daring.

*596 Shaks, x Hen IV, iv iv 26 And there is my Lord of
Worcester, And a Head of gallant Warriors, Noble Gentle-
men 1597 _ s Hen IV, in. u. 68. 3611 Corvat Cru-
dities 236 Like a peerelesse Monarch garded with many

VOL. IV.

21

legions of the gallantest Worthies 1663 Butler Hud. 1

11 249 The gallant Bruin march’d next him 1713 Steele
Guardian No. 18 r 6 Otjr galant countryman, Sir Philip
Sydney 1769 Junius Lett xv 64 Ihese gallant, welf-
disciplmed troops 1781 Gibbon Decl Falllll 172 The
gallant answerwhich checked the arrogance of that ambitious
nnce. 1845 S Austin Ranke's Hut Ref III 639 He.,
ad all the parts and qualities of a gallant soldier 1859

Smiles Self-Help 1 (i860) xo Ihe gallantest of British sea-
men 1868 Milman St. Pauls 426 Sherlock made a gallant
defence
quaswKfo 1590 Shaks Mids. N 1 11 25 (Qo ) A louer

that kils himselfe, most gallant [1623 gallantly], for loue.

b Used, esp. in parliamentary language, as the
conventional epithet of a militaiy or naval officer.

*875 Lucy Diary Two Pari. (1885) I 49 The gallant
captain always begins to address the House in a breathless,
gasping manner Ibid 81 The hon and gallant gentleman.

6.

(Usually galla nt). Markedly polite and
attentive to the female sex.
a 1680 Butler Rem (1739) I 216 Th’ antique Sage,

that was gallant t’ a Goose 1728-46 Thomson Spring 584
The gay troops begin In gallant thought to plume the
painted wing. 1733 Pope Ep Bathurst 307 Gallant and
gay in Cliveden’s proud alcove, The bow'r of wanton
Shrewsbury and love 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781)
VI xxiv 137 Sir Charles fell immediately into the easiest
(shall I say the gallantest ?) the most agreeable conversa-
tion 3798 Jane Austen Northang Abo xm, Ihe general
attended her himself to the street-door, saying everything
gallant as they went down stairs.

7 (Usually galla'ntl) Of or pertatning to (sexual)

love, amorous, amatory. Now somewhat rare.
j

1673 Dryden Marr d la Mode hi i, The Billets doux.,
\

are so French, so gallant, and so tendre 1724 Swift
Cormna 29 Her common-place hook all gallant is She
pours it out in Atalantis 1774 Chfstere~ Lett. (1792) I
lxm 185 A little gallant history, which must contain a great
deal of love the subject must be a love affair. 1849
Ticicnor Span Lit II xxix. 529 note, Some of the contents
of which are too gallant to be very nun-like.

8 . Comb., as gallant-hearted, -minded adjs
;

+ gallant-springing a., ‘growing up m beauty’
(Schmidt).

1594 Shaks Rick III, 1 iv. 227 When gallant springing
braue Plantagenet was strucke dead by thee 1598
Barret jtheor Warres Pref 5 All gallant minded gentle-
men 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxn, His hopes of the
generous, handsome, gallant-hearted youth..began to fade.

B sb.

1. A man of fashion and pleasure
;
a fine gentle-

man. (Sometimes with added notion ofA 5.) arch.
1388 Pol Poems (Rolls) I 274 Galauntes [are] purs penyles.

1430-40 Lydg Bochas v. xxv. (1554) 138 b, Thei toke a
galaunt, borne of lowe linage, Called Prompalus , And
affirmed how he was sonne and lust heire m substance
To Epiphanes 15x3 Douglas AEneis ix. m 200 Ilkane
ane hundreth fallowys reddybounOfgoung gallandis 1598
Barckley Felic Man (1631) 622 Though the gallants think
thee rude, because in all things thou doest not imitate them
1627 Drayton Agmcrt, ccxciv, That braue French Gallant,

when the fight began, Whose lease of Lackies ambled by
Ins side, Himselfe a Lacky now most basely ran 1633
Bp Hall Hard Texts 608 All the stout gallants of Judsea
do roare and lament. 1645 Evelyn Mem (1857) I. x68

The streets are full of gallants 1684 Bunyan Pilgr 11

Introd. 89 Brave Galants do my Pilgrun hug and love. 17x9
D'URrEY Pills V 349 Ye Side-Box Gallants, whom the

vulgar call Beaus 1789 Burns Song Poet Wks (Globe)

251 My Harry was a gallant gay i8ro Scott Lady 0/L
i. iv, And many a gallant, stayed per-force, Was fain to

breath his faltenng horse. 1828 — F M Perth 11, The
young gallants of the Royal Court 1874 Green Short Hist.

vn. § 5. 389 Gallants gambled away a fortune at a sitting

f b. Of a woman A fashionably attired beauty.

£1550 Lusty Juventus Civ b, Now by the masse I per-

ceyue that she is a gallaunde. 1606 Dekker Sev Smnes
Induct. (Arb) 8 Ihou [London] that wert before the only

Gallant and Minion of the woild. 166a Pepys Diary 4
Sept , She would fain be a gallant

•f* 2 Used in the vocative a? a courteous mode of

address, esp. m plural ;
= * Gentlemen Also with

playful or semi-ironical tone, as in this gallant

—

'this fine fellow’. Obs
c 1470 Henry Wallace vm 1022 Had we jon gallandis

doun, On the playn ground, thai waldmor sobyr be. C1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxu 477 Reynawde called ten of

his folke andsayd to theym, 1 Galantes [Fr. Barons], goo fet

me the dukerychard* 1501 Douglas Pal Hon hi, 21 Then
suddanehe my keipar to me said, Ascend galland, 1591
Shaks x Hen VI, m 11 41 God morrow Gallants, want ye
Corn foi Bread ? *633 T. Stafford Pac Hib n. vi. 162

Whereby the indifferen t Reader may perceiue with what pre-

pared hatred, and prepensed malice this Gallant was affected

1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love Epil ix Gallants, look to ’t,

1714 Pope Epil to
1 Jane Shore ' 24 Faith, gallants, board

with saints, and bed with sinners x8xo Scott LadyqfLv
xvu, Exclaim not, gallants 1 question not.

*J*b. pi One’s (military) followers Obs.

1526 Skelton Magnyf 1326 Galba, whom his galantys

garde for agaspe *555 J Proctor Hist Wyat's Rebell,

in Arb Gamer VIII 49 Being roughly charged therewith

by Wyat and others his gallants.

3

.

(Sometimes gallant.) One who pays court

to ladies, a ladies’ man. Now somewhat rare

Also, a lover ; m a bad sense, a paramour.
nr 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 65 He toke alle her iuellys

and rynges that was geuen her by galauntys forto haue had
her to do foly, 1598 Shaks Merry W n 1. 22 One that is

well-nye worne to peeces with age To show himselfe a yong
Gallant 1664 Chas. II m Julia Cartwright Henrietta of
Orleans (1894) 153 A handsome face without mony has but

few galants, upon the score of marriage 1691 Dryden
H. Arthur Epil .41 And he that likes the music and the

play Shall b&my favourite gallant to-day. 1708 Brit.Apollo
No 31 3/2 And loose a Gallant by resenting a kiss. 1773
H Walpole Lett to Mann (1857) VI 20 Pride was their

mother, and whoever she laid them to, Hypocrisy was
her galant 3774 Goldsm Retal 65 His gallants are all

faultless, his women divine — Nat Hist (1776) V 290
When the female [pigeon] admits the addresses of a new
gallant. 1875 Fortnum Majolica vn 63 Small plates which
it was then the fashion for gallants to present, filled with
preserves or confetti, to ladies x886A Arnold inAcademy
18 Dec. 404 How few nowadays use the word ‘gallant’ to
describe a lady's man.

T] 4 Given by Gerarde as the name of a kind of
Anemone.
1597 Gerarde Herbal Table Eng Names, Gallant, that

is Anemone, Windflower. <2x667 Skinner Etymol. Bot.,
Gallant, Anemone, sic dicta ob exuniam florum pulchri-
tudinem

+ 5 . Haul. A name formerly applied to * all flags

borne on the mizen-mast * (Adm Smyth) Obs.

Gallant (galse nt, gse lant), v. [f the adj.]

I. (? stressed ga llant.)

1. tntr. To play the gallant or dandy, to ' cut
a dash 1 Also to gallant it. rare.
x6o8MACHlNX>j»«i. Knt 1 B 3 b. Be patient wench, and

thou shalt shortly seeme gallant it with the best. 3888 Light-
hall Yng Seigneur 74 As Papal Zouave, he embarked for
Rome to gallant m voluminous trousers on four sous a day,

+ 2 trans To make gallant or fine, to deck out m
a showy manner. Obs *

36x4 T, Cooke Tu Qvoqve 1 3 b, Enter Bubble gallanted.

Bub How Apparell makes a man respected ; the very
children in the streete do adore mee

XI. (Usually stressed galla nt.)

3 . intr. To play the gallant, flirt, dally with.

Also to gallant it

1744 E Heywood Female Spectator (1748) I 97 She .

,

gallants it with every pretty fellow she comes in company
with 17A9 GARRicicZrfAei Wks 1798I 17 I’ll lay six to four
that he has been gallanting with some of the beauties of
antiquity. 1809 Mar Edgeworth Manoeuvring x, Captam
Jemmison went on shore to spend his time in great dissi-

pation eating, dressing, dancing, gallanting 1859 Sala
Tw round Clock (1861) 73 Now we are in Horace Walpole's
time, and the macaioni-cynic of Strawberry Hill is gallant-

ing m the Mall with. Lady Caroline Petersham 1888 Snod-
grass Heine's Wit, etc. (ed 2) 208 Nor., did he gallant
With the crowned relatives of the Crnsars.

transf *762 Stevenson Crazy Tales 27 A Horse gallant-
ing with a Mare. 1847 Blackw Mag. LXII 666 Small must
have been the population, when these .great inexpressibles,
gallanted with the ladies’ large hoop fai thingales.

b. To gad about idly, ‘ gallivant Sc
1804 Tarras Poems 143 In kirk-yard drear they may

gallant, An' mak his tuif their fav’nte haunt. 182a Galt
Steam-boat vn 141 It is believed . . that the witches are
m tbepractice of gallanting over field and fiood in the shape
of cats and mawkins 3825-80 Jamieson s v, Women who
gad about idly, and with the appearance of lightness, in
the company of men, are said to gallant with them,

4. trans To play the gallant to (a woman), pay
court or lover-like attentions to, flirt with
367a J. Lacy Dumb Laxly 111 37, 1 find the Doctor has

amind to gallantme 1769 Misc in Ann Reg. 168/3 Abbes
are always gallanting the ladies. 1837 Mar Edgeworth
Harrington (3B32) 151 He was gallanting the Polish lady.

3865 Carlyle Fredk Gt xvi m VI 165 That young Durch-
laucht whom we saw gallanting the little girl some years
ago. 3883 A Dobson Fielding vil 183 When he visits a
friend or gallants the ladies

transf 1737 Cibber Non-Juror n, He us’d to make the
Maids lock up the Turky-cocks every Saturday Night, for
fear they should gallant the Hens on a Sunday, 03850
Arab Nts. (Rtldg ) 11 The cock .was gallanting one of his

hens.

fb To caiess (a hand) gallantly. Obs.
167a Dryden Assignation ill. i, I have tried every bar

[of the grate] many a fan time over ,
and at last have found

out one, where a hand may get through, and be gallanted.

5 . esp. To act as cavalier or escort to (a lady), to

attend or conduct (her) to some place.
1690 Crowne Eng Friar 1 4 Young Ranter talks to her,

gallants to her coach, follows her home 1728 Vanbr. & Cib.
Prov. Husb hi 1, The ladies, wanted you to help gallant
them. 1814 Miss MirroRD in L'Estrange Life (1870) I.

280 The House of Commons, where we were gallanted by-

half a dozen members 1872 Geq Eliot Middlem. 1,

Ladislaw gallants her about sometimes

b In a wider sense . To conduct, escort, convey.
1806W Irving in Life fLett, (1864) 1*7° Show this scrawl

to nobody, but gallant it, as quick as possible, to thje fire.

3807-8 — Salmag. (1824) 196 His first care, on making
a new acquaintance, is to gallant him to old Cockloft’s,

3837 Lady Granville Lett (1894) I 319 Mr Agar Ellis,

whom I invited, carried there, ana gallanted about 3843
Catlxn N Amer. Ind (3844) II. xxxvu 46 The one
[buffalo] which I saw fit to gallant over the plain alone
led me a hard chase 3854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks.

(1883) I 441 The little black steamer., sometimes gallanting

a tall ship in and out.

f 6. To gallant afan a. (see quot. a ryoo). b.

(? a misapprehension ) To handle or manipulate a
fan. Obs.
a 1700 B E. Did Cant. Crew,

Gallant a Fan, to break
it with Design, on Purpose to have the. Favour to Present
a better, 3733 Addison Sped. No 302 r 10, I teach
young Gentlemen the whole Art of Gallanting a Fan N. B
I have several little plain Fans made for this Use, to avoid
Expence 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) V. 303 Charlotte
galantingher fan,andswimmingover the floor without touch-
ing it. 1754 — Grandison (3831) III iv 24 Galantingher fan.

Hence Gallanting vbl sb. and ppl a
3664 Butler Hud 11 1 644, I rather hop’d I should no

more Hear from you o’ th’ gallanting score. 3707 Reflex.
83
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upon Ridicule 133 Amours, Adventuies, gallanting Stories

*715 M Davies A then Bnt I 21 1 he Gallanting Pamph-
let stiled The Pastime of Pleasuie 1797 Monthly Mag
III 537 He was of a gallanting turn, although he only made
love to old ladies r8ig J H Vaux Mem. II 30 She
would, by artful gallanting with a gentleman, facilitate

my design upon lus pockets 1830 Galt Lawrie T 11 xi

(1849) 77 To spend money in such gallanting was a thing

I had never thought of. 1869 Latest News 10 Oct 6

Young men who do their gallanting away from the city

Gallantee, var. Galanty
Ga'llanthood. rare

~ l
. [f. Gallant sb. +

-hood.] ‘Gallants’ collectively, chivalry
188z Palghave Vis. Eng 134 Half our best treasures of

gallanthood there, with axe and with glaive

t Gallantify, v Obs rare [f. Gallant 4-

-(i)ey ] trails (See quot )

1672 J Lacv DumbLady 1 6 Isa. Sirrah, talk of poisoning

my children, and I'l have theeso gallantified Dr Gallanti-

fied? piethee what's that, Wife} Isa. To be gallantified, is

to be soundly cudgel’d, sirrah.

Gallantme, vat. Galantine

t Ga'llantise. Obs [a OF galanttse, f.

galant Gallant a. • see -ice ] Gallantry, gallant

bearing, courtliness.

<11520 Treat Galaunt (i860) 12 Our gentylnes for

galauntyse haue we lefte there 1366 Painter Pat. Pleas
152 The thousand slippery sleightes of Loves gallantise

1391 Sylvester Dn Darias 1 vi 906 Whom all the Showes
of State Gray headed Senate and Youth's gallantise

Grac't not so much, as onely this Device 1396 Life
Scanderbeg 10 The gallantise and bravery of thy youth,

fGallaatish, a. Sc Obs. [f. Gallant sb. or a
+ -ish.] ? Fond of display.

1802 Bruce Diss, Sufrem in Life Knox (1813) I 421 A
weak, fickle, freakish, bigotted gallantishoi imperiouswoman

tGaUantrssimo. Obs. rare. [a. It. galantis-

simo
, superl. of galante Gallant a J As a mode

of address — Most gallant sir 1

2684 J Lacv SirH Buffoon it. it, But why, myGallantis-
simo's, do you not address to the rah Heiresses?

Gallantize (gse lantaiz), v Now rare [f.

Gallant + -ize. Cf. F. galantiser to treat with
gallantry.]

1 intr. To play the gallant
; esp. in to gallantize it.

1603 Flouio Montaigne m. v. (1632) 490 So they may
gallantize and flush it in noveltie 1611 Cotgr

,
se Gor-

giaser

,

to flaunt, braue, or gallantize it 1706 Phillips (ed

Kersey), To Gallantize, to play the Gallant 1807-8 W
Irving Salmag (1824) 325 They do ponder on noughte but
how to gallantize it at balls, routs, and fandangoes.

2. trans. To play the gallant to (a woman)
;
to

court.

1728 Morgan Algiers II. ui. 239 The meanest never
furnish then Visitors with such opportunities of gallantizing
their wives, as the French and other Novelists, .would
insinuate. 1736 Eliza Stanley tr. Hist. Prince Titi 22
A certain Privy Counsellor, who gallantised all the young
Girls he came near 187a Lytton Parisians ix m, There
Was a gal. .whom I gallantised.

Gallantly (gaelantli, galae-ntli), adv. [f.

Gallant a. + -ly 2
] In a gallant manner.

1. In gorgeous style, showily.

1552 Latimer Fruitf Serin (1575)11 148 Our Clergymen
whiche go so galtauntly now a dayes I heare say that some
ofthem weare Veluet shoes andVeluet slyppers 1582 Breton
Flourish on Fancy (Grosart) 17/1 Thus shall you see herBed
and Chamber, brauely deckte . And everymome set out in

each respect, so gallanthe. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks
(1621) 1260 A gard of an hundiedtall souldiours, gallantly
apparelled all in blew. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vi no On
her weddmg-day, how gallantly does she come foith as
a Bride adorned for her husband? 1753 Hanway Trav
(1762) I. in xxxu 139 A party of fifty persons, gallantly
dressed, well mounted and armed. 1851 Longf Gold Leg
in. InfrontofCathedral 23 A crowd Gaily and gallantly
arrayed 1

2 In an excellent manner, splendidly, finely.

1532 Huloet, Galauntly, belle, pollite, pollucibiliter.

1588 Greene Pandosto (1&57) 23 Which attire became her
so gallantly, as shee seemed, to be the Goddesse Flora her
selfe. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11 ix, They were gallantly aimed.
1838 L E. Landon Leg Tetgnmouth 11, And gallantly the
white sails swept On, on before the wind.

3. In a biave or spirited manner, courageously,
heroically.

1390 Shaks. Mids. N. 1 it. 23 (Fo) A Louer that kills

himselfe most gallantly for loue 1633 Sir E Nicholas inN Papers (Camden) II 37 Lo Taffansweared gallantly that
he appeared not there as a tale-earner a 1674 Clarendon
Hist Reb. vm § 14 The foot behaved themselves very
gallantly 1774 Fletcher Doctr Grace $ Justice Wks.
I79S Iv. 195 They fought gallantly for many glorious
truths 1839 James Loins XIV, I. 157 The place was
gallantly defended by the garrison 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng I 3S7 ‘Threaten such things to rich and dainty folk,

which have their hope in this world*, answered Elston,
gallantly, ‘we fear them not’.

4s With courtesy or politeness, esp. in the
exaggerated style of a gallant or courtier , in, recent
use, only of behaviour towards women
x6xx Cotgr., Gaillardement gallantly, like a gallant,

169a Dryden St. Evremont's Ess. 343 Onemay say seriously
of it, what has been gallantly said of Love, ‘All other
Pleasures are not worth its Pams’ 1763 H Walpole
Otranto v, (1798) 83 The latter retired gallantly telling
the prince, that his daughter should amuse his highness,
until himself could attend him. 1800 Mrs, Hervey Mour-
tray Fam I. 253 Lord Wilmington, snatching her hand,
gallantly pressed it to his lips 18x4 Scott Wav xv,
Mac-Ivor said, very gallantly, he would never raise his
hand against a grey head that was so much respected as

my fathers 1863 Miss Clayton Cruel Fort II 268 The
Colonel gallantly conducted her to the door

GallantneSS (gselanlnes) Now rare [f

Gallant a + -ne&s.] The quality or state of being

gallant, m various senses.

c 1430 in Rel Ant I, 75 bum pepyl that levyn now on
dayes, Ar mekyl set on galantnesse 1553 Eden Decades
eoo margin. Tneir galantnes m the warres 1575 Turberv
Panlconnc 151 His gadding moode and gallantnesse of
minde 1608-n Bp Hall hpist vi vi, In gallantnesse of
spirit without haughtwesse a 1639 W Whateley Proto-
types 1 xix (1640) 192 Any gallantnesse of attne or house-

roome <1x632 J, Smith Set Disc ix 432 That bravery
and gallantness is nothing else but the swelling of their

own unbounded pride and vain-gloiy 1706 Phillips (ed

Kersey), Gallantry, or Gallantness, courteous Behaviour,
Genteeiness , Courtship ; also Bravery, remarkable cour-

age 1721-92 Bailey, Gallantness
,
Intrigue or Amour

f Gallantrize, v Obs rare [f. Gallantry
+ -ize.] Onlym To gallantrize it

.

to indulge one's

propensity for gallantry. = Gallantize.
<11693 Urquhaut Rabelais m. vm. 71 'I he more flaunt-

mgly to gallantrize it [orig pour plus gorgias estre\

Gallantry (gcelantn). [ad. F galantene,

f galant Gallant a. and sb. . see -ery.]

f 1 Gallants collectively; gentry, fashionable

people Obs.
1606 Shaks Tr $ Cr 111 1 149 Hector and all the

gallantry of Troy <1x633 Naunton hragm Rig (Atb ) 33
bo weie likewise the Civill warn of France the Fence-
schools that inured the youth and Gallantry of the Kingdom
1660 Evelyn Mem (1857) I 357, I went to Hyde Park,
where was His Majesty, and abundance of gallantry x688
Ii Holme Armoury 111 209/r, I shall next proceed to give

J

rou some examples of Countrey fashions not of the Gal-
antry of those Countrtys but of the commodity

|
2. Fine or gay appearance or show, splendour,

magnificence Obs.
iSsxVmcnksPilgrtmagevn viii 693 They liued miserably,

yet foi gallantry ware bones and peeces of dried flesh about
then neckes 1630 Fulltr Pisgah in 1 411 The old men .

who could call to minde the greatness and gallantryofthe for-

mer (Temple]. 1662 Stillingtl Orig Sacr. Ep. Ded Aij,
They seem to envy the gallantry of Peacocks, and strive to

outvy them in the gayety of their Plumes 1724 R Wtlion
Substance Chr Faith 19 In whatever gallantry a man
appears upon the stage, he must retire, and be undi ess’d

x8ox SrnUTT Sports tf Past. Introd 5 The pomp and
gallantry that we find recorded with poetical exaggeration
in the legends of knight-ei rantty

fb A form of display oi adornment; an elegant

practice or habit Obs
1633 A.H Parthen Sacra x.vii xox The greatest gallantrie

of Ladies, is to haue them [pearls] dangling at their eares by
half dozens 1630 Bulwer Anthrofoniet. ix. 103 [Ihcy]
bore holes in their Cheeks for a Gallantry 1720 Mrs
Manley Power ofLove (1741) x6 Justs and Tournaments
were then the greatest gallantry ofthe Age.

+ o. concr m pi Pretty things, knick-knacks.

Cf. F. galantene Obs.

1687 Loud Gas No. 2221/7 Great quantities of Sweet-
Meats, Aqua-Frescas, and other Galantnes. 1716 Lady
M W. Montagu Let to C’tcss Mar 14 Sept, Besides
these a set of fine cluna for the tea-table, enchased in gold,
japan trunks, fans, and many gallantiies of the same nature
c X720 — Lett. (1837) II 47 Every matron saluted herwith
a compliment and a present, some of jewels, others of pieces
of stuff, handkerchiefs, oi little gallantries of that nature.

3

Bravery, dashing courage, heroic bearing.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb vi § 250 Sir John Beikly
with great diligence, and galantry, visiting all places in
Devon . took many Prisoners of name. x688 in Gutch Coll.
Cur I 379 The Bishops Council behav’d themselves in this

weighty matter with a great deal of gallantry and plainness.

1769 Junius Lett xxv xi6 With the unpiemeditated
gallantry of a soldiei 1841 Elfhinstone Hist Ind II.

307 He defended himself with great gallantry 1836
Emerson Eng Traits

,
Times Wks (Bohn) II 1x9 Hence,

too, the heat and gallantry of Us onset.

+ b A brave or gallant deed. Obs
1632 F Kirkman Clcrio Lozia igo He took the Bassa,

and with this handful of men peifoimecl a world of
gallantries. x6gx Tate in Petty's Pol Anat. Ep Ded
Auj b, But a single Gallantry appear’d not sufficient for the
Heir of Ormond 1711 Shaitesb Charac (1737) I.ao The
crusades, the rescuing of holy lands, and such devout
gallantrys are in less request than formerly.

f4. Excellence Obs.
1630 Fuller Pisgah 11 xi 228 The gallantry of his

strength 1637 R Ligon Barbadoes 87 It was a strong and
lofty Plant, and so vigorous, as to forbid all Weeds to grow
very neer it so thirstily it suck't the earth for nourishment,
to maintain its own health and gallantry

5 Courtliness or devotion to the female sex,

polite or courteous bearing or attention to ladies,

1675 Otway A Icibiades m 1, I may believe it Gallantry,
not Love 1746 W. Harris in Pnv. Lett Ld Malmesbury

;

1 . 46 His Grace shows as much gallantry as ever to a certain
maid of honour 1823 Lytton Ztcci 11 Glyndon accosted
Isabel with impassioned gallantry 1841-4 Emerson Ess ,

Love Wks (Bohn) I 78 From exchanging glances, they
advance to acts of courtesy, [and] of gallantry

1"b. Loyalty, devotion (to a monarch) Obs.
1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) igo, I hope your Lop*

greate goodnesse and galantiy to the King will defend him
from so high a miserie

6 A polite or gallant action or speech, a courtesy

because they think women inferioi to them If they looked
upon us as their equals, these stupid gallantries would cease
V '1 he occupation or behaviour of a gallant.
1632 Massinger & Fii r d Fatal Dowry v 1, I'm of your

sect, and my g illantry hut a dream 1665 Boyle Occas
Rejl v ix 11845) 331 'those Excesses, that are misnam’d
Gallantry 171 x Pom: Temp Fame 381 The men ofpleasure
dress, and gallantry 17x4 Addison Sped No 576 f jA range of broken Windows, and other the like Monuments
of Wit and Galantry x88o L Stephen Pope iv xoi His
[Pope’s] frame was not adapted for the robust gallantry of
the time

3

8 Amorous intercourse or intrigue
1678 D’chess Cleveiand Let to Chas II m Miss Berry

Soc Life Eng. <$• Fr (1831) 91 All the world knew that all
things of gallantly were at an end with you and I 1704
Swiri Mech Opeiat Spirit in 1 Tub, etc 317 All Com

Here's the Lute hold the Song upon your Hat "Tis
a pretty Gallantry to a Relation. 1737 Pope Hor Epist
h 1 145 The Soldier breath'd the Gallantries of France
1838 Dickens 0. Twist xvui, To exchange a few gallantries
with the lady, 1896 Daily News 16 Oct. 5/2 Men are polite

1774 L/iesteiyteuc s J*ett (1792j 1 Advt 14 Gallantry with
married women 1774 T Hutchinson Diaiy 15 Sept. I
242 She was not without a charge of gallantry. 18x9 Byron
Juan 1 lxiu. What men call gallantry, and gods adultery.
1874 Pusey Lent. Serm 28 Peisons notorious for their
immorality (gallantry, the world calls it)

-| b. An intrigue with one of the opposite sex.
1706-7 Fahquiiar Beaux Strat 11 i. The French are

a People that can’t live without their Gallantries 1727
SwirT, etc Man P P Misc. II. 272,

1

layed aside the
powder’d Gallantries of my Youth 1750 Chesterf. Lett.
(x774) I II 28 Every French woman of condition is moie than
suspected of having a gallantry

+ Gallantship. Obs. rare, [f Gallant +
-ship ] The condition or dignity of a gallant

, in

quot a mock title

1579 G Harvey Littei-lk (Camden) 65 Your gallantshipp
would pei adventure terme it zealc and devotion

t Gallanture. Obs. rare-1
. [irregularly f.

Gallant^ -t- -uun.] = Gallantry 7 .

a 1683 Oldham On Morwent xxvu Remains (1684) 74
Gallants, who then high Breeding prize Known only by
their Gallantuie and Vice

Gallary, obs form of Gallery.
Gallate (gse-l<.“t) Chem. Also 8-9 gallat.

[f. Gall-10 af + -ate ] A salt of gallic acid.

X794 G. Adams Nat Fxfi Philos I App 547, 14 Gallats,

the alkaline, of a gietn colour. 1807 T Thomson Chem,
(ed 3) II 348 It [gallic acid] combines with alkaline bodies
The compounds fonned have received the name of

gallates. 1876 Haiu ey Mat Med (ed 6) 422 Thegallates
of the heavy metals arc insoluble

+ Ga'llature. Obs. [ad. It. gallatura

,

f.

gallarc to fecundate (an egg), f. gallo cock
; the

word may have been also mod Lat ] The germ
in an egg.
1630 SirT Browne Pseud Ep ui.xxvn 151 Whether it

[the chicken] he not made out of the grando, gallature,

germe or tiedde of the egge doth seem of lesser doubt
1658— Gaul Cyrus 111 52 Whcthu it be not more rational

Epicurismc to contrive whole dishes out of the nebbes, .then
from the Gallatin es and treddks of Egges.

Gallaunde, -aunt, obs. ff Gallon, Gallant.
Gallaway, -axye, obs. ff Galloway, Galaxy.

+ Ga'II-bitten, a. Obs. In 5 galbeton. [f.

Gall sbf\ 1 Bitten so as to have galls on the

flesh

1482 Rot Pari 22 Edit) IV, VI 222 Nor that any suche

Merchaunt not Palj ngman, medell any Galbeton, storven

or pilled Elys, with good Elys

Gall-bladder (gglblaedaj) [f Gall sb,1 +
Bladder.] The vessel in the animal system which

contains the gall or bile.

1676 J Cooke Mat row Chuurg 394 The Gall-Bladder

is Pear-like 1767 Gooch Treat Wounds I 4x0 An
Officer received a wound m the inferior part of the Gall-

Bladder 1797 M Baillit Morb Anat (1807) 253 It

frequently happens that gall stones are found in the gall-

bladder after death 1872 Huxley Phys v 118 Opening
into the hepatic duct is seen the duct of a large oval sac, the

gall-bladder

Galle, obs form of Gall sb.

Galleass : see Galliass
Galled, ppl- a 1 nonce-wd. [f. Gall sb 1 +

-ED 2.] Mixed with gall, made bitter.

1604 F Hering Mod Defence 24 Hee that should taste

your sweetned Gall, would call it galled sugar, and not

sugred gall

Galled (g§ld), ppl a 2 [ong f. Gall sbv +
-ed 2

,
but afterwards taken as f. Gall v.

1 + -ed h]

1 a. Affected wrth galls or painful swellings,

b. Soie fiom chafing. Often preceded by some

defining word, as harness galled, saddle-galled

,

spur-galled
\ trace-galled

c 1000 Sax Leechd II 156 Gif hors geallede sie. 1390

Gower Conf II 46 The hors, on which she rode, was
black, All lene and galled upon the back 1430-40 lydo
Bochas 1. xx (1554) 37 b, A galled horse, the sooth if ye list

se, who trucketh him boweth his back for dred C1440

Promp Parv 185/1 Galiyd (S gaily), stmmosus
t

x54“

J Heywood Prov (1867) 69, I rub the gald hors backe

till he wmche 1602 Shaks Ham in. 11 253 Let the galld

lade winch our withers are vnrung x66o W Secker

Nonsuch Prof 151 Most persons are like gauld horses that

cannot mdure the rubbing of their sores 1818 A rt Presem
Feet 124 1 rusting to the apparently insignificant name or

a galled toe 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng (1871) I «u 207

Less sympathy than is now felt for a galled horse or mi

overdriven ox x866 Livingstone Last Jmls (1873)1 140,

I had a galled heel.

2 fig Irritated, vexed, unquiet, distressed,

x6ox Dent Pathw Heaven 328, I will leaue you to God,

and to your galled conscience. x6ax Bp. Hall Heaven upow



GALLED. 23 G-ALLEBY.

Earth § 4 The galled soule doth after the wont of sicke

Patients seeke refreshing in variety 1821 Clare Vtll

Mtnstr I 161 Gall’d jealousy, like as the tide, ebbs to rest,

1837 Lytton E Maltrav 243 His galled and indignant

spirit demanded solitude.

3 Of land . Bare through exhaustion or removal

of soil.

1881 Leicester Gloss , Galled also applied to land having
patches on which the crop has not grown or has been
withered 1883 C F Smith in Trans Amer Philol Sac

49 Galled spots m a field are places where the soil has been
washed away, or has been so exhausted that nothing will

grow
4 Comb

,
as galled-back, -backed adjs.

161a Drayton Poly-olb vii 309 1 hereby now doth only
graze The gall’d-backe carrion lade 1690 Land Gas No
2604/4 A Dark bay stray Nag .blind of the near eye,

gall’d backt.

Hence Cta Uedness.
1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis' Seer, iv 11. 13 Against the

galdnesse of the feete

Cralled (ggld), ppl a 3 Dyeing, [f Gall v 2

+ -ed 1
] Treated with a decoction of gall-nuts.

1381 Act 23 Ehz c. 9 § 3 Hosen, have been dyed with

a galled and mathered Black

Gallein (gse’Uim). [f Gall-ic a 2 + (-is)m ]

A brown-red powder, or small green crystals, ob-

tained byheating pyrogalloland phthalic anhydride.

Used as a dye 1885 in Syd. Soc Lex
Gallemeal, GaHemst : see Galenical, -ist.

Galleon (g* liffn). Forms : 6-7 gallon,

galhon, {Sc galeon, gaal^eown), 7 galeoon,
gaUioon, -oun, 6-9 galeon, 8-9 galloon, 7-
galleon. [a. F. gallon, and Sp. galeon. It galeone

{—Vg.galedo), med L. galton-em, galedn-em, deriv.

ofgalea a galley. The form galloon is probably

colloq. from nautical usage.] A kind of vessel,

shorter but higher than the galley; a ship of war,

esp. Spanish ;
also, the large vessels used by the

Spaniards in cairying on trade with their American
possessions (in modern usage chiefly in this con-
nexion).

1529 Lyndesay Complaynt 406 Idyll lownis Sail fetteritbe

in the gailseowms. a 1608 Sir F Vere Comm. 27 Fortie
or fiftie tall ships, whereof were four of the kings greatest
and warlikest Gallions. 1665 Manley Grotius' Lena C.
Warres 449 There were four Galeoons every one of them
carrying fifty Guns, or more, and near 700 men 1761-a
Hume Hist Eng (1806) III xlu 491 A hundred were

f
alleons of greater size than any ever before used in
lurope 1805 Diddin in Naval Citron XIII 394 We took

a Galloon, And the Crew touch’d the Agent for cash to
some tune 1872 Yeats Growth Comm 213 In a few years
they had compelled eleven Spanish galleons to strike their

flags

b fig A great prize or catch, referring to the

capture of Spanish galleons by English privateers.

1706-7 Farquhar Beaux Strut iv 11, This Prize will be
a Galleon, a Vigo Business I warrant you we shall bnng
off three or four thousand Pound.

Gallepyn, var Galofin, Obs.

GaTler. rare— l
. [f. Gall v 1 + -er 1

] One
who galls or irritates.

1674 N Fairfax Bulk <5- Selv 1x4 A willingness to be
nd of those gallers that twinge the brain of the stiff main-
tamer of this

Gallerian (galj>-rian). Also 7-8 gaUerien [ad.

F. galenen
,
f. galire slave-galley ] A galley-slave

1631 Massinger Believe as You List v. 1, This Galle-
rien Was not Antiochus, 1713 Darrell Gentl Instr. (ed. 5)
Supp vuu § s 89 The Prerogative of a pnvate Centmel
above a Slave lies only in the Name, and the Advantage,
if any, stands for the GaUerien 1836 Marryat Midsk.
Easy (1863) 218 Don Silvio with one hundred and fifty

gallerians, let loose on the coast yesterday afternoon 1

GflDeried(garland) ,ppl. a. Also 6-7 gallered.

[f. Gallery + -ed.] Furnished with a gallery

1338 Leland Itin. IV, 103 On each syde this Street the
Houses be gallered

,
soe that men may passe clrye by them

if it rame 1848 B Webb Continental Ecclesiol 24 The
west window is noble, with a transome which is galleried

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg 421 The entrance to an
old galleried inn in the Borough 1896 Century Mag Apr
931 It is radically unlike those columned and galleried .

churches

Gallery (gas ISri), sb. Forms: 6 galary(e,

6-7 gallene, 7 gallary, 6, 8 galery, 6- gallery,

[ad. F. galerie — Sp. galena

,

Pg galana

,

It.

galleria- med.L. galena, of unknown origin,]

1. A covered space for walking m, partly open at

the side, or having the roof supported by pillars
,

a piazza, portico, colonnade.
ci 1500 Assembly Ladies 163 The galeryes right wonder

wel y-wrought 1533 Bellenden Livy 1 (1822) 67 To be
edifyit with, taverms and galaris [L portions], to sauf
thaim fra somer schouris, or fra fervtnt hetis of the sone

*594 J« King Jonas xxvn. 358 Chrysippus, who was saide
to proppe vp the gallery of the Stoickes. 1601 Holland
Pliny II 496 This image of hers was set vp in the great
gallery or publick walking-place of Metellus, 1648 in Willis
& Clark Cambridge (1886) I 260 The rebuilding of y8

Gallery m y8 fellowes orchard 1760 tr. KeysleVs Trav
II. 193 The vestry leads to the gallery or cloisters of the
convent. 1796 H Hunter tr St Pierre's Stud, Nat,

(1799) III. 729 There is in the gallery of the Tudlenes, on
the nght as you enter the gardens, an Ionic column
2. A long, narrow platform or balcony, con-

structed on the outside of a building, at some

elevation from the ground, and open m front ex-

cept as having a balustrade or railing

1509 Fisher Serin Hen VII, Wks (1876) 278 His walles
and galaryes of grete pleasure 1513 More Rich lII, Wks
63/1 Hee came foorth of his chamber, and yet not downvnto
them, but stode aboue in a galarye ouer them 1398 Yong
Diana 57 The Lady is in the gallene ouer hei garden,
taking the fresh aire of the code night r6n Bible Ezek.
xln 3 Ouer against the pauement which was for the vtter

court, was gallene against gallery m three stories 1717
Lady M W Montagu Let, to Mrs. Thisilethwayte 1 Apr

,

The first house has a large court before it, and open gal-

leries all round it This gallery leads to all the chambers
1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 24 The lantern for the lights,

sunounded by a gallery or balcony. 1842 Dickens Lett
(1880) I 69 A wide handsome gallery outside every story

1871 L Stephen Playgr Europe iv (1894) 94 We lounged
lazily in the wooden gallery, smoking our pipes 1894 Daily
News 26 Mut 3/4 Our old coaching mns, with their roomy
yards and railed galleries

b. A similar passage on the roof of a house.

1535 Coverdale j Kings vi 10 He buylded a galery also
aboue vpon the whole house fyue cubytes hye 1832
Tennyson Pal Art 29 Round the roofs [ran] a gilded
gallery That lent broad verge to distant lands.

C. Aich . A long narrow passage either made m
the thickness of a wall, or supported on corbels,

having its open side towards the mtenor of a build-

ing, and serving both for ornament and as a means
of communication.
1756-7 tr KeysleYs Trav (1760] I. 391 A gallery which

leads round the inside near the roof, from whence the church
makes a beautiful appearance.

d. Naut A balcony built outside the body of
a ship, at the stem

(
stern-gallery), or at the

quarters {quarter-gallery)

1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram 11 11 The Brackets
are little carued knees to support the Galleries. 1679 Loud
Gaz No 1393/1 During which time, our Quarter took fire,

and burnt the Galleiy, but we happily quencht it 1720 De
Foe Capt Singleton xvm. (1840) 3x5 As to her quarter, the
carpenters made her a neat little gallery on either side

*797 Nelson in A Duncan Life (1806) 41 A soldier having
broken the upper quarter gallery window, I jumped in.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 37 From her poop and galleries,

the enemy sorely annoyed the British 1872 [Earl Pem-
broke & G H Kingsley] South Sea Bubbles 1. 14 They
lav under the stern gallery of the fngate.

3 . A platform, supported by columns or brackets,

projecting from the mtenor wall of a building,

and serving e.g. to provide additional room for an

audience, a. gen.
1715 S Sewall Diary 4 Feb. (1882) III 38 Mr Hiller

read it, out of the Council-Chamber Gallery 1814 Scott
Wav 111, The library a lame Gothic room, with double
arches and a gallery. 1854 Willis in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) III 168 The proposed Museum has a gallery

running round
b In churches

1630 J Taylor (Water P) Wks in 56/2 And twenty
pound he gaue to build a Gallene in the same Church 164a
Fuller Holy $ Prop. St 11 xiv 103 As for out lodgings (like

galleries, necessary evils in populous Churches) he rather
toleiates then appioves them 1690 S. Sewall Diary xx Sept

(1878) I 330Having also found that sitting so nearthe out-side
of the House [re the meeting-house] causeth me in Winter-
time to take cold in my head, I removed into the Gallery

*7x2 Prideaux Direct Ch -wardens (ed 4) 38 If the Church-
wardens would make a new Gallery, or add anything else

to the Church 1868 Milman St. Pauls xix 494 My voice

was heard distinctly in every part of the building, up to the

western gallery. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led Archil I 54 In
churches of the same kind, however, we find the groined
vault used to carry a gallery in the aisles

c In a theatre. Now spec The highest of stick

projecting platforms, containing the cheapest seats.

1690 Crowne Eng Fnar iv Dram. Wks 1874 IV 84,

I am . Governor o’ the eighteen-penny gallery i’ the play
house a 1704 T Brown Prol, Persms Wks 1730 I 51,

I, who never pass'd, as yet, The test of the misjudging pit.

Nor 1’ th' galleries tickled Crowd x8i6 Times 25 Jan
In what part of the theatre was the one-shilling gallery?

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick xxiv, The people were cracking
nuts in the gallery.

d. In a senatorial chamber Also ladies'

members' press-, strangers'-gallery

1753 Siots Mag XV. 28/2 There are strangers in our

f
allery 1847 Emerson Repr Men, Napoleon Wks (Bohn)

367 Dumont relates that he sat in the gallery of the Con-
vention, and heard Mirabeau make a speech 1897 Lucy
m Daily News o-Apr 7/2 News reached the Press Gallery

to-night of the death of Mr. Doyle, one of the oldest mem-
bers of the Press Gallery

4 transf. a. The assemblage of persons who
occupy the gallery portion of a theatre, the ‘gods’;

formerly often m pi Hencefig the less refined or

instructed portion of the public. To play the

gallery : to act the part of gallery-spectators To
play to (or for) the gallery : to address oneself to

those m the gallery (alsofig )

X649 Lovelace Poems 77 He should have wove In one,

two Comedies ; The first for th’ Gallery . . Th’ other for

the Gentlemen oth' Pit 1704 J, Trapp Abra-Muli Prol,

x6 Nor bless the Gall’ries with the Sweets of Rhime x8og

Byron Bards $ Rev xxvm, Kenney's ‘World' Tires
the sad gallery, lulls the listless pit. 1870 Echo 23 July

5/4 We were . constantly called in to ‘ play the gallery ’

to his witty remarks 187a Standard 23 Oct 5/4 His
dispatches were, indeed, too long and too swelling m
phrase; for herein he was always ‘playing to the
galleries ' 1878 Irving Stage 28 That same gallery which
at first roared itself hoarse, while the play went on in

dumb-show, became hushed in rapt admiration. 1890
Scotsman 18 Aug ,

He [Mr Blaine] was playing for his

Irish gallery. 1892 Law Times XCII 156/1 We hope that

advocates will be courteous to judges, to opposing
counsel, and to witnesses, and not play to the gallery. 1896
Westni. Gaz 10 June 4/2 The ‘gallery’ will he most in-

terestedm the three couples [of golf players]

b The body of persons who occupy a public

gallery m a senatorial chambei.
1817 Pari Deb 568 He addressed himself principally to

his friends on his right and left, and in so inaudible a voice
that his remarks did not reach the gallery 1844 Ld
Brougham Brit Const ix § a (1862)119 The mischief arose
fiom suffering the galleries [of the French National Con-
vention] to mterfei e with their plaudits or their hisses 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng II 383 The Solicitor spoke at great
length and with great acrimony, and was often interrupted

by the clamours and hisses of the audience . The galleries

were furious.

5 . A long narrow apartment, sometimes serving

as a means of access to other parts of a house

;

a corridor.

1341 Barnes Wks (13731 210/1, I was brought afore my
Lorde Cardmall into his galary, and there hee reade all

myne articles. 1669 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

HI. 326 The roofe of the said building to conteme and
be devided into five roomes or gallaryes 17x1 Steele
Sped No. ioq IP r We were now arrived at the Upper-
end of the Gallery, when the Knight faced towards one
of the Pictures 1828 Scott F M. Perth xii, Brother
Cyprian, at the end of a long gallery, opened the door of

a small apartment 1868 J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng I 95
A gallery communicating between his residence and the
monastery.

6 An apartment or building devoted to the

exhibition of works of art.

1591 Shaks i Hen VI, ir m 37 Long time thy shadow
hath been thrall to me, Form my Gallerythy Picture hangs
1625 Bacon Ess Friendship (Arb ) 165 For a Crowd is not
Company

,
And Faces are but a Gallery of Pictures where

there is no Loue 1638 Junius Paint Ancients 339 A Gallery

m the suburbs of Naples, looking toward the West, which,

was richly furnished with many good pieces 178a Sir J
Reynolds Disc xi (1842) 198 In going through a gallery

where there were many portraits of the last ages. 1818
Byron Ch Har tv. lxi, For I have been accustom'd to en-

twine My thoughts with nature rather in the fields Than
Art in galleries 1847 Emerson Poems, Day’s Ration, Why
need I galleries, when a pupil’s draught After the master’s

sketch fills and o'erfills My apprehension ? 1883 Ld Cairns
in Standard 9 May 2/3 The galleries would not he kept
open after six o'clock

7 Mil. and Mining. An underground passage,

horizontal or nearly so ;
a level or dnft.

1631 Prhmpaht Siege Busse 7 Counte Ernst, was advised
by his Ingener..to make a great Gallene directly vpon the
Citie fiom the letter N. 1659 Hammond On Ps cxxxix.

x-5 Paraphi 673 A man can no more escape or inarch un-
discovered out of a city the most closely besieged, when the

galleries are prepared. X711 Mil <$ Sea Diet (ed 4),

Galery, . also us’d for the Branch of a Mine, that is, a
narrow Passage under Ground, leading to the Mine that is

carry’d on under any Work design'd to be blown up. 1799
Kirwan Geol Ess 249The basalt reposed on clay,into which
a gallery was worked without meeting the basalt. 1838
Lytton Leila l v. Till he came at length into a narrow,

dark, and damp gallery, that seemed cut from the living rock.

2853 Ure Did Arts II 17s The most ordinary dimensions

of galleries [in mines] are a yard wide and two yards high.

1884 Manch Exam 22 Feb. 5/2 The air is earned along to

the extremities of the workings in galleries constructed of

canvas, technically known as brattice cloth,

b Mil. (See quot. 1704.) ? Obs.

1704 Harris Lex Tec/m
,
Gallery, in Fortification, is a

covered Walk, the Sides whereof are Musket-proof, con-

sisting of a double Row of Planks lined with Plates of Iron

. These Galleries are frequently made use of in the Moat
already filled with Faggots and Bavins, to the end that the

Miner may approach safe to the face of the Bastion, when
the Artillery of the opposite Flank is dismounted 1711

Mil Sea Diet (ed 4), Galery, a Passage made across

the Ditch of a Town besieg’d, with Timbers fastened on the

Ground and plank’d over 1716 Land Gaz No 5476/1
The Heads of the Bridges, or Galleries, over the Ditch of

the Palank, had been damaged.

f c Mil A * lane ’ m open space between ranks

or bodies of men,
1591 Garrard Art Warre 212 The spaces, intervalles,

galeries and passages, which are amongst the ranks . . do
serue [etc ]
8 a. A passage made by a deer, etc. through

brushwood {obs ; cf Entry 7 c). b. A passage

madeby an animal underground, or through a rock.

1674 N Cox Gentl, Recreat. (1677I 68 If you would know
the height and thickness of the Hart, observe his Entries

and Galleries into the Thickets, and what Boughs he hath
over-stridden 1849 Murchison Siluria 111, 40 The . .

gal

lenes made by Crustaceans

9 Tennis (See quot. 1878.) Winning-gallery,

the opemng most remote fiom the dedans or service-

side.

1699 Boyer Compl. Fr Master iv. Fam. Dial
, Jay mis

sa Salle dans lepetit trou, ou dam la Galerie 1 put his

Ball into the Hazard, or the Gallery. 1829 Land Encycl.
in Blame's Rur. Sports (1840) 133 Upon the entrance of a
tennis court there is a long gallerywhich goes to the dedans,

that is, a kind of front gallery, into which, wheneyer a ball

is struck, it tells for a certain stroke This long gallery is

divided into different compartments or galleries, each, of
which has its particular name. 1878 J Marshall Ann.
Tennis 157 Galleries, the openings beneath the sxde-pent-

house, including the first, second, and last galleries, the

door, and the line-opening, on each side of the net. Ibid.

183 Every ball which either falls short or enters a gallery
(except always the winning-gallery) counts for nothing.
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GALLERY.

IQ An ornamental parapet or railing running

along the edge of a table, shelf, or the like.

1853 Cabinet makers Assistant n 33 Wi iting Tables .

The centie shelf should be lunged at the back. . I he
gallery may either be of fret work or of bronze.

11, In a lamp , A bevelled ling for supporting

a globe or shade

12. atlnb and Comb. a. simple attrib
,

as

(sense 1) gallery-walks ;
(sense 2, 3) gallery-stairs)

(sense 3 b) gallery-critic
,

-door
,
-keeper', (sense 3

c, d) (twopenny) gallery-man ;
(sense 6) gallery-

attendant
,

-exhibition,
-goer, -picture, -trotter ;

(sense 7) gallery-case, -frame ;
also gallery-like adj.

b. special comb , as gallery-furnace (see quol )

;

gallery-hat, a piece of showy play (primarily by a

batsman in cricket) intended to gam applause from

uncritical spectators ;
so gallery-hitting', gallery-

ladder (see quot.) ;
gallery-post Tennis (see

quot.); gallery-practice, mdooi photography;

gallery-road, ‘an artificial loadway constructed

on piles’ (Cent Diet.); gallery-shot, -stroke

(cf. gallery-hit').

1893M. H Judge inM H.J 4 Lords DayAct (1897) 30
So far as the actual "galleiy attendants are concerned 1831

J
S Macaulay Field Fork/. 229 Making gabions, fascines,

lind-frames, and "gallery cases. 1784 Cowrcit Task 11 363
Transforms old print To zigzag manuscript, and cheats the

eyes Of '"gallery cutics by a thousand aits *480 Wardt obe

Accts. Edit) IV(Nicolas 1830) 127 For a holowe key for the

*galary dore of the same Wardrobe vuj d 1837 Ruskin
Pol. Ecoii Art 11 (1868) 120 There is one disadvantage

attached necessarily to "galleiy exhibition, namely, tne

extent of mischief which may be donebyone foolish curator.

1831 J. S Macaulay Field Forhf 190 The false frame is

a little shorter and wider than the "gallery-frames 1881

Raymond Minute Gloss , ^Galleryfurnace, a retort furnace

used m the distillation of mercury 1888 Pall Mall G 22

May 3/2 There are several minor collections on show at the

present time worth the attention of the "gallery goer 188a

Cassell, *Gallery hit 1888 W. G Grace1 in Steel & Lyttle-

ton Cricket ix (Badm ) 307 On such a wicket as this do not

"Gallery-keepers at St. Maigaret’s Church 1706
(ed Kersey) sv Ladders, The "Gallery-Ladder, made of
Ropes, and hung over the Galleries and Stern, for ent’nng
by the Ship’s Stern oat of the Boat, when the Weather
is foul 1796 C. Smith Marchmont I 259 The "gallery-

like passage that led to the stairs. 1607 Beaum & Fl.
Woman-Hater Prol

,
I do pronounce this, to the utter

discomfort of all two-penny "Gallery men 1897 Lucy in

Daily News g Apr. 7/2 He was familiarly known to more
than one generation of Galleiymen 1878 J. Marshall
Ann. Tennis 157

"Gallery-post, the post which separates a
gallery from the gallery next beyond it. 1891 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull IV 168 The so-called professional, who has
been trained in the routine of "gallery practice 1894 Faiimer
Slang, *Gallery shot 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 401 It is

a gallery shot in a sense for the bird is flying level, 1616
in Crt. Times Jos. I (1849) I. 433 The king stood on
the "gallery stairs at Whitehall to see the prince come along
from Richmond 1856 Chanib, Jml 11 Oct 226/2 The
gallery-stairs of a theatre 1883 PallMall G x Sept. 5/1
A reminder to bewildered e "gallery-trotters ’ of the pictures

they have seen in the various exhibitions of the season

1353 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 11. (1558) 98 b, Sightcoiutes,
"gaTerywalkes, and new churches, the more reuereutly I
finde fault with, for Pompeyus sake

Hence Ga lleryful, as much as a gallery will hold ;

Ga Uexyite, one who occupies a seat in a gallery.

1883 Art Jrnl, 126/1 Where a work contains as much
teaching as a whole galleryful its rightful place is by itself

*894 Du Maurier To ilbyw. 93A whole galleryful of fiddles

1893 Westm Gaz 18 Sept 8/2 Surely, the gallery ites, or,

rather, playgoers generally, are not infallible in their judg-
ment?

Gallery (g®e leri)
,
71. [f. Gallery sb ]

1 trans. To furnish with a balcony or gallery.
1616 Sir R- Boyle Diarym Ltsmore Papers (1886) 1. 138

Which [sum] I bestowd to have the Chuich of Tallagh
galleried lound about. Ibid 139 Thomas Carter delivered
Mr. Langredg of my money v1* ster to begyn the galleryng
of the church at Tallagh 1888 Pall Mall G 12 Sept. 8/2
The Place Victor Emmanuel was gallened round with seats
for 20,000 people. x8g4 Speaker 12 May 524/a The ..

bencheis plastered it and pewed it and gallened it.

b Mil. To make an underground passage
1808 J Barlow Calumb. vu. 627 Their mining aits the

staunch besiegers ply, Delve from the bank of York and
gallery far, Deep subterranean, to the mount of wat
2 mtr nonce-use. To ‘take’ with, or appeal to,

the audience in a theatre-gallery.

1672, 1831 [see Box win]
Gallesh, obs. form of Calash.
Gallet (gee let), [ad. F. galet rounded pebble
on the beach

; also, a chip, f OF. gal, of uncertain
ongm ] A chip or splinter of stone.
171a J Tames tr. La Blond's Gardening 43 The coarser

Stone or Gallets

Gallet (gse’lel), v [f. prec sb ] = Garret v.
1831 W Laxton Builder*s Pncc Book (ed 28) 127 Kentish

rag stone . Galleting the joints externally, extra per foot
super ibd
Gallewasp : see Galliwasp.
Galley (gss'li), sb. Forms: 4-6 galai, -ay(e,

(4 gaylay, 6 gballai, 7 gallay), gale(e, -ei(e,

-ey(e, 5-6 galy(e, (5 gaili), 6-8 gaUy(e, (6
gallie), 4- galley, [ad OF. gahe, galee, med.L,
galea, galeia, late Gr. yaXaia, yaXla

=

Pr. galeya,
galea

,
Sp. galea (obs.), Fg. gaU, It. galea, galta.

24

The ultimate etymology is unknown Cf the synonymous
F galdre, Pi

, Sp , Pg galera, It galeara, also ined L
galeida (Du Cange), MHG galtde, galetde, MDu. galcidi,

Icel galeilf ]

1 A low fiat-built sea-going vessel with one deck,

propelled by sails and oars, formeily in common
use in the Mediterranean. Cf Galliass The
rowers were mostly slaves or condemned criminals

Hence phr to condemn, ox send, to the galleyt, and

simply the galleys, to indicate the punishment of a

galley-slave. Half
,
quartergalley {see quol 1794).

a X300 A’. Horn 185 Us he dude lede Into agaleie, Wi)i

)ie se to pleie Wijjute sail and rojiei c 1330 R Brunne
Citron (1810) 54 pe erle did mak a riche galeie With
fouiscore armed knyghtes C1440 Generydts 4103 He saw
a galy fayre and strong lay atte lode 1480 Caxion Citron.

Eng. cixliu (1483) 293 He lcte make galeys of wene
rti533 Ld Berners Huoh xx 35 He shall delyuer you
shype or galee suche as shall be nessessaiy for you 1560

Davs tr. Sleidane's Comm 328 Besides those that were

put to death very many were also condempned to the

Galees 164a Fuller Holy f{ Prof St iv xu 297 This
course hath emptied more full, then filled empty purses,

and many thereby have brought a Galeon to a Gaily

1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav xhx 193 His Fleet was
composed of five Foists, four Galliots, and one Gaily Royal
1682 Newsfr. Fi ance 10 No Sea-man nor T rades-man snail

offer to go out of the Kingdom without leave, under the

pain of being sent to the G ilhes 1699 Roberts Voy
Levant 15 At length we saw the half Galleys go their way
1721 Lottd Gas No 3982/2 Above London Budge [they]

met with two Gallics, one rowing with Fourteen Oais, and
the other with Eleven, loadcn with Goods. X794 Riggim*

4 Seamanship I 238 Half and Quarter Galleys ate rigged

and navigated the same as galleys
;
and take this denomi-

nation from then being much shorter Bombay-gilleys tne

like the former, but smaller, and mostly used by corsairs on
the coast ofBarbary. 1829 Mackintosh Revol n/‘i688Whs.

1846 II 100 The ministers of the Reformed faith were
banished from Fiance m fifteen days, under pam of the

galleys. 1838 Prescott I<erd. <$ Is 11 xx (1S45) III 278

King Ferdinand's galleys were spread with rich carpets and
awnings of yellow and scailet 1871 Palgrave Lyr Poems
138 High on deck of their gilded galleys Our light sailors

they scorn below
transf. andfig 1649 Drumm 01 Hawth Cypress Grove
Wks (1711) 120 Who would not, rather than abide chained

in this loathsome galley of the woild, sleep ever x8oz

Gouv Morris hi Spi

I wish to get out of 1

Gouv Morris hi Sparks Life 4 Wnt III. (1832) 166,

t of this galley, and live for myself
Spectator 2 Aug

of tins galley, and live for myself 1890

= 145/2 They and their daughters chain

themselves down in tne galley of fashion.

b. Used with allusion to Moliiue Stapui 11 xi,

Que diable allait-ilfaire dans cette galSr e ?

1874 LisLr Cairn fad Gwyune I 11 47 Aftei hunting for

you everywhere here I tumble on you amidst the howling
wilderness of Furrowshire. But what on earth are you
doing m this galley?

2 Applied to the Greek or Roman war-ships,

large vessels with one or moie banks of oars

1513 Douglas AEncis vm u 29 Tua galeis did he cheis

the ills tyde 16x4 Raleigh Hist World in. (1634) 50 The
one was a passage for Galhes to be cut behinde Mount
Athos 1788 Gibbon Deal fr F V I111 497 The Dro-
mones, or light gallies of the Byzantine empire, were
content with two tier of oars 1840 Thiiilwall Greece

VII. lix 335 Ptolemy himself escaped, it is said, with only

eight galleys x88a Ouida Maremma I 130 Over that blue
sea, where the Etruscan pirates hunted the Latin galleys

3. A large open row-boat, e g. one appropriated

to the captain of a man-of-war, one foimerly used

on the Thames by custom-house officers, and by
die press-gang (Adm. Smyth); also, a large

pleasure-boat.

1370 Levins Mamp 99/24 A Gallye, phacellus 1718
Lady M. W. Montagu Let to A bod Conk xg May, I

went across the canal in my galley. 1813 Examiner
5 Apr. 218/2 Lieut. Devon had only the brig's galley, .with

him, 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1 u 12 Crowded in the glassy

bay were the vessels of commerce and the gilded galleys

for the pleasures of the rich citizens x86x Dicki ns Gt
Expect IiYj The Jack asked me if we had seen a four-

oared galley going up with the tide?

4 . The cooking-room or kitchen on a ship. Cf.

Caboose Also, a ship’s cooking-iange.
1730 Blanckley Nav. Expositor,

Gaily is a Place in the

Cook-Room, where the Grates are set up, and in which
they make Fires, for boyline or roasting the Victuals.

1830 Scott Demonol 1. 9 The sleeper started up with
a ghastly and disturbed countenance, and proceeded to

the galley, or cook-i 00m of the vessel 1840 R Dana Bef
Mast vi 14 When I went to the galley to get a light, I

found the cook inclined to be talkative 1833 Kane Grin-
nell Exp xxyiv (1836) 301 Three stoves and a cooking
galley, four Argand and three bear fat lamps. x866
Nordhoff YoungMan-Of-War's Man 1 12, 1 got my pot ,

and proceeded to the ‘ galley ’ or cooking range

5 Printing [F. galee.] An oblong tray of brass,

wood, or zinc, to which the type is transferred from
the composing-stick
1632 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 182 His [the setter’s]

plenishing of the gaily, and imposing of the form 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc II. 23 Our Master Printer is also to

P
rovide Galleys of different sizes 1777 HooLr, Contemns'
'is Worldffid 12) 118 Heputteth thesem agally tillapage

bemade 1864 Daily Tel. 28 June, Thieeorfour compositors
bring up their vauous contribution of type to the long

‘galley’ m which the article is put together.

6 . (See quot) [
=F gallre ]

1789 J. Keir Diet. Chem. 96/2 Distillers of aqua fortis do
not use retorts, but stone-ware bottles, with short crooked
necks Two rows of these vessels are disposed opposite to
each other, in an oblong furnace called a galley; and
a wood fire is used for the distillation.

GALLEY-FOIST.

7 aih ib and Comb
,
as (sense 1) galley-fashion

,

-
-fight, -fleet, -kind, -oar

;
also galley-hke adj

(sense 4) galley-fi; e

X69X Luttrell Bruf Ril (1857) II 294 Several persons
are going to build puvateers after the "gaily fashion with
oares 1693 Ibid III 508 Some tenders built galley
fashion 1599 Hakiuyt Voy II u 122 We now haue
had experience of "G.dly-fight 1836 Marryat Midsh
Easy xxyu, ‘What a bore to have no "galley fire lighted ’

said one of the youngsters 1791 Hist Europe 111 Ann
Reg 186/2 The number of land forces which he had on
board the "galley-fleet 1711 Shaitesb C/iarac (1737)
III 97 We, essay wnLus, are of the small-craft or "galley-
kind 1627 Caut Smh 11 Seaman's Gram xu 53 Her Bow
and chase so ’'Gally-like conti med, should beaie as many
Ordnances as with conuemency she could 1838 Lytton
Alice 1 x, My own unceasing avocations which chain me
like a slave to the "galley-oar of politics

8 Special comb • galley-arch (see quot,);

fgalley-bird, a galley-slave ; galley-brand, amaik
or biand on a galley-slave ; galley-built a (see

quol.)
;

galley-cassock, a garment worn by gal-
ley-slaves

,
galley-dungeon, ? a dungeon m which

galley-slaves aie confined; f galley-fish, ?a‘ Por-
tuguese man-of-wai ’ (f'hysaha)

; fgalley-frigate,
? a frigate built like a galley

, galley-growler (see

quot.) ;
galley-house = galley-arch

; + galley-
matter, an offence to be punished by condemnation
to the galleys

,
galloy-nose (see quot.)

; golley-

paoket, a made-up story, lie, ‘ yarn ’
; galley-

pepper (see quol.), galley-press, ‘ a small hand-
press foi pulling proofs in slip form’ (Jacobi);

galley-proof, a proof m slip form taken from type

on a galley; galley-punt, -rack, -slang (see

quots.) ; galley-Blip <=*,galley-proof; galley-stick,

-stoker (see quots.) Also Galley-foist, Galley-
HALFPEKN1 ,

GALLEl-MAN, GALLEY-SLAVE, etc.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,
*Galter-arches, spacious

and well built structures in many of the Mediterranean
ports for the reception and sunnily of galleys 1635 T
White Obedience Govt, 124 A knot of slaves and "Galley
birds 1836 W E Aytoun Bothwell (1857) 80 More like

a hideous "galley-brand Than any wound from peace or

war 1769 Falconi r Diet Marine (1789) R r nj b, When
the waist of a meicliant ship is only one or two steps of

descent from the quarter deck, and fore-castle, she is said

to he "galley-built. 1383 T. Stocker tr. Hist. Civ. Wars
Low C r. 47 b, The ofliteis of the Inquisition bryng vnto
them Saint Benncts furniture of apparrel, which is a "gaily

VESTi k D11 Bartas 1. v 381 But O 1 what stile can
worthily declare (0 1 "Galley-Fish, and thou Fish-Manner
. ) your dexterity In biller’s Ait 1 *774 Goldsm. Nat
Hist VI 293 T he animal I mean is the Galley Fish,

whiLh Linnaeus degrades into the insect tribe, under the

title of the Medusa x6oo Hakluyt Voy III. 709 The
choice being made for the place to build the "gaily

frigat, ashore it was brought 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk ,
*Galhy-growhrs, idle grutnuleis and skulkers,

from whom discontent and mutiny generally derive their

ongm 1699 Damtier Voy, II 1 iv 77 These ’'Galley-

Houses ai e 50 or 60 paces from the River side. 1644 Evelyn
Dtarv (1827) I 129 It is made a "gaily matter to carry

a knife whose potnL is not broken off a 1734 North Lives

(1826) II 324 It is no less than galley-matter for any man
to kill deer or hog, except at this general hunt. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
*Galley-nase, the figure-head.

1783 Mrs A. M. Bennltt Juvenile Indiscretions (1786) V,

147 Why, sure, Miss, said he, that must be a "galley-packet

somebody or other has told you. 1867 SMYTH SailorsWord-

bL, Galley packet

,

an unfounded rumour. Ibid,, Galley-

pepper, the soot or ashes which accidentally drop into

victuals in cooking 1891 Jacobi Printing 11. 48 In estab-

lishments where a class of work is executed which necessi-

tates slip pioofs, a "galley-press is a requisite article. 1892

—- Notes on Bhs 4 Printing 42 *Galley proofs, these Proofs

supplied in slip form—not made up into pages 1883W C
Russell Sailor s’ Lane,, ^Galley-punt, an open sailing-boat

used bypilots in the Channel offthe Forelands 1888 Jacobi

Printer's Voc
‘kGallty-racks

,
receptacles for galleys 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
*Galley slang, the neological

barbarisms foisted into sea-language 1889 H B Wheatley
How to Catalogue 111 58 These additions [to a catalogue].,

may be printed fioiu tune to time at short intervals on

"galley slips 1894 Hail Caine in My First Bk 72, I

asked Mr Theodoie Watts to read some ‘galley slips 01

it x888 Jacobi Printer's Voc ,

*Galley sticks, long side-

sticks used for quoimng up galleys 1867 Smyth Sailors

Word-bk

,

"Galley-stoker

,

a lazy skulker

"|- 9. Used, in Comb, to designate various vessels

or utensils, as galley-cup, -dish, -glass, -grewse

(? = cruse). Also Galley-tile, Gallipot, q.v

for the explanation
1481-90 Hoivard Housch Bis. (Roxb ) 389 Item, paid for

V galeygrewsis xvrf. 1576 Baker Jewell of Health 150 a,

Straw a part in the bottome of a broade or gallie glasse.

1642 Rates Merchandize 28 Gaily dishes, the dozen..

00 ox 06.

Galley (gjs’li), o nonce-wd. [f thesb] trans

To transpoxt 111 a galley.

1864 Burton Scot Abr 118 The cost and peril of galley-

mg an invading aimy across the Straits.

Galley-foist. Obs exc. Hist [f. Galley rf.+

Foist sb x
] A stale barge, esp. that of the Lord

Mayor of London.
1589 Fleming Virg Georg iv 66 Carried about his

grounds in painted gallefoistes 1609 B. Jonson Su wont.

iv 11, When the Gally-foist is a-floate to Westminster

1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scamf. Lady 1. u, Captains of Gaily-



GALLEY-HALFPENNY. 25 GALLIC.

foists, such as in a clear day have seen Calhs. <7x640

[Shirley] Capt Underwit 1 in Bullen 0 PI II 324 No
Lord Maiois day, uo gulls nor gallifoists x6gi T H[ale]
Acc New Invent p xvi. Such Epistolm obscurorwn
Vtrorum should meddle with the Gally-foists of my Lord
Mayor’s Show, and not first Rate Ships 1785 in Grose
Did Vulg Tongue 1867 in Smyth Sailers Word-Ik,

fig 1624 Heywood Captives 1 in Bullen O Pi, IV,
Sayle this way thoue galley foyst of galls and garbadge 1

attnb x6xa Dekker Loud Triumph Wks 1873 III.

257 Their thunder (accoidmg to the old gally-foyst fashion),

was too lowd for any of the Nine Muses to be bidden to it.

Galleyglass, obs. form of Galloglass.

I
Galley-halfpenny. Obs Forms : see

Galley and Halfpenny [f. Galley sb + Half-
penny.] A silver coin, said to have been introduced

into England by the sailors of the Genoese and
other galleys that traded to London Its use was
prohibited by law early in the 1 5th cent.

1409-10 Act 11 Hen IV, c 5 Ordeinez est & establiz que
les ditz galihalpenyes James ne courgent en paiement
demz le roiaulme Dengleterre 1460 Capgrave Chron
(Rolls) 313 In this tyme [4 Henry V] was it defendid that
galey halfpenies schuld not be used 1521-2 Chnrchw
Acd -bit in N Q 4th Ser II 344 Resaved for ij vnees
of galy-halfepenys sold this yere vir mjd, 154a Becon
Policy War Pref ,

Wks (1564) 125 b. My riches are not worth
a Gaily halfe peny 1610 Dalton Conntr Just, evu
(1630) 277 Money called Galley halfepence to bring and
put in payment any such was made felome by the Statute

1710 Hearne Collect (OH S ) II 338 The half-pence of
Janua (commonly call’d Galley-half-pence)

Ga’lley-man. [f Galley sb, + Man sb ]
1. One who rows in a galley

1352 Minot Poems (Hall) in 57 pe galay men held vp
baire handes <1x572 Knox Hist Ref Wks 1846 I 220
The galayis and the galay-men did boyth eschape. 1589
Cogan Haven Health 11. (1636) 22 The Gally-man the
Carier, ease the tediousnesse of their labour with singing
and whistling 1672 Leyccster Antiq Ckesh. 11 11 115
There were fifty skilful Oars or Galleymen 1836-48 B. D
Waish Austoph 259 note

,
The Athenian Galley-men

taking cushions to sit upon, a 1845 Hood She is farfrom
Land 20 Pirates, and Sallee-men, Algerine galley men

f 2 . (See quots ) Obs
c 1550 Disc Common Weal Eng (1893) 127 These gaily

men, mercers, fustian sellers, grocers, poticaries, that selles

vs anie ware made beyond the sea 1706 Phillips (ed

Kersey), Galley-men, certain Genoese Merchants formerly
so call’d, because they usually aim'd in Galleys, landed
their Goods at a Place in Thames-street, nam’d Galley-key,
and traded with their own small Silver Coin call’d Galley-
half-pence.

Galley-nipper, var Gallinippeb.
Galleypot, obs. form of Gallipot.

Ga’Hey-slave. [f. Galley sb. + Slave sb ]
1. One who is condemned to work at the oar in

a galley Oftenfig as a type of painful slavery

1567 Turberv. AU Things haite release, etc 21 A gaily-

slave I seeme vnto my selfe to bee 1626 Bacon Sylva

§ 733 Gaily Slaues, notwithstanding their Misery otherwise,

are commonly Fat and Fleshy. 1683 Kennett tr Ei asm,
on Folly 38 He is worse than a Gaily slave to his own lusts.

X701 Lond Gas No 3715/1 The Galley-Slaves had agieed
together to throw their Officers and the Soldiers over-board

1780 Cowper Table T 327 Worse than the deeds of galley-

slaves broke loose 1836 Marryat Midsh Easy xxxu, They
perceived the house surrounded by the galley-slaves. 1875

Helps Ess
,
Domestic Rule 39 We should not attempt to tie

them up to their duties, like galley-slaves to their labour.

f 2 Printing (See quot ) Obs.

1683 Moxon Mech Exere II 362 The Compositers are

Jocosely call’d Galley Slaves 5 Because allusively they are
as it weie bound to their Gallies

t Galley-tile. Obs. Forms: 7 galletyle,

gallietile, 8 gall(e)ytile [f. Galley sb +Tilb
sb, : see Gallipot ] A glazed tile used for wall-

decoration. Also collect the material of which
these are made.
16x0 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 4 Gallie and Thaclce

Tiles a 1626 Bacon Wks (1857) III 804 It is to be known
of what stuff galletyle is made, and how the colouis in it

are varied 17x9 De For Crusoe 11 xiv, The little square
Tiles we call Galley-Tiles in England, all made* of the
finest China 1720 Strypd Stow’s Surv II v xv 240
Making Gaily paving Tiles and Vessels for Apothecaries
X768 Cook First Voy 1 1 in Hawksworth Voy 1773 II 8

The other side is divided into wards, each of which, is

neatly lined with gaily tiles

Ga’Heytrough, Sc. Also 8 gallytrough,

8-9 gerletrooh. [Of unknown origin.] A local

name (Lochleven) for the Char.
a 1722 SirR Sibbald (Jam.), Piscis in lacu Levino—Geile-

troch 1793 Statist. Acc Scotl VI. 167 The gallytrough or
char abounds in the Loch x8o6 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. IV.
26 The species [of trout] called the galley trough or char is

that chiefly admired x8xo P Neill List Fishes Frith of
Forth x6 (Jam.) The J Alpmits, Red Char, or Gerletroch.

Galley-wat, obs. foim of Gallivat.

Galleyworm, gallyworm (gse liwojm). [f.

Galley sb. + Worm sb
,
from the resemblance to 3

galley propelled by numerous oars] An insect

of the class Myriapoda ;
an iulus

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat, Ins 1047 All these Gaily,

worms, if they be touched roll themselves up, and become
round. 175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Amm 17 Gally-worm,
the brown Iulus, with a hundred legs on each side 1774
Goldsm. Nat Hist VII. 303 The Gaily worm differs fiom
the scolopendra, in having double the

_
number of feet,

1835 Kirby Hab, § Inst Amm II. xvi. 66 De Geer .

thinks that the common Julus (foot note J. ierrestns], or

Gallyworm feeds upon earth. 1873 Dawson Earth # Man

vi 136 Galley-worms or millipedes) wingless, many-jomted,
and many-footed crawlers, resembling worms, hut more
allied to insects

Gall-fly (gg l|floO. [f. Gall j5.
3
] An insect (of

the genus Cymps) which produces galls on trees

1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I 316 The larvae of
the cymps querci

,
or gall-fly x868 Wood Homes withoutH

xxv 482 Cympidae are popularly known as Gall Flies

+ Ga’ll-ful, a Obs rare [f. Gall sb 1 + -ful.]

Full of gall , bitter, malignant
1596 R L[inche] Dtella mi 111 Aib Gamer VII 195

Convert to sugared pleasure, gall ful pain 1 1608 T Morton
Preamb Encounter Pief 3 Casting vpon me all the caukred
and galfull teimes it could vtter

Gallgaskui., Gall-house, Galliace, obs ff

Galligaskin, Gallows, Galliass

+ Galliac(k, a Obs (See quot. 1 706 )
1530 Privy Purse E vp Hen VIII 11827) 24 For uj tonne

of white wyne of galiake. 1703 Art Myst Vintners 6g
Then have you Galhack Wines m Pipes and Hogsheads.
1706 Phillips (ed Keisey), Gaillac , or Galltac Wine, a sort

of French Wine, so call’d from Gaillac, a Town of Langue-
doc, where it is made

Galliambic (gselise mbik), a. and sb. [f L.
galliamb-us a song of the Gallz or priests of Cybele
(f Gallies + Iambus) + -10]

A adj. Epithet of a lyric metre (founded on
the Ionic a mmore tetrameter catalectic, with ana-

clasis), supposed to have been used by the priests

of the Phrygian Cybele in their songs.
ai&]6 M Collins Pen Sketches (1879) I. 215 Catullus

relates the madness of Atys in a wonderful wild measure,
intended to represent the ravings of that mystic priesthood,
and thence called galliambic. 1893 19th Cent Mar 448
Ihe galliambic rhythm of Boadicea is borrowed from
the celebrated A ttis

B sb The galliambic metre
; a verse written in

this metre
a 1846 Landou Whs (1876) II 175 note, The Galliambic of

Catullus may be a relic (the only one) of Phrygian poetry
<11876 M Collins Pen Sketches (1879) I 215 There were at
that time no English galliambics, but Mr Tennyson has
since written them [in Boadicea] with great power 1887
Athenaeum 11 June 759/3 [George Meredith's] 1 PhacthSn
an achievement in the galliambic measure, which should
be read, not as galliambics, but as poetry pure and simple,
while English poetry endures

t Gallian (gas lian), a Obs. [f. L Galli-a Gaul
+ -an ] Gallic, French. Also as sb pi
1591 Shaks i Hen VI, v iv. 139,

1

am possest With more
then halfe the Gallian Territories x6xx — Cyrnb 1 vi 66
1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Whs 11 18/2 The Spanish Pip,
or else the Gallian Morbus. Ibid, m 63/1 The Britames,
Galhans, and Hibernians

Galliard (gas hard), a and sbO Forms. 4-9
gaillard(e, gal(l)yard(e, 5-9 galiard(e, 5-6
gal}art, 6 galyeard (galgard, gal$eard, gag-
liard), 6- gaUi&rd [ad. OF. and F gaillard, -art

(mod F. gaillard) = Pr. galhart, Sp
,
gallardo, Pg.

galhardo, It. gagliardo adj , of unknown ongm

:

for the suffix see -ahd. The sb. B 2, 3, is a. F.

gaillarde, properly the fern, of the adj ]
A. adj.

1. Valiant, hardy, ‘stout’, sturdy. Obs exc arch.
? a 1400 Morte Arth 1265 Sir Gawayne and syi Gryme,

these galyaide knyghtez. c 1450 Holland Hovilat 540
Mony galiard gome was on the ground levit 1535 Let, in

Froude Hist Eng. II 299 There was a galiaid assault

given befoie five o’clock in the morning 1536Rem Sedition
2a, He [Seitorius] had also two horses, thone galyarde, lusty,

and of a thycke tayle 1598 Barret Theor Warres m 11

46 It doth much unport that the Front be gaillard and
strong 1650 Howell Giraffi’s Rev Naples 130 And it was
held convenient by all to com to som galhard resolution.

1862 H Marryat Year m Sweden II 241 We pass by
gutted towers, four stones high, with machicolations fresh

as yesterday—gaillard and danng.

2 . Lively, brisk, gay, full of high spirits, arch.

c 1386 Chaucer Cook's T 3 Gaillard he was as Goldfinch
in the shawe c 1475 RaufCoiljear 785 Amang their Galjai t

Grorais I am hot ane Gest. 1513 Douglas YEneisvm Prol,

31 The galiart grum grunschis at grammis hym greuis. 1652
Evelyn State France Misc Writ (1805) 92 There lives not

a more frank, galiard, and supine people 1671 Shadwell
Humorist 11 Wks 1720 I 172 Come, Madam, let’s be
frolick, galhard, and extiaordwary brisk, 1819W Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 176 The faemen Grew galyard

now, and crouse ilk ane 1820 Byron Mar Fat. 1 1 21
Steno’s a patrician, Young, galhard, gay, and haughty 1835
W Irving Crayon Misc (1849) 20 A young Swiss Count
galhard in the extreme, and prone to every kind of wild
adventure x868 Browning Ring <5- Bk, 11 194 These
wretched Comparim were once gay And gahara, of the
modest middle class,

f3. Having a gay appearance, spiuce Obs.

1513 Douglas Mnets xii. Prol i$o Ane paradice it semyt
to draw neyr Thyr galhart gardyngis and like greyn herbere.

*S99 JAS ' I Bo<riA Awpcv (1603) 112 Fade neuer in time of

wanes to be galhardest and brauest, both in cloathesand
countenance <*1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xm. 25
Love maks men gal3ard in thair geir

Hence + Ga lliardly adv., f GaTliardness.
154a ££ PapersHen P7//(i83o)I 736He wentgalyardly

to the matyer 1550 Nicolls Tkitcyd, 222 b, They saylled and
gouemedde their shyppes more gahardly than the othere

1653 Bogan Mirth Chr. Life 30 How galliardly does the

prophet cry out 1654 Gayton Pleas Notes iv. vi & vn.

206 His spnghtfull pleasance and galliardnesse abated,

B sb.

1 f a. A man of courage and spirit {obs ). Tb. A
gay fellow ; a man of fashion (arch.)

.

1532 More Coufnt. Tmdale Wks. 552/2 When the rage is

ones passed, then rise vp like lusty gahardes agayn, and fight

a freshe a 1658 Cleveland Mtxt A ssembly 87 Selden hee's

a Gaillard by himself 1768 W Donaldson Sir Barth
Sapskullll 2i8Myfame. made myname famous among the

gafilards of the town 1828 [see Galliardise]. 1854 Mbs
Ouphant Magd Hepburn 1 296 God and the truth dwell
not among gahiards and gay companie
2 A quick and lively dance in triple time Hist
1533 Elyot Cast Helthe (1539) 50 b, Vehement exercise is

compounde ofviolent exerciseand swifte whan they ar loyned
togither at one tyme, as dansyng of galyai des 1549 Cornpl.

Scot vi, 66 Dansand base dansis, pauans, galjardis, turdions,

brauhs, and branghs i6ox Shaks Twel N 1 111 137 Why
dost thou not goe to Church in a Galhard, and come home
in a Carranto? 1656 Heylin Surv France 2 Nothing but
a nimble galhard filled with capers 1746 W Thompson
Hymn to May xlvi 3 In the nimble-footed galhard, all,

Shepherds and shepherdesses, lively, join^ 1808 Scott
Mann v xn, Never a hall such a galliard did grace. 1849
Sir J Stephen Eccl Biog (1850) I 157 Whether the lute

should breathe a summons to the gaillard, or the trumpet
ring out an alarm to the battle [etc ].

to The air to which the galhard was danced. Obs

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb) 39 Whether these galiardes

he lyker the irmsike of the Lydians or the Donans, you
that be learned ludge X597 Morley Introd Mus 181 How
mame foures of semibreues you put in the straine of your
patian, so many times sixe minimes must you put in the

straine of youi galhard 0x6x3 Overbury ^4 Wife (1638) 8g

He whistles his owne Galliard 1789 Burney Hist Mus
III 1 87 This strain was usually followed by the Galliard

attnb. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 113 As when Galliard Time,
and Measure Time, are m the Medly of one Dance 1674
Playford Skill Mus 1 x 33 The Imperfect of the More .

.

is much used m Airy Songs and Galiards, and is usually

called Galiard or Triple Time

Galliard (gse liaad), sb 2 Goal. [Of unknown
ongin.] (See quots )

1875 Ure's Did Arts (ed 7) II 531 Galhard, a North of

England term for a hard, smooth, flinty gnt. 1877 A. H.
Green Phys. Geol 11. § 6 68 Very siliceous Sandstones with
an even close gram are called Cank, Cankstone, or Galliard.

Galliardise(gseTiaadai z). arch. Also 6 ? gali-

ardise, 7 galliardize, gagliardise, 9 gaillardise.

[ad. F. gaillardise
,

i. gaillard Galliard sb "*]

Gaiety, mirth, revelry Also, a merry trick.

<7x570 Pride <5- Lowl. (1841) 58 A man Whose trade is

gahaudise [? read galiardise], dnnke, and disport 1619 T.

Milles tr. Mexia's Treas, Ane. $ Mod. Times II. x xni,

962/1 Landgartha obseruing some rare galliaidise, euen m
the gracefull lookes of her female followers 1643 Sir T,
Browne Relig. Med. 11 § xx, I am no way facetious, nor dis-

posed for the mirth and galliardize of company 1828 Scott
F. M Perth xxx, 1 How stands it with the bona robas and
the galhards?’ ‘ Little galliardise stirring, my loid ’ 1842

L Hunt Palfrey v 129 This were a ciowmng galliardise

For king himself to tell in hall 1893 Harper's Mag. Feb,

394 Your life is one long gaillardise

Hence f Ga Diardi zing* ppl. a., tending to

revelry
;
enlivening, exciting to levity.^

1697 Collier Immor Stage vi (1730) 182 The Tunes are

generally airy and gailhardizing 1703 — Ess Mor Snhj
11. 25 One word of Church Mustek . There must be ..no
light and galliardizmg notes,

Ga’lliardism. rarer1
, [f Galliard a. + -ism ]

= Galliardise
*745 Eliza Htywood Female Sped (1748) III. 285 The

phlegmatic disposition of the English can ill endure any
galhardisms in the females belonging to them.

Galliass, galleass (gse’U&s) Obs exe. Hist.

Forms: 6-9 gal(I)eass(e, -ias(s(e, 6 galeaze,

7 gal(l)iaee, galleace, galeas, 6- galliass. [ad.

OF. galeace
,
galectsse, gahasse, also gall-, ad. It.

galeaza, augmentative ofgaleaGalley sbl] A heavy,

low-built vessel, larger than a galley, impelled both

by sail and oars, chiefly employed in war
1544 St Papers Hen VIII(1834) III 504 Foure hundred

galleys, foystes, and galyasses. 1549 Cornpl. Scot vi, 42
This gave galliasse, beand in gude ordour. 1596 Shaks
Tam Shr. ir 1. 380 a 1642 Sir w Monson Naval Tracts
nr, (1704) 360/1 A Galleass is built . low and snufj

and carries the Force of a Ship , the thing that gives

her Advantage in Fight, is her Oars. 1677 F. Sandford
Genealog Hist Eng 79 The sinking the great Galeas of the

Saracens. 1721 Phil Treats XXXI 246 The Crew should

be under some Covert, as they are in a Galeass. 1769
Falconer Diet Marine (1789) Gg, The quarter of a first-

rate galley, otherwise called a galleasse, 1777 Watson
Philip II, (1839) 44.7 The principal galeass, commanded by
Moncada .was driven ashore near Calais 1858 Froude
Hist Eng III. 248 A French galliass and galleon

attempted to cut out two merchantmen 1888 Cassell's

Mag Aug, XIV 559 Galleon and caracke and galleasse

Crashed down the stream of flight.

transf andfig 1592 G HarveyPierce's Super 140Whom
..I officiously recommende to the Ship of Fooles and the

Galeasse of Knaues. 1602 Makston Ant Mel. v. Wks,
x8^6 I 63 Here’s such a companie of flibotes, hulling about
this galleasse of greatnesse, that there’s no boarding him.

b. attnb iuTsaUiass-breech.es, a jocular aug-

mentative of gaily- breeches
1596 Nashe H-ave withyou Wks (Grosart) III 51 Farre

more boystrous and cumbersome than a pair of Swissers
omnipotent galeaze breeches.

Gallic (gse hk), a 1 and sb. [ad. L. GalUc-us
Gaulish (in mod L, * Fiench’), f Gallus Gaul.]
A adj. a. Of or pertaining to, or characteristic

of, the Gauls or Gaul ,
Gaulish.

1796 H. Hunter tr St Pierre's Stud Nat, (1799) HL
353 Venus had descended on this part of the Gallic shore.

x88x F. E. Warren Celtic Liturgy 59 Gallic sailors with
their ship came to Iona.



GALLIC, 26 GALLIMAUFRY,

b. Often used as a rhetorical or (now chiefly)

semi-humorous synonym for ‘ French’ , sometimes

with allusion to characteristics which the French

are supposed to have inherited from their Gaulish

ancestors, tHls Gallic Majesty', the king of

Fiance.
1672 Crowne CTias VIII

,

11. Dram Wks 1873 I 152

I' th1
glories of the Gallic Court 1712 Addison .5pect. No

481 r6 A little waim fellow, fell most unmercifully upon
his Gallic majesty 1736 Johnson Let toDr Hawksworth
Mar, It is too Gallick. *778 Abigail Adams in J
Adams' Fain Lett (1876) 331 My imagination sets you
down upon the Gallic shore 1879 Glo Eliot Thco. S uch xi.

xgo II is his habit to talk with a Gallic largeness and refer

to the universe 1888 F _Hume Mad. Midas 1 Piol

,

We will Match our Gallic wit against these English fools

C In combining form, as Ga llico-a nglian, an
Englishman who favours the French
1804 J Larwood No Gun Boat 8 Is there a Galhco Anglian

who has the perverseness to say that [etc ]

B. sb. A Frenchman raie~x
.

1755 J Adams Let. 12 Oct m Webster Adams <5- Jefferson

17 If we can remove the turbulent Galhcks, our people
will in another century, become more numerous than
England itself.

Gallic (garlik), a 2 Chem. [ad F. galhque
,

f. L. galla (= F, galle Gall sbf) • see -io ] Only
m gallic acid : a crystalline acid prepared from
the oak-gall and other vegetable products.
1791 Hamilton tr. Berthollet's Dyeing I. r 1 v 74 -To

which the name of gallic acid has been given from galls.

x8oo tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 86 Red sulphate of iron is

precipitated black by the gallic acid. 1883 Hardwick's
Photogr, Client (ed. Taylor) iv. 117 On .. brushing with a
solution ofGallicAcid, amanifest difference will be observed.

Gallican, (gae'likan), a. and sb. Also 7 galli-

oane. [ad L Galhcdnus, f. Gallic-us Gallio a 1

Cf. F. gallican (not -am) in ecclesiastical sense ]
A. ad]

1. a. gen. — Gallic a."1 Ohs. exc. in palseo-

graphical use.
x<p8 Grenewey Tacitus/

1

Descr. Germanic vi. 270 The
Galilean toong doth conuince the Gothinos . not to be
Germans. 1628 Le Guys tr. Barclays Argents 213 He
therefore (a wirkednesse not familiar with our Galhcane
spirits) attempted vs both with poyson. 1708 Lond Gaz.
No 4426/8 The Popish Pretender, and Pupil of the Gallican
Tyrant 1805 T. Harral Scenes ofLife 1 . 100 The culprit

pleaded the restraint ofmarriage upon the will, and upon the
affection s,with everyothercommon-placesophismofGallican
philosophy. A.XVOVL Alphabet 11 176 note,A copy of
the Sermons of St. Sevenanus must also represent the
Gallican script, which was the parent of the Irish uncial

b. Eccl (=med.L Galhcanus), the distinctive

epithet of the ancient Church of Gaul or France,

and of its characteristic usages, liturgies, etc as

compared with those of other national Churches of
the Roman communion. Hence applied to that

school ofFrenchRoman Catholics of which Bossnet

was the leader, which maintains the right of the

French Church to be in certain important respects

self-governing, and free from papal control;

opposed to Ultramontane.
[1169 Becket Let. to Pope Alexander in Mat Hist

Thos Becket (1885) VII. dlxxxili 121 Forma fidelitatis exigit
in ecclesia Gallicana et Aughcana[etc ] ] 1633 Bp Morton
Disch. 5 Imputations 263 For the defence ana preservation
of the Galhcane Regalities and Liberties 1670 G H Hist

.

Cardinals 1 1. e The Vigilance of France in maintaining
the Galhcane Rites. Ibid. 16 The French keep close to
their Gallican Church. 1724 Waterland Aihait Creed
iv. 61 This more correct Psalter obtain’d first in Gaul
about 580.. From which circumstance it came to have the
name of Gallican, in contradistinction to the Roman. 1850
Neale East. Ch. I 1. 15 The Gallican theory [of church
government] views the Church as a constitutional monarchy.
•\ 2. —French-sick : see French 7, 06s.

1694 Westmacott Script. Herb, 3 Sweet Almonds, are
commonly allowed by Physicians, to be eaten with a few
Raisins, for a Supper, by their Galhcan Patients. Ibid, 23

.

B. sb. a. One who favours friendly relations

with. France, rare. b. A member of the Galilean
party in the French Chuich,
1876 Bancroft Hist U. S. VI. xlvi 302 In regard to the

foieign relations of the country [United States], Congress
was divided between what the French envoy named 1

Gal-
ileans ’ and 'anti Galileans*. x88a Atheumum 8 July 41/3
He is no Papist oi Ultramontane, but a Galhcan . .a genuine
Gallican of the school of Bossuet.

Hence GaTlicanist, one who favours the in-

dependence of the Gallican Church.
17x5M Davies Atken.Bnt 1, 64 Gallicamsts, Italicamsts,

Secular Priests 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Rehg, Knowl, III.
1986 As the former proved him to be a Jansenist, and the
IatteraGalIicamst,aconflict withthejesuitswas unavoidable
Gallicanisin (gcedikamz’m). [f Gallioan*)-

-I8M.] The principles and practice of the Gallican
patty (see Gallican a. 1 b).
1858 Westm Rev Oct. 330 Galhcanism..has died under

the irruption of liberal opinion. 1869 Pall Mall G 13
Nov. 2 It would surely shock Archbishop Manning to
learn that such rank ‘Galhcanism’. .is being taught under
authority

If Used erroneously for Gallicism, rare.
1883 Lain Times 28 Mai 385/1 What may be conveni-

ently described, to use a Galhcanism, as a ‘ contradictory
*

judgment

Gallicide fee lisaid). nonce-wd [f L. gall-its

cock + -cron i.j A killer of fowls (in quot.= a fox).

1897 Boldrewood My Rim Home xxvi 24S Resolute
cast himself, all teeth and bristles, upon the reeling

gallicide

Gallicimte, var Gallizinite 06s.

Gallicism (gee lisiz’m). [a. F. galltcisme

,

f

L gallic-us Gallic a 1 see -ism ]

1. An idiom or mode of expression belonging

to the French language, esp one used by a speaker

or writer in some other language
,
also, m general-

ized sense, free use of French idiom, ‘Frenchy’
kind of diction.

1636 Blount Glossogr ,
Gallicism

,
the form of speech, or

custom of the French 1683 Apol Plot France 11 19,

I can scarce believe that it was written 111 French, how-
ever, some Gallicisms are put in to make you believe it

1759 Lady M W Montagu Let to Sir J Steuartig July,
1 hope you won't think this dab of Italian . an affectation

like his Gallicisms 182* New Monthly Mag II 310 It is

useless investigating the crowd of gallicisms, that might be
presented 1833 Macaulay Ess , IValpole (1843) II 107

His style is more deeply tainted with Gallicism [Edmb
Rev Oct (1833) 233 Gallicisms] than that of any other

English wnter with whom we are acquainted x86i Mainl
Anc Law (1874) 37 Each group of circumstances receives,

to employ a gallicism, a sort of consecration. 1867 Mac-
iarren Harmony 111 (1876) 113 Its use has come to be
regni ded as a musical Gallicism

2 A French charactensUc, custom, mode of

thought, or the like.

17x5 M Davies A then Brtl.i 293 Ahigherpitch ofGoth-
lsms and Gallicisms in Religion, as well as m Words

Gallicize (gee lisaiz), v. [f L. Gallic-us

Gallic a 1 + -ize ]
1 mtr To become Gallic or Fiench , to adapt

oneself to French habits, speech, etc

1773 J Jekyll Con, 29 Mar (1894) 2 We have Gallicised

in some measuie alieady a 1843 Southey Comm -pi JJk.

Sei u (1849) 373 When France upon the decline of Spam,
succeeded to its places of dominion, the Company [Jesuits]

galhcized

2. t/ans To render French-like
;
to Frenchify

1773 Kenrick Rhet, Giam. § 3 The Fiench having
not only gallicised terms of art and appellatives, but
even given Christian names to Pagans 1804 W Iaylou
in Ann Rev II 633 Conspiring to Gallicize the manneis
of the Buush 1833 Syij Smith Let 11 Dec , Being, since

iny travels, veiy much galhcized 111 my diameter, I ordered
a pint of claret 1863 Kirk Chas. Bold II 158 France
seeks, to Gallicize whatever comes to hei from abioad.

Hence Ga llicized ppl «*, Ga llicizmg vbl sb

(also attrib.) and ppl a
1804 W. Tayior m Ann Rev II. 233 The dissenting

teacheis gradually abandoned the propagation of opinions
to the galhci/ing philosophers 1849 1 halkekay Pendcnnis
ltx, The daughter with her Gallicised graces and .affecta-

tions 1867 Frleman Norm Conq (1877) I iv 252 Ihe
Christianizing, the Gallicizing, and the feudalizing process,

all went on x8ga Athenceum 3 Dec 773/1 It is difficult

to see .. that there is any such general gallici/mg of our
contemporary poetry 1893 Nation (N Y ) 3 Jan 14/3 Was
the English author given to Latinizing or to Gallicizing?

Gallicizer (geedisaizax) [f Gallicize + -er 1 ]
One who Gallicizes . in quot , a French partisan.

1839 Sat, Rev VIII. 61/2 It was admitted even by the
loudest Gallicizeis that tne possession of Lombardy by
Austria could by no possibility furnish a cause of war to

France
Gallie, obs. form of Galley, Gallows.
GaUiet(te, obs form of Galliot
GalHform (gee lifjxun), a Onnth [ad mod L.

galliform-is

,

f. L. gall-us cock +forma form ] Be-
longing to the Galliformes

,
an order of birds, in-

cluding ostriches, gallinaceous birds, rails, cuckoos,

and parrots (In recent Diets )

Galligaskin (gee ligse-skin). Now chiefly in pi
Fount,: 6 garragascoyne, 6-7 galli-, gaily gas-
coi(g)n(e, -gasooyn(e, (6 galigascon, gallie
gascome, gallo-gasoame, 7 gallgaskin), 7-9
gally-gaakxxL, (9 gallgaskin), 7- galligaskm
[app an interpretative corruption of the 16th c

F garguesque
, a metathetic var of greguesque, ad.

It. grechesca sb., originally fern, ofgrechesco Greek
(this kind of hose being in 16th c. described as
alia grechesca = F h la grecque in the Greek
fashion). The siuviving Fi. word in this sense is

gj'lgue, ad. Pr. grega or Sp grtega, orig the fem.
of the adj

,
Pr. grego, Sp gnego, Greek

The form garragascoynes seems to prove that the Fr word
is really the source Ihe synonymous gally-breeches, gaily-
slops (see Gally a 1 or sb.) occur earlier than, and gasco(y)n

LGaskin *, about the same time with, the present word If
they are really oldei, the perversion of garguesque into
galligaskm is fully accounted for They may, however,
have originated in a false analysis of galhgaskm, which in
that case must have been corrupted iram.garguesque^y the
influence of Gascon and GallfyjA (less probably L Galli-,
Callus

, Gaul, or gaily Gallows m the sense ‘braces’)
The early examples associate galligaskins with * shipmen’s
hose and imply that the fashion belonged to the south of
Europe, so that it would be very natural for popular
etymology to connect the word with galley ]

1

.

A kind of wide hose or breeches worn in the
16th and 17th c.

,
later, a more or less ludicrous

term for loose breeches in general,

a sing Also attnb. m galligaskin breeches.

1377 Holinshed Chrou. II. 1859/1 Galeygascoyne breeches
hll of Crimosyn satyn. 1392 Def Cotmy Catching (1859) 57
The Venetian and the gallogascame is stale, and trunke slop

out of use i6ro Row lands Martin Mark-all27 Their hose
sometimes Spanish, like to Shipmens hose, and sometimes
close to the buttocke like the Venetian galhgascoigne

b. pi.

1577 Harrison England 11 xxii (1877) 1 343 A well-
burnished gentleman hath borne threescore at once m
one paire of gahgascons. 1581 B Riche Farewell Mil
Prof Conclusion D d nj, In their Hoose so many fashions
as I can not describe, sometymes Garragascoynes, breached
like a Beare 2620 Shllton Qmx IV xix 149 He began
to untruss his Points the Opinion is that he had but
one befoie, which held up his Gally-Gascoins 1703 T
Philips splendid Shilling 121 My Galligaskins, that
have long withstood 1 he Winter s Fury 1761 Sterne
h. Shandy IV xxvn, His whole thoughts were taken up
with a transaction which was going foi wards, within the
precincts of his own Galligaskins 1794 in Poet Reg.
(1807) 401 While in Rhyme’s Galligaskins I enclose The
broad poster101 s of thy brawny prose i8ox Sporting Mag.
XVII ig His galligaskins have been made by the same
needle-jerker 1832 Cariyle Mtsc. (1857) III. 72 What
jackets and galligaskins had they.

2 Leggings, gaiters, dial.

18^9 Trollope Westlnd x 130 He wears a huge pair of
galligaskins made of thick stiff leather but so as to fit the
leg exactly. 1868 Browning Ring # Bk vm 43 Gossips too

put galligaskm off At entry of a decent domicile 1877N IP Line. Gloss , Gallygaskins, gaiters 1886 Elworthy
IV Somerset fVoi it-bk , Galligaskins, rough leather over-
alls, worn by thatcheis, hedgers and labourers

3.

A vanely of the cowslip (Primula vens).
1629 Parkinson Patadisi xxxv. 243 There is another

kinde [of cowslips] which doe somewhat resemble mens
hose that they did weaie and took the name of Galligaskins
fiom thence
apfositivc 1882 Gat den 28 Jan 56/3 Can any infor-

mation be obtained as to the ongm of the Galigaskms
Primrose ?

Hence Galliga'skined ppl. a
,
wearing galli-

gaskins
1834 Walter Last of Old Squires xm 137 The good old

man with gun in hand from the paper mill-cover, or
galigaskincd irom the farm 1

Galligross, vai. Galiegross, Obs.

Gallimania, bad foim of Gallomania see

Gallo-
C1793 Spit it Publ frills I 125 That febrile disposition

and hectic heat commonly called Gallimania
Gallimatia(s, obs form of Galimatias.

Gallimaufry (gcelimp fu), sb Forms: 6-7
gallie-, gaily-, gal(l)imafry, -ay, -ey, -10, -ee,

7 gal(l)amafrie
; 6-7 galli-, gallymalfreye,

-maulfry, -malfrie , 6-7gallimaufray, -maufrie,

7 galley-, gallymaufr(e)y, -mawfrey, (galy-

maufry, gallemaufry, galloiuawfry, galli-

xnof(f)ry, -mophory, gallerie-maufry)
,

7-8
gallamaufr(e)y, 6-9 gallimaufrey, -mawfry,
6- gallimaufry, [ad F. gahmafrde, of unknown
origin ]
1. A dish made by hashing up odds and ends of

food; a hodge-podge, a ragout, rate exc dial.

1591 Peruvall Sp Diet., Nogadu salsa, a gallunaulfry

of nuts 1607 Dlkklr IVesiw. Hoe u. Wks. 1873 II 204
Lattin whole-meats are nowe minc’d, and seiude in for

English Galhtnafries, 1623 T, Scott God <5- King (1633) 2

That I may neither slovenly chop it into gobbits, nor
curiously mince it to a gallamafrie. a 1693 Urquhart
Rabelais m. xvii, The Devil mince me into a Galh-mafry,
if I do not tremble for fear. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1859
Haliburion Season ltcket mi, The Gallimaufry at once
tempts and satisfies. 1883 Almondbnry Gloss , Galli-

maufry, and by corruption Gallunawverty, a mixture of

several sorts of meat
2. transf and fig. A heterogeneous mixture, a

confused jumble, a ridiculous medley.
1531-6 Robinson tr. More's Utopta (Arb ) 64 Suche a tragy-

call comedye or gallymalfreye 1579 E K Ded.to SpensePs
Sheph Cal

, So now they haue made our English tongue
a gallimaufray, or hodgepodge of all other speches.

1592 CiirTTLn Kmde-harts Dr (1841) 29 Hee put me
downe with such a galliemafrey of Latine ends that

I was glad to make an end 1613 Puuciias Pilgrimage 11

vm 128 And after by marriages with some false Christians,

made such a galli-maufrey as [etc ]. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais n, vu 42 The hotchpotch or gallimafree of the

peipetually begging Friars x668 R L’Estrange Vis,

Quev (1708) 57 Are you the Author then (quoth I) of that

Gallimaufry of Prophesies, that’s Publish’d in your Name?
2678 Salmon Pftar/n Londtn 670 This is one of the

greatest Gally maufnes that ever I saw but it was intended

as an Antidote against Plague 1872 Pi anche Recoil. II

xvm 245 To me, the glittering gallimaufry in which all

the ingenuity and beauty of the original fairy tale was lost

and destio>ed 1892 A Birrell Res Judic xi 260 At
present it [the history of the Reformation] is but a hotch-

potch, a gallimaufry, a confused mingle-mangle of divers

things jumbled or put together.

3. A promiscuous assemblage (of persons')

1598 Shaks Merry TV, it. 1. 119 Pie wooes both high and
low he loues the Gally-mawfry (Ford) perpend 1877

Holderness Gloss,, Gallimawfry, a gathering, or set of

persons or things Generally usedm an unfavourable sense.

4. Said somewhat contemptuously of a person :

A man of many accomplishments; a composite

chaiacter Now rate.
1600 Dekker Gentle Craft Wks 1873 1 21 Peace pudding

broth peace you galhmafrey 1632 Massinger & Field
Fatal Dowry il 11, A good, foolish, knavish, sociable

gallimaufry of a man 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St.

11. v, Why how now my little Gallimaufry, my little Oleo*

podrido of Arts and Arms l 1781 G Parker Vtew Sac. I.

207 A compound of Player, Soldier, Stroller, Sailor, and

Tinker 1 An odd gallimaufry l 1844 Disraeli Conwgsby 1. v.



gallimaufry, GALLIPOT.
Perhaps the most ludicrous characteristic of these factious
gallunaufreys was an occasional assumption of the high
moral and admonitory tone

6 attrib

1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks 1 no These Galley-
maufry humours a 1734 North Exam. 11 iv (1740) 242
Such a Gallimaufry Piece of Nonsense it was 1769 S.
Paterson Another Traveller l II 204 Ihe gallimaufry list

of pill-and drop-mongers

Hence Gallimau fncal a

,

miscellaneous.
1836 New Monthly Mag XLVII 227 It has been the

custom to get up a galhmaufrical performance that is not
deemed dramatic

Gallimaufry (gselimg fn), v rare- 1
. [f the

sb ] trans. To cut up into a hodge-podge
;
to

make mince-meat of In quot fig

1831 Frasers Mag III 107 In chapter the third, the
satire rolls only against Long s hotel, which is thus wickedly
gallimawfied

Hence + Gallimau frier, one who makes a galli-

maufry or medley (of something).
159a Nashe 4 Lett. Confut Kb, The galhmafner of all

stiles m one standish

Galliuacean (gae lin^ipan), a and sb Also 9
-aoian. [f as next + -an j A adj. — Gallina-
ceous ;

in quot.= concerned with domestic fowls.

33 sb A bird of the older Gallmacex or Gallmse.
184a Brands Diet Set etc

,
Galhnaceans See Rasores,

*851 Q Rev LXXXVIII 326 The gallinacian leech, like

the mountebank of former days, has to exercise his wits for
pure benevolence

Gallinaceous (gse line 1
Jos), a. [f. L galli-

naceous (f. gallina a hen) + -oua.]

1. Of or belonging to the order Gallmse, which
comprises all the ordinary domestic poultry, and
many other buds, such as pheasants, paitndges, etc

1783 Latham Synopsis Birds II. u. 668 Order V. Gallina-
ceous 1802 Paley Nat. Theol xv. 185 Spallanzani has le-
marked a circumstantial resemblance between the stomachs
of gallinaceous fowls and the structure of corn-mills 1861
Whyte Melville Goodfor Nothing II 77 An example of
the want of wisdom in the gallinaceous tribe

2 humorously a Resembling that of a cock

;

* cocky ’. "b. Consisting of fowls
1879 G Macdonald Sir Gibhie I xix. 253 With all the

gathered wisdom of Edinburgh m his gallinaceous cranium
1883 Lady Brassey The Trades 493 We returned to the
hotel, where another meal, as gallinaceous as that of
yesteiday, awaited us

Gallinaginous (gse linse-dspnas), a. [f. mod L.
gaUindgin-em,gallindgo woodcock (f gallina hen)
+ -oua.] Of or pertaining to a woodcock. Galhna-
ginous crest, ti ansi L caputgalhnaginis, lit ‘wood-
cock’s head’, the piomment fold of the lining

membrane in the prostalic portion of the urethra
1876 Gross Dis Bladder 563 Acute inflammation of the

gallinaginous crest is most commonly induced by an exten-
sion of gonorrhoeal inflammation.

Gallinazo (gse lina Z<j). Also 8 galmasso,

9 gallinaso [corruptly a. Sp. galhnaza a vulture,

f. gallina hen + augmentative suffix -aza ] An
American vulture (Cathartes aura or Cathansta
atrata)
1760-7* tr yuan fy Ulion's Voy (ed 3) I 58 These are

equally fierce and carnivorous with the former , and called
the kings of the gallinazos. 1774 Goldsm Amm Nat. V.
113 Vultures, or galinassos, as the Spaniards call them 1833
M Scott Tom Cringle m, I looked up and saw a gallinaso,

the large carrion-crow of the tiopics, sailing seaward 1845
Darwin Voy Nat ix (1873) 183 From these facts the condor,
like the gallinazo, must be considered as a gregarious bird.

GalUne (gse loin, -m), a rare. [f. L. gall-us

cock + -INE ] = Gallinaoeous
1883 A. Newton m Encycl Brit. XV. 827/2 The Brush-

Turkey .was originally described by Latham in 1821 under
the name of the New Holland Vulture, a misleading desig-
nation which he subsequently tried to correct on perceiving
its GalUne character. 1895 Pop. Set. Monthly Apr 763
Other birds possessing galline affinities are the well-known
curassows.

Galling (gg'hij), vbl. sb.1 [f. Gall vA + -ing-1 ]
1. The action of the verb Gall in. various senses

;

the condition of being galled.
M46 Phaer Bk. Cluldr (1533) TJ va, [It] is good for the

galling or chaffing of y° fete 1573 TussrR Hush Ivil

(1878) 133 Er winter preuenteth, while weather is good, for
galling of pasture get home with thy wood 1598R Barret
Mod Warres 96 Their volhe m their face would bee no
small galling vnto them 1646 Sir T Browne Psend. Ep.
I. vui 31 Vitex or Agnus Castus held only in the hand,
preserveth the rider fr&ra galling 1678 Marvell Def
John Howe Wks 187s IV. 196 It is a certain remedy
against all gauling, at least by this argumentation. 1754
Diet Arts <jr Sc. I. 633 Pieces of brass, with holes in them,
put into wooden shivers, to keep them from splitting and
galling by the pin of the block 1799 H T Colebrooke
Life (1873) 440 Four [elephants] were disabled, by the gall-

ing oftheir backs, from carrying their usual burdens

f2. The result of galling
,
in pi., galls, galled

spots. Obs.
c 1440 Promp Parv 185/1 Gallynge, strumositas, 1607

Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 320 Honey and Verdigrease
boyled together is a good Ointment for all gallmgs on the
withers 1723 Bradley Fam Diet, s v Transplanting,
A good Piece of Rope tyed about the neck of the Trees
upon a whisp of Straw, preserves them from gallmgs

3. Comb., as gallmg-leatlier, a piece of leather

to prevent galling or chafing
1794 W. Felton Carnages (1801) L 130 The Coachman's

27

Seat is covered with cloth lined at the bottom ends with
pieces of leather, called galhng-leathers. Ibid 11 188

rlhe
galling-leather is sewed under that part of the harness
wheie there is a buckle, to prevent it from galling the
horse

Galling (gg lig), vbl. sb 2 [f Gall vP + -ing 1
]

The treatment of material with galls, as a pre-
liminary of the actual process of dyeing it.

1791 Hamilton tr Berthollet's Dyeing I 1 1 v 105 Silk
acquires by galling a [permanent] weight 1800 tr La-
grange's Chem II. 275 Galling consists m macerating any
piece of stuff in a decoction of gall-nuts 1816 J Smith
Panorama Sc ^ Ait 11 543 After the galling, the silk is
put into a solution of sulphate of iron

Galling (gg lirj), ppl a [f Gall v 1 + -ing 2
]

That galls

1 . Chafing, irritating or harassing physically.
1647 H More Song ofSoul n ii 11 xxxiu. What tells

the hand or head the toes great grief, When it alone is
pinch’d with galling shooes 1 1670 Milton Hist Eng. 11

Wks (1851) 53 What with gauling Darts and heavie strokes
the Britans who wore neither Helmet nor Cuirass to defend
them, were qt last overcome. *703 Pope Thebais 185 As
stubborn steers joined reluctant to the galling yoke a 1839
Praed Poems (1864) II 283 And looks with marvel 011 his
galling chain 1879 M< Carthy Own Times 11 xx 89 They
[the Ministry] were placed between two galling fires

2. fig Irritating, offensive to the mind or spirit.

1583 Babington Commandm vi (1590) 253 The occasions
of angei m many men are nipping words, and gawhng
speeches a 1653 Gouge Comm Heb xui 5 Covetousnesse
is a gawhng sinne It works a continual vexation 1790
Burke/'*' Rev 105

r
i he anodyne draught of oblivion is

well calculated to preserve a galling wakefulness *820W Irving Sketch Bk I 46 Ruin in fashionable life is ac-
companied by so many galling mortifications *876 Green
Stray Stud 221 The more galling and oppressive instances
of serfdom seem to have slipped unconsciously away
Hence Ga llingly adv

,
GaTlinguess.

1647 Boyle Let Wks I p. xxxix, I never found that
people discontented with their own church-government (the
galhngness of whose yoke is the grand scare crow that
frights us here) 1802 Joanna Batllie Ethwald ii iv. 11,

One who, new to greatness, Feels its unwieldy robe sit on
his shoulders Constrain’d and galhngly. 1852 Robertson
Serm Ser ill xvu 220 Law bears galhngly on those who
want to break it.

GaHingale, obs. form of Galinsale.
Gallini, dial, form of Galeeny.
Gallinicide (gall msaid). nonce-wd. [f. L.

gallini- comb, form of gallina hen + -oide (2).]
The killing of hens or poultry.
1883 Pall Mall G 17 Mar. 4/1 He sends in his claim for

damages sustained by gallimcide to the * poultry fund ' of
the neighbouring hunt

Gallimpper (gse lull par) Chiefly U.S. Also
gali-, gall(e)ympper. [Of uncertain ongm]
A large mosquito
1818 Sporting Mag I 261 Smaller flies from the galli-

nipper to the moschetto, began to muster m all directions

1838 Haliburton Clockm Ser n 111, He jump'd up .. a
snappm’ of his fingers, as if he wor bit by a galley-nipper.

1867 A L Adams brand Nat India 59 That prince of
gallymppers, the sandfly, whose bite produces a painful
. swelling

Gallinivorous (gselim voras), a. nonce-wd.
[f L. gallim- comb, foim ofgallina hen + -vor-us

devouring + -ous ] Feeding on fowls or poultry.
1862 Fraser's Mag July 85 Man is not strictly a * gallmi-

vorous ’ animal, and has a tendency to tire of perpetual
poultry.

Gallinule (gse'liniMl). [ad. mod.L. gallinula,

the scientific name of the genus (in late L the woid
occurs for a chicken), dim. of L gallina hen]
Book-name for a genus of birds, typified by the
moor-hen ( Gallinula chloropus). Also extended
to other birds of allied genera.

1776 Pennant Zool. II 409-11 Gallinule 215 Spotted
217. Common 1785 Latham Synopsis Birds III 1 258 Com-
mon Gallinule Common Water-Hen or More-Hen 1833
C Sturt 2 Exped S A ustralza I 1 39 Various tribes of the
galmule [jzc] made incessant noises around us 1872 A
Domett Ranolfxvn § 3 274 That rich galLmule of velvet
violet plumage proud 1888 Riverside Nat Hist IV 131
The purple-gallmules typified by the European species

IPorphynv porphyno) and the American lonomis mar-
tinica

So Galluraliue a
,
pertaining to the gallinule

1895 Pop Sci Monthly Apr 764 It falls into line with
another galhnulme character

Gallion, var. form of Galion, Galleon.
Galliot 1 (gse’liot). Forms. 4, 7 galiote, 5

galyet, 6 galyote, galyott, galliet(te, 7 galliots,

galliott, 7-8 galeot, 8-9galiot, (mDicts.) galleot,

6- galliot See also Gallivat [a. F gahote fem.

(OF. also gahot masc ) = Sp. and Pg. galeota, It.

galeotta, dim of the Com. 'Rom. galea Galley j#. 1
]

1 A small galley or boat, propelled by sails and
oars, used for swift navigation , in English applied

esp. to Spanish and Mediterranean vessels

1352 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 65, Vnj and xl galays and mo
And other many ofgaliotes, With grete noumber of smale

botes 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit viil xiv, Seven carryks
of Gene, and fyfty other vessels, as hulkes, barges, galeys
and galyetis c 1500 in Arnolae's Chron (1811) p xxvui,
Galyottis of Spayne with odir smale shippis of warre, come
a londe at Grauesende *579 Fenton Guicctard 11 (1590) 88

The hauen .conteined fiue ships, foure light galleis, a galliot,

and a gallion. 1650 Fuller Pisgak v. xxi 184 Those
seventy lesser ships, and Galliots, brought . . out of the.

Bosphorus 1728 Morgan Algiers 11 . ii 221 Some Turkish
Merchants built and armed out a Galeot, or Light-Gally

*799 Nelson it Feb m Nicolas Disp (1846) III. 262 The
Officer who is to command the Galliots and Gun-boats.
1876 Bancroft Hist. US I i *5 Cartier moved his two
large vessels safely into the deep water of the river .and in

his gahot sailed up the majestic stream.

2 [Iii Du galjoot ] ADutch cargo-boat or fishing-
vessel

1794 Rigging Seamanship I 239 Galliot. Is a large
Dutch vessel, of burthen, with one mast and a bowsprit.
1861 Ihornbury Turner (1862) I. 263 The ships are the
heavy one-masted Dutch galliots once common on the
Thames 1884 Mag ofArt Apt 253/2 Now almost any
day, are to be seen a little fleet of Dutch galliots

3 Used ofancient Roman vessels or galleys. 1 Obs.
17x8 Rowe tr Lucan hi. 797 On either Wing the larger

Vessels ply, While in the Center safe the lesser Galiots lie

c 1800 K. White Childhood 11 165 The blood-fraught galliots

of Rome
4: = Bomb-ketcjh. [ = F. gahote h bombes.]

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v, Galleot, Some also
call the bomb ketches galliots.

5 Comb., as f galliot-hoy, *]• pink, yacht, small
vessels resembling a Dutch galliot in build.
1665 Lend Gaz No 12/1 Captain Robinson hath sent

into Falmouth a *Galliot-Hoy, bound for Bordeaux. 1689
Ibid No. 2496/4 A Galliot-Hoy being seven Foot and a
half under the Beam, 56 Foot in length Ibid. No 2517/4
There will be exposed to Sale a 11 Galliot Pink called the
Mermaid ofAmsterdam X709 Ibid No 4543/3 A Galliot
Pink burthen about 90 Tuns, Holland built <£*895 Ld
Clarence Paget Autobiog 1 (1896) 5 He had a Dutch *gal-
liot yacht which used to cruise with the royal squadron

t Galliot2 . Obs Forms. 5 galyot, 6 galyott,
galliot, 7 galeyot, galeot. [a OF gahot sailor in

a galley, galley-slave, pirate= It. galeotto, med.L.
gahotus, galeota

,

denv. of galea Galley.]
1 A pirate rare.
c 1425 Eng Cong Irel (E E T S ) 22 We come nat yn-

to thys land as hyryng men, ne for no couetyse of gold, ne
of syluyr, ne galyotz ne robbers

2 . A sailor or rower on board a galley, whether
slave or free.

*506 Guylforde Ptlgr. (Camden) 15 In the whyche tyme
the patrone, Galyottis, and pylgnmes, took in woode, water,
&c 1593 Munday Def Contraries 84 See we not in the
Gallies that they giue the Oare to the strongest and most
mighty Galliots ? 1612 Benvenuto's Passenger 1 73 Oh,
now all begins to passe betweene the Galeot, and the Mar
riner. *654 Cokaxne Dianea iv 350 Being informed of the
fire he . commanded it should be quenched, supposing
it kindled bv accident through the caielessnesse of the
Galeyots, or Marnners.

Gallipot (gselippt). Forms: 5 galy pott,
gale pote, 6 galey potte, galeye pot, gallie
potte, 6-8 gaily pot (gally-pot), 7 gollee-,
galley-pot, 8 galipot, 7- gallipot. [The first

element in this word (occurring also in Galley-
dish, Galley-tile) is of uncertain origin, but
possibly identical with Galley sb.1

, in which
case the words etymologically denote pottery such
as was brought m galleys, 1. e. imported from the
Mediterranean. Cf. Galley halfpenny.
The Du synonym gleifot is not recorded till a century

later than the date of our earliest examples ofthe English
word, and the editors of the great Dutch dictionary think
that its first element may possibly be identical with glei
(frequent in the 17th c ), a variant ofgalei Galley sb 1 In
support of this view, it is pointed out that the Du kraak-

goed, kraakporselem mean literally * porcelain imported in

carracks', and a passage is quoted from the Inv. v Brussel
II. 206 winch mentions ‘ glass-waies brought m galleys and
carracks' {gue les galees et les caraqnes amenent), Farther,
gleyers uierk is explained by Kilian as meaning Balearic or
Majorcan pottery (cf Majolica). On the other hand, the
word glei is given in Kilian and Du. diets, of the 17th c as

a name for porcelain clay; but it has not been found in

any text, except in the compound gleybacker, geley backer
‘ porcelain baker ’

, and it may have been merely formed by
misinterpretation of the compounds gleipot and glevwerk\
gleigoed (glazed pottery) ]

1 A small earthen glazed pot, esp one used by
apothecaries for ointments and medicines.
1465 Mann, fy Househ, Exp 285 Item, the same day my

mastyr paid for a galy pott, nj d *552 Huloet, Galey
potte, culullus. 1605 Bacon Adv Learn. I 16 That,
which Plato sayd of his Maister Socrates, whom he com-
pared to the Gallypots of Apothecaries, which on the out
side had Apes and Owles and Antiques, but contained with
in soueraigne and precious liquors and confections. 1678
R L’Estrange Seneca'sMor To Rdr p xxu,They make me
think of Gally-Pots in an Apothecaries Shop. 1739 Clayton
in PhiL Trans. XLI 62, I Took a small Gally-pot, such as

the Apothecaries in the North of England make use of

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 322 Pour it into small high
Gallipots, like a sugar-loaf at top 1855 Dickens Damt 1

vi, Traps [for flies] of vinegar and Sugar in gallipots. 1870
Lubbock Ong Civihz. vi (1875) 290 A great number of
blacks assembled about a pond, bringing with them a sheep
and some gallipots 1880 Antrim § Down Gloss

, Gaily
pot, a jam pot

b transf andfig
1630 Dekker 2ndPt, Honest Wh. Wks 1873 II 106 She

is the Gally-pot to which these Drones flye *883 Stevenson
Treas. 1st. iv. xvu, The little gallipot of a boat that we
were in was gravely overloaded

f c. applied lo a silver vessel. Obs —1

15x5 JVtll of W. Wilier (Somerset Ho ), A Galey potte of
silver double gilt.

2. transf (in jest or contempt). One who handles
galbpots , an apothecary
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1783 Grose Did Vnlg Tongue, Gallipot, rick name for

an apothecary 1828 Scott F M. Perth vii, Turning a

stern look on the alarmed Pottmgar, bioke out *Thou walk-

mg skeleton 1 thou asthmatic gallipot!’ 184a S. Lover
Handy Andy 111 29 The widow in the meantime had been

left to the caie of the apothecary's boy and truly her sobs

amazed young gallipot 1848 Thackfray Bk Snobs

xxvit. ‘One may ask one’s medical man to one's table

certainly, but his family, my dear Mr. Snob 1 ’ ‘Half a
dozen little gallipots interposed Miss Wirt

+ Ga'llish, a-
1 Obs rare Forms : 6 gaulish,

galliahe, 7-8 gallish [f Gall sb .
1 + -ish ]

1. Belonging to the gall, bilious

1551 Turner. Herbal 1. A v b, Wormwode .dryueth forth ,

cholenke and gallishe humoures out of the stomack.

2 Tasting like gall, bitter

164.8 Hexham Dutch Diet (1660', Galachttgh, gallish, or

as bitter as Gall

b Jig.

1595 Southwell St, Peter's Cornel 69 The pleasing rellish

of his former loue, In gaulish thoughts to bitter taste doth

proue, 1769 Blackstone Comm IV. 95 Crimen ammo
felleo perpetratum

,

with a bitter or gallish inclination

Gallish,
a.'1 Obs rare—1

, [f Gall sb 3 +
-ISH 1 ] Of the nature of galls

*677 Plot Oxfoidsh 161 Neithet the nuts nor the horn

having any thing gallish, the Vitriol of the Earth could

have no power on them
Q-allisize see Gallize

+ Gallitzinite (gseh’tsmait). Min. Obs. Also

Gallizimte [Named 111 1801 after the name of

Prince Galhtzm (who discovered the mineral) : see

-ite] A variety of rutile, now called Ni&bine
1814 AllanMm Nomenclature 50 Galluimte. i8zo R.

Jameson Syst. Mm. Ill 132 Gallitzinite

Gallitzinite, var. Gallizinite. Obs

Gallium (garliom) [mod L. ,
said to be f L

gallus cock, a lianslation of Lecoq.] A soft, tough,

bluish-wbite metal, easily melted, discovered by

M Lecoq de Boisbaudran (1875) in a zmc-blende

from the Pyrenees

187s Fain Herald ft Nov 14/2 The new metal, which is

called gallium, was found by the spectroscope m zinc ores

1886 A thenmum 17 July 84/2 This metal appears .to he
probably gallium.

Gallivant (gcelivarnt), v. Also galavant,

galrvant. [Perhaps a humorous perversion of

Gallant v. Usually m the pres. part, gallivant

-

Mg] intr To gad about in a showy fashion, esp,

with peisons ofthe other sex. Also merely =

F

libt.

1823 W H Pyne Wine 4 Walnuts (1824) II. xxi 300
Sitting at his ease, galavanting with a publican’s daughter.

1835 Lady Granville Lett 12 Feb (1894) II 184,

1

fore-

see she will be always galivantmg with Lady Wharncliffe.

1838 Dickens Ntch Nick xxxvm, Else I shall have mymaid
gallivanting with somebody who may rob the house 1831:

De Quincey Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks XIII, 23 If she

chose to go galavanting amongst the clouds. Pope, for his

part, was thelast person to follow her 1875W S Hayward
Love agst. World 32,

1

did not consider it right or pioper

that a lady .should be gallivanting about the country with
those three fellows 1894 Q, Rev Oct 303 The language
came natural to him [Lope de Vega] when gallivanting

with Fills

Gallivanting' (g® livse ntig), vbl sb [f Gal-
livant v +-ING 1

] The action of the verb,
1826 Scott Jrul g Feb ,

If we had been so [in retreat] last

year, instead of gallivanting to Ireland, this affair might not
have befallen 1830 Thackeray Fatal Bools (1869) 354,
I have given up gallivanting, as I call it. 1869 Trollope
He Knew xv (1878) 83 It don’t mean much, only just idle

talking and gallivanting 1884 Punch 16 Feb. 76/1 This
comes of gallivanting round with Emperors, Kings, Pume
Ministers, and Poet-Laureates

Gallivanting, Ml a. [f. as prec. +-ing 2 ]
That gads about, or flirts

1819 * R Rabelais’ Abeillard 4 Heloisa 18 But does that
gallivanting god Deign to give Taylor answering nod ? *863
Dickens Mut Fr 111 i, You can’t be a gallivanting dodger.
*884 Harper's Mag Aug, 327/1 A lone lorn wife of many
a galivantmg husband.

+ Gallivat. Obs Forms : 7 gallywat(te, 8

galleywat(t, gallevat, 8-9 gallivat. [ad Pg.
galeota through East Indian channels : cf. Gal-
liot1.] A large boat used in. the Eastern seas,

having a triangular sail as well as oars.

1613 Downton m Purchas Pilgrims <1625) I 301 As soone
as 1 anchored, I sent. Master Spooner, and Samuell Squire
in my Gellywatte to sound the depths within the sands,
1736 Genii Mag XXVI 620 A number of vessels called
galley-wats, about the size of our Gravesend tilt-boat, carry-
ing six swivel guns, and 60 men 1790 Beatson Nav <$

Mil Mem . II 41 The galhvats are large row-boats, built
like grabs, but ofsmaller dimensions, the largest seldom, ex-
ceeding seventy tons. 186a Beveridge Hist India I nr.
vii 310 The gallivats ,. combined the double advantage of
sailing and row boats

Galliwasp (gishwgsp). Also 8 gallewasp.
[Of unknown origin ] A small lizard (Celestus oc-

cidims), found, in the West Indies
1723 Sloane Jamaica II 334 AGalhwasp. This appear’d
m all things to be a great Seine 1796 Morse Amer Geog I

765 The fens and marshes do [breed] the guana and galle-
wasp , but these last are not venomous. *834 M. G. Lewis
Jml W, lnd 113 A Galh-wasp This is the Alligator m
immature. 1833 Kingsley Westw Ho > II. ix 253 Sitting
on the sandy turf, defiant of galliwasps and jack-spamards
Gallize (g® lsiz), v. Also gallisize, [From

Dr. L, Gall of Treves, the inventor of the process.

In Ger. gallisiren, ofwhich the form gallisize seems

to be a blundered adaptation] ti atts To treat

(unfermented grape-jnice) with water and sugar, so

as to increase the quantity of wine produced

Hence Ga llisized ppl. a ,
Ga llisizing vbl sb

Also GaHiza'tion., the process of gallizmg
1888 Pnor Dittmarhi Encycl Brit XXIV 603/1 Science

affords a means of distinguishing a gallisized fiom a natuial

wine Ibid

,

One mode of assisting nature in wine making is

the process of * galhsi/mg so called from its inventor (Gall),

which is largely practised on the Rhine 189xCyd Temp
Pi chib (U.S) 647/1 Galhzation, a method of increasing

the quantity [of wine] by the infusion of sugar, acid and
water.

t Galli’zinite. Min Obs Also gallitzinite,

gallicinite [First used by Bcudantm 1 8 24 ;
f. the

Ger. name gallitsenstem
,
lit * stone from Galicia ’

:

see -ite ] Native sulphate of zinc, goslarite

1837 Allan W Phillips' Mtn. 376 Galli2inite 1843 E J,
Ciiafman Mut, 14 Gallitzinite x86t H W. Bristow Gloss.

Mm, 148 Gallicinite

Gallizinite, var. Gallitzinite. Obs.

Gall-less (g§ l|les), a. [f. Gall sbJ- + -less ]

Possessing no gall Hence, free from bitterness or

malice, incapable of being roused to anger.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xvm xix (1405) 779
Camelles hen beestys of long lyfe for they ben gaflelesse

1658 Whole Duty Man xvii § 19 147 A Dove, a meek and
gall-less creatuie 1663 Cowley Verses ty Ass (1669) 17

Ah I mild and gaullessDove 1726 SavageiV T Overbury
m i, Tho’ the soft Dove brood gali-Iess o'er your Breast,

Yet let the wary Serpent arm your Mind. 1831 Scott Ct
Robt xxvm, When I consider from what prison he was
brought, and in what guise he inhabited it, I cannot believe

m this gall-less disposition. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. x. vu.

And the poor student, usually so mild and gall-less, stamped
his foot m impotent rage. *884 Pall Mall G. to Sept 5/1

|

The idyllic, guileless and gall-less life.

Gall-nut (gg l|n»t) [f Gallsb 3] =Gallsb 3 1,

1372 Huloet, Galle nutte, suche as is put into inke, galla
x6ox Holland Pliny II 177 Gal-nuts. 1712 tr Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I 73 Round Fruit, of the Size of Gall-Nuts.

1838 Penny Cycl s v. Gallic acid, A large portion of the

acid exists ready formed m the gall-nut,

Gallo- (gse’lo), combining form (after Gr.

analogies) of L. Gallus a Gaul.

1. In classical Latin it occurs only in Gallo-grteci,

Gauls who went east and settled m Asia Minor
;

also Gallo-gmcia, the country inhabited by these

Gauls, Galatia. Hence f Gallo - grsacians,

f Gallo-greeks pi., Galatians
x6ox Holland Pliny I. 221 King Antiochus haumg 111

battaile slaine a brave horsman of the Gallogreeks or

Galatians, became mauster of lus horse. x6x8 Bolton
Floras a. xi (1636) 124 Those Gallo-Grsecians, as their

compound name sheweth, weie a mixt and mongrell people.

[1623 Bacon Ess ,
Vicissitude (Arb ) 573 1 1 is true, the Gaules

were Westerne, But we reade but of two Incursions of
theirs ,

the one to Gallo Grecia, the other to Rome.]

2 Used with the sense of ‘ Gallic’ (1. e French)

jn various mod.Eng. formations a. Prefixed (with

hyphen) to certain designations of nationality,

as Ga.Uo-Ame ricau a., of combined French and
American character; Gallo-Bri ton, one partly

French and partly British (either in birth or sym-
pathies) ; Gallo-Ce ltic a., belonging to the Celts

of France ; Ga llo-Ge man a

,

belonging to both
French and Germans, b. In objective formations

on assumed Gr. types (m most instances adopted
from Fr.), as Galloman [ad F Gallomane (Gi.

-fxavf)s mad after)] = Gallomamcu, Gallomania
[ad F Gallomanu (Gr. -p.a.via , see Mania)], an un-
reasoning attachment to France or French customs;
Gallomaniac, one who is affected with Gallo-

mania 5 also as adj . ;
Ga llophil [Gr. -<pt\os loving,

friendly to], a friend of France and its interests
,

Gallo pMlisjn, fondness for France, friendliness

towards it
; Ga llophobe [Gr. -<pol3os fearing], one

who is affected with Gallophobia
; also as ad;.

;

Gallophobia [ad. F. Gallophobe, Gr. -<j>oPia

diead of], morbid dread of the French, or abhor-
rence of what is French.
*797 T Jefferson Writ (1839) IV. 186 If Louisiana be-

comes a "Gallo-American colony 1828 Sydney Smith in
Mem (1885) II. 203 The travels of the Gallo-American
gentleman are, I suppose, those of M Simond 1819
Hcimit in Land III 116 A kind of Amphibious animal,
a *Gallo-Briton a 1711 Ken Blandma. Poet Wks 1721
IV. 316 Death and Infernal Pow’rs decreed The *Gallo-
Celtick Saints should bleed. x86x J G Sheppard Fall
Rome vm 441 The great "Gallo-German river 1787 T
Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 317 It will be of great conse-
quence to France and England, to have America governed by
a*Ga!loman or Angloman 1802 Ibid VIII, 163 To suppose
we are Gallomen orAnglomen [ric 1

]. xBxgMetropolis (ed 2)
III viii 180 This Galloman appeared a httie put down 1877D M Wallace Russia xxv 388 In a word, "Gallomania
had become the prevailing social epidemic of the time 1819
Hermit m Lend III. 117 The British "Gallomaniac ought
to know better 1840 Disraeli Corr iu Bister 15 Oct
(1886) 163 On dil that even Lord Holland, that old Gallo-
maniac, ratted to Palmerston 1807 Daily News s8 Aug
4/d In the years which immediately preceded the French
Revolution the British aristocracy was notoriously Gallo-
maniac, 1889 Times 26 Jan, 7/3 The appointment of Senor
Albareda to the Quinnal would not be looked on favourably
at Rome, because he is a very pronounced "Gallophil. 1894

Wesint Gas x6 Feb 7/2 The ardent "Gallophilism which
characterised many Russian gatherings at the time of the
U oulon and Paris/tics 1883 PaliMallG 31 July 8/2 The
Opinion says 'the "Gallophobes on the other side of the
Channel will gam nothing by their agitation against us’
1886 A thenxum 6 Mm 324/2 Mr Gallenga is too pronounced
a Gallophobe to he able to make his French attachis true to
life 1897 PallMallG e J vine 7/3 Gallophobe Englishmen
grew alarmed, but they have got their sop. 1803 In Spirit
Pub/ Jruis (1804) VII 246 Stiong renewed symptoms of
Anglo and "Gallo-phobia x88x A thenceum 6 Aug 163/3 His
[Landoi's] Gallophobia evidently strikes Prof. Colvin with
astonishment

t* GraTloc. Obs Also i gallac, gallue. [perh.
corruptly ad. late L anagalhcum (also amgalla

;

cf. class L anagallis , supposed, to mean ‘pim-
pernel’)

;
see quot. c 1450 s v. Comfbey.]

The plant comfrey {Symphytum ojjicmale).
In OE vocabularies the word renders not only sinfitwn

and confimta (comfrey) but also galla (m class L = gall-
nut), adnatica, adnaca (of unknown meaning), and indium
terrx (in class. L. = birthwort) It is not clear whether
the L words were in late L. applied to the comfrey, or
whether gallue denoted several different plants, 01, finally,
whether the glosses are mere mistranslations.

[C725 Co?pus Gloss 949 Galla
,

gallue] exooo Sax,
Leechd I 162 Deos wyrt Jre man confirman & oSrum
naman gallue nenme3. a xxoo Voc in Wr.-Wulcker 299/20
Sinfitum,

gallac c 1263 Plant Voc Ibid. 533/4 Cumfina,

cumfirie, galloc.

Galloch, obs form of Galosh.
G-alloglass (gjc’ltJglas). Obs exc Hist. Forms:

a. 6 galloglas(se, galoglas, galloweglass, gally-
glasse, 7 galli(n)glass(e, (gallowgross), 9 galla-

glass, 6-7, 9 galloglass, gallowglass. j8 6
galloglogh, 7 gallegalagb, 7, 9 galloglagh, 8-9
galloglacb. [a. Ir. and Gael, gall-igldch, f. gall
foreigner, stranger + iglach youth, servant, warrior.

The etymologically correct form galloglagh appears

later than the erroneousgalloglass, which was prob.

the result of the pi. gallogla(gh)s
; m some early

instances galloglas seems to be used as a pi
, but

galloglasses is found already m our earliest quot.
The statement, made on etymological grounds by Spenser

(State o] Irel 640/1, Globe cd ), that the 'galloglasses'

were originally English mercenaries, seems doubtful
5 gall

is used of foreigners or strangers generally, and, although
mainly applied to the English in Spenser's day, may not
have been so restricted at the time when the compound was
formed ]

1 One of a particular class of soldiers or re-

tainers formerly maintained by Irish chiefs.

a. ctS*3 St Papeis Hen. VIII (1834) II. 5, 500 sperys

300 galloglasseis, and 1000 kerne 1320 Ibid 46, x8 baners of

galoglas. c 1538 R. Cowley in Ellis Grig Lett Ser it. II 96
Which here all the burdon of the chargis of holding horse-

men, galloglas and kerne 1340.?/ PapersHen VIII (1834)

III 169 'Ihe saide Cahir shall pay yeiely the tributes and
summes of mony, with rcfcccions and sustencions of all the

galloglasses, as was accustumed to be payed by his aun-
cetours. 1577 Stanyiiuhst Dcscr Irel in Holinshed II.

45/1 The fourth degree is a galloglasse, vsmg a kind of

pollax for his weapon x6oo Dymmok Ireland (1843) 7
The Galloglass are pycked and scelected men of great

and mxghtie bodies, crewell without compassion, x6io

Hoi land Camden's But. 11. 147 Souldiours set m the rere

gard, whom they ternie Galloglasses, who fight with most
keene hatchets 1814 ScottLd 0/Isles 1 vm, Loud shouts

each hardy galla glass 1873 Lowr ll Spenser Pr. Wks
1890 IV. 296 In October the wild kerns and gallowglasses

rose 111 no mood for sparing the house of Pindams,

fi, *334 it Papers Hen VIII (1834) II 183, 10 scor

spearys, callid callogloghis. x6xo Holland Camden's Brit,

1 1 172 Fennyngner O-Coiighir slew Cale-Rothe and with him
of Galloglahes and others about three hundied, 1848-51

J. O’Donovan Ann 4 Masters (1856) I 119 note, The bands

of kernes and galloglaghs or gallowglasses, supported by
the Irish chieftains of the later ages.

2 In the Highlands : = Henchman 2.

1703 M. Martin Descr. W. Isi Scotl, 104 Every Chieftain

had a bold Armour-Bearer, whose business was always to

attend the Person of lus Master night and day to prevent

any surprize, and this man was called Galloglach

3 attrib, in galloglass-ax.
2580 Hooker Life SirP Caieiv in Archeeol XXVIII 139

Everye man toke a galloweglasse axe of theires who were

slayne 1396 Lane Wills III. 4 A gaily glasse axe

Gallon (gse lan) Forms. 3-4 galun, 4-5
galoun, 5 galown, 5-7 galou, 6 gahae (gal(l)-

ond(e, galla(u)nde, 7 gallants), 6- gallon, [a.

ONF. galun
, galon, Central OF. jalon, etc (-

med.L. galon-eni), app. cogn. with F jale bowl.

Cf. the diminutive form OF. galet, jalet masc

,

med.L. galleta fem., a measure for wine, OE g%lkt

bowl (? from Rom. or popular L.), Pg. galheta

mug
;
also OF, galaie, gahie, jalaie, etc

,
fem a

measure for liquids, gram, etc. The ultimate origin

is unknown ]

1. An English measure of capacity. The im-

perial gallon contains 277J cubic inches : the wine-

gallon of 231 cubic inches is the standard in the

United States
c 1300 in Wright Relig Songs vn 37 Bachares and

brueres . Lo^e heo holdet hore galun, mid berme heo nine

fulleth 1362 Langl P PI A v 187 He that repenteth

rathest schulde arysen aftur And greten sir Gloten with a

galun of ale [B a galoun ale] c 1386 Chaucer Manciple s

Prol 24 Ther is falle on me swich heumesse bat me were

leuere slepe, Than the beste galon wyn in Chepe c 1420

Liber Cocorum (1862) 26 To a pot of oyle ofon galon. And
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ofhony a qwharte thou take 1309 BarclayShyp ofFolys
(iS7o) 230 Some voyde mo cups then man would thmke
possible, And other some galons, so that theyr loynts ai e

feble 154a Recorde Gi Arles (1573) 204, 8 pounde (or 8

pyntes) doe make a Gallon a 1656 Ussher Ann an 3679
(1658) 27s He that drank most, was one Promachus, who
drank off fower gallons and one pottle 1725 Bradley Fain
Dnt s v , In Liquids two Pottles, or four Quarts, or eight

Pints, make one Gallon., But m dry Measure, two Gallons,

which is six Pottles, make one Peck 1827 Lytton Pelham
I 11 12 The men drank ale by the gallon. 1862 Ansted
Channel Isl iv App A (ed. 2) 566 The Jersey wine gallon,

as commonly estimated, contains rather more than two
hundred and forty seven cubic inches English,

lb As a dry measure for corn, bread, etc

1684 R H School Recreat, 132 Take a Gallon of Wheat,
and Oat-meal-flower. 1723 [see 1] 1883 Harpers Mag
Apr, 657/2, I ask questions in order to discover what a
gallon ofbread is. 1887 Kent Gloss s v„ * I’d far rather pay
a shilling for a gallon of bread than have it so very cheap.’

C. fig. A large amount
1575 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 90 To requite your

gallonde ofgodbwyes

f 2 . A vessel for holding liquids (tr. L. lagena)
138a WvcLir Isa xxx 14 And shal be to-mynusht, as is

to-brosid the galoun of the crockere —Mark xiv. 13Aman
beringe a galoun of watir. 1439 in Paston Lett. I, 472,

y galons, with gilt verges

3 attnb , as gallon-bottle

,

-measure, -pot.

1439 in Paston Lett 1 . 469 ij galon pottes, all gilt. Ibid

488, j payre galon bottels of one sorte 1463 in Heath
Groceri Comp (1869) 424, 11 Galon Pottis chased and half

gylte 148* Durham MS. Cell, Roll, j galon mesour

Grallo-nitrate (gse l^nsi tre't) [f. gallo- =
Gallic a 2 + Nitrate.] A combination of gallic

and mtnc acids with a base.

1841 Fox-Talbot Patent Specification No 8842 Take a
sheet of iodized paper and wash it over with this gallo-

nitrate of silver 1854 J Scoitern in Orr's Circ. Sc
Chem. 89 Gallo-mtrate of silver.

Galloon (gal«-n) Forms: 7 galloune, ga-

loone, galloom(e, galoom(e, 7-8 galloone, 7-
galoon, galloon. Also m Fr form 9 galon. [ad.

F. galon, vbl sb.
,
fiom the verbgalonner. The sb

first appears in the 17th c., the verb is as old as

the 1 2th c ,
and originally means to dress the hair

with gold bands or other ribbons. Its origin is

uncertain ; a connexion with the root of Gallant
seems possible , the Sp. galon and It. gallone are

prob. adopted from Fr ] A kind of narrow, close-

woven ribbon or braid, of gold, silver, or silk

thread, used for trimming articles of apparel
;

a
trimming of this material (See quot. 1882 )

1604 in Lismore Papers Ser. n (1887) I 106 Neaples
galloune to y° same Dublett. 7 1648 Davenant Vacat. m
Land. Wks (1673) 290 In Liv’ry Short, Galloome on Cape,

With Cloak-bag Mounting high as Nape. 1681 Land Gaz
No 1651/4 A Negro Boy about 18 years old, with a broad
brimm’d white Hat, edged with Silver Galoom 1727
in Mrs. Delany's Life 4- Corr. (1861) I 144 Gold
chains . were tacked on the robing of her gown in loose

scollops in the manner of a galloon, 1733 Hanway Tran.

(1762) I vii xcvu 453 His livery is yellow, laced with a
galloon of blue silk and silvei *864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.

xii iv (1865) IV 154 Footmen, grand as galoon and silver

fringe could make them 1882 Caulteild & Saward Diet.

Needlework, Galloon, There are two descriptions of this

article. One is a strong, thick gold lace It is woven with

a pattern in threads of gold or silver, on silk or worsted .

and is employed m uniforms and on servants' livery hats

The other is ofwool, silk or cotton combined with silk or

worsted, and is used for trimming and binding articles of

dress, hats, shoes, and furniture This sort is only a narrow
ribbon 1890 Daily News 21 Oct a/i Gold, silver, and
steel are to be more used than ever in embroideries and on
galons for trimmings. 1896 Ibid 30 May 9/2 A white

aamask silk was edged all round the hem with marabout
feathers, on each side of them being embroidered a thick

galloon of pearls, diamonds, and emeralds

b. atirib., as \galloon-lace= galloon
; + galloon-

gallant ? one who is gaily dressed

x6xx Cotgr. s.v GalonnS
,
Tressesgallonnies, lockes plaited

,

or tyedvp with galloone lace «x6ix Beaum &Fl Philaster

v iv, On, for a whip to make him galloon-laces 1 1622

FletcherSea- Voy 1 m,ThouGalloon gallant,and Mammon
you That build on golden mountains 1 1739 Char in Ann
Reg a8x/i Sixteen men all in rose colour with galloon

lace.

Hence G&lloo ned a. [cf F. galonni], trimmed

with galloon ,
alsofig.

1831 Carlyle Sart Res 1 vii, Enormous habiliments,

that were not only slashed and galooned, but artificially

swollen-out 1862 H Marryat Yearm Sweden I 237 The
morning dawns—the sky gallooned in stnpes, and spangted

o’er with gold 1863 Thornbury True asfiteel II. 120 His
outer robe, had tight sleeves gallooned with lace

Galloon, Galloot, obs. ff. Galleon, Galoot

Gallop (gse lap), sb Also 6 galop(pe ;
and see

Wallop sb and Galop, [a OF. galop (app f.

galoper to Gallop), which is found from the nth c.

onwards, in early instances generally m the plural

as acc. with verbs of motion (pint les galops, Chan
de Rol. 731). The word first appears in English

in the 16th c. ; but the ONF. form *v>alop had

been adopted in ME ,
and was used in the sense of

‘gallop’ as late as c 1480.]
1

.

The most rapid movement of a horse (occas of

other quadrupeds), in which in the course of each

stride the animal is entirely off the ground, with the

Vol. IV.

legs flexed under the body. In early use chiefly as
descriptive addition to a verb. Phr -( to ride (a)

gallop : now at (formerly also on, upon, in, with)
a gallop

1523 Ld Berntrs Frotss I lxt 83 The frenchmen euer
rode a great Galoppe towarde the bridge 1353 Brende
Q Curtins N vij, He caused them put spores to their
horses, and passed forwardes a gallop 1570 Levins Mamp
169/27 A Gallop, extensus cursus xfioo J Lane Torn Teh
troth (1876) 126 The first rides gallop into misene 1643
Slingsby Diary (1836) 176 Our horse, upon a Gallop w**1

out once drawing up, aavanceth toward ym X723 Land
Gaz No 6228/3 He goes m a little Gallop very easy. *782
Cowper Gilpin That trot became a gallop soon In spite of
curb and rem 18x4 S Rogers m Mem T Moore {1856)
VIII. x86 Our horses were almost always in a gallop 1832
Regtel Instr Cavalry 11 16 The gallop to be eleven miles
an hour 1840 Dickens Barn Rudge 11, He was hurrying
on at the same furious gallop which had been his pace when
the locksmith first encountered him 1859 Musketry Instr
29 If an object fired at be moving, whether it be a man
walking or a horse at a gallop. 1873 Muybridge Descr
Zoopraxography 37 The gallop is the most rapid method of
quadrupedal motion ; m its action the feet are independently
brought to the ground, the spring into the air as in the
canter is effected from a fore foot, and the landing upon the
diagonal hind-foot

to. A nde at this pace
1602 Warner Alb Eng ix xlvn (1612)220 Swift gallops

tier both man and horse 1678 Butler Hud. m 111 365
Led his troops with furious gallops, To charge whole
regiments of scallops 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey 11 xi,

Vivian rode out alone to cure his melancholy by a gallop

1891 E Peacock N. Brendon 1. 242 The long gallop had
done Narcissa good
2 transf andfig
1631 N. Bacon Disc Govt n xvi (1739) 85 The Duke of

York, and other Lords, not liking this gallop, endeavour to
stop her pace. X693 Dryden Juvenal (1697) p lxm, Horace
is always on the amble, Juvenal on the gallop He goes with
more impetuosity than Horace. 1705 Vanbrugh Confed 1 1,

Heav’n shield, I say; but Dick’s upon the Gallop 1768-74
Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 428 Wuting off a gallop and
furnishing sheets for the press faster than they could be
printed off 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 162 In wide
sweeps, and with a swift and equable gallop, the ceaseless

stream of water visits and makes green the fields 1894
R. C. Leslie Waterbiog. xm 237 A fast powerful boat be-

comes as necessary to a man as a good horse In her.

with a fresh breeze, he can always enjoy . a few hours'
gallop ovei the nearest stretch of broad salt water.

3 With defining word a. False gallop : orig. a
canter

,
now onlyfig to. Fullgallop

.

the extreme

pace of which a horse is capable
;
also used adv

,

— ‘at full gallop’
5
also fig. e Snail's gallop :

jocnlarly used for an extremely slow pace + d.

Gallop galliard [F galop gaillartf\ (see quot.).

See also Hand-gallop, and Canterbury gallop under
Canterbury A 2.

a a X533 Ld Berners Huott ci 335 By the connsell of

Huon they returnyd a fause galop [orig les petis galoys]

towardes theyr cyte 1587 Sadler De procreandis, etc

equis v C 11 a, Nouerit plene equus a succussatura, ad cele-

norem paulo progressum, a ceieriore ad citatiorem cursum
ascendere [etc ] At, vt dare anglice dicam my meaning is

that your horse know thorowly from his trot, to rise to his

false gallope, from his false gallope yet to a swifter, and
then from this swifter to descend to ms false gallope, and
trot againe, by turnes 1593 Nashe Apol P Pennilesse

Dib, I would trot a false gallop through the rest of his

ragged Verses, but that if 1 should retort the rime dogrell

aright, I must make my verses (as he doth his) run hobling

[etc ] 1399 Shaks. Much Ado 111 iv 94 What pace is this

that thy tongue keepes 7 Not a false gallop. x6oo—A Y L
111, li ng Ihis is the vene false gallop of verses 1617

Moryson Itin in 11 1. 60 Hee may not ride these a false

gallop, as they vse to ride post-horses, for if he that receiues

the horse, can find, that hee hath ridden an extraordmarye
pace, hee shall pay ten soulz, 1633 Quarles Embl 1 v,

(17x8) 23 Lust is a sharp spur to vice, which always
putteth the affections into a false gallop

b X569 Underdown Ovid agst Ibis Iivb, Curtius, to

delmer the ci ty, all armed vppon a goodly courser, with a full

galloppe rode mto the same. X709 Mrs D Manley Secret

Mem (1736) II 135 He saw the Duke riding upon a full

Gallop *733 Swift Answ Sheridan’s Simile xx8 When
Jove would some fair nymph inveigle, He comes full gallop

on his eagle 1791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom Forestxl, Coming
now to a more open part of the forest, he set on a full

gallop, X797 M Robinson Walsmgham II 50, I was
awakened by the sound of a horse’s noofs, which advanced
on full gallop 18x0 Wellington Let. xx Nov in Gurw,
Deep (1838) VI 613 To remind your friends in the Cortes

that they should not always go full gallop 1828 ScottF M
Perth xxxu, A body of horsemen advancing at full gallop

1896 Daily News 16 Oct 6/4 These letters of Magee’s,

written off, as it were, at full gallop, are among the very

best in the English language
attnb 1803 M Charlton Wife 4

1 Mistress I. xx She
declined this kind of full-gallop charge, for gentler and more
promising manoeuvre.

0 1707 J. Stevens tr, Qutoedo's Com, Wks (170^) 398

A Physician riding along on his Mule, a Snails Gallop.

1791 ‘G, Gambado' Ann Horsem iv (1809) 84 Neither

whip nor spur can get him out of a snail’s gallop,

d. x6xi Cotgr , Galop gaillard, the Gallop Galliard; or

.one pace, and a leape 16x4 Markham CheapHush 1 11

(1668) 28 At the end of every third or fourth advancing

make him bound aloft , then pul him to his corvet again .

and then make him bound again , and thus at the end of

every third advancing make him bound for the length of a

tilt bar this is called the gallop galliard. 16x7— Caval
h. 241 The next lesson to this, is the galloppe galliard

4 Comb.
: f gallop-rake= sense 1.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais it xiv. xoo, I ran away a faire

gallop-rake [F nienfms le beaugalot], and God he knows
How I did smell my shoulder of mutton

Gallop (gse’lsp), v. Forms . 6 galop(e, 6-

gallop. See also Wallop v, [a. F. galoper,
=

Pr. galaupar
, Sp. Pg galopar

,
It. galopfiare. No

satisfactory origin has yet been suggested for

these forms
,

the Pr form suggests that the

word may be a componnd of the Teut. *hlaup-an
to Leap, ran, with some prefixed word. The
initial must originally have been w ; the OF.
*waloper vb

,
*iualop sb

,
have not been found, but

their existence is proved by the adopted forms,

Flem., MHG. walop sb
,
MHG walopiren vb., ME.

walop sb., walope vb. The Eng verb moalope,

Wallop, survived into the 16th e., when it was
superseded by the present verb, app. a new adop-
tion from F. galoper
In K Ahs 461, Weber’s ed. reads ‘The deor galopith by

wodis side following the Lincoln’s Inn MS The earlier

Bodl. MS ,
however, has galitp The passage is not in the

AF. original by Thomas or Eustace of Kent The reading
of the Bodl MS is prob correct, but perh. the reading of

the later MS may prove that the vb. galops existed in

i4-i5th c ]

1. mtr Of a horse (occas. of other quadrupeds):

To go at a gallop (see Gallop sb. 1 ),

a 1533 Ld Berners Huon Iv 185 The horse wold nother
trot nor galop 1570 Levins Manip 169 To Gallop,funders
gradus To Wallop, idem

,
cursitai e a itjax Donne Poems

(1633) 137 His steeds will bee restrain’d But gallop lively

downe the Westerne hill 1697 Dryden Vug, Georg, nr 148

Fearing to be seen. The Leacher gallop’d from his Jealous
Queen 1707 Land Gaz No 4382/4 Stolen or strayed a
bright bay Gelding. .4 Years old past, walks, trots, gallops,

and leaps 1835W Irving TourPi aines 159 Theyhad also

seen a fine wild horse, whichj however, had galloped off

with a speed that defied pursuit.

+ b. trans. To pursue or chase at a gallop. Obs

[So F. galoper ]
1580 Blundevil Hoi semanship 1 (1609) 7 To gallop the

hucke, or followe a long winged Hawke
fig. 1626 T. H Cavssvis Holy Crt 112 A thousand
Princes, and phantastique great Ladies, haue galloped

Honour vpon tne full speed

c Racing To gallop to a standstill, to tire out
1892 Daily News 2 Mar 3/6 Silvercrown a celebrated

racehorse having galloped eighteen horses to a standstill

for the Crawford Plate at Newmarket in 1886.

2

,

mtr. Of a horseman : To nde at full speed.

Also with advs., asforth, in, off.

1323 Ld. Berners From I, cxl. 69 b, He dasshed his

spurres to his horse, and galoped forth in suche wyse that

his kepars loste him 1368 Grafton Chron I vii x86 She
and her Gentlewoman galoped thorough the Towne 1399
Shaks Hen V, iv vn. 89 Yet a many of your horsemen

f

ieere And gallop ore the field 1724Df FoeMem. Cavalier
1840) 140 The scouts came galloping in 1791 Mrs Rad-
clifte Rom Forest i, They then placed them on two
horses, a man mounted behind each, and they immediately
galloped off 1807-8W Irving Salmag, (1824) 72 A squad-
ron ofhardy veterans who trot and amble, and gallop
through every street 1883 Tennyson Charge Heavy
Brigade 11, Up the hill Gallopt the gallant three hundred

3

.

trans. To make (ahorse, etc ) go at full speed.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon Ini. 178 ,

1

can ryght wel rynne

& galop a hors. 16x7 Markham Caval n 145 And when
you doe gallop him, you shal not at the first gallop him
aboue flue 01 sixe times vpon one hand 1737 Pope Hor,
Epist, 11 1. 14 Let your Muse take breath, And never gallop

Pegasus to death 1838 Penny Cycl XII. 309/2 If, im,

mediately after drinking his fill, he were galloped hard.

1884 J, Colborne Hicks Pasha 68 Then the bridegroom
and his men went through a fantasia, galloping their dro-

medaries at full speed.

•f 4 . To traverse (a space) rapidly on horseback

or by means of horses Obs.

1588 Shaics Tit. A 11. 1 7 The golden Sunne Gallops
the Zodiacke m his glistering Coach
fig, 1390 Nashe {title), First Parte of Pasquils Apologie
wherein he renders a Reason of his long Silence and gallops

the Fielde with the Ti eatise of Reformation written by John
Penne Ibid. 1 D lvb, I haue

.
gallopped the fielde to

make choyse of the ground where my battaile shall be
planted.

5 tiansf. and fig. (from senses 1 and 2)

1383 Stanyhurst Mneis iv. (Arb ) 101 Furth she [Fame]
quicklye galops, with wmgflight swallolyke hastmng. 1393
Shaks. 2 Hen VI, X. ill 154 Shee’s tickled now, her Furie

needs no spurres, Shee’le gallop farre enough to her destruc-

tion x6oo — A Y. L m 11 329. 1626 L Owen Spec

Jesuit. (1629) 31 They [the Iesuites] came galloping so fast

into hell, and grew to be so many, that Lucifer was afraid

1630 J TayloR (Water P ) Wks, 11 130/1 His Tongue much
like a Hackney goes all paces It gallops and false gallops,

trots and ambles. x68x TrialS Colledge 44 Pray Sir, you go
too fast already, as you are still gallopping 1723 Ramsay
Gent.Sheph 11 h, They gallop fast that deils and lasses drive

1841 S. C Hall Ireland I xgr The mountain torrents crawl

or gallop to mingle with the broad Atlantic.

b. To gallop away to talk fast, to ‘ rattle on\
1711 Swift Lett (1767) III 183 How you gallop away in

your spleen and your rage about repentingmyjourney. 1873

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II 237 Pray observe how I gallop away
when I get on smooth ground.

c To gallop ovei or through . to hurry over (in

reading or reciting), to read earsonly.

1782 Mad D’Arblay Let to S Crisp 25 Feb
,
The un-

reasonable hurry with which I was obliged to gallop over

such a book, 1826 J, W. Croker in C Papers 13 Nov
(1884)1 Do not gallop through my letter, but read it over and
over again 1839 H. C, Watson m Darwin’s Life 4* Lett.

(1887) II 226,

1

could not rest till I had galloped through
the whole 187s Jowett Plato (ed 2) II 113,

1

will gallop

through the discourse as fast as I can.

84



GAXiLOP.
GALLOWS.

+ 0 To dance rapidly ;
to dance a Galop Obs

1806-7 J Berfsford Mtscnes Hunt Life (1826) m xxi,

You instantly tear down the dance incessantly vociferating

as you ramp and gallop along 1826 Lovers Qnarrd in

Lit Souvenir 6 When I dance with S11 Dunce, or gallop

with Sir Gosling?

7 . tram To convey rapidly by means of gallop-

ing horses.

1882 Let of Officer in R Acad, Catal (1883) 95 we
galloped the left gun at it and it went into the ditch with a

bump. 1897 Daily News 2 Feb 7/4 Commander Wells was

galloped over from headquarters in a hose van

Ga’llop, v 2 Ohs exc dial. [Piob onomato-

poeic ; cf Wallop.] inti, and dans. To boil

la 1605 Middleton Witch 1 11, Hecate Boil it well

Hofipo It gallops now 1888 Sheffield Gloss
,
Gallop, to

boil quickly ‘ The pot gallops

Hence galloped beer (see quot

)

ax8ajJ Forby Voc E Anglia,
Gallopped-beer, small beer

for piesent drinking, made by simple boiling, or, as it is

called, galloppmg, small quantities of malt and hops together

m a kettle

Gallopade (gcelop^'d), sl> Also galopade,

galloppade [a. F galopade, f galoper to gallop .

cf Galop ]

1. A lively land of dance, of Hungarian origin

1831 Ld Houghton in Wemyss Reid Life (1891) I 104

The Germans put my waltzing to shame and actually scoff

at my gallopade 183s L Hunt Capt Inword in 13 The
galopade, strange agreeable tramp, Made of a scrape, a

hobble, and stamp 1879 G McRimmi Egoist III xu 249

He thought her a delightful partner for a dance, and found

her rather tiresome at the end of the galloppade

transf 1831 Westm. Rev XIV 181 In an early number

we printed an account of this gentleman's 1 g.dlopades

across the thistly plains of South America

2 . In the manige * A sidelong 01 curveting kind

of gallop 1753 Chambers Cycl Snpp
,
Gallopade

Hence G-allopa de v. rare

,

to dance a gallopade
j

G-allopa ding vbl. sb

183* Weslm Rev. XIV 424 She waltzes, gallopades, sings,

plays, draws 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xi, Then a tre-

mendous gallopadmg, in which Tailtackle was nearly cap-

sized over the wharf 184a Tennyson Anipliion 40 The
shock-head willows two and two By rivers gallopaded.

Galloper (gse-hpai). Also 6-9 gallopper.

[f. Gallop v 1 + -er h]
1. A horse which has special powers of galloping.

1650 R Stapylton Strada's Low C Warres vii 60 He
loved her above all the Horse in his Stables, she being an

excellent galloper 1769 De Roe's Tour Gt Brit. III. 156,

I believe that some of the Gallopers of this county will

out-do the swiftest Horse that was ever bred in Turky or

Barbary. 184s BrowningHow they 1/ronght thegood News,

I saw my stout galloper Roland 1886 St, Stephen's Rev.

1 3 Mar. 11/2 She [a mai e] is a slovenly fencer, but is a fairly

good galloper.

2 . One who gallops on horseback, esp. ofhunteis

1576 Turbeuv. Venene 35 The galloppers, prickers, and
huntsmen on horsebackeseying theirhoundes strong enough

, shall then hegmne to enter and to teach them. 1583

Stanyhurst Mneis iv (Arb.) 99 With the hounds quick-

senting, with pricking galloper horsman. 1696 tr. Du
Mont's Voy Levant 33 We .cou’d neither see nor hear the

least News of our Gallopers. 1820 Scott Monast. ix, The
Sub Prior . without having any farther intemew with

Christie the galloper, answered by giving the promise. 1871

Daily News 22 Sept , One galloper found himself in the

bottom of a muddy ditch, with his home directly on top of

him
3 Mil. An aide-de-camp, or oiderly officer.

1871 Daily News 18 Sept., The group of generals, field

officers, and dashing gallopers. 1896 Ibid 5 Feb 5/4 Sir

John Willoughby
t

. appointed me ‘galloper’, or volunteer

orderly officer to him

A fig One who proceeds at great speed. Also

one who gads about.
167s M Bruce Good News Evil T. (1708) 31 Thou art .

.

now a Galloper in the ways of God. *693 Congreve Love
for L 1. u, Well, lady galloper, how does Angelica? 1713
Steele Guardian No 132 r 6 If abroad, I am a gaggling

Goose; when I return, You are a fine Galloper; Women,
like Cats, should keep the House 1763 Sterne Tr Shandy
VII iv, There is not a gallopper of us all, who might not
have gone on ambling quietly on his own ground.

& A light field-gun, formerly attached to regi-

ments ; also ctttnb in galloper carnage ,
-gun.

1746 Rep Cond Sir J. Cope 45 Assembled at Sterling with
four Cohorns, four ‘Gallopers Provisions, &c 1802 Wel-
lington frill inGurw Desp I 378,

1

received from General
Stuart information regarding the galloper carnages . I

reported to the General the state of the galloper guns of
the regiments 1803 Lake in Owen Wellesley's Desp 405
As many of the field pieces as could be brought up, with
the gallopers attached to the cavalry, formed four different

batteries. 1847 Mrs, Sherwood Life xxvi. 438 He was
now engaged in drawing up six-pound gallopers, and form-
ing a battery 1876 Jas Grant Hist Ind I lv 280/2
When Tippoo opened a..cannonade from fifteen of his light

galloper guns

Galloping (gse lspiij), vbl sb. Also 7-9 gallop-

pmg [f Gallop v, + -ing 1
]

1. The action of the verb Gallop.
1603 Shaks Macb iv 1 140, I did heare The galloppmg

of Horse Who was't came by? a 1687 Cotton Poems(i68g)

93 His [Pegasus'] days ofgalloping are ended, Unless I with
the spui do prick him 1820 w Irving Sketch Bk. II 231
Others fancied that they heard the galloping of horses over
their heads. 1890 Boldrewood Col Reformer (1891) xoi

Galloping about there was but often the rides were long,
weary, and unexciting

2 . atinb. as gallopingcountry, sound
,
galloping

30

sketch, a sketch of a locality made after a rapid

ride through it

1812 Sir R Whson Puv Diary (1861) I no For the first

twelve miles we pioceeded slowly, although over very fine

galloping country 1826 Scott Woodst iv, There was a

distant lusthng among the witheied leaves, a bouncing or

galloping sound 011 tne path 1831 J S Macaulay held
Portif 248 Even galloping sketches have their uses

Galloping (g£e lapig), ppl a as prec. +

-ing 2 ]

1 That gallops, in senses of the vb Galloping

consumption • a consumptive disease which makes

rapid progress
1642 Howeli For Trav {Arb ) 65 For the Italians have

a Proveib, that a galloping hoise is an open sepulcher

1646 Buck Rich III, 1. 37 The King pursued the Duke,

not only with a galloping Army, but with Edicts and Pre-

scriptions. *674 R Godirey Ihj 4 Ab Physic 130 Having

foi many months labouied under a Galloping Consumption

and made use of diverse Physicians in vain 1697 Lond
Gaz No 3336/4 Stole a bright bay Mare a tiue York-

shire galloping Breed 1802-12 Bi:ntha.m Rationale jitti

Evid (1827) v 64 The father in full vigour, the son m a
galloping consumption
fig 1755 J Amory Mem (1769) IT 167 No galloping eyes,

or the least inattention in their devotion 1770 N N iciiolls

in Cory iv Gray (1843) 115 What a blessing it is to have

a galloping imagination 1897 A Morrison Child Jago
xxxiv, Ever since they had taken him he had been op-

piessed by this plague of galloping thought

b Galloping nun' (sec quol 1715; Miltons

allusion is obscure)

1641 Milton Anwiadv (1831) 199 Our Litmgie hath mn
up and down the world like an English galloppmg Nun,
profleiing her selfe, but we heaie of none vet that bids

money for her 1713 M. DaviesA then Bril 1 . 152 Having
espous'd one of the Countessess of Mansfield,who had been

a Chanoness or Dame of the Monastery of Gtrrisheim, a
Temporal Religious Pensioner, or what is vulgarly call’d

a Galloping-Nun, without any Votes [1 e vows]

c Mil Galloping carnage = ‘galloper car-

riage’ ; see Galloper 5
1883 Daily News 27 July 2/1 A 1 galloping carriage ' de-

signed by Lord C Bcrcsford to carry a Noidenftldt gun

2 . Comb. \ f galloping-like a., having the ap-

pearance of a good galloper

17x1 Lend Gaz No 4839/4 Lost, or Stole, a strait, young,

gallopping like bay Mare.

G-allore, obs form of Galore.
G-aUosh., gaU.osh.oes, -shoos, obs. ff. Galosh.

GaHo-tannate (gse khtseui#) [f Gallo-tan-

n(-io) + -ate ] A compound of gallo-tanmc acid

with, a base
1864Watts Did Client II 767 Gallotannates or Tannates

1876 Harley Mat. Med (ed 6)248 AsLrmgent vegetable in-

fusions, which precipitate the lead as insoluble gallo tannite.

Gallo-tannic (gtel^lse mk), a [f gallo-,

taken as comb form ol L galla Gall sb.% +
Tannio] In gallo-tanmc acid

,
tannic acid pre-

pared from nut-galls

1838 in Simmonds Diet Trade 1873 Fmvnes' Client,

(ed ix) 640 Gallotannic acid C37 Hja O17, the acid contained

m the gall-nuts of Quercns infectona and other species

of oak.

Gallo-tannin (gsebitse mn). [f. as prec +
Tannin.] Tannin prepared fiom nut-galls

x8ax Anthony's Pliotogr Bull IV 128 Gallo-tannin (the

ordinary tannin) produces a similar blue black coloration

©allote, Galloune, Galloure, Gallous, obs.

ff Galliot, Galloon, Galore, Gallows.
Gallovidian (gjeWvi'dian), a. and sb In 7

G-allowedian. [f med L. Gallovidra + -an. Gal-

lovidia (also Galloweithia, Galweia, etc ) is a Lat.

form of Welsh Gallwyddel—Imh. Gall-gaidhil, lit

‘foreign Gaels’, now Galloway, a district in the

SW. of Scotland (the shires ofWigton and Kircud-

bright) ]A ad] Belonging to Galloway B sb. A native

of that district.

1632 Lithgow Trav 495 Gallowedian Naggcs 1824
Mactaggart (title) The Scottish Gallovidian Encyclo
pedia 1863 W Anderson Geneal <$ Sum in Herald <$•

Genealogist (1863) July 234 The name, however, has neithei

a Scotch, nor an English derivation, being purely Celtic and
Gallovidian 1873 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire
52 The Romans were no peaceable visitants ofthe pagan
Gallovidians

t GallOW, v 1 Obs _1 In 4 galwe [f. galwe
Gallows ] trans To hang on a gallows or cross

a 1400 Leg Rood (1871) 132 Wi]> grete Iewes he is galwed,
And dyej> for Monnes gelte.

GaJlow (gse lau), v 2 rare~K tntr. Ofa bird

.

To cluck, to scream Hence GaTlowmg ppl a
1825 Hogg Q Hynde 80 The capperkaibie scorn’d to flee

But gallow’d on tne forest tree 1830 Aird in Blackw. Mag
XXVIII 817 Choked shrieks And gallowing cries

thicken'd the midnight air.

©allow, obs form of Gally v , to frighten

Galloway (gse l^w^O- Also 6-8 gallaway
[The name of a distuct in the SW. of Scotland,

used atinb and hence as a common noun ]

1. One of a small but strong breed of horses

peculiar to Galloway ;
hence a small-sized horse,

esp for riding. Also galloway-man
,
-nag

XS97 Shaks, e Hen IV, u iv 203 Know we not Galloway
Nagges? 1397-8 Br Hall Sat iv 111 36 Because his dame
was swiftest Trunchefice, Or Runcevall his syre , himself a

Gallaway 16x2 Drayton Poly oil 111 40 The rank-iiding
Scots upon their gnllowayes 1641 MtLi on A nimadv (1831)

240 Spaie yotu selfe, lest you bejade the good galloway
1676 Lond Gas No 107 1/4 Another small Plate to be Run
for by Gallawayes 17x3 Guardian No 91 r 13 That Horse
shall forthwith be Sold, a Scotch Galloway bought m its

stead for him 1796 Stldman Sinmain I ix. 210 His gallo-

way sprung, nder and all, through a hedge of thick limes
1825.SCOTI Jaln.ni xv, My Ralph, whom I left training his
galloway nag, on the banks of the Irthmg 1831 Youatt
IIo> se (1866) 103 A hoise between thnteen and fourteen
hands in height is called a Galloway, from a beautiful breed
of little horses once found in the south of Scotland The
pure galloway was said to be neatly fourteen hands high,
and sometimes more , of a bright bay, or brown, with black
legs, small head and neck, and peculiarly deep and clean
legs 1894 Times 16 Apr 3/3 This was a claim for ^22 xos
for hire of a racing galloway maie

b.atinb and tomb as galloway-race ; gallo-

way-sizcd adj Also galloway-plate, a racing

prize, run for by galloways

1707 I ond. Gas, No 4343/7 On Thursday the *Galloway-
Plate of 10/ Value will he run foi, 9 Stone, 3 Heats. 1894
7 lines 16 Apr 3/3 She was enteicd for a *galloway race at
North Walsham 1794 W Fuion Carnages (1801) II 76
'I he appearance of both ought to be conformable to each
other, therefore a middhng-si/ed phaeton, to the middling,

or “galloway sized horses, suits best

2 One of a breed of cattle peculiar to Galloway
X805 Forsith Beauties Scot

l

II 373 That famous bleed

of cattle known by the name of galloways 1867 McDowell
Hist. Dumfries (1873) 707 The dusky Galloways composed
the bulk of the cattle at the Dumfries market

Galloway dike. Sc. [from tbe district name

see prec ]
‘ A wall built firmly at the bottom, but

no thickei at the top than the length of the single

stones, loosely piled the one above tbe other'

(Jam)
1791 Statist Acc, Stoll I 451 The .most general fence is

the Galloway dike. 1814 Scon Diary 4 Aug in Lockhart,

It would he easy to form a good faim by enclosing the

ground with Galloway dykes.

©allow-balk, -clapper, -tree • seeGALLOws-

+ Ga*llow- grass. Obs [f Gallowib +
Grass ] A slang name for hemp, from its use

for ropes and halters

1362 Bum 1 yn Bh Simples 27 b, An herbe whiche light

fellowes merily will call Gallowgrasse, Neckeweede, or the

Tnstrams knot 1630 J Tayi or (Water P ) Praise Hemp-
sicd Wks hi 66a/? Wheieforem Sparta it ycleped was,

bmckup, which is m English Gallow-graxse

Gallows (greliw) Forms a. sing. 1 galga,

gealsa, (3 Comb, galhe-), 3-4 gal(e)we, (5 Comb.

galle-), 5-6 galow(e, 6-7 gallow, 7-9 gall(e)y.

0. pi. in sing, sense, later construed as sing 3-5

galwee, (4 galewis, -ewys, -uus), 4-5 galus, (5

galhouse, -hows, galohous), 5-6 gallous, ga-

lowes, (5 galawis, -ays, -ewes', galghes, galos,

-ouys, -owys), 6-7 gallowes, (6 galoss, gall-

house, gallies, -oefl, -owes, -us), 9 gallos, -us,

6- gallows. 7. with additional pi suffix, 6 gal-

(l)osses, 7-9 gallowses, (9 gallaces, -usses)

[OE galgct, geatga \vk. masc. = OFns. galga, OS.

and 0 I1G galgo (Ger. galgen),
ON. galge (Da

and Sw galge), Goth, galga'—OTeut *galgon-,

perh cogn. with Lith saiga

,

Armen dza\k pole ]

1. An apparatus for inflicting the punishment of

death by hanging, usually consisting ol two up-

rights and a cross-piece, from which the criminal

is suspended by the neck Sometimes used as

equivalent to Cross. See Cross sb. 1.

In OE the sing galga and the i>1 galgan are both used

for * a gallows the pi having leference presumably to the

two posts of which tlie apparatus mainly conswted Occa-

sional examples of the sing form occur in ME , and even

down to tbe 17th c ; but from the 13th c onwards the plural

galives and its later phonetic representatives have been tne

prevailing foi ms So far ns out material shows, Caxton is

the first writer to speak of ‘ a gallows’, though he also uses

the older expression ‘a pair ofgallows', but it is, of course,

possible that the pi form was sometimes treated as a sing,

much earlier From the x6th c gallows has been (exc.

aich in ‘pair of gallows’) used as a sing, with a new

plural gallowses

,

the latter, though perh not strictly obso-

lete, is now seldom used; the formation is felt to be some-

what uncouth, so that the use of the word in the plural is

commonly evaded.
, , ,

a, Beowulf(Z ) 2446 Swa biS jeomor-hc gomelum ceorle

to fcebidanne, pmt his byre lide giong on gallon a xooo

Juliana 482 Sume ic rode befealh b®t hi on hean galgan

hf aletan. c xooo /Elfric Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 116/19

Patibulum, galga 1483 CatIt Angl. a Galowe,

fuica 1535 Covfrdale Esther v 14 Let them mase a

galowe of nftye cubites hie. xsfixT Norton Calvins Inst

Calvm's Pref, Worthy of a thousand fires and gallowes

1567 Drant Horace,
Ep xvi Fj, With gjrnes, and fetters

lie tame the voder a galow dyre x68x W Robertson

Phraseol Gen (1693) 1014 Do you look I should praise

you, who deserved the Gallow so lately?

B c 1300 Havelok xi6x Thou shal to the galwes renne

c 1330 R Brunne Citron. (1810) 172 Galwes do 39 reise, ana

byng >is cheitefe a 1400-30 A lexander 1813 And for paire

souerayne sake ]?am send to )>e galawis 1480 LAXim.
Chi on Eng eexliv (1482) 303 There was made a newepayrw

of galewes and a strong cheyneand a colerof yren for nym.

c 1489— Blanchardyn xlvm 187 He shold doo make and

to be sette vp a galhouse 1349 Conipl Scotl xu

speyi is stuae vp fra the eyrd lyik ane gallus 1589Marp e

Epit Civ, The theefe on the gallowes was saued without

them. 1600 Shaks A. Y L. in h 34$ Who doth be

[Time) gallop withal? .. With a theefe to tbe gallowes



GALIiOWS. 31 GALLOWS-TREE.
a 1627 Havward Ediv VI (1630) 6-j. He took the maior
aside and required of him that a paire of gallowes should
be framed and erected 1689 Wood Life 19 Dec (OHS)
III 318 A gallowes being erected before Temple gate
1756-7 tr Keysleds Trav (1760)1 409Two ladders are placed
against the gallows 1818 Scott Hrt Midi vn, ‘Why do
you trifle away time m making a gallows ?—that dyester’s
pole is good enough for the homicide ’ 1853 Milman Lat
Chr xiv vn (1864) IX 22a In the older versions the now
ignoble words

1 hanging and the gallows ’ were used instead
of the Crucifixion and the Cross

y 1562 Turner Herbal n 46 a, Mandrag groweth not
vnder gallosses 1673 [R Leigh] Tramp Reh 108 Make
bonfires of the gallowses, set open all the prisons 1775
J Sullivan in Sparks Corr Amer Rev (1853) I 72 That
all our liberty-qpoles will soon be converted into gallowses
1801 Helen M Williams Sk Fr Rep I xvn 209 Previous
to this epocha, gallowses had been erected at Naples

2 . The punishment itself

1483 Caxton Cato Avij, His fader bought him ageyn
fro the galowes and fio dyshonest dethe 1522 More De
quat Noviss Wks (1557)82 His galowes & death standeth
w ithin x mile at y° farthest, & yours within lxxx a 1533
Frith Disput Purg (1533) G v b, When we say that such a
man hath delyuered his freende from the gallowes, we mean
not that hewas all ready hanged. 1603 Shaks. Meas forM
1. 11 84 What with the sweat, what with the gallowes, and
what with pouerty, I am Custom-shrunke 1730 in Swift's
Lett (1768) IV. 251 Into their secular lianas the poor
authors must be delivered to pillones, whippings, and the
gallows 1836 Hor Smith Tin Trump (1876) 174 Gallows
—a cure without being a prevention of crime 1881
Besant & Rice Cha.pl ofFleet I 48 The gallows did not
terrify these evil-doers

b To have the gallows m one's face to have
the look of one pieclestmed to or deserving the

gallows.
1610 Shaks Temp 1 i 32 This fellow hath no drowning

marke vpon him , his complexion is perfect Gallowes 1710
Palmer Proverbs 1x4 The gallows is almost as visible in
their face as their nose as is often to be seen in a thoio’-

pac’d villain *768 Goldsm Good-n Man v (Globe) 637/1
Hold him fast, the dog

,
he has the gallows m his face

1835 Marryat Jac. Faithf. vm, ‘ Theie's gallows marked in
his face observed another —

c. Proverbs.
13 .Sir Bettes (A.) 1217 Deliure a Jmf fro he galwe, He he

hateh after be alle halwe 1 1482. Caxton Fables ofAEsop 1

x, Yfye kepe a man fro the galhows he shalle neuer loue
yow after. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut li 307 Saue a
theefe from the gallowes and hee will helpe to hang thee

1592 Greene Disput 3 He that feares the Gallowes shal
neuer be good theefe. 1593 Nashe Christ's T Pref Ep ,

Saue a thief from the gallows, and hee’le be the first to shew
the way to Saint Gilesesse

3 . One deserving the gallows
;
a gallows bird

1588 Shaks. L L L. v n 12 He hath beene flue thousand
yeeresaBoy I, and a shrewd vnhappy gallowes too x6ix
Beaum & Fl Knt Bum Pestle 1 111, Though he be a
notable gallows, yet I’ll assure you his master did turn him
away 174(9 B Martin Eng Diet , Gallows, a wicked
rascal 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xi, ‘ Now, young gallows 1

1

This was an invitation for Oliver to enter through a door
which led into a stone cell.

+ 4. Used to render L. furcse a. =Fork 5 b.

b. Gallows of Caudium = Cauchne Forks . see

Fork 14. 06s.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Abire sub lugum to passe or
go vnder the galhes x6i8 [see Fork 5 b («)]

5 . Applied to various objects consisting of two
or more supports and a cross-piece, fa An non
suppoit for a pot over a kitchen fire. Cf Gallows-
balk. Obs
igxa Will in Southwell Visit. (1891) 116, 1 bequeth to the

chauntrye priest .oon paire of galoes of yrne. 1576 Inv.
111 Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 378 A paire of iron gallows,

b. Naut (See quot 1867.)
1769 FalconerDiet Marine (1789)D d uj b, Their [booms']

after-ends are usually sustained by a frame called the gal-
lows 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Gallows

,
the cross-

pieces on the small bitts at the mam and fore hatch-ways in
flush-decked vessels, for stowing away the booms and spars
over the boats

+ c Printing\ ‘A frame used for supporting
the tympans of the old wooden presses when
turned up’ (Jacobi). Obs
1683 Moxon Meek Exerc II 328 One Press-man, will

Beat so soon as he has laid the Tympan on the Gallows aftei

Pulling. x8o8 C Stower Printers Gram 506* Fig 8 is

the gallows, in which the frame A, B, B is screwed to the
front of the carriage, between the joints of the tympan
1833 J Holland Manuf Metal II. 210 The gallows for

the tympans is also removed
d A gymnastic apparatus

1817 Southey Jrtil mC C Southey Life $ Corr IV 268
Others were swinging in such attitudes as they liked from
a gallows. 1827 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life § Corr (1844)
I 72 When - I could no more hang on a gallows, nor
climb a pole

e. A part of a plough (see quot. 1842).
1840 Jr/il. R Agrtc. 60c I m 219 An old Berkshire

plough (with a high gallows in front) 1842 Johnson Fa? -

mer'sEncycl
, Gallowsofaplough, a part of the plough-head,

so named by farmers, from its resemblance to the common
gallows It consists of three pieces of timber, of which one
is placed transversely over the heads of the other two

f. (See quota )
1866 Lady Barker Station Life in New Zeal x 64 The

* gallows *, a high wooden frame from which the carcases of
the butchered sheep dangle 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal
Mining , Gallows, a crown-tree with a prop placed under-
neath each end of it 1883 Hampshire Gloss , Gallows

,

a frame formed by fixing four poles, two and two, in the

ground, crossed X wise, and laying another pole across,

against which planks or boaids are set when sawn out, to dry

1883 Standard 7 Sept 5/3 They attacked the carcases on
the7 meat gallows ’. 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (,1891)
350 The * gallows * ofthe colonists,a rough, rude contrivance
consisting of two uprights and a crosspiece for elevating
slaughtered cattle

6 ‘ Suspenders ’ for tiousers ; hi aces. Now dial.,

Sc and US, m the form gallowses
, whence occas

gallows for a single brace
So galgeu in Swiss German

,
also Du (vulgar).

1730-6 Bailev (fol ), Gallowses, contrivances made ofcloth,
and hooks and eyes, worn over the shoulders by men to
keep their breeches up 1813 Southey Lett (1856) LV
530 note, He used to have books, pen, ink and paper,
breeches, gallowses, neck cloth, and lolls and butter, all upon
the breakfast table at the same time 1827 Sir J Barrington
Pers Sk II 50 The ball appeared to have hit the buckle of
bis gallows (yclept suspenders) by which ithad been impeded,
1830 R Warner Lit Recoil I too His under Clothes, un-
supported by those indispensable articles of decent attire
denominated gallows 1837 Haliburton Clockin Ser. 1 xv
141 Chock full of spring Tike the wire eend of a bran new
pair of trowser gallusses x868 Waugh Sneck-Bant 11 38
His breeches wur nobbut fastened wi’ one gallace. 1884 J
Renton in Mod Scott Poets Ser vti 51 My gallowses
baith strang and guid x888 Sheffield Gloss

,
Gallaces,

braces for the trousers. 1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly xiv
104 The tattered trousers with one ‘ gallus’ displayed across
the blue shirt.

7 attnb and Comb
,
as (sense 1) gallows + -knotoe

(
= knoll), -maker

,
-pin, -rope

;
gallows-ward adv ;

(sense 2) gallows-free adj
,
gallows-worthy adj.

and sb j (sense 2 b) gallows-mark

,

(sense 5)
gallowsframe, -timber

,
(sense 6) gallows-buttons

1836-54 Bywater Sheffield Dial. 162 * 1 hah mah breik
all the *gallos buttons off.’ x88x Raymond Mining Gloss ,

*Gallowsframe, a frame over a shaft, carrying the pul-
leys for the hoisting cables x68i Dryden Abs <$- Achit
n 431 Let him be “gallows-free by my consent 1864 A
McKay Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 342 They were led from
the town to suffer punishment at the “gallows-knowe 1602
Siiaks Ham v 1 49 Clo What is he that builds strtihger

than either the mason, the shipwright, Or the carpenter?
Other The “Gallowesmaker , for that Frame outhues a
thousand Tenants 1767 Bush Hibernia Cur (1769) 7 A
fellow with a “gallows-mark upon his face C1750 Mary
Hamilton in Child Ballads (1889) III 125 To see the
face of his Molly fait Hanging on the “gallows pm 1839
Carlyle Chartism 111 121 Scramble along with thy
plebeian “gallows ropes 1859 Dickens T Two Cities 1

v, Foreheads knitted into the likeness of the gallows rope
2851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb <$• Durh
28 *Gallows Timber, a crown tiee, with a prop placed
under each end a 2895 Stevenson Weir of Hermiston
111 (1896) 49 The man was hunted “gallowsward with
jeers 28x9 Sporting Mag III 214 Many respectable
sinners, deliberately commit “gallows-worthy crimes
1828 Ibid XXI 226 The master attended by one of those
gallows-worthies

8 Special comb, gallows-apple slang (to make
gallows-apples of=> to hang) ; gallows-bitts— 5 b

,

+ gallow-breed Sc. = Gallows-bird
;
gallows-

brood, a number of young gallows-birds see

Gallows-bird, gallows-climber, one doomed
to climb the ladder at the gallows, 1. e to be
hanged; gallows-faoe, one who beais the mark
of the gallows in his face (cf. 2 b) ;

hence gallows-
faced adj. ;

gallows-foot, the space immediately
in front of the gallows j + gallow-fork— Gallows-
tree

5
gallows-gate dial, (see quot ) ,

gallow-
lea, a level place on which the gallows was erected

;

gallows-locks, hair that hangs like gallows ropes

;

gallows-ripe a

,

ready to be hanged
,
gallows-

rounded a ,
(of hair) cut round like that of a con-

demned criminal j gallows-sockets, Printing (see

quot.); gallows-stanchions = 5b; f gallows-
strings, a term of reproach (cf hang-string),
gallows-tool (see quot and cf sense 5) ;

gallows-
top = 5 b.

1830 Lytton P Clifford III vh 126 They’re resolved to

make “gallows apples of all such Numprels (Nonpareils) as

you X815 Falconeds Diet Marine (ed Burney), “Gallows-

bits, on flush-decks, a strong frame of oak about eight inches

square, made in the form of a gallows, and fixed at the fore

and main hatchway, to support the spare top-masts, yards,

booms, boats, etc. 1508 Dunbar Flyhug zu Kennedies41
Lyk to ane “gallow bi eid, Ramand, and rolpand, beggand
koy and ox 2831 Scott Diary 8 Jan in Lockhart,
A little “gallows-brood they were and their fate will catch it

1668 Davenant Man’s the Master in 1, Pattern of rogues 1

thou “gallows climber 1 1724 Ramsay Gent Sheph. iv. 1,

I crave your pardon, “gallows-face I
’ 1769 H Brooke Fool

ofQual IV xvn 67 Art thou theie, thou rogue, thou hang-
dog, thou “gallows-faced vagabond? 1818 Scott Hrt *

Midi 1v, And had just cruppen to the “gallows-foot to see

the hanging a 1225 Alter. R. 174 Touward J?e wantreo
[v 1 “galheforke] of helle 1893 Wiltsk Gloss

,
*Gallows-

gaie, a light gate, consisting only of a hinged style, top-rail

and one strut 1582-8 Hist fas VI (1804) 135 Thair was
interchange of thir twa maid with consent of all pairties at

the “gallowlee betuix Edmburghe and Leith 1828 Scott
F. M Perth 111, Thou must be bold, Henry ; and bear thy-

self not as if thou wert going to the gallow-lee. 1809 W,
Irving Kmckerb (1812) II 79 His hair hung in straight

“gallows locks about his ears 1837 CarlyleFr Rev II v
111 270 Jourdan himself remains unhanged, gets loose again

as one not yet *gal!ows-npe 1567 Drant Horace,
Ep xix,

F yij, What though one. Should Cato counterfeate in his

“gallowes rounded hayre. 1841 W Savage Art Print. 249
*Gallows Sockets Two pieces ofwood with square mortises

in them, to receive the ends of the gallows , they are nailed

or screwed upon the plank behind the tympans 1675 Cotton
ScofferScoft 86,1, hang him, little “Gallow-stnngs, He does

a thousand of these things 1884 F. J Britten Watch #

Clockm no *Gallows Tool, a tool in which a pinion is

placed by clockmakers when the leaves on bottoms are to be

Gallows (gae lui'z, gte las), a [Developed from
the attnb , use of the sb In the fiist qnot. perh
intended as a derivative (f gallow + -ous).']

1 Fit for the gallows , deserving to be hanged

,

villainous, wicked. Now only dial in weaker sense,

esp. of children" Impish, wild, mischievous Gal-
lows air=hangdog air • see Hangdog a
c 1425 Found St Bartholomew's (E E T S ) 37 This

gallowus man toke hym by the skyrtis of his palle or

mantyl 2551 Robinson tr Mote's Utopia 1 (1895) 76
No gallous wretche, I am not angry ciyo8 [TE Ward]
Welsh Monster 33 For ev’ry Line did m it bear Such a
rebellious Gallows Air, That [etc] 1785 Burns Earnest
Cry 54 An* plunder'd o' her hindmost groat By gallows
knaves 1820 W Irving Sketck Bk (1859) 23 Wolf
sneaked about with a gallows air 1882 Lane Gloss

,

Gallows

,

cunning, designing, full of duplicity 1884
Upton Gloss sv, 1 ’Taint as the lad’s wicked, nor yet
spiteful, but ’e’s desp’rut gallus * 1892 G. Hake Mem 80
Yrs 44 They [King’s Ward boys at Christ’s Hospital circa

1820] were always considered a very gallous [«c] set, which
in the school vocabulary signified ‘ danng’
2 dial and slang [Prob. from the adv. Cf.

Bloody a 10.] As an intensive. Very great,

excellent, * fine etc

2789 G Parker Life's Painter 132 While some their

patter flash’d m gallows fun and joking 2830 Lytton
P Clifford m x 232 If so be as ow little Paul vas a vith

you, it vould be a gallows comfort to you x888 Berksh
Gloss , s v , A gallus lot on 'urn (a large number of them).

3 . Comb gallows-looking a

,

looking fit lor the

gallows, having a hang-dog look
1809 W. Irving Kmckerb (1812) II 72 Their gallows-

looking myrmidons. 1842 Barham Ingol Leg , Mtsadv
Margate, A little gallows-looking chap

Heuce G-a llowsness dial
. ,

mischief, perversity.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 62,

1

never knew your equals
for gallowsness

Gallows (gse’louz, gse las), adv dial, and slang.

[f. the sb.] With intensive force . Extremely, very,

‘jolly
5
.

a 1823 Songm Byron's Juan xi xix note,Then your Blow-
ing will wax gallows haughty, When she heais of your scaly

mistake <2x845 Hood Fori Sheph Compl ix, I’ve been
so gallows honest in this Place 1862 H. Iuncsley Raven-
shoe II xv 163 The pleece come in, and got gallus well

kicked about the head 1892 Mrs S Batson Dark II v
100 1 A gallus bad wench her be 1 ’

Gallow(s-balk. Obs exc. dial. Forms*

7-9 gally-baiik, 9 galley-baak, -bawk, galli-

bauk, gally-balk, 6- gallow(s-balk. [f. Gal-
lows sb + Balk ] The iron bar in the chimney
from which the pot-hooks hang
1583 Inv in Ripon Ch. Acls (Surtees) 380 Gallow balk,

ij reckens withe gallow crokes, tonges, and fyre shall, 122

1668 in Best's Farm. Bks (Surtees) 175 One still, one iron

range, gallow-balk, and crooks 1691 Ray N C Wirds 29

A Gally-bauk 1855 in Robinson Whitby Gloss 1881

Leicester Gloss ,
Gallow-balk or Gallows-balk

Gallows-bird (gae lazibaid) [f Gallows sb

+ Bibd ] One who deserves to be hanged Also

occas
,
one who has been hanged

1785 Grose Did Vulg Tongue, Gallows bird, one that

deserves hanging. 1796 Ibid (ed 3), Gallows bird, a thief or

pick pocket ; also one that associates with them 1828 Scott
F M Perth 11, Had this been in another place, young
gallow’s bird, I had stowed the lugs out of thy head 1860

Reade Cloister $ H. II 1 ir ‘ It is ill to check sleep or

sweat in a sick man’, said he 1
1 know that far, though I

ne’er minced ape nor gallows-bird’ x888 Harper's Mag
LXXVI 415 TLhe famous converted * gallows bird’ . pro

claims the good word m lamentable accents

f Gallow(s-clapper. Obs. [f. Gallows sb

+ Clapper ? From the swinging of the body to

and fro like the clapper of a bell or of a scare-

crow.] = Gallows-bihd
1570 Levins Mamp 81/4 A GallowcIapper,^5<wj/&^ 1583

Golding Calvin on D$ut h 305 It is not only the gallowes-

clappers that say so I meane those whose faultes and crymes

are manifest 1640 Brome Antip. 11 ix Wks 1873 III. 271

Come, come, ye Gallows-clappers. 2708 Motteux Rabelais

v yu, Their Worships as he call’d them were about a score

of fusty Crackropes and Gallowclappers.

Ga llows-tree. Before 19th c, gallow- ; see

foims of G-allows [OE galg-triow, Northumb.

galga-tre (
= ON. gdlga-tri), f. galga gallows +

iriow tree.]

1 = Gallows sb 1

.

Beowulf2940 CwieS he on mergenne meces eegum getan

wolde,sum[e] on galg treowu[m fuglum] to gameue <11000

Durham RitualiSwtees) 23Dm rodes galga tre. ciaoo S.

Eng Leg I 43/300 Heng up-on J?e galu-treo 13 . GuyWarm.
(AJ4764 3e schul heyeliongongalwetre 6x422 Hoccleve
Jereslans’ Wife 436 Shee espyde A galwe tree to which
menatheefledde 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xhx 23 In his

suppleis On gallow treis 3>tt dois he glowir 1600 Holland
Ltvy 1 xxvi (1609) 10 Let them hang him upon a cursed

gallow tree [L vifelict arbM*i\ by a rope a. 1716 South
Serm (1744) X vu. 231 He that mistakes the gallow-tree

for a triumphal arch. 1748 Thomson Castle Indol 11 446

Most like to carcase parched on gallow-tree 1818 Scott

Hrt Midi li, The fatal day was announced to the public,

by the appearance of a huge black gallows-tree. 1878

Masque Pods 97 The gallows-tree was never built for hand-

some lads like you

f 2 . = Gallows sb 5 a. Cf Gallow(s-balk
2590 Inv m Midi, Co Hist, Coll II 31 Itemj galowe tree

11 Rekyrons.
84-2



GALLS. G-ALP,

Galls fgglz)- pi. dial Also sea galls. [=Du.
gotten, of obscure origin, for which kwallen (also

zeekuialleii) is more common ] The jelly-fish, 01

sea-nettle (
Medusa).

18x7 T Evans Excurs Windsor, etc 458 A quantity of

sea galls (a white sort of glutinous substance) It is a Kind

of zoophite, I presume 1887 Kent Gloss , Galls, jelly fish

f Gallsome, a. Obs rare-1 In 7 galsome.

[f. Gall sbX + -some ] Having the nature of gall

1633 T Morton Disck Imput 210 Such Accusations

any vulgar man .may cry out upon, and condemne, both of

galsome bitternesse, and of wilfull fraud and falsehood

Gall-stone (gg l|StJ«n). [f Gall sb 1 + Stone

sbf\ A morbid calculous formation m the gall-

bladder.

17S9 Phil Trans L 343 An Account ofTwo extraordinary

Cases of Gall Stones. 1787 Sir J Hawkins Life Johnson
Wks I. 5S3 He had frequent fits of pain which indicated the

passage ofa gall-stone.
^
1876 tr Wagner's Gen Pathol. 321

Gall-stones occur especially in the gall-bladder

b. attnb
1846 Proc. Berw. Nat Clubll No 14 174 Pileus convex,

. , of a uniform gall-stone yellow 1883 G Harley Dis.

Liver xi 607 The pathology of gall-stone pain

Gallthrop, -trap(pe, obs. forms of Caltrop

Gallus, obs. form of Gallows

t Gall-wort. Obs. [f Gall sb 1
-i- Wort.] A

name for Toad-flax (Lmana vulgaris), and perh.

for the Lesser Centaury (Erythrsea Centauriuvi).

*377 B Gooon HeresbaclCs Hnsb. m 135 b, Take Gall-

wort, beastes Loongwort, Planten leaues [to cure the * sick-

nesse of the Gall’ in cattle] 1587 Mascall Govt Cattle

(1600) 277 For the staggars in a hog, glue him of the hearbe

called staiewort or gallwort m milke, and he shall amend

1637 W. Coles Adam in Eden 313 It is called also Toad-
Flax and Flax-weed; in Sussex, Gallwort

t Ga'lly, a.i or sb. used attnb. Obs. [Of un-

certain origin
;
possibly attnb use of Galley sb

,

denoting garments worn by sailors or by galley-

slaves (cf. galley cassock in Galley sb 8) ,
possibly

evolved from a supposed analysis of Galligaskin,

though in our quots. appearing eailier than that

word.] In gaily breeches, hose, slops, app. syno-

nymous or nearly so with Galligaskins.

1367 Harman Caveat 33 They commenly go in frese

lerkynes and gaily slopes *370 Drout Gaulfndo * Bar-
nardo 182 They pull in peeces fast Their gaily breeches all

arowe 1383 Stubbes Anat A ins 1 (1877) 56 Some be

called french-hose, some gally-hose The Gally-hosen are

made very large and wide 1622 Mabbe tr Aleman's
Gusman d’Alf. 11 334 ,

1

nimbly tooke out two little bundles,

but somwhat weighty withall, which I presently convay’d

vety handsomely into my Gally-sloppes

Gaily (gg-li). a.
3 2 Obs. Also 6 gallie, -ye, -ey,

gawlio, -ye. [f. Gall sb .
1 + -Y 1

] Gall-like, re-

sembling gall in taste, bitter Chieflyfig
c 1330 Eemedie of Love Ixv, in Chaucer's Wks <1532)

368 a71 Ful of melancoly and gaily yre 1530 Cranmlr
Defence 92 a, He abhorreth all gaily and bytter drynkes of

synne. 1566 DrantHoi ace, Sat. 1 m. B vb, Then, gawlye
wordes . . He doth put vp . at those which from him fled

1638 Torments ofHell in Phenix (1708) II 444 Their Ears
are afflicted with horrible and hideous Outcries their

Tongues with gaily Bitterness, the whole Body with intoler-

able Fire 1663 R Hooke Mtcrogi 143 And then by the

anger of the Fly is his gaily poisonous liquor injected

Gaily (gg li), a.
3 Obs cxc. dial Also 7, 9

gaully, 9 dial, galey, goiley. [f. Gall sbf + -Y 1
]

+ 1. Having galls 01 sores Obs,—1

cmoProm/ Arra. (WinchesterMS )[SeeGalled/// a 2
]

2 Full of galls, i. e bare 01 wet places.

1602 Carew Sutv Cornwall 1. 19 a, Some of the gaully
grounds doe also yeeld plenty of Rosa soils 1607 Norden
Sum. Dial. v. 201, I see m some meddowes gaully places,

where litle or no grasse at al groweth, by reason (as I take
it) ofthe too long standing ofthe water, a 17a* Lisle Hush
(1757) 187, 1 was mowing broad-clover, where some of it in
gully-places [? read gaily places] was short 1790 W. Mar-
shall Midi Counties II. 437 Gloss., Gaily, scattered with
galls. 1867 W F. Rock Jim an' Nell Gloss (E D S.

No 76), Galey or Goiley

,

damp, as ground where springs

rise i88t I of Wight Gloss , Gaullyt
thin and bad. ap-

plied to defective spots in crops of turnips or corn.

Gaily (g® h), v. Also 7 gallow. [OE. a-gsil-

iuan to alarm] trans. To frighten, daze, scaie,

startle. Now only dial, and in the whale fishery.

Also dial, to scare away
1603 Shaks Lear hi 11. 44 The wrathfull Skies Gallow

the very wanderers of the darke And make them keep their

Caues «i7o4,T. Brown Wks (1708)111 102 1 he People
look’d as if they were galhed. 1823 New Monthly Mag
VII 231 We were one and all mortally galhed at the sight

*840 Marryat PoorJack vi, They [bull whales] are . easily

•gallied ’, that is, frightened 1874 C. M Scammon Marine
Mammals m. in. 227 The whale is approached in the most
cautious manner, to avoid ‘ gallying ' it. 1883 Hampshire
Gloss., * Galley them pigs out 0’ the peasen ’ x886 W.
Somerset Woidbk , Gaily, to fnghten (Very common )

? Used for * to infuriate \
x66o Mrs. Rump x It’s enough to gaily a Gentlewoman of

her quality to be despised by every idle boy.

Comb.

,

gally-beggar (-bagger), -crow (also

written galli-), dial names for a scarecrow.
x8*5 Britton Beauties Wilts. Gloss (EDS) Gaily crow,

a scare-crow in a garden, called m the Isle of Wight a
gaZly-bagfar, 1829 m Col Hawker Diary (1893) I 333
‘Gallibaggeis’, a term used by the clods for anything to

fnghten away birds. 1879 T Hardy Ret Native 1 111,

What ghastly gallicrow might the poor fellow have been
like ? 1886 Elworthy W, Somerset Word bk

,
GailyBeggar

\

32

any object which may inspire a superstitious dread, as a

ghost, or any frightening object dimly seen.

Hence G-aTlied/j)/ a
1837 Eraseds Mag LVI 73 Crack 1 goes the rifle from

the hidden nook among the ‘galhed ’ herd

Gallyard, Gally(e, obs ff Galliaiid, Galley
Gally(e)pot, obs form of Gallipot.

Gallyglass, obs. form of Galloglass.

Gallyngale, obs form of Galingalb.

Gallynipper, var. Gallinippeb.

GaHypatch, var. Calipash.

1674 Jossclyn Voy NewEng 38 Having taken off their

shells (that ou their back being f.urest, is called a Gaily

patch)

Gally-tile, obs form of Galley-tile

Gallywatte, obs form of Gallivat.

Gaimound, Galmounding . see Gamond.

Galne, Galness, obs ff. Gallon, Goleness.

-j- GaTnes. Sc. Lava Obs [a Welsh galanas

murder
;
also (in old laws) a fine for murder

^

The

appeaiance of the Welsh term beside the Gaelic

Cuo of the same meaning is remarkable.] A fine

for homicide. Only in Cro and Gaines see Cro
*609 Skene Reg Maj 74 Gif the wife of ane fne man is

slane her friend sail haue the Cro and Gaines

Galoch.(e, obs. form of Galosh.

Galoot (gal«*t) slang Also galloot, geeloot.

1 Naut. (See quol 1 867 )

18x2 J H Vaux Flash Diet ,
Galloot, a soldier 1835

Marryat Jac Fatthf xvxiv, Four gieater galloots wait,

nevu picked up 1863 Slang Did ,
Geeloot 1867 Smyth

Sailor's Word-bk ,
Galoot, an awkwai d soldier A soubriquet

for the young or * green
1 marine.

2. U.S. * An awkward or uncouth fellow often

used as a term of good-natured depreciation*

(,Standard Did.')

1866
1 Aihtmus Ward ’ Among the Fenians (Hottcn) 30

Wake, Bessy, wake, My sweet galoot 1 1869 * Mark
Twain 1

Innoc at Home 22 He could lam any galoot of

his inches in America 1876 Bksant & Ricf Gold Butterfly

xxvi. i9gUntil the Golden Butterflybrought him. to Limerick

City he was but a poor galoot 1892 Stevi nson & L
Osbourne Wrecker (6a 2) 137 ‘My dear boy, I may be a

galoot about literature, but you'll always be an outsider

in business.'

Galop (gae l$p). Formerly also galop e, -oppe.

[a F. galop

:

see Gallop sb. (Eailierm the present

century, Fr had galope fem in this sense)] ‘A
lively dance m 2-4 time, originally a separate and

independent dance, but now also foinung a portion

of a set of quadrilles ’ (Stainer & Barrett).

1837 Hamilton’sDid Mns To ms fed. 4), Galop (German)
Galoppe (Fiench), a quick species of dance, generally in J

time 1840 Hood Up Rhine 17,

1

could not help associating

its regulai tramp, tramp, tramp, with the tune of a galoppe

I had recently performed. 1864 in Webster {galop), and
in later Diets

Hence Ga lop, v., to dance a galop
1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag LVIII. 153 They

dance quadrilles fatiguingly, and galope as ifthey were going
to fly out of the windows

t Galopin. Obs Also 6-7 gal(l)apme, galle-

pyn, gallopm. [a. F. galopin,!. galoper to gallop.]

A turnspit
;
an errand-boy

,
a page

1367 in G. Chalmeis Life Mary Q Scots (x8x8) 1 . 177
Christell Lamb, gallepyn, m the kitchmg 1378 Housefu
Ord (1790) 232 Gallapines, apparellfor them of the hall,

kytehen, and pryvy kytehin a 1610 Diet, etc Dk York in

A i ckxologia (1806) XV 7 For the Kytehen and Gallopms.
X824 Scott St Ronan's W xxxiv, So saying, he gave the
little galopin his donative, and a slight rap 011 the pate.

t Ga'lor. Obs [f. Gale sb * + -or.] One who
holds a * gale ’ (see Gale sb 4

4)

Galore (galoa 1), adv and sb Also 7-8 gil-

(l)ore, gaUo(u)re, 9 Sc galore, dial golore,

galoor. [ad. Irish go le6r (
= Gaelic,§« lehr, lehr)

to sufficiency, sufficiently, enough, f go, gu to + ledr

sufficiency, sufficient Now commonly viewed as

Irish, m some earlier examples the proximate

source seems to have been Sc. Gaelic.] a. adv.

In abundance or plenty b sb Abundance or

plenty (it/" something)
,
also m galore

1673 Tzongb Diaty (1825) 23 Provmder good store, beife
chickens, henns, gallore. 1711 E Ward Qntv, I, 292

Having stufft His Guts with Food and Wine Gallouie
1768 Ross Fort Sheph 1 47 This day she flush the best
of cheer gilote 1826 Scott Jrnl xo Apr , Sent off proofs
and copy galore before bi eakfast. 2849 Ruxton Life in Far
West 1 21 Galore of alcohol to ratify the trade 1833
Reade Clouds 4 Sunsh 8 They were set in a corner with
beef and ale galore 1865 Tyneside Songs 93 Aw dreamt
aw. fand greet big lumps in galore.

Galosh, golosh (galpj, gol^ I), sb Forms:
4-9 galoche, 5-8 galloche, 5 galoeh, galoge,
galache, 5-7 gal(l)age, galeg(g)e, 7 galatch,
galeach, galoach., golosse (? golossian) ,

pi gal-

loshios, gala-, gal(l)oshoes, -shoos, (golo-

schooes, colloshoo’s), 7-8 fl goloshoes (larely

smg. goloshoe), 9 goloe-shoes, 7-8 gallosh., 7-
galosh, 9 golosh, (calash, colosh). [a F. galoche
fem. ‘—(according to Hatz,-Darm) popular L
*galopia f. *galopus, a. Gr mkoirovs (stem -iro5-)

shoemaker’s last (whence dim. mkouibiov), f koXov
wood (only pi. logs) + novs foot. Irutned.L. galo-

pedmm occurs for ‘ wooden shoe*
, see also calopedes

in Du Cange. The Sp. galocha, It galoscia, are
piob adopted from Fr. Some forms of the Eng
word show assimilation to shoe ]

0

1 . a. In eaily use . A wooden shoe or sandal
fastened to the foot with thongs oi leather

; a rustic

patten or clog ,
a shoe with a woodei* sole and an

upper of leather 01 other soft material. The name
seems to have been variously applied, and m the
eaihest quots. may be a general teim for a boot or
shoe. b. In later use : An over-shoe (now usually

made of mdia-rubbei) wom to piotect the oidinary

shoe from wet 01 dirt ‘ Rare in U S ’ (Cent Diet

)

1377 Langl P PI B xviii, 14 As is he kynde of a
knyjte J>at cometh to be dubbed, 1 o geten hem gylte spores
or galoches yeouped c 1386 Chauclr Sqr 's P 10868
Nc were woiihy to unbokcl his galoche c 1440 Promp
Parv 184/2 Galache, or galoche, vndyr solynge of mannys
fote crepituvt 1496 Dives 4 Pauper (W. deW ) 38/2 They
wente not alwaye fully barefote, but somtyme with galoches,

a sole byneth and a fastnynge aboue the fote 1323Act 14 4 13
Hen VIII, c 9 Any showes, bootes, or galeges 1372 Bosst-
wlll Armoite in 17 A Shooe called a Gallage or Patten,
whiche hath nothing on the feete but onely Latchettes 1579
Si'lnslr Sheph Cal Feb 244 My galage [is] growne fast to

my hecle Gloss ,
Galage, a start uppe or clownish shoe 1606

PIeywood Challenge 1 1 11636) 10 borne slovenly Boote, to be
dabled in the durt without a Galoach 1607-8 tYardr Bk Pi
Henry inA 1 chxol XI 93 Sixteen gold buckles to buckle a
pair of golosses with gold, 1a 1646 in Archxol Cantiana
(1883) XV. 162 Foi a pa. of boots with goloschooes
00 16.00 1649 W M Wandering few (1857) 1® By his

slash'd doublet, high galloshes, and Italian purld band [hee
should be] a Frenchman 1652 Kiricman Cleno 4 Lozia x6
He had Gloves perfum'd, his Colloshoo’s of Velvet. 1663
Pu-ys Diary 15 Nqv , My Lady Batten walking through
the dirty lane with new spick and span white shoes, she
dropped one of hci galoshes in the dirt 1676 Etheredge
Man ofMode 1 1 15 ’1 is but despising a Coach, humbling
yourself To a pair of Goloshoes. x688 R Holme A rmoury
111 14/2 Galloshtos are false shooes, or covers for shooes
17x3 Ki nni it lloviiB A till//. Notit (ed. 5) 325 The sole

was of wood like our old galoches, or the sabots of the

French peasants. 1737 Ozfll Rabilais II 2x9 Galloches,

high wooden Pattins or Clogs It also means a Sort of

Slipper worn over the Shoes 1779 Jos Burton Patent

Bpeaf No 1210 Improvements in women's clogs by a
goloshoe or clog of an entire new make 1823 Carlyle
Early Lett. 11886) II 251, I walk to and fro with a great-

coat, galoches, and a huge hairy cap. 1830 Mechanics’ Mag
LII 60, I have found the india-rubber goloshes invaluable.

1856 R Gardinlr Handbh of Root 54 The mdia rubber

and gutta-percha colosh <21863 Thacklray Sketches,

Lady in Opera Box, Can I come in goloshes, and take

them off in the ante-chamber? 1870 Brough Marston
Lynch 11 xi She had trudged down the road thiough the

snow in a hood and goloshes 1872-6 Voyll & Stevenson
Miht Diet (cd 3) 167 Leather goloshes arc large, loose,

untanned leather boots intended to be worn in magazines,

powder-houses [etc ] and are made, to cover the ordinary

shoe or boot 1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs II 332 Being

either obliged to remove my boots, 01 being supplied with

large slippers to put over them like galoshes

•j* b. Dutch galoshes : skates 2 ttonce-use

a 1687 Cotton Gt Frost, Poems (16891 104 And had [I] but

Dutch goloshoes on, At one run I would slide to Lon

2 A piece of leather or other material running

round the lower part of a boot or shoe above the

sole (sometimes as an additional covcringoredging).

1833 Boot 4 Shoe-moke 1 ’s Assist. 22 To cut a calash for a

side-laced . boot 1856 R. Gardinlr Handbk ofFoot 49

The best position for thu. seam, whether it pertains to an

Adelaide-front or a colosh. 1893 'Iimis 8 July 12/2 Kid
and patent leather Balmorals, and kid with calf galosh

Galo'sh, golo'sh, v Also 9 calash., colosh

[f. prec. sb ] trans. To furnish (a boot or shoe)

with a galosh Hence G-alo shed ppl a

1804 Jane Austen The Watsons (1879) 340 Nankeen

galoshed with black looks very well X827 Hone Every-day

Bk II 1633 The shoe is of white kid leather, calashed

with black velvet. 1840 Barham Ingot Leg
,
Grey Dolphin

,

His boots had been ‘ soled ’ and ‘ heeled ’ more than once

,

had they been • goloshed
',

their owner might have defied

Fatel 1856 R Gardiner Handbk ofFoot 49 Walkingor
Winter Boots coloshed with calf leather 1883 London
Advt

,

Calf Galoshed Clump Sole 10-Button Boots

Galoun, -own, obs. forms of Gallon

1 Galp, v Obs (exc as surviving m Gaup dial ).

[Not found m OE. ;
the foim agrees with OS.

galpbn to boast
;
MDu

,
Du galpen to yelp, bark,

howl
;
Middle Ger galpen to bark

;
cognate with

Yelp(OE gielpan str
,
to boast,ON gialpa toyelp).

The Eng sense is not found in the other Teut langs. and

the etymological identity of the word is not quite certain

,

the Eng vb may be an onomatopoeic alteration of Gape]

1 . mtr To gape, yawn Of a deer : 1 To pant

(or peihaps to ‘bell * : cf sense 3).

13 K. Alts 461 (Bodl. MS) pe dere galpejx \Lmcolns

Inn MS galopith] by wode syde 1377 Langl P Pltp
xiii 88 And thanne shullen his guttis godele and he shai

galpen after. 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 100 Jour capped

maistres
. galpen after grace bi symonye 3our sister. 1519

Horman Vulg 46 He that galpeth, or claweth his heed, or

panteth 1332 More Confut, Tindale Wks 709/2 The good

godlye man galpeth, and getteth hym downe of the pulpet.

b trans/, of a chasm. Alsofig to gape after,

to be eagerly desirous of something
1346 Suppltc Poore Comm

>

(E E T. S ) 81 Them that

alp, and loke after the ciowne of this realme after your

aies 1577 Kendall Flowers 4 Epigr. 90 b, Thy graue,

which galpes, thee to deuour 1383 Stanyhurst Mncis 111

(Arb ) 83 Charybdis with broad laws greedelye galpmg
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2 tram To vomit forth

,

also fig ,
to give up

(the ghost),

1529 More Com/ agst Tnb 1 Wks. 1162/2 Long was it

not ere they galped up the ghoste 1358 Phaer AEntid 111

H iv. And lompes of fleshe with wine he galpyd fourth

<jf
3 Of an animal : To yelp

[One of Caxton's borrowings from Du 3

1481 Caxton Reynard. (Art ) 22 He mawede and galped
so lowde that martynet sprang vp Ibid, 95 She galped and
ciyde so lowde for the smarte that she had that the men
ofthe village cam out with stauys.

HencefGa Ipmgvbl. sb smdppl.a Also+G-a’lper,

one who gapes
; + Galp sb

, the action of gaping
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr ‘s 71 342 With a galpyng mouth hem

alle he keste 1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) V 389 pat
pestilence ofte slow men wij? galpynge and snesmge
’ a 1500 111 Audelay's Poems (Percy Soc ) Notes 85 Jangler
cum jasper, lepar, galpei quoque, diaggar 1345 Raynold
Byi th Mankynde (1564) 84 b, Ouermucn galpyng and reach-
yng vpwardes 1377-87 Holinshed Chron II 28/2 With
gasthe galpe of gnshe bug 1383 Stanyhurst FEneis m
(Arb ) qx In belche galp vometing with dead sleape snortye
the collops.

Galravage, -itch, etc. : see Gilravage, Sc.

tCralstre, v Obs. tare — 1
. Also gelstre

[perh. some kind of derivative of OE. galan
Gale v to sing, ciy out (? through a fern agent-n

in -sire) ; Gei dialects have galstern, gelstei n to

scieam, make a noise, associated with galster

(?repr OHG dgalstna) magpie The word sur-

vives m Gausteu dial, to boast, to laugh up-
roariously ] zntr To make a noise or outcry
a i2z*} Ancr R 128 GelstrefS [vr galstres], ase Jie uox

deS, & gelpeS of bore god

Galt, Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 galte, 7 gawt,
gaute, gault [a ON. gglt-r str

,
galte wk, masc ,

boar ;
cf OHG galza, gelza sow (MHG. galze,

gelze, mod G. gelze
,

1elated to Gilt sb

)

] A boar
or hog.
la 1400 Morte A > th 1101 Gieesse growene as a galte,

fulle grylych he lukez 1 a 1400-30A lexander4743 Vmquile
he gronecl as a gait with gryzely latis a 1500 Colkelbie

Sow 1. 160 Mony long tuthit bore, And mony gait,

come befoir 1532 Hulqdt, Galt, or vonge hogge por-
cctra 1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 142 Libbeishave
nothmge for the gautes, for they will geld them as fast as
they can take them upp 1673 Vorksh Dial 8 (E D S
No 76) Me draugh’s for th' Gilts and Gaults 1’ th’ Sty
1684 Ibid 83 Than thou may sarra Gawts and Gilts with
Draffe 1895 Lakeland <3- Iceland Glass , Galt , a male pig

Galt: see Gault, Geol

Galt(h)rop(e, -trap,-troppe, obs.ff Caltrop
Galumph. (galzrmf), v. [Invented by < L Car-

roll’ (peril with some reminiscence of gallop

,

triumphant') The sense in current use may vary
according to different notions of what the sound
expresses. Cf Chortle v ] tntr. To march on
exultmgly with 11 regular bounding movements.
Hence G-alu mplung ppl a

,
lit and fig.

187a ‘L Carroll ’ Through Lookmg-Glass 1. 32 He left it

dead, and with its head He went galumphing back x888
N York World 13 May (Farmei), A green bobtail car that
galumphed thiough Lewis Street at a high rate of speed
1891 Harper’s Mag Aug. 378/2 He [a dog] became a
playful, gracefully galumphing, and most affectionate

monster 1893 Nation (N Y.) 20 June 476/2 It is his humoi

,

his 1 galumphing’ humor, which strikes a chill to the heart

Galun, obs. form of Gallon
Galvanic (gselvte'mk), a [f. Galvan-ism +

-10. Cf. F. galvamqite ] Of, pertaining to, or

produced by galvanism. Galvanic battery
,
an ap-

paratus constructed for the production of galvanic

electricity. Galvanic belt
,
a belt containing a

galvanic apparatus to be worn round the body foi

therapeutic purposes Galvanic electricity — Gal-
vanism. Galvanic pile

,

a * pile’ (seequot. 1802)

for the production of galvanic electricity

1797 Monthly Mag III 348 The acrid humour which the
Galvanic irritation would produce. x8oz Med Jml VIII
524 The Galvanic pile of Volta consisted of thirty pieces

of silver, and as many of zinc with pieces of cloth that

were dipped in a saturated solution of common salt. Ibid

553 The Galvanic belt is an electrical apparatus, constantly

in action as long as it is worn. 1803 Lamb Lett (1888) I

206 'Tis a gentle ghost, and in this Galvanic age it may
have a chance 1856 Emerson jEng Traits

,
Race Wks

(Bohn) II 23 Perhaps the Ocean serves as a galvanic battery
to distribute acids at one pole, and alkalies at the other

1869W P Mackay Grace 3- Truth (1873) 238 The move-
ments m Christian service of an unconverted man are the

galvanic movements of a corpse

b fig with allusion to the effects of the appli-

cation of galvanism
*807 Qpie m Led Paint 111 (1848) 292 This is meie gal-

vanic encouragement, it may excite a few convulsive

twitches, but will never inspire the arts with life and efficient

activity 1831 [see Galvanize v i] 1832 Hawthorne
Mosses, Feathertop

,
Purposing a smile of courtesy, he had

deformed his face withasort of galvanic grin. 1863 Dickens
Mut, Fr 1 x, Drops asleep, and has galvanic starts all over
him

Hence G-alva nical a., G-alva nically adv.

1840 Whewell Philos Induct Sc I 263 The phenomena
of magnets, of electrical bodies, of galvamcal apparatus,

seem to form obviousmaterial for such sciences 1848 Lytton
Caxtons n vn xxxiu, Galvanically I brace up energies half

palsied by disuse. 1869 Eng Mech xg Nov 229/3 Copper
tinned (galvanically), 1890 Boldrfwood Col Reformer

(1891) 103 The animal bounded galvanically upward

Galvanism (gse lvaniz’m). [a.F galvamsme,

f. lie name of Luigi Galvam who first described

the phenomena in 1792. see -ism] Electricity

developed by chemical action. Also, the applica-

tion of this for theiapeutic purposes

1797 Monthly Mag III 224 Volta . is employed on an
extensive work relative to Metallic Influence, or Galvanism
x8o6 Surr Winter in Loud (ed 3) II 179 He expects, by
learning Galvanism, to be able to bring his dead horses to
life again 1862 Goulburn Pers Relig 11 (1873) 12 But
Galvanism is not the life

, it only rouses the dormant powers
of life 1870 Emerson Soc # Sold , Ctvihs Wks (Bohn)
III it The forces of steam, gravity, galvanism serve us
day by day

Galvanist (gee lvanist) [f Galvan-ism + -ist ]

One who is veised 111 galvanism
1803 R CurNEvix in Phil Trans XCV 113 M Ritter,

the celebrated Galvanist of Jena 1866 M Mackenzie
Laryngoscope vi (ed 2) xoo External faradization was.
vigorously employed by an experienced galvanist

Galvanist1Cal (gm lvam stikal), a [f prec +
-10 + -al

]
Of, pei taming to, or veised m galvanism

x8i6 T L Peacock Headlong Hall in, Mr Panscope the
chemical, botanical, galvanistical plnlosophei

.

Galvanization (gselvanaiz* ! Jnn). [f. Gal-
vanize V + -ATION ]
1 The process of subjecting (a peison, nerve,

etc ) to the action of galvanism.
i860 in Fowler Med Voc 1874 Carpenter Meat Phys

App (1879) 712 In the galvanization of an ordinary nerve
1876 Duhring Dis Skm 227 Central galvanization is also
recommended
2 The state of being galvanized. In quot fig
1873 Contemp Rev XXVI 433 A kind of galvanization

produced by fear

Galvanize (gae lvanaiz), v. Also -ise. [ad.

F galvamser . see Galvanism and -IZE ]
1 irons To apply galvanism to

,
to stimulate

by means of a galvanic current. Also absol.

1802 Med Jml VIII 259 The heat is likewise increased
111 the part which is galvanised. 1825 Syd Smith Wks
(1867) II 203 Galvanise a frog, don’t galvanise a tiger

1831 Carlyle Sort Res (1858) 142 Those spasmodic, gal-

vanic sprawlmgs are not life, neither indeed will they
endure, galvanise as you may, beyond two days 1839-47
Todd Cpcl Anal III 41/2, I galvanized a little boy with
paralysis ofthe left leg 1850 Robprtson Semi, Ser m ix.

X17 You may galvanize the nerve of a corpse till the action
of a limb startles the spectator with the appearance of life

b fig; esp in phrase to galvanize to or into life

(also to galvanize life into)

1833 C. Bronte Vtllelte 111, Her approach always gal-

vanized him to new and spasmodic life 1869 Goulburn
Purs Holiness xxi. 203 She would fain galvanize the soul
into life by a sudden shock x88o Daily News 9 Jan 3/1
To galvanise a little more life into the market. 1883
Harper's Mag Mar. 537/1 A very old inn, that seemed
suffering the first pangs of being galvanized back to life

and modernity.

2 To cover with a coating of metal by means of

galvanic electricity Commonly but incorrectly

applied to the coating of iron with zinc to protect

it fiom rusting, though no galvanic process is

ordinarily employed
1839 [see Galvanized ppl a. 2] 1864 Webster, Gal-

vanize, to plate, as with gold, silver, &c
,
by means of gal-

vanism. 1869 Roscoe Elein Client 230 Zinc is employed
as a protecting covering for iron, which when thus coated

is said to be galvanized 1879 Cassells Techn Educ r

61/2 The wire is ‘ galvanised ’ or coated with metallic zinc

absol 189* Workshop Receipts 287 It is an advantage,
with all sheets thicker than 20 gauge, to galvanize after

corrugation

Galvanized (gse lvanniz’d), ppl, a. [f. Gal-
vanize v + -ED 1

]

1 Subjected to, or stimulated by, galvanism.
1820 Med <5 Phys Jml XLIII 387 The lungs of the

galvanized rabbit had some blotches on their surface,

b. fig
1843 Carlyle Past <5- Pr 11 xv, Dead or galvanised

Dilettantism 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy III 99, I

practise a galvanised smile, and say out loud ‘Yes, de-
lightful I

’ 1873 F Hallm Scribner's Monthly VI 466/1
Within a few years a galvanized sort of life has been seen

breathed into the investigation, by Hindus, of their ancient

senptures.

2 Coated with metal by galvanism. Also, in-

correctly, in galvanized iron
,
the trade name of

non coated with zinc.

1839 Uce Did Arts,
Galvanized iron, is the somewhat

fantastic name newly given in France to iron tinned by a
peculiar patent process, i860 Merc, Marine Mag VII. 1x4
The galvanized rings run. along the rod. 1887 Ridfr
Haggard Jess xxvin, The stables and outhouses were
roofed with galvanised iron

Galvanizer (gEe'lvansizai) [f Galvanize v
+-ER 1

] One who or that which galvanizes.

1864 m Webster. 1883 West Chester (Pennsylv ) Local
News XII No 28 1 The galvanizersm Oliver and Roberts’

wire mill struck on Wednesday 1887 DailyNews 24 Oct

2/5 Tin plate makers and galvamsers are tolerably well

engaged.

Galvanizing (gse lvanaizii)), vbl. sb. [f as

prec. + -ina 1
] The action of the veib Gal-

vanize j
the piocess ofgalvanizing (iron)

i860 PiesseZ<z£ Chem Wonders 12 This operation, which
is called galvanising

,
entirely prevents the iron from rusting

1883 Pall Mall G 14 Nov. 12/2 Industries in whichwomen
are largely employed—that is to say, chain-making, bnck-
makmg, and the galvanizing of iron 189s Engineer 4 Sept.

xgq The zinc is electioposmve to the non, and its corrosion

takes place while the iron is protected; this ciicumstance

gave rise to the use of the word ‘gaUanismg’.
attrib 1854 Dickens Hard P (1868) 3 He seemed a gal-

vanizing apparatus, too

Galvano- (gse lvana), used as combining form
of Galvanic or Galvanism, in vauous hyphened
compounds, as galvano-canstic a., relating to

the use of galvanic heat as a caustic
;
galvano-

caustics, * the science of the galvano-caulery

’

(Syd. Soc Lex. 1885); galvano-cauterization,
cautenzation by means of the galvano-cautery

,

galvano-cantery, a cautery heated by galvanism

galvano -ceramics, ? pottery coated with metal by
electro-deposition, galvano-magmetic a., pertain-

ing to galvano-magnetism ,
galvano-magnetism,

magnetism produced by galvanic electricity
, gal-

vano-motive a
,

1 moved by galvanism ;
galvano -

puncture, the introduction into the tissues of fine

needles, connected with the poles of a galvanic

battery ;
galvano-tlierapentics, ‘ the use of gal-

vanism for the cure or relief of disease ’ (Syd Soc.

Lex. 1885); galvano-thermometer, *an instru-

ment for measunng the heating effect of a galvanic

curient* (Cassell)
186a New Syd Soc Year-bk. 238 The *Galvano-caustic

Apparatus 187a Cohen Dis Throat gi Severing the parts

with the *gaIvano-cautery instead of the knife 1874 Van
Buren Dis Gemt. Org 9 Galvano cautery may be em
ployed in amputation 1844.^?-/ Union fml July229 Ihe
new pioductions of this novel art have received the affected

name of *galvano-ceianucs 1838 Proc Amer Phil Soc
I 63 Rotary Multiphei 01 *Galvauo-motive needle 187a

J H Bennett Physiul 155 The operation of *galvano-
puncture, first proposed by M Prevaz in 1833

G-alvanograph (gseivanograf) [f. Galvano-
+ -graph ]

* A plate formed by the galvano-

graphic process
,
an impression taken from such

a plate
5
(Ogilvie). Hence Ga lvanogra phic a

,

pertaining to galvanography.

GalvanoSCraph.v (gaelvana gia.fi) [f as prec.

+ Gr. -ypaipia Willing.] a. *A method ofproducing

plates for copperplate engraving by the galvano-

plastic process without etching * (Ogilvie) b. (See

quot

)

1834 Fairholt Did. Art, Galvanography is one of the
most beautiful and successful inventions of modern times,

as by its mean:, plastic objects may be exactly copied in.

copper, and bronzed or gilt

Galvanology (gmlvan^-lodgi). [f Galvano-
+ -logy ]

‘A tieatise on galvanism, or a descrip-

tion of its phenomena ’ (Craig 1 848). So Galva-
7x0 Logist, * one who describes the phenomena of

galvanism’ (Craig 1848)

Galvanometer (gadvanpmz'toi) [f Galvano-

+ Meter.] An apparatus for detecting the exist-

ence and determining the direction and intensity

of a galvanic current.
1802 Med Jrnl VIII 253 The piles showed no remark-

able difference in their effects; however, I do not deny that

some diffeience maybe perceived by means ofthe Galvano-
meters 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat Phil, 356 The gal-

vanometer an instrumentwhose range of utility lies among
electric forces which we have no other means ofyendering
sensible 1833 Nat Philos

,
Electro Magnet, viii g 125. 44

(UKS) For the purpose of comparing the intensities of two
electrical currents, an instrument has been contrived, which
has been termed the Differential Galvanometer 186a

Lytton Sir Story I 165 Ifyou clutch the cylinder firmly

with the right hand, leaving the left perfectly passive, the

needle in the galvanometer will move from west to south

1877 Rosenthal. Muscle 4- Nerves 362 Another form of

apparatus, called the tangent galvanometer *879 G. Pres-
cott Sp Telephone p in, Sir William Thomson has given

us the beautifully sensitive mirror galvanometer.

Hence Ga lvanome trie, G-a lvanome trical

ad/s., pertaining to the galvanometer or to galvano-

metry. Galvano metry, the measurement of

galvanic currents

1845 Grove Contnb Sc in Carr Phys Forces (1874) 290

The second gave not the slightest galvanometric deflection

1875 Gamges tr. Hermann's Hum Phys, (1878) 287 The
muscular current may be demonstrated by methods other

than the galvanometric 18 Engineer LXV. 510 (Cent

)

The parts of the stand include the necessary clamping
screws for electrical and galvanometncal connections.

Galvanoplastic (gse lvana, pise stik), a. [f

as next + -ic!] Of or pertaining to galvanoplasty,

1848 Ait Union Jml Feb 49 It is placed in a galvano-

plastic apparatus, m which it remains till it is galvano

plastically covered 185* R Hunt m Art Jrnl IUnit
Catal 1 p iv*/2 The applicability of the galvano-plastic

Art, as our Continental friends delight to call it, to the

production of large works 1867 Philatelist I. 165 The
galvanoplastic multiplication of the types

Hence Ga lvanopla stically adv
1848 [see prec ] x88a Nature XXVI 144 A series of

organic bodies coated galvanoplastically

Galvanoplasty (gse lvan^plsrsti). [f Gal-
vano- + Gr. -Tr\affT-6s moulded + -y j. In F gal-

vanoplastie.\ The process ofcoatingany substance

with metal by galvanism
*870 Eng. Mech x8 Mar 651/2 Galvanoplasty can be ap-

plied to coat this silver with a surface of coppei 1887
Pall Mall G 29 Sept 2/3 The necessary deposit on the

plate is produced (which renders it capable of punting
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impressions like a mezzotint plate) by means of the electric

pile—the process of galvanoplastie, that is to say

Galvanoscope (gse lvan<3sko« i>) [f Galvano-
+ Gr. -cncSiros lookei ] An instrument for ascer-

taining the presence of galvanic electricity.

1832 Nat Phtlos
,
Electro Magnet vni § in. 30 (U K S

)

An instrument foi detecting small quantities of galvanic
electricity, or Galvanoscope 1866 R M Ferguson Electr
141 The Astatic Galvanometer is used either simply as
a galvanoscope, to discover the existence of a current, or

as a measurer of the strengths of weak currents

Hence Ga Ivanosco pie a., pertaining to, or of the

nature of, a galvanoscope
;
galvanoscopic frog, a

frog used as a galvanoscope. Galvano soopy, ‘ the

employment of galvanism in physiological experi-

ment or for diagnostic purposes. Also, the use of

the galvanoscope’ (Syd Soc. Lex 1885)
1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat III 720/2 This preparation is

the galvanoscopic frog. 1843 Grove Conirib Sc in Con
Phys Forces (1874)266 Here we have no slight galvanoscopic
effects. 1870 Eng Meek, 11 Mar 626/1 Galvanoscopic
Lantern *873 A. Flint Ncrv. Syst 111. 113 If the nerve
of a galvsnoscopic frog's leg he placed in contact with the
muscles of another leg prepared in the same way

Galv&no’tropism. [f. Galvano- + Gr rpon-os

turning + -ism ] The phenomenon of curvature

produced in growing plant-organs by the passage
of electric currents through them
1885 Vinesm Encycl But XIX. 60 These phenomena are

spoken ofas ‘ galvanotropism ’

[Galverly see List of Spurious JVo/dsJ
Galwegian (gselwrdgian), a. and sb Also
Gallowegian, [f Galloway, on the analogy of

Norroivay
,
Norway

,
Norwegian See Gallo-

vidian ] A adj. Belonging to Galloway. B sb

An inhabitant or native of Galloway.
1774 Collvlr Hist. Eng II 72 The Galwegians charged

with. fury. 1828 Scott F M. Perth xi, The baibarous
Galwegians, and licentious followers of the Douglas 1870
Ramsay Remin 111 (ed 18) 64 An old Gallowegian lady
1883 A thenmum 22 Dec 814/1 is Kelly a Bristol name? It

has to modern ears an Irish or Galwegian ling.

Galyet, obs. form of Galliot l.

t Galyor. Obs,— 1 A trade designation of some
kind

,
possibly= Du. gleyer (dealer in earthenware

brought in galleys, see Gallipot), or Galley-
man 2

cx5*5 Code Lot tits B (Peicy Soc) 9 Whyte tanners,
galyors, and shethers

Gam (gam), sb I Sc. [Peril, onomatopoeic. Cf
Gamp v.

The formation may have been partly suggested by some
of the many words with initial ga- that refer to piominent
or ugly teeth, cf gabbed, gag-tooth, gang-tooth, gap-tooth,
gat-tooth

,
etc An adj 'gam, overlapping and twisted,

applied only to the teeth ' cited from a Banff Glossary (Jam.
1880), may perh have arisen from the attnb use of the sb
Etymological connexion with gum (Sc obs gume, OE.
gSma) seems to be phonologically impossible ]

1. IVi.pl Laige teeth, tusks
? 12x500 Rowhs Cursing 18 He that saulis saifis and dam-

mis Beteich the devill thair guttis and gammis 1508
Kcnnedie Flytme 10. Dtifiba) 363 Thou wald be fayn to
gnaw, lad, with thy gammis hams behynd doggis bakkis
15x3 Douglas AEnets v vm. 98 Scheddis of bluid furth
spittand throw his lippis. With bludy gammis [L dentes)

153S Stewart Cron. Scot I 4x5 With glowrand ene and
girnand gammis greit 1825-80 Jamieson j. » , In Angfus]
. they say, greit gams, large teeth

,
sometimes, gams o'

teeth.

2 . (Perh. only arch and confounded with Gum )
The mouth
17*4 Ramsay Evergreen II 20 falteted from Dunbar)
Quod sclio, iny Clip, my unspaynd Lam \_Dunb gyano],
With Mither’s Milk 3it m your Gam \_Dunb mychane]
1840 Banld Braxy Tam 111 IVhistle-Binkie (Scot Songs)
(1890) I 239 Wi' a black bushy heard and a liquory gam
Gam (gsem), sbP Naut. [Perh. a dial var. of
Game sb , or adopted from some Scandinavian
equivalent; cf. Da gaminen, Sw gammon, Icel
gaman

,
sport, amusement, pleasure ; but the Da

and Sw. diets, do not record any technical sense
as current among whalers.] a A herd or school
of whales, b. A social meeting of whalers at sea
1850 Scoresby Whaleman’s Adv xtu (1859) 184 Gam is

the word by which they designate the meeting, exchanging
visits, and keeping company of two or more whale ships,
or a sociable family of whales 1851 H Melvili is Whale
II xi 75 What does the whaler do when she meets
another whaler in any sort of decent weather? She has
a gam
Gam (gaora), sb$ slang. [Prob the same as
Gamb ] A leg.

1781 G Parker Life's Painter 143 If a man has bow legs,
he has queer gams, gams being cant for legs 1790 By-
stander 391: It was not a fortnight before my gam came
iound again as well as ever 1823 Nc-w Monthly Mag VIII.
497> I was ’ware ofhim, and whipping out my gam, clutched
him by shoulder and bnsket 1887 Henley Villon's Gd Nt
111, At you I merely lift my gam.
Comb. 1781 G Parker Life's Painter 173 Stockings

—

Gam-cases.

Gam (gsem), v [Cf Gam sb.2]

1

mtr Of whales 1 To gather together and foim
a ‘gam’ or school.

1889

m Century Diet.
2 . irons Of whalers . To meet and hold inter-

course with (the ciew of another ship). Also mtr.

1890 Century Mag
,
Aug XL. 5x0/2 To 'gam* means to

gossip The word occurs again and again in the log boohs
of the old whalers 1892 N York Sun x May 1/2 (Funk),
On Sept 20 we met the bark Atlantic and 1 gammed’ her

3 US slang. 1 To engage in social inter-

course , to make a call
;
to have a chat* (Farmer).

Hence G-a mining vbl. sb

1851 H. Melville Whale hit 268 Tlieie is another little

item about Gamming winch must not be forgotten heie
1800 Century Mag

,
A ng XL 511/1 Gamming is indeed a

relic of one of the most romantic, and pci haps pathetic,

phases of the whaler's life

Gam, obs and dial f Game
;
vai. Gamme

Gamache, gamachio, obs ff. Gamae>h
Gama grass (ga maigtu s). Also gamma

grass [?Altered form of Giuma.] (Seequot 1858 )

1858 Simmonds Diet, Troth, Gama Grass, a tall and
esteemed fodder grass, the Trtpsacum dactylaulcs of Lm-
nteus, native of the south eastern coasts of North America
1883 'Junes 19 May 5 Eastward are acres well clothed
with good strong closely-set Gamma Grasses

t Gamahe, gamaieu. Obs. See also Ca-
maieu. [a Oh gamahe, gamahteu (I‘ camaieu

)

=med L. gamahei pi , Sp gaviaeo, MHG gama-
hee, gamahoe Cameo ] A cameo ,

also, a stone

bearing natural markings resembling pictorial or
ornamental figures, formerly valued as a talisman
1638 Junius Paint Ancients 95 Lovers of . rarities use

to call such a casual! painting of Nature, as commeth
neere unto Art by the name of Gamahi 1656 Blouni
Glossogr

,
Gamahes (Arab), as Talismans are Images,

or Figuies made by art, under certain Constellations,
so Gamahez aie such figures found so wrought by natuie,
held to be of greatei vertue, being therefore worn by
some persons 1664 Evelvn Sylva (1776) 156 Tins wood
[Ash] is nothing inferior to that of the Maple being
altogethei as exquisitely diapered and waved like the
Gamahes of Achates 1678 Cuuwoin h Intcll. Syst 856
Such beings ns have fancy in them, commonly called
animals—which are but some of sportful or wanton natures,
more trimly artificial and finer gamaieus, or pretty toys

Gamald, obs. form of Gambol.
Gamalian, obs form of Chameleon.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S.) 151 A lyeie is lykenyd

to a bryd, clepyd gamaltan [1 cad gamalian] |>is bryd
wyl cliaungyn hym to alle colouiys, |mt he sccth

Gamarstangue, var Gammeubtang.
Gamash (gimre J), aich. and dial.', chiefly in

pi. Forms 6 sing gamash, 6-7 pi gamoshes,

7 gamaches, -Chios, -shoes, gammoses, gama-,
gamxnashoes, 8-9 gamashers, 8 gamogms, 9
gamashins (-ons), 6- gamashes [a F gamache
(.now only dial.) = II. gamascia, Pr. garamacha,
galamacha

,
identified by Dozy with Sp, guada-

viaci

,

Pg guadameivn (now obsolete), a kind of

leather, believed to be a. Arab, ghadamasi,

f. the name of Ghadamas in Tiipoh, where a
highly esteemed kind of leather was made.
In some of the forms the ending has evidently been assimi-

lated to shoes ]

A kind of leggings or gaiters, worn to protect
the legs from mud and wet.
1596 Nasue Saffron Walden 48 No French gowtie-Ieg

with a gamash vpon it, is so gotchie and boystrous 1607
Marston What Yon Will 1 u, My velvet slippers, cloth-
of-gold gamasbes where are my doth of silver hose?
1688 R Holme Anuoury in. 13/1 He beaieth Aigent, a
Roman Hose or Stockm, Sable of us they are called Bus-
kins and Gamashes. 1781 Hutton Jour to Caves Gloss,
Camashcs, Gamogms, a sort of spatterdashes 1826 Scott
Woodsl xxi, The leathern gamashes which defended Ins
legs 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss

,
Gamashes, gaiters or

leggings of cloth or leather
; called also spatterdashes.

Gamasid (gse masicl) [f mod L Gamas-us
(name of the typical genus introduced by Latieille
in 1802) + -id] A parasitic mite of the family
Gamasidse of the order Acanda, the beelle-mite
or spider-mite.
1891 ADM ichafl in Free Fool Soc Loud 638 {title)

On the Association of Gamasids with Ants Ibid. 643 Such
a Gamasid as L\,selaps\ cuneifar

Gamb, gambe (gsemb). Her. [a OF gambe

,

noithem form ofjambe leg : see Jamb ] The leg
of an animal represented on a coat of arms.
1727 in Bailey vol II 1765 Porny Heraldry Gloss

,

Gamb or Gambe, an obsolete l1 tench word, signifying a Leg
and used as such by Heralds for the leg of a Lion, or other
Creature, born in Coats-of aims x8oo Naval Chon III
38 On a wreath a lion’s gamb erect x8*x Soutiily m Q Rat
XXV 280 [He] bade him take it [a ling] and ever after bear
such a one in the fore gamb of the duny lion m his crest
188a Cussans Her vi (ed 3) 87 A Leg, styled heraldically
a Jambe, or Gambe, which is usually 1 epiesented as ei used,
or torn from the body,

Hence fGambed/// a
,
having legs Obs rare—1

a x66x Fulwr Worthies, Cornwall 1 (1662) 203 Gamb’d
like a goat [L. est tilt gamba caj>n), sparrow-thigh’d

II Gamba 1 (gse mba). [L gamba see Jamb.]
+

1

The leg of a horse. Obs rare—

\

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 284 Two little nbbes from
the vpper part of the thigh to the Gamba . There are two
vaines out of the Gambaes Ibid, 285 The legges are called
Gamble of Campo, signifying treading

2. Anat. (See quot

)

1842 Brands Diet Sci

,

etc , Gamba, a technical term 111

Mammalogy, applied by Ilhger to the elongated metacarpus
or metatarsus of the Ruminants and Solipeds.

GAMBALOCKE.
Gamba 1

-3 (gse mba) Also 6-8 gambo. [Short
for Viola da gamba ]

1 = Viola da g \mba Also gamba viol
1598 Marston Pygmal Sat 1 138 lie not endure that

with thine instrument i'Ihy Gambo violl plac’d betwixt thv
thighes) Thou enteitame the tune. x6x* Drayton Poly-olb
iv 358 Some likewise theie affect the Gamba with the voice’To shew that England could vanetie afford 1710 in E D*Dunbar Soc Life Moray (1865) IS, I can play on the Treble
and Gambo, Viol, Vnginelles and Manicords
fig. 1638 Ford Pannes 1 11, Fumble one with another
on the gmnbos of imagination between their legs.

2 An organ-stop, lesembhng a violin oi violon-
cello in tone Also gamba stop.

1869 Eng. Meclt 31 Dec 385/2 A gamba is a reedy toned
stop 1881 C A Edwards Organs xS7 Vtol-di-Gamba
I his stop is not to be confounded with the Geiman Gamba
The German Gamba, or Gamba proper, is a stop of louder

intonation and somewhat largei scale x8gs Rec Bucks.
VII 331 llie organ, winch fills the western tower, has been
cm iched with a gamba stop

Gambad, obs form of Gambol.
Gambada, var. Gambado 2

Gambade (gscmbci d) [A readoption (by
Sir W. Scott) of F gambade : see Gambol]
1 A leap or bound of a horse. (Cf. Gambado 2 j \

1823 Scot t Quentin 1X ix, Each fresh gambade of his
unmanageable horse placed him in a new and more pre-
1 anous attitude 1834 Tail's Mag I 850 [He] gallops his
Pegasus at such a fiery footed pace, and makes so many
strange gambades, curvet', and caracoles

2 fig. A prank, fieak, frolic

1821 &con Lam, Lett 15 Feb , You must lay aside your
fiohcs and gambades and take a manful journey pace for
a little while at least 1825— Jrnl (1890) I 21 To
Southey I wrote touching on his innocence as to those
gambades which may have given offence 1826 Mem
Afatgi avinc 0/Anspai

h

I via 304 A surprising pantomimic
spectacle winch would decide the fate of the universe in
gambades
Gambado 1 (ga-mbtfi da) Chiefly in pi gam-

badoes, -ados Also 7 gambada’s, 8 gambades
(?), 9 dial gambaders. See also Gambage.
[f It gamba leg + -ado.] A kind of large boot or
gailer, attached to a saddle, to protect the rider’s

legs and feet from the wet or cold. In later use
sometimes applied to leather leggings 01 overalls

fastened with clasps.

1656 Blount Glossogr, Gambado, a kind of leather instru-

ment affixed to the Saddle in the place of Stmops a x66x
Fwllr Worthies (1840) I 318 Gambadoes, much worn in
the west, whereby, whilst one rides on hoi seback, his legs
are in a coach, clean and warm. x66x F. Hawkins Youths
lielinv G 1, Gambada's [ed 1663 gainbagas], large leather
cases or stiri ups to keep the legs cleanm riding 1732 Swift
Com

.

Whs 1841 II 682, I make a shift to ride about ten
miles a day by virtue of certain implements called gamba
docs, where my feet stand firm as on a floor 1781 Gent

l

Mag Apr x86 ‘Who made you those shoes? Mine are
clumsy and thick as a pair of gambadoes ’ 1814 Scott
Wav xxix, His thin legs tenanted a pair of gambadoes,
fastened at the sides with rusty clasps. Thus accoutred, he
stalked into the midst of the apartment 1823Ann Reg 3x6*
Improvements in constructing gambadoes, or mud boots

1865 Li slil &. Taylor Sir J Reynolds I. 3 So absent, that
riding on horseback in a pair of gambados, he dropped one
by the way without missing it i886Elwoutiiy W Somer-
set Wotd-bk , Gambada s, a kind of leather shield or case
for the legs ofa horseman They are attached to the stirrup

leathers They wci e very common within the writer’s recol-

lection

Gambado 2 (gtembJ1 do). Chiefly in pi gam-
bados, -oes. Aho mote correctly gambadas
[a. Sp gambada — F. gambade . see Gambol sb ]

X, A bound or spi ing (of a horse) : = Gambade i.

xBao Scott Monast m\. The discretion of the animal’s

pace would be no longer disturbed by the gambadoes of

Sir Piercie and Ills prancing war-hoise 1843 Lytton Last
Bar iv. vii, Anthony made his horse back to the end of

the lists, in a series of graceful gambadas and caracols

2 A fantastic movement, as 111 dancing 01 leap-

ing about
;
a caper

1859 Sai a Gas-light <5 D xxm, A fantastic imp on
whose brow is wntten ‘Analysis', executes maniacal gam-
badoes on the quartern loaves uttering yells about chalk,

alum, and dead men’s bones. x88x Daily Tel 27 Dec

,

Whose contortions and gambados during his struggles with

Ins captors are as comic as they aie nimble and graceful

3 fig. Any sudden or fantastic action

1857 C Bronte Professor xm, Sending him a challenge

or performing other gambadoes of the sort 1865 Daily
J'el 7 Dec 7/1 Before fighting a battle of this sort in a
Scotch court, there are, of course, all kinds of preliminary

judicial flourishes and gambadoes 1891 Stevenson in Pall
Mall G 17 Nov. 6/2 The correspondence was still passing

when the president sui prised Apia with a fresh gambado
Hence Gamba do z>. intr , to piance, caper.

1829 [J R Best] Pers <5 Lit Mem 181 Seeing him
gambadomg on the race-course, I turned my horse’s head
another way. 1847 Thackeray Chnstm BAs (1872) 30 He
sticks his thumbs into the armholes of his waistcoat, and
advances, retreats, pirouettes and otherwise gambadoes.

1872 [Earl Pembroke & G H Kingsley].? Sea Bubbles

vm 228 There was my princess with five others . frisking

and gambadomg in the most fearful manner

t Ga mbage. Obs. = Gambado 3

1663 [see Gambado ] 1725 Brice's Weekly Jrnl S Nov 4
A Bay Mare with Bnddie, Sadie, and Gambages 1730-6

Bailey (folio), Gambages, gambadoes, splatterdashes

Gambala(e, gambal(l, obs. if Gambol.

t Gambaloeke. Obs rare. An Eastern nding-

coat



GAMBEER, 85 GAMBOGE.
161S G. Sandys Trteo 133 A man of tall stature, clothed

in a Gambalocke of scarlet, buttoned vnder the chm 1674
Blount Glossogr. (ed 4), Gambalock

,
a kind of Riding-

gown, button’d under the chm, used m the Eastern Coun-
tieys about Damascus, etc 1708 Kersey, Gambalooh,
Gambassoune, obs form of Gambfson
Gambaud(e, gambawd(e, obs ff Gambol.
Gambeer (gsembloj), v US. \?f. F. gam-

bler a kind of iron hook used m certain trades
]

irons ‘To gaff (mackerel) when they are swimming
in a school beside a vessel ’ (Standard Diet

)

Hence G-ambeeTing vbl sb ; in quot attnb
1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 195 Mackerel gaff or gam-

beermg iron used by New England fishermen

Gambeer, var. Gambieb
Gamber (gasmbsi). [vai. Camber] The con-

cave curve of a boat’s keel

1857 P. Colquhoun Comp Oarsman's Guide 31 Shear is

the rising of the gunwale of a boat towards head and
stern ,

gamber is the same on the keel
, otherwise called

tripping up.

Gamberel, obs form of Gambrel,
Gambeson (gse'mbfspn) Obs. exc Hist. Forms:

4 gaumbisoun, (campeson), 4-5 gambisoun(e,

5 gambesoun, gambassoune, gamesun, (-son),

7 gambesone, 9 gambeson, (-soon), [a OF
gamlnson

,
gambeison

,
wambizon

,
etc =Pr gam-

baiso, med L gambeson-em A shorter form appeals
mOF gambats, 7vambais,T?t gambais, OSp gambax
= med L gambesum, wambas-ium
The forms seem to descend from a Rom type wambesio

(sub] ),
wambcsidne (obj ), commonly taken to be an adoption

ofsome compound or derivative of OTeut wambA belly (see
Womb) The MHG wambeis, mambes (mod Ger watmns),
Du wambms, wamines, weie adopted from OF ]

A military tunic, worn especially in the 14th c

,

made of leather or thick cloth, sometimes padded

,

it covered the trunk and thighs, and was originally

worn under the habergeon, to prevent chafing or

bruises, but was sometimes used as a defence with-

out other body-armour
13., K Alts 5151 Armen hem In breny of yse, With-

outen .aketoun, Oither plate, oither gaumbisoun c 1420
Anturs of Arth xxxi, His gloues and his gamesuns [v r
gambesoun] gloet as the gledes. <71440 Sir Degrev 302
Gomes wyth gambisoune Lyes opone bent broune, And
sterff undere stede 1736 Bailey (folio), Gambezon 1835
Longf Outre-mer Prose Wks. 1886 I 166 A band of
Moorish knights gayly arrayed m gambesons of crimson
silk, 1843 James Forest Days II xi, I will pink him to
the quick, if his skin be as thick and hard as a German
gambesoon 1876 Rock Text Fabr iv 30 Many a rich
gambeson garnished with silk, cadas, and cotton

Gambet (gse mbet). Anglicized f Gambetta.
1776 Pennant Zool (ed 4) II 391 Gambet

.

this species
has been shot on the coast of Lincolnshire 1847 Gosse
Birds Jamaica 350 About the fresh-water morasses, this

Sandpiper or Gambet is frequently seen

Gambett, obs foim of Gambit, Gambol,
II Gambetta (gsembe ta). Omith [mod,Lat

,

a. It gambetta (said now to be used for the Ruff),

f gamba leg] (See quots
;
some ornithologists

have used the word as the name of a genus of
which the Redshank (usually called Totanus cala-

dris
) was the typical species )

1678 Ray Wilhtghby's Omith 300 The Gambetta of
Aldrovand is also near of kin to the Redshank This Bird
we saw at Milan in Italy It is something less than a Lap-
wing .Its Bill is shortei than the Redshanks, longer than
the Lapwings 1753 Chambers Cycl Supp , Gambetta, the
name of a bird somewhat resembling the common redshank

Gambler (gse mbioi) Also gambeer, gambir.

[Malay gambir, the plant from which

the substance is obtained, the decoction itself being

called y^S^tJjgetdh gambir

,

gum of gambier]

An astringent extract prepared from an Eastern
plant ( Uncaria Gambir), and largely used for tan-
ning and other purposes
1830 Linuley Nat Syst Bot. 205 A lightish brown,

bitter, and powerfully astringent extract, called Gambeer,
is obtained at Malacca by boiling the leaves of Nauclea
Gambeer 1853 C- Morfit Tanning, etc 68 Gambir, —This
is an astringent extract, imported from the East Indies
under the name of terra lapomca 1883 Rajah Brooke in
Pall Mall G. 19 Nov 2/1 Our crops of pepper and gambir
are steadily increasing 1887 L Oliphant Episodes 163
Chinamen engaged in the cultivation of gambier,

Gambist (gse'mbist) Music, [f Gamba 2 +
-1ST ] A performer on the viola da gamba
1823 m Crabb Technol Diet 1879 P David in Grove

Diet Mus I 580 [They] speak of the elector as an
accomplished gambist

Gambit (gae'mbit) Chess. Also 7-8 gambet(t
[Ultimately ad. It gambetta ( = OF gambet,jambet)
tripping up the heels (in wrestling), f gamba leg
The history of the word appears to he somewhat involved

The earliest application to chess-playing seems to have
been made in Sp

,
ra the adapted form gambito (Ruy Lopez

Libro deljuego del axedres 1561, cap vu, where the Italian
etymology is given) The Italians seem at fiist to have
readopted the word as gambiito (Poleno a 1575 in MS.
Ital 055, Btbl. Nat Pans

,
who opposes giuochi fiani to

giuochi gambiiti) ; later they employed the native form
gambetto, whence the earliest Eng formgambeUf The Fr.

and later Eng gambit are from Sp ]

1. A method of opening the game, in vhich by
the sacrifice of a pawn or piece the player seeks
to obtain some advantage over his opponent. The
original gambit is that by which a bishop’s pawn
is offered (King’s or Queen's gambit), but the name
is also given to other openings, many of which are
distinguished by special names (see quots 1 87 1-3)
1656 Budden tr Biochuno's Chesse-play title p ,

Illus-
trated with almost an hundred Gambetts. 1735 Bertin
Chess Rules p vn, The gambet is, when he that first [tread
that plays first] gives the pawn of the king’s bishop, in the
second move for nothing, the other keeps it, or takes another
for it, if he is obliged to lose 1745 Stamma Chess Pref 17
There is another Gambett, where three Pawns are given
away; and therefore it is called the three Pawns, or Cunning-
ham’s Gambett

,
from the supposed Inventor 1847C Kenny

Man Chess 34 Gambit—an opening in which tne Bishop’s
Pawn is given up for an attacking position 1871 M Col-
lins Mrq. <$ Merck II x 294 Who., taught her the
Mortimer attack in the Evans gambit 1873 — Squire
Silchester II, iv. 40 The Squire and Simonet were already
at chess, deep in the Cochrane gambit
b fig.

1835 Dk Buckhm Cri 4 Cabinets Geo III

\

III 115
The dashing gambit which his opponent directed, was
neither evaded with caution nor defended with skill i860
Holmes Elsie V xxu (1891) 328 The Widow’s gambit was
played, and she had not won the game *863 Ld W P
Lennox Biogr Remm I 237 The Emperor’s genius in the
art of war had devised a brilliant gambit in this military
game of chess 1884 G Allen Phihstia I 19 Each of us
has his own game to play, and he must play it on his own
gambit to a great extent

2 Comb
,
as gambit-pawn.

1869 Boy's Own Bk (1880) 588 The pawn sacrificed in
opening a gambit, as well as the pawn which captures the
offered pawn, are called gambit pawns 1886 Daily News
20 July 3/1 Zukertort took the gambit pawn, whereupon
white played BKs, and the result was the king’s bishop’s
gambit limited

Gamble (gas'mb’l), sb.
1 Chiefly cottoq [f.

Gamble v ]
1 An act of gambling ; a gambling transaction

Also in phr. On the gamble . engaged in a spell of
gambling.
1879 E S. Bridges Round World in 6 Months 138 Many

English come here to get fresh air and indulge in a gamble
1887 Rider Haggard Jess 11, Her brute of a husband was
always on the drink and gamble i8go Saintsburv in
New Rev. Feb 141 The real point is the chance, the un-
certainty, the gamble
2 . transf. Any transaction 01 pursuit involving

risk and uncertainty.

1823 m Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) I 289 This hop grow-
ing and dealing have always been a gamble 1881 Sat
Rev 9 July 40/2 Politics, in fact, are ‘ a mg gamble ’ *897
Westm Gae 29 Apr 4/2 Gold mines are necessarily a
gamble.

Ga'mble, sb? Obs. exc dial [var ofGambrel.]
1 = Gambrel 2 Also attnb
1703 Land Gas No 3970/4 Has had the Farcy on the

near Leg behind and has had a great Sore on that gamble
Joynt 1720 Ibid No 5883/3 White Legs behind almost up
to his Gambles 1886 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk,
Gamble

,

the hock or elbow-joint of a hind-leg Never
applied to the_ entire leg, nor confined to horses Properly
the word applies to the strong tendon just above the joint.

2 . =Gambrel i
,
also gamble-stick

1876 Surrey Gloss , Gamble.stick, the crooked piece ofwood
used to hang up a pig or other slaughtered animal

Gamble (gse mb’l), v. [The vb has not been
found till about 1775-86 ; the apparent derivatives

Gambler, Gambling ppl. a

,

occur earlier, and in
the 1 8th c. were regarded as slang. The word is

prob. a dialectal survival of an altered form of ME
gamene-n, OF. gamenian to sport, play, f. gamen
Game sb ; cf ‘game!, to gamble, to gambol; gam-
ier, a gambler \Northumb. Gloss.) ;

cf also the rare

i 6-x ljthc.gamelmg ppl a. and vbl sb, which seem
to imply a vb, *Gamel. Continental Teut words
of similar meaning and form are MHG. gameln to

jest, sport, play (still m various Ger dialects), Swiss
Ger gammeln to make merry, whence gammler
buffoon, jester ]
1 mtr To play games of chance for money, esp

for unduly high stakes
,
to stake money (esp. to an

extravagant amount) on some fortmtons event.
As the word is (at least in serious use) essentially a term of

reproach, it would not ordinarily be applied to the action of
playing for stakes of trifling amount, except by those who
condemn playing for money altogether

1775 Ash, Gamble [printed Gamblet], to game, to cheat

,

to make a practice of gaming 1786 Burns Two. Dogs 154
At operas an’ plays parading, Mortgaging, gambling, mas-
querading x8i8 Todd, To Gamble, to play extravagantly
for money A word of contempt 1838 De Morgan Ess
Probal 101 It should seem as if we were thus told either
not to gamble at all, or else to play incessantly. 1873
Ouida Pascarel I 45,

1

saw everybody gamble 1884W C
Smith Kildrostan 78 When he won my hand, which brought
much wealth, He promised ne’er to gamble while he lived

fig *830 Carlyle Latter-d Pamph vi. (1872) 196
Gambling against the world for life or for death 1876
Geo Eliot Dan. Der in xxv, He was almost in danger
of foigettmg that he was merely gambling in argument,

b. slang in phi . You may gamble on that
1866 1 Artemus Ward ’ In Washington

,
You ain’t gom* to

fool female YoungAmericamuch You may gamble on that.
1896 Pall Mall Mag 14 Sept

,
There will be trouble for

some one. You can gamble on that

2 . traits To stake, nsk in gaming rare
1883 0 W. Holmf9 Ji in Law Q. Rev Apr 172 Tacitus

says that the Germans would gamble then personal liberty

and pay with their persons if they lost.

b To gamble atvay

.

to lose by gambling
a 1808 F Amfs Injl Democr 111 (1833) 108 Bankrupts and

sots, who have gambled or slept away then estates 1836W Irving Astona II 290 They gamble away every thing
they possess, even to their wives and children 1863 Lecky
Ration (1878) II 236 Men who had gambled away their
liberty 1888 F Hume Mad Midas 1 i. He gambled
away large sums at his club

Gambler (gte mbioi) [See Gamble v ]

*i*a. In earlyuse* Afraudulentgamester,asharper,
c rook ’ b One who habitually plays for money,
esp. for extravagantly high stakes (see the vb ).

1747 Gentl Mag 33 Composed of gamesters, commonly
call’d gamblers, players, women of the town 1755 John-
son, Gambler (a cant word, I suppose, for game or game-
ster), a knave whose practice it is to invite the unwary to
game and cheat them 1784 Cook's yd Voy III v vn 144
It is very 1 emarkable that the people of these islands are
great gamblers They have a game very much like our
draughts. 1827 Lytton Pelham xxv, You suppose him to

be more a gambler than a gamester, viz, moie acute than
unlucky 1838 De Morgan Ess Probab 102 A gamblei
(meaning a bold venturer, which the term commonly im-
plies) ceases to be such when he makes his stakes bear
a proper propoition to his capital 1891 Daily News
12 May 4/7 These ingenious speculators, ‘these gamblers
miscalled statesmen to quote Professor Tyndall's phrase

Gamblesome (garmb’lszim), a [f. Gamble z»

+ -SOME.] Addicted to gaming
1884 Sat. Rev 16 Feb 201 The whole world seems in

a gamblesome humour 1884 Daily News 24 July 5/1 The
whole country was then a very gamblesome country, and
a match at cricket foi love would have been derided.

Hence Ga'mblesomeness, fondness for gaming.
1881 Sat. Rev 1 Jan 14 Relying pethaps..on the natural

gamblesomeness of the French

Gambling (gte-mbliq), vbl sb [f. Gamble v
+ -ing*.] The action of the vb. Gamble
1784 [see b] 1792 Looker-on No 21 V 6 She had an in-bred

abhorrence of gambling 1812 L Hunt m Examine

7

14 Sept, 578/1 Their gamblings, dissipations 1843 Darwin
Voy. Nat

.

vm (18™) 156 Robberies are a natural consequence
ofuniversal gambling 1897 Westcott Chr Aspects ofLife
231 The State must deal in some way with gambling.
b attnb., as gambling-booth, -debts, -den, -game,

-hall, -hell, -house, -instinct

,

-practice
,
-spirit.

1830 Merivale Rom Emp (1865) I. 11 71 Public and
pi ivate life had become one great “gambling-booth 1832
Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxiv, The wretch offered
to buy me of Henry, to clear off his “gambling debts
*837 W Irving Capt Bonneville III 168 These “gam-
bling games were kept up throughout the night, 1812
Sir R Wilson Diary I 38 After dinner went to the
conversazione, which is a great “gambling hall, or ‘hell ’ in
classical terms. 1877 Black Green Past xm, A convenient
little “gambling-hell for those who had grown reckless
1839W Chambers Tour Belgium 71/1 The town authori-
ties relaxed, and the present elegant “gambling-houses have
been erected 1880 M'Carthy Own Tunes IV liv i6t
A man who keeps a gambling-house is the proprietor of
an unlawful establishment 1890 Saintsburv in New Rev.
Feb 141 The Republic appeals to the “gambling instinct
tn human nature. 1784 Cowper Tirac. 246 Some sneaking
virtue lurks in him, no doubt, Where neither strumpets'
charms, nor drinking-bout, Nor “gambling practices, can find
it out 1850 Robertson Semi Sei 111 11 17 There is a
“gambling spirit in human nature.

Gambling1

,
ppl a. [See Gamble v

] That
gambles or plays for high stakes ; ong that plays
unfairly, that cheats at play
1726 Whole Art 4 Myst Mod Gaming 111 The very

Heads of such Families may not improperly he call’d the
Game of (what they with a just Derision of their own Vile-
ness term) the Gambling Fraternity 1773 Ash, Gambling
(p a. from gamble!, gaming, cheating by unfair methods of

Crambo (gse mba). Monmouthshire dial. Also
gamboo A kind of sledge.

1836 J Downes Mt Decavx I 50 Gamhoo, a sledge with-
out wheels for bringing m the hay harvest. 1894 Hereford
Times 28 July 5/6 Wanted, Timber Haulier, with fom
horses, waggons, and gamboes
Gazabo, obs form of Gamba 2

.

Gambodiate, -die • see Gambogiate, -gio.

Gamboge (g3smb<m'd3, -kid3). Forms (7
cambugium, gambaugium, -bugia, oambodia,
7-8 cambogmm, 8 gambogia, -bozia, -boidea,
-bogium), 8 gumbouge, 9 eamboge, 8- gam-
bouge, gamboge, (Diets gambooge). [ad mod
L. gambogium etc (now in pharmacy cambogta),

f various forms of the name of Cambodia, the

district in Annam from which the substance is

obtained. The deriv. is given byDampiei in 1699
(Sitppl to Voy. round World, vi 105).]
1. Agum-iesm obtained from various trees of the

genus Gamma, natives of Cambodia, Siam, etc It

is largely used as a pigment, giving a bright yellow
colour, and also as a drastic purgative in medicine.
[1634 J. Bate Myst Nat 126 Take saffron or Cambu-

gium. 1635— Bk. Extrav, 210 Orpiment and gambaugium
are both very good yellows x688 R Holme Armoury 11

85/2 Cambugia, whither Gum, or Juice dried, is not
certain.] 1712 tr. Pomet’s Hist. Drugs I 178 Gamboge
ought to be chosen of a bright yellow Colour a little inclin-
ing to Red. 1772-84 Cook Voy. {1790) I. 224 It yields
a bright yellow resm, that resembles gumbouge 1821
Craig Letf, Drawing v. 310 The whole picture or drawing
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mast be washed over with a mixture of Venetian red and

eambouge 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 208 The guest

room walls are painted gamboge to a height ofthiee feet

1876 Bartholow Mat Med (1879) 485 Gamboge is rarely

prescribed alone as a cathartic.

b The plant from which gamboge is obtained

1876 Harley Mat Med (ed 6) 698 The Gamboge is

native of Siam and Cochin-China

2 attnb

,

as gamboge-plant,
-resin

,
-it ee, -yellow.

1837 Penny Cycl VII 367/2 The chin and throat gam-
boge-yellow. 1838 Ibid XI 68/1 1 lie true gamboge-tree of

Ceylon has been determined to belong to a new genus named
Hebradendron Ibid XI I 90/2 A plant which he thought

might be the gamboge plant, as it contained a yellow pur-

gative juice in the rind of its fruit. 1885 G S Forbes Wild

Life in Canara 42 The same gamboge lesin distils from

both [wild and cultivated mangosteen] trees

Gambogian (gsembpu dgian), a. [f. Gamboge

+ -IAN
-

.] Gamboge-coloui ed

1797 Lamb Lett. (1837) 1 . 111 58 Of a dirty drab colomed

yellow—a dull gambogian.

Gambogiate (gsembflu’dgift) Also gambo-
diate [FGambooe + -(i)ate 1

.] A combination

of gambogic acid with a metallic base

1839 Johnston usPhil Tians CXXIX 284 Gambodiatcs

of Potash and Soda 1880 Chamber1
1 hncyel. (US) s v.

Gamboge, Yellow piecipitate of gambogiate of lead Gam-
bogiates of copper and iron.

Gambogic (gscmboi’dgik), a. Also gambodic,

cambogic [f. Gamboge + -10
;
cf F gambodique',]

Only in gamboge acid, a resin which is the chief

constituent of gamboge
1839 Johnston in Phil Trans CXXIX 284 Salts of

Gambodic Acid. 1848 Craig, Gambogic 1873 Wood
Thtrap (1879) 474 In order for gambogic acid to act as a
pmgative the presence of bile m the intestine is necessary

Gambo-goose (gee mbtfig/rs). The spur-wingetl

goose (Plcdropterus gambensis)
1678 Ray Willngliby's Omith 361 The Gamho-Goose, or

Spur-wing'd Goose

GamboiXe, obs form of Gambol.

Gamboised (gae mboizd),/>j5/ a Antiq [ad.

OF, gambols#, gambesid etc
,
quilted or padded ,

cf.

Gambeson.] Qiulted, padded
1834 Blanche Brit. Costume 86 The word gnmboisd or

gamboised , was afterwards applied to saddles and other

padded, stitched, or quilted articles. 1839 Stonehouse
Axholme 234 The thigns appear to be covered with a gam-
boised or quilted defence, which reaches to the knees 1853

tr Labarte's Arts Mul Ages xxxu, Gamboised or padded
with cotton

Gambol (gambol), sb Forms: a. 6 gambad,
-baud(e, -bawd, 6 Sc ,pl. gambatis, -bettis (See

also Gamond ) 0. 6 gambald(e, -bauld(e, gam-
(m)ald, gambold(e 7. 6 gambal, -boile, 7

gambols
,
7- gambol [a. F gambade leap or

spring, ad. It gainbata, f. gatnba leg (F jambe)
The word appears first at the beginning of the 16th c The

ending -ade seems almost from the first to have been con-

fused with the then more common •and, -auld Subse-

quently the d was dropped in garnbald', cf. curtal from

earlier an laid ]

+ 1. The bound or curvet of a horse. Obs. rare

(Cf. Gambade )

a, 1303 in Leland Collect (1770) IV 281 The said

Lord maid his Devor at the Departynge, of Gambads and
Lepps, a 1333 _Ld, Berners Hnon lv 187 Then he cam to

kyng yuoryn with .xx gambaudes

2 A leap or spring m dancing or sporting, a

caper, frisk. Now chiefly pi., of the sportive

movements of children and animals.

a. xs*3 Douglas ASnets xm ix 107 And gan do dowbill

hiangillis and gambatis (v.r gambettis) Atlur throu other

reland, on thair gys c 1330 Ln Berners Arth. Lyt.Bryt
(18x4) 248 Than came forth juglers with theyr fals castes,

and damoyselles wyth theyr gambawdes 1573 Laneham
Let 24 Such feats of agilitiee, in leaps, skips, springs,

gambauds, soomersauts, caprettez & flygnts.

arch 183* Scott Ct. Root xvi, In this last gambaud the

torch which he bore was extinguished.

/J. 1330 Palsgr 548/2,

1

fetche a gatnbolde or a fryske in

daunsyng,y<? fays vne gambade or vne fnsqite Holde me
a cappe, I wyll fetche a gambalde as hye as I may reaclie

1580 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1390) 7a Were full of such leaps

and gambolds 1383 Stanyhurst AEnets 111 (Arb) 79
Soom feloes naked with wrastlmg gambalds for maystrye
doe struggle. 1590 L Lloyd 2hall Dates 1 181 Such
madde frisking, skipping and strange gamalds of daunsing

fig 139a G Harvey Pierce’s Safer 13 To teach lus

mother-tongue such lusty gambolds
y. c x6oo Day Begg Bednatt Gr iv 1 (1881) 72 What

Gamballs have ye here now? ha 1 1611 Shaks IVmt T.iv
iv 335 A Dance, which the Wenches say is a gally-maufrey
ofGambols 1641 Brome Jamal Crew 11 Wks 1873 III. 390
Let us hear and see something of your merry Grigs, that

can sing, play Gambals, and do Feats 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. xxxv, He fetched a gambole upon one foot

178a Cowper Gilpin xxxiv, Thus all through merry
Islington These gambols he did play. 1863 Dickens Mut
Fr hi vii, After a variety of awkward gambols,

b (See quot 1 706.

)

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gambols,

^

certain Spoits or

Tumbling Tricks in use aboutChristmas-time 171a Addison
Sped No 269 ? 8 If they had not good Cheer, warm Fires,

and Christmas Gambols to support them.

c tiansf. andfig inpi Frolicsome movements or

proceedings Rarely sing
,
a fiolic, merrymaking.

1396 Shaks. Merck V. in 1 93 Those crisped snakie

golden locks Which makes such wanton gambols with the

winde 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 59, I am but
a silly poor girl, set up by the gambol of fortune for a May-

game. *768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 392 The flighty

gambols of chance are objects ofno science, nor grounds of

any dependence whatever 1807-8 W. Irving Salving

(1824) 89 The eccentric gambols of tlie famous comet

1824— r. Trav I 63 There was a gambol carrying on
within, enough to have astonished St Anthony himself

1878 M A. Brown Nadeschda 14 From wanton gambols
taking rest In a bed of flowers lay the brook

f 3 A toy, plaything. Obs.

1581 J Bell I/addon’s Anew Osor 309 b, To hang
pelting gamboldes upon them [Saints’ Images], made of

wa\e, wood, ledd, or other metall 1630 J Ta\ lor (Water

P) Ferine Tayle Wks 11 133/* A pretty gamball, cal’d

a Swing

f 4 attnb (quasi-ffrtj? ) Sportive, playful. Obs

1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 iv 273 Such other Gamboll
faculties hee hath, that shew a wealce minde, and an able

Body 1622 Maude tr. Aleman's Guzman d’Alf, 1 132

Other were full of their gamboll-tncks, each man having his

severall Posture 1664 H More Myst Insq 447 It look’d

alwaies to me so like a gambal trick, that I could not but

place it among the earlier Legends or pious Fictions of the

Chuich

Gambol (gie mbol), v Inflected gambolled
(-bold), gambolling (U. S often with single l).

Forms: a. 6 gambade, gambaud, gambawd
j
3 . 6 gambaulde 7. 6 gambole, 7- gamboll,

gambol [ad F gambader
;
cf the sb ]

+1. mtr. Of a hoi se To bound or curvet rare

1507 Jnstes May <S June 113 in Ha/1 E P P II. ny^On
hoises gambawdynge wondcrously 'J hat it semed .. That
they wolde have hanged styll in the skye a *533 Lo Brn-

ners linen lv 187 When the hoi se felte the spoil es lie began
to lepe & gambaud & galop as it had ben the thondcr

2 . To leap or spring, m dancing or sporting

;

now chiefly of animals or children

*308 Fishi r 7 Pcnit, Ps cii Wks. (1876) 136 Redy at all

tymes to dauncc, to gambade, to lepe and to synge 1390

Shaks, Mtds N m i. x68 Be Linde and cuiteous to this

Gentleman, Hop m his walkes, and gambole in his eies

1667 Milton P L. iv 345 Bears, Tygers, Ounces, Pards

Gambold before them c *705 Pore Jan <5 May 462 Then
pigmy king, and little fairy queen, In circhng dances

gamboll’d on the gieen *792 Munchausen's 7 rav xxiv.

104 The noble sphinx gamboling like a huge leviathan.

*84* Lytton Nt $ Morn r i, The urchins gambolled

round the grave-stones on the Sabbath *850 'I i.nnysov

In Mem xxx, At our old pastimes in the hall We gambol’d,

making vain pretence Of gladness

3 transf and Jig
i6oz Shaks Ham m iv 144, 1 the matter will re-word

;

winch madnesse Would gamboll from *796 Burkl Regie
Peace 111 Wks VIII 418 A nation, gamboling in an ocean

of superfluity *824 Scott Fam Lett, 4 Apr (1894) II

199, I have gambolled a little in the entrance hall, which I

knew was not in very good taste when I did it *856R A
Vaughan Mystics (i860) I 248 Our little woild lias been

gambolling like children let loose from school 1890 Tal-
mage From Manger to Throne *07 The current is greatly

accelerated and then goes gamboling into Lake Gennesaret.

quasi-*-*™r 1649 G. Danicl Truiarth ,
IItch II, cccxliv,

The Pye but chatters to a Country Cure, And gambolls wth

the Sparrowes in a Bush, Rude Rhctoncke

|' Ga'mboller. Obs rate-1 [f Gambol v.

+ -Eli 1

] One who performs antics

1:587 Golding De Mornay xxm 340 Some Dauncer or

Gambolder had displeased them at the Gamings and Shewes

Gambolling (gse mbolig),©#/. sb, [f.Gambol v
+ -ING 1 Some dial, glossaries give the accent as.

gambow'ling ] The action of the verb Gambol,
132a Skelton Why nat to Court 70 With gambaudynge

thryftlesse, With spendo and waste witlesse. 15*5 Ld. Blr-
ners Froiss. II cv. [cl] 307 He spurred his horse, so that by
gambaldyng of the horse the impostume brake in his body.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent ix 53 Not to fall to Gain-

bolding at our owne pleasure and fanste, but to followe the

way quietly which he sheweth vs c 1746 ExvtoorCourtship
S6B(ED S ) Gamboyling 1827 Harl Guesses Ser 11 (1873)

SS4 How great is the interval between gamboling and
gambling, 1884 St James's Gas 26 Sept 6/1 The brutal

gambolling and the obscene language of young roughs

Gambolling (gse aibolup),ppl. a. [f Gambols.
+ -iNGa.] That gambols
*332 Huloet, Gambaldynge horses, beyinge ful of gam-

baldinge and praunsynges. 1567 '1nail Treas, (1850) 21

Oyes t is there any man or woman that hath lost A gam-
bolling gelding with a graye tayle. *830 Tennyson Sea-
Fairies it Down shower the gambolling waterfalls From
wandering over the lea,

Gambon(e, obs. form of Gammon sb.

Gamboo, var. Gambo.
Gambooge, gambouge, var Gamboge
Ga’mbrel. Obs exc dial. Forms. 6-7 gam-

brell, 7 gamberel, gambnl(l, gamrell, (8-9 dial.

gammerel), 7- gambrel. See also Cambrel,
Chambrel, Gamble sb 2 [Peril a. OF (Norman)
*gambcrel, the pi. ofwhich occurs m a document of

1452 (Godefroy) ;
* Les bouchiers d’Evreux, quant

ilz passent panni le bois dudit seigneur, peulent

prendre . . . des gambereaulx et des verges pour
prendre leurs bestes.’ This seems to agree with sense

1 of the English word, and gambler is still found

m Normandy with this meaning (Littre SupplX
As F. eambier means also a hooked stick (see Gambeer),

and the Eng Cambrel is synonymous vnihgambrel in both
its applications, a derivation from the Celtic crooked
(see Cam a )

seems not unlikely
,
for sense 2 cf Ham sb

which appears to be from the same root ]

1. (See quot. 1887) ;
= Cambrel i.

1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet , Kambren Me, a gambrell.
1606 Chapman Mohs. D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 228 My selfe

indeed spide two of them hang out at a stall with a gam
lirell thrust from shoulder to shoulder, like a Sheepe that
were new Head x6*8 W Lawson New Orch 4 Garden
(1626

)

37 The common homely Proverbe Soone crookes
the tree that good Gamrell must bee a 1640 Day Pererr
Schol (1881)44 And first a Butcher stands up and sweares

he wold cutte his throate and hang him up by the heles
of a gambrilt 1887 Kent Gloss , Gambrel or Gamblestich
a stick used to spread open and hang up a pig or other
slaughtered animal

*

b. A similar piece of wood for hanging clothes
upon
a 165a Bromf City Wit iv 1 Wks 1873 I 335 When she

reads my poveity agen, And that these Garments must
return to tn’ Gambiels, Her scorn will be impetuous

2 . The joint m the upper part of a horse's hind
leg; the hock: = Cambrel 2.

1601 Hoi land Pliny I 223 Caines whose taile reacheth
to the joint of the haugh or gambnll 1687 Land Gan No
2278/4 A Coach-Horse .a Scar upon his near Gamberel
1723 Bradley Fam Diet sv Horse-feeder, Bathe his Legs
well from the Knee and Gambiels downwards c X78G
Howard Encycl II 1 157/2 His hocks or gambrels neither
standing too wide, nor too near together. *B8o E. Comw
Gloss , Gambrel,

the hock of an animal

b. dial In human beings . The under side of the

thigh just above the knee
C1746 Exmoor Scolding 1 53 (E D S 1 Gammerels. *886

Im worthy IV Some? set Word-bK sv, Shockin pain 111

my gaimnct el

3 U.S. Short for gamin el roof
1859 m Bautlltt Diet Amer *873 T W Higginson

Oldport Days 45 Sometimes with the Tong, sloping roof of
Massachusetts, oftener with the quaint ‘ gambrel * ofRhode
Island.

4 attnb. and Comb., as gambrel smew. Also
gambrel roof, a curved or lupped roof, so called

from its resemblance to the shape of a horse’s hind-

leg ,
hence gambi cl roofed adj

*7*5 Land Gas No 334 1/4 A white spot on the gambrel
Smew on the near Leg behind 1851 S. Judd Margaret vi

30 Here and there was a house m the then new style, three-

storied, with gambrel roof and dormer windows. *838

Mrs Stowe Ministers Wooing i, A small farm, with a
modest, * gnmtnel roofed,* one story cottage *86* —Pearl
Oir's 1st. 31 The afternoon sunbeams are painting the

gambrel-roof with a golden brown.

Hence &a mbrelledpa.pple., stuck on a gambrel.

11x625 Fi etchi r Nice Valour iv. 1, lie box you .. And
can le you gambril’d thither like a mutton.

Gambroon. (geembrw n) [Presumably named
from Gambtoon, a town on the Persian Gulf (other-

wise called Bender Abbasi) ] (See quots.)

*831 Lincoln Herald a Sept. 3/6 A shooting jacket of

green gambroon 1847 Lytton Liter etut (1833) 141 No
amateur m neat gambioon, manufactured by Inkson *858

Siumonds Diet. Tr ade, Gambroon, a kind of twilled cloth

for linings 1892 Ibid, Supph, Gambroons, an all-wool

fabric for men’s wear. 1894 Harris Techn Fire Insur.

Comment, Gambroon
,
twilled linen-cloth for linings of

di esses.

attnb 1845 STOCQUFLrR Handbh Brit Ind. (1854) 84

A couple of patr of merino or gambroon trousers.

Game (g**m), sb. Forms: a. 1-5 gamen., x

gpmen, 3-5 gaxmn, -yn, ? 5 gamon, (4, 6 pi

gamnes), 4-5 gammen, -in, -yn, ? 5 gammon,

3-5 gomen, (4 pi. gomnes), 4 Kent, gemen;

0 3-6 gamma, 4-5 (9 dial

)

gam, 3-4 gome,

4 Kent geme, 6 Sc. gemm, 3- game. [Com Tent

:

OE gamen, gprnen str neut. = OFns. game, gome,

05 , OHG. gaman (MHG gamen) joy, glee, ON.

gaman (Sw. gammon, Da. gammen

)

game, sport,

merriment, regarded by most Germanists as etymo-

logically identical with Goth gaman neut., partici-

pation, communion, f ga- prefix, together, * com-
’

(see Y-prefix) + root ofMan If this explanation be

correct, the OTeut. accentuation (as in a few other

nouns formed wither-) has been preserved because

the word had alieady in the prehistoric period

ceased to be apprehended as a compound ]

I 1. Amusement, delight, fun, mirth, sport

Often in game and glee, game and play, joy and

game

,

alsogame and solace. Upon her game • in fun

No game — ‘ no fun Obs exc. dial.

Beowulf 1160 Gamen eft astah, beorhtode benc-sweg

a xooo Boeth Metr. ix 17 He bet bun to gamene geara

forbmrnan Romana bung a 1200 Moral Ode 288 hi is it

liute gamen and gleo al Jrat man mai here dreojen. c *230

Hymn Virg 21 in Trin. Coll, How 258 per ms nouper

gome ne gleo au} Jier is pine wioute fin 1297 K.

(Rolls) 370 To honti and to winne is mete & to abbe

solas & game a 1300 Cursor M 12554 (Cott )
Quen pi

meigne was gadird samen pam wanted ai peir gastfu

gamen Til b»t iesus was cummen m place c 1320 oi

fnstr 1918 A loghe pai founden made, Was ful of

and play, c 1340 CursorM 344s (Fairf) Rebecca

bredis twa for ane of twynlynges trat bir J>u3t na ga

[other texts gamen] *3 . Guy Warw (A ) 31 *6

answerd j>e riche soudan Pat hadde no gamen
“J®

1375 Bardour Bruce m 465 [Bruce] maid thaim ganW

and solace c*r86 Chaucer Sir Thopas 129 His mune

men comanded he To make hym bothe game and g

c 1400 Sowdone Bab 3x99 So thay livede in xoye S

e *4*5 Seven Sag. (P) X454 My wyf hase put in the pyne

In the dore oppon hyre game C1430 ^dgr Lyf t

hade n. cli (1862) 136 If j ete it, grace dieu wolde holde it

no game [F. nen seroit fas eontente]
cx44° York My t.

xxxi 164 we schall haue goode game with pis hoy 45

St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1x88 Com be batemen with gamen

and gle. c *483 Digby Myst (1882) v 603 To be false, men
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reportith it game. 1523 Fit2herb Hush § 133 It is con-
uement for euery man .to haue playe and game accordynge
to his degre 1540-62 Sternhold & H Ps xxxin 21 Our
soule in God hath loy and game 1560 Rolland Crt.
Venus iv 400 All game and gle fra me euer adew 1580
Sidney Ps xl. vi. A, ha ! this is good game 1588 Shaics.

L L L v 11 360 We haue had pastimes heere, and pleasant
game, 1879 Waugh Chimney Corner 41 It’s rare gam, too
[snowballing]—as lung as a body doesn’t get hit theirsel'

1

2

. Jest, as opposed to earnest

,

Also (with a),
a joke or jest Obs. exc as in b
£1250 Gen $ Ex, 3498 Tac Su nogt 111 idel min name,
Ne swer it les to fele in gamen. <*1340 Hampole
Psalter v 6 Til perlite men it fallis not to leghe, noujjer in
ernest ne in gamen c 1386 Chaucer Clerffs T 677 But
nathelees, for ernest ne for game He of his crueel purpos
nolde stente 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII, in A
preost Edmond . seide in game,

"

Why chese je noujt me
myself’. 1390 Gower Con

f

1 . 19 But yet betwene ernest

and game Ful oft it torneth other wise 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb ) 261 Here aftyr neythir in ernyst neregame
No mortal husbonde to me do name 1590 Spenser F Q
1 xu 8 They crowned her twixt earnest and twixt game
1590 Shaks Mills N 1. 1 240 As waggish hoyes in game
themselues forsweare. 1626 in Crt, # Times Ckas I (1848)

I 173 What think you? for I know not. Is it a game or
a verity ?

b. Phr. To make (+ a) game of (also + on) : to

make fun of, jest at, turn into ridicule. To make
game (to be) : to pretend for fun (rare).

c 1460 Ros Belle Dame sans Mercy 226 Whanne I speke
aftir my beste avise Ye sett it nought, but make ther-of

a game 0:1541 Wyatt Poems
,
To my Lute 23 Vengeance

shall fall on thy disdame, That makest but game on ear-

nest paine. 1580 Sidney Ps. xxxix v, That fooles of me
maie make then game 1671 Milton Samson 1329 Do
they not seek occasion of new quarrels, On my refusal, to
distress me more, Or make a game of my calamities 1 1745
Hist Coldstream Guards 25 Oct (Farmer), If the militia

are reviewed to-morrow by his Majesty, the soldiers of the
third regiment of Guards are to behave civilly and not to
laugh or to make any game of them a 1810 Mrs, Trimmer
Two Farmers (1829) 26 Mrs. Mills .made great game of
her and her husband 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. vi

(1858) II 72 She had all the talents which qualified her to
makegame of his scruples 1870 DickensE Drood m, Some
of the girls made game to be their brothers 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed e) I. 220 They fancied that Ctesippus was making
game of them.

+ e An object of ridicule, laughing-stock. Also

laughing game, Obs.

1562 Jewel Apol Ch, Eng. 1 9 [They] did count them no
better then .the of-scounngs and laughing games of the
whole worlde. 1591 Spenser Tears Muses 204 Those
sweete wits Are now despizd, and made a laughing game.

1694 Southerns Fatal Marr it, Am I then the sport, The
Game of Foitune, and her laughing Fools ?

3. An amusement, diversion, pastime + Also
collect.^ play, diversion fAt game: at play
a 1225 Ancr R 318 Ich biheold hit, & oSe wrastlinge

& oSer fol gomenes a 1300 Cursor M. 25501 Ken us
lauerd of vr sinnes son to rise..and leue vr gamens grill

13 , Gaw $ Gr Knt 1319 J)e lorde of ]>e lonae is lent on
his gamnez. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 12 As foies J>at

f
edirs til a somere gamen 1362 Langl. P. PI A. xi. 37
.echerie and losengrie..beoth gamus nou a dayes c 1380

Wyclif Whs, (1880) 246 Awildepleiereofsomeresgamenes.
c 1450 St Cutkbert (Surtees) 1047 He suld noght childres

gammys su. 1549 Compl. Scotl 13 To pas til hunting
and tu other gammis, conuenient for ther nobihtie. 1567
Satir Poems Reform. 111 40 Not hir fyrst spous In
portratour and game lnycht be his peir 1577-87 Holin-
Shed Chron II. 53/2 Refusing an excellent clearke, be-

cause he saw him somewhat hghtlie demeaning hunselfe

at game. 1660 Jer Taylor Duct Dubit. iv. 1 11 § 3°
Johannes Sansbunensis allows of every game , if it can
ease our griefs. 1685 Baxter Paraphr N. T, Matt, xi,

16-17 The unbelievers of this generation, do as children in

their games, complain of one another you are cross to us
whatever game we play. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed a)V 12 The
discourse of the three old men is described by themselves as

an old man’s game ofplay. 1884J Sully Ontl. Psychol xu.

(1886) 548 In their games children are actors, architects,

and poets, and sometimes musical composers as well.

+ b. spec Amorous sport 01 play. Obs.

£1230 Halt Meid 31 Alle hise fulitoheschipes, and hise

unhende gamenes . ha schal . bolien ham alle c 1275

Lutel Sot/i Servian 78 in 0 E Misc, 190 He mai quiten

hire ale and soben do J>at gome. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls)

604 So longe hn dude such sacrefise & pleide such game
pat hu adde an dojter aveme was hire name c 1400 Destr
Troy 1506 Thretty sonnes besydes, als other wemen, ]>a.t he
[Priam] gate on his gamen 152a World Sr Child in Hazl.

Dodsleyl 244,

1

am a child Gotten in game and in great

sm 1606 Shaks Tr # Cr. pi. v 63 Set them downe For
sluttish spoyles of opportunitie , and daughters of the game

c. colloq. An amusing incident
;
a piece of fun

,

a ‘lark’.

1838 Dickens Oliver Twist xvi, ' I can't bear it ; it is such

a jolly game Oh, my eye, what a game 1
' 1857 Hughes

Tom Brown 11, ui, ' Oh, here's a game’, whispered the rest

of us, and we all cut upstairs after the Doctor. Ibid., We
had such a game with him one day last half.

4. A diversion of the nature of a contest, played

according to rules, and displaying in the result the

superiority either in skill, strength, or good fortune

of the winner or winners. For round
,
square game,

see Round, Square. + At game : at play

a 1300 Cursor M, 28338 Til idel gammes, chess and tablis

1340 Ayenb, 45 Kueade gemenes ase byep pe gemenes of

des and of tables a 1400-50 Alexander 2272 What gome
sail Jhs gamen begyn vpon first? 15*5 Nottingham Rec
III, 344 Caredys and odar gammys for money 1530 Privy

PurseExp, Hen VIII (1827) 17 Item .paide toDomyngo
for soo moche money As his grace loste to him at game,

iiij C It 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec, Oxford 86

VOL. IV.

[They] do mayntayne unlawfull gamys of the tenys 1715
tr. C'tess D’Aunofs Wks 208 There was a numerous
Assembly of Persons of Distinction, several Tables where
they weie at Game 1716 Lady M W Montagu Let to

C’tess Mar 14 Sept
, I could not play at a game I had

never seen before. i&t$£ncycl Bnt III 487 Beast, among
gamesters, a game at cards. 1863 Geo Eliot Romola 11.

111, A game m which there was an agreeable mingling of
skill and chance.

fig 1854 Whyte Melville Gen. Bounce I. ix 198 If
honesty’s the game, you've a right to your share, what
Mrs. Kettering intended you should have.

b. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. Usually^/. ( =L ludi):

Athletic, dramatic, and musical contests; gladia-

torial and other shows
£ 1400 Destr Troy 1620 In but Cite . . Mony gaumes

[? read gamnes] were begonnen J>e grete for to solas 1567
Drant Horace's Ep. 1. xiv, A farmer, thou the towmsh
games doste burne for

>
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676)

765 Many Games of price were played at Athens 1593
Shaks 3 Hen. VI, 11 m. 53 Promise them such rewards
As Victors weare at the Olympian Games 1601 Holland
Plmy I. 189 Lycaon hath the report of setting out the
firste publicfee games, in Arcadia 1602 Shaks ful, C 1 11.

178 The Games are done, And Caesar is returning 1662
Stillingfl Ortg Sacr 1 vi § 3 After the institution of the
Olympick game [«c, here and elsewhere] by Pelops 1734 tr.

Rolhn'sAnc Hist vii x (1827)111 346 Musical games were
always exhibited in the theatre 1833 Philol Mus II. 74
One Cleomedes of Astypalsa killed a man at the Olympic
games, boxing with him 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur vii

35 Herod, more Greek than Jew with all a Roman’s love
of games and bloody spectacles

c The game : the proper method of playing
5

correct play, lit andJig.
1889 G Drage Cyril 1 vn 60, I really think he is ..not

playing the game. Mod. That 's not the game
5 fig A proceeding, scheme, intrigue, under-

taking, followed up like a game. So often, to

play a losing
,
a waitinggame. + To make a saving

game of it' to retrieve one’s losses in the end.
£ 1250 Gen. Sr Ex 1214 Ysmael pleide hard gamen c 1300

Seyn Julian 184 Heo ne schal me wra^bi pus nammore
Icnulle pleie ano]>er game 13 Poem in Vernon MS
407 b (Anglia VII 292) Charite I rede bat we begmne As
Difare alle ober games 1430-40 Lydg Bochas 1 1 (1544)
2 b, Unto Adam this was an uncouth game To be con-

strained from rich apparayle In barrame earth to seken his

vitayle. ?a 1500 Chester PI (E E. T S ) vi 260 In mydds
the world by any waie this gamon shall begin. Ibid xu 4
A gammon I will assay 1614 Raleigh Hist Worldin vm.
§ 6 98 The grauitie vsually found m the Lacedaemonians
hindred them from playing their game handsomely against

so nimble a wit 1650 R Stapylton Strada’sLow C. Warres
vii. 63 Alva resolved to play his game warily 1654 H
L'Estrange Chas I (1655) 53 The Commons . . thought
themselves worsted, should he now at last make a saving

game of it 1670 Cotton Espemon m ix 470 Perhaps
in his life he never had so hard a Game to play 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11 v, The savages would go thither to

play the old game over again 1795 Windham Sp, 27 May
(1812) I. 279 He was playing a deep game. 1795-181A

Wordsw Excurs in. 285 An intellectual game pursued

With curious subtilty. x8ax J W Croker in Diary 7 June

(1884), Lord L was playing agame, and..not quite a fair one.

1826 Disraeli Vvo Grey v xm, Now, gentlemen, I have
another game to play. 1838 Prescott Ferd <5- Is. (1846) II

xvm. 161 While this game of diplomacy was going on 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. Ixu 188 He was negotiating with

the Achseans, and playing a double game 1851 Mayhew
Lond Labour I. 245 The game got stale, or Peter became
honest. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars 11 108 He had a
very difficult game to play during the eleven years he was
Bishop. 1894 Wolseley Marlborough II. xhx 44 James .

could not play a losing game. Ilnd xci. 434 No man ever

knew better how to play a waiting game
b A person’s policy or plan of action , esp m

such jocular phrases as that 'syour little game l the

same old game I Also, the course best suited to

one’s interests.

a 1698 Temple Whs (1757) II 226 Which seems to be the

present game of that crown. 1728VANBR. &Cib Prov Hush,
11 1, And now pray let 's see your Game 1808 Sir J. Moore
Let to Castlereagh 28 Dec. in J Moore Narr. Campaign

(1809) 301 In the present state of things, it [a battle] is more
Buonaparte’s game than mine 1840 E E. Napier Scenes

$ Sports For, Lands I 1 16 My game was now quite the

reverse from what it had been at starting 1857 Reade
Course True Lave 21 Mrs Trimmer's game was not to see

her. 1870 R. B. Brough Marston Lynch xvu. 164 Your
game is to identify yourselves with the imperial families.

1885 Ruskin Pleas. Eng 108 These three thousand men
[design to] overthrow the Greek empire 1 That was their little

game I—a Christmas mumming to purpose. 1887 Sims Mary
Jane's Mem 300 Missus saw wnat her game was 1893

Wawn S Sea Islanders 94 They determined to spoil my
little game.

e. To play the game of\ to act so as to secure

the advantage or interest of.

1657 Baxter Mm. agst Malign. § 7 4 It is apparent that

these enemies of the Ministers, are playing the Papists

game, 1808 Sir J. Moore Let to Marq Romana 23 Deo.

in J Moore Narr Campaign (1800) 164 It is playing the

Enemy's game to draw him to attack our armies in rotation

1847 Grote Greece n. 1 (1862) IV, 385 A selfish oligarchical

party, playing the game of a foreign enemy 1893 Leeds

Mercury xi May 4/8 The English Radicals did not see

why they should play the Unionist game by voting for Mr.

Russell's amendment

d, pi, ‘ Dodges tricks

x66o Trial Regie, 49 His Hand is in at all Games a 1845

Hood Tale Trumpet xxvm, The lower orders are up to such

games 1894 Fenn In A Ipme Valley I 55 If you are going

to carry on these games, let ’s shake hands and separate,

1897 Daily News 24 Apr 2/1 But none of your games with

Mary Roxbury. She knows her rights.

0 . A definite portion of play in any ‘game’
(sense 4), terminated by the victory of one side,

or the recognition that no victory can be gained
‘ a match at play ’

(J.).
In mod. use the exact meaning of the term is often deter-

mined somewhat arbitrarily by the rules of the particular
1 game ’ concerned In card playing, a 1 game ' ends when
every player has played all his cards, though usually the
contest is not considered as ended until a definite number of
1 games ’ (in Whist, a ‘ rubber ') have been played In some
sports, a ‘game’ ends after a prescribed number of acts
have been performed, or a prescribed number of paitial
victories gained.
a 1250 Owl ff Night x666 Ryt swa me gred ]>e manne

a scharae bat taveleth and forleost bat game 1532 Privy
PurseExp Hen. VIII (1827) 186 Item paied to Rogers for
xv games the whiche the kmges grace loste to him at tenes
at xls, a game, xxx It x6xx Shaks. Wmt, T. 1 11 248
A Foole, That seest a Game play'd home, the rich Stake
drawne, And tak'st it all for least. 1838 Dickens Nick
Nick, 1, Thus two people who cannot afford to play cards
for money, sometimes sit down to a quiet game for love.
1862 Pardon Whist 20 A Rubber is two games won out of
three 1875 W. S Hayward Love agst World 78, I will

play you three games for £ 500 each. 1890 J. M Heath-
cote Tennis (Badm ) vi. 105 The scoring of the game was
as follows 6 games to 3, 6 games to 5, 5 games to 6,

6 games to 5
Jig 1826 Disraeli Vw Grey iv vi, At your age life cannot
be the lost game you think it 1895 United Service Mag.
July 429 He [Arabi] gave up the game and began to
withdraw his reserves.

b. Phrases (often used fig ) The game is up,

is over— is lost Toforce the game (see Forge v *

3 c and 5). f To play the whole game (see quot.

1732). j
- Out of one's game : not playing. To

have the game out : to play it to the end Game
andgame : olie game scored to each side.

17x1 Shaitesb. Charact. (1737) III. iv 11. 218 If they
lay resty and out of them Game, chamber'd and idle 1732
Berkeley Alciphr 11 § 3 In our Dialect a Sharper is

one that plays the whole game 1808 Sm J Moore Let.
to Ld Castlereagh 26 Nov. m J Moore Narr Campaign
(x8og) 267 Unless I plainly see that the game is up, and
resistance on the part of Spain vam 1848 Thackeray

• Van Fair Iv, The Game, in her opinion, was over in that
little establishment 1867 Frefman Norm. Cong (1876) I.

vi 500 Godwme might well think the game was up 1872
[Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kingsley] .S’ Sea Bubbles ix 235
‘You may say your prayers now’, replied I, with a ghastly

f
in,

1

for the game’s up with us ’ 1873 Dixon Two Queens
1 vl 44 She was the onlyhuman beingwho could force his

game 1875Jowett Plato{y.A 2)11 274 fie is very eager that
Callicles ana Socrates should have the game out. x888 J.
Pvvn Myst. Mirbridge (Tauchn ) I xv 175 All lawn-tennis

..is over for to-day just as we were game-and-game, too.

c. with qualifying adj. (To play) a good, apoor

,

etc. game

:

to be a skilful player (or the contrary),

fA great
,
small, high, or lowgame : indicating the

magnitude of the stakes played for.

1523 Fitzherb Hush § 153Aporeman wyll playe as great
game as gentylmen were wont to do 1641 Vicars Jehovah-
Jirek (1644) 179 The Divill, who is willing to play at small
games, rather than sit out and bee idle 1674 HickmanQuin-
quart. Hist, (ed 2) iqi In all the third Part, our Historian

is put to horrible shifts, and plays a very low game indeed.

X708 Bnt. Apollo I, Supeinum No. 4 1/2 "lis somewhat
like the High Game at Putt 1885 Harper’s Mag. Mar.
628/1, 1 play a wretched game.

d. Position or advantage in play.

X677DRYDEN ToMr Lee 6 Mutual Vouchers forourFame
we stand, And play the Game into each other’s hand 1774
Burke Corr. (1844) I 505 We may play into the adversary’s

hand the advantageous game which we have obtained,

e. The conrse or event of a game Also fig.
1827 Hallam Const. Hist (1876) II. xu 409 France held

the gamem herhands *878 C. D. Vonge 3
Cent Mod Hist.

xxiv, 570 Napoleon has himself said that in war the game is

with him who commits the fewest faults x888 F. Hume
Mad, Midas 1. 11, You’ll have the game m your own hands

•j*7. The winning position, the victory in a contest,

the mastery (m early use the best game). Also,

the prize contended for Obs.

(For expressions like to win, lose the game,
from which

this sense may have originated, see 6

)

£ 15x0 LytellGeste Robin Hode v, That all the best archers

shola come And that shoteth all ther best The game shall

here a way. 1526 Pilgr Perf, (W. deW , 1531) 62 b, But all

that can loue God moost. feruently, be moost lyke in this

course to gete the best game (as saynt Paule sayth) 1548
Hall Chron ,

Hen VI, 167 Kyng Henry . and Richard

duke of Yorke , wresteled for the game, and strove for the

wager 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par Phil. 8 Let vs

make spedye haste, to atteine the game [=L. bravmni\ of

immortalitie. 157a R H. tr. Lauatmis' Ghostes To Rdr.

(1596) Aij b, This Authour may. be adiudged to the best

game. 1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie 1 xvm (Arb ) 53 The
shepheards sang and played on their pipes for wagers,

striuing who should get the best game. x6ax Bp Andrewes
Serin Fasting v (1856) I 392 To win but a prize, at a run-

ning or a wrestling and all is but for a poor silver game

8 . In various applications, a. A ‘ set ’ of players,

f b. A Hand at cards, o. pi. In trade use : The
apparatus for playing particular games, d. The
number of points required for winning, e. The
state of the game, f. In certain card games:

The possession, at the end of a game, of the

largest number of pips, for which the player scores

one or more points, g. Within, out of(one's)game :

within, out of one*s range of play (in Croquet, etc.),

a 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I xxin. 35 Why can’t

they make their game without me?



38 GAME.GAME.
b 1746 Hoyle Whist (ed 6) es Your Game consists of

King, Queen [etc ]

c. 189s Strand Mag June 607 How Games are Made,
d 1830 * Eidrah Trebor * Hoyle madefamiliar 6 Ten is

game Ibtd 8, Points are gained by honouis and tricks,

and ten constitute the game
e. Mod The game is four all, love three, etc

f. 1830 ‘Eidraii Trebor 1Hoyle madefamihcw63AUFour
. Four chances for each of which apoint is scored, namely.
High.,Low Jack Game

,
the majority of pips, collected

from the tncks taken by the respective players.

g. 1874 J- D. Heath Croquet Player 52 Unless your
partner lie at the boundary, far out of the adversary’s game.

+ 9. Spoit derived from the chase. Dog ofgame

.

one used in hunting or sporting. To be 1n game * to

be engaged in the chase. Obs
1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 8649 He nolde no leng abide pat

he nolde to is game He wende him vor}> an honteh c 1330
R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 94 pe Kyng herd his messe, to
gamen pan wild he go 1373 Barbour Bruce vn 402 He
vent till hwnt, for till assay Quhat gammyn wes in that
cuntre. 01400 Melayne 853 Sixty grewho tides vn to b9

gamen 1323 Act 14 <$• 15 Hen VIII, c. 10 Noble, men
used and exercised the game of huntynge of the Hare

1376 Fleming Cams’ Eng. Dogs in Arb Garner III 236
These hounds use not that hbeity to range at will,
which they have otherwise when they are m game. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 49 Tis best we follow now
the game is faire 159a Warner A lb Eng vn xxxvn.
(1597) 180 Fatly do they feede Mongst Beasts of chace
and birds ofgame 1393 Shaks. 3 Hen VI, iv v 11 If about
this houre he make this way, Vnder the colour of his vsuall
game. He shall [etc ] 1629 H. Burton Babel no Bethel 78,
I am neither of the hound nor Spaniel kinde, dogges ofgame
1630 Fuller Pisgcth 1 11. iv in The neighbouring Desert
affording the pleasure of the Game 1671 Milton P. R. 11

342 Beasts ofchase, or fowl ofgame. 1719De Foe Crusoe 1 a,
This [lion] was Game indeed to us, hut this was no Food.
10 The object of the chase

; the animal or
animals hunted.

14 Piers ofFitWtam in Hartshorne Metr. Tales 122 And
steleth away his ffelowes game, And that the ffayrest and
fattest of the fflocke 1486 Bk. St Albans Bivb, Many
howndys will benymme theym theyre gamme from ther fote
rga6 Piler Perf (W de W 1531) 49 The other houndes
that seeth y9 game foloweth y° same through thycke &
thynne 1555 W Watreman Fardle Famous 11 vm 169 ,

He is carried vppon an Elephantt : and euen so..thioweth
the darte at his game. i6xx Shaks Cymb. in. iu 98, 107
Hearke, the Game is rows’d . The Game is vp 1731
Arbuthnot Aliments iv (1735) 78 All Hounds [will follow]
the particular Game they have in Chase. 1808 ScottMarm
ir Introd 24 The wolf I’ve seen, a fiercer game Mod.
Ballad, Hark forward 1 Our game’s in view, which we
pursue With deep-toned horn.

fig 1697 Dryden Vvrg Past, x go No Game but hope-
less Love my thoughts pursue. <2x781 Prior Cloe Hunting
20 At human hearts we fling, nor ever miss the game
b tramf andfig An object of pursuit

,
also,

an object in view Fair game • a legitimate object
of pursuit, attack, etc ; alsoforbidden game.
*573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) g To take occasion

of nu matter and fresh game 1600 Chester PI Proem 44
Then our desier is to satisfie—for that is all our game.
1680-90 Temple Ess, Gardening Wks 1731 I 172 The
Knowledge of such Things is not our Game 171a Addison
Sped No 3x1 r 6 Widows are indeed the great Game of
your F01 tune-hunters 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton x. (1840)
18a We saw our game standing in for the bay 1780
Covvper Table T. 1x4 A monarch’s errors aie foibidden
game. 18x6 J Wilson City ofPlague 11 v. The Plague
passes to such game, As thou, and smooth-faced maidens
like to thee. 1823 Macaulay Ess , Milton (1854) =3 They
were indeed fair game for the laughers. 1847 Marryat
Clnldr.N Forest vu, Deerstalking is all very well, but I fly
at higher game. 183a Miss Yonge Cameos I xxx 257 As
to the unfortunate Jews, each party considered them fair
game 187a C. Gibbon For the King xvi, At any rate she
is game much too high for him
il. collect. Wild animals or birds such as are pur-

sued, caught or killed in the chase.
c tapo S. Eng. Leg

,
I. 393/13 Among o)>ur game huy

Founden ane heort a 1300 Cursor M. 3522 (Gdtt ) pat daygamen [Cott wayth] fand he noght c 1350 Will Paleme 387
pemperour . fond al his fre ferd, pat hadde take pat time
moche trye game. 1466-9 Act 4Hen VII, c 6 The dere and
game m the same [forest] is destroied and goon. 167a
Marvell Reh. Transp I 58 One may beat the Bush a
whole day, but . . for all game, onely spring a Butterfly.
17x3 E. Cooke Voy to S. Sea 324 There was Water, Tor-
toise and Game enough at the middle Island 1768-71 H
Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint (1786) III 237 He was
particularly famous for representations of partridges and
dead game 1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) III 110
Sanguinary laws were enacted to preserve the game 1807
Pike Sources Misstss 11 App 26 It appeared as if we had
mst gotten into the region of game 1833 Ht Martineau
Charmed Sea ui 31 She began to distinguish the traces
ofgame and wild animals x86o Burton Centr Afr I vm
25* The country round is full of large game, especially
elephants, giraffe, and zebras t86a Act 23 * 26 Vic
c. 1x4 § x The Word ' Game ' in this Act shall he deemed
fo include any One or more Hares, Pheasants, Partridges,
Eggs of Pheasants and Parti idges, Woodcocks, Snipes,
Rabbits, Grouse, Black or Moor Game, and Eggs of Grouse,
Black or M001 Game
b The flesh of such animals used for food.

1848 Thackeray Van Fair ix, What good dinners you
have—game every day , . and no end of fish from London.
x8s3 Soyer Pantroph 194 These same men .. did not touch
young game ; they thought it indigestible 1883 Fother-
GUJL Dis Sedent Life xxxu 280 Such meat as is taken
should consist ofwhite meat, fish or fowl, and game,

c. jocularly, of vermin.
1748 G. Washington Jrnl r6 Mar

,
Writ 1889 I 2 We

cleaned ourselves (to get Rid of ye Game we had catched
ye night before).

d. slang. (See quot

)

1676 iougm Warn Househfrs 3 When that we have hit
the uloe, we carry away the game a 1700 B E Du t Cant
Crew, Game

,
Bubbles drawn m to be cheated 1785 Grose

Diet Vulg, Tongue s v. Game.
12. A flock or herd of animals kept for pleasure.
Obs. exc in a game ofswans
1482 Rot Pari 22 Edw. IV, VI 224 Forsomoche that as

well the Kyng oure Soverayn Lord, as other Lordes have
ben gretely replenysshed of Markes and Games of Swannes,
in divers Countres X488 Willo/Develyn (Somerset Ho ), My
game ofswannys 1360 inW H Turner Select Rec. Oxford
285 For upping of half game [swans] in cowe meade 1370
Orderfor Swannes in Hone Every-day BU (1827) II. 960No
person shall go on markingwithout the Master ofthe Game,
or hisDeputie be present 1376 Turberv Veneneazs Ifthey
be many feeding out togethers, we say it is a fayie game of
conies 1377 m W H Turner Select Rec Oxford 393 The

S
uenes mad“ servaunte that kepeth hei game of beres 1577
arrison England 11 xix (1878)1 307 How mante families

these great and small games (for so most keepers call them)
haue eaten up 1683 Lond Gaz No 1871/4 The Office and
Place of Master of His Majesties Game of Swans within the
River of Thames 1788 Nichols Progr. Q Ehs. (1823) I

321 Lord Berkeley had a stately game of red deer m the
ark adjoining 1889 Times 12 Aug. 3/2 Theie has also
een time out of mind a game of swans building, nesting

and breeding there

IS. Cock of the game (see Cook sb l 2 b).
*575i,etc [see Cock sb * 2 b] 1684 R. H School Rect eat.

134 Distempers incident to the Cock or Chick of the Game
1719 D’UnrEY Pills III. 329 You have the Name, And would
accounted he Cocks of the Game. 182a Scott Nigel xiv,

It will be long ere his lordship ruffles a feather with a cock
of the game.

14.

The chaiacteristics of a game-fowl; spirit for

fighting, pluck, endurance. Also predicatively,

thorough game
,
all game

,
said of a person possessed

of these qualities Cf. Game a
1747 J Godtrev Sc Defence 64 Smallwood (a boxer) is

thorough game 0x783 Roxb. Ball (1890) VII 93 Such
horses of mettle and game As are worthy to be recorded m
fame x8xa Sporting Mag XXXIX 18 The champion’s
tried game made him yet a favourite. 18x3 Ibid XLII 243A young bull of great game, made play for no less than nine-
and twenty dogs. 1823 Byron Juan vm cx, The fifth died
all gome and bottom. 1829 Marryat F. Mildmay v, He
never showed more game. 1843 Dickens Lett (ed 2) I

139 They were thorough game and didn’t make the least
complaint 1867 Criminal Chrouol. York Castle 133 This
man made a stout resistance, being a very powerful fellow
and good game

15.

Short for gamefowl. In quots. collect with
plural concord.
1867 Tegetmeier Poultry Bk. xii 123 Game are pre-

eminently the English fowl , in no other country but our
own is the true-bred Game cock indigenous. Ibid, 124 The
varieties of Game are very numerous.

II attnb. and Comb

16.

a. simple attnb. (chieflym sense 11
; cf also

Game a *), as game-beast
,

-bird, -country, -craft

,

+ -dog (cf. dog of game m sense 9),
*larder

,
-list,

-pie, -pit, -pouch, -preserve, -season.
x8os Westm Gas. 21 Sept. 2/2 The largest “game beast of

the Polar regions 1878 R Jefferies Gamekeeperat home
vu. i6r The less respectable breeders who rear “game
birds like poultry for sale 1855 W. Irving Tour Prairies
xvui, We were getting more and more into the “game
country. 1883 Century Mag Aug. 485/2 The “gamecraft
and markmanship offuture generat ions 1702 W. J Bruyn's
Voy Levant xiv 79, I found it haider m my Travels in
Turkey to keep a “Game Dog, which I always had with me,
than to keep my Self. x8iz Sporting Mag XXXIX 133
Produced to the “game larder the following enormous list

of slaughter 1836 Kane Arct. Expl II vu 79 The tide-
holes of the spring, where we can add waterfowl to our
*game-hst. 1888 Loweli in DailyNews 26 July 6/3 Long-
fellow, my friend and neighbour, asked me to come and eat
a “game pie with him 1893 Selous Trav S’ E Africa 409
Many oxen were killed by falling into old “game pits x8o§
Scott Marm v Introd 10 The “game pouch, fishing-rod,
and spear. 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. 8, Miles of ’‘game-
preserves in which the collier-lads poached at times x8oo
Windham Sp Pari, 18 Apr. (1812)1 340 Those very Gentle-
men who in the “game-season, as it has been justly said,
become their own butchers and poulterers.

to objective, as (senses 10, n) +game-finder,
-hunting

,
-preserver, -preserving, -shooting,

-stealer
; game-destroying adj.

i860 G H K. Vac, Tour 127 Of all snarling, ill-con-

ditioned, “game-destroying brutes in the world, the wild-cat
is the worst. 1664 H More Myst Imq xxi. 81 Officious
Intelligencers or “Game-finders for such, as pursue the
pleasures of Venus 1886 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec 2/2 There
is still much large “game-hunting for riflemen who go
west. 1800 Windham Sp Pari x8 Apr (1812) I 339
Quarrels between the game - invaders and the “game-
preservers. 1848 Thackeray Van Fair xiv, He talked
about crops entered into poaching and “game preserving
with ardour 1894 Astley 30 Years Life I, 231 At no other
“game shooting have I laughed so much. 1823 Sporting
Mag XVI 336 Should we not also have “game-stealers?

17 Special comb. • game-act, an Act of Parlia-
ment regulating the killing of game ;

game-bag,
abag for holding the game killed by a sportsman

;

gameball {Tennis), the position in which one side

requires a single point in ordei to win ; game
bantam, a bantam of a fighting breed (cf Game-
cook); game-battle (nonce-ivd ), an affray with
poachers;

'f game-bear, a bear chained up for

baiting
; game-cast {Bowls), a ball placed so as to

make sure of the game; game-certificate -game-

licence; game-chicken,a young game-fowl; game
debt, a debt incurred by play or gaming

; game-
egg, an egg laid by a game-fowl

; game-fish, a
fish which affords sport to the angler m its capture

;

tgame-goblm, a spntethat plays pranks atnight-
game-hen (see Game-fowl)

, game-hole, the last
hole in aenbbage-board

; +game-house= Gaming-
house

;
game-licence, a licence to kill or deal m

game, gamelike adv. [after warlike], for puiposes
of sport

, f game-man, ? a jester, joker
, f game-

mistress (cf. sense 3 b) ; t game-place, a place
where games are played, an arena for contests*

t game-play, a stage-play; + game-player, an
athlete or actor; game-tenant, one who rents the
shooting or fishing on an estate

; game-trespass,
trespassing m pursuit of game. Also Game-cook’
Game-fowl, Game-keeper, Game-law.
1711 Addison Sped No 122 p 3 He is just within the

“Game-Act, and qualified to kill an Hare or a Pheasant
1826 Miss MrrroRD Village Ser ji (1863) 349 Powder-
horns, shot-belts, and “game-bags scattered about. 1893
Westm. Gaz 26 Apr 5/3 Here he was unfortunate, losing
by a ‘ let ’ when the game stood at “gameball—10 1867
1 egetmeier Poultry Bk xxm 248 “Game Bantams, both
cocks and hens, should be exact and peifect diminutives of
the 01 dinary Game fowl 1826 in Cobbeit Rur Rides (1885)
II. 200 There was another young man on account of
another “game battle, hanged on the same gallows I a 1625
Beaum St Fl Custom Country iv iv, Do not make a
“game-bear of me, to play me hourly, And fling on all your
whelps 1724 Bp Downes in Nicolson Epist Corr 384A “Game-cast lay so near the Jack, that there was no
drawing it, or possibility ofsaving the game without driving
the Jack out of the green, x8xa Act 52 Geo III, c 93 § 3
marg , Additional Duties assessed for Current Year, except
on “Game Certificates, which commence from 5th April
1813 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III 236 A “game
chicken that was continually pecking at anothei. 1844
Ihirlwall Greece VIII 135 Democrates only warned
him, * if he had any designs upon Sparta, to hasten them
before this game-chicken’s spurs were grown*. 1824 Miss
Ferrier Inker xxxu, Owing E. L seven thousand pounds
for his “game debts 1699 Garth Dispens iv. 105 Thus
Boys hatch “Game Eggs under Birds o’ prey, To make the
Fowl moie furious for the Fray. 1897 Westm Gaz so May
10/1 The attention of rural police and magistrates is almost
monopolised by game egg charges 1883 Fisheries Exhib
Catal 277 Our freshwater fish-fauna is certainly poor in
“game-fish 14 Voc m Wr -Wulcker 397/31 Negocins hie
dicitur demon nodurmis qm illudit homines, velqm ludit
atm homimbus, the “game gobelyn 1867 L. Wright
Prad Poultry Keeper 11 (1885) 13 When there is a good
wide range of any kind, a few “Game hens may be found
profitable 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod Hoyle

,
Cnbbage 89

Sixty one holes each including the ‘home’ or the “game-
hole 1379 Northbrooke Treatise48Common “game-houses
and tabling houses x86x Ad 24 .$ 25 Vic Index, “Game
Licences 1381 Mulcaster Positions xvm (1887) 78 Who
used it [fencing] warlike for valiauntnesse in armes “game-
like to winne garlandes and prices 1340 Ayenb, 63 be
hye3inges of \>t lozeniour and of Jrn “gememen and of pe
scorneres 1676 Etheredge Man ofMode 11 11, Go on, be
the “game mistress o’ the town, and enter all ouryoung fops
as fast as they come from travel. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor
Philos. (Palfr ) 90 He, which in the “game place runneth
swiftest, and continueth still his pace, obtaineth the crowne
for his labour 1606 Day lie of Guls 11 11 (1881) 39 The
Ladies reskewed and the Princes, like crauens, beate out of
the game place 1 1364 tr Jewel’s Apol E liy b. They were
laughed and lested at openly of the people in the common
“game-playes 153a Huloet, “Game players, ludit 1364
Becon Humble Supplic Wks. Ill 18 b, The papistes decke
themselues lyke Hycke scorner in game players garmentes

1387 Golding De Momay 1 xo Caligula, who threatned the

Ayie if it rained upon his Gameplaiers. 1891 Pall Mall G.
xo Nov 3/2 Mr. A Williamson, “game tenant, for the past

two seasons has made a great pet of this animal x8g6 Westm.
Gaz 5 Dec 7/2 If they lost the first hare on the prose-

cutor’s land, and started another on the same land, they were
guilty of “game-trespass

Game (g^'m), a.1 [f. the sb. (sense 15) ]

Having the spirit of a game-cock ; full of pluck,

showing ‘fight'; plucky, spirited. (Said ofanimals,
and of peisons, their actions and attributes )

1727 [see c] 176s Met etnaad 20 You’re game egad—too

much for such a cur. 1809 SportingMag. XXXIV 3 What
they term a game fellow. 1813 L. Simond Tour Gt Brit.

(ed 2) 1 . 127 note,A tried cock, dog, or man, is game 1827-39
De Quincey Murder Wks 1862 IV 16 If these Friesland

hounds had been game we should have no Cartesian

philosophy 1836 W. Irving Astona I 230 American
hunters possessed of the true game spirit of the west 1831

Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xxui, She [the mare] was
evidently game to the backbone 183a R S Surtees
Sponge’s ip. Tour lxvm 370 The burning scent of a game
four-legged fox 1867 F Francis Angling ix (1880) 335
The wnite-tiout is one of the gamest fish that swims. 1888

Annie S. Swan Dons Cheyne m 54 You’re game, Miss
Doris; you have a spirit equal to the occasion. 1897

Mary Kingsley W Africa 399 They brought with them
no experience m dealing with a great rapid river ; hut they

tackle it m a game way
Comb 1886 Pall Mall G e Aug 5/2 Some rather game-

looking, but attenuated, salmon-shaped fish were de-

nominated herring hake
to Having the spirit or will for or to do (some-

thing adventurous).
1856 Reads Never too late I xxi. 216,

1

am game to try.

1839 H. Kingsley G Hamlyn II ix. 164 That’s a little

more than you’re game for, I’m thinking 2874 Dasent
Talesfr Fyeld 14 He was quite game to do that

c To die game : to meet death resolutely
, fig.

to maintain, one’s spirit and endurance to the last.



G-AME. GAMESTER.
1747 Gav Beggar's Opera, Good bye, captain . . die game,

captain 1815 Scott Guy M liv, The ruffian lay perfectly
still and silent ‘He's gaun to die game ony how’, smr]
Dinmont 1840 Marryat Peer Jack xlm, I shall die garn<>

1873 H Spencer Stud Social vm (1874) 186 The mob of
roughs who witn ess the hanging ofa murderer halfcondone
his crime if he ‘dies game’ 1886 Sir F H DoyleRemin.
167 Undisguisedly exulting that he and his borough had
died game

Game (g^m), a 2 [Etymology uncertain.
App adapted from north midland dialects, where it has

the form gam, homouhonous with the local pron of Game
si 1

; pern shortened from the synonymous Gammy. The
suggestion that it is adopted fiom Welsh cam (fern gam)
crooked, is unlikely, as the alleged primary sense of ‘crooked’
which is given in Diets, seems to be an etymological
figment ]

Of & leg or arm : Lame. Also transf.
1787 Grose Provmc Glass

,
Game-leg, a lame leg 1818

Scott Hrt Midi xxviu, A queer, knowing, shambling
animal, with a hatchet-face, a squint, a game-aim, and a
limp 1849 Thackeray Pcndennts II m, Warrington
said that Bacon had got the game chair, and bawled out to
Pen to fetch a sound one from his bedioom 1854W Gasicell
Led. Lane. Dial l 4 A poor schoolfellow of mine who had
a bent leg was commonly said to have a ‘ gam ’ leg 1873
J Payn Walters Word I 1 4 You see with a game-arm
and a game leg one feels a little helpless

Game (g^m), ». Forms • a 1 gam(e)man,
3-5 gam-, gomen-en, 4 gamne-n, 4, 6 gamen.
B. 3 gome-n, 4-5 gam(m)e-n, -yn, 4 gayme,
(7-9 dial, gam), 3- game [The a forms re-

present OE. gam{e)nian (=ON gatnna), f. gamen,
Game sb 1 The fi forms, which appear first m
the 13th c., are strictly another word, indepen-
dently f the later shortened form of the sb ]
1

.

mtr. To play, sport, jest, to amuse oneself;
occas. to indulge m amorous play. 06s exc dial
a. c 1000 AElfric Gen. xix 14 pa waes him gejiuht, swilce

he gamnigende sprsece a 1050 Liber Scmtill. lv (1889) 172Gameman [L jocari] mid cnafan a 1300 Flam Bl 31
Hi pleide and gamenede ehc wiJj ojier a 1400-30 A lex.
ander 4370 Quen we gamen suld & glade we grete & we
pleyn 1583 Stanyhurst Mnets, etc (Arb ) 133 Thee
owtragious oathes hee vsed too thunder owt m gamening
P axxx$ A*ier & 3S8 pet heo gleowede and gomede and

wedde mid overmen, c 1483 Dtgby Myst (1882) 1 329 If ye
abide, watkyn, you and I shall game with my distaff that is

so Rounde. 136* Schole-ho Worn 264 in Ha7l. E P P.
IV ns Bid him go, when he would game, Unto his cus-
tomers. 1394 Daniel Compl. Rosamond (ed 2) xlix, We see
the fair condemned that never gamed, a 163a Brorie Mad
Couple m Wks. 1873 I 53 My Lord Lovelies Gammed with
her. 1886 S W Line Gloss, s v

,
‘ They were gamming

that is, playing m fun

+ b. To game at: to make fun of, deride. Obs.
l6ai W Sclater Tythes (1623) 54 When I affirme first

frUits mysticall resemblances of Christ.. liow menlygame
you at mee I

+ 2. trans To amuse, please, give pleasure to
a a 1300 Cursor M. 7409 Quen [dauid] wit gleu wald him

gammen, His scepe pam-self war sembel samen 13 Sir
Beues (A

) 3102 Ne gamnede hire J>at gle ngt nouijt c 1330
R Brunne Citron. (1810) 18 Sone with pe Danes gamned
pam no glewe.

p r 1430 Sir Tryam 462 Moche myrthe was them
amonge, But ther gamyd hur no glewe
fb. wipers, with dat of pronoun • I (he, etc)

am (is, etc.) pleased or delighted. Obs.
«. a 1225 Si Marker. 11 Me gameneS ant gledeS al of

gastehch murOe
(i. c 1205 Lay 4588 Godlac hauede a god scip ne gomede

him no wiht.

t o. slang. To make fun of. Obs.
£1700 B. E Did. Cant. Crew s v., What you game me?
o mtr. To play at games of chance for a prize,

stake, or wager; to gamble. Also qynsi-trans.
with cognate obj.
a. 1510-61 [see Gaming vbl sb ]

P *5*9 Privy Purse Exp Hen VIII (1827) 14 Item de-
livered tothekinges grace owne handes for to game therew1

now at this tyme of Cnstemas, C It 1353 W Watreman
Fardle Facions 11 xi. 249 Thei [Turkes] game not for money,
or any valewe elles *610 B. Jonson Alch in n, Why
would you be a gallant, and not game ? 1648 Jenkyn Blind
Guide m 49 A fit cock for such a cock-pit as you game in
1706 Estcourt Fair Examp. 11 n, But for the future, if she
must game, if she must play, it shall be like Children, for
crooked Pins and Counters 176a Goldsm NaskoZ Tho’ he
gamed high, he always played very fairly 1777 Sheridan
Sch Scand iv 11, ’Tis a great pity he loves wine and
women so much. And games so deep 1823 Byron Juan
xiv, xviu, When we have gamea oui gaming 1834
Ht Martineau Farrers iv 58 The same power may
tempt the people to game m lotteries. 1863 Geo Eliot
Romola 1 xiv, Certain ragged men were inviting country
people to game with them
b. quasi-trans. with advb. compl. : To throw

away (money), wile away (time) by gambling.
*®34 Heywood & Brome Lane. Witches 1 H ’s Wks. 1874

IV, 182 No longer agoe than last holiday evening he gam’d
away eight double ring’d tokens 1709 Mrs Centlivre
Gamester v, (1723) iqi He gam’d it away, brothei 1760
C. Johnston Chrysal(182a) I 222 The profusion with which
she gamed away her money 178a Burke Ref Repr Wks
1812 V. 3g8 It is for fear of losing the inestimable treasure
we have, that I do not venture to game it out of my hands
for the vain hope of improving it 1837 Mrs Caulfeild

hour
*

^

ere 3X6 d,ce—Let’s game away these dismal

Game-cock. [f. Game sb. i- Cock^ i] Acock
bred and trained for fighting, or of the breed
suitable for the spoit of cock-fighting

39

1677 Wycherley Plain Dealer iv 11, Young lovers, like
game-cocks, are made bolder by being kept without light
1693 Locke Edue § 145 They managed the Dispute as
fiercely as two Game-Cocks in the Pit 1814W Sketchley
\iitle). The Cocker containing every information to the
breeders and amateurs of that noble bird, the Game Cock
1837W Irving Copt Bonneville (1849) 27 He is like a game-
cock among the common roosters of tne poultry-yard
fig 1727 Gay Fables i Eleph $ Bookseller 76 No
author evei spar’d a brother, Wits are game-cocks to one
another a 1895 Ld Clarence Paget Autohog iv (i8g6)
80, I consoled myself with the feeling that, at all events, he
was an old gamecock, and would do his country credit if he
went into action

Game-fowl, [f Game sb. + Fowl sb~\ a A
fowl of some species regarded as game : see Game
sb 11. b A domestic fowl of the species used
m cock-fighting
1784 Cowper Task m 312 Should never game-fowl hatch

her eggs again, Nor baited hook deceive the fish’s eye

Y v-T
- EGETMEICR Poultry Bk xu 123 The superionty of

the Game fowls bied in England has been entirely due to
the practice of cock-fighting

t Gamefill, a Obs. Also 3 gome(n)£ul(le,
4-7 gam(e)full. [f Game sb + -pul.]
1. Joyful, playful, sportive, jesting.
ciaoS Lay. 21430 pa lob ArSur and pus geddien agon

mid gomenfulle worden aizzs St Marker 10 Icham.
gomeful ant gled Iauerd of thi godlec 1398 Trevisa Barth

1

P\R XVIn lxxix <2495) 831 Wyse and wytty kynde
makyth to vs gamefull thynges and wonderfull to shewehis
myght a 16*7 Middleton Chaste Maid m m, Which will
make tedious years seem gameful to me 1725 Pope Odyss
xix 667 But my remnant life Heaven shall determine in a
gameful strife

2. Fond of field sports.
1704 D’Urfey Heir Adopted 272 The gameful Prince to

spoils mclin d Did Hawking most prefer
3 . Abounding in game
i6xo Holland Camden- s Brit 1 290 Of gamefull parks, of

meadows fresh ifigs Blackmore Pr. ArtA iv 374 For
warlike Toil he leaves the gameful Wood 1704 Pope
Windsor For, 93 Now range the hills, the gameful woods
beset

Hence tra’mefully adv
,
playfully, jestingly

*387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VII in A preost seide m
game ‘Why chese ge nouat me myself?’ Whos gaume
opere nougt takynge gainfully [etc ]

t Gamegall. Obs -1
[f Game sb. + Gall sb 2

0 Or mispr. for *gamegall
, f Gain- firef)] A

satirical retort.

*577 Stanyhurst IIist Irelm go m Holinshed Chron I,

Shortly aftei this quippyng gamegall .. the Counsaile road
to Drogheda.

Gamekee per, [f. Game sb + Keeper.] A
servant employed in taking care of game, to
prevent poaching, etc.
1670-1 Act 22 23 Car //, c 25 § 1 Bee it enacted .Thatall

Lords of Mannours may .. authorize one or more Game-
keepers who may take and seize all such Gunns, Bowes
[etc ]. 1679-8B Seer Serv Money Chas. $ Jos (Camden) 07
To be paid over to the ten keepers and one game keeper in
Windsor Forrest 177s Barrington in Phil Trans LXII
305 A greyheaded game keeper always saw the partridge on
the ground before they rose, i860 All Year Round No
7* 483 It is the gamekeeper’s business to repress poachers.
Hence Q-a xnekeepery a nonce-wd,, of or befit-

ting a gamekeeper So also Gamekeeping' vbl sb.
1858 R S Surtees Ask Mamma 1, 2 The vulgar gioomy

gamekeepery styles of dress. 1878 R Jefferies Gamekeeper
at Home 11 44 The profession of gamekeeping is in no
danger of falling into decay from lack of demand for the
skill m woodcraft it implies

+ Gamel, V. Obs.—° [frequentative f Game v.,

or altered form ofgamen
, see Gamble v ] mtr.

To play games Only in f Ga moling vbl. sb and
ppl. a
*594 Willobie Avua xxnl, I am no common gamehng

mate, That list to bowle in euery plame 1398 T. Bastard
Chrestoleros v xxxvi, This gamehng and this wanton
luxune will vndoe him

Game-law. [f. Game sb. + Law.] Usually
pi. Laws enacted foi the preservation of game
1714 (title), The Game Law .3th ed 1769 Blackstone

Comm. iv. xxxui, Though the forest-laws are now imti-

f
ated . yet from this root has sprung up a bastard slip
nown by the name of the game-law. 1823 Syd Smith
Wks. (1867) II 32 The game laws have been carried to a
pitch of oppression which is a disgrace to the country
1836 Emerson Eng Traits, Race Wks (Bohn) II 32 The
seventy of the game-laws certainly indicates an extravagant
sympathy of the nation with horses and hunters 1873 Stubbs
Const. Hist § 472 This early game-law was primarily
intended to stop the meetings of labourers and artificers.

fig. i8aoW Irving Sketch Bk (1849) 103 The library was
a kind of literary * preserve subject to game-laws.

Gameless (ge^mles), a [f Game sb. +-less ]
Of a country, district, etc : Containing or pro-
ducing no game
1848 in Craig. 1864 N. Bnt Rev Dec. 420 A more game-

less forest does not exist. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Karp.
104 A fine Scotch contempt for this gameless region.

Gamelos, obs. form of Chameleon.
+ Gamely, a. Obs. [OE gametic, *gamenltc,

f. gamen Game +• -he -like.] a. (OE. only)

;

Theatrical, b. Sportive, merry.
1 . . Gloss in Haupt's Zettschnft IX. 450 Ridiculosnm,

gamelic ml bismerlic. Ibid. 508 Theatraies, gameheum
c 1423 Fortune m Rel Ant II 8 A lok of that leuedy .Mi
gode gameliche game gurte to grounde.

f Gamely, adv 1 Obs Forms • 1 gamenlioe,
3 gamli, 4 gamelioh(e, gomenly, gamely. [OE.
gamenlice, f gamen Game sb + -lice -LY 2

. Cf prec.]
Sportively, a (OE. only): Artfully, deceitfully,
b Blithely, joyfully, playfully, excellently.
e 1000 ^ltric Josh ix. 3 Hwaet ba ha Gabamscean gamen-

nee neddon a 1300 CursorM 25717 King J>at all craftes
can, Sua gamli [but perh we should read gamli] has bou
graithid for man, bat [etc ] 13 Gaw <5- Gr Knt 1070
P®n

P,
e wats Gawan ful glad, & gomenly he Is^ed

Will Palerne 427 To grete wel his gode wiif &
berafter alle his frehche felavves

Gamely (ge l mli), adv 2 [f. Game + -ly 2.1
With spirit, pluckily, courageously.
1861 Whyte Melville Mkt Harb 131 Hotspur

struggled gamely to the top 1879 Beerbohm Patagonia
vm 127 They [horses] will dash away as gamely as if
they had just been saddled 1889 Pall Malt G 8 Aug 7One of the dogs gamely giipped him [the otter].

t Gamelyn. [ad. F. camehn, sauce camelme
(Cotgr ).] ‘A dainty Italian sauce’ (Cotgr ). Also
sauce gamelyn Cf. Cameline sb.

2 2.
£1460 J Russell Bk. Nurture 539 Sawce gamelyn to

heyron sewe /bid 541 Also for bustard, betowre, Sc. shovelere,
gamelyn is in sesoun

Gamen(e, obs form of Game.
Gamene (gamrn). Comm. Also 8 gemean,

9 game(e)n. [Anglicized pronunc. of Du. gemeen
common] (See quot 1858.)
1703 Thoresbv Let to Ray (E. D. S ), Gemean vtatker,

tne common sort. 1858 Homans Cycl Comm 1297 Hutch or
Zealand madder is divided into four qualities, distin-
guished by the terms mull, gamen, ombro, and crops The
first species consists of a powder formed by pounding the
very small roots 1 1 is comparatively low priced A second
podding separates about a third pait of the larger roots ;
and this is sold here undei the name ofgamene, or gameens
G-axnener : see Gamnesb, Obs
Sameness (g* 1 nines) [f. Game «.i + -ness ]The quality of being game ; spirit displayed in.

endurance
, courage, pluck.

1810 Sporting Mag XXXVI 80 This sort of gameness
always gets a man the woist of the battle 1861 Hughts
Tom Brown at Ox/ xxiv, Whatever else you might think
ot Blake, there was no doubt about his gameness 188a
Nature XXV 216 Both species exhibit gameness and
endurance second to no othei fish.

Gamening, obs. form of Gaming.
Gamer (g£‘ mai). See also Gamner, [f GAME

v. + -er 1 ] fa. A gamester, an athlete (obs.). b.
One who hunts game, a sportsman (nonce-use)
e 1620-30 [see Gamner 2] 1887 Set Amer 15 Jan. 37

[Labrador] certainly deserves the attention of gamers,
fisheis [etc ]

Gamesome (g^ 1 ms»m), a Also 4 gamsum,

5-

6 gamaome [f. Game sb. + -some ] bull of
game or play , frolicsome, merry, playful, sportive.
c*35o Will. Palerne 4193 Sche gamsum &glad gob hem

aqens. 1483 Cath Angl 149/1 Gameson {A Gamsome), ludi-
bundus 1380 Lyly Euphues (Aib.) 274, I now taking
heart at grasse, to see hir so gamesome 1610 Holland
Camden’s Brit 1 363 Whethex they have beene living
creatures, or the gamesome Sports of Nature 0x659
Cleveland Wks (1687) 261 The looser pastime of her game-
some Hair 1733 Thomson Liberty hi 321 The Shepherd
..Sits piping to his Flocks and gamesome Kids *794
Coleridge To a young Ass, How thou wouldst toss tby
heels m gamesome play I 1841 Browning Ptppa. Intiod 24
As ifearth turned from woik in gamesome mood 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home, Near Ox/ord (1879) 189 The stags

• bounded away, not affrighted, but only shy and gamesome.
Hence G-a'mesomely adv

,

in a gamesome
manner; playfully, sportively; da mesomeness,
the quality of being gamesome.
1601 Wfever Mirr, Mart Bijb, To catch the baulme-

sweete breathing of the aire, Which gamesomlie into their
bosomes got 1684 Bunyan Pilgr n. 45 The fatter the Ox
is* the more gamesomly he goes to the Slaughter 1727
Bailey vol. II, Gamesomeness 18x3 Moore Post-bag 1 52A pretty contrivance Which, however high-mettled, their
gamesomeness checks 1847 Helps Friendsm C. (1861) I 11.

23 The monkey imitates from imitative skill and gamesome-
ness. X884 Graphic 29 Nov 566/3 In strength a man, in
gamesomeness a child 1890 Blackw Mag CXLVIII.58/2
The smoke puffs gamesomely down the chimney.

Gamester (g^mstai). Also 6 Sc. gexaster,

6-

/ gamster. [f. Game sb + -ster.]

1

1

. A player at any game
, also, an athlete. Obs.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xx (1887) 82 Is it euer red that
the athlets or gamesters vsed walking for an exercise? x6ox
Holland Phny II 304 Professed wrestlers, runners and
such gamesters at feats of actiuity 1624 Quarles Dw.
Poems, Job xvi. 10 Young Standers-by doe oftentimes see
more, Then elder Gamesters x66a Blount Boscobel 11 9 His
Majestie was askt by one of the Gamesters, if he couldplay
a game of Ball call’d Fives 1699 Bentley Phal. 53 The
Gamesters at those Exeicises were very stupid and thick-
skull’d Fellows. *77S AdairAmer. Ina 400 The gamesters
are equal in number on each side

b. dial. (Berks.) A player at backsword and
wrestling.

*857 Hughes TomBrown 1. ii, Apair ofheavy single-sticks,
with which Benjy himself had won renown long ago as an
old gamester. 1839— Scour White Horse v. 92 That prizes
he awarded for Backsword Play, Old gamesters, 8/ Young
gamesters, 4/ , Wrestling, Old Gamesters, 5/ , Young Game-
sters, 4/ Ibid vi 1x9 ‘Who axe the oldgam esters?’ I asked
of the man next me 1 Them as has won or shared a first
prize at any revel’, answered he 1888 Berksh Gloss.,
Ge ccmster, or Gaaymester, onewho is skilled at single stack.

85-2

CX3SO
gamely
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f 2. An actor. Obs. rare~\
1396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot I. 233 ICardes and

Barais, Gemstens [L histnones] Glouttoums and syk kynd
of men.
3. One who habitually plays at games of chance

for money or other stake
,
a gambler.

*553 T Wilson Rket. sr No greater gamester in a whole
countrey 1607-8N RulingRet (1884) I 106 He is a game-
ster at cardes and doth waist his estate therby 1676
Dryden Aurenz Prol. 23 A loosing Gamester let him sneak
away. 1773 Goldsm Eptl. Intended for Mrs. Bulkley

,

The Gamester Oft risks his fortune on one desperate throw.
1880 Browning Clive 93 Your high-flown gamesters hardly
take Umbrage at a factor’s elbow if the factor plays his
stake

fig. 1645 Bp Hall Remedy Discontents 33 The World is

a cheating gamestei
,
suffering us to win at the first. *647

Clarendon Hist Reb if § 93 The Scots needed not now
advance their Progress, their Game was in the hands . of
better Gamesters *85* Gallenga Italy 344 Had he reckoned
the odds like other political gamesters, he would [etc.].

+ 4. A merry, frolicsome person. Obs
1598 B. Jonson Ev Man. m Hum 1. 1, T1 have ta'en on

trust Such petulant, jeering gamesters, that can spare No
argument or subject from their jest 1613 Shahs Hen. VIII,
1 lv 45 You are a merry Gamster My Lord Sands.

tS. One addicted to amorous sport (see Game
sb. 3 b) ; a lewd person, whether male or female.
1601 Shaks All's Wellv in. 188 She’s impudent my Lord,

And was a common gamester to the Campe 1621 Fletcher
Wild Goose Chase 11. in, Good women scorn such gamesters.
16*9 Massinger Picture 1. 11, Thou wast at twelve a
gamester, and since that, Studied all kinds of females.
a 1668 Davenant Newsfr Plymouth ni Dram Wks 1873
IV. 14s This I assure you Your satin gamesters practise
transf. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I 136 The

Rams . were not admitted all at one tyme but some
reserved vntill the former gamsters had wasted their
strength.

0 . (See quot. and cf Game sb. 14.) Obs. exc. Hist.
1880 Clark in Encycl Bnt. XI. 701/1 The keeper who

looked after them [a ‘game’ of swans] was the ‘gamester*.

Gamestress (g*
1 ’nasties). ? Obs. [f prec. +

-ESS.] A female gamester
1651 Howell Venice 4 She hath allwayes bin chosen

rather to be a Spectatnx or Umpresse, than a Gamesttesse.
1665 Flecicnoe Emgm Char, fed 2) 10 Of a Gamestress.

1796 Mad D'Arblay Camilla. V. x. v 331 To two characters
. . she unites yet a third that of a gamestress.

+ G-a’mestry. Obs - 1
[f. Gamester + -y i.]

The practice of gaming.
*599 Sandys Europx Spec (1632) 39 If there were any

which should still persist in that wicked gamestne.
G-amesun, obs. form of Gambeson.
Gametal (g®’nutal), a. [f. Gamete + -al.]

Having the character of a gamete; conjugating,
reproductive, generative.
1888 J Nelson m Ainer JmL Psychol I 390 The

presence of the reproductive elements exerts a constant
stimulus upon the brain cells, which causes them to generate
characteristic dreams, that in turn react to produce expul-
sion of the gametal cells. 189* M Hartog in Nature 17
Sept. 484/2 Vegetative or gametal nuclei

Garnetange (gffi’mftEendg). [ad mod.L. ga-
metangrum (gaemftsemdgiom), f gameta Gamete
+ Gr. &yyetov vessel.] The cell or organ in which
gametes are pioduced
[1886 Vines in Encycl Bnt, XX. 427/2 In Acetabularia

the whole of the protoplasm of the gametangium is not used
up m the formation of the gametes ] 1889 Bennett &
Murray Cryptog, Bot 272 The conjugating bodies, are
motile ciliated swarm-spores or zoogametes, produced by
free-cell formation m ordinary or in slightly differentiated
cells of the filament, hence termed gcanetanges, their con-
jugation resulting in the production ofa zygosperm.

Gamete (gaemrt). Biol. [ad. mod.L. gameta
ad. Gr. yafxtrq a wife, yafierqs a husband, f.

yaptiv to marry, f. yhfios marriage ] (See quot.

1887.)
1886 S H Vines in Encycl. Brit. XX. 423/1 This fusion

of two similar reproductive cells—this conjugation, as it is

termed—is one of the simplest forms of the sexual process

;

the zygospore is then a sexually produced spore, and the two
cells which conjugate to form it are spoken of as gametes,—
planosasnetes when they possess cilia, aplanogametes when
they do not. 1887 tr DeBarfs Fungi 493, Gamete, sexual
protoplasmic body which on conjugation with another
gamete of like or unlike outward form gives rise to a body
termed zygote. Same as conjugation.ceu Z891 M Hartog
in Nature 17 Sept 484/1 Antsogamy The union of two
gametes differing chiefly in size.

Also in combining form ga’rneto-, as gameto-
smcleus (see quot.) ; gametophyte, the sexual
form of a thallophyte, as distinguished from the
sporophyte, or asexual form.
180* M Hartog in Natw e 17 Sept. 484/r The gameto-

nucleus is formedby the union ofseveral nuclei 1897Willis
Flower PI I 16 These are often termed gametes, and the
plant bearing them the gametophyte,
Gamey ; see Gamy.
Gamgaron, obs form of Kangaroo.
Gamic (gse’mik), a. [ad Gr. yafuttos, relating

to marriage, f. ya-nos marnage ]
X. Biol. Having a sexual character ; sexual.
1864 H Spencer Prtnc. Biol, 1. 229 In each ovarium along

with the rudiments ofagamic eggs there usually exists the
rudiment of an ephippial egg , which, from sundry evidences,
is inferred to he a sexual 01 gamic egg Ibid 230 Four times

as great as that contained in a gamic brood,
2 . Geom. Gamic edges, corresponding edges of an

autopolar polyhedron. Also as sb.

1836 Kirkman in Phil Trans CXLVII. 184 Two such
edges I call a gamic pair, or a pair of gamics, either bemg
the gamic of the other.

tGa'mical, a Obs.~l In7gamacal [f. Gr.

yafiiK-os (f. ya.fj.os marnage) + -AL ] Of or per-

taining to marnage or to a husband
,
marital

1660 R Coke Power 4- Subj 12 Humane Laws are three-
fold, viz Secular, Temporal, or Civil or Gamacal, viz, the
Laws of the Husband

, or Paternal

Gamin (gam®n). [a F. gamin ] A neglected

boy, left to run about the streets
;
a street Arab

1840 ThackerayPans Sk -Ik (1872) 6 There are the little

gamins mocking him, 1864 F W Robinson Mattie, a Stray
x, One Kent Street gamin out of business and dodging the
policeman behind a Patent Safety. 1873 Miss YomxPillars
ofHo I. vi (1880) 134 ‘Our little gamin has the most of the
Good Samaritan m him*, said Mr Audley

Gaming (g£‘ min)
,
vbl. sb Also 6 gam(e)rung.

[f Game v + -in&i ]
1. The action or habit of playing at games of

chance for stakes
;
gambling

« c 1310 Barclay Mirr Gd Manners (1370) E iv, An olde
man can play, and keepe his grauitie Of death the remem-
brance his gamning ought to be, 1545 Ascham Toxoph
(Arb) 31 To him that compared gamning with sbotmg
wyll I answere *361 Daus tr Bulltnger on Apoc (1373)
r4b, To abuse the Sonday, in gamenyng, drmkyng, daun-
cyng, and worldly busmesse

(S rgo* Bury Wills (Camden) 90 Suche mony as I haue
wanne or loste in gamyng *571 Golding Calvin on Ps
xviii 21 The master of a gaming by whose assurance and
leading he is brought foot th to thencounter a. 1602W Per-
kins Cases Consc (16x9) 327 Wee may not hue idlely, and giue

oui selues to not ana gaming *668 Evelyn Mem (1837)
II 33, I saw deep and prodigious gaming at the Groom-
Porter's a *7*g Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 113 He loved
gaming the most of any man ofbusiness I ever knew a *797
Burke Fragm Traci Popery LawsWks IX 364 Such deep
gaming for stakes so valuable ought not to he admitted *8g6
Emerson Eng Traits, Aristocracy Wks (Bohn) II 86
Gaming, racing, drinking, and mistresses bring them down

+ 2. Gr. and Bom Antiq. The celebration of

games ; an athletic or musical contest Obs.

1387 Golding De Momay i 10 Greate Personages, whose
Images were turned into Idolles, their woorthie doings into

yearely Gamings 1600 Holland Livy xlv xxxu (1609)1223
At the great and solemne gamings [L magnis ludts] m
Greece. *6o6— Sueion 188 Those Cities and states where
solemne gamings of musicke are usually held.

3 attnb. and Comb
,
as gaming-humour, -oj dt-

nary, -place ; gaming-proof, proof against tempta-
tions to gaming Also Gaming-house, -table.

*589 Pappe w Hatchet Civ a, You would make the
Church like Pnmero, four religions m it, and nere one like

another. I cannot out of his “gaming humour ?ci6oo
Distracted Emp 1 i, in Sullen O PI III. *66 Thy gameing
humor hath been like a fyer *712 Swift Let Eng, Tongue
Wks 1753 II r.*89Antheoddwordstheyhave picked upma
coffee-house, or a “gaming ordinary, are produced as flowers
ofstyle 1864 Burton Scot Abr I v. 234 That a censor be
appointed to go now and then to the billiard-tables, and to
the other “gaming-places *810SporttngMag. XXXVI. 122
Half a dozen officers all “gammg-proof7 with empty purses

Ga'ming1

,
ppl. a. [f. Game v + -ing 2

] That
games

; + sportive, jocular,

*532 Huloet, Gammge or full of game, iocosus *617
R Clayton in Lismore Papers Ser 11 (1887) II. 112
Gibson the gamming mymstir delivered raee tins letter

1700 T. Brown tr Fresnfs Amusem Ser # Com 104 If
he had seen any of our Gaming Ladies theie.

Ga’ming - house, [f Gaming vbl. sb. +
House ] A house where gaming is practised.
*624 Sanderson Serin I 251 A prodigal gallant will set
hundreds of them [pounds] flying at one afternoons sitting

in a gaming-house 1709 Lond Gaz No 4325/3 TheGroom-
Porter doth hereby declare, that he neither Licenses or
Tolerates any Person to Game, or keep Gaming-Houses.
*735 Smollett Qhix (1803) IV. 92 This gentleman has been
at play at that there gaming-house over the way 1836
Marryat Japhet lv, I passed the gaming-house—I did pass
it , but I returned, and lost every shilling.

Ga’ming-ta Tale, [f Gaming^/ sb + Table.]
A table used for the purpose of gaming.
*398 Barret Theor Warres iv. iv 113 He ought not to

suffer them ante gaming Tables 1709 Loud Gaz. No
4525/3 Whereas several People keep Gaming-Houses, Gam-
ing-Tables, Rafflmg-Shops 1777 Robertson Hist Arner
(1783) II 187 Their furs their clothes, their arms, are staked
at the gaming-table upon a single cast 1818 Cobbett
Pol Reg XXXIII 176 Money lost by him at the gaming-
table or on the highway 1884 J Hall Chr. Home 130
Money flowed freely around the gaming-table.

Gamma (g® ma) [Gr. ya.fj.fxo. ]
1. The third lettei of the Greek alphabet, r, 7,
C1400 Maundev (1839) 111 20 Here See may seen hem

[Lettres], with the Names a Alpha, j3 Betha, y Gamma
[etc,] *775inAsH 1BB5 Athenewnn July 48/2 Whenever
it occurs this intrusive gamma is hard.

+ 2 . = Gamut. [SeeGAMME] Obs
1622 Peacham Compl. Gent xi. (1634) 104 Two Lutes

of equall size being tuned Vnison, or alike m the Gamma,
G sol re vt 1724 Expltc For Words Mus

, Gama or
Gamma, is what we call the Gamut X825DANneleyEncycl
Mus

,
Gamme Gamma

,
Gamut or Gammut

1

3

. Surg (See quot
)

Obs, Cf. Gammot
*848 Craig, Gamma a surgical instrument used for cau-

terising a hernia—so called from its shape resembling that
letter. 1834 m Mayne Expos Lex.
4 . A common moth, Plusia gamma. In full

gamma moth.
*869 Eng, Mech. 24 Dec 345/2 The caterpillar of the

Gamma moth is an instance. *88* Cassell's Nat. Hist VI
65 Several of the Phtsidee are also day-flying Moths The

well-known Gamma Moth or Silver Y {Plusia gamma) is
one of these

'

5 Comb
,
nsgamma-shaped adj ; gamma-func-

tion Math, (see quot 1865)
*865 B Price Infimt Calc (ed 2) II 15S The symbol

r(Ml, devised by Legendre, has been of late ordinarily
employed to denote it, so that we have

T{n)=f* e-xxn-'dx
For this reason and for the sake of a distinctive name the
definite integral has been called the Gamma-function 1875
B Williamson Integral Calc 150 All definite integrals
which are reducible to Gamma-functions 1893 W. M
Ramsay Ch, in Rom Emp xu 262 A gamma-shaped crypt,
attached to a small chapel

’

II Gammadion (g&me 1 di/m). Also gamma-
tion [a late Gr. 7ajj/xartov, yafx/xdSiop, f. 7d/i/xa,]

A decoiative pattern formed of repetitions or com-
binations of the shape of the Greek letter gamma
(r)

; by antiquaries applied chiefly to the par-
ticular device called otherwise Fylfot

; also to a
figure composed of four gammas placed back to
back in such a way as to form a voided Greek cross.
*848 B Webb Cant Ecclesiol 432 Apostles with gam-

madce [nr] on their robes *872 Gloss. Eccl Terms (ed
Shipley), Gammadion, the same as Gammadium or Fylfot
1876 Rock Text Fair, v 36 This word Gammadion was a
word applied as often to the patterns on silks as to the
figures wrought on gold and silver. 1877 Lee Gloss. Liturg

S
Eccl Terms, Fylfot was also called Gammation the
reek term for this mystical device 1889 Elvin Diet

Heraldry, Gammadion, a Cioss potent rebated.
attnb 1869 Mrs Palliser Lace 11 19 Two specimens of

. network the one ornamented with shields and crosses,
the other with the mediaeval gammadion pattern.

Gammald, obs. Sc form of Gambol.
Gammarid (g®marid) [ad modL. Gam-

mand-sa, f L gammar-us (cammarus), a. Gr.
na/xfiapos a sea-crab or lobster see -ID.] An indi-

vidual of the family Gammandse of amphipodous
Crustacea, ofwhich the typical genus is Gammaras.
1832 Dana Crust 11. 825 The family of gressoual Gam-

mands.

Gammarine (gsemarm) Zool [f L. gam-
marus (see prec.) + -ine ] (See quot )
*842 Brande Diet Set

,
etc , Gammarmes, Gammanna,

the name of a family of Amphipodous Crustaceans, having
the genus Gammarus, or the sand-hopper, as the type.

Gammarolite (gam® roloit). [f. L gammarus
crab + -LITE.] A fossil crustacean of the genus
Gammarus or some allied genus.
*846 Smart, Gammarolite, a fossil crab

Gammaut, obs. form of Gamut.
+ Gamme. Mus Obs Also 5-7 gam. [a.

F. gamme, ad. It. and med.L. gamma
,
a Gr

Gamma, the letter r, used as the symbol of the

lowest note in the medi®val scale.] = Gamut.
*390 Gower Conf. Ill 90 Now highe notr, and now lowe,

As by the gamme a man may knowe c 1440 Promp Parv.
185/2 Gamme of song, gamma cx470 Burlesque in Rel
Ant. I 86 The goos gagult ever more, the gam was better

to here, 1597 MorLEY Introd Mus 2 Here is the Scale of
Musicke, which wee terme the Gam 1669 Cokaine Poems,
Elegie T Pilkvigton 78 Yet he at Gamut frequent was, and
taught Many to play, till Death set his Gam out *727-4*
Chambers Cycl , Gammut, or Gamut 1730-6 Bailey (folio),

Gam, the first or gravest note in the modem scale of musick
Gammen, obs form of Game.
Gammer (g® moj), sb Also 6-8 gammar, 5

(once) gandmer [See Gaffer. The spelling

gandmer in 1589 shows that the word was then

regarded as a corruption of grandmother.] A
rustic title for an old woman, corresponding to

Gaffer for a man.
1575 T Still {title)

,
A Ryght Pithy, Pleasaunt and mene

Comedie Intytuled Gammer Gurtons Nedle Ibid i. in,

My Gammer is so out of course, and frantyke all at ones

*389 R Harvey PI Perc. i Now gandmer are not these

your examples moralized ? 1614 B Jonson Barth Fairy
vi, Hee has stolne gammar Vrsla’s panne *634 Heywood
& Brome Lane Witches 11 H ’s Wks. 1874 IV *99 But
gammer are not you a Witch? 1719 D'Urtey Pills (1872)

III. 18 Our honest old Gammer is laid in the Clay *742

Fielding J Andrews iv xv, The pedlar listened with

the utmost attention to gammer Andrews's story c *813

Houston's Juvenile Tracts, Cork Jacket 1,
‘ I will tell you

a tale’ said old Gammer Green 1833 Tennyson Goose ix,

Then yelp’d the cur, and yawl’d the cat ,
Ran Gaffer,

stumbled Gammer a *843 Hood Tale Trumpet vm, There
never was such a deaf old Gammer 1 1866 Blackmore
Cradock Nowell xv, The rector having learned every gam-
mer's allovensbness and every gaffer's rheumatics

Gammer (gse'maf), V. dial, [Perh, f. prec. sb,

;

cf. gossip, F commirage
,
etc ] zntr. To idle.

_

1788W Marshall Yorksh II 33T To Gammer, to idle.

1876 Whitby Gloss s v ,
‘ Gymg gammering about saunter-

ing and tattling all over

Gammerel, dial form of Gambrel.
Gammerstang (g® majst®q). dial Also 6

gamarstangue, 8-9 gammerstags, 9 Sc. -stel,

gomerstang. [? f. Gammer sb. (but cf. Gomebil)

+ Stano pole ]
1 . A tall, awkward person, usually a woman.
1370 Levins Mamp 23 A Gamarstangue, oblongula 1684

Yorksh Dial, 348 (E D. S. No 76) Wad ta saw thy-sell,

thou gieat Gammerstang ! For sham, Woman 1 *8oa R.
Anderson Cumbld, Ball 25 Souple gammerstang! *876

Whitby Gloss
,
Gammerstags, a large awkwaid female. *88a

Lane. Gloss., Gammerstang(N Lane ), an awkward, tall,
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slender person, male or female, 1890 Hall CaineBondman
xxiv, * The sweep 1

’ ‘the thief 1 ’ ‘ the wastrel 1
* ‘the gomer-

stang I* they called him

2 A rude, wanton girl.

1788 W. Marshall Yorksh II 331, Gammerstags, an idle,

loose girl 1825-80 Jamieson, Gammerstel
,
a foolish girl

1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss , Gammer stags, gammer-
stang, an idle or rude and wanton wench.

f Ga mmet. ? = Grommet.
1778 Foord in Trans Soc Arts (1784) II 315, I still fix

the line to the Harpoon with the addition of what I call

a Snap Gammet, which Gammet is made of ratthn line,

traverses in the Harpoon, next the breech, and is sized to

the line about two feet from the end or noose, with about
eight turns of Whale line yarn , which Gammet or sizemg,
puts the line in motion, and breaks, but does not hurt the

line.

G-ammin, obs. foim of Game.

t Gammock, sb 1 Obs. [var Cammook.] The
plant Onoms sptnosa or Rest-harrow
1578 Lyte Dodoetts vi x 66g Gammocke or ground Furze.

1605 Timme Quersit i xm 65 The salt of gammock, other-

wise called rest-harrow, petty whynne, or ground furze

Gammock (garmok), sb.'1 dial [?f. Game sb.1

+ -ock ] A game, jest, piece of fun
;
also (with-

out a or plural) fun, frolic, foolish sport.

18x9 ‘R Rabelais ’ Abeillard <5- Helotsa 176 'Tis but a
fash’nable gammock 1823 ‘Jon Bee 'Diet Turf, Gam-
mocks, running up and down, as in a fair, rolling among the

hay, or flaunting at Vauxhall 1827 Examiner 5x7/2 The
gammocks of a set ofmdiscnminating monument-destroyers
184s Hartshorne Salop. Anttqna Gloss , Gamock, foolish

sport, practical jokes 1891 Sheffield Gloss. Supp sv,
1 She’s too much gammock about her.'

Gammock (ga; male), V [f. piec.] mtr. To
'lark about', frolic or romp.
1854 Miss Baker Northants Gloss s v ,

* Our John’s
always going gammocking about,’ 1863 Sala Capt.
Dangerous I. vm 225, I was gammocking in a hayfield
with another lass 1886 Chester Gloss

,
Gammock, to play

pranks. 1891 in Wiltsh. Gloss

Gammon (gasman), sb I Forms: 5-6 gam-
bolled gammouud, gamond(e, (i’r. gawmond),
6-7 gammond, gamon, 9 Sc gammont, 6- gam-
mon. [a. ONF. gambon (mod.F jamboti) ham,
f.gambe (mod F. jambe) leg ]

f 1. The ham or haunch of a swine. Also transf.
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Fiib, The peestellis and the gam-

bons deperte theym ij 1601 Holland Pliny II. 332 In
the pestle and gammond both of a swine, there be certain
mint whirlbones x6xx Cotgr s v Accule, The wild Bore
brought vnto a bay sets him on his Gammons 1613

Beaum & Fl. Captain n n, I would have him [Captain
Jacomo] buried Even as he lyes, crosse legg’d, like one o’

th’ Templers, (Ifhis west-phaly gammons wfllhold crossing).

2. The bottom piece of a flitch of bacon, includ-

ing the hind leg
;

also, a smoked or cured ham
0x529 Skelton El Humming Wks (1736) 132 Than

came haltynge Jone And broughte a garabone Of bakon
that was reastye 1555 Eden Decades 3 The other moste
flesshy partes they pouder for store as we do .

.
gammondes

ofbakon 1658 R White tr. Digby's Powd Symp (1660)
40 If one put gammons of bacon, or beef, or any other flesh

within the chimney. 1719 D’TJrfey Pills (1872) I 268 A
good Westphalia Gammon Is counted dainty Fare. 1771
Goldsm. Haunch Venison 10 In some Irish houses, where
things are so-so, One gammon of bacon hangs up for a
show 1808 Scott Marm 111. m, Gammons of the tusky
boar. 1851 D Jerrold.SV Giles xvm, Here's the bread and
cheese, and all that's left o' the gammon o' bacon.

3. Sc dial. (See quot

)

1825-80 Jamieson, Gamntonis, gammons, the feet of an
animal

;
often those of pigs, sometimes called petit-toes.

4. Comb
, as gammon-faced, -vtsaged adjs ;

gammon-essence (see quot ).

1604 WLkrsioh

M

alcontent iv in, The sallow Westphalian,

f
amon-faced zaza, Cries, Stand out 1630 J. Taylor (Water
'
) Wks n. 17 Thou kildst the gammon visag’d poore West-

phalians 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gammon-Essence (in

Cookery) is made ofthin Slices of Gammon of Bacon dress’d
in a Stew-pan with a Ragoo.

Gammon (gse’man), sb.2 Naut. [Of unknown
ongm : some have conjectured that it is f Gammon
®.3, and that the latter contains an allusion to the

tying up of a gammon or ham ]

1.

The lashing of the bowsprit. Now usually

called Gammoning.
1680 S Sewall Diary 12 Nov. (1883) I 281 Strengthen

the Bolt sprit, the Gammon of which was loosed. *748
Anson’s Voy 1 vui 82 They had broke their fore-stay and
the gammon of the bowsprit
2 Comb., as gammon-knee, -plate, -Bhackle

(see quots ).

1846 Young Naut Diet s v Gammoning, It is generally
made fast to a ring, called the Gammon-shackle, formed on
the end of the Gammon-plate, which is an iron plate
bolted to the stem 1867 Smyth Saileds Word-bl

,
Gam-

mon-knee, a knee-timber fayed and bolted to the stem a
little below the bowsprit

Gammon (gie man), sb.3 [app. a survival of

the ME. gamen Game sb 1
, or a noun of action

f. gamne vb. (see Game v I). Possibly gammon
and backgammon may have been used to denote
different degrees of victory m the game of ‘ tables’,

before they came to be used as names for the game
itself, on this view sense 2 below and sense 2 of

Backgammon would come before sense 1, but m
each case the application to the game itself is

recorded earlier.]

1. The game of backgammon. Now rare
1730-46 Thomson Autumn 528 Or the quick dice, In

thunder leaping from the box, awake The sounding gammon.
0x734 North Lives (1826) I. 17 Whatever games were
stming, at places where he retired, as gammon, gleek,
piquet, or even the merry main, he made one. x8oo Mrs
Hlrvey Mourtray Pant III 81 Mr. Chowles was above,
playing at gammon with mistress 1826 J. Wilson Nod
Ambr Wks 1855 I 124 The tailor at Yarrow ford dang ye
all to bits baith at gammon and the dambrod.
2. A term at backgammon, denoting a degiee

of victory which scores equal to two ‘hits’ or
* games ’ (see quots. 1 S44 ,

1868 ).

1735 Eyche & Pardon, Gammon a Term m a Play
called Back Gammon 1778 C. Jones Hoyle's Games
Impr 165 Six and Five, a Man to be carried from your
Adversary’s Ace Point, as far as he can go, for a Gammon
or for a Hit xBoo Gentl Mag 1 . 163 And by quick taking
off, a gammon win. 1844 Backgammon 47 If one combatant
have not removed his first man before the other has re-

moved his last, ‘a gammon' is lost and won, which is

equivalent to two games 1868 Boy's Own Bk 590 If you
can bear all your men away before your adversary has
borne off one man, you win the gammon But if your
adversary is able to bear one of his men, before you have
borne all yours, then your victory is reduced to a hit.

3. Comb., as gammon-board, -player
18x4 Monthly Mag XXXVII 47 It may be inferred that

he too was a gammon-player. x8sr
1 Nimrod ’ The Road

17 You'll have the gammon-board all to yourself.

Gammon (g03 man), sbf slang or colloq. Also
8 gamon, [app. originally thieves' slang Com-
monly identified with ME gamen Game sb *

;
but

the chronological gap is very great, and the mean-
ing in which the mod word first appears does not
favour this etymology. Perh. there may be some
untraceable jocular allusion to Gammon sb. 3 (cf.

next vb
, sense 2), or even sb 2

]
1. Thieves' slang In phrases To give gammon

(see quot. 1720) To keep in gammont to engage
(a person’s) attention while a confederate is

lobbing him.
1720 A. Smith Hist Htghwaymen III 358 Give me

Gammon. That is, to side, shoulder, 01 stand close to a Man,
or a Woman, whilst another picks his, or her Pocket. 182X
Haggart Life 51 Going out at the door, Bagrie called

the woman of the house, kept her in gammon m the back-
room, while I returned and brought off the till. Ibid 68,

I whidded to the Doctoi , and he gave me gammon.
2. Talk, chatter. Usually gammon andpatter.

1781 G Parker View Soc. I 308, I thought myselfpretty
much a master of Gammon, but the Billingsgate eloquence
of Mrs P not only exceeded me, but outdid all that

I had ever known eloquent in that way. 1789 — Life's

Painter (ed 2) x86 Gammon and Patter, Jaw talk, etc.

1796 Grose's Diet Vulgar Tongue, Gamon and Patter,

commonplace talk of any profession
,
as the gamon and

patter of a horse-dealer, sailor, etc

3 Ridiculous nonsense suited to deceive simple

persons only
,

‘ humbug ’,
1 rubbish ’

1805 T. Harral Scenes ofLife III 105 ‘ Come, come, none
of your gammon 1 ’ cried one, * tell us where the other black
sheep is

r xSxxLex Balatron s.v , What rum gamon the old

file pitched to the fiat. x8xx J. Poole Ham. Travestie 30
Come, that won’t do, my lord,—now that’s all gammon
2837 Dickens Pickw. xxiv, Some people maintains that an
Englishman's house ib his castle That’s gammon 1845
Disraeli Sybil (Rtldg ) 285 Morley has got round them,
preaching moral force, and all that sort of gammon. 1870

H. Smart Racefor Wife x, Come, old fellow, no gammon,
b. quasi-*»L Humbug ! Fudge!

1827 R. B Peake Comfort Lodg 1 ui, Sir H (Aside)

Gammon 1 1855 ThackerayRose # Ring xv,
‘ Gammon !

’

exclaimed his Lordship 1885 F, A. Guthrie Tinted
Venus 4

‘ Gammon 1 ’ said Jauncey, ‘that isn’t it ’.

Gammon (gse*man), v i [f. Gammon sb 3]

1. trans. To beat at backgammon by a ‘gam-
mon ’.

*735 Savage Progr Divine 75 At tables now 1 _
But oh, if

gammon’d there, The startling echoes learn, like him to

swear 1 1823 ‘Jon Bee 1 Diet Turfs v , In back-gammon
playing, the loser of two games following is said to be

gammoned 1867 Gd Words 422/1 ‘ More fool you
remarked his father, without looking up from the back-
gammon board. ‘Theie, madam, you are gammoned’
1870 Hardy & Ware Mod Hoyle,

Backgammon 142
Having gained these points, you have a fair chance to

gammon your adversary
fig 1694 Echard Plautus’ Rudens ir. iy 168 Ne’r’a
Gamester of ’m all has half the Cunning Faith, ’twas an
excellent Cast ;

’thas quite gammon’d the Rascal

f 2 mtr. To cheat at play m some particular

way. Obs
1700 Step to Bath (ed 2) 14 There was Palming, Lodging,

Loaded Dice, Levant, ana Gammoning
Gammon (gse’mon), v 1 [f. Gammon sb i]

trans. To cure (bacon) by salting and smoking.
1836 Smart, Gammon, to salt and dry, X848 Craig,

Gammon.. to make bacon, to pickle and dry in smoke

Gammon (gse man), v.$ Naut [See Gammon
sb.*] trans. To lash (the bowsprit) with ropes to

the stem of a ship Said also of the rope
17x1 W Sutherland Shtpbmld, Assist. 62 To gammon

the Bowsprit 1729 Capt W. WriglesworthMS Log-bk
ofthe ' LyelV 5 Sept, Gammon’d the Bowsprit, Rtgg’a the

Mizon-topmast. <7x850 Rudim. Nceutg (Weale) xao The
rope that gammons the bowsprit 1867 Smyth Sailed

s

Word-bk„ Gammon

,

to pass the lashings of the bowsprit

Gammon (gas-man), vff slang or colloq. [f.

Gammon sb 4
]

1 intr. To talk (plausibly or persuasively)

1789 G Parker Life’s Painter (ed. 2) r86 A fellow that

speaks well, they say he gammons well, or he has a gieat

deal of rum patter 1833 M Scott Tom Cringle 11, You
gammons so about the rhmo that we must prove you a bit,

2. To feign, pretend.
x8xz J H Vaux Flash Did. s.v ,

To gammon tushy or
queer is to pretend drunkenness or sickness x8ax P Egan
Life Loud vi 346 Logic gammoned to be the cadger in fine

style, with his crutch and specs. 1864 Eliz A MurrayE
Norman II 11, I got up in a temper, and told him to leave

me He laughed, and said I was gammoning. 1868 H.C R
Johnson Argent Alpsm Keeping his eyes on the docu-
ment, and 1 gammoning 1

to read it

3. tram. To stuff with ridiculous nonsense, to

humbug, deceive, hoax. Const, into, out of
x8xa J H Vaux Flask Did sv , A man who .. by a

plausible defence has induced the jury to acquit him is

said by his associates to have gammoned the twelve in prime
twig. 1821 Egan Ltfem LondonV 280 Flashy Nance (who
had gammoned more seamen out of their vills and power
than the ingenuity or palaver of twenty of the most know-
ing of the frail sisterhood could effect) 1825 Buckstone
BearHunters 1 1, lhere that’s just the way she gammons
me at home 1836 Dickens Sk Boz v, I waited at table,

and gammoned the servants, and nobody had the least idea

I was tn possession 1837 — Pickw xm, So then they

pours him out a glass o’ wine, and gammons him about his

driving, and gets him into a reg’lar good humour
_
1873

Black Pr Thule lx, To go andgammon old Mackenzie into

the belief that he can read poetry

Hence Ga mmordng vbl sb. and ppl a Also

Ga mmoner, one who gammons
,
one who ‘ gives

gammon’ (see Gammon sbA 1 ) to an accomplice.
18x2 J. H Vaux Flash Did s v Gammon,

A thief

detected m a house which he has entered upon the sneak
will endeavour by some gammoning story to account for his

intrusion 1821 Haggart Life 66 The Doctor came from
the kitchen, and played the part of the gammoner so well,

that I made my escape without being observed. 1823

MoNCHtErr Tom 4 Jerry 1 1, Fly to the gammoners, and
awake to everything that’s going on. 1838 Dickens Nuh.
Nick xvi, The same gentleman who had expressed an opinion

relative to the gammoning nature of the introductory speech
x88x Argonaut (S Francisco) 2 Apr , Mr.M , one of the

oiliest of oily gammoners
Gammoning (garmonuj), vbl sb. Naut. [f.

Gammon sa3+-ing 1] The lashing of ropes by
which the bowsprit is made fast to the stem or

cutwater
1833 M Scott Tom Cringle m, The Negro threw himself

on the Gammoning of the bowsprit 1853 Kane Grmnell
Exp. xxxu (1856) 280 Her bowsprit . . is now completely
forced up. broken short off at the gammoning 1867 Smyth
Sailor’s Word-bk., Gammoning, seven or eight turns oF a
rope lashmg passed alternately over the bowsprit and
through a large hole in the cut-water, the better to support
the stays of the foremast.

Gammootjhe, obs. form of Gamut,

t Ga’mmot. Obs rare. [var. Gamut (cf It.

c gamaut, a note m Musike, also the name of a
Barbers toole ’ (Flono)
The instrument, also called Gamma, received its name

from its resemblance in shape to the letter I1

,
the symbol of

the musical notegamma nt ]

(See quot.)

1585 Higins tr. Junius’ Nomenclator 263 Scolopomachse-

num. an instrument seruing to cut out the rootes of vlcers

or sores : it is called the incision knife, or gammot 1656

in Blount Glossogr. 1721-92 in Bailey
Gammut(h, obs. form of Gamut
Gammy (gae’mi), a. dial, and slang, [dial,

equivalent of Gamy.]
1. Tramps' slang. Bad, not good.

1839 in ‘Ducange Anglicus’ Vulg. Tongue
,
Gammy,

bad Gammy stuff, spurious soap or medicine. 1846
R, L Snowden Magtsir Assist 344 Bad com, Gammy
lowr. 1851 Mayhew Loud Labour 1 . 364 A mark being

placed on the door post of such as are bone or gammy in

order to inform the rest of the school where to call and
what houses to avoid

2. Theatr. (See quot.)

1889 Barrere & Leland Slang, Gammy . . old, ugly,

passee

3 Lame. Cf. Game <t.
2 Also as sb. a lame person.

1879 Miss Jackson Shrqpsh Wordbk. sv,, * A gammy
fut.’ 1893 in Farmer Slang.

Gammy (gse mi),sb. slang. [?f. prec.] Cant,

the canting language.

1893 Farmer Slang s.v ,
citing (in error) Grose Diet Vulg.

Tongue (1785), Do you stoll the gammy ? Do you under-
stand cant?

t Ga’jnner, ga-mener. Obs. [f. gamen vb.

(see Game vP) + -er 1
]

1. A gamester, a player, a gambler
*509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 14B Such are great

gamners haumg small substance 1529 More Comf. agst.

Tnb. 1 Wks. 1162/2 Then left them their ^ameners and
shly slonke awaye. 1563 Abp Parker Articles

,

Whether
your Persons, Vicars, and Curates be common gameners.

1565 J Halle Hist Expost, p, xvu, If thou have not as
great desyre to thy boke, as the greatest gamner hath to

his game, thou shalte nevei worthily be called cunnyng in

this art.

2. An athlete.

1567 Bauldwtn’s Mar. Philos

.

11 v 77 b, The gamner
breaketh his leg m dauncmg his arme, his shoulder, or his

necke m wrastlmg. [So m later eds until x6oo ; eds x6xo
gammer, c 1620-30 gamer ]

Gauming, obs form of Gaming.
Gamo- (gse m3), combining form of Gr. 70/

10$

marriage, used m various mod. scientific terms, as

Gamoma nla [Mania] (see quot); Gamomo'r-
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pMam [Gr. ptopcpfi form] (see quot.). Chiefly in

adjs. usedm Botany, describing plants or organs in

which certain specified parts are united together, as

Cramoga*strous [Gr. yatripp stomach] (see quot.)

,

G-amope’talous [Petal], having the petals united

;

Gamophy lions [Gr, <pijkkov leaf], having the

leaves united
; Ga'mophyte (see quot.)

;
Gamo-

se'palous [Sepal], having the sepals united
x8j6 Balfour m Encycl. Brit. IV 142/1 The union may

take place by the ovaries alone, while the styles and stig-

mata remain free, the pistil being then *gamogastrous 1885
Syd Soc Lex

,
Gamogastrous, a term applied to a pistil in

which the ovaries are more or less completely united and
the respective styles and stigmata remain free Ibid

,

*Gcunomania, a form of insanity characterised by strange
and extravagant proposals for marriage 1866 Brands &
Cox Diet Set etc II 10 *Ganioiitoiphism

,
that stage of

developement of organised beings in which the spermatic
and germinal elements are formed, matured, and generated,
in preparation for another act of fecundation, as the com-
mencement of a new genetic cycle. 1830 Lindlcy Nat
Syst. Bot. x6i Their petals cohere in a long tube of the
same nature as that of *gamopetalous Crassulaceae 187a
Oliver Elem Bot 1 iv 36 The corolla is gamopetalous
and lriegular. Ibid 1 v 50 In this instance the perianth is

*gamophyllous. 1880 Baker in Jml Linn Soc XVIII.
14 The Aloes are characterized by their gamophyllous
perianth 18B9 Gibson Elem Biol. 132The term *gamophyte
will be employed throughout in preference to oophyte, as
taking into account both the male and the female sexual
organs 1833 Lindley Introd Bot. (1848) I 329 The word
*gamosepalous has been proposed, but it is not much em-
ployed, i860 Oliver Less. Bot, (1873) 29 The calyx is

gamosepalous
, that is, composed of coherent sepals.

Gamogenesis (gaem^dge’nesis) Biol [See
Gamo- and Genesis J (See quot. 1885.)
1861 J R. Greene Man Arum. Kingd,, Cxlent 73

* Gamogenesis in which the ovum to be developed, must
first be brought into contact with spermatozoa 1864
H Spencer lUustr Umv Progr 370 Multiplying only by
gamogenesis. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex

, Gamogenesis,
genera-

tion by the conjunction of structures fiom different in-
dividuals, being sexual reproduction

Hence Gamogene-tic a. [see Genetic], of or
pertaining to gamogenesis, producing or produced
by gamogenesis ; Gamogene tioally adv , m a
gamogenetic manner (Cent Bid.).
1864 H Spencer Prtnc Biol I. 226 Gamogenetic struc-

ture 1877 Huxley Anat Inv, Amm Introd 28 Agamo-
genetic and gamogenetic reproduction 1888 J T. Gulick
m prill. Linn. Soc XX 216 Every gamogenetic species.

Gamogms, var. Gamashes.

+ Ga’mond. Sc. 06s, Forms s 6 gamount,
galmound, -mand, gawmound [from earlier

gambat= F. gambade
; see the forms under Gambol

sb. The form may be due to some association
mkh.gamount-Gammon j^.1] A gambol, or leap-
ing movement in dancing
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi ir He bad gallandis ga

graith a gyms, And kast vp gamountis [M gambauldis, R.

S
almandis] in the skyis, That lastcame out of France 1333
.yndesay Satyre 452 Now hay 1 For loy and mirth I dance,
Tak thair ane gay gamond of France a 137a Knox Hist.
Ref "Wks. 1846 1 43 He lapp up mearely upoun the
scaffold, and, casting a gawmound, said, * Whair ar the rest
of the playaris f ’ a 1391 Adamson in R Ford Harp Perthsk.
(1803) 4 Ay when I hit the mark I cast a gamound
Hence f Ga monding vbl, sb

*349 Compl Scot vi 66 It vas ane celest recreation to
beheld ther lychtlopene, galmondmg [orig ed galmouding],
stendhng bakuart and forduart

Gamosh, var. Gamash.
Gamp (gsemp), sb. [after Mrs Sarah Gamp,

a monthly nurse m Dickens’ Martin CJmzzlewit,
who carried a large cotton umbrella.]
1

.

A woman resembling Mrs. Gamp
;
a monthly

nurse or sick nurse of a disreputable class
1864 Sun 28 Dec. 2/6 ‘ A regular Gamp*, meaning thereby

. a fat old dowdy of a monthly nurse, or a very laige,
bulgy, loosely tied cotton umbrella. 1889 A R Hope m
Boy's Own Paper 3 Aug 697/2 She was a trained hospital
nurse of the class that is fast driving last generation’s Sally
Gamps out of the field

2

.

An umbrella, esp one tied up m a loose,
untidy fashion
1864 [See 1] 1883 G.R Sims Lifeboat

,

etc
,
Midsummer

Day, He donned his goloshes, and shouldered his gamp
1887 J. A. Sterry Lazy Minstrel (1892) 134, I trust your
Gamp is water-tight 1

att-nb. z96x Macm Mag. XLV. 62 Grasping his gamp
umbrella at the middle

Gamp (gsemp), a. Sc. ? Playful, sportive.
1776 in Herd Collect. Sc, Songs II. 23 She is sae jimp, sae

gamp, sae gay.

Gamp (gaemp), d. Sc. [echoic
;

cf champ.
-

]
tram ‘ To eat greedily, devour, gulp’ (Jam).
1805 A. Scott Poems 154 Gam) A wally dish o’ them

weel champit,—How glibly up we’ll see them gampit, As
clean s a bead.

Gamphrel (gae mfrel) Sc. [Cf. Gomerie ]A fool, a stupid or senseless fellow, a blockhead
1728 Ramsay Fables, Horse’s Compl , To gallop with some

gamphrel idle.

Gampish, (gae'mpij), a [f. Gamp sb. + -ish.]
Of an umbrella : Like Mrs Gamp’s, loosely tied
up, bulging. Hence Ga'mpislmesg.
1863 w. Cory Lett, <§• prills {1897) go His master was

making up my Bond-Street umbrella into a double bulge of
gampishness. 1864 Derby Day 11 18 As if you had been

mortifying the flesh by carrying a gampish umbrella up
Piccadilly, and back again 1883 Fenn Middy # Ensign
xxvm 174 An unmistakeable gingham, with a decidedly
Gampish look

Gamsigradite (gee msigrse doit). Mm [f.

Gamsigrad in Servia, where it is found -f -ite.] A
velvet-black variety of amphibole
1862 Amer prnl St Ser 11 XXXIV 213 Breithaupt has

given the name gamsigradite to a black hornblende, from
Gamsigrad, in Servia 1864 in Watts Diet Client II 771

Gamut (gce'mst). Forms, 6 gamo(u)th,
(gammouthe, 7 -oothe, 7 gam(m)uth, 6-7
gamma ut (7 gammaut), gam-ut, 8 gammut,
6- gamut [Contraction of medL gamma ut ,

f. Gamma the name of the symbol T (introduced

m the Middle Ages to represent a note one tone

lower than the A which began the scale inherited

from classical times) + ut, the first of a series of six

syllables used as the names of the six notes forming
a hexachoid.
The names of the six notes are from certain initial syllables

in the following sapphic stanza (Hymn for St John Baptist’s

day) Ut queant lax is rssonare fibris Mirs. gestorumfamuh
tuorum, Solve polluti labil reatum, Sancte Iohannes ]

1 The first or lowest note in the mediaeval scale

ofmusic, answering to the modem G on the lowest

lme of the bass stave Obs exc. Hist.
1530 Pai sgr 224/1 Gammouthe, gamine 1596 Shaks
Tam Shr 111 1 73 Gamouth I am, the ground ofall accord 1

A re to plead Hortensio’s passion 1397 Morlly Introd
Mits 4 The first note standeth m Gam vt

.
*630 J.

Taylor (Water P ) Bawd Wks. 1 96/1 there is not any
note aboue Ela, or below Gammoth,

but she knows the
Diapason, a 1633 G Daniel Idyll v 147 From Gamut
Earth, notes above Ela Ayre. 1674 Playi-ord Skill Mus
1 i 2 According to these thiee Septenanes, Gam-ut is the
lowest Note. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh 12 [An Echo] which
answers to no Note so clearly as to Gamut
2 The ‘ Great Scale ’ (of which the invention is

ascribed to Guido d’Aiezzo), comprising the seven
hexachords or partial scales, and consisting of all

the recognized notes used m medieeval music. It

extended from r ut (=G on the lowest line of the

bass stave) to E-la (
=Ein the highest space of the

treble). Obs, exc. Hist.
a 1329 Skelton Agst comely coystrowne 13 Wks 1843 I

15 But foi in his gamut carp that he can, Lo, Jak wold be-
a jentylman J 1396 Pathin to Mns. Ay a, It is need-
full for him that will learne to sing truely, to vnderstand
his Scale, or (as they commonly call it) the Gamma vt 1396
Shaks. Tam Shr in. 1. 71, I am past my gamouth long
agoe 1633 Mabbe tr Aleman’s Guzman d'Alf 11 94
Many of them could say their Gammoothe hut knew not
how to proue a note 1674 Playtord Skill Mus. 1 1 3 The
Gam-ut is drawn upon fourteen Rules and their spaces, and
doth comprehend all Notes orSounds usual in Musick 1783
Burney Hist Mus (1789)11 11 85 Thewhole scalewas called
gammut 1835 Danneley Encycl Mus s v Gamine, This
gamut comprised in all, twenty notes, viz from G, first line
bass clef, to the sixth of its double octave, or to the fourth
space E, treble clef

3 Hence in later use : The whole series of notes
that are recognized by musicians Sometimes also

used for ; The major diatonic scale, or the * scale
’

recognized by any particular people, or at any
period.

1709 Addison Tatter No 157 F 13 They make a greater
Sound than those who are possessed of the whole Gammut.
1774 ‘ Joel Collier 1 Mus Trav 10 She screamed most
harmoniously through the whole gamut from a to g in-

clusively 1791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom. Forest v, There was
more of the bass than of any other part of the gamut in his
performance 1837 Carlyle Mtsc

,
Goethe (1869) 183 It was

chanted through all the notes of the gamut i860 Tyndall
Glac n. 1 227 This spectrum is to the eye what the gamut
is to the ear 1864 Tennyson Sea-dreams 227 And ever as
their shrieks Ran highest up the gamut
b. The compass or full range of notes which

a voice or instrument is capable of producing.
*639 J Cruso Art of Warre Ded., A souldiers Gammaut

goes farre beyond E-la. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb) 50
The gammuth of every municipal fidler 1825 Danneley
Encycl Mus s v Gamine, At the present day the word
gamut denotes the compass of sounds for each instrument,
viz from the highest to the lowest note
4 transf, and fig The whole scale, range, or
compass of a thing.
1626 T. H. Caussm'sHoly Crt 14 Chaunge the Gamutb,

and say, He is noble, he hath theifore the more obligation
to be perfect 1733 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xn 97 The
painter's gamut 1824 F Jeffrey Ess Beauty

,
Encycl

Brit Suppl II 193/1 Various learned treatises upon the
natural gamut of colours 1839 Dickens T. Two Cities n
1, The sounders of three-fourths of the notes in the whole
gamut of Crime. 1864 Burton Scot Abr III. 1. 122 He
ran ovei the gamut of Latin metre 1883 Harper’s Mag
822/2 The stocks were running .. up and down the gamut
from $x to $700 a share
5 . Comb

,

as + gamut-string (see quot ).

1674 Playford Skill Mus. 11. 92 The Bass-Viol is usually
strung with six strings the fifth, the Tenor, or Gam-ut
String

Gamy (g^'mi), a. Also 9 gamey. [f Game
sb. + -yL]
1. Abounding in game. Of a sportsman . Bent
upon game.
sB±8 Blackw Mag. LXIV. 170 The keen sportsman .will

find abundant pastime and recreation in so gamy a land as
this. 1863 Pilgr. over Prairies I 14 An individual whose
. weather-stained red coat, and gamy cast of eye, seemed

to bespeak a huntsman 1892 Field 10 Dec 883/3 Any
gamey or labbity district

3

2 Spirited, plucky showing fight to the last.

1844 Dicklns Mart Chuz xi, * Well wot if I am [shot]
there’s something gamey in it, young ladies, ain’t there?*
1867 F H Ludlow Fleeing to Tarshts/t 142 Mounted on
a gamy thoroughbred 1881 Century Mag. XXIII 45A
I ciept out of the fortress with half a dozen stalwart and
gamy U S regulars at my heels 1883 Ibid, XXVI. 383/2
J he artificial fly alone should be used to lure the gamy bass
3

.

Having the flavour of game that has been
kept till it is ‘ high ’

1863W C Baldwin Apr Huntuigofy Nothing approaches
the parts most lelished by the natives in richness of flavour
and lacy, gamey taste 1863 Dickens Mut Fr 1. xt, The
haunch of mutton vapour-bath having received a gamey in-
fusion 1884 R Walker Five Threes 39 The latter [a
kangaroo] being rather gamey, the effects were counteracted
by having a pocket full of orange blossom
fig x8 Lowell FitsAdam's Story Poet Wks. 1890
IV 225 His language, wherethrough ran The gamy flavor of
the bookless man.

Gan (gam), slang. [Perh connected with
Gane v , or possibly a. Welsh geneu, Cornish
ganau, month.] The mouth.
1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 82 Gan, a mouth 1609

Docker Lanthome 4 Candle-lt Cj b, Thou shall pek my
IerelnthyGan 1641 Brome poviall Crew n Wks 1873
III, 391 This Bowse is better then Rum-bowse, It sets the
Gan a gtghng <2x700 B E Diet, Cant Ctew, Gan,
a Mouth, Ganns, the Lipps. 1723 in New Cant, Diet 1783
in Grose Diet Vie/g. Tongue, s v
Gan, erron. form ot can in to can thanks (see

Can © 1 10)
v

Gan, pa. t, of Gin
;
obs. infin of Go.

Ganand, var. Gainand, and gangand Ganging.
Ganate, obs. form of Gannet.
Ganat(te, obs. form of Gnat
t Ganch, sb. Obs. In 7-9 gaunch. fielaled

to Ganch v. (F ganche in the original of quot.

1718 )]

1. The apparatus employed in the execution of

criminals by ganching ; the punishment itself.

1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims n 1623 By reason of that tor-

ment hee died presently upon the Gaunch. x686 J Scott
Chr Life (1747) III. 91 Scorch their tender Parts with Fires,
and rake their Bowels with Spikes and Gaunches. 17x8
Ozell tr. Toumefort's Voy I 72 The Gaunch is a sort of
Estrapade, usually set up at the City-gates The Execu-
tioner lifts up the Criminal by means of a pully, and then
letting go the rope, down falls the wretch among ajparcel
of great iron flesh-hooks a 1783 H Brooke Fool ofQuad.
(1792) V 234, 1 would rather suffer the gaunch than [etc ]

2 A gash or wound made by a boar’s tusk. (Cf.

Ganch v 2) arch
x8x8 ScorT Br Lamm ix, I have heard my father say

that a wild boar’s gaunch is more easily healed than a hurt
from the deer’s horn

t Ganch, v Obs. Also 7-8 gaunch, 7 gansh.
[ad. 1< *gancher (in pa. pple ganchi 1 Let fall (as

in a strappado) on sharp stakes pointed with yron,

and thereon languishing vntill he dye,’ Cotgr.) ad.

It *ganaare, f. gancio hook= Sp. gancho ]
1 . trails. To impale (a person) upon sharp hooks

or stakes as a mode of execution
16x5 G Sandys Trav. 1. 66 The offending woman they

drowne, and the man they gansh. 1633 Massacres in
Piedmont 35 They gaunched many . after the Turkish
manner x6po Dryden DonSebast. m 11, Take him away;
ganch lnm, impale him, rid the world of such a monster
17x8 Ozell tr. Toumefort’s Voy. I 72 If a Cain happens
to be taken they give him no quarter, he is either impal’d or

gaunch’d a 1783 H Brooicl Fool of Qual, (1792) IV. 86

In about five days after, a convict was to be ganched
2 . Of a boar * To tear or gash with the tusk (in

pa pple. ganched)
x6zx G Sandys Ovid's Met hi (1626) 30 Fierce Saluage,

[a dog] lately ganched by a Bore 1649 G. Daniel Trio-
arch , Hen, V, ccv, One, ganch’t 1* th’ flanke, breakes with
a Restive Scorne ; And claps his Crest through 1783
Ainsworth's Lat Dut. (Morell) iv, s v Adorns, Being
gaunched by a boar’s tusks, he died in the bloom of his

youth
Hence + Ga nchmg vbl sb. and ppl, a.
16x4 W Davies Trav etc Bnjb, Their ganshing is

after this manner He sitteth ypon a wall, being five

fadomes high right vnder the place where hesits, is a strong
Iron hooke fastned, being very sharpe; then is he thrust off

the wall vpon this hooke with some part of his body, and
there he hangeth sometimes two or three daies before he
dieth 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met vin (1626) 158 The
dogs he [a boar] wounds with ganching blowes. 1683 in

Phil Trans XIV 443 For any hamous crime against the
Government either Gaunchtng or excoriation, or cutting
off the legs and arms,

Gander (gmiktai), sb. Forms: 1 gan(d)ra,

3-4 gandre, 5 gandere, (-dir, -dur), goxtder, 6

gauudre, -5V ganar, gan(n)er, 9 dial ganner,
gonder, 4- gander [The ong. stem is perhaps
*ganron-, the d being a euphonic insertion between
n and r as m thunder —OTL. punor. Outside of

English the word is found only in Du., LG. and
South Ger. gander, MLG ganre

;

the other Teut.

languages show different formations, as G. ganser-
ich (earlier ganser), ON gasse, Sw gd.se.

Although used as the masc of Goose (OE gds *—OTeut.
*gans-) there is some doubt whether it is etymologically
cognate with that word Vlhdegoose represents an OAryan
*ghans with palatal #4-, it is possible that OE. gan(d)ra
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may be cognate with Lith gandras stork ; this would imply

a root beginning with velai gh~, to which may also be
referred OE ganot Gannct, OHG ganagzp, gan^o(MHG
gauze, also gem), Du gent, all meaning ‘ gander ’ Cf
gatua, said by Pliny Nil x xxn, 27 to be the Ger name
of a small white goose, OF gante, jante, gente, wild goose,

Pr. ganta wild goose (in the mod dialects variously used

for * wild goose 4 black stork and 4 heron ’) It has been
conjectured that gander may have been originally the

special name of some kind of water-bud, and that its asso-

ciation with goose is accidental, perh ausing from the

alliterative phrase
4 goose and gandei ’

]

1 . The male of the goose
erooo jElfric Giant (Z) 307 Anser, gandra [v r.

ganra]. c 1220 Bestiary 392 Be coc and te capun 3e [the

fox] feccheS ofte in Se tun, And te gandre and te gos, bi Se
necke and by Se nos, haleo is to lure hole c 1400 Maundev

(1839) xx ai6 tbeise vyneres ben so many Wylde Gees

and Gandres c 1400 Lanfranc's Ctrurg 197 Her [leper's]

skyn wole bicome as it were J>e skyn of a gandir pat hise

fejjeris weren pilid awey c 1430 Lydg Hors, Shepe

,

ij- G
(Roxb ) 8 Ghoos ne gander ne grene gosselyng 1313
Douglas AEnetsvm. xi 33 The syluer ganer, flyghteiand

wyth lowd skry 1548 Cranmer Catech 24 b, These
papistes say that thys verse is verefied of the gose and
the gaundre 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Vertue o/Tayle
Wks it 126/1 Grand Gouernour of Guls, of Geese and
Ganders 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide ad fin

, Fat be the

gander that feeds on thy grave 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist
VI xi. 123 The female hatches her eggs with great assi-

duity , while the Gander visits hei twice or thrice a day
*887 Bowen Vtrg. Eclog lx. 36 A cackling gander among
sweet swans of the stream

b Phrases and proverbs
1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1370) 68 That goose that

still about will wander Shall home come agayne as wise

as a gander a 1529 Skelton Image Hypocr. in Doctoui
Pomaunder As wise as a gander Wotes not wher to wander.

2579 Lyly Enphues (Arb ) 273, I haue heard, that as
deepe dnnketh the Goose as the Gander a 1704 T Brown
New Maxims Wks 1720 IV 123 What is Sawce for a Goose
is Sawce for a Gander. 1881 Saintsbury Dryden v. 102

But what is sauce for the nineteenth-century goose is surely

sauce for the seventeenth-century gander

2 . fig A dull or stupid person , a fool, simpleton.

*553 T Wilson Rhet 20 b, Another for a Gose, that

graseth upon his ground, tries the lawe so hard, that he
proves himself a Gander *589 Pappe w Hatchet C ij b,

Finding nothing but dung, the gander wisht his goose
alive. 1630 J Taylor (Water P.) Wks it 161 But prethee
hold thy prating, witlesse Gander, Shalt ne’r haue honor to

becomemy Pander 1709 Bnt Apollo II No 49 2/2 Many
Women wou’d make meer Ganders of such wise Queusts.
1816 J Gilchrist Philos Etym. 216 Perhaps some gieat

critical gander will come flapping and flourishing out of the

flock.

b. slang. * A married man
;
in America one not

living with his wife ,
a grass-widower

5
(Farmer)

3. attnb. and Comb., as gander-feast
,

-goose,

-neck
;
gander-gutted adj.

1386 Warner Alb Eng nr xvi (1589) 66 Their *Gander
Feast, what Manlius and Camillus did therein .1 pretermit.

*631 Brathwait Whimzies, Decoy 28 As one borne to more
meanes than brames, hee behaves lumselfe like a very
gander-goose 1837 Halirurton Clockm. Ser 1 xvm,A real

gander-gutted lookin critter, as holler as a bamboo walkm
cane *6oa Marston Ant if Mel 1 Wks 1856 I 14 A
gander neck, A thinne lippe, and a little monkish eye

4 . Special comb (mainly slang) ; gander-
month,-moon, themonth aftera wife’s confinement

(? allusion to the gander’s aimless wandering while

the goose is sitting) ; gander-mooner, a husband
during this period ; gander-party U. S (see

quot ) ;
gander-pull, -pulling U. S„ a sport in

which a horseman riding at full speed tries to clutch

the greased neck of a live gander suspended, by the

feet and to pull its head off (cf. goose-riding)

;

gander’s wool, feathers. Also, in the name of

a plant, gander-scurvy-grass.
1636DEKKER Wond Kingdomen.Cnj, Is’t*Gander moneth

withhim? a 165a Brome Eng. Moor in 1, Wks 1B73 II 40
I’le keep her at the least this Gander moneth, While my fair

wife lies in 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg Tongue (ed. 3),

Gander Month, that month in which a man’s wife lies in

wherefoie, during that time, husbands plead a sort of
indulgence m matters of gallantry *886 C/tesh Gloss s v.

Gonder-moon, Oh, it’s *gondei moon wi’ ’im ,
he ‘s lost and

dusna know what he’s doin’ 1617 Middleton & Rowley
Faire Quarr. iv iv 139 Wandering *gander mooners, Or
muffled late night-walkers. 1866 Lowell Biglovj P Introd

,

Poems 1890 II. 106 *Gander-party, a social gathering of
men only 1843 Haliburton Attache II iv 58 It puts me
in mind of ‘ *Gander Pulling’. [A descuption follows]

*885 Miss Murfree Proph Gt Smoky Mount v 103 They
were making ready for the gander-pulling *69* Abp San-
croft Let, in D’Oyly Life II 12 *Gander-scurvey-grnss
*600 BretonPasqmt'sFools-cappt (Grosart) 23 Such brames
helmed with *Gander’s wooll

Hence Ota. nderism, conduct of or befitting a

gander; Gamderous a., pertaining to a gander.

nonce-wds
*630 J. Taylor (Water P) Taylor's Goose Wks 1. 111/2

The Gander in my face with fury flew . My Horse he
started, to the ground I went, Dismounted m that (Gande-
rous) tournament. I should say Dangerous, but sure I

am. That Ganderous is a Dangerous Anagram 1888

Blackm Mag Sept 415 This little piece of gandensm put
my gay visitant into excellent good-humour

GancLev (gae ndsr), v. dial, Also gonder, Sc

gainder. [f. prec.]

1 mtr. f a. (See quot. 1687.) b. To wander aim-

lessly, or with a foolish air like that of a gander.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, n. s v ,
To go a gandering,

whilst his Wife lies in, chercher A se dwertir aillenrs [etc ]

*822 Hogg Perils of Man III vu 202 What are ye
gaun gaindering about that gate for, as ye didna ken
ivhilh end 0’ ye weie uppermost 1863 H Kingsley m
Macrn Mag June 131 The deerhounds get between every
body's legs and gander about idiotically 188S Chtsh.
Gloss

, s v
, Wheer art gondenn to?

2 transf. To ramble in talk.

*858 Hughes Scouring White Horse v 95
4 But about

the sports, William?’ 4
Ees, Sir, I wur gandering sure

enough ’, said the old man *867 H Kingsley Silcote ofS
xhx (1876) 360 You sit gandering in that chair 18B6
Chesh Gloss, Gonder, to ramble in conversation, to be-
come childish

Ga'ildergoose. Obs exc dial Forms* 6
gandergose, -gosses, 7 -glass (-grass), 6-9
-goose (9 gandigoslmgs) Also 6 kandle-
gostes, 9 dandy goshen, -goslings. [Of un-
certain origin. Skinner (1671) suggests Gander
and goss = Gobse, but the proper form of the

word is doubtful ] The plant Orchis mascula.
c 1550 Lloyd Trecis Health (Copland) E ij a, Anoint the

eyes that are bleand w‘ the loyce of gandergose or lady
traces *552 Elyot, Orchis some call it in English gander-
goose some raggewoorte 1613 Dennys Seer Angling in
Arb Garner I 157 Purple narcissus like the morning rays,
Pale Gandei glass and azure culverkeys. 1783A msworth's
Lat Diet (Morell) n, *Cynosorchts also gander-goose, or
rag-wort iBgiJViltsh. Words, Gandigoslmgs

,
early Purple

Orchis. Also Dandy-goslings.

Gandir, gandre, obs forms of Gander.
Gandmer, obs. form of Gammer.
Gandrees, var. Gantrees.

t Game, sb Sc Obs. Also 6 gan [Perh related

to Gane v
]

? An ugly countenance.

15 ? Dunbar Interl Droichis 164 Vale to me a mekie
wyf, A gret ungracious gan 1300-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxv

56, I luif rycht weill 3our graceles gane 1508 — Flyiing
167 Thy gane it gams us think that we mon de, Ibid 199

1313 Douglas AEneis vm iv 180 As to behald his vgfy
ene tuane, His teruble vissage, and his grysly gane.

+ Gane,z>. Obs Forms a 1 gfonan, 4-6 gane,
5gayne /3 3 gomen, 4-5 gone, 5 goon (?gwone).
[OE. gdnian =OHG gemSn OTeut *gainbjan\

related to the synonymous OE ginan str vb. —ON
gina, and OE nnian, geoman wk. vb =OHG.
ginSn, ginen (MHG ginen, genen, mod.Gei.^it/r-

nen), MDu genen (in Kiliaa ghienen), and OS1

ztnatl
,
Lith. zmqti. The same root (OAryan *ghei-')

without the n suffix, has given rise to vbs. of similar

meaning in most of the European branches of the

Aryan family : cf OS1. matl, Lith zioti, L. hare,

hl-scere, OHG gfjbi, gfen, also (with w suffix)

gvwen (MHG. giwen, gewen), Du geetmen
;
the

©Northumbrian gtmga to ask, demand, may cor-

respond to this

The normal ME. form ofOE gdnian would begane-n m
Northern dialects sadgone n in other dialects This agrees
generally with the recorded distribution of the forms, but
gane occurs m Chaucer. The relation of this word to the
synonymous ME sane

,
Zone (see Yawn v ) is obscure.]

mtr. To open the mouth wide, to gape or yawn.
a. c rooo Ags Ps (Th ) cvm x [cix 2] peah pe me syn-

fulra, inwitfuira, muSas on gaman [L os apertum est] axxoo
Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 462/26 Oscitantes, gamende c 1386
Chauctr Manciple's Frol 35 See how he ganeth lo this

dronken wight As though he wolde swolwe vs anonright

c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 294 Be not gapynge nor
ganynge, ne with by mouth to powt 1483 Cath. Angl
149/2 To Gane (A. Gayndufatiscere, hare. 1330 Palsgr
560/1 He ganeth as he had nat slepte ynoughe 1570
Levins Mctmp. xah To Gane, yane, oscitare

p. exago Meta Maregrete xuu, Ho sei a foul dragun me
be hume glide Bermnae ase fur, ant gonmde ful wide

1390 Gower Conf II 263 And tho she gan to gaspe and
gone, And made signes many one 4*420 Avow Arth xil,

He [the boar] began to romy and rowte And gapes and
gones 14 . Tundale's Vis. 1250 To Satanas cast we hym
that grymly gwonis [v r, groms] He schalle hym swolow
all attooms. c 1460 Towneley Myst xvn 47 And all nyght
after giankys and goonys On slepe tyll I be broght

Hence + G-a rung vbl. sb

,

gaping or yawning.
c xooo HiLraic Gloss, m Wr -Wulcker 162/37 Oscitatio,

ganung CX440 Promp Parv 1B5/2 Ganynge or ganynge,
oscitatus. 1483 Cath Angl 149/2 A Ganynge, hiatus.

Gane, var. gone pa pple. of Go.
Gane-, obs form of Gain'-,

+ Ganefish. ObS. [Of obscure origin: con-

ceivably a mistake for garrefish ] = Garfish
1611 Cotgr

,
Aiguille a Home backe, Piper fish, Gane-

fish Arfie

,

a Hornefish, Homebeake, Snacotfish, Ganefish,

Piperfish. 1847-78 Halliwell, Gane-fish, a hornbeak
Somerset [Not m any Somersetshire glossary ]

Ganer, Ganet(te, obs. ff. Gander, Garnet.
Gang1

(gseg), sb?- Also (in senses i~4only) 1 gpng,
Northunib jeong, 3-4 Jong; (m sense 8) ganne.
See also Gong [OE ^flw^^p^str.masc^OFns.
gong, gung, OS gang (Du gang), OHG. gang
(MHG, mod.G gang), ON gang-r (Da. gang,

Sw.gdng), Goth gagg-s —OTeut. *gaygo-z, noun of

action related to *gaijgan Gang vJ, to go. Cf.

the cognate ON. ganga wk. fern., walking, course,

gpng neut. pi., a passage, lobby (from which some
of the Eng. senses may possibly be derived).]

I. Action or mode of going; way, passage,

f 1 pi. Steps, goings, journeymgs (OE. only.)

c 823 Vesp, Psalter xyi[i], 5 Gefreme gongas [L gressus)

mine in stigum cSinum. c xooo Sax Leechd I. 76 Gif mon
on mycelre rade, o]>be on miclum gangum weoroe geteorad

t 2 The power of going, ability to walk about.
Beoivulfg6& Ic bine ne mihte, ba metod noldej ganges ge-

twasman a 1175 Cott Horn 229 He forjtaf bhnde manne
geseohSe, and halten and lamen richte gang, a 1223 Leg
Kath 500 Earen buten herunge, honden buten felunge, fet

buten a 3onge. a 1300 Cursor M. 24000 O wyttes all me
wantid might, Gang, and steyuen, and tung, and sight, All

failled me pat tide

*t b Manner of going, gait or carriage. Obs.

a 1300 CursorM 28516 Luchen has don me scrud Me-
self, and here my bodi prud In gang, in chere,m contenance
a 1327 in Rel Ant 1 124 Nou nabbe y nout that Jong That
speche ne that song. 1606 Holland Sueton. 155 Some
special one, whose gesture habitt and gang [L. wcessum)
hee might imitate 1626 W Sclater Expos 2 These
(1629) 111 9 Casually may children sometimes [fall] on
fathers gestures, or gauge of body

f e. The act of walking. Obs.
1300-20 Dunbar Poems h 23 His gang gams all 3our

chalmeris schog.

1* d. fig. Currency (of money; cf ON. gang-
silfr, cnxient com) Obs.
1488 Sc Acts fas IV (1814) II 208/2 pe said penny of

gold to haue course & gang for xxx be saidis gratis

+ 3 A journey
,

sometimes with definition of

extent, as a dap's gang. Obs.

eg50 Lindisf. Gasp Luke ii 44 Cuomon geong dae&es
[L iter diet

, eg73 Rushw gonga daeges]. 41020 Rule St
Benet (Logeman) 86 pa pa on gange synd asende [L qui
in itrnere sunt directi.J, c 1200 0 rmin 8909 Ferrdenn towarrd
Nazarmp An da^^ess gang till efenn. 4*203 Lay. i2g8peonne
he feiden forS wel feole dawen 3ong. a *225 Leg. Kath.
2302 From peonne as ha deide, twenti dahene jong a *300
CursorM 5983 Thre dais gang, na mare ne less, We must
vrand in to wildirness.

i b A travelling or resorting Obs
1645 Pagitt Heresiegr (1647) 84 By reason of a gang of

silly women with child to the Image of our Lady of Steining

. to which they did trot with many nch offeimgs.

4. A way, road, or passage Now dial

(With quot 1882 cf ON. gpng neut pi a passage, lobby )

4950 Lindisf Gosp. Mark 1 3 Rehta doeS stiga ml
geongas his [c 975 Rushw. gongas]. 97* Bhckl Horn.109 pa
men pe beam liabban him ttecean lifes weg & rihtne gang
to heofonum *833 Robinson Whitby Gloss , Gang, a term
synonymous with road, often nsed with a specific or descrip-

tive prefix, as Bygang, Crossgang, Downgang, Outgang,

Ufgang. *876 Mid Yorhsh Gloss,, Gang, division of a
mine a continuous succession of galleries or gangs Ibid,,

Gang, a path ;
also, a narrow way ofany kind. 188a Lane.

Gloss
,
Gang, a lobby in a farm-house

+ b. The course of a stream Obs.

4893 K jEli-red Ores ir iv § 6 On pare ea gong *467
Acta Audit. (1839) 8/1 pe actioune . anent pe abstractionne

of pe water of Northesk fra pe aid gang. Similarly in *493
Acta Bom. Cone (1839) 3°7*

e A walk or pasture for cattle
,

also, the right

of pasturing Sc. and north, dial
1808-80 Jamieson, The hatll gang, the whole extent of

pasture. A fine gang, an excellent pasture *820 Scott
Monast xvifi, ‘The gang of two cows and a palfrey on our
Lady’s meadow ’, answered his brother officer.

f o. A step or rung of a ladder Obs.

1688 R. Holme Armoury ni 327/1 The Roofe Ladder .

is usually made with broad Ganges to go into the higher

storyes

6 dial A turn or spell at any work or exercise ;

see Go sb [Cf Du gang (obs ), Da. gang, Sw
gdng, a time, occasion J
1879 Cnmbld Gloss ,

Gang, turn to play. 4
It’s thy gang

noo.’

7 . Sc. The quantity or amount usually earned at

one time (cf. Gait sb.3 and Du. een gang water

,

Ger. em gang wasser, two pailfuls).

isgo in R. Chambers Domestic Ann (1858) 1. 201 note,

John Borthwick, baxter, to get four boins of beer, with four

gang of ale, and to furnish bread *808-23 Jamieson s.v,

A gang of peats, the quantity brought by a number of

ponies at each trip (Shetland) 1827 Pollok Let. in Life

(*841) 357 The said servant shall, at each returning gang of

milk, churn one of the chums 1838 RamsayRemtn. Ser 1.

(i860) 50 They’ve drucken sax gang 0’ watter.

*1 The OE gang, gpng, privy, appears in later

Eng only as Gong, q.v.

II. A set of things or persons

8. A set of articles such as are usually taken

together
So Ger gang; applied, eg. to a set of cart-wheels, of

horseshoes, etc
,

4*340 Durh MS Aim Roll, v ganges de feleis. *393-0

Ibid
, j gange del spaks *433-4MS Hostill Roll, Durham,

iij gang et di de felys pro rotis inde fiendis, 111 gang del

spekys. *338 Wills 5- Inv N C (Surtees 1835) *62Twoo gang
ofwaynefellowesww headesandmoldeburdes. x*goExtracts
Aberdeen Reg (1848)11 38 The gang of..horss schone

*670 Narborough frill m Acc Sev. Late Voy. 1. (*694) 28

The main Mast must be unrig’d, and a new gang of shrouds

fitted *674-9* Ray N C. Words 29 Gang, a row or set,

v g of teeth or the like It is in this sense a general word
all over England 1726 Shelvocke Voy round World 163,

I had fitted her with a gang of oars, and upon tryal they

gave way after the rate of 3 knots *796 Mrs Glasse
Cookery vi 101 Boil a gang of calf’s-feet to a strong jelly.

1829 Marryat F. Mildmay 111, Didn’t we make a gang of

white hammock-cloths fore and aft. *886 Ripon Citron

4 Sept, 8/3 Beast feet from 10d. to if per gang of four

b esp. A set of tools or implements so arranged

as to work simultaneously.

1806 A. Young Agric Essex (1813) 1. 147 Mr. Rogers .

.

uses a gang of extremely light harrows *874 Knight Diet
Meek 1. 940/2 Gangs of plows have been arranged for work
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by attaching a number of plows ton bar at proper distances.

1883 Harper's Mag. Nov 824/2 A ‘gang ’, as a set of saws
is called arranged at different intervals.

9 A company of workmen
This and the following senses appear to be peculiar to

Eng ; the ON. drauga-gangr, etc , nave often been com-
pared, but -gang-r in these compounds means not' gang',
but the act ofgoing about It would appear that in nautical
use the word meaning ‘set of things

1

(sense 8) was extended
to the sense ‘ set ofpersons ’, ‘ crew which had earlier been
expressed by the cognate and like-sounding Ging.
1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram vi 27 Man the Boat

is to put a Gang of men, which is company into her, they
are commonly called the Coxswame Gang 1668 Pepvs
Diary (1877) V. 159 Home to dinner with my gang of
clerks, a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Gang a Society of
Porters under a Regulation. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey)
s v., In Sea-Affairs, Gangs are the several Companies of
Manners belonging to aShip [etc] 1775 Romans Florida x82
Hogshead staves of white oak are made by what are called
gangs ofpeople

, astave makinggang consists of five pei sons.
X812-16 J Smith Panorama Sc. <$• Art I 185 A gang, con-
sisting of 6 persons, will make 20,000 bricks in the course of a
week *863 Fr A Kemble Restd in Georgia 25 There are
here a gang of coopers x8gx Law Times Rep. LXV 577/1
He was unloading four ships, each with a gang of four men,

b. A company of slaves or prisoners.

1790 Burke Fr Rev Wks 1808 V 83 A gang of Maroon
slaves, suddenly broke loose from the house of bondage. 183a
Ht Martinemj Demerara i 7 The second gang consisted
of young boys and girls 1883 Ouida Wanda I 13 Now and
then a gang of such captives would go by on foot and
chained

10. Any band or company of persons who go
about together or act m concert (chiefly in a bad
or depreciatory sense, and m mod. usage mainly
associated with criminal societies).

163a In Crt # Tunes Chas. I 11848) II 197 Nutt the
pirate with all his gang of varlets 1677 R Cary Palasol
Citron 11. r. xm 126, I have a question to move on the
behalf of the Gang of Chronographers 1701 Land Gas
No 3755/8 Supposed to be concerned with a Gang of
House breakers 1782 Woloot (P Pindar) Odes to R A’s
xi Wks. 1812 1 . 38 And as a gang of thieves a bustle make
With greater ease, your purse to take. 1840 Macaulay
Hist. Eng iv. I. 505 Disgusted his friends by joining what
was then generally considered as a gang of crazy heretics.

1883 Law Times LXXV 130/2 The breaking up of gangs
of criminals through the operation of long terms of penal
servitude

b. To be ofagang : to belong to the same society,

to have the same interests.

The resemblance between this and OF. estreaunegaaigne,
to be member of a company, is probably accidental
1669 Pepys Diary 4 Mar , This company, both the ladies

and all, are of a gang i68r Trial S. Colledge 24 Here are
several ofthem my Lord, they are all of a gang. Mr. Serj
Jefferies. Not of your gang, Mr Colledge.

11. US. A collection or herd of animals of the
same species, esp. of elk or buffalo. + Also, a pack
of dogs.
J740 Hist, Jamaica vu 183 None shall hunt any Gang

of Dogs within four miles of any crawl or Settlement. 1B07
P Gass Jml. 37 This day we saw several gangs, or herds,
of buffaloe on the sides of the hills 1882Standard 10 Feb
5/3 It might puzzle to tell what is the precise difference
in the vocabulary of the hunter between a ‘ herd ’ and a
1 gang 1

of elk

III. 12. attrib. and Comb

,

as (sense 8 b, denoting
implements worked in sets) gang-cultivator

,
-drill,

-edger, -loom, -plough, -press, -punch, -saw
; (senses

9, 10) gang-driver, -leader, -man, -master

,

-robber
,

-robbery, -system, -work Also gang-boose (see

quot.)
;
gang-mill, a saw-mill in which gang-saws

are used; gang-rider (see quot.); gang-road
{local), a road between a harbour and the buildings
1847 Halliwell, *Gang-boose

,

the nauow passage from a
cow-nouse to the barn North 1882 Lane Gloss , Gang-
boose 1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I 940/2 ^Gang-cultivator
1884 Ibid. IV. 374 “Gang-drill. 1864 Kingsley Rom $
Tent. 11, (1875) 19 Left their slaves to the tender meicy of
stewards and “gang-drivers. 1879 Lumberman’s Gaz 15
Oct , The roller edger, now almost wholly superseded by
the “gang or parallel eager. 1880 Northwest Lumberman
24 Jan

,
The mill will be equipped throughout with gang

edgers. 1805 Spectator 21 Jan. 64 It is not open to him to
make an outsider or new comer “gangleader out of his turn
1876 L P Brockett Silk-Industry xvii go Ribbons are
usually woven on “gang-looms i8g6 Current Hist
(Buffalo, N.Y ) VI 937 The following day four “gang-men
were killed near Dalijal 1884 Rogers 6 Cent. WorkWxges II 511 His young children . taken from, him and
put under the care of a “gangmaster 1893 Westm Gaz.
1 Feb 2/1 His place is between the official leaders of his
party and the mass of those whose appointed generals they
are, and not their gang-masters 1870 Lumberman's Gaz
15 Oct., David Fox ofBay City put m the first “gang-mill
upon the Saginaw river 1856 0lmsted Slave States g, I so

w

wheat and guano together, and plow them in with a “gang-
plow 1894 Times (weekly ed ) 2 Feb 89/3 A man with two
yoke of oxen and a gang plough breaks up a quarter section
(160 acres) during five spring and summer months *884
Knight Diet. Mech, IV. 375 *Gang-pi ess 1874 Ibid I.

941/2 *Gang-punch 1889 Century Diet
,
*Gang-rider, one

who rides on mine cars or trams 1840 Evid Hull Docks
Comm. 52 There is no quay room except the “gang road
along there 1893 Sir W Hunter Old Missionary iv 107
Two fiateraities of “gang-robbers 1831 Edin, Rev. LIIl,
450 Those who have merely heard or read what “gang-
robbery is. 1887 Spectator 19 Mar 383/2 That earliest,
safest, and most profitable of all forms of crime,—violent
gang-robbery. *873 J Richards Wood-ivorkmg Factories
127 To manufacture thm boards cheaply, the “gang saw
must be used. *877 Lumberman's Gets 8 Dec. 362 The
1 gang-saw a congregation of saws hung together in a frame

or sash 1891 Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. 7/1 They are the out-
come of division of labour

,
they are largely the result of

the ‘ “gang system 1896 Westm. Gaz 30 Sept, 5/1 Almost
more important than the question of wages is the question
of theorganisation of “gang work

Gang (gseq),^ 2 Wishing. ? = Ganging vll. sb 3

1883 [see Ganging vbl. ji/)

Gang, v.
1 Obs.exc.Sc. and dial Foims. a 1 gon-

gan, Northumb. seonga, 3 geonge, gonge, gouge,

4gong. J3, 1 gangan, 3 gangen(Orm ganngenn),
4 gange (Sc pple ganand), 3- gang (9 Sc and
dial gan, geyng) [Common Teutonic : OE.
gangan, gpngan—OFrv&.gunga, OS.gangan (MDn.
gangen), OHG gangan (MHG gangen), ON ganga

ganga, Oz. gange obs ),Goth gagganx-OTeut.
*gaygan. In ME. no traces remain of the pa. t.

(OE geong, gteng, gang, OFris. geng, ging, OS.
geng, OHG. giang, gieng, ON. gekk -OTeut.
*gegayg-') or of the pa. pple (OE. gegangen, etc.).

The use of the verb is also greatly restricted m
favour of Go, OE g&n, which finally supplanted
gang exc. in. the northern dialects. The same
tendency appears in most of the cognate languages

;

thus Du gaan (pa t. ging, pa. pple gegaan ), G.
gehen (ging, gegangen), Sw go. (gich,galt), Da gaa
(gih, gaaet), but Icel. ganga (rarely gd from Da.).

Gang, however, survives to some extent in various
G. dialects and in Fns. The OTeut gaygan is

prob related to Lith. length I stride, go, Skr.

jdnghd the lower part of the leg, from the root
*ghoygh-, *gheygh- For the relation-between this

and Go, see the latter.

In Sc gang is now used chiefly in the mf and pres tense,
whilego furnishes the pa fc (gaed) and the pa pple.]

1 mtr. To walk, go. (Chiefly ht )
a Beowulf 711 pa com of more Grendel gongan.

C950 LmdisJ, Gasp. Mark xiv 42 AnsaS gse we vel wutun
geonga. c 1205 Lay. 37764 Walwain gon 3eonge 3eond pat
wsel muchele. c 1300 Havelok 843 Betere is pat Jm henne
gonge, pan Jm here dwelle longe c 1340 CursorM 13267
(Tnn ) Ihesu pou^t hit was ful longe Wi|>outen felowshipe
to gonge.
p. Beowulf314 paet hie him to mihton gegnum gangan.

971 Blickl Horn 123 Pu scealt on eorpan gangan c izoo
Ormin 12855 He paer Jie Laferrd Crist Sahh ganngenn &
nohht stanndenn. c 1300 Havelok 370 Til pat he feoupen
speken wit tunge, Speken and gangen, on horse nden.
1340 Hamfole Pr. Cons 1396 By pis way byhoves us al

rg, Bot be we war we ga noght wrang 1377 Langl
PI B xiv x6i And Jit is wynter for hem worse.. for

wete-shodde thei gange c 1460 Toivneley Myst vi 87
Dens The day spryngis ; now lett me go. Iacob Nay,
nay, I will not so, Bot thou blys me or thou gang 1549
Compl. Scotl v 34 Quhen ve ar tint to gang on oure feit,

ve ar solist to seik horse to ryde 1638 Pemt Conf v (1657)

77 But you whose sins are of a deeper gram . . gang ye on
pilgrimage to Rome 17*2 Arbuthnot John Bull in. m,
‘ I do not care for your flaunting beaus, that gangwith their
breasts open ’ 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 12 Some place far
abroad. Where sailors gang to fish for Cod 1866 6 Chatt
Poems 87 The bairns was put to wark as seun as they could
gan 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1 iv, I must gang
away at once.

b. qas.s\-trans. (Cf. Go

)

C1375 Sc. Leg Saints, Jacobus minor 803 pane tytus bad
hyme gange his way. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 250 Thai
left him swa, and furth thar gait can gang. 1508 Dunbar
Poems v 29 Out of hevin the hie gait cought (Z>‘, cowth)
the wif gang. 1637 B Jonson Sad Sheph, 11 1, 1 alse
gelden, gang thy gait 1812 Scott Pirate v, Put up your
pipes, and gang your gait 1893 Northumbld Gloss, t, v,
‘ Gan yor aan gait go your own way

O. = Go m transferred or fig. senses, rare
1595 Extracts Aberdeen Reg (1848) II 120 To reull the

saidis tua knockis, and to cause thame gang and strik the
houris richthe bayth mcht and day 1603 Owen Penibt okesh,
(1891)269 Fowhnge also claimetn a place with the pleasures
of this Countrey .. yt shall gang amonge them and truelye
not vnworthylye i8z6 J. Wilson Nod, Ambr Wks. 3855
L 282 Ane 0' the bawbees o' an obsolete sort, that wadna
gang nowadays

2

.

In Phrases. (Cf Go )
a 1300 CursorM 10898 Sco had concerned of hir husband

,

Sex monet nu wit child gangand 1603 Philotus xxvu, jje sail

weir 30ur Myssell quhen $e gang to gait. 1768 Ross Hele-
nore it. 74 She says, my heart is like to gang awa1

, An’ I
maun e’en sit down, or else I'll fa’ Ibid 85 For it ungangs
me fair, gin at the last To gang together binna found the
best. 1783 Burns To a Mouse, The best laid schemes o’ mice
an’ men Gang aft a-gley 1893 Northumbld. Gloss s. v,,
* To gan wi* ’ is to make away with

3

.

In phraseological Combs employed substan-
tively or attnbutively, as the gang-bye, the go-by,
the action of passing one without notice; gang-
there-out, homeless, vagabond (cf. run there-out).
1815 Scott Guy M 1, I darena for my life open the door

to ony of your gang-there-out sort 0’ bodies x8i8— Rob
Roy xxui, We gang there-out Hieland bodies are an un-
chancy generation, — Br Lamm xxv, Mercy on me that
I suld live in my auld days to gie the gang-bye to the very
writer

Gang (gseq), v 2 [f. Gang sbj 9 ]
1

.

trans. To arrange in a gang
; also Togangout .

to arrange in. companies.
1856 Olmsted Slave States 234 They were worked, white

and black slaves, ciimmal and bonded servants, all ganged
togethei 1885 St James's Gaz 18 July 8/r After the
Penjdeh incident about two thousand men were ganged out
to strengthen the works.

2

.

intr. To gang in : to come in a gang
x8ai Miss Willard m Voice (N Y) 12 Nov , The dozen

01 fifteen barefooted urchins who m the later summer
season ganged in from the river side and prairie

Gangan (gse rjgae n). Also gang-gang [Native
word ] An Australian cockatoo (see quot. 1 808)
1833 Sturt 2 Raped S Australia I Introd 38 TTnon

the branches . the gangan, and vauous kinds of meeon«
were feeding 1898 Morris Austral Rug, Ganz-sranr
or Gan-gan, the aboriginal word for the bud CallociAaffn
galeatnm so called from its note

, a kind of cockatoo
grey with a red head, called also Gang-gang Cockatoo.

'

Gangand, obs. form of Ganging///, a
Gangar, obs. form, of Ganges.
II Ga'ngart. Min. rare, [a G.gangart, f. gang

vein, lode + art kind ] — Gangue.
x8xx Pinkerton Petral I. Introd 33 He who cannot

distinguish gems without being informed of their countries
sites, and gangarts. Ibid I 560 The usual gangart of
diamonds is a ferruginous pudding-stone.

Ga'ng-board. Chiefly Naut. [f. Gang jA 1
]

1. (See quot. 1850, and cf Gangway 3.)
1748 Smollett Rod Rand xxiv (1804) 164 Some of the

company stood upon the gang-boards to see us enter
1800 Naval Ckron XXI. 299 There were also some empty
casks placed under the gang board cxZepRudvn Navig
(Wealc) 120 Gangboards, nairow platforms withm the sides
next the gunwales, which connect the quarter-deck to the
forecastle Each is composed ofthree or four deals fayed and
bolted together edgewise 1867 in Smyth Sailor’s Word-bl
2. A plank, usually with cleats or steps nailed on

it, for walking upon, esp. into or out of a boat.
1777 Cook's 2nd Voy II in iv. 47 As we were putting off

chesses on each edge of the bridge 1840 Marryat Poor-
Jack xiv, They threw out their gang-board 1887 Poo>
Nellie (1888) 34 You must climb up from the punt or walk
along the gangboard by yourself

3 A plank along the bottom of a raemg-boat.
1837 P Colquhoun Comp Oarsman’s Guide 29 A back-

bone is the modern substitute for the gang board which
20 years ago ran down an eight from the after to the forward
thwart, to stiffen the boat and for the crew to walk along
4

.

‘ The boards ending the hammock-nettings at
either side ofthe entrance from the accommodation-
ladder to the deck

’
(Cent. Diet ).

Ga*ng-cask. Naut. [f. Gang j<5.i + Cask ]A water-cask used on board ships (see quots.).

1779 Forrest Voy, N Guinea 169 On the edges of the
canoe I put a gang cask, with which the owner paddled
into a fresh water river 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk

,

Gang-casks, small barrels used for bringing water on board
in boats usually containing 32 gallons 1882 Cassell s v
Breaker, The gang cask contains the drinking water for
the ship’s company.

Ga'ng-days. Obs exc. Hist. [f. Gang sbl +
Day

;
so called from the processions held on these

days. ON. gangdagar, OSw. gangdagkar are perh.

from OE] The three days pieceding Ascension-
day or Holy Thursday; also called Rogation-days.
891 O. E Citron (Earle) 88 py llcan geare ofer Eastron

ymbe gang dagns oJjJjc aer a 1225 Ancr R. 412 Undawes
and umbndawes and 3oing dawes [so MS. Nero , Titus
3ong dahes ; Cleop 3eoncda3es , Corpus omits] and uigiles.

£1290 l? Eng Leg I. 441/359 In a time atjie gang*
dawes [v. r roueisouns] . bis nohe man al-so prechede
a day at Oxenford. 1469 Househ Ord. (179°) 101 Item,
Beves..by the yere, mi weekes rebated for Lent and gang
daies, 410 1571 Grindal Articles Bijb, Whether the
parson, vicar [etc.] in the dayes of the Rogations, commonly
called the gang dayes, walke the accustomed bounds of
your Parish 1634 Cannc Necess Separ (1849) 123 The
observation of Gangdays, or rogation week, is wholly popish
1893 J. Brown Pilgr Fathers I 38 The perambulation of
the parish bounds in cross-week or gang-days.

Gauge (gsendg), v [Of obscure origin
;
deriva-

tion from F. game braid, bas been conjectured.]

1 . trans To protect (a fish-hook, part of a fish-

ing-line) with fine wire.
x86r Couch Brit Fishes I. 38 The line .was armed or as

a fisherman would say was ganged with flexible brass wire
twisted regularly and firmly round it x88o W Cornwall
Gloss s v

, To gange a hook is to cover it with fine brass
or copper wire, to prevent its being bitten off by the fish

2 . ‘To fasten (a fish-hook) to the end of a section

of line called the ganging'’ (Cent Diet).
Gange, obs. form of Gang sb and v 1

t Gangean, a. Obs. rare-°. [? f Sp. ganga
the pm-tailed grouse + -ean ] (See quot. 1623 )

1623 Cockeram, Gangean colour, diufers colours in one
together, as in a Mallard or Pigeon's necke. 1661 m Pea-
cham Compl, Gent (ed 3) 155 (printed gangran].

Gauger (gee'qai), sb.1 Obs. exc. dial and arch
Also 5 gangar, 9 ganner [f. Gang W.1 + -ER 1

.

Cf. Du. ganger, G ganger.
OE *gangere (Somner) is not authenticated.]

1 .‘ One who goes or travels on foot.
Rolf the Ganger, a modem rendering of ON Gpngu-

Hrdlfr (where ggngu is the genit of ganga * see Gang),
the designation of a Norseman who has been from a very
early period conjecturally identified (but erroneously) with
the 1 Rollo ’ or ‘ Kou ’ ofNorman history

1424 Sc Acts Jas /(1814) II 6/2 That thar be ordanyt
hostilans and resettis haifhnde stabillis and chawmens to

ndans and gangans 1832 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) I.

1. 5 Rolf, called the ganger or walker, as tradition relates,

because his stature was so gigantic he always fought on
foot. x8 .. Froude in Skelton Snmm. <$• Wmt. Balrna-



GABTGKEB. 45
whapple (1897) II 215 Long ages now beneath the soil The
ganger has been lying

b phi comeis ami gangers (see qnol )
<•1400 Maundtv (Roxb)xw 736 Piestre Iohn hase ilk

a day in Ins courtc etand ma Jwn \x\ nl of folke, withouten
coramers and gangeis 1876 U hitby Gloss. s v

,
‘ Gangus

and comers people in and out, visitois

2 A fast-going horse
ON gangan, Da gauge) steed, palfrey, common in medi-

-eval lomances and ballads, weie piob suggested by mod L
gratia) tus or ambulator (ti OF 1 hcvctl ambleto ) and thus
diffeient in ougin and meaning
1818 Scott Rob Roy xwn, It’s a wocl-kend gangei

, they
ca

1

it Souple Tam a 1835 Fokby Voi E Anglia, Uangei,
agoei, a speedy horse 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss

,

Ganger
,
a goei, usually, if not exclusive!), applied to a

horse

3 Comb
,
as ganger-before

,
-between

1483 Calh Attgl 149/2 A Gangei hetwene. mediate)

,

-tnx IS9S Duncan App Etymol (EDS) Antutmbnlo,
a ganger betoi e, a convoyer

Ganger (gcc ijai), sb - [f. Gang sb or© 2 + -lr 1
.]

An overseer m charge of a gang of workmen
1849 Ann. Smith Pottlcton Leg 15 His companion was

known mthe village as ‘The Ganger’ a soit of sub-con-
tractor for the works collecting Ins own men and paying
them i860 Artist # Craftsman 278 The mail was a gangei

,

as it is termed in the technical phraseology, a sort of setjeant
of the woiking aimy 1860 W H Russlll Diary in India
II xxi 409 A ganger, or head navvy, is placed o\u
hundreds of men 1894 Tones 5 Feb 3/2 A man named
Eames acted asfoicman 01 ganger, on boatd the Ciow.uti,
ill the interests of the stevedoics
appositme 1886 Daily News 28 Dec 7/2 J K

,
a ganger

platelayer, deposed to lindmg the deceased’s body
Ganger (grc gai), sb • Naut [V Short form of

FoitEGANGF.lt ] (See C|llOt l 88 a )
C1860 H Stuart Seaman's Catuh 55 The tippei ends

are then teady foi shackling to the gangei 1882 Nauts
Seamanship (ed, 6) 162 A gauger, two ot moic lengths of
chain cable shackled to the sheet anilior It enables part
of the sheet cable always to lem un bent

+ Ga’uger, © Ohs. [bnck-fonnaUmi from Gan-
grene, influenced by Canker cf It ganging to
gangrene (Florio)

;
also ‘ Congo, a canker, fester,

venom’ (Stetrey Pi ovmciah sms, E.DS.).] tnir.

To gangiene, moi tify

1683 M’Altie in Hasp ofRuifi < w Sei n (1873) 31 They
Most bccutt off like couupt membei, Least yt the body

all should ganger 1696 A 111 ia 1’ryme Dtaiy (Surtees)
102 An ape bit his hand, which lute lie slighting, it

gangei ed and killed lum 1723 Bkaduy Ram Diet s.v.
IVound, When the P.uts Ganger, you must make use of
the Spirit of Motlunwoit
Gangerell, -ill, vai Gangkel
Gaugetic (gconid^c tih), a fad L. Ganf•tints,

f Ganges
,
a. Gr. iVoy-y^y.] lielonging to the river

Ganges + Also sb pi Tliose wlio live on the
banks of the Ganges {obi ),

1677 Sir T Hi mu nr ’Iran 57 The Romans embalm, the
Gangetiques diown 1830 Lvnr. Pune Gcol I 244 The
Gangctic delta 1841 LuuiiNSTONr Hist hid I iu. 265
Ih'ce otlici < illumin' 1 > O- ' -0 i,; t ’ l886 Aviencan
XI 108 Gavi ils, 01 Cm a * t

t Ga'ng-flowei*. Ob*. [l.GANGr/i.ifseeqnot ) ]
The milkwort (Polygala vulgat is)

1397 GrriAHor Herbal ir clx 8 6 430 Milkewoott is called
Ainbai Haltsflos . bicTUsc it doth specially (lounshe in the
Ciosse or Gang weeke, or Rogation weeke m English we
may cal it Crosse flowei or Gang flower 1706 m Phillips
(cd Kersey)

^
and in mod Diets

f* Gavngic, a. OAs. icue. [f. L. Gang-es + -10
J

Belonging to the rivei Ganges
1603 Sylvpstfr Du Darlas ir m ur. Law 1250, I under-

take a thing As hard almost, as m the Gangic Seas To count
the waves 1636 Bi ount Glosso.gr

, GanguJe, of or pertain-
ing to Ganges a gicat River in India Oriental

Ga’llging (goe gig), vbl sb 1 Obs exc. Sc. and
dial. Also 9 ganmn [f Gang © 1 + -ing1.]
1 The action of the verb Gang in various senses.
1489 Bat hour's Ihitce xiv 40a (MS E ) Quhen the Erie

Thomas persawmg Had off thair cummyng and thair gang-
jag [C gadeiyng] 1348 Abndccn Reg V 20 (Jam ) The
bmlye continevit the ganging of the actioun 1383 Leg
Bp St. Androis 101 in Satir Poems Reform xlv, What
fruite come of lus ganging than 9 1768 Itoss Helenore
(1778) 39 Gin ganging wmna do't, though I snd creep
b The power of walking
a 1^00 CuisorM 12260 A commamcnt nil mak 1 here at

pai sight haf bat ar blind .And ganging bat ar lame 0 fote

e Ganging to • going down, setting (of the sun)
*533 tb.urNnrN Livy in (1822) 245 He commandit all the

young and lusty men to mete him in Campus Martius
afore the son ganging to 1546 h .x tracts Aberdeen Rig
(1814) 2io And finely to gif fuith thair decieit andoidin-
ance than in till tint same day 01 the sone ganging to

d Ganging on a going on, proceeding
1847-78 in IIalliwcu 1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss s.v

,

What kin o' gangmgs on has there been?’ what kind of
doings 1 A bonny ganging on line to do
2 Walking m piocession (on G\ngdays)
*555 W Watrfwan Faidle 1<actons n xu. 293 At the

wluche lime [Ascensiontide] there he made ganginges with
the lesse Letames from one Churche to another, al 1 Christen-
doms ouer 1849-53 Rock Ck. of Fathers III ix 222
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in Ascension-week weie
called gang-days, from the custom of ganging, 01 walking
in religious procession 189s E Anglian Gloss s v

,
‘ To go

ganging ’, to heat the parish bounds
0 Comb , as ganging-gown, a travelling cloak

;

ganging-staff, a walking-stick.
Leg Bp St Androis 569 in Sain Poems Refoun
VOL IV.

can
1S’ h

,

1<!AchAn o’
£anSinS gowne 1395 Dun-can^/ Etymol (E D S ) Scipw, a gangmg staff

Ganging (gre gig), vbl sb* [f. Gang © 2 +-mg
] The combining ofwork-people into gangs

or companies & fa

< — 6s Pall

G

- 13 May 2 The corrupting influences ofganging aie naturally worse where boys and girls are em-ployed together *886 Gd Words 42 ihomt o^her system
’ sl,ouM supersede ganging

y
_o„

“

J ' ” +

to
— -j part of a fishing-line

to the free end of which a hook is ganged’ (CentPut) Also Comb gangmg-lme, ‘the ganging
ot a fishing-line, especially when different from the
rest of the line’ (Cent Did)

Pnt
,

nl :5? Spanish gut as imported
101 the manufactme of leaders, single, double, and twisted

sea fisheries
mmnow g£inSs

>
hi ails, gangmgs, used in various

Ganging (gae qiij), ppl. a Obs. exc. Tc. and
dial |_f Gang v i + -inq2]
1. That goes or walks.
axxco 0 A. Chon an 1083 He ferde into Engla landemid swa mycclan liere udendia manna and gangendiaanoo Cursor Af 401 Al gangand best >e sext day, Andadam hath he wioght on clai
Piovcrl) c 1300 [see Foot sb 2] 1 1783 Ferguson's Scot

l ion in Ramsay hernin v (1870) 139 A gangang fit is aye
gcttin (gin it were but a thoni)

000 j

2 That is in operation or in woiking ordei.
[« 1x34 0 E Chi on an. 1131 Swa Jwet on ba tun ba was

turn plo,i;es ooei twelfe gangende ne belaef par noht an 1
?S74 St- Acts Jai PY (1814) III 93/1 Of euery gangand
[salt-Jpan tine bollis to be deliuerit oulk[l]ie. a 1724 johmc
Armstrong in Ramsay Evei Green (1824) II 192 GudeFom and twenty ganging Mills That gang thiow a the
Zen
b Gangmg-gear, -graith (seequots); ganging

plea, a lawsuit continuing indefinitely
1808-18 Jamieson, Gangtn graith, the furniture of a mill

winch a tenant is bound to uphold 1816 Scott A ntw u,A ganging plea that my father left me, and his father afore left

of a mill
Halliwell, Ganginggear

>

the machinery

I Ga’ngle, © Obs [a. ONF gangler= Centi al
OF.jangler, gcnglcr to Jangle.] = Jangle©
13, A”, Ahs 74x3 While they weore so in mangle, Theo

Yndiens gan gangle [MS Land 622 bigonnon Jangle] 1340
Aycnb 226 Hucrof zaynte Pauel wyb-nimb be yonge wyfmen
wadewen bet wae ydeleand bysye to gnonne an to comene
ganghnde and to moche spekmde ax330 Life Jcsn
(Horstm

) 862 3wane he was so wroth for Marchaundise bat
lie In be temple 1 saij Hov wroth wole he beo with, cristine
Men >at gangliez In churche al dai >

Gangliac (gse qgluiek), a [f. Gangli-on +
-aoJ Relating to a ganglion. So Ganglial a
[-al], Ga ngliar a [-ar], pertaining to, or resem-
bling a ganglion
1848 Craig, Gangliac x86o Worcester Ganglial (citing

Copllanu) x88x G S. Hale Germ Cult 2x5 The course
of these fibres is often marked by very pecuhai round or
biscuit-formed bodies, probably not gangliar in their nature
1883 Syd Sac Lex (all three words)

Gangliated(gJErjgli£'ted),///. a [f Gangli-
on + -ate 3 + -ed i

] Furmshed with ganglia
1804 Carlisle in Phil Tians XCV 29 The sensorial

power, derived by those muscles fiom the ganghated nerves
1833-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 206/2 The neivous system is

ganghated, as in all the articulate animals 1889 Mivart
Truth 168 A system of ganghated nerves m the substance
of the heart

Gangliform (gse gghf^im), a Also ganglio-
form [f as prec. +-FOKN.] I-Iavmg the form of
a ganglion.
i68x tr. Willis’ Rem -Med Whs Vocab, Ganglioform, of

the shape of ganglias, 01 the heads of mushrumps. 1831
R Knox Cloquet's Anat 457 Its filaments all terminate
in a depressed, semilunar gangliform plexus 1845 Todd &
Bowman Phys Anat I 246 The former is evidently an
aggiegate of gangliform swellings, each possessing the
characteis of a nervous centre

Gangling' (gse qglig), ppl. a. [f as if *gangle
to go about, straggle, fiequentalive f Gang © 1

.

cf. Gangkel.] Of straggling growth, loosely
built.

1808-23 Jamieson, Gangbn, straggling Roxl 1843 Alb
Smith Phys Evening Parties, She sends hei two brothers,
tall, gangling, awkward young men 1847-78 Haluwell,
Gangling, tall, slender, delicate, generally applied to plants
Wamv x88x Leicestersh Gloss

, Gangling, awkwardly long
in stature

, ill-made and uncouth 1893 Haiper's Mag
LXXXVlI 135/1 The long-legged, gangling sheriff retued
Ganglioform : see Gangliform
Ga-nglioid, a [f. Gangli-on -i- -oid ] •‘Re-

sembling a ganglion’ (Syd Soc Lex 1885)

Ganglion (goe qgli^n, -an) PI. ganglia. Also

7 ganglias, 8-9 ganglions [a Gr yayyXiov a
turnout under the skin, on or near tendons or sinews

,

used by Galen to denote the complex nerve-centies,

and now chiefly employed in that sense.]

1 Path. A tumour or swelling of the sheath of

a tendon ‘Also, applied to an enlaiged bursa
mucosa’ (Syd Soc Lex 1885)
[1671 Salmon Syn Med 1 xlvm 114. rayyAiov, Ganglion

Lupia, aWen ] x68x tr Willis' Rem Med Wks Vocab
,

Ganglia, things like the heads of mushiumps m the body
1704 F Fuller Med Gymn (1711) 202 Let us but consider

GrOTG-MOUDAY.
. the Cure of a Ganglion, a Tumour in a Tendon 1791
Nat Hist, in Ann Reg 45/2 A German woman had
sevetal swellings or ganglions upon different parts of hei
head from one of which a hoi n grew 1807-26 S CoorcR
burst Lutes Swig (ed 5) 184 A ganglion is a small hard
tumour composed of a cyst connected with a subjacent
tendon

, and 151 led with a fluid resembhng the white ofa 11 egg.
2 Phys. An enlargement or knot on a neive,

forming a centie from which nerve-fibres radiate
1732 Arbuiknot Rules of Diet 369 In the Ganglia wlieie

they [the Ner\ es] are tied togethei 1797 Monthly Mag
III 209 Theganglions are connected to each other, by a veiy
slender medullaiy cord 1803 Med Jrnl XIV 328 All
nerves rising fiom the spinal marrow . pass on their way
through nervous knots, ganglia 1831 Woodwar d Mollnsca
21 The points fiom which the nerves ladiate, aie enlarge-
ments, termed centres (ganglia) 1875 Encycl Brit II
273/1 Nervous System [of Arachmda] Ihis consists of
ganglia or nerve knots, formed by enlaigements of longi-
tudinal nervous cords

b A collection of grey matter (neirnne) in the
central (cerebio-spmal) nervous system, forming
a nerve nucleus
x8ss H SrnNcrR Pnnc Psychol. (1872) I 1 11 27 A mass

of giey matter with imbedded vesicles—a nerve centre 01
ganglion 1879 Calderwood Mind Br 11 31 These le-
piesent the largest nerve ganglions of grey and white matter
at the base ofeach hemisphere

e fig (a) nonce-use. A point from which many
lines diverge (b) A centre of force, activity, or
interest.

(a) 1852 Miss Fox 'grids 11882) II ig6 Meanwhile, what
we each have to do is to endeavour to walk steadily in the
path which we cleaily see straight before us

, and when we
come upon a perplexing ganglion of paths, wait patiently
and take our bearings

(b) i8z8_ Sir W Napier Pemns War (1878) I 23 Thus
unking his operations togethei, Napoleon hoped, by grasp-
ing as it were the ganglia of the insurrection, to paralyze
its force 1831 Carlyle Sait, Res t xi, A little ganglion,
or nervous centre, in the great vital system of immensity.
1830 — Lattei -d Pamfh vn (1872) 226, 1 see new gang-
lions of human population establishing themselves 1882
Stevenson Mem f, Portraits xv (1887) 238 If Rawdon
Crawley’s blow were not delivered, Vanity Fan would cease
to be a work of art That scene is the chief ganglion of the
tale

3 Phys A lymphatic gland.
1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat 759 The lymphatic ganglia

of the inferior extremities.

4 ‘ Applied to the class of organs to which the
spleen, the thymus gland, the thyroid body, and
the adrenals belong’ (Syd Soc Lex 1885)
5 Bot A swelling on the mycelium of certain

fungi.

1866 Tieas Bot 5x8 Ganglia, the mycelium of certain
fungals 1883 in Syd Soc. Lex.
6 Comb : ganglion-cell, -corpuscle, -globule,

a nerve-cell in the grey matter of the cential nervous
system
1848 Carpenter Amin Phys 1 (1872) 77 These nerve-

vesicles, sometimes known as ganglion-globules, may be le-
garded as originally spherical or nearly so in form 1856-8W Clark Vm der Hoevais Zool I it These ganglion
corpuscles are very dissimilar in form and size 1863 Pub
Opin 21 Jan 79 A cuirent, originating m a ganglion cell,
would possibly give rise to many induced cunents as it

tiaversed a caudate nerve cell 1877 Rosenthal Muscles
1S' Nerves 105 Certain cell-like structuies called nerve-cells,
or ganglion-cells

Gangflionary(gKi]gIi3naTi),«. [f.prec. + -art.
Cf. F ganghonnaire.’] Furnished with ganglia.
1830 R Knox Bedard's Anat 361 The Sympathetic

Nerve is a nervous and gangbonaiy cord

Ganglionated (gas gglione1 ted), ppl a. [f.

Ganglion + -ate2 + -ed 1
] = Gangliated

1836-9 Todd Cycl Anat II 946/1 The nerves for the
future wings are derived from the ganglionated portion
alone 1880 Bastian Biain vi 106 A chain of minute
ganglia lying up_on the gieat ventral ganglionated cord

Ganglionic (gsegglip mk), a [f Ganglion +
-10 ] Relating to, composed of, or furnished with,
ganglia
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol IV 3 The ganglionic [type] is

where the nervous system consists of a senes of ganglions
connected by nervous threads or a medullary chord i860
H. Spencer m Macm Mag I 395 An impression on the
end of an afferent nerve is conveyed to some ganglionic
centre, x88o Bastian Bram 28 The grey matter of the
nervous system is, for the most pait, ganglionic tissue

Ganglionissed (gse’gglianaizd), ppl a [f as

prec + -ize + -ED 1
] Knotted like a ganglion

1875 Blake Zool 296 Arachmda —The ti achea for respira-
tion branched, but not gangliomzed

Ganglionless (gee gglionles), fl! [f as prec.

+

-less.] Free from, or destitute of, ganglia
iSfyGood’s StudyMed (ed 4) III 5 note. The ganglionless

portion of tbe fifth, and the hard portion of the seventh
nerve 1836-9 Todd Cycl Anat II. 943/1 The ganglionless
upper or internal column of fibies

Gangliopathy (gEerjgh? pajn) [f Ganglio-n
+ -pathy.] A diseased condition of the central

ganglia of the sympathetic system.
1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex
Hence G-angTiopa’thlc a., belonging to ganglio-

pathy, 1889 in Century Diet

+ Gang-Monday. Obs rare-1 [see Gang-
days,] Monday in Rogation-week.
1379 Fuiicr Heskind Pari 317 There would not one

learned Papist be left aliue on gang Monday
86
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Ga’ng-plank. U S. [f. Gang sb 1 + Plank ]

A landmg-plank , a gang-board
1861 Olmstcd Journ Cotton Kmgd, I 14a A fat mulatto

woman shouted, as she caught him off the gang-plank, ‘ Oh
MassaGeoige, is you come back I' 1887 Times 2g Aug
4/5 The moment the gang-planks are fixed a crowd of

stevedores rush aboard

Gangrsena, -grane, -green • see Gangrene
Gangrel (goe ggrel) dial and arch. Points • 6

gangarall (pi gangralis), 6-7 gangrill, 7 gan-
g(e)rell, 8gangril, 9 gangenll, 7- gangrel. [app
f Gang si 1 or v 1, on some obscure analogy

;
cf

poveral (with which this word is associated m
quot 1538) ;

the ending occurs, though perh from
diverse sources, in seveial depreciative terms, as

haverel, mongrel’, gomtnl
\

doggrel,
wastrel A

derivative of the same root with similai meaning
is MHG gengdxre

,

G gangler (in 18th c said of

a packman or pedlar), i.gangeln to walk about
There is no connexion (beyond identity of root-syllable)

with ON Gangleri (mythical name), which has often been
compared * the endings have only a chance resemblance ]

1. A vagabond *, a wandering beggar
1330 Extracts Aberdeen Reg (1844) 130 That na stian-

geans nor gangerallis cum within the samyn ai6o$ Pol-
wart Flyting 772 Gleyd gangrell, auld mangrell 1625
Gill Sacr Philos vir. 9a When all charity is put only m
the maintenance of ldlenesse and begging Gangrels 1853
Robinson Whitby Gloss

, Gangenll, a pedlar, a beggar
1893 Crockett Men ofMosshctgs 329 Out on you, gangrel

b attrib 01 aaj Vagabond, vagrant
1338 Aberdeen Reg V 13 (Jam ) That na strangearis, nor

gangralis puirralis be ressate nor haldyn 111 this tovnne
1637-3° Row Hist Kirk (1842) 457 His wife for povertie
turned ane gangrell pooie woman, selling some small waies.

1776 C Keith Farmer's Ha' 33 Theie's mony a sturdy
gangrel chiel That might be winmn’ meat fu’ weel 1783
Burns folly Beggars 8 A merry core O’ randie, gangrel
bodies *813 Scorr Guy M m, He’s nae gentleman wad
grudge twa gangrel puir bodies the shelter o’ a waste house
1870 Morris Earthly Pat II m 40 This gangrel thief
thought fit to tread The grass to mammocks by my head
1895 Crockett Sweeth Trav 93 Without troubling about
suspicious gangrel bodies

2 A lanky, loose-jointed peison. (Cf Gangling.)
1383 Higins ti. Junius' Nomenclator 449/1 A long gan

f
rell a slim a long tall fellow that hath no making to his
eight 1606 Holi and Sueton Annot 36b, Ajax unto
whom or to whose long pike rather, he hkeneth this gan-
grell 1611 Cotgr

,
Trente tastes, a gangeiell, slimme, long

luske, lanke loobie 1721 Baiiey, Gangrel a tall ill-shaped
Fellow 1873 Swaledale Gloss., Gangrel, an awkward
fellow 1884 Upton-on-Seuern Gloss

,
Gangnl, a lanky,

ungainly creature, whether man or beast

b attrib as adj,

163° Bulwtr A nthropo/uet. 10A long gangrel neck, which
would have made the head look as set upon a pole

3 . Sc A child just beginning to walk rare
1768 Ross Helenore 6 Helenore, a gangrel now was

giown, And had begun to toddle about the town
4 north dial, A toad. Cf Gagrill.
1300-20 Dunbar Poems liv 7 Sclio is tute mowitt lyk an

aip, And lyk a gangarall [v 9 gangarull] unto graip.
1847-78 in Halliwell 1833-76 in Whitby Glossai les

Gfangren, -»ena, obs foims of Gangrene.
+ Ga’ngrenate, ppl a. Obs rare [f. Gan-
grene sb + -ate a

] In a state of gangrene
*634T Johnson Farcy's Chirurg x, xi (1678) 238Aputrid
vapoui, exhaling from the hurt and gangienate part of the

Brain

t Ga*ngrenate, v Obs Also 6 cancrenate,

7 gangrmate, gangreenate. [f as prec. + -ate 3.]
1. iiitr To become gangrenous.
1753 N Torrjano Gangr Sore Throat 43 The Lungs,

being over-heated, ulcerate and gangrenate
2 trans To make gangrenous. In quot.
*66o Speech to Gen Monk 1 Ambition that did Gangnnate

the State

Hence
1

* G-a ngrenated ppl. a
,
gangrened

1382 [see Cancrenated] i6ra Woodall Surg Mate Wks
(1653) 163 Like the colour of a gangrenated or mortified
member 1693 Salmon Bate's Dtsp 111. (1713) 121/2 Out-
wardly, it xs anointed upon gangreenated Parts 1758 J S.
Le Bran's Obseru Surg (1771) 183, I . , found a black
gangrenated Spot.

+ Gaugrena'tion. Obs rare

.

[f. as prec +
-ATiON ] A condition of gangrene 01 mortification.

x597 -A-. M tr. Gmllemeau’s Fr Chiring 38/2 Some mor-
tificatione or Gangraenatione 1399 — tr Gabelhouer's Bk
Physicke 311/x Otherwise we might easilye bnnge therm a
Gangrmnation.

Gangrene- (gae ggrzn), sb Forms : a. 6 can-
crena, 6-7 gangrena, 7 gangresna

, /9 6 gan-
greene, 7 gangren, gangriene, 7-9 gangreen,
7- gangrene [ad L gangrsena (-grena), a Gr
yayypcuva cf F gangrfote

;
also It. and med.L.

cancrena (whence the eailiest Eng form),]
1 A necrosis or mortification of part of the body,

extending ovei some considerable area m a visible

mass Sometimes used to denote the first stage of
mortification.

.
r543 Traheron ti Vigo's Chirurg 11. xvi 26/1 Cancrena

is not taken for fleshe deade altogether, but for that whyche
begynneth to putnfye by lyttle and lyttle 1363 T. Gale
Chirurg 1 44 a, A fracture hauinge wyth hym loyned gan-
grena 1573 Ann Barber-Surg Lond (1890)317 Mr Wat-
son ofthe Towre which dyed ofGangrena in his fote 1397A M. tr Gmlleinean’s Fr Chirurg 2/4 Out of the which
proceeded a Gangraene or mortificatione 1626 Bacon

Sylva § 333 It appeaieth also in the Gangreen 01 Mortifi-

cation of Flesh, either by Opiates, or by Intense Cold
c 1720W Gibson Farmer's Guide n liu (1738) 206 A Gan-
grene is a sudden, violent, and excessive inflammation
and is no other than a beginning Modification X789 W
Buchan Dom Med (1790) 577 Straining it too much might
occasion an inflammation of the paits, and endanget a gan-
grene 1838 Thirlwall Greece II xiv 245 A gangiene
had begun in his mjuied limb 1866 A Fitnt Prtnc Med
{1880) 32 Necrosis with decomposition is usually called

gangrene, although this term is also often applied to forms
of simple necrosis

2 fig
1602W Watson Qnodhbets ofReltg $ State 41 These

men haue bespatteied with a most dangerous Gangrene,
the whole bodie misticall of Chi 1st 1607 Middlf ton Five
Gallants 11 111 D4b, It may gi owe to a gangiene in our
credits and bee mcui able 16x2! James Jesuits Demme/
47 Jesuitisme from a Seipigo, is become a Gangrena, it

must therefore be cut of 1635 Fuiier Ch Hist 1 iv

§ 21 But now (alas 1) the Gangrene of that Hei esy began to

spread it self into this Island 1738 Johnson Idler No 22

p 3 To the community couuption is a gangrene. 1834
Ht Martineau Moral 11 66 Our pauper system the
great political gangiene of England x8g6 Gladstone in

Daily News 1 June 7/5 If they [religious controvei sies] do
not proceed to gangrene and to mortification, at least they
tend to harden into fixed facts

3.attrib f Also quasi-fl^ Gangrenous
17x3 tr C'tess Daunoy’s Whs 57 False Zealots, who ciy’d

out, that I was a Gangreen Membei that was to be cut off

from the rest of the Body 1833 Browning Paiacelsns iv

Poet WUs 1896 I S3 Were your nature fit To be defiled,

your eyes the eyes to ache At gangrene-blotches

Gangrene (garggrzn), v [f prec sb. Cf F.

gangrencr ]

1 intr. To become mortified
16x4 m Crt <5 Times Jas 1 (18491 1 327 He had a swelling

in the thigh, which gi ew so angi y, that it gangrened and
made an end of him a 1654 Selden Talle-T (Arb ) 42
Your Leg will Gangreen within thiee days 1671 Milton
Samson 6s 1 1707 Cut tos in Hush fyGard 109 It prevents
a Wound from gangiemng 1788 Burke Sp agst W
Hastings Wks, XIII 323 T hey made rods of a plant highly
caustick and poisonous every wound of which festers and
gangrenes 1870 Daily News 22 Sept

,
Such was the pie

disposition to disease that the slightest wound gangiened
and became incurable

“

fig xfix8 Naunton in Fortesc Papers (Camden) 74 The
divisions and lentes which they plotted betwene the
protestantes doe now begin to gangren amonge themselves

2 trans. To bring mlo a stale of mortification
The first two quots. possibly belong to sense 1 or to Gan-

grened ppl a
1607 Shaks Cm- hi 1 307 The seruice of the foote Being

once gangren'd, is not then respected For what before it

was 1626 Bacon Sylva § 788 In the cold Countues, when
Mens Noses and Eais aie mollified, and (as it weie) Gan
grened with cold, a 1673 G Swinnock in Spurgeon Ireas

,

Dav. cxli s When he had by sm, and continuance in it, so
gangrened his flesh, and coirupted himself 1683 A Snapf
Anat Horse hi v. xxa The Matter by that means is theie
stayed, and.. ulcerates and gangrenes all the passages of the
Nostrils 1819 Shelley Cenct n i, When the mst Of heavy
chains has gangiened his sweet limbs 1868 Duncan ti

Figuiefs Ins World 11 72 They have been known to reach
the ball of the eye, and to gangrene the eyelids

fig 1803 tr dA maud's Lonrnou II 120, I have
sworn that avarice had not gangreened your soul to the
degree report had spread abioad 1886PallMallG 2 June
1/1 He is said to be free fiom that intense personal feeling
which gangrenes our politics

Gangrened (gee ggrrnd), ppl a. Also 7 gan-
green’d [f Gangrene v. cf. F . gangrmS]
1 Affected with gangrene.
i6xx Cotgr s, v Dieu, Vne lambe de Dieu, soe doe the

canting, and blasphemous rogues of France tearme a can-
kered, gangrened, or desperately-sore leg 1682 Dryden &
Lee Dk of Guise v 1, In which, indeed, they assert the
public good, And, like sworn surgeons, lop the gangrened
limb 1813 J Thomson Led Inflam 533 When a gangrened
limb is cut off in the dead part, no hemorrhage occurs.
x866 Alger Solit Nat <5- Man tv 234 The disease which
the surgeons laid bare m his gangrened vitals and brain
fig 1633 JrR Taylor Serm 1 (1655) 272 These inclina-
tions and evill forwardnesses, this dyscrasie and gangren'd
disposition X799 J Robfrtson Agnc Perth 554 These
individuals are the gangrened members of society 1830
Edui Rev L 467 The Sultan haslopped the gangrened limb.
2 Belonging to gangrene
1762 Falconer Shipwr ix 434 Thus when some limb is

seized with gangren’d pams,

Gangrenescent (gseggnne’sent), a [f. as
prec + -escent ] Becoming gangrenous.
1828-32 in Webster; and in subsequent Diets.

t Ga-ngrenize, v Obs rare [f Gangrene
sb + -ize ] intr = Gangrene v i.

XS97 A M tr. Gitillemeau'sFr Chirurg 50/3 Thewounds
doe putnfye and gangraemze.

Gangrenous (gse-ggr/nas), a. [f. Gangrene sb.

+ -oua Cf F gangrgneux (16th c ) ]
1 . Having the nature of gangrene, or affected

with it.

x6x2 Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) 405 Such Pesti-
lential Gangrenous spots after separate of themselves 1732
Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 291 Eruptions on the Skin, dark,
livid, lead-colored and gangrenous 1809 Med Jrnl XXI
453 The lungs were livid, with a gangrenous inflammation
on their posterior part 1863 Ruskin Sesame 7 We call it
* mortification ’, using the same term which we snould apply
to a gangrenous and incurable wound
fig 1833 Tait's Mag, XXII 247 Lombardy is a gan-
grenous limb of Austria x88o Burton Reign Q Anne III
xx 279 As there is a gangrene of the body so is the intel-
lect often tainted by gangrenous spots, that [etc ]

2 Resembling a gangrened spot (in colour)
1824 Galt Rothclan I 1 m 25 His complexion became

of a gangrenous yellow

Gangriene, obs form of Gangrene sb.

Gangnl(l, var Gangrel
Gangrmate, vai Gangrenate v Obs
Gangsman (gse rjzman). [f Gang 1 + Man :

foi the s cf euftsman etc.]

1 A dock-poitei
X793 Wet Docks ofLond 16 Gangsmen

,
these are porters

stationed under the wharfingers

2 One who has chaige of a gang of workmen
1863 Russell Diaty North South I 192 One big

slouching negro, who seemed to be a gangsman or something
of the kind, followed us 1897 Westm Gas 3 Feb 2/1
The post of gangsman 01 * mate 1

is thus a good one
tGamg-tide. obs iare = Gang-lays
*53° Palsgr 804 At gangetyde, anx rouuaisons 1630 m

Descr Thames (1758) 76 One Week befoie Gang tide yearly
b atti ib

,
as gang-tide gale

1389 Warner Alb Lug v xxiv to8 At Ewle we wonten
1 o haue gud spiced Sewe, and Roste At Fasts-eue pan-

puffes Gang tide gaites did alie Masses bring

1
* Ga’ng-tOOth. Obs, [Peih a corrupt form of

Gag-tooth ] A large projecting tooth
1603 HARSNrT Pop. Impost xiv 71 Hell mouth in the old

plates painted with great gang teeth 1607 Topsell Four-f
Beasts (1658) 133 Teeth which are called Fannie or Gang-
teeth, standing out of the mouth are given for weapon and
defence to beasts, and such aie ail Elephants 1673 A
Marvell St00 him Bayes 34 In sign that this is Sooth, I
bite it with my Gang tooth

Gangue (geerj) Also gang, [a F gangue,
ad Gei gang a vein or lode of metal, of the same
origin, as Gang sb.1 : see also Gangart] The
eaithy 01 stony matter m a mineral deposit , the
matnx m which an ore is found
1809 Gregor in Phil Trans XCIX 196 The gangue is

a white quartz 18x5W Phii ups Outl Mm <$• Geol (1818)
60 An earthy or stony substance which is termed the
gangue 01 matrix of the metal or 01 e 1871 Trans Arner
Inst, Mining Eng I 95 Their earthy portions we designate
as their ‘ matrix 1

or ‘ gangue ’

attrib 1872 Raymond Statist Mines 3- Minings Those
ores bearing much gangue matter can easily be assorted

Gangway (gae gw1

) [OE. gangweg, f Gang
sb 1 + weg V' ay

,
cf. G. (dial ) gangweg, ON gang-

vegr, Sw gdngmg.]

1 A road, thoroughfare, or passage of any kind

,

rarely
, a ‘lane’ opened through a crowd Obs

exc dial
ciooo /Eli-ric Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 146/31 Adns, anes

wanes gangweg Uin, twegra wasna gangweg 1736 Lewis
Hist ’1 linnet Gloss, Gang-way, a thoiowfare, entry, pas-
sage 1788 J May Jml iy Lett (1873) 99 Near this place
was cut a vista through the forests forty feet wide mak-
ing a magnificent gangway 1802 Spencer in Naval Chron
VII 81 We got a gangway made among the ship’s company
for the Admiral to walk forward 1880 Antrim § Down
Gloss

,
Gang-way, a fiequented thoioughfare

2 A passage in a house or other building; esp

a passage between lows of seats in a public edifice

1702 Burlesque L'Estrange's Qnevcdo 102 To thrust thro’

Doors, or some Gang-way. 1834 Brit Hush I. zoo The
beast-house contains standing for sixteen head of cattle,

eight on each side of the gang way 1877 J C Cox Ch
DerbysJt III 239 The monument used to be m the gang-
way of the nave 1891 Times xo Oct xi/2 The plan of

filling up the gangways with stools cannot be commended
b. Ill the House of Commons, the cross-passage

about half-way down the house, giving access to

the rear-benches rarely//
The members sitting above thegangway are the minLsters

and ex-ministers with such private members as profess more
or less close agreement with the policy of the official leaders

of their respective parties

1873 F I Scudamore Day Dreams 3 Counting the mem-
bers as they passed the gangway 1876 WorldV No 107 4
The applause was almost wholly confined to a handful of
English Radicals below the gangway 1886 Manch Exam
14 Jan s/6 Members unable to obtain places were incon-

veniently crowded about the gangways
c Build. (See quot.)

1823 P Nicholson Pract. Build 585 Gangway ; in build-

ing, the temporary rough stair, set up for ascending or

descending, before the regular stair is built

3 Naut a. A narrow platform on deep-waisted

ships, leading from the quarter-deck to the fore-

castle, for convenience in walking from one to the

other : = Gangboard i

x688 Lond Gaz No 2317/1 Our Commander, being for-

ward by the Gang-Way giving his Orders, the Gun split

and stiuck him down 1748 Anson's Voy. 1 111 (ed 4)42
Some endeavoured to escape along the gangways into the
forecastle 1797 Nelson in A. Duncan Life (1806) 42 ,

1

passed
on the larboard gang-way, to the forecastle. 1863 Kingsley

Herew v, A fighting gangway along the sides

b. A narrow passage left 111 the hold of a laden

ship 1780 in Falconer Did Marine
e The opening in the bulwarks by which persons

entei or leave a vessel , now more commonly the

means of communication laid between this and the

shore or another vessel (Cf. Gang-board 2 and
Gang-plank.)
1780 Falconer Did Marine

,
Gangway is also that part

of a ship’s side, both within and without, by which the pas
sengers enter and depart. It is for this purpose provided
with a sufficient number of steps, or cleats,

nailed upon the

ship’s side, nearly as low as the surface of the water , and
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sometimes furnished with a railed accommodation-ladder

1799 Nelson in Nicolas Dtsp <$• Lett (1845) I 5 The Master
ran to the gangway to get into the boat 18x0 Sporting
Mag XXXV 285 Captain Lake came on deck, and came
to the gangway 1833 Marryat P Simple ix, The whole
ship's company had assembled at the gangways 1848 Alb
Smith Chr Tadpole xi (1879) 105 The carts .would have
done for gangways at steamboat piers 1870 Morris Earthly
Par II m 330 They came full soon To where the gangway
ran out from the ship On to the black pier 1877 Black
Green Past xxvii, Then we climbed up the gangway and
reached the deck of the noble and stately ship

d A plank along the bottom of a rowing-boat

(= Gang-board 3 )

1871 L Stephen Playgr Eur xm (1894) 304 The cor-

pulent elder, who rowed when boats had gangways down
their middle

e To bring to the gangway :
‘ to punish a seaman

by seizing him up to a grating, theie to undeigo

flogging’ (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk 1867).

1815 in Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Bumey).

4 Mining (See quots )

1776 PryceMm Cormtb 321 Gangway When a Fissuie

or Lode is excavated m the backs or former upper workings
of the Mine, it is sallered with boaids, and the deads aie
thrown there however, if they leave 100m sufficient for the
workmen to 1 oil stuff, or walk upon them from one Shaft to

another, they call it a Gangway 1824 Mander Doby&h
Miner's Gloss , Gangway is the horizontal passage made in

the Mine, along which the Bouse is conveyed to the tail end
of the shaft 1881 Raymond Muting Gloss

,
Gangway, a

mam level, applied chiefly to coal mines

5 attnb and Comb : gangway-bridge, -ladder
(see quots ) , gangway-man, one in charge at a
ship’s gangway (in loading)

; gangway netting,

in war-ships, the netting with which the gangway
between quarter-deck and forecastle is fenced, and
111 which some of the hammocks are stowed
1791 R Mylne Rep Thames Sj Isis 53 Upon this weir,

a sloping ^gangway bridge, with double railing, should be
constructed so as to go across the Bridge 1883 W C
Russell Sailors’ Lang

,
*Gangway-ladder, a ladder over

the side by which a ship is entered x88z Standard 26
Aug 3/7 A man should have watched the case and given
orders to the ^gangwayman 1805 in Nicolas Disp Nelson
(1846) VII 194 note, The ^gangway netting and hammocks
completely shot to pieces

+ G-a’ng-week. Obs. [OE gangwuce, f. Gang
sb 1 + wuce Week ; cf. G gangwoche, Sw gdng-
vecka, ON. gangdaga-vtkal] Rogation week, 111

which the Gang-days fell

c 1000 Ags Gosp Maikxvi 14 margin, Bis sceal on bunres
daeg innan binre gang-wucan 1530 Falsgr 809 In the
gange weke, la sepmatne des rouuaysons 1533 tr Eeza's
Admon Parlt. (1566) Db, In the gang weke, when banneis
and belles rangeth aboute in many places a 1571 Jfwi-l
Oni Thess (1611) 129 They haue vsed in Rome, m their
generall processions in gang week to goe to these seuen hils

1607 tochol Disc agst Antichr, 11 vi 76 What meaneth
else their decking of crosses m gang-weeke 7 1656 Blount
Glossogr s v Rogation week. In the North ofEngland it is

called Gang week from the Ganging, or going on proces-
sion [etc.] *730-6 m Bailey (folio), and in later Diets.

GanimecLe, -medean see Gany-.
Ganister (gae'mstaj:) Also 9 ganmster,

-ester [A local word of unknown origin] A
close-grained siliceous stone from the lower coal-

measures m Yoikshire, ground down to form
furnace-hearths, etc (See also quot 1881 )
1811 [see Crowstone 2] 1829 Glover Hist Derby I 33

Crowstone or gamster 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss,
Gamster, a mixture of ground quaitz and fire-clay, used m
lining Bessemer converters. 1883 Yorksh Archseol Jrnl
VIII 158 Alderman Clark noticed . among broken gan-
nester, what seemed a curious stone *889 Q Rev July
142 The lining used was Sheffield gamster

II Ganja (gsendga) Also 9 ganga, ganjah,
gunja \ILu1A1gdnjhd ] Aprepaialionof Indian
hemp (Cannabis satwa, vanety indica), strongly

intoxicating and narcotic
x8oo Wellington Suppl, Desp (1858) II 162 No manner

of duties or customs was allowed to be exacted from any
article brought into camp, excepting country-arrack, opium,
ganja, or bhang, and toddy 1826 Hockley Pandnrang
Han III, xu. 345 They produced their ganga and opium,
and began to smoke 1843 Stocqueler Handok But India
(1854.) 345 They smoke tobacco, as also ganjah (Cannabis
Indica), to a great extent *886 111 Yull tlobson-Jobson,
Gunja 1892 Times 18 Nov 3/6 Ganja is an excitant of the
most powerful description leading to violent crime,

+Gank. Mm Obs~l (See quot ) Hence Ga nky
a , contaming or resembling * gank ’.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Iivb, Gank, a Soil lying in
some Veins of a very Red or Yellow colour, sometimes
Branching and Spreading itself m small Strings or Joynts
to the Rachill, by which Signs it is very probable a Vein
may be discovered , some Veins are naturally much inclined
to it, such we call Gankey Veins Ibid Sij b, The Joynts
m it are of a red Colour, or gankey
Gann, obs. pa t of Gin v

,
to begin.

Gannard, obs form of Gannet.
t Ganne, v, Obs —1 [ad. L gannire to bark ]

mtr To bark as a fox Hence f G-a'nnmg vbl sb

*607 Tqpsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 100 The Harts fear the
ganmng of Foxes Ibid 173 The Latins have a proper word
for the voice of a Fox, which is, Ganmo Gannire

,
to Ganne

t Ga’nneker. Obs An alehouse-keeper.
C1380 R, Brunne's HandL Synne 2453 (Dulwich MS)

Gannokerys [F cawersm ; R, Brunue erron tan-uai syus,
which this scribe app associated with taverne] and vsureris

.

jiese am lueyferys peiys 1424 Proclam MayorofNorwich
in Piomp Parv 186 note, That all Brewsters and Gan-
nokers selle a gallon ale of the best for 1d ob. c 1440
Promp Parv 185/2 Ganneker (S ganokyi)

Gannen (gsenen). Mining [?dial. pron of

Ganging vbl sb ] (See quot

)

1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining, Gannett, a boat d down
which coals are conveyed in tubs running upon rails

Ganner, Gannester, vai Ganger, Canister
Gannet (gse net) Forms . a 1 ganot, 5 ganate,

-ette, 6 gannett, (gannard), 8 ganet, 6- gannet
j3 5-6 gante, 6-9 gaunt(e, 6, 8 gant [OE ganot
str masc

, is cogn with Du gent, MHG gam%,
gen

%

sti masc
,
OHG ganazpp (MHG gan%e) wk

masc
,
all meaning ‘gander’ —OTent types *gamfo,

ganoto(iz
,
f the same root as Gander The Tent,

word was early adopted in Rom
,
the OF form

gante may be the source of the /3 foirns in Eng ]

The Solan goose (Sula bassana).

a Beowulf1862 Ofer ganotes bds <5 a 1000 0 E Chron
an 075 pawearS eac adrsefed Oslac of earde ofer ganotes
bffio c 1430M E Med Bk (Heinrich) 202 Ganates grece
a 1490 BoTONrn Itin (Nasmith 1778) nr Ibi mdificant aves
vocatas ganettys 1336 W Towrson 111 Hakluyt Voy (1589)

123 We got ceitame foules like vnto Gannards 1370 Llvins
Mantp 88/4A gannet, bird,petielops 1602 Carew Cornwall
34a, Ccrtaine buds called Gannets soaie ouer and stoup to

prey vpon them 1688 R Holme Armoury n 263/1 The
Cornish Gannet, called also a Skua 1766 Plnnant Zool
(1768)11 482 The Gannets are birds ofpassage i8ozBingley
Anitu Biog (1813) II 358 The Gannet, or Solan Goose
1843 Darwin Voy Nat (1852) 437 1 he gannets sitting on
their rude nests gaze at one with a stupid yet angry an

j
3 c 1440 Promp Parv 186/r Gante, byrde, hsiarda

a *529 Skelton P Sparowe 447 The gaglynge gaunte, and
the chuilysshe chowgh 1346 Bale Eng Votaries 1 (1550)

32 b, Yet droue she out all the gantes or bystardes there, yf
their churche legende be tiue 1600 Hakluyt Voy (1810)
III 195 A great white foule, catled of some a Gaunt 1780
A Young Tour Irel I 348 They judge of the shoal being
there by the Gant, a bird that pursues the fish

Ganmster, var Ganister.
[Gannok, sptu ions word due to misleading of

the proper name Talbot in Henry of Huntingdon
The best text of Langtoft’s AF chionicle has the name as

Galbot, later texts corrupted it into gannoc, gannok , R
Biunne took it foi an appellative, prob supposing it to

mean 1 standard ’, as it is explained by Hearne and Matzner
c 1330 R Brunnt Chron. (1810) 113 Steuen I11 Herfoid

fulle stoutely his gannok has vp set ]

Ganocephalan (gae nose falan). [f modL.
ganocephal-us (f Gr -yam brightness + tcepaXrj

head) + -AN ] A fish of the extinct Older Ga.no-

cephala (so called because their heads were coveied

with shining bony plates) So Cfranoce’plialous a
,

belonging to this otdei.

*863 Owen in Geolog Mag II 6 Ganocephalous and Laby-
rinthodont cranial bones Ibid, The ribs . weie better

developed than they are m Ganocephalans or in modem
Batfactuans

Ganoid (gsenoid), a. and sb. [a. E. ganoide
(Agassiz), f. Gr. yavos brightness + -eiS^s: see -oid ]A adj

1 Of a fish-scale; Having a smooth shining

surface, from being covered with a layer of enamel
*834 Owen in Ctrc Sc , Organ Nat I 46/2 The ganoid

plates aie . moiecloseset 1872 N icholson Palxont 307
Ganoid scales occur also in some of the Bony Fishes

2 Of a fish . Covered with polished bony plates

or scales , distinctive epithet of an order of fishes

(mod L. Gcmoidti).

*847 Ansted Anc. World iv 62 The first of the two
groups, that of which the sturgeon and the bony pike aie
characteristic, is called Ganoid 1859 Darwin Ortg topee

iv (1878) 83 It is in the fresh water basins that we find
seven genera of ganoid fishes 1876 Page Adv Text-bk
Geol xvni 343 Of the fishes the majority are still placoid
and ganoid

B sb A ganoid fish

1839 G Roberts Diet Geol , Ganoids or Ganoldians
,

Dr Agassiz’s second ordei of fishes 1839 Darwin Ortg
Bpec xi (1878) 308 The ganoids stand intermediate between
the selaceans and teleosteans *878 A H Green, etc Coal
11 52 All the modern Ganoids, with the exception of the
sturgeon, are fresh-water fish

Hence Ganoi dal a = Ganoid A 2. Ganoi dean
a and sb

,
Ganoi dian a and sb = Ganoid A 2

and B
1839 Ganoidians [see Ganoid B] 184* H. Miller 0 R

Sanast iv. 73 A fourth order, the Ganoidean or shining-
scaled order 1854— Sch # Schin xxiv (1857) 527,

1

formed
my fust imperfect acquaintance with the recent ganoidal
fishes in 1836. 1861 Geikie in Gd. Woods Feb 75 1 here are
stillfcome representatives of the ganoidal type of fish.

Ganoili (grn iW|in) Also -me, [f Gr y&vo-s

brightness + -in.] (See quot 1872) Also attnb.

*839 Todd Cycl Anal V 481/2 The edges of its ‘Lepidme’
layer do not remain in contact with the ganofn layer 1872
Nicholson Palseont 307 Ganoid scales, composed of an
inferior layer consisting of bone covered by a superficial

layer of hard polished enamel (the so-called ‘ ganome ’).

Ganomalite (ganp mateit) Mm [f Gr. -ydt-

vcnjxa brightness -1- -Lite (Named by N01 denslaold
1876 )] A silicate of lead and manganese, resem-

bling tephroite, but with high lustre.

1878 Mm. Mag II 149 New minerals from Longban ,.

Atopite ganomahte, jacobsite

Gansa, gansaw, obs, forms of Ganza,

t Gansel. Obs Forms. 5 gatmeely(e, gawn-
cel(y, gaunsell(e, 5, 8-9 Sc gansell. [ad OF.
ganse ailhe garlic-sauce, f ganse,janse, app mean-
ing some kind of sauce (pause also occurs, riming
with sauce) + ailhe some kind of derivative from
ail garlic In later Fr jance d'aulx is used in the

same sense.] A garlic sauce, used esp for goose
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 29 Gawncel for j>e gose Take

garlek and grynde hit wele foijiy [etc } C1430 Two Cookery-
bks 23 Hennys in Gauncelye—Take hennys an roste hem,
take mylke an Garleke an grynd it 1483 Cath, Aitgl 152/1
Gavnselle, applauda
b fig in proverbial use

c *430 Henryson Mor Fab 14 Thy goose is good, thy
gansell sowie as gall 1721 Kelly 6 cot Prov 30 A good
Goose, but she has an ill gansel

Gansh, var. Ganoh v Obs

Gant, gaunt (gant, gpnt), sb Sc [f next]
A yawn, a gape

,
gaping

*513 Douglas VE.nets in, vui 36 The soundis brak with
gasping 01 a gant *7 The Ghaist 4 When the lang
diawlin’ gaunt, an' drowsy ee, Shaw't bed-time come *826

J Wilson Nod Ambr Wks 18351 *6oThey. put up their

hands to their chafts to conceal a bit gaunt

Gant, gaunt (gant, ggnt), V Sc Forms* 6,9
gant, 8-9 gaunt [? repi an OE *gdngttan, freq. f

gdman to yawn : see Gane z/,] mtr. To yawn,
gape.

*513 Douglas VEncis 111 vni 144 Quhen he list gant or
blaw, the fire is bett *7*3 Ramsay Christ's Knke Gr 11

xvin, Ilk weai y wight Was gauntmg foi his rest 1790 Burns
1 KindStr, I've readyourpaper tin ougk

'

4 This mony a day
I’ve grain’d and gaunted, lo ken [etc ] 1818 Scott Hrt
Mull x, I never ask what brings the Laird of Dumbiedikes
glowering here day after day, till we are a’ like to gaunt
our chafts afF *886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxvi 272 When
he gants his last on a nckle ofcanid stanes

Hence Gantmg, gau'ntmg, vbl. sb.

*368 Skeyne The Pest (i860) 12 Gantuig of mowthe *397
Lowl Chtntrg (1634) 53 Of the which commeth gantuig,
lifting, winds a *603 Montcomlrie Flyting w Polwart
346 All groomes, when thou gieits, at thy gantuig bee agast
1830 Wfnstle-Binhie (Scot Songs) (i8go) II 11 54 Awsv wi’

your gauntmg 1

Gan.t(e, obs form of Gannet.
Gautelet, obs. form of Gauntlet

+ Ga*nteUage. obs.—1 In 7 gauntellage
[app related to OF gantier Gantry, as OF. chan-
tellage to the paiallel form chant/er] (See quot

)

1611 Cotgr , JDroict de Chantellage, gauntellage , or a
certaine fee due vnto some Loids for the Gauntries whereon
wine, thats any way to be sold, doth stand

Gantlet, obs. form of Gauntlet.
Gantline, erroneous form of GlRTLINE.
1882 Narcs Seamanship (ed 6) 61 Put one gantlme on

each sheer head.

Gantlope (gsentbup). Now rare exc in the

more connpt form Gauntlet a
. Forms 7-8

gant(e)lop, 7 gantloop, 8 gauntlope, 7- gant(e)-

lope [coiruptly a Sw gatlopp, MSw gatu-lop

(f gata lane, Gate sb.
2 + lopp course).

ON had ggiupidfr, explained as a thief punished by
running the ‘gantlope ’ The Sw woid prob became known
in England through the Thirty Years' War, the equivalent

gassenlaufen is found in Ger ]

A military (occas. also naval) punishment in which
the culprit had to run stripped to the waist between

two rows of men who struck at him with a stick or

a knotted cord, rate exc. m to fpass,
run the

gantelope
*646 Shaftesbury Diary 11 Apr in W. D. Christie Life

(*871) I 34 Three were condemned to die, two to run the

gantelope 1656 Bloun r Glossogr
,
Gantlope (Ghent Lope),

a punishment of Souldiers, first mvented at Ghent and
thei efore so called 1706 Luttrell BneJRel (1857) VI go

The regency ofSaxony caused 400 to run the gantlope, for

not doing their duty *749 Fielding Tom Jones vu xi,

Others [said] that he deserved to run the gantlope *736-7
tr Keysleds Trav (1760) I 175 In the Piedmontese service,

every offence of this nature is punished with the gantlope

1807 J Milner Martyrs 1. 11 51 Theywere ordered to run the

gantelope between the hunters and were severely lashed
transf and fig 1649 T Ford Lies Fort *2 Being now

exposed to run the Gantelope of the Worlds censuie *633
Fuller Ch Hist x 1 § 25 This Petition ran the Gant-
Iop throughout all the Prelaticall party. 1662 Petty Taxes
5 When a new Invention is first propounded . the poor
nventor runs the Gantloop of all petulent wits re 1694
Tillotson Serm, (1742) III 140 We cannot but wonder
that in running the gantlope of along life, we have escaped
so free 1747 Gentl, Mag 233, I ran the gantlop thro’ a
number of soldiers to an obliging landlord 1734 Richard
son Graudison VI xxv, To run the female gauntlope *783
Drinkwater Hist Siege Gibraltar (1786) 329 They were in

this manner obliged to pass the gantlope of our fire 1804

J. Larwood No Gun Boats 8 We must re-run the gantelope

of our Bounties and Recruitings 1836 Edin. Rev LXIV
71 No doubt he ran the usual gantelope ofjokes.

Gantry, gauntry (gse’ntn, gg'ntn). Forms

.

a. 6-9 gantree, 7 gauntne, 8-9 gaun-, gawn-
tree, gauntry, 7- gantry /3 (pi. used as sing)

8-9 gauntress, -trice [Of doubtful origin
,
app

f Gawn + Tree ,
but this may be an etymologiz-

ing perversion of OF gantier {14th c in. Du Cange
s v cantanum), var of chantier (,—med L can-

idnum) gantry ]

1 , A four-footed wooden stand for barrels
a, 1374 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 231, ix hogesheads m

86-3



GANYIE. 48 GAP,

thebultne with thegantreesand traves there 1611 Cotgr ,

Ponton, a Stilling, or Gauntue for Caske to stand on

1674-91 Ray N. C Words 30 A Gauntry 1724 Ramsay
Tea t Misc (1733) I 105,

1

paid him upon a gantree As
hostler wives should do a 1774 Fkrgusson Hallowfaxr
Poems (1845) 13 At Hallowfair where brousters raie Keep
guid ale on the Gantiees 1816 Scott Old Mart viii. The
housekeeper, is neither so young nor so handsome as to

tempt a man to follow her to the gauntrees 18 Mather
Songs 17 (Sheffield Gloss ) Oui brewing tubs and gantues
are ovei turn'd all *893 Peel Spen Valley 282 Great
gauntries where were once stored multitudes of bairels of
the strong ale

j
3 . 1807 J Hall Trav Scotl I 226 Gauntnce (so they

call the wooden frame or stand on which they place their

barrels, when they are to be tapped) a 18x1 Guahamt in

Hone Every dayBk (1827) II 1179 The frothing bickers

Are drained, and to the gaun tress oft return.

2 . A frame or platform for carrying a travelling-

crane or similar structure

1810 Hull Improv Act 54 Auy frame gantry or other
article 1861 Times 7 Oct

,
There were two travellmg-

cianes on the gantry over the budge x88a Engineer 24
Feb 133/2 Alongside these docks is a gantry, on which
work steam cranes 1896 Nature 24 Sept 515 The scheme
adopted was to erect a high gantry supported by towers on
either bank
attnb 1889 G Findlay Eng Railway 79 The fitting

shop at Crewe turns out about nine signals per week, in-

cluding composite 01 brackeL and gantry posts

Hence (from the jQ form) Gan litress v tram.,

to mount on a beer-stand.
X812 W Tennant A nsterE vi xxiv, Gawntress’d lound

each ruddy fire about, Hoglieads of porter . spout Their
genial streams

Gantjeld, -^ell : see Gainyiekd.

+ G-anyie. Sc Obs. Forms : 5 ganije, gayn-
yhe, 6 ganye, gan-, genijie, 6-7 gainyie, -30

[Of obscuie origin ; there was an Irish gatnne of
similar meaning Du Cange s v. Ganeo quotes an
undated gloss 1ganeo . hasta vel jacnlum, lingua

Gallica’, but the word is not known m OFr.
A supposed 14th c example often cited (from A lisannder

292) is prob a mistake; the gamus of the MS. should prob
be corrected intogairus, not into gamus ]

An arrow, or similar missile, esp a crossbow-
bolt In late use chiefly in the alliterative phrase
gun and ganyie
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron viii xxxvii 59 WillameoffDowglas

thare wes syne Wyth a spryngald gaynyhe throw the the
ci470 Henry Wallace x 816 Weyll stuft thai ar with gwn
[and] gan^e off steill 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxvm 4 So
sail the magryme dois me menjie, Perseing my blow as any
ganjie 1535 Stewart Cron Scotl II 19 The citie he did
assail 1, With gun and ganaie. a 1598 Rollock On 2 TAess
11 5-8 (1606) 76 Commes he on with this worldly armoui,
gunnes and gamyies, I aske of thee ‘l

Ganymede (garmmfd), Also 6 ganymedes,
6-7 gammed(e, (7 genymade) [ad L. Gany-
medes, a. Gr. TavvfjefjSijs a Trojan youth, whom
Zeus made his cupbearer.]

I A cupbeaiei, a youth who serves out liquor

;

humorously, a pot-boy
x6o8 Midijleton Mad World it i, Shall I be bold with

your honour, to prefer this afoiesaid Ganymede to hold a
plate under your lordship’s cup ? 1656 Cowley Misc , Grass-
hopper 8 Nature selfe’s thy Gammed 1693 Congreve in
Drydeli's Juvenal Sat xi (1697) 291 A raw unskilful Lad
At once my Carver and myGanymede 1826 Scott Woods

t

ix,The cavalier, anested the progress of the retiring Gany-
mede 1841 Punch 1 . 101/2 Lo 1 Ganymede appears with a
foaming tankard of ale. 1878 H.M StanleyDark Cont I

vu 153 The foaming jar is ieady, and the dusky Ganymede
attentive.

2 . A catamite.
X59X Percivall Sp Did., Puto, a ganymedes, Cynacdns

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 568 A yoong beard-
lesse Genymade whom he loved, a 1649 Drumm of
Hawtii Poems Wks (1711) 55, I_ crave Thou wilt be
pleas’d, gieat God, to save My sov1

reign from a Ganymede
1708 Motteux Rabelais V. (1737) 217 Ganymedes, Bar-
dachoes, Huffiers

3 The name given to the largest satellite of the
planet Jupiter
1868 Lockyer Gmllemin's Heavens (ed 3) 232.

t GanyttiecLean. Obs-1 [f, L Ganymede-us
pertaining to Ganymede -l- -an.] One who follows
the practices of a ganymede (see Ganymede 2)
1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost 160 Pandars, Ganimedeans,

Enhaunsers of Lust.
Ganyngale, obs form of Galingale
Gauza (garuza). Also 7 gansa, gansaw [app
Godwin took the woid from the leading of the
old edd. of Pliny N. II x xxu

;
see quot 1601 ]

One of the birds (called elsewhere ‘ wild swans ’)

which drew Domingo Gonsales to the moon in the

romance by Bp F. Godwin (see quot. a 1633).
[1601 Holland Pliny I 281 The Geese thei e, be all white

;

but lesse of bodie than from other parts and there they be
called Ganzae ] a 1633 [Godwin] Manm theMoone (1638) 27
All my Gansa’s weie not of sufficient strength to carry him
Ibid 41 My Ganza’s 1648 Wilkins Math Magick 11 Dm-
dalnsvix 202 Others, have conjectuied a possibility ofhemg
conveyed through the air by the help of fowls , to which pur-
pose the fiction of the Ganzas, is the most pleasant and prob-
able. 1652 Bp Hall Invis World 1 § 7 146 Men, who, as if

upon Domingo Gonsales his engine, theyhad beeu mounted
by his Ganzaes from the Moon to the Empyreall heaven.
1664 ButlerHud xi 111 782 Theyaie but idle Dreams and
Fancies, And savour strongly ofthe Ganzas x668 H. More
Dvu, Dial, I. 531 0 that tne invention of the Gansaws were

once perfected, that I might make my first Visit to oui
Neighbours in the Moon 1 1813 [see Cunlal a ]

Gaol (dae'l), Gaoler (d^1 hi), variant spell-

ings of Jail, Jaileu In Bntish official use the

forms with G are still cunent, m literary and
journalistic use both the G and the J forms are

now admitted as correct, but all lecent Dictionaries

give the preference to the latter

Gap (gsep), sbP Also 4-6 gappe, 6-7 gapp
[a ON gap chasm (only in the mythological name
Gmnunga-gap), wide-mouthed outciy (Sw. gap,

Da gab open mouth, also opening, chasm)
;

sb

related to ON and Sw gapa, Da gabe to Gape ]

Any opening or bleach m an otherwise continuous

object
,
a chasm or hiatus.

1 A breach 111 a wall or hedge, as the result of

violence 01 natural decay
c 1380 Sir Fei untl 4089 So harde bay brewe &5en be wal
.And succh a gappe pay made pei. on. Ibid 5164 To be

gappes [ortg holes] bup bay come c 1400 Rom Rose 4023
Rise up And stoppe sone and delyveily Alle the gappis of
the hay c 1440 Piomp Parv 186/1 Gap of a walle, inter-

vallum 1523 Fitzheru Hush § 141 Oi to fynde a gap or

a sherde in his hedge 1584 Vestiy Bks. (Surtees) 16 For
mendinge a gappe in the churchyard wall ij d 1604 Eng
Gilds (1870) 434 No man shall make yates 01 gapes in the
common feild x666 Bunyan Giace Ab P54, I saw as it

weie a nairow gap like a little doorway in the wall 1712
Addison Sped No 313 ? 14 Satan, aftei having long wan
deied upon the surface, or outmost Wall of the Universe,
discovers at last a wide Gap in it 1821 Shtlley Boat on
Sercluo 82 Ihose gieen harbouis Fanners called gaps, and
we schoolboys called aibours 1843 Lever J Hinton xxh,
We came to a low stone wall, through a gap of which we
passed

fig 1595 Siiaks John in iv 32, I will stop this gap of

breath with fulsome dust

+b Phrase. To stop two gaps with one bush'
* to kill two birds with one stone to accomplish
two ends at once Obs
1546 J Heywood Pro

v

(1867) 78 ,

1

will leame, to stop two
gaps with one bushe 1638 Sandlrson Serin II 97 This
common usage of the phrase, as it well preserveth the
sence, so doth it also (that I may stop two gaps with one
bush] justifie the tiuth of this chaige in my text

+ 2 Jig A11 opening or breach by which entry

may be effected or attack made
,
more rarely of a

way of escape Obs.
1548 in Stiype Eccl Mem II 11 App Q 56 Many good

men study to devise good laws so a gieat many
labour to defeat them and as Lhe common saying is to

find gapps and staitmg holes X577 Hanmeii Am Eccl
Hist (1619) 60 Lest that theieby men be troubled and a
Gappe left open to the malice of Sycophants 1624 Sir R
KNiGHTLrv In Fortesc Papers (Camden) 196 Which is 111

teipieted a gapp for an escape if any can he made either by
mischeife or money a 1628 Preston Breastpl Love (1631I

215 The standing still and not hastening to the gappe 1722
Dn Foe Col Jack (1840) 286 No gap open where we could
have the least apprehensions of any evil breaking in upon
us 1756 in Temple & Sheldon Hist Nortlifield, Mass
(1875) 294 We humbly beg of you to guard us m our
husbandry and that we may not be a gap open as m times
past.

+b esp m phrases To standm thegap : to act

as defender. To open a gap . to give access, afford

passage or opportunity To stop agap to close a
breach, secure a weak point, pi event attack Obs.

1535 Coverd \j e Ezck xiu 5 They stonde not in the
gappes, nether make they an hedge for the house of Isiael
Ibid xxu 30 c 1555 HARrst ield Divorce Hen VIII
(Camden) 273 So dangerous a matter it is to open once the
gap to eriors and heresies 1596 Spenslr State Irel Wks
(Globe) 621/2 Such a gapp of lmscheif lyeth open therby,
that I could wish it were well stopped 1599 Thynm
Annnadv (1875) 51 To stoppe that gappe, I will ausweie,
that Chaucers woorkes haue byn sithens printed twyce
1631 Gouge God’s Arrows 1 § 45 77 When there is none to
stand in the gap, how should his wiath be stayed? 1664
J Keymor Dutch Fishing m Phcnix II 225 To open the
Gap ofTraffick,and to make fulness of Trade, c x68o Beve-
ridge Semi (1729) II 1 16 As if it opened a gap to all

manner of licentiousness 1757 G Washington Lett Writ
1889 I 508 The inhabitants see, and are convinced of this,

which makes each family afraid of standing in the gap of
dangei.

f 3 A gash or wound in the body. Obs
1 a 1500 Lament Virgin Mary in Chester PI (bhaks

Soc ) II 208 To see ray sone y have grete peyne, In hys
breste so grete a gappe ys 1541 R Copland Guydon's
Quest. Chirurg N uij b, The ix place is vpon the cares &
gappes of depe woundes xfioo Fairfax Tasso xi xlv,
Through his right eie Clonndaes seu’nth shaft went And m
his necke broke forth a bloodie gap
4. A notch; a small break or opening m an
edge or surface. Now rare.

1530 Palsgr 224/1 Gappe in a knyfe, hoche 1591 [see
Hard« 20] c 1645 Hoxv ell Lett (1892) I 316 The Jews
when they kill any Creature cut the Throat with a Knife
without a Gap 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol Anat
Man iv. vi 342 There is observed in that place a Gap or
Chink 1833 J Holland Mannf Metal II 257 The pinion
ofthe axle coming to the gap atD sinks or rises 111 the slit

1884 Bower & Scott De Beery's Phaner, 443 The passages
are short, and relatively broad, and may more properly be
termed gaps or cavities

t b A notch or slit made in a swan’s beak, as
a puvate mark Obs.
1538-9 Will of W. Yatles (Somerset Ho), My swane

mark of the twoo gappes and the Staple 1656 in LineN # (?. (1897) V 92 One Swanne mark of the Gapp with
the Penney cross in alt on the neie side.

5 A break or opening in a range of mountains

,

a pass 01 gorge (veiy common in US)
5

1555 Edln Decades 350 Oner the sayde byght you shall
se a great gappe 111 the mouiitayne 1709 Addison Tatler
No 161 T 8 I wo great Gaps that led thio’ this Circuit of
Mountains X788 M CuTLru 111 Life, Jmls <§ Corr, (1888)
I 403 We passed the nairows or gaps of two ranges of high
mountains 1816 J Bigi low in New-Eng Ji nl Med &
Surg V 323 Fiom this town a road has been cut, passing
through a gap of the mountains to Portland 1847 Parliman
Oregon Tr (1872) r8o We leached the gap, which was like
a deep notch cut into the mountam-i tdge x8oo Boldrlwood
Miner's Right xv 153 A11 ugly lot to meet In one of those
narrow lochy gaps, as they call them, ovei the line of ranges

b. With defining word water-gap, one which
is deep enough to serve as the course of a stream
{Cent Did')

,
wind-gap (see quot 1889)

1779 D Livlrmore in Coll New Ilampsh Hist Sac (1850)
VI 314'Ihismorningthetioops pass theWindgap,socalled
for Us being the only pass foi a number of miles through a
long chain of mountains 1877 A B Sylvester A/. NorthN V 6o A water-gap, forming a natural gateway through
the mountains 1889 j D Whitney United States 223 Gaps
. 111 which the depression 111 the ridge is not sufficiently deep
to give passage to a watercouise are known as ‘wind-gaps’

c local (See quots

)

1825 Brighton Commissioners’ Act § 62 Gap, a road or
descent from cliffs to sea-shoie x868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss

,
Gap, an opening at the Bank-top through which a

path or track winding up the sttep Bank-side finds its way
011 to the open 111001

d A hole or chasm m the ground.
1696 Wiiiston Th Earth iv (1722) 381 Its old Fissures

were open’d and sufficient Gaps made 1840 Dickens
Barn liitdge 11, Gieat holes and gaps had worn into the
soil, being now filled with water fiom the late rams
6. An unfilled space or mlcival , a blank or

deficiency, a break in continuity
1605 Shaks Math m. 1 12 If he had beene forgotten, It

had bene as a gap in oui great Feast 1670 Mu ton Hist
Eng 11 Wks (1847) 483/2 Weie it not foi leaving an
unsightly gap so near to the beginning, I should have judg’d
this Labour almost superfluous 1675 J Pynchon in
I Mather K. Philip's War (1862) 237, I could be heartily
glad if we were able to spaie some men, but nine men out
of this Towne makes a great gap 1690 Locke Hum
Und m vi (1695) 250 In all the visible corporeal World,
we see no Chasms or Gaps the descent is by easie Steps,
and a continued series ofThings 1754 Richardson Graudt-

son I ix 51 In that long gap of time as he called it 1771N Nicholls Corr w Gray (1843) 126, I found the gap
between Froissart and Comincs, and longed for Monstielet
1853 Sir H Douglas Milit Bridges (cd 3) 85 A part of
the bridge piojectmg from each bank, and a gap in the
middle 1865 Kingslly Lett (1878) II 214 His death is to
me a great sorrow—a gap m my life which I feci and cannot
fill 1874 Saycl Compar Plulol vi 236 There is no break,
no sudden gap m nature , all follows 111 a regular unbroken
order i8ga Law / lines XCII. 145/2 The gap on the walls
caused by the removal of the portraits

b lJhiases To stop
,

to Jill (in or up), to

supply a gap - to make up a deficiency, supply a
want, fill a vacant space.
*5*3 Fitzherb Hush § 146 A woman can nat get her

lyuynge honestly w fc spynnynge on the dystaffe, but it

stoppeth a gappe 1548 Ifall Uiroit
, K Hen V1, 175 All

though thei daily lost people yet their numbre was ie-

stoied, and the gappe euer filled 1655 Sir E Nicholas
in N Papers (Camden) II 222 He has already hmdred
50011 which would stop many a gapp now, it may be more
then 200011 will at another time 1711 Swut Lett (1767)
III 217, I make a present, of it [money] to stop some gaps
1776 F Bull Let 28 Oct. in Wilkes' Corr (1805) V 85, 1 only
mean to stop thegap for the present 1835 Tiiirlwall Greece
I v. 131 Invented merely to fill up a gap 111 chionology. 1845
Maurice Mor <y Met Philos 111 Eiuycl Mctrop II 653/1
Theology would be brought 111 to supply gaps in the
systemwhich philosophyhad tried to construct. 1879 Fiioudl
Ciesarxix 311 He had a few levies with him to fill the gaps
111 the old legions

f c Used to render L. hiatus Obs
1706 Pore Let to Walsh 22 Oct , To come to the Hiatus,

or Gap between two words

7- A breach or wide divergence m character or

sympathies
1857 Buckle Civths I. vii 418 Such is the great gap

which separates the public men of our time from those who
flourished under that bad system 1876 Freeman Norm
Conq V xxiv 495 There was a gap between him and the
mass of his flock and Clergy
S. t&chn (See quot and cf gap-bed lathe )

1873 C. P B Sheiley Workshop Appliances vi 190
A gap is an expedient for enabling a lathe to take in

articles of much greatei diameter without mateually
increasing its weight or general dimensions

9 attnb and Comb

,

as gap-way ;
(objective),

gap-stopper
; gap-bed lathe (see quot ) ; gap-

hunter, one who m riding to hounds makes for

the gaps, instead of riding straight, gap-lathe
= gap-bed lathe

;
gap-net (? obs ), a net placed

across a gap (cf. gate-net)
; + gap-wide a ,

gaping
wide open , gap-window (see quot.)

.

1884 Knight Did Mech IV 375
*Gap-bed lathe, one

with an opening 111 the bed or shears to allow a larger object
to be turned 187a DailyNews 26 Mar , Though a man .

.

should hunt properly, a woman need not be ashamed of
being a * *gap-hunter ’ 1879 Cassells Techu Ednc IV
280/3 '"'Gap-lathes find employment chiefly m small work-
shops 1884 Health Exhib.Catal x 18/2 Powerful Double-
geared Gap Lathe, self-acting and screw-cutting 1727
Philip Quarll (1816) 28 An animal . which he had found
taken m one of the *gap-nets 1758 J Rutty Spir Diary
(ed. 2) 1x5 The Lord honoured me with a post of being one
of the three *gap stoppers on this occasion. 1857 S. Osborn



GAP. 49 GAPEB.

Quedah xix 267 We swept through another *gapway m the

hills 1583 Stanyhurst ALiteis 11 (Arb ) 5% Downe we beat

oure rampiers, oui towne wals ^gapwycl ai opned 1874

Knight Did Mech I 942/1 *Gap-wtndow, a long and
narrow window

Gap (g*p)i sb 2 [Cf. GAin? sb d] Blowing

the gap blowing the gaff, giving information

1821 P Egan Real Life, etc 1 xxiv 557 He should

like to smack the bit without blowing the gap

Gap (gffip), v rare [f Gap sb l
] a mtr

To break at the edge
;

to become jagged or

notched, b trans To make notches m dial.

See also Gapped
1847-78 Halliwell, Gap, to notch, to jag South 1864

Reader 28 May 688 lion was preferable to steel Steel

gapped and lost its edge 1881 in Isle of Wight Gloss

Hence Gapping vbl sb., a breaking into notches.

1683 Evelyn Diary 13 July, I he gapping too of the razoi,

and cutting his own fingers, was a little strange.

Gapare, obs Sc. form of Gapee
Gape (g^p)) sb. Also 6 Sc. gaip, 8 gap(s).

[f Gape v ]

1

The act of opening the mouth
,
a yawn

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. Ill 466 The fox with mony
girne and gaip makis debait als lang as that he ma 1745
R Gravls Euphrosyne (1776) I 70 Now a gen'ral gape
goes round, And vapours cloud each sleepy head 1806-7

J Beresioud Mis Hum Life (1826) vn win, Balking

a good gape, by forcing your lips close together

2

.

An open-mouthed state , a gaze of wonder or

curiosity.

1660 Fisher Rustichs Alarm Wks (1679) 306 Thou hast

hung thy Reader up 111 the Air, and there left him among
Gapes and Stares 1768 Woman ofHonor 11 83 Paintings,

statues, monuments that so vulgaily satisfy the silly super-

ficial gape of tiavelling sight-mongeis 1863 Mrs C Clarke
Shales Char v 118 A sea-port town—tne inhabitants of

which appear to have more leisure for gape and gossip than
any others 1870 Daily News 4 Oct., Numeious English
tourists, bound for a gape at the battle-held of Sedan

b fig A state of eagerness or wonder . also in

phrase upon the gape ? Obs
*712 Addison Sped No 452 r 3 The Mind is not here

kept in a perpetual Gape after Knowledge 1713 STrrt 1:

Englishm No 24 158 The chief skill is to keep them still

upon the Gape 179a A Young Trav France (1794) I 8,

I have been upon the full silly gape to find out things that

I had not found before.

3 The gapes a A disease in poultry, etc., of

which frequent gapmg is the symptom
1799 Med Jrnl II 204 Theie is a disease prevalent among

the gallinaceous poultry 111 this country, called the gaps.

1864 Intell Observ No 33 197 Every keeper of poultry is

acquainted with the * gapes r 1886 Ld Walsingiiam &
Payne-Gallwey Shooting I 138 The most destructive

disease prevalent among partridges is that which is com-
monly known by the name of the ‘ gapes ’

b humorously. A fit of yawning or staring.

£-1815 Jane Austen Persuas. xx, Another hour of music
was to give delight or the gapes, as real or affected taste for

it prevailed 1840 Kaliburton Clochm Ser. in m, What
gave me the gapes was the scenes [at the theatre]

4 The expanse of an open mouth or beak.

1766 Pennant Zool (1768) II 246 The gape of the bill,

when opened, is near two inches from tip to tip 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI 2x4 The naiwhal, howevei,
has a much narrower gape than the great whale 1829
Glovlr Hist. Derby I 169 Pike The gape of the jaw is

wide 1864 R F Burton Dahome I 38 He opens his gape
like a fledgling to its parent 1884 Pall Mall G 18 Sept
12/1 Hawks remarkable for the size of their gape and the
shortness of their beaks

b The part of the beak which can be opened

;

the line of commissure of the mandibles.

1833 R Mudie Feaih Tribes Brit Isles (1841) I 28 From
the gape of the bill to the eyes a black streak extends 1883
Martin & Moole Verteb Diss 93 Each so-called mandible
is hard and horny at its tip, but becomes softer near the
angle of the gape 1886 W W. Fowler Yearw the Birds
83 The gape of the mouth furnished with strong hairs

c (See quot 1848 )
1848 Craig, Gape

,
in Conchology, an opening 111 multivalves

and bivalves when the valves are shut 1873 HuxrEY &
Martin Elem. Biol xi 104 At the edges of this

1 gape ’

of the shell [of the fresh water mussel] the thickened margins
of a part of the mantle become visible Ibid 105

5. A rent or opening of any land
1638 A Fox Wurtz' Surg 1 ui 7 Thereby the wound

comes to its old gape and shape 1833 G Johnston Nat
Hist E Bord I 231 This hurries along as the gape
deepens, and becomes, at every step, more declivous 1897
Westm Gaz, 22 Apr 3/2 She breaks off her thread with an
energetic pull, and thus overstraining her last stitch causes
m time an unseemly gape 111 that seam
b Naut The principal crevice or crack in

shaken timber 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word bk.

Gape (g^p), v. Forms
. 3-4 gapen, 5 gapyn,

6 Sc gaip, 9 dial. ge(e)ap, 5- gape. Also 3 (once)

pa t. geapede [a. ON gapa to open the mouth,
gape, Sw. gapa, Da gabe=MDn. and mod Du.
gapen, MLG. gapen, MHG. and G. gaffen to gape,

stare. The word is not found in Gothic, and its

further relations are uncertain , Skr jabh-, Zend.
jab- to yawn, gape, have been compared In Eng.
dialects there is some confusion with Galp v.

AnOE *gapian may have existed (cf. earlyME geapede
mquot a 1225, which may represent a Mercian form with
0 umlaut), but is not recorded ;

in the gloss * Panda, ape

'

(Wr -Wldcker 471/14), which is given in some Diets, as an
example of this verb, pando is abl ofpandits adj In thiee
passages of Chaucer [Miller's T. 238, 635; Troil.v. 1133)

three of the best MSS give cape instead of gape. This is

prob to be referred to LG hapen, MHG happen, haffen,

OHG hapfln to keep watch or outlook, aword not related to

G gaffen, but early confused with it ]

1 mtr To open the mouth wide, esp. in ordei to

bite or swallow anything Said also of the mouth
c X220 Bestiary 306 Bis fis Sanne him hungreS he gape#

wide a 1225 St Marker 9 He geonede [MS Bodl
geapede, misprinted geapede] mid his wide geneow uppon
hue 13 Sir Bettes (A) 2763 3enande & gapande on
him so, Ase he wolde him swolwe J?o £1330 Will Paleme
2372 pe werwolf as a wod best went hem. a-gens, Gapand
ful grunli 14 Tundale’s Vis 149 Her mowthes wer
wyde, pai gapud fast 1330 Palsgr 560/2, I gape, as a
beest dothe that entendeth to byte, whiche holdeth his

mouthe open afore x688 R Holme Armoury in. 294/1
Such Fellows are fed with Roasted Pigs and good Ale
as long as they can gape 1710 Steele & Addison Tatler
No 257 r 11 Opening their Mouths as wide as they could

gape x8zx Lamb Elia Ser. 1 My First Play, Heads that

gape, and gnn, in stone around the inside of the old Round
Church of the Templars.

Proverbialphrases.
1546 J, Heywood Prov (1867) 17 He that gapeth till he

be fed, Mate fortune to fast and famishe for honger. 1577-

87 Holinshed C/tton. (1807-8) II 389 A man ought not to

chide with a foole, nor gape over an oven. *709 Bnt, Apollo
II. No 62 2/2 She will gape like a Pig on a Spit

b. transf. of earth, hell, etc.

c 1373 Sc Leg Saints
,
Egipciane 541 par-for me wonderis

. pat pe erd gapand wycl, me swelyt nocht c 1460 'I oivneley

Myst vu 203 Then shall hell gape and gryn 1333 Cover-
dale Isa v. 14 Therfore gapeth hel, and openeth hyr
mouth marvelous wyde 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met 1 739
Gape, Eaith, and this unhappy wretch intomb. 1703 Berke-
ley Cave ofDunmore Wks 1871 IV 507 This water mns
but a little way eie the rock gapes to swallow it 1830

Tennyson In Mem lxx. 6 A gulf that ever shuts and gapes,

c Of a bivalve To open the shell

1377 North brooke Dicing (1843) 61 The crab piesently

putteth a little stone into the oyster as he gapeth 17x2 Ad-
dison Sped No 293 V 9 An Oyster, which lay 111 the Neigh-
bourhood of this Drop, chanced to gape and swallow it up

d. Used jocularly for 'to open
1607 Middleton Michaelmas Term 1.1, He was here three

days before the Exchequer gaped.

e trails. To open (the mouth) wide. + To gape

out to emit with open mouth, rat e

1608 Armin Nest Ninu. (1842) 32 So shee, forgetting

modesty, gapte out a laughter. 1663 Hooke Microgr 204
Beyond these were two indented jaws DD, which he opened
side wayes, and was able to gape them asunder very wide
1892 H Hutchinson Pairway Isl 11 A man’s head gaped
its mouth to ask. what young Quarrell wanted there

2 mtr Of material objects, wounds, etc : To
open as a mouth

;
to split, crack, pait asunder

1377 B Googd IIei esbacKsHush (1586)11 87 After the tenth

ofJune, when the giound gapes with the heate of the Sunne
x6ox Holland Plmy II. 593 The Tyburtine stones if the

heat of summer take them, they will gape and be ready to

cleaue m sunder 1688 R. Holmc Armoury in 398/1 A
Stitching Quill is an instrument by means wheieof a wound
that gapeth is drawn together, or stitched up 1828 Scott

F M Perth xxu, Thrak'st thou that the wounds of the

slaughtered corpse will gape? 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-

bh s v,, The seams gape, or let in water 1882 Vines tr

Sacks’ Bot 799 If this portion [of the root] is split, the

parts generally gape concavely outwards

3 To gape on or upon, now more commonly To
gape at to stare at with open mouth, to gaze upon

m curiosity or wonder.
c 1290 S Eng, Leg I 108/66 On hire gapede alday

swyjie muche folc jjere for hire contmaunce was wonderful

1314 Barclay Cyt Uplondyshm (Percy Soc ) p xliv.

Upon the sewer well mayst thou gase and gape 1581

Sidney Apol Poetrie (Arb ) 67 What is it to make folfees

gape at a wretched Begger, or a beggerly Clowne ? 1621

Burton Anat Mel ir. u vi 111. (1651) 299 The dog and
hare, wolf and lamb stood all gaping upon Orpheus 17SS
Smollett Qntx (1803) II 6 Like a country villager gaping

at rarities which he had never seen before. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 431 Levame gaped upon him As on a thing miracu-

lous 1883 Manch Exam 12 May 5/3 1 he larger the town
the more ready are people to gape at new sights

b. absol To stare in wondei or admuation.

1377 Langl P PI B x 41 Tho that feynen hem fobs

And do men for to gape, c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 287

This Nicholas sat ay as stille as ston, And ever he gaped up-

ward into the eire c 1394 P. PI Crede 156 And whan y cam
to court y gaped aboute 1530 Palsgr 560/2, I gape

I loke stedfastly upon a thyng 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud
Ep iv i 181 Man was not meant to gape or looke upward
with the eye 1700 Song in Ramsay Tea-t Mtsc (1733)

I 88 There’s braw lads in Earnslaw Wha gape and glowr

with their eye, At kirk when they see my Marion 1731

Eliz Carter Rambler No. 100 r 2 They may not gape,

and wonder, and stare 1830 Cunningham Bnt. Paint II

195 When the wonder of the town began to abate, the

country came gaping in.

4 . To gape after or for (also + at, + upon) : to be

eager lo obtain, to have a longing for (something)

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr (1866) 41 As if ware
abyaande or gapand after sum qwent stimnge a 1420

HoccleveDe Reg, Pnnc 1408 Fulle many men hnowe I that

vane and gape After some fatte and riche benefice c 1460

Fortescue A is fy Lint Mon xx. (1883) 156 Importune
suterswilgape vpon suchereuersiouns a 1333 Ld Berners
Gold Bk M. Aw el (1546) C11 b, It is no uewe thyng that

men gape for hygh and frayle thynges 1600 Holland
Livy xxx xl (1609) 768 He gaped at [L petens] the honour

offinishing the same [war] 1638 F Junius Paint Ancients

igo The basenesse of a minde that pipeth for nothing but
money 167a Marvell Corr cc Wks 1872-5 II 397 The
greedy appetites of those who have been so many years

gapmg after this profit. 1758 Johnson Idler No 3 T 7 Mul-
titudes who awake in the morning, vacant ofthought, with

minds gaping for the intellectual food, which some kind Es-

sayist has been accustomed to supply 1827-48 Hare Guesses

Sei 11 (1873) 540 It is not solely in the Gospel that people go

out into tne desert to gape after new spiritual incarnations

b with inf : to desire eagerly to do (something)

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xm 5 Glottery, hat is ay gapand
to take, c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 290 Whan oure

lady com to his munke he gapid for to haue of here

lycoure 1361 T Norton Calvins Inst n 08 If they finde

the spnng hed of the euell withm themsefues, why gape
they to finde out foreme causes 1633 Pagitt Chnstianogr
222 Some others who gape to swallow up and make a prey

of that little which remameth a 1748 Put Ep, to Spence

22 Studying his looks, and watching at the board, He
gapes to catch the droppings of my lord 18x5 Sporting

Mag XLVI 122 Lincolnshire friends are gaping with

mouths wide open to have then curiosity satisfied

-J*
c. absol.

;

also trans —gape after Obs

1532 Latimer Frmtf. Serm (1375) 124,

1

pray God geue
vnto vs such hartes, tnat we may be content to hue in our

calling, and not to gape farther. 1357 I ottel’s Misc (Arb

)

258 For whiles you knew I was your own, So long 111 vame
you made me gape. 1388 T L To

_
Ch Rome 11651) 13

Your ,, brethren, which walke gaping the comming of

a second Messias.

f 5 To gasp from pain, heat, etc Also, of the

dead, to have the mouth open. Obs
1332 Minot Poems vu 135 Was pou noght, Franceis,

with \n wapm Bitwlxen Cressy and Abuyle? Whare pi

felaws lien and gapm 1398 Trevisa Barth De P Ii

xviii xlvm (1495) 809 They bysliadow themself with the fote

whan they lye gapyng on the grounde in stronge hete of the

sonne J a 1400 Morte Arth 1076 He gapede, he groned

faste, with grucchande latez, flor grefe of }>e glide kyng.

c 1500 Lancelot 1090 One to the hart the spere goith thiow

the scheld, The knychtis gaping lyith in the felt! 1333

Stewart Cron Scot II 185 Richt scharpe schutling on ilk

syde inycht be sene,Quhen monygrume la gaippand 011 the

grene <2x572 Knox Hist Ref Wks 1846 I 260 The
Gray Freiris gapped, the Blak Freans blew, the Pieastis

panted, and fled

6 To yawn, esp from weariness.

Now rare in southern Eng and 111 literature J
common

colloq. in midland and. northern districts

c 1440 Promp Parv 186/1 Gapyn,hio,oscito 1330 Palsgr
560/1 There is never no man that gapeth but other he is

wery 01 he lacketh somwliat 1619 R Wesie 2>7v Demeanor •

77 in Babees Bk 293 To gape in such unseemely sort, with

ugly gaping mouth, Is like an image pictured a blowing

from the south 1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 186 He, at the

sight of supper, wont to fall A yawning, gapes and gapes,

and that is all. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 134 He gapes

111 the Theatie 1729 Swift Lady's Jrnl 42 She stretches,

gapes, unglues her eyes, And asks if it be time to rise

b To gape away : to pass (the time) in yawning
1883 Harper's Mag Apr 699/2 We scarcely saw a soul

except a few. loafers gaping away the weary hours,

7. To bawl or shout Obs exc dial.

1379 Fulice Heskins Pari 356 He gapeth and cryeth out

vppon Oecolampadius x6o8 Middleton jFain Love 1 11,

Peace, good Gudgeon, gape not so loud 1687 Miege Fr
Diet. 11, He evei gapes, when he speaks, il cne toujours,

quand tlparle. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Geeap, to gape Also

to bawl or talk loudly.

8 The vb -stem in Comb

,

as gape-jaw ; also

gape-eyed a. (see quot ) ;
gape-gaze® dial mtr,

to gaze with opeu mouth, or with eagerness ;
gape-

scene, ? nonce-wd. (see quot

)

1853 Chamier My Travels II x, 164 Theie is not a window
which has not one of these gape-scenes [Balconies] 1863

Mrs Gaskrll Sylvia's L (ed. 2) I 249 T’ most part o’

girls as has looks like hers are always gape gazing to catch

other folks’ eyes 1876 Browning bhop 7 What gimcracks,

genuiue Japanese , Gape-jaw and goggle-eye, thefrog 1889

Century Diet, Gape-eyed, in herpetlologyl, naked-eyed,

having apparently no eyelids as, the gape eyed skinks

Gaper (g<?
1 P3-1). Also 6 Sc. -are. [f prec. +

-EKlJ
1 One that gapes

;
one that stares 01 gazes in

wonder or curiosity.

a 1637 B Jonson Discov Wks (Rtldg ) 748/1 The Taber-

lanes of the late age, which had nothing in them but the

scemcall strutting, and furious vociferation, to warrant them

to the ignorant gapers 17x1 Addison Sped No 47 IP 3
The Dutch hangup what they call the Sign of the Gaper,

that is, the Head of an Idiot dressed iu a Cap and Bells, and

gaping in a most immoderate manner *833 Lyti onR tenzi

1 ix, The pope’s notary hath set up a great picture in the

Market-place, and the gapers say it 1 elates to Rome *864-3

Knight Passages Work Life II. 1 3 Gapers from the

country stood wondenngly upon the Parade

•j’ b. One who gapes or longs for a thing. Obs

1559 Mirr Mag
,
Worcester xiv. And for my goodes and

liuuiges wernot small The gapers for them bare the world 111

hand [etc] <111372 Knox Hist Ref Wks 1846 I 351

Maister Gavme Hammiltoun, gapare foi the Bischopnk of

Sanctandiois 1593 Q Eliz tr Boeth (E E T S ) 9 Paulm
the consul from the gapers [L hiantmm] Jawes I drew
1628 Wither Bnt Reviemb iv 727 More gapers for the

wealth Of such as dy’d

2 . Ormth. a. The open-bill (see quot 1871)

rare b. One of the Euryleumdas , a bioad-bill

1871 Darwin Descent ofMan II 217 The Gaper [Anasto-
mus oscitans) of India 1884—5 RwersidcNat Hist (188B)

IV 463 The blue billed gaper (Cyinhrhynchus macrorhyn-

chus). is found in Sumatra and Borneo.

3 . (See quots )
1828-32 Webster (citing Pennant, but it is not in P ’s Bnt,

Zool ), Gaper, a fish with six or seven bands and tail un-

divided [1861 Couch Bnt, Fishes I 195 From thus pecu-

liauty it was that among the Greeks it [Serranus Cabnlla)
obtained the name of . Channos, or the Gaper ] 1889 Cent.

Did
,
Comber,

the Serranus caonlla, also called gaper

4. A bivalve mollusc of the family Mytdae, the

shell ofwhich is open at one end : also gaper-shell.



G-APE-SEED, 50 GARB.
1833 Forbes & Hanley Bnt MolInsea I 160 Myadse

The Gaper Tribe. The popular appellations of * Gapeis’
may he applied to the whole tribe 1868 Wood Homes
•withoutH v 98 The common Gaper Shell {Mya armaria),
so called because one end of the shell gapes widely.

Hence + G-a'persss, a female gaper.
1660 Hexham Nether-Dutch Diet , A woman Gaper or a

gapresse

Crape-seed (ge l psf cl). Also 6-7 gaping seed,

7 gapes-seed [f Gape sb or v + Seed sl> ]

1

In sarcastic plnases To seek, buy, or sow gape-
seed to stare gapingly at a fair or market, instead
of transacting useful business.

as
seede, 1600NashkSummit s Last WillWks (GrosartjVI
144 If a fellow Should, all his life time go from fane to
faire, And buy gape-seede, hauuig no businesse else 1673
O Walker Educ 193 They sow but gape seed which being
harvested yields them a goodly crop of wonders 1694 Poor
RobinAug

, And by that means T hey for their Gapes-seed
do pay dear 1779 Koran 1 xl m Sterne's Wks (Dublin)
VI 81 The nine days wonder had sown its gape seed long
befoie. The novelty grew stale 1856N Q 2nd Ser, I 362
Plenty of persons were ‘ sowing gape seed

1

at them 1877N W Line Gloss s v
,

‘ She’s gone to Bngg Stattus to saw
gape-seed

1

2

Something stared at by a gaping crowd
;
also,

the act of staling with open mouth
a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Gape-seed, whatevei the

gazing Ciowd idly stares and gapes after
; as Puppet-shows,

[etc ] any thing to feed the eye 1725 m New Cant, Diet
183a Q Rev. Mar 431 When was gapeseed evei too gross
for gulping asinine cockney curiosity ? 1876 Miss Yonge
IVomank vn 55 The National Gallery well gone thiough,
and not tieated as gapeseed, is a key to volumes of ail
1879 Times 29 May, Of the French team, Rayon d'Oi came
in for the most gapeseed
b One who stares with open mouth.
1883 Sportsman 23 June 2/4 (Farmer) The ring was sui-

rounded_ by a fairly strong crowd of gapeseeds

Gaping (g^’pnj), vbl sb [f Gape v + -ins* ]
1 . The action of the verb Gape in various senses
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth n. metr 11 24 (Catnb MS ) Crewel

lauyne deuowrynge al that thei han getyn slieweth oother
gapynges c 1440 Prornp Pare x86/i Gapynge, hiatus

,

ttiacio 1581 Mulcaster Positions xv. (1887) 70 Those .

that be cumbred With much gaping and yawning 1619M Boyle in Ltsmore Papers Sei 11 (1887) II 237 In
Dublin there is much gapemg at Cashelles death 1722 Dc
Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 279 The lady-milliner paid dear
enough for her gaping after the queen 1822-34 Good's
Study Med (ed 41 III 332 The particular kind of pandicu-
lation, to which the first of these movements gives rise
being called Oscitancy, Yawning 01 Gaping 1870 Morris
Earthly Par II m 287 The painted dragon head that ye
note now Grin at Jove’s temple door with gapings vain
2 A deep opening 01 chasm m the earth lObs
*539 Tonstall Serin Paint Sund (1823) 70 Curtius was

contente for sauyng of the citie of Rome to leape into a
gapyng of the erth 1603 Knou.es Hist Turks (1638) 281
They found such a deep and wide gaping of the locke be-
twixt them and the enemy 1684 T Burnet Th Earth 1

148 As we shewed before in explaining the chanel of the
ocean, it left a gaping iu the middle, or an abyss-chauel,
as I should call it, *11722 Lisle Hush. (1732) 27 There
was not a piece of earth to be seen . but it had large
gapings m it

3 attnb

,

as f gapmg-seed (see Gape-seed)
,

gapmg-stook, an object of open-mouthed wonder
(cf. gazing-, laughing-stock).
1817 Godwin Mcwidevilie II 11 40, I wsis to be a gaping

stock and a scorn to all the young volunteer
w

Gaping (g^’pii)), ppl. a [f. as prec + -ING2 ]
That gapes, m vanous senses of the verb
1588 Shaks Tit. A n iu 249 Who art thou that lately

did’st descend, Into this gaping hollow of the earth ? 1607
Topsell Four-/ Beasts (1658) 363 He met with a gaping
Lion . 1683 Kennett tr Etasm on Folly 8 1 To be deafened
with the noise of gaping boys 1607 Dryden Vtrg Georg
111. 439 Hov’nng there, With gaping Mouths, they draw
prolific Air 1730 Swift Com Wks 1841 II 636 We see
Cato, and Brutus . as they really were, and not such as
the gaping multitude of their own age took them to be 1749
Johnson Van. Hum Wishes 48 Few know the toiling
statesman's fear or care, The insidious rival and the gaping
heir 1834 Woodward Mollusca. 11 246 Bivalves are said
to be * close* when the valves fit accurately, and 1 gapuig ’

when they cannot be completely shut 187a Darwin
Emotions ix. 236 No determined man probably ever had an
habitually gaping mouth 1884 Public Opinion n July 30/1
The people’s representatives are made to stand like gaping
fools before the umveise
Comb 1670 Brooks Wks (1867) VI 303 Gapmg-mouthed

men are noted for fools by Lucian
Hence Ga pmglyoifo

,
with open mouth; eagerly,

amazedly t Also, with hiatus.
157a Buchanan Detect Mane Q Scottes G ij, Sche that

quhilere gapingly sought for euery small bieath of sus-
picioun against her husband . of her awne accord e offreth
him a louer. 1373-80 Baret A tv B 1341 To come wordes
so m his style that vowels meete together gapingly. x8xa
L. Hunt m Exam. 14 Dec 785/1 He has not been accus-
tomed to be so gapingly at a loss 1883 Stevenson Sil-
verado Sq (1886)43, 1 hearkened to it by the hour, gapingly
hearkened, and let my cigaiette go out.

Gapisn. (g*
1

1

pif), a rare [f Gape sb. +
-ishlj Having a tendency to gape
1830 J Strothers Antobiog vi Poet. Wks I, 79 Others,

With months rather gapish, May be standing stock still

Gapped (g&pt), ppl, a, Also 7 gapt [f. Gap
sb.

1 or v. + -ed.]

1. Having the edge notched or serrated.
156a Turner Herbal 11, 110 Cmkfoly . , hath Ieues lyke

mmte diuided or gapped lyke a saw 1607 Rowiands
Guy, Earl Warm 3 His broken Launce, gapt Faulcluon,
batter’d Shield 1633 Gurnall Chr m Arm 111 vi-xvui
ix n (1662) 294 If the Workmans Tools be blunt or gapt, no
work can be well done, till a new edge be set on them *765
Sierni Tr Shandy /ill xxvu, IfMrs Wadman had gLven
him a cut with a gap’d knifeacioss his finger x8 Lowell
Kossuth Poet Wks (1879) xox When gapped and dulled
her cheaper tools, Then she a saint or prophet sends
pig 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) I xvn xxr, I will

never meet at hard-edge with her
, if I did I should be

confoundedly gapped

2 Broken through at intervals
,

full of holes or

breaches
1854 H Miller Sell Schtn (1858)238 Its bulging walls

and gapped loof, that showed the bare ribs through the
breaches. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt IV 121 Closing its

gapped ranks. x8 Tennyson Dcf Lucknow 42 Take aim
at their leaders—then masses are gapp’d with our grape

Gappy (grc-pi), a [f Gap sb * + -yi.j hull of

gaps or deficiencies.

1846 Jml. R. Agric Soc VII. n 377 They will have a
weak and gappy crop 1848 Ibid IX 1 26 Exceedingly tlnn
or gappy [hedges] 1883 Academy 20 June 433 The text is

uncomfortably gappy 1891 Sat Rev 25 July 115/1 In a
certain limited and gappy sense we should imagine lnm to

be tolerably well read in the most modern literature

Gaps, obs. form of gapes pi . see Gape sb 3 a

Ga'p-stead. Obs. exc dial, [f Gap sb 1 +
Stead sb ] An opening m a wall or hedge, left

for convenience of passage
1644 Sr ingsby Diary (1836) 132 Making good our ground
we became at last masteis of theirs, but fain to seek it thro
Gapsteads and places of disadvantage x6gi in N W Line
Gloss (1880) sv„ That the said Lorence make a sufficient

yate into the little field and that he raise his gapstead [etc ]

1876 Mid YorJesh Gloss sv Cap, A gateway is often called
a gapstead 1883 Ahnondbury Gloss

,
Gapstead, an interval

in a field wall intended foi a gate, or merely used foi the
passage of cattle

Gap-toothed (gm’pt?* ht), a [f. Gap sb 1 +
Toothed ] Having the teeth set wide apart.
In quot. 1700 substituted for Chaucer’s gat-tothed,

1367 Golding Ovids Met. vm 108 b, Where seeking long
for 1< amine she the gaptoothd [1584-7 gagtoothd] elf did
spie, 1577 Hellowes Gueuards Caron izx Antoninus
Pius was of an high stature, thicke beaide, white, lare and
gap-tothed 1700 Dryden Fables Pref

, Wks (Globe) 501
The broad-speaking gap-toothed wife of Bath 1802 Lamb
Lett (1888) I 193 Those lotten-jawed, gap-toothed, old
worn-out chaps of hell 1842 Tennyson Vis. opStn 60 A

f
ay and gap tooth’d man as lean as death 1886 D C,
urray 1st Pers Sing xvm 138 Grinning at him with a

horrible gap-toothed laugh.

Gapy (g-?
1 pi), a raie. Alsogapey. [f Gape sb.

orv, + -y 1.] a. Disposed to yawn b Of chickens:
Affected with the gapes.
1830 Miss Mhtord Village Ser iv (1863) 249 He was

gapy and fidgetty 1800 Londsburg Californian 4 Sept 6/1
See that every gapey chick eats.

Gar (gai), sb Also garr, guard. [Short f.

Garfish ]

a A fish of the Pilce or Esox family of the genus
Belone, having long bill-like jaws ; the gar-fish or

gar-pike

1763 J. Bartram frill 37 Dec in Stork Acc E Florida
(1766) 10 *Tis full of large fish, as cats, garr, mullets 1791W Bartram Carolina 143 Alligators and gar were numerous
m the bason 1849 N S Wales, etc xi 99 The best kind
of fish are guaid, mullet, and schnapper 1837 R Tomls
Amcr in Japan vi 136 The vaiieties of fish are not
numerous Among those taken in the seme belonging to
the ‘ Susquehanna’, there were two vaneties of perch, the
gar, and the common ray 1893 Critic (U S ) 7 Jan 9/1
Thus chaiming days were passed., watching gars playing
leap-fiog with Brei Turtle [etc ]

b A ganoid fish of the genus Lepidosteus
,
having

a similar general foim but with rhombic scales

Alligator-gar, a gar {L tnslaxhus) with a head
somewhat resembling that of an alligator

1843 MarryatMons, Violet xliv, The alligator gar is some-
times ten feel long 1883 C F Holder Marvels Anun
Life 32, 1 have seen, the great armoured gar use again and
again for the air

Gar(ga-x),^. Chiefly .Si
- and north, dial Forms

3-4 gei*, 4-5 gere, 5 gerre, 4-7 gore, 6-8 garr(e,
3- gar [a ON ger(v)a, gpr(v)a

,
gjgr{v)a, geyra

(Sw gora, Da gjore) to make, do, etc. — OE gz%r-
wan (also gearwian) to prepare (see Yaiie v ), OS
ganmian, gerwian, OHG *garwjan (recorded
form gar{a)wcm

,

MHG garwen, gei wen, mod G
garben, gerben) OTeut *garwjan

,
f the adj.

*garwu- ready = OE. gearo Yaee (cf. Garb a
)

The orig sense of the Scand. verb * to do ‘ to
make ’ (something), is rare in Eng which chiefly
employs * gar’ with the meaning ‘to cause’ (to do
or to be done) agreeing with one of the uses of the
vb. make ]

1 trans. To do, perform
;
to make. Obs. rare,

a 1300 CursorM 13833 Vr balidai noght 1m foi-beres, Bot
mam dedes o Jiatm he geres 1438 Surtees Mtsc (1888) 3And so he gart yarof, als he graunted, ix»* peces & xij

*457 Nottingham Rec II 366 For garyng of nj mals and
nels. c 1460 Towneley Myst (E E.T S ) iv 104 Thi lufiy
chere makis my hert glad, And many a tyme so has it gait
1662 Kinross Witch Trial in Proc Soc Antiq. Scot (x 888)
231 He, being leading his father’s peats throo a heap of the
said Janet Patou’s muck, the said Janet said she should
gar him alse good

2 To make, to cause, in various constructions
a. with simple object To cause, to occasion, rare
c 1460 TowneleyMyst (E E T S ) 11 44 Gog gif the sorow'

boy , want of mete it gars 1390 Lodge Euphues' Gold Leem Halliw Shahs VI 67 Alas, said he, what garres tfiv
grief? *2x592 Greent Jos IV, 1 Wks (Rtldg ) 195/2 What
gais this dm of muk and baleful harm 1835 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Gar, to cause, to compel * It gars me gieat
pam ’

b. with object and active inf {to usually omitted)*
To make or cause one to do something, etc.
<*1300 Cursor M 17160 (Gott) Oft Jm geris mi wondis

blede a 1340 Hamfole Psalter xix 8 [xx. 7] Pi oude horsis
bat will stumbill & gere vs brelce oure neke. 1377 Langl P.
PI B xx 56 He cutte awey treuthe, And gert gyle growe

E
ere c 1420 Lay Folks Mass Bn. ,

York Hours 43 pai gerte
ym here on his bale be cros 15 Chevy Chase u 15 m

Percy's Rel., Many a doughete the garde to dy 1533
Stewart Cron Scot II 310 Fals Fortoun makis him. to
fall Doun fra the hicht, gairand him licht so law 1589
Plele Eclog 1. Wks (Rtldg ) 561/1 Herdgroom, what
gars thy pipe to go so loud? *2x670 Si>alding Troub
Chas I (1829) 9 The eail . resolves to gai one devil ding
another. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t Mtsc (1733) I xox My dady
was harsh, My minny was warse, That gart lum gaeyont the
sea 1790 Burns Tam O'Shanter 123 He screw’d the pipes
and gart them skirl x8x6 Scott Antiq ix, But ye like to
gat folk look like fools 1878 Curnbld Gloss , Gar, to com-
pel * A’llgarthagang ’ 1894 Chocicltt

L

ilacSunbouuci 68
A dinnle in the elbuck that garred ye loup like a troot

t e with object and znf pass

.

• To cause some-
thing to be done ;

to have something done Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 4870 Pharaon, pat all his will can gar

be don c 1350 Will. Pahrne 2793 Greue be nou^t for
goddes lone pat gait be be fouimed. cx400 Maundev
(Roxb ) in. 8 Saynt Anne . wham saynt Helene geit he
bioght fra Ieruxalem 1469 Plmupton Corr zx Also that
you gar the malt be windowd. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon xxvi 567, I shall gaie theym bothe to be hanged
1349 Cornpl Scot 2 The actis that 30m prudens gams daly
be exsecut 1385 Jas. I Ess Poeue (Arb ) 50 Mount heigh
vp through the air, To gai thy heat and beames be law and
neu

t d. with tnf. (rarely preceded by to) simply

:

To gar do, make

,

etc : To cause to be done, made,
etc Obs
c 1330 R Brunne Citron. (r8xo) 64 Ageyn pe erle Godwyn

he gert sette assise 1393 Langl. P PI C vi 147 Giegorie
be gretc clerk gart write in bolces The ruele of alle religious

1429 Test Ebor, (Surtees) 420 Laboui that he sail do and
gar do for me 1470-83 Malory A rt/urr 11 vi. He garte
to vnarme hym and bete liym with thornys, Ibul xx xvi,
I wylle founde & gar make an hows of rdygyon <1x300
Lancelot 2416 Euery thyng that In yhour myster lyis, I sail

gai ordan at ylioui awn dewys 1570 Buchanan Chamxleon
Wks (1892) 47 He sollicitat some previe men gar hang
hir a 1613 C rou Erin, o/Ross (1850) zo He gart bigg two
stone bains

*| 3 To cause to go, to dnve Obs rate
1586 J. Hooki r Chi on Irel in Holmshed II 179/1 The

erle had not beene heaid of since he was gai red out of
Harlo wood x6n L Barry Ram Alley v m Hazl
Dodsley X 363 By heaven I'll gar my whinyard through
youi womb 1

4

Wrongly used for To be amiss with, to ail

1614 J Davies Eglog Willie IVernoihc 8What gars my
Willy that he so doth wane ? 1640 King $-PoorNorth Man
209 m Had E.P P IV 301 What gares these babies and
babies all ? Some ill have they done that they hang by the
walls ?

Gar (gar), mt — Gad.
1398 [see Blgar] 1877 Btsant & Rice Harp .5 Cr iv

29 Gai 1 If I could crush him to powder beneath my feet

i'Garabee. Obs rare. ? = Gai>bee
1692 Hickeringill Good Old Cause 28 Like Beasts stung

with a Garabee or II01 net Ibid 29 1702 C Mather
Magn Chr vn vi § 12 52/1 They were just like Beasts
that aie stung with a Gaiabee, or Hornet, they ran they
knew not whither

G-aragantua, -an : see Gakgantua, -an

Garancin (gm ransin) Chem, Also -me
[a F. garancme, f. gai ance madder • see -in ]

A dyeing substance obtained fiom maddei
1843 F Steinlr Patent m Ure Diet Arts (1853) I 841

Garancme 1872 Olivlu Elcm Bot. n 190 Gaiancme
piepared fiom Madder by the action of sulphuric acid

Garand, -ante, -end, var. Guarand, Obs,

guarantee

t Garant, geraud. Obs rare-1 Blundered
leadings in the Eng versions of Mandeville for

OF geraates
,
ad L htei dates (Pliny) ‘ a stone of

the colour of a hawk’s neck
5

*1x400 Maundev (1839) xx 220 Many Clustres of Grapes
. alle of precious Stones the blake ben of Omchez and

Garantez Ibid (Roxb ) xxm 107 geraudes [F geraates]

Garaus, -ausse, obs ff Carouse.
Garavanea, -ance, -anza, obs ff Calavanoe
*628 Digby Voy Medit (1868) 75 All sixe were laden with

wheate, garauanzas and cheese 1699 in Misc Cur (1708)
III 391 They eat parched Garavancas, parched Almonds,
and Beans 1770 Franklin Let to J Bartram xi Jan m
Darlington Mem Bartram (1849) 404, I send also some
Chinese Garavances

Garb (garb), sb 1 Also 6-7 garbe [a ONF.
garbs (Central OF jarbe, mod.F. gerbe) — Cat and
Sp garla , of Tent origin

,
cf the synonymous

OHG, garba (mod G. garbe), OS garta, garva
(Du garve, garf)
On the assumption that the primary sense of OTeut.

*garbd-, as of the equivalent L. mampulus, was * handful ’,

it is usually referred to the Aryan root *ghrebh- (Skr grbh,
to grasp, OSI grabtti to seize, Lettish gr&b-t to grasp).]



GARB. 51 GARBLE.

1 , A wheat-sheaf Obs exc Her (see quot. 1882)

1S02 Arnolde Chron (1811) 210 Noo forestir fro henceforth

or bayli make scotal or gadir garbe or otes or any come but

be the sight and othe of mj regarded 1572 Bossewell
Armone 11 108 The Garbe is ofthe Sonne royally supported

with two Lyons 16x0 Guillim Heraldiy m ix (1611) 112

There is a kind of wretched cormorants whose Gaibs are so

fast bound that the pool cuiseth their mercilesse hearts

a x66x Fuller Worthies,
Cheshire 1 (1662) 173 The Cheshive

Gentry were good house-keepers, because they gave so

many wheat-sheaves in their Coats of Armes Indeed I

have told no fewer then six and twenty, called Garbs in

Herauldry, which are boin in the several Coat-Armouis of

the Gentry of this County 1763 Brit Mag- IV 180 A garb,

or, supported by two lions 1844 A Page Supfit Kilby’s

Suffolk Trav gar Vernon 01 , on a fess, azuie, thiee garbs

of the first 1882 Cussans Her vi (ed 3) 106 A moie fie-

quent Charge is a Sheaf of Wheat, called a Gaib When
a Garb is of any gram othei than wheat, it must be men-

tioned , as, a Garb of Oats, &c Sometimes the stiaw is

of a different tincture from the ears, as a Garb vert, eaicd

or Gaibs are usually or

2 Comb garb-tithe
c 1630 Risdon Sitrv Devon § 42 (1810) 43 The gaib tythes

and spiritual profits of the manor

Garb (gaib), sb 2 Also 6-7 garbe [ad (directly

or through the 16th c. F garbe, now galbe) It garbo

( = Sp., Pg garbo) grace, elegance ;
of Teut. origin

cf.OHG garaivi preparation, adornment (and the

cognates cited s v Gear) ]

tl- Grace, elegance, stylishness of manners or

appearance [= F galbe, It gai bo ] Obs

xggi Lyly Endyvt 11 11 24 Dares If you be good
wenches make as though you loue him, and wonder at lum
Fauil We will doe our parts Dares But first let vs

stand aside, and let him vse his garbe, for all consisteth in

his gracing 1603 Florio Montaigne in v S37 Surely it’s

[love’s] course hath more garbe [F galbe], when it is com-
mixt with vnaduisednesse and trouble 1636 Blount Glos-

sogr , Garbo , a garbe, comeliness, gracefulness or good
fashion, 1670 Lassels Voy Italy I 211 Find the house open
to all comers and goers both Ladyes and gentlemen, that

are of any garbe [cf p 152 Coaches double lined with Ladyes
and Gentlemen of Garbo]

f to Grace of cratline ; elegant curvature [So

It garbo
,
F galbe ] Obs

1613-39 I Jones in Leoni Palladio's Archit (1742) II 43
The putting of the under Boultel and Casement with their

several Centeis as this here is, hath only the Measure case

but not the Garb

+ 2 A person’s outward bearing, behaviour,

carriage, or demeanour Obs.

1603 B Jonson Volponc iv 1, First, for your garb, it must
be grave and serious. Very reserv'd and lock’d , not tell a
secret On any terms, not to your father «x66i Fuller
Worthies, Surrey in (1662) 82 So graceful is their Garbe,

that they make any kind of Cloathes become themselves

1703 Rowe Ulyss. 1 1 2gg This sullen Garb, this moody
Discontent

f 3 Style, manner, fashion
,
manner of doing

anything, style of living, form of behaviour Also,

a prevailing ‘ mode 5 or custom, * the fashion ’ Obs
1399 Shaics Hen V, v 1 80 Vou thought, because he

could not speake English in the natiue garb, be could not
therefoi e handle an .English Cudgell 1399 B Jonson Ev
Man out ofHum iv iv, His seniors give him good slight

looks, After their garbe 1618 Bolton Horns (1636) 71
Carrying himselfe ovei loftily, and above the garbe of a
fellow-citizen 1642 Fuller Holy <$• Prof St 11 vi 72 Others

use some obsolete garb in their garments, gestures, or

discouise 1647W Browne tr Gombe-rvilWs Polexander
11 48 In a very ill garbe she returned my complements
1668 Leatlier-more orA dvice cone Gaming (ed 2) 8 A young
fellow .. had by strange Fortune lunne up a very small
summe to fifteen hundred pounds, and put himself into a
Garb accordingly, could not give over, plaid on lost it all,

run mad, and so dyed 1694 Evelyn Diary 22 Apr
,
The

younger son lived m the garb and equipage of the richest

nobleman

fb Fashion, make, sort (m quot. 1599 with
allusion to Garb sb 1

; cf L ejusdemfanned).
1399 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum n i, I am so

haunted at the court, and at my lodging with your lefined

choice spirits, that it makes me clean of anothei garb,
another sheaf, I know not how ’ 1603 Carew m Lett Lit
Men (Camden) 99 Wee may still enrich our language with
others [words] of the like garbe

4. Fashion of dress, esp official or other distinc-

tive dress
, hence concr diess, costume.

1622 Peacham Compl Gent xv 191 Be thnftie also in your
apparrell and clothing . . vsmg that moderate and middle
garbe, which shall rathei lessen then make you bigger then
you are a *625 Fletcher Lome's Pilgr. 1 1, In nose and
doublet, The horse-boy’s garb 1727 A Hamilton New
Ace E Ind II. xxxvi 30 Their bodily Garb is a Frock of

Cotton Cloth 1736 C Lucas Ess Waters III 260 He is

stripped of his wet garb 177 x_ Mackenzie Man Feel
xxvui (1803) 48 A man entered, in the garb of an officer

1789 Mrs Piozzr Joum France I 409 Many gentlemen
wear black as the court garb 1835 1 hirlwall Greece I.

vn. 273 He went out at the gate, disguised in a woodman’s
garb 1843 Lever f Hinton xvui, I wished to be a soldier

in more than the mere garb,

b transf. andJig
1667 MiltonP L ii 226 Words cloath’d in reasons garb.

a 3745 Swift Wks (1841) II 137 This [weeping] may
prove to be no more than the very garb and outward dress
of a contrite heart 1738 Monthly Rev 618 These books
weie precious notwithstanding their torn and mouldy
garb. 1833 N Arnott Physics (ed, 5) II. 126 The earth
soon becomes covered with its thick garb of green 1839
Masson Brit. Novelists 1 9 Heroic themes .. invested with,

the garb of verse. 1877 Black Green Past vn, He had for

the moment thrown off his customary garb of indifference
or cynicism.

5 Comb, • -[ garb-master, one who professes

the art of polite behavioui.

1399 B Jonson CyntJnds Rez> v 11, You see he has
played down your gland garb-master, here

Hence Ga rbless a
,
without clothing

1838 New Monthly Mag- LI I 117 He bade thee ride

at noon oui city through, Garbless and gum diess

Gctrb (gaib), v [f prec sb ] trans To cover

with a garb, to clothe, dress

1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11 1 11 Thus garbed they go m
search of new discoveries 01x831 Mqir Poems, Shadow
1 ruth 11, Garb’d in white Religion’s robes 1873 Tenni so&

Q Maiy hi 1, These black dog Dons Gaib themselves

bravely 1888 L, Hearn m Harpei Mag LXXVII 213/2

Women very simply, almost savagely, garbed

b. dial Also with out (See quots )

1868 Atmnson Cleveland Gloss
,
Garb

,
to bedeck, array

in a gaudy fashion ,
almost invariably implying tasteless 01

vulgar finery 1876 Whitby Gloss ,
Garb out

,

to dress foi

display * Desperately garb’d out ’ outrageously fine

C fig
X836J H Newman in Lyra Apost (1849) 51 The neb earth,

garbed in its daintiest dress Of light and joy 1848 Lytton
Harold vm. vi, The boughs the leaves had garbed 1836

Dobell Eng m Time of War,
1 l'he Ram is on the Roof,'

To garb with joy The naked soul of Grief

Hence Garbed ppl a, dressed (m a specified

fashion) ;
Ga*rbmg vbl sb.

x3gg Nasiit Lenten Stnffe 23 A tieatise as bigge garb’d

as the french Academy 1673 R Head Canting Acad
100 He being always well garbed. 1887 Daily Tel 3 May
5/7 The Academy galleries held a variously garbed crowd.

x88q Cornhill Mag. 219, I complete my hasty garbing

under his eyes

Garbage (gaibedg),^ Forms (>-S garbidge,

-ish(e, (6 garbadge, -edge, garvage), 5- garbage.

[Of obscure origin
,

prob. adopted from AF., like

many other woids found in early cookery books.

Derivation from OF garbe sheaf is probable for

sense 4, and possible for the other senses ]

1 The offal of an animal used for food
,
esp. the

entrails Rarely, the entrails of a man
c 1430 Two Cookery bks 1 9 Take fayre garbagys of chy-

konys, as )>e hed. Jie fete, \>e lyuerys, an be gysowrys

1330 Palsgr 224/1 Garbage of a foule, petitoye 1373-80

Baret Alv B 1071 To pulle out the garbishe or guttes of

a thing 1638 Ford Fancies iv 1, Rotten in thy maw, thy

guts and garbage 1 1664 Butler Hud n m 31 Augury,
1 hat out of Garbages ofCattel Presag'd th’ events of Truce
or Battel 1682 Weekly Mem 255 The blood, bowels, and
the other garbish are taken out *707 MoRTiMrR Hush 86

In New-found-land they impiove their Ground with the

Garbish of Fish 1728 R North Mem Mustek (1846) 60

These people made no scruple of handling gutts and gar-

bages, 1843 Borrow Bible inSpam 322 The carrion vulture

. disputing with the brutes the garbage

2 Refuse m geneial , filth. *j* Also used foi

Grabble sb 1

1383 Stanyhurst AEneis in (Aib
) 77 With ramd ciamd

garbadge theire gorge*? draftye be gulled. 1615 G- Sandys
Trav 240 This fountame was said to grow thicke, and
sauour of garbidge, at such time as they celebrated the

Olympiads. i6zS Purchas Pilgrims ii i783Cloues when-
soeuer they are made cleane, and seperated from their

garbish 1776 Adam Smith W N. i vm (1869) I 75 They
[the Chinese] are eager to fish up the nastiest garbage thrown

overboard 1887 Spectator 9 July 621/1 The river was the

receptacle of the garbage and sewage of these domiciles.

3
. fig Chiefly in. the sense of worthless or foul

literary matter
i5gz NasheP Pemlesse (ed 2) 39 a, Let not your shops he

infected with ame such , stinking garbadge 1606 Day
He ofGills 1. i. (j88x) xi Aimes basket-scraps, the very fall

and garbidge of gentry 1759 Grainger tr Sulpicia's

Poems ix. 6 Rare Taste, and worthy of a Poet's Brain, To
prey on Garbage. 1803 Jane Porter Thaddeus xxu
(1831) 194 She flew with voracious appetite to sate herself

on the garbage of any circulating library. x8xa D’Israeli

Calam Anth (1867) 13S The public appetite afterwards

indignantly rejected the palatable garbage 1882 Miss
Braddon Mt Royal III. vi 124 Any garbage is food for

a woman’s vanity

*)* 4 . (See quots.) Obs. [cf dial F. gerbie, garble

used in a similar sense (see Godefroy s v ) ]

1326 Househ Ord (1700) 206 All such horses to be sub-

stantially served according to their allowance in Hay,
Garbage, and Litter 1617 Markham Caval. 1 6 That
which Horsemen call garbadge, which is wheate strawe and
the eares, chopt small together 1887 Kent Gloss , Garbage,

a sheaf of corn, Latin garba, a cock of hay; a fagot of

wood, or any other bundle of the . fruits of the eai th

5 . attnb. and Comb

,

as garbage-barrel
,

-box,

-inspector.

x88z Sala A mer Reins (1883) 173 The gaibage-boxes

or ash-barrels are still the same unsightly nuisances

1889 Century Mag Sept 730/1 Judges, lawyers, and nota-

ries out ofwhose professional garbage barrel he enjoyed a

privilege of feeding 1 1896 Daily News 3 June 4/1 The re-

sponsible, if not dignified post, of garbage inspector

+ Garbage (gavbedg), v Obs. Forms ; see

the sb. ,
also 6 garbaige. [f. prec sb ]

1 . trans. To disembowel, to remove the offal

from ,
to gut (fish).

134a Udall Erasm Apoph 11 161 His cooke found the

same ryng in the bealy of a fishe which he garhaiged to

dresse for his Lordes ayner 1601 Weever Mirr Mart
C iij, Men departed, Bowel’ d, puld out, and garbisht euery

day. x6xo Holland Camden's Brit 1 x86 Pilchards are

there taken, garbaged, salted, hanged in the smoke, 1672

Josselyn New Eng, Rarities 8 A Turkie Cock, that when
he was pull’d and garhidg’d, weighed thirty pound

2 intr. To feed on offal. In quot._^f
1630 A Niccholes Disc Mari <$ Wiving vn in Harl.

Misc (1744) II 152 Lust will garbadge without all

Respect, or Controul, upon Adultery, Fornication [etc ]

4 Ga’rbager. Obs [perh AF. ; f. Garbage sb.

+ -er2] In serjeant gaibager an officei of the

royal kitchen, who had chaige of the ponltiy.

x6ox F Tate Househ Ord. Edw II, § 52 (1876) 36

A serjant garbager of the kitclun shal receve the pullame
and scald them
Garbe, Garbedge, obs. ff. Garb, Garbage.
Garbel- : see Garble-.
Garbell, obs form of Garboard.
[Garb-feathers . see List ofSpurious Words ]

Garbidge, Garbish, obs. forms of Garbage

1* Garbist. Obs rare. [f. Garb sb 2 + -ibt ]

One who is skilled in polite behaviour

1640 Brome Sparagns Garden iv x, Yes, this is backsword
Complement this wipes off the false praise which the first

thiust on you must bee seene m both, or you are no true

garbist else

Garblable, obs foim of Garbleable

Garblage (
ga'jb’ledg) In 8 garblage, 9 Hist

garbellage. [f Garble v + -age ] a The duty or

province of a garbier, + b. The refuse that has to

be garbled or taken out of any commodity Obs

1727 A Hamilton New Acc E Ind II. xlm 120 We
seldom find less than xo or 12 per cent Gaiblage 1829

Heatii Groceis’ Comp (1869) 60 Any meichant who should

sell spices, or other merchandize belonging to garbellage.

Garble (ga ib’l), sb Also 6-7 garbell, -byll

[prob ad. It garbello (whence F. grabeau, which

has had all the Eng senses), f garbellai e to

Garble ]

+ 1 . Refuse (of spices) ,
extraneous matter Obs.

1302 Arnolde Chron (1811) 234 The garbyll of macis

1603-4 Act 1 Pas I, c 19 § 2 If any the said Spices shall

be mixed with any Garbles after the same shalbe first

garbled by the Garbler thereunto appointed. 1640 in

Entick London II 175 Garble of cloves, of Almonds
1721 Bailey, Garbles

,
the Dust, Soil 01 Filth, separated by

gaibling 1809 R Langford Introd Trade 132 Garble,

the refuse from spices, drugs, &c
|-2 Metchandise containing an admixture of

refuse or waste. Obs
1618 Dalton Country Just 1x6 Euery thing which

beareth the name of Garbell, and whereof issuetli a refuse,

or waste 1638 Penkethman Artach. D8 Pitch, tarre,

hempe allome, wooll, silke and all other things that beare

the name of Garbell and doe yeeld a lefuse or waste

b A mixture of base and precious metal

;

s--

A

lloy 5
1839 Ure Diet Arts etc. 1058 The acid must be boiled

on the granulated garble, or alloy, to effect the solution of

the silver 1868 in E Seyd Bullion f) For Each 190

3 The process of garbling, m various senses

1808 Wolcott (P Pindar) To Nollekens Wks 1816 IV 410

Did not the lady smile upon the garble [1 e the mutilation

of a statue] 1839 Heath G?-oceis' Comp (1854) 60 The
officer was sworn to observe that the garble of merchants

goods should be impartial

Garble (ga ml), v Also 6-7 garbel. [App
originally a term of Mediterranean commeice, ad

Tr- rrnM.eJlni 0 or! Amh L -C. a-Jiashala ("also

kaibala) to sift, select, related to Jlijin ghirbdl,

kirbal, sieve; cf. Sp. garbtllaie to sift corn,

garbillo corn-sieve. The It word was adopted also

m Fr.
;
the pa. pple. garbelU occurs in a quot given

by Godefr erroneously s v gerbele
,
from 16th c.

the vb appears as g> aider.
The twofold form of the Arab words shows that they are

not of native formation ,
a probable source has been found

in the late L cribellare, f cribdlum dim of crlbrum

Sl

+ 1 . trans To remove the garble or refuse from

(spice, etc ) ,
to sift, cleanse (const, of) ;

also, to

sift out. Obs.

1399 Hakluyt Voy II 177 [At Alexandria] all sortes of

spices be gaibled after the bargaine is made. 16x9 in Crt

§ Times pas, I (1849) 11 X72 He hath granted four-pence

halfpenny upon every chaldron of sea coal, to see they

may be better garbled or cleansed 1637 R Ligon Bar-

badoes (1673) 79 We fall all a Coughing, which lasts as

long as we are garbling it [red peppei] 1687 Phil I rans

XVI 503 They . will ciumble into Grams, and the Wings
separate from them, which must be garbled out 1722De Foe
Moll Flanders (1840) Pref 12 The whole relation is care-

fully garbled of all its levity and looseness 1789 Saunders

m Phil Trans LXXIX 107 Seed lac is only the stick lac

broke into small pieces, garbled, and appearing in a granu-

lated form, x8xz J Smyth Pract. Customs (1821) 65

Cochineal may be screened and garbled m the presence of

the proper officers.

2 . To select 01 sort out the best in (any thing or

set of things) , to take the pick of. Now 1 are exc.

in to garble the coinage Also with out

1483 [see Garbling vbl sb ] 1630 J Taylor (Water P )

Wit&MirthWks 11 176Wit and Mirth. ApothegmaticaUy

bundled vp and garbled at the request of old John Garret’s

Ghost 1660 tr Amyraldus' Treat cone Rehg 11 177 Why
did not Cicero garble [Fr orig esplucher] all those different

Opinions to frame a good one if possible 1 a 166x Fuli er

Worthies (1840) 1 1 344 A privilege to garble the live pigs in

the markets ofthe city 1708 Ozell tr. Boileau s Lutrm v

90 Each Glutton hunts, and garbles out Nice Bits 1720

Stow's Suru Land (ed Strype) II 239/2 To prevent this



GARBLEABLE, 52 GARDE-DTT-CORPS.

Office of gaiblmg Wools, the Haberdashers tnteiposed,

2814 W Taylor in Monthly Rev LXXIV, 308 It has been
found necessaiy to garble his parteire, to throw away the

flowerets that aie off show [etc ] 1859 R F Burton Cent,

Afr in Jml Geog Soc XXIX 438 The gum is then
carefully garbled with due legard to colour and size 1875
Jevons Money vm 81 Hence arises the practice, exten-

sively earned on m the present day in England, of puking
and culling

,

or, as another technical expiession is, garbling
the coinage, devoting the good new coins to the melting-

pot and passing the old worn coins into circulation again

fb esp. To ‘sift’ or ‘weed’ (an army, corpo-

ration, etc ) so as to exclude unfit or uncompliant
members. Also To gai ble out : to remove (objec-

tionable persons) after selection Ohs
1630 Fui 1 hr Pisgah 11 vui 174 But his aimy must be

garbled, as too great for God to give victoiy thereby 1638
Osdorn Adv Son (ed 6) 2 By gaibling out of them all

Boys of an incapacity 1661 in Cobbett Pari Hist
(1808) IV 219 The house of commons was first garbled, and
then turned out ofdoois 1690 Plain English 7 Who garbled
Corporations, and deprived Men of their greatest Civil

Rights 1736 Ludiard Life Marlborough I 64 Colleges
weie attempted to be garbled, and immemorial Foundations
broken in upon to make Room even for Piofligates, if new
Converts 1770 Junius Lett xl 207 The nuny will not
submit to be garbled 1809 Ann Reg 230 The government

set itself to garble the army to its mind
3 To make selections from with a (usually

unfair 01 mischievous) puipose , to mutilate (a

statement, writing, etc) Willi a view to misiepre-

sentation
2689-92 Locke Toleration m vii Wks 1727 II 376 To

gaible thus the Truths of Religion, and by then own
Authority take some not necessaiy to Salvation 1736
BouNGUROKr Patriot AdvL (2749) 9 Moie piopcily the
writings of otheis than lus, considering how they had been
garbled *794 Burke Rep Loids' finis Wks 1842 II 623
To break to pieces and to garble those facts 1828 Jas
Min Brit India III vi 1 42 The late Governor-General

had withheld, mutilated, or garbled the conespondence
1833 Pefl in Croker Papers eg Sept (1884), The evidence
has been since garbled in publication 1877 C Geikie
Christ Ixi (1879) 750 Those who came forward garbled, 01

misunderstood the words of Jesus 1888 Frith Autobiog
III vm 175 He had gaibled the title of her pictuie 111

the Catalogue 1893 F Hall 1 <wo Tiifles 8 By garbling
me he indulges in nncandid suppression of the truth.

4 Confused with Garbage 0 = Garbage 0 i

1661 Lovell Hist Anim # Min . Introd d2, Buds .

lightly killed, garbelled, and pulled

Garble, obs foim of Gabboabd
Garbleable (ga ib’lab’l), a Obs exc Ihsi.

Also 7 garblable. [f. Gabble 0 + -able ] Liable

lo be garbled see Gabble 0. 1

1603-4 Act r Jas /, c ig § 1 All Spices, Wares, Diugges,
and other Merchandizes gaibleahlc 1690 Leyiiourn Cm s

Math 8 All sorts of Wares 01 Merchandise, gaiblable, as
Sugar, Pepper, Cloves, &.c 1707 Act ( Anne c 68 f? 3
Owners of any spices or meichandizes gaibleable. 1800
[see Garbler i]

Garbled (ga ibl’d), fpl. a [f. Gabble 0. +
-ed 1 ] In senses of the vb.

2623 SI Papeis Col 144 Cloves the puce set at 6s 6d
garbled and. 5$. 8d nngarbled 1774 Burke Sp Amer
Tax Wks 2842 I 167 The fullest, most impailial, and
least garbled body of evidence that evei was produced to
this house 2814 R Bland Pi an I Pref 10 This garbled
edition was punted at Florence 1833 Macaulay Hist
Eng IV xix 354 The Just Vindication consists chiefly of
gaibled extiacts fiom the AieopagiUca of Milton 2871
Buckie Four Phases \ 54 A gaibled statement constmcted
upon the principle of pushing into prominence everything
that is had

Garbler (ga’jblst). [f Gabble 0 + -erL]
1 . An officialwho garbled spices, etc (i.e removed

the refuse from them)
;
a siftei Obs. exc Hist

1593 Greenf Upsi Courtier F ij a, You buy of the
Garbelleis of spices, the lefuse that they sift from ya

Mai chant. 1707 Act 6 Anne c 68 § 3 A fit and able peison
to execute the office of garbler within the city of London
2800 Colquhoun Comm Thames xi 332 A Garbler who,
at the request of the Owner of any Spices or Diugs garble-
able shall garble the same 1829 Heath Gioccrs' Comp
{1854) 61 Thomas Halfmark was chosen and sworn garbellei
of spices and of soldi waie.

2 fa A censor of the press {obs ) b. One who
gaibles or mutilates (litei aryworks, statements, etc ).

a 1636 EaulMonm Advt.fr Parnass 270 The publick
garblers of Poetry brought these two Latin verses to the
test 1693 111 Wood Life (O. H S.) Ill 430 If thus th'

Athenian garbler* should pioceed Their great Bodleian
libiary to weed
b. *21693 Urquhart Rabelais m Piol 16 You Petti-

foggers, Garbelleis, and Masteis of Chicanery 1710 Swift
Examiner No 19 if 8 There was a fai ther Secret in this
Clause, which may bestbe discovered by the first Projectors,
or at least the Gai biers of it

lienee + Gabblership, the office or function of
a garbler.

2369 Proc Crt Com Comic Land Repert 26 If 494
The office of the garbelersluppe of spices 2720 Stow's
Snrv Land (ed Strype) II 239/2 Suit was made by some
light Pei sons for an Office of Garblership of foieign wools

Garbling (ga*iblig), vbl sb [f Gabble 0 +
-ing!

] The action of the verb Gabble.
1. The action or process of picking or selecting

(spices, etc ), or of removing the refuse or the
lnieuor specimens from meiehandise, etc Obs
1483 Act 1 Rich Illy c ti § 1 They wd not suffre any

garbelyng of theym to be made hut selle good and bad at
so excessyf price togedyr ungarbeled 2328 Ace mA rchteol
XLVII 310 For .. letheryng, bokelyng, and garbelyng of

mimlxlvij complete liaines. 2391 (title), A profitable . . Dis-
course for the Meeting with the bad Garbelhng of Spices
used 111 these Daies x6ai Elsing Debates Ho Lords
(Camden) 89 The Pnnce’s mocion . touchinge the gaib-

linge of iobaccho 1662 H STUiinn Imi Nectar lv 70
There ought to be a gieat caie m the Picking, Garbling,

and pieparing the [Cacao] Nuts 1687 111 Heath Grocers'

Comp (1869) 61 The Company’s light 111 the garbling of
spices 1800 Coiquhoun Comm 1 homes xi 327 Certain

othei privileges also attach to the Garbling of Meiehandise
Impoited 2809 R Langtord Introd Trade 132 Garbling,

the clearing the refuse from any commodity

f b. t) ansf The action or process of c sifting
’

(a corporation, etc ) so as to exclude unfit or un-

compliant members. Obs
a 2661 FuLt.ru Worthies (1840) IT ' •- T*—m -e -1 - ~ ~

and gai filing of the Judges 1663/ •• ‘ •

well (1672) 61 Then Pi opositions . ,1

last garbling by the Aimy i6_,3 . • / II j
Jobbs which sometimes Requited shaking off a Testimony
01 Garbling ofa Jury.

2 The action or process of making selections

with a view to misiepiesentation
1861 Bright Sp on India 19 Mar ,

He knows there have
been gaiblmg and mutilation 111 those despatches 1883
Ch I imes 12 June 456 All kinds of quibbles, equivocations,

garbhngs, and direct falsehoods.

3 (See quot

)

2867 Smyth Sailoi's Word bk ,
Garbling, the mixing of

lubbish with a cargo stowed in bulk

4 toner pi The lefuse or lemainder of a staple

commodity after selection of the best
1881 Daily News 21 Jan 6/8 Gums olibanum sold at

58s , gai blmgs, 27j 6d , siftings, 259 6d 1886 Harris
1 cJin Diet Bite Insitr

,
Gaiblings, pickings of wool, cot-

ton, and like niatciial

Garboard (ga jbooid). Also 7 garbell, -ble

[app a. Du gaarboord (obs ),
explained by Win-

schooten (1681) as f. gar-cn shoit for gaderen to

Gather + board Board sb Cf F gaboid (1538 m
Hatz -Darm ) ] The first range of planks laul upon
a ship’s bottom, next the keel , the corresponding

range of plates in an iron vessel Also attnb as

m garboardplank ,
-plate, -seam

,

garboard-strake

= gaihoard.
2626 Capt Smith Accid Yng Seamen 8 The Garbell

stiake is the outside planckc next the kecle 1627 —
Seaman’s Gram 11 3 The Garbord is the fiist planke next
the keele on the outside 1691 T. H[aliJ Acc New Invent
40 Putting him upon thoughts (had it been practicable) of
shifting hei Garble-stiake theie 1780 G Kfate Pelew 1st

157 The caipentct got one of the planks of the gai board
stiake on 1834 M, Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 249 The shot

]

had only damaged two planks of the garboard streak

1863 Mrs Whitney Gayworthys I 172 The starboard gn-
boaid seam close by the stern, had opened 1869 Sir E
Reed Shtpbuild 1 7 An external iron keel was applied,

and connected to the original flat keel by garboard-plates
Ibid 8 Intercostal plates wetc secured below to the mfter
gaihoards 1893 Daily Nevus 26 June 5/8 The garboaids,
and bottom paits of the transverse frames

Garboil (gauboil), sb Obs exc auh Foams •

6-7 garboyl, -boile, (6 -broyl, Sc -bulle\ C-9
-boyle, 6- garboil [ad. OF garhouil, gai boinlle

( = Sp garbullo'), ad It. garbuglio, connected with
L. bulltre to Boil

;
the oiigin of the prefixed element

is disputed.] Confusion, distiubance, tumult
;
an

instance of this, a brawl, hubbub, hurlyburly
2346 Udall Erasw Par Luke xxi 163 When ye shal heat c

all the worlde to bee in a gaiboile of sedicions 2362 Ran-
doiph in G Chalmeis Mary Q Scot (1818) I. 86 In all

those garbullcs, I assui e your honour, I never saw the Queen
memei 1600 E Blount tr Conestaggio 55 The Citie of
Lisbon, as also all the rest, weie in great gaiboile 1620
Holland Camden's Brit 1 66 Whiles Commodus was
Empeiour, Bntanme was all of a Garboile a 2635 Vines
Loid's Supp (1677) 212 To cut that intimate knot, that
makes such a garboyle 111 the text 1691 Wood Ath Oxon
I 426 He jouinied to Rome but raising gieat gaiboyles
among the Scholars of that place, Cardinal Boncompagno
expelled him thence 2735 Johnson, Gai boil 1864 Burton
Scot Abr III. 11 148 Before the intestine garboyles of this

island 1892 Nat Rev July 669 Fai from the moiling crowd
and gai boyle of the world.

t Ga'rboil, 0. Obs Also 6 garboyle. [f prec
sb.] trans To confuse, agitate, disturb.

1372 H Middlemore in Ellis Ong Lett. Ser n III 5
The occasion presently offeryd, of the Lowe Contreys so
greatly garboyled 1594 Cxnrw Huarte's Exam Witsvu
(1596) 101 Amongst the first qualities, there is none which
so much garboileth this powei as excessiue heat

IT Erroneously for Gabble 0. in various senses
*555 Eden Decades 332 Meltynge, fynynge, dryinge, gar-

boylyng, and such other broylynges, 1374 Hellowes
Gueuara’s Fam Ep (1577) 382 By their authority they
thrust in themselues, to glosse the Bible, and garboile the
scripture 1500 A, M tr Gabelhoueds Bk Physicke 202/2
Take a wilde Ducke, plucke him, and garboyle him a 2715
Burnft Own Tune (1766) II 3 To tip down so many Lords
at a time and to garboil the House, as often as any party
should have a great majority 2720 Stew’s Snrv Lond
(ed Strype) II v xiv 229/1 They did gaiboil out of every
hundred the Half of such Baggage and Refuse Stuff

t Garbred. Obs. itxre
—1 [app f. gare = Gore

(? or Gabth) + Bbede ]
2621 N. Riding Rec (1894) I 31 One parcell of meadowe

called a garbred of meadow.
Garce (gais). Also garse. [a. Telugu gdnsa

(Yule) ]
‘ A cubic measure for nee, etc in use on

the Madras coast, as usual varying much in value.

Buchanan (infra) treats it as a weight ’ (Yule),

173a T Brooks Weights $ Meas E Ind 6 Gram Measures
2 Garse, 8400 lbs ooz Avondupoise 1739 in A Dal-

rymple Orient Repert (1793) I 120 Rice may be bought
for about 12 Pagodas a Garce 1807 F Buchanan Joum
Mysore etc I 6 The piopei native weight* are . 20
Baruays (Candies) 1 Guisay, called by the English Garse
The Gai se [is] neatly 1205 lbs 1811 P Kelly Vnm

Cambist I 121 Madras The Garce, corn measure, contains
80 Paialis or 400 Marcals Ibid

, Madras The Guisay
(called by the English Gaice) contains 20 Barnays
Garce, var. Garse sb Obs.

t Garcion, garson. Obs (after 16th c. chiefly
Jfist. ) Also 4 garsoun, garesowne, 7 gartion,
garsoon. [a OF gargun (nth c ), garcion

, gai-
zon

,
garchon

,
etc (mod F gargon) = Pr garso,

gitat con, Sp gaizon, Pg gargao, It gai zone, med L
(1 2th c.) gaicion-em, tor which garctferum (f. the
analogy of scuiiferuni) occuis. The nom. form
(med L gai no) is represented by OF gars (mod
F gai

s

m jocular use, ‘lad’), and perh by Pr
gart-z adj ‘ bad’. The pumaiy sense is ‘ servant,

attendant’ (often used contemptuously, like ‘knave’,

‘varlet’); the mod Fr senses ‘boy’, ‘bachelor’,
are of lalei development ] A serving-man, groom;
esp a young man or boy servant

13 K Ahs 2505 And damosehs to garsounes, Ther was
mid al comunes 13 Sir Bents (A.) 2993 His sone ]>at was
a pioud garsoun, Men him clepede Beuoun 13 Senyn
Sag (W.) 1428 Whether lord 01 garsoun c 2450 Mei hn 103
It ys gievouse tlunge to vs to haue a gaicion to be loide ouer
vs alle 1362 J Heywood Pi ov .5 Eptgr (1867) 170 Long
wayghtyng and small wages makth pooie garsons 2398
HakiuIiT Foy. I 10 Hasting shall finde 22 ships, in euery
ship 21 men, and a Garcion, or Boy, which is called a Gromet
2602 Middleton Bluit m 1 E j b, She meanes her French
gaisoon £2640 J Smyth Lives Beikeleys (1883) I 166
For a gait ion 01 boy to attend him j

J ob the day 1671

1

Phil! ifs> Rig Neiess 377 That no more but one Garson be
allowed

11 Garcon (garson). [Fr • see prec ] A boy,

serving-man, waiter, 111 Eng use chiefly a waiter

in a French hotel 01 lestauiant

1839 A Gray Lett (1893) 156 Heie we dmed, and were
charged foui fiancs foi dinner, besides sous to the gai fon

+ Ga-rcopper. Obs— 1
[ad. Ger garkttpjei

,
f

^arieady, lefined + /i«j§/ercoppei ] Refined copper

1799 W Tooice View Russian Evip I 105 Hermann
reckons only from x to 5 per cent garcoppei

Garerow, obs form of Gobcbow.
TGard1

. Obs [ad F gai de (inprendregai ded)
see Guard sb ] Attention, watchfulness. Also, the

object of one’s attention
a 2369 Kingesmul Man's Est x (1580) 62 This was his

gaid, he was still busie aboutc these, the blinde, the leapei,

the lame, the deafe, and the dedde 1600 Hoi land Livy
xxih ix (1609) 478 All their gird and regaid, all their eyes

upon him alone, what seive they for?

+ Gard 2
. Obs Also garde, [ad F. gai de

(Cotgr ) ] The dew-claw of a deer or boai.

2376 Turberv Vcncne 154 The gaides (which aie his

hindei clawes 01 dew clawes) should be great and open one
fioin another 26x6 SuRrr & MarMl Country Parme 691

The wimbles which aie betwixt his gards and the heele

Gard 'J (gard) dial (Cornwall) (See quots )

2602 Cartw Cornwall 30 b, A thick strong net diawne
at the boates steme, gathering whatsoever it meeteth lying

m the bottotne of the water, out of which when it is taken
vp theycull the oysters and cast away the residue, which they
terme gard 1863 R Hunt Pop Rom W Eng Ser 1 12 (.

Clean ail the platters with water and gard (gravel sand)

Gard, Gard- : see Guard, Guard-
Gardam(e, obs form of Garden, Guardian
Gardant, obs. form of Guardant.

+ Ga*rdantly, adv Obs.—1
[f F. gardant pres

pple of garder to look + -ly 2 ] Attentively

1574 J Jones Nat Beginning Grow Things 37 How
Gardantly therfore these are to he Regarded, wise men
easely seeth

II Garde-liras (garcbbia) Also 5 (ill anglicized

forms) gardbrace, garbrasse, 7 gardebrace, 9
erron garde-de-bras. [F gai de-bras, f garde-r

lo guaid + has arm] ‘An additional piece of

armour placed on the upper part of the gauntlet, or

fastened to the elbow-plates’ (Fairholt).

2439 in Poston Lett I 487 Item, j garbrasse C1489
Caxton Blanchardyn xxiv 83 1 he sleue of cloth of gold
whiche he couched along his shoulder m stede of gaidebras

a 1300 Chaucer's Dreme 1556 Without was left not one,

Horse, male, tiusse, ne bagage, Salad, speare, gaidbrace ne

page But was lodged and loome ynough 2679 Blount Anc
Tenures 104 This Gardebrace is otherwise called vambiace,
and signifies Armor for the Arme 1874 Boutei l Aims <5

Arm x. 204 The plates that were fixed to the elbow pieces

were entitled gardes-de bias

t Gardecaut. Obs [corruption of F garde-

corde, f garder to Guard + corde Cord ] (See quot

)

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gardecaut, or Gard du-coi d,

is that which stops the Fusee of a Watch when wound up
1721 m Bailey

II Garde-du-corps (gaid?d«kdr) [Fr ,
lit

‘guard of the body r
] A body-guard; a member

of a body-guard
1631 Evelyn Diary 7 Sept , Then came the garde du

corps and other officers 1701 Farquhar SirH Wildair

hi i, For not one of these fellows stirs about without his

garde-du-corps 2703 De Foe On Standing Army Misc
206 Queen Elizabeth, tho’ she had no Guard du Corps, yet

she had hei Gucti ds du Terris ['] 1720 Examiner No 1

1
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I have heard of a certain Illustrious Person, who having a
(Guarddu Corps, that forc’d their Attendance on him, put
them into a Livery, and maintain’d them as his Servants

1849 Thackeray Pendennts xxvm, Mirobolant killed four
gardes-du corps with his own point m the baincades ofJuly.

Gardem, obs. form, of Guardian.

Garden (gaud’n), sb. Forms : 4 garthen, (6

-yne, -ynge), 4-7 gardm(e, -yn(e, (5-6 Sc -mg,
-yng), 4-6 gardam, -ayn(e,-em(e, -eyn(e, (6 gar-

dene, Sc gairden, -mg), 6- garden [a. ONF
gatdm (Cential F jardirt) pop. L.*gardin-um, f.

*gard-um (OF. gard, gart
,
part, garden) a. Tent

*gardo-z (Goth gard-s, OHG. gart, OS. gard, OE.
geard,ON gartS-r,enclosure: seeGarth andYard).
The Teut. langs have also a wk form, with the

special sense ‘garden’. OFns garda, OS. gardo

(Du. gaarde), OHG. garto (MHG garte, mod G.
gat ten). Cf Pr gardi, jardi

,
jerzi

,

and jardtna
fem (also Sp. jardm, Pg jardwi. It giai ditto,

which appear to be adoptions from Fr. or Pr ) ]

I. An enclosed piece of ground devoted to the

cultivation of flowers, fruit, or vegetables; often

preceded by some defining word, asflower-, fruit-,

kitchen-, market-, strawberry-garden, etc.

13 K. Ahs 1028 With samytes, and baudekyns Weore
cortined the gardynes 13.. 2? E Allit P. A 260Your perle
is m J>is gardyn gracios gaye, Here-inne to lenge for euer

& play C1386 Chaucer wife's Prol 765 Yif me aplaute
of thilke blissed tre And in my gardyn planted it shal

bee c 1440 Gesta Rom xxxi 118 (Harl MS ) The
knight .

yede abowte m the gardin, and soute the clewe,

& fonde ft *513 More Rich. Ill Wks 53/2 My lord

you haue very good strawbenes at your gardayne in

Holbeme 1522 Wills 4 Inv. N. C (Surtees 1835) 106

The garthynges and Orchard perteyning thereto 1577
Harrison England 11. xx (1878) 1 323, I comprehend
therefore vnder the word ‘ garden all such grounds as are
wrought with the spade by mans hand x6xx Shaks Cymb
1 1 81 lie fetch a turne about the Garden 1680-90 Temple
Ess Gardening Wks 1731 I. 174 The Use of Gardens
seems to have been the most ancient and most general of
any sorts of Possession among Mankind. 1756-7 tr

Keysler's Trav (1760) IV. 356 The garden is on a slope, or
gentle declivity • and very much resembles prince Eugene’s

g
arden. x8zo Shellfy Sensti PI 11 2g, I doubt not the
owers of that garden sweet Rejoiced in the sound of her

f
entle feet. 1856 Stanley Sinai 4 Pal. 111. (1858) 191
Eastern gardens .are not flower gardens, nor private

gardens, but the orchards, vineyards or fig enclosures round
a town. 187a Yeats Techn Hist Cotnm 36 A wall picture

of an ancient Egyptian garden has been preserved

fig a 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol
,
pis boke is cald garthen

closed, wel enseled, 1435 Misyn Fire of Love 1 xxx 65
pe saule truly pat boyth is sweyt be schynynge of consciens,

6t fayr be chante of endles lufe, cnstis gardyn may be cald

l). pi* Ornamental grounds, used as a place of

public resort, usually with some defining word, as

Botamc[al
,
Zoological Gardens, etc.

X838 Penny Cycl. XI 73/2 Rivalling these imperial struc-

tures are the gaidens of St Petersburg X884 Scotsman 29
Jan 2, I have just returned from my usual stroll in the
Botanical Gardens.

e. transf. Applied to a region of remarkable
fertility. The Garden ofEngland : a name given

to various counties, esp Kent and Worcestershire.

1396 Shaks Tam Shr 11 4, I am arriu'd for fruitful

Lombardie, The pleasant garden of great Italy 1716 Lady
M W Montagu Let, to Mrs. Smith 5 Aug, The whole
country appears a large garden x88g Farjeon Sacred
Nugget 1. vii, ‘Yes, sir, Kent's my county, but even in the
garden of England they can’t grow finer roses than them ’.

2 a. Short for Covent-garden
,
Hatton-garden

(quot. 1890), localities m London.
1763 Bnt. Mag IV 415 A fashionable coffee-house in the

neighbourhood of the Garden 1851 Mayhew Lond Labour
I 81 Not only is the 1 Garden ’ itself all bustle and activity,

but [etc,] 1884 J Payn Some Lit Recollect iv in Cornh
Mag Mar 257 She [Miss O’Neill] talked of ‘the Garden ’

and ‘ the Lane ’ and was very fond of recitation 1890 Tit
Bits 29 Mar 389/2 The cut stones are chiefly sold to the
large dealers in the ‘ Garden ’.

b. pi. Often used with some local prefix as the

name of a square or street, in the suburbs of

London, and (by imitation) in many other towns.
1848 Thackeray Van Fair lx,

1 Gardens ’ was a felicitous

word not applied to stucco houses with asphalte terraces in

front, so early as 1827
3

.

As a name for the school of Epicurus (who
taught in a garden)
Diog Laert uses oi hub tup (ojitup as a name for the sect

;

cf also Cicero, horti Epicun.
1867 M Pattison Serm (1885) 164 [Neither] the Porch,

the Garden, nor the Academy.
II. attnb and Comb.
4

.

a. simple attrib. (<=of or belonging to a

garden, for use in a garden), as garden-alley, -led,

-bench, -bower, -close, -court, -croft, -door, -earth,

,-fence, -field, -hedge
,
-island, -islet, + -knot, -lawn

,

-matter
,
-mould,-order, -pale,-refuse, -room,-scissors,

-seed, -shade
,

-shears
,

-tillage
,

-tool, -walk, -wall

,

-wicket

,

b. objective, as garden-watering vbl. sb.

;

gatden -loving adj. , c. instrumental, as garden-

girdled, -surrounded adjs Also garden-like adj
;

garden-ward(s, -wise advs
x6aa Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi 120 The Flowry Valltes ,

lying sleeke and smooth, as any “Garden-Allies. 1633 G,
Herbert Temple, Church Mtlii 127 Here Sinne took
heart, and for a “garden-bed Rich shnnes and oracles he

VOL IV.

purchased 1881 Rossetti Ball 4 Satin
, King's Trag.

(1882) 128 Couched on the happy garden-bed 1863 Landor
Heroic Idylls, Meliton 4 Lily 5 Sit on this “garden-bench
and hear a song 1798 Coleridge Anc Mar vii xvm, In
the “Garden bower the Bride And Bride-maids singing are
1830 Mrs Browning Poems II. 277 Who will fetch from
“garden-closes Some new garlands while I speak? x8oo
Misc 'I rads in Asiatic Ann Reg 08/1 To the north of
the Sungee Dalaun is another “garden court, containing
public offices 1871 R Ellis Catullus lxn 48 Look in a
“garden-croft when a flower privily growing [etc ] 1502-3
Privy Purse Exp, Elis York (1830) 20 “Gardeyn dore
1601 Shaks Twel N in 1 103. 1695WoodwardNat Hist
Earth (1723) 13 That blackish Layer of Earth or Mould
which is called by some “Garden-Earth. 1856 Emerson
Eng Traits, Char Wks. (Bohn) II 57, I suppose never
nation built their party-walls so thick, or their “garden-
fences so high 1837 J. E Murray Summer Pyrenees II
85 His own particular moulin, in which he grinds the
produce of his “garden-field 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 1

The cathedral square of “garden-girdled Grosseto c 1420
Pallad on Husb in 569 To make a “gardyn hegge a X746
Holdsworth On Virgil (1768) 80 Our old willows par-
ticulaily some in the “Garden-Island in St James’ Park
1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb 11 v, Till through elystan
“garden-islets. The boat ofmy desire is guided 1626 Bacon
Sylva § in In “Garden-knots, and the Frets of Houses, and
all equall and well answering Figures X845 Zoologist III
xosfiThose pests, that raise such unsightly balls ofearth upon
“garden-lawns. 1829 Lytton Devereuxm iv, I had entered
into a more wooded and “garden-like description ofcountry
1838-42 Arnold Hist Route (1846) I 11 35 Its garden-tike
farms 1851 Beck's Florist 243 In this condition they are
purchased by persons having “garden-loving friends at
home 1577 B Googe Heresbams Husb 11. (1586) 49 To I

shew me some part of your great knowledge in “Garden
matters 1707 MoRTiMrn Husb 131 They [Hops] delight
most in the rich black “Garden-mold, that is deep and light,

and that is mixed rather with Sand than Clay. 1782 Mar-
shall in Phil Trans LXX1 II. 221 One I find laid up in
the fold of a ..turnip leaf. was. formed by putting .

garden mould to them, 1792 A. Young Trav France 5
Nothing can be more beautiful, or kept in more “garden
order, if I may use the expression. 1828-40 Berry Encycl.
Her I, *Garaen-pales are sometimes borne in coat-armour,
generally issuing from the base and fitchde, or pointed at
the top, and conjoined X844 J. T Hewlett Parsons 4W vi, Our garden-pales ran parallel with the high road
x868 Peard Water-farm xv. 159 Chopped “garden-refuse .

will answer admirably 1750 K Ron Let to A , Johnson 19
Where “garden-room enough is to be had. 1832 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser v (1863) 433 It turned out to be only the
clinking of a pair of “garden-scissars 17x9 De Foe Crusoe
1 xviiL Some “garden-seed, axyxx Ken Preparatives
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 92, I to a “Garden-Shade withdrew.
1708 Motteux RabelaisV ix. (1737) 36A Pair of “Garden-
shears 1874 Lisle Carr Jud Gwynue II. vii. 170 The
secluded “garden-surrounded villa, in Old Kensington X707
Mortimer Husb. 11 xo6 Peas and Beans are what belong
to “Garden Tillage as well as that of the Field. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 190 Cleanse, mend, sharpen
.“Garden Tools 183a Tennyson New-Year’s Eve xu,

She'll find my garden-tools upon the granary floor 1757
Dyer Fleece m 132 And now he strains the warp Along the
“garden-walk, or highway side 1850 Mrs. Browning
Poems II 17 She looks down the garden-walk cavemed
with trees c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T 202 The grete tour
Was evene loynant to the “gardin-wal 1582 Breton

Flourish Fancie (Grosart) 54/1 Let, Lord, this tree be set

within thy Garden-wall Of Paradise 1870 Miss Bridgman
R. Lynne I i 9 The garden-wall of the .. house 0x386
Chauclr MilleVs T. 386 Unto the “gardm-ward 1895
Crockett in Cornh Mag Oct 548 He showed signs of
moving “gardenwards 1896 Daily News 27 July 4/3 The
period of supply could be extended if the consumers would
only be careful to abstain from “garden-watering and other

wasteful habits. 1826 mCobbett Rur (1885) II 50,
I rode up to the “garden-wicket of a cottage 1885 Burton
Arab. Nis (1887)111. 134 Its courtyard is laid out “garden-
wise

5

,

a. Applied to vegetables, with the sense 1 culti-

vated or growing in a garden often distinctively-

opposed to ‘wild’; asgarden-creeper, -flower, -fruit,

-herb, -plant, -tree
,
-weed, also, in plant-names,

indicating cultivated kinds, as +garden -basil,

-gilhflower, -honesty, -madder, -mint, -nightshade,

-pea, -pine, -poppy, -rocket
,

-succory
j + garden-

balsam (see quot); garden-clover, Meltlotus

cserulea (see Clover 2) ;
garden-areas, -cresses,

Lepidnm sativum (see Chess i a) ; garden-gin-
ger, cayenne pepper

, f garden-globe, a sort of

apple ; +garden-rod, ? = Golden-rod
; -f gar-

den-sperage, asparagus; garden-trefoil (see

Clover 2 and quot, 1548 there).

1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal it 1195 The gardmers
and herbewomen in Cheapside commonly call it [Trfolium
odoratum] and know it by the name of Balsam, or “garden
Balsam 1674 Hickman Qmnauart Hist Ep (ed 2) A iv.

Some in old times thought “Garden-Basil . would grow
the sooner and better, if it were sown with reproaches and
evil speaking 1548, 1626 “Garden Claver [see Clover 2]

1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bower hu, Never “garden-
creeper crossed it With so deft and brave an air 1577
B Googe Heresbach's Husb (1586) 58 “Garden cresses are

sowed m the Spring 17x3 Jf Petiver in Phil Trans.
XXVIII. S02 This is a very elegant Plant, its lower Leaves
being deeply cut, finer than the common Garden Cress

1832 Veg Snbst Food 304 Garden Cress mixed with the
young leaves of mustard is the most esteemed of all .

salads 1770 Goldsm Des VtlL 138 Near yonder copse,

where once the garden smiled, And still where many a
“garden-flower grows wild 1838 Dickens 0 Twist xxxii,

The garden-flowers perfumed the air with delicious odours.

c xjxx id Eng, Bk. Anter, (Arb) Introd 29/1 “Gardeynes
frutes is there muche gretter than in our landes of Europa.
1551 Turner Herbal 83 The roote of the “gardyn Gelouer
is good agaynst the plage. 1597 Gerarde Herbal Supp

,

“Garden Ginger is Pipentis x6oo Surflet Country Partite
in xlix 528 The shortstart. hony-meale and “garden globe

rare and singular apples 1563 Hyll Garden. (1503) x64The
Wilde hearbs are stronger mvertuethen the “garden hearbs

1567 Maplet Gr Forest 33 Beete is a Gardam Herbe, and
in good plentte with vs 17x5 J Pftiver in Phil Trans
XXIX 243 Its Root or lower Leaves, in Shape, resemble
“Garden Honesty 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv Ixxni 537 The
husbanded or “garden Madder 1530 Palsgr 224/1 “Gar-
dyne meynte, vitynte 1831 J Davits Man Mat Med. 433
Garden mint, Mentha gentihs, Lin 1657 “Garden Night-
shade [see 5 c] 1882 Garden 16 Dec 532/3 The Garden
Nightshade isa common annual weed x68x WoovLife(0.

H. S ) II. 558 In the months of Dec and Jan were“garden
pees in blossom 2832 Veg. Snbst, Food2x5Garden peas . are
raised by more careful and expensive culture for the purpose
ofbeing eaten green. 0x746 Holdsworth On VirgiHi^S) 533
He mentions th ePmus,whichhe calls Cults,meaningthereby
the “Garden pine, to distinguish it fiom the Sylvestns

1727 S. Switzer Prad Gardiner v xlv. 237 Of thisphase-
olus . . more species, than of any other “garden plant we
have transmitted to us from foreign parts. 1671 Salmon
Syn. Med ill xxn 4x6 “Garden Poppy, is narcoticke, pro-
vokes sleep, outwardly it easeth pain. 1832 Veg Svb*t
Food 306 “Garden Rocket .. cultivated by our ancestois .

still found in gardens on . the Continent 1741 Compl.
Fam.-Piece n. m 361 All sorts of fibrous rooted Plants
such as Holyoaks, “Garden-rods and Hieraciums X577
B Googe Heresbach’s Husb 11 (1586) 54 The “Garden
Sperage they were not acquainted with x6ox Holland
Pliny II 53 If a man be annomted with Asparagus or

garden Sperage there will not (by report) a Bee come neere
for to sting him. 1548 Turntr Names ofHerbes (1881) 44
Intybus hortensis is of two sortes, the one is called Endyue,
or whyte Endyue, and the other Is called “gardine Succory,
1626 Bacon Sylva § 5x7 Whatsoeuer will make a Wild 1 ree

a Garden-Tree, willmake a “Garden-Tree to haue lesse Core,
or Stone. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 111 111, Like garden-trees,

they seldom shew fruit. 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort. (1729) 189
Knot grass, the very worst of“Garden-weeds

b. Prefixed to the names of animals, birds, and
insects to indicate that their habitat is the garden

;

as garden-ant, -ousel, -snail, -worm

,

garden-
mouse, ? =field-mouse ;

garden-spider = cross-

spider (see Cross- B)
;
garden-warbler, the bird

Sylvia hortensis
;
garden-white, a white cabbage

butterfly, of the genus Pieris.

1879 Lubbock Sci Led iv. 134 The biown “garden-ant
habitually makes use of the out-of-doors aphides 17x2 J
James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 173 1 he “Garden-Mouse is

an Animal that digs the Earth like a Mole 0x691 Boyle
Hist. Air (1692) 231 For I have observed these two last dry
springs, that there has been no soft “garden-snails to be
found abroad 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1784) VII 1 3
This is the garden-snail, that carries its box upon its back
x8oz BinglevvImwz Biog (1813)111 359 The labour of the

“Garden Spider is very different from that of the former
species. 1843 Zoologist I. 13 In the spring of 1841 the

redstart and “garden warbler were very numerous 1892
Daily News 6 Oct. 5/1 Ihe caterpillars of the “Garden
White—the green grubs that do so much damage among the

cabbages—are crawling up the walls. 1651-7 T Barker
ArtofAngling {1820) 37 Gather gieat “garden-worms x66g
Worlidge Syst Agrtc (1681) 258 The Garden-worm is an
excellent bait for a Salmon

c passing into adj., in the slang phr. common or

garden

,

aj ocularsubstitutefor ‘ common’, ‘ ordinary’

[1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xxix. 59 But the Common
or Garden Nightshade is not dangeious ] X892 Antobicg
Eng Gamekeeper

(J Wilkins) 67 Itwas as large as a common
—or garden—hen 1896 Daily News 16 Oct. 3/4 Such com-
mon or garden proceedings not being to the taste of Noa.
1897 Westm, Gas 4 Aug 8/2, I have—to make use of a
common or garden expression—been ‘ rushed ' in this matter.

6 Special comb * garden-butt, a target set up
m a garden for archery practice ; garden-chair,

f (a) a wheel or bath chair ; (b) a chair intended

for use in a garden; garden-engine, a portable

force-pump used for watering gardens
;
garden-

frame = Frame sb. 13 c; garden-glass, (a) a

bell glass used for covering plants m a garden

;

(b) (see quot 1882) ;
garden-ground, (a) ground

suitable for a garden; (b) a plot of ground
appropriated to a garden; f garden-penny, ?a

tithe or payment levied upon garden-produce

;

garden-plot, a plot of land used as a garden;

f garden-roll (obs ), garden-roller, a heavy cy-

linder fitted with a handle or shafts, for smoothing

a lawn or path; fgarden satin, ? flowered satm;
garden seat, a seat (ofwood or metal) for use m a

gaiden ,
a similar seat, holding one or two persons,

fixed on the roof ofan omnibus,etc ;
hence garden-

seated a\ -|* garden-sin
(
nonce-wd.), a weed,

f garden stead=garden-plot , -f garden-tilings,

'f-ware, produce of a garden
,
garden-wall-bond

Bricklaying (see quot ). Also Garden-date,
-HOUSE, -PARTY, -POT, -STUFF

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abwgt E ty, When I had
carried my buckler before me like a “garden But.

1827 Genii Mag XCVII. 1 546 This pole, like the handle
of a “garden-chair, enables the guide to drive to the eighth of

an inch, to avoid all obstacles, to turn corners 1831 Society

I 122 Seated in the garden-chair appropriated to Miss
Herford’s use, and drawn by her favourite donkey, away
went the cousins 1851 H Melville Whale xxi xxx

Garden-chairs which are convertible into walking-sticks

1853 Kingsley Hypatia xm, The garden chans standing
among the flower-beds. 18x5 Specif. Edridge’s Patent
No 3948 Solder may in such instances be employed to
render the pump a fire or “garden engine 1892 Garden
27 Aug 179 The bushes were so bad, that I had them wejl
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sprayed with the garden engine. 1838 Penny Cycl XI
72/1 They were essentially greenhouses, although perhaps

moie like our "garden-frames 184a Tennyson Gardener's

Date 1 16 The garden-glasses glanced, and momently The
twinkling laurel scatter'd silver lights 1882 Ogilvie,

Garden-glass, 1 a round globe of dark coloured glass,

generally about i4 foot m diametei, placed on a pedestal, in

which the suuounding objects me reflected much used as

an ornament of gardens in Germany 1711 Loud Gaz
No 4938/3 A Piece of "Garden-ground, and a Tenement
thereupon 1766 Smollett Prav I xvi 268 All the vine-

yards and garden-grounds for a considerable extent are

vaulted underneath. 1808 Toller Tithes iv 124 It is very

usual to agree with the occupiers of garden ground for a
stated composition by the acre. 1870 Longf. Wayside Inn
11 Bell of Ain 38 Rented his vineyards and his garden-
grounds a. 1641 Br R Mountagu Acts Mon (1642)400
Paying Tythes duly and tiuly, even to a "gaiden penny,

as wee call it, or of very floweis and pot-heibs that grow
in our garden, 1647 Husbandman'S Plea agst Tithes 39
They pay never a peny to the Minister, except it be a
gaiden peny, or a peck of Apples, 01 such like tithes 1387
Harmar tr Beza’s Serm xxvi 331 Their '"garden plots

and orchards 1610 Guillim Heraldry hi vu (1611) 116

Knights and men of valour, whose worth must be tried in

the field, not vnder a rose-bed or in a Garden-plot 184s
Florist’s Jml 221 Affording even the suburban tyro a
chance ofornamenting his garden plot 1794 G Adams Nat
ffExp Philos III vxx 11 302 Drawing a heavy "garden roll

1792 C Smith Desmond 1 . 59 A figure who gave me the idea

of a "garden roller set on its end 1852 Miss Mittcud
Recollect II 169 Mr Landor seated on a gai den-roller in the

court 1722 Lond Gaz No 6068/8A "Garden Sattm Night
Gown linedwithCherry Silk.oneChinceGown x837Dicrens
Pickw xxxuc, A "garden seat which happened to be neat at

hand 1879 F.W Robinson Coward Cause 1 vu, There was
agardenseat upon the lawn 1891 DailyNews 13 Jan 2/4
On the gaiden seats the passengers sat two abieast 189s
Westm Gaz 29 Mai 2/1 Many people, dislike getting 011

the top of a "garden seated 'bus 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort
(1729) 210 Neglecting it till they [the weeds] are ready to

sow themselves, you do but stir and prepaie for a more
numerous Crop of these "Gaiden-sins 1609 Manch Court
Leet Rec (1883) II 249 The place is Conuerted into

Certaine "gardensteeds 1772 Barker in Phil Trans
LXII 44 “Garden things, turnips, &c were very much
destroyed 1836 Penny Cycl V 410 "Garden-wall bond
consists of three stretchei-, and one header m nine inch
walls, but when fourteen inches thick, the Flemish bond is

used. 1707 Mortimer Hush 432 A clay bottom is a much
more pernicious Soil for Trees and "Garden-ware than
Gravel

Garden (gaud’n), v. [f. the sb.
;
cf F jardmer

(from 15th c ) ]

1 intr To cultivate a garden
; to work m a

garden as a gaidener. |- Also, to lay out a garden

1577 B Googe Ileresbach's Hitsb 11 1x586) 33 b, I know
in hot countries they garden all the winter long 1623 Bacon
Ess

,
Gardens (Arb ) 555 When Ages grow to Ciuility Men

come to Build Stately, sooner then to Gaiden Finely

1763 Franklin Let Wks 1887 III 391 You should have
gardened long before the date of your last 1832 Tennyson
New.i-Year's Eve xn, I shall never garden more. 1844 E
Fitz Gerald Lett (1889)1 137, I lead scraps of books,
garden a little, and am on good terms with my neighboui s

2. trans To cultivate as a garden., to bring or

form by cultivation into (a specified state).

1862 B Taylor Home Abr Ser n I, 322 The trees

have been judiciously spared the long landscape ..

gardened into more perfect beauty 1893 Westm. Gas
6 Feb 3/3 The gallery ofwell-dressed women suggests the
simile ofsome gorgeous flower-bed, carefully gardened

3 To supply with a garden or guldens rare
1863 A themeurn No 1945, 154/3 They were there supeibly

housed and luxuriously gardened

4. (See quot.) Ohs [So F jardmer ]
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), To Garden, a Hawk, . . is to

put her on a Turf of Glass to cheat her

Hence Ga rdenable a , capable of being gaidened
X804 Coleridge Let 21 Apr. (1893) II 476 Above the

town, little gardens are scattered heie and there, wherever
they can force a bit of gardenable ground.

Garden, obs form of Guardian.

+ Ga'rdenage. Obs Also $r gardinage [f.

Garden sb + -age, Cf F. jardmage
]

1. The practice or employment of cultivating

a garden
,
horticulture

xfiox Holland Pliny II xa There was no one thing lesse
subiect to the will and pleasure of Fortune and Casual tie,

than gardenage Ibid II 28, I must not overpasse the
gardinage to them belonging 1693 Evelyn De la Quint
Compl Gard I 89 Persons of Quality that divertise them-
selves there in Gaidenage
2 The produce of a garden

,
garden-stuff.

*733 J Tull Horse-homgHnsb v 19 The eating unwhole-
sora Gardenage. x8x6 J Man Hist Reading 147 This
street was appropriated to the sale of fish and gardenage

Gardened (ga ud’ud), ppl a. [f. Garden sb,

and v. + -ed ]
1 Cultivated like a garden,
1611 Cotgr , lardint, gaidened, made into, orwrought as,

a Gaiden 1808 J Barlow Columb x 239 Earth, garden'd
all, a tenfold burden brings 1867 Howells Ital. Journ
307 Around Verona stretch those gardened plains of Lom-
bardy. 1883 Atlantic Monthly LII 363 A gay gardened
meadow,
2. Furnished or coveied with gardens.
1829 J Wilson m Blackw Mag XXVI, 543 The broomy
bum That wimpled on round garden’d villages, X844 Mrs
Browning Flower tn Let x, No flowers our gardened
England hath To match with these. x86a H Marryat Year
tn Sweden II 404 A long line of gardened houses.

Gardener (ga rd'nai). Forms
, 4-5 gardenere,

4-6 gardyuer(e, 4-8 garduier, 5 gartbyner(e,

6-8 gardner, 4- gardener [a. ONF. *gardmier
= OF and modF jardtmer (12th c.)> f gaidm

,

jardm. see Garden sb. and -eb 2 Cf OHG.
gai tenth t (mod G. gariner) ]
1 One who tends, lays out or cultivates a garden

,

spec a servant employed to tend and cultivate a

garden
a 1300 Cursor

M

17270+227 Scho [mane] wend not it had
bene he, hot a gardiner 1340 IlAMi’OLr Pr Consc 661 An
file tre may 11a glide fruyt beie, And ]>at knawes ilk gude
gardynue c 1460 Towneley Myst xxvi 563 Say me, gar-

thynere, I the pray, If thou bare oght my lord away 1601

Holland Pliny xx v II 41 The Syrians aiegi eat Gaidmers,
they bee most curious in gardening 1662 Wood Life
(OH S ) I 462 [He] lived as a gaidmer with a certaine

gentleman 1771 Smollett Humph Cl (1815) 282 ,

1

was
told that almost all the gardeners of South Britain were
natives of Scotland 1863 Ruskin Arrows ofChace (1880)

II 140 ,

1

have a gardener who sees me gather a hunch
of my own grapes without making a wry face

fig 1604 Shaks. Oth 1 111 324 Our Bodies are our Gardens,

to the which, our Wills are Gaidmers x6 . Howel (J ),

lhe gaidenei may lop religion as he please

2. In names of plants gardener’s delight, eye,

Lychnis coumana
;
gardener’s garters (sec quot

1880)
1597 Gerarde Herbal n exx §2 381 (The flowers ofRose

campion] were called the Gardners delight, or the Gardneis
eie 1823 ComumPetticoat r I 240 Would you like some
slips of apple ungy or gardenei's garters, or bachelor’s

buttons? x88o Britten 81 Holland Plant-n
,
Gardener's

garters, the striped garden variety ofPhalan ? arundinacea

Hence Ga rdeneress, a female gardener , also,

a gaidenei *s wife.

1647 W Browne tr Gombervilld's Poleaander 1 182 The
fair Gardneresse, this while, held my mme 1827 Carlyle
German Rotu III 233,270 1893 Star 24 June 4/3 Good
situations are always ready foi good gardenei esses 1896
Daily Tel 23 Jan 5/3 The first gardeneress Eve.

Gardeuership (ga jcl’naijip). [f Gardener
+ -ship ] i a. The art and practice of gardening

(obs ) b. The office of a gardener.
17x1 Shaites!!. Chat ac I ill 1 286 'Tis no wonder if we

slight the Gardenership, and think the mannei of Cultuie a
very contemptible Mystery 1864 Burton Scot Abr 1 11

99 People spoke ofthe succession to the hereditaiy gardener-

snip of the lordship of Monteith.

Gardenery (ga id’nen) rare—1 . [f Gardener
+ -y3 ] The office or department of a gardener
1892 Kirk Abingdon Acc, p xxxvi, 791 -jd was tians-

ferred fiom the Pittancery to the Gardenery

Gardenesque (ga‘t<Tn,esk), a [f Garden^
h -esque, aftei pictwesqne~\ Partaking of the

character of a garden, somewhat resembling a

garden or what belongs to a gaiden
1838 Loudon Arboretum Brit

,

The expression of garden-
esque beauty, in individual trees diffeis from the pictuiesque,

in being at all times, legular or symmetncal 1839 —
Reptows Landsc Garden (1840) Introd. 8 Ihis change has

given rise to a school which we call the Gardenesque, the
characteristic feature of which is the display of the beauty
of trees, and other plants, individually 1880-x Libr. Vmv
Knowl (NY) XI 306 [Boston Common ‘public gaiden ’]

is kept in gardenesque style as an arboretum and botanical

gaiden 1881 Gard Chron No 4x7 816 An attempt to f>ive

a sort of gardenesque character to a slope within view
of the Castle by planting dwarf hardy shrubs in a formal
airangement of beds
absol 1896 Punch 29 Aug 102/2 No, by heavens, let the

gardenesque perish Eie ever I axe that familiar old thorn 1

Gardenful (ga id’nful). [f Garden sb +
-ful.] As many as a garden will contain.

x8sp Dickens T Two Cities 11 v, Like a great sunflower
pushing its way at the sun from among a rank gardenfull of

flaring companions

Ga rden-ga'te. [f Garden sb. + Gate jA 1
]

X A gate leading into a garden
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xix 210 Pie smytethe on the Gardyn

3ate with a Clyket of Sylver 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)
22 The grete garde} n gate, 1731 Popi Ep Burlington 30
Turn Arcs of triumph to a Garden gate 1838 Dickens
0. Twist xxix, A gig drove up to the garden-gate

2 dial Used as a name for various plants . Herb
Robert (Geranium Robertiaimin'), the Pansy {Viola

tricolor), and London Pnde (Saxiftaga umbrosa)

The fuller form is
‘ Kiss-me-behind-the-garden-

gate’ (Britten & Holland).

Ga'rdenhood. nonce-wd. [f. Garden sb +
-hood ] Garden-like character.

1769 H Walpole Let to Montagu ix May (1857) V 161

A covered passage all round the garden took off from the
gardenhood

Ga*rden-honse. [f Garden sb + House ]
1 Any small building in a garden

; a summer-
house.
1603 Shaks MeasforM v i 212 This is the body That
did supply thee at thy garden-house In her Imagin’d

person 1678 Dryden Lwiberham 1, 1, I was just coming
down to the garden-house_ 1727 Dc Foe Secrets Invts W,
(1735) 251 As he was sitting alone in a Summer-House as
we call it

}
or Garden-House, as they more properly call it

there [Leipsick] 1821 Scott Kemhu xx, Pointing to an
old ruinous garden-house.

b dial and U.S. A privy
x886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-lh,, Garden-house,

a privy , an out-door closet.

2 A dwelling-house situated in a garden
;
a sub-

rnbati residence

1607 Deicker 81 Webster Northward- Ho ji 11, Because

to be pent up m a narrow lodging here i
1

the city may
offend her health, she shall lodge at a garden-house ofmmem
Moorfields 1627 in Crt. 4 7 lines Chas, /(1848) I 243 Sir
Francis Barrington is gone out of the Maishalsea to a
garden-house in Southwark. 1673R HeadCantingAcad 74
Having an occasion to go over to the bank-side, in a Garden
house 1738 Biucii Luc Milton m M V Wks I 20 He
took an handsome Garden House in Aldersgate-street 1845
Stocqui-ler Handbk Brit India (1834) 133 Interspersed
with the gaiden-houses, oi suburban retreats of the wealthy
merchants

f b. In the early 17th c often used for a house
kept for immoial purposes Obs
1607 Beaum & Fi Woman Hater n. I, This is no garden

house, in my conscience, shee went forth with no dishonest
intent « 1623 Fletchtr Love's Cure 111 1, Thou shalt be
my Bawd Thy old wife [shall] weaie a hood. Nay keepe
my garden-house.

Gardenia (gaidima). [mod.Lat
, f the name

of Dr. Alex Garden (died 1791), Vice-President

of the Royal Society ] A genus of trees and shrubs,

often spiny (N O. Rubiacem), natives of the Cape
of Good Hope and of tropical Asia and Africa

1760 Phil. Trans LI 934 The piofessor has agreed to
adopt this new genus by the name ofGardenia X863Alcock
Capit Tycoon I 76 But the gaidnua [fie] and the camellia
floutish also. x88i Mrs C. Prato Policy # P III, 38 The
strong scent of gardenias floated towaids him.

Gardening (ga jd’mg), vbl. sb [f. Garden v
+ -1NG 1

.]

1. The action or occupation of laying out or
cultivating a garden

;
horticulture.

1577 B Goocn Heresbach’s Hnsb (1586) 53 b, In these
parts they commonly begin their gardening in the end of
i'ebruarie 1663 Boyll Occas Refl (1845) 37-8 A Stranger
to the Art of Gardening 1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's

A need Paint (1786) IV 247 Gardening was probably one
of the first arts that succeeded to that of building houses

1877 Mrs Forrester Mignon I 64 My nephew has done
the gardening single-handed the last five years

fig a 1377 Gascoignl Hearbes, Weedes, etc Wks. (1587)
160 Gascoigns gardenings wherof were written in one end
of a close walke which he hath in his garden this discoui.se

following.

f 2 concr. Grounds laid out as gardens Obs —1

1687 Lond Gaz No 2284/4 At Woiksop is a large New
House to be Lett, with good Cellandge, Stabling, Gardmng,
and Land belonging to it

3 attnb.

1577 B Googt Heresbach's Hush (1586) 33 b, Some devide
their Gardening time by the Moneths 1587 Wills # Inv
N C (Surtees i860) iS7Twelvegaidinmgshoviles 12/ 1661

OfiU by His Majesty's Entertainm 30 All Sorts of Grafting,

and Gardening Tools 1825 Cobuett Rur Rides 41 The
country pi esents a sort of gardening scene 1830 Miss Mit-
1 ord Village Ser iv (1863) 312,

1

may consider myself in

gieat luck to see what is called, in gaidenmg language, ‘so

grand a show ’ 1830 Beck's Florist 54 Gardening newspapers
find their way into evei y circle where a flower is loved

1861 Dclsmer FI Gard 2 The gardening artist who, under
such cncumstances fails to produce a pleasing effect,

is almost left without excuse. 1891 II Herman His Angtl
217,

1

had on my gardening suit 1894 IVestm Gas 17 Sept

3/3, I should like also to draw the distinction between
gardening classes and a gardening club

Gardening (ga ad’nir)), a. [f. Garden v

+ -ing 2
.] That gardens.

1647 W. Browne tr. Gombervillds Polexandei
^
1 183 In ail

instant we saw a Gardmng maiden become a Princess 1822

Lamb Elia Ser 1. Di earn Children, Nowand then a solitary

gardening man would cross me. 1850 Beck's Florist 287 All

the gardening world used to talk of the 2000 varieties of

Roses grown by the Messrs Loddiges

Ga’rdenist. nonce-wd. [f Garden sb + -ist ]

1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint. (1786) IV
106 The domestic called a Gardiner will remain the

Gardiner, the projector I should propose to denominate a
Gardenist

Gardenize (ga jd’naiz), v. rare, [f Garden sb

+ -ize.] a intr To act as a gardener, b.

trans To render like a garden. Alsofig
1830 C Mathews Mem IV m 61 A boor, who gardemzes

and milks. 1887 Voice (N Y ) (1888) 5 Jan 2 [God] has

promised that this world shall be gardemred and all evil

extirpated? x8ox Graphic 24 Oct 491/3 It i® to be wished

something could be done in the way of ‘gardemsing’
Trafalgar Square

Gardenless (gaud’nles), a [f. Garden sb +
-less ] Destitute of gardens or of a garden

1834 R H Froudl Remains (1838) I 367 Treeless fields

and gardenless houses. 1882 Harper's Mag LXIV 102

The town itself is made up of a scattering, gardenless col-

lection of log-cabins

Gardenly (ga rd’nli), a rare—1
, [f. Garden sb

+ -LY 1
] Appropriate to, or befitting, a garden

a 18x9W Marshall Rur Econ (L ),The crop throughout

being managed in a gardenly manner,

Ga'rden-pa rty. [f Garden sb. + Party.] A
party held on a lawn, or m a gaiden
1869 Trollope Phmeas Finn II lxiv 228 The Duke’s

garden party was becoming a mere ball, with privilege for

the dancers to stroll about the lawn between the dances *

attnb 1874 J , D Hrath Croquet Player 9 There is really

no comparison between it and what may appropriately be

called ‘ Garden-party Croquet' 1896 Westm. Gaz 23 June

2/3 The garden party season is now beginning

Ga*rden-pot. [f Garden sb + Pot ]

fl A watering-pot. Obs
1580 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Vne Chantepleure, a

garden pot, a watering pot, the toppe of a Cesterne x39x

Sylvester Du Bartas r 1 368 Thence ls't that Garden*

pots, the mouth kept close, Let fall no liquor at their sive-
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like nose 1614 T Adams Devil's Banquet 32 The Garden-
pot, that holds water but whiles the thnmbe is vpon it

2 A pot containing a plant ; a flower-pot.

1808 Phil Trans, XCIX 175 When the fibrous roots of
trees are crowded together in a garden pot, they ai e often
found lifeless in the succeeding spi ing a 1845 Hood Sniffing
a Birthday xvi, My fi eehold’s in the garden-pot.

Gardenship, obs form of Guardianship.
Ga-rdeu - stuff, [f Garden- sb + Stuff]

Plants grown in a garden
;
vegetables for the table.

a 1687 Petty Pol A nth vi (1691)96 The meliorating,

and multiplying several sorts of Fruits, and Gai den-Stuff.

17SS Gentl Mag XXV 350 Cherries, peaches, pears, grain,

and garden-stuff of all kinds 1828 Miss Mittord Village
Ser in (1863) 64 She sold bread, butcher’s meat, and
gai den-stuff, on commission
attnb 1849 Clough Amours de Voy m 163, I am the

ox in the dray, the ass with the garden-stuff panniers

Garderobe (ga idro»b) Now only Ihst. Also

4, 7 garderob, 6 gardrop, 6, 9 gardrobe. [a F
garderobe (

— It. gnat da-robba . in ONF. wat de-

robe . see Wardrobe), f garde-r to keep, Guard
+ robe Robe.] Pi operly, a locked-up chamber in

which articles of diess, stores, etc are kept, a store-

room, armoury, wardiobe (occas. also the contents

of this); by extension, a private room, a bed-
chamber

;
also a privy

1333-4 Dm ham MS Cell Roll, In ij lib de Maces de
gardeiob <11450 Knt de la Tour (r 868) 111 Ihe kingges
aoughtei made hym to be nonsshed in her garderobe
1470-85 Malory Arthurs x, I haue ben brought vp in the
garderobe with the noble kynge Aithur manyyeres for to
take hede to his armour 15 Inv R. Wardtvhe (18x5)

143 margin
,
In Feb. 1567 six of thir peces was tint 111 the

K[ing’s] gardrop at his death 1606 Table Unpnnted Acts
18 fas VI, An acquitance and discharge to the earle of
Dumbar of the Kings Jewels and gaiderob 1837 Sir F.
Palgrave Merck <5 Friar i (1844) 24*We have one oftheir
eggs, set 111 silver, in our garderobe ’ exclaimed John Vine
saulf, the cellarer 1848 Lytton Harold it. 111, ' Verily yes

;

vault, coffer, and garde-robe—stall and meuse—are well nigh
drained answered the monk. 185* Turner Dom Archit
I iv 150 He built a new chapel, with a garderobe. 1856
Walbran Ripott, etc 73 The walls of two spacious gard-
robes, communicating with the doimitory
attnb 1867 Murray's Guide Yorkshire 282 A chamber

with fireplace and garderobe seat.

t Garde-tramell. Obs. Also gard-tramell.
[f. F. garde-r to keep + tramail drag-net ] Some
kind of fishing apparatus. Also attnb
1497 Naval Acc Hen. VII (1896) 83 Bowstrynges casting

caltraps tallowe nettes for gard tramelles Ibid 87 Dise of
Iren—y baskettes, Gaidtramell Netts—

ij
dufattes Ibid. 8g

Levers—

[

ij] xy, Gardetrameli Stakes—c, Paving rammers
of tymbre—ay
t Gardeviance. Obs. Forms. 5 gardevian(s,

-viant, -vyaunt, -vyan, -vya(u)ndes, -vyence,
gardivian.ee, gardyvyans, 5-6 gardevya(u)nce,
6 gardefiance, -viancli, -viands, -viaunee,
-wiat, gardyvyaunee, guards - viandes, 6-7
gardeviance. [f. F garde-r to keep -»- viande (s

meat(s.]

1 , Originally, a safe foi meat
;

also, a chest for
holding valuables

, hence, usually, a travelling

trunk or wallet

1459 in Pasion Lett I 484 Item, j gardevyaunt c 1460
J Russell Bk Nurture 1202 Closynge cloos howse chest
& gardevyan, for drede of congettynge 1463 Mann <5

Househ. Exp (Roxb) 13a To brynge home my lordys
gardevyence ffro London 1481-90 Howard Househ Bks
(Roxb ) 274 In a gardviande [my Lord has] a peir brigan-
dines, a plakart, ij bavieres, [and] uj peire ganteletx
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxxiii 40 Full mony instrument for
slawchtir Was in hts gardevyance 1532 Huloet, Bagge or
gaideuiaunce to put meat in, reticulum. 1579 Twyne
Phisicke agst. Fort 1 xxxvu 51 a, Theie was a great
Guarde-uiandes or Chest, wherein was great store of trea-
sures. 1628 Sir R. BoYLr Diary in Lismore Papers (1886)
II 290 This day I receaved. a gardeviance of usquabagh
1706 Phillips (ed Keisey), Garde-viant, a Wallet for a
Soldier to put his Victuals m.
1

2

Used contemptuously * Baggage * outfit
’

1563-83 Foxe A <5- M. 1070/1 Then [folowed] the monkes
with their glorious gaideuiance ofCiosses, Candlestickes,

and Veigers before them Ibid 1418/1 The people began
. to set vp the pageants of S Katherine, and of S Nicholas
with their gaye gaideuiance and giay amices

Gardevin, -vine (ga idavm, -vain) Sc Also
gardyveen, [f F garde-r to keep + vm wine ]
a A big-bellied wine-bottle Also attnb. b A
case or closet for wine-bottles
X805 Ckron in Ann. Reg 375/2 Gardevin bottles left

behind by the besiegers 1808 J. Mayne Siller Gun iv 145
The I own clerk Gar’d bring the great big gardevme, And
fill the glasses. 1827 Blacfcw Mag XXII 607 Your purse,
your gai devm, and your tea-caddy, are continually exposed
to depredation 1870 Ramsay Return vi (ed. 18) 246
Gardyveen

,

Case for holding wine

+ Gardevisure. Her. Obs [? f F garde-r to
keep, protect + vis sight + -URE.] The visor of a
helmet.
1610 Guilum Heraldry vi. v 263 This fashion of sidelong

Helmet and openfaced with gardeuisuie {printed gardem-
sure] over the sight, is common to all persons of Nobility
vnder the degree of a Duke. 1739 in Coats Diet Her.
1828-40 m Berry Encycl Her I

Gardeyn(e, obs. form of Garden, Guardian.
Gardflsh, obs form of Garfish.
Gardian, -en, etc. : see Guard-.

55

Gardrobe, Gardin- • see Garden, Garden-
tGa-rdnap. Obs Forms. 5 ? gardenat, 6

? gardnett, gardnap, garnap(pe, -uep, -nop
[a. OF

.
gardenape, -nappe

,
f. garder to protect +

nappe cloth
,
cf Savenafe (The formsgardenat,

gardnett

,

may be due to an erioneous substitution
of natte mat for nappe cloth )] A round piece of
wood or metal, a mat, or the like, placed under
dishes at table in order to protect the table-cloth.
1489 ActaDom.Conc (1830)131/1A butter plait, agardenat,

a met almery, 1538 Aberdeen Reg V 16 (Jam )
Chargeour,

plate, deiche, gardnap, trunscour of tyne 1556 Withals
Diet (1568) 43 b/r Agarnappe [ed 1602 gamap, 1608 garnep]
to be layed vnder the potte vpon the table, tosaue the table
cloth cleane, basis 1561 ExtractsAberdeen Reg (1844) I.
336 Ane gardnett of tun 1570 Levins Mamp 169/28 A
garnop, basis poculi 1573 Extracts Abet deen Reg (1848)
II 10 A gardnett of brass

Gardner, Gardning • see Gardener, -ing

t Gardon. Obs [a. F garden ] A kind of
roach (Leuciscus idus)
1611 Cotgil, Siege, a seat also the fish Gardon
Gardon, -otui, obs forms of Guerdon.
[Ga’rdy. Sc Obs. Also 7-9 ga(i)rdie. An arm

ISI3Douglas xi xi 64He Hysgardyvphasbendyt
far abalc, And threw the speir wyth all his fois and mycht
1631 RuTHERroRD Lett (1862) I 77 The Lord will send
one with a well-toothed, sharp hook, and strong gardies, to
reap His harvest a 1670 Spalding Troub Ckas I (1829)27
He had still a strong man upon ilk gardie, whether sleeping
or waking, a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 287 ’Twas this
that biaced the gardies stiff and strang in ancient days.
1787 in Burns' Wks. 1

1

105 Tak him by the gardie

Gardyloo (gaidilz? ). Also 9 garde loo, jorde-
loo [app f a pseudo-Fr phrase gare de I'eau
* bewaie of the water ’

,
in correct Fr it would be

gate I’eau] A warning cry uttered (111 old Edin-
burgh) before throwing dirty water from the win-
dow into the street To make the gai dyloo . to
throw the duty water out
[1768 STERNr Sent, Jourtt (1782) 48/a It comes against

you without crying ‘garded'eau 1 ’] 1771 SmollettHumph
Cl II 227 The whole caigo is flung out of a back window

and the maid calls gaidy loo to the passengers 1808
Jamieson, forddoo x8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi xxvn, She had
made the gardyloo out of the wrang window Ibid xxxvm,
The oveiwhelming cataiact of her questions, which bmst
forth with the sublimity of a grand gardyloo 1858 Ramsay
Return Sei 1 (i860) 260 The wellknown cry which preceded
the missile and warned the passenger was Garde loo 1

Gard.yn(e, -er(e see Garden, -er.

Gardyng, obs form of Carding, Garden.
t Gare, sbS Obs ‘Forms: r gar, 3 gore, 3-4

gare, (3 Lay geere). [OE gdr str masc =OS ,

OHG (MHG ) gir (mod Ger revived m archaistic

use as gehr, ger), ON. geir-r
, Goth *gais (only

found in proper names, as Hano-gaisus) —OTeut
*gaizo-z (The Goth gairu anbhoty is unconnected )

The word was also m use among the Celtic peoples
(hence Olrish gai, gae, ga masc

,
from *ga?so), and

was known to the Greeks and Romans (Gr yaiffov,

yaiaos, also TaiffArai Celtic mercenaries armed with
this weapon

,
L. geesum). To the stem *ghaiso-

belongs also Gi xvdws, x°“0*'shepheid’s staff The
root *g/iai- peih appears also m OE gad Goad —
*ghai-ta ] A spear or javelin
Beowulf (

Z

) 1847 xif )?asc jegangeS jiset 5e gar nimeS
ci000 Ags Ps (Th ) liv. [Iv ] 21 Hi wo»d hira wel jje-

smyiedon eft gewurdon sceaipegaras [L jacula] C1205
Lay 27549 He heold on his honde aenne gaie [c 1275 one
spere] swioe strpnge c 1250 Gen Sf Ex 3458 Dead Oolen,
wiS stones slajen Or to dead wi9 goren drajen [L con-
fodietitrjaculis. Exod xix 13]

b wrongly used for ‘ sword ’

C1330 Amis
<J-
Amil 1353 Thai fight gan, With brondes

bright and bare The steward smot to him that stounde .

With his grimly gaie a 1400 Isumbras 432 He sprange als
any sparke one glede With grymly growndyne gare

t Gare, sb J Obs rare Also 7 gaer. [An
alteied form of Gere.] A sudden and transient fit

of passion ? Also in Comb, gare-bramed a. dial

(see quot, 1674-91) Hence (?) GaTish a dial.

(see qliot. 1674-91).
1606 Warner Aw Eng xvi cu. 11612) 404 But if shall

one, els honest, eri e through choler, vrg’d abuse, Or casually,
their grudge or gaer admit no termes of truse 1609 Holland
Amin Marcell xxxr vm 412 The whole multitude set
upon a furious and mad mood, hastened in a fell and cruell

gare [L. aninnsque concita truculentis] to trie the. utmost
hazard of battaile. Ibid xxxi xu. 421 Ihe Emperour ui a
certain gate [other copies ofthe same ed have geare] and
violent heat made hast to encounter them 164a Rogers
Naeiman 390 In a gare and heat, they will runne, ride and
take any paines; but only so long as the pang holds
1674-91 Ray .S’ ff E C Words 99 Gare-bram’d

, very
heedless Garish is the same, signifying one that is as
'twere m a fright, and so heeds nothing

t Gare, sb 3 Obs. [a. AF gare = OF. gard,
jart.) (See quot

)

1542 Gt Abndgem Stat s v JYolles, That no denyzen or
foren make any refuse ofwolles but cot gare & vyllayn [1358
Act 1 Edw III, c 8 Smoun cot, gare, & vileine tuson] 1607
Cowell Interpr, Gare is a course wool! full of staring
haires, as groweth about the shankes ofthe sheepe. tjat
in Bailey , and in later Diets

t Gare, sb,& Obs rare~x
. [? ad. L garum

pickle ]

1562 Turner Herbn 1 11 66 The most pait vse Basil and
eate it with oyl & gare sauce foi a sowle or kitchen.

Gare (gir), a. Sc Also gair. [a ON. gpi r,

g#rr, gerr, gwrr (—*garwu-) t
also wiitten geyrr,

ready, prone to (with gen )
= OE. gearo, gcaru (ME.

jare Yare), OS. gant, OHG garo (MHG. gate,
gar

)

ready The change of meaning from ‘ready’
to 'eager’, ‘shaip’, ‘covetous’ is also found with
Yare m northern dialects]

1

1

Ready
;
sharp, keen. Obs

1513 Douglas AEneis vi xiv 30 With hedmg swerd, baith
felloun, scherp, and gair

2 trails/. Eager, covetous, desirous of wealth

;

miserly

1719 Ramsay Ep to Hamilton 111 75 1 hy jaffaii ruial
rhj me sae rare gars fowk gae gare To ha’e them by them
1788 Picken Poems 114 Gair bodies a’, now mak yer mane,
Auld honest Hairy’s dead and gane <11810 Tannahill
Poems (1846) 13 Thy Mither’s gair and set upon the warl.
1822 Galt Sir A. Wylie I xxv 227 He’s a wee gair,
I alloo

II Gare (gai\ v imp Also 8 gar [a F gare
imperative of garer= OF ganr, guarir, ad Teut
^warjan (Goth, rvarjan, OHG , OS , OE. wgnan)
to defend ] A cry ofwarning. Lookout' beware'
Also as simple imperative : Take care.

1653 Urquhart Rabelats 1 xxvii, He hurried Iheiefore
upon them so rudely, without crying gare or beware, that
he overthrew them like hogs 1705 Vanbrugh ConfecL iv

1, Hark 1 some body comes Gar [ed 1803 Gare] theie, the
enemy 1896 C Dicir Ways World 35 She will e’en under-
take ‘interviewing’, But gare how your secrets she gleans
Gare, var. Gair & ,

obs form of Gar v
Gare, Sc and north foim of Gore sb.

Garefish, obs form of Garfish.
Gare-fowl (ge° ifaul). Also 7, 9 gairfowl

[ad ON geir-fugl — Faroese gorfuglur, Sw gar-
fogel. Da (from Icel ) geirfugl Hence also Gael.
geat bhul garefowl, and b gorfou a sort of penguin
The meaning of the first part of the compound is

unceitam ] The great auk (Alea impennis)
[c 1549 ? Munro in Sibbald De Ammalibus Scotis 22 Avis

Gat e dicta, Corvo Marino Simihs, ovo maximo ] 1698 M
Martin Voy Kilda (1749 "t 25 Gair-fowl above the Size of
a Solan Goose, of a black Colour 1802 G Montagu
Ornith Did (1833) 188 Gaufowl A name for the Awk
1863 Kingsley Water Bab 264 1 hen we shall not be sorry
because we cannot get a gairfowl to sLuff 1894 Newton in
A fhenteum 3 Mar. 281/3 Imagination has long had a large
share in the accounts given of the garefowl or great auk
Gareisoun, obs form of Garrison.
Gareland, obs. form of Garland.
f Garence, ? var. Garavanoe, Calavance Obs.
1610 W Folkingham Ait of Survey 1 vu 14 Pamck,

Amilcoine, Spelt-corn, Gaiences, Dewgrasse, Jobs teares,
Conun seede, Annise-seede

Garesone, -oun, obs forms of Garrison
Garet(te, -teer, obs ff. Garret, -eer

t G-arfangle. Obs. rare. Also 5 garfangyl
[app. f. Gare sb 1 + *Jangle, denv. of Fang; cf.

MDu gaerfang, OFns girfong(East Fns geifonk),
MLG. gdrfank.] A fish-spear

,
also C ottib

,

as

garfangle hook
c 1440 Promp Part) 186/2 Garfangyl, or elger, angutllama,

anguillare. 1615 E S Britain's Buss in Arb Gamer III
642 This Garfangle-hook is an ashen plant six or eight feet
long , with an iron hook, like a boat hook, at the end of it

Garfish (gajfiJ) Forms* 5 garfysslie, 6
garefish., 7 garre-, 8 gair-, 9 gur(d)-, guard.-, 7-
garfish See also Gar sb. [app f. Gare sbA +
Fish, in allusion to its long sharp nose ] A fish

{Belone vulgarts) with a long spear-like snout,

called also green-boDe, horn-fish, sea-pike, etc In
America and Australia the name is given to other

fishes of similar form, e. g to various species of

Lepidosteus and Hemirhamphus
c 1440 Promp. Pare 247/1 Horn keke, fysche (S’, home

stoke , P hornkek, or gartysshe) 1577 Harrison England
III 111 (1878) 11 21 Of the long sort are congers, eeles, gare-
fish, and such other of that foime 16x1 Cotgr

,
Otphte,

the Homebeake, Hornekecke, Pipei-fish, Garre-fish 1699
L Wafer Voy 126 Theie is another sort of Fish on the
North-Sea Coast, Which our Sea-men call Gar-fish 1 hey
have a long Bone on the Snout and ’tis very sharp at the

end 1756 P Browne Jamaica (1789) 443 The Gar-Fish
Both the jaws of this fish aie long and slender, and furnished
with sharp conic teeth 1810 P Neill List of Fishes 16

e
arn ) Esox Lucius, Sea-pike , Gar-pike ; Guard-fish 1850
lutterbuck Port Phillip m 44 In the bay are large

quantities of guard-fish 1854 Badham Halien

f

304
Those singular green bones of the spine which are peculiar
to the gai-fish 1890 Boldrewood Miner's Right xxxvm
336, 1 wonder if they have got any of those delicious garfish
for us
attnb 1775 Romans Florida 96 They make them

frequently undergo scratching from head to foot through
the skm with broken glass or gar fish teeth.

+ Ga'rgalize, v. Obs. rate [var Gargarize,
prob due to confusion with Gargle ] To gargle.
1605 Marston Dutch Courtezan iji. j, E ij a, lie gargalize

my throate with, this Vintner, and when I have aon with
him, spit him out. 1611 Cotgr , Gargartzer, to gargle, to
gargalize [«c but under all the related words (5 instances)
Cotgr uses the formgargarize].

Garganet, obs form of Carcanet rare-1
.

1583 Stanyhurst JEneis L (Arb
) 39 Thee pearle and gould

crowns too bring With garganet heauye

87-

a
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Garganey (ga Jgam). Forms 7 gargane, (8-9

gargany), 7- gargangy. [Taken fiom Gesner

Hist Amm (1555) hi 127, who gives garganey

(sic) as the It name used about Belhnzona ; the

cbm garganello, he says, was in Italy applied to

various other birds of similar appearance.] A
species of teal (Anas querquedula).
x668 Wilkins Real Char h v § 4 156 To the Teal-kind

should be reduced that other fowl, of the like shape and
bigness called Gargane 1678 Ray Willughby’s QrnitJt

377 The Garganey . In bigness it something exceeds the

common Teal 1766 Pennant Zeal (1776)11 512 Garganey
in many places these birds are called the Summer Teal

1863 Kingsley Water Bab 269 The birds began to gather

at Allfowlsness .. haields and garganeys, smews and
gooseanders 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur xin (ed. 4) 239 The
Teal, the Garganey and the Rider Duck visit the loch

occasionally in Winter

t Garga'Jifraa. Obs Also 6-7 Garagantua
[The name of the large-mouthed voracious giant

m Rabelais ] A giant. Also attnb
1371 Golding Calvin on Ps lxxtn 8 Gyantes, or one eyed

Gargantuas 1579 Fulke Heskius Pari 164 Now riseth vp
this Gargantua, and will proue that one bodie may be in

another 1598 B. Jonson Ev Man m Hum 11 1, I’ll go
near to fill that huge tumbrel-slop of yours with somewhat,
an I have good luck youi Gaiagantua breech cannot carry

it away so [1600 Shaks A V L in 11. 238 You must
bonow me Gargantuas mouth first] 1651 Randolph, etc

Heyfor Honestyn v, Mine are all diminutives,TomThumbs,
not one Colossus, not one Gargantua among them

Hence + Garga ntnan a ,
enormous, monstrous ;

also Comb ,
as gargantuan-belhed adj ;

Garga n-

tuism, ? an extravagant idea ; Garga ntuist, one

who resembles Gargantua.

*593 Harvey Pierces Supererog Wits. (Grosart) II 224
Pore I . that am matched with such a Gargantuist, as can
deuoure me quicke m a sallat. 1596 Nashe Haue withyou
Wks (Grosart) III 49 This Gargantuan bag-pudding. 1610
Purchas Microcosmus xxm 267 His Gargantuan bellyed-

Doublet with hugehuge sleeves *630 Randolph Panegyr
to Shirley’s Gratef Serv A uj, My ninth lasse affords No
lycophroman buskins nor can straine Garagantuan lines to

Gigantize thy veine 1866 Carlyle Remin (1881) I. 146
While his wild home-grown Gargantuisms went on 1893
Curwen Hist Booksellers 276 Bogue’s small venture stood a
poor chance against enterprise of this gargantuan scale.

II Gargareon. Anal. Obs rare. [med L
,

a.

Gr yapyapeoiv,'] The uvula
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 xin, The fore-part of the

throat called the gargareon 1671 Blagrave Astral Physic

145 The defect lay wholly in the Uvula or Gargarean t«c]

t Gargarise. Obs Also 6 gargarice, -yce,

gargrise [f Gargarize v] A gargle.

*833 Elyot Cast Helthe (1341)823, Taken very hote in

a gargarise is right convenient. 1347 Boorde Brev Health
cxix, Vse diuers tymes steinutacions with gargances 1606
Breton Onrama D, To giue a vomit clister or Gargarise

:

Marking the Signewherein faire Phoebe lyes. 1610 Barrough
Meth Pltysick 1 xvu (1639) 28 After you may particularly

purge the head with garganses and sternutations

Gargarism (ga Aganz’m). "I Obs. Forms: 5-7
gargansme, 6 -izme, -ysme, -yayne, 7 garger-
isme, 6-8 gargarism [ad.L gargansma

,

a Gr.
*7apyapurpa, f yapyapifav to gargle, of onomato-
poeic formation. Cf. F. gargartsme , Sp and It. gar-

gansmo. In mod. usage replaced by Gargle sb ]
1. A gargle.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R. vii xxv (1493) 242 Teeth
that wagge ben fastnyd wyth Ensence and Mastyk and
therto helpyth Gargarismis c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 209
If J»e enpostym be in a mannes mou)j, {ran bou schalt make
him no gaigarisme 156* Bulleyn Def agst Sickness,
Compounds (1579) 35 b, How prepare you a Gargarizme or
washing Gurgle, for the Mouth and Throate ? idax Burton
Anat Mein iv.n 111 (1651) 382 Such as are not swallowed,
hut only kept in the mouth, are Gargarisms used commonly
after a purge 1783 C. BryantFlora Dust 296 An excellent
gargarism for sore mouths
fig 139* G Harvey Pierce’s Super 138 What honest
mynde or Civill disposition is not accloied with these
noisome and nasty gargansmes i6xa Webster White
Deviln 1, Let me embrace thee, toad, and love thee, 0 thou
abominable loathsome gargarism 1639 Davfnant Salmac
Spoha Dram. Wks 1872 II 316 A Gargarism of Florio’s
first fruits, Diana de monte Major to make a sufficient

linguist without travelling 1641 Milton Ch Govt 11 (1831)

178 Such a scholastical burre in their throats, as hath .

ciackt their voices for ever with metaphysical gargarisms

2 . A disease of the throat, which attacks swine.
Prob a learned substitution for Garget a or Gargil a

1607 Tov&Rix.Eour-f Beasts (1638) 530 Of the Gargansme
This disease is called by the Latines, Raucedo, ana bv the
Grecians, Branches, which is a swelling about their chaps,
joyned with Feaver and Head-ache x688 R Holme
Armoury n 182/1 Gargarism

Gargarize (gaigareiz), v. 7 Obs. Also 6-8
gargarise, 6 gargnse. [ad, L. gargarhare, ad
Gr. yapyapl&iv to gargle; also adopted in F.
gargariser, Sp garganzar, It garganzzare, The
modem word is Gargle.]
1 trans To wash or cleanse (the mouth or throat)

With a gargle

*833 Elyot Cast Helthe (1339) 86 a, It is .very holsome
to gargarise the mouthe and brest with hony water 1600W v auchan Direct Health (1633) 49 In this sort it may be
taken .to gargarize the mouth of the reume. 1723 Bradley
Font Diet s.v Mouth

,

Drink of it and gargarise your
Mouth every Morning and after Meals therewith.
trans/ 17x9 Hamilton Ep to Ramsay 1 33 Wi' wine

we’ll gargarize our craig

2. To gargle, or use (a liquid) as a gargle for

cleansing the mouth and throat

1578 Lyte Dodoeus 1 xx 32 The decoction of this herbe

in wine gargansed, doth purge the head from naughtie

fleume 1634 R H Salernes Regtm 144 If the patient

receive the smoke at the mouth, and after gargarise Wme
into the throate,

3 intr To perform the action of gargling

1369 R Androse tr Alexis'1 Seer iv. 1 43 With the sayde

water cause the sicke person to gargarise, and he shall be

hole 1389 Cogan Haven Health 1 (1612) 6 With the same
you may gargarize or guddle m your throate 1638A Fox
Wiirtz ’ Surg 11 ix. 79 Let the patient gaigarize twice or

thrice a day as occasion serveth

HenceGa rgarizmgvbLsb ,
the action ofgarglmg.

*533 Elyot Cast Helthe iv 11 (1341) 82 Gargansing if it

be not discretly used, may do moie harme than good 1610

Barrough Meth Physick 1 v (1639) 8 Gargarismg and
sneesmg may be used in time convenient.

Gargel(l, obs form of Gargoyle.

tGarget 1
. Obs rare Also 4 gargaz, gargat

[a OF. gargate, garguette (both forms are found m
mod. dialects) =* It. gargatta, Sp. and Pg. garganta.

It is doubtful whether these can be connected with

F gorge . see Gargil 1
, Gargoyle ] The throat

13 AT. Ahs 3636 Of Grece he smot a baroun Thorugh
the gargaz [MS Land garget] and the goiger c 1386

Chaucer Hun's Pr T. 315 lne fox stert up at oones, And
by the garget [v r gargat] hente Chaunteclere

Garget - (ga jget) Also 8-9 gargat. [peril,

a special use of prec
,
originally denoting a disease

of the throat, the other senses being derived from

this. Cf Gargil'^ ]

1 An inflamed condition of the head or throat m
cattle and pigs

1387 Mascall Govt Cattle (1627) 267 The garget is a
swelling and infiamation in the thioat, behmde the lawes of

the liogge 1639 T de Grey Compl Horsem 6x It

causeth oft times fleshy stufie like to the garget to grow in

his thioat. *7*3 Bradley Earn Diet s v., As for the Garget

m the Head and Throat it’s a Cousin German to the Mur-
rain, for the Cattle will swell and be pack’d under their

Jaws like rotten Sheep 1736 Bailey Househ Did. 297
The Gargut or blood in Swme It shews itself almost like

a fever in swme, by their staggering in their gate, and their

loathing their meat 1797 W Green in A Young Agnc
Suffolk 05 Turnips are apL to give them [calves] the garget,

by which they very commonly die. 1808 Curwen Econ
Reeding Stock 188, I had the mortification to find the

greater part of them [cattle] attacked by the garget

b. A similar disease m poultry

1817 Sporting Mag L 261 The roup, the gargut and the

murrain, are terms often applied indiscriminately to the

diseases of fowls

2. Inflammation in a cow’s or ewe’s uddei

17*5 Bradley Fam Diet s v Adder's tongue ointment,

It’s a most sovereign and excellent Remedy foi any hard
Swellings and particularly very good for a Garget m a
Cow’s Bag. 1849 Si El’llens Book ofFarm (ed 2) I, 607/1

The only complaint the ewe . is subject to is inflammation
m the udder, or udder-clap, or garget x88oNew Virgimans
I 53 An infusion is used as a fomentation for cows afflicted

with garget

3 transf. andfig. A distemper, plague. To run

of (or on) a garget • to become diseased.

16x5 T Adams Sacnf Thankfuln x8 The Drunkard is

without a head, the Sweater hath a Garget in his throat

— Mystical Bedl 11 36 If it were granted, that the

Couetous were madde, the world it selfe would runne of a
garget • for who is not bitten with this madde dogge 1 1616
— Dis Soule vm 31

4. Shoi t foi garget-plant

1788 M Cutler in Life, Jrnls $ Corr (1888) I. ix 422
Garget, sow-thistle, etc 1792 Belknap Hist. NewHampsk
III 125 The Garget is a valuable plant

5. Comb . : garget-plant US, the Virginian

poke-weed (Phytolacca decandra) ;
garget-root

dial
,
the root of Helleborusfeetidus

,

or bear’s foot.

1787 W Marshall Norfolk Gloss (E D S.) Gargut-i cot,

1882 Garden 13 May 326/3 The Poke Weed the farmers
around here call . Garget plant.

+ Gargil 1
. Obs. rare. Also 6 gargiU, 7-8

gargle. [&d. OF. gargouille * the weesle, or weason
of the throat ’ (Cotgr ) ,

perh. connected withL gur-
gulio ;

see Gargle and Gargoyle ] The gullet

1558-68 Warde tr Alexis' Seer 29 b, A verie exquisite

remedie against^ the disease called in Latine angina
whiche is an inflammation of the Muscle of the inner

Gargill 1559 Morwyng Evonym. 146 Evyll distilla-

cions, whiche, onles a man finde remeadye for, oftentimes
the gargil is wasted 1609 C Butler Fern Mon (1634) x68
163a Sherwood, The gargle of the throte, gargouille 1706
Phillips (ed Keisey), Gargle, the Gullet of the Throat

Gargil 2
. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 7 gargell,

-gill, -gyll, 7-8 gargil, 8 gargol, 7-9 gargle,

[f prec. : cf. Garget 1
]

1. A disease in cattle and pigs, attacking; the head
and throat

; a distemper, murrain
xfiox Holland Pliny II 216 The same is bolden to be

good for to heale the Squmancy or Gargle m swme. 1639
T de Grey Compl Horsem 277 The pestilence or plague
some doe call it the tnurraine, others the garget, others

the gargilL 1707 Mortimer Husb. 187 For the Gargol in

Hogs The signs of which are, hanging down of the Head
. moist Eyes, staggering, and loss of Appetite

b. A similar disease in geese.
1614 Markham Cheap Husb vii. xvi (1668) 121 For the

. infirmities m Geese, the most and worst they are subject
unto is the Gargil 1741 Compl Fam -Puce in. 310 The
Gargil is a great Stopping of the Head in Geese.

2 An inflamed condition of the udder in cows
c *760 Plgge Derbtctsms(EDS 78), Gargle, a distemper

incident to cows, when they give bad milk, and have knots
in the paps 1886 Chester Gloss

,
Gargle, an inflammation

in a cow’s udder, known to veterinary surgeons as Mam-

mitts

,

Gargil(l(e, obs forms of Gargoyle

+ Gargilon. Obs rare Forms : 4gargiloun,
gargulun, 5 gargilon [a OF. gargutllon * the

pipe or throat-pipe, whereby meat passeth into the
stomach or craw of birds ’ (Cotgr ), app not re-

corded in the technical sense to which it is con-

fined m English
;

f gargouille throat Cf. med.
L gargalton-emi\ The gullet or oesophagus of

a deer
'I he explanation in quot 1696 is evidently a mere guess
c 1320 Sir Pnstr 308 He ti^t he mawe on tinde And eke

Jie gargiloun 13 Gaw <$• Gr Knt 1333 pay gryped to be
gargulun, & graybely departed pe wesaunt fro he wynt-hole,

& wait out pe gutter 1486 Bk St Albans Evijb, Off
the nomblys of the hert How mony endys ther shall be
hem with inne but oon tbyk nor thynne And that is bot
the Gargilon And all theys oder crakes and Rounduhs
bene [1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Gargilon, an old Term m
Hunting for the chief Part of the Heart 111 a Deer 1721-
x8oo m Bailey]

Gargle (ga ig’l), sb. [f Gargle ».]

1 Any liquid used for gargling (see Gargle v

1, 2).

1657 W Coles Adavt in Eden vii 16 Gargles likewise

are made with Sage, Rosemaiy [etc ] 1709 Steele Tailer
No 94 r s When it is used as a Gaigle, it gives Volubility

to the Tongue 1789 W Buchan Dom Med (1790) 675
Gargles have the best effect when injected with a syringe

1826 Syd Smith Wks (1859) II. 81 Oui apothecaries rushing

about with gargles and tinctuies 1877 Roberts Handbk
Med (ed 3) I 157 Soie throat is best relieved by the use

of some mild gargle

fig 18428 C Hall Ireland II 431 Such a Pierian gargle

as ‘ strange straggling steers struggled in strenuous strife ’.

2 slang a (See quot. i860.) b. A drink, or

draught of liquor.

x86o Slang Diet., Gargle, medical student Slang forphysic

X889 Sporting Times 3 Aug 3/1 (Farmer) We're just going

to have a gargle—vvill you join us?

Gargle (ga Jg’l),® Forms . 6 gargil(l, 6-gargle

;

Pa. t and pa pple 6 gargalled, -geld, -goled,

-guled, 7 gargl’d, 7- gargled, [ad. F. gar-

gouiller ' to gargle or gargarize
;
also, to rattle in

the thioat’ (Cotgi ), f. gargouille throat: cf

Gargil 1 See also Gurgle v.

In It both gargagliare and gorgogharc are found, and
the Rom and Teut languages piesent a series of words

m garg-, goig-, guig; which refer to the throat or to

f
uigling noises produced m it Diez supposes the vowel of
' gargouille, gargatte, etc to be due to the influence of

L garganzan upon words with onginal o, as F. goige, It

gorgta, It & Sp gorga, but less definite causes were prob

at work in the whole range of these forms In modern
Eng gargle has supplanted the older Gargarize, perhaps

because it was more native m form, and was felt to be more
expressive of the sound produced by the action ]

1. trans To hold (a liquid)suspended and rattling

m the throat, esp. for therapeutic purposes 7Obs

1527 Andrew Brunswyke’s Distyll Waters Aujb, The
same water luke warme dronke and gargoled in the throte

111 the mornynge, withdryveth the payne of the throte. x578

Lyte Dodoens 1 xlvm 70 The myce of this herbe gargeld,

or gargansed, healeth all inflammations 1657 W Colls
Adam in Eden xlm 73 The decoction of mint gaigled in

the mouth, cureth the Gums and Mouth that is sore 174*

Compl Fam -Piece 11 1 55 Let the Patient gargle this as

often as need requires

transj 1804 C B. Brown tr Volney’s View Soil U S

334 They will .gargle their beloved cup, to enjoy the taste

of it longer

2. To wash (the throat or mouth) with a liquid

held suspended in the thioat.

x6x6 Surfl. & Markh Country Farme 45 Wash and

gargle your teeth with the decoction of ground Yuie made
111 Wine 1693 Salmon Bates' Disp (1713) 674/1 You are

to wash the Teeth, and gargle the Mouth and Throat

therewith 1763 J Brown Poetry 4Mus xi 192 They [the

Roman Actois] gargled the Thioat with a Composition

proper for the Purpose 1803Med Jrnl X 381 He gaigled

his mouth with concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids

1884 PallMallG 16 Feb 4 Each bather gargles mouth and

throat with cold aromatized water

3 fig. a. To Titter with a sound as of gargling

1635 Waller To Henry Lawes 26 Those which only

warble long, And gargle in their throats a song 1719

Fenton Prol to Soutkerne's Spartan Dame, So charm d

you weie, you ceas’d awhile to doat On Nonsense, garglid

in an Eunuch’s Throat 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. 1, The
signors and signoras , sliding their smooth semibreves, and

f
argling glib divisions in tbeir outlandish throats 1817

Scott Paris Revisit, (ed 4) 267 A military man would
gargle a sacre out of his throat.

+ b. To read (a book) superficially, without

digesting its contents Obs.

1658 Osborn Adv Son (1673) 8 A few books well studied,

and throughly digested, nourish the understanding more,

than hundreds but gargled in the mouth *670 Eachard
Cont Clergy xo Having gargl’d only those elegant hooks at

school, this serves them instead ofreadmg them afterward

4. mtr. To perform the act of gargling.
x6ox Holland Pliny II 122 If one gargle with it, it stales

the Vvula from falling 1693 Salmon Bates' Disp. (i7 I3j
688/r Dissolve a little of it in Red or Claret Wine, and

gargle therewith 1891 Chambers' Encycl VIII. 53^ *j*

more severe cases the patient may gargle frequently with

hot water.
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b transf To make a noise in the throat, as in

gargling
1861 N Davis Carthage 33 A camel gargling as it were

with rage at their extreme laziness

f c. To make a gurgling sound Obs
1681 Cotton Wand Peak (ed 4) 28 The Spring forc'd on

still to more precipitous hast, By the succeeding streams,

lyes Gargling theie 1727 Boyer Diet Angl-Fr, lo
Gargle (as a purling stream does), gazouiller

d slang To drink, ‘liquor up’ (Cf.

G

argle sb)
1889 Spotting Times 3 Aug 5/s (Farmer) We gargled

1891 Mont Advert 0 Mar (Farmer!, It's my birthday

,

let’s gargle

Hence Ga rglmg vbl sb and ppl a
1563 HyllA rt Garden (1503) 68 The gai gling of the same

in the throte, doth help the disease called the squince 1380
Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Gargomllement , a gargling

1727 Boyer Diet Angl -Fr s v ,
The Gargling (or Purling)

of a Stream /ltd., A garglmg (or warbling) Brook 1753
N Torriano Gangr Sore Throat 10 A kmd of rattling in

the Breast, like that made m the Throat by gargling

Gargle, var Gargil2
;
obs. f Gargoyle

Gargoill, obs. form of Gargoyle
Gargol, obs form of Gargil 2

,
Gargle

||
Gargolette. rare~l

. [a. F.gargoulette, perh

dim of gargoule, gargomlle a gargoyle ] An
eaithen vessel, used to cool water by evaporation
1650 Bulwer A nthropomet 113 Thin Vessels made of

black earth, the which aie pierced in the neck
, they call

them Gargolettes

Gargo(u)n, obs form of Jargon.
Gargoyle (gajgoil) Forms. 5 gargulye,

•guile, -goill, -goyl, -gayle, pi gargouys, 5-6
gargyle, 6 -gylle, -giUe, -gell(e, gargle, (gar-

gyne), 6-7 gargel, -gil, 7 gargile, 5, 9 gargoyle,

9 gurgoyl(e, (gurgayle) [a OF. gargomlle (also

gargoute, gargole, recorded in 13th c.) = Sp gar-
gola ; app. a special sense of gargomlle thioat (cf

Gargil 1

,
Gargle v ), from the water passing

through the mouths of the figures. The form
gurgoyle is perhaps due to the influence of med.L.
gurguho ]

1 . A grotesque spout, representing some animal
or human figure, projecting from the gutter of a
building (esp m Gothic architecture), in order to
carry the ram-water clear of the walls.
1412-20 Lydg Chron Troy 11 xi, And euery hous keuered

was with lede And many gargoyl, and manyhidous hede
c 1440 Promp Pa-rv 186/2 Gargulye, yn a walle, gorgona

,

gurguho 1348 Hall Chron (1809) 511 Out of the Mouthes
of certain beastes or gargels did runne led, white, and claret

wine 1601 Holland Pliny II 552 His muention it was to set
vp Gargils or Antiques at the top of a Gauill end, as a finiall

to the crest tiles, 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh 66 It is also of
excellent use to Statuaries, for making Moddels, Gargills,
or Anticks 1847 Handbk Engl Ecclestology 185 Gui-
goyles 1831 Longf Gold Leg i, The spouts and gargoyles
of these towers 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq 81 A rusty
iron chute on wooden legs came flying, like a monstrous
gargoyle, across the parapet

fig 1864 Miss Yonge Trial II 233 Ethel here has too
much sense; and that’s what makes her such a dear old
gurgoyle 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1 in, This old gaping
gurgoyle [said of a priest] 1889 Spectator 14 Dec 841
Browning ..habitually uses it for this purpose—to carve
verbal gurgoyles, grotesque figures of speech.

b. transf. A projection resembling a gargoyle
1887 Hall Caine Deemster 11 (1888) g A tall brass candle-

stick with gruesome gargoyles carved on the base.

2. attrib
,
as gargoyle-face, -head, -faced adj

1328 Roy Rede Me (Arb ) 54 What is it to se dogges and
cattes Gargell heddes and Cardinall hattes Payntedonwalles
with moche cost 1332 More Confut Tmdale Wks 354/2
The bare vgly gargyle faces of their abhominable heresie.
1381 Studley tr Seneca's Hippolitus 60 b, Of ougly gargle-
faced bigger Beare 1848 Archasol Cambrensis Ser. u III
220 Above the window runs a string course, with gurgoyl
heads 1886 H F Lester Under two Fig Trees 138,
I felt disposed to pity her despite her gurgoyle face
Hence Ga rgoyled. a., ornamented with gargoyles.
1309 Hawes Past. Pleas 15 [A tower] Gargeyld with gray-

houndes and with many lyons 1864 Longf Donna Comm.
Sonnet 11, Fiends and dragons on the gargoyled eaves Watch
the dead Christ between the living thieves.

Gargrise : see Gargarise, -ize.

tGarguill. Obs rare- 1
. [Ofunknown origin

;

perh. some error. Cf. Gard sb 2] (See quot.)
16x1 Cotgr , Os, the Garguill or Dew-claw of a Stag,

Bucke, Roe, etc.

Gargulle, -gulye, etc., obs ff Gargoyle.
Gargulun, var. Gargilon. Obs
Gargut, Gargyll, var ff. Garget 2, Gargil 2

.

+ Gargyse. Obs rare. [Cf. Garget, Gargil JA disease in cattle (see quot.).

*577 B Googe Heresbach's Husb 136 b, The Gargyse is

a swelling beside the eye vppon the bone, like a botch, or
a byle yf your Bullocke haue it [etc ] So 1741 Cornpl.
Fam.-Piece 111 477
Gari, Garial, vars. Gharry, Gavial.
Garibaldi (gsenbseridi). [The name of an

Italian general (1807-83) ]
1

.

A kind of blouse worn by women, originally
made of a bright red stuff, m imitation of the shirt

worn by Garibaldi and his followers, but later also
of other colours. At first used attrib as Garibaldi
jacket,

1862 Jllust Lend News 27 Sept 339/4 Ladies' Garibaldi

Jackets 1863 Cornh. Mag Feb 173 The furious, ovei-
grown child’s breast began to heave, and the heart within
to melt behind the muslin Gaubaldi *868 Daily Tel
19 Aug , Dressed in a black skirt and the very reddest
garibaldi that everdiove a bull to distraction *88* Mrs
Riddell Struggle for Fame xxvi, Mis Felton was com-
ing out arrayed in a black skirt and a white garibaldi
b A kind of hat

1882 in Ogilvie , and in later Diets
2 A red pomacentud fish of the Californian coast
*883 RiversideNat Hist (1888) III 237A species occurring

along the southern Californian coast, and known as the gold-
fish, red perch, and Garibaldi—the Hypsypops ntbicundus.

t Garible. Obs rare—1
. [A sb form related

to the OF verb guerbloier
,
guebloier, to play or

sing in some special fashion, prob. the same word
as werbler to quaver with the voice • see Warble ]
? A flourish in music.
13 Sir Beues (A ) 3908 5he hadde lerned of minstralcie,

Vpon a fijjele for to play Staumpes, notes, garibles gay

t GariofLe. Obs rare. Also 6 garyophyll.
[a OF gartofile, ad. med L. ganofdum— L. caryo-
phyllum The popular Fr. form is girofle see
Gillyflower ] A clove.
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) vii 26 Gariofles, spikenard e,

and oJ>er spicenes Ibid xxix *3iTreesse beiand gariofiez
and nute mugez *368 Skeyne The Pest (i860) 25 Vsand
thairwith Garyophyllis, and Canned puldeut

Garish. (gej*nJ),<z.t Forms : 6 gaurish., gaw-
rish,gaerislie, 6-7 garishe, 7 garrishe, 6- garish,

(9 gainsh). [The early spellings gaurish,ganvnsh,
suggest derivation from Gaube v to stare (cf.

gai mg-stocke, var. gciwnng-slock = gazing-stock)
l he suffix -isH, howevei, is raiely appended to vb -stems,

and it is doubtful whether any certain instance occurs so
eaily as the 16th c ]

1 Of dress, ornament, ceremonial, etc : Obtru-
sively or vulgarly bright m colour, showy, gaudy.
*343 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde (1552) Prol C ij b, Soch

as seeke the abhominable and garishe setting foitli of
theyr mortal carcases *393 Gosson Quips Upst Gentlest)

260 in Hazl E P.P IV 261 The better sort, that modest
are, Whom garish pompe doth not infect *6*8 E Elton
Comfil Sand Sinner (1622) 27 That apparell, haply too
garish for the fashion *631 Sanderson Serm ad Aulam
(1681) II 3 She will never be light or garish in her Attire

1636 Featly Clavis Myst xv 205 The garish service of the
Masse *673 Traherne Chr Ethics xxv\ 410 Bythisvertue
[humility] we are inclined to despise our selves, and to
leave all the garish 01 naments of earthly bliss 1756 Demi-
Rep 21 Nor garish dress corrupt the female mind *8zoW Irving Sketch Bk (1859) 51 Looking about . with a
vacant air, that showed her insensibility to the garish scene

1827 Keble Chr Y and Sund Epiph iv, The world’s gay
garish feast 1837 W Irving Capt. Bonneville II 44 Garish
beads, and glittering trinkets, were bought at any price

1855 Thackeray Newcomes II 161 Hymen exchanged his

garish saffron coloured robe for decent temporary mourning
fiff *843 Milton Divorce 11 xxu (1851) 128 The cere-

moniall part, which led the Jews as children through cor-

poral and garish rudiments *883 Edw Garrett At Any
Cost xvn 300 What a discord her appearance would have
struck in lus garish, rapid life.

2 . Of colour Excessively bright, glaring
<2*568 Ascham Scholem 1 (Arb) 54 Som new disguised

garment fond in facion, or gaurish in colour 1611 Coryat
C) udities 260 All the most light, garish, and vnseemely
colours 1797 Mrs. Radclitfe Italian xxxvi (1824) 697
The colours were all too fresh and garish for the meek
dejection of her woe *86o W. Collins Worn. White u 11

170 All of light garish colours

b. of light (day, the sun, etc).

159* Sh/mcs Rom . ff Jttl, hi u 25 That all thewoild will

be in Loue with night, And pay no worship to the Garish
Sun 163a Milton Penseroso 141 Hide me from day’s
garish eye *788 V Knox Winter Even. 1 . 1 3 There
seems to be something in the garish splendour of a bright
sunshine *833 J H Newman Hymn

, ‘ Lead Kindly
Light ’, I loved the garish day *879 Edw Garrett House
by Wks II 16 Lydia shrank from the morning hours and
the garish sunshine.

3 . Adorned to excess; too highly coloured or

decorated

*587 Turberv. Trag T (1837) 47 Not forcing stately
budded bowres, nor gallant garish tentes 1604 Dekker
1st Pt Honest Wh x Wks 1873 II. 56 What fooles are men
to build a garish tombe, Onely to save the carcase whilst it

rots 1604 Drayton Owl 178 Wisdome not all,m every garish
Bird, Shrewdly suspect *830 W Irving Goldsmith xi 140
His essays did not produce equal effect at first with more
ansh writings of Jess value 1858 Dickens Lett (1880)
I 73 All sorts of garish triumphal arches were put up 1887
Times 27 Aug 10/2 They are spoiling the banks of the
Grand Canal with enormous and countless garish signboai ds

+ 4 . Wanting m self-restraint, flighty, Obs
1650 Jfr Taylor Holy Living u. § 2, 70 Temperance is

accompanied with gravity of deportment
__

gieedmesse is

garish, and rejoycesloosely at the sight of dainties 1662-87
Hv. More Enthus Triumph {1710) 35 Blurting out any
garish foolery that comes into their mind 1678 South
Serm (1823) II 160 Fame and glory makes the mind loose
and gansh

f 5 . adv — Garishly. Obs

1389 R Harvey PI Perc. (i860) 34 If any aske why thou
art clad so garish, Say thou art dubd the forehorse of the
parish

_

'

Garish, a 2 see under Garb sb 2

Garish, var Guartsh v
,
to cure

Garishly (
geo njli),adv [f Garisha 1 + -ly 2 J

1. In a garish manner, gaudily, glaringly;

•j* proudly, wantonly.

*593 Nashs Christ's T, (1613) 149 Englishmen put all

their fehettie in going pompously and garishly *633 R.
BoltonCom/Affl Consc 1v 113 And guilded over gai ishly

in His personated Angelicall glory t88o L Wallace Ben-
Hur 1 rui 42 The sun streamed ganshly over the stony
face of the famous locality

+ 2 . With lack of self-restraint ; flightily. Obs.
1606 Hinde Eliosto Lihdmoso 56 Weakely starting vp

and ganshly staring about, especiallyon the face of Eliosto
a 1680 Charnock Attrib God (1834) II 251 Who would
venture rashly and garishly into the presence of . . a king
upon his throne ?

3

.

Comb,, as ganshly-adorned, -furnished adjs.
*660 H More Myst Godl v xvi 199 There is nothing in

this new Jei usalem but what is pure and Apostolical , which
is not so in the ganshly-adorned Church that Grotius looks
at *877 Black Green Past xh. We began to revel m the
sumptuousness of the vast and garishly-furnished hotels.

Garishaess (ge» njnes). [f as prec + -ness ]
1. Excessive display or brilliancy in dress, colour,

etc.

*398 J DiCKrNSON Greene in Cone (1878) 156 Marshalling
your bodies pride, thereby to attract more gazers on your
garishnesse 1664H More Myst. Imq 257TheGanshness
of whores and the pranking up themselves to allme *814W Taylor in Monthly Mag XXXVIII 213 Time, and
smoke . will eventually sift a vaporous powder over the
picture, and then subdue its garishness of hue
fig 1813 Coleridge Remorse 1 11, There are woes 111

bartered for the garishness ofjoy 1 1877 Mobley Cnt Misc
Ser 11 396 Bokngbroke, whose fine manners and polished
gaiety give us a keen sense of the grievous ganshness of
Macaulay

f 2 . Want of self-restraint, flightiness Obs.

*649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp. 11. Ad § 12. 57 Lest the lavish-

nesse of his spirit should transport him to intemperance .to

vanity, and garishnesse. 165*— Serve for Year 1 xu 154
By a prosperous accident [we] are melted into joy and
garishnesse, and drawn off from the sobi lety of recollection
a *684 Leighton Comm 1 Pet 111 13 And, possibly, gray
hairs may have nothing under them but garishness and
folly many years old a 17*6 South Serm (1744) IX v. *57
That pride and garishness of temper, that renders it im-
patient of the sobrieties of virtue

Gurison, -oun, obs. forms of Garrison.
Gamt(e, obs. form of Garbet
Garitcmr, var Gareitoor Obs.

Garland (ga Aland.)
,
sb Forrns : 4 ger(e)laixde,

-lond, 4-6 garlande, (4 -launde), -lond(e, (5
-long), 5-6 -lant(e, (6 -lent), 6 gare-, guarland,
6-7 girlond, (6 ger-, girland), 7ghirland, -lond,
ghyrlond, gnirlande, 4- garland [a. OF. gar-
lande, gerlande, gallande (also guarlander vb ) s=

Pr. g{it)arlanda, OSp guar landa, Cat garlanda
,

medJL garlanda, gallanda. The word is also

found with a different vowel m the first syllable, as

F ginrlande. Pi guirlanda. It. ghirlanda, Sp , Pg
guirnalda

,
and no satisfactory origin has yet been

suggested for it In the i6thandi7th c.the spellings

ghir-, gir-, guirland are freq used by English
winters, m imitation of the Fr. and It. forms J
1. A wreath made of flowers, leaves, etc

,
worn

on the head like a crown, or hung about an object

for decoration.

1303 R. Brunne Handl Synne 997 3yf Jiou euer yn felde,

eyfjei in toune, Dedyst floure geilande or coroune. 0*383
Chaucer L G W Prol 160A garlond on his hed of rose
levys <*1400-50 Alexander 4599 ?our women has na .

Garlands ne no gay gere to glyffe in Jour eaen *3*6 Tin-
dale Acts xiv 13 Brought oxen ana garfondes vnto the
churche porche. *363 Golding Caesar (*365) 73 b, Putting al

their Senate to death he sold the rest under a garlond [L.
sub corona] for bondmen a *632 Brome Love-sick Court
v Wks. 1873 II. 170 Let his Priests lead The horned
Sacrifice, mantled with Ghirlonds *7*6 Lady M W.
Montagu Let to Ctess Mar 14 Sept , It certainly requires
much art and experience to dance upon May-day with the

garland *736-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760) II. 343 A fine

painting, representing Diana crowning a sleeping Endymion
with a gailand of flowers 1817 Byron Manfred 11. i, A
quiet grave,With cross and garland over its green turf *830
DTshaeli Ckas 7,111 xvn, 369 To strew rushes and to
hang fresh gai lands in the church were offices pleasing to the
maidens 1870Morris EatthlyPat III iv 57 Roundabout
hersbapely head A garland of dog-violet, meetlyhadsheset

fig. *370 Dee Math Pref xo Whose fayrest floure of
their garland was Authmetike 1594 in Shahs C Praise
6 Though Rome lament that she have lost The Gareland of
her rarest Fame 1596 Skaks i Hen IV, v iv 73 All the

budding Honors on thy Crest, lie crop, to make a Garland
for my head. *7*7-46 Thomson Summer 1731 With thee,

serene Philosophy l with thee, And thy bright garland, let

me crown my song, *78* Cowper Convers, 638 Virtue
Crowned with the garland of life’s blooming years *832
Tennyson Miller's Dan 208 Where Past and Present,
wound in one. Do make a garland for the heait

+ b Christ’s crown of thorns Obs. rare.

1377 Langl P. PI. B xviii. 48 An other bigan of kene
thome a gerelande to make c 1460 Chrtstm. Coo ols (Percy
Soc ) 9 How xalt thou sufferm the scharp garlong of thorn 7

c. A natural ‘garland’ or festoon.
*841 Emerson Addr , Method Nature Wks (Bohn) II

224 Vegetable life, which festoons the globe with a garland
of grasses and vines. 1863 Ff. A. Kemble Resid m
Georgia. 10 An ivy growing in profuse garlands from
branch to branch
d A wreath of ribbons ; chiefly Naut

1846 Young Naut Diet, Garland
, an ornament decked

with ribbons hoisted up between the masts of a North Sea
whaler on the first of May, &c , or 111 a vessel of war on the
occasion of a marriage *868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss

,

Garlands, wreaths of nbbons enclosing a white glove, for-

merly borne at the funerals of young unmarried women.



GARLAND.
2, Hoops bedecked with ribbons bung at the mast-head of
whale-ships returning to port after a successful voyage
x888 Malta. Citron 13 Mar m N §Q 7th Ser V. 284 At
the mainmast head of the Alexandra was displayed the
garland consecrated to weddings by naval custom.

2 . A wreath, chaplet, or coronet of some costly

material, esp. of gold or silver work Obs. exc

Hist
*3 Seuyn Sag (W > 3234 Hir hed was gayly dubed and

dygh tWith gerlandes al ofgold ful blight 7a 1366 Chaucer
Rom Rose 869 Of orfrayes fresh was lur gerland, I Saugh
never, ywys, no gerloud yitt, So wel wiought of silk as it

1336 vaAntiq Sansb (1771) 199 A garland of silver and gilt,

set about with stones of divers colours 1555 Eden Decades
105 Garlandes of glasse and counterfecte stoones 1585 T
Washington tr Nichelay's Voy 11. 111 73 b, Agailande of
fine draweti gold 1628-9 A nn Barber burg. Land (1890)

397 Paid Mr Greene the Gouldsmith for the silver and make-
mg of 4 new Garlands xxlt 1890 Young Ibid 506 Four
very handsomely chased and wrought silver garlands or
wreaths for crowning the Master and Wardens on Election
Day
3. A wreath, crown, etc worn as a mark of dis-

tinction

+ a A royal crown or diadem. Obs.

[1247 Matthew Paris (Du Cange), Rex veste deaurata, et
coronula aurea, quse vulganter garlanda dicitur, redimitus ]

c 1330 R Brunne Citron (1810) 331 pe garland Roberd tok,

bat whilom was Je right, pe lond forto loke, in signe of
kynge’s myght a 1400-50 Alexander 818 pis renke & Ins
rounsy Jiai reche vp a croune, As gome at has pe garland &
all pe gre wonne 1543 Grafton Contn Harding (1812) 509
What about y* getting of the garland, keying it, lesing
and winning again, it hath coste more English blood then
hath the twise winning of Fraunce 1548 Hall Chi on , Hen.
IV, 3a b, Wel qh the prince ifyou aie kynge I wil haue the
arland and ti ust to kepe it with the swerd as you haue
one 1594 Shaks Rich. TIT, in 11 40, 41 Calcs TiURichaid

weare the Garland of the Realme Hast How weare the
Garland 7 Doest thou ineane the Crowne 7 Cates I, my
ood Loid. 1615 Chapman Odyss 1 619 The girlondof this

mgdom let the knees Of Deity run for

0 The priest’s fillet or band of wool worn 111

token of consecration to the service of a god. Cf.

Fillet i.

1701 Cowper Iliad 1. 14 Lest the garland of thy god And
his bright sceptre should avail thee nought

C. The wreath or crown conferred upon the

victor m the Greek and Roman games, or upon
the hero of any great exploit. IlenCe in phrases
(chiefly fig), to carry {away), gam, get, win, go
away with (etc ) the garland — to be the victor in

a contest, to gain the victory,

1500-20 Dunbar Poems 1 20 At feistis and brydalhs
wpaland, He wan the gre, and the garland 1587 Golding
Dc Monuiy xn 166 The Garlond of Oke, he giueth to such
as . first enter the breach, or get vp vpon the wall of a
Towne assaulted 1503 Q Eliz tr Boeth (E E T S.) 81
As a Runnei in a lace has a guarland for which he ran, 111

rewarde 1506 Danett tr Comines vi ii 206 When war
begmneth in England, m ten daies or lesse the one or the
other getteth the garland 1606 Holland Suetan 2 At
the winning of Mitylenae, Thermvs honored him with a
Civike guirland, 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 25 Galen hath
wonne the Girlond from them all. 1642 Fuiler Holy ,5

Prof St. v. xv 420 Where one gaineth. a garland of bayes,
hundieds Lave had a wreath of hemp 1658 Rowr and
Moufet’s Theat. Ins, 910 That [honey] which carries away
the gailand and is esteemed above the rest, is yellow 1704
Hearne Duct Hist (1714)1 130 Yet perhaps he [Thucj -

dides] has won the Garland from all those who have repie-
sented many and great affairs 1725 Coats Diet Her (1739)
s v Crown,There were also among the Romans seveial soi ts

of Crowns, or Garlands, given to those who had perform’d
some signal Services ill War, and were known by the Names
of Triumphal, Civick,Vallar, Muial, Naval, and Obsidional.
1865 Carlyle Fi edk Gt. xnr xm V 130 Nor is Prince Karl’s
left wing gaining garlands just at this moment

+ d. as worn by a * May Queen or by girls as
the prize of some kind of competition. Hence,
the girl who wears a garland Obs.
1691 Dryden Beautiful Lady ofMay 4 The garland was

given, and Phillis was queen 1698 Mem St Giles's
(Surtees) 93 Given the Lasses with the Garltng, is 1701
Ibid Given to the Girle that had the Garland, is 6d 1704
Ibid 9g Given the Two Garlmgs, as 1706 Ibid 101 Pd.
the Garlands, is 6d,

t © fig- The principal ornament, the thing most
prized, ‘ glory Obs.

1591 SprNSER Rums Rome L’Envoy, Bellay, fiist garland
of free Poesie That France brought forth. —M Hitbbci d
1185 TheRealmes chiefe strength & girlond of the Crowne
1607 Shaks. Cor 1, i 188 You call him Noble, that was
now your Hate * Him vilde, that was your Garland 1637
B Jonson Sad Shepk m ii, Marian, and the gentle Robin
Hood, Who are the ciown and ghirland of the wood.

4

.

fig. A collection of sboit literary pieces, usually
poems and ballads

;
an anthology, a miscellany.

[1526 Pilgr Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 24 To cast suche
fioures & sentences as we haue gatheied of holy fathers
sayntes & doctours togyder, as in one fardell, 01 in maner
of a garland e ] x6ia R Johnson (title), A Crovvne-garland
of Govlden Roses Gathered out of Englands royall garden,
163* T D (title), The Garland of Good Will Containing
many pleasant Songs, and prety poems, to sundry new Notes
1633 Rowley Match Midnt, it D uj a, These ai e out of
ballads, She has all the Garland of good will by heart
*663 (title), Robin Hoods Garland; or delightfvl Songs
1710 Addison Whig Exam. No 1 ? 3 The new garland of
riddles 1765 Percy Ess

.

A tie Mmstr
, Rehques I p xxni,

In the reign of James I they [Ballads] began to be collected
into little Miscellanies, under the name of Garlands. 1864
A. Bisset Chapt Hist. Eng, 304 Besides their circu«
lation in garlands, broadsheets, and miscellanies,

58

5 The representation of a garland in metal,
j

stone, etc. !

c 1524 Churclvw Acc St MaryHill, London (Nichols 1797)

127 Playne with a cover gilt, with a rose and a garlent in

thebodom 1838 Britton Diet Archit , Garland awieath,
or chaplet of branches, of foliage, or of flowers also a
sculptuied repi esentation of them on a frieze [etc] 1879
H Phillips Addit Notts Coins 3 On the reverse a garland
of olives encloses the words, Godt heeft ons bewaert.

b. Her. (See quot 1882.)
1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Garland or Chaplet, is :

formed of a laurel, floweis, &c 1864 Boutlll Her Hist $
Pop tx 44 Garlands aie quaitered upon the monument of
Lord Bourchier 188a Cussans Her (ed 3) 113 Chaplet or 1

Garland These terms aie frequently, but erroneously, used
to signify the same object A Chaplet should be composed
of four Roses, arranged at equal distances in a circle, the

intei vening spaces being filled up with leaves, and a Gar-
land should be formed of laurel or oak leaves, mteispersed
with acorns

6 Something that resembles a garland in circular

form, or in the fact of sunoundmg another object

a. Arch (See quol 182])
a 1490 Botoner Itin (Nasmith 1778) 221 Latitudo de lc

garlond continet xi pedes 1823 Willson Gloss Pugin's
Spec. Goth Archit

,
Garland, a band of ornamental work

surrounding the top of a spire, tower, &c 1849 Wi vnDut
Archil , Gailand, an ornamental band used 111 Gothic woik

+ b Med = Chicle sb, 8 Obs.

1548 Recorde Uttn Physick x, (1651) 81 Round about
the edge of the unne there appeal eth a garland, circle, or
ring 1625 Hart Ana/ llru 1 51 '1 he gailand or vpper-

most part of the vrine

•f 0 A nng -like marking 01 band Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 1. 210 There be other soites of
Naicissus founde, whose garland or circle m the middle of
the flowers is white 1673 Lond Gas No 791/4 A Brown
and White Spanmcl a White streak 111 the J? oieltead with
a Garland about the Neck
d Of a target (sec quot.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Ga> land, the ringm a target in which
the prick or mark was set 1867 in Smyth bailor's Word-bh

7. Mining. (See quots )
x8xg Rees Cycl, Garland a spiral gioove, made be

bind and in the stoning or ginging of a shaft, for collecting

the water which oozes out of different strata. Ibid
,
Gai land

also signifies a broad hoop of iron, or a square flame of
wood, which is used in coal-pits, to hold on the coals which
are last heaped on the corves or gang waggons 1883
Greeley Gloss Coal Mining, Garland [To the same effect

as m Rees ]

8 Naut. a A band or collar of rope (or iron)

used for various pui poses; b (also Mil ) A re-

ceptacle for shot . see also Shot-garland
; e, A

kind of net (see quot, x 7C9)
a 1495 NavalAcc Hen ^7/(1896) 189 Apaiell for the .

maste ffeble . Garlandes of yion abought the mast hede.

1704 J Harris Lex. Techn , Garland in a Ship is that
Collai of Rope which is wound about the Head of the Mam-
mast to keep the Shiowds from galling 2841 R H Dana
Seaman’s Man 107 Garland, a laige rope, stiap or giom-
met, lashed to a spar when hoisting it on board 1883W C RussellSallot s’ Lang , Garlands,

fastenings foimed
of small stuff, used 111 taking m and out a mast.
b 1697 Dampier Voy (1729) I. 543 The Shot tumbled

out the Lockers and Garlands c 1850 Rudnti Navtg.
(Weale) 147 Skot-lockers or garlands Apartments built up
in the hold to contain the shot Also pieces of oak plank,
fixed against the head-ledges and coamings of the hatch and
ladder-ways, or against the side between the ports, to con-
tain the shot 1859 F A Griffiths A rtil Man (1862)114
The round shot enclosed in a large grummet or garland
*867 Smith Sailer's Word bk

, Garland, in shore-batteries,
a band, whether of iron 01 stone, to letam shot together m
their appointed place

0 1709 Falconer Diet Marine (1776), Garland, a sort

of net used by the sailors as a locker or cupboard to con-
tain their piovisions 1867 in Smyih Sailods Word bL

9 . attnb and Comb

,

as garland-forest, -maker,
-weaver, -wreath

,
garland-hke adj and adv.

;

garland-wise adv
; garland-flower, {a) a flower

suited for making garlands, (b) (see quot 1866)

,

i* garland - rose (see quot.); f garland - seam
Anat ,the coronal sutuie; fgarland-thorn, a name
given by Gerarde to Paliurus aculeatus (Christ’s

Thorn), of which Chnst’s crown of thorns is sup-
posed to have been made ; garland-well, a well
at which garlands weie suspended as offenngs.
1563 Hyll Art Garden {1593) 158 Sundry posie and

* Garland flouies 1866 Treas Bot 320/1 Gar landflower,
a common name for Hedychtnm', also applied to Daphne

i
Cneorum,Pleurandra Cneomm

,
and Ericapersohita 1870

Moms Earthly Par III iv 296A close of pot-herbs and of
garland flowers Goes up the hill-side, 18x8 Byron Ch. Har
iv. cxliv. The ^garland-forest, which the grey walls wear,
Like laurels on the bald first Cesar's head 1567 Maplet
Gr Forest 43 It. groweth round about and ^garland like.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1. (1863) 11 With a crisp
and garland-hke richness 1552 Huloet, ^Garland makei,
stephanoplocus 1580 Hollybamd Treas Fr Tong, Chape-
her, on chapeliire, a garland maker, a hatmaker, a stiller

1635 Swan Spec M (1644) 244 Rosemarie, which some call

the*g«irlaud rose, or m LatineRosmarinus coronaria 1576
Baker Jewell ofHealth 98 b, Anointed about the ^garland
seame, it taketh away all maner of payne and ache of the
head *597 Herbal Table Eng Names, “Garland
Thorne, see Christes thorne. 1849 E C. Orrlb tr Hum-
boldt’s Cosmos II 465 note, The celebrated *Garland-
weavers of Athens 1897 Daily News 20 Sept 6/2 But
besides curing and maleficent wells there weie pin wells,
^garland wells, and wishing wells 1600 Fairfax Tasso
xx xx 5 From the bosome of the burning sonne Proceeded
this, and *gailand wise the same, 1634 Milton Comus 850

GARLEMENT.
For which the shepheids throw sweet *garland wreaths
into her stream

Garland (ga iland), v [f Oakland sb ]
1 irons. To form (flowers) into a garland rare,
c 1420 Pallad on Husb vih 120 Other garlande hem

[Ieves] and so depende, Into the wyn so theygo not to depe
18x3 Shellfy Q Mab Ded 111, Thine aie these eaily
wilding floweis 'I hough gai landed by me 1

2 To ciown with a gailand, to deck with gar-
lands.

0

1593 Drayton Sheph Gael iv xxix, Thy Poesie is gar-
landed with Baye 1605 B Jonson Masque Blackness
Wks (Rtldg ) 345/1 Their hair loose, and flowing, gyrlanded
with sea grass 1785 Burns 1 o Jas Smith ix, Then fare-
weel hopes o’ laurel boughs, To gailand my poetic brows 1

1804 J. GitAHAiir Sabbath (1808^ S4 When garlanding with
floweis His helm 1818 Ki ats Endym 1 no A troop of
little children gailanded. 1824 Landor Imag Coitv wks
(1846) I. 23 Pat his hide foi sooth 1 hug his neck, garland
his hoi ns 1 1846 Rusein Mod Paint I 1 1 1 §5 They
have thought it enough to garland the tombstone when they
had not ciowned the brow.

b said of the material which foi ms the gailand.
x6oa Marston Ant .$• Mel v Wks, 1856 I 58 Let choyce

delight Gailand the browe of this tryumphant night 1816
L Hunt Rimitu u 33 Still from tree to tree the early vines
Hung garlanding the way 111 amber lines 1832 Tennyson
(Euonc 99 The wandering ivy and vine Ran not, garland-
ing the gnailed boughs With bunch and berry and flower
thio’ and thro’ 1849 Jam us Woodman vm, A bough of
Christmas holly, garlanding a boat’s head on a high
festival

c transf m nonce-uses To surround or deck as

with a garland
18x8 Scott Ifrt Midi \x\vi, The Thames, heie tuueted

with villas, and there gai landed with foi ests 1820 Keats
Eve St Agms \xiv, A casement high and tnple-aiched
theie was, All garlanded with caivcn imagenes 011874
Longt Hanging of Crane vi, I see the table Garlanded
with guests 1881 J Gran i Lama on I iv 58 A thatched
tdifice, garlanded louncl with dead wild-cats.

Hence Ga rlanded ppl a
1862 M Hopkins Hawaii gr When the puests wete

pi epanng to sacrifice to them the gai landed o\ 1871 Daily
Tel 6 Nov , The May-pole is wholly defunct No milk-
maids ckincc with gailanded pails on then heads. x88o
Ouida Moths II 33 Her bed of white satin, embroideied
with garlanded roses

Grarlandage (gaulandedg). rare-1
. [f. Gar-

land sb + -age * ] Display of garlands
1883 Tennyson Balm <5- Balan 80 Woodland wealth Of

leaf, and gayest garlandage of floweis, Along the walls and
down the boaid

Garlanding (ga* ilandnj), vbl sb [f Gae-
land v. + -ing 1] The action of the vb Garland

,

hence concr that which foims a garland.
1831 Blackm Mag XXIX 224 Many a gieen parasite

trailed its fantastic garlanding of verdure 1873 Mrs Wiiit-
niy Other Girls xxix. (1876) 379 These flung a giace of
lightness over the closer garlanding 1890 Pall Mall G
5 Mar 4/3 The portraits aie in a daik tint, and the gar-

landing and the lctterpi css in gold

Garlandless (ga*ilandles),fl. [f Garland
4 -less ] Without a garland
x8ax Shelley Prometh Unb. 111 iv 186 Dragged to his

altars soiled and garlandless 1848 m Craig

Garlandry (garlanda) iai

e

[f Garland
sb + -BY.J Garlands collectively, decoration com-
posed of or lesembling garlands
1853 C Bkon 1 e Villette I xiv 255 The lavished garlandry

of woven brown hair amazed me 1889 Century Mag Aug
590/2 Ceilings beautiful with raised gailandry

Garlandy (ga rlandi), a nonce-wd [f Gar-
land sb + -Y 1

) Resembling garlands.
1830 Miss Mitiord Village Ser iv {1863) 250 Ait and

literature adorning with a wreathyand garlandy splendour
all that is noblest m mind and puiest m heart

t Garle, sb Obs rare—1
. [? Short f Garland]

A band or streak. (Cf. quot. 1673 111 Garland
sb d c

)

1677 Lond Gas No 1239/f A middle sized Fox Beagle
a white garle about her neck

Garle (gad), v dutl [f gai be adj. : see

Gabled ] (See quots )
a 1823 Forby Voc £. Anglia, Garle

,
to mar butter in the

making, by handling in summer with hot hands This turns

it to a curd-like substance with spots and streaks of paler

colour, instead of the uniformly smooth consistency and
golden hue, which it ought to have Mod

,

When woollen

clothes, on being washed, take a mottled appearance, they

are s.ud by housewives to be garlcd, or to have garled.

Garle, obs. form of Girl
Garled (ga ild), a Obs. exc dial Also 6 garle.

[app some kind of derivative of OF. garre, garri

of similar meaning ] Spotted, speckled (chiefly of

cattle) , also red-garled
1501 Will of Pusey (Somerset Ho \ One cowe garled

*507 Will ofCnsall (Ibid ), Ij kyne garle & schell and the

garle buliok. 1558 Will of J Pysle (Ibid ),
A Redgarlde

Cow. 1577-86 Holinshed Chron I 226 Red and fallow

deer, whose colours are oft garled white and blacke 1587

Harrison England hi xu (1878) n 78 The writers also

diuide this stone into flue kinds the fourth is garled with

dmerse colours, among which some are like drops of blond

1809 Batchelor Orilioef Anal Eng. Lang 133 GarId,
white thickly spotted with red, the outside spots small,

applied to lows

t Garlemeut. Obs rare. ? Corrupt form of

garnement, Garment
I f *485 Digby Myst (1882) ii. 16 Goodly besene with many
I
a ache garlement



GARLIC 59

Garlic (ga*ilik). Forms, r g6rl6ac, 3, 5 garleo,

4-5, 7 garlaek, 4-6 -lek(e, (5-lekke),4,6-7-lik(e,

4-6 -lyk(e, 6-7 -lxcke, 6-9 garlick, 8- garlic.

Also 5 garly, garle. [OE, gdrUac (f. gar Gare sb I

+ Mac Leek) ;
the corresponding ON. geirlcmk-r

is possibly from OE ]

1 A plant of the genus Allium (usually A. sati-

vum) having a bulbous root, a veiy strong smell,

and an acrid, pungent taste

Clave of garlic (see Clove sb 1 1) Oil of garlic, an
essential oil obtained from the bulb and stem of the garlic

cxooo Sac Leechd II 34 Gemm cropleac & garleac

gecnuwa wel tosomne c 1265 Voc Plants in Wr -Whicker

SS8 li-j A Ileum garlec c 1305 Land Cokayne 105 in

£ E P (1862) 159 Hi bringeb garlek giet plente 138a

Wvclip Nnm xi. 5 The leke, and the vmowns, and the

garlekes [L alhd\ £*423 Vot in Wr -Wulcker 644/28 Hot
alleum, garle Ibid 662/12 Hoc alleum, garly. 1 1460 J
Russell Bk Nw tnre 536 Roost beeff & goos with garlek,

vinegre, or pepur. 1522 Skelton Why not to Court 106

They may garlycke pyll' Or pescoddes they may shyll

*577 B Googe Hereslack's Hush 11 (1586) 60 b, Garlicke

groweth with a blade like the Onyon, but not hollow, the

stalke round, and the flowres in the toppe m a lound tuft

a 1627 Middleton More Dissemblers iv 1, Cap Lov’st thou

the common food of Egypt, Onions? Dond I, and Garlick

too 1723 Dc Foe Voy round World (1840) 291 Putting no
garlick or onions into the sauce 1796 C Marshall Gatden

xv (1813) 23S Gallic is used for both culinary and medicinal

purposes 1838 T Thomson Cheat Org Bodies a.85 Oil of

Garlic is extracted from the bulbs and stem of the garlic

1865 Kingsley Herevt 1 61 If he have not gaihc to his

roast goose every time he chooses

fig i6gx New Discov Old Inircague xxm, Give them
their ancient Pnviledges agen The luscious Garlick of the

former Reigns [Allusion to Numbers xi 5 ] 1843 Lytton
Last Bar n 11, Is it for them to breathe garlic on the

alliances of Bourbons and Plantagenets?

b. With qualifying words indicating different

species ,
esp Bear’s G-arlie, see Beau sb 1 10 ;

Hog’s Garlic = prec. ;
Wild Garlic = Crow-

GABLIO
1338 Leland Itin III 19 Diverse of [these] Islettes berith

wyld Garlyk 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1 lxxxix 142 Snakes
Garlick Harts Garlick 01 Stags Gailick Ibid 143 The
great mountain Gailick gioweth about Constantinople 1626

Bacon Sytva § 499 Where Kine feed upon Wilde Gailicke,

their M like tasteth plainely of the Garlicke 1730W Ellis
Mod. Husbandm III i 42 (E D S.) Crow, or Wild, Gallic

1818 Withering’s Brit Plants (ed 6) II 443 Allium am-
peloprasum Round-headed Garlic 1861 Miss Pkatt
Flower. PI, V. 266 Flowering Gieat Round-headed Garlic

f 2. The name of a popular jig or farce of the

early part of the seventeenth century. Obs.

16x4 R Tailor Hog hath lost Pearle 1 B ij b, Ha Youle
finde it worth Megge of Westminster, althouh it he but
a bare Iigge Pla O lord sir, I would it had but halfe the
taste of garheke Ha. Garlicke stinkes to this 1630 J
Taylor (Water P ) Whs u 159 And for his action he eclipseth

quite, The Iigge of Garlick, or the Punks delight

3. attnb. and Comb., as garlic-bed, -breath,
-eater

,

-god (with allusion to Juvenal Sat xv 9), -head,

-monger, -mortar, -odour, -pickle, -sauce, -seed

,

-seller, -smell, -vinegar ;
garlic-eating, -like adjs.

Also garlic-snail, a mollusc so called from its

emitting a garlic-like odoui
1332 Htjloet, ^Garlicke bedde, allectum, 1606 Choice,

Chance, etc (1 881) 19 With such a *garlicke breath, aswould
haue poisoned a dog *663 Dryden Wild Gallant iv 1,

What a garlick Breath my Lady Spnngwell had 1 1607
Shaics Cor. iv. vi, 98 The breath of*Garlicke-eaters 1884
E. Barker Through Auvergne 80 When you live among
an onion-eating or *garlick-eating people 1679 Confinement

24 Their *Garhck-Gods, they might indeed adore ; And to

their Onyons, invocations poure 1482 Paston Lett III.

283 A standing pece white covered, with a white *garleek

heed upon the knoppe 1521 Test Ebor. (Surtees) V 202
Sex cocliana argentea cum knoppes vocatis garlekhed
1616-61 Holyday Peisms 330 To taste each morn three

times a garlick-head 1836-48 B D. Walsh Anstoph

,

Acham 11. v, If they saw a cucumber or garlic-head

1816 Accum Chew Tests(1S1S) 221 The peculiar *garhc-like

odour. 1393 Langl P PI C vit. 373 Godefray Jje *garlek-

mongere, 1602 Withals' Did 187Jz A *garhke morter,

mortanum allutrmm 1849 D Campbfll Inorg Chem
22 It has . a *garlic odour and taste 1853 Hickie
tr Anstoph (1872) II 631 Content with *garlic-pickle

1332 Hulolt, *Garlicke sauce, alliatum 1892 Garrett
Encycl Cookery I 668 Garlick Sauce. 1637 S Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins 1 xv 04 Bees gather *Garliclc seeds 1483
CatIt Angl. 130/2 A *6arleke seller, alleanus 1805 Med
Jml XIV 428 It may be distinguished by its *garlic smell

1834 Woodward Mollusca (1836) 30 A few exhale peculiar

odours, like the *garlic-snail (Jielix alharta), 1892 Garrett
Encycl Cookery 1. 668 *Garlic Vinegar,

b. esp in popular names of plants, as garlic-

germander, the water germander, Teucnum Seor-

dmm
;

garlic-pear(tree, the American plant

Cratseva gynandra ;
garlic-sage, the wood sage

or germander, Teucnum Scorodonia ;
garlic-

shrub (see quot.) ;
garlic (treacle) -mustard,

•[garlic treacle-wort, Sisymbrium Alliana (Al-

haria officinalis) ;
garlic-tree (see quot.) ,

garlic-

wort -garlic-mustard
1348 Turner Names ofHerbes, Scordvum. maybe called

in englishe water Germander or*Garleke Germander, *723
Sloane Jamaica II 169 *Garlick Pear-Tree .Thefiuitnas
a mealy pulp smelling like garlick, whence the name,

1736 P Browne Jamaica (1789) 246 The thin-leafed Crateva
or Garlick Pear 1893 Oracle Encycl II. 208/1 The garlic

pear blisters the skin 1397 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccv 333
OfWood Sage, or*Garlicke Sage 1861 Miss Prati Blower,

PI IV 174 Wood Germander or Wood Sage often called

Garlic Sage, because when biuised, it has a slight odour of
garlic. x866 Treas, Bot 520/1 -"Garlic shiuo, Bignoma
alhacea

; also Petivena alhacea z86x Miss Pratt Flower,
PI 1 129 "Garlic Ti ea.de mustard, Jack-by the-Hedge, or
Sauce-alone 1597 Gerarde Herbal Table Eng. Names,
*Garlicke Treaclewoort or Garlicke Mustard, and his kinds.
1882 J, Smith Diet Pop Names Plants, "Garlic Tree , a
name in Jamaica for Cratseva tapia The fruit has a strong
smell of Garlic 1863 Prior Plant-n 89 *Garhck-wort .

Erysimum Alliana, L
Hence Ga rlic v, nonce-wd

,

to close with garlic.

1830 tr Anstoph, ICmghts 72 Chorus Take this gaihc,
and swallow it down without chewing Sausage seller

Why? Cho That, when garlicked, my friend, you may
fight the better

Garlicky (ga jlild), a [f Garlic + -y 1
]

Savouring 01 smelling of garlic.

1773 Ash (citing Hollingsworth), Garlicky, oveigrown
with garlick 1786 Francis, the Philanthropist III. 22
This eternal succession of greasy stews and garlicky ragouts
1858 Sat Rev 27 Nov 336/2 A Neapolitan beggar bawls
his garlicky bieath into the face of his casual victim 1861
Court Life at Naples 169 There was such a garlicky atmo-
sphere about the lady 187s H C Wood Therap (1879)
198 A strong garlicky odor

Garlits (ga ilits) ? Obs Also 8-9 garliz

[Fiom G'orhtz m Prussian Silesia, where there are

linen manufactuies.] (See qnot. 1795 )

1696 J F Merchants Ware-ho 21 The next is Garlits,

whereof there are several soits the first is a blew whiting
There is another sort of Ell-wide Garlits, which is of

a biowner whiting Ibid 22 Seveial sorts of brown Garlits.

1795 Ash Suppl , Garliz (in commerce), a kind of linen cloth

imported from Gei many 1812 J Smyth Pract ofCustoms
(1821) 124 Linen imported from Russia, Dant2ic, Germany,
[etc ], such as Dowlas, Lockrams, Garlix [$«?], &c.

Garment (ga'rment), sb Forms a. 4 gar-

nyment (pi. garnemens), 4-5 gamement, 5
garneament B 4- garment, (6 Sc. garmont,
-mond, germo(u)nt) [a OF. gamiment

,
game-

ment (pi. garnemens
)

equipment, aimour, vest-

ments (111 mod F. only mauvais gamement rascal,

or ellipt. for this) = OSp guamimiento, It guar-

nnnento, f Rom. *gwamire, OF. and mod F

.

garnir to furnish, fit out, equip; see Garnish
The a-forms were the commoner down to c 1500

,

the j3-form seems to have originated in the north ]

1. Any article of diess. in sing esp an outer

vestment, a gown or cloak j in pi.— clothes Now
somewhat rhetorical
a *3 Seuyn Sag (W) 2773 He let him make a garne-

ment, Ase blak as ani arnement c *380 Sir Ferwnb 1393
Ryche garnymentz forp sclie droW, & by-tok hymen for to

were 14x3 Pilgr. Smote (Caxton 1483) iv xxxvi 84 A
thycke chosen garnement a trayhng gowne of twelue yerdes

wyde 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour B vy b, For her pour-

fyls of her gainements ne of her hodes ben not giete ynough
after the gyse that now is used.

/3 1340 HampolePr Come 521 A rym hat es ful wlatsome,

Es his garment when he forth sal com c 1400 Destr. Troy
1366 Pepull no hede toke Ofgolde ne of garmenttes, ne of

goodestonys c 1440 Promp Parv 187/2 Garment of clothe,

made of dyuers clothys (P colours), panucift *335 Cover-
dale Ecclus xxvu 9 Yf thou folowest righteousnes, thou
shalt get her, and put her vpon y° as a fayre garment *603

Shaics Learm vi 84 You sir, I entertame for one of my
hundred 5 only, I do not like the fashion of your garments

*631 Hobbes Leviath. hi. xxxiv 200 Where extraordinary

Undei standing, though but m making [Aaron’s] Garments
. is called the Spirit of God 173a haniABD Setkos LI viii

739 He got a sort of garment made for each of them 1822

W Irving Braceb Halim 22, 1 have a reverence for these

old garments 1886 M. F. Sheldon ti Flaubert'sSalammbo
18 This garment . swung down over his shoulders m such

a manner as to effectually hide his face in shadow.

b. fig The outward dress or covering in which

anything is seen or manifested.

1383 Aep Sandys Serm. iy. 77 If thou be cloathed with
the sweete garment of the sonne of God a 1631 Donne
Serm Ixxvi 768 Gods garments, those Scriptures in which

God hath apparelled and exhibited his will. 1829 Carlyle
Misc (1837) II 78 The veil and mysterious garment of the

Unseen 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb xm (1878)

247 To put these forms into the garments of words 1876

Mozley Unvu Serm. vi 134 The garment of the flesh

encircles the human soul, and is the instrument of expression

to it.

2. Comb

,

as garment-dyer
,

-maker, -making,

•trade, -worker
1396 J. Norden Progr Piette (1847) 173 Be not beholden

to any nation for such trumpery, neither to the garment-

maker. 1876 Rock Text Fabr 1 1 Other appliances for

garment-making 1883 Instr Census Clerks 72 [Subdivisions

ofthe Dyer's trade] Clothes, Garment Dyer i8gi PallMall
G ig Nov 6/3 At a meeting of the National Convention of

Garment Workers , it was charged that the Hirsch Fund
would be a certain cause of sweating in the garment trade.

Garment (gaument), v [f. piec. sb.] irons.

To dress or clothe ;
chiefly in pa pple. garmented

1614 Camden Rem 233 And thus were they gaimented

1623 tr Favtne's Theat Hon ix xa 417 Neither might

garment themselves but with course Hempen and Hurden
cloth 1861 J ThomsonZorfres ofDeath vii, Thou standest

gaimented m purest white,

b transf andfig.
a 1347 Surrey Poems, Gompl Lover that defied Love 4

He clothed fair the earth about with green, and every tree

new garmented. 1801 Southey Thalaba viii x, Garmented

with glory, m their sight Oneiza's Spirit stood a *8sr

More Poems, Dying Spaniel v, When the snow-mantle

garments the land, 186a Longf Wayside Inn Prel 129

GARNER,
Great volumes garmented in white, Recalling Florence,

Pisa, Rome
Hence Garmenting vbl. sb.

1614 CamdenRem 237 There will be strange garmenting
of the body, not without deformitie of the mmde.
Garmentless (gaimentles), a. [f. as prec

+ -less.] Without a garment
*866 F Hall m H H Wilson tr Visitnu Pitrdna III 310

note, Surrounded and guarded by garmentless women 1884

J Parker Apost Life III 230 The poor, penniless, gar-
mentless Apostle 1890 Sat Rev. 22 Nov 575/2 A Joseph
who had fled garmentless

Garmenture (garmentnu) [f as prec +
-tJRi ] Clothing, array, attire

1832 James Henry Masterion xxxvn 420 All the green
garmenture of summer was gone 1880 Girls Own Paper
Oct 390 Cinderella Clothed m coarsest garmenture

Garmeroye, var. Grameroy.
G-armond, -mont, -mount, obs. ff Garment
Gam (gain), sb. north, dial Also 5 game,

9 gairn, gam. [a ON gam—OE geam, Yarn,
See also Garnwin, -winkle ] Yarn or worsted

(see quot 1876).
1483 Cath Angl 130/2 Game (A Game sine 3am),

pensunu To wynd G&mc,jurgillare 1693 Kennett A’izr

A ntiq Gloss, s v Draw-gere, Yarn, still in the North call'd

Gam ; wooll workt into a thread. 1876 Whitby Gloss ,

Gam or Gam, woollen yam or worsted ;
though gam is

made of shoitwool and is coarser [than, woisted]
Phrase c 1460 Tonvneley Myst 111 298 Ther is game on

the leyll other, my dame.
G-arn, var Gern, adv.

i Garna&e 1
. Obs. [a. OF {pome) gainade

(var of grenate) = Pomegranate , cf. Garnet ]
1 In Comb apple-garnade — Pomegranate
13 , EE. AHit P. B 1044 pe fayrest fryt J>at may on

folde growe, As orenge & ojier fryt & apple garnade

2 ? A dish in ancient cookery, so called from
being compounded with pomegranates
C1440 Anc Cookery in Househ Ord (1790) 463 Garnade

for X mees alay the rys with joyse of pomegarnetes.

+ Garnade 2
. obs. rare. Also 5 garnarde

[a. OF. (Picard) gamate, whence MDu. gamate
;

Verwijs and Verdam conjecture that it may have
meant wine flavoured with pomegranates, or

perhaps wme from Grenada ] A kind of wine
? c 147s Sqr lowe Degre 738 Wyne of Greke . Antioclie,

and bastarde, Pyment, also, and garnarde c 1481 Caxton
Dialogues (E E. T S ) 14/6 Vin dosoye et de gamate
Wyn of oseye and of garnade
Garnap(pe, var Gaednaf Obs
Garnard(e, obs foims of Garner, Gurnard
Garnarde, var. Garnade 2 Obs
Gamary, var Garnery. Obs.

Garneament, obs. form of Garment.

t Garnel 1
. Sc Obs. [A form of Garner,

perhaps influenced by F. grenaille refuse com:
see also GirneL ] A granary or bam.
1367 Gen. Assembly in Keith Hist Affairs Scot (1734)

589 He shall take no higher Prices than is appointed, nor
put up in the Garnell *396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist
Scot I 48 Thay cal it, the Commoune Barn or garnel of

Abirdme. *82* Galt Ann Parish xxxix 313 He brought
in two cargoes to Imlle making for the occasion a garnel

of one of the warehouses of the cotton-mill

b. attnb

,

as garnel-house.

1663 Inv Ld. J Gordon’sFurniture, Item, in the garnell

house, twelffgreat Inglisch pewder plaites.

t Garnel 2
. Obs rare— 1 [? corruption of F.

grenaille refuse com ] An inferioi kind of flour

a 1752 Douglass Brit. Settlent N Amer (1753)33* Five

bushels Wheat yeilds (sic) about one hundred and. three

quarters merchantable Flowei the Garnel, or second
Flower, pays foi Cask and all other Charges

+Garnel 3
, gernel. Obs. [a. Du. gamaal,>

dial garneel— Ger. gameele shrimp
;
related and

synonymous foims are Du dial, garnaat, Flem.

geemaar{t, High German dial, gamat, granat
,

garner, Belgian and North Eastern F grernt, OF
guernette ; of obsenre origin . see Wb der Nederl

Taal] A species of shrimp.
1694 Acc Sev. Late Voy (1711) 1. p xxiv. Lobsters,

Gemels, Star-fish, Mackrel Ibid, li 122 Ofthe Garnels or

Prawns. Ibid n 124 Of the lesser Garnel or Shrimp.

Gamement, obs. form of Garment,
Gamep, var, Gardnar. Obs.

Garner (gaJirax), sb. Forms. 2-4 gemer(e,

4 gerniere, 5 garnar, 6 garnard(e, -erde, -yer,

3- garner [a OF gerner, germer, grenier store-

house, garret L. grandriwn (usually grdnaria

pi ), Granary, f. granum gram Now less com-
mon than granary, except m rhetorical language.

See also Garnel \ Garnery, Gtrnel.] A store-

house for corn, granary.
Cl175 Lamb Horn 83 pet com me deS m to gerner, pet

bitakeneS pe gode men J>e scule bon idon m to heuene.

a 1300 CursorM 4689 Garners \G5tt. gerneris] and granges

fild [he] wit sede, Maa >an i wit tung can rede 1398
Trevjsa Barth De P R xvn. clxvni (1495) 7** Whete is

throsshen other trode to hade the moost pure in to bernes

other garners *496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c 13 § 12 The
same Corne. remayneth in the Berne Garner or in Stackis

*577 B- Googe Heresbctch’s Husl 1 (1386) 42 b, The
Gamers, or come loftes, wherem your Corne thus threasshed

and cleansed shalbe layde, must stande hye. 1638 Rawley
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fa. Bacon's Life <$• Death 31 Garners, m Vaults under
Ground, wherein they keepe Wheat and other Graines
a 1764 Lloyd Hennade Poet. Wks 1774 II 238 Iheir
gainers bursting with their golden grain 1824 Landor
Imag Conv {1826) I 44 Your horse will not gallop far

without them, though you empty into his manger all the
garners of Suriey 1889 Pall MallG 13 Oct 7/2 A trap-

door leading to a garner above [a carriage-house]

fig 1531 Elyot Gov i, xiv, A gamerde heaped with all

maner sciences c 1586 C’tess Pembroke Ps lxxviii x,

He unclos’d the garners of the skies. And bade the cloudes
ambrosian manna nun. 1816 Scott Old Mart 1, Yet you
may be gathered into the gai ner of mortality before me, for

the sickle of death cuts down the green as oft as the ripe

1877 E. Auder {title) An English Gamer Ingatherings
from our History and Literature

f b A store-house for salt (F. grenier h sel )

1493 Neitmnuster Cartul (Surtees] 195, mj Salt pannes
wl all ys apprtenance lj garnets w fc ally0 grownde belong-
ynge to ?em. 1611 Cotgr, Gerbier

,

a great Garner to

keepe salt in

c attnb
,
as gamer-house

1813 Scott Field of Waterloo 6 The pestilential fumes
declare That Carnage has replenish’d there Her garner-
house pi ofound.

Garner (garni), v. [f prec sb]
1 tretns To store (com or other products of the

earth) in a gamer. Now chiefly rhetorical.

c 1375 Sc Leg, Sands, Nycholas 224 We dare nocht Jus

quhet sel for to the etnperouie garner mon we 1474
Househ Ord (1790) 32 Wheate is never garnered theie

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev I, vi. in. The harvest is reaped and
garnered , Yet still we have no bi ead. *885 Bible (R V )

Isa lxu 9 They that have garnered [x6tx gaiheied] it shall

eat it 1893 Advance (Chicago) 10 Aug , The wheat was
being rapidly garneied into large, upught,clay receptacles,
holding 20 bushels each.

2 jig To collect or deposit as in a gainer, to

make a store of To garner up, away to store

or lay up, to put away
1604 Shaks Oth. iv 11 57 But there where I hauegamerd

vp my heart to be discarded thence 1845-6 Trench
Huls Led Ser. 11 11 171 The difficulty with which the
world has ever persuaded itself of the death of any . with
whom it has garnered up its deaiest hopes 1857 Hughes
Tom Bi own 1 1, Until the old man with the scythe reaps
and garners them away 1866 Neale Sequences <5 Hymns
82 Where the dust of Saints is garnered

3. intr. To accumulate, to be stored up. rare
1850 Tennyson In Mem Ixxxu, For this alone on Death

I wreak The wrath that garners in my heart

Hence G-n’mered ppl a
,
G-a'rnermg vbl sb

184a Longf Slave m Dismal Swamp vi, Fell, like a flail

on the garnered gram 1859 Tennyson Vivien (Song), '1 he
little pitted speck in garner'd fruit. 1872 Morris Love

is enough (1873) 27 But this is the harvest and the garnei mg
season 1876— Sigurd (1877] 2 His eve ofthe battle reaping,
and the garnering of his fame 1892 A thensnm rg Nov
697/1 The education of life is but the garnering of the
pictuies cast by the few fragments of an infinite universe

Garnerage (gaunored^). rare~3
. [f. Garnfr

sb + -age ] A gamer, store-house.
x88o A. Raleigh Way to City 56 Earth is worshipping

heaven , yielding up her best fruits to that high gaineiagc

t Ga*rnery. Obs. rare. Also 6-7 gamary(o
[App a mixed form from Garner and Granary

]A granary
x55a Huloet, Garnarye or garnei, cello, penuana. 1598

Stow Snrv 111 (1603) 17 For the building of Conduits of
a common Garnery 1603 Knollts Hist. Turks (1621) 654
Sicilia, the gatnene and stoiehouse of Italie 1607 Topseli.
Four-f Beasts (1658) 398 Plaister the walls of youi garnery
therewith

Garnesch(e, -esh, -essli(e, obs. if. Garnish.
Garaesia {violet), var. Guernsey.
Garnesoin, var Garnison Obs.

Garnet 1 (ga'inet). Forms * 4 gernet, (4-5 pi.

grenaz), 5 garnette(s), 7 garnat, 6- garnet
*[a. OB'. *gernat, grenat (whence also MDu gar-
nate, gernate), ad. med L. granatum, according
to some a transferred use of L granatum Pome-
granate (cf next), the stone having probably
been so called from its resemblance in colour to

the pulp of the fruit , others consider it a deuvative
of medL granum

,
grdna Grain, cochineal, led

dye See also Granate 2 ]
1. A vitieous mineral, most commonly found as
a distinct crystal, and m the form of a rhomboidal
dodecahedron, but also occurring in other shapes
The precious garnet is of a deep transparent red
colour, and is used as a gem.
a, 1310 in Wright Lyric P v 25 Ase beryl so bryht, Ase

gernetm golde, ant ruby wel ryht c 2400 Maundev (1839)
xx 219 The rede hen of Rubies, and of Grenaz and of Ala-
braundynes c 1460 Emare 156 Deamondes and koralle,
Perydotes and crystal I, And gode garnettes bytwene 1555
Eden Decades 234 But [these] haue sumwhat the colour of a
granate which we commonly caule a garnet. 1688R Holme
Armoury 11 39/2 The Garnet, the Cornelian, are both red,
some call them the Sardy stone 1773 Goldsm Stoops to
Cong, m 1, You shall make use of my garnets, till your
jewels be found 1813 Bakewell Introa Geol (1815) gi
Crystals called garnets are frequently interspersed in gneiss
*876 Page Adv Text-bk. Geol 111 53 Garnets were left

projecting from pedicles of felspar

2. attnb
,

as garnet-colour
, -doublet

;
garnet-

breasted
\

-coloured -like, -red adjs
; also garnet-

berry (see quot ) ; garnet-blende, a sulphide of
zinc

;
•j' garnet-limpet (see quot.)

;
garnet-rock,

a rock consisting mainly of garnet
;
garnet-work,

ornamentation composed of masses of garnets.

1863 Prior Plant-n 8g *Garnet-berry, the red currant,

Ribes rubntm 1837 Dana Syst Mm 429 Dodecahedral
*Garnet Blende Sulphuret of Zinc. 1893 H B Baildon
Rescue, etc 81 Golden-eyed and *garnet-breasted 1783
Heuschel m Phil Trans LXXIII 257 It is of a very fine

deep *garnet colour 188a Miss Braddon Mt Royal II
m 25 Those deep ^garnet-coloured patches which show
where the red sea-weed lurks below 1895 Daily News 20
Mar 7/1 Sleeves and underskirt of garnet-coloured velvet

1649 Lovelace Lncasta Ded
,
So among the Orient Prize

(Saphyr-Onyx Eulogies) Offer’d up unto your Fame •

Take my *Garnet-DubIet Name 1776 Da Costa Elem
Conchol 1 21 The ^garnet-limpet has many different

appearances ; nevertheless its elegant *garnet-like semi-
transparent eye or top always characterizes it 1838 T
Thomson Chem. Org Bodies 415 When mixed with sul-

phated peroxide of iron, it becomes *garnet-ied 1796
Kirwan Elem. Mm (ed 2) I 368 “Garnet rock consists
of amorphous garnet, in which trap quaitz, calcareous spar,
and a very small quantity of blackish brown mica are found
1883 A H. Chuucii Precious Stones iv 37 Can the same
praise be honestly given to modem *garnet-work ?

t Ga’rnet \ Obs, Also 4-5 gernet(t. [a

OF. (pome) garnette, gernate Pomegranate
;
cf

Gahnade ] The pomegranate
,
also garnet-apple.

a 1400 Pistdl ofSusan 95 Grapus and garnettes gayliche
Jjetgrewe a 1400-50 Alexander 4724 pal ware fedd all of
frute Of grapis & of gernets Ibid 5238 Lange lindis .

Growand full of gernetts & giacious frutes C1410 Lydg
Life Our Lady xlvii (Caxton) G iv, The garnet appyl of
coloui golden hewed [1673 Wedderburn Voc 17 (jam

)

Mala granata, apple-garnets J

t Ga’rnet 3
. Obs. cxc m Cross-garnet Also

5 garnette (s) [Of obscure ongin ; it has been
conjectuied to be a conupted dim. of ONF came
( —L cardinem) hinge.] A hinge of this form J-,

the upright part being nailed to the support, and
the horizontal to the door, shutter, etc

1459 Ckitrchw Acc , St Mich ConihiU, For amendyng of
the garnettes of ij pewes 1483 Act 1 Rich 111

, c 12 § 1

No merchaunt Straungier bryngc into this Realmc keys
hynges and garnettes 1657 Howell Londtnop 393 To
hang by Jewmews or Garnets, so that they may be taken
up and let down.
b atirib

,
as in garnet-hinge.

x88z in Ogilvic
;
and in later Diets

Garnet 4 (ga inct) Naut Also 5 garnett(e
[Of obscuie origin

,
cf Du. gamaat

,
karnaat, of

similar meaning ]
1. (See quot. 1706 )
1485 Naval Acc. P/en VII (1896) 68 Hoke ropes, y.

Garnetts . , ij. yerd ropes for the top y 1496 Ibid. 152
A payer of Garnettes with nayles weyng xij'b—xvd

. 1627
Gapt Smith Seaman's Gram v 25 Any tackell, Pendant,
Garnet 369a Ibid 1 xiv 64 The mam Tye and fall of
the Garnet. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Garnet (Sea-term),
a Tackle with a Pendant-rope coming From the Head of the
Mam-mast, and a Block or Pulley stiongly fasten’d to the
Mainstay, to hoist all the Casks into a Ship, and such
Goods as are not over-weighty. 1867 in Smyth Sailors
Word-bk
2 Comb

,
as garnet-block, -fall

xnn W Sutherland Shipbmld, Assist 113 The Garnet-
fall, a Tackle much used to hoist in all the Stores and
Provisions. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Clue-garnets,
a sort of tackle wove through a garnet-block

tGameter. Obs rare Also 5 garnetour,
6 garnettyer, garmter. [a OF. garnetier

,
gre-

netier the overseer of a granary or of a salt-store

(grenier ct sel), f grenier

,

Garner, Granary.]
The superintendent of a granary.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ Ord (1790) 70 Onegroome

garnetour to receive, to kepe, and to delyver the wheetc
comyng from the Countries 1543 Paget in St Papers
Hen VIII, IX 260 And the saliners do gyve out of hande
15000 muys of salt to be dehvred to ms garnettycis in
Rowen 1576 m Nichols Progr Q Ehz II 47 Edward
Jakes Yeoman Garneter *598 Fiizherbert’s Huso iv. 1. 135
At euery weekes end he shall commaund the Garmter to
bring in his accounts.

Garnetiferous (garnet; feres), a [f Gar-
net + -fer bearing + -ous,] Producing garnets
185a Th Ross Humboldt's Trav II xvu 80 note, The

great mass of garnetiferous serpentines form little distinct
mounts 1895 Naturalist 345 A block of garnetiferous
schist was noted at base of cuff near Cowden
Garnett(e, obs. form of Garnet.
Garnett (ga met) v. [f. the surname Garnett ]

trans. To prepare (woollen waste) by means of a
‘Garnett’s machine’ (see quot. 1886). Hence
Ga raetted ppl. a.
1886 Harris Tech. Did Fire Insurance, Garnettmg,

Garnett's machines are employed in woollen-mills for ‘pull-
ing ' or dressing and preparing oiled worsted waste, foi use
(either alone or mixed with woollen yam) in the manufacture
of heavy woollen cloths 1894 Times 17 Aug. 9/3 Mungo,
shoddy, gametted waste, and carded waste

Gamety (ga ineti)
, a. rarer

~

l
. [f Garnet sb .'1

+ -y 1
] Having the appearance of garnet.

1875 H C. Wood Therap (1879)96 There are two officinal
Tartrates of Iron, both occurring in. gamety scales

Garnewyne, var Garnwin. Obs.

Garney (gazni). (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk

, Garney,
a term in the

fisheries for the fins, sounds, and tongues of the cod-fish.

Garaierite (ga mierai t). [Named (by Clarke
1875) after Jules Gamier, a French geologist, the
discoverer of the substance : see -its,] A green

mineral found in New Caledonia, a hydrous silicate

of nickel and magnesium
1875 Dana's Min App 11 23 The mineial should pro-

perly receive the name garmente 1881 Metal World No
2i 323 It is of an apple or pear green colour, and has been
called garmente (or naumeite).

Garnish, (garni/), sb. Forms: 5 garnyssh,
-metre, -nos, 5-6 garnysche (-nysshe), -neah,
6 garnesshe, -nysbe, -mshe, 5- garnish, [f

Garnish z>.t]

|- 1 . A set of vessels for table use, esp. of pewter
(see quot 1587) Obs.
14*8 Bury Wills (Camden) 3 Item assigno eidem Ricardo
dimidium garnyssh de vas’ peutr’ c 1440 Promp Parv

187/2 Gamysche of vesselle (A garmche),garmtnm ufiA
Mann $ Househ F.xp (Roxb ) 273 Item, the same day
payd for a di a gai nyshe of vessellys, vnj s liy d c 1530m
Gutch Coll Cur II 287 Item deliveryd oone garnysshe of
silvar vessell 1587 Harrison England hi xi 11878) 11 72
Such furniture of noushold of this mettall [pewter], as we
commonlic call by the name of vessell, is sold vsuallie by
the garnish, which doeth conteine twelue platters, twelue
dishes, twelue saucers 1674 Jossi lyn Voy. New Eng vj
For one garnish of peuter f os od

f 2 Outfit, chess Obs rare.

*596 Shaics. March V H vi. 45, I should he obscur’d
Lor. So you are, sweet, Euen in the louely garnish of a boy.

3

.

Embellishment or decoration in general Also
cona an ornament, ornamental appendage, lit

andfig ? Obs.
16x5 Markham lug Housovj 11 1 (1668) 3 Adorn the

pei son altogether without toyish garnishes, or the gloss of
light colours 1647 Clarendon Contempt Ps Tracts (1727)
383 No man being so presumptuously wicked, as not to put
on some garnish and dress of vntue to impose on the
world 1683 Ktnni n Erasm on Folly 48 Unsullied
from all artificial garnish a 1708 Beveridge Pnv Th 1

(1730) 89, I am so much taken with the Garnish and seem-
ing Beauty of this world’s vanities 1727 Boyer Did
Angl-Fr, Garnishes of Doors, Gates, or Porches, les

Omemtns, les embellissemens, les Ileurons
, dune Porte

t b. Trimming for articles of dress
,
some par-

ticular material used for tins purpose Obs
1527 Lane Wills (1857) 17, I beqweth..to the parson of

Sanct Michaellsmy garnech sarsnet typett c 1540 Churckw
Acc St Dnnstans, Canteibiny, Item v yarcljs and di of
garnysshe xnj d oh

4 Things placed round or added to a dish to

nnpiove its appearance at table
,
alsofig. of liteiary

‘dishes’.

1673 [R Leigii] Transp Reh 30 Youi Text is all Margent,
and not only all youi Dishes, but your Garnish too is Poik
1734 Watts Rehq Juv (1789) 217 While the garnish of
some [dishes] was profusely rich and gay, that of others

was vciy coaise and pool 1764 Harmek Observ vii iv

147 1 he parched Cicers are strewed singly, as a garnish,

over other dishes 1825 Coi eridgt Aids Reft (1848) I 180

In a book like this the sauce and the garnish are to occupy
the greater part of the dish. 1846 J Baxter Libr Pract
Agru (ed 4) I 100 The roots [of beet] form a beautiful

gai msh, and are very much used as a pickle 1883 Chi .

World 28 Dec 900/4 His highly seasoned polemics, set out
with such a garnish of misrepresentation

fb ? Side-dishes
;
also attnb Obs

16 . Fletcher Love's Pilgr it iv, Portly meat, Bearing,
substantial stuff, and fit for hunger, I do beseech you,

hostess, first , then some light garnish. Two pheasants in a
dish 1641 Ovatio Carolina 18 At the South end whereof
(two yards distance from the Table), was a Table ofGarnish,

of three yaids square Ibid 19 Brawne
?
fishe, and cold baked

meats, planted upon the Garnish or Side Table

6 slang Money extorted from a new prisoner,

either as a jailer’s fee, or as dunk-money for the

other prisoners (abolished by 4 Geo. IV. c 43,

§ 12) Obs exc Hist.
1592 Greene Upst Courtier D ij a, Let a poore man be

ai rested he shal be almost at an angels charge, what with

g irnish, crossing and wiping out of the book extortions

not allowed by any statute, a x66x Fuller Worthies (1840)

II. 447 When such prisoners have paid the bailiff’s fees

and garnish. 1704 Swirr T Tub Wks 1768 I 111 Like a
fiesh tenant of Newgate, when he has refused the payment
of garnish 1727 Gay Beggars' Opera 11 vii (1728) 27
[Gaoler, to a prisoner] You know the custom, Sir Garnish,

Captain, Garnish 175* Gentl Mag XXII 239/2 The
Sheriffs have ordered that no debtor in going into any of

the goals of London and Middlesex, shall for the future,

pay any garnish 1823 Scott Pevenl xxxm, Then the

Master's side—the garnish came to one piece

b. A similar payment among workmen ;
also

maiden-garnish
1759 Goldsm Bee No 5 r 20 There are numberless faulty

expenses among the workmen—clubs, garnishes, freedoms,

and such like impositions 1859 Antobiog Beggar boy 144
Thegood old fuddling times ofshort turns,maiden garnishes,

and a hundred other little imposts. 1865 Slang Did ,
Gar-

nis/u, footing-money Yorkshire 1896 Daily News 28 Feb

5/4 A fine of four gallons [of beer] is called a ‘garnish and
when a man finds his first lot of work he pays his ‘ maiden
garnish ’.

H 6 Prison slang Fetters
[Perh a misapprehension. The passage quoted above

(sense 5) from Gay Beggars' Opera is followed by the

words ‘ Hand down those fetters ’ This may have led

Johnson to assign a wrong meaning to the word ]

1755 ,n Johnson. 1893 m Farmer Slang
7 Comb.

,
as garnish-tinselled adj. ; also garnish-

bolt (see quot), garnish-money (= sense 5);
garnish-nail, -plate (see quots.)
1874 Knight Did Mech I 943/1 *Garmsh-bolt {Build-

ing), a bolt having a chamfered or faceted head 1632 B
Jonson Magn Lady \ v, You are content with the ten
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thousand pound, Defalking the four hundred “garnish

money, c 1660 in T Brown Bunyan vui. 182 Five shillings

for sheets, five shillings for garnish money <11700 B E
Dut Cant Crew, Garnish-money, what is customarily

spent amongst the Prisoners at first coming in *725 in

New Cant Diet 180a C James Milit Diet , *Garmsh-
nails, diamond headed nails formerly used to ornament

artillery carnages 1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit

Did, *Gamish-plate, that part of the iron work of the

O. P. gun carriage which covers the upper surface of the

brackets 1801 Mar Edgeworth Angelina 1, The gar-
nish tinselled wand of Fashion has waved in vain.

Garnish, (ga imj), ®. Pa.t. and pa. pple gar-

nished(-m ft). Forms 4garnesche, sgamesshe,
-ysche, 5-0 garmsshe, -ysshe, <5 garnyshfe,

-ishe, 6- garnish. In pa. t. and pa pple. also

4-

5 garnyst, 5 earnest, -lsett, -lzed, -yssed,

5-

0 Sc garnist, -isit, -issed, [ad. OF gannss-

lengthened stem of gamir, gnamir, wannr to

fortify, defend (oneself), provide, prepare (mod F.

gamir to furnish) = Pr gamir
,

guannr(rtxodi.

Sp guamecer), It. guamire, guemire,
med L

g(ii)annre The OF, gamir had also the sense

‘to warn’.
The form of the Rom vb points to adoption from a Teut.

*wamjan, prob not identical with the vb of this type
meaning * to ward off, prevent, refuse ’ (see Warn v % but
related to the OTeut vbs *wamSjan, *wam6jan (? origin-

ally intr with the sense 1 to become aware'), represented by
OHG wamSn, wamdn, refl to guard oneself, provide
oneself (MHG tvarnen, trans

,
to protect, guard, mod. G.

tuarnen to warn), OE wamian refl, to take warning,

beware (ME tuernen trans =Wahn v ) ; the causative

sense ‘to make aware, warn’, appears in late MHG. and
ME (also m MDu. waemen) These vbs are cognate

with OHG (pure) warna precaution, preparation (MHG.
name provision), of which the vb. adopted in Rom. may
be a derivative ]

I. To furnish, equip

+ 1, trans. To furnish (a place) with means of

defence ; to garrison
;
to supply with men, arms,

and provisions. Obs.
? <11400 Morte Arth . 563 There salle appone Godarde

a garette be rerede, That schalle be garneschte and kepyde
with gude mene of armes. 1485 Caxton Chas Gt 203
Panpylonne, whyche was ryght strange of murayl and
towres, & gamysshed wyth sarasyns 1536 Bellenden
Cron Scot. (1821) I 248 Sic thmgis done, he garmst al the
strenthis of Bntane with men, mumtioms, and vittalis.

1577 Holinshed Hist Scotl 474/1 The Earle of Derby.,
should repayre to the West borders to garnishe the same
for defence agaynst the enimies 1786 European Mag.
IX. 184 If on the right he garnishes his force, His left is

threatened by the Prussian hoise [18,15 James Smuggler
III, 280 Go into the church ; and garnish the windows with
marksmen ]

f 2 . To equip or arm (oneself) ; in pa. pple
,

equipped, armed. Obs,
? <11400 Morte Arth 722 Galyarde knyghtes Garneschit

one the grene felde and graythelyche arayede 1481
Caxton Godfrey lv, 96 Solyman had sente them in to the
cyte ffor to garnysshe them & make them redy 1535
Stewart Cron Scot II 13 The Romanis than sic prattik

had in weir, And als tha war so garnist in thair geir 1552
Latimer Fruit/. Serm (1584) 318 b. When the Deuill com-
meth, and findeth the heart ofman not weaponed nor gar-
nished with the word of God. c 1750 Shenstone Elegies
xxni 21 See, garnish’d for the chase, the fraudful maid

+ b. pass. To be furnished with a retinue
j

to be attended 01 accompanied. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 31b, The fayr Myrro cam than to

mete with Jason garmsshed with a gracious mamtene 1494
Fabyan Chron. v cxvu 02 He doubted how he was gar-
nysshed of his meyneyall seruantis 1602 Patericke tr.

Gentillet 33 Whence commeth it that yet Princes are well
attended on and garnished with flatterers

1

3

. To dress, clothe, esp in an elegant fashion.

1529 More Com/, agst. Trio m Wks 1220/1 It maketh
vs gooe much more gay and glorious in sight, gamyshed in

sylke 1566 Painter Pal Pleas I 53 Ephestton repaned
vnto him with garments to garnishe him like a king,

4 To fit out with anything that adorns or beauti-

fies; to decorate, ornament, or embellish (with,

rarely \of). f Also to garnish out. Now some-
what rhetorical

;
sometimes with allusion to Matt.

xu, 44.
13 E, E A Hit. P, B 1277 pe gredirne & J>e goblotes

garnyst of syluer a 1400-50 A lexander 1533 An abite pat
was gamest full gay with golden skirtis 1490 Caxton Eney-
dosxx.i 76 The nauye whiche they haue gamyshed wyth
floures, and garlandes 1494 Fabyan Chron. 1 iv 10 Brute
founde it [the land] garnysshed with many fayre Ryuers

and Stremes 1526 Tindale Matt xu, 44 When he is come,
he fyndeth the housse empty and swepte and garmsshed
[Gr KticocriJ.Yiyi.4vov], 1577 Harrison England 11 xm (1877)
1 252 Curious peeces of work, wherewith to garnish ms
building 1635 Swan Spec M in. § 2 (1643) 48 As the
outward heavens were garnished with Starres. a 1704 T
Brown Persins' Sat 1, Prol ,

Wks 1760 I 51, I, who never
- with Sir Courtly, roundelays Have made to garnish out
new plays, 1820 Scott Ivajihoe iv, An under tunic of dark
purple silk, garnished with furs, i860 Maury Phys Geog
Sea x § 464 The coral islands, reefs, beds, and atolls with
which the Pacific Ocean is studded and garnished 1876
Miss Braddon J Haggard’s Dan. II. 15 The kitchen was
newly swept and garmshed
b. The pa. pple sometimes occurs for: Furnished

or fitted with, (accessories)
[Partly a Gallicism, gamir being used in the wider sense

of Furnish v
,
but in Eng there is now almost always a

reference to appearance rather than to utility,]

1663 Gerbier Counsel 94 Shutters ..garnished without

V01. IV.

with battens, 1773 Cool/s 2nd Voy (1774) I mu 175 The
table was garnished round with hot bread-fruit, and plan-

tains, and a quantity of cocoa-nuts brought for drink 1837
Disraeli Venetia 1 11, Several small rooms, scantily gar-

nished with ancient furniture 1863 Gfo. Eliot Romda.
1. 1, A pedlar's basket, garnished., with small woman’s-
ware, such as thread and pins

5 . To decorate (a dish) for the table.

1693 Dryden Juvenals Sat v. 118 With what Expense
and Art, how richly drest 1 Garnish’d with 'Sparagus, him-
self a Feast 1741 Compl Fain -Piece i 11 111 Garnish
with slic’d Orange and curl'd Bacon or Ham fry’d 1796
Mrs Glassf, Cookery v 52 Garnish the dish with lemon,
and send it to table 1886 M. F. Sheldon tr Flaubert's
Salammbo 4 Roasted antelopes, garnished with then horns

+ 0 . To adorn with any property or quality (chiefly

rejl oxpass ). Obs
61450 Mnour Saluacioun 883 Werkes vertuouse Be

whilk garnyst hire lif this virginc glonouse c 1489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xiv 48 By the right grete vertue wherof he
was garnysshed. 1531 Elyot Gen/ 11 xxix, Consailours

f
arnisshed with lernyng and also experience 1577-87
Iolinshed Chron III 1126/1 Let him finallie be garnished

with the comelinesse of all vertuous conditions

fl. trans. Of trees: To cover (a wall, etc).

Also absol Obs
1693 Evelyn De la Quint Compl Gard I 7 The Walls

being Twelve Foot high or more, you must always let one
Tree shoot up to garnish the Top, between two that shall

garnish the Bottom. [Orig pourgamir lehaut,
entre deux

ffm garniront le bets ] Ibid Gloss., To Garnish well, is said

of Wall, or any pallisaded Trees, when they spread well,

and cover the Wall or Trelliss on all sides 171a J James
tr Le Blond's Gardening 43 The Palisades, or Trees on the

Sides, coming to garnish and grow thicker, will in Time
possess two Foot of a Side

8. slang To fit with fetters.

*755 m Johnson. 1893 in Farmer Slang,

II. Law. To warn. (Cf. Sc. wamis — warn.)

9 . trans. a. To serve notice on (a person), for the

purpose of attaching money belonging to a debtor.

<*1577 Sir T. Smith Coinmw Eng (1633) 136 Ihe
Shennes order in serving this writ is to gee to the land
and there to garnish the partie by sticking up a sticke on
his land 1886 Pall Mall G 13 Nov 5 It will be a miracle

if no one finds out who the trustee is ; and as soon as his

name is known he will be garnished to a certainty.

b. To serve (a person) with notice of certain

payments to be made before be can be legally re-

turned as an heir (abolished by 6 Geo. IV, c 105).

1585 Act 27 Elm c. 3 § 3 Scirefacias shall be awarded
. to garnish the same Heir 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

To Garnish the Heir vs to warn the Heir; a Law-term
c. To summon (a person) as party to a litigation

already in process between others. Cf Garnish-
ment 2

Garnished (garni/t), ppl. a. [f Garnish v.

+ -ED 1
.] In senses of the vb : f Prepared for

defence (obs ) ;
adorned, decked, furnished.

c 1440 Promp Parv 188/1 Garnyschyd, garnilies 1526
Pilgr Per/ (W de W, 1531) 299 Those two blessed refec-

cyons . . whiche neytlier was in delycate dysshes, nor vpon
ony table gamysshed, but on the grounde 1533 Bellenden
Livy (1822) 265 [The Romans] campit thame, with garnist

oistis, on ane high montane. 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm.
Par. 1 Pet. 8 That theyr husbandes may be enticed by
th eirgoodly gamyshed maners 1597 Morley Introd Mus
162 A wel garnished garden of most sweete flowers

b Her Provided with appendages of different

(specified) tincture.

1705 Hearne Collect. 12 Dec (0 . H S ) I 126 The Arms
of the University of Oxon are A field Jupiter, a Book
Expensed in Fesse, Luna, garnished, having seven Labels
with Seales, Sol, & this Inscription 1864 Boutell Her,
Hist 4 Pop. xxi, § 5 (ed. 3) 360 A book open ppi„ gar-

mshed or 3874 Papworth's Coats of Arms 948 Arg. a
buglehorn garnished and stringed sa.

Garnishee (gainift ). Law. [f. Garnish® II
4- -ee ] One in whose bauds money belonging to

a debtor or defendant is attached at the suit of the

creditor or plaintiff

1627 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 373 If they were dehueied
vpon other condition then trie defendant alledgeth, the
garnishee is at no mtschiefe but the defendant. 1674 Blount
Glossogr (ed. 4), Garnishee 1853 T I Wharton Pa.
Digest 171 Quaere

,
how is the law when the jury find

specific articles in the hands of the garnishee 1890 Essex
Chron 17 Jan., His Honour found for the garnishee,

b attnb., as garnishee issue, order, proceedings,

summons.
1882 Standard 4 Feb 2/4 The case came before Mr.

JusticeWatkin Williams on a “garnishee issue. 1881 Daily
News 17 Jan 3/6 The plaintiff, had priority over the
holders of the “garnishee orders 1894 Times 13 Nov. 13/8
This was an appeal from an order made in certain “gar-

nishee proceedings 1888 West Briton Cornu/. Advert
22 Mar 7/2 A Garnishee Case A J., grocer, was sued on a
“garnishee summons , . to show cause why he should not
pay j£iS

Hence Garnishee v., to attach or arrest a debtor’s

money in this way ;
Garnishee ment, the process

of attaching or arresting (cf Garnishment).
189a Daily News 22 July 7/1 Their salary was recently

garnisheed by a person to whom they owed commission
1896 Columbus (Ohio) Disp 15 Dec 9 Employes who may
have their wages garnisheed for debt have . to show that

they are being unjustly dealt with in the gamisheement

Garnisher (ga imfai), [f Garnish® + -er 1
]

1 . One who adorns or decorates
6x5x5 Cocke Lorell's B (Percy Soc ) 10 Sylke women,

pursers, and garnysshers, 1598 Stow Surv xxviu. (1603)

247 Makers of haftes, and otherwise garnishers of Blades,

1727 Bailey vol II, Gamisher, he that adorns, sets off, &c.

2 Law. One who attaches the money of a debtor

in the hands of another person
1889 Times 29 Oct 3/1 It was equally plain that the gar-

nishee order did not make the garmsher a creditor of the

garnishee

Garnishing (ga mijig), vbl. sb [f. Garnish w
+ -ING1

]
1. The action of the verb, in various senses.

1463 Mann <$• Honseh Exp (Roxb ) 223 Item, ffor my
mastens spens gyldynge and garneshinge xx.d 1497
NavalAce Hen K//(i8g6) 306 Bolte ropes for Garnyshying
of the Ships sayles—xx 1551 Robinson More’s Utop. 11

(Arb ) 79 But the gallant garmshmge and the beautifull

settmge fuith of it . . that he left to his posteritie 1638
F Junius Paint ofAncients 332 Leaving the simplicity

of the ancients, beganne to spend themselves in garnishing*

of their works 3691 Ray Creation (1714) 105 Architects

. taking in Leaves and Flowers and Fruitage for the gar-

nishing of their Work.
2 That which serves to decoiate or furnish,

also pi.

a 1470 Tiptoft Cmsar iv (1530) 6 Garnyshynge and other

taklyngs belongyng to the shyppis 3547-64 Eauldwin
Mor Philos. (Palfr) 47 Wisdome, vertue, and vnder-

standmg, are the garnishmgs of the soule 3603 Philotus
xxvu, With doubill Garnischmgs of gould And Craip aboue
qour hair. 3669 Bunyan Holy Citie 160 As for the garnish-

ing of these Foundations, it is. . twofold. 1796 Mrs Glasse
Cookery vui 145 They make a fine garnishing, and give a
dish a fine look. 1845 Mrs S. C. Hall Whiteboy vi 52
Tattered carpets and broken chairs ,—Such were the chief
* garnishmgs 1887 Stevenson Mem. <$ Portraits v. 82

He scorned all flowers together They were but garnishings

for ladies’ chimney-shelves,

b. attnb.

*S59 MorwyngEvonym title-p., Balmes, Oyles, Perfumes,
Gamyshing Waters 1625 in Rymer Fcedera XVIII. 238
Thirtie seaven course Rubies, fortie twoe small garnishing

Perles, 1688 R Holme Armoury m. 396/2 A Prjcking or

Garnishing Aul, this is for to make holes to adorn and to

garnish Sadie Skirts with Silk, Silver, or Gold thnd.

Garnishment (ga*imjment). [f Garnish®.
+ -ment Cf. MDu garmssement, perh from an

unrecorded OFr. word ]

1 Adornment, decoration,

1550 in Strype Eccl Mem. (1721) II xxix 238 All manner
of garnishments and apparel of silver and gold, such as

altar-cloths, copes, &c. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ Osoi

Aijb, Surely for the garnishment of phrase and style

thereof I have no great regard *632 Earl of Cork Diary
in Lismore Papers Ser. 1 (1886) III, 132 A garnishment of

silver of gouldsmythes worck 3721 Strype Eccl. Mem. I

ix. gt Third persons, riff-raff and others, standing in the
chambers for a garnishment 1824 Scott St. Ronaiis x, The
art ofmaking the worse appear the better garnishment

2

.

Law. A legal notice or warning, either general,

or for the special purposes of (a) summoning a third

party to appear m a suit, (b) attaching money in

the hands of an heir or other person.

1585 Act 27 Eltz c, 3 § 3 If the Heir do not .. upon a
Garnishment shew that the Executors have sufficient

to answer the same Debt 1621 Bolton Stat. Irel. 41 (Act

7 Edw jy) The Lieutenant of this land shall have power
to remove the Exchequer by the garnishment of twentie

and eight dayes. 1668 Hale Pref to Rotle’s Abndgm 5
Garnishment and Interpleder were large titles at Common
Law, but nowmuch out of use 3706 Phillips (ed Kersey),
Garnishment, a Warning given to any for his Appearance,
for the better cleanng of the Cause, and informing of the

Court. 3873 Kent's Comm II. xl 568 In which, by the

process of garnishment, the rival claimant is brought into

the suit.

Gamishry (gamijn). nonce-wd. [f Gar-
nish sb +-RT.] Garnishment, adornment.
3835 Browning Paracelsus in 62 Herdsmen whose eyes

, Sawin the stars mere garmsliry of heaven 1868— R nig
Bk. iv, 545 A meal all meat, no garnishry

t Garnison, sb Obs Forms* 4-6 garnison,

-yson, 5 (? gernyson), garmsoun, -esoin. [a.

OF. garnison (ONF. wamison : see Warnison)
defence, provision, garrison (*=Pr g(u)amiso,

It, guamhione, guamigione, Sp. guamicion),

f gamir to fit out. Garnish ]

The word became obsolete m (he 16th c., its place being
taken by the synonymous Garrison.

1. Defence ;
means of defence.

c 1386 Chaucer Mehb, r 371 The gretteste and strongeste

garnyson that a riche man may haue, as wel to kepen his

persone as hise goodes, is that he be bjloued amonges hys
subgetz and with hise neighebores c 1400 Rom Rose 4204
Thus Ielousyehath envtroun Set aboute his garmsoun With
walles rounde, and diche depe. *483 Caxton Gold Leg
276/1 Saynt Augustyn fyghtyng in deffence of trouthe of

fevthe and of garnyson of the chirche, surmounted alle the

other doctours of the chirche. 1489 — Faytes ofA. hi x
187 A lorde sente a man of armes for the garnyson of som
fortresse of his owne
2 Stores of victual for an army, a besieged

place, etc,

1481 Caxton Godfrey cxvm 177 The poure Cnsten men
that had not in theyr howses garnyson sufficiant for longe
tyme they made them to voyde the toun. 1489 — Faytes
of A. i. xii. 3r Deffensable necessaryes and al maner of
garnyson lax500 Barbour’s Bruce xvii, 294 (ed. Hart
1616) With gret gamisoun [Edm, MS, warnysone, Canib

.

MS varnysmg] of vittale

3

.

A body of men stationed m a fortress or other

place for purposes of defence
c 1386 Chaucer Mehb. V 61 We conseille (sat in thyn hous

thou sette sufficeant garnison so that they may as wel tliy

88



GARNISON, 62 GARRETED.
body as thyn hous defende 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA n.

m. 95 Hys gainysons shulde yssue out of the castelles and
townes *528 Roy Rede me (Arb ) 49 Have they of angels

eny gainyson Ye god knoweth many a legion Att all tymes
theym to socoure 1349 Compl, Scot Ep Ded s He pat
ane garnison of tua thousand men vitht m the toune of
sanct qmntyne 1609 BiELE(Douay) 1 Kings xiv 12 And the
men of the garmson spake to Jonathas and to his esquier

b ?A stronghold or fortress occupied by armed
forces (Somewhat doubtful

)

c 1430 Lydg Hoi s, Shepe, <5- G 121m Pol Rel Poems
19 With-owtyn werr weemay nat saue and kepe our Right,
Oure garnesoins [v r gansouns] ne oure castelhs olde. 0x500
Melusine xxi 128 Telle vs what nombre of men may yssue
out of all your gamysons the Fortresses alwayes kept ? 1520
Barclay Salust's Jugurth xxxv 46 On the other syde
thinhabitauntes of the towne and gamyson resysted manly.

. c. Ingarmson = in garrison (see Garrison sb 5)
1583 T Stocker Civ Warres Lowe C n 30 a, Seuen of

the Wallon Ensignes, of the nine, whiche lafe in Garnison
at Mastright

[ Garnison, v 06s. rare. In *] gammon [f.

piec sb] trans. To garrison (a place)

1583 T. Stocker Civ Warres Lowe C i 30 (margin),

Count Mansfielde garnysoneth Antwerp 1656 Harrington
Oceana (1658) 84 A Common-wealth Established in her rise

upon Fifty such TowerSj and so Gaimzoned as are the

Tribes of Oceana, containing one hundred thousand Elders
upon the Annual! List, and yet but an out-guard

Gamissh(e, obs. form of Garnish v.

Garnifcer, var. Garneter Obs.

Garniture (ga initiui) [a F garniture (f

garmr vb ), which occurs in most of the senses of

the Eng. word.]

1

Furniture, outfit, appurtenances.
1532 Hervet Xenophon's House/t (1768) 38 Pannes,

caudions, and other garnitures of the kitchen X580
Hollyband Treas Fr Tong s v, La garniture dvn hct,
d'vne espie

,
on quelque chose

,

the garniture or furniture of
a bed, sword, or any other thing 1854 Mrs. Oliphant
Magd. Hepbnm III. 295 The table sparkles with silver

cups and antique wealth of garniture. 1878 Schiller
Tcchnol. Diet s v„ Garniture of a boiler, (all apparatuses
which serve for the safety of a boiler, all steam-pipes,
stoking tools, etc ).

b. Trappings, harness (of horses, etc ) ? Obs.

1670 G H Hist. Cardinals 1 in 77 The garniture of the
Mules are but ordinary 1821 Scott Kenilw xxiv, A pal-

frey, with a side saddle and all other garniture for a
woman’s mounting
2. Ornament, trimming, etc , added to dress

1667 Dryden Maiden Queen v i, A man of garniture and
feather is above the dispensation of the sword 1684

J Lacy SirH Buffoon u 11, My French garniture, a pox
on ’em, is not yet arrived from Pans 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Garniture, the trimming of a Suit with Ribbons,
precious Stones, See as a Garniture of Diamonds. 1710
Steele Tatter No 116 f 7 Stomachers, Caps, Facings of
my Wastcoat-SIeeves, and other Garnitures suitable to my
Age and Quality *753 Hanway Trav (1762) I vn xcv.

437 A garniture of saphirs, as buttons, sword, star, watch,
snuff-box, &c. 1840 Dickens OldC Shop xxvm A military
surtout .which had once been frogged and braided all

over, but was now sadly shorn of its garniture 1897 Globe
x8 Feb 6/3 At the wrists the sleeves are finished with a
two-inch garniture of violets.

3 . Ornament, embellishment generally.

1685 Crowne Str C Nice hi, I bestow some garniture
on plays, as a song or a prologue. 1713 Derham Phys -

Theol iv xu 214 The suitableness of Animals Clothing;
and Garniture and Beauty thereof a 1716 South Serin
III 131 Where real Kindnesses are done, the circumstantial
Garnitures of Love (as I may so call them) may be dispensed
with 176a Foote Lyar 1 Wks 1799 I. 283 A man is

naturally permitted moie ornament and garniture to his
conversation than they will allow in this latitude 1821
Lamb Elia Ser 1. Mockery End, She happily missed all

that train of female garniture which passetn by the name of
accomplishments 1878 Morley Carlyle in Cnt Misc 178
No verbal garniture of a transcendental kind.

b. Applied, to natural objects (as trees, etc ) as
ornaments of the landscape
1684 T, Burnet Th Earth. 11. 80 This destroying of the

outward garniture of the earth is but the first onset 1768
Beattie Minstr, 1 ix, The pomp of groves, and garniture
of fields *809W Irving Knickerb (1861) 56 To their right
lay the sedgy point of Blackwell's Island, drest m the fresh
garniture of living green. 1863 Mrs C Clarke Shake
Char. 11 60 The pomp and garniture of God’s creation—the
green fields and the forest glades

4 Apparel, costume, dress

1827 Pollok Course T vir, Gloomy garniture of pur-
chased woe 1853 Kane Gnnnell Exp xl (1856) 363, I
have never before alluded to the garniture ofmy outer man.
6 Trimming or dressing of a dish Alsofig
1725 Bradley Fain. Diet. s v. Sturgeon

,

It may be set
out with a Marinade, or other Garniture 1761 Wesley
Wks (1872) XIII 393 This means nothing

; it is mere
garniture of the dish 1862 Goulburn Pens Rehg 1 (1873)
3 If he has skilfully dressed a rather spare dish ofknowledge
with the garniture of amusement x888 Frith Antobiog
III. 134 A huge boar's head, with the usual garniture, was
placed upon the table

Garaop, var. Gardnap. Obs
Garnsdorfite (gaunzdpifsit; Min [f Gams-

dorfin Saxony, where it is found
;
named by Brooke

and Miller in 1852 ] A synonym of Pissophanite.

1
1852 Brooke & Miller Phillips' Mm 544 Garnsdorfite

is found in soft drops, i86x Bristow Gloss. Mm 149
Garnsdorfite, a name for pissophane

Gaxasey (violet), var Guernsey.
t Garnwin, Obs rare [OE geam-winde

,
f

geam Yarn + winds = OHG wmta (G winds)

winding-wheel, f windan to Wind ,
cf Du garen-

winder,G garnwinde (LG garwtnne), Icel. garn-
vinda. The ME form has the northern (Scandina-

vian) Gaen for yarn ] = next
<772$ Corpus Gloss 1735, Reponile, ^eainuuinde a 1000

Gloss 111 Wr -Wulcker 213/11 Condnctnm, gearnwmde
14 Metr Voe Ibid 628/x Game wyne, Inrgillnm
? 14 . Nominate MS (Halliw ) A par gurnwyn, girgiltum

Garnwindle, yarnwindle. Obs. exc dial

Forms 5 garnwyndil, garwyndyl(le, (-elle),

-wyngyll, 6 garnwindell, 7, 9 gaxnwindles
(-wmnles) Also 5 garn-, yer- [f Garn, Yarn
Jf-windel formed as instrumental noun to OE
windan to Wind ;

cf. OE. windel basket, G wmdel
swaddling-band, Sw vmdel whirl, spiral, ON vin-

dill wisp, vmdla to wind So Ger. ganvwmdel
(15th c ) beside -winds ] A rotatory appliance, on
which a skein of yarn is placed in order to be more
easily wound into a ball
c 1440 Promp Parv 188/1 Garwyndylle (S. garwyndyl,

or jamwyndyl, P garwyngyll), gtrgillus 1483 Cath
AngL 150/2 A Garwyndelle [A A ( >arne qweylle or A
3arnwyndylle), deuolutonum, geigillus 1674-91 Ray
Collect Words, Gloss Northern 141 Gam Windles, haipe-
done, Rhombus 1878 Cumbld Gloss

,
Garn vnnneis, a

wooden cross from which yarn is wound off

2 Comb
,
as gamwmdle-blades, -stocks.

14 Novi in Wr -Willcker 695/35 Hoc inrgillnm [printed

mrgilium], a par gamwyndil-blades 1576 Richmond
Wills (Surtees) 260 Aspinning whele ij garnwindell stocks

II Garookuh, garrooka. (See qnots

)

2855 Ogilvie Suppl ,
Garookuh

,
a vessel met with in the

Pei sian Gulf In length it vanes from 50 to 100 feet, and
is remarkable for the keel being only one third the length of
the boat 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk., Garrooka, a
fishmg-ciaft of the Gulf of Persia Also in mod Diets

Garotte : see Garrotte.

t GarOILS ,
a Obs rare—1

, [f L gar-um Garum
+ -ous ] Of or lesembling Garum.
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep in. iv 1x4 Adifierent and

offensive odour, proceeding partly from it’s food, that being
especially fish, whereofthis humor may be a garous excretion

oAa raucide [ne] and olidous separation.

Garous(s)e, obs form of Carouse.

Gar-pike (ga ipsi k). ^formed after Garfish :

see Pike ] = Garfish
1776 Pennant Zool. Ill 283 Garpike this fish, which is

found in many places, is known by the name of the Sea-
Needle 1849 Zoologist VI I 239s The gar-pike ofthe western
rivers 1866 Owen A nat Vertebrates l iv 275 The Tench,
the Garpike, and the common Eel 1883 Harpeds Mag
Mar. 515/2 The gar pike of Western lakes
attnb 1872 C King Mountain Sierra Nev ix 185

Savage fishes, of the garpike type.

t Garquince. Obs.
<11483 Liber Niger in House/t Ord. (1790’' 81 He res-

ceyvyth all mannet of spyces to make confections, gar-

quinces, plaates, sedes, and all other spycery nedefull

Garr, obs. form of Gar sb. and v.

Garran s see Garbon.
Garrat, obs form of Garret.
Garrawse, obs form of Carouse.
1617 F. Moryson Itin in, 152 Gentlemen garrawse onely

in Wine
+ Garray. Sc and north. Obs Also 7 garry.

[?f OF guerrei-er to make wai, to harry see

Werrisye v ] a ? Armed force b Commotion,
disturbance, noise, row.
c 1450 Henryson Pari. Beistis 270 As thay wer carpand in

this cais with knakis, And all the court in garry, and in gam,
c 1460 Temmeley Myst vm 377 Full soyn he will shape vs
to sheynd, Ana after vs send rus garray Ibid xm 564 He
made all the garray a 1500 Peebles to Play 11. in Wks.
fas /(1786) 100 For reihng thair micht na man rest. For
garray and for glew 1606 N Riding Rec (1884) I. 30
For malting on two severall Saboath daies in June last

drinkinges and games, whereby above the number of ctb

persons were assembled together with pipes and di umraes
and dancing all -the time of Divine Service, 1725 m Old
Leeds (1868) 70 Therefore none were to attend 1 any such
garrays or merry nights ’

t Garre, sb. Obs. [Cf Garget, Gargil ]
1678 Phillips, Garre

,

a kind of disease incident to Hogs
i* Garre, v Obs. [Echoic, but suggested by
L ga> rire

;
ME. had also jarren, jjeorren

,
OE.

georran, of imitative origin (see Yarbe w); cf
MDu

, MLG , MHG. garren of similar meaning.]
intr To growl, snarl

;
to chatter, chide

,
to chirp,

twitter Hence Ga rrmg vhl. sb and ppl a.

1382 Wyclif 3 John 10,

1

shal moneste his werkes, whiche
he doith, garrmge, or chidinge [L eamem] in to us 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 159 And som vseb straunge
wlafferynge, chiterynge, harrynge, and garrynge [L gam-
ins] grisbayting <7x400 Apel Loll 93 Augurreris we calle
Jjoo jiat tentun to be garring & fliyng of briddus 1587 M
Grove Pelops Hipp (1878) 106 The foole May sing and
garre as doth the birde against a shower ofraine

Garre, obs form of Gar.
Garret (gseret), sb 1 Forms 4 gante, -yte,

5 -ytte, 5-0 garett(e, (5 garet, gerret), 6 gar-
rette, gar(r)it, 6-8 garrat, 6- garret [a OF.
gante, guente, watch-tower (mod F gudnte watch-
tower, sentry-box, refuge) = Sp. ganta (? from Fr ),
Pg guanta , of Teut origin, connected with OF.
guanr

,
wartr

,

to preserve, guard, cute (mod F
guirtr to cure), ad Teut. *warjan to defend, pro-

tect
;
the precise formation of the sb. has not been

satisfactorily explained ]

f 1. A turret projecting from the top of a tower
or from the parapet of a fortification

; a watch-
tower. Obs
13 Str Bettes (A ) 1658 He he held former a hte To a

chaunber vnder a gante 1340 Hampole Pr Cause qiQ1
]>e garettes oboven he yhates bryght Of jie cetd of heven
I lyken )>us ryght, Tylle he garettes of a cete of gold*
la 1400 Morte Arth 562 There salle appone Godarde a
garette be rerede a 1450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 88 She putte
her m a garet to see the Kmge Josue passe 1598 Barret
/hear Warres iv iv. 112 Garrits and watch houses wheiP
the Sentinels are to be placed

!

2 A 100m on the uppermost flora of a house
an apartment formed either partially or wholly
within the roof, an attic Ftom cellar to garret
from garret to kitchen

,
etc • over the whole house'

1483 Caxton Cato Hvb, What sliold auaylle a garette
ful ot whete or a celer ful ofwyn 1577 A Googe Heres
bach'sHnsl 1 (1586) 43 In countreys that are very wette and
watnshe, it is bettei to make them [corn lofts] m Garrettes
as hie as may be 1625 Bacon Apophth xvii Wks 1830
VII 180 My Lord St Alban said that wise Nature did
never put her precious jewels into a garret four stories high
and therefore that exceeding tall men had ever very empty
heads 164s Milton Colast Wks (1851) 368 This is not for
an unbutton’d fellow to discuss in the Garret, at his tressle

1703 Moxon Mcch EAcrc 262 Two Stones high, besides
Cellars and Garrats *7*2 Arbuthnot John Bull iv vm
John Bull ran upstairs and downstairs, fiom the kitchen to
the garrets, and from the garrets to the kitchen 1714 LadyM W Montagu Let to W Montagu 24 Sept

, If it were
possible to restore liberty to your country by reducing
yourself to a garret, I should be pleased to share so glorious
a poverty with you 1781 Gibbon Decl «$- F III 2x9 The
, lodging-house, wlieie the poet Codrus, and his wife, were
permitted to hire a wretched garret immediately under the
tiles 1828 Cari yie Misc (1857) I 23X The news of his
arrival circulated fiom the cellar to the garret 1849 Mrs
Carlyle Lett II 80,

1

was thiough all our house yesterday,
from garret to kitchen. 1874 L Stephen Honrs inLibrary
(1892) II 1 ix His [Johnson's] happiest effort is a disseita-
tion upon the advantage of living in gairets

Jig. 1812 H & J. Smith Horace in Loud 132 We’ll talk
of our gambols Till Phoebus looks out of his garret.

3 slang a The head , esp in phrases to be

wrong til one's garret, to have one's garret un-
furnished, etc b. (See quot 1812)

1796 Grose's Diet Vulg Tongue, Garret, 01 Upper Story,
the head His garret, or upper story, is empty, or un-
furnished ; i e he has no brains, he is a fool 1812 J. H
Vaux Flash Diet

,
Garret, the fob-pocket. 1840 Barham

Ingot Leg, Bagman's Dog, What’s called the claret Flew
over the gai ret 1869 Lonsdale Gloss s v., To be wrung m
yan's Gat rets, to he wanting in intellect, or suffering from
temporary delu 111m

4 aitrib and Comb
,
as garret-poverty, -room,

-stazi s, -story, -window
;
garret-high adj

;
garret-

wise adv.
,
garret-lock (see quot.), garret-master,

a cabinet-maker, lock-smith, etc who woilcs on his

own account, selling Ins manufacture to the dealers

direct (cf. Chamber-master)
1684 Dryden Prol. to Disappointment 46 He hires some

lonely room, love’s fruits to gather, And ’’garret-high rebels

against his father 1848-52 Diet, Archit , *Garret-lock

,

the

term applied to locks of the most inferior description,

because theyare made by men of small means who live and
work in garrets 1861 Mayhew Loud Labour II 376/2
In the shoe trade . . they are called ‘ chamber-masters ’, in
‘ the cabinet-trade ’ they are termed * *garret masters
Ibtd III 223/2 The garret-masters are a class of small

‘trade-working masters’, supplying both capital and
labour 1894 Westm Gas 6 June 2/3 Complaints made
by the local Locksmiths' Tiades Union, as to the sub
letting of Navy contracts to garret-masters not under
factory inspection 17 Addit to Pope (1776) I 1 17 Again
my "garret poverty is shown By the mean cov’nng of

this Portland stone 1671 J Davifs Sibylls 1 vm 23
There may be some brain which hath *garret-room to re-

ceive it 1838 Dickens O Twist xxiv, It was a bare garret-

room 1859 W Collins Q of Hearts (1875) 69 My aunt
came hastily up the "garret-stairs 1806 Forsyth Beauties
Scotl IV. 1 Most of them have now what the country-

people call a loft; tea "garret-story x6xx Cotgr,
Litcame, a "garret window, or window m the roofe of a
house, etc 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II 531 The
rooms on the second floor are still arranged ’garret-wise.

t Garret, sb 2

1626 Bacon Sylva § 352 The Experiment of Wood that

Shmeth in the Darke The Coloui of the Shining Part, by
Day-light, is in some Peeces White, in some Peeces inclining

to Red
,
Which in the Count!ey they call the White ana

Red Garret

Garret (gfe ret), v Build [Of uncertain ori-

gin
;

cf. Gallet v ] trans To insert small pieces

of stone in the joints of (coaise masonry). Hence
G-arxetrag vbl. sb (see quots 1845 and 1893)
1845 Parker Gloss Archit (ed 4), Garrettmg, small

splinters of stone, inserted in the joints of course masonry,
they are stuck in after the work is built Flint walls are

very frequently gairetted 1846 Ecclesiologtst VI 45 The
old way of ‘ garretmg 1 flint-work, that is, of insei ting small

flint-shivers in the mortar of the joints 1893 Sun ey Gloss

,

Garretmg

,

a species of pointing of stonework with small

chips of stone in the joints

Garreted (gse reled),/// a Also 6 garyted,

7-8 garrotted, [f, Garret sb 1 + -ed 2
,]

1 Provided with 1 gairets ’ (see Garret sb. 1).

1531 Sum Tower Loud in Bayley Hist Tower 1 (1821)

App p ix, The whiche forsaide wall p’te of it to be ventyde,

garyted, coped, lowped, and also crestyde 160a Carew
Cornwall 121 a, An uneasie landing place for boats fenced



GARRETEER GARRORT.
with a garretted wall c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 192
1 1810) 202 A castle they have, garreted with tuirets at every
corner 1675 Ogilby But 55 East and West Looe to-

wards the Sea aie fenc’d with a Garreted Wall 1797
Mat on West Count Eng I 262 A cuculai garretted wall,
inclosing some traces of buildings

2 Lodged in a garret rare—1
.

1837 Wordsw Sonn * They who have seen the noble
Roman's scorn’, Laying down his head, When the blank
day is over, garreted, In his ancestral palace

Garreteer (gse reti> 1). Also (7 ? garretteir,

? gantier), 8-9 garretteer. [f Garret 1 + -eer.]

One who lives in a garret , esp an impecunious
author or literary hack.

[1650, i6S3 Examples of these dates are prob mis-
punts ;

see Gazetteer i ] 1720 Bent ley Let 31 Dec
Wks 1836-8 III. 538 Let other scribblers and garreteers
take some caution from his example 1739 P Whitehead
Manners 15 Down, down, ye hungry Garretteeis, descend
1824 Blacken Mag XV 325 If they be not garretteers,
living out of the woild, and never seeing a newspaper 1887
Miss Betham-Edwards Next 0/ Km II xvni 248 The
editorial ‘I am very sorry’—how many garreteers has it

driven to suicide?

attrib 1815 W H Ireland Scnbbleomama 149 Sir
Southey, now chang’d from his garretteer state, To write
silly odes, and palaver the great

Garrhial, var Gavial

t Garrise, v Obs. rare-1
[? back-formation

from Garrison ] Irans To station as a garnson
(Cf. Garrison v 3 )

1633 T Stafford Pac Hib in ii 287 Your Loidship is

to assemble your forces together and because they lye
dispersed, for the more expeditions sake, to take them in
your way Westward, as they are garnsed

Garrison (gse-risan), sb Forms
: 3, 5-8 gari-

son, 3, 6 garyson(e, 4 garis(so)un, gareisoun,
geryzonn, 4-5 garysoun, 4-7 garisoun(e, (5
garson(e, 6-7 Sc. garesone, -otm, 7 guarison),
5-6 garryson, (6 gamsoun), 6- garrison [a
OF ganson, gareison

,
guenson (ONF, wanson

Warison), defence, safety, provision, store, f. ganr,
guenr, to defend, pieserve, furnish, ad. OHG.
warjan to defend ( =OE w%nan Wear v 2

).

Senses 1 and 2 agree with the uses of the French word
The further development is app due to confusion with F
garnison Garnison, which had the same meanings of ‘ de-
fence ’ and ‘ supplies ’, as well as that of * garrison ’ There
is not sufficient evidence to show that the last was ever a
common sense of F. ganson

.

Godefroy gives only one
quotation for it It seems probable that the specially
English sense of ‘ fortress

4 stronghold ’ (see 3I, led to the
identification of the two words and to the final adoption of
4 garrison ’ in place of ‘ garnison

' ]

f 1 Store, treasure
, donation, gift Obs

1*97 R Glouc (Rolls) 8461 Jie king of Camele made pays
& an amnail al so & 3eue hom gret ganson horn non harm
to do 13 Gam # Gr Knt 1837 He nay j>at he nolde
neghe in no wyse Nauber golde ne garysoun a 1400-50
Alexander 1074 Geuys him garsons of gold & of gud stanes
c 1450 St Ciithbert (Surtees) 6835 Of }>ir kyngs and J>air
garysouns, What Jwu gaf, landes and touns

1

2

Defence, protection
j deliverance, safety

;

means of defence Obs.
113*0 Cast Love 870 God nom flesch and blood of hire,

to bunge His folk out of pnsoun pat was vre garysoun.
c 1400 Rom Rose 3248,

1

can nat seen how thow mayst go
Other weyes to garisoun 1549 Covfrdale, etc Erasm
Par Cor 5 It is no weake and feble thing, but a thing of
Gods owne doyng, muche more mightie and effectuall, than
is any mans power and garrisons 136* T. Norton Calvin's
Inst 1 46 He hath an innumerable gard to whorne he hath
geuen In charge to trauaile for our safetie, and that so long
as we be compassed with the garrison and support of them
. we be without al reach of hurt.

3
*t* a. A fortress or stionghold (obs ) b. (from

sense 4) A place in which troops are quartered for
defensive or other military purposes, a gainson-
town
c 1430 Lydg Hors, Shepe

, <5- G (Roxb ) 21 With oute werre
We may not saue ne kepe our right Our garisouns [v r

garnesoms] ner castellis olde CX440 Protnp Parv 188/1
Garsone, stionge place (H garyzone, or garzone, strong
holde), mumcipmm c 1450 Golagros fy Gam 1144 Quhen
that Gawyne . Wes cummyn to the castel . Gromys of
that garisoune maid gamyn. 1483 Cath Angl. 130/1 A
Garison, mumcipium 1494 Fabyan Chron an. 1434 ^533)
2°o a/2, Lord Talbot in aefendynge of the kynge’s Gary-
sons, was beset with Frensh men at a place named Cas-
tyllyon 1368 Grafton Chron II. 28oThetoune of New
Castell upon Tyne, and in all other garrisons on the marches
of Scotlande 1634 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I 314 Went by
Newark-on-Trent, a brave town and garrison 1743 Capt
Woodkoopem Hanway Trav. (1762) I n xx. 88 With direc-
tions to look for a proper place to build a garrison 1739
Robertson Hist Scot (18x7) I 11 372 He . with his own
soldiers invested Werk Castle, a garrison of the English.
*799 Med. Jtnl I 462,

1

would propose that a ship of the
line be employed as a lazaretto . and stationed opposite
the garrison

4 f a A body or troop of persons (obs.). b. A
body of soldiers stationed in a fortress or other
place for purposes of defence, etc
In sense b the word has taken the place of the older

Garnison,
a Dunbar Poems xxxv. 33 Jonet the weido on

ane bussome rydand Off wichiss with ane winder [v r won-
drous] garesoun 13*6 Pilgr. Per/ (W deW 1331) 253 b,
After this sentence all the garyson of the knyghtes and tur-
mentours gathered aboute hym a 1333 Ld Berners Gold
Bh M. Aurel (1336) Dmj, If I leade garrysons ofmenneof
armes. 1335 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 150 The nobillis all

63

in ane greit garesone, For the most part passit out of the
toun
b 134* Udall Erasm Apoih 161b, When certain

persones moued hym and would haue had hym to kepe the
uteeswithgarysons he saied [etc ] 1587 Holinshed Scot
Chron 237/1 He made the castle stronger, in which he
placed a valiant garrison 1639 Dk Hamilton in H
Papers (Camden) 72 If att the same tyme the gansounes
att Beruick and Carlyll mad inroods into the Countrie
1723 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 280 Strong forts
erected and strong garrisons maintained in them 1801
Wellington in Gurw Desp (1837) I 347 The garrison
could not remain in that fort opposed to the fire of a man
of war 1844 H H Wilson Bret India. II 221 He
gave orders that the forts demanded should be opened to
British garrisons *874 Green Short Hist 1. § 2 15 The
bulk of the garnson lay cantoned along the Roman wall
Jig *348 Ld Somerset Epist Scots Cj, Hauyng the
sea for wall, the mutuall loue for garrison, and God foi
defence 1308 Drayton Heroic Ep

,
Black Prince to

C’tess Salisbury 126 Thy virtuous thoughts Like carefull
skouts, passe vp and down thy breast whilst al the blessed
ganson do sleepe 1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2) To Pari
Eng , To mslave the dignity of man, to put a garnson upon
his neck of emptyand overdignifi'd precepts 1734 Cowper
Ep to R Lloyd 18 A fierce banditti That daily threaten
to dnve thence My little garrison of sense

t c Place, town ofgarrison • a garrison-town
1391 Shaks i Hen. VI, v iv x68 Onely resent'd, you

claime no interest In any of our Townes of Garrison 159*
Nashe P Penilesse Wks (Grosart) II 79 If he haue beene
ouer, and visited a towne of Garrison a 1613 Overbury
A Wife (1638) 208 He learnt his trade m a Towne of
Garison neere famish’t. 1649 J Taylor (Water P ) Wan-
dering to see the West Civ, For at all places of Garison,
there is very strict examinations of persons

5 Phrases. In garnson [F. en garnison]
•

doing duty as a garrison or as one of a garnson.
(To go or be sent) into garrison to do garnson
duty. To keep gart ison

.

to maintain a force of
armed men in a fortified place

,
to be * in gar-

rison
’

cj489 Caxton Blanchardyn lu 200 Whan the souldyours,
that Subyon had lefte there in garryson, herde [etc ] 1348
Hall Chron

,
Hen IV, 30 All the souldiers whiche the

duke of Orleance had left there in garnson to defend the
bridge £1330 Deb betw Somer ff Wynt 39 in Hazl.
E P P. III. 35 They haue no wyll to labour, in felde nor
in garysone 1396 Spenser State Irel Wks (Globe) 652/1
The Earl of Tyrone is nowe accoumpted the strongest;
upon him would I lay 8000 men 111 garrison 1607 Dekker
Northw Hoe v Wks 1873 III 69 My husband is m garri-
son i’ the Low Countries 1707 Land Gas No 4317/2
Part of their Troops are to remain in Ganson there

,
the

rest are to go into Garison at Mantua. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11 xv, His soldiers keep garnson X730A Gordon
Maffei's Amphith 176 The Circus in which a certain
Count kept garrison forhisown Security 1769 Robertson
Chas V, VI. vi 90 Those in garnson at Goletta threatened
to give up that important fortress x8oa C James Miht.
Diet s v

,
The elite or flower of the Janissaries of Con-

stantinople is frequently sent into garnson on the frontiers
of Turkey.

8 attrib. and Comb., as garrison-artillery
,
-bat-

talion, -guard, -gun, f -man, -preaching, -soldier
;

garrison-carriage (see quot ) ;
garrison-hack

slang, a woman who flirts indiscriminately with the
officers of a garnson (Farmer)

,
garrison-hold,

possession or occupation by means of a garnson ,

garrison-town, a fortified town in which a garnson
is stationed , t so garrison-house
1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Mi lit Did (ed. 3),

*Garnson
Aitillery 1809 Char in Atm Reg 737/2 [He] was pro-
moted to the rank of Major in the sixth *Garrison-Battalion
then in Ireland 1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Miht Did
(ed 3) s v. Carnages, *Garnson Carnages, carnages con-
structed for such guns and howitzers as are not intended
for transport, and which are generally placed on the ram-
parts of a fortress [etc.]. x8oo Asiat. Ann Reg

,
Misc

Tracts 206/2 No person under the dignity of a chief
Rajah has the honour of being saluted by the ^garrison
guard 1876 Jas Grant One of the 600 1 8 The ^garrison
hacks, or pass! belles, whose names and flirtations are
standing jokes 1800 Atlienseum 8 Feb 176/1 The heroine
is a 4 garrison-hack . 1888W Cory Lett Jrnls, (1897)
529 We are in danger if we relax our *garrison hold of the
adjacent island 1677 W Hubbard Narrative 11. 80 Yet
were they able to surprize but one ^garrison house, 1386
Leycesler Corr (Camden) 60 The poor ^garrison men
suffer the greatest miserie 1833 Motley Dutch Rep
{1861) I 226 Without undervaluing the influence of the
*garrison preaching of the German military chaplains in
the Netherlands 16x7 Moryson Itin. 1 xx The Duke
was at great charge in keeping *Garison Souldiers at
Diesden 1663 Manley Grotius' Low C Warres 443
The rest of the Foitifications upon that Coast, the Garrison
Souldiers that were therein, when they fled, aid overthrow
and destioy

_
1648 Art, Peace ix. m Milton's Wks (1847)

251/1 The disposal of the forts, castles, *garnson-to\vns
a 1636 Bp Hall Rem Wks. (1660) 35 The Nights in those
Guarison Towns brought me weakness 1796 Morse
Amer Geog II 346 A strong garrison town
Garrison (gse risan), v [f, prec sb ]

1

trans. To furnish with a garrison, to place
troops m (a fortress, town, etc.) for defensive pur-
poses
1569 Stocker tr Diod.Stc m.v, After he had garrisonned

Sycione 1663 Manley Grotius’ Low C Warres 634 They
Garrison’d Viseo 1786 W Thomson Watson's Philip III
(1839) 261 Garrisoning and fortifying such of the towns
he had taken, as were most important for their situation
and strength 1840 Thihlwall Greece VII 315 He
fortified the citadel and garrisoned the port 1893 Scot
Antiq X 77 In the ’Forty-five, Burleigh Castle., was
garrisoned for King George,

fig <1x836 H Miller Paper on Cur Suite Fossils

(1874) 348 Is bone a thing rather strongly garrisoned by
vitality, than itself vital ? 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der vii
hv. His soul was garrisoned against presentiments and fears.

+ b 4 To secure by fortresses’ (J.) , to protect
with a garrison Obs
1673 G. Stepney in Dryden's Juvenal Sat vm (1697)

194 those Forces join Which Garnson the Conquests near
the Rhine 1797 Burke Regie Peace 111 Wks. VIII 372
We have been . fortifying and garrisoning ourselves at
home

+ e mtr To establish a garrison 01 military
post. Obs tare— 1

.

1726 Cavalher Mem 111 163 He garrison’d m several
Places, that he might be the more ieady to disturb and
deprive us of all Means of getting Provisions

2 Of troops * To occupy as a garnson
1645 Ld Digby in Ludlow's Mem (1699) III 381 Let

them enquire befoie they put m, lest by any accident the
Enemy should have Gansoned those Places before we
come thither 1673 Ray Jonrn Low C 23 No greatTown,
but well fortified and entrencht, garrison’d by three Com.
pames of Foot 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV 363 The
other towns, which were garrisoned by the Greek mer-
cenaries, refused to receive him. 1833 Macaulay Hist
Eng IV xvu 99 The fort was stormed The soldiers who
had garrisoned it fled in confusion to the city
transf andfg 1646 J Hall Poems, Ihe Call 6 I’le

keep off harms, If thou’l be pleas'd to gainson mine arms
1647 Cowley Mistr Ixvn, Since thou took'st it [my Heart]
by Assault from Me, '1 is Ganson’d so strong with Thoughts
of Thee a 1711 Ken Psyche Poet Wks. 1721 IV. 201
O Make my Heart thy Care No Rebels then will garrison
my Breast 1832 G. Downes Lett Cont Countries I 439
The convent, although spacious, is garrisoned by only
seven monks

3 To put ‘in garnson’ or on garrison-duty ; to

station as a garnson Alsofig
1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks (Globe) 651/2, I would

wish the chief power of the armye to be garrisoned in one
countrey that is strongest 16x4 Raleigh Hist Wot Id 11

vii, § 4 347 Hippos or Hippion, a Citie so called of a Colonie
of Horsemen, there garnsond by Herod 1671 Milton
Samson 1497 Garrisoned round about him like a camp Of
faithful souldiery. 1891 Daily News 30 Dec 6/3 He was
arusoned in the highest of the French forts on the
avoy Alps
Hence Garrisoned (lown), furnished with or

defended by a garrison
, also = garnson (town)

,

Ga rrisoning vbl sb and ppl. a. Also Ga rri-

soner, a garrison-soldier.

1638 W Burton Itin Anton 121 Much less let him
marvel to find Baths in gairisoned Towns x68i Nevile
Plato Redtv 241 The Second great Preiogative the King
enjoys, is the sole Disposal and Ordering of the Militia .

Garrisoning and Fortifying places [etc ] 1693W Freke
Art of War xiv 278 Military Discipline is as necessary for

Youi Garrisoners m their Sallies, as Your Field Souldiers
in their March 1797 Burke Regie Peace in Wks VIII 374
A garrisoned sea-town 1879 Baring-Gould Germany I.

393 The garrisoning army . consisted of 10,107 officers,

333,102 men 1884 Manch Exam 27 Sept 5/3 A specially
recruited Indian army for the garrisoning of Egypt 1894
Athenseum 29 Dec 886/1 The Chouans attacked Teilleul,

a gairisoned town.

+ Garriso*nian, sb .
1 Obs nonce-wd. [f Gar-

eison + -(i)an.] One who lives in a fort 01

garrison-town.
X773MRS Grant Lett fr Mount (1809) I. xxn 172 All

the spirit that divei ted you in my description of our gar-
risomans, is evaporated 1786 Ibid (1809) II xxm n8.

Garrisonian (gsens^u nian), a and sb 2 [f

the proper name Garrison + -(i)an] A adj

Pertaining to W L, Garnson, a leader m the

Amencan anti-slavery agitation B sb. A fol-

lower or supporter of Garrison , an abolitionist.

2863 W. Phillips Speeches vi in Garrisonian antislavery
movement. 1890 C Martvn W. Phillips 160 The Church
had accused the Garusomans of mfidehty 1892 Nation

(N Y ) 30 June 490/2 The Garrisonian abolitionists

So Ga rrisoxnsxn, the anti-slavery principles of

Garnson; abolitionism
1848 Lowell Lett (1894) I 125 Theodore Parker’s letter

is full of Garnsomsm from one end to the other. 1878N Amer Rev CXXVII 98 The wires of Calhoumsm and
Garnsomsm were joined and the war began.

f Ga’rrisonize, v Obs rare—*, [f Gaerison
sb + -ize ] trans. To furnish with a garrison.

1657 Earl Monmouth tr Panda's Pal Discourses 176
Not feeing able to garrisonise or furnish so many Fortresses
with things necessary

+ Ga'rrisomnent. Obs rare-* ?= Garri-
son sb 4.
1393 Nashe Christ's T (1613) 44 Set some gaxisomnent

before the gate of thy Tabernacle, to oppugne the dis-

possessors of thy Tabernacle.

Garrit, obs form of Garret
i*Garritoiur. Obs. Sc. Also 6 garaitoixr,

garitour [f OF. garite Garret + -our -or.]

One who occupies a ‘ garret ’ or watch-tower

;

a watchman on a tower or wall

*501 Douglas Pal Hon in lv, Than on the wall ane
garitour I considder, Proclamand loud that did thair hartis

swidder. 1560 Rolland Crt Venus 11 857 On the walheid
was gretest Garaitour Dame Chaistitie, in armis most
actiue 1380 Inv R Wardr (1815) 301 And in the nedder
hous thairof [the quhite toure] ane stand bed for the gam-
toure.

Garron 1
,
garran (gte ran) Forms 6-9

garran, (6 garraut, 6-7 garoa, 7 guaxreat, gar-
88 -2
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roon(e, *j, 9 garrone, 7-8 gerran, 8-9 girran),
6- garron. [a. Gael gearran, Irish gearrdn ] A
small and inferior kind of horse bred and used
chiefly in Ireland and Scotland.
1540 Si. Papers Hen VIIT, III 169 That the saide

Fergananym shall pay yerely to our Soverayne Lorde the
Kyng for every horse, mare, garrant, kowe^ oxe, and bull

4a Inshe 1586 J Hooker Chron Irel in Holtnshed II
156/2 His cariage horsses (which they terme garons) waxed
faint. 1601 Holland Pliny I, 466 Horses, Mules, and such
laboring garrons 1633 Stafford Pac. Hib, (1821) it 39
Three thousand Mares and Gerrans 167a Petty Pol Anut
(1691)41TheFootmanship is .almost quite lost everyman
now keeping a small Garran to ride on. 1735-6 Carte Or-
monde I 405 Men whose horses were most of them no better
than garrons 179a A Young Turn. France 209, I thought

that the Irish garrans had no rivals on the globe 1846
McCulloch Acc. Bnt Empire (1854) I 299 Neither carts
nor any other sort of carriage could be used, the whole inter-

course ofthe country being carried on by means of Highland
ponies or garrons 189* K Kipling Light that failed u,
The seediest, weediest Egyptian garron offered for sale in
Cairo or Alexandria
attnb. x68x Dineley Jrnl. Tour It el ia Tram. Kilkenny

Archsol Soc. Ser. h I 175 The guarrent horses many
going without shoos 179a A Young Trav. France 85 That
province [Bretagne] is infested m every stable with a pack
of garran poney stallions, sufficient to perpetuate the
miserable breed that is every where seen. 1865 Carlylt
Fredk Gt. xiii xui. V 127 Thick soled peasants mount
your garron plough horses.

Hence Ga’rronlyrr.jresembhngthegarron (breed)
1737 Bracken Famery Impr. (1757) II 58 Our ugly,

crooked, garronly Breed

Garron 2 (gas ran). Also 6 Sc. garrown, gar-
Tone, garoun, 7 Sc. garroun [?a ONF *garron
—OF jarron branch, of a tree ]
1

1

Sc 1 A beam of wood Ohs
>543 Aberdeen Reg V 18 (Jam ) Gieit treis, rwif spams,

garrownis *554-5 in Burgh Rees Edinb (1871) II. 307
Item, foi uther thre garroms coft fra Robert Gray to be hand
spaikkis vj" x6i2Bk Customsm Halyburton'sLedeer(xB6j)
308 Garrones, single the hundrethxn It, dowble thehundreth
xxun h. 1615 m Pitcairn Crirn Tnalslll 276 Dang athis
hall dur with ane garroun
2 . (More fullygarron-nail.') A kind oflarge nail.
15S*~3 m Burgh Rees Edinb (1871) II 276 Item vij”

garrone nalis thairto ix“ 1833 Loudon Encycl Cottage
Arc/itt § 1072 The rafters to be chacked and spiked to-
gether with double garron nails

Garrooka see Garookuh.
+ Garrot 1

. Ohs rare- 1
, [a F. garrot *the

Wythers of a horse, &c. ; also, a wring, or pinch
in the Wythers’ (Cotgr ) ] A disease of horses.
x6oo Surflet Country Forme 1 xxvm 193 For the garrot

:

plucke away the flesh that is dead with a sharpe instrument.

Garrot 2 (gae rat). Also garrott, [a. F.garrot

(
1 75 7 m Hatz -Darm.) ] A sea-duck of the genus
Clangula-, esp, the Golden-eye (G glaucion).

Harlequin garrot : see Harlequin 6.
1839 Griffith Cuvier’sAmm. Ktngd VIII 609 We may,

moreover, separate [from the Lobate Duck, Shaw] the
Garrots, Clangula, Leach, whose bill is shorter and narrower
in front 1844 Zoologist II. 314 Golden eye, ‘Garrot’,
Clangula chrysophthalrnos.

Garrot 3 (gse rat) [a. F garrot

,

see next ]
1 Antiq A lever used for winding a cross-bow.
Only in mod writers, with erroneous explanation.
1824 Meykick Antient Armour III Gloss

, Garrotus, the
garrot or quarrel for the crossbow It was also used to
imply a lever

2 . Surg. (Seeqnot)
*®45 S. Palmer Pentaglot Diet , Garrot, In Surgery, a

small cylinder of wood, employed to tighten the circular
band, by which the artery or a limb is compressed, in order
to suspend the circulation of the blood in haemorrhage from
accident, amputation, or aneurism. (In mod Diets)

Garrotte, garotte (garp t), sb Also gar-
rote, garrot. [a. Sp. garrote (the form now
prevailing being thiough Fr. vb. garrotter', see
Garrotte

.

v ) = F. garrot (from i3thc.) stick,
spec, packing-stick, etc.

, of obscure origin . cf.

GabRON 2
.]

+ 1. 1A cudgell to winde a cord as carriers do to
packe their wantels with * (Mrasheu) Ohs rare
16*9 J M[abbe] tr. Fonseca's Dev Contempt 236 Thou

hast, rich furniture for thy horses, siluer Garrotes or Wrests
to packe vp and fasten thy Sumpter vpon thy strong backed
Mules [1826 Blackw Mag XX. 82 There is another kind
of torture, employed by_ the Spanish Inquisition. When the
patient is placed in this apparatus, his arms, thighs, and
ankles are made fast to the sides by means of small cords,
which being tightened by means of garrots

, or rackpms
(called by some the Spanish windlass'), in the same manner
precisely as earners tighten the ropes that fasten down the
loads on their carts, cut into the very bone ]

2 . The Spanish method of capital punishment
by strangulation

;
the apparatus for inflicting this

The cord was originally twisted by means of a garrote or
packing-stick (see sense 1)

X632 Mabbe tr. Aleman’s Guzman d’Alf 1 266 Throwing
a cord about his necke, making vse of one of the corners of
the Chayre, he gaue him the Garrote, wherewith he was
strangled to death 1833 SoutheyPenms War 111 54 Theman was hanged and quartered, the woman strangled by
the garrote, 1837 Major Richardson Brit Legion viu.
(ed. 2) 2xo, I have no hesitation in pronouncing death by
the garrot, at once the most manly, and the least offensive
to the eye. 1878 N, Amer Rev CXXVI, 89 He next went
to Cuba . was wounded and captured, but escaped the
garrote to follow Walker to Nicaragua.

3. Highway-robbery performed by throttling

the victim To Up the garrotte . {slang) to use
this method of robbery
1853 Ann Reg 78 The crime of robbery by means of

suffocation, andknown as 1 garotte ’, from the Spanish mode
ofexecution, has become exceedingly common 1856 Punch
XXXI 194 The old ‘Stand and deliver •'

’s all rot, Three
to one, hit behind

, with a wipe round the jowl, boys, 1 hat’s
the ticket—and Vive la Garotte / .Let them cly-fake, we’ll
tip the Garotte
4 attrib,, as garrotte-man, -robbery.
1862 Mayhew & Bjnny Cnm Pns Lend. 5 If India has

its Thugs, London has its garotte men

Garrotte, garotte (garp-t), v. Also 9 gar-
(r)ote. [ad Sp. garrotear, f. garrote : see prec.

The prevailing form is due to the equivalent F.

garrotter ]
1. trans. To execute by means of the garrotte
1851 Gentl Mag Oct 418 Lopez was publicly garroted

at Havannah on the 1st of September 1894 Westm. Gas
ax Nov 4/3 The rule now is to garrotte culprits within the
walls of the pnson
2 To throttle (a person) m order to rob him.
1858 [see Garrotting vbl sb ] 1869 J. Grelnwood Sev.

Curses Lend 201 A ruffian, committed for trial for garotting
and nearly murdering a gentleman 1890 Spectator 30Aug

,

Young ruffians of the class who gaiotte then schoolfellows
to rob them. 1896 Boston (Mass ) Herald 16 Feb xx/8
Aman was garrotted last night at Bayard Street, New York.

b. transf. andjig To strangle.

1878 R Jefferies Gamekeeper at home viu 184 This
happens when the loop has slipped and seized the creature
just at the gills It then garottes the fish. 1893 K Grahaml
Pagan Papers 38 Commercialism, whose name is Jerry, and
who studs the hills with stucco, and garrotes the streams
with the girder.

Hence Garro tted ppl a
x86o Tylor A nahuac ix 247 Garotted malefactors sitting

bolt upright in the high wooden chairs they had just been
executed in

Garrotter, garotter (garpisi). [f. Gar-
rotte v + -eb l.J One who garrottes.

1859 Sala Tvj round Clock (1861) 290 Burkins, the
garotter, who is now in hold in Pentonville for his sms
X879 Farrar St. Paul I 4g6 We cannot read without a
shudder even of the flogemg ofsome brutal garotter 1885
Law Times 14 Mar. 348/x Lord Bramwell .sentenced many
a garrotter to the cat

Garrotting, garotting (garptirj), vbl. sb.

[f as prec. + -ING L]
1. Execution by means of the Spanish garrotte.
i8go Pall Mall G 9 Aug 6/1 In the way of executions,

nothing so bad has been seen in Europe for a long time as
the jrarottmg of Higima Balaguer, a Spanish murderess, at

attrib. 1890 Saintsbury in New Rev Feb. 136 You go
to the gallows, the block, the garrotting chair.

2. The practice of throttling a person for the
purpose of robbing Mm.
1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xvi 54 She pursued the

even tenour ofher way apparently indifferent to everything
—even to a garotting 1870 Miss Bridgman Ro. Lynne II
vi. 134 The Heaviest weapon of defence, bought in the days
of garotting

tGarrub. Obs. rare-1 .

1696 J F Merchant's Ware-ho. 35 There is Silk Romals,
there is Romals Garrub and Cotton Romals The Garrub
is the most deceitful of any, for they for the generallity wear
like Dirt

Garrulance (gse*rs21ans). rarer-1, [badly f,

Garrul-ous + -ance.] = Garrulity.
1890 Mrs Hungerford Born Coquette I. vi 48 With all

the garrulance of youth

tGarrulate, v. Obs rare- 1
, [f. ppl, stem of

late L. garruldre, f. garrul-us

.

see Garrulous ]
trans. To say or speak with, garrulity.
1656 J Bourne Def Script, 41 Whatsoever these Quakers

garrulate to the contrary.

tGarruling, vbl sb. Obs rare-1
, [ad. late

L. garruldre . see prec.] The action of chattering
or talking volubly. In quot., of a bird.
*549 Compl Scot, vn 39 The garruling of the stirlene gart

the sparrou cheip

Garrulity' (gar« liti). [a. F. garruhti, ad.
L garruhtdtem, f garrul-us : see Garrulous.]
The quality of being garrulous, loquaciousness.
1581 W Fulke in Confer, m. (1584) 0 ij b, Such as are

like to proceede from a Fryer, full of impudencie and
garrulitie 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 28 Thou thy
selfe with thy vaine babling and garrulitie troublest our
cares, x6jx Milton Samson 491 Let me here expiate, if

possible, my crime, Shameful ganuhty. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 141 Y x The prudence of a slave, or the
garrulity of a woman, have hindered or promoted the most
important schemes. 1788 H. Walpole Reimn. 1. 6, 1 am
sensible of the garrulity of old age. 1834 PringleAfr. Sk.
vu 247 All alive with the amusing garrulity of monkeys
and paroquets. x8sg Tennyson Guinevere 309 The novice
crying Shame on her own garrulity garrulously 1869
Phillips Vesuv il 25 Nor is this reticence balanced by the
garrulity of any other wnter

+ Garrulo*se, a Ols~° =next.
*7*7 Bailey vol, II, Gamelose, full ofTalk, always prating
Garrulous (gser/Slss), a. [f. L garrulus

talkative (f, garrire to chatter, prattle) + -ous.]
1 . Given to much talking

; fond of indulging in
talk or chatter , loquacious, talkative.
c x6ix Chapman Iliad in. Comm 48 Where they were

S
aue and wise Counsellors, to make them garrulous, as
rasshoppers are stndulous

; that application holdeth not

in these old men, though some old men are so 1730-46
Thomson Autumn 1231 Age garrulous, recounts ThefSts
of youth. 1788 H Walpole Remm. vu 46 Such anecdotes
have not yet emerged into publicity from theporie-feuillcs

of such garrulous Brantdmes as myself x8ao W Irving
Sketch Bk II. 176 The house is shown by a garrulous old
lady in a frosty red face. 1876 Black Madcap V xvm 162The garrulous ancient was for once holding his tongue.
b. transf Of birds and inanimate things: Chat-

tering or babbling. [So L. gairuhts
]

1854 Tennyson To F.D Maurice v, You’ll . only hear
the magpie gossip Garrulous under a roof of pine 1844
Patmore Angel m Ho. 1 11 x. (1879) 239 Birds grew
gairulous m the grove 1877 L Morris Epic Hades 11. 177The stream stayed Its garrulous tongue
2 Of speech or talk : Characterized by garrulity

;

full of long rambling statements, wordy.
‘ 5

1838-9 Hallam Hist Lit. IV 1 iv § x6 9 In a desultory
and almost garrulous strain, Bentley poui s forth an immense
store of novel learning 1847 Disraeli Tancred n. n
Colonel Brace was indulging in his garrulous comments!
1867 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) I iv. 149 A very
discursive and garrulous history of the time *873 Black
Pr Thule (1874) 6 The tall and grave-faced keeper might
have kept up his gari ulous talk for hours

’

Hence Ga rrulously adv
, G-a rrulousness

1737 Bah ey vol II, Garrulousness, Talkativeness, Prating-
ness 1856 Miss Mulock J Halifax xvi, How I blessed
Mrs Jessop’s innocent garrulousness. 1839 Tennyson
Guinevere 228 To whom the little novice garrulously, ‘ Yea
hut I know* [etc] 1884 Pall MallG 12 Jan. 5/1 Garru’
lousness chastened into terseness

Garry, var Garray. Obs.

+ Garse, sb Obs. Forms
: 3 garoe, 4 gerse,

5 gaarce, 6 garashe, 3, 5-8 garae. See also
Gash. [a. OF. *garse, noun of action f garser
(see Garse v.), cf med.L. garsa, geisa incision,

scarification.] A cut, incision, gash.
«X325 Ancr R 258 peo like reouSfulle garcen [T garses]

of J>e luoere skurgen c 1380 itir Ferumb. 3693 J>e dent of
bat sper .Of ys skyn a litel hit nara. Richard gan grope to
pat gerse. c 1440 Promp. Parv 186/1 Gaarce, scanficacio,

sesura, msctsio, setssura X530 Palsgr 224/x Garsshe in
wode or in a knyfe, hochc x6xi Cotgr, Ckiquetnre
a cutting

; a gash, cut, garse [1783 Ainsworth's Lat. Diet.
(Morell) 11, Incisura,

a cut, gash, or gaise ]

+ Garse, V. Med. Obs. [a. OF garser, parser
to scanfy ; m mod F. gercer (dial jarcer

)
to chap,

open in cracks, m which sense Palsgr has garscher
OF. garser glosses caraxare {=char-\ L. form of
Gr. gapkaanv to cut, incise: its identification with
this word involves phonological difficulties, but is

more plausible than theview ofDiezthat itrepresents
a pop. L type *carptidre, f. carpere to pull, pluck
The development ofEng garsh

,
gash from garse 15

obscure; Palsgrave’s French form is perhaps not to

be relied on.] trans To scarify, to make a senes
of cuts or incisions in. Also absol.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP R vii 111 (1495) 224 It is good
to garse the legges byneth that the humours may be drawe
from the heed downwarde to the nether partyes cx400
Lanfranc's Ctrmg xB A surgian vndoij? put pat is hool,
whanne he letip blood, eijjer garsijj, eijjer brenneji 1541
R Copland Guydon's Quest Chimrg Qjb, Gyue it small
fyllyps with your nayle and garse it a newe that it may
blede well.

Garse (measure for rice) : see Gaboe.
Ga’rsil. north, dial. Forms. 4-5 garsell(e,

5 gars(s)yl, gressell, 7 garzill, 8-9 garsil [For
earlier *garthsel, *gerthsel — Da gjuerdsel, Sw.
gardsel fencing, fencing-stuff, brushwood, f. ON.
gertfa (Da gjserde, Sw. gardd

)
to fence (f garV-r

fence : see Garth) + -sel as m Hirsel, Ybmsel ]
Brushwood used for fencing, or (mod ) for burning.
[1396 Mem Rtpon (Surtees) III. 125 Et m garsell emp

pro clausura Ricardi quondam Roberti de Hundgate, 8d.

1453 Ibid. 160 De xid sol pro j plaustrat. de gressell cum
canagio, empto pro orto ibidem Et de 2d. sol pro faccione

j cepis ibidem] 1483 Cath Atigl. 151/1 Garselle [Not
glossed ] 1674-91 Ray N. C Words (ED S ), Garzill,
hedgmg-wooa 1788W Marshall Yorksk. Gloss. (E D. S ),

Gaisil, hedging-tborns. or other brushwood used in making
dead hedges 1876 Whitby Gloss., Garsil.

+ Ga'rsing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Garse v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the verb Garse.
CX440 Promp, Parv 186/2 Garcynge, scarificacio, inscisw

a 1450 MS Bodl 423 If 208 a, By medicyn outher by
bledynge Bledyng I say either by veyne or by garsyng
1503 Arnolde Chron (1811) 172 In that tyme [Winter] men
shulde lete them bloode in ther bodys by garsmge 1541

R

Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg. N nj a Some [ventoses]
be with garsynge and other without scaryfycacyon.
Garsome, var Gersome. Obs
Garson(e, obs form of Garrison.
Garson, -soon, -soun: see Garcion.
Garss, -ie, obs. Sc. forms of Grass, -y.

Garsshe, var. Garse sb. Obs
Ga*rston, ge’rston. Obs exc dial, and Hist,

[OE. g&rstdn, f gmfs Grass + tdn enclosure : see

Town ] A grassy enclosure
;
a paddock or field

a xooo Laws of Ina c. 42 (Schmid) Gif ceorlas gsers-tun
hsebhen Remaenne <*1377 m Hist. MSS Comm.i (1876)
560 [A deed of Edward 3

r<1 grants to Ralph, a piece of
ground lying between the ‘ garston ’ and the lane] 1856
Akerman in ArcJueol (1857) XXXVII, 140 The site,

formerly a small paddock or garstun, called from a former
owner of the land, Purbnck’s Close 1885 Q Rev, Apr 324
Yards (gerstuns or garstons) for rearing stock * were en-
closed.



GARTER. GARTH.
Garsum(me, var. Gersome. Obs.

Gart(e, pa t. of Gar v
Gartain, -an(e, -en, Sc forms of Garter.
Garte, obs. form of Garth 2

Garter (ga itai), sb. Forms* 5 gartare, -ere,

gardere, gart(o)ur, 6 Sc gartan(e, -tam, 6-9
Sc. garten, 4- garter, [a OF gartier, jartier

,

jarretier (also jarltere

,

F jarretibre
, whence Sp

jarretera, It. giarrettierd), f. OF. .gdra/, jaret (F.

jarret) the bend of the knee (in men), the lower

part of the leg (in animals) = Sp jarrete, It. gar-

retto A form jarre, garra

,

in Fr dialects answers

to Sp. and Pg. garra, and may be of Celtic origin

= Breton gar, Welshgdr the ham or leg-bone
,
if so

the woids must have spread from OFr. to the other

Romanic tongues. The substitution of « for r in

the Scottish forms is not accounted for ]

1. A band worn round the leg, either above or

below the knee, to keep the stocking from falling

down
*38* Wyclif Gen. xiv 23 Fro a threed of the weeft vnto

a garter [1388 layner] of a hoos c 1440 Prornp Pan) 188/1
Gartere or gardere, subltgar 1539 m Pitcairn Crtmtnal
Trials (1833) I. *297 Beltes and gartanis of taffiteis 1547
Boorde Brev Health 51 With 11 garteis I do bynde the
wrestes of the armes c 1630 Risdon Sum Devon § 63 (1810)
62 Lancelot was found hanged m his bed-chamber, by his

garter, to the bedstead 17x1 Addison Sped. No 16 r 1

A Pair of silver Garters buckled below the Knee. 1786
Borns Halloween 24 The lads sae trig, wi* wooer babs,
Weel knotted on their garten. 1826 Scott Woodst. 111,

Lasses leaping till you might see where the scarlet garter
fastened the light-blue hose 1865 Mrs Carlyle Lett III
388, 1 have knitted myself a pair of garters.

f b A similar band, worn as a belt or sash. Obs.
1598 Sylvester Du Barlas 11 11 iv Cohmnes 271 From

her right shoulder, sloaping over-thwart her, A watchet
Scarf, or broad imbrodered Garter

c Naut slang. Fetters, irons

1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780), Iron Garters, a cant
worafor bilboes, or fetters X867 in Smyth Satlods Word-bk
2 . The Garter

,

the badge of the highest order of
English knighthood Hence, membership of this

order; the order itself.

The institution of the order Is commonly ton the authority
of Froissart) attributed to Edward III about the year 1344
By the time of Selden (1614) it was traditionally asserted
that the garter was that of the Countess of Salisbury, which
fell off while she danced with the King, who picked it up
and tied it on his own leg, saying to those present Horn soit

qia vialy pense The Garter as the badge of the Order is

a ribbon of dark-blne velvet, edged and buckled with gold,
and bearing the above words embroidered in gold, and is

worn below the left knee; garters also form part of the
ornament of the collar worn by the Knights
C1350 Wynnere >$- Wastoure 63 And iche a gartare of

golde gerede full richeThen were th[e]re wordes in be webbe
payntted of plunket ‘ hethyng haue the hathell J>at any

harme thynkes ' [1388 in Higden (Rolls) IX 155 A cause
qil fuist chevalier del gartour ] 14 HoccleveMin Poems
(1892) 41 To yow, lordes of the garter 1 flour Of Chiualne ’

as men yow clepe and calle 0x500 Flower Leaf lxxv,

Eek there be Knightes olde of the garter, That in hir tyme
did right worthily. >548 Hall Chron

,
Hen VI, 108 b, Sir

Jhon Fastolffe, the same yere for his vahauntnes elected
into the ordre of the Garter. 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s

Hist. Scot, ix 230 The king of Jngland with his Gartan
maid him lllustre a 1685 Dryden Albion 4 Albamus m
Wks 1883 VII, 383 Record the Garter's glory , A badge for
heroes, and for kings to bear. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock t.

85 Peers, and dukes, and alt their sweeping train, And
garters, stars, and coronets appear. x8ax Byron Juan xv.

cix, Blue as the garters which serenely lie Round the
Patrician left-legs 1855 Thackeray Newcomes I 296 You
might as well ask the prime minister for the next vacant
garter.

b. pi. Knights of the Order of the Holy Ghost
(in France), wearing a blue nbbon or garter (cordon
bleu).

2670 Cotton EsPernon in ix. 468 The Dukes, and Peers
of France, the Officers of the Crown, the blue Garters, and
whoever of the highest quality of the Kingdom
3. Her. a. (See quot. 1882, and cf Gartier)
In some Diets, the garter is explained as half of the

bendlet
1658 Phillips, Garter .. also halfa bend in Blazon x88a

Cussans Her iv. (ed. 3)57 The diminutives of the Bend are
the Bendlet or Garter, which is half the width of the Bend.
b A strap or ribbon buckled in a circle, with

the free end hanging down.
1882 Cussans Her. xvm (ed 3)244 Another badge is some-

times worn This is a George within an inscribed Garter.

4. transf. A band which surrounds anything as

a garter does the leg, or which resembles a garter

in shape
1556 in W. H Turner Select Rec Oxford 258 Item, for

a garter for the sydes [of cucking stool] njd

t b. Printing. (See qnot ) Obs.
1683 Moxon Mech Exerc. II. 65 The Garter (but more

properly the Coller) . is the round Hoop mcompassing the
flat Grove or Neck in the Shank of the Spindle

c techn A semicircular plate, fitting into a
groove m the screw of a bench-vice, in order that

the vice may open when unscrewed.
1874 in Knight Diet Mech. 943/1.
5 . The belt or band used in the game of * prick

the garter ’ (see 7) ; the game itself.

18*7 Hone Every-day Bk II xxa The profits gained by
..wheel of fortune, the garter, &c 1833 Moxr Matisie

65

Wauch xix. (1849) *4° Swindling folks at fairs by the game
of the garter

b. The tapes held up for a circus-performer to
leap over
1854 Dickens Hard T. vi 37 Jupe has missed his tip very

often lately Offered at the garters four times last night,
and never done ’em once
6. As abbreviation for ; a. GarterKing ofArms

(see King); b. garter-snake (see 8).
a. 1558 in Leland Collect. (1774) V. 321 [Interment of Q

Mary] Then the Executors Then Garter Then the chief
Morner 16x4 Selden '1 tiles Hon 364 The Kings of Eng-
land are Soueraigns of the Older, ana Hetirie V ordamd the
King of Heralds, Garter, for it 1724 Lond Gaz No.
6284/2 Garter carrying on a Crimson Velvet Cushion the
Garter (the Ensign of the Order) and a Gold George in
a Blue Ribbon, xygd Pegge Anonym (i8og) 366 The late
excellent Garter, John Anstis, Esq 1882 Cussans Her.
xvm (ed 3) 245 In 1881, Garter, and the other officials,

invested the King of Spain, in Madrid, in due and ancient
form
b 1880 New Virginians I 132 This rockery will be a

regular snake nursery I The garter and the copperhead
will think you put it up on purpose for them
7 . Phrases. To cast one's garter (Sc.) to secure

a husband. In the catching up of a garter' m a
moment. Pricking m the garter (also pnek-the-
garter) . a swindling game (see Fast-and-loose)
1607 Vanbrugh Relapse iv i, I'll do your honour’s business

in the catching up of a garter 18x5 Sporting Mag XLV
234 He had better lose his money m a more fashionable way
than by pricking m the gartei 1826 R T in Hone Every-
day Bk II 1309 Here is pricking m the garter. 1869 C
Gibbon R. Gray xi, * Ye micht hae cast your gartens a hantle
waur, guidwife. 1

8. Comb : garter-blue, the colour (origin-

ally pale, now dark blue) of the nbbon worn by
Knights of the Garter

;
garter-fish, the scabbard-

fish (Lepidopus caudatus)
;
garter-knee, the left

knee, on winch the Garter is worn
;
garter-plate,

a plate of gilt copper, upon which the arms of a
knight of the garter are engraved, and which is

fixed in the stall of the knight m St. George’s
Chapel, Windsor (Elvm 1889) ;

garter-ring (see

quot); garter-robes, the dress proper to Knights
of the Garter; garter-snake U.S

,

the name of

various grass- or ribbon-snakes of the genus
Eutsema ; garter-vein (see quot.)

;
garter-web-

bing, *a nanow elastic webbing enclosed m a cover-

ing of silk-ribbon, used for gaiters ’ (Stand. Piet.)

1789 Ann Reg 252 The gown was white tiffany, with a
*garter blue body. 1888 Bookseller 5 Sept 015 The books
were superbly bound in ‘garter blue * crushed levant. 1774
Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) VI. 313 The Ltpidopus [jic] or
the *Garter fish The body swoid-like , the head lengthened
out. 1848 Thackeray Van Four xxxvn, A short man was
his Lordship always caressing his *garter-knee 1709
Hearne Collect 17 Nov (O H 5 ) II 310 In former times
there were several Gold Rings made for the Use of Knights
of the Garter, which they receiv’d at their first Installment

They bad often the same motto with the Garter, and
were therefore called ’’Garter-Rings, being cast into the
Figure of Garters. 1716 Land. Gaz No 5430/4 A Garter-

Ring, with the Motto Horn soit out mal y pense 170a
Eng, Post 23 Mar

,
The late Duke of Gloucester in his

*garter robes 1775 A Burnaby Irav, 10 Reptiles and
insects are almost innumerable some of them are indeed
harmless and beautiful ; such as the black-snake, the bead-
snake, the *garter-snake, the fire-fly X885 C. F Holder
Marvels Antm Life 131 One of the commonest of the non-
poisonous snakes is the striped, or common garter snake

1656 Blount Glossogr sv Vein, *Garter orgartering vein
is a fourth branch of the thigh yem, from which it descends
..unto the bought of the ham, where it gets this name.

Garter (gaitai), v. Also 5 garteryn, 6 Sc
gartain. [f. prec.]

1 trans. To tie with a garter. Also with on, up.

c1440 Propip Parv 188/1 Garteryn, subhgo 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas xxx x, Her fete proper, she gartered well her

hose. 1591 Shaks Two Gent, n 1 83 Hee beemg in loue,

could not see to garter his hose, x6ox — All's Well 11 111

265 Why dooest thou garter vp thy armes a this fashion?

Dost make hose of thy sleeues? 1617 F Moryson Itm 11.

46 His leggs somewhat little, which hee gartered ever above
the knee 1673 Wycherley Gentl. Dancing-Mast. iv. i, I

have taken occasion to garter my stockings before him, as

ifunawares of him 17x7 St. AndriS m Phil Trans. XXX
580 Like as a Silk-Stocking, which when 'tis not gartered,

falls upon the Foot. 2807 Pike Sources Missus 111 App
(1810) 36 A kind of leather boot of wrapper, bound round the
leg . and gartered on
absol 179s Lackington Memoirs (1792) 454 They put

on their shoes and stockings, and garter up very deliberately

1887 Frith Autobiog I 241 Rob K.oy ..was supposed to be
able to garter below the knee without stooping.

+ b. Surg. To bandage tightly Obs

1577 B. Googe HeresbacJCs Hush 111 .(1586) 123 b, His
medicine was this Garter each 1eg immediately one handful

above the knee with a liste, good and hard 5607 Markham
Caval. iv, 8 Take soft linnen ragges, and therewithal! to

garter rppe the Foales hinder legs, three fingars aboue the

cambrel! 1684 tr Sonets Merc Compit. xvi 565 They
garter up the Skm about the twelfth vertebra of the Back.

c. transf To fetter (cf. the sb. 1 c).

1604 Dekkfr Honest Wh Wks 1873 II, 66,

1

charge you
keepe the peace, or have your legs gartered with yrons

2 Her To surroundwith a garter (cf. the sb 3 b).

1864 Boutell Her Hist, Pop xm. (ed. 3) 107 One is

charged with Camoys only, and is gartered.

Gartered (ga firnd), ppl. a [f prec + -ed* ]

|

1. Tied with a gartei.

1745 White Cockade m Jacobite Songs (1871) 60 O Iceze

me on the philabeg, The hairy hough, and gartered leg.

2. Wearing the Garter, as a knight of that Order.
1718 Pope m LadyM W Montagu's Lett (1887) I 3x7

In this hall, in former days, have dined gartered knights
and courtly dames. 1823 Byron Juan xiii Ixvm, Steel

barons, molten the next generation To silken rows of gay
and garter’d earls 1838 Macaulay Ess , Temple (1887) 484
When he [Swift] stood in the Court of Requests, with a circle

of gartered peers round him

3

Her Surrounded by a garter (cf the sb 3 b)

1823 Rutter Fontkill 34 Seventy-two gartered shields
contribute to give richness 1864 Boutell Her Hist <5-

Pop xxui 394 Several slabs show traces of having once
been enriched with gartered shields

Gartering (gaitsrii)), vbl. sb Also 6 gax-
toning [f as prec + -tng 1

]
1 The action of the verb Garter
01529 Skelton P Sparowe 1176 Wherto shuld I disclose

The garterynge of her hose 0x634 Randolph Muses’
Lookmg-Gl iv. 1, Hogs go to bed in rest, and are not
troubled With gartering, girdling, trussing, buttoning
1702 Farquhar Twin-Rivals 1 1, There is such a plague
every morning, with buckling shoes, gartering, combing
and powdering 1

2 . The material of which garters are made
;

in

pi. = garters

1571 Wills § Inv. N C (Surtees 1835) 362, vj pece of
gartoning crewle nj '—hj double peces of saye gartomng
uj* iv 1* 2577 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 269, vuj yeards of
gartering x“. 1604 Rowlands Looke to it 17 You that weare
Scarfs and Gart’rings for your hose. 16x2 Woodall Surg
Mate Wks (1653) 10 A band made of wosted gartering is

the best. 1709 F Hauksbee Phys -Mech. Exp 11 (1719) 30
The Woollen was the coarsest sort of that which is com-
monly used for Gartering.

3. Comb ,
as •f gartermg-place ,

the part of the

leg where the garter is tied
;
gartering-vem —

gaiter vein (see Garter 8)
*583 Stubues A uat.A bus 1 (1877) 56 The Venctian-hosen,

they reach beneath the knee to the gartering place to the

Leg. 1627 Vox Piscis 7 Letters found in the gartering
place of the Childes legge. 2658 A Fox Wurtz' Surg. 11

xxviu 285, 1 took out the boue from the gartering place to

the Ankle.

Garth 1 (gar)/). Also 5 gerth, 5-6 garthe, 9
dial gaath, gaith [a. ON gai tf-r (Da gaard,

Sw. yard, courtyard, fence=OE geardY&XD.
The word is still current in the eastern and northern

dialects of English, but is obsolete in Scottish.}

1. A small piece of enclosed ground, usually

beside a house of other building, used as a yard,

garden, or paddock; freq. with defining word, as

apple-, bam-, chin ch-, cloister-,field-,fold-, garden-,

hall-, hemp-, kirk-, minster-, stack-, willow-garth,

q.v. under their initial element
a 2340 Hampole Psalter xxxvi 2 pe kale, Jjat he says not

ere of garthis hot of gressis. c 1420 Pallati on Hmb 1 777
Yet is the chalk or cley lond forto eschewe, And from the
rede also thy garth remewe e 1470 Henry Wallace 1 257
Throw a djrk garth [1570 gait] scho gydyt him forth fast

*535 Stewart Cron Scot. II. 39 In symmer syne, quhen
euene schaw wes schene, And euene garth with gerss wes

§
rowand grene. 1x560 A Scott Poems (S. T S) vii. 25
en m jour garth be hlly quhyte May nocht remane amang

J>e laif. 1625 Lisle Du Bartas, Noe Ded 5 See lad, quoth
he, the house and garth well drest To morrow morn 1701-2
A de la PrymeDiary (Surtees) 240, 1 got it [ApannePhmi]

plentifully in a garth of Richard Rogison’s of Broughton in

Lincolnshire, amongst the corn. 1799 A Young Agric.
Line 412 A garden for potatoes, of a rood or half an acre,

called a garth 1848 Jrnl R Agric Soc IX. 1. 126 The
most independent mode is for the cottager to rent a small

garth or close 1887 York Herald 16 Apr. 6/5 The party of

Greek gipsies encamped in a garth close to the Gaol.

fig, 1530 Lyndesay Test, Papyttgo 57 In all the garth of
Eloquence, Is no thyng left bot barrane stok and stone,

b. In recent use short for ; Cloister-gaith.

1884 igth Cent Jan. 104 The open space [of the quad-
rangle] not roofed in was called the garth x8go Daily
News 30 June 7/6 The central grassplot of the cloisters—

the garth—offers a far better and more sanitary burial-

place

f 2 A fence or hedge rare Also with defining

word, as thorn-garth . Obs,

0x340 Hampole Psalter lxxxvni. 39 Thou distroyd all his

thome garthis [Vulg sepes] 1483 Cath. Angl 42/s To
breke garthe, deseptie. Ibid 151/1 A garthe, sepes.

8 — Fishgarth
1609 Sc. Acts Jas, VI (18x4) IV, 432/1 All & haill be

salmond fischeing Comprehending be gaithis and pulhs

vnder-writtm 1708 Termes de la Ley 366 Garth is a
Dam or Wear in a River for the catching of Fish, vulgarly

called a Fish-Garth X873 Act 36 <$ 37 Viet c. 71 Sched 3
License Duties .. For each hangbaulk, garth, goryd, box,

crib, or cruive £ 12 o o

4

atirib, and Comb., as garth-end, -yard
;

also

f garth-cress, garden-cress (cf. ME. toim-cresse)

;

garth-man, (a)
*J*
one who owns or works a fish-

garth; (b) (see quot. 1877), + garth-spade, a

garden-spade; garth-stead (see quot. 187 7).

?i4 . MS Line Med If 292 (Halliw) Tak a peny-

weghte of*garthe cresse sede, and gyffhym at ete 1565-73

Durham Depos. (Surtees) 226 He threatyned hir to cast

hir over the wall at hys *garth end *74° J Clarke Ednc.
Youth (ed 3)22 The .Fellow directed a Gentleman, to

go by his Father’s Garth-End. 1389 Act 13 Rich, II, c 19

Qe null peschour ne *garthman ,ne mette en les ewes de

Thamise . ascuns rees appelez stalkers 1584 in Descr.

Thames (1758) 63 No Fishermen, Garthmen, Petermen,

Draymen orTnnkermen, shall set up any Wears, Engines
[etc ]. 1865 Stamford Mercury m standard 16 Sept., A
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man for 20 years garthman at Mr Mason's, of Rigsby

1877 N W Line. Gloss , Garthman, the man who attends

upon the stockm a fold-yard 1573Rtchmond IVills (Surtees)

242 A gavelocke, ij hacks, ltj peatspades, y flatnge spades

a *garthspade, vy ’ [1:513 Comp Gild St Maty, Boston

g b, fenentes vmas *Garthstede nuper Hugoms Madershall ]

1877 N W Line Gloss , Garth-stead, a homestead , a
stack-yard , a yard in which cattle is folded 1890 W A.
Wallace Only a Sister 78,

1

just stopped under the big
ash-tree at the end o' the *garth-yard

Hence +Garth v., to enclose with a fence rare

1483 Cath Angl 151/2 To Garthe, sepire, fyc ; vbt to close

Garth 3 (gajjj). north, dial Forms: 5 garte,

5-7 garthe, 7- garth [Noithem form of gerth

(see under Girth), a. ON. gtprS fem
,
girth or

hoop ]
I A saddle-girth
e 1425 Thomas 0/Erceld 57 Hir garthes of nobyll sylke

bay were Hir steraps were of crystalle clere c X425 Voc.

m Wr -WCilcker 665/34 Hec singula, a garthe. 1483 Cath.
Angl 151/1 A Garte of a hors (A Garthe for A hors)

;

singula, ventrale. 1617 Markham Casual 11 32 This done,
with the help of another groome that may deliuer the
girthes, let the saddle be girded on , at the first so gently
that he may no more but feele the garths 1888 Sheffield
Gloss

,
Garth, the strap which goes under a horse’s belly to

fasten the saddle to him
2 . A wooden hoop (e g. for a barrel)

[1424Mem Rtpon (Surtees) III 152 Item Thomse Colleper
pro v garthys hgneis, sd] 1483 Cath Angl 15 1/2 A Garthe
foi wesselle, cinctorium, ctrculus 1523 Fitzhdrb. Hush
§ 134 If there be asshes in it, to sell the smalle asshes to

cowpers for gaithes {printed garchesj 1609 C. Butler
Bern Mon (1634) 40 Then, with a round Belt or Gaith,
gird the Hackle close to the Hive x6x5 Markham Eng
Housew 168 Besides the wearing and breaking of Garthes,
and Plugs. 1688 R Holme Armoury 111 424/2 Distilling

Bag Its wide at the top and open, being kept so by an
hoop or garth sowed about it 1847-78 Halliwell, Garth,
a hoop or band North 1888 Shefield Gloss , Garth, the
rim 01 hoop of a barrel >

3 Girth, or measurement round about
1684 R H School Recreat 133 The largest m the Garth

is the strongest Cock. The Dimension of the Garth is

thus known Gripe the Cock about [etc ] 1725 Bradley
Fain Diet s. v Cock, He should be long from the Head
to the Rump, thick in the Garth 17^5 Johnson, Garth,
the bulk of the body measured by the girdle

4 Comb as f garth-web, woven material for

making saddle-girths (see Girth-web

)

1523 Fitzherb Hush § 10 Takeabrode thonge, of ledder,

or of garthe-webbe of an elle longe 1617 Markham Caval
iv 43 Then you shall take a peece of garthwebbe.

Heuce f Garth v
, to fit with hoops rare~1

.

1483 Cath, Angl 151/2 To Garthe wesselle, circulars

Garfchen, obs form of Garden.

t Garther. Obs. rare-1
, [f Garth 1 + -ER 1

.]

?= Garthman (see Garth* 4)
1670 Manch, Crt Leet Rec (1888) VI 93 John William-

son Garther.

Garthmg(e, -ynere, obs ff Garden, -er

+ Gartie. It'd. Obs * A ransom for felony ’ (?).

i533d7 PapersHen VIII, 11 162 The immoderate takeng
of coyne and lyverey, withought order, after mennes awne
sensuall appetites, cuddees, gartie, takeng of caanes for

felonies, murdours and all other o(Fences

+ Gartier(e. Obs Her. [a OF gartier Gar-
ter.] A bendlet (see quots , cf Garter sb 3).

157a BossewellArmone 12A ‘Gartiere ' conteyneth halfe

the hende aforesayde, and maye not bee charged but with
flout es or leaues 1610 Guillim Heraldry n v (1660) 61
That which contameth half the bend is called a Gartier.

Gartion, var Garoiont. Obs
Gartonmg, north, var. Gartering.
Gartour, gartur, obs forms of Garter.
II Garum (geo-rwm). Also 6-7 garume [a. L.

garum, a. Gr yApov, earlier 'y&pos ] A sauce pie-

pared from fermented fish, much used by the ancient

Romans, m 16th and 17th c. recommended (after

classical writers) as a medicine for horses. Now
only Hist
1587 Mascall Govt Cattle (x6oo) 123 With a pint and

a halfe of Garum, which I take to bee saltfish water with
a pounde of oile oliue mixed together, and put into his left

nostril! 1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts (1658) 437 Cure it

by laying two linnen clothes, or by a pmte of the best
Garum, and a pound of Oyl infused into the left nostril of
the Mule, 1766 Smollett Trav 168 The famous pickle of
the antients, called garum, was made of the gills and blood
of the tunny 1867 Archeeol XLI. 293 ff, Classic Cookery
[Theancientmethod ofits preparation is minutelydescribed]

II Garus. fObs. rare
—1 [Fr.

, f, Garus, the
inventoi, a Dutch physician of the 17th c ] A
medicinal liqueur.

1836 T Hooic G Gurney (1850) I v, 107 He prescribed
a glass of garus, at that time the populai liqueur

Garvance, obs form of Calavanob.
Garvie (gauvi) Sc Also7garvme,8garvook
[Origin uncertain. The form garvock is app.=
Gael garbhag, but the latter may be from Sc. The
earliest quots give garvie-fishes (see 2) ] A sprat

1742 De Foe's Tour Gt Brit IV 9, Soles, Flukes, Game,
Eels, are also caught oa the Scotish Coasts in great
Plenty. 1793 Statist Acc. Scotl VIII 597 They are often
very successful m taking the smaller fish, such as hernngs,
games or sprats, sparlings or smelts 1794 Ibid IX 609
The fish caught on this coast are herrings, and garvocks
or sprats 1883 Bertram Harvest ofSea 56 The pilchard

ought to he the Sardinia of commerce, but its place is

usurped bp the sprat, or game as we call it in Scotland

2. attrib and Comb
, z&garvie-fish, -fishery, -fish-

ing

,

garvie herring (Ogilvie) = sense 1

1680 Sir G Mackenzie Sci Her 61 Three Fishes called
Garvine-fishes x68x Colvil Whigs Svfphc (1731) 16
When men eat roasted hens and veal, And those at Forth
eat Garvie fishes 1870 Pall Mall G xg Apr, The fisher-

men themselves had rather a prejudice against garvie
fishing x88x in Fife Jml 13 Jan. 5/5 Duung a good
season it is estimated that the

1
garvie fishery ’ of the Forth

yields xo,ooo

Garwyndelle,-dyl(le,-gyll
}
var.GARNwiNDLE.

t Gary, a Obs rare—1
. Cf the older Gery.

[f Gare sb/] Vehement, furious.

1609 Holland Amin Marcell xiv vi x6 In the same
gary braid [L eodent impetu] they tyed Domitian likewise
with his head forward to a sled or ladder.

t Garyable, a. Obs rare-1 [ad OF {guerre}

gitemable, guerroyable ] In war garyable

,

a state

of war in which active hostilities are suspended
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss I cclxxix 418 Ihey coun-

sayled the duke of Amou to send all his people into

garysons, and to warr garyable; sayeng liowe they had
done sufficyently for that tyme
Garyophyll(is), var Gariofle, Obs

Garyte, -ytte, obs. forms of Garret.
Garzill, var. Garsil
Gas (gses), sb PI. gases (gae'sez). Forms • 7-8

gass, 8-9 gaz, 7- gas. [A word invented by the

Dutch chemist, J. B Van Helmont (1577-1644),
but avowedly suggested by the Gr yaor (* halitum
ilium Gas vocavi, non longe a Chao vetorum
secretum

5 Oitus Medians*, ed. 1652, p 59 a);

the Dutch pronunciation ofg as a spirant accounts

for its being employed to represent Gr x
Van Helmont’s statement having been overlooked, it has

been very commonly supposed that he modelled his word
on Du geest spirit, an idea found at least as early as 1775
(Piiestley On Air Introd 3) Van H also invented the
teim Blas, which has not survived, while gas has been
adopted (usually in the same form) in most European lan-Ses , the spelling in F and Pg is gaz, which was also

oyed by English writers for a time ]

+1 An occult principle supposed byVanHelmont
to be contained in all bodies, and regarded by him
as an ultra-rarefied condition of water (see quot.

1662) Obs
1658 R Franck North Mem (1694) 202 Insomuch, that

neither Gass nor Blass, nor any nauseating suffocating
Fumes, nor luudly Death it self can snatch them from
Scotland 1662 J Chandllr Van Helmont's Onat 69
Because the water which is brought into a vapour by
cold, is of another condition, than a vapour raised by
heat therefoie for want of a name, I have called that
vapour, Gas, being not far severed from the Chaos of the
Auntients .. Gas is a far more subtile or fine thing than
a vapour, mist, or distilled Oylinesses, although as yet, it

be many times thicker than Air. But Gas it self, materially
taken, is water as yet masked with the Ferment of com-
posed Bodies 1692 tr Blancard's Phys Diet. (1693) 99/2
Gas, a term used by Helmont, and signifies a Spirit that
will not coagulate, or the Spirit of Life, a Balsom preserv-
ing the Body from Corruption. 1743 Bond ij- Country
Brew. 11 (ed 2) 154 Your Watei never is to boil

,
for Boil-

ing mitates and evaporates the subtile, fine, penetrating
Gas or Spirit

2

Any aeriform or completely elastic fluid;

matter in the condition of an aenfoim fluid Usu-
ally applied only to those elastic fluids which
remain such at ordinary atmospheric temperatures

,

the gaseous forms of substances oidmanly found
solid or liquid being by preference called vapours.
1779 Ingenhousz in Phil 'Irons LXIX 376 Account of

a new kind of inflammable Air or Gass, which can be made
m a Moment without Apparatus, and is as fit for Explosion
as other inflammable Gasses in use for that Purpose 1790
Kerr tr Lavoisier's Elern Client 50 Gas, therefore, in our
nomenclature, becomes a generic term, expressing the fullest
degree of saturation in any body with caloric

, being in
fact, a term expressive of a mode of existence 1791
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I 6 The refracting power
of the different gases 1798 1 Hinderwell Scarborough
11 1 187 Carbonic Acid Gaz, or Fixt air. 1808 J. Barlow
Colitmb iv 456 O’er great, o'er small extends his physic
laws, Eropalms the empyrean or dissects a gaz 1831 T
P Jones Convert Client xxiv 252 In its affinities also it

[Iodine] is strikingly similar, decomposing water and forming
with its hydrogen a gaseous acid, called hydriodic acid gas
1878 Huxley Physiogr. 84 The specific gravities of the three
gases which composed the atmosphere 1891 Ramsay Inorg
Chem 97 The density of a gas which exists as a liquid at
ordinary atmospheric temperatures is termed a vapour-
density ; there is no real distinction between the words gas
and vapour

3

spec. a Gas of a kind suitable to be burnt for

illuminating or heating purposes
,

originally, and
still chiefly, = Coal-gas, but now including various
artificial mixtures consisting chiefly of carburetted
hydrogen, and distinguished by defining words indi-

cating the source from which they are obtained, as

water-gas, oil-gas, etc.

The first experiments iu the use of coal-gas for lllumina
tion are said to have been made by Dr Clayton, rector of
Crofton about 1688 ,

the practical introduction of gas-
lighting was due to Murdoch 1792-1808
1794 Colman Br Grins, Epil Open. Drury Lane Th 32

Our decorations [are] gossamer and gas 1808 Murdoch in
Phil, Trans XCVIII 124 The whole of the rooms of this
cotton mill and the adjacent house of Mr Lee, are
lighted with the gas from coal 1823 Byron Juan xi xxu,
Here the lamplighter’s infusion Slowly distill’d into the

ghmmeung glass (For in those days we had not got to
gas) 1833 Ht Martineau Loom $ Lugger 1 1. 10 He
turned on the gas in his back room to an unusual bright
ness 1878 Huxley Physiogr 39 As invisible as the air we
breathe or the gas we burn

b Coal Mining huedamp mixed with common
an, the mixture involving a danger of explosion
1853 Ure Diet Arts II 223 Carbuietted hydrogen gas

which produces these dieadful explosions, is not explosive
until it is united with a certain proportion of ordinary air
Some coal mines supply a much greater quantity of gas
than others, and these aie commonly called ‘ fiery mines’

c. The hydiogen or coal-gas employed to fill

a balloon Alsofit*
vjqz Wolcott (P Pindar) Ep to Ld Macartney, Such

Soldiers ! such rare generals I no Poltroons Swell’d by the
gas of Courage to Balloons 1793 M Cutler in Life
Units e$ Corr (1888) II 279 His gas is now pretty well
expended, and he has descended into universal contempt
1800 T. Jetferson Wnt (1859) lv 3^4 Their gass is nearly
run out 1871 Glaisher Trav Air 11 42 The inflation of
the balloon was proceeded with, and after three hours about
60,000 feet of gas had passed m
d Nitious oxide gas, used as an anaesthetic, esp

by dentists (Called also laughinggas )

1894 Times 22 Feb 7/6 The deceased came to consult
him with reference to having a tooth extracted with gas

e Path Vapour generated 111 the stomach or
intestines (So F gaz.)
1882 At lchin in Qttam's Diet Med 369/1 A11 ill-smelling

gases and excieta may be, indeed, indicative of the progress
of putrefaction lower down 111 the canal

4, A jet of gas, used to light a room, etc
, a

gas-light Chiefly colloq,

1872 Black Adv Phaeton v 60 The gases were lit m the
spacious coffee-ioom.

5 slang [Cf. 3 cfig ] Empty or boastful talk

;

showy pretence, bombast
,
humbug, nonsense

1847 Porter Quarter Race, etc 120 The boys said that
was all gas to scare them off 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Religion Wits (Bohn) II 102 Lord Shaftesbury calls the
poor thieves together, and reads sermons to them, and they
call it ‘gas’ 1889 Globe 31 Oct 4/4(Faimei) It went on
to state that the petitioner’s talk about a divorce was all

gas, and made a further appointment

6. attrib and Comb General relations : a simple
attrib, as gas-bubble, fi>e, -Jlame, -jet, -lamp; b
instrumental, as gas-lighting

,
gas-charged, -laden,

-lighted, -ht adjs
;
C objective, as gas-lighter,

-lighting, -maker, -making, -teste1, -testing
,
gas-

dehvenng, -producing, -yielding adjs
,

d. limi-

tative, as gas-light adj

1823 J Badcouc Dorn Amitsem 76 The *gas bubbles
ascend 1896 Daily News 1 May 2/1 It is feared that
none of the men will have survived their long imprisonment
in tlie *gas-charged workings 1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat
III 819/2 A bent *gas delivering tube i860 Pifsst Lab
Chem Wonders 57 In this *gas-fire diamonds may be
burned 1877 Ruskin Fors Clav VII 257 A sentence
which ought to be blazoned, in letters of stinking gas-
fire, over the condemned cells of every felon’s prison in

Europe 1815 Accum Treat Gas-Light (ed 2) 150 The great
power of a *gas-flame does not appear when we try small
quantities of it 1839 Ure Diet Arts 1139 A tube placed
immediately above a row of *gas> jets 1884 Mrs H Ward
Miss Bretherton 62 Only a few gas-jets were left burning
round a pillar 1879 Miss Gibrkne i>un, Moon $ Stars
(1880) 293 Sun and stars are solid burning bodies, sending
their light through burning *gas> laden atmospheres 1813
Accum Treat Gas-Light (ed 2) 143 The light of the parish

*gas-lamps, is [etc ] 1823 Byron Juan vn xlvi, O’erwhom
Suwarrow shone like a gas lamp 1849 Clough Dipsychus
ix. 84 As the light of day enters some city shaming the
gas lamps x86z Lloyd Tasmania xix 472 The opulent
city of Melbourne its plate-glassed and ’’gas-lighted shops

1874 Knight Diet Meeh. 790/x It is used as a *gas-

lighter, by developing a spark over the burner 1838Penny
Cycl XI 85/2 This was a hint which might have brought
*gas-lighting into operation a century earlier 1839 Urt
Diet, Arts 545 By tne year 1822, gas-lighting in London
had become the business of many public companies 1874
Knight Diet Mech 951/2 Devices for gas-lighting are

matches [etc ] 1837 Lockhart Scott xli, Passing from a
’'gas-lit hall into a room with wax candles 1883 Black
Shandon Bells xii, He walked away down through the ^as-

lit streets to Fulham. 1839 Proc Inst Civ Eng 60 This
coke was of extreme disuse to the *gas-makers Ibid 69

The process of *gas-makmg 1895 IVestiu Gas 31 Dec 673
Lothian producers of Cannel *gas-producing coal 1893
Dublin Rev July 652 The need of an efficient *gas-tester

Ibid 654 The flame is then ready for *gas-testmg 1831

Brewster Nat Magic v (1833) 109 A short tube d e, move-
able up and down within it, so as to be ’'gas-tight x888

Pall Mall G 29 Oct 9/1 To test the coal . with respect 10

its *gas-yielding properties

7 Special comb gas-alarm, an apparatus (a) to

give warning of the presence of gas, (b) 'to give an

alarm by means of a slight explosion of gas
;
gas-

apparatus, the apparatus used m the making of

gas ; gas-bath., («) a bath heated by gas
,

{b) (see

quot ) ,
gas-battery, a voltaic battery which oper-

ates by the inter-action of gases, gas-bellows (see

quot), gas-bill, {a) a bill in Parliament granting

powers to manufacture and supply gas for lighting

purposes
,
{b) an account 1 endered for gas consumed

;

gas-blaek, a pigment obtained by the burning of

gas ; gas-bleaching, * the operation of bleaching

by means of sulphur dioxide ’ (Cent Diet ) ;
gas-

blower, a stream of gas fiom a coal-seam, gas-

boiler (see quot ) ; gas-bottle, (a) a retort , ip) a
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vessel (of iron) to hold compressed gas, usually for

anaesthetic or other medical purposes, gas-bracket
jsBkaoicet sb 4 ,

gas-buoy, a buoy having one or

more chambeis filled with gas to supply the lamp
which it catries ;

gas-burner (see Burner 4) , gas-

carbon, -chamber (see quots.)
;
gas-ohandelier

= Gaselier , gas-check, a device used in ordnance

to prevent escape of gas at the breech
,
gas-coal,

bituminous coal used in making gas , gas-cook, a

tap fitted to a gas-pipe ,
gas-coke, the residuum

(chiefly carbon) of coal employed in gas-making

,

gas-company, a company formed to make gas and

supply it to the public
,
gas-condenser, an appa-

ratus for freeing coal-gas from its tar , gas-de-

tector, an instrument to indicate the presence of

gas in mines ,
gas-douche (see quot ) ,

gas-dram
{Coal-mining)) a heading foi carrying off fire-

damp
;
gas-dregs, the refuse of gas-making

,
gas-

engme, an engine in which the motive power is

obtained by the production or the lhythmical com-
bustion and explosion of gas in a closed cylinder

;

gas-engmeer, one engagedm the making ofgas, or

in regulating its supply (esp m theatres); gas-fleld,

‘a region fiom which natural gas is obtained’ {Cent

Diet.)

,

gas-flriug, a mode ot firing a furnace so

that the gaseous products of combustion are utilized

as fuel; gas-fixture, ‘a bracket or gaselier for

gas, including burner and stop-cock’ (Ogilvie)

,

gas-float (see quot ) ;
gas-furnace, {a) a furnace

for manufacturing gas
,

{b) a furnace heated by
gas; gas-gauge (see quot); gas-generator, an
apparatus for the production of gas

;
gas-globe,

a globe of glass or porcelain used to shade a gas-

light ,
gas-governor, -gun, -harmonicon (see

quots.) ,
gas-heater, any apparatus in which gas

is employed for heatmg purposes
;

gas-holder,

a vessel for storing coal-gas, a gasometer
,
gas-

mdioator, (a

)

a device for showing the pressure

of gas
, (£) (see quot ) ; gas-jar (see quot 1842) ;

gas-lantern, the glazed frame of a gas-lamp
,
also,

see quot 1884 ;
gas-lime, lime which has been

used to punfy coal-gas (it is used as a dressing for

land)
;
gas-liquor, -main (see quots ) ,

gas-meter,
an apparatus which registers the amount of gas
consumed; gas-microscope, one in which the

object is illuminated by oxyhydrogen light
5
gas-

motor, a gas-engine
,
gas-oven (see quot.)

;
gas-

pendant, a gas-pipe suspended from the ceiling

and fitted with one or more burners
,
gas-pipe,

(a) a pipe for conveying gas
,

{b) jocular term for a
gun of inferior quality

, (c) —gas-dram \
gas-plate,

a steel disk, in the Krupp gun, to receive the direct

force of the powder-gases {Cent Did), gas-pro-

ducer, -punfier, -range, -register, -regulator,

-retort (see quots ) ;
gas-ring, {<£) a gas-check con-

sisting of a thin perforated plate of metal
,

(b) a
hollow iron ring with perforations or jets, supplied

with gas from a pipe, and forming a kind of lamp
or stove for heatmg a vessel placed above it

;
gas-

sand, sandstone yielding a natural gas
; gas-ser-

vice (see quot ) ;
gas-spectrum, a spectrum formed

from the rays of an incandescent gas ; gas-stocks,

the capital of gas-companies as a means of invest-

ment
,
gas-stoker, one employed in the heating of

gas-retorts; gas-stokmg, the heating ofgas-retorts;

gas-stove, a stove in which the heat is supplied by
gas

, gas-tap, a gas-cock, gas-tar, Coal-tab pro-

duced m the manufacture of coal-gas , hence gas-
tar v. trans

,
to coat with gas-tar

; gas thermo-
meter, one in which a column of gas is used
as the expanding medium , gas-tube, -tubing,
narrow piping (of metal or india-rubber) for the

transmission of gas
,
gas-washer, an apparatus for

removing the ammonia from gas
,
gas-water, water

through which coal-gas has passed to be purified ,

gas-well, a boring m the earth, tapping a supply
of natural gas ; gas-work, now gas-works, an
establishment for the manufacture of coal-gas

;
gas-

worker, one employed m making gas. Also
Gas-bag, Gas-fitter, Gas-fitting, Gas-light,
Gas-man, Gas-plant
1874 Knight Diet, Mech 945/1 Another *gas alarm, con-

sists of a galvanic battery with a bell. 1808 Murdoch in
Phtl Trans XCVIII 128 The cost bf attendance upon
candles would be as much, if not more, than upon the *gas
apparatus, 188$ Syd Soc Lex., *Gas-lath, the exposure of
the body to the influence of a gas Ibid

,
^Gas-battery, a

galvanic batterydevised by Grove 1874 Knight Diet Mech
946/2 *Gas bellows, a kindling device consisting of a hollow
poker attached by a flexible tube with the gas-pipe, 1802
Pall Mall G 6 Dec 6/2 The first *gas bill was passed in

1809 *883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser 11 261/2
A quicker way is to give the wood a coat of size and lamp-
black, and then use *gas black in your polish-rubber 1839
Urf Diet Arts 1272 As soon as any district has ceased to
be dangerous by the exhaustion of the *gas-blowers 1884
Knight Did Mech. Suppl 380/1 *Gas Boiler, a form of

steam-boiler in which coal gas is used as fuel x8oo Henry
Epit Chem. (1808) 92 Introduce them into a small *gas-bottle

or retort 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 45 Gas bottle m
which gas may be generated sufficient to inflate a good size

balloon 1874 Knight Did Mech 946/2 * Gas-bracket, a
branch proceeding from the wall, and having on its end
a burnei or burners 1807 Scientific Amer 18 Dec 389/1
Experimental acetylene *gas buoy for New York harbor
1815 in Phil Mag ii8i6)XLVII 50 The *gas-burner and
air-pipe may be united with the lantern by the screw
1836 Emerson Eng Traits

,
Ability Wks (Bohn) II 43

Gas burners aie cheaper than daylight in numberless floors

m the cities 1876 Encycl Brit V 399/1 Coal gas Charcoal,
or *Gas-Carbon, is a dense and pure variety of charcoal
which is deposited in the inside of gas-retorts 1883 Syd
Soc Lex

, *Gas chamber, an apparatus used in microscopy
for studying the action of different gases on structures 01

organisms. i8z8Blackw Mag XXIV 636 The Festal Hall
is seen illuminated with its *gas-chandeliers 1879 Man
Artillery Exerc 14 The use of copper *gas checks gives
an increase in muzzle velocity 1880 Tunes 27 Dec 9/4
A copper gas check—which is used to prevent windage
and give rotation to the projectile—is next attached to the
shell 1879 Encycl. Bnt X 88/2 The cannel coals are
specially recognized as ‘ *gas coal ’ 1843 Proc Inst Cm
Eng 188 Any leakage from a *gas-cock being inadver-
tently left open, 1827 Faraday Chem Manip iv g9 If
common *gas-coke be used in this furnace 1817 * Candidus’
Observ Gas-Lights 48 Ifthe* Gas Companies wish to extend
the introduction oftheir lights. i8S3UrcZ3ic/ Arts I 876 By
the use ofthe meter, gas companies are enabled to reduce the
price of gas 1874 Knight Did Mtch jz*Gas-condenser
i8gs DailyNews 17 Aug 3/3 If the electric light could be com-
bined in a portable form with a *gas-detector 1883 Syd
Soc Lex

,
*Gas-douche, the directing of a stream ofgas to a

part of the body 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Muting, *Gas-
dram 1831 T L Peacock Crotchet Castle (1887) 50 Mud,
filth, *gas-diegs, lock-weirs, and the march of mind have
rained the fishery. 1874 Knight Did Mtch 047/2 The
first *gas-engmes were gunpowder engines 1833 Ure Did
Arts I 435 A good *gas engineer will control the entire

produce of his manufactory 1879 Encycl Bnt IX 844/2
A more general remedy has been found in what is known as
*gns-firing 1897 Daily News 26 May 7/3 A *gas float

is a species of beacon, shaped at the bottom like a ship, and
carrying on a lofty pyramid the light, which is fed fiom a gas
cylindei placed in the hull 1874KNIGHT Did Mech 953/1
Croll's ^gas-furnace has an upper series of 6 clay retorts

*879 Encycl Bnt. IX. 844/2 Gas Furnaces 1874 Knight
Did Mech. 950/1 *Gasgage, an instrument for ascertaining

the pressure of gas 1863 Proc Avier Phil Soc X 9 Dr
Scheirz’s ^gas-generator for puddling and heating furnaces

184a Francis Did Arts, etc *Gas Governor, a kind of gas-

meter for equalizing the pressure of gas pievious to its

issuing fiom the gasometer 1890 Anthony'sPhotogr Bull
III, 333 The observatory was well fitted with gas governors

1884 Knight Diet Mech Suppl 388 *Gas-gun, a signaling

device, consisting of the explosion of gases in a pipe 1875
Encycl Bnt I 1x3/1 *Gas harmonicon consists of a small

flame of hydrogen or of coal gas, burning at the lower part

of the interior of a glass tube, and giving out a very distinct

note 1874 Knight Did Mech 950/2 The *gas-heater is

sometimes made to assume the forms of grate-bars or logs

ofwood 180a Warwick in Phil Mag XIII 256 Descrip-

tion of an improved *gas holder 1839 Ure Did Arts 552
Ihe upper floating cylinder [of a gasometer] called the gas-

holder 1884Knight Did Mech Suppl 389/1*Gas Indicator,

a device specially intended to indicate the presence of fire-

damp in collieries x842 Francis Did A rts, etc ,*Gas Jars,
glass jars for the holding of the gases during the progress
of experiments c 1865 J Wylde in Circ Sc I 304/1 The
gas jars are made of various sizes 1838 Simmonds Did.
Trade, *Gas-lantem maker 1884 Knight Diet, Mech
Suppl 389/1 Gas Lantern, the Parisian ' phare ’ burner

*833 Ure Did. Arts I. 435 Foul *gas-hme or refuse, is

somewhat more complex 1882 Garden 1 Apr 2x9/1 Any
strong smelling preparation spread over the ground will

be found very useful, such as gas lime 1842 Francis Diet
Arts, etc

,
*Gas Liquor 1883 Syd^ Soc. Lex ,

Gas-hquoi

,

the ummomacal liquid contained in the condensing ap-

paratus of gas-works 18x9 Accum Descr. Manuf Coal
Gas 243 All *gas mams laid in public streets should be
placed [etc ] 1842 Francis Did Arts, etc ,

Gas mam, the

principal pipes which conduct the gas from the gas works to

the places where it is to be consumed. 18x5 Specif Clegfs
Patent No, 3968 Another part of my invention is a gauge
or rotative *gas-meter 1867 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil
I 1 § 414 The tram of wheel work in a gas-meter counts

the number of revolutions of the main shaft *857 Dickens
Pickwick xxxiv, * A pair of patent double million magni-
fyin* *gas microscopes ofhextra power’ 1871 tr Schellen’s

Spedr Anal vi 20 The oxyhydrogen light and the mag-
nesium light are employed in the gas microscope. 1882

Maier tr Hospitallers Electricity iv 264 *Gas motors
have rendered electric lighting economical 1884 Knight
Did Mech. Suppl 390/r *Gas oven

,

one heated by gas jets

1896 Corfield Dis <$ Defect Samt 30 Basement rooms
with gas-brackets or *gas-pendants in them 1815 Accum
'treat Gas-Light (ed 2) 155 The *gas-pipe communicating
with the burner 1839 Ure Did. Arts 1271 He could con-

fine all the vitiated current to a mere gas-pipe or drift

1883 Daily Tel 9 July 5/7 The old Snider—the despair-

breeding gaspipe of our Volunteers 1897 Mary Kingsley
W. Africa 238 These guns are not the ‘ gas-pipes ’ I have
seen up north 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., *Gas-pro-
ducer, a furnace in which combustible gas is produced^ to

be used as fuel in another furnace 1842 Francis Diet
Arts, etc., *Gas purifier, a vessel into winch the coal gas
enters from the retorts intended to deprive the impure gas
of its sulphuretted hydrogen 1884 Knight Did Mech
Suppl 391 *Gas-range, a form ofcooking-stove heated bygas-
jets 1842 FrancisDid Arts, etc

f
*Gas Register is a simple

instrument for indicating and registering the impurities of
coal gas 1874 Knight Did Mech g^/x Gas-register, an
mstiument by which the pressure of gas is indicated and re-

corded 1840 Proc, Inst Civ Eng 6x A new *Gas Regulator
to regulate the supply ofgas to burners 1839 Ibid 69 The

incrustation on the interior of a *gas retort 1842 Francis
Did Arts, etc, Gas Retort, a vessel used^ for holding the
coal or other material ofwhich gas of any kind is to he made
1880 Daily Tel 23 Dec , A *gas ring at the joint has been

found to prevent the escape of the powder gases on dis-

charge [of the gun] 18 Amer Jrnl Sc Ser 111. XXVI
309 (Cent ) The Sheffield *gas-sand, the lowest m Warren
Co , is of Chemung age 1882 Ogilvie, *Gas service

,

gas-

fittings or fixtures 1871 tr Schelien's Spedr Anal xxui.

76 A spectrum of bright lines, or a *gas-spectrum. 1895
Daily News 19 July 9/1 Several *gas stocks nave improved
1889 Ibid s Dec 6/2 Threatened strike of *gas stokeis.

1889 limes (weekly ed ) 13 Dec 3/2 To supply 1,000 sol-

diers to be taught *gas-stokmg 1852 Proc Inst Cm Eng
477 A small portable asbestos *gas stove for heating apart-

ments 1897 WestM Gas 18 Feb xo/i Mr Green met his

death through the *gas-tap being too loose 1842 Johnson
Farmer's Encycl. s v Gas Works, *Gas Tar This sub-

stance being employed very commonly as a paint, has
not been used as a manure to any extent 1848 Hardy
m Proc Berw. Nat, Club II No 6 321 Gas-tar is pre-

ferable as it leaves a strong odour x88o SirW Thom-
son in Encycl Bnt XI 574/1 We have accordingly de-

signed a constant-pressure *gas thermometer 1813 Accum
7 reat Gas Light (ed 2) 136 The *gas-tube enters through
one of the claw-feet of the pedestal x88o C. R Markham
Peruv, Bark 443 India-rubber is necessary, too . for hose,

*gas-tubing, and innumerable domestic purposes 1874
Knight Did Meek 958 Mr Croll, an English gas-engineer,

is credited with the invention of the *gas-washer nowm use

1848 Hardy in Proc Berw Nat Club II No. 6 338 Water-
ings of weak *gas-water .would .be useful applications

1847 in Proc. Amer Phil Soc IV 366 An account of the

inflammable *Gas-wells on the banks of the Kanawha river

1885 Public Opinion- 9 Jan 44/1 The latest revelation ofour
subterranean tieasures [is] the natural gas wells x8xg Accum
Descr Manuf Coal Gas title-p., Plans of the most im-
proved sorts of apparatus now employed at the *Gas Works
in London 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 43 In one part of
the modem delta a large excavation has been made for

gas-works. 1898 Pall Mull Mag . Jan 120 The water ,.

smelt like the lee-side of a gas works 1889 Daily News
S Dec. 3/2 We are probably on the eve of a strike of *gas
workers m South London

Gas (gees), v Inflected gassing, gassed, [f

prec.]

1. tram a. To supply with gas lb. To light

up (theatre scenes) with gas colloq

1886 Pall Mall G 9 Dec 4 The District trains are now
‘gassed’ only once a day 1888 Scribner's Mag Oct
452/1 To ‘gas’ this act is an exceedingly difficult problem,
for a gieat vanety of light effects are intioduced

2 . To pass (a thread or textile fabric) through

a gas-flame, in order to remove superfluous fibres.

1B59 Smiles Self-Help iv (i860) 91 The process of gassing
lace and the bleaching of starch 1890 Prosser in Did
Nat Biog XXIV 87/2 He [S Hall] took out patents in

1817 and 1823 for ‘gassing’ lace and net

3 To impregnate (slaked lime) with chlorine, m
the manufacture of bleachmg-powder.
1880 [see Gassed, Gassing, below].

4 To be gassed' to be poisoned by a gas.

1889 L'pool Daily Post 19 Mar 523/7 ‘ Gassed ’ was the

term used in the india-rubber business, and it meant dazed
1896 Westm Gaz 6 Feb 5/2 A man shouted that he was
‘gassed ’ (poisoned by the sulphuretted hydrogen gas)

5 slang (Cf Gas sb 5.) a. trans To deceive

or impose upon by talking ‘ gas ’ Only US.

1847 Sk Williams Coll rs (Hall College Wds) Found
that Fairspeech only wanted to * gas ’ me, which he did

pretty effectually. 1888 Scribner’s Mag Aug 2x9 But in

all the rest, he’s gassm’ you.

b mtr. To indulge m f gas' or empty talk ; to

vapour, to talk idly or boastfully.

1875 Chamb Jml 25 Sept 610 To ‘gas* is to talk only

for the purpose of prolonging a debate 1878 Besant &
RiceBy Celia’s A roour xhv, 1 he halfdozen who went across

to the States to gas about their victory 1893 R Kipling
Many Invent. 38 I'm ’fraid I’ve been gassing awf’ly, sir

Hence Gassed ppl. a , Ga*ssmg vbl. sb

1872 Lond. Figaro 14 Dec (Farmer), There is no good to

be got out of gassing about rallying around standards,

uniting as one man to resist, etc 1880 LomasA Ikalt Trode
279 Through them [manholesj samples of the bleaching

powdei can be withdrawn, and cognisance taken of the

progress of the ‘gassing’ operation. Ibid 280 That no
gas, or damp, gassed material shall effect a lodgement

x886 Pall Mall G 9 Dec , The ‘gassing’ of such a tram
would occupy ten minutes 1893 Westm Gaz 13 Nov 7/3

The gassing process in silk mills is very injurious to heal 1 h

Gasalier, var. Gaselier.

Ga-s-ba:g.
1 A bag in which gas is kept for use

1827 Faraday Chem Manip xv 353 Gas-hags are made
of oiled silk c 1863 J Wylde in Circ Sc I. 194/2 Gaso-

meters or gas bags, 1871 tr Sckellen's Spedr Anal 17

Gas-bag for oxygen or hydrogen

2 An inflated hag used to plug a gas-main during

repairs or alterations.

1884 in Knight Did Mech. Suppl,

3 A flat circular bag of gas-tight material serving

to keep a stock of gas for a gas-engme

4 An empty talker, a * windbag \
1889 Referee 6 Jan x/4 That great gas-bag of modem

days, John L Sullivan 1894 Ch. Times 16 Mar 302 One
who will prove a better guide to national eminence than

the gas-bags who trade upon their weakest characteristics

Gascogne, Gaseoi(g)ne, obs ff. Gascon.

Gaseoign, obs form of Gaskin
Gascoignader, obs form of Gasconadeb.

"t Gascoigny. Obs rare—1
, [cf F. Gascogne

Gascony ] App, used for . Gasconading spirit.

1734 G. Washington Lett Writ 1889 1 . 84
The summons

is so insolent, and savours so much of gascoigny

Gascon (gas'skffa), sb Forms, a 4 Gascouu,
6 Gascons, 7-8 Gasooon, 6, 8- Gascon. J3, 5
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Gaskin, 6 Gaskjra, -quine, 7 Gascogne, -coine,

-coyne, 7-8 Gascoigne, 7, 9 Gasooygne. [a F.
Gascon

;
the 0 forms seem to be influenced by

Gascogne Gascony, or deuved from the attributive

use of this; cf., however, the OF. adj. Gascumz
(:—pop Lat, type -omits).
The name is identical with L Vasco, Vascones, whence

Basque. ]

1

.

A native of Gascony, a former piovmce m
south-western France
a, *375 Barbour Bruce x. 335 Schir Peris Lumbard, a

Gascoun 1687 [see Gasconism], 1700 Tatler No. ia6 P 4A young Coquet Widow m France having been followed by
a Gascon of Quality who [etc ]

p 1603 Florid Montaigne n vm (1632) 214,

1

have seen
diverse so mured to that vice [stealing] that they would
steale such things, as they would restore again I am a
Gascoine, and there is no vice wherein I have less skill

*608 in Crt «$• Times Jas. I (1849) I 78 There be 800 Gas-
coignes at Dieppe, attending passage for Holland.

2 One who resembles a Gascon in character
; a

braggart, boaster (the natives of Gascony being
notorious as such)
<*1771 Smollett Song in Anderson Bnt Poets (1795) X

959/1 A peacock in pride, in gnmace a baboon, In courage
a hind, m conceit a Gascoon 1814 Sir R Wilson Pnv
Diary II 345 He was exceedingly interesting, very candid,
and by no means a Gascon for himself or his brethren m
arms. 1826 Scorr Diary 29 Aug in Lockhart

,
They [the

Irish] are the Gascons of Britain 1836W Irving Astona
I 66 The Canadians especially, who have a considerable
dash of the gascon, were buoyant and boastful, and great
braggarts as to the future 1867 J W Hales in Furniv.
Percy Folio MS I 58 Here . the King of Cornwall plays
the gascon, not the King of Little Britain

3 . attnb. or adj Pertaining to Gascony, f For-
merly the designation of a land of wine
a ?a 1550 Frevris ofBenviL 158 in Dunbar's Poems 290
Thay hald ane gallone full of Gascone wyne. 1581 A cc -Bk
W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 1x7 One dosse* brode
gascon lace, iijr. mjd ; and ij dosse' narow gascon lace, vs
1849 James Woodman 11, She did not altogether dislike a
moderate portion of Gascon wine
P 1488 Acta Dorn Cone (1830) 97/2 A pip of Gaskin

wyne, xxj lb. 1556 Nottingham Rec IV. 113 For sellyng
of Gaskyn wyne aboue the Statute 1638 Baker tr
Balzac's Lett (Vol. II) 82 Remg a Gascogne Doctour 1765
Sterne Tr. Shandy VII xliu. (1802) roi ’Twas a Gascoigne
roundelay. Viva la Joia f

4 ellipt. for fa. Gascon wine fobs ) ; b. Gascon
dialect

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks m 65 No Goscoygne,
Orleance, or the Chrystall Sherrant, Nor Rhenish from the
Rheme would be apparant. 1813 A Bruce Life Alex
Moms 11. 14 Because they do not speak Gascon mTouraine
1860.4# YearRound No. 68 420 The Basque and Bearnais
along the Western Pyrenees, the Gascon throughout the
regions of the Landes [eta].

Gasconade (gsesk^nJi'd), sb. Also 8 gascon-
nade. [a F. gasconnade . see prec. and -ade.]
Extravagant boasting

;
vain-glorious fiction.

1700 Steele Tatler No 115 v 5 That Figure of Speech
which is commonly distinguish’d by the Name of Gasconade.
1748 Smollett Rod Rand, xliv, (1804) 287 He recounted
his victory with many exaggerations and gasconades 1776
J Q Adams Wks (1854) IX 400 The reports of fifty-five

thousand men coming against us, are chiefly ministerial
gasconade 1818 Syd Smith Wks (1859) 1 . 244/2 In their
criticisms upon American gasconade, tney forget that vulgar
people of all countries are full of gasconade 1874 Green
Short Hist. x. § r 736 The occasional gasconade of the
young soldier of thirty three.

attnb 1841 Lever C O'Malley li. 261 The gasconade
tone of the Frenchman would peep through

Gasconade (gaesk^n^’d), v [f. prec Cf. F.
gasconner,] intr. To indulge in gasconades

; to
boast extravagantly.
*7*7 Boyer Diet Angl.-Fr,, To Gasconade, faire des

Gasconnades. 1778 J Q Adams in Fain Lett (1876) 352
The English lepioacn the French with gasconade, but they
never gasconaded as the English do now 18x3 Sir R
Wilson Pnv, Diary II, 442, I should hope that he was
gasconading a little when he spoke to the officers. 1853
C. L Brace Home Life Germany 139 Though under
a severe temptation . . I did not gasconade, and they all
listened courteously

Hence Gascona ding vbl, sb. (also attrib.) and
ppl a. Also Gascona der, a braggart, boaster
*745 Genii Mag, 609/1 Notwithstandingtheirgasconadmg
m the Caledonian Mercury, &c the number of the rebels
does not exceed six thousand. 1753 Oldfy New Interest 63
But then these Gascoignaders , Your Landsand Liveswou’d
have, 1753 m Scots Mag Apr 398/1 A monument with
a gasconading inscription. 1793 A Young Examp France
(ed, 3) 119 Their gasconading decree of war ,is an effort of
despair. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863) 174 The
B people must have been braggers born—a whole parish
of gasconaders 1856 Olmsted Slave States 302 The gas-
conading mountebank who was elected governor 1859
Thackeray Virgin II. 337 We are in the habit of laughing
at our French neighbours for boasting, gasconading, and so
forth.

Gascona’do. Obs rare—1
. [Pseudo-Sp. . see

-ado ] = Gasconade sb

*809W Irving Knicleerb vi li. (1849) 320 All his auditors
knew them to be incontinent lies ana outrageous gas-
conadoes.

Gasconism (gee skffcuz’m). [f. as prec. + -ism.
F gascomsme means only * a Gascon peculiarity of
speech *

] A spirit of boastfulness ox vaunting
[1687 Miege Gt. Fr Did , Gascomsme , a Gasconism, or

Gascoons Expression,] 1807 Pike Sources Mtsstss. 1 App

(x8io) 2 As I conceive him much of a hypocrite, and pos-
sessing great gasconism, I am happy he was not chosen for

my voyage. 1822 Blackw Mag XII 444 The old maestro
was not devoid of a mixture of gasconism.

Gascoon, obs. form of Gascon.
Gascoyne, obs form of Gaskin 1

,
Gaboon.

II Gascromh., gascrome. Incorrect forms of

Caschbom
1822 Scott Pirate xiv, Even the savage Highlandmen

can make more work with their gascromh, or whatever
they call it 1846 Wokcester (.citing Gentl Mag ), Gas-
crome.

Gase, north, var goes (see Go) ; obs. f. Gaze v.

Gaseity (gsesfiti). [f. Gase-ous + -ity (see

quot 1852) Cf. Gazity ] Gaseous character,

the state or condition of being a gas
185a Roget Thesaurus Introd 22 note, I .having framed

from the adjectives irrelative . and gaseous, the abstract
nouns 11 relation . and gaseity 1864 A thenseum No. 1929
500/3 Characteristic ofgaseity 1870 Proctor Other Worlds
xii 281 Some of these objects give the bright line spectrum
indicative of gaseity.

Gaselier (gsesellou) Also gasalier. [f.GAS^.
after Chandelier. The older name was gas-

chandelier , see Gas sb. 7.] An ornamental
frame to hold a number of gas-burners, usually hung
from the ceiling of a room.
1849 Tunes 29 Aug 5/3 Above the orchestia hangs a

circular gaselier formed of several small circles of gas
burners 1880 Ouida Moths II 32 The gilded gaseliers
were glowing with light

Gaselme, var Gasolene
+ Gasement. Obs. [var of Casement, f. Gaze,
by popular etymology ]
1628 Wither Brit Rememb. iv. 413 None to their closed

wickets made repaire ; Then empty gasements gaped wide
for ayre

Gaseo*sity. rare-1
, [f. *gaseose adj (=

Gaseous: see -0SE)-f

-

ity.] * Gaseity
1802—12 Bentham Rationale Jud Evid (1827) III. 320

Solidity, liquidity, and gaseosity. Ibid 327 In their several
states of solidity, liquidity, and gaseosity.

Gaseous (gm sfes, ge1 s/as), a. Also 9 gazeous.
[f Gas sb + -eous ; cf. Gazous and F. gazeux ]
1- Having the nature, or in the condition, of gas.

*799 Med. Jml. 1 , 171 When It is exhibited to the senses
in a gaseous state, it is then termed oxygenous gas. 1804
C B Brown ti Volney's View Soil U. S. 237 The sudden
appearance of fever . may he owing to the action of some
gazeous principle on the fluid which pervades the nerves
c i860 Faraday Forces Nat m, 85 Bodies in what we call

the vaporous, or the gaseous state, are always perfectly
transparent. 1878 Huxley Physiogr 190 Associated with
the steam are various gaseous exhalations
fig 1834 Landor Imag Conv (1846) II. 238/2 A word of
honour is but the gaseous and volatile part of honour, which
would blow up a true Frenchman if he tried to retain it

within him 1879 Geo Eliot Theo. Such iy. 94 His gaseous,
inimitably expansive conceit.

2 . Relating to gases.
1805W Taylor in Ann Rev. Ill 5x1 The father of the

gazeous philosophy [Priestley]

Gaser, obs. form of Gazer.
Gaseyn. Also gayseyn. [cf. OF. gaisse
marsh (dial, gasse pool of water), gacel, gacelet,

gayuel marsh.] Marshy ground
cjazo Pallad on Hush 1 36 The watir out of gaseyn

[Bodl MS. gayseyn; L. lacuna] or of rnyre Be not
ybrought.

Ga-S-fi:tter. A tradesman or workman en-
gaged m fitting up buildings with the apparatus
necessary for the use of gas
1858 Simmonds Did Trade, Gas-fitter, a workman who

lays on pipes and fits burners for gas. 1863 P, Barry Dock-
yard Econ 83 The bricklayer, the carpenter, the plumber,
the gasfitter, &c. 1885 Instr, Census Clerks 53 Gas fitter,

Ga*s-fi:tting.
1. a Chiefly pi. The apparatus (pipes, brackets,

etc.) required for the employment of gas m a
building, b. The action or occupation of fixing
gas-appliances in a building.
e 1865 Letheby in Ctrc Sc I. 132/1 No one is allowed to

make use of his gas fittings until the gas-fitter has tested
their soundness. 1883 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Nov. 89/2 Gas-
fittings go from Birmingham all over the Globe.

2 attnb., as gas-fitting trade.

1893 Daily News 6 Mar. 7/4 The gasfitting trade con-
tinues dull.

Gash (g£ej), sb?- Also 6 gashe. [Later form
of Garse sb. Garse and gash are given side by
side in Levins (quot. 1570), and Palsgrave has the
intermediate form garsshe. The change may have
been helped by the analogy of slash and similar
words ]

1. A cut, slash or wound, relatively long and
deep, made in the flesh ; a cleft in any object, such
as would be made by a slashing cut.

154^ Ldall, etc. Erasm. Par Luke xxiv 39 Touche and
handle ye my syde, it hath the gashe of thespeare. 1555W.WatremanFardleFactons 11 ix 193 Firste,with his knife he
maketh m it a gashe rounde aboute in a circle, vndre the
eares 1363 Sackville Induct, Mirr Mag., Ivu, There
hunge his targe with gashes depe and wyde. *570 Levins
Mamp. 33/14 A garse or gashe, mcisura. 1575 J, Still
Gamm. Gurton 1 11, ui Dodsley O. PI II. 9 By the masse,
here is a gashe, a shamefull hole indeade And one styteh
teare furder, a man may thrustem his heade. x6oz Holland

Pliny I. 545 The same excessiue humor is let out of Fis
trees by meanes of certame light slits or gashes made m the
barke 1667 Milton P L. vi 33x From the gash A stream
ofNectarous humor issuing flow’d Sanguin,such as Celestial
Spirits may bleed. X706-7 Farquhar Beaux' Strut v ivWks (Rtldg ) 664/2 Let me see your arm . O me 1 an uelv
Gash upon my Word 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I m
vn. 397 He at length received a mortal gash. 1878 Browning
La Saisiaz 7 Scarce enough to heal and coat with amber
gum the sloe-tree’s gash *886 M F. Sheldon tr Flaubert’s
Salammbd 8 Through his tattered tunic could be seen n«
his shoulders the weals of long gashes.
transf. andfig 1641 Milton Ch Govt. 1. vi, Instead of

healing up the gashes ofthe Church . fall to gore one anothei
with their sharpe spires, 1643— Divorce 11. xvn, Who hath
taught you to mangle thus, and make more gashes m the
miseries of a blamelesse creature 1894 Fenn In Alptne
Valley I 29 This wretched deep gash in a hideous Swiss
mountain.

b The act of making such a cut
1829 Hood Eugene Aram xv, Two sudden blows with a

ragged stick And one with a heavy stone, One hurried gash
with a hasty knife, And then the deed was done. 1853
Kane GnUnell Exped, 1 (1856) 483 With a knowing gash
of his knife, he makes a hole m the underjaw of the seal
2 US slang. The mouth
*852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xxxvui, Shut your old

black gash, and get along in with you. 1878— Pogannc P.
xiv 122 Ef Zeph Higgins would jest shet up his gash in
town-meetm', that air school-house could be moved fast
enough
3 attnb

, as gask-lobed adj. ; also gash-vein
Australian Mining (gee quot 1869).

1846 Dana Zooph. 1x848) 122 The margin of the base is
entire, undulating, gash-lobcd 1869 R. B. Smyth

Goldf. Victoria 612 Gash-vein
, a wedge or V shaped vein

1872 Raymond Statist. Mines .5- Mining 269 The almost
incredible number of small gash-veins in the slates and
greenstone have probably furnished most of the gold

Gash (grej), sbf Sc. [Prob. a transf sense of
gash ‘ a projection of the underjaw *

(Jam ), whence
Gash-babbit; cf. Gash vf] ‘Prattle’, ‘pert
language To set up one's gash, * to talk pertly,

give an insolent reply ’ (Jam ),

x8xo Cock's Simple Strains 135 (Jam ) Wad ye set up
your gash, nae faut, Ye crustie foul-mou’d tyke 18x3 W
Beattie Fruits Time Panngs (1871) 43 Wi this the wife
sets up her gash

Gash (gsej), a 1 Since 16th c only Sc. [? back-
formation from Gashful a. or Gashly a. (but
recorded earlier than these).] Dismal in appear-
ance.

1589 Greene Tulhes Love (1609) F hj, His friends noting
. his sodame starts, his gash lookes and his abrupt answeres
judged the extremitie of his sicknetse had [etc], X590
CoblcrofCantcrbune 71 He looked wan and gash. <2*774
Ferguson Poems (1785) 235 The day looks gash, toot off
your horn, Nor care 5 ae strae about the morn. 1824 Scott
Redgauntlet Let. xi, His face looked as gash and ghastly
as Satan’s 1861 Ramsay Rewnn Ser.n 42 ‘What gars the
laird of Garskadden luk sae gash 7 ’ ‘ Ou says his neigh-
bour ‘ Garskadden’s been wi’ his Maker these twa hours
1864 J Brown John Leech, etc. (1882) x The French nun
who was observed by her sisters to sit suddenly still apd

look very 1 gash ’ (like the Laird of Garscadden)

Gash (gsej), a 2 Sc. [cf. Gash sb 2 and v. 2]
1. Talkative, loquacious,
1721 Ramsay Ode to the Pk— iv, It [claret] makes a man

baith gash and bauld

2. quasi-adv. Fluently, loquaciously.
1721 Ramsay Elegy P, Bimte 11, To see his snowt, to

hear him play And gab sae gash.

Gash (gffij), a 3 Sc. [Of obscure origin: perh a

corruption of sagacious, in Sc. pronunc. (saga’Jes) ]

1. Sagacious, wise.

1706 in J Watson Collect Poems 1 69,

1

Wily, Witty was,
ana Gash. With my auld felm packy Fash 1721 Ramsay
Poems, Gloss., Gash, solid, sagacious. 1786 Burns Twa
Dogs 29 He was a gash an’ faithfu’ tyke.

2. Having an air of wisdom, dignity, or self-

importance.
1826 J. Wilson Nod. Ambr. Wks 1855 I 192 Hae I been

sittin wi* specs all the afternoon ? You have, James, and veiy
gash you have looked 1858 M Porteous Soutcr Johnny
ix He was a gash, wee fodgel body Stood on his shanks
baith tight an’ steady.

3. Well-dressed and dignified.

1785 Burns Holy Fair 55 Here farmers gash, in ridm
graith, Gaed hoddin by their cotters Ibid 208 In comes
a gaucie, gash Guidwife 1788 R. Galloway Poems ixx

And gash they thought such country man.
4. I11 adverbial use : Trimly, neatly, so as to have

a good appearance.
1806 A Douglas Poems 147 The saft o'en cakes, m mony

stack, Are set m order rarely, Fu' gash this night.

Gash (gpsf), vf Also 6 gashe, gassh, gayshe.
[For earlier garsh, Garse; cf. Gash sb?]
1. trans. To cut, slash or wound (the body).
*570 Levins Mamp. 35/8 To Gashe, incidere. *633

Heywood Eng Trav 11 Wks 1874 IV. 40 This murdered
Ghost appeared His body gasht, and all ore-stucke with
wounds. 1659 Termes ae la Ley s. v. Hambling. The
custome was to cut or gash Dogs in the hammes, 17x5-20
Pope Iliad iv 617 Then sudden waved his flaming falchion

round. And gash'd his belly with a ghastly wound. 1816
Byron Siege Cor. xxxu, With barbarous blows they gash
the dead. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl I xxut. 296 After skin-

ning the old one they gashed its body 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 30 H1S worshippers gashed and mutilated them-
selves in tneir religious frenzy,
dbsol. a 1694 Tillotson Serin. Wks. 1728 I. ii. 34 Wit is

a keen instrument, and every one can cut and gash with it

,
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bat to carve a beautiful Image and to polish it requires
great art and dexterity

b. To cut or tear asunder (nonce-use )
1884 Tennyson Becket 1 i, 0 Herbert, here I gash myself

asunder from the King, Tho’ leaving each a wound.

2. To make a cut or deep slash in any material

object. (Chiefly in pa pple.)

1562 [see Gashing vbl sb ] 1377 tr Ballinger1s Decades
(1592) 239And to what ende doe wee lagge and gash the gar-
mentes? 1847 Disraeli Tancted v 11, They filled the
stomachs of the animals with lemons gashed with their
daggers
irons/ 187a C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. tx 204 Afar

to the west lay the rolling plateau gashed with canons

3. tntr To open m a gash. rare~x

c 1750 Shcnstone Eleg xxu 67 To see my limbs the felon’s

gripe obey? To see them gash beneath the danng steel ?

Hence Oa'shlag vbl sb. zxy&ppl a Also Ga'sher,
one who gashes or cuts. 1 are —°

1562 Turner Herbal it 84 There may be taken out of the
stalke and roote both a mice by gasshyng and an other by
pressyng 1398 Florio, Incisore, a gasher, a lancer,

a grauer or cutter. 1834M Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 109
The clear axe fell twice in heavy gashing thumps 1888

Inglis Tent Life in Tiger Landx 161 With swift cutting
lows of the ciuel, gashing tusks

Gash (gsef), V 2 i'c. [Perh f gash projecting

under-jaw; see Gash sb/ Cf. also Gash a.2] mtr.
To talk, converse, gossip.

a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1845! II 104 The couthy cracks
begin whan supper’s owre, The cheering bicker gars them
glibly gash 1783 Burns Halloween xi, She lea’es them
gashm at them cracks, An1

slips out by hersel.

Hence G-a’shm%ppl a
1819W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 12 Crail town

was up wi’ gashm' gabs; Wabsters, throu' zeal, forgat
their wabs
Gashed (gxfi),ppl a. [f. Gash v/ + -ed.]

f a. Produced by gashing (obs.). Tb Slashed or

cut ; having large rents or openings
; spec in. Bot.

(see quot 1793); also gashed in
1378 Lyte Dodoens 1 lxxm 109The leaues be long, heane,

and grayish, snipt and cut rounde aboute, but nothing so
much or so deepelygaysht. as the two others 1605 Shaks.
Mach 11 111 1 19 His gash’d Stabs look'd like u Breach in
Nature 164* Milton Antmadv (1831) 194Your dissever’d
principles weie but like the mangl’d pieces of a gash’t Ser-
pent 1632 Culpepplr Eng Physic 39 Those that follow
are gashed in on both sides of the leaves 1637 W. Coles
Adam m Eden cvi 149 With broad grayish tough leaves
diversly folded, crumpled, and gashedm on the edges. 1793
Maiityn Lang Bot , Gashed leaf (.Folium musum s. dis-

section), having the sections or divisions usually determinate
in then number ; or at least more so than m the Lacimate
leaf The Gashed differs from the Cleft leaf (Jissum) in
haviug the sections extending but little beyond the edge
(though deeper than in the crenate leaf)

,
whereas in the

cleft leaf they reach almost to the middle 1863 Sat Rev.
21 Jan 86/2 He would hang about butchers’ stalls .waiting
an opportunity to put his mouth to the gashed throats of
animals *883 Ouida Wanda 1. 2

r

I here were a few stunted
willows near the house, and a few gashed pines

Ga’shful, a. Obs. exc dial. [? alteration of
Ghastful, through association with Gash sb 1

;

cf. Gash a 1 and Gashly ] Ghastly.
1620 Quarles Feast Wormes H lj, Prodigall up banding

of thine eyes, Whose gashfull balls doe seeme to pelt the
skyes. x6zx — Argahts $ P (1678) 4 His gashful counte-
nance swarthy, long and thin, *631 Culpepper Astral.
Jndgem. Dis (1638) 137 Signs of death by the eyes aie .

when they are very moveable, gashful, staring up and down
or sunk deep m the head 1034 Gayton Pleas. Notes hi I,

69 Come death, and welcome which spoke, comes m a
gashfull, horrid, meagre, terrible, ugly shape. 1823 Moor
Suffolk Wds., Gashfull ghastly—or as in Nares * horrid,
frightful ’.

Gash-gabbit, a Sc. [f. gash (see Gash sb/)
P-gablnt (f. Gab sb/) ] Having a projecting chin.
*72* Ramsay Poems Gloss s. v Gash, One with a long

out chin, we call gash gabet, or gash beard. *813 D
Anderson Poems 125 (Jam ), A’ teethless and gash-gabbit
The hags that night.

Ga’shly, a. Obs exc dial. [? Altered form of
Ghastly cf. Gashful.] Ghastly, horrid.

1633 P Fletcher Purple Tsl. vii xxxi, Next Pharmacus,
of gashly wilde aspect ; Whom hell with seeming fear, and
fiends obey 1630 Fuller Pisgah iv vii 131 Their warm
and wanton embraces of living bodies, ill agreed with their
offerings Dus mambus, to gashly Ghosts 1673 Otway
Alcib 34 Now there grim death his gashly Revels keeps
1765 Sterne Tr Shandy vm xi. By all that is hirsute and
gashly 1 I cry. 1880 Mrs Parr Adam & Eve xm (1881)63
See ’em stare and then give a gashly look at mother
b in adverbial use

1893 Wittsh Gloss , s v Ghastly, * Thick hedge wur gashly
high, but it be ter'ble improved now’ *897 C. Lee in
Leisme Ho Dec 98/r Her strange calm face, her gashly
coloured tresses, her noiseless movements about the room.
Hence Ga sMiness, ghastliness, dismalness
1848 Dickens Dombey vui,The general dulness (gashhness

was Mrs Wickam’s strong expression) of her present life

Ga'Shly, adv Sc. [f. Gash a 2 + -ly 2
]

Fluently, loquaciously.
a 1774 Fergusson A Drink Eclogue Poems (1843) 50 And

^ourtiers aft gaed greimn for my smack,To gar them bauldly
glower and gashly crack.

Gashy (gse’Ji), a. [f. Gash sb/ + -y k] Of the
nature of or resembling a gash ;

full of gashes.

1814 Witness 11 iv. The dead man’s ghost, with its clotted

locks and gashy head. 1814 Sorceress n u, Raw and bloody
like a gashy wound. Mod (heard in Suffolk)

1 1 was care-
less with my sickle, and got a gashy place m my arm.’

VOL. IV.

Gasifiable (gse’sifm ab’l), a [f. Gasify v. +
-able.] That can be reduced to a gaseous state.

1880 Nature XXI 8 But at present we know the mole-
cular weights of gasifiable bodies only

Gasification (g£E sifik^ Jon). Also gasefica-
tion, gaasifleation. [f. Gas sb. + -(i)piaATroN.]

The process of converting into gas.
x8ia R Saumarez Pnnc Physiol Sc, 188 The process of

evaporation and of gassification 1839 Ure Diet Arts 347
When the cooling agency of gasefication has become feeble
1883 Nature XXVII 292 The latent heat of gasification .

ofany body
fig 1824 J M’Culloch Scot

l

II 100 Poetry has rarely
been subjected to such chemistry as this without the gasi-
fication and loss of its essence

Gasiform (garsif^im),#. [f Gasj£. + -(i)fobm.]
In a gaseous form or state.
1800 Med Jml IV 556 Dr Ackermann treats of the

different gasiform fluids contained in the intestines, c 1863
J, Wylde in Circ Sc I. 6 The laws of air or gasifoun
bodies x86p E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 123
Ventilation is, in fact, the problem of the removal of the
gasiform excreta of the lungs and skin

1824J McCulloch £>cotl II. 352 Druids thus become
visionary and gasiform.

Gasify (gte’sifai), v [f. Gas sb. + *(i)fy.] a.
trans. To render gaseous; to produce gas from,
b mtr. To become gaseous
1828 Webster, Gasify, to convert into gas or an aeriform

fluid by combination with caloric 1833 N Arnott Physics
(ed. s) II. 13 An exceedingly subtile fluid or ether pervading
the whole universe, and softening or melting or gasifying
bodies 1881 Sci A liter XLIV 324 Liquid ammonia gasifies
under considerable pressure at ordinary atmospheric tem-
peratures

Gasiness, var. Gassiness
Gasing(e, obs. form of Gazing.
Gasket (g<£*sket). Also 7 casket(te, gassit,

8 gaskett [Of obscure origin ; It. gaschetta
has the same sense, but is believed to be from
Eng.

, F. garcette plait ol rope, rope's end (for

flogging) is in some Diets, said to mean also
*
gas-

ket’, but it has not been found earlier than the
19th c. With the early form casket cf. Sp cajeta ]
X A small rope or plaited cold, which secures

a furled sail to the yard, being wrapped several

times round both. Chiefly in pi.
x6aa R Hawkins Voy S Sea (1847) 188 His sayles re-

payred and sufficiently prevented with martnets blayles
and caskettes 1626 Capt Smith Accid Yng Seamen 15
There is also diuerse other small cordage, as head lines, the
knaulings, gassits or furling lines 1630 J Taylor (Water
P ) Navy Lands/tips Wks 1 81/1 Her Gaskets, Martlmes,
Cables. 17x1 W. Sutherland Shipbuild Assist 16 The
Lines that are drawn cross the Yai ds are call’d Rope-bands

;

they make fast the Sail to the Yard, and Gaskets furl them
1762 Falconer Shipwr 11. 04 Along the sail the gasketts
are convey'd 1823 H B Gascoigne Nazi Fame 49 In
haste the binding Gaskets they unfold But yet the canvass
in their arms they hold 1894 Hall Caine Manxman in
x, Her rudder was unshipped, her sails were torn from
their gaskets

2 A sti ip of tow, plaited hemp, or other material,
used for packing a piston or for caulking a joint.

1829 R Stuart Anecd Steam Eng. I 270 Screwing this
plate down to the projecting rim, the packing (or gasket)
between them was pressed outwards, so tightly as not to

allow steam to pass 1839 Rankine Steam Eng (1861) 129
Round the body of the piston is wrapped the packing, con-
sisting either of loose hemp, or of a soft loosely spun
hempen rope called gasket, soaked with grease,

3 attrib., as gasket-work
1831 Jane Porter Sir Seaward's Narr I 124 A fathom

of this gasket-work, being fastened end to end
Hence Ga’sket v trans , to fasten up with gaskets.
1892 Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wrecker xhl 207 The

sails were gasketed and covered and the decks tidied down

Gaskia1 (gse'skm). Forms: 6 gaskyn, -kyng,
-come, -coigne, gayshekoon, 6-7 gascoyne,

7 gaskoine, gasskm, gaskmg, 'j-S -com, 8

-coign, 6-9 gaskm. [Of uncertain origin
,
perh.

due to a false analysis of Galltgaskin, to which
the * gallant gaskuis ' of the first quot comes close

in point of sound. On the other hand, as Cotgrave
explains F. grigues by 4 wide slops, Gregs, Gallo-

gascoines, Venetians; a great Gascon or Spanish
hose', it seems possible that such hose were actually

worn m Gascony ; if so, this word may have been
a special use of Gascon, and have existed earlier

than galltgaskin.]

+ 1. A kind of breech or hose. Chiefly pi. Obs.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-lk (Camden) 6 Hisoun gai gallant
gaskms, his kut dublets, his staring hare 1377 Wilts $
Inv N C (Surtees 1835) 4®3i J paire of gayshekoones
broken nj* iva. 1391 Garrard Art Warn

t

18 A straite

brabantie and gascoine is to be worne 1600 Dekker Gentle
Craft Wks, 1873 I 18 Goe thywayes thought I, thou maist
be much in my gaskms, but nought in my neather stockes

x6tx Beaum & Fl. Knt, Bum. Pestle n. 11, The child’s a
father-lesse child, and say they should put him into a streight

paireofGaskins. hewouldneuergrowafterit. 1755Johnson,
Gaskms, wide hose, wide breeches An old ludicrous word,

•jj* b attrib , as gaskm breeches
,
hose. Obs.

1391 Percivall Sp Diet
,
Qaraguclles, gascoigne hose,

femoraha 1604 Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I 103
Sattine to make yo' Dublett and gaskome hose. 1623
Minsheu Sp Diet s v., Gascoigne breeches, or Venetian
hosen gregttiscos.

2. (See quot 1726)
1632 Cotterell Cassandra in (1676) 43 And thrust him

back upon his gaskms. 1726 Diet Rust (ed 3k Gascom
,

the hinder Thigh of a Horse, which begins at the Stiffle,

and reaches to the Ply or bending of the Ham *827
Sporting Mag XX 139 Good hind legs and well spread
gaskms are very essential points in a coach horse.
transf 1678 Drydfn Liviberham iv. 1, One of my

Daughters is big with Bastard, and she laid at her Gascoms
most unmercifully 1 every stripe she had, I felt it

Gaskin2 (gseskm). iare. Also gaskmg.
[Alteration of Gasket

;
the ending may represent

-ing 1
] = Gasket (in both senses).

1831 Trelawnev Adv. Younger Son III 170 Both of
them lashed on the yard by the gaskins x86o lire's Diet
Arts I, 328 R, cover for kier; the flanch on which this
cover rests is grooved a little to admit of ‘ gaskmg ’ being
inserted, so as to form a ’joint* 1880 G Wightwick’s
Hints Yng Archit (Weale)22i Socketted pipes to be
jointed with clay, tarred gaskm or cement. 1883 Stevenson
Trcas 1st m xv, This extraordinary patchwork was all

held together by loops of tarry gaskm
Gaskin, obs form of Gascon.
Gasless (gse’sles), a. [f. Gas sb. 4- -less.] Des-

titute of gas
;
not lighted by gas.

1872 ‘Mark Twain’ Innoc Abr xiii 87 The gasless
100m 1883 P. Hood Scot Char ix. 162 The lass with the
lantern, the constant attendant of every lady who might
happen m those gasless days to be out after nightfall 1889
Catholic News 7 Sept 4/4 Whisperings of gasless cities and
revolution, still hover in the air.

Ga'S-light. The light produced by the com-
bustion of gas, usually coal-gas
1808 Murdoch in Phil. Trans XCVIII. 126 The time

during which the gas light is used, may be stated at least
at two hours per day 1838 Penny Cycl XI 86/2 The
great success which attended gas-light m London has
extended itself throughout Great Britain. 1837 Mrs. Car-
lyle Lett II. 334,

1

had not been able to read then, by the
gas-light, which dazzles my eyes

b A jet of burning gas ; chiefly pi.
1808 Murdoch in Phil Trans. XCVIII 123 A standard

for determining the advantages to be expected from the use
of the gas lights under favourable circumstances 18x5
Accum Treat Gas-Light (ed 2) 145 The Church of St. John
the Evangelist has been illuminated with gas lights for
upwards of two years. 1831 T P Jones Convers Chan
xv 160 Such is not the case with the gas lights 1863
Dickens Mnt Fr nr i, Gaslights flared in the shops with
a haggard and unblest air

c. attrib., as gas-light company, manufactory
1809 J Van Voorst {title) Address to the Propiietors of

the intended Gas Light and Coke Company. 1826 Scott
Mat. Malagr ii 63 It would be supposing the blessed sun
himselfjealous of a gas-light manufactory.

Ga's-ma n.
1 a. One who is engaged m manufacturing or

supplying gas. b. A collector of sums due to

a gas-company for gas supplied.
1821 [T Hickman, the pugilist, who fought with Neat on

11 Dec 1821, was called ‘the Gas man’ or * the Gas-light
man ’. See P Egan Boxiana (1828) New series I 33, 42 ]

1842 Thackeray Fitz-Boodle's Conf Pref, The first gas-
man was ruined. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec 829 The public
are willing that the gasmen should suffer, if only they may
keep cheap light. 1889 Yoice(N Y )i4 Nov

,
He bowedtlie

astonished gas-man into the presence of the amazed family

2 One who attends to the gas-lights in a theatre.

1863 Sat, Rev 21 Jan 80/2 Probably the gasman of a
London theatre is, as a rule, equally incautious 1893 F, F,
Moore Gray Eye or So III 197 The actors, the carpenters,
the gasmen, the firemen.

3. Coal-mimng ( U.S

)

One who examines the

workings for fire-damp.

1883 in Greslev Gloss. Coal Mining.
Gaaogene, var. Gazogene.
Gasolene, gasoline (gae-stflrn). Also gaso-

leme, gazolme. [f. Gas sb + -ol (as m Benzol)
+ -ene, -ine ] A volatile inflammable liquid, one

of the first products in the distillation of crude
petroleum, employed for purposes of heating and
illumination

2871 J. R Nichols Fireside Sc 50 Benzine, benzoline,

gasoleme, kerosolene 1883 Century Mag July 338/1 No
fewer than ten substances are obtained from petroleum by
the refining process 2nd, gasolene, used in artificial gas
machines X897 Westm Gaz 23 June 7/3 Her engines are

2o-horse power, and are driven by gasoline

attrib 1890 Pall Mall G 30 June 6/3 Cooking breakfast
over a gasoline stove 1893 Daily News 22 Nov 2/2 Both
[vehicles] used gasolene motors

Gasometer (g^sp’mftai). Also gazometer.
[ad. F. gazomitre, f. gaz Gas sb. + mitre

,
ad, Gr

fierpov measure.]

1. Chem. (See quot. 1831 ) In later use (on

analogy of sense 2) a vessel for bolding gas.

1790 Kerr tr Lavoisier's Elent Chem , 308, I give the
name ofgasometer to an instrument which I invented for

the purpose of a kind of bellows, which might furnish an
uniform and continued stream of oxygen gas in expeuments
of fusion 1793 Beddoes Let to Darwin 41 A construction

not very dissimilar to that employed in the gazometers of

Mr Lavoisier and Dr Van Marum. 1831 T, P Jones Con-
vers, Chem, Gloss , Gasometer

,

an air holder, so constructed
that the quantity of gas which it contains can be ascer-

tained or measured 1874 tr. LommeTs Light 6 Through
the middle of this runs a narrow tube, which . . conducts
oxygen from an adjoining gasometer.

2 A large tank or reservoir in which illuminat-

ing gas is stored, to be distributed thence by
means of pipes.

89
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x8o8 Murdoch in Phil Tram. XCVIII. 125 The gas. .is

conveyed by iron pipes into large reservoirs, or gasometers,

where it is washed and purified . 1819Accum Descr. Memitf.

Coal Gas 164 The name of gas holder, or as it is improperly

called, gasometei is given to the vessel employed for collect-

ing the gas and storing it up for use 1879 Cassell's Tufas.

Educ. ir 90/2 Lastly, the gasometer with its tank into which
the gas is finally received in a purified state.

Gasometry (gaes*? main). Also 8 gazometry.
[f. Gas sb. + Gr. -perpia measurement : see -metby ]
The science of measuring gases, or of estimating

the quantity of different gases in a mixture.
X700 Kerr tr, Lavoisier'sElem Chem. 304 Of Gazometry,

or the Measurement of the Weight and Volume of Aeriform
Substances. 1869 Eng Mech. 19 Nov. 234/1 To work out

any problem .in quantitative gasometry

So Gasome'trie a., relating to gasometry.
1866 Brands: & Cox Did. Set. etc II is Gasomeinc

Analysts, Eudiometry, or the process ofseparating and esti-

mating the individual constituents ofa gaseous mixture

Gasoscope (gse'si’skcnip). [f Gas sb. -t- Gr.

-anitros observer : see -scope ] (See quot

)

1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Gasoscope an apparatus for

indicating the piesence of bicaiburetted hydrogen gas in

buildings, mines, &c

Gasp (gasp), sb. Also 6-7 gaspe. [f. Gasp v ]
1. A convulsive catching of the breath from dis-

tress, exertion, or the lessening of vital action;

also, as a result of surprise.

1586 Warner Alb Eng. iv xxi[i] (1380) 94 [He] shortly

gaue a quiet gaspe or twame. 1727-32 Gay Fables n xvi.

53 Can those [hoards] prolong one gasp of breath, Or calm
the troubled hour of death? 18x0 Scott Lady ofiL vu,
While every gasp with sobs he drew, The labouring stag
strained full in view. 1840 Dickens OldC Shop iv. The
old lady gave a gasp 1879 Browning Ivan Ivanmnich 67
Then followed gasps and sobs, and then the steady flow Of
kindly tears.

b esp (One's) last gasp: the final attempt to

draw breath before the departure of life. At the

last gasp' at the point of death. Alsofig
1577 Hanmer Anc. Ecel. Hist 147 Retayning a valiant

and muincible minde vnto the last gaspe, xGoa Marston
Ant. <y Mel, 1.Wks 1856 I 17 Tell her the spirit ofAntonio
Wisheth his last gaspe breath’d upon her breast 1611

Shaks Cymb. 1. v. 53 His Fortunes all lye speechlesse, and
his name Is at last gaspe, 1655 Sir E Nicholas in N.
Papers (Camden) II 338 At this instant he [Cromwell] is

like one at y" laste gaspe, full of convulsions, laying hould
on what commes next him. 1736 Butler Anal 1. 1. Wks
1874 I. 29 In those diseases . [theie may be] the highest
mental enjoyments and sufferings, even to the last gasp
1846 Trench Mtrac. vi (1862) 184 He left her at the last

gasp ; he knew not whether to regard her as alive or dead.
1831 Hussey Papal Power in 158 The authority of the
August! breathed on that day its last gasp m Rome
2. transf in various occasional uses.

c 1611 Chapman Iliadxxm 38a But straite, more cleare

appear’d the streight, Antilochus foresaw, It was agaspe the
earth gaue, forc't, by humorns, cold and raw. 1710 Con-
greve On Mrs. A Hunt, Singing Wks. Ill 87s Let
ev’ry ruderGasp of Breath Be calm, as in the Arms ofDeath
1795 Agnes Musgrave Cicely 1. 20The wish to see our new
sister occupied every thought, and engrossed every gasp of
conversation 'till we reached Raby. 1833 Kane Grmnell
Exp xxxi. (1856)268 Winds nearly at rest,with the exception
of a little gasp from the westward.

Gasp (gasp), v. Forms
: 4 gaysp, 4-7 gaspe,

7- gasp, [a ON. geispa to yawn (Sw gaspa\
by metathesis from *geip-sa, cf. geip idle talk, geipet

to talk idly. The weak grade of the root, found,

m Sw. dial gtspa, Da. gispe, appears also in Sw.
mungipa corner of the mouth, OE. gipung open
mouth, f. gipian to yawn (only in pr. pple gypigend
* hiulcus ’ = OLow Fiankish gzpendi * patens ’).

The root *gap~ (see Gape ».), whence Ger. dial,

gapsen to gape for breath, belongs to a diffeient

vowel-series, but the seuse of * opening ’ is ap-
parently common to both ]
1. intr. To catch the breath with open mouth,

as from exhaustion (esp. m the death-straggle) or
astonishment.
1390 Gower Conf. II 260 And thnes on the water there She

gaspeth with a drecchmge onde ? a 1400 MorteA rth, 146a
Thare ware gomes thurghe-girde with grundyne wapynes,
Gnsely gayspandewith gmcchande lotes ! 1383 Stanyiiurst
Mnets ji, (Arh ) 61 Whilst I beheld Priamus thus gasping
1643-6 Milton Sonn xi, Those rugged names to our like
mouthes grow sleek, Thatwould have made Quintilian stare
and gasp 1794Mad D'Arblay Lett. Apr , I almost gasped
with impatience and revived old feelings 18x3 Scott
Tnerm ix. xxv, Already gasping on the ground Lie twenty
of the Table Round 1848 Ruskin Mod. Paint, II hi ji.

111. § 2 155 He has taken our breath away, and leaves us
gasping

fig *579 Spenser Sheph Cal Nov. 126 The flouds do
gaspe, for dryed is theyr sourse

2 Togasp for (occas. after) : to pant for (air)

;

fig to long for, to desire eagerly (cf. Gape v 4).
C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps, lxiit i, O God..How gaspes
my soule for thy refreshing taste ! 1684 T Hockin Gods
Decrees 333 Future happiness, nature it self does inces-
santly gasp and breath after 1697 Dryden Virg Georg
iv 375 The sick, for Air before the Portal gasp *7x1
Addison Sped No xg8 r 3 Seeing how dearly they loved
one another, and gasped after theirLiberty *833L RitchieWand. by Loire 9 The doors and windows, as we passed,
were all open, gasping for air. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Drama of.ExilePoems 1850 1 39 And gasp for space amid
the Infinite

3. irons, and quasi-/m«r To exbale (occas also,

to inhale) with convulsive breathings, esp. to gasp
one's last

, to gasp (life) away. Also To gasp out

:

to utter with gasps, i* Togasp up : to give up (the

ghost )

1334 Sir T More Cumfort agst Tribulation (1573) 42
Ana long was it not ere they gasped vp the goste 1399
Shaks Hen V, v 11 149, I cannot looke greenely, nor
gaspe out my eloquence 1633 Baxter Chr Concoid 97
We have no other way to revive the hopes of the Churches,
now they seem to be leady to gasp their last. 1607 Dryden
AEneid ix 558 He staggers round, his Eyeballs rowl m
Death, And with short sobs he gasps away his Breath.
itox Co\vpr.& Iliad iv. 621 He lay gasping life away. 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng I iv 301 The poor girl gasped
out, ‘ May God save him, if it be God's will 1

1

1836 Kane
Ard Expl II xi 113, I soon found myself gasping the
ammomacal steam of some fourteen fellow lodgers.

Ga*spant, a. nonce-wd. A mock-heraldic term
for * gasping \
1831 T L. Peacock Crotchet Castle i. (1867) 12 Arms,

thiee empty bladders, tuigescent, to show how opinions are
formed three barbers’ blocks, gaspant, to show how they
are swallowed.

Gasper (ga-spai) [f. Gasp v + -er 1
.] One

who gasps (in various nonce-uses).
1868 Dickens Lett. 3 Feb. (1882) III 245 Charles Dickens
.whose surprising peiformances on the Amencan ca-

tarrh, have won for rum the well-merited title of the Gad's
Hill Gasper 1877 Blackie Wise Men 16 He bade them
fling The finny gaspers back into the brine Wholesale 1884
Contemp Rev June 817 The agonies of feudalism had
changed some of the trembling gaspers into gieedy graspers

Gasping (ga spig), vbl sb [f Gasp v + -ing h]
The action of the verb Gasp, m various senses
c 1440 Promp Parv 188/1 Gaspynge, idem quod Gapynge

X494 Fabyan Chron vir 333 'ihen was the felde coueryd
with deed bodyes, and gaspynge and gronynge was heide
on euery syde 15x3 Douglas AEueis vi vni 36 Thair
clamour was full scant, The soundis hrak with gasping or a
gant, 1361 T Norton Calvin’s Inst iv. xvm. (1634) 705
This also Christ signified by his last saying and utteied
among bis last gaspmgs a 1632 J. Smith Set Disc iv 109
Those breathings and gaspmgs after an eternal participation
of him are but the energy ofHis own breath within us. 1742
Richardson Pamela IV 256 To attend the dear Baby him-
self—to see his last Gaspmgs, poor little Lamb 18x2
Crabqe Talesm Verse, Confidant 2x0 Some youthful gasp-
mgs for forbidden fruit 1843 Carlyle Past $ P iv in
Inarticulate gaspmgs.
attnb 180a T Beddofs Ilygdia vm 123 Those gasplng-

fits, which come on with greater and greatei violence

Gasping (ga spig), ppi a. [f Gasp v + -ing 2
]

That gasps, in various senses of the vb.

1309 Hawes Past Pleas. 1. xui, At the last with a gaspyng
nette Slouth my head caught with his whole purpose 1379
Spenser Sheph Cal Apr. 6 Quenching the gasping fun owes
thirst with rayne. X603 Dekker Wonderfiull Yeare Bhj,
In such a pantmg time, and gasping yeaie, Victuals are
cheapest, only men are deare. x68x Baxter Apol Non-
cotifi Mm. x Before the expiring of my gasping hopes
1738 Wesley Ps xiii, v, Save, or my gasping Spirit dies

1833 Browning Paracelsus 126 This arch-knave dogs me
As a gaunt crow a gasping sheep
Hence Gaspingly ado., in a gasping manner
1816 Byron Prisoner 0/ Chillon xi. My breath came

gaspingly and thick 1834 Fraser’s Mag X 111 The gills

are dilated gaspingly. 1879 ‘Annie Thomas’ Land
Season II 2x4 Bertram and Daisy . .

gaspingly force a
passage through the crowd
Gaa

s-pla:nt.
1 A name given to the plant Dictamnus Fraxi-

nella. In recent U.S. Diets
[* It is said that the atmosphere surrounding this plant is

111 hot dry weather inflammable ’ (Lmdley, School Dot

,

ed.

1843, P 49) •!

2 . The apparatus employed in the manufacture
and supply of illuminating gas. 1889 m Cent. Did
Gaspy (gerspi), a. rare, [f. Gasp sb +-yi]
Having a tendency to gasp.
1879 G Meredith Egoist I. xiv 233 The august great

robes back-flowing and foaming over the gaspy page-boys
Hence Ga spinesa (m quot Jig ).

1892 Spectator 9 Jan 48 Gaspiness is one of the worst
flaws in most English Hymns
Gasquine, Gass, obs. forms of Gascon, Gas.
Gassanapine, var. Gossampine.
Gassendist (g£ese*ndist). [f. Gassendi -1- -ist.

Cf. F Gassendiste.] A follower of Gassendi, a
French metaphysician, born 1592
x8ax D Stewart Dm Prog Philos 11 § 1 Wks 1854 I.

230 note

,

[The word Reflection] expresses the peculiar
doctrine by which his [Locke’s] system is distinguished from
that of the Gassendists and Hobbists. a 1834 Coleridge
Notes Eng. Divines (1833) 1 280 Taylor was a Gassendist

Gasser (gse’sat), [f. Gas v (sense 2) + -er 1
]

(See quot

)

x8o* Labour Commission Gloss , Gassets, those who work
at the gassing machines

Gasserian (gsesio nan), a [Named by Hirscli
in 1 765, after his teacher Johann Laurentius Gasser.
see -ian.] Gasserian (also Casserian) ganglion

,

the ganglion on the sensory trunk of the fifth cranial
nerve
1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat 461 The superior maxillary

nerve arises from the middle part of the Gasserian ganglion.
1881 Mivast Cat 272 The larger root swells out into what
is called the Gasserian ganglion

Gassiness (gse sines), rare [f. Gassy +
-ness.] a. The state of being pervaded by gas
b The possession of gaseous qualities.

1883 Mabel Collins H. Modjesha 111 46 The theatie
Its stuffiness, its gassmess, all the abominations common to
such buildings 1888 Comh Mag Jan 37 Gas of such an

unimaginable gasiness [sic] that millions of cubic miles
of it might easily be compressed into a pill-box
Gassit, obs. form of Gasket.
Gassy (gee si), a. [f Gas j£. + -y1.]
1 . Abounding m gas

;
of the nature of gas

*757 tr Hetichel's Pyntol 160 The volatile spirit will
smell extremely quick, pungent and gassy. 1842 Blacbio
Mag. LI 173 A clear, gassy, sea coal file, puffing and
fizzing in smiling welcome X878 F Ferguson Pop Life
Christ xvm 174 The gassy spring at Kissmgen begins to
bubble up at about the same time every day. x8ox G
Meredith One of our Conq III, jcui 290 The gassy
passages of the back of the theatre

6 y

2 . slang Characterized by * gas ’ or empty talk

,

given to ‘ gassing \
1863 B Taylor H, Thurston I 139 "Woodbury was

amused at the remaiks of the crowd ‘He?—oh, he’s a
gassy old fellow ’ 1873 Whitnfy Life Lang 11 17 As when
we call an empty and sophistical but ready talker ‘ gassy ’

1892 Ld. Rosebfry 111 Daily News 24 June 3/8 The last
development of the lush question was a gassy meeting in
St James's Hall the pievious night.

Gast (geest), sb Sc. [f. Gast v i] A fright
[Cf quot 1420 under Gastppl, a ] a 1684 R Law Mem

(1818) 220 The woman in a gast . comes and tells her lady
who had stollen her things 1873 W Alexander Johnny
Gibb (ed 3) 96 * Aw never got sic a gast’s aw got the nicht

*

Gast (gaest), a. dial, [app cognate with Gea-
son

,
cf MDu ghst, gist (Du. geest), barren soil,

Geest] (See quots a 1S25 and 1895

)

1729 Corton Parish (Suffolk) leiner

,

Every Gast Beast,
i e. for every Hcifei 01 young Steer 1760 Ibid, Barren or
gast cattle a 1825 Forby Voc E Anglia, Gast or Ghost-
Low, a cow which does not produce a calf in the season
X895 E Anglian Gloss , Gast . Also applied to mares

fGast, ».! Obs. Forms 1 gfestan, 4 gaast, 6
ghast, 4-7 gast(e [OE. gscstan (only once) —
OTeut type *gaistjan, app cogn.w Goth nsgaisjan
to terrify, nsgeisnan to be terrified. See Ghost

]
trans. To frighten, alarm, scare, terrify
(In quot c 1000 the sense seems to be rather ‘to torture'

or ‘ to destroy
'

)

c 1000 Juliana 17 in Exeter Bh , Hi
. gmston godes

cempan gare and lige 1362 Langl P PI A vu 129
To Gaste crowen from his corn 1382 W-ycur 2 Kings
xxii 19 Tin herte is gaastyde. 14x2-20 Lydg Chi on Troy
1 v, And gasten men with sodeyn erth quaue 1422 tr
Secreta Secret

,
Pnv Priv (E E T S.) 2x5 Thou shalte

haue many rynnynge engyns to make hornbill Sownes to
gasten thyn enemys 1330 Palsgr 360/2, I gaste hym as
sore as he was these twelve monethes, 139a Stow Ann an
1586. 1228 These men . weie , so ghasted with feare that
they looked rather like to ghostes than men 1603 Shaks
Lear it 1, 37 Oi whether gasted by the noyse I made, Full
sodainely he fled x6i6 J Lane Cent Sqr.'s T ix 413 note

,

So Pirrus lookes in Argos gastes his floes.

tGast, V.2 Obs [?ad OF gaster
,
guasler,

waster: see Waste v. (But cf. quot c 1000 in

prec ) t> ans ? To ruin, spoil
a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P xxxi 90 Whet helpeth the, my

suete lemmon, my lyf thus forte gaste ?

+ Gast, ppl a [pa pple. of Gast v 1
] Terri-

fied, afraid For gast • foi fear.

13 Gaw % Gr Knt 323,

1

know no gome fiat is gast of
]iy grete wordes c 1340 Cursor M 3814 (Trm ) He was
gast So ferde >at he to fle bigon. 1382 Wyclit Jer vm 9
Confoundid ben the wise men, gast and ca3t thei ben
c 1420 Chron Vilod 777 He durst not meve burrself for

gast Ibid 1006 When jmseladyes weron aieson up to han
ygon Towarde herre chambers foi gast every chon 1300-
20 Dunbar Poems Ixxtv 19 Me think my spireit rynnis
away full gast 1573 Mirr Mag , Nennius xxxn, Thou
neuer wast m all thy life so gast, N01 durst againe be euer
halfe so bold

Gast, obs. form of Ghost
Gastaldite (geestse ldsit) Min. [Named by

Struvei m 1875 after Prof. B. Gastaldi : see -ite]
A variety of glaucophane
x88a Dana Min App 111 52 A mineral closely related to

glaucophane is called gastaldite

Gastell, obs. form of Ghostly
t Ga'ster, v. Obs [app a frequentative f

Gast v .
1

(? and v 2
) see -er 8 .

Sense 2 may be a distinct word, a F gaster (infinitive) to

waste, spoil (mod F gilta ) ]

1 trans To frighten, scare, terrify

1593 G Giffard Dial Witches E ij b, If they run at him
with a spit red hot, they gastei him so sore, that his dame
shal go her self, if she will, he will come no more there

16x4 Beaum & Fl Wit at Sev Weapons n 111, Either the
sight of the Lady has gaster’d him or else he’s drunk 1673
Brooks Gold Key Wks. 1867 V 92 He begun to be gastred
with wonderful astonishment 1721-1800 Bailey, Gastred,
frightened, astonished. 1787 Grose Prcrv Gloss ,

Gaster
,

to startle, scare, or affright suddenly.

2 To destroy
1609 Bp.W. Barlow Anstw Nameless Cath 191 His Breue

euen then gastrmg his Maiesties title and debainng his

right Ibid 264 The best works haue attending on them
two wormes, which gaster and infect the goodnes of them.

Hence Ga stered ppl a,, Ga*stermg vbl sb

1642 Rogers Naaman 138 That she might at last be
wholly quit of all such callings upon, and gastenngs. 1644
Quarles Sheph Orac. v, Feare not, said he, I come not to

affnght Thy gastered soule with terrours of the night.

Gasteral (gsesteral), a jocular Also gas-

tral. [f Gr. 7affr(e)p-, yaarifp stomach + -al ] Of
or pertaining to the stomach.
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1828 Harrovian 15 To recreate the gastral powers, with

the odorous sacrifice offeied up on P——’s polished round
table 1854 Chamb Jrnl I 178 One represented Silenus
with most extiavagant gasteral development.

Gasteromycetous igse steromaisz tos), a.

Bot [f mod L gasteromycet-es (f Gr. yaarep{o)-,
yaarr/p stomach + pmrjres pi of ninths fungus) +
-oua ] Of, belonging to, or relating to the Gas-
teromycetes, one of the orders of Fungi.
1861 Bentley Man Bot 387 Gasteromycetous Fungi

1889 Bennett & Murray Cryptog Bot, 319 Gasteromy-
cetous Lichens

Gasteropod, gastropod (gse-stei%>d, gse s-

tr%xl), sb. and a Also 9 -pods [ad mod.L.
gasteropoda

,
gastropoda neut pi see next ]A sb An animal of the Gasteropoda class or

group of molluscs.
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol IV. xlv 235 Several Gastero-

poda can neither heai nor see 1841 Douglas in Proc,
Berw Hat Club I No g 244 The most beautiful naked
gasteropode we have seen 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 97
The gasteropods, including land-snails, sea-snails, whelks,
limpets, and the like, aie the types of the mollusca
transf 1854 Owen Skcl <y Teeth in Ctrc Sc

, Organ
Nat I 231 They [seals] may be called ‘gastropods,’ in
respect of their mode of progiession

B adj, Gasteropodous.
1836-9 'Iodd Cycl Anat II 386/1 The Gasteropod Mol-

lusca 1850 Johnston Couc/tol 118 The small Gasteropod
order which Cuvier has called Heteropods, are [etc ]

|| Gasteropoda, gastropoda (gtusterp-pdda,

gaestrp pdda), sb pi Zool [mod.L , f. Gi. yac-
r(e)p{o)-, yaarrjp stomach, + rroS-, nous foot.] A
class or group of molluscs (including the snails,

limpets, etc), so called from the ventral position
of the locomotive organ.
1828 J Stark Hat H1st II 59 M Cuvier has given the

name of Gasteropoda to all the animals of this class which
have a foot or muscular disc proper for crawling 1851-6
Woodward Mollusca 11 7 In the gasteropoda, or snails, the
under side of the body forms a single muscular foot *878
Blll Gegenbaur's Comp Anat. 319 These relations are dif-
ferent m the Gastropoda.

Hence Gast(e)ro*podan. a and sb. = Gastero-
pod , Gastero'podic a =next,
1876 F. Harrison Choice Bhs (1886) 123 Your argument

done into gasteropodic prose, is simply that the human kind
have utterly gone backward since the statue was carved
Gasteropodous (gmster^-pMas), a. Also
gastropodous. [f Gasterofod-a + -ous ] Be-
longing to the Gasteropoda

;

pertaining to or cha-
racteristic of a gasteropod
1823-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I 10 In the snail and

some other gasteropodous mollusca. 1858 Geikie Hist
Boulder vi 108 Among the higher gastropodous molluscs.
1872 W. S, Symonds Rec, Rocks vl 182 Fossils are numerous,
the gasteropodous shells occurring frequently
jocular. 1864 Reader 18 June, The Gasteropodous order
of rifleman, who go perpetually on their stomachs.
Gastful : see Ghastful.
Gastlet. Obs rate. [a. F gastelet *a little

cake
, also the name of an excellent Cyder-apple ’

(Cotgr.), dim. of gasteau (now g&teau
) cake ] A

kind of apple.
1600 SuurLET Country Fartne in xlix 528 Such [apples]

are those that followe, the heroet . fairewife, gastlet

Gastly, obs form of Ghastly, Ghostly.
t Ga'stness. Obs [f. Gast ppl. a. + -HESS ]

Terrified condition or appearance
,

terror, dread.
c *374 Chaucer Boeth in pi v. 5g(Camh MS)Atyraunt
shewede by symylytude the dredes of Resumes by

gastnesse of a swerd hat heng ouer the heued of hys
famyler 1382 Wyclif Tosh 11 g Joure gastnes is fain into vs— 1 Sam xxxi 4And his squier wolde not , forsothe he was
agaist with to mych gaistnes a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg
Prtnc 20 And of the brotilnesse of hir nature My tremlyng
hert so giete gastnesse hadde, That [etc ] 1604 Shaks.
Oth v 1 106 Looke you pale, Mistns ? Do you perceiue the
gastnesse of her eye 1721 Bailey, Gasteness, tenor, dread,

IIGastrsea (gmstrfa). [mod.L, f. Gr. yaGr{e)p-,
yaarrjp belly ]
I = Gastrula
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anun i 50 In the Ponfera the

terminal apeiture of the gastrsea becomes the egestive
opening of the adult animal.
2. A primitive sac-like animal, whose existence

is assumed by Haeckel, consisting of two layers of
cells, an ectoderm andan endoderm. Gastrsea theory

,

the theoiy which supposes this to have been the
ancestral form of the whole animal kingdom.
1879 tr Haeckel's Evol Man l 9 A very ancient ancestral

-r£
m 13 rePresente(i by the two-layered Gastrsea Ibid 250

these are the principles of the unified or monophyletic
genealogy of the animal kingdom, as they present them-
selves, provisionally, according to the Gastrsea Theory
i8ga Nation (N Y ) 21 Apr. 309/2 The author is thoroughly
permeated by the gastraea myth
Gastrsead (gee stmed) [ad. mod.L. gastrmod-

es, pi. foini of prec.] One of the Gastraeades, a
division ofsponges whose development does not go
beyond that of a gastrula In recent Diets

Gastral, var, Gasteral.
II Gastralgia (gEsstraeldgia). Path. [modL

,

f Gr. yaar{e)p-, yaarfjp stomach + aXyos pam ]
Pain m the stomach, esp. neuralgia of the stomach.
1822-34 [see Gastrodynia] 1836 J GullyMagis Formal.

87, I have given it [prussic acid] with the best effects m

gastralgia 1867 0 . W Holmes Guard, Angel xxv (1S91)
296 Some lozenges for gastralgia 1884 Sat Rev 7 June
741/1A state ofpolitical babyhood and political gastralgia

Hence Gastra lgic a
,

pertaining to, affected
with, or liable to gastralgia; also sb., one who is

subject to gastialgia
1892 Hatpeps Mag Nov 862/2 Portly and gastralgia

papas 1897 Allbutt Syst Med III 476 Gastralgics are also
liable to asthma. Ibid 477 Pams of gastralgic character.

Gastrectomy (gtestrektomi) [f. Gr yaa-
t(e)p-, yaarrjp stomach + kuTopij (n. of action f
hiTijxveiv to cut out) + -Y 3

.]
‘ The removal of a

part of the stomach, as the pylorus, m cancer of
the organ’ {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885)
1886 Braithwaite's Med Retrospect XCII 40 Duodeno-

stomy, gastrostomy for the passage of a tube, and complete
gastrectomy, should all be replaced by gastro-enterostomy.

Gastric (gEE'strik), a. [f Gr yaar{e)p-, yaarqp
stomach + -10.] Of or peitainmg to the stomach

,

situated in, performed by or m, the stomach; of
the nature of a stomach. Gastricfever,

a term
somewhat loosely employed, but now usually
signifying enteric or typhoid fever. Gastric patient
(raie) : one suffering fiom gastric diseases
1656 Blount Glossogr. s v. Vein, Gastnck vein, the belly

veme, a blanch of the Port veme, fiom which it descends
to the hallow part and backside of the ventricle *727-51
Chambers Cycl., Gastric

.

in anatomy, is applied to divers
veins on account of their proceeding from the stomach 1796
Duncan Ann Med I 68 The author saw evidently gas-
tric patients sinking under a load of the Peruvian bark.
*802 Med Jrnl VIII 436 Symptoms that widely differ from
those which are to be observed in gastnc fevers 1822-34
Good's Study Med (ed 4] I. 633 [Mild remittent fever] is

called by Professor Frank gastric fever. 1830 R Knox
Blclard's Anat 12 In other animals the gastric cavity has
piolongations which extend into the mass of the body 1834
M'Murtrie Cuvier's Anun Kingd. 458 The domicile of
the larvae is of three kinds cutaneous, cervical, and gastric

1842 E. Wilson Anat, Vade M 302 The Gastric Artery
ascends between the two layers of the lesser omentum to
the caidiac orifice of the stomach *850 Fraser1s Mag
XLII 540 They have left on lecord gastnc achievements
to be envied by aldermen of the most giant appetite *854
Carpenter Prtnc. Phys , Gen tj- Covtpar 111 163 The great
purpose of the gastnc digestion appears to be, to dissolve
the albuminous and gelatinous constituents of the food.
187a Baker Nile Trtbut viu 106 My wife was prostrated
by a severe attack of gastnc fever 1876 tr. Wagner1* Gen.
Pathol. 13 Gastric catarrh *877 HuxleyAnat, Inv Amm.
in 152 The oral aperture ofan Actmozoon leads into a sac,

which, without prejudice to the question of its exact func-
tion, may be termed * gastric’.

lb. Gastric juice (formerly also gastric acid,

liquor')-, thm, cleai, almost colourless fluid, of
an acid nature, secreted by certain glands m the
stomach, where it is the chief agent in the process
of digestion.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Gastnck juice. 1753 Chambers
Cycl Supp , Bulimy is a disorder of the stomach seated m
the fibres thereof, or in the gastric liquor *794-6E Darwin
Zoott (1801) I. 439 There is at the same time a deficiency of
gastnc acia. *799 Med. Jrnl II 79 The gastric juice of
these birds *821 Byron Juan v xxxu, Intellects, whose
use Depends so much upon the gastnc juice 1845 G E
Day tr Simon's Anun Client, I. 85 Acetic acid has been
found . .in the gastnc juice 1889 M. Foster

r
l ext-bk Phys

11 (ed 5) 365 The essential property of gastnc juice is the
power of dissolving proteid matters.

Gastricism (gas strisiz’m). [f. prec. + -ism ]
1 ‘Stomach diseases generally’ (Syd Soc. Lex.).

1796 Duncan Ann. Med I. 67 But now nothing is seen or
heard of the use of neutral salts or resolvents, with a view
to gastricism, or to prepare for evacuants

2 . (See quot. 1842.)
*842 JDunglison Diet Med

, Gastricism, a name, by
which is designated the medical theory, that refers all, or
almost all, diseases to an accumulation of saburrse m the
digestive passages

Gastri'city. ? Obs. rare. [f. Gastric a + -ity.

So F. gastnciti.] A state of gastnc disturbance.
*7g6 Duncan Ann. Med I 69 But sometimes the author

saw with astonishment the bark overcome the gastricity.

1885 in Syd Soc Lex.

Gastriloquist (giestn Wkwist). [formed after

the analogy of ventriloquist, replacing ventri- by
gastri-, a combining form of Gk yaar{t)p-

f
yaarrjp ]

=Ventriloquist. So Gastrilo quial a , Gastri -

loquism, Gastri loquons a., Gastri loqny.
*731 Bailey vol. II, Gastnloquous

,
speaking out of the

belly 1785 Reid Int Powers 11 xxn. 298 The deception
which is said to be produced by Gaslriloquists 1831 Hooper
Med Diet., Gastroloqmsm . see Ventriloquism 1848
Craig, Gastriloquy, a manner of speaking that seems to pro-
ceed from the belly. "1864 A M°Kay Hist Kilmarnock 259
The greatest success has attended his gastriloquial displays

+ Gastrimargism(e. Obs.-1
[f. as next

+

-isjt] =next
*607 Wall ington Opt Glass v 37 b, Be not addicted to

this foule vice of Gastnmargisme and belly chear.

+ Gastrimargy. Obs [ad Gr yaarpipapyia
f yaarpipapyos gluttonous (f yaarrjp belly + papyos
raging mad) ] Gluttony ; voraciousness
C1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode in. xl (1869) 156 And what is,

quodj, Castnmargye [«c, so spelt also in Fr original]? It

is, quod she, plounginge and drenchmge of morselles that
men mown fynde in goode housboldes a 1625 Boys Wks,
(1629) 769 These foure Angels are the spirit of Luxurie,
the spint of Pridq the spirit of Gastnmargie, the spirit of
Auarice,

II Gastritis (gaestrai tis) Med, [mod L , f. Gr
yaar{i)p-, yaarrjp stomach + -ITIS.] Inflammation
of the coats of the stomach.
*806 Med, Jrnl XV 412 This might be m reality a case

of gastritis 1859 Todd Cycl Anat V. 414/2 Acute gas-
tritis

Gastro- (gas stro), rarely before a vowel gaslr-,
combining form of Gr yaor{t)p-, yaorrip, belly,

stomach, m many mod terms of Anat , Path , etc
Ga stro-cata rrhal a., connected with gastric
catarrh. Ga strocele [Gr KrjXrj tumour] (see
quot

)
Gastro-co’lic a [Gr kqXov the colon],

pertaining to the stomach and to the colon. Gas -

tro-cluocle nal a., pertaining to the stomach and
to the duodenum Ga stro-duodeni-tis, mflam-
matiou of the stomach and duodenum. Ga stro-
ente ric a

,

pertaining to the stomach and intes-

tines Ga stxo-eate*i tis, inflammation of the
stomach and intestines Hence Ga stro-enteri'*
tic a. Ga stro-entexo'stomy [Gr evrtpo-v in-

testine + aroji-a mouth + -Yd], ‘the formation
of a permanent mouth, or fistulous opening, con-
necting the duodenum and the stomach, when
the pylorus is obstructed’ {Syd. Soc. Lex 1885).
Ga stro-entero tomy, ‘ the opening of the intes-

tine through the abdominal walls ’ {Syd Soc Lex.
1885). Ga stro-epiploTc a

,
pertaining to the

stomach and to the epiploon. Ga stro>hepa'tic
a., pertaining to the stomach and to the liver

Ga stro-hysterotomy, the Caesarean operation:
see CiESAitEAN a. 2 Ga stro-inte'stinal a. —
gastro-enteric adj. Ga strophre nic a., pertaining
to the stomach and to the diaphragm. Ga stro-
pneum.o-n.ic a

,
pertaining to thestomach and to the

lungs. Ga stxo-pu lmonary a., -pulmo nio a. —
prec. Ga stxo-sple meet .pertaining to the stomach
and tothe spleen. Ga stxo-va-seniora ,

pertaining
jointly to the abdominal cavity and to a vessel.

1833W Stokes in Cycl Pract Med II 337/1 One of the
most frequent forms of disease in Dublin is that which may
be termed the 51gastro-catarrh al fever 1807-26 S Coofer
First Lutes Surg. (ed 5) 450 When a hernia contains a
part of the stomach .it is sometimes named. .*gastrocele
*846 Buchanan Technol Diet ,

*Gastrocolic
,
an epithet for

the great omentum, because it passes from the gaster or
stomach to the arch of the colon X854MAYNE Expos Lex

,

Gastro-Duodenalis *gastro duodenal. *882 Quant’sElem.
Anat. (ed. 9) I. 436 The gastro-duodenal artery descends
near the pylorus behind the firstpart of the duodenum 1897
Allbutt Syst Med. II. 367 The jaundice was due . to

f
astio duodenal catarrh. 1822-34 Good’sStudy Med (ed 4)
1 . 175 note, *Gastro-duodemtis may exist without jaundice.

*833 W. Stokes m Cycl Pract. Med. II. 343/1 “Gastro
enteric inflammation 1854 Mayne Expos Lex , Gastren-
tertcus .gastrenteric Ibid ,Gastrenterxticus. “gastrenten-
tic 1861 T, J. Graham Pract. Med. 629 We hear of

.

mucous, gastro enteritic [fevers] 1822-9 Goods StudyMed
(ed 3) II 517 “Gastro enteritis , , exists without any painful
point when [etc] 1886 “Gastroenterostomy [see Gas-
trectomy]. *893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 1 Apr. 50/2 After
gastro enterostomy the contents of the stomach often pass
into the pyloric limb of the attached loop of intestine

1876 Clin Soc. Trans IX. 109 “Gastro-Enterotomy (artificial

anus m the small intestine). 1656 Blount Glossogr s v.

Vein, *Gastrepiploick vein 1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I

194/2 It [the hepatic aitery] gives two .blanches called the
pyloric and the right gastro-epiploic. Ibid 502/2 Adefined
margin terminates the “gaslro-hepatic omentum on the
right side 1854 Mayne Expos Lex , Gastro-hysterotomia.

“gastro-hysterotomy. 1831 J. DaviesManualMat Med
213A lively irritation of the *gastro-in testinal surface. x86o
E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) +85 Anything which
causes gastrointestinal disorder 1854 Mayne Expos Lex.,
Gastro-phrenicus . *gastro-phiemc. *882 Quant’s Elem.
Anat. (ed 9) II 727 A small duplicature to the left of the
esophagus, named the gastio-phremc ligament 1856 Iltd,
(ed. 6) L p cell, The mucous membranes may be reduced
to two great divisions, namely the “gastro pulmonary and
the genito-urtnary. 1854 Bushnan in Ctrc Sc

,
Org. Nat

II. 54 The first is termed the “gastro-pulmomc membrane
1844 Hoblyn Diet. Med,, *Gastro-splemc omenta .

.

the
lamlnas of the peritoneum, which are comprised between the

spleen and the stomach. 1876 tr Beneaeu's Amm. Para-
sites 47 The Cydippe densa . lodges in its “gastro-vascular

apparatus larvae of annelids.

Ga:strocne*mial, a [f. as next +-al] = next.

1889 in Century Dtct

Gastrocnemian (gas stro,knfmian), a. Also

-knemian [f next + -an.] Of 01 peitaming to the

gastrocnemius muscle.

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex, 187a Browning Fifine lx,

And . duly sympathize With gastro-knemian grace

II Gastrocnemius (gsest«>,knfmms). PI.

-cnemii (knz-misi). [mod L. gastrocnemius, f.

Gr ya.GrpoKvrjp.ia the calf of the leg, f yaar{e)p-
f

yaorijp belly -1- Kvrjprj leg ] The chief muscle of

the calf of the leg, which gives it a protuberant or
* bellying ’ form.
1676 J. Cooke Marrow Surg

.

430 (folding leaf) The
two Gastrocnemii. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 382 The
Gastrocnemius . is composed of two fleshy masses, called

the outer and inner heads, resembling each other m form

1863 Kingsley Water-Bab, vni (1878) 339 The dog tackled

them so sharply about the gastrocnemius muscle 1871
W.A Hammond Dts Nerv Syst 65 A ballet-dancer, whose
gastrocnemii muscles were the apparent starting-points of

the disease.

89 -a
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Gastrodisc (gse'str^disk). Entbryol [ad

mod L. gastrodiscus : see Gastro- and Disk ]

The germinal area of a mammal.
i88i'Mivart Cat 320 That part where the two membranes

coexist is the germ area, or gastrodisc

||Gastroaynia(ga2slr0,dmma). Med [mod.

L.j f. Gr 7aar{e)p-, yacrriip stomach + uSvvt] pain.]

Pain in the stomach ,
= Gastbalgia.

180+ Med Jrtil XII. 280 The Case, which I .request

you will insert in your next Number, I nave called Gastro-

dynia. 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I. 121 note,

Gastrodyma and gastralgia are terms frequently used
almost synonymouslj with cardialgia. 1879 Khory Prvic
Med. 17 Gastrodyma is common in dyspeptics.

Gastroid (gsestroid), a. [f Gr. 7affr(e)p-,
yaar-qp + -oiD ] Having a belly-like dilatation

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex

,

x836 Thomas Med Diet ,

Gastroid, lesembling the belly, or stomach —applied to

parts of animals and plants

Gastrolater (geestrp latur). [ad. F. gastro-

latre (Cotgr.), f. Gr 7a<rrp(o)-, yaar-qp belly 4-

-karpos serving ] A belly-woi shipper.
1694 Motteux Rabelais iv lvm 227 Pantagruel observ’d

two soils of. Apparitors The fust were call'd Engastn-
mythes, the others, Gastrolaters Ibid lix. 230 These Iozelly

Gulligutted Gastiolaters

Hence f Gastro latrous a
,
belly-worshipping.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv lvm. 229 The Variety we per-

ceiv’d in the Dresses of theGastrolatious Coquillons

Gastrolitli (gse-str^li» [f Gastiio- + Gr
\t0-as stone ] A calculus or stony concretion in

the stomach
;
spec = Cbab’s-eye i

1834 Mayne Expos Lex
,
Gasirolithus a stone or calculus

in the stomach , a gastiohth. 1880 Huxley Crayfish 29
There are .found at the sides of the stomach two lenticular

calcareous masses, which are known as ‘ crabs' eyes ’ or
gastrohths.

Gastrology (gaestrp-lodgi). [ad. Gr. 7aarpo-
koyla, the title of a poem quoted by Athenseus

(also yaarpovopia), f. 7atrrp(o)-, yaorrjp stomach +
Koyos discourse.] The science of catering for the

stomach
;
hence, cookery, good eating. Similarly

Gastrologfer, one versed in gastrology. Gastro-
lo gical a., of or pertaining to gastrology. Gaa-
tro logist= Gastrologer
1810 W. Taylor m Monthly Mag. XXX. 48 Under the

denomination of gastrology, to compile learned quartos on
the science of enhancing the physical and moral pleasures
of the palate 1820 SportingMag VI, 261 The gourmet .

deserves the higher appellation of gastrologer. 1822 Edin.
Rev. XXXVII. 59 The Gastrologists will not lay these
things to heart. 1827 Steuart Planters G (1828) p via,
What the Doctor learnedly calls ‘ the Science of Gastro-
logy’ 1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIV. 208 The mechanical,
physiological, and gastiological intricacies and differences

of fish, flesh, and fowl 1853 Ibid. XLVII 682 A famous
gastrologer was wont to affirm that the whole ofan Athe-
nian supper put together was not to be compared to it

|| Gastfomalacia (gm stw>maJii

'J
1a). Path.

[mod.L
,
f. Gastro- + Gr pakaieta softness, f paka-

k6s soft ] Softening of the coats of the stomach.
18531a

O

cilvie,

S

uppl. 1866A. FlintPnnc Med (1880)459
Strict proof of the development ofgastromalacia during life.

Gastromancy (gse strumaensi). Ohs. exc. Hist.

[f. Gr ya<TTp(o)-, yacrr-qp belly + pavreia divination

(Gr. had yaarpopavreveaQai 1 to divme by the

belly
7

).] Divination by the belly.

1 . (See quots.)

1610 Healey St. Aug Citia of God 294 Hydromancy .

done, in a glasse bottle full of water, wherein a Childe
must looke (and this is called Gastromancy of the glasses

belly) 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 366 Gastromaucie
procured answere by pictures, or ^presentations in glasse-

yessels ofwater, after the due Rites.

2. (See quot. 1652.)
1652 Gaule Magastrom xix. 165 Gastromancy, [divining]

by the sound of, or signes upon the belly a 1693Urquhart
Rabelais in. xxv, Gastromancy, which kina, of ventral
fatiloquency was for a long time together used m Ferrara,

ra 1836 E. Smedley Occ Sc. in Encycl Metrap, (1855) 323
Gastromancy or divination from the belly, is now generally
explained by ventriloquism.]

t Gastromantic (gsestwimse-ntik), a. Obs [f.

as piec. + Gr. pavruc-is soothsaying] Pertaining

to or practising gastromancy.
1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 28 The Gastromanticke, the Ven-

tnloquist, or ifyou will the Bottle-bellyed Witch
Gastronome (gEe'strdhoum). [a F. gastronome,

back-formation from gastronomic Gastronomy,]
One versedm gastronomy

, a judge of good eating.

1823 Scott Pevenl xxvii, A conversation on the mysteries
of the table, which . . a modern gastronome might have
listened to with pleasure 1837 W. Irving Capt Bonne-
ville III. 15. 1859 G. Meredith R. Feverel xxxv, Tears
and shrieks accompany the descent of the gastronome

Gastronomer (gsestrp nomaf). [f. Gastro-
nomy, after the analogy of astronomer.] =prec,
x8ao Sporting Mag VI. 261 The gormand unites theory

with practice, and may be denominated gastronomer 1852
Blackiu, Mag. LXXI. 747 A philosophical gastronomer of
European reputation

__

Gastronomic (geestonp mik), a. [ad F. gas-

tronomique, f gastronomic Gastronomy.] Of or
pertaining to gastronomy.
1828H Angelo Rewin. 292 Her ladyship proposed tickets

o-i-.5 ,1 --’j ve-; | lV_| 1 ^ith some article for the
'i,V" 1.' , Nn 1 po I t * i id the amusement which
1 I. Lit j. &.i-. . .cli.uu.ll 1841 DTsKAEU^we«.

L it (1867) 582 Being initiated Into the gastronomic mysteries

of the kitchens of the ancients 1858 Hawthorne Ir A It

fmis (1872) I 24 It would require less time to cultivate

our gastronomic taste than taste of any other kind

So Gastxono'xnical a., Gastrono mically aav.

1809W Irving Knickerh vn 111 (1849) 395 The gastro-

nomies! merits of terrapins 1842 W S Seton-Kabr in

Hasleybury Observer V. 10 Duly qualified as a graduate of

the gastronomical College 1875 Dasent Vthings II 81

Gastronomically viewed, the whole feastwas unsatisfactory

Gastronomist (gaestrp nomist). [f. Gastro-

nom-y + -1st ] = Gastronomer
1825 Q Rev. XXXII 436 We may teach Beauvilliers,

and all such gastronomists, that they are but men x8z8

Blackw Mag XXIII 593 A true gastronomist will . shun
diversity of food 1845 Stocquei nit Handblt Bnt India

(1854) 30 The European gastionomist m India is materially

a debtor to the Portuguese

Gastro’nomons, a. rare~l
. [f Gastronome

+ -ous ] Devoted to gastionomy.
1828 Examiner 708/2 Fervent and gastronomous—he was

the very apostle of gluttony

Gastronomy (gsestrp'momi). [ad F. gastro-

nomic (fiist occurring as the title of a poem by

Berchoux 1801), a. Gr yaarpovopia (the title of

a poem quoted by Athenseus), f. 7aarp{o)-, yaariip

stomach, on the analogy of &<srpovopta astronomy ]

The art and science of delicate eating
18x4 Sir JR Wilson Prtv. Diary II 343 The banquet

was according to all the rules of perfect gastronomy 1837
M Donovan Dorn. Econ II 379 The march of improve-

ment will induce the professors of gastronomy to elevate

their calling 1845 Ford Handblt Spain 1 25 This trait of

Spanish gastronomy was not lost on the author of Gil Bias

Gastro'pathy. rare, [f Gr 7ctffTp(o)-, yaarqp

stomach + rnOos feeling, suffering ] (See quol.)

1854 Mayne Expos Lex
,
Gastropathia, term for disease

of the stomach gastropathy

Gastrophilanthropist. nonce-wd. A bene-

volent purveyor for the appetites of others.

18x4 Sch. Gd. Living x6x The honour of recording them
among the gastrophilanthropists of the present day

Gastrophile (gse strofil). rare. [f. Gr. yaa-

rp(o)-, yaarqp stomach + <pik-os fnend.] One who
loves his stomach, or good eating
t8ao Sporting Mag. VI 261 The glutton practises without

any regard to theory, and we call him gastrophile.

So Ga stropMlism [-ism], the disposition of a

gastrophile; love of good eating
;
Ga-stropliilist

[-ist] = Gastrophile ; Ga stropMlite a .
[-ite],

fond of good eating
18x4 Sch Gd. Ltvmg 84 Which the modem gastrophilist

cannot fail to admire. Ibid, xxs Let no one say that the
spirit of gastrophilism never found its way within the walls

of the Vatican. 1835 Tati's Mag II 459 The name
bringing at once to my mind the Scrap-Stall, and gastro-

philite hackney-coachman. 1850 Frasers Mag XLII 548
The sturdy gastrophilist would not be baulked of his meal
Gastropod, Gastropodous see Gaster-.

Gastrorrhaphy (grestrp'rafi). Also gastro-

raphy. [ad, F. gastroraphie (Cotgr.), ad. Gr yaa-

tpoppatfia, f yaarpip)-, yaariip belly + root of fiarr-

retv to sew.] Suture of wounds in the abdomen.
1739 Sharp Treat Snrg in. 0 The Gastroraphy though

the woid in strictness of etymology, signifies no more than
sewing up any Wound of tne Belly, yet in common accepta-

tion it implies that the Wound of the Belly is complicated
with another of the Intestine 1767 Gooch Treat Wounds
I. 158 Gastroraphy, for large extensive wounds in the abdo-
men 1885 Syd Soc Lex., Gastrorrhaphy.

Gastroscopy (gsestT^skopi). [f.Gr 700^(0)-,
yaarfip belly + -a/eorria inspection . see -SCOPY.j

(See quot

)

1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Gastroscopy, an examination of the
abdomen, in order to detect disease.

Gastrosoph. (ga stiospf). [f. Gr. yaarp(o)-,

yaariip stomach + cro^-dswise.] One who is skilled in

mattersofeating HenceGastro ’sopher

=

Gastro-
soph ; Gastro sophy, the science of good eating.

1824 Blackw Mag, XV 642 Your cooks and waiters have
never turned away from their works of gastrosophy, to
think of the neighbouring millions 1855 Hoitseh Words
XII 288 The English do not stand first-rate as gastro-
sophs. 1804 Westm Gas 16 Apr 8/2 There are many gour-
mets, but the number of gastrosophers is exceedingly small.

Gastrostomy (goestr^ stomi). Surg. [f Gas-
Tro- + Gr. oropa mouth + -Y 3.] The operation of

opening the stomach for the introduction of food
when the gullet is closed

1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex 1878 T. BryantPract Surg.
1. 6x7 The advantages offered by gastrostomy for stricture

of the cesophagus

Gastrotomy (gsestrfj’tomi). Surg. [f. Gastro-
+ Gr. -Topla cutting.] a. The operation of open-
ing the abdomen by incision b. The operation of
opening the stomach through the abdominal walls.
1656m Blount Glossogr. 1721 in Bailey 1857 Bullock

Cazecmx' Midwif 261 Gastrotomy alone would be practic-
able when [etc,] 1878 T Bryant Piact Surg I 616 When
the foreign body is large and clearly cannot be passed, the
surgeon should open tne stomach by gastrotomy.

Hence Gastroto'mic a., pertaining to gastrotomy.
1854 in Mayne Expos. Lex , and in recent Diets

[| Gastrula (g8e*str£la). Entbryol [mod L.

dim., f Gr. yatrrp-, yactriip stomach ] That form of

themetazoic germ which consists of a cup with two
layers of cells in the wall.

1877 Huxley Anat Itiv Amm 111 115 A gastrula is

formed by invagination of the nioiula, the ectoderm of which
has the stiuctuie of the endoderm of the adult x886 H
Spencer in igth Cent May 764 The two-layered * gastrula ’

—the simplest ancestral form of the Metazoa
attnb. 1878 Blll Gegenbaur’s Comp Anat xxi This

condition is simplestm tne Gastrula form x88o Genii Mag
CCXLVI 43 The opening which formerly led into the
gastrula-body x88o Huxley Crayfish iv. 211 This is the
gastrula condition of the embryo 1887 A. C Haddon
Inirod Embryology 11 24 The normal method of gastrula
formation.

Hence Ga strular a
,
pertaining to a gastiula ot

to gastrulation In recent Diets

Gastrulation (goestnd^1 Jan) Entbryol [f

Gastrula + -ation.] The formation of a gastrula.

1879 tr Haeckel’s Evol. Man I vm xog The formation
of the Gastrula, or gastrulation. 1887 A C Haddon Inirod
Embryology 11 (heading), Segmentation and gastrulation

Gastruran (giesUuo ian), a and sb [f. mod
li.Gastruunieut pl.,Gr yaorfyp-,yaorqp stomach
+ oilpa tail + -an.] A.ad] Of or peitaming to the
Gastrura or stomatopodous crustaceans B sb An
animal of this class. Similarly Gastru rous a
In recent Diets.

Gat (gsst) Also gate, [app a ON. gat (Da

,

Sw. gat) opening, passage see Gate sb i] An
opening between sandbanks ; a channel, strait

; m
Kent, an opening, natural or artificial, m the cliffs,

serving as a landing-place

1723 J Lewis Hist lend (1736) 6 Through these chalky
cliffs the inhabitants whose Farms adjoin to them have cut
several gates or ways into the sea.. But these gates or pas
sages they have been forced to fill up m the time of War
a 1805 A. CarlyleA utobiog 163 The U11 ee ships which took
through the gat or openingbetween sand-banks, were almost
out of sight before we ventured to sail a 1825 Fokby Voc
£ Angha, Gat,

an opening in the great sand-bank which lies

at the back of the Yaimouth Roads. 1847 Ld G Blntinck
in Crofter Papers (1884) III. xxv 143 Louis Philippe sent

all his war steamers to tug the French ships through the
gat of Gibraltar 1885 L Jackson Our Caughmawagas tit

Egypt 17,

1

had to use the tow-line at one place where there

was a ‘ gate ’ (or channel), as we say in Canada
Gat, obs. f Gate, Goat ; pa t. of Get v.

[Gatehers : see List ofSpurious Words ]

Gate sbfi Forms: a. 1 seat, set (North-

limb, grot, seat(t), 2-4 !jeat, (3 giate), 2-6 :jet,

3-5 3at(t)e, 3-5, 6-9 dial yat(t)e, 4-6 yhate, -et,

gett, 5-6 yet(e, 7-9 dial yeat(t, 6- Sc. yett.

13. (1 pi gatu), 2-6 gat, (4 gatte, 5 gaytt, 6 gaat),

3- gate. [OK geat btr neut ,
conesponds formally

to OFns gat, jet, hole, opening, OS gat eye of a

needle (LG. and Du. gat gap, hole, breach), ON,
gat (see Gat) OTcut type *gaio

m
. The word is

wanting m Goth, and HG
The ulterior etymology is obscure Some scholars refer

the word to the root ofGet v., supposing the etymological

sense to be either ‘receptacle’ (hence ‘cavity’, 'hole',
* opening') or ‘ means of reaching ’ (hence ‘ way of access ’)

It is however very uncertain whether it is allied either to

Get or to Gate sb i

The original OE declension was gxt, gsetes, gasie in the

sing , and gatu, -a, -urn in the plur„ according to the

phonetic law by which a became se exc when a back vowel
followed in the next syllable Subsequently the g (=y) be-

fore x became palatalized, and the influence of the palatal &
caused the change of x into ea Hence the stem assumed
the two forms geat- and gat-, which are respectively repre-

sented by the a and j8 types m the later language. In late

OE the functional distinction between the two types was
already disappearing through the operation of analogy, so

that we find such forms as gates, gate (sing ) and zeatu,

geatum (pi ) ,
111 Mercian the forms geatu, -um (with gut-

tural) are earhei, being due not to analogy but to the pho
netic laws of the dialect. In ME the a forms are universal

in northern and in north- and west-midland writers, and also

prevailed in the s w (Robert of Gloucester, the South-Eng
Legendary

,
etc.) ; the MSS of Chaucer have gate m some

passages and Jate in others. Since the 16th c gate has been

the sole form m literary English ,
dialectally the forms with

y remain in northern and north-midland districts, so far as

they have not been displaced by the influence of the literary

language
,
occasionally they are found surviving elsewhere,

asmN Devon and at Banbury (ElhsPhouoI.Eitg Dialects).]

1. An opening m a wall, made for the puipose of

entrance and exit, and capable of being closed by

a movable barner, the existence of which is usually

implied; said with reference to a city or_ other

enclosure, or the enclosure-wall ofa large building,

formerly also to the building itself, where door or

doors is now commonly employed.
a. 778 Charter m Birch Cartul Saxon. I 315 Et eodem

septo to hadfeld geate. et eodem septo to baggan gete.

c 900 tr. Beeda's Hist, in ix [».] (1890) 184 Ond heo sona

bast geat Jiass mynstres ontynde c xoooAgs Gosp. Mattvu.

13 Ganga<5 inn jjurh b®t nearwe seat c 1175 Lamb Horn
141 He com among his disciples per be jeten were ilokene

ax2»$Aticr R 424 pe oSer beo euer nine, ne wioutebejeate
ne go heo wiSute leaue. 13 . Guy Warm. (A.)4296 pe lyoun

gop to play wijjouten be ?at In pais wibouten vilanie c X4S°

Merlin 78 We driven the remenaunt in at the yates 155*

Lyndesay Monarche 5964, 1 stude, naikit att jour gett. 159*

in Picton L'pool Mimic Rec (1883) I 98 Kepmge the yate

of the church yeord open. 1695 A. de la Fryme Diary
(Surtees) 77 Youmay go through this yate, and along the field

side 1802 Anderson Curnbld Ball
,
Impatient Lassie v,

He steeks the faul yeat softly tui. 1826 J. Wilsonfoct,
Ambr.'JD/is, 1855 I 142 Across and recross, backwards and
fornts, out ae yett and in at anitber 1865 G Macdonald
A. Forbes III, 14 He’s oot at the back yett and awa 1



GATE. GATE.
|8 971 BhckI Horn. 241 Hi netynclon jiaere ceastre gatu

a 117S Cott Horn 231 Gief he fend were me sceolden anon
eter[=atthe]gataemetenudgoderepples c*33oR Brunne
Chran (1810) 183 With grete duble cheynes drauhen ouer pe
gate, 1393LANCU.P PI C xiir 47 Andwhan thepeuple was
plener come the porter vnpynnede the gate c 1440 Promt
Paw. 188/2 Gate, or 3ate {P yate), porta 1577 B Googe
Heresbach'sHusb. 1. (1586) 9 b, I made a square wall ..with
a great gate, for the bringing in ofmy cariages 1601 Shaks.
Jul C in 11 274 Brutus and Cassius Are rid like Madmen
through the Gates of Rome 1670 Cotton Espemon n. vr.

244 The Ladies Coach so stopt the Gate, that the Duke’s
could not possibly pass 1722 De Foe Plague (1884) 179You
see here is a Gate, and we make them pay Toll, 1756
Nugent Gr Tour IV, 73 The gate of S Martin was erected
after the designs of Peter Bullet in 1674 1861 M Pattison
Ess (1889) 1 . 47 The gates were closed at nine o'clock, and
on no pretext opened after that hour,

2 In Biblical phraseology, after Hebrew
;
elhpt.

for gate(s of the city as a place of judicial assembly
<7825 Vesp Psalter bcvin 13 [box 12] Da tSe setun in gete

c 1000 Ags Ps (Th ) cxxvi 6 [cxxvn, si ponne he on gaton
greteS his grame feondas 138a Wyclif Isa xxu. 7 Knystes
shul sette ther setesm the 3ate 1535 Coverdale Ruth iv 1,

Boos wente vp to y“ gate, and sate him downe there 1636
J Harrington Oceana (1700) x6i Her Husband Is known (by
his Robes) m the Gates, when he sits among the Senators of
the Land 1837 Gen P Thompson Exerc (1842) IV 223
O for one hour ofold Oliver, to talk with the royal miscreant
m the gate 1 i860 PuseyMm Prop/t 194 The gate is the
well known place of concourse where judgment was given
1863 J Fergusson Hist Arckit I 175 N01 can it be doubted
that this [rum at PersepohsJ is one ofthose buildings so fre-
quently mentioned m the Bible as a ‘ gate not the door of
a city or buildings, but a gate of justice

3 Phrases, a. At the gate fig., close at hand.
1340 Hampole Pr Cause 2000 For when be dede es at be

yhate, ]>an es he warned over late

to. Thegate{s ofheaven, hell
,
paradise

,
where the

word may originally have been apprehended in a
mateual sense. Also the gate{s of death, used to
denote a near approach to death (cf. Death 14).
c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt xvi. 18 Qfer |,isne stan ic timbnge

mine cyncean and helle gatu [cn6o Hatton Gosp gate] ne
magon ongen ba c 1175 Lamb Horn. 41 He him sceawede
heje treon eisliche beoimnde et-foren helle jete riaoo
Trtti Coll Horn. 105 }Je giate of paiadis is opened to-genes
hem a 1300 CursorM 3783 Open him thoght berate of
heuen. 1340 Hampole Pr Came* 2127 J?ou ert he pat fra
be yhates of dede liftes me. <71400 Apol. Loll 56 be ?ats
ofhelleschalnotbemi3tya3enbe c 1400 Maundev (Roxb

)

viu. 29 pai er be entree/ and be 3ates of hell <7*460
Towneley Myst vi 40 And now is here none othere gate, Bot
godis hawse and heuens yate 1662 BL Com Prayer Collect
Easter Even, That through the grave, and gate of death, we
may pass to our joyful resurrection 1678 Lady Chaworth
in 12/A Rep Hist MSL Comm, App v 50 Lord Rochester
hath bin att the gates of death, *820 Keats Hypenon in.
126 Most like the struggle at the gate of death *871 Mor-
ley Voltaire (1886) 4 To each alike of the countless orthodox
sects his name is the symbol for the prevailing of the gates

t c'. The gate {ofthe gnat Turk) : the Turkish
court or government

;
the Porte. Obs.

*385 T Washington tr Nicholas's Voy 111 exxi 97 b,
Followe the court of the great Lord (which they call the
gate) 1399 Hakluyt Voy lit, 129 note, The gate of the
great Turke, is as much to say, as Constantinople, the
which they call in the Turkish language Stanboll

4. transf An entrance into a country through
mountains, a mountam-pass Also pi, Cf Gr
irv\r], L porta
1601 Holland Pliny I 121 They tooke it that those gates

ot Caucasus whereof we spake before, were the Caspian
gates 1697 Potter Anliq Greece 1 xvi. (1715) 8g A strait
narrow passage, and, as it were, a Gate, or Inlet into the
Country, i860 Pusey Mm Proph 393 The Easterns, as
well as the Greeks and Latins, used the word ‘gate* or
doors of the mountain passes, which gave an access to a

but which might be held against an enemy 1877C D Warner Levant xu. 175 We dashed down the gate
of a magnificent cation

5 fig A means of entrance or exit ; said e g of
the five senses. Phrase To open a gate for or to .

to provide facility or opportunity for. The ivory
gate, the gate of horn : in Greek legend, those
through which false and true dreams respectively
come forth. Cf Door 3.
.
c 5/75 Lamb Horn 127 Hwet beoS bas vii jeate? T)et

beoo ure e3an and ure neose and ure mu3 and ure earan.

? fu*sor 10146 (Cott.) pat man, ])at was be gat
[other texts Bate, yate] ofvr merci 1390 Gower Con/. A.

“jus nun eye is made the gate, Through which
tne demties ofmy thought Of lust ben to mm herte brought.
CX410 Hoccleve Poems (1892) 62 Benigne lige Lord! o

and yate Of our confort <71440 Jacob’s Well
R J. b ) 274 pise am be wyndowys of be body, & be gatys

of be soule. c 149* Chast Goddes Chyld 7 The yate of
girace is opened to al that aske thenne to entree. *326
Ptlgr Per/ (W de W 1531) 76 The hearynge, the touch-
ynge, the tastynge, & the smellynge, whiche with y° syght,
be as fyue gates, by the whiche the ennemy sendeth m .

a ,

t0 soule 1348 Hall Citron,, Hen VI,
107 Although the gate of a conquest were opened, yet it
was shut agayn 1309 Shaks Much Ado iv 1, 106 For
vlee,

«jcke vp all the gates of Loue. 1603 Knolles
rust 1 urjss (1621) 6go Auna had don nothing but wisely
« pontickly, in opening a gate for a long war *6*3
•Urumm. of Hawth Cypress Grave Wks (1711) 117 What
sweet contentments doth the soul enjoy by the senses 1

fhey are the gates and windows of its knowledge. 1623
•dacon Ess

, Snperstit. (Arb ) 347 The Fauonng too much
of good Intentions, which openeth the gate to Conceits
and Nouelties *738 Glover Leonidas 1 133 To guard the
gates of Greece, which open stand. 1781 Gibbon Decl,

<J-
F,

73

II. 9 The Bosphorus and the Hellespont may be considered
the two gates of Constantinople 1B31 Macaulay Ess.,

Hampden
; (1880) 204 Then he [Laud] dreamed that he turned

Papist , of all his dreams the only one, we suspect, which
came through the gate of horn *866 B Taylor Poems,
Wayside Dream 74 The gates of Slumber fold 1870
Morris Earthly Par I Apol , Let it suffice me that my
murmuring rhyme Beats with light wing against the ivory
gate

6. The barrier itself, a framework of wood or
iron either consisting of bars, gratings, etc., or with
a solid face, turning on pivots or hinges, or sliding
in a groove, and used either in a pair or singly.
Forfive-, six-bariredgate see Five C.i, Six.
ciooo <Elfric Judges xvi 3 Samson

, genam pa. burg,
gatu and gebeer on his hriege mid bam postum a 1300
CursorM 7185 Sampson, J?at was selcuth wight » bar J^e
yates o be tun, And laid pam on a hei dun 1343 Lad-
locu C/nircftw. Acc (Camden) 13, y hasp for the same yatt
c reoo Shaks. Sonn lxv, Rocks impregnable are not so
stout, Nor gates of steel so strong, but Time decays *733
Somerville Chase it 164 They strain to lead the Field, top
the barr d Gate, O’er the deep Ditch exulting Bound *763
Gqldsm Cit W. xiu, We made up to an iron gate, through
which my companion told me we were to pass 1803 GM Indoe Million ofPotatoes 151 The laird look’d ower the
yett 1820 Scott Monast (1830) II xvi 250 It would be
an unco task to mend the yetts *848 Dickens Dombey
vii, An immense pair of gates, with an immense pair oflion-
headed knockers 011 them
b A contrivance for stopping or legulating the

passage of water. (Cf flood-, lock-, sluice-gate )
1496 Naval Ate. Hen, *7/(1896) 133 The Costes and Ex-

pences of makyng the Gates of the Dokke aforsaid 1719De Foe Crusoe 11 xu, 1 his canal passes hills by the help
of sluices and gates 1874 Knight Diet. Meclt

,
Gate, the

valve which admits the water to the bucket of the Water-
wheel
7 Payment at a toll-gate
181a Col Hawker Diary (iSg3) I. 46 Coal, ,5s 6d a cart-

load, free of gates and everything,

8 . techn a. {Locksmtihmg) One of the apertures
in the tumblers for the passage of the stub.
*874 m Knight Diet Mech. I. 958.
b. A frame in which a saw or set of saws is

stretched to prevent bucklmg
*874 Knight Diet Meck , Sash-saw, a mill-saw strained

in a gate, or sash, as it is sometimes called, from the resem-
blance of its stiles and rails to the frame of a window sash.

c. Lace-manuf. (See quot

)

1839 Ure Diet Arts etc. 733 The term gauge, in the lace
manufacture, means the number of gates, sHts, or interstices,m one inch of the bolt-bar or comb
0 University slang,

,
pi. ? The hour fixed for re-

turn to college. ? Obs.
*836 *C Bede* Tales Coll. Life 1 xg That’s the ticket 1

that willjust land me in time for Gates.
10 The total number of persons entering by pay-
ment at the gates, to see an athletic contest, foot-
ball match, etc.

1888 Leeds Even Express xo Jan , Large football ‘ gates ’

are not an unusual thing in Yorkshire x8go Whitby Gas.
24 Jan. 3/1 At the Hull match played on Saturday the gate
was not half so large. *8g4 Tunes 15 Sept 6/4 They can
lely on gates of xo,ooo or more at every important match
they play

b. The amount of money thus received
; =gate-

money (see 13).
x8gx Daily Tel. ax Mar 3/2 The leading clubs are now
dependent for revenue on the ‘gates’ at the matches

1894 Times 23 Mar xo/2 The Middlesex executive deter-
mined to give the Whit Monday ‘gate’ to the famous
Notts wicket-keeper

11 . Short for Billingsgate, Newgate
,
etc

1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 44 The collier-masters
generally sell their coals at the gate [j Billingsgate] as they
call it 1851 Mayhew Loud Labour I 255 Of very ready
sale are ‘fish got from the gate '(stolen from Billingsgate)
187j Five Yrs.' Penal Servit 1 5 The ‘ steel a slang name
of the large metropolitan prisons, as the 1 gate ' is for
Newgate
12 attnb and Comb., as gate-bolt

,
-opener, -toll,

-tower, -wnght
; fgatewise adv.

*843 Browning How they brought, etc i, 3
1 Good speed l

’

cried the watch, as the*gate-bolts undrew. x8z6 T. Moore
Mem. (1854) V. 94,

1

was ^gate-opener to the party all the
way 189a Daily News 6 Api 5/4 They are known as
‘through or ‘ *gate ’ tolls. 1843 Sir A. De Vere Song of
Faith *91 And ’•‘gate-towers, mouldering where the stream
moans by 1886^ Willis & Clark Cambridge II I 285Every
. gate-tower in Oxford follows Wykeham’s in the absence of
angle-turrets with the sole exception ofChrist Church x6xx
Speed Hist Gt Bnt vii xu 267 A third stone somewhat
of lesse quantity laid “gate-wise ouerthwart on their toppes
x8x6 T. Parker Ess. Turnpike Gate 20 The “gate-wright
having planed and prepared the scantlings

13 Special comb., as gate-alms, alms given by
monks at the gate of a monastery

, gate-bill (at
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge), a re-
cord of the times at which a man returns to college
(or lodgings) after hours j also, the weekly account
of fines charged against a man for staying out late

;

gate-boot (see quot. 1877 and cf Boot sb II. 5 b)

,

gate-chamber (see quot.)
;
gate-cheek

=

Cheek sb
II 9 , gate-head * Gateway

, gate-hook (see
quot ) ; gate(a-man, a gate-keeper, esp. at level
crossings on railways] gate-meeting, a race or
athletic meeting to which admission is given on
payment at the gate

; gate-money, money paid at
the gates for admission to an athletic meeting, etc. j

gate-net, a net hung loosely across a gateway, for
the purpose of catching hares driven at night ; also
attnb. ; so gate-netting vbl sb. and pr. pplt.

;

gate-penny, ‘ a tribute paid by the customary
tenants for leave to pass through one or more of
their lord’s gates ‘ (Cassell)

; f gate-room, a lodge
at the gate of an estate ; gate-saw (see quot. )

;

gate-stang (see quot ) ,
gate-stead, a gate-way;

gate-vein, the Vena portse {obs. exc. fig.) ; gate-
works, fortifications at the gate of a town, etc.
1896 T Blashill Sutton-ui-Holdemess 56 Considerable

gifts that had been settled on the monastery for the “gate-
aims. *803 Gradies ad Cantab, (1824) 128 To avoid “gate
biLIs he will be out at night as late as he pleases climb
over the College walls, ana fee his Gyp well 1853

1 C Bede ’

Verdant Green xi, Our freshman became aware of the
mysteries of a gate-bill. 17x6 in N W Line. Gloss, s v

,

t o have, perceive, and take . . sufficient houseboot, hedge-
boot . ,*Gateboot, and Stakeboot. 1877 Ibid , Gateboot, the
right of cutting wood for making gates 1874 KnightDid
Mech 959/1 *Gate chamber (Hydraulic Engineering), a
recess in the side wall of a canal-lock, which receives the
opened gate, so that it shall not project into the lock-
chamber. 15x3 Douglas JEneu vu xi 52 Strang *3et
cheikis of weirfayr and battale Straik dovne. <*1670
Spalding Troub Cftas / (1829) 12 He lodges in Andrew
Haddentoun’s at the yett-cheek. 1718 Bp Hutchinson
Witchcraft 147 The cart was set fast in a “Gate-head,
though it did not touch the Posts 1847-78 Halliwell,
Thimble

,

the boll of a “gate hook on which the gate
turns. Stag 1874 Knight Diet Mech. 950/1 GaU-hooh,
a gate-hook is that pait of a gate-hinge which is driven
into the post and sustains the leaf attached to the gate
1796 Mrs M. Robinson Angelina I 32 ‘Heie’s health
and prosperity to all ’, said the old ‘gate man 1870 Daily
News xg Dec

, Notwithstanding the efforts of the gate-
man, the fellow succeeded in getting his horse and cart
upon the line X884 Pall Mall G 27 Dec 4/1 The gate-
men do not open their gates until the tram has com-
pletely stopped. *88x DailyNews 14 July 5/3 Few of these
athletes care to compete at “gate-meetings. 1820 Sporting
Mag VI igo Some demur took place respecting the division
ofwhat is termed the “gate money 1887 Times so Sept 9We
do not know exactly what control those who pocket the gate-
money have oyer the performers 1598 Manwood Lawes
Barest xvm, § 9 (16*5) *35 Any Buckstall or Engin, Hayes,
Gatenets \pnuted Gatenents], Pursenets, Ferrets or Come-
dogges 1892 A thenasum 4 June 723/2 He was engaged m
night poaching for hares with lurcher"? and gate nets 1892
Autobiog Eng. Gamekeeper (J Wilkins) 239 They poked
their gate net stick into the ditch, and I felt it scrape over
tny legs. Ibid. 222 A great dodge m poaching used to be
“gate netting, A hare on the prowl, started off a field when
feeding, generally makes for the gate-run—that is to say,
leaves the field by means of the gate—and, for this reason,
one of the oldest methods of poaching is gate snaring or
netting. Ibid, 224 Theydo not stop to touch the gate netting
Ibid s50 When we caught two men gate netting at Gravel-
Pitsfield. xbg^Phit Irans XVII 691 He ends this Treatise
With an Enumeration of the Quit rents formerly paid out
of the Weald, as Gavel-swine, Scot-ale, Pannage, “Gate-
penny 1702 Lond Gaz No. 3825/4Two Copy-hold Estates,
with a good House, Garden, and “Gate-rooms 1874
Knight Diet Mech 959/2 ^Gate-saw, a mill-saw which is
strained in a gate or sash to prevent buckling. 1879 Lum-
berman's Gaz 15 Oct , This was an improvement over the
gate saw, almost as great as was the gate 1611 Cotgr. ,

Sonde, the “yate-stang, or beame thats pulled vp, when a
mill is to be set agate x6io N. Riding Rec {1884) I. 201
For not making a sufficient “Yate stead being a common
way in a place called Hurwood Yate. x8ox Atkinson
Moorland Par. 65 note, A brig-stone is a kind of rough
conduit for water across a gate-stead. 1615 Crooke Body
ofMan 99 The vpper branches which wee call the roots of
the “Gate-veme are disseminated through the hollow part
of the Liuer 162a Bacon Hen, VII, 161 Hee could not
endure to haue Trade sicke, nor any obstruction to con-
tinue in the Gate-vaine which disperseth that bloud *840
Bbowning Sordello 1. 264 He, Gate-vein of this heart's blood
of Lombardy is thme. 1808 Scott Mann, vl xi, “Gate-
works, and walls, were strongly mann’d

Gate (g^t), sb.% Now only Sc. and north, dial.
Forms : a. 3-9 gate, (3, 5 gatt(e, 4-5 gat) (3. 5-/
gaite, gayte, 4, 8 Sc. get(e, 8 Sc, gaet, 9 dial.

geeat. See also Gait, [a ON. gata, wk. fem
(Sw. gata, Da, gade) —QHG, gazza (MHG ga^zc,
mod Ger. gasse lane, whence early mod.Du gasse,
now dial gas), Goth gatwS •-OTeut. *gatw6n-
As to the ulterior etymology nothing has been ascertained.

Connexion with the root of Get v. has been supposed for
this as for Gate sb l

; some have assumed a root *ghad
meaning ‘to go’, on the ground of the OIr dia n-gaidh
he went. The spelling^mi! (gayte) first appears in the 13th c

,

but was almost confined to Sc and northern writers until the
beginning of [he 17th c It remains tn the only sense of the
word which is current in literary English see Gait sb
(A supposed example of this spelling has been found m the
Cotton MS. of the CursorM

,

line 15278; but this is prob
a mistake see Gate r£.3)]

I. A way.
1. A way, road, or path
a. c xzoo Ormin 12749 An off Ja tweyen Jlatt comenn till

pe Laferrd Crist Jlter he bi gate 3ede <1x300 Cursor M.
8960 par pis tre lai in hir gatt. 0380 Sir Ferumb 1801 On
pe gate we mette of pyne stronge heues seuene c 1450 St.
Cuthbert (Surtees) 5820 t>ai lete pair oxen in be gateA while
standdand rest 1533 Bellenden Lwy v. (1822) 423 Thay
maid ane mine undir the erde, to male ane gate be quhilk
thay michtcum to the castell of Veos. 1390 Spenser F Q.
1 1 , 13 WisecJome wames, whilest foot is in the gate To stay
the steppe
p, c i4S° Henryson Mar Fab, 71 Where hee m length

lay streiked m the gait 1333 Stewart Cron. Scot, (1858) I
83 Quhat freik befoir thame in thair gait tha fand, Tha gart
him hg rycht law vponn the land. *573 Sahr. Poems



GATE.
Reform,*hi. g82 AlyiiUEist the bra, Quhair that our gaittis
partit in twa.

b fig
*3 EE Alht. P A 39s Of alle my Ioy hy?e gate

Hit is m grounde of alle my blysse. 1583 Leg Bp St
A udrois 755 in Sattr Poems Reform xlv, For greid of geir

t

and warldly graith, On baith the gaitis he grundis his fayth

c. ( Tofind, lose, ask, etc. one's) way.
1390 Govylr Conf II. 35 That he be right ware , That he

mistake not his gate c 1440 Bone Flor 149 Evyr Speryng
ther gatys gane Unto the Cyte of Rome c 1746 J Collier
(Tim Bobbin) Lane Dialect (1862) 23, I mawkint, on lost
meh gete ogen snap

2. Phrases. To come
,
gang

,
go, ride a, the

, Jus,
her, etc gate : see Gana 0. and Go v. To take {the)
gate : to take the road, go away

,
to follow a path

or course f To be in gate to • to be on the way
to, be bound for }- To give gate to : to give a road
to, make wayfor. + Togo to the gate : to get into
the current (of destruction), go to wrack, f To
grant the gate : to give leave to go. + To hold
the gate . to hold on one’s way, hence, to prosper,

t To fut by the gate, to put {lay, etc ) out of the
gate : to put out of the way. This {that) gate :

used adverbially = this (that) way, m this (that)
direction. Some} any gate : somewhere, any-
where.
a. a. 1300 CursorM

.

6262 In Jie see his wand he smat, It
claue, and gaue ban redi gat C1320 Sir Tnstr 2001 pe
duerwe toke pe gate *375 Barhouu Bruce vi 577 Ilk man
a syndn gat is gane. 1426 Audelay Poems 14 That hath
goon gatis iingayne c 1435 Torr Portugal 680 Owt of the
watyr he toke the gate e 144° Fork Myst. xxx 230 Here,
ye gomes, gose a tome, giflfe ys gate, We muste steppe to
yone sterne of a-state Ibid. 446 He giaunte hym Ins gates
for to gone. <11542 Wyatt Of Courtier's life 39 [Cato]
that with his death did scape out of the gate 1548 Key
Erasm Par. Mark \i. 6-9 Yf he dyd take vitayle and a
good summe of money with him, beyug in gate to the
sandes of Afrike, or to summe nacion where as there is no
lentle entertaynement of strangers [orig. ad Ltbycas hare-
nets autinhospitalem gentem profiletwrus\. 1577-87 Har-
rison England 1 xu in Hohnshetl 55 After this confluence,

Test] taketh the gate to Kimbebndge 1570 Spenser
Shefih Cal. Epil

, Goe, little Calender 1 thou hast a free
passeporte

; Goe but a lowly gate amongst the meaner
soite *583 Leg, Bp St A udrois 639 in Sattr. Poems Re-
foim xlv, To Londoun Lowne tuke the geat 1506 Dal-
hymfle tr. Leslie's Hist Scot in 192 The tyran Romack
was put by the gate 1637 Ruthertord Lett (1804) 260
It is only best that ye set youiself apart, as a thing laid up
and out ofthe gate, for Christ alone a 1670 Spalding Troub.
L/ias / (1792) 1, 113 Ilk ane of the rest rode a sundry gate
Ibid 233 Monro took gate to Strathbogie 1671 M Bruce
GoodNewsm Evil Times {170%) 9 Ye willgo to the Gate, few
or none of you shall be left. 1709 — Soul-Confirm 22 (Jam)
Hold ay your shoes on your feet,andm God’s name I promise

the gate, fail who will. 1786 Burns Bt igs
ofAyr 122 Crashing ice, borne on the roaring speat, Sweeps
dams, an nulls, an brigs, a’ to the gate, a 2810 Tannahill
Poems (1846) 55,

1

truly hate the dirty gate That mony a
oq
y4“* i8

.7J.
c* Gibbon For the King i, Come this gate.

18H0 Barrie Window m Thrums xix 183 A notion ’at I
had put it some gait 1893 Stevenson Catnona 12 Ye’re no
likely to gang far this gate.
P c 14S0 Golagros <5- Gaw 791 The king grantit the gait

to schir Gawane, And prayt to the grete God to grant him
hlS
//

aC
,l

*47°Henry Wallace 1 250 Thai left him swa,
andfurth thar gait can gang *535 Stewart Cron. Scot I
574 He tuke the gait towart Candaha 1560 Rolland Crt.

CW 4£*J24
He

r ^ane a
,

n
,

e vther g«t. 1637 B JONSON
,

aii Shepk II. 1, False gelden, gang thy gait And do thy
turns betimes 1692 Scot Presbyt Eloq (1738) 114 They

a Ga
'/

1

r
thei

iT °i
wn

u 1793 Bukns 0 Lassie, art thou

r ffJJf/fr £a? bo ck the Salt Ve cam again *855 MrsGaskell North
£ S.xxnu, To keep me from going what

gait I choose. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep n. v, (1866) 218
I he maa described himself to Granvelle as one who went
Ins own gait. 1875 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire
38 It is now Lime for us to ‘ tak’ the gait’ again.
3. Length of way, distance. Chiefly in advb.

phrases. Half-gate : half-way. Obs exc. Sc,

l1*? m Chambers Pop. Hum, ScotPoems (1862) 7 They had not gane half of the gait, When
\ t

C
^
m

oPL
n tbem “S36 Bellenden Cron

kcot. (1821) I xlvi, Schort gait fra thir Ills is Iona, 2507Montgomerie Ckeme 4 Slae 339 With earnest eye quhifl
espve The fruit betwixtme and the skye, Halfe gaite almaist
to hevin. 1795 Macneill Will 4 Jean 1. xxix, Hame's now
scarce a mile o gate

4 A street. Frequent in sheet-names of northern
and midland towns (e. g York, Nottingham,
Leicester)

; as Gallowgate, Kirkgate, Micklegate,

h2
7
rwffi

R
’

W®" 1

b
v 764A nothir sone apon the hed

strak he, Quhill chaftis and cheyff \v.r chsik] vpon the gatecan fle 157* in Tytler Hist Scot (1864) III 341 note. He
I ^ i6°7

-8 H. Riding Rec. (1884)I.99Will Ktdd of KirbyMoreside for keepmg disorderm the

or^>af
at

T‘a
Gloss

1
Gate, a street

thoroughfare
76 Wutby Gloss" Geeat, a course, street or

J®, ieft
47
h°^

C
i

NR
y

V1 *7$ The worth! Scottis the

n « lu J 1S<
^
8 Dunuar Flyting uI Kennedte 225

the ftv!\°r
dow

J
tbe

?
ait

.’ sild of hoyis. And all

S!! tykis hmgand in thy heihs 1570 Durham Depos.(burtees) 197 The sande pytt in the towne gait at Lane-

pZmst
C
J?9° B^cl Pass’ Pil?r' 115 j Watson Colleft.

yffff w°6) II. 5 All curious pastimes and consaits. Wes to

v
n ®dinbursb gaits iSop N, Riding Rec (1884) I

<7*X wayKjhroughe the town gayt in Morton upon
iSl’ theKmges heigh street 1788 W. Marshall

74

5 Mmmg (See qnot i88r.)
*747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Gujb, The Distance between

the Nogs is the width of the Gate within the Timber 1829
Glover Hist Derby I 47 The miners have duven a gate
across under the river 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss

,
Gate

a road or way underground for air, watu, or general
passage

II Act of going

t 6 A going, journey, course, lit andfig Obs
a <11300 E E. Psalter 1 6 Gate of wicked for-woith sal ai

a *340 Hampole Psalter xvn 40 J>ou made brade my gatis
vndue me 1377 Langl P PI B. xvni 241 Peter the
apostel parceyuea his gate, And wel hym knewe c 1450
Bidding Prayer in Lay Folks Mass BK 69 We sail pray
also for all trewe pilgrams fiat god of hts gudenes graunt
pame parte of our gode prayers & us of (aare gode gates
c 1450 BL Curtasye 201 m Babees BK, 305 To sayntis yf Jjou
|*y gate base hyjt, Thou schalle fulfylle hit with alle Jay
my?t a 1547 Surrey AEneid 11 268 But they [the serpents]
with gate direct to Lacon ran c 1565 Lindlsay (Pitscottie)
Chi on, Scot (1728)42 Coming foiward with a great army
for the king’s support, his gate was overset by Alexander,
eail of Crawford. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 78 So
grant the gods .my ship and me good gate 1600 Holland
Livy xx 1 xxxvi (1609) 413 That snow, being once withmthfe
gate of so many people and beasts upon it [L tot homimun
jumenioruntqne tncessit), fretted and thawed 1612 W,
Parkes Curlatne-Dr (1876) 29 Euen like this Cedar 111

times gate lie bring, Both him and such to fatall ruining
1653 Earl Manch Al Monde (1636) q6 Death thou ait
swifter in thy gate than the Roe or Hinde.

f b Of a bird, esp. a hawk : Flight Obs.
1340 Hampole Pr. Cause 7076 Als foghel fleghand in J»e

ayre als wynd, Of whase gate men may 11a trace fynd 1575
1 urberv. Faulconrte 150 Get your hawke to a good gate
above the fowle. 1611 Markham Count), Content 1 v
(1668) 32 When she [a hawk} is at the height of her gate
x6x2 Drayton Poly-olb 1 25 My veise with wings of skill
may flie a loftie gate 1677 N Cox Genii Recreat. (ed 2)
201 When a high-flying Hawk, being whistled to, gathers
upwards to a great Gate, you must continue her therein

t c. Gate-down
:
going down, setting (of the sun,

etc ). At the gate-down • ready to tumble down
<11440 Promp Parv, 188/2 Gate downe, descensus. Ibid

,

Gate downe, or downe gate of Jie sunne, or any o}?er planete,
occasus, c 1475 Crdbhouse Reg. (1889) 61 The dortouie was
at so gtete mischeef and at the gate-downe the Pnoresse
. took it downe for drede of more liarmys

+ d. fig Proceeding Obs.
1602 Shaks Ham r 11. 31 We haue heerewnt To Norway,

Vncle of young Fortinbras (Who Impotent and Bedrid,
scarsely heares Of this his Nephewes purpose) to suppresse
His further gate heerein.

7 Manner of going. Obs. exc. in specific applica-
tions, for which see Gait sb

,
« *637 B. Jonson Elegte on my Muse Wks (1692)581 She

had a Mind as calm, as she was fair , Not tost or troubled
with light Lady air , But, kept an even Gate. 1735 Somik-
ville Chase it, 172 Huntsman ' her Gait observe, if in wide
Rings She wheel her mazy Way
+ b. Hunting, Length of stride (of a deer) as

shown by Ins footmarks Obs.
1677 N. Cox Gentl Recreat, (ed. 2) 17 When Huntsmen
finde a Hart by the Slot, &c and then nunde his step to

know whether he is great they then say, they know him
by his Gate. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey).
8. A right to a lun or pasturage for a cow, horse,

etc. a on a common field, representing a share of
the joint ownership in the field

; b. on private
ground (let for an annual rent) Also beast-, cattle-,

cow-, etc gate, Cf Gang sb 1 4 c. (In norlh and
north-midl. English dialects )
a. 1606 Nottingham Rec IV 281 The East Steyner shall

BO to 10 men att 3 kyne gate a peice att xuij, li, rent. 2613
Hibbaldstow

, Lincolnsh., Court Roll, That none shal
Iettany gates in the Inges but to those that haue gates
of ther awne 2641 Best Farm, Bks (Surtees) 118 Aboute
a weeke before St Hellen day, wee begmne to inquire and
listen after gates for ouryounge beasts 2665 ML Grass-
mens Bk, St Giles', Durham

,

Resaved for 2 gates 00, 02 08
1769 Atynch Inclos Act 3 Certain cattle gates, or pasture
for cattle there 2804HullAdvci tiser 4 Feb. 2/3 Six gates
or common lights on a common called Wilfholme
P- *5®® Wills $ luv, N C (Surtees i860) 207 To my

sister Swinburne s children the grasse or gaite ofone mtlke-
cowe 1846 Award, Apportionm Tithes, Camforth, Lancs
3MDe£” F°,

u
,
r Gal

,
ts and 0He Claw m Bolton Highfield

2887 York Herald 16 Apr 2/1 The Gaits to be paid for
before the animals are taken away. 2890 Westmld Gas

Fell
' 4** be ^ '* Twelve Sheep Gaits on Appletree

III. Way, manner, method.
©. Way, manner, or method ofdoing or behaving;

a peculiar habit. *)'At no gate . nowise Obs.
a. c xaoo Ormin 12320 Whatt gate he wann Eve &Adam purrhjuse Jmnne wsepenn e 2375 5c Leg Saints,

Ntnian 825 pai var ncht besy ay aboute To fynd sum gethyme to grewe c 2400 Destr Troy 2239 Let oure gate be
so gouernet bat no grem folow C24S0 Henryson MotFab 25 Unto the Tod this gate the Wolfe can tell 1513Bradshaw St Werburgei 2399 Thefte, murthur, robry,were
founde at no gate 2633 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I 205,

L n 6 gott^n 1116 Sate to open the slote [etc ] 1671

-SyS* Gffd m Eml Times (1708) a They that are
haithful toHim will not want a Word, one Gate or another

w!TiJ
0

’
1

?
ve n°t

,

t0 be called Singular, and make a
World s-wonder of that gate. 2787 Burns Death Poor
Mailte 35,An’ may they never learn the gaets Of ither vile,
wanrestfu pets I 2826 Scott Antiq vi, Dinna speak that

° tbe gentlemen volunteers 2832-53 A. Rodger in
Whistle-Binkie (Scot Songs) Ser. 1 25 That’s never the gate
wi blythe Jamie M’Nab
P *793 Burns Let to G Tftomson'RVs (Globe) 537 Ilkaman wears his belt his ain gait. 2808 Miss Hamilton

c eltagers Glenburme xiu. 359 Aye, says she, we have new

GATE.
gaits now a 1820 Tannaiiill Poems (1846) 42, I smile
your low trifling gaits, And could heartily lend vou Z
prayers. 2835 Marryat Jac FaitAf xi, Tom, TomfI'll cutyou into pork pieces, if you go on that gait 1862 T RWise New Potest 282 When a person has done anything
foolish he says, this is a gait I have got ’ 1886 Elworthy
lv Somerset Word-bk

,
Gait, any peculiar habit, such as a

nervous twitching of the face
, any antic or gumace net-formed habitually 11

b In combination with certain adjs. and advs
often with advb genitive ending -s, as any gate(s
Also algate{s

,
another gate{s, howgate{s, many-

gate{s, nogate{s, nonegate, othergate{s, sogate, thus-
gate{s, for which see those woids
10 att/ ib and Comb

, as i gate-door, a street
door

,
gate-end Coal-mming (see quot ) , ^ gate-

gomg vbl sb

,

wayfaring, f gate-law, -leave
right of way

; toll or rent paid for this (cf way-
leave)

;
gate -lips Coal-vnmng (see quot ) , gate-

road Coal-mmmg = Gateway 2 , f gate-row a
street

; f gates-man, one employed m a coal-pit
to make the passages

; f gate-trip (see Gait sb 1 C
£1460 Towneley Myst xm 328 Go spar The *gaytt doore

2892 Labour Commission Gloss
, *Gate-end,

in the case of
long-wall workings the end (hearest to the face of the coal)
of the branch roadway leading from the mam load to the
coal face where the miners woik a 2553 Bradford WKs
(Farkei Soc ) II 293 Then came tip visions, miracles, dead
spirits, walking, and talking how they might be released by
tins mass, by that pilgumage *gate-gomg. 2642 BestInnm LKs. (Surtees) 18 Such as aie forced to goe to other
lownes for want of water att hoamc, pay oftentimes ad a
score for *gatelawe 1769 Hutton CianswicK Enclos Acta
Money paid .as and for a toll or gate law. 2325 Charter
penes W, Greenwell (2897), Le dit Johan et ses heircs
trouerunt *Gateleue et Rivage pour tour les caibouns 2892
Labour Commission Gloss fGatc-lips, the roof of the gate-
end, that is, the place where the roof ceases to have been
made high enough for horses to work in or the entrance to
the face, divided from the gate-end by the ‘ripping’ 2860
Ure s Diet Arts III 955 A ‘ *gate load ’ or horse-way is
next driven in the bottom of the coal 1897 Daily News
23 Apr 3/1 Loid Dudley reserved a right to drive gale-roads
through the coal 2598 R. Bernard tr Terence, Andna
1 l, A certame woman..came to dwell here in our neigh-
bourhood or *gaterow <22649 Sc Acts Chas. I (1870) V
419/2 *Gaitesmen, who workes pe wayes and passages in
pe saidis hewghes ar als neccssar to pe owneres as be coall-
hewers.

+ Gate, sbfi Obs rare. Also 3 gait, 5 gayte,
[app a. OF gait, gaite, n. of action f gaiter to
watch.] ? The action ofwatching or lying in wait

,

a watch
;
an ambush

a 1300 Cut sorM 15278 pat 1 ha luued, he sal me tiai, be
gait it es al graid. Llhe othei texts have gate and weye,
showing that the scribes mteipreted the word as Gate sb *

,

but the spelling ai for a seems unexampled at so early
a date, and the sense of 1 ambush ’ seems to be required ]
c *435 Torr. Portugal 1605 To the I have fulle good gate

;

For thou slow my brother Cate—That thou shalte by fulle
dere 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn 649 Y& he sliulde be ware
& haue hym selfe in good gayte
Gate (g£‘t), sbfi Founding Also gat, geat, get,

git [Ofsomewhat obscure 01 lgm; theDu synonym
is gietgat, f. gteten ( = OE. gdotait) to pour, cast +
gat= Gate sb.1 Cf. OE gyte sb , pouring out ]
1. i*a (See quot 1683) Obs b. The opening

01 channel through which the molten metal flows
into a mould.
2677 Moxon Mach. Excrc I 53A Geat, is the hole through

which the Mettal luns into the Mold *683 Ibid II 378
Geat, is the little Spout or Gutter made in the Brim of Cast-
ing Ladles 1790 Imison School Arts II 154 When the git
u> filled up with the fluid metal 2839 Ure Diet Arts etc.
520 The hydrostatic prcssuie produced by a high gate or
filhng-in apeiture. contributes much to seeme the soundness
and solidity of the casting 2893 Northuniberld, Gloss

,

Git, in a mould, the narrow neck or channel through which
the metal is poured It is generally applied as the term for
the superfluous piece of metal which is left m the neck of
the mould aftei a casting is made
2 . The waste piece of metal cast m the gate.

1839 Ure Diet A rts etc 522 This excess [of metal] forms
the gates, false seams, &.c 1862 Mayhew Land Labour IV.

377 When you have your com cast, theie is a ‘gat’, or
piece of refuse metal, sticks to it 1879 Cassell's lechn
Edue. TV 262-3 When cooled sufficiently they are broken
off from the ‘ gets ’ which are thin strips of metal filling the
connecting gutters. Ibid. 413/2 The blank is .. cut a little

larger than is necessary in order to leave room foi a ‘get’
or solid piece at the end of the prongs [of a fork] which is

retained .. for the purpose of maintaining the lequisite
rigidity to keep the article in shape
3 attrib, and Comb., as gate-piece = a above

;

gate-shutter (see quot)
2839 Urf Diet Arts eta 520 This gate piece being super-

fluous is knocked off almost immediately after, or even
before the casting cools. 2875 Knight Diet Meek

,
Gaie-

sliutter, a spade or paddle which closes the channel against
the molten metal when the mold or bed is full, and turns
it in another direction to other molds or beds
Gate (ge*t), v 1 [f. Gate sb I] trans At the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge • To confine
(an undergraduate) to the precincts of the college,

either entirely or after a certain hour.
1835 Sitobiad 62 in Whibley Cap <$• Gown (1889) 144 Two

Proctors kindly holding either arm, Staunch the dark blood,
and gate him for the term 2862 Hughes Tom Brown at
Oaf, xu, [He] gave him a book of Virgil to write out, and
tben gated him for a fortnight after hatl 1882 Saintsbuby
Dryden 6 He was discommonsed and gated foi
foi disobedience and contumacy.

.
gated for a fortnight
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Hence (3-a*ting vbl sb.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xu, He then dismissed

punishment and gating from his mind 1883 Ld R Gower
My Retain I xu 221 Our tutor threatened to report us to

the Head However, we eventually got off without even a

gating

+ Grate, w.2 Obs. rare [f Gate ^.2] tntr

Of an animal : To walk.

1583 Stanyhurst AEneis (Arb) 23 Three stags sturdye

wer vnder Neere the seacost gating

+ Gate, » 3 06s. rare ~ 1
[? a. OF. gaiter

see Gate sb 3
] intr. To watch.

11590 Bubel Pass Pilgr m J. Watson Collect Poems
(1706) n 33 Bot as the foular casts his can, His catch for to

preuent, So thay wer trapit in the snair . Still waiting and
gating, Quhyll thay wer all oretane.

Gate, obs. form of Goat

]| Gateau (gatir). [F gdteau cake •—OF. gas-

tel, see Wastel ] (Seequot 1883) Vealgdteau

mmced veal made up like a pudding, and boiled in

a shape or mould.
1883 Cassell’s Fam Mag. Sept 602/2 Any dish that has

a bated cake for its foundation, if served m its original

shape, may be called a gdteau 1897 Home Notes 16 Oct 28
Veal Gdteau

Gated (ge1 ted), ppl a. [f Gate sb.1 + -ed 2 ]

Furnished with a gate or with gates.

c 1630 Risdon Surv Devon § 191 (1810) 200 There you
may behold a .pond, strong walled and gated. 1876
Browning Shop 27 Some suburb palace, parked about And
gated grandly. 1880 L Wallace Bcn-Hur 201 Broken at

intervals by gated sluiceways

Gatehouse (g£
l,t|haus). [f Gate sb 1 +

House sb ]

1. A house (for a servant or gatekeeper) at or over

the entiance of a park or other enclosure
;
a lodge.

c 1380 Wyclif Whs (1880) 15 Grete cost of kechenes and
sate housis 1458 Visit St Pawl's Churches (Camden) 99
Vnum gattehous, et vnum hoghous c 1543m Turner'sDom.
Archit. III. 79 The gieat quadrangle with a gatehous 1623
K Long tr, Barclay's Argents m xvii 205 The Gate-house
and Hall swarmed with troupes 1762-71 Walpole Vertue's
Anecd Paint (17861V 2g8The gate-house or tower ofLayer-
Mamey-hall. 183s W. Irving Newslead Abbey Crayon
Misc (1863) 320 An arched way led through the centre of
the gate-house 1876 Whitby Gloss , Yat-house

,

a lodge on
an archway through which you drive into a court-yard

Jig 1599 Nashe Lenten Stiiffe (1871) 27,

1

would be loth
to build a labyrinth m the gatehouse of my book, for you to
lose yourselves in

2. The apartment over the gate of a city or
palace, often strongly built, and hence used as

a prison
;
spec that over the gate of the palace of

Westminster.
1587 Fleming Contn Holinshed III 947/2 The kings

maiestie at that time sat in his new gatehouse at his
palace of Westminster, where he viewed all the whole
compame 1637 Documents agst Prynne (Camden) 87 As
Doctor Bastwicke came from the gatehouse towards the
pallace the light common people strowed herbes and flowers
before him 1641 m Rushw Hist. Coll, in (1692) I 275
One Newton a Popish Priest was committed to the Gate-
House. 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb. vii. § 139 [The king’s]

messenger was ,, by the Houses committed to the Gate-
house. 189s Murray's Handbk. Hertfordsk. etc. 81 [St.

Alban’s], The Abbey Gate House, the only other relic left,

of the monastery, stands about 50 yardsW of the Cathedral.

Ga’te-teeper. [f Gate jA1 + Keeper ]
1 One who has charge of a gate
1572 Huloet, Gate keeper, or a porter. 1712 Land Gaz,
No 5028/1 That the Gate-keepers give constant Attendance
at the Gates 1845 Disraeli Sybil (Rtldg.) 323 The gate-
keeper ought not to have let them pass 1896 Law Times
Rep LXXIII 615/2 There is no general duty on railway
companies to place gatekeepers at level crossmgs
Jig. *872 Yeats Growth Comm. 59 The products of every

clime were thus brought to Rome, ‘ the gatekeeper of the
world

2 . A species of butterfly,
1819 G Samouelle Entomol Compend 240 Hipparchia

Megsera (gate-keeper), a 1887 Jefferies Field <§- Hedge.

row (1889) 227 The Gatekeeper butterfly is common
Gateless (g£* ties), a 1 [f. Gate sb.1 + -less ]
Without a gate, destitute of gates.
1608 Machin Dumbe Knt v i, Gold hath power To enter

without foice a gatelesse tower 1817 Blackw. Mag I. 71
The horses pasturing through the range of gateless fields

1849 Lytton K Arthur vri Ixxxu, Justice sits listening in
her gateless halls. 1859w Collins Q ofHearts (1875} 19
The chaise passed through the gateless gap in our rough
enclosure wall

Hence Ga telessly adv
1880 Ruskin in 19th Cent June 942 The lane itself is a

deep rutted, heavy-hillocked cart-road, diverging gatelessly
into various brickfields

t Ga'teless, a 2 Obs. In 2-3 gatelses. [f. Gate
sb 2 + -less ] Pathless
c 1200 Ormin 9211 Whserse iss all .. sharrp, & ruhh, &

gatelaes burrh borrness & Jmrrh breress

t Ga'telings, adv Sc Obs In 8 gatelins. [f

Gate sb A + -lings ] Directly. Cf Gateward(sq:i/».
1768 Ross Helenore n 96 An’ mair attour his mind this

monie a day, Gatelms to Nory there my lassie lay.

Ga’te-post. [f- Gate sb.1 + Post sb ] One
of the posts belonging to a gate, either that upon
which it hangs, or that against which it shuts.

*gaa MS. Acc St. John’s Hosp
,
Canterb

,

For settyng
vp ofa gatepost i] d. 1614 Raleigh Hist World 11. x § 2
380 The Mountaines within this Tribe are few, and that of
Sampson the chiefest vnto which he carried the Gate-post
of Gaza 1708 Motteux Rabelais v xxyin. (1737) 128 As

grave as an old Gate-Post 1789 Trans Soc Arts VII 11
Gate Posts of the Spanish Chestnut. 1816 J Smith Pano•

rama Sc <$• Art II 598 Stone is the most suitable for gate-
posts 1848 C A Johns Week at Lizard 257 Gate-posts
are often made oftimber recovered in this way
t Gatesho’del. Obs. Also 4 -sadlis, 5 -soha*

dylle, -schedeUe, -shodil [f. Gate sb 2*

h- ME
*scheadel (cf OHG sceitila parting of the hair), f.

scheaden, OE. sceddan to part] Parting of the

ways
,
a cross-way.

c *375 Sc Leg Saints, Nicolaus 993 He abad hyme At
a get-sadlis c 1440 Promp Parv 188/2 Gate schadylle {1C. H.
gate shodel, P. gate shodil), compttnm Gate schadyl, yn to
twey weyys, bivium cx47s Piet Voc m Wr-Wulcker
798/21-3 llic bivuts

,
Hie tnvius, Hie qnatnmus, a gate-

schedelle

Ga’te-ward, sb arch [f Gate + Ward,
keeper.] A gate-keepei
eiooo Ags Gosp John x 3 paene se $eat-weard lat in

c 1205 Lav. 18908 pe 3setewaid hit cudde ouer al <*1300K Horn 1067 He com to )>e gateward pat him answerede
hard, c 1300 Harrow Hell 139 Wer ys nou this ^steward ?

1393 Langl P PI, C xiv 92 Ther god is gatwarde hym-
self, 1805 Scott Last Minstr iv. iv, ‘ And by my faith

the gate-ward said, ‘ I think ’twill prove a Warden-raid ’

1849 Jas Grant Kirkaldy o/G iv 35 The retinue ofarmed
servants created no surprise m the mind of the gate-ward

+ Gateward(s, adv. Obs. [f. Gate sb 2 +
-ward(s.] By the direct road, directly.

1630-36 Gordon Hist. Earld. Sutherl. xxin (1813) 380
He returned back the same day gettward to Strathnaver
1768 Ross Helenore r 26 They left me there, sae I but ony
mair, Getwards alane, unto the glens can fare

Ga’teway 1
. [f. Gate sb.1 + Way.]

1. A passage that is or may be closed by a gate
,

an opening through a fence or wall. ? Obs
1707 Mortimer Hush 233 Gate ways between their en-

closuies are so miry that they cannot .Cart between one
Field and another.

2 . A frame or arch in which a gate is hung
, a

structure biult at or over a gate, for ornament or
defence.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint (1786) V 299

View of an ancient gateway, dedicated to Nicholas bishop
of Exeter 183a W. Irving Alhambra I 91 Having the
most marvellous stones to relate of every tower, and vault,

and gateway of the fortress. x86x M Pattison EsS, (1889)
I 45 A lofty massive front with three fortified and portcul-

lised gateways.
attnb, 1850Tennyson InMem viii, A happy lover. Who

’lights and rings the gateway bell. 1833 W. Jerdan Auto-
biog. IV. S3 He latterly occupied apartments at the top of
one of the gateway-towers. x886 Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge III. 283 A large gateway-arch flanked by a postern-

arch Ibid. 284 The gateway-tower was . employed for

the first time in collegiate architecture , at New College,
Oxford, and .at Winchester

3 transf. and pig. a. A means of egress or

ingress, b. = Gate sb 1 4
1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 157 At the gateways of the

day 1837 G. Wilson {title) The five gateways of know-
ledge 1877M M Grant Sun-Maid 1, In summer wrapt
in a sunshine radiant and glorious as the gateway of heaven.
1878 B Taylor Deukahon 11 11 58 Say to the East, her
gateway of return stands open 1884 Harper1& Mag. May
878/2 Snoqualmie Pass is the lowest gateway of the Cas-
cade Range x8g6 Montreal Gaz 3 Dec 5/3 The Canadian
Pacific Railway having routed all its Northwest business
through the Port-Arthur gateway.

4 local =gate, Gat.
1794 J Boys Agnc, Kent 32 Sloping passages in the cliff,

called gate-ways, for the carts to go down to the sea.

Ga’teway 2
, [f. Gate sb 2 +Way ] Mining.

s=Gate sbf 6.

X786 Hartland in Nicholls. Forest Dean (1858) 76 Oak
timber is necessary for making what the miners call the
gateway, or gangway, from the body of coal to the pit.

x888 W E Nicholson Gloss Coal Trade Terms (North-

umbld. Gloss ), Gateway, a roadway ;
in a pit, a passage

through the goaf for the purpose of bringing out coals

worked on the long wall system

Gath.am.ercy, var. God-a-meroy.

Gather (gse Ssi), sb.1 [f Gather v ]

1. a. The amount gathered, crop, harvest, lb,

Contraction, drawing together, rare

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 11 i. 114 He that is

lorde and gouemour among them, when the whole gather

(of Ctnamome) is brought together, deuideth out vnto euery
man his heape 1893 Strand Mag VI, 188/1 There was no
sign of agitation save the pitiful gather m the brows.

2 PL The gathers
,
that part of a dress which is

gathered or drawn in (cf the vb 11 b)

1663 Butler Hud 1 111 925 Give us laws for pantaloons,

The length of breeches, and the gatheis, Port-cannons,

pemwigs, and feathers 1704 Cibber Careless Hush, v
vi, Take and lay this Silver Plain all along the Gathers

1768 Sterne Sent Joum (1778) II 98 (temptation) A
stitch or two had broke out in the gathers of my stock

x86z Mrs. H Wood Mrs Halltb, II xxy. 301, I have
done all the stitching and nearly the plain part of the

bodies
,
I shall soon be at the gathers. 1889 Daily News

6 Jan 3/1 A coffee-coloured lace skirt mounted in gathers

at the waistj and falling straight to the feet,

b. In sing rare— 1
.

x88o Plain Hints 19 The take up of each gather should

be lightly and neatly done

e Out ofthegathers * * out of order, in distressed

circumstances ’ (Halliwell 1847-78).

3 techn,
f The inclination forward of an axle

journal, or spindle, usually one-tenth of its dia-

meter * (Knight Diet. Mech 1874)

GATHER.

4 . Comb : gather-dam, a dam for collecting

water.

1768 J Gray ReJ. Inland Namg, in J. Phillips Hist,
Inland Navig (1795) 307 Every reader may recollect what
great quantities he has seen collected in gather-dams, or
mill ponds, by banks above their surface ; and it is easy
to form a string or chain of gather-dams from sea to sea,

f Ga'thev, sb 2 Obs. h orms 6 gader ,
gad(d)re,

gaither, geither, 7 geather, 6-8 gather. [Prob
a spec, sense of prec.

; cf. Pluck.] The pluck
(heart, liver and lights) of an animal, esp. of a
sheep or calf Also pi
1330 Palsgr 223/2 Gaddre, as a calfes gadre or a shepes,

Jroissure de ueav ov de motton. 1398 Deloney fathe
Nevib vui 103 The sheepes heads and the gathers, which
you give away at your gate, might serve them well enough
x6x6 Surfl & Markh. Country Farms 41 You must apply
vpon the head of the patient the lungs of a Sheepe newly
killed, or the whole Gather 1678 J Phillips Tavernier's
Trav , Persia hi. xii. 129 These three old men take a Sheep
or a Goat . . cut the throat of it . boil it whole, all but the
Gathers. 1783 Ainsworth Lot. Diet (Morell) 1 s. v Calf,
A calf’s pluck, or gather, eata vitulma

Gather (gse ©ai), V. Forms. 1-2 gad(e)rian,
g8ed(e)nan, (1 gadorian, Northumb. geadrisa),

3 gaddren, geederen, 3-5 gadir.gider, geder(e(n,
3-6 gader(e(n, 4 gadrie, gethur, 4-5 gedur, -yr,

gedder, -ar, gadre, 6 geddur, gather, geather,
gadder, 6- gather. [OE. gad(e)rian = OFns.
gad(e)ria, gaduna (mod Fns. gearjen), MDu., Du.
gaderm (garen), MLG. gadern, MliG. (Mid.Ger.)
gatern:-WGcT. type *gadur6jan. The OE. form
gxd{e)nan, whence the ME. geder(en, etc., and the
wide-spread mod. dialectal pronunciation (ge ©or),

is prob due to the influence of the related OE
(
td)gsedere Together, where the vocalism normally

represents aWGer. type *gadurt. Cf. OE. gseder -,

gader- (in gseder-tang continuous)
,
geador together]

also Du. gader-t te gader together ;
the OTent.

root is *gad- as m OE. gmd union, gegada com-
panion, gxdehng Gadling.
Theie is no trace 111 ME or dialects of any palatalization

of the initial consonant m this or any of the related words
Until the 16th c the words were, with few exceptions, spelt

with d

,

for the change to th see Father ]

I. trans.

f 1. (Only in forms with prefixed ge- ) To join or

unite
;
to put together, form by union. Obs. since

early ME.
C723 Corpus Gloss 512 Compactis

,

gegsedradon, c 823
Vesp. Hymns xm, Daet . . cSu . usic to gode gegadrades
[L conjimxerislftolrjh fltesces gemsenmsse c 930 Lindisf.
Gosf, Matt, xix, 6 pset for<5on god Regeadrade [L con-
uenxit], monn ne to-shte. a xooo Soul # Body x6o Fordan
wyt bioo gegaederode set godes dome, c 1x75 Lamb Horn
147 An is . pet faire leunde pet is lgedered bi-twene saule
and hcame c 1230 Hah Metd. 27 Muche confort baueft
wif of hire were pat beoS wel lgedered.

2 To bring (persons, or occas. animals) together

;

to cause to assemble m one place or company ; to

collect (an army, a flock, etc.). Also to gather

together (or

+

samen). In early examples also with
ge- prefix.

a 973(7 E Chron (Parker MS ) an 973 paer waes preosta
heap .. gleawra gegaderod. a xooo Andreas 1356 (Gr ) pa
peer an ongann . , folc gadongean. a xooo Soul 4- Body 51
On )>Rm miclan dse&e ponne monna cynn se ancenda ealle

xegasdraS Were jesamnaS], a nax O. E. Chron (Laud
MS.) an xii? Normandig wear® swiSe gedreht purh fyrde
pe se cing Henn ]>aer ongean gaderode. C1175 Lamb.
Horn, 89 pa weren per lgedered wiSmne here bnruh of

lerusalera trowfeste men c xzoo Ormin 16462 He wollde .

gaddrenn himm an hali3 folic Off alle kinne lede cx275
Lay, 1863 Vppen one doune J>at folk was igadered a 1300
CursorM 5784 Ga, gedir samen Jnn eldir men Of all Ju

folk of Israel c 1386 Chaucer Prol 824 Up roos our host

. And gadrede us togidre, alle in a flok. 17x440 Generydes

?
47 This fals Stiward he had gadend people grete a 1533
,d Berners Hnon xciv 305 Than Huon cryed his crye to

gader his men togyther 1391 Shaks i Hen. VI, m 11, xoa

Gatherwe our forces out of hand And set vpon our boasting

enemie. 1638 F. Junius Paint Ancients 132 The Lacedae-

monians together with their confedeiates having gathered

an Armie of forty thousand men 17x1 Budgell Sped,
No 77 ? 6 Will was standing in the midst of several

Auditors whom he had gathered round him 1802 Mar
Edgeworth Moral T (i8r6) I. xv 119 He saw a crowd of

people gathered before the . window 1874 Green Short
Hist n. § 2, 65 He at once gathered Ins forces and inarched

upon Gloucester

+ b ref. To come together in a body, to

assemble Obs.

921 0 E Chron (Parker MS ) an 921 /Efter Jmm *e-

gadorode micel folc hit on Eadweardes cynges anwalde
c 1203 Lay 4032 Gumen heom igaderen c 1340 Cursor M.
1x081 (Trm.) To gider gidered pei hem alle. <1x400 Destr.

Troy 9044 Then the Grekes by a-grement gedrit hom
somyn 1333 Coverdale Josh xviu x And all the multi-

tude of the children of Israel gathered them selues together

vnto Silo. x6xx Bible Job xvi 10 They haue gathered

themselues together against mee
c. In the Biblical phrase To be gathered to one s

fathers, to one's people : to he buried with one’s

ancestors ; hence, to die.

Although to be gathei ed to one'sfathers is the form of the

expression that has become proverbial, it occurs only in one

passage of the canonical books and twice in the Apocrypha
1382 Wyclif Gen. xxv, 8 [Abraham] was gaderyd [L con-

gregatus est] tohis puple — Judg. 11. 10 And al that genera-



GATHER- 76 GATHER,
cioun i*s gedrid to her fad ris [i535 Coverdale, gathered;
16x1, id ]. x6u Bible i Macc. n 6g So he blessed them,
and was gathered to his fathers [otherwise in earlier

versions], 184a Tennyson St. Sim Styl 194 When I am
gather’d to the glorious Saints 1889 Froude Two Chiefs
Dunboyvm, No change was to be made till MacFinnan Dhu
had been gathered to Ins fathers.

d ? U.S. with in: To receive into a religions

community.
1880 Howells Undisc Country vm, 114 They looked like

stage players to me ; before I was gathered m I used often
to see such folks.

3. To bring (things) together; to collect from
different quaiters into one mass or place ; to acquire

by such means, to amass, Also to gather together
c 1000 Ags Ps. (Th) xxxvm. 8 [xxxix 6] Hy gaderiaS

feoh, and nyton hwam. hy hyt gadriaS. cxzoo Vices -S

Virtues (1888) 47 Se $e gadereS mihtes [L qui virtutes
congregat] wiouten eadmodnesse ciaoo Ormin 1484 pu
gaddresst swa be clene corn all fra be chaff togeddre axzzS
Alter I! i46HercneSnu . hugocl pinchitisuorte. gederen
ine beosLemesse .souleuode a 1300 Cursor

M

6502 (GOtt)
pair golden tresur gadrid pai samen 1398 Trevisa Barth
De P, R xix cxvi. (1495) 920 Many dyuers thynges gadryd
togyder ben one : as many stonys makyth one hepe c 1450
tr De Inntatume 1, xxm 32 Whiles Jrou hast tyme, gadre
riches immortale a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon In 176 Huon
had ynough to do to gather togyther the clothes x6xx
Bim c Prov xxvui 8 He that by vsune and vniust game
increaseth his substance, he shall gather it for him that wil
pity the poore 1697 Dryden Virg Past vi 52 How Seas,
and Earth, and Air, and active Flame were blindly gather’d
In this goodly Ball 1774 Goldsm Nat, Hist (1776) V 233
The place being thus deteinuned upon, they begin to gather
the materials foi their nest 1779-81 Johnson L P

,
Gay, He

died without a will, though he had gathered three thousand
pounds. 1825 Lytton Falkland 14 We gather the honey
of worldly wisdom, not from flowers, but thorns
reft. 1664 Power Exp Philos 145 The water .gathering

it self into round bubbles would fall to the ground 1871
Freeman Norm Conq, (1876) IV xix. 417 A small town
had gathered itself outside the episcopal precinct,

f b. absol To accumulate wealth Obs.
a 1225 A nor, R. 222 [He] bungeS lure on to gederen and

jiuen alre erest pe pure a. 1300 CursorM 26824 Quat bot
on aside gadir til, And on anoper side to spill 1377 Langl,

'

P PI B. xii S3 Riche renkes rigt so gaderen and spaien,
And tho men that thei moste haten mynistren it atte laste

c 1440 Gesta Rom lxix 31 1 (Harl MS) When bat pot se
a man gadery or purchesse [». r gadre nchesse] thenne pei
sey, * loo I he is a carle '.

c. To pick up (a living).

1461 Poston Lett. No 427 II. 71, I have as moche as
I may to gader myn ownne iyfflode, and trull, cosyn, I can
not gader that well. 1858 Froude Hist Eng III xiv 256
Sturdy vagrants whose living had been gathered hitheito
at the doors of the religious houses

4 To collect (flowers, fruit) from the place of
growth ;

to cull, pick, pluck
axoao Phoenix 193 m Exeter Bk

,

ponne feorand neah pa
swetestan somnaS and gsediaS wyrta wynsume and wudu-
bleda <11300 CursorM, 12523 He sent him to pe yard for
to gedir pam sum cale. 1-1386 Chaucer Merck. T 987 Whil
that she gadered floures in the mede. 1489 Caxton Faytes
of A. in. 1. 168 Take and gadre of the tree that is in my
gardyn somme fruytes of wluche thou shalt use 1577 B
Googe Heresbach's Hnsl. ut (1586) 135 b, Gather all these
Hearbes in Sommer, and keepe them, and make them in
powder. x6xx Shaks Cymb 1 v 1 Whiles yet the dewe’s
on ground, Gathei those Flowers x66i Boyle Style of
Script (1675) 209 He [David] gathered bayes both on
Parnassus and m the field of honor. 17x5 [see Gathered],
17x7 Berkeley TounnItalyyi\cs. 1871 IV. 552A physician
gathering simples in a field 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk I.

52 I’ve been gatheung some of the most delicious straw-
berries 1887 Bowen Virg Eclog n. 18 White hedge flowers
we abandon, to gather the hyacinth dark.

b. To collect (gram, fruit, etc.) as harvest or
annual produce

;
also to gather in

c9$& Luuhsf Gosp. Matt xm. 30 In tid hripes ic willo
cuoelSa Stem hrippe-monnum, geadnges vel somniges [L
ColhgiU] senst <5a unwsestma vel wilde ata. a uoo Gerefa
in Anglia IX. 261 Fela tilSa ham gsedenan CM75 Lamb
Horn 135 Alse me saweS sed on ane time, and gederetS pet
frute on oSer time, a 1300 Cursor M. 4060 He-selfwas on
pe feld biside To geder corn in herueistide c *400 Maundbv
(Roxb ) vu 26 Men of bat cuntree, what tyme pat felde sail

be tilled, getes pam Cristen men for to tille it and to geder it

1535 Coverdale Isa lxii 9 But they that haue gathered m
the come, shal eate it 1585 T Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy 11. vi 36 b, Out of these cuttes proceedeth the
Masticke by droppes as it were Gum, which they gather in
the moneth of September 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv
200 To quit his Care, he gather'd first of all In Spring the
Roses, Apples in the Fall x8i6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. #
Art II 694 Gather the remaining fruits *870 Yeats Nat
Hist Comm 2 We do not merely gather m the indigenous
materials of the country where we live, but [etc ]

c To cull or pluck (a single flower or fruit).

1588 [see Gathered ib] 1667 Milton P. L, jv 271 That
faire field Of Enna, where Proserpin gathering flowrs, Her
self a fairer floure, by gloomie Dis Was gathered. i68x
Dri/ven

S

pan Fnarv 1, Like a Rose just gather'd from the
Stalk. X799 Mrs J West Tale of Times I. 62 The rose
grows so close to the thorn, that you cannot gather it with-
out encountering a painful sensation
iransf 1844 Bp S Wjlberforck Hist, Protest. Episc. Ch.

Amer. (1846) 5 But the native thus cruelly gathered was not
the only specimen they gathered,

&.

To pick up. (See also 16 a.)
17x5 [see Gatheredppl a 1 1846, 1851 [seeGauntletI i, 5].

1898 Daily News 7 Feb. 8/6 [Rugby Football ] Having to
gather the ball off the floor, instead of receiving it high up
and fairly straight,

f 5. To collect or bring together (literary matter)

,

to compile. Obs.

axoao Ags Astron in Treat Science (1841) 1 Of Ssere bee
lie Beda gesette and gaderode of manegra wisa lareowa
bocum. 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 29 Thou gadrest and
made many bokes out of holy scripture. 148* Monk of
Evesham (Arb ) 38 Some thynges y wylle gedur to gedur of
some certeyn persons what they so fryd afore ther dethe and
after ther dethe 156a Turner (title) A Book of the natures
and properties of the bathes in England. Germany and
Italy gathered by William Turner Doctor of Physik
1571 Hanmer Chron Irel (1633) 40What Bale hathformeily
written, I find he hath gathers out ofVincentius, Antoninus
[and

<
others] 1677 Miege Diet Eng -Fr s v , He gathered

his lights from the most impartial authonty’s

6 Ofmaterial objects: To be the means ofbringing

together 01 accumulating; to receive addition of.

a 1225 Alter R 138 Wifiuten salt, fleshs gedereS wurmes
1398 1 revisa Barth. De P R xm xxm (1495) 455 The see
gadryth aboue a fome of smj tynge and betynge of wawes
1579 Gosson Sch A bitse (Arb ) 52 Standing streames geather
filth; flowing nuers are euer sweet x6xr Bible Joel u 6
All faces shall gather blacknesse 1670 Sir S Crow in 12//1

Rep. Hist. MSS Comm App v. 15 The silke sleizie and
not Naples, which will soone grow rough, gather dust and
sullie 1687 Miege Gt Fr. Did. 11. s v., To gather Rust
(or to grow rusty) as Steel and Iron does. 1821 Clare Vill
Minstr I 131 which the enrly-rismg lass Climbs with milfc-

pail gathering cream 1850 Tennyson In Mem ci, That
beech will gather biown 1885 Atheneenm 23 May 66g/x

Tho thick-standing ti ees gather golden and ruddy tints

Prov. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 24 The stone that is

rouhng can gather no mosse

7. To collect (money or other contributions) from
a number of people. Now rare. Also absol to

make or take up a collection (obs exc. dial ).

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 3 Which waidems schul gadere

b° qwarterage of bretheren & sustren c 1440 Jacob's Well
(E E. T S.) 24 pet may neyther gaderyn here tythes, ne
kepyn hem, ne fecchyn hem. *532 Privy Purse Exp.
Hen VIII

(

1827) 257 Item the same daye paied to a woman
that gathered for a Churche vijj vjrf 1568 Grai-ton Citron
II. 202 This yere sayth Fabian, the king gathered the sixt

penny of all temporall tnennes goodes which was graunted
unto him in the aforesayd Parliament x6oo J Pory tr

Leo's Africa it 171 Being vassals unto the king of Fez out
of which they yeerely gather ten thousand duckats 1668
Pepys Diary (1877) V 156 While the sexton was gatheung
to his box, to which I did give 5s. 1710 Prideaux Ong
Tithes iv. 167 This Law enabled the Clergy to gather and
recover Tithes 1896 Hctton-lc-hole Gloss

, Gather

,

make
a collection (‘ gathering ') in money.

•ft), m indirect passive. Obs
c 1592 Marlowe yew ofMalta 11 11, Hoping to see them
gather'd for in our Synagogue 1615 Dr. King Sernt 57

(T ) Few Sundays come over our head, but decayed house-
holders or shipwrackt mei chants are gathered for.

8 . To collect or summon up (one’s energies)
; to

gain or recover (breath, etc.). Also to gather
oneself (together).

c 1400 Destr Troy 9860 All the grehes with grem gedret
Jjere herttes 1470-85 Malory Arthur xiv vi, Thenne he
dyd of his helme for to gadre wynde, for he was gretely
enchafed with the serpente 1530 Palsgr. 561/1, 1 gather
my spyrites to me, as one dothe that hath maters layde to
his charge Ibid

, I gather myselfe togyther as a man doth
whan he intendeth to shewe ms strength 1545^^37 Hen
VIII, c. 17 § 2 The People gathereth Heart and Presumption
to do Evil, 1590 Spenser F Q 1 vi 19 The lucklesse lucky

I was thus gathering Strength 1768 Ross Helenore 1 8 He
had fa’en aswoon But howsomever in a little wee Himsel
he gathers, and begins to see 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L.
xvn, He had almost gone by, before Hester . could gather
voice enough to attract his observation.

9.

To collect or acquire by way of increase
; to

gam. + To gather ground

.

to gam ground, make
progress. To gather head', to acquire strength;

also, to swell as a festering sore. To gather way
* to begin to feel the impulse of the wind on the
sails, so as to obey the helm ’ (Adm. Smyth).
xsgo Marlowe Edw II, 11 11, Meantime, my lord of Pem-

broke and myself Will to Newcastle here, and gather head
1597 Shaks. a Hen IV, m. 1 76 The Time will come, that
foule Sinne gathering head Shall breake into Corruption
1643 Baker Chron 11 ax No snow-ball ever gathered great-
nesse so fast hy rolling, as his Forces increased by marching
forward. 1664 Power Exp. Philos 178 Then to gather
Vent (as they call it) they straiten the Vault, and wall pai t

of it up ,
4
so that the Ayr gathers in strength, and runs

more swiftly 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 631 As Ev’mng
Mist . o’re the Marish glides, And gathers giound fast at
the Labourer’s heel 1687 Miege Gt Fr Diet n. s. v

,

To gather Flesh, grosser 1691 Dryden Eleonora 4 Soft
whispers first rise . . then the sound Soon gathers voice and
spreads the news around. 1693 — Ovid's Met 1. 730 He
gathers ground upon her in the chase. 1697— Virg Georg
111 693 Till the Core be found, The secret Vice is fed, and
gathers Ground. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist (1776) I. 373As the descending fluid gathers velocity in its precipitation.
1832 Tennyson ‘ You ask mewhy

'

13 Where faction seldom
gathers head. x866 R M Ballantyne Shifting Winds
xiv. (x88x) 148 A light breeze was blowing, and the ship .

soon gathered way, and left the boat behind
10 To collect (knowledge) by observation and

reasoning; to infer, deduce, conclude. (=L col-

ligere ; cf. Collect » 5 )
*585 Joye Apol Tmdale (Arb) 23 Men gatherd that I

denied the general reserreccion 1556 Records Cast
Knowledge 70 For this muebe I may gather by that I
haue learned already, that [etc.] 157$ Fleming Panopl.
Epist 17 So farre as I gather by the substance of your
letters, 1664 Power Exp Philos 72 The Physiologist also
may gfsther something from the former Observations, touch-
ing the nature of Colours. 1744 BerkeleySins § 23 Pliny
supposed amber to be a resin . . which he gathered from its

smell 1816T JnrrERSON Writ (1830) IV 297, I gather
from his other works that he adopts thepnnciple ofHobbes
1893 Law Times XCV. 303/1 She . usually, as I gather
from the evidence, associated her daughter's name with her
own in her investments

11. To draw (a garment) into smaller compass •

to contract (the brow) into wrinkles.
1 '

x6i7 Moryson Itin in. 169 They gather the Vaile with
their hands to cover all their faces, but onely the eyes utt
Pope Temp Fame 240 Gath’ring his flowing robe he seem'd
to stand, In act to speak 1790 Burns Taw O'Shantcr xx
Gathering her brows like gatheringstorm.Nuisingherwrath
to keep it warm 1887 Bowen Virg AEneid iv 140 Golden
the clasp that gathers her shining robe to her side.

b spec. To draw together or pucker (part of
a dress) by means of a thread
1576 Gascoigne Steele Gins (Arb ) 68 How ere theirgownes,

close above the knees. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims u X421 The
women in Camiemtz goe with their Coates close bodied, and
the neathei bodies gathei ed like a Froclce. xjxx Steele
Sped No 109 ip 4 You see, Sir, my Great Great Gieat Grand-
mother has on the new-fashioned Petticoat, except that the
Modern is gather’d at the Waste 1848 C Bronte y Eyre
I xiv 27s A diess of rose-coloured satin, as full in the skirt
as it could be gathered. 1875 Plain Needleumk 20 It is
wiser, if the space into which the gathers are set be more
than thiee inches, to gather only half 01 quaiter [etc].

e. Arch To contract, close m or make narrower
(a dram, chimney, etc ) ;

also to gather over.

1703, 1823 [see Gathering vbl. sb x c] 1837 Penny Cycl
XII 327/x The flue is gathered over, or contracted to this size

d. nonce-use (See quot

)

1557 N T (Genev) 1 Cor vu 18 Is any man called beyng
circumcised? let him not gathei his vncircumcision. [Note,
Which is, when the Surgeon by art draweth out the skyne
to couer the part.]

T 12. To put (the feet) together, keep from
straying. Obs
1671 M Bruce Good News in Evil Times (1708) 26 If the

Storms ye ai e meeting with make you not walk more evenly
and gaLlier your Feet, ye shall get a new Storm to scald
you. until you .gather your Feet better

13. techn a Class-making. To collect (a quantity
of melted glass) on the end of the blowing-tnbc
1839 Ure Diet Arts 581 The requisite ball of plastic glass

is gathered on the end of an iron tube 1886 Proc R Soc
XXXIX 100 [Glass] maintained . . at a temperature barely
sufficient to admit of its being * gathered \

b. To collect and place in their pioper order

according to signatures (the printed sheets of a
book) Also absol

1683 Moxon Mcch Exerc II 348 Till he has Gathered
the last Sheet on bis Right Hand . Thus be Gathers on,

till one of all the Heaps Conies off Having thus Gathered
one Book, he Knocks it up, that is, he [etc ]

14 -gather on (see 21).
183a J. Wilson in Blackw Mag XXXVI 2 Gathering

the shore, lo, the Barge I Ibid 7 We had not proceeded
above a hundred yards, fast gathering the Shuffler, till we
heard.. loud cries

15. In various phrases with advs + To gather

off-, to take off (a gown). To gathei out : to select

or pick out.

c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 957 Than his gowne ye
gadir of, or garment of his estate x6xx Bible Isa lxu. 10

Cast vp the high way, gather out the stones. 1875 Manning
MissionH Ghost i xo The world will go on until the last

of that number has been gathered out and made perfect for

the kingdom of God
16. Gather up. a To pick up (from the ground)
a 1300 CursorM 13241 (GOtt ) Pouder or bone )>at ]m

fand bare, pai gedrid vp, and wid bauu hare c 1375 Sc
Leg Saints, yoTiannes 156 Small stanis of be sand he gad-
dent vpe into his hand 1576 Fleming Panopl, Epist, 48
That I might gather up the gleanings of my labours, and
sende money to Rome 16x7 Moryson Itin 11 x88 The
wearied foote cast away their Armes, which those of the

Country gathered up 1784 Cowpfr Task 111 286 What
pearl is it . That learning is too proud to gather up. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xlvi, The school master took the

child and bidding tne old man gather up her little basket

bore her away
Jig 1606 Holi and Sneion, yx Howbeit, in the ende he
lost not much . but after his gieat losses gathered uppe his

crummes pretily well by little and little

b. To draw together, bring into smaller com-
pass ; to draw up (the limbs or person) in imma-
terial sense, to sum up, summarize In agriculture,

to plough a ndge in such a way that the earth is

turned over towards the highest part of it

*553 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb.) 39 Thei came into

such a tempeste that they were enforsed to gather vppe
theyr sayles 16x6 Browne Brit. Past. 11 111. 72 A greene
silke frock Which at her middle gath'red vp in pleats, A
loue-knot Girdle willing bondage threats. 1617 Markham
Caval 11. 48 It correcteth, if when he will not gether vp his

to gather up the Line and loose it at pleasure 1686 find

v. (ed 3) 57 You may there gallop him to teach him to lay

out his Body, and to gather up his Legs 1756 A Dicicson

Treat. Agrtc. (ed. 2) 282 At the next plowing this may be

leversed, the ridge m the middle of the field gathered up,

and the plough go round and round the ridge till the whole
field is plowed 1781 Cowfer Convers 867 But now to

gather up what seems dispersed May prove . . best for the

public X832 Lander Adv Niger II. xu 146 Their legs,

which had before been stretched out carelessly and comfort-

ably . . were now gathered up under them. 1846 ^rnJ R.
Agric Soc VII. 1 56 They have thus for centuries continued
to gather up the land. They gather up twice and split once
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1846 Trench Huh Led Ser 11 1 144 Such appears to me
the title which will best gather up and present at a single
glance . the subject 1891 E Peacock N Brendon 1

1

377 She gathered herself up 111 a manner seldom seen off the
boards of a third-rate theatre.

c To compose (the features) into an expression
1712 Addison Sped No 269 ? 10 Gathering up his Coun-

tenance into a more than ordinary Seriousness, Tell me truly,

says he 1831 LambEtta Ser 11 Ellistomana, Gathering up
his features into one significant mass of wonder, pity [etc ]

d To collect or summon up (one’s thoughts,
strength, etc ) for an effoi t. Also rejl.

*617 Moryson Itin 1 41 Wee gathering up strength went
on 1623 Beaum & Fi Maid tn Mill nr 1, Will you

F
ather up your wits A little and hear me? 1644 Lauo Wks
1854) IV 369, I confess I was a little troubled. But after

I had gathered up myselfand looked up to God, I went on
to the business of the day 1847 L Hunt Men, Women, $•

B 1 . 111 40 It only made him gather up his determination
1848 Thackeray Van Fair Ivui, Mr Sedley started up,
shaking a great deal, and gathering up his thoughts
1887 Ruskin Pr&tenta II. 269 ,

1

have never been able to
gather myselfup against the national guilt of war, seeing

that such men were made by the discipline of it,

f e To chide, reprove (L compere). Obs
1577 Harrison England 11. 11 (1877) 1 52 Theladie Wake
hearing the king hir cousine to gather vp the bishop so

roundhe dooth presently picke a quarrell against him

II iwtr. (chiefly =refl. uses of I).

17. Of persons : To come together into one place
or assembly ; to congregate, assemble
aBgx O E Chron. (Parker MS ) 879 py ieare jegadrode

on [? read an] hlop wicenga a 1079 Ibid (MS. D ) an 1052
past landfolchim onjean gaderode a 1300 CursorM 14619
par bigan pai for to rute And for to gadir him a bute.
1:1440 Generydes 2917 Anon withall thei gaderid on the
playn 1336 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 253 b, How all
the garyson of the knyghtes and turmentours gathered
aboute hym 1380 Sidney Ps m iv, I will not be afraid,
Though legions tound be laide Which all against me gather.
1611 Bible i Esdras vm 91 There gathered vnto him from
Ieiusalem, a very great multitude of men, and women, and
children 1713 Addison Cato 1v iv, See where the corps of
thy dead son approaches 1 The citizens and senators,
alarm’d, Have gather’d round it, and attend it weeping.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng xni III 275 His old soldiers
were known to be gathering round him 1894 J T Fowler
Adamnan Introd 73 Having given his blessing to the
monks who had gathered together.

fl8. ?To apply oneself to something Obs.
13 E E A Hit, P. C. 105 pay , . Gederen to pe gyde

ropes, pe grete clop falles *3 Gaw. {j- Gr. Knt 777 penne
gederez he to Gryngolet with pe gilt helez.

fb. Of a hawk: ?To ‘gather itself’ (cf. 8),
address itself to flight. Obs,

1677 N Cox Genii Recreat

,

(ed 2) 201 When a high-
flying Hawk, being whistled to, gathers upwards to a great
Gate, you must continue her therein.

19 Of things • To collect, to come together in a
mass

; to form or increase by the coming together
of material.

1390 Gower Conf I. 308 Hate is a wrathe nought shewend,
But of long time gaderend. 1613 Crooke Body ofMan 308A Male gathereth sooner and is sooner articulated. 1676
Drvden Ejnl Etheredge'sMan ofMode 19 His bulky folly
gathers as it goes, And, rolling o’er you, like a snow-ball
grows 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (xjg*>) II vu 18 Though
darkness gather together on a heap 1749 Johnson Van.
Hum Wishes 28 The dangers gather, as the treasures rise
2823 Scott Tahsm. xvui. It seemed as if a tear were
gathering in his eye 1827-35 Willis Child TiredofPlay,
Twilight gathers, and day is done, i860Mrs Carlyle Lett.
Ill 71 One knows how a story gathers like a snowball.

b. To accumulate and come to a head, as puru-
lent matter in the body. Hence, of a wound, a
sore, a wounded finger, etc : To develop a purulent
swelling Also to gather to a head (in quots jflg,).
c 1000 [see Gathering vbl si. 3]. 1610 Shaks Temp v

1 1 Now do’smy Protect gather to a head 1804 Abernethy
Sure' Obs 81 A redness took place superficially in the skm,
which gathered and burst. 1833 [see Head sb. 31]
20 a. To contract, to grow narrower (also to

gather in), b. To form folds or wrinkles, rare.
1577-87 Harrison England 1 11 in HohnsJted 3 Like unto

a triangle being broadest in the south part, ana gathering
nauower and nairower

_
1631 Gouge God's Arrows iv xv.

39S The garret . was within the roofe and so gathered m
narrower than the roome below it, [Or does this belong to
iic?] 1816 Shelley Alastor 334 For, as fast years flow
away, The smooth brow gathers, and the hair grows thin
21 Naut. To make way (towards an object). To

gather on' to gain on or drawnearer to,m following.
Togather into the wind

;

to sail nearer to the wind.
1377-87 Harrison England 1. x in Holinshed 77 From

hence we cast about [sailing] gathering still towards the
Northest a 1608 Sir F Verb Comm 29,

1

plied onely to
windwaid by that means gathering nearer to the fleet

2627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram ix 40 The longer your
boords are, the more you worke or gather into the wind
Ibid xu 37 If you gather on him .hee will trie you before
the wind 1794 Rigging <3- Seamanship II 250* A ship is
said to gather on another, as she comes nearer to her

22. Mech. Of the teetb of a cog-wheel, Togather
in upon to fit into. AI30 refl. to gather itself
into ? Obs.

2677 Moxon Mech. Exerc I. 45 That the Teeth of the
Worm-wheel may gather themselves into the grooves of the
Worm in the Worm-spindle , . the Teeth must be filed very
square and smooth which much helps the Teeth to gather
in upon the Teeth of the Nut,

Gatherable (gse’Ssrab’l), a [f Gather v +
-able ] Capable of being gathered or inferred,

VOL. IV.

. *S4® Gest Pr Masse in H G. Dugdale Life (1840) App.
1 73 Here upon gatherahle it is [that] oure alone massing
is a wyckednes uncomparable 1616 Hieron Wks II 39Many deare children of God haue beene and aie m great
want as is gatlierable out of the parable of Lazarus 1674
Boyle Excell Theol 1 1 60 You will the more easily think
the foreknowledge of the Divine Dispensations gatherable
from Scripture to be highly valuable 1820 Examiner
No 617. 84/1 It is easily gatherable from the anecdotes re-
orted of him

_
1877 Ruskin Fors Clav VII lxxxi 251,

will make this message, so far as I have yet been able to
deliver it, dearly gatherable.

t Gather-bag. Obs. [f. Gather sb^ + Bag
sb.] (See quot. 1616 )

1S7S Turberv Venerie 39 The gatherbagge or mugwet of
a yong harte is very medicinable also agaynst the byting of
Serpentes, t6x6 Bullokar, Gatherbag^ the bag or skitine,
inclosing a young red Deere in the Hyndes belly 1706 in
Phillips (ed Kersey)

Gathered (gae 8aid), ppl. a. [f. Gather v. +
-EDl

]
1. Collected, brought together

;
culled, picked.

1388 Wyclif Isa lvn 13 Whanne thou schalt crie thi
gedend tresours delyuere thee, c 1586 C'tess Pembroke
Ps* lxviu vu, Captyves store thou hast led up with thee,
Whose gathered spoiles to men thou wilt impart 16x6
Surtl. & Markh Country Farme 608 The gathered grapes
must be left in the ground at the least for a day or two
2693 Dryden Ovid's Met 1. 309 About his lips the gather’d
foam he churns 17x5 Leoni Palladio's Archit (1742) I 4
All dug Stones are better than gather’d ones. 1816 Byron
Siege Cor. xxxm,The jackal’s troop, in gather’d cry, Bay’d
fiom afar complainingly. 1871 C E Mudie Stray Leaves
(1872) 22 How can I, Lord, withhold Life’s brightest hour
From Thee ; or gathered gold

b Of a single flower : Culled, plucked.
1388 Shaks Tit A m. i 113 Then fresh teares Stood on

her cheekes, as doth the hony dew Vpon a gathred Lillie
almost withered

2. Contracted, drawn together (esp of dress)
1601 R.Johnson jfzagrf $ Commit/ (1603) 26 One thousand

Irishmen, all naked save their mantels and their thicke
gathered shirts 16x7 Moryson /tin. m 175 The men
weare a long coate to the knee, and upon it a long gowne
with gathc id sleeves 1823 Scott Quentin D xu, Louis
sent, from under his gathered and gloomy eyebrows, a keen
look on all around 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Did
Needlework s v Gathering, The gathered portion of ma-
terial 1894 Daily News ifi June 6/3 A white cloth skirt
is made with a gathered vest to match.
3. Affected with a ‘gathering’ or purulent

sore.

2894 Times (weekly ed) 26 Jan. 79/3 In his opinion the
boy s debilitated condition through a gathered finger had
contributed to his death

Gatherer (gas ftarar). [f Gather v + -er1 ]
1 One who gathers or collects (in general senses).

Also gatherer up.
a 1zoo Moral Ode 263 m O.E. Mise. (1872) 67 pe |>at

were gaderares of jusse worldes ayhte *382 Wyclif Prov
xxx 1 Tile wrdis of the gederere [L cmgregantis]
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (2852) I 596 Lion-skinned Free-
thinking ten times slays the slam, and claims to be the
sole gatherer up of thy [Liberty's] spoils 1807 A. Knox
Rem (1844) I 93 Of these [the ignorant, etc J sects and
societies have been, as it appears, the appointed gatherers
1868 Morris Earthly Par 1 320 A gatherer-up of gold
b esp A collector of money, often with defining

word as rent-, tax-, toll-gatherer (now commonly
-collector).

c 1460 Jtowneley Myst xxx 284 Rasers of the fals tax, And
gederars ofgreyn wax. 1321 Fisher Wks (1876) 318 They
that were the gaderers of this trybute came to saynt Peter
1572 in W H Turner Select Rec Oxford 342 To appoynt
two gatherers . for the same money.

f e A money-taker at a theatre Obs
ri6oo in Alleyn Papers (1843) 32 One Jhon Russell, that

by youre apoyntment was made a gatherer with vs, but my
fellowes finding [him often] falce to vs, haue many times
warnd him from taking the box.

fd One who gathers wealth (opposed to
‘spender* or * waster*) ; a miser. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi 59 Hud-pykis, hurdaris and

gadderans, All with that warlo went 1364-78 Bulleyn
Dial agst Pest (1888) 133 The foolishe Prodigall waster,
whiche commonlie succedeth the gatherer. 2392 Greene
Groat's W Wit (1874) 13 Ah, Lucamo, my onely comfort,
because I hope thou wilt, as thy father, be a gatherer, let
me blesse thee before I die.

2 One who gathers flowers, fruit, or other produce
1382 Wyclif Obad 1 5 Jif gadreris of grapis hadden

entriden to thee c 1449 Pecock Repr, 1 vi 29 The feld is

the fundament of the flouns, and not the hondis of the
gaderers 1367 Maplet Gr Forest 37 Celedome is an
Herbe whose flower dyeth and stayneth the gatherers
hande 1607 Tofsell Four-f Beasts 3 In Caucasus there
are trees of Pepper and Spices whereof Apes are the
gatherers 1723 Bradley Pam Did. s v. Mulberry, The
Gatherer must have his Hands clean

3 A collector of literary material
; a compiler.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 13 [pey] cleped him a
gaderere of old wrytynges [L. compilator veterum]. 1379
Fulke Heskms' Pari. 183 He hath not redd the place in
Augustine him selfe, but taketh it out of some collectour or
gatherer 1624 Wotton Archit Pref, I am but a gatherer
and disposer of other men’s stuffe 1853 Trench Ptoverbs
10 Many collections include whatever brief sayings their
gatherers have anywhere met with.

4 techn a. Bookbinding, An operative who
collects the sheets of a book m their proper order,

b. Glass-making (See quots )
a 2683 Moxon Mech Exerc II 348 The Gatherer takes

It [a Sheet] off with his Right Hand 2874 Knight Did
Meeh. 959/2 A more convenient way is to arrange the signa-

GATHERHSTG.

tures on a long straight table . . so that the gatherers may
follow each other
b 1839 Ure Did Arts etc. 578 One, called a gatherer,

dips the end of an iron tube into the pot of melted metal
2888 Daily Neitis 24 Feb 6/6 In the ordinary ptocess of
bottle-blowing the 1 gatherer ’, as he is called, gathers a
charge of the molten metal from the furnace on the end of
a blow pipe

5

One of the front teeth of a horse.
1696 Sir W HoPEtr Solleyset's Parf. Mareschal 1 v 19

There groweth then in the place of these four Foal-teeth
which fell, four others winch are called Nippers 01
Gatherers 1797 Sporting Mag X 295 Gatherers, the two
fore teeth 1847-78 Halliwell, Gatherers, a horse’s teeth
by which he draws his food into his mouth
Ga thering, vbl. sb. [f as prec + -ing i

]
1 . The action of the verb Gather, m various

transitive senses. Also with tn, out, up
c 1030 Byrhtfertk’s Handboc in Anglia VIII 312 For pare

ripunge oocSe for pare gaderunge 1398 Trevisa Barth
DeP R xvii. lxxili (1495) 647 Bern that gadre hony visyte
and haunte floures by cause of gadrynge of hony 1488-9
Act 4 Hen VII, c 5 Abhottes quyte and discharged of
gadryng of dysmes 1597 Hooker Eccl Pol. v vu § 2 The
gathering of principles out of particular experiments 1617
Moryson Itin in 242 [He] was much delighted in the
gathering of antiquities i6gi SirW Hope Fencing Master
(1692) 99 Of raising or Gathering up of your Adversaries
sword. 1703 Stanhope Paraph II 359 By this we become
capable of diffusing the Riches of that Knowledge in a
Moment, the gathering whereof may have cost us the pains
and study ofmany Years 1842 Manning Serm xix, (1848)
I. 274 In these words He foretells the gathering out and
knitting together of His mystical body, which is the Church.
2873 Whitney Life Lang xv 312 Nothing will make
dispensable the wide gathenng-m of evidence

t b. The action or practice of collecting wealth

;

miserly acquisition of money. Obs
a 1225 Ancr R 286 Ageines 3iscunge Ich wolde bet oSre

schuneden, ase 3e doS, gederunge 1340 Ayenb 192 Elmesse
bet is y-do of pyefpe oper of opre kueade gaderinge, hit ne
hke|> noting god c 1400 Rom Rose 5782 [Thre] gret
mischeves hem assaihth, And thus in gadnng ay travaynth.
*55*i Crowley Last Trump 252 Though the Lord geue the
plentye. Be thou neuer the more gredy, Nor set thy mynd
on gatheringe.

c. The action of drawing in or contracting,
also, the result of this (see Gather v 11 b, n c,

16 b) ; spec in Building (see quot 1851)
1380 LylyEuphnes To Ladies Engl (Arb ) 222 If a Tailotu

make your gowne too little, you couer his fault with a broad
stomacher if too long, with a false gathering 1611 in
Heath Grocers' Comp (1869) 02 That none should wear
any luff exceeding 4 yards in length before the gathering or
setting in thereof 1703 T N. City $ C Purchaser 107 An
apt falling-back of the Back, and convenient gathering' of
the Wings, and Brest of the Chimney 2763 A Dickson
Treat, Agrtc. (ed 2) 308 Gathering keeps the crown and
furrows of the ridge in the same place m which they were
before. 2807 Sir R C Hoare Tour Irel, ig8 The weight
of this new building, pressed upon the gathering of the
arches 1823 P. Nicholson Prad Build 585 Gathering
of the wings, in a chimney 1846 Jrnl R Agric Soc VII
I 57, 1 would soon endeavour to make the present heading
or gathering as good, by deep ploughing and the application
of manure. Ibid

,

On these high-back lands the gathering
up, or centre of each land has become dead, inert clay
1831 Diet Archit s v ,

Where the fireplace m one story is

directly over another, and the flues go up in the jambs, the
brickwork which oversails and forms the soffite of the with
of the flue is called the gathering Hence the term is loosely
applied instead offeathering of the wings or gathering wings,
to that part of a chimney funnel which, is built inclined over
the fireplace, so as to contract the sides to a union with the
throat of the flue. 2880 Plain Hints 18 The depth of the
material under the band above the gathering

d. In (or a) gathering— being gathered. Also
with omission of the preposition.
c 2400 Destr Troy 11735 While this gode was m gederyng

the grettes among 1623 Ussher Answ Jesuit 194 Yet
were there certain sticks then agathermg 1603 Sin T P
Blount Nat Hist 54 The Cloves are gathering from
September unto the End of February.

2 The action of coming together, uniting or

combining; the result of this; union, accumula-
tion. (In early instances also with ge- )
c 900 tr Baida's Hist 1 xvi [xxvn ] (1890) 82 ForSon £eda

fenaS, paette seo aslice gegadrung lichoman seo for mtmgan
tudres. c 1230 Hah Meid 3 pi folc he clepeft dauid pe
gederunge inwiS pe of fleschliche pohtes Ibid 27 Of wif
& weres gedennge weorldes wele awaketieS 2382 Wyclif
Gen i 10 The gaderyngis ofwatns he clepide, sees 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P R.v xvni. (1495) 123 In the chynne
of a beest is the moust strength of hardnes of the boon and
harde gaderynge of synewes 1553 Eden Treat Newe Ind
(Arb ) Ep Rdr 9 Ye gathering of many mens wittes into one
mans head 2724 De Foe Mem, Cavalier (1840) 43 The
gathering of this storm, which . began to threaten all Ger-
many determined me 1726 LeoniA IbertisA rchit I 47/2
To prevent the gathering of Dirt and Seeds, which might
make Weeds grow m the Wall 1870 L’Esteange Miss
Mitford I vi 168 But all this was but the gathering of the
wind befoie a storm
3 . spec An accumulation of purulent matter in

any part of the body ; a suppurated swelling,
c 1000 Sax Leechd I 300 WiS cyrnlu & wiS ealle yfele

^egaderunga,genim [etc ] 1667 Decay Chr Piety v. 105 No
less happy than the ease of a broken Imposthume, after

the painful gathering and filling of it 1753 J Bartlet
Gentleman’s Famery xxxit. 263 If a gathering forms on
the opposite side, open it m the same manner 1763 Mrs
Harris in Prvu. Lett Ld Malmesbury I, 102 Some say
Mr Wilkes is very well, others say they apprehend a gather,
ing m his side. x86a Mrs H. Wood Mrs Halhb 1 1 3 I’ve

a gathering come on my thimble finger 1893 Northumbld
Gloss s.Y. Gether, An abscess is called a getkenn.

90



GATHERING. 78 GAUD.
4 A bringing together or coming together of

people; an assembly or meeting. (In early examples
also with prefixed ge-, i- )
£ 1000 Aff Gosp John v 13 Se hselynd soplice beah fram

psere ^egaderunge c 1100 Ags Voc in Wi -Wiilckei 326/7
A ecclesia, cyrce, o35eseiea(Tul gaderung 1154 O E Chron
an 1137 pa pe king Stephne to Engla lande com, pa macod
he his gadering at Oxeneford c 1175 Lamb Horn 89 pe
apostles spehen to pes folkes igederunge a 1300 CursorM
10703 Bot par was nan at pat gedring, pat cuthe gtue consail

0 Pat thing 1375 Barbour Bruce vi 389 He maid a
gadderingpreuely Of thame that war of his party <11400
Destr Ttoy 2922 Wemen shunt not for shame to shake
ouer lande, To glogh vppon gomes at gedering of folhe
1368 Grafton Chron II 141 Dyvers conventicles and
gatheiynga were made of the Citizens and other, that robbed
in the Citie and did much harme 1622 Bible Ecclus xxvi

S The gathering together of an vnruly multitude 18*8-40
Tytler Hist Scot (1864) I 259 note, Winton is in an error

in making this gathering ofthe states in 128s i860 Tyndall
Gla.c 1 xu 86 It was not the goodness of the conversation

which gave the charm to our gatherings *874 Green
Short Hist, iv § 4 191 In their beginnings our boroughs
seem to have been mainly gatherings of persons engaged m
agricultural pursuits

b A signal (by beat of drum, sound of pipes,

etc ) for assembling.
i®S3 Urquhart Rabelais r. xhx, Immediately after the

soldiers had done with eating and drinking a gathering
should be beaten for bringing them altogether 2810 Scott
Lady ofL 11 xvn, The clan's shrill Gathering they could
heaT 1847 J. Wilson Recr Chr North (1857) I 167 Some
old soldier, probably, playing a gathering or a coronach

5 That which is gathered or brought together •

esp. (a) a collection m money (now dial ) ,
\{b) a

conclusion or inference, f(c) a compilation (of

literary matter)
c 1380 SirFerumb 3339 To gadrle pat gold pay dude hure

mi?t On pe gadryngge pat pay made , pan pay by gunne
tofbjte c 1425 Found St Bartholomew's (E, E T S ) 39
We shall beie thedir .. [a] collecte or gaderyng maade
amongse vs offerynge yt to that chirche yn mynde of oure
delyueraunce 1508 Pilton Churchrw Acc (Som Rec Soc )
54. Item receved of the parish gathering for the coueryng of
the rode logffte vni* ijd 1526 Pilgr Peif (W deW 1531)
191b, For this colleccyon or gathering of the artycles of
fayth is the instraccyon of the faythfull people 1333
Latimer Serm Lords Prayer vi Wks. II 91 Which you
may perceive partly by that I have said, artd partly by
gathenngs and conjectures 1377 B Googe Heresbach's
Hnsb n <1586) 97 For setting and planting of Cheryes.
you may read a great sorte of rules in the gatheringes of
Constantine 1579 Fulke Haskins’ Pari 314 His gather-
ing is altogether fond & ridiculous 2622 Bible 2 Mace
xu 43 When he had made a gathering throughout the
company, to the sum of two thousand drachmes of siluer.

1700 Steele Tatltr No 44 p 4 The Company here had
made a Gathering to purchase the Moveables of the neigh-
bouring Play-house 1731 Paltock Peter Wilkins (1884)
1 124 Some few new sorts of berries and greens were the
gathering of that day 1879 Atkenwum 5 Apr 44s This
gatheung [an exhibition of pictures] is, as a whole, by no
means equal to some of its predecessors 1887 .S’ Chesh
Gloss

, Getherm, a collection The word is becoming obsolete

6 Bookbinding' a The airangement of the loose

sheets of a book m proper order , b A certain

number of leaves placed one inside another, making
up a group or quire
1683 Moxon Meek Eaerc II 348 Gathering of Books is

to take one Sheet off every Heap, beginning at the last Heap
first 1824J Johnson Typogr II xvi 568 The collatercan-
not be too attentive in observing whether the gathering be
true 1844 Lingard Anglo- S'ax Ch. (1858) II. App 331
The last folio in the seventh gathering 1893 J H Ber-
nard in Trans R . Irish Acad XXX. 308 The gatherings
m the original binding do not seem to have been made up
uniformly of the same number of leaves

7 . attrib. and Comb
,
as gathering-place, -season,

-time, also gathermg-boaTd Bookbinding (see

quot ) ,
gathering-coal, a large piece of coal, laid

on the fire to keep it burning during the night

;

gathering-cry, a summons to assemble for war

,

gathering-ground, region from which the feeding
waters ofa nver ora reservoirare collected

; gather-
ing-hoop (see quot ) ; gathering-iron Glass-

blowing
,
the iron tube used m ‘gathering’ (see

Gather v 13 a) ; gathering-pallet (or piece)
(see quots ) ;

gathering-peat (see qnots.)
,
gather-

ing-rod — gathering-iron
, gathering-sound, a

signal for assembling , gathering-table (see quot )

,

gathering-thread, the thread used m making
gathers in a dress, etc.

187+ Knight Diet Meek
, *Gathenng-board, a horse,

shoe-shaped table on which signatures are laid to be
gathered or assembled to form a book 1808 Bald Coal
Trade Scotl iv 60 Another demand for large blocks of
coals is, for the servants to make what is termed 'gather-
ing-coals in the kitchen. 1816 Scott Aitiig xxvi, The
matron of the family, having laid the gathering coal upon
the fire retired to rest the last of the family 1893
Norihumbld. Gloss

, Getkerincoal 1817Campbell eullum
86 And no^gathering-cry rose yet O'er the isles of Albyn’s
sea 1851 M A Denham Slogans N Eng 11 The Slogan,
or Gathering-cry of the clan Fenwick was never heard in
vain. 1877 A H Green Phys Geol iu § 2 106 The table-
land on which snow accumulates is called the *gathering-
ground 1895 E A, Parxss Health 19 Dublin is supplied
with water from gathering-grounds and a large ‘impounding
reservoir ' 1874 Knight Diet. Mech ,

*Gathering-hoop, one
used by coopers to draw m the ends of the staves so as to
allow the hoop to be slipped thereon. 1883 H. J Powell
Pnnc Glass-making in 12 A pat t of the bulb remote from

the “gathering-iron 1830 E B Denison Clock <$• Watch
Making § 90 At every stroke of the hammer, it [a pinion]
takes up the teeth of the rack one after another, and it is

therefoie called the *gatheung piece or pallet 1884 F J
Britten Watch if Clockm

,
Gathering Pallet, a revolving

finger that 111 striking clocks and repeating watches moves
the rack one tooth foi each blow struck 1825-80 Jamieson,
*Gathering-peat, a fiery peat which was sent round by the
boidereis, to alarm the country in time of danger *882
Ogilvie, Gathenng-peat, a p6at put into the kitchen-fire .it

night to preserve the fire till the morning 1820W Irving
Sketch Bk (1839) 4s hi England the metropolis is a mere
"gathering place, or general rendezvous ofthe polite classes

1883 H J Poweil Pnnc Glass making 111 12 If the
“gathering rod be hollow 1637 S Purchas Pol Flying-Ins
289 The provident prudent Bee, finding a likely decay ofthe
“gathering season, and obseiving that the Drones are only
spenders doe at last violently expell them 1810 Scott
Lady ofL hi 1, Clamorous war-pipes yelled the ’‘gathering
sound 1841 Savagf Diet Pi mt

,

*Gathering talde, a table

on which the printed sheets are arranged in the order of
their signatures, m ordei to their being gathered into
books 1882 Cauuttld & Sawabd Diet Needlework s v
Gathering

,

Care should be taken to conceal the “gathering
thread 1332 HuLocr, “Gatherynge tyme or season when
rype fi uite is gathered, vindemia

Gathering, ppl a [f Gather v. + -ins 2
]

1 That gathers, bungs together, or accumulates
a X225 A tier R 128 pus beoS he gederinde ancren of god

ipe gospelle to uoxes tefned

2 That gathers or comes together in a mass

,

that contracts or diaws together.

1697 Dryden Vtrg Past ix 88 Oi if e’et Night the gath'r-
mg Clouds we fear, A Song will help the beating Stoim to
bear 1703 Rown Ulyss 11 1 821 Dost thou diead the
gath'rmg Storm Thatgiumbles in the A11 1851 [seeGAiiiLH-
ing tbl sb ic] 2863 Geo Eiiot Romola 11 ami, 'the
soldiers found themselves escoi ted by a gathering troop of
men and boys 1872 W Black Adv Phaeton xxx. We drive
on m the gathering twilight

Gatling (gaa till]) [The name of the mventoi ]
attnb. in Gatlinggun, a foim of machine gun, with
a cluster of barrels into which the cartridges are
automatically loaded at the breech, invented by
Dr. R. J Gatling, and first used in the American
civil war (1861-65). Also Gatling simply
1870 Daily News 8 Sept 6A hundred more Gatling guns

have been ordered m America Ibid 22 Sept, Yester-
day two Gatling mitrailleuses were tried at Shoeburyness
1872-6 Voylt &. Stevenson Mild Diet (cd 3) 259/1 This
led to the introduction of the Gatling gun into the British
army Ibid 259/2 Few Gatlings up to this date have been
manufactured for the service x886 Echo 25 Sept 4/3 The
firing was continued with big guns, gatlings and rifles

G-att, obs form of Goat
Gatt(e, obs form of got, pa. t of Get
Gatten : see Gaiter sb -

Ga’tter. slang. Beer , liquor generally
1818 Macinn Vidocq Versified iv. Misc. I. 353 ‘ Lots of

gutter
’
quo’ she, ‘.ue flowing* 1841 Punch I 243/2

Gatter is but 3d a pot, and that’s the price of a reasonable
’pike ticket. 1851 Mayhew Lond Labour I 218 They
have a ‘shant of gatter 1

(pot of beer) at the nearest
‘ boozmg-ken 1 (alehouse)

Gatter(idge, gatton : see Gaiter sb.2

t Gat-toothed, a Obs rare [app = Gap-
toothed, f. Gat sb opening, gap ] Having the
teeth set wide apart.
This is said to be popularly regarded as a sign that the

person will be lucky and travel much (Skeat), and was per
haps so intended by Chaucer.
c 1386 Chaucer Pro

l

468 She koude muchel ofwandiynge
by the weye, Gat tothed was she, soothly for to seye— Wife's Prol 603 Gat tothed was I, and that bicam me weel

II Gattoru’gine. [mod.Lat (Willughby Hist
Ptsc 1686) a alleged It. (Venetian) gattoruggme,
‘ quasi caltus rubigmosus’ (•) ] A species of blenny
Hence G-attorirginous a., epithet of this species
1769 Pfnnant^f/ III 181 [Blenny], Gattorugme This

curious kind was discovered to be a British fish by the Rev
Mr Williams, who found it on the Anglesea coast 1818
Montagu in Mem. Wernerian Nat Hist Soc II 444 The
shape of the species is somewhat similar to that of the
Gattorugme 2836 Yarrell Bnt Fishes I 226 The
Gattoruginous Blenny

t Ga’ture. Obs. rare—1 [irregularly f gate
Gait sb + -ore

] Gait, mien
2338 Bale Thre Lawes Avy, I thought so by your stature,

And by youi auncyent gature, Ye were of soch a rature.

Gatwarde, obs form of Gate-ward
Gant)

1 (ggb) Naut Also gab, gob. Only
attnb in gaub-lme, -rope (see quots.)
*841 R H Dana Seaman's Man 107 Gob-line or Gaub-

lme, a rope leading fiom the martingale inboard The
same as back-rope 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

, Gaub-
lme 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed 6) 196 A gab rope is
often fitted to a jib It is a short piece of rope spliced into
a thimble, about half-way along the foot of the sail, and
love through a block on the bowsprit cap ^

II Gant) 2 (ggb). Indian. [Hindustani ^[jgdb ]
1866 Treas Bot , Gaub,

an Indian name for the astringent
medicinal fruit of Diospyros Embryoptens 1897 Willis
Flowering PI <$• Ferns II 135 Diospyros Embryoptens

,

Pers., is the gaub tree of India
,

its fruit contains a sticky
pulp, used for caulking seams in boats

Gaub&rt, var Galbart Obs
, gaberdine

II Gauche (goj), a [F gauche skew, left (hand),
left-handed, awkward]
1 Wanting in tact or in ease and grace of manner,

awkward, clumsy

175* CHESTFRr Let xo May, Mr ****
is gauche

, it ,s
to be hoped that will mend with keeping company. ,806-7
J BrREsrORD Miseries Hum Life (1826) x exxu On
going early to bed finding a gauche Dawdle’ iust
beginning to introduce the warming pan between the sheet*
*860 All TearRound No. 42 363 He never does anythma
ludicrous, or gauche, or intrusive, or fussy, or vulgar

6

2 Math bkew, not plane (see quot
)

1879 1 homson & Tait Nat Phil I I §7 If various points
of the line do not he in one plane, we have in one case a
curve of double curvature, 111 the other a gauche polygon
Hence Gau cbely adv

,
Gau cheness rare

2883 My 'trivial Life II vui 164 Never was' more
astonished than by Lady Arabella’s gaucheness 1801Broughton & Bisi and Widower indeed 111 {1892) 37 He
enters gauchely, for he is a cub

IlGaucherie (gdjsn) [Fi . f gauche • see
prec ] Want of tact or grace of manner, awkward-
ness , an instance of tins, a f gauche ’ proceeding
1798 Charlotte Smith Young .Philos III 33 Medma

when divested of a little of that gauc/urte
,
which diffidence

gave 1823 Edm Rev XXXIX 237 The known gnnehn te
of our cabinet in all sorts of Continental intei ference 1826
Disraeli l'iv Grey 1 via, An elegant lively lad, with just
enough of dandyism to pieseive him fiom committing
gaucheries 2853 Kingsley Misc Th Shelley <$• Byron
I 324 Every conceited word and look, every gauchene and
rudeness 2856 Miss Yongl Daisy Cham 1 xxv (1870)
263 11k young lady contrived to make her exit, with the
same amount of gauchene as had marked her entrance

Gauch.0 (gaiitju, ggTjb). Also incorrectly
Guacho [Sp

;
prob from some native S.

American lang ] (See quot. 1871 )
18*4 B IIall Jml Chili .5 Peru (1825) I iv 151 Two

mounted hoisemen, Guassos as they are called in Chili, or
Guachos in Peru 1838 Hai iburton Clockm Ser 11 xxn
(1848) 182 A party ofthem Guachos galloped up tohim
and made lum pi tsoner 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt
xxxiii, llie savage coiled the lasso with the dexterity of a
gaucho 2860 Gosse Rom Nat Hist 201 The Guachos are
able to entangle them [buds] with the bolas 1871 Tylor
Prim Cult 1. 41 Ihe Gauchos of the South American
Pampas, a mixed European and Indian race of equestrian
herdsmen
Gaucie, gauoy* see Gawsy.
Gaud, sb 1 Obs exc Hist. In quots gaude See

also Gaudy sb [Of somewhat uncertain origin
Du Cange cites an Anglo-Latm document of 1415 which

has gaudia (pi of gaudium joy) in this sense It does not
appeal that gaudia was so used on the continent, and in
this example it is prob only a latinization of the Eng word
At the same time, it seems likely that the L gaudia is

leally the source, and that the * gauds ’ were so called as
set ving to maih the fifteen mystenes (the iiist five of which
aie ‘joyful mj stories’) to be meditated upon in 1 eating the
fifteen decades of aves An AF gaudes pi , app in this sense,
occurs in a document of 1381 (Nichols Royal JPills (1780)
100) Cf also 17th c F gaudees, explained in Oudin’s Ft
It Diet as ‘ prayers without attention ’ (Godef)]
One of the larger and moie ornamental beacte

placed between the decades of ‘aves’ in a losary
(Called in Ii signaux or seigneaux.)
2390 Gower Conf III 372 A paire of bedes blacke as

sable Upon the gaudes all without Was write of gold pur
reposer 2532 in Weavei Wells Wills (1890) 134 A pere of
beydes of jette with sylver gaudes 2570 Durham Depos
(Suitees) 164 She saith that she occupied ner gaudes as many
tliowsand dyd 2874 Archxol Assoc Jrnl Dec 340 In all

probability this large and once beautiful bead formed the
Gaude or * Pater nostcr ’ ofa rosary of the sixteenth century

Gaud (ggd),rZi 2 Forms 4-9 gaude, 4-7 gawde,
4-7, 9 gawd, 6- gaud [perh an AF sb f

gaudir to lejoice. make merry, to jest, scoff at,

ad. L gaudere to rejoice.]

+

1

A trick, prank
,
often, a device to deceive,

a piece of trickeiy, a pretence
,
also a game, sport,

or pastime Obs
*3 Senyn Sages (W ) 3957 For thi gaudes {printedgandes]

and thy gill y I gif this dome that thou sal dy c 1386 Chauccr
Pars T r 577 pay maken folk to laughe as folk doon at
the gavvdes of An Ape a 1400-30 A lexander 2732 Sire
vanite & vayne glon & vices of pnde pa ere pe gaudis, as I

gesse pat all gods liatis Ibid 2966 Sone pis gouemour of
grece is of pis gaude ware c 2400 Destr Troyxxu 9279
pat he with no gawdes me begile c 2425 Wyntoun Cron
via x, 173 Bot pis King Edwaid all wyth gawdys Knakkyd
Robert pe Brws wyth frawdis c 1440 York Myst xi 37
What gawdes haue they begonne ? 1513 Douglas JEnets x
11 27 Quhat God amovit him with sic a gawd In his dedis to

oys sik slychtisand frawd c 1560 A ScottPoems xxxw 85

g
uhen thay begyn sic gawdis To leif thay ar most laith 2576
ASCOiCNEiYw/d Glas (Arb ) 59

r
JL'hese Enterluds, these newe

Italian sportesAnd euery gawde, that glads themmde ofman
2603 Harsnet Pop Impost 32 There was never Christmas
Game performed with moe apish indecent slovenly Gawdes
then youi Baptising and Super-baptising Ceremonies are
a 2639 W Whateley Prototypes 11 xxvi (1640) 22 Staying
too Iong at your gawdes, following them such a space oftime
together, or with such great violence, that you be even tired

and spent by them a 1796 Pegge Derbicisms (E D S ) 26
Gawd

,

an ugly gawd, a habit 01 custom [2882 Lane Gloss.
s v

, Goad, a custom, a way of doing a thing.]

fb A jest, scoff, also, an object of mockery. Obs.
c 1440 Promp Pare 188/2 Gawde or iape, nuga 2538
Bale Thie Lawes 122 Without vayne gaudes or fables

2563-83 Foxe A Jjr M (1583) 2102 The sayde John Apowell
mocked hym with contrary gaudes and flouting wordes
2650 Trapp Comm Gen. xxi 0 [Ishmael mocked] at that

mystical name Isaac, as a gaud, or laughing-stock

to A festivity, rejoicing Obs
2572 Campion Hist Irel 11 vi. (1633) 89 Therefore at the

decease of the Lord Iustice . Bonfires and gawdes were
solemnized m .ill the Land,
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2 concr A plaything, toy. Also (now always),

something gaudy, a showy ornament, a piece of

finery; a gewgaw. Now rhetorical. [Perh. in-

fluenced by Gaud sb L]

c 1430 Lydg Mw Poems 92 Where he [Sardanapalus] with

wymraen satte and made his gawdes 1550 Bale Apol 119 b,

A wonton gyglot maye cal men to sorrowfull repen taunce,

whilsshe is yet in her gawdes, and the maystre of the stewes

maye persuade men to chastyte. 1587 Harmar tr Besa’s

Serm 82 To disburden her [the Church] of those stincking

and defiled gawdes, to restore her vnto her natiue beuty [Ct

ante, Which disguised hir with prophane trimmings & tif-

flingsvp other ] 1591 H Smith Trump ofSoulA b, Why
Solomon maketh us fooles and giueth us gaudes to play

withall 1650 Jer Taylor Holy Living 11 § 4 (1727) 96 Or
should study hard and labour to cozen a child of his gauds

1666 Dryden Ann Mirab ccvi, Some bound for Guinny,

golden sand to find, Bore all the gawds the simple Natives

wear 1768 Beattie Minstr. 1 xvi, Dainties he heeded not,

nor gaude, nor toy 1823 Praed Troubadour Poems 1865 1

i2t A dazzling gaud of twisted gold *842 F Trollope Vis

to Italy I xxn 363 The gaud that most delight-, the ladies

is the old lace 1883 Sat Rev LV 497 Otherwise than as
gsnHc for a procession they [umbrellas] are not held in any
great estimation

Jig 1636 Baxter Reformed Pastor 23 All the Rhetorical

jingling writers they could meet with, were prest to serve

them for the adorning of their stile, (and gawds were oft

their chiefest ornaments) #1839 Praed Poems (1864) I

308 And blazon honour’s hapless wreck With all the gauds

of guilt 1850 Whipple Ess 4 Rev (ed 3) I 235 They
spurned at the old tricks and gauds of diction

3 pi. Showy ceremonies, * pomps and vanities *

,

gaieties Now rhetorical

1630 W Brough Sacr Print (1659) 66 The gawds and
glories of an earthly court c 1800 K White Poems (1837)

36 How insignificant do all the joys, The gaudes, and
honours of the world appear 1 1853 Motley Corr (1889}

I v 157, I had hoped that Mary would have mustered up
energy to send you a description of these fine doings I am.

not good at these gauds 1866 Felton Anc 4 Mod Gr I

xiil 249 Its bishops and patuarchs surrounded themselves

with the pomps and gauds of this world

to sing. Idle display , showy ceremony
1800-24 Campbell Poems, Poland 93 Public Murdei 1—

that with pomp and gaud And royal scorn of Justice walks

abroad. 1835 Lytton Rtenzi iv 1, The pomp, the gaud
strongly contrasted the patriarchal simplicity which marked
his justice court

4 Comb, as + gaud-glorious a [cf the phiase

to gawde and glory, Gaud v 2
], very showy

1555 W Watrlman Fardle Facions n vm L ij a, In

their Toumbes very plame and nothyng costlie But in

trimming and arraieng of their bodies, to, to, gaude glorious

t Gaud, v 1 Obs [f. Gaud sbd- (?and sb.‘t)~\

1 tram To furnish with ‘gauds’ (see Gaud
sb 1, Gaudy sb. x).

c 1386 Chaucer Prol 159 A peire of bedes gauded al

with grene 1500 Will ofStrudy (Somerset Ho ), A payre
of Corail bedys of fifty gawded with bedis of syluer and
gilt 1327 Inv Goods T. Cromwell (Pub. Rec Off), y
payer of corall beds gauded with xxxvnj gaudyes of sylver

ana gylte 1352 Bury Wills (Camden) 144 My beades

gauded gold.

2 . To ornament, adorn, make showy
1334 Bury Wills (Camden) 146 My best cassocke gawded
w( velvet 1359 Becon Disfil Pop Mass Wks 1563 hi

36 b, Thys your fooles cote, gayly gawded, sigmfieth youre
pleasaunte fynenesse and womanly mcenesse.

Hence Gau ded ppl a.

1607 Shaks. Cor n 1. 233 Their nicely gawded Cheekes

t Gaud, ® 2
[? ad. OF gaudir to rejoice, jest

;

or perh. f Gaud tntr. To make merry
;
to

sport, jest ; to scoff (al).
1332 More Confut Titulale Wks. 366/2 And yf [the

battle] walks on your syde then [you] gawde and glory

1363 Homilies n Cert Places H Script. 1 (1859) 373
More reasonable it were for vain man to learn and rever-

ence the form of God’s words, than to gaud at them to his

damnation 1566 Painter Pal Pleas I 60 In carping,

gaudmg, and Testing at young gentlemen, and specially

olde men 1370 Levins Mamp 43/32 To Gaude, scoffe,

scornman, nitgan 1579-80 North Plutarch {i6y6) 433 He
was sporting and gaudmg with his Familiars

Hence Gau‘ding vbl sb
a 1333 Udall RoysterD iii iv (Arb ) 49 What gaudyng

and foolyng is this afore my doore?

Gaud, Sc form of Gad sb 1

II Gaudeamus (ggdzi^’mws) [The fust word
of the mod L students’ song Gaudeamus igitur,

jurnnes dum slimits,

'

Then let ns be merry while

we are young ’ (Similarly used m Fr of 15th c )]

A college-students’ merry-making
1823 Scott Fam Lett (1894) II 178 Our Bannatyne Club

goes on & mervedle, only that at our gaudeamus this year
we drank our wine more majorum, and our new judge Lord
Eldm had a bad fall on the staircase 1894 College Eclwes
(St Andrews Umv)VI 71 On Saturday evening the first

Gaudeamus of the session was held in the Cross Keys Hotel

1893 Athenaeum 12 Oct 487/2 A song sung at a public

Gaudeamus [at Maynooth] in 1829.

tGaude - flore. obs A hymn beginning
* Gaudeflore mrginah
1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxxu 7 Syne to his mother I did

inclyne, Hir halsing with ane gaude-flore

Gaudery (g9 den) Forms . 6-7 gauderie,

7 gaudry, 6-7 gawdry, 7-8 -ery, 7- gaudery
[f. Gaud sb 2 + -ibt.]

fl Trickery. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamtsche iv 39 Garnyshe, ye gate

[=you got] of Gorge with gawdry Crimsin velvet for your
bawdry.

2. Gaudy or showy decoration, ostentatious show

,

finery, fine clothes
,

also, a fine or gaudy thing, a
piece of finery
1597-8 Bp Hall Sat 111 1 63 But thou canst maske in

garish gauderie 1633 Manton Exp fames 11 2-4We do not
prize a horse for the gaudry ofhis saddle and trappings 1663
Unfort Usurper 1 1, Vice . tnckt up with its alluimg
gaudenes 1713? Darrell Instructed{z& 5) 427 Set
off with all the glittering gawdery of Silk and Silver x8iaW.
Tennant AnsterF in vn, Streams the red gaudery of flags

in air 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev I v v, Tapestries enough, and
gaudenes, but ofseiviceable fighting-gear smallstock 1 1893
Eng. Illustr Mag X 241/a Women shameless in their

gaudery

f Gaudez. Obs pi [a F. gaudes (obs ), f L
gaude ‘ rejoice ’ Cf Gaude-FLORE ] Prayeis be-

ginning with 'Gaude'
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11 xi 77 The foresaid good

woman, saying her gaudez and audinos

Gaudful, a rare-* [f Gaud sb 2
] Joyful

1833 in H Cr arke Diet
,
and m later Diets

t Gau’dibund, a Obs rare~° [ad L.
gaudibund-us, f gaudere to rejoice

]
(See quot

)

1727 Bailey vol II, Gaudibund, full of Joy, very joyful

t Gaudi’loquent, a Obs rare [t, L.

gaudi-um joy + -loqu us speaking + -ENT ] So

1 GaudiToquous a [ + -OUSj
1636-81 Blount Glossogi

,
Gaudiloquent, he that speaks

with joy 1727 Bailey vol II, Gaudiloquons, speaking
gladsom Things

Gaudily (g§ dill), adv. [f. Gaudy a + -ly 2
]

In a gaudy manner
;
showily

i6ix Cotgr , Gorgiasement
,
gorgeously, gaudily, gayly,

allantly, 1763 Churchill Gotham in (1764) 17 Nor, in one
and, fit emblem of thy trade, A Rod

, m t’other, gaudily
array'dA Hornbook, giltand letter'd, a 1839 Macau lay//1st
Eng xxv. (1861) V 297 It was soon discovered that these

gaudily dressed horsemen were proclaiming James the1 hird

1883 CxilmourAlongols xxvi 310 Dressed gaudilym yellow,

blue, red, white, or green

Gaudmess (g§ dines) [f Gaudy a. + -ness ]

The quality of bemg gaudy.
i6ox Chester Love's Mart ,

K Arthur Ixi, The ayre
that struggles for to kisse The gaudmesse of faire King
Arthurs blisse 01639 W Whateley Prototypes 1 xix

(1640) 240 When you have set up your selves with a deale

of gaudmes-ie, such Lace, such luffes so in the fashion 1762-

71 H. Walpole Vertue's A need Paint (1786)111 170 The
gawdmess of the Romish religion 1833 I Taylor Fanat
ni 67 The gaudmess of false sentiment 1869 Spurgeon
1 reas Dam Ps v 4 Men may forget the wickedness of
the battle in the gaudmess of the triumph.

t Gau'dious, a Obs [f med.L gaudids-us,

f L gaudiuni joy + -ous ] Festive, joyful

1370 Levins Mantp 226/2 Gaudiouse, solenms 01746
Lewis in Gutch Coll Cur II X76 Of which Mysteries [of

the Rosary] the five first are called Gaudious , the second

five Dolorous , and the third five Glorious

t Gau*dish, a. Obs. [f Gaud sb 2 + -ibh ]

a. ? Trivial, idle, scoffing (cf Gaud sb 2 1) b
Gaudy, showy (rare~°; implied m the derivatives).

1338 Bale God’s Promises Pro! m Dodsley 0 P (1780)

I 8 Ye may loke to have no tryfehng sporte In fantasyes

fayned, nor such lyke gaudysh gere 1563-87 Foxe^I .)M
(1596) 212/1 [He] was woont to make mame rimes and
gaudish prose to delight the eares of the multitude

Hence Gau dishly adv., Gau dislmess.

1383 Golding Calvin on Deut, cxxvi 773 If they vse any
gaudishnes and make themselues to bee as gasing stocks

1677 Compl Servant Maul 114 It is more commendable to

go decent and clean, than gaudishly fine

Gau'dless, a. rare
—

°. [f Gaud sb 2 + -less ]

1848 Craig, Gandless
,
destitute of ornament Hence in

later Diets.

Gaudroun, obs form of Cauldron
Gaudsm.au, Sc vai. Gadman Obs

Gaudy (ggdi), sb Also (6 gaid-, galdye),

6-7 gaudye, G-8 gawdy [ad L gaudium joy

In some senses the word may represent L gaude

‘rejoice thou’, as used m hymns or liturgies
,
and

there may also be mixture of OF. gaudie n of

action f gaudir to rejoice, make merry ]

fl. =Gaudj£. l Obs

1434 E E. Wills (1882) 102 A payre bedes of blak gaudys
of siluer & gilt. 1483 in Arnolde Chron (x8ix) xi6 Item
a pair of coral beedis the gawdies gilt wrythen 1300 in

Hearne Collect 19June 1706 (O H S ) I 263 My Blake beds

ofjett with gaidyes of Gold 1342 Inv R. Wardrobe (1815)

62 Item ane pair of beidis of raisit warlc with galdeis of aget

1360 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 147, vj parr of beadds with
zigs and siluer gawdies

f 2 . A taper (see quot 1852). Obs

.

1331 in Blomefield Norfolk (1739) I 182, I gif half an Acr
of Lond to find yerely evermore, v Gawdyes Brenniug
before our Lady, in the Chancel of St John Baptist 1832

Rock Ch of Fathers III 1. 277 The tapers themselves,

from being meant to commemoiate the Virgin’s five joys,

were called ‘ gawdyes’ from the Latin word ‘ gaude ’ which
begins the hymn in memory of these five joys

f 3 A bright-coloured ornament, a toy, bauble,

gewgaw, = Gaud sb 2 2. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 209 They make also little brasselets

whiche they mengle with gaudies of golde

+4. Rejoicing, joy , a festival, merry-making.

1535 Joye Apol Tmdcde (Arb ) 18 Hauyng no respecte

to the gaudye and reioyse ofouraduersanes Ibid 43 1540

Palsgrave Acolastns 1 iv G hj b, That we maye make our

tryumphe 1 kepe our gaudyes, or let vs sette the cocke on
the hope, and make good chere 1647 Trapp Comm Matt
ix 10When a sinner repents there are gaudies in heaven.

5 .A grand feast or entertainment; esp an annual

dinner m commemoration of some event 111 the

history of a college.

1651 Randolph, etc Heyfor Honesty v 40, I know Some
that have spent whole Hecatombs of BeefTo give the gods
their gawdies 1686 Wilding in Collect (0 H S) I 264
Towards a Gaudy 00 01 00 17x0 Hearne Collect

(OHS) III 100 No Gaudy before as Dr Crosthwait
reported [1726 Amherst 1 errae Til xhx 264 Sir William
Paddy, knt gave, by will twenty shillings for a feast

(call’d in the university a gaudium) upon the anniversary

day of his death 1 ms was given anno 1634.] a 1763
Shenstone Charms Preced 32 What moves that scientific

body, But the first cutting at a gawdy 5 1803 Gi adns ad
Cantab (1824) 122 Cut lectuies give Gaudies and Spreads

1823 Lockhart Reg Dalton 111 1 (1842) 183 Such a scene
as. .a College Gaudy was like to be, 1878 Besant & Rice
Celia's Arb xv, We went home to a sort of Great Grand
Day dinner, a Gaudy, a City Feast 188a T Mozley
Remits I lx 380 One of the Oriel gaudies or festive

anniversaries c 1893 J A Symonds in Biogr (1895) I. 224
My father had recently sat next him at a Magdalen Gaudy,

fb pi ‘ Commons ’ for gaudy-days. Obs
16x8 in M Bunows Worthies All Souls ix (1874) 154

Whereas our Gaudyes on All Soules Day to the Side Tables
in the Hall were but five dishes to every Messe 1620 Ibid
vm 139 This I doe not to prevent any dues either of plate

or gawdies usually to be paid 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),

G0«(jfe*f,doubleCommons,such as areallowed on gaudyDays

f c Dainties, luxurious viands Obs.

1622 Mabbe tr A leman’s Guzman d'Alf 11 275 If at any
time we had pease porrige (which was veiyseldome, that we
had such Gau-dies [«c])

6. Comb , as
|
gaudy-shop, a shop for finery

1620 Middleton Chaste Maid 1. 11, Embrodenngs,
spanghiigs, and I know not what, As if she lay with all the

gaudy Shops In Gressams Bursse about her

t Gau*dy, a 1 Obs Also 4-5 gaude, 5 gawdy,
6 gawdie [app. f. OF gaude weld + -y!

,
the

form gaude may be the OFr word adopted and
used atlnb ] Only m Comb gaudy-green, green,

dyed with weld, yellowish gieen
In the first quot gaudi ofgrene may be a mistake for

gaudt gruic, or the word may be a sb evolved from the

combination

13 Gaiv Gr Knt 167 Enbrauded abof, wyth bryddes
6 flyjes, With gay gaudi of grene, }>e golde ay in rayddes

c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's
‘1 1221 In gaude grene hire statue

clothed was c 1420 Lydg Assemb Gods 320 Hyr gowne was
ofgawdy grene chamelet 1 1440 Anc Cookery in Househ
Ord (1790) 452 Colour hit gaude grene c 1440 Promp.
Pare 189/1 Gawdy grene, subvindis 1379 Spenslr Skcph.
Cal May 4 How falls it then, we no merrier beene, Ylike

as others, girt in gawdie greene 1390 Greene Never too

Late (1600) P 3 b. It was a \alley gawdy greene.

Gaudy- (gg d]), a. 2 Forms 6 gaudie, -ye,

7-8 gawdy, 7 -le, 6- gaudy. [Of somewhat
uncertain formation Sense I looks like an

attributive use ofGaudy sb. 4 , cf quot. 1540 there

In senses 2 and 3 the word may have been appre-

hended as if f Gaud jA 2 + -y 1
]

'[1 Of fare . Luxurious Obs [Cf. OF gaude-

chere, ? ad. Eng 1 good cheet ’
]

1340 Palsgr Acolastus iv 11 S nj b, I haue good cause to

set the cocke on the hope, and make gaudye chere a 1330

Hye Way to Spittel Ho 244 in Hazlitt E. P P IV 35
Where they make reuell and gaudy chere. xfiox Holland
Plmy II 554 The greatest exceeding and gaudiest faie at

a feast, was serued vp in three platters

1

2

Full of trickery Obs. [Cf. Gaud sb.2 x ]

a 1329 Skelton Agst. Garnesche 11 36 Gup, Garnysche,

gaudy foie Ibid 111 120 Gawdy, gresy, Garnesche.

S Brilliantly fine or gay, highly ornate, showy.

Now chiefly in disparaging sense Excessively or

glaringly showy, tastelessly gay or fine.

1583 Stubbes Anat Alms 11 (1882) 37 To the ende they

may seeme gaudie to the eie, they must be stitched finehe

1602 Shaks Ham 1 111 71 Costly thy habit as thy purse

can buy ,
But not exprest in fancie rich, uot gawdie 1635

Fuller Ch Hist iv 11 § 2 Scriveners use with gaudy
flourishes to deck and garnish the initial characters of

Copies 1663 Cowley Verses cj- Ess , Hymn to Light v,

The Gawdy Heav’nly Bow 1665 Boyle Occas Reft iv

ui (1845) 191 They almost worship a Man foi wearing a

Gaudy suit of Cloaths 1700 Steele Tatler No 151 r 1

Gawdy Ribands and glaring Colours being now out of Use
1720 Gay Wks (1745) II 181 There from the gawdy train

select a dame. 1722 Sewel Hist Quakeis (1795) I ur 184

He wrote against pride, gaudy apparel [etc ] 1838 Dickens
Nick Nick. vi. An intricate winding of gaudy colours

1876 Miss Braddon J Haggards Dau II. vu 154 The
gaudy daffodils were flaunting everywhere

to. said of immaterial things
;

esp. of diction,

etc. ; hence of a speaker or writer

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb vn § 233 A gaudy Letter of

kindness and value, was sent to Colonel Massy. 01674
Ibid xi § 143 Those gaudy promises which the Cardinal

had made 1633 Baxter Quaker Catech 9 A late notable

gawdy Orator 0x701 Sedley Poems Wks 1722 I 58 In

gaudy Dreams your Love and Beauty shine. 1726 Butler
Serm Rolls vi 113 The florid and gaudy Prospects which
we are too apt to indulge 1830 Mackintosh Eth, Philos

Wks. 1846 I. 43 The natural proneness of metaphysical

speculations to degenerate into gaudy dreams 1836 Emer-
son Nature,

Prospects Wks (Bohn) II 172 When the fact

is seen under the light ofan idea, the gaudy fable fades and
shrivels 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser hi xx 262 When this

gaudy world has ceased to charm

c slang. In negative sentences . Very good
1884 H Smart From Post to Eitnsh II. ix 130, I don’t

think they are likely to give him a very ‘ gaudy chance ’

1894 Astley Fifty Years Life II 96 They [the horses] were
not a gaudy lot, and only fetched^3500

90-2
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4. Comb
, chiefly parasynthetic, asgaudy coloured

>

-feathered, \ heat ted, -minded, -speckled adjs
a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) I 140 As Indians use With

*gawdy colour'd Plumes Iheir homely nether Parts *t

adorn a 1668 Davenant To the Queen Poems {1673) 246
Your voice, which can allure, and charme the best Most
*gawdy-fcather'd Chaunter of the East 1599 Middleton& Rowley Old Law 11, i (1636) D 2 b, A cunning griefe,
That’s only fac’d with sables for a shew, But *gawdy hearted.
1742 Young Nt T/i vi 238 Were they as vain, as *gaudy-
minded man, As flatulent with fumes of self-applause a 1631
Donne Elegy xxi 47 Shall I a *gawdie-speckled serpent
kisse?

Gan dy,& Also 6 galdie. [f. Gaudy.tA and a 2
]

1 1- it aits. To fptmsk (a rosary) with « gaudies ’.

148a Poston Lett No 86* III 287 My peir bedys of
caludenys gaudied with silver and gilt 1513 Test. Ebor
(Surtees) V 40 On paire of corral! beydes gawdied w* silver
134a Jnv R. IVnrdrebe (1813) 62 Item ane pair of beichs of
jaspe galdeit with gold
2 To deck out, make smart or gaudy, rate.
1805 Southey Madocm W vu. Not half so gaudied, for

their May-day mirth, All wreathed and ribanded, our youths
and maids, As these stem Aztecas in war attiie I

Gan*dy-day. Also 6 gaude-day (9 gaudd-).
[f Gaudy sb. + Day.] A day of xejoicing, a
festival or gala day, esp the day on which a
college * gaudy ’ is held (see Gaudy sb 5).
1567 Drant II(trace's hp To Rdr,, Their loue dayes, their

gaude dayes 1386 Cogan Haven Health com. 172 The
full dyet may be such, as is vsed at Oxforde vppon gaudie
dales 1624 Middleton Game at Chess lit 1 4a Your foode
shall be Black-benes. and vpon gawdy dayes A Pickled
Spider. 1636 Blount Glossogr

,
Gawdy

,
orGranddays, in the

Inns of Court there are four of these m the yeer, that is, one
in every Term 1710 Hkahnc Collect (OHS) III. 100
S l Thomas a Gaudy-Day in Queen’s College 1769 Dc Foe's
'l out~ Gt Brit (ed. 7) I, 372, 13 Companies of mcorpo-
lated Trades, who, on public Occasions, and on Gaudy-
days, walk in the Mayor's Tram. 1795-6 Burke Regie
Peace lv Wks IX. 51 On this their gaudy day the new
Regicide Directory sent for their diplomatics rabble. 1814
Hist. Unw. Oxford II 261 This dress is worn . at dinners
on gawdy days 1830 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay 111 (1843) 52A gaudy-day myeks a' hands merry, 1864 Sir F. Palgravd
Norm ij- A tig III 161 It was a gaudy day for the burly
London Citizens 1884 Edin Rev Apr 418 The annual
gaudy day was especially a festivity ofthe Arts Faculty,
So Gaudy-night
1606 Shaks Ant. tfr Cl nr, xm 183 Come, Let’s haue one

other gawdy night Call to me All my sad Captaines, fill
our Bowles once more Let’s mocke the midnight Bell.

Gaudy-green : see Gaudy a.i

Gauffer, gauffre: see Goffer.
Gauge, gage (ge'dj), sb Forms : 5-7 gawge,

(® *&- Badge), 8-9 guage, 5- gage, gauge, [a.
ONF gauge (Central OF. and mod.F. jauge

), of
unknown origin

;
wanting in the other Rom. langs.

The OFr word is found, along with the related vh. gauger,
in the 13th c ; the eaihest sense appears to be * action or
result ofmeasuring thesense ‘ instrument ofmeasurement

'

being prob. derivative
, the sb is perh f. the vb Pos-

sibly there may be ultimate connexion withgale bowl, galon
Gallon (so Littrd), or withjalon stake to measure from (so
Scheler). Horning’s conjecture that the word represents

pi
Ut

* ,SalSvn'
(see Gallows) in its assumed primary sense

of rod is not very satisfactory from the leut point ofview,
derivation from L. *asqudlificdre or quo.hficd.re (Diez) is
impossible
The spelling gauge prevails in this country, except in

sense 5. The more normalgage has been adopted m recent
Anmncan Diets. The Form,guage is a mere blander.]

I. 1. A fixed or standard measure or scale of
measurement, the measure to which a thing must
conform; esp. a measure ofthe capacity or contents
of a barrel, etc., the diameter of a bullet or the
thickness of sheet iron.

Act 3aEdw ///, Stat. 1 c s Lcs tonelx de vin duissent
contenir certem nombre des galons solonc launciene gauge ]
C1450 Mann % Househ Exp (Roxb ) 438 Eampylle of
meatynge [of ashelers] after the gawge of xy meten, in
length* xvhj verdes 1491 Act 7 Heu. VII, c. 7 § 1
MaLmeseys , shalbe of full gauge conteynyng vj« and vi
galons at the lest in mesure. *380 Hollyband Treat Fr
Tong, Iauge, as poison de tauge

, an hogshead of gage.
iS9S m Mutum. Irvine (1801) II 34 Thegadge of Hering,
quhitensche and Salmond the Hogheid was reduceit 1638
Penkethman A rtach D, From which weight is derived or
drawne the Assise and Gawge of all manner of wet and dry
measures. 1677 Marvell Let to Mayor of Hull Wks. I
313 The gager shall always leave with the Brewer a note of
his gage 1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 239 note. The
jumpers were kept to the same gauge by means of two brass
rings when the jumpers by wearing became too little, they
were made to their full size, by the hammer, according to
the gauge ring referred to 1858GRFENER Gunnery 137 A
bullet of 50-gauge exceeding in range one of 25-gauge 187*

kfut Comm 347 From the smallest mouse-
tail file to the square file there is a multifarious diversity
in shape, size, and gauge of cutting x8g2 Workshop Re-
ceipts Ser v. 287 It is an advantage, with all sheets thicker
than 20 gauge, to galvanise after corrugation.

b. transf. andfig. Capacity, extent
; dimensions,

proportions. Chiefly in phrase to take the gauge of.
*655 Fuller Ch, Hist vi ii 291 He needed to be a good

Mathematician m the gages ofmens bellies proportioning
it to their severall ages, labour appetites, &c. 1780 Burke
J Bristol 23 He [Howard] has visited all Euiope to take
the gage and dimensions of misery, depression, and con-
tempt 1835 Lytton R tenet 1 iv, Rienzi sat at the feast .

,

taking gauge and measurement of the intellect, policy, tem-
perament, of every guest x86o Holland Miss Gilbert xviu.
(188a) axg The old-man looked up and around, apparently
taking the gauge of the stiucture *863 ICinglake Cnnna

(1876) I xiv 219 His intellect was much above the low
gauge which people used to assign to it 1876 Glo Eliot
Dan Der I vm 157 The broadening of gauge 111 crino-
lines seemed to demand an agitation

+ 2 . A limit of distance or extent. AlsoJig Obs
x6oo Holland Livy in lxvn (1609) 134 Neither we have

any gage or stay of rule and command, noi [etc ] 1601 —
Pliny I 98 How high it [Nilus] nseth, is known by markes
and measures taken ofcertain pits The oidinary height ofit

is sixteen cubits Vnder that gage the waters ouerflow not
at all 1606— Sueton 103 That Corinthian vessels grew
to an exceeding high rate he grievously complained, and
gave his opinion, that there should be a gage set and a
mediocntie kept in houshold furniture.

3 spec. The distance between the rails of a rail-

way, tramway, etc.
; more fullygauge ofway ; also,

the distance between the opposite wheels of a
carnage. Mixedgauge : a broad and narrow gauge
laid down together. See also Broad gauge.
Narrow gauge.
1841 Brles Gloss. Civ Engm

,
Gauge ofWay (as applied

to railways!, the width 111 the clear between the top flenches
or rounded rims of the tails. 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit
Empire (1854) II. 57 The distance between the opposite
rails, or width of gauge, which, of course, determines the
width of the carriage i860O w Holmks Prof Breakf-t.
v (Paterson) 107 The engine-driver of our broad-gauge
mail tram x86z Smiles Engineers III, 165 When forming
the road, the proper gauge had also to be determined
What width was this to be ? The gauge of the first tram-
load laid down had virtually settled the point. The gauge
of wheels of the common vehicles of the country . which
were first used on the tramroads—was about 4 feet 84 inches
And so the first tramroads were laid down of this gauge.
1876 F. S Williams Midi Ratlin 553 Formerly there was
the mixed gauge for both broad and narrow gauge trains

;

but the outer rail has been removed. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 198/2 The track is of the usual gauge.
4 techn. a. The length of projection of a slate

or tile beyond that which overlaps it Now also
called the margin, b (See quot. 1847.)
1703 T N. City 4 C. Purchaser 274 At 6 Inches Gage,

about 800 Tyles will cover a Square
, at 7 Inch Gage, 6go

1843 Brande Diet. Set. etc , Gage, or Gauge, the length of
a slate or tile below the lap. 1847-78 Halluvell, Gage, a
measure of slate, one yard square, about a ton in weight.
1851 Laxton Builder's Price Bk. 38 Pantihng per square.
Laid dry, to a 10 inch gauge
6. Naut. (Usually spelt gage.) a. The position

ofone vessel with reference to another and the wind.
In phrase To Jiave or keep the weathergage of', to
be to windward of ; alsoJig. to get the better of.

Subsequently also in leegage (see quots. 1644, 1794).
xsjx Raleigh LastFight Rev (Arb ) 26 The rest entred

as far as the place permitted and their own necessities, to
keep the weather gage of the enemy 1644 Manwayring
Sea-mans Diet, s v , When one ship is to-weather ofanother,
she hath, as they terme it, the weather-gage, but they never
use to say, the Lee-gage. 169s Capt. Smith's Seaman's
Gram 1 xvi. 78, Weather Gage, is when one Ship has the
Wind tor is to Weather) of another 1790 Beatson Nav 4
Mil. Mem. II. 57 They tacked, when at about two leagues
distance, in order to gam the weather gage X794 Rigging
4 Seamanship II 253* Lee-gage, a ship or fleet to leeward
of another is said to have the lee-gage 1795 Nllson in
Nicola

.
(1843) II 24 Taken aback with a fine breeze

at N W which gave us the weather-gage, whilst the
Enemy’s Fleet kept the southerly gage 1818 Jas Mill
Brit India II. v. v 523 After a variety of movements in
which Suffrem still kept the weather gage, the two fleets
came to action 1835-40 J. M Wilson's Tales Bord (1B59)XX 270 He has got the weather gage of them, and for us
to run down to them would be to run ourselves into the
lions mouth. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Ward-bk

, Lee-guage
b. The depth to which a vessel sinks in the

water with a full cargo.
1644 Manwayrino Sea-mans Diet, s v, So many foote as

she drawes, is called the ships gage x8oo [see Gauge-

mark in 13] 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word bk.

6 Plastering, (See quots.)
1843 Brands Diet Set. etc

, Gage ,
or Gauge,, the greater

or less quantity of plaster of Pans used with the common
plaster to accelerate its setting 1849 Weale Diet Archit
Gauge, a mixture of fine stuff and plaster, or putty and
plastei, or coarse stuff and plaster used in finishing the best
ceilings and for mouldings and sometimes for setting walls.
II An instrument for measuring or testing.

t 7, a Agauging-rod. b. (See quot 1:1780 ) Obs.
Bi, xS3° Palsgr 224/2 Gauge to measure wyne with

, gaugetosz Cotgr, Iauge, a Gage, the instrument wherewith
caske is measured 1706 Phillies (ed Kersey), Gage, aRod to measure Casks with
b 1633 m Nicholls Forest Dean (1838) 276 Implem"‘»

x tuiron plate, 1 plackett, 1 gadge £1780 Wyrrall Ibid
Gage, two rods of iron jointed in the middle with a ring

for the filler to drop the shortest end into the furnace at the
top, to know when it is worked down low enough to be
charged again

8.

A graduated instrument or vessel for gauging
or measuring the force or quantity of a fluctuating
object, as a rainfall, tide, stream, wmd, etc. Also
ram-, wind-gauge, etc. • see Rain, etc.
1688 Burndt Lett Pres State Italy 145 There is a Gage,

by which they Weigh the Water, and so theyknow how uie
Evaporation advances

; it is of Silver, and is so made, that
according to the weight of the Water, it sinks in to such a
hepth; & so by the, degrees markt upon it, they knowhow heavy the Water is. 1763 W Lewis Commerc, Philos.
1 ecim 286 A smiths bellows raised a mercurial gage aboutan inch so that it would have raised st water-gage about
fourteen inches 1830 Sir J Ross Narr. and Voy xxxv
(I°?5> 49° Nor is it an easy matter to measure the depth towhich a fall ofsnow is equivalent

; such is .the difficulty of

GAUGE.
securing any thing like an average within the compass ofany gauge that has yet been devised 1831-9 Hlrschel mMan Set Enq 13s One inch in depth ofrain in the gause
will be measuied by 100 inches of the graduated vessll
1871 Tyndall Bragin Sc (1879) I lv They were fo

.

lowed by about three inches (measured by the me!cum 1

gauge) of air 1880 Haughton Phys Geog n 31 The seawaves were recorded on the self-registering tide gauges
fig 1836 Emerson Eng Traits, Lit Wks (Bohn) II I10[Baron] basked in an element of contemplation out of all
modern English atmospheric gauges,

9 . A contrivance attached to a vessel, esp. a boiler
to show the height or condition of its contents

’

more fully gauge-cock, -glass Of an air-pump • An
inslramentwluch points out the degree ofexhaustion
m the receiver; usually with word prefixed specify-
ing the foim of gauge, as barometer, siphon gauger.
see those words.

* c *

1794 G. Adams Nat. Exp Philos. I xi 47 Acyphon-gage
which is occasionally substituted for the barometer-gage
1824 R. Stuart Hist Steam Engine 204 This temperature
. was ascertained by the common means of a gauge placed
on the boiler 18*5 J Nicholson Opeiat Mechanic 376The pipe G is a sort of gauge, by means of which, after
the pulp rises to a proper height 111 the vessel L, the
temainder of the water is carried off into the cistern C
1839 R S Robinson Nant. Steam Eng 125 Each boiler
having its feed pipe, gauges, and blow-off pipes as before
1876 RoUTLrucn Discov 12 The gauge is screwed into
some part of the boiler, where it can always be seen by the
person in charge

10. An instrument for ascertaining and verifying
dimensions, esp. for testing and sorting into trade
sizes tools, sheet iron, wire, etc.

; an instrument by
which tools, parts of machinery, etc

, are regulated,
m process of manufacture, to standard dimensions/
1677 Moxon Mcch Exerc I 32 This plate, must be a gage

to file your Worm and Groove to equal breadth by 1712
Arbuthnot John Bull 111 1, Timothy . proposed to his
mistress, that she should entertain no servant that was
above four feet seven inches high , and for that purpose he
prepared a gauge, by which they were to be measured
1730 Blanckley Nav. Expos s v , Gages are used by the
Smiths for gagemg Bolts, so as to make them of a true and
light size x8t2-x6 J Smith Panorama Ac It Art I 29
It is much easier to file correctly with the assistance of
a guage than a pair of callipers X832 G R. Porter Porce-
lain ff Gl. 46 Certain pegs are fixed as a gauge without the
circumference of the revolving board, but placed in such
a manner, that whenever the plastic clay is bi ought to
coincide at the requisite points with the gauge the thrower
knows that the article has attained the proper dimensions
1841 Brers Gloss Civ Engm. s v

,
It is very necessary,

in the practical working of railways, to keep standard iron
gauges, from which all those employed on the line should
be made 1863 Tyndall Heat n. 86 A cold bar which
fits between the two sides ofa gauge will not fit when heated

11. An adjustable tool used by carpenters and
joiners for marking lines parallel to the edge of
a board Mortice gauge • one for marking paiallel
lines for mortice-cutting.
1678 Moxon Mech Exerc I 90 Of the Gage Its Office is

to Gage a Line parallel to any straight side X751 Chambers
Cycl , Gage

,

in joinery is made of an oval piece of wood,
fitted upon a square stick, to slide up and down stilly there-
on [etc.] 1842-39 Gwilt Archit (ed 4) § 2120 The gauge
is an instrument used for drawing or making a line on a
piece of stuff to a width parallel to the edge.

12 a. Printing. A strip of anything used for
measuring and regulating the length of a page or
the width ofa margin, b Typefounding. Apiece
of hard wood or metal, variously notched, used to

adjust the dimensions, slopes, etc. of the various
sorts of letteis

1683 Moxon Mech Exerc II. 85 The Face-Gage is a
Square Notch cut with a File into the edge of a thin Plate
of Steel, Iron, or Brass. Ihere be three of these Gages
made, for the Letters to be cut on one Body 1841 Savage
Diet Print, s. v , A Gauge, to regulate the margin, is used
both by compositors and pressmen The pressmen require a
gauge., in order to keep the head lines of the pages of each
sheet precisely at the same distance from the edge of the
paper 1880 Pnnt Trades Jrul No. 30 13 There isa guage
both at back and side to ensure absolute uniformity m fold-
ing 1891 Jacobi Printingv 69 The length ofa page having
been determined, a gauge should be made to the size

13 . A contrivance to limit or regulate the penetra-
tion of a cutting tool.

( ? Always used in comb, with the name of the tool with
which it is used or of the process in which it is employed, as
anger-gauge, bonng-gange, except where the name may be
supplied from the context

)

14 Jig. A means ox estimating or determining,
a test

1691 Locke Consid, Lower Interest Wks 17x4 II 31 If
Money were to be had fiom the Owner himself, it might
then probably be had at the Market Rate, and that Rate of
Interest would beaconstant gauge ofyourlrade andWealth
1728 Young Love Fame in Wks (1737) 102 Another judges
by a surer gage, An author's principles, or parentage 2842
EmersonLed, Transcendent Wks (Bohn) II 292 Besides
farmers, sailors, and weavers, there must be a few persons
of purer fire kept specially as gauges and meters *848
H. Rogers Ess I vi 289 A standard or gauge of the
highest and subhmest pitch to which the unaided intellect

of man can aspire x868 M Pattison Academ Org iv 71
1 he impracticability of any equitable gauge of property,
either by testimonial or by enquiry, has been felt 1884
Century Mag. July 430 The gauge of a pensioner’s dis-

ability is always his unfitness to do manual work
III 16. attnb. and Comb

,

as (sense 5 b) gauge-
mark

, (sense 1 ) gauge-ring
;
gauge-book, ? a
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book on star-gauging; gauge box, brick (see

quots.); gauge-cook (see quot. 1849); gauge-
concussion, ‘ the lateral rocking of railway

carriages against the rails * (Ogilvie)
,
gauge-door

(see quot ) ,
gauge-frame (a) the frame of a gauge-

weir; (,b) a frame used to gauge the loading of

railway trucks, so as to limit it to the size capable

of passing through tunnels, etc ;
gauge-glass, a

strong glass tube attached to a boiler to indicate the

height or agitation of the water in it; gauge

-

knife, a knife with some contrivance for regulating

the amount cut off; gauge-ladder, -lamp (see

quots.) ,
gauge-lathe, a lathe for turning work to

pattern or size, the depth of cut being regulated

by a gauge or stop ;
gauge-paddle, a paddle or

shutter used in a gauge-weir ; + gauge penny, a

gauger’s fee or perquisite
;
gauge-pile, -pm (see

quots ) ; t gauge pipe (cf. gauge-cock)
;

gauge-

plate (see quot ) ; gauge-point, a point marked
on a gauging rod, slide rule, etc , to indicate the

diameter of a cylinder one inch high containing

a unit of a given liquid measure
;
also, the length

marked by this point, gauge-rod, -saw, -stuff

(see quots ) ; gauge-weir, a weir fitted with

movable paddles or shutters (as distinguished from

a solid weir) , gauge-wheel (see quot

)

187a Proctor Ess A sti on. in 35 Here are a few of his

[Sir John Herschel’s] notes respecting the lesser Magel-
lanic Cloud they are taken from the "Guagebooks 1874
Knight Diet Mech ,

*Gage bo v for Shingles, a box or

a certain size in which shingles are laid to form bunches
of a certain number. 1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate \111 15a

She knew when the oven was hot enough by the •gauge-
brick this paiticular brick as the heat increased became
spotted with white, and when it had turned quite white the

oven was leady. 1824 R. Stuart Hist, Steam Engine 88
A cock to supply air to the receiver is also employed as
a •gauge-cock. 1838 R Stephenson Descr Steam Engine
17 Two gauge cocks are fixed in the side of the fire box.

184a Weald Diet. Ardut , Gauge-cocks, two or three small

cocks fixed m front of the boiler of a steam engine, for the

purpose of ascei taming the height of the water 1883
Gresley Glass Coal Mining,

*Gauge-door; a wooden door
fixed m a mine m an airway for regulating the supply of
ventilation necessary for a certain district, or number of
men, &c 1791 R Mylne Rep Thames <$• Isis 55 If weirs

were raised with "gauge frames, the Water could be penned
over all the shoals. 1849 Weale Diet Archil, *Gauge-
glass, in locomotive engines, a strong glass tube, connected
with the boiler by two cocks attached to the gauge cock
pedestal 1888 Daily News ag Dec 6/3 A lady was busily

engaged With a "gauge knife slicing up the puddings into

ha'penny pen’orths 1874 Knight Diet Mech., *Gage

-

ladder, a square timber frame for raising the ends of
wheeling planks in excavating. A horsing-block 1849
Weale Diet Arclut, *Gauge-lamp, m locomotive engines,

a small lamp placed beside the gauge-glass at night 1800
Hull Pilot. Act 22 Two "guage marks to be made and
fixed on thestem and stern. 2795J Phillips Hist Ireland
Navig Add 66 Not to pass any lock unless the water flows

over the waste wire or "gauge paddle 1444 Act 23 Hen
VI, c 15 Le R01 ad ordeigne que le demer que est appelle

le "gauge peny ne soit paie a le Gaugeor ne a ascun autre

en son noune, tanque ll ou son deputee eit gauge lez vmez
1874 Knight Diet Mech

,
*Gage-pile (Pile driving), a pre-

liminary pile to mark the desired course 1891 Jacobi
Printing 285 *Gauge puts, small steel pms with teeth, for

securing the lay on small platen machines. 170a Savery
Miner's Friend 25 The design of a Servant to do Mis-
chief is easily discovered by those "Guage Pipes 1888

Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin, *Gauge-plate
,
an ad-

justable plate fixed to shearing, cropping, and cutting-off

machines, for insuring the uniform length of short pieces

to be cut off. 1721 Bailey, *Gauge Point of Solid Mea-
sure. is the Diameter of a Circle whose Area is equal to the
solid Content of the same Measure 1807 Hutton Course
Math II 82 On it are marked WG at 17 15, andAG at 18 95,
the wine and ale gage points. 1842 BrnnorcDid Set etc ,

Gauge-pomt, is a term used in Gauging to denote the dia-

meter of a cylinder whose altitude is one inch, and its con-
tent equal to that of a unit of a given measure 1793 "Gauge
ring [see sense 1 above] 1888 Lockwood’sDiet Mech. Engin

,

*Gauge-rod, a rod of iron from $m. to jjrin. in diameter,

and used for measuring the internal diameters of portions

of work 111 cases where great accuracy is essential 1874
Knight Diet. Mech ,

*Gage-saw

,

a saw having an adjustable
frame or clamp, which determines the depth of kerf. 1823
P Nicholson Pract Build 372 Mortar, called "gauge-stuff,

consists of about three-fifths offine-stuffand one of Plastei of
Paris X847A Smeaton2?«i/</ Man* xaoGaugeStuffischiefly
used for mouldingsand cornices which axerun orformed with
a wooden mould 1791 R Mylne Rep Thames $ dsts 53
The Weir near the Lock should be rebuilt with a "gauge
Weir 1874 Knight Diet Meek

,
*Gage-vuheel

,

one attached
to the forward end of a plow-beam, to gage the depth of

furrow

Gauge, gage (g* ^3), ® 1 [a ONF. gauger
(Central F.jaugsr), related to gauge : see prec J

+1 irons To measure or measure off (a length

or quantity). Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad on Hush 1 208 Too feet deep is good for

corn tilage, And doubil that for treen, in depnes gage Ibid.
xi 79 Or euery tre a stryke of askes gage

2 To ascertain by exact measurement the dimen-
sions, proportions, or amount of, applied, spec to

the measurement of objects of standard size (e. g
wire, bolts) ;

also to the measurement of fluctuating

quantities such as rainfall and intensity of wind.

In non-techmcal use, the commonest application is

to the measurement ofthe depth of a liquid content

c 1440 Promp Pant 189/1 Gawgyn depnesse, dimentior,

1523 Ld Berners From I cdxix 399 He gauged y°
depnesse ofthe dyche with a speare a 1547 Surrey AEneid
it 52 Capys Will'd to bore and gage the hollow caues
uncouth. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676! 331 And when
they gaged the foord, they found it impossible to wade
through 1618 E, Elton Compl Sand Sinner (1622) 156
Continually sounding and gaging the depth of it. 1725
Bradley Fane Diet

,
Water-gage, an Instrument to Gage

or Measure the Profundity or Quantity of any Water
*7So [see Gauge sb. 10] 1781 Cowfer Chanty 139 Who
drive a loathsome traffic, gauge and span, And buy the
musdes and the bones of man 1828 Carlyle Mtsc (1857)
I 196 We are yet to learn by what arts or instruments the
mind could be so measured and gauged 1833 J Holland
Manuf Metal III 347 Wire is gauged, or the diameter of
each sort ascertained by inserting it into a nick filed in
the margin of a steel plate containing a gradation of these
nicks 1853 Miss Fox Jmls 23 Aug , In six weeks they
mean to begin gauging the heavens. .1853 Phillips Rivers
Yorks 111 44,

1

have gauged . the river which washes the
walls of York, and obtained the quantity ofwater in cubic
feet per day 1875 Proctor mEncycl Brit II 821/2 Gaug-
ing the sidereal system on this principle, Sir W Herschel
deduced the inference that it is shaped like a cloven fiat disc,

t b To gauge a ship (see quot ). Obs
1644 Manwayring Sea mans Did s v

,
When we would

know how much water a ship drawes when she is a-floate

we stick a naile into a pike or pole, and so put it downe by
the Rudder, till this naile catch hold under the Rudder,
and this we call gageing a ship.

3. To ascertain the capacity or content of (a cask

or similar vessel) by combined measurement and
calculation (usually performed by the instrument

called a gauging-rod).
1*353 Act 27 Edw III, Stat l. c 8 Que tous vins soient

bient St loialment gaugez par le Gaugeour le R01 ou son
depute ] 1483 Act 1 Rich III, c 13 All the Vessels ofWine
. shall be well and truly gauged by the King's Gauger.
2531-2 Act 23 Hen VIII, c 7 Euery gaugeour within this

realme shall truely and effectually gauge all the said.,

barrels. 2501 ChildMarriages (JS. E. T S ) 155 Whiche wines
Ralphe Allen and Richard Broster, Shenffes haue seased
vpon as forfeited, because they were sold without, and
before they were gauged 2644 Manwayring Sea-mans
Did s v , We are to Gage our Cask, that we may see how
great it is, or how much is leaked out ,

which we doe by
putting downe a stick at the Boong, and that, by the wet-

nesse, will shew how much liquour is m it 17x2 Arbuth-
not John Bull in vu, He would slip into the cellar, and
gauge the casks. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Parnph 111.

(1872) 101 To break his heart among poor mean mortals,

gauging beer I 2855 Macaulay Hist Eng xix. IV. 483
They would collect the customs, and gauge the beer barrels

absol 2770 Goldsm. Des. Vill, 2x0 And even the story
ran that he could gauge,

b. humorously.
1589 Nashe Ded to Greene's Menaphon (Arb 1 15 It is for

a Poet, to examine thejpottle pottes, and gage the botiome
ofwhole gallons 1600 RowlandsLett Humours Bloodvu
76 Where boone companions gage the pots apace

4. Jig.

;

esp. to ‘ take the measure ’ of (a person,

his character, etc.).

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent clxxxiv. 1143 What are
the Judgmentes ofGod 1 Euen a deepe gulfe vnpossible to

be gaged. 2596 Shaks MerJi. V. 11 11 208, I barre to

night, you snail not gage me By what we doe to night

26x2 T. Taylor Comm Titus i 2 By these notes gage thy
heart. 17x6 Pope Ess. Homer's Battles in Iliad II 326
That artful Manner of taking Measure or (as one may say)

Gaging his Heroes by each other 1807 Crabbe Par Reg.

111 480 He who, by contract, all your paupers took, And
gauges stomachs with an anxious look X870 E, Peacock
Raff Skirl II, 61 She, on the contrary, was never able to

gauge him x88o Kinglake Crimea VI xi 414 Can they
gauge or record the alleviation of misery effected by care.

2888 Bryce Amer Comnvw. Ill lxxxvi. 145 How is he to

gauge the voting strength its advocates can put forth i

5. To render conformable to a given standard of

measurement or dimensions ; also to gauge up.

Hencejig to set bounds to, to limit.

1600 Holland Livy xxxm. xxhi (1609)489 ,

1

will myselfe
limit and gage[L.semodum inposituruni] those things, which
fortune, occasion of the times, and necessitie have made
excessive and beyond all measure poweifull i6ox— Pliny
I 129 The voiage thither from the foresaid country was
gaged within a lesse time 1652-3 J Barker A rt ofA ngling
8 Gage your line, bait your hook, 1678 Moxon Mech Exerc
I 105 By these Screws, and the Rabbet and Groove, your
woik will be evenly gaged all the way under the edge of
the Iron Q. 27x3 Durham Phys TheoL vn 1 (2727) 335
The Vanes as nicely gaug’d on each Side as made ; broad
on one Side, and narrower on the other. 1788 7 ratts Soc.

Arts VI 200 Two steel chaps to guage the Cutter 189*
Jacobi Printing vi. go when formes are sent to press or

machine great care should be exercised in straight-edging

after gaugmg-up the margins.

b. spec To cut or rub (bricks or stones)accurately

to a uniform size.

1750 Langley Land. Prices 130 in Did Archit (1848-52)

s v
,
The workman must gauge and rub down the red stock

bricks, so that every five courses of them shall come level

with every four courses of place-bricks. *842-59 Gwtlt
Aiclut (ed 4) § 1917 The stones are guaged and dressed by
the hammer 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ 1 . 225/2 In bricks,

they must either be ‘gauged that is, rubbed or cut to the

shape required, or the difference must be made up by mortar.

6. To mark off or set out (a measurement or

measured distance).

1678 Moxon Mech Exerc. I 70 Gage another line opposite

to the first gaged line. 1725W, HalfpennySoundBuilding
33 The Arch HD is drawn by gauging from the Arch GC.
2873 J, Richards WoodworkingFactories 25 A strong line

may be stretched about 5 feet from the floor to gauge the
lamb-lines from. 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ. IV. 206/1

he length of the spokes is then guaged.

7 . Plastering. To mix (plaster) in the right pro-

portions for drying lapidly or otherwise.

1686 Plot Staffordsk 173 When they seel or parge with

it [alabaster], they wet it by degrees, which they call

gageing. 1823 P Nicholson Pract Build. 372 When
great expedition is required, the plasterers gauge all their

mortar with Plaster of Paris 1897 Laxton's Builders'

Price Bk (ed 18) 255 When used as concrete it [Portland

cement] has been gauged as poor as 10-1—le 1 part of

cement to 10 of sand and shingle or ballast

8. Dressmaking To draw up m a senes of parallel

gathenngs. (See Gauging vbl. sb )
1882 Miss Braddon Asph. xix 210 Dresses—gaged, and

puffed and pleated 2883 Myra’s Jml Ang
,
1 he sleeves

consist of a lace puff, gauged into the shoulder 1896
Daily News 17 Oct 6/5 Ihe undeibodice is in diawn
muslin, gauged at the neck in several rows

+ (range, v.‘2 Obs. rare —l [? Cf OF jaugier

to break in (a door) ] trans. TTo burst thiough
1583 T Stocker tr Civ IVevs Low C 111 126 a, They

feared that the fielde bankes and ditches were not as

yet gawged and cut [ong F ne fluent encore perte], by
reason they saw not the water come downe. Ibid

,
The

messengers had seene with their owne eyes the gawging
and cutting downe of the field bankes or ditches

Gaugeable (g? dgab’l), a [f. Gauge v 1 +
-able.] That may be ganged ;

liable to be gauged
for excise duty.

1768-74 Tucker Lt.Nat. (1852) 648 Does our God, as was
fabled of the heathen Jupitei, distribute His mercies out of

a gaugeable tun? 1809 Citron, m Ann Reg 329/1 The
right of gauging all gaugeable matters within the city

1824 Act 5 Geo IV, c 74 § 25 Vessels of wine, oil, honey,
and other gaugeable liquors.

Gauged, gaged (g^'dgd),/^/ a. [f Gauge v 2

+ -ED 1
J

1 . Maiked or measured with a gauge.
1678 Moxon Mech Exerc, I 79 Work your stuff down to

those two Gaged Lines.

2 Bi icklaymg. Of bricks : Cut or rubbed
accurately to a uniform size. Gauged atch, an

arch composed of gauged bricks Gauged woik,
work in. which gauged bricks aie used
1823 P Nicholson Pract Build 345 The fine red cutting

bricks are used for ruled and gauged woik 1836 Penny
Cycl V 410/1 The bricks for rubbed or gauged arches aie

cut with radiating lines 1842-59 Gwilt Archit (ed 4)

§ 1897 It was formerly the practice to face the front walls

of houses with guaged or rubbed bricks 2848-52 Did.
Archit s v

,
Gauged and rubbed brickwork 2851 LaxtON

Builder’s Price Bi 37 Arches Mouldings in gauged and
cut malms, set in putty

3 . Plastering Mixed in the proper proportions

for quick drying. Gauged stuff= gauge-stuff (see

Gauge sb. 15)
2848-52 Dtd Archit s v Gauged stuff. Lath plastered,

floated, and set with gauged putty appears in the price books
between 1830 and 1840 Mortar mixed with roman cement to

accelerate the drying of the brickwork is also called gauged
moiLar 1897 Laxton's Builders' Price Bi (ed 18) 253
Coarse plaster [is used] principally for what is called

‘ gauged work
4 Dressmaking (Cf Gauge v 8)
x8g6 Daily News 17 Oct. 6/5 The long sleeves axe also in

gauged muslin

5 Of a weir : Fitted with movable paddles or

shutters.

2791 Rep Navig Thames <S Isis Estim. 3 At Shifford’s

Wear, a new Pound Lock, a new gauged Wear and Cut,

raising Banks, &c. £ 1200

Gauger (g^d^or). Forms: 6 gagier, gau-
geo(u)r, 7 gawger, -eo(u.)r, gaudger, gajor, 6-8

gager, 9 guager, 5- gauger [a. AF. gaugeour,

agent-n f. gauger Gauge v !]

I. One who gauges, m senses of the vb.
;
esp. m

sense 3, an exciseman.
*4831*53* [see Gauge » 1

3] 1542 Recorde Gr Aries

(*575/ 206 How they do differ daily fiom their 111st measure,
y° Gagiers can tell you better than I 1608 R. Norton tr

Sievin's Disme B uj b, To Land-Meaters, Gaudgers, Stereo-

meters in generall 1668 N Riding Rec, VI. 125 Gajor to

His Majesty for the duty of Excise. 2702 Land Gas No
3790/5 Every Bushel of Malt, so conveyed from the Sight

and View 01 the Gaugers 1789 Burns To Dr Blacklock

iv, But what d'ye think, my trusty fier, I’m turned a
gauger. 2818 Scott Rob Roy iv, It’s e’en because your
English gaugers and supervisors . have taen up the tiade

of thievery over the heads of the native professors 1887

Stevenson Underwoods 1 11, The gauger walked with
willing foot And aye the gauger played the flute

fig. 2856 R. A Vaughan Mystics{iZ6d) I 181 Entertained

my jovial guager of monks' bellies with the best cheer

I had 1874 Whittier Hum 6 acr v. Calm gauger of the

swelling tide Of mortal agony and fear

1 2 One who sells liquor. Obs rare
~1

c 16x0 in Gutch Coll Cur II 14 That noTipler or Gauger
sell by other measure than by gallon, pottel [etc ].

3 A gauging instrument, a measure
2580 Babington Exp Lord's Prayer (1596) As with

a gager he gageth diem by those blessings i6xa Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks (1653) 314 This Instrument, the Tiafine

. needeth no rule or gager 1858 Simmonds Did Trade

,

Gauger , an instrument used by leather cutters

Hence Gau'gersliip, the office of a gauger.

288* Nation (NY) XXXIII 1 Because he does not

satisfythem with collectorships, gaugerships, and consulates

t Gau-gery. Obs. rare~ y In 7 gaudgerie
[f. Gauge v J- -f -ehy. In AF gaugerie ] The
action or process of gauging.
1608 R Norton tr. Stevin's Disme D iv, Gaudgerie is

Stereometric , . but all Stereometne is not Gaudgerie.
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Gauging, gaging (g^d^ig), vbl sb [f

Gauge v 1 + -ing 1

J

1 The action of the vb Gauge in various senses

,

esp. the action or method of determining by actual

measurement the capacity of a vessel or the

amount contained in it

c 1440 Promp Parv. 189/r Gawgynge of depenesse,
dunenaonalus 1570 Du, Math Pref 16 Of Wine or
Ale vessels, &c ,

the Measuring, commonly is called

Gaging 1661 Marvlll Corr xxiv Wks 1872-5 II 60
Your Patent for the gaging of wines. 1665 Phil Trans
I. 65 For the Figure of the Tool m that way is piesently
vitiated hy the working of the Glass, and without much
gaging will not do any thing considerable

_
1743 Loud #

Country Brett) it (ed 2) 127 A moving Consideration to an
Officer to take Care of oppressing the Subject with Over-
charges m Gaging 1867 Jrnl R Agnc Soc. Ser 11. Ill

11 476 Numerous gaugings and samplings of the sewage
have been undertaken

b. The gauged part (of a thing) rare—l
. (Cf

Gauge v 1 5

)

1725W Halfpenny Sound Building56 The two Gaugings
of the Bow A are let into two level Pieces on each side the
Puppet head
2 Coal-mming (See qnot.)

1883 Ghesley Gloss Coal Mining
, Gaging, a small em-

bankment or heap of slack or rubbish, made at the entrance
to a heading, &c

,
as a means of fencing it off

3 Needlework (See quot. 1882.)
1882 CAULrEiLD & Saward Diet Needlework, Gauging

or Gaging, a term applied to a series of close puallel
I turnings, which are all drawn up so as to make the material
between them set full by gatherings 1893 Glorciana PIiLr
Hist Dug. Dress 11 248 Sleeves made with seveial small
puffs and gaugmgs 1896 Daily News 6 June 8/4 The
blouse is pmk silk muslin, with a few gaugings across the
chest to keep the folds in order

4: attnb and Comb . gaugiug-line, a graduated
line for gauging casks, drawn on a gauging-iod or
slide-rule, gaugmg-rod, an exciseman’s instrument
on the principle of the slide-rule for measunng the

capacity or contents of a cask or other vessel

,

gauging-rnle, -ruler, -stick = piec
1656 H Phillips Purch Pa.lt (1676)171 How to make this

*Gaugmg-line, andtosetit upon aGauging Rod 1570 J Dee
Math Pref Aiujb, Bydueapplyiiigof *Gagmgiod toi such
like instrument) to the Length, Plame, or Solide measured,
to he certified, either of the length, perimetry, or distance
hneall 1633 Sir C Cavendish in Rigaud Corr Set Men
(1841) I 22, I thank you for the way of calculating the
divisions of your guaging rod 1809-iz Mar Edglworth
Absentee ix, And the gauging-rod even 1 who feais it 1 1807
Hutton Course Math II. 82 On it are marked the wine
and ale gage points, to make this instrument serve the pur-
pose of a *gaging rule 1636 H Phillips Parch Patt
(1676) 162 These "Gauging Ruleis me made byMr Hayes.
i7jjg *Gauging stick [see Exciseman]
Gfauk, var Gawk
Gaul (ggl), sb and a. [f. Gaul (the name of

the countiy), a F. Gaule
,
an adoption (pliono-

logtcally obscure) of L Gallia, f Gall-us a Gaul ]A sb a An inhabitant of ancient Gaul
;
also,

in a more restucted sense, an individual of the
‘Gallic’ people or race, as distinguished from
other peoples inhabiting Gaul b Usedpoet, and
humorously for . A Fienchman (cf the similar use
of Gaul for ‘Fiance’, Gallic for ‘French
[*563 Winzet tr Vmcentms (title), Vincentius Linnensis

of the natioun of Galhs 1625 Bacon Ess
,
Greatness of

Kmgd ( Arb ) 485 The Galls, Germans, etc ] 1630 J Taylor
(Water P ) Whs 111 112 (124) Where many a Mounsieui of
the gallant Gaules, Vnnat’ially was slaine in ciuill braules
1668 Wilmns Real Char g The Gauls were wont often to
pass over into Bntain, to be instructed by the Druids 1698
Dryden Ep to Motteua 40 Let thine own Gauls condemn
thee, if they dare 1703 Addison Campaign 34 Delightful
stream [the Moselle], had Nature bid her fall In distant
Climes, far from the perjur'd Gaul 1856 Emerson Eng
rraits. Race Wks (Bohn) II 37 They [the Normans] had
lost their own language, and learned the barbarous Latin of
the Gauls 1886 M F Sheldon tr Flaubert'sSalammbd 4,
Gauls, with their long hair coiled up on the top oftheir heads

tB adj. Of or pertaining to Gaul, Gallic Obs.
*601 Holland Pluvy I 87 Seas beLweene it [Sequana]

and Pyrenaeus, the Gaule Ocean 1606 — Sueton 22 He
left Commentaries also of his owne ActSjto wit, as touching
the Gaule warre, and the Ciuill warre with Pompeius
Gauldmg : see Gaulin.
Gaul(e . see Gall
Gaulic (gg lik), a Now rare [f. Gaul sb.

+ -ia ] = Gallic a 1 a
*610 Holland Camden's Bnt 1 21 The Gaulike Luca or

League, conteineth just so many paces <11643 Howell
Lett (1650) I 457 There be divers old Gaulick words yet
remaining in the French, which are pure British 1844 Miss
Costello Bearn # Pyrenees I 99 Numerous treasures of
Gaulic and Roman and Middle-age art 1846 H. Torrens
Mil Lit Hist I 166 The old Gaulic habit of using the
heavy wains of the army as a rallying point

Gaulin. (gg lm). Jamaica Also S gaulding,

9 gawhng A kind of egret
<*1703 Ray Synops Avium (1713) 189 Ardea alba major

nostras. The largest White Gaulding Ardea cesnileo-
mgra. The Black or Blew Gaulding 17*3 Sloane Jamaica
II 3x4 The largest white Gaulding Ibid. 315 The Black
Gaulding, or blue Gaulding. 1730 G, Hughes Barbadoes 70
The Dark-coloured Gaulding The whole bird is of the
Crane land and generally found feeding upon worms about
the edges of ponds, Ibid, The Grey Gaulding This bird
is seldom seen in this island 1736 P Browne Jamaica
478 The grey crested Gaulding. 1847 Gosse Birds Jamaica

e
lS, I have observed in June, the white forms of many
aulins studding the \cidant meadows, 18706d Words

June 381 A slate-blue heion, 01 gawhng, as they call him
here, lose lazily off a dead bough

Gaulish (gg hj), a {sb )
[f Gaul sb + -ish ]A adj Of or pei taming to the ancient Gauls

Also used (chielly poet or humoious)
for French

1639 B Harris Parival's Iron Age 1 That Gaulish
Hercules [K Henry IV of Fiance] 1733 Johnson, Gal-
hard (gaillard, French, imagined to be derived fiom
the Gaulish aid, genius, and gay) 1736-7 tr Keytier's

Treat (1760) I 448 Not only in the old Gaulish language,
but also m the Netherlands 1766 Smojlett Ilav 246
CarrutalK was the name of a Gaulish vestment which this

pi luce affected to wear 1830 Lvlll Pi me Gcol I 19 It
was a dogma of the Gaulish Druids that the univtrse was
immortal 1843 Graves Rom Law m Encycl Ahtiop 753/1
T he destruction of monuments consequent upon the Gaulish
invasion

B sb The language of the Gauls.
1668 Wit kins Real Chat 1 1 1? 3 4 The old Gaulish, or

British, which is yel presci \ cd m Wales 1727-51 Chambi us
Cycl s v Romans, A mixture of half Latin, half Gaulish
or Celtic, constituted ihe Romans [language] 1893 Nation
(N Y) i2 Jan 32/3 In Gaulish the word would not be
1 Allobroga ’

Gault (gfS’lt), sb Geol. Also 6 galte, 8-9 golt,

gait [Of obscure origin : cf OSw. gall neut of

galder adj
,
barren ]

1

(See quot. 1833 ) Also gault clay

*575 'J['uruerv Venertc 186 I11 grounds that is haide to
dygge as 111 galte clay and stonye grounde *698 Fr\lr
Acc E India P 332 T T 1 < \ . takes
upon it the Nature of h -

. 1 Clay
*766 Phil Turns LVI 12 This stiatuin of gravel is sui-

lounded with a bed ofvery dmk blue golt 1807 Vancouv lh
Agnc Devon (1813) 285 note. The bottom of tnis drain was
formed of a retentive clay 01 gault 1833 Lyi i l Pnnc
Geology III Gloss 6g Gault, a piovtncial name 111 Lhe cast

of England for a series of beds of clay and marl, the
geological position of which is between the upper and the
lower greensand. 1846 J Baxter Libr Pract Agnc
(cd 4) I. 339 Chalk marl and gait are the strata whuh
appear immediately under the lower chalk and occupy a
valley at the foot of the chalk hills 1876 Page Adv. Text-
bh Geol xvm 337 The argdlaceous sliata..known by the
provincial teim ‘gault’ 01 ‘golt'.

2

Comb gault-mill
1889 A thenceum No 3244 883/1 Urchins who, like horses

111 a gault-mill, trotted beneath the structure in a uicle and
pushed it lound.

Gault (g£ll), v. dial [f prec. sb ] a trans
To cover (soil) with clay obtained from the sub-

soil b mtr To dig gault for embankments
Hence Gau ltmg vbl. sb Also Gan Iter, a

labourei who digs gault.
1851 H Stlphlns BK ofFarm § 2124 (ed 2)Thepiocess

of gaulting or claying the soil 1883 Instr to Census Clerks
86 Clay Banksman, Clay Miner Gaulter 1893 Baking-
Goued Cheap-Jack Z II 30, Gangeis, clayers, bankets,
gaulteis Ibid 48 How should I be paid for my gaulting’
and without gaulting there can be no banking

II Gaultheria (g£l}u« ria). [mod L., f, name
of M. Gaultier, a Canadian botanist ] A genus of

evergreen aromatic plants (N 0 . Encaceee ) The
plant Gaultheria procumbens, known in the U S.

as Wintergreen, yields a volatile oil, used in the

pharmacopoeia, called gaultheria oil

1848 in Craig 1859 Femmes' Chem 527 Gaultheria oil is

isomeiic with anisic acid *876 Gross Dis Bladder 49
Emulsion, prepared with gum Aiabtc, loaf-sugar, and oil

of gaultheiia. *880 C R Markham Peruv Bark 140
Above the lambo there was a small thicket of gaulthenas

Gaulty (gf> lti)
,
a In quots. galty [? f Gault

+ -Y 1. Cf. Gouty and Gally ] (See quols.)

1790 Sir J Cullum Hist Haivsted §• Hardwick 111 in

Biol Topogr. Brit V 171 Sand-Galls

,

spots of sand in a
field where water oozes and lands where such spots are
frequent, are called gaily lands 1823 Moor Suffolk. Words,
Gaily, wet, boggy, clayey land 1841 Jml R Agnc. Soc
II 11 263 If the shoulders of the dram give way in a gravelly
oi galty place, bushes or stubble are placed undei the turf

Gaum (ggm), ».t Obs. exc. dial Also 7 goam.
trans To handle, esp. m some impioper fashion
1636 R Fletcher Martial etc 230 Each Lad took his

Lass by the fist, And when he had squeez'd her, and gaum’d
her untill The fat of her face ran down like a null He [etc ]

1674-91 Ray N C Words, Goam, to grasp, 01 clasp a *700
B E Diet Cant Crew. Gaunt

,

see Paume [
= to palm la

die, etc)] 1738 Switt Pol Convcrs 11 Wks, (ed Faulkner,
Dublin) VI 331 Don't be mauming and gauming a Body
so [Differently in other edd ] Can't you keep your filthy

Hands to your self? *886 Chester Gloss
,
Gamin

,
to giasp

in the hand *894 .S’ & Worcs Gloss ,
Gaum, to handle

articles m a manner calculated to damage or mar their
appeaiance.

Gaum (gem), v 2 [Cf Gome sb —Coom sb 2 4 ]
trans To smear with a sticky substance , to daub
(something sticky) on a surface
as796 Pegce Deroicisms ji iE D S) 102 Gawm’d,

smeared 1824 Lamb Lett (1888) II 120 Hope it won’t clog
Ins wings (gaum, we used to say at school). 187a 1 Mark
1 wai N ’ Innoc. A hr xx 146 Those low savages mix the
grease and ashes with tar, and ‘ gaum ’ it thick all ovei their
heads 1883 Athenaeum No 2885 192 The greater part of
the interior was gaumed with shellac in solution

Gaum (gem), v d dial mtr To stare vacantly.
1674-91 Ray N C Words, s v Goam

,

We pronounce it

gaum otgauve, and speak it of persons that unhandsomely
gaze or look about them *839 Curnbld <§• Westmld Dial.
72 A body knaas better haw tae carry thersel when they er
amang gentlefowk

;
yan leaks nit quite sae gawmiu 1877

j

Holdarness Gloss , Gawtn, to stare vacantly 1887 S Chesh.
Gloss , Gawnitn, foolish, awkward, rash
Gama, dial form of Gome, notice.

Gaumbisoun, var. Gambeson
Gaumeril, var Gomkuil
Gau'mless, a dial. Also gawm(b)less.

[f. gaum (dial ) = Gome notice, understanding +
-less ] Wanting sense, or discernment
c 1746 J Cor r ilr (Tim Bobbin) Lane Dialect Wks (1862)

55, I steart like o Wilcat, on wur welly gawmless 1845E Brontl ttut/uling Heights xxi, Did I ever look so
stupid so * gaumless ’ as Joseph calls it? 1861 Waugh
Ihrtle Carter's Tale 19 Eh, time greyt gawmbless foo 1

Whed arto for up theer 1 1881 * Basil’ Love the Debt 111

You lazy, idle, gaumless good-for-nowt 1
’

Gau'm-like, a dial, [f as prec + -like
]

Having an intelligent look
1863 Mn<? Gasklll Sylvia’s L II 21 She weie a poor

fuendless wench but honest and gaum-like

Gaumy (gg mi), a rare. [Cf Gaum v 2] Of
the nature of a daub or smeai
1881 Lctcestersh Gloss , Gaumy, gummy, sticky 1888
A tin.meam 25 Feb 250/3 It shows Wilkie designing with
admirable vigour, but the execution is vicious and ‘gaumy*
Gaun, be f going, ppl ofgae • see Goo
t Gauaice, v Obs rare ~°. [Cf F. jancer of

the same meaning (only in Palsgr ) ] (See quot

)

*33° Palsgr 561/2,

1

gawance [«e] a hoise up and downe
upon the stones and make hym gambalde and flynge, Je
poutbondis And you gaunce your horse up and downe
thus [etc]

Gaimcely(e, Gaunch, var Gansel, Ganch.
Gaundies, -xse, obs ff Jaundice.
Gaundre, obs. form of Gander.
Gaunsell(e, var. Gansel Obs

Gaunt (ggnt, gant), a. Foims 5 gawnt(e, 6
ga(u)nte, 6-7 gant, 6- gaunt [Of unknown
ongm Prof. Skeat compares Norw gand thin

pointed stick, tall thin man (Aasen), and Sw dial.

gunk a lean and nearly starved horse (Rietz)
All other words in -aunt Cexc flaunt) are of Fr cuigin

The prevailing eaily use might suggest that the woid was
a gtapinc adoption otgaut — OF gent, Glnt, elegant ]

f 1 In iavourable or neutral sense . blim, slender,

not fat Obs
C1440 Prontp Parv 189/1 Gawnt or Icne, mactolentus

[sic] Gawnlc or swouge (A* or slendyi), gracilis 1546 St
Papas IIlh VIII, XI 230 The King, was nothing so
lusty nor so gaunte, when I saw him last, as He is nowe
I wold not haue beleved He had byne in so good case as He
is nowe, if I had not sene Him myself 1340 Latimer 5^/1

herm bef Edw VI (Arb ) 154 Sodaynelye, she was gaunte
agaync [after childbirth] 1377 B Googe Hcrcsbach's
Husb 111 (15B6) 154b, The Dogge that is for the folde,

must neithei be so gaunt nor swift as the Grayhounde, nor
sofattenorheavyasthemasty 1601 Holland Pliny II 152

They who feed ouermuch, and desire to be gant and slender

ought to forbeai dunking at meales 1657W Colls Adam
m Edtn cl 229 It [gioundsell] is much used to be given to

tdme Rabbets when they are pot-bellyed to make them
gaunt and liealthfull 1684 R H. School Recrcat 10 If you
would chuse a swift, light Hound he ought to have a slender
Head broad Back, gaunt Belly, small Tail and in fine, of

a Giey-hound-hke make. 1690 Lond Gas No 2572/4 One
light grey Mare, comes 7, about 15 hands, a gant Body.

*703 Thoresby Lit to Ray <E D b ), Gant, lusty, hearty

and healthful [Cf quot 1346 above ] *736 Plgge Kenti-

asms (ED S ), 6ant, of a gieyhound, 01 a racehorse, being
thm m the flanks [1848 Thackeray Van Fair lvn, He was
quite well (though as gaunt as a greyhound) befoie they

reached the Cape ]

2 . Abnormally lean, as from hunger
,
haggard-

looking; tall, thm, and angular in appeaiance.
<r 1440 [see 1] 1581 Mulcaster Positions x\xm (1887)119

If the colour begin to faint, or the bodie to be gaunt 1393
Suaks Rich II, u 1 74 Oh how that name befits my
composition Old Gaunt indeed, and gaunt m being old

Ibid 82 Gaunt am I for the graue, gaunt as a graue 1639
G Daniel Ecclus xm 59 For what Alliance, what relation

Hath the gant Wolfe w'*1 the Innocent Lamb ? 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg iv 144 Gaunt are his Sides, and sullen is bis

Face 1813 Scott Guy M 11, His tall, gaunt, awkward
bony figuie, attired in a thread-bare suit of black 188a

Ouida Maiemma I 17 A tall gaunt woman with blue eyes

and snow-white hair

fig 1809 Heber Palestine 261 Wide-wasting plague,

gaunt f'lmine, mad despair.

b Hungry, gieedy, ravenous rare
1746 Smollett Reproof 125 Gorg’d with our plunder, yet

still gaunt for spoil, Rapacious Gideon fastens on our isle

3 ttansf Of inanimate things • Grim or desolate

of aspect
, + (of a sound), suggestive of desolation

1814 Prophetess 1 v, Like the gaunt echo ofa hollow tomb
1840 Dickens Old C Shop 1, I had, ever before me, the

gaunt suits of mail with their ghostly silent air—the faces

all awiy. 1871 Besant & Rice Ready Money Mortiboy 1,

Moitiboy’s parlour is a gaunt cold room. 1874 Mahaffy
Soc Life Greece xi 349 Human art lias been thrust even

into hostility with our stein and gaunt devoutness 1876

T Hard\ Ethelberia{1890! 93,

1

am at present surrounded

by gaunt tealities 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 11 xiv,

Paul walked among the naked trees of the gaunt wood at

the foot of Coledale

4 Comb , as gaunt-belhed
,
-looking adjs.

1629 Gaule Holy Madn 324 Is he not mostly . Gaunt
belly’d i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xi 70 Mounds of ice split

into high towers and gaunt-lookmg pyramids.

Hence Gan nted a , made lean ormeagre, starved

1583 Stanyhurst JEneis 11 (Arb) 53 Lyke rauennm
woolfdams vpsoackt and gaunted in hunger 1800 D. S

Cage in Shields Big Game N. Amcr 476 A gorged Wolf is



GAUNTER.
not fast but when properly ‘gaunted’, few horses can
catch a Gray Wolf
Gaunt see Gant.

f Gaunter. Obs rare-1 [a F gantier

\

f.

gant glove ] A glover or glove-maker

14.15 in Yoik Myst Introd 20 Gaunters ( glossed by
Glovers)

Gauntlet (gantlet, ga'ntlet), sb 1 Forms 5
gantelet, gauntelote, 5-6 gauntelette, 6ga(u)nt-

lett, 7 gantlet, 5- gauntlet, [a F gantelet dim
ofgant (OF also guant, want) glove =Sp guante

,

pg, guante (gauntlet), It guanto
,
med L. gantus

,

wantus The word is app of Teut origin, though
found only in Scand as ON vptt-r ( —OTeut
*wantu-z), dim vett-lmgf

,

OSw vanter, Sw. Da
vante MDu want is prob fiom OF
Noreen suggests that the loot may be lelated to ON

vinda, OE windan to wind, by an interchange of t and ti

(—ong. d, dh) dating from the Indo-Eur period ]

1 A glove worn as patt of mediaeval armour,
usually made ofleather, covered with plates of steel.

C1420 Lydg Assemb Gods 346 Mynerue All m curas
clad, Gauntlettes on hyr handys 1484 Caxton Chivalry 64
The knyght with his gauntelotes handleth more surely the
spere or his swerd 1568 Grai~ton Citron II 377 He cast

away his Gauntlets, and his sworde to make him the lightei.

1658 Cokaine Tt appoint in ii. These hands, that wont to

wave a dieadful sword, Instead of iron gauntlets now must
weai Pei fum'd gloves 1 176a Hoole Tasso xi 295 Wing’d
with speed, the vengeful ariow flew * Swift thro’ his better

hand it held its comse, Nor could the steely gauntlet stop
the foice 1828 Scott F M Perth vi, I am not the man to
disparage the glovei’s mystery . I am myself a makei of
gauntlets i860 Tyndall Glue 1 11 2oTheglaciei resembles
a vast gauntlet, of which the gorge represents the wrist

b used for Ces pus 2

1697 Drydtn AEneid v 88 The strong with Iron Gauntlets
arm’d shall stand, Oppos'd 111 Combat on the yellow Sand
1700— Pal § Arc in roor Who naked wrestled best Or
who with gauntlets gave or took the foil 1886 Lewis &
Short Lat Diet

,
Cousins a gauntlet, boxing glove for

pugilists

c To cast {out), fling out or down, throw
{down) the gauntlet ( = F jeter le gant)

.

to give

a challenge, from the mediaeval custom ofthrowing
down a glove or gauntlet in challenging an oppo-
nent cf Gage sb 1 2 To pick up, to take up,

togather (rare) thegauntlet • to accept a challenge

(F relever le gant)
,
to undertake the defence of a

person or opinion.

1548 Hall Citron , Rich 77/(1809)376 Makynge a pio-

clamacion, that whosoeuer would saie that kynge Richard
was not lawefully kynge, he woulde fighte with hym at the
vtterauuce, and threwe downe his gauntlet 1590 Nashe
Pasquil'sApol 1 Div b, I cast them my Gauntlet, take it vp
who dares 1632 Heywood 1st Pt Iron Age 11 Wks 1874
III 297 See’st thou not iEacides Dart emmulous lookes on
Kmgly Diomed, Least hee should stoope to take his Gantlet
vp 164.x Hindb J Bruen lxi 205 And casting out as it were,
his gantlet ofdefiance he challengeth them all 1647 Ward
Simp Cobler 72 Yee that fling out the gantlet to him that
calls you Coward 1784 Kippis Biog Brit III Corug &
Add s v Bentley, This [challenge] the Poet communicated to

some ofhis military friends , two or three ofwhom took up
the gauntlet 1806 Surr Winter in Loiul (ed 3) II 204 The
duchess of Dnnkwatei appeared upon the field of fashion,

and threw down the gauntlet of defiance to Belgi ave 1851
Gallenga Italy363 Thiswas a declaration ofwar to Mazzmi,
and he was not slow in gathering the gauntlet thus wantonly
thrown 1867 Trollopf Citron Barset II lxvii 249 [She]
had thrown down hei gauntlet to him, and he had not been
slow in picking it up 1875 Stubbs Const Hist III xvm
146 The commons at once took up the gauntlet

2 In recent use : A stout glove, coveung part

of the arm as well as the hand, used m driving or

riding, fencing, wicket-keepmg, etc

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade,
Gauntlet, a long glove, worn

by ladies or soldiers 1865 Dublin Umv Mag Feb 140
Her fur-trimmed driving-jacket showed a piquant figure

—

hei white gauntlets a shapely little hand 1872-6 Voyle
& Stevenson Mild Diet (ed 3) x6o/a A leather gauntlet
is now used, in place of gloves, by the household cavali y
i8pi W G. Grace 111 Outdoor Games <J

Recreat 7 Brown
is going to keep wicket ; his gauntlets, 01 wicket-keeping

gloves, are in his hand
b The part of a glove intended to cover the

wrist.

1882 Caulfetld & Saward Diet Necdlewoih s v Gloves,

Thick white ‘wash leather’ gloves, with gauntlets, are
worn by the Life Guards

c Surg * A sort of bandage which envelops

tile hand and fingers like a gauntlet or glove
’

(Ogilvie).

1

3

. The plant Campanula Trachehum [So F,

gantelet
] Obs. rare

~

L

1578 Lyte Dodoens v xxxv 596 The Marians Violet and
the Gauntelet are also of the kindes of Rampions

4 Naut. 1 A rope round the ship to the lower

yard-arms, for drying scrubbed hammocks

'

(Adm Smyth) [Perh a distinct woid.]

5 attnb and Comb
,
as gauntlet-cuff

\
-gatherer,

-glove, g> asp ;
also + gauntlet-work, ? imbiicated

plates

1664 Power Exp Philos 1 9 A Louse appears the big-

nesse of a large Ci ecket, with three legs on either side, and
two horns in the Snout, all transparent and of Gauntlet-

work, having here and there hairs and bristles. 18x5 Scott
Ld of Isles vi xv,The axe-shaft, with its brazen clasp, Was
shivei ’d in the gauntlet grasp 1846 Browning Soul’s frag

83

1 Poet Wks 1896 I 466 No general gauntlet gatherer for
the weak against the strong 1895 Daily News 5 Feb. 6/6
The coat is cut half length and has old silver buttons at
the waist and on the gauntlet cuffs

Hence Gan ntleted a
,
covered or armed with a

gauntlet; Gauntlet v. trans

,

to stnke with a
gauntlet

(
nonce-use).

1810 Scott Lady o/L v. xxv, Such blow no other hand
could deal, Though gauntletted m glove of steel 1842W Irving 111 Life <§• Lett (1866) III. 260 He rode along
the heads of the columns, saluting them with his gauntleted
hand 1885 Tennyson Bahn Balan in Trt esias etc 120,
I smote upon the naked skull A thiall of thine my hand
Was gauntleted, half slew him Ibid 130 The thrall His
passion half had gauntleted to death

Gauntlet (gg ntlet, gantlet), sb 2 Forms
7-9 gantlet, 8 ga(u)ntlett, 7- gauntlet [cor-

rupted f Gantlope, by assimilation with Gaunt-
let sbO] — Gantlope
1676 I Mather K. Philip's War[i'&6d\\yj They stripped

them naked, and caused tnem to tun the Gauntlet 1704
T Pocock m V ornngton Aleut (Camden) 187 One of the
boatswain’s mates ran the gantlett for stealing a shirt 1778
Sheridan Camp 1 1, You should be foiced to run the
gauntlet, from Cox heath to Warley Common 1830 Scott
Deinonol vu 214 Stx-and thirty of those who were young
were forced to mn the gauntlet 1897 F N Maude Volant v.

Compulsory Set vice 33 Schainhorst procured the removal
Un the Prussian army] of all dishonouring punishments,
such as running the gauntlet

b transf tvci&fig
1661 Glanvill Dogmatizing Pref

,
To print, is to run the

gantlet, and to expose ones self to the tongues strapado

170^ Pope Let to Wycherley 17 May, Hitherto your miscel-
lanies have safely mn the gantlet, through all the coffee-

houses 1768 Mad D'Arblay Eat ly Diary (1889) I 16
O what a gauntlet foi any woman of delicacy to run •

1839 Ld Brougham Statesm Geo III, Eldon (ed 2) 254
The case had run the gauntlet of the couits 1851 Ht,
Martineau Hist. Peace (1877) III tv ix 44 The premier
had to run the gauntlet between the lines of objectors 1858
0 W Holmes Ant. Breahf-t (1883)138 They have run
the gantlet of the years 1880 Par icm an France 3 Eng in
Amer 12 They descended the Mississippi, running the
gantlet between hostile tubes

Gauntly (gp nth), adv [f Gaunt + -ly 2
.]

In a gaunt manner
1755 in Johnson 1864 Blacicmore Clara Vaughan xv,

1 beheld a man about fifty years old, of moderate statme,
gauntly bodied, and loosely built 1884 Harper’s Mag
Nov 888/1 One of them walked gauntly down to the post-
office 111 the corner of the variety store

Gauntness (gp ntnes). [f Gaunt + -ness ]

1. The condition of being gaunt
1607 Topsell Foitr-f Btaststy&gS) 288 It is known by the

leanness of the Hoise, and gantness of his belly 1619
Middleton Inner Temple Masque A 3,

1

know him by his
gauntnes, his thin chitterlings 1829 Lytton Deverenx 1 11,

The total absence of all superfluous flesh would have given
the lean gauntness of his figure an appearance of almost
spectral emaciation 1884 Roe Nat Ser Storyx11, lie was
glowing thin even to gauntness.

2 fig Grimness, repulsive character.

1874 Mahafpy Soc. Life Greece vm 252 Compare all this

humane and kindly feeling with the gaunlness and horroi
of our modern executions

Gauntree, gauntrie, -y : see Gantry.
Gaup, gawp (ggp), V Also 8 Sc gap [dial

survival of Galp v ] tnlr To yawn or gape
,
to

gaze m astonishment To gaup up : to devour
Hence G-au pmg vbl sb. and ppl. a
x68a N 0 Botlean’s Lntnn iv 39 Methought I sat

enthroned in the Quire, Where crowds of Choristers my
Giace admire, There blest the gawping throng 1704
F Fuller Med Gymn (1718) 6 This is Sneezing, to which
frequently is join’d Ganping or Retching 1728 Ramsay
Fables T , Daft Bargain 12 Syne till’t he fell, and
seem’d richt yap His mealtith quickly up to gawp. *819
W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 18 Syk is the nature
o’ that grot To echoe sae, e’en should there not Be gaupm
body on the spot 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss , To Gaup
or Gaitve, ‘He gaup’d and glooi’d at all he saw’, gaped
with wonder at new sights 1881 Leicestersh Gloss

,
Gawp,

to open eyes and mouth in stupid wonder

Gaupus, gawpus (gg-pas). dial. [?f prec.]

A silly person, simpleton
1826 J Wilson Nod Amh Wks 1855 I 110 O ye

gawpus 1 Ye great gawpus 1 It’s me, man—it’s me l 1853
Mrs Gaskeli Ruth II. 111 44 The great gaupus never
seed that I were pipeclaying the same places twice over.
1880 Mrs Parr Adam § Eve xxvi 362 The gawpuses
have sooked it all in, and I’ll he bound, laced off so fast as
wind and tide 'ud carry ’em.

So Gau py, Gaup, of the same meaning
1825-80 Jamieson, Gaup, a stupid person, other forms are

Gaupus, Qaupie Banffsh 1843 Cariyle m Froude Life
1834-1881 (1884) I. 306 Those open-mouthed wondering
gawpies, who lodge you for the sake of looking at you

Gaur (gauei). Also gour, gore [a Hindustani

jpgaur ] A large species ofox, Bos gattrus

,

fonnd

wild in various parts of India.
1806 Elchinstone in ColebrooheZy£(i884) I 156 There is

an account of a similar kind called the Gore , one distinction

between it and the buffalo is the length of the hoofs 1827
D Johnson Ind. FieldSports 49 ,

1

have met with an account
of Gayals which appear to he animals of the same species

as the Gour i860 Gossk Rom Nat Hist 119,

1

need only
advert to other colossal quadrupeds the camel, the gaur,
the gayall, 1893 R Lydekker Homs $ Hoofs 15 The gaur
(Bosgaums) the misnamed bison of Indian sportsmen

t Gaure, v Obs Also gawie(n, gowxen,
gare [Possibly a fiequenlative f. Gaw v j

GAUZE.

1 . tntr To stare, gape, gaze in wonder or

astonishment.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11 1108 (1157) And seide hir, caste

it nowa-wey a-non, pat folk may sen, and gauren on vs tweye
1430-40 Lydg Bochas ix in (1554) 199 a, For very shame
I did mine eyen close For them y‘ gamed and cast on me
their sight 0x529 Skelton Mngnif 2275, I was your
mayster And nowe on me ye gaure and sporne

2 To shout or cry (cf Gape v i c)

1530 Palsgr 561/2, I gaure, I krye, ye line Howe he
gaureth after his haulce comment il hue apres son oysean
Hence Gau'nng ppl a. ;

also G-auring-stock,
a gazmg-stock.
1558 Phaer YEneui vi Rjb, With fifty ganng heads [L.

quinquaginta atns hiatibus] a monstrous di agon stands vp
right. 1559 Mirr Mag,Dk York xxi, As a gawring Stocke
he sent it [the duke’s head] to the Queen 1579 Tv\ yne
Phisicke agst Fort 11 lxxv 252 b, Thou art % notable
garyng stocke for al men
Gaure, Gaunsh, obs ff Giaour, Garish
t Gausapiue. Obs.~°. [ad L gausapma

garment made ofgausape frieze, a. Gr. yavaairrjs ]
1623 Cocktram ir, A Fnze-jerkin, gausapiue
Hence Gausapmal a

,
made of frieze nonce-wd

1652 Urquhart Jeeoel WIcs (1834) ®79 Bunging their

persons to stand before them on penitentiary pews, like so
many varlets, in mendtciary and gausapmal gaiments
Gause, obs foim of Gauze.
Gausie, gausy : see Gawhy
t Gausk. Sc, Obs.—1

, [Cf the Fife and Peith-
shne place-name Gash, of unknown origin and
meaning ] (See quot

,
possibly a mistranslation.)

cx375 ?c Leg Saints, Juliana 131 Nocht pane, scho drev
hym to pe tone, & m a depe gausk [L inti warn] kist hym
done, pat ves a ful foule pyt, lycht vgly & fill ves It

Gauss (gems) Physics [f. the name of a

German mathematician and natural philosopher,

Karl trieduch Gauss (1777-1855).] A unit of

intensity of a magnetic field (see quot.)
1882 Nature XXVI 391 Two other units may have to be

added, the one expressing that of magnetic field Sir W
Thomson suggested the former and pointed out that it

would be pioper to attach to it the name ofGauss A Gauss
will then be defined as the intensity of field produced by
a Weber at the distance of one centimetre

Gaussian (gmi-sian), a. [f. as prec + -ian ]

Discovered or formulated by Gauss
x88x Proc Lond Math Soc. XII 187 On the Gaussian

Theoiy of Sui faces By Pi of Cayley. 1882 Glaishrr 111

Encycl'. Brit. XI V 777/1 Gaussian logarithms aie intended
to facilitate the finding of the logarithms of the sum and
difference of two numbeis whose logarithms are known, the
numbers themselves being unknown

Gau'Ster, gO'Ster. V dial Also goyster,
gowater [dial. suWival of ME. Galstre ] tntr.

To behave in a noisy, boisterous, or swaggering
fashion

,
to brag or boast

;
in some localities, to

laugh noisily

1674-91 RayN C Words, Gander — S <$ E C Words,
Goyster, to be frolick and ramp, to laugh aloud 1825
Croker Fairy Leg {new ed ) 113 Some people used to

wink and look knowing when Felix was gostenng 1847-78
Halliwell, Gander, to laugh loudly , to be noisy , to

swagger 1879 Waugh Chimney Corner 89 He began o’

gosterm’ an’ talkin’ about th’ horses—he’d ha’ Lhis done, an’

he’d ha’ that done, or else [etc ].

Hence flau*ster sb , the action of the vb.

,

Oau storing vbl sb. and ppl. a.

1703 Thoresby Let to Ray (E D. S ), Gauster
,
a hearty,

loud laughtei. 1736 Lewis Hist Isle Tenet (ed 2) 37
Goyster, to laugh aloud ,

* a goystermgWench a Boy maid,
or a Lad-lass C1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) I^anc
Dialect Wks (1862) 71,

1

can mex’n, keem on fettle Tits os
weel os onny one on urn aw, tho theaw mey think its

gawstrmg. 1824 Craven Gloss
, Gaustcimg, imperious,

boasting X806-29 T Moore Ballads (Gahgnam 1829) 353
Poh, Dermot go along with your goster

Gaut(e, obs. f.

G

haut; var Galt, dial var.GoTE
Gauva, Gauvey, vars. Guava, Gaby.
Gauze (ggz). Forms . 6 Sc. gais (? 7 Sc

gadza), 7-9 gawse, 8 gause, gawz, 7- gauze
[a F gaze, of uncertain origin, app, first recorded

in the 16th c. Hence also Sp, gasa, Du gaas
In 1279 (Concilium Bndense lxi, quoted by Du Cange)

gazzatum is mentioned among the stuffs which monks are

forbidden to weai. This is usually identified with F gaze,
and Du Cange conjectures that it may have been named
from Gaza in Palestine, but there is no evidence for either

supposition ]

1 A very thin, transparent fabric of silk, linen,

or cotton
1561 Inv R Wardr (1815) 159 Mair, ane litle pece of gais

ofsilvir and quhite silk. 1612 Sc. Bk Rates xaHalylurtoris
Ledger (1867) 308 Gadza of all sorbs without gold or siluer

the eln, xvir Gadza stript, with gold and siluer x688 R
Holme Armoury in. 349/1 Housewifes Cloth made of
Hemp or Flax Holland, Tiffany, Gawse 1720 Swift
Song Wks 1755 IV 1 29 Brocados and damasks, and
tabbies, and gawses; Are by Robert Bailentme lately brought
over, With forty things more. 1754 Songs Costume (Percy
Soc ) 235 A Vandyke in fnze >our neck must surround
Turn your lawns into gauze, let your Brussels be blond

1831 G. R Porter Silk Mamtf 286 The weight of silk

contained in a yard ofgauze is ver> trifling 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 99 Breast and back Of this vivacious beauty
gleamed through gauze

Jig i860 Emerson Cond Life, Fate Wks (Bohn) II 325
All the toys that infatuate men are the selfsame thing,

with a new gauze or two of illusion overlaid x88x Jowett
Thncyd I Introd. 17 The good cloth of Herodotus or
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Thucydides or Xenophon is patched with the transparent

gauze of Diodorus and Plutarch

b A similar fabric made of fine wire ; usually

with defining word, as wire-gauze.

1842 Parnell Cheat Anal (1845) 14 A wire gauze is

fastened over the top 1867 W w Smvth Coal <5 ( oal-

tmmng 197 A cap of perfoi ated copper within the wire gauze

187* Tyndall Fragnt Sc (1879) 1 v 132 The tube con-

tained a roll of platinum gauze

2 ttansf A thin transparent haze.
184a Tpnnyson Vision 1m 11, Purple gauzes, golden hazes

. Flung the torrent rainbow round i860 Ld Lyiton
Lucile u 1 18 Like one of those light vivid things That
glide down the gauzes ofsummer 1871 L Stephen Playgr
Ear xi. (1894)272 To the east a blue gauze seemed to cover
valley by valley 1876 T Hardy Ethclberla II xlvm 273
A blue gauze of smoke floated over the chimney
3 Comb a simple attrib

,
as gauze blind, cur-

tain
,
dress, handkerchief

\
merino

,
ribbon

,
silk, suit,

veil, wing, wire-cloth b. objective, as gauze-

dresser, -dyer, -manufacturer, -weaving
\

gauze-

like adj. c. special comb. : gauze-lamp, a safety-

lamp in which the flame is snriounded by wire-

gauze ; gauze-loom (see qnot ) ,
gauze-tree ( West

Indian), the lace-bark tree, Lagetta hntearia
1838 Dickens Ntch Nick xvi, It was a shop front, fitted

up with a “gauze blind and an inner door 1859— T Two
Cities n ix, He let his thin “gauze curtains fall around
him 1863 Miss Braddon J Marchmont II 1 2 How
pretty and fairy-like she looked m her white “gauze dress

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Gauze dresser, a stiffener of
gauze Ibid , ^Gauze-dyer, one who colours gauze fabrics

176a Sterne Tr. Shandy v. i, Throwing a thin “gauze hand-
kerchiefover her head 1780 Mary Frampton frill (1885)3
Gauze handkerchiefs trimmed with blonde were worn on
the neck 1877 Daily News 25 Oct 3/7 He worked with
a “gauze lamp, and on a lad coming down beside him with
a naked lamp he left 1798 Charlotte Smith Young
Plnlos IV i8r She wrapt the silk and “gauze tike what
d’ye call it, that the women folks wear, over her pretty face

1897 Mary Kingsley West Africa 570 The white, gauze-
like mist comes down from the upper mountain towards us
1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Gauze-loom, a loom m which
gauze is woven. Ibid ,

*Gauze manufacturer

,

a weaver of
gauze. 1871 Naphevs Prev. # Cure Dis. 1 124 *Gauze
merino (cloth] 1833 Ht Martineau Loom Lugger 1 i 5
Instead of flaunting in silks and ’‘gauze ribbons 1858
Simmonds Diet Trade, Gauze ribbon

,

a thin kind of ribbon
worn by ladies, made ofgauze 1852 R S Surtees Stonge's
Sp Tour (1 8g 3) 8g Glorious calves swelling within his “gauze-
silk stockings 1759 Combi Lett -writer (ed 6) 230 A fine

French *Gauze Suit 1864 Grisedach Flora W Ind Isl

784 List of Colonial names “Gawse tree Lagetta hnte-
ana i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xh 87 The current was suffi-

ciently strong to blow away the corner of my “gauze veil.

1838 Penny Cycl XI 97/1 The essential character of “gauze-
weaving is that between each cast of the shuttle a crossing
of the warp threads shall ensue 1802 Paley Nat Theol
xix 354 We see a white, smooth, soft worm, turned into

a black, hard, crustaceous beetle with “gauze wings 1839
Ure Diet Arts, etc , *Gauzewire cloth, is a textile fabric,

either plain or tweelled, made of brass, iron, or copper wire,

of very various degrees of fineness and openness of texture
Its chief uses are for sieves, and safety lamps

Hence Gauze v. trans to cover with a thin veil

of mist
1876 Gd. Words 687 Every lone house and tree distincter

stood Than m the sunny glare that gauzed the noon

Gauziness (gg’zines). [f Gauzy + -ness ]
The quality of being gauzy

;
the appearance or

effect of gauze as an article of dress. Alsofig
1827 Examiner 581/1 Less excusable faults are to be found

in a little gauziness of epithet, and unnecessary lengthiness
of description. 1873 Daily News 25 Aug ,

A lady . with
a general gauziness and lightness of costume

Gauzy (g9*zi)> a [f. Gauze sb + -Y.i] Of the

nature of, or resembling, gauze
1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont II 245 A gauzy mist

hovered over the unruffled sea 1801 Southey Thalaba ill.

xxxin, His out-spread sails ofgieen ; His gauzy underwmgs
*850 Kingsley Alt Locke xxxvt. One vast thistle bed, the
down ofwhich flew in grey, gauzy clouds before a soft, fitful

breeze 1888 7 tmes a Jan 7/4 Here Romney has not shrunk
from the problem how to paint thin gauzy stuff.

fig 1774 Westm Mag II 453 ,

1

have seen a powdered
coxcomb of this gawzy make value himself upon his success
of speech 1815 Scott Guy M xvii, Tales which you can
onlyenjoythrough the gauzyfnppery ofa French translation.
18 Forster Ess (L.), The whole essay, however, is of a
flimsy, gauzy, texture.

GavauT, v. Sc. Also gava(w)H intr. To
revel, carouse. (? Only in fir fiple and vbl, sb )
1822 Galt Provost xxui 170 Bailie MrLucre one night

in going from a gavawlling with some of the neighbours,
was overtaken by an apoplexy 1823— Entail ill 282
1 hir jocose gavauhngs are worthy o’ the occasion 1887
Service Dr Duguid xii 74 Dyvours .. gavalhng at the
laird’s expense

Gavel (goe vel), sb 1 Ohs. exc. Hist Forms •

1 geabul, geabul, gebil, gafol, gaful, gafel,
north gaefll, 3, 5 govel, 5 govyl(l, gowle, 2-4,

879 gavel [OE. gafol (:—OTeut *gahtlo-) is

not found in the cognate tongues, but is a denv. of
the common Teut. loot *get- (OE giefan Give).
Latinized forms of the word, as gablum

,
gabulum,

gavelum, gaulum, are frequent in xnedieeval docu-
ments in England and France, and an OF, gaule is

recoided. From gabulum is derived mecl.L
gabella

,
F gabelle, Gabelle.]

1 . Payment to a superior
,

tribute. Only OE.
and early ME

c 725 Coifus Gloss 813 Exactio, geabules monung a 800

ErfuitGloss 394 Exactio, gebles monung C893 K -/ELrnrD
Or01, 1 1 § 17 Hyra ar is msest on jjsem gafole pe Sa Finnas

him syldao pset gafol biS on deora fellum [etc ] c 950
Ltndisf Gasp. Matt, xvii 25 Cyninges eor3o fiom 5mm
onfoas gsefil [L tnbutnui\ vel penning slseht ? c 1205 Lay
6105 pat heo to Brut-londe nolden maren senden gold ne
garsume ne gauel of pon londe c 1250 Gen 4 Ea, 844 He
gouen him gouel of here lond

b. Rent. To set to gavel to let out for a certain

payment OE and Hist
a 1121 O E Chron an 1100 Ealle [}»a biscop rices] he

oSSe wiS feo gesealde, oS5e on lus agenre hand hcold and
to gafle gesette 1872 E W Robertson Hist Ess, it 94
A rent, or gavel of a penny 1874 Stubbs Const Hist. I

vii 193 He was easily tempted to become a socager, paying
rent or gavel

+ 2 Interest on money lent ,
usury. Obs

a 700 Epinal Gloss 115 Aire alteno, gmbuli c 1000 Ags
Gosp Matt xxv 27 Hyt geberede Jiaet J>u befit stest nun feoh

mynyterum & ic name panne 1c come pact min ys mid pam
gafole |X cum nsma] c 1200 Vices <§• Vvtues (1888) 77
After Se hall writes, ealch iniede is iteld for gauele , and pe
gaueleres ne cumen neure into heuertche a 1225 Anci R
326 Vor sunne is pes deofles feih pet he giueS to gauel, &
to okeie of pine 1340 Ayenb 35 Hi wyllep rekeny tuyes

oper plies pet yer uor to do arise pet gauel and makep ofte

of pe gauel pnncipale dette C1440 Promp Parv 206/2
Gowle or vsury, usui afonts c 1485 Digby Myst (1882) v

604 Of govele and symonye though he here the name 1496
Dives ij Paitp. (W de w ) vii iv 279/2 It is called usura,

gouel or usure m englysshe

3 attrib. in a number of compounds, chiefly

legal terms relating to payments or services exacted

from tenants, as gavel-bread, -corn, -dung, -earth
,

-gild, -land
,
-man, -maik

,

-mead
,

-rip, -sester,

-swine, -timber, -wood
\

-wo> k
A few of these are found in OE ; others occurring m

later documents were collected by Somner in his 7 1 eatise

ofGavelkind 1660, whence some of them have passed into

Blount, Phillips, and later Diets
fa 1300 m Sonnier Treat, Gavelkind (1660) 25 In pane ad

“Gavelbred 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gavel-bred, provi-

sion of Bread or Corn reserv'd as a Rent, to be paid in kind by
the Tenant <71300 m Somner Treat Gavelkind (1660) 22
De consuetudine extrahendi fimum debita per Custumanos
tenentes quod servitium vocatur “Gaveldung c 1000 Reel
Sing, Pers c 4 § 2 (Schmid) Hts*gafol-yrpe m secerns eri^e,

and sawe of his a^anum beme r 1300 in Somner Tieat
Gavelkind 1 1660) 17 Arabit unam dimidiam acram ad semen
frumenti, & seimnabit, & herciabit et vocatur istud opus
Gavelerth 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gavelcrth, the
Duty or Work of Ploughing so much Earth or Ground,
done by the Tenant for his Lord 1275m Dugdale Monast.
Angl (1673) III 155 Idem Radulphus tenet unam toftam

et non dat “Gavelgeld 15 Yorksh Chantry Sum.
(Surtees) II 500 To the Erie of Rutland for gavill gild ij *

1670 Blount Law Diet , Gafold-gyld, the payment or
rendnng of Tribute or Custom Also Usury mooo
LawsAIfted <3 Guthr c 2 (Schmid) Buton pam ceorle pe
on “gafollande sit, c 1300 in Somner Treat Gavelkind
(1660) 189 Tenentes de Gavellond de octodecim Jugis pro
canagio tnginta et sex carectatas fem de pratode Redliamme
1670 Blount Law Diet, Gcfol-land, alias Gaful-land
(Ter> a censuahs), land liable to Tribute or Tax

,
rented

Land, or Land letten for Rent 1 .. in Somner Tteat
Gavelkind (1660) 33 Viliam de Ten ing, qui vocantur “Gavel-
manni 174* T Robinson Gavelkind 1,13 The 1 enant fiom
whom these Services were due was called Gavelman c 1300
Battle Abbey Custumals (Camden) 6 Et debet claudere v
virgatas haiae quae vocantur “gavelmerite 900 in Thorpe
Charters (1865) 145 Healfne secer “gauolmacde 1283 in
Somner Treat Gavelkind (1660) 21 Consuetudo falcandi, quae
vocatur Gavelmed *706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gavel-med,
the Duty or Woik of mowing glass, or cutting Meadow-
Land, requir'd by the Lord from his Customary 1 enant
1 in Somner Treat Gavelkind (1666) 10 De consuetudine
metendi xl acras & dimid de “Gavel rip m autumno
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gavel rep, the Duty ofReaping
at the Command of the Lord of the Manour x . in Som-
ner Treat Gavelkind (1660) 24 De “Gavelsester cujus-
hbet braemi braciati infra hbertatem maneriorum, viz unam
lagenam & dimidium cei evisiae 1706 Phi llips (ed Kersey),
Gavel-sester, a Measure of Rent-Ale, one of the Articles
anciently chaig’d on the Stewards and Bailiffs of Manours,
belonging to the Church of Canterbury 1603 Phil Trans
XVII 691 He ends this Treatise with an Enumeration of
the Quit-rents formerly paid out of the Weald, as “Gavel-
swine, Scot ale. Pannage 900 m Thorpe Charters (1865)

145, mi foSera aclofenas “gauolwyda x .. in Somner
Treat Gavelkind (x66o) 23 De xvujr iijrf ob de fine cari-

andi Gavelwood de consuetudine. r 1300 Ibid 24 Arabit
unam acram..& metet unam acram de “Gavelwerk

Gavel (gse’vel), sb 2 Obs exc. dial [a. ONF
gavel, masc

,
gavelle

,
fem. (mod. dial.gavel, gavimi),

F javelle, fem =Pg guavella, Sp gavilla

,

Pg. It.

gavela, fem
,
med.L gavellus, masc

,
gavella, fem

The early OFr sense both of the masc, and the fem. sb is

)
heap ’ generally ; mod Fr h&sjavean mud, etc. left by an

inundation The etymology of Rom gavello, -a is obscure j

1 A quantity of corn cut and ready to be made
into a sheaf.

C1440 Promp. Parv 1B9/1 Gavel of corne, merges
1555 W Watreman Farate Facions App 325 He that
reapeth his corne let him leaue some of the gauelles vn-
gathered that the niedie maie finde, etc 1611 Cotgr

,

Javelle, a gauell or sheafe of come a 1825 Forby Voc E,
Anglia, Gavel

\
Gamin

,
a sheaf of corn before it is tied up

1851 Thoreau Autumn (1894) 67 He used the word gavel
to describe a parcel of stalks cast on the ground to dry
2 To lu on the gavel (f on the gavel heap) . to

lie unbound.
The meaning 'ground' given in Johnson and later Diets

rests on a misunderstanding of quot 1707
c 16x1 Chapman Iliad xxi 328 As fields that haue bene

long time cloide With catching wether
, when their corne

lies on the gauill heape
,
Are with a constant Noith wind

dried 1707 Mortimer I/usb 97 Let it (Rye] lie upon the
ground or gavel

[,
printed gravel], as they call it, after it is

cut 8 or 10 days 1797 A Yolng Agnc Suffolk 74 It [cole-
seed] is leaped, and left on the gavel till fit to thresh 1790
Ashby in Ann Agnc XXXII 258 Wheat reaped and not
bound lies on the gavel

Gavel (gorvel), sb 3 Pseudo-arch [f the first

element of Gavelkind ] A partition of land among
the whole tribe or sept at the death of the holder
with reference to Celtic practice

i

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III xviu 345 A gavel
or partition was made on the death of every member of a
family for three generations, after winch none could be en-
forced 1886 Porta Rev Aug 199 In the case or the death
of the chief or even of any one of the clansmen the lands
ofall the sept were thrown into gave! and redivided

b Comb. : gavel-act or gavel-law, a statute
of Ireland (2 Anne) enforcing the principle of
(English) gavelkind on Irish Catholics.

[1795 Burke Tracts Popery Laws Wks 1842 II 431 The
first opeiation of those acts was to take away the right
of primogeniture , and to substitute and establish a new
species of statute gavelkind ] 1803 C Butler Let to Rom
Lath Gentlent 13 Vour estates were subject to odious
gavel laws x8x8 CRUisr Digest (ed 2) II 536 The gave)
act , which enacted that the lands of persons of that pei-
suasion [Catholics] should descend to all the males, avoid-
ing to the custom ofgavelkind x88z LeckyEng in xBih C
IV 476 A repeal of the Ga\el act, which breaks up the
landed property of Catholics by an equal distribution among
the children

Gavel (gre vel), sbfi US a ‘A mason’s setting

maul ’ (Knight Diet Merit ) b A president’s

mallet or hammer
x86o WoRcrsTrR cites Shepard x866 Nation (NY) 23

Aug 153/x Mr Doolittle gave two or three raps with his

gavel 1895 Ji witt & Hopl Corporation Plate II 538 The
Mayor’s gavel or mallet is of ivory with fluted handle

2 attrib
,
as gavel stand

1892 Sp at Chicago in Times 22 Junes/3 Two needs
indispensable to our success—namely, umty and harmony
Of the one this chair and gavel-stand are the representatives

+ Ga-vel, v 1 Obs rare [f. Gavel sb !] a
trans. To lent (land), b. intr. To lend money
on interest c passive (See quot. 1824.)

997 Cod Dipl (Kemble) III 305 Ic geann Sarto tweira
hida Se Eadric gafelaS 1382 Wyclif Deut xxmii 44 He
shal oker [v r gauyl] to thee, and thow shalt not oker to

hym 1824 MANnrR Derbysh Miner's Gloss s v Gavelor,
a duty must be first paid by every Miner before he can
enter his pit or Mine, and then his men are said to be
Gavelled , which is the Peak language for Freeing

Gavel (gee vel), vfi Obs. exc dial, [f Gavel
sb.*

:

cf. F javelei .] tians. (See quot. a 1825 ;
the

statement m quot 1611 is perh. an error.)

CX440 Promp Parv 189/1 Gavelyn corne, or o|>er lyke,

manipnlo, mergito. xfixx Cotgr , Iaveler, to swathe, or

gauel corn
,
to make it into sheaues, or gauel Is 16 Song

m R. Bell Collect

,

When it [the barley] is well sown See ft

is well mown Both raked and gavelled clean And a barn to

lay it in <21825 Forby Voc E Anglia, Gavel, Gavin, to

collect mown com into heaps in order to its bemg-loaded
1856 J Glyde Suffolk 364 They are to be seen making hay,

gavelling, dressing corn

Gavel (gsevel), z/.3 Pseudo-arch [f Gavel
sb 3 Cf Disgavel.] trans To divide or distu-

bute (land), according to the practice of gavelkind

1875 Maine Hist Inst, vn, 206 They ‘ gavelled ’ the lands

of Papists and made them descendible to all the childien

alike X884 Miss Hickson Irel ijth C I Introd 32 The
poor and ignorant Irish, long accustomed to gavel and
rundale the land as their fathers had done.

fig x8z8 Moore Irish Melod Pref 195 So artfully has

the harmonist (if I may thus express it) gavelled the melody,
distributing an equal portion of its sweetness to every part

Gavel, var. Caved sb.'1 (sense 3)
1827 J Hodgson Northumbld, 11 I 188 note. Each pro-

prietor’s portion [of the town-fields] being made up of

numerous gavels, ridges, and buts scattered and intermixed

in a very inconvenient way
Gavel, north, var Gable

t Gavelage. Obs. rare Also 5 gaffelage

[f. Gavel + -age : cf OF. gabellage
,
gablage,

med.L. gablagium ] Rent, or other penodical

payment
c X450 Surtees Misc, (1888) 63 Every Burgese sshall gyfl

to y° Lord one tyme in y° geie, a farme for bys tenement,

the qwyche is called the gaffelage 1697 A df la Prymh
Diary (Surtees) 126 The cryer crys thus Whay ! whay 1

whay 1 Pay your gavelage, ha 1 Between this and Michael-

mas day, Or you’ll be fined, I say This is the true origin

of the prove! b [Scarburg Warning) for this custome of

gavelage is a ceitain tribute that e\ery house pays to the

[a word illegible] when he is pleased to call for it, and he

gives not above one day warning, and may call for it when
he pleases

Gaveler(e, obs form of Gavelleb.

t Gavelet. Law. Obs [f Gavel sb 1

The second element is obscure • perh the word arose from

some phrase in which OE gafol occurred with lestan to

Let, neglect]

A legal process against a tenant for non-payment

of rent
,
chiefly relating to lands held in. gavelkind

(see quots ).

x in Somner Treat Gavelkind (1660) 31 Et postea per

quandam consuetudmem, quse vocatur Gavelate, usitatam

m comitatu isto de terns & tenements de Gavelkmde, pro

ledditibus & servitns quas a retro fuerint de eisdem per

plures annos deveneiunt eaedem terrae in manus cujusdam

Abbatis, &c 2x317 Act [’10 Edit), //] in Stat Realm



GAVELKIND. 85 GAW.
(1810) I. 222 (Statutum de Gaveleto in London Tunc ipsi

tenentes inplacitentur de Gaveleto. 1419 in Liber Albus
(Rolls) III 186 De Gavellet. Item, en brief de Gaivelett

les tenauntr averount troys somons et troys essones 1607
Cowell Interpr ,

Gavelet is a speciall and auncient kxnde of
Cessauit vsed in Kent, where the custome of Gavill kind
continueth whereby the tenent shall forfeit his lands and
tenements to the Lorde ofwhome he holdeth, if he withdraw
from him his due rents and sermces *741 T Robinson
Gavelkind 11. vi 253 Framed the Statute of Gavelet for

Rents arrear in London Ibid, Custum. Kent 292 If his
escheate be by Gavelate

Gavelkind (gae’velkamd) Lazv. Forms: 3
gavelikmd, -kende, gaulikend, gavelkend,

4-5 gavelkynde, 6-7 gavellkmd, gavelkinde,
6- gavelkind. [The 13th c form gavel(f)kende

(latinized -kendo) seems to poult to an OE *gafol-

gecynd, sb. neut. (the e for y being a mark of
Kentish dialect), f. gafol Gavel sb.I + gecynd
nature, species, Kind.
When the meaning of the word came to be misunderstood

(see 2), attempts were made to assign to it an etymology
expressive of the custom of equal division of a deceased
person’s land among his male children , favourite explana-
tions in the 16th c. were ‘ give al kinde 1 (Rastell 1557), and
‘give all kyn ' (Lambarde 1576) , sometimes the word was
written m pseudo-etymological fashion as gavealkin, gave-
all-kind The application of the Kentish term to the
Welsh and Irish system of succession led to the notion that
the woid was of Celtic origin • a Welsh derivation from
gafael to take, and cenedl race, family, was proposed m the
i6-i7th c , an alleged Irish gabhthl-cme (from gabhAil to
take, taking, and cine tribe, sept) appears with the ren-
dering ‘gavelkind’ m O’Reilly’s Irish Dictionary]

1 The name of a land-tenure existing chiefly m
Kent.
The name implies that it was originally a tenure by

* gavel *, 1 e. by the payment of rent or fixed services other
than military , this agrees with the identification of it with
Socage (quot 1253) After the Conquest, the Kentish
form of socage was distinguished by certain customs else-

where generally disused (cf quot 1702) Of these the most
conspicuous was the custom by which a tenant’s land at his
death was divided equally among his sons hence, even in
early times, ‘gavelkind’ and ‘partible land’ are used as
equivalent terms
1205 Rotuli Chartartint *60/1 In gavelikmd. 1341 in

Somner Treat. Gavelkind (1660) 179 Burga dicit quod
prsadirtum manerium est Gauelkinde et partibile, et prior
dicit quod praedictum manerium non est Gaulikend, neque
partibile. 1353 Close Roll 37 Hen III m C. J Elton
Tenures Kent (1867) 49 Terrae quae tenentur in socagio vel

f
avelikende. ? 1324 Prerogatvva.Regism Slat, Realm (1810)

227 Et in Kancia in Gavelkynde ibidem omnes haeredes
masculiparticipanthaereditatem, similiteromnesfemme, set
femme non participant cum masculis. xqgaAct xx Hen VII,
c 49 The Lordshippes [shall] in no wise be of the nature of
Gavelkynde ne departed ne departable amongesheires males
1599 Nashe Lent Stuffe Wks (Grosart) V. 221 When hee
firmed and rubrickt the Kentishmens gauill kinde of the
sonne to inhente at fifiteene 1702 E Chamuerlayne St Gt
Brit 1 1 111 (1707) 19 The privileges of gavel-kind belonging
to this Country [Kent] are threefold 1 The Heirs Male
share all the Lands alike 2 The Heir is at 15 at full Age
to sell or alienate 3 Tho’ the Father were convicted of
Treason yet the Son enjoys his Inheritance 1703 Stat,
Ireland 2 Anne c 6 § 10 That all lands whereof any papist
now is or hereafter shall be seized in fee-simple or fee-tail

shall be of the nature of gavelkind [1 e shall descend to all

his sons equally] 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit Empire
(1854) I 199 All landsm Kent, unless specially exempted by
an act of tne legislature, are held by the tenure of gavelkind

,

descending, in the event of the father dying intestate, not to
the eldest son, but to all sons alike m equal portions ; and,
if there be no sons, then they divide equally among the
daughters

2. From the 16th c
,
often used to denote the

custom of dividing a deceased man’s property
equally among his sons, whether as an incident of
the Kentish tenure or otherwise
1531 Dial on Laws Eng 1 x (1638) 21 There is a custome

in Kent that is called Gavelkind, that all the brethren
shall mhent together, as sisters at the Common Law 1577
Harrison England 11 ix (1877) 1 202 Gauellkind, which is

all the male children equallie to inherit, and continued to
this daie in Kent *754-61 Hume Hist, Eng I App 1 104
In the Saxon times, landwas divided equally among all the
male children of the deceased, according to the custom of
Gavelkind. 1874 Green Short Hist, v § 4 240 The law of
gavel-kind .divided the inheritance of the tenantry equally
among their sons.
Jig. 1627 Donne Serm civil VI. 268 For God shall impart
to us all a mysterious Gavel-kind, a mysterious Equality of
fulness of Glory to us all a 1639 T. Carkw Poems Wks.
(1824) 80 But if thou bind By citie custome, or by GavelU
kind, In equal shares thy love on all thy race a 1661
Fuller Worthies 1 (1662} 2 Every County hath, a Child’s
portion, as if God in some sort observed Gavel-kind, in the
distribution of his fauours 1838-9 Hallam Hist Lit III
111 v. § 7 230 Their parental love forbids all preference, and
an impartial law of gavelkind shares their page among all
the offspring of their brain i860 Lowell Cond. in
Foreigners Pr Wks 1890 III 223 All that is worth having
in them is the common property of the soul,-—an estate in
gavelkind for all the sons ofAdam 1894 N 4 Q 24 Feb
146/2 It would be hard to find another family in whom a
literary taste has descended in gavelkind to such a degree.

3 transf. a. A Welsh, custom of dividing pro-
perty, similar to the Kentish practice.
The Statutum Walltse

,
12 Edw I c 13 recounts that the

Welsh custom of inheritance differs from the English, ‘ eo
quod hereditas partibihs est inter heredes masculos', the
statute sanctions this custom, but provides that bastard sons
shallnolongerbe entitled to share with those bomm wedlock.
1542-3 Act 34 4 35 Hen VIII, c 36 That all manoures,

landes . and other hereditamentes in any of the said Shyres
VOL. IV.

ofWales . be . . holden as English Tenure and not to be
artable among heyres males after the custome of Gavel-
mde as heretofore in divers parties of Wales hath been

used *584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 2x The diuision of the
fathers inheritance amongst all the Sonnes, commonlie
called Gauel kinde Gauel is a Brytishe tearme, signifieng
a hold. 1612 Davies Why Irelaiid, etc 130 King Henrie
the eight among other Welsh Customes, abolished that
of Gauel-Linde whereby the Heyres-Females were vtteilie
excluded, and the Bastaids did inherit, as well as the Legiti-
mate, which is the very Irish Gauelkinde. 1638 Sir T.
Herbert Trav 357 The Annalls of those times . tell us
That so soone as Owen . was dead , the custome of Gavel-
kind became a Subject of implacable hate amongst his
sonnes 1863 Cambrian Jrnl, 155 His family may have
fallen by the usual custom of gavel-kind from its former
respectability.

b. Irish gavelkind

'

a system of tribal succes-
sion, by which land, on the decease of its occupant,
was thrown into the common stock, and the whole
area redivided among the members of the sept
x6xs Davies Why Ireland, etc x66 By the Irish Custome

of Gauellkmde the mferiour Tennanties were partible
amongst all the Males of the Sept, both Bastards and
Legittimate *837 Hallam Const Hist (1876) III xviii

344 They held their estates by a very different and an ex-
traordinary tenure, that of Irish gavel-lcmd x868 Rogers
Pol. Econ xiu. (1876) 176 Tamstry and Irish gavelkind, as
the system of electing the worthiest to the headship of the
clan and re dividing the estate among all the males of the
sept on certain occasions were called, were formeily recog-
nised by the English law. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. vu. 185
The peculiar Irish custom called Gavelkind
4. attrib.

*<570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1826) 491 In this In-
quisition some lands are denoted to be of Gavelkinde
nature, which neverthelesse doe yeelde none other but
money alone. <2*6x7 Hieron Wks II 10 We shall find
popene to admit as it were a gauel-kmd custome, and to
allow sharers with God in the things wherein He will
endure no partners *624m Rushw Hist. Coll C1659) I 150
An Act for altering ofGavel kind-Lands. a 1626 BaconMax

Uses Com. Law (1636) 40 The custome of Kent is, that
avelkind land is not forfeitable nor escheatable for felony

170X C Wolley Jrnl N. York (1B60) 57 Henry., who
abolished and repealed the Gavelkind custom, whereby the
Lands of the Father were equally divided among all the
Sons *766 Blackstone Comm 11. vi 85 The gavelkind
tenures holden of the fee of Canterbury 18x7 W Selwyn
Law Nisi Pnus (ed 4) II 7x7 Declaration was for a
moiety of land of gavelkind tenure, in Kent
Hence Gavellcmder, one who holds lands m

gavelkind rare—1
.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1826) 491 The very
Customall of Gavelkinde it selfe useth never a woord of
Socage tenure, but of Gavelkynders.

Gaveller (gse’velaj). Forms: 3-4 gaveler,
ffouler, 4 gavelere, 5 govelere, gowlare, 8-9
gaveller. [f. Gavel sb 1 + -er 1

.]

+ 1 . A usurer. Ohs.
c *200 Vices 4- Virtues <1888) 77 Fulljewiss hie bie3 ldemd

for gouleres, and alswulch lean hie sculen Sarof habben alse
gaueleres, oat is, helle pine c *375 XI Pams Hell 130 in
O E Misc 150 Such is neore pyne Jjer Vor heo weren gaue-
lers her a 1300 E E Psalter cvm. xi [cix 10] (Horstm )

Ransake mote gaueler [L feneratoi ] his aghte *340 Ayenb
35 pise byep gaueleres kueade and uoule. c *440 Jacob's
Well (E E 1 S ) 124 A gouelere doth a3ens |>e old lawe
c *440 Promp Part’. 206 Gowlare, or vserere, usuranus
2 Mining. In the Forest of Dean : An officer of

the Crown who grants * gales
’
to the miners.

c 1693 Parsons in Nicholls Forest Dean (1858) 56 The
head Gaviler of the Forest. 1702 Lond Gas No 3810/5
We Your Majesties Gaveller, and Miners of the Forest of
Deane in the County ofGlocester 1824 Mander Derbysh
Miner's Gloss., Gavelor or Gaverler or Gajler an officer
among the Miners, in the Forest of Dean 1884 Law Times
31 May 78/2 A freemmermade an application to the gaveller
For a grant to him of one of the two gales, on the ground
that M had forfeited them by non-working 1885 Pall
Mall G 26 June 3/2 A 1 gaveller ’ has been appealed to He
is an officer whose functions arise out of the Royal forest.

3 Hist One who pays * gavel ’ for laud rented.
*86s E. W Robertson Scotl, etc II 270 Except in the

case of the Gavellers of East Kent, military tenure seems
to have prevailed with hardly any exception 1872 — Hist.
Ess Introd 54 He made them Gavellers

t Ga’velling, vbl. sb. Ohs. rare [f. Gavel v 1

+ -BSTG- 1
] Usury.

c 1250 Kent. Serm in 0 E Misc 31 Si lepre betokned
}>o grete sennen )>et biedh diadliche, ase so is lecherxe,
spusbreche, gauelmge *340 Ayenb 34 Of he rote of auarice
guohout manye smale roten >et bye> wel greate dyadliche
zennes he uerste is gauelmge

Gavelock (gse yel^k) Obs. exc. Hist, and dial
Forms. 1 gafeluc, gaveluo, 2-4 gaveloo, 4-6
gavelok (gaw-), 5 gavrlok, gavylok, 6 gaiflok,

6-7 gavelocke, 9 gavToc(k), gowelock, dial
geavelook (-lick), 4, 7- gavelook. [OE. gafeluc
str masc. has the form of a regular dim of gafel,
geafel fork (see Gable sb ) ; the senses, however,
are somewhat difficult to account for on this view
of the etymology • evidence is lacking for the
supposition that the woid originally meant a
forked or barbed arrow (cf. Foek sb 9) and a
forked crowbar.
Words of closely similar foim and meaning are ON

gafiak, gaflok neut javelin (perh. adopted from Engl,
Welsh gajlach (said to mean ‘ bearded arrow Irish gabhla
lance, ONF gavelot (12th c ), gaverlot, gavrelot, garlot
(=Central U.javelot, It giavelotto) javelin, whence MDu,
gavelot, gaverloot, MHG gabildt', see also Gaft sb.* The

relation between the words is uncertain, Thurneysen,
followed by most recent etymologists, regaids the Romanic
word as of Celtic origin ; the OE word may possibly be
adopted from the OF (though recorded earlier) or from its

source

]

1 A spear for throwing ; a dart, javelin.
c 1000 jEltric Gloss 111 Wr -Whicker 143/6 Hasttha,

gafelucas c X050 m Napiei O. E. Glosses I 4238 Cata-
pultas, gauelucas. 1x83 Jocthn de Bi akdonda (Camden)
35 Baculum meum excussi ad modum teh quod vocatur
gaveloc a 1259 Matth Paris an 1256 (Rolls) V. 550
Frisones lgitur .. ipsum Willelmum cum jacuhs, quae vul-
gariter gavelocos appellant, quorum maxime noticiam
habent et usum .. hostiliter insequebantur a 1300 E. E
Psalter liv. 22 [lv 21] (Horstm ) Nesched als oyle his saghs
bene, And pai ere gauelokes [L jacnla\ pam bitwene c *330R Brunne Chron (1810) 297 pe Waleis partie hadvmbilaid
pe brigge With gauelokes and dartes suilk ore was non
sene c *400 Scondone Bab, 1426 Thai hurte him foule and
slough his hors With gauylokes and wyth dartis, 01450
Merlin 300,

1

saugh hem launche at hym knyves and gave-
3okkes and dartes a 1650 Merlin 2138 m Furniv Peicy
Polio I 489 [He] bare a gauelocke in his band 1817 T F
Pennie RoyalMinstr v. 390 Two hundred spearmen, hear-
ing each His gav’loc crown’d with a stern warrior’s head
1

2

An artificial spur for a fighting cock. Obs.
(Cf Gablook 1, Gavp 3 a, GAFVLE3, Gaetlet.)
1608 Fryer Acc E India 4 P *75 Cocks as big as

Turkies which they Arm with Razors tied flat under the
Claws, and faulched Two Inches, instead of Gavelocks

3 . An iron crowbar or lever (Cf Gablook 2 )

*497 in Ld Tieas Acc Scotl. (1877) I 349 Item, giffin for
xnj stane of ime, to mak grath to Mons new cradill, and
gavtlokkis to ga with hir *558 Lane. Wills III 80, vnj
mylne pycke ij axes one gavelocke of iron £1632 in
Biand Hist Newcastle (1789) I 370 note. One iron gavelock,
and one swea tree with two rolles for talcing and laying
down lairstones *68x H More Exp Dan. i 6 Thou
sawest moreover a Stone cut out without hands, no man
with Axe or Gavelock dissevering it. 1804 R. Anderson
Cumlerld Ball , Jeff 4 Job u, Nin leyke thee cud fling
the geavelick. 1839 TTre Diet. Arts 758 The greater part of
the matters contained in the [lead] furnace is drawn over
on the work-stone, by means of a large rake called a
gowelock. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Geavtlock, a
large iron crowbar for raising stone. *880 Antiquary Apr
187 On trying the ground on the north side of the fence
with a gavelock, they came on the cover of a cist

tGa’velot. Obs rare. [a. OF, gavelot, F.
javelot see prec ] A javelin or casting-spear.

14 Voc m Wr.-Wulcker 596/23 Missile, a shafte and a
shetel and a gauelot. *674 Blount Glossogr (ed 4) [Wrongly
explained as ‘a warlike Engine to shoot stones or darts , a
great sling ’

_
So 1726 in Kersey]

Gaverick. local{Cornwall) TheRedGurnard
*846 Couch in Zoologist IV. 1402 (In recent Diets )

Gavial (ge l vial) Zool. Also in more correct
forms, gar(rh.)ial, gharrial, ghuryal. [a. F.
gavial (recorded 1789) corruptly ad. Hindustani

Jly£gkanydll\ A saurian inhabiting the Ganges,

distinguished by its elongated muzzle from the
American alligator and the African crocodile
1825 Hamilton Handbk

, Gavial *830 Lyell Princ
Geol. I. 243 The Gangetic ciocodile, 01 Gavial (in correct
orthography, Garial) is confined to the fresh water 1835
Burnes Trav Bokhara (ed 2) I. 115 The large alligator is

unknown here, but the long-nosed animal called ‘ghuryal’
abounds. 1850 H Miller Footpr Creat xv (1874) 284
There are fierce contests tn their native jungles, on the
banks of the Ganges, between the gavial and the tigei

1854 Owen Skel 4 Teeth in Circ. Sc , Org Nat I. 98/1
The Gangetic crocodile, called ‘ garrhial ’ by the Hindoos
*864 — Led. Power of God 40 Gbaraals are confined to

India ; alligators are limited to America
Hence Q-a vialid, a crocodile belonging to the

same family as the gavial.

*889 in Century Did.
Gavotte (gavp t) Also 7-8 gavote, 8-9 gavot(t.

[a. F. gavotte (in Cotgr. gavote), ad. mod. Pr
gavoto, dance of the Gavots, a name given in Pro-
vence to tlie natives of the Alps ] a. A kind of

dance, resembling the minuet, but requiring a moie
lively movement b. The music used to accompany
this dance; a piece of music m common time,

moderately quick, and consisting of two parts,

each of which is repeated
,
frequently forming one

of the movements of the Suite.

1696 tr Dit Mont's Voy Levant 284 The Greek Dances
are, a sort of Country Dance . and. a kind of Gavote or
Branle, in which the Men and Women are mingl’d *737
Pope, etc Martin Semblems -xa. (1741) 46 With the several
modifications of this tune-playing quality in playing of
Preludes, Sarabands, Jigs, and Gavotts. *776 Sir J, Haw-
kins Hist JUus.lV m 1 389 The Gavot .. is hardly to
be traced further backwards than , about the year *670
1876 Ouida Winter City 111 65, I am certain he went to

sleep one night after a gavotte with Montespan, and has just
awakened 1879 Grove’s Did Music I. 586/1 The gavotte
should always begin on the third beat of the bar, each part
finishing, therefoxe, with a half-bar.

attrib 1774 Burnty Hist Mus (1789) I. vi 82 It must
not be imagined that in our simple airs of the gavot and
minuet kind we have no musical rhythm.
Hence Oavo tte to dance a gavotte rare—1

.

ritoji H. Busk Vestriad ra. 62 In rusty gown gavottmg at

Gaw (g§) ,
sbl Sc [Of uncertain origin

:
pert,

identical with gaw Sc form of Gall sb 2
; but the

sense is not easy to account for on this supposi-
tion.] (See quots. 1793 and 1812 ) Also attrib.

91



GAW.

in gaw-out (whence -cutting), -fur (=furrow) j

see quots.

*793 Sir J Sinclair Stat Acc Scott IX 352 note, Gaw is

that slit or opening made by a plough or spade in the side of

a pond, loch, or stagnated water, by which it is drained off,

1805 £ Somerville Agr Snrv E Loth 173 As soon as a
field is sown and harrowed, the gaw furs, as they are pro-

vincially called, are neatly and perfectly cleaned with the
spade and shovel 18x2 J Wilson Ague Renfrewslt 130
Open drains, called sloped gaws 1844 H Stephens Bk 0/
Farm I. 8 779 In every variety of soil ploughed for winter,

care should be taken to have plenty of channels or gaws or

grips, as they are usually termed, so as the surface water
may find them at every point by which to escape The
precaution of gaw-cuttmg should never be neglected Ibid

8 854 The gaw-cuts, small channels cut with the spade, are
carefully made through every natural hollow of the ground
1888 Sheffield Gloss

,
Gaw cut

Gaw (gg), sb 2 rare—1
? Short for Gewgaw.

i8aa T Mitciiei L At istoph
,
VFasps 11 11, Like this, with

his hair Curling tier above tier, With his gauds and his

gaws Do despite to the laws

+ Gaw, v Obs Forms. 3 gawen, gowen, 5
gou, 6 gawe [cf. ON. gd to heed.] mtr To
gape, stare ; to look intently

c laoe Ormin 12233 And dob itt [re hoaided money] te nan
oberr god Butan butt tatt tu gowesst pasronne ba bn gust
taerto C1300 Seyn Julian 125 Ne make bou namo men
gawen on me ! c 1430 Anturs ofArth. x (Itel MS ) The
bryddus in the boes, That of [other texts on] the gost gous
I Ihomton MS gewes, riming with bewes, cleives; Douce
MS glowes] Thay scryken 1566 Drant Hoi ace's Sat 1 1

Ajb, Who gapes, who gawes, who poies, who pries, who
proggs his mate but he? 1808-35 Jamieson s v , To gawe

,

togo about staring in a stupid manner Tevtotd.

Gaw, Sc var Gall sb.1
,
sb 2

,
zi.

1

Gawbardyne, -berdyne, obs. ff. Gaberdine.

t Gaw*berd, Obs. Also -bert, -barte [Of
obscure origin

;
the first element is perh. = OE.

gealg- gallows, as m Gallow(s-balk The word
seems to have been confused inextricably with
Cobbabd ] (See quot. 1847-78 )
1483 Cath. Angl 151/2 A Gawbert, jpepurgium 1520

Lane Wills II 10 All my iron broclies gawbaite 1591
Garrard Art Warre 14 Or that for rest meat he makes a
spit, wodden Gawberds [etc ] 1847-78 Halliwell, Gait-
berts

,
iron racks for chimneys

Gawcie, -cy, vars. Gawsy a.

Gawd, Gawd- : see Gaud, Gaud-.
Gawelok, obs. form of Gavelock.
Gawf (gpOi *b Sc. Forms : 6 gawf(e, gnufe,

7 gaff. [Onomatopoeic] A loud noisy laugh,
only in phrase to give a gawf Also gawf [of)
laughter.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxv. 23 ‘Tehe’, quod scho, and

gaif ane gaufe [v r gawf] a 1573 Knox Hist. Ref Wks.
1848 II 67 Sche gaif ane gawfeoflauchter,*and said, 1 Now
will I go ' Ibid. 404 Sche first smyleit, and efter gaif ane

f
awflauchter 1678 Sinclair Satan's Invis. World 88 The
)evil gave a great gafif of laughter

Gawf (ggf), V. Sc. Also gaff, gauf. [Con-
nected with prec.] mtr To laugh noisily.

*719 Ramsay Ep to Hamilton hi. 77 Gaffin they wi' sides
sae sair [etc ] 1731— Elegy on Patie Bvrnie 2 The famous
fidler of Kingliorn, Who gart the lieges gawffand girn ay,

Gawge, Gawg- * see Gauge, Gaug-.
Gawin., Sc. f. GainjA 1 Obs

t Gawish, a Obs. [’ Gaw v. + -iset. In all

the examples, conceivably a misprint for gawnsh,
garish

; but the occurrence of Gaw v m Drant
confirms the reading in the first quot.] Staring,
gaping ; showy, gaudy.
*567 Drant Horace's Ep. 11 1 G vj, A gawishe sort giedie

to gase Not gredie to be tawght. 1567 J Sanford tr.
Epictetus 11 a, What is our life? a gawish game, a sweete
delighting play 1589 L, Wright Displ Dutte 41 Your
attyre .not gawish, but godly: as beseemeth Christiamtie
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commit) (1878) 74 The minde is

set vpon fashions, fangles, and gawish cloathes, now one,
and then another 1616 T. Adams Diseases ofSoul xvn. 65
A gawish Traueller that came to Sparta, who standing in the
presence ofLacon a longtime vpon one leg, that he might be
obserued & admired, cryed at the last, ‘O Lacon, thou ’ [etc ].

Gawk (ggk), sb. [perh. f next
;
but see Gawk

v ] An awkward person ; a fool ; a simpleton.
Johnson, followed by latei lexicographers, confounds this

with Gowk, cuckoo, simpleton

1837 Ht Martineau Soc Amer. I. 299 They [his sons]
proved * such gawks 1

that they were unable to learn 1850
Mrs Carlyle Lett (1883] II 114 That barenecked hoomg
gawk Stewart. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 10 The girl
was by common judgment and report a gawk.

Gawk (ggk), a. Also gauk. [Of difficult

etymology ; app. a contraction of a disyllabic word
which appears in many noith-Eng dialects as
gauhek-, galloc gaulish- {hand, handed) : see
Ray N. C. Words 1674-91 (E. D. S.), Thoresby
Let. to Ray 1703 (E. D. S.), and the Whitby and
Mid-Yorks, glossaries
The natural assumption that the word represents an adop-

tion ofa prehistoric form ofF gauche has grave difficulties

it is not certain that the etymon of the Fr. word had an l at
all (see Hatz -Darm., where it is assumed that the word has
lost a nasal) ; and even on the common view that gauche
represents an OLow Frankish *walki, it would he expected
that an Eng adoption old enough to retain the l would
have w as the initial ]

Left. Also in Comb., as gawk-handed.

*703 Thoresby Zi?/. to Ray (EDS) Gawk hand, Gallock

86

hand, [the] left hand 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss
,

Gauk-handed, left-handed. 1876 Mid-Yorhsh Gloss,
Gawk-hand, the left hand
Gawk (ggk), v dial. U.S Also gauk. [perh.

f. the sb
,
possibly, on the other hand, an iterative

f Gaw v (with suffix as in tal-k, wal-k
,
htr-k), in

which case it may be the source of the sb ] mtr
To stare or gape stupidly

1785 M Cutler in Life, Jmls fy Corn (1888) II 227 We
. do little else than sit in the chimney-corner, repeating
over the same dull stones, or gawking at one another with
sorry gumace 1863 Mrs Stoddard Morgesons xm. (1889)

68 The whole table stared as we seated oui selves ‘ How
they gawk at you ’, whispered Temperance a 1866 Keblf
in Sir J Coleridge Mem K (1869)m Making one ashamed
of going gawking as one is wont to do about the world
1869Lonsdale Gloss

,
Gauk, to stai e vacantly. *883 Harper's

Mag 'Sept 328/1 I’d like t' know what you’d say if I went
down tliar and gawked around like you do up yere 1890
Gloueestersh. Gloss ,

Gawk, to loiter and gape about

Hence Gaw king ppl a
1893 Stevenson & L CJsbourne Wreckei (ed 2) 237 Un-

mindful of the gawking creatures that struggled and died
among their feet

Gawkish Cgg’kiJ), a [f. Gawk sb. + -ish]
Like a ‘gawk’, awkwaid, clownish
1876 White Cross 4 Dove of Peat Is xlvm. 312 Some of

the young women in these parts were quaint, gawkish, and
from very shyness, awkward.

Gawky (gg ki), a. and sb. [f. Gawk sb. (? or v.)

+ -Y 1
]A aaj

1. Of persons • Awkward and stupid ; ungainly
1759 J Townley High Life below Stairs 1 i, Under the

Form of a gawky Country floy I will-be an Eye-witness of
my Servants Behaviour 1786 Burns Ep to M’Adatn 11,

Now deil-macare about their jaw, The senseless, gawky
million 1806-7 J Beresford Miseries Hum Life (1826)
xr. Sigh 15 A stupid gawky boy of about 14 i860 Thack-
eray Level u, I should like to know who that great tall

gawky girl 111 the passage is 1863 Miss Braddon Lady
Audley 111, Her cousin looked round 111 gawky embarrass-
ment
2 . tutnsf of things.
1831 Galt Ayrslt Legatees x 2B8 As for the town of

Brighton, it ’s what I would call a gawky piece of London.
183a L Hunt Sir R Esher (1850) 133 Never heard I in
my life such an infernal noise as our great gawky ship
made 1843 Ld Skattesb in Life xi. (1887) 363 The little

church choked with high gawky boxes that they call pews
B, sb An awkward, foolish person; a lout,

a simpleton
1734 Ramsay Tea t Mtse. (1733) II 163 What signifies

how pawky, Or gentle-born ye be,—hot youth In love your
but a gawky. 1763 Loud Chron XI 263/2 Some wear
their hats pointed into the air, those are the Gawkies.
a 1764 Lloyd Fam Ep to Friend 55 The great gawky
Admiration, Parent of stupid Imitation. 1777 Sheridan
Sch Seated 11 11, She is an awkward gawky. 1863 Mrs
C Clarke Shahs Char. 11 58 Audrey is the most perfect
specimen of a wondering she-gawky 1876 Geo EliotDan
Der. vi. xlvm, Nothing makes a woman more of a gawky
than . showing tempers m public

Hence Ga'wkUxood, the condition, state, or
period of being a ‘gawky’; Gawkiness, the
quality of being gawky
187a F, W Robinson Bridge of Glass II 11 xxii. 285 It

was like the Fanny Redbridge whom he had teased and
jested with in her girlhood and gawkyhood 1873 Miss
Broughton Nancy III 11. 32 The crude gawkiness of the
raw girl lie has drifted into marrying x88g Barrie Window
in Thrums xiv. 127 The minister’s wife .. smiling good-
humouredly at country gawkiness

+ Gawl, v Obs. rare-1
. [? echoic; cf Gowl.]

irans ? To bawl out.

*593 Greene Disput 25 He could gawll out many
quaint and ribadrous Iigges and songs
Gawl, obs. form of Gall sb. and v.

Gawliu (gg lin). Sc. 1 Obs [Of obscure origin

;

Jamieson suggests ON gagl goose.] (See quot

)

1703 M Martin West. 1st 71 The Gawlin is a I' owl less
than a Duck, it is reckon’d a true Prognosticator of fair
weather, for when it sings, fair .weather always follows.

Gawling, var. Gaulin.
Gawm, Gawm(b)less : see Gaum, -less

Gawn (ggn). Obs. exc. dial Also 7 gawne.
See also Goan, [contraction for Gallon ]
1 . A gallon
1565 in T Sharp Diss, Coo Myst (1825) 30 It* payd for

11} gawnes of ale in the pagiand 1609 C Butler Fern Mon
hi (1623) E iv, The abating of one inch m each dimension,
abateth a gawne in the content 1691 Wood Ath Oxon
II 37Q His fare was course, his drink of a penny a gawn
°r gallon x886 CJiesh Gloss

, Gawn, a gallon
2. (See quots.)
x688 R. Holme Armoury at. 320/2 A Gawn . is a Vessel

made after the form of a Piggen, but it hath a long handle or
neck thereby to reach to the bottom of deep Brewing Vessels
to fetch out the Liquor. 1841 Hartshorne Salop Antiq.
Gloss., Gawtt, a small bucket chiefly used m brewing
1881 _Lcicestersh Gloss , Gawn, a milking lade

, any ves-
sel for lading out a liquid x8go Sale-Catal Suffield
House near Derby

, Two milk gawns 1894 5 E Wore.
Gloss

, Gawn, a tub holding about a gallon, and usually
having an handle projecting upwards on one side
Gawneel(y, var. Gansel. Obs

,

Gawne, var Gain v 1 Obs
+ Gawne, v Obs.—1 App. a late spelling of

gone Gane v
1563 B Googe Eglogs, etc (Arb) 84, I take not I as

some do take, T. o gape suid gawne for Honours hye

GAY.

Gawney (g§ m). dial or cottoq. See also
Goney. [? Connected with Gane (gone, gawn) »

]

A simpleton.
J

1842 Akerman Wiltsh Gloss
,
Gawney, a simpleton— Wiltsh Tales 83 Leave m' 'lone y' great gawney ' 1880

JnrrcRirs Gr Feme F 257 A hand-barrow, then—-you
gawmes 1

3

Gawp : see Gaup
Gawpy see Gaupy s.v. Gaupus.
Gawre(n, var. Gaube.
Gawse, var Gauze
Gawsy (gg si), a. Sc and north dial Forms

:

8 gawcie, 8-9 gaucie, -cy, 9 gausie, -sy, gawey
-sey, -sie, 8- gawsy. [Of unknown origin ] Of
pei sons' Well-dressed and jolly-looking Of
things : Large and handsome
1720 Ramsay Edmb 's Saint, to Ld Carnarvon in, But

since I have been fortune’s sport, I look nae hauf sae
gawsy a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1814) II 44 Pacing wi*
a gawsy air In gude Braid Claith 1785 Burns Holy Fair
xxiv, In comes a gaucie, gash Guidwife 1786 _ Twa
Dogs 35 _

His gawcie tail, wi* upward curl, Hung owre
his hurdies wi a swirl «x8io Tannahill Poems, Rab
Roryson's Bonnet (1846) 116 A braw gawcier bonnet there
never was seen x8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi xvi, Gawsie and
grand he lookit, like ony queen 111 the land. Ibid xxvm
Whilk is a dribble m comparison of our gawsie Scots pint'
1830 Galt Lawne Tin (1849) 4 A decent, gausy, con-
vertible carltn. x888 Glasgow Even Times 9 Aug, 2/5 Not
so long ago it was quite orthodox to have a big gaucie
midden 111 fiont of or neai the house doors in Glasgow
1894 Crockett Raiders 393 He cam’ steppin’ sae gawsy
across the dry stanes at Sandy’s Ford

Gay (g*
1

), a., adv
,
and sb. Forms

:
4-6 gai(e,

4-7 gaye, (9 Sc. gaie), 4- gay [a F gai (re-

corded from 12th c ) = Pr. gai, guai (?jai), OSp
gayo, Pg gaw, It. gajo.
The ulterior etymology is disputed • the view of Dtez,

that the word is a. OHG. giihi swift, headlong (mod Ger
jahe), is now generally abandoned An etymon more satis-
factory both with regard to sense and phonology is OHG,
wtihi pretty (MHG wtSthe, mod dial, wish) , but some
scholars doubt whether the Rom forms can represent
a Ger word with medial It The sense * slack, not closely
fitting *, which exists in all the Rom. langs (though not
recorded very early in any of them) may possibly be of ety-
mological significance ]

A. adj. 1 Of persons, their attributes and
actions ; Full of or disposed to joy and mirth

,

manifesting or characterized by joyous mirth;
light-hearted, exuberantly cheerful, sportive, merry
<*13x0 in Wright Lyric P xvi 52 Heo is . Graciouse,

stout, ant Gay, Gentil, jolyf so the jay c 1386 Chaucer
Miller's T 153 This Absolon, that lolif was and gay,
Gooth with a sencer on the haliday c X44© York Myst
xxix 291 Boy, be not agaste if we seme gaye 1514
Barclay Cyt. Uplondyshm (Percy Soc ) p I11, Making
the tapster come gay and feate 1706 Stanhope Paraphr
III 367 That gay insulting Man was particularly careful
to distinguish himself from his poor dejected Companion
1784 Cowper Task 1 493 Whom call we gay? The lark
is gay 1795-18x4 Wordsw Lxcnrs. in. 507 The choir
Of gay companions 1812 J Wilson Isle of Palms 1 58
Smiles wander o'er thy placid face As if thy dreams were
gay x8« Lytton Last Bar 1 i, Edward was the hand-
somest, the gayest, and the bravest prince in Christendom
1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. iv I 431 He made an effort to

converse with them in his usual gay style x88o Ouida
Moths II 123, 1 knew he was gay and careless

transf. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 705 Quick As is the
wit it gives, the gay champagne.
absol 1713 Pope Ep to Miss Blount 16 And the gay

mourn’d, who never mourn’d before X789 W Buchan
Dom Med. (1790) 8g That greatest of human blessings
[sleep] visits the happy, the cheerful, and the gay 1821
Craig Led. Drawing vm 440 To the youthful and gay,
I would lecommend these studies most particularly

b. Of a horse . Lively, prancing [So in Fr ]

rare—1

x8a6 Disraeli Viv Grey vi. u, As spruce a cavalier as
ever pricked gay steed on the pliant glass.

c. With implied sense of depreciation: Airy,

off-hand
X779-8X Johnson L, P , Pope Wks IV. 21 Fenton made

him a gay offer of five pounds Ibid 99 Gay indifference

fet In poetry: Applied to women, as a con-

ventional epithet of praise. Obs (Cf. Fhee a. 3.)
c 1350 Will Palerne 816 Whan gaye gerles were in-

to jie gardm come, Faire floures J>ei founde of fele maner
hewes. c 1386 Chaucer Miller’s T. 583 Some gay gerl

Hath brognt yow thus vpon the vintoot. 1599 Shaks.
Pass. Pilgr 225 The learned man hath got the lady gay
a x8oa Prince Robert in Child Ballads iv 284 Prince Robert
has wedded a gay ladye, He has wedded her with a nng

e The gay science : a rendering oigai saber

,

the

Provencal name for the art of poetry.
18x3W Taylor in Monthly Rev LXX. 455 So little of

an heroic or tragic cast had their effusions, that they termed
poetry the gay science. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr IV. 313 Not
forbidding himself those amorous indulgences which were
the reward of chivalrous valour, and of the ‘gay science

2. Addicted to social pleasures and dissipations.

Often euphemistically Of loose or immoral life.

1637 Shirley Lady ofPleasure v Kxb, Lord You’le not

be angry,Madam Cel Norrude,thoughgaymenhaveaprivi-
ledge 1700 T. Brown tr, Fresny's Amusem Ser $ Com.
130 Every Dunce of a Quack, is call’d a Physician. Every
Gay thing, a Chevalier. *703 Rowe Fair Penit v 1, Is this

that Haughty, Gallant, Gay Lothario? 1754 Adventurer
No. 124. F 7 The old gentleman, whose character I cannot
better express than in the fashionable phrase which has been

contrived to palliate false principles and dissolute manners,
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had been a gay man, and was well acquainted with the town.

KOI Burke to MemberNat Assembly VIVs VI 36The
brilliant part ofmen ofwit and pleasure, ofgay, young, mili-

tary sparks. 1798 Ferriar IlLustr Sterne 11 40 The dis-

solute conduct of the gay circles in France is not of modem
a*** 1809 Malkin Gil Bl, vii 1 III 10,

1

posted myself

on the high road, where the gay deceiver was sure to be

intercepted 1847 H Rogers Ess I v 2x4 For some years

he lived a cheerful, and even gay, though never a dissipated

life, in Pans. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. vi II 103 The
place was merely a gay suburb of the capital 1851 May-
hew Loud Labour I. 382 The principal of the firm was
what is termed ‘ gay ’ He was particularly fond of attend-

ing public entertainments He sported a little as well, and
delighted in horse-racing. i8gi E Peacock N Brendon
I 302 This elder Narcissa had led a gay and wild life

while beauty lasted 1897 J Hutchinson Archives Snrg
VIII 224 My patient was a married man, who admitted

having been very gay in early life

absol 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. 11 I 196 On the vices

of the young and gay he looked with aversion

b. Hence, in slang use, of a woman Leading an

immoral life, living by prostitution

1825 C. M Westmacott Eng Spy II 22 Two sisters—

both gay 1857 J E Ritchie Night Side Land 40 The
gay women, as they aie termed, are worse off than American
slaves 1868 Sund Times 19 July 5/1 As soon as ever a
woman has ostensibly lost her reputation, we, with a grim
inappositeness, call her ‘gay*. 1885 Hull ,§• Line. Times
26 Dec 8/4 She was leading a gay life

3 Bright or lively-looking, esp. in colour ,* bril-

liant, showy.
13 K. Ahs 3204 Gret pruyde and gay gere 13 E.
E Allit. P. A 260 In Jns gardyn gracios gaye c 1386
Chaucer Prol in, Vpon his arm he baar a gay bracer.

c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) lvi, He come in als gay
gere, Ryjte as he an angelle were 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 41 My best gay cuppe of erthe 1508 Dunbar
Tua viamt Wemen 365 He grathit me in a gay silk, et

gudly arrayis 1539 Will ofAslyn (Somerset Ho.), My
gaye potte of glasse, 1373 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden)
6 His oun gal gallant gaskms do and wil desen it suffi-

ciently 1638 F Junius Paint Ancients 285 Too much
cheerefulnesse of gay and flourishing colours. 1650 Bul-
wer Anthropomet 260 The Brama’s, who delight m such
Gay-babies. 17x7 Lady M. W Montagu Let to P'cess

of Wales 1 Apr , The perpetual spring makes everything

gay and flourishing 1797 Mrs Rado-itfe Italian 1, In
every gay carriage that passed, he hoped to see the object

of his constant thought. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1 n, They
were now in that quarter which was filled with the gayest

shops i860 Piesse Lab. Chem. Wonders (1869) 131 The
Collinsia verna, a gay, dark purple flower 1870 E. Peacock
RalfSkirl III 233 Their costumes were gay with ribbons.

absol. 1842 Mjaix in Noncottf. II 1 The civil magistrate,

dressed in his gayest, approached the altar

4. Finely or showily dressed. Now rare.

C138X Chaucer Pari. Foules 234 Wommen y-nowe, of

whiche somme ther were Faire of hem-self, and somme of

hem were gay X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 241 Cleo-

patra made here gay c 1475 RaufCoityar 484 He is the

gayest in geir, that euer on ground glaid 1509 Barclay
Shyp of Folys (1570) 27 Women . . sell their soules and
bodyes to go gay. 1604 Shaks Oth 11 1 131 She that

.

Neuer Iackt Gold, and yet went neuer gay x8ox Strutt
Sports # Past 1 1 7 The king was desirous of knowing the

name of this gay gentleman 18x2 J Wilson Isle ofPalms
m. 600 Vaunt not, gay bird 1 thy gorgeous plume. 1859
Tennyson Enid 284 The armourer seeing one so gay in

purple silks.

5. In immaterial sense: Brilliant, attractive,

charming. + Formerly also of reasonings, etc.

:

Specious, plausible.

15*9 More Dyaloge m Wks 243/2 Those reasons seined

. gay and glorious at the first sight 1548 Hall Citron ,

Hen VI, 1x3 Thei with money, and gay promises, first cor-

rupted a Miller. 1562 Cooper Answ. Apol. Pnv Masse
57D.Y0U will seeme withyour gay gloses toglorifie the bloud
of Christe 1634 Milton Comus 790 Enjoy your dear wit,

and gay rhetoric. 1638 Chillingw Rehg Prot r vi § 5.

327, 1 would fain know what gay probabilities you could

devise to disswade him from this Resolution 1709 Pope
Ess Cnt 392 Let not each gay turn thy rapture move
1779-81 Johnson L P ,

Pope Wks IV. 17 All the gay
varieties of diction were ready at his hand

f 6 . Brilliantly good ; excellent, fine. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace tx 54 A gud gay wynd out off the

rychtartcom. 1333 Bellenden Livy n vu (1822) 127 Becaus
vertew wes honorit in this wise, it gaifoccasioun to wemen to

do gayvassalege x54oHYRDEtr Vines' Instr Chr Worn.

(1592) Nv, But lpoke in the same booke, how goodly and gay
is the prais of a good woman 155° Latimer Last Serin

bef. Edit) VI (1362) 125 The concord of brethren, & agreeing

of brethren is a gay thing. 1383 T Wilson Logtke 13 b,

People, which haue moche dispraised all temporaU lawes

thinkyng it mete that all common weales, should onely haue
the Gospell, and none other lawe at all. This maie seme
to some, a gate saiyngwhere as in deede, it is bothe foohshe,

and wicked 1373 Tusser Husb. xxxv. {1878) 80 The
labour is little, the profit is gay 1577 Harrison England
Ded (1877) x p. cut. And thus with hope of good although

no gaie successe 1593 Tell-Troih's N. V. Gift 38 It is a

gay thing to come to dignity.

+b ironically Obs.

1381 J Bell Hadden's Answ Osor. irb, 0 gay payre of

Byshops, which are so mtangled in two examples onely,

that [etc ]. 1382 G Martin Discov Corrupt. Script vu.

120 If these later Rabbines be the Hebreues that Beza
meaneth, and which these gay English translatours follow

fc. To have agay mind :
‘ to have a good mind

to be very much inclined.

X3S7 Pole m Strype Eccl. Mem III App. lxvm 238 Yf
you..had suche a gaymynde to restore the ruynes of the

Chyrches.

7.

Of quantity or amount. Pretty good, 1
toler-

able * middling \ Sc and north. Also Gey.

1796W Marshall Yorksh Gloss (ed 2), Gay, consider-

able, middling, ordinary x8ox Seward Lonsdale Dial. 54
(EDS No 76) Thau knaes it'tie be a gay dele, when it’s o
puttagidder. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss 1882m Lane Gloss

8 . dial. In good health j well, convalescent

1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v , I am quite gay I thank
you 1876 in Mtd-Yorhsk Gloss 1877 N. W Line Gloss,

s v
,
I heard thoo was badly, but tnoo looks gay 1887

Kent Gloss s.v , I don’t feel very gay this morning.

9. Comb
,
chiefly parasynthetic, as gay-coloured

,

-flowered,-humoured
,
-looking, -seeming adjs.

;
gay-

feather U.S., the name of a plant (see quot ).

x866 Howell Venal Life xx. 342 Brilliant tapestries and
other *gay-colouied cloths 1880 Libr Untv. Knowl
(NY) VI 493 *Gay-feather, the common name for the
Itatns scanosa and spicata 1836 Farmer's Mag Jan 2

The ’’gay-flowered Senecio of the Canaries, known m gar-

dens under the name of Cineraria x886 Mrs Burnett
Little Ld Fauntleroy vi (1887) 114 Everything was bright
and cheerful with gay-flowered chintz 1883 F M. Peard
Contrad x, It was a fresh,’’gay-humoured day 1897 Daily
News 21 Apr 3/3 A *gay looking gig now put out from
Palermo 1393 Spenser Hymn Heavenly Beauty 299 Ihis
vile world and these ’’gay-seeming things

B. adv

+ 1 a. Brightly, showily= Gaily 1 . b In a gay
mood, ioyously= Gaily 2 . Obs.
14x3 Hoccleve To Sir J Oldcastle 4x4 Ymages causen

men honure The seint after whom maad is that figure, And
nat worsshippe it how gay it be wroght 1300-20 Dunbar
Poems xlui 28 Send m jour steid, ?our ladeis gratlut vp
gay. 1377 B Goose HeresbadCs Hush. 1 (1386) 7 Nor
seelyng garmsht gaye with Imagrye, Nor ntche attyre we
see.

_
1633 Bi*. Hall Occas Medit. (1851) 112 Not acknow-

ledging any friend, but the nurse, that dresses us gay 1744
Sarah Fielding David Simple II 161 He was dressed very
gay 1734 J. Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) II 140 This
aid her Debts, and put some considerable Sum of Money in

er Pocket, with which she lived as gay as before

2. Very. Also in weaker sense * Considerably,
‘
pietty’. Frequent in dial. A gay few — a good

Jew : see Few 2 d. Often written Gey.
1686 G Stuart Joco-ser. disc Ep Ded , Your Enemies

(of which yo’ve had a gay convenient number). 1807 Sir

J Carr Caled. Sketches xu. 212 It is a gaie (very) bonme
lace to be out of the world 18x6 Scorr Old Mort vu, I

en I’m gay thick in the head. 1884 Gd Words 229 There
was a gay few folks waiting to cioss

3. Comb. Chiefly with pres, and pa pples., as

gay-beseen (see Besee II), -careering, -chirping,

-motleyed, -painted
,

-shifting, -smiling, -spent
,

-spotted, -throned.

1549 Chaloner Erasm on Folly O ij b, What saie you to

Courtiers? these minion *gaibeseen gentilmen 1396 Spen-
ser F. Q vi. v 38 Deckt with greene boughes, and flowers

gay beseene. 1824 T Fenby 4 Temperam 1 43 Thy *gay-
careenng soul. 1844. Ld Houghton Palm Leaves 132The
sparrow *Gay-chirping by the door 174a Collins Eel ,

Abra 17 *Gay-motley'd pinks and sweet jonquils she chose.

1777 Warton Poems 36 The butterfly, *gay-painted soon,

Explores awhile the tepid noon. 1728-46 Thomson Spring
igo The downward sun Looks out effulgent from amid the

flush Of broken clouds *gay-shiftwg to his beam. 1747
Ld Lyttelton Monody Wks (1774) 630 Ye lawns *gay-
smilmg with eternal green, Oft have you my Lucy seen !

1726-46 Thomson Winter 1037 Those busy bustling days.
Those *gay-spent festive nights 1728-46 — Spring 530
Nor broad carnations , nor ’’gay-spotted pinks 1777 War-
ton Poems 76 But since,*gay-thron’d in fiery chariot sheen,

Summer has smote each daisy-dappled dale

C. sb. Obs exc dial [the adj used absol ]

f 1. A gay lady. Also, rarely of a man, a ‘ gal-

lant ’ Obs
13 Gaw # Gr Knt 970 Gawayn glyjt on j>at gay, |mt

graciously loked. c 1400 Desir Troy 2679 Parys was pur-

post with pouer to wende Into Grese for a gay, all on grete

wise c 1420 Antnrs of Artk. (Camden) xli. Then glop-

punt that gaye, Hit was no ferly in faye c 1475 [see

GainandJ

2 Anythingthatlooksgayor showy, anornament;
esp. one that is used to amuse a child Now dial.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 04 But how the gayes han
y-gon, God wotte the sothe, Amonge my3tfull men alle

these many Jens c X’gysMaidEmlyn 330 in Hazl E P P
IV 94 This mannes name was Harry, He coude full clene

cary, He loued prety gayes 1319 Horman Vu

I

g 147 This
baby hath many gayes hangyng at his necke 1601 Dent
Patkw Heaven (1603) 41 As if a theefe should be proud of
his halter, a begger of his cloutes, a childe of his gay. 1635
tr, De Parc’s Francion n. 36 He took pleasure in such
Gayes, on purpose to be the more noted by wearing Cloathes
out of the Common Mode x88o W. Comm Gloss , Gays,
children's toys often, broken earthenware

t "b. fig A * toy childish amusement Obs.

1382 Breton Flourish Fancy, etc (Grosart) 28/1 Though
(perhaps) most commonly each youth Is giuen in deede, to

follow euery gaye 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 111 1040
O how I grieve, deer Earth, that (given to gays) Most of
best Wits contemn thee now adayes 1667 L Stucley
Gospel-Glass xxm (1670) 232 Forraigners breed their

Children, to work those gaies with their hands 1694 F.

Bragge Disc. Parables 111 83 It highly concerns us no
longer childishly to doat upon empty gayes and trifles

3. A picture m a book. Now dial (chiefly used

by children).

1646 Jenkyn Remora 30 'Tis the gay in the lesson, that

makes the cbilde delight to learn a 1637 R Loveday Lett.

(1663) 149 Finding him still eager to put a gay before his

hook, I design’dTurn this which is now a cutting 2698
Milbourne Notes Dryden's Vvrg 4 Who, in the inscription

to his fine Gay in the Front ofthe Book, calls itvery honestly
Dryden’s Virgil. 1839 C. Clark f Noakes $ M Styles 157
(E D.S No. 76) At a stall, soon Maty bote A hume-boofc
full ov gays. 1884 Baring-Gould Mehalah xxxii 322 'The

master of Rest Hall is turning over a new leaf to-day,’
1 Maybe—but I doubt it will be a blank one It won’t be
a gay for him ’

t way, v. Obs [f the adj ] a. mtr. To be

gay. to. trans. To make gay, to give a bright

and pleasant look to
;
to embellish.

1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxvm 170 Their natural

towardnesse doth call vpon vs, to see them [girls] well

brought vp Are not we to be sondemned of extreme vn-

naturallnes, if we gay not that by discipline, which is giuen
them by nature ? 1641 Hinde J Bmen iv 15 They are well

contented that their children prove no wiser than themselves
nor have any skill in any arts but of Gaming, and Gaymg

1671 Eachard Obs. Answ Grounds Cont, Clergy (1705) 33
Children must have.,gay’d and easie digestible Words

I!
Gayal (g^’al, gaya 1) Also 9 gayall, guyal,

g(Ii)yal. [Hindi gayal ] A semi-domesticated kind

of ox common in Burmah, Assam, and Bengal
, by

some believed to be a variety of theGaur
,
by others

regarded as a distinct species {Bibos frontalis').

1790 Astatic Res. II x88 When a rich man has made a
contract of marriage, he gives four or five head of gay&ls
(the cattle of the mountains) to the father and mother of the

bride 1808 Ibid. VIII 312 ‘ The GayAl says Dr Rox-
burgh, ‘ is nearly of the size and shape of the English bull

1

i860 Gosse Rom. Nat Hist 119 Tne gaur, the gayall, and
other great wild oxen of India.

Gaybine (g^1 bam) [f Gay a. + Bih:e ] A
name of several showy twining plants of the genera

Ipomcea (Cent Bid ) and Phaibitis
x866 Treas Bot 523/1 Gaybine, Pharbitis

Gaydiang1 (ge l diaeg). An Annamese vessel,

somewhat resembling a Chinese junk
1833 Ogilvie, Suppl

,
Gay-diang, a vessel of Anam, gene-

rally with two, but in fine weather with three masts .. with
lofty triangular sails

Gayety . see Gaiety
Gayge, obs form of Gage
Gayliole, -holer, obs ff. Tail, Jailer

J
1 Gay horse. Obs-1 [f 1 Gay a + Horse

]

A bugbear or hobgoblin, carried about at plays

and public shows, with wide jaws and great teeth

1483 Cath Angl 147/2 A Gay horse, manducus.

GayInil (g^'ij) [f- Gay a + -ish ]

1 Somewhat gay.

1824 J Wilson in Blackw Mag XVI. 600 There’s a
gayish song on the subject

2 dial Fairly good or large ; 'tolerable’

1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss, sv, ‘A gayish crop ’
. ‘A

gayish sample’. 1876 Whitby Gloss, sv, ‘It’s a gayish
step te gan

,
or it’s ‘ gayish and far’.

Gayity, Gayitry : see Gaiety, Gaytry
tGaylede. Obs-1

C1430 I wo Cookery-bks 1 22 Gaylede Take Almaunde
Mylke and Flowre of Rys, and do )jer-to Sugre or Hony,
and Powder Gyngere

; ben take figys, an keiue hem a to,

01 Roysonys y hole, or harde Wastel y-dicyd and eoloure it

with Saunderys, and sette it and dresse hem yn
* Gayl(e, Gayler, -or, obs. ff. Jail, Jailer.

Gay-Iitrssac tower (ge'ihrssek) [See next ]

(See quot 18SS)
1888W W Fisher Elern Chem vn 72 In order to catch

any nitric oxide which would otherwise pass away [in the

manufactuie of sulphuric acid], and be lost in the air,

a tower, called a Gay-lussac’s tower . . filled with coke is

interposed, and the gases from the chambers are passed
through it 1894 Daily News 4 Sept. 2/6 The defendants
were having repacked a gay lussac tower.

Gaylussite (g^’lWsait). Min [f the name of

Gay-Lussac, a celebrated French physicist + -ite.

Named by Boussingault in 1826.] A double car-

bonate of calcium and sodium, found in white or

yellowish crystals

1826 Braude’s Jml XXI 406 New Mineral—the Gay-
Lussite 1892 Dana Mm. 301 Gay-Lussite

Gayly, Gayn- : see Gaily, Gain-
Gayness (g^1 nes). [f. Gay a. + -nebs,] The

quality, condition or state of being gay.

1 1 Delight, merriment, pleasure Obs
1377 Lancl, P. PI B x 81 But in eaynesse and in

glotonye for-glotten her goode hetn-selue. And broken
nou3te to the beggar 1433 Misyn Fire of Love n x. 97
Oftyms also odyr noys happyns |>at gaynes & swetnes of

lufars sturbyls ?x5 m Pinkerton Anc Scot Poems (1786)

ig2 The gaynts ofmy yems gent, The flouns of my fresche

youtheid, I wait nocht how away is went

+ 2. Gay appearance, brightness of colour, dressi-

ness, display, pomp. Obs.

c 1449 JPecock Repr n xvm 235 For to speke and write tho

wordis in sum gaynes and bewte thei vsiden certein colouns
ofrethorik 1361 T. Norton Calvm's Inst iv xix. (1634)727
Clerkes did everywhere sheaie their heads, least they should
seem to covet the gainesse ofhaire a 1394 Aylmer in Strype

Life xm (1701) 274 Oh 1 ye English ladies, learn, rather

to make your Queen rich for your Defence, than your
Husbands poor for your garish Gayness 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev 1 11,A modest eye forceth affection, Whilest
outward gainesse light lookes but entice. 1660 S Ford
Loyal Sitoi Exhult 21 Such pomp and glory as declared

how glad his Subjects were in their hearts, by the gayness
of their habits 1676 Hobbes Iliad (1677) 77 In Hyla ,

.

he dwelt , And known was by the gayness of his belt

fb. A decoration, distinction. Obs
1670 Walton Lives iv 338 The Orator takes place next

the Doctors, is at all their Assemblies and Meetings and sits

above the Proctors, is Regent or Non-regent at his pleasure,

and such like Gaynesses 1674 N Fairfax Bulk Sf Selv
To Rdr

,
Those borrowed words & gaynesses, that English-

men have pickt and cull’d from other Tongues
91-2
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3. = Gaiety i

1896 Advance (Chicago) Oct 438 ‘There’s many a slip

'twixt cup and lip she quoted with a gayness that belied

her own words

Gayole, Gayre, obs. forms of Jail, Gear
Gaysh.(e, Gaysling, obs ff. Gash, Gosling

Gaysome (g^’szlm), a Now rare, [f Gay a

+ -some.] a. Full of gaiety; blithe, buoyant, cheer-

ful. To Inspiring with gaiety; cheeiy;. pleasant

a 1610 Mirr Mag ,
Root. Normandie vii, And fier’d

with heat of gaysome youth did venter, With warlike

troopes the Norman coast to enter, c 16x1 Chapman //mm?
xi 104 His breast was heightned with the fire Of gaisome
youth. 1839 Moir Poems, ToBust ofmy Son v,A gaysome
elf, whose heart had ne’er Been tamed by grief

b 1633 Ford Bioken Heart n 1,
* Island 1 ’ ptison;

A prison is as gaysome we’ll no islands 1831 Lincoln
Gas 14 Oct 3/1 Oh, ask me not to sing to-night, Nor bid

me touch the gaysome lute *834 W White To Switz ff

bach 11, (1835) 16 Paris . its dingy quarters as well as its

gaysome places

Gayson, yar. Gasp.
Gaysp, obs. form of Geason.
Gayte, obs foim of Gape sb 2

,
Goat.

•j* Gay’try, gayitry. Obs [? altered from
Gaiety, aftei poetry, coquetry

,

etc ] = Gaiety.
1635 Fuller Prtgah iv vi. 111 A Bride (though never so

mean a person, or silly servant) is decked and dressed in all

gayitry lent unto her by her neighbours 1683 Cuownc Sir
C Nice n ix He’s the General Guitarre o’ the Town,
inlay’d with every thing Women fancy { Gaytry, Gallantry,

Delicacy, Nicety, Courtesy.

Gaytt, obs. foirn of Gate sb.l

Gazabo, var Gazebo.
Gazafylace • see Gazophilace.

Gaze (g<?'z), sb Also 6 gase [f. Gaze v.J

f 1 That which is gazed or stared at Obs.

(In the first cjuot gase may be anothet word or an un*
meaning invention.)

[a 1325 Skelton Garl Laurell 1206 This fustian maistres
and this giggish gase ] 134a TJdall Erasm Apophth 33
But this wise manne thought better to shewe of hymself an
example of pacienle sufireaunce, then to shewe a gase or
sight foi folkes to laugh at, in contendyng w‘ his wife

1346 Langley Pol . Vcrg. de Invent. vi vm 123 Outwaide
appaiell of the body, which is rather a glonouse gase then
unye godlye edifiyng c 1600 Shaks. Sonn v, Those howeis
that with gentle worke did frame The louely gaze where
euery eye doth dwell. 1671 Milton Samson 34 Made of
my enemies the scorn and gaze 1739 Melmoth Fitzosb

Lett (1763) 382 Who are more the gaze and admiration of
the people in general 7 1797 Mrs A M Bennett Beggar
Girl (1813) I 223 H is father lolled in lus coach, and was the
gaze of the village of Penry

2. The act oflooking fixedly or intently ; a steady

or intent look.

1366 Drant Horace's Sat 1 vii 205 For weryed with my
bookishe gaze, I noynte with supple oyle My loytrous
limmes. c 1390 Greene Fr. Bacon x 126 Fancy that slip

peth in with a gaze, goeth out with awmke 171a Steele
Sped No 406 r 6 In vara, you envious Streams, so fast

you flow, To hide her from a Lover’s ardent Gaze 1718
Entertainer No xxu 148 Beauty such as mov’d the whole
City to Gaze and Admiration 1794 Coleridge Death
Chattcrton 66 Thy sullen gaze she bade thee 10II On scenes
that well might melt thy soul 1822 W Irving Braceb
Hall xxvii 244 Every event is a matter of gaze and gossip

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 5l I 235 The corpse was ex-
hibited during several days to the gaze of great multitudes.

1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 138 Who was this to whom His
followers turned their last gaze ?

fig. 1814 Cary Dante,
Parad v 129 The sun when his

warm gaze Hath on the mantle of thick vapouis piey’d
1841 Browning Ptppa 13 Oh, Day, if I squander a wavelet
of thee .The least of thy gazes or glances

3 . Phrases +a Atfirst gaze

.

at first sight To
give (a person) thegaze to be a spectator of, look on
at. [To have) ingaze ‘ in prospect. To set oneself
atgaze : to expose oneself to view, display oneself.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel in Holmshed (1587) II 36/2
You must not thmke that yon were sent gouernour into
Ireland .to pen your selfe vp within a towne or citie to giue
rebels the gaze, to [etc.] — Chron Irel. ibid. 83/2 One of
the earle his capteins presented him a band of Kerns and
withall demanded of the erle in what seruice he would haue
them imploied : Maue (quoth he) let them stand by and

f
ine vs the gaze. 1632 Brome Court Beggar 11 Wks 1873
206 To set your selfe at gaze to chaw them on a 1657

R Loveday Lett. (1663) 235 Repugnant to any apprehension
that at first gaze did not appear a visible aid to the cause

b. At gaze, + at a or the gaze
;
said of a deer

(now chiefly Her. . see quot. 1828-40), also of
persons : m the attitude of gazing, esp. m wonder,
expectancy, bewilderment, etc So in to stand at

(t tr, the) gaze
,

•j* to set at the gaze
,
etc. f To hold

at gaze . to hold fascinated Also with other preps,
as fm a gaze

,
on, upon the gase

;
'j* To put to the

gaze : to puzzle, nonplus. See also Agaze
ci43° [see Agaze] 1379 Byly Euphnes (Arb ) 78 ,

1

haue
read that the whole heard of Deare stand at the gaze, if

they smell a sweete apple 1394 Greene & Lodge Looking
Gl (1598) A 4 Whose eye holds wantonVenus at a gaze 1603
Knolles Hist Turks (1638) 309A shepheard . .strucken with
the majesty of the man, stood at gaze vpon him 1622 Bacon
Hen. VII, 137 Especially as many as were English who were
at a gaze looking strange one upon another. 1646 Sir C.
Cavendish Let to Pell in R Vaughan Protect. Cromwell
(1838) II, 374 The business is too difficult for me to judge
of, for it puts our learned men here to the gaze. <*1637
R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 140, I had still a likelyhood in
gaze. <11700 Dryden Ovid's Epist Pref

, Pindar is generally
known to be a dark Writer, to want Connexion .to soar out

of Sight, and leave his Reader at a Gaze X704 Swift
Talc ofa. lub ix, This vapour had so long set the nations

at a gaze <2x713 Burnet Own Time (1823) I 128 And
when the tune of setting out the fleet came on, ail were in

a gaze whither it was to go 1736 Bolingbrokl Patriot

(1749) 22 All lndiffeient men stood as it weie at a gaze

1817 Chalmers Astron Disc iv (1830) 139 There is nothing

that can so set his adoring myriads upon the gaze. 1828-40

Berry Encycl. Her I s v ,
The hart, stag,

^
buck, or hind,

when borne m coat armour, looking affrontee 01 full-faced,

is said to be at gaze but all other beasts in tins attitude

are called guardant X839 J. Wihtl Hist France (i860) 20

On this occasion all Europe was on the gaze 1864 BouTrLL
Her. Hist 3 Pop xix § 5 (ed 3) 310 Veit, three Harts at

gaze or 1874 Farrar Chust II Ixi 407 The gieat body of

the people seem to have stood silently at gaze

c At gaze . by sight (said of a hunting-dog)
1865 G F Berkeley Life 4 Recoil II 236,

1

called on
my deer dog 1 Thor * to help me, for he could lun a deer by
nose as well as at gaze

Gaze v Als0 5 gaase, 5-6 gase, 6

gayse, gayze. [Of unknown origin ; possibly f

the same 1 oot as Gaw v
,
with an -j- suffix Rielz

gives a Sw. dial, gasa to gape, stare ]
1 mtr *j*In eaily use. To look vacantly or

curiously about ,
also, to stare, open one's eyes

(with astonishment) In modern use To look

fixedly, intently, or deliberately at something.

Now chiefly literary
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T 1003 The peple gazed vp and

doun, For they weie glad To han a newe lady c 1430
Stans Pucrg in Babees Bk 27 Be symple in cheer, caste

not |>i looke aside, Gase [v r gaase] not about, tuinynge }>i

sijt oueral c 1330 H Rhodes BL Nurture 175 ibid 76
Gase thou not to and fro as one thats voyde or curtesye.

*535 Coverdale Ecclus ix. 7 Go not aboute gasmge in

euery layne of the cite. 1667 Plpys Diaiy (1879) IV. 199,

I did make them all gaze to see themselves served so nobly.

1674 N. Cox Genii Recreat. (1677) 50 That the Hare-
finder should give the Hare three Sohoe’s before he put her

from her Lear, to make the Grey-hounds gaze and attend

herrising 1700 Dryden Cymon Iphtg„ 1 7 1 With trembling
heait Gazing he stood, nor would nor could depart 1774
Gold9m Nat Hist (1776) III. 117 He stopsj gazes round
him, and seems to recover his natural tranquility x8xa J.
Wilson Isle of Palms 11. 507 Long, long they gaze with
meeting eyes 1869 Freeman Norm Conq. (1876) III xi. 71
Men gazed and wondered in every land

b. Const at, on, upon Also in indirectpassive.

*553 Eden Treat Newe Ind. (Arb ) 39 And stode gasmge
on him and feling his apparell 1383 Stanyhurst Ac nets n
(Arb ) 67, I ran too Pnamus lazd court, at castd I gazed

1631 Gouge Gods Arroios v Ded. 406 You have brought
me forth into the open field, and set me up to be gazed on,

and baited at 1674 N. Cox Genii Recreat (1677) 57 The
Hart when he is not afraid, he wonders at eveiythmg he
seeth and taketh pleasure to gaze at them 1758 Johnson
Idler No 7^3 The natives gaze upon a tumbler. x8zo
W. Irving Sketch Bk I 40, I have often noticed the mute
rapture with which he would gaze upon her in company
x866 G Macdonald Ann. Q Neigh. 1 (1867) 15 The boy
gazing at the red and gold and gieen of the sunset sky
1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. HI 387 So up the long street

then, Gazing about, well gazed at, went the men.

c. quasi-/r<z«s. with adv. or phrase expressing

result

17x3 Ciess Wujchelsea Misc. Poems 12 The amazed
Emperor, When Cleopatra anchor'd in the Bay . Like his

own Statue stood, and gaz’d the world away. X735 Somer-
ville Chase hi 497 An obsequious Crowd, As if by stern

Medusa gaz’d to Stones. 1792 S Rogers Pleas Mem 1 218
So Scotia’s Queen, as slowly dawned the day. Rose on her
couch aud gazed her soul away.
2 trans. To stare at, look fixedly at. poet
0x591 Daniel Sonn xxvi m Arb Garner I. 593 When, if

she gueve to gaze her in her glass Go you, my verse 1 go
tell her what she was. 1393 Drayton Idea 503 So doth the
Plow-man gaze the wand’ung Starre 1667 Milton P L
vui 258 Strait toward Heav’n my woudiing Eyes I turnd,

And gaz'd a while the ample Skie. 1839 Bailey Festns xxu,
(1848) 281 As who dare gaze the sun

Gazebo (gazrb0) Also 9 gazeboo, gazeebo(o,
gazabo. [Commonly explained as a humorous
formation on Gaze v

,
imitating Lat futures like

videbo ‘ I shall see ’ (cf. Lavabo) , but the early

quots suggest that it may possibly be a corruption

of some oriental word.]
1. A turret or lantern on the roofof a house, usually

for the purpose of commanding an extensive pros-

pect; also, a similar erection in a garden or

pleasure ground
, a belvedere or look-out.

1752 W. & J Halfpenny New Designs iv 2 The Elevation
ofa Chinese Tower or Gazebo 1790W Wrighte Grotesque
Archit 7 The whole is lighted from the gazebo on the top
1828 Q Rev XXXVII 316 Kent and his followers had
temples, obelisks, and gazabos of eveiy description in the
park 1838 W, White Month in Yorksh 288, I was first

led to the gazebo on the roof that I might enjoy the prospect
of the town and neighborhood
2 A projecting window or balcony.
1843 Mrs Romer Rhone, Darro,

etc II 354 The houses
[at Valetta, Malta] are invariably built of stone, and provided
with large projecting balconies or gazeebos covered and
glazed, which open and close at pleasure. <11871 A B
Granville Autobtog I 223 Dwelling-houses .present lofty
walls without windows towards the street except here ana
there a single latticed gazebo
Gazee (gelzr) nonce-wd [f. Gaze v + -ee.]

One who is stared at
1833 De Quincey Autobtog. Sk Wks. 1. 153 Such a group

Would relieve both parties—gazer and gazee—from too
distressing a consciousness of the little business on which
they had met.

t Ga’zeful, a. Obs [f. gaze sb + -JTOL
; a

Spenserian woid ] That gazes intently

1595 Spfnslr Hymn Heavenly Beautie 12 The ravisht
harts of gazefull inui might reare To admiration of that
heavenly light 1596 — F Q iv x 28 Which when as I
beheld with gazefull eye, I thought there was none other
heaven then tins

Ga’ze-hound. Also 6-7 gase-hound. [f.

Gaze sb. + Hound r<5.] A species of dog used m
hunting, which follows its prey by sight and not
by scent. Now chiefly Hist
1370J Caius De Cambus Brit 11 Similiter a verbonostratt

gase, (quod fixius rem aliquam conlueri est) Gasehunde
•ippellatur no&tns, quern ante Agasmum nomman diximus
x6ioW Folkingham Art of Survey 9, English Mastiffes,
Gase Houndes (or Lurchers) and Tumblers are in request
1714 Tickell in Steele's Poet Misc 178 See’st thou the
Gaze hound 1 how with Glance severe From the close Herd
he marks the destin’d Deer' 1808 Scott Marm 11 Introd
41 And foresteis in green-wood trim, Lead in the leash the
gazehounds gi lin 1869 Blackmorl Lorna D, xxu, I enteied
the house with some wrath upon me at seeing the gazehounds
m the yard

Gazel, var Ghazal.
Ga'zeless, a iare~K [f Gaze sb -1 -less.]

Sightless, unseeing
a 1819 Wolcot (P Pindar) Progr Admiration 118 Desire

lies dead upon the ga/eless eye

Gazelle (gaze 1)
Also 6-7 ? gugelle, 8 ghazel,

9 gazel (errou gazhal). [a F gazelle (OF. gazel
,

recorded in 14the )
= Sp gacela, gacele

,
gacel, Pg

gazella, It. gazzella, ad Arab ghazal, which

prob. passed first into Sp. and thence to the other

Rom tongues]

A small delicately-formed antelope, of which the

typical species ( Gazella JDoicas) is a native of

Northern Afnca
,

other vauetics are found m
various parts of Africa and Asia. The gazelle is

especially noted for the grace of its movements
and the softness of its eyes.

[1382 N Lichei 1 eld Castanheda's Discov E Ind li 6 b,

Also they doe eate of beastes, which they call Gaselas j

1600 J Tory tr Leo's Africa 1 39 Heere also, besides

goates, sheepe, deere, Gugelle, conies and ostriches 1669

Phil Trans IV. 99s The Gazelle, or wild African Shee-

goat (the same with the Dorcas 01 Strepsiceros) 1743 tr

F Bernier in Harl Misc II 184 Likewise leopards, or

pantheis tamed, which they use in the hunting of Gazelles

1807-8 W Irving balmag (1824) 382 The turtle dove, the

timid fawn, the soft-eyca gazel resorted to its vicinity.

1813 Byron Giaour 474. 182a Good Study Med I 277

They [Bezoars] are while, yellow, or brownish; that of the

gazhal is greenish blue 185* Layard Pop Acc. Discov

Nmcveh xiu. 352 Plenty of gazelles, wild hoars, and lions

for the chase

b attnb as gazelle-antelope
,
gazelle-eyed adj.

1774G0LDSM Nat Hist III hi 72 A gazelle-eyed beauty

is considered as the highest compliment that a lover can

pay 1830 Swainson Quadrup § 265 256 The gazelle

antelopes may, then, be said to have their horns lyre shaped^

Hence Gaze lline a
,

* akin to the gazelle
’

(Cassell)

Ga'zement. rare, [f Gaze + -ment.] Stare,

look, observation.

1396 Spenser F Q v 111. 17 Then forth he brought lus

snowy Flonmele Covered from peoples gazement with a

vele 1829 Blackiu Mag XXV. 81 Tbeie he look'd with

ceaseless gazement on its walls

Gazer (g^’zs-i). Also 6 gaser. [f. Gaze v *

-er i]

1. One who gazes or looks steadily, esp. from

motives of curiosity

1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke xix 4 He [Zacheus]

stood a lofte in a tree to bee a gazer vpon one man and no

mo 1532 Bk. Com Prayer, Common 1st Exhort , If ye

stand by as gasers and lokeis on them that do communicate

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 2 Lockes where loue did

sit and twine Nets to snare the gazers eyne 1649 Milton
Eikon Pref Wks (1851) 332 The conceited portraiture

before his Book sett there to catch fools and silly gazers

174a Young Nt Th vm. 493 Fain would he make the world

his pedestal, Mankind the gazers 18x8 Byron Ch Har
xv clii, How smiles The gazer’s eye with philosophic mirth

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng v I. 625 Tower Hill was covered

with an innumerable multitude of gazers

2 The name of a fish

x86x J Couch Brit Fishes I 68 Broad headed Gazer.

Polypi osoptis macer

,

Nobis

+ Gaze*t(t. Obs [a F. gazette (obs.), a. It

gazzetta ] A Venetian coin of small value.

The eailiest quots give its value as about three farthings,

but Cotgr. says ofthe F. gazette

,

1 scarce worth our farthing ,

and quot 1682 agrees with this Probably its worth varied

in diffeient places, as it was coined at Venice for circulation

in the Levant
1605 B Jonson Volpone 11 11 (1607) E 2, What monstrous,

and most pamefull circumstance Is here, to get some three,

or foure Gazets 1 Some thi ee-pence fth whole, for that twill

come too 1632 Brome Novella iu. Wks 1873 1 *43 fff
r0

,

Take from mynand a peece offoure Gazetts Paulo That s

three-pence sterling
,
you are bounteous, Sir x68z Wjheler

foum. Greece 1 43 The owners sell the rest for two Gazets

the pound, which is not a half-peny English

Gazette (gaze’t), sb Forms
; 7 gazetta,

gasetta

(pi gazetta, gazettaes), 7-8 gazet(t,(7 gazietta),

8 gazzette, 7- gazette, [a. F. gazette, ad It.

gazzetta
,
pi. gazzette (whence the earliest forms iu

English), app so called from the com of that name

(see Gazet), which may have been the sum paid
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either for the paper itself or for the privilege of

reading it
,
but a derivation from gazzetta, dim of

gazza magpie, is not impossible.

In late 17th and early 18th c., the word came to be accented

on the first syllable, and it is so marked byJohnson Cowper
{Fable Talk 37) again accents it in the original fashion ]

X, A news-sheet
,
a periodical publication giving

an account of current events (Now only Hist )

The gazzetta was first published m Venice about the
middle of the x6thc, and similar news-sheets appeared in

France and England m the 17th The untrustworthy
nature of their reports is often alluded to by wnteis of that

period, thus Florio explains gazzdte as ‘ running reports,

daily newes, idle intelligences, or Aim flam tales that are

daily written from Itahe, namely from Rome and Venice*

1605 B Jonson Volpone v iv (1607) M 3, 0,

1

shall bee
the fable of all feasts ; The freight of the Gazeiti 1611 R
Richmond Panegyr Verses, in Coryat Crudities e 2 b, For
suie that lew from Venice came, we finde it so recorded, In
late Gazettes 1623 Accident m Blade Fners 15 Witnesse
heauen and earth, & those rediculous Italian Gazetts,

that come from Rome, Millane, and Antwerp a 1639 Donne
Lett (1651) 234 Perchance you look not so low as our ordinary
Gazette 164a HowellFor Trav (Arb ) 27 The Gazets and
Courants hee should do well to reade weekly 1646-8 G
Daniel Poems Wks 1878 I. air. I will not speake of Feats,

High Stories, to out-rant our dull Gazetts a 1668 Davenant
NewsJr Plymouth iv. Dram Wks 1873 IV 171 All’s true,

I assure you Can the gazets he? Or the courants fail?

3682 Dryden Medal, Ep Whigs A 4 b, I am afraid it is not
read so much as the Piece deserves, because the Bookseller
is every week crying help at the end of his Gazette, to get it

off 176a Goldsm. Cit. W. iv, This universal passion for

politics is gratified by daily gazettes. 1812 Byron Waltz vi,

She came and with tier certain sets Of true despatches, and
as true gazettes. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi (1869) IV
108/2 During a considerable time the unofficial gazettes,

though much more garrulous and amusing than the official

gazette, were scarcely less courtly,

b. Ofa person : Anews-mongei. (So F. gazette )
1703 Farquhar Twin Rivals 1 1 (1703) 2 For that reason

I communicate : I know thou art a perfect Gazette, and
will spread the News all over the Town.

2 spec. One of the three official journals entitled

The London Gazette
,
The Edinburgh Gazette

,
and

The Dublin Gazette
,
issued by authority twice a

week, and containing lists of government appoint-

ments and promotions, names of bankrupts, and
other public notices. Hence sometimes used gen.

for the official journal of any government To be

in the gazette : to be published a bankrupt.
The first official journal published m England was The

Oxford Gazette, the first number of which appeared in Nov
1665, when the Court was at Oxford on account of the

S
igue. Nos 22 and 23 were printed m London, and with
0 24 the title was changed to The London Gazette The

Edinburgh Gazette was first issued in 1690, The Dublin
Gazette in 1705.
1665 Wood Life (O H S.) II 49, Oct.. In this month

gazets were first published at Oxon 1685 Luttrell Brief
Rtl (1857) I 324 There is a reward of ioo7 published in the
Gazet for any one that shal apprehend the said col Danvers
1700T Brown tr FresnpsAnmsem, Ser. Com i^Andyou
hear no more ofour Goldsmith, till you find him in a Gazette,
torn to pieces by a Statute ofBankrupt. 1762 FooteLyan
Wks 1799 I. 290 I’ll undertake to do more business by the
single aid of the London Gazette, than by all that the whole
race of rhymers have ever produced 1805 Wellington m
Gurw. Deep. (1837) III 617, I do not augur any thing un-
favourable to your promotion, because it is not confirmed by
the last gazettes. 3837 ByronBeppo xlix, Our trifling bank-
ruptcies in the Gazette. 1833 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle
Conclus 290 The great firm of Catchflat and Company
figured in the Gazette, and paid sixpence m the pound.

18SS Wynter Curios. Civihz
,
Advts is The London

Gazette is the only paper still in existence that had its root
in those days. 1839 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 48 He
sometimes goes into the ‘Gazette’, paying but an infini-

tesimal dividend m the pound
#

1897 Daily News 16 Oct
3/1 Last night’s * Gazette

1

contains the formal order that the
city of Canterbury shall be the place where assizes are
holden for the County of Kent,

b. A report in an official gazette.
1801 Syd Smith in Lady Holland Life (1853) I. 50 If we

were to read the gazette of a naval victory from the pulpit,

we should be dazzled with the eager eyes of our audience

3 Comb , as gazette-writer

;

f gazette-marks,
? the points of a description m a * lost or stolen

1

advertisement, or in a * hue and cry '.

<11678 Marvell Poems, Tom May's Death 267 Must
therefore all the world be set on flame Because a Gazette-
writer missed his aim? 1687 Congreve Old Bach n. ii,

This rascally gazetwriter never so much as once mentioned
me Z703 De Foe More Reform 670 All men \tould say the
Picture was thy own, No Gazet Marks were half so quickly
known 1807 Hist Eur in Ann Reg 241/2 Another appoint
meat made by the late administration was, that of gazette
writer created by patent for Scotland with a salary of ^300
per annum

Gazette (gazet), v [f prec. sb.] tram . To
publish m a gazette. Chiefly pass. To be gazetted :

to be the subject of an announcement m the official

gazette , to be named in the gazette as appointed
to a command, etc

j
also, in early use, to be men-

tioned or discussed in the newspapers.
To be gazetted out

:

said of an officer whose resignation is

announced in the gazette
1678 Marvell Growth Popery Wks. 1875 IV 406 The

Parliament being grown to that height of contempt, as to
be gazetted among runaway servants, lost dogs, strayed
horses, and highway robbers. 1748 H Walpole Corr (1837)
II. cxcvu 250 Mr Villiers, you know, has been much
gazetted, and had bis letters to the King of Prussia printed.

1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 6g Received official

mfoi mation that I was gazetted out. 1831 Lytton Godolphin
13 And very shortly afterwards, Percy Godolphm was
gazetted as a cornet in the Life Guards. 1832 Thackeray
Esmond ix. tx, Dunng this winter Mr Esmond was gazetted
to a heutenantcy in Brigadier Webb’s regiment of Fusileers.

1885 Law Tunes LXXIX 173/2 K.’s retirement was
gazetted on the evening of the 18th Dec 1897 Daily News
4 Mar 7/1 The fees charged are on a uniform scale, settled

and gazetted by the Government Department of Labour
Hence Gaze tted ppl a

,

Gaze'ttmg vbl. sb

1808 Moore Corrupt u,That courtly ear, Which . heais
no news but W—rd’s gazetted lies. 1832 W Jerdan
Autobiog II. 159 After the Gazetting, another advertisement
was substituted. 1856 Ld. Houghton in Life (1891) II xii

13 ,

1

do not know why Labouchere delays the gazetting of
your knighthood 1891 DailyNews 4 Nov. 5/5 Bya Resolu-
tion published in the ‘Calcutta Gazette* The skm and
skull of each tiger ‘should be retained until the arrival of
a gazetted officer of the Sunderbuns Forest Department’

Gazetteer (gtezetlsr). Also 7 gazettier,

gazetiere. [a. F gazettier (now written gazetier)

=It. gazzettiere : see Gazette sb. and -bee.]

1. One who writes in a gazette; a journalist,

a retailer of news. (Now only Hist )
16x1 Donne Panegyr Verses in Coryat Crudities d3

Mount now to Gallo-Belgicus
,
Appeare As deepe a States-

man as a Gazettier [1650 Poems p 262 Garreteir] 1653 ^p-

Webbe Pract Qmetnesse xxvi 249 Such Makebates, idle

Gantiers [tread Gazitiers], and tatling News-can lers, are
verynfeevery wherein the woild. 1664 Evelyn Zer 31 Oct.
mDtary{i$vf) III, 29s HefSorbiere] styles himself Historio-
giaph du Roy, the mighty meede of the co'monest Gazetiere,

as that of Conseiller du Roy is of every trifling petifoger

Z671 Marvell Corr Wks. 1872-5 II 393 ,

1

address myself,
which is all I am good for, to be your gazettier. 3693 [see

3 note] 1771 Smollett Humph Cl. II. 10 June, Let 1, The
flimsy reveries ofan ignorant gazetteer 1817 J W. Croker
111 Croker Papers 26 Nov (1884) Those who go out do not
call upon me, so that I am but a bad gazetteer 1858 Carlyle
Fiedk. Gt ix. vi II 460 Gazetteers, who would earn their

wages . had to watch with all eagerness the movements of
King August

b. A journalist appointed and paid by Govern-

ment.
Z711 Swift Let. 8 Nov. Wks 1762 XIV. 70,

1

have got
poor Dr. King who was some time in Ireland, to be Gazetteer,

which will be worth 250h per annum to him. 1738 Pope
Epil. Sat. 1 84 No Gazetteer more innocent than I 1753
Johnson, Gazetteer, it was lately a term of the utmost
infamy, being usually applied to wretches who were hued
to vindicate the court 1843 Macaulay Ess , A ddtson (1887)

792 Steele had been appointed Gazetteer by Sunderland.

1884W J. Courthope Addison v 85 The office of Gazetteer
became henceforth a regular ministerial appointment

f 2. A newspaper, gazette. Obs.

3730-46 Thomson Autumn 558 Glasses and bottles, pipes
and. gazetteers 174a Fielding % Andrews 11 xvii,

‘Gazetteers', answered Adams; ‘What is that?' ‘It is a
dirty newspaper replied the host. 1769 Burke Pres St
Nat. Wks II. 13 They have drawled through columns of
Gazetteers and Advertisers for a century together.

3. A geographical index or dictionary.

A work of this kind, by L Ecbard (ed 2, 1693), bore the
title ‘The Gazetteer's: or, Newsman's Interpreter; Being
A Geographical Index ‘ The Title \ he says,

1 was given
me by a very eminent Person, whom I forbear to name’
(Pref p 1) In Part 11, published m 1704, the author refers

to the book as ‘ the Gazetteer’ simply (see quot.)

1704 L Echarq Gazetteer's or Newsman's Interpr n.
Pref

,
The kind Reception the Gazetteer has met with in

the World [has] induced us to go on with a second Part.

1751 {title) England’s Gazetteer, and accurate Description
of all the Towns, Cities, Villages, &c 1806 Gazetteerhcotl
(ed s) Intiod 20 Scotland has five Universities of which
an account will be found in the Gazetteer 1853 {title)

Dictionary of Geography, forming a complete Gazetteer of
the world. 1873 Lowell Amongmy Bks Ser 11 (1876)137
The ‘ Polyolbion ’ is nothing less than a versified gazetteer

of England and Wales.

Hence O-azettee’r v. trans., to describe geo-

graphicallym gazetteers
;
Gazettee rage, the class

of gazette-wnters ; Gazettee’ring vbl. sb., the

making of gazetteers; Gazettee*ring ppl. a„ that

writes in gazettes ;
Gnzettee'rish a , resembling

the style of a gazetteer; Gazettee'rship, the posi-

tion of official gazetteer.

1799 Spirit Pnbl. Jrnls (1800) III. 132 You and your
partner, and gazetteering brother chip, are all of the same
block i860 A L. Windsor Ethica v 221 An unlucky paper
in his 'Tatler' lost Steele his gazetteership, 1865 Carlyle
Fredk Gt.xx.1 vi.X 105 [He] saw the general Gazetteerage
everywhere, seized of this affair, and thrown into paroxysms
at the size and complexion of it 1875 Lowell Among my
Bks Ser 11.(1876) 137 Neither ofthem [Drayton and Daniel]
could make poetry coalesce with gazetteering or chronicle-

making 1890 Chambers' Encycl, V 120 Few countries, if

any, are more thoroughly gazetteered than France. 1891
Review of Rev Jan 77/2 A brief paper on ‘ Armour for

Warships which is somewhat gazetteerish and historical

t G-aze'ttist. Obs. rare [f. Gazette sb. +
-1ST ] The writer of an official gazette.

1625 W, B True School War 10 He..was untested with
the titles of the Intelligencer and Gazettist of Rome and
Spame 1626 Raleigh's Ghost 22 Gondomar . . Gazetist of
State, one of the consumers of the King’s purse

Gazing (gF"zig), vbl. sb. [f Gaze v. + -ing 1
.]

1 The action of the verb Gaze.
c 1502 in Grose Antiq Rep. (1808) II *286 It is sen, great

resorte often to be made for wonderyng and pleasure in

their owne sights, and m wolgar speche callid gasyngs, of
the rud and unlernyd persons. *1333 Ld. Berners Gold.

Bk. M. Aurel (1546) Lj b, Fro tauerne to tauerne, from one
gasing to another 1332 Latimer Frrntf. Serm

.

(1584) 273

Theyr teaching begate a wondering and a gazing Euery
body maruellea at it & was desirous to talke of it. 1398
Manwood Lawes Forest xx § 10 (1615) 177 The noyse of

their running together, and the gasing of those Deere, that

are scaried will disturbe the quiet of those wild beasts

1626 Bacon Sylva § 044 The Aspects that procure Loue,
are not Gazings, but Sudden Glances, and Dartmgs of the

Eye 1743 Richardson Pamela II 92 ,

1

wanted to be out of

their gazing i860 Pusey Mm Proph 240 Malicious gazing
on human calamity is the woist form of human hate

Jig 1587 Golding De Mornay xxxm 532 The vanitie of

these contemplations or lather gasmgs, is plamely bewraied
by the effect thereof 16S9C Noble Auszo Cert. Queries^
Such leproachfull things may amuseand stagger some weak
judgements, and put them to gazings, and to doubtfull

standings m their thoughts

f b. Something to gaze at , a spectacle Obs
1348 Hall Chron ,

Hen VII (1809) 471 For y“ which cause
thei be more fierce, more bolde & hardy then the other Irish-

men, and thei he very desyrous of newe things, & straunge
sightes, and gasynges.

2 aitrib., as gazing-point, -sight. Also Gazing-
stock
1363 Homilies n. Place $ Time Prayer 11 (1859) 349 They

see the church altogether scoured ofsuch gay gazing sights,

as their gross fantasy was greatly delighted with 1836

R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 45 The monks of Mount
Athos, whose mysticism was also of this most degraded
type, substituted, as a gazing-point, the navel for the nose

Gazing (g*
1 zig)> ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ingA]

That gazes, in senses of the verb.

3333 Latimer Fnntf. Serm. (1584) 293 b, Nowe hee had
a daughter called Dma, which gasing damsell went abroad
to see the countryes 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl x
xxxvi, Her ruble lips lock up from gazing sight. 1683
Tryon Way to Health 486 Neither do we deck our selves

with rich Ornaments to draw unto us every Gasing Eye
1711 Stfele Spec

t

No 167 1* 3 Gazmg Crowds have found
their Passions work’d up into Rage, or soothed into a Calm
1840 Hood Up Rhine 310 So we., at last marched into

Nichol, thiough a gazing population.

fig 1793 CowrER Odyss xxn. 437 The gazing sun dries

all their life away
Hence Ga. singly adv.

1563 Grindal Let. to Abp ParkerWkz. (Parker Soc ) 267
If the communion be ministered in Paul’s, it will be done so

tumultuously and gazingly. that the rest of the action will

be disordered

Ga‘zing-sto ck. [f Gazing vbl. sb. + Stock.]

An object of the people’s gaze
,
a peison on whom

others gaze 01 stare.

1535 Coverdale Nahum ui. 7,

1

wil cast dyrte vpon y1*,

to make the be abhorred, and a gasynge stocke. 1566
Underdowne Thes £ Ariadne,A fayre woman is nothynge
but a gasynge stocke of ydell folkes 1630 tr. Causstn’s
Aug. Peace 75 They are made gazing-stocks to others, and
are formidable to themselves. 1751 Phil Trans XLVII.
189 He was the gazing-stock and admiration of all people
3840 Lady C Bury Hist of Flirt xx, I am free, and not

a gazing-stock for the world to jeer at

fGa’zity. Obs. rare—1
, [f. gaz Gas + -1TY

.

cf Gaseity.] A gaseous state or condition

1799 Sir H Davy Ess Heat, Light

,

etc Wks 1839 II 8

The peculiar modes of existence ofbodies, solidity, fluidity,

and gazity, depend (according to the calonsts) on the quan-
tity of the fluid of heat entering into their Composition

Gazogene (gse z8d$m). Also gasogene. [a F.

gazogbne, f. gaz Gas + -gbie . see -gen.] A gas-

producer. a. An apparatus for the production of

aerated waters b An apparatus used in the pro-

cess of gas-firing (Gas sb. 7).

a 1853 Bract Mech Jml VI. 87 Gaillard and Dubois’
‘ Gazogene ’ or Aerated Water apparatus 3886 Pall Mall
G. 23 June 12/1 Bright milk cans standing in rows, with
baskets full of new-laid eggs, and gazogenes.

b. 3879 Encycl Bnt IX. 844/2 In this case [when ‘gas-

firing’ is used], the fireplace proper is replaced by a gas-

producer orgazogene.
__

i'Ga’zolite. Obs An aerolite. (Inmod.Dicts)

Gazolyte (gm-ztfbit). [a. F. gazolyu, f. gaz

GAS+Gr Kvt6s soluble ] a. (See quot) b. ‘A
body which is resolvable into a gas. Amp&re’s
term for those elementary bodies which by com-
bination form gases’ (Syd. Soc Lex 1885),
1842 Francis Did Arts, etc., Gazolyta or Gazolyies, a

name given by Berzelius to such simple gases asare perma-
nently elastic. These are oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen.

Gazometer, obs. form of Gasometer.

+ Gazon. Obs. [a F. gazon glass
;
pi. pieces

of turf; a OHG. waso (MHG. wase, G. wasen)

sod, turf, damp soil, or mass of earth.] A sod or

piece of turf, used in, fortification (see quots ).

3704 Harris Lex. Techn , Gazons, in Fortification, are

pieces of fresh Earth covered with Grass, cut in form of a
Wedge, about a Foot long, and half a Foot thick, to line

parapets, and the Traverses of Galleries 1759 Sterne Tr
Shandy 11. v. 70,

‘ I would make the walls and parapets with
sods too’ ‘The best engineers call them gazons, Trim’,
said my uncle Toby 1768 in Simes Mittt. Medley Diet

1802 in C. James Miht. Did.
b. atti ib

,
as gazon-theatre.

1699 Evelyn Acetana (1729) 119 Gazon-Theatres, Amphi-
theatres, Artificial Echos.

Gazoo n. App. an adapted form of prec., with

mistaken sense. (Hogg app. took theword to mean
‘ a compact body of men 5

, or something similar )

1813 Hogg Queers Wake 263 A close gazoon the horse-

men made, Douglas and Monson the head, And through
the ranks impetuous bore

+ Gazophilace. Obs. rare. [a.OF. gazophilace,
ad. late L gazophylacium,'] = Gazophylaoium.



GAZOPHILE. 90 GEAB
13 EE Alltt P B, 1283 be golde of J>e gazafylace

Wyth alle be vrnmentes of bat nous, he hamppred to geder
[1583 Fulke Def xxi 507 Yea, I woulde gladly know, why
among so many Greekish and Latine-like teims, Gazophy-
lacium js not a _Gazophilace but a ‘ treasurie ’

]

+ Gazophile. Obs. rare—1
, [a OF. gazophile,

corruptly ad late L gazophylacium see next.
The quot. is a close translation ftom Octovten de S. Gelais,
Ep d'Ovtdc, quoted by Godefroy, s v ]A treasury, storehouse (in Jig. sense)

<549 Compl Scot To Rdr. 7, I began to reuolue the
librarye of my vndirstanding, ande 1 socht all the secreit
cornens ofmy gazophile

t Gazopnyla’cium, Obs [a. late L. gaso-
phylacmm, ad Gr. ya£o<pv\a.ieiov, f yb(a treasme
+ <pvK&cr<reiv to guard, keep ] The box in which
offerings to the Temple were received

;
a strong-

box or treasure-chest

1177 Langl. P. PI. B. xiii 197 Haued nou3t . the pore
wtdwe [more] for a peire of mytes Than alle tho that
offreden in-to gazafilacium. [imSTrcvisa Barth DeP R.
xix cxxvm. (1495) 934 GazofiTaciuui is an hutche 111 the
whyche is put what is offrid m the Temple ] 1363-87 Foxc
A Sf M. (1596) 259/1 What monte was raised to the popes
gazophylacium, 1 leaue to the estimation of the readei.
*681 J, Stephens Procurations 105 Theie seemed to be
a kina of pious contention in the people who should be
first to bring in their offerings to this sacred Gazophylacium
1697 Evelyn Nnnnsm. vm 266 Blood who made that bold
attempt on the Royal Gazophylacium m the Tower
t Ga'ZOUS, a. Obs rare—1

, [f. gas Gas sb +
-ous.] Of the nature of gas, gaseous.
*794 Sullivan View Nat I 272 Many natuialists, as well

as he, conceived this substance to be neither animal nor
vegetable, but to be merely an aerial or gazous scum
Gazy (geun), a. rare. [f. Gaze sb. + -Yl

]
a. Affording a wide prospect, b. Given to gazing
174s Mbs Delany Life q- Corr (1861) II 382 Has he

laid himselfdown upon the gazy hill, to take breath a little ?

1883 Holme Lee Loving «y Serving 1 1 ix 161 The most
gazy and dreamy and restless of the people had learnt to
keep their heads straight,

G-azzette, obs form of Gazette.
Geach, sb slang "l Obs A thief. So G-each. v

trans
,
to steal.

i8zx Haggart Life 56 He was a tolerable geach Ibid
70 We saw a conish cove with his back to the wall, beset
by a great number of geachs Ibid 73, 1 bought two wedge
table-feeders which I knew had been geached fiom the
house of Mrs Campbell

Geadepbagous (dgziade fagos), a Also erron
geo- [f modL Gcadephag-a (f Gr. 777 caith-t-

Adefhaga) + -ous.] Of or pertaining to the Geade-
phaga, a tribe of terrestrial and piedaceous beetles
1884 A themsum 22 Mar 381/2 Mr. E A Fitch exhibited

a laige geodephagous lai va.

Geagged, obs foim of Jagged.
Geal (dj;?

-
al), a rare, [badly f. Gi. 77} earth

+ -AL ] Of or pertaining to the earth regarded as
a planet Geal tides . tides (on the moon) due to
the earth’s attraction.

1883 Winchell World-Life n in § a (1889) 384 The geal
tide on the moon will be about eighty times highei than
the lunar tide on the earth

Geal(djjil), v. Obs exc. dial. In 5 gell(yn.
[a. F. gele-r L geldre to freeze Cf. Congeal.]
tians. and mtr. To stiffen as with cold, to congeal
The examples are often difficult to separate from those of

geal, Gell v (with 1 hard ’ g), to tingle as with cold
£1440 Promt Parv 190/1 Gellyn, or congellyn (to gedyr),

gelat, congelat 1608 Tourneur Rev Trag v i, Wks
1878 II. 133 We fouud the Duke my father gealde in bloud
1633 H A Purtheneia Sacra 190 It [the mother-pearl]
forms litle grames or seeds within it, which cleaue to its
sides, then grow hard, and geale, as it were 1804 Tauras
Poems 19 Wer’t no for houp Our very hearts wou'd geal.
Hence Gea’ling ppl. a.

1604 T.Wright Passions v § 4. 220 Qealing frostes cause
springs and wellcs .. in the depth of winter to smoke with
heate

Geale, Gealous, obs. ff. Jail, Jealous.
Gean(gm). Now chiefly ,SV Forms : (6 guyne,

/ gmnd, 8 guigne, guynne), 8-9 gean, geen,
(9 guean). [a F. guigne (in the 14th c spelt
guine). Of unknown origin: Sp. has gumda, Pg.
ginja of similar meaning
Some have

v
suggested that the woid may be connected

with OS1. visnjafLdh vysna

,

Roumanian visiud, mod Gr
Pmtlvov, and more remotely with OHG wthsala (mod Ger
wetchsel). It visciola ; but this is veiy doubtful,]
The wild, cherry (Primus avium), tree and fruit.

£*533 Berners Gold. Bk M. Atirel (1546) Ccij,
Whan the guynes come, the season, of cheryes is not come
*®53 Urquhart Rabelais 11 xxxiv 221 In the season of
cherries and grnnds. 1765 Earl Haddington Forest-trees
17 The Black Cherry This is called the Geen here 1839
Jardine Brit Birds II 78 They [missel-thrushes] are
remarkably fond of ripe geans. x88a Garden 28 Oct. 382/1
The Geaa .grows m rocky, dry woods
attnb . *793 Trans Soc A rts (ed 2)V 16 Birch, Geea-tree,

and Mountain Ash 1854 H Miller Sch, <§• Schm x. (1857)
20X To strip the guean-trees of their wild cherries

t Geance. Obs. rare—1
. ? An imagined rustic

pronunciation of chance.

*633 B. Jonson Tale 'l ub n. iv, Vaith, would I had a few
more geances on‘t >

G-eand, geartt, obs. forms of Giant.
t Geane. Obs. Also 5 geene, gene, 5-7 Jeane

See also Jean, Jane. The English form of the

name of Genoa (F Genes, It Genova ) , used attrib.

in designations of commodities imported thence.
Treacle of Geane : see Treacle
c 1466 Sir J Paston in Patton Lett No 563 II 293,

I sende yow—iy trade pottes of Geane as my potecaue
swerytht on to me, and mooreovyr that they weer never
ondoo syns they come from Geane X466 Mann <$• Househ
Exp (Roxb

) 369 My mastyr toke his man to kepe a potte
of geene to put in grene gyngyr 1494 Will of Astry
(Somerset Ho.), 50 bales ofJeane wood 1545 Rates Custom
ho bnj b, Geane paper the leame. 1382 N. Licheiteld tr
Castan/uda's Cong E Ind. v 14 b, Some of them doe came
with them compasses of Geane. a x6x8 Rates Merchandise
L lij, Treacle of Ieane the pound vnj d

GeanticHnal (d^sentiklsi nal), a. and sb Geol
[f. Gr. 7tj earth 4- Anticlinal ]
A, adj Of the nature of a general upward flexure

of the earth’s crust

1879 Dana Man Geol (ed 3) 818 Many mountains owe
halt or more of their elevation above the sea level to geanti-
chnal movements

B. sb. A general upward flexure of the earth’s

ci ust.

287 Dana Man, Geol (ed. 2) 752 (Cent ) The part of the
foice not expended in producing them carried foiwaid an
upward bend, or geanticlinal, of the vast Rocky Mountain
region as a whole 1879 Ibtd (ed 3) 818 Geanticlinals or
upwatd flexures 111 the crust that become permanent eleva-
tions x88a A H Gretn Phys Geol xm (ed 3) 631 The
squeezing up of this inass of rock into a geanticlinal

Gear (gl°i), sb Forms: 3 geere, 4-5 ger, 4
guere, 5-6 gheer(e, 4-5 gare, 5-6 gayre, gaire,
geyre, 4-9 ge(e)r(e,geir(e, 5-6 geyer, 6-8 gears,
<3- gear [ME gere, prob ad ON. germ

,
gerrm

=0E *gienc {poet, m pi gearwe, with pie-Eng.
change of declension), OS garewi

, germ, OIIG.
garawt, gar{e)wt OTeut. *garviln- wk. fern., f.

*gantm- ready, Yaue, whence *garwjan to make
ready,ON

.
gerva, g&rva, gera, gera to make, Gab v.

It is prob. unnecessary to assume as the source an ON
*gen with a dioppmg of the v (to) similar to that in gera,
gera, the common prose forms of the verb gerva , there was
app in ME a disposition to 1 educe no to r after a stressed
palatal vowel ]

I. Equipment. Cf Furniture 4.
1 collect, sing. (+ rarely pi) Apparel, attire,

dress, vestments.
a 13x0 m Wright Lyric P x 36 Heo glystnede ase gold

when hit gleraede, ues nei gome so gladly on gere 13..E E. A Hit. P B 1811 pat we gon gay in ouie gere 1390
Gower Conf. II 227 Let clothen in the same gere. 1430-70
Golagros 4 Gai

u

158 Ane girdill ourgilt, and vthir light gei e.

1463 J Paston in Poston Lett. No 526 II 233, 1 beseche
yow that this ger be not forget, for I have not an hole hose
for to doon 1484 Ckurchw. Acc. Croscombe (Som Rec
Soc ) 13 Item for wayschyng of the church gare vi». mj 1

1326 Skelton Magnyf 776, I can devyse my geie after the
courtly maner 1330 Nottingham Rec. Ill 363 For makyng
the dawnsais gayre 1363-87 Foxn A $ M (1684) II 38/1
They did it to shew their new gay geere 1727 Vanur &
Cm Prov Hush J. Wks. (1730)295 My Lady’s geer alone
weie as much as filld four portmantel trunks 1776 Mrs
Delany Life 4 Corr Ser. u (1862) II 196, 1 have put on
all my birthday geer. 179a A. Young Trav France 61
Dressed in holiday geers X807W0RDSW White Doe m 34
Noisy swarms of peasants in their homely gear *837
Holland Bay Path xxiv 278 Mi Pynchon himself, in his
rusty travelling gear 1879 *E Garrett’ House by Wks.
II 206 She packed her own marriage gear ..with her own
hand

f b. Appendages to a (clerical) vestment Obs.
*35* Invent Ch Goods (Surtees 1897) 37 Albes and other

gen belonging to the afforesaid vestmentes Ibid. 35 One
old vestment and one boithe without geire.

+ c pi. Habits, manners. Obs. rare
The earliest recorded sense

.
placed here as being possibly

a forced application of sense x, suggested by the L habitus
c xzoo Tnn Coll Horn 35 pe deuel teS for3 geres hwile

after fox, hwile after wulue, hwile after leun, hwile after
oore, and on ech of hise deden is lefned to )?e deore wuas
geres he forSteoS Ibtd 165 Hie teS forS geres after
wilde deore, sume after beore, sume after wulue, sume after
ooer deor Ibid 209

2 . Armour, arms, warlike accoutrements Rarely
pi. Alsojightmg-gear Obs exc. arch.
0205 Lay 13679 Oil ich wulle mid mine gtere. <1x300

Cursor M 7333 ‘Dos awai’, he [David] said, ‘Jus gere,
Certes can 1 nan aimes here’ 1373 Barbour Bruce xviii
165 Thai fand Gib Harper in his ger. And, for sa gude
his arrays wer, Thai [etc] £1420 Avow. ArtJi xxiv,
Quen thou art armut in thi gere, Take thi schild and thi
spere 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 88 a/a They made theyr
geer redy and departed 15x3 Act 5 Hen VIII, c 6 Any
Armour or defenceable Geei of War 1546 m Tytler Hist
Scotl (1864) III 374 After yame came the young laird
and vm men with hym all m geir. 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev
\

v. v, Of serviceable fightmg-gear small stock. 1864 Skeat
Uhland s Poems 376 The host comes slowly onward,
equipped with warlike gear.

3 a. Accoutrements of a riding horse, or his
rider (•j'Formerly alsopi) Now always explicitly
riding-gear
anao-pp Alexander 7go* (Dublin) Grathez on |>is gay

gere, & pen a gilt sadyll. c 1420 Sir Amadaee (Camden)
Ylke mon his owne schall have, That he syttes apon,

Sadyll, brydyll, and oder geyre 1533 Coverdalr Zech
xiv eo At that tyme shal the ryduige geer of y° horses be
holy vnto the Lorde. 1690 Dryden Don Sebast 1 1. Wks
"83 VII. 342 Ant. Thou wilt not make a horse of me?
Must. Be advised, friend, and buckle to thy gears [makes
him go down on all-fours, bridles him—‘ To your paces vil-
lain, amble, trot and gallop ’]. 1840 Dickens Bam Rndge

xlvn, Bridles, top-boots, spurs, and such gear, were strewn
about X87X Ylats Techn Hist Comm, 46 The Egyntians
were skilful manufacturers of riding gear
b Harness ior draught animals Before the

19th c chiefly//.
a 1300 Cursor M 6221 Sex hundreth cartes wit al bair

geres 1424E E Wills (1882) S6 My cartes and my nlowes
and all my hors pat longen to hem, whith all her gere. xe2a
Fitzherd Httsb. § 5 He muste haue. his oxen or horses*
and the geare that belongeth to them ; that is to say bowee’
yokes [etc.] 1323 Will tn Ely Eptscop Rec (1891) 220 Y«
best donge carte, and fyve gayies of y« best , and mv best
ploughe and the geyers 1601 Holland Pliny I 221 When
they [horses] are set 111 then gens to draw the chariots how
they loy when they are encouiaged 1693 Loud Gaz No
3x15/4 A Soirel Mate the Hair rub'd off her sides with
Geers 1751 Johnson Rambler No 138 r ix She rises be-
fore the sun to order the hoises to their geers 1700 G

_

Washington Lett Writ 1893 XIV 220 Not suffering the
Ploughs, Hanows and the Gears belonging to them, to be
unnecessarily exposed 1821 Clare Vill Mmstr ~

- ; of keeping
it in repair, amounts to 25-1 yearly x86o Lonsdale Gloss
Gear, harness, tackle of any kind, furniture, as plough^
gear, cart-gear, etc x886 Chesh Gloss, s v , ‘What’s Tom
doing this wet day ?

’ * Mcster, he’s cleaning th’ gears ’

+ 4. fig (Prob chiefly referring to sense 3b)
{Ready) m one's geats in harness, leady for work
= L. m praamtn. 7'o put m, get into one’s geats

.

to set or get to work. Tight in one's gear in
one’s right senses. Warm in one's gear{s settled

down to work Out ofone's gears out ofsorts Obs.
c 1460 Tawnelcy Myst xxi 181 He is inwardly flayde

not right in lus geie 1642 Fuller //e#/ 4- Prof, St xa
xm 184 They think themselves not waim in their geeres,
till they are all on flie 1642 Roglhs Naavian 128 Iehu
being warine in lus geare <r 1659 Ctivi land Gen Poems,
etc. (1677) 134 Let him put hunself 111 his Geers 1664
Ktiiliu-dgrCow Rev iv 11 67 Is Gi ace leady in her gears
a 1677 Barrow Pope's Svprern. (1687) 49 The Apostles were
. in procmctu, ready in their gears to move whither Divine
suggestions did call them 1682 Dryden Medal 60 The
Fiauds he learnt in his Fanatick Years Made him uneasie
in his Lawful Geais 1683 Penn Dcsir Pennsylv. 8 Of
this more hereafter, being yet Raw and New in our Geer
a 1700 B E Diet Cant, Crew s v , Out of hts Gears,
out of sorts X71X Swim- Wks (1824) II, 463 Nuttal was
surprised when they gave him bits ofpaper instead ofmoney,
but I made Ben 'I ooke put him m liis gears 17x2-13 —
Jntl to Stella 8 Jan ,

I am 111 my gceis and I treat folks
sometimes 1780 Johnson Let to Mrs Thrale 4 July,
Keep my mastci tight in his geeis.

XI. Apparatus.
5 . Apparatus generally

;
appliances, implements,

tackle, tools f Also pi toys
a 1300 Cursor M, 24485 iGott ) Joseph and nichodeme.
Wid (xaim broght Jxai gere enogh, vte of his fete Jie nail
droght 13 . E E.Alht.P B 1505 Nov is alle Jus guere
geten glotounes to serue 1373 Barbour Bruce xvii 702
lohne crab, that had his geir all gar, In his fagattis has set
the fyre c 1386 Chaucer Ptol 352 Wo was his Cook but
if his sauce were Poynaunt and sliarpe and redy alhis geere.
a 1400-30A le tander 1773 For ai a child mot him chese to
childirc gens 1461 Poston Lett No 391 II. 13 It were
tyme your gere necessarye on that by halfe were purveyd
foie 1823 Scott Pevcnlxxxvi, The warders must bring their
own gear [fetters] with them 183a J, Hodgson in J Rame
Mem (1858) II 260 All the quarry gear was swept away by
oneofthe great floods. 1850 Scoresby Chcever’s Whaleman*

s

Adv iv (1859I 60 An ingenious Frenchman . had bladders
and othei gear to float dead whales 1831 Grlenwcll Coal-
tiade Terms Northumb <$ Durh 28 Gear, work-tools,
consisting of picks, dulls, maul and wedge, shovel, cracket,
&c 1883 Fisheries hahib Catal p xxxiv, Such sportsman's
gear as rods, lines, artificial flies, and baits 1883 Act 48 <J-

49 Viet, c 70 fe 7 Injury . done by one sea-fishing boat to
nnother, or to the nets, lines, and gear theieof 1883 Sir

J C Mathlw in Law Times Rep LI I 263/1 The vessel

. was sold as she lay with her gear and tackle 1883
Atheiueum x6 May 637/3 Pretending to work, amidst build-
ing stones and masons1

gear, on a Paris gnat.

b The organs of generation Now only slang
1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 280 To the dogs to eat they

threw his gear 1704 Swirr Tale of Tub xi 202 1893 in

Farmer Slang.
Comb x6n Cotgk , Chaude-colle, saltnesse, leacherous-

nesse, geereitch

t c. Weaving. A leaf of heddles Obs.
1300 Nottingham Corp Rec 1380, 43 lij. lynen geyrs et

j lathe 132fillul 1395, 7 Pro quoaam mstrumento textorum
vulganter dicto a lynen gegre [tread geyre] 1780A Young
Tour Irel I 324 It [flax] is ready to be delivered to the

weavei, with the reed and geers adapted to manufacturing it

28x3 T Martin Circle Mech Arts 239 in BischofF Wool
Manuf, (1862) II 407 The loom consists merely of two
bamboo rollers, one for the warp, and another for the web,
and a pair of geer 1822 R G Wallace 15 Yrs Ind 298
The loom consists of a reed and geers, with a small beam,
upon which the warp is rolled 1839 Ure Diet Arts 1285

The Hindu . inserts his great toes into two loops under the

geer, to serve him for treddles

d Mining Pair ofgears = gallows-timber
1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb $ Durh

28, Pair ofGears, see Gallows Timber.

6 . Machinery, a A combination of wheels, levers,

and other mechanical appliances for a given pur-

pose
; esp. the appliances or furnishings connected

with the acting portions of any piece ofmechanism
Often with some defining word prefixed, as expan-

sion-, hand-, steering-, valve-, winding-gear

;

for

which see those words.
*3*3 Fitzherb. Sure xx. (1539) 42 And the mylner shall
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make all the coste, both of the hous and the goinge geyre

1786 T Jefferson Writ (1859) I. 550 The consumption [of

coal] wfll be increased by the additional geer 18*5 J
Nicholson Operat Mechanic 44 Chains have been benefi-

cially introduced as substitutes for straps in driving heavy

geer 1851 Illustr Catal Gt Exhtb 135 Model of a steam

crane, with travelling gear 188* Knowledge No. 19 397/s

Being caught by the steering gear or front wheel 1888 F
Hume Mad Midas 1. 111, The towers contained the winding

gear 1892 Law Times Rep LXVII 251/1 A steamship of

1074 tons net, fitted with steam steering gear.

fig *861 Lond Rev so Apr. 434/1 There is considerable

friction in our parliamentary gear 1889 Lowell Latest

Lit, Ess (1892) 149 None of these set our thinking gear in

motion to good purpose

b Wheels working one upon another, by means
of teeth, or otherwise. A tram ofgears : a set of

such wheels. Often preceded by some defining

word, as bevel-, et own-, spur-gear. Double gear

(see quot 1874).
1829 Nat Philos , Mechanics n vii. § 70 30 (U K. S

)

Wheels are denominated spur, croum

,

or levelgear, accord-

ing to the position or direction of the teeth 1874 Knight
jfict Mech 726/1 Doublegear, the nests of variable-speed

gear-wheels in the head-stock ofa lathe 1881 Metal World
No 22. 340 The moving of the car sets in motion a train of
gears, which m turn gives motion to the pencil mechanism,

which traverses crosswise of the paper, while the paper itself

traverses from the pencil lengthwise at a uniform speed

c (See quot

)

1874 Knight Diet Mech., Gear the running parts of a
wheeled vehicle, as the fore-gears, hind-gears, refeinng to

the fore-axle and its wheels, the hind-axle and its wheels

7 Machinery. The mechanical arrangements con-

necting a motor with its work, — Geaking Hence
In, out ofgear •. in, out of connexion with the motor.

So to get {put, set, throw) in, into, out ofgear.

1814 R Buchanan Mill Work (1823) 451 When any
particular pait of machinery is set agoing, it is said among
workmen to be set on, or put in gear; when stopped, set

off, or put out of gear 1830 R. S. Robinson Naut Steam
Eng 103 To see what is to be the position of the eccentric

pulley, relative to the crank when in gear. Ibid. 132 To
work three or four strokes by hand prior to throwing the

eccentric rod in gear 1851 Illustr. Catal Gt Exhib, 233
For the purpose of moving the handles m and out of gear.

1869 Eng Mech. 19 Mar. 574/2 The level is reversed, so

as to throw the shafts into gear by the action of the

clutch 1879 Cassell's Tcchn Educ II 13/2 When wheels

are in gear theie are three teeth of each engaged. Ibid.

IV 307/2 The parts which they should hold in position get

out of gear 1885 Law Rep 15 Q Bench Div 358
A wheel-factory, including the machinery and gear, was
mortgaged to the plaintiffs Ibid

,

The . dnving-belts .

.

could he removed at pleasure when the machinery was
thrown out of gear x888 Encycl Bnt XXIII. 560 Two-
speed gears [for tricycles] are becoming general

fig 1849 H Mayo Pop Snperstit. (1851) 79 The attention

. is unlinked from the other faculties, and they are put out

of gear. x86o Kingsley Misc II. xi An industrial system

so out of gear 1861 Thornbury Turner {1862) I 21 In a
week or two he began to get into gear and work better in

his new harness 1874 Green Short Hist, v § 4 241 The
whole organization of labour was thrown out of gear x88o

Miss Braddon Just as Iam xvm, I have been out of gear

for my ordinary pursuits oflate x886W Hooper Si Acad
Life 56 He is quite thrown out of gear by every little

anomaly.

8. Naut. Rigging in general ,
* the rigging of any

particular spar or sail ’ (Adm Smyth)
1669 SturmyMannersMag 1 x 7 See that yourmain Hall-

yards be clear, and all the rest of your Geer clear and cast

off 1833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 366,

1

seized another

[axe], and disengaged the small gear about the mast x86o

Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 279 The topsails were reduced

by the patent gear to nearly close reefs.

Ill Stuff.

9. Goods, movable property, household neces-

saries and utensils.

a 1300 CursorM 4938 Sargantz send i son on hand pat in

bair gare mi god J>ai fand Ibid. 13797 T)° J»e to ga, wit all

pi ger. c X380 Wyclif Serm. SeJ. Wks I. 200 Frens and
preestis bat maken riche churches and housis wib oper

f
ere 2413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) I xv 9, I hald it

est to cast awey this gere and shape my seine pryuely to

fie 2466 Mann.Sf Househ Exp (Roxb ) 436 Item, owenge
to the chaundelere for wode, candelles and odre gere for

howsold,ujs xj d 1634 Milton Comusi66 Some harmelesse
Villager, Whom Thrift keeps up about his Countne Geare

1785 C Keith Har’st Rig 47 For he did gar her sweetly pay
For crackit gear. 2863 Livingstone Zambesi x 216 Then
follow wife and daughters with bulky loads of household

gear on then: heads.

+b. Sc. and north dial. Possessions in general,

wealth, money. Goods andgear=wealth, property.

•\Free gear (see Free 28 b). Obs.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. Ill 230 Siluer or gold or ony
other geir 2547 in Tytler Hist Scot (1864) III. 380,

1

judge

him [Argyle] greedy of gear, desirous of authority c 150S
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot (1728) 14 Spend his goods

and gear 1370 Buchanan Ane Admomt Wks. (1892)23

wer neuir desyrous of blude geir nor honour 1609 Hume
Admonition in Wodrow Soc Misc 586 A borrowing of

uther mennis geir, 2637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. n. i, I am
na fay , But a good man, that lives o' my awn geer 1637

Rutherford Lett. (1862) I 300,

1

had not so much free fear

when I came to Christ’s camp as to buy a sword 2706 in J
Watson Collect Poems 1 30Which made the Laird take up

more Gear Than all the Lands or Rigs could bear 1706

Sempill Piper Kilbarchan sou, His pipes, after wan him
gear enough. 17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull hi iv, Spending

the goods and gear that his forefathers wan with the sweat

of their brows [The speaker is Scotch], 1725 Ramsay Gentle

Sheph 1 h, His honour maunna want—he poinds your geer

1773 Burns c Tibbie, I hoe seen the day' vi, Yom daddy s

gear maks you sae nice x8o8 Mayne Siller Gun 11 xxvi,
Dingwall . . Whase modest merit Was sae repres’d for want
o' geai , Care crush’d his spirit 1 1853 Robinson Whitby Gloss.
s v

,
‘111 gotten gear ', property unjustly obtained. 1884

Annie S Swan Dorothea Ktrke vi 58 That foolish, mis-
guided sister of yours has married an old man for his gear 1

c Things, j; Also m plural, rare.
<21400 Sir Perc. 2x4 He wolde schote with his spere

Bestes and other gere 1336 J. O lde tr Gualter'sA ntichnst
124The God whom his fathers knew not shall he honour with
gold, and silver, and precious stones, and other costly gaires

18x7 SoutheyEss (1832)11 13 The appetite for slander must
be sharp-set, when it can prey upon such small gear

+ 10 A material substance or stuff ;
in depre-

ciatory sense, rubbish Obs

.

2489 Caxton Faytes ofA 11. xxxvif 159 A drmke myxte
with suche manere of gere that aftre they had taken hyt
they were alle dronken 1349 Latimer 6th Serm be/Edw
VI (Arb ) 165 Of decimations of Anets seade, and Cummyn,
and suche gere 1562 Turner Herbal 11 50 b. The sour
gear that is within [the shell of the Citron] is colde and
dry 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv xvi 470 You shal finde much
of this geare amongst Rye 1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud
Astral vii 187 That out of wheat there should spring vp
darnell, solders, and smuttie geaie 1613 Purchas/V£T»«-
age (1614) 475 The Bramans marke themselves in their fore-

heads with a kind of yellow geare which they grmde
1691 Ray N C. Words Pref. 5 Gear is also used for

trumpery, rubbish, so as stufie is 1800 Larwood Norfolk
Dial 44 (E D S No. 76) The thacker wou’d ha gin har

some doctor’s geer in a beaker 180s H MacNeill Poet
Whs (1812) II 76 A bottle primed . Wi' somewhat mair
than half a gallon 0’ precious gear

f b. Corrupt and foul matter
,
pus. Obs.

1362 Turner Herbal 11 131b, It [Germander] scoureth

out also thicke and watery gear out of the brest 1396
SrrNSER F Q. vi xu 28 1 hat spat out poyson and gore-

bloudy geie. 163a tr Bruel’s Praxis Med 223 Cholencke,

sowre and stinking geere is voyded 1633 H More Antut.

Aih in. viu (1712) 113 The wound of ms throat gaping,

but no gear nor corruption in it

c. Mining (See quots.)

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet G ij b, Dead, where there is

no Ore Deads are the Gear, or Work got in such dead

Places Ibid I iv b, Gear, a general Name for all Deads,

when cut out of the Wholes Ibid Q uj, We rise with these

Pair upwaids, drawing up the Gear, and teeming it round
about them

11 fig. = Mattes, Stops, in various uses,

a Discouise, doctrine, talk ,
alsom depreciatory

sense, ‘ stuff nonsense ? Obs. exc. arch

1413 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle 139 Our fadres medled

no thyng of swich gere. ax320 Skelton Sp Parrot 387

For drede ye darre not medyll with such gere *370 B
Googe Pop Kingd j. 13 b, I am ashamed here To weare

my pen about such foolish geie 1606 DayHe ofGuls in

1 (1881) 70 Was not this stinging geere? 1607 Rowlands
Guy, Earl Warm, 33 Why turn me back to conn my gear*

again 1624 Bedell Lett, vi xox No maruell if this geare

could not passe the Presse at_Rome <11654 Selddn
Table-T (Arb) 20 Lord, what Gear do they make of itl

1700 Dryden Wife ofBath’s T. 24 For priests with prayers

and other godly gear, Have made the merry goblins dis-

appear. 1722 N. Mist Lett.fr. Mist's Jml Pref 12,

1

had

a great deal more of this learned Gear from my Friend

1875 Tennyson Q Mary m. i. Have you had enough Of
all this gear? 189s E Anglian Gloss., Gere, unintelligible

stuff; or a confused heap

Tb Doings, ‘ goings on . arch, or dial

c 1460 Towneley Myst xvi. 370This is well wroght gere that

euer may be c 1473 Partenay 276 Non may on the trust, tie

in thy fals gere 1346 St Papers Hen, VIII, XI 140 The
French practises now a dayes be but bare geare to other mens

practises. 16x6 R. C Tunes' Whistle v 1883 Brave boyes,

this gear doth cotten well. 2652 C B Stafylton Herodian

iv. 31 Wee shall smart for this unruly geere. a 2806 K White
Childhood 1 1x9 To view our gambols, and our boyish geer.

1831 Scott Cast. Dang. 1, Then I hardly see how your

ladyship can endure this gear much longer. 1876 Whitby

Gloss s v., He has now taken up with that kind of gear

1881 Mrs Lynn Linton My Love I. 273We shall have such

fun '. .It will be good gear, I can tell you 1

*|* o. A matter, affair, business. Obs.

2343 AschAM Toxoph.{kx\) ) 57 You handle this gere in dede.

1370-80 North Plutarch (1670) 160 Whilest this gere was a
brewing 1394 Greene & Lodge Looking Gl Wks. (Rtldg

)

126/1 Master Lawyer I pray you to this gear, a 1625

Fletcher & Shirley Nt Walker v. i, You wo’ not to this

geer of marriage then? 1636 James Iter Lane (Chetham

Soc ) 97 This worck, this gheere Was done by daughters of

great Charlemaine 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxxi, I under-

stand this gear better than you do.

XV. aitnb. and Comb., as (sense 6 b) gear-

cutter, -cutting; (sense 7) gear-work, (sense 8)

gear-block, (sense 9b) gear-gatherer, •grasping

,

gear-box, -case, the case enclosing the gearing of

a bicycle, etc. ;
gear-wheel, (a) a cog-wheel

;
(b)

in a bicycle, etc
,
the cog-wheel by means of which

the motion of the pedals is transmitted to the axle.

X85X Illusir Catal Gt. Exhib 340 Lower yards filled

with inventor’s slings and portable *gear-blocks 1887

Viscr. Bury & Hillier Cycling xiu 383 Otherwise the

effect of the same amount of resistance on each wheel will

become unequally operative in the *gear-box 2897 Daily

News 16 Sept. 3/4 There was a black *gear-case instead of

a transparent one 1884 Knight Diet Mech. Suppl
,
*Gear

Cutter [a machine for cutting the teeth on gear-wheels]

1874 Ibid ,

*Gear-cutting Machine, one for making cog-

wheels by cutting out the inteidental material 1825-80

Jamieson, *Gear-gatherer, a money-making man. 2819

W Tennant Peipistry Storm'd (1827) 40 He smasht

and smote thae men o’ sin For their *gear-graspin greed

2874 Knight Did Mech. ,

*Gear-wheel
,,
any cog-wheel,

whether crown, spur, internal-cogged, bevel, or lantern, is

a gear-wheel. x8gx Daily News 6 June 6/1 The engine is

a two cylinder horizontal one, and drives a gear-wheel.

x89a Dublin Rev Apr. 437 The mirror is fixed to a gear-

wheel driven off the spindle of a small alternating electric

motor 1851 Illustr, Catal Gt Exhtb. 220 Occasioning
the rapid destruction of the *gear-work through which the
power is transmitted.

Gear (g&u), v. Forms: 3-5 gere, 5 Sc. geir,

7-9 geer(e, (7 geare), 6- gear. [ME. geren, f.

gere Gear sb. (OE. had gierwan, pret. gierede to

equip, clothe, f. OTeut. *garwu- ready, Yare) ]
1 1. trans. To adorn

;
to array ; to dress. Obs.

ci250 Gen ^ Ex 2441 Osep dede hise lich faire geren,

Wassen,andnche-hke smeren,And spice-like swete smaken.

13 .EE AIM. P. B, 1568 He schal be gered ful gaye in

gounes of porpre c 1330 Parlt 3 Ages 122 He was gerede
all in grene. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 30 To Geer or Gear,
to dress. Snogly geered, neatly dressed.

2 To equip arch
13 Gaw <$ Gr Knt 791 Garytez ful gaye gered bi-twene,

Wyth mony luflych loupe 1456 Sc Acts Jas II (1814) II.

45/2 It is ordanyt all manei of man }>* has landis or gudis
be redy horsit and geryt. 1833 Fraser'rMag VIII 650We
accordingly geared ourself, and switch in hand sallied out

fig 1480 Robt Devyll (Percy Soc 1 56 He dyde helpe hym
for to gere and fortefye the crysten fayth.

3 . To harness (a draught animal). Also with up,

and absol.

1638 F Junils Paint Ancients 319 Paine of the painter

for it is no small trouble, in my opinion, to geare foure

horses together, and not so much as to confound any of their

legges 2640 G Abbott Job Paraph 248 Canst thou tether

or geere him like a horse? 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv
Jvtpr, (1653) 197 The plough man must have a little regard

to his Teem or Draught, and to the well geering or ordering

them. 1807 Pike Sources Misstss (18x0) 50 note, My sleds

were such as aie frequently seen about farmers’ yards . in

which two men were geaied abieast 2836 C. W Upham
J C. Fremont 11 55 (Funk) We were ready to depart ,

the

tents were struck, the mules geared up, and our hoises

saddled. 1877 Holderness Gloss s v, It’s about time we
was off ti gear x886 Chesh Gloss., Gear ex gear Up, to put
harness on a horse.

4 To pul (machinery) into gear (see Gear sb. 7)

;

to connect by gearing To gear up (see quot. 1882)

;

so to gear down, level.

1851 Illustr. Catal Gt. Exhib 1184 Another feature in

the machine is for gearing and pulling out of gear the cogs
1868 Pall Mall G. 13 July 10 The spindle is geared to a
system of toothed wheelwork 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat.
Phil. 1. 1. 479 The several shafts, with then axes all parallel,

are geared together. 1882 Knowledge 10 Mar 397/2 About
two years since, most of the tricycles which were driven by
means of a chain were geared-up—that is, the driving

wheels were made to go round faster than the pedals Now,
most of the best riders agree that tricycles should be geared

down, 1883 Ibid 22 June 368/1 Foi average riders these

[tricycles] might he geared level 1895 Daily News 15 May
7/4 Parts necessarily exposed for the purposes of cleaning,

lubricating, gearing, or altering the arrangements of a
machine

b. intr. Of a toothed wheel, or its teeth. To fit

exactly into ;
to he in gear, so as to woik smoothly

with.

1734 Phil Trans. XXXVIII. No 434 Engrav., The loose

Wallowers, whose turn’d rounds geer tiuly with y“ Coggs
in yB great Wheel. 1848 Tail's Mag XV. 844 Carrying an

angle-wheel, into which two others gear 1870 Eng Mech
18 Mar 652/3 This bevel gears with a horizontal bevel

underneath the base x88x Anderson in Nature No 626.

619 Two circular frames, with teeth cut m their edges, are

mounted, so that the teeth gear into each other, and they

can rotate freely, but in opposite directions.

Gear(e, var. Gere, Obs., whim, fit of passion.

Geard, obs. form of Guard.

Geared a, £f Gear sb, and v +-Ed]

Tl. Equipped; armed. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v 806 Twa hundreth haill off weill

gent Inglismen,

f 2. Provided with gear ; ? with handles or other

appendages. Obs
1388 Wills <?• luv N. C. (Surtees i860) 329, vj geared

yockes 4r , liij yockes, vngeared, 16d ,v geard forkes 20d

,

ij

forkes, ungeared, 6d.

3, Machinery. Connected with the motor by

gearing.
x868 Gainsborough Nexus 27 June (N. W. Line. Gloss),

Six double-geared slide and break lathes 1881 Eng Mecho

27 May 1/2 hack Geared Lathe, 44 in centres, bed 3 ft 6 in.

long; per set £z $s 1884 Knight Did Mech Suppl,

Geared Brace, a boring tool m which the drill or bit is

rotated by hand crank and bevel gear Ibid ,
Geared

Locomotive, a locomotive in which the motion of the engine

is conveyed by gearing to the travelling wheels 1895 Earl

Albemarle&Hillier Cycling xii 303 The Geared Ordinary
This, a relatively new type, has not seemed that measure of

success which its friends hoped for it

Gearing (gl° rig), vbl sb. [Gear sb. and v +
-IRQ1 ]
1. dial Harness.

(

X863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh Dial

,

Put the gearing on t

hoses and go away to plough 1877 Holderness Gloss

,

Gcarin

,

harness.

2 . Working implements, * plant .

X8a5 Ld Cocicbcrn Mem. i 76 Our colliers and saltern

belonged to their lespective works with which they were

sold as part of the gearing

3 . The action of fitting a machine with gear
;
the

manner in which a machine is geared ;
concr appa-

ratus for the transmission of motion or power,

e.g. a train of toothed wheels

=

Gear sb. 7 . Often

pieceded by some qualifying word, as bevel-, spur-.



GEARKSUTITE. 92 GEE.
etc. gearing ; also with advs

,
as in gearing-down,

-up. Out ofgearing', out of gear.

1833 J Holland Mcmuf Metal II 330 These wires pass
through the gearing, between the bars of a reed, as m linen-
weaving Z851 Illusty. Catal Gt Exhib 210 The speed
requisite foi the propeller is obtained by means ofaccelerating
gearing i860 Maury Phys Geoff Seaxv111. § 740 It is so
stable and tiue in its woih that nothing can throw it out of
gearing 1862 Smiles Engineers III 40 By an entire
rearrangement of the gearing of the machine, he shortly
succeeded m greatly lessening the wear and tear of the
ropes *869 R B Smyth GoldF Victoria 612 Gearing—
A series of wheels working into each other whereby motion
is transmitted 1882 Knowledge 10 Mar 397/2 When the
gearing down is earned to a great extent, the pedals make
two levolutions for one revolution of the driving wheels.
A machine so geaied can be ridden up a steep hill easier
than a bicycle

4:. Comb., as gearing-chain.
1874 Knight Did. Mech , Gearing-chain, an endless chain

tiansmitting motion from one toothed wheel to another

Gearksutite (djzia-ikswtsit). Mm. [f. Gr. 777
earth (from its earthy appearance) + Ariisutite.
Named by Dana in 1868 ] Hydious fluoride of
calcium and sodium, of a clay-like appearance.
x868 Dana Mm (ed. 5) 130 Gearksutite Earthy, kaolin-

like in aspect

Gearless (glories), a. [f. Gear sb + -less ]
Of a motor : Having no gear for the transmission
of motion

;
acting directly.

1892 Pall Mall G. 4 July 7/1 They are mounted on two
bogies, each having a 200 h p gearless motor attached to it

t Gea'SOU, a. and sb Obs. Forms : 1 geesne,
gdasne, 3 geasne, 4gesen(e, 5~6 geso(u)n, 6 gas-

men, 6-7 gayson, geazon, geasone, (6 gai-, gei-
son, 7 gey-, gheason), 5-7 geason. [OE. geesne,

gisne barren. Cf. OHG keismt barrenness ]
A. adj

1

.

Producing scantily ; barren, unproductive

;

exhausted. Const, in OE. with gen. or on
,
later

of. Also, clear of.
a 1000 Christ 849 in Exeter Bk

,

past we gasstes wlite asr
pam gryre-brofcan on has gassnan tid georne bipencen a 1000
Juliana 381 ibid , He sijj)ian sceal godra gum-cysta geasne
hweorfan a 1000 Andreas 1084 (Gr ) Ah )«er heorodreonge
hyrdas lagan, gaesne on greote, gaste berofene a 1121 0 E,
Chron.eea 1 r 16 pisgear wass swa gassne on msestene 14. MS
Cantab Ff 11 38 If, 23 (Halliw ) In werke they weren never
so nyce, Ne of moo good liveres geson. *1420 Pallad. on
Husb vnr 5 Now make the feeldis wilde of busshis geson.
c 1430 Hymns Virg 64 Drunkelew folk ben goostli blinde,
For faute of witt her lyf is gesoun

2 Scantily produced ; rare, scarce, uncommon.
In the 16th c. sometimes with passive lufinitive, as
geason to befound, to be seen

,

etc.

1377 Langl P PI B XI 11 271 My wafres there were
gesen <11460 J Russell Bk Nurture 803 Custade Cos-
table, when eggis & crayme he geson. *494 Fabyan Chi on
vii 588 Grotes and peas were geson 1314 Barclay Cyt $
Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc ) 33 A good man is geason, not
easy to be founde. <11530 H Rhodes Bk Nurture 116 in

' Baqees Bk 83 They that will not knowe howe to amend,
their wits be very geason 1348 Udall Erasm Par Pref
iq Precious stones that are gayson to bee founde 1367
Turberv. jEpit Sf Sonn (1837) 295 Rich be thy robes, and
geason to be had *377 Harrison England 11 xn (1877) 1

239 In the houses of Knights it is not geson to behold
generalhe their prouision of tapistrie 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abus 11 (1882) 51 Rare birds vpon the earth, and as geason
as blacke swans i6o<r F. Godwin Bps ofEng 380 Good
knowledge in the Gieeke toonjj in those daies was geason
xfiox Holland Pliny II. 98 Ixme is arare herb and geason
to be seen. 1610— Camden's Bnt. (1637) 336 Marie in this
place is very geason or skant 1674 Ray S. <$• E. C, Words
67 Geason, scarce, hard to come by Ess.

3.
* Rare extraordinary, amazing,

137a N, Roscarrocke Prelim. Verses Bossesvell's Ar-
none

,

The siege of Thebes, the fall ofTioy, m beaten massie
golde, dan Vulcan hath set out at large, full geazon to be-
holde. 2383 Stanyhurst YEnets n (Arb ) 47 with weather
astonyed, with such storms geason agrysed Ibid. iv. 104
The duke Aineas with sight so geason agasted

33. sb. Rarity, scarcity, rare.

15°? Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 124 Of them is no
plentie but great geason 1337 Tottel’s Misc. (Arb.) 250
Good should by geason, eame no place, Nor nomber make
nought, that is good
Geast, obs. form of Gest, Guest, Joist.
GeaBt, Geaster, var Gist, Gistek.
Geat(e, obs. form of Gate, Get, Jet.
Geather, obs form of Gather.
Geaum, Geaunt, obs. forms of Jamb, Giant.
Gebat, gebbet, obs, forms of Gibbet,

Gebbie (ge’bi, gibi) Sc Also 8 gabbie.
[Origin obscure: the pronunciation is against a
connexion with Gab Cf Gael giaban gizzard ]
The crop of a fowl

; transf. the human stomach.
<*1774 Fi-rgusson Poems (1814) II 13 She round the

ingle wi’ her gimmers sits, Ciammin theii gabbies wi’ her
nicest bits 1843 Bfthune Sc Fireside Stor 76 When your
heads are filled wi’ the horrors, your gebbies wi’ wind, and
your pouches wi' naethmg
Gebbit, Gebbrisn, obs. ff. Gibbet, Gibberish.
Geber, var Guebre.
Geberish, Gebet(te, obs ff.Gibberish,Gibbet .

Gebur (gebiia j). Hist. [OE. gebdr= OS. gibilr,

OHG. gip&r, gipilro : see Neighbour ] Atenant-
famer (in the early English community).
[c 1000 Laws of Ine c. 6 § 3 (Schmid) Gif he..on gebures

[husej gefeohte 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Geburus,
a Country-Neighbour ] 1861 Pearson Early 4 Mid Ages
Eng 261 The tenants, cotsetlas, geburs, and geneats, were
the highest among the semi-servile 1892 F Seebohm in
Eng Hist Rev July 439 The gebur himself is not a full

freeman because he has sei vices to peiform on the bid’s
demesne, and cannot leave the land if he chooses

Gebyllot, obs form of Giblet
Gecarcinian (dgzkaisi man), [f. mod L Gc-

carcm-us (Gr 77 earth + teapieivos crab, intro-

duced by Dr Leach in 1 8 r 5) + -ian.] A land-crab
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 99/r The Land-crabs, or Gecaicm-

inns, inhabit the waim countries of the New and Old
World, and Australasia 1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV.
330/2 The land-crabs or Gecarcunans are enabled to live
as terrestrial animals

Geeiraine, obs form of Jasmine.
Geek (gek), sb 1 Obs exc. dial Forms 6 geke,

7 gecke, 6, 9 geek (geek), [app a. LG, geek
,

—
MDu gec(k, ghec(k, Du gek adj and sb

,
related

(either as source or derivative) to gecken Geoic v.

From LG the word passed into the HG. dialects,

MIJG. geck{e, G. geek, and into Soand., Da gjtek,

Sw. gack, Norn gjekk, ? Icel gikkr] A fool, sim-
pleton ; one who is befooled or derided, a dupe
1313 Barclay Egloges 1 (1370) A nj b. He is a foole, a sotte

and a geke also Which chosetn the worst [way] and most
of leoperdie xfiox Siiaks Twel N. v. 1 331 Why liaue
you suffer'd me to oe imprison'd And made the most
notorious gecke and gull That ere muention plaid on ? ifixx— Cymb v. iv 67 To become the geelte [r/e] and scoine
o' th’ others vilany 1839 Glo. Eliot A Bede 83 If she’s
tackled to a geek as everybody's laughing at. 1876 Whitby
Gloss , Gtv.uk, Geek, Gowk or Goiuky

, a fool ; a peison un-
cultivated

, a dupe.

Geek (gek), sb 2 Chiefly Sc. [ = Du. and G geek
vbl. sb corresponding to gecken (see Geck v ) as in

G gecken machen to play tricks
; m geck sagen, Du.

ingheck segghen (Kilian), to say m jest ] A gesture
of derision

; an expression of scorn or contempt.
1300-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 28 Than all the feyndis

lewclie, and maid gekkis 1376 Tyde tarryeth no Man in
Collier E. E Pop Lit. (1863-4) 29 And though I have
attire both costly and gay, Vet unlesse it be new, I shall
have but a geck 1397 Montgomerie Chcme $ Sine 1085
‘ Gudeman, gramercy for jour geck ’ Quod Hope, and lawly
louts.

b To get a geck' to be deceived or tricked To
give one the geck to mock, tiick, deceive one.
1368 Satir Poems Reform xlvu 84 Now better war Iat

bee Nor to begin to gett jour selfiis ane geck. 1583 Leg.
Bp St Androis 898 ibid xlv, The first merchant he cleane
forsuike, Gave him the geck, and lat him ge.i 1603
Philoius lxxvni, The Carle that hecht sa weill to treit
30W, I think sail get ane geck. ? x6 Fair Janet 4 Sweet
Will xx in Child Ballads m. Ixiv. (1883) 105/2 This day
she has gien me the geeks, Yet she must bear the scorn
x8o8-z5 Jamieson, s v . To gie one the geck, to give him
the slip

,
generally including the idea of exposing him to

derision

Geck (gek), v Sc. and north dial, [app a
LG.gecken =MDu ghecken

,

Du gekken, G. gecken .

see Geokj/> i,andcf the echoic Ger.gecken to croak,
cackle Also in Scand. as Da. gjtekke, Sw. gacka ]
1 , trans. To mock, deceive, cheat.
X583 Leg Bp St. Androis 867 in Satir Poems Reform

xlv, Hame to the prowest it was directit ; But ye shall hur
whow he was geckit

2 , infer. To geck at

:

to scoff at, to use mocking
language or gestures towards.
1603 Philotns cni, I trow that all the warld euin Sail at

aour guckue geck. 1723 Ramsay Gentle Skeph 1 i, She
Bauldy looes But geeks at me, and says I smell of tar.

1775 Burns ‘ Tibbie / hae seen' 1, Ye geck at me because
I m poor 1837 R Nicoll Poems (1843) 102 He’ll geck
een at the Minister An’ joke wi’ laird an’ lady. 1876
Whitby Gloss

, Geck, to sneer or deride.

3 , To toss the head, as in scorn
; to look proudly

Also tians. to geck up the head. [Possibly a dis-

tinct word.]
172$ Ramsay Evergreen (1761) II 13 Scho geeks as gif

I meind her 111. 1728— Fables, Caterpillar & Ant 9 The
saucy Ant gecking up her head, quoth she * Poor animal >

I pity thee ’ X786 Burns Dream via, Adieu, my liege 1

may freedom geck Beneath your high protection, x8xx
Wilian m Arckseol XVII 147 Geck, to toss the head

Gecko (ge*kd). Forms : 8 (chaceo, jackoa),
gekko, 9 geco, gecko

;
pi. geckos, -oes. [a, Mai.

gehoq (the q is faint) an imitation of the
animal’s ciy.

The note uttered by this lizard is imitated m other Malay
names, as gagnh, gSke, take, etc. and similar forms occur in
the Indian languages, to which the earliest examples m
English are due. The statement made in quot 1792, that
the name is current in Egypt, is due to the translator and
is apparently a blunder ]A house-lizard, found in the warmer regions of
both hemispheres, remarkable for its peculiar cry,
and for its power of climbing walls.
t*7« C Lockyer Acc. Trade hid. iv 84 Chaccos. as

Cuckoos receive their Names from the Noise they inaV»
they are much like Lizards but larger 1727 A HamiltonNew Acc E Ind II. xhv 131 They have one dangerous
little Animal called a Jackoa, in shape almost like a Lizard
. he seldom fails of giving Notice where he is, by a loud
no,i>8 calling Jackoa ] 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist. VII
742 Of all animals the Gekko is the most notorious for
rtf powers of mischief 1792 Heron tr Niebuhr's Trav
Aiab. II, 33a We saw several sorts of lizards, of which the

only dangerous one was that called by the Egyntians
Gecko. 1852 Th Ross Humboldt's Trav II, xix iq0
All the stones were covered with an innumerable quantity
of iguanas and geckos with spreading and membranous
nngeis i860 AU Year Round No 37 247 There are the
friendly geckoes which, by help of padded toes, can run ud
walls like a fly, climb glass and cross the ceiling 1882
Harper s Mag Jan 189/1 The gecko, a hzaid found alone
the Nile, has been observed to emit a brilliant light

Geckoid (gekoid), «. [f. prec. + -oid,] Re-
sembling a gecko.
1887 Proc Zool Soc 25 Feb. 1S3 On a new Geckoid Lizard

fiom British Guiana

Ged 1 (ged). noith. and Sc. Forms: 4gedde
4, 6 gedd, 7 gid, 8 gidd, 7-9 ged. [a ON gtdda
(
= OSw. geddc, giedda, Sw gadda, Da gjedde)
app f. ON. gadd-r spike, Gad. (With respect to
the etymological signification of the name, cf
Pike.)] The fish Esox Incuts

; the pike or luce
1324-5 Durham MS Cell Roll, In j Gedde et lx Lam-

prouns 1375 Barbour Bruce n 576 And with his handvs
quhile he wiocht Gynnys to talc geddis & salmonys 1372
Stmpill m Satir Poems Reform xxx 90 Thay beand beistis
that lies bene men befon, Compamt with Gedds that dois
thair fry deuoir x68o Sir G Mackenzie Set. Her 61 Ged
of that ilk. Azur, 3. Geds or Pyks haunant argent. 1771;L Shaw Hist. Moray 78 It [the river Lossie] abounds with
Pyltes or Gtdds 1787 Burns TamSamson vi, Eels well kend
foi sotiple tail, And Geds for greed 1840W Hay in Mod
•Scot Poets XV 13 1 Bullsegs will wave their nigger pows
and geds will bite again 1837 Kingsley Two Y Ago III
16 He is now eating like any ged 1893 Northumlld Gloss

,

Ged, the pike fish

t Gea 2
. [Minced pronunc. of God in oaths

;
cf

Gad
]

1697 Vanbrugii Relapse m 11, 0 Ged—the devil’s in you
*753 Scots Mag Oct 491/1, I now advanced to By Jove,
fore ged, Geds cm sc it, and Demme
Gedanite ( clsc'danoil) . Mm [f. Gedan-um, the

med.Lat. name for Danlzig + -ite : named by Helm
in 1878 ] A mineral resin resembling amber.
1887 in Dana Mm. tj Peti ogi (ed 4) 349
Geddar, -nr, geder, obs. forms of Gather
Gedelmg, ged(e)lyDg, var. Gadling 2

.

Gedred, Gedrmg, obs ff Gathered, -ing.

Gedrite (dge'drait). Min [a. F. gidi itt f
Gldie (see below) : see -ite Named by Dufrenoy
Ann. des Mines Ser in X. 582 (1836).] An
aluminous variety of anthophylhte, discovered by
D’Archiac near Gedre m tlie French Pyienees
1844 m Dana Min. (ed 2) 524
Gedur, -yr, obs. forms of Gather
Gedy, Gedyn.es, obs ff. Giddy, Giddinebs.
Gee (gt), sb I north, and Sc A fit of bad

tempei or sullenness
5
usually in phrase To take

the gee . to take offence, become sulky.
a 1603 Montgomerie Sonn xxv 9 knau ill guiding

genders mony gees And specially in poets ? 17 Song in
Herd Collect Scot Songs (1829) 5 Lang or e’er that I cam
hame, My wife had ta’en the gee 17x4 ‘ What's the
matter •wi' the Whigs' in Jacob Songs (1887) 82 When he
takes on his good dame’s gees He canna rule himsel’, sir

1768 Ross Helenore, etc 143 When I speak to them that’s
stately, I find them ay ta’en with the gee 1844 Henderson
in Proc Berw. Nat Club 11 No 12 xoiThe bnde ‘took
the gee’ and would not proceed a foot further 1878
Cumbld. Gloss s v, ‘He’s teaun t’ gee’, he has taken of-

fence 1893 Not thumbld. Gloss, Gee, a sudden turn, a
pique

Gee (dgz), sb 2 colloq [f. Gee ini ] A horse

(ong a child’s word
, cf Gee-gee).

1887 Punch 22 Oct T92/3 Pray tell me why that frisky gee,
Called Pegasus, should harnessed be? x8oo Licensed Viet
Gaz 8 Feb (Farmer) The gees were all broken to the
stable, 1894 Astley 30 Years Life I. 59, I was to pay
forty pounds in case either of the hired gees died

Geo (dgt), v. slang Also ge [Of doubtful

etymology
:
possibly f Gee ml.] mtr. To ‘ go ’

;

to fit, suit, etc (only m negative phrases).
a 1700 B E. Diet Cant. Crew s v.. It won't Gee, it won’t

hit, or go. 1783 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue s v , It won’t
gee, it won’t nit or do, it does not suit or fit 1850 Sea-
worthy Nag's Heads 35 ‘It don’t seem to gee !’ said Isaac,
as he was trying to adjust the stove.

b Of persons : To behave as is desired; to

agree, get on well (together').

17x9 D'Urfey Pills V 83 If Miss prove peevish, and will

not gee, Ne’er pine at the wanton Pug 1803 S Pegge
Anecd Eng . Lang, 13 In Yoikshire, xn Lancashire, and
other Northern parts of the kingdom where things do not
suit or fit each other 01 where neighbours do not accord,
the expression is ‘ They do not Ge well together ’ a 1825
Forby Voc E. Anglia s v , This does not ge well with that.

He and she will never ge together x8*s Britton Beaut
Wiltsh III. 374, Gee or Joe, to agree 5 to go on well together

1889 Century Mag Dec 225/2 Me and the president didn’t

gee. He hadn’t no fault to find with me; but I didn't like

nis ways, and I quit

Gee (dsf), mt. A word of command to a horse,

variously (in different localities) used to direct it to

turn to the right, to go forward, or to move faster.

1628 Earle Microcosm
,
Country Bellow (Arb.) 49 He ex-

postulates with his Oxen very vnderstandingly, and speaks
Gee and Ree better then English x6S5 Heywood &
Rowley Fort by Land 4 Sea 11 H.’s Wks 1874 VI 384
Come He go teach ye see and whoe 1733 Fielding Don
Quixote m Eng 11 xu, Gee, gee, boys, hup 1 1806 Bloom-
field Wild FI Poems (1845) 189 Gee, Bayard 1 move your
poor old bones 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss ,

Gee, the

word of command to horses in a team to turn to the right, or



GrEEBTHSTG.

from the driver : substituted for the older word Ree 1871

C. Gibbon Lack ofGoldun, A steady-going old brown mare,

which moved to and fro with mediamcal regularity in

obedience to the ‘gee ’ and * wo ' of its driver.

Gee, var Ghee; dial, var Give.

Geebtwg' (d^rbcq). Also gibong, jibbong.
[Native Australian.] The fruit ot various species

ofPersoonia, an Australian tree. (N O. Proieacese )

1817 P Cunningham 2 Yrs N S. Wales I. xm 221 The
jlbbong is another tasteless fruit. 1847 L Leichhardt
Overland Exped xiv. 478 We gathered and ate a great

quantity ofgibong (the ripe fruit ofPersooniafalcata

)

1852

Mundy Antipodes vii (1855) 176 The geebung, a native

plum very woollyand tasteless 1889 Boldrewood Robbery
under Arms (1890) 255 You won’t turn a five-corner into a
quince or a geebung into an orange

Gee-gee (dgtdg? )• colloq. [Reduplication of

Qrmint J
Ahorse(orig a child’s woid; cf GeejA2

).

1869 Blackmoec Lorna D lxx, The ‘great Gee-Gee’—as

all the small ones entitled me 1886 G R Sims Ring o'

Bells, etc xi 242 To carry two heavy boys on his back,

pretending that he was a gee-gee 1895 Comlu Mag Jan.

56 ‘ Tell tne fellow to drive faster
1 ‘ Mv dear Datchet, the

man’s already driving his geegee off its legs
1

Geegot, obs form of Gigot.

Gee-ho Cd3? |hJu
), ml Also gee-o. [f. Gee

tnt. + Ho vntl\ = Gee int
1668-71 Skinner Etymol , Ho, Gee Ho. 1697 J Serjeant

Solid Philos 378 The Horses not hearing any cry Gee, ho,

to urge them forwards, took their Opportunity to rest them-

selves, and stood still 1801 SportingMag XVIII 110And
now, behold he cry’d 1 Gee-ho ' Ana now he jerk’d the rein

1819 [see Gee-up]

D. altnb
,
m gee-ho-coach : also absol (quast-jvJ )

a 1704 T. Brown Wks (1720) II 316 Never but ply close

at Inns upon the coming in ofWaggons and Gey-ho-Coaches
1769 De Foe's Tour Gt Brit (ed 7) II 314 They draw all

their heavy Goods here [Bnstol] on Sleds, or Sledges,which
they call Gee-hoes, without Wheels.

Hence Gee-(h)o v
,
Gee-(h)oing vbl sb.

1659 D Pell Impr, Sea 93 Carmen that never leave jerk-

ing and Geoing of their horses till they hale the hearts of

them out 1858 Carlyle Fredh Gt, ix 1 II. 384 The gee-

hodng of an expert wagoner, who has got a fieryyoung Arab
thoroughly tied into his dastard sanacart and has to drive

him by voice. 1881 LdWP Lennox Plays, Players, etc.

I 203 The countiy lad who. had ‘gee-hoed
1 and ‘gee-

up ed ’ him [my horse]

Geen, var. Gean.
Gaer(e, obs. form of Gear, Geir, Jeer, Gyre.

Geerish, var. Gerish. Obs., whimsical.

Geese, pi. of Goose.

Geest (g?st). Geol. [a. G geest (orig. LG.)

dry or sandy soil, opposed to marsh-land ] Old
alluvial matter on the surface of land ;

coarse drift

Or gravel. *847 m Craig ,
and m mod Diets

Geest, obs. form of Gest, Guest, Joist.

Geet, var. Gete v , to keep ;
obs. f. Get, Jet.

Geet, obs. pi. of Goat.
Geete, var Gite, dress.

Gee-up (dgP [D p), int. Also gee-, je-hup.

[f. Gee tnt. Hup tnt. (confused with XJp adv.f]

=Gee tnt.

*733 lsee Gfe int.] 1769 Trinculo's Trtp 29 Yates a

Carter, without a je-hup. 1819
1R Rabelais ’ Abeillard #

Heloisa 34 Cross Hounslow Heath, jee up 1 jee o' 1823

Sporting Mag XVI 332 A second ‘ Gee up ’ issued from
behind a hedge 186a Thackeray Wks. (1872) X 225

Gee-up, carter. 1888 J. Payn Myst Mirbndge 1 . 111, Gee
up, *oss.

Hence Gee-(h)-ap v., intr. and trans
,

to say

‘gee-up’ (to), also (of a horse), to obey this call.

175a Foote Taste II. Wks. 1799 I ip May I he tumbled

from my phaeton the first time I jehup my sorrels. *816

Scott Antiq. xvii, He was only apprized ofthe arrival of the

Monkbams division by the gee-hupping of the postilion 1824
Blackw.. Mag. Oct 442 Mr. Bubb ge-hupp'd in vain, and
strove to jirk the rein, Nobbs . . wouldn t mend his pace

x88x [see Gee-ho v ]• x888 Punch 21 Apr. 186/1
4 Gee up I

he cued. The horse gee-up’d, To gallant G—-—’s joy*
.

Geezer (gI vox). slang. Alsogeeaer. [A dial,

pronunciation ofGuiser.] A term of derision ap-

plied to elderly persons, esp. women.
1883 ‘ Corin ' Truth about Stage 16 Ifwe wake up the old

geezers we shall get notice to quit without compensation .

The two geezers, as Sandy styled the landlord and his wife.

1893 Narthumbld. Gloss
,
Geezer, a mummer ; and hence

any grotesque or queer character. 1897 Westm. Gas 17

Aug 2/3 So an obligingfirm of Liverpool solicitors, like the

nice old geeser in the song, have just assured him.

Gef, obs, form ofgave, pa. t. of Give ;
obs, f If

Gefe, Gef(f)m, obs. forms of Give, given.

Geffel, var Gafflb Obs.

x668 J, White Rich Cab (ed 4) 119 Therefore it is good
to have certain strong cross-bowes, to bend either with a

rack, or a geffel {printed gessel]

Geffce, Gegelotte, obs. ff. Gift, Giglet.

Gegg (geg), sb Sc. [Cf. Gag sb.*] A trick,

hoax, practical joke

1855 J. Strang Glasgow (1836) 401 The cabalistic term gegg
signifies a practical joke.

Hence Oeg-g v., to hoax, play a trick on
j
also

Geggee 1

,
Ge gger, Ge*ggery.

1826 J. Wilson Noct. /IwinWks. 1855 I. hi Sae sune as

I turn the tables on you, gegg you, as they say in Glasgow

Ibid 235 The rumswere looking up, the punch was pleasant,

and the people given to geggery, every house hospitable.

1855 J Strang Glasgow(i&s6) 327 That class loved fan and

frolic, jest and song, geggery and gossip. Ibid, 403 The
Volt. IV.

93

party to be pegged would be present. Ibid. 404^The whole
party including the geggee werem the highest spirits Ibid.

405 The geggers slipped silently behind
Gegg, obs. form of Gig sb

tGegge. Obs Alsogigge. [Ofobscure origin

:

app not identical with Gig ] A term, apparently
contemptuous, applied both to man and woman
a 1300 Floris 4- El (Hausknecht) 853 Twei gegges ]?e cupe

here, 1387 TrevisaHigden (Rolls) I 403 Thus arraied goo)>

be geggis {v r. gigges, Caxton segges], And alle wi]» bare
legges

Gegger (ge’gsi). Sc. Also gagger. [Of un-
known origin ] The under-lip

;
also gegger-hp

1825-80 Jamieson, Gegger, the under lip To hmg the
geggers, to let the under-lip fall, to be chop-fallen. 1826
G. Beattie John o' AmheC in Life (1863) 232 The gagger
lip 0’ Card’nal Beaton
Gegilot, Geglotry, obs ff Giglet, -letry.

II Gehenna (gihe’na). [a Eccl. Lat. gehenna,
a. Hellenistic Gr. ytevva, rendered * hell ’ in the

Eng. N T. (also yitvva rod rrvpos ‘gehenna of fire

rendered ‘hell fire’). In med.L. the word was
used transf. for judicial torture : cf. Gehenne.
TheGr yiewa was ad post-Bibhcal Heb. CJmJ ge^hinndm

hell, place of fiery torment for the dead (whence Arab
jahannam), a figurative use of the place-name which occurs

also In the fuller form DSTta"1

! ge 1 Sen HtnnSnt, ‘ the valley

of the son of Hmnom’, denoting a place near Jerusalem
where, according to Jer xiv. 5, etc

,
children were burnt in

sacrifice to Baal or Molech. Cf. Tofhet.]

1, The place of futuie torment ; hell.

1623 Cockeram, Gehenna, Hell. 1627 Hakewill Apol rv.

i §5 281 A valley shadowed withwood, called Gehinnon [«r]

or Tophet, from whence is the word Gehenna vsed for hell

[1667 Milton P. L. x. 403 [Moloch] made his Grove The

S
leasant Vally of Hinnom, Tophet thence And black Ge-
enna call'd, the Type of Hell ] 1854 Motley Corr. (1889)

I vi. 166 The groans which occasionally ascended seemed
as from a Gehenna 1882 Farrar Early Chr II 63 Making
their proselytes ten-times-worse children of Gehenna than
themselves. 1883 Punch 8 Sept. 119/1 A Gehenna of flaring

gas flames and a howling warder stop the way again

2. transf. A place of torture ; a prison.

1594 Nashe Unfort Trav Wks 1883-4 V. 131, I [a

Spaniard] winning haue the crownes, he losing is earned to

the galleys. This is our custome, which a hundred times

and more hath paid mee custome of crownes, when the
poore fellowes haue gone to Gehenna, [and] had course

bread and whipping cnere all their life after 1641 Milton
Antmadv (1851) 195 They had neither bin hal’d into your
Gehenna at Lambeth, nor strappedo’d with an Oath Ex
Officio by your bow men of the Arches

Hence + OeBemuical a,, belonging to gehenna.

XS99 Broughton'sLett. v. 18Asby his genealogicall glosses

he hath abused piphbv ytvierew, so by his gehenmcall curs-

ings he might set on fire rpoghv yevderem [cf Jam. 111. 6]

t Gehe-nne. Obs. rare. Also 5 gehyne. [a

F. gehenne, ad. eccl. L. gehenna : see prec. The
word was early confused with gehtne confession,

examination of accused persons by torture (mod.F.

g£ne discomfort), whence the form in quot. 1481.J
a. A hell, place of torment, b. Judicial torture.

1481 Caxton Myrr n xvm. 107 Thise ben the terryble

gehynes stynkynge And there is the fyre so ouer moche
ardaunt. 1646 Buck Rich III, hi 93 The fame was the

Question or Gehenne was given Him [Perkin]

Gehlenite (g# lenait). Mm. [f. name of A. F.

Gehlen (1775-1815) + -itb; named by Fuchs in

1815.] A silicate of aluminium, calcium and
iron, of a greyish colour, chiefly found mthe Tyrol

1817 Thomson’s Ann. Philos, IX. 70 Gehlemte . . occurs

usually crystallized in four-sided rectangular prisms. 1869

Phillips Vtsuv x. 291 Gehlemte is mentioned among the

products of Pollena, on the slopes of Somma.

Geibat, obs. form of Gibbet.

Geic (d3?ik), a. [f. Gr. yy earth + -10.] In

getc acid (F. atide giique), a product of the con-

version of wood into vegetable mould. Also called

humic or ulmic acid.

1844 in Hoblyn Diet Med 1864 in Watts Diet. Chem,

Geier : see Geir.

Geierite Min : see Geyerite.

Geif, obs. form of Gif, Give.

Geig(dszg),t' *SV. and north, dial Also8jeeg,
jig, gig, gike, jike, jeyk [From the sound ]

tntr. To creak, make a creaking noise,

15*3 Douglas Alnets vi. vi 62 Vnder the paysand and
the bevy charge Gan grane or geig [v r grank] ful fast the

jonit barge. 1721 Kelly Scot Prov. 239 Lick thy Loof
and lay't to mine, dry Leather gigs [Ramsay 1737 hasyz^gs]

ay. 1781 Hutton Tour to Caves (E. D S ), Gike or Jike,

to creak as wheels or doors do 1808-25 Jamieson, Geig, to

make a creaking noise, as a door when the hinges need
to be greased 1878 Cmnbld. Gloss , Jeyk, to creak like

machinery requiring oil.

Geiler, obs form of Jailer,

Geill (d3fl) Sc. and north. Also 6 gylle [a.

OF. gel, giel (vbl. sb. from geier to congeal) =geUe
Jelly ] Jelly.

c 1450 Henryson Mor Fab ra And mam-flour fine shee

brought in stead of geill 1550 Lyndesay Sqr Meldrum
887 Gude Aquavite, Wyne, and Aill, With nobill Confeittis,

Bran and Geill 1819W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827)

99 Pies and tarts, Rang’d here and thexe in sindry parts,

And sauces, soups, and geills, and creams

b. Comb , as geill-pock, a jelly-bag

1570 Wills 4- Inv. N, C. (Surtees 1835)327 Item I gyve to

GKELASItf.

John Robison ijo gylle pokes, a 1586 Maitland In Pinker-

tonA nc Scot Poems {iq 86) 326 Offyne silk thairfumt cloikis

With hmgeand sleivis fyk geill pokkis.

Geilt, var. Gelt sb 1

Geily, Sc var. Gaily.

Geill 1 (d3rm). Chem Also geine. [f. Gr.

yy earth. + -in , m F gdine (Berzelius 01848) ] A
brown precipitate obtained by boiling mould or

decayed vegetable matter with alkalies

1844 Hoblyn Diet Med , Geine 1864 Watts Diet Chem,

Geia 2 (dgf m). [f. Ge-um + -in ,
named by

Buchner ]
‘ A bitter substance extracted from the

root of Geum urbanum ’ [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885).

Gein, obs. form of Gain sb f, Gain-.

Gein, Sc var. given : see Give.

Going, var Ging Obs., company, crew.

Geioijie, var. Ganyie Obs.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslte'sHist Scott. (1890) II 66 With
gun and gemjie

t Geir. Obs. Forms : 6-7 geire, geyre, 7 gier,

geer, 7-8 geir, 7, 9 geier. [a. Du gter — G.

geier, MHG. gtr, gire, OHG. gtr, Ur, not found

w the other Teut. languages.] A vulture.

*565 Cooper Thesaurus, Vultur

,

a rauenous birde called

a voulter or geyre. *586 J. Hooker Gtrald Irel

.

in Holm-
shed II 43/1 Argent three gnphs or geires gules crowned
gold * this grtph or geire is a kind of an eagle. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny I 353 The Vultures or Geires which flie from
sweet ointments, are desirous yet of other odors and per-

fumes 1615 T Thomas Lat Diet., Vultur, a ravenous
birde called a vulter, a geyre or grappe. 1721-1800 Bailey,

Geir, a Vulture

b. Comb Q-eir-eagle (
= G. geier-adler), used in

the Bible of 1611 to render Heb Dm rahdm, sup-

posed to be the Neophron perenopterus, a species

of vulture.
1611 Bible Lev xi. 18 The Swanne, and the Pellicane,

and the Gier-eagle — Dent xiv 17 The Geer-cagle 1835
Browning Paracelsus 1 xg Ask the gier eagle [ed 18B8

geier-eagle] why she stoops at once Into the vast and un-

explored abyss 1

Geirre, obs. form of Gear sb.

Geis(e, obs form of geese, pi. of Goose.

Geise, var Gizzen.

|| Geisha (g^ja) PI. geisha, -as. [Japanese]

A Japanese dancing-girl
1891 Sir E. Arnold in Contemp Rev. Dec 777AH KyQto’s

geishas will be there 189a Critic (U S.) s_Mar. *39/2 Most

The Geisha, a story of a tea house. A Japanese Musical
Play Ibid 129 Geisha are we, Bidden to be Present to-day

at the ceremonee
attnb. 1887 Pall Mall G 17 Nov. 5/1 My companion

and I entered a theatre, where we were regaled with a
terribly realistic tragedy and geisha dancing.

Geison, obs form of Geason.

Geissospermine (gmsosp§*amin).
^

[f. mod.
L. Geissosperm-um (f. Gr yiiaaov, yuaov eaves,

cornice + oirlppa seed) + -ine ] An alkaloid derived

from the bark of Geissospemmm Iteve, a Brazilian

plant. Also called Geissine {Syd. Soc Lex. 1885).

Geist, obs. form of Gest ; var. Gist.

Geister, obs. form of Jester.

+ Geit, sb. Sc Obs. Also 6 jeit, get. [a. F.

get, giet, jet etc , border.] A border on a garment
1542 Inv R Wardrobe (1815) 100 Item, ane kirtill of

tweldore with ane small geit of cramasy velvott.

Hence + Geit v , to trim, border,

1542 Ld Treas. Acc Scotl in Pitcairn Cmn Trials I.

322* To jeit the Cote with thre vams aboute the Taill 1543
Inv R. Wardrobe (1815) 88 Item, twa dowblettis ofcramasy
sating cuttit out upon leid taffate, getit with the self Item
ane dowblet of gray sating geitit and buttonitwith the self

Geit(e, geitt, obs ff. Jet (mmeial).

Geither, vaT Gather sbp Obs.

II Gei ^e. South African

.

? Obs. [Du geitje,

lit, ‘ little goat ’
;
perh. an etymologizing perversion

of a native name j A venomous African lizard

1786 tr. Sparman’s Voy Cape G. Hope II 334^ It is

a fortunate circumstance, that the geitje is slow in its

motions, and not of a very irritable disposition 1812-15

Anne Flumftrb Lichtenstein's Trav S, Afr. II. 167

Poisonous lizards abound in old walls and forsaken houses.

They are known by the name of geitjes 1834 Pringle

Afr St vui 287 One species oflizard called the geitje . is

considered very venomous

Geitonogamy (gsit^nfrgami) [f Gr yeirovo-,

yeirwv neighbour+ -ya/iia marriage] (See quot.)

1880 Gray Struct Bot, 216 note, Geitonogamy
,
fertiliza-

tion by pollen of other flowers of the same plant.

Geiue, obs. form of Give
Gekko, obs. form of Gecko.

Gelabla (dgelab’l), a, rare-0
, [f L. type

gelabilzs, f. geldre to freeze.] (See quot.)

1727 Bailey vol II, Gelable

,

capable of being frozen or

congealed 1847 m Craig.

i* Gelan(d. Obs. Some kind of spice.

1714,Fr. Bk of Rates 384 List of Merchandizes coming
from the Levant . Gelan 1725 Bradley Font. Diet. s.v.

Waters, Musk, Nutmeg, Clove, Geland, Spikenard

•j’ Gelaain. Obs. Also gelazm. [a. F gelastn

(Cotgr.), ad. Gr. yeXatnvos, f ye\av to laugh.]

A dimple in the cheek, produced by smiling.

92
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1630 Lennard tr Charron's Wisd (1638) 19 The cheeks

somewhat rising, and in the middle the pleasant gelasin

1697 Evelyn Nmmsm ix 298 The charming Gelazin and
dimple of the Cheek and Chin

Gelastic (dgel® stik), a. rare [ad. Gr. yeXacr-

rticSs, f yeXav to laugh ] Serving the function of

laughter, risible Also (humorous nonce-use) as

sb pi ,
remedies operating by causing laughter

a 1704 T Brown Wks, (1720) II. 167 My friendly Pill

.

causes all Complexions to laugh or smile which it effects

hy dilating and expanding the gelastic Muscles, first of all

discover’d by my self. ifx6 M. Davies Aiken. Bnt. 11. 410

A rising Clergyman publishing a Seimon against uninspir'd

Prophecies .Apologetically seem’d to excuse that vener-

able Cambrian Prelate’s Prophetick Vein not without a
Gelastick defeience to so great a name 1838 Southey
DoctorV 147 Happy man would be his dole, who, when lie

had made up his mind . . to a dreadful course or drastics,

should find that gelastics had been substituted

t Gelata'ueous, a, Obs tare. [f. It gelata

Jelly ] Of the nature of jelly.

1763 Char in Ann. Reg 28/2 The nostoch, a singular

plant, which appears only after hard rams in the summer,
undei a gelataneous form, and soon after disappearing

+ Gelatia. Obs Also 4 gelaeia [peth. an
etymologizing perversion (after L geldre to freeze)

of L chalazias, f Gr. x&Xafa hail] (See quot.)

1308 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvi I (1405) 570 Gclacta is

a whyte piecyous stone shapen as an heylf stone : and it is

so calde that it neuer hetith wyth fyre 1367 Maplft Gr.
Forest 9 x6or Chester Love's Mart

,
Dial, lxxxvi, The

Topaze, Turches, and Gelatia

Gelatiflcatiou (dge-latifik/1 Jan), [f. Gelati-n

+ -mcation.] (See quot.)

i860 Fowler Med Voc., Gelatification, the production of,

or conversion into, gelatin or jelly. 1883m Syd Soc. Lex,

Gelatigenons (dge lati dgenas), a [f. Gela-
ti-n + -GEN + -OUS ] Producing or developing
gelatin. Gelaitgetious tissues (see quot. 1855).
1834 Eng. Cycl., Nat. Htst, I 949 Gelatigenons substance

is so widely diffused over the body that [etc ]. x8ss Ogilvie
Suppl., Gelatigenons tissues

,
animal tissues which yield to

boiling water gelatine. 1883 in Syd Soc. Lex.

Gelatin, gelatine (dge-latm) [a. F. gSla-

tine
,
orig. * an excellent white broth made of the

fish Maigre * (Cotgr.), ad. It. gelatma, f. gelata

Jelly. In medical Latin gelatma was adopted
as a term for ‘ any sort of clear gummy juice, as

the Juice of Fruits, the Jelly of Quinces, etc’

(Phillips, ed. Kersey 1706) ; in the 18th c. the F.
gelatine was occasionally used m medical books
in this sense, and with the rise ofscientific chemistry

came to be restricted to its present use. On the

analogy ofthis and some other words, the suffix -ine

(see -ine, -nr) was adopted by chemists for forming
names of ‘ extractive principles In popular use
the spelling is commonly gelatine, and the pronunc.

is often (dgelatf n) ; in chemical use consistency

demands the form gelatin.]

1 The substance which is the basis of the jellies

into which certain animal tissues (skin, tendons,

ligaments, the matrix of bones, etc ) are converted

when treated with hot water for some time. It is

amorphous, brittle, without taste 01 smell, trans-

parent, and of a faint yellow tint; and is composed
ofcarbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulphur.
It is used in the preparation of soups, jellies, etc, and

latterly m many photographic processes , it is also pressed
into thin sheets for making transparent cards.
1800 Hatchett in Phil Trans XC. 366 That animal jelly

. . which is distinguished by the name of gelatin 1819
J G. Children Chein, Anal 304 Gelatine is usually pre-
pared from the skm of animals Common glue is gelatine
contaminated with impurities, to which it owes its colour
Isinglass is gelatine nearly in a state of purity. *838 Car-
penter Veg. Phys § 329 Animal tissues containing gelatin
(the material commonly known as glue, which forms a large
part ofthe skin of most animals) 1878 L Wingfield Lcrvely
Wang 192 Soup thickened by gelatine

t>. Vegetable gelatin : one of the constituents of
gluten, identical with animal gelatin.

1852 Th Ross Humboldt's Trav I. xi 373 This principle
accompanies gelatin, even in the bark of beech, aldei, and
nut-trees. 1883 Goodale Physiol Bot 363 The albumin-
like matters. Ritthausen classifies these substances into
(1) Albumin of plants ; (2) Casein of plants ; (3) Gelatin of
plants.

C. In trade use . Short for gelatin cat d.

1831 Mayhew Lond Labour I 266 The principal traffic

has lately been in ‘gelatines’ (gelatine cards). Those in
the greatest demand contain representations of the Crystal
Palace, the outlines of the structure being given in gold
delineation on the deep purple, of the shming gelatine.

2. The name given to an explosive compound
(see quot 1895). More fully, blasting or explosive
gelatin
1878 Ure’s Diet Arts (ed 7) IV. 1015 Blasting Gelatine

,

this name has been given by Mr. Nobel to a new explosive
compound 1887 Pall Mall G 23 May 10/2 A . blast of
100,000 tons of rock took place at Llanbqris Quarry on
Saturday, two tons of gelatine, equal to nineteen tons of
powder, being employed 1893 Bloxam’s Ckevt (ed 8) 626
Blasting Gelatine is made by dissolving collodion-cotton in
about nine times its weight of nitroglycerine

3 attnb. and Comb
,
as (sense i) gelatin capsule

,

lozenge, -maker, pellicle
; gelatin - coated adj.

;

(sense a) gelatin-shell. Also gelatine dry plate.

gelatine dynamite (see quots ) ;
gelatine emul-

sion, * an emulsion ofgelatine containing a sensitive

silver compound 1 (Woodbury Encycl Photogr.

1890); also attnb , gelatine paper Photogr.,
paper coated with sensitized gelatin; gelatine

picture, a photograph produced by the action of

light on bichromated gelatine ;
gelatine process,

any photographic process m which gelatine is em-
ployed

;
gelatine sugar= Glycocoll.

1838 Simmonds Diet Trade
,
*Gelatm-capsule Maker, a

manufacturer of small hollow soluble capsules, enclosing

a few drops of nauseous medicines 1893 Pop Set. Monthly
Sept. 716 The lines are ruled on a “gelatin-coated plate.

1890 Woodbury Encycl Photogr
,
*Gelahne dry plates,

plates usually of glass coated with a film of gelatine, con-

taining sensitive silver bromide. 1889 Cundill Diet. Ex-
plosives 52 *Gc/aiine dynamite occupies a place mid-way
between blasting gelatine and dynamite It consists of a
thin blasting gelatine mixed with other substances 1883

G Marlow in Brit. Jml Photogr 18 Dec 804/1 The
present makes of “gelatine emulsions. 1893 Anthony's
Photogr Bull IV. 133 Negative enlargements on gelatine-

emulsion paper 1893 Daily News 22 Nov 3/4 A fashion-

able trimming for ladies' black capes is now a “gelatine

lozenge 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Gelatm-mahei

,

one
who boils and prepaies glue and gelatin from animal tissues

1831 Illnstr Catal Gt Exhib. 1463 Transparent sheets of
“gelatine papei 1883 J Barker m Brit Jml Photogr
6 Mar. 150/2 The published formulae for gelatine paper
1880 Anthony's Photogr Bull II 152 Bromine is set free

and metallic silver is deposited in minute particles m the
’'gelatine pellicle. 187s Knight Diet Meek 962/1 The
“gelatine picture from which the metallic mold was struck.

i860 Photogr News 13 Jnn 228 The capabilities of the
“gelatine preservative process 1873 Knight Diet Meeh.,
*Gelatine-process 1890 PallMallG 3 Feb 5/1 The “gela-

tine shell need not hit to be an effectual destroyer 3843
Pereira Food Diet 215 ’’‘Gelatine sugar or glycicoll.

Hence Gelatined a
,
coated with gelatm

1879 Cassell's Techn Educ. Ill 326 The gelatmed side

of the paper . having a dark colour 1894 But Jml
Photogr XLI 69 A sheet of gelatmed paper

Gelatinate (dgelse tin^t), v [f. Gelatin
(? oi mod.L. gelatinus : see next) + -ate.]

1 . intr. - Gelatinize i.

1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed 2) 1. 279 It [Zeolite] is par-

tially and slowly soluble in the three mineral acids without
effervescence, and, if they be not m too great quantity, it

gelatmates most commonly. 1808 Henry Epit Client

(1808) 303 Nor does it [mucilage] gelatinate, when its heated
solution cools. 1826

—

Elem. C/ecrn II 573 Certain minerals
that gelatinate, x8a8 m Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

2 . trans. —Gelatinize 2.

1828 Webster, Gelatinate, to convert into gelatin or into

a substance resembling jelly. Hence in mod Diets.

Hence Gelatina-tioam Gelatinization.
1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed. 2) I 42 Their solubility

therein [in acids] with or without heat,.gelatumtion, &c
1883 Goodale Physiol Bot 34 The principal modifications
of the cell-wall are the following —(1) Partial or complete
conversion into mucilage (Gelatination).

t Ge’latiuei a. and sb. Obs. [f. L type *geld-

tinus, f. assumed L gelata (=It gelata Jelly) ]

A. adj. Of the nature of jelly, gelatinous.

1713 Derham Phys -Theol. viii vi. (1727) 382 That sper-
matick, gelatine Matter in which they [insects’ eggs] are
repositecL Ibid 383 note, In this gelatine, transparent
Spawn, the Eggs are neatly laid

B. sb Zool. (See quot. 1855,)
1835 Kirby Hab <5- Inst Amm I. vi, 195 Lamarck lias

divided this class [the Radiaries] into two orders, the Gela-
tines and the Echmoderms. 1835 Ogilvie, Suppl

,
Gelatines,

the name given by Kilby to the Acalephae of Cuvier, from
the gelatinous consistency of their bodies

Gelatine : see Gelatin.
Gelatiniferous (dgelse tini ferss), a. (f. Ge-

latin + -(i)ferous.J Yielding gelatin.
1878 Foster Phys n 1 189 The proteid and gelatmiferous

envelopes of the fat cells are dissolved. Ibid (1879) 236 The
gelatiniferous^elements of the tissues

Gelatiniform (dgelatrnif^im), a. [f as prec
+ -(i)eobm,] Having the form, consistence, or
appearance of gelatin
1830 R Knox Biclard's Anat 121 Gelatiniform mucus

X845 Budd Dts Liver 308 Cells of gelatiniform cancer

.

may . become adherent to any part of the serous membrane
with which they are accidentally brought in contact 1877
Roberts Handbk.Med (ed 3) I. 275 Gelatiniform cancel

Gelatinify (dgelati mfoi), v rare [f. Gela-
tin + -(i)jy.] trans. To render gelatinous.
1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat III. 644/2 Dilute acetic acid .

gelatimfies the bodies

Gelatinity (dgelati’niti). [f. as Gelatine a
+ -ity.] The gelatinous state
3881 Eng Mechanic No 874, 366/1 The general elastic

cohesive rigidity, or gelatinity of the water

Gelatinizable (dgelse tmoi zab’l), a. [f Ge-
latinize 4- -able ] Capable of being gelatinized.
3809 Pearson in Phil. Treats. XCIX. 344 Gelatinizable,

or .mucous fluids

Gelatinization (dgelas tinaiz^Jan). [f. next
+ -ATION ] Conversion into a gelatinous state
3843 Pereira Food Ip Diet 143 It also promotes the gela-

tmization of pectic acid 1833 C Morfit Tanning, etc. 20
This gelatinization ofthe tissue is all-essential. x88a A H
Green Phys Geol, 11 (ed. 3) 92 Gelatinization sometimes
takes place without evaporation 1887 tr De Bary's Fungi
69The gelatinisation of the lateral walls of the spores
Gelatinize (dgelse'tinoiz), v. [f. Gelatin +

-IZE ]

G-ELD.

1. intr To assume the character of a jelly
, to

become gelatinous
1809 Home in Phil Trans. XCIX. 18S It could not be

brought to gelatinize by the usual method of evaporation
18x9 J G Children Client Anal 305 Silica gelatinizes
when hydrochloric acid is added to a solution of sihcated
potassa 1867 Fownes1 Client 550 The strained solution
gelatinizes on cooling 1890 Abney Treat Photogr (ed 6)
1 15 Washing the whole bulk of the emulsion after allowing
it to gelatinise by evaporation of the solvents

b

2 . trans. To render gelatinous or jelly-like

1843 Plreira Food .$• Diet (L.) Theyare easily gelatinized
1833 C Mori-it Tanning, etc 20 The tissue is gelatinized
1881 Atkinson in Nature No 622 509 By exposing the
softened rice-grains to the action of dry steam . , the starch
is gelatinised

3 . To coat with gelatin

1890 [see Gfi atinized ppl a ]

Hence Gela timzed.ppl a . ; Gela’tmizmg vbl.

sb
,
the action of the vb

,
also att> tb

18x9 J G Children Client. Anal. 286 The acid is drained
off from the gelatinized juice [of fruit] 1853 Ure f)ict.

Arts I 895 It possesses a gelatinizing force superior even
to isinglass 1883 Knowledge 24 Aug 120/2 The gelatinis-
ing of starch. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull III 228 Col-
lodion films lequne greater body than gelatinized surfaces

Gelatmo- (dge latf no), comb form of Gelatin,
in words denoting the association of gelatin with
other chemical substances, as gelatmo-albuminous,
-sulphurous adjs ; also m certain photographic
terms, as getahno-bi omidc, -chloride, -citro-chlonde,

used atti ib. (with emulsion, paper, process) to de-

note preparations or piocesses in which silver

bromide or chloride is employed with gelatm as a
vehicle

;
sometimes used clhpt, m the same sense

1835-6 Todd Cycl A nat. 1. 61/1 The “gelatino-albuminous
principles employed in the nutrition of the several tissues
x88r 7'imes 4 Jan 3/5 The “gelatino-bromide process 1885W B Woodm Bnt. Jrnl Photogi 20 Feb 118/2 Gelatino-
biomide for amateurs 1891 Adeline's Art Diet

, Gelatmo-
bromide (Phot), a process by means of which sensitive

glass plates may be prepared in advance and kept in the
dark foi an indefinite period, both before and after being
exposed in the camera 3883 J Barker m Bnt. Jrnl
Photogr 6 Mar 150/2 How to make ’’‘gelatmo chloride

paper for printing out. 1890 Woodbury Encycl Photogr,,
Gelatmo chloride emulsion

,

an emulsion of gelatine con-
taining silver chloride 3890 Anthony's Photogr Bull III,

218 Obernctter’s paper and the anstotype, it is believed, are
simply *gelatino-citro chloride 3882 Ogilvie, *Gclattno-
svlphmous, consisting of gelatine and sulphur

Gelatiuoid (dgelaj tmoid), a. and sb. [f. Ge-
latin + -om]
A. adj. Resembling gelatin, jelly-like, gela-

tinous
x866 0dling/I«j/« Chein 117 The acid or alkali merely en-

ables the protein or gelatmoid substance to react with water
Ha O. 1883 Knowledge 20 July 41/1 A few [Radiolana] .

.

form compound gelatmoid masses at the surface of the sea

B. sb A substance resembling gelatm
x83z Twining Less. Food 4- Nutr 23 The gelatmoids.

This group takes its name from the substance so well known
under the name of Gelatin. x888 CenturyMag May 135

Gelatmoids, fats, and other substances Three-fourths was
fat and the rest gelatmoids and the like

Gelatinous (dgelartinss), a. [ad. F. gtla-

tineux, f gdlatine : see Gelatin ]
1 Having the character or consistency of a jelly;

jelly-like.

1724-1800 Bauey, Gelatinous, [in Anatomy] any thing
that approaches to the consistence ofa Jelly 3766 Pennant
Zool (1776) II. 453 The gelatinous substance, known by the

name of Star Shot, or Star Geliy 3767 Ellis m Phil.
Trans LVII 420 Some are stiff and gelatinous, others

fleshy and muscular. 1874 Cooke Fungi 2 The early con-

dition of the plant is pulpy and gelatinous. 3879 Rutley
Study Rocks 111 18 Holes through which the gelatinous

occupants can protrude their filamentous processes

Jig 1880 E White Cert Relig. 85 It is by the infiltration

of this solid element that the floating gelatinous soul rises

in the scale of being. 3887 spectator 22 Oct. 1407 The
gelatinous suggestions to which we are accustomed in

Church affairs

2. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of gelatin.

1798 W Blair Soldier's Friend 64 Gelatinous broths

answer the purpose both of food and medicine 1804 Aber-
nethy Surg. Obs 20 The gelatinous part of the blood 1843
Pereira Food <$• Diet 212 A gelatinous tissue (that is, a
tissue which by boiling is resolved into gelatine) 1873
A Flint Nerv Syst 1 25 The true gelatinous nerve-fibres

3 Comb., as gelatinous-hke, -looking adjs

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat I 786/1 A gelatinous-looking
membrane. 1849 D Campbell Inorg Chein. 96 The gela-

tmous-hke solution, .is placed on a linen filter

Hence G-ela'tinonsly adv ,
Gela tinousness (in

recent Diets.).

1872 H. C Wood Fresh Water Algae 175 The membrane
of tne parent-cell becoming gelatmously softened

Gelation (dgell* Jan), [ad. L gelation-em, f.

geldre to freeze ] Solidification by cold, freezing.

1854 Mayne Expos Lex, Gelatio gelation. 1871 tr

Sckellen’s Sped1 Anal lxvi 369 Complete gelation and
torpidity 1873 Ruskin Deucalion (1879) I 44, I do not

doubt but that wonderful phenomena of congelation, regela-

tion, degelation and gelation pure without preposition, take

place whenever a schoolboy makes a snowball

Geld (geld), sb. Htst, Also incorrectly gelt,

gheld. See also Gild sb 2 [ad med L geldum
(in Domesday Boole), ad. OE gield, geld, gyld, str.

neut,, payment, tribute, also Guild
,
= Oins geld,

jeld money, OS. geld payment (MDn. gelt, Du. geld



GELD, GELE.
money), OHG. gelt (MHG gelt, mod Ger geld),

ON giald payment, leward (Sw. gald. Da. gjsetd),

Goth, gild tribute OTeut. *geldom , f. root of
*gtlpan

.

see Yield v
In the 17th c confused with Gelt sb 2 (which is in fact

identical in ultimate etymology) , hence the spelling gelt ]

1 . The tax paid to the crown by English land-
holders before the Conquest, and continued under
the Norman kings.
1610 Holland Camden’s Brit 1 294 When Gelt was giuen

in the time of King Edward <*1645 Habington Sum
Wares, in Worcs. H1st Soc. Proc 11 147 Tenne of thease
hydes are free from Geld by testimony of the County 1655
Fuller Walth Alb 7 Free fiom all gelts and payments
1759 B Martin Nat Hist. Eng II Suffolk 40 The First
called the Geldakle, because it paid Geld, or Tribute 1864
Sir F Palgrave Norm fy Eng III 558 Geld after Geld
had been exacted from the people

b. A district paying * geld \ rare—1

1809 Bawdwfn Domesday BK 2Wilhm the geld of the city
there are fourscore and four caiucates of land to be taxed

2 . Comb

,

as geld inquest, levy, roll
,
also geld-

acre, -hide (Domesday acta, hida ad gelduni)

,

the quantity of land which was leckoned as an
acre or a hide for the purposes of £ geld \
1878 R W Eyton Key to Domesday 4 The hidation pre-

scribed by the then most recent Gheld-Roll,—that ofEaster
1084 Ibid 14 In Dorset the Gheld-hide was subdivided
into four virgates. 1880 — Domesday Stud I Pref 2-3
The nature of the Gheld-Inquest may be told m a very few
words After Christmas 1083, King William levied a tax of
six shillings on every hide of land. This was the Gheld-
Levy of which we are now speaking Ibid 6 For so great
a number ofGheld-acres would be expressed in other terms.

Geld (geld), a Obs. exc dial See also Ykld,
[a. ON. geld-r—OSw gald-er (mod. Sw. dial gall,

g&ll, Da. gold), OHG. gait (mod Ger. gelt, said
of a cow) 1OTeut *galdu- (which, like other adj
-u- stems, has passed into the -0- and -jo

-

declen-

sions).]

1. Of women or female animals : Barren Now
dial, m restricted application (see quot 1869).
c 1230 Hah Meid 33 GifF ha ne mei nawt teamen, ha is

ldepet gealde 4x300 CursorM 2600 Nan barns ber, Jjou
seis, mai i For 1 am geld bat es me wa. c 1460 Pontineley

'

Myst x. 134 Elesabetli, thi Cosyn, that is cald geld. 1641
Best Farm BAs (Surtees) a A good gimmer shearmge
gomge geld, *869 Lonsdale Glass s v ,‘A geld cow or ewe

'

=a cow or ewe not with young at the usual time.
absol a 1300 Cursor M. 12257 (Gdtt 1 pat be geld pair

fimting find. 4130a E E Psalter cxu[i] 9 pat geld in
houses makes wonand, Moder ofe sones to be faineant!

b. dial (See quot

)

1878 Cttmbld Gloss , Geldgrand, a mining term signifying
ground devoid of minerals.

+ 2 . Sexually impotent. (In quot. 1440 perh var.

Gelt ppl a.) Obs
c I3»S OldAge 1 in E E.P (1862) 148 Elde makibme geld

an growen al grai c 1440 Prontp. Para 190/1 Geldynge,
or gelde horse, cantenus

+ 8. Profitless, yielding no satisfaction. Also,
destitute of. Obs
4 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. 24 Of gomenes he mai gon al

gelde Ibid. 48 Alle myn godes me at-goht, myn gomenes
waxeth gelde.

Geld (geld), v 1 Also 4-5 gild(e, 6-7 gueld(e.
Inflected gelt and gelded, [a. ON gelda (

=
MSw galda, mod Sw. galla. Da. glide), f. geld-r
Geld a Cf Gei dial, gelten (Grimm s v. gelzen)

,

the Ger. gelzen, Du gelten (obs) may be more
remotely connected ]

1. trans a To deprive (a male) of generative
power or virility, to castiate or emasculate.
Obsolescent in general literary use ;

current in technical
language with reference to animals
41300 CursorM 26033 Samson bathwas geldid and mad

blind 138* Wyclif Matt xix. 12 Geldyngis that han
geldid hem self, for the kyngdam of heuenes c 1400 Lan-
frands Cirttrg. 275 He mai ete of beestis bat ben gildid
c 1430 Pallad onHus

b

1. 1164 Toolis forto gelde, and clippe
and shere. 4x533 How the Plowman lemed, etc 7 in

Hazl EPF I 2x0 He coude..Thressbe, fane, and gelde
a swyne 1333 Eden Decades 3 Such chyldren as they
take, they geld to make them fat. x6oa Middleton Blui t

n 11. C 3 b, She threatens to geld me vnlesse I hee lustie. 1674
tr. Scheffers Lapland xxvin, 131 Those [rein-deer] that are
designed for labour they commonly gueld. 1737 SwirT, etc
Mem. P, p Misc II 27s, I was sought unto to geld the
Lady Frances her Spaniel, which was wont to go astray

1775 Johnson in Boswell 6 Apr ,A Judge may be a farmei

,

but he is not to geld his own pigs.
transf (jocularly) 1603 2nd Ft Return fr Parnass 11

m 657 Is there no body heere will take the paines to gelde
his mouth?
b To extirpate the ovai les of (a female), to spay.

i557 Tusser iqo Points Hush lilt, Geld marefoles. 1607
Topsfll Four-/, Beasts (1658) 521 The female also is gelt
or splayed 1631 BurtonA nat Mel m 111 iv, 11.(1651) 623
The Lydians used to geldwomenwhom they suspected x86z

J Wilson Farming36 It seems to have been the practice.

.

to ‘geld fillies
1

as well as colts 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss

1

2

. transf andfig To deprive ofsome essential

part ; to cut down the resources of, to impair the

strength or force of, to weaken, enfeeble. Obs
*308 Dunbar Tua marrnt Wemen 392 Quhen I that grome

geldit had of gudis, and of natur 1563 Cooper Thesaurus
s> v Circuncido, Stipendia circuncidere , to deminish or
gelde mennes wages 1501 SpenserM Hnbberd 520 Scarse
can a Bishopnck forpas them by, But that it must be gelt in

prmitie 1393 Shaks. Rich. II, 11, u 237 Bereft and gelded

95

of his patnmome 1394 Nashe Unfort Trav Wks. (Gro-
sart) V 55 So would be that first gelt religion or Church-
liuings had neuerhued 1607Dekker& WebsterNorthw.
Hoe iv F 2, Shee gelded my purse of fifty pounds m ready
money 1633 H Sydenham Serin. Sol Occ (1637) 123 Who
dwelling too critically upon God's omniapotest, went about
to geld his omnipotence *630 B. Jonson New Inn 1 111

(1631) B 4, Or geld a lewell OF an oade stone, or so 1631
Charleton J±fihcs fy Count. Matfens n Pref, You gave
me good Wine, and then gelt it with Water 1638 Osborn
Q Ehz 77 To keep the Church humble and quiet whilest
she gelt their Sees by exchanges, and other mortifications
of their power and estates 1703 Hickeringill Priestcr iv.
Wks 1716 III 211 I’ll take the Sting from the Tails of the
Wasps, 1 11 Gueld them from doing Mischief

+ b To mutilate (a book, a quotation, etc ) by
excising certain portions, esp. objectionable or ob-
scene passages

,
to expurgate. Cf. Castrate 4.

*579 Fulice Heskins' Pari 338 Which he hath mangled
and gelded, least the true sense might be gathered out of it.

*583— Dfence xm, 358 Thus yon vse to gelde the Doctors
sayings, when you rehearse them 1648 Jos Beaumont
Psyche ix exevi, They, by his authentick Copie know
Both how to geld and to adulterate it 1693 Salmon Bates’
Disp (17x3) A lij. So that I could by no Means have geit
the Text, or obliterated any Part thereof, without a manifest
Wiong and Injury to the Author. 1739 Rehq Hearn
(1857) II 696 Several covers of books have been discovered
. but the valuable contents gelt.

+ e To cut out (portions of a book) Obs.
1555W Watreman Fardle Fusions 1 v 69 Who so . in

lettres and writinges should guelde out any thyng

t d To garble, remove the best part from. Obs
1637 T Morton New Eng Canaan (1883) 260 Meane

time the skinnes were by the Wessaguscus men gelded, and
the better halfe by them juggled away before the ownei came
8 In Gardening, Bee-keeping, etc. [In all the

uses, after L castrare ] f a. To cut, to prune or
remove superfluous shoots, etc

,
from (a plant or

tree); (see also quot 1523) Obs
*5*3 Fitzherb Hush § 29 Loke that your sherers . geld

not your beanes, that is to saye, to cutte the beanes so hye,
that the nethermoste codde growe styll on the stalke x6ox
Holland Pliny I. 536 By the third yeare it must he quite
cut m two (where before it was but guelded to the pith)
16x5 W. Lawson New Orch 4 Gara. vii. (1623) 16 The
second yeere in the Spring, geld his top. 16x6 Surtl. &
Markh CountryFanne 386 For which cause good farmers
are carefull to geld and weed out some of the boughes of
such a Tree 1638 Evelyn Fr Gard (1675) 153 The vines
and superfluous shoots must be guelded. 1664 — Kal.

,

Hort (1729) 199 Geld and prune Strawberries

+ b To cleanse or remove the busks from
(wheat) Obs.
x6ox Holland Pliny I 563 The verypure corn of Campain

wheat, which they cal guelded, ». wel husked and clensed.
x6xx [see Gelded 2J

t c. To cut out the old comb from (a bee-hive)

;

to take out (the comb). Obs.

1374 Hyll Ord Bees xxm, So that when they [the hives]
shall be next gelded, the old combes rather then the new be
taken forth i6x6Surfl & Markh. CountryFarmer lxvui
328 It will be good at such times as their Combes are to be
gelded, to stnoake them. 1657 S. Purchas PoL Flying-1ns.

135 If any Hive bee taken, driven, or gelded.

d dial To cut off the top of (an ant-hill) and
throw the inside over the land.
x83x

>
Loudon Encycl Agric. (ed 3) 902 What is called

4 gelding ' ant-hills. 1830 Herefordsh. Gloss s v ,

4 To geld
anty tumps’, is to cut off the tops of ant-hills,and to throw the
inside over the land. 1848 [see Gelding vbl jA].

Geld (geld), v 2 Hist. Also erron. gelt
;
and

see Gild v 2 [f Geld sb.
1

;
after med L. gelddre ]

1 trans To charge with ‘ geld ’.

c 1630 Risdon Sum Devon § 67 (1810) 64 This place was
never gelded. 1891 P G Stone Archil Anttq Isle -if

Wight 129 It was gelted for half a hide.

2 mtr. To pay f geld\
c 1630 Risdon Sum, Devon § 228 (1810) 244 West Putford

. gelded after thirty shillings 1890 Gross Gild Mei ch. I

258 Exeter ‘gelded’ when London, York, and Winchester
‘gelded

'

Geldable (ge ldab’l), a.1 Hist. Also Gild-
able. [ad. med L (Domesday) geldabihs

,

f. gel-

dare • see Geld v.2] Liable to pay ‘ geld \
x6xo Holland Camdeiis Bnt 1 605 Foure hundred thirty

and one houses were thus Geldable c 1630 Risdon Sum
Devon § 315 (1810) 328 It was geldable on all services,

by land or sea, X774 E Jacob Faversham 28 All which
lands and tenements are geldable by the Abbot 1869
Molyneux Burton-on-Trent 39 There were then in the

village six hides geldable 1888 J C Atkinson in Whitby
Gas, 5 Oct 3/7 The very large amount at which Whitby is

returned as geldable in the Domesday record.

Hence Geldabi lity.

1878 R. W, Eyton Key to Domesday 9 A geldabihty at

only 2 hides was a benefaction to the extent of from 3000
to 4000 per cent in favour of the Cornish Manor

Geldable (ge ldab’l), a 2 rare [f Geldo.1 +
-able.] That may be gelded or castrated.

x6ix Cotgr ,
Chastralleqgdi&dois 1737 in Bailey vol II

1846 in Worcester , and in mod Diets

Geldant(ge ldant),a Hist. [ad.med 'L.geldant-

em, pr. pple. ofgelddre Geld v Paying 4 geld \

1897 Maitland Domesday BA, Beyond461 They shuffled

off large numbers of their geldant hides

Gelded (ge'lded), ppl. a. Also Gelt. [f. Geld
v i + -ed !.]

1. Of a person or animal : Castrated. Gelded-

man, a eunuch
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 173 Iulianus put out of

his court eunochos, gilded men, barboures and cokes, c 1475
Piet Vac, in Wr -Wfllcker 758/24 Hec nefrenda, a geldyd
sow 1536 Tindale Acts vui 34 The gelded man answered
Philip. 1353 Becon Rehgues ofRome (1563) 28 No gelded
person shuld be made a priest 1618 Bolton Florus iv 11

278 By the counsel of gelded men 1653 C B. Stapylton
Heroaictn 37 Gelded priests. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr,
11 11 24 All the Qualification that St. Philip required of the

guelded Blackamore.

b. Of meat : Derived from castrated animals.
1621 Burton Anat Mel 1 li hi (1651) 66 All gelded

meats in every species are held best.

2 in transf. andfig. uses of the vb.

1599 Marston Sco. Villame 11 v. 196 His halfe-dozen
gelded vicaries x6rx Florio, Cast) ato, a kind of well-
husked, cleansed or gelded wheat

+ 3. Gelded satynon, a kind of Orchis Obs.
1597 Gerar.de Herbal 1 civ 173 Gelded Satynon hath

leaues with nerues and sinewes like to those of Daffodil.

Geldene, obs. form of Gilden.
Gelder (geddsi). [f Geldv 1

4

- -ebT]
1 One who gelds or castrates (animals, etc.).

Also in Comb , as dog-, horse-, sow-gelder
c 1440 Prontp Parv 190/1 Geldeie of beestys, castrator.

1598 Florio, Castracane, a dog gelder 1655 Moutet &
Bennet Health's Improv (1746) 143 Even Nature hath
deprived some things of that which Geiders cut away 1699
Dampier Voy II 1 82 He agreed with an expert Gelder to

castrate him 1709 Bnt. Apollo II Supern No 4 4/2
Escaping the Gelder when he was a Lamb a vjxz LisleHmb, (1752) 3x4, 1 sent for the gelder. to cut this bull.

1 2. fig (See Geld v 1 2, a b
)

Obs
1564 Becon Wks. Pref Avj, These impostors rather then

pastors, mimshers more truly than Ministers, geiders rather
then elders 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari 184 Heskins, the
impudent falsifier, truncator, gelder .. and lewd interpreter
of Augustine.

Gelder(s rose, obs form of Guelder rose.

+ Ge’l&head. Obs. In 3 geldehede. [f.

Geld a. -1- -head ] Barrenness
a 1300 E E Psalter xxxiv [xxxv] ta pa! yhelde to me

for goednes file, Geldehede swa mi saule vntille

tGeTdherd. Obs. rare [f Geld a. + Herd 2
.]

One who tended the * geld ’ cattle.

13x7 Compotus Bolton in Whitaker Craven (1805) 338 Pro
Geldherds [note, elsewhere called the Pastores stenhum
anunalium]

Gelding (geldig), sb. [a. ON gelding-r
,

f.

geld-r Geld a. ; cf. gelda Geld v 1]

+ 1. A gelded person, a eunuch Obs.
*382 Wyclif Gen. xxxvu. 36 Putiphar, the geldyng of

Pbarao 1483 Cath, Angl 152/2 A Geldynge .. eunuchus
*548 Udall, etc tr. Erasm. Par Matt, xix 12 The
gospell also hath his Euauches very blessed, whiche be not
geldynges of nature, nor gelded of men. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1676) 741 Lysimachus thought great scorn that
Demetrius should reckon him a gelding 1693 Drydem
Juvenal'n. (1697) 151 The Venerable Gueldmg O’er-looks
the Herd of his infenour Fry 1785 Grose Diet. Vnlg.
Tongue, Gelding, an eunuch.

2 . A gelded or castrated animal, esp a horse.
1380 Test Karleolensia (1893) 134 Et qe Lawrence eit

sie demure en vie un hakney bay geldyng et xl s 1430
E E Wills [1882) 53 pat Acris Mersk haue be grey geldyng.
1520 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V xx6 My blak, trotting geldmg
w‘ a white fote 1634.HEYWOOD & Brome Lane Witches 11.

Wks. 1874 IV 191 Give me the Key oth’ Stable I will goe
see my Gelding *643 in ClarendonHist Reb vii. § 347 Six
hundred light Geldings for Recruits. *711 Budgell Sped.
No 116 r 7 Thejolly Knight,who rode upon a white Gelding.
1815 Scott Guy M h, He took his grey gelding and
joined Clavers at Killiecrankie i860 Froude Hist. Eng
VI 236 A grey gelding was led up for Philip

3. With a mixture of senses 1 and 2.

CX386 Chaucer Prol, 6at, I trowe he were a geldyng or a
mare, a 1631 Beaum & Fl. Thierry 3- Theod 1. 1. (1621)
B 2 b, Or curse me heauen If all your guilded knaues . Be
not made ambling Geldings 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi.

x, As for Jones, he swore, if he caught him at his house,
he would qualify him to run for the gelding’s plate

1
*4. Applied to a tree (see quot.). Obs.
156a Turner Herbal n. 75 a, As long as the tre is very

yong the fruite hath no stone within him and therefore

suche are called geldynges.

5 . Used appositiyely (quasi-flfc^ ).

a 1658 Cleveland Gen Poems, etc (1677) 65 A Geldmg
Earl x6gx Land Gaz. No. 2638/4 A black Gelding Colt

1693 Dryden Persists v (1697) 485 Guelding Priests.

Hence Geldinge ity, nonce-vjd. [after corporeity,

etc ], the quality of being a gelding.

1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II, 390 Colteity, horseiety,

ana geldingeity, must always continue themselves, in what-
ever beast mexisting

Gelding (ge ldiq), vbl sb [f Geldw 1 + -IHG1 .]

The action of the vb. Geld in various senses

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xn xvn (1495) 424 Cocke
hyghte Gallus and hath that name of geldynge. <1x440

Prontp. Parv 190/1 Geldynge of beestys, or fowlys, cas-

tracto, 15*3 Fitzherb. Hitsb, § 67 Than shall ye se the

oxe calfe, ferre greatter euery waye, than the bull there is

noo cause, but the geldynge. 1577 B Googe Heresbach's
Hitsb. (1586) 182 b, This kind of geldmg ofyour hives. 16156

Sanderson Semi (1689) 31 In gelding of good Authors by
expurgatory indexes c 1720W. Gibson Farrier's Guide 11

lvm (1738) 217 The Gelding of a Foal is an easy operation.

1848 Jml. R. Agnc. Soc, IX. i 25 Ant-hills- the other plan

is, to throw them, or what is provincially termed ’ gelding*.

1884 Phin Did. Aptc
,
Prune, to cut out old combs so that

new may be built. Called by the older writers gelding.
attnb 1591 PercivallSp Did

,
Castradera, Lhe cutting,

or gelding knife

f Gele, sb. Obs. rare~x. [a, ON. gma bland-

ishment.] Blandishment, enticing speech.

92-*
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c 2200 Tritt Coll Horn ip8 Man mid lus gele egged us

and fondeS and for® ted to idele bonke

t Gele, v Obs rare. a. tram. To letaid, delay

(OE only), b. intr To tarry, linger,

a 900 Cynewulf Elene 692 (Gr ) Scealcas ne gteldon 971
Bhckl Horn 191 Ne gsele ge nnnne siS, nu mine fet gongaS
on heofenlicne weg 13 JS E, AHit. P A 930 By Jjyse
bonkej \>er I con gele & 1 se no by-gyng nawhere aboute
Gele, obs form of Jelly
Geleflower, gelefre, obs ff. Gillyflowek.

t Gelicide. Obs.~° [ad L gelicidium frost,

f. gelum fiost + cid-, cad-ere to fall.] (See quot

)

1656-81 Blount Glossogr , Gelicide

,

a frost

Gelid (dge'lid), a. [ad. L. gehd-us icy cold,

f. gelum (gelus,
gelu) frost, intense cold

j
for the

cognate Teutonic words see Cold a ]
1. Extremely cold, cold as ice, icy, frosty.

In the first quot., gelled may be a ppl adj from Gcal v
1606 Marston Sophomsba iv i E iv, If she find some life

Yet lurking close, she bites his gelled lips ci6zi Chapman
Iliad xv. 162 Like a mighty snow Or gelide hade, that from
the clouds, the Northerne spirit doth, blow 1605 Lt>, Prls-
ton Booth i 7 The Brightness of the Gelid Moon 1747
Hervey Medit. (1748) II 278 Even the bloomingCheeks con-
tract a gelid Hue

,
and the Teeth hardly forbear chattering

1764 Goldsm Trav 121 While sea-boin gales their gelid
wings expand i8zo Scoresiiy Acc. Arctic Reg I. 298 As
the air passes over the gelid surface of the ice 1830 W
Phillips Ml Sinai 1 205 In gelid Zembla’s chill domain.
1863 Tyndall Heat vl § 228 (1870) 179 Sometimes . large
and deep valleys leceive the gelid masses thus sent down

b. Jig
1630 B Jonson New Inn v i (1631) G 2 b. The masse of

blood Witlun me is a standing lake of fire, Curl’d with the
coldwind ofmy gelid sighs, That shoota February through
my veines x68x Colvil Whigs Supphc (1751) 121 A gelid
feai his heait possessed 1827 Blaikzu Mag. XXI 791 Our
gelid reception was owing not to dislike x866 Howells
Vmet Life 36 She sniffed and offered a gelid prayer
2. In a weaker sense : Cold, chill Often of

water, etc. : Refreshingly cold.

1659 T Peckf Pamasst Puerp 84 Autumn shakes off the
Leaves, and brings Fruit too : I wish we could like gelid
Autumn doe 1676 Beal in Phil Trans XI 601 Some
thought, they perceived the luminous parts less gelid than
the dark parts a 1678 Marvell Poems

,
Bdl-borow Hill

Ixvu, As I earless on the hed Of gelid strawberryes do tread.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 208 By gelid founts and careless
nils to muse 1755 Smollett Qutx (1803) IV 257 Drinking
liquid chrystal from the gelid springs 1869 Daily News
18 Aug , The sun down, the air is cool and gelid.

Hence Ge lidly adv
, Ge Iidness.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Gelidness

,

Coldness, Frozenness
2848 Webster, Gchdly, coldly. 1873 Howells Chance
Acquaint, vu 152 Gelidly self-satisfied.

Gelidity (dgelrditi) . ? Obs. [as if ad. L.
*geliditdt-em, f. gelidus : see Gelid and -ity.]
Extreme cold, frigidity.

1656-81 Blount Glossogr Gelidity, coldness, frostiness
1721-92 in Bailey. 1818 La Belle Assemble No xog
132/6 Straw bonnets, notwithstanding the gelidity of the
atmosphere, are in high estimation.

Gelignite (dge lignait)
. [? f. Gel(atine) + L.

ign is fixe + -ITE.] A variety of gelatine dynamite.
x88g Cundill Diet Explosives 52 One [variety of Gelatine

Dynamite] contains about 80, the other 60 per cent of
explosive The last named is known as gelignite. 1897
Daily News 2 Sept 3/5 A frozen consignment of gelatine
dynamite and gelignite.

+ Geline. Cookery. Obs. In 5 gelyne. fa.
OF. geline ] A hen.
c 2430 Two Cookery-Iks 1 13 Gelyne in dubbatte.—Take

an Henne, and [etc ] 0x450 Ibid. 11. 80 Gelyne in brothe
P Take rawe hennes [etc ]

Gelinotte (dje-linpt). Also gelxnote. [a, F.
gehnotte

, dim. ofgeline hen (see Geline).] The
hazel-grouse or hazel-hen.
1777 G. Forster Voy round World I 85 The knorhan,

which is not a gelinote or grous but the African bustard.
1785 Gentl, Mag, Oct. 761/1, 1 observed a singular invention
for taking great quantities of gelinottes 1893 Ntwton
Diet Jjifmds9 Gehitottz . often used in English for what is
otherwise called the Hazel-hen or Hazel-Grouse.

Gell (gel), v. Sc, and north, dial Also 8-9
goal. [Of unknown origin : cf * Gale, to ache,
to tingle as when frost-bitten’ (Willan, West-
Yorkshire Words, 1811).] intr. 1 To tingle, thrill
with intense pain ’ (Jam.) ; also, to ache or tingle
with cold.
7 x6 . Str Egeir (17x1) 13 Your wounds they will both

glow and gell. 178* Hutton Tour to Caves (E.D S.), Geal,
to be benumbed with cold 1788 Picken Poems 49 Ihe
growlan fish-wives hoise their creels, Set a' their banes a
gelling 1878 Cumbld Gloss., Gcall, to ache with cold
Gelle, gellie, obs. forms of Jelly.
Geliy (dge*li), a. Sc. [Of unknown origin

:

connexion withJolly is hardly possible.] Worthy,
pompous, well-conditioned.
1:1560 A Scott Poems (S.T.S ) ii 181 Than gelly Johine
come in a jak To Feild quhair he wes feidit 1573 Davidson
Schorl Disc. Estentis 23 in Satir. PoemsReform, xli, He .

w
,
a3
„
als melt for sic Office As outher gellie Jok or Johne.

1648 R. Bajllie Lett # Jruls. (1841) III 32 Your nephew,
I,hope, shall prove a gelly lad. 1788 Picicen Poems 180 To
the west, thy gelly mouth Stood wide to a’.

Gelly, Gellywat(fce, obs ff Jelly, Gallivat.
Gelof(f)er, gelofre, obs. ff Gillyflower.
i GelottgS. Obs rare, A kind of Indian silk.

J, F ATirehants Ware-ho, 33 There is a sort more

of the same nature, both for bredth and length, it is called
Gelongs, it hath a few flowers up and down in it

Gelore, Sc vai. Galore
\ Gelo’scopy. Obs. Better Gelotoscopy. [f.

Gr. 7/A.cu-s, 7«Acut- laughter + -oicoiria looking.]
(See quot.)
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Geloscopy, a sort of divination

performed by means of laughter , or a divining any persons
qualities or character, by observation of the manner of his
laughing

Gelose (dg*lon s). Chem [f. Gel-atin + -ose.]

(See quots.)

1864 Watts Diet Chem, II 829 Gelose. 1878 lire's Diet
Arts (ed 7) IV 402 Gelose

,

a gelatinous matter obtained
from an alga growing in Cochin China 1883 Cassells Earn
Mag. Sept 636/2 Algm .. differs from., gelose in not
gelatinising when cooled 1885 Syd Soc. Lex , Gelose, an
amorphous gelatinous substance obtained by Payen from
Japan moss, chiefly Gchdmm comcnm
Gelosie, obs form of Jealousy.
Geloto’meter. nonce-wd [f. Gx.yehmtfkXosT-

laughter 4- pirpov measure : see -meter ] A gauge
for measuring laughter.
1828 Landor Imag Conn III 304 We may expect the

Society foi the Suppression of Vice to offer a lewaid fora
gelotometre

tGelotoscopy. Obs Better foim ofGeloscopy.
1697 Evelyn Numism lx. 337 Made Divinations by

Gelotoscopy

Gelousy, obs. form of Jealousy
Gelover,gelowe floure, obs. ff. Gillyflower
Gelows, obs. form of Jealous.
II Gelsemium (dgels?mm). [Mod Lat„ f. It

gelsommo Jasmine : the name ‘jasmine * being in

the U.S. misapplied to plants of this genus.] a A
genus of twining shrubs of the NO. Loganiacete.
b. The loots of a plant of this genus (JG semper-

mrens),ora preparationofthem, used as amechcme;
also called gelsemmum. Hence Ge lsemme (also

Gelse minine), Gelse'mlc (acid), (see quots.)
1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 356 The influence of

gelsemium upon man is very market} 1883-4 Med Ann
29/1 Esculine is not taken up by ether which is the case
with gelsemmum 1885 Syd Soc. Lex,, Gelsemic acid,
a crystalline substance obtained from the root ofGelsemium
semperuirens. Ibid., Gelsemtu

,

a coloui less, or in commerce
a yellowish, brown, inodorous, bitter alkaloidal substance
obtained by [etc ] 1892 Pall Mall G 21 Jan 2/2 For the
fever [of influenza] aconite is our temedy, and for the per-
sisting pains gelsemimn or eupatoimm.
Gelsomiae, obs form of Jasmine.
Gelster, rare. A variety of osier.
1725 Bradley Pam Diet s v. Osier, The usual Names by

which the Basket-Makeis of London call them are the hard
Gelster, the Horse Gelster, wiping or shrivelled Gelster, the
black Gelster.

trelt (gelt), sbf rare. Also 9 geilt. [a. Irish
geilt a mad or frenzied person.

.
In the Chron Scot, p 122 the Irish gealta (pi ) is explained

by volatiles According to the Old Norse woik Konnngs
Skuggsjd (.Speculum Regale) c. is, a, gelt was one who went
mad with fear in battle, and thenceforth lived in the woods
like a wild beast In ON the phrase verba at gialti * to
become frantic is in frequent use (in Cleasby-Vigfusson
wrongly placed under goltr boai), and two instances of the
madness Uself are described in Eyrbyggya Saga, the persons
being Celts ]

'

A lunatic.
*59® Spenser P Q iv. vii. 21 Like a ghastly Gelt whose

wits are reaved 1894
long-haired, long-robed

Rev Oct. 331 The vision of the

„ o -jeilt

Gelt (gelt), sbfi Also 7 ghelt, guelt. [a. Ger..
Du geld money : see Geld sb ] Money

;
in earl)

use often with reference to the pay of a (German)
army

; now only dial, *
1

* Bare gelt (
— Ger. baarei

geld, Dn. baar geld) ready money, f Passagt
gelt

'

tr. of Ger.fahrgeld passage money.
a 1529 Skelton E Rumming 610 That nothynge bac

1 heie of theyr awne Neyther gelt nor pawne 1591 Wotto»
Let uiReliq. Wotton (1685) 616 It. amounts to not abovi
x2o°° Fr Rhenish, yearly, in bare gelt 1629 Maxwell tr
Heroaian (1635) 343 The Germans being very greedy o:
Ghelt 1648 Let. in Crovvwelhana (1810) 48 Sufficient tc
make any soldiers in the world that fights only for gelt, tc
sheath, and be gone 1658 Ussher Annals 299 His whole
sunny cryed out for gelt, and he promised them pay a 170c
B. Diet. Cant. Crew

,
Gelt, money, There is no Gelt tc

oB got. a 17x2 W. King Ulysses Tnestas 16 Lineage
anel virtue at this push, Without the gelt, ’s not worth s
rush 1745 Lond. Mag 402 Both Natives anei Foreigners
are forced to pay passage Gelt 1815 Scott GuyM xxxui
"“‘“S yto was gone 1875 Whitby Gloss

, Gelt, profit
1876 Mid-Yorksh Gloss s v,I soiled a bird yesterday
ana while I was doing it . over went my egg-basket , sc
there wern’t much gelt out of that.

IT In the following examples, perk, a pseudo-
archaism for gold.
IS3a

l

Bale Thre Lawes 1832 Myght I haue bene stoppec
for syluer or for gelte. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal Feb. 65
I wonne her with a gyrdle of gelt

Ppl. [pa. pple. of Geld v'
Gelded, castrated lit andJig.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 190/1 Gelt, castratus. Ibid, Gelmann, spado, 1599 Marston Sco Villame 1 m. 185 B?

farn
}
e of some gelt Vicary. x6z<Bacon Sylva § 852 Eunuchs and Gelt Creatures of alkm

an
DE Grey Compl, Horsem 2x0 A horse <r

mare-filly that is cut, gelt, or spla. 1650 Fuller App Ini
Iwtoc (1840) 287, I remembered the man who moved u
chancery fora gelt-order, which should beget no more. x68i

Shadwell Medal3 An old gelt Mastiff has more mirth than
tfj011* *7&9 G White Selbornc lxxiv, Gelt stags and bucks
if>oAsiat Ann Reg, Mist Tr 145/2 Unless the favour
of the deity were conciliated by the sacrifice of a gelt goat
and a cock x8xo Pi mine. Voc Devon in Monthly MagA.A1X. 466/ 2 Gelt bull

\

an ox, a bull-stag
*

Gelt, obs form of Geld sb

,

Guilt.
Gelt, var. Gilt, young sow.
Geluce, gelus, Gely(e, obs ff. Jealous, JellyGem (dgem), sb. Foims • a gim(m, gym(m

5 Jimme, Jumme (u), (gim), 4 gymme, symrae’
J3 3-S gemm(e, 4-8 3em(me, 4- gem. [OE nm
str masc (whence prob ON gun neut

) = OHGgunma fern
, a L gemma bud, hence jewel, f. root

gen- to produce. In ME the word was adopted
afresh in (or refashioned aftei) Ihe F. foimgemma ]
1 . A precious stone of any kind, esp. when cut

and polished for ornament
; a jewel

o C825 Vesp Psalter cxviu 127 ForSon ic lufade bibodupm ofer gold and 31m 971 Bhckl Horn 11 He sealde his
Jjone readan 31m, >aet wees Ins past lialige blod cxooo /Eltric
Horn I 64 Hi wurdon selnvyifede to deorwui3um s-ym.

mum ciaos Lay 6081 Heo makeden ane tunne of golde
and of 3imme c 1250 Gen .y Ex 2700 He carf in two gum-
jnes [H=ji2mmes] of prisTwo likenesses 13 K Alts 01^2
This koroune he the sent, Of gold and gymmes
0* ci374 Chaucer lormer A i;e 30 And in the Ryverys

fyrst gemniys sowhte c 1400 Dcstr I roy 10585 A toure
triedly wroght .With Jemmcs, & mwells, & other iolv
stonys 1485 Ripon Ch. A c/s (Surtees) 366 Duo anuli aurei
cum j pro gemys. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvm 153 Cum
blowme of joy with jemis to be ciound x6ox Holland
Pliny I 41 See how many sorts of lemines there be still.

1702 Addison Dial Medals (1727) 94 lh’ Imperial standard
That Gold embroiders and that Gemms adorn 1750

Gray Elegy xiy. Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathom’d caves of ocean bear. 1832 G R
Porter Porcelain <$ Gl 273 He made artificial rubies.,
which he sold, in the manner of real gems, according to their
weight. 1860CW King Ant Gems (1866) 6 The Romans

divided gems into males and females, according to the
depth or lightness of their colour. 1886 M F Sheldon tr
Flaubert's Salammbd 15 On hei neck she wore a enlWi-Wn
of luminous gems.

+ b slang (See quots.) Obs.
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider*d, Jem, Ring *725 New

Cant. Diet , Jem, a Gold Ring , Rnm-Jem, a Diamond one
2 train

f

and Jig. a Said of persons; esp in
phrases, tgem of chastity, jollity, virtue, etc (obs.)
c 1275LuveRon 163 in O,A Misc. 98 pis ilke ston pat ich pc

nemne Mayden-hod ideoped is Hit is o derewurjje gemme
<7x386 Chaucer Prioress T 157 This gemme of chastite,
this Emeraude, And eek of martirdom the Ruby bright
6x410 Hoccleve Mother ofGod xo6 Marie and Ion hevenly
gemmes tweyne 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxvi 3 O gemme
joynit in joye angehcall, In quhom Jhesu rejosit wes to
dwell 1554 in Strype Eccl Mem III App xx. 57 It is

a most unworthy thing, that that gem of vertues should
enlighten foreign nations. 1575 Gascoigne Pi Pleas
Kemlw., Delitcful dames and gemmes of jolitic 1613
Shaks Hen VIII, n 111. 78 Who knowes But from this
Lady, may proceed a Iemme, To lighten all this lie 1678Ytig Meins Corn/. 384 Spains rod, Romes ruin, Netherlands
relief. England? jem. 18x4 Scott Ld. oj Isles iv. xxx,
O what a gem lies buried here

b. of things
x6x8 Bolton Floras To Rdr

, Certame gemmes as it were,
and_jewels of wise sentences, inserted by him with good
advisement. 1781 Covvper Friendship 7 Every polish'd gem
we find, Illuminating heart or mind X790 J Scott Bahar-
Danush II. xm. 89 Shedding the valuable jems of remon-
strance on his lap 1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng Lakes
(1879) 79 The vale of Grasmere is a little gem m the
diadem of the Lake District 1893 Sir R Ball Story oj
Sim 359 The beautiful star Vega, the most brilliant gem of
the northern hemisphere.

c. An object of lare beauty or priceless worth

;

the choicest part of (anything). Now colloquially
often with somewhat playful tone : Something
greatly prized, a ‘ jewel

*

treasure’.
61560 A Scott Poems (STS) xxvu 1 In June the jem

Of joy and genie a 1605 Montgomerie Sontt xhx, The
Margarit does merit mekle mare, As jem ofjeuels, paragone
but pen 1647 N. Bacon Disc Govt Eng. 1 ii 3 As if
the Lord of all the earth had found out one place that should
be to him as the gemme of this Terrestrial globe x8i8W
Irving in Lije <$• Lett (1864) I. xxv. 407 A little cabinet
picture which will be quite a gem 1870 Majc Muller
Sc Relig, (1873) 384 Among the Hottentots we find the
following gem of a fable, 1875 Buckland Log-bk 1 The
gem of the collection was a picture representing [etc ]

1895 PallMall Mag. Nov. 328 The new man seemed to be a
gem.
3 . A precious or semi-precious stone, bearing an

engraved design either in relief or intaglio.
[1638 F Junius Paint, A naents 95,

1

cannot but remember
the royal fame of a gem that same Pyrrhus had an Agathe
wherein [etc ] 1658 Sir T Browne Hydriot, n 18 Great
number of Gemmes with heads of Gods and Goddesses J

1791 Rasfe (.title), A descriptive Catalogue ofa general Col-
lection of ancient and modern engraved Gems, Cameos, as
well as Intaglios cast, by J Tassie 1840 Macaulay Hist
Eng m. I 338 The cabinets were filled witn a fine collection
of gems purchased by that Earl of Arundel whose marbles
are now among the ornaments of Oxford x86o C W. King
{title), Antique Gems, their Origin, Uses, and Value
attnb 1838 Penny Cycl XII 498/1 Intaglio . is a term

of art applied to small works of the gem class

i* 4 A bud, esp, a leaf-bud Obs
1382 Wyclif Num . xvii 8 Swellynge the gemmes, breken

out flowres c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 405A graffes shaft
Ofvyneor tre with gemmes oon or too. 1526 Pilgr Perf.
fw de W 1531) 202 Y« rodde of Aaron, m one day.,
brought forth -fayre floures, gemmes & almondes. 165*
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Ter Taylor Seym, i ii 13 Like the gem of a vine, or the

bud of a rose a 1688 Denham 0/ Old Age 376 From the

joints of thy prolific stemA swelling knot is raised, called a

gem 173s Hist Litterana IV 158 Insects which terebrate

the Gems of some Branches, and therein deposit their eggs

*791 E Darwin Bot Gnrd 1 197 If prouder branches with

exuberance rude Point their green gems 1813 Marshall
Gardening 11 22 Those flowers that dare to continue above

ground all the year have yet their gems carefully locked up.

5 . Zool. — Gemma 3.

183a Lyell Princ. Geol II. 112 The most frequent mode
of transportation consists in the buoyancy of their eggs or

certain small vesicles which are detached and are capable of

becoming the foundation of a new colony These gems, as

they have been called, may be swept along by a wave that

breaks upon a coral reef

0. A collector’s name for the small geometrid

moth Camptogrammafluviata.
1869 in E Newman Brit Moths 172

7 Printing. (See quot ; the sue is little used )

*888 Jacobi Printers Vocah
}
Gem, a size of type one size

largei than Brilliant and one size smaller than Diamond
8 attrib and Comb a. simple attnb., as \gem-

mint.
,
-pit, -ring, -work, to objective, as gem-arti-

ficer,
-cutting, -engraver, -engraving

;
-fancier,

-polisher,
-sculpture

,
gem-bearing, -yielding adjs

e instrumental, as gem-bedewed, -bedizened, -be-

spangled, -bossed, -bright, -knosped, -spangled adjs ;

also gem-like adj or adv. d. special comb , as

gem-toed (see quot ) ;
gem-peg (cormptly gim-

peg) (see quot ) ;
gem-salt (rare), rock salt =

S

al-
gem; gem-stick, a stick on the end of which a
gem is cemented while being cut.

1870 Ruskin Led Art's 136 Drawings of the "gem arti-

ficers *894 Westm Gas 27 Dec. 6/1 The property com-
prised 4,000 acres of

* *gem-bearing ’ land. *886 Daily News
28 Dec 5/4 The * *gem-bed as it is called, or strata 111

which the rubies are found, varies considerably at diffeient

?
oints in its depth. 1820 Landor Heroic Idylls, Myrtis 2
ler white wrist above it, *gem-bedewed 183a J P.
Kennedy Swallow B iv (i860) 47 She rests her chin upon
her *gem-bedizened hand. a 1794 Sir W Jones Hymn to
Surya Wks 1799 VI 349 The churn'd Ocean's *gem-be-
spangled shore 1879 Geo. Eliot Coll Break/ P. 17 In
*gem-bossed pyx ana brotdered chasuble *587 T. Hughes
Misfort Arth 14 O Cassiopsea, *gem-bright signe, Most
sacred sight and sweet caelestiall starre *838 Eliza Cook
Poet's Wreath m, On his temples a gem-bright rim. *839
Ure Diet Arts 738 The operation of "gem-cutting i860
C W King Ant. Gems (1866) i6g The earliest "gem-en-
gravers Ibid, p xli, Under Augustus "gem-engraving in
all its branches reached its very highest point. 1877 W.
Jones Ftnger-nng 17 Xerxes, King of Persia, was a great
"gem-fancier 1818 Milman Savior 225To break the glassy

§
Tones of this world ’ The "gem-knosp’d diadem, the ivory
all. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1047A meadow "gemlike chased

In the brown wild. 1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super 136 His
"gemmemint is not always current 1853 O Byrne A rh.
san's Handbh 210 The suppoit .placed a little to the right
and in advance of the lap, is called a *gun-peg, or germ-
peg The gun-peg serves as a support for the arm of the
workman m grinding the edges of small stones, but its

principal use is to serve as a guide for the vertical angle in
cutting facets 1889 Ceylon Observer 11 May, The find of
a valuable sapphire on Rangwelletenne estate by a coolie
woman near the mouth of an old "gempit 1886 Daily
News 28 Dec s/4 The lapidanes, or "gem-polishers, are in
the capital, and not at the mines 1864 Boutell Her Hist
$ Pop xix § s (ed 3) 312 Holding between the finger and
thumb a "gem. ring 1832 Tir Ross Humboldt's Trav III
xxxu. 361 It is enlarged by the spurs of the Rio Beni, rich
in "gem salt 188a Ogilvie, *Ge»t-seulpinre, the ait of
representing designs upon precious stones, either in raised
work or by figures cut into or below the surface a 1847
Eliza Cook There would I be i, A "gem-spangled mown
1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I 111 37 Making the ice around us
one great resplendency of "gem-work. 1887 Pall Mall G.
28 Dec 5/2 Like most *gem-yielding regions . . it is less
attractive than the yellow sands
Hence G-e’mless a , devoid of gems.
1818 Blaehw Mag. II. 533 A casket gemless 1

Gem (dgem), v. Inflected gemmed, gem-
ming. Forms • a. 2-3 31mmen. /3 . 7-9 jem,
5- gem. [f. prec sb ]

+ 1. a mtr. To put forth, buds
;

to bud. to.

trails To put forth (a blossom, a fruit) Obs
C1150 Prague Mlfnc's Gr (Phillipps) 2 [Wmtreowe] $un-

me|> forb in J>e akeres 1667 Milton P L, vii 325 The
stately Trees spred Thir branches or gemm’d Thir Blos-
soms 1746-7 Hervey Medit (1818) 130 The tender twigs
have scarce gemmed their future blessings.

2

.

To adorn with gems
1610 G Fletcher Christ's Viet. 11. lvi 42 Kings, whose

temples wear impal’d In goulden diadems, set here, and
thear, With diamounds, and gemmed euery whear. 1741
H. Brooke Constantin Wks 1789 I 2B9 All gem’d m orna-
ments of curious mode. 1808 J. Barlow Columb 1 39 Cold-
hearted Ferdinand his pillow prest, Nor dream'd . Of him
who gemm'd his crown 1877 M. Ill Grant Sun-Matdvm,
Gemmed with rubies

b transf. andfig. To adorn as with gems
. *747 Collins Passions 72 Her buskins gemm’d with morn-
ing dew 1798 S Rogers Ep to Fiiend 156 When Frost
gems with icicles the sheltering eaves 1798 Canning &
Frere New Morality 118 in Anti-Jacobin xxxvi (1852)
205 The teardrop gems her eye 1813 Byron Giaour xiv,
A speck ofwhite That gemm’d the tide, 1824T K Hervey
Gondola v, He looks to the stars Which are gemming the
blue. 1833W Irving Tour Prairies 329 The prairies were
all gemmed with frost. 1849-33 Rock Ch. ofFathers III,
ix 341 Gemming . the Virgin’s name with every brightest
epithet. 1859 Tennyson Enid 339 A coppice gemm’d with
green and red, 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I.

283 A nng . . thickly gemmed around with faces.

f 3 mtr To shine as a gem
;
in quot to gem it

1632 Benlowes 'lheoph For Author Cj, Who jemm'st it

in Ierusalem Above,Where all is Grace and Glory, Light and
Love,

4. irons. To extract gems from
; to excavate for

the purpose of obtaining gems.
1889 Ceylon Observer 7 June, Everton estate has been

‘gemmed’ for over thirty years Ibid 28 June, The
Government could have no objections to grant the right to
gem the whole river.

Hence Ge mining vbl. sb. Also Ge'mmer, one
who seeks or digs foi gems.
1839 Tennent Ceylon 35 The season selected by them for

‘gemming’ is between December and March,when the waters
are low 1887 Chamb Jml 12 Mar 166 Gemming has
been carried on in that part of Upper Burmah for centuries
1889 Ceylon Observer 8 June, Pits dug by ancient and
modern gemmers

II Gemara (gema ra). [Aramaic ntoj gurnard
completion, f. noa fimar to be complete.] The
later of the two portions of the Talmud, consisting

of a commentary on the older part (the Mishna).
1613 Puhchas Pilgrimage (1614) 169 The Mischnatos, and

Gemara made up the whole Talmud 1659 Bi> Walton
Consid Considered 6 The Mishna and Gemara, which are
the integral parts of both the Talmuds, the one being as the
Text, and the othei as the Comment. 1877 Q Geikie
Christ II. xxxvi 64 The commentaries of the Rabbis, now
embodied in the Mishna and Gemara 1891 J E H
Thomson Bks wh tnfl Our Lord 1. x. 179 The Gemara is

a commentary on the Mishna
Hence GemaTic a., of, pertaining to, or con-

cerned with the Gemara.
1723 Mather Vind Bible 217 The Gemanck doctors give

this reason for it. 1882-3 D Moore in Schaff Eucycl
Reltg Knowl III. 2293 Rabbi Abma, who died in 498
15 regarded as the last of the Gemanc doctors

]| Gematria (gme1 tria). Also 7 gematry.
[Rabbinical Heb. gematnya

,
a. Gr. 7eco-

fierp'ia Geometry. (The suggestion that it repre-

sents Gr. ypapinaTela is unfounded )] A cabbalistic

method of interpreting the Hebrew Scriptures by
interchanging words whose letters have the same
numerical value when added.
x686 Goad Celest Bodies xr i. 136, 1 am perswaded

_
that

there may be something in Cabala
2
Gematry, something in

the mysterious Force of Numbers, m Critical Days, Climac-
teric Years, &c 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Gematna

,

the first

kind of arithmetical cabala, m use among the cabalistical

Jews 1884 Gow Gr. Mathem. 44 The supposed antiquity

of gematna depends solely on a conjectural and improb-
able comment on Zechanah xu 10. There is in fact no
clear instance ofgematna before Philo or Christian writers

strongly under Flulonic influence (e g Rev. xut. 18 ; Ep.
Barn c 9). 1892 Edtiu Rev. July 77 Belief in the gematna
or mystic value of letters m the Scriptures.

Gematry(e, obs. form of Geometry.
Gemel (dge mel). Forms 1 5-7 gemell, 6 gem-

xnell, -nil, gexnoll, 6-7 genunal, 6, 9 gemmel, 4-
gemel. Also Gemew, Gimbal, Gimmal, Gimmer.
[a.OF.gemel (latergemeau, whence Gemew ;

mod.
F. jumeatt twin) L. gemellus, dim. of geminus
twin ]

f 1. pi. Twins
;
said also of things associated in

pairs. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xxxvni 27 Gemels apereden in the

wombe 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1 (1534) 31 d, Toward him
a great pace gan she goe And her brother Caunus came
also And of onewombe as gemelles twayne 1603 Drayton
Bar. Wars To Rdr , The often barmonie thereof soft’ned

the verse more then the maiestie of the subiect would per-

mit, vnlesse they had all been Gemmels [pnnted Gemmels]
or couplets

t to. attrib. or adj. Twin. Obs.

1497m Ld Treas, Acc Scotl. (1877) I 376 Giffin to Walter
Ogiluy, in payment for the reparatioun of the tua gemmel
touns of Inuernes. 1313 Douglas AEnets x vii 71 And 3e

alsso, stowt gemel brether two, 1652 Urquhart Jewel
Wks. (1834) 243 Then from the snow-white galaxy betwixt
those gemel-monts, whose nulken paths [etc.]. 1657 Tom-
linson Renan's Disp 344 Because its roots were frequently

gemmell [printed gemmell] resembling two Leggs.

2 Her. in pi. Bars, or rather barrulets, placed

together as a couple Also in AF. form bar(re)s

gemelles

:

see Bar sb 1 6.
139a WyuleyA rrnorie 136 Three gemels finely set in Azuid

shield. 1603 Drayton Bar, Wars 1 To Rdr
,
The quadnn

doth neuer double ;
or, to vse a word of Heraldry, neuer

bnngeth foorih Gemells 1688 R HolmeArmoury j 111 35
A Gemell ever goeth by Paires, or Couples, and not to be
Seperated *7o6PHiLLiPs(ed Kersey) ,Gemelles[inHeraldry],
the bearing of Bais by Pairs or Couples in a Coat of Aims
a 1737 Strype Life Smith 1 note (1820) 2 Two gemells unde,

silver, between two griffins passant. 1864 Boutell Her
Hist Pop. v 22 When Barrulets are placed together m
couples .each couple is entitled a pair of Bars Gemelles.

+ 3 . ? ‘A two-part harmony’ (Jam.). Obs. rare—1
.

Cf. gymel (Gimmal 5) and Gemilling.
_

igoi Douglas Pal Hon 1. xln, In modulatiown hard I

play and sing Cant organe, figuratioun, and gemmell

4. A kind offinger-nng (much worn m the 16th c )

so constructed as to admit of being divided hori-

zontally into two mgs Now only Hist. Also

gemel-rtng Cf. Gimmal.
1572 Huloet, Gemoll or a gemmow, stalagnvum, it is

suene as the Egiptians vse to nange at their eares Ibid ,

Gemoll, or a litle rynge to weare on the finger, annellus.

160* Holland Pliny xxxm. 1, The manner was in old

time to weare rings but upon one finger onely, but now
adayes . every joint by themselves must have some lesser

rings and gemmals to fit them 1877W Jones Fmger-riitg

313 The old matrimonial Gemmel, or Gemmow, ring was a

kind of double ring, curiously made
5 . A hinge. Now only spec, in Comb, gemel-

ktnge (see quot. 1874)
1536 Inv. inf Dodsworth Hist Acc Salisbury (1814)229

Three chests . with gemmels of siluer and gut *55®

Yatton Chiirchw. Acc

,

(Som. Rec Soc ) 168 For thei locke

and the gemmulls xijd . 1613-16W Browne Brit Past n
111 82 The gemels beaten so That little strength could thrust

it [doore] to and fro 1875 Knight Diet Mech,, Gemel-hinge

(.Locksmithing), a hinge consisting of an eye 01 loop and a
hook. __ ,

Hence Ge melled a [-ed 2
] (see quot.)

1883 Mollett Diet Art & Archxol

,

Gemelled, double

,

thus a gemelled hay is one divided into two parts , gemelled

arches, those which are joined two and two

t Gemelli'parOttS, a. Obs -® [f L gemelli-,

gemellus twin (see Gemel) +par-ei e to bring forth

+ -ous,] Producing twins

1727 in Bailey vol II. Hence in mod Diets,

t Geme'Hous, a. Obs

.

[f. L. gemell-us (see

prec ) + -ous.] = Geminate a.

1697 in Phil T?ans XIX 435 A Tree Apocynum from

the Canaries whose gemellous Pods stand opposite.

Gemensye, obs. form of Geomancy

+ Ge’ment, a. Obs.-° [ad. L gement-em, pres

pple ofgemh^e to groan.] Groaning, lamenting.

1656 in Blount Glossogr

Gemeny, obs form of Gemini.

Gemeotre, gemetry, obs ff. Geometry.

+ Gemew, gemow. Obs. Forms
:
4-6 je-

mew(e, gemow, (5 gewmew, gemooae pi.),

gymmew, 5-6 gymew(e, gymow(e, 6 gimew,
jemowe, gymmow, gunmen, 6-7 gemew(e,
gemowe, gim(m)ew, (jewmew, jenunow, 6-8

gemmow, 7 gemmey). [a OF getneaus, pi. of

gemel (see Gemel) twin. The Eng. sing, is prob.

developed from the plural, though in some uses it

may have been taken from the later Fr. formgemeau,

jumeau of the singular.]

1. pi. Twins: see Gemel I.

138a Wyclif Song Sol vii 3 Thi two tetus as two junge
capretis, lemews of the she capret

to. attnb. or adj. Of a door : Double. Of
lines : Parallel. Cf. Gemel i b.

1523 in Kirkpatrick Reltg Ord Norwich (1848) 170

Within the White Freris, in Norwich, at the Jemowe dore

1331 Recorde Pat/iw Knowl. 1 Defin., Paralleled, or

Gemowe lynes be suche lines as be drawen foorth still in

one distaunce, and are no nerer in one place than in an

other. 1674 Jeake Anih (1696) 6x3 A pair of Parallels or

Gemowe Lines.

2 Her. xa.pl. (rarely sing.) = Gemel 2.

i486 Bk St Albans, Her Bjb, Collateral! is calde in

arrays the sonnys of the bretheren of the right heyre beryng

the cotarmuris of theyr fadens with a dyflferans Jemews
1573 Bossewell Armone 11. 33 b, The fourth beareth

Argent, three Banes Gemewes, Sable. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry vi. vii (1611) 274 A crowne Topaze or griffons

head with wings displaied pearle, gorged with a gemew
ruby.

3. A double nng ;
= Gemel 4. Also gemowe-

ring.

1497 Will ofButside (Somerset Ho ), A Jemewe of golde

155a Huloet, Gymmow or nnge to hange at ones eare as

the Egyptians haue, stalogumm, matins 156* Lane.

Wills 1. 1 81 On gemewe of silver wyre. 157a Ibid. II a6a

My beste Jemewe rynge of golde 1389 Greene MtnapJion

(Arb.) 58 Twas a good world when a ring ofa rush would
tie as much loue together as a gimmon of gold. 1602 R. T.

5 Goldie Senn , Silver, golde, jemmowes or jewells. x6n
Cotgr , Annelet, a gimmew, or little ring for the finger

1721 Bailey, Gemmcw-Rmg, a double Ring m Links

4. Any joint or fastening consisting of two parts

fitting into each other
? <11400 Morte Arth. 2894 Joynter and gemows he jogges

in sondyre ' 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 A bagge of

grene silk with jemewys of green. 1530 Palscr. 225/1

Gymewe of a gyrdell, crochet dune troussovere 16x1

Cotgr j Membret deeperon

,

the gimmew or loint of a

Spurre _ .

5. PI. —gimmals. (See Gimmal 5.)

1637 W Morrice Coena Def § 10 Huge Weights hang
upon Gemmeys
0 A lunge. Cf Gemel 5.

139S Mem. Rtpon (Surtees) III- 123 Et in ij paribus de

gemus [«c] cum clav emp. dfc Johanne de Sutton pro

magno hostio in magn clocher 13d c 1440 Promp Parv
194/2 Gymowe of a sperynge [AT gymmew, A. H. gymew],

vert(i)uella, gemella. 1447-8 Durham MS Aim, Roll,

j pare de lez Gemoose 1310 in Willis & Clark Cambridge

(1886) II 197 A lokke with Gemows for another presse.

1573-80 Baret AIv. G 217 Gimew ot henge of a dore. 1637

Howell Londmop 393 That the Stalls . be flexible, and
moveable, viz to hang by Jewmews or Garnets, so that

they may be taken up, and let down
_ ,

Hence + Gemewv , m pa. pple i-jemewd

,

jointed

1408 tr VcgetiusDe Re Mil xv. xxm MS. Roy. 18 A. xu
foi no a, An Tren made as it wer a peir tonges I Iemewd
[MS Douce 29ifol 106 b,I gymewed] as tonges in themyddes.

t Gemilling. -5V Obs. rare-1
. Music. (Mean

iug uncertain : cf. Gemel 3 *)

C1450 Henryson in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 934
With baiss toms in lpotdonca, With gemilling in yporlerica.

[Geminal: sea List ofSpurious Words ]

Geminate (dge'mmfi’t), a. and sb. [ad. L
geminat-us, pa. pple. of gemvndre to double, f.

geminus twin.]



GEMINATE. 98 GEMMIPAROUS.
A adj. Duplicated, combined in pairs, twin,

binate. Now only Nat. Hut Gemmate leaves,

leaves springing in pairs from the same node, one
leaf beside the other.

1598 Hakluyt Voy I 340 We desire of your Maiestie to
continue the gemmate disposition of your beneuolences,

both generally to all our subiects, and also pnuately to this
our beloued seruant. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1099
Geminate,

doubled 187a Oliver Elem Bot. 11. 213 Observe
the frequently geminate leaves and extia-axillary inflores-
cence of the Order 1880 Gray Struct, Bot 413/x
Hence G-e minutely adv., m pairs, doubly.
In recent Diets.

B sb. A doubled consonant.
1885 Cook tr. Stevers' O E Gram (1887) gg B occurs

in medial and final positions as a geminate

Geminate (dge’mias't), v. [f. L. gemindt
ppl. stem of gemmate (see prec.).] trans. To
double Also pass of two contiguous teeth : To
be united.
a 1637 B. Jonson Eng Gram 111 (1640)40 W, Is but the V.

geminated in the full sound. 1670 Brooks Wks (1867) VI
326 Macon is a Hebrew participle that signifies firm, con-
stant, and established, and he geminates it, ' my heart is

firm, constant, and established . 1721 in Bailey x88x
Coleman in 'Irons Odont. Soc. XIII 9 It appeared to
consist of the two central incisors geminated 1885 Cook ti

Stevers' 0 , E Gram. (1887) 100 F . . is ,a surd spirant when
geminated in the medial position

Hence Ge’ruinated ppl. a
, doubled, occurring in

pairs.

1802 in Spirit Publ. yruls (1803) VI xoo They would run
hooting about, bawling and dancing with gemmated
clamours 1819 G Samouelle Entomol Compand, 122
Atypus . Eyes on each side geminated. 1859 J Tomes
DentalSurg. 43 Mr. Brookhouse sent me two examples of
geminated teeth, x88g Cook tr. Stevers' O E. Gram. (1887)
123 The geminated consonants were often written long after
the second had ceased to be pronounced.

Gemination (dgeminci’jan). [ad. L gemind-
iion-em, n. of action f. gemmare to double.]
1. A doubling, duplication, repetition
1S97 Bacon Cottiers Good * Evill vm (Arb.) i4g If the

eutll bee in the sence and in the conscience both, there is a

f
emulation ofit 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep in xv. 140
len admit a gemmation of prmcipall parts, which is not

naturally discovered m any animall 1635 Fuller CA.
Hist, ix, § 61 This was conceived.,a necessary gemination
of a duty in that seditious age. 1700 Bp. Patrick Comm.
Deut xxxu s There being a gemination of a syllable in
the latter of these two words x8gS Century Mag. July
457/1 The ‘gemination’ of the canals [on Mars] has been
observed at Mount Hamilton

b. Of teeth • (See quot. 1878)
*839 J. Tomes Dental Surg 241 A union or gemination of

contiguous teeth 1878 T. Bryant Pract Surg I 562
Gemination, or the union of contiguous teeth, due to the
fusion of their pulps

+ 2 . Rhet. The immediate repetition of a word
or phrase, or the using of a pair of synonymous
expressions, for the purpose of rhetorical effect. Obs.
1650 Fuller Pisgah in. xu 345 Fust putting forth his

hand, My God ; yea both his hands, My God, my God,
claiming by that gemmation a double interest in Gods
fatherly affection 1661 Boyle Style 0/ Script. (1675) 90
In all languages there are some customary gemmations and
expressions, which are oftentimes emphatical 1666 J
Smith OldAge (1676) 14 Here are two expressions that in-
timate unto us the unavoidable approach of these decrepit
yeares, 1 e come and draw nigh. ; of which gemination,
signifying the same thing, I may well say [etc ]

3. Gram. a. The doubling of an originally single
consonant sound, b. The doubling of a letter m
the orthography of a word.

.
*875 RenoufEgypt Gram 8 The gemination of the letters

is not expressed ill writing. 1877 March Comp Gram.
Anglo-Saxon 16 Gemmation is the doubling of a consonant
. . A real gemmation can not occur at the beginning or at the
end ofa word . nor is it easy after a long vowel.

Geminative (dge’mimftiv), a. and sb. [f. L.
geminat- (see Geminate v.) + -ive.] A adj Char-
acterized by gemination. B. sb. A gemmated or
doubled letter. In recent Diets
1883 in Trans Atner. Phtlol. Assoc. XVI. 161 The gemin-

atives and diphthongs at, ay, ea [etc ].

Gemini (dge'mmai). Forms
. 4 gemyni, 6-7

gammy, (5 gemeny, 6 gemyne, 7 gemony, and
(with plural ending) genumes, 5- gemmi. Also
(sense^ 3 only) 7 gemony, 9 gemminy, jemmy,
jimminy, jimmy, [a. L, gemmi (pi. ofgetnmus')
twins

;
also the name of the constellation.]

1. Astron. A constellation, otherwise * Castor and
Pollux ' also the third sign of the zodiac, with
which this constellation was anciently identical.

,0
*39* Chaucer Astral 1 §21 Gemyni. 14x3 Pilgr.SovJle

(Caxton 1483) v x, xoo The signe of gemmi that ben cleped
twynnes or doubles. 1426 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 139 Furious
Mars, the ferfulle red sterre Was two pocys passed of
gemeny 1303 Hawes Examp Virt i (Arb

) 7 And Dyane
entred was one degre Into the sygne of Gemyne 1633 P.
Fletcher Purple Isi x xxiv, Not those [twins] in heaven,
the flowery gemimes. Are half so bright. 1693 Congreve
Love for L 11 m, She was bom under Gemini 1797
Encycl Brit. II, 321/1 From the shifting of the equinoc-
tial points . . those stars which were m Aries are now got
u’J0 TaurusJ those ofTaurus into Gemmi 1853 TennysonMaud hi, vi, x When the starry Gemini hang like glonous
crowns Over Orion’s grave.

+ 2. Used for; A couple, a pair : esp. in pi. form,
a pair of eyes. Obs.

1398 Shaks Merry IV. 11 11 8 Else you had look’d
through the giate, like a Gemmy of Baboones 1633 P.
Fletcher Purple Isl 1. xxxi, Or, shine upon me with her
Gemimes ? 1633 Quarles Embl 11 iv, He that daily spies
1 win babies 111 his mistress* Geminis 1638 Ford Lady's
I rial 1 11 (1639) C 1 b, Heres now the Gemini of wit 1700
Congreve Way of World iv. ix, A gemmi of Asses split,

would make just four of you

f 3 . To play the gemmi : ? alluding to the twin
gods (Castor and Pollux) who could never be both
in heaven or both, in blades at the same time
1622 Cocks Diary (1883) II 203 God grant Tozayemon

Dono do not play the jemeny with us.

4. A mild form of oath or exclamation vulgar.
[Perhaps a distinct woid Cf Ger gcmine, jemvtc, which

Hildebrand (in Grimm’s D Wb ) regards as a cormption of
Jesu damme

,

also Du jentente, jemie ]

1664 Scudamore Homera la Mode 99 0 Gemony 1 neigh-
bour, what a bhsse is This, that [etc ] 1666-7 Denham
Direct Paint. 1. xx,Henceforth ,

0

Gemmi 1 two Dukes Com-
mand x68x Otway Soldier's Port 11,

1,
Gemini 1 what wou'd

become of me? 1694 Crowne Married Beau n 3, Oh
Gemini 1 what a rare Complement Has she bestowed upon
that ugly Fellow, 1704 Rowe Biter m 1, Oh gemini 1 I
wou’dn’t marry such a strange sort of an Old Fellow for all
the world 1780 Mrs. Cowley Belle's Strat. iv. ii, Oh
Gemmi 1 beg the Petticoat’s pardon, Just saw a corner of it.

1798 Morton Seer Worth Knowing 1 i, Oh gemini gig 1 how
my poor bones do ache 1 1833 M Scott Tom Cringle 1,

Gemini 1 what is that now ? quoth Tip again 1863 Reads
Hard Cash I. iv 124 O, jimmy 1 This polite ejaculation was
diawn out by the speakci’s sudden recognition of Alfred
Hence Ge’muiids pi. [see -id], the meteoric

bodies forming the ‘star-shower’ that has its

radiant point m Gemmi.
1876 G F Chambers Astron 799 The example has been

followed m designating other meteor showers by the con-
stellations m which their radiant-points aie situated; so
that we have the Genumds of December 12.

Geminiflorous (dge mini|floo ras), a, [f L
gemmi-, geminus twin + jdor-, Jlos flower + -ous ]
Having^ flowers m pans. x866 in Treas Bot

GeminotlS (dge mmss). rare. [VL.gcmm-us ]
Double

; occurring m pairs
1646 Sir T. Browne Psend Ep m, xv. 141 Christians ..

have baptized these gemmous births, and double connas-
cencies with severall names 1704 Harris Lex Techn ,

Gemmous Arteries ; so some call the two small Arteries
which descend to the Joint of the Knee, between the Pro-
cesses of the Thigh-bones x86o Fowler Diet Med,,
Geminate

,
Gemmous. In Nat Hist. Twin

, in pairs.

G-amm, obs. Sc. f. Game.
IIGemma (d^ema) Plgemmse, [L.; see Gem]
1

1

. (See quot.) Obs.—1

x6px Ray Creatton 11 (1701) 305 The Gemma or cicatricula
of the egg contained in the Female ovary.

2. Bot. a. A leaf-bud as distinguished from a
flowei-bud.
1770 C Milne Bot. Diet s, v. Gemma, Mr Ray was the

first who gave the name of Gemma to the bud, which had
formerly been denominated germen x8a6 Kirby & Sr.
Entomol. (1828) III xxix 60 A state analogous to that of
the larva in the insect begins in the plant when it. .is evolved
fiom the gemma 1872 Cahplntlr Anim Phys xv. 552 The
bodies of the first class are known as leaf-buds or gemmae
in the Flowering Plants 1880 Gray Struct Bot 41 3/1

b. In mosses, liverworts, etc. : A small cellular
body which becomes detached from the mother-
plant and originates a new one.
1830 Lindley Nat Syst. Bot 325 In Jungermannia there

is a third kind of reproductive matter, consisting of heaped
clusters of little amorphous bodies, growing fiom the surface
of the leaves, and called gemmae 1837 Henfrey Bot § 324
The Hepaticae produce cellular bulbels or gemmae *867
J Hogg Microsc. 11 i 308 These plants are produced by
spores and minute celtular nodules called gemmae or buds
3 Zool. A bud-like growth upon animals of low

organization, which becomes detached and develops
into a new individual.
1841-71 T. R Jones Anim Kmgd (ed 4) 123 The

Alcyons are reproduced by gemmas, which are developed
around the preexistent polyps. *831 Richardson Geol. vm
213 Small gemmse, covered with cilia, which are free organ-
isms during the fust period of their existence.

Gemmaeeons (dg erne* -fas), a [f L. gemma
bud + -aceous.] Pertaining to, or of the natuie of
leaf-buds. 1834 m Mayne Expos. Lex.
Gemmal, var Gemel.
Gemman (dge maen) (Also written gem’man.)

Vulgar promme of Gentleman
;

cf. Gentman.
c 1550 Dr Doubble Ale 197 Did it become a cobblers boy
To shew a gemman such a toy? 1762 Gentl Mag 86
You re welcome Gem’men, kindly welcome Ladies. X770
Colman Oxon, ut Town 1 1,

1

hope you left all the gemmm
well at Oxford ? 1793 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Lousiad iv
Wks 1812 I 286 Which is the better gemman, I or you?
1823 Byron Juan xi, xix note. If there be any gemman
so ignorant as to require a traduction 1833 Marrya r P
Simple (1863) 3

Bill, you must take this here young
gem man to this here direction 1850 Kingsley.4# Loche
v. Now I’ll just tell you how that'll work, gemmen.
t Ge’mmary, a. and sb. Obs [ad. late L. gem-
indn-us (see -ary 1

), f gemma Gem.] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to gems

; concerned with or skilled m
gems , B sb Ad engraver of gems, a jewellei.
1382 Wyclif Exod. xxxix 29 Thei graueden m it [the

plate] with gemmarywerk Ibid xxvui xx In the grauyng
of the gemmarye [L cmlatura gemmarn] thow shalt graue

Sir T* Browne Pseud- Ep* n j* 55 Xhe principle
ana most gemmary affection is its Tralucency. ai68z —

Tiacis (1684) 4 Gemmane Natuiahsts reade diligently the
pretious Stones in the holy City of the Apocalypse
Gemmary . see Gemmeuy
Gemmate (dge me't), a Bot and Zool. [ad
L gemmat-us

, pa pple of gemmare . bee next 1
Furnished with buds

, reproducing by buds
J

1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 352.

Gemmate (dge m*it), V. [f L gcmmdt-, ppl
stemolgemmare,{ gemma Gem ] fa trans To
deck or set with gems (obs ) b mtr To put forth
buds

;
to propagate itself by buds Hence Gem-ma ted ppl, a , Gemma tmg vbl. sb or ppl a

1623 Cockcram, Geminated, bedeckt with precious stones
1697 Lvelyn Numtsm 11 29 These Regal Heads arecommonly dress’d with a Diadem . Others we find Gem-
mated and Studded 1846 Dana Zooph. iv (1848) 72 The
gemmating powers of the apical polyp.

Gemmation, (dgem^i Jan) [a F. gemmation
11 of action f L. gemmate • secpicc]
1. Bot. a. The action of budding b. The manner
m which the young leaf is enfolded m the bud
C. The time when leaf-btids are put forth, d. The
arrangement of buds on the stalk.
X760 Lle Introd Bot m xv 200 Gemmation is the Con-

struction of the gem 01 Bud. 1794 Maihvn Rousseau's
ISot xxxi 485 The gemmation, or various construction of the
buds 1880 Gray Struct Bot 413/1 Gemmation, buddimr-
giowth

, or the disposition of buds.
2 . Zool The process of reproduction by gemmae

or buds , the formation of a new individual by the
protrusion and complete or partial separation of
a part of the parent

, budding
1836-9 Todd Cycl Anat II 142/1 The male has the

appearance of a branch sent off by gemmation 1868 E P
Wright Ocean World iv. 84 In the next group the gemma-
tion takes a spiral bias, producing the nautilus shape 1883
Chamb Jtnl 142 The natural piocess of leproduction in
the sponge is effected by gemmation or budding off

Gemmative (dgeunativ), a [f. L. gemmat-
(see Gemmate v

) + -ive.] Concerned with the pro-
duction of offspring by gemmation.
1877 Huxley Anat Inv Anim. 111 131 The medusoids

which result from the gemmative process closely resemble
the stock from which ihcy are produced
Gemm(e, obs. form of Gem sb.

Gemmed (d^emd), ppl. a [f. Gem sb. and v
+ -EL.]

f 1 Covered with buds Obs.-1

c 1420 Pallad onllusb iv 10 With grades sadde ygemmed
thicke and rounde 13x3 Douli as Ah netsxu Prol 101 The
Iowkyt buttoms on the gemmyt treis.

2 . Adorned with or as with gems.
« 1240 Wohunge in Colt Horn 273 J>u leddes ham wi3 be

self to Jji 3imracde bur. 1813 Byron Corsair 11 xu, And
auburn waves of gernm’d and braided hair. 1820 Scott
Abbot xm, The gemmed ring and jewelled mitre had become
secular spoils 1849 Clough Dipsychns 11 v, O beautiful,
o’ervaulted With gemmed blue, 'I his spacious court 1873
Proctor Expanse llcav 124 A cloud of light aiound the
gemmed feet ofAndromeda in the northern skies,

G-ernmel(l, var. Gemel
Gemmeous (dge nates), a Also 7 gemmeus

[f. L gemme-us (f. gemma Gem) + -ous ] Of or
pertaining to, of the natuie of, or resembling a gem
Gemmeous Dragonet . the fish Calhonymus Lyra.
1603 Timml Qiiersit ill x6o There are in mans bodie .

of saltes vitnolated, allummous, niterous, and gemmeus
X695 Woodward Nat Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 191 The
gemmeous Matter it self 1763 C Smart Phxdrtis 111 xvii
(Bohn) 508 And what a blaze of gemmeous dies Shines from
the plumage of your tail 1766 Pennant Zool (1776) III

145 heading, Gemmeous Dragonet 1778 Nat Hist m
A nn Reg 103/z The fistular bones are lined within with a
crust of gemmeous spar. 1882 J Hardy in Proc Ber Nat
Club IX No 3 493 A specimen of the Gemmeous Dragonet

Gemmery (dge’ineri). Also gemmary. ,[f

Gem sb. + -eby
;
in sense 1 peril, f. Lat type *gem-

vidriwn : see -aey.]

+ 1 . A jewel-house. Obs
1636 Blount Glossogr

, Gemmery, a Jewel house, or place
to keep Gemms in, a Cabinet 1721 Bailey, Gemmary.
2 Gems as an object of connoisseurship rare
1840 Poe Cask ofAmontillado Wks 1864 1 346 In painting

and gemmary Fcitunato, like his countrymen, was a quack

Gemmiferous (dgemi’feras), a. [f. L gemmi-

fer (f. gemma Gem sb. + -fer bearing) + -ous. Cf.

F, gemmiflre. ]
1 Producing gems.
1636 in Blount Glossogr. 1721 in Bailey 1834 Mayne

Expos Lex
, Gemmiferous,Mm , bearing gems, applied to

the gravel among which diamonds me found
2 . Producing a gemma ox bud; producing off-

spring by gemmation.
*804 Carlisle in Phil Trans XCV 5 A legular confirma-

tion of which would improve the knowledge of animal
generation by shewing that it is gemmiferous 1836-8W
Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool I, 89 Adhering by filiform
gemmiferous stolons of the base.

Hence + Gemmi ferousness.
1727 Bailey vol II, Gemmiferousness

,

the Quality of pro-
ducing Gems or Jewels

Gemmiparous (dgemrparas), a [f mod L.

gemimpar-us (f gemmi-, gemma bud+L parere
to bring forth) + -ous] a. Of organisms: Pro-
ducing new individuals by gemmation. Tb. Of or

peitammg to the process of gemmation
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1753 Martyn Lane Bet, Gemmipams

, Gemmiparous
Producing gems or buds 1830 R Knox Beclard's A nat,

16 There is also an internal gemmiparous or suboviparous
geneiation *835 Kirby Had # Inst Amm I. xi. 32a The
species which he calls Planarta tentaculata is oviparous

in the spring and gemmiparous in the autumn 1863
Berkeley Bnt Mosses 111 10 The production of the plant

from the threads is rather gemmiparous than embryonic 1877
Huxley Anat Inv Amm x 612 The generative blastema

. from which the generative organs of the gemmiparous
zooid have been developed

Hence Gemmi-parously adv Also Genunl-
pa nty, the attribute of being gemmiparous.
1859 Todd Cycl Anat V 117/1 An instance of * internal

gemmipanty’ rather than the production of true ova 1867
H. Spencer Pnnc. Biol II $3 The resulting segments are

so many gemmiparously-produced individuals

Gemmipore (d3e mipotu). [ad mod L gemmi-
pora

,

neul. pi., f L. gemmi-, gemma Gem sb. + late

L. fonts — Gr. ir6pos passage
] One of the gemvn-

fora ,
a genus of madreponan corals.

1848 Dana Zooph iv (1848) 47 The gemmipores resemble
these in general form, and m their fringe of short tentacles,

but the disk is not striated.

Gemmoid (dge mold), a rare~°. [f. Gemma
+ -on) ] Having the nature or form of a gemma.
In some recent Diets

Geuuuology (dgemp-lodai). [f. L. gemm-a
Gem sb. + -(o)logy ] The science of gems.
i8n Pinkerton Petral I 12 The detached crystals of

sidente aie properly topics of gemmology, or lithology,

and not of petralogy.

t Gemmo'sity. Obs -® [f. L gemmds-us full

ofgems (f gemma Gem sb.) + -ivy ] (See quots.)
1656-81 Blount Glossogr

, Gemmosity (gemmosttas),

abundance of Precious stones. 1755 Johnson, Gemmosity

,

the quality of being a jewel, 1775 Ash, Gemmosity
,
the

quality of abounding in jewels ; an exuberance of buds.

Gemmow, var Gemew.
Gemmule (d^e-mud). [a F gemmule, ad. L.

gemmula
,
dim. ofgemma a bud, Gem ]

1. Bot. a —Plumule
1844 Hoblyn Diet Med

,
Gemmule

,

a term used synony-
mously with plumule, the growing point of the embryo in
plants. x86x Bentley Bot. 344 Thus we distinguish three
parts m the embiyo, corresponding to the loot, stem, and
leaves of the perfect plant , namely, a radicle, plumule or
gemmule, and one or moic cotyledons.

b One of the reproductive cells of cryptogams.
1874 Cooke Fungi 55 Short germinating utricles shoot

forth, which soon form themselves into rows of gemmules
2. Zool. A small gem (see Gem sb 5 ) or gemma

;

spec, a ciliated embryo of one of the Ccelenterata
;

an encysted mass of sponge-particles, fiom which
new ones are produced.
1845 Zoologist III 95s This cell, or germ, or gemmule,

is the origin of all existing animals 1858 T. R. Jones
Aquar Nat 34 These yellow gianules are the rudiments of
the eggs, or gemmules of the sponge. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man I. vin 280 According to this hypothesis, every unit or
cell of the body throws off gemmules or undeveloped atoms
187a Carpenter Amm Phys xv. 362 In this state it

becomes clothed with cilia and is termed a gemmule. 1877W Thomson Voy Challenger I. ni 176 Small examples of
the sponge, some of them not much beyond the condition of
gemmules
fig 1869 F GAlton Hered Genius 365 Young artisans,

ana other floating gemmules of English population,

Gemmuliferous (dgemiwlrfSras), a [f. L.
gemmula Gemmule + -(i)eerous ] Beating gem-
mules
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 6gx Gemmuliferous branchlets

much branched. 1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV. 49/1 The
gemmuliferous urns are, however, deciduous.

Gemmull, var Gemel.
Gemmy (dge mi), a. [f. Gem sb +-Y 1

]
1 Abounding m, covered with, or set with gems,

or something lesemblmg gems.
e*42o Pallad on Hush 1 625 The cok confesseth emynet

Cupide When he is gemmy tayl bygynnyth splay as649
Drumm of Hawth Poems Wks. (1711) 12 Night westward
did her gemmy world decline, And hide her lights that
greater lights might shine <21749 Philips Pastorals vi 123
(1790) 37 Hast thou seen their king m rich array, Fam’d
Oberon, with damask’d robe so gay, Andgemmy crown. 1739
Grainger Tibullus' Elegies 11. 11. 16 Not venal, you request
no Eastern Stores, Where ruddy Waters lave the gemmy
shores 183a Tennyson Lady of Shalott w, The gemmy
bridle glitter’d free,

2 Gem-like
, brilliant

;
glittering,

1580 Spenser in Grosart Spenser's Wks. 1. 126 She has
hairs half-golden, half-silvern, half-gemmy on her . head
1675 Evelyn Terra. (1776) 14 Rough crystals of which
some were very transparent and Gemmy. 1733 Thomson
Liberty iv, 333 The flitting cloud, against the summit dash’d,
And, by the sun illumined, pouring bright A gemmy showei
1883 Gd Words 113 Biras of matchless plumage—green,
gold, orange, and blue-tipped wings shedding gemmy light.

Hence Ge*mmlly adv,, so as to resemble gems ;

G-e'mminess, the quality or state of being gemmy
1864 Webster, Gemmmess 1893 Symonds In the Key of

Blue 53 Blots ofacqua-marina—zemmily imposed upon the
thick impasto of the dominant ochres,

Gemoll, obs. form of Gemel
tGe-moni.es. Bom Antiq Obs. Also 7 sing.

Gemony. [ad. L (scales) Gembmse

;

of uncertain

origin, the assumed connexion withgemZre to groan
having little probability, in spite of the existence

of the synonymous form Gemitorise ] Steps on

the Aventine Hill leading to the Tiber, to which
the bodies of executed criminals were dragged to

be thrown into the river

1398 Grenewey Tacitus'Ann m 11 67 They had drawne
Pisoes images to the Gemonies ; and broken them in peeces,
if [etc ]. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanus v 1 (1605) K 2, Some
your seruants

, who Slip’t downe the Gemomes, and brake
their neckes. 1626 Massinger Rom. Actor 1. 1 (1629) Bab,
Noe day passes In which some are not fastend to the hooke,
Or throwne downe from the Gemonies. 1636-81 Blount
Glossogr , Gemony {gemomse seals), a place in Rome where
condemned persons were cast down by a pair of stairs head-
long into the River Tiber

H MisappliedJig. m the sense of ‘tortures’.

1636 R Fletcher Martial's Epigr etc 174 The world,
fame, honour, wealth & pleasure then Are the fair wrack and
Gemomes of men a 1683 Oldham To Mem, C Mo*went
xxxui. in Rem (1684) 84 Anguish through every Member
flies And all those inward Gemonies Whereby frail Flesh in
Tortuie dies

GemotCe (gemnu’t) Eng. Hist, [repr OE.
gemSt, f ge- together, ‘com-’ (see Y-) + mdt Moot.]
A meeting; an assembly (m England before the
Norman Conquest) for judicial or legislative pur-
poses See also Witknagemot.
ciooo Laws ofJEthelstan c. 20 (Schmid) &if hwa gemot

forsitte. 1641 Baker Chron 27/x Their Gemote was a
little court held monthly in every hundred. 1860 Hook
Lives Alps. I v 252 When the synod was concluded the
convention formed itself into a gemot. 1871 Freeman
Norm Conq. (1876) IV xviii. 130 It was probably in the
same Gemdt that William for the first time exercised the
power of bestowing an English bishopnck on one of his own
countrymen
Gemow(e : see Gemew.
II Gemsbok (ge mzlyk). Also 8-9 gemsbock,

(8 gemse-bok), 9 gemsbuok, -boo. [Du. gemsbok
(properly chamois, but in S. Africa misapplied as

below), a. Ger. gemsbock
,

f. getnse, fern , chamois
+ bock buck.] The name given in S. Africa to a
large antelope (Oryx capensis

)

X777 G. Forster Voy round World I, 84 The Egyptian
antelope is here [at the Cape] called gems-nock or chamois.

1824 Burchell Trav II 23 Aherd ofantelopes ofthe species

known among the boors by the misapplied name ofGemsbok
1863 Tylor Early Hist. Man vui 221 A gemsbock’s horn
attached to a slender stick 1883 J Mackenzie Day-dawn
m Dark places 48 The kukama (genisbuck or oryx) fleetest

of the antelopes,

Gemshorn (ge-mzih^in). [a. Ger. gemshom,
lit. chamois horn (cf. prec ) ] An organ stop with

tapering metal pipes, yielding a tone resembling

that of the viola da gamba
1825 Danneley Encycl, Mus., Gemshom, an organ-stop,

of the flute species, 1852 Seidel Organ 21 In 15x5. an
organ in St Mary’s, at Danzic contained hohl-flute, gems-
horn, nasal 1869 Eng, Mech, 17 Dec. 332/2 Would a har-
monic flute, or gems-horn, not be an improvement ? 1876
Hiles Catech. Organ ix. (1878) 67 Gemshom,

Goat-horn

,

[an organ stop] of tin or metal,pointed at the top. The tone
is soft, and resembling a horn in quality,

Gemster, obs. Sc f. Gamester.
Gemstone (dge’mistoun). [f. Gem sb, + Stone ;

in OE. gtmstdn ] + a. In OE. and ME.= Gem i.

AlsoJig. b. A stone capable of being worked up
into a gem.
a c xooo ASlituc Horn, I. 62 pas gymstanas synd toewy-

sede. c 1x73 Lamb Horn 135 Ne sculen je nawiht aim-
stones leggen swinen to mete <2x240 Ureisun m Colt
Horn, 193 Mid brihte gimstones hare krune is al biset c 1290
S Eng. Leg I 370/109 And with nche ?imstones al-so.

Jig a 1175 Cott. Horn, 217 Heo is hefone liht .and all

hiscefte gimston c xaoo Vices <$ Virtues 93 Dat faire scrud
of chante all besett mid jimstanes of gode werkes
b, 1883 A. H Church Precious Stones 11 9 With an in-

strument so constructed thepleiochroism ofthe vast majority
of gem-stones may be determined at a glance,

Gemytre, obs. form of Geometry.

-gen (dgen), suffix, forming sbs. in mod. scientific

use ;
ad, F. -gine

,
ultimately repr. Gr. -yevrjs (f. yev-

rool of yi-yv-saQai to be bom, become, yev-v&uv to

beget, 7iv-os kind, etc. : see Kin) an adjective suffix

which has two different uses 1 (1) giving the sense
‘ born in a certain place or condition ', as in ohco-

yevfjs, ivSoyevfjs bom m the house (respectively f.

dittos house and tvdov within)
; (2) giving the sense

* of a (specified) kind ’, as in bpioyevijs of the same
kind, homogeneous, trepoyevrjs of another kind,

heterogeneous. The F. -gine m scientific terms

has two distinct applications (of different origin)

both of which have been adopted in Eng
1. Chem In 1777-9 Lavoisier (CEuvres II 249)

proposed for the recently discovered element (till

then known as * dephlogisticated air etc ) the

alternative names principe acidijiant and prtneipe

oxygine, which he states to be etymologically

synonymous. In G. de Morveau Nomencl chimique

1787 (prepared in collaboration with Lavoisier and
other chemists) the sbs. oxygine and hydroghie

occur, and are explained to mean ‘ engendrant

l’acide’ and * engendrant l’eau ’
;
and m Lavoisier’s

TraUide Chimie 1789 the etymon of the suffix is

said to be * Gr. ydvoficu, j'engendre ’. This etymo-

logy accounts for Lavoisier’s original form oxygine

;

the change of -gine into -glne must have been due

to the observation that -gine did not occur in Gr
derivatives, while -gine, from the same root, already

existed in Mttroghne, homogbte (ad. Gr. words in

-yevifs • see above) ; the fact that the suffix -yevrjs

m Gr. words was not capable of meaning ‘ that

winch produces’ was overlooked or disregarded.

The names oxygine, hydroglne were soon adopted
into Eng with the ending -gene, afterwards altered

to -gen. On the analogy of these words, a con-
siderable number of new terms have been added to

the common (French and Eng) vocabulary of

chemistry, m which the ending -gine, -gen expresses

the sense * that which produces '

;

they are usually

names of chemical substances, as nitrogen
, amtdo

-

gen, cyanogen, etc
5
rarely of classes of substances,

as halogen, + amphigen
2 . Bot. The botanical use of-gine was introduced

in 1813 by Decandolle ( Thdorte de Botanique 210)
in the woras endoglne, exoglne

,
adjs> designating two

classes of plants which respectively produce their

new tissue internally (Gr. ZvSo-v within) and ex-

ternally (Gr. e£oo outside). The formation of the

words was suggested by the gilder terms endorhise,

exorhize Decandolle gives as the etymon of the
suffix ‘ 7fvaoo [sic /], j’engendre, je crois ’

;
app. his

-gine was not a new adoption from Gr -yevqs, but
a different application of the -gine already used in

chemical terms, which he vaguely remembered to

be derived from a Gr root meaning ‘ to produce,

to grow ’. The adjs. endoglne
,
exoglne first came

into Eng. in the adapted foims endogenous, exo-

genous
;
Lmdley c 1845 formed fiom these the sbs

endogen , exogen ;
and he and others added many

analogous terms denoting classes of plants, the
first element indicating the part at which the new
growth takes place, or some characteristic of their

mode of growth, as acrogen
,
amphigen, dutyogen

,

tkallogen.

Gena-, obs form of Genea-.

Genal (dgrnal), a . Zool, [f L. gena cheek +
-al,] Pertaining to the cheek or cheeks.
1883 in Syd Soc Lex
Genappe (dgensep). [f. Genappe in Belgium,

the ongmid place ofmanufacture.] (Seequot.1858 )

Also Genappe yarn.
1838 Simmonds Diet Trade

, Genappe, a worsted yarn or

cord used m the manufacture of braids, fringes, &c ; its

smoothness enabling it to be well combined with silk. x888
DailyNews 16 July 2/7 Small purchases are made m a great
variety of yams, including cords, genappes, fustians, &c
189a Holden in Pall Mall G 7 Tune 7/2, I introduced a
new manufacture, namely, that of genappe yams,
b Comb

,
as genappe-spmner

1897 Daily News 5 Nov. 11/3 The worsted genappe spin-
ners are all very busy

Genarch (dgenaik). iare, Anglicized form
of next.

1879 Hearn Aryan Houselio vi. 145 To this original chief
or genarch, the nearest in blood was the natural successor,

f Gena-rcha. Obs. rare. [Lat form of Gr
7tvapxqs, f. yevos race + -Ap\ys ruler, founder, root

of apxetv to rule, to begin ; cf. Patriarch,] The
founder of a family or race.

1649 Bounds Publ. Obed. (1630) 17 We all derive from him,
as from a Genarcha 1650 B Discolhmmium 3i

>
It is

enough to prove they were our Political Parents, which the
whole senes of our English Chronicles make good, fiom a
Genarcha.

Hence Genarchaship, headship of a family or

people.
1630 Reply to Dr Sanderson 3 First it provides not for

Peoples obeying a Capitall family in Genarchaship.

Genatour, var Genetor Obs

Gencian, -yan(e, obs forms of Gentian,

+ Gend (geud). Sc. Obs App : Foolish, simple
? a 1300 Peebles to Play 111, Scho was so guckit ana so

gend, That day ane byt scho eit nocht 1508 Dunbar
Poems v. i My Gudame wes a gay wife, bot scho wes rycht
gend rs . Priests Pebhs (1603) Cij, For he as fule began
guckit and gend. And ay the wyser man neirar the end.

Gend, alleged var Gent,
1676-1732 Coles, Gend, Gent, Neat.

|| Gendarme (ganda*rm, dgendaum). Forms:
8 gens d*arm, 9 gendarme ;

pi 6 gentzdaxmes, (7

gend’arme), 9 gend’armes, 7-9 gens d’arra(e)s,

gensdarmes, gendarmes, [F gendarme

,

a

sing, formed from the pi. gens d'armes men of

arms
;
hence a fresh pi. gendarmes. Some con-

fusion between these forms is evident in English

writers ; in mod.Fr. the spelling gens d'armes is

restricted to the historic sense.]

+ 1. (Chiefly pi ) In the older French army, a

horseman m full armour, having several others

under his command; in later times, a mounted
trooper, esp ofthe royal companies. Obs. exc.Hist
CX550 Disc Common WealEng, (1893) 7 Whether gentz-

darmes were necessarye here as in Fraunce 1584 Hudson
Du Bartas' Judith v 338 We come not here, my Lord,
said they, with armes, For to resist the chok of thy Gens
d'armes. 1644 Evelyn Diary 12 Apr. (1879) I, 73,

1

took
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coach, to see a general muster of all thegens d'armes about
y°Citty [Paris] 1670 CottonEspemon n vn 340 The man
of the house . was one ofthe Gend'arme {margin, Or Cuiras-
siers] ofthe King's own Troop. 1688 Loud Gas No 2375/3
The Gendarmes and Light Horse that formed the Camp of
Acheres, and were returning to their Quarters, are counter-
manded 1755 Mem Capt P Drain II. i 4 This I would by
no Means suffer, assuring hint that I could bear Fire and
Water at least as well as he, or I was not fit to be a Gens
d’Arm. 1864 Burton ScotAbr I 1 48 The Scots Guard con-
sisted of one hundred gensdarmes and two hundred archers
2 A soldier, either mounted or on foot (F. gen-

darme a cheval, — h pied), who is employed m
police duties, esp. in France.
1796 Hel M. Wii.ua.ms Lett France (ed 2) I. vu 88,

I proceeded on my journey haunted by the images of gens
d'armes 1815 Scott Paul's Lett (1839) 266 The patroles of
the modern gens d'armes, or military police 1833 Marryat
P. Simple (1863) 148At this delightful town, we had unlimited
parole, not even a gendarme accompanying us. 1880 Ouida
Moths II. 220 A few gendarmes had been sent to protect the
fair during the night,

b. fig. (See quots.)

1883 Sat Rev 17 Feb. 208/a One of those projecting pieces
of rock which are called gendarmes ; apparently from their
frequently stopping travellers 1895 Westm Gas 13 Sept.
3/2 The formidable-looking ridge, bristling with innumer-
able f gendarmes ’ or rock towers was inspected

3 attnb. xn gendarme blue, a colour like that of
a French gendarme’s uniform ; also absol.

1884 Girl's Own Paper Jan 200/2 That shade of blue
called ' Gendarme *. 1891 Daily News 23 Mar 2/2 One of
these [bodices], in gendarme blue, has a vest of cornflower
blue 1895 Ibid 20 Mar 7/1 A new shade, suggesting
gendarme and cornflower, but not precisely either.

Hence Genda'rmmg vbl. sb (nonce-wd.), the dis-

charge of police duties.

189o Sat Rev, 13 Sept. 3r4/r The German gendarmes
should do their gendarmmg with more gentleness

Crendarmery (dgenda'iman),
|| gendarm-

erie (gandarm’rz ). Also gens-darmery, gens
d’armene [a. F.gendai merie (f gendarme Gen-
darme), first recorded in the 16th cent. The forms
with^mr are not recognized in French dictionaries ]
1 Hist A corps or squadron of cavalry, esp. in

the old French army, or of certain forces raised in
England in the reign of Edward YI.
1551 Edw VI Jrnl. 5 May in Lit. Rem (Roxb) II 3x7

The muster of the gendarmery apointed to be the first of
June, if it were possible : if not, the 8. 1630 R. Johnsons
Kingd £ Commit) raa His Forces, as well horse as foot, of
which this Country [France] .vaunteth .to be the best and

?

;reatest Gens d'aimene ofanyRealme a 1656 Ussiier Ann.
1658) 35 Abner, who was formerly the chief of Sauls gen-
darmery. vjozLond Gas No 3836/2 The Enemy had there
all their Gendarmerie. *736 Hume Hist. Eng (1761) II
xxxvn, 311 Some troops of French and Scotch gens-darmery
1823 Lingard H1st Eng VI 107 Their gendarmerie, was
broken by a strong body of Spanish musqueteers i860
Froude Hist Eng V. 347 The economy which had been
attempted m the household had been more than defeated
by the cost of the gendarmerie, as the force was called
fig a 1670 HacketAbp Williams 11 § 99 (1693) xoz Had
the Gensdaripery of our great Writers no other Enemy to
fight with?

f

2, A body of soldiers, mounted or unmounted,
employed as police, esp. m France.
1792-6 Hel. M Williams Lett France IV. iv (Jod

)

Among the troops of the Convention were several of the
gendarmerie. 1825 Scott Fam. Lett 25 Aug , A very
strict police, which reminds me more of the Gens-d'armerie
ofFrance than any other institution 1866 Daily Tel 5 Feb
5/3 That useful body, the gendarmery, could be retained
at the infantry barracks 1894 D C Murray Making of
Novelist 144 Waiting for the formation of the Turkish
gendarmerie under Colonel Valentine Baker
3. aitrib., as gendarmery barracks

, battalion
,

officer, station.

x88x Daily News 14. Nov. 4/6 Our Correspondent m Con-
stantinople telegraphs that it appears to be decided to dis-
pose with the service ofthe gendarmery officers. 1893 Ibid.
16 Nov. 4/s A bomb was exploded outside the gendarmery
arracks. *897 *4 5/4 A* gendarmery battalion is

G6Hu63T (age ndai), sb. Also 4 gendre. [a.
OF. gen(d)re (F. genre) — Sp and Pg. genero, It.

genere
,
ad. L. gener- stem foim ofgenus race, kind

= Gr. yeVos, Skr. jdnas *-0Aryan *genes-, f. root
y«v- to produce , cf. Kin ]
+ 1. Kind, sort, class ; also, genus as opposed to

species. The generalgender . the common sort (of
people). Obs.

*3* Alht, P B 434 Alle gendrez so ioyst wem
joyned wyth-mne. *1384. Chaucer H. Fame L x8 Toknowe of hir sigmfiaunce The gendres. 1398 Trevisa

F' R XXUC 3+1 Byshynynge and
lyghte ben dyuers as species and gendre, for euery shinyne
is lyght, but not ayenwarde, x6oa Shaks. Ham tv vu ifAhe great loue the general! gender beare him. 1604— Oth.
x. ui 326 Supplie it with one gender of Hearbes, or distract
it with many.. 1643 Prynne Sov PowerPari App 153 The
Governour is a servant ofthe Ship neither differs he from
S

A?
l

L
n
D
ner m €®nder» but in kind. 166a R Mathew Uni.

Aten- §22. 15 Diseases of this gender are for the most part
incurable 1727 Philip Qnafll 218 To strike in him that
Terror which tne Gender ofDeath he had fix'd upon could
pot. 1784 R. Bage Barham Downs t 274.

1

am a man of
imj^rtance, a public man, Sir, of the patriotic, gender.

T D, The nervous gender : the nervous system
L= F, le genre nerveux].

1698 Phil Trans XX 432 In other sorts of Distempers
where the nervous Gender is attack’d.
2. Gram, Each of the three (or m some languages

two) grammatical ‘ lands corresponding more or
less to distinctions of sex (and absence of sex) m
the objects denoted, into which substantives are
discriminated according to the nature of the modifi-
cation they require in words syntactically associated
with them

; the property (in a sb ) of belonging to,

or (in other parts of speech) of having the form
appropriate to concord with, a specified one of
these kinds Also, the distinction of words into
* genders’, as a principle of grammatical classi-

fication.

In the Indo-European langs there were originally three
genders, the masculine and feminine, to which respectively
belonged the great majority of nouns denoting male and
female persons or animals, and the neuter, including chiefly
nouns denoting things without sex But great numbers of
words denoting inanimate objects were of the masculine or
feminine gender, without even any figurative attribution of
sex; and m some cases the names of objects possessing sex
were of the neuter gender. In Semitic, and in the Romanic
langs

,
there are only two genders, masculine and feminine

In many langs the adjectives, and in some langs the verbs,
have inflexions depending on the gender of the sbs. to which
they syntactically refer Mod. English has ‘natural’ as
opposed to ‘ grammatical

'
gender

; 1 e nouns aie masculine,
feminine or neuter according as the objects they denote are
male, female, or of neither sex , and the gender of a noun
has no other syntactical effect than that of detei mining the
pronoun that must be used m referring to it For common,
epicene gender, see those words
[1 he Eng use in this sense follows the Lnt. use of genus,

which m its turn is a rendering of the equivalent Gr. yeoos.
The formulation of the three grammatical genders (to. yew;
Ttiii* oi > t rate, appeoa icai OijKta tedi cnceuij) is ascribed by
Aristotle Rhet. in. v to Protagoras ]

*387-8 [see 3]. *509 Hawes Past. Pleas, v. xi, The Latyn
worde whyche that is referred Unto a thynge whych is sub*
tancyall, For a nowne substantyve is wel averred, And wyth
a gender is declynall *58* Sidney Apol Poetne (Aib

) 70Those combersome differences of Cases, Genders, Moodes,
and Tenses, which I thinke was a peece of the Tower of
Babilon s curse x6 za BrinsleyPos. Parts (1669) 7 What is
gender ? A. The difference of nouns according to Sex. .The
difference, whereby a word is noted to signtfie the male, or
female, or neither; that is, either he or she, or neither of them.
*7S* Harris Hermes 1 iv. (*786) 61 Gender descends to
every Individual, however diversified. 1783 Blair Led.
Rhet I vin 144 Gender, being founded on the distinction
of the two sexes . . can only find place in the names of
living creatures, which admit the distinction of male and
female 1824 L. Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I. 76 Gender
is the distinction of nouns, with regard to sex There are
threegenders, the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter
1887 Earle Philol Eng Tongue (ed 4) §383 In the English
language as now current, the traditional Gender of nncmn t
Grammar is entuely extinct

to. By some recent philologists applied, in ex-
tended sense, to the ‘kinds’ into which sbs are
discriminated by the syntactical laws of certain
langs.the grammar of which takes no account of sex.
Thus the North American Indian langs. are said to have

two genders
, animate and inanimate With still greater

departure from the original sense, the name * genders * has
been applied to the many syntactically discriminated classes
of sbs in certain South African langs
3 transf. Sex. Now onlyjocular.
*387-8 T. Usk Test Love n m (Skeat) 13 No mo

genders been there but masculine, and femynyne, all the
remnaunte been no gendeis but of grace, in facultie of
grammer c 1460 Towneley Jllysi. xxx. 161 Primus demon
Has thou oght wnten there of the femynyn gendere? 1632
Marmion Holland's Leaguer in iv, Heie’s a woman t The
soul of Hercules has got m to her. She has a spirit, is more
masculine Than the first gender 1709 LadyM W. Montagu
Let to Mrs Worthy lxvi. 108 Of the fair sex my only
consolation for being of that gender has been the assurance
1

o!=Fr?
me of never being married to any one among them.

*896 Daily Neivsij July 6/4 As to one’s success m the work
does, surely that is not a question of gender either

1 4. Product, offspring, generation, Obs. rare.
1637 UASjmcK Litany n. 9 Such a gender of filth that

great frog left behind mm. *662 R Mathew Uni Aleh
§57 06 Inis is to shew how they have been, and may be
abused, m doing ofwhich a most accursed gender of hell isborn into the World
Gr6uder (dge'ndai), v. Forms • 4—6 gendre, 5gendyr, 6 gendur, Sc. gen(n)er, 4- gender

la OF gendrer, genrer, ad. L. generdre to beget,
t. gener-, genus race, breed , see Gender sb.]
1. Irons. Of parents (male or female, or both)

:

To beget, engender, produce (offspring), arch.

lolef
P B

A
3°°jIle V"1 j*® i’ryuen sunez ,>evlW? gendered £e J>ryd 1382 Wyclif Has.

v. 7 in the Lord thei trespassiden, for thei gendriden (L
Allen sonys. <**450 Knt de la Tour (*868) 66And the squier had not gendered on her no childe c Moo

246 fausht Tnst a kn’Sht- thatw^genared with a spyryte in a medowe nygh by Lusvnen
1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 1 (Arb) 26 Heefe thre hundred

®hal
,
r5‘gne Knight Hector his ofspnng, By Marsftrye fatherd twyns tyl the Queene Ilia gender 1767WWilkie Epigon, 1 20 Pards gender pards ; from tigers

tigers spring 1850 Blackie Mschylust 24 Fair Morn begendered from boon mother Night 1

absol. ci330 R Brunnc Ckron, Wace (Rolls] 7322 So

Ere to a
I
a
no

lS
nd

,

scholde men fynde, Ne sllcoub-
° O

®

r t0 gendre, Ne haue so manye childre tendreTkevisa Higden (Rolls) I 81 f>e5e Pigmei geten
children and gendreb [L. genermif] m |>e fourjie sere*398 — Barth. De P. R. xin xxvi (*403) 450 Though
fysshe geudre and is gendred, yet no manere kynde of

GENEALOGIAL
fysshe haue gendrynge stones 1513 Douglas /Ends xProl 38 Quhilk souerane substans Nowther e-enPril
generat is, nor doith proceid 1577-95 Descr Islesm Skene Celtic Scotl {mo) Ilf

7
App. 431 Mony

resortis and hantis thairto and generis within the
*658 tr. Porta's Nat Mag. 1. x.i *8 An Hare gendersevery month s uaers

f 2. mtr To copulate. Obs
A
l
bani E »vb* Then shall the Roobuckegendre with the Roo c *5*0 GestaRom Add Stor

44s V« nyghtyngale vsed to sytte vpon a tree where aThL-make .. came and gendred with her. *526 Piter pfft(W deW is3i) 202 b, Y« bee, which ueuer g$h wTthony make of his kynde 1599 H Buttes Dyets dne DinnerI vn, In the beginning of winter, the wilde swme genderand about the prime of the spring they piCtre 15,7V
Johnson Party's Chirurg 11 (1678) 40 [Elephants] fevergender but in private, out of sight

1 ver

3 trans. + a. To pioduce by natural processes
generate (heat, odours, etc.), Obs. b. To mve
rise to, bring about, produce, engender (a feehne
state, etc.) arch.
a

j
I3?® TREVISA BariK DeP' R - X1X C1495) 86* Hetegendryth clerenesse and bryghtnesse. *432-50 tr Hwden

(Rolls) I 151 lhe pnncipalle floode of Lydia is caflede
Pactolus gendrenge [L gtgnens] gravel of golde *4fio-z«oMyrr. our Ladye 303 There aie gendered tempastes ofwederand hayle 1477 Norton Old Alch v in Ashm. (1652) 7rAnd when Evill substance shall putnfie, Horrible Odour .sgendred thereby 1548 Gdst Let to Cecilm H G Dugdale
Life App. (1840) 147 Every thing is genered by y« wordes ofGod y‘ he ones spoke, encrease & fill yt earth *643 HMore Anhd.agst Atheism (1662) 11 ix. 68 For what life
or pbansie has the Eaith, which, as tbey say, gendred at
first all Animals, some still ?

b £1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks Soc) 6* Yf thou use oftyntyme to swere, It may gendyr custom in the. *508 Dunbarlua manit Wemen 316 Neuer bot in a gentill hert isgenent ony ruth 1549 Compl Scot v 34 Oure smal resis-
tmee generis grit hardynes in the aduerse party of oure
saul. 16** Bible 2 hm 11 23 Foolish and vnlearned ques-
tions auoid, knowing that they doe gender stufes 1813
Sco-rr Rokeby v xxxi, With all the agony that e’er Was
gendered twixt suspense and fear, She watched the line of
windows tall. 1856 Jos. TaurusDemonology III. vi 254They
are calculated to gender mental disquietude or slavish fear
1 4. mtr. To be produced, come into being. Obs
1722 Srwel Hist Quale*s (1795) II vn *8 Though

darkness gather together on a heap and tempests gender
Hence Ge nderlngr fpl a Also + Ge udexable

a = Generable
; Ge nderer.

c*33o R Brunnc Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7329 Sowaxynge
folk Ne so gendryng [v r. gendetand], ne so pientyue In
no lond scholde men fynde *382 Wyccif Zech xm 3 His
fadir and modir, gendi ers of hym [L gemtores ejus]. *308
* “Evisa Barth DeP.R x 1 (*405) 371 T hinges that ben cor-
ruptible and genderable 1854 Gendering [see Gestate a ],

t G-e-ndermg, vbl sb Obs. [f prec. + -iuoi ]The action of the verb Gender ; begetting, breed-
ing. Gendering again : regeneration.
*382 W\ cur Matt xix. 28 In rcgeneiacioun, or gendrynge

a3un ge shulen sitt on twelue setis. 1393 Langl P PI
L xiv 144 Reson ich seih sothliche suwen alle bestes In
etynge, in drynkyng in gendrynge of kynde. c *449 Pecockhepr 1 vu 34 We schulden be continent and mesurable in
deedis of gendnng 1483 Cath Angl 153/1 A Genderynge,
gemtura (A. coitus)
attnb *387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 189 Plinius sei}>

pat som men bee]> l-gete .ind i-bore wiJj gendrynge stones
cleuynge togidres as it were al oon. 1880 N $ Q 6th Ser
* 311/2 It

la supposed to be in a woman’s stomach]
al us started croakin' evei-y spring at generin’ time.

Genaerless (d^e'ndoiles), a Gram [f Gen-
der sb + -lessJ Without distinction of gender.
1887 Advance (Chicago) 6 Jan 7 Literanans are still in

search of a genderless pronoun of the third person singular
1893 Sayce Higher Critic (1894) 96 Purat was formed like
A-ihtoreth by the addition of the Semitic feminine suffix {-t)

from the genderless Accado-Sumenan Pura
G-endral, obs form of General.
+ Ge'ndrure. Obs. [a. OF gendreure

, (en)-
gendrure, med.L. general-lira ] lingendenng, be-
getting
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7347 Mo childre

per are ofoure gendrure pan bestes are in oure pasture 1388
Wyclif Job xl 12 He [behemoth] streyneth bis tail as a
cedie, the senewisofhis stones ofgendrure [L. teshcnlonmi]
ben folded together

Geneagextesis (d^e m,adse nesis) [f Gr.
yevea race, stock + yevtcis generation] Alterna-
tion of generation (see Alternate 2 b).
So Ge neagene’tic (cf. Genetic] a., pertaining to

geneagenesis.

_l3^4 H Lawson tr De Quairefages' Metainorph Tiansl
Pref 8 In the following pages the author has . reduced all
the varieties of generation to one common law, which he
has termed Genea-genesis The expression itself, simply
meaning the development of generations, does not involve
a theory, although it is associated with one. Ibid xvi. 166,
I have been endeavouring to shpw how the knowledge of
geneagenetic phenomena was gradually arrived at

+ Genea’loger. Obs. rare, [f Gr ytvtaXbyos
(L. genealog-us see Genealogy) + -er 1

.] A
genealogist.
1630-1 Fuller Comm on Ruth 1. x (1654) 2 One of the

Rnds is, to shew the Pedigree of our Saviour, otherwise
Oenealogers had been at a loss, for four or five Descents in
the deducing thereof a *727 Newton Chronol, Amended
lntrod. (1728) 2 One of the best Genealogers.

+ Genealo gial, a. Obs rare-1
, [f. Genea-

logy + -al ]
as Genealogical.

*447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 45 For more cler tindur-
stonaynge Of this geneatogyal descencyoun.



GENEALOGIC. 101 GENERAL.
Genealogic (d^e nz'ialp dgik, d^z-), a [ad. F.

gMalogique, ad med.L. genedlogtc-us, a Gr.

yeveaKoyticis, f yeveaXSy-os

.

see Genealogy ]
=

Genealogical.
1765 H Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint III 1 15 He

[Hondms] also engraved a genealogic chart of the Houses
of York and Lancaster 1788 — Return 11 19 Genealogic
purity of blood is the predominant folly of Germany 1797W Taylor in Monthly Rev XXIV 189 The genealogic,

and perhaps the medallic, parts of the history display

accuracy 1820 Byron Mar Fal nr 11 49s ’Tis mine to .

stuke the blow, Which shall, hew the highest genealogic

trees Down to the earth 1833 Carlyle Caghostro m
Misc Ess. (1888) V 1 18 To get at those genealogic
documents, he has been obliged to invent some story. 1879
Hearn Aryan Househo v 139 The pure genealogic clan

which bond fide springs, or believes that it springs, from
some common ancestor

Genealogical (da;e nzialp dgikal, dgz-), a. [f. as

prec + -al ] That belongs to genealogy, or that

traces family descent Genealogical tree

.

a table

exhibiting the relation of ancestors to descendants

under the form of a tree with spreading branches

;

also, a table showing the descent of animal species

from a supposed common origin

1377-87 Holinshed Chron vi x I 141 Which genealogicall
recapitulation in their nationall families and tribes, other
people also haue observed x6ro Healey St Aug Citie of
God 585 Hee begat the sonne who is enranked m this

genealogicall rolle 1685 Baxter Paraphr N T., Luke m,
23-38 The Genealogical Controversies I pass by *815
Scott GuyM 11, His genealogical tree bore heathen fruit

of yet darker ages 1818 Cobbett Pol Reg. XXXIII 70,
I shall begin to trace backward the branches of my own
genealogical tree, 1846 Grote Greece 1 xvm II 9 It bears
every mark of being the primitive view oiiginally presented
by the genealogical poets. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks

.

Ser 1. (1873) 212 There is a kind of genealogical necessity
111 the character .Hamlet seems the natural result of the
mixture of father and mother in his temperament

Hence Ge nealo glcaUy adv.

1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1658) 146 Solon having found
the Athenians neither Locally nor Genealogically, but by
their different wayes of life divided into four Tribes .

instituted a new distribution of them 1858 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt x 111 II 615 After whom a second Brother,
father of the now Serene Strelitzes -who also is genea-
logically notable 1865 Max Muller Chips (1880) I 1 21
Languages are now classified genealogically, 1 e according
to them real relationship

Genealogist (d^enz'ice 16cl5ist, d51-) [f. as prec.'

+ -1ST.] One who traces the descent of persons,

or who is interested m the study of genealogies.
*6o4 Camden Rent 125 Likewise Ralph Gernon marry-

ing the daughter of Cavendish left that name to his issue,

as Th Talbot, a learned Genealogist hath prooved 163*
Weever Anc Fun Mon 543 A great Genealogist *698
Vanbrugh /Esop hi xv, Sir, I’m a genealogist. 1725
Land Gaz No 6382/3 The Genealogist of the Order [of
the Bath] 1804 W. Tennant Ind Recreat. (ed 2) I 120
A person versant in their family genealogy, is employed by
the parents on both sides the rank and merits of each
family, are fully discussed by these genealogists 1845
Darwin Voy Nat xvm (1879) 43° Oue old man, who
appeared a perfect genealogist, illustrated the successive
possessors by bits of stick driven into the ground 1873
Burton Hist Scot VI xlv. 34 The most expert genealogist
could not have made a family-tree out of such materials

Geuealogize (dgenzise lodgniz, dgz-), v. [f. as

prec + -ize ] a. tram To draw up a genealogy of.

b intr To trace the descent of persons or families;

to make out genealogies.
1602 Warner Alb Eng xm, Ixxvu. (1612) 318 How many

pennes genealogize their Godheads from their bearthes ? x6ax
Ainsworth Annot Pentat., Num 1 18 They declared their
Genealogie, of what Tribe and family every man came or,

they were Genealogized, that is, were numbered. 1669
Gale Crt Gentiles 1 iii vi 68 Deucalion and Pyrrha; of
whom men are wont to Mythologise and Genealogise 1794.
T Taylor Pausamas I. 341, I have perused all that
Cinmthon and Asms have genealogized m verse 1837
Southey Doctor IV 44 Leaving, however, Sir William Gefl
to genealogize, if he pleases, as elaborately as he has
topographized [etc ] x86x F. Hall in Jrnl Asiat Soc
Bengal 147 IfProfessor Lassen had read,m Hiouen-Thsang,
less than two pages after that m which Buddhagupta is

genealogized, he would have seen reason [etc ]

Hence Genea'logizmg- vbl. sb. ;
Geaea logizer.

*774 Warton Hist, Eng Poetry (1778) II. 178 note
,
In

the same rage of genealogising, Alban framed the Descent
of Jesus Christ from Adam 1773 W Buchanan Inq, Anc.
Scot Surnames (1820) 28 The more modem method of
genealogising 1846 Grote Greece 1 xi I 279 Two names
appear to be mere duplication placed there by genealo-
gisers for the purpose of filling up what seemed to them
a chronological chasm

+ Genealogue. Obs rare
—1 = Genealogy 1.

1586 Warner Alb Eng iv xxii (1385) 99 Of whose Con-
mnction in the Crowne, the Genalogue is thus

Genealogy (dgenzjse'lodgi, dgz-). Forms: 3
genialogi, geneologi, -elogi, 4 -ologi, (5 geno-
lagye, 6-loge,-logy, Sc. genol(l)igie), 4-6 gene-
logie, (5 -gy), 6 genalogey, 4-7 genealogie, (5-6
-gye), 4- genealogy, [a. OF. gene(a)logie (F.
gin/alogie), ad. late L. genedlogia

, a. Gr ycvea-
X.oyla tiacing of descent, f. ysveaXbyos (whence
Li. genealogies) genealogist, f. 7ej/edrace, generation
+ -\6yos that treats of : see -logy ]
1. An account of one’s descent from an ancestor

or ancestors, by enumeration of the intermediate
persons

;
a pedigree,

Vol IV.

a 1300 CursorM 7846 Tuix abraham and king daui, Yee
herken nov J>e geneologi. 138a Wychf i Tim 1. 4 Nethir
3yue tent to fablis and genologies withouten endes C1440
Pbyl Myst, xxv 242 Of Juda come owre lcyng so gent ,J>e
Genolagye beres witnesse on 1494 Fabyan Chron vi.
clxxiv 170 And for the genelogy of Charlys the Conquerour
. maye theclerelyerappere I s,hal [etc ] 1589 Puttenham
Btig. Poesie 1 xn (Arb ) 43 The Poets first commended
them [the gods] by their genealogies or pedegrees 1683 Bnt
Spec Pref 6 King James, whose genealogy fiom Cadwalla-

ggf * have here set down a 1750 Middleton Reflections
Wks 1752 II 24 The two different genealogies of our
Saviour’s family 1867 Pearson Hist Eng I 12 The
early mention of genealogies m the Welsh laws is proof of
the importance attached to noble birth. x88a Cussans Her.
xxi (ed 3) 281 A copious record is commonly called a
Genealogy , but when the names only are inserted it is
usually styled a Pedigiee Both words, however, are fre-
quently used in the same signification

fls *577 tt- BulhngePs Decades (1392) 4B6 Hee doth
shew vs the genealogie. that is, the beginning and

proceeding of sinne 1793 Beddoes Math Evid X70 They
have reversed the progress of language, both in the forma-
tion of words and the genealogy of significations

b. Biol The line of development of an animal
or plant from older forms.
x88o Haughton Phys Geog. vi. 284 The true Horse

appears m the Upper Pliocene, and completes the genealogy
of the horse.

t 2 Lineage, pedigree, family stock. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 5602 A man was of his genelogi Fro him

hot tojje toper kne c 1440 York Myst xxx 20Was nevirjuge
in pis June of so jocounde generacion Nor of so joifull
genolgie to gentrys enjoyned 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb ) 29 Me thynkyth it best for me Ageyn to retume in
to Italye For ther is the issu ofmy genealogy a 1333 Ld
Berners Hume xiv 38 With Amaury was is next frendes,
aU issuyd ofy» genalogey of Gannelon 1349 Compl Scot
Ep 2 Ulustir princes, engendnt of magnanime genoligie, &
discendit of Royal progemtuns

+ 3. Progeny, offspring. Obs
1513 Douglas AEneis v xn 131 Thair sail thow lern all

thi genealogy, And what cetie is to the destany. 1768
Sterne Sent fount (1778) II 187 (Stepper), Fi\ e or six
sons and sons-in-law and their several wives, and a joyous
genealogy out of them.

4 The investigation of family pedigrees, viewed
as a department of study or knowledge
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1832) II 466 Genealogy and

chronology can scarcely be called sciences.

Hence + Genea logied pa pple , traced back in

line of descent, rare—1

xfixx Broughton Require of Agreem Ep Ded. 9 Iesus,
Mary, Ely are Luc. 3 genealogied, not Ioseph.

Genearcb. (dgenilajk) [a Gr yeveapxvs
founder ofa family, f. yevt& race+ ~&pxvs • cf. Gen-
abcha ] The chief or head of a family or tribe
X727 in Bailey vol II. 1860 In Worcester , and in mod

Diets

Geneat (gftzt, yen*0 1). Hist [repr. QE.genial
—OS. gendt (Du genoot), OHG. ginbz, (MHG.
gen&z), also ginbzp (MHG genbzp, mod Ger ge-
nosse), ON. nautr OTeut. *ga-nauto-z

,
f *neut-

(OE ndotan to enjoy, use). The original sense is

companion, follower, esp. in war ; in OE the word
was also in use as a legal term = vassal, tenant.]

A retainer, vassal ; onewho holds lands of a superior

either by service or payment of rent.

[as900 O E Chron (Parker MS ) an 897 iESelferS cynges
geneat c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 422/20 hiquilmts
[sic] geneat Ibid, 466/11 Parasitis, geneatum, gesobum
0 read gesijmra) ] x86x Pearson Eat ly q Mid Ages Eng
1 201 1 he tenants, cotsetlas, geburs, and geneats, were the
highest among the semiservile, 1872 E. W Robertson
Hist. Ess xoi The right of the husbandman was a share
right, his name was Geneat or sharer in the vill,

b. attnb

,

as geneat-land.
[c 1000 Laws of Eadgar n c, 1 (Schmid), riSgSer ge of

pegenes in lande ge of geneat-lande ] 1802 F Seebokm in
Hist, Rev July 438 In each manor there is the same
division into land in demesne and land m villainage, the
inland and the geneat land

Genelogi(e, geneologi, obs. ff. Genealogy,

+ Geneoglosse • see Genio-.

Geneper, genepre, obs forms of Juniper
Gener, obs. Sc form of Gender v.

Genera, pi of Genus.
Generable (dge nerab’l), a. See also Gender-

able [ad. L. generabihs that may produce or be
produced, f generate . see Generate v and -able.]

1. That may be generated or produced (chiefly in

phrase generable and corruptible).

[1398 : see Genderablil] c 1450 Henryson Test. Cres
170 Juppiter God ofthe starms in the firmament And nureis
to all thmgis generabill 1589 Puttenham Eng, Poesie 1 iv
(Arb ) 23 They [poets] were the first obseruers of all naturall
causes and effects in the things generable and corruptible.

1628 Jackson Creed vi. 1. 1 § 1 If every particular man or
body generable haue precedent causes of their beings, their

whole generations must of necessity have some cause X692
Bentley Boyle Led. vi xg6 The forms ofparticular worlds
are generable and corruptible 1823 T, Taylor Apuletus
262 For the generable and corruptible portion of the world
is comprehended indeed by the lunar sphere.

t 2 That may generate or produce. Obs. rare
« *635 Jasp Fisher Fuimus Troes 11. vi Duj, Thou
Queene of Heauen the source ofgenerable moysture

Hence Generabi lity, Ge’nexableuess. rare
1708 *H, Dodwell Nat Mortality Humane Souls 7 The

World, from the Generability and Corruptibility of which
he proves the Mortality of Humane Souls X727 Bailey

vol. 1

1

,
Generableness, capableness of being generated x8oo

J Johnstone On Madness Pref. 7 The genealogy of the
passions, the origin of ideas, and the generability of mind
Generacio(u)n, -yon: obs ff. Generation-

General (d^eneral), a and sb Forms: 3-6
generale, 4-8 generall(e, (5 gendral), 3- gene-
ral. [a. OF. general (mod.F. general), ad L
generdl-ts

, f. gener- Genus, class, kind, race. The
word has been adopted m most of the European
langs . Pr, Sp. general, Pg general, geral. It

generale
,
Ger. general, as sb. and m composition

(with adj. sense;, alsogenerell, as adj.,Du generaal
The primary sense of the Latin adj is thus ‘pertaining to

the (whole) kind or class * The word is somewhat rare in
classical Latin ; in the later lang , when genus and species
(after the Aristotelian yevos and elSos) had become familiar
as the technical terms for classes respectively of greater and
less extension, generalis came to be often used in contrast
to speaahs

,

the antithetic use of the two words remains in
all the European langs ] .

A. adj
1 Including, paiticipatcd in by, involving, or

affecting, all, or nearly all, the parts of a specified

whole, or the persons or things to which there is

an implied reference
,
completely or approximately

universal within implied limits
;
opposed topartial

or particular General average

:

see Average
sb a

4 Generalparalysis see Paralysis.
1340 Ayenb 14 pe tuelfte article is to Ieue pe general

arizmge of bodye. 1389 Eng Gilds 52 Also ordeynd it

was, be on assente ofbe fraternite,
Jj* [>e general dayschulde

hen helde [vppon] )>e feste of reliques 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P, R . xvni lxxxviu (1495) 837 Wherto grete
multytude is of lyce in a body it is ofte take of generall
corruption c 1400 Sowdoue Bab. 293 Thai made assaite
[sic] then generalle 1383 Stubbes Anat.Abvs. II (1882) 86
The general! resurrection at the last day. 1639 B Harris
Parmal's Iron Age 123 He wanted but the getting of one
Geneial Battel *663 Manley Grotius* Low C. Warres 387
The Cities of the Netherlands, made it their general Re-
quest that [etc.] 1707 mPicton L'pool Mimic Rec (1886)
II 9 The Earl of Derby being elected Mayor, the Aldrmen
and Councell signify’d the same to his LordPR by a general
letter. 1712 Addison Sped No 523 f 7 The time of a general
peace is, in all appearance, drawing near 173a Berkeley
Alciphr 1 § 13 Is not the generalGood of Mankind to be re-

garded as [etc]? 1738 Swift Polite Conn 1. 31 AH the
World knows, that Mr Spruce is a general Lover 1738
Lucca'sMem 93 Those vast Lands or Hills of Gravel, were
undoubtedly left by the general Deluge 1771 Mrs Griffith
tr Viaud’s Shipwreck47,

1

returned and was received with
a general shout ofjoy 1786 Burke W. Hasiings'NV.s 1842
II 192 A general rebellion and revolt for the utter extirpa-
tion of the English nation. x8x8 Jas MillBnt India III.
vi i 8 The remaining chiefs immediatelybroke intogeneral
discord 1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg II. 339 A large
whale, harpooned from a boat belonging to the same ship,

became the subject of a general share. 1833 Alison Hist
Europe i § 64 (1849-30) I xo8 Fruitless struggles of partial
freedom with general servitude 1847 Grote Greece n xln
(1862) III 504 He determined on a general battle forth-

with. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng 11, I. 202 The English
government, lately an object of general contempt 187a
Green Short Hist, v § 1 212 The tendency Jo a general
use of the national tongue told powerfully on literature

J-b. Pertaining in common to various peisons

or things. Const to Obs.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks, (1880) 43 A general mynystre and
seruaunt ofal J>e breberhed 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr
Glasse 47 Th’ Earth is round, causing vs & them not to

haue one generall Honzent 1631 Widdowes Nat Philos.
(ed 2) 2 Accidents are generall to all things, as motion,
time, and place, for these belong to all 1667 MiltonP L
iv 144 Our general Sire. Ibid. 492 So spake our general
Mother.

c. With collect, or pi sb. : All, all collectively,

whole. Obs. exc. m general body
xS9i Shaics x Hen VI, iv. iv 3 All our generall force,

Might With a sally of the very Towne Be buckled with
1603 — Lear 1 iv 65 A great abatement of kindnesse
appeares as well m the generall dependants, as in the Duke
himselfe 1606— Tr. fy Cr v ii. 132 Cnticks, apt without
a theame For deprauation, to square the generall sex By

. Cressids rule 1725 Pope Odyss xxiv 230 The gen’ral sex
shall suffer in her shame 1874 Green Short Hist, iv § 2. 171
A fixed sum apportioned by their own magistrates among
the general body of the burghers.

2 . Concerned with, or established for, the whole
of a certain territory or organization

; opposed to

local, sectional

,

etc. In early use chiefly of deli-

berative bodies, as in general chapter, council (see

Council 2). General election

,

one m which repre-

sentatives are elected by every constituency, op-
posed to by.election. General ticket (U. S )

* the

system by which the whole list of candidates for

the representation, e g. of a state or city, is voted
upon by the undivided body of electors (= F.

scrutin de liste).

c 1290 Beket 1498 in S Eng Leg l 149 Greye Monekes of
Cistevs fram 3ere to 3ere A Chapitre makeden generale of
Abbodes but here were

; For euerech Abboa of greie
Monekes to Jmlke chapitle cam. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls)

X0172 pis bissopes .. conceil made general C1375 Sc
Leg Saints, Barnabas 13 He calht paule & mad hyme
doctor generale, to preche in pis varld hale. 1538 Starkey
England 1. iv 124 Els we schold haue veray oft general
counsellys 1670 Act 22 Chas II, c 14 Freamb , A Generall
Sessions of Sewers holden at Spalding 1778 A. Hamilton
Wks (1886) VII 539 Arguments to you, Sir, need not be
multiplied to enforce the necessity ofhaving a good general
council 2791 G Washington Lett Writ 1892 XII. 33

93
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The States individually are omitting no occasion to inter-

meddle in matters, which belong to the general government

x8oo j Jay Corr § Pub Pamirs (1893) IV 266 The ap-

proaching general election in this State will be unusually

animated 1800 T. Jeiterson IVnt (Ford) VII 401 On
the subject of an election by a general ticket, or by dis-

tricts, most persons seem to have made up their minds
18x3 WrLLTNGTON Let to Brisbane 18 Aug in Gurw Desp
(1838) XI. xo, I have to inform the General court martial

that [etc]. 1837 Ht Martineau Sec Amer II 66 The
expenses of the general government aie so small that [etc ].

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. 11 I 174 Early in 1661 took
place a general election x86g E. A Parses Pract Hy-
giene (ed 3) 333 In general hospitals a sanitary officer is

to be appointed. 187a Clode Miht <$- Mart Law u 33
‘For the better administration of Justice’, the Code [of

1666] established . a ‘General Court-martial ’ for offences

umshable with life or limb *888 Bryce Amer Com/mu
, 1 xxv 385 note. The presidential electors being now

chosen, in each State, by ‘general ticket’, not in districts

1894 G. Findlay Eng. Railway 13 The executive manage-
ment of the line is carried on by a General Manager, etc

b. (a) General Post Office, +General Letter Office •

the office established in London in 1660 for the

collection and dispatch of letters to all parts of the

three kingdoms.
[1591 * cf Postes Generali under 10 ] 1660 Act 12 C/tas. II

,

c 35 § 1 Whereas for the prevention of many Incon-

veniences happening byprivate Posts severall publique Post
Offices have beene heretofore erected ., To the end thereof

that the same may be managed soe that speedy and safe

dispatches may be had, which is most likely to be effected

by erecting one Generali Post Office Be it theicfore

enacted that there be from henceforth one Generali Letter

Office erected and established in some convenient place
within the Citty of London from whence all Letters may
be with speede sent unto any part of the Kingdomes of
England, Scotland and Ireland [etc.] 1675 Lend Gaz
No 1006/4 A Post will go every night from the General
Post-Office in London to Windsor 1676 Ibid No 1081/4
During His Majesties stay at Newmarket, a Post will go
thither every Night about 10 a Clock from the General
Letter Office in London 1708 Ibid, No 4451/3 The Post
will go to and from the General Post Office in London and
Tunbridge every Day in the Week.

(b) General Post : formerly, the post or mail that

was sent from the General Post Office in London,
originally on certain days, latterly once a day, to

all the post offices in the kingdom (opposed to the

local ‘penny’ or ‘two-penny’ post); hence the

first delivery in the morning is still officially desig-

nated The G. P. or General Post delivery + Also
attrib

,
as general-post-day

,
general postman (op-

posed to * penny ’ or ‘ twopenny ’ postman), general

post-office (an office which receives letters for the
* general post ’) * General Post ’

is also the name of
a game, in which each player is called by the name
of a place to which letters are supposed to be sent

1755 Man No. 13. 5 That I may not interfere with the
penny post, the general post, or the news-men, I propose to
receive no parcel that does not outweigh a pound 1767
Burke Corr (1844) 1 . 130 Have the goodness to write me
a line on general-post days, how you all go on x8o6 R
Cumberland Mem (1807) II, 170 Between the arrival of the
eneral post and its departure there is an interval of twelve
ours. 1837 Dickens Ptcktv u, Like a general postman's

coat Ibut, xxxui, Sam not forgetting to drop his lettei into
a general post-office as they walked along 1839 Thackeray
Fatal Boots xi, I . became a general postman 1

C. Mil General orders (see quot 1867).

a
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk„ General orders

, the orders
issued by the commander-in chief of the forces 1879
Tourgee Fools Err. iv 18 He has been . gazetted for
gallant conduct, and general orders and reports have con-
tained his name.

3 . + = Catholic 5 (obs ). Also, m the modem
translations of the N T , used for Catholic 4, in-

terpreted as meaning ‘addressed to all

1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb MS ) 306 We schul trow
)>at |jer ys general chirche C1394 P. PI. Crede 816 In he
hei3e holly gost holly y beleue, and generall holy chirche,
x6ir Bible, The Generali Epistle of lames
4. Pertaining to, shared by, or current among

the majority or a considerable part of the com-
munity, prevalent, widespread, usual
X390 Gower Con

f

I. 364 Which sinne [homicide] is nowe
so generall c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) Pref. 2 It es lang
tyme passed sen pare was any general passage ouer J?e see
in to pe haly land Coverdalk^c/ vi 1 There is yet
a plage vnder y« Sonne, and it is a general thmge amonge
men 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 9°7 These dances
are generall thorow America, 16*3 in Crt 4 Times Jos I
(1849) II, 369 It [the leport] came to town on Tuesday night,
and was general all Wednesday 1730 Johnson Rambler
No. 71 ? 9 This general forgetfulness of the fragility of life

175a Mason El/ridalntrod Lett u pv,AWriter ofTragedy
must certainly adapt himself more to the general taste. 1794
Paley Evid (1825) II. 377 It was a general but erroneous
opinion of those times. i8za R G Wallace 15 Yrs Ind,
Advt 5 Arrowsmith's newmap is nowin such general circu-
lation that [etc] 1856 Froude Hist. Eng (1858) I 1. 65 A
proof of Henry’s confidence in the general attachment
of his subjects. 1875 Fortnum Majolica in 34 The use
of the white stanniferous enamel did not become general in
Italy until [etc ] 1885 Manch Exam 15 May 5/3 Lord R
Churchill’s latest escapade is the theme of general remai k,

b In a general way ; ordinarily, usually.
*74S P» Thomas Voy F.S’Mcr 144 Nor does this Distemper,

in a general Way, incline People to Indolence, till [etc ]

5. Not specifically limited or determined in appli-
cation

;
relating or applicable to a whole class of

objects, cases, or occasions.

In general confession, generalpardon (see the sbs ) the

adj varies between this sense and sense r

c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Whs III. 441 pai say furst, hat speciale

prayere aplied by hor prelatis is better pen generale c X391

Chaucer Astral 11 § 2 This chapitre is so general euer in

on, )>at ther nedith no more declaracion 1405 Rolls Parlt
III 605/1 Henry Boynton [etc ] our generalls and specially

Attornes and Deputes ct449 Pecock Repr iv. ix 471
In a larger and generaler fourme. 1381 Sidney Apol.
Poetne (Arb ) 33 The Historian . is . tyed . to the par-

ticular truth of things, and not to the general reason of

things 1628 Withlr Brit. Remtmb 11 839 From, acts

particular None should conclusions generall tnferre. 1687

Dryden Hind 4 P Pref § x No general characters of
parties can he so fully and exactly drawn, as to compre-
hend all the several members of’em 1697 Dampier Voy I

27 After we had answered these general questions, they
began to be more particular. 1727 De 'EoxPrvt Monetst 6
He gave me a general Invitation to come one Day or other

and take a Dinner with him 1751 Jortin £«-//; (1771) VII
II 29 These are some of the general directions which reason

suggests with respect to God and man x8ox G. Rose
Dial tes (1B60) I 293 The conversation was quite general

x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II. 464 The first words being
general, the putting afterwards of a particular case will

make no difference. x8« I. Taylor Fanat v 124 What is

special we can see, what is general escapes our notice

1841 Myers Caih, Th m § 3 8 Divine communications of

a form the most general and of a character the most dnect

1890 Bowen in Law Times Rep LXIII 690/r It seems to

me that the judge really intended to give the plaintiff the

general costs of the action.

b Of a rule, law, principle, formula, descrip-

tion : Applicable to a variety of cases ;
true or

purporting to be true for all or most of the cases

which come under its terms. In late use often with

implied opposition to universal (with which in the

older examples it is nearly synonymous) : True in

most instances, hut not without exceptions.

CX391 Chaucer Astral Contents r 5 The general rewles
of tneorik in Astrologie 1486 Bk St. Albans Bj a, Bot
that other Rewle lsgendral [ed. 1406 general!]. 1563 Fulke
Meteors (1640) 2 b, It is a generall rule, that that which is

once a thing, cannot by changing become nothing 1638 F.

Junius Paint of Ancients 224 There is another generall

rule for our Invention propounded by Tullie. 1637 R.
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 53 Yet no rule so general but hath
his acception [z e exception] 173a Porn Ess Man 1 142
The first Almighty Cause Acts not by partial, butbygen’rall
Laws x8S3 Lytton My Novel x, xx, I guess you are
right there, as a general rule 1891 Law Tunes XCI.
405/2 They, should have general principles to guide them.

c. Of a word, name, etc : Applicable to each of

the individuals or species forming a class or genus

;

m Logic ® Common 17 a. Of a concept, notion

:

Including only those features that are common to
the individuals of a class, to the neglect of the

points m which they differ.

i«x T Wilson Logihe Chj b, The Predicamentes, called
in Englishe Generall wordes 1381 E. Campion in Confer.
in (1584) Y, It must not be taken for a speciall substance,
but genence, for a generall being 1690 LockeHum Und.
in ut. (1695) 227 How came we by general Terms, or where
find we those general Natures they are supposed to stand
for ? 173a BerkeleyA Ictphr vii § 7 Woids become general
byrepresentingan indefinite number ofparticular ideas. 1783
Reid Ini Powers 432 Every substantive that has a plural
number is a general word 1803 Naval Citron X nx In.

.

India we feed our horses with a species of vetch . ; Euro-
peans call it by the general name of gram x8aa I Taylor
Elem. Th 31 An indistinct remembrance formed by several
similar objects Is called a general notion 1843 Mill Logic
1 n 8 3 A general name is one which can be predicated of
each individual of a multitude. 1870 Jevons Elem Logic
III 18 General terms . . are applicable m the same sense
equally to any one of an indefinite numbei of objectswhich
resemble each other in certain qualities 1873 Fortnum
Majolica 11 20 The general term Majolica, has long been
and is still erroneously applied to all varieties of glazed
earthenware of Italian ougin.

d. Law General issue, general tail (fftail gene-
ral) (see quots ).

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 4 b, Tenant in taile general is,

where landes or tenements been geeven to a man and to hys
lieires of his body begotten 1628 Coke On Litt 26 a, If
tenements be giuen to the heires of the body of the man;
In this case the husband .hath an estate in generall taile

1768 Blackstone Comm. Ill 305 These pleas are called the
general issue, because, by importing an absolute and general
denial of what is alleged in the declaration, they amount at
once to an issue

e. Math , Cryst,, etc (See quots.)
18*3 H J. Brooke Introd. Crystallogr. 258 General

symbol pS.p, represents the classes e,f&g. Ifp > 1, the
symbol represents classf. [etc ]. 1838 Todhunter A Igebra
xxxvi 291 This expression is called the general term, be-
cause by putting x, e, 3 . successively for r, it gives us in
succession the 2nti

, 3
rd

, 4
th terms.

0 . Prefixed to personal designations of function
or employment . Not restricted to one department

;

concerned with, or skilled in, all the branches of
one’s business or pursuit : said, e. g. of a scholar,
an artist, t Also, in :6-i7th c., without any title

of function; Widely accomplished {obs ) General
dealer . a merchant or shopkeeper who deals m
many kinds of goods ; similarly general merchant,

agent, etc. Generalpractitioner (see quot 1885),
General servant . a maid-of-all-work.
135a Ascham Let. 12 Julym Lett Lit Men (Camden 1843)

12 Taking away such a general and onely man as Mr.
Cheeke is 1590 Greene Mourn. Garm 3 Thus wit aug-
mented by experience, shall make me a generall man filte

any way to profite my common-wealth. x6ox Holland
Pliny II. 547 A general man he was like himselfe still, that
is to say, his craftsmaster in all, and as good in one thine
as another 1633 Stanley Hist Philos j (1701) 5ia
general 1658 W Sanderson Graphics 67 Hans Holbin
who 111 all Painting either in Oyle,Distemper, or Limnine
was so generall an Artist, as never to follow any man nor
any one able to mutate him. 1697 Dryden Virg Life (1721)
I 72 He became the most general Scholar that Rome ever
bred 171* Stf.tle Sped No 2 f 3 A general Trader of
good Sense, is pleasanter Company than a general Scholar
1879 St George’s Hasp. Rep IX. 21 Nine females were
admitted for aniemia. Six were housemaids or general ser-
vants 1885 Syd Soc Lex

,
Generalpractitioner, a medical

practitionei who does not restrict himself to one branch of
the profession 1890 Gross Gild Merch 1 129 The com-
pany of meichants included both general dealers and such
as traded in only one kind of wares. 1891 General dealer
[see Dealer 3].

+ b Affable to all (Associated withfree
; perh

a colloq phrase.) Obs.
1396 Edw III, n 1, 16 Bid her be free and general as the

sun x6xx B Jonson Catiline 1. i C4a, Aie you coymg
it, When I command you to be free, and generall To all?
1630 J Taylor (Water P 1 Whs 11. 107/1 She’s geneiall
she’s free, she’s hberall Of hand and purse, she’s open
vnto all.

7 Not belonging to, or confined to, some limited
or special class ; miscellaneous.

1639 tr Du Bosq's Compl Woman 33 To make good
choice of those they meane to converse with moie familiarly,
and not to have a general acquaintance with persons of ai
sorts X650W Rowe Let to Cromwell 28 Dec inNickolls
St Papers addr. Cromw (1743) 43, I have had some con-
verse with him in general Society. 1808 J Webster Nat
Phil 6 The general class of society has become more inter-
ested in its pursuit. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed 4)
III 297 Neither musk nor opium has been found suc-
cessful in general practice. 1824 Scott St Ronan's vn,
In general society, they aie like commercial people m pres-
ence of their customers. 1831 Illnstr. Catal Gt Exhib 254
Flatfoim weighing machine . Railways, and for general
weighing in warehouses. 1862 H. Spencer First Prtnc 1

iv § 24 Not very intelligible to the general reader 1863
Kingsley Wqter-Bab. 316 Tom told him that he knew no
general information 1877 Tyndall in Daily News 2 Oct
2/4 Never . has this longing been more liberally responded
to, both among men of science and the general public 1803
Law Times Rep, LXXIII 156/2 The Kirkmichael left

Liverpool with a general cargo on board

b General shop, stoie (cf. general dealer in 6)

:

one in which miscellaneous goods are sold. General
ship (see quot 1867).
X867 Smyth Sailor's Word-lh , General ship

,

where per-
sons unconnected with each other load goods oa board, m
contradistinction to a chartered ship 1883 SirW.B Brett
in Law Times Rep (1884) XLIX. 768/2 This is a ship
taken up by the charterer for the puipose of carrying two
or three different sorts of cargo, but it is not a general ship

8 . Comprising, dealing with, or directed to the

main elements, features, purposes, etc., with neglect

of unimportant details or exceptions.
1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 1 b, But first wee must be oc-

cupied a little in the generall description of the same, that
afterward shall be particularly intreated of. 1380 Sidney
Arcadia 1. (1629) 21 Palladius hauing gotten his general
knowledge of the party against whom, as he had already of
the party for whom he was to fight, he (etc ] 1390 Spen-
ser F Q Pref, The generall end therefore of all the booke
is to fashion a gentleman or noble person m vertuous and
gentle discipline 1396 Shaks i Hen IV, 11 111 23 My
Lord ofYorke commends the plot, and the generall course of
the action. 165* Hobbes Leviath 11. xxvn 160 The Law
regardeth not the particular, but the general Inclination of
mankind. 1719 J Richardson Art Criticism 145 As m all

the Stages of our Lives there is a General Resemblance
1798 Ferriar Illnstr. Sterne iv 1x9, I shall try to give the

reader a general idea. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg I

539 In its general form, it [the squalus borealis] very much
resembles the dog-fish, 1831 Illustr Catal Gt Exhib. 860

We should first obtain a general idea of the number and
position of the several mountain ranges of India, i860

Tyndall Glac. 1 xi 74 A general knowledge was all that

could be expected 1863 Mill in Mom Star 6 July, What
I will do now is togne you an idea of the general tendency
of my political opinions 1880 Geikie Phys Grog. v 349
Climate must follow the same general distribution over

the earth’s surface.

b. Not entering into details
;

indefinite, vague.

Opposed to precise.
x6oi J. Manningham Diary (Camden) 18 Counterfayting

a letter as from his lady, m generall termes. 1729 Butler
Serin Wks 1874 II 135 Every man hath a general desire

of his own happiness 1824 Scott St. Ronan's v, Some
general remarks on fishing and field-sports. 1884 Manch
Exam, 10 May 5ft The dispute was alluded to only in the

most general and distant terms,

9 . Mil. Prefixed to the designation of an officer

to indicate superior rank and extended command.
General officer

,

one above the rank of colonel.

1576 J Santord Gard Pleas 164 When Paulus Aemilius
was generall Capytayne in Greece for the Romans 1601

Holland Phny II 483 Fabricius forbad expressly, that

any wamours and Generall captains should haue in plate

more than one drinking boll or goblet, and a saltsellar.

1626 in Rushw Hist, Coll (1659) I 303 General Governor
of the Seas and Ships of the said Kingdom x68x Nevile
Plato Redw 259 Chancellor, Judges, General Officers of

an Army, and the like X710 Lend Gaz, No 4650/1 Then
marched the Majors, Lieutenant-Colonels, Colonels, and

General-Adjutants 1781 in Sitnes Mil Guide (ed 3) 4 The
inactivity of the greatest part of our General Officers, during

a peace 1844Regnl Ord. Army 53 The General Officers

intrusted with the Command of Districts are responsible .

for [etc.] 1882 Macm Mag XLVI 473 When the General

Field-Marshal .was but a captain in tne general staff,
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b Prefixed to the designation of a civil or legal

functionary rare.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 523 They have another
generall Officer or chiefe Justice. 1714 Fr Bk, 0/Rates
124 The 16th Article of the Lease of the General-Farmer as

aforesaid

10, Standing as the second member m many
designations of military officers, as adjutant-,

f captain-, lieutenant-, etc. general

;

of civil and
legal officers, as attorney-, controller governor-,
master-, postmaster-,

receiver-, solicitor-, etc gene-

ral, also in heir-general, States-Genet al, for all of

which see the respective woids , hence sometimes
attached playfully to ordinary substantives

rjor Proclam in App Rep Secret Committee P O (1844)

36 Our Master of the Postes, or the Masters of the Postes
Generali of those countreys 1824 Lady Granville Lett.

(1894) I 28s The men are deploiable, which accounts for

Mr Chad being lover general at the Hague. *878 Moulton
tr fFitter'sN T (jrcun hi liu. 543 Ihe assumption that

Kai m the NT, as 1 in Hebrew, was the conjunction-

general

11. absol in various adverbial phrases.

f a. Ab to the general. Generally. Obs.

1654 tr Scudery’s CuriaPol 157 Although the Sea do give
leave that some few Fountains do break up, and so water
some places of the earth, yet she is unthankful as to the
general, and leaveth many vast parts, for want of moisture,
to be altogether steril and barren 1744 Eliza Heywood
Female Sped. (1748) I 115 The maxim questionless is just

as to the general, but [etc ] 174s Ibid. (1748) IV no Now
these reflections, however lust as to the general, are certainly
the contrary as to particulars

f b. For the general (cf. Sp por lo general).
For the most part. Obs.
16x5 Sandys Trav 77 The other halfe Iewes and Chris-

tians, and those for the generall Grecians. 1645 Fuller
Good Th in Bad T. (1841) 28 A loyal subject for the genera!,
though he was no favourite in these particulars 1751 War-
burton Lett. (1809) 8s Booksellers know mankind, for the
general, better than authors. 1766 F Blackbi/rne Confes-
sional 31 The Doctors .for the general, have been so tame
in the controversy, that [etc ]

c. In general, f (a) In a body, collectively j

universally, without exception. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1 163 And to the temple, in al hir

beste wyse, In general, ther wente many a wight. X3go
Gower Conf III. 1 The grete sinne originall. Which every
man m general Upon his birth hath envemmed c 1440
Generydes 1691 They dede his pleasure to obeye, Theder
they came ichon in generall. c 1313 Cocke Loreli's B (Percy
Soc ) 7, I wyll reherse here in generall The indulgences
that ye haue shall. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist 366 Let
not the confidence of your friendes in general, be deceived.

1583 Stubbls Anat Abus 11 (1882) 27 Commons . . or free
places of feeding for the poore and others, euen all in
generall 1606 Shaks Tr tjr Cr. w. v ax ’Twere better
she were kist in geneiall

t (b) In all respects. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 822 She . was . goodly of hir

specne in general. 1608 Shaks Per. v i. 185 Thou art a
grave and noble counsellor. Most wise in general

(0 Generally, with leference to the whole class

of persons or things spoken of j with respect to a
subject as a whole

;
opposed to m particular, m

special,

1390 Gower Conf III. 170 As for to speke in generall
cx4gx Chad Goddes Chyld 2 As ferforth as I dare or
know of temptacyons I will shewe you in specyall and in
general. 1529 More Dyaloge 1 Wks. 1x2/1 Somwhat wold
I speke of Luther, & his secte ingeuerall 1370 Buchanan
AneAdmontt Wks. (1892) 22 Bayth to ior 1. [your lordships]
in speciall and m generall to ye haul communitie. x66a
Stillingfl, Ortg Sacr 11 vu. § 1 Whether a Divine Law
in generall, or the Law of Moses in particular may be abro-
gated. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 62 r 7 Which . is not so
properly a Definition of Wit, as ofgood writing in general.
X712W Rogers Voy. 318 The Air in general is mild, tem-
perate and healthful 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776} VI.
3x7 Of Spinous Fishes in General x8x» Sir H‘ Daw Chem
Philos 71 The expansive power of liquids in general is

greater than that of solids. 1893 Bookman June 78/1 The
appointment gave great dissatisfaction to theEnglishworld
of letters in general and to Cary in particular

t {d) Without specific reference. Obs.
x6« Burton Anat. Mel 1 in 1 ii (1651) 183 If two talk

together .or tell a tale in generall, he thinks presently they
mean him.

(e) For the most part ; as a general rule ; com-
monly, usually
*7*6 G Shelvocke Voy (1757) 404 Our new visitors,

who behaved themselves in general, very quietly 1763
Blackstone Comm. I. 191 It is in general hereditary,
or descendible to the next heir, on the death or demise of
the last proprietor. 1831 Illustr Catal Gt Exhib 963
The curled maple .is met with where the common or sugar
maple grows, but in general more on rocky ground. 1863H Cox Instit. in viil 703 Not [required] to serve abroad,
nor in general to go out of their own counties.

d. In the general. Generally ; in general
terms ; on a general view ; in the main, without
considering details or occasional exceptions

;
with-

out specific reference or application. Somewhat
arch.
x6ao E

__

Blount Hors Subsec. 286 This course, in the
generall, is to be esteemed, a prouident one. x6ax S Ward
Happiness Prad. (1627) 43 You haue said much in the gene-
rall of Doing ; what say you in particular to this Nation ?
1671 M. Bruce Good News in Evil Times (1708) 4 As long
as thou thinks [nc] it spoken in the General, or to another
Person, thou can get no good of it. 1677 Hale Print

.

Ong. Man. 289 This Opinion is in the general true.

*748 Richardson Clanssa(i Six) VII 337 Your observation,
in the geneial, is, undoubtedly, just 1806 R Cumberland
Mem (1807] II 203 It is only true m some particular in-
stances, not in the general 1834 J H Newman Par. Semi
(1837) 1 xui 200 It is easy to speak of human nature as cor-
rupt in the general x86o— Lett (1891) II. 105 What oc-
curred m the event I recollect well enough m the general
B. sb

I. With reference to things, collective unities, etc

+ 1. The adj used absol. (see also A ix) • The
total, the whole, or in weaker sense, the most part,
the majority Obs
1606 Shaks Tr. $ Cr 1 111 342 For the successe (Although

particular) snail giue a scantling Of good or bad, vnto the
Generall. 1608 Toisell Serpents (1638) 795 This must be
understood of the general 1670 G H Hist, Cardinals
Pref. Aiy, Nor is it to be expected the general will submit
to a particular 1771 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) I
131 The general of people at his time of life are confined by
infirmities

fa The people in general
j
the public

;
the mul-

titude arch
x6oi Shaks Jul C 11 1 12,

1

know no personall cause, to
spurnp at him, But for the generall 1602 — Ham 11 11

457 The Play I remember pleased not the Million, 'tivas

Cauiarie to the Generall 1679DRYDEN Iroilns lip Ded ,

That which has been done already must be digested into
Rules and Method, before it can be profitable to the
General 1832 Austin Jnnspr (1879) I iv. 161 The
individual persons who constitute that public or general to
which my attention is directed x88o Disraeli Endym
lxxviu, He . undei stood all about rolling stock and perma-
nent ways, and sleepers and branch lines, which were then
cabalistic terms to the general 1897 Sat Rev 3 June 623/1
It has lessened the respect with which the House of Com-
mons has hitherto been regarded by the general
2. Something that is general , chiefly^/, general

facts, notions, or principles
;
general propositions

or statements, generalities
,

general points or
heads ; items of general news Now rat e (chiefly

in express antithesis to particulars, etc )
X566 T Stapleton Ret Unir Jewel m 78 The deceite-

full and wrangler walketh m generalles 1581 Campion in
Confer n. (1584) H b, You must not bring a particular to
ouerthrowe a generall <1x598 Rollock Whs (Wodrow
Soc ) II ix 107 No man will lay down fairer generals out
of the Word of God. 1627 m Crt <$ Times C/ias, I (1848)
I. 207 He deshed to know his charge and accusers, but
obtained no more at that time than this general, that [etc }.

a 1635 Sibbls in Spurgeon ’1 reas Dav Ps kxxvu 3 It is

enough to give you the generals of the delights and
excellencies of God's house 1642 Bridge Wound Consc
Cured 1.13 Then hee proceeds to propound three Generalls
1646 A. Henderson in Chas, l's Wks (1662) 173 Con-
cerning the application of the Generalls of an Oath to the
particular case now in hand. 1647 Clarendon Hist
Reb 1 § xi Those Accusations are commonly stuffed with
many odious Generals, that the Proofs seldom make good
1671 M Bruce Good News m Evil Times (1708) 57 Now
there is onlyone General I shall here mark for a Preface,and
it is this That [etc ] 1672 Wilkins Nat Reltg, 4 Reason.

.

descendeth from generalles to specialles, and from them to
particulars X703 Penn in Pa. Hist Soc. Mem. IX. 270
To whom I refer thee as to generals and common news
1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) VI. xxn. 120 My
memory serves but for a few generals; and those I will not
trouble you with. 1773 Monboddo Language (1774) I. 1 1

5 What therefore constitutes the essential part of language
. is the expression of generals, or ideas 1793 Beddoes
Math. Evid 43 That perversion of the human under-
standing, which the study of generals occasioned. 1794 J
Hutton Philos Light, etc 142 The moment that an animal
perceives in natuial events a general, that moment natural
philosophy is in his mind begun 1804 W, Tennant Ind
Recreat (ed 2) II 183, I am abundantly sensible ,of
keeping too much to generals m my description of the
Hindoo farming. 1838-9 Hallam Hist Lit III 111 in

§ 104. 90 It is by means ofour knowledge of particulars that
we ascend to generals. 1864 Bowen Logic viil 233 Indi-
vidual truths are proved by deduction from these generals.

,
fb. A general view or description Obs

"1611 Speed Th. Gt. Brit. Index, Scotlands kmgdome in
one Generall

f c. That which is common to all. Obs
1606 Shaks Tr. fy Cr. i in 180 All our abilities, gifts,

natures, shapes, Seuerals and generals of grace exact

fd. pi. Oxford University To answer, do
generals', to take part in the disputations which
corresponded to the examination now called Re-
sponsions. Obs,
1630 Wood Life 5 Apr (O H S ) I. 163 He answered

Generals in the public schools, and James Bncknell op-
posed him. 1684 Wilding in Colled. (O H S ) I. 260 For
doing Generalls 000300 1841 G Peacock Stat Cambr
74 In the university of Oxford, before . . x8oo , the disputa-
tiones m Parviso were called doinggenerals

e. U.S. Great, small generals The general

charges furnished respectively (a) by the owner of
a fishing vessel, e.g wood, water, knives, lights,

salt, bait, etc ; (b) by the crew, e.g. provisions,

lines, hooks, etc.

1889 in Century Did.

+ 3 Logic, etc. => Genus. Obs,
^

1531 T. Wilson Logtke B vb, The chief general is so, that
where as it is in the head of al & aboue al it can neuer
become inferiour to be ofany kinde or sort in thinges The
middle general, is the same that beyng comprehended
betwixt the chief general and the lowest kinde or soi t in
tliynges, maye be also some kynde or fourme it self 1628
T Spencer Logtck 131 The generall is either supreame, or
inferior The speciall is either middlemost, or lowest 1705
C. Purshall Meek Macrocosm 82 From the various Com-
binations . of these Particles . Result the Three Great
Generals, viz. Animals, Vegitables, and Minerals.

f 4. Painting. ?A ground colour Obs.

1466 Mann. £ Househ Exp (Roxb ) 212 My mastyr paid
to the clerke of Herewyche for ij li. generall to paynt wyth
avyses, nj s 1487-8 in Willis & Claik Cambridge (1886)

412, ij li de colore fuluo anghce generall 1310 Ibid II

199 Certen coloures as in whiteled redied generall 1545
Rates Custom ho. B uj b, Generall the C pounde xs, a x6x8
Rates Merchandizes Dy, Druggs vocat Generall the
pound vjd, x66a Stat. Ireland (1765) II 400 General the
pound if.

5. Mil. Also in French form gdnSrale, gene-
rale. * b ormerly a beat of the drum for the assembly
of all the troops preparatory to a march, battle, or

action ’ (Voyle)
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), A General . a Beat of Drum

so call’d [etc ] 1708 Land Gaz No 4452/3 The French
did not beat their General ’till three a Clock in the After-
noon 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. xv, But haik, the
general beats. 1794 Coleridge Robespierre hi, The dreadful
generale Thunders through Paris 1803 Wellington Let.
to Marq Wellesley m Gurw Deep (1837) II 394 note, The
generale was beat at half-past four, the assembly at half-past

hve, and we inarched immediately after 1843 Whistle
Bmkie (Scot Songs) (1890) II 86 The drum has beat the

General a 1845 T O Davis Battle Eve ofBrigade 16 The
generate'

s

beating on many a drum
II As the designation of a person
6 . Eccl The chief of a religious order
More fully superior-general (q v.) , in early med Lat use

we find abbas generalis, magister generahs
, but the ellip-

tical use of the adj had already m the 12th c. given rise to

generahs as a sb
1361 Daus tr Bulhnger on. Apoc (1573) xi6 b, The master

of the whole older [of Fryers minors], whom they call

generall hath beene heard many tymes, to offer the Pope
thirtie thousand fightyng men. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari
382 He is an English man, generall or proumciall of Friers

preachers. x6ox Imp. Constd Sec. Priests (1675) 70 It

would seem a very strange matter to the Provincial or

General of that Society 1687 Lond Gaz No 2263/1 T he
6th Instant the Jesuits chose for the General of their Order,
FatherThyrso Gonzales a Spaniard 0x843 SoutheyComm -

pi Bk Ser 11 (1849) 42 The blessed Jordan who was the

second general of the Dominicans [etc ] 1869-70 H
Vaughan YearPrepar Vatican Council m 17 After the

Bishops came the mitred Abbots .with the Generals of the
Religious Orders

7 Mil A general officei (see A 9) ;
originally,

the commander of the whole army, subsequently

applied also to commanders of divisions. In mod.
use, designating an officer as holding definite mili-

tary rank, in which application it is also used as

a title prefixed to the name (often written Gen.).
In the British army the word officially denotes an officer

holding the rank next below that of field-maishal In
popular and untechmcal use, it is extended to those of the

two next lower grades Lieutenant-general and Major-
glneral; m these titles, and perh in Brigadier general,
the second element of the compound is historically not the
sb but the adj.
X576 Gascoigne Steele Gl (Arh ) 64 Pericles was victor

in nine great foughten fields, Wherof he was the general
in charge. 1391 Shaks. i Hett, VI, v n 7 Successe vnto
our valiant Generall x6ox — All's Well ill ill. x The
General of our horse thou art 1646 Buck Rich, HI, XL 60

To give the Earle, being Generall of his Forces, the

Signall of a Combate 1705 Addison Campaign 296 The
War’s old Art each private Soldier knows, And with a
Gen’rals Love of Conquest glows 1781 in Simes Mil
Guide (ed 3) 3 Many of our Generals aie either dead, too

old, or too infirm, to undergo the fatigues of war 1824W
Irving T Traveller I 206, I was like a general looking
down upon a place he expects to conquer, 1823 J. Neal
Bro Jonathan III 128 They spurred along and led off

their general in chief by mam force from the field 188S

Seeley Napoleon /, vi 228 It [Waterloo] was perhaps on
both sides rather a soldiers’ than a general's battle

appositwe 1733 Thomson Liberty 1v. 699 Prevail’d the

General-King, and Chieftain-Thanes
ti amf andfig 1592 Shaks Rom § Jul v 111 219 Then

will I be general of your woes, And lead you even to death.

c 1600 — Sonn cliv, So the Generall of hot desue, Was
sleeping by a Virgin hand disarm’d 16x3 Purchas Pil-

grimage I. vn in 560 The worthiest Generall against

Errour that ever we have had 1893 Forbes Mitchell
Remitt Gt Mutiny 223 The provost-marshal’s cat is the

only general to restore order in times like those. X897 Pall
MallG 19 May 2/1 The lighting men in genuine strenuous

party warfare are somebodies, and their generals understand
and never fail to remember it

fa. With reference to the degree of skill in the

command of an army ; a tactician, strategist.

c 1613 Fletcher MadLover ( LAman indeed . a Generall
Generall, A soule conceived a soldier. 1707 Addison Pres
St. War 23 The Generals on the Enemy’s side in the Eyes
of their own Nation.. are inferior to several that have for-

merly commanded the French armies. 1724 De Foe Mem
Cavalur (1840) 271 He was a complete general. 178* >n

Simes Mtl Guide (ed 3) 5 It is experience that makes the

General. 1843 Prescott Mexico vu v (1864) 456 Cortez

was certainly a great general 1865 Kingsley Herein xvm,
He began praising his skill as a general

f 8. Naut. = Admiral Also general ofthe sea,

at {the) sea, Obs.

1589 Drake's W. Ind. Voy 5 The Generall commaunded
all ihe Pinnaces with the ship boates to be manned *598
tr Linschotenin Arb Gamer III. 15 A great navy of ships

was prepared in Lisbon, whose General was the Marquis of

Santa Cruz, x6oo E Blount tr Conestaggio 23 Diego de

Sosa was made generall at the sea 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto’s Trav. 11. 3 A Fleet of five Ships, whereof there was
no General. x66o Chas II in Clarendon Hist Reb xvr.

§ 201 To Our Trusty and Well-beloved General Monk, and
General Mountague, Generals at Sea, to be communicated
to the Fleet. 170a Lond. Gaz. No 3829/2 The Count de
Tholouse, Great Admiral of France, is made General of

93-2



GENERAL.
all the Naval Forces of Spam, 1717 tr Frezier's Voy S
Sea 198 The General of the Sea, or Admiral.

9 colloq A geneial servant, a maid-of-all-woik

1884 Pall MallG 10 May 6/1 Poor little generals, fighting

the daily fight against dirt and dust 1889 A theiueum
2 Nov 593/2 Liza is a true London ‘general ’, not a Cornish
lass, as her disloyalty to her young mistress shows

General (dge'neial), v. rare (Cf. out-general')

[f the sb.] tram. To act as a general to.

1849 C Bronte Shirley 111, Crime and the lost archangel
generalled the ranks of Phaiaoh 1889 Pall Mall G
1 Mar 6/2.Mrs Bancroft has not only arranged nearly
every group, but she has literally geneialled the whole into
completeness

Generalate (d^e'neraleit). Also 7 general(l)-

at [f General sb + -ate. Cf F gbiiralat ]

1 Theofficeofa general (ecclesiastical ormilitary)

;

the period during which a man holds this office

1644 R Baillic Lett <$• Jrnls. (1841) II 260 The House
of Lords have passed the ordinance for Sir Thomas Fan fax's

generallat 1659 B Harris Parivals Iron Age 124 Tilly
takes the Generalate, against his will 1858 Faber Xavter
410 With the intention of resigning the generalate into his

hands.

2. A' district under the control or supervision of
a general. Cf. Generalship 4
1883 Encycl Bnt. XVI 295/1 By the close of the 17th

century theie were thiee frontier ‘genetalates'—Carlstadt,
Warasdin, and Petnnia

Generalcy (dge neralsi). [f as prec + -oy ]
a. Generals collectively b = Geneb vlate i,

1864 Carlyle Fredk Gt IV 7 A patent of Generalcy.
1865 Ibid xvni vn (1873) VII 207 The high Generalcy
mount in the highest haste. 1868 Morn Star 10 Mar

,

TherebuflfMr Johnson received fiom Geneial George H
Thomas when he offered him a brevet-generalcy,

G-enerale : see Genebal B. 5 sb.

Ge'neraless, rare. [f. Genebal sb. + -ess ]
I A female general.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. I vn. v. He hastily nominates or
sanctions generalesses 1883 Harper's Mag June 140/x
She forgot the. .Amazons, and generalesses

2. The wife of a general rare (chieflyjocular).
1646 Cromwell Let 25 Oct ,

in Carlyle (1857) I 2x2 My
service and dear affections to the General and Generaless
1888 Utiiv Rev Oct. 220 The Generaless had noL long been
dead when Bazame married a great Mexican heiress.

Generali, obs, form of Generally.
II Generalia (dgenerJ1 lia), sb. pi [L

,
neut pi.

ofgenerdhs General a.'] General principles.
1832 Austin Jnnspr. (1879) II xhv 784 Many or most

of the generalia which are contained m the Law of Things
are just as applicable to the status of governors as to any of
those of the governed 1843 Mill Logic II. vi xi. § 5. 620
A set of intermediate scientific truths destined to serve as
the generalia or first pi inciples of the various arts.

Generali’fic, a. nonce-wd [f Genebal a
I -(i)eio ] Making or producing what is general
1825 Coleridge Aids Rejt (1848) I 178 In strict and

severe propriety of language I should have said generalise
01 genertjic rather than general

Generalism (dge-neraliz’m). [f. General sb.

+ -ism ] a. A general conclusion, generalization.

b. A geneial statement, a platitude.
1800 D P Watts in Southey Life ofA Bell (1844) II

595, I offer my humble tribute of praise to your individual
energy., and leal patriotism; but ‘one swallow makes no
summer \ I refer to generalisms x86x R F. Burton City
ofSaints v. 3x9 He began with generalisms about humi-
lity, faithfulness [etc.] 186a Thornbury Turner II 348,
I have also gathered together into one chapter as many
as possible of his more valuable generalisms

IIGe neralrssima. [quasi-It fem, of next.]

A female commander-in-chief.
1643 Char. Oxf, Incend. in Harl Misc (1745) V 472/2

What, Henrietta Maria l . The Irish Rebels call her their
Generalissima. 1643 in Ming's Cabinet Opened (1645) 33
Harry Jermyn commands the forces which goe with mee
. Syr Alexander Lesley the foote under him and her shee
Majestie Generalissima. 1827 Southey Pettms War II.
68a_ The Valencians imputed their deliverance on this oc-
casion to their Patroness and Generalissima, the Virgin
1859 Sat Rev, VIII 71/x The Virgin Mary was ap-
pointed Generalissima

II Generalissimo (dgeneralismu?). [a. It
generalissimo, stiperl <fgenerate General.] The
supreme commander of a combined force as well
naval as military, oi of several armies m the field
1621 Roe Let. 7/17 Dec. in Cabala (1654) 1 . 158 They are

returned to the Port, wheie Don Philibert of Savoy Gene-
ralissimo is present. 1647 E Brabazon Let. to J. Moore
in xoth Rep Hist MSS. Comm. App iv 83 S r Tho. Fair-
fax is lately voted Generalissimo of all the forces of England
and Ireland. 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb vni § 258 That
Commission of Generalissimo was likewise given to the
Prince. *756 Nugent Gr Tour III 85 They chuse one of
the nobility for generalissimo at sea 1800 Weems Wash-
ington i (1877) 6 His feme as Generalissimo of the armies
and first President of the councils of his nation 1878 Simp-
son ScA. Shahs. I 90 Philip was then deeply engaged in the
league against the Turk, of which his brother Don John of
Austria was generalissimo
tramf and fig

^
1642 Fuller Holy % Prof St iv xvii

3*6 H® acknowledged God the Generalissimo of all armies
*«4S PagittHerestogr, (1647) 114 Mistns Hutchinson, the
Generalissimo, the high Priestesse of the new religion X697
J. Woodward Reltg Soc. 1. (1701) xi The King will enter
tfte lists against profaneness and immorality, as the Gene-
ralissimo ot those who 30m in this honourable work

II Generalissimus. Obs-1 [L., superl. of
gmeralis General,] = prec.

304 GENERALIZATION.
1683 Lend Gas No 1803/2 It is said, That the Duke of

Loiram will command the Emperor’s Forces this next
Campaign, as Generalissimus 1706m Phillips (cd Kersey).

Generalist (clge-neralist). [f. General a +
-isr] One who generalizes f a. (Seequot 1 <5i x.)

b One who devotes himself to geneial studies

(opposed to Specialist).
x6xx Cotgr

, s v Poll, Fait ait pod, <5 h la plume
,
a

Generalist , one thats fit for, or can make one m, any 1m-
ploynient, or sport 1894 G Allen in Westm Gas 27 Feb
2/1 The man, as a man, is wider, grcatei, happier, freei, 111

proportion as he is a geneialist rather than a specialist

attnb 1858 Ruskin Artows of Chace (1880) I 112 The
modern pictures of the generalist school have nothing else

but faults [Cf Generalize 5 ]

Generality (dge nerre liti). Forms • 5 general-
yte, 6 generalite, -ytie, 6-7 general(l)iUe, 7
genralifcy, generality, 6- generality, [ad F
ginfralitl(substituted for the oldei generality Gene-
rality), a L. generalitas, f. generdhs General]

I. Senses related to those of General a.

1. The quality or fact of being general, in various

senses of the adj ; now chiefly (of principles,

piopositions, etc), applicability to a whole class

of instances
,

(of statements) vagueness, mdeler-
nunateness + Formerly also, prevalence, common-
ness, wide range (of studies), etc.

1587 Fleming Contn Holvisked III 1027/1 So also was it

generallie doone throughout^ all England, in which gene-
ralise this citie was of a particularity 1597 Hooker Eccl
Pol v 1 g 3 The generality of which pcrswasion argueth,
that God hath imprinted it by nature 1605 Timme Queisit
Pref 7A generality in humane learning beseemed a Dunne
16x5 Maricham Eng Houseiv (1660) 175 Oates are of all

manner of graine the cheapest because of their generality
1628 T Spencer Logick 256 As we found m a simple axiome.
so shall we finde 111 a simple Syllogisme . geneiahtie, and
speciality 1659 Pearson Creed To Rdr

;
To settle the

words of each Article according to their antiquity and gene-
rality of reception in the Creed 1692 Ray Dissol World
ii (1732) 1 18 Save only the Generality of it [the Deluge]
*775 Burke Corr. (1844) H- 84 When an epitaph is very
short, it ls in danger of getting into a cold generality 1784
Waring in P/ul Trans LXXIV 408 A resolution of alge-
braical equations, not inferior, on account of its generality
and facility, to any yet published 1796 Burke Regie
Peace 1 Wks VIII 142 We must not always judge of the
generality of the opinion by the noise of the acclamation.
1802 Ld. Eluon m Vesey's Rep VII 69 According to that
case the generality of the gift made the effectuating it im-
practicable 1830 Heuschel Stud. Nat Phil 102 We ar-
rive at axioms of the highest degree of generality of which
science is capable 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II xiv.

23 He announced to hu» friends that he possessed a method
of great generality and power 1865 GrOTE Plato I. 1 86
Handled in a spirit of empty generality, without facts or
pai ticulars. 1871 Tyndall Fragm Sci (1879)1.111 87 Let
us test the generality of this conclusion 1883 Sir E E
Kay in Law Rep. 23 Ch Div. 718 The subsequent words .

did not restrain the generality of the former words

f b In or under (a, a certain, the) generality :

in general terms, in a general way, in outline,

generally, in general. (The eailiest recorded use )
1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb ) 76 As y haue schortely

aboue seyde_ vnder a certen generalyte 1530 Palsgr 149
This for an introduction & in a generalvtie to shewe howe
many partes of speche there be 1370-6 Lambarde Peramb
Kent (1826) 1 Having thus before hand exhibited m gene-
ralitie, the names, scituation, and compasse of the rcalme
[etc ] 1589 Puttenham Eng Pocsie 1 xiv (Arb

) 48 The
new Comedy came in place, more ciuill and pleasant a great
deale and not touching any man by name, but in a ceitaine
generalitie glancing at euery abuse, *653 Digges Compl
Ambass. 371 ,

1

can as yet deliver your Lordship no more,
but this 111 generality 1726 Ayliffe Parergon 159 And
these Certificates do only in the generality mention the Par-
ties Contumacies and Disobedience

2 quasi-eoner. Something that is general
; f a

general class (obs.)
; a general point, principle,orlaw

;

a general proposition or statement ; chiefly in pi
*55* Bp Gardiner Presence in Sacravt 37 b, It hath no

apparaunce of lernyng in scriptures, to conclude vnder one
consideration a specialtie, & a generalitie 1361 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst 11 iv. (1634) 139 Under the example of one
speciall sort he comprehended the whole generalitie. 1563-

87 Foxe A. $ M (1684) III 490 You do agree in generali-
ties, but when it snail come to the particularities, you will

far disagree. 1597 Hooker Eccl Pol v ix § 2 With .

.

popular capacities nothing doth more preuaile then vn-
hmited generalities. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc 11 § xi. 147
Lest any man should construe these words onely of a gene-
rality of reverent respects. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks
VI 102 It was always in his power to bring the questions
from generalities to facts 1822 Hazlitt Table-t Ser. 11 v
(1869) 120 Keep to your sounding generalities, your tinkling
phrases and all will be well a 1850 Calhoun Wks (1874)
II 469 Those opposed to us have dealt in such vague gene-
ralities i860 Motley Netherl, (1868) I h, 63 He was very
cautious to confine himself to generalities 1868 Rogers
Pol Eton, vui (1876) 73 The illustration was, that food in-

creases in an arithmetical, population in a geometrical ralio.
This generality has been adversely commented on, and with
justice 1873 Stubbs Const. Hist III xvm 120 Gloucester
. as usual dealt in generalities.

tb. pi. The general course Obs—1

<2x628 F Greville Sidney (1652) 221 Ever guiding the
generalities of the Voyage
3. The main body, the bulk, the greater part of.

(Now only with sb. pi. or collect.) f Also, the
general body

;
people in general

;
the majority.

1622 R. Hawkins Fay S Sea (1847) 164 Whatsoever be-
longed! to her of tackling, sayles, or ordinance, is to bee
pieserved for the generalitie saving a peece of artillery for

will make hay whilst the sunne doth shine, how euer it
shall feire with the geneiahty i64x Wilkins Math.Magich 1 xi (1648) 70 1 he generality of men, especially the
wisest sort amongst them x66o Stanley Hist Philos ix
(1701) 351/r His Country summoned him to some publick
employment, that he might benefit the generality 1660Wood Life (O II S ) I 310 Some were good scholars, but
the geneiality dunces <21700 Hopkins Serm va. (1708I
140 These 'I lungs the generality of Mankind firmly be
heve 1703 tr Casa’s Galatea 44 With such idle insignifi-
cant Stuff , for such the generality of Dreams are i722
]>n Foi Plague (1754)22 1 he Generality stay’d, and seem’d
to abide the worst 1734 T Smith Jrnl 4 Api (1840) 266

i? T,a
S
la

,

y ?
s

(
he„Senei ality of summer 1739 Robfrtson

Hist Scot (18x7)11 111 75 An hundred merks Scottish was
the allowance which their liberality afforded to the gene-
rality of mimsteis 1790 Blathe Let in Sir W Forbes
Life ccxiu (1824) 38a It is plain that the generality are
actuated by a levelling principle of the worst kind 1808
J WriisTER Nat Phil. 156 ’Hie geneiahty of clouds are
suspended at about the height of a mile 1876 MozleyUmv Serm iv 84 The generality aie sent into the woild
fot then own nioial benefit 1897 F Hall in Nation (N.Y

)

LX IV 396/2 Ihe phrases here collected will reveal, to the
geneiahty who lead this letter, that [etc ]

f b. Foi
,
in (a, the) generality for the most

part, mostly, m general Obs.
1363 Homilies it Rogat Week m (1859) 49! The world m

geneiahty is forgetful of God 2588 111 Hart Misc. (Malh )
II 77 The people of his country, in a generality, did
amongst themselves determine, that [etc ] 1647 May Hist.
Pari 1 u 19 On which side the common people m the
generality stood 1654 H L’Estrangd Ckas I (1655) 19
'Ihe Country Captains of the 1 rain-bands were (for the
generality) very unskilful! 1684 R H School Recreat. 10
If you would chuse a swift, light Hound, the York shire one
in the generality will please you. 1709 F Hauksbee Phys.
Pitch Fxp v. (17x9) 203 Small Loadstones, for the gene-
rality, have a stionqer attiactive Power (in propoition to
their bulk) than the large ones have. X799 G Smith Labo-
ratoiy II 13 For the generality, they [the medals] are made
of pure gold or silver.

II In special senses of F giniraliti.

f 4. The dignity or office of general Obs
*686 F Sffnce tr. Vanlla'sHo. PIedicts 99 They changed

Ins generality and quality of Count into that of Duke
f 5 The general staff of an army Obs
*378 T N tr. Conq W. India 99 The other Letter was

firmed by the Generalitie and Chiefcst of the armie 1676
Loitd Gas No 1094/1 The Imperial Generality is now
broke up from Eshngen, and the whole Army marches to-
wmds the Rhine.

6 Fr Hist A fiscal and admimstiative division

of the kingdom of France, under the control of
an officer called gtniral desfinances or mtendant
*630 R Johnson's Ktngd. <$• Commit). 167 Of these Gene-

ralities are twenty and one in all France 1714 Fr Bk of
Rates 156 Forbidding also the Intendants and Govemouis
of Provinces or Generalities to deliver any Permits, for

bringing any such Goods into France 1792 A Young Trav
France 577 The kingdom was parcelled into generalities,

with an mtendant at the head of each 1877 Morley Cnt
Misc Ser. II 194 There were three different divisions of
France in the xB"1 Century third, the Generality, or a dis-

trict defined for fiscal and administrative purposes

Generalizable (dge neiahi zab’l), a. [Gene-
ralize v. + -able.] Capable of being generalized.
a 1834 Coleridge Lit Rem (1839) IV *29 Evtreme cases

are ipso nomine not generahzable 1886 Momerie Person-
ality Introd 10 The facts .. are practically mtei pretable by
the method ofphysics

; 01, as I should rather say
,
genera-

lisable, for physics does not piofess to interpret anything

Generalization, (dge nerahiz^1 Jan), [f. Gene-
ralize v + -ATION. Cf. F. glnlrahsahon ]

1. The action or process of generalizing, i. e of

forming, and expressing m words, general notions

or propositions obtained from the observation and

comparison ofindividual facts or appearances, also,

an instance of this.

1761 Adam SmithForm Lang Ess. (1869) 310 The original

invention of such words would require a yet greater effort

of abstraction, and generalization, than that of nouns ad-

jective 1794 J Hutton Philos Light, etc 234 Here then

is a generalisation of many facts respeLtmg light and heat

1825 Macaulay Ess ,Milton (1887) 3 Generalization is neces-

sary to the advancement of knowledge 1836-7 Sir W.
HamiltonMctaph. xxxv (1870) II. 294 Geneialisation is

the process through which we obtain what are called general
or universal notions. x86o Tyndali Glac 11 vn 357 With
that wonderful power of generalization which belonged to

him [Newton] 1874 Sayce Compear Philol 1 4 Heady
conclusions and rapid generalisations are wanted 1876

Tait Rec Adv Phys Set 111 (ed. 2) 60 Hasty generalization

is the bane of all science.

2 quasi-twzcr. A result of this process • a general

inference

1794 G Adams Nat, £ Exp Philos IV li 409 All physical

laws, not excepting even those of gravity, are only generali-

sations 2804W Taylor in Ann Rev. II. 254 His gene-

ralizations, or theoretical inferences, are numerous and very

ingenious 1830 Lvzll Pnuc, Geol (1875)11 in xxxv 275
He availed himself of the generalizations of paleontologists

1840 Mill Hiss <§- Disc. (1875) I 404 All knowledge con-

sists of generalizations 1876 Mozley Umv Serin

,

v xo8

The impalpable generalisation ofthe nation, disperses itself

in the air, and defies our grasp 1883 F Temple Iielat.

Relig # .Sex 1 9 The doctrine had been a fair generaliza-

tion and expression of the facts.

3 The process of becoming general, or spreading

over every part

,
*897 Allbutt Syst Med. Ill 71 The generalisation ofan

infective disease which in most instances remains localised

may be due to the dissemination of the specific organism.
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Generalize (d3e neralsiz),v (Not m Johnson )

[f General a. + -ize Cf F gindraliser ] To
make general.

1. trans To reduce to geneial laws ;
also, to form

into a general concept ,
to throw into a general

form ;
to give a general character to

«X7S* Bolingbroke Ess Hum. Knoiul v Wks 1754 III.

432 The mind makes it’s utmost effoits to generalize it's

ideas 1776 G Campbell Philos Rhet (x8oi) I. 1 v. 112

An original incapacity of classing and (if I may use the ex-

pression) generalising their perceptions 1785 Reid Ini

Powers v 111. 450 Sometimes the name of an individual is

given to a general conception, and thereby the individual m
a manner generalised 1798 Edgeworth Pract Educ
(i8rt) 1 . 373 By degrees we may teach children to generalize

their ideas, and to perceive that they like people for being

either useful or agreeable 1812 Shelley Proposals Pr Wks
1888 I 265 None are more interesting than those . . that

generalize and expand private into public feelings 1820

ScoresbyAcc Arctic Reg 354 This fact is ofmuch import-

ance in generalizing our knowledge of the temperature of the

globe. 1829 Jas. Mill Hum Mind I ix 213 Generalizing

names, so as to make them represent a class 1840

Lewis Infi. Author. Matt. Opm, ix §1 286 Causes which

do not admit of being generalized. 1864 Bowen Logic vm.

245 Whilst the form of reasoning itself, to which it properly

applies, has never been generalized 1875 Jowett Plato

(ea 2) V 69 He [Plato] generalizes temperance, as in the

Republic he generalizes justice.

b. To designate by a general name
-.fly Tati’s Mag IX 210 It is not often maniages take

place in a family where the daughters are only generalized

as ‘the Soand-So’s*. 1855 H Reed Led Eng Lit. xi.

(1878) 341 The piocesses, which we generalise under the

names of wit and humour.

2. trans To infer (a conclusion, law, etc) in-

ductively from particulars

1795 W Seward Anecd II 342 Sir Joshua Reynolds
(who with great propnety and acuteness called in the aid of

metaphysics to generalize the principles of art) <1x834

Coleridge (Webst ), A mere conclusion generalized from a
great multitude of facts a 1862 Buckle Civiltz (1873) III.

v 306 The object of the geometrician is to generalize the

laws of space 1883 Howells Silas Lapham (1891) I 10 1 1

was from Lapham’s answers that he generalised the history

of his childhood

3. To draw general inferences from; to base a
general law or statement upon
a 1828 Nicholson (Webster) Copernicus generalized the

celestial motions Newton generalized them still more
1832 De la Beche Geol Man (ed 2] 193 The presence of

fossils in particular strata was instantly generalized , and it

became a well received theory that every formation con-

tained the same organic remains, not to be discoveied m
those above or beneath, 1840 Mill Biss. ,5- Disc. (1875) I

406 Knowledge is experience generalized 1855 Cornwall
105 Geneializing the various facts connected with the direc-

tions of the common faults. x868 Dickens Lett (1880) II.

401 A. remarkable power of generalising evidence and
balancing facts

b Math and Philos. To throw (a proposition,

etc ) into a general form, of which the original

becomes a particular case.

x8xz-x6 PLAYrAiR Nat Phil. (1819) I 20 It is on this pro-

position, generalized that the going of a clock 01 watch is

taken for a measure of time. 1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's

Antm Kmgd 2 Generalising and connecting the laws of
these propei ties 1883 A Barratt Phys Metempiric 2x6

This when generalised comes to be the question of the

evolution of self-consciousness.

4 intr. To form general notions by abstraction

from particular instances
;
to arrive at or express

general inferences.

1785 [see Generalizing vbl sb ] 1792 D. Stewart Hum.
Mind I iv § x 158 This has led some philosophers to sup-

pose that we might have been so formed, as to be able to

abstract, without being capable of generalising. X837
Whewell Hist. Induct Sc (1857) I 203 The paiticulars

from which we are to generalize 1871 Tylor Print Cult,

I 10 We can drop individual differences out of sight, and
thus can generalize on the arts and opinions ofwhole nations.

1874 Sayce Compar Phtlol vii 259 Some tribes are un-
able to generalise as far as four 1884 Church Bacon m 59
He liked to observe, to generalise m shrewd and sometimes
cynical epigrams

5. Painting, To render the typical or general

characteristics of (objects) rather than the indi-

vidual peculianties. Also ahsol
£18x7 Fuseli in Led. Paint ix (1848) 519 Titian strove

to generalise, to elevate or invigorate, the tones of nature

1838 Ruskin ArtowsofChace (x88o) I, xxx There never was
anybody who generalized, since paint was first gtound,
except Opie, and Benjamin West, and Fuseb, and one or

two other such modern stars

6. To render indefinite
;
to efface or soften down

the special features of.

1809 Han More Calebs I. vu. 80 They were contented
to generalize the doctrines of scripture. 1835 Fraser's
Mag. XII 279 Travelling tends to generalise and rub off

local habits, prejudices, and peculiarity of ideas 1838
Gladstone State in Eel Ch to § 4 (1841) II 267 We
should first be called to generalise and relax our obliga-

tion. 1889 Lowell Lett (1894) II, 381 The haze which
softens and civilizes, perhaps I should say, artistically gene-
ralizes, all it touches

7. trans. To bring into general use; to make
common or familiar; to make generally known ;

to

popularize. Also, to spread over the whole extent

or surface in question.

x8x8 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag, XLVI 403 A style of

superstition which Rome had deposited in the monastic
libraries of Europe, was now generalized among the laity

of the north by the efficacious industry of the press. 1824

Blachw. Mag XV 15 The last forty or fifty years . claim
also the credit . . of extending and generalizing the use of the
potatoe 1887 Sat Rev 3 Dec. 767 There has arisen a
copious and very special literature which has done much
to generalize and enhance the public interest m the ait and
its professors 1897 [see Generalizedppl a }.

8 intr To attend to general considerations.

(Opposed to specialize.') rare.

1833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 108 You see, Mr Simple,
it’s the duty of an officer to generalise, and be attentive to
parts only in consideration of the safety of the whole

Generalized (dge'neraknzd), ppl. a. [f Gene-
ralize v. + -ed 1

] In senses of the verb Of a

disease : That has extended itself to the system in

general (so F. giniralisi) Generalized co-ordi-

nates in Theoretical Dynamics

,

a set of vanables

by the values of which the position of a system at

any lime may be defined

1842-3 Grove Carr Phys Forces 43 A generalized relation

will ultimately be established between heat, chemical af-

finity, and physical attraction xBja H Rogers Eel Faith

(1853) 75 This is a proper translation, m a generalised form,

of the phrase ‘ a book-revelation ’ x86a Lond Rev x6 Aug.

144 Nor are these meie abstract assertions , a little further

on we have the actual instances, of which they are the gene-

ralized description 1867 J Alden Intell Philos xxi. 208

The axioms (of geometry] are generalized statements of self-

evident truths 1885 Watson & Burbury Math. Th. Electr

tf Magn I 170 If q he any generalised coordinate defining

the position of the system 1885 A thenseum 14 Mar 352/1

The geneiahzed and inaccurate sketches he [Munkacsy]
made for spectacular pictures 1897 Allbutt Syst Med II.

32 In rabbits on the other hand, the kidneys are frequently

affected in generalised tubeiculosis. Ibid 636 The injection

of the lymph was followed by a generalized eruption.

Genetalizer (dge neralaizai) [f. Generalize v.

+ EK 1
] One who generalizes.

C1792 Burke in Leslie & Taylor Sir f, Reynolds II x.

638 note, He was a great generalise^ and was fond of re-

ducing everything to one system 1827 Lytton Pelham xv,

Your countrymen are great generalises in philosophy 1864
De Morgan in N ft Q V. 435 A very moderate power of
dramatic narrative will set four-fifths of the abstracters

and generalizes reading a second-rate novel. 1882 Sat
Rev 28 Jan 99 Mr Gladstone is nothing ifnot a generalizes

Generalizing (dge neralsizii)), vbl.sb [-ina1 ]
The action of the vb Generalize
1785 Reid Int. Powers v 111 443 The first is by Philo-

sophers called abstraction, the secondmay be called general-

ising , but both are commonly included under the name of
abstraction 1827 Scott Jml. 24 July, [He] has a turn for

generalising, which renders him rather dull 1869 J D.
Baldwin in Preh Nations ii (1877) 34 Let it not be in-

spired entirely by the generaltzings of physical speculation

attrib x86x Q Rev Oct CX 393 Trace that belief to a
separate punciple in the human mind ; call it the generaliz-

ing principle or the inductive principle 1885 Athenaeum

3 Jan 22/3 The generalizing habit of Sir Joshua's. mind
deprived him at the same time of not a little insight and
penetration

Generalizing (dge nerabiziq),/// a. [-inq2 ]
That generalizes ; tending or given to generalize

1793 Bfddoes Math Evtd 133 A man need not possess a
very observant eye, noT a very generalizing mind, to notice

a few out of a multitude of facts and to suspect some con-

nection between them x8ao Scoresby Acc. Antic Reg. I.

347 By continuing to register their observations they will

confer an important obligation on the generalizing meteor-

ologist 1822 T Moore Mem (1833) III. 346 Nothing,
certainly, profound or generalizing, or grand or electric.

1849 Grote Greece 11. lxviii (1862) VI 102 The conversa-

tion of Sokrates was often .. of a more negative, analytical,

and generalising tendency 1882 Vern Lee in Contemp
Rev XLII. 847 To these purely personal explanations have
gradually been added otheis more suited to the generalizing

temper of our days

Generally (dge’neiali), adv. [f. General a

+ -LY 2.]

f 1 . So as to include every particular, or every

individual, m a body, as a whole, collectively. Obs
a 1300 CursorM 29118 Generali nu haf i tald £>e pointes

]jat ar for to hald 1340 Ayenb 263 Ich y-leue me he holy
gost, holy cherche generalfiche, Mennesse of haljen 1375
Barbour Bruce xi 208 In hy gert he Hys men be summond
generaly. CXS30LD Berners A rth. Lyt Bryt (1814)91
Than generallye all the ladyes and damoyselles came to

themwarde. 1596 Shaks Tam Shr. 1 11 274 You must as

we do, gratifie this Gentleman, Towhomwe all rest generally

beholding 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 423 They
embraced not the faith of Mahomet generally, but as evei le

man liked.

b. "With respect to a country, etc : In its whole
extent
1851 Illustr, Catal. Gt Exhtb 164 The metalliferous

mineral wealth of Great Britain generally

i* 2 . Universally ; with few or no exceptions

;

iyith respect to every (or almost every) individual

or case concerned With a negative=at all Obs.

c 1394 P PI Crede 375 And also ]?is myster men ben may-
sters (called, pat J?e gejitill Iesus generallyche blamed. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P R xvi xciv (149s) 586 Salte hath
generally veitue to vndo dense and waast rotyd humours
1326 Pilgr Perf (W. deW 1531) 227 Generally offryng for

theyr satisfaccyon that was commaunded m the lawe 1568
Tilney Disc Manage C yj b, Neyther speake I this nowe
generallyagainst all women I do but touch some shrewde
wyfes. 1383 T Stocker tr Cw Wars Low C 11 16 b, Wee
agree , not one fonaine Souldier to remaine there generally.

1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 11 i 47 This is noted (And gene-

rally) who euer the King fauours, The Cardnall instantly

will finde unployment X636 Bk Com, Prayer, Catechism
Two [sacraments] onely, as generally necessarie to salvation

aiS41 Bp. R. Mountagu Acts Mon (1642) 388 In no

GENERALSHIP.
Author generally, sacred or profane. 1633 Baxter Chr.

Concord 1x2 He is a rare man that is generally excellent ,

b In weaker sense : With respect to the majority

or huger part ;
for the most part, extensively.

c *374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 86 It generally was spoken,

That Calkas traytor fals fled was, ana allyed With hem of

Grece c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxxu 144 Generally all

pe men of ):at lie er trewer and mtwiser jan er in oper

cuntreez 1638 Osborn Q Elm. 77 The Doctrine professed

most generally in England bore in forraigne nations the

name of Parliament-Faith 1662 Stillings Ong Sacr
111 iv § 10 This is now the substance of the generally re-

ceived account *790 Han. More Reltg . Fash World (1791)

39 Its weight is deteimmed by some genei ally -allowed

standard 1808 Syd Smith Wks (1859) 1. 115/2 The troops

are generally disaffected 1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg

.

I 349 This is a fact now generally received 1856 Froudl
Hist Eng. (1858). I 1. 37 The people, not universally, but
geneially, were animated by a true spirit of sacrifice 187*

Morley VoItane (1886) 5 The plain men of the earth

would generally approve the saying of Dr. Johnson 1893
Leeds Mercury 17 May 5/3 The opinion of the meeting
was generally favourable to the amendment

3 In a general sense or way ;
without reference

to individuals or particulars ;
opposed to specially

*340 Ayenb 16 Huer-of he be-gylep generalliche eoh

manere of uolk, ac specialhche }?e greate lhordes *48*

Caxton Reynard Epil (Arb) 119 Ther is no good man
blamed herein, hit is spoken generally 1326 Pilgr Perf,

(W deW 1531) i The fyrst boke sheweth generally, how
the lyfe of euery chrystian is as a pilgrymage i574 tr

Littleton's Tenures 103 b, If hee will pleade the release

generally 1626 Bacon Sylva § 325 Generally, wee
would not haue those, that read this our Worke of Sylua
Syiuarum, account it strange that wee haue set downe
Particulars vntried. 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI 277 He
gave all his lands to Richard, generally. 1867 Freeman
Norm Conq. (1876) I App. 787 The crime is attributed lo

the Danes generally 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 16 In

leaping and running, and bodily exercises generally *884

Law Tunes 29 Nov 79/2 Three [cheques] were crossed

generally 1 and Co ', and three were uncrossed

b m phrase generally speaking = * 111 genei al

[<1x386 Chaucer Manciples T. 224 For a litel speche

auysely Is no man shent, to speke generally.] 1687 Drvdln
Hind P To Rdr , Those who are driven into the fold

are, generally speaking, rather made hypocrites than con-

verts. 1722 De Foe Plague (1734) 9 Men on Horseback,
some alone, others with Servants, and geneially speaking,

all loaded with Baggage. 1843 W. H. Ireland Scnbbleo-

mania 223 Generally speaking . . ifa grand idea happens to

strike any living architect, it is not the. effect of study

4 As a general rule
;
in most instances, usually,

commonly.
*634 R Whitlock Zootomia 361 Preaching too generally

being but the Art of flattery 1717 tr Frezier's Voy.S Sea
2x Brandy, a Liquor they are very fond of, tho’ they gener-

ally drink nothing but Water 1718 Atterbury Serin.

(1734) I 18 And yet it so happens that Popish Miracles are

generally done at Home, before Believers *766 Goldsm
Vic W 1, The temper of a woman is generally formed from
the turn of her features 1820 Scoresby Acc, Arctic Reg.
II 398 Built generally ofwood, but sometimes ofbrick 1850

M'Cosh Div Govt m m (1874) 425 Where theie is hope,

there will generally be some life 1880 Geikif Phys Geog.

v 352 Winds from the sea are usually moist, those from the

land are generally dry.

+ 5. With in, forming a compound adv. (Cf.

tn especially ) Obs

1337 North tr. Guevara's Dtall Pr. 43 a/2 To all mgene-
rallye [«e, and elsewhere in this book] he gaue place, to

reste them selues in

Generalness (dgcneralnes). [f General a.

+ -ness ] The state, quality, or fact of being

geneial, m various senses. Now rare.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst in. xxiv (1634) 471,

1

con-

futed their errour, which thrnke that the generailnesse of

the promises extendeth equally to all mankinde. 1580

Sidney A rcadia (1622) 21 They had with a generall consent

(rather springing by the generalnesse of the cause ) set

themselvesm armes 1639 Laud Wks (1849) U 239 It is

not necessary to the lawfulness and generalness of a council

that all the bishops of the world should be actually present

1683W Clagett Anew. Dissent Object Bk Com. Prayer
(1688) 4 They who Object the Generalness of our Confessions

against us *894 Temple Bar Mag Cl. 13 Heie is a gener-

ality in no degree inferior m generalness to his

Generalship (dge neraljip). [f. General sb.

+ -SHIP.]

1. f a. The functions of a general (obs.) b. The
discharge ofthose functions

,
conduct m command.

XSgx Garrard Art Warre 225 May be able worthily to

penorme his Lieutenant and Generalship 1730 Boling-

brokl Lett, on Hist 11 (1732) 1. 24 Cicero, laughs, indeed

in one of his letters to Atticus, at his generalship 1840

Tkirlwall Greece VII 167 Leosthenes was provoked to

ask, what benefit Athens had reaped from Phocion’s general-

ship 1884 H Spencer Man v State 109 The mill head,

ceasing to be the military head, does his generalship by
deputy
2 The office or dignity of general.

1623 Bingham Xenophon 103 These thoughts lifted him
[Xenophon] vp to desire the Generall-ship 1690 Loud
Gas No. 2340/1 Don Marco Ottobom is gone to Civifa

Vecchia, to take possession of the Generalship of the

Gallies 1707 Luttrell BriefRe! (1837) VI. 206 Theprince

of NassauFnzeland has been admitted to the generalship of

the Dutch infantry. 1855 Milman Lat Chr ix vu (1864)

V. 370 A new power had wrested the generalship and the

direction of a Crusade from the hands of the most mighty
prelate 1870 Pall Mall G 18 Aug. 4 He joined Garibaldi

. and was promoted to a generalship,

f b. The tenure of the office of general Obs.
1610 Healey St Aug. Cihe of God 37 Regulus .. in his

generalship returned with divers noble victories unto the

Romanes a 1674 Clarendon Hist, Red. ix. § 126 Those
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fifteen hundred horse which march'd northward, within

very few days were brought to nothing; and the general-

ship of the Lord Digby to an end 1677 Cary Chroitol 11.

1, 1 xi 123 Unto which 207 there being added 2% for the

time of Cyrus his Generalship

3 The distinctive qualities of a general; skill

in the command and management of an army;
strategy

1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I 209/1 Hannibal gave
great proofs of generalship x8oo Weems Washington vi

(*877) 39 This was a bold stroke of generalship *839
James Louis XIV, II, 412 Turenne was too well aware of
the generalship of Conae to attempt to attack him m his

retreat 1867 Freeman Norm Conq (1876^ I v. 324 The
plan which he formed seems to vouch for his generalship

»8jrr Daily News 23 Sept , Of all our weak points, general-

ship is the weakest

b. trcmsf. Skilful management
a 1768 Sierne Pol Romance Wks. 1779 VI. 213 An artful

stroke of generalship in Trim to raise a dust 1812

Examiner 5 Oct 637/1 He thanked them for this mode of
undermining him, for it only shewed their owii want of
generalship 1849 Thackeray Peudennis Ivn, The actress

. but for the Major’s generalship, might now have been
your daughter-in-law, ma’am 1887 Times (weekly ed)
18 Nov. 9/2,

1

have infinite confidence in your generalship

4. = Gkneralate 2.

1763 tr. BuscJung's Syst Geogr V 180 The abbey ofDen-
kendorf, which gives its name to the generalship [orig. das
Generalat]

t Cre’neralty. 06s Forms
: 4-5 generalte,

5-6 generaltee, -tie, -tye, 6- generalty. [a.

OF. *gmeralU (generality), f. general General ]

1. The quality or fact of being general ;
= Gen-

erality 1. Of, m a generalty : in geneial
c 1380 Wycuf Serrn. Sel Wks. 1. 316 pis Cesarewas moost

in generalte and larges, and pees of his lordship c 1449 Pc-
cock Repr 130 Forwhi this firste parti of this present book
and The inst apprising 0/ Holt Scripture as m generalte

schewen vndoutabh that fete ] 1494 Fabyan CJiron vn.
666 One other cause was, whiche ensuythe of a generaltie,

that for the more partie one mayer wyll nat fynesshe that

thynge whiche that other begynneth. 1349 Coverdale, etc

Erasrn. Par 1 Tim. 6 111 a generaltye it is not expedient that
the state of the commune wealth snoulde be dysturbed by
meanes of vs 1370-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1826) 159
The name of this place [Hyde], importing by the generaltie

thereof, some note of woorthmesse. 164a W Bird Mag.
Honor 53 In this our Common-wealth of England, me thinks
that a Baron may be described in a generalty, answerable
to eveiy kind thereof in this manner a 1676 Hale Hist.
Com Lawn (1713) 24 The Municipal Laws .include in

their Generalty all those several Laws which are allowed,
as the Rule and Direction of Judicial Proceedings.

2 . A general statement, notion, term, etc.
;
=

Generality 2

*533 More Apol xlv Wks 916/1 This pacifyer will fall

fro the bablyng of a generaltie and come to the naming of
any one persone special. 1367 Maplet Gr Forest 8 b,

I must needes speake of the Gem for that we haue beene
occasioned, and shall be hereafter to vse it as the generaltie

or notion of the name 1601 B Jonson Poetaster v. 1 (1602)

K 2 b, Nor any long, or far-fetcht Circumstance Wrappt in

the curious GeneraPties of Artes 1609 Douland OrnitJu

Microl'. 29 To proceed from generaltie to specialty is more
naturall to vs

3 . The main body, greater part; =Generality 3
c 1380 Wycuf Wks (1880) 43 3‘f it seme ony tyme to f>e

generalte ofmynystris prouyncial St custodis fat far forseide

mynyster is not sufficient to be seruyee [etc ]. 1533 Ld
Berners Froiss II ccxxvm [ccxxiv.] 716 Ye ought rather

to entertayne the generaltie of your realme than the ydell

wordes of two knyghtes.

4 a The dignity or office of general
;
= Gen-

erality 4. b The general staff of an army

;

= Generality 5. e. (See quot. 1611) = Gener-
ality 6
x6ii Cotgr , Generality. .a generaltie ; a place ofgenerall

receit of the finances. 1643 PrynneSov Power Pari App
178 The Earle of Egmont by the advice of the Councell
of Estate, and of the Generalty, had. been, sent into Spain,

1647 W. Browne tr. GoinberviUPs Polexander m. v. 147
TheEmperour .puta terrible Army into the Field, divided
the Generalty between Achomat and Haly Basha, and gave
the command of the Janizaries to Solyman.

Generant (dje’nerant), sb. and a. [a. L. gene*

rant-em, pr. pple. of generare to Generate
; cf.

OF. generant 1

A sb. That which generates or produces ; a
begetter, parent Also, a second cause (obs

)
*663 Glanvill Scepsis Set. iv. 14 Some believe It [the

Soul] came from the Moon some that 'tis made by God,
some by Angels, and some by the Generant, *686 Goad
Celest Bodies r i. 1 The Divine Word produceth by a
Second inferior Cause, or Generant. *69* Rav Creafion(i701)
321 The Sun is supposed to be the equivocal Generant or
Efficient by these Philosophers. 1883 F GAlton m Science

23 Sept VI 272/2 By a regression of the values of the mid-
parentages the true generants are derived.

b. Math A point, line, or surface conceived
as producing by its motion a line, a superficial

or a solid figure respectively ;
= Generatrix.

1842 Francis Diet Arts, etc , s v ,
A circle which revolves

rapidly on any diameter generates a sphere ; a line moved
steadily along forms a surface, The circle and line are
therefore generants.

B. adj Generating, productive, rare.

*875 G. Macdonald Malcolm III x *47 In her genial

bosom the exhausted gathers life, the effete becomes
generant.

Generate (.dge n£r<?t),/// a [ad L. generat-us,

pa. pple. ofgenerare : see next.] =Generated.
1309 Hawes Past. Pleas, xliv. xiv,These two the worlde

dampned in certaynete . And all other than from? them
generate 1553 Eden Decades 266 It noryssheth the fecun-

ditie of thynges generate *6x3 Chapman Odyss xi 842,

I was generate By Ioue himselfc. 16*6 R C Times'
Whistle, etc. (1871) 113 There is a soule, not geneiate, but
infusde 1830 W Phillips Mt Sttiat 1 280 Nor such
shadows they As those of waters generate, or of an *893

Q Rev Oct 396 There is only one physician, of flesh and
of spirit, generate and mgenerate, God in man.

Generate (dge nen-h), v [f. L general-, ppl.

stem of generare to beget, etc., f gener-, genus
stock, race: cf Gender sb.

,
Genus.]

First in pa pple generate.

f 1 . traits. To beget, procreate, engender (off-

spring). Obs.

*509 [see Generate ppl a ] 1326 Ptlgr Per/ (W, de W.
1531) 170 b, He that by naturall propagacyon hath generate
or begoten vs 1618 Chapman Hesiod's Bk ojDays 75 The
nineteenth day Auspicious both to plant, and generate
Both sons and daughters 1660 R Coke Power § Subj 76
The person of the Son being only generated, the Fathers
power can extend no further *697 tr Burgersdtcius' Lope
1. xxxu *26 Every mortal is generated, and theiefore that

which is not generated is not mortal

b absol. or mtr. To produce offspring. (Now
rare

)

f Also, to copulate (obs.)

1626 Bacon Sylva § 738 Some Liuing Creatures generate
but at certaine Seasons of the Yeare, 1636 Ridgli y Prac
PhysicL 160 Living Creatures which are said to generate,

not when they geneiate their young, but their Seed 1660

R Coke Power Subj 30 The parents must be supposed
to generate, befoie they can have a power or light of
command 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI 252 'I hi.se

fish generate in March and April 1847 Emerson Pot ms,
threnody Wks (Bohn) I. 492 Blood is blood which cir-

culates, Life is life which generates

Jig 1670 Clarlndon Contempt Ps Tiacts (1727) 673 The
good man leaves an ample progeny of just and charitable

actions which generate when he is dead.

2. Of natural or material agencies or conditions

:

To bring into existence, to produce (substances,

animals, plants, etc.). Chiefly m passive

*563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 63 All agree, that all mctalles

are generated of Sulphur 164* Wilkins Math Magick
(1648) II xh. 253 This cannot be said to foment or pre-

serve the same fire, but onely to generate new. X665
Hooitc Microgr 127 As mush roms may be generated with-

out seed, so does it not appeal that they have any suuli thing
as seed X691-X70* Nonius Ideal World r vn 413 When
a thing is created or generated, 'tis not this essence of it

that 1$ either created or geneiated, because it was befoie

1734 tr Rollin's Anc Hist. (1827) I Pief 11 Monsters
geneiated from the agitation of the sea 1834 T Midwin
Angler in Wales I 238 A six-pound trout is a mere minnow
to what the Rhone generates, *862 Tyndall Mountaineer-
ing in 1861, 36 Beyond the boundaries of his knowledge lay

a legion where rain was generated he knew not how. 1878
Sir G. Scott Led ArcJut I 111 126 On the other hand,
we were far less liberal in the use of sculptuie, and we
generated a purely moulded capital, which the French can
scaicely be said to possess

b. esp To produce, evolve (steam, gas, etc,;

also heat, force, friction, light, velocity, etc ).

J791 Hamilton tr. Berthollet’s Dyeing I. in 59 They
[vegetable substances] undergo the effects of a slight com-
bustion, which may generate an acid 1794 J. Hutton
Philos Light

, etc 159 If a single coal^ . . cannot generate
heat upon the whole How is the union of those bodies
to increase their heat? x8xa-x6 Playfair Nat Phil
(1819) I 269 The elastic fluid generated by the gunpowder
1825 J. Nicholson Operat Mech 202 The steam generated
is carried to the place intended by means of pipes 1838
Greener Gunnery 378 Generating 300 per cent less friction

than in the Whitworth rifle. 1869 Phillifs Vesuv, ix 26*
Heat m some way generates the force of the earth-wave.

*872 Yeats Techn Hist, Comm, 323 The gases generated
were employed as fbel for heating steel furnaces 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 40 Steam is generated from the water in
the boiler by the aid of artificial heat. x88x Besant& Rice
Chapl, ojFleet 233 The walls were streaming with the heat
generated by the presence of so many men and so much
chink X884 tr, Lode's Logic 339 We can sometimes observe
how they balance each other, sometimes what velocities they
generate.

c Math. To produce or evolve (a line or

figure)
;
said chiefly of a point, line, or surface

conceived as doing this by its motion.
1698 Keill Exam Th. Earth (1734) 273 If both the

Ellipse and Circle were turned round the Axis AB there
would also be a Spheroid and a Sphere generated 1709
Berkeley Th Vision 8 134The properties oflines generated
by the section of a_ solid 1831 Brewster Optics vi 57
When these properties of the ellipse and hyperbola, and of
the solids generated by their revolution, were first _dis-

covered. 1864 Bowen Logic vui. 233 We know how a circle

is generated. x866 Proctor Handbk. Stars 12 If the figure

were to revolve about SP it would generate a sphere
1883 Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Georn, 83 The pencils
generated by m and mr are projective

3 . To bnng about, give rise to, produce (a lesult,

a state of things
;

in later use also, a state of
mind, feeling, etc )
1626 Bacon Sylva § 260 Both of them [visibles and

audibles] seeme not to Generate or produce any other Effect
in Nature [etc ] 1665 Hooke Microgr Table 255 Earth-
quakes seem to be generated much the same way [by
eruptions of vapours] 1796 Bp. Watson ApoLBtble 279
The belief of that miracle did not generate conviction that
Jesus was the Chust, x8oo Colquhoun Comm. Thames
vui. 256 Offences were generated m consequence of the
imperfections of the Law. x8ax J, Q Adams in C. Davies
Metr. Syst ut. (1871) 124 The same inconsistency of the
statutes . . generated a lawsuit between commerce and
revenue. 1829 I Taylor Enthns. 1 (1867) 14 There are
among us enthusiastic principles and practices .

.
generated

in a period of greater excitement than our own 1841 W
Spalding Italy$ It Isl HI 288 This unhealthy atmosphere
and the diseases which it generates, pievail over the whole
of the great Maremma 1863 Kinglakd Crimea (1877) I 1V
70 The love of killing game generates a sincere wish to pre-
serve it

Generated (dge nested), ppl. a [f. prec.+
-ed! ] Thai is produced or oiigmated.
1332 Huloet, Geneiated, generatus, genitns 1638 F.

Junius Paint Ancients 19 He that maketh any thing after
the example of things generated, shall never attame to
what is perfectly beaulifull. 1743 Emerson Fhixious p v,
Any generated, flowing Quantity 1828 T M Spearman
Brit Gunner (ed. 2) 239 When a body falls by the force of
gravity, the spaces descended are proportional to the squares
of the generated velocities.

Generating (clge nere'tig), vbl sb [f as piec.

+ -iNG 1
] The action of the verb Generate.

*603 Bacon Adv Learning 11 Ded §9 3 As those which
are 01 darned for generating and piopagatmg of sciences
x66o R Coke Power 4 Subj 263 Every Creature of it selfe
[would he] in a like power of Generating, one as much as
another 1846 Gm.eneu.Sc Gunnery 249 All these occurrences
are perfectly dependant on a knowledge of the geneiatmgof
the explosive force

Generating (dge nere*tiij), ppl. a [f asprec
+ -ING** ] That generates, in senses of verb

; esp.

of geometrical magnitudes (generating hue, circle,

etc ) and (in modern use) of eleetnc apparatus
Generating function (sec quot 1838); generating
surface ,

the heating suiface of a boiler (Knight).
1706W Jonls Syn Palmar Matheseos 260The Cycloidal
Space between the Curve and the Circle is = Generating
Circle *807 Hutton Course Math II 276 Hitherto the
generating line, 01 plane, has been consuleiedas ofa constant
and invariable magnitude

^
1838 Penny Cyd XI 113/1 The

term generatingJunction is a name given by Laplace to any
function of x, considered with rcfeience to the coefficients

of its expansion in poweis of x 1849 D Campbell Inorg.
Client 28 The small Lube of the genciating apparatus being
bent stiaight passes down into the wash solution. 1834
Ci E dl Waiirin tr De Sanley's Dead Sea II 127 The
generating arch is not then quite half a circumference 1873
Bi nnktt & Dylr Sachs’ Bot 156 The geneiatmg member,
since it continues to grow duung the branching, may form
numerous latci.il membets 1894 Daily News 6 Apr 6/r

llie supply being from storage batteries, it is not affected

by tempoiary stoppage of the generating plant

Generation (dgenCr<?i Jan). Also 3-6 -aciou,

(6 -yon), 4-5 -acioun. [a L genes ation-em, n of

action f generare to Generate. Cf 1‘ gdndration.]

I The action of generating

1. The act or piocess of generating or begetting

physically
; prouenlion

;
propagation of species

For equivocal, spontaneousgenet ation, see the adjs.

C1374 Chauclk Bocth hi pr xi 78 (Camb MS ) J>at j>at

natuie desireth and requeieth alwey, that is to sem the

werk of generacion £-1400 Maundlv (1839) xix 206 Thei
han Meinbres of Generacioun of Man and Womman
C1485 Digby Myst

,
Mor Wisd 460 Of lust and lykyng

comyth generacion 1335 Ad 27 Hen VIII

,

c 6§ 1 The
generacion & breding of good and swyfte and strong horses.

1626 Bacon Sylva k 608 Gerferation by Copulation (certainly)

extendeth not to Plants 1660 R Cokl Power <4 Subj 263
Nor are all Creatures at all times alike disposed to Gener-
ation, but apted and disposed thereunto from some exterior

cause. 1732 Huml Pol Disc. x. 159 There is in all men, both
male and female, a desire and power of generation more
active than is ever universally exerted 1834 M«Murtrie
CuviePs Amtn Krngd. 474 A little thread that appears to

be an organ of generation 1861 Holme tr Mojum-Taudon
11. 1 46 In the higher animals, the act of reproduction is ac-

complished by means of special organs . this is Generative

Reproduction, or Generation

b In passive sense : The fact or manner of being

begotten.

1390 Gower Con/. 11 . 76 Of generacion .There may no
gentilesse be c 1440 Gesta Rom. xu 41 (Harl MS.) By the

fadir, that is cause of oure generacion, is vndirstonde meke
nesse or humihte 1532 More Con/ut Tmdale Wks 347/1

His generacion (that is to wyt his being borne of God by
the seed of god ) doth pieserue and kepe hym x57®

Fleming Panopl Epist. 364 The condition of men, even

from their generation, is, m their owne sweate to earne their

owne meate.

c Manner ofdescent
,
genealogy, pedigree, rare

138a Wycuf Matt i, 1 The boke of the generacioun of

Jhesu Crist x6xx Bible ibid 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(16x4) 233 They derive their generation from the Cretan

Jupiter. *834 Coleridge Tablc-t (1836) 308 The generation

of the modem worldly Dissenter was thus : Presbyterian,

Arian, Socmian, and last, Unitarian

d Theol, The origin ofthe Son from the Father.

Cf. Beget v
1639 Pearson Creed (1839) 200 The generation of Christ

admits no regeneration, he becoming at once theieby God
and Son and heir of all, a 171* Ken Hymnoiheo Poet Wks
1721 III 355 Strange Generation this? Father and Son

Co-eval, two distinct, and yet but one 1 1720 Waterland
Eight Serm 107 The Anans had some plausible things to

urge, particularly in respect of the Generation of the Son

1848 R, I. Wilberforce Incarnation v. (1832)122 Origen

introduced the phrase of the Son's ‘eternal generation
’

2. Production by natural or artificial processes

(as of plants, animals, substances, etc). '(‘Also,

mode of formation, nature of origin (obs.).

In mediaeval philosophy, following Aristotle, generation

(yevevts) and corruption (<p 6opd) are often mentioned as con-

trary processes, together comprehending all the changes

which take place in the universe. Hence the frequent allu-

sive use of the words, e. g in quot *6ix.

c 1400 Lanjranc’s Cmtrg. 49 WiJj J>is poudre fa genera-

cioun of jiese pons may be mendid. 13x9 Inter!. 4 Elem.



GENERATION.
(Percy Soc ) 2 Of the generacyon and cause of stone and
metall, and of plantis and herbys 1563 Fulke Meteors

(1640) 63 b, Sand is of the same generation, consisting of

many small bodies, which aie congealed into stones 1600

J PottY tr Leo's Africa. 11 361 There cannot be a countrie

more apt then this, for the geneiation and increase of all

plants and creatures x6xx Middleton & Dekker Roaring
Girlm E 4 Would you know a catchpoole rightly denu'd,

the corruption of a Cittizen is the geneiation of a seneant.

1663 Power EjcJ> Philos in 11 155 Those insensible Corpus-

cules which daily produce such Considerable effects in the

generation and corruption of Bodies about us 1673 Ray
fount. Low C. Rome 383 The Monks skew’d us . . 2

marble pillars Their generation at first was of a mass or

heap of small flints and pebbles united into one body by
a cement 17x0 J Clarke Rohault's Nat Phil. (1729) I 17

The Production of Something which before was not, we call

Generation, thus we say Fire is generated, when we see

Fire where the Wood was before 1748 Hartley Observ.

Man 1 1 30 Ideas, their Generations, Associations, and
Dependencies on bodily States, 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1

i, i The true object of education is the generation, of

happiness 183a Lyell Princ. Geol II 210 The generation

of peat, when not completely under water, is confined to

moist situations, 1847 Craig, s v,, In Geometry, generation

or genesis is the formation or production of a geometrical

figure or quantity 1863 Tyndall Heat 11 § 22 (1870) 26

Liquefaction in this case will conclusively demonstrate

a generation of heat,

II. That which is generated
The use of the word m senses 3-6 is largely due to the

frequent occurrence csigeneratio in theVulgate Translators

were probably uncertain as to the exact meaning of it m
fprfain passages, as Isa hu 8, to which the following seems
to be the earnest reference in English

13 E. E A Hit P. A. 827 Hys generacyoun quo recen

con, pat dy3ed for vus in Iherusalem?

f 3 Offspring, progeny In early instances chiefly

to give {have) generation Obs
138aWyclif Isa. Ixvi 9 If I, thatgeneracion to otheie men

3yue, bareyn shal be? seith the Lord thi God. 142a tr

Secreta Secret, Prvu Pnv (E ETS) 197 This same
ysaac had a wyfe barayne ycalhd Rebecta, he Prayed god
that he wolde yeue hym geneiacion c 1477 Caxton Jason

4 He had in manage a right fayr lady but they were long

to geder with oute hauyng generacion 1326 Tindale Acts
xvii 28 For we are also his generacion 1340-1 Elyot
Image Gov (1549) 93 His mother Mammea exhorted hym to

take to his wyfe some mayden of a nobleand auncient house,

to the entent that he mought haue generacion. 1333 Becon
Rcliques ofRome (1563) 240 A1 those yt wearryor slea their

g
enerations, or their children destioye with dnnkes 1603
haks Lear 1 i. 1x9 The barbarous Scythian Or he that

makes his generation messes To gorge his appetite 1674
tr Martimere's Voy N Countries 84 If he were discovered

. heand his generation [should be] sent Slaves into Siberia.

+b Descendants, posterity Obs.

CX400 Maundev (1839) xi! 140 T his Machomete was of

the Generacioun of Ysmael, that was Abrahames Sone

*S35 Coverdale Job xxi 8 Their childers childien lyue in

their sight, and their generacion [x6xx offspring] before their

eyes. 16*3 Lisle AElfnc on O. N. Test, Exod , Fouie
hundred yeeres after Jacob came thither with the generation

of the Hebrewes 1704 Hearne Duct Hist (1714) I 185

Which Land the Lord gave to Abraham and his Generation,

and promised that in his Family all the Nations of the

Earth should be Blessed

*)*c. Fruit, produce (of the vine). Obs rare
Arendering ofgenunenlpitis) (Matt xxvi 2g) = Gr yemjjia

(tov aju.1reA.0v) Wyclif and later translators use ‘ fruit’

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 244 b/2, I shalle not drynke of

thys generacion of the vyne tofore I shalle drynke it newe
wyth you [etc ] 1363 Jewel Refl Harding (1611) 334, 1 will

dnnke no more ofthis Generation of the Vine

4. The offspring of the same parent or parents,

regarded as a single degree or step in the descent

of a person or family from an ancestor , also, m
wider sense, = Degree 3.

In reckoning genealogies, each generation is naturally

restricted to one individual in the direct line, without regard

to collateral descendants.
a 1300 CursorM 9262 Qua-so will se fra adam J>e aid Hu
mam knes to cnst es tala, He sal find, wit-vten mistruns,

Sextl hale generacions 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II

231 Caym his synne was i-punsched seuenfold, pat is in pe
seuenpe generacioun , for Lamech was pe seueupe from
Adam in pat lyne. c 1460 Fortescue A is # Lint Mon ix

(1883) I29 Charles, discended off Carolus Magnus by ix or

by x. generacions, was put ffrom the Kyngdome of Fraunce

*S9S Shaks John n 1 181 The Canon of the Law is laide

on him, Being but the second generation Remoued from thy

sinne-conceiuing wombe 1638 F Junius Paint, Ancients

93 When many generations issuing forth out of one man,
who had a certaine marke, do constantly retaine the same
marke in some part of their bodies. 18x6 J Wilson City of
Plague 11 v, I have known the family Three generations,

and I loved them all *834 T, Medwin Angler in Wales
I 77 A family party, consisting of three generations ,

the last

a numerous one 1833 Tjurlwall Greece I vii 258 ^Etolus,

his ancestor in the tenth generation, had quitted Elis.

5. The whole body of individuals born about

the same period; also, the time covered by the

lives of these.
In reckoning historically by ‘generations', the word is

taken to mean the interval of time between the birth of the

parents and that of their children, usually computed at

thirty years, or three generations to a century
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xi 8 pou lord sail seme vs & kepe

vs fra pis generacioun x535 Coverdale Mark vui 12Why
doth this generacion seke a token ? Verely I saye vnto you
There shal no token be geueu vnto this generacion. 1377

B. Googe Hereslack's Hush. 1 (1586) 28 Barley, accounted

in the olde generations among the woorthyest sort of grayne,

and not of small estimation at this day, 1611 Bible Judg
11 xo And also all that generation were gathered vnto their

fathers • and there arose another generation after them 1694

Acc Sev. Late Voy. Introd (1711J 24 Heaps of Rocks, broken

107

Stones, and Ice heap'd up from many Generations. 1730
Johnson RamblerNo 77 T 14The hopes ofthe nsmg genera-
tion 1781 Gibbon Decl $ F II xxvi 48 The rising genera-
tion was not disposed to accept his advice 1831 Brewster
Newton (1833) II xxm 306 His second objection to the new
system relates to the length of generations, which he says is

made only eighteen or twenty years. 1837 Ht Martineau
Soc Amer II 151 The negroes of the next generation are
not to be doomed to slavery for fear of somewhat moie
being inflicted on their parents 1874 Green Short Hist.
ix § 1 591 It is m this group of scientific observers that we
catch the secret of the coming generation.

+ 6 Family, breed, race
,

class, kind, or * set ’ of
persons Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 4 Thenne his wyf conceyued of his

seed and multeplied the generacion humayn of a right fayr
sone txsix 1st Eng. Bk Amer (Arb.) Introd 36/2 Sende
to vs ayen a good knygbt of ye generacyon of fraunce

1336 Aureho fy Isab (1608) Fvij, Butte corsede be the
generation, that dressethe all his thoughtes agamste hus
unto the worste parte 1376 J Sanford Gard Pleas 48
Banished out of Rome, advocates, pioctours, notaries, and
that lyke generation 1607 Shaks Timon 1 1 204, Pain
Y'areaDogge. Ape Thy Motheis ofmy generation what’s
she, if I be a Dogge ? 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav 233 How-
ever as they are, they[their Physitmns]passe for a generation
usefull and requisite 1641 Trapp Theol Theol 140 There
have beene a generation that have attempted to take
armes against Heaven 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull n 111,

Then the whole generation of him are so in love with bag-
pipes and puppet-shews 1 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 216 They could not brook the fighting in conjunction
with this wicked generation [the Irish] 1727 Boyer Diet
Angl-Fr., Gener ttion (or a great many), there is a whole
generation of them.

Hence Genera ‘tional a., pertaining to genera-

tions.

1894 Atlantic Monthly Jan 116 At this stage m the de-
velopment of the generational system, the parent gives but
the beginnings of life

Generationism (clgeners1 Jbmz’m). [f Gene-
ration + -ISM ] (See quot. 1 876.)
1864 Home <$- For Rev Apr. 676 He [Frohschammer]

published a work on the origin of the soul defending the
theory of Generatiomsm 1876 W Alexandfr Bampton
Led. (1877) 213 One school held that not only the body but
the soul came from the parents , and this doctrine was
termed traduciamsm or generatiomsm 1893 Tablet 18 Feb
237 It is not allowable to any loyal Catholic to hold spiritual

traduciamsm 01 generatiomsm.

Generative (dge’nerfhv). [f. Generate v.

+ -ive. Cf. F giniratif]
1. Pertaining to generation or procreation; having

the power or function of producing offspring.

14x3 Pilgr Sovule (Caxton 1483) iv xxvii 72 The sowle
hath power vegetatif and generatif for to conseruen his

kynde and multyplyen 1394 Plat Jewell-ho 1 6 Neither
is there any place where that generatiue vertue doth more
abound then in the wide Ocean x6a8 Gaule Pract.

Theories (1629) 76 Spirits aie not vsually generatiue, nor
are Virgines pregnant x66o Pepys Diary 14 Dec , We
had very good discourse concerning insects and their having
a generative faculty as well as other Creatures 1809Med

Jrnl XXI. 519 Complaints ofthe generative organs. 1871-2

H Macmillan True Vine iv 167 By preventing plants

from reproducing, leaves and wood are produced instead of

generative products x88o GIinther Fishes 138 In the
Cyclostomes the generative organ is single

fig c 1400 Apol Loll, ss Wen Jki of her office are gederers

of euerlastyng lif, how euen hey are hus misusing his gene-

ratif strenghe 1397 Hooker Eccl Pol. v 1 § 1 Not onely

the Word, but the Sacraments, both hauing genet atiue force

and vertue x8x6 Coleridge Staiesm. Man (Bohn) 333 This
state of mind is a mere balance or compromise of the two
powers, not that living and generative interpenetration of

both which would give being to essential religion. 1883
Congregationalist Mar 190 That word is creative, gene-

rative, begets a new life which supplants and expels the old.

2 Having the power or function of generating

(m senses a and 3 of the vb.) ; productive.

16x1 Speed Hist. Gt Brit, ix xx § 36 These causes,

(being in their proper nature most generatiue of sedition,

and of all sorts of ciuill furies) 1640 Bp Reynolds Passions

xxviu, 294. Feare is a Multiplying and Generative Passion,

ever producing motions of its owne Nature 1S86 Goad
Celest Bodies 1 11 6 What Meats are generative of Wind ?

1750 tr Leonardus’ Mvrr Stones 21 We will affirm then

that the effective or generative cause of stones, is a certain

mineral virtue 1799 Med Jrnl I 495 This agent is known
to be the geneiative cause of several diseases of the bones

1876 Bancroft Hist U, S VI Index 533 The people

yeain for fuller knowledge of the rules of right, as the

generative principles of social peace.

Hence Ge’neratively adv., by way of generation
;

Gemeratrveness.
1643 R 0. Man’s Mort, vi. 41 That which is immortall

cannot generatively proceed from that which is mortall.

1727 Bailey vol II, Generativeness

,

generative or begetting

Quality or Faculty.

Generator (dge’ner^tsj). [a L generator

,

masc. agent-n f. generdre • see Generate v ]

1, One who generates or begets,

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep vi x. 327 Imagination

sometimes assimilates the Idea of the generator into a realty

in the thing ingendred 18x4 Cary Dante,
Par. vm 141

Nature, in generation, must the path Traced by the gene-

rator still pm sue. 1841-4 Emerson Ess Ser 1 x. (1876) 232

Whilst the eternal generation of circles proceeds, the eternal

generator abides.

2 Something which generates or produces ; esp

an apparatus for the production of gases, steam, or

electricity.

1794 G Adams Nat. §Exp Philos. I xu 493 The French
writers term it hydrogene, that is, generator of water. 1823

Hamilton Handbk ,
Geneiator in Pneumatics, the high

G-ENEEtCALLY.
pressure boiler of Mr. Perkins’s steam engine is thus named
1834 Ronalds & Richardson Chan Technol. (ed 2) I 160

Generators are constructed either to work with or without
a blast of air 1879 Tyndall Fiagm Sc (ed 6) II xvi 433
By it, in short, the electric generator is so far simplified, and
reduced in cost, as to [etc ] 1884 Health Exhib Caial ioqJi

Hot Wind Generator, for ventilating houses and hospitals,

and heating same X895 Educ. Rev (U. S) Nov 332
Dynamo, absolutely meaningless as at present found, is

popularly used in place of generator

3. Chem. ‘A. term used to denote the elements

or compounds from which a more complex sub-

stance is obtained ’ (Cassell).

"b. Mus. The 1 fundamental tone ’ of a senes of

harmonics or of a chord.
1823 Danneley Encycl Mus sv Sound, The diatonic

scale is therefore formed by the products of a sonorous
body, generator or generating string 2847 Craig, Genera-

tor, in Music, the principal sound or sounds by which others
are produced *889 E Prout Harmony 11 § 33 The divi-

sion ofany string into halves, quarters, eighths, or sixteenths,

gives the various upper octaves of the * generator ’, or ‘ fun-

damental tone ’, that is the note produced by the vibration

of the whole length of the string

Generatrix (dgener*1 tnks) [a. L. genera-

trix, fern agent-11 generdre

.

see Generate v ]

+ 1. She that generates or produces; a female

parent. (Onlyfig ) Obs
1637 Pinnell tr Paracelsus’ Philos ir 32 The element of

fire is the generatnx of the Stars, Planets, and the whole
Firmament. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 278 Night was
called the mother, the generatrix of all things 18x3 1
BusbyL ucretius Comm 1 111,This divine generatnx ofevery
being and every blessing.

2. Math. - Geneuant A. b.

*840 Lardner Geom 176 A straight edge repiesenting the

directrix maybe moved over a figure repiesenting the gene
ratnx [etc.]. 187* Tyndall Fragnt Sc (1879) 1. iv 108

Blended to a screw surface with an inclined generatrix.

3 ‘A dynamo-electric machine employed to

generate an electric current’ {Cent Diet.). = Gen-
EBATOB 2.

Generic (dgene’nk), a (sb ) [fL gener-, stem
ofgenus kind + -10 : cf. F glniriqw ,

used by Des-
cartes.] Belonging to a genus or class ;

applied

to a large group or class of objects
;

general

(opposed to Specific or Special) ; esp in generic

character, name, term.
1676 Grew Anat Leaves 1 vi. § 5 This Saline Principle

is .. a Genenk Name, under which divers Species are com-
rehended 1678 Gale Crl Gentiles III 97 He makes it

e only a remote concurse to the act considered m genere,

m its generic natuie, not to the individual particular act.

1724 Watts Logic 1 vi § 4 Though wine differs from other

liquids in that it is the juice of a certain Fruit, yet this is but

a general or generic difference, for it does not distinguish

wine from cyder or perry 1789 Bentham Princ Legtsl
xvm § 35 The circumstance of Fraudulency then may serve

to characterize a particular species, compnsable undei each
of those generic heads 1805-17 R. Jameson Char Min
(ed 3) 2 The genenc characters are certain propel ties ol

minerals used as characters, without any reference to their

differences, as colour, lustre, weight. x8ax J Q Adams in

C Davies Me.tr Syst hi (1871) 208 The terms 1 weight’
and ‘balance’ were thus genenc terms, without specific

meaning 1831 Richardson Geol. vui. 208 The preservation

of the generic and specific characters of fossil remains vanes
in different strata

b. absol
,
also (nonce-use) as sb pi,— * genenc

questions
’

X807 T Sikes in Southey Life of A Bell (1844) II 367,
I requested you to give me tne solution of two generics,

which would suggest to me what sort of matter I should
want for your satisfaction 18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit, II

xxm 263 The ideal consists m the happy balance of the
genenc with the individual

Geuerical (dgene’rikal), a [f. as piec + -AL.]

Belonging to, or having the character of, a genus

,

generic, general.
1432-50 tr Higden (Rolls) I 27 Mappa mundi is de-

senbede in the firste boke of this werke, in the maner of a
diuision genericalle in to a diuision specificalle [L more
divisi generis in species] 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1 vn 17
We must conceive such of them as are omitted to be im-

plyed under the genericall name ofCanaamtes
__

1680 Baxter
Ansnu Siilhngfl. xxm 33 The Genencal Notion sure is not

enough for, the definition of each species. 1764 Reid
Inquiry 111 Wks I 116/1 A question, how all smells come
to be considered as one genus, and all tastes as another ?

What is the genencal distinction 1843 Mrs. Carlvle Lett
I 270 Holding some rank in the world, besides the genencal
rank of fool 1863 Lecky Ration (1878) II. 334 There was
such an amazing, I might almost say genencal, difference

between those who were Christians and those who were not.

Hence Gene xlcalness rare— 1
.

1708 A Collins Anew Clarke’s 3rd Def 43 The Ques-
tion ,, has no relation to the genencalness of the Objects on
which we think, but to the genencalness of Thinking itself

Genericallj (dgene nkali), adv, [f. as prec,

With reference to genus
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 76 If it determine not the kinde

of good formally, nor virtually, nor contain it generically

[etc ] 1693 Woodward Nat Hist. Earth (1723) 27 Gene-
ncaly allied, 1748 Hartley Observ. Man n 1 30 We sup-

pose other Beings generically the same, and yet numerically
different, 1783 Blair Rhet (1812) I vn 144 These two
kinds of writing are generically and essentially distinct

x868 Peard Water-Farm xv 133 The tench .. belongs

to the carp family, and is separated from it generically on
account of the size of the scales with which the body is

covered [etc ] 1894H, Drummond AscentMan 140 Among
the most ancient Carboniferous plants . . are found certain

forms generically identical with those now living.
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Genericism. rare—

1

[f Geneiuo + -ism ]

Explained by the writer to mean :
* The systematic

official adoption of generic as contradistinguished

from specific phraseology’.
1840 G S Faber Regen. 342 The principle of Genericism

pervades all the Offices of the Church of England.

Generific (dgenen fik), a. nonce-mod. [f. L
gener- (see Generic) + -(i)fic ]
1825 [see Generalific]

Generification (dgenerifikjijbn). Logic [f.

as prec. + -ATION ] (See quots. 1837, 1864.)
1837-8 SirW Hamilton Logic xi (1866) I xgx The ah

straction which carries up species into genera, is called, in
that respect, Generification, 01, more loosely, Generalisation
1864 Bowen Logic iv 74 Generification is the process of
rising, through the successive abstraction of Marks, fiom
lower to higher Concepts 1874 M'Cosh Scot Philos li

(1875) 382 Mr Grote and Mr. John Stuart Mill have tued to
improve Mill’s doctune of generification

Generosity (dgeneqrsiti). [ad. L. generosi-

tat-em, f. generos-us Generous.]
I. Excellence, goodness of race ; nobility of birth

or lineage. Now only arch
I432-S° tr Higdeu. (Rolls) I 49 Hit is to be holden that

Asia is moste m quantite, Europa lesse m quantite, but
egalle in the numerous generosite [L generositate] of peple.
157a Bossewell Armone 13 b, Sentences concerning gene-
rositie, collected outofsundrye Aucthors, and lirste certayne
verses, made by G. Chaucer, teaching what is gentleness,
or who is worthy to bee called gentle 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb ) igo Nobilitie began in thy auncestors, and endeth in

thee, and the Geneiositie that they gayned by vertue thou
hast blotted with vice. 1630 Bulwer Anthropomet in.

(1653) 83 The ingenious Women are marked with certamo
notes m the Forehead, which is accounted a kind of gene-
rosity. 1864 Lowell Biglotv P Poet Wks (1879) 275 The
Virginians especially lay claim to this generosity of lineage.

f b. Of animals : Excellence of breed
,

the

spirit arising from this. Obs.

1575 Laneham Lett. (1871) 15 The foot men lookt well too
the hors, and hee of Generositde soon callmd of him self

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) no It wenkeneth their
bodies, and dulleth m them all generosity

2 *hHigh spirit, courage, nobility of conduct (obs.)

Now only in. the more restricted sense . Willing-
ness to lay aside resentment or forgive injuries;

magnanimity.
1623 Cociceram, Generosity

,

noblenesse of minde, courage.
1639 B Harris Panval's Iron Age 33 Their generosity is

remarkable, in. regard they grudge not to give praise to the
vertue even of their enemies, when they deserve it ifigp

Bentley Phal 236 His Judgraent, like other mens Valour,
has commonly the generosity to favour the weaker side.

1718 Lady m.W Montagu Let to C’tess Bristol (1887) I.

240 'Tis a degree of generosity to tell the truth 1786 W.
Thomson Watson's Philip III (1839) 239 The part which
sound policy required him to act,was consonant to the natural
generosity of his temper This magnanimous prince [etc ]

1838 Lytton Alice 41 Let me throw myself on your gene-
rosity. 1883 Sir T. Martin Ld. Lyndhurst v. 142 Gene-
rqsity is never a characteristic of political party warfare

3 . Readiness or liberality in giving
, munificence.

1677 Wycherley Plain Dealer iv 1, They are of that vain
number,who hadrathershew their false generosity,m giving
away profusely to worthless Flatterers, than in paying just
Debts 1712 Hearne Collect (O.HS)III 337 My excellent
Friend, to whose Geneiosity I owe my Education 1730
Johnson Rambler No 81 ir 9 The giver & receiver differ

m their opinions ofgenerosity, *833 Alison Europe (1849-
50) I ui § 93. 356 Generosity is nearly allied to extrava-
gance

4. fl Instances of generosity (senses 2 and 3),
rare.

1647W Browne tr. Gomberville's Polexander n iv frrr 5
You love him even after he . without regarding so many
generosities which should perswade him, hath done what
in him lay to deprive you of your life a 1713 Burnet
Own Time (1766) I. 106 One that earned tne generosi-
ties of friendship very far. 1833 Lamb Elia n, Produc
Mod. Arty The relish with which, his Reading Public had
received the fooleries of the man, more to their palates than
the generosities of the master [Don Quixote]

1

5

. The Order of Generosity

.

a Prussian order
of distinction, instituted in 1665, and supersededm
1740 by the Order for Merit. Obs.

1707 Land. Gas No. 4339/1 His Majesty hath been
pleas’d to give him the Cross of the Order of Generosity.

Generous (dgemeres), a. [ad. F. gfttbreux,
ad. L generos-us, f gener-, genus stock, race ; cf.

Sp., It. generosQ, The senses appear already de-
veloped in Fr. and for the most part in Latin.]

1

Of noble lineage
, high-born Also absol. =

nobles (quot. 1610). Now only arch.
1388 ShakS' L L L v, 1 96 Most generous sir 1603

Knolles Hist, Turks (1621) 1300 Many knights of
generous .extraction, 1610 Guillim Heraldry nr vii
116 The Ancient Generous made choice rather of such
Herhes as grew in the Fields a 1683 Sidney Disc Govt
ni xxvu (1704) 34s This has in several ages cost the
Nation a vast proportion of generous blood 1830 Neale
Med Hymns 178 In a generous womb once dwelling 1873
Kingsley Lect. dehv in Amer 1 3 That genial reverence
for antiquity which I hold to be the sign of a truly generous
—that is in the nght sense of the grand old word—a truly
high-bred nature,

+ b Of animals : Of good breed or stock. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 109 The generous

Bitches have 12. [speans], other but 10. 1641 Hinde J,
Bruen vn 26, I have seene a Gentleman very carefull to
have his horse of a generous race a 1680 Butler Rem.
(T7S9) I Eagles try their Young against his Rays, To
prove, if they’re of generous Breed, or base *697 Dryden

Virg Georg m xxg The Colt that for a Stallion is design’d,
By sure Presages snows his generous Kind *781 Gibbon
Decl

<S> F II 37 The plains bred a generous lace of
horses, renowned above ail others in the antient world, for
their mijestic shape, and incomparable swiftness

o. ttansf.

1749 Power Pros. Numbers 11 Of those which I call the
generous or the noble Feet, some are moie excellent than
others

2 Of actions, character, etc : Appropriate 01

natural to one of noble birth or spint; hence,

+ gallant, courageous
(obs ) j

magnanimous, free

from meanness or prejudice
1388 Shaks L, L L v 11. 632 This is not generous, not

gentle, not humble 1636 B Harris Panval’s Iron Age
1 111 37 [He] made a geneious resistance, and won a glorious
victory 1697 Pottlr Antu? Greece in 1 (1715) 1 The
rapine of these [Flocks and Herds] was look’d on as a gone-
ious and heroical exploit 1723 De Foe Voy sound World
(1840) i2i The gratitude they expiessed was a token of
generous principles. 1823 Scott Pevenl xn, This generous
disposition to defy control. 1843 M Pattison Ess (1889)
I 19 The spirit of timid reserve still kept the bishops silent,

and this generous appeal met no response x88o McCarthy
Own Titties IV lxii. 398 It was an error indeed, but it was
at least a generous error

b Of persons * + High-spmted, gallant, cou-
rageous (obs ) ;

magnanimous, noble-minded.
1623 Cociceram, Genet otis, valiant, noble 1640 tr Ver-

des e'sRom Rom hi 8 This generous Warrior, that was not
capable of fear in the greatest . dangers 1636 B Harris
Panval's Is on Age 130 This generous Prince, being brought
up 111 arms a 1704 T Brown Dh Ormond’s Recov Wks.
1730 I 30 Neglected horses range along the plain, Their
chariots broke, and generous riders slain ' 1781 Gibbon
Decl

<J-
F III 261 The usurper was tempted to place

some confidence in so generous a conqueror. 1794 Godwin
Cal. Williams 9 The most geneious Italian conceives that
there are certain persons whom it would be contamination
for him to call into the open field 1876 Mosley Usim Serin
ix (1877)195 He who is generous to an equal is geneious at
the risk of his own loss or fall by comparison

*1 c. Of animals : Spirited. Obs. tare
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1890) III 304 A generous crea-

ture a horse is, sensible in some sort of honour, made most
handsome by pnde. 1661 Lovell Hist. Atittu. <5- Min.
Introd , Amongst the aforesaid living creatures, some are
Solar, sc those that are generous and lively, as the bull,

goat, horse, lion •
3 Free m giving, liberal, munificent
1696 tr Du Mont's Voy. Levant 33 Since the Ladies here

are no less Geneious than Charming there are many In-
trigues form'd 1704 Rowe Ulyss Ded., The Restoring and
Preserving any Pait of Learning is so Generous an Action
in it self, that it naturally falls into your Lordship’s P10-
vmce. 1768 Sterne Sent Joum. (1778) II 31 (Versailles)
The king, he said, was the most generous of pi inces, but his
generosity could neither leheve or leward every one X878
R W Dale Led. Preach vm 248 A man may be generous
with his money and ungenerous in his spirit 1882 Sat Rev
No 1383 333 He was himself generous as a giver, paiting,
indeed, with that which did not altogether belong to him-
self 1896 Scott Notes <§ Queries X 22 These generous
donations were afterwaids supplemented

b. tranf. Of land : Rich, fertile (Cf. F sol

ginbreux )

1853 Merivale Rom. Rep. (1867) 3 Mites and miles of
generous soil were abandoned to the boar and the buffalo.
1860 Motley Netherl (1868) I. 1 7 A generous southern
territory, flowing with wine and oil

4. Furnished liberally or without stmt; hence,
abundant, ample, copious
xfixS J Stephens Satyr. Ess ix Clearkes and other knaves

(Who with their gennerous ruffs the Court out-braves) Will
take a pention, or a quarter-fee To make their friend from
information free 1790 J B. MoretonA?7i««,W Ind 15 Yet
they are fond to see strong liquors given in generous por-
tions to the sailors 1853 Thackeray Newcomes I 348 How
great and liberal the houses are with generous casements
and courts. x886 0 W. Holmes Mori AtiUp Introd 21
His ample coat . with its broad flaps and many buttons and
generous cuffs

b. Of diet (with mixture of sense 5) : Ample in
quantity and rich in quality, strengthening. Also,
with somewhat similar notion, of colour : Rich, full.

1833 Paris in Cycl Pract. Med I 568/2 Young childien
and growing youths generally thrive upon a generous diet
of animal food. 1844. Kinglake ESthesi 111 (1878) 42 The
glow of generous colour.

5 . Of liquor, esp wine : Rich and full of strength

;

invigorating ; + also absol as sb.

This use is originally due to L vinumgenerosum (Horace)
wine ofa good class or stock In Eng (as in Fr ) it has asso-
ciations derived from senses 2 and 3
1630 R Johnson's Kingd fr Coimtvw 285 The Neccar,

whose bankes are mriched with the most generous Wines
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III 486 It [Metheglm] is

a most generous liquor 1697 Dryden Virg Past v. 109
Two goblets will I crown with sparkling Wine, The
gen’rous Vintage of the Chian Vine 1740 E Baynard
Health (ed 6)11 Not that in general I condemn A Glass
of Gen'rous now and then; When you are faint, your
Spirits low 1753 Amory Mem (1769) II 98 He perhaps
had a bottle of generous in his stomach 1768 BoswEr l
Corsica in (ed 2) 187 The juice of the Corsican giapes is so
generous, that it will always please by its natural flavour.
1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 11. xvi, Drawing out, by the assis-
tance of generous wine, their most kindly sentiment, and
most engaging feelings x8sg Jephson Brittany xni 223
Whose earliest nutriment was the generous vine of Bearn

+ 6. Of remedies Vigoroub, strong, powerful
(Cf. Heroic 4.) Also of a disease. Obs
1663Boyle Occas Reft n.iv (1845) 109 TheDoctorthought

himself this Day oblig’d to a quite contrary, and yet a more
generous Remedy , and order’d, that, instead of giving me

Drink, they should take away Blood 1674 R Godfreyhn
fr Ab Physic im A Doctor being asked why he would
not give such a Patient moie generous remedies, seeing he
giew so much woise under the use of common languid ones
[etc ] 1677 Lady Chaworth m 12th Rep Hist MS S

-

Comm. App v 37 My Lord is still ill of the gout and the
Duke of Buckingham hath had a geneious fitt of itt

(dge nerssli), adv. [f. prec. +

respect of birth Obs
1608 Heywood Lucrece B, Tis pittie one so generously

deriu’d Should be depnu’d his best mduements thus
*

2 Nobly;
1
* gallantly, bravely (obs ) unselfishly

magnanimously.
1391 Percivall Sp Did., Gesierosamente, generously

gentleman-like, generosO X640 tr Verdes e’s Rosn Rom
11 121 Rozalmond had generously slam two Giants *665
Boyle Occas Re/I, (1845) 60 A Good Man, generously con-
tending with ill Fortune. 1692 E Walker Epictetus1Mor
xxvu, Generously brave, Thou all their little Malice may’st
defy X754 Richardson Grandison III xiv 101 My dear
Enuly sat geneiously uneasy, I saw, for the trouble she had
been the cause of giving 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl m
1772, 249 A companion of the Saint generously offered
lumself 1833 PitESCon Philip II, I m iv 357 Granville
now generously interceded in behalf of his ancient foe.

b Of a horse . Biavely, gallantly.
x888 Times 26 June 11/6 The jockey Wame, who rode

Success at Deiby stated that he made a good start Success
lan, he said, generously

3. Liberally
;
in an open-handed fashion

1634-3 Brereton Trav (Chatham Soc) 82 Here we
rested the Loid’s day, and were veiy generously and nobly
entertained 1723 Di Fol Eng Tradesman (1732) I vn
77 If bis creditors will do anything geneiously foi him, to
enable him to go on again, well and good 1766 Goldsm
Vic W. x, My wife always generously let them have
a guinea each, to keep in their pockets 1882 Sir R Tem-
pll Men fr Ev my Time India 111 44 Though simple in
hts tastes and habits, he was generously hospitable

4 With reference to diet (sec Genj-koub 4 b)
1833 F Twcnmc in Cycl.Prad Med II 210/1 If he [the

patient] have been accustomed to live generously the
allowance of wine must be greater

GeuerouBness (dge nerasnes). Nowmre [f.

as prec •+• -ness.]

1 . Nobility of character, high spirit, magnanimity
ifirx Heywood Gold Age iv H 4 a, Much haue I heard of

his renowne in armes, His generousnesse, his veitues 1693
Whether Pari. l>e dissolved by Death P'cess Orange 58
What will Posterity say of us, if we have not the Fortitude
and Generousness, through the refusing to pay Taxes, to
force the Case of this Parliaments being dissolved 1871
Smiles Charac iv (1876) 164 The width, and depth, and
generousness of their nature

1

2

. Fertility, richness (of soil). Obs.

1695 Mottlux St Olon's Morocco 38 The generousness
of its Soil, that yields its Fruits almost without help.

Genesial (dgenrsial), 0 [f Genesi-b + -al ]
Pertaining to generation Gcnesial cycle * ‘ a period
of ovarian, of uterine, and of mammary activity,

into a senes of which the repioduclive life of the

human female is divided’ (Syd Soc Lex. 1885)
1882 in Ogilvie , and in later Diets

Genesiology (dgonf si^lodgiL [f as prec

+ -(o)logy ] The science of geneiation
*882 in Ogilvie ; and in later Diets

Genesis (dgenesis) [a L genesis, a. Gr.

7iveais ongin, creation, generation, f *jev- root of
-ytyveaGai to come mlo being, be bom ]
1. The first in order of the books of the Old

Testament, containing the account of the creation

of the world.
The name was given by the Gr translators, and retained

in the Vulgate ; in quot. 1225 Genesi is the Latin ablative
c 1000 /Elfric On O N Test (Gr.) 3/18 Fif bee he

awrat mid wundorheum dihte seo forme ys Genesis.
a X225 Auer R. 34 A meiden alsohet was, Tacobes douhter,
hit telleo ine Genesi, eode vt uor to biholden uncuSe
wummen c 1230Gen frEx. 2522 De boc Se is hoten genesis
X362 Langl P PI. A vn 219 Go to Genesis the Ieaunt,
engendrure ofvs alle. *333 Gau Richt Vay 33 It is wntme
in the first chaiptur of Genesis [etc.]. 1649 Kobtrts Clams
Bibl 6 Genesis, 1. e Generation, so called by the Greek

,

partly because it setsfoith the Generations of the heavens
and of the earth, in their first creation

;
partly because it

describes the Genealogie of the Patriarchs 168a Dryden
Medal, Epist to Whigs, He has damned me in your cause
from Genesis to the Revelations 1883 Huxley Coll Ess
(1893) IV 137 Those modem representatives of Sisyphus,
the reconcilers of Genesis with science
allusively (see 4). 16x4T Adams Wks (1861) I 227 Every
man that hath his Genesis must have his Exodus, and they
that are born must die

1

2

Astrol. Nativity, horoscope Obs
c 1373 Sc Leg Saints, Clement 434 Inpossible thing is,

hat ocht be done but genesis [L. extra genesin] 16*4 B
Jonson Fortunate IslesA 4 a, Hauingobseru’d your Genesis,
He would not hue

_
1632 Gaule Magastrom, 347 Ves-

pasian being admonished, by the mathematicians, to ta]ce

heed of Metius Pomposianus, because he had an imperial!

genesis [etc ] [L genesim imperatonam Suet Vesp 14]

+ 3. = Synthesis (orig with reference to geome-
try, opposed to analysis

,

see Aristotle Eth Ntc
in. 111) Cf. quot 1654 s.v Genetioal. Obs
x6xa Brinsley Lud Lit xo8 Hereby schollars may haue

dady^ much sure practice both of Analysis and Genesis,
that is, resolumg and making Latme which as was noted,
all the learned doe acknowledge to bee almost all in all, in

getting all learning 1674 Jeake A nth (1606) 358 Thus
much may suffice for the Genesis Now for the Analysis

4 Origin, mode of formation or production (very

Generously
-ly2]

*t*
1 . Highly in
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freq. in. mod usage, esp with refeience to the origin

of the universe and its parts, or of natural and
mental phenomena).
1604 R Cawdrey Table A Iph (1613), Genesis, beginning

1675 R Burthogge Causa. Dei 380 A Custom bottomed
upon the Great Ongimst, and that account he gives us of
the Genesis and Rise of things 1678 Cudivorth Intell

Syst t iv § 14 238 All which genesis or generation of
gods is really nothing but a poetical description of the cos-

mogoma a 1734 North Exam r 11 § n (1740) 36 It

seems the Author himself was in the Dark as to the Genesis
of tins Speech 1817 Coleridge Biog Lit. 138,

1

shall now
proceed to the nature and genesis of the imagination 1831
Carlyle Sari Res (1858) 49 To the Genesis of our Clothes-

Philosopher, then, be this First Chapter consecrated 1838-9
Hallam Hist. Lit III vm, in § 11 404 Harriott arrived

at a complete theoiy of the genesis of equations 1864
Bowen Logic v 119 It explains only the genesis, not the
nature, of the Categories 188s Ci odd Myths <$• Dr 1 l.

5 The theory of evolution must embrace the genesis and
development of mind

t b Math. = Generation-. Ok.
1706W Jones Syn Palmar. Matheseos 224 The Genesis

of Solids may be exhibited m various ways 1721 Bailey,
Genesis [in Geometiy] is the Forming of any Figure, plain,

or solid 1726 tr Gregory's Astron I 205 An Account of
the Genesis, Nature and Uses of the Celestial Equinoctial

Hence Gene sic <2 ,
pertaining to genesis or origin

(cf. F. gtngsique) , Gene siac, Genesi acal, Ge-
nesi'tic adjs

,

belonging to the Book of Genesis
(cf F. g&iSsiaque).

1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat IV 1236/1 Of the progress of
the genesic phenomena, there is as yet but little clearly
known 1856 R. F Burton El-Mcdinah III 335 The
Genesitic account of the Great Patriarch has suggested to
learned men the idea of two Abrahams 1877 Dawson
Ong. World 11 36 Befoie the ‘ waters

' (and here is the pe-
culiar error of the genesiacal bard) some of the ancients
claimed the pre existence of light [etc ] 1892 E C Sted-
man m Century Mag XLIV 669 We then comprehend the
full purport of the Genesitic record—‘ye shall be as gods

'

1893 Month Nov 372 She [the Church] has so far acqui-
esced in the huger interpretations of Genesiacal cosmogony
that now the six day theory would be very unsafe 1896
Tablet 27 June 1014 The Genesiac days of creation

-genesis, repr. Gr yiye<ns (see Genesis) in

various quasi-Gr. compounds used m modem
science, denoting modes of geneiation, as abio-

genesis, biogenesis
,
parthenogenesis

,

etc.

Genet 1 (dge net). Forms* 5 jonet, genete, 6
jennet, jenette, 7 gurnet, jenit, 6, 9 genette,
7- gennet, 8- genet, [a. OF. gen{n)ete, -ette,

jen{n)ette (F. genette
)
= Sp and Pg gineta

, raed L.
geneta (mod L.genetta), a. Arab. JaAy* jamait ]

1 A kind of civet-cat, a native of southern

Europe, western Asia, and Africa. The common
species {Genetta vulgaris or Vwerra Genetta) is

found m the south of France
1481 Caxton Reynaid (Arb ) 79 Tho cam forth many a

beest anon, as the squyrel, the musehout, the fychews the
genete 1372 m Whitaker Hist Craven {1812) 325 A black
velvet gown furred with squyrels, and faced with jenet's
furr 1619 Middleton Love Antiq Wks. (Bullen) VII
331 Those beasts bearing fur The ounce, rowsgray, ginnet,
etc 1633 A Ross IlaporefJeLa (1658) 345 Gennets, which are
beasts like Spanish Cats m bigness, with long and slender
snowts, their furies, do smell like those of Civil Cats 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist. (1862) I xiv 234 The Dog Kind the
Dog, the Wolf . , the Genet. 1859 Tennelt Ceylon II. rx
vi. 323 The palmyia becomes the resort of the palm-cat and
the glossy and graceful genet

fa. pi. The skins of the animal employed as
fur for garments. Ok.
14*8 E E Wills (1882) 36 Also a gowne of giay russet

furred wit Ionetis and wylde Catis. 1538 Fitzherb. Just.
Peas 121 b, The lorde Chauncellei may weare any maner
furres, except blacke genettes 1551 Edw. VI in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) II 11 ix 3ig No mail under an earl,

not to wear sables, or black jennets, or cloth of silver 1688
R Holme Armoury nr. 260/2 Sables, Jenits, Minks, and
Filches [sic] are reckoned by the Timber, which is 4 Skms.
1694 E Chamberlayne St Gt Brit

\

nr 11 383 Of Funs,
Filches [sic], Grayes, Jennets, [etc ] 40 Skins is a Timber
b The fur obtained from the genet , also an

imitation of this) usually made from cat's fur.

1882 m Ogilvie 1890 Daily News 27 Dec 2/2 The
cheapest fur for lining coats is gennet, black in colour and
low m price 1891 Ibid 24 Oct 6/1 Lined with a less ex-
pensive fur, such as genet, musquash or squirrel

3 . attrib
,
as genet-cat

,
-skin

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 179 Of the Gennet-
cat, called Genetha 1677 Charleton Exercit de Diff
Anim (ed 2) 20 Genetta the Genet, aut Genet Cat
1812-15 Anne Plumtre tr Lichtenstein's S Afr II 15
The hyenas eat up the carrion and diminish very much
the thieving, mischievous apes, and the crafty genet-cats.

1890 Daily News 23 Jan. 7/2, 244 sable skins, nine genet
skms, and a skunk skin

Genet 2 (dge net). Also 8 gerunt [Perh. an
abbreviation of Jenneting

;
cf. Genet-moil J

A
kind of apple
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Genmt

,

or Genniting, a kind
ofApple which is ripe before any others 1895 Funds Stand
Diet

, Jenneting 2 [US] A winter apple, Rawle’s Genet
Genet, obs. form of Jennet
+ Genethliac, a and sb Obs Also 6 gene-

thliak, 7 -aque, -ake, 7-8 ack. [Ultimately

ad Gr. yeve$kiatc6s belonging to one’s birth or

birthday ( = 76v£6\ios, f 7eveOkrj birth, breed,

race, f *yev- to bear, bring forth), whence late

Vol. IV,

L. genethhac-us, F. gintthliaque from these the
English foims are more immediately derived ]A adj Relating to the casting of nativities
Also, relating to a birthday
1614 Selden l tiles Hon 67 Euery King hath a singular

starre for the Ruler of his Royall life, common persons
hauing only the mixtures of seuerall influences, according
to their Genethhaque figuies 1649 G Daniel Tnnarch ,

Hen V, xviu, When these Genethliake Rages are made out
The Sober Obiects of a well-taught Mind 1686 Goad
Celest Bodies 1 xv 98 Will not this let in all the Vanities of
the Genethhaque pretension? <31693 Urquhart Rabelais
in xxxvui 320 Genethliack and Horoscopal fool 1727-51
Chambers Cycl

,
Genethhacnm, Genethliac poem, is a com-

position m verse, on the birth of some prince or other
illustrious person There are also genethliac speeches or
orations

, made to celebrate a person’s birth-day.

B sb.

1. One who calculates nativities (so L genetk-
liacus, Gr, yeveOkiatcbs).

1584 R- Scot Discov Witcher xi xxm 214 margin, The
follie of our genethliaks, or nativiti-casters. 1625 Hart
Anat llr 11 ix 117, I adhere to none of your lugghng
Genethliacks 1664 Butler Hud 11 111 689 Strange turns
m the World’s affairs. Foreseen b’ Astrologers, Soutnsayers,
Chaldeans, Learn’d Genethliacks. 1840-4W H Mill Obs
Gospel in § 1 (1861) 307 The subject-matter alike of the true
science of astronomers and the false lore of genethliacs.

2. pi = GENETHLIALOGY (so L. genetliliace- Gr.
*7«j/edkianif)

;
also, horoscopes, nativities.

ai6iy Fotherby Atheom 11 vu § 3 (1622) 263 A kind of
Destmie bestowed vpon those Cities, in their genethliacks,
and natiuities, by the aspects and positure of the Stars
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Genethliacks, treatises about
Fortune-telling, or casting nativities. 1755 Johnson,
Geneiltltacks, the science of calculating nativities, or pre-
dicting the future events of life from the stars predominant
at the birth. Hence m latei Diets

3 A birthday ode. ( = Genethliaoon.)
1687 Winstanley Lives Eng Poets 60 He [Leland] wiote,

among many other volumes, several books of epigrams, his
Cignea Cantio, a Genethliac of Prince Edward
Hence + Genethliacism, the casting of nativities.

1632 Gaule Magastrom 60 Nothing is left of its own, 01
peculiar to it self [astrologie], but a Dare goeticall geneth-
liacistn or casting of Nativities

Genethliacal (d^enejbrakal), a [f. as piec.

+ -al] = Genethliac a.

*613 Puhchas Pilgrimage 1 xu 54 This . Judicial, Con-
jectural, Genethliacal Astrology God and man have con-
demned 1640 HowrLL Dodonds Grove 191 Slighting the
art of those foolish Astrologers, and Genethhacall Lphe-
merists, that use to pry into the horoscope of Nativities

1764 Char in Ann Reg 30/a He set himself about erecting
the following genethliacal type in order to a piesage of
Thomas’s future fortune 1835 Southey DoctorIII xcv 208
An astral alphabet for genethliacal purposes was published
near the close of the fifteenth century, at Cracow. 1838

J. P. Kennedy Rob ofBowl xvi. (i860) 187 This wonderful
medicament is a great remedy for all diseases, whether
proceeding from terrestrial or genethliacal influences.

Hence Oenetlili acally adv.
1632 Gaule Magastrom 49 How shall it, then, be be-

lieved that a mans religion or religious qualities may be
genethliacally prognosticated from the starres and their m-
fluentiall constellations ? 1816G S FaberOng PaganIdol
II 285 The wholehuman race may be resolved genethliacally
into the triad 183* Scott Kentlui xi, He was an adept,
who read the stais, and expounded the fortunes of mankind,
genethliacally, as he called it, or otherwise

I!
Genethliaoon (d^enejlsi ak^n). [L. ge-

nethliacon— Gx yevedKiaubv ] A birthday ode
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1 xxm (Arb ) 61 Others for

magnificence at the natiuities of Princes children, or by
custome vsed yeaiely ypon the same dayes,are called songs
natall or Genethliaca 1675 J Smith Chr Rehg App 1

II § x. 5 That [Quire] which before his birth sang his

Genethliacon 1796 Burke Regie Peace iv Wks IX 74
This year's Constitution, which was formed and its geneth-
liacon sung by the noble Author, while it was yet in em-
bryo x888 Edin, Rev CLXVII. 478 The eclogue is

a genethliacon, or birthday ode

Genethlialogy (d3ene>lise lodgi). Also ge-

nethliology. [ad Gr. yevtQktaloyia (L. geneth-

hologia), abstract sb related to yeveOkiakoyeiv to

cast nativities
; see Genetbliao and -logy.] The

science of casting nativities

1636 Blount Glossogr
,
Genethlialogy, telling or casting of

Nativities 1662 Stillingfl Ong Sacr 1 111 § 2 The
Chaldeans did so hold to Astronomy still, that they wholly
rejected Genethlialogy 1830 Leitch tr C O Milller'sAnc
Art § 186 (ed. 2) x68 The Chaldsean Genethliology *862
Lewis Astron. Anc v. 13 Herodotus makes no allusion to
any connexion with the stars in the Egyptian genethlialogy

of his time

HenceGenethlialo-glc, Genethlialo gioal adjs

,

pertaining to genethlialogy.
*1860 Sat Rev X 363/2 The third is a comparatively
modern genethhalogic work. 1863 Rawlinson Anc Mon ,

III v 423 The Chaldee astrology was primarily and mainly,
genethlialogical.

Genetmiaque, var Genethliac sb and a.

f Genethliatic. Obs. rare
—1

. [f. Gr, 7tvlOkia
nent pi. of 7eveBkios : see Genethliac and -atic.]

One who casts nativities (= Genethltao sb 1).

1649 Drumm ok Hawth Earn Ep Wks (1711) 147 The
genethliaticks have other observations than the stars , they
conjecture by the disposition, temper of the person [etc ]

Genethlic (dgenejilik), a rare-1, [f Gr. ye-

yiOkt) birth + -10; cf. Gr. yevidkioi Beoi.] (See

quot.)

1846 Ellis Eight Marl I 244 The genethlic divinities,

or those which preside over birth.

Genethliology, var Genethlialogy
Genetic (d^ene tik), a. [f. Genesis, on the

analogy ofpans ofwoids like antithesis, antithetic.]
1

.

Pertaining to, or having reference to, origin.

1831 Carlyle Early Germ. Lit m Misc Ess (1888) III
168 Our theories and genetic Histories of Poetry should
henceforth cease i860 Marsh Eng. Lang 281 In a histo-
rical sketch of the genetic development of the parts of
speech, we should naturally begin with the Interjection
*870 Max Mulllr Set Rehg. (1873) 143 The only scientific

and truly genetic classification of religions 1878 Foster
Phys hi v § 3 481 Regaided in a genetic aspect, the
spinal coid is a series of cemented segments

b. Biol Genetic affinity, connexion , relation-

{ship) : one that is the result of a common origin.

1839 Darwin 0-rig Spec iv (1873)101 If this had occurred,
we should meet with the some form, independently of
genetic connection, recurring in widely separated geological
formations 1880 Gunther Pishes 373 There is no direct
genetic relation between those fishes.

e. Logic. Genetic definition . one which defines

a thing by describing the manner of its formation
1837-8 Sir W Hamilton Logic xxtv (1866) II. 13 In

Genetic Definitions the defined subject is considered as in
the progress to be, as becoming ; the notion, therefore, has
to be made, and is the result of the definition, which is con-
sequently synthetic 1884 tr Loire’s Logic 167 ‘Let a
straight line revolve in one plane about one of its extremi-
ties, and combine the successive positions of the other
extremity ’ —that is a genetic definition of a circle,

d. Bot Genetic spiral (see quot.).

1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot 169 A hne is imagined
proceeding in such a direction that, traversing the axis
it includes the points of insertion of all the successive lateral
members according to then age ; the horizontal projection of
this line is called the Genetic Spiral ; m reality it is a helix
running round the stem more or less regularly.

2

.

Sometimes misused for : Generative, pro-
ductive (— Gr yevv7]TUc6s).

1838 Stackw Mag XLIV 242 It points to a genetic or
cieative power 1863 Lowell Thoreau Pr Wks 1890 1 . 366
Above all, there is the standard of genetic power, the test
of the masculine as distinguished from the receptive minds.
1884 Expositor Dec 464 This view of faith assigns to it

a genetic energy adequate to the production of the rich and
manifold lesults of the Christian life

3

.

quasi-sb. {pi) The principles or laws of

origination
1872 F Hall Recent Exempt False Philol 101 Nor are

his notions of verbal genetics at all less superficial than lus
acquaintance with practical precedents.

-generic (see prec.j, suffix forming adjectives,

which correspond to sbs. in -genesis and -geny, as

biogenetic, cosmogenetic, phylogenetic,physiogenetic
All of these aie of recent formation, and only in

use as scientific terms. See -geny.

Genetical (dgene tilcal), a [f. Genetic + -al ]
= Genetic a + Also, in early use = Synthetic

(cf. Genesis 3).
1634 Whitlock Zootonna Pref Avuj b, I love books that

make use of Sciences, not compile them into their Geneticall,
or Analyticall Parcels 1831 Carlyle Sort Res 1 xi (1858)

45A complete picture and Genetical History of the Man and
his spiritual Endeavour lies befoie you 1841 Emerson
Misc. Papers

l
Landor Wks (Bohn) III 311 These are not

plants and animals, but the genetical atoms of which both
are composed. 1875 Whitney Life Lang xui 277 That
classification aimed at being a strictly genetical one.

Genetically (d^ene tikali), adv [f prec. +
-ly 2J With respect to genesis or ongm
1837-8 SirW Hamilton Logic xxiv (1866) II 13 Only

those notions can be genetically defined, which relate to

quantities represented m time and space 1856 Emerson
Eng, Traits, Race Wks (Bohn) II. 23 Certain tribes

coming from one place, and genetically identical 1869

j

r. D Baldwin Preh Nations m (1877) 91 Genetically re-

ated dialects and forms of speech constitute one family
group 1883 A Roberts O T Revision xii 269 Our
Authorised version is genetically connected with all the
previous English veisions

Genetive, obs form of Genitive.

tGenet-moil. Obs Also 7 geu(n)et-moyle,
gmet-moil. [f. Genet 2

; the second element
may be moyle Mule, suggested by the coincidence

in sound with Jennet ] A variety of apple
1637 Austen Fruit Trees 1 77 Gennet-moyle is accompted

better then either for Cider a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) I 8

Another of as great Renown, And solid Iudgment in. the
Moon, That understood her various Soils, And which
produc'd best Genet-moyles 1727 Bradley Fam Did s.v

Dwarftrees, Such Trees as are apt to put forth Roots
the Kentish Codling, Genet-moil [etc ]

t Ge’netor, gennitair. Obs Forms: 4
genatour, 6 geneto(u)r, -ture, gennitarr, gen-
netter. [OF. geneteui and genetaire, f genet

Jennet ] A soldier who rides a jennet.

? a 1400 Morte Artk, 2897 Than the genatours of Genne
enjoynesattones 1323 Ld. Berners Froiss I ccxxxvi 336,
I haue thre thousande barded horses and I haue also seuen
M genetours. 1523 Ibid II li 179 When Syr John Ferrant
saw the geneture, he sayd to a squyer of his, galop forth thy

f
enet, and assaye to speke with yonder geneture 1579
‘enton Gmcciard (x6x8) 257 And Ferdinand with three

hundred Lances, two thousand Genmtairs, and sixe thousand
footmen 1392 Wyrley Armone 77 Seuen thousand I haue
armed head and feet Ofgenetors full twentie thousand more
1600E Blount tr. Cmesiaggio 213 In the first ranke whereof
marched their Harquebusiers on horsebacke, in the second
their geunettecs, in the thirde their light horsemen.
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Genetrix, genitrix (d3e*mtiiks\ Now rare.

Also

6

Sc genetriee, 7 genitresae. [a L genetnx,

genitnx femaleparent (cf Genitor), f.gen-sttm of

gignfre to beget, give birth. The form gemtnce
is adopted fiom OF., while gemtresse is a new
formation from Genitor ] A female parent, a
mother. Also Jig. applied to one’s native countiy
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv 63 Victryce of wyce, hie

genetriee Of Jhesu, lord souerayne 1562 A, Scott Poems
(STS)i 5 Welcum, oure jem and joyfull genetryce 1 16x0
Hoixand Camden's B> it n 46 But praises all of this my
genitresse That shee deserv’s, no wit nor art is able to ex-

presse 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 1 iv § xg 366 Om-
nipotent Jupiter the progenitor and genitnx, the both
father and mother, of those gods 1878 B Taylor Deuka-

lion 1 v 44 Who else than she the genetnx of light, The
mother of the morning? 189a Sir F Cook 111 Mod Rev I

140The typical mother can neither be a slave nor a genetnx
of slaves.

G-enetta, genett(e, obs. forms of Jennet

Geneva1 (dgfnzva). Also S geneve, -er [ad.

Du genever, jenever (the ending being assimilated

to that of next), ad. OF. genevre (F genilvre)

•.—'Ll. justifies us jumper] A spirit distilled from
gram, and flavoured with the juice of jumper
berries ,

it is made m Holland, and is hence also

called Hollands, formerly Hollands Geneva (Often

written with capitalG by confusionwith Geneva 2
)

In the shortened form Gin, the name chiefly denotes a
spirit of British manufacture, originally an imitation of the
Dutch spirit, and usually flavoured not with juniper but
with some substitute, but the woids are sometimes used
indiscriminately In many works of reference in the 18th c.

and even later, geneva is explained as the name of a spirit

distilled, or obtained by fermentation, fromjumper bernes

,

but it does not appear that this was ever correct

1706 Piiillii's (ed Kersey), Geneva, a kind of strongWater
so called xyagBrit Apollo II No 22 3/1 The Gypsie With
Flip and Geneve got most Damnably Typsie 1727 Arbutii-
NOT51h/i» 2?w//Postscr ch xiv,Hefound thecombatantsdnnk-
mg Genever in a Brandy-Shop 1732 Fielding Mock Doctor
ix,Takeoneof these boluses washing it downwith six spoon-
fuls of the best Holland's Geneva 1751 Sir J. Hill Mat.
Med n v xxi. 487 We used to keep a distill’d spirituous
Water ofJuniper in theShops, but the making of itbecame
the Business of the Distiller, who sold it under the Name
ofGeneva , but at present only a better Kind [of] that is made
with the Juniper Berry, what they commonly sell is made
with no better an Ingredient than Oil of Tiupentine and
with the coarsest Spirit they have. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4
1. 1 Introd 5 Geneva was in great quantities served out to
the French armies, whenever an engagement was expected
18x6 Kirby& Sr Entomolfix^) II 187 Immediately I seized
my piey,and not knowing liow to destroy it, I immersed
it in Geneva 1831 Lincoln Herald 16 Dec. 3/4 If a poor
boatman is found in possession of a gallon of contraband
geneva, he is fined. 1889 Pall Mall G 13 Nov. 2/2 Ofrum,
alcohol, and Geneva 652,000 cwt were exported in 1888
altnb 17x8 [Read's] Weekly Jml 4 Jan , Last Thursday

morning a Woman coming out of a Jenava Shop, 111 Red
Cioss Street, fell down.
Hence + Gene vaed fifil a , drunk with geneva.
1755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 251 These gorgons,

furies, harpies on fire or quenched , genevaed or citroned .

in tavern, bagnio, brothel

Geneva 2 (djiru va). The name of a town in

Switzerland, used altnb. or quasi-adj with the sense
f belonging to, made or originated at Geneva’;
often with refeience to matters of Calvinistic doc-
trine or discipline, or of puritanical practice
Geneva bands, clerical bands (see Band sb ’ 4b) re-

sembling those worn by the Swiss Calvinist clergy Geneva
bible, the English translation of the Bible first printed at
Geneva in 1560, so Geneva testament, Geneva con-
vention (see Convention 8 a) Geneva cross, a red
Greek cross on a white ground, used in war time as a badge
to distinguish ambulances, hospitals, and the persons serving
them Geneva gown, a black gown such as was worn by
the Calvinist clergywhen preaching t Geneva hat, a hat
of the style regarded as distinctive of the Puritan cleigy
t Geneva print, («) the kind of type used in the Geneva
bibles (in quot allusively) ;

(b) applied jocularly to the
style of pleated linen worn by Puntan women. + Geneva
set, 7a small plain ruff worn by the Calvinist clergy (cf. quot.
ax668)
c 1570m Slrype’s Parker App 139 This Error is also in the

Geneva Bible 1623 Massinger Dk Milam 1 B j b, If you
meet An officer pleaching of sobnety, Vnlesse he read it m
Geneuci print, Lay him by the heeles 1628 Earle Micro-

cosm
, Shee precise Hypocr (Arb ) 63 Shee is a Noncon-

formist in a close Stomacher and Ruffle of Geneua Print
*633 T Adams Exp 2 Peter 11. 5 You shall find hei [1 e
pride] as soon in a little Geneva-set, as in a great Spanish
ruff. 1635 Davenant News fir Plymouth iv (1673) 23/1
And get more Charities by it Fiom your little ruff'd Geneva-
Man, or Flemming 1637 Laud Let 28 Aug 111 Strafford
Lett (1739) II 100 They do not only sing the Psalms after
the Geneva Tune but expound the text too in the Geneva
sense 1639 Mayne City Match v 1, Who does he look like
in that dresse? New Hum ? why Like a Geneva Weaver,
in black. 1639 Drumm of Hawth Consid to Pari Wks
(1711) 186 Church-men shall have liberty to wear the
old fashion ofGeneva hats and apparel 1640 Glapthorne
Wit in Const 1, Wks 1874 I. 172 He has already spoyld
His eyes with prying on Geneva prints 1678 Dry-
den Limberham iv 1, Get thee hence, thou old Geneva
testament thou art a part of the ceremonial law, and hast
been abolished these twenty years x8zo Scott A bbot vi,
It is like that the mass and the cross will come up, and then
down go pulpits, Geneva-gowns, and black silk skull-caps.
1854 Thackeray Newcomes II xxvu 250 Let us hope divine
truths may be shining . , which Geneva glasses cannot yet
perceive, and are beyond the focus of Roman telescopes
1860 Emerson Cond, Life, Behav Wks. (Bohn) II. 383

Men are like Geneva watches with crystal faces which
expose the whole mov ement 1882 Edna Lyai l Donovan
xv, No clergyman m surplice and stole, or gown and
Geneva bands, had ever preached to him

Genevan (dgihz van), + Gene'vian, a. and
sb. [f. GENEV-A 1 + -AN, -IAN ]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Geneva, esp. to its

ecclesiastical organization
,
Calvinistic.

1573 New Customs m Dodsley's Coll (1825) I 291 For
since these Genevian doctours came so fast into this lande,
Since that time it was never merie with Englande 1637
HrvLiN Answ Burton iv 64 If by your Divines you
meane the Genevian Doctors, Calvin and Bez.t 1665
Walton Life Hooker in H 's Wks. (1888) I 78 The
parson of Borne was sequestred & a Genevian minister
put into his good living 1700 True Answ Sacheverell’s
Serm 8 The Genevian Discipline 1804 Ode to Rainbow
m Miniature No 8 [She] quaffs Genevian streams [A
burlesque allusion to Glneva 1

] 1853 Marsden Early
Punt 232 In 3577 Sandys Archbishop of York cited him
upon several charges, the chief of which was lus Genevan
ordination 1883 Congregaiioualist Nov 900 His tall form
giaced with a non Genevan gown.

B. sb A native of Geneva ;
also, one who

adheres to the doctrines of Geneva.
1564 Adp Parker Let Sir W Cecil in Corn (1833) 2x5

Charging the Genevian s and the Scottish of going too far m
extremities 1639 W Sclater Worthy Communicant Re-
warded 5 Whoso, oi, as the Genevians [1 e. translators of
the Geneva Bible] lender it, Whosoever 1:1710 Lett fr
Mist's Jml (1722) 1 160 By the Help of their Palatines and
Genevians 1843 Lowell Let 19 Sept (1894) I 80 The
cleigyman nowadays, to many a disciple of the cropt
Genevan, stands instead of the images and pictuies of old
Rome 1875 Knight Did RIech 2732 The drilling ofjewels
for the pivots was fiist done by Nicolas Facio, a Genevan,
in 1700. 1878 N. Ame> Rev CXXVII. 337 He tlnows
little light on the Genevan’s marvelous style

Hence f Gene'vanisin, Calvinism
1625 Bp. R Mountacsu App Ciesar 72 A Schisme on

foot to bring in Genevanismc into Chui ch and State

t Gemevate, o- Obs. [f Genev-a2 + -ate3]
trails To fashion after the Geneva model. Im-
plied m Ge'nevated fipl. a

,
G-e nevating vbl sb

*593 Abp Bancroft Dating. Posit r xo heading, Scottish
Geneuatmg for Reformation 1609 in Crt fy Times Jas /
(1849) I 99 He terms deposing princes, [etc ,] to be cither
Jesuited or Genevated divinity

Geneve, obs. form of Geneva 1
.

Genevese (dgen/vf'z), a, and sb [f Genev-a
+ -ese ] A. adj Pei tabling to Geneva.
i860 m Worcester 1871 Blackie Four Phases 1. 79 The

stern Genevese disciplinarian 1875 Lowlll Wordswot th
Prose Wks x8go IV 409 The Genevese humorist, Toepffer
B. sb. A native of Geneva. (Not now inflected

in pi

)

1650 Stapvlton tr. Strada ir vi 26 In their passage over
the Mountames , on the one side by the French, on the other
by the Geneveses and Swisse, they might easily be distressed
and cut off 1794 G Washington Lett Wilt 1891 XII 489
The pictui e drawnm them, ofthe Genevese, is really interest-
ing and affecting 1818 Mrs Shelley Fi ankenst. 1. (1865) 31
I am by birth a Genevese 1832 G Downes Lett Cont
Countries I 260 A neat Protestant church, erected by the
Genevese 1876 Bancroft Hist US IV xxxv 99 They
sent to him Dunant, a Genevese, as a British emissary
x88x A Gray Lett (1893) 719 All these Genevese speak
English well, except Madame De Candolle

Genevian, obs. form of Genevan.

#
Ge’nevize, v. [f. Ginev-a + -ize ] intr To

imitate or introduce the doctrines 01 practice of the
Genevan church. Implied in Gemevizing- vbl.

sb Also f Ge'nevizer, one who ‘ Genevizes \
168a G Vernon LifeofHeyltnVxeX Ash, The Genevizeis,

who affirm, that we had too little of the People, and too
much of the Prince therein 1692 South Serm (1717)V 253
It were easy to bring up the rear with our English Gene-
vizers X843 Ecclesiologtstll x6 The Genevizmg spirit in-
troduced in the time of Elizabeth.

tGenevois. Obs. Also 6 G-enevoyes [a.

F girt4voif\ = Genevese sb.

1558-68 Warde tr Alexis' Seer 62 a, To make Conserve
or Confiture of Quinces whiche also the Genevoyes doe
use 1705 Addison Italy 503 The Genevois have been very
much refin’d, or, as others will have it, corrupted by the
Conversation of the French Protestants

t Geng, v. Obs [OE *gingan, wk. vb, (only
in pa t. gtngde = Goth, gaggidci) .-OTeut. *gaijg-
jan f root of Gang v i]

1 . tntr To go, pass, move,
Beowulf (Z ) 1412 He feara sum befoian gengde wisia

monna wong sceawian c xooo Ags Ps (Th ) cxiu[i] 5 bu,
lordanen, forhwi gengdest on bscling? ^1205 Lav 12865Hu foro gengden [c 1275 for> gemde] >a queneu jeond wudes
& jjend feldes. a 1250 Owl Night 376 Jif hundes urne}>
to him ward He [the hare] gengjx wel swijie a wey waid
2 . With dat. of personal obj. : To assist
c i*oo Ormin 4160 Swa jjatt itt mujhe gengenn uss To

berr^henn ure sawle

t Genge, a Obs. [OE genge ( =OHG gengi,
MLG. genge, MDu ghenge, ON gengr), WGer
*gaygjo-> f root of Gang w.i] Current, prevalent,
valid
egootr BtxdasHist in x[u] (1890) 188 Ne webs Jimt Jx>n

to wundrienne, beah j?e $wes cymnges bene midhim swiSa
& genge wteren a 1000 Guthlac 765 in Exeter Bk , J?i

his soo fore 11s on his giefena xyld genge weorSe. a 12
Ow/ § Night 802 Wat tharf he recche of a mo sweng
Wone the on him is swo genge Ibid 1063 Thi song mai
so longe genge. That thu sbalt wippen on a sprenge
Geng(e, var. Ging Obs , company, crew.

Gengzeng, obs form of Ginseng.
Genial (dj5J nul), a 1 Also 6-7 gemall

[ad.
L. gemdl-is, f genius see Genies Cf OF*
genial

,
the mod F. genial, pertaining to 01 charac-

terized by genius, is a new formation after Ger.
genial

,
gemahsch.]

1 Of or pertaining to marriage, nuptial; also,
pertaining to generation, generative Of an angel
or deity Presiding over marriage or generation.
Genial bed=L lectus gemalis Now rate
1566 Nucn tr Seneca's Ottawa 1 m B2b Neroes

dreaded visage Doth fear me that I dare not ueepe
Ne suffeis me this gemall face To dash with teares
*595 Spenser Efiithal 399 And thou, glad Genius 1 m
whose gentle hand Ihe bridale bowre and gemall bed
remaine 1652 Gauli- Magastiom xvm 149 So many
Gemall or Genital! Gods and Goddesses 1667 Milton P L
iv 712 What day the genial Angel to our Sire Brought her
m naked beauty *703 Maundrell fourn Jems (1721)61
The virtue of them was to help Conception, being laid
under the Genial Bed 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) IV
323 The male and female [bear] seldom are seen together
but upon the accesses of genial desue 1793 Cowper Tale
iv, The spttng drew near, each felt a bieast With genial
instinct filled. 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) IV. 12
The electric impulse given in the genial act to every portion
of the solids and fluids of the body *864 Tennyson Lucre-
itttscnThe all-generating powers and genial heat OfNature

I* 2. Of or pertaining to a feast , festive. Obs
1620 VrNNER Via Recta vm 183 If it be a gemall meale,

or much larger then oidinarie, another draught ofWine is

allowable 1644 Milton Areop (Aib ) 49 Buried m the
genial cups of «iti Academick night-sitting 1607 Dryden
Virg Past v in In Winter shall the Genial Feast be
made Before the Fire ; by Surnmei in tlie Shade 17x5
Porn lhad 1 772 Thus the blest gods the genial day prolong
In feasts amlnosial 1762 C Johnston Reverie (1763) ]

151 No lesolution is proof against the pleasuies of a genial
hour
3 Conducive to growth Const, to Now chiefly

of air, climate, sunshine, passing into the sense

.

Pleasantly warm, mild
1647 Cowlev Misti

,
Wtitten m Juice of Lemon vi, But

when a Genial heat waims thee within 1705 Maidwell
Necess Educ. 31 The Soil was not Genial to the Seed 1766
[Ansi ey] Bath Guide 1 2 Ye genial Springs ! Pienan
Waters, hail' 1794 Mrs RADcrnru. Myst Udolpho vn,
And gives Us incense to the genial air 1809 Med Jml
XXI 426 A recovery which . may be attributed to the
regular and genial warmth of the wards 18x4 Scott Ld
ofIsles nr xiv, The wildest glen, but this, can show Some
touch of Nature's genial glow 1820 W Irving Sketch Bk
I 169 In the genial month of May 1834 L Ritchie
Wand by Seine 119 The northern hordes would naturally
seek a more genial climate 1858 Haws hornp Er $ It
Jrnls (1872) I 19 The soil is not genial to them 1893
Sir R Ball Story of Sun 319 Ice Ages and Genial Ages
must have alternated in each hemisphere
Jig 1856 Emerson Eng Tiaits, Rehg Wks (Bohn) II 98
Heats and genial peuods arrive in history a 1872 Maurice
Erundship Bis ix (1874) 255 Those years at Hoi ton are
undoubtedly the poel's most genial time, the one 111 which
he produced with the greatest freedom and joy.

4. Cheering, enlivening, inspiriting

1746 Collins Odes, Evening v, I hail Thy genial lov'd

return 1856 R A Vaugiian Mystics (i860) I. 8 Hus is the

genial hour x8 W W Story Giannom 53 When the
great logs blazed with a genial roar

5 . Sympathetically cheeiful, jovial, kindly
1746 Smollett Reproof 173 Let ev’ry polish'd dame, and

genial lord Employ the social chair and venal boaid 1774
WartonHist Eng.Poetry(1840) I. Dissert 11 p cxxvi.The
celebrated drinking ode of this genial aichdeacon [Walter
Map] has the regular leturns of the monkish rhyme 1840
Carlyle Heroes (1858) 258 Napoleon in Saint-Helena is

charmed with the genial veracity of old Homer 1847
Dickens Lett I 173 The most genial letter that ever was
written 1847 Tennyson Princess Concl vi, Agreatbioad-
shoulder’d genial Englishman 1859 Kingsley Misc (i860)

I 17 There is a great laugh in Raleigh’s heait, a genial

contempt of asses 1882 J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng II. 291
A pious and genial pastor.

6.

Pertaining to ‘ genius ’ or natural disposi-

tion
; natural Obs (In the later echoes of Mil-

ton’s phrase genial sfiirits, the adj. is prob. taken

in sense 4 or 5 )
1646 Sir T Brownt Pseud Ep 1 v 19 Naturall incapacity,

and gemall indisposition *671 Milton Samson 594 So
much I feel my genial spirits droop 1687 Dryden Hind <S

P in 1147 A theologue more by need than genial bent

1802 Coltridce Sibyl. Leaves Wks 1877 II. 217 My genial

spirits fail 1850 Tennyson In Mem Concl xx, Let all my
genial spirits advance

7 Of or pertaining to genius (see Genius 5)

;

characterized by genius (Chiefly after Ger. genial

,

gemahsch )

[1825 Carlyle Schiller n (1845) 116 (Translating Goethe )

Heinse’s ' Ardmghello ’ and achillei 's * Robbers ’ those

performances of genial woith and wild form ] 1827-48 Hare
Guessei Ser n (1848) 35 But a genial age, like a genial

individual, is unconscious of its own excellence. 1847

Emfrson Repr Rten, Shales, Wks (Bohn) I 353 Great genial

power, one would almost say, consists in not being original

at all in being altogether receptive 1855 Lewes Goethe

I iv 111 344 note. It Is difficult to find an English word to

express the German genial, which means pertaining to

genius The genial period was the period when every

extravagance was excused on the plea of genius

8 Comb

,

as genial-looking adj
1871 Miss Braddon Fenton's Quest I l 4 She was not

alone
,
a portly genial looking old man stood by her side.

Genial (d,?en3i al), a?* Anat. [f Gr yivei-ov

chin (f. yivv?jaw =L genet) + -al.] Ofor pertaining



GENIALITY. GENITALIA.

to the chm, situated on or arising from the chm

,

= Mental a 2 Gemal process
,
tubercle one of

two pairs of small bony prominences behind the

symphysis of the lower jaw, which give attachment

to two pairs of muscles.

1831 R Knox Cloquet's A nat 283 Gemo-hyoideus This
muscle arises from a small tendon inserted into the lower
genial process 1844 Hoblyn Diet Med , Gemo-, Genial
processes, the name of foui eminences of the inferior maxil

lary bone, beneath the symphysis of the chin 1883 'iyd

Soc Lex
,
Genial tubercles, the Mental spines 1890 Huxley

111 iqt& Cent July 775 note, The importance attached by some
to the presence or absence of the so called * genial elevations

’

Geniality (dgmijE’liii) [f Genial a 1 + -ity,

after L genidhtds.] The quality of being gemal.

f 1 Festivity, joviality Obs.—1

1609 Holland A nine Marcell xxx 1, 380 Such a reverent

regard in that time of auncient justice earned the Gemalitie

[L gemalitas], even of an enemies table

2 Agreeable warmth, mildness
1870 Proctor Other Worlds vii 170 The imagined geni-

ality of his [Uranus’s] summer weather

3 Sympathetic cheerfulness, good-nature, kindli-

ness. (The sense in quot 1652 is obscure
.
pos-

sibly= * temper, disposition
' )

1652 H L’Estrange Americans no Jewcs Ep. to Rdr

,

If I have any waies eired in judgment I refer my self to

the Readersferula, and offer, and pi ay to be pinned of riot

and lankness, to an innocent, candid, geniality, and mean-
ing *831 Carlyle Sort Res (1838) 182 Thou with thy
vivacities and genialities, makest such strange work 1837
Talfourd Mem Lamb (L ),

He had a natural geniality of
disposition that endeared him to his friends 1830 Kings-
ley A lt Locke n, There was a geniality in the tone to

which I was unaccustomed

Genialize (dgf malsiz), v [f Genial 0.1 +
-ize] irons. To impart geniality to, to render

pleasant or agieeable.

41864 Hawthorne Grimshaute xix (1891) 247 Some
Burgundy, of which it was the quality to warm the blood
and gemali/e existence for three days after it was drunk
1888 Blackw Mag. Aug 313 He had the well-known Wel-
lington physiognomy, only greatly softened and gemalised
1891 G Meredith One of our Conq II y 107 It would
have gemalized him
Hence Gemializing ppl. a.

1849 D Thomas Crisis 0/ Being 111 (1850) 5° Personal
religion is the chief good of man How it bungs all its

germmant poweis under the gemalizing influence of truth 1

Genially (dg* nmli),adv [f Genial® 1 + -ly 2 ]

f 1. By gennis or nature
,
naturally. Obs

1661 Glanvill Vanity Dogm. xii in Some constitutions
are genially disposited to this mentall seriousness

2. In a genial manner; pleasantly, agieeably:
cheerfully, kindhly
1751 Harris Hermes 11 111 (1765) 266 The splendid Sun
genially warmeth the fertile Earth. 178a Cowfer Progr

Err 412 Clearer skies and softer air Freshening his lazy
spirits as he ran. Unfolded genially and spread the man
1847 C Bronte J Eyre II vu 192 To taste but of the
crumbs he scattered to stiay and sti anger birds like me was
to feast genially 1870 Lowell Study Wind (1871) 1 This
genially garrulous Fellow of Oriel 1874 Green Short Hist
v § 1 213 No poetiy was ever more human than Chaucer's,
none ever came more frankly and genially home to its readers.

Genialness (dgrmalnes). [f Genial a i +
-ness] = Geniality.
1727 Bailey vol II, Genialness, Festivalness, Merriness at

Meat 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I 1 109 Humour he
had, and a certain genialness of nature.

Genian (dgenaran), a Anat [f. as Geni-al
a 2 + -an.] = Genial a 2

1885 Syd
m
Soc Lex , Genian apophysis, the Mental spines

+ Genice. Obs. 1 are- 1 In 5 genyoe j[a.

OF gemce (F gdmsse) heifer ] A heifer
1480 Caxton Ovid’s Met xn, xi, Achylles hade made

sacrefyce of a genyce unto Pallas for the vyctorye.

t Ge’nicle. Obs raie~\ [ad. L geuiculum
,

dim ofgenu knee ] A joint in the stalk of a plant.

1657 Tomlinson Renan’s Lisp 246 A stalk intercepted
with some genicles.

Genicnlant (client kitflant), a. [meg f. L.

gemcul-um (see prec ) + -ant ] = Geniculating-.
1852 Dana Crust n 1131 The right male antenna, though

geniculant, is but little different fiom the others in number
ofjoints.

Geni’cular, a rate-1
, [f L genicul-um

(see prec ) + -au ] =next.
180a Spirit Pvbl. Jrnls (1803) VI. 347 Buboes, impost-

humatiojis, genicular nodes, and the like

Geniculate (dgem kix7Ht), a. Nat. Hist.

[ad L genicnlatus

,

f genicttluin : see Genicle.]
Having knots or joints like a lenee

;
bent like a

knee
, knee-jointed

;
knotty. Geniculate body (

=
L. corpus gemculatum) : each of two knee-shaped
structures near the optic thalami at the base of the

brain. Geniculate ganglion : ‘ a small, reddish,

tnangular ganglion, at the genu of the optic nerve
’

(Syd Soc Lex 1885).
1668 Wilkins Real Char 11 iv § 3 75 A scarlet flower

with a geniculate stalk x8o$ J Galpine Bnt Bot, (1B06) 26
Cal lanceolate, cor awned at the base awn gemculaie
1828 Stark Elem Nat Hist II 297 Antennae geniculate,
and inserted on the proboscis 1836 Todd & Bowman
Phys Anat II 38 The optic tracts are connected with
the optic thalami chiefly through the geniculate bodies
1857 Berkeley Cryptog Bot § 124 133 The threads become
geniculate, and unite at the two bends 1875 Blake Zool
308 The posterior [antennae] are geniculate and pediform.

Ill

Hence Geni'oulately adv
,
m a geniculate

manner,
1637 Tomlinson Renou's Disp 314 Geniculately circum-

vesting the internodia of the cauls

Geniculate (dgem kuSfle't), », [f L gemculdt-,
ppl. stem of gemculdre to bend the knee, f. gem-
culum * see Genicle ] trans. and mtr. To bend
like a knee

, to form or be foimed into joints
1623 Cockeram, Geniculate

,
to loynt In mod Diets

Hence Gem eulatmg ppl. a.
183a Dana Crust 11 1040 1 he right male antenna alone

of the first pair with a gem culatingjoint

Geniculated (dgenrkml^ted), ppl. a. [f

Geniculate a + -edL] = Geniculate® Of a
twin crystal (see quot. 1805-17).
1657 PhysicalDiet ,

Geniculated, kneed, orknobbed, orfull
ofjojnts 1664 Power Exp Philos 1 31 1 he Water-Spider
She hath two hairy geniculated horns, knotted or joynted at
sevei al divisions like Knot-grass 1 728 Woodward Fossils n
1 A Piece of some geniculated Plant seeming to he part ofa
Sugar-Cane 1803-17 R. Jameson Char Min (ed 3) 226
Geniculated when it is composed of Lwo prisms, which are
united at one end, and form a kind of knee *836-9 Todd
Cyit.Anot II 862/1 The antenna are usually geniculated
1882 Sladen m Jrnl Linn Soc XVI No gt 238 The
other [spine] rather longer but much less robust and
rather geniculated sideways.

Geniculation (dgem Jan) [ad. late L.
geniculdtion-em

,
n. of action f gemculdre to bend

the knee

]

+ 1 The act of kneeling, genuflexion Obs
x6tx Coryat Crudities 2,

1

saw their Masse, but not with
that superstitious geniculation and elevation of hands that
the lest used. 1652 Sparke Pnm Devot (1663) 81 Her
knees were grown brawny, like the knees of Camels, with
her pious geniculation 166a Gunning Lent Fast 103 To
prepaie themselves by frequent prayers, fastings, gemcula-
tions and watchings

2. The state of being geniculated.

*879 Rutley Study Rocks x 149 Twinning is common,
sometimes giving rise to geniculation

b. cotter. A geniculate formation , a kneed part

or process. (In recent Diets

)

Genie (dgf m) Also 8 geny, (genii), 9 gem.
[a. F. genie, ad. L. genius ]
1 + a. A tutelary spmt (= Genius i.) Obs.

1635 tr De Parc's Francion n, 53 My Conductor in-

formed me, that they were the Genyes of mankind 1702
Addison Dial Medals (1727) 15 To these you may add the
Genies of nations, provinces, cities, etc.

b A Jinnee ; one of the sprites or goblins of

Arabian demonology
[The word gime was adopted by the Fr translators of the

Arabian Nights as the rendeung of the Arab word which
it resembled in sound andm sense. In Eng genie has been
commonly used in the sing and genu (see Genius 2) m the
plural ]

1748 Smollett Rod Rand hi, If the plot had been
whispered by a genie, communicated by a dream, or re-

vealed by an angel from on high 1787 Minor 60 It is out
of my power to assert whether it is a man or a beast, a genu,
or a woman r8aS Scott Taltsm. xx, His single lock of hair
streamed upwaids from his bald and shaven head, as ifsome
genie upheld him by it *877 Morley Crtt Misc. Ser 11

119 The horrible genie of civil murder. 1896 Westm Gaz 28
Dec. 3/r The engagement of Cinquevalh, cleverest of jug-
glers, to act as gem of the lamp.

2 a. Natural bent or disposition ( = Genius 3 a.)

(Common in A. Wood )
166a Bp Gauddn Let in Chr. Wordswoith Doc, Suppl

(1825) 33 Thereby drawing me, much against my genie,

from a very happy privacy 1691 Wood A th O von I 177
He was very apt to learn, having a natuial genie to good
letters 1692 Ibid II 292 But his genie , lead him m the
pleasant paths of Poetry.

fb A person of genius. (

=

Genius 6 a, 6 b ) Obs
1676 EtheredgeMan ofMode rv 11, He serv’d some time

under Merille, the greatest Genie in the world for a Valet
d’ Chambre 1683 Gracian’s Courtiers Orac. 33 These Para-
mount Genies are Kings by merit 1687 A Lovell tr Ber-
gerac's Com Hist 1 189 That way of dying is common to

gieat Genies, and it is called, To crack with Wit
Genii, pi. of Genius.

+ Genio. Obs. [a It gemo, ad L. genius ]

1 =Genius 2

1609 Bible (Douay) Gen vi Comm
,
Those whom Moyses

here called Angels, the Philosophers called Gemos which
are living creatures with ayrie bodies. 1684 tr Tavernier’s
Trav. II 106 Numens, Genio’s, Demons, Spirits

2 = Genius 3, 4
x6x2 Benvenuto’s Passenger (N ) As humours and genioes

so affections and judgement doth vary and alter *710
Steele Tatler No 182 r 6, I shall endeavour to make the

Parts fit the Gemo’s of the several Actors

3 . = Genius 6 a, 6 b
1709 Steele Tatler No. 5 P 10 It is not only to the

f
eneral Bent of a Nation that great Revolutions aie owing,
ut to the extraordinary Genias that lead ’em 1709 Ibid
No 53 T 1 There are some Gemo’s which are not capable
of pure Affection

Genio- (dgensi 0), combining form of Gr ye-

vnov (see Genial a.2), occurring in several ana-

tomical combinations in the sense of pertaining

to the chm 01 lower jaw and some other member,

t G-enioglosse (in 7 geneo-), a muscle of the

tongue, connected with the chm and hyoid

bone [mod L genioglossus, F. geniog/osse]
,

so

Gem o-glossal a [see Glossal] = next. Geni o-

by oglossal a. [seeHyoglossal], pertaining to the

chm, the hyoid bone, and the tongue. Genia-
lly oicl a [see IIyoid], pertaining to the chm and
to the hyoid bone , also absol. quasi-sb = genio-
hyoid muscle Geni o-me ntal a [see Mental2],
pertaining to the lower jaw and the chm.
1669 Holdtr Elem Speech 49 The Tongue being held m

that posture, onely by the force of the Geneoglosse, or
Myleoglosse Muscles 1848 Quam's Elem Anat (ed 5) I

273 The genio-hj old muscle 1873 Mivart Elem Anat
287 Ihe gento-hyoid is narrow, and goes from the hyoid to
the mandible mside the symphysis 1883 Syd Soc Lex,
Geniohyoid nerve, a branch given off by the hypoglossal
nerve as it lies beneath the mylohyoid muscle 1890 H
Ellis Criminal 111 72 The relative frequency is especially
marked in zygomatic and gemo mental wrinkles

Genioplasty (dgensi <?,plsestl). [f Gr ycveio-v

chm -t- Tr\aoT-6s moulded + -y 3
.] ‘A plastic opera-

tion for restoring the chm’ (Syd Soc Lex. 1885)
Genip (dge nip) West Indian [? short f next ]

attnb. m genip-tree, a name applied to Genipa
amencana, a small tree of the N O Rubiacex,
also to certain similar tiees of the N.O Sapm-

daieir, esp Mehcocca bijuga and pamculata
1736 P Browne Jamaica 210 The Genip-Tree This tree

was brought to Jamaica from Surinam 1885 Lady Brassey
The Trades 239 Shrubs or rather trees, with large glossy
leaves and a single white flower, which I think must have
been gemp trees

Genipap (dge’mpsep). Also 7 genipapi. [app
a native name ] The fruit of Genipa amencana
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 835 The men and women
make themselves blacke with the fruit Genipapi 1883

Lady Brassey The Trades 239 These trees pioduce the
delicious fruit called genipap, which resembles an orange.

Genisame, obs form of Janizaby

II Genista (dgem sta) Bot [L genista broom ]
A plant of the genus (N O Leguminosx) repre-

sented by Dyer’s Broom or Greenweed (G tinc-

toria) , the Common Broom (1Cyhsus scoparta)

is by some referred to this genus, and is prob. the

plant chiefly referred to m the early examples
1623 Purlhas Pilgrims II. vm 1379 A peculiar kind of

Genista, and many othei vnknowne plants 1669 Evelyn
Kal Hort (ed 3) 19 Jasmines, Honeysuckles, Genista
Hisp ,

Carnations [etc ] 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1862)

I xu. 61 A rush, resembling the genista, but much, more
soft and flexible 1823 Scott Taltsm xi, The genista, or
broom plant, was an emblem of humility 1886 Mrs,
Caddy Footsteps Jeanne D'Arc xi 220 The brisk air of the

common-land odorous with thyme and the genista

+ Ge’nita'ble, a Obs. rare—1 [a F gemtablc
(obs.), ad L. gemtabil-em capable of generating,

f. gem/- (see next).] = Genital a
X634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirnrg xxiv xxxix 933 Al-

though the seed be genitable. [Mistranslated fiom L His
etsi semen genitale sit ]

Genital (dgemital), a and sb. [ad L, gem-
tdl-em, f genii-, ppl. stem of gignSre to beget + -di-

em : see -al Cf. F. genital, Sp. genital, It gem-
tale ] A. adj Pertaining to animal generation
138a Wyclif Nwn. xxv 8 [PhyneesJ stikide thui3 both

togidre in the genytale places [L locis genitahbus] 1398
Trevisa Barth DeP R.v xlvm (1493) 163 In the membre
genycal [readgenytaY} god hath sette suche an appetyte in-

superable that [etc ] 1585 J B tr Vtret'sSch Beastes D vj b,

Some [fishes] whichfollow the females,and spunkle the egges,

with the genitall seed XS99 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner
Miij b,TheWinewhereinaMulletisstifleddrunke,deprivelh
men ofall genital vertue 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts ^1658)

18 The seed genital of an Asse is more frigid then an
Horses 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 46 Into so many offsets

shall the genitall vertue dispose itself 1774 Goldsm Nat
Hist (1776) IV 310 The genital part of the male [camel]
resembles that of the bull 1845 Budd Dis Liver 3go A
small depiession, in which are the two genital poies 1878
Bell Gegenbaur’s Comp Anat 122 In all forms the lower
wall ofthe canal forms the genital region

f b Presiding over generation or birth (L. dh
gemtales) Obs rare—1

.

1632 Gatjle Magastrom, xvm. 149 So many Gemall or

Genitall Gods and Goddesses.

B. sb. The external organ or organs of genera-

tion, usually of the male.

+ a. sing (
= L. gemidle.) Obs. rare,

c 1430 Burgh Contn. Lydg Secrees 1764 With white wyn
drynk it 111 the morwenyng, ffrom seknesse m genital kepith
soget and kyng 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 154
The female [elephant] hath her genital betwixt her thighes.

1727 Bradley Fam, Diet I L vj b/i The Male’s Genital.

b pi (=L genitalia

;

OF. gemtailles )

1390 Gower Conf II. 156 Jupiter his father bonde. And
kut of with hts owne honde His genitals 7a 1400 Riot te

Arth ri23 Ewyne into mmette the gyaunt he hyttez, Just to

J?e gemtales [MS gemtates], and jaggede bame in sondre I

1599 A M tr Gabelkouer's B/t Physicke 175/s Applye it

verye warme to your gemtalles. x6ro Healey St Aug
Citie of God 320 Some philosophers called Gymnosophists
cover their genitalis, whereas all the lest of their bodies are

bare x68a T. Gibson Ana/ 23 The parts numstnng to

Procreation, are the Genitals both xn Men and Women
1789W Buchan Dam Med (1790) 333 If the genitals be
immeised for some time in cold water, it will generally stop

a bleeding at the nose. *8o8 Med Jrnl XIX 180 Case of

Malconformation in the Genitals

II Genitalia (dgemt^-ha), sb. pi [a L. geni-

talia ]
= Genitals (see prec B. b)

1876 Duhring Dts, Skin 121 Their common seat is upon
the face, neck, breast and genitalia 1877 Huxley Anat.
Inv Amm iv 196 As m most Trematoda, the genitalia

foim a large part of the viscera.

94 -a



G-BNITED. 112 GENIUS.

4 {reunited,///. a Math Ok [f L gemt-us,

pa. pple ofgiqnere lo beget.] — Geneu \teo

1704 J Harris Bechn , GeneratedoxGemtedQuanhtv,
in a very large sense, for whatever is pi educed either m
Aiithmeticlc, by the Multiplication, Division, or Extinction

of Hoots ,
01 m Geometry, by the Invention of the Contents,

Aieas and Sides or of extieam and mean Piopoitionals,

without Addition and Subtiaction 1751 111 ChamblrS Cyd
Gemtmg, obs form ofJenneiing

Genitival (dgenitsi val), a. [f Genitive +
-Aii ] Belonging to the genitive case.

1818 Monthly Mas*. XLVI 322 Instead of the genitival

ami datival teiminations, of and to, were prefixed to the

nominative. 1872 Lowrtx Milton Piose Wks 1890 IV 102

He occupies some ten pages with a history of the genitival

form its 1884 Sat licv ^ June 760/1 The genitival an so

frequent in Anglo-Saxon place-names.

Genitive (dge'nitiv), a. and s

b

Also 4 gem-
tif, 5 genetxfa, 7 genetive. [ad. L genetiv-um,

gemtiv-um belonging to birth 01 generation (f *gen-

root ofgignh e to beget), genetivus (casus) was used

by Lat grammaiians to render Gr. yewer} (irruiais),

which however pioperly means ‘generic case’.

Varro’s patnctis casus is a similar mistranslation.

The earliest Eng forms may be a. OF genettf

(F. gimtif, It and Sp genitive).] A. adj.

1. Genitive case a grammatical foim of snbstan-

tives and other declinable parts of speech, chiefly

used to denote that the person or thing signified by
the word is related to another as source, possessor,

or the like, but in different languages also employed
in a variety of idiomatic usages.

1398 Trevisa Garth De P R xvn xevi (1405) 663 Lens,
that is a nytte, and is wryte wythD in the gemtifcase c 1440
GestaRom xci 416 (Add MS )The seconde case is genetife

case iijza Whitinton Vulg (1527) nb, The hauer or y°

owner gouerneth somtyme a genytyue case of the thynge
that is had. 1562 Turner Herbal 11 23 a, The poticanes
call it [Ins] Inos m the genitiue case 2645 Digdy Mans
Soul 11 367 The Hebrewes do expresse this vmon of
two diffeient apprehensions .by putting in the genitiue

case, the word which expressed), one of them 17*1 J.
Grefkwood Eng Gram 51 Of the English Genitive Case,
with a Note concerning Gender *771 SirW Jones Gram
Pers Lang Wks 1799 II. 147 There is no genitive case in

Persian 1898 Earle Simple Gram Eng 15 To express
the Genitive Case of these plurals no further sound is added.

4 2. Pertaining to generation (so OF. genetife

parties genitives). Ok.
1536 Bellenden Cron Sect (1541) Proheme Cosmogr xv.

As ane heist, so is ane man consaue Of seid infuse in membns
emtiue 1560 Holland Crt Venus iv. 44 He ordamt sum
e of kind genitiue, And fill the warld efter thair qualitie

x6xa Benvenuto's Passenger 1 103 Sparage . prouokes vrme,
increaseth genetiue seed, cleanseth the reynes from sand
[etc.], 1656 Blount Glossogr

,
Genitive, natural, engendnng,

ofan ingendnng faculty, that hath power to ingender.

B. sb. ==genitive case , also, a pait of speech

m the genitive case
c 1620 A Hume Brit Tongue (1865) 23 Our genitive is

alwayes joyned with an other noun, and is noated with of,

or s 1749 Power Pros Numbers 71 The Concurrence of
many Genitives with their Sign of prefixed, should be
avoided as an inelegance 1824 L. Murray Eng, Gram
(ed s) I 266 When this plurality is neithei intimated, nor
necessarily supposed, the double genitive . should not be
used. 1866 Masson tr Winer's Giant. N T Diet 209
Even in Greek prose the Genitive is usually employed to

denote separation or removal 189a Earle Philol Eng
Tongue (ed 5) 547 The Cumulative or Double Genitive,
a peculiarly English combination, where both the of and
the s are retained, as ' that boy of Noicott’s
attnb 1872 Morris Eng Acad xox It is probable that

the genitive ending was nothing more than an adjective
termination

Genito- (dge’mto), modern combining form of
L. genitalis genital, used in various physiological
terms which refer to the genital organs m conjunc-

tion with other parts of the body, as genito-anal
,

-crural (in gemtocrural nerve — F. nerf gdmto-
cntral),

-spinal
,
-unitary (F gtmto-unnaire).

1835-6Todd Cyd Anat I 384/2 This tunic is but a portion
of tlie genito urinary mucous membrane 1844 HoblvN
Diet Med , Genito-crural, the name ofa nerve proceeding
from the first lumbar, and dividing into an internal branch

,

which accompanies the spermatic cord
,
and an external’,

which is distubuted into filaments at the crural arch 1876
Gross Dts, Bladder 158The blood maybe denved fiom any
portion of the genito-urmary mucous tract 1878 T Bryant
Bract. Surg I 486 The gemto-crural nerve, which lies upon
the vessel, should not be included in the ligatme.

G-enitoir, var, GenitohL
tGenitor 1

, genitory. Obs. Chiefly pi.

Forms : a. 4 geny-, gen©-, gerutras, -traces, 4,

7 gene-, (5 genytours), 7 gemtoir(e)s, 5 geny-,
6 genitores, 6-7 gemtors ; 0. 5 genetoryes, 6
gene-, geny-, 6-8 gemtories. [a. OF, genitoir

(usu pi. gemtoirs, glmtoires), app f. L. type
*genitdnum ] A testicle

,
pi. the testicles, but in.

later use =,genitals. (Cf. Genituee.)
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII, 315 Who Jsat took a

womman by strengb scliulde lese his genitias [v r gem-
traces] 1398 — Barth De P R. vii lv (1495) 26g Yf it

happe that thys Hernia is broke a grete deele of the bowels
falle downe in to the codde of the genetouis 1481 CaxtoN
Myrr n_ vi. 73 Castours whan they1 ben honted byte
wyth their teeth their owne genytoirs or ballocks and lete
them falle 1483 — G, de la Tour E v, And they kyt awey
the Genytoryes of the saydemonk. 1333 Elyot Cast Hclthe

(1541) 7 a, Of the genytones or stones of geneiation 1574
Hyll Conject Weather vr, If his light geiutour be ttussed

up then doth he beget a Ewe lambe 1579 Langham
Card Health (1633) 309 The same .. healeLh all pame and
swellings of the genltors or stones 1603 Knolles Hist
ruths (1621) 276 His sonnes depitved of their sight, and
spoiled of their gemtoires x6$v W Colls Adam in Eden
xeix 137 1 he Ashes are used to cleanse and heal old

ulcers and sores, as well in the Gemtories as other parts of

the body. 1708 Mottlux Rabelais iv xlvm (1737) 194 He
has Genitoues

b In adjectival use . members gemtors
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 223 b/s Thys synne may m no

wyse be forgyuen But yf he cutte of his membns genytores

Genitor -3 (dgemtor) Now 1 are. Also 5

genybur, 6 genitour [a. L. gemtor begetlei,

parent, f *gen-, root of gtgnUre to beget, bear

The earliest forms are a V.geniteur, ad L gen-
itbr-em ] A male parent, father, m pi =pruents
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 136 1 hese thie dvvydyd

the possessyoun Of her genyturs 1537 Lai imer 2nd herin

bef Convoc Dij, l hey that were the wise fathers and
genitours of this puigatorie, were, in my mynde, the wysest
of all their generation 1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 57
Whosoever is generated is from him which is the gemtor.

1663 Hooke Microgr 192 In those places aie found all the

convenient causes of their production, namely, genitois, or

Parents [etc ] x8x8 Keats Endym 1 30a High genitois,

unconscious did they cull Time’s sweet fir=c-fnuts. 1846
Landor Ivtag. Conv Wks 1 . 90 A son, woi thy oflus august
gemtor, in happy hour is born to youi Majesty

Hence Genito rial a
,
parental rare—1

.

18^7 Medwin Shelley I 158 Sir 1 nnothy was a man enter-

taining high notions of gemtonal rights

Gemtory. see Genitor 1
,

Gemtrise, var Gentrise.
Gemtnx : see Genetrix

4 Geniture. Obs. [ad. L genitur-am beget-

ting, etc, f gignZre to beget Cf OF. geniture.']

1. Begetting, generation
;
birth

X64X M Frank hetm (1672) 228 Parents here under the
notion of yovels seems very strange, Joseph having no part

in His geniture 1650 Fuller Ptsgah iv 11 27 God
foretelleth that Moab should be made drunk, (haply alluding

lo his geniture, seeing he was begotten in a fit of drunken-
ness). 1759 Sterne Tr Shandy I 7 Oil the 25th of the
same month in which I date my geniture

2 Astral. Nativity, hoi oscope (Cf. Genesis 2 )
1621 Burton Anat Mel 1 1 t 11, He had the sigmiicators

in his geniture fortunate, and free from the hostile aspects
of Saturne and Mars 1647 Lilly Chr Astral civ 528
In diurnali genitures you must ever regard the degree of
the Ecliptick 1721 Earl Nottingham Ansiv Winston 47
The Second (Origin) signifies his Geniture or Nativity. 1819

J Wilson Diet Astral, Geniture

,

the Birth, the radical

figure, the plan of a nativity

3. That which is generated ;
offspring, product

*679 Fulke Confnt Sanders 6ao He may deny a man to
be a creature because he is a geniture, that is a thing
begotten. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor 1345 Saying,
that he [the Sunne] is the issue and geniture proceeding
from Apollo who is eternall, and who continually bnngeth
him foorth 1678 R Barclay Apot Quahers xi x 368
The little Seed of Righteousness receives a place to arise,

and becometli a holy Birth, and Geniture in Man. 1608

Fryer Acc E India <s P 320 The Pearl is supposed to be
the Geniture of a Shell-fish called Margaritifer

4. The generative seed of animals
*6*3 Crooke Body of Man 259 The Seed is called.. in

Latiue semen, Gemtura And so we wil call it Seed and
Geniture 1620 Venner Via Recta u. 29 The vse of them

is an enemy to procieation, because they dry up the
geniture 1683 A, Snape Anat Horse App fe t (1686) 6 As
to the efficient Cause of Generation, that is the geniture of
the Male

to The prolific geim m vegetable seed. rare— 1
.

*674 Phil Brans IX 63 That part of a Seed, in which
propei ly the prohfique vertue lodgeth, and which is strictly

called the geniture

5. pi = Genitals (OF. genitures) (Cf Genitor 1
)

1548 Hall Chron (1809) 744 Every strete laye full of the
pnvie members and genitures of the Cardmalles and holy
prelates

6 Math — Factor sb, 6 rate—1
,

1718 J Chamberlayne Reltg Philos I xvi § 19 That all

the Co efficients or Genitures of the Terms takeu together
yield the Quantity.

Genius (dganiys) PI genii (dgfniiai), gen-
iuses, (4 genius’s), [a L, genius, f. *gen- root

of gi-gnfre to beget, Gr feyvetrOai to be bom,
come into being.
In Lat the word has mainly the sense 1 below (the ex-

tended sense 2 occurs post-classically), and a fig sense
approaching 3 As a word of learned origin it is found in
the Rom langs * F gSnie (whence Ger genie). It

, Sp , Pg
gemo, which have approximately the same senses as in Eng
To some extent the sense-development m Rom has been
affected by confusion with wgentum (see Engine) cf foi

example F

,

gime civil
’
civil engineering' ]

1 With reference to classical pagan belief : The
tutelary god or attendant spirit allotted to every
person at his birth, to govern his fortunes and
determine his character, and finally to conduct him
out of the world; also, the tutelary and controlling
spirit similarly connected with a place, an institu-

tion, etc. (Now only in smg)
In the first two quots Genius is the proper name of an

allegorical person who in the Rom, de la Rose represents
the native moral instincts of mankrnd as setting bounds to
the range of sexual passion
[1390 Gower Can/ 1 48 0 Genius mm owne clerke Come

forth and here this mannes shrsfte c 1400 Rom Rose 4768

'1 hey Whom gemus cursith, man and wyf. That wrongly
weike ageyn nature ] 1513 Douglas s.Uneis ix iv 49 Gif
that cuery mannis sehi ewit aesyre Be as Ins God and Genyus
111 that place 1536 Bei 1 1 ndln Cron . Scot (1541) Proheme
Cosmogi \u, lhair is na thing may be so odius T0
man, as luf m imserie and wo Defraudand god of nature
genius [Cf Tei Bitotm 1 1 10 and Hoi Ep 11 n Tgg 1

1596 Dray ion Leg iv 51 'I he pale Genius of that aged
floud 1605 Suaks Attub 111 1 56 Vnder him My Genius
is rebuk’d, as il is said Maik Anthonies was by Caesar 1612
Dhayi on Poly-olb 1 xo Thou Gumis of the place Which
liued’st long bcfoie the All-earth-di owning Flood C1630
Risdon Sttrv Dtvon § 225 (1810) 237 Genu of the spring
X647R Stai-vi ton Juvenal 63 Any thing wheiein thespmt
01 soule delighted, was called sacred or peculiar to the
genius, especially feasting and maiuage 1663 Dryden 'lo
Author $5 in Chailelon htonc-heng

,
watch’d by the Genius

of this Rojal place 1701 Rowi. Amb Step-Moth j x 57
Let then Guaidian Genii still be watchful 1745 Collins
Ode Col Ross 1, Buiannia’s Gemus bends to earth c 1800
K "Wiui l Childhood 11 2C0 Kind genu of my native fields

benign 1831 Cariyu. Sait Res (1858) 87 It was ins
guiding Gunns (Damon) that inspned him , he must go
forth and meet his Destiny, 1843 Dicklns Chnstm Cat at

1, It seemed as if the Gemus of tlie Weather sat m mournful
meditation on the thieshold 1863 Scotsman 12 Aug, We
are now able to tlunk our stais that the genius of led tape
was so strong even in France 1871 I'ahhar IVitn Hist 111

99 Christians who would die rather than fling into die
altai flame a pinch of incense to the Genius of the Em-
peiors 1887 Bowln Vug. AEneidv 95 His sue’s familiar,

or genius haunting the shore

fb. After Lat. use. This spit it viewed as pro-

pitiated by festivities ,
hence, one’s appetite Obs

160s B. Jonson Volpone 1 1 B 2 a, What should I do, But
cocker vp my Genius, and hue free To all delights, my for-

tune calls me to ? 1693 Drydln Juvenal iv 105 To your
glad Genius sacuficc this Day ,

Let common Meats respect-

fully give way
c. (A person's) good, evil genius the two mutu-

ally opposed spirits (in Christian language angels)

by whom every person was supposed to be attended

throughout his life Hence applied transf to a
person who powerfully influences for good or evil

the character, conduct, or foi tunes of another,
x6io Suaks "Jem/p w 1 27 The strongs! suggestion, Our

worser Genius can 16x3 Pukchas Pilgi image (1614) 365 A
tradition of two Genu, which attend every man, one good,
the other evill 1653 H Mom, Antid Ath 111 xiv (1712)130
The Pythagoieans were of opinion that every man has two
Genu, a good one, and a bad one 1660 J S Andromavam
v in Ha/1 Dodslcy XIV 244 My better genius, thou art

welcome as A draught of water to a thirsty man 1702
Rowe Tameil iv 1 1689 Thou .art an evil Genius to tny-

self 1770 Languorsl Plutarch (1879) II 1006/2 Men had
their evil genu, who disturbed them with fears, and dis-

tressed their virtue 1868 Fin i.man Noun Conq (1876)1!
vii 24 It needed the intervention oflus bettci gemus in the

form of Godwme
f d In astrological use the word survived, with

some notion ofitsonginal sense, passing into a sym-

bolical expression for the combination of sideieal

influences repiesented m a person’s horoscope Obs.

1643 Milton Divorce r x, But what might be the cause,

whether each one’s allotted Genius or proper star, or

[etc ] 1657 H Pinnlll Philos Ref. 6j The other part

therefore of Man, or this sydereall body is called the Gemus
of man, because it proceedeth fiom the Firmament, it is

called Penates
,
because it is in our power and born with us,

the shadow of the visible body, Lar domcsitcus, the good or

bad houshold or private Angcll

e The quasi-mythologic peisonification of some-

thing immaterial (e- g. of a virtue, a custom, an

institution), esp as portrayed m painting or sculp-

ture Hence transf. a peison or thing fit to be

taken as an embodied type of (some abstract idea)

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, m u 337 Hee was the very

Genius of Famine 187s B Harte Tales Argonauts, Baby
Sylvester

, A golden lizard, the very genius of desolate

stillness, had stopped breathless upon the threshold of one
cabin

2 A demon or spiritual being m geneial.

Now chiefly in pi. genu (the sing, being usually

replaced by Genie), as a rendeung of Arab

jmn, the collective name of a class of spirits

(some good, some evil) supposed to interfere power-

fully in human affairs

c 1590 Greene Fr Bacon ix 71 Whereas the pyromantic

genu Are mighty, swift, and of far-reaching power 164®

Buck Rich III Ded , To the common-rout, they are

another kind of Gemus, 01 ignis fatuns 1653 Ld, vaux
Godeau's St Paul 321 The worship of Angels or Geniuses

[printed Gemeuses] 1635 Stanley Hist Philos 11 (1701)

83/1 They mock even the Gemus of Socrates as a feigned

thing x68r H More Exp Dan 11 25 The activity there-

fore of the Aerial Genu or Angels may be understood by

these Winds x688 Mrs. Behn tr Van Dale’s Hist Orac

(1718) 130 Evil Genii, and Spirits condemn'd to eternal

P
unishment 1756-82 J Warton Ess Pope (1782) II. x. 178

t seemed one of those edifices m Fairy Tales, that are

raised by Genu 111 a nights time 1779 Franklin Whs
(1880) VI 261 Albuma/ar was visited nightly by genu and

spirits of the first rank 1832 W Irving A lhamira I 2S1

The genu, who watch over the place, were obedient to my
magic power 1879 Gladstone Glean I l 32 The whole

narrative really recatls the most graceful fictions of wise

genu and gentle fairies

3. 4 a Of persons : Characteristic disposition

;

inclination
, bent, turn or tempei of mind. Obs

1581 Sidney Apol Poetue (Arb ) 62 A Poet, no Industrie

can make, if his owne Gemus bee not earned ynto it

*599 B Jonson Ev, Man out ofHum 11 1 (1600) D4 a, I can-

not frame me to your haish vulgar phrase, tis agaynst my
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Genius 1663 Gerbier Counsel 36 Those things w hereunto
their Genius doth tend 1686 Observ Chinese Chhr in
Misc Cur (1708) III 215 There have been various ways
thought of for Expressing Significancy, according to the
several Genu of the Persons that were the Inventors 1690
Evelyn Mem (1857) III. 318 Its being suitable to my rural

genius, born as I was at Wotton, among the woods. 1607
tr C'tess IfAnnoy's Trav 11706) S3 He immediately dis-

covered the Queens Genius, and easily made himself her
Confident. 1713 Deruam Phys Theol v 1 312 Theie is the
same Reason for the variety of Genu, or Inclinations of Men
also I?6i tluMKHist Eng III lxi 319 Men of such dar-

ing geniuses weie not contented with the ancient and legal

forms of civil government. 1780 Johnson Let to Mrs
7 hrale 10 July, Every man has Ins genius my genius is

always in extremes. 1781 J Moore View Sac It (1790) I.

xvi. 188 The intriguing genius of Pope Julius 1804 W
Iennant Ind Recreat (ed 2)11 162 Operations requiring
no effort . and on that account peculiarly suited to the
genius of the indolent Bengalese

b With reference to a nation, age, etc : Preva-
lent feeling, opinion, sentiment, or taste

; distinctive

character, or spirit

1639 Fuller Holy Warv xix (1640) 260 The warre-genius
of the world is alteied now-a-dayes, and supplieth number
with policie C1645 IIowlll Lett (1650) II 74 Before I
wean my self from Italy, a word or two touching the genius
of the nation 1665 Boyle Occas Rejl. 189 My Acquamted-
ness with the Genius of the Age had sadly taught me that
I was to alter my Method 1701 Swirr Contests Nobles

.J-

Comm Wks. 1755 II 1 44 The people of England are of
a genius and temper never to admit slavery among them
1711 Addison Sped No 29 p g A Composer should fit his
Musick to the Genius of the People 1754 Hume Hist
Eng, (1761) I ix 196 The barbarous and violent genius of
the age 1791 Burkl App IVlugs Wks 1842 I 531 The
genius of this faction is easily discerned 1845 Stephen
Comm. Laws Eng (1874) I. 81 Owing perhaps to some
peculiar averseness m the early genius of the country from
change in its legal institutions 1855 Prescott Philip II,
I 1. 1 a This flexibility was foreign to the genius of the
Spaniard
personified 1871 Morlfy Voltaire (1886) 4 The rays from

Voltaire’s burning and far-shining spirit struck upon the
genius of the time, seated dark and dead like the black
stone of Memnon’s statue.

c Of a language, law, or institution : Prevailing
character or spirit, general drift, characteristic

method or procedure.
1647 N Bacon Disc Govt. Eng. 1. xlix. (1739) 85 The

right genius of this Law will also more evidently appear by
the practice of those times. 1699 Bentley Phal 244 The
Genius and Constitution of Tragedy 1703 Addison Italy
1 83 They are chiefly to be ascrib'd to the very Genius of the
Roman Catholick Religion 1735Johnson Did Pref

,
Such

[words] as are readily adopted by the genius of our tongue
1763 Harris Three Treat Advt., Those Treatises, being
written in Dialogue, from their Nature and Genius admit
not of Interruption 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i vni. (1869)
I 77 The genius of the British Constitution. 1791 Burke
Th. Fr Affairs Wks VII 1 5 They will examine into the true
character and genius of some late events 1814 T Bell
View Coven Wks 270 The Decalogue changed as it were
its genius Calhoun Whs (1874) III 219 The genius
of our constitution is opposed to the assumption of power.
1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) II, 17 He expresses the very
genius of the old comedy 1873 Stewart & Tait Unseen
Vnw i § 36 (1878) 54 The whole genius of Christianity
would appear to point towards a total submission

d. With reference to a place The body of
associations connected with, or inspirations that
may be derived from it. (Cf. 1 and 7 )
[1681 Dryden Prol Umv Oxf 25 By the sacred genius

of this place ] 1823 Lamb Elia Ser 11 Tombs m Abbey

,

Is
the being shown over a place the same as silently for our-
selves detecting the genius of it? 1844 Diskafli Comngsby
IV. xv, In Palestine, I met a German student who was accu-
mulating materials for the History of Christianity, and
studying the genius of the place 1844 Stanley Arnold I
in 101 Whatever peculiarity of chaiacter was impressed on
the scholars whom it sent forth, was derived not from the
genius of the place, but from the genius of the man

t e Of material things, diseases, etc : The na-
tural character, inherent constitution or tendency.
1673 Grew A nat Trunks 11. vi § 6 Convolvula's do not

wind by any peculiarNature or Genius 1697Dryden Virg
Georg. 1 80 The Culture suiting to the sev’ral Kinds Of
Seeds and Plants

,
and what will thrive and rise, And what

the Genius of the Soil denies 1725 Pope Odyss ix 13a
Here all products and all plants abound, Sprung fiom the
fruitful genius of the ground 1728-30— in Spence A need
(1858) q In laying out a garden, the first thing to be con*
sidered is the genius of die place : thus at Riskms . Lord
Bathurst should have laised two or three mounts

;
because

his situation is all a plain 1747 Berkeley Tar-water in
Plague Wks III 483 Fevers change their genius in dif-
ferent seasons.

4. Natural ability or capacity
;
quality of mind

,

the special endowments which fit a man for his
peculiar woik. (Now only with mixture of sense 5 .)

1649 Milton Etkott 241 To unsettle the conscience of any
knowing Christian is a thing above the genius of his Cleric
elocution i66» Evelyn Crtalcogr 74 Hugens so worthily
celebrated for his umveisal Mathematical Genius. 1723
T Hearne Pref to R Brunne's Chron I 27 For no Study
can be more pleasant to Persons of a genius than that of
our National History and Antiquities. 1729 Franklin
Ess Wks 1840 II 263 Different men have geniuses adapted
to a variety of different arts and manufactures. 1739
Robertson Hist Scot I 1 68 His genius was of that kina
which ripens slowly 1768W Gilpin Prints 125 Dongny
seems to have exhausted his genius upon it 183* Brewster
Newton (1853) I xu 322 The peculiar genius of Newton
has been displayed m his investigation of the law of
universal gravitation 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII 71 A
design certainly suited to Alexander’s genius 1833 LyrtoN

My Novel 11 x, The Squire, whose active genius was always
at some repair or improvement.
b Natural aptitude, coupled with more or less

of inclination f to, for (something). (Now only
with mixture of sense 5 )

1643 Sir T Browne Relig Med 1 § 6,

1

have no Genius
to disputes in Religion 1707 J Archdale Descr Carolina
ix, I advise, That such Missionaries be well skill’d 111

Chymistry, and some natural Genius to seek the Virtues m
Herbs, Metts and Minerals. 1727 De FoeAJ^ Magic 1 i

(1840) 7 One having a genius to this, another to that kind
of knowledge 1788 Priestley Led Hist v 1 381 A genius
mr science by no means depends upon climate. 1798
Ferriar Illustr Sterne 11 38 He liad no gieat genius for
poetry 1818 Jas Mill Brit India 11 v vni 684 He had
no genius, any more than Clive, for schemes of policy
including large views of the past 1844 Mrs Browning
Crowned Buried xxvn, He had The genius to be loved.
1871 Smiles Charac vi (1876) 183 Their genius foi borrow*
ing, m the long run, usually proves their rum. 1878 R W
Dale Led Preach 11 38 Mr Gladstone has an extra-
oidinary genius foi finance. 1889 Lowell Latest Lit Ess ,Walton (1891) 80 Walton had a genius for friendships

5 (Only in sing
) Native intellectual power of

an exalted type, such as is attributed to those who
are esteemed greatest m any department of art,

speculation, or practice ; instinctive and extra-
oidmary capacity for imaginative creation, original
thought, invention, or discovery. Often contrasted
with talent
This sense, which belongs also to F gSme

,

Ger. genie,
appears to have been developed in the 18th c (It is not
recognized in Johnson’s Dictionary ) In sense 4 the word
had come to be applied with especial frequency to the kind
of intellectual power manifested by poets and artists ; and
when in this application 'genius', as native endowment,
came to be contrasted with the aptitudes that can be
acquired by study

^
the approach to the modern sense was

often very close The further development of meaning was
prob. influenced by association with senses 1 and 2, which
suggested that the word had an especial fitness to denote
that particular kind of intellectual power which has the
appearance of proceeding from a supernatural inspiration or
possession, and which seems to arrive at its results m an
inexplicable and miraculous manner This use, which app
originated in England, came into great prominence in
Germany, and gave the designation of Gemepenode to the
epoch in German literature otherwise known as the ‘ Sturm
und Drang 1

period Owing to the influence of Ger litera-

ture in the present century, this is now the most familiar
sense of the Eng word, and usually colours the other senses
It was by the Ger writers of the 18th c that the distinction
between ‘genius’ and ‘ talent which bad some foundation
in Fr usage, was sharpened into the strong antithesis which
is now universally current, so that the one term is hardly
ever defined without reference to the other. The difference
between genius and talent has been foimulated very
variously by different writers, but there is general agree-
ment m regarding the former as the higher of the two, as
‘creative’ and ‘original’, and as achieving its results by
instinctive perception and spontaneous activity, rather than
by processes which admit of being distinctly analyzed
1749 Fielding Tom Hones xiv 1, By the wonderful force

of genius only, without the least assistance of learning.

1735 W Sharpe (title), Dissertation on Genius 1756-82

J. Warton Ess Pope (1782) II. vm 21 It were to be wished
that no youth of genius were suffered to look into Statius

1783 Blair Rhet 111 I 41 Genius always imports something
inventive or creative 1801 Fuseli in Led Paint i (1848)

348 By Genius I mean that power which enlarges the circle

of human knowledge
; which discovers new materials of

Nature, or combines the known with novelty, 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng ii. I 239 The genius of Halifax bore
down all opposition. 1853 De Quincey Autobiog Sk Wks
1 . 198 note. Talent and genius are not merely different,

they are in polar opposition to each other Talent is intel-

lectual power of every kind, which acts and manifests itself

. through the will and the active forces Genius . is that
much rarer species of intellectual power which ls derived
from the genial nature—from the spirit of suffering and
enjoying—from the spirit of pleasure and pain It is a
function of the passive nature 1838 Carlyle Fredl Gt iv

iu I 407 Genius means transcendent capacity of taking
trouble, first of all 1866 R W. Dale Disc Spec Occ vii

241 The world hardly knew what music was, till the genius
of Handel did homage to the Messiah 1883 Froude Short
Stud IV it. in 193 A man of genius is a spring in which
there is always more behind than flows from it.

6 . Applied to a person, f a. With qualifying adj. •

One who has great, little
,
etc * genius ’ (sense 4) or

natural ability. Also, one who has a ‘genius’

(sense 3) or disposition of a specified kind. Obs
[1647-1697 see 6 b.] 1731 A. Hill Adv Poets 18 Vulgar

Genu, sowr’d by sharp Disdain 1768W Gilpin Prinisiyj
With a little gefiius nothing sways like a great name Ibid
240 A trifling genius may be found, who will give ten
guineas for Hollar's shells

b A person endowed with ‘ genius ’ (in sense 5)
(Now only geniuses in pi )
The earlier examples, in which the word is accompanied

by a laudatory adj
,
probably belong strictly to 6a

1647W Browne tr Gombermlle's Palexander rv iv 294
Those great Genius’s, on whom most Kings disburthen
themselves ofthe government oftheir Estates. 1697 Dryden
Virg., Past. Pref (1721) I 91 Extraordinary Genius's have a
sort of Prerogative, which may dispense them from Laws.
1711 Addison Sped. No 160 p 1 There is no Character more
frequently given to a Writer, than that of being a Genius
I have heard many a little Sonneteer called a fine Genius.

1755 Amory Mem (1769) I 91 Such admirable genu as
Burnet and Butler 1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's Atiecd
Paint (1786) II 90 Under the direction of that genius
[Inigo Jones] the King erected the house at Greenwich.

*793 Beddoes Math Evtd. 61 Why are not geniuses for

arts or sciences born among savages? x8oo Lamb Lett
(1888) I 141 All poems are good poems to George ; all men

are fine geniuses 1806 H Siddons Maid, Wife, fy Widow
I 173 Isaac was a good-dispositioned, industrious boy, but
no genius 1873 H. Rogers Ortg Bible ix (1875) 382 Cer-
tain transcendent geniuses—the Bacons, the Newtons, the
Shakespeares, the Miltons

7. phr.
I! genius loci [L.= ‘ genius of the place *],

the presiding deity or spirit (see sense 1) ,
but often

used m the sense of 3 d.

*771 Smollett Humph Cl, To Dr. Lewis 8 Aug, The
pleasure grounds are, m my opinion, not so well laid out
according to thn genius loci 1835W Irving Crayon Misc

,

Neiostead Abbey (1S63) 286 A white marble bust of the
genius loci, the noble poet, shone conspicuously from its

?
edestal 1878 L W M Lockhart Mine is Thine xix
I 50 The genius loci may be solemn and pensive, but we

laugh at him.

8. attnb,. and Comb , as genius school
;
genius-

gifted
,
genu-haunted adjs.

;
genius-born a ,

bom
of genius

, f genius-ch.amber, bndal chamber (see

Genial a.i).

1894 Miln Strolling Players in East xxi 194, I repre-
sented the sweet meek maiden who was the *genius-born
daughter of Shakespeare’s pen. 1513 Douglas AEneis iv 1

36 War nocht also to me is displesant *Genyus chalmer or
matrimone to hant. a 1831 Mrs Sherwood Life 1 (1854)

17 My *gemus-gifted and benevolent father 1817 Mrs
Hemans Mod. Greece Poems (1873) 29 Or Tigris rolls his

^genu-haunted wave 1882 Seeley Nat. Relig (1883) x66
1 he point of close resemblance between the *gemus school
m art, and the anti legal school in morals.

Hence
(
nonce-mis ) Gemiused a. [-id 3], en-

dowed with genius
;
Gemiusess [-ess], a female

genius ; Ge muskin [-kin], a httle genius
177a Nugent tr Hist Prtar Gerund 1 . 14s She was not

a common woman, but a gemusess and an elegant wntrix
x88o S Lanier Poems (1884) 108 Led by the soaring-
gemus’d Sylvester 1883 H C Merivale Faucit o/B. II
1 xvn 21 He failed to catch a single idea out of those
words with which my geniuskin of song had inspired me.

Gexuxel, gixmel (d^e nel, dgi nel
,

elsewhere
gi nel). dial Also 7 genn-, ginn-, gynnell, 9
jennel. [Of obscure origin • sense 1 suggests that

it may be a corruption of chenelle Channel ]

+ 1 . = Channel 3 a. Obs.
iSv^Manch Ct LeetRec (1885) II 287 Roherte Charnocke
bath newlie erected a prune, the ffilthe whereof ffalleth

into a certen Gynnell or guttr 1647 Ibid (1887) IV n Mr

John Marlcr shall cause the said Gmnell soe to bee clensed
as it may not bee for the future preiudiciall to others

2 . dial A long narrow passage between houses,

either roofed or unroofed.
1669 Manch Ct. Leel Rec (1887) V 98 Wm Jackson hath

made a Doore into A Ginnell Selongeinge to Edmo Hey-
wood a 1804 J Mather Songs (1862) 33 in Sheffield Gloss
s v , When Sancho was a raw-boned whelp And lived in
yonder jennel 1833WaughLane Life (1857) in Through
th’ ginnel, an’ up th’ steps

Genner, Sc and dial form of Gender v.

G-ennet, obs form of Jennet ;
var. Genet 1

Geunete (gem t) Gr Anliq. [ad Gr yevvTjTai

pi
,
f. yiwa family ] (See quots.)

1838 Thirlwall Greece II 12 The genos, or house, was
again made up of thirty gennetes, or heads of families.

1847 Grote Greece 11 x III 85 The gennetes or members
of the same gens lived in the same canton.

Gtenny (pepper) • see Guinea-.

Genoa (dge'n^ia). See Geane. The name of a
city of Italy. Used attnb. in names of articles

connected with Genoa, as Genoa-lettuce, -velvet

Genoa cake, a rich currant cake with almonds on

the top ; Genoa treacle (see Treacle)
; + paste

of Genoa, a baked sweetmeat made of quinces,

spices, and sugar Also absol. = Genoa-velvet

1613 Markham Eng Housew 11 11 (1668) 101 To make
paste of Genoa. 1669 Evelyn Kal Hort (ed 3) 103 You
may yet sow Genoa Lettuce, which will last all the Winter
1766 W. Gordon Gen Countiug-ko 427, 2 pieces of black
Genoa 1839 Ure Diet Arts 1234 The figure represents

a piece of velvet _of that kind which, being woven upon
a tweeled ground, is known by the name of Genoa velvet

•J* Ge’noan, a and sb [see -an.] = Genoese.
1608 Day Law Tnckes v (1881) 80 Hee’s a Genoan

marchant that with much suite ransom’d mee from the

Turke 1670 R. Coice Disc. Trade 62 The Genoans are

forced to turn Usurers, upon what they had got before

Genoblast (dge noblast) [f. Gr yivo-s off-

spring + -blast.] The bisexual nucleus of the

impregnated ovum. Henee Genobla’stio a , of

or pertaining to a genoblast.

1877 H. D Minot m Proc Bost Soc. Nat Hist XIX 170
The sexual generation may be called genoblasis 1880

Nature XXI 438 The history of the genoblasts and the

theory of sex. 1886 A Hyattm Arner Jrnl Sci Ser. ui.

XXXI 336 This statement includes all the basal facts of the

genoblastic theory.

Genoese (dgen<3jz z), a, and sb Also 6 gennese.

(See Genovese, Genoway.) [f. Geno-a+-ese]
A adj. Ofor pei taming to Genoa. (In mod.Diets

)

1756 Buricb VincLNat Soc Wks I. 43 A Genoese, ora
Venetian repubhek, is a concealed despotism.

B. absol. and sb. The Genoese (pi.) . the Genoese
people (f Formerly also pi Genoeses')

1533 N. Wotton Let 27 Oct in Tytler Eng underEdw
VI (1839) II. 252 It shall be time for the Genoeses to bestir

themselves. 1594 Blundevil Exerc v. v (ed 7) 541 This
lie is governed by the Genueses 1677 Govt Venice 290 No
Age but will mention me, I having defeated the Genoeses,
reduced Clodxa, (or Chiozza) and delivered my Countrey
fiom very great Dangers. 1843 S, Austin Range's Hist



GENOESIAN
Ref II, 321 The Genoese feel that they cannot withstand
the imperial crown

f Cfenoesi.au, a and sb Obs. [see -ian ]
=

Genoese
1624 Capt Smith Vughiia 1 1 Christopher Cullnmbus,

a Genoesian 1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy 1 64 You see .

the armour of the Genoesian Amazons who went to the war
in the Holy Land.

Genologe, -logy, etc, obs ff. Genealogy
Genosophis pi . see Gymnosophist
a 1400-50 A lexander 4022 J>e gentill genosophis
Genouillere (gm/y/r) Also 4 genyllere,

9 genouilkere. [a. F genouilllre

,

f, OF. genouil
(F genou) knee .—pop L. *gemiclum, S genu knee ]
I A flexible piece of armour for coveting the

knees, with joints like those of a lobster
C1380 Sir Ferumb 5631 pe strok ys ferjier wente And

ful opon ys genyllere 1850 Boutell in Genii, Mag
CXX 11 44 The knees are guarded by genouiiheres of
peculiar form.

2 . Fortification. (See quots )
180a in C James Miht Diet 1851 J S MacavUiy Field

Fortif 78 Tftat part of the interior slope of the parapet im-
mediately beneath the embrasures is called the genouillere
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bit , Genouillere

,

that part of a
battery which remains above the platform, and under the gun
after the opening of the embrasure Of course a knee-step

Genovese (dge'mfviz), a and sb Now rare.
Also 7 G-enoavais, pi, Genoveses, [a. It.

Genovese, i. Genova Genoa.] = Genoese a and sb.

1603 North Plutarch's Lives (t6xz) 1176 The Pamto-
mans, the Genoveses, and those of Piemont rebelling
1638 Davenaht Fair Favourite hi (1673) 97/1 Madam, I
beg your goodness would prociue The Genouesse may be
dismiss’d without A Tax upon his Goods c 1645 Howlll
Lett. (1650) II. 89 You have the Romnne [dialect] the
Calabresse, the Genoevais, the Piemontez 1684 Lond Gas
No 1993/3 Several Galliots are fitting out against the
Genoueses 1855 Tennyson Daisy 40 The grave, severe
Genovese of old

t Ge’noway, sb and a Obs Forms . a 6-7
genowaie, -way(e, (6 genoae, 7 genowae, -wey,
-wyaie, 6 geneway). 13 5 jan(e-, jonewey, 5-6
janngy, -ey. [Originally sb. tfi.Janeweys, a. OF.
Genoueis, ad It. Genovese : see prec Afterwards
the sing, form was pioduced by omission of the s,

and the word used attrib. as adj ]
A. sb. A native of Genoa

C1400 Maundev (1839) iv. =3 The lie of Crete, that the
Emperour jaf somtyme to Janeweys 1480 Caxton ChronFug ccxhx. (1482) 319 A grete batail on the see bitwene
the Jeneweys and the kyng of Aragon. 1529 Rastell
Pastyme, Hist Brit (i8ri) 219 A Januay that had the
kepynge of‘ y« Castell of Caleys 1593 Munday Dcf. Con-
traries 37, 1 shall see no more the prating Florentine . . the
vsunng Geneway 1596 Edward III, in iv 3 The garrison
of Genoaes my Loide, That cam from Pans 1600 Surflft
Countne Farme in xxvu 483 The Genowaes doe plaut
branches [of the fig tiee] all the moneth of August 1642
Howell For* Tran

. (Arb.) 41 When a Jew. meeteth with
a Oenoway he puts his fingers in his eyes feanng to be
overreached by him
B adj Of or pertaining to Genoa.

1603 KnollesH1st Turks (1638) 296 Vsing theGenoway
marchants ships Ibid. 344 Three tall Genoway ships
. came with a faire winde for Constantinople

II Genre (ganr). [F. genre kind : see Gender,"]
1. Kind; sort; style.
18x6 Lady Morgan Flor. Macarthy (18x8] IV ni 144But what is the genre of character which, ifm true keep-

ing to life and manners, should not be found to resembleany body 7 1840 T MooreMem (1856) VII a73 Two very
remarkable men but of entirely different genres. 1843Tiiackeray Misc. Ess, (1885) 23 If .some of our newspapers
are , inclined to treat for a story m this genre 1880 S.Lanier Set Eng Verse vni 245 The prodigious wealth ofour language in beautiful works ofthis genre.
A A style of painting in which scenes and sub-

jects of ordinary life are depicted
OumA Pascarel I 66 It [a picture] was a pretty little

bit atgenre 1885 A thenmum 12 Sept 341/3 It [a picture] isa piece of genre, a capital study of colour 1897 Mag A rtSept 246 The realism which induced Quinton Massiis topaint genre was the development of the spirit
J

of the age.
d. attrib

, as genre-painting, etc.
1849 Wuxmott Jrttl Summer m Country 7 June 86His apartments are crowded with rubbish, but he hangssome little genre piece in the corner 1861 Times 16 Oct.

2?our nwn
anSmS °f Hue Tcd> and yeUow whlch many
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Gens (dgenz). PI. gentes (dgentzz). [a. L.
gens (stem genti-'), f root *gen- of gi-gn-ere to
beget, Gr. veeOai be bom ] a. Roman Antiqa clan or sept

; a number of families united by the
ties of a supposed common origin, a common name,
f

1
? religious rites, b. Hence employed

to translate Gr.yhos of similar meaning, and to de-
signate any similar aggregation of families

Gret“ ”• x HI. 74 The Phratnes and Gentes

the
rea

i

ancient and durable associationsamong
Tu
b ni

t
n

,

pe2Ple Liddell Hist Rome 1. 11 «
^to^tW^R Fabian Gens determined to leave Rome
altogether 1872 Bagkhot Physics fy Pol (1876) 184. The
IIS*

clsu\or glntes *883Satkev 10Mar. 313/1 We hazard a guess that the full name indicative

114

of the gens may have been Kishon Chand 1889 Nature
5 Dec 100 Ihe general history of the vaiious gentes and
sub gentes

Gens d’armerie, Gens d’armes, var. ff

Gendarmery, Gendarmes
Genseg, obs form of Ginseng.
Gent (client), sb [Short for Gentleman ]

=
Gentleman

, now only vulgar
,
exc. as applied

derisively to men of the vulgar and pretentious
class who are supposed to use the word.
Early prose examples are doubtful, as they may represent

only the graphic abbreviation which was formerly common,
* Gents ’ may be an editorial misreading for ‘ Gent '=gentle-
men Early m the present centuiy the word was colloquial
and slightly jocular , about 1840 its use came to be regarded
as a mark of low breeding
1564 m Heath Giocct d Com/ (1869) 12 To make a supper

to divers gentlemen of Gray’s Inne, for the great amitie
betweene them and the Middle lemple gents 1605 Z
JoNrs tr Layer's Specteis 32 matgin, Another Gent of the
quality lived of late in Deven who could not endure the
playing on a Bagpipe 1635 [Glatthorne] Lady Mother
1 11 in Bullen O PI II 1x4 Hees not a gent that cannot
parlee I must invent some new and polite phrases. 1649
Evelyn Mem (1857) III 56 Noise and tumult occasioned
by three 01 four wild gentsm drink 1783 Genti Mag LI II
n 577 The modem gent is formed under the sage direction
of a French dancer, or a Swiss renegado 1785 Burns Ep
to y Lapraik ei Apr xt, Do ye envy the city Gent, Behind
a kist to lie an’ sklent 1799 Mrs H Washington Let in
Athensenm (1892) 17 Dec 857/1 His lordship has invited
sixteen gents here today 1810 Bkntham Packing (1821)
207 If the practice of the Courts be to such a degree
a secret to Great Law Officers, can it be wondered that
they should be equally so to lay gents, such as Sheriffs and
Members of Parliament ? 18x5 C. Lucas in Monthly Mag
XXXIX 296 How little support Mr Kemble received
from these gents, in his right pionunciation of the word
aches, must be 111 the recollection of most ofyour readers
18x7 Byron Ep Ji Murray to Polidon 50 My humble
tenement admits All persons in the dress of gent , From
Mr Hammond to Dog Dent. 1827 Sporting Mag XX 51
The poor ladies on Farnham Common had little to thank
the gents of the hunt for their gallantry z83x Beddoes
Let Jan in Poems p xciv, The reading populace ought to
be much obliged to me for my forbearance

, 'tis a pity that
other young rhymmg gents are not equally economical of
their tediousness 1838 Col Hawker Diary (1893) II 141
The gents watched him till I came. 1842 Thackeray Fitz-
Boodle’s Prof 1, Gents . [an] affectionate diminutive at
present much in use among commercial persons 1847
Illustr. Lond News x6 Oct 250/x His whole bearing was
rather that of the ‘gent ’ than gentleman 1878 Besant &
Rice Celia's Arb. xxxix (1887) 284 London audiences of
shop-boys and flashy gents 1885 F Anstey Tinted Venus
xoo I m not responsible, indeed, gents.

t Gent (dgent), a. Obs. Also 4-5 gente, 4-5
jent(e. [a. OF gent popular L. *gentum for
class. Lat. gemtum, pa. pple. of gtgngre to beget
From meaning sunply ‘born as in class Lat., the word

came to mean ‘ well-born*, ‘noble’, and by a further de-
velopment, ‘noble m conduct’, ‘graceful in manners or
appearance

,
* courteous ’, ‘ beautiful ’. Cf Gentle ]

.
I- Noble, high-born ; having the qualities attach-

ing to high birth. Of men, esp. a knight or
warrior: Valiant and courteous. (Cf. Gentle.) In
later use : Graceful in manners, well-bred, polite,
gentle.

,

x3 > F E, A Hit P A 265 Bot Iueler gente if bon schal
lose py Ioy for a gemme pat pe watz lef c 1386 Chaucer Sir
fhopas 4, I wol telle verrayment .. A1 of a knyght was
fair and gent 0x4x0 Sir Cleges 247 Sir Cleges, and his
*°p gent, Ihe right waye to Cardiffe went. 0x440 York
Myst. x I 19 Jesu so gente. c 1460 Towneley Myst xxix
396 Maria peter, andrew, Iohn, and Iamys the gent And
all my brethere dere 1570 Levins Mamp 66/14 Gent,
gentle, mitts X585 Jas. I Ess Poesie (Arb ) 31 For as
into the wax the seals liuprent Is lyke a seale, right so the
Poet gent [Du Bartas le poete sfanaut], Doeth graue so
viue in ys his passions strange 1590 Spenser F Q 11
xi 17 The prowest and most gent, That ever brandished
bright steele on hye ' 1600 Eng. Helicon (Grosart) 217,

1

met a Woodman queint and gent a 1643 W. Cartwright
Ordinary m 1. (x6sx) 36 Pot. Who is! that cals? MoA Knight most Gent 1672 Villiers (Dk Bucichm ) Re-
heat sal i\ 1, (Arb) 103 Is not that now like a well-bred
person, I gad ? So modest, so gent
absol or quaswJ x3 K Ahs 3960 In bothe halve,

mony gent, Wenten hom to heore tent

2. Of women and children . Graceful, elegant,
pretty. Before Spenser chiefly m poetical phrases,
gent and small,fair andgent, etc.

a. *225 St Marker,131 So gent }>u were & hende. a 1250Owl 4- Night 204 Nistingale And o|?er write, gente and
sniale I297 Glouc (Rolls) 562 po vond he J?ere damai-
seles gent and vair mojj* a 1300 Cursor M 13138 His
broper doghter, gent and smal Com J?aim be for al for to
baie c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1628 Tho spake Roulande .
J.0 rlortpe, that was bothe gente and fre 41x460 Emare
zqx Messengeies forth he sent Aftyr the mayde fayre and
gent 1513 Douglas JEneis v. x heading,. How that
Ascamus and zoung childir gent, Assailzeit wthu

,
in manir

of turnament 1572 Lament Lady Scotl in Scot Poems
xttfi C II 250 Ane lawyers wyfe, baith trym and gent
1590 Spenser F Q i ix a7 He lov’d, as was his lot, a Eady
gent. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 11 xvii 23 She that was noble
wise, as faire and gent. 1736 W Thompson Nativity x 7A joyous fellowship was seen Of ladies gent. 1824 Byronyuan xvi. Ixvi, Not nigh the gay saloon of ladies gent

f *44° Bone Flor. 2135 They thankyd them for

Bnsk
g
the

e
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737 °ZCL1, RMta u hv> The Gent, the

a%^:¥v' x§*3 Douglas rEneis v. x 22 The childer,

Sning
a
brjmht.
^ EnterU “ ** camp a11 sammyn>

GENTEEL.
3 . Of the body or limbs: Elegant, shapely

slender. Of things : Tasteful in design, elegant
neat.

s 1

C1300 Belct 1x93 His Iymcs also he bihuld hou gent
hi were and fieo 13 E E A Hit P B. 1495 His meles
so gent wyth rnueles wer fouled c x38t Chaucfr Pari
Poules 558 The goos, with hir facounde gent Shal telle
our tale c 1386 — Miller’s T 48 As eny wesil hir bodv
gent and smal 0x450 Henryson Mor Fab x7 . I beheld
your Fetheis faire and gent 1483 Caxton G de la TourL iij b, I was woned to haue a f.ure bodye and gente
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvm 44 Scho, this quene entent
in a lusty gairding gent 7 a 1550 in Dunbar's Poems
(18931 305 lhat bird That wes so fair, with fedderis gent
1590 Greene Mourninggarment (16x6) 12 Her middle was
both small and gent a 1605 Montgomerie Misc P
xxxv. 62 Hir middtl gent and small t677 SirT Herblrt
1 rav 65 Such a Monument, The Sun through alt the world
sees none more gent 1688 R, Holme Armoury in 350/1 AnHigh Heel shooc Pinked is a Shooe of the Gentest fashion
Gental(l, obs, foim of Glnital sb

+ Gentee, a. Obs Also 7 jentee
;
and see

Jaunty, [ad F. gentil (pronounced gantz).]
a = Genteel a. 4. b. = Genteel a 3
1664 Butltr Hud II i 747 They me So gentee, Alamode,

and handsome a 1680 — Rem. (1759) I i48 Taught the
wild Arabs on the Road lo act in a more gentee Mode.
Genteel (dgentzl), a and sb. Forms 6-8

gentile, 8 gentil, 7- genteel. [A re-adoption,
at the end of the 16th c, of 1‘. gentil, which had
been previously adopted in the 13th c

, and had
assumed the form Gentle.
The re-adoption first appears in the form gentile, distin-

guished from GrNTiLE (=non-Jewish) byietmnmg the Fr
pronunciation of the t and the stress on the last syllable“ is probable that it was oiigtnally fashionable to retain
the I<r nasal sound in the first syll

, hence the vulgar pro-
nunciation represented by the spelling ‘jonteel which
occurs in comic literatuie of the early 19th c. The fully
anglicized spelling genteel came in at the end of the 17th c
see also Gthtee, which corresponds more nearly to the
pronunciation of the Fr. word, in which the l is silent.
Another attempt to render the Fr sound is JauntyA few years before the middle of the 19th c the word was
much ridiculed as being characteristic of those who are
possessed with a dread of being taken for

1 common people
or who attach exaggerated importance to supposed marks
of social superiority. In seuously laudatory use it may
now be said to be a vulgarism

, 111 educated language it
has always a sarcastic or at least playful colouring ]A adj.

1 . Belonging to or included among the gentry

;

of a rank above the commonalty. (Cf. Gentle
A 1 ) Obs. or arch.
1628 Prynne Love-lacles 1 Vngodly Fashions Trans-

jorme our Light and Giddie Females of the Superior and
Gentile ranke 1642 Fulltr Holy <y Prof St 11 xvin 1x6Nor is a capacity to be gentile denyed to one Yeoman 1673
Ray Joiirn Low C , Malta 308 All the Knights are of
noble or gentile extraction 169* Wood AtA. Oxon I 49
I homas Wyatt was born of an ancient and gentile Family
1862 Merivalh Rom Emp (1865) VIII lxiv 80 A genteel
mob assembled on the day of each promised performance
1885 J. Gillow Bibliogr Diet. Eng Cath. II 226 Faunt,
Laurence Arthur ofan ancient aud genteel family

2 Appropriate to persons of quality. Now
chiefly with sarcastic implication

a. Of dress, dwellings, etc.
;
formerly also of

food, meals, hospitality, etc : Stylish, fashionably
elegant or sumptuous.
*599 B Jonson Cynthia's Rev 1. (x6ox) Cnja, Amor

Your Rose too do’s most grace-fully in troath A sot. Tis
the most gentile and teceiu’d Weare now Sir 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hi1st vi iv 326 To accoutre their eldest Sonnes in a
gentile^ military equipage when Knighted by the King
1659 Genti Calling (1696) 80 Nature affords not meat
delicate enough for their palats; it must be adulterated
with the costly mixtures of Art, befoie it can become
Gentile nourishment X665 Pei-ys Diary (1879) HI *35We had here the genteelest dinner I have seen many
a day 1678 Wood Life (O H S) II 425 note, A tall

man gentile clothes, and rings and pendants m his eares
1683

r

I ryon W%y to Health 64 And then what Curiosity in
Sawces 7 What fantastick Humors for Dressing ? The more
extravagant and unnatural, the more genteel forsooth 1

*753 World No 4 20 Knocking at the door of a genteel
house over-against her 1787 ‘ G Gambado ’ Acad Horse-
men (1809) 31 And observe, a single flapped saddle is the
genteelest 1788 V Knox Winter Even III. vm xi 171
JLhe entertainment was sumptuous and genteel. 1790
Blwick Quadmp (1807) 339 It [the Dalmatian Dog]
is frequently kept in genteel houses, as an elegant
attendant on a carnage, 1797 Monthly Mag III 204
Near the bath are two or thiee genteel inns 1814 D H
O Brien Captvv <§• Escape 167 He . conducted us to
a genteel house, close to a glass manufactory 1859 Geo
Lliot A Bede 60 Some coast-town that was once a water-
ing-place, and is now a port, where the genteel streets are
silent and grass-grown 1865 Trollope Belton Est xiv, He
was possessed of a genteel villa and ornamental garden

b. Of employments, education, income * Suited
to the station of a gentleman or gentlewoman Of
manners, habits of life, etc Characteristic of

persons of quality, resembling what prevails m
upper-class society
1602 Marston Antonio’s Rev iv i Gib, A spitting

Critick, whose mouth Voids nothing but gentile and vn-
uulgar Rheume of censure 1635 Quarles Embl 11. 11.

(17x8) 70 We make art servile, and the trade gentile [runes
with guile] 1673 Stillingtl Serm u 32 Till . the
greatest slavery to sin be accounted but . . a gentile com-
pliance with the fashions of the world *674 S. Vincent
Ytig, Gallant’sAcad 87 [The Gallant's] pleasures consist in
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fine Cloaths, gentile Oaths, as he calls them x688 S Penton
Guardian's Instr 36 Civil Law,was then proposed as a gen-

teel sort ofstudy. 1697 PotterAntiq Greecei xxvi (1715)

131 They, who can afford a gentile Education, xqzqPhilip

Quarll (1816) 34 She intended to have kept him, till he was

by years and learning qualified for some genteel trade

1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide xin 106, I the Muffins preferr'd

To all the genteel Conversation I heard 1788 V. Knox
Winter Even II vr xi. 284 You went to provide a gen-

teel maintenance for our four little ones 1801 Mar
Edgeworth Grf French Governess (1832) 176 She considered

her mothei as an inferior personage, destitute of genteel

accomplishments 1804 W. 1 ennant hid Recreat, (ed 2)

I 318 A genteel business, such as jewellery, mercery, or

perfumery 183a Ht Martintau Life m Wilds iv 46 He
led a pretty genteel life as a shopkeeper 1840 Dickens
Old C Shop xxxi, The pupils cared little for a companion
who had nothing genteel to talk about

8 Having the habits characteristic of superior

station ,
that ranks or claims to rank above the

commonalty on the ground of manners or style of

living, fin early use • Polished, well bred (ohs.).

(Now chiefly with sarcastic implication )

a 1648 Ld Herbert Hen VIII (1683) 352 Lenox was
young, handsome, and gentile 1637 Cokaine Obstm
Lady 1 1 Poems, etc (1658) 302 Houswifery is the super-

ficies of a genteel female, and the Parenthesis of a Lady,
which may well be left out 1681 Wood Life 2 Mar.
(O H S ) II 519 A gentile man but a preshyterian 1710
M Henry Exp Numb xxv (1725I III 371/2 Zimri

and Cosbi, Sinners of the first Rank, genteel Sinners

171a Budgell Sped No 40a r 3 Valerio had an universal

Character, was genteel, haa Learning. 1751 Chester f.

Lett 13 June (1774) II x68 And though you should be
told that you are genteel still aim at being genteeler. 175a

Lady M W Montagu Let to C’tess Bute 16 Feb
,
He

appeared to me gentile, well bred, well shaped, and sen-

sible 1776 Mrs Harris m Prtv. Lett Ld. Malmesbury
(1870) I 342The Duchess of Manchester says he [Tessier] is

not a person fit to be admitted into genteel society 1813

Jane Austen Emma n vii. 173 They were of low origin, m
trade, and only moderately genteel. *833 L Ritchie
Wand by Loire 63 A man might he rich without being
genteel, and poor without being vulgar. 1837 J D Lang
New S Wales II. 217 Despicable avarice . . and the practice

of downright injustice are by no means banished even yet
from the genteelest circles m New South Wales 1841
Thackeray Sk , Lady tn Opera-Box, I was not genteel

enough for her circle 184a Miss Costello Ptlgr Auvergne
I 295 The actual existence is evident of a genteel middle
class 1883 Miss Braddon Wyllanfs Weird I. 111. 101

Very narrow are the straits of genteel poverty
elltpt 1864 J H Friswell Gentle Life 6 The genteel

know only the genteel 1867 Dickens Lett. (1880) II

270 A very small opinion of what the great genteel have
done for us
abst (quasi- ) 17*6 Shelvocke Voy round World 392

His behaviour had something of the genteel m it 1888

Stevenson Some Gentlent mFict. in Scribner's Mag III.

766 Mr Adams, delightful as he is, has no pretension to
1
the genteel ’

+b Of behaviour- Courteous, polite, obliging

1659 B Harris ParmaVs Iron Age 33 Fiench They are

of so gentile an humour, that they make themselves admired
by strangers. 1688 Crowne Danus Prol , Nay, do not

damn him much, if he writes ill , For then he writes like

you—that is Gentile. 170a W, J Bruyu's Voy Levant vi

18 The Merchant gave him as genteel a Denial as he
could 1711 Steele Sped. No 73 r 4 The more Virtuous
the Man is, the nearer he will naturally be to the Character

of Genteel and Agreeable 1773 Johnson in Boswell (1831)
III 105 The hospitable and genteel manner in which you
were pleased to treat me 1814 Scott Let. to J. B S
Morntt 7 Jan in Lockhart, The magistrates have done
the genteel thing (as Winifred Jenkins says), and pre-

sented me with the freedom of the city.

c. Liberal m money matters. Of a gift, etc.

:

Handsome Obs
x6z8 Digby Voy. Medit 34 The captaine and marchant

sent me a gentile present 1742 Richardson Pamela III

270 Proposes that Mr Williams’s present Livinghe supply’d

by a Curate , to whom no doubt Mr Williams will be very
genteel. 1774 Goldsm Grecian Hist. II 130 Philip settled

a very genteel stipend upon him [Aristotle]. 1790 Beatson
Nav # Mil. Mem. 1 . 132 Giving . . a genteel reward to the

sailors for their bravery.

4. Of persons . Gentlemanly or ladylike in ap-

pearance ; well-dressed (Now vulgar
,
exc in de-

pi eciatory sense cf. shabby-genteel.)

1620 Leather 13 Some Citizens (out of a scorne not to he
Gentile) goe euene day Booted. 1696 Luttrell BriefRel

(1837) IV 125 A genteel person was seized at the exchequer
pioking a man’s pocket 1703 Loud Gas No 3917/4 John
Hunt, smooth Fac’d, a genteel Man, aged about 23. a 173a

Gay Rehearsal at Gotham 1 Wks (1772) 343 The Girl is

very Genteel tonight 1773 Goldsm Stoops to Conq n
Wks (Globe) 637/2 Did not I work that waistcoat, to

make you genteel ?

quaswafo. *771 T Hull SirW Harrington (1797) HI
202 David, being dressed tolerably genteel, ventured into

the coffee-room.

5 Elegant or graceful in shape or appearance

(Now only with playful or sarcastic mixtme of

sense 2 )
1688 R Holme Armoury m. 349/2 In this square is the

Figure of the genteel Punch 1710 Lond Gas No 4633/4 A
genteel round-barrel’d Gelding 1719London&Wise Compl
Gard 187 A very pretty good Expedient, but never looks

Gentile nor Hanasom 1730 A Gordon Maffiei’s A mphith

283 The genteel manner by which the Steps were disposed

1733 Hogarth Anal Beauty xi 139 The longest of these

[lines] is not quite sufficiently so, m proportion to the other,

for a genteel man. 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) I xuc 458
His countenance beautiful

,
his limbs genteel and slender

1789 W. Buchan Dom Med (1790) 91 How a small foot

came to he reckoned genteel, I will not pretend to say

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot xxi 303 The third is a taller,

genteeler, later-flowering plant. 1818 M. G Lewis JmlW Ind (1834) 157 A young gul, who exactly answered
George Colman's description ofYarico, ‘quite brown, but
extremely genteel, like a Wedgewood teapot ’ 1852 Mrs
Stowe llncle Tom's C. xi, A little walnut-bark has made
my yellow skm a genteel brown

f b Of immaterial things : Graceful, refined,

delicate. Obs.

1678 Cudworth Intell Syst. 1 in. § 30 That other Cor-
poreal Theism seems to be of the two rather more generous
and gentile, which supposes the whole world to be one
Animal, and God to be a certain ethenal but intellectual
Matter 1679 Shadwlll 'Irue Widow 11. Wks 1720 III

144 They like my songs too
;
they say they’re so easie, so

gentile, and well bred. 169a Dryden St Evremont's Ess
193 Happy then is that Fancy, Noble and Genteel, which
makes it self accepted by our greatest Enemies 1711
Shaitesb Charac. Misc m 1 {1737)111 142 The natural
and simple manner which conceals and covers Art, is the
most truly artful, and of the genteelest, truest and best-

study’d Taste. *715 J Richardson Theoiy Pamt 196
Annibale Carracci was rather Great, than Gentile ; the* he
was That too ; and Guido’s Character is Grace 1728 T
Sheridan tr Persius' Sat v (1739) 67 You are well skilled

in shaming People out of their Vices, by your genteel
Manner of Raillery 1742 Gray Let to West 8 May, Wks
1816 II 136,

1

rejoice to see you putting up your prayers to
the May . She cannot choose hut come at such a call It

[West's Ode to May] is as light and genteel as herself

6 . Comb
,

as gentetl-like, -looked,
-looking

,

-shaped adjs.

1708 Land Gas No 4327/16 Deserted William Wakhng,
a veiy genteel look’d Man 1741 Richardson Pamela
(182^) I. 219 Miss Goodwin is the genteelest-shaped

child 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn xiv, A genteel-look-

ing man, but upon a very shabby horse, rode up to Jones
1765 Foote Commissary 11 Wks 1799 II 24,

1

accost him,
in a courteous, genteel-like manner
B sb. A genteel person

,
a gentleman Obs exc.

m occasional use. (Cf Gentle B

)

In ed 1692 of B jonson’s Ev Man out ofHum Prol

,

and in ed 17x1 of Cowley’s Love's Rtddle v, Genteels

(vocatively) is substituted for the original reading Gentles

1673 Cotton Burlesque upon Burlesque Pro! r Gentiles,

Behold a Rural Muse Presents you old, but new translated

News 1719 D’URFEYiV/s (1872) V 349 Ye lofties, Genteels,

who above us all sit 1829Mcchanics' Mag XII 68 A party

. denominated ‘The Genteels’ by the working classes

because of their dislike to the term mechanic 1892

Athenseum 21 May 660/3 He [Manning) was known for

some years as the ‘ Apostle of the Genteels so little had he
then developed his all absorbing interest in the masses

Hence Gentee lify v nonce-wd., mtr , to become
genteel.

1834 Tail's Mag I 609 Mrs. Mark Luke had genteelified

and absolutely refined more in one season, than in some half-

a-dozen former years of stinted appliances

Genteelish (dgentz lif), a. [f. Genteel a +
-ish ] Somewhat genteel

1750 J Tucker Ess Trade (ed 2) 130 If a young Woman
has a genteelish Education, and a small Fortune, she stands

upon the Brink of Destruction. 18x4 Sporting Mag XLIV.
48 In person genteelish—behaviour quite easy 1823 Lock-
hart in Scott Fam. Lett. (1894) II. 341 A large assemblage

of vulgar women and men,—little Quillman, 1 the heavy
dragoon ’, the only genteelish figure

Gentee’lisse, v rare See also Gentilize.

[f. Genteel a. +-JZE.] trails
>

To rendei genteel.

1767 Sterne Tr Shandy IX xiii, A man cannot dress,

but his ideas get cloth’d at the same time and if he dresses

like a gentleman, every one of them stands presented to his

imagination, genteelized along with him 1863 Athenaeum
No 1930. 351/2 It is proposed to ‘ genteelize as a friend

calls it—one of the largest open spaces

Genteelly (d^ent? l,li)

,

adv. [f Genteel 0 +

-ly^ ] In a genteel manner. (Cf. senses of the adj )

1637 Heywood Royal King 111 E uj b, Such onely gentile

are that can mamtaine gentily. 1663 Glanvill .S’cepsis Sci

Addr. 14 Those that would be gentilely learned need not

purchase it, at the dear rate of being Atheists x668 Pepys

Diary (1877) V. 149 After dxnnei, my Lord Brereton very

gentilely went to the organ 1708 Prior Tm tie $ Spar-

row 218 Well bom she was, genteelly bied C1710 Celia

Fiennes Diary (1888) 76 He has a very good house

and genteelv fitted good Hall and parlour 1732 Law
Serious C. ix (ed 2) 121 A_ saint genteely dress’d is as

great nonsense as an Apostle in an embioider’d suit. *739

Lady M W Montagu Let to Wortley Montagu 14 Oct

,

I can live here very genteelly on my allowance. X753

Hogarth Anal, Beauty x 103 The whole horn acquires a

beauty by its being thus genteelly bent two different ways

*779 Forrest Voy N Guinea 217 The Rajah entertained

us very genteelly at supper x8xo SportingMag XXXVI.
105 The day was genteelly closed by a bull-baiting 1817

Byron Beppo xxm, Time treated her genteelly. 1841

Thackeray 2ttd Funeral Napoleon 111, Bred up genteelly

at Eton 1876 Miss Braddon J Haggards Dau II 8

If Cynthia had been less handy, things could not have gone

off so genteelly __ _
Genteelness (dgentflnes) [f Genteel a.

+ -ness ] The state, quality, or fact of being

genteel ;
an instance of the same.

163a SirA CocicAiNutr. Calprenbde’s Cassandra 104 He
gave many eminent testimonies of his gentilenesse and
bravery. 1670 G. H Hist. Cardinals 1 in. 82 From their

Civility and Gentileness they express to Strangers, they

draw no small profit in Aimes 17x8 Freethinker No, 24 f 6

Let us be cautious how we innovate too much in Genteel-

nesses 1732 Mrs Delany Let to Mrs Dewes in Life 4-

Corr. 92 ,

1

should rather see a little awkward bashfulness,

than a daring and forward genteelness. 1732 Hume Ess. $
Treat (1777) II 329 He must be unhappy, indeed who has

never perceived the charms of a decent genteelness of

address and manner 1737 H. Walpole Lett H Mann
cccvn (1834)111 223 Not hut Twickenham has a romantic

genteelness that would figure m a more luxurious climate.

concr, 1833 Motley Dutch Rep. v. iv. 739 A banquet of

confectionary and all kinds of genteelnesses m sugar

Genteleri, var. Gentlery Obs.

Genthite (ge n]»it) Min [f Genth

,

the name
of an American geologist + -ite. Named by Dana
in 1867 ] A hydrous silicate of nickel and mag-
nesium, found in applegreen incrustations and
amorphous masses.
1867 Amer Jml Sci Ser. n XLIV. 256 Genthite. 1868.

Dana Mm. (ed 5) 471 Genthite, Nickel-Gynm.te.

Gentian (dge njan). Forms • 4 jencian, 5

gencyan(e, 5-6 geneian, 6 gentiane, 6- gen-
tian. [ad. L. gentiana, so called (according to

Pliny) after Gentius, king of Illyria.]

1 Any plant belonging to the genus Gentiana
(cf. Filwobt) ; esp. G. lutea

,

the officinal gentian

which yields the gentian-root of the pharma-
copoeia. Fringedgentian— G crimta.
c xooo [see Felwort]. 1382 [see gentian-tree in 2] c 1400

Lanfranc's Cvrurg 61 Take jie pouder of crabbis brent vj

parties, genciamy parties make poudre.
>
1516 Life St

Bridget in Myrr our Ladye p. lu, Geneian whiche is a
moch bytter erbe she helde contynually in hir mouth 1397
Gerarde Herbal h cv (1633) 432 There he divers sorts of

Gentians or Felwoorts 1671 Salmon Syn Med nr xxii 402
Gentian, the root resists poyson and Plague 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot xvh 225 I he principal of the genus is the

Great Yellow Gentian, which has a single stalk, thiee feet

high x8ox &outhey Thalabct iv xxiv.The herbs so fair to eye
Were Senna, and the Gentian’s blossom blue. *830 Lindley
Nat Syst Bot 216 The intense bitterness of the Gentian is

a characteristic of the whole order 1844 Lowell Leg.
Brittany x xvi. More sad than cheery, making in good
sooth, Like the fringed gentian, a late autumn spring 1882
Garden 3 June 385/3 The early flowering Gentians have
done badly as regards bloom

Id. Applied to plants ofother orders and genera.

1879 Britten & Holland Plani-n
,
Gentian 2 Erythnea

Centaunum, L — Suss , Scotl , on the shores of the Moray
Firth, where an infusion is drunk as a tonic 1889 Century
Diet s v , False gentian, Pleurogyne Canntkiaca, a gentian-

aceous plant of Europe, northein Asia, and western North
America. Horse-gentian, Tnostenm perjoliatnm, a capri-

fohaceous plant of North America Spurred gentian,

Halema dejlexa, a gentianaceous plant ofNorth America

2 . attnb ., as in gentian-blue, -flower, -root

,

-tree,

-violet, -water, -7vine ;
gentian-bitter, the tonic

principle extracted from gentian root ;
gentian-

worts, Lindley’s name for the N O Centianacepi,

1882 Ogilvie, *Gentian-lntter. 1863 Baring-Goui dW’ere-

wolves vn 83 Sand-hills patched with “gentian-blue 1836

Bryant Poems, November 7 The blue “gentian flower, that,

in the bieeze, Nods lonely. 1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 81

Their hands were full of blue gentian flowers 1330 Palsgr.

224/2 “Gencyan rote, gentian 1811 A T Thomson Lond
Disp (1818)398 Take of gentian root, bruised, two drachms
1382 Wyclif Jer xvn 6 It shal ben as “lencian trees [L

mynca] in desert 1897 Allbutt Syst Med II 3 It takes

up the stain of “gentian violet 1727-31 Chambers Cycl

s.v Water, *Gentian-waier Take four pounds of gentian

roots mince them [etc.] <*1700 B E. Diet Cant Crew,
*Gentian-iume

,

Drank for a Whet before Dinner. 1843

Lindley Sch. Bot 91 Gentianaceae—“Gentianworts.

Hence Gentiana ceons a. [-aoeous], of or

belonging to the N.O. Gentianacese
,

Gen-
tiane-sque a. [-ebqtte], of or pertaining to the

gentians or Gentianacese ;
Gentiamio a Chem

,

in gentiamc acid (see quot.) ;
Ge'ntianin (formerly

also -me) = gentianic acid.

1834 Maynd Expos. Lex ,
Gentianaceus

,

gentianaceous

(And m recent Diets ) Ibid , Gentiamn 1864 Watts
Diet. Client

,
Gentianic Acid, Gentiamn, an organic acid

existing in the root of gentian extracted by treating the

powdered root with water [etc ] 1896 DailyNews 23 July

8/6 Its flower still betrays undoubted marks of its gen-

tianesque descent.

Gentianal (d^ernfanal), a (sb) [f.

G

entian +

-al.] Of or pertaining to the gentians. Gentianal

alliance'. Lindley’s name for a group of plants

including the Gentianacese and other Orders. Also

sb., a member of this alliance.

1846 Lindley Veg Kingd 594 Gentianales—The Gen-

tianal Alliance With Cortusals Gentianals come in contact

through Ebenads. Ibid 593 Gentianal Exogens.

Gentianella (dge nfsne la), [mod L., dim of

L gentidna.1 A name for several species of

gentian, esp Gentiana acauhs

,

bearing flowers

of an intense blue colour
In botanical Latm used by some authorities as the name

of one of the two sub-genera into which they divide the

genus Gentiana (the other sub-genus being Eugentiana)

1638 Sir T Browne Gard Cyrus ui 32 Flowers of one

leaf have often five divisions answered by a like number of

cahcular leaves , as Gentianella [etc ] *794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot xvn 226 Gentianella is singular for having

its fine bell shaped azure flowers larger than the whole plant

besides 1803 J A bercrombie'sEv Man his Own Gard 233

Thrift, London pride, gentianella, with most other sorts of

the fibrous rooted plants, may be removed *848 C, A
Johns Week at Lizard 311 Exacum filifonne. Least

Gentianella, is a minute plant a x86x Mrs. Browning

Hectorm Gard ix, Eyes of gentianella's azure

attnb. 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xn. 338

A deep and Gentianella blew.

Gentxl, obs. form of Genteel, Gentle

Gentile (d^e’ntsil, -til), a. and sb. Forms

4-7 gentil(l, 5-6 gentyle, (6 gentle), 5- gentile

Also 4 jentile. [a or ad F gentxl, ad, L gent-

ilis, f. gent-, gens nation, Gens.]
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A
,
adj. I. In applications derived fiom tte

Vulgate (d^entsil). Now usually written with

capital initial.

1 . Of or pertaining to any or all of the nations

other than the Jewish f Also absol. used as a

collective sb. =the Gentiles.

C1400 Apol Loll 6 Constieymng Jje gentil to be com
Jewes in obseiuaunce 1686 J Scott Chr Life (1747) III

51 A current Doctrine among the ancient Writers, both

Gentile and Jewish 1774 J Bryant Mytkol II ii8Theie
had been a true notion ofthe Deity transmitted by ZoroasteL

when the rest of the gentile world was m darkness *782

Priestley Corrupt. Chr 1 1 6The richer and more learned

gentile Christians 1888 Amy Levy Reuben Sachs \i 156

A goodly contingent of Gentile dancing men and a smaller

band of Gentile ladies

b. Similarly, as used by the Mormons : Of or

pertaining to any outside the Mormon community.
1861 R F Burton City Saints iv 071 The Endowment

House and all appertaining to it is carefully concealed

from Gentile eyes and ears Ibid 276 It rests on the best

and fairest Gentile evidence.

2

.

Heathen, pagan Obs

1494 Fabyan Chron v lxxxu 60 Thyse straungers weie
of yu Gentyle or Pagan lawe 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II.

137 Thai war withoutin men also, Of gentill faith, and also

Cristis fo 1342 Udall in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 5
Scipio Africanus the elder (to whom the gentile histones

dooe attribute this honourable testnnome) 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 477 Twentie Gentile Kings are numbred
in his Court 1647 A Ross Mystag Poet xv (1675) 377j

I wonder not why the Gentile gods were so cruel and
savage 1693 Woodward Nat Hist Earth iri 1 (1723) 132

The ancient Gentil Wnteis 1789 Brand Hist Newcastle
II 51 note, The basilicas of gentile Rome weie converted

into churches on their conversion to Christianity

II. Senses deuvedfrotn cl. L. (Usually dje'ntil

)

3 Pertaining to a nation or tribe. Now rare
*5*3 Douglas YEneis vn iv. 56 That was the sett eik by

than- gentill law Deput for hallowit feyst and mangeory.

*643 Pagitt Herenogr (1661) xg6 Such a one as the lewes
call a National or Gentile Saint 1677 W Harris ti.

Lemery's Course Chym (1686} Ep Ded., Who have spent

so many years in France and who is a Great master of
that Gentile Language *858 Gladstone Homer I 419
Twice in the Catalogue Homer has occasion to use the

Achaean name locally, and in its onginal or, so to speak,

gentile sense.

b. Gram. Of a woid : Indicating the country,

locality, or nation to winch anything belongs
1818 Todd, Gentile

,

belonging to a nation, as British,

Irish, German, &c , are gentile adjectives 1834 R G.
Latham Native Races Russian Emp 323 Laincn is the
regular Fmlandish termination foi gentile nouns.

4 Of or pertaining to a gens 01 to gentes.

*846 Grotr Greece (1854) I 465 There were m every gens
01 family special gentile deities 1863 Merivale Rom
Emp VIII lxvu 260 He combined in his own person the
gentile names of several ancestors 1876 Freeman Norm
Cong. V xxiv 462 In England where the gentile system died
out so much soonei 1881 Miss Buckland in Knowledge
No 8. 158 Ihese four women councillors select a chief of

the gens from their brothers and sons, and this chief is the

head of the gentile council

B sl> I. From A. I (dgentml) (Usually with

capital G.)
I One of any nation other than the Jewish.
C1380 Wyclif Sel Wks III. 34s He [Petre] wolde not

dele wi|j Gentiles for tendimnesse of pe Jewis. 1490 Caxton
How to Die 4 Paynyms & gentyhs as were Jobe, Raab,
Ruth, Achior & otheL semblable 1336 Tindale Matt x 5
Goo nott into the wayes thatt leade to the gentyls, 1671
Milton P R. i. 456 No more shalt thou by oiacling abuse
The Gentiles. 1733 Warburton Serin I v. 145 The
representation of Jesus's being made unto us Wisdom
and Righteousness is particularly addressed to the Gentiles

1878 J. P, Hopes Jesus 111 15 He would go and tell them
that not only Jews but Gentiles were His children 189a
Westcott Gospel ofLife 182 Zarathustra is not wholly un-
worthy to be placed as a Gentile by the side of Abiaham.

b. Similarly, as used by Moimons . One outside

the Mormon community
;
opposed to * Saint

1847 Paricman Oregon Tr (1872) 305 The Mormons
began earnestly to complain of the ill-usage they had
received from the ‘Gentiles' 1861 Times ax Aug., The
‘Gentiles’, as the people are termed who aie without the
pale of the Mormon community x86x R. F Burton City
Saints viu 4x7 Mr. Kennedy, an Irish Gentile

2. A heathen, a pagan Now fare
1390 Gower Conf II 170 The cronique Saith that the

gen tils most of alle Worshippen her a 1533 Ld. Berners
Gold Bk.M.Aurel (1546) Bnj, Neither all doctoursamong
christen men, nor all the philosophers amonge the gentiles.

1600 J. Pory tr Leo's Africa 1 33 They are Gentiles m reli-

gion 16241 Bargrave Serm agst SelfPolicy 32 Ecebolius
with false Julian .turned Gentill. 1673 Temple Observ,
Unit Prov Wks 1731 1 9 The Goths were Gentiles when
they first broke into the Roman Empire, 173* Berkeley
Alcipkr. t § 6 One is a Christian, another a Jew, a third a
Mahometan, a fourth an idolatrous Gentile. 1844 Lingard
Anglo-Sax Ch (1858) II xu 201 The church of St.
Cuthbert is given in prey to the gentiles

+b spec. Of a Hindoo, as distinguished from
a Mahometan. (Cf Gentoo ) Obs.

*555 Eden Decades 233 headings The prices of preciovs
stones as they are soulde bothe of the Mooies and the
gentyles 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 477 This King
. .more trusteth and employeth the Gentiles in his affaires

then the Moores. 1633 H. Cohan tr Pinto's Trav vi 15
The Tyrant had. propounded unto this King of Batas,who
was a Gentile, the unbracing of Mahomet’s Law. 1727
A, Hamilton New Ace. E Ind. I, joii 148 The Customs
in the Kings Books, are but 2 per Cent, for Mahometans,
and per Cent, for Gentiles,

II From A II. (dgemtil),

3 Gram A part ofspeech indicating the locality

or nation to which anything belongs. (Cf. A 3 b )

161a Brinsley Pos Parts (1669) 25 Q Why are they
[nostras and vostros] called Gentiles? A. Because they

properly betoken pertaining to some Countrey or Nation
to some Sect or Faction 1889 Century Diet, s v , The
woids Italian, American, Athenian, are gentiles

4 Roman Law A member of the same gens

1873 Poste Gants m Comm (ed. 2I 316 The patrician

Clnudii were the gentiles of the patron 1880 Muirhrad
Gains m § 17 Oil failure of agnates, the gentiles .ire

called to the inheritance

Gentile, obs form of Genteel, Gentle
Gentile&om (d^e ntmkbm). [f Gentile^
+ -dom ] a The gentile world

,
the area over

which gentile beliefs and practices prevailed, b
The state of being gentile in belief ancl practice

a 1638 Mede Disc Gen x 5 Wks. (1672) r 272 Isles of
the Gentiles , that is, Gentildome full of Islands 1869

J, Klr Serm {1874) 163 This prerogative Gentiledoni

possesses over Judaism 1878 F I1 rnnusoN Life ofChrist
11 xv 305 Unvisited tracts 01 Gentiledotn

Geutilesse (dge ntile*s) Obs exc.aich. [ad

F. geniiHesse, f. gentil see Genteel, Gentle ]

1 The quality of being gentle , courtesy, polite-

ness, good breeding
,
an instance of coin tesy

Frecment in Chaucer, esp. m phrases of,for, tin ough

{ones) gentilesse.

1340 Ayenb 89 pet is be gratteste noblesse and be he^este

gentilesse pet me may to hopye and clme c 1386 Chaucer
Cleik's T S37 This child to fostre 111 alle gentillcsse 1390
GowrR Conf III 2gg And of his gtete gentilesse Ills

doughter He bad to go on bis message l c 1460 Stans
Pncr 65 in Babas Bh, 30 Whereso euer that thow dyne or

soupe, Of gentilesse take salt withe thy knyf c 1500

Lancelot 1847 Many o cetec o fieriih them with-outen strok

of spere But only foi his gentilles that thei Have lurd 1647
Clarendon Hist Reb 1 § 151 Who out of their gentilesscs

had submitted the difficulties and mysteries of the law
to be measured by the standard of general reason 1633
tr De Pan’s Francion 1 19 'Ihis pretty Confidence, and
the Gcntilesses she entertained me with took me exceed-

ingly 1670 Moral State Eng 145 This new Flame spurred
on the Youth to little Gallantues, and Gentilesscs [1801

Woudsw Cuckoo <5 Night x\xt, All genttless and honour
thence come foi th ] x88x E Arnold Ind Poetiy it 9 ‘God
shield you !

1 said the knight and dame And Saladm, with
phrase of gentilesse Returned

b. trailf Of a graft . The fact of coming from

a good stock.

c 1430 Pallad. on I/usb. xi. 28 (Colchestei MS ) This is a
preef of graffes gentillesse

2 Slenderness , elegance
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr ’s T 418 A flaucon of f.urnesse, As

wel ofplumage as of gentillcsse Of shape

Gentilic (emeriti lik), a Also 7 gentilique.
[f. L. gentll-is Gentile a -i -10.] f a. Heathen,
pagan {obs ) b. Tribal, national.

X604J Gokdoun Serm 26 The Gentilique religion of the
Druides Ibid 44 His Temple was full of Guitihque
Idolatne 1871 tr. Lange's Comm , Jar xxxv 306 The house
of the Rechabitcs must be taken in a gentilic sense 1879
Farrar St Paul II xlvu. 435 note, If Lydia be merely a
Gentilic name 1893 Sayce Higher Criticism (1894) *89 The
gentilic Sheshai may perhaps represent the Shasu 01 Bedawm
of Southern Canaan

+ Gentilical, a Obs. [f. as prec. + -al]
Peculiar to the Gentiles, heathen.

*573 Fpit Barnes' Whs 370 Who soeuer from hereticall

malice, or gentilical superstition . shal bee clensed by the
grace of Christ 1600 F Walker Sp Maudeville 102 n, It

is a wicked and Gentilical kind of speech.

Gentilie, obs form of Gently.

t Ge'ntilish, a. Obs [f Gentile + -ish.]

Of Gentile nature, origin, or character
,
heathenish

1330 Hoopm Serm Jonas 1 B11, Thys Cytye of Nimue
was Idololatrycall and Gentelyshe 1577-87 Holinshfd
Chron ,

Eng v xxv 108/2 There was in him , , a settled

perswasion in gentilish error a 1398 Rollocic Serm Wks.
(Wodrow Soc ) I 489 This Gentilish woman 1641 Milton
Ch Govt 1 li, He leaves it to be polluted with idolatrous

and Gentilish rites and ceiemonies 1631 Biggs New Disp
r 50 The rubbish of gentilish and anarchicall principles

Gentilism (dge utiliz’m). [f. Gentile sb +
-ISM]
1. Heathenism, paganism, a heathen belief or

piactice Obs exc. as used occas. m opposition to

Judaism.
*577 Hanmer Anc Eccl, Hist (1619) 214 Licinmus,

famous for his fond opinions in gentihsme, hated yu

Christians, a 1302 H Smith Arrow agst Atheists (1593)
1 1 b, Mahomets Religion is a patched religion, mist partly
with Judaism, partly with Gentilism a 1602 W Perkins
Cases Consc (1619)214 The Masse hath more affinitie with
grosse Gentilisme, then with the Institution of our Sauiour
Christ 1643 Wither Vox Pacif 172 Remember to bewaile
your Gentilismes. 1662 Stillingfl Ong, Sacr 11 x (1702)
238 It appears in the whole history of Gentilism 1776 R
Chandlfr Trav. Greece (1825) II 57 The extnpation of
gentilism at Athens seems to nave been accomplished by
Alanc and his Goths a 1817 T. Dwight Trav New Eng
etc (1821) I 127 The Spaniards in their furious zeal against
Gentilism destroyed a great multitude of these pictures
1844 S R Maitland Dark Ages 149 The insinuation,
modification, or extirpation of gentihsms in the Christian
church 1883 J Martineau Types Eth Th I 1 111 239 The
inward loss of Judaism was an inward attraction towards
Gentilism,

+b. concr. The gentile or heathen world,
heathendom. Obs.

a 1638 MvnrApost Lai Times x Wks. (1672) hi 648 The
outmost Couit of the temple of God should not only be
prophaned, but tioden down by Gentilism 1634 Whitlock
Zootomia 469 It is wel known, in Gentihsme their Divines
were Poets

2 The bond uniting together the members of the
same gens rare
1847 Grote Greece n \ III 79 Gentilism is a tie bv

itself, distinct fiom the family ties x88x L H Morgan
Houses

.J-
Ho -Life N. A met Abong 38 Gentilism arrested

usurpation

I* Gentilist. Obs. [f. the name Geniths +
-j&t

] A follower of John Valentine Gentilis (an
Italian Socmian, executed at Berne in 1566).
1726 C. Mather Ratio Discipl 5, I cannot* leai 11, That

among all the Pastois of Two Hundred Churches, there is
one Arnunian* much less an Anan, or a Gentilist,

t Gentilitat(e, ppl a Obs. rate-J

, [ad L
type *gentlhtdt-us, f gentilis (see Gentle)]
Having gentle or lefined manners.
1632 Ln hgow Trav v 185 Sicily being the most cmill lie

and nobly gentihtat [1640 ed has Gentihtate]
5

Gentilitial (d^entili Jal), a Also 7 gentil-
ltiall, (-loial) [f. L gentiliii-ns, incorrectly

gentillcuts (f gentilis Gentile) + -al J
1 Of, pertaining to, or peculiar to, a nation;

national
1630 Buiwrn Anthropomd 84 This figure of the Nose is

now become gentilitial and native to the Peisians 1741
Waruurton Div Legat (1845) II 433 'the first [lelation
of God to the Hebrew nation] was that of a tutelary Deity,
gentilitial and local. 1877 Ravvlinson Out* Nat 11 v 2x8
Pathros, the local name, from which the gentilitial noun
‘ Pathrusim ’ is foimed

2 . Of or pei taming to a gens cr family; family

(Cf Family 9c)
i6xr Cokyat Crudities 493 The Casinnics, for that is the

gcntihtiall name of the Count Palatines familj x66o
Wati imousr Aims ^ Ann 49 Though I say there be no
distinct proof for Ensigns personal and gentihcial among
them 1828 J Hunt! n lint S \ orksh I 32 Wnteis upon
gentilitial insignia 1838 Btackw Mag XLIV 403 Their
Gentilitial n mies, such as the Gens Hoiatia, Julia [etc.]

3 Of or pet taming to gentle birth, belonging
to the gentry. [Perh strictly another woid, f

med L gentihtia= Gentileshe ]
18x6 Sir E Bryugi s Life J Hall in Hall's Poems, John

Hall was born of gentilitial parents 111 Duiliam 1837 Sir
F. Pai grave Merck. # Pna> iv. (1844) 153 'I he inherent,

indelible dignity of a gentilitial anstoci acy 1866 E Pea-
lock Eng Ui. Furniture App xi, 240 He was sprung fiom
an old gentilitial stock <*1873 R. Davii s Walks through
York (1880) 133 One of the most antient and distinguished
of our Yorkshire gentilitial families.

Gentilitian (d^eniili Jan), [f as prec +-an]
= Gentilitial i.

1630 Bulwer Anlhropomet a Their [Muscovite infants’]

faces me explained or flatted by Art, and so duected to

grow into this gentilman foime 1897 C Rampini Hist
Mot ay $ Naim 1 8 In the Celtic family is to be found
the germ of all his [the Caledonmn Piet’s] gentihtian and
national ^eculiai Hies

Gentilitious (dgenlili Jos), a. [f, as prec. +
-ous.]

+ 1 . Characteristic of a ‘ gentile
}

,
pagan. Obs~ l

16x3 SiiERLbY Ttav Persia 30 Without any gentilitious

adoration, but with those respects which are lit for the

inaiesty of a Pnnce
2 Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of, a nation

;

national. (= Gentilitial 1.)

X646S1UT BrownePjwrf. Ep. iv x eox That an unsavoury
odour is gentilitious or nationall unto the Jews..we cannot
well concede 1831 Blackw Mag, XXIX 519 It is not the

generic likeness of a breed—the gentilitious contour of a
nation. 1843 Fokd Ilandbk. Spam it 295 An unsavoury
odour seems gentilitious m the Hebrew, but not more so

than in. the orthodox Spanish Monk.
3 . Of or pertaining to a gens or family. (

= Gen-
tilitial 2 )
X646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep vn xvi 373 Nor is it

pioved, or probable, that Sergius changed the name of

Bocca di Porco, for this was his bnname or gentilitious

appellation. 1834 W Ind Sketch Eh. II 48 Many of

them had no other than a gentilitious cognomination

1839 T Stapleton Pref to Plnmpton Corr (Camden) 2

A family whose members m Fonner dajswere distinguished

by their labours for the presei vation of our gentilitious

antiquities.

t>. Of diseases, etc. : Hereditary. ? Obs
1731 Akbuthnot Aliments vi. (173/5) 195 The common

Causes of this Distemper are a particular, and perhaps a

gentilitious Disposition of Body. 1883 in Syd. Soc Lex

.

Gentility (dgenti liti) Forms* 4 gentylete,

6 gerttilite(e, gentil(l)ity(e, (gentyllitie), 6-7

gentil(l)itie, 6- gentility, [ad. OF. and_ F.

gentiliU (now only m sense 1), ad. L. gentilitds, f.

gentilis see Gentile, Gentle, Genteel
The word serves as noun of quality both to Gentile and

genteel

,

and also to gentle in those senses which correspond

to obsolete senses ofgenteel ]

I. In senses related to Gentle, Genteel
1 . Gentle birth ; honourable extraction ;

the

fact of belonging to a family of gentle blood. Also,

the personality of one who is well-born.
1340 Ayenb 80 Hy ham yelpejj of hare gentylete uor pet

hy wene|j by of gentile woze 1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 1

(Arb ) 22 What syrs? your boldnesse dooth your gentilitie

warrant? a 1677 Barrow Semi. Wks 1686 III 244 With-

out which [Courage and Courtesie] gentilitym a conspicimus

degree j* no more than a vain shew 1607 Collier Ess,



GENTILITY, 117 GENTLE,

May. Subj i (1709) 61 An ancient Gentility does not neces-

sarily convey to us any Advantage either of Body or Mind
1791 Boswell Johnson xix (1831) I 507 A new system of
gentility might he established 1820 Scott Abbot v, We
must have a screened seat for you in the chapel, that youi
gentility may be free from the eyes ofcommon folks 1 1877
Mas Ouphant Mahers Flor iv, 105 He had no claim to
gentility and was only an Italian clown.
qazsi-personifed, 1641 Lond Love 1 Gentility without

wealth staggers like a sicke man *659 Gentl Calling (1696)

1 Gentility has long since confuted Job’s Aphousm, Man is

born to labour. 1873 Browning Red Cott Nt -cap 945 In
just the place Where aboriginal gentility Will scout the
upstart. 1874 Miss Mulocic Thy Mother ty I (Tauchn.) 89
Well-to-do commonalty loves to patronise poor gentility.

f b. cotter People of gentle birth
;
gentlefolks.

Also, The gentility : the gentry. Obs.

<**577 Sir T Smith Coinrnw Eng (1609)36 The Nobility,

the rest of the gentilitie, & the yeomanne 1587 Harrison
England 11 vi. (1877) 1 147 As . in the gentilitie, so in the
wealthie commonaltie the like desne of glasse is not neg-
lected 1589 Cogan Haven Health iv (1636) 27 Bread
made in forme of Manchet, as is used of the Gentility 1594
Carew Huarte's Exam Wits xui (1596) 209 A law that
all those of then order shall be issued from gentilitie, both
on the fathers side and the mothers. 1622 T. Scott Belg
Pismire 27 Their breede is from the lazie scumme of
counteifeit Gentilitie

0.

The rank or heraldic status of a gentleman
1642 W. Bird Mag Honor 130 If one be a Gentleman by

Office, and looseth his office, then he doth also lose his

Gentility 1827 Hallam Const Hist. (1876) I vi 361
Floyd was adjudged to he degraded fiom ms gentility

2. The quality of being gentle (m manners, etc.)

or genteel.

f a. The manners, bearing, habits of life, etc.,

characteristic of a gentleman or gentlewoman

;

polish of manneis, politeness Obs.

1588 Shaks L L L t. 1 129 A dangerous law against
gentilitie. 1590 Spenser F Q nr vi 1 Such wilde woodes
should far expell All civile usage and gentility.

b. Social superiority, rank above the com-
monalty, as evidenced by, or asserted on the ground
of, manners or habits of life. Now chiefly in de-

preciative use. Occas. in pi the gentilities.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet Pref , Their long Nails define

Idle Gentilitie’s assured Signe 1800 Mrs Hervey Mour-
imy Fam I. 3 Barely adequate to keep up the appearance
of gentility 182a Hazlitt Table-t I. xvi. 376 Gentility is

only a more select and artificial kind of vulgarity, 1853
Hr Martineau Life in Wildsm 35, 1 see no gentility in
such airs 1850 L Hunt Autobiog I. iv. 158 My aunt ..

was a mighty cultivator of the gentilities, inward as well as

outward 1837 Rusion Pol. Econ. Art 141 Once get the
wealthy classes to imagine that the possession of pictuies by
a given artist adds to their ‘gentility* 1861 Geo Eliot
Silas M 64 Let him forsake a decent craft that he may
pursue the gentilities of a profession 1872 Punch 18 May
202/2 There is nothing so vulgar as gentility

c. qpzsi-persomfied. Also concr. in pi. Genteel

people ;
also, marks of gentility.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xv, Poor streets where faded

f
ertility essayed to make its last feeble stand. 1856 Miss
Iulock J Halifax xvn 175 She . . left the already van-

quished gentilities of Norton Bury to amuse themselves

1856 Lever Martins of Cro’ M 571 The smartened-up
gentilities which once were the glories of Bond-street 1838
O.W Holmes Aut. Breakf-t vm 70 Shabby gentility has
nothing so characteristic as its hat. *874 Spurgeon Treas
Dam Ps. lxxxi. 1 The gentility which lisps the tune in

wellbred whispers

+ d Elegance, grace, refinement. Obs.

*753 Hogarth Anal Beauty xi 138 The whole gentility

ofa figure, .depends upon the first proportioning these lines

.pioperly to one another 178aV Knox Ess xxvm. 1. 137
There is a certain gaiety and gentility diffused over it [the

World], which gives it a peculiar grace.

fe concr. in pi. ‘ Nice’ or agreeable things.

ironically.

1796 Burney Metasiasio III. 197 The last winter assailed

me with rheumatism, tension of nerves, implacable hypo-
chondria, and other gentilities

II. In senses related to those of Gentile

f 3 . Gentile or heathen belief, doctrine, or prac-

tice ; the state of being a gentile or heathen

;

heathenism, paganism. Obs.

1326 Pilgr. Peif, (W. de W. 1331) 38 b, She had left her

gentilite, & leaned holle to the secte of pe sayd lewes

*563 Jewel Repl Harding (1611) 302 The Heathens in

their rude Gentility thought that Bacchus and Ceres had
first found out . .the vse of Bread and Wine. *394 Parsons
Confer Success 1. ix 2x3 Two gentiles marryed together

in ther gentility. 1630 Bulwer Anthropomet. 133 Can
cither Gentility or Christianity be forgiven such an error?

+ b. concr. The gentile, or heathen world;

heathendom, heathen people. Obs.

1546 Langley Pol Verg de Invent 1 111. 6 b, Thus
muche is of the Vaine Opinions of the Gentihtee 1563
Man Musculus' Commonpl 150 b, It was showen many
waies, which was the Churche of God, and which was Gen-
tilitie 1382 N T. (Rhem.) Matt h 11 note, These treasures

are as it were the first fruits ofthose nches and giftes, which
Gentility should offer to Christ.

4. Relationship between 'gentiles’ or members
of the same gens (cf. Gentile B. 4); + the gens

itself

<**577 Sir T. Smith Commit) Eng in viii (rs8g) 131 The
surname is the name of the gentilitie and stocke which the

sonne doth take of the father alwaies, as the old Romans
did- 1883 Maine Early Law fy Cnst 283 The Romans,
therefore, regarded ‘ gentility’ as a kinship among men not
essentially different from ' agnation ’.

VOL IV.

Gentilize (dgemtalsiz), v 1 arch Also 6
gentellise, 7 gentlelize, gentillize, 9 gentilise.
[f. gentil Gentle + -ize.]

1

.

traits. To make gentle ; to raise to the posi-

tion, or invest with the character, of a gentleman.
1381 Pettie Guaszo's Cvo. Corn. ii. (1586) 86 h, [It] is

most true, that gentry is the daughter of knowledge : and
that knowledge doeth gentellisehim th atpossesseth it. 1607
Norden Sum Dial 80 Some of small rent, bring up their
children too nicely, and must needs, forsooth, Gentlelize
them 1631 Brathwait Eng Gentlew. (1641) 360 Where is

that in us that may truly gentili2e us. a 1630 May Satir.
Puppy (1657) xoo Those that are rich strive to Gentilize
their Female Of-spnng

_

_
absol 1830 Coleridge Table t 30 May, Religion is, in

its essence, the most gentlemanly thing in the world. It
will alone gentilise

tbv mtr To gentilize it to act the gentleman.
*607 NoRDrN Sum. Dial 231 But where the master

standeth upon tearmes of his quahtie and will refuse to
put . his eye towards the plow, he may

,
gentlelize it

awhile 1613 Wither Abuses Stript (1615) 147 Our Yeomen
too, that neuer Armes haue home To Gentillize it make
themselues a scome.

f c. trans. To refine ; civilize. Obs.

1635 A. Stafford Fern Glory (i860) 44 It would have
gentiliz’d Barbarisme it selfe.

+ 2 trans. To make mild, to lenify. Obs. rare.

1679 Newburgh in Evelyn Pomona 393 Two. or three

Eggs whole put into an Hogshead of Cider that is become
sharp . . sometimes rai ely lemfies and gentilizes it.

HencetGemtilizingvblsb Also Gentiliza’tion.
1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentlem. Ep Ded

,
A gentleman,

who professeth the true and new art of gentilizmg 1823
New Monthly Mag XVI 277 The gentilization of so
homely and culinary a name as Bacon.

Gentilize (dge’ntilaiz, dge’ntsilsiz), v 2 [f.

Gentile + -ize ]

1. intr. To live like a Gentile or heathen
;
to

conform to Gentile customs or practices.

1393 Bell Motives cone Rom Faith Ded (1605) 1 If

Tertulhan erred montanizing if S Paul gentilizmg [etc ].

1396 — Sum Popery Postscr , To gentilize is nothing eh
hut to play the part of a gentile. 1680 T. Lawson Mite
into Treas 30 They began to Jewdaize, yea, and to Gen*
tilize. 18x4, x8xg [see Gentilizing below]

2. trans. To give a gentile character to, make
gentile , to paganize.

1827 [see Gentilized below] 1883 A Sarhir m Bible

Soc. Rec. Mar ,
[Scripture] must not be Paganised or Gen-

tilised, or stripped of its Jewish character.

Hence Ge utilized, G-entili zing ppl. adjs.

<11638 Mede Rem Apoc iv Wks (1672) hi. 588 How long
the Church was to be prophaned .by Gentilizmg Idolatry ?

1660 Milton Free Commtio. Wks. {1847) 449/1 This is not
my conjecture, but drawn from God’s known denouncement
against the gentilizmg Israelites. 18x4 W Taylor in

Monthly Rev LXXIII 283 They were both gentilizmg

Jews and great travellers 18x9 G S Faber Dispensations

(1823) II 39s Many of the oriental gentilizmg converts.

1827— SacredCal Prophecy (1844) II 231 The completely
gentilised members of the Visible Church 1873 G Raw-
linson m Speaker's Comm Bible III. 47 1/1 He is not a
Gentilised Jew 1893 J Martineau in 19th Cent June 924
In the midst of a Christianity preponderantly gentilised.

Gentill-
, see Genteel, Gentil-, Gentle, etc.

Gentill(e, obs. form of Gentile, Gentle.
Gentilliche, gentilly(e, obs forms of Gently.
Gentilrie, var. Gentlery, Obs.

Gentin(g, var. Ghenting, Obs.

Gentiopicrin (dgentwpi krra). [f. gentio-

combining form of Gentian + Gr. mtcp-Ss bitter +
-in.] ‘ The bitter principle of gentian, a colourless

crystalline glycoside’ (Syd. Soc Lex. 1885)
1873 H C Wood Therap. (1879) 55 The active principle

is probably the gentiopiknn ofKromayer, a neutral, crystal-

line substance, of an intensely bitter taste

Gentiresse, obs. form of Gentkioe.

Gentish. (dgentif), a. [f. Gent sb. + -ish.]

Resembling, or characteristic of, a ‘ gent

1847 Alb Smith Chr. Tadpole xxix (1879) 262 His clothes,

although cut in a slangy gentish fashion, were of good
matenals and work 1837 Chamb Jml VII 369 However

f
entish and impudent its followers may previously have
een 1862 Temple Bar Mag IV 289 To disport himself

in his gentish garments on a nver-steamer.

Hence Ge ntishness.
1883 Mag ofArt Apr 247 Women of excellence and ori-

ginality, who had the courage to reprove the gentishness
and snobbery by which they were sui rounded

Gentisic (dgentrsik), a Chem [arbitrarily f.

Gentian: see -10.] In gentisic acid= gentianic acid.

So Ge'ntisate [-ate], a salt of this acid. Ge*a-
tism [-in], a synonym of gentisic or gentianic acid.

1838 Thomson Org Bodies 1 66 Gentism Gentisate ofsoda,

1879 E M Holmesm Encycl Brit X 160/1 Gentianic acid

,. is also called gentiamn, gentism, and gentisic acid.

Gentism (dge ntiz’m). [f. Gent sb, + -ism.]

The habits, ideas, and practices of a ‘ gent ’.

1862 7 emple BarMag IV 288 This was the age ofgentism,

of ‘ fast’ literature, ana ofcoarse and vulgar amusements

Gentle (dge’nt’I), a and sb. Forms: 3-6
gentil(l, -yl, 3, 6-7 gentile, 4 jentel, 4-5 gen-
tille, -yle, 4-6 gentel(l, jentil(l, JentyUe, 4-7
gentyll, 5 gentylle, gyntyl, 6 jentle, 5- gentle,

[a. OF. gentil
,

jentil etc. high-born, noble

(mod.F. gentil elegant, Genteel) =Pr Sp.gentil,
It. gentile L. gentilis belonging to the same gens

or race, f. genii-, gens race, family. The sense

‘ belonging to a good family ’ common to the Rom.
tongues is not found in Latin. See also Gentile.]

A adj.

1. Of persons : Well-born, belonging to a family

of position; originally used synonymously with

noble, but afterwards distinguished from it, either

as a wider term, or as designating a lower degiee

of rank. Also, in heraldic use * Having the rank

01 status of ‘gentleman’, the distinguishing mark
of which is the right to bear aims. Obs. exc. in the

archaic phrase gentle and simple, and in Comb.
Gentleman, Gentlefolks, etc

<z 1223 Ancr R. 166 Noble men and gentile ne bereft nout
packes a 1240 Wohunge in Cott Horn 273 Ah noble men
and gentile and of hen burSe ofte winnen luue hptliche

cheape 13 . E. E.Allit. P.B 1180 pe gentylest of Iudee
m Ierusalem biseeed c 1400 Maundev (1839) v 30 The
fairest and thenobleste of Birthe and the gentylleste Damy-
seles of his Contree. c 1440 Promp Parv. 190/2 Gentyl, of

awncetrye, ingenious 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 148 a/2 Hyt
apperteyneth not that one so gentyl a man as I am be

seruant to hym 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xxu 32 Quhen
seruit is all vdir man, Gentill and semple of euery clan

1381 Pettie Guazzo's Civ Conv n. (1586) 90 b, Gentle of

base are those who, extracted from low parentage, raise

themselves to Gentrie by their vertue 0:1623 Fletcher
Love's Pilg. 11. i, I am as gentle as your self, as free born

1683 EvelynMem (1857) II 182, 1 dined at Mr Houblon’s,

a rich and gentle French merchant *786 Burns Highland
Lassie 1, Nae gentle dames, tho’ e’er sae fair, Shall ever be

my muse’s care Their titles a’ are empty show.

absol. with plural sense.

13 E. E A Hit P B 12x6 per wat3 Jje kyng kagt . &
alle hise gentyle for-iusted on lenco playnes. C1420
Anturs ofArth. xxxix, So jolyly thes gentille justede one
were 1 Schaftis thay shindr [v r scheuer], in sheldes so

schene 1837 Howitt Rur Life 1 i (1862) 10 Making
acquaintance with the dwellings, habits, and feelings ofboth
gentleand simple 1840 Barham Ingot Leg , Hand ofGlory

64 Gentle and Simple, Squire and Groom, Each one had
sought his separate room

f b. An epithet applied to persons of distinc-

tion. Obs. (Mainly m alliteration.)

1362 Lancl P. PI A. 1 X59 James pe gentel bond hit [5
jugged, C juggeth] in his Book <*1400-30 Alexander 705

Loo 1 fonder pe gentill Iubiter, how Iolyle he schynes.

Ibid 4022 And 3it pe gentill genosophis, pain in be gest callis

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 58 As ye are gentill juger and
justice ofJewes c 1430 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1108 Of gentil

Juda machabe. 1567 Satir PoemsReform ui 27 In deidis

he soulde haue bene lyke Deiphoebus. 01 gentill Julius

c. Of an animal : Of excellent breed or spirit

;

now only m gentle (also gentil)falcon (cf. FalcoN-
gentle).
X340 Ayenb. 75 Hy uoryetep alle opre guodes, ase dep pe

gentyl hond; htianne ha zyp his praye touore his egen.

ex386 Chaucer Nun’s Pr T 45 This gentil Cok hadde in

his gouernaunce Seuene hennes 1398 Trevisa Barth De
P R xn 1 (Tollem MS ) pe gentel ffawcon andoper suche
fowles Ibid xviii. xxxix (1495) 800 In gentyll hoise noble

men takyth hede of foure thynges, ofshape and offayrnesse,
of wylfulnesse, and of colour c 1420 Pallad on Hiisb. iv

799 Fed stalons faat goth now to gentyl mans C1435 Torr.

Portugal 2033 [2133] The kyng of Nazareth huntid there

Among the hertes, that gentill were c 1470 Abraham Sy

Isaac 368 m L T. Smith ofBrome (1886) 63, 1 haue
browt here full smerte, Thys jentyll scheppe [the ram]
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxi 13 With gentill horss quhen I

wald knyp, Thane is tbair laid on me ane quhip 1323

Skelton Garl. Laurel 1436 A lentyll hownde shulde neuer

play the kur. a 1347 Surrey in Tottel's Mtsc. (Arb ) 2x8

A Lion saw I late..Vpon the gentle beast to gaze it pleased

me. x6xa Selden Notes to Drayton's Poly-olb v 82 The
Falcon stout Which we the Gentill call 1678 Ray Wil-

highly's Omith 79 The frequent agitation of the Wmgs in

flying shews the Hawk to be a Gentile Falcon. 1802

Bingley Amin. Biog. (1813) II 55 The Gentil Falcon mea-
sures about two feet in length. 1833 R Mudie Brit Birds

(1841) I 86 The female Is the gentil or gentil falcon.

•J*
d. Of things : Noble, excellent Obs rare.

13 , E E. Allit. P. A. 1015 pe twellpe pe gentyleste in

ven a plyt, pe amatyst purpre, 13. Gavt Sy Gr Knt. 1022

pe loye of sayn[t] Ionez day watz gentyle to here c 1386

Chaucer Wife’s Prol 29 God bad vs for to wexe and
;nultiplye ;

That gentil text kau I [wel] vnderstonde c 1400

Maundev. (1839) xix 2og There growethe fulle gode Wyn,
that men clepen Bigon, that is fulle myghty and gentylle

in drynkynge. 1356 Aitrelio St Isab 0 11, For the whiche
[women] all gentill inventions and all goodes comes in to the

worlde.

2 . Of birth, blood, family, etc. : Honourable,

-distinguished by descent or position, belonging to

the class of ‘ gentlemen ’. (Cf. 1

)

a 1300 Cmsor M 4250 Sir putifarwel vndirstod pat loseph

was 0 gentil blod 1340 Ayenb 89 Hy ne lokep na3t huer-of

ham comp pe zope noblesse, and pe gentil kenrede. c 1440

York Myst xli 435 For he is come ofgentyll kynde axo6x
Fulter Worthies (1840) III 217 Who no doubt was ..of

gentle extraction, because her parents bestowed on her sp

liberal and costly education, 1808 Scott Autobiog. in

Lockhart 1, His birth being admitted as gentle, gave him
access to the best society in the county x86i Tuixoch
Eng Punt. I i. 37 On his father’s side Cromwell was of

a gentle and old family X870 E Peacock Ralf Skirl I.

6 The husband was known to be sprung of gentle blood

Tb. Of occupations or pursuits . Suitable for one

of gentle birth. The gentle craft (humorously) ;

+ (a) the trade of shoemaking (obs.) ; (b) with allu-

sion to sense 8, the sport of angling ; similarly the

gentle art, now often humorously used in trans-

ferred applications.



GENTLE. 118 GENTLE.
<11592 Gkeenc George-a-Greene (1599) F4 b, You shall

be no more called Shoomakers Hut yon and yours to

the worlds ende, Shall be called the trade of the gentle

craft 1592 Nashe P Pemlesse (ed. a) axb, [If certain

people walked instead of riding] the price of veluet and
cloath would fall and the gentle craft (alias the red herrings
kinsmen) get more and dnnk lesse. 1600 Dekker Gent
Crafh (i6io)B 3, AsIamatrueshoomaker,andagent!eman
of the Gentle Craft 1658W Sanderson Graphics 28 If it

be the generall Rule that Children be taught some gentle
Manu-facture [etc ]. *688 R Holme Armoury lit 09/1 A
Man on a Seat [a Shooe-maker] exercising of the Gentle
Craft *799 A Mather m Life J Bunting (1859) I. vii. 102

A profession [the medical] that will be gentle bread at some
not very distant period *834 T Medwin Angler in Wales
I 6 It would have made unquiet the ghost of old Isaac
Walton to hear Julian’s disparagement of ‘the gentle art’,

1844 J T Hewlett Parsons IV 1, One of the gentle
craft—so called, I presume, from their using gentles In their

art. 1850 Whittier Songs of Labor, Shoemakers 1, Ho!
workers of the old time styled Ihe Gentle Craft of Leather
1890 J. McN Whistler (title) The Gentle Art of making
Enemies. 1894 Crockett Haiders 54 All the seven big
sons ..weiesaid to be deeper m the Gentle Traffic [smug-
gling], as it was called, than any others m the locality.

3. Of persons . Having the character appropriate

to one of good birth ; noble, generous, courteous

Fieq. 1x1 the phrase a gentle knight. Now only

arch.

1297 R, Glouc. (Rolls) 8689 Of vairost fourme & best
maneres, & mest gentil and (re Ibid. 11719 Sir hcnn is

sone Jiat so gentil kni^t was. <7*330 R Brunne Chron
(1810) 188 Gentille of norture, & noble of lynagc c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 72 c 1440 Gencrydes 3 Ther was a kyng,
Ientill, curteys, fult trew in woide 1463 Bury Wills
(Camden) 18 They [tenants] haue be to me ryght gentil and
goodatalletymes. 1529 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 170/2 Sithe
I am so gentle to graunt you so many thmges, I tiust ye
wyl grant me this one. *563 Mirr Mag

,
Blacksmith xv.

His wanton wyl and lust that brydel can In dede is gentil

both to God and man. 1590 Spenser P Q i i * A gentle
knight was pricking on the plaine a *66* Fuller Wor-
thies (*840) II, 575 [Robin Hood] The gentlest thief that
ever was. *814 Southey Roderick nr, With such short
interchange of nenison As each to other gentle travellers

give *87* Browning Balaust, 2377 The son of Zeus, He
was the gentle guest to entertain l

fa. Used in polite or ingratiating address, or
as a complimentary epithet Ohs. exc. as a playful

archaism in * Gentle Reader*.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xm 78 Keip this all secreit, gentill

brother. *342-5 Brinklow Lament (1874) 84 Iudge thow
gentle reader. *39* Shaks Two Gent 1. 11. 14 What
think'st thou of the gentle Protheus. ifio*— Jul C. ill 11

77 You gentle Romans *613 Crookc Body of Man 428
That would be nkesome to vs both Gentle Reader. *687
Miege Gt. Fr. Diet 11, Gentle Reader,A mi-Lccteur. 1844
Haliburton Attacks Ser 11 II 285 Gentle reader, having
taken my leave of Mr. Slick, it is now fit I should take my
leave of you

f c. Of language, actions, character, etc. : Cour-
teous, polite. (Often closely approaching sense 8 .)

c *385 Chaucer L. G. W. logo Lido, And manye a gentil

word sche spake hym to. c *440 Agnes Paston in P Lett.
No 25 I. 39 She made hym gentil cher m gyntyl wise
1526 Pilgr Perf. (W de W 1531] 142 Thau yf we he
touched with a sharpe worde, we shal yelde a bemgne &
gentyll answeie 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst 1 37
They which geue gentill and open eares to the word ofGod.
*398 Yong Diana 122 She gaue him infinite thankes for

the gentle entertainment die had in his Castle 1646 F.
Hawkins Youth’s Behav (1663)13 And be thou assured
that gentle affability towards thy inferiours, will fix to thy
name the Epithite of corn teous. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pmtds
Tran iv. 9 This man with very gentle words gave an end
to the sedition which shews of what power courtesie is.

4. Offruit, a tree, etc. . Cultivated, domesticated
(opposed to wild). Now rare. (? arch.)
c 1420 Ballad on Hnsb m 711 A gentil tre, Not wilde at

all, withoute asperite 11430 Lydo Min. Poems, Ckorle <$•

Bird (Percy Soc ) 19a The vintere tretethe of his ftolsom.
wynes, Of gentille frute hostethe the gardener. 160* Hol-
land Pliny II 429 The berries , . much like . . to the grains
or fruit of the gentle garden Cornell tree *6x1 Shaks
Wint. T. iv iv 93 We marry A gentler sien to the wildest
stock 187* Jowett Plato II. 431 Tending the gentle
shoots, ana preventing the wild ones from growing.

fa Of an animal : Tame, quiet, easily managed.
*332 Hervet Xenophon's Househ (1768) 60 We call al

these beastls gentyll, the whiche be goodly, great, and

f
rofi table, and be not fierse, but tame among men. 156a
,ejgh Armone 178 A Barnacle . This is y° Chiefest In-

strument y‘ the Smyth hath, to make the vntamed Horse
gentile *613 Shaks Hen VIII, v. 111 22 Those that tame
wild Horses Pace ’em not in their hands to make ’em gen tie.

*687 Miege Gt Fr Diet 11, A gentle Horse (a Horse that
gives exact Obedience to the Rider), un Cheval loyal 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist

.

(1776) II 330 They are gentle ana
harmless enough while young ; but as they grow up, they
acquire their natural ferocity,

+ 6. Not harsh, or irritating to the touch; soft,

tender
;
yielding to pressure, pliant, supple. Ohs.

*555 W. Watreman Fardle Factons 11 ii 120 Their gar-
mentes. are verye softe and gentle clothe. *378 Lyte
Dodoens in xciu 448 These small pottes [of henbane] do
growe and are inclosed m a rounde skinne, hut the same is

gentle and pneketh not *597 A M tr Gmllemeau’s Fr
Chirurg, 14 b/x Nether must shee [needle] be of to hard
a steele, hut of gentle steele, because they might rather
bende then break. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 239
Another charge of a Horse-keeper is to keep his Horses bps
soft, tender, and gentle, so as he may more sensibly feel his
bit

.
*637 W. Coles Adam- m Eden cxli 2x2 (Camomile)

White flowers with yellow thrums in the middle, very like
unto Feather-few, but more soft and gentle in handling
*697 W. Derham in Phil. Trans, XX. Enclose the Mer-

cury with gentle Leather tied very fast round the Tube
*756 Phil Trans XLIX 847 The English soft or gentle

Thistle 1769 Sir J Hill Herb Brit, I 80 Gentle thistle.

6. Of the weather, wind, etc : Not stormy, vio-

lent, or severe. Gentle gale (sec quot. 1867).
1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 18 b, Kinde of wmde, which

Is but a soft gentle and coole moving of the ayie, and
commeth from no certaine place 1383 J B tr Viret'sSch
Beastes Dvj b, And the great livers . give a sweete and
gentle temperatenes and most pleasaunt to the fishes. 1592
Shaks. Ven (j Ad. 180 He sigh celcstiall breath, whose
gentle windeShallcooletheheateoftlusdescendingsun *6oo

J Pory tr Leo'sA/nca 1.35 Ihose seas are most pleasant
to saile upon, with faire and gentle weather, 1634 SirT

Herbert Irav 2 We had verie raging Seas and tempests,
but at night a gentle calme ensued 1697 Dryden Vtrg.
Georg, iv 380 Soft Whispers then are heard, As when the
Woods by gentle Winds are stur’d. *781 Cowpi.r Truth
419 Complacency has breathed a gentle gale O'er all his

thoughts, and swelled his easy sail *830 Tennyson In
Mem, ix, Sleep, gentle heavens, before the prow ; Sleep,

gentle winds, as he sleeps now 1867 Smyth Sailor's Worn-
hk

,
Gentlegale, m which a ship carries royals and flying-

kites
;
force 4.

b. Of a nver : Flowing smoothly ; not rough or
rapid.

*593 Shaks. Liter xu8 Deepe woes roll forward like a
gentle flood. *638 SirT Herbert 'hav (ed 2)2x9 It

watered by Tigris . somewhat broader than the Thames,
but not so navigable nor gentle 1739 Labllye Short Ace.
Peers Westm Bridge 63 The Stream would be gentler .

.

than the Stream of the River Seme X791 W, Jdssop Rep
Riv. William 5 Being penned up by Locks, its velocity

would be greatly decreased, and it would almost become a
gentle River 1891 E Peacock N. Bicndon I. 273 The
Skern was changed from a gentle stream to a raging torrent,

e. Of sound : Soft, low ;
not loud or harsh

1603 Siiaks. Lear v 111 273 Her voice was euer soft,

Gentle and low, an excellent thing in woman 1709 Sttele
latler No 80 r 5, I heard a very gentle Knock at my
Door *742 Collins Eel , Ilassan 42 The gentle voice of
Peace. 1781 Cowpdr Conversat 503 In gentle sounds it

seems as it complained Of the rude injuries it late sustained
x8xa J Wilson Isle ofPaints 11. 407 And gives to the stoim
as gentle notes As e er through sunshine stole

d Of a medicine : Acting without violence

;

mild.
1376 Fleming Panopl. Efnst 289, I would tlierfore, that

a stronger remedie be prepared, for this emplaster is too
gentle 1790 J B Moreton Mann W.Ind, 25 If you find
yourself costive, take a gentle purge. 1835 Cycl Pract
Med IV 587/2 By mild and frequently repeated doses of
gentle aperients

e. Of rule, punishment, etc : Free from violence

or seventy; mild
1647 Clarendon Hist. Rcl 11 § 98 The Papists . . being

upon the matter absolved from the severest parts of the
law and dispensed with for the gentlest 1696 Tate &
Brady Ps lxxu 4 Shall rule with gentle Sway 1731 Jortin
Serin (1771) IV i 4 Especially where the legal punishment
was gentle. 1752 Hume Ess 4

;
Treat, (1777) I 21 In every

respect, a gentle government is preferable 1828 Scott !•

M Perth xiu, If gentler methods will succeed better with
these Eansh knaves, do not blame Douglas for speaking his
mind *879 0.W Holmes Motley xxi. 158 This gentle Form
of violence is well understood in diplomatic service

7 . Moderate in operation, intensity, rate, or the

like ,
esp. a gentle heat

1626 Bacon Sylva § 399 The Sunne, which is a Gentler
Heat [sc than Fire] 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 14, I found
abundance of all things at so easie and gentle a rate, that
[etc ] *687 Miege Gt Fr, Diet 11, A gentle Fit ofan Ague,
acces de Fihire moderi 1699 Evelyn Kal Hort (ed 9)
138 Closing the Double-shuts, (or Chasses rather) continue a
gentle Heat *738 Reid tr Macquer's Chym, I 138 Liquors

evaporated by a gentle heat.. are called Extracts 18x6
Accum Chem, 'I ests (1818) 70 The paper regains its original
colour by exposure to a gentle heat. *840 Dicrlns Barn.
Rudge 11, Ride forward at a gentler pace, and good night

fa. Of a slope : Very gradual; not steep
xfig7 Dampier Voy. I 187 On the North side« declines with

a gentle descent to the Sea. *777 Watson Philtf II (1839)

467 He pitched his camp m a spacious plain, which is ter-

minated by two hills of a gentle ascent. *851 Dixon W
Penn xxxii, (1872) 302 The house itself stood on a gentle
eminence x86o 1[Tyndall Glac. r xvm 124 A gentle snow-
slope brought us to the base of a precipice.

8 Of persons ; Mild in disposition or behaviour

;

kind, tender. Also of language, actions, etc. The
gentle(r) sex : the female sex.

x55* Huloet, s.v. To waxe Gentle, exeuto, mansnesco
*583 Stubbs Anat Abuses Evyb, Yet (such is y® magni-
ficency & liberalise of that gentle sex) that I trust I snail
not be vnrewarded at their hands. 1723 Porn Odyss. xx
388 Along cessation of discouise ensued, By gentler Agelaus
thus renewed

#
x8xa J Wilson Isle ofPalms 11 307 But to

yon gentle Maiden turn, Who never for herself doth mourn
X839-A0 W. Irving Wolfert's R (1855) 83 It is somewhat
remaikable that . the gentler sex should have been most
frequently the subjects of these rude trials. 1870 Rogers
Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 42 Princes are seldom gentle when
crossed 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) ill. 226 You have
grown gentle towards me and have left off scolding

9 . Used advb. = Gently (esp in comparative)
x6ox Shaks. Jul. C 1 n 231 Hee put it by thrice, euerie

time gentler then other, a xfixx Beaum. & Fl Phtlaster
iv iv, Layme gentle on his neck. *671 Milton Samson 788
Men may censure thine The gentler, if severely thou exact
not More strength from me, than in thyself was found.
1844 Mrs Browning Drama ofExile Poems 1830 1 . 19He [God] Did roll His thunder gentler at the close

10. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic and adverbial),

as gentle-lorn, -breathings 'eyed, -gliding, -handed,
-hearted, -licking

,

-looking, -mannered
,
-minded,

-nalured, -sleeping, -voiced ppl. adjs.

c 1383 Chaucer L G W 2090 Ariadne, Syn that ye ben
as *gentii bom as I X725 Ramsay Gentle S/teph. v n It's
no my fau’t that I’m nae gentler bom. *839 Tennyson
Elaine qfa The gentler-born the maiden, the more bound
to lie sweet and serviceable *600 Fairtax Tasso xv. ix 6A *gentle breathing aire made eu'n and plaine The "azure
face of heau’ns smooth looking glass *830 Scott Auchin-
drane 1 11, A young man, gentle voiced and *gentle eved*
*6xa Drayton Poly-olb To Rdr„ Delicate embrodered
Meadowes often veined with "gentle gliding Brooks 1862
I Williams Baptistery 11. xxxii, (1874) 180 With "gentle-
handed charities 1393 Siiaks 3 Hen. VI, 1 iv 176 And
heerc’s to right our "gentle-hearted King 1869 Troi lopeHe Knew, etc xm. (1878) 71 She was very gentle-hearted in
legard to the fishes. 1648 Herrick Hespcr., ToMnsiqne to
becalme his Fever, Thou sweetly canst convert the same
From a consuming fire, Into a "gentle licking flame. x6xa
Drayton Poly-olb v. 294 The swelling surge, that with his
forme head, The "gentler looking Land with furie menaced
*876G Eliot in Life (1885) III 276 A gentle-looking, clear-
eyed, neatly made mail 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser
I (1863) 187 But he managed every body, as your gentle-
mannered person is apt to do 1793 W Seward Anecd
II. 227 This beautiful and "gentle-minded woman. 1579-80
North Plutarch (1676) 45 He was a "gentle-natured man,
and one that loved quietness and peace 1394 Shaks Rich
III

,

1 111 288, I will not thinke but they ascend the sky,
Ana thei e awake Gods "gentle sleeping peace. 1830 "Gentle-
voiced [see Gentle-eyul above]

B sh

1. One who is of gentle birth or rank

a. rare in sing
c 1400 Destr. Troy 128 Eson Hade a son And Iason

}>at gentill aioynet was to name. Ibid. 437 This gentill
[Medea] by Iason lomet wns to sit 1576 Gascoigne Steele
Gl (Alb) 67 Ait thou a Gentle? hue with gentle fnendes
a 1603 Button in Fni r S. P Elis (1845) I 178 Constancie,
A woi thie budde Which every gentle cei teinlie Delightes
to chuse of 1604 Rowlands Loohe to it 16 You that are
sonne to him that held the Plow, Transfixm’d by Gold, into

a Gentle now 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey v 111, There is a
gentle's voice undei a dark cloak a *843 Hoon Bianca's
D> 111, Ladies seldom vex An amorous gentle with a need-
less frown.

to. in pi. Ohs exc. arch
,
or as a comic vulgar-

ism for Gentlefolks.
c *386 Chaucer Pard Prol 37 And right anon the gentils

gonne to crye, Nay, !at hym telle vs of 110 ribaudye c 1400
Maundev (Roxb.) xxvi 123 pe gentils base schorte swerdez
scharpo on |>e ta syde 1494 Fabyan Chon vii ccxxx. 261
But the gentyllys and commonnis, herynge of this mooste
shamefull murder, assembled them togyder 1337 Tusser
100 Points Hnsb. xvii, When gentiles vse walking, with
hawkes on their liandes, Good liusbandes, with grasmg doe
purchase their landes 1598 Bariilt Theor Warres v 11.

141 Men of quahtie & Gentles of good birth 1641 Brome
Joviall Crew v (1652) N 4 b. To Knight, to Squire,

and to the Gentiles here. We wish our Play may with
content appear 1788 Mad D'Aiiulay Diary 16 Aug

,
All

Cheltenham was drawn out into the High-street, the gentles

on one side and the commons on the other x8x6 Scott
Old Mort xxxv, What made them send for a puir body like

me, sae mony braw lords and gentles ? x868 Geo. Eliot Sp
Gipsy 1. 41 Tis very hard When gentles sing for nought to

all the town. 1882 Mrs Raven's Tempt III 8 Ihe simples

are not bound to pick up what the gentles throw away

'f-e. Used in polite address. Ohs.
cs590 Grtine Fr. Bacon x. 16 Now, courteous Gentles,

if the Keepers girle Hath pleas’d the liking fancy of you
both [etc] *59* Tioub llaigne K John, To Gentlem.
Rdrs (x6tx) 70 Gentles, we left King John repleate with

bhsse, *599 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHunt (1600) Prol

,

Gentles, all I can say for him is, you are welcome 1638

Cowley Love's Riddle v, It’s no matter for that; farewell

gentles *64* Marmion Antiq. m. F 4 a, Gentles I would
entreat you a courtesie

d. Comb.
0x550 Robin Consc. xoi in Had. E. P P III 233 Bvt

this shalbe only my preparation, To liue and goe gentle-

like, gallant and gay
2 =* Falcon-gentle
*776 Pennant Zool. I. 152 The gentil and the goshawk

are found m Scotland. *833 [see Gentle a x c],

3 A maggot, the larva of the flesh-fly or blue-

bottle, employed as bait by anglers- (Cf A. 5.)

*578 Lyte Dodoens vi lxvm 746 A white worme lyke a
gentill 2594 Plat Jewell-ho. 1x1 12 White and glib worms,
which the anglers call Gentils 1688 R. Holme Armoury
II 193/1 The Cloudy, or Blackish Fly proceed from

Maggots, or Gentills, that breed of Putnfied Flesh 174*

Compl Fam -Piece 11. ii 336 Gentles are a very good Bait.

*851 D Jerrold St Giles xxiv, 251 As alive and wriggling

as an angler's box of gentles 1894 Blackw. Mag, Sept.

426/2 A gentle is placed on the book.

Gentle (dge-nt’l), v. [f prec ]

+ 1 trans. To ennoble, dignify. Ohs. rare.

1387-8 T. Usk Test Love 11. viu (Skeat) 1 100 Better is it

thy kinne to been by the genteled, then thou to gloryfye of

thy kmnes gentillesse, ana hast no desert therof thy selfe

X599 Shaks Hen V, iv. ui. 63 Be he ne’re so vile, This day
shall gentle his Condition. 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks.
hi 12/1 And all this raking toyle .Is for his clownish.,

heyre. Who must be gentled by his ill got pelfe.

2 To render gentle, mild, or pleasant rare.

1631 Raleigh’s Ghost 307 The consideration of the reward

doth so temper and gentle the bitterness thereof, as that

it maketh it to seem sweet and to be desired. 1883 Miss

Broughton Belinda II in. 1 174 A smile sweetening and

gentling the now habitual sullenness of her face,

fa. To tame, break in, render tractable

*735 R Lee in Virginia Hist Mag. III. 356 Y'r colts

have not been gentled any, so that Charles can t lead them

up x86aA K.H Bovd Recreat CountryParson 72 A long

course of kindness has gentled you [a horse] as well as Mr.

Rarey could have done 1887 Mrs C. Reade Maid o the

Mill II xxxix 3x1 He has had much to do, a colt to gentle.
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and some ewes to doctor. 1894 Harper's Mag Feb 354,

I strolled out to the corrals to see the bulls ‘gentled

fig 1888 R Kipling Plain Talesfr the Hills (1891' 289

A Viceroy who knew how to ‘gentle ’ a fractious big man

C To soften, mollify (a person') rare

X70$tr Moritz' Trav Eng (Nat. Libr) 142, 1 endeavoured

to gentle him a little by asking for a mug of ale and once or

twice drmlang to him *847 Bushnell Chr Hurt vn

(1861) 173 They will all be gentled together by the tender

brotherhood of the little ones.

Hence G-e'ntlmg vbl. sb

1883 Miss Braddon Gold. Calfxix 211 She was wild and

wilful, and wanted more gentling before she was brought to

the lure.
,

+ Gentleboy. 06s. rare—1
. A yonng gentle*

*685 Crowne Sir C. Nice v, But I wou’d not dress like

a Gentleboy, lag at my years among those Children, to play

with their Toys.

+ Orentledame. Obs. rare-1
. A gentlewoman.

1647 Ward Simp Cobler 24 When I heare a nugiperous

Gentledame inquire what dresse the Queen is m this week.

Gentlefolk, -folks (dge nt’lfJuk, -fouks) [f.

as Gentle a

.

+ Folk. Tlie sing, first appears in this

cent. ;
earlier writers use the pi. folks ] Persons

of good position and family.

1594 Shaks Rich III, 1 1 95 The Queene’s Kindred

are made gentle Folkes 01173* Gay Whs (174s) I 236

When gentle-folks their sweethearts leave behind They can

write letters. 1787 M Cutler in Life, Jmls <$• Corr.

(1888) I 288 Freeman and his wife seem to be what we call

in our country [New England] very great Gentlefolks 1848

Thackeray Lett. 1 Aug ,
Many hundreds of gentle-folks of

all nations were congregated in the public walk 1867

Trollope Chron. Barset I ix 78 The neglected children,

who are learning not to be the children of gentlefolk. 1897

Atlantic Mag LXXIX. 136 Her people are eighteenth

century gentle-folk

Proverb 1897 Pall MallMag Aug 523 So it was a case

of
1 Compliments fly when gentlefolk meet ’.

Gen’tle-hea rt. Name of some plant.

1648 Herrick Hester, Nuptiall Song Sir C Crew, Prick-

Madam, and. Gentfe-heart, And soft Maidens-blush.

Gentlehood (dge nt’lhud). [See -HOOD.] Posi-

tion or character attaching to gentle birth.

i860 Trollope Framley P. III. xiu 230 He knew well

what changes gentlehood would have demanded from him.

1881 Mrs Lynn Linton My Love III 224 That was her

sole answer to his assertion of gentlehood and honour 1883
— Girl ofPeriod I 289 Time was when cruelty and false-

hood were essentially sins which vitiated all claims to

gentlehood 1888 Besant Inner House x. 142 When we
allowed gentlehood to be destroyed, gentle manners,honour,

dignity, and such old virtues went too.

Gentlely(e, obs. form of Gently.

Gentleman (dge nt’lmsen). Forms* see Gen-
tle and Man ; also Gentman, Gemman. [f

Gentle + Man, on die model of Q^.genhh horn

(F. gentilhomme

)

= It. gentiluomo, Sp. gentil-

hombre ]
1. A man of gentle birth, or having the same

heraldic status as those of gentle birth; properly,

one who is entitled to bear arms, though not rank-

ing among the nobility (see quot. 1882), hut also

applied to a person of distinction without precise

definition of rank. Now chiefly Hist
a 1*75 Prov Alfred 706 in O E Misc 138 Hie ne sige

nout di l»an, }>at mom ne ben gentile man 1*97 R Glouc.

(Rolls) 6618 Gentil men bat he vond in prison ek ydo he

boj)te horn out also 1340 Ayenb. 190 A riche lentilman wes
y-robbed of Jneues. c 1440 York Myst xxx 169 Ther schall

a gentilman, Jesu, vn-justely be juged C1477 Caxton
Jason 6 These two worthy Gentilmenn Hercules and Jason
ouerthrew their felaws and gate the felde. *493 Festvvall

(W. de W, 1515) 109 b, And Poule for he was a gentylman

borne for the more worshyppe they smote of his heed

a 15*9 Skelton Poems agst Gamesche iv 69 Thow thou

be a jantyll man borne, Yet jentylnes in the ys thred bare

wome 1506 Spenser State Irel Wks (Globe) 672/1 Yf
he can derive himselfe from the head of a septe then he
holdeth himselfe a gentellmau 1614 Selden Titles. Mon
Pref B iv, Hee that is so both Euyeiojs and Tewaioy i both

discended from truly Noble Parentage, and withal follow-

ing their steps, or adding to their Name, is the Gentleman
that may lawfully glone in his Title. 1671 Lady M. Bertie
in 12th Refi Hist. MSS Comm. App v 22 There are no

men of quality but the Duke of Monmouth, all the rest are

gentlemen 1791 Mrs Radcliffe Rom Forest 1, Piene
de la Motte was a gentleman descended from an ancient

house of France 1883 Cussans Her xvi (ed 3) 215 Gen-

tlemen are all those who, lawfully entitled to Armorial

distinction, are not included in any of the before-mentioned

degrees [ofnobility] 1884 Freeman 1aEncycl Brit XVII
540/1 Early m the nth century the order of ‘gentlemen’

as a separate class seems to be forming as something new.

*(*b. Appended to the name of a man, as an

indication of his rank; often abbreviated as Gent.

Obs. ; but see sense 4 c.

1425 Newmmster Cartul (Surtees) 190 Joh de Mitforde

—

gentUman 1481 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 39 John Stathom
jentilman, William Belasys jentilman. beris witness X59*

(title) The Georaancie of Maister Christopher Cattan,

Gentleman. *706 (title) The New World of Words Com-
piled by Edward Phillips, Gent, 1791 Boswell Johnson

(1831) I. 1 His father is there styled Gentleman, [but]

the appellation of Gentleman was commonly taken by
those who could not boast of gentility.

c Used (with more or less of its literal mean-
ing) as a complimentary designation of a member
of certain societies or professions. Chiefly pi.

Obs. in ordinary use.

*537 Wriothesley Chron.i1875) I 61 One being a gentell-

man of the Inner Temple in London 1581 W. Blandy
Cast Policy 18 b, Captayne, Lieutenent, Auncient, Seneant
of a Company, gentleman in a company or of the Rounde,
Lance passado These are speciafl , the other that remaine,
priuate or common Souldiars cx66x in rath Rep Hist.

MSS. Comm. App v 6 Gervise Lucas served George Earle
of Rutland as gentleman of his horse some yeares 1670-1

Sir J Turner Pallas Armata (1683) 218 A Gentleman of
the company is he who is something more than an ordinary
Souldier, hath a little more pay, and doth not stand Cen-
tinel 1677 Yarranton Eng Improv. 34 Three worthy
Gentlemen of the Long Robe. 1681 Luttrell BriefRet.
I 101 The addresse of some gentlemen of the Middle
Temple was presented on Sunday last 1713 in Lond. Gaz
No 5086/2 The Gentlemen of the Horse and Grenadier
Guards who are on the Out-Pension. 1768 J. Byron
Narr. Wager (1778) 138, I leave it to the decision of the

gentlemen of the faculty 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bit ,

Gentlemen
,
the messmates of the gunroom or cockpit—as

mates, midshipmen, clerks, and cadets.

2. spec A man of gentle birth attached to the

household of the sovereign or other person of

high rank
;

fiequently with defining term added,

ns gentleman in waiting
, of the (King's) Chamber

,

ofthe Chapel Royal
,
etc.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 Item to eu’y gentylman of

my lord abbotte wiche be comyng and goyng as ofliceres

and menyal men longyng to the houshold of my felashippe

1503 Pnvy Purse Exp Ehz York (1830) 96 To Richard

Brampton gentilman of the pantry with the Quene 15*0

Caxton's Chron Eng m. 2fib/x The gentylmen of the

kynges housholde ana the gentylmen of theErleshousholde
ot London after meet wente togyder for to play 1561

Cheque Bk Chapel Royal (Camden) 1 The Subaeanes and
Gentlemen succeedinge since the third yeare of the raigne

of Queen Elizabeth 1630 R. Johnson’s ICittgd 4 Commit)

142 Those which were then called Chamberlaines, are now
Gentlemen of the Chamber. 1791-18*3 m DTsraeli Cur
Lit (1866) 559/2 note

,
He then called for his gentleman

(a kind of humble friend whom noblemen used to retain

under that name in those days) 1849 MacaulayH1st Eng
111 I 315 In the reign of Henry the Seventh, fiesh meat was
never eaten even by the gentlemen attendant on a great

earl 1884 F. M Crawford Rom. Singer I 24 Now and
then one ofthe young gentlemen-m-waiting from the Vatican

strolls in and says his prayers

b. + Gentleman-pensioner

,

now Gentleman-at-

arms ; one of forty gentlemen who act as guards

or attendants to the sovereign on state occasions

1630 R. Johnson's Ktngd. f Commw. 398 Guards of the

Prince : which though they be souldiers in time of warre,

yet are they but like our Gentlemen pensioners in time of

peace 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3822/4 His Grace the Duke
of St Albans Captain of the Band of Gentlemen-Pensioners

1706 Phillips (ed Keisey) s.v. Pensioner, The Queen’s

Pensioners, or Gentlemen-Pensioners, a Band of Gentlemen

so call’d, who are arm’d with Partisans, and attend as

a Guard upon the Queen’s Person mher Palace • They were
first appointed a.d 1539 and their Salary is 80 Pounds
Sterling per Annum. 1859 A de Fonblanque How we are

governed 101 note. The corps of
1 Gentlemen-at-arms

1

con-

sists of a captain and forty gentlemen 1889 John Bull

2 Mar. 149/2 Her Majesty's Body Guard of the Hon Corps

of Gentlemen-at-Arms was on duty in the State saloons.

c. Gentleman-at-large
, *f*

a gentleman attached

to the court but having no special duties assigned

to him (obs.) ;
hence jocularly ra mod. use (after

sense 4 c), one who is out of work.

169* Lond Gaz No 2809/3 The Gentlemen at large x86a

Mrs H. Wood Mrs Hallib. 11. Iv 168 You’d rather be a
gentleman at large

3. A man in whom gentle birth is accompanied

by appropriate qualities and behaviour; hence,

in general, a man of chivalrous instincts and fine

feelings.

In this sense the term is frequently defined by reference

to the later derived senses of * gentle

'

c 1386 Chaucer Mehb r 675 And certes he sholde nat be

called a gentil man, that . ne dooth his diligence and bisy-

nesse, to kepen his good name 0x400 Rom Rose 2197

Who so is vertuous, And in hu> post nought outrageous he

is gentil bycause he doth As longeth to a gentilman 14 .

S
Htal. Gentlent in Rel Ant I. 252 Trauthe, pettee, fre-

ome, and hardynesse Off thisse virtues mj who lakkyth

uj
,
He aught never gentylmane called to be 1548 Hall

Chron ,
Hen. VI, 183 b, In this acte the lord Clyfford was

accompted a tyraunt, and no gentelman 1553 Printer,

Sundry godly prayers P iv b, That as they be called

gentle menne in name, so they maye shewe them selues in

al theyr doinges gentle, curteous, louyng . vnto theyr

infenours 1604 Dekker ist Pt. Honest Wh. (1635) K iv b,

A soft, meeke, patient, humble, tranquill spirit ; The first

true Gentleman that ever breath’d. 1653 Walton Angler
1 13, 1 would rather prove my self to be a Gentleman, by
being learned and humble, valiant and inoffensive, vertuous,

and communicable, then by a fond ostentation of riches,

1710 Steele Tatler No 207 V 4 The Appellation of Gentle-

man is never to be affixed to a Man’s Circumstances, but

to his Behaviour m them 1743 Appleton Servt. 153 The
Gentle-Man will treat every Man with due Respect, and

will be friendly, yielding, condescending, obliging, and

ready to do a Kindness 1821 Byron Juan in xli, With
such true breeding of a gentleman. You never could divine

his real thought 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales II

2B7 Judges ofthe Exchequer were designated thus , one as

a gentleman and a lawyer , another as a lawyer but no

gentleman. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 320 Because he is

a gentleman which a nobleman sometimes is not.

b. transf In racing phrases, quite a gentleman
,

etc., as a laudatory description of a horse.

Daily News 27 Dec a/4 A trained and massive bay

,
carthorse .who in pacing, prancing and stepping to music

proved himself every inch a gentleman. 1891 Field 7 Mar.

334/1 Quite a gentleman, too, is the Compton Stud Com-

pany’s Marioni there is so much quality about him
x8g4 Dally News 7 June 7/2 He [Ladas] is a gentleman

all over.

4. A man of superior position in society, or having

the habits of life indicative of this
;
often, one whose

means enable him to live in easy circumstances

without engaging in trade, a man of money and

leisure. In recent use often employed (esp.m * this

gentleman’) as a more courteous synonym for

‘ man without regard to the social rank of the

person referred to, [See also Fine Gentleman )

1583 Hollyband Campo di Ftor 233 He hath set his

mincfe to keepe horses in stable, and to follow hunting*
Thinking that he can not be a gentelman by other wayes

*599 B Jonson Ev Man out of Hum x (1600) C 1 a,

I haue lande and money, my friendes left mee well, and
I will be a gentleman whatsoeuer it cost me 1636 E
Dacres tr Machiavets Disc. Livy I. 219 Those are call’d

gentlemen, that live in idlenesse yet deliciously of the

profits of their estates, without having any care to cultivate

their lands. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Viy. E. Ind. 15 This

old Gentleman was the first I saw buried after the Sea-

fashion 17*7 De Foe Eng Tradesman (1732) II vi. x68

The rich Tradesman . laid the Tradesman down and com-

menc'd Gentleman *76* Goldsm, Nash 209 The great

error lies in imagining every fellow with a laced coat to be

a gentleman. 1791 Hamfson Mem J. Wesley III 1x4

Though gentlemen are often above being religious^ them-

selves, they seem generally to have agreed, that it is very

proper for the vulgar 1879 M J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng
lvi 571 Gentlemen and tradesmen came forward to act as

special constables. 1884 Lillywhite's Cricket Ann 29 The
two matches between the Gentlemen and Players. 1897

Daily News 30 Mar 6/2 All shopkeepers are now ‘young
gentlemen ’ and '

young ladies ’.

b. In pi used as a polite term of address to

a company of men of whatever Tank (correspond-

ing to
‘
Sir* in smg.). + Also in sing, to one man

1570 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 49 Gentleman and friend, the

tryalf I haue had of thy manners [etc ]. Ibid 205 To the

Gentlemen Readers I was dnuen into a quandane. Gentle-

men, whether [etc] 1590 Shaks Mids N. m 1. 187 Your
name, honest Gentleman? 1669 Drydkn Tyranmc Lome
Epil 3, I come, kind gentlemen, strange news to tell ye

Ibid 25 But farewell, gentlemen. 1743 Bulkeley & Cum-
mins Voy S Seas 93 The Captain said. Very well, Gentle-

men, you have caught me Napping; I do not see any of

you in Liquor. x8o8 Grose Antiq Rep II. 405 All public

addresses to a mixed assembly of both sexes, till sixty years

ago, commenced Gentlemen and Ladies at present it is

Ladies and Gentlemen. 185* Househ. Words No 45 436
* Aha »

’ exclaimed the director, ' This way, gentlemen '

187* Ruskin Eagle's N § 170 Gentlemen,—the word by
which I at this moment addiess you [etc ] 1897 Westm.
Gaz 15 July 7/1 Lady Henry Somerset . . made a speech
* Gentlemen and ladies,’—[etc.].

c. In legal documents used as the designation of

a socially respectable person who has no specific

occupation or profession. Cf. 1 b.

x86* Daily Tel. May, In the bill of sale dated the 29th

January. *861, it was stated to be given by ‘ J. D , gentle-

man Mr Serjeant Petersdorff called witnesses to show
that Mr. D was not ‘ a gentleman ’ at the time and

contended that the misdescription vitiated the deed. Mr
Justice Willes : A gentleman is describedm law as a person

who has no occupation.

d. jocularly. To be a gentleman . to have no

work to do
1859 Darwin Let 23 Oct in Life 4- Lett. (X8B7) II 175

Now I am so completely a gentleman, that I have sometimes

a little difficulty to pass the day.

5. In contemptuous or humorous uses ;
esp. old

gentleman - old fellow, spec, the devil. My gentle-

man= * the fellow \
iSza Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 1. 55 But after-

wards perceiumg, that this piece of hangings came to be

seene the copy of my Gentlemans countenancewas quickly

altered, and began suddenly to looke blanke X698 Fryer

Acc E Ind. cf P 31X That destructive custom of drink-

ing Ice with their Liquors; which the Old Gentleman

[Hippocrates] takes notice of to be of no good
_

conse-

quence 1708 Yalden Bickerstaffdetected in Swift s Whs
(1755) II 1 163, I. was surprized to find my gentleman

mounted on a table with a two-foot rule measuring my
walls 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World (1757) 402 Our

ship Was in an instant full of these swarthy gentlemen

quite naked *727 De Foe Hist Appar (1729) 364 The
Devil is not so black as he is painted, but that you may
form such images of the old gentleman [etc J 1728 y

anbr.

& Cib Prov Hush iv 1. 88 C. Bos Well, the Devil fetch

me [etc] Myr. And may the Black Gentleman tuck me
under his Arm at the same tune 18x0 Anne Plumptre

Rend France l xvn. 210 There is a ceitam old gentleman,

whose name, we say m England, must not he pronounced

m the hearing of polite ears 1887G R Sims Mary Jane s

Mem. 57 How the old gentleman am I to earn my living ?

1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs II. 69 Nine rams one of

which had a very fine pair of horns, so I turned my parti-

cular attention to this old gentleman
Phrase 1785 Grose Did. Vulg. Tongue a. y. Churl, 1 o

put a churl upon a gentleman ,
to drink malt liquor imme-

diately after having drank wine

b Gentleman's gentleman * a valet.

1725 De Foe Everybodys Bus, (1841) 20 The complaints

against the maids are as well masculine as feminine, and

very applicable to our gentlemen’s gentlemen. 1771 Smol-

lett Humph Cl. (1857) 35, 1 took down the name from his

gentleman, Mr O’Fnzzle. [Said by a maid servant ] X77S

Sheridan R tvals 11 li, You gentlemen’s gentlemen are so

hasty. 18*0 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I 186 The gen-

tlemen’s gentlemen and two impudent Englishmen had been,

examined 1848Thackeray Van Fairxhv, Thefootman told,

the circumstance as a good joke to Lord Steyne s coach-

man; that officer imparted it to Lord Steyne’s gentleman,
96-2
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and to the servants’ hall m general 1886 Mallock Old
Order Changes I 193 ' Here’s grandeur ' ’ said Mrs Harley
' Maids, cockades, footmen and gentlemen’s gentlemen 1

’

e In humorous or slang phrases f Gentleman

of the first head, of the first house • used as terms

of contempt The {old) gentleman tn black * the

Devil. The gentleman tn black velvet', a mole (a

Jacobite phrase, referring to the belief that the death

of William III was caused by his hoise’s stumbling

over a mole-hill). Gentleman tn brown : a bed-
bug Gentleman in red a soldier. Gentleman

offortune' a pirate Gentleman of the short staff

.

a constable. Gentleman ofthe three outs (see quots.

1785, 1830)
x6xi Cotgr., Geniilhomme de mile, a Gentleman of the

first head, an vpstart Gentleman a 1623 Fletcher Worn
Prize iv 1, But to be made .a Gentleman o' the first house
For_ all my kindness to her

^
1663 Dsvoen Wild Gallant

m i, I have not yet spoke with the gentleman in the black
pantaloons ; you know he seldom walks abroad by day-light
1681 — Sp Friar v «, Ped Gomez, give way to the old
gentleman in black [the friar] Gom, No 1 the t’other old

gentleman in black shall take me if 1 do
,

I will speak first 1

1718 Entertainer ag4 The Gentlemen of the Pad, and those
that Rob on the Road, shall die at the Tree for Actions
trifling with respect to these 1774 Lee in Burhe's Corr
(1844] I 5T3 We gentlemen in red never chose to remember
that the provincials never led the flight 17815 Grose Diet.
Vulg. Tongue

,
Gentlemen ofthree outs

, i. e without money,
without wit, and without manners 1803 Mrs. Burke
Seer Cavern II 29 Lady Letitia had been hied in the
stable with her brother's grooms, and earned the manners

the attitudes and looks of those gentlemen of the whip
into all the circles where her rank gamed her admittance
18x4 Scott Wav xi, The little gentleman in black velvet

who did such service in 1702 X830 Lyttom P Clifford iv,

A gentleman of three outs—* out of pocket, out of elbows,
and out of credit ’ 1839 H. Ainsworth J Sheppard 1 11,

In the language of the gentleman of the short stafF 1883
Stevenson Treas 1st n. xi, By a * gentleman of fortune

’

they plainly meant neither more nor less than a common
pirate. 1883 Sal a. in Daily Tel. 14 Aug. 5/3 Bed bugs
are the disagreeable insects known 111 modern polite English
as ' Norfolk Howards or ‘ gentlemen in brown*.

0. transf. An apparatus used in soldering circular

pewter ware (see quot.)

1873 Knight Diet. Mech 2241 The work is supported on
a revolving pedestal b, termed the gentleman

,

which may be
adjusted by a side-screw to any desued hight.

b. The gannet or solan goose (Sula bassana)
1884-3 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) IV 188 Other names

bestowed upon these birds [gannets] are ‘gentleman’ or
‘Jan van Gent’.

7. attnb. and Comb.

:

a used appositwely in

various designations referring to pursuits, profes-

sions, etc to denote that the person so styled is of
superior rank to those who ordinarily follow the

same occupation; also as attribute (often con-
temptuous or sarcastic) to any personal designa-

tion ; as gentleman-adventurer, -agent, -atheist,

-beggar, -covenanter

,

-dependant
,
-harbinger

,
-jailer

,

-jockey, -lacquey
, -lodger,-murderer, -porter, -priest,

-ranker
,
recusant, -nder

,
-scholar, -sewer, trades-

man, -volunteer, -waiter', see also Gentleman-
commoner, -parmek, -usher

;
b humorously for

‘ male as 111 gentleman-hound, -turkey.

17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round World Pref, 25 [Capt
Chppertan] often express’d himself with the greatest con-
tempt of the "Gentlemen-Adven turers, who had entrusted
him with so large a share in the conduct of so promising an
Expedition 1896 R Kipling Seven Seas, Last Chantey

,

Then said the souls of the gentlemen adventurers ‘ Ho.
we revet in our chains O’er the sorrow that was Spain’s

*

1711 Shaftesb Charac (1737) HI. 337 'Tis not imme-
diately from God Himself, but thro’ the magistrate .that
these "gentlemen-agents aie appointed . and set over us
1664 H More Myst Iniq. 508, I averre no more to the
"Gentleman Atheist . touching the resurrection than [etc ].

1843 H Gavin Feigned Dis Soldiers 11 This class com-
prehends the professed mendicant, whether vagrant or sta
ttonary,whether gipsy 01 "gentleman-beggar 1639 Drumm
of Hawth Consid to Parlt Wks (1711) 187 That it shall

be lawful for all "gentlemen-covenanteis to kiss all gentle-
women at all assemblies 1886 W J TuckerE Europe 174
When persons they consider their equals are beneath their
roof, they have a strange way, peculiarly their own, of
snubbing the "gentleman-dependent. 1348 W Patten
Exped Scott H vuj a, "Gentleman harbynger of y° arnne
1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1 vui, The patient Mongrel carries
off the bone from the "gentlemen-hounds 1864 A. M»Kay
Hist Kilmarnock 75 They were led to the bar accom-
panied by the "gentleman-jailer. 18*9 Sporting Mag
XXIII. 265 That "gentleman jockey Lord George Ger-
maine 1726 Amherst Terrae Fit I 2 We do not find
upon record one instance of any "gentleman-lacquey, who
was turn’d out of doors upon this account 1678 Dryden
Lvuberlmm in 1, There might be some "gentleman-lodger
in the house 1897 Daily News 2 Dec. 8/1 Young Nichol-
son’s dinner at Cabul with a company of "gentleman,
murderers. 1642 m Rushw Hist Coll. 111 (1692) I 783
Drake and his Party went up to the "Gentleman-Porter,
and demanded the Keys of the Gates 1602 T Fitzher-
bert Apol. 5 a, Two rare "gentlemen Priests and religious
learned fathers Southwel and Walpoole. 1890 R. Kipling
City Dreadf Nt. 30 He who knows their composition
[Calcutta European Police] knows some staitling stories of
"gentlemen-rankers 1627 in Cit Times Chas /(X848)
1, 285 We hear that the "gentlemen recusants of the loan
shall shortly be set at liberty 1843 Lever J Hinton ix,

(1878) 56 That singular anomaly in our. social condition, a
"gentleman rider, ready upon any occasion to get into the
saddle for any one that engaged his services. <386 W
Webbe Eng Poetne (Arb ) 34 The learned company of

"Gentlemen Suhollers, and students of the Vniueisities, and
Innes of Courte 1748 Chest eri Lett (1792) II clxiv

93 Those who have read the most Latin, write the worst

;

and this distinguishes the Latin of a gentleman scholar fiom
that of a pedant a 1618 Raleigh Rent (1644) 134 Demo-

f
hon, which was "Gentleman-Sewer to Alexandei 1727 Dl
'oe Eng Tradesman (1732) I Mi 146 It is the oidinaiy

excuse of the "gentlemen tradesmen of our times, that they
have good servants 1833 S A Hammett Adv Capt Priest
xvi xxx A pugnacious "gentleman tuikey x8oo Astat.Ann
Reg , Char 35/2 He. received the allowance of a "gentle-

man volunteer, a chaiacter at this time common in Portu-

gueze India. 1630 R. Johnson's Ktngd $ Commit). 142
They which were wont to be called Panders, Tasters and
Carvers, are now called "Gentlemen Wayters of the Court

Hence Ge ntlemaning vbl sb
,
the action of

playing the gentleman; Ge ntlemarusm, ‘the

state of being a gentleman, the affectation of gen-

tlemanliness*’ (Ogilvie 1882) ,
Ge’ntlemani ze v ,

to make into a gentleman, nonce-wds
1833 Fraser’s Mag VI J I 709 Our nobility must have

their menials all gentlemanised 1883 Howells S Lapham
11, Yes

,
gentlemaning as a profession has got to play out in

a generation or two

Ge'ntleman-co'mmoner. [Commoner 6 ]
1

.

One of a privileged class of undergraduates

formerly recognized m the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge
Gentlemen commoners were distinguished from ordinary

commoners by special academic dress, by dining at a separate
table, by various immunities with respect to lectures, etc,,

and by the payment of higher fees The term is now
practically obsolete, but ceitam graduates of Christ Church,
and three members of St Mary Hall, are entered in the
Oxford University Calendar (1898) under tins title

1687 Wood Life 7 Feb (0 H S ) II 210 Mr Edw. Hales,
a gent, commoner, spake at a desk an eloquent English
speech 1709 Steele & Swim Tatter No 71 p 8 ,

1

believe
a Gentleman-Commoner would as soon have the heels of Ins

Shoes red as his Stockings 1733 Humphreys Life Prior
in P.'s Poems III 3 To accomplish such a generous Inten-
tion this Noble Lora sent him, as a Gentleman-Commoner to

St. John’s College m Cambridge 1791 Boswlll Johnson
31 Oct an. X728, They were both entered, Corbett as a gentle-
man commoner and Johnson as a commoner 1846 McCul-
loch Ace Brit. Empire (1854) II. 347 This college [Brasc-
nose] usually holds m residence a small number of gentle-
men commoners, and about xoo commoners. 1884 M.
Pattison Mem (1885) 68 A goodly array of silk gowns—
gentlemen-commoners, as they are invidiously called.

2 slang An empty bottle.

1783 in Grose Did Vulg Tongue

Gentleman-fa'rmer. A country gentleman
engaged m farming, usually on his own estate,

a farmer who holds a better social position than
the generality of his class

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. », My father was one of
those whom they call gentlemen-farmers He had a little

estate of about 300/ a year x8oz Edm Rev I in The
scarcity was produced by the higherorder offarmers, whom
he calls Gentlemen-farmers. 1864 Knight Passages Work.
Life I 1. 19 The ‘ yeoman 1 of those days . . would now be
recognised as 1 gentleman-farmer',

Geutlemanliood (dge-nt’lmsenliud). [-hood.]
The position or character of a gentleman.
1767 Cowper Let 3 Apr,

, Wks 1835 I 103 When he hears
me called * That fellow Cowper ’ he may he able to assert
my gentlemanhood 1827 Lamb Lett (1888) II 187 What do
I miss in him, then, of the essentials of gentlemanhood ?

x88g Hamerton French if Eng 250 Why not leave gentle-
manhood and ladyhood to rich people, and why not be con-
tent with simple manhood and womanhood?

Gentlemanlike (dge nt’lmseniaik), a. and adv.

[f- Gentleman + Like ] A. adj.

1. Of character, actions, pursuits, etc : Appro-
priate or natural to a gentleman.
*557 North tr Guevara's DiallPr, (16x9) 626/2 Wearing

that that is comely and Gentlemanlike. 1630 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 22 Hard-head and Block-head would be
taken for terms of honour and Gentleman-like qualifications.

*709 Steell Tatter No 37 V 2 The most accomplish'd
Man in this Kingdom for all Gentleman-like Activities and
Accomplishments 1792 Munchausen''s Trav lit, 9,

1

was
at liberty to sport away my time and money in the most
gentlemanlike manner 1838-9 Hallam Hist Lit III vu
in § 30. 370 We have nowhere m our early writers an
absence of quaintness, pedantry, and vulgarity, so truly

f
entlemanhke 1882 Miss Braddon Mt Royal II. ix 170
t would have been more gentlemanlike to hold my tongue.
absol 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 71 The gentleman-

like pervaded even his prayers

2

.

Of persons : Resembling a gentleman in ap-
pearance or conduct
1381 Petite Guaszo'sCvo Com

1

. 11 [1586) 87 For the more
good parts be in a man, the more Gentlemanlike he is saide
to bee. 1669 Pepys Diary 14 May, It was a mockery by
one Comet Bolton, a very gentleman-like man. 1739
Compl. Lett -writer (ed 6) 226 He was elegantly dresst and
Gentleman-like x8o8 Scott-Paw Lett. 4 Mai (1894) I 99He is a well-educated and gentleman-like man 1879 Froude
Csesar xxvui 483 He [Caesar] was quiet and gentlemanlike,
with the natural courtesy of high breeding
3 Comb., as gentlemanlike-lookmg adj.
*823 T Moore Mem (1853) IV. 103 Knocklofty, a very

gentlemanlike-looking place

*J"
B adv. After the fashion of a gentleman.

*54* Udall Erasm. Apoph 44 a, When certain persones
did by y° waye of reproche cast in his teeth that he liued
gentlemanlike and passyng deratyly. 1602 Rowlands
Greenes Ghost 13 How mame haue we about London, yi to
the disgrace of Gentlemen hue gentlemanlike of themselues
nauing neither monv nor land. x6o6 Day lie ofGuts Prol.,
You should not deale gentleraan-hke with us els.

Hence Ge ntlemanlikencss jionce-wd

)

1849 Thackeray m Scribner's Mag I 674/2 Go I must
to be killed by his melancholy gentlemanlikeness.

?

Gentlemanliness (dge nt’lmaenlines). [f
next + -ness.] The attribute of being gentlemanly
1380 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, henerositi, gentle-

manlmu.se, couiage x6xx Cotgr
, Noblesse

, nobilitie
gentne, generousnesse, gentlemanhnesse. 1831 Arnold
Let tn Stanley Life Corr (1844) II App C 389 A spirit
of unaffected kindness which the spirit of gentlemanliness
has doubtless greatly dulled in the Church of England
1866 Glo Ei ioi /' Holt xkkvi, To behave to Esther with
a frank gentlemanliness

Gentlemanly (d^e nt’lmsenh), a. and adv
[f. Gentleman + -ly ] A. adj.

1. Of persons . Having the character, behaviour
or appearance of a gentleman

5

X454W Paston in P Lett No 216 I 303 He is countyd
a jantyllmanly man and a wurshepfull. 1348 Udall, etc
Erasm Par Luke xv 127 b, He must be a lentilmanly
disciple of the ryght makyng orels none at all 1615 f
SiEPHi ns Satyr Ass 215 But foolcs of his owne fashion
praise him, for a gentlemanly Fellow 1720 Swirr Fates
Clergymen Wks 1755 II 11 25 The better scholai, and
more gentlemanly person of the two 1882 Ballantine
Recoil Barrister I 78 He [Sir F Roe] was a tall, hand-
some, gentlemanly man
f D Of race or family . Having the position of

gentlefolks Obs rare
1387 Fleming Contn Uohnshcd III 282/1 Simon Sud-

bune descended of a gentlenianlie race Ibid 378/2 The
gentlemanhe familie of the Theobalds

2 Natural or appropriate to a gentleman
xS8x Pettie Cnazzo's Civ Com, 11 (1586) go Those who

not onelie want the guitlemanlie instinct, but besides hue
dissolutely 1581 Studlly tr Seneca's Htppol 55 The
gentlemanly pastime of hunting. 16x3W Lawson Orch §
Card (1626) 17 I11 so good. Gentlemanly, Sdiolerlike, and
piofitable a Faculty. 1712 Stllle Sped No 400 f 8 The
Woid Consort would give a more Gentlemanly Turn to
the Epigram 1818 Gentl Maty LXXXVIII 11 247 These
lectures are highly beneficial, both m diffusing among the
votaries of the severer studies a gentlemanly portion of
eneral information [etc ] 1826 Choicer in C Papers (1884)
xi 352 The Duke often expressed a high opinion of what

we call the gentlemanly spirit 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
i, We keep very gentlemanly hours.

3 Comb

,

as gentlemanly-looking adj.

x86x Neale Notts Dalmatia, etc 07 A portly, gentle-

manly-lookmg Canon 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
232 One of them is a gentlemanly-looking man, who wears
a gray shirt.

B adv. As befits a gentleman. Now rare
14x2-20 Lydg Chion Iroy 1 v, So gentyhnanly they

demeaned wtre X440 in Lett. Jllustr Wars m France
(Rolls) II 307 Also Y pray 3011c that 3e wylle sende me
worde what yt costyth , foi trwly Y wulle chentylmanly
aquyte 30ure labour 1334 MoucLet. toMarg Roper Wks
1429/1 Maister doctour Wilson was . gentilmanly sent

strcight vnto the towre 1586 Cyv
<S

Vncyv Life To
Gentlem Rdis., Euery Gentleman wit gentlemanly mdge
of all things 1834 T Mi'dwin Angler in Wales II 284

Like Horace’s Satires, where the ruhcuhtm and acre are so

gentlemanly combined.

t Ge’ntlemanry. Obs. rare-1
, [-by.] =

Gentlemanhood, Gentlemans.hh?
1350 Becon Fortr Faithful Wks 1560 II 129 They

thynke all nobilitie to consist m theabundaunceofworldlye
goodes And to set fourth this theyr gentlemanry they

polle they pyl, they wake, they rake [etc.]

Gentlemanship (dge-nt’hn&ujip). [-ship ]

1 Gentlemanhood; the position, charactei, or

conduct of a gentleman
1541 Paynel Catiline xix. 34 b, Sometyme his newe

gentilmanshyp was objected agaynste hym 1613 R Caw-
drey Table Alph (ed. 3), Gentilitie,

gentry, nobilitie,

gentlemanship. 1790 CowvlhLet to Lady Hcshcth 7 July,

Wks 1836 IV 198 Princes and peers reduced to plain gentle-

manship 1870 A thencetint 22 Oct 523 He had, by right of

Irish gentlemanship, been living at free quarters wherever
he could thrust himself x88x Blackin Lay Semi vi 216

The normal type of manhood, gentlemanship [etc].

2. The oflice of a gentleman(-m-waitmg, etc.)

a 16x3 Oveubury A Wife, etc (1638) 120 The last yeare

of his gentlemanship 1864 Carlyle Fredk Gt IV 252

Gentlemanship of the Chamber.

Ge’ntleman-irslier. A gentleman acting as

usher to a person of superior rank. Gentleman-

usher of the Black Bod (see Black Rod)
148&Rot Pari 1 Hen VII,VI. 372/2 Oon ofoureGentilraen

Husheis 1503Privy Purse Exp Elis York (1830) 91 Item

to John Whiting gentilmau hutssher of thechambre with the

Kinges grace, xIj 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm Par 1 John-

47 What appeare they to be elles than Antichristes gentilmen

husshers 1609 Deicicer Gills Horn-bk v. 22 Walk vp and

downe by the rest as scornfully and as carelesly as a Gen-

tleman Ysher 1621 Burton Anal Mel. in 1 n iu (toS*)

422 Our old Poets made Mercury the Gentleman-ushei to

the Graces 1701 Land Gas No 3714/x The Commons were

sent up for by Mr Aston, Deputy Gentleman-Usher of the

Black Rod 1714 Switt Pres St Ajf Wks 17SS H 1

209 Many of them required no more abilities than would

serve to qualify a gentleman-usher at court 1840 Dickens
Bam Rudge xxvh, He announced him m the voice of a
gentleman-usher.

+ Ge'ntlemany, a. Obs = Gentlemanly.
The first quot peril may not be an example of this word.

1489 Paston Lett No 908 III. 352 It were best for yow
to purvey yow of some gentyl meny thynges ageyns the

ICyngs comyng 1694 Sir W. Hope Swordman's Vcute-

Mecum [several times] 17x4 — New Method Fencing 47

Those I formerly published upon this Gentlemany Sub-

ject Ibid. 6. 1719 Sc. Presbyt. Eloquence (ed. 3) *35 <-)ne



GENTLENESS. 121 GENTRICE.
Mr Thomas Ramsay . said in a Sermon there is a Gentle-
manny Preaching, and a Common-manny preaching

Gentleness (dge nt’lnes). [f. Gentle + -ness ]

+1. One’s inherited nature. Obs — 1

ai^oo CursorM 28562 J?i sraale sinnes .. comand of vr
gentilnes.

f2 The state or condition of being gentle in

respect of birth or social position. Ohs.

£1450 Merlin 99 Gentilnesse ne richesse shall haue no
power a-gein the wille of Ihesu cnste 157a [see Gene-
rosity t]. 1671 F. Phillips Reg Necess 208 A ready way
to honour and gentleness, or the bearing of armes

+ b. In animals Excellence of breed Obs
1398 Tuevisa Barth De P R. xvm, c (1495) 846 The

gentylnesse of the bulle is knowe by Sterne face and full

eeres and in homes and in face dysposyd to fyghtyng

3 The state or condition ofbeing gentle in tempei
and conduct; fgood breeding, couitesy, affability

(obs ) ; kindliness, mildness.
c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 175 My lady is the verrey

sours and welle Of beaute, luste, fredam, and gentilnesse
c 1400 Rom Rose 3746 Graunte hym a kis, of gentilnysse J

<*1450 Le Morte Arth 1083 His gentilnesse was alle a-way,
Alle churlysshe maners he had in wone 1509 FisherFuneral
Serm C'tess Richmond Wks (1876) 206 For the straungeis
.. what labour she of her veray gentylenes wolde take with
them to here them maner and company 1548 Hall Chrott ,

Hen. V,
, 34 b, The kyng . required the prelates that if he

were a straied shepe, rather by gentlenes then by ngoure
to reduce hym to ms olde fiocke *58* Pettie Guaszo's
Civ. Com m (1586) 171 Nothing maketh the servant more
insolent and glorious, then ye over great gentlenesse of the
maister 1670-1 Marvell Corr Wks. 1872-5 II 364 And
had not the gentlenesse of the House prevailed, one or two
oftheir own members weie in great danger. 1743 Appleton
Serin 152 By Gentleness we may understand a sweet, soft,

pleasant, obliging Temper 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xvn
IV 36 His eloquence, his probity, and the singular gentleness
of his temper and manners, had made him the favourite of
the Londoners 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) IV 287 He is

full ofgentleness, and flows on silently like a river of oil

4. The state of being gentle (in other senses of
the adj ) ;

freedom from harshness or violence, etc.

16x4 Markham Cheap Hush. 1. v (1668) 40 Having scop’t
him a little, walk him with all gentleness home. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 610And that (no doubtus caused, by the Supplenesse
and Gentlenesse of the Iuyce of that Plant. 1661 J. Childrev
Bnt Bacon 5 Its Maritime scituation is the cause of the
gentleness of the Winter 1693 Salmon Bates' Disp (1715)
460/1 It operates with a world of gentleness, and therefore
may be given to the most delicate Constitution 1765 A
Dickson rreat Agnc (ed 2) 214 The gentleness of Us [a
plough’s] sloping towards the head

fb pi Elegancies Obs — 1

x6og B Jonson Sil Wont iv 1 ,

1

loue measure i’ the feet,

and number 1’ the voice : they aie gentlenesses, that oft-

times draw no lesse then the face

Ge*ntle-peo:pIe. = Gentlefolk.
1862 Mrs Hi Wood Mrs. Hallib 1, xxiv 128 The trials

of the poor are as nothing compared with the bitter
lot of reduced gentlepeople 1863 Kingsley Water Bah.
vu. (1878] 288 So that gentlepeople*s hunting is all spoilt.

i Ge*ntlery. Obs. rare. Also 3 genteleri, 5
gentlore, 7 gentilrie [f Gentle a + -by ] a. =
Gentlehood, Gentleship. b. = Gentry.
a 1275 Prov. JElfred 708 in O E Misc 138 puru Jus lore

and gentelen, he amendit huge companie 11x420 Liber
Cocorwn (1862) 35 Heroun rostyd pat a knyjt is called for

gentlore 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell xiv. vi, 13 The
Nobilitie and Gentilrie.
atlnh <7x460 Powneley Myst xui x8 We ar so hamyd..
We ar mayde hand tamyd, with thyse gentlery men
Gentleship (dge nt’IJip) rare [-ship.] The

condition or quality of being a gentleman.
1x1568 Ascham Scholem 1. (Arb) 60 Som, in France,

which will nedes he Ientlemen and haue more lentleslupe
in their hat, than in their hed *821 New Monthly Mag

.

II 303 That part of the present generation which is growing
up in real gentleship around me.

Gentlewoman (d^emt'lwuman). [f. Gentle
a + Woman, after OF. genitlfemme

,
gentifemme ]

1 A woman ofgood birth or breeding.
c 1230 Hah Metd 9 Biset uuele as gentille wimmen mest

alle nu oworlde 13.. Coer de L. 1574 As I am gentyl-
woman, Kyng Rychard wol do yow hut good *377 Langl
P PI. B. xi. 240 Ihesus Crist on a Iewes doghter lighte
Gentil womman though she were Was a pure pore mayde
<1x450 Knt. de la 'Tour{1868)20 For a gentille woman shuld
haue no wrathe in hem, for thei aught to haue gentille

herte, and faure and softe in ansuere 1544 Phaer Pestilence

(1553) N j b, [A] goodly pomaunder for gentlewemen and
ladies 1580 Lyly Eupkues (Arb ) 352 Here Gentlewomen
you may see, how xustly men seeke to entrap you. Ibid
370 Ladyes and Gentlewomen. 1625 Hart Anat Ur 1 1

8 As for you, Ladyes and Gentlewomen let me mtreate
you, not to be too officiously busie a 1748 Watts Improv.
Mind (1801) 325 The good old gentlewoman trained them
up precisely in the forms m which she herself was educated.
x8ox Vince Elcnt. Astron xxi (ed. 2) xgr Some Gentle-
women in the country saw more than 16 stars 1890 Besant
Demoniac iv. 45 You are not fit to associate with gentlemen
or to marry a gentlewoman 1

fig 1649 Davenant Love * Hon, v 34/t What thinke
you of the stars now Caladme? Doe these small twinkling
Gentlewomen Looke to their business well ?

b. Old gentlewoman ; m humorous or derisive

sense ; cf. old lady.

1699 Bentley Phat, 517 There is not one Word in all the
Epistles relating to the Old Gentlewoman a 1715 in

Amherst Term Fil. xv (1726) 73 * Our holy mother [the

church] was not permitted to trike counsel for herself'.

Poor old gentlewoman 1 What a sad thing that was 1

2.

A female attendant {orig a gentlewoman by
birth) upon a lady of rank. Now only Hist

x432-50 tr Higden. (Rolls) V. 373 Rosamunda entrede m
to a bedde of a gentilwoman [L domicilld] longynge to her.
*535 Coverdale Nahum 11. 7 The queue hir self shal be led
awaye captyue, and her gentilwomen shall mourne. c x6Sx
in vzthRep Hist MSS. Comm. App v 6 In this attendance
he and Lady Rutland’s waiting gentlewoman married 1673
Rules Civility (ed 2) 31 In visiting a Lady . it is not
enough to salute her, but her Gentlewoman also, if she be
then present 1770 Foote Lame Lover 11 Wks 1782 III.
49 For tho* I am buta commoner, no gentlewoman's gentle-
woman, has a prettier set of acquaintance. 1854 Mrs
OlichantMagd Hepburn II 9 Himselfand Mistress Isobel,
her gentlewoman, were to accompany the lady.

+3. Comb.: appositive
,
nsgentlewoman-boy, -heir,

-widoiv.

1340 Ayenb. 190 A gentil wymman wodewe zente to J>e uore
yzede Ion uif hondred pond of gold x6o8 Armin NestNmn.
(1842) 36 The gentlewoman-boy tooke him by theheeles,and
pulled him out 1641 Brome Joviall Crew iv. 11 Wks 1873
III. 431 We must finde a young Gentlewoman-Heire
among you.

Hence Ge ntlewomanlioocl, the character or dis-
position natural to a gentlewoman.
1848 Thackeray Van Fair xlvni,What a high and noble

appreciation of Gentlewomanhood. 1887 Mrs C Reade
Maid o' Ike Mill II xxxm. 185 Her chastity, her Christian
gentlewomanhood
Gentle-womanlike (dgemt’lwumanbi k), a.

[f. prec + Like.] a. Of persons : Having the
manners, appearance, or air of a gentlewoman, b.
Of conduct, etc. : Appropriate to a gentlewoman
1591 Horsey Trav (Hakluyt Soc) 213 A gentilweoman-

like maiden delivered me a curious white wraught hand-
kercher 1632 Brome North Lasse 1 iv Wks 1873 III. 9
And what a Minister she hath procur'd 1 A Devil m a most
Gentlewoman-like apparition 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1768) VI 1 4, I will piovide for Dorcas Martmdale in a
gentlewoman like manner 1832 Greville Mem. Geo IV
(1874) II 335 He afterwards married the daughter of an inn-
keeper, who proved as gentlewomanlike as the other had
been tne reverse. 1862 Miss YcenanCtessKatex (1880)1x7
You will write a proper and gentlewomanlike note.

Gentlewomanly (dge nt’lvvumanli), a. [f. as
prec +-LY 1

.] = GentlewOmanlike
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863) 217, 1 imbibed

. a love of strong green tea, for which gentlewomanly
excitation Mossy had a lemarkable predilection 1831 Jane
Porter Sir E. Seaward's Narr I 289, 1 saw her restored
to her former gentlewomanly condition x8gx B Harte in
Black if White 0 May 454/1 Low-voiced, gentlewomanly,
with the pallor of ill-health.

Hence Gemtlowomanliness.
1867 Pall Mall G 21 Feb 3 The education of the shop

tends to superinduce the exteuor signs of gentlemanliness
andgentlewomanliness. 1873 B Harte Episode ofFiddle-
town Wks x88o III 59 She had a certain languid grace
which passed easily for gentlewomanliness.

Gently (clgemtli), adv. Forms: 4 gentil-
(l)ich.(e, gentel(l)iche, 4-6 gentilly(e, (5 jen-
tilly), 5-6 gentylly, gentel(l)y, 6 gentlelye,
gentlie, -lye, 6- gently, [f. Gentle a + -ly a

]
1 t a. As befits one of gentle birth.

;
generously,

nobly, courteously, elegantly (obs). b. In the con-
dition of gentle birth (only in gently bom

:

see 4).
13 Guy Warm (A ) 4545 Wele he was y-aimed gentilliche,

c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 134 J>e sonne cam also suftie,

& tried his fader mercy, pe kyng perofwas bh)>e, forgafhim
gentilly 1362 Langl. P PI. A m 13 Gentihche with Ioye
the Iustise soone Busked him into the hour c 1440 Sir
Gawthergi Knyghtesand squyres On steedes hemgentely
to play. 1309 Hawes Conv Swearers 22 And yf ye dyde
ye wolde full gentylly Obeye my byddynge 1572 Bosse-
vvell Armorte 11 85 Couetous persons or mggardes, such as
would not gently, or liberally departe from any of their

goodes or substance 1635 „R< N Camden's Hist. Elis. 1.

an. 9 67 Oxford and Cambridge, which gently envyed one
another. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams x A city clerk, but
gently bom and bred.

2 . In a quiet, moderate, or subdued fashion}

slowly, softly

1559 Morwyng Evonym. 201 Bake the bread therof
gentlelye in an oven 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 xix 29 The
whole nerbe is not of so strong a sauour, but smelleth moie
gentilly, and pleasantly. x6oo £ Blount tr Conesiaggio
288 They sailed gently towards the Hand. 1657 R Ligon
Barladoes (1673) 3 The general Landscape 01 the Hills
seemed to us very beautiful, gently rising and falling, with-
out Rocks or high precipices 1665 Hooke Microgr 78
Ihus have I by gently mixing Vermilion and Bise diy,
produc’d a very fine Purple, a 1683 Sir T Raymond Rep.
(1696) 212 Manning was burned in the hand , and tne
Court directed the Executioner to burn him gently 1709
Addison Tatler No. xx6 f 5 They gently touched upon the
Weight and Unweildmess of the Garment 1776 Trial of
Nundocomar 76/2 His writer went close to him, and read it

gently to him: I was at a distance, and did not hear it,

1823 F. ClissoldA scent Mt Blanc 22 A soft breath of wind
spread its folds, and floated it gently m the air 1833 Cycl,
Pract. Med I. 369/x Tamarind-pulp, although an agree-
able laxative, yet operates too gently . when given alone,
1855 MacaulayH1st Eng xui. Ill 353 A highway ascends
gently from the low country to the summit of the defile.

1870 E, Peacock RalfSkirL II. 161 He pushed it gently
open

b. Used as an expression of remonstrance.
1806-7 J Beresford Miseries Hunt. Life vi. (1826) 116

Gently, Mr. Testy.

3 . Mildly, tenderly, kindly,

1548 Udall, etc,, tt.Erasm, Par. John iv, 17 Here Jesus ,

gentelly reprouyng the womans lyfe, saith vntq_ her, x68x
Dryden A bsol. 4r Achit. To Rdr

,
That I can write severely

with more ease than I can gently. 17x1 LadyM W Mon-
tagu Let. to Worthy Montagu g Apr , I can bear being
told that I am in the wrong, but tell it me gently 1766

Goldsm Vic W. xxvi, I gently rebuked their sorrow 1836

J H. Newman Par Serm (1837) III vm 122 Feeling
gently, even when we have reason to act severely 1866
G Macdonald Ann. Q Neighb 11 (1878) 22 The little

fellow looked at me and then put his arms gently round
my neck

4

.

Corrib.^ as gently-aperient, -born, -breathing

,

-falhng, -moulded, -rising, -soothing, -swelling,

-wafted, -waving
, -whistling adjs

1835 Cycl. Pract. Med IV 586/1 "Gently apenent medi-
cines 1859 Tennyson Enid 1040 They themselves [horses]
like creatures "gently born But into bad hands fall’n 1887
Spectator 2 July goi/a Refinement and truth, which are still

tne distinguishing marks of the gently-born Briton 1839
Longf Terrest Paradise 7 A "gently-breathing air that no
mutation Had in itself 1776 Mickle tr Camocm' Lusiad
300While to the lute the "gently-falling oarNow bieaks the
surges of the briny tide 1839 Talfourd Fate of Mac-
donalds hi. n, Through cluster’d piles Of "gently moulded
columns 1718 Rowe tr Lucan v 10x6 Speedy the Latian
Chiefs unfurl their Sails, And catch the "gently-rising North-
ern Gales. 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II. 360 It is like

the tide flowing in waves upon a gently rising snore Ibid.

139 Whatever goes beyond that "gently soothing content . . is

needless 1885 2 ruth 28 May 850/2 Violent curves where
there should be only "gently swelling lines 1876 Geo Eliot
Dan. Der IV, liv in This floating, "gently-wafted exist-

ence 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol 1 xi. The "gently waving
wind J703 Rowe Ulyss

.

11 i, While Neptune smooths his
Waters for their Passage, And "gently whistling Winds in-

vite their Sails.

Hence Ge ntlying vbl. sb. (see 2 b above).
1852 R S. Surtees Sponge's Sp Tour (1893) 349 There

were such climbings on, and clutchings and gentlyings, and
who-hoo-ings, and questionings if ‘ such a horse was quiet 1

1

f Ge‘Hitman. Obs. Also jentman Shortened
form of Gentleman . cf Gemman. Hence Gent-
manly = Gentlemanly (m quot. adv.).
a 1553 Udall Royster D. 111 11 (Arb ) 41 It is gentmanly

spoken But what gentman is it, I pray you tell me plaine,
1 hat woweth so finely 9 Ibid, in 111. 44 Bawawe what ye
say (ko I) of such a lentman.

Gentoo (dgent?7 ), sb 1 and a. Obs. exc. Hist
Forms. 7 Grentou, »tu(e, Jentew, 8 Gentow,
Jentoo, 7- Gentoo. [Anglo-Indian ad. Pg.
gentio Gentile ] A sb.

1. A pagan, inhabitant of Hmdostan, opposed to

Mohammedan, a Hindoo; m South India, one
speaking Telugu.
*638 SirT Herbert Trav (ed. 2) xro Three hundred

slaves whom the Persians bought in India , Parsees, Jentews
and others 1697 Dampier Voy I. 507 Moors, calling

the Idolaters, Gentous 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.
Ind I. xx 23q The Inhabitants of the Island were all

Gentows, or Gentiles. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 47/1 Are
not the customs of burying Mussulmen and Gentoos very
different? 1834 Lamb Lett (1888) II 300 What a supreme
felicity to the author to meet a smutty Gentoo ready to
burst with laughing at the tale of Bo-Bo 1

2 The language of the Gentoos
1698 Fryersre E Ind fy P 33 Their Language they call

generally Gentu 1767 J Rennell MS Let (Y), The
original Language of this Countrey . . is the Bengala or
Gentoo
B attnb,. passing into adj. Of or pertaining to

the Gentoos.
1686 Loud Gas, No 2142/1 From thence we set forward

with this numerous Company of People through the Gentue
Town 1763 Scrafton Indostan (1770) 11 In justice to the
Gentoo religion and customs, I must say [etc ] X779 Forrest
Voy N. Guinea 282 The women tie their hau behind, and
plait it like the Jentoo dancing girls at Madrass 1807

J. Hall Trav Siotl II. 501 The Gentoo physicians give
a patient an emetic 1841 Emerson Ess Ser 1 iv 163 The
poor mind does not seem to itself to be any thing, unless it

have an outside badge,—some Gentoo diet, or Quaker coat
. to testify that it is somewhat

Geiltoo (dgentxr), sbA [perh. a use of prec]
A kmd of penguin (Pygoseelis papua or tstmatd)

frequenting the Falkland Islands Also Gentoo
Penguin

t
x86o Abbot in Ibis Oct 337 This bird [Eudyptes papua\

is called m the Falkland® the Gentoo Penguin : whence the
name I leave others to conjecture They [Rock hoppers]
are also, like the Gentoos, continually going to and return-

ing from the salt water.

Gentre, Gtentre(i)s, obs.ff. Gentry,Gentrioe.
Gentries sb. and a. Obs. exc. arch. (Sc

)

Forms: 3-6 gent(e)ris(e, 4-6 gentryce, -s(e, (4
gentiresse, 5 gentnose, gentrys(s, 6 gentre(i)s,

gentnss, 7 gentryes), 4- gentrioe. [ad, OF.
gentense

,
var. of gentelise, f. gentil Gentle.]

A. sb

1 . Gentle birth, noble descent or rank.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 1313 He adde reujie of him & uor
is gentnse Hadde is pes wifi Jaemperour. c 1300 Seyn Julian
52 And bencli on lure heie kunne ; and hire owe gentnse
C1450 St.Cnthbert (Surtees) 4806 He spared na man of
gentryse 1893 Stevenson Catnona 154 He supposed I

would set up to be gentry. .*My gentnee has nothing to do
with where I lie said I,

b. concr. Nobility, nobles ; also, splendid attire.

13 . E E.Alht P. B 1x59 pe gentryse of Iuise & Iheru-
salem J?e ryche Watz disstryed with distres £1650 Sir
Lambezuell 461 in Furniv PercyFolio 1. 159 Everyman had
greet desire fior to behold their gentryes

2 Gentle or honourable feeling
; kindness, gene-

rosity, clemency, courtesy.
a 1225 Ancr R. x68 We wulleS folewen J>e i(5e muchele

gentense of |?ine largesse, c 1300 CursorM 28940 (Cott.
Galba) pis ‘gentnse’ will vs Ieae Till doghty at do oure



GENTBY. GENUINE
almus dede C137S Barbour Troy-bh 1. 319 The noble
lunge, J>at neutr-mare Forjhet walde hys Inborne gentryce

c 1475 RaufCoil-car 370 It is not my counsall..To do 30W
inhisgentrisc 1500-zo Dunbar Poems xx\ a6Allgentrice
and nobilitie At passit out of he degre. c 1363 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Citron Scot. (1728) 44 Humbly, to tender him-
self—in his [the king’s] hands, will and gentnce. 1596
Dalrvmple tr Leslies Hisi Scotl. x. 327 Stelnt vp thair

hartes meikle to that gentrise

3 Gentility, good breeding.

1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xi, That may come of idle-

ness as weel as gentnce.

B. adj. a. Of gentle birth, b Genteel, elegant.
1508 Dunbar Tita. Manit Wemen 69 My self suld be full

semlie with silkis arrayit ; Gymp, jolie, and cent, richt
joyous, and gentryce. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T S ) iv
81 Moir gentnce is to jott Vndir ane silkm goun Nor ane
quhyt pittecott And leddyar ay boun. 1894 Crockett
Raiders 165 * We're honest, honest—and gentnce to the back
o’ that*.

Gentry (dgeuitri) Forms : 4-5 gent(e)ry(e,
4-6 gentre, 4-7 gent(e)rie, (5 gentri), 4- gentry,
[app. an altered form of Genteioe, the final sound
of which may have been taken as a plural ending.

But cf. Gentleby.]
1. Rank by birth (usually, high birth

;
rarely in

neutral sense) Ohs. exc arch.
0x386 Chaucer Wife's T. 396 He wole han pris of his

gentrye ffor he was born of a gentil house. C1440 Promt.
Parv. 190/2 Gentry, of awncetrye , mgenuitas 1603 B
Jonson Sejanus v x (1605) Mib,We haue raised Seianus
from obscure, and almost vnknowne Gentry 1647 A Ross
Mystag. Poet. xiv. (167s) 362 ’Tis madness to piesume too
much upon our birth and Gentry. i8isScott(7?/jv^/ xyxviu,
MacCasquil. feeling the propriety of asserting his superior
gentrym thepresenceofMr. Pleydelland Colonel Mannering.

b. The quality or rank of gentleman, arch.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 243 Crystys servage ys
grettest genterye 1570-6 Lamqardl Peramb. Kent (1826) 8
Yeomen .that will not change their condition, nor desire
to be apparaded with the titles of gentne. 159a Greene
Gloat's IV Wit (1617) 3 What is Gentry if wealth bee
wanting, but base seruile beggery. a 1613 Overbury
A Wife, etc, (1638) ryo His gentry sits as ill upon him, as if

he had bought it with his penny 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
(1839) 81 This kind of honour, commonly called gentry, hath
been derived from the ancient Germans. 1828 ScottF M.
Perth xvi, The Provost told me that our acquaintance, the
Devil’s Dick, was to wave his gentry.

fc. What is characteristic of a gentleman;
polish of manners, good breeding; also courtesy,

generosity ; an instance of good-breeding, a gentle-

manlike action. Ohs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 205 Sumtyme curtesie & gen-

tene was vertuouse lif & honest but now It is turned m-to
vanyte & nysete. c 1385 Chaucer L G. W. Prol 380 Of
his (the lion s] genterye, Him deyneth nat to wreke him on
,a flye. 0380— Pars. T f 52/ Hem J?at holden it a gen-
trie or manly dede. xa Sir Bettes (MS M ) 211 For thy
genterye, Thus cowardly let me nat dye CX435 Terr.
Portugal283 Wolddes thow for thy gentne, Do thelyonnys
downe lye. 1513 Douglas AEneis xi in. 7 That he wald .

thame lestor agane, of hys gentre 1595 Gosson Quips
XIpst Gentlew 240 in Hazl E P P. IV. 260 They are but
puppets richly dight : True gentne they have put to flight.

f d. A practice, style of dress, etc , characteristic

of gentle-folks ;
* the fashion \ Ohs.

c 1325 Poem temp. Edw II (Percy) liu, That is now the
gentry In chawmbre & eke in halle C1400 Maundev
(Roxd.) xxxiv. 154 pat think bmm es a grete noblay and a
grete gentry* And J»e gentry of wymmen pare es to hafe
stnale fete.

2 . People of gentle birth and breeding ; the class

to which they belong
;
in modem English use spec.

the class immediately below the nobility.

£1585 Fairs Em 1. xoo Our foes, That seek to root all

Britain's Gentry [up]. x6ix Shaks Cymb v i 18, I am
brought hither Among th'Italian Gentry, a 1635 Naunton
Fragm, Reg (Arb ) 44 He despised his Jury—tho' of the
Order of Knighthood, and of the speciall Gentry—claiming
the privilege of tnal by the peers and baronage of the realm.
x66x Lovell Hist. Amm. 4- Min, 10 The fore-feet [of the
Bear] , . are a dish for the Gentry 1673 Lady's Call 1 v
§ 30 This seems to be the persuasion of many of our female
gentry. *709 Steele Tatter No 18 p 2 The common People
are loud for Want of Bread, the Gentry have lost all Spirit
and Zeal for theirCountry, 1796 Morse Avter Geog II. 119
Montague-house, in Bloomsbury, with a number of others of
the nobility and gentry 1807 Wordsw. While Doe ni 36
Grave Gentry of estate and name 1833 Hr. Martineau
Loom 4r Lngger t v. 90 Perceiving how the gentry of Eng-
land are apparelled in smuggled goods. 1856 Emerson
Eng, Trails, Reltg Wks (Bonn) if 98 It is the church of
the gentry; but it is not the church of the poor.

b quasi-«$. (Cf Gemtbioe B )

1893 Stevenson Calnona 134 Saying he supposed I would
set up to be gentry.

t e. Gentlemen. Ohs.

1645 Evelyn Mem (1837) I igi Pleasant walks ..where
the gentry and ladies used to take the air.

3. In playful or contemptuous use * People, folks
*7*7 Prior Lucius Epil. aa The many colour'd gentry there

above, By turns are rul’d by tumult, and by love. 1759 Dil-
worth Pofe 21 Not so eager and greedy as most of the Par-
nassian gentry. 1794 Nelson 9 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845)
I 431 My Agamemnon’s Carpenter at Bastia made us much
better platforms than these gentry. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag

.

(1824) 35 We have determined to let these crusty
gentry know what kind of satisfaction they are to expect
from us x8xo Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 145 A tolerable
muster of amateurs ana boxing gentry. 1864 Burton Scot
Aor. I. v, 261 For these gentry [the students] imbibed a
great amount both of restlessness and capriciousness.
transf, *876 Geo. Euot Dan, Der. iv. xxix, The broken

122

discourse of poultry and other lazy gentry in the afternoon

sunshine

b. ? Anglo-Irish. The fairies. Also attrib.

x88o Antrim <$ Down Gloss
,
Gentry, the fairies Gentry

bushes, ‘fairy thorns', etc. They are sacred to the ‘good
people’, and are therefore let atone 1894 W. B Yeats
Celtic Twilight 04 The mght-capped heads of faery-doctors

may be thrust from their doors to see what mischief the
‘gently’ are doing

4.

attrib and Comb
,
asgentry-man (dial.), -state ;

gentry-fashioned adj
;
gentry cove, mort thieves'

slang (see quot. 1567).
1563 Mrrr.for Mag , Buckingham Ixrv. 3 To gentrye

state auauncing him from nought. 1567 Harman Caveat
(1869) 84 A gentry cof, a noble or gentleman, a gentry
mortc

,

a noble or gentle woman x6xo Rowlands Martin
Mark-all Eijb, Gentry mort, a Gentlewoman 1641
Brome Joviall Crew 11 Wks. 1873 III 388 And Scraps
of the Dainties of Gentry Cofe’s Feast. 1785 Grose Diet
Vulg, Tongue, Gentry mort. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. xiv,

The gentry cove will be roinboyled by his dam 1872
Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 132 The gentry-fashioned,

old-style haunts of sleep x88x Blackmore Chnstowell 11,

Why, Parson Tom Short was the only gentry-man

Gentu(e, obs. form of Gentoo sbP and a

Genty (dgcnti), a. Obs exc. Sc. [var. of Gen-
tee] Neat; pretty; graceful; genteel.

1721 Ramsay Genty Tibby 2 Her genty Shape our Fancy
warms 1724 — l'ea-t Misc. (1733) I 57 White is her
neck, saft is her hand, Her waste and feet’s fu genty, X794
Burns My Lady’s Gown iv, Sae sweetly move her genty
limbs, Like music notes o’ lover’s hymns. x8ig B/ac/ew.
Mag. V 735 His waistcoat, coat and breeches, were all cut
off the same web, of a beautiful snuff-colour, or a modest
genty drab. 1863 J. L W. By-gone Days 175, I wonder
where she got sic genty ways as she had.

Hence f Ge ntiness, Obs.

1673 Rules Civility (ed 2) 2 The Gentiness and plausi-

bility, of which you desire information, is but the modesty
and decorum to be observed by every one
Gentyl(e, obs form of Gentile.
Gentyl(l(e, obs form of Gentle.

]| Geuu (dgfniw). Amt. [L genu knee.] The
name given to a knee-like bend or curved part in

various organs of the body.
1854 Mayne Expos Lex., Genu, Anat

,

the knee. x88a
Syd. Soc Lea

, Corpus geniculatum externum, a mass
of grey matter lying on Lhe outer side of the genu of the
tractus opticus. 1885 Ibid s.v ,Geniculateganglion, a small,

reddish, triangular ganglion at the genu of the facial neive

Genual (dge m«al), a [f. L genu knee + -al.]

Of or peitaming to the * genu * or knee.

1861 J Blackwall Spideis I. Introd. 3 The fust part of
the shank, or the genual joint, is usually short *874 Mogg-
ridge Suppl. Ants <$• Spiders 256 The genual joints of the
third pair have some strougish spines on the outer side.

Geuuaut (d^e'mwant), a Her. [f. L genii

knee + -ant.] Kneeling, m a kneeling posture
x688 R. Holme Armoury 11. xi/i In some Coats you shall

find Arch-Angels and Angels genuant or Kneeling 1828-40
Berry Encycl Her I, Genuant, in a kneeling posture, as
an angel genuant, or kneeling.

Genuclast (dge*nittklsesl). Surg [f L. genii

knee + Gi -K\airrqs bleaker.] (See quot)

_
1885 Syd. Soe. Lex

,
Genuelast

,

an instrument for break-
ing down adhesions,whether osseous or fibrous, in the knee-
joint 1890 111 Gould New Med. Diet.

Genueae, obs. form of Genoese.
Genuflect (dge ni«flekt), v. [f med L genii-

flect-be, f. L. genii knee + flet tore to bend,] tnfr.

To bend the knee, esp m worship, f Also trans.
1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Laugh <5- be fat Wks n 80/1

With hands erected, with knees genuflected 1850 J H.
Newman Dijfic Anglic 235 A feeble old woman, who
genuflects before the Blessed Sauament 1884 Catholic
Diet 5 v. Genuflexion, The priest repeatedly genuflects
at Mass in adoration of the Eucharist, also at the mention
of the Incarnation in the Creed, &c
fig. 1881 A Austin in Macin Mag XLIII 406The poet
before whom Mr. Swinburne bows and bobs and genuflects
an almost countless number of times in the course of the
paper on which I am commenting—to wit, M. Victor Hugo
Hence G-e'miflectmg ppl. a
1872 O W. Holmes Poems, Organ-blower 14 His large

obeisance puts to shame The proudest genuflecting dame

Genuflector (d^etmfle ktai). [f. Genuflect
-\ -OB.] One who ‘ genuflects’.

1869 Daily News 22 Nov, The ‘ bowing to the altai ’ is

not yet satisfactory at this church At present it looks as
though the genuflectors were ashamed of themselves

Genuflectory (dgemwflektsri),!*. [f asprec.

+ -ORY ] Pertaining to genuflexion or kneeling.
x86i Thackeray Four Georges 111. (1862) 168 Misfortunes

would occur in these interesting genuflectory ceremonies of
royal worship.. 187s J C Jeaffreson Worn, in Spite of
Herself I 1. xi 179 A course of genuflectory practice

GenuflexCdgeniafle ks),o. rare = Genuflect.
1879 Daily News 22 Mar 5/7 The donna seconda, a strap-

ping young woman, who genuflexed, slowly rotated, and
waved her arms about . . as she sang.

Hence Genufle'xed ppl a.

1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Genuflexed, bent at the knee, bent
like a knee, bent at a joint

Genuflexion, genuflection (dgeniwfle’k-

Jen). [ad. med.L. gmvflexiSn-em, n. of action f.

genufiectfre : see Genuflect. Cf. F. genuflexion
(Cotgr.).] The action of kneeling or bending the
knee, esp in worship.
1526 Filer, Perf. (W, de W. 1531) 237 b, With genuflec-

cyons or knelynges . , to aske the mercy of god, x6*i J.

Davis Panegyr Verses in Coryat's Crudities, With cap m
hand and lowly ‘genuflexion’ 1660 Burney K«p6. Supov
(1661) 5* He does not controvert the Genuflexion at the
Supper of the Lord 1741 Warburton Div, Legat II. 188
The very way the learned Author so much insists upon
namely genuflexion. 1820 Scon Ivanhoe v. After many
genuflections and muttered prayers x86x Musgrave By-
Roads 7s Our fast mare nearly pitched me on to the
splashboai d . by a genuflection, which broke both her
knees. 1884 Catholic Did. s v., A double genuflexion—
1 e. one on both knees— is made on entering or leaving a
church, where the Blessed Sacrament is exposed

e

b. Surg. A forcible bending of the knee as a
curative measure m popliteal aneurysm.
1870 Holmes Syst. Surg (ed. 2) III. 602 Before other

severer measures are tried, genuflexion ought undoubtedly
to be attempted 1885 Syd Soc. Lex s.v, Forctlle Genu-
flexion, the forcible bending of the knee-jomt.

Genuflexuous (dge nmfie-ksiwps), a. [f L.
genft knee + Flexuoub J (See quots.)
X889 Century Diet

,
Gennjlcxuous, in hot , geniculately

bent , zig/ag. 1894 Gould Did Med., Gennjlcxuous, m
biology, zig-zag, with knee-like bendings

Genuform (d^e’ni«f/im), a. [f. L genii knee
+ -FOBM ] Having the form of a knee, knee-shaped

.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat IV. 555/2 The ganglionic
nature of the genuform intumescence,

t Genuinal, «. Obs rare- 1
, [f. L. genulnus

Genuine + -al ]
= Genuine.

1599 Thynnis Ammadv (1875) 61 The genuynall sence
hereof is, ‘When ’ [etc ]

Genuine (d^e-mr^n), a.1 [ad. L. genuin-m
,
f

pie-L. *gemuo- (cf. mgenuits native, fiee-bom, etc.:

see Ingenuous), f. Aryan root *gen- to beget,

produce, be born : see Kin.]

+ 1 Natural, not foreign or acquired, proper or

peculiar to a peison or thing, native. Obs.

1596 Drayton Leg iv 212 Strongly attracted by a Genuine
light i6xa — Poly olb ix. 14 A constant Mayden still she
onely did remaine,The last her genuine lawes which stoutly

did ictaine 1630 Pkynnl Anti-Armm 138 The self-same

things in the same degrees admit no inequality m their

genuine and natiue operations 1644 Bulwer Cluron. n8
This genuine blemish and epidenncall disease 1664 H.
Morl Myst Intq 87 This wicked Antichristiamsm, whose
Image we are now setting out 111 its genuine colours

X703 tr. Casa's Galatco 98 Since it is necessary to use
Genuine and proper Woids in Discourse 1712W Rogers
Voy ij I rather chuse to keep to the Language of the Sea,

which is moie genuine, and natuial for a manner

+ b. Genuine to • germane to, closely connected

with, arising out of. Obs.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III 344 Let us debate this

It comes orderly before you , is genuine to your question.

2 Pertaining to the original stock, pure bred.

1728 Nlwton Chronol Amended n. 203 Egypt at this time
was therefore under the Government of the genuine Egyp-
tians. 1774 J Bryant Mythol TI 60, I am sprung from
the genuine and respectable race of Sons. 1834 T MtnwiN
Angler in Wales I 21 The race of our bull dogs is getting

fast extinct, and it is rare to see one now of a pure and
genuine breed. x842 Prichard Nat. Hist Man 171 The
towns and their vicinity are occupied by the genuine Per-

sian lace. 1871 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) IV win 295
Another grantee was William of Percy, the founder of a
gieat name, whose genuine bearers soon passed away.

3. Really proceeding from its reputed source or

author ;
not spurious

,
= Authentic 6.

The distinction which the 18th c apologists attempted to

establish between genuine and authentic (see quot 1796)

does not agree well with the etymology of the latter word,

and is not now recognised
1661 Bramhall Just Vind v 90 If any of those Canons

which bear their names be genuine 17x9 J. Richardson
Art Criticism 145 When we have fix’d a few of the Works
of the Masters as Genuine *756-7 tr Keysler's Trav.

(1760) III 365 The impossibility that all the three pr&putta
should be genuine rehques *779-81 JohnsonL P ,

Butler
Wks II. 183 Two volumes more indubitably genuine

1796 Bi’ Watson Apol Bible 11 33 A genuine book, is that

which was written by the person whose name it bears, as

the author of it An authentic book, is that which relates

matters of fact, as they really happened 1833 Cruse
Fusebins in in 83 As to the writings of Peter, one of bis

epistles called the first is acknowledged as genuine 1847

Emerson Repr Men, Plato Wks_ (Bohn) I. 289 This range

of Plato instructs us what to think of the vexed question

concerning his reputed works—what are genuine, what

spurious 1882 Farrar Early Chr II 530 note, The frag-

ment is of very doubtful genuineness, and even if genuine

proves nothing.

4. Having the character or origin represented

;

real, true, not counterfeit, unfeigned, + unadulter-

ated.

a 1639 Carew To my Friend G N 18 We use No • com-

pounds that are Adulterate, but, at Natures cheap expence,

With farre more genuine sweets refresh the sense. x66o K-

Coke Justice Vind. Ep Ded. x The true and genuine

causes 1664 H More Myst Iniq 214 What the genuine

sense, is I shall take notice in its proper place *7x2 Parnell

Sped No 501 F 6 The whole Vault had a genuine Dismal-

ness in it. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. 1 Wks. *874 I * 5+ Chris-

tianity . teaches natural Religion in its genuine simplicity.

*781 Gibbon Decl # F. Ill 37 Maximus now displayed nis

genuine character *845 M Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 25 °ucn

a genuine expression of paternal regard 1876 Mozley
Umv. Serm iv 95 They had no genuine belief in any world

which was different from theirs

absol

"

1639 tr DuBosq's Compl Woman 34 The modesty

of the simple and genuine is wholy m the hart

b. Properly so called ; that is such in the proper

sense.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 36 The true and genuine
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Sycamore which is a stranger in our parts. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Lett. i. 3 This latter part to a genuine Atheist is meer

Jargon, 1751 Harris Herrjes {1841) 138 The genuine pro-

noun always stands by itself 1758 Johnson IdlertHo 9 F 7

There is no mark more certain of a genuine idler than un-

easiness without molestation 1830 Scoresby Cheever's

Whaletn Adv vi 76 None but a genuine son of the sea

could make these characteristic rhymes 1852 H Rogers
Eel Faith (1853) 316 A genuine sceptic, as I am 1879 iijf.

George's Hasp Rep IX, 63 A piece of genuine false mem
brane was coughed out.

5 Of persons’ Free from affectation or hypocrisy

[1840, *853 Implied in Genuineness 3 ] 1890 spectator

28 June, He is a very great and genuine personage in

many ways, but he has his peculiarities like other men

f Gre’nuine, a.2 Obs ~ 0 [ad I,, genutn-us

,

f.

*genus =gena cheek.] Genuine teeth : the back

teeth
i<]o6 Phillips (ed Kersey), Genuine Teeth

,

the same as

Dentes Sapientue.

Genuinely (dge mzftnli), adv^ [f Genuine a.1

+ -iiY 2
] In a genuine manner

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xv 144 The goodnesse ofthe

Law that doth kindly and genuinely restiaine the violence

of our defiled nature a 1763 Byrom Rent Pamphl 49
This coxcombically mingling Of Rhimes For Numbers
genuinely British, Is quite too finical, and skittish 1820

Byron Blues 11 159 For 'tis then that our feelings most
genuinely—feel. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2)V 36 They are

genuinely and natuially good 1890 Boidrewood Col Re-

former (1891) 363 He enjoyed his whist or billiards, as

genuinely as if he had not a debt in the woild

Genuineness (dgemuZmines) Also 8 genui-

ness, [f Genuine a. i + -ness ]

1. The quality or fact of being genuine or what
it is represented to be, reality, traeness.

1647 H More Song of Soul Notes 414 The fitnesse and
genumenesse of the Hypothesis it self 1664 Boyle Exp
Colours hi xxxvt 282 It not being Essential to the Genuine-
ness of a Colour to be Durable 1715 tr. Pancirollus'

Reruin Mem I 1 xn. 31 The greatest Indication of the

Genuiness of it [Juice], is the curdling of it 1729 Butler
Serin Wks. 1874 II 128 Truth, and integrity, carry along

with them a peculiar consciousness of their own genuine-

ness 1817 Bentham Pari Ref Cetlech (1818) 25 To secure

genuineness, to prevent spuriousness x88xW, G Palgrave
in Macm. Mag XLV. 23 A whole company of learned

monks thoroughly qualified to pronounce authoritatively

on the genuineness of the prodigy.

2 esp. The quality of being what it professes to

be in origin or authorship
;
= Authenticity 3.

See Glnuine a. 3, and the note there

1699 Burnet 39 Art vi (1700) 82 The full Testimony that

they [the Books of the New Testament] give to the Books
of the Old Testament, does sufficiently prove their [sc the

latter’s] Authority and Genuineness 1706 Hearne Collect

12 Jan (OH S ) 1 . 161 Y« Genumess of y° Fragment 1738
Wahburton Dm Leg I xn The Genuineness of these Re-
mains 1752 Miss Talbot Let 17 Dec. (1808) 317 Madame
de Maintenon’s letters have all maiks of genuineness, but
no vouchers 1796 Bp Watson Apol Bible ix 334 The
genuineness of Paul’s Epistles pioves their authenticity

1864 Bowen Logic am 426 The age and genuineness of the

document must first be proved. 1867 Freeman Norm
Cottq, (1876) I App. 786 Two charters of very doubtful

genuineness

3. Ofpersons, character, sentiments, etc. : Honesty,

freedom from affectation or hypocrisy
1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 234 One would say the primary

charactei of the Koran is this of its genuineness

,

of its being
a Iona fide book. 1853 Dickens Lett (1880) I. 3x4,

1

was
greatly pleased with his genuineness altogether.

Genuiuity (dge’mzJfimti). mi e. [f. Genuine
a 1 + -ity.] Genuineness.

1894 Thinker’ll 450 The genuinity, integrity, and credi-

bility of the sacred books.

t Genu/ity. obs — 1 [a F ghiuitd, acc to

Littrd a false form for ginuimti ] Simplicity.

1603 Flor10 Montaigne i xxx 102 They could not imagine
a genuitie so pure and simple, as we see it byexpeuence ,

nor ever beteeve our societie might be maintained with so

little arte and humane combination.

Gexmpectoral (dgemzZpe ktoral). rf L. genu
knee + pector pectus breast + -al.] Of posture

.

Resting on the knees and breast

*889 T M Duncan Dis. Women (ed 4) Index 332 Genu-
pectoral position

II Genus (dgf nas). PI.
||
genera (dge’nera)

Also 7-8 genuses, 7 genus’s. [L. genus,
-eris,

birth, race, stock, kind, genus = Gr. yevos, -so?

(same meanings), Skr. jdnas, f. Aryan root *gen-

to beget, produce, be bora : see Kin.]

1. Logic A class or kind of things which includes

a number of subordinate kinds (called Speoies) as

sharing in certain common attributes ; a general

concept. (One of the five Predioables, q.v.)

Each species is distinguished from all the others in the

genus by the possession of some peculiar attribute or group
of attributes, called its

1 specific difference ’ or Differentia.
Highest genus (L snmmum genus), one which does not

becomesubordinated as species to a higher genus ;
subaltern

genus, one which is also a species ofsome higher genus,

xss* T Wilson Logike B v a, Genus is a general word, the

which is spoken of many that differ in their kind . Or els

thus, Genus is a general worde, vnder the whiche diuerS
kindes or sortes of things are comprehended 1581 Sidney
ApoL Poetrie (Arb ) 34 Tell mee if you haue not a more
familiar insight into anger, then finding m the Schoolemen
his Genus and difference 1586 Sir E Hoby Pol Disc

.

Truth Ep F iij b, In the first, all vertues handled, the trueth,
as it were genus vnto them .in the other, is intreated of all

kmde ofvices, and lying accounted as genus thereunto. 16x6

Rich Cabinet 135 Souldier is a name of that honour, that it

is the genus of vallure and valiant men 1644 Digby Nat.
Bodies xiv 118 Rarity and Density can not change the
common nature of Quantity, that is, their Genus, which by
being so to them, must be vnmocally in them both. 165*
Hobbes Govt Soc vu § 1 109 We have already spoken
of a City by institution in its Genus; we will now say some-
what of its species. 1654 Jer Taylor Real Pres 222 Sub-
stance is the highest Genus in that Category 1668Wilkins
Real Char 22 ,

1

shall first lay down a Scheme or Analysis
of all the Genus’s or more common heads of things belong-
ing to this design ; and then shew how each of these may
be subdivided by its peculiar Differences 1690 Locke Hum.
Und m. 111 (1695) 228 This may shew us the reason, why,
in the defining ofWords we make use of the Genus, or next
general Word that comprehends it 1725 Watts Logic til

111 § 3 So substance is the remote genus of bird or beast

;

because it agrees not only to all kinds of animals, but also

to things inanimate But animal is the proximate or nearest

genus of bird, because it agrees to fewest other things 1827
Whately Logic (1850) Index, Genus, a Predicable which is

considered as the material part of the Species ofwhich it is

affirmed. 1851 Mansel Prol Log. 183 The Highest Genus
in any special science is the general class, comprehending
all the objects whose properties that science investigates .

In Geometry, for example, under the summurn genus of
magnitudes in space, we find [etc ] 1862 Burton Bk
Hunter (1863) 38 You individualise your object by showing
in what it differs from the others of the genus

2 . Zool and Bot. A classificatory group compre-

hending a number of species (sometimes a single

species) possessing certain common structural cha-

racteristics distinct from those of any other group.
The determination of genera, and of what characteristics

are to be considered generic, is more or less arbitrary and
empirical, and admits of continual alteration according to

current knowledge of facts and ideas of classification m the
respective sciences The genus ranks next under the family

or sub-family, and above the species ; it is sometimes
divided into sub geneia The generic and specific names
(always in Latin or considered as Latin) together form the

scientific proper name of an animal or plant, the generic

name standing first and being written with an initial capit&L

(The zoological term the genus Homo is popularly current

as a somewhat flippant orjocular synonym for ‘ mankind ’ or
‘ the human race

'

)

1608 Topskll Serpents (1658) 682 Because there be many
kindes of Crocodiles, it is no marvel although some have
taken the word ‘ Crocodilus ’ for the genus , and the several

species they distinguish into the Crocodile of the Eaith, and
the Water. 1683 Ray Corr (1848) 134 The description is

scarce sufficient to determine towhat genus it belongs, much
less whether it be a nondescript species. x6px— Creation

1 (i692)203The greatest and most luxuriant Species in most
Genera of Plants are Native of the Mountains. 1755 Genii.
Mag XXV 33 When the shells are distributed according

to their proper classes and tribes, nothing remains but to

lemark their less essential differences, by which they are

subdivided into genuses and species 1807 J. E Smith
Phys Bot 404 Lychnis dtoica has the Stamens on one
plant, the Pistils on another, though the rest of the genus

has them united in the same flower. 1834 T. Medwin
Angler vn Wales I 97,

1

was speaking of adders some time
back . do you consider them of one genus ? 1839 Darwin
Ong Spec 11 (1873) 47 The larger genera, .tend to breakup
into smaller genera. x86o Once a Week 22 Sept 353/2 Peter

|

may turn out a magnificent specimen of the genus homo
Comb. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca Pref 2 The blunder-

ing and bad spelling of English and French genus-makers

fb. Similarly used m classifications of other

sciences (see quots.), Obs.

[1599 Thynne Ammadv (1875) 41 ‘Porpherye* you ex-

pounde ‘marble’, whiche marble ys genus, but purpherje

is species ] x6$6 G. Harvey Morb Angl v (1672) 13 If

minerals are not convertible into another Species, though

of the same Genus, much less can theyhe surmised reducible

into a Species of another Genus. 1807 T Thomson Chem
(ed 3) II 630 The genus sulphates contains several salts of

considerable importance x8ix Pinkerton Petral I jj. 1,

Hence in mineralogy some eminent writers entirely reject

Genera , while others, with Daubenton, say that there are

no Speeies x8x6 Accum Chem Tests (1818) 207 This fluid

precipitates many of the genera of metals 1830 R. Knox
Biclan?s Anat 53 M Chaussier has arranged the organs

under twelve genera, the twelfth comprehending the viscera

or compound organs

3 Mus. Each of the three scales in ancient Greek

music.
1763 J Brown Poetry $ Mus v 62 The three Genera or

Kinds of the Greek Melody 184a Brande Diet Set

,

etc
,

Genus in Music, the general name for any scale of music.

If a scale proceed by tones, it is called the diatonic genus

,

if between the tones semitones are introduced, it is called

the chromatic genus. When the subdivisions are smaller,

as quarter tones, it is called the enharmonic genus 1867
Macfarren Harmony 1 5 The true genera of the Greek
system.

4 gen, A kind, class, order, tribe, etc. (Often

with reference, more or less explicit, to sense 2.)

1649 J Cooke K Charles' Case 9 It seems to me, that the

Lord renounces the very Genus of such Kings, as are there

mentioned 1691 Ray Creation 1 (1602) 6 Animate Bodies
are divided into four great Genera or Orders, Beasts, Birds,

Fishes and Insects 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II. 356
We cannot think it for the good of the human species, or

the animal genus 1789 Bentham Pnnc Legist, xvnu § 13
Let us branch out the several divisions ofthat class as above
exhibited into their respective genera 1816 T L. Peacock
HeadlongHall 1 ,

0

ther varieties of the same genera, namely,

men of taste and philosophers. 18x8 Moore Fudge Fam
Pans i 5

‘ A Dandy * describes what I mean, And Bob’s far

thebest of the genus I’ve seen 1820 Edm Rev XXXIV
136 The following short passage contains a picture ofone, we
trust, of the lost genera of the native Irish 1844 Disraeli
Comngsby iv. v, The days of the genus Jawster Sharp were
over m this borough 1880 Manch Guard. 25 Oct, The
proprietors ‘ rarely or never resident m Ireland ’ are only one
species of the genus absentee.

-geny, suffix—modJi'. •giniei in mod scientific

language appended to Gr. stems to form sbs. with

the general sense ‘mode of production (of some-

thing specified) as m emthropogeny, btogeny, cos-

mogeny, geogeny, ontogeny,
phylogeny, physiogeny

,

etc. Most of these sbs. have either corresponding

sbs m -genesis, or adjs. -genetic (in many in-

stances both of these).

[The suffix may he regarded as representing Gr -yevua,

the ending of abstract sbs f adjs in -yevrjs (as in bu-oyeveia,

f ofto-yeiDj?) see -gen But in all probability it was actually

f the root gen- in genesis, etc (vaguely apprehended as

meaning * to produce ') + -y8
,
F -te ]

Genymade, obs. form of Ganymede
Genyplasty (dge’mplsesti) Med. [f. Gr.

yivv-s jaw, cheek + rtXaar-6s moulded+ -Y 3.] An
operation for restoring the cheek when il has been

destroyed or is congenitally imperfect

1837 in Dunglison Med Lex 1885 in Syd Soc Lex.
Genysaryes, obs. form of Janizaries.

Genjeild, -jell, var. ff Gainyield
Genjie, var. Ganyte 55?., Obs., missile.

Geo, gio (gy0). dial Also goe. [a. ON. gjd.]

In Orkney and Shetland : A gully, a creek.

1793 Statist Acc Scotl. VIII. 159 A deep hollow, called,

in the dialect of the parish, the Wolf's geo. 182a Scott
Pirate xix, By air and by wick, and by helyer and gio.

1856 Edmonston Sk 4 Tales Shetland Isles 111 30 Many
a wild geo and shattered crevice 1882 Geiicik Geol Sk
41 Gios, or narrow steep-walled gullies, or inlets, by which
the sea-cliffs are indented. 1883 Standard 21 Mar 3/7 They
came ashore m a small goe on the west side of Ronsay

Geo- (dgx 0-, dgZ
|

p

-), repr Gr. ym-, comb form

of 71} earth ; in compounds formedm Greek itself, as

geography yecoypacpla, and in many of mod. form-

ation , as Ge oblast [-blast] (see quot.) Ge 0-

bota’nical a, of or pertaining to geographical

botany. Ge oohro nic a., of or pertaining to geo-

logical time (Funk). Geoclinal a. nonce wd.

[Gr. ie\iv-eiv to lean + -al] (see quot ) Ge ocyclic
a., of or pertaining to the revolutions of the earth ;

also (see quot) Geocychc machine (see quot.)

Ge odyna’mlc a
,
of or pertaining to the (latent)

forces of the earth
;
so Ge odyna mical a. Geo -

genousa. [Gr. -yw-rjs bom, produced + -ous], (said

of certain fungi) growing or springing directly from

the ground. Ge oi sotherm, an underground iso-

therm (Funk). Ge onaviga tion, ‘a tern proposed

for that branch ofthe science of navigation 111 which
the place of a ship at sea is determined by refer-

ring it to some other spot on the surface of the earth
t—in opposition to Ccelo-navigatzon' (Ogilvie 1882).

Geo'nomy [Gr -vo/^la arrangement], ‘the science

of the physical laws relating to the earth, including

geology and physical geography’ (Ogilvie 1882),

hence Ge ono mic a. Ge ophy sical a

,

relating

to the physics of the earth. Geophysics pi.,

the ‘physics of the earth’ (Cent. Diet ). Ge.o-

physio gnomy (see quot.) Ge osele'ttic a,

[Selenio], relating to the earth and the moon.
Ge'ostatio a [Gr. arariK-bs causing to stand],

only in geostatic arch
,
an arch of a construction

suited to bear the pressure of earth (Ogilvie

1 882). Geostatics pi

,

c the statics of rigid bodies
’

{Lent. Diet'). Geotectonio a. [Gr. t(ktovik-6s

skilled in building, f. riicTcav a craftsman], of or

pertaining to the structure of the earth , structural.

Ge otecto’nical a [f. prec. + -al] = prec. Ge o-

the rmal a., of or pertaining to the internal heat

of the earth. Ge othe rxnic a.
— prec Ge other-

ano’meter (see quot ).

x88o Gkay Struct. Bot 413/1 *Geoblasl
,
a plumule which

m germination rises from underground, such as that of

the Pea x888 Nature 12 Apr 570 M Kuznetsoff will

continue his *geo-botamcal work on the northern slope of

Caucasus. 1863 Dana Man Geol 722 These great valleys

or depressions may be called *geoclinal, the inclination on
which they depend being in the mass of the crust, and not

in its strata. 1847 Craig, ^Geocychc, circling the earth

periodically. 1884 Cassell’s Encycl Diet
,
Geocychc ma-

chine, a machine for exhibiting the simple processes by
which day and night and the seasons are produced. 1885

Harper’s Mag Feb 494/x The Central *Geodynamic Ob-
servatory at Rome 1887 G H Darwin in Fortn. Rev

.

Feb 271 A 1 *Geodynamicat Observatory’ 1854 Mayne
Expos. Lex ,

Geottomia, *geonomy. 1888 Science XI
181/2 The ^geophysical problems which geological his-

tory has to treat *894 Pop Sci. Monthly Sept 720/1

A company proposes to devote twenty thousand dollars to

the erection of a geophysical observatory 1896 Ibid Apr.

8r9The significance of landscape contours or geophysio-

gnomy. xB6o Worcester, *Geoselemc i88» Geikie Text-

bk Geol iv 474 *Geotectomc (Structural) Geology, or the

architecture of the earth’s crust Ibid, iv vu 537 The
characters by which an eruptive (igneous) rock may be dis-

tinguished are partly lithological and partly geotectonic.

1881 Nature XXIV. 363 The study of the *geotectomcal

conditions of the localities where they [earthquakes] occur.

1875 J H, Bennet Winter Medit. 1 i 13 The peculiar mild-

ness of the winter may also be partly accounted for on
geothermal grounds, x88a Ogilvie, *Geothermic

.

*855
Ibid. Suppl , *Geothermometer, an instrument for measuring
the degree of terrestrial heat at different places, especially

in mines and artesian wells



GEOCENTRIC. 124

Geocentric (dgfiose’ntrik), a. (sb.) [f. Geo- :

see Centric Cf. F.glocentnque. Opposed in both
senses to Heliocentric ]
1 , Referred to the earth as centre

; considered as
viewed from the centre of the earth : as the geo-
centric latitude, longitude, place, etc. of a planet,
i.e, that in which it would appeal to an obseiver
placed at the centre of the earth.
1686 Phil Trans XVI. 196 One ofhis [ If's] Geocentrick

places 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron I i S Its Geocentric
.Latitude will be measured by the Angle $ T E 1784
Hehschel in Phil Trans LXXIV, 256 Our next business
will be to reduce these two geocentric obseivations to a
heliocentric measuie 1816 Playfair Nat Phil II 161 If
the planet s elongation from the Sun, and Its geocentnc
latitude be obseived, the inclination of the orbit may be
found. *868 Lockyer Elem Astron, 167 This latitude and
longitude may be either heliocentric or geocentric, that is
reckoned from the centre either of the Sun or Earth respec-
tively. *88o Nature XXI. 315 The apparent retardation of

eclipses as affected by the geocentnc position ofJupiter
2 Having, or representing, the eaith as centre.
1696 Phillips (ed 5), Geocentrick, any Orb or Planet that

has the Earth for its Center, or the same Center with the
Earth *834 [see Heliocentric 2] 1839 Mill Liberty 66Some geocentnc theory instead of heliocentric *865 Grote
Plato I 1 14 note, The onginal system proposed by Prota-
goras was a geocentric system 1880 M Pattison Miltonxm 180 In the universe of being the difference between a
heliocentric and a geocentnc theory is of. small moment
fig 1834 Dn Quincey Autobiog Sk Wks II 54 Wheel

into a new centre your moral system
, geocentric has that

system been up to this horn—that is, having eaith and the
earthly for its starting point 1871 H. Macmillan True
Pine 1 36 Regarded from this heliocentric position, diffi-
cultics and mysteries, insoluble from the geocentric position,
are cleared away,
3. sb An adherent of the geocentric theory
*667 A Nowel in Josselyn Voy New Eng. (1674) 48 This

assertion is not expugned by Geoccntricks who produce
sense and Antiquity to suppoit their suppositions.
Hence G-eocentrical a [

4- -al] = prec,; Geo-
ce ntiically adv., as viewed from the centre of the
eaTlh ; Geoce ntrioism, the geocentnc theory.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Geocentrically *775 Ash, Geocen-

tricot x88a F HallihNational. Y5XXXV 340/3 And did
not he [Paeon] cling to geocentricism, which was still ore
vailmgly current m his day? *883 W W. Roberts Pontif
Decrees Intiod. 53 In 1742 .. Geocentricism as a scientific
theory was dead
Geochromc : see Geo-.
G-eoeian, -cie, mistakes for Goetian, Goetv.
Geoclinal: see Geo-.
Geocronite (dg/^-kronait) Mm. [f Geo- +

Gr. KP6v-os the god identified with Saturn (in
alchemy associated with lead) 4- -ite Named by
Svanberg in 1839 ] A sulphide of lead and an-
timony
1844 Dana Min (ed 2) 493 Geocronite comes from the

silvermines ofSala Sweden i^Encycl. Bnt. XVI 393/2Geocyelie . see Geo-. •

Geodfflsia • see Geodesy,
Geode_(cl3?0ud). Also 8-9 good, [a F gdode,

ad. L. geodes r. yeiitys earthy, f, 777 earth ] A
concretionary or nodular stone, containing a cavity
nsuaUy lined with crystals or other mineral matter.

1 11
® ^ Tabh AWi , Stones, Geodes, a stone being

hollow, having earth within the hollownesse theieof andbeing put toamans eare.it maketh akinde ofsound 1 1676-

32!/ m 1 th
a ?ar‘h

>
stone *774 Strange mPhil.Tians LXV. 41 A hard feu-uginous substance, of adark-biown colour, much lesetnbling some common feiru-

ginous geodes I have seen 1811 Pinkerton Petral I 436Infiltrated geods of quartz and calcareous spar *8aoMurchison Mur. Syst 1 vu tot Each geode being en-veloped in red shale. 1860O.W Holmes Prof. Breakf-t
7t An aphorism . has been forming itself in one of theblank interior spaces ofmy intelligence, like a crystal in thecavity of a geode 1883 L. Oliuhant Haifn (1887) 37 Aplateau abuudantly strewn with geodes.

* **

b. The cavity itself, together with the crystal
or mineral formation theiem contained. Also any
similar formation.
*849 Dana Geol. iv (1850) 298 Small geodes of stilbite andanalcime were found in pebbles. 1881 Raymond Mining

Gloss., Geode, a cavity, studded around with crystals ormineral matter.

Hence Geocll-ferous a. [-(i)eerous], producing
or abounding in geodes ; Ge odxze z> [-ize], trans,,
to convex t into a geode

; Ge-odizecl ppi. a.
1847 £x.K\G,Geadiferom 1883 Amer Jrnl. Set. Ser m,XXX. 376 The geodized fossils of the Keokuk limestone.
Geodephagous, erroneous for Gead-,
Geodesxa : see Geodesy,

f Geodesian. Oh. Also 7 geodecian, geo-
deti an. [f. mod L, geodxsi-a (see Geodesy) + -an 1
One who measmes land

, a land-surveyor.
1656 BLomr Glossogr

, Geodesian, a measurer of Land
t»annePs Mag A 4 The Geodecian, in thisBook,way have Rules to Survey his Land 1690 Leybourn

Curs. Math. 203 For by the Rules hereof the Geodetianmay measure
, your Lands.

Geodesic (dgfiode-sik), a. ff Geodes-y + -io,
Lr. r . geoaisiqtte,\ Of or pertaining to geodesy
Geodesu ^ ^S6e Also a geodesic

*8a* J, Robson (title), Treatise on Geodesic Operationsor County Surveying, Land Surveying and Levelling 1855

Th. Ross Ifumboldt's Trav III, kxxii 2g8 The combined
means of barometric and geodesic measuiements. *88*
Cayley m Proc, Land Math hoc XII. 187 The torsion of
the same geodesic cuive 1883 Ball in Encycl. But. XV
659/1 1 hese lines being what we would call geodesics x886
w S Aldis Solid Georn xm (ed 4) 2ig A geodesic hue on
a surface is such that every small elementPQ is the shortest
line that can be drawn on the surface between P and Q
Geodesical (deride sikal), a. Also 9 eiron,

geodesiacal. [f. prec. + -al ] =prcc
1818 Blaclrw Mag III 466 The war has given to geode-

siacal operations the extreme perfection which they have
acquired 1833 Dn Quincey Autobiog SL Wks I 333
In geodesical operations, one part is refened to heaven, and
one to earth 1866 Athensenin 23 July 835/1, I desired to
make some geodesical observations

Geodesist (dgz desist), [f Geodes-y + -ibt.]

One versed m geodesy
; a geodetie surveyor.

1840 Herschel Ess (1837) 525 In conjunction with M
Carlini, he [M. Plana] also earned on that extensive and
important triangulation of the Savoy Alps, which have mnde
his name celebiated as a geodesist *877 Encycl Bnt. VII.
397 I he next geodesist, Willebiord Snell, took an immense
step in the right direction 1883 A theuxum 14 July 32/3 1 he
puncipat triangulation ofIndia has occupied the geodesists
continuously since the beginning of the century.

Geodesy (djzj^’desi). Also 6-9 geodesie, 7
geodsssie

,
and 8-9 m mod L. form geodsssia,

-esia [ad. F. gdodlsie, ad mod.L. geodxsia, Gr
yewSaiaia, f. yew-, 7tj earth -f- Baletv to divide.]

fa Land surveying; the measuring ofland (06s ).
to. In mod. use . ThaL branch of applied mathe-
matics which determines the figures and areas of
large poitions of the earth's surface, and the figure
of the earth as a whole
1570 Dee Math Pref. x6 Of these Feates . is Sprang the

Feate ofGeodesie, or Land Measuring. 1664 V Wing Art
Sun) in Geodaisie or Land-measure. 1735 Johnson, Gco-

[citing Harris] 1766 B Martin hum by Goniani
6 With regard to Geodesiaor Land Surveying, and all kinds
of Lqngimetry, the natural eyesight ought to be assisted
1853 Herschel Pop Led Sc. v §13 (1873) i8g * Geodesy ’

as distinct from mere mensuration and surveying 1833
J. B Williams {title). Practical Geodesy, comprising chain

»
e7lng and use of surveying instruments 1881M Merriman (title), Figuie of the Earth, an Introduction

to Geodesy

Geodete (dgfodft). [back-formation from next,
after words like Athlete ] =» Geodesist
1887 Pot Set Monthly XXX 244 (Cent ) Dangerous

ascents and solitary life on the top of high mountains aie
common occurrences for the geodete.

Geodetic (dgir^de-tik), a and si. Also 7 geo-
daetick. [as if ad. L. *geodcetic-us, a Gr. *yecn-
SaniKos, f 777 earth + Baletv to divide ]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to geodesy. Geodetic

lint (see quot. T879)
1834 Nat Philos

, Astron xm. 253/1 (U K.S ) Those
great geodetic opeiations which have been undertaken to^ermine the figure of the earth 1879 Thomson & Tait
Nat Phil I 1. § 132 If the shortest possible line be drawn
Irom one point of a surface to another, its plane of curva-
tiue is everywhere perpendicular to the surface Such a
curve is called a Geodetic line 18B0 Nature XXI 197 Geo-
giaphical and topographical work such as had been carried
on by the Coast ana Geodetic Siuveys and the Land Office
B. sl. (the adj. used absolutely).

f 1 pi ' Geodetical ’ numbers see Geodetical 2.
*674 Jeakit A 1 ith. (1696) 62 The smaller Geodaeticks ause

fiom such of the greater as admit of subdivisions
2 A geodetic line (see quot. 1S79 m A).
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I 1 § 137 There must
be tortuosity in eveiy geodetic of the closed polygon
o in pi form Geocietics = Geodesy.
In mod Diets

Geodetical (dgfiode’tikal), a. Also 7 geode-
tioaH, 7-8 geodaetioal [f. as Geodetic + -al ]1. •)' a. Of or pertaining to land-measuring or sur-
veying (o/j ). to. Of or pertaining to geodesy.
.
l6j° W. Foliongham Art ofSurvey 11 iv 53 The second
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. Geodetical Number • used by Jeake app. in
the sense of ‘concrete number’. Also as sb. nl
geodeticals. Obs.

v *

^Plains that the term, which he admits is nota
^o?o

atS y
.

exPre
,

ssl
^
e
» IS nsed m its etymological sense, alldenominations admitting of being regarded as 1 measures

, according to the standard of earthly dimensions

’

107^. Jeake Arith (1696)61 Numbers generally Contiactare Geodaetical or Figural Geodaeticals include all num-
»,^«°il

traCted by^ulfar Names or Denominations accord-ing to the common and usual distinctions, divisions, dimen-
sions or legal institutions customs or usages of Nature or

Hence •f'G-eode tically adv.

Ph

v

7
sfraf

A
L Ji

^ z?2 Ta tum Common Signs into

sSoXS’' °r redUCe Geodaetlcally by 3o, the

GEOGONY.
Geodic (d^ip'dik), a [f Geode sb + -ic 1 of

or pertaining to a geode ; lesemblmg a geode
1831 S. Juno Margaret n in 221 Man, like this stone isgeodic 1878 Lawri ncf tr Cotta's Nocks Class o Adulark

is 'frequently found m the geodic cavities of granitic rocks?1889 Houston in Jrnl Franklin Inst Nov 361 Thev
*

'

sembfod the projecting crystals that form so common alining in geodic masses ' a

Geodite(d,?Jt?doit). [f Geode + -ite 1 = Geode
1802-3 tr Pallas's Trav (1812) I 182 Were partly liollnwand contained sand not unlike regular geodites.

* w
»

Geodize v • see s.v Geode
Geoduck (d& edwk) [? American Indian.] A

Iaige edible clam (Glycmens generosa) from the
Pacific coast of the US
1883 Ac/h? 2 May r/6 Ihe bivalve m question is foundprincipally at Olympia, Washington Territory, and is locaUvknown to the boys of the district as the ' geoduck '

,ly

Geodynamie, -al • see Geo-.
Geogenic (d&ofize nik), a [f. Geogen-y + -io lPertaining to geogeny

; earth-forming or producing
*834^1AYNr h xpos Lex

, Geogcnicits, geocemc »rr»T b Hunt m Pop Set Monthly XXII 170 Ihey are the

riie earth
aeenC1Cb wluch have molded the mineral mass of

Geogenous : see Geo-
Geogeny (dgzVdgem). Also 9 geogenie. Tf
Gr 7ew- Geo- + -geny ] That branch ofgeoW
which treats of the formation of the earth’s crust
*833 H Sitnctr Prmc Psychol (1S70) I 138 Geoloev’for

rather Geogeny let us call it. that we may include all tffosemmenlogical and meteorological changes which the woidGeology as now used, rccognues but tacitly) 1876 A IiGrkln Phys. Gcol 11 11 Historical Geology 01 Geogenie
Geognosis (dgf,^f gntfu sis). [Incorrectly for
Geognosy, after Gr yvSiats.^ —Geognosy
1872 Gno Eliot Middlem (1878) I 1 reo He has’ no bent

towards exploration, 01 the enlargement of our geognosis
Geognosist (d&tf gn&ist). [f. Geognos-y+

-ist.] =next.
*831 Ma\ nt Rnm Scalp Hunt xli, The eye of the Eeo-

gnosist could not be mistaken in the character of its atmo-
sphere

Gcognost (dgf^gnpst). [ad. F gtognoste
(Werner 1802), f Gr. ycco- Geo- + yviictT^ijs one
who knows.] One veised m geognosy; one who
has a knowledge of the structure of the earth.
1804fidm Rev V 67 I’lie next generation may perhaps

overwhelm Geognosts with the same contempt of which
pi ofessors of alchemy have been the victims 1834 Frasei 'sMag XLIX 141 1 he microscopist and the geognost are
daify revealing wonders 1897 (!i iui Am Vohanoc , GtBnt I p i\, Werner’s disciples loved to call themselves bv
their teacher’s term ' geognosts ’

Geognostic (A&tfgnp Stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic ]Of or pertaining to geognosy
1796 Kirvvan Idem Min (ed 2) I Pref 13 The thud part

!s called geognostic or geological 1814 T Thomson inAnn I Ail IV 410 Geognostic Map of the Counties of
^oithumbcrland, Durham and put of Cumbeiland 1849H C OrTLtr Humboldt's Cosmos II 543 Geognostic con-
jectui es regai ding the connection of mountain chains 1880A R Wallact 1st Life i\ 181 The knowledge of a moun-
tain s geognostic character

Geognostical (dgfj^gnp’stikal), a. [f. prec.
+ -ALJ =prec

apo
the
A Geognostical Sketch of the Counties of Northumberland,
Durham and paits of Cumberland *853 Kane Gnnnell
Exp vu (1856) 47 Its general geognostical structure is
determined by a great green stone dike.
Hence Geogmo stically adv., with reference to

geognosy.
1833 Th Ross tr Humboldt's Trait III xxxu 364 Geo-

gnostically speaking, these two regions of east and west
form only one basin

Geognosy (d^V'gn&i). [ad. F glognosie
,

f.

Gr. 7e<u- Geo- + yvunris knowledge.]
1. A knowledge of the structure of the earth, its

strata, their relative position and the probable con-
dition of the interioi. Often used as nearly equi-
valent to Geology,
*79* J Hah stone Plan Led Min Pref, Geognosy, or

the knowledge of the Earth’s internal sti ucture 1804 hdm,
l\ev V 66 We shall venture . to inform them, that ,

Geognosie is synonymous with geology 183* Carlyle Sort
Aes. (1858) x Of Geology and Geognosy we know enough
1870 Lowell Study IVmd 123 Voltaire, Diderot, Mirabeau
and others, who had hitherto been measuied by the usual
“Irish standard of their respect foi the geognosy of Moses,
1

r
IKIE 'I'ext~Rb Geol 4 Geognosy,

2 In a more restricted sense . a. (See quot 1830)

" . directed ms attention . to what he termed ’geo-
gnosy

,
or the natuial position of minerals in particular

rocks, together with the grouping of those locks, their geo-
graphical distribution, and various relations *839 R J HCunningham (title), On the Geognosy of the Isle of Eigg
Geogony (dgi

tp gdm). [f Gr yew- Geo- + -yovia
production.] The theory of the formation of the
earth Cf. Geogeny, Also quasi-concr. an account
of the origin of the earth
1828 in Webster. 1847 w Craig 1870 Eng Mech

so Jan, 480/3 The laws of Cosmogony, Astrogony, and



G-EOGBAPH. GEOLOGIZE.
Geogony, should be given 1883-3 Schai r Ertcycl, Rehg
Knmvl III 2552/1 It is, indeed, a geogony, and not a
cosmogony, which is given m the first chapter of Genesis

Hence Geog'o’nxc, Geogo'mcal adjs

,

of or per-

taining to geogony In mod Diets

f Ge'Ograpll. Obs. Also 6 in Latin form geo-
graphies [acl med L geographus, a Gr. ytcuypa-

<pos, f yeai- Geo- + -ypa<j>os, f. ypa<p-eiv to write.

Cf F gtogi'aphe ] A geographer

[1547 Hooper JDeclur Christ vm Ij, The Geographus
conceiueth and comprehendithe all the worold m his hed ]

1639 Horn & Robotham Gate Lang bnl Ixxix § 783
A Geograph in a map deciphered the situation . of
countues

Geographer (dj^ip’grafsi). Also 6 -ier [f.

med L gedgraph-us (see prec ) : see -er suffix’^ 4.]

One who is versed in, or writes upon, geography.

Geographer-general (cf. General a 10)

154z Udall Erasm Apoph 203 There wer also other
tounes mo then one or twain of the same name elswhere, as
testifien the Geographiers 1559W Cunningham Cosmogr
Glasse 21 The Geographers name them Antipodes 1576
Fleming Panopl Epist 190 note, Dionysius a geographer
ofCorynthus 1632 Lithgow Trav in 106,

1

come forth to

have a single bout with the ignorant malice of an imperious
and abortive Geographer 1668 Dryden Even. Lome in 1,

I am not so ill a geographer 1733 Swift Poetry 179
Geographers, in Afric maps. With savage pictures fill their

gaps 1790 A. Hamilton Whs (1886) VII 51 The surveyor-
general shall also have in charge all the duties committed
to the geographer-general by the resolutions and ordinances
of Congiess 1827 Maginn Red-nosed. Lieut m Forget-
me not 107 Soldieis are no great geographers. 1845 Ford
Htmdbk Spain 1 1 The general comprehensive term
' Spam ’, which is convenient for geographers and politicians,

is calculated to mislead the traveller 1872 Proctor Ess
Astron. xxm 296 1 he construction of these figures would
form an instructive employment for the young geographer

Geographic (dgzitfgrse'fik), a and sb. [ad. Gr
yetuypaipiu-os, f. ytosypaefsos GEOGRAPH Cf. F. gdo-

graphiqne"\ A. adj. = Geographical Now
somewhat rare, exc. in Geographic latitude' the

angle made with the plane of the equator by a per-

pendicular to the surface of the earth at any point.

(In quot. 1630= versed m geography.)
1630 Davenant Just Itat. 1 C 1 b, The Geographicke

Captaine shall no more Studie the Towne Mappe 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos. 1 1 (1701) 60/1 He first set foith

a Geographiclc Table 1669 Gale Crt Gentiles 1 in n 31
The Geographic descriptions, which the ancient Pagan
Historians give of the dispersion of Noah’s Posteritie. 1719
Halley in Phil Trans. XXX 985 So that in a round
Number we may conclude it to have been just 60 Geographic
or 60 Statute Miles above the Earth's Surface <*1797
H Walpole Mem Geo 7/(1847} III u 35 When the affairs

of this little spot, which we call Britain, shall appear of no
more importance than our island itself in a geographic
picture 1853 Th Ross Humboldt's Trav. Ill xxxu. 381
note. The ‘geographic stones' (piedras mapajas) of the
Orinoco, contain stieaks of daik. green mica irregularly

disposed. 1879 Newcomb & Holden Astron. 203 It will be
observed that it is the geocentric and not the geographic
latitude which gives the true position of the observer rela-

tive to the earth’s centre.

B sb. pi. Geogxa'plucs rare (Gr. tcL yeuypar

(fnica), geographical science; + a treatise on this.

1610 Holland Camden’s Brit 11 Trel 65 You may see if

you list to compare his Geographicks with his booke of

Great Construction, 1831 Carlyle Sart Res (1858) 108
Statistics, Geographies, Topographies came, through the
Eye, almost of their own accord

Geographical (dgxiflgree-fikal), a [f. as prec.

+ -alJ Of or pertaining to geography, of the

nature of geography. Geographical mile : a mea-
sure of length= i' of longitude on the equator.

1559W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 138 A greate Circle,

and aevide it into 360 partes, as your Geographicall platne
Sphere is. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo’s Africa Ded , Vouchsafe
therefore to accept of this Geographicall Histone 1674
tr Martimere's Voy N Countries 151 There having fallen

into my hands several Geografical Charts 1768 Boswell
Corsica Introd (ed 2) g A Geographical and Physical de-
scription of the island. *823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 107
Its distance, by calculation being 140 geographical, or
160 English itules 185a Mrs Stowe Uncle Tonis C vu,
Andy looked up innocently at Sam, suipnsed at hearing
this new geographical fact i86a Huxley Led Wrkg
Men 2r Geographical Distnbution of Animals . . Geogra-
phical Distribution of Plants

b. Fancifully used for: Resembling a map,
(Cf quot. 1853 s v. Geographic.)
1883 LadyBrassey The Trades 145 One variety is called

the ‘geographical tree’, or sometimes the ‘picture- tree’,

because it is said to be always possible to be able to trace in

imagination a map or a picture upon the surface ofeach leaf

1897 Allbutt Syst Med. Ill 350 Wandering rash (Geo-
graphical tongue ; Ringworm of the tongue ,

Lichenoid ).

Geographically, adv [f prec + *ly.2] In

a geographical manner or sense ;
with respect to

geography or geographical position
16x7 F Moryson Jitn 1 270 Wherein these Kingdomes are

Geographically described out of Camden 1646 Sir T
Browne Pseud, Ep. vr x. 326 Geographically the clime is

not intemperate 1725 Broome m Pope's Odyss xm
299 note

,

Here he introduces Minerva to let Ulysses
into the knowledge of his country How does she do
this? She geographically describes it to him 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog I 39 There are, geographically speaking,
two horizons, the sensible and the rational. 1837 Frasers
Mag. XV. 635 Baden is only geographically German.
x86a Ansted Channel Isl 1 (ed 2) 4 Geographically,
no doubt, the Channel Islands belong to the continent and

VOL. IV.

125

to France. 1884 SirW B Brett in Law Times’ Rep LI,
739/2 England is divided geographically into counties.

GeographiaeCdgzipgrafoiz), ». rare. [f. Geo-
graph-y+-ize ] a. mtr To study geography, to
make geographical researches b. trans To
determine the geography of

;
to describe geographi-

cally; to reduce to geographical order. Hence
G-eo'graphizuugppl a.
1818 Soutiiey in Life (1850) IV. 306 The amateur geo-

graphising ‘ gentlemen of England who sit at home at ease
’

1870 A ihensBwn 8 Oct 470/3 By which time [1881] the Regis-
trar-General will have completed two more decades of
mortuary records and these, with the one which Mr.
Haviland had geographized, will form a foundation for all
future inquiry. 1886 Bunbury in Encycl. Bnt XX 96/1
Strabo was fully alive to the importance of the great rivers
and mountain chains which (to use his own expressive
phrase) * geographize ’ a country

Geogfrapliy(d3/|p graft) Also 6-7 geographie.
[a F. giograpkie

,
ad. L. geographia, a. Gr. yeeu-

yptupia, f. yeas- GEO- + -ypatpia writing.]

X The science which has for its object the de-
scription of the earth’s surface, treating of its form
and physical features, its natural and political divi-

sions, the climate, productions, population, etc., of
the various countries It is frequently divided into

mathematical, physical

,

and political geography.

f Subterranean geography= Geology
154a Udall Erasm Apoph. 285 b, Strabo in his werke of

geographie, that is to sale, of the descripcion of the yearth,
writeth, that (etc ]. 1599 Hakluyt Voy Pref *4 Hauing

by the helpe of Geographie, and Chronologic . . referred
ech particular relation to the due time and place 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud Ep vr vm 315 The City of Rome is

magnified by the Latins to be the greatest of the earth
, but

timeand Geographyenforme us, that Cairo is bigger then ever
it was *727 Arbuthnot Coins 255 According to antient
Fables the Argonauts sail'd up the Danube, and fromthence
passed into the Adnatick, carrying their Ship Argoupon their

Shoulders a Mark of great Ignorance in Geography among
the Writers of that time 1786 Whitehurst Theory Earth
Pref. 2 A competent knowledge of subterranean geography
1834 Nat Philos

,
Math Geog i 1/2 (U X S ) Mathe-

matical Geography is that branch of the general science
which is derived from the application of mathematical truths

to the figure of the earth 1858 Sat Rev 14 Aug 158/2
The new term—Physical Geography of the Sea—devised to
include all that relates to the physical condition of the
watery surface of the globe [etc ] a 1862 Buckle Mtsc.
Wks. (1872) I 304 The first Greek prose is on geography.
1880 Geikie (title) Physical Geography
attnb 1782 T. Vaughan Fashionable Follies I 84 His

figure [was] just such a one as it may be supposed heaven
would bestow on a geography master 1857 Ruskin A rrows
ofChace (1880) I 42 Precision of touch should be cultivated

by map-drawing m his geography class

b. The study of a subject in its geographical

aspects

1643 Sir T Browne Reltg Med 1 § a There being a
Geography of Religions as well as Lands.

e. The subject-matter of geography; the geo-

graphical features of a place or xegion
;
the range

or extent of what is known geographically

1737 Pope's Lett Contents, Letter lxxxv Of the Map of
the Geography of Homer, done by the Author *784 Cook
yd Voy m xu. II 221 The islands in the Pacific Ocean,
which our late voyages have added to the geography of
the globe, have been generally found lying in groups and
clusters 1854 Emerson Lett <§- Soc. Aims, Resources
Wks, (Bohn) III 198 We have seen the railroad and
telegraph subdue our enormous geography *859 Lever
Davenport Dunn i 2 Science has been popularized, remote
geographies made familiar, complex machinery explained

2. A treatise on this science

1559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 5 Ptolomseus m
his geographie defineth it in tins sorte 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud, Ep. iv. xi 206 Strabo hath largely

condemned it as a fabulous story in the first of his Geo
giaphie. 1658 W Burton Comm Antoninus' Itin. 162
The elder [Marcianus] . wrote a Geography, called also

HepwrAow, in Iambic Greek verse a 1854 E. Forbes Lit
Papers vm. (1855) 218 Districts, the accounts of which in

our geographies are lamentably inaccurate and imperfect,

188a W H Bishop m Harper's Mag Dec 61/2 A high
fiat-topped peak of the type of those we used to see m
our geographies, nses out of it.

3 transf. The similar descriptive science relating

to any other body resembling the earth.

Mod The geography of Mars

Geoid (dgf oid) [ad Gr. yeoeiS-fjs, adj., earth-

like, f. yto-, yrj earth + uSos form : see -oid.

First used in German (geoide

)

by Listing, Ueber unsere
jetzige Kenntmss der Gestalt n Grdsze der Erde (1872) ]

A geometrical solid, nearly identical with the

terrestnal spheroid, but having the surface at every

point perpendicular to the direction of gravity.

x88x M. Merriman Fig Earth 79 The word Geoid is

used to designate the actual figure of the surface of the
waters of the earth The geoid, then, is an irregular figure
peculiar to our planet 1883 Nature 15 Mar 471 The geoid
(or the true figure of the earth’s surface, as determined by
the directions of the pendulum! nearly corresponds with the
spheroid on the shores of the Black Sea.

H Misused for Geode.
1839 Bailey Festus xx (1848) 261 And even when their

looks are earthy, still If opened, like geoids, they may be
found Full of all Sparkling sparry loveliness.

Hence Geoi dal a , of or pertaining to a geoid.
x88x M Merriman Fig Earth 79 The second definition

determines that our geoidal surface to be investigated is that

coinciding with the surface of the great oceans.

Geoisotherm : see Geo-.
Geol, obs. form of Jowl.
Geolatry (d^zj/rlatri) rare, [f. Geo- + -latry.]

Eaith-worship.
i860 Lit Churchman VI 3lx We cannot but express our

gratitude for such a protest, in such a place against the
‘geo-latry* of a small party. [The word here means ‘the
idolizing of geology’ ] 1870 G W Cox Mythoi Aryan
Nat I, §5 To this succeeded astrolatry m the East, and
geolatry in the West.

Geologer (d^ii^-lodgaj). Now rare. [f. Geo-
log-y + -ee 1.] = Geologist.
x8za Blackw Mag XII 637 Geologers all, great, mid

dling, and small 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit I. m 1 § 113
222 The very theories of recent geologeis are anticipated by
Da Vinci 1893 Leland Mem II 78 ‘Got any [oil-]land

over f
' ‘Yes, first-rate

; geologer's certificate ; can you put
it on the market ?

'

Geologian (dg^fllou-dgian), Now rare. [f.

Geolog-y -f- -ian.] = Geologist.
1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck 4 Friar (1844] 204,

1

never
found a geologian who did not shirk the questions upon the
answers to which all his theories depend 1864 PusnvLed
Daniel Pref. 3 The unbelieving school of Geologians had
done their worst 187a M Collins Pr Clarice II ix 109
It is a sleepy village . with many curious relics both for

antiquary and geologian 1884 Punch 8 Mar 118/1 A
writer, equally trustworthy as theologian and geologian.

Geologic (dgfiulp'dgik), a [£. Geolog-y + -ia.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or derived from geology;

such as is described, investigated, or ascertained

by geology.
There is nowa slight distinction in usage between geologic

and geological, the former tends to be used only as an
epithet of things forming part of the subject-matter of the

science * we may say a geologic epoch, but hardly a geologic
student, a geologic theory

1799 Kirwan Geol Observ 56 The most unequivocal geo-
logic proofs of a general deluge *830 Blackw Mag
XXVIII 248 Descriptive sketches of our planet . with
reference to its geologic structure. 1856 Emerson Eng
Traits

l
Land Wks. (Bohn) II 18 It is written only in the

geologic strata 1861 Goldw Smith Led Mod Hist 19
The vast length of geologic time. 1863 J G Murphy
Comm Gen 1 adfin , The last of those geologic changes
which our globe has undergone 187* W S Symonds Rec
Rocks iv 104 In far later geologic epochs, new volcanic vents

f
oured forth their lavas 1886 Mallocic Old Order Changes
I 193 Found in some curious geologic formation,

b. Of persons . Fond of geology.
1854 H. Miller Sch Schm. (1858) 526 It was often ex-

plored by geologic tourists

2 transf. with reference to bodies analogous to

the earth

x868 Lockyer Guillemin’s Heavens 153 These singular
markings date from the last period of geologic change on
the lunar surface.

Geological (pSHolp dgikal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

= Geologic (but see the note tinder Geologic i).

*795 J Hutton Theory Earth I 203 Our author begins
by examining a geological operation x8o8 in Cobbett’s

Pol Reg XIII 1014/2 One of the most able engineers, who
was also possessed of a vast geological knowledge 1816
Keatinge Trav (1817) I 31 Those extensive speculations,

to which geological studies lead 1837 Whewell Hist.
Induct 6c (1857) II. 389 The various facts .. belong in

general to geological science 1851 Ittustr. Caial Gt.

Exhib 123 Geological map of England, showing the extent
and position of the Bristol basin

_
1863 Lyell [title) The

Geological Evidences of the Antiquity ofMan 1876 Page
Adv Text-bk. Geol 11 31 Hypotheses . which are some-
times advanced to account for geological phenomena. x88x
Raymond Muting Gloss

,
Geologicalformations, groups of

rocks of similar character and age are called formations

Hence Geolo*gically adv
,
in. a geological manner

or respect , with reference to geology.
x8o* Playfair Illustr Hutton Th 151 He therefore en-

deavours to ascertain the distinguishing characters of each,
considered geologically 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I 66
Rocks of tins conformation . are not picturesque , but
geologically their outlines claim an interest 1859 Darwin
Ong Spec x (1873) 270 Only a small portion of the surface
of the earth has been geologically explored 1876 Page
Adv, Text bk Geol xxm 482 The best map of the district

he can procure, and if coloured geologically so much the

better.

Geologrcian. 9 are, [f. Geology, after Logi-

cian] = Geologist
18x7 Southey Lett (1856) III 76 note, Hans Roth Is an

excellent guide
; A geologician, A metaphysician,To search

out how causes proceed 1836 Blackw Mag XL. 701
*Munch quoth the grave geologician, ‘ munch
Geologist (d&tf lodgist). [f. Geolog-y + -ist]

One versed in geology
;
onewho pursues geological

investigations

1795 J Hutton Theory Earthl 269The opinions of other
geologists should be clearly stated 18x3 J Townsmens
Char Moses I 420 The skilful geologist will detect the
origin of these springs X830 Lypll Pnnc Geol I 3 The
geologist and those who study natural history or physics
stand m equal need of mutual assistance. 1855 Singleton
Virgil I 400 Their very existence would have remained un-
known, except for the geologist and the fossil.

Hence Geologi stical a^mnee-vod., jocularlyused

for Geological.
1831 FraseVs Mag III 334 Superabundant proofs of his

having made, a careful, moral, political, geologistical, and
gravely quizzical survey of that wonderful region

Geologize (dspVlodgsiz), v. [f. Geolog-y

+

-ize]

1. mtr To make geological researches
1831 Darwin in Life Lett. (1887) 1 . 185 During Mid-

96
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summer geologized a little in Shropshue 1861 Wilson &
Geikik Mem E Forbes v 156 Out of doors lus happie=t

days were spent in botanizing, geologizing, diedging, or

sketching 1887 in Danvtn's Life <5
- Lett. I 36s note,

While geologizing in a railway cutting he [Strickland] was

run over by a tram

2 . irons. To examine geologically; to study as

a geologist does.

1834. Dauwin Jml 14 Aug (1845), X set out .for the pur-

pose ofgeologising the uasal parts of the Andes 187a w S
Symonds Rec. Rocks via 272 A gentleman who geologised

the Ilfracombe district obtained many specimens 1883 R.
Brown in Fortit Rev 1 Sept 393 The world is so rapidly

getting geologized and botanized

Hence Geologizing vbl. sb. andppl a
1880 Bp Goodwin m Macrn. Mag N0 246 478 Geologising

and hunting were put on the same footing as regards risk to

horseflesh. Ibid , The present writer never joined the geo-

logising party

t Ge'ologue. 06s. [a.F giologue, f. Gr yea-

Geo- + -\6yos one who discourses.] A geologist.

xSoo Pictet m Phil Mag VIII. S3 The geologue, the

mineralogist and the mere amateur repair thither [to Swit-

zerland] with avidity X809 G. Landt Feroe 1st {1810) 130

The truth . I shall leave to the determination o£ geologues

and astronomers. 1847 Whewell in Todhunter Ace. W's
lVks (1876) II 342, I am still discontented with the want
ofiustice towards you which our geologues have shewn,

Geology (dgzqrlodgi). [ad med.L geologia
,

f.

Gr. yew- Geo- + -Xoyia discourse see

-

logy.
The raed L word was used, perhaps for the first time, by

Richard de Bury (14th c ) m the peculiar sense ‘science of

earthly things ’, applied to the study of law as distinguished

from the arts and sciences which are concerned with the

works of God In 1687 geologia appears as the title of a
work in Italian by F. Sessa, intended to prove that the ‘ in-

fluence ' ascribed by astrologers to the stars, really proceeded
from the earth itself A work entitled Geologia Norwegica,
containing a description of Hecla, is referred to in x686 by
Plot Staffordshire 111 14s ; but, so fai as is at present known,
the use of the word as a name for a distinct branch of

physical science occurs first in English ]

fl. The science which treats of the earth in

general (see quots.). Obs.
[x6oo E Warren {title) Geologia : or, A Discourse con-

cerning the Earth before the Deluge] 1735 B. Martin
Philos. Gram, xx Geology, which treats of the Nature,
Make, Parts and Productions of the Globe of Eaith on
which we live Ibid. 12 Geology is divided into the follow-

ing subordinate Branches, viz —CO Geography, which treats

of the Earth or Land; <11) Hydrography, which treats of
Water , (111) Phytography . (iv) Zoography

_
1736 Bailey

(folio] Pref, Geology, a Treatise or Description of the
Earth. 1733 Johnson, Geology

,
the doctrine of the earth

;

the knowledge of the state and nature of tbe earth

2 The science which has for its object the inves-

tigation of the earth's crust, of the strata which
enter into its composition, with their mutual rela-

tions, and of the successive changes to which their

present condition and positions are due.

1795 J. Hutton Theory Earth I. 2x6 A person, who has
formed his notions of geology from the vague opinion of
others 18x3 Bakewell Introd Geol Pref. (1815) 4 In the
order of succession, mineralogy and geology are the last of
the natural sciences 184a H Miller O. R Sands

t

11

(ed 2) 58 Geologyj of all the sciences, addresses itself most
powerfully to the imagination. 1874 Lyell Elem. Geol, v.

47 It..appeared clear as the science of ‘Geology ’ advanced
that [etc] 1880 Geikie Phys Geog iv. 189 To describe
these [rocks] and trace their origin and history forms the
subject of the science of Geology,

b The geological features of a district.

x8xfi Keatinge Trav. (1817) I 38 The geology as well as
the botany of the Pyrenees ought to repay all the patience
. . of the enthusiasts in those sciences

Geomalic (d^amse lik), a. [f, Gr yew-, yy
earth + 6pia\6s level, even + -10.] Pertaining to

geomalism
1880 Hyatt in Proc Amer Assoc. Adv. Sci 541,1 shall

call this tendency to equalize the form in the direction of a
horizontal plane, geomalic. Ibid 54a The geomalic growth
of the ventral side.

Geomalism (d^p-maliz’m). Biol, [f as prec.

+ -ism.] The tendency of an organism to grow
symmetrically in a horizontal plane. So also

Geo maly.
1884-5 Riverside Nat, Hist (1888) I 50 Geomalism

appears in its primitive aspect among the sponges since
they are comparatively soft and supported by a pliable and
primitively fragmentary internal skeleton 1889 Century
Did

, Gtomaly

t Ge'omance, sb. Obs rare- 1
. In 4 geo-

maunce. [a. F.gdomance ] = Geomanoy
X390 Gower Conf. Ill 45 The craft, which that Saturnus

fonde, To make pnekes in the sonde, That geomaunce
cleped is.

d-e'omance, v. nonce-wd. [Back-formation
fiom Geomanoy.] intr. To practise geomancy.
1889 Sat. Rev 16 Feb. 175/1 No one can geomance success-

fully who has not plenty of faith and geomantical aptitude

Geomance? (dgx'wnoe nsoi). [f. Gbomanc-y
+ -er 1.] One who practises geomancy.
c 1400 Apol Loll 95 And Jms are calhd geomanceris, bat

werkun bi be Serb. 1603 Sir C Heydon fud Astral, via

199 Making them to hitte the truth by chance . and so the
Astrologer no better then the Chiromancer, or Geomancer,
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep 1, in 12 Fortune tellers,

Juglers, Geomancers, and the like mcantatory impostors.

.

doe daily and professedly delude them. x8x4 Cary Dante,
Pnrg xix 4 The geomancer sees His Greater Fortune up
the east ascend 1878 J H. Gray China I. xit 297 The
Selection ofa site for a tomb is entrusted to a geomancer.
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+ Geomancien. Obs. tat
e- 1

. [a F geoman-
ciett] = Geomancer
1591 Sparry ti Cattail's Gcantancic 20 Although that it

be not requisite that the Geomancien vnderstand the

Astrologe

Geomancy (dgromx nsi) Also 4 gemensye,
geomesye, 4-6 geomancie, 5 geomantie, 7

-manty. [a. F. gtomancie
,
ad L. geomantia

,

late Gr. *ytw/iavTeia, f. ytw-, comb form of yrj

earth -t- pavreia divination.] The art of divination

by means of signs derived from the earth, as by
the figure assumed by a handful of earth thrown

down upon some surface (see also quot. 1569).

Hence, usually, divination by means of lines or

figures formed by jotting down on paper a number
of dots at random,
1362 Langl P PI A xi 153 Astronomye is hard thing..

Gemetue and gemensye [B geomesye] is gynful of speche

C1386 Chaucer Pars T 7 531 What seye we of hem that

bileeuen m diuynailes as by Geomancie [etc] 0x400
Maundev. (Roxb) xxv 115 Sum of geomancy, sum of
pyromancy, sum of ydromancy 1477 Norton Ord. Alch.
vi in Ashm (1652) 100 Trust not 111 Geomantie that supei-

stitious Arte 1569 J Santoro tr Agnppa's Pan Artec
51 b, '1 here is also an other kind of Geomancie . the which
doth diuine by certame comectuies taken of similitudes of
the ciakmge of the Earthe [etc.] X59X Sparry tr Cattail’s

Geomancie 1 Geomancie is a Science and Art whtch con-
sisteth of points, pnekes, and lines, made in steade of the
foure Elements 1622 J Taylor (Water P.) Water Connor
Wks (1630) hi 12/2 By Water he knowes much in Hidro-
manty And by the Earth liee’s skilled in Geomnnty. 1774
Warion Hist. Eng Poetry (1775) II 22 All the renowned
authois in alchemy, astrology, magic, palmistry, geo-
mancy, and other biandies of tne occult philosophy.^ x8ao

W Irving Sketch BL (1859) 177 Certain colleges in old

limes, where judicial astrology, geomancy, necromancy, and
othei forbidden and magical sciences were taught X878

J H Gray China 1 , 1. to The houses are built according to

the principles of geomancy,

Geomaut (d^romae nt) tate Also geomaunt.
[App a It, geomante.~\ — Geomancer.
1870 Rossetti Poems 262 A foul beast unknown. Hell-

blrtn of geomaunt and tcraphim 1880A J Butler Dante,
Purg xix 4 In the hour . when the geomants see their

Greater Fortune in the east before the dawn

Geomantic (dgTjoinse ntik), a and sb Also 7
geomantique, -mantick [ad med L gedvian-

iic-us, i.ffcomantiaGeomanoy, Cf. F gdomantiqne ]
A ad] Belonging to geomancy.

c 1590 GucLNr Fr Bacon ix 50 Those geomantic spirits.

That Hermes calleth termfiln. 1608 Day Law Tnckes
iv n (1881) 64 The pretious soule Of Geomantique spells

and Characters 1700 Dryden Palamon 4 A 1224 Two
geomantick figures were display’d Above his head, a war-
nour and a maid. x8x6 Scorr Antiq xxm, You have used
neither magic mirror, nor geomantic figure. 1855 Smedley
Occult Sciences 314 T he geomantic figures obtained by in-

specting the chance lines or dots 189a Times (weekly ed )

S
Oct 6}4 The Chinese think that the geomantic in-

uences are affected injuriously to them.

+ B. sb. A geomancer. Obs
164a Ropers Naaman 501 To them that whisper out of

the earth (Geomantics).
.
1652 GauleMagastrom. xxvi, The

pointing Geomantick will cast unhappy figures, and project
for me a prison and sorrow.

Geomantical (dgiiomccntikal), a. Also 6-7
-all [f as prec. + -At,] = Geomantic a.

*569 J, Sanford tr Agnp/a’s Van. Artec 23 b, The Geo-
mantical Diuination 1503 R Harvey Philad 21 Bladud
found the hote Bathes in this Hand by his Geomanticall and
Hydromnnticall skill and subtiltie. 1647 Lilly Catast
Mundi{\683) 4 A third sort is a geomantical or terrestrial

divination in which from certain voluntary pricks or points
made by the hand at adventure certain figures are raised

1889 [see Geomance v ]

Hence Cteoma ntioally adv.

1775 Ash, Geomantically, according to the geomantic art.

Geometer (&&\P mftsi) [ad. L geometra

,

•metres, a Gx. yewn&pijs land-measurer, geometri-
cian, f 76«- Geo- + -nirpijs measurer. Cf. F. g(o-
tnblre ]

1. One who studies, or is skilled in, geometry.
1483 Cath.Angl.xs2b A Geometer (.4 rfflTMS Gemitncian),

geometer, 1553 Grimalde Cicero’s Offices m (1338) 126 The
Geometers ar wont not to proue all but to require yt certem
things be graunted 1597-8 Bp Hall Sat v 11, Like to the
plane of many-sided Squares, That wont be drawn out by
geometers xSxo Guillim Heraldry 11 vn (16x1)70,

1

know
the learned geometer willfind many more lines heere then
I doe mention. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 155 The
manner wherein geometeLs describe a right line or circle

1812 Sir H Davy Chern Philos 37 Cavendish . reasoned
with the caution of a geometer upon the results of his e? -

periments 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct Set. (1857) 1 . 150
The idea of parallax . was indeed too obvious to be over-
looked by geometers at any time 1893 Sir R Ball Story
ofSun 4 As a geometer would express it, an ellipse of high
eccentricity

b.Subterraneousgeometer(no-act-mt)=TnxiMm.
1777 Phil 1 rans LXVII 423 A twisted brass wire two

puncheons, a semi circle, and a compass, are all the instru-
ments made use of by the subterraneous Geometer

+ 2 . ?A gauger, inspector of measures. Obs
1635 M Parker Robin Consc Bj, In stead of tbe quart

pot ofPewter I fill small Jugs, and need no Tutor : I Quarte-
rage giue to the Geometer most duely.

1

3

U .S', ? A government surveyor Obs.
*802 in A. Elhcott Jml, (1803) 31 The geometer, and

other officers that are to be employed, are already on their
way from New Orleans.

GEOMETRICAL.

4. The name of a class of caterpillars (see quots )
x8i6 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1817) II 292 Their name of

geometer was given them because ihey seem to measure
the surface they pass over, as they walk, with a chain
1869 E Ntwman Brit Moths 49 The Second Great Divi-
sion or Tribe of Moths are called Geometers (m science
Geometric), from the peculiar attitude which the cater-
pillars assume in walking
attnh X897 Daily News 13 Sept 6/2 The larva of the

geometer moths .are widely known as ‘stick caterpillars'

I* Geometral, a. Obs title, [a F. gdomitral,
f L geometra • see -al ] Geometrically drawn
showing the plan or section of a building
1687 Mil ci Gt. Fr Did. 1 s v, Un Plan Geomelral a

Geometral Draught. 1755 in Johnson (‘ pertaining to geo-
metry'); and so in later Diets

t Geometrer. Obs. rare-1
. Also gemetrer.

[f. L, geometr-a + -isr k] « Geometer i.

1382 Wyclit Ep St feunne 66, I holde my pees of ,re-
torikis, fi!o[so]feiis, geometrers [1388 gemetreies]

t Geometrial, a Obs rare. [f. Geometry +
-al] sb Geometrical
*54? Contpl Siot, vi 66 None of them kepit moir geo-

matnal mestire nor thir scheiphyrdis did in ther dansing
1563-87 Foxr A Sr M (1596) 1367/1 Upon his head he had
a Gcometn.ill, that is, a iourc squared cap, albeit that his
heade was rounde

t* Geometrian. Obs. rate Also 4-5 geome-
tnen, 5 gemetnen. [ad OF. geomctnen\ -
Geometrician
c 1374 CtiAUci it Booth in. pr x 71 (Catnb MS ) Thyse

geometryens ben wont to bryngen in thynges [.at they
clepyn porysmes 1430-40 Lydg Bochas 1 ii 200 Making
his masons for to comp.isse and castcn their dcuiscs, Geme-
triens in theyr diuisions 1590 Ri cordf, etc. Gr Artec 34
What causeth Gcometuans so highly to be cnhaunced?
1635 Person Va> idles 1 44 If once a Geometrian give up
the infallible number of the Miles which the Earth will

reach to m coinpnsse

Geometric (d^ome trik), a. [ad. L. geome-
tric-ns, a. Gr yewpeTpiicus, f yewpiirp-ijs GEOMETER.
Cf F ghmitnque ] = Geometrical.
1630 Di KK.ER 2nd Pt Iloncst Wh C x a, Of Geometricke

figures the most rare, And perfect’st are the Circle and the
square 1669 Gai rCrt Gentiles 1 1 11 r6 The overflowing of
Nilus .. required a Geometric Art for the Division of their

lands, when the floud was over. 1706W Jones Syn Pal-
mar. Matheseos 57 In any Geometric Proportion, when the
Antecedent is less than the Consequent, the Terms may be
express’d by a and ar 18x4 Caby Dante, Par xxxm 123
As one, Who versed in geometric lore, would fain Measure
the circle 1837 Win well Hist. Induct Sci. (1857) II. 422
The elasticity proceeds m a geometric series. 1864 Bowen
Logic x 33Q Thus, the numberless properties of every geo-
metuc figure are reduced

b t Geometricjasper : ? some mineral with geo-

metrical markings (obs. ). Geometric caterpillars

Geometer 4 Geometric spider, a spider which
constructs a web of a geometrical form.
x68x Gitrw Musxmit in, 291 A Geometnck jasper. 1815

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. I. 414 The nets of the geometric
spiders are in favourable weather renewed either wholly,

or at least their concentric circles, every twenty-four hours.

X851-6 Woodward Mollusca 138 They walk by contract-

ing the space between their lips and foot, like the geometric
caterpillars (Gray) 1878 Daily News 24 Oct 6/4 The com-
mon garden orgeometric spider is now to be seen abundantly.

Geometrical (dg/Vme tnkal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.]

1 Belonging to geometry; determined or con-

structed according to the methods of geometry

Geometrical staircase (see quot 1842-59). Geo-

metrical tracery, tracery in which the openings are

of geometrical form (circles, trefoils, etc.).

The name ofgeometrical figures was formerly restricted

(o those whose construction involved only the straight line

and circle, all other curves being called mechanical
155a Huloft, Geometncall description, tchnograplna.

156a Cooper Answ. Def Iruth 32 b, To apomte a geo-

metrical! measure ofplace . . that may serue for all churches

is far aboue our reache 1576 Flpming Panopl Epist. 223

He shall learne to be skilfull in the art Geometrical xfigB

F Junius Pamt Ancients 282 Geometncall lines, which
are nothing etse but a length without breadth *695

Alingham Geom Epit 1 14 Upon a given right line as a a,

to make a Geometrical square 1772 Nugent tr. Grosleys

Lond II 43 This hospital [Greenwich] has a great staircase

of that sort which the English call Geometrical. 1838

Tiiirlwall Greece III. xvm 59 A new town was built,

with geometrical regularity 1842-59 Gwilt Archit §2184
A Geometrical Staircase is one whose opening is down its

centre in which each step is supported by one end being

fixed in the wall or partition 1848 Rickman Archit

p xxxvi, The heads of two windows affording very good

examples ofgeometrical tracery. 1830 Parker Gloss Archit

I 230 Geometi teal tracery

,

this epithet was applied by

Rickman to distinguish the early forms of tiacery, in which

the figures, such as circles, trefoils, &c , do not always

regularly join each other, but touch only at points 1879

Lubbock Sci Led v 160 The ornamentation . consists of

geometrical patterns—straight lines, circles, triangles, etc.

? quasi-adv 1593 Rites H Mon Ch Durh (Surtees) 2 A
goodly faire round window havinge in it twenty-four

lights verye artificially made, as it is called geometucall.

fig. X790 Burke Fr. Rev 80 Is every land-mark of the

country to be done away in favour of a geometrical and

arithmetical constitution?

b Geometrical latio (now usually ratio simply,

as the expression arithmetical r, is obsolete) . that

kind of relation between two quantities which is

expressed by dividing the first by the second ,
the

quotient expressing this. (The term survives chiefly
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m the phrase at a geometrical ratio, loosely used

for in geometrical progression .)
Geometrical pro-

portion : a proportion which involves an equality

of geometrical ratio in its two parts, as i
: 3 '4.12

Geometrical progression a series in which the ratio

between the successive quantities is constant, as

1.3:9 27:81, etc.

Arithmetical progression, proportion, t ratio, etc (see

Arithmetical a 1 relate to differences instead of quotients

The term geometrical points to the fact that problems in

volvmg multiplication were originally dealt withby geometry

and not by arithmetic

1557 Recordc Whetst G ij. You can haue no progression

Geometricalle, but it must be made either of squaTe nom-

bers, or els of like flattes Ibid K k ij, I knowe the propertie

of those nombers in propoition Geometricall to bee soebe,

that the multiplication of bothe the extremes is equalle to

the square of the middell terme 1304 Blundevil Exerc 1

xui (ed 7) 39 What is Progression Geometricall ? It is that

wherein every number exceedeth his fellow by like Propor-

tion, for as six contayneth three twice, so doth twelve con-

tayne six twice, &c. 1690 Leybourn Curs Math 144

Thus in the following Table, the Numbers in Geometrical

Proportion are i, 2, 4, 8, 16, &c 1806 Hutton Course

Math I. no Of these two numbers 6 and 3, the difference,

or arithmetical ratio, is 6-3 or 3, but the geometrical ratio

is 4j- or 2 i8sg Darwin Ong Spec 111 (1873) 52 All plants

and animals are tending to increase at a geometrical ratio.

1885 Watson & Burbury Math Th Electr <$• Magn I.

izi The distances of the images fiom the common centre

are in geometrical progression.

+ c. Geometrical cubit
,
foot,

mile, pace . mea-

sures of length, some of which are app. fixed by
geographical computation (1 degree = 60 miles,

1 mile = 1000 paces, 1 pace=5 feet). Ohs.

Originally perh. with reference to the literal sense of

geometry—' land measuring'.

*559W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 36 Table A Geo-
metricall Pase conteymnge in it 3 Five foote 16*0-55 I

Jones Stone-Heng (1725) 23 In height one hundred twenty

one Geometrical Feet (which of our Measure makes one
hundred thirty six Feet) 1668 Wilkins Char 163 The
Egyptian Geometrical cubit, each of winch (say they) did

contein six of the vulgar cubits, namely, nine foot 1677
Plot Oxfordsh 10, 456 Geometucal paces, or 2280 feet.

1697 Dampier Voy (1729) I 287 Italian or Geometrical miles

(at the late of 60 to a degree) 1727 Pope, etc.Art ofSink-
ing X22 A stage as laige as the atheman, which was near

ninety thousand geometrical paces square 1843 Penny
Cycl XXVII ig8 In the second work, he [Fernel] says that

five of his own paces, or those of oidmary men, make six

geometrical paces.

d. elhpt as sb pi. Numbers or magnitudes which

stand to each otherm geometrical proportion, rare

1807 Hutton Course Math II. 114 The reciprocals of

geometncals are also geometncals, and in the same ratio

2 . That works by the methods of geometry, rare.

Geometrical spider (cf Geometric) b)

<11682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 6 Geometrical and Archi-

tectomcal Artists look narrowly upon the description of the

Ark. 1815 Kirby & Sr Entomol I. 413 The geometrical

spiders 1853 Kane Griunell Exp xl (1856) 366 You re-

member the geometrical artist of Laputa. 1879 Jefferies

WildLife inS Co 317 Towards the latter part ofSeptember

the geometrical spiders become conspicuous, spinning their

webs on every bush

Geometrically (dg^ome tnkali),fldz>. [f prec

+ -i/Y a.] In geometrical manner; accordulg to

geometry Geometrically proportional (also +pro-
portioned') : standing in geometrical proportion.

*555 Eden Decades 360 The same is more easely and
redely found geometricallyby the globes 1564-78 Bulleyn
Dial agst Pest (1888) 14 The fine knottes are doen in good
arte, Geometrically figured *583 Babington Comviandm.
vm. (1637) 74 What spoile so ever is got ought to be dis-

posed to every man Geometrically, that is, according to

every mans service and worthinesse, not Arithmetically,

that is, to every man alike 1643 Herle Answ Feme 36

Nor matters it whether this coordination be anthmettic-

ally or geometrically proportioned 1634 Whitlock. Zoo-

tornia 438 Praise becometh their Due on whom it is be-

stowed (if not Geometrically squared to their Desert) xnvj

tr Frazier's Voy 129 The Plan of the Bay of Coquimbo,

on the Coast of Chili taken Geometrically. 1819 G
Samouelle Entomol. Compend 103 The animals composing
this genus inhabit the sea . . moving geometrically like the

laivae of the Phalsenadee. 1885 Watson & Burbury Math
Th Electr. <$ Magn I 123 We have thus constructed a

new electrical system, in which every conductor S of the

original system is represented geometrically by a surface S

Geometrician (dgz^metn Jan). Also 5 gemi-

tncian,6 gemetncion. [f L geometne-us + -ian ]

1 . One who studies geometry Now rare

1483 [see Geometer i]. *347 Boorde Introd Knowl, 1,

(1870) 121 Certayne great stones lyeng and hangyng,

that no Gemetncion can set them as they do hange
. *394

Blundevil Exerc 11, (ed 7) 102 Our modern Geometricians

have of late invented two other right lines belonging to a

Circle, called lines Tangent, and lines Secant 1691 Norris

Pract Disc 228 Says Plato, God acts the part of a Geome-
tncian, does all things exactly and regularly 1706 Morse
Amer, Geog, II 158 While Maclaurin pursued this new
career, a geometrician no less famous distinguished himself

in the sure track of alntiquity. a 1862 Buckle Civiltz (1869)

III. v 306 The object 01 the geometncian is to generalise

die laws of space

1

2

. One who measures the earth, or land
;
a land-

surveyor. Obs.

*583 Golding Calvin on Dent, clxxxi 1124 As if he [God]

had beene some Geometncian, that should haue butteled

and bounded the whole world. 1616 Surfl & Markh.
Country Farme 317 The Art of measuring Grounds doth

more properly belong vnto the Geometrician, 1676 W.

Hubbard Happiness ofPeople 37 The Sovereign power is

not tyed to the judgement of Physitians m the case of a
wound, nor of a Geometncian in the measuring of Land

Geometrid (dgz,f metnd), a and$£ Ent [f L
Geometra mod. name for a genus of moths + -id.]

A adj. Belonging to the family of moths of

which Geometra is the typical genus see Geo-
meter 4 B A moth of this family.

So G-eometri’deous a.

1865 Trans Entomol. Soc 3rd Ser II 1 89 The imago of

a species of an undetermined Geometndeous genus. *889
Century Diet , Geometnd (adj. and sb ).

Geometriform (d^Ipmetnipim), a. [f. Geo-

metra (see prec.) + -form ]
1 Resembling m foim

a moth of the family Geometridee ’
(
Cent Did ).

Geometrine (d^*,p metnn), a. [f as prec +
-ine] Pertaining to the Geometndse (Cent Did').

Geometrist (dgzip metnst). rare — \ [f. Geo-
metry + -1ST ] A geometrician.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. I iv 166 note, Every observing

onlooker, seeing the composes in the hand, pronounces it to

be the portrait of an architect or a geometrist

Geoinetrize (dg*|g metrsiz), v. [f Geometr-y

+ -ize ] a mtr. To work by geometrical methods

b trans To form geometrically.

The word is almost exclusively employed with direct or

indirect reference to Plato's phrase aet yeiojueTpeZi/ r'ov Beov

Jt giometnser (rare) has the same origin

1638 SirT. Browne Gard Cyrus ni 54 Some resemblance

there is of this ordei in the Egges of some Butterflies which
doth neatly declare how nature Geometnzeth x68o Boyle

Produc. Chern Prtnc 1.49 Chrystalls..as if nature had at

once affected variety in their figuration and yet confin’d her-

self to Geometnze 1823 De Quincey Lett Educ 1 (i860)

13 Knowing that God geometnzes eternally *888 G Mac-
donald Elect Lady xi 102 Do I meet God in my geometry?

When I so much enjoy my Euclid, is it always God
geometrizmg to me ?

Hence Geo-metnzed, Geo metri zingppl. adjs.

167a Boyle Ess Gems 71 As to the exquisite uniformity of

Shape, which is so admir’d in Gems, and is thought to

demonstiate their being form'd by a Geometrizing Prin-

ciple. 183a S Turner In Frasers Mag VI 332 Our earth,

and its finely gravitating and geometnsed system.

Geometry (dgi'ip metri). Forms: 4-6 game-
|

try, (4 -ttry, -trie, 5 -trye, gemytre, gem-,

ghem-, jematry, -trye, gemeotre), 4-7 geome-
tne, (5 -trye, gewmatry, 6 geomatry, 7 gymi-

tne)
,
5- geometry, (8 vulgar jommetry) .

[a F.

glomtlne, a L. geometna, a Gr. yearperpia, f. -year-,

comb form of 7jj earth + -perpta measuring ]

1. The science which investigates the properties

and relations of magnitudes in space, as lines, sur-

faces, and solids.

In early quots. geometry is chiefly regarded as a practical

art of measuring and planning, and is mainly associated

with architecture

*3 • Seuyu Sag. (W.) *83 Musike, and astronomie,

Geometne, and arsmetrike. *390 Gower Conf. Ill 90
Geometrie, Through which a man hath the sleight Of length,

of hrede, of depth, of height C1400 Destr Troy 8394

Foure ymages full fresshe, all of fyn gold With gematiy

Iustly aioynet to gedur c *452 Gov Myst. (Shaks Soc

)

1Bo Also ofaugnm & of asmatryk Of lynyacion that longeth

to jematiye. 13*3 Bradshaw St Werburge 11 605 They
sende for masons vpon euery syde, Counnynge in geometrie.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health Pref. 2 b, Every phisicion ought

to have Geomatry to ponder and way the dregges or por-

cions the whiche ought to be mmistred 1570 Dee Math.

Pref 16 Geometne is the Arte of Measuring sensible

magnitudes, their lust quantities and contentes *631 R
Byfield Doetr Sabb 10 This is a plaine non-sequitur, and

can not hold together by all the Geometry in the World 1726

tr Gregory's Astron I it. 289 ’Tis certain from Geometry,

that thirteen Spheres can touch and surround one in the

middle equal to them 1823 J Nicholson Operat. Mechanic

673 Geometry is that branch of mathematics which treats of

the description and properties of magnitudes in general

1876 Tait Etc Adv Phys Set. 1 (ed 2) 4 Geometry, which

may be designated the science of pure space

transf 1674 S Vincent Yng Gallant's Acad 98 A man
he is well poized in all humours, in whom nature shewed

most Geometry. 1874 Rev No 285. .174 The geometry

of the human form, as conceived by Phidias

f 2 . In etymological sense : The art of measuring

ground Obs.

1388 Fraunce Lawlers Log 1 i. 4 Geometrie (teacheth) to

measure ground, not to purchase grounde. 1614 Raleigh
Hist World n. (1634) 272 For Geometry, which is by inter-

pretation measuring of grounds, was usefull unto them.

x6h G Sandys Ovid's Met. 1 (1626) 4 The Ground, as com-

mon earst as Light, or Aire, By limit-giuing Geometrie they

share.

f 3 To hang by geometry’, app., to hang in a stiff,

angular fashion (said of clothes). Obs
1622 Fletcher Span Curate hi 11, And the old Cutworke

Cope, that hangs by Gymitne 1633 Rowley Match at

Midnt. hi i, Looke yee, here’s Iarvis hangs by Geometry,

and here’s the Gentleman *66* Davenport City Nt -Cap
iv 37, I am a Pander, a Rogue, that hangs together, like a

beggers rags, by geometry. *738 Swift Pol Conv 1. 83

Miss Lord 1 my Petticoat • how it hangs by Jommetry
Neverout Perhaps the Fault may be in your Shape,

Ge omo rpliic, a. nonce-wd [f Gi. yea- Geo-

+ fj.op(pTj form + -io.] Resembling the earth in

form, or fashion

1894 L A Tollemache in Jml Educ 1 Tan. 61/2 Our
posthumous selves are likely to be less anthropomorphic,

and heaven less geomorphic, than we axe apt to expect.

Geomorphology (d&iompify I0 CI31). [f. Geo-

+ Gr noptf form + -\oyla : see Morphology.] The

theoiy of the conformation of the earth.

1896 Pop. Set Monthly XLVIII Apr 815 The new phase
of geography, which is sometimes known as physiography,

and later, as geomorphology

Geomorphy (dgf ompih.) rare~° =prec.

1889 in Century Diet
Geonavigation»Geonomie,-nomy:seeGEo-
Geophagy (dgt|p fadgt) [ad. Gr. *yeacpayia

the eating of earth {yearpayia is found in this sense)

,

f yea- comb, form of 7$ earth + epayetv to eat.]

The practice of eating earth ;
also Geo phaglsm.

So Geo pliagist, one that eats earth.

1850 Lyell and Visit U. S II. 7 A diseased appetite ..

prevails in several parts of Alabama, where they eat clay

I heard vauous speculations on the origin of this singular

propensity, called 1 geqphagy ’ in some medical books x88o

Lior Utiiv Knowl (N Y ) VI 593 (1title) Geophagism, the

custom of dirt-eating, indulged in by the lowest order of

savages, most particularly in Terra del Fuego 1885 Syd.

Soc Lex ,
Geophagist 1897 Allbutt Syst Med II 1040

Earth deliberately eaten by the geophagist.
_

Ibid. 1043

Perverted appetite—pica or geophagy, as it is sometimes

called is a common occurrence in. intestinal helminthiasis

Geopinions (cl3*ip filos), a Zool. and Bot [f

mod L. Geophtlus (a Gr. *ydjcf>i\os earth-loving) +
-ous.] Belonging to one of the genera named Geo-

philus or Geophila.

1834m Mayne Expos Lex s.v Geopkilus *883 m Syd
Soe Lex
Geophyllcras (dgi'itffi’los), a. [mod formation

f Gr yea-, yrj earth + <pvW-ov leaf + -OUS.]

* Having leaves, or leaflets of an earthy colour \

1834 in Mayne Expos. Lex. s v. Geophyllus. 1883 in Syd.

Soc. Lex
Geophysical, -physics, etc : see Geo-.

GeOpOllic (dgijopp nik), a. and sb Also 7 -ique,

7-8 -lck. [ad. Gr. yeamovucos, f. yeamovos husband-

man, f. yta-, yrj earth + irov-, ablaut var. of mv-,

loot of irlveaOat to labour. Cf F. gtopomque ]

A. adj. Relating to the cultivation of the ground

;

i
agricultural. Also humorously rustic, countrified.

1663 in Bullokar. *673 Evelyn Terra (1776) a But for

a description of the rest I shall refer the critical Reader

to the old Geopomc authors 179a A Young Trav France

283 In respect to the geopomc division of the soils of the

kingdom, the rich calcareous plain of the north-eastern

quarter first calls for our attention 1827 SteuartPlanters
G. (1828) 21 The Remains of the Greek Geopomc writers

1848 Lowell Biglow P Poems 1800 II 7 [Burlesquing

Carlyle] A brown, parchment-hided oldman of the geopomc

or bucolic species, i860 O W. Holmes Elsie V. xn (1891) 100

Two or three notabilities of Rockland, with geopomc eyes

33. sb.

+ 1. A -writer on agucultm-e Obs rare

1612 Selden Notes to Drayton’s Poly alb VI 99 Natural-

ists, Historians and Geopomques, as Varro, Columel, Pliny,

Trogus and Solinus. Ibid x. 163

2 . pi. The science of agriculture or husbandry

;

a treatise on this subject ( = Gr rd yeauoviKa).

1608 Tofsell Serpents in Which kind of fishing fraude,

if you would better be instructed in, I must referre you to

Tarentinus m his Geoponicks. *699 Evelyn Acetarui (1729)

1 15 Of Herbs and wholesome Sallets, and other plain and

useful parts of Geoponicks *7°5 Hearne Collect 16 Nov.

(OH S ) I 78 A Book of the Geoponicks 1893 Coutemp.

Rev Jan 3 Erroneous theories of the ‘science ofgeopomcs

Hence Geopo nical a., Geopomca lity nonce-wd.

So also f Geo-ponist, a student of geoponics

;

Geo pony, agriculture (Gr. yeairovla

,

F gioponie).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Bp Vi ni 286 Authors Geo-

pomcatl, or which have tieated de re Rnstica ,,
as Constan-

tine, Marcus Cato, Columella, Palladius and Varro 17x6

M Davies A then Brit in. Dies Physick is Such were

call’d at fiist variouslypro re natd,as Magists Nursensts,

Geopomsts, Hygeists 1753 Gentl. Mag June 267 A good

geopomcal reason may certainly be assign d for it. 18x4

Last Act 1 i, Posterity will call it the 'Iwistoman system

oi geoponicality 1882 St. James's Gaz, ix Mar 6 Theymay
even have the effrontery to be acquainted with georgics or

geopony, commonly called agriculture

Georama (d3Ziora'ma) ? Obs. [a. F. giorama,

f. Gr. yrj earth + opapa view ] (See quot 1847 )

1847 Ckaig, Georama, an ingenious invention, of French

origin, for exhibiting a very complete view of the aLiferent

seas, lakes, rivers, and mountains on the earth s surface. It

is formed in the shape of a hollow sphere 1831 Illnstr.

Caial. Gt Exhib 1x88 Georamas and uranoramsw, used as

lamp-shades 1897Athenmim 9 Jan 52/3 T'lc first works

. of L V. de St -Martin were an elementary atlas and

a geoiama (1826), the first globe of the kind seenm Pans

Geordie (dgp idi). Sc and not th dial. [dim.

of George ]
*|* 1. ( Yellow) Geordie : a guinea. (Cf GE0BGE4b.)

1786 Burns Two. Dogs 58 He draws a home, silken purse

whare thro’ the steeks. The yellow letter d Geordie keeks

1790 Shirrefs Poems Gloss
,
Geordie

^

a guinea 1893 Jas.

Skinner Autobiog. Metaphys xxxyi 193 A man who

has only to put his hand in his pocket, and out come the

yellow Geordies . ,, .

2 a A coal-pitman, b A collier-boat. c.

(See quot. 1881

)

1876 C M Davies Unorth. Land. 333 A 1 Geordie ,
or

pitman 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss
,
Geordie

,

the miners

term for [George] Stephenson's safety-lamp 1084 W C,

Russell Jack's Courtship xliv, You thought of the

Channel aswarmwi th just such vessels asshe—Geordies deep
with coal. 1889 R Kipling In Black 4- White 33 Oh for

decent, rational Geordie 1 *897 in Daily Mail 13 Oct.

98-2
-a

p



GEORGE. 128 GEOTROPISM.
A North-country ‘Geordie ' that was coolly snugging-down
and outweathering the fierce squall

George (dg^-idg) [nd. L Geoigius, a Gr
Te&pyios name of a saint said to have been a prince

of Cappadocia, and to have suffered martyrdom u
the reign of Diocletian.

St George, who at an English synod of 1222 was placed
only among saints of the second rank {Cone, Oxon via in

Cone, Collect Paris 1644 XXVIII), has been recognised as

the pation saint of England from the time of Edward III,

perh. because of his being adopted as patron of the Older
ofthe Garter, and his encounter with the dragon is frequently
represented on coins, medals, etc Hence are derived various
secondary uses of the name, with or without the ptefixed
Saint.']

I. Saint George.
1 . a. A ci y formerly used by English soldiery

1594 Shaks Rich III, v 111 270 God, and Saint George,
Richmondj and Victory 1627 Carr Smith Seaman's
Gram xm 62 So sound Drums and Trumpets, and Saint
George for England. 1704 Paioa Let to Boilcan Des-
preaux 164 Anne and St. George 1 the charging hero cries

b A form of lance-exercise

*833RcguLInstr Cavalry 1 166 [The exercise is described
at length]

2. St George’s day: the festival day m honour of

St George, April 23. St George’s cross: an
upright and a horizontal bar of red, ciossing

each other in the centre. St. Geo/ge’s colours :

colours bearing a St George’s cioss (so also St.

George's ensign, flag, Jack). St. George's guard (see

quot 1802)
1611 Barry Ram Alley iv i, By Dis I will be Knight,

Weare a blew coate on great Saint Georges day a 1642 SirW Monson Naval Tracts m (1704) 365/2 All Admuals
were wont to carry anciently the St George’s Flag m the
Head of the Top-Mast 1773 Naval Chron XXII, 1S6
Lord Edgcumbe hoisted the St, George's flag at the foie-
top 180a Ibid VII 449 The men of war shifted the blue
ensigns to St George’s colours 1802 C. James Mi lit Diet ,

St George's Guard
,
a guard of the broadsword or sabre,

used in watding off blows directed against the head 1806
A Duncan Nelson 72 The squadron wore the white, or
St George’s ensign — Nelson’s Funeral x-j The St.

George’s jack . was loweied half-mast high 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word bk s v Flag, The white field, with the red
St. George’s cross is now alone used in the British navy.
II George.
3 The jewel which forms part of the insignia of

the Order of the Garter (see quot 1672). Greater
,

Lesser George (cf. quots 1672, 1724).
1506Poston Lett No 953m 404 Acheynwithajoeigeof

dyamondes 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, iv. 1 29 Looke on my
George, I am a Gentleman 1672 Ashmolf OrderGarters
At the middle oftheCollar before, is to befastned the Imageof
St George armed, sitting on Horseback, who having thrown
the Diagon upon his back, encounters him with a tilting

Spear This Jewel is not surrounded with a Garter, or
row of Diamonds, as is the lesser George, but made accord-
ing to the representation in the Plate above, and called
the Great George 1675 Loud. Gaz No. 1026/4 Lost or
stolen, .an order of the Garter, or George, being a Cerdomx
Stone with a George engraven on the one side of the Onix,
and a George enameled on the other side. 1724 Ibid No
6284/2 Garter on his knee presented to the Sovereign the
Blue Ribbon with the Gold or Little George, which His
Majesty put over the Left Shoulder of his Lordship
athwart under his Right Arm 1788 Rev) Land Mag. IV.
167 A convict under sentence of transportation for stealing
a George set with diamonds, 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng
v I 615 At Chedzoy he stopped a moment to mount a fresh
horse and to hide his blue riband and his George.

+ 4s. slang A coin bearing the image ofSt. George

:

oi. A half-crown ; b. ( Yellow) George, a guinea.
a 1639 Pol. Ballads (1860II 138 When the Georges are

flow n, Then the Cause goes down 1688 Shadwtu. Sqr
Alsatia n.Wks 1720 IV. 48, I make bold to equip you with
some Meggs, Smelts, Decus’s and Georges, a xffoo B E
Diet Cant, Crew s v

,
He tipt me Forty Georges for my

Earnest, he paid me Five Pounds for my Share or Snack.
1719 D’IJrfey Pills I 313 Let’s give ’em a George 1783
Gross; Diet Vulg; Tongue

, George, a half-crown piece.
b 1784 Burns Ep Ranking xu, An* baith a yellow

George to claim, An’ thole their blethers 1 1783 Grose Diet,
Vulg Tongue s.v , Yellow George, a guinea 18x2 Sporting
Mag. XXXIX. 139 A smart and scientific boxing match
took place . for a George betwixt a gallant knight of the
thimble, [and] Power the celebrated Pugilist

5. (See quot.) ? Ohs
; but cf. Brown George i

*755 Johnson, George
,
a brown loaf Of this sense I know

not the original 1791 Ld Jeffrey in Cockburn Life [1%$2)
II 3 (Let from Queen's College, Oxford ) Most of us choose
to walk till nine o’clock, at which hour a George (that is to
say a round penny roll) is served up, with a bit of butter .

.

into each of our chambers
0 . By George (earlier f before, for,fore George

)

:

used as a mild oath, or as a mere exclamation.
*59® B Jonson Ev Man m Hum 11 1, Well 1 he knows

what to trust to, for George [cf. in i, By St George]
1678 Dryden Ltmberham.

, v. i, Before George ’tis so
1700 T Brown tr. Fresny's Aniusem Ser # Com 135 Be-
fore George I think our Family’s made of Iron. 1731
Fielding Grub St Opera III. vu, By George, I will make
an Example of him 1837 Capt Boldero Sp Ho Com.
ig Apr

,
By George I would, if I had the opportunity, serve

him the same l 1883 F Anstey Tinted Venus 49, 1 mean
what I say, by George I do !

7, Comb , as f George-noble, a gold com worth
ftr 8d\ + George-ring (see quot. 1709); also
Georgemas —St. George’s Day.
*597~8 Bp. Ham Sat iv vi 31 Whiles his George-Nobles

rusten in his chest 3695W Lqwndcs Amendnt Silv Com
si Masters and Workers, Covenanted to make Two sorts of
Gold Coins to wit , Rialls, Angels, George-Nobles. 1709

Heabne Collect (OHS) II, 310 Having on them the
Image of St George they were call’d George Rings *805
Edm Rev VII 270 Henry VIII coined geoige-noblos of
6s 8d 1830 James Darnley xxw, He was to take the
lady, the chaplain, and the waiting-maid, to Boulogne, for
ten Geoige nobles 1868 ftttl It Agric. Soc IV 11 349
Buying wether hoggs at the Gcorgemas tryst.

Georgian (Jsp idgian), a t [f. George 4- -ian ]
1 . Belonging to the time of the Geoiges, as ICmgs
ofButain
1855 in Ogh vii

,
Suppl 1861 Bnnnsi Hopl Euq Caihedr

igth C 119 We do not require evidence to prove the low
moials of a laige mass of the clergy 111 the Georgian or first

pre-Georgian days 1879 Jas Grant in Cassell's lechn
Educ IV. 291/1 Discoveries which distinguished him as
one of the gieatest astronomers of the Geoigian era. 1883
Haiper's Mag. July 166/2 There is a good old Georgian
church at Hornsey

f 2 Georgian Planet - Geokgium Sinus Obs
1787 Phil Tians LXXVII 125 An Account of the Dis-

covery of Two Satellites revolving round the Georgian
Planet By William Herschel, LL D , F R S i8iaWoon-
house Astron \n, 101 lhe same method therefore will not
apply to bodies more distant from us than the sun

,
neither

to Jupiter, nor Saturn, nor the Georgian Planet

Georgian (dgfi td^iau), a.- and sb. [f. Geoigi-a

+ -an ] A adj.

1 . Belonging to Georgia,a district in the Caucasus,

its inhabitants, or their language.
*607 TorsrLL Fmrf Beasts (1658) 79 These beasts are

plentiful 111 Ethiopia, India, and the Georgian icgion which
was once called Media, a 1791 Wlsi ly Serin Wks i8n
IX. 234 Bodies of Georgian, Circassian, Mcngielian Chris-
tians 1842 Prichard Nat Hist Man 172 The peisonal
beauty for which the modern Pei sums are noted is inherited
fiom. Circassian and Georgian concubines 1844 H. H.
Whson Brit India III 220 Some desultory incursions
on the Geoigian frontier had terminated m the discomfi-
ture of the Persians

2 Belonging to the State of Georgia, one of the

United States of America
1762 _Wesley yml 27 May (1827) III 91 We had nnother

Georgian day 3773 Romans Hist Florida 174 Cattle can
hardly yield profit where the Carolinian or Georgian method
of killing at two, three, and four years old obtains 1835
Ure Philos Mattnf 113 The second experiment was made
on a Georgian cotton, which sticks strongly to the seeds.

B. sb.

1 a. A native of Georgia in Asia. b. The lan-

guage of that country.
c 1400 Maundfv (1839) x 121 There ben otberc, that men

clepen Georgyenes, that seynt George converted 1625-6
Purchas Pilgrims 11 1269 There is also a warlike people
dreadfull to the Saracen

s

?
called Georgians, of Saint

George whom they worship 1635 Pagitt Chnstianogr.
1 11. (1636) 54 The Georgians inhabite the Countne that was
nntiently named Ibena 1796 Morse Amer Geog II 471
The Georgians m general aie by some travellers said to be
the handsomest people in the world 1838 Penny Cycl, XI.
173/x The Georgian is full of Greek, Latui, Persian, Arabic,
Turkish, and other foreign words
2 An inhabitant of Georgia 111 Ameuca
1741 P Tailter, etc Narr Georgia 72 Iu and about the

Town of Charles-Town alone, this Autumn, above Fifty
Georgians died m Misery and Want 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit
U S II 13 These Georgians seemed .. to be as insensible
to the frost as some Englishmen the first winter after their

return from India x868 Spectator 14 Jan 37 It alibi ded
strong suppoit to those Georgians and Alabamianswho were
meditating on the means of rejoining the Union
Georgic (dgpadsik), a and sb. [ad. L. georgic-

us, a Gr. yeaipyiKbs, f. yeaipybs husbandman, f yeu-

(7rf) earth + root kpy- of epyov work, ip£ai used as
fut of ipBtiv to work. Cf F. glorgique ]

A adj Relating to agriculture Obs. exc in

semi-humorous use = agricultural, rustic.

171X-20 Gay Rural Sports 67 Here I peruse the Man-
tuan’s Georgic strains, And learn the labours of Italian
swains. 1774 T West A ntiq. Furness Ded, ,These environs
find the good effect of your taste and judgment in the use-
ful parts of Georgic studies 1875 G Macdonald Sir
Giboie xviu xoo The idea was abroad iu the mind bucolic
and georgic

B. sb

+1. A husbandman, tiller ofthe soil Obs, rare— l
.

X703 T N City <5- C Purchaser Pref 2 Adam, in the Gar-
den of Eden . was . to perform the Office of a Georgic (or
Husband-man)
2 pi a. The science of land-culture (=Gr. rcL

yeapyueb.)
1802 Acerbi Trav 1. 144 The elements of botany, hoiti-

culture and other blanches of georgics.

b. The title of Virgil’s poetical treatise ou hus-
bandry, in four books

,
hence sometimes in sing.

a poem dealing with rustic occupations.
*5*3 Douglas /Eneis vi Prol 101 Octavian, in his Geor-

gikis, 3e may se, He [Virgil] consahs nevir lordsclup in hell
desyre 1586W Webbe Eng Poetne (Arb) 28 He [Virgil]
immitateth Homer in that worke, so dooth he likewyse fol-

lowe..Hesiodusinhis Georgicks or bookes of Husbandry
x66g Boyle Occas Refl Pref {1845) 21 Such passages do .

make the style of lus Georgicks, as well Noble . as that
of his Aineids. a 1719 Addison On VirgiVs Georgics Wks.
1721 I 250 A Georgic therefore is some part of the science
of husbandry .set off with all the Beauties and Embellish-
ments of Poetry 1753 Gray Lett. Wks 1884. II 249 To-
day it is in the Noith, clear sunshine, but cold and a little

wintry 1 and so ends my Georgick in prose 1877 Morley
Cnt Misc Ser 11. xxo His Supieme Being—a mere didactic
phrase, the deity of a poet’s georgic.

Georgical (d3^ idgikal), a Now rare [f. as
prec, + -AL.] Agricultural
x66o Burney 'KepS. Bupoo (x66i) 42 Men wil sweat upon

certain ground m georgical affaus, and venture themselves
upon um.ettam giound in warlike exploits x686 Plot
Staffordsh 255 A Question scatce started before amomrst
the Philosophers, or Georgical wi iters. 1777 A HuntL
{tfth.) Georgical Essays 1792 A Young Tiav France -JoeMy library abounds moie with French georgical authors

than any other I have had the oppoitumty to examme
1824 G Chalmers Caledonia III v t? 7 475 Such was the
georgical state of Ayrshire 1832 BladLw Mag. XXXII
174 Next follows the Geotgical paiL of the Works
Georgina (d/pijdgzna) rare [mod.L cf

Gei. Georgine ] = Dahlia Also m Comb, as
georgma paper, a kind of test-paper formerly
used (see quot. 1863), it was of a violet colour
turning led with acids and giccn with alkalies

’

X830 B’nlss Bunsln in Haie Life I ix 351 At the Palace
of Portici, I was delighted with a whole grove of Georginas
*837 Penny Cycl VIII 285 Some attempts have been made
of late years to substitute the name of Georgina for that of
Dahlia x8 . B Silliman Jr in Dana Gaol v (185a) 324.
note

, Alone m a test tube it gives off water copiously which
is neutral to geoigina paper 1863 Noau Client Anal i

42 Georgina papei is ptepared by dipping paper into the
coloured infusion ofthe petals of the Georgina purpurea.
tGeo'rgite. Obs rare- 1

, [f George + -itje.]

A supporter of the Georges, or the Hanoverian
dynasty, opposed to Jacobite
x726Amiilrst Tctue Fil vu 34 Oxfoid is just the same
m its antiuil and in its piesent state, whigs and torus
Geoigitcs and Jacobites, orthodox and unoithodox are not
the only distnu tions

II Georgium sidus (ds/Jvtidgiifrn sardi/s).

[mod L. Geofgium, neut. f L Georgius George + L.
sidus star ] One of the greater planets (now called

Uranus), so named by its discovcier, Sir William
Herschel, m honour ofGeorge III (see quot 1 783)
1783 Hi Rscm l ill Phil Flans LXX1II 2, 1 cannot but

wish to take this opportunity of expressing my sense of
gratitude, by giving the name Georgium Sidus to a star,

which (with respect to us) first began to shine under His
auspicious reign 1788 — Ibid LXXVIII 369 The Geor-
gium Sidus, therefore, in bulk, is 80,49256 times as large
as the earth

+ Geo’scopy. Obs [ad. Gr. *yeua/coma, f

yea;- earth + -aicoma observation. Cf F gSoscopie

geomancy ] (See quot ) Hence Geosccpic a,,

‘ pertaining to geoscopy ’ {Cent. Diet.).

17*7-51 Chambers Cycl
,
Geoscopy, a kind of knowlege

of the natuie and qu ilities of the ground, or soil
, guned

by viewing and considering it Geoscopy is only conjec-
tuial

;
but Us conjectuies aie very well grounded 1847 m

Craig
, and m later Diets

Geoselenie, -static, etc. : see Geo-
Geosynclinal (dg*Vsinkki nil), a. and sb

Geol. [f Geo- + Synclinal/]
A. adj Forming a large depression in the sur-

face of the earth, from the lowest point of which
there is a gradual rise to either side, even although
the continuity of this is broken by smaller depres-

sions. The opposite ofgeanticlinal.

1879 Dana Man Geol (cd 3) 817 Flexure implies both
upward and downward bendings, geanticlinal and geosyn-
clinal, the one a complement to the other 1882 A H
Grlen Phys Geol xm (ed 3) 630 After the geosynclinal

mass had accumulated the state of things stood thus

B. sb A geosynclmal dip or depression m the

eaith’s surface

1873 Dana m A liter, finl.Sci, Ser m V 430 The making
of the Alleghany range w.ts carried forward at first through
a long continued subsidence—a geosyncluial (not a true

synclinal). 1882 A. H Green Phys Geol xm (ed 3) 629
To the great trough shaped mass of rock which was thus

accumulated Dana has given the name of a Gc05ynchn.il.

Ibid T he geosyncluial of a mountain chain

Geotectomc, -thermal, etc. . see Geo-
G-eotic : see Goetic and List ofSpumous Words.

Geotropic (dgfi <?trppik), a Bot. [f Gr. yeoo-

Geo- + rpoiriK-bs, f. rpourj turning ] Pertaining to,

characterized by, or of the nature of, geotropism.

1875 Bennett& Dylr Sachs' Bot 756 Intemodes with an
upward geotiopic curvature x88o C.& F Darwin Movem
PI. 81 As soon as the confluent petioles piotrude from the

seed they bend down, as they are strongly geolropic, and
penetrate the giound x88x M'Nab Bot vi §266 147 The
mam loot with the concave side of the bent portion down-
wards is positively geotropic, the stem with the concave

side upwards is negatively geotropic 1891 F. Darwin m
Nature 27 Aug 409 Roots and other positively geotropic

organs bend owing to plasticity 1897 Willis Flower PI
I 2i We express this property of the root [to assume its

original downward progress in growing when forcibly

deflected from its course, e g. by a stone] t>y saying that it

is positively geotropic

Hence Geotro pically adv
1882 F Darwin hi Nature 27 Api 616 The central portion

of the root is capable of bending geotropically downwards
1882 Vmrs Sachs' Bot 873 Geotropically curved stems and
nodes of Grasses x8ox A thenneum 27 June 832/3 The proto-

plasm of heliotropicafly and geotropically curving cells and

nyphec

Geotropism (dgtifi’tr^piz’m). Bot [f as prec.

+ -I8M First used in Ger form geotroptsnms by

A B. Frank Beitr. z. Pflanzenphysiol (1868)3 A
collective term for the phenomena of irritability

presented by various parts of plants in relation to

the action of gravity. Positive geotropism

:

the

tendency (of roots, etc ) to grow towards the centre

of the earth. Negative g : the tendency (of stems,

etc.) to grow away from the centre of the earth.



GEPHYREAN. GERFALCON,
By C and F Darwin (1880) the word was used m a nar-

rower sense, as synonymous with the ‘positive geotropism
’

of other writers, the term Atogeotropism being substituted
for ‘negative geotropism’ Diageotropism, the tendency
(of leaves) to grow at right angles to the vertical, is a third
vauety of

1 geotropism 1

in the ongmal (and still prevalent)
widei sense of the word
1875 Bennftt & Dyer Sacks' Bot 758 The positive or

negative character of geotropism depends as little as that
of neliotropism on the morphological nature of the organ
1880 F Darwin in Nature XXXIII 170 The phenomena
might result from the ordinary forms of hehotropism and
geotropism acting in concert

So also Geo’tropy 1889 in Century Did
G-eoul, obs. foim of Jowl.
Gep, var GlP int

,
Obs

Gephyrean (dgefirz an), a and sb. [f mod L
Gephyrea

,

sb pi (f Gr. 7itjwpa bridge) 1- -an ]
A. adj. Of or peitaming to the Gephyrea, a class

or group of the Vermes or worms. B sb. Awoim
of this class.

1881 Carpenter Miciosc § 596 701 This was discovered
by Krohn in 1858 to be a Gephyrean Worm 1887 A the.
mum 7 May 611/3 A report on the gephyreans of the
Mergui Archipelago, by Prof. E. Selenka, of Erlangen, was
read 1893 Ibid. 29 Apr. 541/2 A communication was read
from Mr A E Shipley, on the anatomy and histology of
two gephyrean woims of the genus Sipunculus

Gepoun, var Gipon, Obs
Ger, obs. form of Gab v., Gear, Year.
Geraflour, obs Sc form of Gillyflower.
Gerah(gw*ra). Heb. Antiq Forms: 6ge(e)xa,
7- gerah. [a. Heb. ma gerah. Rendered in
Vulgate Exod xxx 13 by obolus ] A Hebrew coin
and weight, the twentieth part of a shekel.

1534 Tindale Whs. (1573) 11/1 Geeras, in weight as it

were an English halfepeny, or somewhat more 1611 Bible
Exod xxx 13 A shekel is twenty gerahs.

Geranin (dger^ 1 tun). Also geranim. [f next
+ -IE.] An astnngent pnnciple obtained from
Geranium maculatum.
1864 New Syd Soc Year-bk.forz?,^, 440 Geranin 189a

Billings Nat Med Diet
, Geranim.

Geranium (dgere'-mzhn). Also 6-7 -ion. [a
L. geranium

,
-ion, a, Gr. yfp&viov, £. ylpavos crane ]

1 . A genus of herbaceous plants or undeishrubs
(N,O Geraniacese, of which it is the type), growing
wild in tempeiate regions, and beanng a fruit

similar in shape to the bill of a crane
, a plant of

this genus or its flower
1548 Turner Names of Hales Dnj, Geranium is of

two kyndes The one kynde is called Pinke nedle or Cranes
byl. 1378 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxn 45 The first kinde of
Geranton or Storckes bill, his leaues are cut and lagged
in many peeces. 1601 Holland Pliny II 259 The herb
Geranion, which some call Myrrhis, others Merthrys, is like
vnto Hemlocke 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort 67 May
Flowers in Prune, or yet lasting . Gladiolus, Geranium
[etc ] 1725 Byrom Lit Rent. (1854) 1. 1 163 Mr pio-
duced the plants from Chelsea Garden, all geraniums, neatly
pasted on sheets of white paper 1794 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot xxiu 332 A fruit composed of five grains and beaked

,

whence its names of Geranium and Ciane's bill 1863
Kingsley Water-Bab 15 Among blue geraniumand golden
globe-flower

2 A. plant of the genus Pelargonium (N O.
Geraniaceae), natives of S Africa, of which many
varieties are cultivated m Great Britain, esp the
Scarlet Geranium and the so-called Fancy Gera-
nium or Pelargonium.
*760 Siienstone Wks Sr Lett. III. 315 An antique vase

is introduced with a flower and two or three leaves of the
scarlet Geranium 1796 C Marshall Garden. (1813) 386
Shifting geraniums should generally take place once a year
from smaller pots into bigger, 1809 Han More Ceelebs
I xu. 160 Snatching up a wieath of various coloured gera-
niums 1873 Mrs. H. King Disciples, Ugo Bassi (1877)
65 The red geraniums blazed in banks breast-high 1890
Lyth ’ Golden South 155 Geraniums are grown as hedges
3 Med ( US.Phaim ) The rhizome of G. macula-
tum used as an astnngent (Mayne Expos Lex 1854)
4 . The colour of the scarlet geranium.
184a Miss Costello Pilgr Auvergne II 158 Rich coloured

aprons and handkerchiefs, scarlet and geranium prevailing
amongst them 1895 Weshn Gas 22 Apr 1/2 Colour seemed
chiefly to run on that blending of purple and geranium
which was even a little overdone last year
5 . With defining word, applied to plants of other

genera (see qnots ).

1866 Treas Bot 528/2 Indian Geranium

,

a term used by
perfumers for Audropogon Nardus, Nettle Geranium

,

4
popular name for Coleusfruttcosus.

6 attnb and Comb
,
as geranium-coloured

,
-red

1836-0 Dickens Sk Boa (1850) 184/2 Mrs BIoss was
dressed in a geranium coloured muslin gown 1894 Daily
News 29 Sept 6/5 The whole of this overlapping front is

m black fretwork over geranium red

Hence Gera nitunea ppl a. [ + -ed 2
], having the

colour of a scailet geiamum
1819

1 R- Rabelais’ A betHard £ H. 76 Pouting and
geranium’d lips.

t Gerarchie. Her. Obs. pause ofgerarchie
Hierarchy, 111 allusion to the nine orders of the

thiee hierarchies of angels] (See quot
, substi-

tuted by Feme for Gereri )
1586 Ferne Bias Gentne 206 The Armes called Quadrates,

were nine in number The first of the Quadrates finall,

was called Gerearrie, or rathei gerarchie. and that was
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when the feeld was deuided, into nine diuers quarters, or
partes, meeting in the Fesse point of the Shielde
Gerarchie, -y(e, obs forms of Hierarchy,
T Gerard. Obs. Also 4 gerardo, gerrard.
[Of obscure origin

, app pronounced with (g) and
with stress on the first syllable ] A villain.
<*1300 Cm sorM 7487, I sal vnder-tak be fight, Agams

jmn gerard [Goliath] pat es sagrun Ibid 11811 pat gredi
gerard [Heiod] ats a gripe his vn rightes bigmnes to ripe !

Ibid 22308 pai sal wene crist at vnderfang, And sal receiue
be gerard [Antichrist] strang C1350 Leg Rood (1871) 64
Pe gerrard [the Devil] J>us gan hir Digile, And me also, alias
pat while 1

I! Gerardia (dgera adia) [mod L., named after

John Geraxde the herbalist(i545-i6i2).] Agenus
of plants (N 0. Scrophulctrtaeese) consisting of
American herbs or undershrubs, with yellow 01
rosy-purple flowers
1851 Thorcau Autumn (1894) 70 Still, purplish asters,

late golden-rods .
.
purple gerardia, etc

t Gerate, v Her Obs Also 5-6 ger(r)at(t
[Of unknown ongin.] irons. To powder or strew
(a coat) with minoi chaiges Hence Gerafc(t)ed,

t I-geratt ppl. adjs
; Gerat(t)ing vbl sb

i486 Bk St Albans, Her. B uj b, His cootarmure ynyat
or ellis I geratt with preciouse stonys Ibid B uj b, Gerat-
tyng haue ix bagges of cootarmuns 1562 Leigh Armorie
(IS97 ) 37 When they may bee numbred, then it is called of
old Heiehaughtes geiattmg Ibid 37 b, You shall see at
this daie fields of cote Armour gerated with diuers other
thinges 1586 Ferne Blciz Gentne 207 Coates Geratted of
crosses might be geratted but of these fouxe seuerall sorts
of crosses 1864 Boutell Her Hist $ Pop xv §i4(ed 3)
200 The charges in geratted shields are poudrdes or semees
—poured over their fields, 1869 W S Ellis A utig Her.
x 224 The composite coats of Conyers and Romara are an
early testimony to the practice of gerating

t Gerately, adv. Her. Obs [f gerate, pa.
pple of prec + -ly 2

] (See quota)
J486 Bk St Albans

,
Her B uj, Geratly is calde in aimys

whan the cootarmure is powderd. 156a Leigh Armorie
(1507) 133 b, A chemise blanke, powdred and spotted with
mullets Sable, which of the old Herehaughts is termed
Gerately

Geratology (dgeratpdodgi). [f. Gr. mpar-,
yijpas old age + -Koyia discoursing : see -logy.]
The science of the phenomena of decadence, esp.
those characteristic of a species or other group of
animals approaching extinction.
1884 A Hyatt in Science III 147/2 We may trace the

death of an entire order, and show that it takes place in
accordance with the laws of geratology

Hence Gtaratolo'gic [-10], Gerato logous [-ous]
ad/s

, of or pertaining to geratology. Gexato lo-

gist [-ist], one who studies geratology.
1884 A Hyatt in Science III 124/1 These shells appear

. among the geratologous and pathological types,

t Geraty, a Obs. Also 6 gerattie. [f gerate,
pa. pple. of Gerate z» + -y 1.] = Gerated
1586 Ferne Bias Gentne 207 The third quadrat, of the

finals, was called gerattie when the coat armour was charged
or powdered with anye small deade thmge 1869 W. S
Ellis Antiq. Her x 238 Some of our earliest arms are
geraty with cross crosslets . we don’t find any coats geraty
of crescents or escallops

Gerbe (dgaib) Also 9 gerb, jerb. [a. F gerbe
(in the same senses) : see Garbe sb 1

]
+ 1. A wheat-sheaf. (Cf. Garb sb.1 1.) Obs-1

1808 J Barlow Columb vn. 749 As when the toiling
swains Heap their whole harvest on the stubbly plains,
Gerb after gerb the bearded shock expands
2 . Something resembling a sheaf of wheat. + a
A combination of jets in an ornamental fountain
(pIs

)

to A kind of firework (see quots.).
1698 M Lister Journ Pans (1609) a°2 Here are some

Gerbes of a singular fashion, with a Cucle of a great
number of large Pipes. 1765 R. Jones Firmuorks 111. 101
The cases for gerbes are made very strong, on account of
the strength of the composition. x8or Strutt Sports <§

Past iv. 111 332 Exhibitions consisting chiefly in fire-
trees, jerbs, and rockets 1833 Philos m Sport xix 401
Gerbes, a species of firework, which throws up a luminous
and sparkling jet of fire 1886 0 Masson m Encycl, Brit.
XX 136/1 Gerbes are choked cases, not unlike Roman
candles, but often of much larger size Their fire spreads
like a sheaf of wheat
transf 1802 T Beddoes Hygeia vi 53 When once kin-

dled, it [the fire of malignant fever] may justly be regarded
as rising 111 a gerbe 1862 G P Scrofe Volcanos 33 By a
sudden vehement boiling up, it [the lava] almost reaches the
upper rim, and then discharges a gerb of red-hot stones
1869 tr. Renan's Apostles iv 82 The atmosphere is fur-
10wed as it were with gerbes of flame

Gerbille (dgaubil) Also gerbil [a F. ger-
hlle, ad. mod L. gerhlhis

, dim ot get bo Jerboa ]
Any animal belonging to the genus Gerbillus
1849 Sk. Nat Hist

, Mammalia IV. 47 The Indian ger-
bille is common m Hindustan, and seems to be gregarious
1873 Tristram Moab vm 145 A pair ofa beautifully marked
Gerbille, with a fine squirrel-like tail

Gerbo, Gerckem, obs ff Jerboa, Gherkin.
Gerd, Gerd-, Gerdel(l,-dle: see Gird, Gird-,
Girdle, Grid-, Griddle.
Gerdon(e, gerdoun, obs forms of Guerdon
t Gere. Obs. Forms: 4-6 geer(e, gere, 6

gier, 6-7 geor(e. See also Garb sb 2 [Of ob-
scure origin : the sense has some affinity to that of
MDu. gere, gaer, gare, desire, zeal, passion, but the

adoption of such a word from Du. is unlikely. At
the beginning of 17th c superseded by Garb xA2]
A sudden fit of passion, feeling, transient fancy, or

the like
; a wild or changeful mood in which a loose

is given to the feelings of the moment
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 1257 For-why I loved hir

in no gere c 1386 — Knt's T 673 Into a studie he fil

sodenly, As doon thise loveres m hir queynte geres 1414
Brampton Pemt. Ps Ixi (Percy Soc) 23 wysse me fro my
wylde gerys 1548 Pattcn Exped. Scotl B vnj a, Men
may some time do y* hastily m a gere, whereof after

they mai soon repent them 1563 Man Musctelus' Cont-
monpl, 284 b, The Anabaptistes also of our dayes, upon a
mad gier, doe lebaptize them, which haue been allready
baptised 1579-80 North Plutai ch (1676) 140 This was not
for a little while, nor m a geer of favoui, that should con-
tinue for a time 1609 Holland Amm Marcell xxxi xu
421 The Emperour in a ceitam geare \v.r gare] and violent
heat, made hast to encountei them
Gere, obs form of Gar v., Gear
Gereed, obs. form of Jereed.

Gerefa (£ftrfa, yere va). O.E. Antiq [a OE
gerifa, gemfa\ see Reeve] An administrative

officer under the Old English kings.

1833 Southey Lives Admirals I 66 Ethelwurd and Leof-
wtn were two of the king’s high gerefas 1863 H Cox
Instil 11 111 384 note

,

In each township among the Saxons,
there was a Gerefa, Tun-Gerefa, or Reeve 1872 It, W.
Robertson Hist Ess 117 The King’s Graphio 01 Gerefa
exercised the royal prerogatives within . ms shire

t GeremumTjle, Obs rare-1
. [Prob. ono-

matopoeic
;
the initial sound seems to be (dg) : cf

Scjurmummle ‘to ciush, disfigure
;
to bamboozle’,

given by Jam. with quots. from Hogg.] tram
? To garbage (fish).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 55 With that speech hee
delmered him the king of fishes teaching hym how to gere
mumble it, sawce it, and dresse it

Gerent (dipa rent), sb and a rare. [ad. L
gerent-em, pres pple ofgerbe to manage ]A sb One who holds an office; a manager, ruler

Also attnb.
1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 80 note. He meaneth the

Augurship wherein they were both Gerents at one Time.
1833 Mrs Browning Prometh Bound Poems 1850 I. 182
Such a marriage-rite . Shall thrust him headlong from his
gerent seat

fg. x88s Stevenson Font Stud m And so sympathy
pairs with self-assertion, the two gerents of human life on
earth

B adj. (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr

,
Gerent, bearing or carrying *721

in Bailey.

+ Gereri, a Her Obs. Also 6 gerearrie.
(See quots.

,
the two explanations m i486 do not

agree )
i486 Bk. St Albans, Her B iij a, Gereri is called m armys

whan cootarmuns ar ix quartern dyuerse colowns Ibid
Bvb, Gereri is whan nj cheffrounce be to gedur or moo.
1586 [see Gerarchie].

Gerfalcon (dg5 jfg lk^n, -fg k’n) Forms: 4-9
jer-, 4, 8-9 gyr-, (4 gere-), 5-7 gier-, jar (re-,

(5 gire-), 4- gerfalcon, etc. (See forms of Fal-
con) [a OF gerfancon, also gerfauc (modF.
gerfaut) =Pr girfalc-s, Sp, Pg genfalte, It. gir-

falco, girifalco, med L gero-,giro-, gtre-, gyrofalco,

MHG gir-, gervalke (mod Ger gier-, geier-, ger-

falke), Du. giervalk
,
ON. gevrfalki.

A compound of the word which appears in Eng as Fal-
con

;
the ongin of the first element is disputed, hut the

prevailing view both among Germanic and Romanic philo-
logists now is that, while the recorded forms in the Teut
langs are adopted from Fr, the ultimate source is the
OHG gir vulture (MHG gir, mod Gei geter), i the root
*gfrm OHG gin, giri greedy Tlie suggestion that the
med.L gyrofalco is derived fiom gyrus, gyrdre, and refers

to the ‘ circling 1 movements of the bird in the air, was made
by Getaid de Barn (Giraldus Cambrensis) as early as 1188
(Top Hib ed Biewer, 1 xm) A treatise on hunting by the
Emperor Frederic II (d 1250) contains a passage (ii.lv 152,
ed 1596) in which the word is said to be either from the
Gr kvpios, lord, or from the Gr Upas sacred The latter

suggestion was prob. based on the current term falca sacer
denoting a kind of hawk

,
but according to modern scholars

sacer in this use (=Fr , Sp ,
Pg sacre sb.) does not mean

‘sacred/ but is an adoption of the Arabic caqr In the
16th c hierofalco was adopted by ornithologists (Aldro-
vandus, Gesner) as the correct Latin form, probably from
the observation that It ger- sometimes represents L liter-

(as in gerarchia hierarchy) ; and it is still used as the
scientific name of a sub-genus of the genus Falco The
view of some recent etymologists, that OF gerfancon repre-

sents a popular L *hierofalco, and that the first element of
this is from Gr lipal; hawk, is very improbable ]

In early use, alaige falcon, esp one used to fly

at herons; now, any large falcon of the northern

regions
; esp the white gerfalcon of Iceland

{Falco islandus)
13 Guy IVarw (A ) 823 He schal bring to he turment

hat day A ger-fauk hat is milke white 138a vVyclif Job
xxxix. 13 The fether of a strucionn is lie to the fetheris of
a lerfakoun and of a goshauk c 1440 Promp. Parv igo/a
Gerfaucun, herodms 1450-70 Holland Howlat 319 Geir
Falconms, that gentilly in bewte haboundis 1526 Skelton
Magnyf 1836 A, syr thy iarfawcon and thou be hanged
togyder 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 108 A lerfaulcon was
cast off after her a 1682 Sir T Browne Tracts 118 You
must not expect to find your gier-falcon there. 1755 Smol-
lett Qmx. (1803) IV. 87 A saker or jerfalcon darts down
upon a heron with a force proportioned to his rise 1766



GERFAUNT.
Pennant Zool. (1768) I 134 The Lanner, Sucre, and the
Gyrfalcon are mentioned as natives, in our old game law
1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 187 A white gerfalcon watches
us from yon pile of stones, a bowshot off 1867 Morris
Jason x 415 Scarped cliffs here and there, Where screamed
the great ger-falcon *884 Girl's Omt Pa-fer 28 June 614/1
The noble gyr or jer falcon of Iceland, which in strength
almost rivals the eagle itself

attrib 1891 C E Norton Dante's Hell iv. 20,

1

saw
Caesar m armor, with his gerfalcon eyes

t Gevfaunt. Ohs- 1 [app. alteration of Arab
zarafah Ghosts, assimilated to elefaunt.

]

A giraffe.

C1400 Maundev, (i839)xxviu 289 In Arabye thei [orafles]
ben clept Gerfauntz [Roxb. gyrfauntz] he hath the necke
a 20 Cubytes long.

t Ge'rful, a. Obs. [f Gere + -ful ]
= Gerish

c 1374 Chaucer Ttoylus iv 258 (286) (Harl. MS) But
euere more lo [ns is thy manere To reue a wyght }>at moost
is to hym dere To preue tn J>at thi gerful [Campsail MS.
greful, MS Gg 4 27, gery] violence c 1386 — Knt 's T
680 (Ellesm MS.) Right as hir day Is gereful [Corpus MS
geerful ; otherMSS gerful] right so chaungeth she array.

Gergeis, var Gregeis Obs.

Gergon, obs form of Jargon.
Gerhardtite (geo’rhaitait), Min, [Named

in 1885 by Wells and Penfield after Prof C F. Ger-
kardl of Strasburg . see -ite ] Basic nitrate of
copper occurring in small dark green crystals.

1885 Amer Jrnl Set Ser. in XXX 50 Gerhardtite and
Artificial Basic Cupric Nitrates

t Geriugf. Obs. [Cf. Gerard.] ? A villain
cizgo S Eng. Leg. I 257/44 *?e,’ b°u3te he, ‘Jus is mi

wijf, and sum geung is 1 comen hire to.

F Ge'rish, a [f. Gere + -ish.] Changeful,
fitful

;
wild, wayward.

c 1430 Lydg Mm Poems (Percy Soc ) 243 In gerysshe
Marche toward the ariete. Ibid 245 Now gerysshe glad,
and anoon aftir wrothe Ibid 254 The sesoun of my yeerys
greene . . The gerisshe sesoun, stiaunge of condiciouns,
Dispoosyd to many unbridlyd passiouns 1430-40— Bochas
vi. l. 53 And as a swalowe genssh of hn flight Twene
sloughth & swyft nowe croked nowe vpnght *530 Palsgr
313/2 Gerysshe wylde or lyght heeded, farouche. 1547
Boorde Brev Health xhu 13b, The Extravagante, Mad-
ness® that doth infest a man ones in a mone the whiche
doth, cause one to be geryslie, and waverynge wilted, not
constant, but fantastical

Hence
*t*
Ge'rislmess, wildness, waywardness.

*494 Fabvan Chrott. 4 OfWalys Geryshnesse and of theyr
lyght doLage 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent xm 75 As
for this diuelish geenshnesse winch the wicked haue to
ouerthrowe Gods Children withall.

Gerkm, Gerland, obs if. Gherkin, Garland.
t Gerlaundesche. Obs. rare-1

, [a. OF.
garlande(s)che garland.] A garland.
CM30 Halt Meid. 23 A gerlaundesche schmende schenre

ben be sunne.

Gerle, Gerlond, obs. ff. Girl, Garland
Germ (d spun), sb. Also 7-9 germe. [a F. germe

•~L. germen spiout, of doubtful etymology; re-

ferred by some to the root *gen- ofgtgnere to beget,
by otbeis to the root ges- ofgerere to bear ]
1 . That portion of an organic being which is cap-

able of development mto the likeness of that from
which it sprang ; a rudiment of a new organism
Germ is often used attrib by mod biologists for the

female reproductive element, in opposition to sperm-
;
see

5 and 6.

a. m vegetables
1644 Digby Nat Bodies xxiv. 217 Can these germes choose

but pierce the earth in small stnnges, as they are able to
make their way? 1777 Priestley Matt (fSpir. (1782) I.
xvu. aoi Mr. Bonnet supposes that all the germs of future
plants . . were really contained in the first germ. 1784
Cowper Task III. 521 Then rise the tender germes, upstart-
ing quick And spreading wide their spongy lobes

#
x8oa

Paley Nat Theol. xx 396 The germ grows up in the
spring, upon a fruit stalk, accompanied with leaves. 1843
Lowell Prometh 124 Good, once put m action, or in
thought, Like a strong oak, doth from its boughs shed
down The ripe germs of a forest. X873 Symonds Grk Poets
i. r What made the Jew a Jew, the Greek a Gieek, is as
unexplained as what daily causes the germs of an oak and
of an ash to produce different trees,

lb. in animals.
1650 [see Gallature] 1793 HolcroitZavater's Physiog.

xxiv. 120 We can easily conceive that defective juices may
produce defective germs 1816 Kirby & Sr Entomol (1828)
I. 345 The germe of a future assassin of the larva that is to
spring from that deposited by its side. 1841-71 T B Jones
Amin, Kvtgd. (ed 4) 72 Upon the outer aspect of the
newly-formed germ a little spherical body may be detected
*878

^
Huxley Physiogr xv. 257 Coral-polypes can also

multiply by means of germs, which are thrown off from the
parent as free-swimming bodies,

c gen.
*79® Malthus Popul 1 i (1806) I. 3 The germes of exist-

ence contained in the ernth 1836 Macgillivray tr Hum-
boldt's Trav. xvn 22a The idea of those great inundations
which for some time extinguished the germs of organic life
upon /be globe 1838 Carpenter Veg Phys. § 6 Every
organised structure had its origin in another, which pro-
duced a germ capable of living and growing, x86* Goul-
burn Pers Rehg. 1, (1873) 10 Who could have believed that
the germs of all the fair objects which we behold in nature
were in that void and formless earth ?

2 . •fa. In the Lmnsean nomenclature: The
ovary (obs.). b The seed lit. andJig
a 1759 B. Stillingfl. Wks (1762) Introd, 30 An oblong

thickish substance with six furrows along its sides. This
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contains the seed, and is called the germen or germ 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot 1 23 The swollen base, with three
blunted angles, called the germ or ovary 1829 Togno &
Durand MateriaMedica 93 Germ [ofCrane’s Bill Geranium]
Egg-shaped
D 1823 Scott Pevent xx, The germs of her wilful and

capricious passions might have been sown during her
wandering and adventurous childhood. 1848 Lytton
Harold x 111, Does the new ground reject the germs of
the sower ?

3

.

In early use, vaguely, the ‘ seed ’ of a disease

In mod use, a micro-oigamsm or miciobe; often,

one of the microbes which are believed to cause

disease.

1803 Med Jrnl IX 484 The vaccine virus must act iti

one or other of these two ways either it must destroy the
germe of the small pox or it must neutralize this germe
[A passage translated from Fr] X871 Ivndall Fragm
Sc (1879) II xm 210 No germ from the kitchen air had
ascended the nairow necks 1897 Muir & Ritchie Bac-
teriology 1 2 Other general words, such as germ microbe,
micro organism, are often used as synonymous with bac-
terium, though, strictly, they include the smallest organisms
of the animal kingdom.
4 Jig. That from which anything springs or may

spring , an elementary principle
; a rudiment. In

germ • in a rudimentary form.
1777W Dalrymple Trav Sp <5 Poi t lxxi, Thereby to

eradicate every germe of liberty 1786 T JnrrLRSON Wilt
(1859) I 605 The only germ of dissension, which shows
itself at present, is in the quarter of Turkey r8xo Wel-
lington in Gurw Desp (1838) V. 537 We ought to en-
courage to remain here all the gentlemen of the country, as
ageim of insurrection. x8x6 Keatingd Trav (1817) I 222
An apathy . nips all effoi ts at action m their germ *846
Wright Ess Mid. Ages II xi. 38 Every countiy has pos-
sessed, in its own pnmeval literature, the fitst germ of
romance x868 M Pattison Academ Org. v 227 The
idea existsm germ in the University itself X879 Farrar St.
Paul (1883) S43 His keen eye marked the genus of coming
danger

5 . attrib. and Comb
,
as (sense 1 a) germ-case,

-filament, form
,
forming, -life, -particle , also

germ-hke adj.
;

(sense 3) germ-breeder, -cloud,

-nw se/y, -sac, -stage

1895 JVestrn Gaz 7 Aug 2/x There is no “germ breeder
like an outcast 1859 Todd Cycl Anat. V 31/2 The more
general appellations of “germ-cases or germ-sacs may be
more appropriate 1884 19th Cent Feb 331 The disease-
germs rising in xgerm-clouds and wafted by air-currents.

1889 Bennett & Murray Cryptog Bot 20 An inner endo-
spore which bursts through the exospoic on germination,
producing the “germ-filament 1879 tr Haeckels Evol
Man I. 192 This highly important and interesting germ-
form is called the germ-cup, or the intestinal larva (Gastrula,
Fig 22). 1859 Todd Cycl Anat V. [1241/1 The separation
of the “germ-forming and yolk-forming portions from each
other 1875 E Wimr Life m Christ hi xx (1878) 288
Here we are thrown back upon some considerations on
the phenomena of “germ-life in general 1793 Holcroit
Lavalsds Physiog. xxiv 122 To me it appears that some-
thing “germ-like must previously exist in the mother 1804
C S Ashley in Pop Monthly XLIV 458 Industrial
society, like all other organisms, begins with a simple geim-
like state 1897 Daily^ News 1 June 3/2 The lack of any
sort of attempt at efficient sanitation, must, I think, have
made ofthe place a *germ nursery [etc.] 1889 H Campuei l
Causation ofDisease 135 The slightest dislocation of the
ultimate germ and sperm-particles will modify the entire
future development of the embryo 1859 *Germ-sac [see
germ-case'] 1885 Syd Soc, Lev, Germ sac, the vesicular
blastoderm of mammals x88a Bastian in Quant's Med
Did, 533/1 The different kinds of contagia may in essence
be cast-off micro-organisms of a low type, eithei in their
1 finished

1

condition or m a “gei m-stage

6. Special comb. : germ-area (see quot); germ-
cell (see quot ) ;

also germ-cellule
; germ-cone, a

nidimentary volcanic cone
;
germ-oup, a gastrula ;

gexm-diak. =germ-area
;
germ-force (see quot.) ;

germ-gland, one that produces germs; germ-layer
—germinal layer

; germ-mass (see quot ) ;
germ-

membrane = Blastoderm:; germ-plasm, the pro-
toplasm peculiar to a germ or ovum (see quots.) ;

germ-polyp, a polyp produced by gemmation;
germ-pore, -shield (see quots ) ,

germ-spot —
germinal spot ; germ-stock (see quot.), germ-
theory, * the theory of the origin of many diseases
111 the morbific influence of certain fungi, which
are introduced into the organism by means of their

germs or spores’ (Syd Soc. Lex 1885); germ-
tube, the tube-like growth emitted from a spore
m germination

; germ-vesicle = germinal vesicle
,

germ-yolk (see quot.).

1879 tr Haeckels Evol Man I. 292 The small, circular,
dull whitish spot which lies at a particular point on the
outer surface of the. ‘intestinal germ -vesicle is the ‘in-
testinal germ-disc ' Sometimes it was called the ‘ germ-
disc’ . more usually the “germ-area 1855 Owen Comp
Anat Invertebr (ed 2) 673 *Germ-cell, the first nucleated
cell that appeals in the impregnated ovum, after the recep-
tion of the spermatozoon and the disappearance of the

t
erminal vesicle 1868 Carpenter Microsc § 251 335 The
exual distinction ofthe Generative cells into ‘ Sperm-cells

’

and ‘Germ-cells 1846 Dana Zooph v § 89 (1848) 92 This
new germ-cellule enlarges. 1849 — Geol. vii (1850) 362
They illustrate the “germ cone, proceeding from eruptions
by overflowings, and thiough fissuies. 1879 tr Haeckels
Evol Man I. 192 “Germ-cup [see germform in 5]. 1857
Dunglison Med Lex , *Germ force, plastic force 1878
Bisll Gegenbaur's Comp Anat* 185 The excretory ducts
of the paired *germ-glands are, m both sexes, united With
the hind-gut. 1879 tr. Haeckels Evol. Man I 13 For ex-

ample, tne sexual organs of the human embryo anne.ir
to originate from the middle “germ-layer. *8gs OwpnComp Anat Invertebr. (ed 2) 673 *Germ-mass, the ma
tonal prepared for the formation of the embryo, consistmg of the derivative germ-cells and the yolk which thevhave assimilated 1879 tr Haeckels Evol. Man I I0,
I he “germ-membrane, or blastoderm. x88o Mivart Tn
Dublin Rev Oct 282 It is only the “germ-plasm which
has the powei of reproducing an organism. 1890 G. Allen
in Academy 1 Feb 84/1 The germ-plasm is the essential part
of the germ cell, and determines the nature of the individual
that arises from it 1846 Dana Zooph. tv § 61 (1848)Germ polyps differ essentially m their mode of increase
X887 tr. Dc Bary's Fungi 111 100 Many of these pores
serve as places of exit for the tubular outgiowtlis from the
spore at the time of germination, and may therefore be
termed (germ pores X870 tr. Haeckel's Evol Man I ao7The duIl-Loloured shield-shaped spot itself is the first rudi-
ment of the dorsal portion of the embryo We will call it
briefly the ‘ “germ-shield ’ (notasfis) x86x J. R GreeneMan Arum Ktugd, Cedent 60 Some furnished with germ-
vesicle and “germ spot, others an a more advanced stage of
development 1885 Syd hoc Lev, *Germ stock, the term
applied to the part of the body from which budding takes
place in those animals in which a distinct special aiea is
set apart for the purpose of genei ation by gemmation. 1871
Tyndall Ftagnt Set (1879) I v 138 The “germ-theory of
epidemic disease 1890 Billings Nat Med Diet

, *Germ-
transnusswn

,
inheritance from the Mothei as opposed to

Sperm-transmission, 1887 tr Dc Barfs Fungi m 100 In
nutrient solutions it [the spoic] usually puts out “germ-
tubes Ibid no Tins the first pioduct of germination is
accoidmgly known as the germ-tube. 1855 Owen Comp.
Anat Invertebr. (ed 2) 673

“Germ-vesicle or Germinal
vesicle. x86r HuLMr tr Moqmn-Tandon 11 1 48 The Egg
is essentially composed of the germ-vesicle or cicatucula
and of a piotecting envelope 1855 Owen Comp Anat
Invertebr. (ed 2) 673 *Germyo/k}

that portion ofthe primary
yolk of the egg which is assimilated by the germ-cells in
the formation of the germ-mass In some animals the
whole yolk is so assimilated, m others (Sepia e g

)

only a
small pmtion, the remainder being the ‘food-yolk’, and
absorbed by the future embryo 01 young animal

Germ (d^aim), v. [in early use, ad F germe-r,
f. germe Germ

, the current word is f. Germ sb.]

1. mtr. To put forth germs or buds
; to bud,

sprout Now onlyfig.
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 391 b/2 Whan the brannehes been

cutte of the knotte that remayncth . It germeth and
bryngeth forth newe buddes m al the places of the cuttyng
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxvn 3 Fresche flour of jouthe,
new germyng to burgeoun 1797 W. Tayior in Monthly
Rev XXIII 572 Liberty may geim there, piolong its roots,
and come to timber 1863 Mrs C Clarke Shahs Char
xiv 346 He almost constantly allows a dormant passion to
germ and sprout foi th, and cflloresce by slow degrees. 1885
Lougm Mag VI £39 Dreaming of some new project germ-
ing in his ever fertile brain.

2 tians. To cause to germinate rare— 1
.

1841 CatlinN Amer. Ind. (1844) 1. 111. 18 The mud and
soil in which they [trees] were germed and 1eared has been
washed out from underneath them.
Hence Ge rming vbl. sb (in quot. attrib.)

;

Germing ppl. a,, fig. that is ‘jn the bud’, rudi-

mentary, undeveloped.
1872 ULACKir Lavs liighl. 19 And the present fades from

vision On the geiming future bent x88o Kinglake Crimea
VI. vi. 165 As yet unrelieved by any germing sense of
security 1883 Conleuep, Rev June 827 The aboriginal
savage, with whose germing aesthetics we started these
remarks 1894 Liberal 1 Dec. 69/2 With no soft places in
his soul for better and holier influence to find a germing
ground
Germain(e, obs form of German a.

German (dgSrman), germane (dgaim^-n,
dga jtmc’n), a 1 and sbJ Forms • 4-5 germeyn(e,

4-6 germayn(e, 4-7 germam(e, (6 Jarman, 7
jermaine), 4- german, 5- germane, [a OF.
germam (= senses 1-2 below), ad L. german-us
(sense 1 , also * genuine, real ’), whence Pr. gernian,

girman
, and the sbs Sp hermano, Pg. irmao

,

Catal. germd, brother ] A adj.

I. Closely akin.

1 . Having the same parents
;

* own ’ (brother or

sistei). Obs exc. m Brother-german (qv for

some variations of sense), Sister-german
1340 [see Brothi r cerman] 1382 Wyclif 1 Kings xi

it) He }af to hym a wijf, the sister geimayn of his wnf
Taphnes, the queen c 1460 Tmoneley Myst. v 29 Iacob,
that is thyne awne germane brother 1530 [see Brother-
german] 1626 Sandys Ovid's Met. vx 117 For him the

Nymphs, and german Satyres [L Satyn fratres] weepe
1663 Blair Antobiog, 11 (1848) 21 A Christian friend, was
my german brother finding me in this case. 175X, 1882
[see Brother german]
2 . That is the child of a ‘german’ brother or

sister of either of (one’s) parents ;
= * first’ or ‘own’

(cousin) Obs exc in Cousin-german.
X3 Guy Warm (A ) 912 He is mi germain cosyn

c 1380, C1450 [see Cousin-german] 1502 Ord Crystal
Men (W. de W 1506) iv xm 204 Of the whiche degrees, the
broder and syster make the fyrst, the chyldren the whiche
ben germayne make the seconde 1555, etc. [see Cousin-
german].

fig a 1555 Ridley Treat agst Transnbst (1556) 5*

This kind of oblation standeth vppon tiansubstantyacion
his germayne coosyn 16*5 Crooke Body of Man * 5®

Hippocrates sayth that milke is German Cousen to the

menstruous blood

T 3 Closely related
; akm Obs

1470-85 MaloryArthur it, xi, Basdemegus was his cosyn
and germayn vnto kynge Uryence *607 Shaks Ttmon
iv. 111. 344 Wert thou a Leopard, thou wert Germane to the
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Lion. i6it— Wint T iv iv 802 Those that are Iermaine

to him shall all come vnder the Hang-man

fie, xdS7 W. Mobicc Cccnct quasi Koimj Def g 23 232

For their dear brethren, and such as are germane to them

in principles, are most engaged in that guilt [etc.]

4, Closely connected ;
appropriate

; relevant

;

pertinent Const to.

This sense arises from allusion to the Shales passage

(quot. 1602), which is merely a fig example of sense 3.

The mod form varies between ge rman, germa’ne, and

ge rmane

,

the spelling gemtam has been used by some

^iSmTshaks Ham v 11 165 The phrase would bee more
Germaine [to 1623 {Fo 1) ; 1603 (Q° 1) has more cosm ger-

man , 1604 (Q° 2) more Ierman
,
mod odd more german]

to the matter If we could carry Cannon by our sides 1816

Scott Antiq xxvm, Edie did not venture to repeat a query

which was so little germain to the matter
_
1840Mrs Trol-

lope Widow Mamed xxxiv, A piece of intelligence more

well timed, or more completely german to the subject of her

thoughts 1863 J G Holland Lett to Joneses vn 102

Men who have.. resisted all evidences geimane to the sub-

ject 1865-6 H Phillips Amer Paper Curr II 96 The
document is not sufficiently germane to be reproduced in

this place 1870 Huxley Lay Senn iv (1874) §7 Those
studies which are immediately germain to physic. 1877

Sparrow Senn xxi 274 An argument , not pertinent or

germain to the subject 1886 Illustr Land News Summer
No. 24/3 The illustration was hardly germane to the case

II 5 Genuine
;
true

;
thorough Obs. or arch

138a Wyclif Phil iv 3,

1

preie thee, german felowe, helpe

thou the like wymmen that trauelxden withme in the gospel

154a Becon Potat for Lent Pref , Sincere, germane and
true learning. 164a Nethersole Constd upon Affairs 3
The miserable Distractions of this divided Kingdom,
threatmng a Germane desolation theieof 1678 Cudworth
Jntell Syst 1 iv, § 36 575 Anus was a German or Genuine

Disciple of Plato's 1864 J H Newman Apol 7 That to

be a pure, german, genuine Catholic, a man must be either

knave or fool

Hence Germa nely adv
,
m a germane manner

;

pertinently.

1844 Blackw. Mag LVI 84 An embassy from the willow-

weaiers all—or to speak moie germauely to the matter, of
the Basket bearers.

sb One sprung from the same stock; a

brother, a near relative. Obs.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair (W. de W. 1495) 1 xxm 23b/2
The whyche were not oonly bredren carnalle, but also in

lyf, in religyon & in vertues they were germayns 1590
Spenser F Q i. v. 13 Goe now, proud Miscreant, Thyselfe

thy message do to german deare 1604 Shaics Oth 1 1

114 You’le haue Coursers for Cozens and Gennets for

Germaines 17a* Bailey, Germain

,

a Brother or Sister by
the same Father and Mother

German (dgouman), a .
2 and sb.

2 Also 6 ger-

mayne, 6-7 germame, germane, [ad. L Ger-

jndn-us
,
used, as adj and sb., as the designation of

persons belonging to a group of related peoples

inhabiting central and northern Europe, and
speaking the dialects from which the * Germanic *

or ‘ Teutonic * languages have been developed.

The name does not appear to have been applied to these

peoples by themselves, or to be explicable from Teut.
sources A view widely held is that it was the name given

by the Gauls to their neighbours, the Celtic derivations

suggested are from OIr gair neighbour (Zeuss) and from
Irish gairm battle-cry (Wachter, Grimm) According to

M&llenhoff, Germans was originally the name of a group of
Celtic peoples in north eastern Gaul, was transferred from
these to their Teutonic conquerors, and afterwards extended
to all the Teutonic peoples ]

The pronunciation (dXd iman), for which cf. clerk, sergeant,

Hertford, was formerly fashionable, hut now survives only
as dial at vulgar.
In English use the word does not occur until the 16th c

,

the sb appearing in our quots earlier than the adj The
older designations were Almain and Dutch (Dutchman) ;

the latter, however, was wider in meaning.

A. adj,

1

.

Of or pertaining to Germany or its inhabitants.

The precise signification depends on the varying extension

given to the name Germany
German Ocean transl of Ptolemy's Tepnavatos Tkeavos,

the sea to the east of Great Britain, the North Sea
1552 Huloet, German or of germanye, Genmnus

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvm (1887) 168 The Ger-
mame or French gentlewymen 1598 Shaics. Merry W iv

v 70 They set spurres, and away, like three Germane-
diuels, three Doctor Faustasses 1618 Ovule's A Iman, 7
The German Fencer cudgell'd most of our English Fencers

now about a moneth past 1658 Sir T Browne Hydriot
11. 26 That burning the dead was the old Geimane practise

is also asserted by Tacitus 1685 Cooke Marrow Cki-

rurgery (ed 4) 1 § x l 2 [Some instruments are] of Horn,
as Cups used at German Baths 1705 Bosman Guinea 190

They are as Impertinent and Noisie as the .German Jews
at their Synagogue at Amsterdam. 1786 Burns Twa Hogs
165 Then bouses drumly German water, To mak himsel

look fair and fatter 1816 Keatinge Trav, (1817) II 143
Fitted up with German stoves, the only powers of heat

sufficient for this climate 1845 S Austin Rankes Hist

Ref I n It would be impossible to speak of a German
nation, in the proper sense of the word, during the preceding

ages. 1879 Escott England I 53 We at last reach the

point where it discharges itself into the German Ocean
188a Freeman m Longm Mag, I. 94 ‘ German , which
people used to sound * Jarman '—as m the memorable story

of the Oxford University preacher who wished the ‘Jarman
theology ’ at the bottom of the ‘Jarman Ocean

’

b with limiting word as in B« 1 b , the combina-

tion indicating the dialect or language spoken by
the persons in question

1726 Amherst Terras Ftl. vui 39 His fingers . will not

suffer him to keep any money between them, as he once

131 (MERMAN.

told an High-German artist 1887 Skeat Piinc. Eng.
Etym Ser. 1 ii. § g Taking English to represent the native

speech of the Low-German conquetors of England
2 . transf. a Marked by the characteristics of a
German; German-like b Friendly to the Ger-

mans, biased in favour of German interests

1861 M Pattison Ess (1B89) I 47 Peace and order were
maintained by police regulations of German minuteness and
strictness 1864 Ld Malmesbury Mem II 318 As Lord
Bath was there and is very German, of course Lord Derby
did not feel himself on safe ground

3 . As the designation of a language (see B. 2).

Hence of words, etc.: Belonging to the German
language. Of literary compositions, etc. Written

or spoken in the German language.
Partly an attrib use of the sb as m German grammar,

German master (=one who teaches the language), etc

1748 Chtsterf Let 1 July (1892) I 124,

1

desire that you
will not fail towrite aGerman lettei,m the German character,

once every fortnight, to Mr. Grevenkop — Let 5 Sept I 139
You will also desire your German master to teach you [etc ]

1755 Johnson Diet Pref
,
Of words undoubtedly Teutonick

the original is not always to be found tn any ancient lan-

guage, and I have therefore inserted Dutch or German
substitutes. 1817 Coleridge Biogr. Lit

,
Satyrane's Lett,

(Bohn) 266,

1

inquired concerning the history of German
poetry and the older German poets. 1817 Sir J. Sinclair
cm”. (1831) II 324,

1

received several communications from
him, chiefly written in the German language, 1888 H A
Strong tr Paul's Princ. Hist. Lang iv

_
85 The corre-

spondence of the function fixes the name in the German
wordfeder for * steel pen ’. Ibid xii 260 This is the origin

of the German possessive pronoun ihr

b with limiting words as m B 2 b
1872 Morris Hist, Outl, Eng Acad i 5 The Low Ger- ;

man dialects of the Continent are yielding to its [High
Geiman] influence 1891 Trechmann Hist Gram Germ
Lang 1 v 34 A person who understands Hochdentsck is .

less able to understand the Low German than the Middle
and South German dialects

4. In names of things of actual or attributed

German origin (sometimes wntten with a hyphen),

as German bezoar (see Bezoar 2); German bit,

chest (see quots ) ;
German clock, in id-iyth c.

chiefly one of elaboiate construction, often con-

taining automatic figures of persons or animals

;

German congreve, a kmd of lticifer match

;

•J*
German devil [cf. quot 1598 in 1], ?a sort of

screw-jack or similar contrivance ;
German duck

(see quot.), German flute (see Flute sb?- 1);

German gamba, gold, hone (see quots ) , f Ger-

man Lombard, a kind of paper; German mile,

a distance of between 4 and 5 English miles;

German paste, process, sarsaparilla (see

quots ) ;
German sausage, a large sort of sau-

sage, the stuffing ofwhich is meat spiced and partly

cooked; usually sold in portions by weight;

German sheet, a kind of sheet-glass; German
sixth Mus ,

a chord consisting of a note with its

major third, fifth, and augmented sixth ,
German

steel, stitch (see quots.) ,
German text, a black

letter resembling old English or modern German

;

also attrib.

;

German tinder= Amadou
,
German

watch (cf G clock)', German wool=>Berhnwool
(see Berlin 4). Also German silver

1875 Knight Diet, Meek,, *German-bit, a wood-boring tool

adapted to be used in a brace Ibid., *German-chest [Metal-

lurgy), a long box into which the slimes are earned gradu-

ally by a stream of water. The heavier portions settle near

the head of the box, and the lighter towards the lower end

1588 Shaks L L L. hi. i 102 A woman that is like a
“Germane Cloake [«. e clock], Still a repairing; euer out of

frame x6oo B Jonson Stl Worn iv. ii, Shee takes her selfe

asunder still when shee goes to bed . and about next day
noone is put together againe, like a great Germane Clocke

a 1643 W Cartwright Ordinary 1 v. (1651) Biij, Let us

try To win that old Eremit thing, that, like An Image in a
German clock, doth move, Not walke. 1851 Mayhew£<W
Labour I 432 The ‘ *German congreves ’ were soon after

introduced 1670 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 23 That small Engine,

which bysome is call’d the*German-devil I
reform’d, after this

manner, and duely applied, might be very expedient for this

purpose [the extirpation of Roots] 1796 Grose'sDiet Vulg
Tongue (ed. 3), *German Duck, half a sheep's head boiled

with onions i754Chesterf in WorldNo 101 (end), Upon
the same shelf with their“German flute, their powder-mask

and their four-horse-wbip 1880 C. A Edwards Organs

(1881) 157 Viol-dt Gamba. This stop is not to be confounded

with the German Gamba, .The “German Gamba, or Gamba
proper, is a stop of louder intonation and somewhat larger

scale 1889 Century Diet , ^German gold, an inferior gold

powder prepared from gold leaf 1893 Funk's Stand Diet.

s v Hone, *German hone, a soft, smooth, yellow slate

especially adapted for razor-setting 171a Act 10 Anne m
Load Gaz No 5018/3 For all Paper called “German Lom-
bard if. per Ream 1559W Cunningham Cosmog r. Glasse

56 A comon *Germame mile Conteymnge in it 32 Fur-

longes. 1594 Blundevil Exerc 11 (ed. 7) no Foure Italian

miles do make but one Germane mile. 1838 Murrays
Hand-bk N Germ 465/1, 3^ German miles =17 English

nnles 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,*German-paste, a food

sold for cage birds . made of pea-meal, hemp-seed, maw-
seed, lard, and honey or treacle. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss , *German process, in copper smelling, the process of

reduction in a shaft-furnace, after roasting, if necessary.

1882 Ogilvie, *German-sarsapanlla, a name given to the

roots or rhizomes of Carex arenana, C, disticha, and
C. hirta, from their being occasionally used m Germany
as a substitute for sarsaparilla 1858 Simmonds Did
Trade, “German-sausage,

a polony, a bladder or cleaned

gut stuffed with meat partly cooked. 1823 P Nicholson

Pract Build 421 “German Sheet is another species of glass

much esteemed 1825 Danneley Encycl Mus, *German
sixth 1875 Ouseley Harmony xi 127 We pioduce a dis-

cord, which has been called the ‘German sixth’. 1799

Nicholson's Jrnl. Nat Philos II 65 The steel obtained

immediately from the ore by simple fusion, is called natural

steel. It is likewise distinguished by the name of “German
steel, because it comes principally from Germany 1875

Knight Diet Mech
,
German-steel, a metal made of char-

coal-iron obtained from bog iron or the sparry carbonate

1882 Caulteild & Saward Diet Needlework 30/1
*German

stitch, this is a stitch formed from a tapestry and a tent

Stitch being worked alternately in a diagonal line across the

canvas. 1861 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 45 Over each

[gateway] was an inscription tn the “German text 1763

W Massey Origin Letters 11 28 A neat and correct alphabet

of the german text capitals 1851 Mathew Land Labour
1. 433 At one time, indeed, they were announced as ‘“Ger-

man tinder’. 1866 Treas Bot , German tinder, the Soft

Amadou, Pclypoms fomentanus 1611 Middleton &
Bekher RoaringGirl H j b, Here take my Germane watch,

hang’t vpm sight, That I may see her hang in English for’t.

fa. In the names of various plants, as German
camomile, German, ms, German knotgrass,

German lilac, German madwort, German
millet, German rioe, German tamarisk

(see quots.); German wallflower (see Wall-
flower)
1884 Cassell's Encycl Diet , *German camomile, the

flower heads of Matricaria chamomilla, 1882 Garden
6 May 317/2 The earliest purple “German Ins *879

Britten & Holland Plant-11 ,
“German Knotgrass,

Seleranthus annuus 1877 N. W. Line Gloss., *German
Lilac, valerian 1818 Withering Brit. Plants II. 316

Asperugo proenmbens Trailing Catchweed, “German
Madwoit 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI IV. 59 {German
Madwort) . ‘Ibis little prostrate annual plant ., is found

more or less all over Europe 183a Veg Subst. Food 115

“German Millet, Sitana germamca. .. This variety was.

imported from India, ana acclimatized m Germany. 1830

Penny Cycl III 463/2 Hordeum Zeocriton ; also called

“German rice, or rice barley 188a Garden 22 July 73/3
The“German Tamarisk a slender upnght-growing shrub

C. German measles'. A contagious disease, re-

sembling measles in a mild form.

*875 tr Ziemssen’s Cycl Med II 129. 1890 Syd Soc,

Lex
,
s v. Roseola, epidemic, German measles, Rubella ..

Symptoms, mild headache and chills, muscular pains ; there

may be some coryza The rash appears usually on the first

day on the face, chest, and afterwards over the body 1894

Lancet 3 Nov. 1046 The council of the Medical Officers of

Schools’ Association have issued a circular to the members
of the association, asking for their opinions upon the charac-

teristics of measles and German measles

Hence Gcrmanly adv., in a German manner.

1799 Southey in C. C Southey Life II. 19 As fine a Ger-

manly compounded word as you may expect to see. 1854

G Eliot m Life (1885) I. 350 He is a man of real culture,

kindliness, and polish (Germanly speaking).

B sb »

1 . A native of Germany.
1530 Tindale Practyse ofPrelatesFvja,When the empyre

was translated vnto the Germaynes therewas moch stryfe

1545 Brinklow Compl, 37 O noble Germanys, God hath

made yow a lyght vnto all rulers in the world. 1691 Hart-
cliffe Virtues 121 Neither among the old Germans did

any one bear Arms until he was honored with a Spear and
Target in their State-Assemblys 1781 Gibbon Decl * F
III 245 The Germans were less corrupt than the Italians

1855 Motley Dutch Rep. Introd. 11 (1866) 5 The truculent

German .. considered carnage the only useful occupation

fa With limiting word. High German' one who
speaks the High German language.

1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring GirlE iv b, A name
which Ide teare out From the hye Germaines throat

c. One who is versed in the German language ;

a German scholar.

1809 Southey Lett (1856) II 183, 1 ,
who am no German,

have heard enough read, and seen enough translated by his

[Klopstock’s] admirers, to be convinced that he is full of

buckram and bombast.

2 The German language.
When used without definingword or contextual indication,

the word is understood to denote High German (until the

x8th c called High Dutch)
1748 Chesterf. Let, 13 Feb (1892) I. 84 ,

1

am very willing

that you should take a Saxon servant, who speaks nothing

but German ; which will be a suie way of keeping up your

German, after you leave Germany 1798 Coleridge Saty-

rane's Lett 11 in Biog Lit. (1882) 249 bee how natural the

German comes from me, though I have not yet been six

weeks m the country < 1841 Elphinstone Hist Ind. I

325 The two idioms are more nearly allied than English

and German *886 Ruskin Prmtenta I 314 At that time

it was thought very fine and poetical to study German.

b. With limiting words High German : the

variety of Teutonic speech, originally confined to

* High ’ or southern Germany, but now accepted as

the literary language throughout the whole of Ger-

many
;

its chief characteristic is that^ certain con-

sonants have been altered by what is called the

1 second sound-shifting
’ from their original Teut

sounds, which the other dialects in the main pre-

serve. Low German', properly= ‘ Plattdeutsch

the general name for the dialects of Germany which

are not High German
;
but also applied by philo-

logists to all the West Germanic dialects except

High German (including, e g. English, Dutch,

Frisian) ;
and formerly in a still wider sense in-

cluding also Gothic and Scandinavian.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI 192 The German or Teutonic lan.



GKERMANDER.
suage may be divided into two great branches the High
German, or the language of Southern Germany

J
and the

Low German, or Saxon 187a Morris Hist Outl Eng
Acctd 1 g Luther made the High German the literal ylanguage of all German speaking people 1887 Sweat Prmc.
Eng. Mtym Ser 1. vi. § gg The West Teutonic branch in-
eludes Saxon or Low German 1897 Nation (N.Y ) 9 Dec

versions earlier than Chaucer’s two into High German
and French are of the greatest linguistic impoitance
3 In various senses resulting from elliptical uses

of the adj.

a Short for German cotillon (see Cotillion i);
also, a dancing party where this is the chief dance.
[i860 Motley Netherl (1868) I 11 36 If I am ever caught

dancing the German cotillon ] 1879 Scribner's Mag XIX
683A It is a dance they call the German. x88x Howells
Fearful Respons (1882) 153 In the German .. there was a
ngure fantastically called the symphony. 1886 Ogonts
Mosaic Jan, 7/1 Tuesday evening a German was given in
theamusement room by Piof, Asher’s dancing class

d. pi. Articles (defined by context) imported
from Germany.
*8gi Daily Neivs so Oct a/7 Eggs There has been a rise

01 ba, on second Italians ana is on Germans.
c. = German sausage

1883 Greenwood Odd People 220 The sausage-eater may
continue to munch his ‘german* with a relish

'

d. Coal-mining. (See quot.)
1883 Gresley Gloss Coal Mining , German, a straw filled

with gunpowder to act as a fuze in blasting operationsC Comb, as German-built
, -made, -owned

j

-speaking adjs
j also Germati-Jetvish adj

1897' Dally News 7 Dec 5/3 This *German-built, German-
owned steamer has easilyeclipsed all previous perfoimances
1876 G Eliot m Life (1885) III ago Part of the scene at
the club is translated into Hebrew in a *Geiman-Jewisli
newspapei 1851 Mavhpw Lend Labourl. 361 1 he tools
are sometimes displayed on a small barrow, sometimes on a
stall, and are mostly *German-made 1806 Westm Gag as
bept 3/1 German manufacturers, who . ‘improve the occa-
sion to offer other German-made wares’. 187a ^German-
speaking, [see Bab],
Germander (dgazmse ndai). Forms

: (5 ger-
mawnder, 5, 7 germandir, 6 germandre, ger-
maxmder, jarmander, 7 jermander), 6- ger-
mander. [ad. med L. germandra

, -drea (F. ger-
mandrie

), altered form ofgamandrea, -la (whence
Ger

, Du gamandcr\ corruptly ad late Gr. yafiav-
SpvA, which is itself a corruption of Gr. x<*iualSpvs,
ht. ‘ground oak’, f. xaPQ( on the ground + Spvs oak.
Another corrupt form based on the late Gr word is It.

calainandrea The coirect Gr form was adopted in medL as chanmdrys
, whence It. camedno, Sp camedrlo ]The name of the plants of the genus Teucnum,

esp. T. Chamsedrys
, the Common or Wall Ger-

mander Garlic or Water Germander = T. Scor-
dium. Wood Germander = T. Scorodonia. In
the U S. applied to T. Canadense (Cent Diet ).

Also applied to certain species of Veronica
, now

chiefly m the compound names Germander
duckweed ( Veronica agreshs); Germander
Speedwell or Wild Germander (Veronica
thamsidrys).
In early quots it is often uncertain what plant is meant.The attub use in Tennyson refers to the beautiful blue

colour of the flowers of Veronica Chamxdrys
c 1440 Promp. Pam igo/2 Germawndei, herbe, gennan-

Turner Names of Herbes (1881) 26 Chimedrys
called . in englishe Germander or enghshe Triacle K78Mn2W«nn Ixxv in OfScordium or water Germander
Hid. 1. Ixxvi 112 Of Teucnon or wilde Germander. 11587
Harrison England 11. xx. C1877) 1. 326 Our common ger-mander or thistle benet is . of .. great power in medicine.
IS97 G%*kvok Herbal it. cciu 534 Tree Germander is called
in..Latine Teucnum in English great Germander, vpnght
Germander, and Tiee Germander. 1607 Tofsell Four-fBeasts C1658) 269 Take of Jermander four ounces, of Gum-
dragant, and of dryed Roses. x688 R Holme Armoury n.
109/1 Tree Germander hath the Flowers white, in a round
pointed husk 174* Compl Earn -Piece 11 in. 380 There are
several other Trees and Shrubs which are now

5

in Flower as

,
Germander, Lupine. 1789 Pilicington Derbysh

at?5 * 325 l er
?
niC* dumtatdns. Wild germander 1811T Thomson Lond (1818) 398 Wall germander has

been ucoonted
_

tonic, stomachic [etc
] x86o Gossr Rom

tvat Hist 6 I he germander speedwell, with its laughing
blue eyes, spanghng eveiy hedge-bank. 1865 — Land
y ^**1.1874) IS the wood germander, or hitter sage, whose

ZS^KJST1 dunne !“ »»
aitnb 171a tr Pomet's Hist Drugs l

.

82 Divided into fiveLeaves, as the Germander Flower. 1864 Tennyson Sea

TW ? 4 ^
hey

’
thln

r
klnS that her dear germander eye

J

n t',e ffiant-factoned city-gloom, Came, with amonths leave given them, to the sea
Germane . see German a 1

Germanesgue (dgsjmane sk), a [f. German
+

o’
ES<

?F
E

‘-J Marked by German characteristics.
«««> Nezv Monthly Mar XV 28 The fair writer has

wild and ringuIar
e

producUon
m0re Gerraanesc

lue £baa that

Crermankood (dgs jmanhud) [f German +
-hood] The quality of being German.
18*7 CarlyleiGerman Romance Pref

, They are German
ovelists, not English ones , and their Germanhood I have

ailalong regaided as a quality, not as a fault

Germanic (dgainia; mk), a and sb. [ad. L
Germanic-us, f. Germdmts German a„2 Cf F
germunique] A, adj.
1. Of or pertaining to Germany or to the Ger-

182

mans, German. Now chiefly Hist. in Germanic
Confedei atton, Germanic Empire
1633 in Crt 1?- TwtesChas / (r8 (.8) II 214 Settingup the

Germanic liberty, and levelling of the House of Austria
1652 BrNLOwrs TheofJt.v xlix, Fifty milions ofGermanick
leagues 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760) IV 217 The
association of the Germanic states would not be a sufficient
security to the empire against a foreign enemy 1777
Watson .PA/A/ II (1839) 13 He labouied to establish con-
cord amon£ the several princes of the Germanic body
1845 5 Austin Ranke's Hist Ref III 251 Least of all
could the German nation boast that the Germanic empire
had recovered its ancient character and powers

b. Marked by German characteristics Get-
manic region (see quot )
1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 383 Germanic Region The

whole of Northern Europe and Asia, bounded by the
Pyienees, Alps, Carpathians, Caucasus, and Altai

2 . Of or pertaining to the Teutonic lace, or any
of the Teutonic peoples. With reference to lan-
guage, often used by philologists as = ‘ Primitive
Germanic’. Also with limiting word, in the
designations of the subordinate groups into which
the Germanic family of langs is divided the East
Germanic, including Gothic (and some langs of
which only traces remain, as Burgundian, Vandal),
the North Get manic — ‘ Scandinavian ’ (by some
tieated as a subdivision of East Germanic), and
tlie West Germanic

,
including High and Low-

German, English, Frisian, Dutch, etc
1841 W Spalding Italy It Isl II 26 The Roman

empire during the Geimamc invasions, 1879 Sir G Scorr
Lett Archit I 6 [Gothic] is the architecture of the Germanic
nations *888 J Wright Old Ihgh-Gci Primer § 70 'the
Germanic combination lew was represented 111 Franconian
by qu

, and in Upper German by chit.

B. sb. The language of the Germanic people

;

Teutonic • see A. a.

_*5»* J Wright Primer Gothic Lang § 108 From an
Indo-Germanic point of view the sei les I-V belong to one
and the same series which underwent in Germanic various
modifications upon clearly defined lines.

Germanical (d^aimrn uikal), a. > are. [f. as
prec. + -al.] = Germanic a. 1

.

1560 Bp Sandys Let. 24 Oct m AbJ> Parlei'sCorr 125Ye will not utterly condemn all Germamcal natures xBuu
Fraser's Mag VII, 602 Whose Germamcal jabber Master
Ben put into English.

Hence OermaiucaUy adv
,

in a Germanical
manner.

7 n f i / t.
i'l- siuisa-y in u rage Life

therefore pedantiimlly^*
Germa"IcaU* *"<1

Germanify (d5a Jtmamfai), v [f. German a
+ -(ijEY j trans To make German in form or
character, imbue with German qualities, render
German-like. Hence 0-erma‘nlfled ppl. a.
187X Mad Simple's Invest v in Old New in Casa Lit

I 312/1 That sounds Germamfied 1888 A tlanhc Monthly
ifeb 28 r The Germamfied ghost of the dead language is
raised in the baccalaureate oration of my second son.

Germanish (d,?5 imam/), a. [See -ish]
Having German characteristics, savouring of Ger-
manism.
*796 R. Bage Hermsprong vm, It sounds monstrous

Germanish 1819 Souihi.y Lett (1856) III 124 The letterm Germanish enough, in all conscience 1829 Westm. RevX. 197 Kellerman s name sounds Germanish.

Germanism (d^S imanu'm). [f German a.
+ -ISM Cf F Germamsme ]
1 . An idiom or mode of expiessiou peculiar to the
German language

;
esp, one used by a speaker or

writer m some other language
x6xx Coryat Crudities 39 After I had duly considered

this prety Germamsme a *773 Chesterp. (T ), It is full of
Latin isms, Gallicisms, Germanisms, and all isms but
Anglicisms, 183a Gen, P Thompson Exerc, (1842) II 2
Besides, it [the Tour ofa German Prince ’] lacks Germamty

;

the Germanisms in the whole are not greater than might becoUected m a three years residence *853 Miss SheppardCh Anchester I 324 The meie Germanisms of the novel
rests and signs appalled me x8ga Nation (N Y ) 26 Mav
401/1 Many jointed Germanisms stretch their unwieldy
length and sprawl over every page,

1

2 . a German ideas
, German modes of thought

or action To Attachment to German ideas or in-
stitutions

j" 154 Thou art a^one practical, and

/)«?/« 7t)
dea

iff
11

’
a
nu

m
?
sticism

>
a"d Germanism 1864Daily Tel n May, The advance of Germanism, as it was

styled, was retarded, if not checked 1884 Jrnl EducJUX. 24 What our country needs of Germanism in educa-M profound, accurate, broad, and genial habits3 . Affectation of what is German
; a disposi-

tion to adopt German modes of thought or ex-
pression

^YL0R
i
n ^ n

l
l V. 507 A something ofGermanism clings about the style of these two first cantos

J

•

J
1 Newman Developm Chr Doctr 71 The «m»»

Fn,in=?K i

1

'^-
el
?ment®> received into a certain sensibility orXr&WP and

-

ltS coase<Iuen«s, leads [sic] one mindto the Ghurch ofRome ; another to what, forwant ofa better

i^°S^fXtnV
al 6wGerinan,Sm ,

i857 Church Let 26 Jan.
tr894) 149 How very much without real knowledge
a great deal of tbe broad abuse of Germanism thatsous on.

GERMANIZE.
Germanist (dga jmSnist) [f German « -u

nnd'ofL
-OneScS

1831 Carlyle Let 29 Aug. in Fioude Life(m2) n lfiSWe aie all to meet, along with a ceit&m a/.‘ 88

young Germanist,.and breakfast some day m the TemnhV’t
J°qP!

lss
n

r8SI ^
U^IN £?£ to Stillman in Pall Mall G(1887) 23 Dec xi/a Above all avoid German books ^1Germanists except Carlyle x88o A H Hum

241. I hope to take back the boys good Gmmanfsu^ AG H ScwoDDEin Homil Rev May ^og The pmn^A
88
^

Germanists, Jacob Grimm says that Luther’sSnn«
St °f

must be regarded as the foundation of modem German
g6

Germanistic (djjaimam-stik), a. [f. plec 4.
-io] Pertaining to the study of Geimamc philo-
logy and antiquities. 1

*88r A thenceu»t so July i43 /a The second volume of theadmirable Jnhrcdencht on Germanistic philology hasleached us 1883 Amencan VI 3 x3 Cheap Gei^anishc

t Germanity L 06s [ad. L gcrmdmtatem
f germanns German i] The quality of being
german or closely related

; near kinship.

1 u *^1 (1618) 7o*lhus was germanity andbrotherhood broken betwixt the Thebans. 1637 R Humphrey ti St Ambrose r 81 The germanity and neere«blood of biotherhood X647 Trapp Comm 2 Cw- vm 8Ihc germanity, the naturalncsse, legitnnatenesse ODDosed
to bastardlinesse 1663 F Hawkins
Germanity, biotherhood* 1721 in Baili y

^

Germanity a (d^samm niii) [f. German a 2
+ -(i)a>v]

1 . The chaiactenstic qualities of Germany or
the Germans. J

1832 [see Germanism i] 1855 Fraser's Mag LI 700 The
inhabitants [of Weimar] seemed to us to have moie than

YiT
CSS
fn
GerTlty i8S7 Dn Qu.ncey GoetheWks, 1862 XII 2x6 One other part of tlus lady’s conduct

for its exquisite Germanity
2 Devotion to German interests.
1870 Pall Mall G as Nov 10 That they are slightly

demoralized by success no one not directly mspiied with'Geimanity* can doubt.
1 u l

Germanium (cl^sim^'-ni^m) Client, [modL
,
f Go mantes German a 2] (See quot

)

,.
l88

| Mar 364/2 Prof Clemens Winkler, inthe Bcric/ite of the Berlin Chenutal Society, desmbes anew element—to which he has given the name of ‘Ger-manium —in a mineral named Argyrodite Germanium
appears to take a place between antimony and bismuth
Germanize (d^o jmanou). v. [f German a 2

+ -IS!10 ]
1 tratis. To translate into the German language
1598 Sylvester Du Baitas n „. u Babylon 624 The

Dutch, hath him who Germaniz’d the story Of Sleidan
*793 Bottiger Let in Mem. Dalzel (1862) 107, I have got
a vast bkmg to Germanise them myself 18*4 W Taylor
in Monthly Rev LXXIII 354 Seveial of whose odes have
been as happily Germanized by Ramler as his epistles have
been by W leland

2 . To make German in character, appearance, etc
1600 Heywood Lnuece m n Wks 1874 V 205 The first

health shall be imposd on you Valerius, and if ever you
have bcene Germani/'d, let it be after the Dutch fashion.
*75* Franklin Ess. Wks 1890 II 320 Aliens, who will
shortly be so numerous as to Germanize 11s instead of our
Anglifying them 1790 By slander 350 [Thus did Handel]
Germanize us out of the little taste which, previous to his
misty appearance, had begun to glimmer on us 1812 Vjsct.
Folkestone .S’/ llo Com 10 Dec , He had seen our .officers
adopting German dresses, and Germanizing themselves as
much as possible 1862 Latham Channel Isl, hi xiv. (ed 2)
339 -t he process by which Normnndy was Germanized
1891 Athcmeum 22 Aug 250/2 She [Japan] has endeavoured

herself^
an®buze’ ameilcanize, gallicize, and germamze

3 mtr. To adopt German manners and customs

,

to become German (in style, tastes, habits, sym-
pathies, etc)
1665 Locke Let m Fox Bourne Life (1876) I uu 112 Our

landlord, who is wont sometimes to germamze x8ox True
Briton in Spirit Publ fmls (1802) V. 123 For, though our
troops might fraternize, They’d poltrons be to Germanize
x8ai Shelley Let toC Clairmont in Dowden Life II 391You are indeed Germanizing very fast

H enceGeTmauized/// a , Ge’rmaniziug-w//, sb
AlsoQ-e rmaniza tion,the action or process of Ger-
manizing

;
Ge rmauizer, one who Germanizes

r743 Lond. Mag 89 He might have described himself
as a Germanized Englishman 1760 Foote Minor 1 Wks
1799 I. 240 Who knows whether this Germaniz’d genius has
parts to comprehend thy merit. 1817 Coleridge Biog
Lit 100 A Latin word with a Germanized ending 18*5
Syd. Smith Speeches Wks 1850 II 209/2 We should .

have been about as free as Denmark, Sweden, or the
Germanised States of Italy 1850 H Rogtes Ess II iv
2
J3

The Germanised style consists, in an absurd imitation
of German idiom and construction 1850 Erasers Mag
XLII. 689 Should the Governments of Prussia and Austria
persist in their present system of Germanization x86o Lit
Churchman VI 3/1 The maudlin and unavowed scepticism
of one or other of these classes of Germanizers 1879
Froude Caesar xvi 26* The Germanising of Gaul would
lead to fresh invasions of Italy x88x Scribner's Mag
XXII 97/1 The vague, notion that his [Carlyle’s] style
consists in a mere Germanising of English may be dis-

missed at once. 1889 Times 14 Tan. s/6 The Bill would
tend to the Germanization of Hungary 1895 Pop Set
Monthly Sept. 720 Incidents illustrative of the people’s
concealing French hearts under their Germanized exteriors.



GEBMANO-. 133 GEBMXNATE.
Ge*rmano-, used as the combining form of
‘German’ m various formations, as Ge rmano-
Coleri'dglan a

,

used by Mill as an epithet de-

signating opinions derived from German writers

through Coleridge, or fiom the Germans and
Coleridge jointly; Ge mano-ma nia, a mama
for things German; Germano pfcilist, one who
is friendly to, or excessively fond of, the Germans

,

Ge rmanopho Ma, a morbid dread of Germany
and of everything German.
1840 Mill Diss £ Disc (1875) I 403 The *Germano-

Coleridgian doctrine is the result of a reaction Ibid

425 The Germano-Coleridgian school saw beyond the
immediate controversy 1893 Nation (N Y ) n May 330/3
One is almost tempted to wish that Dr Minot had
intrusted the preparation of an American translation to

some one not yet incurably affected by *Germano-mania
1864 Furnivall in Reader it June 744 Whether you
believe in Diez as an oracle as some *Germanophilists do,

or doubt him as some English sceptics have done 1894
Forum (US) Dec 308 There is no *Germanophobia to be
detected m his attitude

Gre'rman siTver. A white alloy consisting

of nickel, zinc, and copper, originally obtained from
an ore found at Hildburghausen.
1830 Meek Mag\ XIII 96 The German silver . . is now

coming into vogue. 1831 Illustr Catal Gt Exhib. 1052
A gun in a case of rosewood, mounted in German silver

1873 F Jenkin Electr <$• Magn (1883) 200 The coils (of

the differential galvanometer) are sometimes madeofGerman
silver instead of copper
attnb 1870 Lowell Study Wind 58 The beggars were

a kind of German-silver aristocracy

Ge'rmantown. U

S

[The name of a suburb
of Philadelphia ] A one-horse covered vehicle used
in country districts , more fullyGermantown wagon.
1885 H C McCook Tenants Old Farm 322 Farmers

came m their buggies, germantowns and farm-waggons

Gemna'tic, a Biol. rare. [Badly f. Germ sb.
,
on

the analogy of spermatic ] Pertaining to a germ
1889 H. Campbell Causation of Disease 135 We have

seen that the spermatic and germane Environment] cannot
possibly be tne same for any two germs or sperms

G-erme, var Jebm, Turkish vessel.

Germen (dgarmen) Also 7 germame, 7-9
germin. [a L germen (pi germina) . see Germ sb ]
1 The rudiment of an organism, a geim. Now
onlyJig (Cf Gehm sb.)

1605 Shaks Lear hi 11 8 And thou all-shaking Thunder,
Strike flat the thicke Rotundity o’ th' world, Cracke Natuies
moulds, all germaines spill at once That makes mgratefull
Man — Macb iv 1 59 <2x691 Boyle Chr Virtuoso
11 Wks 1772 VI 794 The cicatncula of an egg, or the

germen m the seed of a plant, being, in reality, a model
of the animal, or plant, to be produced from it 1807 Van-
couver Agrtc Devon (1813) 123 Although that may cleanse
the body of the grain, it will not carry off the down from its

end, and which is reasonably supposed to contain the germin
of smut 1814 Cary Dante

,
Purg xvn ioo Love is germin

[orig semenla] of each vutue in ye 1824 Galt Rothelati
II v vi. 294 Many thought and feared some new evil was
confusing the germins of nature,

f 2. A shoot or sprout, a young branch or sucker
1628 Coke On Litt 33 a, If tenant cut down timber trees

or suffer the young germins to be destroyed 1669 Won-
lidge Syst. Agnc (1681) 326 Germins, young shoots of

Trees 1671 Grew Altai Plants 1 iv § 1 The Parts of the

Germen and Branch, are the same with those of the Trunk.
17x4 Scroggs Coierts-lcet (ed 3) 208 If he destroys the

young Germins, or stub up the same by the Roots 1723
Bradley Fam. Diet s v. Palm, The Palm-Tree has a
tender Germen, from whence other small Shoots proceed by
Intervals 1786W Gilpin Mount # Lakes I 227 Fruitful

nature, making unremitting efforts to vegetate, could not
here pioduce a single germin
3. Bot The rudiment of a seed-vessel, an ovary.

1759 B Stillingfl Wks (1762) Introd, 30 Upon opening
the flower leaves there will appear m the very center, at the
bottom an oblong thickish substance This contains the

seed, and is called the geimen or germ 1776-96 Withering
Brit Plants (ed 3) I 3 The Seed-vessel In the newly-
opened flower, this part was called the Germen , but when
it enlarges, and approaches to matuuty, it is called the
Seed-vessel 1807 J E Smith Phys Bot. 274 The Germen
appears under a variety of shapes and sizes It is of great

moment to obseive whether it be superior, that is, above
the bases of the calyx and corolla or inferior, below them
1854 S Thomson Wild FI m (ed 4) 179 The bodies are

considered abortive germens, or seed-vessels 1877 Darwin
Forms of FI m. 83 The germens of these 12 flowers all

swelled, and ultimately six fine capsules and two poor cap-

sules were produced

Germicidal (dga’imisoi dal), a [f. as next +
-al ] Destructive to germs, germ-killing
1888 Times 24 Dec 3/3 By first drawing the tobacco smoke

through water, it was found to have lost its germicidal pro-

perties 1891 Review ofRev 14 Mar, 278/1 The great ger-

micidal antidote of the future

Germicide (dgaumissid), sb. (a.) [f. Germ sb.

+ -OIDB 1 ]

1. That which kills germs
;
spec, an agent used

to destroy disease-germs,
x88x Times 17 Jan 5 Neither oil nor glycerine is a germi-

cide or a disinfectant, x88rG M Sternberg tr Magniris
Bacteria (1883) 209 By germicides we mean agents which
have the power to destroy the vitality of the various species

of bacteria known to us

2 quasi-dt# Destructive to genus, germicidal
1880 Mac Cormac A ntisept. Surg 106 Certain germicide

agents absolutely arrest their power of reproduction 1885
Syd. Soc Lex., Germicide, having power to kill germs

VOL. IV,

Germicnltiire(dgaimik»ltii'u). [f Gebmj-3 +
Culture , after horticulture, etc ]

‘ The artificial

cultivationofthe microscopical organisms (bactena)
connected with certain diseases ’ {Cent. Diet ).

Hence Germicu ltinrist, onewho practises germi-
cultuie

;
a bacteriologist.

18 Med News LII 640 (Cent.) The third point—the
antiseptic value of these bodies—still remains for the germi-
cultunst to determine

Germiduct [f Germ sb + L.
duct-us

,
after aqueduct.]

‘ The efferent canal of
the germigene ’ {Syd Soc. Lex 1885).

Germigene (dga jmijdgm). Biol. [f. Germ
sb + -gene, -gen ]

‘ The gland of the female gene-
rative apparatus of cestoid and Trematode worms
in which the germinal vesicles are formed * {Syd.
Soc Lex. 1885)

So Germi genous a , that produces germs.
1839 Todd Cycl Anat V [136] I11 Cestoid Entozoa there

are distinct germigenous . organs 1870 Rolleston Amm
Life Introd 125 Besides othei accessory organs, vitelligenous
exist independently of germigenous glands 1883 Syd. Soc
Lex s v Gland, Germigenous gland, the germ-producing
structure or ovary of cestoid worms , the structure which
produces the germinative vesicles

Germin (dgaumm), v. arch. Also 5 germyne.
[ad L. germm-dre

:

see Germinate v ] mtr. To
put forth shoots, to bud. Of the earth . To begin
to produce vegetation. Also trans. To bud or

shoot forth into
c 1420 Pallad on Hush xn. 48 For Columelle affermyth
m that loynt To germyne, and in veer therout to stare
Matei thy vyne al newly to repare 1483 Caxton G de la

Tour A iv b, The swete dewe of Maye pleseth moche unto
the erthe and attempreth it swetely in making to germyne
and fructyfye. — Gold Leg 231 b/i Thre thynges ben
founden in seed germynyng 1484— RyallBk M iv, A dewe
whyche maketh hym to germyne a swete rote and ryjt wel
atempred, that is good love 18x4 Cary Dante

,
Par xxxm

10 The love Reveal’d, whose genial influence makes now
This flower to germin in eternal peace

Germin, var Germen
Germinable (dga iminabT), a. rare— 1

, [as

if ad L *germmdbiiis>
f. germmdre : see Germi-

nate v and -able ] Capable of germination.
1878 Ogle ti Kerner's Flowers iv 79 Visits . indispens-

able for the production of germinable seeds

IIGerminal (ggrmznal, dgaummal), sb. [Fr,
f L germin-,germen . see Germ sbJ\ The seventh

month of the French revolutionary calendar
1833 Nicolas Chronol Hist (1838) 171 French Revol

Calend
,
Geimmal (Budding Month) Mar 21-Apr 19.

Germinal (dgS'iminSl), a [ad modL. ger-

minahs, f. L germin-, germen see Germ sb ] Of
or belonging to a germ or to germs

,
of the nature

of a germ
Germinal cell

\
disk —germ cell

,
disk (see Germ sb 6) Ger-

minal layer, each of the three layers of cells into which the

blastodeim divides Germinal matter, a term applied by
Beale to vitally active matter (see quot 1870) Germinal
membrane = Blastoderm Germinalfoie, ‘ the part or pole

of the egg where lies the germinal spot’ (Syd Soc Lex
1885) Germinal spot, the nucleolus ofthe permanent ovum,
situated m the germinal vesicle Germinal vesicle, the

nucleus of the permanent ovum of animals

1823 Coleridge Aids Refi, 172 Relatively taken the ger-

minal power of every seed might be generalized under the

relation of Identity 1836, 1839 Germinal membrane (see

Blastoderm] 1843 G E Day tr Simon’s Amm Chem I

118 Capillary vessels are developed by the stellated union
of a certain set of blastodermic or germinal cells 1831-6
Woodward Mollusca iv. 51 On one side of the yolk is a pel-

lucid spot, termed the germinal vesicle, having a spot or

nucleus on its surface x86i Beale Protoplasm 1 111 (1874)

93 In all living beings the matter upon which existence de-

pends is the germinal matter (Bioplasm) 1863 Huxley
Man's Place Nat 11 61 A mass of viscid nutritive matter,

the 1 yelk % within which is enclosed the ‘ germinal vesicle

In this, lastly, lies a more solid rounded body, termed the
‘ germinal spot '. 1870 Beale Protoplasm (ed 2) 36 It

(living matter] alone possesses the power of growth and of

producing matter like itself out of materials differing from
it materially in composition, properties, and powers 1 there-

fore called it germinal or living matter, to distinguish it

from the formed material, which is in all cases destitute of

these properties 1870 Rolleston Anirn. Life Introd 36
The three layers into which the germinal membrane divides

itself in the embryo 1871 Tyndall Fragm Set xi 306 The
plague-corpuscles might also be germinal m the worm, and
still baffle the microscope 1878 Bell GegenbawVs Comp
Anat 35 The so-called germinal layers, which make up the

embryonic body 1880 Huxley Crayfish iv 206 The proto-

plasmic substance of the yelk constituting a germinal
layer. Ibid 209 A whitish patch termed the germinal
disk. x888 J T Gulick in Linn Soc Jrnl XX 237 Ger-
minal Segregation is caused by the propagation of the

species by means of seeds or geims any one of which, when
developed, forms a community.

b transf Of non-material things : That is in

the germ or in the earliest stage of development
1808 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. VI 360 In our second

volume was noticed the germinal pamphlet, of which this

quarto volume may be considered as the matured expansion.

1833 H Spencer Prmc Psychol (1872) II, vi xvi 220 In
what order do these germinal ideas arise t 1867 Lewes
Hist Phtlos II 367 It is needless to point out the defects

of this system All we have to note here is its logical de-

velopment of Condillac's germinal error 1873 Symonds
Grk Poets 1. 10 The artistic sentiment, indeed, exists m
Homer, hut it is germinal, not organized and expanded as

it will be 1874 Sidgwick Meth. Ethics in 427 The ger-

minal form of morality, a 1878 Lewes Study Psychol

(1879) 40 A forecasting tendency, germinal m animals and
savages, conspicuous in the civilized man 1883 Clodd
Myths (§• Dr 11 1. 147 Indications of germinal ideas about
an after-life are present in the contents of tumuli

c. humorously. Rudimentary, undeveloped
1866 Geo Eliot F Holt xxii, Job was a small fellow,

about five, with a germinal nose

Hence Ge rminally adv
1869 Miss Harwood tr de Pressensi's Early Years Chr

II 111 203 The old economy germmally contains the new
Germinance (dg§ jmmans). rare [f L ger-

minare

.

see Germinate v. and -ance ] The act

of germinating or putting forth shoots.

1841 Myths Cath. 7h iv xxvui 3x2 When the fulness of
time was come for the gerimnance and growth of the
plant.

Germinant (dg§ immant), a. [ad L. germi-
nant-em, pr pple of get mtitdre : see Germinate
».] That develops like a germ

;
germinating,

sprouting
;

also, having the potentiality of life or
development rare in literal sense

1603 Bacon Adv Learn n 111 § 2 Prophecies are not
fulfilled punctually at once, but haue springing and ger-

minant accomplishment throughout many ages, 1727 Bailey
vol II, Germmant, sprouting, budding. Blossoming, &c
1833 Fraser'sMag Nov 574/2 They are sowing the spmtual
seed of immortal emulation Such seed is geimmant witli

quenchless vitality X841 Myers Cath Th in xxvn 102
He destroyed subordinate errours by simply pioclaimmg
germmant truths 1846 Dana Zooph v § 88 (1848) 91 Thus
we trace out the beginning of the germmant process. 1870
Baldw Brown Eccl Inttk 266 The ideas were germmant
and fruitful 1878 N Amer. Rev CXXVI. 354 A seedcom
that has under genial influences been warmed into tbe first

movmgs of germmant life 1881W R. Nicoll Incarnate
Saviour vm 148 The teaching of Christ was not exhaustive
but germmant
b fig of the ground.

1848 R I WiLifERFORCE Doctr Incamat 11 (1852) 23 The
dry ground of man’s nature is spoken of as germmant with
the plant of our salvation 1856 P. Fairbairn Prophecy 11

32 The germiuant soil out of which predictions were ever
springing forth.

Germinate (dgSumine’t), v. [f. ppl stem of

L gerrmnare, f. germin-, germen : see Germ sb ]
1 vntr To sprout, put forth shoots, begin to

vegetate. Said properly of a seed or of a spore

;

hence, also, ofa plant: To bud and develop shoots

and branches
1663 Bullokar, Germinate, to bud out 1667 Phil Ttnns

II, 424 Whether seeds will germinate and thrive in the
exhausted Receiver *671 Grew Anat Plants

_
1. 1 § 39

'Tis now time for the Plume to roaze out of its Cloys-
ten>, and germinate too a 1687 H More Def. Philos.

Cabbala App xi (1713) 196 God caused the Trees to ger-

minate out of the Earth 1707 Cunos in Hush $ Gard
157 There is in one single Giatn of Corn, that has throughly
germinated, wherewith to feed the five Thousand Men
1846 J Baxter Libr Pract Agnc. (ed 4) I 107 When tbe
aguculturibt wishes his seeds to germinate, he should not
bury them very deep t866 Rogers Agnc <$• Prices I xxu
572 A kind of cloth woven of hair was used for drying the
malt after it had been made to germinate 1874 Cooke
Fungi 27 The spores which produce spermatia are not at all

apt to germinate 1873 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot 138
1 he persistent buds of many trees (Aesculus), bulbs (Tulip),

and corns (Crocus, &c ), formed in the summer and ger-

minating in the spring after long rest in winter.

b. Jig
1647 H More Poems 267 Lust and Vengeance from one

seed do germinate x66o Jer Taylor Duct. Dnbit 1 iv.

rale x. § 2 (1676) 124 The Chuich was then a garden of the
fairest flowers, it did daily geiminate with blessings from
Heaven, and Saints sprung up 1758-35 Goldsm Ess,
Ciiltiv. Taste Wits. (Globe) 319/1 The preceptor will sow tbe
seeds of that taste which will soon germinate, nse, blossom,

and produce perfect fruit X849 Robertson Senn Ser. 1

in (x866) 56 The soul requires room to germinate. 1849 H.
Coleridge m Encycl Metrop. 3 From the first, or initiative

Idea, as from a seed, successive Ideas germinate 1862 H.
SrENCER First Prmc 1 1 §5 (1875) 18 The sciences, sever-

ally germinate out of the expenences of daily life 1889
Jessopp Coming ofFriars vi 282 A wise man acts upon a
hint, and it germinates.

2 trans. To cause to shoot or sprotit.

x6xo D, Price Creat Pnnce E ij, In this Paradise is the
tree of goodnesse which is . watered by grace, germinated
by godlmes, will waxe greene by hope (etc ] X803 Edwin
III 264 The gentle influence of Spring began to spread the
verdant carpet of Nature, and germinate the bursting buds
1870 D ISRAELI Lothair xii, The impassioned eloquence of
that lady germinated the seed which the Cardinal had
seemed so carelessly to scatter

b Jig. To cause to issue or develop, to produce.

1796 Burney Metastasio II 245 Some new composi-

tion flatters my vanity in fulfilling my predictions, and
germinating fresh hopes of your future poetical fame

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III. iv i, Several French depart-

ments germinate a set of rebellious paper-leaves, named
Proclamations 1849 Cobden Speeches 32 Those boundary
questions which, we were assured, were to germinate a war
for a quarter of a century 1892 Hall_ Caine in Times
19 Sept 4/1 A crowd of people gathered in the Street and
germinated alarming rumours.

3. intr Of a salt, etc : To effloresce ? Ohs.

*6*6 Bacon Sylva § 606 The Chalcites, which hath a Spirit

that will put forth and germinate, as we see in Chymicall
Trialls 1774 Brownrigg in Phil Trans.'L'X.IV 482 Which
salt also germinates in great abundance in the same colliery.

Ibid 490 The stone on which the native alum germinates
is black and shining 1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed 2) II.

9 It (Glauber's Salt] also, not unfrequently, germinates from,

and adheres to, the walls of recent buildings

97
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Hence G-e rminatmg vbl sb

(
attnb.) and ppl. a.

1751 N Cotton Vis vm 40 Infant roses, ere they blow,
In germinating clusters grow *843 Darwin Voy Hat, xx
(1873) 4S4 The seeds retain their germinating power 1854
GtLriLLAN Life Blair in B ’s Wks 128 Books . full of
suggestive and germinating thought 1863 Fr A Kemble
ResiA tn Georgia 87 A young shoot is produced at the
germinating season. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner x§8 The root of the geimmating seed

Germination (dgsjmin/i Jan), [ad L germi-
nahon-tm

,
n. of action f. germmare . see Germi-

nate v. Cf. F germination ]
1 . The action or piocess of germinating, sprout-

ing, or putting forth shoots ; also, an instance of
this. Used propeily of a seed

,
hence of a plant,

and also of the similar development of the spore
in cryptogams.
*594 Plat Jewell-ho 1 23 It helpeth toward the genera,

tion and germination of all seeds 16*7-77 Feltham Re-
solves, Lett v 67 Can the Sun shine, ana the dew fall,

and not the Earth return her Germinations ? 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud Ep 111 xxv 178 Herein we finde no
security to pi event its geimmation, as having made tryall
in grames whose ends cut off have notwithstanding sud-
denly sprouted *692 Bentley Boyle Led 251 The whole
globe would be one frigid zone there would be no life,

no germination 1707 Curios, Husb. £ Garet, 13s Salts
are not absolutely necessary to the Germination of Plants.
1776 Bp Watson Apol Chr 1 22 Any one phenomenon in
nature, from the rotation of the great orbs of the universe
to the germination of a blade of grass 1830 M Donovan
Bom Econ. I 8r Germination would then proceed with
dangerous rapidity 111 that part [of a heap of grain] . while
in other parts the vegetation would not have commenced
1846 J Baxter Ltbr Prod Agrtc (ed 4) II 170 The
germination which converts the'acoin into an oak, 1872
Oi iver Elem, Bot T. iv 44 The essentials to germination
are found by experience to be a certain amount of moisture,
warmth, and air 1875 PCNNErr & Dyer Sachs' Bot 362
The spore increases in size as soon as germination com-
mences and divides into two cells. A
fig *653 H Morf Conjed Cabbal 65 The sundry Ger-
minations and Sprmgings up of the works of Righteousness
in him are a delectable Paradise to him. 1818 Hallam
Mid. Ages (1872) II. 268 We see the germination of that
usurpation 1875 Stubbs Const Hist. II. xvn. 623 A time
of germination m religious history.

2. transf. Used for: Efflorescence, ebullition
1665 Hooke Microgr. 128 Excrescencies or Ebullitions in

the snuff of a Caudle, partly from a kind of Germination
01 Ebullition of some actuated unctuous parts which creep
along. Ibid 130 Why may not the Phenomena of Ebulli-
tion or Germination be in part . from the levity of an im-
pregnated Iiquoi 1774 Brownrigg m Phil Trans. LXIV
483 Various other kinds of salts formed by germination,
assume this fibrous texture.

Germinative (dga .imin^tiv), a. [f L ger-
vnnare

;

see Germinate v and -ative. Cf F.
germmatif, -me ] a. Of or belonging to germi-
nation. b. * Having power to bud or sprout, or to
develop * (Mayne Expos. Lex 1854).
1707 Curios in Husb JfGard 155 Any Agent, indu’d with

a germinative Power Ibid 230 Among the common Water
there is another which I call germinative, for Plants 1841-
71 T R Jones Ahum, Kingd (ed 4) 865 The blastoderm or
germinative membrane 1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos Syst
67 note. The germinative power of a seed . is destroyed by
fire. 1883 American VII 8g The germinative portion of
the egg
fig *8** Blackiu Mag, X 334 [It] could not fail to
weaken the germinative principles of popular disaffection
*857,1 Taylor World ofMind 379 The ‘Social Institu-
tion by which such usages are sanctioned is itself a cnme,
and it will be germinative of crimes 1865 Reader 18 Mar,
309/1 Ary vital or germinative truth.

Germinator (djpumine'tai), [£, Germinate
v. + -orJ That which, causes or promotes the
growth (of a seed or plant) Also spec., an appli-
ance for testing the germinating power of seed.
1890 Daily News 26 June 6/1 Messrs Sutton have

a most ingenious germinator on view, a device by which
the buyer of seed may test the germinating power of what
he buys, 1895 Vnee (N. Y ) 16 May 62 This infernal bottle
, .is a veritable germinator of misery and sin.

Germini’parous, a rate- 1
, [f. L type

*germinipar-us (f Gfrmen + parhe to brnig
forth, after oviparus, vlviparus) + -ous

] Bring-
ing forth seeds

;
producing offspring through seeds

1827 H T Colebrooke in Trans R Astat Soc (1830)
II. 36 The threefold division . is, 1st viviparous 2d ovi-
parous 3d. germimparous

Germless (dgfi jmles), a [f Germ sb. + -less ]
Containing no germs (see Germ sb 3)
1883 H Drummond Nat Law in Spir W (1884) 62 If

the air were absolutely gormless and pure, would the life
appear? 1887 C Denison in Trans oik Internat. Med
Congress Washington 8 Sept., He will never forget the
noiselessness of that msectless and germless locality.

Germon (dga .iman). [a F. germon (see Littrd
Suppl,),] A fish of the genus Orcynus

,

esp Orcy-
nus alalonga the Long-finned tunny
i860 Yarrell Brit Pishes and Supp. 13 1861 Couchbnt Ftskes II ioo Germon Long-finned Tunny The

name of Germon has been applied to more than one species,
but we confine it to that to which in our opinion it more
properly belongs

Germo(D)nt, obs. Sc form of Garment.
t Gernative, a. Obs- 1

[? f gem Girn v. +
-ative.] ? Addicted to * giming ’ or grumbling.
1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One iv v, Out, you

gewiatiue queane.

Gernet(t, obs. form of Garnet i and 2
.

Gem(i)er(e, obs. form of Garner.
t Ge’rnut. Obs. [?mistake iovyit (d)nut,emut,

Earth-nut
, but cf F gemotte 01 jamote (Littrd

s.v. Terre-notx), which recalls the Sw. jordnot ]
(See quot.)

1693 Rodinson in Phil Trans XVII 826 The Roots of
our Bnlbccasiamim commonly call'd Pig-nuts and Ger-
nuts in the North lie very deep, and fatten Hogs
+ GerOCO’Ulical, a Obs— 1

[1 Gr 777poica-

fwc-6s, { 'pjpoKOfda (see next) + -al.] Pertaining
to the treatment of the aged
1666 J Smith Old Age (ed 2) 257 It is my earnest desire

that Physicians would study the Gerocomicafpart ofPhysick
more than they do

Gerocomy (dgior/rkomi) rate. [ad. Gr 71;-

po/copia
,
f 717/JO-, yfjpas old age + -icofiia tending.]

The science of the treatment of the aged.
1818 in Todd 1885 Fothergill Dis Sedent Life xxxn.
Gerofleis, obs. form of Gillyflower
Gerouomite (dgeqi’nomsit). Also G-erony-

mite. [a Sp or It. geronomita
,
repi. med L.

Uierdnymita.] = Hieronymite.
. *754 Fielding Voy Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 118 Close by
is a large convent of Geronymites 1782 R. Cumberland
Anccd Em Painters (1787) I 70 A monk . of the order of
Geronimytes [sic] 1868 Ld Houghton Select.fr Wks.
228 A grey Geronomite This answer to his ecstacy returned.

Gerontarchical (dge r^nta jkikal), a. rate.
[f Gr. yepovr-, ytpwv old man + -apx os ruling +
-10 + -AL (In this and the three following words,
many scholars would pronounce the initial letter

as g, not as dg )] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

government by old men.
1884 Med Times May 669/2 It [the Apothecaries’ Com-

pany] preferred to retain its gerontarchical constitution

Gerontic (dgerp'ntik), a, [f. as prec + -10.

Also in erroneous form gerome, from the Gr.
nom. case.] Of or pertaining to old age, senile.
1883 Fothergiil Dis Sedent Lifexxwi 279 There are a

large series of geromc troubles from which old ladies are
free 1885 Syd Soc Lex , Geroniic.

Gerontocracy(d3e rpnty’krasi). [f Gr yepovr-,
yepotv old man + -Kparia government. Cf F. geron-
tocratie ] The system of government by old men
Also, a governing body consisting of old men.
1830 Examiner 643/x The adjustment of the qualification

of candidates involves the entire question between the ge-
rontocracy and the young men 1877 R Lowr in Portn
Rev. 1 Oct 445 By making a Parliament already too old
older, and already too lich richer—a plutocracy, and a
gerontocracy.

Gerontogeous (dgerpntoidgfos), a Also
-gfflous. [f Gr yepovr-, yepotv old man +70001, 717
earth + -ous] Of plants, etc.: Belonging to the
Old World (i.e the eastern hemisphere).
1880 Gray Struct Bot 413/1 Gerontogceous [sic], belong-

ing to the Old World 1884 in Cassells Encycl Did
Gerontogeous 1885 in Syd Soc. Lex , Gcrontogxous
Geroom. ? Obs. WestIndian. Some kind offish
*7*3 Fay Syn Pise 139 [Fishes of Jamaica] Harengus

major. aGeroom 1723 Sloant Jamaica II 282 AGerooin.
This was twelve Inches long and two broad The Snout is
longer and sharper than that of a Herring, and the Fins and
Tail are larger.

II Geropiga (dgeropf-ga). Also jerupiga and (m
Diets ) gero-, jerupigia. [a. Pg. geropiga = Hiera-
piora.] A mixture of grape-juice, brandy, sugar,
and red colouung-matter, manufactured in Poxtugal,
and used m the adulteialion of port-wine
*858 Homans Cycl Comm 814/2 Geropiga or Jerupiga

1864 Daily Tel 14 Sept , It gets copper in its pickles,
and geropiga in its poit wine 1877 Blackmorl Lrifps
(1887) 58 I he coinmon-ioom cellars which cannot have too
much geropiga

-geEOtLS,in actual use always -igerous (rdgeros),
an adjectival suffix f L. -ger bearing (f root of
gerere to bear) + -ous. It occurs in a few words
1 epresenting actual Latin formations, as corniget ous,
florigerous, and in mod scientific language is added
freely to Latin stems, as infrondigerous.
Gerraflour, obs form of Gillyflower.
Gerran, Gerrard, vars Gabron i, Gerard.
Gerre, Garret, obs. ff Gar v

, Jar, Garret,
Gerrymander (gerimaemdai), sb US. [f. the

surname Gerry . see quot. 1881 ] (See quot 1868 )
1868 Nat Encycl. I 619 Gerrymander, a method of

arranging election districts so that the political partymaking
the arrangement will be enabled to elect a greater number
of representatives than they could on a fair system, and
more than they should have in proportion to their numerical
Strength 1881 Mem Hist Boston III 212 In 1812, while
iUbridge Gerry was Governor of Massachusetts, the Demo-
ci atic Legislature, in order to secure an increased representa-
tion of their party in the State Senate, districted the State
in such a way that the shapes of the towns forming such a
district in Essex county brought out a terntory of regular
outline. This was indicated on a map which Russell the
editor of the ‘Continent’ hung in his office Stuart the
painter observing it added a head, wings, and claws, and
exclaimed ‘That will do for a salamander !’

*Gerrymander 1’

said Russell, and the word became a proverb. 1884 Times
(weekly ed ) 17 Oct 17/2 The Ohio Democrats had made a
partisan gerrymander of certain districts in order to retain

Pir
We

L\
W

,

CuRTIS >n
.
Harper's Weekly 28 Mar

unk), Mr, McKinley was defeated only by a gerrymander.

Gerrymander (gerimse ndai), v Also erron
(in England) jerrymander [f. the sb.] transTo subject (a state, a constituency) to a gerryman*
der. Also transf

,

esp in sense: To manipulate m
Older to gam an unfair advantage.
x8sg Bartlett Did Amer. (ed 2) Introd mT Winthrop E. Brothertoft 11 u (1876) m a ppm?scope of fertile plain, gerrymandered into farms iRa.Turns (weekly ed ) 17 Oct 4/1 A question how the c5stituencies can be genymandered. 1887 Smyth m

Amer. Ph,lot Assoc XVI II 123 GerryVandenng d&phenomena cannot but hurt a domain of philoloev thlt.l
sadly in lack of material with which to operate
Spectator yo Sept 367/2 They either had been ‘ ge^mandered ' 01 thought they had been 1

gerrymandered^mtof their fair share of representative powei 1893 7W,
26 Apr. 9/3 Mr C described Mr B as a polZal
puritan who had grossly gerrymandered the Lancashirebench foi mn^istrstes]

Hence Gerryma ndered ppl a , Gerryman-
dering vbl. sb. , also attnb Also Gerryma-n-
derer, one who gerrymanders (a constituency, etc )

Farti 1 rr Diet Anar, Gerrymandering xB-jxN
r Jf. Swtday Merc 3x Mar (Farmer), The Legislate

of Ohio intends to prove itself a veritable master in the
Gerrymandering business 1883 Q Rev Jan. 271 In *8,!
some very remaikable feats of ‘jerrymandering ’were per-formed by the Whig Party 1884 Ibid Oct 577 It wouldenable ministers to appeal to a gerrymandeied constituency

1884 1 all Mall G 18 July, We do not think the astutest
gerrymanderer could turn the scale 1893 Times 27 Apr 8/1He [Mr Trevelyan] was admirably equipped for passme a
gerrymandering Bill of this sort

* s 3

Gerse, obs. form of Garbe sb.

Gers(s, Gers- : see Grabs, Grass-,
Gersdorffite (ga Jzd/ufait). Min. [Named by
Lowe m 1 842 after Von Gersdorf, the proprietor of
the mine where it was first found.] A sulph-
aisemde of nickel.

1

1849 J, Nicol Mm. 459 Gersdorffite is used as an ore of
nickel 1892 Dana's Min oo With normal gersdorffite are
classed a number of minerals

Gerston . see Gauston.
Ge’rstun, sb Obs exc. Hist Forms : 1 gear-,

gersum(a, 2-6, 9 Hist, gersum, 3 garsum, ger-
som, s grasaum, 5-6 gersome, girsumjme, grea-
aome, 6 gersumme, -sownae, gyrsome, -soome,
-soume, grassumme, gressara, -urn, grissume,
-ome, 0-7 garsome, 3, 7 gersume, (8 garsom).
[OE giersum, gersum, str. masc. and neut. gmr-
suma, get smna,ytk. masc. -ON g&rswri wk. fem.,
MSw gorsatn ]
1 . A treasure, precious possession

; a costly gift,

f,x°4S O E Chron (MS C) an 1033 Harold let nlman
of hyre ealle pa bestan gsersuma. axsoo Ibid (Laud MS

)

*°47 For neah man sceolde to brecan his stef, &if he
[Vlf] ne sealde |.e mare gersuman. CH75 Lamb Horn 91
Pa com pe mon mid his gersume to Jian apostolum ax223Ancr A 350 pe gode pilegnm ne berecS no gaisum
01300 Mona (tf Bl 419 pure3 ]>K gersume Ihc am nil
pi man bicume a 1300 CursorM 6753 If theif na gersum
hasnegifte. C1420 AntnrsofArih 697 (Thornton) He wed-
did his wyfe Withe gyftes and gersoms [Douce MS gai-
sons Garrison] c 1473 RanfColinearofs, I rek nocht
of thy riches .. Thy God [? read gude] nor thy Grassum set
I bot licht

2 . Chiefly Sc. A premium or fine paid to a
feudal superior on entering upon a holding
1389 in1 C. Welch Tower£1 idge (1894) 79 [An example ofa]

geisum [for a shop on the bridge occurs in the accounts of
1389] C14S0 Henryson in Bannalyne MS (Hunter Club)
977 byne vex is him, or half the terme be gane, With pykit
querrellxsjfor to make him fane 'l o flitt,or pay thegirsum new
agane 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvn 13 Mailis and gersomes
rasit ouir hie 1530 Test Ebor (Surtees) V 288 In recom-
pense of fynes ana garsomes that I toke of his tenementes
1360 Rolland Seven Sages (ed Laing) 221 His matlhs, ger-
sowmes, and daylie rent 16x0 Holland Camden 474 It
paieth an hundred shillings for a Gersume to the Queene
x68a Hicktringill Whs (1716) II 3 Except the Place might
cost somewhat at the entrance and admittance foi a Gar-
some or Fine 1703 I horesby Let to Ray (E D S),
Gai som, • a garsom ’, a foregift at entnng a farm, a Gods-
Penny I7°® ’Permes de la Ley, Gersuma is an obsolete
Word, for a Fine or Sum of Money 1851 Sir F Palgrave
Norm If Eng I 592 According to the feudal system a ger-
sum was tendered to the Seigneur upon the vassal’s death
attnb, 1367 in Maitland's Hist Edinb (1753)211 The

Interess and Gersome Silver yat sal happin to be obteimt
yairfoie.

tGe’rsum, V Obs. [f. the sb] trans To
subject to a fine, impose a fine upon To gersume
m to admit to possession of m consideration of a
fine 01 lent.

1483 Cath. Angl 131/1 To Garsumme (A Gersomel,
gressummare 1302 Will of T Martyn (Somerset Ho ), To
my son . as many acres of land as he is garsumed in of
myn own lande
Gert, dial form of Great.
Gerfchje, Gertt(e, obs ff Girth, Great
Gerund (dge rend), [ad. L. gerund-ium, app

f gerundum ~gerendum, gerund ofgerfre to carry
on.] A form of the Lat vb, capable of being con-
strued as a sb., but retaining the regimen of the vb
Hence applied to forms functionally equivalent in

other langs., e.g to the Eng. verbal noun in -mg
when used rather as a part of the vb. than as a sb
*5*3 Lilly Introd Gram (1549) Bijb, There be more*

ouer belongyng to the infinitiue mode of verbes certayn
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voyces called gerundes whiche haue bothe the actyue and

passiue signtficacion 1391 Percivall Sp Did Cj b,

There is only one Gerund ending in do 1668 Wilkins

Real Char 446 Gerunds and Supines are unnecessary in-

flexions of Verbs, the notion of them being expressible by

the Infinitive Mode, whose Cases they are 176a Lowth
Eng Gram in The Participle with a Preposition before it,

and still retaining its Government, answers to what is called

in Latin the Gerund i8a6 Syd Smith Wks. (1839) 11

100/1 He is driven to absolute despair by gerunds. 1872

Morris Hist Ontl Eng, Accid. xm 179 We usually

abridge sentences containing the verbal substantive, so that

it looks like a gerund

b Comb (used deusively), as gerund-grinder,

one who instructs in Latin grammar
;
a pedantic

teacher; gerund-grinding, instruction in Latin

grammar
,
pedantic instruction generally , gerund-

grmdery, a classical school; gerund-stone, the

imaginary grindstone of a * gerund-grinder
*

1710 Fanatick Feast 6 The next was Cl—s, the walking
Gerund grinder, a noisie wrangling Sophist 1762 Sterne
Tr Shandy V xxxu, Here is the glass for pedagogues
gerund-grinders, and bear-leaders, to view themselves in

1827 Hone Every-day Bk II 33 Gerund-grinding and
parsing are usually prepared for at the last moment 1831

Cariyle Sart. Res (1858) 64 An inanimate, mechanical
Gerund grinder 1864 Reader 1 Oct 410/3 With less

enthusiasm and tenderness, the author would probably have
consented to wield his tawse and turn the ‘ gerundstone ' in

time-honoured style 1882 Macm Mag XLV 232 The
man of theory will always continue to think and speak of

the professed pedagogue as a ‘ geiund-grinder' 1887 Ch
Tunes 20 May, How can it be right for cleigymen to earn

hundreds or even thousands a year, say, by gerund grinding

or by managing a great gerund-grindry 7

Gerundial (dger# ndial)
,
a [f L.gerundi-tm

(see Gerund) + -al ] Pertaining to or of the na-

ture of a gerund Also quasi-j^
,
ellipt for gerun-

dial infinitive

1846 Worcester cites Latham 1862 Marsh Eng. Lang
47 The English dropped the characteristic ending of the

gerundial, thus reducing it to the infinitive form 1872 Morris
Hist Outl Eng Aicta xm 177 The infinitive had a dative

form expressed by the suffix e, and governed by the prepo-
sition to This is sometimes called the gerundial infinitive.

Hence Geru'ndially adv
i860 Marsh Led Eng Lang xxix 655 The Icelandic

active participle is used gerundially as a passive

Gerundie, obs. var. Gyronny. Her.

Gerundival (dgerfoidorval), a. [f L. gerun-
divus (see next) + -al ] Of or pertaining to a
gerundive

;
of the nature of a gerundive.

1884 Whitney in Trans Amer Philol Assoc. XV 119
The line between the gerundival and the more ordinary
adjective use is in other cases not always easy to draw. ..

Never having any other than a gerundival meaning.

Gerundive (dgero ndiv), a. and sb [ad late

L gerundivus {modus), t gerundium Gerund.
Cf. F. gdrondif]A adj.

1 . Pertaining to, akin to, or of the nature of, a
gerund. (Cf. B 2.)

x6ia Brinsley Pos Parts (1615) 23 Is it then properly a
Participle of the future m dus, when it signifieth Actiuely 7

A No It is rather an Adjectiue Gerundiue 1868 Max
Muller Stratif Lang 30 In Sanskrit the so-called

gerundive participle signifies that a thing is necessary or
proper to be done 1883 Sir P Perring Hard Knots 307
This use of the Gerundive participle will hardly be dis-

puted 1804 W M. Lindsay Lat Lang. 543 The origin of
the Gerundive suffix still remains doubtful

2. humorous nonce-use. Having to do with ge-

runds
5
crammed with gerunds

<2x6x6 Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev Weap 1 11, That
Gerundive [printed Gerundtne] maw of yours, that without
Do will end in Dt and Dum instantly

B. Sb.

1. = Gerund. (SoF.girondif.)
1483 Cath Angl. 154/2 A Gerundyfe, gerundium. 1320

Whitinton Viilg. (1527) 3 Somtyme quis qui is gouerned
of y° gerundyue 1851 G Brown Gram of Eng Gram.
(1873) 466 Gerundives are participles governed by preposi-

tions ; but, there being little or no occasion to distinguish
these from other participles,we seldom use this name 1896
Toynbee Bracket's Hist Gram. Fr. Lang § 533
2 In Latin grammar, a verbal adjective, of the

nature of a passive participle, expressing the idea

of necessity or fitness : its suffix is the same as that

of the gerund. Hence applied to forms of like

meaning m other languages
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey), Gerundive (in Giammar)

an Adjective made of a Gerund 1721-1792 in Bailey
1847 Kennedy Elem Lat Gram 174 For signifying Neces-
sity Passively, the Gerundive is used Impersonally in the
Neuter Gender x88x Bradley Arnolds Lat Ptose § 391
The use of the gerundive is confined to transitive verbs, in-

cluding deponents.

3 Comb., as gerundive-making adj.

1892 Whitney Max Miiller 71 The gerundive-making
suffixes tavya and<wz>'«.

Hence Ctera ndively adv., in the manner of a
gerund

; as, or in place of, a gerund
1849 J W. Gibbs Philol Studies (1857) 9a The participle

used gerundively does not differ, in external form, from
the ordinary participle.

Gerasia (gerii zia) [a. L.gerusia, Gr yepovaia,

f. ykptnv old man ] An assembly of elders, spec.

the senate in Sparta and other Honan cities.

2838 Thirlwall Greece II xi. 41 The old Athenian
council came nearer in numbers to the Spartan gerusia

1832 Grote Greece 11. lxxxi (1836) X. 349 Aristotle assimi-

lates the Gerusia of Carthage to that of Sparta 1883 tr

Wellhausen’s Proleg Hist Israel 5x4 At the side of the

high priest stood the gerusia of the town ofJerusalem

t Ge'ry, a. Obs. [f Gere + -y 1.] Change-

able, fitful, capricious
c 1386 Chaucer Knt ’s T 678 Right as the fnday, soothly

for to telle, Now it shyneth, now it reyneth faste, Right so

can geery Venus ouer caste Ihe liertes of hir folk 1399
Langl Rich Redeles m 130 Gyulens, Ioyfful, ffor here

gery laces 14x2-20 Lydg. Chron Troy I iv, This gery

fortune, this lady recheles C1430 — Min Poems (Percy

Soc ) 24 A gery march his stondis doth disclose 1430-40
— Bochas 111 vn (1354) 80 The gery Romains, stormie and

vnstable. a 1329 Skelton Ware the Hawke 66 His seconde

hawke waxid gery, And was with flying wery.

Hence -p Ge riful a. Obsr 0 (seequot ;
perh mis-

take for Geeful) ; + Ge'riaesa, changeableness
14x2-20 Lydg Chron Troy 1 v, By germesse of this her

reuolution <11420 Hoccleve De Reg. Pnnc 69, I was
adredde so of nir gerynesse. x6x6 Bullokar, Genfull,

changeable sometime cruell

Ges, Gesant(e, obs forms of Guess, Jessant.

Gesarne, geserne see Giserne.

Gesem, -en, gesian, vars Gesine, Obs

Gesier, obs var. Gizzard.

+ Gesine. Obs. Forms: 3-4 gesen, -m, gey-

sene, gism, 4-5 gesine, gesyn(e, 5 gysyn(e,

gesem, jasane, jesaine, jesyne, gesian, 6 if

gissane, jesmg, 8 Sc gizzen, jizzen. [a. OF
gesine

,
f. gesir to lie —L jacere ] Childbed

a 1300 CursorM 8394 On a night bath lighter war Jm,
At ans> bath in gesen lai c 1423 Wyntoun Cron v 1 19

The modyr held bed in gysyne a 1430 Knt. de la '1 our

(1868) 109 Moder vnto the said Joseph, ofwhom she deyed

m gesyne. c 1430 Cov Myst (Shaks. Soc ) 130 The for to

comforte in gesyne this day, Tweyn gode mydwyvis I have

brought here 1480 Caxton Chron Eng cxxxiu 1x2 Wil-

liam swore by God that whan he were aryse of his gysyn

he wold lyght a thousand candels to the kyng of fraunce

7 <11x300 Chester PI (E E T. S ) ix 246 (Harl MS ) He
that made ys meete on playne and offer to Mary in her

Iesaine [Addit MS jasane] 1376 Pitcairn's Cnm Trials

I 51 And sche new rissine out of gissane 1396 Dalrymple
tr Leslie’s Hist Scot ix 131 The Quene in Jesmg sair seik

1785 Forbes Dominie Depos'd 30 (with Poems tn Buchan
Dial ) She made poor Maggy lie in gtzzen

attnb 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 13 The jizzen-bed wi’

rantry leaves was sain’d

Cresi’th.. O.E Antiq. [OE. gesifi companion
= OS gistS, OHG. gi-sind (Ger gesind) ] An
attendant or companion of a king, hence, like

med L comes Count, used as a designation of rank
x86i Pearson Early <5- Mid Ages Eng 72 Dependent

on the king, and on the nobles, were the gesith or thanes

x88x Athenaeum 17 Sept 360/3 Ihe personal followers, the

gesiths or thegns, on the one hand, and on the other the

independent nobility and the national militia.

b attnb

,

as gesith-socn, an alleged Old Eng-
lish division of the county.
(But the word is spurious * see Stubbs Set Charters Glos-

sary s v Sithessocna
,
and Bosw -Toller s v Scipfylletf)

187a E. W Robertson Hist Ess 118 Every county was
at this time divided into Hundreds and Gesith-socns

Geslxng, -lyng, obs forms of Gosling

II Gesnera (dge snera) Bot. [mod L
,
named

aftei Conrad von Gesner, a naturalist and scholar

of Zurich, of the 16 th c ] A genus of tropical plants

(N O. Gesneracese) ;
also a plant of this genus

1838 Glenny Gard. Every-day Bk 186/1 Some of the
taller Gesneras may require a slight support 1882 Garden
ix Nov 420/2 There are not many stove plants more valuable
than Gesneras

Gesneraceous (d^e sner^-Jas), a Bot. [f

prec + -AOEOUS.] Of or pertaining to the order

Gesnerace#, (of which Gesnera is the type).

1882 Gard Chron XVII. 43 Lysionotusserrata, an Indian
Gesneraceous plant, is a pretty addition to stove plants.

Gesnerad (ds;e snorted). [f as prec + -ad • see

-ad id] A plant of the genus Gesnera.
1882 Garden 4 Feb 74/1 It is well known that most ofthe

Gesnerads are easily increased by means of leaf cuttings

Gesning, var. Gestening.
Gespen, var. Gispin, Obs
Gess(e, obs. f. Guess, and of guests pi of Guest
Gess, Gessant, obs. forms of Jess, Jessant
Gessemine, -my, obs. ff. Jasmine, Jessamy.
Gessera(i)n,-a(u)nte,-en,-on,vars Jazebant.
Gessling, -lyng, obs. forms of Gosling.

II Gesso (dge sc). Also 8-9 gess(e. [a. It.

gesso •—L. gypsum • see Gypsum ]
1. Plaster of Paris

;
gypsum. 7 a. in the native

state {obs.), b as prepared for use in painting and
sculpture.

1396 W. P Bk Seer Dina, Fill the vessell halfe full and
stop it well with Gesso laid Ej b, Gesso.when it is first

put into the wine maketh it bitter 1698 in Phil 1 ratts

XX. 306 There are found with it Red-bole and Plaister

Gypsum or Gesso 1831 Ruskin Stones Ven (1874) I App
370 No colour is so noble as the colour of a good painting

on canvas or gesso 1839 Gullick & Timm Paint, 7 The
Venetians , took the precaution of spreading the composi-
tion of size and gesso as thinly as possible 1874 J Fergus-
son in Contemp Rea Oct, 756 A coating of gesso—vidgo
plaster—was to be applied x886 Athenaeum 6 Feb. 207/2

These decorations have been modelled or * raised ' in gesso.

c. A prepared surface of plaster as a ground for

painting.

1860 J. Hewitt Anc. Arm. Ill 497 This [shield] is

formed of wood faced with canvas, on which is laid a

gesso to receive the painting and gilding.

+ 2 A work of art executed m plaster Obs.

1758 Chron in Ann Reg 84/2 Any painter, sculptor or

other ai tist to whom the study of these gesses may be of

use, will have liberty to draw or model at any time

3. attnb
,
as gessofigure ,

ornament,
work.

1743 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 4 Jan (1857) I 336, I

must tell you that I have at last received the cases ,
three

with gesse figures, and one with [etc] x88x Athenaeum

7 May 626/3 The design of the gesso ornaments [of the

Painted Chamber], with their colours, gilding, and decora-

tion, could still be made out 1890 A rchaeol LII 693 In

the centre a gold ring of gesso work with slightly raised

bosses

Gest (dgest), sb 1 Forms 3-5, 8-9 geste, (4-6

jeste), 4-5 geest, (4 jeest), 6 Sc. geist, 4- gest,

(4-7 jest) See also Jest, [a OF geste, jeste

(fem ), action, exploit (chiefly pi ),
romance

;
ad.

L. gesta actions, exploits, neut pi of gestus, pa.

pple ofgerZre to carry on (war, etc.), perform.]

L pi. Notable deeds or actions, exploits (later

also sing
,
a deed, exploit)

,
esp, the deeds of a

person or people as narrated or recorded, history.

Obs exc. arch.
There seems to be no certain example m ME of the sing

gest— an action In the passages quoted by Mhtzner from

the Destruction of 7 roy (620, 3286) the alliteration proves

that the g is hard, and the words are really gift {gyfte

misread as gyste) and guest.

a 1300 Cursoi M 123,

1

sal tell sum gestes principale ,

For all may na man haue in talle a 1340 Hampole
Psalters.lvu 12 That se tell til all hat will here be gestis

ofhalymen c 1350 will Palerne 2780 pe hert. fayn was
a-way to fle for fere of mo gestes <1x430 Knt de la

Tour (1868) 40 Hit is conteyned in the gestis of Athenes

that there was an holy hermite 1494 Fabyan Chron v
lxxvi 53 Turpinus that wrote the Gestes of the great

Charles, saythe [etc] 1334 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1

(1540) 35 The noble lestes at home by policy he not inferyor

to the valyaunt actes m warre. 1338 Phaer /Eneid 1 B hj.

He seeth among them all the lestes of Troy, and stones all

And wars 1391 Spenser M Hubherd 978 Fond Ape
into whose brest Never crept thought of honor, nor brave

gest. <1x656 Ussher Ann vi (1658) 121 [Diodoius] hud-

ling together the gests of 2 years into one [etc ] 1762-71

H Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint (1786) I 35 He had .

rather employ master William and Edward of Westminster

to paint the gestes of the kings of Antioch x8x6 Monthly
Mag XLII 326 He also wrote De ReNavail, and apoem
on his father’s gests 1834 Sir H Taylor 2nd Pt Arte-

vtlde v in, I put to sea, Errant for geste and enterprise of

wit 1844 Mrs Browning L E. L's Last Quest iv,

When knightly gestes and courtly pageantries Were broken

in her visionary eyes. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold Butterfly
xxxvii. Her bosom heaved when she heard of heroic gest

b. In general sense • Action, performance, rare

c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 837 Now have y sbewyd
vow, my son, somewhat of dyuerse Iestis Jiat ar remembred
in lordes courte J>ere as all rialte restis.

2

.

A story or romance in verse : also simply (in

later use), a story, tale. In gest

—

in verse, in the

manner of a metrical romance The English gest,

the French gest metrical chronicles of England, of

France. Obs exc. Hist
a 1300K Horn 322 Murie was J>e feste Al of faire gestes

a 1300 Havelok 2328 per mouthe men se Romanz reding

on pe bok ,
per mouthe men here pe gestes singe. 13

K Ahs 30 Now pais holdith . And ye schole here a
noble jeste. Of Ahsaundre, theo riche kyng. £1330 R
Bhunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 38 After pe Bretons pe Inglis

camen, pe lordscbtp of pis land pai namen • .
pat calle men

now pe Inglis gest C1386 Chaucer Mehb Prol. 15 Lat se

wher thou fcanst tellen aught m geeste Or telle in prose som-

what at the leeste c X400 Maundev (1839) xx, 220 Myn-
strelles, that syngen Songes and tellen Gestes 14 . Sir
Bates (MS N) 43x3+245 Men tellith bothe ingest Stryme,

Thei were leide in maner of shryne c 1440 Partonope 403
Thus tellyth now the french geest. 1494 Fabyan Chron.

vn ccxxxviu. 278 The bonys of King Arture, and his wyfe

Gueynour . were founden by a synger of gestys 1500^20

Dunbar Poems Ivin 4 Ay is the ouir-word of the geist, Gift

thame the pelffe to pairt amang thame 1565 Golding

Ovid’s Met vn (1503) 180 Duke Cephal weeping told this

tale to Phocus and the rest, Whose eies were also moist

with teares to heare the piteous jest *S77"®7 Holinshed
Chron I 69/2 The tales of Robin Hood, or the gests written

by Artost the Italian in his booke intituled Orlando

funoso 1828-40 Tytler Hist Scot, (1864) I 298 We know
that there were gests and historic ballads written upon

the story of Wallace 1838 Doran Crt Fools 89 The harper

probably only accompanied the reciter of the Gest

3

.

a. A satirical utterance, lampoon, b An
idle tale. Obs. with this spelling : for examples of

the later use (i6-i9th c ) see Jest sb

1387 TrevisaHigden (Rolls) I 315 pere [in Sicily] was com*

medya, song of gestes, firste 1 founde Ibid IV 229 Cithero

made gestes in blame of Salustius [L mveettones] cx470
Henry Wallace vi. 93 Fy on fortoun, fy on thi firewall

quehyll • . His plesance her till him was bot a gest.

t Gest, sb:1 Obs rare, [a OF. geste ] Race,

kind, family
,
company.

13.. K Alts 64x3 Ther byside, on the north-est, Buth

men off selcouthe gest. c 1330 R Brunne Chron Wace
(Rolls) 89x7 Pen dtde pe kyng make somons Of bischopes,

erles, & barons, & oper lordes of pe nobleste [v r folk of

noble geste] — Chron (1810) 315 pei & all per geste pat

dome salle doute & rew

Gest (dgest), sb 3 Obs exc arch Also 6, 9
geste, 6 jest. [ad. F geste, ad L. gestus, masc.

{it- stem) gesture, bearing, f. gerhre to bear, deport

(oneself).]



GEST.

1 Bearing, carriage, mien
1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 19 Ye fooles Of euill

behauiour, gest and countenaunce 1568 Knt ofCourtesy
394 He went With wofull mone and sory jest 1590
Spenser F. Q nr vm 8 Him needed not instruct how to
speake, ne how to use his gest 1844 Mrs Browning Vis
Poets xcv, Look and geste Of buried saint, in risen 1 est
1890 Cornh Mag June 638 You eat and drink with mincing
geste.

2 A movement of a limb ; an action, gesture.
«*5** Helyas 111 Thoms Ptose Rom (1858) HI 65 Well

tnatiered in all his gestes *334 Whit inton Tnllyes Offices
1

J'
1540) 85 Some lests [L. gestus] of players be not without

follyes 1683 D A Art Converse 6 That outward and proud
Behaviour either m Gests or Speech 1717 Garth tr Ovid's
Met xiv. Appulus, The bold Buffoon Their Motion
mimicks, but with Gests obscene 178* Justamond Pnv
Life LewisXV

,

IV 181 Count Lally, whom the Chancellor
pointed out by a gest [ong. d’un geste] to the King 1844
Mrs Browning Rom. Page xxkv, Had the knight looked
back to the page's geste, I ween he had turned anon

1“ Gest, sb 4 05s. Also 6 jest(e, pi. jesses, jr

geast, jeyst, gh.est, pi gesses. [Later form of
Gist 1

] pi. The various stages of a journey, esp.
of a royal progress ; the route followed or planned
«So Edw VI Jrnl in Lit Rem (Roxb ) 27s The gestis

of my progres wer set fouith, wich were thes, from Gren-
wich to Westmustei [etc] 1597 H Maynard m EllisOng Lett Ser 1 II 274 By that time the Queen meaneth
to be with you, if the lestes hold, wc,‘ after manie altera-
cions is so sett downe to be with you on Wednesday
night 1601 Horn and Pliny I 125 Diogneus and Beton
set down all the geasts and iouiiues of that punce xdn
SpcrnijV/sif Ct Brit vii xln (1632) 405 The like custome
vsed nee in the wintei season in his icysts. and circuits
throughout his Country. 1650 Fuller Piseah v 111 147
1hough in Iacobs Gests, Suecoth succeeds the next place
to Pemel, yet it follows not, that Iacob with his ttain went
so far in one day 1654 H L’Estrange Chets I (t6SS) 126
His [the kings] gests and motions were much fore slowed
by Jus making so many halts *753 Johnson (citing Haiimer)
Gest, the roll or join nal of the several days and stages pre-
fixed, in the progress of our kings

trails/, and fig 1396 J Norden (title), A Progresse of
.Fietie, whose Jesses lead into the Harborough of heavenly
Hearts-ease, 1645 Quarles Sol Recant vir 53 Let
salvage brates trade there, and lay their Gests Ofprogresse
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud. Ep. it. 11 58 It takes not away
this veitue of the earth, but more distinctly sets downe the
gests and progresse thereof. 1649H Hammond Chr Obhg.
111 66 When God hath designed the crosse, the constant postand stage in our gesses to Heaven

b. sing The time allotted for a halt or stay
l5rL®I

J

AK? I' 1 *i- 41 He glue him my Commis-
sion To let him there a Moneth behind the Gest Prefix’d
lor s parting,

t Crest, zG 05s. Also 4 geest, 4,
6 Se geste.

See also Jest v [f. Gest ^.1
] intr. To tell a

tale, to recite a romance.
^ *34o Cursor M. 7256 (Tnn )Whenne Jjei were gladdest atpe feest Sampson coude wel geest c 1386 Chaucer Pars T“ol 43, 1

£an ,
nat geeste, Rum, Ram, Ruf by lettre.

nf4N»
R
1°\
d ApP‘ a“* 1 haue *°ye fo'to gestUt pe lambe oflove with oute ofcc 14 Sir Bates (MS N)

p 44 A‘s feire a man as the! myjt gest *1440 Pro,up.Parv. iqx/i Gestyn yn romawnce, gestio

£0 P’ ay or sing as a professional ‘gester ’

1
a
KennF:die Flytmg iv. Dunbar 507 Tak the a firUU,

or a floyt and geste. ’

Hence f G-e stmg vbl. sb.

t Gest, ^2 05s. rare, [f L gest-, ppl stem of
gerore to carry on ] irans. To perform : only in.
phrase gested and done.

,^3 Berners Ftms Author's Pref * With what
t»esterf

S

anH
U
^
gerS

* and tl:ley [auncyent actes] were
done

1

IS4* Paynel Catiline xxxn 5o b, Sup-awey ^ecreecl f°r a thmge prosperouslygested and done against an ennemie.
Gest, obs f. Jess

; obs. pa. t. of Guess.
Gest(e, obs. form of Guest, Jest, Joist.

_

Gestant (distant), a. rare

-

l
. [ad L ges-

tant-em
, pres. pple. of gesture to go with yountr 1

Pregnant
; in quot.Jig

J fa J

1851 Mrs Browning Casa Guidt Wind ioa Cannnna

^a^Of^Adeveloped^i^itnings
1
^

111 C^°Ut^S gestant Wth 1116

Gestar, var. (Tester, Obs.
Gestate (dje ste't), a [ad L. gestdt-us, pa .

is *““*=• “*

nfoSSlf®!??
St
f^’

Vm ** gttt&t-, ppl. stem
ofgesture to carry, to go with young ] tram. Tocany in the womb during the penod between con-
ception and birth. Also fig

-as
SSK3K3SL2SSS&?d ™s

Gestation (dgestJi-Jan). Also6-aoiou. [ad.L. gestation-em (n. of action f gesture to carry]found esp m1 sense 1. Cf F. gestation (Cotgr.) ]The action of bearing or carrying.
^ J

or a
Carrying or bemS.carried, e.g„ on horseback

Sow rare.

aSTlaSe> regarded 83 a kmd of exercise.

*S33 Elyot Cast. Heltht (is 40 49 b, There is also another

136

Icymle of exercise, wluche is called Gestation as sytting
In a cliaire, whiche is caried on mens shuldeis with staves
. or syttynge in a boate or barge, whiche is rowed, rydyng
on a horse [etc ] 136a Bulleyn Def agst Sukinss, Vse of
SicKe Men 67 b, Gestacion

,
that is to be caried of an other

thyng, without any trauaill of the bodie it self 1606
Holland Suctou 314 He never went forth any 10m iiey
(were it but for exercise by way of Gestation), but [etc ]
x66x Lovell Hist Anim 4 Mm Introd , Gestation, 111-

creaseth heat and causeth sleep 1806 R Cumberi andMem
(1807) II 338 He. took his morning’s circuit on hoise-back
at a foot’s-pace

, for his infirmity would not admit of any
strong gestation 1808 Med Jrnl XIX 429 Moderate gesta-
tion, and a temperate course of diet, will be found to answer
the purpose of promoting convalescence 1823-34 Goods
htiiay Mtd (ed 4) III ast Gestation, pure air, sea-bathing
and every other kind of tonic are also of the utmost
importance *871 Sir T Watson Led Ptinc Med (ed 5)
II li. 345 Gestation 111 a carriage or in a boat, has the same
good effects [as equitation] but in a less degtee 1883 in
Syd Soc. Lea.

+ 2 The practice ofwearing (a ring) Obs. rare—

\

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep iv iv 185 Affirming that
the gestation of lings upon this hand and finger, might rather
he used for their convemency and preservation, then any
cordial! lelation

3 The action or process of carrying young
,
the

condition of being carried in the womb during the
period between conception and birth.
Applied by extension to processes somewhat stmilai, e gDo, sal, oral, mammary atpouchgestation
161s Choone Body ofMan 336 You shall leconcile Hippo-

crates to himselfe, if you say, that the end of the tenth
moneth is the absolute and longest limit of gestation 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim Min Introd, llie gestation is
vanous also, the woolf goeth a month or forty daies, the
bitch nine weeks 1731 SMOLr ett Per Pie (1779) I. 1 38
1 he comfoit of her sister in law, during her gestation. 1786
Gilpin m Mrs Ddany’s Life 4 Corr. Ser n III. 340
Naturalists tell us, that the noblest animals are the longest
in gestation. 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI 573 The words
born in due time afterwards ’ Such words, m the case of
a man s own children, mean the time of gestation x8zx
SportingMag. IX 4 The gestation and foaling, upon which
so much has been already written 1826 Kirhy & Si*
Entomol IV xln 162 As to the period of gestation, most in-
sects begin to lay their eggs soon after fecundation has taken
jilace. 1868 DarwinAmm, 4 PI I 1 29 It has been objected
that our domestic dogs cannot be descended from wolves or
jackals, because their periods of gestation are different
fig. X69X-170X Norris Ideal WotId 1 Pref x Measuung
the perfection of the birth by the presumed time of the
gestation [of a literary work] 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. Illn v, How this Question of the Trial grew laboriously,
through the weeks of gestation, were supeifluous to trace

5
ere

_,
Jt85I R R Madden Shrines Old 4 Hew World 11

606 The work was conceived in prison, and the whole
process of gestation was accomplished there. 1879 Gno
Eliot Thto Such xm. 229 He has a trying gestation of
every speech.

Gestative (d^e stativ), a. [ad L type *gestd-
tiv-ies, f. gestd-re to carry ] Of or pertaining to
gestation

x8te8 Sir D. Le Marchant Rep Claims Bat any Gatdner
90 -To interfere with and to protiact the gestative piocess
Gestatorial (dge statoo rial), a [f. as next •+•

-Ai* ] Gestatorial chair : a chair in which the Pope
is carried on certain occasions, (So P'. chaise ges-
tatoire; m late L. sella gesldtona was used for
* sedan-chair ’

)
1864 Times 6 Apr 10/1 Pius IX once more was borne

throughthe nave [of St Peter’s] in his ‘gestatorial’ chair.
x88g Catholic Household 2 Nov. 5/3 His Holiness, earned
in the gestatorial chair, entered the hail

Gestatory (dge’statsn), a rare. [ad. L. ges-
tatdii-us

,

f. gesldtor-em, gestator, one who carries,
f. gesture to cany ] f a. Adapted for carrying or
wearing {obs ). "b. Of or pertaining to carrying as
a form of exercise.
<zx68a Sir T Browne Tracts (1684)90 The Crowns and

Garlands of the Ancients weie either Gestatory, sueh asthey wore about their Heads and Necks [etc ] 1804 EdinRev IV. xgoWe shall now take leave of Dr Jackson and
his gestatory plan of cure x88a Anita. May 187 Gestatory
gailands worn round the neck y

*1* Ge’Sted, ppl a. Obs [f. Gest sb 3 -j- -ed 2 i
Accompanied with gestures
*587 Fleming Contn Holmshe

d

III 1323/1 This answer
so smoothhe deliuered, and with such coieTookes and pro-
testation of action gested, that [etc.] 1731 Fielding Grubo « Up ji vm, From lips and eyes with gested grace In vamshe keeps out charming him.
tGestelin, Obs

T™amfle
A
OfHidden Secrets ix A vuj, And when it

la7 a larde of Qu ‘«ces m your glasse (called a geste-

x ll
asse) or an eartben pot well glased

&

t Ge’steu,® Obs. Forms: 3-4 gestm(e, gist-
ne(n, gestn®^, 4-5 geatyn(ne, 3-5 gestenfe,
(9 dial, guesten, guessen). [f gest Guest + -en c
but perh. a back-formation from Gesteninq

]
1. intr. To leceive hospitality; to be entertained

as a guest, to lodge.
R
a 4°a

,
Elle .gistnedemid hire Jiet he iuond

he two treon gederinde 1 Sarepte. a 1300 CursorM 14082He gestmd wit |ar sisters tua. ^1440 Sir Deerev How
£2S“d thatW Carp wyll^ mare fxSs&StZ
Frav*f %Tl !SS?

S?e i
eStyn

,
d
L
at a huswyf house « *800

J T% J
I

Tj
ll

l
SSo1? hftnstrelsy Scott. Bord (1802)

Luseby chance
° Ma,nS^ gttesten’d m “y

2. trans. To receive as a guest, lodge, entertain.
Cursof 2712 He . gestend Jmm wit him bat

night. C131S Shoreham 13 Wanne hi beth deede, In hevene

GESTICULATE.
hi beth i-gistned e X440 Gesta Rom hi 357 (Harl MS 1A seiuly yonge knyjte, that was gestemd with me inhouse al this ny5t ci4So JT/ Cnthbert tSurtees) r40i Sgestyn commers fra ferr and nere 1807 StagsVi, «

that nleght
W" Up V tb® loft Re^ht snug

Hence f Ge stener, a guest* Leg Saints, Macho

,

1186 Lowe we all smdbrejnr deie, pat has ws send a gud gestenere
g°a’ y

t Ge’stening, ge-stuing. Obs. Also
gesrang, -yng, 4 gistmng, gistenynge, gistyn-nyng, [Of Scandinavian origm . cf. OSw pastnmg, gis{t)-, ges{ty, etc

, f. gasta v. to lod^e as a
guest, f gast-er = ON gest-r Guest

; m ON onlv
gistwg (f gista vb ) is found ] Entertainment as a
guest, lodging, hospitality Also, a banquet, feast
‘\Z°aAp;i

l\
C0lL 1,01,1

9? P‘s dai hau^ we drihten
*

5‘a^ed
.
hohe S^tmnge j>e he offe specS bus qu&eEue praudinm meuvi paratnm <31300 Flonz& Bl 8*Fhiiv hopede come to hat gesmnge <*1300 Vox 4 Wolf256 lo1 colde gistninge he was 1 bede n34o Cursor Mit 750 (Fairf) per J>ai fande na knawmge of quam J>ai muttaskegestenmge «x4oo mPol Rel ty

L

P^i«24iMareuhat mad a grete gesteiiyng te Ihesu at home in his whonv^yng c 1425 Wyn toun Cron \i xv 1638 The Kyng tuk wyththe mylnare hys gesnyng c 1475 RaufCothem- 07 c Thai
all that wantis barbery Sulci bane gestning iSx3/Eneis x vm 56, I the btseylc, thou mychty Hercules Bemy faderis gestnyng. 1333 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) l’

lV
n
^,
Ca

i
at

.

ric
J-

lu
,
lt Se-Stny»g bocht rycht deir 1584 HudsonDu bartas Judith vi 108 Go fear not again . Wilt thou

the sacied gestning then prophane?
0U

+ Ge’Ster. Obs. Foims: 4-5 gestourfe,
(gestiour, jestour, 5 gestowre), 5 gester. See
also Jester, [f Gest w.i + -er 1.] A professional
reciter or singer of romances
c 1380 A ntect 1st in Todd 3 Tteat Wychfr28 pei sitten in

castas & townes wip mynstralcie & lau?tur, wib treee-
touis & tomblei s, wib gestoui s & japeies. c 1384 ChaucerH Fame 111 108 All manner of minstrales, And jestours.
that tellen t lies 1387 Trevisa Higdon (Rolls) IV 101
I oetes and gestouies [L carminatores\ uppon a pulpet
lehei sede poysees, gestes and songes c 1440 Prowp Parv
191/2 Gestowre, gedtculator c 1460 Launfal 430 Launfal

hyfty fedde povere gestes Fyfty clodede gestours
x4o6 Dives 4 Panp (W de W.) 1. iv 36/1 His dedes ben
tolde ofheiaudes and gestours
Gester, obs form of Gesture, v
1* Gester(o)n. Obs Also 5 geatron(e [Cor-

rupt form of Jekserant.] A coat of mail.
1469 Mann 4 Housch. Exp. (Roxb ) 538 My master paid

,J°.)
e keinancslupe of a gestrone of maylle, xj 1309Will ofShoo (Someisct Ho ), My htell gestern xgaa Test

Ebor (Surtees) V 148 Cooties of plate, gestrons [etc]
*5*4 Hnd 176 A gesteion covered with buke-skyns
tomb 1517 Nottingham Rec. III. 140 Roberto Stabuls,

gestronmaker ’

t Ge-Stible, a Obs-° That may be borne.
*633 Cockliiam ir, To be Borne, Gcstible

Gestic (cljje stik), a [f. Gesi- sb 3 + -ic] Of
or pertaining to bodily movement, esp dancing
Todd (1818) explains gestic in quot 1764 as ‘legendary,

historical (from Glst sb *), and this sense of the word is
given in most mod Diets, even when the quot is placed
under the pioper sense
1764 Goldsm Trav. 253 And the gay gmndsire, skill’d in

frisk d beneath the burden of threescore
1807-8W Irving Salmag (1824) 119, Matrons unskilled m
gestic loie 1823 Scott Pevenl xxx, He bore time to her

motions with the movement of his foot * • and seemed • car-
ned away by the enthusiasm of the gestic art.

t Ge stxcal, a Obs. [f as prec. + -ae.] = prec
1607 Topsell Fonr-f Beasts (1658) 83 She beggeth,

playeth, leapeth—sometimes creeping, sometimes lying on
the back, with divers such gestical actions

Gesticulacious (dge stikizH£[
Jas), a rare- 1

[f Gestioul-atk v. + -Aoious j Given to gesticu-
lation. (Cf. Gesticularious and quot. there )
*834 W Ind Sketch Bk, II 373 The French people,

always so amusing, so gesticulacious and frisky.

Gesticulaut (dgesti kizzlant), a. rare [ad.
L. gesticulant-em

,

pres pple. ofgesiiculdrl to Ges-
ticulate

] Exhibiting gestures
; gesticulating

1877 Ruskin Fors Clav VII. lxxv 89 The poor gesticulant
orator 1887 Blackmord Spriughaven (ed 4) I, xvi 157
ihe figure of the ungainly foe huge against the waves like
Cyclops, and like him gesticulant

Gesticular (dgestrkizllai), a. [f. late L. ges-
ticul-us a gesture + -ah ]
1 Of or pertaining to gesticulation.
*®S° Luitch tr C O. MillleVs Anc Art § 333 (ed 2) 397The comparison of the gesticular language of the modern

Neapolitans is interesting x86x Temple Bar 1. 186 The
deficiency of true genius and genuine gesticular humour in
the mimics of our stage

2. nonce-use Full of quick and lively motion.
1836 Emerson Eng Traits xm 231 Electricity cannot be

made fast , it is passing, glancing, gesticular.

Gesticularious (dgestikiz£leo*n#s), a [f. late
L gesticuldn-ns a pantomime, f. gesticul-us (see
next) + -ous ] Given to gesticulation

,
Fraser1s Mag I 291 It is that [snuff] which makes

him [the Frenchman] so lively, so gesticularious, so frisky

Gesticulate (dgesti kiz^l^t), v. [f L gesti-

culdt-, ppl stem of geshculdrt

,

f. gesticulus, dim.
ofgestus action, gesture (see Gest sb 3).]
1 intr To make lively or energetic motions with

the limbs or body
;
esp as an accompaniment or

m lieu of speech.



GESTICULATION. GESTUROUS.

1613 R Cawdrey Table Alph (ed 3], Gesticulate, vse

much or foolish gesture 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav 335

'lheir hands, eyes gesticulating severally, and swimming
round, and conforming themselves to a Donque stilnesse

1783 Blair Led Rhet vi. I in A Frenchman both varies

his accents, and gesticulates while he speaks, much more

than an Englishman 1815 Scott Guy M. iv, The gipsy

remained on the shore, reciting or singing, and gesticulating

with great vehemence. 1863 Geo Eliot Romola 1 xvi.

Men were standing in close couples gesticulating eagerly.

2. trans To indicate or express by gestures or

gesticulations.

160* B. Jonson Poetaster Apol Dial , To act the crimes,

these Wrappers reprehend, Or what their servile apes gesti-

culate 18 Baker Heart ofAfrica 227 (Cent ) The whole

day passed in shouting ana gesticulating our peaceful in-

tentions to the crowd assembled on the height on the oppo-

site side of the river 187% Morlly Voltaire (1886) 9
Muffled phantoms of debate are made to gesticulate inex-

pressible things in portentously significant silence

Hence G-esti ciliated ppl. a., accompanied or

varied by gesticulation ;
Q-esti dilating ppl. a ,

that gesticulates.

1823 Cockeram 11. A 4 b, Done with Actluity orWantonly
Gesticulated 1791-1823 D’Israeli C#?-

Lit. (1855) II 117

Italy, both ancient and modern, exhibits a gesticulating

people of comedians. 1816 Ksatinge Trav (1817) I 225

The group began a wild, and to our ideas extravagantly

gesticulated dance 1833 Kane Gi innell Exp xui (1856)

97 Rounded hill slope and gesticulating tree. 1858 Dk
Quincey Fr. <4 Eng Mann Wks IX. 105 A gesticulating

nation cannot be a dignified nation

Gesticulation (dge stikiwl^i Jan) Also y ges-

ticulation. [ad. L gesticuldtion-em
,
n of action

f. gesticulari to Gesticulate.] The action or pro-

cess of gesticulating. Also, an instance of this

(chiefly va.pl'),

1603 Holland Plutarch’s Mor 1195 He liked well enough
to see the daunces and gesticulations of yong boies 1616

Bullokar, Gesticulation
,
a mooumg of the fingers, hands,

or other parts, eyther in idle wantonnesse, or to expresse

some matter by signes, m dauncmg, singing, or other such
like exercise 1637 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 16 Their
wanton smiles, and jesticulations 1713 Steele Guardian
No 42 r 3 Story-telling .is not perfect without proper Ges-
ticulations of the Body. 1764 Rfid Inquiry 1. § 6 103 One
may see a puppet make variety of motions and gesticula-

tions. <11784 Johnson in Boswell lxx. (1848) 662/2 He
has no grimace, no gesticulation, no bursts of admiration on
trivial occasions 1824W Irving T. Trav. I 104 Their con-

versation was carried on with Italian vivacity and gesticu-

lation 1846 Grote Greece I. xvi (1862) II. 402 Dancing
or rhythmical gesticulation 1863 Livingstone Zambesi
xxi 436 Making various savage gesticulations 1876 W.
Mathews Words i 25 Persons skilled in gesticulation can

communicate by it a long senes of facts and even compli-

cated trains of thought.

Gesticulative (dgesti kiwlehv), a [ad L.

type *gesticuldtivus

,

f. gesticulari ] Given to, or

chaiactenzed by, gesticulation.

1793 W. Taylor m Monthly Rev XVIII. 540 The people

of that island are lively and gesticulative 1863 Carlyle
Fredk Gt XUI vn, V 83 One hears nasal eloquence from

antique gesticulative mustachio-figures, witty and indignant

1879 Farrar St Paul I 474 note. He testifies to their dis-

orderly and gesticulative fits of rage.

Gesticulator (dgesti kurlg'taj) [a. L. ges-

iiculdtor, f gesticulari to Gesticulate ] One who
gesticulates

,
one who uses gestures or gesticula-

tions
;
an actor.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais hi xix. 137 He is such a fine

Gesticulator a 1800 Pegge (T ), King Alfred took upon
him the character of a mimick, a dancer, a gesticulator,

a jack-pudding 1832 J H Newman Callista (1890) 230

Mummers, bacchanals, satyrs and gesticulators

Gesticulatory (djesti kiwlatan), a. [as if

ad. L *gesticulaton-us, f gesticulari'. see Gesti-

culate and -oet ] Full of, consisting in, or of the

nature of, gesticulation.

*774 Warton Hist Eng. Poetry vi. (177s) I 249 Farcical

and gesticulatory representations 1830 JtvszvHist Enquiry
II 203 A Or the action t B About that I am indifferent,

if it be only quiet and not gesticulatory *834 Mrs Stowe
Let m Life m. (1889) 74 He sprung up all lively and ora-

torical ana gesticulatory.

t Gesti’culose, <*• 0b$ [f. L. gesttcul-us

gesture + -ose

]

‘Full of Gesture or Motions of

the Body* (Bailey vol. II. 1727)

+ Ge’Stient, a. Obs. [ad. L. gestient-em, pres,

pple. of gestire to be excited (lit use passionate

gestures), f geslus Gest sbf\ Restlessly excited

1644 Bulwer Chiron 143 All juvenile gestient.pompe and

ostentation laid aside. 1649 — Pathomyot n. ii. 123 After

that manner as men are shooke together, are gestient,

tremble, or cannot abide in a place

Gestin(e, var Gesten, Obs.

Geation (dge stian, dge’stjan). [ad. L. gestion-

em, n. of action f. gerfre to cany on. Cf. F gestion ]

1. A carrying on or out
j
conduct, management,

f Also, working order.

1399 Chapman Hum. Dayes Mirth Plays 1873 I 78 Is she

a woman that objects this sight, able to worke the chaos of

the world into gestion ? 1636 Blount Glossogr., Gestion, a

doing of a thing *801 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) III 486

That participation in the gestion of affairs which his office

made incumbent on him 1818 H T. Colebrooke Obliga-

tions 4 Contracts I 131 Of this [quasi-contract] there are five

chief sorts, ist Gestion of another’s affairs without a com-

mission 1831 H.D Woltf Pid. Span Life 37 Myrmidons
of evil, stand ready to furnish more Instruments for the

gestion of this torment. 1876 Browning Pacchiarotta x,

137

Like landlord in house he had sublet Resuming of guar-

dianship gestion.

2 Sc Law. The conduct of one who acts as an
heir: «=L gestio pro hserede.

1674 Fountainhall m M P Brown Suppl Did Dects.

Crt Session (1826) III 39 That disponing or selling of lands

is a gestio pro hserede but it is doubted by some, if the
renouncing a reversion, legal or conventional, for a sum of
money, be a gestion or not,

Gestiour, var. Gester, Obs.

Gestnen, Gestmng, vars. Gesten, -ing, Obs.

t Gestonye. Obs. 7 are [var. Gestening, of

obscure formation ] Feast; entertainment
c 1433 Torr. Portugal 2374 They held a gestonye, With

alle maner of mynstralsye. Ibid 2627 The Emperoure of
Rome, To that gestonye he come.

Gestor, -our(e, var Gesteb, Obs
Gestron(e, vai Gester(o)n, Obs.

t Ge’stuose, a. Obs.— ° [ad L gestuos-us, f

gestu-s gesture ]
‘ Full of gesture

1
(Bailey vol II.

1727) Hence Gestuo sity, ‘Apishness in Ges-

tures ’ (ibid ).

Gestural (dge stizfral), a. [f next + -al.] Of
or pertaining to gesture , consisting of gestures.

1613 F Robarts Revenue Gasp 23 The verball or gesturall

honour which many men performe to Ministers, is the

very same which the Iewes or Iudas did to Christ 1837
Penny Cycl VIII 339/1 Thus it is with the natuially deal,

the radical idea is all that their gestural language is capable

of expressing 1893 J D Wright m Proc x^th Convent
Amer Instruct. Deaf 233 In the cases [deaf and blind] in

the New York Institution, gestural signs were used to some
extent combined with the manual alphabet

Gesture (dge stiu 1), ri Also 6-7 jesture. [ad.

med.L. gestura, n. of action f gerPre to carry ]

+ 1 Manner of carrying the body ;
bearing, car-

nage, deportment (more fully, gesture of the body)

;

rarely in pi. Obs. (merged m3).
c 1410 SirCleges 483 He was a knyght of yours full trewe,

And comly of gesture 1309 Fisher Funeral Serin C’tess

Richmond Wks (1876) 292 In wordes, in gesture, m euery
demeanour of herself, so giete noblenes dyde appere, that

[etc ] 1532 Becon Pomander Prayer Wks 1560 II. 211 b,

That I may reuerence and honoure my father and mother,

not onely with outwarde gestures of my body, but also with
the vnfayned affeccyon of the hart. 1548-9 Bk Com
Prayer, Baptism

,
By hts outwarde gesture and dede he

declared his good wyll towarde them 1377 tr. Bulhnger's
Decades (1392) 160To behaue himselfe decently in his going,

and gesture of his bodie 1387 Turbervile Trag Tales

(1837) 127 Heeusdelus gestures so unto this gallant dame
that she at length his friend in love became x6oo Shaks.
A Y L.v, 11 69 If you do loue Rosahnde so neeie the

hart, as your gesture cnes it out. 1631 Hobbes Leviath 11

xxix x68 In gesture and habit ofa mad-man 1736 Burke
Subl 4 B 1 111, The fashion of the countenance and the

gesture ofthe body on such occasions is so correspondent to

this state of mind *770 Junius Lett xxxvm 188 [He] had
a voice to persuade, an eye to penetrate, a gesture to com-
mand 1786W Thomson Watson’sPhilip III (1793) II v.

xig The voice, the looks, and gestures of the young_ king

made an impiession. x8xo Scott Lady of L. X. xxi, Yet
seemed that tone, and gesture bland, Less used to sue than

to command

f b Grace of manner Also pi. Obs.

1379 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 31 Lest he should seeme to want
gestures, or to be dashed out of conceipt with her coy

countenance 1704 SteeleLymgLoverm (1747)46,

1

haue

a Kindness for her, but she has no Gesture m tne least,

t 2 . Manner of placing the body
;
position, pos-

ture, attitude, esp. in acts of prayer or worship.

Also, a specified posture. Obs.

1533 Coverdale Treat Lord’s Supp. (1340) c vjj b. The
clde congregacion . dide in theyr gesture 4c ncte figurate

a certayne ymage ofa sacrifice 1360 Becon Catech Wks
1564 I 480 As concerning syttyng at the Lordes table I

could alowe that gesture best 1381 Marbecic Bk of
Notes 832 Some foolishly imagine that praier is made either

better or worse, by the jesture of our bodyes. 1613 Purchas
Pilgnmage (16x4) 134 What position of body hee was in the

Sabbath morning, in the same hee ought to continue all that

day, without change of gesture or place 1646 SirT Browne
Pseud Ep. v. vi 241 As for their gesture or position, the

men lay downe leaning on their left elbow 1676 Allen
Address Nonconf 178 Gesture in Prayer, such as is kneel-

ing, lifting up hands and eyes, and the like 1729 Burkitt
On N T. Mark iv. 2 Observe our Saviour's gestures in

preaching . he sat, it being the custom of the Jewish
Church to do so.

•j* b (See quot.) Obs.

x6xa Brinsley Pos Parts (1669) 72 What call you verbs

of gesture ? A . Verbs of bodily moving, going, resting, or

doing. Ibid 72 note, They are called verbs of Gestuie,

because they sigmfie some special gesture of the body

8 f a In early use : The employment of bodily

movements, attitudes, expression of countenance,

etc ,
as a means of giving effect to oratory (obs )

b Nowm narrower sense, as a generalized use of4

:

Movement of the body or limbs as an expression

of feeling

1343 Ascham Toxopk. 1 (Arb ) 36 No man can wryte a
thing so earaestlye, as whan it is spoken wyth lesture. 1533
T Wilson Rhet xi8 Gesture is a certaine comely moder-
acion of the countenaunce and al other partes of mans body,

aptely agreeyng to those thynges whiche are spoken 1397
Hooker Eccl. Pol v xxii. § 12 To put life into words by
countenance, voice, and gesture. 1607-12 Bacon Ess

,

Seeming Wise (Arb ) 216/1 Some helpe themselves with

countenance, and gesture, and are Wise by signes 1697

Evelyn Numisrn ix 303 The Tongue spake to Men’s Ears,

but it was the Gesture which spake to their eyes vjiz

Addison Sped, No. 407 ? 1 Our Orators are observed to

make use of less Gesture or Action than those of other

Countries X701 Boswell Johnson 15 Api an 1758 His
unqualified udicule of rhetorical gesture, or action 1804

Med Jml XII 310 She seized the ice, and rubbed her

face, neck, and arras with it, signifying by gesture the ease

it afforded 1873 Jowett Plato (ed a)V. 106 Gesture is

the imitation of words
4 A movement of the body or any part of it.

Now only in restricted sense : A movement ex-

pressive of thought or feeling.

1331-6 R Robinson tr. Moris Utop (Arb] 141 Theire

armoure or barneys is handsome for all mouinges and
gestures of the bodye 1333 Eden Decades 1 vi (Arb ) 8g
They signified also by certeyne scorneful gestures that they

nothyng esteemed perles 1383 Hollyband Campo di Fior

X15,

1

shall name these letters Looke well what gesture I

make with my mouth. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 325
That at certain signes and tokens, he [a Horse] be taught

of his owne accord to peiforme dmers and sundry jestures

1626 Bacon Sylva § 717 The Shaking of the Head is a
Gesture of slight lefusal 1662 J Davies tr Oleareus' Voy
Ambass 220 An Oration, intermixt with more Faces and
Gestures than any Playercan shew on the Stage 1717 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let to Abbi Conti 17 May, Two buffoons

. . diverted the mob with their antic gestures 18x4 Scott
Ld ofIsles hi xxxi, His speechless gesture thanks hath

paid 1843 Prescott Mexico 11 v. (1864) 98 The natives

supplied the deficiency by their uncommon vivacity and

significance of their gestures,—the hieroglyphics of speech

1878 M A Brown Nudeschda. 62 She took a seat, And with

a gesture, motioned her son to his

5 attnb
,

as gesture language
,

-sign,
-speech

,

-syntax.

1865 Tylor Early Hist Man ii 15 The Gesture

Language, or Language of Signs Ibid 19 The educated

deaf mutes can tell us fiom their own experience how
gesture-signs originate. Ibid, iv 64 The leading punciple

of the gesture-syntax. 1885 Cloud Myths .$ Dr 11 ix 199

A girl who was a deaf-mute as well as blind telling a dieam
m gestuie language. 1889 M ivart Ong, Hum Reas 139

The gesture-speech of mankind,

Hence Ge stareless a , without gestuie.

1847 in Craig. Hence in mod. Diets

Gesture (dge stuu), v. Also 6 jester, jesture,

6-8 gester. [f. the sb.]

1. intr To make or use gestures, to gesticulate

134a Udall tr Erasm Apoph 253 b, Augustus settyng

twoo testers together forto plaie their mene partes in

gesturyng the one after the other by couise. 1365 Calt-

hill Anna Treat Cross 03b, Whosoeuer hath y» vse of

eyes or his right wits, wif see & consider, that there is

meant, no priest gesturing, but holy ghost working. 1609

R. Barnerd Fatihf Skeph 83 Some in meditating doe vse

to speake and gesture 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III 1. vi.

The Mayor speaking and gesturing lus persuasivest. 1890

Harpeds Mag Feb 417/1 They peered for white faces at

windows gesturing with knives as if opening fish,

b. .5V. To walk proudly, to swagger.
a 1783 J Scott Poems 339 (Jam ) The like o’ me they'll

har’ly own, But geek their head, and gester on

2. trans. fa To order the attitudes or move-

ments of (the body, oneself). Obs

1342 [see vll sb ] a 1639 Wotton Dk Buckhm
,
Reltq.

W (1651) 1xo His young Nephew, Lord Viscount Fielding

undertaking so to gesture and muffle up himselfin his hood,

as the Duke’s manner was to ride in cold weather, that

none should discern him, fiom him.

b. To express by gestures, •f to accompany with

or emphasize hy gestures.

1389 Nashe Anat. Absurd Eij b, They have leisuie to

gesture the mislike of his rudenes. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pol v. xxvu. § 1 It is not orderly read nor gestured as

beseemeth. 1607 Schol Disc, agst. Antu.hr 11 x 141 The
player hath no purpose to commit the acte of adulterie his

sinne is ra that he gestureth and expresseth the dalliances

of it 1890 Pall Mall G 12 Apr. 7/2 He gestured his

intention of throwing the baby to the ground if anybody
attempted to approach him

c. m nonce-uses.

1879 G. Meredith Egoist III x 221 He swept his arm
to Vernon, and gestured a conducting hand to Clara 1883

Howells .S' Lapham (1891) I 248 His father made an offer

to rise
1 Don’t go ’, said Lapham, gesturing himdown again

Hence Ge stured ppl a

,

expressed by gestures

;

Ge staring' vbl sb. and ppl. a. Also Ge sturer,

one who gestmes
154a Udaix tr. Erasm. Apoph 344 a, Y° accion or pro-

nunciacion comprehendeth the gesturyng or conueigb-

aunce of all the whole bodye 1553T Wilson Rhet. 3 We
must folowe the moste wise and learned menne, and sel>e

to fashion their speache and gesturyng.
_
1361 T Norton

Calvin's Inst. iv. xvm. (1634) 713 There is eachwhere too

much of pompes, ceremonies and gestunngs. 1376Newton
Lemme’s Complex, 11 11 xox Counterfaiters, Skoffers, Tum-
blers, and Gesturers 1609 Holland Anmi Marcell xiv

vi 13 No meane furniture for gesturing actors and stage

players 1644BULWER Chiron 1x4 This doth usually appeare

in manym the gesturing and skipping motions ofjoy 1631

J F[reake] Agrtppa's Occ. Philos 226 By whose gesturmgs

the Magicians did silently signifie wordsunknown By sound.

1879W.L Lindsay Mind in LowerAmm I 353 Not only

does it [the dog] understand man’s gestured threat, but [etc.J

1889 Amer Ann, Deaf]u\y 202When the educated gesturex

is compared with the deaf-mute as he was before the inven-

*tion of the gesture language

1* Ge’sturement. Obs.~ 1
[f. Gesture sb, +-

-ment ]
= Gesture sb. 3 b

1397-8 Bp. Hall Sat r iii 46Jtfeamvhile our poets in high

parliament Sit watching euene word, and gesturement

t Ge'sturous, a [f. Gesture sb. + -ous ] Ad-

dicted to gestures.

1576 Newton Lemme's Complex. 11 ii 07 Some be as

toyrage, gesturous, and counterfeictmg of any thing by
ymitacion as Apes,
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t Ge'styll, » Obs rare [?var of Jostle,

Justlb] a traits (Meaning obscuie . cf. Gaunoe
v ). b. intr. = Jostle
1530 Palsgr 562/1, 1 gestyll a horse to and fro in the

stabyll, je jance . I gestyll agaynste a thynge, I touche it

with movynge, je heurte

Gestyn(ne, var, Gesten, Obs.
Ges-warp, var. Guess-warp.
Gesyne, var Gesine, Obs.

Get (get), sb 1 Forms
. 4-5 gete, 4-5 (6-9 Sc.

and north ) gett, 4- get Also Sc. (sense 2 b) 8
geet, 9 gait(t. [f Get z>.]

1 . What is got
;
gain, booty, earnings. Obs. exc

dial.

13 . Gaw 4 Gr. Knt 1638 Alle my get I schal yow gif
agayn, bi my trawjie. 1606 Holland Sueton 142 Ihe gets
..and takings of common strumpets 164.7 Trapp Mellif
Tkeol. in Comm Ep 62s The day-labourer must give some-
what out of his gets, the servant out of his wages 1893
Northuvibld. Gloss, Gets, the nett payment received by a
blacksmith under the Crowley system of working

b. Coal Mining (See quot. 1883.) Good gets

.

? seams that are easily worked
1829 Glover Hist Derby I 60 Grey stone with many

coal stripes, good gets *883 Grcsley Gloss Coal Muting,
Get The produce or output, in tons, of a colliery or mine
during a certain period

2 . What is begotten
;
an offspring, child Also

collect, progeny. Now only of animals
c 1320 R Bkunne Medit 817 Myn owne gete [v r gete

sone] ys fro me take <1x400-50 Alexander 301 pus be-
gylid he this gude wyfe & makis hire to wene It ware na
gett of 11a gome hot of god ane c 1460 Towneley Myst
vi 124, I pray the, lord, as thou me het, thou saue me and
my gete 1513 Douglas AEneis x 1 67, 1, thy blude, thi

get, and doucnter schene 1783 Burns Mattie's Elegy 31
She was nae get o’ moorland tips 1786 — Dream 57
Will’s a true guid fallow's get 1795 J Haldane in J
Robertson Agnc Perth App (1799) 534 Some of his [a
ram’s] gets were of the best country kind 1815 Sporting
Mag XLVI n8 The Stradlmg or Lister Turk proved his
high blood, by the racers, his immediate get 1889 Even
Post 9 Feb ,

The winnings of his get in 1888 were $120,000
b. Sc. and north. In contemptuous use — brat.
1508 Dunbar Flytmg w. Kennedie 244 Fals tratour,

feyndis gett 1567 Sempill in Satir Poems Reform, vm
xi Blasphemus baud and beggeris get t a 157a Knox Hist
Ref Wks 1846 I 236 [John] Leslye, preastis gett, Abbot
Of Londorse and Bischope of Ross. 1725 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph l. u Song 5, Whingeing getts about your ingle
side 1768 Ross Heleuore 1 248 They’ve gotten a geet that
stills na night nor day 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi xxxi. A' the
gaitts o’ hoys and lasses wad be crying at Madge Wildfire’s
tail 1887 j Service Life Dr Dueuidvi 42 Gibby a ne’er-
do-weel helhcate thing that was the get o’ a son who was
deid 1893 Northumbld Gloss

,
Getts, young children.

3 . Begetting, procreation. Obs exc. in sporting
use. Also f birth, hereditary right.

c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Baptista 186 Iohne is . borne of
woman thru get kindly, hot cnste of maydine is J>e birth
Ibid, gxj 3et ware herodis ma pan he, pat he get cane til

hym succede. CX460 Towneley Myst x 115, I cam neuer
by man’s syde, Bot has avowed my madynhede, ffrom
fleshly gett. 1807 Sporting Mag. XXIX 149 The foals of
Ruzio's get, only one year old, are near fourteen handshigh.
1892 Field 18 June 904/3 The dog fox .will cater for all the
cubs of his own get

+ Get, sb 2 [App a readoption of F. (get) jet,

Jess.] The jess of a hawk.
1607 Heywood Worn Kilde tv. Hindu B ij, Now she

hath seis’d the Foule, and gins to plume her . Rebecke her
not, rather stand still and checke her ; So . seise her Gets,
her Iesses and her Bels.

Get (get), v. Pa. t. got (arch gat). Pa. pple.
got (gotten) Pres. pple. getting. Forms:
Infin. 3-4 geten, (5 getyn), 3-6 gete, (4 geit,
geyt» fcite, Sc gat(e, 4-5 gyte, 6 Sc. gait), 3-7
gett, (4-6 gette, 4gitte, 5 gytt, 9 dial, git),3- get.
Pa t. 3-7 gate, (3 gait, 4 get, pi. gaten, geton,
-yn, geetun, getton, 5 geten), 3-6 gatt, (4-6
gatte),3-gat,6-got,(6got(t)e). Pa.pple. a 3-5
geten, (3 Jeten, getun, 4 getm, geteyn, giten,
-m, gyten, -m, 4-6 getyn, 5 geton), 3-5 getten,
(4-5 gettyn, S getton, 6 gitten), 4-6 gete, (4
i-gete, 5 y-gete, gyte), 4-6 gette, (5 y-gette),
5-6 gett, (5 get). 0. 3-4 gotm, 3-6 goten, (4
gotyn, gote, 5 y-goten, goton, gotten), 4-6 Sc.
gottin, -yn, 3-7 gotton, 6-gotten, got, (6 y-got).
[a ON. geta (gal, gdtum

,
getenn) to get, obtain,

to beget, also, to guess (Sw gitta, Da gide to be
able or wilting, MSw. gata, Da. gjeite to guess)
*=OE. -gietan (only in the compounds a-, be-,for-,
ofer-, on-, under-gietan

:

see Beget, Forget),
OFris. (ur-, for-)jeta, OS. (bi-, far-)getan (MDu.
ver-gketen, Du. ver-geten), OHG. ge^an, kes^an
([once m pple keqqendi, ‘ adeptus otherwise only
in bi-, mt-, ir-,fer-geq%an

;
MHG er-, ver-ge^en,

mod.G, ver-gessen), Goth. (bi-)gitan •—OTeut
*getan, gat-, gitum, getono- The OAr root *ghed,
*ghod ‘to seize’, ‘take hold of’, is found also in L,
frmda (i~*frge-h?da) booty, prsedium an estate,
perh also in hedera ivy (literally the ‘clmger

') ;

and with inserted nasal in L prehendere to catch,
lay hold of, Gr. xavSdmv (aor, sxaSov) to hold,
contain, to be able.

138

Of the compounds of -zietan which existed in OE (see
above), only Segietan ana forgietan survive in the modern
language, and the normal equivalents beyet andforyet were
displaced in later ME m favour of Beget and Forget
Gower is app the last author who employs bejet ; forget
disappears in the 15th c except in Sc , where it is not yet
extinct Tins change was prob due to the influence of the
simple verb. Conversely, the solitary example in ME of
ieten without prefix isense 26) may be referred to the in-

fluence of bijeten
The forms of the pa pple retaining the oiigmal vowel
(ON getenn) found in htciature down to the 16th c,
and m the north midlands and Yorkshire getten is still the
dialectal form From the beginning of the English history
of the vb, however, it has, like most veibs with ME open
e in the present stem, tended to assume the conjugation of
vbs of the e, a, 0 series (originally confined to roots ending
in a liquid) ; thus in the 13th c we find geten

,
gat, goten

parallel with stelen
,
stal

, stolen In the x6th c the pa t

was often got, by assimilation to the pa pple ; in the 17th
c this became tne usual form, though gat is used in the
Bible of 1611 and still occurs 111 archaistic poetry In Eng-
land the form gotten of the pa pple is almost obsolete (exq
dial) being superseded by got

,
in U S hteiature^yWe/x is

still very common, although Webster 1864 gives it as 1 ob-
solescen t ' ]

I. traits. To obtain, procure
1. To obtain possession of (property, etc ) as the

result of effort or contrivance
cx200 Ormin X0219 Forr whase itt iss ]>att gredij iss To

winnenn erfilic ahhte, A33 alls he mare & mare gett A33 hsste
Inmm affterr mare c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 276
pider je alle salle ride, a faire prey sal le 3c gete CX400
Maundev (Roxb ) xxxm 150 On bis wyse \>ai get Crete
plentee of J>is gold 2489 Caxton Faytes ofA in xxi 218
Noo good euyl goten can not be longe kept of hym that

f
eteth hit 1508 Fisher 7 Penit Ps. li wks (1876) 133
le caused the ryghtwyse mail Naboth to beslayne and by

gyle gate his vynejarde 1639 T. Brugis tr. Camus' Mor.
Relat. 252 After so many difficulties of getting what he so
greatly desued, hee enjoyed it surpassing expression
1678 Wanley World Lit Worldv 11 §61 471^ Andronicus
Comnenus by ambitious practices and pretence of refor-
mation, got the Empire 1737 Pope Hor Epist. 1 i 79 Get
Money, Money still 1 And then let Virtue follow if she will
1858 G Macdonald Phantasies 1 (1878) 5 Perhaps I was to
find only the records of lands and moneys, how gotten and
how secured 1870 Emerson Soc * Solit

,
Dom Life Wks

(Bohn) III 47 Men are not bom rich , and m getting wealth
the man is generally sacrificed

Proverb 1523 Ld Berners From I ccccxm 722 Sir
. he that nothyng aduentureth nothynge getteth.

b With advs. : To acquire or obtain in a certain
way, esp in ppl combinations, well-, ill-gotten.
ci440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 209 A ryche man wyth

fals gotyn good seyde to a preest j>at he wolde jyue all }>at
he had falsely gett to pore folk a 1533 Ld Bernlrs Huon
lxvm 235 A1 that rychys was not wel goten. 1622 R
Hawkins Voy. S Sea (1847) 163 If One happen upon a bag
of gold, silver, pearle, or precious stones, it is held weU
gotten, provided it be cleanly stolne 1871 Freeman Norm
Conq (1876) IV. xvn 79 We are assured that it was all
honourably gotten and was designed to be honourably spent
Proverb 1546 J Heywood Proo (1867) 62 Soone gotten,

soone spent, yll gotten yll spent 1548 m StrypnEccl Mem
(1721) II App. Q 51 Evil gotten, woise spent 1591 Horsey
1 rav. (Hakl Soc ) 206 Eyll gotton soen lost,

c absol To acquire wealth or property.
*S73 J Sanford Honrs Recreat, (1576) 129 They are sus-

pected to tende rather to get than to give 1635 Quarles
Embl iv. Epig xn 231 wisdome not onely gets, but got,
retames 1677 Evelyn Diary 10 Sept

,
Whilst he was

Secretary of State . . he had gotten vastly, but spent it as
hastily 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I iv 213 The Church .

ever getting and never giving up, was eating away the ter-
ritorial wealth of the temporal barons.

d. with epexegetic phrase, to get into one's hand,
to get into one's possession.

1548 Hall Chron
,
Hen. VI, 161 He . determined to get

into his possession, the duchie of Acquitayne. 1571 Satir
Poems Reform, xxvu. 60 The Newhawm thay gatt into bair
hand
2 . To obtain as the pioceeds of one’s business or
employment

; to earn.

More than euere Grim may geten 1362 Langl. P Pi A
vii 238 He that get his fode her with trauaylinge in treuthi
God jiueth him his hlessyng that his lyflode so swynketl
0x533

f>
D Berners Huon Iui 177 Thy mayster hath n<

thynge but that he geteth with his vyal. x6ooShaks A Y.l
ni 11 78, I earne that I eate get that I weare 1701 D
Foe True-born Eng 27 And what they get fay Day, the
spend by Night 1779-81 Johnson L. P, Pope Wks IV. 4
If the money with which he retired was all gotten by himsel
absol. 1540 Hyrde tr Fives’ Instr. Chr. Worn (159:T vnj, They compell their husbandes unto shamefull crafi

to get by x8o6 Wordsw. Sonn ,

1 The world ts too much
Late and soon Getting and spending, we lay waste ot
powers

b. m phr. to get a living or livelihood,
c 142a Chron. Vilod 4377 [He] leuede In gode proi

pente & in gode hele & w* his trauell his lyflode kai
153° Act 22 Hen. VIII

,

c 12 If any man be vagrant, an
can gyue no rekenynge howe he doth lefullye get his lyi
ynge. 1634 Peacham Gentl Exert g The Emperour C01
stantine got his living a long time by painting. 171
Addison Sped No 94 r 8 He set himself to think on props
Methods for getting a Livelihood in this strange Counts
*®93 Caw Times XCV 4/2 There was no allegation again)

o
mm“er s conduct or her means of getting a livelihood

S. To obtain (much, little, nothing, etc ) by wa
of profit

j to be benefited or advantaged to the es
tent of; to gain.

. ,
*4^2

,
CaxtonEneydos lui. 148 We that dyde fyghte ayeni

the Troyens . Gatte nor wanne therby nothynge. xst
Grafton Chron. II, 336 When he had made the best agrei
ment with them that he could, he gate but little by then

1590 Shaks MuchAdo 1 i 65 They never meet, but there’s
a skirmish of wit between them Beat Alas, he srets
nothing by that 1677 MiegeDid Eng-Fr, I got nothin?

,
b
£

ai Ven gaPli
, ?

84I Gen P Thompson Exerc
(1842) VI 244 Is it that I have ever gotten anything bv
taking the manufactiners* side? J

f b. absol. To derive profit
; to gam, be a gainer

esp by a thing Obs
’

*591 Shaks 1 Hen VI, iv 111 32 We mourne, France
smiles |i

We loose, they dayly get 1679 Penn Addr Prot
11 156 Doing as ill Gamesters are wont to do, get by usintr
faLe Dice <t 1687 Waller Poem, Night-piece 22 Like jewels
to advantage set, Her beauty by the shade does get. tizvA
Hamilton New Acc. E l?ia f xxv 315 Whether our East-
mdia Company got or lost by that War, I know not xva8
Richardson Clarissa (1768) V 164 People who keep lodgines
at public places expect to get by every one who comes into
their purlieus 1762 Goldsm Cit W xiu, The guardians of
the temple, as they got by the self delusion, weie ready to
believe him too.

+ c. Of a clock • To gam in time Obs.
*76* Maskelyne in Phil Trans LII 440 The clock eot

4
ra i a

,
upon mean time, in two days
To capture, gam possession of (a fortress,

etc ). Obs
' '

a 1400-50 A lexander 1453 pen Gais him furth to Gasa &

Burgoyne. 1548 Hall Chron
, Hen VI, x6x b, Without

spedy aide the whole countrey were like to be gotten from
his possession 1598 Grenewfy 7 acitns’ Ann. xiv vm 208
Ncuerthelesse the Kings fortresse was not gotten but by
fight. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 1 159 And when the city Troy
we shall have got

5 . To gain, win (a victory). Now rare Also
to get a battle, ihe day

,
thefield, the gree

c 1300 CursorM (Cott Galba) 25367 He Jjat victon may
gete Sail be corond [with] wirschippes grete 1377 Langl P
PI B xvni 98 The gree 31 1 hath he geten for al his grete
wounde 1520 Caxton's Chron Eng. 1 7/x Y° chyldren of
Israel gate ye victory agaynst Jabyn. 1579 Gosson Sch
Abuse (Arb ) 47 lydinges was broughte him that his Soul
diers gotte the day 1659 B Harris Panval's Iron Age
266 Had Charles gotten the Battel, it is very probable, that
England had been the price of the victory 1705 Bosman
Guinea 40 Their small Force behaved themselves so well,
that they had certainly got the Day if [etc ] 1737 L Clarke
Hist Bible (1740) I ix 580 For Lathyrus having gotten the
Victory, pursued it to the utmost
b To obtain (a position of superiority or ad-

vantage over another person)
;
in phrases to get

the upper (t over, + better) hand (of) ; to get the

start, the advantage
,
etc. (of) ;

to get the sun, the
wind, of, to get the better of (formerly also simply

f to get the better)

,

|- to get a good hand against
a 1300 CursorM 2508 f>ai lete J?airs was land Fra Jai

had geten )>e ouer-hand 1530 Palsgr 563/2, 1 get the upper
hande of one, I overcome hym, « vaults 1548 Hall Chron,,
Edw IV, 218 Thei had fought from mornyng almoste to
noone, without any part gettyng avauntage of other 1563
Homilies n Resurrection (1850) 434 He [Christ] hath over-
come the devil, death, and hell, and hath victoriously gotten
the better hand of them all 1568 TilneyDisc ManageDv b,

By conquest getting y° upper hande 1588 Shaks. L L. L.
iv iil 369 Be first aduis’d In conflict that you get the sunne
of them x6oo Holland Livy vii vn 253 1 he other armie .

got a good hand against their enemies x6oi Shaks Jul C,
1 11 130 It doth amaze me A man of such a feeble temper
should So get the start of the Maiesticke world Ibid 11 1

326, I will strive with things impossible, Yea get the better
of them 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 400 These reeds
would fight together, and the victone should remame with
him whose reede got the better 1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's
Trav xix 68 Like an old Soldier as he was, and verst in the
trade of Pyrat, he got the wind of us 1748 Anson's Voy U.

vm 221 They at last got so far the better of their aversion,
as to be persuaded to taste it 1872 Freeman Gen Sketch xxi
§ 19 (1874) 230 Casimir the Fourth finally got the better of
the Teutonic Knights 1883 F Anstey 'Iinied Venus 157
Supposing the police don’t nip in and get the start of her

t c. (Cf Gain v 8) To get ground to make
progiess, advance. So also to get head (cf Head
sb. 49). To get ground of' to encroach upon, ob-

tain the mastery of
;
to draw away from (pursuers).

1529 S. Fish Supplic Loggers (EETS ) 4 The Turke
shulde neuer be abill to get so moche grounde of cristen-

dome 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 111. 53 If they get ground,
and vantage of the King, Then loyne you with them
c 16x1 Chatman Iliad xxm 399 This, the horse fear’d, and
more powre Put to their knees, straite getting ground,
1640 tr Verdere's Rom Rom 1 127 Being better mounted
then .they, he quickly got a great deal of ground of them.
x66z R Mathew Uni Alch § 31 26 Ifone Fever have got
head before this Pill be taken 1680 H Morf Apocal
Apoc 209 The ancient zeal . will be much relaxated, and
wickedness will get head again 1700 T Brown tr Fresny’s
Amusem Ser Com 92AFeaver that press’d hard upon
a Sick Man, and every Minute got Ground of him 1737
Whiston Josephus, A ntiq. Dissert, m v, The rest of their

institutions.. got ground by their pravity

f d. absol To get of to gam advantage over

;

also, to outstrip in speed
;
to gam upon in pursuing.

1525 Ld Berners Froiss. II xxi. 43 Euery day they
ymagmed by what subteltie they coulde gette one of an-

other by dedes of armes 1548 Hall Chron
,
Edw IV

,
200

The kynges shyp was good with sayle, and so much gat of

the Easterlinges, that she came on the coast of Holland

1599 Hakluyt Voy II. 1 246 Notwithstanding, they get of

the Persians, and make castles and holds in their countrey
1628 Digby Voy. Medit (1868) 37 It was her boate which I

tooke vp, that they had cutt of because my sattia got so

mainely of her.

0 . To earn, win, acquire (fame, credit, glory,

renown, love, favour, etc ).
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a 1300 Cursor M. 3546 Mikel it was pat luffeword pan pat

abram gat o mam man 136* Langl P. PI Ax 206 Fynd-

lynges and lyjers, Vn-gracios to gete loue or em good elles

/*37S Sc Leg Saints, Mathon 415 He fawndyt myn wil

for to gate 1485 Caxton PansSf V (1868) 3 Bothe wente

euer to-gyder there as they knewe ony Ioustyng for to

gete honour 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxn. 70 That je

may gett ane bettir name 1568 Grafton Chron II 40 He
gat mmselfe thereby small or little favour 1596 Shaks.

Tam Shr 11 i. 120 If I get your daughter’s loue, What
downe shall I haue. 1639T Brugis tr Camus' Mor. Relat

188 No more approach her much lesse get the good will of

her friends 1680 Otway Orphan 1171 To send them forth

where Glory’s to be gotten 1693 Humours ofTown 36 By
large Quotations borrowed from Burton's Melancholy

get the Reputation of profound Scholars

7 To acquire (knowledge, etc ) by study or ex-

perience
1388 Wyclif Prov iv 7 In al thi possessioun gete thou

[138a purchace] prudence c 1400 Cato'sMor 309m Cursor

M App 1672 pe man pat is harde witte gode clergis mai
gitte, wip-in lite 3eres 1535 Fisher Whs (1876) 3B8 Much
comfortable knowledge and sweetnesse this Prophette gate

by this booke 1577 Harrison EnglandProC. (1877)1 p cx,

I gat some knowledge of things by letters and pamphlets.

1651 Hobbes Leviath 1 v 21 Reason is not gotten by
Experience onely. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr vu. § 11 Some
old ideas may be lost, and some new ones got 1864 Swin-
burne Atalanta 297 In such wise I gat knowledge of the

Gods *868 C Clarke Relig <$• Duty 255 That knowledge
which is gotten at school

b Toget knowledge (
intelligence

, + wit, etc ) of
to learn of, receive information of. For to get wind
of, see 15 b.

a 1557 Diiirn Occurr (Bannatyne Club) 45 The govemour
gettand witt therof, past with his cumpany and saigit the

samyn 1639 S Du verger tr Camus'Admtr Events 128

His wife had already gotten some small knowledge of this

matter. 1761 Hume Hist Eng, II xlu 461 The duke of
Parma, who had gotten intelligence of their approach 176a
Kames Elem Cnt xix. (1833) 349 King Richard having
got intelligence [etc ]

c To learn, ascertam. rare
1638 F Junius Paint Ancients 122 He findeth that the

unlearned and carelesse multitude hath got his name 1737
L Clarke Hist, Bible (1740) I 1 jt Abraham having got
the price, never offers to beat it down
8 To learn (a lesson, + a language, etc.), commit

to memory
;
esp to get by heart (see Heaet sb,

32 ) ;
to get by rote (see Rote sb.) , to get without

book
*582 N Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cony E Ind xxxi

77 One of those . after that hee had gotten the Arabian
language, went by lande 1597 Morley Introd Mvs 3
You must get it perfectly without booke, to saie it forwards
and backwards 161a Brinsley Pos Parts (1669) 38 Which
do you account the speediest way of all to get and keep
these verbs 1666 J Davies Hist Canbby 1st 185 And he
had such an excellent memory, that he had got their Lan-
guage in perfection 1692 Burnet Past Careix 115A whole
Discourse is got by heart 1749 Chesterf Lett (1792) II.

231 Those principles,which you then got, like your grammar
rules, only by rote 1761 Churchill Rosciad 248 Without
the least finesse of art He gets applause 1— I wish he’d get
his part. 1834 T Medwin Angler m Wales I 123, 1 had
got almost all watts’ hymns by heart 1891 Longm Mag
Oct. 647 What she said was never very profound, unless

she had got it by heart

9. To find out, ascertam by calculation or ex-

periment; to obtain as a result of arithmetical or

other processes,

*559W, Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 97 It is not so easie

. . to trie th’eleuation of the Pole but it is as harde, and
laborus, to get the Longitude 1887 ‘L Carroll 1 Game
ofLogic 1. § 2. 28 By taking x as subject, we get ‘all x are
y'. 1888 Times 2 Oct 3/2 A trial sand-loaded projectile

was first fired in order to get the range. 1891 Chamb
Jml 20 June 400/1 Dividingthis by three hundred and sixty

we get 364,609 13 feet as the length of a mean degree

10. Without leference to agency on the part of
the subject. To become possessed of; to leceive,

e g as one’s share in a division, as a gift, wages,

or as a payment of any kind.
c 1250 Gen <5- Ex 1497 ‘ BroSer,’ quad he, * sel me So

wunes, Se queSen ben oe firme sunes, Sat ic Sm firme
birSehe gete c 1300 Havelok 908 Wei is set pe mete pu
etes And pe hire J»a.t pu getes c 1320 Sir Tnstr 343
Wheper hem leuer ware Win or ale to gete c 1330 R
Brunne Chron (1810) 139 Loke be me nehi, fulle gode
giftes gete [so MS

;
printed 3ete] je 1500-20 Dunbar

Poems lxi, 46 Quhen uther borss had bran to byt I gat bot
gnss, 1567 Satir Poems Reform vu 192 Donald the fyft,

he gat the same reuaird *593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, iv x 29
Thou wilt betray me, and get a 1000 Crownes of the King
1636 Finch Law n xvu. 177 If within the yeare it [a

stray] strayeth againe, and another Lord getteth it, the first

Lord cannot take it againe a *639W Whateley Prototypes
1 xix (1640) 189 Julius, by being courteous to Paul gate
his life and the life of his soldiers for a reward 1834 H
Miller Scenes <$• Leg xv (1837) 230 Pictures of little boys
and girls, which, m every case, the little boys and girls got
to themselves. 1844 Lady G Fullerton Ellen Middleton
(1854) II x 26 She told me she had got a note from Henry
1890 Blackw Mag CXLVIII, 717/2 They get from ioj to

i2s a-week for their eggs alone 1892 Chamb Jrul 1 Oct
625/2 As to salaries, an officer . usually gets sixty pounds

b. To obtain (a name) Also To get the name
of\ to have the reputation of (being so-and-so).

1662 J Davies Mandelslo's Trav 89 Cuncam, for so it

is more commonly called, though from its Metropolis it

sonitunes gets the name of Visiapour 1741 Monro A nat.
Bones (ed 3) 17 The first [Vertebra], from its Use of sup-
porting the globular Head, has got the Name of Atlas
1832 Austin Junspr. (1879) II xxxu, 392 Laws which have
gotten the specious name of natural.

11.

To obtain by way of concession or favour, or

by means of pressure, insistence, or entreaty ; e.g.

to get met cy, forgiveness, grate
,
leave, permission ,

to get an answer, information, etc Const from,
of, out of.
a 1300 CursorM, 460 (Cott ) O me seruis sal he non gette.

a 1300/32^.464 (G6tt.) Merci getishe neuer mare 0130a/but
19&5 (Cott ) O prince o preistes, gatt he leue c 1350 Will.
Paleme 1592 be gracious graunt pei gaten of here nerande
1362 Langl. P PI A. vi. 126 Thou mai3t gete grace ther,

so that thou go bi-tyme c *375 Sc. Leg Saints, Bertholo-

meus 24 Of bare god gat pai nan answere. c 1386 Chaucer
Manciple's Prol. 102 Of that mateere ye gete namoore of
me C1450 St. Cuthberi (Surtees) 5042 He gettes hete
forgifnes c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 116 He gat ymage
[=nomage] of Scotland swne. *480 Caxton Descr Bnt
31 And prayde to haue a place to duelle inne and myght
none gete 1535 J. ap Rice m Four C. Eng Lett 33 As
touching the convent, we coulde geate litle or no reportes

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 209 Who with muche adoe gate
leave to depart from his brother the Erie. 1602 Shaics
Ham iv m 13 Where the dead body is bestow’d We
cannot get from him. x6xa T Taylor Comm Titus m 2

Is there no mstice to be gotten at the Magistrats hand ?

1651 in Fuller1s Abel Rediv., Parens 578 At last through
Gods mercy, by importunity he gat nis fathers consent

1709 Steele Tatler No 194 P“ 3, I knocked and called, but
could get no Answer. 1738 Lucca's Mein 17 Exam-
ining the Woman first, to get what we could from her

1804 W Tennant Ind Recreat (ed 2) I 280 To get

permission to enter into [his] service 1814 D H O’Brien
Capita [J- Escape 1x9 Asked if I could have a bed? I could
get no answer. 1839 36 Yrs. Seafaring Life 263 A French-
man never gets a word of French from me .

.

till I see it

serves my purpose.

+ b. with clause as object. Obs. rare.

1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 223 b/r Seynt James gate that

he shold be restored to ms lyf *556 Aurelio $ Isab (1608)

M iv, At that tyme was it easey inoughe to gette that the

deathe was not geven unto Isabell.

12 To obtain, come to have, attain (some im-
material thing desired or aimed at) ; eg. to get

rest
,

sleep, comfort, to get one's sight, health,

liberty, etc. ; also to get one's end, one's will, one's

own way, etc
a 1300 Cursor M 12239 (Cott.) A commament nu mak

1 here pat pe poueral get sum bote, a 1300 Ibid 13533
(Gatt ) He went and weisse his eien pare, And gat [Cott tok]

his sight c 1375 Sc. Leg Saints,
Bertholomeus 108 Parfyte

hele pe madyne gate Ibid , Mathon 412 [He] cessis nocht
to threte ws al bot gyf his wil he gate c 1470 Henry
Wallace iv 47 Thowgettis no mendis. 1530 Palsgr 563/1,
I trust m God I shall get my desyre ofhym a 1547 Latimer
in Strype Eccl. Mem (1733) I 11 262 What rest hath he

f
otten, that is removed from the Stocks in Newgate to the

Lack in the Tower? lat550 Fretrts Berwik 589 m Dun-
bar's Poems (1893) 3°4 Alesone on na wayiss gat hir will.

1581 Sidney Astr
<J-

Stella xlv, Fitie .
gate m her breast

such place, That [etc] 16x8 Raleigh in Four C Eng
Lett 38 When I had gotten my libertye. 1671 Lady Mary
Bertie in 12th Rep Hist. MSS Comm App v 22 It

was so hard to get room that wee were forced to goe by
four a clocke. 1674 S Vincent Yng. Gallcait's Acad Ep
Ded. A ij b. The other laughs at us when he hath got his

ends 1693 Humours of Town 2, I could scarce get one
sound nap 1734 tr Rollin’s Anc. Hist (1827) I 113 In
what manner this passion got such a footing upon our
stage. 1792 Gentl. Mag Jan xa/i, I got a very comfort-

able nap between London and St Albans. x86o Trench
Syiion N. 7 . Ser 1 (ed 5) 75 Any benefit which he could

have gotten from his books. 1885 Manch. Exam 8 June
4/7 If they do not get their own way they will resign.

b Frequently with noun of action as obj.: To
succeed in doing, obtain opportunity to do, what
the sb. implies. Also in phrases to get {a) sight

(a glance
,
glimpse, peep

,
etc ) of, to get (a) hold of

(t on, upon), to getpossession of, etc.

a 1300 CursorM 22570 Vp to pe lift rise sal pe see, par
wit strenght to get entre 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 785
The discurrouris Of athir host has gottin sicht. 1535
Coverdale Ps cxiv [cxvi ] 3 The paynes of hell gat holde
vpon me. 1568 Tilney Disc Manage C ivb. See I pray

you . how soone this Ladie, hath gotten holde of that

sentence. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 32 Like men
drowning, that get hold on euery twig 1615 J Stephens
Satyr Ess. 240 You get acquaintance with him by a bare
salutation 1699 Dampikr Voy, II 11. 34 And though we
followed the Blood a good way, yet did not come up with

him to get a second shot 1700 T Brown tr Fresny’s

Amusern Ser $ Com 33 We made hard shift to get now
and then a Glance at some of them a 1703 Burkitt On
N T Luke iv 37 Where Satan has once gotten a hold .

.

how unwilling he is to be cast out of possession 1748
Anson's Voy. 11 vm 222 We were, m hopes of getting

sight of the Gloucester 1761-2 Hume Hist Eng (1806)

V lxvu 64 Their enemies they thought had gotten posses-

sion of their sovereign's confidence. X834T Medwin Angler
in Wales I 202 To the west we got a peep of Swansea
Bay c x86o H Stuart Seamans Cateck 47 As soon as

the huntlines are bent get a pull of them X889 Times
(weekly ed ) 13 Dec 14/1 Every effort was made to get

speech of the Emperor.

t c To get a stomach : to procure an appetite.

(Also said of the means employed )
[168a “ see 18 b 1684 tr Bonet'sMerc Compit. u x6 Peaches

eaten before Meals get a stomach, if it be lost through a hot

pause ] x688 C Hoole School-Colloq. 29 So also we shall

get a stomach to our meat. 1725 Watts Logic 1. iv. § 6

When we say to get a stomach, and to get a cold, etc.

d To get religion (U S vulgar) : to be con-

verted.

1857C W ElliottNewEngl Hist I 46oCapt Underhill

killed his neighbor’s wife, and ‘got his religion on a pipe

of tobacco ’. a 1882 J. P. Quincy Figures of Past (1883)

6 We had come to Andover to get religion

IS. To acquire, to come to have (a quality,

power, custom, etc.).

c 1600 Shaks Sonn. Ixxviii, Euery Alien pen hath got my
vse. x6xr

—

Cymb iv 11 236 Let vs though now our voyces
Haue got the mannish crack, sing [etc ] 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 352 After two Nights, it [a root] got a Shining. 1629
R Hill Patino Piety (1849) I. 182 They have gotten a
custom of sinning 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat Comm
x Cor xi. 23 (1867) 62 Wine was then subject to spilling;

it hath not since gotten a more liquid or diffusive quality

1676 Shadwell Libertine 11, It’s nothing but a way of
speaking, which young amorous fellows have gotten. 1736
Butler Anal 1 v Wks 1874 I 91 By accustoming our-
selves to any course of action, we get an aptness to go on.

b. To come to have (a notion, impression, etc.).

Also to get into one's head ; often to get (it) into

one's head that, etc.

1677 Wycherley Plain Dealer iv ii, Jer, How? what
quirk has she got in her head now? 1762 Goldsm. Cit,

PVorld lxxvui. V 2 The people, it seems, have got into their

heads that they have more wit than others 1876 Geo
Eliot Dan Deronda 1 vii, Anna had got in into her head
that you would want to ride after the hounds this morning
Mod. colloq., Don’t let him set the idea that you care
nothing about it If he gets it into his head that he is a
genius, he will be intolerable.

14. To catch, contract (an illness)

x6io Shaks. Temp n 11. 68 This is some Monster . . who
hath got (as I take it) an Ague xyxo Steele Tatler
No 234 r 13 To you I apply myself for Redress, having
gotten . a Cold on Sunday was Sevennight 1765 Sterne
Tr Shandy VIII. vi, Art thou not tormented with the vile

asthma that thou gattest in skating against the wind m
Flanders? 1805 Med Jml. XIV 363 When a person.,
gets a catarrh [etc ] 1892 Black 4- White 13 Aug 182/1
Horses get glanders and men get cholera.

b. collocp To get (a person or thing) on the brain,

on one's nerves

.

to be crazy about, or morbidly
affected by the thought of.

15. To get wind, + air (cf. Am sb 11), vent', to

get abroad, to become known to others.

172a Dn Foe Plague (1884) 10 It had gotten vent. *726
Adv Capt R. Boyle 166 But my Story getting Air, I was
made the Scoff of every Body 1776 Trial ofNundocomar
90/2 It got wind, and a great many people asked me . I told

them. 1828 Life Planter Jamaica 340 That it may get

vent is not improbable, for these black fellows are as in-

quisitive [etc ] 2884Mrs Pirkis Judith Wynne III xi 126

It’s getting wind in the neighbourhood that the child is lost.

b. Hence (after 7 b), Toget windof

.

to hear of,

become acquainted with.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk -bk. (186^) 32 If my old aunt
gets wind of it, she’ll cut me off with a shilling 1885
Century Mag XXX 380/2 If that sweet little Rose were
to get wind of it, I believe she'd faiut

lo. To receive, meet with, suffer (a fall, blow,
defeat, etc.) ; + also (with omission of object) to be

struck on a specified part of the body (constr. on,

over, etc ). Phr. To get the worst of it (cf 5 b).
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Peter 585 Sike ane fall bane he gat

c 147sRaufCoil^ear 698 Ashe gat ben throw He gat mony
greit schow [shove] 1508 Dunbar’s Flytiug 48* luge .

quha gat the war a 1550 Christie Ktrke Gr xx, Thay gat

upon the gammis 1597 Montgomerie Cheme $ Slae 214,

I gat sik chek Quhilk I micht nocht remuif nor nek. i6ox

Shaks. Alls Well iv 1. 41, 1 must giue my selfe some hurts,

and say I got them in exploit. 1632 J Hayward tr Biondi's
Eromena 91 Who had (without this succour) for all his

valour gotten the worst of the day. 1697 Collier EssMor Sub

j

1 (1703) 80 Many persons . in the crowd and
tumult of the action, get nothing but blows for their pains.

a 1732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 163 Several of the

saints have gotten on the finger ends by this means 1738
Swift Pol Conversat. 6, I hope you are up for all Day /

—

Yes, if I don’t get a Fall before Night x8og Windham Let
16 Sept, in Pari. Speeches (1812) I 113 A slight hurt which
I got here m riding 1888 Rider Haggard Col QuarttcJt

III. i x Cossey had only got the outside portion of the

charge of No 7
b. To receive, suffer, by way of punishment.
In Sc the obj. is often a pi sb with poss pi on ,

as toget
one's rages, to get a scolding (cf quots 1508, 1567, 1785)
1508 Dunbar Flytmg 10 Kennedie 70 Throw all Bretane

it salbe blawin owt, How that thow gat thy paikis 1567
Satir, Poems Reform, v 38 It war weill waint he gat his

quhippis 1654 Whitlock Zooiomia 144 And thus they get

Credit among some, foi which at Schoole they should have
got a whipping. 1785 Burns Ep to W Simson Postscr. 39
Mome a fallow gat ms licks 1790— Tam o' Shanter201 Ah,
Tam 1 ah, Tam l thou’ll get thy fairin l 1889 J K Jerome
3 Men in Boat 238 We did not want to overdo the thing

and get six months
c. To get it (colloq or slang): to receive a

punishment, scolding, or the like; to ‘catch, it’.

Also to get it hot
1872 Figaro 22 June 389/1 The German Emperor,Btsmaick,

and Earl Granville also ‘ got * it, but not quite so hotly

1898 Westm. Gaz. 14 Jan, 4/3 You will get ithot before you
are done,

d. In various slang phrases : Toget the sack {bag,

boot, bounce, etc.) to be dismissed from a situation

To get the mitten

,

to be rejected as a snitor. To
get the lead

.

to he shot. (For quots. see the sbs.)

17 To procure or obtain (a required thing or

pei son) ; to seek out and take, to cause to come
or be supplied.
a 1300 Cursor M, 26129 If he in suilk a nede be tan, fat

he ne get man bot curst an [etc.] 13 Gaw fy Gr JCnt.

1625 pe goude ladyez were geten, & gedered pe meyny.
c 1383 Chaucer L G W. 1123 Dido, Ther nas coursere .

That id the lond of Libie may be gete c 1400 Destr, Troy

13477 Two spies full spedely he sped hym to gete 1465
Marg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 500 II. 179, 1 have gyte



GET. 140 GET.

a replevyn 1523 Fitzhere Hush § 124 Gette thy quycke-
settes in the wooae countreye ?a 1350 Freins Bermtk 247
in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 293 Scho stertis vp and gettis

Hcht in hy 1559-60 Act 2 Elis in Holton h tat Iicl, (1621)

271 The bookcs concerning the said services shall be
attained and gotten befoie the said feast of St John 1585
T Washington tr Nicholas's Voy 1 xxu 29 Moreover,
we got a pilote being of the yle of Chio, in place of him
that was dead 1590 Shaks Com Err 11 11 37 And you
vse these blows long, I must get a sconce for my head
*647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr (1678) 23 Few people
were to be gotten there abouts *700 S. L tr Ptyke's Voy
E Ind. 197 So I went lip to the Village, and got a Praw,
which I sent to bring him over to me 1748 A nson's Voy
n xiv "288 We could not have failed of getting whatever
numbers [of sailors] we pleased *8*8 J W Choicer in
C Papers (*884) I iv. 113 At last I have gotten the wanant
for searching for the old regalia of the Scottish Crown.
*849 Macaulay Hist Eng’ 111 I 380 The coach sometimes
reached the inn so late that it was impossible to get supper,

b with immaterial object.

*8*4 D H. O'Brien Captiv <5- Escape 179 Dr B, got
a lift in a waggon for three or four miles *879 Land hoc.
Christm No 61/x, I went into a little shop to get a shave.
189a H R. Mill Realm Nat xi 61 To get Greenwich time
in remote places is more difficult

C. To obtain m marriage Ohs exc. as a con-
textual use of 17 .

*390 Gownn Conf II 242 She muste than algate fade To
geten him, whan he weiedede *611 Shaics Cymb n m gif
I could get this foolish Imogen, I should haue Gold enough,
1738 Swift Pol Conversat 8a, I wonder why such a hand-
some young Gentleman asyoudo notget some nchWidow
fd To gain, bring over to one’s side; to win

(a woman). 06s.
c *385 Chaucer L G IV 1753 Lucretia, Foi wel, thoghte

he, she sholde nat be geten c *470 Hfnry Wallace in 31
It war the best for King Eduuardis awaill, Mycht he him
get to be his steidfast man For gold or land Me think
beforce he may nocht gottvn be *653 Holcrorr Procopius,
Vandal Wars ir xm. 46 Maxuninus had gotten many of
those mutiners with a design to usurp
18. With dat of the person for whom the speci-

fied object is obtained or procured
a. "With dat. of refl. pronoun (+ occas. with to

or unto) • To obtain, procuie for oneself.
a *300 Cursor M. 4607 (Cott ) Do gett be a god purueur

hat in nede he mai socur c 1340 Ibid 21094 (Fairf)
Thomas preiched for to gite lnm heiuen to mede c *375
Sc Leg Savtts, Cnstofore 517 Gais, & gettis 30U lechis fele,
goure brokine godis fore to hele c *385 Chaucer L.G W
2x60 Anadne, [He] gat him ther a newe baige anoon.
<**400-50 Alexander 794 Rest hym on Jus yong knyght
to gett hym a name 1548 Hall Citron , Edw IV, 237 b,
You by youri noble feates have gotten to you, in maner
an immqitall fame 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1 iv § 2 (1633)
6 This water grasse doth get vnto it selfe some new rootes
*6a8 Hobbes Thucyd (1629] 70 A man of Argilus got him
a Seale like to the Seale of Pausantas 1690 Evflyn Mem
(1857) III. 315 ,

1

have now gotten me a pair of new horses
1797 Han More in Lady Chattel ton Mem. Ld Gamher
(1801) I 320 This young lady has got her a husband *842
Tennyson Locksley Hall x8 In the spring the wanton lap-
wing gets himself another crest

b. To obtain or procure for others. Chiefly
with simple dat of personal pronoun, but also (in
later writers) with to andfor.
<11300 CursorM 3502 (GBtt.) Ay was he bone, To gete

\Cott fete] his fadu venisun a *300 Ibid 7293 (Cott ) Gett
vs a king c 1350 Will. Paleme 644 Melior preide hire
pnueli to gete hire J>at gode gras as sone as sche mrtt.
C1385 Chaucer L G W 1649 Hypsip fy Medea, [She] gat
him greet name as a conquerour c 1430 Syr Tryam 454A norse they gatt hyt [a child] untylle a 1550 Freins
Berwik 255 in Dunbar's Poems (1893] 294 Ga, gait me cheiss
and Jbreid *559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse x This
was it which gat him so many victories *596 Shaks Taw.
Shr 1 1 123 Gre, What's that, I pray Hor. Marne sir to
get a husband for her Sister x6oo m Shaks C. Praise 36
Promysyng to gete them xb more then their ordynary to
play yt 1682 Shadwell Lane, Witches 11, Coursing had
gotten me a woundy stomach, and I eat like a Swine
*690 Locke Hum. Und i 11 § 15 They are lodg’d in the
Memoiy, and Names got to them. x8go Sir A Ki kewich
in Law Times Rep. LXIII 683/2 The landowner requires
a cai nage for his own use, and he asks the estate agent to
get it for him.

19. a To procure by hunting or fishing
; to catch

Now somewhat rare.
a 1300 CursorM 3522 Bath on fer and net he soght, Bot

J>at dai wayth J>an gatt he noght c 1300 Havelok 1393 He
wore yare, Grimes sones, for to fare In-to f>e se, fishes to
gete 13 Gaw <$• Gr Knt 1x71 ]>e gre-hounde3 so grete,
pat geten hem [the deer] bylyue c 1450 St Cuthbert
(Surtees) 4345 Llfn.de men fared fysshe to gete 1694 A cc
Sey Late Voy 11. (1711) 12 On the 9 th we got another male
whale, being the eighth *8.. Kingsley Poems, Sands of

17 Was never salmon got[» r yet] that shone so fair

b To bring 111
,
gather, secure (a crop)

*5*3 Fitzherb. Hush § 25 Shorte hey, and leye hey is
good for shepe, and all maner of catell if it be well got
*657 Austen Fruit Trees 1 5 From the time that fiuits
come to be worth getting, till they be ripe 1773 Phil
Trans LXIII 222 The crop of wheat where it was well
gotten was tolerable good *858 Jrnl R Agnc Soc XIX.
x 230 Hay secured before the 27th ofJune was got without
a drop of rain 1891 Blackw. Mag CXLIX 8*7/x, I
remember well the fustiness of that haystack (it must have
been rgot ’ after oceans of ram)

c. To obtain (coal, ore, etc ) by mining.
1664 Power Exp Philos 172 The Roof and Seat is the

Top and Bottom of the Works., therein they get Coles
*671 J Webster Metallogr. i x8 The Pits or Shafts where
Ores are usually gotten 1841 Collieries * Coal Trade
(ed 2) 244 In proceeding to get the coal, the collier, when-
ever he can do so, works upon the face of the bed 1885

Law Times LXXIX 119/2 The 1 butties ’ paid lnm his
wages out of the 2r 3d per ton which they received for
getting the coal.

+ 20. To take hold of(something) in one’s hands.
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Baptist xxoo pis tyrand in hand

a knyfe can gete c 1400 Melayne 104 His sweid in his
hand he gat *592 R, D Hypnerotomachia 88 Getting him
by the winges, she was about to plucke of his fethers

21. To get hold of, capture (a person)
,
also (in

recent colloquial use, esp in peif. and pa t ), to

have an advantage over (another), to ‘ corner
*596 Spenser State Trel Wks (Globe) 624/r Many of them

be such losells and scattei lings, as that they cannot easely
by any sheriff, be gotten 1607 Shaks Cor v iv 30 1 he
Plebeians haue got your Fellow Tribune, And hale him vp
and dovvne. 1879

‘ Cavendish * Card Ess. 198 Second hand

f
ut on knave, saying, ‘Now I’ve got you l’ 1887 F
'RANCisJr Saddle <5- Mocassin xm 236 Who was Navajo?

Ah, that’s where you’ve got me, young man. Heaven
knows, *888 H F Lester Hartas Matunn III vi 157
Yes I did. I don’t deny it You've got me there

b colloq. What has got (—) ? : what has be-
fallen or happened to, what has become of (—) ?

1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 124 They all at once, on
looking round enquired what had got Cair.

22 To succeed in finding (what is lequircd)
1615 J Stephens Satyr Ess 297 Like a Trumpeter in the

fields, that shifts places to get an eccho X670 Nardqrough
Jrnl in Acc Sen Late Voy (1711) 114, I caused the Lead
to be cast forth, but could not get ground at eighty Fathom
1748 Anson's Voy 11 x 242 To stand no farther to the
noithward than is necessary for the getting a westerly
wind 1865 Kingsley Herew xxx, Driving them mad and
desperate just that you may get a handle against them
*873 Black Pr Thule xxvi, Her fatliei . wondered what
he could get to scold her about,

cottoq. 1

0

take, nave
,
eat (one s dinner, etc ).

x888 Sheffield Gloss s v , Come and get your tea with us.
d t T c 1X7 ,— 1 n/T _ ...*892 *

my la

‘I S Winter' Mere Luck i, Here, get your dinner,
. , .ad

24. The perfect tense is used in familiar language
in senses equivalent to those of the present tense of
have or possess. (Cf Gr. iceicrriaOai to possess, lit

to have acquit ed.) So {colloq or vulgar

)

m recent
use To have got to= ‘

to have to to be obliged to
(see Have 7)
[*596 Shaks Merck V ir ii 99 What a beard hast thou

got
, thou hast got more haire on thy chin, then Dobbin my

philhorse has on his taile ] *607 — Tunon 1 11 26 Fie,
th’ art a churle, ye haue got a humour there Does not
become a man 1699 T Qockman] Tnlly's Offices (1706)
234 But I, who han't got such a strength of Genius 171a
J James tr Lc Blonds Gaidentng *44 They have got a
Custom of heading it from Time to Time 1738 Swift
Pol Convcrsat. 68 Miss, you have got my Handkerchief;
pray, let me have it 1775 Johnson Let to Boswell 23 Dec

,

I have just now got a cough
, but it has never yet hindered

me from sleeping 1839-40 Thackeray Catherine v, He
has got C R in blue upon his right arm 1875-7
Ruskin Mom Florence (1882) 129 Quite ‘from the heart’
—such hearts as the people have got 1876— hors Clav
VI. lxx 315, I am very doubtful . whether you have wit
enough to understand a word more of what I have got to
say this month 1878 Jevons Pinner Pol Econ. 12 As a
general rule the banker has not got in bis possession the
money which he owes to his customers *887 A Birrell
ObiterDicta Ser 11 125 What has the general public got
to do with literature? 1889 Mrs C Carr Matg Mali-
phant II. xvii 42 The thing has got to be fought out.

+ 11 25. To gam, reach, arrive at (a place).
a 1300 CursorM 12382 For> in pes he bad )>am ga Til

bm had geten J>air herd a-gam <11375 Joseph Arim. 523
Hedde £ei geten pat holt pei militen haue do muche harm
***547 Surrey AEnetd 11 264 With sound of broken waves
they gate the strand 1578 T N tr Conj W India 31
1 he fleete sayled to get the coast of Yucatan 1613 Purciias
Pilgrimage (1614) 504 The men saved themselves, and
built a Carvall, wherein to get the Continent. 17x2 W
Rogers Voy App 2 If the Wind blows strong out, and you
cannot get the Harbour, you must anchor.

III. 26. To beget, procreate (said of the m ale
parent)

; now only of animals, esp horses. Const.
on, upon. + In early use occas. of both parents.
[Quot 1300 is the only instance in our material m which

the word begins with 3 instead of^-, as the sense is here
identical with that of bi^eten. Beget v

, the word seems tobe either a shortening of the native compound vb. or an
assimilation of the adopted Scandinavian simple vb to the
form of the compound ]
*1300 Leg Gregory 132 He migt se he sinnes sore, Hou

he was geten and of wham, c 1300 Havelok 495 Sweren v
wole, pat bircabem Neuere yete me ne gat C1330 R.
-DRUNNE Ckron (1810) 27 Fourtene childre he gate opon tuo
wifes 1382 Wyclif Ecclus m 8 He sbal serue to them
that geeten hym c *400 Destr Troy 290 Ercules was
getton of a god on a gret lady, c X450 Merlin 213 On hir
he gat a doughter the same nyght that he had geten
Gonnore on his wife 1523 Fitzherb Hush § 68 It is a
horse foole, bycause a horse gate it 1594 wd Pt. Conten--

c^l843
i 1% Whos°e

,

ue
S

thee, theie thv mother
stands. *6761 Hobbes Iliad 1. 265 Though you be strong

ww j1 God
£
e

?,
s C I7°4- Prior Henry <§• Emma 136What groom shall get, and squire maintain the child 1727Arbuthnot John Bull n iv, Hocus loved her best, believingher to be his own, got upon the body ofMrs Bull 1760R Heber Matches ix 144 Bay Horse surem getting

sneaking fandbk sla™ *• 53 It means ftnctlyspeakmg the foal of an ass got by a horse. *859 Jrnl

gettfnfhuntirs
XX ” 35° Th°r0Ughbred Stallions for

fig 1691 T H[ale] Acc. New Invent 19 If they were
? ld

2;
aoy disbelief themselves, or aimed at the getting anyin others, touching the Truth of Fact now discoursed upon

[etc] *733 Islington Prefi, This Pamphlet ’Twas got,
conceived and bom in sue Hours’ space^

g

IV. With compl indicating some change effected
in the position or state of the object
27. hollowed by a prep or adv of place: a.
To succeed in bringing, conveying, putting, caus-
ing to come or go {to, from , into, out of a place
through, over, etc a space).

’

As get maybe apprehended as the equivalent of come to
have, a static prep is sometimes used, e g.

1 If I can get the
key in the hole

’ 6

[c 1350 Will Paleme 2895 pe grettest ofjie giim besteshe
gat to prison sone] **450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 602I
pare was a monke of durharn To helpe to kary bis bell hame

he did his bisynes ilk a dele to durham it to gett lefiaE Tilnev Disc Marriage E iv h, If you perceive him in
such case speake hym faire till you get him to bed
1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram ix 38 He commands
them to get the srules to the yards 1669 SturmyManner'sMag 17 Go howl down the Yeard, and get the Sail into the
Ship 17x2 W. Rooms Voy 25 We weie forc'd to get aRope from the Ship to the watering-place *748 Anson's
Voy xi 11. 133 We bent the cable to the spare anchor, and
got it over the ship’s side 1793 Smeat on Edystone Z. §318The wind blowed too fresh for her to be gotten into the
Gut 1859 Tepiison Bi ittauy 11 xi The next point was to
get my little knapsack through the custom-house. t888A de G Stfvens Miss Hildieth II iv 74 The same
powerful influence that got her out of Russia .. has now
sent her back

b. refl. To betake oneself to or convey oneself
away from a place ; to make one’s way, to go

,

esp in imperative phrases, as get thee {you) away,
hence, m, ottt, etc, (Cf 28 c ) Now only arch
*5*3 More m Grafton Chron (1568) II 765 [She] got her

selfe in all the hast possible out of the palace of West-
minster *530 Palsgr 562/1 Get the hence Ibid 562/2,

1

get
me hence 1 get me out of the waye Igetmeasyde 1570
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb ) 54 Shut vp the Schoole, and get
you home 1591 Shaks 1wo Gent, iv iv 64 Goe, get thee
hence, and finde my dog againe. 1603 Knolles Hist Tuiks
(1621) 53 [He] got lmn up into the highest tower of the
pallace. 1700 S L tr. Pryhe's Voy. E Ind 17 Early the
next morning I got me above Deck *733 Fielding Inlng
Chambermaid 1. ni, Hist 1 hist

!
get you both about your

business. 1828 Hawthorne Panshawa iv (1883) 115 The
elderly men gat themselves silently to their steeds, and
hied homeward 1886 G. T Stokes Celtic Ch. (1888) 128
He got himself back to his beloved Iona
c To bring, succeed in. bringing (oneself, an-

other person, a thing) into or out of a certain posi-
tion or state To get with child : to make preg-
nant. To get (a person) upon

:

to bring (him) to
talk about (a subject).
As in a, the preposition may be of static import
*53° Palsgr 562/2,

1

get a wenche with chylde.yc tngrosse
1592 Shaks Rom 4 Jut v 1 84 Buy food, and get thy selfe
in flesh 1601— Jul C 1 1 34 1 o weare out their shooes, to
get myselfe into more worke 1607— Timon 1 11.

1 30Honesty
is his [fault] I ha told him on’t, but I could neie get him
from’t. 1608 — Per 1 i 168 If I can get him within my
Pistols length, lie make him suic enough. *659 B
Harris PanvaTs Iron Age 94 Having gotten on foot,
a fresh Army of sixteen thousand men *712 W Rogers
Voy 32 A wild Ass, which after a long Chase they got
within shot and wounded 1715 Leoni Palladio's Archil
(1742) II 59 Sylvia being soon after got with child *748
Anson’s Voy 11 iv 161 We exeited ourselves in getting our
ships in readiness for the sea 1802 Mar Edgeworth
Moral T (1806) I xv 121 He was sorry to find that Forester
had gotten himself into such a scrape 1822 G W Manby
Voy Gteenland (1823) 19 He got the ship under close-reefed
topsails. *823 Scoresby Whale Pishery 289 Having got
our prizes in tow, we stretched about a league to the east-
ward *875 Jowett Plato (ed, 2) I 26 A difficulty into
which I have got myself 189* Miss Dowin Girlm Karp
ix in We fella-talking about one thing and another. Very
soon I got him upon legends and tales of the district. *896
Law Times C 508/x Mr. Justice Grantham succeeded in
getting the animal under control

28 With pa. pple. as complement • a To cause,
or succeed in causing, the specified action to be
performed upon (a person or thing) Also refl.,

and (rarely, with intentional quaintness) in passive
x5oo-zo Dunbar Poems xlm 43 Thay get indoist Albaill

thair evidens 1548 Invent Ch Goods (Surtees) 119, I can
get nonsuch some [=sum] confessed. *560 WhiteHorne tr
Mackiavelli'sArte ofWan <?( 1573) 73 b, The first thing that
he ought to doo is to get described and paincted oute all

the countne 1628 Hobbes Thucyd (1822) 127 Without
gifts there was nothing to be gotten done amongst them-
1689 Tryal Bps 134 T hese Declarations which they were
commanded to take care of getting read *768 Sterne Sent
Journ . (1778) II 120 (Le Dunanche), La Fleur had got
himself so gallantly array’d, I scarce knew him. *779 R
Graves Columella I 184 Poor Barty had applied, and got
himself appointed a writer to the East India Company
1843 Carlyle Past 4- Pr iv 1, The Bravest men had
here been got selected 1870 — Corr. w. Emerson (1883)
II 331 ,

1

am by no means certain . that the whole of this

amendatory programme will get itself performed to equal
satisfaction 1876 Ruskin Fors Clav VI lxvii 234,

1

have
more to say when my lecture on Jewels can be got pub-
lished 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser rn I 3 The difficulty

was, not in making laws, but in getting them obeyed *877
Mrs Oltphant Mahers Flor, Introd *2 One of the most
costly, splendid, and elaborate structures in the world- got
itself built.

b. To incur or suffer some specified injury to

(something belonging to one, a part of the body)
1787 T Jefferson Wnt (1859) H 249, I got my right

wrist dislocated X790 J. B Moreton Mann W Ind, 23
To avoid heats and colds as well as getting your feet wet
1889 Doyle Micah Clarke vi 47 You might chance to get
your own skin beaten.

c. To get oneselfgone : to take oneself away, go,
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be off ;
esp. get thee {you) gone. (Cf. 27 b.) Now

only arch
xggo Shaks Com Err m 1. 84 Go, get thee gon, fetch

me an iron Crow 163a J Hayward tr BiondPs Eromena.

85 Repose your selfe on your pillow, or I will get me gone

1678 Otway Friendship m F 26 Sir Nob Well, get thee

gone for an Arch-wagg. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 1. xii,

Get you gone into the country, to look after your mother’s

poultry 1891 Illustr\ Lond News 21 Mar 382/2 He was
recommended to get him gone

29. With adjective : To bring into the specified

state ;
esp m to get ready

1590 Spenser F Q 1 1 19 He knitting all his force, got

one hand free 1603 Shaks. Lear 1 iv 8 Let me not stay

a lot for dinner, go get it ready 1639T Brugis tr Camus'
Mor Relat 247 Ihe maid runnes against the chamber
door, gets it open [etc ] 1674 tr, Martimere's Voy. N.
Countries 22,

1

caused the Horses and break-fast to be got

ready. 1712W Rogers Voy 133This morning we., got every
thing ready to depart. *8x8 M G Lewis Jml W. Ina
(1834) 129, 1 visited the hospital while breakfast was getting

ready 1847 Marryat Childr N Forest xi, Let us first get

him all right again 1889 J Masterman Scotis of Best-

muister if vm 27 The boats were got ready and the pas-

sengers collected.

30. With an infinitive (now always preceded by
to) : To induce, prevail upon (a person), succeed

in causing (a thing), to do something ; in weaker
sense, to cause or set (a person) to do something

for one.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxi 218 And so myght we gett hym

som word for to say 159® Shaks Tam Shr 1. 11 38,

1

bad
the rascall knocke vpon your gate, And could not get him
formy heart to do it 1398— Merry IV it 11 76 They could
neuer get her so much as sippe on a cup with the prowdest
of them all 1612 Drayton Poly-olb 1 443 Their King Grof-

fanus [they] get to raise his powerfull force 1647W Browne
tr Gomberville's Polexander ill v 134 Get lum be propi-

tious to thee Ibid iv. v 339 By the helpe ofa great tumult
which he heard in the lower towne, hee got slide some
troopes into the enemies mtrenchments 1662 J Davies
Oleanus' Voy Ambass. 83 The women got their husbands
to sit down again 1701W Wotton Hist Rome,

Marcus 1 9
His Mother had much ado to get him but to cover the Bed
with Skins 1771 Mrs, Griffith tr. Viands Shipwreck 51

It would be impossible to get them to listen to reason 1791
‘G Gambado * Ann. IIorsent x (1809) 108 The horse went
oddly, and I got the hostler to get up instead of me.
1807-8 W Irving Salmag xvn (i860) 389 At such times

there was no getting Will to join in our walks 1887 A.
Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser h 73 He promptly got a book-
seller to pirate Curll’s edition

fb. With passive infinitive: To cause to un-

dergo the specified action, Ohs. rare (Cf 28 a )

c 1392 Marlowe few ofMalta in 111, A big I am hold to

solhcite thee Fry Wherein ? Ahg To get me be admitted
for a Nun 2681 H More Exp Dan 166 Laodice got
him to be poisoned 1736 Lediard Life Marlborough I. 20

His Father got him to be made Page of Honour
V. intr.

31. To succeed in coming or going, to bring

oneself to,from, into, out of, etc (a place or posi-

tion), through, over, etc. (a space, an intervening

object) ,
also,m weaker sense, to come in the course

or at the end of a journey to + Of land ; to stretch,

extend {obs ) Used with any of the preps, which
usually follow vbs of motion, also with advs. of

motion to or from a place, as hither {here), thither

{there), hence, thence, and adverbial and preposi-

tional phrases, as to get asfar as, to git the length

of Formerly conjugated with be.

Forfig. phrases, as to get to the bottom of root of wind-
ward of,

see the sbs
4x300 [see Get away (34), Get out (64)] 41375 Joseph
Anm 497 pei han geten on hem J>e lengbe of a gleyue

1375 Barbour Bruce xvm 454 Thai bar thaim swa That
that ar gottyn aboun the bra a xqoaStrPere 2223 Be that

so nere getis he, That scho myghte nangatis fle a 1333 Ld
Berners Huon lxi 212 Yf they perceyue vs, we shal neuer
get hense 1348 Hall Chron

,
Hen V, 74 Many . . [were]

apprehended before they could get to the castel. 1385 T
Washington tr Nicholay's Voy 1. xx. 25 b, He found
meanes to recover a barke, intoo the which he and his men
got 1393 Shaks Lucr 349 From earths dark womb some
gentle gust doth get 1398 B Jonson Ev Man m Hum
n 11 (1601) D 4 a, S'lid I am afeard they will know me,
would I could get by them. 1639 T Brugis tr Camus'
Mor. Relat 192 Basse or Low-Bnttaine, is a corner of the

earth which gets farre into the Ocean 1647W Browne tr

Gomberuilles Polexander iv v 326 Assoone as she was
gotten into a grove of Orange-trees she call’d for Palantus
1667 Milton PL ix 594 Amid the Tree now got to pluck
and eat my fill I spar'd not 1693 Humours ofTown 18 Let
us get into the most airyRoom ofthe House 170XW Wotton
Hist Rome,

Alexander 111 310 Maximus was got as far as

Ravenna 1728 Newton Chronol. Amended i 181 Hercules
that year got into Italy 1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 262
The buss had got a considerable distance from the hnoy

;

we had really got out of the accustomed place x8ao
Southey Life Wesley 11 432 No less than ninety persons
set out in pursuit of him ; but he was got beyond their reach

*847 Marryat Chtldr N. Forest v, We never can get across
this patch of clear grass without being seen. 1849 Macau-
lay Hist Eng. v I 609 The drums of Dumbarton’s regi-

ment beat to arms ; and the men got fast into them ranks
1867 Howells Ital Jonrn. 71 We were got no further than
Porto Longone
b. To reach, attain, come to an end aimed at,

or a condition towards which progress has been
made To get to blows : to come to blows, to begin
to fight

1626 Bacon Sylva § 744 Those that are very Cold, and
especially in their Feet, cannot get to Sleepe. 1701 Swift Cot>

VOL IV.

testsNobles 4-Com Wks.175511 1 3oThe Carthaginians were
declining, because the balance was got too much on the side

of the people 1731 Paltock Peter Wilkins I xxvi 237 He
. got to champing the Blade 1798 T. Jefffrson Writ.
(1839! IV. 205 The scene has not yet got to its height
x888 McCarthy & Mrs Praed Ladies’ Gallery III. xv 2g8
He. succeeded in getting to speech of a police officer x8gx
Leeds Mercury 27 Apr 4/4 The hostile parties got to blows
and stone-throwing 1893 igth Cent Aug 322, I don’t
think that I get quite as far as having views ofmy own

o. colloq. or slang Where has it got to : what
has become of it. To get there • ( U.S,) to attain

one’s object, be successful in an undertaking
1887 F Francis Jr Saddle <§• Mocassin vni 144 He said

as he’d been gambling, and was two hundred dollars ahead
of the town. He ‘ got there with both feet ’ at starting

1888N y Herald 29 July (Farmer), Although not a dele-

gate he got there all the same. 1889 J K Jerome 3 Menm Boat 242 Muttering something about its being extraordi-

nary where his umbrella could have got to 1891 Daily
News iS Nov 5/1 As the humorous American phrase goes,
'he gets there all the same '.

d US. colloq or slang (often in form git) ; To
be off, * clear out
1884 Graceville (Minn ) Transcript 23 Aug , He pre-

sented a cocked revolver and told them to get, and they
got. 1887 F. Francis Jr. Saddle $ Mocassin iv 83 A
captain and a full company appeared, but this brave man
‘ made them get ’ 1889 H O’Reilly 30 Yrs on Trial 170,

I therefore thought discretion the better part of valour, and
the sooner I ‘ got * the better 1893 McCarthy Red Dia-
monds!. 66 He got up and gitted before we struck ile. 1893
Blackw. Mag Aug 282 Our team proceeded with many a
‘ git ’ and whip crack from their dusky Jehu

f' e. quasi-trans. To get one's way{s : to go
away, take oneself off Obs.

137S Barbour Bruce xix 683 The fox scathless gat his

way. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Bumall (18^3) 18 Either God must
get his way, or be content to dwell in a dedicate Innes to

Idoles 1813 Woman's Will in ii, Well, get thy wajs for

an incorrigible coxcomb.

f To get by oneself

:

to escape from company.
X863 Mrs C. Clarke Shaks Char iii. 63 Inexpressibly

affecting is that eagerness he betrays to get by himself

32 Followed by infinitive (with to) . To attain,

reach, secure an opportunity of (being or doing

something), to come (to he or do)
;
to acquire a

habit of (doing).

1383 Stubbes Anat Abus ir (1882) 79 Then get they to

be chaplines to honorable and noble personages. X59X

Shaks i Hen VI, 1 iv 25 By what meanes got’s[t] thou to

be releas’d 1649 J Ecliston tr. Bekmen's Ep xxxu (1886)

13 All those that snail get to read them 1664 Power Exp.
Philos ax We could never get to see it quick in the Micro-
scope 1701 W. Wotton Hut Rome 272 By the Interest

of Laetus . he got to be sent into IUyncum, to command
the Legions there 1833 New Monthly Mag XXXVII 22

They get to look upon every law as a mere conventional

enactment 2856 Ruskin Mod Paint. IV v. xix. § 32 The
evil that God sends to warn us gets to be forgotten, and the

evil that He sends to be mended by us gets left unmended
1891 Blackw Mag CXLIX 103/iIHs not quite two years

since we got to be friends.

b. Followed by pr. pple (or, formerly, by a ge-

rund governed by on, which is now omitted, so that

the two constructions are no longer distinguish-

able) : To come to be (doing something). Also
Sc , to find opportunity for (doing something).

1737 Wodrow Corr (1843) III 398 Probably I’ll scarce

get writing, the Assembly will sit so late. X759 Warburton
Lett. (1809) 288 And now I am got on transcubmg, I will

send you a passage or two from some late letters a x8xo
Tannahill Barrochan Jean Poems (1846) 117 Naething got

growing for Barrochan Jean, 1872 Ruskin Ears Clav, xix 10

Instead of looking at the sun, 1 got thinking about the dry
bed of the stream, just beneath. 1889 Mrs H. Martin
Common Clay III. ix. 144 When they got talking together

it was Greek to me
33. With adjective (or equivalent phrase, or, oc-

casionally, a descriptive sb.) as complement: To
make oneself ; to become, or succeed m becoming

;

to grow (with comparatives). To get better, get

•well • to recover from an illness To get drunk :

to become intoxicated To get clear of, quit of,

rtd of, shut of\ see Clear, etc.

1396 Shaks Merck V 1 1. 134 How to get cleere of all

the debts I owe 1639 B Harris Panval's Iron Age 169
Having, with very much adoe, gotten loose from their

Enemies [etc] 1662 J Davies Oleanus' Voy Ambass 220
They were both gotten sufficiently Drunk X700 S L. tr,

Fryke's Voy E. Ind 179 He . .got past me before I could get
aware of him. 1768 Sterne Sent Joum (1778) II. 138
(Pans), I had got master of my secret just in time 1776
Trial of Nuridocomar 23/1 He was at first very ill, then
got better , he is now worse. x8xo Sporting Mag XXXVI
60 After which he [a horse] got lame 2821 Keats Isabella

xxiv, [He] went in haste, to get in readiness, With belt, and
spur, and bracing huntsman's dress. 1834T.MedwinA ngler
in Wales I. 227 He will smoke himself into a mummy, for

he gets thinner day by day. 2857 RuskinPol Econ. Art 20

They got all wrong in their experiments 1863 TempleBar
V. 254, I am getting an old man, and I’m ailing 1874
Dasent Halfa Life III. 88 You must not suppose we got

very great mends with Honora Tailby all at once 1878

Huxley Physiogr 33 Almost everything gets smaller as it is

cooled 1883 Bookseller July 630/1 Retail bookselling seems
to be getting a less remunerative business every day 1890

Tout Hist. Eng fr. 1689, 24 France .
.
got ready to resist

invasion. x8qx Illustr. Sporting <$• Dram. News 10 Jan.

581/3 He worked hard, and soon got chums with the swells.

34. With pa, pple.

a. With intransitive pa pple : To accomplish

ox complete aa action. Now only colloq. {rare).

1716 Wodronv Corr. (18^3) II. 1x7 If we could get fled I

would remove all my family from this. 2768 Sterne Sent.

Joum (1778) I. 2 By three I had got sat down to my
dinner.

b. With passive pple. : To cause or procure

oneself to be treated m a certain way or to undergo
a certain action

;
also, in weaker sense, to come to

be the object of a certain action. Often taking the
place of be as a passive-forming auxiliary wheie a
continuous state is pot intended to be expressed
165a GauleMagastrom 361 A certain Spanish pretending

Alchymist got acquainted with foure rich Spanish mer-
chants. 1793 Smeaton EdystoneL §266We had got (aswe
thought) compleatly moored upon the 13th of May 1814
D H O'Brien Captiv £ Escape 113, I got supplied with
bread, cheese and a pint of wine 1823 Scoresby Whale
Fishery 183 We got entangled among a quantity of heavy
drift-ice. 1826 Disraeli Vtv Grey 11 i, His Lordship was
voted a bore, and got shelved 1848 J H Newman Loss fy

Gaino&i, ‘The taste, I suppose, is peculiar
’

‘Just at first’,

answered Campbell ;
‘but one soon gets used to it' 1867

Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I 111 128 The different tenures

got confounded. 1881 Dr Gheist 190 You will be astonished

to hear that I am going to get married. 1887 Rider Haggard
Jess vi, I got caught in the storm 1891 Nation (NY)
19 Nov 389/3 It may leave on your readera an impression

unfair to Prof. Royce if nothing more gets said.

e Similarly toget done with= to have done with
(Cf. to be done

,
Do v. B 8 b )

1827 Carlyle German Rom III 156 To get the sooner

done with it, he had used to begin his devotion . before

leaving that place where [etc ]

VI. intr With preps
,
in specialized senses

(For unspecialized uses see sense 31 and the preps )

f35. Get above — . To rise superior to, sur-

mount, overcome ; to recover from (an illness,

etc )
Obs. Cf Get over, 41 .

1705 Stanhope Paraplvr II 313 Contempt of the World,
Heavenly Mmdedness, Subduing our Appetites and Pas-

sions, suppose us present with the Creatures and the Pas-

sions we get above. 1734 Richardson GrandisonV xxvm
i7S Religion required, as sbe thought, that she should get

above all regards for me
36 Get at —. Also in indirectpassive.

a. To get hold of, come at, reach, arnve at.

2772 Mrs Griffith tr Viands Shipwreck 33 We gave
him all our handkerchiefs, and what line we could get at.

2833 Ht Martineau Brooke Farm x 217 A ledge of rock

which cannot be got at but by his companions letting him
down by a rope. 2840-2 De Quincey Style Wks XI 175
Augustus was much ofa blockhead ; a truth which we utter

boldly, now that none of his thirty legions can get at us

2893 Law Times Rep LXVIII 302/1 The pipe could not

he seen or got at without removing a portion of the cargo.

b To attain to knowledge of, to find out, ascer-

tain, leam.
*793 J- B Burges in x\th Rep Hist MSS. Comm. App

v. 488 Baron Jacobi called ; his sole intention appeared to

be to get at the nature and extent of Lord Malmesbury's
instructions 2847-9 Helps Friends inC Ser 1. (1851) 1 10

To get at the truth of any history is good 2873 Symonds
Grk. Poets 111. 89 There are no means of getting at the

thoughts ofmen 1883 Law Times 20 Oct 4x2/1,

1

cannot

see the process by which the court will get at the facts on
which its judgment is to hinge.

c colloq. ox slang To tamper with.; to influence

by underhand means, to corrupt, bribe; to practise

dishonest tricks on (a horse, etc.) in order to

prevent (it) from winning.
2865 J. S. Mill in Mom Star 6 July, That part of the

electors whose minds are to be got at by money—who are

to be reached by trickery 2870 Spectator 23 Apr 514/2

That, of course, makes it profitable for scoundrels to ‘get

at ' horses 2871 Sat Rev 9 Sept 329/2 It is quite clear that

some of them [imported artisans] have been r
got at and it

is easy to conceive the terrorism, which [etc ] x88o Daily
News 18 Dec , A bulldog can be ‘got at

1

in thisway
_
1888

Bryce Amer. Commw. II 11 xxxix 78 The legislator

can be ‘got at’, the people cannot

d. slang. (0) To attack, assail, {b) To banter,

make game of (Fanner Slang 1893).
1803 Nat Observer 1 July 176/2 The author’s burning

anxiety to ' get at * capital, his profligate disregard of na-

tional prosperity. Mod. Who are you getting at ?

1 37. Gat from —. To escape from. Obs.

1639 Du Verger tr. Camus' Adimr. Events 130 He leapes

upon bis Mule, and spurring bim hard to get from the bawl-

ing woman [etc ] 1699 Hacke Collect. Voy. xi One of the

three [Indians] .
.
got from our men, and run to the Town

1771 T. Hull SirW Harrington (2797) HI 201, I hope

she got from him innocent. Ibid. IV. 27, I did get from

him, however, and ran to the door.

38. Get into —

.

a. To come to be, result in being, in (a certain

state or condition).

For special phrases as to gat into fitll s*zuzftg9 dscjt (fiot}

water, see the sbs __ ,

1662 J Davies Olearius’ Voy Ambass 81 When they are

once got into Wine they mind nothing else Ibid 284 The
King who was got into a pleasant Humour, only Laugh d
at it 2692 Locke Educ § 131 Wks. 17x4111 60 Lying is .

so much in fashion among all sorts of People, that a Child.

.

can scarce be kept, without great Care, from getting into

it. 2709 Steele Tatler No. 82 V 1 When one is got into

such a Way of Thinking 1771 Mrs Griffith tr Vtauds
Shipivreck 131 They were got into full cry before we heard

them 1787 * G Gambado 'A cad, Horsemen 40 Before ever

your horse gets into motion, clap both your spurs into him
pretty sharp 2802 tr Damberger’s Trav Africa 37 ,

1

had
got into a sort of scrape 1833 A ct 3 <$• 4 Will IV, c 46

f 104 Where any spouts, shores, or pipes, drains or com-
mon sewers . shall get into disrepair 1862 Temple Bar
VI. 401 He used to get into a frightful passion 1887

98
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Rider Haggard Jess iv, He very soon got more or less into

the swing of the thing.

b To make one’s way into (business, favour,

office, etc.) ;
to succeed m obtaining.

1598 tr Luischoten's Voy. 3,

1

vsed all meanes I could to

get into his seruice, 1693 Humours of 'J own 88 Your
Physicians Discourse is as if they are pretending mighty
Practice toget into Practice 1704 J. PittsA cc Mahometans

Slaves m such places do always strive to get into the
lldrens Affections. 1790 J. B Moreton Mann. W. hid

03 When a young man gets into a good employ. 1890
T F. Tout Hist Eng fr 1689, 182 Trade giew much more
active after he got into office.

e. colloq. To put on (clothes, etc ).

1690W Walker Idiomat Anglo-Lat 151 He is gotten
into a new dress. 1813 Lady Burghersh Lett (1893) 38
By that time I shall ' get into my shoes ’ heie

d To become occupied with, to * land in
’

171a Steele Sped No 479P 6 Instead of Displaying
Conjugal Love in its natmal Beauties I am got into Tales
to the Disadvantage of that State of Life.

e To penetrate by inquiry, to get knowledge of
1788 T, JcFrr.RSON Writ (1859) II 376, I endeavored to

get, as well as I could, into the state of national ciedit there

f. Of liquor: To take effect upon, lender con-

fused or unsteady.

1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I 143 This ale gets
into my noddle 1894 Pall Milll Mag Dec 376 Ever since
I’ve been holding off from the whisky the least diop gets
into my walk.

39 . Get off—. (Cf. 62 )

a. To dismount from (ahorse) Also (U.S) to

alight from (a train)

1890 Century Mag July 349/1 When I got off the train, I

found myself on a moss grown platform

b. To be disinclined for, to give up. c. To
obtain lelease from
«x8o6 K White Lett (1837) 329, I never get quite off

study. 1893 Sir R Romer 111 Law hints Rep LXVIII
443/1 It appears to me impossible to say that the defendants
Can get off the contract

40. Get on —
,

(Cf Get upon
, 46 ,

also 63 )

. To mount (a horse, etc ). To get on one's

high horse : see House.
1613 Purciias Pilgnmage (1614) 502 When the keeper

employeth him [the elephant] m any burthen, hee getteth
fiist on his necke. i66z J Davies Oleanus' Voy Ambass.

220 He got on Horse-back and departed 1856 Whyte
Melville Kate Cov v, Aunt leafly is very formidable
when she gets on her high horse

fb. To produce an effect on. Ohs
1647 W Browne tr Goniberville's Polexander n iv 270

This discourse got somewhat on the slave, but not enough
to bring him wholly to himself.

c. Sport To come upon, meet with (a fox, etc ).

1694 Ace. Sev Late Voy. ir. (1711) 94, I got on him [a
Bird] the nth of July.

d. To enter upon (a subject), esp by chance.

1705 Bosman Guinea 158 Since we are got on this Subject,

I must not forget to inform you that [etc.].

. To get on one's feet or legs

:

to assume a

standing position, esp. foi the purpose of speaking

m public.

1727 Boyer Did Angl -Fr s v
,
To get on one’s feet, se

lever Hughes Tom Brown 1. vi, The pounding and
cheering becoming deafening when old Brooke gets on his

legs 1887 Lowell Deniocr 30 Before the authonzed and
responsible debaters get on their legs.

£ Racing To stake money upon (a horse).

1884 Punch 18 Oct 181/1 There is all the difference be-
tween getting on an ordinary hack and ‘getting on’ the
favourite for the Derby

41. Get over —
.

(Cf. 66 )

a. To overcome, surmount (a difficulty)
;

to

evade the force of (evidence)
; to cease to be

troubled or surprised by.

*687 Miege Gt Fr Did. it. s v., Theycannot get over the
Prejudice of Education 1701 W Wotton Hist. Rome,
Alexander n. 469 [This] was Alexander’s great difficulty,

which for many years he happily got over 1764 Gibbon
Mist. Whs (1814) IV 376 Yet the name of slave was not to

be got over 1783 Ainsworth's Lat Did (Morell) iv, s,v.

Belleropkontes

,

He conquered them, and got safe over
several other dangers. 1348 J H Newman Loss 4 Gam
264 All such substances, milk, butter, cheese, oil, have a
particular taste at fiist, which use alone gets over. *850
Tait's Mag XVII 397/1 We have happily got over the
prejudice of last cehtury 1880 Doyle M Clarke se. 80
No explanation or excuse could get over the fact that the
man was dead. Mod colloq I can’t get over his being a
married man.
b To recover from (a shock, injury, illness, etc ).

*769 Goldsm Roman Hist (1786) II 337 These excesses
. brought on a violent fever, which his constitution was
sufficiently strong to get over 1791 De Foe Crusoe 1 xvi,
He was . gotten over his fright 1839 Thirty-six Yrs.
SeafaringLife219 Such was his state, that no one supposed
he ever could get over it [an amputation] 1877 M iss Yonge
Cameos Ser 111 xxx 306, I shall get over tills hurt 189a
Gd Words May 341/2 A shock that he never got over,

c To cover (a distance).

*857 Hughes Tom Brown 1 1, You can get over a couple
of thousand miles of ground for three pound ten 1883
Fenn Middy 4 Ensign xxxu, 193 Ten miles were got over
that evening,

d. To finish, accomplish (an action)
;

to get
through with, have done with,
1872 Black A dv. Phaeton xxvii, Th e inn had clearly got

over its day’s labour. *889 Mrs. C. Carr Marg Malt,

.

phant II xxiv. 791,

1

had got over my visit quite safely

142

e To while away, succeed in passing (time).

(Cf 43 c0 . . , n
1890 Temple Bar XC 147 He never is quite clear after-

wards liow he gets over the horns that intervene

f slang To take advantage of, circumvent
186a Temple Bar VI 418 If any possible swindle had

been intended, they had not got over me 1891 F W
Robinson Her Love <§ His Life II iv ix. 210 You’ll

have to get up early to get over me
42. Get round — (Cf. 67 )
a To circumvent, get the better of, cajole

*849 Ruxton Life in Far West to6 One fi om the Land of
Cakes.. sought to 'get lound’ (in trade) a right ‘smalt’
Yankee, but couldn't ‘shine’ 1883 F Anstky 'Jutted

Venus 40,

1

must ask her for the ring, very polite and civil,

and try it I can’t get lound her that way 1890 HaipeVs
Mag Nov 963/2 She piobably managed to get round lum
in various ways

b. To evade
1896 Westm Gaz, 24 July 1/2 With every change m the

rules comes a fresh ingenuity 111 getting round them

43 . Get through —
.

(Cf. 68 )

a. To reach the end of, bring to a conclusion,

accomplish (a task, etc )
1661 Marvell Cerr Wks 1872-5 II. 76 We are not yet

got through the Bill of Corporations to have it ingrosd

1830 Tait’s Mag XVII 463/2 He managed to get through
four good meals i860 Gro Er iot Mill on FI n i, He got
through his supines without mistake 1889 J Masterman
Scoits ofBestmuister I vi 194 He theicfore got through lus

business as quickly as he could

b. Of legislative measures to be passed by
(Parliament, the Commons or Lords). Also, 7 ’o

gd through the Court

.

to receive one’s
1
dis-

charge ’ as a bankrupt
1833 Costello Star Screen 82 As to the Court, if you did

get through it you’d be woise off when you came out than
when you went in 1800 T F Tout Hist Eng fr. 1689,

168 A new Reform Bilf had got thiough the Commons by
more than a hundred majority.

c To succeed in passing (time) , esp. to find

occupation for (a period of time), so as to escape
ennui. (Cf. 41 e.)

1768 Sterne Sent Joum I 17 (The Monk), Those who
have no other plan in life, but to get through it in sloth

and ignorance. *847-9 Helps Friends in C (1851) II 7
How do you get through the day? 1890 Jemple Bar
Oct 143 He gets through the morning toleiably well with
lettei -writing

44 Get to— (Cf6<j) To begin, settle down to,

1861 Hughes Tom Ihmvn at Gxf Intiod
, Tom was

beginning to feel that it was high time for him to be getting
to regular work again. 1889 F C Piiiiips Vug A tuslte's

Cow tship II. v 52 You and I will get to business, with due
solemnity

45 Get under— Naut. To get under sail

:

to set sail To get under -way : to begin to move
1748 Anson's Voy, it. vn 207 We got under sail from the

road of Paita . . about midnight 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790)
V. 186 In the mean tune the ships were got under way
1823 Scoresby Whale Ftshay 42 The sails were instantly
set, and the ship got under way
40. Get upon —

.
(Cf. Get on, 40 )

a To assume a position upon
; to rise to (one’s

feet)
;
to mount (a horse, etc

)

*38* Puttie Gumbo's Civ Conv 1 (1386) 12 All beastes so
soone as they are delivered from their dam get upon their
feete, and are able to stand a high alone. *720 Mrs
Manley Power ofLove 1 . 123 With much Difficulty he got
upon his Knees *826 m Cobbett Rur Rides (1885) II 270
Getting upon a good strong horse, and riding about the
country, has no merit in it

b To begin or proceed to talk of.

183a H Rogers Eel Faith (1833) 38 If you find us
getting upon these topics, join us.

f 47 . Get within —. Obs
a. To succeed in coming within the defences of

(an adversary)
*380 Sidney Arcadia 11 (1390) 211 b, I had in a short space

gotten within him, and (gluing him a sound blowe) sent him
tofeede fishes. 1390 Shaics.Cbm Err, v 1 34 Someget withm
lum, take his sword away 1639 B Harris Paiival's
Iron Age 279 Got within shot of the enetny, who fearing
that by degrees the English Fleet would get witlnn them

,

set up then sailes [etc ]

b To succeed m deceiving, or in winning con-
fidence with (a person)
1640 Sanderson Serin I 303 By this very means he got

Within our grandmother Eve 1660 Trial Regie 154, I
should so much sympathize with him, to get withm him to
know his intentions

VII With adverbs.

48 . Get aboard (See Aboard )

a trails, (sense 27).
1590 Shaks Com, Err iv iv 162 Therefore away, to get

our stuffe aboord. *712 W Rogers Voy 40 We had got a
great deal of Water and Wood aboard
b intr (sense 31)

1611 Shaks. JVint T. hi 111 7 Go get a-boord, Looke to
thy barke 1697 Dampier Voy I 116 They knew not how to
get aboard. *780 Coxe Russ. Disc 58 They had no sooner
got aboard than a violent gale of wind . . broke the cable
1849 [see Aboard A 1 b]

49. Get about
a. intr. To make one’s way about, go fiom

place to place • also, to begin to walk (after an
accident, illness, etc.).

*837 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vi, You’re getting well But
you'll get about now directly, won't you? *889 F. C Philips
Yng Ainslfe’s Courtship I. xm 171 Not even a cab can

get about in December for the snow. 1890 Sat Rev r Nov
5i°/i Mr Hare might offer more help as to the means of
getting about

b Of rumours, reports, etc : To be circulated
become generally known, to obtain currency

’

1848 J H Newman Loss 4 Gam 244 When the report got
about, Sheffield said that he was not surprised at it 1880
II C Philips Yng Ainshe's Courtship II 1 8 Paine’s ‘Age
of Reason for instance, gets about 1890 F Barrett
Beiw Life <5 Death III 1 298Theiumour had got about
that the timber was not his.

50 Get abroad.

fa. ref. (See sense 27 b, and Abkoad 3 ) Obs
*368 GRArroN Chron II 107 He gate him abroadc and

prated thereof at large

4 b. trans. (See quot ) Obs.

*687 Miege Gt Fr Did. 11 s v , To get a Thing abroad,
to publish it

e intr Of rumours, etc : To become current.
*687 Miege Gt Fr Did 11 s v , When such Things get

abroad 1823T jLrrrRSON A utobiog. Wks 1859 1 3® Should
the idea get abroad it will damp the minds of the people.

1849 Macaui ay Hut lung yhi II 327 As soon as the
questions got abroad, a form of answer was circulated all

over the kingdom 1883 Manch Laam 6 Nov 5/2 A sus-

picion has got abioad that they are meditating a reimposi-
tion of the tax on coin

51 . Get again trans. To recover, obtain a
second time
a 1300 CursorM 8677 Bot moght 1 neuei gete hider til,

Mi child a-gain 1362 Langl P PI A vi 106 Thus maihtou
leostn Ins loue . Bote gete hit a3eyn bi grace c 1409
Destr Troy 5899 1 hen the grekes agayne getoti ]>eie hertes,

And m>che comford kaglit of his come fen c 1430 Pilgr
LyfManhoda iv Kiu (1869) 206 pe flesh slial first be ioten,

and newe geten ayen at pe general asscmblee 1348 Hai l
Chi on ,Edw.IV,a18 b, Itwastohei declared, how that kyng
Edward had gotten again the garland 1678 BuNYAN-fti^r
1 47 When he had gotten lus Roll again

52 . Get ahead inti To make progress, meet
with success To get ahead of. to clear oneself

from (a debt)
1807 SouTiiry 111 Roblierds Mem, W Taylor II 190,

I have better hopes than I evci yet had of getting ahead
1851 Mayhi w Loud Lab I 380 There are many who have
incurred a tally debt, and have never been able to ‘get
a-head of it but have been kept poor by it all then lives

53 . Get along1

.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and Along )

1768 Sterne Sent Joum I 19 (The Monk), I have only

just set out upon my tiavels
,
and shall learn better manners

as I get along £889 Mrs. C. L Pirkis At Moment Vid.
III x. 158 She gets alongfastei in the wind than Havelock

b. To succeed, find no insurmountable difficul-

ties
,
to get on, fare (well, ill)

;
to manage, esp

without something (Cf. Get on, 63 g, h )

1837 IIt. Maiitinlau Soc Amer II. 204 But theie is no
bunging glass over a corduroy road; and those who have
no other highways must ‘ get along ’ with such windows as

it may please the weather to leave them *830 [see Along
adv. z] 1868 Dicki ns Lett (1880) II 365 Some of these halls

turn out to be smaller than repiesented, but I have no doubt,

to use an American expression, that we shall ‘get along’

1868 G Dui-r Pol Surv 143 You are wanted there, and
we can get along without you 1 1890 Cornh Mag Oct 376

If one’s soul passes out of one's leach, one has to get along

without it

c To agree, acL, or live harmoniously together
\

also, to gd along well with (cf 63 i)

*873 B L Farjeon Love's Vid xi, You and Mr Baiton do
not seem to get along well together 1883 Harper's Mag
Mar 501 ^2 If they wished to get along well with him they

must let him have his own way
d. imp. Get along with you — go away

;
also

fig let be, have done, be quiet colloq

*837 Dicklns Pickw xiv 1840 — Bam. Rudge xxii,

Leave me. Get along with you.

54 Get away.
a. mtr To escape, succeed m departing. Also,

in Hunting and Racing To start.

a 1300 CursorM 7902 In batail sua he suld be sette, fat

be awai suld neuer gette 137s Barbour Bruce xiv. 223

The lordis war gottm all avay, *333 Coverdale Job 1 17

The Caldees haue slayne the seruauntes with the

swearde and I only am gotten awaye, to tell the 1638

F Junius Paint, of Ancients 131 David had leisure

enough to get away whilest the Kings messengers were so

deceived. 1707 Curios m Hush 4 Card 13 1 hey escap d

from the City, as from a Prison, and got away into die

Country. *818 Cocbett Pol Reg XXXIII 13 He came

out of the Tower, or, rather, got away out of it somehow or

other 1873 Whyte Melville Riding Recoil 11, Exhaust,

therefore, all your knowledge of woodciaft to get away on

good terms with the hounds *883 F Anstey T mted l enus

56 AH our party was glad to get away
b imp =Go away, be off Also Gd away with

you = 53 d.

179S Jane Austen Pride 4 Prej, xhx, 1 ake whatever you

like, and get away
c To get away with (US slang) to get the

better of, to beat m a contest.

1887 A A. Hayes Jesuit's Ring 227 The boys got away

with the road agents

d trans. and ref (See sense 27 and AWAT.)
c *373 Sc. Leg Saints, George 883 Men., gat away

prywely of his relykis a party c 1400 Destr, 1 roy 11765

The kyng hade hit goten, Paladian the pure god, pertly

away £1430 Syr Tryam 470 Ther myght no man gete

hym [greyhound] away. *585T Washington tr Nicholays

Voy. 1 xx 23 b, There was no remedy to get them [prisoners]

away, but by great presents. *640 tr Verdpre's Ram Rom
hi 27 Taking a little courage to her, she got her speedily
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away 1687 Miege Gt Fr Diet 11 s.v
, He has got away

my Customers She gotaway the best Things in the House,
elle a somtra.it [etc ]

f e. trans. To shake off, get rid of {a cold).

1676 Lady Chaworth in 12/74 Rep Hist MSS Comm.
App v 34 The season continues so seveere I cannot get
away my ill cold nor goe out of the house.

55 . Get baok
a. wtr. To effect a return Also ufl.

1605 Shaics Ant $ Cl hi jmn 139 Get thee backe to Caesai.

1664 Pepys Diary 22 Nov , They have no victuals to keep
them out, and it is likely they will he frozen before they can get
back 1707 Curios in. Hush Gard 22 If any Disgrace
drive any one away, he is never at rest till he get back again
a 1847 Mrs Sherwood Lady of Manor I iv 99 Perhaps
you hoped I was got back to England 1862 Temple Bar
V 315 Get you back to your inn, good youth 1889
Umv Rev Nov. 360 It was an attempt on the artist’s part
to get back to nature

to. trans To recovei. (Cf. Get again, 51.)
1808 * Cervantes Hogg ’ Miss-led General 161 Another

considerable estate was rattled away in one night , but the

good old lord contrived to get it back 187a Freeman Gen.
Sketch, xui § 7 (1874) 245 Venice got back nearly all that
she had lost 1890 T F Tout Hist. Eng. fr. 1689, 189
Austria got back its hold on Italy.

56 Get before, intr. (See 31 and Before.)
1662 J Davies Oleanus' Voy Ambass 7 The Boat-men
forbearing ever and anon to row, purposely to let the

Ambassadors get before.

57

.

Get down,
a intr. (See sense 31 and Down.) Also rtfi

1581 Puttie Guazzo’s Civ. Conv. 1 (1386) 28 b. Then they
tell the wall, and the waie, whereby her lover got downe
1700 S L tr, Fryke's Voy E hid 43 The day being come
he gets down . leaving his dead Companion upon the

Tree 1737 Foote Aulhor'Ptol , Sirrah 1 get down, and let

your father ride 1837 Hughes Tom Brown l iv, Then one
of the biggest [boys] gets down [from the coach] and begs
his pardon 1863 Dickens Mut Fr 1 vi, Bob, get ye
down to your supper 1887 Westm Rev June 36X We have
now got down to the fifteenth century

b. trans (See sense 27 and Down.)
*3 Mylner of Abynton 382 in Hazl E. E P III 114

Stout strokes was them betweene, The milner was the
more keene, And gat the clarke downe x66a J Davits
Oleanus' Voy Ambass 142 If, through weaknesse he lie

not able to get down the bread 1669 Sturmy Manners
Mag 1 17 Shall we get down our Topmasts? 171a Arduth-
NOT John Bull lit 11, Even

<
when Master had got her

down, she would scratch and bite like a tiger 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L § 266 We returned to the buss about noon to

f
et down our moorings 1843 Macaulay Lays Anc Rome,

'irgtnia 271 Small chance was his to rise again, if once
they got him down.
58

.

Get forth., intr. (See sense 31 and Forth )
<11473 RaufCoilgear 603 He saw the King was engreuit,

and gat furth glaid. 1639 tr Du Boss's Compl Woman
30 This Musing is a Maze, where one easily looseth hun-
selfe, and whence without great difficulty he gets not forth

1796 Macneill Will Sr Jean v vui, Will got forth
; On a

cart, or in a waggon, Hirplm aye towards tne north

59

.

Get forward (See senses 27 and 31, and
Forward )

a. intr.

1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 281 Get forward, for I
will come afteryou a foote. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676)
10 He was already gotten so forward in all the Sciences,
that [etc ] *796 Coleridge Watchman No 2 ir 5 They
who act up to my precepts, will he precluded from all the
customary means of getting forward in the world 1813
Chalmer xn Life (1831) II. 8 ,

1

got forward in the coach
with Mr, Paul. 1857 Jrnl R Agnc.Soc XVIII. 1 19 The
mares are indulged a little as they get forward with foal,

to trans
171a W Rogers Voy 5 We lengthen’d our Mizen-Mast .

got our Fore Mast forward.

60. Get in
a. intr. (See sense 31 and In.)
a 1533 Ld Berners Huon lix 206 He went toward the

posterne the whiche, with muche payne, they gattein there
at ? <4x350 Freiris Berwik 94 in Dunbar's Poems (1893)
288 Our gettis ar closit that we may nocht in gett 1613
Shaks Hen VIIIiv iv 18 Port How got they in? Man
Alas I know not, how gets the Tide in a 1691 BoyleH1st.

A tr (1692) 84 Although the bar of Porta Nova proved more
dangerous than we were informed , yet our ship got safe

in thither. 178a Cowper Gilpin 38 Three doors off the

chaise was stayed, Where they did all get in 1803 Jane
Porter Thaddeus xiv. (1831) 129 He was in hopes to haye
gotten in as he had stolen out 1830 Tails Mag XVII.
722/2 The chaise having arrived Trotter got in.

to. To be elected or chosen to repi esent a con-

stituency in parliament, etc

x86x Temple Bar II. 393 [He] is trying to get in for

Wylminstre at the next election.

C. In Falconry (See quots.)

1879 EncycL Brit. IX. 7 To go up to a hawk when she
has tailed her quarry is to ‘get in' 1891 Harting B%bl
Accipitr. 223 Get m, to reach the hawk as soon as she has
killed

d trans. (See sense 27 and In )
*593 Shaks 3 Hen. VI, rv vu 23 When the Fox hath

once got in his Nose, Hee’le soone finde meanes to make
the Body follow X793 Smeaton Edystmie L. § 158 In
getting m the bridle cable by means of its buoys
© To gather in, secure (harvest produce)

x6*8 Earle Microcosm , Country Fellow (Arbi 30 For
Death hee is neuer troubled .. ifbee get m but his Haruest
before 1699 Poor Man's Plea 7 In all these Three
Counties the Crop was good, and the Corn well got in 1762
'Yooxe. Orators 1. Wks 1799 I 193 It would be difficult .

to get in even our harvests, without the aid of hands .from
Ireland, 1853 Costello Stor. Screen 61 A summons to

assist 111 getting m the vintage wholly prevented him 1889
Mrs C Carr Marg Maliphant II xxi 107 We had to
get the hay in

f. To collect, gather (contributions of money,
esp sums due)
1687 Miege Gt, Fr Diet it, To get in his Debts, sefaire

payer 1754 J Hill [title) The Young Secretary’s Guide
with a truemethod every honest dealer should take to get in
what is owing to him 1884 ' C Power ’ [Grant Allen] Pkilts-
tia I vm 217 The poor landlords can’

t get m their rents x886
Law Tunes LXXX 132/1 Some of the assets had been got
in by the receiver, and had never come to her hands at au

g. Printing To set close (see quot

)

1676 Moxon Print Lett 10 If
.

you are pinched for
room, you may leave no Space between Letter and Letter

;

and then one or two Spaces between a Word will serve.
This by Printers is called Getting m, or Setting close

ll. To sow, plant (seed)

*843 Jrnl R Agric Soc IV. n 366,

1

find it [a rollei] .

useful m getting m my spring corn, when the ground is diy
and rough 1833 Ibid XIV 1 192 April is the usual time
for getting in the seed

1 To yoke, harness (horses, etc ) ;
to bring or

duve (cattle) into the stock-yard.
1887 Rider Haggard Jess xxn, I will tell the hoy to get

your horses in 1890 Boi.drewood Col Reformer (1891]

217 A portion of the herd he thought he could get m
j To succeed m doing certain work (esp. within

a specified time).

1890 Jrnl Educ

.

1 Sept 479/1 We are not bound to get
in a certain period [of history] by a ceitain date

k. To succeed in delivering (a blow)
1891 CJiamb Jrnl 21 Nov. 730/1 The youngster got in

a nasty blow, drawing streams of blood from his opponent's
face.

l. To get one's hand in . to become skilful by
practice (see Hand 52). To get in a word (edge-

ways) : to succeed m saying something in a pause
of another’s talk (see also Edgeways)
1832 Ht. Martineav Life tn Wilds vi. 78 It was some

time before she got her hand in, as we say 1863 Kingsley
Water Bab, vii, She was running on, while Tom tried to
get m a word edgeways 1888 Lady D Hardy Dang
Exper 12 xi 222 You have given me no time to get m
a word x8gx T Hardy Tess it. xv, ‘I’ll begin milking
now, to get my hand in’, said Tess
61 Gat in with

*j* a. trans To bring (a person) into favour with.
1628 Earle Microcosm , rug Rawe Preacher (Arb ) 23

His fashion and demure Habit gets him in with some
Town-precision, and maks him a Guest on Fryday nights.

b. intr To become familiar with, attain to in-

timacy or favour with.

1687 Miege Gt Fr Diet 11 s v., To get in with one, to
scrue himself into his Friendship. X700 S L. tr Fryke's
Voy. E. Ind 213 He so contrived his Business as to get 111

with our Men 1703 Hearne Collect. 24 Aug (O H S ) I.

34 He is got in with the Whigs 1744 Sarah Fielding
David Simple II 284,

1

got m with a Set of Sharpers, and
.was admitted to share some Part ofthe Booty 1887 Old
Man's Favour II. in 111 x86,

1

couldn't get in with him at
all ; . . he's tremendously reserved

C Nant. To come close up to.

1671 Narborough Jrnl. in Acc Sev. Late Voy (1711) 177
At 6 at night we got in with the Land 1748 Anson's Voy
hi i 302 We were extremely impatient to get in with the
nearest Island 1797 Sir J Jervis 15 Feb. in Nicolas Disp
Nelson (1843) II. 333, I was fortunate in getting in with
the Enemy's Fleet before it had time to connect. 1823
Scoresbv Whale Fishery 67 The wind falling, and veering
to the westward, we tacked, to get in with the ice.

62 Get off.

a, intr. (See sense 31 and Off ) To escape,

get away ; to start on a journey, or xn a lace.

To get off to sleep : to succeed xn falling asleep. To
get offfrom, + af= 1 to get off ’ (39 a, c).

1607 Shaks Cor. 11 i 141 They fought together, but
Auffidius got off 1687 Miege Gt Fr Diet n. To get off

from his Horse, descendre de Cheval 1693 Mem Ctit
Teckely iv, 61 The Right Wing of the Christian Army,
having ,, abandoned its attack, gave opportunity to the
Janizaries to get off on this side 1748 Anson’s Voy 11

111 146 The crazy condition of the ship . prevented her
from getting off to sea X749 Dodwell Free Answer 109,
I was wondering .. how he would get off of this difficulty.

1891 Cassell's Fam, Mag, Mar 212/1, I find I can get off

to sleep by trying to count up to 100 1897 A Morrison
Domngton Deed-box 1, We got off comfortably by the
ten o’clock train from Euston
b To escape from punishm ent, defeat, etc , either

entirely or with or for a specified loss or penalty,
to be acquitted in a criminal trial

1640 tr Verderds Rom Rom 1. 81 The Christians got off
with the losse of two thousand men Ibid. 1. T46 The Chris-
tians having got off for seventy two thousand horse, and
two and twenty thousand of their infantry 1690 Bury inW Nicholls Ansso Naked Gospel {1691) B4b, But perhaps
the Trinitarians will not so easily get off here 1724 De
Foe Mem Cavalier {1840) 271 He got off for 4000/ 1739
Dilworth Pope g8 By this artful compliment M.r Pope got
off. 1840 Dickens Barn Rucige II xv, He had got off
very well with a reprimand x88x Mrs Lynn Linton My
Love III. iv. 79 Tne Pennefathers got off with fewer re-

bukes than usual. 1889 Doyle M, Clarke xxxvl 408 The
leaders of the insurrection got off much more lightly than
their followers

+ c 70 get off with. To get nd of, have done
with Ohs.
17x9 De Fof Crusoe n vi, I thought to have gotten off

with my young priest by telling him [etc ],

d. trans. (See sense ay and Off )
166a J. Davies Oleariitd Voy. Ambass. 35 To get off our

Ship fiom among those Rocks 1712W Rogers Voy 42
Two men waiting by the Shore, for a Portuguese Canoe
to get ’em off 1731 Gentl Mag I 32/2 The Samuel ran
ashore but ’twas thought might he got off.

© To remove, take off

166a J Davies Oleanus’ Voy Ambass 314 This colour
will not be got off m fifteen dayes, though they wash their
hands several times a day 1087 Miege Gt Fr Diet ir.

s v , To get his Coat off, tirer sou Justancorps 1702 Act
1 Anne Stat 11 c ig [22 ] § 2 If any Person or Persons .

shall fraudulently cut, tear, or get off any Mark or Stamp
from any Piece of Vellum [etc ]

f To deliver (a person) from punishment, or
procuie a modified penalty for

1723 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 43, I will see
ana get you off if I can 1862 Temple Bar V 432 He
promised to get my mastei off on payment of a fine 1885
Tunes 18 May 5 Riel’s fnends were powerful enough to
get him off with five years’ banishment

g. To learn, commit to memory Also to get

off by heart (cf sense 8)

1709 Hearne Collect (p H S ) II 308 He would always
make them set about his own [Grammar], and spend time
in getting it off mtirely x86i Temple Bar III 141
Read the Times., and get off by heart that portion.,
devoted to the news of the money-market 1883 Gilmour
Mongols xvii 201 Our religious system has no set form of
liturgy to be got off by heart and repeated

h. To ‘get off one’s hands’; to find sale for

(goods) ; colloq to get (one’s daughters) married
1724 Swift Drapter's Lett 1 (1730] 13 Wood . to get

them [his Half-Pence] off, offered an Hundred Pounds in
his Com for Seventy or Eighty in Silver

i. To succeed m uttering (esp. a joke)
1838 J.G Holland Titcomb's Lett toYng Men vii (1873)

58 Have you a good set of teeth, which you are willing to
show whenever the wit ofthe companygets offa good thing ?

*886 Mrs Macquoid Sir J Appleby II vi, 83 If [he] had
to speak at any public occasion, he could never get a sen-
tence off without hesitation 189* Chamb Jrnl 618/x
They would get off their jokes on him and insult him.

63. Get on.

a trans, To put on, don (an article of dress) ,

to place (a kettle, etc.) on the fire.

1597 Shaks z Hen IV, v 111 137 Get on thy Boots, wee’l
ride all night 1603—Much \11170 1650 TrappComm Gen
xli 14 And should not we get on our best [raiment], when we
arc to come before God ? 1839 Thirty six Yrs Seafaring
Life 33a "We soon ht a good fire not far from the tent, got
the kettle on, had supper. 1891 L Malet Wages ofSm
III vi 1 63 As the vulgar little boys say, Carr has 1 got ’em
all on ’ to night, hasn’t he?

to. To put on, succeed in acquiring (speed).

1891 Field 2i Nov. 770/1 Their forwards often got on
a good deal of pace, but were never really dangerous

o. reji. To advance one’s own interests,

*8go T F. Tout Hist Eng.fr. 1689, 18 Using men as his

tools to get himself on

d slang. To lay (a bet) on (a horse).

*869 E Farmer Scrap Bk, (ed. 6) 53 When a ‘ sov ’ or
‘fiver* can be got on, We’re game to nsk it

e intr To advance, move forward
,
to make

haste (m movement).
*768 Sterne Sent Joum. (1778) 1 . 131 (Postilion

)

Then,
prithee, get on—get on, my good lad, said I, 1777 Sir M
Hunter Jmls (1894) 3$ Ihe guns got on so slowly that we
did not arrive at Brunswick before ten the next morning 1891
Leisure Hour Jan. 131/2 Let us get on and lose no time

f To advance, make progress (with a work or

business). Said also of the work itself

1798 Southey in Life (1849) I 347 The more thework gets
on, the better does it please me 1805— Lett, (1856) I 328
Don Manuel cannot get on for want ofsuch knowledge and
of a book of the roads 1822 Ibid. Ill 353, I am getting on
with the ‘ Book of the Church ’ 1813 T Moore in Mem.
(1833) I. 350,

1

am more anxious than I can tell you to get
on with it [my poem] 1823 Scouesby Whale Fishery 446We
began to flench; but .we only got slowly on

g. To prosper, succeed
,
esp to get on in the

world . to acquire wealth and position. Also, to

fare (in some specified way, or with suggestion of
some success or progress)

1785 J Tkuslek Mod '1 unes I 115 So it is in society, we
labour to get on and become conspicuous *8x3 T Moore
in Mem (1853) I 342 She had to come down and seehow her
crocuses and primroses before the window were getting on

1833 Ht Martineau Brooke Farm 1 5 The grocei has

f
ot on in the world considerably 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho.
L xii, Not the way to get on m life, you’ll tell me? i86x

Hughes Torn Brown at Oxf 1, According to promise,

I write to tell you how I get on up here 1883 Mancfu
Exam 13 Apr. 5/2 Mr. Courtney seemed to get on swim-
mingly till he got to Bodmin.

h. To manage without (something viewed as

helpful), with (something deemed inadequate)

1837 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vii, Be a good fellow, and
let’s try if we can’t get on without the crib 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) III 47 A State may get on without cobblers

1889 F C Philips Yng. Atuslids. Courtship\. xui 173 The
universe could get on very well without them.

i To attain intimacy or maintain friendly rela-

tions with (a person)
;
to agree, harmonize, frater-

nize (together).

1816 Lady Granville Lett (1894] I. xox His manner is

brusque and short, and I got on but little with him *844
Lady G Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1854] I. 177 We
entered into conversation, andgot on (as the phrase is) very
well 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho 11 vii. They get on to-

gether delightfully. 1885 F, Anstey Tinted Venus 36
You can see for yourself that we shouldn’t be likely to get
on together 1S88J Payn Myst Mirbridge (lauenn ) II

xxviii. 283 [She] had none of the usual misgivings about
98 -a
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getting on with her mother-in-law 1889 F C Philips Yng.
Auishe's Courtship II. xv. 163, I am an easy sort of fellow

to get on with

j To he getting on for (to, towards) : to be ad-

vancing towards, coming close to (a certain age,

time, number, etc ).

18S1 Mayhew Loud. Labour III 183, I was about get-

ting on for twelve when father first bought me a concertina
x86x Temple Bar III 145 It’s getting on for eleven 1874
Dasent Z ales/r Fjeld 64 When it was getting on towards
gray dawn in the morning, down fell snow. 189a St Nicholas
Mag XIV 502/3 Lott was taller than ever. * He’s getting

on for six feet said Tom 189a Review Rev 15 Mar 301/1
We have an overcrowded population getting on to 40,000,000.

k. To advance, move onwards (of time) To get

on in years or life (of persons) to become aged.
1882 Besant Revolt ofMan 11 (1883) 52 He took out his

watch and remarked that the time was getting on x88g
L Malet Col Enderby's Wife (ed 3) I n i toa As one
gets on m years. 189* Temple Bar Oct 149 He was getting
on m life, whereas his fiancee was not yet twenty.

64.

Get out.

a. intr. (See sense 31 and Out.)
a 1300 CursorM. 17350 pal did to sper J?e dors fast, pat

he suld noper-quar get vte 1665 Hooke Mtcrogr 121, I

found them [vegetable growths] just gotten out, with very
little or no stalk. 1700 S L. tr. Fryke'sr Voy E. Ind 19
Seven more got out after me, and 35 before, so that 43 of us
only escaped.

b. imp = 1 Go away’, ‘ be off’ (expressing dis-

belief, dissent, or a desire to hear no more), colloq

1711 Ld. Molesworth tr. Hotman's Franco-Galha. (1721)

136 You have nothing to do here (said she) get out I 1840
Dickens Old C, Shop x, Kit only replied by bashfully bid-

ding his mother ‘ get out ' 1851 Seaworthy Bertie vn 78
Thrue as the tin commandhers 1 Git aout 1 1887 Blackw.
Mag Dec 763/2, ‘

1

shan’t, then ’, said the boy sulkily
* He belongs to my father—you get out

e. Ofthe weather : To turn out,become (fine, etc.).

185* fml. R Agric. Soc. XIII. 11. 336 The afternoon
got out very fine.

d To leak out, become known
1891 Boston (Mass ) fml 28 Nov, 2/3 The fact that this

step was to be taken did not get out till the charges were
safe in the hands of the Governor

e. slang Racing, (See quot 1884.) Stock Ex-
change To get rid of one’s shares m any venture
1884 H. Smart Fr Post to Finish xlii, Johnson had

taken more than one opportunity of what is termed ‘ getting
out ’, that is, backing the horse against which he had pre-

viously laid 1887 Daily News 21 July 6/1 Until they
shall have retailed their wares, and, to use the expressive
slang ofthe Stock Exchange, ‘got out'.

f. trans (See sense 27 and Oct.)
1x1400 Sir Perc 2064 Then Percevelle the gode Hys

swerde owt he get. 144a CursorM 9652 (Bedford) A 1 pat
wrech Frende withoute, pat non frende gete mayhym oute
r662 J Davies Oleartus' Voy Arnbass 123 Much after

the manner that Fell-mongers beat their Furs, to get out
the Worms, 1691 T H[ale] Acc New Invent 46 Some
of them were gotten out by the Caulkers with their Spike-
Irons. 171a W. Rogers Voy 105 It falling calm, we both

f
ot out our Oars. 176a Foote Lyar 1 Wks. 1799 I 283
ly dear Miss Godfrey, what trouble I have had to get you

out 1 x8ox R. Cecil Wks. (1811) I 138 He was lea to

invent an instrument for transferring the form of the model
to the marble (technically called getting out the points)

1849 Thackeray Pendenms xlm, That rascal Blackland
got the bones out, and we played hazard on the dining-
table 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. 111, You’ve been
making all these foolish marks on yourself, which you can
never get out. 1884 Milit Engm I 11. 67 The excavation
in which the shaft is placed is got out.

g To draw out (information), elicit, find out

by inquiry.

1530 Palsgr. 563/1, I get out the truthe ofa mater that is

in doute, je saiche and ye espluche x6xx Bible Ecclus xm
xi Smiling vpon thee [he] will get out thy secrets. 166a J.
Davies Mandelslo's Trav 230 They endeavour to get out
the truth by fair means x86i Temple Bar II 139 In cross-
examination I had 1 got out

1

some facts,

h To publish (a book).
1786 T Jefferson Wnt. (x8sg) II 6 A bad French

translation which is getting out here
1. To succeed in bringing out (a sound).

X834T Medwin Angler in Wales I 269, I could not find it

in my heart to get out a negative. 1841 Tennyson Gard.
Dan 89 The lark could scarce get out lus notes for joy

65.

Get out of.

a intr. To issue or emerge from, to succeed in

doing so ,
to escape from

, to leave, quit. To get
out of bed : to rise. To have got out of bed on the

wrong side : a jocular explanation of bad temper
a 1533 Bd Berners Huon xxi 64 Or he can gete out of

the wood he wyll cause reyne and wynde 1585 T.
Washington tr Nickalay's Voy 1 xx. 25 b, Some of them
before they coulde gette out of the barke were stripped
intoo their shyrtes 1639 Du Verger tr Camus’ Admtr.
Events 89 The Marquesse to get out of the confusion, and
to avoyd the tumult retired to his Castle 166a J Davies
Oleartus' Voy, Arnbass 92 The Bride gets out of bed, gets
on a morning Gown [etc ] 1726 Adv Capt R Boyle 64,
I told him they might do as they thought fit, but I would
get out ofthe Way 1748 Anson’s Voy 11 v 187 He was .

all in rags, being but just got out of Paita goal 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng v I 600 Before they got out of the
lane more than a hundred of them had been killed or
wounded .1887 G R Sims Mary Jane's Mem. 303, I
never lived in a family that so often got out of bed on the
wrong side, to use a homely expression.

b To get beyond, esp to get out ofsight, reach ;

to get out of one's depth (see Depth). To get out

of hand', f to advance beyond the necessity for

instruction or guidance (obs ) ;
(of horses) to break

away from control.
163a J Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 73 The Galley .

got quit out of their sight. 1748 Anson's Voy 11. v 171

They flattered themselves they were got out of his reach

1765 Foote Commissary 11 Wks 1799 II 23 We have at

our school two that were full half a > ear before they could
get out of hand 189a Pall Mall G 19 Jan 4/3 He
remained three hoursm the water, afiaid to move, lest he
should get out of his depth Mod The horses got completely
out of hand and dashed down the hill.

c To give up, leave off (a fashion, etc.) Of
things : To begin to go out of (fashion)

1711 Addison Sped No 119 F 7 The Rural Beaus are not
yet got out of the Fashion that took place at the time of
the Revolution. 174a Richardson Pamela III 193 And
between the one Character, which she wants to get into,

and the other she dares not get out of, she trips up and
down mmcingly 1834 T Mfdwin Angler tn Wales I. 314
Those classical wigs that I am sorry to see getting out of
fashion, yclept bobs.

d. To evade, escape from, avoid.
x88g Sir N. Lindley in Law Times Rep. LIII. 470/1,

I do not see how to get out of the language of the Act
x888 J. Pavn Myst Mirbndge (Tauchn ) I xxm 282 He is

like a schoolboy m getting out of things that are disagree-

able to him 1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs I 228 He tried

to evade the question and., he attempted to get out of
giving a direct reply.

e. trans. To diaw out, elicit (information) from
(a person)

,
also, to succeed in obtaining (money,

work, etc ) from one.
163a J. Hayward tr Biondis Eromena 189 The Queene,

perceiving well what he meant yet resolved to get it

plainly out of him 1676 Wycherlty PI Dealer v 11,

I told you ’twas m vain to think of getting money out of
her. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 202 Ihis was
the account we got out of them. 1737 [S Berington]
G. dt Lucca's Mem» 17 We resolv’d to try what we could
get out of him by his own Confession 1857 Hughls Tom
Brown n. 11, You won't get anything out of him worth
having

f. To extract (juice, etc ) from (any substance).
1662 J. Davies Mandelslo's Trav 84 Opium is nothing

but the juice which is got out ofpoppy, by an incision made
therein.

g To get out ofhand to finish (a piece of work).
1793 Smeaton Edystone L § 284, I found six pieces ..

unset, but which were scarcely got out of hand, when the
swell came on so violent.

66.

Gat over.

a intr. (See sense 31 and Over.)
1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 1 1 171 You knew he walk'd o’re

perils, on an edge More likely to fall in, then to get o’re

1677 W Hubbard Narrative 1 (1865) 80 Capt Henchman
. as soon as he could get over with six Files of Men . fol-

lowed after the Enemy. 1705 Bosman Guinea 259 “I hey
[Camehons] have also several times been sent to Europe,
and gpL over alive. x88x Henty Comet ofHorse xm (1888)

134 Fascines had to be laid down, and the nvulets filled up,
before guns could get over.

b. trans. (See sense 2 Jr and Over.)
1700 S L. tr Fryke's Voy E Ind 197 So I told him,

I would get htm over, and bid him stay there.

c To finish with, have done with (esp. some-
thing troublesome or disagreeable).
x86x J Ruffini Dr A ntonio xi, Yes, let us get it over at

once 1889 J Masteuman Seotts of Bestminster III xx
248 The sooner you get the interview over the better, 1890
I D. Hardy New Othello II ix 207 He had made these
three engagements for the one day so as to get them all

over together.

t d. To win over, gain to one’s side. Obs.

1799 Spirit Publ Jrnls (1800) III. 395 John has got over
most of her servants . . and he has made large promises to
others

67 Get round,
a. intr (See sense 31 and Round)

1748 A nson's Voy 11 iv 160 Pizarro’s squadron . had got
round into these seas. 1812-16 J Smith Panorama Set 4
Art 1. 528 When the planet has got round to B, its projecttle
force is as much diminished, as it was augmented.

b. To recover from illness, get well.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11 vi, Thompson died last week ?

The other three boys are getting quite round, like you
1885 Mrs C. L Pirkis Lady Lovelace III xli 64 She
would get round fifty times as quickly in the lighter,
brighter room.

68,

Get through.
a. intr. (See sense 31 and Through

) b. To
reach a destination 0 Of a bill: To pass in
parliament d. To succeed in an examination
1694 Acc Sev Late Voy 11 (1711) 13 The Ice was already-

fixed to the Land, so that we could but just get through.

Pers Mem I. 411 Troops after a forced march of twenty
miles are not in a good condition for fighting the moment
they get through 1800 T. F Tout Hist Eng fr. 1689,
175 The Irish Tithe Bill, got through at last, though much
cut about by the Opposition 1895 A F Warr in Law
Times XCIX 547/x An articled clerk of average sharpness
may rely upon getting through with three months’ coaching

e To get through with

:

to succeed in accom-
plishing, enduring, or the like
1870 Bret Harte Luck of Roaring Camp, Bets were

freely offered and taken .that * Sal would get through with
it 1878 Scribner*s Mag XV 866/1 You would be surprised
to know the number of books young girls manage to get
through with 1888 McCarthy & Mrs Praed Ladies

f

Gallery II. xu. 234, I must have had pretty well all the

heart-throbs a sinful man could get through with x8oa
Punch 29 Apr 199 Don’t know how I should get through
with my work, if I were tied down to eight hours a day

6

69 . Get to. intr. To begin eating. (Cf 44

)

1827 Carlyi e Germ Rom I 57 The traveller’s appetite
was gone. The host endeavoured to encourage him ‘Why
do you not get to? Come, take somewhat for the raw
foggy morning ’

70 . Get together
a trans To collect, gather together (persons

and things).

c 1400 Destr Troy 11782 The golde was all gotyn, & the
grete soinmes Of qwhete, & of qwhite syluer, qwemly to-
gedur. 1548 Hali Chron

,
Edw IV, 222 He gat together

a great navy of shippes 1600 Shaks A. V L. 1 111. 136
Let’s away And get our Iewels and 0111 wealth together
1639 Du Verger tr, Camus' Admtr. Events 50 Betooke
lumseife to spend foolishly, what he had so unjustly gotten
together 1662 J, Davies Mandelslo's Trav 184 They get
together fourscore of the handsomest young Women 1771
Mrs Griffith tr Vtaud's S/ttpwi eck 52 There never was
so small a number of persons got together oppressed with
so many misfortunes 1848 Mrs Jameson Sacr Leg
Art (1850) 278 Seven of the wisest masters that could he
gotten together. x8oo T. F Tout Hist Eng. fr. 1689, 42
Argyll had got together a fair-sized army.

"

b. mtr To meet, assemble.

1694 Acc Stv Late Voy 11 (1711)118 They got together
in great numbers so that we were forced to flee 1700
5 L tr Tryhe's Voy L Ind 25 They use commonly to get
together near to the Sea-shoie in the morning

71 . Get under, trans. To subdue, overcome
(esp afire).

175a Covent-Garden fml. 23 June 3/2 Yesterday Morn-
ing a Fire happened at the Swan Alehouse but three
Engines coming immediately, it was soon got under. 1791
Chron in Ann Reg, 4” The fire was got under 1799m Spirit Publ. frills (1800) III 387 Advices fiom Lime-
house mention that a violent quarrel broke out between
Mr and Mrs Tarpaulin, which was not got under when the
post came away 1806-7 J. Blresford Miseries Hum
Life (1826) 11 xvm, The assault is continued .. till every
meadow is completely got under. 1884 Manch Exam
8 Apr. 4/7 The fires fortunately were got under before much
damage had been done.

72 . Get up
a mtr. To rise, raise oneself to a sitting or

(more commonly) a standing posture
;
esp to rise

from bed or rise to one’s feet

c 1340 Cursor

M

3721 (Fairf)‘Fader’,he saide, ‘getevpm
bedde ; wi)> Jus mete sal be fedde ’ ? a 1550 1reins Ber-
wife 561 m Dunbar's Poems (1893) 303 In ane myr he fell

Jeit gat he vp 1583 Hollyuand Campo di Pior 5 Get up,
get up, out of the idle fethers 163a J Hayward tr. Biondis
Eromena 22 He could not possibly cause him [ahorse] to

get up on his feet x66z J Davies Oleartus' Voy Ambuss
290 1 he king was so incens'd . that as soon as he got up
the next morning [etc.] 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat 98 If

you fall by the Way, don’t stay to get up again 1806-7 J
Beresford Miseries Hum Life (1826) vi xxn, Getting up
for a journey with a racking headache 1841 Lane Arab
Nts. I. 107, I got up immediately, and followed her until

she had quitted the palace 1885 Manch Weekly Tunes
6 June s/s As soon as a long-winded orator gets up the

members wisely retire

b. To ascend, mount, climb up : esp to mount
on horseback

,
also in fig phrases, to ascend, rise

in dignity
;
to rise to a certain level.

1530 Palsgr 563/2, I get up upon a ladder or any hyghe
thyng, je monte 1548 Hall Chron

,
Hen. VI, 149 b, Ihis

Marques thus gotten vp, into fortunes trone was shortely

erected to the estate and degree ofa Duke 1553Eden Treat
Newe Ind (Arb ) 16 When you attempt to geat vp to rydeon
them. 1629 Earle Microcosm

,
Emptie Wit (Arb ) 81

A verse or some such worke he may sometimes get vp to,

but seldome aboue the stature of an Epigram. 1058 Trad
Mem K fas. G y, By what steps the Puritans got up,

and the old Clergy degenerated 1700 S. L tr, Fryke’s

Voy E Ind. 189 After this they took a Ladder one of

the other four got up to the top of it 1791 [see 30 above]

X844 Dickens Mart. Chuz viii, The coach stopped and
went on Passengers got up and passengers got down
1847 Marryat Childr N Forest v, He used to get up into

the trees

c. To come up, come close to

1650 B Harris PanvaVs Iron Age 279 The wind coming
at North and by West, they could not get up to them
Ibid 280 The rest were not able to get up being to the lee-

wai d 1700 S L tr. Fryke's Voy E Ind 179 This made
us the more Earnest to get up to ’em 1796 Nelson
25 Apr. in Nicolas Dtsp. (1845) II 162 The batteries ..

opened on our approach and the fire was returned as our

Ships got up
a. Of fire, wind, the sea : To begin to show ac-

tion or movement
;
to increase m force or violence.

1556 inW H Turner Select Rec Oxford (1880) 246 The
fire got up 1834 T Medwin Angler m Wales II 136 The
wind got up with the suu x8go S Lane-Poole Barbary
Corsairs 1 xi, 121 The wind was getting up, the sea rising

f e Of health To get up again * to reach its

former (good) condition Obs,

1788 Nflson 6 May in Nicolas Dtsp (1845) I. 273 My
health is got up again, after the Doctors telling me they

could do nothing for me
f Of game : To rise from cover.
X834T Medwin Angler in Wales I 43 Traversing one of

our untrodden wildernesses, with hogs . quail and par-

tridges, getting up on all sides 1850 Tait's Mag. XVJ.1

614/1 He never missed anything that got up within range.

g colloq As a command to a horse = Go I go

ahead

!

1887 F Francis Jr. Saddle $ Mocassin vu 123 Get up 1

—get up he says and once more the horses resume

their gait
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h. Cncket Of the ball: To rise off the pitch

higher than usual

*88* Sportsman's Year-bk 139 A ball got up and smashed
his hand *888 A G Steel in Lncket (Badm ) 163 Should
the ball * shoot ' or * get up

'

f i. rejl. To rise up (prepaiatory to action).

*535 Coverdale 2 Chroiu xin 6 But Ieroboam
. gat him

vp [*6i* is risen vp] & fell awaye from his lorde 1737
Whiston Josephus, Antiq x vu § 2 But after a long time
he got him up and removed from that country,

j trans. (See sense 27 and Up )

*66* J. Davies Oleanus' Voy Ambuss *37 We at last

made a shift to get up the great [anchor] *697 Dampier
Voy (1729) I. 416 Having fine handsom weather we got up
our yards again, a 1732 T Boston Crook tn Lot (1805) 107
The man naturally fiends his force to get off the weight;
that he may get up his head 1735 J Price Stone-Br.
Thames 6 The test of the Piers are all got up to the
Stones above-mentioned 182a G W. Manby Voy Green-
land (1823) 12 All the crew were called to get up the whale-
boats *876 Whyte Melville Kaierfelto v 60 Show me
where the deer is harboured. The Lord have mercy on him,
for I will not, when once I get him up to bay

k To prepare, make ready, organize, set on foot,

bring into existence

1593 Abp Bancroft Bating- Posit, iv i 136 The Puritanes
in Scotland haue got-vp their discipline. 1728 Newton
Chronol Amended 1 179 Minos . got up a potent fleet

1771 Smoi le rr Humph Cl. 8 Nov , we have got up several
farces *806-7 J Bertsford Miseries Hum Life (1826)
vi xxix, A mob of red-hot cooks and scullions getting up
two or three large dinners

_
1831 Hist m Ann Reg. (1832)

153/1 Petitions to the magistrates in his favour were gotten
up by his friends. 1840£ E Napier Excttrs S Africa II.

291 It was deemed more than probable that he would * get
up a fight*. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agrtc Soe XI n 681 It is

more easy to get up a good breed than to keep it up, 1868
Freeman Norman Conq II x 499 It was affirmed that
the revolthad been got up by the secret practices ofHarold.

1

.

To dress (linen), make ready for wearing
1750 Johnson Rambler "No 12 1* 3 There would be nothing

to do but to clean my mistress’s room, get up her linen [etc ]

*834 T Medwin Angler in Wales I 77 Hard at work at

what is called getting up frills 1884 G. Gissing Unclassed
II iu iv 86, I was in the laundry nearly six months, and
became quite clever m getting up linen.

m To dress (the person, hair, etc ) m a certain

way ;
to produce or ‘ turn out ’ in a (specified)

style as regards externals
; said with reference to

the mounting of a play, the binding, print, and
paper of a book, etc. Chiefly in pa. pple. got up.

Also mtr for rejl.

*782 Mrs Thrale Let to Johnson 16 Feb
,
I am told

the new plays this year are got up (as the phrase is) very
pemmously 1800 m Spirit Publ Jrnls (i8o*)IV 388 The
pnncipal novelty is a piece called the Confederacy . which
is getting up m great style 1823 J Badcock Dorn Amusem.
51 Instead of two reflectors, this instrument may be got up
with three or more such planes, *828 L Hunt Ess (Came-
lot) 13 The pocket-books that now contain any literature

are ‘got up’, as the phrase is, m the most unambitious style.

1858 JR. S Surtees Ask Mamma 111 7 Miss Willing was
extremely well got up 1863 [Hemyng] Eton Sch. Days
xvui (1864) 207 He felt confident in his power of ‘getting

up' so that no one would recognise him. *879 F. Pollok
Sport Bnt Burmah I 8 The hair is taken great care of

and tastefully got up h la Chrnois 1890 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov
603/2 The book is prettily got up.

n. To make good., recover (an expense, a de-

ficiency, loss, arrears).

1607 Middleton 5 Gallants 1. i, Tis got vp at your house
in an after-noone lfaith, the hire of the whole month.
*622 Weston in Bradford Plymouth Plant (1856) *15
Mr Beachamp and rayselfe bought this little ship partly

to gett up what we are formerly out 1687 Miege Gt Fr
Diet. n. s v

, I am so much a Loser, I must get it up another
Way 187a Black Adv Phaeton xv, The afternoon was
spent in getting up arrears of correspondence

to To collect, raise (money). Obi.

1639 T Brugis tr. Camus' Mor Relat 314 Having gotten
up a good summe of money, hee stole away 1697 Dampier
Voy I Introd

3,

1

was willing to get up some money before
my return, having laid out wnat I had at Jamaica,

p. To cause to rise; to lift up, raise from a

stooping position ;
also, to improve (one’s health).

To get one's or another person's back up : to become
or make angry (cf.BAOK sb. 24 f).

1674 tr. Martimere's Voy N Countries 106,

1

awaked at

the noise the Master made to get up his Family a 1708
Bfveridge Thes. Theol. (1711) III 410 It is a good while,

before we can get up our hearts from earth to heaven
a 1732 T Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 152 God will remove
the weight so long hung at them and let them get up
their back long bowed *815 M J. Clairmont in Dowden
Shelley (1887) I 52* Don’t you think Papa and Mamma
will go down to the seaside, to get up their health a little?

1887 Rider Haggard Jess it, ‘I'm your brother.’ ‘Are
you? ’ I said, beginning to get my back up.

q. To get up steam to pioduce sufficient steam

to work the engine ;
oftenjig

*832 Marryat N Forster xl, I have a way of going
a-head, by getting up the steam. —and the fuel is brandy

1844 Darwin in Life & Lett (1887) I 301 Get up your
steam, if this weather lasts, and

(
have a ramble in Wales

1883 Fenn Middy 4 Ensign xxxix 237 Every effort being
made by the firemen to get up steam.

r To work up, create in one’s self (an emotion

or feeling),

1837 J Halley in Arnot Life (1842) 81 Let him beware of
getting up (A; elirew) certain emotions as due to his views

. of the sacred office, i860 Temple Bar I. 68 She got up
a spurious affection for the creature 1885 Mrs Praed
Afin. I. ii 42 These are the only subjects about which
she ever gets up any excitement.

s. To acquire a knowledge of (a subject) for a
special purpose or by a special effort
*8z8 Alford m Life (1873) 32 Getting up the Georgies,

reading trigonometry *866 Carlyle Inaug Addr. 172
There is a process called cramming that is, getting-up
such points of things as the Examiner is likely to put ques-
tions about 1887 A Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser 11 157 He
would .. devote studious hours to getting up the subjects to
be discussed

t. To harvest (a crop)
,
also, to stack (com)

1844 Jrnl R Agnc Soe. V t 68 The crops having been

f
ot up, the land is sown with wheat 1876 Encycl Brit,
V 266 If ‘got up’ damp, it [barley] is liable to generate

excessive heat

VIII 73. Comb, (forming substantive and ad-
jective phrases), a. The trans. verb with an ob-
ject, as f get-nothing, one who earns nothing, an
idler; f get-penny, something which brings m
money (cf. Catchpenny), b The mtr. verb with
an adv

, as get-away, the breaking cover (of a
fox)

; also, a chance of escape
;

get-off, an eva-

sion, subterfuge. c. get-overable a. (nonce-wd),
that may be won over or got round.
1607 Middleton 5 Gallants 1 1, That face will get money

lfaith ; twill bee a get peny I warrant you. 1614 B Jon-
son Barth Fair v l. The Gunpowder-plot, there was a
get-penny 1 I haue presented that to an eighteene or twenty
pence audience, nine times m an aftemoone a 1625 Bovs
Wks (1629) 55 As a spend-all so a get-nothing is a theefe
to his estate. 1655 R. Youngs Agst. Drunkards 4 Drunk-
ards are not onely lazie get nothings but they are also
riotous spend alls. 1684 S.G Angl Spec 481 ‘ London Lick-
penny ’ there is no less Ti uth in this ‘ London Get-penny
1848 J

t
H, Newman Loss 4 Gain 80 ‘But it is an illegal

declaration or vow ’, said Willis, * and so not binding
* Where did you find that get-off? ‘ said Charles ;

* the priest

put that into your head ’ 1852 R S. Surtees Sponge's Sp
Tour (1893) 131 The quick find, the quick get away 1853
G, Johnston Nat, Hist E Bord I 256 Pooh * that ex-
planation won’t do A mere get-off 1 *886 J K. Jerome Idle
Thoughts 26 A belted earl may be get-overable by flattery

,

just as every other human being is 1890 Boldrewood Col
Reformer (1891) 173 Thete is some get away, if anything
broke, short of your neck.

Get-at-able (getise’tab’l), a. Also getatable.
[f. the phrase get at (see Get v. 36) + -able ; cf

Come-at-able J That may be got at, reached, or

obtained
,

accessible, attainable.

*79g Southey in Robberds Mem W, Taylor I 275 The
book is not get-at-able 1896 Rep B fy F Bib. Soc 244
The people are more get-at-able than m China.

Hence fl-et-at-aM lity, Get-at-ableness, the

state or quality of being get-at-able.

1863 Smiles Industr Biog 292 The pyramidal form of
this engine, its great simplicity and jjet-at-abihty of parts
have rendered it a universal favourite. 1890 Pall Mall G,

2 July 4/2 Most of the dancing men preferred the get-at-

ableness of Grosvenor-place

+ Gete, sb 05s. [cogn. w. next
;
cf ON gsetr

(pi ) heed, gsetiltga heedfully j Heed, attention.

a 1200 Fragnu AElfnc's Gram. (1838) 6 NuIleJj heo nimen
gete.

Hence f Ge'teless a , careless, heedless.

c 1200 Ormin 6190 Forr jiff halt jho iss gaetelses & ejjelms

& wilde 3ho gillte>j? sket.

t Gete, V Obs Tonus • 3 gsetenn, geaten,
geite, 3-4 get(t, 4 geet, 3-5 gete. Ta. t. 3-4
geit, gett(e Pa pple 3-4 get, gett(e, 4 gate,

[a. ON. g&ta (pa. t. grntte, pa. pple. g&tt-r) to

watch, tend :-ong. *gatjan, f gat
,
ggt fem., heed,

attention, believed by some scholars to represent

an OTeut. type *ga-ahtd
,

f. *ga- (OE ge-, Y-) +
*ahtd (OHG ahta, Ger achf) attention.

The word is chiefly northern, being especially frequent in

the Cursor Mutidi, in the later texts of which keep is some
times substituted ]

1. trans. To watch, guard, take charge of (a per-

son or place)
;
to tend (cattle or sheep).

c xaoo Ormin 3765 Forr ]>att te33 sholldenn hirdess ben To
Jemenn hemm & gatenn <*1225 Ancr R 50 WiteS |?er

our eien [

T

wel itachet, & geateS wel her owre ehne]
a 1300 CursorM 28279 Quare I was scheperd To recke*

lesly 1 geit my schepe c 1300 Havelok 2960 [He] bad Ubbe
, pat he sholde on like wise Denemark yeme and gete so,

pat no pleynte come him to C1330 R Brunne Citron
Wace (Rolls) 648 Loke wel pat py schip be get , Lat non
come vnder py telde [etc ]. 1375 Barbour Bruce xv 264
The castell tuk he in his hand and has set A gud wardane
it for to get C1400 Destr Troy 2113 Our goddes with
grace get vs perfro 1 c 1420 A vow. A rth lix, He gafe me a
castelle to gete With alle the lordschippus grete,

2

.

To keep, observe (a holy-day).
a 1300 Cursor M, 28261 pe festes pat in kyrk ar sette Ic

haue pam soth ful luel gette.

Hence 'pGe’ter, keepei, guardian, [
= ON gdtir]

c 1400 Destr Troy 972 Jet merueld hym more how Mars
was distroyed, Geter of his good and a god holdyn Ibid

11739 Thoantes he heght pat was geeter of the god
Gete, obs. f. Get, Jet ; obs. pi. of Goat
Getee, obs. form of Jetty
Geten, var. Geton, Obs., banner.

+ Getenly, adv. Obs rare- 1
. In 2 geten-

liiker (comparative). [App. f. *geten careful (a

ON. gsetenn, f. gmta Gete v) + -ly 2
; cf. ON.

gsetiltga carefully.] Carefully, diligently

c laoo Tnn Coll, Horn 121 Men bien swo wiSerfulle pat
swo he geteuluker clepetS hem to him, swo hie wiSere turned
froward him.

Geterne, obs. form of Gittern.

+ Gethe. Obs, rare. Also 6 Sc. gaytb. [? repr.

OE. *gdhb(u =OHG gdhida :-OTeut. type *gay-
hipd

,

r. *gaijhjo

-

(OHG. gdhi mod.G. jahe) hasty,
precipitate ] Haste, hurry.
c 1440 Bone Flor 1607 Before hur bedd lay a stone. The

lady toke hyt up anon, And toke hyt yn a gethe. 1572
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi 13 To send this Sedull in a
gayth That nane of 30W kep ony skayth For laik of Pre-
monitioun

f Ge*ther, adv. Obs. Short for Together.
1589 R. Robinson Gold Mirr (Chetham Soc) 18 He layes

not gether poor men’s grounds He is no country stroyer.

•f Gethicall. * Vile, wicked
’
(Cockeram 1623).

Geting, obs. form of Getting

+ Ge'tless, a Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Getsb.

1 + -less ]
Having got nothing, empty-handed,
?

a

*400 Morte Arth 2728 jif we gettlesse goo home, the
kyng wdle be grevede.

Getling (ge tlig). St. Also 8-9 gytlin(g. [f.

Get sb 1 2 + -ling.] A child, brat. Also attnb
1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr hi xix, The wives and

gytlings a’ spawn’d out O’er middens, and o’er dykes *736— Epist to J Wardlaw ig That the getlings prove na fools

They maun be hawden att the schools 1804Tarras Poems
119 Daft gythn thing ! what gypitness is this?

+ Getoil. Obs. Forms : 4-5 geten, 5 geto(u)n,
gettorne, guytome, gyton(e, gytton, gyttorne,
5-6 gitton, 6 getton, getorn [Of obscure origin

:

the sense would suggest identity with F. guidon
(see Guidon), which is recorded only from the

i6tlic.
;
but the form is difficult to explain.] A

small flag: seequot cizoo.
139a Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 152 De ij getens de

armis Sancti Georgii. 1420 Siege Rouen 1214 in Archseol
XXII. 380 There was many a getoun gay, With mychille
& grete aray c 1420 Lydg Assemb. Gods 970 Penowns &
guytomes many a score. 1437 m Dugdale A nhq. War-
imcksh. (1656) 327 Item, a Gyton for the Shippe of vnj
yerdis longe c 1440 Prornp. Parv. 197/1 Gytone, conscts-
onwn 7 c 1500 MS Harl. 838 in Archseol XXII. (1829)

396 Euery baronet shal haue hys baner displeyd in ye field

yf he be chyef capteyn, euery knyght his penoun, euery
squier or gentleman hys getoun or standard . .A stiemer shal
be slyt & so shal a standard as well as a getoun ; a getoun
shall berr yMenght of ij yardes, a standard of in or 4 yardes,
& a stremer of xu xx xl or lx yardes long. *525 Ld. Ber-
ners Frotss. II clxix [clxv J 478 Great pleasure it was
. to se their standardes, getoms, and penons, wauynge in
the wynde 1348 Hall Chron , Hen VIII, 17 The Baners,
Penons, Standerdes, and Gittons

Getron, obs. form of Cittern.

Gettable (ge tab’l), a. Also 6 gettabill, -ible,

8-9 getable. [f Get v +-able] That can be got
*555 Extracts Aberd Reg (1844) I. 289 Gyf the same he
nacht gettabill in the sam forme as it ves. <x 1603 Mont-

gomerie Sow1 xhx, Wald God if it wer gettible for geir I

1611 Cotgr ,
Gcugnable

,
gettable . to be got. 1769 H.

Walpole Corr (1837) H. 432, I . shall employ a little col-
lector to get me all [prints] that are getable 1796 Cole-
ridge Lett (1895) 184,

1

wish, that little cottage by the road-
side were gettable. *867 Furnivall Babees Bk. Introd 74
Getting all thatwas gettable out of them, 187* Echo 21 June,
Sufficient economically gettable coal exists in Great Britain
and Ireland to last from 800 to 1,000 years. 1882 Oguvie,
Gettable, Getable. 1884 Cassell, Getable, Gettable.

Gette, obs. form of Get v., Ghaut, Jetty.

Getter (ge-tsi). Also 4 gettare, 5 getare.
[f Get v. + -er 1

.] One who gets

1. One who gets or obtains
;

esp. one who acquires

wealth
c 1440 Prornp Parv, 192/1 Getare of goodys, adguisitor.

C1510 Barclay Mirr Git. Manners (1570) Giv, Vile lucre
causeth the getter oft time his purpose ban *348 Hall

Chron , Hen V, 81 Experience teacheth that there is no
Jesse praise to be geuen to the keper then to the getter 1596
Bell Su-rv Popery 1 11 iv. 84 After great getters come great
spenders 1667 j Corbet Disc. Relig Eng 25 They are
not the Great Wasters, but mostly in the number of Getters.

1707 Rown Pythagoras' Gold Vers 44 Revolve the Getter's

Joy and Loser’s Pam, And ihmk if it be worth thy while to
gam 1853 Trench Proverbs 141 Unrighteous gains are
sure to disappoint the getter. *880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur
238 He will nave need of getters and keepers.

b. One of a class of coal-mmers. (Cf. also coal-

getter, stone-getter )

1839 Ure Diet Arts 979 (Pitcoal

)

The set who succeed
the holers are called getters 187* Trans Amer Inst.
MiningEng I. 305 Beginning at the far end of his work
the getter knocks out or loosens the sprags that had pro-
tected the holers, letreating as he operates *883 Manch.
Exam 27 Nov 5/5 The drawers at theWhmney Hill Pit

struck work for an advance of wages, and, as the getters

can do nothing without the drawers, the mine is stopped

2 . One who begets ; a procreator, begetter (obs

exc. of horses)
;
m 14th c. Sc , a parent.

C1375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Machor 116 It is mast sorow of
ane barne to be fra be gettare sa tane Ibid., Baptista 643
& jie lofinge of his getteris Ine to fyfe thmge wele aperis

1607 Shaks Cor iv v. 240 Peace is a getter of more
bastard Children, then warres a destroyer of men 163a
Sherwood, A getter or begetter, engendreur 1798 m
Spirit Publ. Jrnls (1799) II 298 It is well known the getter

of him [a charger] was engaged in almost every review
during the last war
3. In comb, with advs., as getter-on, getter-up ;

also getter to bed; getter-in (Agrtc.), ? a machine
for reaping and binding.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859) 54,

1

recognized in him
a diligent getter-up of miscellaneous works 1834 New
Monthly Mag. XLII. 330 A getter-up of fights, a second of
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the fighters 1837 Ibid LI, 186 Sunshine for me . and
gas-shine fot late getters to bed. *849 Mahryat Valerie

vm. Your aunt Fas resided theie as a clear-starcher

and getter-up of lace 1866 Athenaeum No. 2023. 208/1
A getter-on, born in the Glasgow gutter 1873 H. Spencer
Stud Social xv. (1877)363 Getters-up of bubble-companies.

1884 IV Sussex Gas 25 Sept , An American getter in.

Getter, var Jetter, braggait.

Gettible, Gettie, obs. ff. Gettablb, Jetty.

Getting (ge tig), vbl. sb. [f. Get v + -ing 1 ]
1 The action of the verb Get m various senses.

*398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm i (1493) 737 Beestes
haue redynesse of wytte m sekynge and getynge of meete
and of liourysshynge. c 1430 Pugr LyfMankode 1 cxlv
(1869) 74 For iitel is woorth thing ygoten, if after Jie getinge
it ne be kept. 1548 Hall Citron , Hen V, 74 After the
gettyng of the toune, the castle . denied to rendre, and so
it was strongly besieged, a 1639W Whateley Prototypes
n. xxvi. (1840) 36 Yea hut I am sure that his getting hinders
my gams 1726 Leoni Albeiti's Archit I. 69/1 The
Cornishes . by their projection hinder the getting into
the Town from scaling Ladders. 1772 Mackenzie Man
World 1 iv. (1773) I 46 With Annesly, the getting ofa lesson,
or performing of an exercise, was a privilege 1839-40
Thackeray Catherine vm. He had not the genius for
getting 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 63 Wood was to be had
for the getting.

b. In comb with advs., esp getting-in
,
-out,

-up\ gettmg-on, races (Cambridge University),

jaces 111 which the winning boat obtains the right

to io\v m the Lent races.
01380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 369 J?is lawe of getynge in of

]>es temporaltes 1396 Shaks. Merck V in v 41 ,

1

shall
answere that better to the Commonwealth, than you can
the getting vp of the Negroes bellie. 1626 Bacon Sylvct

§ 328 The Getting forth, or spreading of the Spirits 1649
Bp Guthrie Mem. (1702) 60 This Emergent made those
at home more eager for getting up of an Army 1863
Cowley Ess , Dang; Proci ast (1669) 141 Begin , the Getting
out of doors is the greatest part of the Journey 1748
Anson’s Voy 111 1 299 The only step to be taken was, the

getting out of her [the ship] as much as was possible
before she was destroyed 1791 Newte Tour Eng; <5* Scot
i22 The whole country being turned into pasture land ..

has prevented the wood fiom getting up 1825 Hone
Every-day Bk I. 435 Expenses attending the ' gettmg-up

’

of the representations 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint IV. v. 11

§ IS That extraordinary road, and its goings on, and gettings
about. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Social, v 82 Like the getting-
up of companies, the getting-up of agitations is a means
of advancement 1892 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb 2/3 The get-
tmg-on races took place last week
2 concr. (usually in pi ). That which is got or

acquired, gams, earnings. Now only arch.
c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel 26 The englysh hoste, wyth grett

gettynges & with rych yiftes, turned ayeyne yn-to leynestre

1473 WARKW Chion (Camden) 4 By whiche he hade grete
getynge. *377-87 Holinshed Chron. I 187/2 Certeine
Danish rovers spoile the coast . make sale of their get-
tings, and returne to their countrie 1614 Raleigh Hist
World hi (1634) 103 He . was desirous to be soone at
home, that he might freely enjoy his gettings. 1726 Swift
Gulltoer 1. vi, A small monthly share of their gettings, to be
a poition for the child 1760 Foote Minor n Wks 1799 I,

253 Your gettings should be added to his estate 189* G
Meredith One ofour Conq. I i 16 They dispossess him of
his greedy gettings.

3. Begetting, procreation, generation, arch

.

<2x300 CursorM 22035 In his geting be femd of hell sal
crepe 111 his moder to duell *387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls)
V. 279 Of Meilyn his fantastik getynge [L genitura].

c 1440 yacob’sWell(E E T S ) 140 pe chylderyn of mannys
gettyng vnder pi weengys in hope schul be gyed 1494
Fabyan Chron. vi. cxli 129 The sayd Sergius was accusyd
or defamyd of y® gettyng of achylde 1601 Shaks All's
Well in. 11. 44 That’s the losse of men, though it he the
getting of children c 1823 Beddoes Poems

,
2nd Brother

11 11, Better thou wert the brother of his foe Than what
thou art, a man of the same getting.

+ 4% a, Used to render L. generatio - generation

;

produce Obs.
a 1300 E E Psalter xm 6 [xiv. 5] (Horstm ) For lauerd

night and dai In nghtwise getinge es he ai a 1340 Hampole
Psalter ix. 28, I sail noght be stired fra getynge in getynge
wipout ill 138a Wyclif Ecclus vi. 20 In the werk forsothe
of it a Util thou shal trauailen, and soone thou shalt ete ofthe
getingus of it [1388 the generaciouns therof]

f b. = Genesis, nativity. Obs
c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints, Clementes Fore of my-self & [of]

my wyf. pe gettyne [L genestn] fcene I wondir wele.

5 Comb. . gettmg-rock (see quot.)
1883 Ghesley Gloss Coal Mining, Getting-rock

,
clay iron-

stone in the roof of a coal-seam, which is worked in con-
junction with the coal.

Getting (ge-tig), ppl. a. [f. Get v +-im 2.]

1. That gets or acquires.

*634 Rainbow Labour (1635) *9 A Science, if not more
thriving, yet more getting than any of the Liberall ones
1703 Collier Ess Mor Snbj 11 138 As for the getting part,
a covetous man never troubles himself with the niceties of
morality. 1744 Berkeley Sins §331 The most knowing as
well as the most gettmg part of mankind
2. That begets, or favoius begetting.
*632 Randolph yealons Lovers v 11, You were born Under

a gettmg constellation—A fructifying star

Getton, gettome, vars. Geton, Obs., banner.
Gettour, var. Jetter, braggart.

Get-up. [See Get v ]
1 Style of equipment or costume
1847 Ld, Canning in Ld. Malmesbury Menu (1884) I 200
He is just like Lord Combermere in face, figure, and get-up,
but a little bigger, 31852 Smedley L, Arwtdel 11, 26 Study-
ing with the air of a connoisseur the ‘get-up’ of a spanking
team of greys. *856 Lever Martins of Cro’ M, 313 There

was an ostentatious pretension in the ‘get up’ of this gentle-

man 1889 Mrs Praed Rom qfSlat, 88 Dressed in a well-

made tweed suit, that contrasted with the careless get-up
of the bushmen round.

2 Style of production or finish, esp of a book.
1863 Sat Rev. 28 Dec. 795 Very superior both in get-up

and illustration to any of our S P C K books. 1867 A rt
Jrnl. XXIX 123/2 The general ‘get up ’ of the picture is

pleasing. 1884 Bookseller 6 Nov. 1180/2 The get-up of the
book is m every respect satisfactory and displays gieat taste

of design and finish

3 A meeting * got up ’ or arranged nonce-use
1833 Fraser's Mag VIII 30 We attended this hole and

corner get up, and can theiefore give a correct report of lfs

pioceedings

Getyrne, obs. form of Gittebn.
Geu, Geugaw, obs forms of Jew, Gewgaw.
Geules, obs. form of Gules.

II Geum (dgi"#m). [modL use of L geum,
? Herb Bennet.] A genus of rosaceous plants, the

best-known species of which are G. urbanum Avens
or Herb Bennet, and G rwale Water Avens.
1348 Turner Names ofHerbes, Geum is called m enghshe

Auennes. 1362 — Herbal 11. g b, Geum . . this rote put
111 to wyne . maketli it pleasant both in smellmge & taste

1849 c Sturt Exp. Centr Austr I 353 Geum and many
other minor plants x88a Garden 10 June 404/3 A big mass
of the scarlet Geum 1892 Pall Mall G 10 Feb 3/1 Geums,
forget me-nots, and primulas.

Geve, var Gif, Give.

Gew, obs. form of Jaw
Gewe, obs form of Gif, Give.
Gewegawe, obs form of Gewgaw.
Geweling, Gewel(l, obs. ff. Javelin, Jewel
Gewgaw, gew-gaw (guJ gg) Forms 3gme-

goue, 5-8 gugnw, (5 gwgawe, 7 gugawe, guga),
6-8 guegaw, 6 gue gaw, guy-gaw, 7 guegaye,
gugau, grngaw ; 6-7 gew(e)gawe, 7 gewgai(e,
gew-gaude, 8 geugaw, 9 dial, gewgow, geegaw,
6- gewgaw, gew-gaw [Etymology and primary
sense uncertain

; a reduplicated formation such as

is commonly found in words of contemptuous sig-

nification. If the original application be to a musi-
cal instrument, the word may have been invented

as an imitation of the sound ; cf Du giegagen to
* hee-haw ’, bray. On the other hand, if the pri-

mary notion was that of ‘a gaudy object’, the

suggestion may have come from the vb. Gaw, with
its variants or synonyms gaw, gew It is not im-
possible that the word as applied to a musical in-

strument may he an independent formation. The
mod.Du. giegauw, recorded once m the sense

‘ flourish, scalloped border’, and now preserved

only in a phrase of obscure origin belonging to the

game of merels, is supposed by the Du. lexicogra-

phers to be an adoption of the Eng. word.
The commonly accepted view has been that the. earliest

form, which is written gtuegoue (Ancren Riwle) should be
read as givegove, and that the Word is a reduplicated forma-
tion from the root of Give ®. On this supposition itwould
be identical with Giff-gaff and the MD11 ghiveghave

, of
which a single example is known. But if this were the
etymology, the initial would have been 3, not g, in the
southern texts of the Ancren Riwle (unless indeed these
texts have been transcribed from an original in northern
dialect). Further, the proposed explanation does not ac-

count plausibly for the recorded senses, and it is doubtful
whether the assumed development of givegove into gugaw
(15th c ),

guygaw (16th c ), gewgaw, is phonetically possible.
The probability is that the u in giuegoue is a vowel ]

X. A gaudy trifle, plaything, or ornament, a pretty
thing of little value, a toy or bauble
a 1329 Skelton Sp Parrot 474 So myche tournyng on the

cooke stole for every guy-gaw. 1630 R Johnson's Kvigd
fy Commw 60 With gewgaies of copper and latton about
their armes and necks 1631 R H Arraignm. Whole
Cf eatnre iv 24 Which feed the Soule as much as Guegayes,
or painted Flumes . can feed the bodies ofbeasts, or birds
1693 Dryden Juvenal x (1697) 248 A heavy Gugaw, (call’d
a Crown,) that spred About his Temples 1720 Welton
Suffer Son ofGod I, xi 289 Every childish Gugaw, takes
Possession of me. 1807-8 W Irving Salmccg. (1824) 280
He who has most ribands and gew-gaws on his coat *843
R. W Hamilton Pop Educ, x (ed 2) 318 The toy and the
gewgaw no more can divert, x86x Dickens Gt. Expect. In,
The sheriffs with their civic gewgaws and monsters

b. fig. A paltry thing of no account, a trifle.

In pi also, ‘vanities’.
ax225 Auer. R 196 Worldes weole, & wunne, & wur-

schipe, & ooer swuene giuegouen [v rr. gmegaue(n, gyuel-
gowue] 01x529 Skelton Ware the Hauke 157 Of the
spiritual lawThey made but a gewgaw. 1574 tr. Marlorats
Apocahps xx Free will, purgatone, and such other gew-
gawes wherby the bloud of gods sonne is troden vnder foote
1639 Massinger Unnat Combat 1, B 3, This is indeed gieat
busmesse—mine a gugawe. 170a Eng Theophrast 289
Philemon wants none of those curious gewgaws which make
all the accomplishments of our modern beaux a *754
Fielding Remedy Afflict, Wks 1775 IX 260 All tbe trash
and trifles, the hubbies, bawbles, and gewgaws of this life,

*832 J.W Croker in C. Papers 15 Aug (1884) If, in the
storm-portending tunes in which we live, the gewgaws of art
or literature are wortha thought 1879 ‘E Garrett‘House
by Wks II. 168 Her accomplishments had not been the mere
gewgaws which accomplishments so frequently are
c Used depreciatingly of a person.

*634 Ford P, Wzrbeck 1.
1
^Ireland The common stage of

Noveltie, presented This geiOgaw to oppose vs. 1638 —

Fancies 1. n.Th’art . . a citterne headed gew, gaw 1733 p0PE
Donne’s Sat. iv 209 Such painted puppets! such avamKili’ri
lace Of hollow gew-gaws, only dress and face ! 1790 TBMoreton Mann W Jnd 105 Creoles when depiived of
the advantage of an European education, are awkward
ignorant guegaws. 1876 Mid-Marksh. Gloss , Gewgow

’

also used figuratively, of a simpleton
2 . + a. A disparaging term for a flute or pipe,
01440 Promp Para x68/x Flowte, pype . Pastor sub

caula bene cantat cum calamaula The scheperd vndyr be
folde syngythe well wythe his gwgawe pe pype

y

b Sc and notth dial A Jews’-harp.
1788W Marshall Vorish II. Gloss (E. D. S.) Gewgaw

a Jew’s harp 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss , Gewgow a
Jew’s harp , any nick nack or trifle

" ’ ‘

3

attrib. passing into adj. Of the nature of a
gewgaw, resembling gewgaws

; hence fig. ‘ splen-
didly trifling, showy without value ’

(J ).
1631 Brathwait Eng Gentlew 20 What a shop of guga

mfles hang vpon one backe 1 *678 Drydfn Allfor Love
11

1,
Give to your Boy, your Crnsar, This Rattle of a Globe

to play withal, This Gu gau World a 1680 Earl Rochester
Poems (1705) 15 But if you are fond of Baubles, be, and
starve, your guegaw Reputation still preserve 1714 Rowe
J Shore hi i,The Dainty gew-gaw Forms dissolve at once,
And shiver at the Shock. 1732 Law Senous C xu. (ed 2)
196 The gugaw-happmess of Feliciana. Ibid xix 330 It
many women are vain, light, gugaw creatures, they have
this to excuse themselves *754 Richardson Grandison
(ed 7) II 174 His quality ! Gewgaw What is a Scottish
peerage ? 1762 Churchill Ghost iv 992 The gew-gaw robes
of Pomp and Pride 1812 H & J. Smith Rej Addr v.
Introd , The gewgaw fetters of rhyme 1855 Tennyson
Maud 1 x 18 Seeing his gewgaw castle shine New as his
title, built last year 1888 Rider Haggard Cal Quantch
xvi, Looking at the gee-gaw ornaments

b. Comb
,
as gerogaw-girl.

1631 Brathwait Whimsies 11 Pedler 19 Here the Guga-
girles gingle it with his neat mfles.

Gewgawed (gi« iggd), ppl a [f. Gewgaw

+

-ED 2
.] Dressed out or adorned with gewgaws.

1871 Rossetti Last Coitfess 387 Before some new Madonna
gaily decked, Tinselled and gewgawed 1879 W JonesN Test. Illustr

.

705 We shall leave our gewgawed devotees
to reconcile humiliation in worship with vanity in dress

Gewga'wish.CgwciggiJ), a. nonce-wd. [f. Gew-
gaw + -ish.] Gaudy, showy.
1857 Hawthorne Eng Note-Bls. (1870) II. 4x4 It [the

Guildhall] looked rather gewgawish being hung with flags
of all nations, and adorned with military trophies

So Gewg-awxy [see -by], vain show; Gewgawy
a [see -y l], gewgaw-like, gaudy,
1858 Hawthorne Ft. § It Jmls (1883) 35 The interior

loftiness of Notre Dame gives it a sublimity which would
swallow up anything that might look gewgawy in its orna-
mentation 1882 Pall Mall G. x July 3/2 Fond of fine

uniforms and gewgawry
Gewles, obs form of Gules.
Gfewmew, var. Gemew, Obs.

Gey (g* 1

), o, and adv Sc. [A variant of Gay ]
A. adj. Considerable, ‘tolerable’, ‘middling’

esp of quantity or amount. Cf. Gay a. *j.

1815 Scott GuyM 1, Kippletringan was distant at first

‘a gey bit’; then the ‘gey bit’ was more accurately de-
scribed, as ‘ aibhns three mile ’

b. quasi-adverbially in gey and followed by an
adj ; Considerably, * pietty \
2723 Ramsay Gentle Sheph 1 i Song i, Last Morning I

was gay and early out *884 Illustr. Lond. News 24 May
510/3 You're gey and wet
B. adv. Very

;
considerably, ‘ pretty Cf Gay

adv. 2.

x8x6 Scott OldMart, vii, I ken I’m gey thick in the head
1:868 G. Macdonald R Falconer I 65 He was a gey {con-

siderably) auld man than 1893 Stevenson Catnona 22
I’ve seen him colloguing with some gey queer acquaintances
1896 Barrie Seutirn, Tommy 34Awoman that was gey cruel

to me
Geyan (ge an), adv Sc. l-geyand: see prec

A b; but cf. Gain adv ] Tolerably ;
considerably

1826 J Wilson Nod. Ambr Wks 1855 I. 68 Music’s
a subject I could get geyan tuesomeupon 1837 R Nicoll
Poems (1843) 299 We two are geyan young yet

Geyaunt, Geylefat, obs ff. Giant, Gyle-vat.

Geyerite (gsi srait) Mm. [f. Geyer the place

in Saxony where it was first found + -ite Named
by Breithaupt m 1866.] = Loellingite
x868 Dana Mm (ed 5) 78 The 4th [analysis] is between

this species and mispickel, and has been called geyerite

Geyn, Geyn- : see Gain, Gain-.
Geyre, obs. form of Gear.
Geysan : see Gizzen,
Geysene, var. Gesine, Obs
Geyser (ge1 sax, gai sax, gai zax). Also 9 geysir.

[a Icel. Geysir
,
proper name of a particular hot

spring m Iceland
;

literally * gusher ’
;

related to

geysa, ON gpysa to gush.
By non-Icelanders the word has been used as an appella-

tive to denote any of the springs of this kind in Iceland,

and hence it has been extended to similar springs in other

parts of the world.]

1. An intermittent hot spring, throwing up water,

etc in a fountam-like column.
[1763 Ann Reg VI. (1768) Characters 95/x Geyser, a

wonderful spring in the valley of Haukadal, is but a few

miles from Skaa[l]holt ] 1780 tr. Von Troil’s Iceland (ed 2)

256 Among the hot springs in Iceland, several ofwhich hear

the name of geyser, there are none that [etc.]. *8x3 Bake-
WELL Introa Geol (1815) 323 It can scarcely be doubted that

the Geysers m Iceland ,are occasioned by the subterranean
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fires which extend under that island x86o G H K Vac.

Tow* 122 Mrs. Rory’s hot room, that makes one steam like

a Geyser 1885 Lady Brassey The 1 rades 476 The Azores

. abound in geysers.

fig- 1857 Kingsley Two V Ago I 163 Ere the Geyser

could explode, Tom had continued, in that dogged nasal

Yankee twang which [etc ] c 1883 Farrar Nation's Curse

8 Any man who calls himself a Christian, would have been
afraid to swell those geysers of curse and rum 1884

A Smith Pref. Burns' Wks (Globe) 14 But years after

from a sudden geysir of impassioned song we learn that

through all that time she had never been forgotten

2 The name given to an apparatus for rapidly

heating water attached to a bath

x8gx Daily News 9 Apr 7/1 What the cost of reinstating

a ‘geyser’ would be he could not tell 1897 Oxford Chron

30 Oct 7/4 The geyser or gas apparatus for heating the

bath was turned full on

3 attnb ,
as geyser-flood, -tube.

1866 G Macdonald Ann Q Neighb xxvi (1878) 454 The
boiling ^geyser-floods of old affection rush from the hot

deeps of the heart 1863 Tyndall Heat iv § 150 (1870) 128

Stopping our model *geyser-tube with corks.

Gey'seric, a. [f. Geyser + -10 ]
£ Pertaining

to or of the nature of a geysei ’ (Cent Diet.)

Geyserite (go1 serait) Min. [f Geyser +
-ITE Named by Delamethene in 18 r 2 ] A variety

of opal, of concretionary form, found deposited

about the orifices of geysers

18x4T AllanMm Nomen 22 Geyserite {fruited Geyer-

lte] x8z6 Emmons Mm 220 Quartz recent deposit from
hot springs Geyserite 1879 Rutley Stud Rocks xiv

303 Geyserite is a snow-white sihcious sintei which occurs

fncrusting the pipes of geysers.

G-eyson, var. Geason a. Oh , scaice.

Geyt, obs form of Get, Jet.

Ghaist, Sc form of Ghost.

II Gharry (gse n, gzrri) Anglo-Indian. Also

gari, gharee, gharrie, g’horry. [Hindi gari a

cart or carriage ] (See quots )

1810 Williamson E Ind Vade M I 329 The common
g’horry is rarely, if ever, kept by any European ;

but may
be seen plying for hire m vanous parts of Calcutta 1849
Judson m Wayland's Mem % (1853) II 267 She drives

out every morning in a gharry i860 Trevelyan Dawk
Bungalow in Fraser's Mag LXXIII 384 Where my hus-

band was to have met us with the two-horse gharee 1887
Fipc-Cookson Tiger Shooting 5 The gharrie is a box-like

vehicle with small wheels. It rather lesembles a bathing-

machine

b. Comb ,
as gharry-driver.

1883 Mrs Bishop in Leisure Hour 204/1 My gharrie-

dnver took me to see a pepper-plantation

Ghasel, var. Ghazal.

Ghast (gast), a. arch or Poet. [A back-form-

ation from Ghastful or Ghastly ] = Ghastly a.

1622 Bp. Andrewes Serm., Of Repent. vi, (1631) 233 The
looke of a wilde beast grimme and ghast 1807 Byron
Elegy Nmstcad Abb xxi, There many a pale and ruthless

robber’s corse, Noisome and ghast, defiles thy sacred sod

1844 Mrs. Browning Drama ofExile Poems 1850 1 37 How
doth the wide and melancholy earth Gather her hills around

us, grey and ghast x866 S Bamtord Wild Rider in Har-

land Latte Lyrics 15 Fearfully ghast was the light which
it threw.

Ghast, var. Gast vfi, Obs
,
to frighten.

Ghastful, gastful (gastful), a Oh. or

arch. Forms : a. 4-8 gastful(l, 5-6 gasteful(l 0.

6-7 ghastfull, 6-9 ghastful. [f. Gast v 1 + -ful ]

1. Full of fear, timid, scared.

X388 Wyclif Deut xx 8 Who is a ferdful man and of

gastful herte? 1422 tr Secreta Secret
,
Prvu. Pnv (E E.

T S ) 221 An hare and a sheppe bene ful gastefull. « 1586

Sidney Arcadia 1 (1590) 51 b, Musidoras had gathered his

spintes together and yet casting a gastfull countenaunce

vpon him 1603 Harsnet Pop Impost xxi.i37The fond

Gastful opinions of all the other Dottrels arise out of one of

these two rootes 1708 Ozell tr Boileau's Lntnn v 103

The Prelate saw their Fall with ghastful Eyes

2 . Dreadful, frightful, terrible.

a. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R xvm lxxvi (1495)

830 He makyth a ruthefull noyse and gastfull whan one

profryth to fyghte wyth a nother C1449 Pecocic Refir. 11

xiu. 224 Hou gastful is this place 1 1319 Horman Vulg.

57 b, His loke is horryble and gastfull 1566 Drant Horace s

Sat 1 t Avb,Those goodes That brings of feare suche gast-

full fluddes 1379 Spenser Shefh. Cal Aug 170 Here will

I dwell apart In gastfull groue 16x6 J Land Cont Sqr s

T ix 365 This gastfull dreame . soone awooke him 1658

tr Bergerac's Satyr Char, xn 43 After many gastfull con-

tortions, 1714 Fortescue-Aland Fortescue's A os § Livt

Mon. 4 Gastful , . came to signify any thing that look d

frightful .

0 a 1586 Sidney^ rcadia n (1590) 132WUI1a ghastful noise

xfio6 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace xxv xoi They were

subdued vnto ghastfull death 170a Dennis Monument
xxix 24. Thejoining Squadrons make one ghastful Charnel

of the Field 189* H C. Halliday Someone must suffer

III, xi 196 Goblm shapes, grinning and gibbering in

ghastful fashion

3 = Ghastly a. 3.

1720 Gay Dtone 11 1, What pious care my ghastful lid

shall close ?

Hence tG(h)a*stfulIy adv., + G-a'stfalness.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P, R . vn xliiL (i49S) 2S® The
heere of the hede arysyth and stondeth vppe for some fere

and gastfulnesse 1:1449 Pecock Repr. iv 1 421 Scripture

seith ful gastfulli thus a 1586 SidneyArcadia iv. (1629) 405

A solitane darknesse . naturally breeds a kind of irke-

some gastfulnesse 1664 Dryden Rival Ladies iv. 111, He
looks so ghastfully, Would I were past him 1713 SwifT

etc. Frenzy J. Dennis Wks 175s III* 1 T3® He often Stares-

ghastfully 17316 De Foe Hist Devil (1822) 246 A ghast-
fully frightful fellow

Gha*stily, adv. rare [as if f *ghasty adj (f.

Gast v 1 + -y i) + -ly 2
]
= Ghastlily or Ghastly

adv
1829 T Hook Bank to Barnes 124 When fifty skel’tons,

allofa row, Right ghastily did grin 1844 Mrs Browning
Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I 85 The drear-white steed

ghastily champeth the last moon

Ghastlily (ga stlili), adv. [f. Ghastly a +
-ly i

] la a ghastly manner : a. Frightfully,

horribly, b With a deathlike appearance
,

drearily, dismally.
a, 1830 Blacks.u Mag XXVIII 637 He stood fear-

fully and ghastlily conspicuous. 1884 G. Allen Sir S/or
1 15 She lay unconscious upon the bed, her eyes open,
staring ghastlily

b 1829 J Wilson in Blackw Mag XXV 383 Each
[cheek] collapsed into a perpendicular hollow, snooting
up ghastlily from chm to cheek-bone. 1882 E. O’Donovan
Merv Oasis I iv 63 The walls and domes now stand
ghastlily amid the waste

Ghastliness (ga stlmes) [f Ghastly a. +
-ness ] The quality or condition ofbeing ghastly
i5gx Spenser Daphn xlvn, Let ghasthnesse And drery

horror dim the chearfull light 1628 Wither Bnt Rememb
in. 700 Deaths fearfull gastlmesse X726 Swirr Gulltver
hi x, They acquired an additional Ghastliness in propoi-

tion to their number of Years 1842 J Wilson Chi. North
(1857) I 243 A night of shipwreck did strew with ghastliness

a lee seashore

Ghastly, f gastly (gcrstli), a. Forms: a 4-5
gast(e)lich(e, -lych, 4-7 gastlie, 4-8 gastly, 0.

6- ghastly, [f Gast v .
1 + -hch,

-ly *.]

1. + In early use : Causing terror, terrible (obs.).

In mod. use (cf 2) : Suggestive of the kind of horror

evoked by the sight of death or carnage
,
horrible,

frightful, shocking
a c 1305 St Christopher 147 in E E.P (1862) 63 He

was so gastliche & so moche bat hi berste vne)>e him tseo

c 1330 Arth & Merl 1494 A gastlich best he was to mete.

1390 Gower Coitf III 250 He [Phoebus] .With gastly vois,

that all it herde, The Remains in this wise answerde
C1430 Pilgr Lyf Manliode ir cxxiv (1869) 124 Oothere
tweyne as gastlich as she, 01 more 1523 Skelton Garl
Laurellryit By Hecates bowre In Plulos gastlye towre

1583 Stanyhurst Miieis itt (Arb ) 78 On the typ of rochish
turret stood gastlye Celaeno Vnlucky prm^hetesbe x68x

Cotton Wand Peak 31 Having with terror, here beheld ..

The gastly aspect of this dang rous place

0. 1590 Spenser F. Q iil u 29 As one with vew_ of

f
hastly feends affright. 1658 A Fox Wnrtz' Surg 1 ni 8

Ivery stitch causeth [a scar] which after healing sheweth

ghastly a 1677 Barrow Serm Wks. 1716 1 15 He standeth

exposed to horrid and ghastly dangers 1704 SwiftT Tub
viii (1709) xoo Certain ghastly notions which have served

them pretty tolerably for a devil 18x2 J Wilson Isle o/
Palms 11 403The ghastly dreams. That haunt the parting

soul 1855 Prescott Philip II, I in. v. 370 His bloody

head was set up opposite to that of his fellow-sufferer. For
three horns these ghastly trophies remained exposed 1889

Jessopp Comtng of Friars 11 80 The ghastly frequency of

the punishment by death tended to make people savage.

b. colloq. Said hyperboltcally of things objection-

able on vanous grounds. Shocking, ‘frightful’.

1861 Thackeray Four Georges ii (1862) 88 There never
was such a ghastly farce. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr 11 i,

This pretence, much favoured by the lady-visitors, led to

the ghastliest absurdities. X890 Saintsbury in New Rev
Feb 138 A most ghastly act of high treason is being com-
mitted. 1896 Daily News 21 July 3 To take measures to

prevent the session being a ghastly failure.

2 . (Influenced by Ghost : cf quot. 1711 ) like

a spectre, or a dead body
;
death-like, pale, wan.

Of light : Lund.
1581 A. G. XII. Pair 14 b, Euen in sleepe some spice of

imagined malice gnaweth hym makyng nis body gastly,

and his mynde afrighted with trouble 1603 Knolles Hist
Turks (1621) 33 x And striving with the pangs of death

halfe a day, he then breathed out his gastly ghost 1638

Baker tr Balzac’s Lett. II 83 That his watchings and
abstinence had dried up his blood and made him looke

gastly 1700 Dryden Cock 4 Fox 231 His Friend with a
ghastly Look and doleful Cry Said help me Brother, or

this Night I die 17x1 J Greenwood Eng Gram 276
Gastly like a Ghost, or like a dead Corps ; for a gastlyLook
is chiefly said of the Countenance of a dying Person 17x2

Addison Sped, No 303 ? 15 That ghastly Light, by which
the Fiends appear to one another in their Place of Tor*

ments 1718 Prior Power 334 Ghastly with wounds, and
lifeless on the bier. 1844 Mrs Carlyle Lett. I 280 Touched
by compassion for my ghastly appearance x86o Tyndall
Glac 1 111 30 A ghastly gleam rested upon the summit of

the Order.

b. of a smile, a grin.

1576 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1826) 325 She tolde him,

that there was lately buned (neare to the place where she

was honoured) a sinfull person, which so offended her eie

with his ghastly gnnning, that [etc ] 1832 Lytton Eugette

Aram 1 vi 32 ‘ What eavesdropping said he, with a ghastly

smile 1837— E, Maltravers 31 With a ghastly grin,

c said of immaterial things.

x8ax Shelley Prometh Unb 1 1. 244 Unlike the voice

With which our pallid race hold ghastly talk, x86o Haw-
thorne Marl. Faun (1879) I xxv 251 A ghastly emotion

rose up out of the depths of the young count’s heart 1879

MeCARTHY Own Times II xxv 257 A ghastly semblance

of faith in the possibility of a peaceful arrangement X884

Punch 18 Oct. igo/i The gnm refrain to their ghastly

minstrelsy

+ 3. Full of fear, inspired by fear Oh
1590 Spenser F.Q iil i. 62 The Dame, halfe dedd Through

suddein feare and ghastly drerihedd. 1602 Marston Ant
4 Mel. in Wks 1856 1. 32 Gastly amazement, with upstarted

naire, Shall hurry on Before, and usher us x6xo Shaks.
Temp ii 1 309Why are you drawn? Wherefore this ghastly

looking? 1634 Sir T Herbert T'rav 207 In great hast ana
feare with gastly amazed lookes.

Ghastly, + gastly (ga*stli), adv [f. the adj.]

1. Qualifying a vb . a. Frightfully, horribly;

•with a deathlike look, b In a frightened manner,

timidly.
a. 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, in. ii 170 His eye-balles Staring

full gastly, like a strangled man. 18x3 Shelley Q Mab
vn 192 My murdered children’s mute and eyeless sculls

Glared ghastly upon me 1837 Marryat Dog-fiend xxx,

Vanslyperken grinned ghastly

b 1589 R. Robinson Gold Mirr (Chetham Soc) 4 And
at the gase I gastly quaking stood 1599 Warn Fatre
Worn. 11 706 Why stop you on the sudden ? why go you
not? What makes you looke so gastly towards the nouse?
a 1628 F Greville Sidney (1652) r45 He saw a poor Souldier

carryed along gastly casting up his eyes at the bottle

x68x H More Expos Dan 92 None understood xvhat the

matter was with me, that I lookt so sadly and ghastly on it

2 Qualifying an adj. Ghastlypale : deathly pale.

Ghastly sick . t sick unto death ; also, frightfully

side.

1653 H. More Anhd. Ath hi. x. (1712) 118 His Nose was
entire and full, not sharp, as m those that are gastly sick,

01 quite dead 1824W Irving T Trav I 28 Her face was
ghastly pale, and perhaps rendered more so by the bluish

light of the fire x86a Mrs Carlyle Lett. Ill 127, I am
less ghastly Sick

Ghaur, var Giaour.

|| Ghaut, ghat (get). Anglo-Indian Forms

.

7 gaofc, 7-8 gate (guate), 8-9 gaut, (8 gette), 9
gh&t, 8- ghaut [Hindi ghat.
The senses are here placed in the order of their occurrence

in English. The order of development, however, is as

follows 1 A path of descent to a nver , hence a landing-

stage, a quay, the place of a ferry e. A path, down from a

mountain ; a mountain pass 3. In pi ,
the name erroneously

given by Europeans to the mountain ranges parallel to the

east and west coasts of India ]

1. The Ghauts : the name applied by Europeans

to two chains of mountains along the eastern and

western sides of southern Hmdostan, known as the

Eastern and Western Ghauts.
1603 R. Johnson Ktngd 4 Commit) 200 Narsinga .lieth

Between the mountain Gate and the gulfe of Bengala 1698

Fryer Acc E India $ P 49 All along here the Top of

Gates is seen above the Clouds. 1762 J Rennell MS.
Let 21 Mar. (Y ),

The Mountains of Gate (a string of Hills

in ye country) 1844 H H Wilson Bnt India III 342
Thickets which clothe the skirts of the eastern ghats where
they approach the sea. 1879 R. H Elliot Writ on Fore-

heads II 5 The ravines which run down into the forest at

the foot of the ghauts.

2 A mountain pass or defile.

1698 Fryer Acc E India 4 P 126, I sent to the Haval-
dar, to know when he would Pass us up the Gaot 1800

Asiat Ann . Reg , Misc Tr. 261/r At the different gauts or

passes into the mountains, duties , are levied. 1803 Wel-
lington Let. to Mnn ay 26 Apr. in Gurw Deep (1837) I 520

The ghaut I am informed is exceedingly bad. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales II 36 This tigress had been the terror of

the country, having long infested the Gaut. 1876 Jas,

Grant Hist. India I. Ixi. 309/2 The army descended the

Ghauts.
attnb. 1876Ind. Forester III. 465 The whole forest region

below is now pierced by easy gh&t roads In the lower ghfit

forests we can offer Castilloa elastwa a habitat quite as un-

healthy as its own in America

b. transf.

1807 J. Hall Trav Scot. I 198 Not a house or hut is to

be seen in this gloomy gaut

3 A passage or flight of steps leading to the

river-side
;
hence, gen. a landmg-place, the place

of a fold or ferry.

1783 Rennell Mem. Map Hmdostan Intiod (1788) 128

Gaut or Ghaut signifies . . a landing-place on the bank of a
river 1793 W Hodges Trav India 60 Several Hindoo
temples greatly embellish the banks of the river, and are all

ascended to by Gauts, or flights of steps. 1834 Caunter
Orient Ann xi. 142 He descended the Gaut, and entered

the water with his long hair trailing upon the steps behind

him 1842 Bp. D Wilson m Life{iB6a) II. 195 Lord Auck-
land walked to the gh£t at the river side. x86a Rep
Direct, E Ind Railw, Comp 25 The following materials

have been delivered at the Ghauts on the Ganges, m the

neighbourhood of the line x888 Inglis Tent Life Iigerland
25 In the afternoon we stopped near Pokureea Ghat (ferry)

to have some tiffin Ibid. 136 ‘Look out, boys I there’s a

ghat on ahead *
; and we descried one of those cart-tracks

worn down the face of the hank, and leading to a ford

||
Ghazal (gse’zffil). Also gazel,ghazel, ghasel,

ghazul. [Pers
,
Arab.

Jj_£
ghazal.]

1. A species of Oriental lyric poetry, generally of

an erotic nature, distinguished from other foims

of Eastern veise by having a limited number of

stanzas and by the recurrence of the same rhyme.

1800 Asiat Am Reg., Acc Bks 17/1 The Arabs, Per.

sians, and Turks, celebrate m their gazels the praises of

love and vine 18x3 Moore Post-bag vi 6g The tendei

Gazel I enclose Is for my love, my Syrian Rose 1835

Athenseum 14 Nov, Ghazi Gherai clothed in Ghazels his

official complaint to the Sultan’s preceptor. 1884 J. Payne
ioox Nts, IX 333 The great city on the Tigris is the

theme of many an admiring ode or laudatory ghazel 1888

Edit1 Rev July 134 Another Persian metre much used by
him was the ghazal. 1892 Q Rev Jan, 48 The whole range

of these singing and dancing ghasels is nothing if not

ironical.
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2. (Seequot)
1876 Stainer & BarrfttZW Mies Terms, Ghazel (Arab.)

a term used by Dr Hiller to describe a piece in which a
simple theme is constantly recurring

||
Ghazi (gazz) Also 8 gazi, 9 ghazee. [Arab.

ghaut, pr. pple. of \yst gkazd to fight]

A champion, esp. against infidels ; also used as
a title of honour In modern use, chiefly ap-
plied to Mohammedan fanatics who have devoted
themselves to the destruction of infidels. Hence
Cttxa’zism, the practice of the Ghazis
1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762) II vi i 144 The most potent

Sultan Achmed, Khan Gazi. 1835 Burnes Trav Bokhara
(ed 2) I. 123 [They] enteitain such hatred for the infidel
Seiks, that they often declare themselves eghazee', and
devote their lives to their extinction 1884 Men ofthe Tune
(ed n),Osman Pasha (Ghazi) In October [1877] he received
from the Sultan the title of' Ghazi or ‘Victorious ’ 1885
T. P. Hughes Diet Islam 139 In the Turkish Empire the
title of Ghazi implies something similar to our 1 PieId Mar-
shal’ 1897 Daily News a Sept 5/3 The outrage is regarded
as an act of pure ‘ Ghazism as the victims were Hindus
*898 Blackw. Mag Feb. 211/2 The houses . were attacked
by a mob of Ghazis.

Ghea, Gheber, -bre, vars Ghee, Guebre.
Gheasort, var. Geason, Ohs.

II Ghee (gi). Also 7 gee, 7-9 ghi. [Hindi
ght, Skr. ghrta, f ghr to sprinkle ] Butter made
from buffalo’s milk, clarified by boiling, so as to
resemble oil in consistency.
1665 Sir T Herbert Trav, (1677) 100 Butter, Gee, or

Moccon 1698 Fryer Aec E. India $ P 33 But they will
drink Milk and boil’d Butter, which they call Ghe 173

2

Pike in Phil, Trans XXXVII 233 Take the White of five
or six Eggs, and four Ounces of Ghee 1816 ‘ Quiz * Grand
Master 11 51 [He] begs ‘from master a mpee, To go to the
bazar forghee’. 1830 Macaulay Ess

,
Montgomery (1854) Iaa

He asked pardon of him who carried the dog, and bought
it for a measure of nee and a pot of ghee. 1879 E Arnold
Lt. Asia v. 130 Bright tongues of flame Hissing and curling
as they licked the gifts Of ghee and spices

b attnb and Comb
,
as ghee-bowl, -pot

;
ghee-

fed adj.

1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat I 545/2 Its ventricose body
firmly imbedded m a ghee-bowl 1845 Stocqueler Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) x8o The slim, wasted form of a New-
market jockey, elbowing a fat ghee fed Baboo 1889 Voice
(N Y ) 7 Mar.,We would let go the drop ofghee rather than
upset the gheepot.

f Gheereaguar. Ohs. rare.
1658W Sanderson Grap/uce 68 Having therefore laid the

ground of silver burmsht, the bignesse of the Ruble, take

f
heei^aguar of the best and purest wagron mixt. Ibid 69
'or Saphire, and all kind of blew stones the same Gheere-

aguar tempered with ultra-marine is excellent
Gheet, obs form of Jet,

+ GheUs. Obs 1 The game of trip
1

1790 in Grose Prov Gloss (ed 2) 1847 in Halliwell.
Ghematry, obs. form of Geometry
+ Ghe’nting. Obs. Also gentm(g. [f. Ghent,

a town in Flanders + -ing. Cf Cambric] A kind
of linen, originally made at Ghent Also attnb
<11700 B E, Diet Cant Crew sv Wiper, He Pickt-

pockets of a broad, or narrow, Ghenting, Cambnck, or
Colour'd Handkerchief xyiz E Cooke Voy S Sea 363
2 Bales of Ghenting vjzx C. King Brit Merck. I. 284
Gentins 2021 Pieces *750 Land Mag 341 To encourage
the consumption ofghentmgs, cambricks, &c.

*
1
* Ghe'ntish, a and sb. [f. as prec. + -ISH.J

A. adj. Applied to certain textile fabrics oiigmally
made at Ghent. 33 . sb. Used as a name for these.
*545 Rates Custom-ho Avij, Carpettes called gentisshe

the pece 1583 Ibid C ij b, Gentish cloth the peece 1758
Franklin Ac* Wks (1887) III. 7 Also . forty-three ells
of Ghentish sheeting Holland
Gherkin (goulcm). Also 7-8 ger-, girfnn, (7
gerekem, gurchen), 9 gurken. [a. early mod Du
*gtirkki]n*agurkkijn(povigurkjt,augurkje),dim.
of agurk , augurk (also shortened gurli), cucumber

;

the proximate source is uncertain (cf. Ger gnrke,
earlier alsogurchen, Sw.gurka, Da agurk), but the
word must have been indirectly adopted from some
Slav. lang. : cf. Slovenish ugorek

, angurka , Polish
ogurek

, ogorek, Czech okurka, Serbian ugorka (the
Hunganan ugorka, Lith. agurkas, Lettish gurkjis

,

are adopted from Slav ) ,
these words have a diminu-

tive suffix, which is replaced by another suffix of
like function m the Russian orypeu,T>, Church
Slav. oroypM(B. The primary form is not recorded
lu Slav., but appears in late Gr. dyyobpLov, dyteov-
ptov (mod. Gr dyyovpi), whence It anguria a kind
of cucumber, F angourie, angune (Cotgr ), Sp.
angdma (obs.) water-melon ; see Anguria
The ultimate origin is unknown Arabic has cayOr

cucumber, but Lane regards this as adopted from Gr. The
Eersian angOr is sometimes given as the etymon, but it
means ‘ a grape * ]

1

A young green cucumber, or a cucumber of a
small kind, used for pickling
*66x Pepys Diary x Dec , We . . opened the glass of gir-

kins.. which are rare things. 1693 Phil Trans XVII 684
x ne r ruit is , eaten with Rice and other Meats, as we do
Gurchens and Olives 171a tr Pomet's Hist Drugs I. 7

ff
C
.

re ,s
^
noth®t‘hind of Fennel . which we make Vinegar

°5J£.
111 Winter with girkms. 1834 Landor Exam

Shafts^ Wks. 1846 II. 290 One of these Greeks methinks

thrown into the pickle-pot,would be a treasure to the house-
wife’s young gherkins. 1837 Penny Cycl VIII 211/2 The
best sorts of cucumbers aie,for gurkens, the Russian [etc.]

i860 Delamer Kitch Gara 126 Gherkins, or youngcucum-
bers for pickling, are mostly, in England, half-grown, late-
produced fruit

attnb 1882 Garden 1 Apr 222/1 Gherkin Cucumber beds.

Ghess(e, Ghost, obs. forms of Guess, Ghost.

II Ghetto (ge’tu). Also 7 gheto [It ghetto
Ofthe many guesses as to.the ultimate etymology, perhaps

the most plausible is that it is an abbreviation of borghetto
dim. of borgo Borough ]

The quarter m a city, chieflym Italy, to which the
Jews were restricted.

ifiix Coryat Crudities 230 The place where the whole
fraternity of the lews dwelleth together, which is called the
Ghetto Ibid 234Walkingin the Court ofthe Ghetto, I casu-
allymet with a lewish Rabbin that spake good Latin 1756-7
tr Keysler's 'Iran. (1760) II. 76 A particular part of the
city, noted for houses of ill-fame, was assigned by Cosmo I
to the Jews, for their particular quarter, or ghetto 1879
Farrar Si. Paul I 5 The crowded ghetto of a Pagan
capital 1887 DowDrN Shelley II. vu. 277 An obscure
quarter of Rome, hard by the gate oftlie Ghetto
transf. 1897 Literature 27 Nov 180/1 The Famngdon-

road collection of barrows has become the veriest Ghetto of
bookland

Ghi, var. Ghee.
Ghiaour, Ghibber, vars. Giaour, Gibber.
Ghibelline (gi belm, -am), sb. and a. Also

6 (Sublime, 7-8 Gibel(I)me, 7 (Shibelm, 9 Ghi-,
Ghiibeline. [ad. It. Ghtbellmo, commonly stated
to be a corruption of Ger. Waibhngen

, the name
of an estate belonging to the Hohenstaufen family

;

the Ger. name is said to have been used as a war-
cry by the partisans of the Hohenstaufen emperor
Conrad III at the battle of Weinsberg 1140 )A sb One of the emperor’s faction in the Italian
states, as opposed to the Pope’s faction . see
Guelph.
*573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) xia Nether hard-

hearted Gibiline nor desperate Guelphe Made ever profes-
sion of so wicked pelfe 1602 Mctam Tabacco (Coiner) 49The inhumane designes of furious Guelphes and warlike
Gibelhnes X639 Drumm op Hawth Prophecy Wks (1711)
181 Thence arose the Guelfs and Gibelhnes, imperialists
against papists 1663 Dryden WildGallant 1 1, Thy doublet
and breeches are Guelphs and Ghibehns to one another 1705
Addison Italy (1766) 88 Their republic was torn into the
divisions of Guelphs and Gibehnes 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII.
302/2 The Bianchi in their reverses joined the Guibehnes
187a Lowell Dante Pr Wks. 1890 IV 129 The nobles
were commonly Ghibellmes, or Imperialists.

33 . adj. Of or adhering to the Ghibellmes
1826 K Digby Broadst. Hon. (1829) I 1 270 The

Ghibelline party aimed at nothing but the establishment of
merely worldly dominion x86x M Pattison Ess. (1889) I

34 The weakness of Henry III would not suffer him to
commit himself heartily to a Ghibelline policy.

Ghibellinism (gi belmiz’m). [f. Ghibelline
+ -ism ] The policy and principles of the Ghi-
belhnes ; adherence to the Ghibelline party.
1826 K. Digby Broadst. Hon (1829) I r 270 Frederick

Schlegel justly objects to Dante’s perpetual Ghibellinism.

republican form of government

Ghimner, obs. form of Chimer 1, a loose robe
18x4 Camden Rent 231 The ghimners, Rochets, Miters of

Bishops, with the Archbishop's Palle

Ghing, var. Ging, Obs.

Ghinschenn, obs. form of Ginseng.
Ghirland, -loud, obs. forms of Garland.
Ghittar, Ghittern i see Guitar, Gittern.
Ghoast, obs form of Ghost.
Gliole, var. Ghoul
GhooB, Ghoost, obs ff. Goose, Ghost.
Ghospel(l, Ghossip, etc : see Gospel, Gossip.
Ghost (g?“st), sb. Forms: 1 gast, g&st, 2-5

gast(e, 3-6 gost(e, 4-6 goost(e, 6 Sc. goast,
goist, 5-6 ghoste, ghooet, (6 ghoast, 8 ghest),
5- ghost, 6- Sc g(h)aist. [Common WGer .

OE. gdst (also geest) str. masc. = OFris. g&st, OS.
gist (Du geest), OHG. (MHG.,mocl Ger.) eeist:-
OTeut type *gaisto-z
Although the word is known only in the WGer langs

(in all of which it is found with substantially identical

root gheis; *ghots- appears with cognate sense in ON
geisa, to rage, Goth usgatsjan to terrify (see Gast v )
outside Teut. the derivatives seem to point to a primary
sense to wound, tear, pull to pieces ’

The OE form gist is constant in the Exeter Book, and
ocmirs 49 times in the Hatton MS and 3 times in the BodlMb. of Alfreds transl. of Gregory’s Pastoral Care, it isapp not known elsewhere The occurrence of gist —
gaistu beside gdst - *gaisto- is explained by Sievers
KAgs Gram ed 3) as indicating that the word, though
recorded only as masc., was orig a neut. -os, -«stem it would
thus correspond formally to the Skr word quoted above
I ne spelling with gh-, so far as our material shows, appears

Caxton, who was probably influenced by the Flemish
gheest It remained rare until the middle ofthe 16th c., andwas not completely established before about 1590 ]

GHOST.

1 . The sou? or spirit, as the principle of life
; also

ghost ofhfe Obs exc. in phrase To give up (f earlier
to give, give away, yield up) the (+ one's) ghost-
to breathe one's last, expire, die
«poo in O E. Texts 178 Se casere hio heht gemartyriafnl& God wuldnende heo ageaf hire gast.

Gen 12B1 (Gr ) He wolde . forleosan lica gehwilc, bara behfes gast faeSmum jieahte. CX205 Lay 23086 ba fê
Frolle folde to grunde his gost he bi-lmfde.
Juliana 59 As ha 3eide to godd & walde axeouen hire vac?m to his honden « 1300 CursorM 5188 H IS gast bigantoquiken egam ^305 St Lucy r7x fn E E P. (1862) 106Wi{> beJaste word heo xaf he gost 13 EE Alht. P B
325 Alle bat g ydez & gotz, & gost of lyf habbez t,7~Langl P PI B xv. 14X By lered, by lewed hat loth is tospende pus gone her godes be he goste faren 1388Wyclif Matt, xxv11 50 Jhesus eftsoone criede with a greet
voyce and gaf vp the goost C1400 Destr Troy 8216 He
gird to the ground & the gost past, c 1450 Mirour
Saluacionn 4833 1 how herde hym his goost commende til
his Tadere on the crosse. *1460 Towneley Myst. xvi m i
wote I yelde my gast, so sore my hart it grefys exsioMore Rtcus Wks 8/2 He might ere he gaue vp y° goste
receiue his full draught of loue and compassion. 1374 MirrMag

, A Ibanact Ixviu, He gasped thryse, and gaue away the
ghost, a 1586 SidneyA rcadia (1622) 275 But when mdeede
shee found his ghost was gone, then Sorrow lost the witte of
utterance. 1598 Grenewey 7 acitus' Ann vi x t36 Being
faflen downe and yeelding yp his ghost 1746-7 H ervcy
Mcdit (x8xB) 13 It was his last wish .He breathed it out
and gave up the ghost x8x6 J Wilson City of Plague nm X43, I have seen for two months past some score 1’ the
day Give up the ghost. 1879 F. Pollok Sport Brit
Burtnah I 137 A tiger shot through the heart . is still
capable of killing half-a-dozen men before giving up the
ghost
fig 189a Idler Sept 220 The old mill has tumbled down
and given up the ghost.

f 2 . Used as the conventional equivalent for L
spintus

, in contexts where the sense is breath or
a blast Obs
cB»s Vesp Psalter x[i] 7 Gast ysta [Vulg. spintus pro-

*

cellaium]. c 1000 Ags. Ps (Spelm.) cxxxiv x7 Nene . is
gast on muoe heorn a 1340 Hampoli: Psalter x 7 Gast
ofstormes 1340

—

Pr Consc. 46x0 pe boke says, alswa, bat
he, Thurgh pe gast of Goddes mouthe slayn sal be, la xgoo
Chester PI, (E.E T. S ) 11 95 Foxvles 111 tne ayer flying and
all that ghoste hath X625 Gill Sacr. Philos vm 113 The
word Ghost in English., is as much as athem, or breath in
our new Latmc language, a Spirit

3 , The spirit, or immaterial part of man, as dis-
tinct from the body or material part

;
the seat of

feeling, thought, and moral action. Also, in New
Testament language, the Spirit or higher moral
nature of man; opposed to flesh. Obs. exc. in
nonce-uses
rtxooo Caedmon's Exod. 447 (Gr.) Folc wass afered;

flodegsa beewom gastas geomre c 1000 Ags. Gosp Matt
xxvi 41 Witudlice se gast is hraed & pact flsesc ys untrum
exaoo Prin Coll Horn 189 De lichame winneS togenes pe
gost c X220 Bestiary 5 so, I mene Se stedefast in rnte
leue mid Acs and gast a 1250 Owl 4- Night 1396 Sum
a-nst of the flesches luste, An sum of the gostes custe.
<11300 Cursor M. 18602 Quils his beam lai vnder stan In
gast es he til hell gan <*1325 Prose Psalter 1 18 [li 17]
Trubled gost is sacrifice to God c 1460 Towneley Myst. xi.
50 My gost gladys with luf, In god that is my hele. <7x500
Lancelot X031 Deuoydit was lus spntis and his gost. 1596
Spenser Hymn Beautie 24 Whose faire unmortall beame
Hath darted lyre into my feeble ghost 1674 N Fairfax
Bulk Selv. 12 It will be a good step towards the know-
ledg of what the world ought to be to us, who are bodyand
ghost together. 1850 Tennyson In Mem xcm, Descend,
and touch That in this blindness of the frame, My Ghost
may feel that thine is near 1855 Longf Htaw. xvn 164 The
ghost, the Jeebi in him,Thought and felt as Pau-Puk-Keewis,

+ 4. A person. Cf the similar use of Soul, Spirit.
a xooo Guthlac 6go in Exeter Bk

, pset se leofesta gsest
gegearwad in godes waere on gefean ferde c 1305 Pol.
Songs (Camden) 70 The Kyng . . Brohte from Aiemayne
mony son gost to storeWyndesore. 1387 TrevisaHigdtn
(Rolls) VI. 253 Aigolandus was a lewed goost and lewed-
“phe l-meved as pe devel hym tau3te. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Redeles r. 25 Graceles gostis gylours of hem-self sawe no
manere sijth saff solas and ese. 1590 Spenser F Q ii vm.
26 No knight so rude, I weene, As to doen outrage to a
sleeping ghost.

+ o. An incorporeal being
; a spirit. Local ghost

<= L. genuis loot. Obs.
*297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2750 pe clerkes sede..pat per bep
m be eyr an hey, ver fram pe grounde, As a maner gostes

pat men clupeb eluene. cx6oo Shaks. Sonn lxxxvi,
That affable familiar ghost Which nightly gulls him with
intelligence 1618 Bolton Florus 1 xm (1636) 30 When
they beheld the purple-cloathed Senatours sitting in their
chayres of state, they worshipt them at first as gods or locall
ghosts.

+ b. A good spirit, an angel. Obs
c9°y tr Baida’s Hist 111 xiv [xix,] (1890) 214 Heo. .eft

mid paem engelicum gastum to heofonum hwurfen a xooo
CmdmotCs Gen 2430 (Gr ) Aras pa metodes peow gastum
togeanes <1x240 Sawles Warde in Cott Horn 261 Ich
biseh to pe engles iblescede gastes pe beoS a biuore godd
c X485 Digby Myst. in. 601, I am pe gost of goodnesse pat
so wold ge gydde

t c. An evil spirit. The loath, foul, wicked
ghost • the Devil Obs.
a xooo Christ 4- Sa*an (Gr -Wulk ) 126 Se werega gast

c xooo Ags Gosp Matt xii 43 Se unclaena gast utfaerp fram
menn c 1200 Ormin 8064 Herode king mas? swipe wel Pe
Jape gast bitacnenn cxaoo Trtn Coll Horn 87 Swicne
hertes fondeS pe fule gost deies and mhtes a 1300 CursorM x7o How iesus quen he long had fast Was fondid wit pe
WI

j §
ast" a *35° I-fe Jesu (Horstm ) 232 Pou lupere gost

and doumb . . def and vn milde, Ich hote pe pat pov wende
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habteliche fram Jjechilde 1377 Langl.P PI B xvm 431

May no grysly gost glyde Jjere it shadwetn c 1420 Aninrs

ofArth (Thornton) 163 Nowe I am a grisely gaste, and

gryrnlv graue With Lucefere 1329 More Com/ agst Tnb
Wks 1178/1 Oure wrestlynge is .against the spiritual

wicked gostes of the ayre
,

0. Formerly used in the sense of Spirit (of God).

Now only in Holy Ghost, the usual designation

of the Third Person of the Trinity in. liturgical and

dogmatic language.
1 Thy Ghost ' for ‘ Thy Holy Ghost ’ in quot. 1871 is

merely a nonce-use
, . ,

c8ag Yesp Psalter cxxxvui[i] 7 Hwider gongu ic from

gaste Sinum c 1000 Ags Gosp John xiv. 26 Se halloa

trofre gast c 1050 Byrkt/erth's Handboc in Anglia VIII

310 On J>am daege godes gast com to mancynne *1300 Cursor

M. 26041 He has coueid he seuen Giftes o he gast of heuen,

pe quilkhe had alforwittmt 13.. E E Alltt PB 1598 A
babel fat hatz he gostes of god hat gyes alle sobes 1340

Ayenb 53 pe zixte [hbbehl be be goste and he pe loue of

god. c *386 Chaucer Prioress T. 18 0 mooder mayde 1 .

That rauysedest doun fro the deitee, Thurgh thyn hum.

blesse, the goost pat in thalighte c 1400 Maundev (Roxb )

xv 68 Ihesu Cnste was pe worde and pe gaste of Godd
C1440 York Myst xxi 14 He schall giffe baptyme more

entire in fire and gaste c 1550 Cheke Mark 1 10 He saw

y» heavens departed, and y® ghoost to come down lijk a

doov on him 1552 Latimer Emit/ Strut. (1584) 330 The
onely remedy, is to call vpon God to endue thee with the

Holy Ghost Call I say vppon almighty God for this

Ghost [1607 ed lielpe], 1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 1 n.

xci, God’s Spin! is no private empty shade But that great

Ghost that fills both earth and sky 1871 G Macdonald
Sown cone. Jesus iv, 'Tis man himself, the temple of thy

Ghost.

f 7. The soul of a deceased person, spoken of as

inhabiting the unseen world In later use only =
Manes; sometimes^/. Obs.

a800 in O E Texts 149 To ymbhyeggannae huaet his

gastae aefter deothdaege doemid uueoith[a]e £833
Charter ibid 448 ponne foe se hlaford to & oa higan

at kristes cirican, & hit minum gaste nytt fcedoen. c xaoo

Tnn Coll. Horn 169 WiteS gie awariede gostes in

to eche fur cszgo St Brandon 523 in .S' Eng Leg

I 234 Heo i-seqe on-ouewarde A wrechche gost, naked

and bar. <11300 Cutsor M 18603 His bodi here, his

gast was par, His goddhede wanted noper-quar 1606 G
WIoodcocke] tr Justin's Hist 126 He did sacrifice to his

Wiues Ghost 1654 R Codrington tr Justin’s Hist 470

He took Gryphina, the wife of Gryphus, prisoner, who
killed her sister, and by her death did parentate to the

Ghosts of his wife <11674 Clarendon Hist Reb. xi § 124

To take full vengeance for the loss of Rainsborough, to

whose Ghost he design’d an ample sacrifice

8. The soul of a deceased person, spoken of as

appearing m a visible form, or otherwise manifest-

ing its presence, to the living. (Now the prevailing

sense
) .

c 1383 Chaucer L G W 1295 Dido. This night my fadres

gost Hath in my sleep so sore me tormented 1430-40 Lydg
Bochas vi xi (1554) 257 a, Crye of goostes in cauernes

and kaues 1513 Douglas AEncis vi xi 35 Fadir, thi

drery gost Sa oft apperand, maid me seik this cost a 255°

Chnstis Kirke Gr xvm. He graimt lyk ony gaist 1599

Massinger, etc Old Lavu iv 1 (1656) H 1 b, I'le bury some

money before I die, that my ghost May bant thee after-

ward 1602 Shaks Ham 1 v 126 There needs no Ghost

my Lord, come from the Graue, to tell vs this 1691

Norris Pract Disc 180 We should be no more con-

cerned with the things of this World, than a Ghostis, that

only comes to do a Message of Providence *742 Collins

Odes, Fear 60 Ghosts, as cottage-maids believe, Their

pebbled beds permitted leave 2794 Mrs Radcliffe Myst.

Udolpho xxu, Now you would persuade^ me you have seen

a ghost- 1838-9 HallamHist Lit IV iv iv §21 162 The
canonists and casuists have vanished like ghosts at the first

daylight 1897 Mary Kingsley W A/nca 488 Between five

and six weeks . the widow remains in the hut, armed with

a good stout stick, as a precaution against the ghost of her

husband.
transf and fig. *764 Foote Patron hi Wks 1799

I 358 If I go to the bar, the ghost of this curs’d comedy
will follow, and haunt me in Westmmster-hall 1819 G.

Peacock Flux, fy Diff. Calc 20 To represent a fluxion

as the limit of the increment . is to reduce it in the

language of Berkly, to the ghost of a departed entity_ 2849

Thackeray Pendenms xli, The ghost of the dead feeling

came back as he mused 1897 Mary Kingsley W Africa.

522 In front of us a spear's gnost used to fly across the path

about that time in the afternoon

b. Phrases. To lay a ghost : to cause it to cease

appearing. To raise a ghost', to cause it to ap-

pear The ghost walks (Theat. slang) : there is

money in the treasury, the salaries are forthcoming.

1853 Househ Words 24 Sep 77/1 When no salaries are

forthcoming on Saturday the ‘ gnost doesn t walk 1837

Hughes Tom BroT.cn 1 1,Where the last ghost was laicfby the

parson 1883 Referee 24 June 3/2 An Actor's Benevolent

Fund box placed on the treasurer’s desk every day when
the ghost walks would get many an odd shilling or six-

pence put into it. 1884 tr Lotze's Metaph iu 63 We are

fighting here against ghosts raised by ourselves 1889

J C Coleman in Barrere & Leland Slang 405 Instead of

enquiring whether the treasury is open, they generally say
—

* Has the ghost walked?'

e An apparition , a spectre

1592 Shaks Yen fy Ad 933
* Hateful divorce of love '—

thus chides she Death—*Gnm-grmmng ghost, earth's worm
ifigx Hobbes Lemath. in xxxiv 208 A Ghost, or other Idol

or Phantasme of the Imagination 1658 Manton Exp Jude
x6 We are not to , fight with ghosts and antiquated errors,

but to oppose with all earnestness the growing evils of the

world *7*7 Foe Hist Apfar v (1840) 50 An appari-

tion is vulgarly called by us a ghost 1852 Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xxxix 344 They won’t come there to

inquire after us If they do, I’ll play ghost for them

VOL. IV.

•j* 9 , A corpse. Obs. (Cf L manes

)

1567 Fenton Trag Disc B bj, Kissyng every parte of

his senceles ghoste IS93 Shaks 2 Hen VI, in 11 161

Oft haue I seene a timely-parted Ghost, Of ashy semblance,

meager, pale, and bloodlesse

10 In allusion to the pale, shadowy and unsub-

stantial appearance attributed to ghosts.

a. Applied to a person m a state of extreme

emaciation ,
* a shadow of his former self’

1590 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 1
*** iv, Gieat numbers

of miserable and pitiful ghosts, or rather shadowes of men
1698 Fryer Acc E India <$ P 218 By their unmerciful

bleeding him ; insomuch that he seemed to have little more
left than would suffice to make him a walking Ghost

b. A shadowy outline or semblance, an unsub-

stantial image (ofsomething) ,
hence, a slight trace

or vestige, esp. in phrase (not) the ghost of a chance

Cf Shadow
16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 40 That Berosus which

we now have, is not so much as the ghost, or carkasse of

that famous Chaldean Author 1731 A Hill Adv Poets Ep
13 Things, without Wit, or Meaning, and which are not so

much, as the Ghosts of good Poetry. x8x8 Moore Fudge
Fam Pans 111 43 There, Dick, what a breakfast '—oh, not

like your ghost Of a breakfast in England a 2845 Hood
Workhouse Clock m, The Sempstress, lean, and weary, and

wan, With only the ghosts of garments on 1832 Ruskin
Stones Ven. (1874) I x 121 The arch line is the ghost or

skeleton of the arch. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown h v,

Williams hadn't the ghost ofa chance with Tom at wrestling

2869 Moyne Reid's Mag. June 509 But to secure him, this

whale did not give us the ghost of a chance 1887 Rider
Haggard Jess vui, Her breath rested for a second on his

cheek like the ghost of a kiss

11. Optics, etc.

fa. A name for Ramsden’s eye-piece for the

microscope, which is so constructed that the image

formed by the objective lies below instead of above

the field-glass. Obs.

1793 Wollaston in Phil Trans LXXXIII 130, I

approve much of Mr Ramsden’s ghost, as it is called,

where it can be used with safety

b A bright spot or secondary image appearing

m the field of a telescope, produced by some de-

fect, temporary or permanent, m one of the lenses

of the eye-piece.

2867 Smyth Sailor's Word-lh , Ghost

,

a false image in

the lens of an instrument 2870 Eng Mech. 7 Jan 397/3

What opticians call ‘a ghost or internal reflection from the

lenses of the eye-piece. x88a Nature XXVII 95 Professor

Rowland's plates were free from ‘ghosts* caused by
periodicity in the ruling

c. Photogr = Flake, sb/ 3.

2864 J Towles Stiver Sunbeam xlvm. (1870) 451 You
will perceive one, two, three, eta, illuminated circles move
across the field of vision over the picture—these are ghosts.

2868 [see Flare sb 1 3]

12. Sc. ‘A piece ofdead coal, that instead ofburn-

ing appears in the fire as a white lump *
(Jam.).

1824 Miss Ferrier Inker xvii, Mr R sat by the side of

the expiring fire, seemingly contemplating the gaists and

cinders which lay scattered over the hearth

13. One who secretly does artistic or literary work

for another person, the latter taking the credit.

1884 Pall MallG 23 June 8/2 Plaintiff said he had heard
of the expression ‘ A sculptor’s ghost * a few months ago,

and understood it to mean that a person who was supposed

to do a work did not do it. 1889 Ibid. 12 Jan 6/1 The
only persons who make no secrecy about their ghosts are

American millionaires, one of whom in . advertising once

for a private secretary stated that the chief duties of the

post would be to issue all his invitations and to write all

his speeches 1896 Daily News 17 Feb, 6/3 Van Dyck was

probably one of his master's 1 ghosts '

14. attrib and Comb. (Sense 8 only.) a. simple

attnb ,
as ghost-appantion,

-appurtenance
,

-ballad,

-haunt
,
-hero

,
-hour, -house, -land (also attrib ),

-lore, -story (also attrib ), -world b. objective,

as ghost-fear, -hunter,
-lover, -monger

,
-seer, -ser-

vice, -worship
,
ghost-seeing vbl. sb and ppl_ adj

;

ghost-compelling, -fearing ppl adjs. C. instru-

mental, as ghost-filled, -haunted,
-poisoned, -ndden,

-trod ppl. adjs. d. similative, as ghost-dim adj

2829 Carlyle Misc (1857) I 276 Murders, duels, "ghost-

apparttions Ibid 274 Other "ghost-appurtenances 2830

Scott Demonol x 360 Mat Lewis published it with a

"ghost ballad which he adjusted on the same theme 274*

Francis Horace's Odes 1 xxiv. 27 The "Ghost-compelling

God will not . unbar the Gates of Death 2850 Mrs
Browning Poems II 298 What angel, but would seem To
sensual eyes, ‘'Ghost-dim ? 2892 Proc. Amer Miss Assoc.

62 Superstition . in the form of "ghost-fears pervades

every community of the Afro-Americans in the South

2840 Gen P Thompson Exerc (1842) V 130 Your modern
Indian is no "ghost-feanng wretch 2627 May tr. Lucan
tx. 42 From thence they saile away To *ghost-fill’d

Taenarus 2845 G Murray Isla/ord 179 The "ghost-

haunt of guilt 2884 Littells Living Age CLXI 91 He
might easily imagine it to be one of those weird, grey,

*ghost haunted castles 1838 Carlyle Misc (1857) IV . 142

An impersonal "ghost-hero <22847 Eliza Cook Old

Man's Marvel v, The orb that maketh the "ghost-hour fair

1844 Lady G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1884) 56 T he

ruins of the old hall, which my maid used to call the

‘"ghost-house’ 1894 Lang Cock Lane, etc 234 Wodrow,

a great "ghost-hunter. 2833 Hawthorne Eng Note-bks

(2883) I 468 "Ghostland lies beyond the jurisdiction of

veracity 1897 Mary Kingsley W A/nca 553 The rain is

too thick for one to see twoyards in any direction, and we
seem to be in a ghost-land rarest 2893 II R. Haweis iu

Fortn Rev. Jan. 220 Literature is deeply dyed with "ghost-

lore 1827 Hare Guesses Ser 1 (1873) 184 This should be

borne in mind by political and philosophical gbostseers,

"ghostlovers, and "ghostmongers 1880 G Meredith Trag.
Com (1881) 67 Hamlet was poisoned—"ghost-poisoned

2807 Edtn Rev Apr 431 The one was "ghost-ridden, the

other fancy free 2886 M Gray SilenceDean Maitland I

x 272 Dr Everard, what prescriptions have you for young
ladies who take to "ghost-seeing? 1894 Westm. Getz

5 Sept 2/1 1 he great "ghost-seeing age is between twenty
and twenty-nine. 2827 Scott Harold iv. vu, With a
"ghost-seer's look when the ghost disappears 186* Jas,

Grant Capt 0/ Guard x, Lord abbot, talk to this old

ghostseer, and assure him that there can be no such thing

m nature as the spectre of a living man. 1819 Byron
Juan 1 cxxxv (MS. reading), Supper, punch, "ghost-

stories, and such chat 2897 Westm Gaz 6 July 2/3 The
visitor awoke with the true ghost story ' feeling ofchilliness*

and an impression that there was ‘ something ' in the room
1870 Morris Earthly Par III nr 225 Over the empty
"ghost-trod way a 2849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) 121

Mine inner sense upwakes to see The "ghost world's dear
and wondrous deep 1891 fl#o«f/«LXXIIl 77 The attention

that has been given of late years to Animism, or "ghost-

worship

e Special comb, as ghost-bird (US. local),

1 theAmerican yellow-breasted,chat(Ictena virens

)

*

(Funk)
;
ghost-candle, one of a number of can-

dles kept burning round a corpse to scare away
ghosts; ghost-coal Sc —sense 12

;
ghost-dance,

a fanatical observance among the North-American

Indians
,

hence ghost-dancer

,

ghost-demon, a

human spirit that has become a demon (see

Demon 1 ), and is worshipped as such; ghost-god

=ghost-demon ;
ghost-light,? =Cow?se-candle 2 ;

ghoBt-moth, a nocturnal moth (llepialus humuli) ;

ghost-name (see ghost-word), ghost-plant, the

tumble-weed (Amarantus albus)', ghost-swift =>

ghost-moth ,
ghost-tram, -word (see quots.).

2883 E. Peacock in Academy s6 Sept 204/2 So we lighted

the "ghost-candles round her bed 2824 Mactaggart
Gallovid. Diet , *Gcastcoal, a coal that when it is burned
becomes white 2890 Daily News 23 Nov 6/3 All the

western tribes are dancing the "Ghost Dance, and looking

forward to the coming of the Great Leader. 289a Boston

(Mass.) Jrnl 29 Nov 2/3 The sudden metamorphosis of

a great number of the "ghost dancers into cattle-stealers

2677 Gale Crt Gentiles m 203 It was their custome to

build Shrines or Temples at such places where the bodies

or ashes of their "Ghost-Demons lay entombed 2871 Tylor
Print Cult II 103 Ancient and modern European tales of

baleful ghost-demons, a 1638 Mede Wks 1 xlm (2672) 242

In Religious graves and sepulchres they hoped to find

their "Ghost-gods. 1897 Folk-Lore Sept 223 A F says

that he himself saw wfiat they call a "ghost-light 2832

Loudon Encycl Agnc (ed. 2) 1126 The "ghost moth (He-

pialus humuli, F.) deposits its eggs near the roots of the

hop plant, upon which the larva or caterpillar feeds, some-

times doing them considerable injury. 1896 Daily News
3 Jan. 5/2 Grampians is a "ghost-name, derived from a mis-

reading ofTacitus’s MonsGraupius- 1887 Science IX 32/2

Dr Newberry has told us that it [Amarantus albus] is

also known as the ‘"ghost-plant’, in allusion to the same
habit, bunches flitting along by night producing a peculiarly

weird appearance 1869 E Newman Bnt Moths 20 The
"Ghost Swift (Male) (Hepialus humuli) So called from the

white colour ofthe male 2884 Q Rev, July 94 On some lines,

freight trains are frequently run of which no account is

given, the profits going to the officials and the employes.

They are technically known as ‘"ghost trains' 1886

Skeat m Trans. Philol Soc (1885-7) n 350-1 Report upon
‘ "Ghost-words or Words which have no real Existence .

We should jealously guard against all chances of giving any
undeserved record of words which had never any real exist-

ence, being mere coinages due to the blunders of printers

or scribes, or to the perfervid imaginations of ignorant or

blundering editors. 1888 — m N 4- Q 7th Ser V 504/r

The word meant is estures, bad spelling of estres', and
e/tures is a ghost-word.

Hence Gbo'stdom, the region or domain of

ghosts; Gbo-stifled ppl a [see -py], having the

aspect of being haunted by ghosts
,
Oho stite

[-its], one who believes in ghosts
;
Gho'stlet

[-let], a little ghost

1855 SmedleyH Coverdaley 29 A dark archway which

. looked jolly queer and ghostified *882 Pall Mall G.

24 Oct 2 Here, sir, is an offer for the ghostites. 2890 Nature
20 Feb 376 Their tiny fleets of medusa-buds, watery ghost-

lets, flitting away 189a Pall Mall G. 23 July 3/1 More
Glimpses of Ghostdom. 1803 J Skinner Autobiog Meta-

physician xxix 144 His belief in and familianty with super-

natural appearances, particularly imps and gbostlets.

Ghost (g0“st), v. [f. prec. sb ]

f 1. zntr. a To give up the ghost, expire.

<12386 Sidney (J), Euryalus taking leave of Lucretia,

precipitated her into such a love-fit, that within a few hours

she ghosted. 1689 G. Harvey Curing Disby Expect, vu.

gi A day or two after . the Lad haying been miserably

tortured, Ghosted

2. trans. To haunt as an apparition

1606 Shaks Ant % Cl, n vi 13 Iwhus Ceesar Who at

Philippi the good Biutus ghosted. 2621 Burton Anat.

Mel Democr toRdr 19 Aske not with him ra the Poet .

what madnesse ghostes this old man, but what madnesse

ghostes vs all? *879 H. N. Hudson Hamlet 10 The being

thus ghosted was held to be no such trifling matter as we
are apt to consider it

b. To scare with pretended apparitions

1813 E S. Barrett Heroine (1815) III 196 ‘Can he he
ghosting her all this time? ' said Betterton [Cf quot. under

Ghosting*^ j£]

3. mir. To flit about, prowl as a ghost. Also to

ghost it Toghostaway : to steal away like a ghost

2833 Fi user's Mag VIII, 577 Doomed to wither ..and,

99



GHOSTESS 150 GHOULISH,

after ghosting it about for an hour . . fee buried 1880
Antrim # Down Gloss

,
Ghost

,

to haunt a person or place

for the pmpose of importuning for money or anything else

1891 Field 26 Dec 967/2 On the second day . the Dragon
again ghosted away from the trio

Hence (3-h.o sted ppl. a
,
that has become a ghost,

deceased, departed
;
Gh.o sting, vbl sb

.

1813 E S Babbitt Heroine (1815) III 183 The Baron
Hildebrand had adopted the ghosting system (so common
in romances) to frighten me into his schemes 1834 Aikd
Churchyard Eclogue i4g Rise, my ghosted love, and testify

Against the harsh decree that such must die

Ghostess (g0“ stes). nonce-wd [f Ghost sb.

+ -ess,] A female ghost.
1842 Basham Ingot Leg., Old Worn tn Grey

,
That she.

The said Ghostess, or Ghost, as the matter may he, Fiom
* impediment ‘hindrance ’, and * let

’
shall be free, To sleep

m her grave i8g6 Westm Gaz 29 Feb 8/1 Ever the fan
child hostess Heaved a sepulchral sigh—Sighed like a care-

worn ghostess 1

Grh.osth.ood (gou'stliud) [f Ghost sb + -eood]
The state of being a ghost. Also attrib

1889 Daily News 12 Dec s/3 It is difficult for a ghost to
become a man, because it has fallen to ghosthood, and
because it has lost manhood 1890 B L Giluerslelve
Ess. 8, Stud 416 From my childhood up, as m ghosthood
now, I’ve felt an invincible horror of spiders

attrib 1884 Sat Rev 22 Nov 651/1 How long are we
to wait for Ghosthood Suffiage and Haunted Electoral
Districts J

+ Ghostish, a Ohs [f. Ghost sb. + -ish ]
Somewhat like a ghost Hence i'GKho stishlytuiafe/

,

in a ghostish manner
C1580 J Jeffere Bugbears iv. 11 in Archtv Stud Nett

Spr. (1897) XCVIII, Did you marke, Amedeus, how gost-
lshly the[i] dyd dawnse.

Gho’stism. rare. [f. Ghost sb + -ism,]

Ghostly characteristics.
178a Mbs E Blower G Bateman II. 55 Something so

contrary to all their ideas of ghostism 1798 Anna Seward
Lett. (1811) V. 176 The bell tolling over the heath, is still a
fine, thoughsomewhathacknied,accompaniment to ghostism

Ghostless (gem sties), a. [f Ghost +-less]
+ a Devoid of spirit or life

;
without strength or

viitue (obs ). b ? Void of belief in ghosts (iaie)
ax000 Elene 874 (Gr) MemXo cwom folc unlytel and

gefasrenne man brohton on baere . gingne, gastleasne
<2x603 T. Cartwbight Confut. Rhem N F. (1618) 219
A Ghostly Father is haid to finde amongst you, wheie
Priests can for the most pait do nothing but giue the visited

a little ghostlesse oyle a 1634 R. Clerke Serin (1637) 473
Workes are the breath of Faith they are the pulse of Faith
. If you feele them not, the Faith is ghostlesse. 1651 N
Bacon Disc Govt Eng n xxxui (1739)151 But let the Laws
he never so severe, if they have not free liberty to walk at
large, theyare soon ghostless, a 1849 J. C Mangan Poems
(1859) 287 To warn and wake a ghostless, godless age

Ghostlike (gou stlaik), a. and adv. [f. Ghost
sb. + -like ]
A. adj. Resembling a ghost or its qualities;

like a place haunted by ghosts.
x6« Cotgr., Hav£, also, dreadfull, wild-looking, ghastlie,

ghost-like 1637 Nabbes Hannibal$ Scipio, Their Ghost to
Auth A 3, Thv thinne cheeke, hollow eye, And ghostlike
colour 1639 Fuller Holy Warn ix. (1647) 56 The ghost-
like ghastliness oftheir Famished faces 183sWillIS Melanie
291 Hei majestic trees stand ghostlike tn the Caesars' home.
1877 A B Edwards Up Nile xm 382 The four colossi
came out, ghostlike, vague, and shadowy, m the enchanted
moonlight 1884 Q Victoria More Leaves 80 It looks very
ghostlike, and reminds me a little of Holyrood Chapel
B adv In the manner of a ghost.

*859 Tennyson Guinevere 600 Himself became as mist
Before her, moving ghostlike to his doom 1873 Miss Brad-
don L Davoren Prol xi, The brief days flit by ghostlike.

Ghostlmess (go* slimes), [f. Ghostly a. +
-ness ] The quality or state of being ghostly.

1 . 'fa Spirituality, spmtual-mindedness
; m

early use quasi-concr. Spiritual matters (obs.) b.
nonce-use. The condition or quality of being a
‘ghostly’ or ecclesiastical person arch
a 1300 CursorM 6449 To J>aa [sc wranges] feat gret birjjm

bar, Namh feat fel to gasth-nes, Suld vissed be thoru moyses.
C1440 Hylton Scala Per

f

(W de W 1494) 11 iv. Other
chaungyng felyst Jmu none fi o flesshlynes into ghostlines.
1526 Pilgr Per

f

(W de W. 1531) 1 b, Shall be ryght
delectable & pleasaunt, specially to all them that loueth
goostlynes 1799-1803 Wordsw Prelude vi 428 That
frame of social being, which so long Had bodied forth the
ghostlmess of things In silence visible and perpetual calm.
1893 J Bacdw Brown Stoics Saints v 122 This intrusion
of a ghostly man of an inferior order of ghostlmess, would
cause some soreness in the monastery
2 . The quality or condition of being a ghost, of

resembling a ghost or its qualities, also, of being
filled with ghosts
1853 Kane Grmnell Exp xxxi (1856) 266 One of them

told me, with an utter unconsciousness of his own ghostli-
ness, that I was the palest of the party *871 Tylor Prim.
Cult II 72 There are conceptions of an abode of the dead
characterised not so much by dreaminess as by ghostlmess
2883 Harper’s Mag. June 131/1 Here among these hills
with all then ghosthness she would haunt me. 1896 Jessopp
Fnvola x 164 Think of the accumulation of facilities for
ghostlmess here

Ghostly (gffwstli), a. Forms : see Ghost and
-ly l. [OE g&stlic

}

f. gist Ghost -i- -he, -ly 1.]

1 . Pertaining to the spmt or soul; spiritual.

Opposed to bodily or fleshly ; occas. to natural.
Now purely literary and arch.

cxooo ASlfric Horn 11,588 He [Crist] is se grundweall
feaeie gastlican cyrcan c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in

Anglia VIII 303 Heraefter we moton us gegearwian mid
gastlicum waepnum c 1x75 Lamb. Horn 105 Ure wununge
is on heuene, feider we sculen hihgen of jnssere erfeSnesse
mid gastlichere blisse a 1225 A tier R Pref 23 Fleschhche
fondunges And gastliche baSe. 1303 R Brunne Handl.
Synne 1534 Also ys slagheter gostlyTo vse to speke vyleyny.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 49 Gobtely matnmonye bitwtxi

Crist and Cnsten mennus soulis. c 1430 Lydo Min Poems
(Percy Soc

) 7 Thes thre ladyes . Three gostly giftes

Unto the kyng did present 1549 Latimer Ploughers
(Arb ) 25 So doeth the souls pyne a way for default of gostly
meate 1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp. 11. Ep Ded,Ishall
beg of God that your honourmay receive Ghostly Strength
in the reading this booke 1820 Scott Ivanlioe xxv, Qualified
to administer both woildly and ghostly comfort 1844 Lin-
GKsxiAnglo-Sax.Ch (1858)11 xm 286 It may have a literal,

but it has also a ‘ghostly*, a spiritual signification 1865
Mozley Mirac 111 60 A miracle has a ghostly force and
import which nature has not 1877 Tyndall Fragm Set

(1879) II xiv 362 How many disorders, ghostly and bodily,

are transmitted to us by inheritance?

b. (With mixture of sense 4.) ( Our, etc ) ghostly

enemy
, \foe • the Devil

1447, 1526 [see Enemy sb 1 b] 1526 Skelton Magnyf 2357
Remedy pnncipall Agaynst ail sautes of your goostly foo

1603 Catechism m Prayer-bk N 7 That hoe will keepe vs
. from our ghostly enemy

c. (With mixture of sense 3.) Ghostly father
a fathei confessor. So ghostly adviser

,
director

,

etc
,
also ghostly comfoit, counsel, etc

,
used esp.

with reference to what is rendeied by a priest to a
penitent or one near death.
axzzs Alter R 178 Gostlich cumfort c 1290 Bechet 1015

in S. Eng. Leg I 135 ‘ Sire he seide, ‘ore gostliclie fader
bov were here-bi-fore 1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VI 457
His goostly fader Donstan 2336 R. Beeri ey in Four C
Eng Lett 34 Wych no man may know but my gostly fadei

155a Prayer Bit
,
Communion (Whytchurche) N uj b, That

he may receiue such gostly counsail, aduise and comfort, as
hys conscience mays be releued 159a Shaks Rom 4 Jul
in 111 49 A Ghostly Confessor 1651 C Cartwright Cert
Reltg. 1 63 We ought to confesse our sinnes unto our Ghostly
Father 17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull Pref, When thou
gavest ghostly Counsel to dying Felons 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) VIII lxxix 380 He had refused ghostly
attendance. X798 Ferriar lllustr Sterne v 155 Her
ghostly directors thought it very edifying to punish her
contumacy, by refusing her the Sacrament 1839-40 W.
Irving WoIfer

I

s R (1855) 129 A ghostly instructor was
soon found, ready to accomplish Ins conveision in the
shortest possible time. 187* G Meredith II Richmond
xxiv (1889) 215 We shall not be the worse for a ghostly
adviser at hand.

•f*
2. Of persons and their actions : Spiritual, de-

vout, religious Obs
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter cxxxvi 9 All fleschly men aie

enemys til gostly. c 1450 St Cnthbert (Surtees) 999 For to

lyue slike gastely lyfe 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 48
Ye be of good condicions, and goostly of your lyuyng
1483 — Gold Leg 60 a/2 'lherfore we ought to cesse of
tlie werkes of synne & tentende to doo ghoostly werkes.

3

.

Concerned with sacred things, or with the

church , belonging to an ecclesiastical orclei or to

a member of such an order
;
spiritual as opposed

to lay, secular, or temporal, arch. Also + Ghostly

day a day set apart for worship
egoo tr Beeda’s Hist, 1. xvi [xxvu ] (1890) 84 past hwseSre

on o3re wisan baet gastlice folc is ongeotonde under feam
ilcan ondgete, pe we foresprecende wa.ron. CI175 Lamb
Horn, 11 pet we ma^en on pisse gastliche dagen ibeten
ure sunne a 1300 Cursor M 27837 O couaitise cums
symoni, als gastli thing to selle or byi 1390 Gower Conf
I 17 Their gostly staf is then awey, Wherof they shulde
her flock defende 1530 Proper Dyaloge (Arb ) 141 Refus-
ynge any labour to do Because they are people gostely

*597 Hooker Eccl Pol v lxu § 13 To settle our hearts m
the loue of our ghostly Superiors 1632 Lithgow Trav x
429 A ghostly Wife [a Bishop's wife], shall be still Madam
Lady with me 1651 Hobbes Levtath 11. xxix 171 And
set up . a Ghostly Authority against the Civill 2835
I Taylor Spir Despot 111 93 [The Hebrew religion]
afforded fewer means of sustaining ghostly power than
perhaps any other system ancient or modern. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr if It Jrnls (1872) I 14 Snatching with ghostly
hands at sceptres 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1094 Father .

bid call the ghostly man Hither, and let me sluive me clean,
and die *868 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) II ix. 405 He
laid aside his chrism and his rood, his ghostly weapons

+ 4 . Of the nature of a spmt, incorporeal Obs
c 1440 Bodus (Laud MS 559) If. 8 0 god of gostely sub-

staunce is *674 N Fairfax Bulk 4- Selv 28 That ghostly
being which enlivens the body of man
5 . Of or pertaining to, or issuing from, a ghost,

disembodied spirit, or spectre
;
resembling a ghost,

spectral, shadowy ; occas
,
haunted by ghosts.

£xooo Gosp Nicodemus xxvii, Gasthc hream <21300
Cursor M 18076 A gasth uoice cnand ful fast. ? a x6oo
Dunbar's Flytrng iu Kennedie 175 (MS Reidpeth) Thy
ghaistly luke fleys folkis that pas the by 1730-46 Thomson
Autumn 494. The retreating horn Calls them to ghostly
halls 1829 Follok Course T vii, Thy ghostly shape, O
Death, Stood in his avenues of fairest hope 1839 De
Qvmcuv Recoil Lakes Wks 1862 II 28 Duties so suddenly
revealed amidst terrors ghostly as well as earthly 1844
Ld Brougham Bnt Const xv (1862) 237 This ghostly body
(commonly called Barebones' Parliament) 1850Lynch Theo
Tnn, xi 212 HisYisage and form were ghostly. 1864 Skeat
Ukland’s Poems 179 The ghostly voices in silence died
1865 Kingsley Herew. xi\, Martin chuckled a ghostly
laugh as he [etc.] 1871 B Taylor Faust (1875) II 11. m
104 Ghostly ’tis in vale and hollow, Spectral all that we
discover 1873 Longf Wayside Inn hi Interl 1, Forbear
to-night your ghostly legends 1884 Tennyson Bechet hi.

11, How ghostly sounds that horn in the black wo6d » 1887
Rusicin Preetcrita II 156 Ghostly ranges of incredible
mountains
Hence Gho’stlify v [-fy], to render ghostly
+ Gkostlihead [-head], spirituality, in quot'.
qaasi-concr., spiritual things; Gho'stlxly adv.
[-LY a

], in a ghostly manner
01440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 282 He louyth no gostly-

hede, he desyreth no swetnesse of heuenly thynges j8ai
Tails Mag VIII 7 Think of finding yourselves ghosthfied
in surplices 1857 Neale ’Iheod. Phranza (1879)58 The
wind sang more mournfully, the oaks whispered more
ghosthly.

Ghostly (gflustii), adv Now rare. [OE.
gastlice, f gdst Ghost sb. + -lice, -ly 2 ] »j« jn a
ghostly or spiritual mannei or sense

;
opp to bodily

or carnally

,

in spirit, as a spmt. Obs In mod
use rarely As a ghost.
c 1000 jEltric Horn I 34 paet halige husel is gastlice

Custes Iichama CI175 Lamb Horn 7 fa wise witega be
beob nu ouer |?e lialie chuclie and libbed gastliche heore
hf c X20Q Ormin 985 Hu Cnstess feeoww birrjj lakenn
Crist Gasthke 1 gode J>mwess a 2300 CursorM 25054 bat
we gastli wit him ded suld be. 1357 Lay Folks Ceitech
455 Dedli synnes gastely sla ilk mannes saule ciloo
Maundev. (1839) xii 136 The Jewes undirstonde not the
Lettre gostly, but bodyly c 1449 Pncocx Rcpr v xv 561
Ech man schal fare weel goostfi oonli bi hise owne gode
deedis 1508 Fisher 7 Pont Ps Prol., The gloryous
Trynyte preseiue ghostly and bodyly my foresayd lady
2548 Upall, etc Erasm Par Mark vi 43 We maye lyue
ghosthe in heauen 1548 Lai imer Ploughers (Arb ) 25 So
muste we haue also the other for the satisfaction of the
soule, or elles we canne not lyue longe gostly 1619 Donne
Serin xiv 139 The Sword of the Loid cuts bodily and it

cuts ghostly 164* Rogers Naantan 438 Of Naaman both
bodily and ghostly 1827 Pollok Course T 111, Meagie all,

and ghostly thin

Ghostologv (gimstp-lodgi) [badly f Ghost
sb +-(o)logy] Ghost-lore
2824 J. McCuli och Scotland II 222 The mere ghostology

being of a neutral character might escape all dangerous
criticism. 1853 Fail's Mag XX 417 Clairvoyants, rap-
pists, connoisseurs in ghostology, and such-like mystery-
mongers. 1864 IIawthohnl S Felton (1883) 294 More un-
accountable than if it had been a thing of ghostology and
witchcraft 1869 Coutimp Rev X 295 Iheie are Mor-
monisms and spirit rappings and ghostologies without end

Ghostslup (gd* s.tjip). [f Ghost sb + -ship.]

The condition oi quality of being a ghost. Also
humorously, the personality of a ghost
1826 J Wilson in Blackw Mag XX 107, I became

somewhat too much hand-m glove with his ghostslnp 1830
Miss Miti ord Fillaqe Ser iv 11863) 207 Neither Kate nor
her father or mother had even seen the spectre, although
such near neighbours to his ghostdap 2855 Miss Yonce
Lances ofLynwood vin (1864) 1 17 You believed in our ghost-
ship as fully as any of them 1802 Daily News 10 Aug 4/7
First the worship of the ancestral ghost, simply as a ghost

,

next the development of his ghostslnp into godship

Gliosty (gd* sti), a jocular, [f Ghost sb +
-Y 1 ] Concerned with ghosts

, resembling a ghost.
1866 Examiner 8 Dec 774 Mr. Dickens tells a good

ghosty story of the Signal Man 1880 Miss Broughton
Sec Th II hi vui 244 Lucent pebbles underfoot, a ghosty
moon overhead

Hence CH10 stily adv
,
m a ghost-like manner

<22849 Beddots Song on Water 1, Night’s dumbness
bleaks, rolling Ghostily 2872 G Macdonald Wks Fancy
<5

-

1

mag III 43 The thin-voiced firs are calling Ghostily

Ghoul (g?7l). Also 8-9 goul(e, 9 gho(o)l,

gho(u)le, g(h)owl. [a. Arab. ghul, fiom a

verbal root meaning ‘to seize’.] An evil spirit

supposed (m Mohammedan countries) to rob graves

and prey on human corpses
2786 tr. Beckford's Vathek {1868) 71 All the stories of

malignant Dives and dismal Goules thronged into her
memory. 2827 Moore Balia R

,
Veiled Proph 114 No

church-yard Ghole, caught lingering in the light Of the
bless’d sun 1870 Lowell A mong my Bks Ser 1 (1873) 84
It sucks with the vampne, gorges with the ghoule,
transf, and Jig. 1812 Southey in Q Rev VII 53 These

human ghowls were not content to let their friends die

a natural death before they ate them 1824W Irving F
Trav I 73 He was, in a manner, a literary goul, feeding in

the charnel-house ofdecayed literature 2831 Carlyle Sari
Res (1858) 180 Two immeasurable Phantoms, Hypocrisy and
Atheism, with the Gowl, Sensuality, stalk abroad over the

Earth 2841 Land ,/!?«5 Nts I 36 The term ‘ Ghool * is

applied to any cannibal 2855 ThackerayNewcomes 1. 312

Ghouls feasting on the fresh corpse of a leputation 1885
Miss Braddon WyHard's Weird I in 95 What ghouls
people must be to gloat over such a subject.

b. attrib and Comb., asghoul-eye, -head', ghoul-

haunted, -like adjs

1844 Disraeli Contngsby vni vi, Her natural pallor ag-

f
ravated into a ghoul-like tint a 1849 PoePoems,

Ulalume,
n the ghoul-haunted woodland of Weir 1858 G Mac-
donald Phantasies vi (1878) 104 His ghoul-eyes and his

ghastly face fascinated me 1884 j. Payne Talesfr Arabic
II 280 She told him that which had bettded her with

the Ghoul-head, whenas it appeared to her in the garden

2896 Westm Gaz 26 May 8/1 The typhoid statistics of the

Brisbane Hospital show a remarkable triumph of pioneering
work in what the Sydney Herald calls the ‘ ghoul-haunted
swamps of medical conservatism

’

Ghoulish, (gw-lif), a [f. Ghoul sb + -ish ] Of
the nature of, resembling, 01 characteristic ofghouls.

a 1845 Hood Open Quest vi. The spirit of the place

Turns fell hyaena of the ghoulish race ? 2875 Miss Braddon
Sir World I ix 150 They had done nothing but talk

about the murder all the morning with a ghoulish gusto
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Comb x88r Black Sunnse III vn 99 These dusky
shadows lent something ghoulivh-looking to his head, and
face, and sparkling black eyes

Hence G-liou Ia.sh.ly adv

,

m a ghoulish manner
1844 Blackw Mag LV 530 The difference is nearly as

great as between Lady Amine eating nee with a bodkin,

and the same fair one battening ghoulishly upon the cold

meat m the cemetery 1890 Voice (N Y ) 20 Feb , It

ghoulishly dug up some of George’s [Washington’s] personal

weaknesses

G-liuest, obs. form of Guest.

Ghurry (g*> n) Anglo-Indian Also 7 gree, 8

gurry, -is, 9 gam, glrur(r)ie, -ee. [a. Hindi

ghari a walei -clock consisting; of a perforated

floating cup which fills and sinks m a fixed time,

usually 24 minutes ]

1 A space of time . a In old Hindoo custom,

24 minutes, the 60th pari of a day of 24 hours, b.

In Anglo-Indian usage, an hour.

*638W Bruton Newesfr E Ind i2Thisstroakorparcell
of time they call a Goome^the small pot being full they call

a Giee, 8 Grees maketh a Pai, which Par is three houres by
our accompt *776 Trial J Fovuke 1 3/2 About two gurries

afterwards, the said Gentleman, the Maha Rajah, &c came
out and got into their palanquins 1803 in Gurw Welling-

ton’s Deep (1844) I 585 If you are icsolved on having an
audience, come tomorrow, when only two ghuiees of the day
shall lemam 1832 G A. HERKLors ti Cits/ Meosulmans
India. 37 note, When two ghurrees of the night are still

wanting

2 A metal plate on which the hours are struck.

1816 ‘Quiz' GrandMasters11 194 The bramin, when the

ghurry’s sound Told one, was with the idol found 1879
Low Afghan War 11 177 Not a sound was heard in camp,
save the ghurnes striking the hours

b ‘ A clock or other time-piece’ (Cent Diet.)

G-hyll : see Gill sb 2

II Giallo autico (dg al,lo antPka) Also 8-9

m semi-anglicized foim giall(o antique [It , lit

‘ ancient yellow ’.] A rich yellow marble found

among rums m Italy, and employed as a decora-

tion ,
identified by some with the marmor Numi-

dicwn of the ancients Also attnb. or adj

1741 Lady PostrRrT Lett (1805) II 31a Pillars and pilas-

ters of giallo antique 1771 H Walpole Lett (1857) V
290 He inhabits that most sumptuous of all palaces at

Rome with door-cases giallo antico 1773 Brydone Sicily

xxxvil (1809) 334 Marbles little inferior to the giall and
verd antique 1789 Mrs Piozzi Journ. France II 130
The granites, in giall antique, have an undescnbable effect

1830 Mrs Jameson Leg Monast Ord (1863) 443 He lies

on a couch of giallo-antico 1850 J C Hojbhouse Italy

II 108 One of the giallo-antico columns.

II Gialloli.no (dgal|L?l* no) ? Obs Also 8 gialo-

lma. [It. giallohno (Flono), now by dissimilation

giallorino, dim. of giallo yellow ] A fine yellow

pigment (see quots

)

17*8 Woodward Meth. Foss. 4 Gialolina . Earth of a
bright Gold Colour, found in the Kingdom of Naples, very
fine, and much valued by painters 1847 Craig, Giallohno

,

A fine yellow pigment, much used under the name of Naples
yellow In mod Diets

Giambeux, Spenser’s artificial sp of Jambeux.

f Giauet(t)on. Obs rare [a. It giannettone

,

augmentative of giannetta a kind of lance ] A
kind of lance.
156a J Shute Two Comm n 42 b. When anye beaste

came forthe of the woodes to the playne, the kinge vsed to

apotnte some noble man to sley it with his sharpe Gianetton
Ibid., Withoute taking anye Gianeton with him

Giant (dgoi ant), sb. and a. Forms 3-6 geant,

4-5 ee-» jea(u;nd(e, -a(u)nt(e, 4-6 ge-, gi-,

gyaunt(e, (5 ga-, gi-, gyaw(u)nt, gyand, geant,

6 geyaunt, gyane), 5-8 gyant(e, <5- giant. See

also Gigant [ME geant (afterwards with the

first syll influenced by the Lat. form), ad OF
giant, jiant, gaiant (mod F. giant) —popular Lat.

*gagantem

,

corrupted form of classical Lat gigan-

tem (nom gigas), a Gr 71701/7--, 7170s
TheGr word and its Lat transliteration appear in classical

use (chiefly in pi ) as the name of a mythical race of beings
of enormous stature and strength, represented as the sons of
Gaea (Earth) and of Uranus (Heaven) or Tartarus (Hell),

and as having warred with the Gods, by whom they were
in the end destroyed. The LXX, ana (hence) the Vulgate,
used the word m passages of the Bible which refer to

men of extraordinary stature and strength, and it thus

obtained the wider sense in which it is current in the Rom.
langs and in Eng The etymology of Gr yfyai, like that

of many other mythological names, is obscure ,
the hypo-

thesis of connexion with the root *ya-, y«p- to be born, to

beget, is hardly tenable,]

A sb

1

.

One of the supposed beings in human form
but of superhuman stature, who occur frequently

m mythic or pseudo-historical traditions and in

romantic fiction. In Greek mythology, used spec.

(chiefly in plural, with initial capital) as the ren-

dering of Gr. ytyas (see above in the etymology).
1297 R Glouc. (1724) 15 So strong of honde, Jiat hym ne

mygte no mon ne geant at stonde c 13*3 Chron Eng 34 in

Ritson Met Rom II 272 To wrastle wyth that foule thing,

That wes the geaundene kyng C1330 R Brunne Chron
Wace (Rolls) 1734 In Jiat tyme wer here non hauntes Of no
men bot of geauntes. (Geauntys more \>nn man Lykemen

1

»ey ar in flesche & bon Of membres haue hey liknes pe
ymes alle hat in man ys ) c 1450 Henryson BludySerb 44

The king gart seik baith fer and neir Off ony knycht gife

he micht heir,Wald fechtwith that Gyand. 1300-20 Dunbar
Poems xxxviu 20 He as gyane raxit him 011 hicht 1333
Edi-n Treat Newe Ind (A.rb ) 11 The Gyaunte Atlas
heareth the worlde on hys shouldeis, 1649 Jer Taylor Gt
Exemp nr xiv, A hundred weight to a gyant is a light

buiden 1706-7 Farquhau Beaux Straf v 111, I’m none of

your Romantick Fools, that fight Gyants and Monsters
for nothing 1726 Lloni Alberti’s Arckit I 7/2 Typho
the Gyant being buried m the Island of Prochyta. 1810

Scott Lady ofL i iv, The Cavern, where, ’tis told, A giant
made his den of old 1838 Penny Cycl XI 209 The fabulous
stones of the giants and pygmies of anttquity, the former of
whom are said to have made war against Jupiter

Tb Jig Applied to some influence or agency of

enormous power. Sometimes prefixed as a title

to names of personified qualities, m imitation of

Bunyan’s allegoncal ‘ Giant Despair*.
a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 34 If you dare be brave Fust

kill th’ enormous Gyant, your Disdaine. <11638 Lovelace
Poems (1864) 173 Is there such a trifle as honoui, the fools

gyant 1880 G Meredith Trag Com (1881) 173 Giant
Vanity urged Giant Energy to make use ofGiant Duplicity

1893 Daily News 3 Mar 3/4 Americans are now styling

electucity ‘ our docile giant
’

2 . A human being of monstrously or abnoimally
high stature

,
often used hyperbohcally.

1359 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 202 Here Mage
lanus founde a Giaunt x fote in length 1371 Campion
Hist Irel vn (1633) 22 Nemrod, woithily teamed a gyant,

as one that m bodily shape exceeded proportion 1633
H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav xl 160 They were followed

by twelve huge tall men, that seemed to be Giants, clothed

with Tygers skins as wild men are used to be painted of

them. 1840 Dickfns Old C Shop in, His head and face

were large enough for the body of a giant 1884 J. Hall
A Chr Home 176 As there are dwarfs, giants, and albinos,

so there are exceptional natures,

b. traits

f

1834 T Medwin Angler m Wales I. 289 The salmon,

which was a giant of the species, did not find more than
depth for his huge body to swim in 1891 H. Herman His
A ngel x 202 Five or six mighty elms clustered at the side

of the house, hoary giants

3. One distinguished by the possession of intel-

lect, strength, valour, etc. in extraordinary amount
or degiee.

1333 Coverdale Ps cxxvi[i], 4 Like as the arowes m the

honde of the giaunte, euen so are the yonge children.

1680-90 Temple Ess
,
Learn Wks 1731 I. 159 There may

be Gyants in Wit and Knowledge, of so over-grown a Size,

as not to be equalled again m many Successions of Ages
1831 Robertson Semi. Ser. 11. x (1864) 135 Many a spiritual

giant is buried under mountains of gold 1868 J H Blunt
Ref CJu Eng I. 426 The schoolmen were mental giants

1871 E. F. Burr Ad Ftdem xiv 278 Giants of faith

4 U.S Mining A discharge-pipe through which
great volumes of water are sent for the washing

of ore

1877 Raymond Mines 62, 97. 1882 Rep. Proc Met US ,

From the distributor the streams are piped on to the * moni-
tors ’, or ‘ giants

5 attrib. and Comb a. simple attnb , as giant-

brood, -land
,
-race, -world ; b objective, as giant-

crusher, -killer, -queller, -slayer', giant killing adj
;

c instrumental, as giant-hurled adj. ;
d. simila-

tive, as giant-great, -huge, -vast adjs ;e appositive,

as giant-hunter (passing into adj. : see B).
1612 Drayton Poly-olb xiv 84 Since Gomer’s "Giant-

brood inhabited this lie 1671 Milton Samson 1247,

1

dread

him not, nor all his giant brood 1842 Sin A deVere Song
ofFaith 91 Communities areas the Giant-brood Fabled by
poets old 1891 Atkinson Last of Giant-Killers 79 The
Dalesfolks seldom called him anything but the Wolf queller

or the "Giant-crusher 1871 B Taylor Faust (1873) II 111.

171 Stalking marvellous figures *Giant-great 1866 Howells
Venet Lifevia 126 The gondoliers’ spectral shadows "giant-

huge 1723 Pope Odyss xi. 704 There huge Orion of por-

tentous size, Swift thro’ the gloom a "Giant-hunter flies,

1871 H King tr Ovid'sMet xi 707 If the mass Of Pindus
or of Ossa, '"giant-hurled, Fell sheer in middle-sea 1726

Amherst Terra! Ftl x 46 History professors, who never

read any thing but Tom Thumb, Jack the "giant killer

[etc ] 1873 Symonds Grle Poets x 330 Heracles, a Jack
the Giant-Killer in his cradle, 1781 Cowper Conversat. 244

Guy, Earl of Warwick Or "giant-killing Jack would please

me more 1766 H Walpole Acc Giants Wks 1798 II. 102,

1

hope that nobody will beg a million of acres of"giant-land.

1884 S E. Dawson Handbk Dom Canada 322 It is a verit-

able giant-land 1731 (.title) Last Speech of John Good,
vulgarly called Jack the "Giant Queller 1813 Scott
Rokeby iv 1 note, Thor was the Hercules of the Scandina-

vian mythology, a dreadful giant queller *820 Keats
Hyperion n 200 Then their first-born, and we the "giant-

race Found ourselves ruling new and beauteous lealms.

1879 Sir G Scott Lect Archit I 38 The "giant slayers of

old romance, a 1849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) 48 "Giant-

vast [flames], 1393 Shaks. John v 11. 57 Commend these

waters to those baby eyes, That neuer saw the "giant-world

enrag'd. 1889 R. B. Anderson tr, Rydberg's Tent. Mythol
132 The giant-world’s wintry agents.

0 . Special comb ,
as Giant’s causeway (see

Causeway 1) ;
giant-cell (see quot 1881), hence

giant-oelled a., consisting of giant-cells; giant

cement, an extremely tenacious cement ;
'j* giant-

dwarf, a dwarf with the power of a giant

,

giant’s grave (see quot ) ,
giant’s kettle, one

of the numeious very large pot-holes (moulms)

on the coast ofNorway ; giant-powder, also simply

giant (see quot. 1875 ) ; + giant rude a

,

rude as a

giant
,

giant(’s stride, a gymnastic apparatus,

consisting of an upright pole with a levolving

head, to which ropes are attached, by holding

which, one is able to take gigantic strides round

the pole
;
giant-swmg (see quot).

1779 SirW Hamilton m P/ul Trans LXX 48 Lava’s

regularly crystallized, and forming what are vulgarly called

"Giants Causeways 1876 Ziemssen's Cycl Med V. 644
A "giant cell 1881 Syd Sec Lex

,
Cells, giant, large pro-

toplasmic masses without cell wall, and containing many
roundish, nuclei 1 hey are found in tubercle Also, cer-

tain large ganglionic cells found in the fiontal and the

ascending parietal convolutions of the brain 1886 T
Holmes Syst Surg (ed 3) I 279 Myeloid or "giant-

celled sarcoma 1884 R Jefferies in Longm Mag IV.

258 All Brighton chimneys aie put on with *giant cement.

1388 Shaks, L L L in 1. 182 This wimpled, whymng,
purbhnde waiward Boy, This signior lumos "gyant dwaife
don Cupid 1880 Antrtm $ Down Gloss

,

*Giant's Graves,

cromlechs and kistvaens 1882 Geikie Textbk Geol m
11 11. § 5.413 On the ice-worn surface of Norway singular

cavities of this kind, known as 1 "giants’ kettles ’, exist in

great numbers. 1872 Raymond Statist Mines Mining
34 The company consume about 25 pounds of "giant powder
weekly for blasting purposes, 1873 Knight Diet Mech ,

Giant-powder, a form of dynamite, consisting of infusorial

earth saturated with nitro glyceune 1882 Century Mag.
XXV. 221/2 * They sets a kag 0’ that Giant on it, and
it goes off on 'em and teais everything to pieces.1 1600

Shaks A V L iv hi 34 Womens gentle brame Could not
drop forth such "giant rude muention. 1883 Pall Mall G.

14 Nov 1/2 Give them a "giant’s stride, give them a climbing

or leaping pole, and see what a change you will bring mto
their life 1889 Centwy Diet

,
*Giant-swing, in gymnastics,

a levolution at arm's length around a horizontal bar.

B adj. [developed from the altrib. and appositive

use of the sb.]

1 Ofextraordinary size, extent, or force; gigantic,

huge, monstrous.
*480 Caxton Descr Brit. 17 Grete palayses, gyantes

toures, noble bathes 1602 Marston Antonio'sRem n m,
Pigmie cares Can shelter under patience shield ,

but gyant
gnefes Will burst all covert. 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, 1 li

199 A gyant Traytor [1 . 2x6 hee’s Traytor to th’ height]

a 1649 Drumm of Hawth Poems Wks (17x1) 45 Such
gyant moods our parity forth brings, We all will nothing be,

or all be kings 1699 Bentley Phal xi 225 He was a
Gyant Tragedian, rather than a Fairy one 1723 Pope
Odyss. ix 374 His giant voice the echoing region fills

1747 Collins Odes, Liberty 19 With heaviest Sound a
Giant-statue fell 1777 Warton Poems 43 Moie horrible

and huge her giant-shape she rear’d 181a Byron Ck Har.
11. xxu, Mauritania’s giant-shadows frown 1851 Helps
Comp Solit ix (1874) i55 Near the land some giant reeds

rose up from the water 1832 Robertson Stmt Ser in.

xvu 220 Passion in its giant might. 1861 Gen P. Thomp-
son Audi Alt III clxvn 189 Adam Smith, a giant autho-

rity 186a Mrs H. Wood Mrs Hedhb hi xviii (1888)

409 When old age approaches then time moves with giant

strides 1888 F Hume Mad. Midas 1 Prol
,
Above which

could be seen giant mountains with snow-covered ranges,

b In the names of plants and animals.

[1378-1848 : see Fennel-giant ] 1845 Florist's Jml 29
The sort of asparagus at present most generally grown
is known under the name of the Giant. 1861 Miss
Pratt Flower PI III 339 Cavipanulaceee (Giant Bell-

flower). 1864-3Wood Homes withoutH 1 42 The Giant
Armadillo (Pmodonta gigas) is so determined a burrower
that [etc ] Ibid v. 109 The Giant Teredo ( Teredo gigantea.)

. produces a shell more than five feet jn length 1882

Garden 4 Feb 75/3 The Giant Orach&(A triplex hortensis

)

attains a height of 6 ft. or upwards. Ibid 20 May
353/2 For planting by the side of water theie are few

equal to the Giant Fennels 1897 Daily News 9 Sept 8/7

Giant seed rye is scarce and firm

2. Comb., as giant-hodied, -factoried, -treed adjs.

1624 R. Davenport City Nt Cap hi (1661) E 1, Her little

pedling sms will shew in my book as foils to her "giant-

bodied vertues. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 3 The "giant-

factoried city gloom c 1863 O W Holmes Hunt after

• Captain

'

in Pages Old Vol Life (1891) 76 Springfield,

the wide meadowed "giant-treed town.

Giantess (dgai antes). Forms: see Giant

Also 5 geaunesse. [f. Giant sb + -ess ] _

A she-

giant , a woman of abnormal bulk and height

**<1x380 Sir Ferumb 4663 Amyote hure damme, a geaunt-

esse c 1400 Sowdone Bab 2943 This Barrok was a geau-

nesse 1590 Spenser F Q hi vu 37 He spide far off a
mighty Giauntesse *627 Hakewii l Apol m v, § 4 202

The woman Gyantes&e before mentioned was so strong,

that shee would lift vp in either hand a barrell full of

Hanxborough beere 1663 Cowley Ess ,
Greatness (1669)

121 He kept a Concubine that was a very Gyantess 1823

J Neal Br Jonathan III 447 ‘’Who are you?’ cried

Sat age ,
throwing himself at her, as if she were a giantess

transf and fig. 1640 Howell Dodona’s Gr 71 Which
were shee entirely subject to the Cedai, would bee able

of her selfe to make head against that huge Giantess

Alcarona. 1841 W Spalding Italy % It. Isl I 249 The

f
iantess [Rome] had grown old and weak ,

but the hfe-

lood still circled through her veins r86s Sat Rev
23 Mar 337 Intellectual giantesses are still rarer than in-

tellectual giants 1896 Westm. Gas 3 Nov 6/3 A magni-

ficent giantess [a chrysanthemum] of puie white.

CH.auth.00d (dgai antibud) [f Giant sb. +
-hood ] a. The nature or characteristics of a giant,

hugeness b. concr. The race of giants

1840 Carlyle Heroes (1838) 199 A kind of vacant huge-

ness * large awkward gianthood, chaiactenses that Norse

System 1839 Gen P Thompson Audi Alt II. lxxxu 43
The strong-Uinbed gianthood of the olden time

Giautish. (dgai antif)> a [f. Giant sb. + -ish.]

Resembling a giant or his qualities

a *634 Randolph Mused Looking GI v 1, Then stature

neither Dwarfe nor Gyantish 1735 Smollett Quix (1803)

II. 27 The boon she asks is a mere trifle , no more than

slaying a giantish sort of a fellow.
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GIANTISM. GIBBERISH.

Giantism (dgai antiz’m) [f, Giant sb. + -ism ]

The quality or state of a giant ,* the practices of a

giant or of the Giants.

1639 Chapman & Shipley Chabot in, ii, The improvement
of Ins estate in so few yeats, from a puvate gentleman’s

fortune to a great duke’s levenues, might save our sove-

reign therein an orator to enforce and prove faulty, even to

f
ianttsm, against heaven 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng 31
t appeals most apt to sustain any the heaviest Weight,

and therefore hath much of Giantism in it *730 Fielding
Tom Thumb 1 111, Oh » happy state of giantism 1835
P Landreth De Quuicey in Stud. Mod. Lit (1861) 273
Goliath is associated with giantism

b. Phys. and Biol Abnormal development in

size. Also spec (see quot. 1885).
1883 Syd Sec. Lex ,

Giantism, a condition of excess of
developement in which a young living thing precociously
attains the size and appearance of adult life, but does not
go on to surpass the average x8gs J Hutchinson Archives
Surg. VI 74 Inhented tendency to Giantism Mr E—,

of

D—, aged 29, who stood six feet seven inches, told me that

his paternal grandfather had attained the same height

Giantize (dgai antaiz), v. ran. [f Giant sb

+ -ize] fa intr To play the giant. Obs.~°

b. trans. To give the appearance of a giant to
x6rx Cotgr

,
Geantiser, to Giantize ; to malce as big as a

Giant ; also, to play the Giant 1864Daily Tel. 28 Dec 5/2
Tbeir anxious parents ply them with gm until they stop at
a size which enables them to giantise every competitor

Giantlike (dgai antlaik), a. [t. Giant sb. +
Like ] Resembling a giant or what pertains to

a giant
,
gigantic.

XS71 Golding Calvin on Ps Ivi, Heathmsh persons aie
puffed up with Giant-lyke presumptuousnes 1590 Shaics
Mtds H. hi. 1 107 Good master Mustard seede that same
cowardly gyant-like Oxe beefe hath deuoured many a
gentleman of your house x6i8 Bolton Florus (1636) 201
Those Gyantlike bodies wei e the fairermark for a sword,
or dart to hit as68o Charnqck Attnb God (1834) II 625
Winds have a gtant-like force, a. 17x6 South Sertn, (1737)
I vi 231 All their giant-like objections against Christian
religion shall presently vanish and quit the field 1847 La
Lindsay Chr Art I. 28 The duomo . with its giant-hke
procession of columns, is singularly beautiful. 1878 L. P
Meredith Teeth 188 A person almost giantlike m strength
and stature may faint at the thoughts of the operation

Gi’antling. [f Giant sb + -ling j A young
giant.

1871 H. F Sheppard in Sacristy I. 340 Gayant was a
married giant, with a wife and three gianthngs

Giantly (d^ai antli), a and adv. [f Giant
sb. + -ly ]

A adj. «= Giantlike. Now rare
*361 Daus tr. Ballinger on Apoc. (1573) 77 Idle men .

peruerte and wrest Gods word aftei their wonted giantly
boldenes 1607 Walkington Opt Glass 11 The massier
and more gyantly body must be maintained with laige
diet. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 862 The lower
Mountames although they bee for their height wonderfull,
yet they have more Giantly-overlookers 1636 Davenant
Witts v in, Onr hopes grow strong and giantly 1639
Gentl Calling vm (1679) 131 Great Mens vices are of a
yet more giantly frame, they proclaim solemn War with
Heaven. 1809W Irving Kitickerb vi 11. (1849) 313 Governor
Risingh, notwithstanding his giantly condition, was, as I
have hinted, a man of craft.

+ B. aav In a giantlike manner. Obs
1625 T. Jackson Ong Vnbehcfe vu 61 His picture as

Euripides hath taken it, is more Gyantly vast 1719
D'TJrfey Pills III. 44 Bacchus giantly bestrid A Strong
Beer Barrel

+ Grantness. Obs - 0

x6n FloriOj Gigantaggine
•,
giantness, or greatnesse or

quality of a Giant

Giantry (djai antn). rare, [f Giant sb 4-

-ry ] a. The lace of giants
,
giants collectively,

b Tales about giants; giant-mythology
16x1 Cotgr, Geantene

,

giantrie; the generation, race,
kind, or brood, of Giants. 1784 H Walpole Lett (1820)
IV. 380 The flimsy giantry of Ossian has introduced moun-
tainous horrors 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr iv. ax The
Giantry of old their God defied

Giantship. [f Giant sb + -ship.] a The state

of being a giant, b. The personality of a giant.
1671 Milton Samson 1244 His giantship is gonesomewhat

crest-fallen 1761 Brit Mag II 603 Even their giautships
Gog and Magog seemed to be almost animated 1819
Motherwell Harp Renfrewshire Pref. 32 In this his
Giantship is miserably deceived 1847 Blackw Mag LXI.
5$>o He stands, a modern Gulliver, pre-eminent in moral
giantship amidst surrounding pigmies

II Giaour (djjaiu) Fonus : 6-8 gower, 7 gaur(e,
gawar, (ghaur), gour(e, 7-8 giaur, jaour, (7
dgiahour, 9 ghiaour, jour, yaoor), 7- giaour

[Pers. jy"gdurt got, pronounced by the Turks

(gyaur), var. gebr : see Gijebre.] A term of re-

proach applied by the Turks to non-Mussulmans,
esp. Christians

1364 Jenkinson in Hakluyt Voy (1399) I 349 He [the
Sophy of Persia] reasoned with mee much of Religion,
demaunding whether I were a Gower, that is to say, an
vnbeleeuer, or a Muse]man, that is of Mahomets lawe.
1609 W. Biddulph in T. Lavender Trav 85 In words they
[Tuikes] reuile them as the Egyptians did the Israelites,
and call them Gouts, that is, Infidels 1634 tr Scudery's
Cnrta^ Polities 28 Have you never heard them call the
Christians, faours, that is, Dcggs ? x6j6 tr, Gntllatiere'

s

Voy A thens 329 The Eunuch <Kt linn to threaten the
Christian [Corsaire], mcournging him ps soon as they
came within distance lo call them Giaours 168a Wheler

152

fount Greece 11 sag He was reproachfully sent away
with the Name of Gome, or Infidel 1786 tr Betkfoid s

Vathek (x868) 14 Accursed Giaour 1 what comest thou hither

to do ? 18x3 Byron Giaour 74s Who falls in battle gainst

a Giaour Is worthiest an immortal bower x88x Hooper

s

Mag LXIII 248 An unadulterated Arab place of entertain-

ment, seldom profaned by the presence of giaouis

Giaunt(e, Giaw(u.)nt, obs forms of Giant.

Gib (gib), sb 1 Obs exc in Comb Forms 4-7

gibb(e, 6-7 gyb, 5- gib. [A familiar abbrevia-

tion of Gilbert ]

1. A familiar name given to a cat. To play fy
gib (? to say * fie ’ to the cat!, to utter threats, to

look threateningly.

CX400 laser in Proc. See Anhq (1886) 11 Mar, Gret

wel glbbe cure cat c 1400 Rout Rose 6204 for right

no mo than Glbbe [Fr Ttbers] our cat c 1450 IIenryson

Mar Bab, (1832) 13 Scantly had they drunken once or twise,

When in came Gib-Hunter ourjoly Cat <21329 [see Cat
1 bj 1575 Gamin Gurtotti v, Gyb our cats two eyes.. Gyb
shut hei two eyes Ibui 111. 111, Mary fy on thee, thou old

gyb, with al my very hart x§qo'B>t,&Yinc.v.LordBps vm Ij,

He playes fy gib with his thunderbolt ofExcoinmumcation

2 . A cat, esp, a male cat (cf. Gib a male feiret m
Chester Gloss.)

,
in later dialectal use, one that has

been castrated. To play the gib

:

(of a woman) to

act the cat (see Cat and dog).
1361 Schole-ho Worn. 308 in Hazl F. P P. IV 124

Nature she foloweth, and playeth the gib. And at her hus-

band dooth barke and ba[w]ll, As dooth the Cur 1600

Dr Dodypoll in 11 in Bullen 0 PI III 129 This is

Melpomene, that Scottish witch. Whom I will sc.ratc.he like

to some villanous gibb 1602 Shaks Ham nr iv. 190

Who Would fiom a Bat, a Glbbe, Such deere concemmgs
hide? <r 16x6 Beaum & Fl Knt ofMalta v 11, Wee’l call

him Caoodemon, with his block gib there x668 Wilkins
Real Char. 11 vm § x 199 Male Dog, Gib, Cock, [etc ]

1804 J Duncumd Heiefordsh I. 213 Gib, a male cat, cas-

trated

3 A term of reproach, esp. for an old woman.
a 1329 Skelton E Rummyng gg She is a tonmsh gyb

1398 Drayton Pleroic Ep xm 104 Call me, Beldam, Gib,

Witch, Night-mare, Trot x6xx Middleton & Dekkcr
Roaring Girl iv. u, 'Faith gib, are you spitting? I’le cuL

your tayle pus-cat for this <2x687 Cotton Poet XVLs
(1765] 122 And humbly the old Gib beseeches To shew her
utmost Skill and Cunning.

4 Gib-cat— sense 2. Now only arch, and dial.

i3g6, 1667, X783 [see Cat i b] 1820 Lamb Elia Ser r,

S Sea Ho

,

Melancholy as a gib-cat over Ins counter all the

forenoon 1895 Chockftt Men ofMosshags 103 ,

1

declare
I purred like our gib cat

Hence t Gi bship jocular, the personality of a
cat (In quot. applied to a woman.)
x6i6 Beaum & Fl. Scomf Lady v 1, Bring out the Cat

hounds. He make you take a tree whore, then with my
tyller Bring downe youi Gibslup.

t Gil), sb 2 Obs. Also 5 gybbe. [a. OF. glbbe,

gibe, ad. L. gibba.]

1 A hump.
c 1440 Promp Parv. 280/1 Knobbe yn a becstys backe or

breste, |7at ys clepyd a gybbe 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav
192 Camells . vane according to the Countne they breed in

in Persia they have but one gib or bunch, llie Aiabian is

doubled.

2 . A bale (of cloth, etc)
1326 in Dillon Calais Pale (1893) 81 Item, of a gybbe of

Wollen clothe outwardes

Gib (gib), sbJ Also 6 gibbe, 9 gibb. [Of
obscure origin

;
cf Kip, Kebbie ]

1. An iron hook Obs — 1

1367 Wills 4 Inv. N C (Surtees 1833) 278 A resting Iron,

a pair of gibbes, uj pair of pott clipps

2. (See quots )

1788 W Marshall Yarkslt II, Gloss. (E D S ) Gib
(the g hard, as in gild), a hook , a gibby stick, a hooked
stick 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss

,
Gib, a wooden hook

A nutting gib, a nutting hook
3 . The hooked gristle which grows at the end of

the lower jaw of a male salmon after spawning

,

=Kip, Also Comb., as gib-fish, a salmon with a
‘gib* (Otherwise explained in quot 1867.)
i8x8 Sporting Mag I 290 At the end of his lower chop,

theie glows a hard boney gib, from which they are then
called the gib-fish 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bh

,
Gibb,

the beak, or hooked upper lip of a male salmon Ibid,
Gib-fsk, a northern name for the male of a salmon
4 . Comb., as + gib-crook = sense 1, gib-staff
(see quots ) ,

gib-stick = sense 2

1364 Wills 4 Inv N C (Surtees 1833)223 One payre of
toynges, *gibciokes, rakmcroke, and racks xx» 1674-01
Ray N C. Words (E D S), *Gibslaff, a quarter-staff
1721 in Bailey. 1847 Craig, Gibstajf a staff to gauge
water or to push a boat , formerly, the name of a weapon
used in fighting beasts on the stage 1876 Whitby Gloss
s,v

, A *gib stick, a stick that is bent-headed.

Gib (dgib), sb 4 slang, [Said to be short form of
Gibraltar ) A prison
1877 s Yrs' PenalServit. m 221 ,

1

did a lagging ofseven,
and was at the Gib three out of it.

+ Gib, v* Obs,— 0 [f Gib sb i] intr To be-
have like a gib or cat. Hence j*G,ibbmg vbl sb.
x6ax Beaum & Fl Wild-Goose Chase iv. 111 (1632) 44 Out

Killings What Cattei walling’s here? what gibbmg?
Gib (gib)

, v 2 [var GlP ] trans To disem-
bowel (fish). = Gip Also Comb

,

as gib-tub (see
quot ) Hence Gi bber, one who disembowels
fish.

1883 Chamb frill 271 In the centre another man gib-

bing or eviscerating the fish 1893 Funk's Stand Diet
, Gib-

tub, a tiay in which fish are laid to be gibbed or dis-

emboweled
Gib, var. Jib sb. and v
Gibaltar : see Gibraltar 2

Gibb(e, obs foim of Gib, Jib.

Gibbed eat. [ong var gib-cat (Gib sb 1
4)

;

but gibbed was afteiwards taken as pa. pple of an
assumed vb *gib to geld.] = Gib-cat, Gib sb 1 3

,633 W Rowlly Match Midn 11 1, lohn Looke Mis-
tresse, how they stale one at another? lai Yes, and swell
like a couple of gib'd Cats 1631 Randolph, etc Hey for
Honesty 11 111, Some gib’d Cat that died issuelesse has
adopted thee foi her Heire 1670 Ray Prov ao6 As
melancholy as a gibd cat 1687 Skdley Bellamira v 1,

I had as live dunk with a gib’d cat. 1824 W. Irving
T I rav 1 293 1 he melancholy of a gibed cat

Gibber (d^i bai, gi boa), sb,1 [f Gibber »,i]

Rapid and inarticulate utterance

1832 J P. Kennedy Swallow B, in (i860) 38 The gibber
of ducks and chickens and turkeys *835 Browning Para-
celsus 11 43 The blank space ’twixt an idiot’s gibbei And a
mad lover's ditty 1839 Kingsi uy Mtsc

, Plays <5 Punt
II 1 31 He has none of the obscene gibbet of the ape.

II Gibber (gi bai), sb 2 [L gibber ] (See quots.)

1837 Dungltson's Mid Lex
,
Gibber, hump x866 Treas

Bot , Gibber, a pouch-like enlargement of the base of a
calyx, corolla, etc x88o [see s v Gibberosl] 1885 Syd
Sot Lex

,
Gibber

,

a hump, a hunch.

Gibber (gi boa), sb.3 Austrahan Also 9 gibba,
ghibber [aboriginal Australian] A large

stone
;
a boulder.

1834 L E Tiiheuci ld A usiral Gram p. xi, Barbansms
..Gibber, a stone 1847 [A Harris] Setthrs 4 Convicts ix

159 He did not object to stow himself by the fire-side of
any house he might be neat, 01 under the ‘ gibbers

’ (over-

hanging rocks) of the rlvei 1889 Boldrewood Robbery
under Arms (1890) 39 There was a kind of gully that came
in, something like the one we came in by, but rougher, and
full of gibbers 1896 B Sh ncer in Rep Horn Exped 1

11 Our course lay acioss upland plains covered with
* gibbers

b. attnb. and Comb ,
as gibbet country

, -field

;

gibber-gunyah., an aboriginal cave-dwelling.

1894 B Stlnclr in Argus 1 Sept 4/3 (Moms) Our track

led across wliat is called the *gibbcr country 1896 — in

Rep Horn hxped. 1 27 Even the Stony ^gibber-field

becomes gieen with herbage 1847 IA Harris] Settlers <]

Convicts xi 211 ,

1

coincided in his opinion that it would be
best for us to camp for the night m one of the *ghibber-

gunyahs. These are the hollows under overhanging rocks.

1863 R W Vandi kkistl. Lost, but notfor Ever (tn 2)210
Our home is the gibber gunyah 1891 R Etheridge Rec
Austral. Museum I vm 171 Notes on ‘ Rock Shelters ’ or
‘ Gibba gunyalis ’ at Deewhy Lagoon

Gibber (dgi bar, gi bar), v 1 Also rarely jibber

[Onomatopoeic; cf Gabber, Jabber.
Probably d<,i box and gi box are originally independent

words of parallel formation, not merely divergent interpre-

tations of the written form ]

mlr. To speak rapidly and inarticulately; to

chatter, talk nonsense. Said also of an ape.

1604 Shaks Ham, 1 1, 116 (Qo, 2) The graues stood

tenantlesse and the sheeted dead Did squeake and gibber

in the Roman streets 1791 Cowper Odyss xxiv xr Ihe
ghosts Troop it downward, gibbering all the dreary way
1833 Ht Martineau Cinnamon 4 Pearls 111 36 Monkeys

, ltung by one arm from the boughs overhead, gibbenng
and chattering <11845 Hood Foige n xix, Meanwhile
the demons, filthy and foul, Are not contented to jibber

and howl, 1857-8 Scars Athan 23 Not a spectre can

me and gibber 1871 Ruskin Fors Clav x. (1896) I, 196

Those who work and do not gibbei 1877 V. L Cameron
Across Africa xv (1885) 209 Ibey chattered and gibbered

at the strange sight of a boat

t Gibber, z».2 Obs — 1

x6oz Life Cromwell E b, I faith lie gibber a ioynte, but

lie tell him his owne
Gibberi(d)ge, obs. foim of Gibberish.

Gibbering (dgi-b-, gi bong), vbl. sb [f Gib-

ber v 1 + -ing 1
] The action of the vb Gibber 1

1786 tr Bedford’s Vathek (1868) 32 Stunned by their

gibbering 1857 Birch Anc Pottery (1838) II 35 Like the

twittering and gibbering of the ‘ Birds ’ of Aristophanes
1872 Minto Eng. Prose Lit 1 111 x6x Full of screechmgs
and gibbenngs.

Gibbering (dgib-, gibanq),/// a. [f asprec

+ -ing 2
] That gibbei s or lakes the form of gib-

benng; unmeaning; unintelligible

X711 Lend Gaz No ^850/j. Pretending to be a Fortune
Teller, talking after a gibbering manner 1820 W Irving

Sketch Bk. (1859) I27 We almost fancy we hear the gibber-

ing yell of triumph bursting from the distended jaws of the

spectre 1839 Sala Tut round Clock (1861) 377 Gibbering

forms of men and women in filthy rags x88x P Brooks
Candle of Lord 265 They saw Him face the gibbering

maniac among the tombs.

Gibberish (gi bori/), sb and a. Forms . 6-8

geb(b)-, gib(b)-, g(h.)yb(b)rish, gib(b)r-, gib-

(b)eridge, -lge, (7 geberish, gvubbndge, 8

gibbirish.), 6- gibberish [?f Gibber v.
1 (though

that word appears later in our quots.), after names

of langs m -isb.]

A sb. Unintelligible speech belonging to no

known language, and supposed to be of arbitrary

invention
;
inarticulate chatter, jargon. Often ap-

plied contemptuously to blundering or ungram-

matical language, to obscure and pretentious

verbiage, etc.



G-IBBBROSB. 158 GIBBON.

ctSS4 Interl Youth Ayb, What me thynke ye be

clerkyshe For ye speake good gibbryshe. 1579 E K Bed.

to Spenser's Shep Cal ,
Other some if they happen to here

an olde word crye out streightway, that we speak no

English, but gibbrish 1603 Harsnlt Pop Impost 46

They are agreed of certaine uncouth non-significant terms

which goe current among themselves as the Gipsies are of

Gibridge, which none but themselves can spell without a

paire of Spectacles. :6iz Drayton Polyoil. xn 200 His

little infant neere in childish gibbridge showes Whataddeth

to his gnefe 01656 Ussher Ann vi (1658) 523 They all

the while crying quartei in. their barbarous gibbridge 1673

Dryden Marr ct la Mode n t, It may keep the field

against a whole army of lawyers, and that in their own
language, French gibberish 1700 Paper to W Penn Pref.

A11 Toe Books of the Quakers were generally set at

nought as Gibberish 1748 Smollett Rod Rand xxx, He
repeated some gibberish, which by the sound t>eemed to be

Irish 1790 Burke Fr. Rev Wks V. 197 Their language

is in the patois of fraud ,
in the cant and gibberish of

hypocrisy 1803 Edtn Rev II 377 The admixture of

the gibberish used by the negroes 183s Macaulay Ess ,

Mackintosh {1887) 350 A state trial was a murder preceded

by the uttering of certain gibberish and the performance of

certain mummeries 1884 Stepniaic in Contemp Rev Mar.

333 The aborigines speak an unintelligible gibberish.

Comb 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11 xi The babling tattle,

and fond fibs, seditiously raised between the gibblegablers,

and Accursian gibberish-mongers

fB adj Ofor pertaining to gibberish, expressed

in gibberish ;
unintelligible, unmeaning Oos.

1598 Florxo, Balchi, a roguish, gibbrish word, vsed for

money. 1612 tr Benvenuto'sPassenger 1 111 3 b, 1 he frauds,

deceits, lyes, gibbrish language of roagues 1648 Milton
Tenuie Kings (1650) 3 That old entanglement of iniquity,

their gibnsh Lawes a 1691 Baxter m Sir J Stephen Reel,

Biog (1850) II 47 By his gibberish derision, persuading

men that we deserve no other answer than such scorn and

nonsense as beseemeth fools 1704 Proclam 24 Feb
,
in

Loud Gas. No. 3996/1 The Key or Cypher, whereby Four

Letters writ ten in Gibbinsh Language may be . explained

1764 Mem G PSalmanazar 173 A kind of gibberish prose

and verse 1821 Clare Veil Minstr I 122 How oft I’ve

bent me o'er her fire and smoke, To hear her [the gipsy’s]

gibberish tale so quaintly spoke

Hence i' G-i btoerisli v mtr
,
to talk gibberish,

also trans.,
to speak the 1 gibbeush ’ of

1577-86 Stanyhurst Descr irel 1 in Hohnshed Chron

,

One demanded menlie whie Oneile would not frame him-

selfe to speake English? What (quoth the other) m a rage,

thinkest thou that it standeth with Oneile his honor to writh

his mouth m clattering English ? and yet forsooth we must

gag our lawes m gibbrishing Irish 7 1625 Bp R Mountagu
App Cesar, xvui 248 You understand not the state of

Limbus Patrum

,

nor the depth of the Question, but

scumme upon the surface, and gibberish you cannot tell for

what

Gifrberose (giber^-s), a. rare-*, [ad L.

gibberos-us, f. gibber a hump ]
£ More convex or

tumid in one place than another’ ( Treas. Bot

1866). Hence Gibbero sity.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Gtbberosity 1880 Qhkv Struct. Bot,

413/1 Gibbous swelling out on one side into a gibber or

gibberosity

f Gi’bbert. Obs Also 7 gibbartas, gibbarta,

7-9 gibbar
, and see Jcjbabte8. [ad. F, gibbarm

the same sense ] A kind of whale, a Finnee
160a R. Dolman tr Prtniaudaye's Fr Acad (1618) hi

Ixm. 782 And ill this number is the whale, of which the

ancients write, and whome some modems call Gibbar
(because that the common whale, which some take for the

Muscultis of Aristotle, doth not answere to the description

of this), which is of incredible hugenes 1620 J Mason
New-found-land (Bannatyne Club 1867) B, What should
1 speake of a kmde of Whales called Gibberts ? 1658 Sir T,

Browne Pseud Ep in xxvi (ed 3)214 Mariners called

it a Jubartas, or rather Gibbaitas The name Gibbarta we
find also given unto one kind of Greenland Whales 1843
Zoologist I 34 It is well known among fishermen and
mariners generally by the names of finaer..and gibbar.

Gibbet (d^rbet), sb 1 Forms • 3-8 gibet(t,

3-5 gebst(ti, 4-6 gyb(b)ate, -et(te, jebat, (4
gebat, 6 Sc. geibat, geobet, gxbbot), 5-6 jub-
(b)et(t, 5-7 jeb(b)et(t, 6 gyb(b)yt(te, gebbit,

jebytt, 6-7 jeb(b)it,)ibbet(t,3eobet(te, -it, 7-8
gibbit, 6- gibbet, [a. OF gibet gallows, gibbet,

111 eaily use, staff or cudgel, dim of gibe staff,

club; see Jib The It giubbetto of the same
meaning is believed to be from Fr

,
influenced in

form by giubbetto, -elta, dim. ofgmbba cloak]
1

.

Onginally synonymous with Gallows, but in

later use signifying an upright post with projecting

arm from which the bodies of criminals were hung
m chains or irons after execution
a 1225 Ancr R. 116 Me were muchele dole leouere J?et ich

lseie ou alle |?reo hongen on a gibet uortewiSbuwen sunne

13 K Alts. 4722 Heore feet men kneotte theo hors to.

To the gybet al quykmen tare, Hygh they weore an-honged
thare. 1382 Wyclif Deut xxi 22 Whanne a man were
hongid in the gebet, the careyn of hym shal not abide
in the tree. 0x450 Kut. de la Tour (1868) 64 She was
atyred with highe longe pynnes lyke a lebet, and so she
was scorned of alle the company, and saide she bare a
galous on her hede 1509 Barclay Shyp o/Folys (1370) 8
Their bodyes to the leobet solempnly ascende Waning with
the wether while their necke will holde, a 1529 Skelton
Sp Parrot 75 The lebet of Baldockwas made for Jack Leg
157* Nottingham Rtc. IV. 141 Payd to Bate for takyng of
Cranwetl downe of the jebytt xij d 1625 Gonsalvio's Sp
Inqms 48 The lines that tye both his hands and thumbes
to a certaine Pulhe which hangeth on the Ieobit 164a
Fuller Holy <§• Prof St, iv 11. 248 Haman mhents the
gibbet of Mordecai 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. x (1721)

37,

1

never saw any spiritual Higbway-Man accoiding to

their Merits, bang’d upon Gibbets 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl, Gibet, a machine 111 manner of a gallows, whereon
notorious criminals after execution, are hung in irons, or

chains, as spectacles, in teirorem 1770 Goldsm Des Vill

318 There, the black gibbet glooms beside the way x8i8

Scott Hrt Midi 11, Several groups gazed on the scaffold

and gibbet 1865 Kingsley Herein xxi, You shall see a

row of gibbets from here to Deeping

fig c 1440 Gesta Rom 1 i 5 (Hail. MS) Nowjian most
a prelate honge the wif—what bymenyth that? Farsoth bat

be flesh be nongyd on be lebet of penaunce x6oo Hey-
wood ist Pt Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 I 34 Hast thou ensnar’d

our heedlesse feet with death, And brought vs to the Iibbet

of defame? 1650 Trapp Comm Gen vi 17 God hath hang’d

up the old world 111 gibbets, as it were, for our admonition

1742 Young Nt Th vi 264 Heavt-merit wanting, mount
we ne’er so high, Our height is but the gibbet of our name
1806 Fessenden Democr I 15 Expos’d on satire’s gibbet

high, To frighten others of the fry

f Tb. Applied to the Cross Obs.

C1450 Mironr Saluacwun 4666 On the Gibet of the crosse

deignyng for me to dye *535 Fisher Wks. (1876) 4x6 On
the gebbit of the Crosse.

c Halifax Gibbet : an instrument for beheading

criminals, similar to the Scotch maiden or French

guillotine, formerly in use at Halifax m Yorkshire

1650 in J Watson Halifax (177s) 219 To suffer death,

by having their heads severed, and cut off from then bodies,

at Halifax Gibbet 1775 J Watson Ibid, The said Abraham
Wilkinson and Anthony Mitchell were conducted to the

said gibbet, and there executed in the usual form

f d To ride the gibbet to be carried on a pole

round the town Cf to ride the stang. Obs.~ 1

1519 Surtees Mtsc (1888) 34 She shalnot chyde ne flyte

\vl eny neghtburez .. oppen ridyng of the jebit, or thew,

aboute the towne

2 The punishment of death hy hanging.

1751 Jortin Serin (1771) VII xi 218 The wickedness of

many Is such, that notmng but . jails and gibbets can keep

civil society in order 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles 11 v, Some
poor criminal from the gibbet Respited for a day. 1872

C. Gibbon For the King xiu, The gibbet and the musket
aie the only lawgivers ofthe hour.

fig. 1502 Ord Crysten Men (W de W. 1506) n. iv. 91

And to be condempned unto the gybet of hell.

3. fa A short beam projecting from a wall,

having a pulley fixed at the end \obsl). b The
projecting arm of a crane , also called Jib. e. Sc

A chimney crane for hanging a pot over the fire

a 1502 Arnolds Chi on. (1811) 127 The said wardens haue
made m the stede of y° said crane a gibet hanging on a wall

not able to take any thmgis out of the watir of Thamyse
1545 Act 37 Hen VIII, C 12 § 9 Houses, with Key or

Wharf, having any Crane or Gibet belonging to the same.

1570 Dee Math Prfi. 33 All Cranes, Gybbettes, and
Ingmes to lift vp
b. 1729 Desaguliers in Phil Trans XXXVI 194 The

Crane must be a fix’d one, and only the Gibbet moveable,

from which the Weight hangs 1806 O. Gregory Mech.

(1807) II 197 Gibbet or jib of a crane, the projecting beam
upon the extremity of which is fixed a pulley. 1875 in

Knight Diet Mech,
C. *477 Extracts Aberd Reg. (1844) I. 408 A brewyne

fat, a nemmyr stand, a bukket, ana a gybbate that it

hang hy. 1887 [see gibbet-pan in 5 below].

f 4 A cudgel, Obs.

ci600 Day Begg Bednall Gr. v (1881) 108 Give me but

an ashen Gibbet in my hand, an I do not dry bang them
both, I’ll be bound to eat hay with ahorse, so will I 1674-

91 Ray S $ E C Words 100 A Gibbet

,

a great Cudgel,

such as they throw up Trees to beat down the Fruit

5 attrib. and Comb
,
as gibbet-cham, -foot,

-irons,

-law, -tree
,

gibbet-carrier
,
-maker

;
gibbet-wise

adv. ; also gibbet-gab, -pan, Sc (see quots )

,

gibbet-thief, a thief who is hanged on a gibbet

1731 Arbuthnot Treat. Scolding 20 You did not love

Cruelty, you Kennel raker, you *Gibbet-carrier a 1847

Eliza Cook Song of Wind vi, I had swung the *gibbet-

chains against the bleaching bones. 1826 Scott Woodst

xxx, Keep your scurnle jests for the *gibbet-foot 1887

Jamieson, Suppl s v Gibbet, The largest pots were hung
on the swee itself, or were attached to it by a stiong double

hook called the *gibbet-gab 1898 Daily News 13 bept. 5/1

A complete set of *gibbet irons 1708 S Midgley {title)

Hallifax, and its *Gibbet-Law placed in a true Light *838

Penny Cycl XII 13/2 The ‘ Halifax Gibbet Law ’ was
not alone exercised for the protection of clothiers, but it

was also used for the punishment of other felonies, 1588

Shaks Tit A iv 111 80 What sayes Iupiter? Clowne
Ho the *Iibbetmaker, he sayes that he hath taken them
clowne againe, for the man must not be hang’d till the next

weeke *887 Jamieson, Suppl
,
*Gibbet-pan, a name given

to the largest pot or pan usedm cooking ' so called because

it generally hung on the gibbet or swee. 1700 Congreve
Way of Worldm v, I hope to see him hung with Tatters,

like a long Lane Pent-house, or a *Gibbet-tbief 1808 Scott

Marm 1. xn, We saw . on the ’’gibbet-tree, reversed, His
foeman’s scutcheon tied 1622 Mabbe tr Aleman's Guz-

man cFA If. r 266 Putting a piece of Timber *Gibbet-wise

into that hole in the Wall

+ Gi'b'bet, sb 2 Obs [Perh a. OF juppet (oc-

curring in the sense
‘ distance to which one can

shout’), f jupper,juper\Q whoop, cry out.] A note

on the horn, a call or whistle as a signal to a dog

or hawk. Hence + Gk'bbetmg vbl. sb
,
the utter-

ance of such a signal.

1590 Sir T. Cockaine Hunting C iv b, Being sure it is

has owne Deere, he may giue one gibbet at euery imprime,
and no more 1615 Markham Country Contentm 1 vm 93
If your Hawke rake and gase after eueiy checke, neither

respecting whooping nor gibbeting, in this case you must
[etc 3 1616 Surflet & Markham Country Farms 668 The
cries of the hounds, the winding of homes, or the gihhetting

of the huntsmen 1621 Markham Hunger's Prevent, (1635)

49 Your Water-dogge .. vpon the least gybbet or call to

come runningvnto you 1730 SirW Yonge Norfolk Gar-

land, Tolle Aux 1 then Callet cry’d And gave a gibbet shrill

Gibbet (dgi bet), v. [f. Gibbet jA 1
]

1

1

. mtr. To hang as on a gibbet Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, in. 11 282 Hee that gibbets on the

Brewers Bucket.

2

.

trans

.

To put to death by hanging
X726 Amherst Terra Ftl vm 37 Starving, burning, and

gibettmg, one yeai, all persons holding such opinions 1851

Dixon W Penn xx\ ii (1872) 246 He was found guilty,

and gibbeted in front of his own house m Cheapside. 1881

Blackie Lay Serm. vui 239 The Stuarts gibbeted the

Covenanters because they denied the rights of a civil

sovereign to frame liturgies [etc ].

b. To hang (a carcase) on a gibbet by way of

infamous exposure. Also with up
*752 [see 3] 1761 Brit Mag II 669 This murderer under-

standing that he was to be gibbeted was greatly enraged.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev 209 Wickedness walks abioad, it con-

tinues its ravages ,
whilst you are gibbeting the carcass, or

demolishing the tomb c 1820 S Rogers Italy, Adventure
11 xiv (1828) 87 Soon should I limb by limb, be mangled
on a wheel, Then gibbeted to blacken for the vultures 1828

Scott F M Perth xxm, Away with that convict to the

gallows, and gibbet him alive an you will 1866 Rogers
Agree <5- Prices I, iv 88 All the culprits were hanged,
according to Walsingham, were gibbetted m chains

e transf. To hang up (a bird, a thing) on or

as on a gibbet

1749 Fielding Tom fanes r i, The same animal - may
perhaps he degraded in another part, and some of his limbs

gibbetted, as it were, in the vilest stall in town 1777
Brand Pop. Antiq. 389 Some Inns still gibbet their Signs

across a Town. 1822 W Irving Braecb Hall xxv 212

They [the crows] are gibbetted in every corn-field 1866

Howells Venet. Life vn. 111 A long crane with villainous

pots gibbeted upon it

3

.

fig To hold up to infamy or public contempt.

Also with up To gibbet into . to bring into (an

ignominious position) as by hanglDg on a gibbet.

*646 J Whitaker Uzziah 5 God doth gibbet his open
adversaries a 1683 Oldham On Printer44 ,

1

mean tohang
and Gibbet up thy Name 1752 Warburton Let to Balguy
in ilm&Ltfe (1794) 65, I had gibbeted up Julian, and he
comes by night to cut him down 1762 Goldsm Cit W xu.

Thus [he] unknowingly gibbeted himself into infamy, when
he might have otherwise quietly retired into oblivion 1836

Southey in Cowpefs Wks II. 26 This reviewalof Cowpers
first volume is one of those defunct criticisms which deserve

to be disinterred and gibbeted for the sake ofexample 1848

Ashley in Hodder Ld. Shaftesbury II xvii 274 Poor Mel-
bourne died yesterday, and to-day he is, of course, gibbeted

in. the Times This is * one of the new terrors of death

188S T. Frost Remm Country Journalist v (1888) 39
Everybody [was] apprehensive of being morally gibbeted
in its pages.

Hence Gibbeted ppl a, Gibbeting vbl sb.

(m quot. attrib )
1756 D. C in OldMaid{iq6f\ No. 34 7 4 Thus I hung sus-

pended in the air. a terrible gibbeted example of curiosity.

*825 Scott Taltsm xiv, I shall be a gibbeted and dis-

honoured corse 1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt vn, v II. 291
Your road horribly decked with gibbeted thieves hanging
aloft. 1875 W. Houghton S/e Brit Ins. 105 Stomachs of
the gibbeted moles *891Pall MallG 7 Sept 7/2 It seems
to be by the merest accident that any gibbeting irons have
been preserved for our gratification, since they were left to

pensh with the bodies they contained

t Gibbeta'tion. Obs- 1 In 7 gibitation.

[f. Gibbet v 1 + -ation ] The action of gibbeting

1689 m Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) IV cii 412,

J, George Jeffreys, being in sound and perfect memory, of

high commissions gibitations, barbarity, butchery, etc
,

do make my last will

Gibbay, gibbi, Gibbier, vars. Gibby, Gibier.

Gibbinsh, Gibbit, obs ff Gibbebish, Gibbet.

Cribble-gabble (grb’ligse b’l) Also 7 gible-

gable. [Reduplication of Gabble sb. Cf. Fiddle-

faddle.] Senseless chatter.

1600 Dekker Gent Craft (1610) C 3 Hee’s some vplandisb

woikman, hire him good maister, that I may learne some
gibble, gabble, twill make vs worke the faster 1615 J
Taylor (Water P) Siege Jerus Wks (1630) 10/2 Such
Gibrish Gibble Gabble all did langle 1769 Trinculo's

’hip 41 Soon was heard a gibble-gabble. Neither harmony
01 sense 1889 N W Line Gloss (ed 2), Gibble-gabble,

silly chatter
attrib a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais xn xxu 178 The

Gibble gabble Gibbrish of this odious Error and Heresie

1745-6 Mrs Ddlany in Life Carr, (1861) II 424A strange

gibble-gabble woman has plagued me all the morning

Hence Gi bble-ga*bble v. Also J* Grbble-
ga’bbler.
1653 Gibblegablers [see Gibberish sb Comb ]. 1775 Shir-

Rcrs Poems (1790) 211 They said the grace as fast as able,

Syn a’ yok’d to to gibble-gabble, And mak a din c 1785 J.
Thompson's Man 11 She will gibble-gabble like a Goose

Gibbon. 1 (grbsn). Zool. [a F. gibboit (Bnf-

fon), alleged to be an Indian word, but it has not

been found in any Indian language.] A name
common to the long-armed apes of the genus

Hylobates, but applied esp to the species Hylo-

bates lar which inhabits the islands of the Indian

Aichipelago.
[1770 Genii Mag XL 402 This Monkey, the Editor

thinks is the same that M Buffon has described under the

name of Gibbon ] 1774 Goldsm, Nat, Hist, IV 206 Of this

kind also is the Gibbon or the Long Armed Ape. 1834
MeMuRTRiE Cuvier's Amin. Kingd 45 The Gibbons have
.the long arms of the true Ouiangs, and the low forehead of



GIBBON1

, 154 GIBLET.

the Chimpansd 1867 Wood Pop Mat Hist 12 I he Agile

Gibbon i*> not a very good walker on its hinder feet 1882

Contemp Rev Mar 422 A gibbon will hang for hours sus-

pended from a branch.

Gibbon 1 (gibsn). dial [a Manx gibbtn

(Kelly) = Irish goibm (O’Reilly).] A sand eel.

1868 Nat. Encycl. 1 627 In the Isle of Man the two
species are distinguished from each other as the Giay
Gibbon and Red Gibbon 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal
(ed 4) 131 One Sand Eel or Gibbon Grip One Pair of
' Corran Gibbon ' or Sand Eel Sickles.

Cribbose (gibJ«s), a. [ad. L. gibbos-us, f

gibbus hump.]
1 = Gibbous a. 1, 1 b, and 1 c
167& Grew Anat Plants

, Lect. Mixture 111 § 8 {1682)
226 When two Atonies meet, which are globular or other-
wise gibbose. 169s Woodward Nat Hist. Earth vi (1723)
280 Reducing those Ishells] that are concave and gibbose
to a flat 1714 Durham Astro-Theol v 1 (1726) 113 Even
Mais, too, m its Quadratures, becomes Gibbose 1831-6
Woodward Mollnsca 11 228 Atrypa leticularis Shell im-
punctate doisal valve gibbose. 1866 Treas Bot 530/2
2 . = Gibbous a 2. 1721 m Bailey.

Gibbosity (gity-siti) [ad, F gibbosity f. L
gibbosus : see prec ]

1. The state, quality, or condition of being gib-

bose or gibbous
1347 Boorde Brev Health evin at A backe the which

may have many infirmities, as deoylytie, and wekenes,
curvytie

s
and gybbositie a 1646 J Gregory Maps $

Charts in Posthuma (165a) 305 This way of Description
rendreth the face of the Earth upon a Plain 111 its own
proper Figure Spherically, as upon the Globe it self, the
gibbositie onely allowed for. 1691 Ray Creation it (1701)
194 What should take away the sight of these ships from
each other, but the gibbosity of the intenacent water?
1794-6 E Darwin Zoon (1801) I 159 It is by suggestion,
that the gibbosity of the tree and the moss, that fnnges its

trunk, appear before us. 1833 Erichscn Sure 624 When
they have fallen together and very considerable gibbosity
has resulted, anchylosis more readily takes place 187a
Proctor Ess Astron. iv 63 When Mars is in quadrature
his gibbosity is not very remarkable.

2 . A swelling
;
a protuberance.

C Lanfranc's Cirurg. 224 Apostym wiboutforb aboute
be spaudis and be gibbositees 1343 Raynold Byrth Man-
kynde 1 (1634) 72 The gybosite or swelling seate of the
huer 1638 Wilkins New Worldvm. (1707) 60 The brighter

S
arts [of the Moon] ale full of rugged Gibbosities and
fountains <111794 SirW Jones Select Ind /Y<r«4rWks

1799 II 103 Some with an acute point, dark green above,
paler beneath with a gibbosity at the insertion of the petiols
<*1813 Wilson Amer. Orttith (1814) VIII 77 The edges
of the upper and lower gibbosities have each twenty-three
indentations, or strong teeth, on each side 1826 Kirby &
Sp Entomol 111 145 In some this anal horn is xeplaced
by a gibbosity 1870 Hooker Stud Flora 138 Acute or
acuminate, the gibbosity close to the stem 1873 Lyell
Pnnc. Geol I 11 xxv. 641 Such gibbosities are caused by
the abrupt termination of viscous streams.

GibbOS0- (gibou-so), modern combining form of
L. gibbosus Gibbous, in terms denoting combina-
tion of the gibbous form with some other: see
quots
1846 Dana Zooph (184B) 268 Incxusting and prominently

gibbous or gibboso lobate Ibid 342 Coarse gibboso-glo-
merate and angulai Ibid 493 Subcespitose gibboso-
subramose. Ibid 363 Gibboso subglobose Corallum having
the cells shallow

Gxbbot, obs form of Gibbet sb 1

Gibbous (gi'bss),^. Also 7 gibbouse. [f.L.
gibb us hump + -ous
The guttnral (g) in this and the related words is contrary

to the ordinary rule foi the pronunciation of Latin deriva-
tives, but there is no evidence that (dj) was ever used.]
1. Convex, rounded, protuberant.
c 1400 Lanfrant's Cirurg 167 In oon side he is gibbous,
& in pe tojjer side he is more playn 1348-77 Vicary Anat
vm (1888) 6g The forme of tne Iyuer is gibbous or bunchy
on the back side 1613 Crooke Body of Man 636 The
exterior superficies of this gristle is conuex or gibbous
a 1646 J Gregory Maps 4* Charts in Posthuma (1650) 307
1 he Globe of the Moon . is as solid and gibbous as that
of this Earth and Water 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 117 In
Cowley common we meet only with the gibbous, and not
the flat shell of the petrified Oyster 1737 Gaudentio dt
Lucca 10 1 All the new Philosophers allow the Earth to be
Spheroidal and Gibbous towards the Equator 176S Pen-
nant Zool (1768) I 213 The gibbous substance on their
head 1840 Murchison Siluna ix 195 That section .

which has both valves gibbous 1881 G Busk in Jrnl
Microsc. Sc Jan 8 The outer border . sharp and nearly
straight, and the inner as it were gibbous

b. Bot ‘Very convex or tumid . . this term
should be restricted to solid convexities ’ (Lmdley)
1737 Phil Trans L. 66 The calyx is a gibbous permanent

periantheum 1803 J. Galpine Brit Bot (1806) 274 Calyx
gibbous 1845 Lindley Sch Bot, vi (1858) 103 Coiolla
without a spur, gibbous at the base x86x Miss Pratt
Flower PI V 327 Order Pistiaceae . (Gibbous Duck-
weed) Fronds inversely egg-shaped, hemispherical beneath
1873 Oliver Elem, Bot, 11 136 Observe [in Common Fumi-
tory] the irregular corolla, one of the petals being gibbous
at the base

0. Asir. Said of the moon or a planet when the
lllnminated portion exceeds a semicircle, but is

less than a circle

1690 Leybourn Curs, Math 449 She is liable to the same
variety of changes as the Moon, sometimes almost Full,
at other times Gibbous. 1753 B, Martin Mag Arts # Set.
122 She is then said to he gibbous , and this Phase or
Aspect increases, till she comes to the Situation E, where
she is in Opposition to the Sun. 1834 Sir H. Taylor and

Pt. Artevelde v 111, The gibbous moon was in a wan de-
cline 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ IV 3/1 Mars likewise
appears gibbous when near the quadratures of the sun
Comb 1839 Baiiey Pestus xis (1848) 198 Many moons

and planets full, crescent, or gibbous-faced

2 Of persons and animals : Hunch-backcd

;

having a hump. Of a part of the body Hump-
shaped. Gibbous Wiasse, a fish (see quot 1 769)
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep it w 329 How Oxen

in some Countries began and continue gibbous or bunch
back’d’ a 1661 Fulllr Woi thus, Cambttdgesh. 1 (1662)

150 A Camel passeth in the Latme proverb, eithet foi

gibbous and distoited, or foi 011c that undeitaketh a thing
awkely or ungeenly. 1769 Pi nnant Zool (1776) III.

219 Gibbons Wrasse

.

of a very deep and elevated form,
the back being vastly arched, and very sharp or liiiged

1791 Cowper Iliad 11. 266 His gibbous shoulders o'er Ins
hi east Contracted 1810 Chauul Borough v 54 Is thereof
all youi kindred some who lack Vision direct, oi have .1

gibbous back 7 1822-34 Good's StudyMed (ed 4) I 482
Lommius asserts after Hippocrates, that if a person become
gibbous before puberty m consequence of asthma, he dies

1879 Dixon Windsor I. tv 38 bin 1veiled in his loins, he
[William de Longchamp] had a gibbous chest [etc ]

Hence G-i bbously adv., in a gibbous manner;
Gi bbousuess, the stale of being gibbous.
1692 Bentley Boyle Lett vm (1693) 37 Because of the

distance, the convexity and gibbousness would vanish away

;

he would only see below him a great circular Flat, as level

to Ins thinking as the face of the Moon 1846 Dana Zooph
(1848) 497 Bearing above a few very stout erect stems,
gibbqttsly divided and tuberose, nevei angular. 1880 Wat-
son in Jrnl Linn Soc XV. No 82 xo8 Spire sharply
but slightly convexly and a very little gibbously conical.

Gibbridge, gibbrish, obs. ff. Gibbeiush.
Gibbsite (gi’bzsit) Mm [named after George

Gibbs, an American mineralogist : see -itk] Alu-
minium hydiate found m stalactitic forms, often as

an mcruslalion.
1822 Cleaveland Mitt. 783 Dr. Torrey . has proposed for

tins mineral the name of Gibbsite, m honor of Col George
Gibbs. 1873 Proe Amei Phil. Soc. XIII 373 A pseudo-
moi ph of gibbsite after corundum.

Gibby (gi’bi). Also 9 gibbey. [dim. of Gib
sb 3

] bhort for gibby-slick

*85* R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Totirl. 286 Fine, straight
hollies, fit either for gibbeys or whip sticks

b Comb
, as gibby-stick, (a) a stick with a bent

or hooked handle ; (t>) a kind of sweetmeat made
in the form of a gibny-stiek
1788 W Marshall Yorlsh Gloss (E D S) sv Gib

,
A

gibby stick, a hooked stick, 1832W, Stephi NSON Gateshead
Local Poems 103 Here’s barley sugar sweet, Gibby sticks
and kisses 1832 R. S Sum kes S/ottge's Sp Tou-r xli\

275 AU the gibbey sticks were bundled out 1893 North-
umbld Gloss , Gibby stick, a stick with the end bent for
a handle

Gibbyhorse : see Jibbyhorse.
Gibe, jibe (dgsib), sb.

1 Also 6-9 gybe, 6 jybe,
6- gibe, [f the vb ] A scoffing or sneering speech

,

a taunt, flout, or jeer.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 8 Besides sum other
trim lests and iybes of his 1602 Shaks Ham. v. i 209
Alas poore Yorick Where be your Jibes now? 1642
Milton Apol Smect Wks. {1847) 76/2 To be girded with
frumps and curtail gibes 1712 Steele Sped No 300 1* x
Their aversion would be too strong for little Gibes every
moment 1757Dyf r Fleece (1 807) 63 They cast about their
gibes x8xa ByronCh Har 1 lxix, Provoking envious gibe
from each pedestrian churl 1833 Marryat Jac. Faitlif iv.
Many were the bitter gibes and inuendoes which I was
obliged to hear. 1874 Disraeli Sp 5 Aug m Hansaid's
Debates CCXXI 1358 He is a great master of gibes, and
flouts, and jeers 1883 Black White Heather 1, The jibes
that seemed to form their farewells for the night

T Gibe, sbf Obs.~~l [shortened form of

Gibbet ] A gibbet.
1390.FENNE Frules, Hecuba’s Mishaps D d b, They his

body ript, And naked on a gibe they hang for Troyans there
to see.

Gibe, jibe (dgsib), v. Also 6 jybe, 6-9 gybe,

(7 ghybe).. [Of obscure origin
,

peril ad. OF.
giber, explained by Godef. (who refers to mod dial.

giber to kick) as meaning to shake, trans. and
intr. (‘ secouer, s’agiter ’), butm the examples app.
meaning ‘ to handle roughly in sport ‘ to use
horseplay’. Cf Jib v]
1 . intr. To speak sneeringly; to utter taunts; to

jeer, flout, scoff. Const, at, + with Also dial, to

scold

1367 Turbervile Epit
,
etc, 68 Speake fayre, and make

the weather cleere To him that gybes with thee a 1592
Greene Alphonsus 111 Wks. 1831 II 33 You shall per-
ceive Medea did not gibe <2x639 W, Whateley Proto-
types 1. vi (1640) 72 Wicked wtttes will never cease gybing
at those good things that crosse their sense and reason.
1674-91 Ray N. C IVords (E D. S ), Gibe, Ghybe, to scold
1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 5 Well, madam, for-
sooth, says she, gibing at me; you would be a gentle-
woman xSax Galt Anti, Parish xxxv (1895) 133 The
rising generation were taught to jibe at its [the Christian
religion s] holiest ordinances [etc ] 1851 Thackeray Eng
Hum. vi. (1876) 347 The old fiddler gibed at him for his
ugliness 1874 L. Stephen Hours m Library (1892) I a
58 Richardson . . is always gibing at Fielding.

2 . trans. To address with scoffs and sneers ; to
flout, taunt.
138a T, Watson Centune ofLotte Ixvii in Poems (Arb

)

X03 When other whiles he passeth Lemnos lie, Vnhappy
boy he gybes the Clubfoote Smith x6o6 Shaks. Ant. %

Cl 11 u 74 You with taunts Did gibe my Misiue out of
audience 1666 Wood Life (O II S ) II90 The deane

would be alwaie gibing him at meates 1733 Swirt
Legion Club Wks I7Ss IV 1 208 Draw the befits al l
describe them From their featuieq, while I gibe them
1825 C. M Wlstmacott Eng Spy I 273 Gibe him for
a dolt. 1852 Hawthornl Bltthedale Rom vm (1883) 304
Zenobia soon saw the truth, and gibed me about it one
day 1893 Jessopp Stud by ReJnse l 33 Evil demons
might chatter and gibe and twit him at his prayers
Gibe, tar Jibe U S., to chime m (with).

Gibel (gi bel) [a G. gibel, giebel ] The Pi us-
sianor Crucian Carp, Carassius (formerly Cypnnm

)

gibeho (see Cakp sb 1 2). Also gibel carp '

1841 Yarrell Bnt. Fishes (ed 2) I 358
Gibelet(te, -(l)ine, obs. if Gibbet, Ghibelltne
t Giben. Obs Hebrides. [? a use of Gael

giaban gizzard ] (See quots )

1697 Martin m Phil Trans. XIX 729 This Giben is the
Fat of Sea Fowls preserved in the Stomach 1700 [see
Broctian] 1746 Bnt Mag 134 Gibben is the Fat m the
Stomach of a Sea-Fowl, and it is a sovereign Remedy foi
Coughs and green Wounds

" '

Gibeonite (gi b/onait). [f Gibeon + -ite ] One
of the inhabitants of Gibeon who were condemned
by Joshua to be ‘hewers of wood and drawers of
water’ for the Israelites (Josh, ix 27). Hence,
a menial, a drudge.
X798 Bloomfield Farmci 's Boy, Spring 223 A Gibeonite,

that serves them all by turns

Giber, jiber (dgarboi). [f Gibb v. + -eri
]

One who gibes
,
one who utters gibes and taunts,

1363 Homilies 11, Inform Cert Places Script n (1859)

379 Provoke him not to pour out his wrath now upon you,
as he did then upon those gibers and mockers 1607 Shaks
Lor 11 1 or You aie vndei stood to be a perfecter gyber
for the Table, then a necessary Bencher in the Capitoll
x6xa Siillton Qutx 1 m 16 1 he Oast, who, as we noted
befoie, was a great giber. <1x745 Swiit Char Sir R.
Walpole in Lett C'tess Suffolk 11824) II 32 Of virtue and
worth by piofession a giber , Of juries and senates the bully
and bnber. 1881 Daily News 8 Aug 5/1 The most relentless
jiber at the amusements of Congresses will haidly refuse to
admit that [etc ].

Gibett, obs. form of Gibbet.

II Gibier (stbie) Also 8 gibbier. Now rare.

[Fr] Game; wild-fowl.

1514 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 27 Item, mj pieces of
gibier or wildfowle, that is to say, ij perdryches and lj ..

woodcocks, and at some tyme other gybier 1704 Addison
Italy (1733) 126 The Fowl and Gibbier are tax free 1827
Lytton Pelham xix, An excellent restaurateur's where
one gets irreproachable gibier, and meets no English 1872
[Earl Plmbroke & G H Kingsley] dT Sea Bubbles v 129
A small whistling parrot, with a purple back and white
throat, which I am told is the king’s favounte gibier

Gibing, jibing (dsprbnj), vbl. sb. [f. Gibe v
+ -ing *.J The action of the verb Gibe.
1579 G- Harvey Lettcr-bk (Camden) 61 What but

notorious or auricular lybmge on every hande? 1672 Mar-
vell Re/e. Tiausp 1 196 Mr Bayes might have spared
his jibing at that day 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xi 111 IV
54 There was no end to his jibmgs and bitter pleasantries

Gibing, jibing (dgoi big), ppl. a. [f. Gibe v.

+ -ing^J That gibes, mocking, taunting, saicastic.

1574Whitgift Def Ausiv tt 96 Yet is it also yourpleasure
to spende your gibing and testing eloquence vpon me. 1579
Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 92 Euphues answering his taunts

in these gibing termes. a 1680 Rochester Sat agsi. Man
49 This gibing, gmgling Knack, call'd Wit a *687 Cotton
Poet. Wks (1765) i2 With a gibing kind of Nay-word 1704
Swift T Tub xi (x7og) 128 He would tell the gibing pren-

tices. x7os R Cumberland Calvary (1803) II 7 Never yet

Lur’d I tne popular ear with gibing tales. 1887 Spectator

3 Sept 1175 The gibing tone of the German Press

Hence Gi’bingly adv., in a gibing manner
1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 66 Whose childish humour

Iuuenall gibmgly toucheth 1787 Minor 229 The curate

grin’d,andglbiuglyaskedwhether[etc ] 1855 Chau/b Jrnl.

III. 96 He once gibmgly asked what was the difference

Gibitation, vai Gibbetation Obs.

Giblet (dgi blet). Forms : 4-5 gibelet(te, (4

gyblot, 5 gebyllott, giblott, 5-6 jeblet, 7 giblit,

gublett, 9 jiblet), 5-7 gyb(e)let(t, 6- giblet

[a. OF. gibelet, app. a stew or ragout of £ame ,
cf,

Walloon gibli d'awe goose-giblets (Littre), mod F
gibelotte rabbit-stew.
The older of senses below is that of their appearance in

Eng
,
and may possibly coincide with the order of develop-

ment , the culinary sense is, however, the only one recorded

in Fr , and Hatz-Darm regard the word as cognate with

gibier game ]

f 1 An unessential appendage Obs.

1303 R Brunne Haudl Synne 4273 A messe ys ynoghe
for be be touber gyblot [F tut l'autre gybelot], late hyt be

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 403 pey puttep non
giblettes [L appendtcid\ to be houres of Godaes service

2 fa, sing. Garbage, entrails Obs.

*4 Metr. Voc 111 Wr -Wulcker 627/21 Exta, a gibelet

c 1440 Promp Parv 193/x Gybelet, idem quod Garbage,

b. pi. rarely sing The portions of a goose that

are taken out or cut off before cooking, the liver,

gizzard, etc , with the pinions and feet.

rS39 [see Hare sb s] 1591 Percivall Sp Diet
,
Pepi-

tona

,

the giblets of a goose, or ame bird 1623-4 Middle-
ton & Rowley Sp Gipsy 11 11 (1653) D 3 a, It was mine
own Goose, and I laid the Jiblets upon an other Coxcombs
trencher 1731 Fielding Grub St Op m, in, Take par-

ticular care of the giblets, they bear a very good price ^
in the market, 18x2 Scott Let to Momtt 29 Nov in
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Lockhart, How shall I send you the entire goose which

will be too heavy to travel the same way with the giblets?

a 1845 Hood Irish Schoolmaster vm, Eyes of gizzard hue,

That inward giblet of a fowl

c transf with reference to a human being

f To levy one's giblets • ? to summon up one’s

courage, + Tojoin giblets : to many.
1651 Cleveland Poems 28 Pym and the Members must

their giblets levy T’mcounter Madam Smec 1672 Mar-
vell Reh Tram 1 130 The Entremesses shall be of

a Fanaticks Giblets x68x Hickeringill Whs. (1716) I 399

Oh I there's no Ho when Power makes Court'sey to Revenge,

and joyns Giblets together a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais nx.

ix, Yet in that case should it go worse with me, if I did not

bethwack her Giblets [printed Gillets ong. la petite oyeJ,

to wit, her Arms, Legs, Head, Lights, Liver and Milt, with

her other In trails. 1769 Stratford Jubilee 11 1 29 If your

ladyship's not engaged, what’s the reason but we may join

giblets without any pnbble-prabble ? 1845 Browning Flight

Duchess xvu 20 My heart's blood Is pumped up brisk

now, through the main ventricle, And genially floats me
about the giblets

d. fig (pi.) Things of little value, odds and

ends. Now chiefly dial + Also as a terra of con-

tempt applied to a person (Cf. sense 1 )

1638 Ford Fancies 111 11, Oh fie upon ’em giblets 1 1647

Ward Simp Coller 26 Which are the very pettitoes of

infirmity, the gyblets ofperquisquilian toyes a 1659 Cleve-

land Whs (1687) S3 They fear the Giblets of his Train,

they fear, Even his Dog, that four-leg’d Cavalier 1839

Col Hawker Diary (1803) II 161 The great ladies with

their grace, lace, and giblets. 1887 Kent Gloss
,
Giblets,

rags, tatters.

3. attnb., as giblet-pie, -porridge ,
-soup

1693 Dryden Persius vi (1697) 498 Shall I my Houshold-

Gods and Genius cheat, That he When I am laid, may
feed on *GibIet Pie? <11845 Hood Drowning Ducks xm,
A duckling turned to giblet pie ' 1674 Dryden m Johnson

L. P (1B68) 136 It is a kind of *giblet porridge, made of

the giblets of a couple of young geese 1806 Cuhna 262

A *Giblet Soup 1817 Col Hawker Diary (1893) I 150 In

order to make me a substitute for giblet soup

Gi'lalet-che’ci:. Sc. Also giblet-, jiblet-

ob.eq.ue, -cheek. [Etymology and correct form

uncertain ] (See quot. 1842 ) Hence G-iblet-

ehecked ppl a.

1842 Gwilt Archil Gloss
,
Gtblea [sic] Cheque

,
a term

used by Scotch masons to denote the cutting away of the

right angle formed by the front and returns of the aperture

ofa stone door-case, in the form of a rebate or reveal, so as

to make the outer side of the door or closure flush with the

face of the wall 1849 H. Stephens BL ofFarm (ed 2) I

306/1 It should have a giblet-checked outer door to open
outwards 188a Ogilvie, Giblet-check, Giblet-cheek.

+ Glblin. Obs. [? Cf. G giebel) ?A gable.

1613—39 I Jones m Leom Palladio’s Archil (1742) I 72

The Giblins are to be at the narrow Ends of the Building

Gibong, vai Geebuhg.

Gibraltar (d3ibr£ ltar). Forms (see 2 below).

1 . The name of a fortified town on the south coast

of Spam, since 1704 a British possession. Used

fig. for : An impregnable stronghold.

1856 Emerson Eng Traits,
Manneis Wks (Bohn) II 50

In this Gibraltar of propriety, mediocrity gets intrenched,

and consolidated.

+ 2 (In corrupted forms gibaltar, giberaltar)

?A Gibraltar-monkey. Obs
xgga G Harvey Pierce's Super 158 Asse, and worse then

a Cumane Asse, and foole, and dolt, and idiot and dodi-

poul, and Gibaltar. 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton (1617)

B 2 b, Let me cling to your flanks, my nimble Giberalters

3 A kind of sweetmeat ,
a piece of this More

fully Gibraltar rock.

183* Hawthorne in Hawthorne 4 Wife (1885) I. 126,

I send Susannah's Gibraltars There were fourteen of them
originally 1851 Mayhew Lond Labour I 203 Gibraltar

rock and Wellington pillars used to be flavoured with

ginger, but these ‘sweeties’ are exploded 1883 Harper’s
Mag Aug 460/1 The gibraltars and the silver pieces that

Mr Morley bestowed upon him 1886 Mrs Bates
(Eleanor Putnam) Old Salem,

Two Salem Inst 64 The
Gibialtar is a white and delicate candy, flavored with

lemon or peppeimint.

4 attnb and Comb In names of things belong-

ing to Gibraltar, as Gibraltar-monkey, -stone,

-swift (see quots

)

1770 G White Selborne xxxui. 88 Scopoli seems to me
to have found the hirundo melba, the great Gibraltar swift,

m Tyrol, without knowing it 1884 Cassells Encycl Diet ,

Gibraltar-monkey, Inuus ecaudntus, an originally African

monkey, a colony ofwhich is wild on the rocks of Gibraltar

Ibid
,
Gibraltar stone, stalagmite from a cavern m the

rock of Gibraltar

Hence Glbralta vian, Otibra Marine, an inhabi-

tant or native of Gibraltar
1883 Athemeum 7 Apr 438/3 Tangier has long been one

of the holiday haunts of the Gibraltarines 1896 J. Thom-,
son Afr Explorer ix. 209 Fortunately he fell in with a
Gibraltarian

Gibus (dgm b»s). [f Gibus the name of the first

maker.] An opera or crush hat. Also gibus-hat.

1848 Thackfray Bk Snobs xvm, With his gtbus-bat and
his little glazed pumps <21854 E Forbes Lit Papers via

(1855) 214 No man m a gibus ever commanded public awe
or private respect. 1888 Daily Tel, 28 Apr 5/2 The collap-

sible crush hat or Gibus.

Gicks, var Kex.

Gid i (gid). [short form of Giddy sb ] Giddi-

ness
,
spec, a bram-disease of sheep, caused by the

hydatid Ccenunts cerebrahs Also Giddy.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 2x8 Thishealeth the gid or wood-

omll in sheep Ibid. 230 The party who hath the cutting

of them, had need first to annomt his head all ouer and his

nosthrils with oile for feare of the gid. 1750 W Ellis
Mod Husbandm IV 107 The othei Day you lost a Sheep
by the Gid, or Giddiness 1780A Youno Tour Irel II. 224
Rot . with the gid, (a sudden giddiness) are the chief dis-

tempers. 1869 E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 187

The so-called ‘gid’, ‘sturdy
1

,
or ‘ turnsick ’, is caused by

the development of the Cnenurus cerebrahs.

+ Tb. ? transf ?A whim, ‘ maggot
1556 J Heywood Sp 4 Flit lxxvu 5 As gidds cum and

go, so flies cum and are gone

Gid 2. ? Obs. A provincial name for the Jack
Snipe (Limnocryptes gallmula

)

1674 Ray Words, Water Fowl 89 The Gid or Jack snipe,

Gallmago minima. 1678— Willughby's Omith. 291 1 he
Gid or Jack Snipe or Judcock.

Gid, obs. form of Guide.
Gid(d, obs. form of GedI.

Giddea, gidya (gidta). Also gidgee, -jee,

gydya [Native Australian ;

‘ the original mean-
ing is probably small' (Moms)] A species of

Acacia (A homalophylla). Chiefly attnb.

1885 Mrs C Praed Ausir Life 51 Gidya shrubs 1890
Boldrewood Col ReformerW xvu 88, 1 sat watching tne

shadows of the gydya trees lengthen *896 B Spencer in

Rep Horn Exped 1, 23 The Stinking Acacia or Giddea.

f Gri’dded, a. Obs. rare. [? f. *gtd vb (back-

formation from Giddy v.) + -ed * ] ? Seized with

giddiness.

1563 Mtrr Mag , Ld Hastings xxxv, In hast they runne,

and mids theyr race they staye, As gydded roe.

Giddeliche, obs form of Giddily.

Giddier (gidifai), v. [f Giddy a. + -ey]

trails. To render giddy, to daze. Hence G-i’ddi-

fymg ppl a.

1628 Wither Brit Remernb 146 And otherwhile so

strangely giddifies The Reason . . That we doe not know
What in our selves to like, or disallow 1645 — Vox
Pacif 181 That Clergie-bane Which hath your Clergie,

lately, giddifi’d 1818 T. MooreMem (1856) VIII 246 In

such a giddyfying labyrinth of bustle, acclamation, hurrahs.

&c 1888 Roots • <2 Pleafor Tolerance 86 My young friend

was a very giddifymg peison to talk to

t Gi’ddibead. Obs [f. Giddy a. + -head.]

Giddiness, folly.

CI275 Duty Christ ftamO.E Misc 143 Vre gydihede

£1305 St Katherine 13 va. E E P (1862) 90 Here gydi-

hede Heo sej honoure ]5e maumetz

Giddily (gi dili), adv [f.Giddy a. + -ly2.] In

a giddy manner (see the senses of the adj ) , + in-

sanely, madly, foolishly, fcarelessly Now chiefly,

Dizzily, with vertigo; so as to cause dizziness,

also, thoughtlessly

a *250 Owl 4 Night 1280 Nu thu mi3t wite xeadhche,

That eavere thu spekest gideiiche 1599 Shaks Much
A do in. 111. 140 Seest thou not what a deformed thiefe th is

fashion is, how giddily a turnes about all the Hotblouds

<21631 Donne Poems
,
To R. Woodward 2p To roame

Giddelie and, be euery where but at home, Such freedom

doth a banishment become *21729 Congreve Judgm
Pans 67 Lost in Amaze, I giddily gaze. x8oi Southey
Tkalaba ix. vu, Giddily, giddily, still she whirls 1864

Realm 25 May 1 When Horae Secretaries’ private secre-

taries become giddily excited X873 Ovivk Pascarel I 151

It all swam giddily before my sight

Giddiness (gi dines) [f. Giddy a + -ness.]

L The condition of being giddy or dizzy, vertigo

or swimming in the head, dizziness

1398 Tscexisk

B

arth De P R vu vm. (1495) =28 Gedynes

is false dome for by that dome it semeth that al thyng

gooth abowte 1562 Turner Baths, Names Siknesses

Auj a, The dusenes or gydenes m the heade 1592 tr

Junius on Rev xvii 4 Bringing upon them a deadly giddi-

ness 1655 Culpepper, etc. Rivenus 1 Pref , Giddiness, or

swimming of the Head, called Vertigo 1718 Lady M W.
Montagu Let. to C'tess Bristol 10 Mar ,

1 hey turn round

with an amazing swiftness . . without . shewing the least

appearance of giddiness. 1804 Abernethy Surg Obs 176

The sudden motion of his head in any direction occasioned

no giddiness 1870 Dickens E Drood u, A dimness and
giddiness crept over him. 1871 L Stephen Playgr Europe
xm (1894) 331 Upon this ridge . one can hardly stand with-

out giddiness

b. Bewildering rapidity of flight

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 5 The pleasure she gives

the eye, is by the giddiness of her flying

2 Thoughtless folly, flighliness
;

fickleness, in-

stability.

a 1290 Signs ofDoomsday 112 in Cod Digby 86 (Stengel)

We hit [i e heaven] forloren Jjoru sottes dede, poru gidi-

nesse and >oru misdede 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Ifist

1 20 Although they be vexed with extreme madnesse, yet

I think they are not caned with such giddraesse 1625 Bacon
Ess , Truth (Aib.) 499 Certainly there be, that delight in

Giddraesse; And count it a Bondage, to fix a Beleefe

1756 Burke Vmd. Nat Soc 57 Their Giddiness might

make the People condemn where they meant to acquit.

x8ox Southey Thalaba ix. xvi, The Tyrant . Seeks in

the giddiness of boisterous sport Short respite from the

avenging power within 1863 W Phillips Speeches 11. 32

A few mere giddiness hurries to rum.

b. A foolish or flighty action, etc

1593DonneSat 1 51 Thou doest repentTheese vanityes

and giddinesses 1859 Dickens T Tvuo Cities n xit, The
mincing vanities and giddinesses of empty-headed guls

t Gi’ddish, a Obs rare, [f Gidd-y a. + -ish,]

Giddy, fickle, foolish.

1566 Drant Horneds Sat n m. Fvij, The people cawle

thee giddishe mad, why, all the worlde is so

Giddy (gi’di), sb. [f. the adj ]
= Gid 1

.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost xxi 136 If any ofyou haue a
sheepe sicke of the giddies, or an hogge of tne mumps,
or [etc ] 1805 R W Dickson Pract Agnc, (1807) II 705

The Turn or Giddy is a disorder with which these animals

[sheep] are often seized 1888 Berksh Gloss
,
Giddy

,
a

disease of the brain m sheep.

Giddy (gidi), a. Forms: 1 gidig, 3 gidi(e,

gidy, gydi(e, (guydi), 4-5 gedy, 6-7 giddie,

gyddy, 6- giddy. [OE gidig insane, is shown by
its guttural initial to be a graphic vanant of

*gydig s—prehistoric *gudigo-, app f OTent.*^w<&m

God. The primary sense thus appears to be * pos-

sessed by a god, evffeos ’
;

cf. OE ylfig insane, lit

* elf-possessed ’, similarly £ self Elf ]

tl- Mad, insane, foolish, stupid. Obs.

c 1000 0 E Gloss. (Napier) I 5009 Limpkaticum, Jraene

gidt^an c X200 Wmteiiey Rule St. Benet vn (x888) 41 Se
gidie [L stultus) on his hlesehtrehis stefene onhefS a 1250

Owl 4- Night. 290 Hi hit seggeji wel dome pat me ne chide

wip pe gidie. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 1542 He [Nero]
hicom sone her after pur gidy & wod <21300 Leg Rood
(1871) 58 pou gidi [v r wode] bound quap Seint quiriac

b. dial. Mad with anger, furious

1674 Ray N. C. Words 21 Giddy, mad with anger, a *787

Pegge Derbicisms (E D S ),
Giddy, mad , as a giddy

horse, one that is wild or untam'd 1828 Craven Gloss

,

Giddy, furious, heated with anger 1847-78 in Halliwell

2. Having a confused sensation of swimming
or whirling in the head, with proneness to fall

,

affected with vertigo, dizzy.

1308 Trevisa Barth De P R xvu cviii (1495) 671 Men
wyth hote complexion yf thei ete many nottes . in them it

bredyth heed ache and makyth them torn gedy. 1570 Levins
Mamp 97/23 Gyddie, vertiginasus. C1586 C'tess Pem-
broke Ps lx 11, We drinking giddy grew. <21649 Drumm
of Hawth Jas V, Wks (17x1) 110 His brains having been
a little giddy (like one looking from a great height) by his

advancement to honours and place in court 1665 Boyle
Occas Reft iv xvm (1845) 277 My Head began to grow
giddy 173a B erkeley A Icifhr 11 § 26 They seem to me
diunk and giddy with a false notion of liberty. 1821

Praed Poems (1864) I 51 The Monk is as straight as a
poplar tree, Gog is as giddy as Gog may be 1 *86o Tyndall
Glac 1 xi 78 For the first time duungthe journey he grew
giddy. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 154, I felt at first

giddy and faint, as if I had received a blow from the expert

hand of a boxer.

fb transf. Of a ship : Staggering as if dizzy.

1700 Dryden Ceyx 4 Alcyone X98 The giddy ship ran
round 1725 Pope Odyss ix. 79 Now here, now there, the

giddy ships are born

c. Causing or apt to produce dizziness or swim-

ming m the head, rendering dizzy.

1585 Abp Sandys Servt 111 49 If thou sowe the giddie

dainell of humane traditions, iooke for like fruite. 1594
Shaks Rich. Ill, I iv. 17 As we pac'd along Vpon the

giddy footing of the Hatches 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, in 1 18

Vpon the high and giddie Mast 1676 Dryden Annngz
iv 1, Time these giddy Vapours will lemove 17x8 Prior
Power 124 The giddy precipice, and the dangerous flood

1781 Cowper Hope 187 From infancy through childhood’s

giddy maze 1847 Emerson Poems, Woodnotes 1 92 Whose
giddy top the morning loved to gild. 1871 L Stephen
Playgr Europe 111. (1894) 81 The giddy cliffs which
surround them.

d. "Whirling or circling round with bewildering

rapidity.

*593 Shaks. Liter. 952 To turne the giddy round of
Fortunes wheele <1x652 J SMITH Set. Disc ix 454 With
swift and giddy motions 1715-20 Pope Iliad xvni 695
So whirls a wheel, in giddy circle toss’d 1764 Goldsm
Trttv. 4x7 While above the giddy tempest flies a 1793 ®
White in Selborne (1854) 8 The happy schoolboy brings

transported forth His long-forgotten scourge and giddy gig.

x8xo Scott Lady of L. ir xxxi, Amid his senses’ giddy
wheel 1843 Tennyson Sin 29 The strong tempestuous

treble . . Ran into its giddiest whirl of sound 1890 R.
Bridges Shorter Poems iv 13, I lean across the paddock
pale And gaze upon the giddy mill

e dial. Of a sheep • Affected with the ‘ gid .

Giddy mutton (see quot 1881)
1847-78 Halliwell, Giddy, a term applied to sheep that

have hydatxdes on the bram i88x Leicestersh. Gloss, s v

,

Lambs and sheep are said to be giddy when they take to

turning round in an aimless sort of way When the animal

Is killed as it generally is on manifesting this gyratory

tendency, the meat is known as ‘giddy lamb’, or ‘giddy

mutton’

3 Of persons, their attributes and actions : Men-
tally intoxicated, ‘ elated to thoughtlessness ’

(J ) ,

incapable of or indisposed to serious thought or

steady attention ;
easily carried away by excite-

ment ;

1 light-headed
,
frivolous, flighty, inconstant.

Chiefly transf, from sense 2 ;
but some of the uses may

descend directly from sense 1

a 1547 Surrey AEneid 11 33 So diuerse ranne the giddy

peoples minde 1561 T. Norton Calvin’s Inst ir 8x Such
as do alway sauor of a certame giddy imagination *59*
Shaks i Hen. VI, in 1. 83 [They] Doe pelt so fast at one
anothers Pate, That many haue uieir giddy braynes knockt

out x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 698 It may be Gnats and Flies

haue their Imagination more mutable and giddy <2*631

Donne Poems (1650) 118 Giddie fantastique Poets *843
Milton Divorce Wks (1847) 158/2 Many they shall reclaim

from obscure and giddy sects. x68x Dryden Abs. 4* Achit

1. 216 Govern’d by the Moon, the giddy Jews Tread the

same Track when she the Prime renews. And once in

twenty Years ..By natural Instinct they change their Lord

1713 Steele Guardian No. 5 V 6 The giddy part of her sex

will have it she ft in love. 1766 Goldsm Vic W xix, She
said twenty giddy things that looked like joy 1779 Mad
D’Arblay Diary Oct , A mere playful, giddy, romping



GIDDY. 156 GIFT.

child i8aa Hazlitt Table t, Ser ji. xv (1869) 301 Art .7

atill allures our giddy admiration a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) II 26 Ana giady girls of gay fifteen Mimic his

manner and lus mien 1843 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 257 She
. thinks she is gay when she is only giddy
absol. 1807 Crabbf Par. Reg 1 282 'Twould warn the

giddy and awake the gay 1838 Lytton Alice 33 She
seemed born, not only to captivate the giddy, but to turn
the heads of the sage

4. Comb., as giddy-brain
,
-head (said of a per-

son)
;
giddy-bratned

,

-drunk
,
-headed

\

-paced
,
-paled,

-wilted adjs
5 giddy-gander dial. = Gandeu-

goosb ; giddy-go-rotmd, something that revolves

with giddy rapidity, esp a ‘ meny-go-round* or
* roundabout ’

; giddy-goatmg vbl sb., acting the
* giddy goat fooling about ; f giddy - lumpish-
ness, heaviness and dizziness (of the head)
a 165a Brome CoventGard 1 Wits. 1873 II 17 This kicksy

wmey “Giddibrain will spoil all. 1796 Plain Sense 1. 199
Lady Almeriawas a little giddy-bram 1561 T Norton Cal-
vin's Inst. 1 19 Certain “giddy brained men 1682 Otway
Venice Preserved in 1, Useless, giddy brain'd Ass 1 1784
Denouement 108 A foolish penchant for a little giddy brained
girl 1827 Coleridge Let in Mem. H F Cary (1847) II
176 Even as a man “giddy-drunk thiows his arms about,
and clasps hold of a barber's block for suppoit 1847-78
Halliwfll, *Giddygander, the orchis Dot set 1863
Barnes Dorset Gloss , Giddygander

,

the early purple orchis
(.orchis vtascida) . and other common species of orchis

1883 Mrs Ewing Jackanapes 111 20 His friend could not
. ride in the “giddy-go-round 1803 R. Kipling Many
Invent

,
My Lord the Elephant 65 He put his am round

av* me an’ I came into the sun, the hills an’ the rocks
skippm’ big giddy-go-rounds. 1891 Sarah J Duncan
Amer Girl Land. 79 A little “giddy-goating does nobody
any harm 1641

1 Smectymnuus 1 Vmd Ansiv 11. 29 Before
he condemns those for “giddyheads that will not take
his word for proofs 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 106
The Heir of Bantam is of little Credit, being a Giddy-
liead. 1375 Turbervile Faitlconrie 148 So much the greater
ought your bells to be by how much more you see your
hawke “gyddy headed 1639 G Daniel Vervic, 39s Oh
the sickly tast Of giddie-headed Populantie 1748 Smol-
lptt Rod Rand xlvi, Dangling after a parcel of giddy-
headed girls. 1678 Yng, Mads Call 389 He [prince Henry]
grew more pale than formerly yet he did not much com-
plain, but only of “giddy-lumpishness m his forehead 1601
Shaks Twel AT 11 iv 6 These most bnske and ’’giddy-
paced times. 1604 R Armin Bed in G Duedale's Disc.
Pract Elm. Caldwell Aij, We haue many “giddie pated
Poets, that coulde haue published this Report with more
eloquence. 1830 Scott Demonol vin 240 These enthusiastic
and giddy-pated girls c 1830 R. Sullivan in Casqnet Lit
V 173 /r Betty was a reckless, “giddy-witted baggage

Giddy (gi di), v. Also 7 gyddy. [f. the adj.]

1. tram. To make or render giddy.
1602 Warner Alb Eng ix li (1612) 232 Youi Darnell

giddieth so 1617 Collins Def Bp Ely n, via 317 So aie
you gyddied and hurled vp and downe, with euery blast
of vaine doctrine 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav 28 Betele

giddies the braine 1710 Acc Last Distemp T Whigg
n 44 After he had giddy'd his Guests by a Chase of various
Meanders and winding ways 1799 Coleridge Lett. (1805)
284 Oh this strange scene shifter, Death *—that giddies
one with insecurity i88g C Edwardes Sardinia 163 That
he may not he giddied by lus perpetual rotations

2 zntr. To become giddy.

1845 S Judd Margaret vx. (1871) 28 My head swims, my
brain giddies

+ 3 . ? To turn round with giddy movement
1615 Chapman Odyss ix 133 Had not . a sodaine North-

wind fetcht, With an extreame sea, quite about agame, Our
whole endeuours, and our course constraine To giddie
lound , and with our bowd sailes greete Dreadfull Maleia
Hence Grddymg ppl a

,
that makes giddy

1820 Mrs. Starke Direct Trav on Coni 11 (1823) 34
The Chapeau, a giddying eminence opposite to Montanvert
1844 Ld Houghton Mem Many Scenes, Ilium St Peter's
11 133 At last that giddying sight took form a 1882 Longf
Mich. Angelo 1 iv, You think . . my head Swims with the
giddying whirl of life about me x886 T Hardy Mayor
Casterbr xxvu, One that creeps into the maiden heart like
the giddying worm into the sheep's brain

+ Giddy gaddy. Obs. Some old game.
1609 Manch Court Leet Rec (1886) II 248 A game, or

games vsed_in the towne of Manchesf called giddye gadaye.
Giddyish. (gt‘di|ij), a [f Giddy a + -ish.]

Somewhat giddy, dizzy.

*711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 26 Jan., My head is not
absolutely ill, but giddyish. Ibid 21 Apr

, To be giddyish
three or four days togethei mortified me.
Gide, obs f Guide

j var. Gite, Obs., gown.
Gidya : see Giddea.
Gief, Gieffc, obs. forms of Gite, Gift.
Giela(i)nger, var. Gilenyeb, Obs
Gier-eagle : see Geier-.
Gierfaloon, Gierle, obs ff. Gerfalcon, Girl.
Gieroglife, -gliphiek, obs ff Hieroglyph,

-

ic.

Gieseckite (grsekoit) Min. [Named by
Stromeyer in 1819 after Sir Chas Giesecke, who
brought it from Greenland : see -ite ] A variety of
pinite, believed to be a pseudomoxph aftei nephelite.
x8ax R, Jameson Man Mm 323 Gieseckite, Stromeyer

,

Sowerly x868 Dana Mm fed 5) 479 Gieseckite In 6-
sifled prisms

t Crie'Setrye. Obs — 1 [ad OF giezitene
,

f.

Giezi,

'

L. (Vulgate) equivalent of Heb. un'A
Gehast.] The crime of selling some sacred thing

;

a correlative of Simony „
c *43° Pilp-. Lyf Manhode Hi xxv (1869) X4g Who so

wole propiruche speke, whan it gelleth, Giezitrye, and whan
it wggeth, Symonye it is seyd.

Giest(e, obs form of Joist.'
Gieve, var. Give, Gyve.
Gif (gif), conj Sc and north, dial. Forms: 5-6

giff(e, gyf(fe, (5 gyve, 6 geif, geve, gewe, giwe),
6 giue, 5- gif [An alteration of ME gif, If.
It has not been certainly traced beyond the 13th c (the

MSS of Barbour having been written in 1487-9) Probably
it was due to the infiuence of Givl, in which a form with a
guttural similarly took the place of an earhei form with a
palatal Cf Gin con/.]

1 Introducing a condition : =If. Alsogifthat.
Now rare.

1373 Barbour Bruce 1 xa, I wald fayne set my will, GifF
my wyt mychl suffice thartill c 1423 Wynioun Cron \m
v 107 Gyve pai couth, Jim suld declere Of (>at gret dystans
Jie matere c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 391 GentiU men gif
je be, Leiff ws sum part, we pray for cheryte 1336 Lauder
1 ractate 89 Geue that thare ony places be More creueli
than vthers m degre [etc ] 1363-83 Foxd A $ M 4/2
And giue he were so holy, yet [etc ]. 1388 A King tr

Camstns' Cateck 13 b, Giue nothinge be lugit man sueit
and plaisant thane bib lyfe how mekil [etc ] i 1620
A Hume Bnt 'longue (1865) 21 Gif they speak not soe, I
wald understand quhy they wryte not as they speak 1786
C Keith Har’st Rig 47 Gif like your tongue were your
twa hands, Nae help you'd need 1826 J. Wilson Noct
Amir Whs 1853 I. 354 Gif it was the last word I was ever
to speak in this world, it was God’s truth 1838 M
Portpous Souter Johnny 20 Gif bless’d wi

1

freedom, ye can
flee Wi’ angel haste Through liea\ en’s starr’d empu eve will
be A prying ghaist 1876 Mid Yorksh Gloss

, Gif, if A
casual form, mostly heaid in Nidderdale

+ 2 Introducing an object clause : = Whether
Also gif that. Obs
1335 Stewart Cron Scot II 206, 1 can nocht tell gif that

he wes Ins bruther. 1367 in 'lytler Hist Scot

l

(1864) III

247 [Bothwell] is minded to bung her [the queen] to
Dunbar. Judge you gif it be with her will or no?
Gif(e, GifF, obs. forms of Gif, Give
GifF (gif)- Sc [Formed by analysis of Giff-

gaff.] In phrase The giffs and the gaffs . the
givings and the takings, the gains and the losses.

Cf Giff-gaff.
x8zr Galt Ann Pat ish xlui 161, 1 think that the gifts

and the gaffs nearly balance one another.

Giff-gaff (gvf-geef). Sc. and north dial. Also
6 gufife-gafe, gyffe-gaffe, 8 giff-goff, 9 gif-gaf(f

[leduplication of Give v. Cf MDu. ghivegaved]
1 . Mutual giving, mutual help

,
give and take.

1349 Latimer 3rd Serm lef. Edw, VI (Aib) 89 Some
what was geuen to them before, and they muste nedes gcue
somewhat agame, for giffe gafe was a good felow, this gyffe
gaffe -led them clene fiom lustice 1624 Bp R. Mountaou
NewGagg 92 Giff-gaff is a good fellow 1787 Grose Prov
Gloss s v

,
Giff-goffmakes good fellowship X790 SmRRrrs

Poems Gloss., Giff-gaff open-heai teclness, familiarity, frank-
ness, or mutual condescension. 1813 Scott Guy M xl, I
played at giff gaff with the officers x8x8 — Hrt. Midi
xvi, Gif-gaf makes gude fnends, ye ken 3824 — Red-
gauntlet xu, You must give me your[woid] to be private m
the matter—giff-gaff, you know 1895 Dundee Advertiser
in Daily Hews 22 Mar. 7/2 The ‘giff-gaff’ principle of
making friends.

2 . Interchange of remarks; promiscuous talk.

(Cf. Gaff sb 2)

1787 Grose Prov Gloss , Giff-gaff, unpremeditated dis-
couise. x8ss Robinson Whitby Gloss

, Giff-gaff, the
landom conversation which strangers fall into when they
meet m going the same road X894 Crockett Lilac Sun-
bonnet 45 The shrill

1
giff-gaff’ of their colloquy.

Hence + Giff-gaffing vbl. sb.~ sense 1.
*6o6 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 33 The which gif-

f
affing with God is the verie simoniacal sin of Auani and
aphira.

Gift (gift), sb Forms : a 1 gift, gyft, 2-5
3xft(e, (4 jiefte), 3-5 3 eft, 4 3yft(e, 4-6 yeft(e,

(5 3effb, yeffe, yifte, yyft, ytt, 6 yeffie). 0. 4
yefpe, -the, 5 3yfth. 7. 3-6 gifte, gyft(e, 6 gyfft,

(3 giuete, 4 gifit, giftt, 6 gefte, gieft), 3, 6
, 7

gix>ft(e, 3- gift. [Com. Teut. : OE gift str. fem.
(recorded only in the sense ‘ payment for a wife
and m the plural with the sense ‘ wedding ’) corre-
sponds to OFris jeft fem

,
gift, MDu. giftip (Du

gift fem
,
gift, gift neut

,
now more commonly gif,

poison),OHG giftfem.
,
gift, poison(MHG.,mod G.

gift fem., gift, neut
,
poison), ON. gift, usually

written gipt gift (Sw., Da. -gift m compounds), pi.

giptar a wedding, Goth, -gifts in compounds —
OTeut. *gifti-e fem., f. root *get- Give v.
The OE. sense does not appear to have survived intoME

;
the a and p forms are perh. new formations from the

vb
,
while the y type, to which the mod Eng form belongs,

is prob. (as the guttural seems to show) adopted from ON ]

X Giving
1. The action of giving, an instance of the same

;

a giving, bestowal + Of gift as a gift, gratui-
tously, for nothing

; also offreegift (Iwould not
have it) at a gift (colloq )

* at the price ofnothing

;

even as a gift, 'j* Of a person's gift of his giving,
as his gift. Also, the power or right of giving, m
phr. in (t of) a person's gift
a c 1300 K, Alts, 4682 [Laud MS ] "What wij> 3ifte what

wip queyntise Alle he wan hem to his seruyse c 1340
Cursor

M

3090 (Trm ) 3oure sackes shal I fille of 31ft [Colt
o gift] CX400 Rom. Rose 3663, I wolde gladly Have a
cos therof freely Ofyour yeft 1473 Bh Noblesse (i860) 22
\y illiam was righte duke ofNormandie by yeft of Charlys

the symple, king of Fraunce 1503 Chnrchvs Acc C™<u
combe (Som Rec Soc ) 28 Of the yefte of Alsun Abbot a
payr of beds of jett

y « 1300 Cursor M. 28760 ]>e thnd almus es gift ofhand
01 elles in word or werk helpatid 1337 Lay Folks Cnteft,'
23 Thai had it of goddes giftt at thaire begynny"E lei
Fitzhi rb Sum. 29 It is to be enquered of all y» churches
that belong to the Iordes gyft how many there be & where
they be & what they be woi the. 1383 Hollyband Canibo diFior 109 But canst thou not haue of gifte the filth which
is painted on thy handes and necke ? 1389 C. Ocicland m
Lett Lit Men (Camden) 7 x For thei bh of my Lorde of
Warwikes gyfte 1396 Sm nslr F. Q v. x 14 Therefore
these two, her eldest sonnes, she sent To seeke for succour
of this Ladies gieft 1650 Fuller Pisga/i m i. 3Sg q^is
floor Baud bought ofAraunah the Jebusite, from whom he
would not take it of gift 1631 Hobbes Leviath n xxi
108 When we say a Guift is Free, there is not meant anv
Libei ty of the Guift, but of the Giver 1673 South Serm
(1737) 1 xi 406 No man lias any antecedent right or claim
to that which comes to litm by free-gift, 1679-88 Seer
Serv. Money Chas <5 fas (Camden) 27 To Lieu‘ Anthony
Heyford, as of free guift 30h os od. 1783 CowrnR LettWhs (1876) 220 A gift of bedding to the poor of Olney 1837
Disraeli Venetia i iv, The rich living was in the gift of the
Herbeits. «x8s4 H Reid Led Eng Lit iv (1878) 126
Language always makes gift of its best wealth to a great
poet 1837 Hughts Iom Brown i ix, Wouldn’t have them
at a gift 1888 Brycc A met Commiv II Ixv 486 The
minor appointive offices which he m his own gift
Pi ov 1583 Fulkl Defence xv 403 'I he pioueib is, what

is so free as gift?

t b. 7'o give a gift ( = earlier to give a give) : to
give assurance that, Obs (See Give v )

2 . Law. a The transference of piopertym a thing
by one person to another, volunlanly and without
any valuable consideration
a 1480 Watei/ Aich in loth Rep. Hist MSS Comm

App v. 314 The saide feftments, yefts, graunts, and lesses

1483 Act x RtJi III, c 1. § x Every astale feoffement yeft
lelcsse graunte lesis and confirinaqion of landys

y C147X 111 Poston Lett No 679 III 21 A box with the
dede of gyfft qffJ P 1538 Extiacts Aherd Reg (1844) I

3x4 Be this out lettei of gyft and donatioune 1390 Swin-
burne Testamtnts 16 Of gifts in case of death there be
three sortes. C1S90, 16x3 Deed of gift [see Dlld sb 4]

1767 Biackstonl Comm II 440 Gifts are alwiys gratui-
tous, giants are upon some consideration or equivalent 1838
Penny Cycl XI 217/2 To complete a gift of goods and
chattels ddivei y is absolutely necossai y
fig 1729 E Erskint in Agnew Theol Consolat (1881)

109 There is a deed of gift or grant made by the Fathei to

all the hearers of the Gospel.

b. (See quota 1818, 1876 )
1818 Cruisi Digest (cd 2) IV. 63 A gift, donatio, is

pioperly applied to the cieation of an estate tail , as a feoff-

ment is to that of an estate in fee simple 1827 Jarman
Powell's Devises II 293 The word 1 against ’ was construed
without

,
to make it alternative to the other gift 1876

Digby Real Piop x § 1. 378 A feoffment was technically
confined to an estate in fee simple, the conveyance of an
estate tail by the same process was technically called a gift

II. The thing given.

3 Something, the possession of which is trans-

ferred to another without the expectation or leceipt

of an equivalent
;
a donation, present Also pre-

ceded by qualifying woids, as Christmas-, Easter-,

New Years, etc. gift.

Grecian gift (see Vug YEn n. 49) : some seeming favour
or concession on the part of an enemy, suspected to be
offered with sinister motive.
a cxz30 Gen «$ Ex 1416 De broSei and de moder oc

Riche giftes eliezer Se toe CIZ75 Lay 1790 J?o hafde
Brutus Jie 3eft \>a.t Dyanne him bi-helite. c 1350 Will
Palerne 5357 Sterne stedes & strong, & ober stoute giftes

1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 27 Why make ye not your
feasts to poore men, and yeveth him yefts, as yee done to

the rich. *483 Caxton G de la Tour C ij, I pray yow alle

that it plese yow to graunte me a bone and a yefte

P 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 46 Be nathan david
sone also gyfth or thynge 3oven is signyfyed

Y a 1300 Cursor M 3319 He hir gaue a gift onan, A
gold ring Ibid. 3339 Ilkan gaue he giftes sere CX460
Launfal 67 The quene yaf gyftes for the nones Her
curtasye to kythe X339 Taverner Erasm Prov (1552)

26 The mynde of giftes is best 1348 Hall Chron ,
Hen

VIII, 67 Also that you shall confesse that you receive

the citie as a gift, and not lendred as a right to the

kyng your Master 1383 T Washington ti. Nicholay's

Voy. m xxu X12 [They] went through the city demanding
their new yeres gifts of al those they met 163a Sanderson
Serm 491 The one eye vpon the guift and the other vpon
the Giver. X667 Milton P. L, iv. 733 Both when we wake,
And when we seek, as now, thy gift of sleep *781 Cowpkr
Hope 115 Life is His gift, from whom whate’er life needs,

And every good and perfect gift, proceeds 1832 S. R
Maitland A Ibtg # Waldenses 111 66 The candour of Gibbon
is . so remarkable that I wonder Milner did not reject the

Giecian gift 1884 Browning Fenshtah (1885) 38 Giving

is giving, gift claims gift’s return.

Proverbs c 1460 How Gd Wtf taught hir Dau 70 in

Hazl E. P P I. 183 Bounden he is that gifte takithe, my
dere childe *546 J Heywood Prov (1867) 30 Throw no

gyft agayne at the geuers head

b. Something of value proceeding from a speci-

fied source, quasi-persomfied as a giver.

1796 H Hunter tr. St -Pierre's Stud Nat (*799) * 25®

These precious gifts of the Waters [fisheries] are piesented

to all Nations. 1871 Morley Voltaire (x886) 4 The ever-

lmng gifts ofGrecian art and architecture and letters.

•j* C. A fee for services rendered. Obs~ 1

*477 Poston Lett. No 808 III. 214 Hery Cook wold goo

with your swanes, for hys yefte chuld be vjr vuja ana

there tore he wold yeffe you his lahore, be so ye payd for

bis costes



GIFT. GIG.

f d. pi. Applied to almshouses founded by a

specified person Obs.

1651 T Barker Art ofAngling Epist , I live in Henry
the 7th's Gifts

4 An offering to God or to a heathen deity.

a *38* Wyclif Matt v 24 Leeue there thi 31ft before

the auter c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvn 3go He
ofired a riche yefte vpon the awter

y 01300 CursorM 10218 llkan J>an to j>e temple broght

Sirekin gift after J>ai moght 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol v
xxxiv 8 3 70 Gifts are offered vnto God not as supplies of

his want 1611 Bible Matt v 23, 24 189s Daily News
30 Oct 4/7 The Deodand, or gift to God

5 Something given with a corrupting intention

;

a bribe Obs. as a specific sense.

The existence of this sense seems to be implied a 1300 in

Cursor M 17464 (Gott ) pai war for gifte {read forgifte,

bribed) be soth to hele

a 1362 Langl P PI A m 90 Fuir schal falle and brenne
atte laste pe houses and pe homes of hem }>at desyrep For

to haue 3iftes 138a Wyclif Dent xvi 19 Thou shall not

accept persone, ne ^lftis, for 31ftis blynden eyen of wise men

y 1349 Latimer 3rd Semt bef Edw VI (Arb ) 89 Wo
worth these giftes, they subuert mstyce euerye where 1394
Willobie in Skaks C Praise 10 For giftes the wysest will

deceave 1611 Bible 2 Citron xix 7 There is no miquitie

with the Lord our God nor taking of gifts

0 A faculty, power, or quality miraculously be-

stowed, e g. upon the apostles and other early

Chustians, a Christian virtue looked upon as an

emanation from the Holy Ghost ,
extended further

to endowments bestowed by heathen deities or

some supernatural agent; occas in sense of in-

spiration. The gift of tongues . see Tongue.
a. c 1175 Lamb Horn 09 We ne magen Jie fond from us

driue, ne mid sworde ne mid kniue, bute hit beo Jiurh godes

jifte a 1225 Ancr R. 28 Uor Se seoue jiftes of Se Hoh
Goste, Set ich mote habben ham *38* Wyclif Acts vrn 20

Thou gessidist the jifte of God for to be had . . by money.
c 1449 Pecock Repr 181 The Jiftis of gracis, the glories of

heuen bihi3t ben to alle Cristene passyng greete benefetis.

P 1340 Aymb 200 Nou we wille]? zxgge uerst of pe yefpe

of onderstondinge be pan pet pe holy gost wile ous teche

y a 1300 CursorM 19007 Of haligast pe giftes sere, Gin

us he has als yee se here a 1333 Ld Bi-rners Huon lxxxiv

265 Amonge other [ladyes of y“ fayrye] there was one that

gaue me y° gyft to be suche one as ye se that I am 1605

Camden Rem (1637) 6 That admirable gift hereditary to the

anointed Princes of this Realme, in curing the Kings Evill

1667 Milton P L. iv 713 Pandora, whom the Gods En-

dowd with all thtr gifts 1704 Nelson Pest Fasts xxi.

(1739) 258 Having a Power to impart the same Gift to others.

1709 Strype Ann Ref (1824) I xxv 234 He did begin to

write, but he could bring nothing to pass his gift was not

come to him 173a Berkeley Semt S P. G Wks 1871

III 241 We have not the gift of miracles 1834 J H
Newman Par berm. I 1. 13 To obtain the gift of holiness

is the work ofa life 1873 Manning MissionH Ghost xm.

3S9 Now the gift of intellect or understanding is precisely

that gift of the Holy Spirit which enables us to understand

the meaning of what we believe. 1876 Mozley Umv Semt.
xi (1877) 21<5 Faith is not only an excellent gift, a sublime

gift, but it is a gift full of present happiness.

b A natuial endowment, faculty, ability, or

talent. Also natural gift, gift of God or nature.

Gift of the gab :
{colloq.) see Gab i b.

a 1300 Cursor M 23892 Sum for mar and sum for less,

Efter pat vr giftes ess 1304 Atkynson tr De Imitation*

in lx. 232 Gyftes of nature be gyuen Indyfferentlye to good

folke and euyll *373 J Sandi-ord Homs Recr (1376)

Ep Ded. A S Hir vertues and giftes of minde 1388

J Udall JDemonstr. Dtscip xi (Arh ) 49 For some hath

an excellent gift in doctrine, and not in application. 1397

Morlfy Introd Mas 113 Imagining that all the guiftes

of God should die in themselues, if they should bee taken

out of the woilde 1647 N" Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1

v. (1739) X2 Austm had also a gift or trick of working
miracles. 1693 S Harvey in Drydtn's Juvenal ix (1697)

231 The Gifts of Nature, what will they avail ? X710 S

Sewall Diary 2 Dec (1879) II 294, I have heard He had
a good Gift m Prayer 1711 Addison Sped No 128

F 1 As Vivacity is the Gift of Women, Gravity is that of

Men 1769 Junius Lett 1 8 Nature has been sparing of

her gifts to the noble lord 1814 Wordsw Excurs 1 78
Endowed with highest gifts, The vision and the faculty

divine 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng; vn II 229 He was in.

the habit of exercising his spiritual gifts at their meetings.

1836 Sir B Brodie Psychol Inq I. 1 29 The faculty of

reasoning correctly is for the most part a natural gift 1871

Frfeman Norm Cong (1876} IV xvu 99 He was displaying

in Normandy the gifts of the wise lawgiver and firm ad-

ministrator 1882 Pebody Eng Journalism xix. 144 The
precise gifts that are needed in a special correspondent.

x888 Bryce Amer. Commui II lui 328 [Hamilton s]

countrymen seem to have never . duly recognized his

splendid gifts.

7 slang (See quots)
183a Examiner 187/2 [They] asked him. if he would join

them in a good thing, which was to carry away a landlord s

till of money, and that it would he a 1
gift ' (an easy task).

1839 Slang Did , Gift, any article which has been stolen

and afterwards sold at a low pnee

8 A white speck on the finger-nails, supposed to

portend a gift.

*708 Brit Apollo "No 17 2/1 Q What is the Cause of little

white Spots, which sometimes grow under the Nails of the

Fingers ? And what is the reason they say they are Gifts ?

A 1 he reason of their being call’d Gifts is as Wise an one

as that of Letters, Winding Sheets, &c. in a Candle. 1796

in Grose’s Did Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3) 1834 Knight Once

upon a Time II 269 We showed each other the guts on

our nails 1886 m Cheeh Gloss

9. attnb and Comb, a simple attnb., as gift-

copy, -money

,

-package,
-picture. b. objective, as

Vop. IV,

gift-bearer,-taker; ^gift-greedyadj. o. instrumental,

as gift-laden adj. Also gift-book, a book given as

a present , a book published m an attractive form,

such as is suitable for a present, a school prize,

etc ;
gift-enterprise US (see quot ) ,

gift-food,

food given in chanty
,
gift-horse, a horse given

as a present : see also Horse sb 20
;
gift-house

(see quot ) , + gift-sermon, a sermon that is paid
for by an endowment
1483 CatIt Angl 133/2 A *Gift berer, doniferus, imunfer

x868 Publishers Pref to Watts' lmprov. Mind
,
As a

gift-book to advanced scholars it is most appropriate
1886 T. Frost Remin Country Journalist viu (1888) 94
They wished to use them [engravings] in the production of

a gift-book 1832 Mrs Troli ope m L’Estrange Fnendsh
Miss Mttford (1882) I 238 Mr. Howe told mm that alt

the *gift copies were already sent 1803 Funk’s Stand
Did

,
*Gift-enterpnse

,

a business that offers gifts to secure
patrons or purchasers 1863 Daily Tel 6 Dec 4/5 The
danger was that the dangerous habtt of living upon *gift-

food would demoialise the recipients c 1611 Chapman Iliad
iv 118 With this, the mad- *gift-greedie man, Mmerua did

perswade *663 Butler Him r 1 490 He ne’er consider'd

it, as loth To look a *Gift-Horse in the mouth. 1837 W.
Irving Capt Bonneville II 249 The Captain put spurs to

his very fine gift-horse 1893 Farmer Slang, *Gift-house

(or Gift), (printers’), a club; a house of call; specifically

for the purpose of finding employment, or piovidmg allow-

ances for members 1895 Daily News 27 Dec 2/5 A giant

Christmas tree, constituted of some hundreds of the gift-

laden firs of the nursery 1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par

:

Mark 1 12-13 Thou haste receyued the holy ghoste as it

were *gifte money, a bond, and an earnest penye of thy
salarye. 1897 Bailey Fruit-growing 416 In all the finest

fruits the grower should use nothing but a *gift-package,

that is, one which is given away with the fruit when it

is sold 186a Thornbury Turner II 128 Men never
valued *gift pictures so much as those in which they had
invested money 1766 Entick London IV 64 Here is a
*gift-sermon every Tuesday well endowed by lady Camb-
den 1549 Latimer 3rd Semt. bef Edw. VI (Arb ) 94 He
was no *gyfte taker, he was no wynker, he was no bywalker.

Gift (gift), v. [f Got j3.]

1

trans To endow or furnish with gifts (see

chiefly Gift sb 6) ;
to endow, invest, or present

with as a gift.

13 Wife in Morels Skin C j b, The fnendes that were
together met He [printed Be] gyfted them nchely with

right good speede 1608 W Sclater Malachy (1630) 197
See how the Lord gifted him above his brethren 1621

Sanderson 12 Semi (1637) 396 If God have not gifted us

for it, he hath not called us to it 1677W Hubbard Nar-
rative (1865) I 61 He was better gifted than any other of

the Indian Nation 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1 v, Nothing
but the inspiration with which we writers are gifted can

possibly enable anyone to make the discovery 1826 E.

Irving Babylon II viu 282 When they were gifted with

the self same Spirit with which Moses had been gifted

1834 T Medwin Angler in Wales I 290 How admirably

Naturehad provided by gifting it [the salmon] with a form

of all others the best adapted for [etc ] 1844 Mrs Brown-
ing Swan’s Nest, The world must love and fear him Whom
I gift with heart and hand *884 Rogers 6 Cent Work
% Wages I 126 Many settlements, which afterwards grew
into towns, were gifted subsequently with parliamentary

representation

b To invest with a charm
;
to impart a fascina-

tion to raie~ l
.

1853 G Johnston Nat Htst E. Bord, I 141, I may not

dwell on scenes and events which the pen of Scott has

gifted.

2. To bestow as a gift ;
to make a present of.

Const with to or dative. Also withaway. ChieflySc.

x6ig Sir J. Sempill Sacrilege 31 If they object, that tithes,

being gifted to Levi, in official inheritance, can stand no
longer than Levi [etc ], a 1639 Spottiswood Hist, Ch Scot.

v (1677) 278 The recovery of a parcel of ground which the

Queen had gifted to Mary Levinston 17x1 m A McKay
Hist Kilmarnock (1880) 98 This bell was gifted by the Earl

of Kilmarnock to the town of Kilmarnock for their Council-

house 1734 Erskine Prmc, Sc Law 1. (1809) 31 Wheie a
fund is gifted for the establishment of a second minister, in

a parish where the cure is thought too heavy for one [etc ]

1801 Ranken Hist France I 301 Parents were prohibited

from selling, gifting, or pledging their children 1829 J
Brown New Deeside Guide (1876) 19 College of Blairs .

having been gifted to the Church of Rome by its proprietor

1839 Alison Europe xln § 71 (1849-50) VII 153 Thus did

Napoleon and d’Oubnl gift away Sicily 1878 J. C Lees
Abbey ofPaisley xix, 201 The Regent Murray gifted all the

Church Property to Lord SempiU
Hence Gi ftmg vbl sb and ppl a
x6iq Sir T Sempill Sacrilege App 4 Was Abraham so

idle in gifting? Jacob so superstitious m vowing? 1671

True Nonconf 163 Our Lords most gracious gifting. 1796
T Townshend Poems 32 Where once thy gifting hand
did weave Garlands of glory for the poet’s head. 1873
Whitney LifeLang xiv 302 A gifting of man, at his birth,

not with capacities alone

Gifted (gi fted), ppl a. [f Got v. + -ed 2
]

1. Endowed with gifts (see Gift sb, 6) , talented.

X644 Minutes Westin Assembly (1874) 38 It is one thing

to say a gifted man may preach, but another thing to say a
ruling elder . by virtue of his office may do it 1677 W
Hubbard Narrative (1865) II 201 Such of the Women as

were gifted at knitting and sewing [etc ]. 171X G. Cary
Phys Phyladtck 241 This is a Text that the Gifted Brethren

have often urged 1794 Mathias Purs Lit (1708) 2x2 No
patriot weeps, when gifted villains die. 1839 A Gray Lett.

(1893) 100 The famous Christopher North a gifted genius

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III 376 The most gifted minds,

when they are ill-educated, become the worst 1892 Zang-
will Bow Myst 92 It's a grand thing to he gifted, Tom
absol, xfc8 Carlyle Muc, (1857) I. 231 Men felt and

knew that here also was one of the Gifted 1 1830Robertson
Serm. Ser ni. ix, 114 The gifted of their species.

b. said of an utterance and of a frame of mind.
1678 Butler Hud 111 11 633 Where bad they all their

Gifted Phrases, But from our Calamies and Cases ? 1830
Robertson Serm. Ser. in. li. 26 Genius in its most gifted

hour.

+ 2. Given, bestowed. Obs— 1

1671 Milton Samson 36 Why was my breeding ordered
and prescribed .To gnna m brazen fetters under task With
this heaven-gifted strength ?

Hence Gi ffcedaess, the condition, quality, or

state of being gifted. Also qa&si-concr., a gift.

x66o tr Paracelsus' Archtdoxis n 149 The things of
nature are not so alike graduated as Diseases are, as in

relation to the Dose or Guiftedness. 1671 E^ciiard Obstrv
Anno Grounds Cont Clergy 116 Not endued with the
subhmest giftednesses of our Separatists 01734 North
Lives (1826) III 312 He was very illiterate, but thought to
supply that defect by extraordinary giftedness 1873 H.
James R Hudson 11. 64 Rowland felt more and more the
fascination ofwhat he would have called his giftedness.

Gifter, var Giftube, Obs

Gifbie (gvfti). Sc. [dim. f Gift sb : see -T 4 ]
Playfully used for Got sb 6 b
1787 Burns To a Lome vui, 0 wad some Pow’r the giftie

gie us To see oursels as others see us I 1791 A. Wilson
Laurel Disputed Wks (1876) II, 22 [He] shows at twenty-
twa as great a giftie For painting just, as Allan did at fifty.

f Gi'ftislmess. Obs. rare [f *gzftish (f Gift
sb. + -ISH) + -NESS ] Giftedness, talent.

1634 Whitlock Zootomia 78 An old Trot (that boasteth
of her Gifushnesse in Waterology). Ibid 158 Such whose
Giftishnesse m Exhortation amounted! to a perswasive
power

Giftless (gi ftles), a [f. Gift sb + -less ]

1 That has no gift to offer Giftless gifts = gifts

that are no gifts (after Gr aScnpa SSipa).

1390 Gower Conf. I 193 This messanger was yefteles.

1614 D. Dyke Myst Selfe-Deceiving 13 As in the proverbs,
there are giftlesse gifts. 1630 Trapp Comm Gen xv 6
Abrahantgave gifts So doth God to reprobates ;

but they
are giftless gifts : better be without them 1870 Morris
Earthly Par 1. 1 243 Fair lords, be still awhile, And say
no ill about this giftless guest

2. That receives or has received no gift.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 415 Yftles schall they not be, That
dare T sothely sey 1731 Cambridge Scrtblenad iv i6x
But not unhonour’d shall he halt away. Or giftless mourn
this unauspicious day. 1870 Morris Earthly Par I 1 297
O nghteous man, we leave this laud, Nor leave thee giftless

for the welcoming Thou gav’st us erst.

S Devoid ofmental endowments ;
without talent.

1894 Daily News 13 July 6/4 An industrious, and by no
means giftless, Welsh scholar

Giftling (gi ftliq). nonce-wd. [f. Got sb. +
-ling ] A small gift.

i860 Thackeray Round Papers x (1863) 131 The kindly
Christmas tree may you have plucked pretty gifthngs

From it.

tGi’ft-rope. Naut. Obs. [The first element

is prob corrupt
,
perh. the word may be spurious,

evolved by a misprint or misreading iromgest-ropei\

— Guest-rope, Guess-wasp.
1704 Harris Lex. Techn , Gift-rope is the Boat-Rope,

which is fastened to the Boat when she is swifted, in order

to her being towed at the Stern of a Ship 1733 Chambers
Cycl Supp., Chest-rope, m a ship, is the same with the guest

or gift-rope 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Gift-rope

(synonymous with guest-rope), a rope for boats at the guest-

warp boom [Not known to two nautical experts consulted ]

+ Gi’ffcure. Obs Also 6 yefture, 6-7 gifter

[f. Gift v. + -uke ]
1 The action of giving ;

also the right of giving.

Cf. Gift sb. 1 . Upon gifhire : gratuitously.

1303 Will ofLady Hastings in Test Vetnsta II 452 A
faire prymmar, which I had by the yefture of Queen Eliza-

beth 1383 Stubbes Anat Abus n (1882) 79 In whome
doth the patronage, right, and gifture of these ecclesiastical

promotions and benefices consist? 1634 W. Wood New
Eng Prosp 11 (1863) 5 The English will pot be so hberall

as to furnish them upon gifture

2 A gift , a prize.

1392 Wyrley Armone, Ld Chandos 63 Willing the gifter

to some other wight 1613 R. Cleaver Prov 48 The wealth

of the godly is the peculiar gifture of wisedome.

3 attrib

,

as giftnre-banquet \
gifbure-ore, a

quantity of ore given as a customary due.

1609 Holland Amm Marcell xix vi. 12 Solemn doles, or

g
fture banquets 163i StarChamb Cases (Camden) 90 1 he
eputy Barre Masters would not measure their oare un-

lesse they would pay them their gifter oare 163a Ibid. 98

There was some given to the Deputy Bane Masters for

their pames, and it is called therefore gifter oare.

Gig (gig) J •?£.1 Forms : 3-8 giffg(e, 4-5

(6 ghyg) ,
6- gig. [Perh. onomatopoeic ; the iden-

tity of the word in all senses is very doubtful ]

I Something that whirls

f 1. A whipping-top. Obs.

c 1440 [see Whirligig] 1570 Billingsley Euclid xi def

xvi 317 This solide [Cone] of many is called Turbo, which

to our purpose may be Englished a Top or Ghyg 1388

Shahs L.L.Lvi 70 Thou disputes like an Infant
:
goe

whip thy Gigge. 1644 «» A". 4 Q Ser 1. IX 432/1 For four

gtggs and scourge sticks is. 0 1657 Lovelace Poems (1804)

139 H' has left his apish jigs, And whipping hearts like

gigs. 1692 Locke Educ & 130 Play-thmgs which are above
their SkUl to make, as Tops, Gigs, Battledors, and the like

17x9 D’Urfey Pills V 100, I told her I’d give her a Whip
for her Gig a 1793 [see Giddy 0. 2 d],



GIG.

fig 1640 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks «. 70/2 For hee’s the
gigge of time, Whom sharpest wits haue whipt with sport-
ful 1 ime Ibid 144/1 Thou Tauerne, Alehouse, Whorehouse,
Gig of time, That for a groat wilt amongst Tinkers rime

f2 . A set of feathers arranged so as to revolve
rapidly in the wind, for the purpose of attracting
birds to a net. Obi
1621 Markham Prev Hunger (1635) 115. a 1698 Blum-

dell Cavalier's Hote-bh. (x88o) 272 A great help, mr bring-
ing in of larks about your net, is a gigg of feathers which
twirleth swiftly round on the least breath of wind, 1727
Bradley Fam Diet s.v,Daynet
3 = Gig-mill
184aBrands Did. Set

,
Gigs, or gig machines, are rotatory

cylinders covered with wn e-teeth, for teazling woollen cloth.
1886 Elwouthy W. Somerset Word-bl, s v

, Gig, Gig-imU,
the machine by which the shag or nap is raised upon
blankets and other cloth

; also applied to the building in
which the machine is worked , * where's your Tom now 7
Aul he do worky down to factory—he Ve a-worked to
the gig's two year .

II Applied to persons,

f 4 . A flighty, giddy girl. Obi.
a zaas Ancr R 204 Hunten bei efter mid gigge leihtre,

mid hor eien, mid eni hhte lates £*395 Plowman's T
(Skeat) 759 Some spend hir good upon [hir] gigges, And
linden hem of greet aiay c 1430 How Gd Wyftaude hirDaw 5s in Babees BA 38 Fare not as a gigge, for noiyt hatmay bitide, Lauje b°u not to loude, ne jane Jiou not to
wide 1594 Willodie Avisa (1880) 41 Thou selfewill gig
that doth detest My faithful! loue, looke to thy fame
« 1700B E Did Cant Crew

,
s v , A young Gig, a wanton

Lass. *780 Mad D’Arbi ay Diary June, Charlotte L
called, and the little gig told all the quart els she led in
her family

6 . A queer-looking figure, an oddity
; dial a fool.

Chiefly Eton slang. Cf Geok sb 1
, Geqge.

*777 *n Life Hugh Eliot iv (1868) 124 Upon my word,
Hugh, you are the greatest gig m the woild 1797 6 Col-
man Iteir at Law iv 11, What a damn’d gig you look like
« 1825 Fouby V'oc.E Anglia, Gig, a trifling, silly, flighty
fellow. 1825 Blackw Mag. XVII. 416 O, France is the
region of caucature, And a regular Frenchman’s a gig to
be sureWith his apple-green breeches [etc ] 183a Macaulay
in Life if Lett. (1880) I, 265 Be you Tories, be you Whigs.
You must write to sad young gigs 1836 T. Hook G
Gurney I. 193 They were what Mr. Daly called uncom-
mon gigs 1856 Whyte Mflville Kate Cov xiv, Such a
set of gigs \ my dear, I never saw in my life .not a good-
looking man amongst them.

III. 6 fa. A fancy, joke, whim. Obs
1590 Nashe PasqniTs Aped. 1 C ij b, A right cutte of the

worde, without gigges or fancies of hmreticall and newe
opinions. 1600 J Lane Tom Tel-trotk 118 New gigges foi a
countne clowne 1607 Sehol. Disc agst.Antichri 1. 16 It
is a common g^ge to shift of all things brought against this
filthee Idoll a 1625 Flftcher Hum I.teuton iv iv,
I must go see him presently, For this is such a gig 164*
Rogers AWm/z 204 Any idle tale, or gigge of a geermm
gibing wit 1724 Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. (1733) III 321 They
put a gigg in the gravest scull And send their wits to gather
wool 1821 Joseph the Book-Man in One talk’d of life's

funny rigs, And much enlarg’d on pleasing gigs
D. Fun, merriment, glee In high gig, on the

{high) gig' in a slate of boisterous hilarity
j also

dial eager, impatient Now dial.
1777 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary (1889) II. 201 The

girls, Betsy and Beckey, were upon the high gig all the
time, for they enjoyed seeing me thus whisked about. 1807
Oracle in Spirit Publ Jmls (1809) XII 45, I tells youCommon Garden s the gig, the go, and the finish 1813Moore Post Bagm ax We were all m high gig—RomanPunch and Tokay Travelled round, till our heads travelled
just the same way 1819 » R. Rabelais 1 Abeillard $ H.

wfl
of g>?and glee Begins her speech withHe 1 He 1 He ! c 1830 in Besant 50 Yrs Ago 134 A laughter-

townabun of eighteen who dearly loved a bit of gig
6
1876

gigtobeoff'
G°ss ‘ Gw* a state °f flurry, ‘He’s on the

0 . Comb, gig-fair local (see quot ) ? Obs.
18291 Glover Hist Derby l a7x Fairs for shows, ribands,

toys, &c commonly called holiday or gig fairs
1

Wg (g\g)» st>>2 [Transferred sense of Gig sb 1

1

.]

a

-

children, 1796 mGrosdsDid. Vulg Tongue (ed. 3) ,800^ T V*
Bari 36 May 24 Let the former riders in

gigs and whiskeys and one-horsed carnages continue to

2
d5‘n

,
t

£
e[u

„
*838 Hawthorne Jml Soht Man in Tales

frSk. (1879) 84 Spruce gigs rattling past 1835 ThackerayNewcomesl 51 In the carnage, mind you, not in the gig
driven by the groom. 1889 G.N Hooper in Driving (Badm )

counftyuse
16 considered e(Jually suitable for London and

2. Naut. A light, narrow, clinker-built ship’s
boat, adapted either for rowing or sailing. Also
cutter whale-gig

D

(Not m Falconer Diet Marine 1780.)
*79° Wolcot (P. Pindar) Adv Put Laureat Wks, 1812

II. 338 That by its painter drags the Gig or Yawl *801 mNmolas Did> Nelson (1845) it 325 Lord Nelson repaired
S,5?,PS dlis conveyance) on board ofour Ship. 1816

r?A
lZ Grand Master 1 24 Tis number sixty-five—a wig

irwc t numif‘ ra“ the gig i860 L. Oltphant EarlElgin s Mission to China I 71 Customhouse guards..havea proper respect for a British man-of-war’s gig 187s Bed-
*»

A modified form of the ship’s gig, used, esp
on the Thames, as a rowing boat, chiefly for raciner
purposes &

gig eight sense 4) 1881 Sportsman's YearBklooA heavy pair-oared gig, 188a Times (weekly ed ) 16 June

158

2/1 The steam-launches and gigs of the Thames police may
with noiseless vigilance patrol the waters. 1888 W. B
Woodgatd Boating xi (Badm ) 143 Many regattas offeted
prizes for pair oars with coxwams in outngged gigs
e Short ioxgigsman (see 4)

1833 M Scott Tom Cringle xv, One of the Captain’s
gigs, the handsome black already introduced on the scene
o A wooden box or chamber, with two compart-

ments, one above the other, used by miners in as-
cending and descending a pit-shaft Also

=

Kibble.
188* Raymond Mining Gloss

,
Gig See Kibble . ICibbal

or Kibble (Corn <5- Wales), an iron bucket for raising ore
1883 B Jiam Weekly Post 18 Aug 4/3 Thirteen men placed
themselves in the gig to be drawn to the surface from a
depth of about 1,300 feet.

4 , attrib, and Comb. a. simple attributive, as
(sense 1 ) gig-apron, -cushion

,
harness, -horse, -house,

-umbrella
, -whip ,

gtg-ways adv.
;
(sense 2 b) gig-

eight, -race, -sculling b. similative, as (sense 2 b)
gig-built adj. Also gig-bishop, a bishop who rides
m a gig instead of a carriage

; gig-box, a box m
the seat of a gig

, gigsman, one of the crew of
a ship’s gig

; gig-pair, a gig fitted for two rowers

;

gig-road, -saddle, -tree (see quota ) ; gig-work,
practice in lowing m a gig
1869 Daily News 10 Dec

, Stetham and Co. have gutta
percha in the shape of *gig-aprons and dumb jockeys.
185a S G Osborne in Times 3 Nov ,

Divide the dioceses
into manageable districts, and have what I will call ‘ *gig
bishops . 1807 Tablet 4 Sept. 384 The Suffragans, or ‘ gig-
lnshops

i
as the late Mr Rogers used to call them 1833M Scott Tom Cringle vn (1859) 143 Fyall ordered Jupiter

to bring a case from his *gig box containing some capital
brandy, 1896 Daily News 5 Aug 3/3 Mr J E M. .

happened to be with some friends in a large *gig-built boat
close by 1843 Haliburton AttachS I, xi. 195 The lawyer
took a stretch for it on the bench, with his *gig cushions
for a pillar. 1865 Pall MallG 23 May no We may imagine
. the raws and blisteis that he endured, ere he was qualified
to progress from the coaching tub to a seat in the *gig
eight. i886Elworthy W. Somerset Word bk

, Gig-saddie,
the saddle belonging to a set of single-horse carnage or
gig harness *836 Booth Analyt Did 304 Coach-horse,

Carriage-horse, *Gig-horse, &c 1882 Ogilvie, Gig-horse, a
horse that dtaws a gig 1829D Conway Norway 151 There
was also attached .. a coach or *gig-house and a garden
1869 Echo g Feb . He daily has one or two out in the
gig-pairs. 1888 W B Woodgate Boating xi (Badm ) 144.

This system caused *gig races to be ftuitful sources of
squabb es. 1824 Times 7 Jan 3/5 That is the *gig-road
towards Batler’s-green 1883 Standard 9 Nov 2/2 The
road is not a working road, but what they call a gig road.
1873 Knight Dili Mcch

, *Gig-saddle, a small saddle used
with carriage-harness, and carrying the 1 terrets for the
drmng-rems and the check-hook for the bem mg-rein 1887
Sporting Life 30 June 4/6 No sculling boats had been en-
gaged for the scratch *gig sculling race. 1875 Knight Did
0!

‘he flame of a gig or harness saddle
*883 Reade Titfor Tat in Harper's Mag. Jan 252/2 The
lady .came out to her, and a servant and a*gig umbrella.
*832 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem (1858) II. 258 If youcome *gig-ways pray bring with you Rome's Tesiamenta.

J Aiiuuino Z>00 _ _
ag-whip, but does not use it.

'
i8g8 Daily ~Ncws ao'jaT

3/4 All the candidates indulged in long bouts of *gig work
Hence Gig-ful, as many as a gig will hold.
1848 J Mackintosh Diary in Macleod Mem. vi. (1854) 154Two gigfuls of fishers passed me *

+ Gig, sb 3 Obs. rare In 4 gyge [Of ob-
scure origin; perh. echoic; cf Sc gig, Geiq v

, to
squeak j ?A squeaking noise.
**384 Chaucer H. Fame m. 85a (Fairfax MS ) And euermo so swyft as thought This queynt hous about went And

al thys hous. was made of twigges That for the swoughand for the twynges [read twyges] This house was also
1” of gyges And also ful eke of chirkynges As [etc

)

Gig1

(gig), sb 4 [Shortened from Fishgig or Fiz-
GiG.J A kind of fish-spear; = Fishgig, Fizgig 4,
Also U.S., { An arrangement offour barbless hooks,
fastened back to back, and attached to a hand-line
used for catching fish by dragging it through a
school (Funk's Stand Diet.).

**5i
:

R

" ? Virginia 131 At each End of the Canoe
r
n Indfn ’ a

-rP
1Sl or P01nted Spear, setting theCanoe forward with the Butt-end of the Spear, ks gently abhe can. bv that .u-

only for striking of fish 1807 P. Gass'

J

rni akVTwo men
7V,E

yi
rJ:

t0
/

Some
°X^he fish w,th a S'® i877 G GibbsTribes Washington 195 The spring salmon are taken . mthe small streams either with Lhe scoop-net or w th a gig

° °¥ % AIso Ki«g(e (See quots )1688 K Holme Aimoury 111 106/1 A Gigge is a hole in^Ground where Fire is made to dry the Flax. 1706 Phil"lips (ed Kersey) Gigge

+ Gig (gig), v 1 [f. Gig sb l (sense 1) ] a mtr.

;

D. trans (sense obscui e . see below).
The verb seems literally to denote the action of some kind

whipping-top of peculiar construction, having

ou^ hv thVSrii^ JFB °J
thesameshaPe* whichwas thrownout by the effect of rapid rotation Hence to gig (out) aD-peare to be used Jig with the sense ‘ to throw out or give

rise to (a smaller repetition of itself) ’ The Diets
, on the

axalaineH Iht P
ryd*n

> have plausibly, but erroneously,
explained the transitive vb as meaning 1 to engender.’ assien’
,n4 to lX a denvation from L. gignere, *

P%”lS 44 No wonder they’l confesse no
i,
F
P
r R«Pert knocks ’em, till they gig agen*658-9 in Burton s Diary (1828) IV. 185 One question gigs

GIG-ANTBAK-

.

out another. We shall never end 1677 T t. j
Cleveland's Poems A iv, How many of their slight produ?lions may be gigged out of one of his pregnant WorrlJv
*690 Drydfn Amphitryon Prol. 21 Yet m lampoons voJhbel one another The fiist produces still a second ITYou whip them out, like school-boys, till theyJ IN
with the same success. For every one still dwindles S, !
less Ibid, m lfSosta You, m^Lord AmpluUyot mayhave brought forth another You my Lord Amphitiyon andour Diamonds may have procreated these Diamonds

cSSjaSSt
rue

’ ^°Pemy GobI6‘ has gigg’d another

Gig (gigf)) v.
2 [perh. onomatopoeic; theie may

be connexion with prec.] 1

1

1

. tntr. ?To move to and fio. Obs rare
1693 Drydvn Juvenal vi (1697)138 The rank Matrons

dancing to the Pipe, Gig with their Bums ’

2 trans. To move backwards and forwards.
Chiefly U S. , also techn. m togig back (the carnage
of a sawmill after the cut is made). Cf. Tig v
1875 Knight Did Aleck s v. Gtg-saw, The motion isimparted by the crank and pitman, and the spimg above msshack the saw, keeping it strained on its upward stroke

*877 Lumberman s Gaz 8 Dec 362 These gangs h e of
saws] convert whole logs into lumber as they pass through—thus obviating the necessity of ‘gigging back’. 1886Hotchkiss in JEntycl Brit XXI 345/1 A rope passing
over pulleys in the floor to a drum beneath, so arianaedas
to be under the control of the sawyer in its feeding movement or in reversal to « gig ’ the carriage back to its first

Sack and forfli

MierasCi&e VI1 333 Gently gig the glass

3 Comb., as gig-back, gig-saw (see quots.)
1875 Knight Did. Mcch, Gig-saw, a tlun saw to which

a rapid vertical reciprocation is imparted. 1893 Funk's
Stand. Did

, Gtg-back, a device by which a sawmill car-
nage is run back after the cut has been made, usuallymuch
more rapidly than during the forward motion.
Hence Gi ggmg vbl sb. ; in quot. attrib
1887 Microscope VII 335 The .. diatoms are again trans-

ferred to the crystal gigging glass

Gig (gig), v 3
[? Back-formation from Gig-mill.]

trans To raise the nap of (cloth) with a gig Alsom Comb

,

as gig-drum, -machine
, -wheel

.

Hence
G-i ggmg vbl. sb

;
also attrib as,giggmg-machvne

-mill. Also Gi’gger, one who works! gigg,™!
machine
s-7%9 Trans Sac Arts YII 195 Mills, called here Gig.

gmg-Mills worked by men turning them backward and
forward, till the wool is sufficiently opened for use. 1830Ure Diet Arts 1320 Seveial French schemes have been
mounted for making the gig drum act upon the two sides of
the cloth. 184* Francis Diet Arts, Gig Wheel, a mill in
which the nap of woollen cloth is raised by the application
of teasles. 1842 [see Gig sb 1 3] 1873 KnightDid Mech

,

'digging-machine, a machine for dressing woolen cloth by
subjecting it to the action of teasels, whose fine hooks draw
the loose fibres to the surface 18 I-ibrc t, Fabric V 20
(Cent VAman who can take charge of dyeing, scounng, full-mg and gigging m a small country null,

t Gig, v 4 Obs - 1
trans. ? To befool, hoax

*7?S Poetry inAnn Reg. 153“ Gigg’d by their neighbours,
gull’d of all their cash.

Gig (gig), v 6 [f. Gig sb 4] a trans. To spear
(fish) with a gig. b. mtr, ‘ To fish with a gig or
fishgig ’ (Webster 1 828-32)
1816 Chi on in Ann. Reg 569 The Indians sometimes gig

them [porpoises]

Gig (gig), vfi [f. Gig sb.2] mtr. To ride or
travel in a gig Also to gig it.

1807 T. Moore Mem (1856) VIII. 65 To-day I gig it to
Ashby 1823 Lady Granville Lett 17 Oct (1894)1 229,1am enchanted, I have gigged round the new road 1829 CpL,
Hawker Dtetoy (1893) II 3 Lost the coach, and had to gig
it home i860A IL YearIZouttdNo* 38* 280 A young doctor
gigging it at an expiess-train velocity 1836 Southey Lett
(1856) IV. 479 We had first two miles’ walk, then two miles’
gigging

Gig : see Jig.

IlGiga (dgfga) Mus. [It —Y.gigue ]
=Gigge

*73076 m Bailey (folio) 1879 [see Gicue),
II Gigalira (d^zgalz ra) [It.

;
f giga fiddle +

lira lyre ] A kind of wood liarmonicon.
*889 Century Did , Gigehra 189a Daily News 22 Jan.

°J 2 Performances on the gigilira [sic], dulumer, and piano

+ Glgant, sb. and a Obs Also 5 gigante, 6
gygant, [ad L gigant-em, gtgds\ see Giant.
The Lat. word had been adopted in OE. as gtgant ]— Giant sb and a

,
m various senses

[97* Bltchl Horn 31 }>a nam he [Dauid] fif stanas on his
herdebehg & mid anum he jione gigant ofwearp ] *432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) I 95 That cite callede Babylon whom
ttV

1
??

10 g*gan,:e made 1538 Leland Itm I 61
Waddes Grave, whom the People there say to have beene a
Gigant and owner of Mougreve 1565 Coopfr Thesaurus,
Angutpes, a gygant that had crooked feete like a serpent
*01° Holland Camden's Brit, n Irel 154 A day was ap
pointed betweene these Gigants or Champions, namely be
tweene John Curcy and the other 1658 Rowland Moufet's
I heat Ins 1007 The stalk of Fennel gigant would scatse
contain this when he is grown great

’( Gigantal, a. Obs [a OF. gigantal, f L
gigant gigds : see Giant.] = Gigantic a
1616 Drumm of Hawth Urania 1 Gigantal frames, held

wonders rarely strange, Like spiders’ webs, are made the
sport of days 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. x\x 193 This
Gigantal victory being ended, Pantagruel withdrew mmself
to the place of the fiaggons.

Gigantean (dgaigsentran), a [f L gtgante-us
(ad. Gr 7lyavreios, recorded only in late Gr

,
f

jiyavr- see Giant) + -an ] = Gigantic a.



GIGANTESQUE. 159 GIGGLESOME.
x6n Coryat Crudities 420 An exceeding huge Gigantean

Switzer 1647 H More Poems 318 When the strong Fates
with Gigantean force Bear thee in iron arms 1670-98
Lassels Voy Italy 121 Near the gates stand two statues

of more than Gygantean bulk 1715M DaviesA then Brit
1 255 They can’t reach up to that wicked Pitch ofJesuitical
Gigantean Heights therein 1818 J H Frere Wkistleci

Nat Poem hi xlix. Had he so done, the gigantean corps
Had sack’d the convent on that very day 1865 Athenmum
No 1955 524/2 The desire for gigantean buildings

Gigantesque (dgaigsente sk), a. [a F. gigan-

Usque

,

ad. It. gigantesco, f gigante, ad L gigant-

etn Giant.] Having the characteristics of a giant

;

befitting a giant.

1834 New Monthly Mag XLI 468 Everything . was
gigantesque and awful 1858 Hawthorne Fr $ It. Jmls
I. 302 How gigantesque the campanile is in its mass and
height 18715 Content# Rev. XXvII 66 All gigantesque,
eccentric, distorted, extravagant art is barbarous 1888
W H Payne tr. Compayri's Hist. Pedagogy 95 Rabelais
wrote for giants, and it is natural that he should demand
gigatftesque efforts of them
absol. 1821 New Monthly Mag II. 123 This play abounds

with two vices ringing changes upon words, and a dis-

osition to the unnatural and gigantesque 1871 L,
tephen Playgr Europe h. (1894) 59 The expressions

savour rather strongly of the gigantesque

Gigantic (dsaigse ntik), a. [1 L.gigant-,gigds

(see Giant) + -10 (Gr. had yiyavrucus of equi-

valent formation )]

1

1

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of, a giant

or giants Obs
1612 Drayton Poly olb i ro Thou Genius of the place

Which liued’st long before the All earth-drowning Flood,
Whilst yet the world did swarme with her Gigantick brood
1667 Milton P. L xt 659 On each hand slaughter and
gigantic deeds a 1677 Barrow Semi (r686) III 472 There
are some persons of that wu-ked and Gigantick disposition
that would be ready to say with Polyphemus in Homer
[etc ]. 1774 J Bryant Mythol. II. 178 He was the son of
Uncus, ana ofthe gigantic race

2 Of persons or their stature : Having the pro-

portions of a giant; resembling a giant in size, etc.

165* Hobbes Leviath iv xlvu 386 The Fames have
their enchanted Castles, and Gigantique Ghosts 1762
H Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint (1765)11 i 10 Jeffery
had many squabbles with the King’s gigantic porter.

1796 Morse Amer Geog II 172 The gigantic bones found
in many burial places here, give room to believe, that the
former inhabitants were of larger size than the present
1828 Scott F M. Perth xi, One who had never seen the
Black Douglas, must have known him by his swart com-
plexion, his gigantic frame [etc ]

3 Hence of things material or immaterial, ac-

tions, etc Greatly exceeding ordinary dimensions;

huge, enormous,

1797 Mrs RADcurrr Italian xiii, Vivaldi pointed out to
Ellena the gigantic Velmo in the north 1801 Strutt
Sports # Past Introd 45 The evils complained of by these
writers have m the present day attained to a gigantic
stature, 1802 Bingley Amm Biog (1813) II 293 The
Gigantic Crane is an inhabitant of Bengal and Calcutta
x8i2-x6 J Smith Panorama Set $Art I. 494 Facmg this

gigantic telescope 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng 111 I 3x5
The ancestors of the gigantic quadrupeds, which all

foreigners now class among the chief wonders of London,
were brought from the marshes of Walcheren x86x M
Pattison Ess (1889) I 42 The gigantic spirit of enterprise
which was kindled tn England and Spam 1878 E White
Life in Christ v xxvm (ed 3) 468 The hell believed in is

thought too dreadful for all except gigantic offenders.

Hence Giga nticness.
1727 in Bah ev vol II ,

and in mod. Diets

t Giga'ntical, a. Obs. [f Gigantic a. + -al ]= Gigantic a., 111 various senses.

1604

Middleton Black Bk Cj b, A paire of Corpulent
Gigantical Andiorns 16x4 Raleigh Hist World 1 v § 8
81 Goropius Becanus,an Antuerpian (who thought his owne
wit more Giganticall then the bodies of Nimrod and
Hercules') hath written a large discourse x6ax Burton
Anat Mel n u in, (1651) 242,

1

would see whether there
be gigantical Patagones in Crnca. 1678 Cudworth Intell.
Syst 1 11 §3 62 A gigantical and Titamcal Attempt to
dethrone the Deity

Gigantically (dgaigse'ntikali), adv. [f. Gi-
GANTIOAL a. + -it2 ] In a gigantic manner or
degree

; after the manner or propoitions of a giant

;

enormously
1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 1 11 § 3 62 Though this

monster . strut and stalk so gigantically 1797 Monthly
Mag III 509 The fountains of barbarous and gigantically
daring impiety 1845 [MissJ Robinson] Whitehallxxxvui
s6o A gigantically tall porter 1852 J Wilson in Blackw
Mag LXXII. 375 You do not habitually think thus gigan-
tically of angels 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav 271 [He]
felt so gigantically good-natured that he could not keep his
face sober 1870 Daily News 13 Dec ,

Prince Edward—our
Guardsman—loomed almost gigantically through the fog on
the morning of Inkermann.

Giganticide 1 (dgoigseTitisaid). [f L gi-

gant(i)-, gigas Giant + -cide 1
.] A. giant-luller

1806 Southey Let, 17 June in Life fy Com III. xn 43
Jack the Giganticide’s leathern bag 1883 Times 20 Dec
9 The young preferred to live in Fairyland, among fairy

godmothers, giganticides, genu good or bad

Giganticide 2 (dgmgse ntissid), [f. as prec. +
-ciDB 2.] The killing of giants
x86o in Worcester (citing Hallam) a 1876 G Dawson

Serin Disp Points (1878) 184 The wonderful hero who as-
cended into an invisible land and took to giganticide

Hence Giga nticidal a.
1891 S Mostyn Curatica 55, I had become familiar in

childhood with the giganticidal precocity of beanstalks.

Gigantify (dgaigsemtifoi), v. [f as prec. +
-j?t j tram. To cause to develop gigantically

Hence Gaga utifying vbl. sb
,
in quot attrib,

1841 Tati's Mag VIII 332 The gigantifymg art, to coin
a word, is more beneficially applied to fir-trees

t Gigantine, a. Obs [a F gigantm (Cotgi ),
f L gigant-, gigas Giant.] = Gigantic, in various
senses.

1605 Bacon Adv Learn 11 xxt. § 1. 74 That Gygantine
state of mind which possesseth the trowblers of the world
who would giue fourm to the world according to their
owne humors (which is the trewe theomachie), pretendeth
[etc.] 1664 Evelyn tr Frearts Arckit 11 ioTheheroick
and gigantine manner of this Order 1696 tr Du- Mont's
Voy Levant 3 A Man ofsuch Gigantine Stature

Hence f Gigantmism, gigantic development
1606 Birnie Kirk-Burtall Ded

,
Such vigorous talnes m

statur and strength that by a grace-full Gygantimsme,
the commonly doughty are become your dwarfes

Gigantism (dgsi gsentiz’m) Biol [f L gt-
gant-, gigas + -ism

] Abnormal or monstrous size.

1885 m Syd foe. Lex

f Gigantive, a . Obs [Badly f. L. gigant-

Giant + -ive] Mistake for, or synonym of,

Gigantine
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav, 146 The walls are cut into

Gygantive Images Ibui 159 His gigantive shape [1677
reads gigantick

,
elsewhere (p 149) Herbert has gigantine]

1656 Heylin Journeys vu 91 What minded King Lewis to
make his father of so gigantive a stature, I cannot tell

Gigantize (dgai g&ntaiz), v. [f. Gigant-io +
-ize.] trans To cause to appear gigantic.

1630 Randolph Paneg Verses Shirley's Gratef Serv.
Auj, I cannot .straine Garagantuan lines to Gigantize thy-
veine. 1848 Blackw Mag LXIV. 15a The former humanis-
ing the divine, the latter, if not deifying, gigantiding
humanity 1865 Spectator 30 Sept 1084 The comparison
with dwarfs never makes average men seem unnaturally tall,

never gigantizes them, though giants dwarf them

Gigantolite (dgaigse ntdlait) Mm [f! Gr.

7(701/7(0)-, 7/765 Giant + -lite Named by Bons-
dorfi832.] A pseudomorph. after lolite occurring in

large six or twelve sided crystals, a variety of pimte.

1835 Shepard Mtn 11 II. 325 Gigantolite, a mineral com-
posed of alumina, lime, and iron

Gigautology (dgaigEentplodgi). [a F gigan-
tologie

,
f. Gr 71701/7(0)-, 7/765 Giant + -Xoyla

.

see

-logy ] Discussions or treatises about giants.

1773 Paterson Bill. West p vi, Astrology, Geomancy,
Sorcery, Gigantology and other Marvellous History. x8xx
Dibdin Bibliomania (ed. 2) 503 note, The word 4 Giganto-
logy’ first introduced by Mr. Paterson was used By the
French more than two centuries ago. 1865 Reader i40ct
419/2 There is but little material to fill up the history of

gigantology between the men of renown and the giants of
romance

Gigantomacliy (dgaigaentp maki). Also

||
gxgantoma otua [a. and ad Gi. yiyavTopayia,

{ 71701/7(0)-, 7/705 Giant + yhxn battle.]

1. a. The war of the giants against the gods.

Tb. A contest resembling this

1606 Birnie Kirk-Bunall (1833) 31 In a Gigantomachy
they prease to commix the heauen with the hell 1678
Cudworth Intell Syst 1. i § 19 18 There had been always
. a kind ofgigantomachy betwixt these two parties or sects

of men. x68x Colvil Whigs Sufpltc (1751) 148 This with
our church monomachie Ends with a gigantomachie. 1710
Hume Sacr Success (1716) 308 Its former gigantomachy
drove our Church into the wilderness 1855 Smedley
Occult Sc 127 The Tartarus, which he prepares for the
defeated Titans, after the Gigantomachia 1885 lllttsir.

Lend, News 11 Nov. 492 So ‘tall’ were the scores that it

was a veritable
1

gigantomachia or 1 battle of the Anakim’,

2 . A representation of the same.
1820 T. S Hughes Trav Sicily I i xg In the pediment,

however, of the eastern portico was sculptured in high relief

the Gigantomachia, or Assault of Heaven by the Titans

1852 Meandenngs ofMem I 128 One is the sculptor, of
the statue nice, Or Gigantomachies ofrock and ice.

Hence f G-iganto maohize v Obs ~l mtr. To
rise in rebellion like the giants against heaven

*599 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum v iv, The Goggle-
ey’d Grumbledories would ha’ Gigantomachiz’d

i Gi'gar. Obs
-'1 [a.med.ormod.L gigart-um,

ad. Gr yiyapr-ov ] A grape-stone

1657 Tomlinson Renou’s Disp 257 With small, brown,
compressed seeds, like Gygars [L gygartis simihbus].

Gig(g by geoul : see Cheek sb. 5.

Gigelot(te, obs foim of Giglet.

Gigg(e, obs form of Gig, Jig.

Giggambob(b, var. Jiggambob.

+ Gigge, v Obs — 1 [f gigge, Guige.] trans.

To fit the guige or aim-strap to (a shield).

cs 386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1646 Squieres .. Giggynge of
sheeldes, with laynereslacynge

Giggelot, obs. form of Giglet

Gigger 1 (gi'goi). [f Gig v? + -er1 ] One
who works a giggmg-machine
1889 in Century Diet,

Gigger 2 (gi gar) U S. [f Gig 5 + -erL]
* A fisherman who uses the gig as a means of

capthring fish, agigman’ {Cent. Diet.)

Gigger, var. Jigger sb. and v.

Gigget(t, obs. form of Gigot.

Giggish (gigij), a.
1 Also 6 giggisse [f.

Gig sof (sense 6) + -ish.] Lively, flighty, wanton.

*5>3 Skelton Gaj l. Laurel 1206 This fustiane maistres

and this giggisse gase. 1596 Colse Penelope (1880)167 Thy
giggish tricke, thy queanish trade, A thousand Bridewel
birds hath made 164a Rogers Naaman xxu 844 Our
giggish heads have not the gift to observe a Promise 1795
Wolcot (P Pmdar) Tales ofHoy Wks 1812 IV 398 Come,
come, something giggish, something merry 1882 Beresf.
Hope Brandretks I xvi 254 A giggish widow
Hence Gi ggislmess.
1781 Bentham Wks (1843) X- 100 There is a sort of gig-

gisnness about him, too

Giggish (grgij), a.2 [f. Gig sl> 2 + -ish ] a
Resembling a gig b Directed towards driving

_ 1837 New Monthly Mag L. 532 They would not accuse
it [nis one-horse chaise] of ever having been too giggish
even for a doctor of divinity. 1846 Mrs Gore Eng Char
(1852) rax It was now his ambition to drive a pair He had
outlived his giggish propensities

Giggit (gi git), v U S. colloq [Cf. Gig v 2
]

a trans. To convey rapidly, b. mtr. To move
rapidly.

x86a Mrs. Stowe in N V Independent 27 Feb (Cent),
He nearly like to have got her eat up by the sharks, by
giggiting her off in the boat out to sea, when she warn t

moie 'n three yeais old 1869 — Oldtown Folks 56 While
the wagon and Uncle ’Liakim were heard giggiting away

Giggle (gl g’l), sb. Also / gigle [f. the vb.]

fir Giglet i b. Obs.

x6ix Cotcr
,
Gadromllette, a minx, gigle, flirt

2 . A giggling laugh.
a 1677 Barrow berm xiv Wks 1687 I 202 A small tran-

sient pleasure a tickling the ears, wagging the lungs, form-
ing the face into a smile, a giggle, or a numme, are not to
be purchased with a grievous distaste and smart 1771
Smollett Humph Cl 12 June, 'My family is much obliged
to your ladyship cried Tabby, with a kind of hysterical

f
iggle 18x5 Jane Austen Emma 1 vin, You have cured
er of her schoolgirl’s giggle 1843 Johnston m Proc.

Berw. Nat Club II No xx 48 The solitude is disturbed
by the giggle of pic-nic parties 1881 Academy 15 Oct 289
There is much humour—here and there, however, tending
to degenerate into ‘a fit of the giggles’—m Miss Tytier's

representation of [etc.].

Giggle (gig’l), o-1 Also 6 gygyll, 6-7 gigle

[Echoic, cf the synonymous Du. giggelen, giegelen,

gi{e)chelen
, MHG gickeln, mod.Ger gichelen

,

gickeln
,
gichem, kichem

, also various other imi-

tative words in Eng. with the frequentative suffix

-le, as gaggle
,
cackle. (Johnson 1755 remarks ‘ It

is retained m Scotland ’
; but there is no scarcity

of examples in English writers of the 18th c.)]

intr. To laugh continuously m a manner not up-
roarious, but suggestive either of foolish levity or

uncontrollable amusement. Cf smgger,ttiter. Also
with on, out.

x<iop Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) I. 63 Some gygyll and
lawgh without grauyte 1566 Brant Wayl, Uieremie 1

K 1 b, Her enmies Dyd scorne her sacred sabboth day.
And gyggle out theyr fyll 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 473
If when thou laughest she [thy wife] weepe, when thou
mournest she gigle 1635 Quarles Emil 1 viu (1718) 34
Fool, giggle on, and waste thy wanton breath 1706 R eftex.
upon Ridicule 128 We see them tn the Park walking,
giggling with their sparks. 1770 Gray Lett. Wks 1884 III.

374 Lady Maria did not beat me, but giggled a little 1777-
1836 J Mayne Siller Gun n 125 Wee things giggling tn
the arms O’ their fond mithers 1827 Scott frnl. 5 Oct.,

A quiet day giggling and making giggle among the kind
ana frank hearted young people. r8gr D Jerrold St
Giles xv 154 All men in the court laughed, and the pretty

ladies giggled. X874 L Stephen Hours m Library (1892)

I x 365 The striking scene when the House of Commons
was giggling over some delicious story of bribery and cor-

ruption.

b quasi-trans. To utter with a giggle. Also
To giggle out

(
time) . to waste in giggling. To

giggle away . to do away with by giggling
x64g G Daniel Tnnarch To Rdr. 10 These pass the

glass about, the Conclave set, Giggle applause a 1704
Compl Servant-Maid (ed. 7) 56 Be modest in your deport-

ment or behaviour not giggling or idling out your time.

1837 Svd Smith Let to Archd Singleton- Wks 1859 II.

278/1 He was always on the heel of pastime . he would
giggle away the Great Charter

t Gi’ffgle, z>-2 Obs In 6 gigle. [f Gig sbf

+ -LE.j trans. ? To turn rapidly ; make giddy.

Hence Gi ggled pfl a.

*577 Hanmeb Anc Eccl Hist. (1585) 348 They auouch
that tidings (being coyned in the closet oftheirgigled brame).

Gigglement (gi g’lment) [f. Giggle v.
1 +

-HENTj The action of giggling.

1820 Blackw 'Mag. VIII. 198 Gaping gigglement sur-

rounds the fire 1847 L Hunt Men, Women, $ B I it

22 He is first made aware of the delicacy of his position

by the gigglement of the two young ladies.

Giggler (gi glai). Also 7-8 gigler. [f. Giggle
v 1 + -er !.] One who giggles.

1633 G Herbert Temple
,
Church-Porch xlii, The gigler

is a milk-maid, whom infection. Or a fir'd beacon fhghteth

from his ditties 17x6 Steele Town-Talk No g, I have
known a very giggler express an air of satisfaction when he
has been speaking plain sense 1835 Southey m Cowper's
Wks. (1835) I 41 His fellow idler and giggler in former days
x88x Mrs Lynn Linton My Love I 224 Flying over the
country with a parcel of giddy gigglers.

Gigglesome (gi g’lsifa), a. [f. Giggle v.t- +
-some] Prone to giggling.

1893 Mary Hullah Aunt Constcmtia Jane ii. 66 When
you are once gigglesome the least thing sets you off again

Gagglet, obs. form of Giglet.,

100-2



GIGGLING. 160 GILD.

Giggling (grglirj), vbl sb. [f. Giggle v 1 +
-ing i.J The action of the vb. Giggle.
cx<xa Barclay Mirr, Gd. Manners (1570) Elv, Loude

gigling and laughing is but a foolishe signe And euident

token of maners feminine. 1786 Cowper Lett 17 Apr ,Wks
(1876) 231 There was 1

,
and the future Lord Chancellor, con-

stantly employed from morning to night in giggling and
making giggle, 18*4 W Irving T. Trav II. 19 Such gig-

gling and bantenng about the church-dooi 1872 Earl
Pembroke & G H Kingsley F Sea Bubbles in 72 After

infinite wrigglings, gigglings, and whisperings.

Giggling (grgliij), ppl. a [f Giggle 0.1 +
-iNG-j That giggles.

16x1 Cotgr
,
Rtcaneux, tighymg, giggling, euer sport

mg, dallying, or playing the wanton a 1625 Fletcher
Nice Valour v. 1. A gigling waiting wench for me, 'lhat
shewes her teeth now white they be. 1709 Steele Taller
No 49 p 4 If therefore the giggling Leucippe could but see
her Train of Fops assembled 177S Mad D’Ahblay Let to

Crisp 8 May in Early Diary, A parcel of young giggling
girls laugh’d her out of it 1820 W. Irving Sketch BL II 4/
You have glances on every side of fresh country faces and
blooming giggling girls 1887 J essopp Arcady vii 210 The
giggling fool, who is the butt of the harvest field.

+ b. transf of a brook Obs
1640 J. Gower Ovid's Fest in 54 A giggling brook doth

on much giavel fall

c. said of laughter, tone of the voice, etc.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 1, vl 36 To gygling
laughter geeuen was Democritus alway. 1658 Gurnall
Chr m Arm. verse 13 ix § 2 (1669) 143/2 The Saints joy
and peace, is not such a light giglmg joy as the Worlds
1733 P Drake Grotto n And looks diviner graces tell,

which dont with giggling muscles dwell 1824 Miss Flr-
rier Inker. xlvi

;
A weak giggling laugh 1848 Thackeray

Van Fear \lvi, She , in a faint genteel giggling tone,
cackled to her sister about her fine acquaintance

t Gi’gglish., a. Obs.- 1
[f. GlGGLli V. + -ISH.J

Disposed to giggle.

1671 Mrs Behn Amor. Prince iv iv, For all the maids I
meet with are so giglish And scornful.

Giggly (S1 gk)> a' [f- Gigglb sb + -Y 1
]

Addicted to giggling.

*866 Carlyle Echo. Irving 175 Miss Augusta, tall, shapely,
airy, giggly, but a consummate fool x88x Colvin Landor
vi, 118 His young women are apt to comport themselves
in a manner giggly, missish, and disconcerting

Giggombob, var. Jiggambob.
Giggot, obs. form of Gigot.

f Giggs, gigs, sb. pi. Obs, Also 6 gigges,

7 jigs. [Of obscure origin
; cf the vanous words

spelt JlG ] A mouth-disease m horses (see cjnots ).

1380 Elundevil Curing Horses Dts. xl 18 b, Of the
bladders m a horses mouth, which our old Feirers were
woont to call the Gigges The Italians call them Froncelle.
1607 Topsell Fonr-f. Beasts 362 The Gigs .. be litle soft
swellings or rather pustuls with blacke heads, growing in the
inside of his lips, next vnto the gieat law-beeth. 16*3 Mark-
ham Cheap Husbandry (ed 3) 75 The Iigs 1639 T- de
Grey Compl. Horsem 211 Having the lampes, barbs, giggs,
blisters, bloudy rifts 1727 Bradley Fain. Diet s v , These
Giggs proceed from foul Feedtng, either of Grass or Pro-
vender. 1753 J Bartcet Gentleman s Farriery xhv 32a
There are frequently obseived on the inside the lips and
palate, little swellings or bladders, called Giggs.

Grg-lamp. [f. Gig- sb 2 + Lamp.]
1 One of the lamps at either side of a gig.
transf. 1888 Froude Eng. IV. Ind xy. 248 Fireflies ..

with two long antennae, at the point of each of which hangs
out a blazing lanthom. The unimaginative colonists call
them gig-lamps.

2 . pi. Spectacles slang.

*833 ‘C. Bede’ Verdant Green hi, 'Looks ferociously
mild m his gig lamps !

' remarked a third, alluding to Mr.
Verdant Green’s spectacles 1887 Punch 30 July 45/1 Jack's
a straw thatched young joker in gig-lamps

Gigle, gigler, obs. forms of Giggle, -be,

Giglet, giglot (giglet, -Gt). Forms
: 4 gige-

lot(te, (4 gegelotta, gegilot, 5 giggelot), 5-6
gyg(e)lot, 6 giglott(e, 6-7 giggleh, -lot, 6- gig-
lot, giglet. [Of obscure origin

,
the 14th c. form

gigelot(te seems to point to a Fr (or AFr ) etymon,
but nothing satisfactory has been found. Cf. Gig
sb\ (sense 4), which is prob. m some way con-
nected. The less unfavourable sense (ib) which
the word assumed in later use seems due to associa-
tion with Giggle ®.i]

1. + a. Originally, a lewd, wanton woman {obs ).

b. A giddy, laughing, romping girl,

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xliv 7 Here he praysls him ofhis
wife bat is na gigelot. c 1380 Wyclif Semi Sel Wks II.
333 Poul move)> not here to joie, as joien unstable men in
gegilotis C1430 How Gd Wyf taiqte htr Dau, 82 in
Babees Bk 40 Go not to J)e wrastelinge . As it were a
strumpet or a giggelot. 1390 Greene Never too late <x6oo)K 3 a, Marry gep Giglet, thy loue sits on thy tongs end 1603
Shaks Mens forM v i 352 Away with those Giglets too,
and with the other confederate companion 1603 B Jonson
Sejanus v iv, And I be brought, to doe A peeuish Giglot
ntes? 163* Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry in, Gsa,
If this be The recompence of striuing to preserue A wanton
gigglet honest 1723 Ramsay Gentle Skeph 1 n. Song
v. Some young giglet on the green, Wi’ dimpled cheeks
and twa bewitching een x8ao Land Mag June 631/1
Hump-backed giglots, scnmply arrayed In two guineas’
worth of trumpery British muslin 1863 W White E. Eng,
I 97 A party of showy giglots, who have come from Nor-
wich, to take part in. the fortunes of the day. 1883 Chamb,
yrnl. 758 Why should Female clerks in the postal service
consist of pert giglets hardly out of their teens ?

f c. Applied to a man : One excessively given

to merriment. Obs rare
1529 More Comf agst Drib u Wks 1171/1 Of trouth .

my selfe am of nature euen haife a gigglot

2 aitnb. and Comb. Chiefly appositive and qna&i-

adj
,

as m giglet-Jlirt, -fortune, giglot-wench

,

giglot-like, -wise advs Also giglet-fair, a statute

lair for hiring servant-guls (but of gig-fair).

1890 Baring-Gould Old Country Life sgC 'lhe farm-scr

vants . were hued at certain fairs , in the West of Eng-
land these aie called "giglet fairs. 136a Phatr /Eneid ix

E e iv, Your stody chief is daunse in patnprmg feasts wl

"giglet fin ts 1611 Shaks Cyvtb 111 1 gr ’1 lie fatn’d Cas-
sibulan.vvhowas once at point, (Oh "giglet Fortune) to master
Cesais Sword <11450 Hinryson Test C*cs 83 And go
amang the Greikis air and lait Sa *giglot-lyk a 1577 Gas-
coigne Flowers, Herbs, etc Wks (1387) 70 Ask him what
made her leave her woful aged sire And steale to Athens
gygiothke 1550 Bale Eng Voiatiesu Gy,A sort ofwanton
"gyglot wenches 1391 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv vn 41 Yong
Talbot was not borne To be the pillage of a Giglot Wench
1377 tr Builttiger's Decades 224 The wife that gadds not
"gigglot wise, with euerie fin ting gill. 1600 Fairi ax Tasso
vi Txxti, That thou wilt gad by night in giglet wise.

Hence t Gi gletry, lasciviousness.

1387 Trevjsa Higdon (Rolls) III 161 Ofrer men wifes
weie a slepe and som aboute gigelotrte [L circa lascnnas
occupatis] 1487 How Gd Wife taught hei Dau 159 m
Baibour's Bruce 530 Nocht luf to vantoune giglotnsc

t Gi’gly, a Obs.-1
[f Gig sb 1 4 -ly 1

]
Lascivious.
148a Cay ion Higden m \x, Thou hast right wantoon

gygly eyen [Higd. otitlos corritptons
,
Trev. an horlyng

his etfrn , MS Hurl, unchaste etui]

Originan. 1 (grgmajn) [f Gig sb 2 4- Man ]

One who keeps or uses a gig
,
whimsically used

by Carlyle for one whose respectability is measured
by his keeping a gig ; a narrow-minded person be-

longing to the middle class, who views * respecta-

bility * as the chief concern of life, a * Philistine

Invented by Carlyle, who gives (Miscell. (1857) HI 56)
the following quotation in explanation of its ongm ‘ Q
What do you mean by " respectable "1 A He always kept
a gig (Thurtell’s trial),’ This is taken from Q Rev
XXXVII (1828) 13, where the writer says ‘We quote from
memory’. In the Times report of the trial (3 Nov 1823)
the passage reads : ' He always maintained an appearance
of respectability, and kept his horse and gig

'

1830 Carlyle Mtsc. (1857) II 144 This was not a noble-
man, or gentleman, 01 gigman, but simply a man 1 1840
Hood Up the Rhuie 5 The doctor, be it said, is a 1 espectable
gigman, who also likes a fast horse, 1884 R Buchanan in
Harper’s Mag Sept. 603/2 The gigman spells God with a
little * g \
Hence many nonce-wds. of obvious meaning used

by Carlyle or his imitators . Ga gmaness, Gi‘g-
manbood, Gigma nia [with play on Mania], G-ig-

ma me a, Gigma mcally adv., Ga'gmanism,
Gigma mty.
1830 Carlyle in Froude Life (iB8z) II 122 The gig and

gigmama must rot 1831 Ibid 185 As Gigtnaness you could
not have lived. Ibid 199 Frivolous gigmamty 1832 Ibid
333 A person of considerable faculty, which, however,
had shaped itself gigman ically only — Ess iv (1872)
150 Consider what this Gigmanhood issues in 1835 Mrs
Carlyle Lett. I 42 Educated in the school of country
gigmamsm
Gi’gman. 2

, U.S. [f. Gig ^.4] One who fishes

With a gig
,
= Gigged 2

. 1889 in Century Diet

Gig-mill. [f Gig^ 1 + Mill.] a. A machine
for raising a nap on cloth by the use of Teazles or
wire-cards, b. A building m which such machines
are used
1351-2 Act s <5* 6 Edw, VI, c 22 Milles called Gigge

Millcs, for the perchinge and burlinge of Clothe 1556
Lease in Jeanes Catal. Berkeley Chart. (1892) 215 His two
mylles under one roffe that is to say a corne myll and a
giggmyll 1670-81 Blount Glossogr, Gig-mills, were Mills
used in the Fulling of cloth, which with Iron cards are pro-
hibited by the Statutes of 3 Ed. 6 2, 5 Ed 6 22 1780 A.
Young Tour Irel II 34 Agigg mill for glossing, smooth-
ing, ana laying the gram. x8x6 Chron in Ann Reg 6/1
He [a clotn-dresser] having been employed in Ireland on
a species of machinery called gig mills 1849 C Bronte
Shirley u,A gig-mill was burnt to the ground 1879 Cassell's
Techn Ednc IV. 342/2 The teazles aie arrayed in frames,
The whole machine is called a gig-mill

Gignate (dgi’gne't), v. jocular, [badly f L.
gign-gre to beget + -ate ] trans To pioduce,
be the author of.

1819 Blacksv Mag VI 239 Whatever be the name of the
supposed father—Tims or Tomkins—JohnnyKeates[fic] gig-
nated these sonnets. 1827 Ibid XXII 546 Why then inay
not men who are not blockheads go on for a long tune gig-
natmg productions, that [etc J.

^Gignitiv© (dgrgmtiv), a rare-1
[iI'L.gign

-

ere to produce, cf. Oh.gignitif] Productive of
something else

1837 Southey Doctor Interch xiv IV 57 The first [Intel*
chapter] gignitive but not generated

; the second and third
both generated and gignitive, the fourth generated but not
gignitiye.

Gigot 1 (dgig^t). Forms: 6-7 gigget(t, -ot,

(6 gygget, gygot, jigotte), 7-9 jigget, (7 geegot,
jegotte, 9 jigot), 7- gigot. [a. F. gigot, of un-
known origin.]

1 A leg or haunch of mutton, veal, etc. prepared
for table 1

0

bs
»5a6 in Hoaseh. Ord (1790) 174 Giggots of Mutton or

Venison, stopped with Cloves 16x3 Markham Eng Housw
57 To roast a Gigget of Mutton which is the legge splatted
and haife part of the lome together

; you shall [etc ] 16147R Ligon Bm dadoes (1673) xr Turkies and Hens we had
1 oasted , a gigget of young goat 1723 BradleyF&m Dietsv I eat, A Gigot of Veal may be eaten with Sauce made
of Vinegar, Pepper, &c 1766 St John in J H. Jesse G
Selwyn (1882) II 102, I hope to be m town on New Year's
day m order to have your company o\er a gigot, and a
bottle of claiet 1834 M, Scott Cruise Midge (1863) icuA good practical sermon should be like a jigot 0’ mutton
short in the shank and pithy and nutritious, i860 T C
Jeaiirlson BL ab Doct mu (1862) 96 On the table the
only viands were barons of beef, jiggets of mutton [etc ]

b. humorously. The knee. Cf. Marrow-bone,
1687 A Lovri l Bcrgerats Com, Hist 117 So that he falls

upon his Geegots

+ 2 A slice, a small piece. Obs.

,
C1611 Chapman Iliad 1 452 They eat the mwaids ; then

in giggots cut ihe other fit for meat ci6x8 Fletcher
Double Marr in 11, Cut the slaves to giggets
transf a *626 Middllton Mayor Quetnb, 11 m. (r66i)
C 4 b, Your Roman Gallants, that cannot wear Good Suits
but they must have them cut and slasht in giggets

+b. A minced meal, a sausage. Ohs
*653 Edin Treat Ntwe Ind (Aib) 29 Keping it m a

tertayne pickle as we do legottes or sausages. 1656 W D
ti Contemns’ Gate Lat Uni § 365 Of flesh shred small he
maketh a gallunafeiy, pics, giggots

3 Comb ,
as, gigot-sleeve => ‘leg of mutton

sleeve Also simply gigot
1824 Lady Granville Lett (1894) I 310 The sleeve will

not disgrace it Gigot at the lop, nn seal pit, and then
innumerable little furrows 1837 Gln P Thompson Exerc.
(1842) IV. 347, I cannot say positively whether he evei
touched her face lie certainly touched the gigot sleeves
X848THACKI ray Van. Fair It, Ladies wore gigots, and large
combs in their hair, 1833 Mrs. Gaskell Cranford (1886)
2 The last gigot, the last tight and scanty petticoat in wear
m England, was seen in Cranford and seen without a smile

1839 Tlnnlnt Ceylon II vii v, 207 A . dress of stiffened
white muslin with gigot sleeves.

i* Gi’got 2
, Obs. [a F. gigot ] A small piece

of money
;
the later French hard.

1330 Palsgk. 851 Not a gygot, pas vng nycqtiet.

t Gigour. Obs.- 1 [ad. OF gigucout.l gigue
fiddle • see Jig ] A fiddler

a 1300K Horn 1472 Hi sede I11 weien haipurs, And sume
were gigours.

GigB . see Giggs.

Gigster (gi gstoj). [f. Gig sb.'1 + -ster ] A
horse suitable for drawing a gig.

a x8xa Mai one MS Note in Bodl copy of Beattie's
Scotzcisms (1787) 13 Roadster, Gigstei, vulg ir English 1861

Walsh & Lun on Horse vn. 112 Our gigsUrs and phaeton-
horses are of all kinds. 1863 Riding <J Driving 78 Gigsteis
of all kinds are the refuse of the liuntmg-stock or of the

racing-stud

|| Gagne (gig). Mus. See also Jig. [F gigue

=It .giga, ong. a fiddle or lute (whence Uer geige

fiddle) ] A piece of music, of a lively character, m
two strains or sections, each of which is icpeated

;

usually employed as the last movement ofthe Suite

1683 Loud Gas. No 2081/4 Airs for the Violin 1 o wit,

Preludes, Fuges, Allmands, Sarabands, Courants, Gigues.

1823 Roscoe tr. Stsnioudi's Lit Fur

.

I v. 170 To adapt
a gigue so as to enliven the psaltry. 1879 Grove Diet
Mus I 595/2 Gigue or Giga.

Gil, obs form of Gill sb., Guile.

+ Gilbert. Obs. rare A proper name, used

as the appellation of a male cat (cf. Tom). Usu-

ally shortened to Gib.
c 1430 Henryson Mor. Fab 338 in Anglia IX. 352 Scho

[the mouse] clam sa hie, that Gilbert myent not get hir.

Gilbertiue (gi lbaitm, -am), a and sb Obs

exc Hist. Also 6-7 Gilbertin. [ad. med L Gil-

bertinus
,

f. Gilbert-us Gilbert : see -INE ]

A adj Of or belonging to Gilbert of Sempring-

ham m Lmcolnshue, or to the religions older

founded by him (c 1140),which included both men
and women. J3. sb A canon or nun of the Gil-

bertine order.
c 1540 Pilgr T 156 in Thynne's Antmadv. (1875) App 1

81 T here be other that be anthonyn, but he whom I salute

was gylbertm. 1631 Weever A nc Funeral Mon 148 Thir-

teene religious houses of the same Order had in them
seuen hundred Gilbertin Brethien, and eleuen hundred
bisters. 1693 tr. Ennltanne's Hist. Monast Ord xiv 133

His Followers, who, for his Name, were called Gilbei tines.

1723 Hearne R. Bmnne's Chron. Pref (1810) 32 He [Robert

Manning] lived for some time m the House of Sixhill a
Gilbertme Priory in Lincolnshire 1885 Catholic Diet
(ed. 3) 907/2 The habit of a Gilbertme canon was a black

cassock with a white cloak over it, and a hood lined with
lambskin

Gilbertite (gilbsilsit) Mm. [named by

Thomson in 1 835 after Davies Gilbert (1 767-1839)
*

see -its.] A silky micaceous mineral closely allied

to kaolimte.

S Shepard Mm. 11 II. 228 Gilbertite occurs at St.

2 in Cornwall x868 Dana Mm (ed. 5) Suppl. 798

Gilbertite, Perhaps an impure kaohmte.
Gil-clear see Gyle
GxL-eup, dial var. Gilt-cup . see Gilt ppl a. 3.

t Gild, sb 1 Sc. Obs. [pexh. connected with ON.
gialla to Yell ] Noise, clamour.
1308 Dunbar Flyting <w. Dunbar 22s Than ryms thow

doun the gait, with gfld of boyis, And all the toun tykis

hmgand in thy heilis 1333 Bellenden Livy (1822) 274

Appius, herand the huge noyis and glide rissm haistehe



GILD. 161 GILDEN.
amang the pepiH . rats fra his salt. 1399 A. Hume Day
Estvuall 225 Throw all the land great is the gild Of rustik

folks that one

Gild (gild), sb 2 Hist Also guild [ad med L
gildum, ad OE. gield

,

cf Geld.^.1
] A payment

or tax
163d Blount Glossogr, Gild alias Geld, signifies a Tri

bute, or sometime an amercement 1638 Phillips, Geld,
money or tribute, it is also called Gild, or Guild 1839
Kkightley Hist Eng I 123 They laid guilds (taxes) ever-

more on the towns *890 Gross GildMerck II 314 Johanna
Hughettes was allowed to give her gild to her husband

t Gild, a Sc Obs rare, [a ON gtld-r of full

value or growth (OSw. gilder, mod.Sw. gill

)

3
1 Ofan ox : Full-grown, of full value. (Orkney:

so Sw en gill oxe )

fS97 Skene De Veil Sign sv Serplaith
,
Ane gild Oxe

is apprised [m Orkney] to 15 meales, & aue Wedder is four
meales

2 Uansf (See quot.)

1710 Ruddiman Gloss to Douglas' JEneis
,
Thus Scot ive

say a gild laughter 1 e loud, a gild rogue , 1. e a great
wag or rogue.

Gild (gild), z' 1 Inflected gilt and gilded.
Forms : Infm. 4 gilden, 5 gyldyn, glide, 6 gyld,
0-8 guild, 6- gild Pa. t. 7 guilt, 7- gilt, 9
gilded. Pa pple 4 gilde,y-guld, gildid, gilt(e,

gylt, y-gelt, 6-8 guilded, 8 gild, guild, 6-
gilded, gilt. [Represents OE gyldan (found in

pa pple. gegyld (see Gilded ppl. a.), otherwise
only w the combinations begyldan

, ofergyldan) =
ON. gylla OTeut. *gulbjan,{ *gulpom Gold.
In the earliest examples only the pa pple. is found ]

1 . trans. To cover entirely or partially with a thin

layer ofgold, either laid on in the form of gold-leaf
or applied by other processes

13 E.E A Hit F.B 1344 pay [goddes] ar glide al with
golde & gered wyth syluer c 1380 Sir Femmb 1330 pe
cel} nge with-mne was siluer plat & with red gold ful wel
yguld 1382 WVcur Exod xxvi 29 And thilke tablis thou
shalt gilden [1388 ouergilde] 1335 Stewart Cron Scot
II 367 The image als quhilk wes of Sanct Andiow, Wes

f
lit with gold for to conipleit his vow 1580 Frampton
'Hal. Yron <$• Steele 148 They gyld them [iron and steel],

they silver them, & there is given to them other coulors.
x6ox Holland Pliny II. 477, I see that now adaies siluer
only is guilded by the means of this, artificial! Quicksiluer
1684 Contempt State Man 11 v (1609) 168 He spent many
days in finding out how much Gold would serve to guild a
Crown of Silver, a 1711 Ken Sion Poet. Wks 1721 IV 316
A Pile magnificent Which by devout Imperial Helen build,
Was richly by her Son adorn'd and gild 1773 Johnson
Dtary 11 Oct m Boswell, One of the rooms was gilt to a
degree that 1 never saw before 1806 R Cumberland Mem.
(1807) I 184 Its magnificent owner, had gilt and furnished
the apartments with a profusion of luxury, 1816 J Smith
Panorama Sc. Art II 800 Articles of iron or steel may .

be instantly gilt by dipping them into this auriferous ether.

1873 Knight Diet Mech 967/1 Porcelain or glass is gilded
by a magma of gold [etc ].

Jig 1340 Ayenb 233' panne byeji pe pri comes of J>e lilye

wel y-gelt mid pe golde of chante c 1340 Cursor M. 27603
(Fairf) I-nogh mai we finde of ba [men] pat wijj-in is rotin
as molde & wijj-oute gilt as golde [Cott MS. ouergilt with
gold]. 1703 Hickeringill Pnest-cr 1, (1721) 64 The first

Cause was open'd by the Plaintiff’s Council, who laid on
Tongue enough to gild a rotten Sign-Post.

b. Jig. To gild the pill : to soften or tone down
something unpleasant (from the practice of gilding
a bitter pill so that it maybe moi e easilyswallowed).
1674 Boyle Excell Theol. 1. 111 88 The inward gratula-

tionsof conscience for having done our duties is able to gild
the bitteiest pills 1683 Gracmns Courtier's Orac 189
Princes are not cured by bitter Medicines 1 1 requnes art to
guild their Pill 1837 Trollope Barchester T. xxvi, It
gilded the pill which Mr. Slope had to administer.

f e. To cover with (a specified) metal (see

quot.). Obs.
X623 Cociceram ir, To Gild with golde, maurate : to Gild

with siluer, margentate
d. Used transf. for To smear (with blood).

Common m 16-17th c.

1595 Shaks John 11 1 316 Their Armours that march'd
hence so siluer bnght Hither retume all gilt with French-
mens blood 1605— Macl 11 11 56 If he doe bleed, lie
guild the Faces of the Groomes withall, For it must seeme
their Guilt 1613 Markham Pleas Princes (1633) 42 That
Cocke every time he draweth blood of ms adversary,
giulding (as they terme it) his spurres in blood 163a Hey-
wood and Pt. Iron Age in E4b, We haue guilt our
Greekish armes With blood of their owne nation. 1816
Byron Siege Cor xxv. Swords with blood were gilt

+ 2 Alch. To impregnate (a liquid) with gold
Also inlr. for rejl Obs
1460-70 Bk Quintessence 7 The science liow 3e schule

glide . by brennynge watir or wiyn wherby be water or
be wiyn schal take to it myjtily }je influence & be vertues of
fyne gold 1666 Boyle Ong. Formes $ Qua

l

373, 1 di opp’d
into the Yellow Liquor afforded me by the Elevated Gold,
a convenient quantity of clean running Mercury,which was
immediately colour’d with a Golden colour’d Filme, and
shaking it to and fro, till the Menstruum would guild no
more, when [etc ] 1684-3 — Mm Waters Contents, A
Mineral Water consideied as being gilt in its Channel or
Receptacles.

3. Jig To supply with gold or money; esp (with
mixture of sense 5) to make reputable or attractive

by supplying with money.
1584 R Scot Discov Witcher. 11 x 33 Theie is no

warn to escape the inquisitors hands .but to gild theirhands
with monie. 1596 Shaks Merch. V u. vi 49, 1 will make

fast the doores and guild my selfe With some more ducats
1603 Dekker Grissu (Shaks Soc ) 14 I’ll gild that poverty,
and make it shine With beams of dignitie 1875 Merivale
Gen Hut Rome xxvi (1877) 185 The missions of pro-
consuls and propraetors were gilded, not indeed, with
fixed salaries, but by gifts from states and potentates 1890
Ulsant Demoniac 111 29 The Thanets are new people, as
everybody knows Yet not so very new , and theirnovelty
is gilded

b said of the money itself

C16X3 Rowlands Patre Spy-Knaves 1 Their gold and
siluer gildeth them so well, l'hey are the best in Parish
where they dwell 1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 62 Cursed
be the gold that gilds the straitened forehead of the fool.

4 To covei or tinge with a golden colour or
light (said esp. of the sun).
1588 Shaks. Tit A it 1 6 The golden Sunne hauing

gilt the Ocean with his beames Gallops the Zodiacke 1616
Chapman Musieus 391 No tenches gilt the honor'd nuptial
bed 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1. 303 Stars shooting
through the darkness, guild Die Night With sweeping
Glories, and long trails of Light 1792 S Rogers Pleas
Mem H, 25 Memory Like yon fair orb, she gilds the blow
of night With the mild magic of reflected light 1821
Byron Juan hi Isles of Gieece 1, Eternal summer gilds
them yet, But all, except their sun, is set. 1836 Kane
Arct Expl II m 47 The crests of the northeast headland
were gilded by true sunshine

b To adorn with a golden colour or appeal ance
1703 Maundrell Journ Jerus {1721) 40 The walks are

shaded with Orange Trees They were guilded with
Fruit x8ax Clare Vtll.MmstrA. 140 Cowslips are gilding
the plain

5 . Jig To adorn with a fair appearance or show
of beauty • esp to give a specious brilliance or
lustre to (actions or things) by the use of fair words
X596 Shaks x Hen IV, v iv. 162 If a lye may do thee

grace lie gild it with the happiest tearmes I haue 1635
Quarles EmN 1 iv (1718) 18 Proclaiming bad for good, and
gilding death with pleasure x66o Hickeringill Jamaica
viewed (1661) 77 All plausible Pretexts that witty usurpation
doth use to colour and gild blacker Designes 1713 Land
Gaz. No 3127/3 Poisonous Prefaces ( gilded with the
“pecious Pretence of Zeal) 1773 Sheridan Rivals Epil

,

Love gilds the scene x8zz Shelley Hellas 454 A rebel’s
crime gilt with a rebel’s tongue! 1862 Merivale Rom.
Emp (1865) V. xln 147 Such a death at least doubly gilds
his virtues 1879 Froude Cnssar xu. 148 Cicero had pre-
pared a speech in which he had gilded his own performances
with all his eloquence

•]* 6 To impart a brilliant colour or flush to (the

face , cf. quots. 1618, 1683 in sense 7). Obs
x6xo Shaks Temp v 1 280 Trmculo is reeling ripe where

should they Finde this grand Liquor that hath gilded ’em

7. To gild over . to cover with gilding, so as to

conceal defects; chiefly Jig (*= sense 5). + Also,
to make somewhat drunk (cf sense 6).
X597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 1. ll 169 Your daies seruice at

Shrewsbury hath a little gilded ouer your Nights exploit on
Gads hill 1618 Fletcher Chances iv. in, Duke Is she
not drunk too ’ Con A little gilded o’er 1648 Hunting
of Fox 45 Counterfeit coyn, sleightly gilded over 1677
Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 161 Satan’s second care for the
advancement of error is to gild it over with specious pre-
tences. 1683 Kennett tr Erasm, on Folly 1 All their
countenances were guilded o’m with a liuely, sparkling
pleasantness. 1813 Hortensia 1 in, Beauty gilds Her vices
o’er, which more secui ely harm

+ Gild, vj Hist, rare Also guild, [var.

Geld v 2 * see Gild j£.2] mtr. To pay taxes.
a 1645 Habinoton Surv Wore in Wore Hist Soc

Proc 11 234 William de Belhcampo m Eastwood Gildeth
. Of the demeanessyx Acres which gyld not 1746 S Simp-
son Compl Eng Traveller I 300 This Town [Ilfracombe],
in the Confessor's Days, guilded after one Hide, and one
Farthing of Land

Gild(e,var. Guild; obs.f Geldzi.i,Gildedppia
Gildable (gildab’l), a. and sb. Hist. Also

guildable. [f. Gild vf + -able j cf. Geldable ]
A. adj. Subject to taxation

1403 Act 11 Hen VII, c 0 § 1 The seid lordshippe .

[shall be] from hensforth gildable and parte of the Shire of
Northumbreland aforeseid 1556 in W H. Turner Select.
Rec Oxford (1880) 254 The seid strete is w‘ in the liberties

. and .gildable x68x Burnet Hist Ref II 125 Com-
missions were next given to examine the state of the chan-
tries and guildable lands 1766 Entice London I. 275
Southwark is guildable

B sb. An area subject to taxation.
1602 Fulbecke 2nd Pt Parall 40 That which was within

the bayliwicke of the Shirife namelie in guildable, himselfe
caused to be extended by parcels 1639 Nuisance to Pita
Houses 31 The Statute doth not distinguish betweene the
ancient Demesne and the Guildable in these cases. 1766
Enticic London IV 384 It contains three liberties or manors,
viz the great liberty, the guildable, and the king’s manor.
1837 Sir F. Palgrave Mach. <§• Friar (1844) 69 Not being
shire-land or guildable

Gilded (gi Ided), ppl a. Also I gegyld, 4 gyld,

4-5 gild.
.

[x Gild v + -ED 1
, the early forms show

the syncopation usual in. the pa pples. of verbs of
this type See also Gilt ppl a ]
1 Overlaid wholly or in parts with a thin coating
of gold Glided Chamber ; the House of Lords.
Gilded spurs one of the emblems of knighthood
In mod use gilded has more dignified associations than

gilt, and hence is the form employed m fig and poet uses
a a xo00 Ags Ps (Spelrn ) xliv 11 [xlv 9] On xyrlan

gegyldum [Vulg in vestitu deaurato\ c 1000 ALltric
Gloss, in Wr -Wulcker 134/22 Cnseudeta gyldena net
gegylde fatu. 13 Gaw Gr. Knt 569 Miche wau )>e

gyld gere hat glent per alofte. C1369 Chaucer Detka

Blannche 338 (Fairf. MS.) Throgh the glas the sonne shonWith many glade glide stremys. c 1400 Destr. Troy3989
Glide bores bade hat gay, godely to se. c 1460 J. Russell
BL Nurture 231 ban emperialle [apparel] by Cuppeborde
with Siluer & gild fulle gay

/3 c 1366 J Alday tr Boaystuavfs Theat World sig.

I s Their goodly gilded cups and goblets a 1386 Sidney
Arcadia v (1598) 462 "When the marchant hath set out his
guilded baggage x6ax Burlon A not Mel n. 11 iv
(1631) 271 Two or three hundred guilded Gallies on the
water. x668 Davenant Man's the Master v 1, Having
first swallowed the gilded pill of love, it prepares the
stomach for any thing 17x7 Lady M W Montagu
Let to Abbi Conti 17 May, In one corner is a little Gallery,
inclosed with gilded lattices 1799 G. Smith Laboratory
I. 98 To give gilded work a fine colour. x8o8 Scott Mann
I vu, Behind him rode two gallant squires They burned
the gilded spurs to claim 1835 Macaulay Hist Eng xix.
IV. 317 The display of jewels, plumes, and lace, led horses
and gilded coaches, which daily surrounded him X894 J
Burns m Daily News 12 Feb 6/3 1 he House of Lords bad
ceased to be the stronghold of a high type of statesmanship
The * Gilded Chamber ’ was a misnomer.
2 Tinged with a golden colour.
1388 Shaks Ant <§• Cl 1 iv 6z Thou did'st drinke The

stale ofHorses, and the gilded Puddle Which Beasts would
cough at 1698 J. Fryer E Ind. Persia 49 Fishes
some gilded like Gold. *736 Bailey Househ Diet. 35
Apples are wholesome and laxative . and the more they
are gilded, the more wholesomer they are 1784 Cowpek
Task vi. 922 Like summer birds Pursuing gilded flies x86o
Iyndall Glac i v 39 It remained the only gilded summit
in view

3 Jig. in various us-es • see Gild v 1
3, 5.

1601 Cornwallyes Disc Seneca (1631) Nn, Setting vp .

wealth against honesty, guilded honour aboue reall 1626
C Potter tr. Sarpls Hist. Quarrels Paul V 404 In those
things which he desned, men vsed guilded or disguised
words 1649 Jer Taylor Gt 'Exemp. n Ad § 13 91
Poverty of Spirit , that is a divorce of our affections from
those guilded vanities [etc ) 1784 Cowper Task vi 39
Allur’d By every gilded folly 1827 Southey Prnins War
II 574 Gilded disasters were called splendid victories
1831 Scott Cl Robt iv, His respect would prove more
truly flattering, than the gilded assent of the whole court
x868 Farrar Silence V. 111, (1875)63 When the old iron
discipline had yielded to an effeminate luxury and a gilded
pollution

4 Gildedyouth . fashionable young men belong-
ing to wealthy families . a rendering ofE.jeunesse
dorie (See Gilt )
1882 Farrar Early Chr. I 9 The old warlike spirit ofthe

Romans was dead among the gilded youth of families in
which [etc.) 1883 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman ix,

He was invited to dine with some of the gilded youth of the
city at a certain club that same evening

t Gi'lden, sb. Obs. [a OF geldon ] Apikeman.
c 1440 Partonope 1236 An hundred thousand withouten

arblasters Withoute gyldenes and archers,

t Gi'ldeu, a Obs. Forms: 1 gylden, 3-4
gulden(e, g(u)ylden, 4-5 gyldyn, 5 gildin,
geldene, 6 guilden, -in, 3-7 gilden. [OE. gylden
= OFns gulden, gelden, OS guldtn (MDu guldtn,
gulden

,
Dn gulden arch ), OHG guldtn (MHG

guldtn, gulden
,
mod G gulden arch ), ON gullenn

(Sv/.gyrllen, Da. gylden), Goth gulpem-s OTeut
*gulJ>ino-, f. *gulJ>o

m Gold. See -en suffix and
cf Golden.]
1 Made of gold, golden
Beowulf 2809 [He] dyde him of healse bring gyldenne

a xooo Cxdmon's Dan 204 (Gr.) ptet hie Inder hweoxfan
wolden . to )am gyldnan gylde. c 1200 Ormin 8x79 Onn
hiss hsefedd waerenn twa Gildene cjruness setter c 1205
Lay. 14298 Heo bar an hir honde ane guldene [c 1275
goldene] bolle c 1290 S Eng Leg I 417/505 For-to 3yue
pis pouere Man bote ane guyldene ring a 1300 CursorM 6632 (Gott) paipat war in godes half honurd noght bat
gilden calf 1340-70 Alex. 4 Dmd. 522 pe guldene ger pat
Ju gomus vsen WiJj beblasinge ble blenden pe sonne. a 1440
Sir Degrev. 279 Gleves gleteiyng glente Opone geldene
scheidus CX450 Cov. Myst. vm. (Shaks. Soc.) 76 Whan
thou ccifie to Ihemsalem, to the gyldyn gate
fig. a 1*25 Ancr. R. 336 pe middel weie of mesure is euer
guldene a 1240 Saivles Warde in Cott Horn. 225 Bituhhe
muchel ant lutel is in euch worldlich ping pe middel wei
juldene [read guldene].

b In renderings of (‘Chrysostom ’)

‘golden-mouthed’, the posthumous cognomen of

the great preacher John archbishop of Constanti-
nople {died 407).
a 1300 Cursor M. 11380 Iohn gilden moth sais wit jns dome
at [etc] X340 Hampole Pr Cause 5360 For Johan, wyth
e gilden mouth, );os says [etc ] c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Man-

hode iv. xxix (1869) 102 pe which, as Gildene mouth seith,

mown lede pe ship to hauene

2 Of the colour of gold
;
golden.

1380 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1622) 123 The next morning be-
gan a little to make a gilden shew ofa good meaning 1591
SylvesterDu Bartas 1 111 61 1 Never mine eyes in pleasant
Springs behold The Azure Flax, the gilden Marigold.

If 3. From the 16th c occasionally misappre-
hended as a strong pa. pple. of Gild v and used
instead of Gilded
1530 Tindale Answ. MoreWks (1573)251 Whenhe layth

Timothe vnto my charge then he wenetb that he hath
wonne his gilden spurres 1573 Twyne AEneid xi Hhjb,
Their helmets fayer into the fier, and guilden swordes they
threw. 1596 Spenser F. Q vh vu 33 His homes were
gilden all with golden studs. x6ox Holland Pliny I. 59
The gilden piller Milliarium, erected at the head or top of
the Rom. Forum. 1640 [see Gilted quot 1563] x88o
Stoddard Castle mAir ii. 40 My barges ride With gilden
pennons blown from side to side.
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Gilder (gi ldai), sb.
1 Obs. exc. north Also 4

gildir(e, gylder, gildre, 8 giller, 7-8 gildard,

9 gildert. [a. ON gildra fem
, gildre neut., of a

snare, trap (OSw. gildra fem
,
gilds e gilder neul

,

mod.Sw giller neut.) ]
1. A snare, esp. for catching buds (see quot.

1855).
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix, 31 In his gilder [.Surtees

gildert] night and dai Meke him-seluen sal he ai. 4x340
Hampole Psalter xxxvi 33 Godis luf and godis word
sail kepe him fra f>e gildtre of he deuele c 1450 Mtrour
Saluacioun 256 Gods modire is cure protectrice Ageyns
goddes ire the fendes gildres and fiaude of this worlds nice
r$35 Coverdale Job xvm 9 His fote shalbe holden in the
gilder and the thurstie shal catch him 1674-91 Ray N C
Words (ED S ), Gilders, snares c 1746 J. Collier (Tim
Bobbin) View Lane Dial Wks (1862)44, I know him weel
enough for honging o Hare e some hure [hair] Gillers
1788 W. Marshall Yorksh II Gloss (E D. S.), Gilders

,

hair nooses for catching small birds. 1807 J Stagg Poems
621’waids heame they kevvel’d yen and a’ Nor ventur’d
yen an a—-ewards luik, For fear he'd in the gilders fa’ 1855
Robinson Whitby Gloss., Glides ts, slip loops or nooses of
hoise-han stretched u^on lines for catching birds on the
snow The bread bait is attempted through the loops,
which entangle the birds’ legs when they rise to fly off. [In
Lane

, Cnniold 4 Nortkuinbld. Gloss, s v Gildert ]

2. Anglmg. (See quots.)
r68x Chetham Angler's Vade nt. 11. § 6 (1689) 10 When

you makes lines, especially 4 or 5 of the lowermost links,
Gildards or toughts 1787 Best Angling (ed 2) 168
Gildard

,
the link of a line 1818 Wilbraham Gloss. Cltesh

17 Giller
, or, lather, Guiller, several horse hairs twisted

together to compose a fishing line

Gilder (grldar), sb.
2 [f. Gild v.

1 + -er i
]

One who gilds, esp one who piactises gilding as
an art or trade.

° °

Bale Image Both Ch in, Bbvnj, No conninge
artificer, caruer, painter, nor gylder [etc ] x6oo B Jonson
Sil Worn i, You see guilders will not worke, but inclos’d.
They must not discouei, how little seines, with the helpe of
ait, to adorne a great deale 1673 Hobbes Odyss (1677)33
Another bid the gilder hither come, To gild the sacred
heifers horns with speed. 1753 Scots Mag May 220/2 The
gilders have coated a piece ofmetal 1806 Sunu Winter in
Load III 144 My brother is a carver and gilder 1873
Hamlrton Intell Life it. ii. (1875) 305 A certain quantity
ofgold is necessary foi the work of the gilder

f Gilder,® Obs. rare [a, ON, gildra to snare,
f gildra Gilder sb. 1] tians. To catch in a snare.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9479 Now es man gildred m luels all,

His aun sin has mad him thrall a 1340 Hampole Psalter
xx\ 10 pe deuel ])at gildirs men wi]j couaitis of life 1483
Gath Augl'. 155/2 To Gilder, laqueare

,
illaqueare

, trrettre

Gilder, obs f Guilder, Guelder(-rose).
Gilderoy, obs. form of Gillaroo.
Gilding (gi ldig), vbl. sb. [f Gild v.l + -ing k]
1. The action of the veib Gild.
0440 Promfi Parv. 193/2 Gyldynge wythe golde,

deaurano 1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. IV (1830) 125 For
bynding gilding and dressing ofa booke called TiLus Livius
1537 Bury Wills (Camden) 128, I geve to the gyldyng of
the lj angells on the candelbeme xxvj s viij d 16x3 Organ
Specif. Wore Cath , The guilding and painting 77“ 8"

1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. v (1869) I 47 The continual
waste of them [gold & silver] in gilding and plating 1866
Rogers Agrtc # Prices I. xxi. 533 The ait of gilding was
familiaily known to our forefathers

2. The golden surface which is produced by the
process of gilding.

*$34-S Brereton Tram (Chetham Soc ) 32 In the second
story the beauty of the rooms is the gilding on the roof,
which seems to be very rich 1676 Drvden Anrcngz rv 1,
The Metal’s base, the Guilding worn away. 1776 Adam
Smith W. Mi xi. 11 (1869) I 183 No paint or dye can give
so splendid a colour as gilding 1819 Byron Juan n,
txxvu, It was a spacious building Full of barbaric carving,
painting, gilding 4x859 Macaulay Hist. Eng xxm V.
112 The stieets were crowded with gazers who admired the
painting and gilding of his Excellency’s carriages. .

b. transf andfig
1663 Cowley Ess , Dang Procrast. (1684) 142, I well

content the Avarice of my sight, With the fair gildmgs of
reflected Light 167a Wilkins Nat Relrg 1 vi (1675) 80
There are such inimitable gildings and embroideries in the
smallest seeds of Plants. 1738 Young Love Fame 1 (1757)
87,

1

envy none the gilding of their woe 179a A Young
Irav France 257 These laughable adventures, with the
gilding ofa bright sun, made the day pass pleasantly.

e * A nch golden colout imparted to herrings
by the use of hard wood only in smoking them ’

{Cent Diet).
3 . Comb., m various technical terms, as gilding

-

cage, -cap, -metal, -press, -size, -tool, -wax (see
quots ).

1838 Penny Cycl. XI 219/2 The *
*gilding cage 1

is made
in a cylindrical form It is formed of coarse iron-wire gauze
[etc ] Ibid 220/1 The * ^gliding cap \ which is a white felt
hat ofa peculiar sort and shape. 1842 Francis Diet Arts

,*Gilding Metal, an alloy composed of 4 parts of copper,
x part of Bristol old brass, and 14 ounces of tin, to every
pound of copper 1884 Knight Diet Mech

, Suppl,, *Gild-
mg-press

,
a book binder’s press for gilding covers and edges

of books. 1830 Edm Encycl X 279/1 The *gxldmg size
which is to cement the gold leaf, is now applied hot 1875
Knight Diet Mech 967/1 Fig 2216, Bookbinders’ ’‘Gilding
Tools 1838 Edm Encycl X 278/x *Gilding wax is com-
pounded ofbees wax and red chalk in equal quantities, with
French verdigris and alum or green vitriol. .The use of the
wax seems to be only to flow, and carry the other ingredients
to every part of the surface, and to determine the proper
degree of heat to be applied.

Gildren, obs form of Guilder
Gild-taile, obs var Gilt-tail.
Gile, obs form of Gill sb.1

Gile, obs. f Guile sb and v
,
Gile

Gileflower, obs. form of Gillyflower.
t Gilenyer. Sc Obs. Forms: 8 gileynour,

giela(i)nger, 9 golmger. [f. next + -er1.] A
cheat, a swindler.
1721 Kelly Scot Prov. 307 The greedy Man and the

Gileynour are soon agreed 17*8 Ramsay On seeingA* chers
diveit themselves 79 Gidaingers, and each greedy wight,
You place them 111 their proper light. 1737— Scot Prov
( I 7So) 93 The greedy man and the gielainger are well met.
1808-80 Jamieson, Golmger, a contemptuous terra, the
meaning of which is uncertain

+ Gllenyie. Obs. Forms* 6 pi galen5eis,

gillenjies, goli^ies. [Cf OF. Gilatn
,
Ghillam

,

a quasi-proper name designating a swindler, with
allusion to guiler to deceive : see Guile.] A de-
vice, trick, dodge
*S33 Belllnden Livy m (1822) 235 Than the consulhs

sett thame be galenjeis [L. cavillari] to exotier and dis-
charge the pepill of the aith be thame maid 1560 Rolland
Seven Sages (Bannatyne Club) 123 Ane kingdome thow
wald quell, thowgiounder ofgilleniics 1595 Dunlan App
Etyutol (E D

>
S ), Meander, Jluvius Phrygtac, bout-

gomgs, guillenjies: ambages, amfractus i68x Colvil
Whigs Supphc (1751) 138 They bring but bout-gates, and
golinjies, Like Dempster disputing with Menzies

II Gilet (3*!*). £F. gilet waistcoat ] In dress-
making : A bodice shaped like, or in imitation of,

a man’s waistcoat.
*883 Cassell's Font Mag Sept 619/1 A most favourite

style of bodice is the gilet, which is either a positive waist-
coator meiely a plastron

Gilguy (grlgai). Naut (See quot.)
1867 bMYTii Sailor's Word-bl Gilguy, a guy for tracing

up, or bearing a boom or derrick. Often applied to in-
efficient guys
Gilifloure, -flower, obs. ff. Gillyflower.
Gilmg, obs. form of Guiling.
tGilk. slang. Obs. rare~ l

. (See quot. and cf.

Gilt sb *1 2.)
*6xo Rowlands Martin Mark-all E2b, Gilkes for the

gigger, false keyes for the doore or picklockes

Gill (gil), sb 1 Chiefly pi Forms : 4 gile, 5
gyle, 5-6 gyll©> 5-7 giUe. 7 gil, gtul(l, (gild),
6- gill. [Of obscure ongm; Sw gal (MSw. gel
masc.), Da. gis&lle, which agree m meaning, do not
account for the form of the English word
An ON gjplnm , explained as

‘ gills' in Cleasby-Vigfusson,
is of uncertain meaning; the word occurs only as a poetic
name for the whiskers of the Fenns-wolf ]

1. The organ of lespiration in fishes and other
water-breathing animals, which is so arranged that
the venous blood is exposed to the aeratmg influence
of water. In fishes, the gills are situated on each
side of the neck : in other aquatic animals their
position and structure is very varied.
In scientific use the term gills is applied only to the

branchial lamellae attached to the gill-arches in popular
language the word denotes the whole breathing apparatus,
including the gill covers
*3 Is E. A Hit P. C. 269 He [Jonah] glydez in byj»e

gues [of the whale], Jmrj glaymande glette 1388 Wvclip
Tobit vi 4 Take thou his gile etheriowc[Vu]g brancluam,
138a fin] and diawe hym to thee, c 1440 Promp Parv.
194/1 Gylle of a fysche, branchta

,
senecia 1483 in Cath

Angl. 156/1 15x9 Horman Vulg 277 b, Fysshes breth at
theyr gyllys 1601 Holland Pliny I 237 They suppose

that no fishes hauing guils, do draw in and deliuer their
wind again to and fro. x66o Boyle New Exp Phys
Mech Digress 370 Their Gills seem somewhat Analogous
(as to their use) to Lungs 1667 Milton P. L vu 415
? 1703 W. King Fisherman 22 T ill they, of farther Passage
quite bereft, Were m the Mash with Gills entangl’d left.

1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist. (1776) II 299 The amphibia are
furnished with lungs , the fishes, with gills 1813 Sir H
Davy Agrtc Chem (1814) 212 Atmospheric air taken into
the lungs of animals, or passed m solution in watei through
the gills offishes, loses oxygene 1872 Mivaiit Elem Ancit
xu, (1873) 461 The gills or btanchtx These are delicate
processes, of skin richly supplied with blood, and capable
of absorbing oxygen.

b. The branchiae or respiratory organs of certain
worms and arachnids.
1878 Bell tr Gegenbaur’s Comp Anat § igo. 247 The

wings [of insects] must be regarded as homologous with the
lamellar tracheal gills. 1884Syd Soc Lex s v

,
In Vermes

many of the Chmtopoda have external tufted gills attached
to the dorsal parapoda
2 Applied to various organs, etc. resembling the

gills of a fish a. The wattles or dewlap of a fowl.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 852 The Turky-Cocke hath great and

Swelling Gills, the Hen hath lesse 1681 R Knox Hist.(#* 27 It is black with yellow gills about the bigness of
a Black-Bird 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 184 Here
axe also plenty of Guanoes and Carrion-ciows, which, with
then: red gills . bear the exact resemblance of a Turkey
l7®5 Trusler Mod Times HI x8 Her face was as led as
the gills of a turkey cock

fb. In quadrupeds
.

(see quot). Obs.
1787 Best Angling (ed 2) 88 Furs, off the squirrel, especi-

ally his tail . a martern particularly from off the gills, or
spots under the jaws*

c The radiating plates arranged vertically in
the under side of the cap or pileus of fungi.
17IS Phil Trans XXIX. 350 He could never find them

to produce any Seed either in their Gills or other Parts.

GILL.

1743 Pickering Ibid XLll 595 The Gills, as they are call^me no other than Capsulm, 01 Pods for the Seed In’Kirby Hob ,$• Inst Amm I v 170 Channels
1?8S

from each other by elevated piocesses resembling tE^mfkofa mushioom 1868 Herschel in People's Mao TaiPfi
S

Mushrooms and 'toadstools’, furnished at then upsidewith gills, or radiating plates or laminse, set edgewise
3. Attributed to persons • f a with jocular allu

sion to the capture or holding of a fish by the mll<f
1589 Pappe w Hatchet 3Martm bewaie your mjw fnrlie make you daunce at the poles end «Q0Span Dial (1623) 67/2 He Lhrowes agame the dice, mid hedrew vp all, and so he left me hanging on the gill rma*was a fish], without afarthmg «i6x6 Beaum If[ $,ni/w Wc<ip n And when thou hast him by the amorous

gills, Think on my vengeance.
amorous

b. with allusion to sense 2 a . The flesh under
the jaws and ears

, esp m phrases to be rosy about
the gills

, to look in good health
; to be white blue

yellow about the gills, to look defected or ’in ill
health

, to turn red m the gills, to show sums of
anger or indignation.
1626 Bacon § 872 Anger maketh both the Cheekecand the Gills Red 1632 B Jonson Magn. Lady 1 i Hedraws all the parish wills, designs the legacies, and s’trokesthe gills Of the chief mourners x68x Dryden Span. Fnarn 11, He says he s but a friar, but he’s big enough to be a

» 1

/j
s Bilk me as rosy as a turkey-cock 1798 CharlotteSmitw Young Philos III 274 ‘My dear Sir i* leplied SirAppulby, in visible confusion, his fat gills quivering, and
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lnS letc J *8x2 Sporting Mag
ICNCC. 102 [He] grew white about the gills i8i6WoLnvr
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,

W
|
lctkcr you look all losy round the

gills, Or hatchet-facd like striving cats so lean, 1842 CWmiLHEAD R. Savage (1845) II vm 277 You won’t runaway with her, I hope, and leave my old gills to be cuffed
will you? 1855 Thacklray Newcomes II S8 He looks ahtUe yellow about the gills 1893 • Q.’ [Couch] DetectDuchy 168 He looked veiy yellow in the gills, thourii
clearly convalescent 1894 Du Maurier Trilby (1805) 2t6How rad and coarse then ears and gills and cheeks giew as
they fed 1 ’

4. slang Only in pi The corners of a stand-up
shirt-collar

1826 H N Coleridgl West Ind 253 Your shirl collars
should be loose round the neck, and the gills low x8gz

11
® SunTLLb Sponge's Sp Tour xwvi 106 He wore no

gills 1859 Sala 7w round Clock 223 With a red face .

with gills white and tiemendous, with a noble white waist-
coat 1884 Daily Tel 8 July 5/4 Lord Macaulay wore,
to the close of his life, * stick-ups

', or gills.

5 attnl) and Comb a General combinations
(attrib. and objective), as gill-bearer, -branch

,

-filament, -fin, -intestine
,
-muscle, -tuft

; gill-hke
adj

, gill-bearmg, -covering ppl. adjs. b Special
combinations : gill-aroli, -bar, one ofthe cartilagi-
nous arches to which the gills offishes are attached

,

gill-artery (see quot.), giH-basket, the cartila-
ginous framework protecting the gills in the lam-
prey and allied species , gill-breather (see quot )

,

gill-cavity, -chamber, the cavity or compartment
m which the gill is contained, gill-cleft = gill-

opening, gill-comb = Ctenidium
, gill-cover, the

bony case covering and protecting the gills of fish,
gill-fishing, fishing with a gill-net {Cent Duty,
gill-fissure = gill-opening', gill-flap (see quot),
gill-footed a. = Branchiopodous

; gill-lamella,
-leaf, -leaflet = gill-plate

;

gill-lid (see quot )

,

gill-membrane (see quot ) ; gill-net, a fishing-

net so constructed that the fish are caught by the
gills ; gill-netter, ‘ one who owns or uses gill-

nets * {Cent Diet ) ; gill-netting, the matenal of

whichgill-nets are made; gill-opening (seequot.),
gill-plate, one ofthe vascular lamellae forming part
of the gills of fishes, molluscs, etc,

; gill-plume —
gill-comb

;

gill-raker, one ofa line of cartilaginous
or bony projections on the inner side of a gill-arch

,

gill-sht = gill-opemng

,

f gill-stone, a kind of

fossil
, gill-vem (see quot ).

1879 tr Haeckels Evol. Man I ix 266 These vascular
*gill-an.hes pass along the gill openings, and directlyaccom-
plish respiration. 1885 Syd Soc Lex , *Gill-artery, the
artery which . . travels along the base of each gill in fishes
and breaks up into capillanes, by means of which the blood
is exposed to the water and undergoes oxidation Ibid s v
Gill, In Cyclostomi the gills are a senes of six or seven
pouches with an outer cartilaginous frame work or *gill-
basket 1883 Gd Words Sept 589/1 These ’'gill-bearers are,
however, but one order in this extensive division of plants
1851 Ogilvie,*Gill-bearmg, producing gills 1885 Syd Soc
Lex sv, In Teleostei the gills are covered by a gill-

bearmg operculum x88x Nature XXV. 136 The theory
which considers the limbs and their girdles to be trans-
formed and translocated ’’gill-branch elements 1889
Century Diet, *Gitt-breather, that which breathes by
means of gills

, spec one of the Candea or Crustacea as
distinguished from any tracbeate arthropod or tube-breather
1846 Owen Comp Anat 1 259 In a common V

gill-cavity
which has a single outlet. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca
65/rhe hectocotyle of tremoctopus was discovered by Dr

at Messma, in 1842, adhering to the interior of the
’’gill-chamber and funnel of thepoulpe 1872 Mivartj£A/«
Anat 478 The gill-chamber is further protected by a mem-
branous fold which lies within the opercular flap 1890
Dublin Rev Oct 448 Certain *gi!l-clefts m the embryos of
higher animals 1883 *Gill-comb [see Ctlnidium] 1776
Pennant Zool III 223The edges ofthe*gill-covers serrated
1872 Nicholson Palseont 310 1 he only portions of the skull
which require special mention are the bones which form
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the eill-cover or operculum 1760 Pennant Zool, III 3°

Which bones are called the Radii Branchiostegi, or the

*Gill-covering Rays 1847 Carpenter .4»tw Phys. 249 Ihe
aments themselves are so arranged that they do not

cf0[r together 1676 Cotton Complete Angler 11 xn, A
Bullhead.with his *gill fins cut off 1681 Chetham Angler's

Vade-m iv § 22 C1689) 54 His guill-fins being cut off

1870 tr Haeckel's Evol Man, I. 1 18 Nearly the whole

of the front half of the body consists of a shapeless head

without a face, on the sides of which are seen *gill-fissures

and gill-arches as in Fishes 1828-33 Webster, *Gill-fiap,

a membrane attached to the posterior edge of the gill-lid,

immediately closing the gill-opening 1834 Badham Hah-

cut 241 A palm-tree, which it climbed by hooking its

sDinous gill-flaps into the inequalities of the bark. 1846

Patterson Zool 76 In one division [ofthe Crustacea] termed

• cdl-footed the surface of the legs is extended 1879

tr Haeckel's Evol Man I x 280 At a very early period

the intestinal tube is divided into a *gill-intestine and a

stomach-intestine 1878 Bell tr Gegenbaur's Comp Anat
,.6 Each *gill-lamella is developed from a row of processes

which bud out close to one another 1865 Gosse Land 4
Sea (1874) 208 The entire *gill-leaf [of a Mussel] is formed

out of a single thiead 1883 Syd Soc Lex ,
Gill-leaflets,

the delicate layer of connective tissue on which the gill-

artenes ramify. 1828-33WEBSTrR, *Gill-hd,
the covering of

the gills 1852 Dana Crust, I 5 Certain *gill-like organs

iX&aCentury Did *Gill-membrane, the membranous cover-

nig of the foremost branchiostegal arch of the branchial

skeleton ofordinary fishes 1839-47 Todd Cycl Anat III

S07/2 In some fishes the *gill muscles are red 1796 Morse

Amer, Geog. I. 369 The fishermen turn the course of the

river "or compress it into a narrow channel, where theyfix

their *gill nets 1883G B Goode Fish Indust U S 12 The

introduction of the Norwegian gill-net into the winter cod

fisheries 1894 Times 17 Aug 9/2 Flax *gill netting, nets,

webs, and seines 1828-32Webster, *Gill-opening, the aper-

ture of a fish or other animal, by which water is admitted to

the gills x88o Gunther Fishes 35 The boundary between

the first and second being generally indicated by the gill-

openmg 1878 Bell tr Gegenbaur's Comp Anat. 336

Owing to this union of the flattened filaments or lamella;,

which have their surfaces directed towards one another, a

*gill-plate is formed. 1894 Wrkg Men's Coll Jml Dec.

130 T he larvae bear at the extremity of the abdomen three

delicate leaf-like gill plates 1880 Gunther Fishes 59 On
the inner side they support horny processes called the gill-

rakers 1846 Owen Comp Anat 1 258 Each *gill-sac re-

ceives its proper artery. 1885 Syd Soc Lex ,
Gill-sac, the

flattened cavities, each having a sepaiate internal and ex-

ternal orifice, containing the gill, in the Myxine 1854 Owen
Skel 4 Teeth in Cm Sci ,

Organ Nat I 173 two

vertical fissures behind are called ‘ *gill-shts or branchial

or opercular apertures 1880E R Lankestkr Degener^
Secondly, the throat perforated by gill-slits 1708 in

Trans XXVI 78 Bronchiole,
The *Gill-stone 1848 Car-

penter A turn. Phys 250 A similar action goes on, still

more energetically, on the *gill-tufts of the Annelida 1885

Syd Soc Lex *Gill -vein, the vessel situated at the base

of each gill which returns the blood after it has been aerated

to the dorsal aorta in fishes

Grill (gil), Sb a Forms
: 5 gille, 5-6 gyll(e, 0

gil, 8-9 ghyll, 5- gill [a ON. gtl a deep glen

(cogn w. gal of the same meaning)
;
further rela-

tions are uncertain ]
The spelling ghyll, often used in guide-books to the Lake

district, seems to have been intioduced by Wordsworth

1. A deep rocky cleft or ravine, usually wooded

and forming the course of a stream.

In dialect use in the northern counties, also m Kent and

^xlmDesir Troy 13329 As he glode thurgh the gille by a

gate syde. There met he tho men c 1440 Bone Flor *419

They came downe in a depe gylle x535 Stewart Cron

Scot III 98 Onto the number of ten thousand men, Dalie

he led ouir mony gill and glen 1667 Relation ofTeneriffe

»n Sprat Hist R Soc 208 The Canary-birds breed m the

Barancos or Gills, which the Water hath fretted away in the

Mountains 1787-9 Wordsw Even Walk 54,

1

wandered

where the huddling nil Brightens with water-breaks the

hollow ghyll. 1820 Scott Monas

t

xm, I have led the

chase when the Laird of Cessford and his gay nders were all

thrown out by the mosses and gills. 1886 JEFrERiLS Field

4 Hedgerow (1889) 157 In the dells, the gills , as these

wooded depths are called 1887 Kent Gloss , Gill, a little,

narrow, wooded valley with a stream of water running

through it , a rivulet
,
a heck

2 A narrow stream, a brook or rivulet.

1623 Gill Sacr Philos vi 84 The great rivers are nothing

else but the gathering together of waters from many smaller

fountains and gilz *703 T N City 4 C Purchaser 53 Any
Brook, Gill, or small River. 175* m Philos. Mag Jan.

(1866) XXXI 80 We ran to look at the Gill ;
and we di-

1 ected our sights (by the noise that it made) the right way

1778 Mils' Getz (ed 2) s v Gtlhslattd

,

?Tis a tract much

embarrassed with brooks, here called Gilles 1853 Phillips

Rivers Yorksk 111 51 The rivulets (called gills) which run

in these branches have very elevated summits 1806 oedg-

wick in Philos Mag XXXI 79 Hence the becks, or moun-

tain-streams, are often greatly swollen, and the gills, or

lateral branches, frequently descend xn brawling torrents

from the mountain-side into the lower valley through deep

ravines and lateral valleys . , n. ,

3 attnb., as gill-brack (see Brack sb.' 8), -edge,

-runnel, -stream

a 1400-50 Alexander 3231 Girdid outasgutars in grete

gill stretnes 1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v , A gill

runnel, a rivulet or thread of water coursing along a deep

dell. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 121 He was raised on a

litter, and earned to a gill edge. 1890 Clark & Hughes

Life A Sedgwick I 1 7 It was in this hamlet [Kirthwaite]

that a destructive avalanche—or, as they would have said

in Dent, a ‘gill-brack ’—took place in January, 1732.

Gill (dril), sb$ Forms: 4 gille, jille, 4-5

gylle, 6 gyU* 7- giU, (9W Ca- &lle>

gelle in med.L. gillo, gellus, the name of a vessel

or measure used for wine. The relation between

168

these forms and those cited under Gallon is

obscure ]

1 A measure for liquids, containing one fourth of

a standard pint

In many districts the gill is equivalent to a half-pint, the

quarter-pint being called a jack

1275 in Mitn Gtldhallse (Rolls) III 432 Mensurae quae

vocantur schopinas et gilles 1362 Langl. P PI A v 101

Til Gloten hed 1 gloupet a galoun and a gille 139° Wills

4 Iwa. N C II (Surtees i860) 199 For j gyll of veolanum

5» 44 a 17x9 Addison Playhouse 75 Till, freed at length,

he to some peaceful brandy-shop retires ,
Where in full

gills his anxious thoughts he drowns. 1773 Johnson in

Boswell Tour Hebrides 20 Sept ,
Each man called for his

own half-pint of wine, or gill, ifhe pleased 1824 Carlylem
Froude Life (1882) I 263 His [Irving’s] philosophy with me
is like a gill of ditch-water thrown into the crater of Mount
/Etna 1862 Ansted ChannelIsi iv App A (ed 2) 366 The
smaller divisions are into pots "(half-gallon), quarts, pints,

gills (quarter of a pint), and noggins (an eighth of a pint),

b A measure used for tin (see quot.)

1602 Carew Cornwall 13 b, They measure their black

Tynne, by the Gill, the Tophppe, the Dish and the Foote,

which containeth a pint, a pottell, a gallon, and towards two

gallons

2 A vessel holding a gill.

C1440 Promp Part) 194/1 Gylle, lytylle pot, gilla, vel

gillus. ci8oo W. B Rhodes Bomb Fur iv. (1830) 25 O
was I a quait, pint or gill To be scrubb’d by her delicate

hands. 1864 Lond Gas No. 1989/4 Several Silver Spoons

mark’d T J M ,
a Silver Gill with the same Letters.

3 attnb
,
as gill-glass, -house, -stoup

1673 Dryden Marr A la Mode in i, Who opens her

dear bottle of mirabihs beside, for a gill-glass of it at part-

ing *728 Pope Dune 111. 139 Thee shall each Ale-house,

thee each Gill-house mourn 1799 Spirit Publ frnls, (1800)

III 349 With a bottle of gin m her right hand, and a gill

glass in her left 1820 Blackw Mag VI 369 Having paid

our respects to the gill stoup at Lamington.

Grin, jiU (dgil), ib* Also 5-6 gille, 6 gyll,

6-7 gil. [Abbreviation of Gillian ]

f1. A familiar or contemptuous term applied to

a woman ,
a lass, wench. Obs.

czaiSo Towneley Myst. in 219 Noah [to his wife]. Haue
at the, gill. 1465 J Paston m P Lett No. 328 II 238

My Lord Persy and all this house wysshe ye had be here

stitle For the sey ye are a good gille 1577 tr. Bullmger s

Dec 224 The wife that gadds not gigglot wise with euene

flirting gill. 1377-87 Holinshed Chron III. 1159/2 She is

a prmcesse, and the daughter of a noble king, and it euill

becommeth thee to call her a gill 1663 J. Wilson Project

1. Dram Wks. (1874)228 Mrs Got, Sirrah look out and

mind your business Got, Good faith, I do. Mrs Got, Yes,

among your gills too much 1 What was that you said to

our maid t’ other night?
, . .

attnb 1635 Quarles Mifibl, i. x* Close by the jack)

behold, Jill Fortune stands To wave the game

2. Jack and Gill**lad and lass ;
also m proverb

EveryJack must (or will) have his Gill.

c 1460 Tvwneley Myst. ui. 336 For Iak nor for gill, a 1329

Skelton Magnyf 290 What auayleth lordshyp, yourse fe

for to kylle With care and with thought howe Iacke shalle

haue Gyl. 1566 Drant Horaces Sat 1 1. Avia, Thy
cheefe acquaintance all, Thy iacke, thy gille, thy kith,

thy kmne doth prosecute thy fall. 1588 Shaks. L L L
v 11 883 Our woing doth not end like an old Play Iacke

hath not Gill. 1621 B JONSON GipsiesMetam (1640) 03,

I can Give you all your fill, Each lack with his Gill

*1700 B E Did Cant Crew, Gill, a homely Woman.

Every Jack must have his Gill. [Nursery Rtme. Jack and

GUI went up the hill, To fetch a pail of water ]

4 To With punning allusion to Gill sb 8 Obs.

x6xg H, Hutton Follies Anat. Epigr. xlvi. Fill me a

quart (quoth he) I'me called Will. The prouerbe is, Each

lack will haue his GUI. _
43 A name for a mare. Cf Gillot 2. Obs.

1650 B Discollwtinrum 16 Ifmy Mare hath the Scratches

on her hinder Heeles, I must not cut off her four legs, if I

doe, I shall wrong my pqor Gyll. _ _

,

4 dial. Short for Gill-go-by-ground (see 5). ? Obs,

1727 [see sb] 174a Shenstone Schoolmistr xi, The

lowly gill, that never dares to climb 1760 Lee Bot. App.

303 GUI, Glechoma [in the Linnaean system] 1846 Buchanan

Teckn Did ,
Gill, the plant ground-ivy.

Tb. Short for gill-ale ox gill-beer

1753 Johnson, Gill, a malt liquor medicated with ground-

ivy. 1828-64 in Webster ,
and in recent Diets.

5 . attnb and Comb. a. In phraseological Comb

,

as + Gill-burnt-tail, fgill-o'-th'-wisp, will-o’-the-

-wisp (see Gillian) ;
Gill-creep- (or go-) by-ground

\

Gill-go-over-the-ground, -run-by-the-ground, dialect

names for Ground Ivy (Nepeta Glechoma) ; 4 Gill-

run-by-the-street, Common Soap-wort (Saponana

officinalis) + b. attnb (sense 4) ,
as gill-ale, -beer,

-tea. Also Gill-flirt.

a 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccc 703 It is commonly

called ground luie, Alehoof, GUI creepe by ground [(1633)

856 GUI go by ground] 1640 Parkinson Theat Bot v

lxxix 642 The countrey people in Kent and Sussex call it

[Sopewort] GUI run by the street. 1654 Gayton Pleas.

Notes hi v 97 Will with the Wispe, or Gyl burnt tayle.

1749-S0 Lady Bradshaigh Ltf/ 21 Feb in Richardson Corr.

(1804) IV. 367 Looking, as I knew, for a certain gill-o -th -

wisp, who, I nave a notion, escaped being known by you

Richardson Ibid 372 1864 Thoreau Cape Cod v (1894)

1x8 There were yellow-dock, lemon balm, hyssop, Gill-go-

over-the-ground, and other plants. .1877 N W. Line.

Gloss
,
Gill run by th' grund, ground ivy. 1883 Hampsh.

Gloss, Gill-go-by-grmmd.

b a X700 B E Did Cant. Crew, Gill-ale, Physic-ale.

x7io Swift Lett (1767) 19, I was forced to .dine for ten-

pence upon gill-ale, had broth, and three chops of mutton

1727 Bradley Fam Did, Gill-Ale
,

Ale, &c where
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Ground-ivy or Gill is infused. 1737 G. Jovies Lett to Miss

Bevan 527 Am now to confine my self to GUI Tea and few

other simple things 1807 Martyn Millers Gard. Diet.

s v Glechoma

,

The leaves [of Ground Ivy] were formerly

thrown into the vat with ale to clarify it, and to give it a

flavour. This was called GUI ale. 1889 Century Dtd
,

Gill-beer,
malt liquor medicated with the leaves of the gill

or ground ivy.

+ Gill, sb 5 Obs. rare In 5 gylle. [?Anse

of Gill sbA (or of the proper name GiU) ; cf.

manikin.] ? An apron.

cx440 Promp Parv 194/1 Gylle* fowls clothe ,
P,

fulclothe), melota, vel melotes.

Gill (dgil), sb 6 dial. Also 9 Jill [Of uncertain

origin; cf Gill sb 4
3.] (See quot 1895)

1787 W Marshall Norfolk (1793) II 380 a Pa‘r

of timber-wheels 1843 Marryat M. Violet xliv,A couple

of powerful oxen yoked to a gill, employed to drag out

the stumps of old trees 1894 E Daily Press 11 June 5/2

Forty or fifty timbers were drawn up the hill one at a
time on a single 11II by a traction engine. 1893 E Angl.

Gloss
,

Gill, a vehicle for conveying timber, consisting of

two wheels, a strong axle-tree supporting a very stout bar,

on which the timber is slung, and shafts.

Gill (gil), sb 1 slang A fellow, ‘ chap %
* cove .

x8i2 J H. Vaux Flash Did
,
Gill, a word used by way

of vauation, similar to cove, gloak or gory, but generally

coupled to some other descriptive term as a flash-gill, a

toby gill 18x2 Sporting Mag. XXXIX 142 Come list ye

all, ye fighting GUIs And Coves of boxing note, sirs 1834

H. Ainsworth Rookwood 111. v, High Pads and Low Pads,

Rum GUIs and Queer Gills

Gill (gd), sb 8 iechn. [Conceivably a trans-

fened use of Gill sb 1
] A flax-comb (see qnots )

1839 Ure Did. Arts 499 The machine commonly called

the gill, employed for preparing, drawing, and roving flax

and hemp, and for combing and spinning long wool 1853

Ibid I 763 The use of ‘ gills ’ became general about thirty

years since 1873 Knight Did. Meek
,
Gill, a hackle A

senes of points which divide the ribbons of flax fibre into

finer parallel filaments ready for drawing and spinning,

b. attnb and Comb
1830 Ure Did Arts 301 Fig 454 « a horizontal repre-

sentation of a gill machine 1831 Illustr Lond Nenvs

(1834) s Aug 1x8 GUl-maker and presser. 1853 Ure Did
Arts 1 738 This part of the machine is generally termed

the ‘ gill-frame ’ or ‘ gill-head * Ibid., gill-spreader. Ibid

750 The screws or worm shaft for carrying the gill bar

Ibid. 764 GUI-sheet Gill-teeth. 1879 Cassell's Iechn

Edits IV 378/2 These gill-combs are heated by travelling

over jets ofgas 1882 Wore hxhib Catallll 3xWoolgoes

to Gill Box. to be Killed 1883 Census Instr 43 GUI Maker,

GUI Bars Maker, Gill Stock Maker Ibid 65 Gill-setter

Gill (gil), 0-1 Also 5 gylle, gyllyn, 6 gyll

[f. Gill jiM]

1 trans. To gut or clean (fish). +Formeily

also, to eviscerate (beasts) (cf. Giller, quot 14 . ).

14 Voc inWr -Wfilcker 581/13 Emro [read etnsceioX to

gylle. C1440 PromP Pars. 194/1 Gyllyn, or gylle fysche,

exentero. 1330 Palsgk 566/1, Igyll fyssheye oste la.

branche 1881DU Chaillu LandMtdnt Sun II 149 Here

the fish are gilled, which is done by making a cut with a

sharp knife over the thioat of the herring, whereupon the

windpipe and entrails are drawn out

42 To handle the gills of, take hold of by the

gills Obs —1

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 335 Fhe fishes in the

Lake of Venus . presented themselves, enduring to be

scratched, gilled, hnd mens hands to he put in their mouthes.

3. To cut away the gills of a mushroom

1728 E. Smith Coinpl, Housevi. (ed a) 75 Take the large

Mushrooms cut off the Stalks, but do not peel 01 giU them.

4

To catch or entangle (fish) by the gills m a

gill-net. Said also of the net.

1884 RoeNat Ser Story v, A bass of nine pounds weight

can be ‘gilled’ in the ordinary manner 1892 Graphic

m Auk 104/1 Another system ofpUcbard-fishing is earned

on much further from shore, by means of drift or drmng

nets, in the meshes of which the fish become entangled or

gilled ..The shore-seines do not gill the fish, having much

S

Henc^GiUeappl a.; QaTlxngvbl.sb
;
alsoComb.,

as gilhng-kmfe ,
-thread

c 1440 Prontp Parv. 104/1 Gyllynge offysche, exenteracio

1615E S Brit Buss in Arb Gamer III. 631 Tools and

Implements used m drying and packing of HernngLsj

Groping or GUling knives 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal

36 Netting Threads Gillmg Threads Flax Threads

Gill (dgil), V % local, [f Gill ^.3
] Hence

Grlling vbl.sb. (See quots )

1705 Aikin Manchester 183 The bad custom of gillmg, or

drinking white wine as a whet before dinner. 1855 Robin-

son Whitby Gloss s v. filling, ‘ He goes jUhng about ,

drinking his half-pints at different places, as the topei

1833 Strang Glasgow (1856) 123 Forenoon gillmg pre-

vailed through the whole range of the different craftsmen.

Gill (gil), 0 3 Iechn [f. Gill jA8] trans. To

dress (flax or wool) by means of a gill Hence

Gilled ppl. a ;
Grllonfz/W. sb (in

t
quot- ^attrvb.)

1882 Wore Exhib Catal III 31 [Exhibit No] 18. Wool

goes to GUI Box to be gilled. 19 Machine for GUling the

tops 21 Winds the filled balls 1873 KnightDid Mech,,

Gillmg machine, a gill-frame.

Gillaroo (gilarw). Also 8 gilderoy, 9 gil-

leroo. [a Irish, golla ruadh (giolla lad, fellow +

ntadh red).] A species of trout found in certain

Irish rivers and lakes (see qu°t 1833).

1773 Barrington in Phil Trans. EXIV 1x8 The poke of

the GUlaroo seems to perform the office of a gizzard 1776

R. Twiss Tourlrel

.

m A species of trout, called gilderoy,

are caught here [in the Shannon and lakes near] 1833 J.

Rennie A Ifh. Angling 39 Trouts, which are called gillaroo,
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are found in Loch Melvin, near Ballyshannon, and Loch
Con, near Balhna..and differ little from the common trout,

except in being ofa bright golden yellow on the belly and
fins, with more led spots on the sides,and somewhat broader
and thicker in form. 1867 F Francis Angling vn (1880)

257, I was having great sport with the gillaroos 1880

Antrim <$ Down Gloss, Gilletroo trout, a large lake trout,

commonly said to have a gizzard like that of a fowl

Grilled (gild) ppl a [Gill sb 1] Having gills

[1823 Spirit Pull Jrnls (1824) 76 Remember the deeds
of Sir Billy the Fat, That rosy-gdl’d Alderman bold ] *895
St 6 Mivart m Harper'sMag Mar 634/2 The experiment
of removing such young gilled tadpoles of the land sala-

mander from the body of the mother in order to see whethei
they would then breathe m water 1895 Daily News 4
Nov. 3/3 Specimens of gilled fungi.

Gillenijie • see Gilenyie Sc. Obs

.

Giller (gi lar). [f Gill v 1 + -eh b] One who
guts or cleans fish f Formerly also, one who
eviscerates beasts

14 Voc inWr -Wiilcker 560/4 A lestis [sic f read ab exits]
mtestina hosiiarnm aspiciens, a gyller of bestys 1881 Do
Chaillu Land Midnt Sun II 149 Two skilled gillers can
clean and fill thirty banels a day.

Ghller, obs form of Gilder sbA
Gillery, G-illet, vars Gujlbry, Gillot.

Gill-flirt (d^ilfloxt). Also 7-8 Jil(i)-flirt

[f. Gill sb 'l + Flirt sb 5 ,
cf. Flirt-gill ] A

young woman or girl of a wanton or giddy char-

acter Now only arch.

2632 Sherwood, A Gill, or gill-flirt [Cotgr i6ii has ‘gill,

flirt
,
s v Gaultier c] 2673 Wycheri ey Genii. Dancing

Mast, in, 'Tis your dainty Minx, that Jillflirt your Daughter
here 1754 Foote Knights n Wks 1799 I 84 How I gill-

flirt !—none of your fleers 1 I am glad here’s a husband
coming that will take you down 1822 Scott Nigtl v, She
is a dutiful girl to her godfather, though I sometimes call

her a jill-flirt. 1865 Carlyle Predk, Gt V 609 A beautiful
gillflirt of the court (intnaudilre

)

attrib 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i (1863) 203 No
brazen-faced gipsy, like Sally Wheeler or the jill-flirt

Phoehe. 1870 Lowell Study Wind 91 How much has she
not owed of late to the tittle-tattle of her gillfhit sister

Th ilia? 1881 Dutfield Don Qmx II 405 Thy skull is

empty; mine is more pregnant than ever was the gill-flirt

drab winch bore thee

So fGill-flirting ppl. a
1696 Southern!; Oroonoko iv 1, The young jil-flifting

girls, forsooth, believe no Body must have a husband but
themselves

Gill-hooter (dgi l|hz7 Lai) dial. Also 7 gill-

houter, 8-9 gilli(e)-, gilly-hooter, -howter, 9
31II-, jilly-hooter. [f. the female name Gill (see

Gill sb. 4 ) + Hooter J An owl
,

esp the barn-
owl [Strixflammed).
1674 Ray N. C Words 26 A Gill-Jioiiter

,
Chesh , an Owl

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane Dialect Wks. (1862)

34 Thoose ot connaw tell a Bitter-bump fro a Gillhooter.

1828 H Angelo Reinin I. 492 If the lout who was pointed
out to me just now, be he, I never beheld . such a scare-

crow, such a long-legged gilly-hooter. 1856 F E. Paget
Owlet Ouilst 8 Not a leaf of ivy to shelter a gilliehowter.

1895 E Angl Gloss
,
Jill-hooter, jilly-hooter.

t Gillian. Obs. [a. F Juliane, a. L. Juliana

,

i.Julius, a Roman gentile name.] A girl, wench.

( Gill sb 4)

1618 [see Flirt-gill]. 1623 Fletcher & Shirley Nt.
Walker 11 m, De‘e bring your Gilhans hither? nay, she’s
punish’d, you[r] conceal’d love's cas’d up ? C1685 Bagford
Ball (1878) App ,

Seeing this Al-a-mode wear of the '1 own,
by Gilhans is piactis’d so common. It is high time that it

now was laid down by every Honest Woman
b, Gilhan-flirt

—

Gill-flirt. (CfJhrt-gillian)
159a G Harvey Pierce's Super 146 Yet was she not such

a icinish rannelh or such a dissolute gillian-flurtes as this
wainscot-faced Tomboy.

C. Gilhan-a-bumt-tail (see quot. and cf. Gill-

burnt-tail, Gill sbp 5). Gilhan-spend-all : an un-
thrifty woman
1573 Tusser Hush, xxiu (1878) 64 Some Gillian spendal so

often doth go For hogs meat and hens meat [etc ] 1654
Gaytom Pleas Notes iv xx 268 An Ignis Fatvus

,
an ex-

halation, and Gilhon a burnt taile, or Will with the wispe.

Gillian-bower, var. Julian-bower.
Gillie 1 (gi li). Also 6 cuille, geihjie, 8 gaelly,
8-9 gilly, 9 ghillie. [a Gael, gilh a lad, servant

= Irish gille, giolla ]

1. Hist. An attendant on a Highland chief
[1596 Sfenser State Irel Wks. (Globe) 641/2 Next after

the Irish Kearne, me seemes the Irish llorse-boyes or
Cuilles (as they call them) would come well in order a 1605
Montgomerie Misc Poems liv, 2 Fyndlay M°Connoquhy
Cativilie geiljie with ye poik-braik ] c 1730 Burt Lett N,
Scotl (1754) II, 158 It is very chsagieeable to an English-
man over a Bottle, with the Highlanders, to see every one
of themhave hisGilly

,
that is, his Servant standing behind

him all the while, let what will be the Subject of Conver-
sation 1771 Smollett Humph Cl 3 Sept . We were at-
tended by a .. number of Gaellys, or ragged Highlanders
1814 Scott Wav xix, From the jargon, therefore, of the
Highland gillies, I pass to the character of their Chief

+ b Gillie-wet/oot

,

a rendering of Gael gille-

casfliuch (f. cos foot +jliuch wet) ; a contemptuous
name among Lowlanders for the follower of a High-
land chief ; spec

,
the servant who carried the chief

across a stream (see quot. c 1730). Also in adapted
form giUU-cas/lue
1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic (1751) 84 Like gilhwetfoots

purging states By papers thrown in pocks or hats [1751
Note

,

Gilhwetfoots, the attendants on highland chieftans|

[e 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl (1754) II 158 Gillte-casflue

carries him [the Chief] when on Foot over the Fords ] 175s
Johnson s v Sorehou

,

Whenever a chieftan had a mmd to

revel, lie came down among the tenants with his followers,

by way of contempt called in the lowlands gihwitlitts. ancl

lived on free quaiters *814 Scott IFtw xm note, A bate-

footed Highland lad is called a gillie-wet-foot [1815 Mrs.
Johnstone Clan A linn v, Roban's father had been Gillie-

casflue to the old Laird J

traits/ 1808-80 Jamieson, Gilliewetfoot,
a worthless

fellow, a swindler, one who gets into debt and runs off

Loth[ian], almost obsolete.

2 One who attends a sportsman in hunting or

fishing in th« Scottish Highlands.
1848 CrouGH Bothte hi 130 They had run, and beaten the

gillies ofRannoch *873 Black Pr Thule 5 The tall

gillie patiently waited until his master had exhausted his

passion 1884 Marq Lohndhi Pall MallG 10 May 2/1 The
moral life of a ghillie in a deer forest is a most virtuous one.

Gillie 2 (dgrli). Sc. [dim. of Gill sb 3
] A

gill of liquor.

2786 Burns On a Scotch Bard 59 I’ll toast ye in my hind-
most gillie Tho’ owre the sea. 1790 A Wilson Ep. W.
Mitchell xi, Owre a pint or gillie

Gillie 3 (dgrli). rare. [dim. of Gill sb±; cf
Gillot, Jillist.] a. A giddy young woman;
*= Gill sb 4 1, Gillot 1. b. A mare, = Gill
sb * 3, Gillot 2.

a 1529 SicrLToN Elynour Rummyng 390 Of folys fylly

That had a foie wytli wylly, With last you, and gup, gylly.

x6o3 Phtlotns xevu, Sho is a gillie, Sclio is a Colt foil!, not
a flfiie 1822 Hogg Perils ofMan I iv 54 ‘ I wad ride fifty

miles to see ony ane of the bonny dames 1

.
‘ Twa wanton

glaikit gillies, I'll uphaud said Pate

GiIli(e)h.owt©r, var Gill-hooter
Gillifloure, -flower, obs ff. Gillyflower.
Gilding (grlwj). dial. [Of obscure origin;

perh. a var. of Girling,] (See quot.)
c 1640 J Smyth Hundred ofBerkeley (1885) III 319 The

salmon growes by thcis degrees and ages vz x a pinke;
2 a botcher , 3 a salmon trout

, 4 a gillinge
, 5 a salmon,

x88o Buckland 19th Rept Salmon Pish 58 Gilltng, a
salmon on his second leturn from the sea is sometimes called
a gilling in the Severn District.

Gillingite (gi lirjait). Mm. [f. Gillinge in

Sodermaniand, Sweden, where it is found
,
named

by Hismger m 1826 * see -ite.] Hydrous silicate

of iron, found m amorphous black masses
1850 Dana Mm. (ed. 3) 441 Hermann names the Gillinge
mineral Gillingite 1885 Erni Min. Swipltf 274 Gilhn-

gite and Xylotde. are fusible with difficulty

Gilliver • see Gillyflower.
Gill-less (grides), a. [f. Gill sbP + -less.]

Unprovided with gills.

*846 Owen Comp. Anat. I 267 Such arches are, therefore,

gill less

f Gill-master. Obs. rare. [?a. Du gilde-

meester guild-master, i.e. head of one of the
‘ guilds ’ or companies of bowmen, gunners, etc.

See Wb der Nederl Taal
,

s v Glide.) The title

of a military officer (see quot 1598)
1398 Barret Tkcor. Warres v, iv 136 A Gill Maister, or

Lieutenant to the Mayorall, ouer euery 200 horses or beasts.
x6aa F. Markham Bk Warv vu x88 Under the command
of the master of the Ordnance is the Cariage master . the
Steward, a Gilmaster, a Provost

Gillofer, -flower, -fee, obs ff. Gillyflower.
Gillore, obs, form of Galore.
t Gi'llot. Obs. Also 4-6 gillet, 6 gillat,

gylat. [pi ob. a dim. of the female name Gill

(cf. Gill sb 4
) ;

‘ Gillet
,
a woman’s name ’ (Phillips

1658, who connects it with Giles') ]
1, A loose or wanton woman (cf Jillet).
1557 'lottel’s Misc (Arb) 211 What though a gyllot sent

that note, By cocke and pye I meant it not 1361 Schole-ho.
Worn §59 in Ha/1 E P. P, IV. 126 The fairer woman the
more gillot 1379-80 North Plutarch (i6j6) 757 In honest
mens houses he would haue . . these tumbling giliots lodged.

2. Sc A mare.
c 1375 Si Leg Saints, Justma xvz parfor be his nygia-

mancy He wald wirk mony ferly, As to geie a womane
apere As sclio ane wgly gillet were [L matronas m ju-
menta converlere vtdebalnr] c 1430 HrNRvsoN Mor lab
808 m Anglia IX. 369 The jolie gillet and the gentill steid,
T he asse, the mule, the hors of euerie kynd 1494 Ada
Dom Cone. (1839) 321 Gillot wl sadill and Ryding gere
puce v ciovms 1308 Dunbar Tua marnt women ri4 He
feppilhs like a farcy aver, that flyrit on a gillot [MaitlandMS gylatj

Gill-o’-th’-wisp see Gill sb± 5
Gillover,gilIowflower, obs. ff. Gillyflower.
Gillry, obs. form of Goilery.
Gilly (dgrli) dial [Short form of Gilly-

flower.] A wallflower.
1892 B'ham Weekly Post 24 Dec s/6 Some nice little

hunches of wall-flowers, or gillies as we call them here.
Gilly. var Gillie 1

Gillyflower (dgi hflauo I) Forms : a. 4 gelof-
fer, 4-5 gil-, gylofre, 5 gyllofyr, (-fre), gelefre,
aelopher, 5-6 gelofer, (-fee), 6 gillo(wjfer, gill-,

gelouer, (gelopere), 6-7 gilofer, 7 gillofre,
(-over), gillyvor, 9 gilliver, (jilliver, gilver).

Sc. 5 gerafl.o'are,6 ger(r)aflour; pi 5 lorofllis,

6 gerofleis 7 6 gely-, iole-, gil(l)ifloure
, 6

gilo-, 7 gillyflowre
; 6 gile-, gili-, jilli-, 6-7

gillo(w)-, 6- gilli-, gillyflower 5. 6- July-

GILLY-GAITPTJS.

4J.U w cr,
• . ,

move; ror the
history of the forms see Clove-gillyflower]

A clove (cf Clove-gillyflower i)
; a]so

attiib. m sauce gilofre, clove sauce Obs.
*3 ¥,A hi 6796 Theo gilofre, quybibe, and mace x3E.E A Hit P R, 43 Gilofre, gyngure & gromytyoun. ,1*430Two Cookery-bis 1 15 Maces, Gelofres an Galyncale rrlL

Digliy Myst (1882) in 1363 be Ientyll Ielopher a-sensbe
cai dyakylks wi cell 2313 Bk Keruynge in Babees Bk 270
Ilefe with sauce gUopeie [«c]

2 . Applied to native plants having flowers scented
like a clove, esp to the clove-scented pink

(Dian-
thus Caryophyllus

)

= Clove-gillyflower
2, and

hence to other plants more or less lesembling’this
In those dialects m winch the word is still current it iscommonly applied either to the wallflower {Cheiranthns

them.

,

see /Vallgillyjlmver) or to the white stock (Mat-
thtola tncana , see Stock gillyflower ).

, It y°c » Wl -Whicker 586/2 Ganojilnta, auens
vel gilofre 1509 Hawes Past PL as xxvi in, The crentyl
gelofer his odouie renued. 1688 R Holme Armoury n
64/1 The Julyflower as they are most pi operly called (though
vulgurly Gilliflower and Gilofei). tSjSJIhd Yorksh Gloss
yillwer, wallflower. 1883 Almondbury Gloss

, Gilliver, a
kind of pink dove or cat nation 1894 Hali Caine Manx-
man v. xxi 347 In one hand she earned a huge bunch of
sweet smelling gilveis

fig XS97 A M tr Gwllemean’s Fr Chirurg 6 b, They
may gather fi agrant gdlowfers of Chyrurgicall operations
B 1423 Jas. I Kindis Q. clxxvm, Of red lorofllis. A

fair[e] branche Ibid cxc, Gemflouie 2300-20 Dlnbar
Poems IxYXvm 20 London Of royall cities rose and gera-
flour 1570 Snttr Poems Refcnm xv 14 je Baselik and
Ionet flouris, 5e Gerofleis so sweit

. V *55* Turner Her bal i H ij a, The herbe that wee call
in Englyshe Gelouer or a Gelyfioure 2589 Greene Mena-

phon (Arb ) 38 He that grafteth Iillyflowers vpon the Nettle,
marreth the smell. 1621 Quarlts Div Poems, Esther
(1638) 117 As when a Lady (walking Flora's Bowre) Picks
here a Pink and there a Gilly Flowre 1629 Parkinson
Parad (1656) 306, T account those that are called Carnations
to be the greatest, both for leaf and flower, and Gilloflowets
for the most part to be lesser in both 1664 Evelyn Kal
Hort. (1679) ax Gilly-flowers and Carnations 1779 Sheridan
Critic 11 11, The striped carnation,and the guarded iose,The
vulgar wallflower, and smart gilly flower a 1831 Moir
Poems, May-day vi, The gillyflowei raises its stem on high,
And peeps on heaven with its pinky eye 1877 N W. Line
Gloss

, Gillyflowers,
wall-flowers. Stocks ai e called Stock-

gtlltjlowcrs
, *384 G Peele A r ratgnm. Pans 1 in A nj b, Julie

flowers. 2605 SylvesterDu Bartas n 111 1 Vocation 18 Som
July flowr or som sweet Sqps-in-wine. 16x2 Drayton Poly-
olb xv. 241 The braue Carnation then, with sweet and
soueraigne power So of Ins colour call'd, although a Iuly-
flower 1649 Lovelace Poems (1864) 62 TheJuly-flow’r that
hereto thriv'd straight sheds her leaves 1721 Bailey,
Gillijiowcr fq d JulyJhnocr, because it Flourishes in that
Month), a Flower of a grateful Scent. 1833 [see b]

b. dial Applied to a -woman (see quots ).

a 1797 Pegge Derbicisms (E D S.), Gilliver, a hght-heel’d
dame 1853 Robinson Whitby Gloss

, A Jilliver, a wanton
woman m the last stage of her good looks A 'July flower',

or * the last rosem summer ’ 1882 Lancash Gloss , Jilliver,

a termagant 1883 Almondbury Gloss , Gilliver, sometimes
used as Jezebel, a tcim of reproach to a woman
3. With various distinguishing attributes, used

(mainly m early botanical works) to denote varie-

ties of the pink, the wallflower, and other plants

related to or resembling these, as African, gilly-

flower, the African mangold (Tagctes erec/a)

;

dame’s gilliflower (seeDame’s-violet); English,

gillyflower, the carnation
;

feathered gilly-

flower, Diantlnisplumarius ;
mock-gillyflower,

soap-wort (Saponana officinalis) ; single gilly-

flower, Dianthus plumarius ;
striped gilly-

flower, a vanety of Dianthus Caryophyllus ;
yel-

low gillyflower, wallflower. See also castle-,

cuckoo garden lea-, marsh-, queen!s-, rogue's-,

sea-, stock-, Turkey-, wall-, water-, Whitsun-, win-

ter-gillyflower ,
Clove-gillyflower

1578 Lytc Dodoens 11. 111. 252 The yellow Gillofer or Wall
floure groweth vpon olde walles & stonehilled houses.

Ibid vu. 255 The Pynkes, and small feathered Gillofers,

are like to the double or cloaue Gillofers in leaues, stalkes,

and floures, sauwg they be single and a great deale smaller

Ibid 156 The second sorte .may well be called in English
single Gillofers, whereof be diuers sortes. & are called in

Enghshe by diuers names, as Pynkes, Soppes in Wine,
feathered Gillofers Ibid xxv 176 We do call this floure

Turkie Gillofers, and French Marygoldes or Aphricap
Gillofers. Ibid 111 xm 335 Some do also take it [Sopewort
Gentian] for Struthim

,
but it is nothing lyke we may call

it m English Soopewort • some call it Mocke Gillofer 1603

Evelyn De la Quint Compl. Gard II 155 We sow the

Seed of Pannacht or striped Gilliflowers upon Hot Beds
to replant them m May 17*7 Bradley Fain Did ,

Car-

nation, otherwise called English Gilly-Flower

4 A vanety of apple
,
also gillyflower-apple

2637 Austen Fruit Trees i 54 The Queen Apple is a great

bearing fruit and good So the Gillofloure 2664 Evelyn
Kal Hort (1729) 203 Apples . Russettmg, Gilly-flower-

Apples xt.41 Compl Fam Piece n in 410 Apples [Dec.]

Wheeler’s Russet Hautbonne, Winter Gilliflower. *884

in Hogg Fruit Manual 85

5 attnb
,
as + gillyflower-grass.

2640 Parkinson Theat Bot.xni xm 1161 Gramen Caro-

phylleitm Rabtrmm the principall GiUoflower grasse 1683

Aubrey Nat, Hist. Wilts (1847) 49 A blew grasse they call

July-flower grasse, which cutts the sheepes mouthes

Gilly-gaupus (gi ligg'pss). Sc Also gilly-

gap(o)ua, -gaous, -gawpy. [cf. Gaupus ,
the first



GILPY. 165 GILTING.

part of the compound is obscure.] A foolish or

awkward person. Also attnb.
ryig Ramsay Answ Hamilton m 44 Sweet FIaccus,Wha

nane e’er thought a gilly-gacus 1728— Fables 4 T , Monk
4 Millet's Wife 136 'lhink ye this Youth’s a Gillv-gawpy

1755 R Forbes Jml fr Lond sg Our great gillegapous

follow o’ a coach-man. 1785 Grose Diet, Vulg 'longue,

Gtlly gaupus, a Scotch term for a tall awkward fellow

<7*791 — Oho (1796) xi 2 You careless gilly gaupus, you
break more lime ware than your head’s worth. *823 W
Tennant Cdl Beaton 26 The Cardinal’s am lang gilly-gapus

dochter, Tibbie Beaton

Gilmin, obs. form of Guillemot.
Gilofer, obs. form of Gillyflower
Gilore, obs. form of Galore
Gilour(e, -eras, var. Guiler, -ods.

Gilpy (gi lpi), sb and a Sc. Also gilpey, -10.

A so. + a. A frolicsome young fellow (obs).

b. A lively young gill

a 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr 111 xvm, A gilpy that

had seen the faught I wat he was nae lang [etc 1

b 1783 Burns Halloween 129,

1

was a gilpey then, I’m
sure I was na past fyfteen x8x6 Scott Old Mort v, I mind,
when I was a gilpy of a lassock, seeing the Duke 1834
Mrs. Oliphant Magd Hepburn II 7, I hear the lady has
just as good a chance of a man as ony gilpie gaun.

B adj. Sportive.

1863 Janet Hamilton Poems 4- Ess 297 Lassocks gilpie

Gilravage (gilrse ved^), sb Sc. Forms. 8
gulravage, 9 gilravage, -ravateb, -raivitch, gal-

ravage, (goravich., girrebbage) [? f the vb ]
Riotous or uproarious conduct , noisy lomping
1783 Burns Ep to MMatk 3 While at the stook the

shearers cow’r Or in gulravage nnnin scowr To pass the
time [etc ] x8x8 Edin Mag Sept 155 Muckle dm an’
loud gilraivitch was amang them, gaffawan an’ lauchan
1863 R Paul Let in Mem xvuu (1872) 269 An after-dinner

galravage with the children

Gilra’vage, v. north and Sc Also gill-, gal-,

guleravage, gilraivitoli, galravitcli, (-atch,

-erge), -revitch. [Of unknown origin; ? con-

nected with Ravage ]
1 mtr. To feast or make merry m an excessive

degree or m a riotous fashion
1822 Galt Provost xluu 316 At all former banquets, it

had been the custom to galravitch both at hack and
manger, in a very expensive manner to the funds of the
town 1887 J Service LifeDr Dugmd in 16 Galrevitchin’
at my grandfather's honey-kaimbs, 1 had gotten the colic

2 To gad about.
1863 Mrs Gaskell Sylvia’s L. (ed 2) I 108 This lass o’

mine thinks as because she’s gone gsdravergmg, I maun
ha’ missed her

Hence OHra'vaging vbl sb. Also Gilra vager.
18*8 Scott Rob Roy xxui, Ye had better stick to your

auld trade o’ theft-boot, black-mail, spreaghs, and gillravag-

tng Ibid , And wha’s this 1 Some gillravager that ye hae
listed, I daur say 1822 — Nigel xxx, Our gracious master
is auld, and was nae great gillravager amang the queans
even in his youth 1848 J Ramsay Poems, Eghnton Park
Meeting, Great Was the galravagm and fun 1893 North-
nmbld Gloss

,
Gilravtshin, a tumult, a row

Gilry, Gils(e, var. Guilery, Grilse.

Gilt (gilt), sb\ Also 5 gylte, 6-7 guilt, [from

Gilt ppl. a in the phrases silver andgilt, etc]

f 1. Gilt plate. Obs. rare— x
.

K4ga Bury Wills (Camden) 74 My best standyng pece of
gylte, and my best doseyn syluer sponys

2 Gilding, the thin layer of gold with which
anything is gilt. Also fig. m phr to take the gilt

offthe gingerbread (see Gingerbread 2)

1393 Shaks Rich II, 11 1 294 Wipe off the dust that
hides our Scepter's gilt x6xo G Fletcher Christ's Viet.

11. xlui. For her tresses Marigolds wear spilt; Them broadly
shee displaid, like flaming guilt 1642 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) II 31 For giult for y“ Diall 046 c 1880
‘Saladin* Woman I xvu 141 The gilt of the big Bible
gleams on the window-sill. 1893 E F Benson Dodo (1894)
37a It was to be bound in white vellum, with their arms in
gilt upon the outside
Comb 1838 Simmonds Diet. Trade

,
Gilt-jeweller, a manu-

facturer of gilded ornaments to represent gold

3 . Gold; money Now only slang
Perhaps due to a confusion with Geld, Gelt sis

1398 Marston Sco Villanie 1 m 136 Dia, Now nothing,
any thing, euen what you list, So that some guilt may grease
his greedy fist 1608 Middleton Mad Worldn u Cib.Tho
guilt condemnes, tis gilt must makes vs glad 1637 R Monro
Exp Scots Regirn 1 7,

1

have scene other Nations call for
Guilt being going before their enemie to fight, a thing very
disallowable in either Officer or Souldier, to preferre a little

money to a world of credit 1708 Mem y Hall x8 And
from thence conducted (provided he has Gilt) over the Way
to Hell 1885 Daily News 25 May 3/1 Disputatious little

mobs grouped together to discuss whether Chamngton or
Crowder had the most ‘

gilt
’

Gilt (gilt), sb.
2 Obs. exc dial. Forms

. 5 gilte,

gylte, 6-7 gylt, 7-8 guilt, guelt, 8 gelt, 7- gilt,

[a ON gylt-r (OSw and mod Icel. gyltcf) young
sow —OTeut type *gulfjd, related by ablaut to ON.
gglt-r ( —OTeut type *galtu-z) boar, Galt.
Of the same origin, but of different formation, are OHG

galea, MHG galz{e (also mod G dial )
1OTeut *galt$n-

;

also, OE gilte, OHG gelsa (MHG and mod G gelse),

MDu gelte (Du gelt(e) -OTeut *galtjdn-. The OE form
is found only in ffilfric’s Gloss

,
but must have remained

current in southern dialects ; it appears as yelte, $elte, in
15th c vocabularies {.Wr -Witlckerb14/30, 624/32), and as tit

about 1746 (Exmoor Scolding) Gilt on the other hand
belongs to the eastern and northern dialects. Connexion
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with Geld v. has been suggested, hut the meaning of
I spayed pig’ seems to be accidental, though it is the com-
mon sense m Ger. andDu The late spellings gelt

,
guelt are

prob due to a popular etymology of this kind ]A young sow or female pig
The precise application of the term variesm different dis-

tucts
, see quots. 1788-1886

C1440 MS' Line Med f 3x2 (Halhw)Tak unto the mane
the galle of the galte, and to the womane the galle ofthe gilt

C1440 Promp Parv 104/2 Gylte, swyne, idem quod Galte
1483 Cath. Angl 156/1 A Gilte, suella 1570 Wills 4 Inv.
N. C (Surtees 1835) 354 A sowe and a gylt vj B x6or Hol-
land Pliny II 319 The grease of a young guelt which neuer
had pigs x6x6 Surfl. & Markh. Country Forme 1 xxiv.
106 Let not youre Gylt goe to Bore, till she be past a yeare
old 1707 Mortimer Hush 183 The spaid Guilts, as they
call them, they steem the more profitable 1788W Mar-
shall Yorksh II Gloss (EDS) Gilts, young female pigs,
whether open or spayed 1877 N. W. Line Gloss

,
Gilt, a

female pig before she has had a litter 1886 JT W Line.
Gloss

,
Gilt, a female pig, called by this name till it has had

a second litter, when it is called a sow.

Gilt, sb.3 slang ? Obs
1 . A thief or burglar. (Cf. Gilter 2

)
1620 Melton A strolog to Leamng not a Pickpockets,

Gilts, Lifts, Decoyes, or Dyvers Hose unsurueyed 1673
Char Quack Astral B3, He maintains a coirespondence
with Gilts and Lifters 1783 in Grose Diet Vulg Tongue.
2 . A pick-lock, skeleton key. (Cf Gilk.)_

1673 R Head Canting Acad. 94 The Gilt with his Gilts
(from whence he takes his name) will readily find out one
that shall fit any Lock. 1839 H Ainsworth y.Slieppaui
II xvm, We shall have the whole village upon us while
you’re striking the jigger. Use the gilt, man f

Gilt (gilt), ppl a. Also 4 gult, Kentish y-gelt,

4-5 gylt(e, 4-6 gilte, 6 guyIt, 6-7 guilt (e. [f.

Gild o.i, as built fiom Build,]
1. = Gilded ppl a (in literal sense).

13 K A Its 927 Mony a riche gult scheld That day schon
apon the feld a 134a Hamfole Psalter xhv xx ]>e quene
vpstode at ]ji rightsiae in gilt clathynge a 1400-50 A lex-

ander 1873 pou. sittis To gedire with jn grete gods and
on a gilt trone 1480 Caxton Chron Eng cclv (148a) 331
He toke his brigantyns smyten ful of gylt naylen and also
his gylt spores 1597 1st Pt Returnfr Pamass v 1 1480
Farewell, base carle clothed in a sattm sute, Farewell,
guilte ass, farewell, base broker's poste 1 1647 N Bacon
Disc Govt Eng 1. xu [xvi ] 36 A Helmet, a Coat of Mail,
and a guilt sword 1739 Symmer in Phil Trans LI. 376
The gilt paper happened to lie with its gilded side upper-
most 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol 169 As a parrot turns
Up thro’ gilt wires a crafty loving eye *879 G W Kitchin
in Encycl Bnt IX 544 Four thousand gilt spurs were
hung as trophies in Courtrai cathedral.

b. placed after the substantive.

1340 Ayenb 26 Zuiche clepep oure Ihord berieles ypeynt
and y-gelt. c 1380 Sir Ferumb 5493 pt kyng ful ded of ys
sadel y-gylt 1434 E E. Wills (1 872) 102 A peyre of bedes of
siluer with a crucifix of siluer and y-gilt 1480 Wardr. Acc
Edw IV (1830) xxg, Ixx bolyons af coper and gilt *533 Act
24 Hen. VIII, c 13 And that no man shall weare any maner
aglettes, buttons, broches of golde or silver gilte 1368
Grafton Chron II. 383 Two Basons ofSyluer and gylt x66o
Act is Chas II, c 4 Sched s v. Boxes, Touch-boxes of iron

or other mettal, guilt, the dozen 17x7 LadyM W Montagu
Let to Abbi Conti 17 May, Under the large lamp is a great
pulpit of Carved wood, gilt 1796 Morse Amer Geog II
gi Nine towers, covered with copper double gilt 1833 J
Holland Manuf Metals II 80 The guard is most
commonly of brass, gilt 1838 Hawthorne Fr. 4 It yrnls
(1872) I. 28 A gold or silver gilt image.

2 Jig Gilt (now gilded)youth * a rendering of F.
jeunesse dorfe, app. first applied to the young men
of wealthy families who assisted in the downfall of
Robespierre in 1794
1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. Ill vu u, Young men of what

they call the Mvscadw or Dandy species 1 FrSron, m his
fondness, names them yeuttesse Dorie, Golden or Gilt

Youth Ibid, Let any one . think what an element, in
sacred right of insurrection, this Gilt Youth was l

3 Comb. a. with sbs , as gilt-head (attnb ) ; gilt-

char (see quot); gilt-cup (also dial gil-cup),

the buttercup, 7 gilt-leaf, gold-leaf; gilt-metal
worker (see quot ) ; + gilt-paper, writing paper
with gilt-edges; gilt-poll = Gilt-head.
1787 Best Angling (ed 2) 4 The English fishes that we

have in our ponds, rivers, &c. are as follow Carpio Lacus
Benaci, the Guilt or "gilt Charr x6xo R Vaughan Here-

fordsh Waterworks Q 2, Medowground that takes more
pride m the company of the Cowslipp, then the *gilt-cupp
which carneth the garland from the rest 1864 W Barnes
m Macnt Mag Oct. 476 Where the barn-vlooi wera-sheenen
do vail The cwold rummer dew, an' gilcups be bright

1847Tennyson Princess 1. xg 0ur great court-Galen poised his
*gilt-head cane X759 Symmer in Phil, Trans LI 378 Any
thm metallic substance, such as "gilt-leaf, or tm-foil 1858
Simmonds Diet Trade, *Gilt-metal worker

,

one who over-
lays metals with gold

; an electro-plater. 1660 M R Acc
Receipts Comm, Safety 4 Ten "gilt Paper-books for lus
Lady to write in at Church, 1772 Gentl, Mag XLII 192
He’s the gilt paper which apart you Store And lock from
vulgar hands in the scrutoie 17x3 Ray Syn Pise 131
Anrata The Gilt-head or "Gilt-poll 1740 R Brookes
Art ofAngling 11 Ixxiii 193 The Gilt-Head or Gilt Poll
is broad and fiat, being in some respects like a Bream
b parasynthetic, as gilt-handled, -headed,

-knobbed, -robed

,

also gilt-edged, lit. of wntiug-
paper or books , appliedfig m commercial slang

to ‘ paper ’ (1 e bills) or securities of exceptionally
high value, and occasionally to specially expensive
qualities of any commodity
18x8 Moore Fudge Fam Pans xii, 61 There his Julie he

wrote,—Upon paper "gilt edged, without blot or erasure
1851 Ord 4 Regul R. Engineers ix. 48 No Gilt-edged

Paper is allowed 1892 Spectator 17 Sept 374/x Colonial and
Indian Securities, and other gilt edged Stocks. 1894Daily
News 20 Sept 3/x * Gilt-edged ’ buttei m New Yoik realises

4$ a pound x686 Loud. Gas No. 2100/4 Little *GiIt-

nandled Swords *858 Skyring's Builder’s Prices (ed 48) 7
*Gilt-headed screws double the above prices 1839 Sala
Gas-light 4D xxvi 301 The silken calves and "gilt-knobbed
sticks of the splendid footmen 1823 D L Richardson
Sonu X35 A "gilt-robed villain came, With heartless guile
her hopes betrayed And triumphed o’er her shame

f Gilt, v. Obs. Also 6 gylte, 6-7 guilt, [f. Gilt
ppl a. by extension of the participial form to other
parts of the verb.] «= Gild vJ in various senses.
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Seven Sleepers 478 Sume men sais,

j>e emperoure gert gilt J>air bare *382 Wyclif Exod.
xxxvi 34 And milk tablia thmgis he giltide, 1483 Calk
Angl 156/1 To Gilte, aurare. 1303 Hawes Examp Virtue
vi (Arb) sx Her towre was gylted full of sonne bemys
a 1533 Ld Berners Gold. Bk,M Aurel (1546) B nj b, This
aunciente worlde was not golde by the sages that dyd
gylte it, 1590 L Lloyd Diall Dates 92 The sonne of this
Scythian dead man causeth his father’s head to be guilted
over 1623 Cockeram, hiargentate

,

to gilt or couer with
siluer, 164* Milton Prel Episc xx We doe injuriously .

with these [rags] deformedly to guilt, and interlace the .

.

robe of Truth
Gdlt(e, obs form of Guilt, Jilt

Gi’lted,///. a. Obs exc. dial Also 6-7 guilted.
[f. Gilt ©.] = Gilded, Gilt ppl. adjs (in early

examples placed after the sb.)
1460-70 Bk Quintessence 7 berfore vse wiyn or brennynge

watir giltid, so [mt 3e may be nool c 1473 Reg Gild Corp.
Fti York (1872) 293 Hamest thoiowoute with sternes
gylted CX507 in Etoniana (1865) 2x4 Coats of blacke
clothe duble gaided with gilted leather 1509 Hawes Past.
Pleas vu ill. 0 sterre of famous eloquence, O gylted god-
desse of hygne renowne. 1563 Homilies 11, Idolatry in.
Yy iu b, To spreade vs abroade these goodlye caruen and
gylted [1374 gylten, 158a gilten, 1640 gilden] bookes 1571
Wills 4 Inv N C (Surtees 1835) 328 It’m I gyue& bequith
vnto my cosinge John Havelokemy gylted dagger

328 It’m I gyue& bequithe
1 my gylted dagger 1634

Malory's Arthur vu. xv. Their gilted [1485 gylt] spurs
upon their heels a 1649 Drumm or Hawth Poems Wks
(1711) 27 Why, worldlings, do ye lean to guilted glories

which decay 7 1877N W Line Gloss , Gilted, gilded. ‘His
shop’s gotten gret gilted letters ower th* door 1

G-ilteles, obs form of Guiltless.

t Gi’lten, a noith oxASc Obs. Also 6 gilt-

ing [Prob. due to a confusion between Gilt and
Gilden.] Gilt, gilded

,
golden.

c 1400 Melayne 1098 Many lay stekede vndir stedis In
gilten gere a 1400-50A lexunder 3456 pai gone agraythen
vp paire gods on gilten segis xgox Douglas Pal Hon 1

x, A diademe maist plesandhe polite^ Set on the tressis of
her giltm hair 1313— AEneisv11. Ill 82 Withfyrysparkis,
lyke to goldm bemys Or twynkland sprayngis with thair
giltm glemys 1339 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 53 Twa harness-
ingis of grene reid and quhite velvett with gilting bukkilhs
1374-82 [see Gilted, quot. 1563].

T Gi Iter x
. Obs. [f Gilt v. + -er 1

] A gilder

1365 Cooper Thesaurus, Bructeanus, a gilter *6ao
Thomas Lat. Diet

,
Auranus, .a gilter, or worker m gilt

+ Gilter slang Obs. raie— 1
[f. Gilt sb.&

+ -er 1,] (See quot

)

1676 Wam.Housekprs 3 The first sort [of Thief] is called
a Gilter, This Gilter is one that hath all sorts of Picklocks
and false Keys
Gilter, var Gujxteb, Obs.

Gi‘lt-head. ? Obs. [f. Gilt ppl a. + Head ]
A name given to various fishes which have the
head marked with golden spots or lines The
stnped tunny or bomto; the dorado or dolphin
(Coryphstna htppuns)

; the cunner or golden
wrasse (Cremlabrus melops or tinea),

*555 Eden Decades 203 These flylnge fyshes and the fyshes
named gylte heades. 1563 Cooper Thesaurus, Anrata
A fish, thought of some to he called a giltheade 1391
R Turnbull St yames 102 They are not vnlike the fish

Scarus, which some take to be the Gilthead or Goldeme, x6oo
Hakluyt Voy III. 320 Of these [flying fish] wee sawe . a
hundred m a company chased by the gilt-heads, otherwise
called the bomtoes i6ox Holland Pliny I 337 All fishes be
toothed like saws, saue only the guilt-head Scarus 1620
Yenner Via Recta iv. 76 The Guilt-head or Goldine is

whiter, and not of so hard a substance as the Allowes.

1623 Webster Devil's Law Case 1 t, It may be, whiles he
hopes to catch a gilt-head, Hemay draw up a gudgeon. *674
Ray Collect

,
Sea Fishes 103 Gilt-Heads, Anrata, Chryso-

phrys 1703 Bosman Guinea 278 Here are Giltheads and
other large Fish. 1723 Bailey Erasm Colloq. 579 Don’t
think that any LucuIIus sups more pleasantly upon his
Gilt-heads, Sturgeons or Lampreys 1769 Pennant Zool
III 197 The Gilt-head takes its name fiomitspredominant
colour ; that of the forehead and sides being as if gilt Ibid
198 No praise, no price a Gilt head e’er will take. Unfed with
oysters oftheLucnne lake. X774 Goldsm Nat Hist VI 303
The Opbidium, or Gilthead is by sailors called the dolphin,

and gives chace to the flying-fish 1836 Yarrell Brit
Fishes I. 97 Chrysophrys aurata The Gilt-head Ibid 293
The Gilt-head, Connor, Golden Maid. Cremlabrus tinea

b. Toothedgilthead= Spams dentatus.

183* Johnston in Proc Berw Nat, Club I No.x 7 The
mostremarkable were the toothed gilt-head, the seaperch

+ Gi’lting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gilt v. + -inq- *.]

= Gilding vbl sb

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 2 per he manye werkis in J>e

whiche gold and siluir be meyngid, as in giltynge of vessel

& Iewelhs 1483 Cath. Angl 136 A Giltynge, apocrists, de-

auracio 1529 More Dyalogevm a/2 Y° gold y4 is quyte
castaway about y° gilting of kniuis, swordis, sporys, arrace,

& paynted clothes. x6xx Coryat Crudities 14s Sixe very
precious sockets made indeede but of timber worke, but
flowrished over with a triple gilting 168a A Behn City
Heiress 33 Gilting and Hypocrisie cheat the world best.



G-ILT-TAIIi. 166 G-IMLET.

Giltless (e, obs. form of Guiltless.

Gi'lt-tail. Also 1 gild-tail. [f. GiiEppl. a.

+ Tail sb ] v . , , .

i6<!-7 T Barker Art ofAngling (1659) 4a A little short

worme called a Gildtaile *653 Walton Ang-lcr iv 93

The marsh worm, the tag-tail the gilt-tail. 1787 Best

Anglin

g

iu 13 Brandlings, Gilt-tails, and Red worms.

Found in old dunghills [etc J.

Gilty(f, Gilver, obs. ff Guilty, Gillyflower.

Gim (dgim), a Ohs exc. dial. Also 6 gym, 8

j
vm [perh a var. of Jimp a ] Smait, spruce.

K13 Douglas ASueis xii Prol 161 The payntit povne,

pasand with plomys gym, Kest vp Ins taill c 1560 A. Scott

Poems (S T S ) v 14 In May gois gentill wemen gymmer,

In gaidyms giene thair grumis to glaid 1703 Vanbrugh

Confed 1. ill. He’s as fine as a prince, and as gim as the

best of them 175S in H Walpole Let 17 July, Corr 1820

I 42s Though Surry boasts its Oatlands, And Claremont

keptsojun x8xa W Tennant AnsterF. 11 xxi, Lasses

Gay as May-morning, tidy, gim, and clean a *823 Forby

Voc, E Anglia,
Gim, Gimmy, spruce, neat, smart.

Gimal, obs. form of Gimmal.

Gimbal (dgimbal) Forms. 6-7 gimbol(e,

(8 jimbol), 7, 9 gimball, 8 gimbel, 9 gimble,

(jimble), gimbald, gymbal, 8- gimb&l. [altered

form of Gimmal.]

f 1. = Gimmal i. Ohs.

1603 J, Dove Confnt Atheism yj Three gimballes com-

pacted together at e one ring, and yet three as they be dis-

foyned. iyxx J Greenwood Eng Gram 190 Gimbal

,

i.e

a doubled or twisted Ring

f 2. pi. Joints, connecting links (m machinery) ;

= Gimmal 2 Chieflyfig Obs.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Jrel m Holtnshed Citron

(1807-8) VI. 15 Truly this argument hangeth together by

vene strange gimbols. *399 Hakluyt Voy II n 195
™he

ship they found fraighted with all sorts of small yron-

worke, as horse-shoes hoults, locks, gimbols, & such like

<21632 Brome Damoiselle in u, I can yet bowe {ny

Haunches. MyGimbolesdon’t complain for want ofOyle yet.

+ 3 . (See quot. 1736.) Ohs.
.

1727 Bradley Pam Did s.v.. To piepare Gimbels, take

a Quartern of Flower [etc.]. 1736 Bailey llouseh. Did

,

Gimbel, a kind of pastiy work that is hard, about the thick-

ness of one's little finger, form'd lound, and made m the

shape of a ring

4 pl A contrivance by means of which articles

for use at sea (esp. the compass and the chiono-

meter) are suspended so as to keep a horizontal posi-

tion. It usually consists of a pair of rings moving

on pivots in such a way as to have a free motion m
two directions at right angles, so as to counteract

the motion of the vessel.

1780 in Falconeds Diet. Mamie. 1787 Cavallo Mag-
netism 60 Notwithstanding the contrivance of tbejimbols

1794 G. Adams Nat 4 Fxp. Philos IV. lu App. 49° The
frame of the instrument is suspended on gimbals neat to the

centre of gravity 1816 J Smith Panorama Sc 4 Ait 11

284 The nng of the gimbals 1 ests with its pivots on a semi-

circle, the foot of which turns in a socket 1838 T R.
Jones Aquar Nat 372 That the body maybe poised, and
capable of moving fieely in all directions, as though

suspended on gimbals 1870 Kennan Tent-life Siberia 11

(1871) 13 The cabin lamp swung uneasily in its well oiled

gimbals 1884 F J Britten Watch 4 Clockni. 1x3 The
object of the gymbals is to keep the chronometer level

5. ctitrib and Comb
,
as gimbal-jovnt

,

also, in

sense of supported or suspended on gimbals, as

gimbal- compass, -lamp
,

-table. Also gimbal-

jawed a (see quot ) ,
gimbal-ring (see quot

)

1839 Bartlett Diet Amer , *Gimbal-iawed or Jtmber-

jawed, one whose lower jaw is loose ana projecting 1873

Knight Diet Mech ,
*Gimbal-jomt, a two partjoint having

articulations on axes at right angles to each other, 1883

Fisheries Exhtb Catal. 31 Collection of *Jimble and Cabin

Lamps 1873 Knight Diet Mech ,

i'Gimbal-nng, a single

gimbal by which the cock eye of the upper mill-stone is

supported on the spindle to permit vibration. A rynd

1831-9 Man. Sci. Ena. 91 Trie apparatus when used at

sea is placed in a *gimball table by which the motion of the

vessel is greatly counteracted

Hence Gd mballed ppl. a
,
fitted with or supplied

with a gimbal.

1873 XL H R gambles /stria 47 note. She has a power-

ful electric light gimballed, so as to allow it to be thrown

in any direction 1876 5 Kens. Mils Catal No 1148

(ed 3) 289 This instrument is placed on a properly con-

structed gimballed table.

Gimcrack (d^i mkraek), sb. and a. Forms:
a. 4 gybe-, gibecrake, 7 jibcrack 0 7 gzm-

oraeke, gmoraoke, 8 Jem-, jimoraok, 9 dial

gimerank, lj- gimorack. [The 14th. c. form gtbe-

crake is perh connected with OF. giber to shake

(see Jib v ) ; the primary sense may have been ‘ a

slight or flimsy ornament \ (For the change to the

nasalized forms, cf. mod.F. regimber^QF. regibber

to kick.) The second element may be connected in.

some way with Crack sb or v. Sense 3 is perh

in part due to association of the word with GlM a.

and Crack sb, 11 and 14]
A. sb.

+ 1 , App. applied to some kind of inlaid work in

wood Obs.

1360 Acc William de Rothewelle in Pipe Roll No 204

m. 42 d, Et Eustachio de Glastoma in precio j tabule cum
j piler et Gibecrake boxdura cum imnutis pecus diversi

coloris j ta ula de quercu j ptler et Gybecrake de Buxo,

xvjr. vujef.

2 f a. A fanciful notion
,
also, a 1 dodge \ un-

derhand design (obs). Tb. A mechanical contri-

vance
;
also pl scientific apparatus, c. Now usu-

ally applied to a showy, unsubstantial thing ;
esp.

to a useless oinament, a trumpery article, a knick-

knack
1633 Shirley Coronai 11 (1640) D ij, Such spectacles Are

rare ith' Court, and they were to skirmish naked Before tier,

then there might be some excuse, There is some gimcrackes

in ’t, the Queen is wise Above heryeares 1639 Chapman &
Shirley Ball iv. H nj, Lite 1 here rematnes to take away
one scruple Co Another gimcracke Luc I have none,

tis your doubt sir. 1676 Walton Angler 1 xxi (ed 5) 263

Ribbins,andLooking-glasses,andNut crackers, and Fiddles,

and Hobbyhorses, and many other gim-cracks and all the

other finmmbruns that make a compleat Country Fair 1709

Sttele Tatler No 34 r 3 My Eye was diverted by Ten
Thousand Gimcracks round the Room 1712 Arbutiinot

John Bull m vi, What a Devil ! is the meaning ofall these

tiangrams and gimcracks [surveying instruments] gentle-

men! 1772 Mudge Let 3 June in Descr Tune-keeper

(1799) 23, I am prosecuting my gimcrack with all the vigour

I am able, and nope I shall have an opportunity of shewing

it to you going (but I fear without the balance spiing).

*778 Miss Burney Evelina xxm. (1784) 191 Lord Orville

changed the subject to Cox’s Museum, and asked what he
thought of it ? * Think 1 ’ said he, ‘ why 1 think as how it

i’n’t worth thinking about I like no such jemciacks’ xSao

Earl Dudlty Lett 3 Apr (1840) 243 This gimcrack [the

Brighton Pavilion] is the only monument of the greatest

sovereign in Europe. 1849 Lhackeray Pcndetints II in,

She praised the lovely breloques or gimcracks which the

young gentleman wore at his watch-cham *871 Besant &
Rice Ready Money Mort xix, Get me good things no gim-

ciacks 1887 A Gray Lett (1893) 796 Weisner’s physio-

logical laboiatory I had an hour or two in, and saw all his

gimci
attnb 1833 Thackeray Ncwcomes ix, No shops so

beautiful to look at as the Brighton gimcrack shops

f 3 An affected showy person, a fop, in later

use applied to women. (A teim of contempt ) Obs.

x6x8 Fletcher Loyal Subj. iv 11, Enter second Servant

Theod. Th ese are fine gim-ciacks Hey ’ here comes another;

A flagon full of wine in’s hand, I take it 1623 Massinger
Dk Milan iv. lu, He’s come What gimcrack have we
next 1 a 1623 Fi etcher Worn. Prize iv i, But to be made
a whim-wham, A Jib-crack, and a Gentleman o’ th’ first

house For all my kindness to her — Elder Bro. hi.

hi, Lady, I pi tie you this [fellow] is a Gmcracke, That
can get nothing hut new fashions on you 1706 Mrs
Ceniuvre Basset-Fable 11,

1

don’t think any woman I hauc

seen since I came ashore worth fighting for. The philo-

sophical gimciack I don’t value of a cockle-shell 1783

Grose Diet Vulg, Tongue, Gimcrack 01 jimcraik, a spruce

wench
4. (See quots. 1785 and 1854) Now only dial

1766 Franklin Let. Wits 1887 III 438 There is also a
gimcrack corkscrew, which you must get some brother gim-

ciack to show you the use of X785 Grose Diet P ulg

Tongue s v ,
A gimcrack also means a person who has a turn

for mechanical contrivances 1834 Miss Baktr Norlhampt
Gloss

,
Gimcrack, or Gimerank, an universal mechanic, a

J
ack of all trades. * He’s quite a gimerank, he can turn his

and to anything.’

B adj Trivial, worthless; showy but unsub-

stantial; trumpery.
1730 Chesterf Lett. (1792) III ccxxxviii gx Your read-

ing should be chiefly historical, I do not mean of remote,

dark, and fabulous history
,
still less of jtmcrack natural

history of fossils, plants [etc ] 1812 H & J Smith Rej
Addr.Hampsh. Partner's Addr ,

You arc now (thanks to

Mr Whitbread) got into a large, comfoi table house Not
into a gim-crack palace . but into a plain, honest, homely,
industrious, wholesome, brown, brick playhouse. 2837
Howitt R ur Life h v (1862) 140 This gimcrack tenement
would be crushed in before the bi awny hand of a thief 1844
Alb. Smith Adv Mr. Ledbury xxxiu (1886) 99 Some new
gimcrack invention, that was to give ten times the light of

ordinary oil 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par Churches

340 The cheap church is geneially a gimcrack affair 1883

Pall Mall G 6 Sept
}
A veritable battle of Armageddon

seems to be impending in Zululand, and the gimciack
arrangement set up . . seems already to have collapsed

utterly. *8goW C. Russell Ocean Trag I iv 70 Soberly
clothed, with nothing more jimcrack in the way of finery

upon him than a row of brass waistcoat-buttons

Gimcrackery (dgi’iokrsdceri). [f. Gimcraok
sb. + -jury ] Gimcracks collectively.

1779 Franklin Let, Wks. 1889 VI 422, I am glad the

enemy have left something of my gimcrackery that is

capable of affording you pleasure. You are therefore very
welcome to the use ofmy electrical and pneumatic machines
as long as you think proper, 181a Moore Horace, Odes
1 xxxvui, I hate all mck-nackenes, Fricassees, vol-au-vents,

puffs and gim-crackenes 1846 D Jfrrold Chron Clover-
nook Wks 1864 IV. 397 The gimcrackery ofwoe that libels

death. 1884 Times 14 June 7 Insist on having plain hut
handsome buildings without the Gimcrackery of modern
architecture,

If With punning alteration of form (after crockery).
1862 Thackeray Round Papers, Notch on Axe 1, In that

little back parlour there is , . Worcester, Amstel, Nankin
and other jimerockery.

+ Grmcraclring, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Gimcrack
sb. + -ing i.] Dealing in gimciacks. Also attnb.

*709 Brit Apollo II No 22 3/1 ,

1

find now in spight
ofall Gimcracking Labors,Vert’oso's are Cuckolds as well as
their Neighbors Ibid. No 36. 3/1 For tho’ Gimcracking’s
my chief Labor, I’d fain be thought as wise as Neighbour,

Girncracky (dgrmkraeki), a [f Gimcrack sb

+ -Y 3 ] Of the nature of a gimci ack.
1820 C. Edwards m Blackm Mag (1824) XVI. 66x/t
How the gardens of the Thuillenes were commended to

me 1—with their parterres gaudy white statues, and
water in basins thirty feet superficial—All so fine prepense,

and formal, and well swept and cleaned, and gimcracky.
i860 All YearRound No 74 571 This cheap looking glass*
a foolish gimcracky sort of article 1893 Marianne North
Recoil Happy Life l 312 A little house full of curiosities,

quite under the shade of the Temple Garden, and close to
its pretty lake with its gtmcracky balustrade,

dime (g3i«0- dial- Also gyme [cf ON glma
‘a vast opening* (Vigf); f. Teut. root *gt- : see

Gane vi] (See quot. 1877 )

1697 A de la Pryme Diary (Surtees) 167 It being impos-
sible that such vast wateis should be contained m such
short and small bounds, it burst a huge gime close by Gore
Steel, near Thorn, where there had been a vast gime
formerly, and so drounded all the whole Levels 1877N W
Line Gloss , Gyme, a hole washed out of the ground by the
rushing water, when an embankment gives way.

Q-imew, var. Gemew, Obs.

Gimlet (gi mlet), srbA Forms 5 gym(e)lot,
5-6 gymlet, (6 gymlocke), 7-9 gamble t, 7- gim-
let. [a OF gmnbelet, guimbelet (latei guibelet

,

mod F. gtbelet), a dim of the woicl (unrecorded m
theRom langs )winch appears in Eng. as Wimble ]
1 . A kind of boring-tool (see quot. 1859).
C1420 Lydg. A ssenib Gods 337 Ihen came the good

Bachus .. On hys hede lie had a thredebare kendall hood

;

A gymlot and a fauset thereopon stood, c 1440 Promp
Pa>v 194/2 Gymelot, penetral c 1460 J.

Russell Bk
Nurture 67 A gymlet sharpe to bioche & pace sone to

turne & twyne 1330 Palsgr 188 Foret, a gymlet 1377
Harrison England 1 vm 19/1 in Holtnshed

, The salte

rilles doe so seperate the one of them from the other, that

theyicsemblc the slope course of the cutting part ofa skrew
or gimlet, in very perlite maner x6x6 B. Jonson Devilan
Ass 1 1, From thence shoot the Budge, childe, to the Cranes

i’ the Vintry, And see, there the gimblets, how they make
their entry ! 1720 Dudley in Phil Trans XXXI 27 You
must also Tap tnc Tree with a small Gimblet so as to draw
the Liquor off. 1774G0LDSM Nat Hist (1776) V 252 Some
have affirmed that the animal [the woodpecker] uses its

tongue, as a gimblet, to bore with. 1833 Marryat P.

Simple (1863) 158 bix large pieces of iron, about eighteen

inches long, with a gimlet at one end of each, and a square

at the other, which fitted to a handle 1859 Gwilt Archit,

(ed 4) Gloss
,
Gimlet, or perhaps more properly Gimblet, a

piece of steel ofa semi-cylindrical form, hollow on one side,

having a cross handle at one end and a worm or screw at

the other 1881 Young Eveiy Man his own Mechanic

§ 263 98 Gimlets are of two kinds, plain and twisted x88x

H James Portr Lady hv, She paused, with a gaze like a

gimlet.

2 . (See quot

)

X769 Ellis in Phil Trans LIX 150 Fig. 5 is the volvox

terebrdla, or the gimblet This animal moves along

swiftly, turning itself lound as it swims, just as if boung its

way
3 . atlnb and Comb., as gimlet-borer, -maker

;

gimlet-eye, (a) a sqmnt-eye, (b) a sharp or pierc-

ing eye ;
hence gimlet-eyed a., having a gimlet-

eye
;
gimlet-bole, a hole made by a gimlet.

1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit Did (ed 3) s v. Borer,

A new pattern hand *gimlet borer has been introduced into

the service to be used instead of the hook borer 1825

Brockett N C Words, *Gvnhck-eye, a squint, vulgo, cock-

eye x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf 111, [A] head from

which one lively little gimlet eye went glancing about 1894

Crockett Raiders 238 ‘ What said ye yer name was 7 said

the old dame again, looking at me with hergimlet eyes 1732

Foote Taste 1 (1781) 10 She has a Sister at Hampton-

Court. she had but one Eye, indeed, but that was a Piercer

we were called the *gimlet ey’d Family 1783 Grose

Did Vulg. Tongue, Gimblet eyed, squinting. 1876 Whitby

Gloss, Gimlet eyed, squint eyed or ‘swivel-eyed. 1727

Switt Gulliver 11 11, A few *gunlet-holes to let in air 2830

M Donovan Dow Econ. I 315 The cider, is to be drawn

off the lees by boring a gimlet-hole at the bottom of the cask

1858 Simmonds Did Trade, *Gimlet-maker, Gimblet-

maker ,

Hence Gi’mletize v. trans

,

to pierce with a

gimlet (nonce-wd.).
x86x Dutton Cooic P. Foster's D it. A private detective,

leady to peer into anybody’s cupboards and gimletise any-

body's doors, upon the slightest provocation

•j Gi’mlet, sbi* Obs Forms 4 gymlotte, 6

gymley, gymlett, 7 gymblett. [app. an altered

form (with substitution of -lotte, -let, for the equi-

valent -ling) of gimhn{ge, Kimlin.] A large

shallow tub, used for salting bacon and for other

purposes
c 1391 EarlDerby’s Exp (Camden) 86, j scope et ij gyro-

lottes, xujs j
ferdkyn (pr. mid) pro nauibus cx56a Rich-

mond. Wills (Surtees) 163 One showill and one gymley,

xyd. 1574 Ibid 251 Two gymletts for salting of fleshe

in the larderhouse, x6xo Althorp MS in Simpkinson

Washingtons App 7 Itm formes y, Itm tunnell dishes uj,

Itm gymbletts j

Gimlet (gi’miet), v. [f Gimlet j^.1]

1 trans. To pierce with or as with a gimlet.

1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xm, The purple-faced vintner

stood transfixed, or morally gimleted as it weie, to ms

own wall 1841 Marryat Poacherxxxvn,We should rather

say gimleting, as it were, a hole in your side. rBpo _Juloc

BoardingHo Return 137 He had dark, piercing black eyes

that simply gimleted you

2 . refi. To thrust oneself or bore one’s way like

a gimlet, nonce-use
184a De Quincey Pagan Oracles Wks 1862 VII. 206

The artist had but to excavate a peck or two of earth with

his trowel ; a rabbit’s burrow was large enough ,
tnis ne

soon improved and widened, using hts own body as

gimlet ; and very soon he had gimleted himself down

amongst the family rats.

3 Naut (See quot.)



GIMMAL 167 am
1828 Webster, Gimblet to turn round an anchor by the

stock ; a motion resembling that of the turning of a gimblet.
1846m Worcester , and m later Diets

Hence Gi mleting vbl. sb and ppl a.

1769 Falconer Dut Marme, Gimbletuig, a term parti-
cularly applied to the anchor, to denote the action of
turning it round by the stock, so that the motion of the
stock appears similar to that of the handle of a gimblet.

1867 in Smyth Sailer's Word-bk, , Gunbleting. 1875 Miss
Bird Sandwtch Isl (1880) 104 The most persistent, unwink-
ing, gimleting stare 1 ever saw.

<Hmmal(d3im3l). Forms: 6 gymell, gemoll,
6-7 gimal, gimmall, gim(m)ol, 7 gimmoule,
jim(m)al, 7-9 gymmal(l, gimmal, (9 gimmel)
See also Gimbal. [an altered form of Gemel ]
1. Anltq A finger-ring ([rarely an. ear-ring) so

constructed as to admit of being divided into two
(sometimes into three) rings. Also gimmal-rmg

,

+ ring ofgimmals. Cf Gemel 3.
a 1607 Brewer Lingua 11 iv, Anamnestes his Page, m a

graue Sattin sute Purple a Garland ofBayes and Rosemary,
a gimmall ring with one Imke hanging. x6za Fletcher
Beggar's Bush iv 11, Huh. Sure I should know that Gym-
mal Jac. ’Tis certain he , I had forgot my ring too 1641
J Jackson True Evatig T in 199 We must be as a thred,
or gimmal ring about their finger to put them in mind of
their sm, 1648 Hfrrick Hester , Jimma.ll Ring, Thou
sent'st to me a true-love knot , but I Return’d a ring of
jimmals. 1711 J Greenwood Eng Gram xgo Gimmal
a doubled or twist'd Ring i8zo Scott fvanhoexxxni

, The
treasure he hath already robbed me of—gold chains and
gymmat rings to an unknown value. 1863 Sala Capf
Dangerous I. i. 6 Diamond gimmels on skeleton hands.

+ 2 . pi Joints, links, connecting parts (in

machinery) esp for transmitting motion (as m
clockwork). (Rare in sing

) Obs.
*598 Gosson Trump War F 5, Man is compared m the

ps[alms] to a watch, he hath a great many gimols appertain-
ing to him to mooue him. 1599 Sandys Europe Spec (163a)
168 Their fashion is when their gimmalls are all m tune for
a Miracle, toenjoyne [etc ] 1636W Samson Vowbreaker B,
My acts are like the motional gymmalls Fixt in a watch 1644
Digby Mans Soulvm 413 His answeres do not proceed vpon
sett gimals or stnnges, whereof one-being struck, it moueth
the rest in a. sett order 1867 Smyth Sailor's Woid-bk

,

Gimmel, any disposition of rings, as links, device of
machinery

+ 3 ?A hinge, = Gimmeb 2 Obs.
1605 T Hutton Reasons for Refusal 76 A point that

hangs strangely, as it were by gimmols.

+ 4. pi The voussoirs of an arch. Obs rare
1613-39 I Jones in Leom Palladio’s Archtt (1742) II 46

The Gimals and Key-stone, is less than the Rustic of the
Asler, so as drawing the Asler first all of a height, and then
divide the Gimals and key-stone of the Arch drawn to the
Center.

+ 6 = GlMBAL 4 Obs.
1623 J Taylor (Water P ) Very Merry Wkerry Voy Wks

(1630) 11 8/1 An Hostesse with a Tongue As nimble as it

had on Gimmols hung. *793 Wollaston in Phil. Trans
LXXXIII 137 The construction of these Yz is peculiar
they hang, as it were, m gimmals

1

6

. A duet Obs rare
1330 Palsgr- 225/1 Gymell song,jumeau
Hence + G-i’mmaled, ppl a (m 6-7 gymould,

jymold), made with gimmals or joints
;
consisting

oftwo similar parts hinged together
1596 Edit) III, 1 u, Neuer shall rust in canker, haue

the time to . lay a side their lacks of Gymould mavle
1599 Shaks Hen V, iv 11 49 And 111 their pale dull mouthes
the Iymold Bitt [mod. eda gimmal bit] Lyes foule with
chary’d-grasse, still and motionlesse.

Gimm e, obs form of or mistake for next.

Gimmer 1 (dgrmai). Obs exc dial. Forms*
6-9junmer, (6 ?gimme, ?gymme, jemer, guner,
gimmor, gymmer, 7 jemmar), 6, 9 gammer, (6
gemmerce pi), 6- gimmer. [Corrupt form of
Gimmal, Gemew.]
+ 1 . = Gimmal i. Obs ra?e.

157° Durham Depos (Surtees) 234 The said Elizabeth did
one writhe a gimer of[f] this defendants fynger, and put yt
upon bir owne.
2 . A hinge. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1520 Mem. Rtpon (Surtees) III 206 Item for j par of
gemmers to the sayd donth, 16d 1393 Nashe Christ's T
27 b. The East-gate . (the dry rusty creekiug of whose
hookes and gymmes as it was in the opening, might be
heard a myle of). 1593 Rites 4 Mon. Ch Durh. (Surtees)
26 A merveylous lyvelye and bewtiFull Immage of the
picture of our Ladie..which picture was maide to open
with gymmers [v r two leaves] from her breaste downd-
ward. Ibid.28 Also the fore parte of the said porch ther was
a dore with two brode leves to open from syde to syde which
dore did hing all in gymmers, and clasps in the msyde to

claspe them a 1603 T Cartwright Coii/ut Rkem N T.
(1618) 191 You haue need of some Vulcan to make the
gunmers that should hold these together. 1629 Gauls
Holy Madn. 91 His Cloake displayu (as a Flagge) vpon
his arme, his Doublet hanging by Gimmers vpon his
shoulders 1637 Gillespie Eng Pop. Cerent iv. vi 25 Vul-
cans owne gimmers could not make his answer and the
Bishops to sticke togither 1674-01 Ray N C Words 39
jfimmers ; Jointed Hinges* in other parts called Wing-
hinges. 1809 Lonsdale Gloss

,
Gemmer, Gimmer, a small

hinge for a closet or desk door

+3. =5 Gimmal 2. (Rare in sing.) Obs.
1591 Shaks, i Hen VI, 1. 11 41, I thinke by some odde
Gimmors or Deuice Their Armes are set, like Clocks, still to
strike on, ax656 Bp Hall Sel. Thoughts Wks 180B VI.
249 When I saw my precious watch, taken asunder .so as
here lay a wheel, there the balance , here one gimmer, there
another, 1658 Gurnall Chr, in Amt. xi. xiv. 11 xvii 183

Drest up like a Puppet, m the outward shape of a man, that
moves by thejimmers which the workman fastens to it
transf. and fig a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut Rkem.

Iv T* (1618) 37 Diuoreed both from the body and marrow
hones of the Popish Masse, as also from the jimmers and
trinkets thereof. 1664 Power Exp Philos 1 2 His [the
Flea's] head, body, and limbs also, be all of blackish
armourwork with jemmar's, most excellently contrived for
the nimble motion of all the parts. 1668 H More Div.
Dial 1 viu (17^) 17, 1 have been prone to conclude with
myself that the Gimmers of the World hold together not so
much by Geometry as some natural Magick
Hence + Gimmer v. Obs. rai e~ l

, to furnish
with * gimmers * or joints.

*6g8 Bromhall Treat Specters iv, 256 The fragments
of that brazen Ship being diligently sought up, and gim-
mer d and set 111 their proper places.

Gimmer2 (gi ma) Sc and north dial. Forms:
5 gymbyre, -bure, gymmer, 6 gymmar, gylmyr,
guner, 6- gimmer [a ON. gymbr a ewe lamb
one year old (mod.Icel. gimbur, Da. gimmer-lam)

,

cf gymbell lie-lamb.
Ulterior connexions unknown

, the vowel of the ON. word
seems to forbid the supposition of some etymologists, that it
contains some foim of the Indogermamc word *gheim-
(ghjem-, ghivi- etc ) winter, and is thus cognate with Gr.
xinapos masc

,
\itLaipa fern., goat one year old 1

1 . A ewe between the first and second shearing.
Geltgimmer, a barren ewe.
1424-1549, etc [see Dinmont], c 1425 Vac. inWr -Wulcker

638/36 Hie gargta, gymbure Ibid. 698/23 Hec hdua,
gymbyre 1584 Vestry BAs. (Surtees) 18 Item at Shearborne
a dinmont, a gimer, & thre lams. 1691 Ray N C. Words
31 A Gelt-gunmer, a barren Ew. 1804 Scott Let to Ellis
19 May in Lockhart, Long sheep and short sheep and tups
and gimmers and hogs and dinmonts had made a perfect
sheep fold of my understanding. 1849 H. Stephens BA of
Farm (ed. 2) I. 594/2 A young ewe or gimmer is apt to be
shy to her first lamb 1883 Trans Highland Soc Agrtc.
XV App B. 73 Ewes and Gimmers in pens of three.

2

‘A contemptuous term for a woman
’ (Jam ).

Also rarely for a mare.
[Perh a different word, formed by association of Gammer

and Kimmer, Cf 1 Gimmer, a mistress “ My Gimmer
always wore those blue and white checked aprons ” ’ (Kent
Gloss 1887) 3

a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1814) II 15 She round the ingle
wi' her gimmers sits, Cramimn’ their gabbles wi’ her nicest
bits 1788 R Galloway Poems 90 The mim-mou’d gimmers
them misca’d. 1807 J. Stagg Poems 136 See Sawney
Gallm the gimmer wi’ a gad, Tho’ leyke a porpoise peighan ;He warrant’s her soun’ win’ a* lim’, As onny o’ the hill. 1893
Northumbld Gloss , Gimmer, a low woman
S attrib, and Comb., as gimmer mutton, ~pet\

gimmer-hog, a ewe of not more than one year
old ; gimmer-lamb, a female Iamb that has not
been shorn
1546 Wills $ Inv N. C (Surtees 1835) 124 It’m I gyflf to

Yssahyll my aowghter v youes or els v *gymmars hoggs.
*870 Daily Hews 6 Dec

,
Sheep stocks in East Yorkshire

consist chiefly of breeding ewes and wether and gimmer
hogs 1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 2 From lambmge
time till chppinge time they [ewes] are called *gimmer
lambes 1880 J W. Line, Gloss s v , So in Contracts—so
many stone of Wether or *Gimmer mutton 1785 Burns
Death 4 Dr Hornbk xxvu, Twa guid *guruner-pets,

Gimmew, gimmon, vars. Gemew, Obs.

t Gimnasse. Obs rare~ 1
. [anglicized form

ofGymnasium. Cf F. gymnast."] A gymnasium.
165a Stapvlton Herodian iv xxxiu, A Gimnasse [marg

An Activity Court] also and a statley Bath He did erect.

Gimp, gymp (gimp), sbfi Also 7-9 guimp
[Of obscure origin ; Du gimp m the same sense
appears already in Jacob Cats (died 1660), and so
is earlier than our first example of the Eng. word

;

some rood.Ger. Diets, have gimpe, gvnpf\ recent
Fr. has gtumpe m this sense. The Eng. word cor-
responds in meaning nearly to F guipure, f gmper
to ‘whip’ or wrap (a cord, etc ) with thread or silk ]
1. Silk, worsted, or cotton twist with a cord or

wire running through it Now chiefly applied to
a kmd of trimming made of this (see quot 1883) ;

sometimes covered with beads or spangles.
1664 J Wilson Cheats n. iv, I have three or four as rich

Suits, for Flanders Lace, Gimp, and Embroidery, as any in
the Town « 1704 Compl. Servant-Maid (ed. 7) 63 Open it

betwixt the gimp or over-cast, likewise into every Ilit-hole
a 1717 Parnell Elegy to an old Beauty 62 Unmov'd by
Tongues, and Sights he walk’d the place, Thro' Tape,
Toys, Tinsel, Gimp, Perfume, and Lace c 1800 Miss
Knight Autobwg I 121 To another lady I was in the
habit of writing in the millinery style giving descriptions of
gimps and ribands *874 T Hardy Far fr Madding
Crowd I xxiv 271 The military man’s spur had become
entangled in the gimp which decorated the skirt of her
dress 1881 Young Ev Man his own MechaniL § 798 The
kneeling stool may be finished with fringe or gimp round
the edge 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet, Needlework,
Gimp or Gymp, an openwork trimming, used on both dress
and furniture, and in coach lace making It is made of
silk, worsted, or cotton twist, having a cord or a wire run-
ning through it The strands are plaited or twisted, so as
to form a pattern.

2 . A nshuig-Une composed of silk, etc., bound
witb wire to strengthen it.

1827 Blackw Mag XXI 819 Pass your gymp in at the
fish’s mouth 1867 F Francis Angling xiv (1880) 508 Bright
brass gimp is very easily seen by the fish. 1873 G C.
Davies Mount <$• Mete xxiu 199 The brass wire of the
ordinary gorge hook is cut away, and the gimp fastened to
the thickest part or shoulder of the lead

3 In Lace-making : The coarser thread which
forms the outline of the design (see quot. 1882).
1839 Penny Cycl XIII 264 [The pattern of lace depends]

partly upon the introduction of a thicker thread, called
gymp, which is used for the formation of figures, flowers,
and other ornaments.

_
188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet

Needlework, Gimp . is the shiny, or coarse glazed thread
used in Homton and other Pillow Laces, to mark out and
slightly raise certain edges of the design, as a substitute
for Raised Work
4 attrib

,
as gimp cord

,
lace, -machine

,
-maker,

manufacturer
,
nail

,
pin, -work

;
*j* also quasi-adj.

= * trimmed with gimp as gimp petticoat.
*874 T Hardy Farfr. Madding Crowd I xxiv. 271 The

rowel of the spur had . wound itself among the *gtmp
cords [of a lady's dress] 1661 Pepys Diary 9 June, My
wife put on her black silk gowne, which is now laced all
over with black "gimp lace, as the fashion is *875 Knight
Diet Mech

,
*Gimp-machine, a narrow-ware loom having

devices at the edge of the warp to catch the woof and form
loops or patterns, the gimp cords of various sizes being
carried by independent shuttles or needles 1892 Daily
News 16 Apr 6/3 The daughter of a ""gimp-maker 1831
in Illustr Lond News (1854) 5 Aug 118 "Gimp manufac-
turer 1875 Knight Diet. Mech

,
*Gimp nail, a small

forged nail with a rounded head, used by upholsterers
1673 Dryden Marr A la Mode 111 1, Take my *Gmmp
Petticoat for that truth. 1882 Wore Exhib Catal. Ill gi
*Gimp pins. *755 *Gunp-work [see Gimp v 2

]

Gimp (gimp), sb
‘A [a. F. guitnpe, rept. OF.

guimple, Wimble.] A neckerchief or stomacher
(worn by a nun).
1747 Gentl. Mag 571/1 Sisteis in grey with swarms of

idle drabs and wenches in gimps, [Guimps, a nun’s neck-
kerchief] dispersed all over the kingdom *847 Faber Life
St. Rose ofLima 152 To prevent them from cutting her
habit, her veil, and her gimp

Gimp (dgimp), v.l rare in literary use ; colloq
m north, and midi districts. [Of obscure origm ; the
mod Diets, erroneously assign to it the pronuncia-
tion (gimp), and confuse it with next ] trans. To
give a scalloped or indented outline to.

1697 A deu Pryme Diary (Surtees) 152 [A] woman's
bust with the aforesaid Strang head dress on onely a little
more waved and gunp’d. 1756 Cowper in ConnoisseurNo
134 r 7 A Trolloppe or Slammerkin, with treble ruffles to the
cuffs, pinked and gymped. 1846 Worcester, Gimp, to jag,
to indent , to denticulate. 1878 Thompsons Gardener's
Assistant 705 Leaves narrow, beautifully gimped along the
margins

Gimp (gimp), v 2 [f. Gimp sbf}
1 . trans To trim with gimp.
I75S Scott Bailey’s Diet

,
Gimp, to make gimp-work,

or to work in gimp 1881 Miss JJraddon AspA II 232
Every one of the dresses is festooned and fringed and
gimped
2 To * whip ' or twine (wire, or the like) into

a plait or twist of some softer material
1885 W L Carpenter Soap 4- Candles 275 The candles

were made self-snuffing, by means of plaiting the wick, and
4 gunping ’ strings of wire, or other fibrous material, into
the plaits, with the object ofbending the wick outwards, so
that the end of it should reach the oxidizing part of the
flame, and thus be destroyed.

Gimp : see Jimp a
+ Gimpanado. Obs tare-'.
1593 Nashe Strange News To Gentlem Rdrs, "Wks

(Grosart) II 185 A ceitayne Theologicall gimpanado, a
demie diume, no higher than a Tailors pressing non

t Gi mping. rare - l
. = Gimp sbfi 1 .

1755 in Fawkes Odes Anacreon (1760) 74 Ornament it well
with gimping, Flownses, Furbelows, and crimping
Gin (.c^in), sb.1 Forms

: 3-7 ginne, gynne, 3-6
(also 9 m sense 8) gyn, 5 gyne, (4-5 gen), 7
gynn, 7-8 ginn, 3- gin. [Aphetic form of OF,
engitt, Engine (q v ).]

f 1. Skill, ingenuity Also m a bad sense : Cun
mng, craft, artifice (cf. Engine 2) . Quaint ofgin

.

clever in contriving or planning
,

also of things,
curiously contrived. Obs.
c x2oo Ormin 7087 U]>witess swijie wise, patt ..unnderr-

stodenn mani^whatt purrh snoterr gyn bi sterrness. a 125

o

Owl 4 Night. 765 Mid Iutle strengpe ^uq gmne Castel and
bur} me mai iwmne. a 1300 Fragm Pop Sci (Wright) 2
Oure Loverd, that al makede l-wis, queynte is of gtnne,
a 1300 Vox 4 Wolf 72 in Hazl E P P I 60 To one
putte wes water mne. That wes 1 maked mid grete ginne,
1340-70 Ahsaunder 1135 Therfore Jie Kyng had cast too
keepe )>at steede, In J?at caue craftely enclosed with gyqne.
01410 Chron Eng 180 in Ritson Metr Rom (1802) II
Feoie thinges ther beth ynne Craftilich ymad with gynne
C1470 Hardyng Chran. lxvil vm, By subtelte and his
sleyghty gyn

*j* 2. An instance or product of ingenuity
j contri-

vance, scheme, device. Also a cunning stratagem,
artifice, trick (cf Engine 3). Obs.
c xzos Lay. 1336 Brutus iherde siggen ofJ»an ufele gmnen

J?e cuoen J?a mereminnen 4*1300 Fiona A FI 131 Hu he
mi3te mid sume gmne His lemman blauncheflur awirnie.
1340-70 Altsaunder 644 By ginnes of Gemetrie hee loifully
telies Bothe J?e date & jje date ei*8o Sir Ferumb.
4352 Wan we bub wyj? such a gynne pe brigge-gates al
wy)>-ynne, ban wol y blowe myn horn c 1450 Cpkwalds
Daunce 149 in Hazl. E P. P I. 44, I wyll asey with a
gyne All the cokwolds that here is yn, Toknaw them wyll I
fond 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II. 543 So be no way, be ony
wyle or gyn, Withoutin leifmycht no man wyn thairm 1590
Spenser F Q hi. vii. 7 The Hag she found, Busie (as
seem'd) about some wickedgm 1650 Anthropomet.
Pref , Indeliable tincture j which rub'd in The Gallants doe
account their bravest gm. 1723 Trickology 16 They have

101-2



168 GIN.am.
an incurable Itch to intermeddle with their secret and pro*

found Gins,

*t* to Loosely used for : Affair, thing
1:1320 Sir Tnstr 2867 Her hors apolk stap in JJe water

her wat ay whare ; It was a ferly gm, So heye vndei hir
gare It Heye

3 A mechanical contrivance or device
,
a machine

(Cf, Engine 4 ) Obs. exc arch
13 E E A Hit P B 49* pen watz per icy 111 pat gyn

[the aik] & much comfort in pat cofer ct386 Chaucer
Sqr '$ 1

'

314 Tnlle another pyn, For thei-m lith theffect ofal
the gyn — Can Yeom Prol # T 612 ’i his false gyn
Was nat maad ther, but it was maad bifore c 14*5 Seven
Sag- (P ) 2035 To ordayn and dyvyse a gyne, Forto holde
the piler up-ryght 1610 Healev St A ug Cthe of God
(1620) 542 He meaneth of all the gins in instruments, it is

too tedious to stand reckniug them here 1662 Hobbes
Consul (1680) 54 Not every one that brings from beyond
Seas a new Gin, or other janty device is therefore a Philo
sopher, 1820 Shelley Let. to Marta Gisborne Poet, Wks
(1891) 369/1 To breathe a soul into the iron heart Of some
machine portentous, 01 strange gm.

-pb. An instrument, a tool. Obs
13 K Alts. 607 Neptanabus byhalt his gynne And

saide [etc ]. 1570 Billingsley Euclid vi Introd 153 Instru-
ments of drawing huge thinges incredible to the ignoiont,
and infinite other gtnues. ax6i6 Beaum & Ft. Custom
Country 1. 1, Yet if you play not faire play and above boord
too, I have a foolish gmhere [Rtldg Laying his hand upon
his sword], I say no more ei6x8 Fletcher Q Corinth m
l, I should curse my fortune Even at the highest to be made
the ginne To unsciew a mother’s love unto her son 1624
Capt Smith Virginia i 3 Their Boats are but one great tiee
burnt in the forme of a trough with gins and fire

f e. A spring or similar piece of mechanism
1592 Greene Art Conny Catch 11 5 His stnhops are

made with vices and gms, that one may put them in a
paire of glooues 1613 Bp Andrewes 96 Serin (1641) 462
There goeth search and enquiry to it , paines and diligence
are requisite

, we shall not come thithei, with the turning of
a ginne. 1616 Ibui 694 Of our selves, to move not wrought
to it, by any gin, 01 vice, or skrew made by ait 1621 T
Williamson tr Goulart's Wise Vieillard 49 Idolles, and
Statues, which artificially are moued by vises & gynnes
4. spec. A contrivance for catching game, etc.

;

a snare, net, trap, or the like (Cf Engine 5c)
c laao Bestiary 645 [The hunter] him seluen sit olon,

bihalt, WeSer his gin him out btwalt 1375 Barbour Bruce
11 576 With his handys quhile he wrocht Gynnys, to tak
geddis & sahnonys c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxm 105 He
may wylde fewle slayne with hawkes and deie slaen with
hundes or oper gynnez 1484 Caxton Fables of /Esop 1.

xvm, I am lake & bound with this gynne 1530 Palsgr.
225/1 Gynne to take quayles with, ronuclle. 1603 Drayton
Heroic. Ep. 1 120 The little Fishes With feai efull nibbling
flye th' inticing Gin 1637 Heywood Dial 11 Wks. 1874
VI 115 They onely shall lost labor win, Who seeke to
catch an old Fox m a pm 1664 Butler Hud 11. 111 277
He made a Planetary Gin Which Rats would run their own
heads m 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 111 App ui, A noose
that slipped as glib as a bird-catcher’s gin 1781 Crabhe
Library Wks 1834 II 48 Her subtile gin, that not a fly

escapes 1 1813 SportingMag XLVI 4 He discovered the
defendants setting gins or engines to catch hares. 1879
JEEFERiiis Wild Life m S Co. 250 These animals get
caught, too, m the gins

fig. *340 Ayenb. 28 Hyre guodes to lo}y pe enuious
agraypep alle his gynnes 7121366 Chaucer Rom Rose
1620 His gynnes hath he [Love] sett withoute, Ryght for to
cacche in his panters These damoysels & bachelers 1484
Caxton Curtail 2 b, For to make the grete and myghty to
falle and ouerthrowe she [Fortune] setteth gladly her
gynnes 1563 Mirr Mag

,
Blacksmith 11 7 Caught m gyn

wherein is layd no bayt 1639 Fuller Holy War v x
(1640) 247 Satan, the master juggler, needeth no wires or
gmnes to work with, being all ginnes himself 1677 F Sand-
eord Gtneal Hist 128 So strong was the conceit of a Pro-
phecy of Merlin (that Ginn of Error) That Llewelhn should
one day possess the Diadem ofBrute 1721 R Keith tr T.
a Kempis' Solti Soul x 174 For many are the Gins for that
Soul which loveth to gad abroad. 1763 Brit Mag IV 548
Beware the Wheel of Fortune—’tis a gin. You'll lose a
dozen times for once you win. 1873 E J, Brennan Witch
ofHeim 17 That ye may shun the gms that trap to hell

f 5 An engine of torture, the rack. (Cf. Engine
5 b ) Obs.
a iaa5 Leg Hath

,

1980 pis pinfule gin wes o swuch wise
igmet past te twa turnden eiSer wiSward o3er 1526
Skelton Magnyf 2283, 1 bequethe hym the gowte and the
gyn 1590 Spenser F Q 1 v 35 Typhoeus joynts wei e
stretched on a gm 1592 Lodge Euphues Shadow (1883)
14 Trying vamtie m the gin, attyrmg Vertue with the
garland.

+ to. A fetter. Obs.
1663 Butler Hud. i ii, 968 To keep from, flaying scourge

thy skin, And ancle free from iron gm
1

6

, A machine or instrument used in warfare foi

casting stones or other missiles, (Cf Engine 5 )
1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 11435 Hu pat wipinne were pe

castel wuste vaste Mid arblast and mid ober ginnes, vaste
ajen horn caste a 1300 CursorM 9890 (G8tt ) bis castel

may neyhe na wand wiht, Ne na maner gm [Cott MS
engine] of were May cast par-till it for to dere c 1320
Cast Love 680 He stont on heg roche and sound pat per
ne mai wone non vuel ping, Ne derue no gynnes castyng
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 429 Iosephus prewe out
brennynge oyle uppon alle her gynnes ana smoot al her
gynnes. c 1400 Rom Rose 4176 They dredde noon assaut
Of gynne, gunne, nor skaffaut 14, . Piet Voc in Wr -

Wmcker 784/13 Hoemaugnahum, a gyn 1500-ao Dunbar
Poems xlu 67 Than Bissmes the gnt gyn bend, Straikdoun
the top of the foir tour, a 1650 Merttne 1854 in Furniv,
Percy Folio I 480 When they to the castle came wylde fyer
soone them nume & castitt in with a gynne

+ 7 . A device for fastening or securing a door,
window, etc

;
a bolt, bar, or the like. Obs

a 1300 Cursor M. 1759 pe wmdou was wit suilk a gin

Men moght it open pat Jolted wit-in c 1320 Cast Love 803
pe fFoure smale toures abouten Euenchon wip a 3at
wtp ginne pat may non vuel come per-mne 1c 1475
Sqr lowe Degre 97 Every wyndowe On eche syde had
there a gynne, Sperde with many a dyveis pynne 1581 J
Bell Haddon's Answ Osor 398 b, 1 he banes and gynnes
beyng forced backe. *7x0 Ruddiman Gloss to Douglas'
sEncis, Gyn, the bolt or lock of a door

f to To know the gin to know the way or
trick of opening (a door, etc ) Obs
X514 Barclay Cyt <$ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc ) p. lv, Ofour

poore houses men soone mayknowe thegm So at our pleasure
we may go out and in 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 523
Donewald . knew weill the gyn of euerilk chalmer duir
16.. Rattling Roaring Willie in Berio Hat Club {1886)

475 Sae weel as I ken the gate, And fai better the gm
*1x650 Old Robin ofPorttngalc 88 in Fuimv Percy Polio
I 239 About the Middle time of the Night came 24 good
knights in, Sir Gyles he was the formost man, soe well he
knew that ginne,

8. a. A mechanical apparatus used for hoisting
heavy weights, a ciaue, now usually a tripod in
form, one leg being movable for variations in height,
and the other two a certain distance apart, with
a winch or drum between them round which the
rope is wound.
1447-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 399 Ropes

Baiowes gynnes hei delles 1497 Naval Acc. Hat VII
Resuig gynne of xuj peces with apparell 15x2 in

& Clark Cambridge I 608 Gynnes, wheles, cables
1706 Phillu'S (ed Kersey), Gm an Engine for laisuig 01
lifting up of great Guns 1769 Falconer Dut Marine
(1789), Cabre, a sort of gm, or machine resembling the sheers
of a ship. 1779 Forrest Voy N Guinea 9 She had for a
mast an artillery triangle (gm or tupod) made of three stout
bamboos 1788 'Brans Soc. Arts VI 208 The Gm will not
hoist it 011 such soft ground. x868 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) IV 111 60 The cranes, the gms, the engines of all

kinds

fig 1651 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 11 111 (1739) x6 The
Privy Council of Kings hath been an old Ginn of State, that
at a sudden lift could do much to the fuithermg of the
piesent estate of publick Affairs.

to. Mining An apparatus for hoisting, pumping,
etc., usually a drum or windlass worked by korse-
or wind-power
x686 Plot Stajfordsh 148 They diaw it [the water] up by
Gm the Gin is always work't by Hoises X70B J, C.
Compl. Collier (184s) 23 [The Blast] may teat up your
Timber Work and shatter the Gms X794 Nat Hist, in
Ann Reg 328 With these gmns Or veitical wheels both
water and coals were drawn from the pits 1804 W
Ttnnant Ind. Retreat (ed 2) II 168 The cattle are not
driven in a gm as ours, but lettre away fiom the well, and
letuin to its mouth 1841 Hartshorne Salop Antiq
Gloss., Gm

, a wooden perpendicular axle, which lias aims
projecting from its uppei pait, to which a horse is fastened
A common mode ofdrawing materials out of a coal pit when
a woik is in its infancy 1862 Smills Engineers III 9 The
gin consists of a large drum placed horizontally round
which ropes attached to buckets and corves are wound,
which are thus drawn up or sent down the shafts 1875
Knight Diet Meek

,
Gm, 2,A pump operated by windmill.

9 A machine for driving piles ? Obs exc U S
1682 [see Gin-boat in 12 b], 1828-32 in Webster 1889 in

Century Diet.

10. Amachmefor separating cotton from itsseeds.

Also called a cotton-gin (see Cotton sb 1 10)
1796 [see Cotton sb 1 10] 1807 Pike Sources Misstss

(1810)111 App 2s One of Nolan’s men constructed the first

cotton gm they ever had m the province 1817 J Bradbury
Trav. Amer 271 Thera are public gms established in
almost every pait, to which a planter may take his cotton,
and have it cleaned and packed 1854 Hooker Hirnal
frills II xxvt 237 The cotton is cleansed here, as else-
where, by a simple gm X879 Cassell's Techn Educ I.

306 A mill, where by means of a peculiar apparatus called a
gm, the cotton is separated from them

II Naut. (See quot. 1867.)
c i860 H Stuart Seaman’s Catech 38 Topsail sheets

when made of chain are rove through gins instead ofquarter
blocks 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Gm. a small iron

cruciform frame, having a swivel-hook, furnished with an
iron sheave, to serve as a pulley for the use of chain in dis-
charging cargo and other purposes 1882 Nares Seaman-
s/up (ed. 6) 73 The chain is led through a gin

12 . attnb and Comb
,
as (senses 8 and 11) gin-

block, -pulley, -rope
,

-sheers
,
-tackle

,

(sense 4) gin-
net, -trap

,
(sense 10) gm-mill, -roller

1875 Knight Diet Mech., *Gin-block, a tackle block with
a hook to swing from the gib of a crane or from the sheer of
a gm X891 Stevenson & L Osbourne Wrecker (1892) 3
The astute Scotch engineer of the *gin-mill 1883 Contemp.
Rev Sept 355 He may dexterously and quickly lay a *gin-
neL 1888 Lockwood!s Diet Mech Engm

,
*Gm Pulley

,

the pulley of a gin block 1875 Knight Did Mech 960/2
Another [gin] has a roller-knife acting in combination with
a *gin-roller 1497 Naval Act. Hen. VII (1896) 91 *Gynne
rope with an hoke of iren 1547 Pnvy Council Acts (1890)
II. 447 Gynne ropes, j coyle 1879 Man Artillery Exerc~
639 *Gyn sheers, with or without lengthened prypole 1859
F A Griffiths Arttl Man (1862) 3x7 A *gyn tackle con-
sists of one triple and one double block : the fall is fixed
to the double 1843 Zoologist I 223 A *gin-trap was set

to Special comb : gm-'be&m.Mining(see quot.);

t gin-boat, a boat carrying a pile-driver
, + gin-

bole, ? a bole in tbe ground where a gm (sense 8
or 9) has stood

; gin-horse, a horse that works
a gin (sense 8 b), a mill-horse

; gin-house, a
building where cotton is ginned; gin-pit (see
quot.)

; gin-pump = Gin sb. 8 b
; gm-race, -ring,

the circle or track in which a gin-horse moves;

gm-saw (see quot ) , gm-wheel, (a) the wheel
or drum of a gm used for hoisting, etc

; (b) awheel
111 a cotton gm

" J

1883 Gresley Gloss, Coal Mining, *Gm-beam, a timber
cross-bar canymg the pully-wheels over the top of a P,n
pit 168a J Collins Salt 4 Fishery 21 Of Banking m and
Recovering the Giound 1 his is to be performed by md of
*Guin-Boats, to drive into the Mud rows of Trees and
Posts sharpened at the Lower end 1622 T Tav.
(Water P ) On Thame Isis Biv, And Sunning locke the
groundsill is too high, Besides two *Gm-holes that are verv
bad And Sunning bridge much need of mending had. 1780
Trans Soc Arts (ed. 2> II 217 They are like a parcel of
old *gm-horses, that cannot be drove out of their pace 170*
Burns Wks II 435 There is a species of the human genus
that I call the gin-horse class Round and round they™
without an idea or wish beyond their circle 1828 Carlyle
Misc (1857) 1-240 This orbit may be the circle ofa em-
hoise 185a Mrs Stowe Untie Tom's C xxxiv. In an
old forsaken room of the *gm-house 1880 C R Markham
Peruv Bark 474 The engine-house, gin-house, and ware-
houses stand about a hundred yards from the river 1883
Gresley Gloss Coal Muting, *Gin-pit, a shallow mine or
pit-shaft worked by a gm a 1728 Woodward Nat Hist
Fossils (1729) I 165 The *Gin-pump of Mostyn Coal-pits
1862 S.Miins Engineers III 9 Buckets and corves .which
are thus drawn up or sent down the shafts by a horse
travelling in a circular track or * *gm-race ’ 1841 Harts-
hornt Salop Antiq Gloss., ^Gin-ring 1875 Knight
Did Mech , *Gin-saw, one used in a cotton-gm for draw-
ing the libers through the grid, leaving the seed in the
hopper 1839 Ure Did Arts 185 This machine moulds
30,000 [bricks] in a day’s work of 12 hours, with the help
ofone horse, yoked to a *gm wheel 1862 Smiles Engineers
1 323 'I he old methods of the gin-wheel and tub, and the
chain pump had been tried 1875 Knight Diet Mech,
Gm-whccl, a wheel in a cotton-gin It may mean a wheel
with curved pointed teeth or claws, which act as the teeth
of the usual saws m drawing the fiber through the grid

,

or the brush-wheel, which cleans the lint from tbe said wheel
or saw

Gin (d^n), sb.

2

Also 8 jin. [Abbreviation of
Geneva 1 ]
1. An ardent spirit distilled from gram or malt

;

see Geneva l and the note there.

X714 Mandeville Fab Bees (1723) I 86 The infamous
Liquor, the name of which deriv’d fiom Juniper-Berries m
Dutch, is now, by frequent use from a word of tmHling
length shrunk into a Monosyllable, Intoxicating Gin 1728
Swirr frni Mod Lady Wks 1755 III. n 194 Their
chatt’rmg makes a louder dm Than fish-wives o’er a cup of
jm 1738 Popl Epil Sat 1 130 This . hurls the Thunder
of the Laws on Gin [Note A spirituous liquor, the ex-
orbitant use of which had almost destroyed the lowest rank
of the People till it was restrained by an act of Parliament
m 1736]. 1839 Carlyle Chartism iv 132 Gm liquid Mad-
ness sold at ten pence the quartern 1862 Sir B Broke
Psychol Inq II 111 95 It is under the influence ofgm and
biandy, much more than of beer or wine, that bodily diseases
arise 1875 Buckland Log-bh. 85 She was full length, in
water as clear as gin

2 attnb and Comb., as,gin-bottle, -case, -drinker,

-not, -sutler
;
gin-drinking vbl. sb. and ppl a.,

gm-smugghngvbl sb. , gin-bright, -clear, -sodden,

-ward adjs
,
and in the names of drinks, as gm-

and-bitters, gin-and-tansy, gm-and-water (also

aitrib
), gin-and-wormwood, gzn-cocktail, -fizz,

-grog, -punch
,
-straight

, -toddy, -twist
187a Ruskin Fors Clav xiv 18 If they had been bad

old women they would have wanted *gm and bitters for

breakfast 1865 ‘ Artlmus Ward’ Intervieww Pr Napo-
leon, Did he perfoom her bedroom at a onseasonable hour
with *gin and tanzy ? 1880 Barman's Man 56 [Recipe for

making] Gm and Tansy. 1838 Dickens 0 Twist xxxvu,
Mr. Bumble drank his *gin-and-water m silence 1874
Jefferies Toilers ofField (1892) 28 Some towns have only
what is called a ‘ gin-and-water ’ market ; that is, the ‘deal’

is begun and concluded . at an inn over a glass of spirits

and water. 1894 J Dale Round the World x 169 He had
a full-moon sort of face, with a gm-and-water nose and
cod fish eyes 1880 Barman's Man. 53 [Recipe for] *Gm
and Wormwood. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863)

102 Our drover could never resist the seduction of the ’’gin-

bottle. 1893 Wcstm Gas 3 June 7/1 The Thames is
‘
*gin-

bnght’, and many of the fish are m a very sickly condition.

1897 Mary Kingslfy W Africa 474 An empty *gin-case.

1894 Daily News 15 Oct 3/5 The Suffolk Stour is ‘'“gin-

clear ’, and fish are off the feed there. 185* Hawthorne
Blithedale Rom ni (1883) 520 He being famous for

nothing but *gm-cocktails 1755 Man No 13 ir 8 She prov-
ing a vixen, a gilt, and a *gin-drinkei 1839 Carlyle
Chartism 11 117 The labourer’s unrest, recklessness, *gin-

di inking 1859 Ld Lytton Wanderer (ed. 2) 292 That
*gin-drinking hag 1891 Month LXXII 17 You take

your luncheon-snack or ‘ *gm-fiz ’ 1823 Blackw Mag
XIV 514 The fumes of last night’s *gm-grog 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1 ix, Flasbman had been regaling himself on

*gm-punch 1839 Carlyle Chartism 1v 132 A murky-sim-
mermg Tophet, of copperas-fumes, cotton-fuz, *gm-riot,

wrath and toil. 1897 Mary Kingsley W Africa 278 The
prevention of *gm smuggling x886 J K Jerome Idle

Thoughts (1889) 83 That dull-eyed *gin sodden lout x88o

Barmaris Man 57 [Recipe for] *Gin Straight 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb (i86x) 218 A brawny *gin-suttler 1840

Barham Ingol Leg Ser. 1 Execution 72 My Lord Tom-
noddy is drinking *gm-toddy 1826 J. Wilson in Blackw
Mag XIX 395/2 Truth should be like *gin-twist, half and
half 1849 Thackeray Pendenms xxxix. The gm twist and
devilled turkey had no charms for him 1829 Edm Rev
XLIX 381 With characteristic sagacity, the legislators,

justices, aud parsons of the land jom together to augment
the *ginward bias

b. Special comb.* + gm-act, the act 6f 1736
which, by an increased duty, restrained the sale of

gin (cf. 1, quot. 1738) ;
jjm-door (nonce-wd ), the
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entrance to a gin-palace ;
gm-drmker*s liver, ‘ a

term applied, to atropine cirrhosis of the liver, from

its frequent cause ’ (.Syd.Soc.Lex. 1885) , gm-liver
==gm-dnnker's liver, gm-mill US

,

a drinking

saloon (hence gm-miller) ;
gm-spuiner, (a) a dis-

tiller ; (5) a dealer in spirituous liquors
;
gm-trap

slang, the mouth Also Gin-palaoe, Gin-shop,

Gin-sling
175* Fielding Covent-Garden Jrnl No 49 1 Of this

it is easy to give many instances, particularly in the case of

the *gin-act some years ago 1777 in Chesterfield's Misc
Wits l 242 Lord Chesterfield’s first speech on the Gin act,

February 21, 1743 1850 Mrs Browning Poems II 191

The *gin-door’s oath, that hollowly chinks Guilt upon

grief. 1843 Budd Dis. Liver xi6 These forms of disease

are most frequent . among the poorer classes, many of

whom spend great part of their earnings in gin , and for

this reason the granular and the hob-nail liver has been

familiarlytermed by English practitioners, the *gm-drinkers'

liver 182a-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4)! 357 note, In what

is termed the *gm-liver white linesare seen traversing it 187a

Belgravia Dec 251 He then goes off to rejoin his comrades,

to adjourn to the nearest 1 *gm-mill ' where a drink can be had

on the sly. 1888 Voice (N Y ) g Aug ,
Asocial organization

named after that *gin-miller and Republican 1 boss ’ 1785

"Grose Diet Vulg Longue
,, *Gm spinner, a distiller 1813

European Mag Jan 69 The distilleis, alias Gin Spinners,

have advanced the price of gm 1827 Egan Anecd of

Turfijq Just as she was about to toddle to the gin-spinner s

for the ould folks, and lisp out for a quartern ofmax 1862

Sala Accepted Addr 186 A strong team of gin-spinners'

horses . led by distillers’ draymen. 1827 Egan Anecd.

of Turf 67 Never again could .. he feel his ivories loose

within his *gm-trap.

Gin (dgm), sb 3 Australian. Also gmn, jm,

[Native word.] A female Australian aboiigmal

,

a native woman or wife

[1798 D Collins Acc. N. S Wales 612 Din, a woman ]

1827 P. Cunningham N. S Wales II 16 He once looked

into one of their gins' (wives1

) bags, and found [etc ] 1831

Tyerman & Bennet Voy <5- Trav II xxxvu 166 They
[New Holland aborigines] answered 1We are poor men

;

we have no jins’. *863 Beveridge Gatherings 65 The
camp where lay last night the youthful Gin. 1885 Mrs. C.

Praed Head Station 21 The gins, or elder women .. lay

basking in the sun

b. transf. A female kangaroo.

1833 Breton Excuts. N S. Wales 234 The flying gm
(gm is the native word for woman or female) is a boomah,

and will leave behind every descnption ofdog

+ Gin, sbfi Obs. Also gum, jinn [Appella-

tive use of Ginn, a female name (Shaks. Com Err
m 1 31), prob *=Jenn, Jenny.]

1, A female ferret (cf. Gill).

1688 R Holme Armoury II 136/1 A Ferret, the Hob
the Male, Ginn, or Jinn, the female

2 A gin ofall trades,
the female equivalent of

Jack ofall trades

1705 Vanbrugh Confed 1 111, Dick. Who is this good

Woman ? Flip A Gin of all 1 rades
,
an old daggling Cheat

tGin (gm), v 1 Obs exc. arch. Forms- 4,

6-7 gm, 4-6 gmn(e, gyxme, (4gyn). Pa t sing

3 gann, 3, 5 gane, 4-7 (9 arch ) gan, (4 gen), 5-6

ganne
;
plur 2 gtrnnen, 3-6 gan, (4 gane), 3-4

gonne, 4 gonnen, 3-5 gun, 3-4gunne, (5 gun),

4-5 gon. Pa pple. 3 gunnen, 4gonnen [Aphetic

form of Begin (in early instances perh. rathei of

Ongin)
;
m ME. chiefly used m the pa. t. gan ,

also in the form Can v 2 In modem archaistic

use sometimes written
’

'gin ]
1. intr To begin, followed by inf. active, with or

without to ;
rarelyfor to. In ME. poetry the pa.t.

gan was commonly used m a weakened sense, as

a mere auxiliary (= the modern did) serving to

form a periphrastic preterite, the altered form

Can v 2 became, however, more frequentm this use.

a izoo Moral Ode 272 po pe gunnen here gultes beter

and betere lif leden. C 1200 Ormin 3274 Hegann bennkenn

offhimm sellf. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7653 per hii gonne

abide a 1300 Cursor M. 12129 (GStt ) 0 ho 1 alle pan

gan pai cn. 13 K. Alts 2540 Feole ascapith and gen to

fleon C1330 Artk $ Merl 1329 That so loude and sore

ginneth wepe c 1330 Aims &A1111I 1x61 To bed thai gun

go 1387 Irevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 203 he belles of pe

citee gonne to rynge by hem self. 0x430 Hymns Virg 56

Seynt lohun pat for ihesus Ioue to deep gan goon, c 1460

Play Sacram 502 In woodnesse I gynne to wake a 1329

Skelton Ware Hauke 1x9 This fauconer gan showte,

1375 Churchyard Chtppes (1817) 91 Like as the bore, his

bnssels grnnes to shake When hee is chafte 1581 J Bell
Haddads Answ Osor 271b, This troublesome tempest,

which ganne spread itselfe abroad in every coast x6ox

Weever Mirr Maid E vij b, Thus ill at worst doth alway

gin to mend xfixx Shaks Cymb. 11 111 23 The Larke at

Heauens gate sings And Phoebus gins arise 1791 Cowper
Retired Cat gz He ’gan in haste the drawers explore. 1883

R. W. Dixon Mono 1 xiv. 13 Forth from that evil house gin

they proceed.

b followed by inf passive, rare.

X579 Spenser Sheph. Cal Mar. 10 The grassenowe grnnes

to be refresht,

2 . absol. To begin, commence ; to have or make
a beginning. Also togm at.

6x330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 77 peflodebigan to gynne,

& klosed it [the island] aboute. 1382 Wyclif Eccl Prol

,

Heeregynneth the prologe in the boc ofEcclesiastes Ibid 1

heading, Heer gynneth the booc. 1430-40 Lydg Bochas

Prol (1544) 20 He Ginneth at Adam and endeth at King

lohn. 0x590 Greene Fr. Bacon ii 159 You shall to Henley

to cheer up your guests ’Fore supper gin 1839 Bailey

Festus x (1848) 105 Earth's tale is told inHeaven, Heaven s

told in earth Since either gan one only faith hath been,

The faith in God of all

b. To begin speaking, to speak, rare

13 K. Alls 3006 Tofore heom alle thus he gan

3 trans. To begin (something).

a 1300 CursorM 7792 (G5 tt ) Dauid had gunen a batayl

kene. 61330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 167 pe grete lordes

Inglis, pat be werre had gonnen 6 *35° JVtll Palerne

1920 Now Iistenes, lef lordes Jus lessoun pus i ginne. c 1400

Cato's Mor. 167 in CursorM App iv 167* For wisest and

mast of maine, gmin childis witte a-gaine, quen bai ar vn-

welde 1391 '1 roub Raigyie K John (x6xx) 19 ,

1

am hold

to make myselfe your Nephew And with this Prouerb gin

the world anew, Help hands, I haue no lands, Honor is my
desire 1603 Shaks Macb 1. it. 23 Whence the Sunne gins

his reflection.

Gin (dgm), v 2 [f Gin sb 1 ;
cf. Engine v ]

1. trans To catch in a gm or trap, to ensnare

a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour hi. 111, So, so, the Wood-
cock’s gin’d , Keep this doore fast, brother 1781 P Beck-

ford Hunting (1802) 340, I would not gm him though

—

too good a spoi tsman. for that 1833 Carlyle Caghostro tn

Misc. Ess (1888) V 123 Destiny has her nets round him

too soon he will be ginned. x8fi8 G Duff Pol Sum 221

Men are stationed with lassos to gm you dexterously

2 To remove the seeds of (cotton) with a gm
1789 Trans. Soc Arts I 256 It is the easiest ofall Cotton

to gm 1863 F C Brown Supply Cottonfr India 10 The
latest home-improved gins for ginning cotton. 1879 Sir G
Campbell White <$• Black 157 Northern dealers gm and

buy their [negroes’] cotton

b US slang To gin her up • to work things

up, to make things ‘ hum to work hard.

1887 F. Francis Jr Saddle $ Mocassin vii 124 The
Apaches were out to beat hell • And they were sinning her

up, and making things a bit lively, that’s a fact 1

Hence G-inned ppl. a. (sense 2), G-i nmng vbl

sb. (sense 1) See also Ginning vbl. sb 2

1825 Sporting Mag XVII 28 The art of snaring and
* ginning 1 as it is called 1883 Daily News 11 Oct 2/7
* Good ’ machine ginned Broach is raised i-x6«. per lb.

Gin (gm), prep Sc. [-Gain prep 3 ,
with

vowel-shortening due to want of stress ]
Against

or by (a certain time)
?i7 .. Sweet William xi in Motherwell Minstrelsy (1827)

300 And gin the morn gin twelve o’clock, Your love shall

married be, a 1765 Chield Mortce xxxiv in Child ballads

iv lxxxiii (1886) 271/2 This lady she died gin ten o clock.

Lord Barnard died gin twall 1768 Ross HelenoreJ1789)

88 Gm mght we came unto a gentle place 1788 E. Picken

Poems 176 The lines, that ye sent owre the lawn .. Gm
gloamin hours reek’t Eben’shaun

Gin (gm), conj. Sc and dial. [Of obscure origin

,

app m some way related to Gif.

One supposition is that gifwas apprehended as identical

with the imperative of Give, and that gm = given was sub-

stituted for it The pa pple given, used in the absolute

construction, comes very cfose in sense to the hypothetical

conj , so that this view is plausible, though lacking confir-

mation Some think that the conj. originated from Ginprep.]

If, whether.

1674 RayN C, Words 21 Gin, gif'. In the old Saxon is

Gif, from whence the word If is made 1724 Ramsay J'ea-t

Misc (1733) I. 23 Fast to the door I rin To see gin ony

young spark Will light and venture but in X794 Burns

Collier Laddie 111 Ye shall gang in gay attire Gm ye 11

leave your Collier Laddie. x8x6 Scott OldMort xliv, Follow

me, gin ye please, sir, hut tak tent to your feet 1842 J D
Phelps Collect Gloucestr (Glouc Gloss ), Gin ,

if 1864

Tennyson North Farmer (O S.) xvii, An1 gin I mun doy

I mun doy. 1863 G Macdonald A Forbes 9 Gin. the

warst cam’ to the warst. 1878 Cumbld, Gloss ,
Gin ye 11

gan I’ll gan.

Gin, var Ging, Obs.

Gmcracke, obs. form of Gimgraok.

Ginet, obs. form of Jennet.
Ginet-moil, var Genet-moil, Obs

Gineve, obs. f Gneeve, an Irish land measure.

Gi'llful, a' Obs. rare-1 [f. Gin s!>0 + -ful.]

Guileful, treacherous, deceitful.

136a Langl P. PI A. xi 153 Gemetne and gemensye is

gynful of speche.

t Ging, sb. Obs. Forms i genge, 2-5 geng(e,

(4 gemg, 6 gin), 3-6 gyng(e, 4-7 gunge, 6-7

ghing, 3-7 ging. Also 1 segenge, 2 i-geng. [OE
gytge, ? str neut.

,
troop, company (also = Gong sbJ,

inwhich sense it has a wk gen.pl g$ngena)',

corresponding formally toON gengi success, help,

support, vogue, currency ;
f. root of Gang v The

word in the senses explained below is prob. to be

regarded as an abbreviation of the fuller form

gegptge, which etymologically expresses the notion

of * a going together ’
;

cf. gegpiga masc., com-

panion , the ON word has prob. in like manner

lost the OTeut suffix ^<r-=>OE j6-,Y- t]

1 . A company of armed men, a troop, army, host.

nxioo 0 E Chron an. 1070 Hereward & his genge

iiS4 Ibid an 1138 [Hi] sloghen suithe micel of his

genge 6XX75 Lamb Horn 87 God bisencte pa pe pharaon

and al his genge 13 K Ahs- 922 Alisaunder, in the

mornyng, Quyk hath armed al his gyng. 6x400 Destr

Troy 1223 He .Gednt all hu> gynge And his grounde held.

<11400-50 Alexander 3618 And he was graythid [with] a

ging of grekis kni3tis.

2 . The retinue of a great personage, a family,

household, train of servants.. Also pi One’s fol-

lowers or * people ’
;
people in general.

GINGER.

6 xaoS Lay. 11x39 pa Issued! <EIene to Jerusalem wende

mid nchere genge <11x300 Cursor M 2378 Abram went

and wit him loth, His geing, his catel, ilk crot. 6x300

Havelok 786 Him and his genge wel he fedde. <*1330 go-

land A V. 49 He sende him grace him to slo, pat Had

y-wiouit so michel wo, & slawe godes ginges c 1400 Destr.

Troy 2882 He offert onestly m honour of Venus, A gobet 01

gold, pat gyngys might se a 1400-50 Alexatider 1648

(Ashm ) Pan gas he furth with his gmgis [MS Dubl gyng]

to godis awen temple 1508 Dunbar Test ofA Kennedy

98 ,

1

will nanehaifbot our avne gyng x6ox MlndayDownf
Earl Huntington in 1 in Hazl. Dodsley VIII 14S For all

your dagger, wert not for your ging, I would knock my
whip stock on your addle-head c 1626 Dick ofDevon 1. 11

in Bullen O PI II 13 The mermaydes of those Seas when
they by Drake And his brave Ginges were ravishd.

3 gen A company ; a gang, pack, set, train.

6 1200 Ormin 3918 patt tejjre [angels] genge shollde ben

Wipp gode sawless ekedd 13 E. E Allit P A. 455
bat dysplesez none of oure gyng, For ho is quene of cortay-

sye c 1350 Will Palerne 1600 pis gaye genge of grece to

rome gunne ride <11400—50 Alexander 2435 For-bi bees

glad now, all pe gingis *e sail na gref haue 1598 B Jon-

son Ev Man in Hum 11 11, Let mee not hue, an I could

not find in my heart to swinge the whole ging of hem, one

after another 1627 Drayton Agincourt, etc 147 R°11q

Who still led the Rusticke Ging <r 1652 Bromd Damoiselle

1 1 Wks 1873 I 383 Could I hut dream his youthfull

Ghing Could stretch to get him out <*1653 Middleton

& Rowley Span, Gipsy mi Ms Wks (1885) VI 161

Welcome, poet, to our ging
! v _ ,

transf 1642 Milton Apol Smect (1831) 274 Proceeding

not mine
>

b spec. The crew of a ship or boat. Cf Gang
X594 Carew Tasso (1881) 34 So hardy gmg of Marriners

forth blowne, In venture to deskry some straungy shore

1633 T James Voy 36 The Cock-swaine with his ging, were

to goe in the Boate 1670 CottonEspemon n. van 408 The

Ghing of all the Gallies in the Harbour being drawn out

every night to water this Cours

attnb 1633 J Hayward tr Biondis Banish d Vtrg 173

Doing himselfe the office of Boatsonne, ghing-captame.

e. In depreciatory sense A crew, rabble ;
rout

a 1175 Cott Horn. 243 Se forme is se deofel and his igeng

c 1323 Body Soul 92 in Map's Poems (Camden) 3+8 Fare

awey the foule Swyke ant thi cursede genge 1592 Greene
Upst Courtier E 2, What a Gmg was here gathered

together, no doubt Hell is broke loose 1625 Gill Sacr
Philos ir 173 Ebion, Cennthus, Photmus, and the rest of

that gmg 1659 Tohuiano, Cinrmatore,
one of the basest

crue or ghing

4= Used to translate L. gentes : Nations, heathen,

<z 1300 E E. Psalter 11. 8 (Horstm ) Aske ofe me, and 1.

tope sal Giue genge wele mare with-al <*1340 Hampole
Psalter 11. 1 Whi gnaistid >e genge & pe folke thoght

vnnayte thyngs

'j* Ging, Obs. rare ~~ x
.
[Echoic ; cf. Jingle ]

intr. To jingle, tinkle

1370 Levins Manip 133/34 Gmg, tznnire

Ging, ».2 Mining. ? Obs. trans. (See quots

)

Hence Gingmg (
dial gingonin) vbl. sb

1747 Hooson Mineds Did , Gmg up a Shaft Where the

Oages lye not far of from theDay ; in old Shafts, the Miner,

by ordinary Timber and Stopnce, or sometimes by Walls

from the Top of the Oagues, makes a wary and frugal Shift

to support it. x8oa Mawe Mitt, Derbysh Gloss (E !D S )j

Gmgomn, sb ,
walling up a shaft, instead of timbering, to

keep the loose earth from falling. 1824 Mander Derbysh

Miners' Gloss , Gmg up a Shaft, that is climbing up a Shaft

[Prob an erroneous guess ] Ibid ,
Gtnging a Shaft is also

arching the mouth of an old useless Shaft, which is usually

done with stone in order to prevent Cattle falling therein

1847 in Craig 1883 Gresley Gloss, Coal Mining, Gmgittg,

the walling or lining ofa pit-shaft

Gingall, jingall (dgi-nggl). Also gmgal,

-jal(l, jmgal, -gol, *jaI(L [ad Bind, janjdl]

A heavy musket fired from a rest ; or a light gun

mounted on a swivel, sometimes on a carnage.

Used in China and India
1818 Elphinstone in Sir T E Colebrook Life (1884) II.

31 There is much and good sniping from matchlocks and
gingals 1829 Shipp Mein III 40They fired their long gin-

jalls, which kill a mile off 1841 Ann. Reg. 253 Exposed to

a heavy fire from the guns and gmgals [of the Chinese]

1864 Daily Tel 15 Aug , Your Talookdar . lived in a mud
fort, mounted with jiugalls and wall-cannon. 1878W.H 6

. Kingston Mate of' Lily' m. 67 We had several on either

side of us blazing away with their gmgalls.

b. short for gmgall-ball

1879 Low Afghan War 1 xoo*, I picked up a five pound
shot and a six ounce jinjall both of hammered iron

C. attnb., as gmgall-ball, -battery , -fire

1834T Medwin Angler in Wales II 57 He fell dead by

a ‘ gmgall’ ball. 1837 S Osborn Quedahxv 201 The gmgal

battery fired away manfully 1880 E. Oppert Foi out. L
vm 235 The barrels, about one foot and a half long, threw

a good-sized gingall-ball, 1884 A Forbes Chinese Gordon

ii 47 The gunners were covered from musket and gingall

fire by large wooden mantlets.

Gingam, obs, form of Gingham.
Giagambob, obs. form of Jiggambob.

Gmgbreade, obs. form of Gingerbbead.

Ginge, var. Ging, Obs

Gingebrar, -bras, etc
,
obs. fif. Gingerbread.

Gmgebred, Sc. var. Gingerbread.
Gxngell, -el(l)i, -el(l)y, var. Jingle, Gingili

Gmgel(I)ine, var. Gingerlinb, Obs.

Ginger (dgi nd33i), sb. and afi F orms : 1 gin*

giber, 3ingifer(e, 3 gingivere, (3 gmgevir, 4
gyngure, gyngyvre), 4-6 gynger(e, 5 gingere,

gyngour, gyngevere, (zenzyber, gingivre, -ver,



GINGER.
gyngangre, -yre), 4- ginger [The OE. gingiber,

gingifer{e are directly a. late L,. gmgiber= the ear-

lier zingiber{i

,

a Gr. fryyt&epis, app. a Praknt
stygabera Skr $rygavera, which has the appear-
ance of a compound of cryga horn and vera body,
but is supposed by Yule to be an etymologizing
perversion (suggested by the antler-like form of
the root) of a Dravidian name, a prehistoric form
of the Malayalam synonym inchi-ver (f. inchi
root). The ME. forms seem to be readoptions
chiefly through OF. gimgibre

,
gmgimbre (mod F.

gmgembre) — Pr. gmgibre, gtngebre, Sp. gengibre,
agengibre, Pg. gengivre, It. zenzevero, zenzero, gen-
gero

, gengiovo
Other forms of this widely diffused wo id are Arab Banja-

bll (already m the Koran)
,
MDu gengber (from Sp or Pg

)

whence Du gemher, also (with loss ofthe initial consonant
as m Ger. enzian from L gentiana) MHG mgeuicr (Ger
mgwer), MLG. engewer, Da. ingefm

,
Sw wgtJHra,]

A. sb.

1. The rhizome of the tropical plant Zingiber
officinale

,

remarkable for its hot spicy taste , used
when dried and ground m cookery and as a medi-
cine, also preserved m syrup or candied as a
sweetmeat. Black ginger : the unsciaped root,
from the E. Indies. White ginger

:

the scraped
root, from Jamaica, often artificially bleached.
Greenginger', the nndriedxoot, usually m preserve.
Guiger colombyne (quot c 1460), ginger fiom Quilon (L.

Colwnbum)
, g valadyne and g, inaydelyn, mentioned in

the same quot
, have not been identified

ciooo Sax Leeclui II. 56 Wi)> seaSan recels lytel swefl,
swegles aeppel weax fcingifer c 1205 Lay. 17745 Muchel
canele & gingiuere & licoriz he horn Iefliclie gef r 1305
Land Cokaygne 73 in E.E P. (1862) 158 he rote is gingeuir
and gahngale. c 1366 DurhamMS Cell Boll, In Ginger
emp in villa, xxd 1398 Trlvisa Barth De P. R xvn
cxcv. (1405) 731 Gynger hyghte Zinziber . and is the rote
of an herbe c 1430 Two Cookery-bfcs 1. 21 penne take whyte
Gyngere, and Galyngale, & Canel fayre y-mynced. c 1460
J Russell Bk Nurture 131 Good gynger colombyne is best
to drynke and ete Gynger valadyne & maydelyn ar not so
holsom in mete. *463 m Bury Wills (1850) 40 My silvir forke
for grene gyngour 156a Turner Herbal it. 90 Ginger is
not the roote of pepper as som haue mdged 1590 Buttes
Dyets dne Dm 0 ij b, Greene Ginger, condite with hony,
warmesoidemensbellyes 1601 Shaks T-wel N 11 111. 126
Yes by S. Anne, and Ginger shall bee hotte y* th mouth too.
xfixx — Wmt T iv. 111. 50, 1 must have .. a Race or two of
Ginger 1676 Grlw A teat. Plants

,
Exjter. Luctatton 1 § 11

240 Ginger makes a small Bulhtion with Aqua fortis, only
observable by a Glass. X707 Loud. Gass No. 4319/3 With
Annotto, lower'd to 8d. per lb. and Black Ginger to 15s. perC
X769 Mrs Raffald Eng Housekpr (1778) 243 To candy
Ginger x8xx A. T Thomson Land Dtsp. (181B) 420 Dried
fiU’ger has a pungent aromatic odour, and a hot biting taste.
X870 Yeats Nat Hist Comm 151 Jamaica ginger is con-
sidered to be the best

2. The plant Zingiber officinale
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1369 Ther was eek wexing

many a spyce Gingere, and greyn de paradys 1553
I/DEN '1reat Neuic fad (Arb.) 20 Ginger groweth m Calt-
cut 1599 Hakluyt Voy II. 265 The ginger groweth like
vnto our garlike 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xi. xx8
This order contains several interesting plants,_ such as
ginger, etc. 1879 Cassells Techn. Educ I. 91 Ginger is
an elegant, reed hke tropical plant

b, applied to plants of other species.
1838T ThomsonCArw Org Bodies Amomumgrauum

parodist. The fruit of this species of ginger, known by the
name of grains of paradise, is used in India. x866 Treas
Bot 531/2 Amada Ginger, Curcuma Amada. Egyptian
Ginger, Colocasia esculenta. Indian Ginger, Asarttmcana-
dense Mango Ginger, Curcuma Amada Wild Ginger,
Asarum canadense Wood Ginger, an old name for Ane-
mone ranwtailoides.

3 slang a. Jig. Mettle, spirit.

*®43 Haliburton Attacks I xv. 261 Curb him [a horse],
talk Yankee to him, and get his ginger up 1889 A C
Gunter That Frenchman t xvi, Look at hei eyes—see ’em
flash now—there's ginger for you 1 1890 — Miss Nobody
of Nowhere 124 If father objects send him to me, I’ll take
the ginger out of him in short order 1

b. A showy, fast horse
1825 Westmacott English Spy I 86 Ifyouwant to splash

alongin glory with a ginger. [Explained in a footnote ]4. dial, and slang A light sandy colour, resem-
bling that of ginger.
*865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1 u, Mature young gentleman

,

with, too much ginger in his whiskers 1889 N. W Line
Gloss, (ed 2), Ginger, a light led or yellow colour, applied
to the hair

b A cock with reddish plumage
;
also, a red-

haired or sandy-haired person.
1785 Grose Did Vulg, Tongue s. v Ginger-gated, Red

cocks are called gingers 1797 Sporting Mag, IX 338 In
cocking, I suppose you will not find a better breed of
gingers. 1857 H Ainsworth Spendthrift xvi 109 Examin-
ing the cocks, and betting with each other . this backing a
grey, that a ginger. *885 in Eng lllustr Mag June 605
There is . ‘ Ginger the red-haired, who [etc.]

6 . {By) ginger I

:

a mild expletive. £7, .S’.

1863 Lowell Lett (1894)1 348 There, by ginger 1 I meant
to give the merest hint of a sentiment, and I have gone
splash into a moral.

0 attrib, and Comb. a. simple attributive, as
ginger-colour, -jar

,
-root, -sauce, -tea

;

b. objective,
as ginger-drinking, + -grate

,

0 parasynthetic and
similative, as ginger-colowed, -faced, -hackled.

'

-haired
,
-red adjs.

170

*55* Huloet, '"Gynger coloure, after a whyte russet,
mehnus 1894 Daily News xo July 6/2 "Ginger drinking is

also a new form, of alcoholomania. 1897 Ibid 30 Sept 6/3
Mr Bigelow has nothing hut contempt for the 1 "ginger-
faced

1

Portuguese 1530 Palsgb 225/1 "Gynger grate,
ratissevr a gmgembre. 1839 H Ainsworth j? Sheppai it

ir xu, Somebody may be on the watch—perhaps that old
"ginger-hackled Jew 1895 Daily News xo Dec 5/1 She is

usually what an old writer calls ‘a "ginger-haired hussy ’.

*895 Times 4 Feb 4/6 A thousand pounds has been given
for a "ginger jar x8xi Sporting Mag. XXXVIII 63 The
cocks are in colour, all alike, what sportsmen call "ginger-
red 1831 J Davies Manual Mat Med 153 Long peppei
and "ginger root, c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 537 "Gyn-
ger sawce to lambe, to kjd, pigge, or fawn m fere. 1822-34
Good's Study Med (ed 4) 1 491 The beverage [should] con-
sist chiefly of coffee, "ginger tea and acidulated waters

7 . Special comb., as ginger-ale, an effervescing
beverage flavoured with ginger

; ginger-brandy,
a cordial prepared by steeping bruised ginger m
brandy; f ginger-comfit [a. OF gtngebre confit],

preserved ginger
; ginger-cordial (see quot ) ;

hence ginger-tordial vb. ; ginger-fern, a kind of
fein giowmg in Jamaica ; ginger-grass, (a) An-
dropogon Nardus

,
an aromatic East Indian grass,

yielding an essential oil with a strong smell of gin-
ger; {b) Panicum glutmosum

,

a coarse grass of
Jamaica, ginger-mad a. 1nonce-rod ,hotly excited,

ginger-nut = Gingerbread-nut
; ginger-plant

=• Ginger sb. 2 ; see also quot. 1880
,
ginger-

race, a root of ginger
,
ginger-snap, (a) a thin

brittle cake flavoured with ginger, (b) (U.S.) a
hot-tempered person, esp. one with carroty hair

;

ginger-spice = Ginger sb 1, ginger-suck, a kind
of sweetmeat flavoured with ginger

; gmger-wine,
a popular British wine, made by the fermentation of
sugar, water, and bruised ginger (Cassell), ginger-
work -gingerbread-work; ginger-wort, the name
given by Lindley to the order Zingiberacess Also
Ginger-beer, Ginger-pop.
1886 Advt

,
"Ginger ale. 1894 Westin. Gate. 27 June 8/1

The only time he was ever the worse for liquor was when
he indulged in three bottles of a temperance drink called
ginger ale. 1864 Tovey Brit fy For Spirits 284 "Ginger
Brandy is the best cordial stomachic that is made. 1334-5
"Gingebr 1

confit [see Comfit sb 1] 1365 MS. Hostill Roll,
Durham, Octo coflynz de Anys comfytt genger conifytt et
geloffers, viij", 1401-2 Mem Rtgoit (Surtees) III 208 In ij

unc gmgergumfet et annes, 6d x88a Ogilvie, *Gwgcr-
cordial, a liqueur made from raisins, lemon rind, ginger and
water, occasionally strengthened with whisky or brandy 1853
Reade Chr, Johnstone xi 141 Flucker ginger cordialed
him ; his sister bewitched him. 1847 Gossc Birds Jamaica
381 Large ponds, in which tall ana thick bulrushes densely
grow, or masses of the great "ginger-fern 1864 Grisebach
Flora W. Ind. 784 "Ginger-grass, Pantcum glutmosum.
x866 Treas Bot 531/2 Gtnger-grass oil, an essential oil ob-
taiued from Andropcgon Nardus 180a Coleridge Lett
(1895) 413 The whole kingdom is getting "ginger-mad 1856
Kane Arct.Expl II xxvm 276 Which a good aunt ofmine
had filled with "ginger nuts two years before 183a Veg.
Subst. Food 357 The "ginger plant has been cultivated In
this country as a stove exotic since. 1600. x88o Britten &
Holland Plant-n 206 Ginger-plant, Tanacetum vulgare
1889 Lumholtz Cannibals (1890) 297 If the leaves of the
ginger-plant are used, they give the food a peculiar piquant
flavour. <1x659 Cleveland Agst. Ale 111, That Lover was
in pretty Case, I hat tnmm'd thee with a "Ginger-race x868
Mrs Phelps Gates ajar xu, P’r’aps I’ll have some straw-
beines too, and some "ginger-snaps 1530 Palsgr, 225/1
^Ginger spyce, gtngembre, 1880 Blsant & Rice Seamy Side
i. 7

* You can’t have eaten all that 1
’ * Every penny, mother

—parliament, toffee, and "ginger-suck ’ 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1 11, A ‘ feast-cake ’ and a bottle of "ginger or raisin
wme. x6z4 B. Jonson Bart Fair m 1, Hence with thy
basket of Popery, thy nest of Images . and whole legend of
"gmger-worke 1846 Lindley Veg Kingd. 166 Formerly
the "Gingerworts and Marants were united in one tribe
called Cannes.

B ad], dial Of hair : Having the colour of
ginger. Of a person : Sandy-haired. Of a cock

:

Having red plumage.
0x825 Forby Voc, E. Anglia

, Ginger, of a pale red
colour, particularly applied to hair 1834 T Medwin
Angler in Wales I 35, I perceive a fine red or ginger
game-cock in the yard 1886 Chesh Gloss

, Ginger, sanay-
liaired * He’s a bit ginger ’ 1897 Daily News xo Sept.
2/6 Complexion and hair brown, moustache ginger.

Grnger, o.2 Obs. exc. dial. [Back-formation
from Gingerly.] = Gingerly a m various senses
x6oo Hosp Incur Fooles 8 This man is verie ginger, &

dangerous of himselfe, vpon his traine of three or foure
raggie heeld followers VOrig. Chi vh in. brodetto e in gela-
dma da se stesso per hauer la coda di quattro scalzi attorno ]

1675 Cotton Burl, upon Burl
,
Venus and Cupid 41 But

yet was not the Squelch so ginger, But that I sprain'd my
little Finger. 1882 W. Wore. Gloss., Ginger, careful, tender,
light of touch.

Ginger (dgi'ndsor), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To put ginger into (a dnnk) ; to flavour
with ginger.
1825 [see theppl. «,].

2 To treat a horse with ginger
;
= Feague v. 2 b.

1823 Spirit Publ Jmls. (1824) 246 A horse has sore legs,
Goes on three or four legs, Whether he’s ginger’d

,
Spavin’d,

gaud, or injur’d 1877 Daily News 13 Dec. 2/5 Captain
Scot did not instruct the defendant to ginger his horses.
b Jig To put mettle or spirit into

, to spirit up.
*849 Disraeu xi Mar in Corr w Sister (1886) 221

Whether they were gingered up by the articles in the

GINGEEBBEAD.
' Tlmes ’ Of Hot I can't say 1879 Punch 22 Mar i2, Tt
quite wonderful how dead the House is 1 It wants

3
something to ‘ginger’ it i8q7 Dailv New* On, Tnl« »/• fTL

„ - ,
- manly attitude.

Hence Gingered^// a Gingering vbl sb
c 1825 Haulston Tracts II No 47 8 Thanks to MrsPritchards gingered alel 1897 Daily Neivs 22 Mar
o

p»?
ct
i
ce °Xsingenng was very common and very cnlei

1897 Wesfm Gas 6 Aug 3/3 The suffering of the Morgingered screws who go blindfold to their fate,
P °

Gtngerade (d^i nd^i-d). [f. Ginger after
lemonade ] An aerated drink flavoured with emeer
1882 in Ogilvie 1887 lllustr. Load News 24 Dec 7*2

Gingerade is really not the liquor with which roast beef and
plum-pudding ought to be associated.

Gi-nger-bee’r. [f Ginger + Beer] An
aerated dank made of cream of tartar, lemon juice
sugar, yeast, and watei, and flavoured with ginger
1809 A Shfro (title) [Watt BiblBnt ]A Practical Treatise
on Brewmg

, with an Appendix, containing Directions for
making Ginger Beer [etc ] 18x3 L Hunt Corr. (1862) I
87, I am at piesent trying a composition called ginger-beer
which has all the pleasantness and usefulness of soda-water’
without striking cold upon one 1826 Lamb Lett (1888) II.’

149 There's a capital farm-house two thirds of the way to
the Lover’s Seat, with incomparable plum cake, ginger-beer
etc 1845 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 319 Like a bottle ofgineeri
beer buisting the cork. 1875A R HoplMy Schaol-boy Fr
136 We had a bottle of ginger-beer each
attrib 1838 Dickens O Twist vm, A candle, stuck in

a ginger-beer bottle 1840 Thackeray Gt. Hog*arty Dia-
mond x, In the beginning of 1824, the Jamaica Ginger
Beer Company shut up -.hop 1871 Mrs A Edwards
Ought we to visit fieri III vm 131 Among the ginger-beer
stalls and Aunt Sallies of the back regions
Hence G-ingerbee ry a. nonce-wd., resembling

the effervescing or * popping ’ of gmgerbeer.
1858 Dickens Lett 23 Aug (1880) II 58 He went off in

the absurdest little gmgerbeery giggle

Gingerbread (dgi ndgaibred). Forms «. 3
gmgebrar, 4 -bras. 0. 4 gmgebreed, gynge-
brede, 5, 8-9 Sc gmgebred, 6 gingbreade, gyn-
bred 7 5 gyngerbrede, 6- gingerbread, [ad.
OF gingembras, gmgimbrat (whenceMDu gtnge-
braes, -baers, late ON. gingibrdS, in Diets, erron
-b> aid}) preserved ginger, ad. med.L. *gingi{m)-
b>dt-um, neut. ppl. a. (perh. m pharmaceutical use
for some medicinal preparation

; Du Cange has the
form gingibretum), f. med.Lat. gingiber Ginger
The 3rd syllable was early confounded with bread,
and the insertion of an r in the 2nd syllable com-
pleted the semblance of a compound word ]
1 . + a. In early examples app. : Preserved ginger
b From the 15th c onwards: A kind of plain

cake, compoundedwith treacle, and highly flavoured
with ginger. Formerly made into shapes of men,
animals, letteis of the alphabet, etc., which were
often gilded.

1299 Durham MS. Burs. Roll, In ij Gurdis de Gmgebrar,
xxvjs viijd 1302-3 Ibid

, In vy pixidibus de Gingebras
*3S*-3 Ibid

,
Et in duabus copulis de Pynyonade et de

Gyngebrede c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 142 They sette
hym Roial spicerye And Gyngebieed c 1430 Two Cookery-
bks. 1. 35 Gyngerbrede Take a quart of hony Safroun,
pouder Pepir . . gratyd Brede [etc. , ginger is not men-
tioned]. 1555 Machyn Diary 99 Dyssys of spyssys and
frut, as marmelad, gynbred. 1573-80 Baret Alv, C xo
A kinde of cake or paste made to comfoit the stomacke
ginger bread, mustaceum. 16x3 Beaum & Fl Coxcomb iv

vu, Fetch two or three grating loave3 out of the kitching,
to make gingerbread of. 1663 Butler Hud 1 11 546 Some
cry’d the Covenant instead Of Pudding-pies and Ginger
bread 1708 W King Cookery 346 The enticing gold of
ginger-bread 1771 SmollettHumph Cl. 3 June, She don’t
yet know her letters but I will bring her the A B C in

gingerbread 1782 Cowfer Table T 555 As if the poet,

purposing to wed, Should carve himself a wife in ginger-
bread X79S Times 27 Oct 3/1 Several young Gentlemen of
the Guards have sent for the Alphabet, in gingerbread.

*833 Makryat P Simple lx, The white tents and booths,
the sun shining so bught, and the shining gilt gingerbread
1851 Mayhew Loud Bab. I 200 The principal toy ginger-
biead that is vended is the ’cock m breeches’, a formid-
able looking bird, with his nether garments of gold x886

J K Jerosie Idle Thoughts 158 Our boyish days look very
merry to us now, all nutting, hoop, and gingerbread

2 Jig ,
esp. as the type of something showy and

unsubstantial. + Knight
,
lord, man ofgingerbread

(obs ) : app terms of burlesque or ironical laud-

ation. Cake and gingerbread : something easy and

pleasant. To take the gilt off the gingerbread : to

deprive something of its atti active qualities

1605 TryallChe

v

iv 1 in Bullen O.Pl III 326 Anticke’,

thou lyest * and thouwert a kmght of ginger-bread I am no
Anticke. 1664 J,

Wilson Cheats iv v, If I marrie, I pro-

mise you it shall not be Tyro, ’Tis such a piece of Ginger-
biead 1 1690 Crowne Eng Friar n, Oh 1 lead me to her,

He behave my self like any Ginger-bread 1763 Churchill
Ghost iv. Poems I 3x1 Who, quite a man of Gingerbread,
Savour'd in talk, in dress and phyz, More of another world
than this. 1789 Wolcot (P Pindar) Ep to falling Mmist,
Wks X812 II 125 Those Lords of Gingerbread, a gaudy
crew 1841 Lever C O’Malley vi 32 The marshalling a
room full of mandarins was ‘ cake and gingerbread ' to usher-

ing a Galway party m to dinner. 1884 Pall Mall G
9 Sept. 3/2 By the time the Germans have undertaken one
or two of those punitive police expeditions a good deal of

gilt will be rubbed off the gingerbread with which they are

at present so overjoyed.
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3. a. A local name for a kind of ironstone (see

quot. 1829). b. A local (Sc.) name for a kina of

tansy.

x8zg Glover Hist Derby I 6x Ironstone, in finger-shaped

nodules, consisting of concentric laminae (Gingerbread)

*88a Proc Berw Nat. Club IX 461 The Rev I. F Bigge

found . . a form of the common tansy with much subdivided

foliage In Scotland it is called 1 gingerbread

4. slang Money.
a *700 in B E Diet Cant Creui 1785 in Grose Diet.

Vulg Tongue 1834 H Ainsworth Rookwood II in v
36a Your old dad, Sir Piers had the gingerbread, that

1 know 1864 Standard 13 Dec 3/2 We do not find the

word * gingerbread ’ used for money, as we have heard it

both before and within the last six months

6 attiib and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

gingerbread-cake, -dog, -horse
,
-letter

,
-nut, -stand,

f -temse b. objective, as gingerbread-baker, c.

similative, asgingerbread-complexion ,
gmgerbread-

gilt adj Also gmgerbread-rnit, a small round

button-like cake of gingerbread
; f gingerbread-

offlee, aprivy; gingerbread-palm, gingerbread-

tree, (a) =Doum-Palm; (b) Pannanum macro-

phyllum, aWestAfrican fruit-tree with a fannaceous

fruit ;
gingerbread-plum, the fruit oiParinarium

macrophyllum

;

also the tree itself
;
gingerbread-

trap (slang), the mouth.
1760 Foote Minor 1 Wks 1799 I 236 A patriot '*ginger-

bread-baker from the Borough 1855 Motley Dutch. Rep
(1861) III. 290 A man eminent both as a gingerbread

baker and a sword-player 1737 Wesley Wks (1872) I

68 Having had no food all day, except a "gingerbread

cake. 1839-40W Irving Wol/ert’sR (1855) 2<> He was of a
large frame, a "gmger-bread complexion, strong features

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Nature Wks (Bohn) I. 23 The child

. abandoned to a lead dragoon, or a "gingerbread dog

185s Cornwall 63 Stiff Madonnas with "gingerbread-gilt

aureoles 1844 Emerson Misc Papers, Tantalus Wks.
(Bohn) III 319 A gilt "gingerbread horse 1769 Public

Advertiser 15 Sept 3/4 Go to the Nursery, and there teach

little Misses to read"Gingerbread Letters. 1773 J Jtkyll
Corr. (1894) 38 We beg the receipt of your "gingerbread

nuts 1839 Jephson Bnttany xvi. 271 Country-people

were playing at a sort of roulette for gingerbread-nuts and
macaroons. 11x643 W Cartwright Lady-Errant v. i,

There’s no great need of souldiers; their Camp's No larger

than a "Ginger-bread-office 1863 Speke Discov Nile v
xox The rich flat district ofMininga, where the "gingerbread-
palm grows abundantly 1824 J Sabine Edible Fruits of
Sierra Leone in Trans Hort. Soc. V. 432 "Gingerbread
Plum,Pannanummacrophyllum 1780-1808Mayne Siller

Gunn xvu, Craems, "gmge-bread-stawns .Andraree-shows,
Entic’dyoung sparks to entertain And treat theirjoes 0562
Richmond Wills (Surtees 1853) 163 One *gynger breade
tempes, vjd 1863 Dickens Mut Fr. 1 v, To bait his

"gingerbread-trap X829 Loudon Encyd Plants 298 Pan-
nanum. macrophyllum,

"Gingerbread Tree, i860 Treas.

Bot 531/2

6 . attnb passing into adj : Resembling the

figuies made of (gilt) gingerbread
;
hence, showy,

tawdry. Gingerbread work • ong applied by sailors

to the carved and gilded decorations of a ship

;

hence to architectural or other ornament of a gaudy
and tasteless kind

;
cf. ginger-work (Ginger sb 7).

1748 Smollett R. Random nr, Lookee If you come
athwart roe, ’ware your gingerbread-work

; I'll be foul of
your quarter, d—n me 1766 — Trail. Let xxx. II 104 Yet
the rooms are too small, and too much decorated with carv-

ing and gilding, which is a kind of gingerbread work 1804
Naval Chron XI 408 As the sailors term it, there is an
abundance of gingerbread work 1807 Sir R. Wilson Jml
9 July m Life (1862) II vm 302 Marshals of France ; but
disguised by their gingerbread clothes 1807-8 W Irving
Salmag. u (1811) I, 38 Two of those strapping heroes of the
theatre, who figure in the retinues of our ginger-bread kings
and queens Ibid.v 87 The gingerbread finery of a sword-
belt 1813Hodgson Sc Laird Beaut Eng

<J-
Wales~K.ll 1 89

Little remains of this ancient bulwark except a strong gate-

way) the approach to which has been lately flanked with
bastions, m the true gingerbread style 18x6 J. Gilchrist
Philos. Etym 197 Such paste-board, gingerbread fortifica-

tions of the Monkish Theory 1826 in Cobbett Rur Rides
(1885) II. 105 New gingerbread ‘places of worship', as

they are called 1833 Lamb Lett. (1888) II 286 What can
make her so fond of a gingerbread watch? 1836 T Hook
G Gurney ii, Gingerbread pantomimes, culled from Mother
Bunch, 1840 R H. Dana Bef. Mast xxii 66 There was no
foolish gilding and gingerbread work to take the eye of

landsmen and passengers. 1870 H. Meade N Zealand
289 A gingerbread stockade of posts and coral 1873 Mrs
Whitney Other Girls vu (1876) 97 A little enticing ginger-

bread work about the eaves and porch 1874 Lisle Carr
Jud Gwynne 1 . 1 38 Some people would have crammed it

full of gingerbread upholstery, all gilt and gawdy
Hence 01 ngerbread v. trans

,
to provide gin-

gerbread for ; in quot. fig. Gi*ngerbreacly a

,

a. of or pertaining to gingerbread ; Tb. gmgerbread-
like, in a trivial and showy style

1844 Tupper Heart xiu 135 His distant relative’s good
feeling .served indeed to gild the future, but did not avail

to gingerbread the present 1867 Motley Corr. 19 Sept
(1889) H 29® 11 is altogether too smart, gilt ginger-
bready, for my taste. 1881 Whitehead Hops 70 The pecu-
liar sweet gmgerbready smell 1883 World 3 Oct, 14/1

A monument to the Duke, which is the most gmgerbready
and rococo thingm Europe.

Gingere’tte. [f. Ginger sb. + -ette.] An
effervescing beverage resembling gingerade
1895 Advance (Chicago) 31 Oct 632/x The ladies fanned

themselves and lemonade and grogerette were passed,

t Gi’ngerline. Also 7 gmgel(l)me t gmgio-

Ime. [app. a perversion (after Ginger) of It.

gmggiolino of similar meaning ;
a transferred use

of gmggiolino Gingili ] The name of a colour

;

ginger colour. Also attrib.

x6u Florio, Zalolino
, a kind of colour, which some take

to be the gingerline colour 1626 Middleton Anythmgfor
Quiet Life n. u. Your Nutmeg hue, or Gmgerhne 1637

K Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 83 Sky
_
colour, and Orange

tawny, Gridalme, and Gingelme, white and Philyamort

1666 Davies Canbby 1st. 255 Other colours, as Black,

White, Chestnut, Gmgioline, Blew.

Gi’ngerliuess. [f. Gingerly a + -ness.]

The quality of being gingerly.

Misprinted gmgemess in the 1585 ed of Stubbes, whence
this erroneous form appears in Latham (who took it from
Abp Trench) and m later Diets

1583 Stubbes Amt. Abus 1 (i8yg) 78 Their minsednes

in woords and speaches, their gingerlynes m trippmge

on toes like yong goats [etc ] 1884 A. Forbes m Eng
Illustr Mag Dec 148 The day came it could go no
further, and then it let itself down with all its wonted
gingerliness

Gingerly (dgi’ndgaih), adv. and a. [f *ginger

(of obscure origin) + -ly a
j the adj appears a few

years later than the adv., and may possibly be de-

rived from it.

It seems conceivable that ginger- may represent an adop-

tion ofOF sensor (gentchur.genhor,
gettzor, etc ),

properly

the comparative of gent,
Gent a

,
but used also as a

positive, ‘ pretty, delicate ’ The form presents no difficulty,

as the word would naturally be assimilated to Ginger sb

The sense of the OF woid agrees closely with that of

gingerly in the earliest examples both as adj and as adv ,

though the Eng word was almost entirely confined to one

specific application (perh as a technical term in dancing),

which easily developed into a sense very remote from that

of the suggested etymon.
It does not appear that any other plausible conjecture has

yet been offered. The usual comparison of Sw dial gmgla,
gangla, to totter, is inadmissible, both on account of the

sound (d^) instead of (g) in both syllables of the Eng word,

and for other reasons , and derivation from Ginger sb

would not account for the x6th c sense ]

A adv. + a. In early use : Elegantly, daintily.

Chiefly with reference to walking or dancing:

With small elegant steps. (Originally in favour-

able or neutral sense, but subsequently with re-

proachful implication : Mincmgly, effeminately )

1319 Interlude Four Elem (Percy Soc ) 49 And I can
daunce it gyngerly. 1323 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1203

With, Gmgirly, go gingerly ! hei tayle was made of hay;
Go she neuer so gmgirly, her honesty is gone away 1330
Palsgr 836/1 Gyngerly, apas menu, as attez a pas menu,
ma file 1377 Hanmcr Eccl Hist go It is seemly for a
Prophete neatly to pyncke and gingerly to sett forthe him-

selfe? 1383 Stubbes Anat Abus.n (1882) 33 Their dansmg
minions, that mime it fill gmgerhe . tripping like gotes,

that an egge would not brek vnder their feet 1607 J. W eb-

ster Westward Ho 11 u, Oh 1 she Iookes so sugredly, so

simpnngly, so gingerly, so amarously, so amiably Shees .

such an mlycing shee-witch.

b. From the 1 7th c recorded with application

to bodily movements or manipulation in general

:

With extreme caution, so as to avoid making a noise,

hurting oneself) or injuring something touched or

trodden upon ;
also, with die appearance of reluct-

ance or distaste (as in handling some disagreeable

object)

1607 R C tr. Eslienne's World of Wond, 350 He toolce off

the taffataverygingerly wherein thecoffer was wrapped X624
Massinger Parl~~Love v 1 Wks (1805) II 307 Prithee,

gentle officer, Handle me gingerly, or I fall to pieces 1647
Trapp Comm Eph 111. 15 And when we walk, to tread

gingerly, step warily *667 Pepys Diary 3 July, But Lord t

How gingerly he answered it 1762 Sternf Tr Shandy V
v, My mother was going very gingerly in the dark along the

passage as my uncle Toby pronounced the word wife.

1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II. 123 It must he handled
gingerly at first, or we shall run a hazard of cutting our-

selves. 1823 Lamb Refi in Pilloty, Ketch, my good
fellow adjust this new collar to my neck gingerly I am
not used to these wooden cravats 1837 Disraeli Venetia
11 11, She held a taper in her hand, and came tripping

gingerly in 1851 W. Collins Rambles beyond Railw i.

(1852) 3 Touch him gingerly, or he will fall to pieces 1871
Carlyle m Mrs Carlyle's Lett I. 14 About July I

cautiously, gingerly, stept up to the affair again 1883
Stevenson Dynamiter 191 [He] gingerly transported the
explosive to the far end of the apartment 1891 Baring-
Gould In Troubadour-Land xvi. 230 The boats . are all

fiat-bottomed, and the men have to row gingerly, lest their

oars strike the bottom

B. adj. fa Of persons and their movements

:

Dainty, delicate (obsl). b. Of manner of walking

or handling ; Extremely cautious or wary , show-
ing fear of making a noise, hurting oneself, or in-

juring what is touched or trodden upon.

1333 ITdall Flowers Lat Speak 09 We staye and pro
longe our gotnge with a nyce or tendre and softe, delicate,

or gingerly pace [L. tenero ac inalli passu] 1363 Jack
Jugler (Roxb. 1820) 0 We vse to call ner at home, dame
Coye A pretie gingerlie pice, god saue her and saint Loye
*573 G. Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 1x5 All y9 lestof my
trimmest, tncksiest, gmgerliest loyes x6xx Cotgk. sv.
Larron, Pas de larron, a gingerlie tread. 1734 J. Sheb-
PEARE Matrimony (1766) II 223 Like those Ladies who
affect to shew all the World they are accustom'd to a
Coach, by their gingerly Stepping 1862 Mrs. H. Wood
Mrs Halltb n ix, Tim. treading with gingerly feet past his

own door, 1871 L Stephen Playgr Europe iv (1894) 103
We crept along in as gingerly a fashion as might be. 1876
Miss Bkaddon J Haggard's Dan. I 187 Taking up the

soft flaxen tresses in a gingerly manner. *884 Chr, World

24 Jan 53/3Told in the most mincing and gingerly fashion.

[G-ingerneas : a spurious word j
see Ginger-

liness.)

Gingerons (dgrndgsras), a. [f. Ginger +
-ous ] Of hair : Ginger-coloured, sandy.

1863 Dickens Mitt Fr 1. x, Mr Lammle takes his

gmgerous whiskers in his left hand, and frowns furtively

at ms beloved, out of a thick gmgerous bush.

Gi nger-po’p. [f Ginger + Pop vJ\

1. A colloquial term for Ginger-beer.
1827 Blackso Mag XXI 829 Sauteme, swizzle, imperial,

ginger pop, soda water, or lemonade 1852 R S Surtees
Sponge's Sp Tour ix (1893) 44 Champagne, which went
‘pop, pop, popping—and bang, bang, banging*, just as

ginger-pop goes between the acts on a hot night at a
theatre 1882 Society si Nov 22/2 Let the toasts be drunk
in filtered water, or, at most, ‘ ginger pop
Comb 1839 Cornwallis New World. I 5, Two ginger-pop

looking fountains playing with a most sickly effoit.

2 slang. A policeman.

1887 ‘Dagonet’ in Referee 6 Nov 7/3 Ere her bull-dog

I could stop, She had called a ‘ginger-pop’.

Gingery (dgi-ndgan), a. [f. Ginger + -y 1
.]

a. Of the complexion or hair : Ginger-coloured,

sandy, b. Spiced with ginger, hot-spiced; in

quots. _/?£-.

a 1832 Dickens Bleak Ho xix, The very learned gentle-

man who has cooled the natural heat of his gmgerycom-
plexion in pools and fountains of law. 1879 Miss Braddon
Clov Foot iv 41 The landlady was a lean looking widow,
with a false front ofgingery curls

b. 1894 Columbus (Ohio) Disp 3 Oct ,
The reply filed

this morning is gingery 1896 Daily News 7 Jan 4/7 The
copy sent from the central office is said to be ‘ gingery ’ and
‘snappy

’

Gingham (gi’qam). Also 7 gingam, 8 ging-

hem, guingam. [a. F. guingan, gtnngamp =
Sp. gutnga, gtiingon, Pg gmngao, It gingam,
ghtngano, gumgano, Du ging(g)ang

}
Ger, Da,

Sw. gingang, ultimately a. Malay gSC*} ginggang

gingham, originally an adj meaning ‘striped’ See

C. P. G Scott Malayan Words in English , 1897.]

1 A kind of cotton or linen cloth, woven of dyed

yarn, often in stripes, checks, and other patterns.

Inpi fabrics of this (kind.

1613 Coppindall Let. in Cocks' Diary (Hakluyt Soc ) II.

App 272 Capt Cock is of opinion that the ginghams, both
white and browne . will prove a good commodity in the

Kinge of Shashma his cuntry 1687 Lond. Gaz No 2269/3

19176 pieces of divers sorts of Ginghams 1727W. Mather
Vug. Man’s Comp 41 1 Ginghams, Taffaties, Beads of all

sorts, Buckshawes 1763 Brit. Mag IV 406 Ladies of taste

are prodigiously fond of the Ginghams manufactured there

[Manchester], 1834 Ht Martineau Farrers iv 73 The
quality of wear of a piece of gingham or calico x8 .

Thompson in J G. Wilkinson Manners Anc Egypt (1837)

III 123 Had this pattern . been repeated across its whole
breadth, it would have formed a modem gingham. 1838
Lytton What -will He do 1 yi, Only a little commonplace
child in dingy gingham.

2 . colloq. An umbrella (property, one covered

with gingham)
x86r Miss Braddon Trail Serpent 1 vii, Mr Peters took

immediate possession, by planting his honest gingham in

a corner of the room 1889 Sportsman 2 Feb (Farmer), It

would really put a piemium on the many little mistakes

of ownership concerning ginghams at present so common.

fig. 1884 Blackw. Mag Mar. 422/2 The umbrella cannot
be got to go up at the right moment, which seems to be

generally tne case with the Government ‘gingham’

3 attrib
,
asgingham-frock, -manufacturer,

-mill,

-umbrella, -waistcoat.

1793 H Boyd Indian Observer No 14 P 7 Even the ging-

bem waistcoats, which striped or plain have so long stood

their ground, must I hear, ultimately give way to the

stronger kerseymere a 1843 Barham Ingot Leg ,
Blasphe-

mers Warn ,
A good stoutTagliom and gingham umbrella.

183% in Illustr. Lond News (1854) 5 Aug. xi8 Ging-
ham manufacturer 2853 Miss Sheppard Ch Auchester
xi (1875) 43 She wore a pink gingham frock, ill made to a
degree i860 Emerson Ccnd Life, Power Wks (Bohn) II

342 In the gingham-mill, a broken thread or a shred spoils

tne web through a piece of a hundred yards.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Gi nghamed a., dressed in

gingham ; Oi’affhammy a., addicted to wearing

gingham.
1831 Jas Wilson Let In Mem (1859)^.136 All our other

pets are well, both the fgathered . and the ginghamed 1856

Tati’s Mag. XXIII 2x5 Recommended to you by snubby
seniors and ginghammy old maids.

Ghngiber, obs. form of Ginger.

Gingili (dgrndgili). Also 8 gingerly, 8-9 gin-

gel(l>, gingery, 9 gengeley, gmgilie,jm3ili.

[a Hindi and Mahratta jmjalT, according to Yule
prob. of European introduction ;

ultimately repr

Arab. juljnldn, in Spanish Arab, jon-

jolin, whence (with Arab, article) Sp. aljonjoh, It.

gmggiolino
,
Pg girgehm

,

F. jugeolme (with other

forms m all the Rom. langs.] An East Indian

plant (Sesamum indicum or onentale) the seeds

of which yield a bland oil Also the oil itself.

Also attrib.

1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 654/2 Nely, Rice, Gin*
gely-seeds, 1727 A Hamilton New Acc, E. Ind I xi 128

The men are bedawb’d all over with red Earth, or Vermi-
lion, and are continually squirting gingerly Oyl at one
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another 1807T Buchanan fount I 8 The oil ofSesamum,
by the English called Gingeli, or sweet oil 01865 Letheby
in Circ Sc I 105/1 Sessamum or Gingihe oil is procured

from the Sessamum ouentale, of which there aie seveial

varieties cultivated in India for the oil which they yield

1885 Huntf.k Imp Gas Ind II 63 Gmgelh 1897 Willis
Flower PI II 331 Sesamum mdicum L is largely culti-

vated m India &c,, for the oil expressed from its seeds

(gingili, gingelly, sesame, etc)

Gingiolme, var. Gingerline, Obs

Gingival (dgmdgarval), a. [ad. mod L. gin-

gival-is
,
f. L. gingiva, gum . see -al. Cf. F gin-

gival ]

1 Of or pei taming to the gums. Gingival line :

‘the red line at the free edge of the gums seen m
phthisical persons’ {Syd Soc. Lex. 1885).
1669 Holder Elem Speech 71 P and B are Labial .

T and D are Gingival Ibtd 78 The Italians make the

Occluse Appulse, especially the Gingival, softei than we
do X720 Hale in Phil Trans XXXI, 8 From the Buccal,

Labial, and Gingival Glands, the Saliva flows from all parts

of the Mouth without the 1 eeth 1872 Cohen Dis Throat

139 The tumor began at 14 years of age, following the

spontaneous opening of a gingival abscess 1875 Huxley
in Encyd. Brit. I 762 The gingival surfaces of the pre*

maxillse and of the dentary elements of the mandible

2 quasi-jfl (See quot

)

1874 W Wright Arabic Grant. 1 (1896) 4 The gmgivals,
111 uttering which the tongue is pressed against the gums.

Gingiver(e, obs form of Ginger
Gingivitis (dgind^ivsi tis). [f. L gingiva +

-iTis ]
Inflammation of the gums.

1874 Jones & Sinv. Pathol. Anai 539 Ulcerative Stoma-
titis, or Gingivitis is common, rarely fatal 1892 PallMall
G 6 May 5/2 The Lancet thinks it was not a case of poison-

ing at all, but merely an attack of simple gingivitis

Gmgivre, obs form of Gingeb
Gingko (grgki?) Also 9 gingo, gmko. A

Japanese tree (Gingko biloba or Sahsbuna adian-

tifolia

)

cultivated for its handsome foliage. Also
atlnb

,
as gtngko-iree, nut

1808 Piet. London 349 Gingo trees, three fine cedars, a
cork-tree, a black walnut 1858 O W Holmes Ant
Breakf-t, xii. (1891) 277 One of the long granite blocks used
as seats was haid by,—the one you may still see close by
the Gingko-tree 1863 Fortune Yedo .5 Peking ix 139
Dried fiuits for sale were numeious such as oranges, pears,

gingko nuts {Sahsbuna adiantijblta) 1883Hatpar's Mag;
Apr 726/1 Towering up above its neighbors is a tall gmko.
1888 Dawson Geol Hist, Plants v 180 Those elegant fan-
shaped leaves characteristic of but one living species, the
Sahsbuna, or gingko-tree of China

Gmgle, obs. form of Jingle
Gmgles, yar Shingles.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist ix 1 § 60 It is observed of the

Gmgles, or St. Anthony his file, that it is mortall if it come
once to clip and encompasse the whole body.

Gmglimoid, var. Ginglymoid
Ginglyform (grip, d^i gglifpim), a. Anat [f

Gingly-MOH + -FORM.] Hmge-shaped.
1847 m Craig 1881 Mivart Cat 122 A more complex kind

of articulation is called a Hinge or Ginglyform joint.

Ganglymate (gi q-, dgi gglime't), v rare [f

Ginglym-TJS + -ate 3 ] mtr To form a hinge.
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1828) III xxxiv, 403 Its

articulation even where the joints gmglymate consists of
pieces connected by the internal ligament

Ginglymoid (guq-, dg lqghmoid), a Anat.
Also 9 ginglimoid, ginglymoide. [f. as prec.

+ -oiD ] Resembling a hinge ; hinge-like,

1669 Holder Elem Speech 162 The Malleus lies along
fixed to the Tympanum ; and on the other end is joyned to
the Incus by a double or Ginglymoid joynt 1835-6 Todd
Cycl Anat I 231/1 In ginglymoid joints they [theitgaments]
are always placed on the sides x86x Hulme tr. Moqutn-
Tandonw 11 57 Limbs perfect, with ginglymoid articulations

So Ginglymoi'dal a. [ + -AL], ginglymoid.
184.7 ln Craig , and in mod Diets

Ginglymus (gi q-, dgi gglim»s). Anat. Also

7 gynglimos. [mod.L ginglymus

,

a. Gr 7177A.1/-

juos hinge ]
‘ A diarthrodial joint having some like-

ness to a hinge, m that its motion is only in two
directions, as the elbow-joint

’ (Syd Soc. Lex, 1885).
Angular

,
lateral ginglymus (see quot 1831)

1657 Physical Diet
,
Gynghmos, is a joynmg of a bone

when the same bone receiveth another, and is leceived by
another 1721-1800 in Bau fy 1784 Andr£ in Phil 'Trans
LXXIV 276 A complete joint is formed, of that kind called
by anatomists ginglymus. that is, where the projecting parts
of one bone are received by corresponding cavities in the
other. x8oa Paley Nat, Theal vm (ed 2) 121 The ging-
lymus, or hinge-joint, does not admit of a ligament of the
same kind with that of the ball and socket joint 1831 R.
Knox Cloquet's A nat, 169 Angular Ginglymus, or Hinge,
of which the motions are commonly reduced to flexion and
extension.. Lateral Ginglymus, or Rotatory Diarthrosis, in

which rotation is the only posstble motion, and which is

double, when a hone turns on another by two given points
attrib 180a Paley Nat Theol viu (ed 2) 122 Another

no less important joint, and that also of the ginglymus soit,

is the ankle 1840 G Eli is Anat 716 The knee, the
largest and most complex ginglymus joint in the body.

Gingo, var. Gingko.

t Gingran, Obs.— 1 [app a. Welsh gingroen
(by O, rughe misrendered ‘toad-flax, a kmd of
stinking mushroom’) ] ?A kmd of toadstool
1660 Jer, Taylor Duct Dubit, 1 it. rule iu § 32 51

If you put in nothing but mushromes, or eggeshels, or the

; icr-,f -c'-r rtif-.o the fi'T v gingran, you must expect
|) CuLb ID o I

1 . S> k Ipl

+ Gingreate, V, obs.-* [?f. L. gingrlre to

cackle like a goose + -ate 3
.] mtr ‘ To chirp as

birds do’ (Coclceram 1623).
Gingurnbob, obs form of Jiggambob
Ginimony. Obs rate - 1

.

1607 Dfkker & WnnsTrR Westward Ho r i A 3 b, Heere
is Ginimony likewise burnt, and puluerized, to be mingled
with the myce of Lymmons, sublimate Mercury, and two
spoonefuls of the flowers of Brimstone, a most excellent

recede to cure the flushing 111 the face

Ginxper, obs. form of Juniper.
Gmko, var Gingico
Ginle, var Ginnle
Ginn, Ginnel, vars Jinn, Ginnle.
Gmn(e, obs form of Gin sA 1 and vO

Obs [f.

G

inv 1 + -er 1.] Abeginner
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. v pr ,i 130 pei ne vndirstoden ne

moeueden it nau^t by god prince and gynner [Camb. MS
bygynnerej of wirkyng *1385 — LOW 1231 Dido,
This was the firste morwe Of hire gladnisse & gynnere of
hire sorwe

Giimer 2 (dgi nax). [f. Gin v 2 + -eb i
] One

who ‘ gins’ cotton Also cotton-gmner.

1873 W Cory Lett fy frnls (1897) 3°4 A cotton ginner

1879 Sir G Campbell White <5 Black 360 Merchants and
ginners look a good deal after the quality of the seed

So Gi nnery, a place for ‘ginning’ cotton
1896 Living Topics Cycl (N Y ) II , Crude oil nulls . . re-

fineries cotton ginneries

Gi*nners, pi (rarely sing.) Obs. exc dial Also
local Sc. ginnles, [Of obscure origin

; ? connected

with ON gin- wlc. root of glna to yawn ] The
gills of a fish.

*483 Cath Angl 156/2 A Ginner of y° fysche, branchia.
1781 Hutton '1 bur to Caves go Ginners, the gills of a fish.

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid Encycl s.v
,
He had swallowed

the bait greedily, the huik was sticking in his ‘ginners’.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss , Ginners,
the gills of a fish

Ginnery (dgrnan). nonce-wd. [f. Gin sb? +
-ery Cf Gboggery,] A gin-palace.

*859 Sala Gas-light fy D. yi 71 Here .is a Gin Palace—

a

* ginnery ’ in full swing

tGinnet. Obs. rare— 1
. A carpenter’s adze

(see quot

)

1688 R Holme Armoury hi ix
. 365/2 The Ginnet is used

to cut and take off Irregularities in all sorts ofwork lying
under hand or flat, which the Axe or Hatchet cannot be
handled to touch Some term it ail Addicc or Adz.

Ginnet, obs. form of Jennet
Ginney, ginnie, obs forms of Guinea.
Grnnified, ppl a nonce-wd. [f Gin sb? 4.

-(i)fy + -ed !.] Showing traces of gm-drinkmg.
1852 R S Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour {1&93) 78 His cada-

verous ginmfied face

t Gi'nning, vbl sb? Obs. [f. Gin v? + -inq1.]
*= Beginning
c 1330 R. Brunne Chrou (1810) 38 Als alle {us sorow & wo

was in pe gynnyng, Died S Dunstan 1340 Aymb 234 Ase
ine {ie rounde figure, Jje ende went ayen to his gmninge.
1429 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 143 The gyniung of his roial

noblesse 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 40 Annexid to the
same rolle 111 the gynnyng
So + Gi mungless a

,
having no beginning.

cx42o Pallad on Hiisb ix 212 O Endles Ende, o gyn-
nynjjles Gynnynge
Ginning (dgi nig), vbl sb 2 [f Gin v 2 +

-TNG 1
] The action ofGin v 2 (sense 2) ;

the opera-

tion of separating the seeds of cotton from the fibre.

1789 Trans Soc Arts I 233 Much of the moss also rubs
off in ginning, and mixes with the cotton 1839 Ure Diet
Arts, Ginning, the operation by which the filaments of
cotton are separated from the seeds 1885 Standard30 Jan.

3/3 The new fibre will 1 equire no ginning.

b. Comb (in sense of ‘ used m T
or * for ginning

cotton ’), as ginning- cylinder,-house,-machine,-mill.
1875 Knight Did Meek 969/1- The *ginmng-cyhnder.

1884J Colborne Hicks Pasha 15 M Marquet, is erecting
a *glnning-house for the preparation of cotton 1888 Pall
Mall G. 22 June 12/x A *gmning machine which has been
introduced into China from Japan. 1879 Sir G Campbell
White fy Black 150 Many hands . find employment in the
ginning mills

Guaniting, obs. form of Jenneting.

Ginnle (gin’l), v Also ginle, ginnel. [f.

ginnles local Sc. var Ginners ] trans. To tickle

(the gills of a fish) ; to tickle (trout), catch by
tickling the gills, etc.

x8ig Rennie St Patrick III q 42 Ye took me aiblins
for a black-fisher it was gaun to ginle the chouks o' ye 1885
Ld Blackburn in Law Rep xo App Cas 388 The boy who
was gtnneling trout would observe that there was then
no bridge, but a deep pool 1887 J Service Life Dr
Dugnid xm. 88, I sighed for a fang simmer s day .. to
ginnle trouts with John Paiks in the Roughburn.
Ginnles, Sc form of Ginners
t Gi'nnous, a Obs. rare— l

. [f. Gin sb 1 +
-ous. Cf Ginful ] Crafty, guileful.
ex4*5 Master 0/ Game MS Bodl 546 If 36 Hit is a

wonder gynnous beest, and conynge and fals more pan any
oper beest

Hence + Gx xmously adv
c 1425 Master ofGame MS Bodl 546 If 33 b, Jif men se

hem [were wolfes] pei woIe come vp on bym gynnously pat
wip meet payne pe man may ascape

T Gi’nny, sb Thieves’ slang. Obs Also 7jenny,
[f Gmny

, Jenny, female name. Cf Jemmy ] A
housebreaker’s tool (see quots

)

say

1673 R. Head Canting Acad 101 The ninth is a Gmnv
to hft up a Grate, If he sees but the Lurry, with his hooks
he will bate a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Gmny an
Instrument to lift up a Grate, the bettei to steal what is m
the Window [Alsosv fenny J 1725 in New Cant Diet
1785 in Grose Diet. Vulg Tongue

+ Grnny, a 1 Obs rate. [f. Gin sb I + -yi
]

Cunning, ensnaung, seductive
J

x6xs A Nixon Scourge Corrupt 17 These fellowes, with
their gmny phreeses, and Italmnate discourses, to set a fire
the brauing thoughts of our yong gentlewomen

Grnny af [f. Gin sb? + -y1 ] Affected by gm
*888 ’J lines 19 Oct 3/6 A ‘gmny* kidney, that is to sai

one that belonged to a person who had drunk heavily

Ginny-carriage (djrngkscredg), dial. Also
jenny- (See quot 1 S41 )

1824 Mrs Cameron Mat ten fy 2 Scholars ii 12 On Sunday
morning he looked so clean that nobody would have
thought he had been duvmg a jenny-carriage all the week
1841 Hartshorne Salop Antiq Gloss

, Gmny can iage a
stout wooden or sometimes non carnage, used for conveying
materials along a rail road 1875 Knight Diet Mech

,

Gtnny-camage, a railway car for conveying materials
So Ginny-rails (see quot ).

1841 Hartshorne Salop Antiq Gloss , Ginny rails
, iion

rails along which small wooden carnages (gmny carnages)
are drawn, laden with coal, iron-stone [etc.].

" '

t* Ginour. Obs. In 3 gnmur, 4 gin-, gynour
[f Gin sb 1 + -our, -or J An engineer, esp one
who manages war-engines (cf. Engineer 5 a)
<2x300 Flonz <$ Bl 324 Wend tomoreje to be*Tur Also

pu were a gud ginnur 13 . Coer de L 3221 The gynours
mangenelos bente, And stones to the cyte they sente 1375
Barbour Bruce xvn 690 The gynour than gert bend in hy
The gyne, and swappit out the stane

Grn-pa lace. [f Gin sb 2
] A gaudily decor-

ated public-house. (An opprobrious term.)

1834 Oxf Umv Mag. I, 327 The gin palaces, (as they
have been not inaptly called) 1835 Marryat Vila Podr.
xxi, Gin palaces, like hell, ever open 1874 Helps Soc
Press 111 56 It would probably counteract the attractions
even of the gin-palace.

Ginseng (d^rnseg). Forms: (7 genseg,
ginsem), 8-9 gmsing, jm(g)smg, (8 gengztog,

ghinschenn), 7- ginseng, [a. Chinese ^
jen sh&n ; the first word means * man the second
is of obscure meaning; Giles suggests that the

compound means * image of man and alludes to

the forked shape of the root ]
1. A plant of either of two species of the genus
Aralia or Panax

,
found in Northern China and

Nepaul, also in Canada and the eastern United
States

1691 Ray Creation 1 (x6g2) 193 The Cotton Trees the
Nisi, 01 Genseg; the Numerose Balsam, and Gum-trees.

1713 Phil Trans XXVIII 239 The Tartars often bring
us the Leaves of Gin seng instead of Tea 1763 J Brown
Chr frill 155 In Tartary’s barren soil, grow the medicinal
jmgseng and the vegetable lamb 1812 J Smyth Prod, oj
Customs (1821) 94 Ginseng

,

the dried roots of this plant, as

commonly imported, are about the thickness of the little

finger 1836 J F Davis Chinese I iv 131 The wild plant

ginseng, long a monopoly of the Emperor in the Manchow
country, has been imported in large quantities by the Ameri-
can ships to Canton 1883 Q Rev Jan 176 In the north

the famous ‘ jinseng
'
{Panax qumquefohuni) is found both

wild and cultivated

2 . The root of the plant
,
a preparation of this

used as a medicine.

1654 tr Martinis Conq China 9 The loot cal’d Gimsem,
so much esteemed amongst the Chineses 1771 Smollett
Humph Cl 14 June, I took some of the tincture of ginseng.

1788 M Cutler in Life, etc (1888) I 402 Here we met a

Packer with ten pack-horses, loaded principally with gin-

seng in barrels 18x9 Jas Wilson Diet. Astrol. 268 Three
or four cups of Ginseng taken every day, for a week, would

soon remove most of her complaints x86i C P. Hodgson
Resid fapan 32 Mushrooms, ginseng, gall-nuts and ver-

micelli are some of the articles which go to China 1897

Willis Flower PI II. 28 The root of the Aralia Ginseng
is the source of the famous Chinese medicine Ginseng.

3 attnb and Comb

,

as ginseng-digger, -farm

,

•gatherer, -root, -tree.

*758 Michmdkis fy Mancheets 77, 1 could never find any

ginseng-root 179* D’Israeli Cur Lit (1834) I 363 The
ginseng tree is noticed for the same appearance x888 Times

(weekly ed ) 6 Apr 3/2 Ginseng gatherers who dwell in

this land 1891 Pall Mall G 8 Sept 3/3 A ginseng farm

is a peculiar-looking affair 1894 Westm Gass 21 Nov 2/1

Amelie Rives is introducing Virginian ginseng-diggers to

politely-scandalised New York society

Gi’XL-s!hop. [f Gin sb 2
] A dram-shop re-

tailing chiefly gin.
17x4 Mandeville Fab Bees (1723) I 340 [She] never did

any thing to remedy her Wants m good earnest, but bewail-

ing them at a Gm-shop. *773 Johnson in Boswell13 Apr

,

What is there m any of these shops, (if you except gin-

shops) that can do any human being any harm? *801

Sporting Mag XVII 20 The bar of a small gm-shop 1854

Mrs Gaskell North fy S, xvn, The more ill-looking of the

men . hung about on the steps of the beer-houses and gin-

shops

Hence Gin-shopper, the keeper of a gm-shop.

1831 Lincoln Her. x July 4/3, I will drag them out one

by one whether publican or sinner . sugar-shopper, or gin-

shopper

G-iasing, var Ginseng.
Gin-sling, [f. Gin sb 2 + Sling sb 2

1

An
American cold drmk composedofgm, etc flavoured

and sweetened.



G-IOBEBTITB. 173 GIPSY.

1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser 1 I 105 Punch, gin

slings, cocktails, mint julips 1864 Tovey Bnt % For
Spirits 105 The American summer drink, Gin Sling is pre-

pared thus Gin and water, sweetened with pounded white

sugar, in which are stuck leaves of fresh gathered mint

Hence Gm-slinger, {a) a bar-tender, from his

mixing the drinks
,

(b) a gin-drmker

1887 N V Voice Extra 1 Sept , Saloon keepers and
white-aproned gin slingers stood in the doors of the saloons

1889 Farmer A mericamsms, Gm slmger
, a tippler whose

favorite beverage is gin

G10, var Geo, gully, creek.

Giobertite (dgaubo Jtait). Min [named by
Bendant i824after G. A Gioberti , an Italian chemist

(1761—1834) : see -ite ]
= Magnesite

2835 C. U Shepard Min 11 I 228 Giobertite (see Magne-
site) x868 Dana Min (ed 5) 687 Beudant, in 1824, gave

the name giobertite to the carbonate

Gioconde, Giornal, obs. ff. Jocund, Journal

Giottesque (d^te’sk), a and sb [f Giotto

-ESQUE ]

A ctdj Resembling the style of the Tuscan

painter Giotto (ij-^th c). B sb The style

founded by Giotto ,
also, an artist belonging to the

school, or imitating the style, of Giotto

1834 Ruskin Led Arc/ut 111 159 This whole range of

landscape may be conveniently classed in three divisions,

namely Giottesque, Leonardesque, and Titianesque, the

Giottesque embracing nearly all the work of the 14th

century 1864 Crowe& Cavalcaselle Hist Paint Italy

I 386 It would be difficult to say in what respect this poor

Giottesque differs as to quality fiom the older art which

was previously called Byzantine Ibid. II 1 (heading 0/
chapter) Declining school of Giottesques *880 E Lee-
Hamilton God's Saints 4 Men Pref 6 A half effaced giot-

tesque fresco 1896 Advance (Chicago) 20 Aug 253 Giotto

became the greatest artist of his time, and the founder of

quite a new style of paintings called the Giottesque.

Giour, var. Guyour, guide.

1 Grip, sb 1 Obs rare — l
. [? a OF. gip, gippe ;

cf Gypse] = Gypsum
*658 tr Porta's Hat Magick xin x 312 Pliny saith, That

Iron is preserved from rust, by Ceruss, Gip, and liquid

Pitch

Gip (d.^ip), sb 2 Abbreviation of Gipsy.

a 1840 Gipsey Davy i in Child Ballads vn. (1890) 72/1

There was a gip came o'er the land

Gip, sb 3 see Gyp.

Gip (gip), Also 7 gipp(e, 9 gyp ; and see

Gib v 2 [Of unknown origin the pronunc. (d^ip)

given m most Diets is erroneous, at least so far as

regards the Whitby dialect ]
brans To clean (fish)

for curing (cf. quots. 1812-1876).
1603 Harsnet Pop Impost 55 He must gippe the

Gudgin, and hit the Woodcocke on the bill, and the othei

scuruie crue of Exorcists must hold him the candell

1641 S Smith Herring Buss Trade 8 Gip, salt and packe

all the Herrings before they set on the Kettle a 1700 in

B E Diet Cant Crew 1812 Chron. m Ann Reg 505/1

Immediately after the nets are hauled m . the crew begin

to gyp the fish, that is, to cut out the gill, which is followed

by the float or swim 1867 Smyth Sailor's WorJ-bk

,

Gip, to take the entrails out of fishes 1876 IVhitbjTGloss

s v. Gipping

,

‘They're gippmg herrings’, 1 e they are

taking out the gills, &c ,
when preparing to cure them,

b Comb , as gip-tub —gib-tub.

1889 in Century Diet

Hence Gipped ppl a ;
Gi pping vbl. sb , in com-

bination gippmg-kmfe ,
the knife used in gipping

fish Also Gi-pper.
1615 E. S Bnt Buss in Arb Gamer III 631 Gipping or

Gilling Knives, 24, at fourpence. 1641 S Smith Herring
Buss Trade 8, 2 dozen of gipping knives Ibid 9, 9 Gippers

which cut their [the Herrings] throats, and takes out the

Guts 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 72 Samples of Gipped

Herrings in barrel

+ Gip, mt Obs Also 6 gyp(pe, 6-7 gep. [The

alliteiation with Gill, Gillian ,
shows initial (63) ;

prob. formed as an involuntary exclamation; cf

Gee- (h)up and Gup The exclamation Marrygip
(see Marry mt ) prob originated from By Mary
Gipcy= ‘ by St Mary of Egypt’

;
hut it became

confused with this word.] a An exclamation of

anger or remonstrance addressed to a horse b An
expression of surprise, derision, or contempt ad-

dressed to a person
,
= ‘ get out ’, ‘ go along with

you’
1530 Palsgr 598 What gyppe gyll with a galde backe

begynne you. to kycke nowe hey, de par le diable Gilotte

[etc ] 159a Greene Upst Courtier B 4, Clothbreech.es

with a skorneful kind of smiling made this smooth replie

‘Mary gyp goodman vpstart, who made your father a

gentleman?’ — Dispnt. Connycatchers Wks (Grosart) X
270, I wouid then say, gip fine soule, a yoong Saint will

prooue an old diuel, 1600 Heywood xst Pt Edw IV
,
iv

iv, Gep, Goodman Tanner, are ye so round 1 1603 Dekker
Batchelars Bang Wks (Grosait) I 196 Now gip with a

murrm (quoth she) you are not troubled with them a 1616

Beaum & Fl Faithf. Fr, lit li, Money? Marry, gip 1

You might have stood there till moss had grown o' your
heels 1638 Ford Fancies in 111 41 Gip to your beauties,

you would be faire forsooth 1638 Brome Antipodes iv u
Wks 1873 III 298 Gip gaffer Shotten, fagh, Take that for

your coy Counsell Hicks. 1660 Prince dlAmour 71 Sweet
Lady One friendly look impait, Gep Gillian, I will frounce

you.

Gipciere, var Gipser

t Gipe. Obs. ran- 1
. In 4-5 gype. [a OF.

Vol IV,

gipe, gippe, var pipe, etc.’ see Jupe, Jupon]
A tunic, smock frock, cassock
In the quot the allusion is app to the folds or gathers of

the tunic
c 1400 Rom Rose 726a High shoes knopped with dagges,

That frouncen lyke a quaile pype, Or botes nvelyng as a
gype
Gipe, var Gype Sc

+ Gipel. Obs rare In 5 gipell, gypell [a OF.
*gipel, jupel (later jupeau Gippo), f. gipe, jupe
Gipe ] A short tunic worn under the hauberk
1460 Lybeaus Disc (Kaluza) 248 pey caste on him of selk

A gipell [v r gypell, gippon] whit as melk Ibid 1230 His
fomen wer well boun To perce his aketdttn, Gipell, maile
and plate.

Gipon. Obs exc. arch Forms. 4 gypo (11)11,

gepoun, 4-5 gipoun, 5 gippon, 4, 9 gipon, (9
gipion) [a OF. gip(p)on, jup{p)on, tunic,

Jupon, f. gipe, jupe Gipe ] A tunic, frequently

worn under the hauberk
C13B6 Chaucer Prol 75 Of ffustian he wered a gypon

[vr lopoun] A1 bismotered with his habergeon 1387
Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) I 403 Wi]> oute sorcot, gowne,
coote, kirtelle , Wij> gipoun [v r lopen], tabard, cloke, and
belle [L sine supertumets

,
collobns et tutncis) 121400

Octoutan 1029 The hauberk was all reed of rust T haugh
the gypon were full of dust Hyt was nat wykke c 1420

Lydg Thebes n 499 And Tideus aboue his Habergeoun A
gipoun hadde. 1616 Bulloicar, Gippon, a doublet .alight

coat 1813 Scott Tnerm hi xvm, With nought to fence

his dauntless breast But the close gipon’s under-vest. 1843

James Forest D I 111, Under his soat he had a gipon of
sendull fit for a king

Gipp(e, obs form of Gip ».

t Gippo. Obs Also 7 gippoe, jippo. [a F.

jup(p)ectu (obs ), eailier jupel Gipel ]

1. A short tunic, cassock, or jacket worn by men,
later also by women.
*617 Moryson Itin hi iv 1 170 He wore a loose gippoe

of blacke veluet, sparingly adorned with gold lace 1650

A. B Mntat Polemo 10 Horsemans Frock, or Serving-

mans Livery or a Pulpit-thumping Presbyters Jippo 1654
Whitelocke Jml Suued Emb (1772) II 181 Her habit

was blacke silke stuffe for her coates, and over them a
blacke velvet jippo, such as men use to weare. *679 Marr.
Charles II, 6 Her Jippo was edged like her Gown
2 transf A scullion, varlet. Cf. Gyp.
1651 Randolph, etc Hey for Honesty iv. 1, The veriest

Gippo in the house will not drink a degree under Musca-
dine Ibid V, For a rib of beef, Though it smelt of every

Gippo's scabby fingers. May any Scullion be chief Cook of
heaven
Gips, var Gipsies pi ,

intermitting springs.

Gips(e, var. Gypse, Obs ,
gypsum.

Gipsei’an, a nonce-wd. [f gipsey Gipsy +
-an J Belonging to gipsies. (Cf. Egyptian A. 4.)

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn xn, That profound respect

which Jones paid to the King of the Gypsies was sweeter

to his Gypseian majesty [etc ].

Gipsen, obs. form of Gipsy sb

Gipser (d^rpsar). Obs. exc arch. Forms : 4
gipciere, 5 gypeyere, (-cer, -sere), gipser, 9
gipsire, (gyp-), [ad OF. gibecier{e, gibessiere,

gibacier, gibasswfe purse, pouch (mod F. gibeciire

game or provision bag), of uncertain origin.

The suggestion made by Diez that gbecilre is connected

with F gtbier game, the chase (cf also OF. gibecer to go
hunting) is accepted by Littrd and Hatz Darm , but is not

supported by the sense of the word in OF For other con-

jectures see KOrting ]

A purse, pouch, or wallet, suspended from a belt

or girdle
C1386 Chaucer Prol 357 An Anlass and a gipser al of

silkHeeng at his girdel 1443 in Rymer FoederaXI 76/2

A gipser of gold garnished with rubies and perle. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 37 My best gypeer, w* lij bagges,

thejemewsand the rynges of sylvir 16*4 Camden Rem.
234 They had also about this time a kinde of Gowne called

a Git a pouche called a Gipser 1834 Planch^ Bnt
Costume 176 A gypsire of purple velvet garnished with

f
old 1855 W white To Switzerld Sf back xv 187

choolboys, equipped with knapsacks and gipsires 188*

E Arnold Indian Poetry 114 All habited in garbs that

merchants use, With trader's band and gipsire

attnb 1403 Act 5 Hen IV, c. 13 § 1 Pleuseurs des loialx

artificers font de jour en autre firmalx anelx bedes chan-

delers gipsserrynges [etc.]

Gipsey, var Gipsy.

Gipsies, tgips, sb. pi. [Prob. only the proper

name of the particular springs near Bridlington,

now called the Gipsy race (Peih. to be compared

with OF. eaux gypsies, waters containing gypsum,

petrifying springs )] Intermitting springs

eiig8 W of Newburgh Hist Angl (Rolls) I. 85 In

provmcia Deirorum, haud procul a loco nativitatis mese,

res mirabilis contigit Est vicus aliquot a mart orientali

milliarus distans, juxta quem famosse ills aquae, quas vulgo

Gipse vocant, numerosa scatungine e terra prosiliunt, non
quidemjugiter, sed anms interpositis [etc ] 1644D1GBYNat,
Bodies (1645) x8g Like those eruptions of water, which in the

Northern parts of England they call Gypsies 1674-91 Ray
N C. Words 33 Gipsies, springs that break forth sometimes

on the Woulds in Yorkshire They are look’d upon as a

Prognostic of Famine or Scarcity i6ga — Dissol World
n 11 (1732) 1n The spirting Gtps or natural jets d'Eaus

1727 De Foe Tour Gt Brit III. 1 185 The Country
People have a Notion that whenever those Gipsies or, as

some call ’em, Yipseys, break out, there will certainly ensue

either Famine or Plague 1828 G. Young Geol Sum.
Yorks 25 This ebbing and flowing fountain might have

some connection with the intei mitting springs called Gipsies

*856 H C. Hamilton W. of Newburgh I 77 note, The
village of Wold Newton, near Hunmanby, m the East
Riding of Yoikshire, is remarkable for the occurrence in

wet seasons ofa sudden eruption of cold, clear water, locally

called the ‘ Gipsies,’ or the * Gipsey-race ’.

f Gxpsiety. nonce-wd The gipsy character.

1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 190 A mob of sturdy
gypsies may be pressed into a regiment , butgypsiety and
regimentahty can never be turned into one another.

Gipsify, Gipsire, var. Gipsyfy, Gipser.

Gipsisme, Gipson, obs. ff Gipsyism, Gipsy.

Gipsous, var. Gypsous.

Gipsy, gypsy (63! Psl)> sb, PI. gipsies, gyp-
sies. Forms a 6 gipcyan, gip-, gyptian, -aion,

(jeptyon, -syon), gipson, -sen /3 7gypsey,-ee,
7-8 gypsie, 8-9 gipsey, 9 gypsy, 7- gipsy

,
pi.

7 gypsees, -ties, 9 gipseys, 7- gypsies, gipsies.

[The early form gipcyan is aphetic for Egyptian
(B. 2) ;

the change to gipsy may be due to influence

of the suff. -Y 3
,
or perh. of L fEgyptius. Skelton

(015 29) has 'By Mary Gipcy’ ,by St Mary ofEgypt
From the quotations collected for the Dictionary, the pre-

valent spelling of late years appears to have been gipsy
The pluial gypsies is not uncommon, but the corresponding

form in the sing seems to have been generally avoided, prob
because of the awkward appearance of the repetition ofy i

1 . A member of a wandering lace (by themselves

called Romany), of Hindu origin, which first ap-

peared in England about the beginning of the 16th. c.

and was then believed to have come from Egypt
They have a dark tawny skin and black hair. They make

a living by basket-making, horse dealing, fortune telling,

etc , and have been usually objects of suspicion from their

nomadic life and habits. 1 heir language (called Romany) is

a greatly corrupted dialect of Hindi, with a large admixtuie

of words from various European langs

c, [1514 see Egyptian B 2 ] 1537 Ld. Cromwellm Ellis

Ong Lett. Ser 1 II iox The Kings Maiestie, about a
twelfmoneth past, gave a pardonne to a company of lewde
personnes within this realme calling themselves Gipcyans,

for a most shamfull and detestable murder. 1589 Nashe
Martins Months Mmde 32 Hee wandring in the manner
ot a Gipson was taken, and trust vp for a roge 159*
SpenserM Hubberd 86 Or like a Gipsen, or a Iuggeler

p 1600 Shaks A V L. V. 111 16 Both in a tune like

two gipsies on a hors? a 1641 Bp R. Mountagu Acts 4
Mon. 232 Like our canting rogues or Gypties. Ibid 5x9

Gypsies 164a Milton Apol Smect (1851) 305, I perceave

him tp be more ignorant m his art of divining then any
Gipsy x7xx Addison Spect No 130 r x We saw at a little

Distance from us a Troop of Gipsies 1722 Sewel Hist.

Quakers (1795) I ill 170 She was put to lodge one night

among a great company of gypsies 1837 Howitt Rnr
Life hi i (1862) 182 The true gipsies are readily dis-

tinguished by their jet-black hair, black sparkling eyes,

Indian complexions, and their genuine onentai language.

1875-7 Rusicin Mom m Florence (1B83) 165 The gipsy who
is mending the old schoolmistress’s kettle on the grass

TI Allusively identified with Egyptian.

1607 Shaks Ant Cl iv xu. 28 Oh this false Soule of

Egypt 1 Like a right Gypsie hath at fast and loose Beguil'd

me 1615 W. Hull Mzrr Maiestie 60 In this Gypsy
IPharaoh’s daughter], the wife of Salomon.

b Gipsy language,Romany InsomerecentDicts

2. transf. fa A cunning rogue. Obs.

1627 E F Hist Edw II (1680) 88 This Overture being

come to the Queens ear, and withal the knowledge how this

Gipsie [Spenser] had marshall’d his cunning practice, .. she

seem’d wondrously well-pleas’d a 1635 Naunton Fragin.

Reg. (Arb ) 30 Beware of the Gipsie, meaning Leicester, for

he will be too hard for you all.
,

b A contemptuous term for a woman, as being

cunning, deceitful, fickle, or the like ;
a ‘ bag-

gage ’,
‘ hussy etc. In more recent use merely

playful, and applied esp. to a brunette.

1632 Shirley Love m a Maze iv 51 Yon I heard You
court another Mistns, that did answer it with entertain-

ment Thor She was a very Gipsie You were no sooner

parted, but she us’d me Basely *673 KirkmaW Unlucky

Cit 165 Cursing her [his Mother-in-law] for a dissembling

hypocritical Gypsie 1682 N. O. Soileau's Lutrmii. 14

Thus did the Gypsey flutter up and down Through City,

Country, Village, and good Town 1709 E W. Life Donna
Rosina 60 The cunning Gipsy, pretending she did not un-

derstand his meaning, returned him a civil Answer, a 1721

Prior Dutch Proverb, A slave lam to Claras eyes. The

gipsy knows her power, and flies *79° Moreton W end.

Isl 127 Keep your employer’s bosom-gipsy modestly at a

distance [The reference is to a coloured mistress] 1828

Moncrieff Tom <5
* 1 vi, Confound the little gipsey,

she has fairly given us the slip, by Jupiter, [1858 Geo
Eliot Janet's Repentance vn, I ve a capital idea,

Gypsey 1 ’ (that was his name for his dark eyed wife when

he was man extraordinarilygood humour)]

3 Short for gipsy-bonnet,-hat,-moth,-winch (see 6)

.

1808-25 Jamieson, Gipsy, a woman’s cap, or mutch, plaited

on the back of the head 18x9 G. Samouklle Entaincd

Compend 431 Lipans dtspar The Gipsy. 1823 J J)

Cooper Pioneers xli, Concealing her raven hair under her

gipsy 1869 E Newman Bnt Moths 37 The caterpillar of

the Gipsy has the ground colour black. 1889 Century Dut

,

Gipsy 4 Naut a small winch or crab used on board ship

;

same as gipsy winch.

4 attnb and Comb a. simple attnb ,
as gipsy-

encampment'}
-fair, -prediction, b. appositive, as

gipsy-boy, -brat, -devil, -Jewess,
-lassie

,
-man,

-mountebank, -musician,
-wench.

_

e. instrumental,

as gipsy-ridden ppl. a. Also gipsy-like adj. and

adv ,
gipsy-lookmg adj

,
gipsy-wise adv.

1807 Crabbe Hall of Just. 1. 56 When first I loved—the
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*Gipsy-Boy 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 150 Two
bundles of rags with a “gipsy brat in each of them a 1661
Holyday Juvenal 272 Conjecture did attribute it [the
sound] to magick and tills “gypsie-davil continued this

trick till the coming of our Saviour. 1830 Carlyle in

FroudeZ$/£(i882) II 88 The' Scottish History ' looks like

that of a “gipsy encampment 1881 FRrEMAN Sk Venice

S7 The traveller who comes on the right day may come in

for a “gipsy fair at Dumo 1693 Dryden Juvenal Sat vi

(1697) 153 A “Gypsie Jewess whispers in your Ear, And
begs an Alms 1840 Lomgf Sp Stud 111 v, God send the
“Gypsy lassie here, And not the Gypsy man 165*
Randolph, etc Hey for Honesty 1 1, Troth, and he may
tell you your fortune, “Gypsie-like, and all out of your
pockets too 165*Wharton Led. toRothomanne'sChtrom

,

The Rarity of the Subject, and the Gipsy-like Esteem it

hath amongst the Vulgar [etc.] 1855 Macaulay Hist
Eng xxi. IV 610 The heath was fringed by a wild gipsy-
like camp of vast extent 1824 Miss Mitford Village
Ser 1. (1863) 20,

1

never sawany one who so much reminded
me in person of Meg Merrilies as dark, as *gi psy-looking
1840 “Gipsy man [see Gipsy Lassie\. 1677 R Cary Palteol.
Chron 11 1 xx 145 Those “Gipsie Mountebank Assertors
of Tradition x886 W J Tucker E Europe 2x0 How is it

that those ragged “gipsy musicians don’t wash themselves ?

1849De Quincey Eng Mailcoach Wks 1862 IV 295 Some
“gipsy prediction in his childhood. 5727 Dc Foe Syst
Magic 111 (1840) 62 The whole world, or great part of it, has
been “gipsey-ridden by them, even to this day a 1627 Mid-
dleton & Rowley Sp Gipsy iv 1, Our “Gipsie Wenches
are not com moti 1895 DailyNews 12 Dec 6/2 Setting foi th
on his travels *gipsy-wise.

5 attnb. passing into adj. Resembling what is

customary among or characteristic of gipsies
;
often

applied to open-air meals or pic-mcs, as gipsy
breakfast, dinner

,

etc.

c 1630 Donne Serm. Ixxxv. (1649) 1

1

34Never ask wrangling
Controverters that make Gypsie-knots ofManages ask thy
Conscience and that will tell thee that thou wast maned till

death should depart you 1654 Sir E. Nicholas inN Papers
(Camden) II. 89, I had a gipsie visit of a mother and her
children,bagand baggage. r7goBuRKEFr.Rev 22 The delu-
sive, gypsey predictions of a ‘ right to choose oui governors *

X838 Lytton Alice 11 11, Getting up an impromptu dance
or a gipsy dinner, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II 46 With
gipsy talent they foretell How Miss Duquesne will marry
well a 1845 Hood To St. Swithin vi, Why spoil a Gipsy
party at their tea, By throwing your cold water upon
hot? 1849 E E. NAriER Excurs S Africa II 294 This
little gipsy tent, weighing about twenty pounds is about
three feet high. 1850 R G. Cumming Hunter's Life
S Afr (ed 2) I. 34 We set about preparing our gipsy
breakfast.

' J

6 Special combs . gipsy-bonnet, a woman’s hat
or bonnet with large side-flaps ; gipsy-flower, the
wild scabious; gipsy-gold (see quot.) ; gipsy-
greyhound, some species of greyhound

;
gipsy-

hat = gipsy-bonnet ; gipsy-herb = gipsy-wort
;

gipsy-herring, the pilchard; gipsy-moth, Ocnena
dispar

,

gipsy-onions (see quot.); gipsy-ring (see
quot.) ; gipsy-rose, the wild and garden scabious
{Scabiosa arvensis and atropurfurea)

;
gipsy-

straw, straw for making gipsy-bonnets; gipsy
table, a light round table supported on three
crossed sticks

,
gipsy-wmch (see quot.); gipsy-

wort, modern book-name for Lycopus europseus
(and for the whole genus).
1833'Tennyson Maud 1 xx 1 The frock and “gipsy bonnet.

1620 Markham Farew Hush vm 60 The weeds which are
most incident thereunto, are Thistles, Hare-bottles and
“Gipsie flowers 1883 Jefferies m Longm Mag June 189
Red sorrel spires stand the boldest, and m their numbers
threaten the buttercups To these in the distance they give
the “gipsy-gold tint—the reflection of fire on plates of the
precious metal. 1695 Land Gaz No 3082/4 Lost or stolen
a small blue “Gipsy Grayhound, x6 Inches high 1803 Emily
Clark Banks ofDouro III 325 She tied on a white chip
^gipsy-hat. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk II 190 The woman
[has] a gipsy-hatjeiked up behind 1727 ThrelkeldSynops
Stirp. Hib. G2b, Some call this [Water-horehound] the
""Gipsy-herb, because those stroling Cheats called Gipsies do
dye themselves ofa blackishHue with the Juice of this Plant
1803 Walker in Prize Ess. Highland Soc Scotl II, 271 The
pilchard is known among our fishers by the name of the
“gipsey herring 1883Daily News 7 Sept 2/1 A stranger,
might imagine that the great shoals of ‘gipsy herrings’ had
already an ived 1819 G Samouelle Entomol Compend. 246
Ltpans dispar (*gipsy moth) 1883 Kirby Europ, Butter-
flies <$r Moths 1x0 Ocnena Dispar (Gipsy Moth) 1897
BaileyPrmc Fruit-growing 24 The codlin-moth, Hessian*
%, gipsy-moth, and a score of other pests 1847-78 Halli-
well, *Gipsy-onions, wild garlic x88o Brewer Reader's
Handbk (1885) 385/1 *Gipsey Ring, a flat gold ring, with
stones let into it, at given distances So called because the
stones weie originally Egyptian pebbles—that is, agate and
jasper x8ga Black Tht ee Feathers 220 The purchasing of
a gipsy ring 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1 (1863) g7Wild scabious, or, as the country people call it, the “gipsy-
lose 1 1703 Hull Advertiser 29 Aug 3/1 Fashions for
August Bonnet of cottage “gypsey straw. x88o Miss
Braddon Just as I am\11, The middle aged lady with a
lamp and a work-basket on the “gipsy table before her 1873
Knight Did Mech., *Gipsy-wmch

,

a small winch having a
dram, ratchet, and pawl, and attachable to a post 1786Withering Bnt. Plants (ed 2) 1 . 19 Lycopus

, “gypsie-wort
1834 S Thomson Wild FI. in (ed 4) 207 The lycopus, or
gipsy wort, is said to derive its English name from being
employed by the wandering tribe to stain their skins of a
dark colour

Hence GIpsioTogist, glpsyologisl: (rare), one
who makes a special study of gipsies (also gipso-
logisi) ; Gi'psyliood, gipsydom; Gi’psyiBb a,
somewhat gipsy-like. Gipsyless a., free from

gipsies
; Gi*psyness, gipsy-like appearance or

character
;
Gi psyry, a gipsy encampment,

1863 Chambers's Encycl V. 172/1 The facile pnnceps of
all “Gypsologists is Professor Pott of Halle 1875 F Hai l
in Nation (N V ) XX 116/2 We are not certain that tlie

observation of Gypsyologists has been sufficiently accurate
to leave no room for doubt on this head 1894A thenxum
6 Oct 454/2 ‘ Scottish Gypsies under the Stewarts ’ should
find many readers outside the small company of gipsiologists
1883 Ibid 18 July 78 So accomplished a gipsologist . must
know that Meg Merrilies as a gipsy is entirely a fancy por-
trait x8 . Whittifr Yankee Gypsies ProseWks 1889 1 342
It has been said that their ancestors were indeed a veiitable
importation of English “gypsyhood 2890A thenxum 4 Oct
441/2 Valentine is both handsome and piquant in her
“gipsyish way 1894 Harper's Mag Jan 277/1 Painters
are proverbially gypsyish m their habits 1826 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser 11 (1863) 436 We have stocks in the village,
and a treadmill m the next town ; and therefore we go
“gipsyless 1874 HELrs Ivan De Birou v 11 263 They had
been pleased and amused at the “gypsyness, as they had
called it, which had always been visible in Azra’s costume
1874 BorrowRomano Lavo-Lilzsi What maybe called the
grand Metiopolitan “Gypsyry is on the Surrey side of the
Thames 1882 Lei and Gypsies 362 Near the city [Philadel-
phia] are three distinct gypsyries

Gipsy (dgl’psi), ». [f. Ike sb.] mtr To live or
act like gipsies, esp. to have meals in the open an

,

to picnic Chiefly used in gerund and pres, part.

11x627 Middleton & Rowley Sp Gipsy iv 1, For so well I
love youThat I in pitty of this Trade of Gipsying offei you
A state to settle you so I may call you My Husband 1834W hid Sketch BK II 184 An occasional mmooning, or
gipsying party 01840 RANsromi Song', In the days when
we went gipsying, A long time ago 1847 Alb Smith Chr
Tadpole xlix (1879) 418 As cold weather came he could no
longer go on with his gipsying mode of life 1836 Kani
Arct. Expl II xxv 249 The whole nation is gypsying with
us upon the icy meadows i860 Emerson Cond. Life 11 61
Hunting lion . m South Africa; gipsying with Borrow in
Spain and Algiers. 1887 F. Francis Jr Saddle ft Mocassin
1. 20 It is a delightful climate there in summer, and a glorious
country for gtpsymg x8go Sat Rev 13 Sept. 327/1 Buy a
dozen ash rods, a jpine ridge-pole, and some led blankets,
and set forth gipsying and to gipsy

b. quasi-*rwf To gipsy away : to filch, steal.
1886 Sir F H. Doyle Remtn 98 Besides gipsying away

a good many lines, he quietly conveyed Macaulay’s notes,
totidem verms, into his manuscript

Gipsydom (dsi-psidam) [f Gipsy: see-DOM.]
a. Life after the gipsy fashion, rare b. The col-
lective body of gipsies.
1860 Geo. EliotMill on FI xi, Her misery had reached a

point at which gypsydomwas her only refuge 1865 Sat.
Rev 30 Dec. 827 Gipsydom, in fact, is a vast secret society
1873 Leland Eng. Gipsies xx X43 There is a strange gob-
linesque charm in Gipsydom *888 Comh Mag Aug. 194
[They] adhere to the old traditions of gipsydom.

Gipsyfy (dgrpsifai), v. Also gipsify. [f.

Girev sb. + -py.] irons. To make gipsy-like in
appearance or character. Also (rarely) mtr. To
become a gipsy. Hence Gi’psyfled ppl a.
1623 Middleton More Dissemb Besides Worn iv i,Which

hoping you'll obseive, to try thee With rusty Bacon thus I
gipsifiethee <2x627 Middleton & Rowley Sp Gipsy 11 u,
Soto Come then, wee’l be Gipsified. San Ana tipsified too
1873 Leland Eng Gipsies 1 4 He may be, of his kind, a
quadioon or octoroon, or he mayhave ‘ gipsified ’ by marry-
ing a Gipsy wife x88aT Mozley Remtn II Ixxix 68 [She
was] very gipsyfied in her manner and style, 1884 Tennyson
Becket iv. 11, I will hide my face. Blacken and gipsyfy it

;

none shall know me
Gipsyism (dgrpsiiiz’m). Also 7 gyp-, gjp-

sisme. [f Gipsv sb. + -ism ] The life and pursuits
of gipsies, or what resembles this
a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 128 Some foule sunne-

burnt Queane, that since the terrible statute recanted
Gypsisme, and is turned Pedleresse 11x634 Randolph
Poems (1640) 48 Live not the Magi that so oft reveal’d
Natures intents? is Gipsisme quite repeald 7 Is Friar Bacon
nothing but a name? 1826 Miss MiTroRD Village Ser n.
(1863) 458 There are some hopes that in process of time her
sin of gipsyism may be forgiven. 1841 Borrow Zuuah
(1843) I 28 Gypsyism was denounced as felony by various
royal statutes, *874 Borrow Romano Lavo-Lilz66 Strange
wild guests who, without being Gypsies, have much of
Gypsyism. in their habits

Giptian, obs, form of Gipsy.

Giraffe (dgiraf) Forms: a. 6 gyraffa, 6-

9

giraffa. £ 7 giraf(f)Ie, gyraff, jarraff, ziraph.,

7-8 giraff, 6- giraffe. [Ultimately ad. Arab.

zarafah
, whence also It, giraffa, Sp and Pg girafa,

F. giraffe ;
earlier adoptions of the word are foundm OF. as giras (pi ), orajle and girajjfle, m ME as

Gereatjnt, Orafle
, also OSp azorafa. The

forms used by English writers have varied at dif-
ferent periods according to their immediate souices
The It. form giraffa was common in the 16-1 7th c
but some writers of 17th c. uszgiraff, app following
Gesner, The modern giraffe is fiomF., though llie
spelling in that language is now giraffe. Jarraff
and ziraph (17th c.) are independent adoptions
from Arab, or some other oriental language.]
1

.

A ruminant quadruped found in Africa, re-
markable for the length of its neck and legs, and
for having its skin spotted like that of a panther

;

also called Camelopard
a. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. v ix, (ed, 7) 551 This beast is

called of the Arabians, Gyraffa. 1617 Moryson Itin » ...
v 263 Another beast newly brought out ofAffncke is caileri
. . Giraffa by the Italians 1688 R HolmeArmoury n rw*
Beasts Such as chew the Cud, and are not Horned ns
Camelopard Gnaffa 1787 P BzairoKD Lett Italy G*Pfa
137 In the Piazza was once seen a Guaffa alive, sent »
present to Lorenzo dei Medici in 1487 1822-22 tr
Brun'sGeog (1834) 539 (Stanf)llie Giraffa 01 thecamelonard"
S 1398 Sylvlstpr Dh Bartas 1 vi 104 Th* homed Hu-a-

ble [1605 marg alias Girafle, 1608 marg Alias Gvraffal
c x6oo Sanderson m Purchas Pilgrims n (1625) 1610 The
admirablest and fairest beast that euei I saw, was a Iarmff
Z603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 988 A live Giraffle (which
is a beast like a Cammell and Panthei) 1623 Purchas Pil

the Gyraff is mentioned
is likewise 111

- - - ,
History of Quadrupeds

mentioned 1739 E Brown Trav 289 There
this country the Giraff, an animal capable of

striking with wonder the most incurious spectator vnn
Genii Mag XLIII 17 Description of the Giraffe, or Came
lopardus 1857 Livingstone Trav in. 56 The presence of
the giraffe is always a certain indication of water beinir
within a distance of seven or eight miles

8

appos 1892 Times (weekly ed) 25 Nov 8/1 There mv
driver shot a fine giraffe-cow

2 . Astr The constellation Camelopard 2
1836 [see Camelopard 2] 1868 Lockyer Guillemm’s

Heavens (ed 3) 320

3 Mining (See quots )
x88x Raymond Mining Gloss

, Giraffe, a car of peculiar
construction to run on an incline 1884 KnigiitDid Mech
Suppl , Giraffe, a foim of cage or truck used on inclines m
mines of the Pacific slope

+ 4 A kind of upright spinet
1876 in Stainer & Barrett Did. Mus Terms
Giraffid (dgiue fid) [f. prec + -id.] One of

the Giraffidm, the animal family of which the
giraffe is the only living representative.
r88g_m Century Diet

|| Girandola (dainemdifla) Also 7 gyrondola,
8 girondola [a. It, girandola Girandole, f.

girare^ to turn in a ciiclc, a L gyrare, f gyrus, a.
Gr yvpos circle.]

1. A kind of revolving firework
; a discharge of

rockets, etc from a 1 evolving wheel
1670 Lassei s Voy Italy n 250 The Girandola and fire

works upon S Peter's Eve 1684 Evelyn Diary 15 Nov

,

Being the Quecne’s birth day, there were fiie-works on the
Thames before White-hall, with pageants of castles, forts,
and other devices of gyrondolas, serpents all represented
m fire. 1843 Ford Handbk Spain 11 670 Rockets were let
off, starrtng again this Campus Stellse with a St Peter's
Girandola on a small si ale 1887 Dowdi-n Shelley II vi
259 They witnessed . the fireworks at the Castle of St
Angelo, which exhibited, in addition to tlie customary giran-
dola, the Mausoleum of Haduan in a fiery restoration

2 . A revolving jet of water, or a series of jets m
an ornamental fountain
X644 Evelyn Diary 1 Api , A dolphin that casts a giraa-

dol.i of water neere 30 foote high 1643 Ibid. 6 May, In
the midst of these stands a Janus quadrifons, y

6 cast forth

4 girandolas 1673 Ray Journ Low C 366 The Girandola
and other water works. 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760)
II 438 The girondola, or dragon fountain, thiowsup avast
column of water to the height of twentypalmi.

Girandole (dgi-randiml). Also 7 gironell,
girondel, 8 girandel. [a. F. girandole, a. It

girandola : see prec ]
1. A species of firework ;

= Girandola i.

1634 J Bate Myst Nat 77 How to make Gironells, or
fire wheeles 1749 Phil Trans XLVI 132 The greatest
height of any of those fired in the grand Girandole was
about 6x5 yards x868 Morning Star 29 June, The whole
wound up with a girandole of two thousand rockets
tramf 1766 Sir W. Hamilton m Phil Trans LVII

x§5 The mouth of the volcano threw up every minute a
girandole of red hot stones, to an immense height

2. A revolving fountain-jet
,
= Girandola 2

1813 J. Forsyth Rem. Anttq Italy 273 Rock-work and
girandoles of water
3. A blanched support for candles or other lights,

either in the form of a candlestick for placing on
a table, etc , or more commonly as a bracket pro-

jecting from a wall
1769 Public Advertises xo June 3/3 Sconce Glasses and

Girandoles 1804 Sporting Mag. XXIII 281 A bill of
sale of the sofas, pier glasses and girandoles 1844 Disraeli
Comngsby 1. in, It led into a vestibule hung with Venetian
girandoles. x88o Miss Braddon Just as 1 am xi. The
walls white and gold, with large oval mirrors at intervals,

and old crystal girandoles

4. An ear-ring or pendant, esp. one which has

a large central stone surrounded by smaller ones
1823 Lady Granvillt Lett (1894) I 347 She had my
second-best earrings, the girandoles, and second-best neck-

lace 1832 Mrs Smythies Bride Elect xm. When the tiara

was on her head, the girandoles m her ears [etc ]

5. attnb
,
as girandole-chest, -ornament

1799 G Smith Laboratory I 17 The gnandel chest is

made of wood, of what size you think proper, according to

the number of rockets you design to fire at once 1828

Ladies Pocket Mag I 143 The neck-lace is formed of two
lows of gold beads with a girandole ornament of turquoise
stones

Girant : see Gyrant.
Gira pxgra, obs form of Hibra pioba.
Girar, obs. form of Jeerer
GirasoI(e (dgrraspl, -su»l) Also 6 girosol,

8 gyrasole [a It, girasole (whence also F. gtrasol),

f. gtra-re to turn + sole the sun Cf. Heliotrope j
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fl. A sunflower Oh rare
- 1

j

a 1586 Sidne\Arcadia 1 (1398) 91 With gazing lookes, short

sighes, vnsetled feet He stood, but turn'd, as Girosol, to Sun.

2. A variety of opal which reflects a reddish glow

m a bright light
,
called alsofire opal.

1588 Parice tr Mendoza's Hist China 403 Diamonds,
rubies, & other stones yt are called girasohs 1611 Cotgr
Girasole,

a Girasole, or precious stone, of the kind of

Opalls, that yeelds an eye-like luster, which way soeuer you
turne it, vnlesse it be towards the sunne

; for then it casts

forth beames like the sunne 1662 Merret tr. Nerls Art
of Glass lxxiv, Some were of a fan Opal colour, and some
of the Girasole 1796 Kirwan Elem Min (ed 2) I. 233 To
this family (Oriental Sapphire) we may also annex the stone

called Gyrasole 1804 Phil Trans XCIV 42 Girasol I

have long since adopted this word to distinguish the sub-

stance to which Mr Werner gives the general name of opal,

and to which the Abbe Hauy gives the name of quarts

resinite 1833 Kane GrmneU Exp xxxiv (1856) 309 In the

midst of which, like a huge gnasole, flashes the round sun

1868 Dana Mm (ed 5) 198 Girasol Bluish-white, translu-

cent, with reddish reflections in a bright light

Garcken, obs form of Jeekin, falcon.

Gird (gaid), sb.1 Obs, exc. north. Also 9
Northumb goxd. [var. of Girth, peril, influenced

by Gird v.
;
but cf erd, yird— Earth.]

1 fa. A girdle {obs.}. b f A strap or band of

any kind (obs ) ,
a saddle-girth

13 K Alts 2272 Glitoun . smot Tauryn On the helm
with the sweord, That the dynt stod at the gud 1366 m
D H Fleming Mary Q ofSc (1897) 499 Tway skenyeis of

girdis to hind up the bedde a *613 OverburyA Wife (1638)

167 He hath, as it were, put a gird about the whole world

1633 Urquhakt Rabelais 1 v, What 1 Drink so shallow ?

It is enough, to break both girds and pettrel 1823-80 Jamie-

son, Gird
,
Girdan, the girth of a saddle. Berths

2 A hoop for a barrel, or one used as a child’s

plaything. (Cf Gum, Girth sb la.)

x$i2 Sc Bk Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 308

Girds of Irone for punsheones or pypes thehundreth weght,

vm h 1622 Vestry Bks (Surtees) 294 For fower gerdes for

the runlets, 4d 1791Newte TourEng <5- Scot 413 This chain

of rocks is called, by the country people, one of the Girds

of the Earth a 1800 Fair Annie xxvii in Scott Minstr
Scott Berd., Has your wine barrels cast the girds, Or is

our white bread gone 7 1893 Northutnbld. Gloss ,
Gord, a

oop * The gords is all cornin’ off the rain-tubs ’ * The
bairns hez all getten gords ti play wi’

’

3 Comb , as + girdsting, a piece of wood for

making hoops (Cf girth-stingy Girth sb 1 8 .)

1534 Aberd. Reg V 19 (Jam ) Ane thousand half gird-

stingis and vic haifi gndstingis 161a Sc Bk Rates m Haly-
burtoris Ledger (1867) 308 Girdstingis the hundreth, xxs.

Gird (gaid), sbf Also 4 gyrd. [f Gird z\2]

+ 1. A sharp stroke or blow. Obs. rare.

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 629 The hrothir that the hand-ax
bar A gyrd rycht to the king can mak xsqoSa.hr Poems
Reform xxu 60 With hir to sport and play, With fauldit

neif, and tak hir mony gird *379 Tomson Calvin's Serm.
Tim 79/1 When hee toucheth them, to the quicke, whenhee
giueth them glides with y° spuire.

fb fig. A stroke of policy. Oh rare— \
1513 Douglas ASnets vn vn 31 Was it nocht evin be sik

a fenjeit gyrd, Quhen Pans Socht to the citie Laces in

Sparta, And thar the douchtyr of Lydea stal awa
2 A sudden movement or jerk, a spurt of action

;

chiefly m phrases at a girdffor a gird, byfits and
girds (cf Fit sb 2

4 c) ;
also m a gird . (dial ), in a

trice. Obs. exc. dial

1343 Ascham Toxoph (Arb ) 149 Lowsynge muste he so

quycke and hard yat it he wyth oute all girdes c 1370

Marr Wit Sci 1 A iv, Agayne, with labor by it selfe,

great matters compaste bee, Euen at a gyrde in very lyttel

time or none wee see 1633 T. Adams Exp^ 2 Peter

11 18 The devotion of worldlings is all for a gird 1672

Marvell Reh Transp 1 56 All that he saith either by
fits and girds of Calvin, or in his justest narratives 1823-80

Jamieson, Gird, a very short space of time, a moment
' I'll he wi’ you m a gird

1

1887 .S' Chesh Gloss ,
Gird,

only in the phrase * by fits an1 girds ’=by fits and starts.

3 A spasm of pain, sudden pang Now dial

1614 T Adams Devil’s Banq. 213 What is the torment of

the reynes, to the stitches, girds, and gripes of an aking
Conscience? 1667 South Serm (1823)1 371 Old age comes
attended with many painful girds and achmgs 1714 Steele
Lover No 7 My Heart relented, and gave me several Girds

and Twitches 1876 Mid-Yorksh Gloss s v
,
A poorly per-

son will say, in humorous reference to his weak condition,
* I’s middling at meal-times, but I’ve hardish girds between.’

4. A sharp or biting remark directed against a

person; a gibe, ‘dig’, ‘hit’. In common use

c 1580-1700
,
now somewhat arch

1366 Drant Horace's Sat aivb, Those that wyll them
[satues] write With taunting gyrds & ghkes and gibes

mast vexe the lewde. 1676 Marvell Mr Svttrke Wks
1875 IV 25 Many a dry boh, close gird, and privy nip has

he given him a 1734 North Lives (1826) III 390 For
his girds were oblique, and touched to the quick, but not

directly exceptionable 1834 Sir H Taylor Artei'elde 11

iv 111 (1849) 2x8 Lois of Sanxere, 1 ask thee in this pre-

sence, Fling’st thou these girds at me 1 x8Bx Contemp Rev
Dec 894, 1 mean no gird at this tendency

b with punning allusion to Gird sb 1

1593 Nashe 4 Lett Confut. 72 Thou shall be double girt

with girds

5 dial An outburst (of laughter).

c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane Dial Wks
(1862) 42 Th’ fiy’nng Karron seet up o Gurd o Leawghing
1790 Mrs Wheeler Westmld Dial. (1821) 103 She fetched

up a girt gird a laffin, an sed [etc ]

Gird (g§id), v 1 Inflected girded and girt.

Forms; 1 gyxdart, Northumb. si-gyrde, 4-6

gerd(e, 4-7 girde, (5 gyrdyn, gurde, 6 gyrde),

6- gird Pa. t a. 1 gyrde, 3-4 guide, (4 gurd,
gerd), 4-5 girde, (5 pi gurdene), 6 gyrd(e. £.

4 girdede, 5-6 gyrded, 6 gerded, 6- girded

7. 4 gyrt, gert, girt(e, 5 gyrte, 7- girt. Pa.pple.

a. 1 gyrded, 4 gyrdid, Sc girdit, 6 ger-,

gyrded, 6- girded j9 . 3 l-gurd, 4 gurde,

4-6 gird(e, 5-6 gyrd(e. 7 4 gert, 5 girte,

6 gerte, gyrte (gyrthe), 3- girt [OE gyrdan =
05 guidtan (Du garden), OHG. gurten (MHG.
and mod Q.gurlen), ON gyr&a (OSw giorpa, Sw
gjorda

,

Da. gjorde

)

to gird—OTent. *gurctjan.

To other grades of the same root belong Goth.

(bi-, uf~)gairdan to gird, gairda girdle
;
see Girth,

Garth 2
, some scholars connect also Goth gard-s

house, corresp to Garth l
, Yard

Throughout its whole history the English word is chiefly

employed in rhetorical language, in many instances with
more or less direct allusion to biblical passages ]

1. trans To surround, encircle (the waist, a per-

son about the waist) with a belt or girdle, esp. for

the purpose ofconfining the garments and allowing

freer action to the body. Chiefly refl. or pass ;

also, after Biblical phrase, to gird one’s loins ,
reins

,

etc Also to gird up, about.

c 930 Lindisf Gosp John xxi 18 Mi3-Sy [bu] ueie jiungra

3u waldes Sec gigyrde miSSy uutudlice 0u hist geuintrad

o5er Sec gyrdeo, a 1223 Alter R 4x8 Je schulen liggen

in on heater, and l-guid c 1230 Gen # Ex 3x49 Sod and
girt, stondende, and staf on bond c 1330 R Brunne
Chi on. Wace (Rolls) 1804 Coryneus first vp he stirt, &
wyp a clob his body gyrt 1382 Wyclif Exod xn. 11 3e

schulen girde about goure reynes — Tobit v 5 Tobie fond

a 3ung man stondende, ful faire, gird [1533 Coverdale
gyided vp], and as redi to gon c 1430 Syr Getter (Roxb )

7034 The lauendres kirtel on she cast, She gird hir, and
tukked hir fast 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 432 b/a For gyrdle

he gyrded hym on nis bare flesshe wyth a corde 1333
Coverdale 2 Kings iv 09 Girde vp thy loynes, and take

my stafiie in thy hande, and go thy waye — Luke xii 35
Let youre loynes be gerded aboute 1667 Milton P L ix

11x3 Those Leaves They gatherd And together sowd,

To gird thir waste 1782 Cowper Truth 82 In shirt of hair,

and weeds of canvas dressed, Girt with a bell-rope that the

Pope has blessed x8xo Scott Lady ofL. 1 11 vn. He girt

his loins and came 1863 Dickens Mitt Fr in. iv, She
girded herself with a white apron 1872 [Earl Pembroke
&G H Kingsley] .S’ Sea Bubbles vu 176 They girded him
with strange belts

to. fig To prepare (oneself) for action ,
to brace

up (oneself)/<??-, A?, orAjrfbsomething Oftenwith#/.
c 1430 tr De Imitations x xix 22 Girde pe as a man

ayenst be fendes wickednes 1592 tr Junius on Rev xiv 1

As ready gird to doe his office in the midst of the Church.

1672 Cave Prim Chr. 1 111 (1673) 49 The mind is strength-

ened and ‘girt close by indigence and frugality 1781

Cowper Conversat 702 [They] one in heart, in interest, and

design Gird up each other to the lace divine. 1822 Hazlitt
Tnble-t, Ser n vi (1869) 126 To gird themselves up to any
enterpnze of pith or moment. x86o Motley Netherl (1 868)

I 1 15 He was already girding himself for his life’s work.

f c. To clothe with or tn a garment confined by

a girdle. Oh rare
1382 Wyclif 2 Sam vi. 14 Dauid is gird [Vulg accinctus,

1388 clothed ;
x6ix girt] with a surplees 1697 Dryden

AEneid vii 258 Girt m his Gabm Gown the Heioe sate

•f d. To bind (a horse) with a saddle-girth. (Cf

Girth v 2 ) Obs
C1330 Arih tfMerl 3983 Adoun pai Iigt& her hors girten.

£1420 Anturs ofArth xxxix 493 Gawayne and Gmerone
gurdene [v r dyghtis] here stedes 1309 Barclay Shyp of

Folys (1370) 23 He is a foole That to his saddle would

leape on hye Before or he haue girt his horse c 1366Mene
Tales in Shelton’s Wks (1843) I p lxv, Skelton com-

maunded the ostler to sadle ms mare, & the hosteler did

gyrde the mare hard. 1677 Miege Diet, Eng -Fr , To gird

a Horse, cengler tin cheval

2 fig. To invest or endue with attributes, esp.

(after biblical phrase) with strength,power, etc

c 1000 Ags Ps, (Th ) xvu 31 [xvm 32] Se god me gegyrde

mid masxnum, and mid crasftum a 1300 E E Psalter

xvu. 33 (ibid ] (Horstm ) Lauerd bat girde me with might

1388 Wyclif Ps xvu 33 [ibid ] God that hath gird me with

vertu Ibid lxiv 7 [lxv 6] Thou makest redi hillis in thi

veitu, and art gird withpower £11450-1530 Myrr ourLcuiye

126 The vyrgyn man in whome thou hast cladde the in

fayrnesse and gyrthe the in strengthe 138® Sidney Ps
xvm. ix, This God then girded me in his aill-mighty pow’rs

1667 Milton P L vii 194 The Son On his great Expedi-

tion nowappeer'd, Gntwith Omnipotence^ 181a S Rogers
Columbus 1 49 Sent foith to save, and girt with God-like

power. x8ax Shelley Prometh Unb 1. 643 The sights

with which thou torturest gird my soul With new endur-

ance. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult 14 Without carrying away
any living pictures of significant story which might . gird

them with endurance in a moment of difficulty

3. To equip (oneself or another) with a sword

suspended from a belt fastened round the body

;

sometimes with reference to investing a person

with the sword of knighthood.
a xooo Caedmon's Gen 2863 (Gr ) Hme se balga wer gyrde

gragan sweorde 1297 R Glouc (Rolls ) 3615 Mid is suerd

he was igurd, bat 50 strong was & kene £1330 Will.

Palertte 3291 be knyt geid him wi> a god swerd. c 1450

Merlin 322 Gonnore hir-self girde hyra with his swerde

1368 R Grafton Chron II 95 Upon Easter day .he was
gyrde with the sworde of the Duke of Briteyn. 1641

Baker Chron (1660) 127 And because he had not yet

received the Order of Knighthood, he was by Henry Earl

of Lancaster girt solemnly with the sword. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1 it. 74a Was I for this entitled Sir, And girt with

trusty sword and spur 1848 Gallenga Italy Past # Pr
I p xxv, They gave her a standard, they girt her sons

with the weapons of war

4. a. To fasten (a swoid or other weapon) to

one’s person by means of a belt. Const, on, upon,

to. Also with on adv.
c xooo Ags Ps (Th.) xliv 4[xlv 3] Gyrd nu pin sweord

ofer bm peoh [L superfemur iunnt] Jju Mihtiga a *3°°
E E, Psalter ibid (Horstm) Girde In swerde of ireo

and stele Ouer Jr thee 1480 Caxton Chron Eng cc x8r

Andrew of herkela worthely arrayed and with a swerd gurt

aboute hym. a 1533 Ld Berners Huon xhn. 146 He dyd on

his helme and gyrte on his sword 1335 Eden Decades 270

Hauynge theyr quyuers of arrowes gerte to them 1667

Milton P L \1 713 My Bow and Thunder, my Almighty
Arms, Gird on, and Sword upon thy puissant Thigh 1718

Prior Knowledge 247 The combatant too late
>
the field

declines, When now the sword is girded to his loins 1781

Gibbon Decl .5- F II xlv 689 A trusty sword was con
stantly girt to their side 1832 Lytton Eugene A. x. iv,

His pistols were still girded round him 1840 Dickens
Barn Rudge 111, Girt to his side was the steel hilt of a;i

old sword without blade or scabbard. 1883 Stevenson
Treas IsL v. xxii. The doctor took up his hat and pistols,

girt on a cutlass . and crossed the palisade

b To secure (clothing, armour, etc.) on the

person by means of a girdle ;
also to gird on, up

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 8962 po caste pis gode mold hire

mantel of anon & gurde aboute hire middel a uair Iinne

ssete £1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 316 Jif blse clobis ben

guide & more large m widnesse, bel beren on hem more
synne 1333 Coverdale John xxi 7 Simon Peter gyide

his mantell aboute him 81 sprange in to y° see 1583 Stubbes

Anat Abus 11 (1882) 100 An old gowne girded to him with

a thong x6xx Bible \ Kingsxx 32 So they girded sackcloth

on their loynes 1667 Milton P L. vi. 542 Let each His
Adamantine coat gird well. 1791 Cowper Iliad xi 17 Bade
the Greeks Gird on their armour 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles
v xxxiv, Wain Lanark’s knights to gird their mail 1833

W Irving TourPrames 45 He rode with his finely shaped

head and breast naked, his blanket being girt round his

waist 1855 Kingsley Heroes 11 (1868) 24 bo Perseus arose,

and girded on the sandals and the sword. 1877 J North-
cote Catacombs 1 v. 71 With his tunic girt high about his

loins

c To put (a cord, etc ) round something rare

1726 Swift Gulliver x. t, Very strong cords . which the

workmen had girt round my neck, my hands, my body, and

my legs

5 transf and fig i a To surround as with a

belt, to tie firmly or confine. Also to gird up,

m, about, together Obs.

c 1600 Shaks Sonn xn, Sommers greene all girded up m
sheaues 1602 Maeston Antonio's Rev 11 v Wks. 1856

1

103 Then I Catch straight the cords end ;
and. offer a rude

hand As readie to girde in thy pipe of breath x6xx Bible
Ecclus xxu x6 As timber girt and hound together in a
building [etc]. 1637 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) Index to

Plate 84 Two stantions of timber which are girded together

in several places, with wood or Iron 1667 Milton P. L
viii 82 How [they will] gird the Sphear With Centric and
Eccentric scribl’d o’re 1674 N Fairfax Bulk Selv. 128

For I take the seed . to be a cluster of bubbles wryed up
snug, or a bottome of hoops or springs closely girt or knit

together.

b. To encircle (a town, etc) with an anned
force

,
to besiege, blockade

*348 Hall Chron Hen. VI, 153 b, He determined to get

the town ofVemoyle in perche, and gyrd it round about with

a strong seage. 1390 Greene OrL Fur (1399) C, But trust

me, Princes, I haue girt his fort, And I will sacke it a 1627

Hayward FourY Ehz (Camden) 66 But the French was so

streightly girtnp within Lieth, that no supplies were brought

unto them 1814 Cary Dante, Inf xiv 64 This of the

seven kings was one, Wbo girt the Theban walls with siege

1867 Dickens Lett. (1&80) II 284 The whole place is

secretly girt in with a military force

c To fasten tightly, draw close (as a fetter or

bond) upon a person, rare.

1732-8 Neal Hist Punt IV. 139 His Highness girt the

laws close upon the Papists.

6 Said of that which surrounds . To encircle,

enclose, confine
£1290 S. Eng Leg I 206 Some of J>e naddrene hi*

clupten heom so faste al a-boute pat lieom J>ou3te heo

scholden to-berste so streite heo garden heom with-oute_

X37S Barbour Bruce xvn 6x6 Gret fiaggatis tharof thai

maid, Gyrdit with Irne-bandis braid 1749 Smollett Re-

f
icide v. ix. An iron ciown intensely hot, shall gird Thy
oaiy Temples 1781 Cowper Retirement 243 Girt with

a chain he cannot wish to break His only bliss is sorrow

for her sake 1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed 4) IV. 444
A discoloration . which extended . over the loins and very

nearly girded the body 1843 Carlyle Past £ Pr in. 11

(1858) 187 Girt with the iron ring of Fate 1864 Tennyson
En. Ard 157 Then first since Enoch’s golden ring had girt

Her finger [etc ] x868 FreemanNorm Cong. (1876) II. viu

197 A mighty mound glided by a fosse

b. of natural surroundings or hamers, esp. of

rivers.

1393 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vin. so Like to his Hand, girt

in with the Ocean x6ox R Johnson Kmgd. £ Commit!.

(1603) 14 The navigable rivers, whereof some (as it ware)

f
ird m the whole realme 1667 Milton P L. iv 276 That
fyseian lie Girt with the River Triton 1809 Pinkney
Trav. France 27 This lawn was girded entirely around

hy a circle of lofty trees 1833 G Johnston Nat Hist E.
Bord I 13 The range thus girds in and defines the plain

1870-4 J. Thomson City Dreadf Nt 1. iy,A river girds the

city west and south.

o of a nng or crowd of people ;
chiefly refit, or

passive
1671 Milton Samson 1415 Your company along I will not

wish, lest it perhaps offend them To see me girt with

friends. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe w. 133 On foot they
102-

a



GIRD, 176

girt their Father round. <1x839 Pbaed Poems (1864) II 37
Girt with a crowd of listening Graces, With expectation on
their faces *864 Tennyson Boadicea 5 Boadicea Girt by
half the tribes of Britain.

d of unmateual surroundings (chiefly passive).
X629 Milton Nativity 20a Ashtaroth Now sits not gilt

with tapers' holy shine 1671 — PR 1 120 So to the

coast ofJordan he directs His easy steps, girded with snaky
wiles 1833 Tennyson Pal Art 273 Shut up asm a crumbling
tomb, girt round With blackness as a solid wall 1836 H
Holland Med, Notes (1839) 274 It is well worthy of note
how long in fact it [life] may continue, thus nairowed and
girt in on every side 1847 L Hunt Jar Honey ix (1848)
120 Unheard was shepherd's song, And silence girt the
woods

e. To move round, rare
x688 Prior OuExod m. 14, 51 Why does each consenting

Sign With prudent Harmony combine To gird the Globe,
and regulate the Year? 18x2 Woodhouse Astron, v 20
They [Navigators] must therefore have surrounded, or
girded the Earth

<
+ 7 . intr. Of a string : To have a grip upon what

it encircles. Obs.
x68o Moxon Mech. Exerc. I 187 The String , will touch

and gird more upon the Groove of the Work, and conse-
quently will the better command the Work about

Gird (gaid), Forms* 4 girden, gerde,
gorde, 4-5 gyrd, gurd(e, 4-6 girde, 5-6 gyrde,

(7 guird-, guard), 4- gird. Pa t 3 gurde, 4
gert(e, 4-5 girde, girt, 4-6 gird, gyrd

, 4 pi.

girdiden, 5 Sc. girdit, 6- girded, (7 guirded).
Pa pple. 3 gurd, 4 y-girt, 4-5 gird(e, 5 gurt, (7
gurde), 6- girded [Of obscure origin.
Derivation from OE. %tcrd rod, Yard, is impossible on

account of the initial guttural, and indhect connexion with
that word appears also inadmissible, as WGer. ar- from as
has no corresponding weak grade ur- ]

Tl, tram To stake, smite. Often with advb.
compl describing the effect of the stroke, as to gird
down, off, out

,

also to gird m two, to death
,

to

ground, etc Also ofpam • To touch sharply (rare).
c 1205 Lay 1396 He gurde suard on pat hmfd bat he grund

sohte. 13 K Alts, 2299 A-two peces he hadde him gurd,
No hadde Glitoun y-come c 1350 Will Palcme 1240
Grimly wib gret coins ember gerdep ober, & William wib
god wille so wel be duk hitt [etc ] c 1400 Destr rroy 177
Girde out the grete teth of the grym best a 1400-30 Alex-
ander 2474 Settis all be gailis on gledis & girdis doun be
wallis c 1450 Henryson Mar Fab, 33 With that the Meir
gird him ypon the gumes C1460 Farwneley Myst. xm 622
If I trespas eft, gyrd of my hede 1606 Bp Hall Medit 4
Vows 1 § 92 107 When therefore some sodain stitch girds me
in the side 161a W Martyn Youth's Instruct 91 The
horseman with a stiffe cudgel so guirded and laced the
backe . of his . master x6i8 Latham 2nd Bk Falconry
(1633) 49 That will cause her [the hawk] to gird and master
them, as it were, at the sowce

b. absol To dehvei a blow. Also Sc to let

gird (cf. to let di ive)

13 Gam. <$ Gr Knt 2062 [Gawayn] gordez to Gryngolet
with his gilt helez <21400-50 A lexander 1219 Gers many
grete syre grane & girdis buqe maillis 1450-70 Golagrcs

f Gaw 105 The giume leit gird to schu ICay, Felht the
freke with, his fist flat in the flure a 1550 Chnstis Ktrhe
Gr, xv, Thay girnit and lait gird with giaims, Ilk gossip
uder grievit

+ 2 To impel or move hastily or rudely: to
thrust m, cast up, drive back, pull out, throw down

,

to fire (a gun) to (=al). Obs
13 Coerde L 1086 In at hys [the lion’s] throte liys arme

he gerte, Rent out the herte 1377 Langl. P PI B v 379,
I Glotoun gut it [food] vp, er I hadde gone a myle c X400
Destr, Troy 10370 But the grekes weie so grym, J»ai gud
liom abake a 1400-50 A lexander 2227 Sum with gunnes
of be grekis girdis vp stanes 1450-70 Golagros 4 Gaw
848 Thai girdit out suei dis on the grund grene a 1650
Scot, Field 93 m Furniv Percy Folio I 216 Many a gaping
gunn was gurde to the walls, where there fell of the fust
bhott manie a fell ffboder

3. mlr. To move suddenly or rapidly; to rush,
start, spring. Also to gird forth

,
forward, out,

together, up Obs, cxc. dial.

13 E. E, AUit. P. B gti pe giounde of gomorre [schal]
gorde into helle 1375 Barbour Bruce 11, 417 With that
come gyrdand, in A lyng, Crystall off Seytoun a 1400-50A lexander 1243 Ane Bentinus Come girdand out ofGadi rs,
out of be grete cite 15x3 Douglas JEneisx xiv 161 Eneas
gyrd abufe hym with a brayd. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met
“ (*593) 32 They girded forth, and cutting through the
clouds they overflue the easterne winde apace 1570
Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb.) 58 The freest horse, at the whtske
of a wand, girdes forwarde, x6ox Holland Plmy II 428No sooner hangs he by the hooke, but he runneth and
girdeth with it in his mouth too and fro X887 S Chesh
Gloss

,
Gird

,
to push, hurry about The word is common

in the phrase * runmn’ an' girdtn’
’

4. fig, a absol To make f hits ’ at, to jest or
gibe at (rarely against, upon). Also in mduect
passive (The current sense.)
1546 Bale Eng Votaries 1. (1560) 52 Let the gogle eied

Gardiner ofwinchester gyrde at it tyll his rybbes ake x6o8
Middleton Favu Love ti 111, I wonder why many men
gird so at the law <21639W WhaTeley Prototypes i xix
(1040) 173 You must labour to jest, scoff, and gird, or raile
smamst such and such sinnes 1679 J Goodman Penit
Pardoned in, vi. (1713) 371 Why doth he not reprove de-
bauchery rather than be always guerding at the sancti-
fied party? 1833 Lamb Let to Southey Corr (1868) I. 212
You are always girding at what some pious . folk think to
be so [religion] x86z Sala Seven Sms I vi, 123 The club-
men talked club scandal and girded at the Committee. 1891
Times 11 July 11/2 Not only is each member of the Triple
Alliance denounced and girded at m turn, but [etc ]

b trails To assail with jest or sarcasm; to

sneei or scoff at. ? Obs.

1573 G. Harvey Letter bk (Camden) 29 Sum he hath
spitefully girdid behind there backs 1628 Earle Micro-
cosm , Discontented Man (Arb ) 28 His life is a perpetuall
Satyre, and hee is still girding the ages vanity 1731
Strype Eccl Mem I xxvi rgx He girded him as he had
done the Archbishop of Yoik, telling lnni he looked for

anewworld 1850 L Hunt

A

ntobiog xi 184 The Examiner
had been long girding him on mcompetency
Hence + Q-ird-off ppl a , stmck off, sevoted
1382 WYCLir 2 Kings xx 22 Thanne she weute into al the

puple, and spak to hem wiseli, the which the gird of heed
ofSiba casten forth to Joab
Gird-brew, var. Girt-brew
Girde, obs form of Gibd
Girded (gauded), ppl. a. [f. Gird v 1 -r -ed 1.]

In senses of the vb.
Beowulf(Z.) 2078 He fyrmest lieg, gyrded cempa. 1599

Siiaks Hen V, 111 Prol 27 Behold the Ordenance on their

Carriages, With fatall mouthes gaping on girded Haiflew.
1627 May Lucan 1 640 But by the guirded Sacrificers

strength orccome holds forth his conquer’d necke 1877
Bryant Poems, Little People of Snow 62 With trailing

garments through the air they came, Or walked the ground
with girded loins x88z J Robertson tr Milller’s Hob
Synt § 97 Six hundred girded men. x88g Sat Rev 16 Mar
319/2 1 he young lord with his hakama (silk trousers)
and girded sword
Girdel, -er, obs. forms of Girdle, Girdler
Girder 1 (gaadai). Also7gerder. [f Girdz>.1

(sense 5) + -erL]
1. a A mam beam in a framed floor, supporting

the system of joistmg that carries the flooring
Sometimes (erroneously) used instead of Bulasisummer
x6xx Cotgr.

,
Solive, the peece of timbei called a Glider,

or Joist (betweene two Summers) 1631 Gouge God's Ar-
rows iv § 15. 309 Two gnders were by tenents and mor-
taises let into the midst of it [the maine Summier] 1679
Moxon Mech Exerc I. 137 The Gudeis are also to be of
the same Scanthns the Summer and Ground-Plates aie of
1770 Thorpe in Phil Trans. LXI. 157 When I repaired
the old house at Nettlested, in sawing off the end of the
mam girder, it was decayed at heail i8zo T Iredgoid
Carpentry (1853) 8° Framed floois differ from double
floors only in having the binding joists framed into large
pieces of timber, called girders Ibid 83 Framed floors
consist of girders, binding joists, budging joists, and ceiling
joists.

b. An iron or steel longitudinal beam employed
for a similar purpose , esp

,
a latticed, plate, or

other compound structure used to form the span of
a bridge.

.
The mam transverse beams of a girdei biidge, correspond-

ing to the ‘binding-joists' of a framed floor, aie tenned
* cross-gnders

’

1853 Sir H Douglas Miht, Bridges (ed 3) 344 IG and
HK are veitical lods of v rought-iron which connect agreat
girder of the road-way with the tube AB 1869 Latest News
5 Sept 16 So fierce was the fire, that the glass in the loof
melted

, but the non gnders lemaincd in then places 1889
G. Findlay Eng Railway 63 Foity-twogirdcis,each thirty-
two feet in length, weie lequired, and the plates and angles
for each girder were rolled in one length

1

2

In masonry (see quots ). Obs a A bond-
stone. b. A bonding-course.
n. X7Z6 Leoni Albertis Archit I 47/2 Among the Gird-

ers we leckon those courses of laige stones which tie the
outward Shell to the inward
b 1726 Leoni Alberti's Archil I. 48/1 But thcie are

other Girdei s besides . which run the whole length of the
Wall to embrace the Comers. These other Girders we call
Cornices

3 attnb., as girder-bridge, a bridge whose
supei structure consists ot longitudinal girders carry-
ing the platform or roadway

, girder-rail, a form
of tramway rail, introduced about i860, and so
called from the resemblance of its section to that
of the otdinary iron girder used in constaiclion
1854 Weale Engineer's Pocket-bk 389 The excess of

strength that should be given to Girder Bridges X856 H
Haupt Bridge Construct, 265 The manner of construct-
ing trussed girder bridges x86x Times 7 Oct , These per-
spnswere engaged m the election of a girder bridge across
the River Ouse 1894 Daily News 25 Oct. 6/3 Metal ways
with girder rails and simple connections are the form most
Favoured

Hence Grrderag-e, girdeis collectively.
1880 Standard 5 Jan 5 The whole top mass of girderage

without giving way in detail, may have been blown off th
piers

+ Gi*rder 2
. Obs, rare, [f Gird v 2 + -er 1.

One who sneers or cavils.

,
*584 Lyly Campaspe 111 11, What is a quip ? ManesWe great girders cal it a shoi t saying of a sharp witte, wit]

a bitter sense m a sweete word. 1609 DrKKER Guls Honu
cv? 138 By sitting on the stage, you may lawfully piesum
to ue a girder, and stand at the helm to steer the passag
ofscenes x6xx Cotgr , Lardonneur, a girder, flowter
Girding (g5 idig), vbl sb t [f Gird v i 4

-ENG 1 ]
1 The action of the vb. Gird 1

,
in various senses

0x400 Maundev. (1839) x 122 Othere there ben, thamen clepen Cnstene men of Gyrdynge for thei ben alL
gyrt aboven 0x592 Stow Eng Chron an 1340 361
I he king created him at Westminster by the girding o
a sword 1626 Bacon Sylva § 410 To make Roses, or othe
Flowers come late The Seuenth [Meanes] is, the Girdini
°* th® B°dy of the Tree about with some Pack-Lhreed« 17x6 South Serin (1737) X iv 117 Patience is (as it were
the girding up of the soul, which like the girding up of thi
body giyes it both strength and decency too

GIRDLE.
2 That which girds

; esp + a. A girdle (Also
gmhng-up) (obs.). b. dial. A sacldle-girth + eA glider (obs.)

“•A
,

~ a ***“’*•* bLlUU De the
gndil ofhise leendis, and feith schal be the girdyng of hise
leynes 0x430 Syr Genei (Roxb ) 4224 Laces and stances
he kerue on twoo, and the girding of the shelde also ism
Silwam Cron Scot III 402 Scho come sic speid, Than in
the girding gimar ayscho gt owis 1577 Harrison England
11 \u (1877) 1 233 Groundsels transoms, and such prin-
cipals, with here and there a gliding, wherevnto they fasten
their splints or radels 1689 ti Buchanan's De Jure Remit
apudficotos 59 Are not Saddles, Gildings and Spurs made
for Hoises? 179 Burns Weary fcC you, Duncan Gray

\

The girdm brak, the beast cam doun ’

3 . Comb, as gircLmg-beam — Girder 1 1 •

girdmg-place, the part of the body round which
the girdle or girth is fastened

*75* Chambers Cycl , *Girdmg-beams. x6ox Holland
Plmy II. 274 It must (they say) be kept fast bound neere
vnto the middle or *girdtng place of the patient x68z
Loiui Gas No 1727/8 A large Chesnut Gelding between
15 and 16 hands high a white Rim under the Belly near
the gliding place

Gi'rding, vbl sb 2 [f Gird vfi + -in&i.] The
action of the veib Gird a

-| a Discharging, finng
(of cannon) (obs.). b. Jeering, gibing
a <1x650 Scot Field 323 in Furniv Percy Folio I 228

There was gurdmg forth of gunns with many great stones.
b 1605 Vehstlgan Dec Intell v (1628) 130 He fell to

taunting and girding at them a 1663 Sanderson Serin, II
159 Bitter invectives, unmannerly jeers, petulant girding at
those that are in authority 1863 Mrs C Clarke Shaks
Char. 11 37 Shakespeare never misses an opportunity of
girding at your pompous and affectedly pensive character

Gi*rding vbl. sl> 3 dial. [f. Giud sb 1 + -ING 1.]

The action of fitting (barrels) with hoops.
1609 Festry Bis (Surtees) 289 For gilding of barels, ljrf

c 1817 Hogg ’laics 4 Sk IV 17 John Jardme, the coopei,
chanced to come to Knowc—back 111 the course of his girding
and hooping pei egnnations.

Girding (goadiq), ppl. a 1 [f. Gird v i +
-ING 1

] Thai guds, in senses of the vb
*655 Gurnall Chr in Arm xiv § 1 (1669) 54/2 Walk

(Christian) m the view of God’s Omniscience, tins is a gird-
ing consideration 1708 O/i 1 l tr Boilean's Lutnn iv 79
So, Abandon’d by its Girding Wood, Sinks an old Roof,
which had foi Ages stood 1762-9 Falconlr Shipwr 11 9x5
To cut the gliding stay they run 1822-34 Good's Study
Med (ed 4) III. 246 dhc use of stiff and girding stays
1853 Kanl Gunnell Exp (1856) 543 The Russo Siberians
gave us vaguely a girding-line of ice. x86o Biackmore
Lorna D x\i\, 'Tis the ripening of the oats ' All the day
they have been dancing Waiting for the gliding hook

Girding (ga idiq), ppl a - [f. Gird vfi +
-ING -.] That girds, scoffs, or jeers
a 16x7 Bayne On Eph (1658) 168 Prophane, filthy, and

girding jests x6gx tr d'Evnltanne's Observations 126 The
Receiver told us, m a veiy girding niannci, that [etc]
1882 Spectator 2 Dec 1535 They believe in girding
speeches as foolish Communists believe in petroleum

Girdiron, obs. form of Gridiron.
Girdle (go ad’l), sb Forms . 1 gyrdel, 2, 4, 6

gerdeIl(e, 3 girrdell, 3-4 gurdel, (5 -il), 4 gir-

dei, -ul, 4-5 girdil, 5-6 gir-, gyrdel(l(e, -ill(e,

-yl(l(e, 5-7 gyrdle, 6 girddel, girthell, -guyr-

dell, 4- girdle. [OE gyrdel (f gyrdan to Gird :

see -le) =MDu gurdel, gordel (Du gordel), OIIG.
gitrltl masc., gurtila fem (MHG and mod.G
gurtel), ON gyrdill (OSw giordel, Sw goi del)

,

theOE gyi dels (= OS gurdisl), f the same grade
of the root with a different suffix (see -els), is found
earlier than gyrdel, but did not survive into ME ]
1 A belt worn round the waist to secure or con-

fine the gaimenls ; also employed as a means of
carrying light articles, esp. a weapon or purse.
In the general sense now only literary (the colloquial word

being Belt), but still commonly used for a cord or the like

tied round the waist and having the ends hanging down
c 1000 Ags Gasp Matt 111 4 Se lohannes witodlice hsefde

reaf of olfende h.uum & fellcnne gyidel [c 1160 Hatton
Gosp gerdel] embe hys lendenu cxzoo Ormin 32x0 Hiss
gnrdell wass off shepess skmn Abutenn hise lendess c 1290
^ Eng Leg I 58/150 In stude of is gurdel al-so, with rope
he him bond 1340 Ayenb 236 pe geidcl aboue be-tocnep
chastcte of bodie c 1386 Chauclr Miller's T 64 By hue
girdei heeng a purs of lether 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)
16 My gucfyl of ledu barryd with siluir with bokyll and
pendaunth 1525 Ld Berners Froiss II xlvni 167 Gyrdelles
ofchaynes of golde and syluei 1598 Barret Theor Wan es

v 11 143 A puise at his gndle, with bullets, and his other

necessaries 16x9 Boyle in Lisuwre Papeis (1886) I. 216,

I paid my cozen for an embioydeied gndle and Hangers
X709 Steele & Addison Tatler No 147 J* 3 This Cestus

was a fine Party-coloured Girdle 1756 Nugent Gr Tour
III 83 The nobility wear also a black girdle about four

fingers bioad, and garnished with plates and buckles of
silver 1819 SnELLry Cenci v iv 160 Here, Mother, tie

My girdle for me, and bind up this hau 1863 Geo Eliot
Romola 1 xx, Her white silk garment was bound by a
golden girdle 1881 Jowett Thncyd I 5 1 he combatants
at boxing and wrestling matches wear gndles 1890
Drapers Circular, Girdles are being used for all sorts and
conditions of dresses for day wear
b spec (Eccl) (See quot. 1866 )

1519 Churchw Acc St Giles, Reading 7 For frankensence
ed mj girdles iuj'1 1566 m Peacock Eng Ch Furniture
(1866) 49, y vestementes a gndell a fruntall and 3 albes

1866 Direct Angl (ed 3) 354 Girdle, the cord that girds

the alb, usually made of white cotton about three yards

long



GIRDLE. 177 GIRDLER
c in various phrases and proverbial sayings.
Many of these refer to the practice of wearing keys hung

at one s girdle ( To have, hold) under one'sgirdle : in sub-
jection, under one’s control t Ne'er an M by yourgirdle 9

s= Haven’t you the politeness to say ‘ Master 1

/ f To give
up the girdle . to confess oneself beaten t To turn one's
girdle ? to find harmless outlet for one’s anger (see Schmidt
and the commentators)
<11400-50 Alexander 181 Bot gefe }>aim vp jie girdill vs

gaynes nojt ellis Ibid 758 And ojnr recouyre me ju
rewme or reche vp }je girdill c 1530 R Hilles Common-
PI Bit (1858) 140 All the keys hange not by one manys
gyrdyll *54* Barnes Whs (1573) 203/2 If hee bee in
Rome, and hath all Princes neclces vnder hys gyrdell
a 1553 Udall RoysterD 111 111 (Arb.)48 Neare an M by
your girdle 1 1598R Bernard tr Terences'Andrtax i (1607)
11 Iwis it is long hence I must hue after anothers pleasure,
with my head vnder anothers girdle 1599 Porter Angry
IVoin Abingl (Percy Soc ) 104, I know you are as good
a man.. as was ere girt in a girdle. 1599 Shaks Much
Ado v. i 143 Prince I thmke he be angne indeede
Claud,. If he be, he knowes how to turne his girdle 1612
Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) Pref 12 In whose
Opinion they onely have the Keyes of Art at their girdles.

1660 Burney KepS Aebpov (1661) 80He is curst m his Mothers
Belly that would overtop such Princes, and bring their heads
under his_ Girdle 1667-8 Pepys Diary 14 Feb , Thereby
[by allowing ,£70,000 a year for ‘intelligence’] Cromwell
earned the secrets of all the princes of Europe at his girdle

1706 Fowler in Hearne Collect 20 Jan (O H S) I 166
He depended upon none, and would not be under any
one’s Girdle 1858 Gen.P Thompson Audi Alt II Ixxvu 31
Aleaderwho carries halfthe ScottishChurchunder hisgirdle

f 2 The part of the body round which the girdle

is fastened ; only m phrases beneath
,
above, up to,

etc the girdle. Obs
c 1205 Lay 1325 pe merminnen {wet beoS deor of muchele

ginnen, wifmen hit punchet fuliwis, bi-neocSe pon gurdle hit
buncheS fisc 13 K Alts 6449 Eren they haveth an ellen
long, That byneothe theo gurdel hit hongith 1536 Pilgr
Perf, (W. deW 1331) 3 A persone syttyng in the trone of
god whiche fiom y« gyrdell downwarde was all lyke fyre

1624 Lord Keeper Williams m Fortesc Papers (Camden)
203 And allreadye up to the gyrdle m his grave 163a
Womens Rights 315 It was greater shame to strike vnder
the girdle than it is now 1691 Hartclii-fe Virtues 75 It

was a favourable and merry Conceit ofa Cardinal of Rome,
that there was no Law beneath the Girdle 01734 North
Lives (1826) 1. 124 This great man . .married his own servant
maid and then for excuse, said there was no wisdom below
the girdle.

lb transf. andfig
1607 Puritan in 1, Ere the day Be spent to th’ Girdle,

thou shalt be set free i860 Tyndall Glac 11 xi 291 The
atmosphere cleared, and showed the mountains clothed to
their girdles with snow
3 transf. uses of 1 That which surrounds, as a

girdle does the body
; ^ a zone The girdle of

the world
;
the ecliptic, the equator. Also ofimma-

terial surroundings.
e 1000 Sax Leechd III 260 We hatap on leden quinque

Aonas,Saetsynd fifgyrdlas 1559W Cunningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 63 Five zones we may aptly call them equidistant
places, or Girdles 1590 Shaks Hen. V, Prol. 19 Suppose
withm the Girdle of these Walls Are now confined two
mightie Monarchies 1626 Bacon Sylva § 398 The Great
Brizes, which the Motion of the Aire in great Circles,

(such as are vnder the Girdle of the World) produceth 1665
Manley Grotius' Low C Warres 416 The Rhiphean Moun-
tains encompass them which, they call the Girdle of their
Land 1697 Dryden Vtrg. Georg r 322 Five Girdles brad
the Skies, the toirid Zone Glows with the passing and re-

passing Sun. crjoo J Lawson in Harper’s Mag (1883)
Feb 419/1 A delicious country placed m that girdle of the
world which affoids wine, oil, fruit 1781 Cowper Expost
20 The billows roll, From the world's girdle to the fiozen
pole. —- Charity 86 Trade is the golden girdle of the
globe 1836 Macgillivray tr Humboldt’s Trav. xvn 219
The horizon was bounded by a girdle of forests 1847-8 H
Miller First Impr vm (1837) 133 The quick, smart patter
of hammers sounds incessantly, m one encircling girdle of
dm

_ 1875 Merivale Gen Hist Rome (1B77) i 5 The
Palatine hill . the first nucleus of the Roman Empire, lay
in the centre of a girdle of eminences 1879 Farrar St
Paul (1883) 321 Among good and holy men love would still

be the girdle of perfectness

f b To put {make, cast) a girdle {round) about :

to go round, make the circuit of (the earth) Obs.

1590 Shaks Mids N 11 1 17s lie put a girdle about the
earth, in forty minutes 161a Dekktr If it be not good
Wks 1873 III 277 About the world My trauailes make a
girdle 1621 Middleton Sun in Anes Wks. (Bullen) VII.
342 Sir Francis Drake did cast a girdle about the world
c 1626 Dick of Devon n v in Bullen O PI II 43 They
would have thought 1 hemselves as famous as their Country-
man That putt a girdle round about the world

C That which confines 01 binds in
, a restraint,

limit
a16x6 Beaum & Fl. Fatthf Friends iv iv, To all Thy

thoughts, thy wishes, and thine actions, No power shall put
a girdle, 1641 J Jackson True Evang T 1 38 The sixt

Persecution [was] limited to a short time, (for it was
precinct with a triennial girdle) x6« Milton Tetrach
(1851) 22i But suppose it any way possible to limit smne, to

put a girdle about that Chaos 1833 I Taylor Fanat vi

193 The iron girdle ofa solemn and irrevocable oath

4 spec. a. A kind of sea-weed, Laminaria
sacchanna.
1548 Turner Names Herbes (E D S ) 27 Cingulum

maye he named in englishe, fysshers gyrdle or sea gyrdel
1551— Herbal r K 1v b,Ther is a certayne kynde ofsewrake
with abrode leafe, of a grene color, to the whyche sum geue
the name of a leeke, other call this gyrdell

b. Anat. Applied to various parts m the struc-

tuie of animal bodies , in modern use chiefly of the

bony supports for the upper and lower limbs, which

in Vertebrata are respectively called the shoulder
{ex pectoral) and pelvic (or hifi) girdle.
i6ox Housth Ord 296 The cheue clerke of the kitchen

hath for his fee all the girdles offresh sturgeon spent within
the house 1634 T Johnson Parey's Chimrg hi. 1 (1678)

56 Under the region of the navel, lies the girdle or upper
part of the Kail 17x1 Phil Trans XXVII 352 The last

is very like our English Hedge Snail, but without Girdles,
and has a small Navel 1831 R Knox Cloquet's A uat 109
As a powerful bony girdle, ft [the pelvis] affords articulation
to the abdominal extremities 1861 Hulme tr Moqutn-
Tandon 11 111 iv 138 When a leech is impregnated, an
enlargement takes place mound the sexual apertures, which
has received the name of the girdle or clitellum 1883
Martin & Moale Verlebr Dissect n 119 The Shoulder
Girdle is made up of a coracoid

,
clavicle

,
and scapula on

each side.
_
Ibid 122 The Pelvic Girdle is composed of the

ilium, ischium, and os pubis on each side 1891 Science
(N. Y) 21 Aug 107/2 The fins, girdles, gill aiches, scales,

and membrane bones are all impeifectly developed or want-
ing [in eels]

c The line or nm dividing the two faces of a
brilliant (see quots ).

*819 Rees Cycl , Girdle

,

among Jewellers, the line which
encompasses the stone parallel to the horizon , or which
determines the greatest horizontal expansion of the stones
1861 Macm. Mag III. 184/2 The rim where the setting

takes hold, or, as we have described it, the j unction of the
bases of the pyramids, is called the girdle 1883 A H
Church Precious Stones in 21 The ‘ girdle ’ or edge bound-
ing the widest part of the stone, divides the crown from the
base, and is concealed in part by the mounting or setting

d. Arch (See quot. 1842 )

1727 Boyer Did. Angl,-Fr., Cetninre

,

The Cincture, or
Girdle of a Pillar 1751 Chambers Cycl

,
Girdle, in Archi-

tecture See Cincture 1842 Francis Diet Arts, Girdle

,

a small circular band around the shaft of a column.

e Mining. A stratum or bed of stone or other

substance occurring irregularly (CLBandsb
1* 12)

1819 Rees Cycl, Girdle, in Mining, is the name used in
Cumberland, and some other counties, to denote the un-
certain strata, or chance beds, of stone or different sub-
stances that are met with in some districts 1893 North-
umhld Gloss

,
Girdles, in mining, are beds from about three

inches to two feet or more in thickness ; but the term is

usually applied to beds varying from three inches to nine
or ten inches thick

f. Bot
_
1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 368 When the growth

is normal . the three segments which form a cycle always
become arranged into a disc transverse to the stem, their

outer surfaces thus forming an annular zone or girdle 1884
Bower & Scott De Barfs Phaner. 381 The border of
tracheides of each leaf is expanded into a low wing, which
runs to meet that of the opposite leaf, and unites with it to

form a transverse girdle.

g A belt or ring made round the tiunk of a tree

by the removal of the bark (cf Girdle v 2).

1896 P A, Bruce Econ Hist Virginia I isoThemethod
employed by the Indians for the removal of the forest con-
sists in running a girdle around the trunks of the largest

trees by cutting away the bark the object of this being to

intercept the flow of the sap. 1897 Bailey Print Fruit-
growing'.189, Fig 45 shows a deposit ofwoody matter above
a girdle caused by a label wire

5 . Pin and girdle : a swindling game, ‘ prick

the garter’ (see Garter sb. 5, 7).
1710 Palmer Proverbs 209 ’Tis astonishing that a young

gentleman, bred five or six years m our own universities,

shou'd be drawn m by those common known cheats of
the pm and girdle.

6 attnb. and Conib., as girdle-bell, -belt

,

-buckle

,

-compass, -maker
,
girdle-like, -shaped adjs. ,

also

girdle-bed, -bone (see quots ) ; f girdle-glass, a
mirror earned at the gndle

;
girdle-pains = girdle-

sensation', girdle-sensation, -wheel (see quots ).

1880 C T. Clough in Geol Mag. 443 *Girdle Beds.

—

Alternations of thin sandstones and sandy shales x8xo
Southey Kehama xiv. vm, The sweet music of their

“girdle-bells 1697 Dryden AEneid ix 488 Nor did his

[Euryalus] Eyes less longingly behold The “Girdle-Belt,

with Nails of burnish'd Gold 1871 Huxley Anat Vertebr
Amm 175 The Frog’s skull is characterised bythe develop-
ment of a very singular caitilage bone, called by Cuvier the
osencemture or *gn dle-bone 1790 Chron m Ann Reg
207/1 A “girdle-buckle about the bigness of a crown piece

was also dug up 155a Huloet, “Girdle compasse, or m
the compasse, or wyth the compasse of a gyrdle, zotim
[?read zonatiw] ax6$z BromeNew Acad, iv ii. (1658)85
How his [the man’s] pocket-combe and her [the woman’s]
“Girdle glasse, To order her black pashes, came together,

1892 Pall Mall G 23 June 1/3 It has a
^
smart bodice,

with * a “girdle like arrangement of cord in front 14
Norn, m Wr -Whicker 686/20 Hie comgianus, “gyrdil-

maker 1897 Hughes Mediterr Fever 111 122 Mental irri-

tability and sleeplessness are combined with “girdle pains
[etc ] 1885 Syd Soc. Lex ,

*Girdle-sensation

,

the feeling

of having a string or a broad band tied round the body
or one of the limbs 1897 Allbutt’s Sysf Med II 977 It

was followed by atrophy of the muscles, impairment ofvision

.girdle sensation [etc] Ibid III 521 The ulcer [of the
stomach] is occasionally, if of very long-standing, “girdle

shaped 1688 R Holme A rmoury in 287/1 “The Girdle
Wheel is a [Spinning] Wheel so little that a Gentle-woman
may hang it at her Girdle and Spin with it, though she be
walking about

Girdle (gs Jfi’l), sb 2 north and Sc. Forms’
6 gixdil(e, -ill, (kyrdill), gyrdle, 6- girdle, (9
dial, gurdle). [var Griddle by metathesis of r.]

A circular plate of iron which, is suspended over

the fire and upon which cakes are baked or toasted.

(Cf Griddle j£.\

a 1400 Burgh Laws cxvi {Sc. Stat I), Alsua he sail hafe

.. a brasyn pot a pan a rostyng yrne a girdill [etc.] 1477
Extracts Aberd Reg. (1844) I 408 A gyidil, a bakbrede, a

brewyne fat 1533 Ibid 451 Ane kamery stok, ane girdill,

ane balk bread 1563 Richmond. Wills (Surtees 1853) 169
A gyrdle, a brandrett, 1596 Dalrympet tr Leslie's H1st

Scotl x 95 Thay make breid after casting it vpon the

girdle 1681 Colvil Whigs Supphc (1753) 106 Oatmeal
which girdles hot bakes And turns to bannocks, and to oat
cakes 1708 S Molyneux in Phil Trans XXVI 39 A
large Girdle about 20 Pounds Weight was found lying on
the Floor 1859 Atkinson Walks 4 TalksSchoolboys (1892)

343 Bilberry jam, and flaky cakes hot from the girdle *886
Stevenson Kidnapped xx 196 We lay on the bare top of a
rock, like scones upon a girdle

b. Phrase. Like a hen on a het (hot) girdle

indicating a state of great uneasiness or discomfort.

1787 Burns Let to W. Nicol r June, It’s true she’s

tipper-taipers when she taks the gate first, like a hen on a
het girdle 18x4 Scott Wav lxxi, The Bailie had all

this while shifted from one foot to another with great
impatience ' like a hen ’, as he afterwards said, ‘ upon a het
girdle' [1849 C BnoNTE Shirley xxx1 448 His gait

emulated that of a hen treading a hot girdle ]

o Comb., asgirdle-cake (cL.griddle-cake), -maker,

-making, -smith.
x8oa R Anderson Cumberld Ball 25 Aunt Ester spoil’d

the “gurdle ceakes 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) I

xlii 361 Each man had a plate of metal on which he could
bake his girdle cakes 1885 Runciman Skippers 4 Sh 49
We had a girdle cake for tea 1599 Charter Jas VI, The
“girdelmakers inhabitants within thebruchof Culross 1833
Carlyle Cagliostro 11 Misc (1840) IV, 376 She was the

daughter of a Girdle-maker 1885 D Beveridge Culross 4
Tulhallan II xix 93 1 he “girdlemaking monopoly x66x
Culross Town Rec

,

Patrick Sands “girdle-smythe

Hence Gi rdleful, as much as a girdle can hold
1895 J. Wood in Scot Antiq X 76 The goodwife was

baking, and had a girdleful of bannocks on the fire.

Girdle (g» id’l), v. [f Girdle jA1]
1 trans To surround with a girdle. Also to

girdle about, in, round. (Chiefly transf. andfig )

1582 N LicHEFiELDtr Castanheda’s Conq.E hid xv 39
Silke even such wherewith he was accustomed to girdle

himselfe 1591 Shaks x Hen VI, IV 111 20 Spurre to the
rescue of the Noble Talbot,Who now is girdled with a waste
of Iron, And hem’d about withgrim destruction 1598 Barret
Theor Warres vi 1. 184 There is set down . how many
shot will girdle or impale the battell of pikes 1607 Shaks
Tunon iv 1 2 O thou Wall That girdles m those Wolues,
diue in the earth, And fence not Athens 1635 Barriife
Mil. Discip. xcv (1643) 306 The Hollow Square, girdled

with shot, is a figure to hee used in times of necessity 1712

J James tr. Le Blond'sGardening 196 Wooden Pipes . are

ferriled and girdled with Iron, a 178a Cowper Heroism 6

No thunders shook with deep intesUne sound The blooming
groves that girdled her around. 1808 Scott Marnt n ix.

The tide did now its floodmark gain, And girdled in the

Saint's domain 1848 C. Bronte f Eyre (1857) 106 The
bright and velvet lawn closely girdling the grey base of the

mansion 1858 Hawthorne Fr. * It frnls (1871) I. 252
That circumference of blue hills which stand afar off, gird-

ling Rome about 187* Farrar Wtin. Hist ii 55 Let us

mark how the hills that girdle them are scattered with the
ruined enginery of assaults. 1888 Alice Meynell in Art
Jrnl LI 139/2 A tea-gown, waistless, and girdled low down.

2. To cut through the baric of a tree in a circle

extending round the trunk, or to remove a certain

breadth of bark in a similar circle, either for the

purpose of killing the tree or for that of rendering

it more fruitful
,
sometimes in passive of injuries

caused accidentally, e.g , by a tight wire or by the

gnawing of rabbits Also with round.
1662 Winthrop m Birch Hist. Roy Soc, (1756) I. xox

Several trials have been made . by girdling the tree (as

they call it) cutting off some of the baric round, and a little

into the wood of the tree, about six feet from the ground
xjr66 J. Bartram frnl xx Feb in Stork Acc E Florida 65

There still remain great trees girdled round to kill them,
which are now very sound, tho’ above 60 years since they
were cut 1792 Belknap Hist New Hampsh III 211

If the trees were girdled and left to die standing, the timber

would be much superior to any which is cut whilst alive

a 1817 T Dwight Trav New Eng. etc (1821) II. 459
They accordingly cut down some trees, and gndle others.

1871 H Macmillan True Vine v (1872) 212 The barren
branch is girdled or ringed—that is, a narrow strip of its

bark is removed all round the branch 1897 Bailty Pnnc.
Fruit-growing 288 Trees which are girdled should have the

injured parts pared down to live tissue.

b. Surg (See qnot

)

1883 Wilder & Gage Anat Techn 107 (Cent ) When the

skm, especially of a limb, is divided by an incision en-

circling the part, the latter is said to be girdled.

Hence Girdled^/ a
a 1817 T Dwight 7 rav New Eng etc (1821) II 126

Theie is a sufficient numbei of girdled trees standing . to

give the new settlements a disagreeable appeaiance 1883

E. P Roe m Harper's Mag Dec 56/1 Girdled trees soon
made it evident that rabbits were the depredators,

Girdler (gtidlsi). [f Girdle sb,
1 + -er 1

]

1. A maker of girdles.

c 1400 Destr Troy 1584 Goldsmythes, Glouers, Girdillers

noble, 1428 in Swtees Misc. (1888) x Yecrafte of Girdelers

in ye cite of York, 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 1 The
wardens of the felowshippe of Saddellers, gyrdelers, coryers,

or any other of the kynges subiectes, 16x3 Beaum & Fl.
Honest Man's Fort, 1 1, Do you heare? Talke with a
Girdler, or a Milner 1671 F Phillips Reg Necess. 373
The Kings Grocer, Brewer .Bookseller, Girdler, (a Trade
now altogether disused), vivxLond.Gas. No 6189/4 John
Sewell .. Sword-Cutler and Girdler 1807 W Taylor in

Ann. Rev, V, 296 There are useless aitides in this work,
such as that of girdler, which is no longer a separate trade.

1872 City Press 20 Jan , The court of the Girdlers’ Com-
pany dined at the hall.
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2 . One that surrounds or encompasses. Girdle?

ofthreatth-Qx yairjoxos

1875* Butcher & Land Odyss 33 Hear me, Poseidon,
girdlerof the earth

CritcLlesteacL (ga •id’lstc.d) Obs exc. arch, [f,

as prec. + Stead si ] That part of the body round
which the girdle passes

, the waist
crgSfiArth <$ Merl 5216 pat at he gtrdel stede it stode,

5*366 Chaucer Rom, Rose 826 Hise shuldris of a large
brede, And smalish in the girdilstede. 1-1420 Lvdg
Asseneb Gods 340 Aboute hym, in hys gyrdyll stede, hyng
fysshesmany a score. 1583 Stubbes A nut Abus 1 (1877)
60 Some [clokes] short, scarcely reaching to the gyrdle stead,
or vast. 1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav ix 29 We walked
a whole day along by the Isle of Sumatra, in the ouze up
to the girdle-stead. *696 Audrey Mtsc {1721) 94 An
Antient Man having a long and broad white Beard, hang-
ing down to his Girdle Steed. 1870 Morris Earthly Par
III iv 57 One gleaming lock of gold. .Fell far below her
girdiestead

b. Used for * lap
*882 Swinburne Tnstr. of Lyoncsse vi 31 There fell a

flower into her girdiestead Which laughing she shook out

Girdling' (go idliij), vbl. sb. [f. Girdle v, +•

-IMG *.]

1 The action ofthe verb Girdle in various senses.
Also girdling in.

.
*79* Belknap Hist NewHampsh. Ill 131 The method

is that of girdling
, which is done by making a circular

incision through the bark, and leaving them to die standing.
183s Arnold Let m Stanley Life $ Carr. (1844) II viu. 48
The gtrdhngin of the mountains round the valleyof ourhome
is an image of the encircling of the everlasting arms
"97 Bailey Prmc Fruit-groio 291 Girdling or ringing to
srt trees into bearing is an old and well known practice.
2. The material of which girdles are made.
*7*9 D’Urfey Pills VI 248 Gartering, Girdling, Tape
3 . atinb , as girdling-place.
ids8 Bromhall Treat Specters 1 118 He was become so

weak and feeble below his girdling place or middle

Girdling (gaudluj), fpl a. [f. Girdle v. +
-ING- <jt

.] That girdles or surrounds
1398 Barret Tkeor Warres in 11. 71 The girdling shot

to discharge at 20 pases off. and not farther, 1624 Trag.
Nero nil. in, in Bullen 0. PI I. 52 The girdling flame doth
with unkind embraces Compasse the Citie 28x8 Byron
Ch Ifay. iv. 174 Where yon bar Of girdling mountains
intercepts the sight. 1821 Joanna Bailue Metr. Leg

,

Coluvelus xxxvu, Mountains .Whose frozen peaks Above
the girdling clouds rear'd far in upper air 1837 Carlyle
Pr Rev. I vi. in, The Chateau Polignac still frowns aloft .

amid the blue girdling mountains of Auvergne 1863 Geo
Eliot Rornola 11 iv, Florence with its girdling stone towers
Gir«, var. Gybe,
Girefalcon, obs. form of Gerfalcon.
I! Girella. rare—

\

[It , dim. ofgira, f girdre
to turn.] A vane or weather-cock.
1720 STnvrE Slew's Sure Lend I 149/2A loftyTower with

a Clock and Chimes* and at the top of it a Grashoppe*
for the Vane, or Girella. 1790 Bailey, Guella, a Vane,
Weathercock Ital

Girg, var. Jarg Sc
,
v. to creak (and sb )

Girl, obs form of Jerk sb. and v.

Giriienet, var. Jerkinet.
Giriin, obs. form of Gherkin.
Girling, var Jerkin, akind of hawk.
Girl (gad), sb. Forms • 3 gurle, 4-6 gerl(e,

4-7 girl©, gyrle, (6 grnrle, gierle, gyrll, 7
garle), 9 dial, gal, gell, 7- girl [Of obscure
etymology.
A conjecture favoured by many scholars (Mailer, Noreen.

Luick) is that the word represents OE. *gyrela masc,
fyrele fem —OTeut types *gurwilen-, -dn-, a dim. of

-j& (found in LG grnre, boy, girl) ;—Aryan
ghrggh-, presumed to be represented in Gr jrapfiei/os vir-
gin This involves some uncertain phonological assumptions,
and the late appearance of the Teut words gives additional
ground for doubt, the ME gUrle being recorded only from
the end of the 13th c ,

and the LG genre from the 17th c.
It may be noted that boy

\ lad
,
lass, and the numerous

synonyms in the mod Scandinavian langs,, are all of diffi-
cult etymology

,
probably most of them arose as jocular

transferred uses of words that had originally a different
meaning ]

tL A child or young person ofeither sex, a yontb
or maiden. Chiefly inpi. : Children, young people.
Khamgirl : a boy. Gaygirl : applied to ayoung
woman. Obs
c 1290 .S Eng Leg I *08/76 And suyjie gret prece c

gurles and Men- comen hue al-a-boute 13 JC. Alu
2802 Men myghte ther y-seo hondis wrynge Wome
scrlke, girles gredyng c 1350 Will Palerne 8 16 And wha
Pe gay-egerles weie m to j>e gardm come, Faire floures bi
founds, *36* Lancl. P Pi A. xr. 131 Giamer for gurle
I gon furste to write, And beot hem with a baleys but x
thei wolde lernen. CX386 Chaucer Prol 666 In daupge
hadde he at his owne gyse The yonge girles of the diocysi
And knew hir counseil, and was al hir reed, c 1430 Bi
Cnrtctsye 328 in Babecs Bit. 308 Ne delf boa neuer nos
“y1" y/th thombe ne fyngur, as gong gyrle c 1450 Cm
Nysi. (Shaks Soc

) 181 Here knave gerlys I xal steke.
2. A female child, commonly applied to a'

young unmarried women.
*53° Palsgr 922 A gyrle [F garce] havyng laughyn

eyes. cxSso Redforde Play Wit 4 Sc (Shaks Soc) 1

Zdelries, Thow [Recreacion] art occacion, lo 1 ofmore evy
Then I, poore gerle, nay, more then the dyvyll ! 1346 He
wood Brov (1874) 5° The boy thy husband, and thou tl
girle, his wife. *591 Shaks. Two Gentl v iv 134 ,

1

hoi
him but a foole that will endanger His Body, for a Git

that loues him not a 1652 Brome Queene's Exch 1 11

"Whs. 1873 III 467 What's that my Girle? 1679 Hatton
Cory (1878) 197 note. One of his sisters .. announces the
birth of a very lusty garle 1709 Steele Tatler No 75
P 1 The Gul is a Girl of great Merit she converses with
me .like a Daughter *760 C Johnston Chrysal II 1

il ir,I will lay you, and you shall lose, my gill, if it was
ten tunes as much 1784 Cowper Task 11 227 As smooth
And tender as a girl, all essenced o’er With odours *833
Browning Fra Lippo 2x4 You should not take a fellow
eight years old And make him swear to never kiss the girls

*839 Geo Eliot A Bede 62 To think of a gell o’ your age
wanting to go and sit with half-a-dozen men 1863 Landor
Heroic Idylls, Theron 4 Zoe 27 Girls often say More than
they mean men always do 1894 H Gardener Unojf.
Patriot 329 No girl is ever quite good enough to marry any
mother’s son
Proa 1683 Tryon Way to Health 628 The Proveib is,

certainly true . He that Marries a Girl, marrs a Woman
U Oldgirl . Applied colloq. to a woman at any

time of life, either disiespectfully or (occas) as ait

endearing -term of address. Also, to a maie, etc.

1837Dickens Pickwick mv, * Cheer up, old gul’, said Tom,
patting the bay mare on the neck ‘ Soho, old girl—gently
—gently’. 1848 C Bronte J. Eyre 11 (1890) 19 He called
his mother ‘ old girl

1

, too

b. A maid-servant. Also in girl-of-all-work.
ifl68 Pepys Diary 24 Aug , My wife is upon hanging the

long chamber, wheie the girl lies, with the sad stuff that
was in the best chamber x8xa A Adams in y Adams'
Lett (1848) 409 Seven o'clock Blockheads not out of
bed. Girls m motion Mean, when I hire another man-
servant, that he shall come for one call 2875 StnbneAs
Monthly X 287 But all this time we had no girl, and . at
lost Ideteiimned to go and get a girl myself So one day
at lunch-time I went to an intelligence office m the city
*88a Mrs Alexander Frcres 1 . 11 19, I [a landlady] must
look to it myself, for I never yet see a gurl I could trust
with a hegg 2883 S. C Hall Retrospect II 139 A dirty,
slipshod gu 1 ofall-work bawled at me from the area

c. A sweetheait, lady-love. Also (U.S colloq

or slang) bestgirl.

1792 ‘ G Gambado’ Ann.Horsem vii (2800) 97, I may
lose my dear girl for ever Mod Pop Song The girl I left

behind me
d. (f Moie fully, A girl about or of the town

,
a

girl ofease) • a prostitute, f A kindgit l: a mistress
1712 Steele Sped No 187 F 2, I know not whether you

have ever heard of the famous girl about Town called
Kitty. This Creature , was my Mistress. 272a Addison
1hid. No 486 p i, I am very particularly acquainted with
one who is under entire Submission to a kind Girl, as he
calls her No longer than Tuesday last he took me with
him to visit his Mistress *756 Demt-Rep 6 The Men of
pleasure, and the Girls of ease 2823 W H Ireland
Scnbbleomama 141 Lewis, ofmonkish renown. Who tickled
the fancies of girls of the town 2852 Mayhew Loud
Labour I 477 The ‘gals’ are sure to be beaten cruelly ..

by their ‘chaps*.

f 3, A roebuck in its second year. Obs.
i486 Bk. St A lians E iv b, The first yere he [the Roo-

bucke] is a kyde . The secunde yere he is a gerle . The
thirde yere anhemule. 2576 Turberv Venerie 236 A Rowe,
the which is called the first yeare a Kidde, the second
Gyrle, the third an Hemuse, x66o Howell Parley Beasts
62 Those pretty Fawns, Prickets, Sorrells, Hemuses, and
Girls which I [a Hmde] brought into the woild. 1726
Diet. Rust (ed 3), Girle (among Hunters) a Roe-buck of
2 Years

anno, ana como. a, appositive, indicating
sex, as girl-child, -friend -graduate

,
-miser

,
-scul-

ler, -sorter, -warrior, -worker

,

or youthfulness, as
girl-mother, -queen, -widow, -wife, -woman j b.
simple attnb

,
as girl-life, -nature, -tragedy, c. ob-

jective, as girl-confining adj.
;

girl-like adj. and
adv. Ai so girl-boy, ?a girlish boy.
1589 Warner Alb Eng v xxvi, (1597) i2g ^Girle-hoyes,

fauounng Gammede. 1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep 18/2 And
in my place vpon this regal throne, To set that girle-boy
wanton Gaueston 2884 Black Jud Shaks ix m Harped

s

Mag. Mar. 542/2 My father used to call him the girl-boy
2886 Longni Mag 646 A very great number of the *girl-
children of the State have found happy homes in Canada
1798 Sothebv tr Wieland's Oberon (1826) I 55 The guardian
of these *girl-confimng walls 2896 Westm Gaz 19 May 4/2
The ‘Wedding March’ was whistled by twelve *girl-fnends
of the bride 2847 Tennyson Pnnc Prol 142 Sweet ‘girl-
graduates m their golden hair 2888 Athenaeum 26 May
659/3 A well meaning story of *girl-hfe 1852 Rock Ch 0/
Fathers III 1 269 The ‘girl-like maiden-mother bowed down
before the crib « 1861 T Woolner My Beautiful Lady
(1863) 124 Years before .girllike she Adored a youth with
sparkling genius graced. 2865 Dickens Mut Fr 1, vi, I saw
you sitting there, like the ghost of a ‘girl-miser in the dead of
the night a 1862 T Woolner My beautifulLady (1863) 05
What art thou whispering lowly to thy babe, O wan ‘girl-
mother? x^Edtn Rev Oct 303The girl-mother ofAmadis
1876 Black Madcap V xxvi. 242 Was it not true, he
had to admit, that he knew nothing of ‘girl-nature? 288a
J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng II 189 The *gul-' Queen’

—

she was only sixteen years of age 2894 Daily News
28 Mar 3/1, 10,000 notices of withdrawal are handed to
a roomful of * *girl sorteis ’ 2876 Geo Eliot Dan Der I
xvii 342 His mind glanced over the ‘girl-tragedies that are
going on in the world 2804 Dublin Rev Oct 309 Leaders
to -whom the triumphs of the *girl-wamor were a leproach
*837 Hawthorne Twice-Told T. (1851) I xix 285 Inflamed
to madness by the coquetry of the ‘girl-widow. 2857 Mrs.
Carlyle Left, II 321 The young “gul-wife who lives there
is very lovely 1876 Miss Braddon DeadMen’s Shoes I
1 * A ’girl-woman alone on Battersea Bridge. 1895 Tablet
aojuly 108 The *gu 1-workers taking their wages home

v 1 [f> the sb J irons, m nonce-uses
a To furnish, with girls b. Jocularly substi-
tuted for * to man \ where the agent is a girl.

«i63S Corbet Poems (1807) 126 Nor hast thou m his
nuptiall arm.es enjoy d Barren imbraces, but wert etrl’d -md
boy’d 188SJ A Sperry Lazy Minstr (ed a) 5fsheo?tQuite longs to ' girl the boats

’ 3

Girl (gad), v 1 Sc Also girrel. [onomato-
poeic.] iulr. To thrill, whiil.
1820 Hogg Wint Even T. I 336i Ye hae gart a’ my flesh

girrel. John. Ibid II 64 Its no deth it feirs me, but the
efter-kum gai is my hei t girle 1894 Ian Maclaren Bourne
Brier Bush vi 11 222 Juist like the threshing mill atDrumsheugh scraikmg and gnhng till it’s fairly aff.

Garland, -ond, obs forms of Garland'
Girleen (g5 ilm) Anglo-Irish [f Girl sb +

-een, dun. suffix (= Irish -in as m Colleen), cf
squireen, bwckeeni] A young girl
2836 H F. CnoRLnr Mem Mrs Hemans (1837) II 21 ,

The light heai ted gossoons and gnleens of Dublin 1882
Mrs. Alexander Freres I a 22 You were just a slip of
gnleen then, and now you are an elegant young lady

Gi*rlei?y. [f Girl sb +-ery] Girls collectively
2803 Lamb Let lo Wordswoi th Lett 1888 I. 2x5 There

were two young girls—the very head and sum of the girlerv
was two young guls 2826 J Wilson Noct Ambr Wks
1855 I 296 When one considers from what originals he
painted hts portiaits of Edina’s girlery

Grrlfully, adv nonce-wd [f Girl sb + -ful
+ -LY %

] With the energy chaiacterislic of a girl
2886 J A Stcrry Lasy Mmstr (ed 2) 156 But still the

two maidens tramp girlfully on 1803 Crockett Sweet

h

Iran 206 Defending herself gnlfiilly with a branch of
bramble, Footnote, Why should not one say ‘boyfully’
‘girlfully’, if one can say ‘manfully’?

' 5

Girlhood, (go rlhud) [f Girl sb + -hood
]

The state of being a gul
; the time of life duiing

which one is a gul ; concr girls collectively.

2783 Anna Slward Let. Boswell 25 Mai Lett I x 38 My
mother passed hei days of girlhood with an uncle at War-
wick. 1831 Lytton Godolph 2 Not a trace of the bloom or
the softness of girlhood could be marked on her counten-
ance i86a Tkollopl Small IIo at Alhugton in Cornh
Mag. VI 568 The spoitiveness and kitten-like gambols of
girlhood 1866 Annie Thomas Played Out I xv 285 A
group of girlhood 1880 Dixon Windsor III xm 218 The
great queen, who had known him from her gulhood 1883 L
OurMANT A Ihora Peto I 2x3 If the girlhood of the Pacific
slope are halfas innocent as they aie insolent [etc ]

Girlie (g5*Jlx) [f Girl sb. + -ir, -y a cf birdie ]A little gul. (A term of endearment )
2860 Artist i$ Craftsm 433 The little half-clad girlies ran

off to hide themselves 2877 P’crss Alice 28 July in Mem
(1884) 357 The two little girlies are so sweet 1894 Doyle
•$" Holmes 53 She is my own deal little girlie

Girling* (go rill)) [Cf Gilling ] A young
salmon
x86x Act 24 ^ 25 Viet c. T09 § 4 All migratory fish of the

genus salmon, whethei known by the names hereinafter
mentioned, that is to say licit, fauiel, girling, grilse . or
by any other local name.

Gizlisli (go jIiJ), a [f. Girl sb +-isni
] Of

or pertaining to a gul or to girlhood
, characteristic

of or like a girl.

*563 Cooper Thesaurus,Puellans, propreto gules girlish

1596 Drayton Leg 1 937 She To other speech, and’
Girlish laughter fell, 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mar 682
These chaplets of flowers be girlish gaudes 2788 Burns
Let. to Mrs. Dunlop 16 Aug, An old grand-uncle, with
whom my mother lived a while in her girlish years 2816

J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed 5) 200 Girlish feeling prompts this

anticipation of satisfaction 1863 Geo Eliot Rowola 11

xxvii. She had been very foolish and ignorant m her girlish

time. 1873 yi. S Hayward Love agst World 3 Walter
was .more girlish than either of the otheis

Hence Qa-rlishly adv
,
G-iTlisImess.

2623 Cockeham, Puellantte, Girhshnesse 1727 Bailey
vol 1

1

, Girlishly, like a Girl 1824 LandorImag Coitv II

279 Thou art still girlishly fond of those dried cherries 1 2833
Browning Pauline 231 Autumn has come—like Spnng re-

turned to us. Won from her girlishness 1875 A R Hope
My School-boy Fr 164 The elegance and girlishness for

wluch we laughed at Philip 2885 M Paitison Mem. 123
Of all beyond I was girlishly ignorant

Girlisux. (g§ Hiz’m) nonce-wd [-ism.] Girls,

or their characteristics, collectively
2788 Anna Slward Lett (1811) II 186 The prejudices of

f
'dibin 179$ Ibid IV 70 With her sister, Miss Bowater,
passed some of the spughtly days of giilism

Girlls, obs. form of Grilse.
Girly (gouli), a. [f Girl sb. + -y 1 ] Charac-

teustic of or befitting a girl
;
gulish

1886 J A Stlruy Lazy Mmstr (ed 2) 127 Her laugh is

light, Her figure slight and girly 2892 G Meredith One
ofour Conq. I 111 31 The silly girly sugary crudity lias

given way to womanly suavity.

Hence G-i rliness, girlishness
2886 J A Sterry Lasy Mmstr (ed 2) 60 A white, white

dress that artlessly reveals The pouting beauty of her

fair young foim
, In all its dainty, dimpled girhness

Girn (gsm), sb 1 Sc. Also 4-6 gyrne, 6 girno.

[var. of Grin sb i]

1 . a tA noose (obs ) k> A snare or trap for

catching animals 01 buds, made of hair, wire, or

the like, with a running noose
c 237S Sc Leg Saints, Panins *140 He a stalowart gyrne

can ma To hang hym-self with be pe hals 2333 Stewart
Cron. Scot. <1858) I 108 With falsbeid he thame fed, As
quha wald set ane girne befoir aue gled 1336 Bellenden
Cron. Scot. (2821) I x86 He commandit, that na haris be

slane nor yet tane be nettis or gurus 2721 Court Bk
Barony of Urte (1892) 119 Killed with guns .

guns or

other ingmes 2824-7 Moir Mansie Wauck (2833) xxiv. 18°

The vagabond’s girn was set.
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2 fig A snare, trap, -wile.

ct375 Sc Troy-lk n ggg The quhilkes frame gyrnes

of dede Ware eschapede 1552 Abp Hamilton Catech,

61b, Thai that will be riche, fallis into temptatioun and in

the gyrne of the deuil 1396 Dalrymplp tr Leslie's Hist

Scott. X 462 Thame selfes skairse could defend from the

girnes of this Edicte 1721 Ramsay Rise <$• Fall of Stocks

35 Stock-jobbers, brokers Wha set their gowden girns sae

wylie, Tho ne'er sae cautious, they’d beguile ye

dim (gi.ni), sbf Obs. exc Sc. [f. Girn v 1
]

1

,

The act of showing the teeth, a suarl

1535 [see Gape 1] 1602 Marston Ant Mel in 11,

Euen so the Duke frownes for all this Cursond world

oh that gerne kils, it kils a 1861 T WoolnerMy beautiful

Lady (1863) 107 A poring specti e shall be seen With livid

staie and girn 1870 in RamsayRcmin (ed 18) p xxxiu, His
girn’s waur than his bite 1883 Annie Swan Aldersyde 111

51 A smile afterwards described as resembling the 1 girn

0’ a rat 1

b. Sc A snarling tone.

1826 J Wilson Noct Amir Wks 1853 I 161 Lettm out

the dry dusty moral apothegms wi' ae continued and mono-
tonous girn

f 2 . = Grin sb 2 Obs rare
1636 Davenant Witts iv. adJin ,

This is at least a girne

of Fortune, if Not a faire smile. 171* E Ward Quix I.

67 Scoff'd him, unseen, with Winks and Girns

Grim (gain), v 1 Forms 4-6 gyrn(e, 5-6

girne, 6 gern(e, 6-7 gearne, 8 guern, 6- girn.

[var. Grin v. with metathesis of r]
1. intr. To show the teeth m rage, pain, disap-

pointment, etc. , to snarl as a dog
;
to complain

peisistently , to be fretful or peevish. Also to girn

at. Now only north and -Sir

*378 Barbour Bruce iv. 322 Than lukit he awfully thame
to, And said, gymand, ‘ hangis & drawis 1 ' £1440 York
Myst xxxi 11 23 pat gome Jiat gyrnes or gales, I myself sail

hym hurte full sore 1513 Douglas At nets ix 11 65 The
wyld wolf Abowt the bowght, plet all of wandis tyght,

Bayib and gyrms 1529 More Com/ agst Trtb in Wks
1254/1 The bitch had founde the foote agayn & on she came
gerning 1590 Spenser F Q i 111 15 His face was ugly
and his countenance sterne And gaped like a gulfe when
he did gerne a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in xvn. The
old Trot for a while remained silent, pensive, and girnmg
like a Dog 1724 Ramsay Tea-t Misc (1733)1 31 We hang
our lugs and wi’ a gloom, Gim’d at stockjobbing ane and a’

1790 A Wilson 1st Ep to f Dobie Poet Wks (1846) 18

While chaunrm’ critics girn and giowl, And curse whate'er
they light on 1837 R Nicoll Poems (1843) 133 She’s girmn’
at e'emn’—she’s girmn’ at morn—a’ hours o’ the day in my
flesh she’s a thorn 1855 Browning Old Pictures Florence
ix, The mastiff girns And the puppy pack of poodles yelp

*863 Kingsley Water-Bab. v, How she [the otter] did grin

and girn when she saw Tom 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped
vi 50 He's a wicked auld man, and there’s manywould like

to see him girning in a tow.

b quasi-/ra»r

1894 Crockett Raiders (ed 3) 120, I could only girn my
teeth at him

c. trans To utter in a snarling tone.

1847 E Bronte Wutkenng Heights xvu 148 1
Isabella,

let me in, or I’ll make you repent 1
’ he ‘ gimed'as Joseph

calls it

f 2 . To show the teeth in laughing , to gnn. Obs
1552 Latimer Semi. Lincolnsh. v 105 They goe with the

corses gulling and fleering, as though they went to abeare-
baytmg 1393 Pass Momce (1876) 80 After that girne like

a monkie that sees her dinner 1602 Marston Antonio's
Rev i 111 B y, Laugh not . When thou dost girne, thy
rusty face doth looke Like the head of a rosted rabbit

1617 F Moryson Itin x 247 The rascall multitude ceased
not to girn and laugh at our sighes and teares 0117x1 Ken
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II 299 Curs’d Satan guernmg
stood, the while he spake

Girn (gum), v 2 Sc. Also 4 gyrne. [f. Girn
sb i] trans -f a fig To ensnare (obs.). b. To
catch in a gxrn or trap (cf. quot 1825-80).
c 1373 Sc Troy-bk n 366 But he, gymede syne atte last

Inne 3harnynge of the golde so rede 1825-80 Jamieson,
Girn, (1) to catch by means of a girn , (2) to catch trouts
by means of a noose of hair 1866 T Bruce Summer Queen
320 I’ll make sure To girn him like a hare 1896 Crockett
Cleg Kelly xiu 96 As if he had been girmng’ sticklebacks
and ‘bairdies’ m the shallow burns

Girnel (go -mel), sb Sc Also 5 gyrnall, 6
girnall, 6-7 girnell, girnal See also Garnjdl.
[variant of Garnel.] A granary, also, a large

chest for meal.
145a Sc Acts fas II, §4 (1814)11 41/2 Item it is ordanyt

hat na maner of wittail be haldin in gyrnall be ony persone
forther pan is needfull *568 Lauder Godlte Tractate 490
3e cloise 3our Girnallis frame the puns a 1572 Knox Hist
Ref Wks (1846) I 361 The Biscliopis girnell was keapt the
first nychtby the laubouris ofJohne Knox a *670 Spalding
Troub Chas I (1829) 114 They brake up girnels, and baked
goodbannocks at the fire 1791 Newte lourEng 4' Scot

l

104 Another wooden house of twenty feet square, which
seuves at present for a granary or girnal, as they pionounce
it, for their oatmeal 1834 H Miller Scenes 4 Leg xvn
(1857) 238 Each propuetor, too, had his storehouse or girnal
—a tall, narrow building, the strong-box of the time 1860

J Grant Mary ofLorraine 11, Large oak chests, girnels,

and almries, the receptacles of linen

b Comb,, as girnel river (
= breaker).

1508 Dunbar Flytuig <w Kenntdie 246 Muttoun dryver,
girnall [v r. gamale] ryver, Jadswyvar, fowll fell the

t Girnel (gsunel), v Sc Obs rare [f prec

sb.] trans. To store up in a girnel or granary
1609 Skene Reg May 133 Victuall suldnot be girnelled,

bot suld be brocht to the market, a *670 Spalding Troub
Chas I (1792) II, 167 There was victual girnelled 111 store
to help to find the soldiers by way of plundering

Hence Gi'mailed ppl, a., Gi’melling vbl sb.

1481 in Maitland Hut. Edm 1 1 (1733) 9 For a Girnel of

Corn, Two Bags . . and the same from all girnelled goods

*597 Acts Pari Scotl 34 b, Girnalhng of victualhs is for-

hidden 1637-30 Row Hist Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) 173 Not
thrashing victuall in due tyme, girnalhng of it when it

is threshen, and not bringing of it to the mercat

Girning (g5 ami]), vbl sb. [f Girn vX + -ino'1
.]

The action of the verb Girn 1

*375 Barbour Bruce xin 157 Ther wes Sic gyrnyng,
granyng, and so gret A noyis, as thai cancthir bet 1580
North Plutarch (1676) 841 The Greyhound .. at the first

began to answer them with a soft girnmg , but when they
came by the Tower where he lay, he barked out aloud
a 1693 UrquhartRabelaism xm 106 He was environed
about so with the barking of Currs girnmg of Boars 1792
A, Wilson Watty 4 Mag xxxviu, Owre the seas I march
this morning, Listet, testet, sworn an a’, Forc’d by your
confounded girmng a x8io Tannahill Poet Wks (1846)

105 Wi’ girning her neb's like the gab o’ the lleuk

Girning (gs ami)), ppl. a. Sc and dial Also
6 girnand, gerning [f Girn v 1 + -ing 2

]

I Sc That ‘ girns *
;
ill-humoured, snarling.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 86 Julyan . to hir seyd
wyth chere gyrnyng Now [etc ]. c 1450 Henryson Mor
Fab 85 With girnand teeth and awfull angrie luke 1508
Dunbar Tua marut viemen 290 Quhen that the chuf wald
me chid, with girnand chaftis 1783 Burns To W Simpson
xxvui, I’ve even seen them greetin Wi’ girmn’ spite 1824
Scott St. Ronan’s xxxi, The cappemoity, old girnmg ale-

wife may wait long enough or I forward it.

+ 2 . Grinning. Obs. rare — 1

1599 Marston ieo Villamem xi 227 That iest-moungmg
youth Who nere did ope his Apish gerning mouth But to

retaile and brake anothers wit

II Giro (dg? to) [It giro a round, circuit

L. gyrus
,
a. Gr. yOpos circle : cf Gyrate ] A tour,

circuit , a ‘ turn
’

1670 Lassels Voy Italy Pref a vj, And no man under-
stands Livy and Caesar . . like him who hath made exactly
the Grand Tour of France and the Giro of Italy. 1823
Lady Morgan Salvator Rosa 111 (1824) I 100 Nearly all

his biographers have alluded to this early and singular giro
1841 Motley Corr (1889) I iv 93 From the library you
reach the antechamber, thus completing the giro of one of

the prettiest houses in St Petersburg xB8o Geo Eliot
Let $ June in Life (1884) III 337 Afterwards we have a
giro in our gondola
Giromancy, obs. form of Gyromanoy.
Giron : see Gyron Her.

II Gironde (gfro nd, dgirp*nd). [see Girondist.]
The Girondist party.

1876 Gladstone m Contemp Rev June 11 They are apt
to disappear like Lafayette before the Gironde.

Girondel, obs. form of Girandole.
Girondist (d^u? ndist), sb. (a ) [ad F. Giron-

diste (now Girondifi), i Gironde (see def ) + -iste,

-1ST ] A member ofthe moderate republican party

(in the French assembly 1791-179^) ,
its leaders

were the deputies from the department of the

Gironde (cf quot 1833) Also attnb or adj
x8oi GirpoRD Louis XVI, 649 The Girondists, or moderate

party, were reduced to a singular dilemma 1827 Scott
Napoleon Introd , Wks 1870 IX 1x3 The Girondist party

1833 Alison Hist Europe (1847) U *77 The Girondists, so

called from the district near Bordeaux called the Gironde,
fiom whence the most able of their party were elected

Goronell, obs. form of Girandole.
G-ironny : see Gybonny Her.

II Girouette (gtrwg t). [F girouette

,

obscurely

connected with gire-r L gyrare to revolve. It

has giroelta from Fr ] A weather-cock Alsoj^f
1822 L Simond Switzerland 1. 323 You might as well

pretend to stigmatize Talma or Mademoiselle Mars, with the

name of girouettes

,

for not acting every night the same
part, as our French politicians and philosophers, for chang
mg sides and principles from day to day 1831 Jekyll
Corresp (1894) 274 He is no ordinary girouette 1837 Sir

F Palgrave Norm 4- Eng II 232 However nicely the

weather-cock may be poised some breeze must breathe to

make the girouette spin round

HenceGfxrouettism, constantchanging ofopinions

or principles [Cf F girouetterieJ]

1823 New Monthly Mag XIV. X09 Girouettism is the

natural vice of revolutionary times and political consistency

the rarest .of virtues

Gin? (ggr). Sc [var Girth jtf.1] A hoop for

a barrel Also, a child’s hoop. Cf Gird sb 1 2,

Girth sb 1 2.

x6xx in Glasgow Burgh Rec (1876) I 322 Na firlot to be
sealit bot sik as hes yron girns about the mowth 1796
Burns Cooper o' Cnddie, The cooper o' Cuddie cam here

awa, And ca'd the girrs out owTe us a’. 1821 Blackw Mag
Aug. 33 Rowing girrs (rolling hoops) forms another healthy
exercise to the boys of Edinburgh 1887 J Service Life
Dr Duguid xxix. 183, 1 was a happy wee callan caing the

girr on the street

b. A hoop used to keep a pair of water-cans

apart so that they may be moxe easily carried.

*832-53 A A Ritchie Whistle-Binkie (Scot Songs) Ser.

1x1 69 As our kimmer Nell, Wi' her stoups and her girr, was
gaun down to the well [etc J

Garrebbage, var. Gilravage sb.

Girrock. ? Obs. (See quot)
1674 Ray Words, Sea Fishes 103 Girrock

,
Acus major,

called elsewhere Horn-Fish and Needle-Fish

+ Girse. Obs. [var. Gibth sb 1
,
prob. from pi

gir(th)s ]
1 A saddle-girth ;

=* Girth sb.1 1.

[X417-18 Abingdon Acc. (Camden) 88Etm frenis, capistris,

singulis, gurs’ emptis mjr viijrf ] 1591 Harington Ore.

Fur xxui. lxvi, Orlando .. With all his strength bestrides

the saddle fast, Yet did the Pagan heave him with such
strength That all his gyrses broken were at length. 16x3-18

Daniel Coll Hist Eng. (1626) 46 AH strooke his horse

together with their Launces , as they brake pectorall, girses,

and all. 1623 J. Taylor (Water-P ) PraiseHempseedWks.
in 6g/a As Sadlers for their elks haire to stuffe their sadles

And girses, and a thousand fidle fadles 1635 E. Terry
Voy E India 151 His great Elephants carry, each of
them, one iron gun,-about five foot long, lying upon a sUong
frame of wood, maae square, that is fitted to a thick broad
Pannel fastned about him with very strong and broad Girses
or Girts

2. A band or hoop ;
® Girth sb 1 2

159X Percivall Sp Diet , Cmcha, a gnse, the iron that
bindeth a wheele, Cingulum, orbitaferrea, canthns.

3. Comb , as girse-web = Girth-web
1697 R Peirce Bath Mem ,1 11 29 Laying him upon a

kind of a Cradle, bottom’d with Girse-web, letting it down,
by degrees, into the Bath
Girse, dial, var Grass.
Girsill, obs. form of Grilse.
Girsle, G-irstle, dial. var. Gristle.
Girss, obs. Sc. f. Grass.
Girst, var. Grist.

Girt (gait), sb. [var. Girth sbX, m use chiefly

in the 17th and 18th c.]

1. A saddle-girth ;
= Girth sb 1 1 Obs. exc dial.

1363 Fulke Meteors (1571) 30 b, Her hoise laye dead with
his bridle and girtes vntied a x6x6 Beaum, Sc Fl Wit
without M 11, v, lie give urn leave to cut my girts, and flay

me *665 Milton University Carrier, Here lies old Hob-
son ; Death hath broke his girt And here, alas l hath laidhim
m the dirt 1760-72 tr Juan <j- Ulloa's Voy (ed. 3) I 432 It is

with great difficulty they aie first brought to suffer the girts

to be put round their bodies, 1795 Wolcoi (P Pindar)
Pindftnana Wks 1812 IV 240 Rapture's a Charger ; often
breaks his girt, Runs off and flings his Rider m the dirt.

1867 Rock Jim 4 Nell ye, (E. D S No 76) An' girts, a guide-
strap, hayvor-seed

+b A surgical bandage Obs
1676 Wiseman Surg. vn v 487 The most common way of

Bandage is by that of the Girt, which Girt hath a Boulster

m the middle, and the ends are tackt firmly together. 1743
tr HeisteVs Surg 169 There must also be fastened another
Napkin, Sling, or Girt

c. Printing (See quot
,
and cf Girth sb 1 1 d )

1683 Moxon Meek E.xerc II 72 Girts aie Thongs of
Leather, cut out of the Back of an Horse-hide [etc ] Two of
them are used to carry the Carriage out and in

2. A small girder Now only U.S
1579 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 311, ij girts xj

foote longe, vj vnch thicke, ix vnch brad 1665 Ibid II 531
For girt, sparrs, loists and carriage of timbers for the
Library roofe 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I 405 Each pier

is composed of seven sticks of oak timber, united by a cap-
piece, strong braces and girts 1873 Knight Diet Meek ,

Girt, a small girder, used in roofs or bridge frames.

b. = Fillet jA 11b.
1823 m P Nicholson Pract. Build 583 1842 in Francis

Diet Arts.

3. = Girth sb. 3. Also, in technical use, mea-
surement across or around a suiface which is not
flat (e g. a moulded cornice) taking into account all

elevations and depressions.

1664 m Wilhs & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 156 The said
Cornice, to be measured by the girt 1679 Evelyn Syhia
xxu rc>6 The Girt, or Circumference below is thirteen foot*

J703 Maundrell fonrn. Jems (1732) 142,

1

measur’d one
of the largest, and found it twelve yards six inches in girt,

and yet sound X716 Addison Freeholder No 22 T 2 He Is

a lusty, jolly fellow, that lives well, at least three yards in the
girt. 1793 Trans Soc Arts (ed 2) IV 227 The girt of the
old tree is five feet six inches *823 J Nicholson Operat.
Meek 627 Ihe number of square feet produced, by mul-
tiplying the girts of the roof by the length of the slates

at the eaves 1828 Hutton Course Math II 87 In these
articles, the content of a roof is found by multiplying the
length of the ndge by the girt over from eaves to eaves

1842-59 Gwilt Archit (ed 4) § 2372 Cornices are measured
by obtaining their girt, and multiplying by their length for

the quantity of moulded work in them. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr Pract Ap-ic (ed 4) II App 446 If the girt be taken
in inches, and the length in feet [etc ] 1883 R Haldane
Workshop Receipts Ser 11. 438/1 Surfaces under 61a. in

width or girt are called 6 in.

fig *647 N. Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 vu. (*739) 15 For
long before Boniface his time Archbishops were ewoln
beyond the girt of the Canon.

b. (See quot. ;
loosely used for * quarter-girt '.)

1842-39 Gwilt Archit (ed 4) Gloss , Girt . . in timber
measuring, according to some, is taken at one fourth of the
circumference of the tree

4 attnb, and Comb a. simple attnb., as girt-

huckle, -line,
-measure, -piect, -spot, -web, -wheel

b instrumental, as girt-galled, -marked adjs. Cf.

girth-buckle, -galled (Girth sb.
1 8), Girth-web.

3701 Loud Gaz No 3746/4 Lost abrown Gelding above
14 hands, ..the Hair chafed off by the *Girt-buckle Ibid
No. 3693/4 Lost a bay Gelding about 14 hands, and a
little *GLrt-gaHed 1720 Strype Stouts Sum Lond (1753)

II, 643/2 To give the Bounds or *Girt line of this Parish, I

shall begin at Cecil-street. 1687 Lond Gaz. No. 2282/8
A dark bay brown punch Nag with saddle marks, and
"girt mark’d under the Belly 1663 Gerbibr Counsel 78
*Gfrt measure of Timber is the best for the buyer, because
there is more in the circular measure then m the square
1770-4 A Hunter Georg Ess (1804) II. 195 The *girt-

pieces six inches by five. 1688 Lond, Gaz. No. 2314/4 No
white, unless some Saddle or *Girt Spots 1663 Sir T.
Roe’s Voy E Indies 384 Those Coaches will carry four
peisons. but two may he at ease, upon quilts, .upheld by
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*girt-web, with which they are bottom'd 1841 Savage
Did Print , Wheel. Also called *girt wheel, and drum \

a cylinder of elm wood, with two flat broad grooves turned
in it on which the two girts wind and unwind alternately,
as the carriage is run m and out

Girt (gait), v Now 1 are. [Two formations

:

(1) Altered from Gird vO, perh. after the pa, pple.
girt. {2) f. Gist sb
{The imperative gyrt pe occurs Ags Gosp , Luke xvn 8,

but the form is prob due to the nature of the initial conso-
nant of the following word )]

1. trans = Gird ®hn various senses
c 1400 Destr Troy 3118,

1

bid J>at he pas fro this place
o payn ofhis lyfe, , And gyrt on no grete wordis to greue vs
no more 1579 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb

) 49 If the enemy
beseege vs prevent forram aide, girt m the city [etc ]

x6oa Marston Ant # Mel r Wks 1836 I xa Weele girt
them with an ample waste of love 1631 Gouge God's
Arrows it, § 2a 160 Girting qnd besieging their townesand
cities, so as they can not go abroad 1683 Kennet Erasm.
on Folly {1709) 1x3 They will pick a quarrel for such poor
provocation as the girting on a coat the wrong way 1688
Land Gas No 2311/1 The Inauguration Ceremony, which
consisted only m Girting the Grand Sigmor with a Sword
1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit I 44/1 The middle parts,
which girt and surround the Wall 1799 Naval Chron II
177 The whole was by them girted and surrounded 1823
Examiner 106/2 [It] looks like a bright cincture girting the
earth 189s Daily News 13 Feb 6/6 The primeval forest
which girts the mountain

2

To secure with a girth (cf Girth v 3)
*663 Gerbier Counsel 8 Hasten with the Packet-Maile to

the Post Office, be it never so ill girted, whereby it oft falls
in the mid-way ? 1841 CatlinN Amer Ind. (1844) II, xli
60 A buffalo skin girted on its back.

3. To surround with a cord or measuring-lme m
older to ascertain the girth

; to take the girth of.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 81 Measured flat in square yeards,

without girting the work with a line 1727 Bradley Fanu
Diet, s v Felling, By girting the middle of the tree with a
line and taking a quarter part of the girt for the square
1828 Hutton Course Math II 86 For the Surrounding
Architrave, girt it about the uppermost part for its length
[etc] 1883 R Hai dane Workshop Receipts Ser 11 438/r
Surface painting is measured by the superficial yd,, girting
every part of the work covered

b. mtr. To take a measurement by drawing a
string round the object to be measured. Said also
of the string

*825J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 627 All mouldings in
plaster woik are measured . by girting over the mouldings
with a line Ibid. 642 The dimensions must be taken with
a line, that girts over the mouldings, breaks, etc.

4 Of trees, etc : To measure (so much) in girth
or girt

(
= Girth v. 5)

*750 G Hughes Ba> badoes 175 This divides into five
branches, each equal to a large tree, some of them girting
]°und about eight feet, 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl
(1806) IV 262 There are larches which at five feet high
girted, in 1792, full eight feet 1828 Hutton Course Math
II 88 The cornice, which guts 84 inches 1858 O. W
Holmes Ant Break/. -i. xu (1891) 288 The tree ‘girts’
eighteen and a half feet, and spreads over a hundred

6, To girt against : to press against (said of a
ship’s cable) [Cf Gist ppl a. 2 and Gibd z» 1 7 ]
*794 Rigging $ Seamanship II. 3x0 The ship, driving to

leeward, causes the cable to girt against the lee how
Hence Q-i rtmg vbl sb In quots attnb

, as girt-
ing-place, (a) that part of a horse’s body wheie
the girth is worn

; (
b
) that part of the trunk where

a tree is girthed or measured
, girting-stead=

Girdlestead
; G-i rtmg ppl. a

1607 Tofsell Four-/ Beasts (1658) xx3 They which are
small in their girting stead about their loins, do much love
hunting 1676 Loud Gas No 1x08/4 A large brown bay
Mare .with a hole on her ribs near the girting place *737
Bradley Pant, Did s v Felling, To know the Value of a
Iree standing, you may girt it, allowing for the Bark, and
so much as you tlunk it will measure less in the girting
Place than at the Butt [etc ] 1867 D G Mitchell Rural
Stud igo But with us, who have no girting walls [etc ]

Girt (gwt), ppl a. Also 7 gert. [pa. pple. of
Gibd 0.1

;
see Girded ppl. a ]

1. In senses of the vb
179* Cowper Lett 23 June, It is an old house with gn t

casement windows 1870 Morris Earthly Par I. 1 413And how herself, with girt gown, carefully She went betwixt
the heaps. Ibid U in 173 Her panting breast and girt-up
gown or
2 Naut. (See quots

)

x6a^ Caft Smith Seaman's Gram vu 30 Gert
, is when

the Cable is so taught that vpon the turning of a tide, a Ship
car'n°t

,1

E°e ouer it 1704 Harris Lex Tech s v. Girding-
gipt, T he Seamen say a Ship is Girt or hath a Girding-gut,
when her Cable being so tite, or strained, that upon the
turning of the Tide she cannot go over it with her Stern-post,
but will lie a-cross the Tides 1780 Falconer Did Marine,
Gl™> the situation ofa ship which is moored so strait by her
cables, extending from the hawse to two distant anchors, as
to be prevented from swinging or turning about 1867 m
Smyth Sailor's Word-lk.

Girt, dial var, Great, Gbit.
t Gi’rt-brew. Obs rare. Also gert-, gird-

hre-w [f girt Gbit + Brew sb ] (See quot 1620

)

x6ao Markham Farew Hush (1623) X34 Gertbrew is
somewhat more course, and less pleasant than washbrew,
having both the branne and hulls in it, yet is accounted a
food of very good strength 1723 m Bradley Fam Diet.
s.y atmeal (copying Markham], Gird brew.

Forms
. 4-5 gerth(e, (5

gerreth), 5-6 gyrth, 6 gurth, 4- girth. See also

Gabth 2
, Gibd sb 1, Gibb, Grass, Girt sb [a ON

(*ger$u) gjprtt girdle, girth, hoop (Sw
,
Da. gjord)

—G oth.gairda girdle *—OTeut *gerdA To different

grades of the same loot
{*getd gard gurd-)

belong Garth 1, Gird v 1, Girdle sb ]
1 . A belt or band of leather or cloth, placed lound

the body of a horse or other beast of burden and
drawn tight, so as to seeme a saddle, pack, etc

upon its back.
*3 CoerdeL. 3733 Brydyl and peytrel al to-brast Hys

gerth, and hys stiropes alsoo 1377 Langl. P PI B iv 20
Sette my sadel vppon Suffie-tiL-I-se-my-tyme, And lete
warrok it well with Witty-wordes gerthes 1463 Mann <$

Househ. Exp 227 Item, payd there for gyrthys and a hois-
kombe, and for mendyng of a tronke sadylle, vin d. 1323
Fitzherb Hitsb § 142 Thymble, nedle, threde, point, lest y‘
thy gurth breke 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1390) 75 b, The
saddle with broken girthes was dnuen from the horse 1602
Sugar Hon. Mil 4 Civ ur xiv. 130 He who falleth by the
default of his horse, the breaking of Girthes, or any such
like accident 17x6 Swim Progr Poetry 29 The steed,
oppress’d, would break his girth, To raise the lumber from
the earth 1787

1 G. Gambado 1 Acad Horsemen (1809) 43
See that your girths are tight 184X Elminstone Hist
Ind ll 423 Rdja Rup Sing, running up to Aurangzib’s
elephant, began to cut away the girths with his sword
1867 Ladv Herbert Cradle L vin 206 One more vigoious
kick, having cut the girths which held one of the saddles,
the lady found herself suddenly under her steed

b. To run (a horse) head and guth ; to keep
pace with in racing
1809 Brit Press in Spirit Pull yrnls. (1 810) XIII 62 The

maie ran him head and girth nearly the first half mile

t c (See quot ) Obs
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Girth, .a saddle that is buckled

and comp) eat for use

d Printing. (See quot 1S23 )
1823CRABB Technol Did

, Grrth, leather thongs belonging
to the carriage of a printing press, by which it is let in and
out. 1841 Savage Did Print

, Girths They are some-
times made of Girtliweb 1851-82 in Ogilvie.

+ 2 . A hoop ofwood or iron, esp. for a barrel Obs.
c 1336 Durham MS Burs Roll, Et in ccc girthes quer-

culinis empt pro cuvis et doleis in officio bracme, xvjj
a 1400-50 Alexander 3336 pan gert he gomes for to gang,
and grayth him a tonn Of grene glitterand glas with
gerrethis of iren *483 Cath. Angl. 157/1 A Gyrthe of a
vesselle, mstata (/l.)

3 Measurement round the circumference of any
object, of which the section is approximately circu-
lar, as the human body, the trunk of a tree, etc.
With quot. 1706 cf. Garth 2 3
*664 Evelyn Sylva xxix 92 Then cleanse the Boal of the

Branches which were left, and saw it into lengths for the
squaring, to which belongs the Measure and Girth (as our
Woikmen call it) which I refer to the Buyei 1706 Phillips
(ed Kersey), Girth, a Term us’d by Cock-Masters, for the
Compass of a Cock's Body 1791 Cowper Odyss xxm 223
Within the court a leafy olive grew Lofty, luxuriant, pillar-
hke in girth, a 1798 Pennant Zool (1812) III 86A fish its
length was twenty-four feet

, but the girth did not exceed
twelve *827 Steuaut Planter's G (1828) 243 A strong but
soft rope,of perhaps four inches m girth 1869 E A Parkes
Pract Hygiene (ed 3) g2I There must also be a special
girth of the chest ^87 Ruskin Praetenta II 403 Walnuts,
with trunks eight or ten feet in girth

4 Mining (See quot., and cf Girt sb 2 )
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss

, Girth, in square-set timber-
ing, a horizontal brace in the direction of the drift

5 . transf That part of a horse’s body where the
girth is fastened
1846 J Baxter Ltbr Pract. Agnc. (ed 4) I. 4x3 The

girth or brisket

6. jftg Something that encircles
1871 J. Miller Songs Italy {1878) 36 The ripened fields

drew round a golden girth 1872 Blackie Lays Highl 10
His soul this selfsame moment From the guth of purging
fue Leaps redeemed 1876 Swinburne Erechth 1442 That
is girdled about with the rouud sea's girth As a town with
its wall,

7. U S. (See quots )
1864 Webster, Girth, a small horizontal beam [1890 brace]

or girder x88o Century Diet , Girth, in car-bmldmg, a
long houzontal bracing-timber on the inside of the frame of
a box-car

o attno and Lomo
,
zs girth-buckle, -strap, alsi

girth-deep adj., girth-galled ppl. a. (hence girth
gall vb ) ; f girth-sting, t ‘tree, a piece ofwooi
suitable for making into hoops

, girth-stretehe:
(see quot.) Cf. girt-buckle, -galled (Girt sb 4)
gird-sting (Gird sb 1 3)

Durham MS Sacr Roll, In tribus paribus d
’Ourthbokyls, vjaT 1831 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt iv
Back went the girth buckles with a ‘sneck’ 1882 E
9 Donovan Merv Oasis I 322 The horseman suddenl'
finds himself *girth deep m a torrent 1682 Land. Gaz
T3 ^ be other a bright Bay, no white but a slip 01
the off-side as if lie bad been *Glrth-gali’d 1897 Cavalr
Duties n xi Some-horses are inclined to brush, otheis i
gurth gall. 1496 in Ld Jreas Acc Scotl (1877) 282 Item
to that samyn man, for x11 and x *girthstingis vu if ixii

<Jam > The balyes'chargy
Robert Stewart pay Arch* Stewart, &c 1111 lb. for 1 M
gyrehtstingis Ibid 656 Three hundreyth gyrthstmgis
x&yj Westm Gazj Oct 2/1 On the near [side] a latigo o
girth strap eight feet long is looped twice through the girtl
buckle 1884 KnightA/pch Did Suppl

,
*Girth-stretcher

a fiame in which saddle-girths are suspended and held tau
to take the stretch out of them as it is called X344-1Durham MS Burs Roll, la *Girthetres emp. pro vas

Cellar, et Brawns, uijf, vjd.
v *

Girth, sb.2
, sanctuary, protection : see GrithGirth (gai», v [f Girth sb l]

‘ *

1 trans. To gird, surround, encompass
<1x450 Merlin 178 Ha now god yeve me grace to domoche that he may me guthe with my swerde is™Douglas ZEneis xn xm 49, I suld, gyrthit ri i

with flambis reid Stowtly haue standyn in Jon batale steid
1335 Covi.rdale Ezek xvi 9, I gyrthed v° abmit-e
white syleke I clothed the with kerchues 1819 ScottIvanhoe x Within the four seas that guth Britain isla

Sirens girth
^Arthurm ' llx

> They whom the seas of fabled

2 . To fit or bind (a horse, etc
) with a girth

1580 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Cengler vn cheval to
girthe a horse 1687 Miege Gt. A Did n, To GmtVaHorse You guth him too hard 1835 W Irving Tour
I raines xvii, For God’s sake help me to girth this horse 1

»

cried another 1898 Speaker 1 Jan 20/2 The horse is upand saddled Girth the old horse tight
"

3 To secure (a saddle, etc ) by means of a girth
also, to girth on, up ’

1819 Keats Otho 111 11, O that Thy girdle [were] some
fine zealous-pained nerve To girth my saddle 1 x85x MayneKeid Scalp Hunt, xxvn, The animals are led m and
watered ; they are bridled

, the robes are thrown over themand gnthed x866 Froude Hist Eng IX 43 Trooners
were girthing up their saddles *875W S Hayward Loveagst World 03 Her saddle seemed loosely girthed on
absol X876 Jas Grant One 0/ the 600 li 428 When we

halted to guth up I threw myself on the rich grass
1 4. (bee quot

)

x688R HolmeArmourym 97/1 Girth it [a Stool or Chairl
is to bottom it with Girth Webb stret drawn and ciossed
5 . To draw (a string) close round a surface which

is being measured Also absol
1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 344 Cornices are

measured by girthing round the moulded paits Ibid. 545The measurer girths round the string to the internal angle
at the top of the string

6

6 mtr. To measure (so much) in girth.
1858 Jrnl R Agnc Soc XIX. n. 575 Some of the

carrots girthed nearly 20 inches 1868 Ibid Ser. 11 IV 11

288 He girthed 8 feet

Hence G-rrthed ppl a., G-i’rthing vbl sb.
1803 Scott Last Minstr in vi, Down went the steed

the girthing bioke 1826 Kirby & Sr F.ntomol, III, xxx
207 Those which suspend themselves horizontally by means
ofa thread girthed round then middle 1870 Daily News
31 Aug 2 This [new pack saddle] together with a new mode
of girthing, professes to prevent the rolling motion which
geneially galls the backs of animals.

Grrth.-we b. [f. Girth sb. + Web sb ] Woven
material of which girths are made ; a strong broad
tape used by upholsterers and others

, a band made
of this material.
1381-2 Durham MS Hosiill Roll, In Girth Webbys

Capistris fiokkys [etc ] 1410 Nottingham Rec II 84,
J geuhweb, jd 1371 Wills t, Inv N C (Surtees 1833) 361
In \ e Great Shoppe ij groce of gyrthwebe and xv peces at
yij" ij'' ye groce. 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 149 The
better sort sleepe upon Cots, 01 Beds two foot high, mating
or done with gnth-web 1763 Wesley Wks. (1872) III 149He sent for some girth-web, with which he fastened her
arms to her sides 1798 Edgewor i h Pract Educ (1822) II
123 A piece of girth-web, which is used instead of a cord,
because a cord would be unsteady

b Comb

,

as girthweb-belt, -weaver
1762 Gentl Mag 204 The use of what the country people

call a Girth-web-belt would prevent it, 1885 Census Instr.
73 Girth Web Weaver
So GiTth-we bbmg.
1794W Felton Carnages (1801) I 31 The roof-pieces

are nailed to the Slats, by means of strong Manchester tape,
called girth-webbing

Gi*rt-li n.e. Naut (See quols )
1760 Falconer Did Mar me (1780), Girt- line, a rope pass-

ing through a single block, on the head of the lower masts, to
hoist up the rigging thereof The girt-lme is theiefore the
first rope employed to rig a ship [etc ] 1840 R H Dana
Be/Mast vin 18 A long piece of rope is taken up to the
mast-head from which the stay leads, and rove through a
block for a girt-lme, or, as the sailois usually call it, a gant-
line. Ibid xvnt 50 Some got girt-hnes up foi riding down
the stays and backstays. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

Girtonian (gallon-man) [f. Girton + -tan ]
One who is, or has been, a student at Girton Col-
lege, one of the two Cambridge colleges forwomen
1887 Athenaeum 23 June 833/2 The head mistress was

an early Girton student. She was immediately succeeded by
another Girtonian 1896 Westm Gas 5 Dec 2/1 The

Newnhamites and Girtomans
So Grrtomte Also Gi rtonish a

,
somewhat

resembling the tone or style of Girton students
x888 Pall Mall G 3 Oct 3/1 The first number of the new

volume ofA talanta can certainly not be reproached with
being * too Girtomsh ’ 1894 Sir E Sullivan Woman 38
I heir reply would have been a little ‘Girtomsh’, I fancy
X894 Athenaeum 24 Nov 721/1 The plump and fair ‘Gir-
tonite

1

provided herself witn the ‘ Pensdes * of Pascal

+ Gis, jis. Obs Forms; 6 jys(se, jis, gisse,

gys, 6-7 gis [Mincing pron of Jesus or Jem ]

An oath or exclamation, By Gis 1

1328 Rov & Barlowe Rede me (Arb ) 36 They regarde it

no more be gisse Then waggynge of his mules tayle 1349
Chaloner tr Erasm on Folly Q 11 b, Chenshyng them
(by lysse) a little better than they are wont to dooe these
frounyng philosophers 1562 J Heywood Prov St Uptgr
(1867) 1x2 Ich can not one woord of it by Iis lack is nere
his wit, by gis 1602 Shaks. Ham iv. v. 58 By gis, and by
S Charity, Alacke, and fie for shame 1653 tr De Parc's
Franciott vh 6 A hundred times and more, by Gis, I would
have laid [etc ]



GISARME. 18 ] GITTERN-

.

Gisarme(giza-tm). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: a.

3-4 gisharm(e, 4-7 gysarm(e, 5 gesarme, guy-
sarme, 9 guisarme, 3-5, 7, 9 gisarme 0 4
giserne, 5 gesarne, geserne, guysarne, gys-

yryne, 5-6 gys(s)erne, 6 gyssarn, 7, 9 gisarme,

(7 gisarmg). Also 5 gyser [a. OF g(u)isarme,

gisarne, etc (also jusarme),=Pr. gus-, jusarma,

It. gtusarma, OSp. bisatma, of unknown ongm
The Eng,

pronunciation with (g) seems to he au-

thenticated by the alliteration in ME poetry ]

A. kind of battle-ax, bill, or halberd, having a long

blade in line with the shaft, sharpened on both sides

and ending in a point

c x2£o Gen 4 Ex 4084 Dui) and S1113 boSen be stong wi3
hise gisarme sarp& long *3 Gaw 4 Gr Knt 288, 1 schal

gif hym of mygyft (jys giserne ryche, Jsis ax, \>&t is heue

m-nogh 1460 Lybeans Disc 1094 Tho dyghte they hem
all to armes, Wyth swerdes and wyth gysarmes 1664

Floddan F n n Some did their grizly gisarings grind

1843 Lytton Last Bar 1. 111, Hob Yeoman turns gisarme

and bill into plough shares. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. 198

A whole cutler’s shop of lances, halberts, gisarines

attnb 1513 Douglas YEneis vm. xi 45 In thair hand
wythhaldand, euery knycht, Two javilling spens, or than
gyssarn stavis

So Gisa rmier [OF ], one armed with a gisarme.

1834 Planch^ Brit Costume 217 The general habits of

the archers, bill-men, and guisarmiers

Gise(d33is),z> dial. Also 7 juice [var. or back-

formation from Gist v ] (See quots 1695, 1869

)

1695 Kennett Par Anttq Gloss s v. Agistator, To gise

or juice ground is when the Lord or tenant feeds it not with

his own stock, but takes in other cattle to agist or feed in it.

1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) 1869 Lonsdale Gloss , Gise,

to put cattle out to grass at a sum agreed on per head. 1876
Mid-Yorks Gloss sv Gise, He's some oxen gising in

Twenty-lands

So Glse-taker —gist-taker.

1848 Wharton Law Lex
,
Gisetaker, a person who takes

cattle to graze

Gise, obs. f Guise; obs pi form of Joist.

t Gisel. Obs rare— 1
, [a. ON gist (Sw. gislan,

Da. gidsel) =OE gisel Yisel ] A hostage.

a 1300 CursorM 5009 Coth iacob, ‘ how es Jns> bat o mi
chilcur an 1 misse

?

1
‘Sir, he es in egypt ’ . ‘bar vs tok J>e hei

baili, To scap wit gisel war we fain’.

Gisement 1 (dgaizment). Also 7 juicement.

[var. Gistment.] (See quot. 1848.)

1695 Kennett Par Antiq Gloss, s.v. Agistator, Hence
our Grasiers now call the foreign cattel, which they take in

to keep by the week, Gisements or Juicements 1829 [see

Gisting vbl sb Gist v ] 1848 Wharton Law Lex.,

Gisement

,

cattle which are taken m to graze at a certain

price , also the money received for grazing cattle.

|| Gisement 2 (gzzman). [F. gisement position,

f, gis-, gdsir to lie.] The way m which something

lies, position.

1864 Reader q Apr 463/3 The main part of the evidence

lies, of course, in the gisement of the vein. 1897 Archseol.

Jml Dec 333 Rows of relics arranged in cases, without

regard to their gisement, are of no use for educational

purposes

Gaser, obs form of Gizzard.

Giserne, var Gisarme, Gizzern.

GisILy, Gisin, var. Guisily, Gesine, Obs

Gismonclme,gismondite (gizmp*ndin,-3it)

Mm. [Named in 1817 by Leonard after Prof

Gismondi, who first described it : see -ine, -ite.]

A hydrous silicate of aluminium and calcium, found

near Rome.
x8«W Phillips Min (ed 3) 211 Gismondine . is of a

greyish-white color. 1837 Dana Mm 301 Gismondine
occurs in white translucent crystals coating cavities of

lava at Capo di Bove, near Rome; and in sjnall purple

colored crystals in the drusy cavities of ice spar and other

volcanic minerals, at Vesuvius.
.
1869 Phillips Vesuv. x 295

Zeagomte, or gismondine, in ejected blocks and dykes of

Somma 1882 Dana Man Mm <5- Lith, 296 Gismondite.

a hydrous lime-aluminum silicate, occurring in tnmetric

crystals resembling square octahedrons.

t Gi'Spin. Obs. Forms . 6 guiapin, gyspen,

7 gespen, gespm, gispm. [Of obscure ongm

.

Godefr. quotes a 14th c Fr. document which men-
tions ‘ quatre guippons d’ yaue benoite but he iu-

terprets the word as = goupillon

,

asperser.] A
leathern pot or cup.

*530 Palsgr. 223/x Gyspen potte, pot de coir *330 in

StryptEccl.Mem (1721) II. n. xxxm 338 A pair of pinsons,

a Uttle pot, and a gutspm. *636 D Lloyd Leg Capt Jones

(1648) a Then up starts Jones, Calls for sixe Gispms, drinkes

them off at once. 1641

5

. Smith Hemng Buss Trade 23

Throwne into the barrels with panniers or gespen c 1660-

80 Househ Ord. (1790) 374 A pott and a gespm . . for ale

and wyne for the said watch
Gissane, Sc var Gesine, Obs

t Gd'ssard. Obs rare. [? popular pronunc, of

*geese-ward or -herd.] (See quots.)

1584 R. Scot Disc Witchcraft, Disc, diuels 4 spirits

xxuij 328 The Thebans had not a better shepherd than S.

Wendehne, nor a better gissard to keepe their geese than
Gallus 1688 R Holme Armoury 111 193/1 St Gallus the
Patron of Gissards, or Keepers of Geese

Gisse, var. Gis, Obs.

t Gist, sb.
1 Obs. Also 3-7 giate, 6 geist. [a.

OF. giste (F. gtte) resting- or stopping-place, etc,,

vbl. sb. related to gis-, gisir to lie. In the 16th

and 17th cents, the more usual form is Gest sb,^\

Vol. IV.

1 . A stopping-place 01 lodging Alsopi a list of

stopping-places or stages in a monarch’s progress.
aiz*$Ancr R 330He neetstont noutase foies do8, auh.

hie& toward his giste 13 Geburt Jesu (Horstm ) 387 Oure
ledi leide him on awisp of hei

, per was apore giste c 1470
Harding Chron. ccxl Add st (Harl MS ),

I make you a
kalende Of all the waie to Edenbourgth expres, And wher
your giste ech nyght may well extend 1328 Gardiner Let
to Wolsey (P. R 0 ), I sende your Grace also the King’s
Gists 1600 Holland Livy xxxvm xli 1009 From this

giste they made but one dales journey to Apofionta 1619
Visc’t Doncaster in Eng. 4 Germ, (Camden) 144 According
to the gistes I found there of King Ferdinand his coming
on to the election [etc ] 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey) s.v

Giste, Gists or Gests of the Queen’s Progress, i e a Bill or
Writing that contains the Names of the Towns or Houses
where she intends to lie upon the Way
b said of birds and their halting-places

1343 Joye Exp Dan, Ded A y, The same sea y‘ har-
boureth these fowles thus syttmg upon theyr egges wyl he
so cawme and styll to her geistes for xuu dayes, that men
may suerly sayle withoute peryl upon her root Holland
Pliny x, xxiu, These Quailes have their set gists, to wit,

ordinane resting and baiting places

2 . ? Refreshment.
a 1290 Kindh Jesu (Horstm ) 180 po dronk Marie of pat

welle And Josep maude al so gret feste, More him likede

pat like giste pan am flechs 1 sode oj>ur 1 rost.

t Gist, sb.2 Obs. Forms
: 5 geyst, 6 gyest,

7 geast, jeast, giste, 8 joist, [f Gist v.) A
right of pasture or ‘ feed ’ for cattle by payment or

otherwise, Agistment. Also cow-gist

1403 Will R Drury m Cullum Hawstead (1784) 119 Also
I will that William my sone have all suche shepe as I have at

gej st at my dethe 1338 ScatterManor Roll (N W Line.

Gloss), Richarde Hollande hathe taken of straungers vj

beas gyest in y> Lordes commene 2641 Best Farm Bks
(Surtees) 119 Such beasts as are thus taken into any pasture

to bee kept are (hereaboutes) called geasters and theire

gates soe many severall jeastes Ibid 120 Her nowtheards
wage is 20r m money, the milke ofa cowe, and a cowe geast.

b. Comb., as gist-cattle, -horses, animals

agisted; gist-money (see quot ) ;
gist-taker =*

Agistor.
1784 Cullum Hawsted 119 note *Joist cattlq the cattle of

other people taken to pasture at so much a week or month
1398 Scatter Manor Roll (N W. Line. Gloss ), De Thoma
Easton quia cepit le *giste-horses in commune pastura

lijr mjd 1876 Whitby Gloss
,
*Gtst money, the payment for

pasturage of cattle that are agisted or fed at a stipulated

price. 1626 Spelman Gloss, s v Fenatio [says that the Eng.
versions of Charta de Foresta mistranslate forestani et

vindarn by] *Gyst-takers or walkers.

Gist (dgist), sb% Also (sense 1 only) in 8-9

later F. form git, corruptly gite, gite, jet. [a. OF.
gist (F. git), 3 sing. pre3 md. ofgfstr to lie, gisir

en to consist in, depend on.]

I. Law. The real ground or point (of an action,

indictment, etc.).

a 1769 Blackstone Comm IV 333 These charges . . aie

the points and very gist of the indictment 1791 Burke
App Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 301 This is the great gist of the

charge against him 1834 P Bingham New Cases I 72 The

f
ist of the action being the assault and battery 1873

'oste Gams 1v (ed 2) 302 The gist (gite) of the civil action

of Condictio was the increase of the defendant's fortune

or patrimony by the reduction of the plaintiff's patrimony

without any consideration or equivalent gam to the plaintiff

0. *7*6 Sir T Strange Rep Cases I. 666 Where the

special damage is the git of the action, this sort of evidence

is allowed 179S Christian in Blackstone's Comm (1809)

III 140 The git or foundation of the action is held to consist

in the husband’s loss of the comfort and society of his wife.

1823 Dn Quincey King of Hayti Wks. 1862 XI. 41 The
gite of the lawyer’s reasoning.

2 . The substance or pith of a matter, the essence

or mam part

1823 in Cobbett Rur, Rides (1885) I. 339 This is the gist.

Here lies the whole of it x86x T A Trollope La Beata
II xu. 32 The gist of the fun is to demand the production

of the green sprig at the most unexpected times. X864

Bowen Logic xi 363 The gist of the reasoning does not

depend upon any Maxim or First Principle.

Gist (dgsist), v, Obs exc dial. Also 5 geyst,

8 joist. [Aphetic form of Agist; cf. also Gise o.]

1 . trans To take m or put out (cattle) to pasture

at so much per head : = Agist v i.

1483 Cath Angl 137/1 To Giste, agistare 149a Plump-
ton Corr. (Camden) 103 A neighbour of myne which

geysted with two of your servants in. Haywras x bests

1693 Kennett Par, Antiq Gloss s.v. Agistator, Agister

to receive in cattel to be so pastur'd or gisted [etc ] 1799

A Young Agric Line, 323 They are forced to joist their

sheeders in the spring. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss,, Gist
,
to agist,

to pasture out cattle on hire.

+ 2 . intr Of cattle: To remain and feed for

a specified time . = Agist v 2 Obs.

*3x9 in Surtees Misc (1888) 33 For takynge vnj swyn to

gist, xijrf. 1601 Fulbecke 1st Pt Parall 31 Whatsoeuei

is gained by. the harrowing of horses, or the letting to gist

of kme
Hence f Gi’sted ppl a ; Gi’sting vbl sb.

1794 Pringle Agnc Surv Westmld 21 Every occupier

of land having it in his power to keep, cattle through the

months of summer, upon joisted fields at a cheap rate

1829 Brockett N. C Words (ed. 2), Gisting, the feeding of

cattle, which in some places are called gisements. 1869

Lonsdale Gloss., Gisting, the agistment of cattle.

Gist(e, obs. form of Guest, Joist

fGi’Ster. Obs.rare. Also 7 geaster. [Aphetic

form ofAgistor : in sense 2 prob. f. Gist v + -er 1
.]

I. = Agistor.
1483 Cath. Angl 137/1 A Gister, agistator.

2 A cow, etc. feeding on hired pasture.

1641 [see Gist sb 2
]

t Grstment. Obs rare. Also 6 joyssement

;

and see Gisement. [Aphetic form of Agistment.]
=Agistment i.

*511 MS Acc, St. John's Hosp„ Canterb
, It. for he gyst-

ment off ij drey Kyne, 1343 Statom Acats in Pastott
MSS (B M ) VIII, For the joyssement of ccxx shepe at
Beckham .. at njd the shepe. Ixvj 1693 Kennett Par.
Antiq. Gloss s v. Agistator

,

Tenants withm the forest, who
had free gistment

Gistne(n, Gistning, var Gestbn, Gestening.
Git, var. Gate sbA

;
dial. f. Get v.

;
obs. f. Gith.

Git, git : see Gist sb.»

II Gitano (dgitano; in Sp. x*ta-no). [Sp. repr.

a popular Lat. type *fEgyptanu$ Egyptian ] A
male (Spanish) gipsy. So Gitama, a female gipsy.

1834W H Ainsworth Roohwood 111 i, Her father was a
Spanish Gitano. 1843 Fitzball Maritana 11. 11. 22 Hear
me swear, too fair Gitana, This fond heart beats but for thee

1876 Jas Grant One of the 600 I in 42 Her thick wavy
hair, her ever-sparkling eyes, were black as those of a
Spanish gitano [«c] or a Welsh gipsy.

Gitarr(e, obs. form of Guitar.

+ Gite 1, gide. Obs. Forms a. 4-6gyte,5~7
gite, 7 git. 0. 5 gide, gyde, (guyde). [app. a.

OF. guile, some article of clothing (according to

Godef , a hat).] A kind of dress or gown.
a c X386 Chaucer Reeve's T, 34 She cam after in a gyte

ofreed, c 1450Henryson Test Cres. 260 (Thynne) Hir gyte
u asgray, and full ofspottis blak a 1329 Skelton El. Rum-
myug 68 Whan she doth her aray And gyrdeth in her gytes

.

Stytched and pranked wyth pletes 1367 Turberv Epit.

Sonn (1837) 295 Thy brodred gyte makes thee a gallant

gyrle 1600 Fairfax Tasso xm. liv 243 Phoebus left his

golden weed, And dond a gite in deepest purple dide 1614
Camden Rem 234 They had also about this tune a kinde
of Gowne called a Git

8 C1420 Anturs of Arth. 366 Here gide was glorious

and gay, of a gresse green c 2470 Henry Wallace 1, 213
Likle he was, ncht byge and weyle besyne. In till a gyde
of gudly ganand greyne t a xgoo ChesterPI (Shaks. Soc

)

II. 187 Fie on pearles 1 fie on pride 1 Fye on gowne ! fye
on guyde.

H Used by Peele for . Splendour, magnificence
X589 Peele Tale Troy Wks (Rtldg.) 338/1 Done is thy

pride, dim is thy glorious gite, Slam is thy prince in this

unhappy fight 0:1307 — David4 Bethsale II. ui, So dim
is David's glory and his gite

II Gite 2 (git). Also gite. rare. [F. gite (OF.
giste', see Gist sb,'1), vbl. sb. related to ghir to lie.]

1. A stopping-place, lodging.

1798 Charlotte Smith Young Philos IV. 37 Would I had
any pretensions to so happy a gite / 1809 Scott Fain. Lett.

(1894) I 140 This small farm will furnish a bettergite
than anyof the Inns on the road 1841 JamesBngandxii,
The village was too small to have a regular inn, or gtte,

2. The place wheie a fish lies.

1834 Badham Halieut 4t The gites offish are very various,

some lying on a bed of sand, some ambushed in mud [etc.],

t Gite 3. Obs rare — 1
, [a. OF giet, jet, etc.

;

cf. Get sb 2 and Jess.] A strap (of a shield).

c 1440 Partonope 2241 He vndide the gyte of bys Sheelde
And from hym cast hit into the feelde.

Gite, gite . see Gist sb.3

Gitem(e, obs form of Gittern sb.

Gith.(gi». Forms: a. 4, 6 gitte, 6-7 git. 0 7
githen, 4- gith. [a. L gith, git, gicti, ofunknown
origin.] A name for plants of the genus Nigella

,

esp. N. satwa. Damask gith =N. aamascena.
a. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol (Anecd Oxon ) 16 Cinnnum

Ethiopicum, gitte 1348 Turner Names ofHerbes, Git is

named . in englishe herbe Git or Nigella romana. 1608

Topsell Serpents (1658) 773 Take of the seeds of Git or

Nigella ten drams.

0. *382 Wyclif Isa. xxviu. 27 Forsothe not in sawes shal

hethrosshegith. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP R xvu.lxxxu.

(1495) 632 Gyth is a manere potage moche lyke to Comyn .

and growyth amonge come wyth smalle sede and some
meanetb that the herbe Gyth is Nigella. ei4ao Pallad on
Hush x 15s And gith is last eke in this mone ysowe 1377
B Googe Heresbaclis Hush (1386) 33 The onion and gith

x6ix Cotgr , Gith, Hearbe githen, Nigella Romana 1661

Lovell Hist. Amm 4Mm 268 They may be driven away
by the smoake of gith and hemlock 1713 Petivee in

Phil Trans, XXVIII. 207 Double flowered or Damask
Gith. 182a Hortus Anglictts II 37 Small Fennel Flower,

Herb Gith 1869 Blackmore LortiaD xxu, If thouwould
keep thy Son, See that bme and gith havemone

b. Applied to the Corn-cockle, Lychnis Githago,

1307 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccccxxviii 927 Cockle, is called

Gith yet not properly. 1866 Treas, Bot., Gith, the Corn
Cockle, Agrostcmma Githago

.

Gitie, Gittar, obs ff Jetty, Guitar.

Gitte* (gi'tai). Optics [Ger, *= lattice, grating ]
A diffraction grating

1876 Harper's Mag , Jan. 210 The earliest gitters were

prepared by Fraunhofer, and were ruled through leaf metal

or film coatings of grease on glass. 1881 C. S. Pierce in

Nature 21 July 262/2 It will be possible to deduce from

the minimum deviation of this line produced by any given

gitter, the mean width of that gitter.

Gittern (gi'tam), sb. arch Forms : 4-5 gi-

tern(e, 4-6 gytern(e, (5 getarne, -erne, *yme,
gittyrn), (6 getron, githorn, guthome), 6-7

gitterne, (7 gittron, gytterne), 7, 9 glnttern,

8 guiterne
,
6- gittern. [a.OF. guiterm, guisterne,

1
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etc (obs. since 16-iythc.) of obscuTe formation.

The form guiierre also occurs
;
usually believed to

represent an altered form of Gr rciMpa Cithaea
Cf. Guitar and Cithern ] An old instrument of
the guitar kind strung with wire, a cithern.

1377 Lamql, P PI B xiii 233, I can noither tabre ne
trompe ne synge with the gyteme c 1410 Sir Clegts 101
Of harpis, luttis, and getarnys 1571 Satir Poems Reform
xxvm 67 Quhair I Degouth with guthorae for to dance
1613 Leighton Teares or Lament 70 With Drumes & Fife
& Shrillest sbalmes, with Gittron and bandore 1633 Hey-
wood Eng Trav 11. Wks, 1874 IV 29 A fourth, bestrides
his Fellowes, thinking to scape, As did Anon, on theDolphms
backe, Still fumblingon a gitterne. 1693 Southern? Maid's
last Prayer ill 111, Where’s my Gittern ? 179a Minstrel
(1793) II xoo Elizabeth played incomparably on the gui-
terne 1816 Scott Old Mort xxm, The same hand can
touch a tinkling lute, or a gittern, to soothe the ears of the
dancing daughters of perdition in their Vanity Fair 1879
Tennyson Falcon, You know that 1 can touch The ghittern
to some purpose

b attrib., as gittern-head (cf atiem-head in

Cithern 2), -wire
1599 Massinger, etc Old Law iv. 1 (1656) 47 The Heads

of youi Instruments differ, youis are Hogs-heads their Cit
tern and Gittern heads. 1662 lush Act 14 C/ias II, c 8
Bk Rates, Wire called Virginal and Ghittern wire

t Gi'ttern, v Obs [fprec. sb] inti. To play
011 the gittern

c 1380 [see the vbl, sb\ c 1400 Rom Rose 2322 To haipe
and gitterne, daunce and play c 1525 Tale ofBasyn 82 in
Hazl. E P P III 47 He harpys and gytryns and syngs
well ther-too a 1674 Milton 111 Birch Life (1738) I 44
Each evening every one with Mistiess or Ganymed, git-
termng along the Streets.

Hence Gi tternmg vbl. sb.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 9 Knackynge and harpynge,
gyternynge & daunsynge & opere veyn triflis c 1386
Chaucer Miller's T, 177 He syngeth in his voys gentil and
smal , . Ful wel acordaunt to his gyternynge.

+ Gi'tterner. Obs. A player on the gittern

13 E. E. Allit, P A. 91 Bot sytole stiyng & gyternere
Her reken myrpe mogt not retrete 14 . Norn in Wr -

Whicker 693/44 Hie gigator
;
getymere

Gittie, Gmegoue, obs ff. Jetty, Gewgaw.
Giuneus, pi. giuncM, obs. foim of Junk.
II Giunta (dgu nta) Hist See also Junta [It.

giunta
,
f. giugnere to Join ] In the Venetian re-

public, a number of patricians chosen to act as
assessors to the Council of Ten m special emer-
gencies

,
later, the name given to the 60 co-opted

members of the council of pregadi
, by which the

affairs of the state were administered.
1673 Ray Joum. Law C. 167 In the number of the 60

Pregadi there can he but three of one and the same family,
and if theie be three in the Pregadi there can be hut two
in the Giunta 1820 Byron Mar Fal v i, The Giunta Will
hearyou

+ Giunto, quasi-It. spelling of Junto.
1641 Jmls Ho Commons II. 118 A Giunto of the Privy

Council for the Scotch affairs

Giuntur, obs form of Jointure
+ Griust. Spenser’s quasi-It spelling of JoOst
1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Oct 39 And sing of bloody Mars,

of wars, of giusts 1590—FQ 1 1 1 Knightly giusts and
fierce encounters *808 Scott Marm 1 xiv. Seldom hath
pass’d a week but giust Or feat of arms befel

t Give, sb 1 Obs Forms a. 1 gi(e)ftt, zyfu,
geofu, 2 jife, Sieve, 2-3 3ive, 3e(o)ve, jefe, 4
yeve. /?. 3 gife, give, gyve [Com Teut. • OE
gtefu str. fem = OFris geve, jeve, OS geta, gita
(MDu geve), OHG geba, gepa

, kepa (MHG gebe),
ON OTeut *getd,i *geh- toGive
The p-forms, with initial g for 3, are northern and prob.

due to the influence of the verb, q v ]

1 Something given
,
= Gift sb. 3.

The combination jeres-^ive, New Year’s gift (see Year)
occurs later, e.g m 1377 text ofP Plowmatia x 47 With
the OE. tS giefe, as a gift, cf Du te geef, as a gift, gratis
(now only in the sense * dirt cheap *),

a. Beowulf 7884 Pa waes on gauge Zifa HroSgares oft
ge-ashted c888 K vElthed Boeth. xli §2 pam he geaf
micle gife freodomes c 1000 Ags Gosp. Matt x 8 Ge on-
fengun to &yfe, syllacS to gyfe [L gratis] a X200 Moral
Ode 45 per ne perfhe habben kare of gefe ne of jelde c 1205
Lay 1790 pa hefde Brutus pa geue pat Diana hi bi-heihte
loid. 20494 Heo sculden habbeon giuen gode c 1300, c 1330
[see Give », B 8],

8 C1300 Haveloh 357 That he ne moucte no more hue,
For gol ne siluer, ne for no gyue
b Something given by God; a divine gift,

glace, = Gift sb 6
a. 971 Blickl Horn 31 Ealra para gifa Jie he middan-

Xearde forgeaf purh his tocyme, ms naenis mare m®sen
P°nne [etc ] c xooo Ags Gosf. Luke 11. 40 past cild weox
& godes xyfii was on him c 1200 Vices & Virtues 53

Full of godes giues. c 1200 Ormin 5482 Pe firrste aife iss
witt Sc skill Inn heofennhke puigess, c 1200 Prut. Coll Horn
107 Swiche Jiues [MS', giuesj and none mele sendeS lemene
fader mankm c 1230 Hah Meid n Meidenhad is tat an
3e°ue lgettet te of heouene

a *300 CursorM 23370 pe sele }>at sal leng in heuen,
In bodi sal haf gifes seuen
2 The action of giving; = Gift sb. 1.
c 1205 Lay 401 He heold Jje stronge castles purh staSele

his fader gefe. 1340 Ayenb. 23 Lozengene, simulacion, fol-
limie yeue uor pet me ssel him hyealde coiteys and large
3 Conib., as aeve-eusti [OE cystit bountiful],

bountiful m gifts.

.
c m?5 Lay 4862 Nes he noht gaelpinde ah he wes geue

Iso MS
; printed geue-] custL

Give (giv), sb 2 [f. Give ».] The action, fact,

or quality of ‘ giving ’ (cf. sense 40 of the vb ) ;
a

yielding, giving way.
1887 Cassell's Fam Mag Summer No 62 The dead pull

(so different to the spring and give of the rod) 1893 Pall
Mall G 4 Jan 4/3 Notwithstanding the apparent ‘give*
in the weather yesterday, at no time did the thermometer
rise above 31 degrees

Give (giv), v Forms and Inflexions . see below
[A Common Teutonic str vb : OE giefan (geaf

,

glafon, gtefen) — OFris. geva, jevct, OS getan
(MDu. and Du geven), OHG. kepan, geban (MHG.
and G geben), OlX.gefa (Sw gifva, Da give), Goth,
giban OTeut *getan, gaf, g&bum, gebono-
By some the root is identified with that of Lith.

gabinti to bring, OInsh gabim I take
In OE the strictly West Saxon forms of the infinitive and

the pa pple show the influence ofinitial £in the substitution
of te (commonly t, y) for the original e of the root , thus
giefan, gifcat, gyfan for gefan In other dialects the e was
normal, except where it passed into eo (northern ea) by u- or
0 umlaut

, but 2 occurs very frequently, perh owing to the
analogy of the and and 3rd pers sing pres ind , on the
other hand, the regular z of the last-mentioned forms is

often replaced by the e of the infinitive In midland and
southern ME tnere are three mam forms

.
jtven, jeven

and heovin The thud of these is rare, and disappeais
c 1200 The relation of the other two forms is obscure, as
both sometimes occur in the same text (e g in Layamon,
where the earlier version favouis seven, the later jwen, but
neither is consistent). In such cases the difference may be
merely graphic, and due to an indeterminate vowel Some
texts, however, show an exclusive use of one or other of the
forms

;
thus $iven is regular in the Ancren Riwle, while the

Ayenbite has only $even 1 he forms with initial guttural
are first recorded m the Ormulum (? north-east midland,
c 120o), though the forms with 3 are much more frequent
(Apparent earlier instances with initial^- occur onlym MSS
which confuse g and 3) The g forms, howevei, ceitamly
originated m the north (though the want of 12th c northern
texts renders direct proof impossible), and, as they do not
admit of being (like the guttural of begin) explained as
the products of analogy, it seems most probable that they
are due to Scandinavian influence. The regular form of the
infinitive in early northern texts is gif, give, which rather
corresponds to Sw. gifva, Da. give, than to ON. gefa On
the other hand, the pa. pple is at an early date written
with e as well as 2 {geyiu, gifin

,
etc ; see the forms below),

and e also appears in some contracted forms (= gives)
In the 15th and 16th c the form geve (geif, etc!) is common
both in English and Scottish writers , Levins (1570) places it

along with grieve, sleeve, etc In the 14-15^ c the northern
forms extended themselves gradually to the midland dialects
Havelok (

c

1300) has, like the Ormulum, both the 3 and the

g forms, R. Brunne’s IIandlyngSynne (1303) has only the
former, but his Chronicle (C1330), according to the two
existing MSS , has always g Langland has both types,
well attested by the alliteration, but Chaucer seems to have
always written yeve

, yaf, and throughout the greater part
of the 15th c the palatal forms predominate in midland
(including East Anglian) as well as in southern writers
The MSS. of Fortescue have g, which is common also in the
London documents after 1430 (Morsbach. Eng Schnfi-
sfrache 98) About 1 500 the palatal forms disappear entirely
from the literary language, and have left only very faint
traces in the modern dialects

In the iith-i5th c the pa pple. was sometimes conformed
to the analogy of the e, a, o vbs with l, -r roots (cf. Get) ,

this took place with both the midland and northern forms,
but 3<rven is found more frequently than goven ,)

A. Inflexional Forms
1. Injinitwe

a. Simple Injinilive give (giv). Forms : o
1 seo-, giofan, giaban, Nortkumb geafa, 2 50van,

3 jeoven, 3efve(n, 3-4 !jeve(n, 4 !jef, 4-6 yeve,
5 yefif(e, yew. £. 1 gi(e)fan, gyfan, 2 ijyven,
Ijiefe, 2-4 $yfen, Jifen, 3 $ifve(n, Orm. gifenn,

3

-

43i(e)ve(n, 3yve,4 3if, if, 5 3 iffe,yiflfe, yive
7. 3 Orm. gifexrn, 4-5 gyf(f(e, gif(f )e, 4-7 gif(f,

4-

6 gyve, gyf(e(n, 4-7 geve, (5 gywe, 6 geive,
ge’, Sc. gewe, 7 Sc giwe), 8-9 dial, gie, gi’, 4-
give (Also 6 y-geve, .5V gevm.)
a. Beowulf(Z.) 2973 Ne meahte se snella sunu Wonredes

ealdum ceorle hondsiyht giofan [c 831 Chat ter 39 in 0, E

.

Texts 445 Hwet man agiahan seel C950 Lindisf Gosp
Matt. xxvu. 58 Pylatus geheht ageafa lichoma ] c 1175
Lamb Horn 13 Ic eou wille jeuan wela. c 1205 Lay 4779
He him wolde jeuen al J>at gold c 1230 Hah Mtid, 19
Schulle . jeouen ham stude & nome betere {>en sunen &
dohtren c 2400 Apol Loll 7 He may jef non indulgence
noijier to man in purgaton, neijzer to hem bat are prescit
C1440 Gesta Rom xxxi 113 (Harl MS ) Eny man, that my
fadir wolle ^eve me to 1477 Poston Lett No 808 III 214
He wold yefie you his labore, be so ye payd for his costes
8 a xooo Caedmon’s Gen 671 (Gr ) Hwa meahte me swelc

gewit gifan. 1x54 O E Chron, an 1137 pe uurecce men
ne hadde nan more to gyuen a 1175 Cott Horn. 231 Me
hine sceolde giefe him his formemete. a 1200 Moral Ode
64 in Tnn Coll Horn

,
par me sal . 3ieuen us ure werkes

lean after ure erninge c 1200 Ormin 10476 Forr patt he
wollde gifenn uss To brukenn eche blisse c 1340 Cursor

M

23218 (Trm ) Peynted fire .gyue ligt neuer hit may c 1350
Will Paleme 2963 pi dougti sone schal pi dere dorter xiuen
pe kinges sone of spayne CX400 Apol Loll 79 And if pe
sentens to sle pe innocent 14 . MS Fairfax x6 (Halhw

)

To yiffe hem audience, c 1430 Pilgi . Lyf Manhode 11

Cxlui. (1869) 132 With his yrenea foot he shulde yiue me in
pe visage 1485-6 Plimpton Corr. (Camden) 40 All maner
patayns, geftys, offygs, that He dyd giffe.

y c 1200 Ormin Ded 248 purrh J>att he shall o Domess
dagg Uss gifepn heffness blisse a 1300 Cursor

M

145 (Cott

)

How god bigan pe law hym gyfe c 1330 R Brunne Chron
Wace (Rolls) 2281 He poughte his doughtres gyue hose-
bandes ex34o Cursor M 13714 (Fairf.) pou sal hir gif

niggement c 1375 SV Leg. Samis, Peter 133, I sail cvfgud leifhym till, c 1400 Destr Troy 11469 What godesbai
wold gyffe to the gret harmes c 1400 Sowdone Bab ueaGode counsaile we shal you gyfen 1483 Cath Angl.
To Gife, donare Ibid

,

lo Giffe to kepe, commendare
1513 Douglas sEneis\ vi 39, 1 sail gow gevm ilk man twa
schoit spens 1521 Fisher Wks (1876) 3x3 Euery true
christen man sholde gyfassured fayth a 1533 Ld Berners
IInon xhv 147 ,

1

shall gyue the my syster m maryage x«e
Stewart Cron Scot III 56 Tua thousand merkis H»
had with him king Richart for to gewe 1566 Drant
Horace's Sat 1 F, Some one or other wyll to thee thv
fatall wounde ygeve 1575 Gamin Gnrton 111 m Cinb
Where is the strong stued hore, chil ge’ar a hores marke’
1609 Bible (Douay) Zeph 111 5 In the morning he wil eeve
his judgment into light 1825 J Neal Bro Jonathan I

369 He was a-goin’ to gi’ me the lie. 1863 Robson Bards
of Tyne 294 Aw'll gie them a* the sack
b Dative hifinitive (with to) to give (tu giv)

m OE 1

6

ge(ajfanne, gifenne, ayfene, ME to
jifene, givende, yevene
C9S0 Ltndisf Gosp Matt

, Contents 16/15 To brenganne net
to&eafanne 11540 E Chion an xxogDaer wurdon paatSas
gesworene his dohter pam Casere to gifene c n6o Hatton
Gosp Matt xiv 7 Da be het he mid ape, hire to gyfene swa
hwrnt swa hyo hine brnde C1200 Tnn Coll. Horn 119 Fir
hauetS on him f>re mihtes, on to giuende hete, o6er to giuende
hht [etc ] 1340Ayenb 114 Oure guode fader pet is zuete and
milde uor to yeuene
2 . Indicative Present.

a. 1st pers sing give Forms * a 1 -gefo,
-zeofu, 3 $efve, geove, 3-5 Jeve /3 1 gife,

Siefe, 2-3 Jife, 3-5 3ivo, 4-5 yive, 5 if 7 3-6
gif, 6 gyve, geve, 4- give.
a [c 825 Vesp Psalter xxi 26 Gehat min dryhtne ic

ajeofu c 950 Lindisf Gosp Matt xvm 21 Ic forgefo
him wiS sefo si5a ] a 1225 Juliana 19 Nawilit ne geoue ich
for me nowSer C1275 Lay 9513 Mine dohter ich him
gefue Genuis to sehte and to sibbe 1393 Langl P PI C
xv. 89 Ich geue [B xh 146 3if] pe fyue snylhnges

/3 a 900 Cynewui r Christ 478 in Exeter Bk

,

Ic . eow
mealit giefe a xooo Caedmon's Gen 679 (Gr ) Gife ic hit 8e
georne c 1205 Lay 292,13 Ich giue pe ane eorldom, 1297R Glouc (Rolls) 283 pe pridde del mi kmedom ich giue pe
to be mi fere c 1385 Chaucer L, G W. Prol 31 To hem
yive I feyth.

y a 1300 Cursor M 1930 (GOtt
)
Til gou Mm brod bem-

sun 1 giue {.Fairf geue] Ibid 15252 (Cott.) pe gift pat I

yow here gif nu c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Peter 16 To pe I
gyff pe keys of hewyne 1500-20 Dunbar Pocmi xxxi 134,
I gif him to the Devill of hell ax$33 Ld Btrners Gold
Bk M Am cl (1546! Hvb, I gyue me to all men 1535
Coverdale Gen xxm ix As for the felde I geue [x6xx
giue] it the

b 2ndpers. sing, givest (grvest) Forms : a. 1

No> thumb -zefes, 3 Revest, 4 yefst, 4-5 yevest,
3ees, 5 yeves (8. 1 zifest, zifst, 2-3 3
51vest, 4 ijyvest 7 4 gifes, gives, gyffis, gis,

4-5 ges, 6 gevest, 7- givest.
a [(.-950 Lindisf Gosp Luke 11. 29 Nu forletes uel for-

gefes esne Sin ] a X240 Ureisun in Cott Horn 185 pu pet
geuest hire Iiht 1340 Ayenb 93 pine zuetnesse pet pou
yefst to pme uryendes c 1420 Anturs ofArth xiv, Those
at thou gees [Douce MS Of that pou yeues] at thi gate

/3 c xooo Ags Ps lxxix, 5 pu us drincan gifest cxooo
/Eli-ric Gen xv. 2 Hwaet fcifst pu me ? c 1200 Vices

<J
Vir-

tues (1888) 77 $if Su gifst So manne 5e gaf [sic ? 1 ead gaf]
Be c 1340 CursorM 971 (Trm.) Lord he seide pou gyuest
al 1382 Wyclif Dent xv 13 Whom with freedam thow
gyuest

y a 1300 Cwsor M. 971 (Gfitt )
‘ Lauerd he said, ‘ pu

gifes \Fairf ges] all ' laid. 16106 (Cott ) Quin giues pou
paim answar? c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Magdalena 315 pu
nocht gyffis pame of pi gud. c 1400 Destr Troy 2089 Thow
ges matir to men mony day after, fforto speke of pi specie

*535 Coverdale Ps cxliv [cxlv] x5 Thou geuest [16x1

giuest] them their meate in due season.

c 3rd pers. sing, gives (givz), arch, giveth
(gxvep). Forms: a 1 -zefes, 2-3 3eve1Sl ^efe®,

4-5 yevetb, -ys, -ytb, -yp. p
1 Ziefep, zifep, Zifp, 3 3ief$, Oi m. Jifepp, 3-4
3if(p, 3ivep, 4 ^yveth. 7.3 Orm gifepp,4geves,
gif(e)s, -ith, giffts, gis(e, givis, -ys, gyves, 5
gyfez, 6 geves, ghewys, gyvs, 3-6 gev-, gyveth,
•yth, 9 Sc. and dial gies, 5- giveth, 4- gives
a. [c 950 Lindisf Gosp Matt vi 15 Ne fader merre for-

Zefes synna iuerre ] c 1175 Lamb Horn 19 Nima5 geme .

hwilche gife he us gefeS Ibid 137 Ure lauerd god almihten
3eue5 him his blescutige c X340 CwsorM 9645 (Laud)

To eche man she yevyp wille Right to baue good and file.

c 1420 Chron Vilod st 239 And ry3t as pis lampe 3efth

gret lygt c 1440 Partonope 3213 Precious stones she yeuys
[printed yenys] me Ibid 8736 Leve to wende He yeuyth
[printed yenyth] hem tliurgb the Rewme of fraunce c 1449
Pelock Repr 264 The seid preier of Iohun geuith to me tne

seid xx‘‘ pound
0 a 900 CYNrwuLF Christ 604 in Exeter Bk

,

He us set

Ziefep, c xooo Ags Ps Ixvu[i] 12 God Z'feS gleaw word
godspellendum c 1175 Lamb Horn 97 He gifS heom
forgifnesse Summe Men he gif wisdom and speche aizoa
Moral Ode 146 in Tun Coil Horn

,
Al to diere he hit

abuiS pe giefiS par-foi e his swiere c 1200 Ormin 2795 Dnhh-
tm gifepp hali3 witt pa nienn patt wel himm follghenn

c 1230 Hah Meui 7 pis ure lauerd gmeS ham her as on erles

of pe eche mede pat schal curae prafter 1377 Langl P PI
B vu 80 He that giueth. 1393 — Ibid C. iv 341 The gifte

that god gyueth

y c i2oo Ormin 11314 Forr gure wuke gifepp auw Agg sexe

werrkedaggess a 1300 CursorM 18650 (Cott ) He gifs his

quelpe lyf to rise Ibid 29240 (Cott ) Pape alian. On man
he gise [Cotton Galba gifes] til his pouste Ibid 247s 1

(Edin ) pat gifes me lust of hir to rede 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1 227 Fredome all solace to man giffis a I40®

_So

Alexander 166a He Gyfez paim gansons of gold & of

god stanez 1483 Caxton G de la Tour D 11 b, He gyueth
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us it both by wutynges and by lawe 1485 — Paris 4 V
it Myn hert giveth it me 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvi 6

Sum gevis for pi yd and glory vane Ibid 36 Sum givis to

strangeus 1503 Kalender ofSheph ,
Pater Noster, The

qwych gliewys vs certaynte of the way of salwt. 1538

Starkey England 1 11 45 Then vertue . gyuyth to man
hye felycyte x6oz Shaks Ham 11 11 73 Old Norwey
Giues him thiee thousand Crownes 1780-1808 J Mayne
Siller Gun i, lo show what diff’rence stands 'Tween him
that gets and gies commands

d. plu> al give, borms a 1 -seafaC, -sefees,

4 yeven, 5 gave]? /3. r gifafl, 3 Orm gifenn,

4 gyve, gyvep, -an, 5 yive 7. 4 gif(s, gyvon,

5 giffen, gife, gifves, gyffon, 5-6 gyve, -eth., 6

ge(e)ve, 6- give.

„ \c 950 Lindtsf Gosp Mark xiv, 12 Donne eostro

asaegcas uel ageafafS Ibid Luke xi 4 Gif we forgefass

scyldge us ] 1387-8 T Usk Test Love Prol. 18 Afterward

the sight of the better colours yeven to hem more joye for

the first leudnesse 1460-70 Bk Quintessence 17 Ex*
penence techij? pat colerik men geuep to summe ymagyna-
ciouns

p a 1000 Hymns vu 102 (Gr ) Swa we her [some] &ifao

earmon mannum c iaoo Ormin 15380 paeraffterr gifenn pegg

be folic 3et werrse win to dnnnkenn. c 1340 [see y] c 1380
Wyclif Strut Sel Wks I 67 pel gyve to symple men 2x394

P PI Crede 114 Andm pouertie praien for all oure parteners

pat gyuep vs any good c 1400 Rom Rose 5788 With sorwe

they bothe dye and live, That to lichesse he hertis yive

y. a 1300 CursorM 31x4 To lore o godd gif [Gdtt giue]

pai na tent Ibid 5x48 pai ar cled m riche pall And gifs

[1340 Fatrf gyuen ,
Trut gyuen] pair giftes ouerall c 1400

Destr Troy 3668 To Agamynon pai giffen pe gouernaunce

hole Ibid. 12002 The giekys full glad gyffon to red

1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 18 The prynces of the worlde

gyueth worldly rewaide to her prayzers ? 1476 Plwnpton
Corr (Camden) 35 The judges gifues [printed gifnes] her no
favour, for they say [etc ] a 1533 Ld Berners Hitonlxvm

235 It is a sayenge that they that gyue aie euer welcome
1548-9 (Mar) Bk Com Prayer, Communion

,

Wee geue
thankes to thee foi thy greate gloiy 1562 Phaer VEiieid ix

Aaijb, The Troyans dastard harts . neither geeue them
dare m open field, nor fierce outbreake In armes. 1589
Puttenham Eng Poesie hi xxiv (Arb ) 292 With vs the

wemen giue their mouth to he kissed.

3 Indicative Past
a 1st and 3rdpen sing, gave (g<?'v). Forms

:

a. 1 seef, a laf, 3-5 gaf(f(e, (4 Java, gof), 4-6

yaf(e, 4-5 yave, (5 yove). j3 1 goaf, a giaf,

a-4 gef, 4 yeaf. 7. 4 (9 dial ) gov, 4-5 gaf(e,

gaaf(f, -fife, gaflfa, 5 geaf, 4, 6 Sc gef, 4-6 gave,

6 gayf. Sc gaif, 8 Sc, gae, 4- gave. Also weak

form 7-8, 9 dial gived, 8-9 Sc. gied.
a [2950 Lindtsf Gosp Luke ix. 42 [He] gehaelde Sone

cnajht&Agaffhine fader his ] c 1000 Ags Ps (Spelm)lxvi

5 Eorpan sealde [v r x®f| wasstm his 1154 0 E Citron

an 1132 And te king laf 3(et) abbotnce an prioi ofS’ Neod
CX200 Ormin 15498 pe blmde gaff he wel to sell 21300
Beket 2g6 As God gaf that cas 21340 Cursor M 3912

j

(Tnn ) pe grace pat god him 3of 1413 Ptlgr Sowte (Caxton

1483) iv xxv 71 He yauehym vnderstandyng c 1420 Chron
Vtlod 273 Of oper wordelyche honour 3aff he iy3t nougt

21440 Partonope 2740 He yafe golde, selver, and also come
c 1508 Syr Lamwell m Laneham’s Let

,

(1871) Introd 30
Sir landevale yaf yeftes largely

(3 a 1000 Elate 365 (Gr ) Eow dryhten geaf dom un-
scyndne a 1175 Colt Horn 223 pat wif . .

giaf hire weie
and he set <21240 Ureisun. in Cott Horn 107 Ich 3ef Be
almisuluen. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 2600 The kyng 3ef is

men grete 3iftes. 1340 Ayenb 81 Al pe uayrhede pet pet

body hep pe zaule tut yeaf

y a 1300 Cursor M 603 He gafe him a luuesum land.

Ibid 4303 Sco gaue a cn pat all moght here. Ibid 15228
Vp he lift his hall hand, and gaf [Gdtt geue] pe bemsun.

13 Gain 4 Gr. Knt. 370 He lyfte vp his honde, & gef
hym goddez blessyng c 1375 Sc Leg. Samis Prol 112

God gaff pame sxc mycht 21380 Wyclif Sel Whs. Ill

458 Cristewillefully gafe tribute to po emperoure. <2x400-50

Alexander 5157 Scho gaffe sktrmand skrikis 2 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xi 282 Whan he had sayd this he

gaaffe hym the monkes hode vpon his hede <21550
Chrtstis Ktrke Gr xxm, He gaif them bayth their paikis

1579 Fenton Guicciard (1618) 21 The Pope gaue shew
that there could be laid no firme ground of their reconcilia-

tion 1776 C Keith Farmers Ha! 35 The bridegroom gae
me great commands To bring ye down. 1871 C. Gibbon
Lack ofGold xxvi, He gied me a letter for Annie.
" b. 2nd pers. sing gavest Forms : a. 1 gSafe,

gfife, 2 3ef, 4 3eve. J3 4 gaf, 3ave, yave,
3avest 7 4 gaf(s, gave, 6- gavest.
a c 1000 Ags Ps (Th ) lxvin[i] 27 Hi ehtan ongunnon

8e pu him earfoSu semg geafe. 0x240 Wohunge in Cott
Bom 271 pu gef pe seluen for me to lese me fra pine c 1300
Harrow, Hell 92 The appel that thou geve hym.

|3. c X340 Cursor M 10485 (Fairf
)
pou a worpy sonne

hir yaue [Tnn gaue, see also y] 1382 Wyclif Gen pi.

X2 The woman whom thow 3aue me felow, 3aue to me of

the tree — Ezek. xvi 21 Thou gauest hem
y. 0x300 Cursor M, 971 ‘ Lauerd 11 he said, ‘pou gafs

[
9 gaf-us] al \ Ibid 14056 To mi fete pu gaf [c 1340 Fairf
gaue, Tnn 3af] water nan 1535 Coverdale Gen ux. 13
The woman which thou gauest me 1591 Shaks Two
Gent i 1, 90 Pro. But do’st thou heare .

gau’st thou my
Letter to Iulia ?

c plural gave Forms* a 1 z^afon , s^fon,

3 Orm. gsefenn, 3-5 ge(e)ve(n, (3 gefven,

3eove). 3 . 3 iafen, 3-5 gouen, yaf(f, 4-5 3af,

3ave(n, (gofen), 5 gavun 7. 3 Orm gsefenn,

4-6 gaf(e, 5-6 gaff(e, 4-5 gef(e, geven, -yn,

goven, 6 Sc, gaif, 4- gave Also wk forms 'j-

9

as m &7.
a a goo Cynewulf Christ 1354 in Exeter Bk

,
ponne

xe hyra hulpon and him hleo?S gefon c 1200 Ormin 12732
And tegg himm pa puss gsefenn sware onngseness, c 1205

Lay 5469 Aisles heo him geoue sone Ibid 2x247 Heo bit-

tere swipen gefuen mid axes & mid swaordes. c 1305 St
Christopher x8o m E E P (1862) 64 pis wimmen 3eue him
ligt ansuere, as hi ne 3eue of him no3t

p 1x54 0 E Chron. an 1137 And did telle in pnsun til

hi iafen up here castles c 1*50 Gen 4 Ex 844 He gouen

him gouel of here lond c 1340 Cursor M. 19582 (inn)
Whenne seyntis aaf her malisoun pei 3af hit noon bi euel

wille, c 1375 Ibid 17440 (Laud) A somme of pens gadird

they And yaff to knyghtes 138a Wyclif Matt xm 8

Other seedis felden in to good lond, and aauen fruyt. 1398
Trdvisa Bai th DeP R m iv (2495) 51 In this matere olde

Phylosophers yaaf dyuers and as it were contrary domes
0 1400 Prymer (1891) 38 Thei gofen hym drxnke galle c 1449
Pecock Repr. 459 The Apostlis sauun sum wey or ground
wherbi [etc ]

y c 1200 Ormin 8211 pe33 gtefenu heore shonte lif Forr
echo lifess blisse a 1300 CursorM 13708 All pai gaf him
list llkan Ibid. 19043 At pair gam come mete pai gaue
[Gait gaf, c 1340 Fairf yaff, Tnn 3aue]. c 1375 if Leg
Saints

,
Thomas 659 pan al pe prestis gef a sell c 1400

Maundev (Roxb ) 11 5 pe spounge and pe rede of whilk pe
Iewes gafe oure Lord to drynke c 1400 Destr Troy 6436
Mony strokes, in pat stoure, po stithe men hym gefe

0x400-50 Alexander 1070 Sagittarius forsoth men gafe it

to name Ibid 2327 All europe to my empyre enterly pai

geven 1785 Burns Addiess to the Deil xvi, Ye. gied the

infant warld a shog

4. Subjunctive Present give Forms, a. 1 xefe,

Xeofe, 2 gefe, 2-5 gave, 3-4 gef, yeve 0 1 Sife,

3 Orm gxfe, 3-4 gyve, 4 gif, yive. 7 3 Orm.
gife, 4 gif, Sc. giff, 5-6 gave, 4- give.

a [c 825 Vesp Psalter lx[i] g Daet ic agefe gehat mm.
871-89 Charter 45 in 0 E. Texts 452 ponne ageofen hio

pa llcan elmessan ] £950 Lindtsf Gosp John xvi 2 He
uoenas [pat] geafa .lie gefe uel geselle gode c xooo Ags
Ps (Th ) lvm[i] 1 Nymo pu me laed geofe c 1x75 Lamb,
Horn 67 God us gefe mihte and deden 0x3x0 in Wnght
Lyric P xix 59 Iesu Crist, heovene kyng, 3ef us alle god
endyng CX375 CursorM 9763 (Laua) He hem yeve his

beneson That gladly heryp this seimon 2x380 Wyclif
Sel Wks. Ill 328 3 if God 3eve him beyng and sustenaunce

to his lif
, , , *

(3. 0x000 Andreas 388 (Gr) Weoruda waldend oe

wist gife heofonhene hlaf 0 1200 Moral Ode 395 Crist

3yue us leden her swile lif and habhen her swilcende 13

Seuyn Sag (W ) 1450 Dame, God yive the howe 1

y c 1200 Ormin 9293 Gife he patt an summ operr mann
patt it>s wipputenn kirrtell 0 1300 Cursor M 1947 To
doghty thues lok pou be gif Ibid. 4946 If yee giue [Tnn
3yue] dome, pan sal pai hmg 21378 Sc. Leg Samis,

Mackor 1358 Quhill god pi full far crowne pe giff m
hewine to pi weidoune. 2X436 Terr. Portugal 2767 He
geve us his blessing

'

5 Subjunctive Past gave. Forms: 3 Orm.
goefe, 4 gof, gove.
c 1200 Ormin 120x5 Alls iffpe Laferrd gmfe puss Anndswere

onnSsen pe deofell c 1350 Will Palerne 1648 So god for his

grace gove 1 had.de Ibid 2348 God for his grete grace gof

1 hadde now here horse and haraeys,

0 Imperative give.

a sing Forms: o 1 sef, sief, 2 gief, 2-4 gef,

4-5 yef, 5 ge(e)ve, ge, yeve $. 1-2 gif, 3 Orm.
gifif, 3-5 gif, 4-5 gyve, 5 yf. 7. 4-5 «lfCf(e»

gyf(f, 6 geve, gyve, 8-9 Sc and dial gie, 4- give.

a [C825 Vesp Psalter xxvu 4 Agef edlean heara him ]

c 950 Luiihsf, Gosp Matt v 39 Gif nua Sec slaes m fauiora

ceica Sin, sel uel gef him & Sy oSera. c xooo Hymns v 10

(Gi ) Du us freodom gief. 2x205 Lay 26075 Laueid gef me
griS c 1420 Lydg Assemb. Gods 41 Yeue thy cruell luge-

ment ageyn thys traytour c x<po Chron. V%lod. 122 Syre

Kyng Some meyte gemme for charyte 2x420 Pallad on

Huso 1 547 Yef nem comyn ynougn, & baume her pennys.

c 1430 How Wise Man tauf Son 34 in Babees Bk. 49 3eeue

pee not to ydilnesse X460-70 Bk Quintessence 12 Sette it

wipinne a pott of watir, and geue vndirnepe a fier til pe

watirofbloodbedistilhd

f3 2x050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII 3°3

Nim pa preo pe beer synt to lafe, & gif maio 2 xaoo Trvt.

Coll. Horn 27 3if [MS gif] us to daiure dmhwaraliche bred.

2 xaoo Ormin 5224 3tff me nu patt twifalde gast. 2 1340

CursorM 3293 (Trin ) Mayden, he seide, gyue me drynke.

1426 Audelay Poems 7 The hungi e gif mete. 2 1450 Guy
Warvj (C ) 2758 Yf me thy cowncell nowe

y 0 1300 Cursor M. 968 (Cott.) 0 pi winning giue [Gdtt

gif; Tnn gyue] me pe tend. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) in
Yat gyff yam grace to ouex-come ere enmys 0 1400-50

Alexander 4184 Giffe bam siluer. 1539 Tonstall Serin.

Palm Snnd (1823) 97 Gyue you to prayer 1548-9 (Mar

)

Bk Com Prayer, Geue us this daye oure dayly bread 1785

Burns Death <5
- Dr Hornbook xi, Come gte’s your news.

Forms : a. 1 -geafas, 3-5 yevefch,

j8. 1 -sifaS, 2 -gyfeS, 4-5
b. plural.

geveth, 5 yeve
gyve(j), gife(th.

0- give.
7. 4 geves, gis, gives, 5 ges,

[c 950 Ltndisf Gosp Markxi 25 Forletas uel forgeafas

gif hu«et sie habbaS wiShuelc huone] 0 1300 Havehk 911

But yeuep me tnow to ete e 1420 Lydg, Assemb. Gods 77

Consyder the cryme, and yeue your sentence
- - * ~ ' - — Forgifap [Hatton MS.

iao.] 2 1340 Cursor

t _ f geues] me joure

henesoun '1382’Wyclif Actsy111 19 Jyue [v.r giue, gifeth]

ge to me and this power

y 0 1300 CursorM 5189 (Cott )
* Gis [Fatrf giues] me

mt clathes,’ pan he said,
fAnd hastehk pa we be graid

2 1400 Destr Troy 13553 Bes gracius, for goddes loue, ges

me som part, 1599 Shaks Hen. V
1

in 111. 3 This is the

latest Parle we will admit . Therefore to our best mercy

giue your selues

7 Present Participle giving. Forms: o 1

geafend, 5 gevmg 13 . 1 gifend, 4 gyvynge.

7, 4-6 gif-, gyfand(e, 6 gevmg, gewing, geav-

mge, gyvynge, 6- giving.
a. c 950 Lindtsf Gosp. Matt. Prol. 16/3 gebrewgendum

GIVE.

#2/geafendum. 2 1400 Apol. Loll 9 Dubli grauntid & dubli

geuing
, , ,

8 a 1000 Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 244/7 Frugalis, largus,

gifend. 138a Wyclif Hum xi 25 Takynge of the spnyt

that was 111 Moses, and gyvynge to the seuenty men,

y 0x300 Cursor M 18544 To pe wode gifand pair

hele 21340 Hampole Prose Tr (1866) mote, pis name
es swete, & Ioyful gyfand sothfast comforth vnto mans
hert. 1533 Wriothesley Chron (1875) I 22 And the re-

sidue geavinge among the lordes and ladies 1570 Satir
Poems Reform, xxm 21 Ay geuing the quhat thing that

thow wald haif

8 Past Participle given (giv’n). Forms o

1 geben, 3 ygeve, 4 yef, gefun, 3-5 (l-)geve(n,

-m, -un, 4-5 (ge)gevyn, (y)-yove(n, -yn, gove(n,

-un, yevyn(e, (5 ? geifin, yewyn), 5-6 yeve(n).

(3. 1 gibaen, gifen, gyfen, 2 gyven, 3 Orm gifenn,

3-5 igive(n, 4-5 giv-, yive(n, ygrf 7 3 Orm.
gifenn, 4 Sc gefln, -yne, gefiQne, gevine,

gewm(e, geyfSne, gyflne, gyfflne, -yne, 4-6

geve(n, gevyn(e, gifen, giffen, -yn, gifhen,

give, -in, gyffen, gyven, -yn, (4 geen, gevryn,

gm, 5 gefyn, geyn, 6 geaven, Sc geif, gem, 7 Sc

gevm, giwm), 4-5 (y)gove(n, -yn, (6 gave, gwo-
vyn), 8-9 Sc gien, 9 dial, geen, gm, 4- given
a c 725 Corpus Gloss. 1086 Inpendebatur,

geben waes

[2825 Vesp Psalter lxiv 2 De bia agefen gehat] 2x205

Lay. 26986 per wes mom dunt lgeuen 1(01300 Salomon

4 Sat 273 Betere is appel ygeue pen y-ete, quop Hendyng
2 1300 Harrow Hell 179 Ich have geve mi lyf For the 13

Guy Warw (A ) 980 pe dome was gouen sikerliche 2 1340

Cursor M

.

16727 (Laud) The dome that is yovyn [Cott

giuen] to vs we haue yt with right 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VIII 73 penke and have mynde what oure Lords

hap y-geve the. 2 14x0 Love Bonavent Mtrr 111 (Gibbs

MS ), Jyftes of grace that sche hadde herde geuen to hyra

pat neuere weren gouen to creature byfor 14x5 T Wal-
wayn m E. E Wills (1882) 20 pat other half be geifi [? read

geifin] to the maryage ofyonge pore wommen 2x449 Pecock
Repr. 74 What .

.
power of heering hath God goue to man.

1473 Warkw Chron 10 Kyxige Edwarde hade .. yevyne

to nym the erledome 2x485 Digby Myst (1882) v. 578

Kynde nobley of kynred me yovyn base

p Beowulf(Z ) 1678 Da webs gylden lnlt gamelum nnce,

on hand gyfen 0700 Epinal Gloss 525 Inpendebatur,

gibten uuses a 900 Cynewulf Christ 877 m ExeterBk 56

Beorht and blipe him weorpeS blaed gifen c 1200 Ormin
4018 Drihhtin haffde gifenn himm Swillc blettcinng a 1225

Ancr R 1x4 Hwai was euer lgiuen to em blodletunge so

poure pitaunce 1 a 1250 Owl § Night 551 Ich the habbe

i-give ansvare c 1380 V/ychf Sel Wks, III 434 God for-

bede pat lordship gyven of pe emperor shulde chaunge or

destrie pis lawe of Cnst c 1385 Chaucer L G W.1 538

As wolde almightygod that I had yive [v.r lyive]My blood

and flesh 2 1400 Rom Rose 6686Aman . .That al his good

to pore hath yiven _ „ ,

.

y. 2 i2oo Ormin 19827 Herodian patt fra Filippe rajfedd

wass . & gifenn till Herode. 01300 CursorM 1502 111

caym was spused calmana, Als giuen [Fairf gyuenl to

seth was delbora. Ibid 3938 Till he had gin him his blissing

Ibid. 16814+14 Pilat send & told pe lews He hade geen bis

body Ibid. 21923 Ful luel-bail es gifen vs wut 13 E
E AHit P A 1189, I ..gerned no more pen watz me geuen

[runes with dryuen]. c 1376 Se Leg Saints, Barnabas

76 To pxeebe goddis word as is gefyne vs Ibid
,
Law-

rence 633 Thre housis, pat gewine ware [etc ] Ibul.,

George 106 His douchtir to pe dragone suld be gyffine.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1 317 His landis halyly War gevyn

to the Clyffuid 21400 Destr 1 roy 11978 Myche good

hase pe gyffen of his gold red Ibid 12053 pe prise kyng

Achilles, Was grauntid to be grauyn, & gyuyn to his

toumbe 01400-50 Alexander 1883 So pat if be gefyn me
pe gre grete glory is my awne 2x420 Anturs ofArm.
xxm, Thou hase Gifhen hom to Syr Gauan 2 1460

Towneley Myst 11 446 That god of heuen my master

has giffen, Browke it well Ibid xix. 270 Ful mekill

giace is to the geyn 1469 Plumptou Corr (Camden) 22

The punishment will be gievieous to them, for it is gyffin

by a statute 2x489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon in 102

Whan Reynawde had gyven that stroke, he wente lus

waye 1503 Act 19 Hen VII, c 14 § 11 Lyvere to be

gifryn by any seijauntes at the Lawe at ther makyng

1513 Douglas ASneis ix xu 31 Geif into drowry xfi38

Wriothesley Chron. (1875) 1. 75 That the said offnng

might be geaven incontynent to poore people 1556 Chron

Gr Friars (Camden) 30 A generall paidone was gevyne

tuito theme alle that came that tyme 1567 Satir Poems-

Reform, vii 147 God has gem to thame baith strentn at

mycht. 0 1568 Ascham Scholem, 11 (Aib ) 133 LtberalUe

geuen by others. 1592 Wyrley At /none 129 Sense to

daintie pleasuie quite is giue 1592 Shaks. Ve

n

<5- Ad. 571

0 had she then gaue ouer Such nectar from his lips she had

not suckt 1595 m Picton L'pool Mumc Rec (1883) 1 92

The pavements shalbe w’‘h all convemente expedicion geve

in hand w«l all 1609 Skene Reg May 127 To xeduce

decretes wrangoushe gevin be all tnfenour Commissars.

1786 Burns On a Scotch Bard 5 Our bilhe’s gi’en us a ajink.

1834 Scott Redgauntlet let x, The gentleman may hae

gien ye siller 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v. Gin, I think

he has almost gm again about it

33. Signification.

General sense . To make another the recipient of

(something that is in the possession, or at th.e dis-

posal, of the subject).

The verb seems, from the evidence of Goth , UHb ,
and

OS , to have primarily denoted the placing of a material

object in the hands of another person. T bis application

(sense 6 below), however, does not occur m OE., and is not.

very frequent in ON. ; the usual sense (which is found in

all the Teut. langs.) is that of freely and gratuitously con-

ferring on a person the ownership of a thing, as an act of

bounty When the notion of ‘ free gift ’ was not prominent,

the word used was usually Sell (OE sgllan, ON. selja) ;

it may be remarked that according to Prof. Cook’s glossary

108 -a
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to the Northumbrian gospels, the Lat dare is never
rendered by geafa or its compounds, but always by (d-, g*-)

sella In early ME. the vb sell became obsolete except m
the limited sense = L vtndere, and its meanings passed
over to give

.

While, however, give thus acquired a
widened sense (for the process of development of which cf

F donner to give -L dSitdre to present), it retained at

the same time the specific meaning which it had in OE
In mod Eng. both the wider and the narrower senses are
still current, so that while give may be used as an antithesis

of sell, pay, or lend

\

it may also be contextually equivalent
to any of those vbs
The construction, wherever nothing is said to the contrary,

is with to (wild) or dative.

I. tram. To bestow gratuitously.

1. To band over (a thmg) as a present
;
to confer

gratuitously the ownership of (some possession) on
another person (with or without actual delivery of

the object).

Beowulf(Z.) 1719 [He] nallas beagas geaf Denum after
dome, e 1160 [see Aib] c xsog Lav, 136 Muche lond he
him gef a 1225 After. R. 384 Paub ich gefde [7 read gefe •

L. distnluerd) poure men al pet ich hefde Ibid 396 pi
luue, he sei<5, urre Louerd, o3er heo is forto giuen allunge,

o3er heo is forto sullen xaqy [see A 3 a /
3], 1389 in Eng

Gilds (1870) x6 Euery brother and sister shal yeuen ye
pouer brother or syster a ferthyng in ye woke 1480 Water/.
Arch, in 10th Rep Hist. MSS Comm App v 3x5 That
no parson . yeve, sill, or lende ony crosbow 1538 [see

A8y] 1596 Shaks Merck V iv. 1 443 Good sir, this

ring was giuen me by my wife 1711 Steele Sped No X07

P 3A fineWoman,who distributed Rewards and punishments
m giving becoming or unbecoming Dresses to her Maids
1827 Jarman Powell's Devises II. 21 The giving lands to a
corporation for their own benefit barelyas an aggregate body,
isnotachaiitableuse. Mod. I -won'tgive you the book, but
I will either lend it you, or sell it you, whichever you like

absol. c xaoo Vices Virtues ir Ac Sat we sculen blicSe-

hche giuen and leanen 01x225 Alter R 330 He is so
unimete largeJet him ms no Jung leouere Jen pet he muwe
ivinden ancheisun uorto giuene 1388 Wvcur Prov xxi 26
He that is a mst man schal gyue and shal not ceesse. c X430
HowGd Wijfm in BabeesBk. 37 Jeue ofJinowne good, and
be not to hard, a 1500 SyrPetty 70m Hazl E P P 1.164
Penymay both rede and gyffe 1603 Shaks Mens for M.
1. iv SxWnen Maidens sue Men giuelike gods. 1613 Purch/is
Pilgrimage (1614) 256 If you cannot give, be daily m
prayers. 1664 H. Moke Antid. agst. Idol. To Rdr. § 12
The Knight put his hand mto his pocket, and gave them
liberally. 1856 Rusiun Mod Paint IV. v vn § 4 The
whole heart of Nature seems thirsting to give 1877 Miss
Yongb Cameos Ser. in xxxii. 331 She gave largely to
hospitals, and decorated churches.

b To render (a benefit or service) without pay-
ment.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11 xm, We gave lnm his passage,

that is to say, bore his charges. Mod. He has charged
only for the material

;
he has given his labour.

2. To confer, grant or bestow (a favour, honour,
office, privilege, etc.). Also in indirect passive
1x54 [see A 3 a«J. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8866 All Jee

bissopnches he gef al clene here, & alle Je abbeies Jer to
so that igme me nuste So vale neuere at o tyme. as300
CursorM 9373 Hu he gaf vs his pardun Scorteli 1 sail yow
tell resun. 1388Wyclif Prov xxvu 24 But a coroun schal
be gouun to thee in generacioun and in to generacioun.

*473 Warkw Chran (Camden) 2 He . . confermyd alle the
ffraunsches yeve to citeis and townes 1548 Hall Chron ,

Edw. IV, 227 The rome of Gartier was never geven to no
estraunger 1584 Powel Lloyd’s Cambria 127 He gaue to
the aforesaid Eneon the Lordship of Senghennyth 1671 m
rath Rep Hist MSS Comm. App v 24, I have only to
begg of your Lordship to give me the liberty of waitingon
you at mv returne from Newmarket 1766 Entlck London
IV 189 Queen Elizabeth gave them another charter to take
four human bodies, executed at Tyburn, to anatomize.
1858 W. Porter Jcnts Malta II xix. 173 Any Maltese
who desired to fiee himself from his allegiance to the Grand-
master was given a patent. x888 Bryce Amer. Commw,
II H. In 306 Under such a charter the mayor is given
power and opportunity to accomplish something

b. To bestow on 01 accord to another (one’s
affection, confidence, etc). To give one's heart
(see Heart sb. 10).
159a Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. iv. ii 26,

1

gaue him what be-
corned Loue I might 1607— Timon 1 u 10 You mistake
my loue, I gaue it freely euer 1859 TennysonElatne (Song),
Sweet is true love tho’ given in vain, m vam. Mod. He
does not readily give a stranger his confidence

3 . Of a higher power, esp of the Deity : To be-
stow (a faculty, quality, a physical or mental endow-
ment, a blessing 01 advantage). Also, to grant to

be (so and so) or to do (something), or that
,
etc.

Often in. passive and quasi-impersonal.
a xooo Sal fy Sat. 36 (Gr.) Hun scippend gaf wuldorlicne

wlite c xx75 Lamb How, 19 Cnst us gefmom freo geue.
Ibid. 49 He haueo geuen us to beon mud freo. exsoa
Trm. Coll, Horn 33 Adam . forleas Je fiffeald mihten Je
god him gef bo be he him shop. <1x225 Auer R 234
‘ Louerd eweo heo, 1 gif me strencSe uorto wiSstonden
<2x300 Cursor M. 9275 Jegast Jatgiues giftes seie 1382
Wycuf John vi. 66 [65} No man may come to me, no but
it were gouun to him of my fadir. 1389 [see A 6 a y]a 1400 Ptymer (1891) 47 Jif to thu seruawntes that pees

:

that the world may nougt gene, c 1430 Lydg Min, Poems
47 Clerkys recorde, by gret auctoryte, Homes wer yove
to bestys foi dyffence, c 1460 Tcwneley Myst xix. 270
Where so thou gone, fful mekill grace is to the geyn
*4®3 Vulgana abs Terentio 9 a, Itt is gouyn to hym that
all that he dothe plesith. a 1533 Ld Berners Huon lxxxiv.
265 She gaue me agayne thatTsholde be the moost fayrest
creature of the worlae. 1548 Udall, etc Erasnt. Par.
John 39 a, So hath he also geuen to his sonne to haue in
himselfe the fountayne of all lyfe 1553 T Wilson Rhet.
(1580) 166 Is not the tongue given for this ende, that one
might knowe what an other meaneth? 1624 Quarles

Div Poems, Sion's Sonn 111 x Hee takes pleasure in those
gifts, hee gave 1645 Fueler Good Th in Bad T (i8.ii) 8

If this day be obscure give me to make it memorable in

my soul 17x4 C Johnson Country Lasses v. Gives us an
antepast ofjoys above 1742-3 Observ Methodists 15 God
gave me to wrestle with him for my Fnends 1794 V Knox
Antipolemus Wks 1824 V 434 She [Nature] gave him [man]
alone the power of laughing 1803 Pic Nic No xi Give
me to feel thy cheering ray 1851 Robertson Serm Ser
III xi 135 It was given to the Apostle Paul to discern that
this was the ground of unity

b. Used in the expression of a wish, God, Christ

give, etc. J Also, when the wish is beyond grant-

ing = "Would that . !

a 1000, a x200j 13 [see A 4/S] c 1300 Ecket (Percy Soc

)

1723 God geve hit were so <213x0 [see A 4 a] 1458 m
'turner's Dom Archit. Ill 44 Now God geve us grace
to folowe treuthe even. 1484 Caxton Fables ofEEsop v ix,

Sayenge to hym in this manere Syre kynge god yeue good
hefthe 1583 Hollvband Cctmpo di Ftor 35 God geve thee
all fehcitie my sonne x6ox Shaks Twee N 1 v 14 Well,
God giue them wisdome that haue it

c Give me : used as an expression of strong

preference or approbation ;
= ‘ what I would have

is — ’, ‘ I am for — ‘ commend me to — ’, etc.

1596 Shaks. i Hen IV, 11 iv 167 Giue me them that will

face me 1633 Herbert Temple
,
Ckurch,Content iv, Give me

the pliant minde, whose gentle measure Complies and suits

with all estates. 1700 T Brown tr Fiesny'sAmusem S'tr
<$• Com 43 Let what will happen on't, give me foi my Money
the Female Sollicitor X775 P. Henry Sp Mar m "Wirt Life
(1818) 123, 1 know not what course others may take, but as
for me, give me liberty, or give me death • a 1873 Lytton
(Ogilvie), Give me the good old times 1 1884 W C Smith
Kildros*a)i 8g, I hate a boisterous life Give me the calm
of Tempe where no wind Blows on the vine-stocks roughly.

4

.

To assign the future ownership of (property;

by testament, to bequeath or devise. (In legal

documents conjoined with synonymous vbs. : to

give and bequeath
,
to give and devise )

1420 m E. E. Wills (1882) 45, I gewe to Iohn Forster my
godsonne a becure of seluer y-keueryd c 1430 SyrGener
7308 His yongest soune, after his day He hath yoven him
Tnarse without nay 1538 Starkey Will in Lett. (1878) 8
note, I geve to my lorde Montague, foure pounds 1784
Johnson Will Codicil, To Bennet Langton, Esq., I give
and bequeath my Polyglot Bible x8x8 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 199 With respect to the words necessary to
create a devise, the proper and technical words are, give
and devise.

6. Of a parent or guardian: To sanction the
marriage of (a daughter or female ward). Now
onlymore explicitly to give in man tage

; formerly
also + to give in hand. Cf. give away

,
[A pro-

minent Com. Teut. sense : cf. OE. gifta pi, mar-
riage • see Gift ]
a 855 0. E. Chron an 853 Ond Jibs ofer Eastron geaf

.ffijelwulf cynmg his dohtor Burgrede cymnge of Wes-
seaxum on Merce 1x54 [see Aid] a 1300 [see ABy]
a 1300 CursorM 12694 Was anna giuen to salomas. c 1350
[see Ai a (

3] C1435 Torr Portugal 933, I have a
dowghtLyr that ys me dere I wille geve here in hande.
c 1440 [see A 1a a] c 1548 YLhLhCltron., Hen VII, 22 Because
the lady was of that age, that she coulde neither be geven
nor yet taken in manage 1592 Davies htimort. Soul vn
ix, Angels marry not, nor are in Marriage giv’n. 1 c 1600
Ballad, Merck Daughter Bristow 11 in Arb. GamerVIII
409 Her gentle Master she desired To be her Father, and at
church to give her then. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

237 Take not a wife ofanotherLaw nor give your daughters
to men of another Law 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser in
xxvu. 270 He would not give his daughter in marriage to a
stranger.

II To deliver, hand over (without reference to
change of ownership).

6. To deliver or hand (something) to a person,
so that he takes it

;
to put (food or drink) before

a person.
For figurative colloquial phrases, togive the bag

,
the mit-

ten, the sack, etc , see the sbs
a xx75 [see A 3 a £]. 1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 4920+7 pe

hyssop yt nolde grante, ac outlych yt wyj seyde To gyue
hym pulke holy Jyng [the sacrament] a 1300 [seeA 6 b y]
1373 Barbour Bruce 1 363 The Endentur till him gaf he
c 1400 Destr Troy 804 And Jan sho gafe hym a glasse with
a good iycour 1483 Cath Angl 155/1 To Gife a drynke,
potare

.

1564 Harding Anew Jewel's Challenge 11 46 The
custome was in some places to geue the Sacrament to
infantes .by powring the bloude in to their mowthes 1591
[see A3 by] 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 iv 197 Giue me some
Sack 16x7 Moryson Itin 1 37 The Letters you gave me
to deliver at Breme 1871 [see A 3 a y]

b. With ellipsis of obj before an inf, to give to

eat
,
drink

, J suck Now only literary
ciooo [see A 2 b

j
3], 1340 Hampole Pr Come 6191 And

yhe wald noght gyfe me at ele c 1375 XI Pains Hell 280
hi 0. E Misc 219 Of aysel and gal ge geuen me dreukyn.
138a Wycuf John iv. 7 Jhesu seith to hir, Jyue to me for
to drynke. c 1400 [see A 3 c y] 1483 Caxton G de la Tour
C yuj h, Loue and honoure thy husbond and lord as thou
didest this brest that gaf the to sowke. 1862 Temple Bar
IV 313, I have given mine enemy to eat when he was
a-hungered, and to drink when he was athirst 1890 Unw.
Rev, Dec 303 Having no other way whereby they might
give to eat to the children.

0 To administer, * exhibit’, as a medicine.
1577 B GoogeHeresbacKs Hush iv (1586) 192 b, Aspone-

full of it given m Wine wonderfully helpeth the hard
labours ofWomen. 1636DEKKER Wonder Ktngd. iv. Wks
1873 IV. 260 Must I give you a Glister? x8xx A T. Thom-
son Lond, Disp (18x8) 414 The quantity to be given, and
the proper period of exhibiting it, require to be regulated
with piuch judgment.

d. With immaterial object To deliver (a mes-
sage, etc ) So To give a person (some one’s) com-
pliments, love , kind regards

,
etc

x6xx Shaks Wmt T v 1 140,

1

from him Giue you all
greetings, that a King (at friend) Can send his Brother
1765 W Hunter in Life W, Cullen (1832) I 554 Pray give
my best respects to Mrs. Cullen 1855 Thackeray New-
comes I vi. 61 Give my love to Clive.

7 . To commit, consign, entrust. Often more fully
in fig. phrase to give into the hands of; also to
give to keep, to give mto the care or custody of To
give m charge (see Charge sb. 13b); to give into
custody

,m recent use, to direct a policeman to take
(a person) as a prisoner.
a 1000 Caedmon's Dan. 5 (Gr ) On Moyses hand wearS wig

fcifen, wigena masnieo c 1205 [see A 3 c /
3] c 1380 Wycuf

Set Whs III six Cristis reule goven to apostlis £1400
[see ABy] c 1430 Lydg Chichev <5- Bye. m Dodsley 0 PI,
XII 334 We may wele syng and seyn, alias That we gaf
hem the soviante. 1483 [see A 1 by] 1553 T Wilson
Rhet (1580) 146 You have plaied the vene foole, to give the
bestowing ofso muche money to a straunger 16x7 Moryson
Itin 11 63 Having already given the governement of Leax
to Sir Richard Moryson 1636 E Dacres tr Machiavel's
Disc. Livy 1 Contents, Ihe powei of stopping the pubhque
actions of the city, should not be given in the hands of one
Counsell, or one Magistracy 1689 Locke Govemmt i § 94 If
the Agreement and Consent of Men first gave a Scepter into
any ones hands, or put a Crown on his Head, that also must
direct its descent and conveyance 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg iv. 567 This Neptune gave him, when he gave to
keep His scaly Flocks, that graze the wat'ry deep. 1869
Hughes Alfred Gt xn 143 He gave it into the custody of
his son-in law 1890 Chamb

, Jrttl. 17 May 318/1 He was
given mto custody

8 To hand over as a pledge Also fig. (often

with mixed notion of branch VI), to pledge (one’s

word, honour, etc ). f Togive agive orgift (that)

.

to give a pledge 01 assurance (that)

c 1300 Havelok 2880 For ich giue Je a giue, pat euere more
liwif ich liue, For hire shal-tu be with me dere [etc ] c 1330
R Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 13481 porow Jem ys Rome

. Halden hed of al Je werd, & so schal be, y gyue gow a
gyue, Al so longe as y may lyue c *350 Will Pateme 536,
I leye my loue on bat lud lelly for euere To god here 1 gif
a gift, it gete schal neuer oJer a 1400 Sir Perc. 85 And
therfbre gyffes he a gyfte That he scliolde quyte hym that
dynt. a 1586 Sidnly Arcadia 11 (1633) 143,1 giue you my
word, he for me shall maintaine this quarrell against
you. 1621 Br Mountagu Diatnbse 121 We must speake,
unless we will give hands to be such as you blazon us for
X724 RamsayTYh-/ Misc (1733) 1. 75 I’ll gi’e my thumb I’ll

ne’er beguile thee. 1742 H Walpole Corr (1837)1 xxxv.

143, I give you my honor I repeated it over and over to his
mother 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng vn II 241 What
guarantee could he give that he would adhere to his bar-
gain ? X889 Doyle Micah Clarke xxxiv 378 ,

1

gave them
the word of a sailor 1893 Law Times XCV 79/2 After
the pledge which had been given by the Government, he
thought [etc ].

III. To makeover as a matter ofexchange ordebt.

9 . To make over to another in exchange for some-
thing else, m discharge of a debt or obligation, or

with the intention of obtaining some equivalent
;
to

pay (a sum of money) ; to sell (a thing) for a price.

c X200 [see A 3 c v] c 1200 Trm Coll Horn. 213 pe beg-
gere ecne<5 his bode, and swereS Jat he nele moie geuen
a 1225 After R 398 Nolde a mon, uor on of Jeos, giuen

al bet he oulite ? c 1250 Gen Ex. 1500 Quad esau, ‘ful

bliSehke And gafe it him wel sikerhke c 1320 R
Brunne Medit 331 Euyl for gode Jey haue me goue
c X340 CursorM 15409 (Fairf

)
Quat wil ge me to mede giue 1

1377 Lancl P PL B vi eox And put hem to werke And
3af hem mete as he mygte aforth and mesurable huyre
150X Bury Wills (Camden) 84,

1

will jt be gwovyn to a
pryst to synge for me. 1577 B Googe HeiesbacEs Husb
iv (1586) 168 Yea at this day in our time, hath beene seene
given fora paire of PigionsX li Flemish. x6xx BibleGen
xxm 9 For as much money as it is worth he shall give it

me. X617 Moryson Itin 1 287 An Imperiall Dollar . at

my being there [in Germany] was given for eighteene batzen.

1689 Locke Govemmt 11 § 46 He would give his Nuts for

a piece of Metal 1816 Scott Antiq xxiv, The least ye can
do is to gie him that o’t that’s left behind for his labour.

x86i M Patiison Ess (1889) I 46 A rare Livonian falcon

for which the English noble was ready to give any price

b. Phrases. To give {one) as good as he brings

,

to give (one) his own or his due (see Dub sb 2 b),

to give a Rolandfor an Oliver.

269* Dryden Pref to Walsh’s Dial Cone Women A 4 To
give Mankind their own, and to tell them plainly that [etc ]

1703 Cibber She would <£• she would not 1, If I don’t give

you as good as you bring. 17x3 Steele Guardian No 145

T 3 Having dispatched this combatant, and given him as

good as he brings, I proceed. 1738 Swift Pol Coni) 43 She

and I had some Words ; but I think I gave her her

own 1773 N Frowde Life, Adv , Voy 132 We resolved

to give him a Rowland for his Oliver, if he attacked us

1884 Graphic 13 Nov. 519/3 To which he replied, as if to

give me a Roland for an Oliver, that [etc ]

C. Often in hyperbolical statements : One would

give the world
,
etc. To give onds ears see Eak i c.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v iv, Many’s the Man would

have given his Head to have had my Lady told. 1855

Thackeray Newcomes xxxvm, Many a girl would give the

world to have such a complexion. 1885 F Anstey Tinted.

Venus 32 He would have given worlds for courage to show
it the door. 1893 Family Herald 217/1 They’d give their

heads at Scotland Yard foi a chance of running you to earth

f d. Togive (little ,
nought, etc ) of

.

to value (at

little, etc.), care (little, etc.) for. Also, To give no

fot ce of, no charge of Obs.



GIVE. 186 GIVE.

The origin of these phrases is not clear. Cf the synonym-

ous Ger (mchts etc um,
now usually ait

f

et-was geben)Du
{nuts,

tueintg etc om teU geven) ON gefa sir (mikit,
litit)

um, which, however, are not formally equivalent Perh

give (in sense 9) was substituted in these phrases for other

vbs. {as tell,
hold), the original construction being retained.

c 1300 Havelok 468 Ther offe yaf he nouth a stra 1303

[see Force sb 21] c 1305 [see A 3 c o] c 1330 R Brunne
Chron (1810) 65 Of >e kirke gaf }>ei leste c 1340 CursorM
1834 (Fatrf ) In time J>ai so3t him of na grace, and litel gaf

of goddis manace c 1400 Maundev (1839) «u. 292 Thei

aive no charge of Aveer ne of Ricchesse c 1420 C/tron

Vtlod 864 Of his commandyng )>ey geve rygt nougt c 1430

[see Force sb 21] 1530PALSGR 567/1, I gyve no force of

a thing, I set no store by it, je ne tiens compte.

10 To hand over to a superior (what is due, or

is demanded) j
to pay (taxes, tithes, etc.). Obs.

exc. with reminiscence of the Biblical use

1154 [see A x a /
3] a 1300 Cursor M 3104 To godd his

tend bar gafe he lele 1388-9 in Wyclip’s Sel Whs. III.

468 Hit ys not to gife dymes 15*6 Tindale Matt, xxn 17

Is it lawfull to geve tribute vnto Cesar or not ? [and so x6xx ]

IV. To sacrifice, devote, dedicate.

11, To sacrifice, offer up, submit to the loss of

(one’s life or possessions) for some object Also rejl.

axztfl [see A 3 b/3 ] c 1*75 in O E Mtsc. x86 To dej>e

he gefhim for us alle. a 1300 Chrtst on Cross 22 in E, E P.

(1862) 21 Ic mi lif gef for j?e and l-hang was on tre

a 1300 CursorM 13861 Til J?ai his suete bodi had schedd,

And gm him self for vs in wedd. 1473 Bk Noblesse 81 Youre
saide citesins wille withe here bodies and goodes largelie

depart to be yoven forto resist them, a 1386 SidneyArcadia

11 (1633) 129To reuenge those two seruants of theirs, ofwhose
memorable faith, I told you . .in willingly giuing themselues

to be drowned for their sakes 1871 Freeman Norm
Cong. (1B76) IV xvu. 56 The Abbots of Peterborough and
New Minster had given their lives in the cause ofEngland.

12. To dedicate, devote, give up, surrender. Also,

to * consign’ (by way of imprecation) to (the devil,

etc.), to commend to (God).
a 1300 CursorM 10661 To godd J>an haue i giuen me.

a 1400 Octavian (Percy Soc ) 400 To the worlde y wylle me
never yeve. 1333 Coverdale r Sam 1 n, I wil geue him
vnto the Lorde all his life longe. 1373 J. Sanford Hours
Recreat (1576) 163 He .was mynded desperately to gyve
himselfe to the Devill 1398 Shaks. MerryW v v 156 Do
you thmke though wee would haue giuen our selues with-

out scruple to hell, that [etc ]. x6o6— Ant <$ Cl 111 11 64
Heere I haue you, thus I let you go, And giue you to the

Gods. 16x1 — Wint T 11 ill. 8 Say that she were gone,

Giuen to the fire. 1833 Dickens Domt 11 vii, On his im-
parting the news to Gowan, that Master gave Mr. Domt to

the Devil with great liberality. 1879 M.J GuestLed.H1st

Eng. lx 79 He made a resolution to give to God the half of

his services., the half of his time, and the halfof his money

18.

To apply exclusively, devote to (an action,

pursuit, etc.) ; to addict, devote (oneself) to. (Cf.

Given 2.)

a 1300 Cut sorM. 3116 To foil giues him man to dai. <71340

Hampole Prose Tr 23 pei shuld 00 tyme yevene hem to

besynes and worldely thyngis att resonable nede 1413 [see

A 8 a] c 1430 [see A 6 a a] 1480 Caxton Citron. Eng
ccxxxvui 263 Whan he was yeue to ony occupacion he left

al other thyng for the mene tyme and tendtd therto 1379
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb ) 41, I gaue my self to that exei-

cise. 1615 Chapman Odyss xxn S4S There were twelve
that gave Themselves to impudence and light behave 1688
Burnet Lett. Italy 22 Many nuns . began to give them-
selves much to the practice of Mental Prayer. 18x4 Cary
Dante, Par vi. 24 To my great task . . I gave me wholly.

1835 Browning Fra Lippo 102 Trash, such as these poor
devils of Medici Have given their hearts to X879 M. J.
Guest Led. Hist. Eng xi 100 The priests were hidden to

. give all their time to their sacred work. i8Bg M Gray
Reproach Annesley I. n. iv. 205 It was important . . to give
his mind entuely to political affairs

t b. To apply or set oneself to do something.
a 1300 CursorM 10478 Sco gaf hir al to murn and care.

1309 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvi. vi, Towarde the gate [he]

gave hymselfe to hast 1326 Pilgr Perf (W deW.iS3i)2b,
Gaue them selfe to subdue the passyons of theyr bodyes

1383 Hollyband Campo dt Ftor 233 He hath given mm
selfe to lfeepe horses. 1686 R. Parr Life Abp. Ussker 90
A certain English Mechamck gave himself to read what
Books of Practical Divinity he could get.

V To put forth from oneself.

14. With obj. a transitivd act viewed as a thing

‘given ’ by the agent, and ' received ’ by the person

01 thing affected by it: e.g. to givt2 a kiss,
<z blow,

kick
,
look, push, etc , also with sbs. of gerundial

formation, to give a beating
\
a scolding, etc.

cxso5 [see A 8 a]. 13 E E, A Uit P. A 174 Bot bays-
ment gef myn hert a brunt, c 1400 [see A 3 c y] a 1350 [see
A 3 ay] C1566J Alday tr. Boaystuau's Theat World0,

Did give him so many strokes with ys Hay forke, that [etc ]

*593 Shaks 2 Hen. VI, iv. vn 91 Giue him a box o’ th
1

eare, and that wil make ’em red agame x66i Boyle Style of
Script (1675) 91 Though m all the stroaks the busie ham-
mer gives the act be still the same yet [etc] 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Tkevenot's Trav. 1 262 Giving the Rasor a
phihp, [he] opens the Vein very neatly 1701 Norris Ideal
IVarid i. iv 19 1 This will give a rude shock to the prejudice
of vulgar minds. 1847 Marryat Childr N. F'orest xx,
Humphrey’s only reply was giving a lash to Billy, which
set him off at a gallop x8oi Pall Mall G 23 Nov. 6/x,

I gave him one over the head with my umbrella

b. Sword exercise. To give the point . to make
a direct thrust. To give 1 Thirdpoint ’

. see Point
1833 Regiil Insir Cavalry 1. 123 Advance the body and

give ‘Third Point’. 1893 Forbes-Mitchell Remvt. Gt.
Mutiny213 MacBean made a feint cut, but instead gave the
point, and put his sword through the chest of his opponent.

e. To give a broadside, a volley, a shot see the
sbs. To givefire : see Fire sb 14. Also To give.

agun • to order a gun to be fired
;
sometimes const

dat, (or + to), implying that it is done as an honour,

as a help (occasionally as a hostile demonstration).
1603 Joum. Earl Nottingham in Harl. Misc. (Malh )

II 541 His Lordship gave many pieces of ordnance, which
were again received and answered from the town and forts.

1626 Capt J Smith Accid Yng Sea-men 24 Wind vp the

slaine gtue three peeces for their funerals 2634 SirT
Herbert Trav ax We gave them a-sterne, two Gunnes as

warning peeces of great danger, and tackt about. 1660
Pepys Diary 22 May (Chandos) 54 Nothing in the world
but giving of guns almost all this day [in honour of the

king’s health]. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv lxvi 266 The
Gunners . gave every one a Gun to the Island 1836
Marryat Three Cutters iv, Give her a gun.

d. absol. (ellipt ) or mtr. To deal a blow, make
an attack or charge (at, on, upon). Obs. exc. in

pugilistic language.
c 1430 [see A x ay], ex489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ii.

64 He . gaaff me wyth h!s fyst vpon my*vysage 13*3
Ld Berners Froiss I clxxxvn. 222 John MayUart gaue
himwith an axe ony8 heed that he fyll downe to the yerthe

1398 R Bernard tr. Terence
,
Phormto Prol , Thus he gives

at him. 1617 Moryson ltin. 11 159 Being not fit to make
good an entrenched campe, and much lesse fit to give upon
a breach. 1640 tr. Verdeie's Rom. R. II. 141 Merodiana’s
Knights . gave so furiously on the enemy, that they layd
above three hundred on the earth. 1633 Holcroft Pro-
copius, Goth Wars m. 80 John furiously giving upon the

Enemy with a great shout, one of his life guard was slain

by a dart 18x4 Sporting Mag, XLIV. 71 His antagonist

gave with his left.

16. (Without indirect object.) Tomake,esp sud-

denly (some bodily movement or gesture)
;
to put

forth, emit (a cry, a sound, a sigh, etc.) } + to make
(an attempt). Also in ME. + to give one's endi

to die.

c xaoo Ormin 3219 Till batt he Raff hiss ende. a 1300
Cursor M. 14350 On lararo he gat a cri, \>z.t all it herd
hat stod him bi. <11340 Hampole Psalter xvu 13 J?e

keghest gaf his voice, c 1450 Merlin 229 He yaf a sore

sigh. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 280 [Ihey] clapped

with their hands and gave a shout. 1583 T Stocker tr.

Civ Warres Lowe C I 64 a, He greatly presumed that

the banished Lords woulde giue an attempt to retume into

their possessions. x6xx Speed Tkeat. Gt Brit. l. (1614)

2/1 Julius Caesar was the first Romane which ever gave
an attempt to conquer it. 1663 H. Power Exp Philos

177 If a Pistol be shot off in a head remote from the eye of

a pit, it will give but a little report. x666 J Davies
Canbby Isi. 260 They are wont to give a little hem at the

end of every three or four periods. x8azG W Manby Voy.

Greenland (1823) 16 They gave three cheers. 2823 New
Monthly Mag XVI 132 His teeth gave a short chatter of
ridicule 183s Alison Eurofe xm § 115 (1849-50) III. 124
His foot struck against a body, which gave a groan. 1830
Tennyson In Mem, exxv, Some bitter notes my harp would
give 1839 H Kingsley Geoff. Hamlyn iv, Sometimes she

gave a stitch or two , but then followed a long gaze out of

the window. 1884May Crommelin Brown-Eyes vii 78 Her
heart gave some beats so quick and loud under her brown
bodice 1889 M. Cairo Wing ofAzrael II. xx. 76 Geoffrey
gave a rueful whistle.

16. To put forthm words j to address (words) to
;

to make (a reply, answer) j to impose and make
known, to issue (a command, law, order, direction,

etc.) ,
to pronounce (a blessing, curse).

c x2oo Ormin 10663 Ure Laferrd himm anndswere &
se33de 1250 [see Blessing 2] a 1300 CursorM 28359 pis sin

es cald presumpciun, pat cost gaf til his malisun a 1300

[see A 8 y] 1340 Ayenb 3 Alnugti god yaf ten hestes me
pe lage of lewes, 1497 Bp. Alcock Mohs Perfect. A ij, Gaaf
his elect Sc belouid dyscyples his blessynge 2548 Hall
Chron , Hen VIII, 19 A Spanyard gave evill language to

the Englisheman. 1333 T Wilson Rhet (1580) 137 They
. ,make hym at his wittes ende, through the sodaine frumpe
giver.. 1376 Fleming Panopl Epist. 8o, I being armed,

f
ave language to mine adversane, much misliked, a 1586

idney Arcadia 11 (1633) 149 Gluing order by a secret

message. 1600 Holland Livy xxvi xli 6x6 He had given

direction that the legions should there meete togethei.

a 1626 Bacon Max $ Uses Com Law vu (1636)31 If I give

a man slanderous words, whereby I damnific himm his name
and credit [etc ] 1687 Wood Life 3 Sept (O H S.) III. 239
The base and scurrilous language given to Mr. . .Walker and
Massy. 1720 De Foe Capt Singletonxy\ (1840) 282 Give

them good words 1723 Lond. Gaz. No, 6390/1 A Mob .

gave them abusive Language 1884 Brit. Q. Rev Apr.

329 He gave the command ‘ right face about' x8go Chamb,
Jrnl. 10 May 300/1 Suddenly the word ofcommand is given,

f b. Of a law : To prescribe that Obs.

c X305 Pilate 197 in E. E P (1862) 1x6 And lawe gifJ> bat

alle suche me scnolde bnnge of dawe

17. The elliptical use of the 3rd pers. subj m
complimentary wishes, as m give you joy for God
give you joy

,
seems to have been interpreted as an

ellipsis of the pronoun of the first person, so that

give has the sense of ‘ to wish So in to give (

a

person) good morning, good day, good evening, a

merry Christmas

,

etc. (now obsolescent) Hence
(now chiefly dial.), To give the (time of) day (to) :

to salute with ‘good morning*, ‘good evening’,

etc. (as the case may be). [Cf b donner le bonjour J

<71340 Gaw. <$• Gr Knt 668 Gawan gefhem alle goud day.

x593 ohaks 2 Hen VI, in 1 14 In the Morne, When euery

one will giue the time of day. 16x3-16 W Browne Brit
Past 1 11, Sweetly she came and with a modest blush Gave
him the day, and then accosted thus 1640 Shirley Con-
stant Mata v 111, Is there any more Worke for the Priest ?

Then give you joy before hand. And let us celebrate the

day together 164a— Sisters v it. (x6s2)-S7 Give you joy,

Sir, my most illustrious Nephew 1647 W Browne tr.

Gomlervtlle’s Polex xv. 11. 195 Zabaimand the foure Princes

thought they had time sufficient to give the Ladies the

f
ood night x666 Pepys Dtaiy (1879) VI 38 Both of whom
did give joy. 1674 tr Martmieres Voy, N Countries 93

Discerning we were strangers, [he] saluted us m Dutch,
gave us the time of the day 1763 W. Hunter Let in

Life W Cullen (1832) I 553,

1

thank the young advocate,

and give him joy and all good wishes. 182a Scott Nigel
xxxiv, Bravely done—nobly imparted 1 Give ye good den

1843 Dickens Chnstm, Carol ii, He heard them give each
other Merry Christmas *055 Thackeray Neivcomes 1 . 11

15 The pokes in the waistcoat administered by the wags to

Newcome, ‘Newcome, give you joy, my boy’, ‘Newcome,
new partner in Hobson’s ’ [etc ]

18 Of a judge, a tribunal : To deliver authorita-

tively (a decision, judgement, verdict, sentence, etc )

;

to award (costs, damages) to, against.

a 1300 Cm sorM 295*12 Quen man wit iuel mode gis his

sentence on am man. ? 1429 in Wetheral Reg (1897) 431
The Bishopp oppynly gaffe a decre and a sentence to all

thame that [etc.] c 1465 Eng. Chron (Camden 1856) 60 The
justice that yaf on him jugement livid not longe aftir « 1333
Ld. Berners H-uon lxxxi 242 It is not possyble to gyue
ony trewe Iugemente. 1333 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 106

The Judge is whollybent to give sentence with hym 1568

Grafton Chron. II 59 The Archebishop by vertue of his

Apostohke aucthoritie gave censure upon these lawes . of

the king 1603 Shaks Meas forM it. 11 106 So you must
be y* first that giues this sentence, And hee, that suffers

1676 Lady Chaworth ux 12th Rep Hist, MSS Comm
App v. 28, I heard of Lord Shaftesberys having a local

damages given against Lord Dighby for scandalum mag-
natum. 1700 Tyrrell Hist Eng II. 719 This Arrest or

Sentence of the Peers of France was given against King
John x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 483 Judgment was
given in the courts of Exchequer . . for the plaintiff Fox
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvu IV. 39 Judgment had been

given against him. 1888 Spectator 28 Apr 561/1 A decision

which must be given next week x8go Sir CSC. Bowen
in Law Times Rep LXIII 690/1 It seems to me that the

judge really intended to give the plaintiff the geneial costs

of the action

b. To give the case (idiomatically to give it) : to

decide for or against a litigant
; f also absol. to

give with or against. In Cricket, of the umpire

To declare (a batsman) out, not out, etc.

*373 G Harvey Lctter-bk (Camden) 2 Sir Lawhern pre-

tendid that he would give with none unles al might go out,

but indeed wtendid to give against me. 1762 Goldsm Cit

W xxxm, Ihe whole company . gave it unanimously
against me. 1890 Field 31 May 789/1 At 216 he was given

out Ibw 1890 Murray's Mag. Dec 828 He .. has had
the case given against him x8gx Grace Cricket 329 He had
changed his mind and given me out. x8gi Longm. Mag
Oct. 661 The umpire gave it out 1892 Standard20 June 6/7

Smith was then given run out

19.

In imitation of Latin usage (*ee Date sb. 2)

the pa. pple. is used in official documents for

.

Dated.
1443 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 386 Yoven the

day and the yere abouesaid 1485 m Poston Lett No 887

III 323 Goien at Long Stratton the xx day of October

X533 in Picton L'paol Mimic Rec (1883) I. 25 Yeven at our

said Paloys the xxvmth day of Iune x6oz in Moryson Itin.
11 (1617) 150 Given under our Signet in the fortie three

yeere of Our Raigne 1726 Swift Gulliver 1 111, Given at

our Palace at Belfaborac. 1885 Times (weekly ed) 27 Feb.

6/4 Given under my hand at the War Office, Pall-mall, this

18th day of February, 1885. Hartnigton

20.

To provide as a host (an entertainment, a

ball, dinner, etc.)- Often with added notion of

sense 1 or 2 (const, to or dat ), to do this in honour

of, or for the gratification of, some person or per-

sons Also in indirect passive.

1323 Ld Berners Froiss I ccccm. 283 b, He gaue dyuers

suppers and banketes to ladyes and damosels 1562 in

W H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford 290 A breckfast geven to

Mr Norres. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 111 12 In various

talk th’ instructive hours they past Who gave the ball, or

paid the visit last. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W vui, Intended

that night giving the young ladies a ball. *835 Tennyson
Maud I xx. 2 Our ponderous squire will give A grand

political dinner To halfthe squirelmgs near, a *873Deutsch
Rem (1874) 260 Frederick of Austria gave a tournament

1883 Truth 2 July 2/1 Their Royal Highnesses also intend

to give a dance as a wind-up to the season. 2892 Cornh.
Mag July 2 Ihe school children were being given a treat

Vi. To piesent, expose, offer.

21.

To present or expose to the action of a person

or thing ;
to hold out (one’s hand) to be taken.

To give a back : see Back sb 1 24 e.

£ 930 [see A 6 a a] 1382 Wyclif 2 Kings x. 13 He seith,

3eue me thin honde The whiche Jaue to hym hishond,

and he rerede hym to hym in to the chaar. — Isa 1 6 My
bodi I gaf to the smyteres, and my chekes to the pulleris

1389 [see A 2 d y] 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 649

The mo thers use to beare their children at their backs they

give them the brest over their shoulders 1617 Moryson
Itin. 11. 88 Because I had a white horse, I gave the Rebels

a faire marke 1697 Drydkn AEneul vu. 553 All Give to

the wanton Winds their flowing Haii. 1711 Fmgall MSS
in 10th Rep. Hist MSS. Comm App v 133 The army was

to marche by the river, giving their right flanck to the

front of the enemy £ 1820 S. Rogers 1taly. Brides Venice

70 Their sails out-spread and given to the wind 1837

Hawthorne Twice-Told

T

(1851) I. ix 160 He holds out his

hand, she gives her own. 1835 Dickens Doi-rit i xxxii,

1 Give me a back, Mr. Rugg—a little htghei, sir—that II do

+ 22. Of (one’s) * heart *, mind, conscience, etc.

:

To suggest (to one) that

,

m unfavourable sense,

to misgive. Also, to prompt (one) to do some-

thing. Also, quasi-impersonal, Itgives me = I have

a foreboding. Obs.

1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 9762 He bihuld & nuste bulke foure

jjere Is herte him jef anon wuaerward hu wende c 1373



GIVE. 186 GIVE.
Barbour Bruce xix, 97 Mvne hert giffis me no mor to be
With 30W duelland in this cuntie. Ibid 107. c 1380
Sir Ferumb 1450 Myn heite me gifjj j>at gif he take)}
pat lornee, bat }jou ne seest hym no more 1488 Will
ofSir E Shaet (Somerset Ho ), My conscience geueth me
to make lestitucion 1323 Ld Berners Froiss I ccclvn.

J577 My hert gyueth me that y° mater wyll nat reste longe
m the case that it is nowe in 1542 UdallErasm Apophth
n 200 a, Full well did it geue this prudent & wise prince in
his mynde tofore, that [etc] 1531 Robinson tr More's
Uiop. 1 (Arb } 67 To speke truelye as my mynde geueth me.
1600 Hlywood 2 Pt Edit) IV, 1. iv, Somewhat, it giues me,
you will bring from thence Worthy the noting 1650 T B
Worcesters Afofih 91 The Marquess had a Daughtei whose
mind gave her to be a Nun. 1690W Walker Idiomat.
Anglo-Lat. 206 It gave me in my mind I should lose my
labour in going 1748 Richardson Clarissa (iB 11) II xiv
gs My heart stiongly gives me, that if once I am compelled
to leave this house, I never shall see it more. 1820 Scott
Jvanhoe xxvui, Theiefoie, do as thy mind giveth thee

!b In Malory the locutions my heart giveth
(file) that sometimes have a fnrther sense of inclin-

ing towards a person, expressed by a construction
with unto. In some instances the obj clause is

dropped, so that the vb. assumes the mtr. sense * to
incline, be kindly disposed
(Perh. quot c 1330may be an older example of this sense ,

on the other hand, it is possible that Edward, not heart
,
is

the subject

)

[c 1330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 253 Sir Edward His
herte gaf tille dame Blanche, if her wille wer perto ]

1470-83 Malory Arthur vn. it, My lierle geueth me to
the gretely that thou arte come of men of worshyp. Ibid
xvn xui, Moche my hert gyueth vnto yovv 1870 Morris
Eaithly Par III iv. 93 My heart giveth to thee.

23 To expose or offer to view or obsei vation
;

to ‘set’ (an example); to show (a sign, token);
to present or set forth (a statement, fact, proposal,
reason, etc.) for acceptance or consideration

;
to

mention, include m a list or enumeration, f To
give show . to intimate.
£1200 Ormin 1230 Forr f>e to gifenn bisne, patt [etc ]

<1x225 Alter R 68 pat offer [ancheisun] is, uorte aiuenpe
offie uorbisne. a. 1300 CursorM 12620 He gaf paim rede
all resun. £1449 [seeA 3C0], 1470-83 [see Example sb 6]
1348 Hall Chron., Edw IV, 235 b, A white Dove . came
thether as a token, geven by God 1539W Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 93 ,

1

will shew youhow to find the height
of the Pole euery day, for whiche thmge I will geue you two
sondrye wais 1376 Fleming Panopl Epist. Epit A, Give
me the sundiie kmdes of Epistles *579 [see A 3 ay]
X39fi Shaks Merck V iv 1 59 As theie is no firm reason
to be rendered So can I giue no leason 1613 Pukchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 20 Some giving one etymologic and
derivation of the word, and some another X603 Dryden
Juvenal Ded (1697) 75 Thus have I given the History
of Satire, and deriv d it from Ennius to your Lordship.
1711 Addison Sped No 59 lr 4 Among innumerable In-
stances that may be given of this Nature. 1736 Lediard
Life Marlborough III 376 The Queen gave some Signs of
Life. *769 Goldsm Rom. Hist (1786) II 382 As if he
[Commodus] gave the example, very few of his successors
escaped a violent death. 1796 H Hunter tr St -Pierre's
Stud Nat. (1799) III. 51 The account of it is given in the
Mercury of France. 182* Keats Isabella in. He knew
whose gentle hand was at the latch, Before the door had
given her to his eyes 1889 M Gray Reproach Annesley
I. 1 1. 6 The far-off farms gave no sign of life. 1892 R C
Lehmann Billsbury Elect 196 A daily newspaper gave a
head-lined account of the speech Mod. Such words ought
not to be given m a dictionary

b To indicate as existing; to state at (a certain
quantity). Of a measuring mstiument : To show,
indicate (a certain quantity).
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav (1677) 13 Albeit Ptol. after

him gives no further extendure of land south, than 12 deg.
1856 Jrnl R Agnc.Soc XVII. 11 445 Hegives the average
monthly amount . at o 81 lbs 1890 Harper's Mag Nov.
815/1 The hydrometer [«c] gives a humidity as high as
seventy-four 1891 Longm Mag Oct. 600 The sounding-
hue gave at last but six fathoms

+ 24 To display as an armorial bearing
; to bear

(such or such a cognizance, etc.). Ohs. Cf. To give
arms, s.v. Arm sb 2 15 .

1348 Hall Chron
, Hen VII

, 59 The Emperour Maxi-
milian . at that tyme gave an Egle in his armes 1376
Fleming Panopl Epist 388 note. He bare the name and
gave the badge or cognisaunce of the same 1391 Shaks.
1 Hen VI, l v 29 Teare the Lyons out of Englands Coat

,

“heePe in Lyons stead 1598 ~ Merry W. 1 1 x6
All his Ancestors (that come after himl may give the dozen
white Luces m their Coate. a 1626 Middleton More Dis-
semblers 1. 111,

1

give the flaming heart, It is my crest 1640
Shirley Doubtful Heir x. (1652) 7 Her sweet Heart, that
gives Cupid in his crest.

25 To lepresent, describe, portray, report. Now
rare. •)' Also refl with complement . To appear,
present itself as. Obs
1607 Shaics Cor 1 ix 55 Too modest are you. More

cruell to your good report, than gratefull To vs, that giue
you truly 1631 Shirley Traitor in. 111 (1635) F 3 Your
brother gave you more Desirous of the sport 1634 Sir T
Herbert Trav 12 The Land at twenty leagues distance
gave itselfe very high. 1638 Ibid (ed. 2) 230 Many other
things give themselves note-worthy, 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. Ixxv, What practice Jiowsoe'er expert Hath power
to give thee as thou wert ?

26. To read, lecite, smg, act (anything) in the
presence of auditors or spectators , to perform,
produce (a play, etc.)

; to deliver (a lecture, etc )
Cf. F. donner.

£ 1460 Towneley Myst. xui 183,

1

wold, or we yode, oone
gat vs a song, a 1333 Ld. BernersHtton lix. 207 Take thy

|

vyall, and geue vs a songe Angler in Wales
I 108 He promised to give us another chapter out of his
book, on anothei occasion 1835 Thackeray Newcomes I
xui. 134Who will give us a song ? 1879 Trollope Thackeray
1 46 1 he piece was all given by memory X887 Times (weekly
ed)24 June 14/4! he Russian Impeual hymn, given on
the organ 1889 Coi nh Mag Dec 625 Havard’s play of
1 Charles I ’ was being given at Yoik 1890 Illustr Land
News s6 Apr 536/x The opeia was given again in 1864
27 To offer, propose as a sentiment or toast
1728 Ramsay On seeing Archers divert themselves 96

Neist, sii, you name , I give you Basil’s handsome dame
1793 Burns On Rodney's Victory x Instead of a Song,
boys, I’ll give you a toast 1816 J Wilson City ofPlague
I. iv, I rise to give, most noble President, The memory of
a man well known to all 1837 Dickens PicLw xxxvu,
‘ Gentlemen said the man 111 blue . * I’ll give you the ladies,
come ’ 1891 Standard 10 Nov 3/3 The Loid Mayor next
gave * The Iiealth of the Lord High Chancellor’.
VII To make partaker of.

28. To communicate, impart to a person 01 thing
(some quality, state, etc belonging to the subject).
a 1470 Tiptopt Tulle on Frtendsh (Caxton) iv, The gretest

fruyte of naturel virtue is thenne taken whan it is youen
and departed to theym that be next in frendslup & good
wille £1366 J Alday tr Boaystuau's Theat World F iij.

For the fathei can give to the child but fraile and moitall
lleshe 1390 Sir J, Smyth Disc Weapons 18 The match
also if it bee not kept veue dne it giveth no fiie to the
touchpowder Mod I hope I have not given you my sore
throat

b Of a place, a thing To supply, be the source
or ougin of (a name, title)

*639 T Brugis tr. Camus' Mor Rel 144 This Castle giveth
name unto a Family sufficiently knowne a 1671 Ld Fairfax
Mem (1699) 84 The place was Marston fields, which after-
wards gave the name to this battel 1843M Pattison Ess
(1889) 1 11 The Loire, its banks still clad with the broom
which gives their title to the Plantagenets
29 To impart (knowledge, information)

; to im-
part the knowledge of (a fact, a name, one’s opinion
or intention). + To give part [ = Sp. dar parte,

Y.faire part] to apprise a person of. To give
(a person) a piece ofone's mind : (colloq.) usually,
to give emphatic expression to one’s disapproba-
tion.

£1449 Pecock Repr 68 Bi teching and mformacioun of
sum sad clerk 30mm to thee *558 Q Etiz. m Strype^««
Ref (1709) I App l 2 We do publish and give knowledge
by this our proclamation to all maner peple 16x7 Moryson
Ilm 1. 41 In giving my name, I wrote my selfe an English-
man 1643 Order Parlt in Milton's Areop. (Arb ) 26 By
way ofrevenge for giveing information against them. 1632
Needham tr Selden's Mare Cl 481 This is the leal and
Roial design of this Fleet, whereof you may give part to
our good neighbors 1661 Boyle S> tyle ofScript (1675) 36
Our great Antiquary both in familiar discourse, and in his
excellent tract on the Syrian Deities gave me first a hint
1687 A. Lovell tr Thevenot's Trav. n 59 Tales which
I shall give as cheap as I had them. 1785 [see A 6 a 7]
x86x Dickens Gt Expect v, Would you give me the Time ?

1863 --- Mut. Fr. iv. xui, The room in which she had given
him that piece of her mind at parting 1883 Century Mag
XXX 79h In a few words Captain Schley gave me an
inkling of his plans. 1886 Manch Exam. 23 Jan 3/3 The
policy given in outline in the Queen’s Speech ensuies the
opposition of the Painelbtes 1887 Hall Caine Deemster
xxxiu 216 The men gathered close about T T gave his
plan. 1889 F. Barrett Under Strange Mash II. xvi 109,
I gave him my name
b To give to the world

,
to the public

.

to publish
(a literary work, a discovery, etc )

1737 W. Cullen in Life (1832) I 531 When those parts that
are finished shall be given to the public 1823 New Monthly
Mag XV. 461 The results of these enquiries have been
given to the world 1892 Temple Bar Dec. 481 ‘ Maimion ’

was given to the world in 1808
c. To give (a person) to beheve, know

,
note, un-

derstand

,

etc. : to impart to him information that
will lead him to beheve (etc ) Also in indirect
passive.

£1366 J. Alday tr. Boaystuau's Tkeat World Rb, The
whiche giveth us to understande that man is the verie chiefe
worke of God. 1386 Q Eliz. in Com esp Earl Leicester
(Camden Soc 1844) 210 So we think mete the counsel of
state be geven to understand 1586 Earl Leicester ibid
24® It is secretly and assuredly giuen me to vnderstand [etc ]
1386 Marlowe 1st Pt Tamburl v. u, I Shall give the
world to note That virtue solely is the sum of glory 1623
Lisle VElfnc on O N Test Muja, He doth moieouer
giue vs to vnderstand the number of the Sermons that he
translated 1661 R. L’Estrange State Divinity 44 ,

1

am
given to undei stand that [etc ] 1778 J Laurens in Sparks
Corr, Amer Rev (1853) II l7° We have given them to
understand that the frigate is to push out of the Sound.
1786 T. Jefferson Writ (1859) I 539 Our report theymay
be given to know, cannot be formed without decisive informa-
tion' 1811 C’tess Berkeley Addr to Peers 19,

1

met him
when he gave me to believe that his intentions were honour-
able x84g Macaulay Hist Eng vi II 82 Four of the
Judges gave him to understand that they could not, on this
occasion, serve his purpose. X875 H Kingsley No Seven-
teen xxu 167

1 How did you lie?’ ‘Not at all in words, but
I gave him to think that ’ [etc ] 1889 M Caird Wing of
Azracl III xxxvi 129 Adrienne was given to undeistand
that this was entirely her doing
VIII. To allot, apportion, assign.

30. To allot, apportion ; to cause to have as
one’s share •p To give to lot (see Lot sb ) Also
in indirect passive f In pa. pple. with adv. =
Dowered.
£ 1030 [see A 6 a £] c 1230 Halt Metd 9 Hwen bus is of

pe riche hwat vvenes tu of the pours bat beoS wacliche
ysoueu, a 1300 Cursor M.% 16767+3*8 Him waa not geue

s° mike] plas, War-on he migt dee fayre. Ibid 28724O emtWe find he gaf na penance mare 2382 Tsee A o L
£1450 St CuthberMSurtees) 7082 pe bischop penance ban

rowme tc

(1603) 91
which is meetest for him 1667 Milton P L vTn
onely these fair bounds, but all the Earth To thee and in
thy Race I give 1771 Goi dsm Hist Eng II jr

°

soon after united to the kingdom of England, made a oun
cipahty, and given to the eldest son of the crown t«r*
J Martineau Types Eth Th II. 1 1 §2 156 The states ,nquestion being given to the respective subjects x8oo Lit

lcottj Mag Feb 217, 1 was given a hut in Hope Town
1891 Murray's Mag Api. 524 He was given the contract
b To assign or impose (a name)

; to appoint
fix (a day, time)

’

f
Gen $ Ex 232 Adam abrrud, and sag Sat wif, Namehe gaf hue Sat is ful Rif c 1320 Cast Love 615 peos beb be

nonten Pat pe piophetes him gecuen £3450 Myrc ioS
Ihen may the fader wyboute blame Crysten the chylde and
geue hyt name 1461 Paston Lett No 394 II 18 To gyve
them that ai chosyn knyghtes of the shue, day after Michel-
messe a 1533 Ld Berners Hugh xlix 165 He gaue them
day to be with him within ,xv dayes 1339W Cunningham
Cosmogr Glasse 3 For lewarde wherof vertu also gave you
that name 1570-6 Lambarde Ptramb Kent (1826) 250A tiling worthy of refoimation when God «Anl give time*
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 622 The women wash the
chikle all over with water, and give the name 1630 in
Rushw Hist. Coll (1659) I 45 The Court, gave day to
joyn 111 Demurrer this Tearm a 1713 Burnet Own Time
II T75 They were bound . . to proceed according to the
rules of parliament, which was to commit the person so
impeached and then give a short day for his trial

( c To appoint to an office or function Obs
*53S Covlkdale i Chron VII [vi ] 48 As for their brethren

the Leuites, they weie geuen to all the offices in the habita-
cion of the house of the Lorde 1611 Bible Eph. iv. 11 He
gaue some, Apostles

, and some, Prophets
31 To attribute in thought or speech; to ascribe,

assign, f Formerly often, to ascribe (a lileraiy

work) to a person as author Obs.
*559 W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 12 The ^Egiptians
gave to the seven Planetes vij heavens 1603 Florio

Montaigne 11 iv (1632) 200, I do give pneke and praise
[F je donne la palme] unto Jaques Amiens 1605 Shaics
Macb 1 ui 1 19 Those that gaue the Thane of Cawdor to
me, Piomis’d no lesse to them 16x3

—

Hen. VIII, in 11

262 From all That might haue mercie on the fault, thou
gau'st him. 1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg 42 He gave too much
to traditions 1736-82 J Warton Ess Pope II ix 60 On
its first publication. Pope did not own it, and it was given
by the public to Lord Paget, Di Young, Dr Desaguliers,
and others 1770 Burke Corr (1844) I. 243, I have lately
read a good part of a pamphlet on the late verdicts
They give it to Lord Camden 1777 Siilridan Sch Scandal
1 1, 1 don’t wonder at people giving him to me for a lover

1797 Morn Chron 13 Nov , The tianslation of the Dia-
tribe against England, which has been given to the pen of
M. de Tallyrand x8xa Brit. Bibliographer II 392 George
Pettie [note] Warton calls him William, but I have
A Wood’s authority for giving him the name of George
1879 M J GuestLed Hist Eng xxxiv 342 Henry gave
all the glory to God 1885 Manch Exam, xo July 3 h It is

proper to give full weight to the exculpatory evidence
adduced.

tb.To give for

,

also simply to give (chiefly

with adjs. or pples of condition) : To account, con-
sider, set down as. Cf to give over, upfor. Obs
1606 Shaics Ant # Cl 1 iv 40 Mens leports Giue him

[Pompey] much wiong’d 16x5 Voy Guiana in Harl.
Mtsc. (Malh ) III 177 We descried her to leeward of us,

contrary to our expectation, having given her for lost 1622
Beaum &Fi Span Curve iv,If,eiethesunbeset, I see you
not, give me dead ai6z$ FletcherHum Lieutenant 11 11,

Nay, give ’em lost, I saw ’em offtheir horses £1645 Howell
Lett (1655) I v xxx 226 Greek I perceiv’d it was not,
nor Latin or English , So I gave it for meer gibbrish 1646
Fuller Wounded Consc (1841) 342 Pensive parents solicit-

ous for the souls of then childien have even given them for
gone 1671 Marvell CorrWks 1872-5 II 392 The Dutchess
of York is dead All gave her for a Papist 1711 Addison
Sped No 130 r 4 The Parents, after a long Search for him,
gave him for drowned in one of the Canals <21713 Burnet
Own Time II 144 The party against the court gave all for
lost 1740 tr dcMonhysI'oid Country-maid (1741) I 191,
I gave myself for lost

+ c To give for granted to take for granted,

consent to assume Obs
1637 Heylin Antid Line 11 vii 81 Which given for

granted we proceed, and will shew some reasons [etc ] 1637
R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 23, I shall easily be led to give

for granted, that Carlisle Bay [etc ] 1692 R L’Estrange
Josephus, Antiq HI v (1733)61 The Hebrews fell into a
Constei nation giving it for granted that God in his wrath
had taken away Moses
32. The pa. pple is used, esp m an absolute

clause, with the sense : Assigned or posited as

a basis of calculation or leasomng. Cf Given
ppl a

1667 Primatt City <5- C Build 159 How to draw a
Perpendicular Line from any Point, to any Line given

1828 J H Moore Pract Navig (ed. 20) 100 The Differ-

ence of Latitude and Departuie given, to find the Course,

Distance, and Difference of Longitude 1883 Manch.
Exam,

5
May 5/1 Given a reasonable amount of variety

and quality in the exhibits, an exhibition is sure to attract

large numbers.
IX. To yield as a product or result

33. To yield, supply, furnish, as a product
£ 1200 [see A x b]. a 1223 [see A 8 (8] a 1300 Cursor M.

22326 pe erth sal giue 0 frut plente 138a [see As coj

£ 1420 [seeA 2 c a] 1348 Hall Chron. Edw IV, 200 b, All

the whole Piovmce of Yorke, gave yerely to this Hospitall

ceitam measures of corne. 1377 B. Googe Heresbach s
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Hush in (1586) 150 She requireth greater quantity of meate,

whereby she may give the more milke. 1617 Moryson

Ihn 1 91 The same family hath given three Dukes . . and

three Patriarkes, and twelve Procurators of Saint Marke

1628 Digby Voy Medit. 41 Trees that giue aromatike

eummes 1641 J Jackson True Evang T. n 121 The
Cow which was so fruitfull at the Paile, that for the

abundance of milk she did give, the owner might eate

butter 1756 C Lucas Ess Waters I 146 The washings

bubbled, subsided, and gave lime, like the rest 179a

Descr Kentucky 39 This establishment gives already 2,000

yards of sail cloth a week 1841 Jrnl R Agnc Soc 1L
1 121 The 241 lbs of wheat should have given 189 lbs of

flour 1852 Ibid. XIII 1 26 The cow gave in the evening

5 quarts of milk Ibid 38 Cream on milk, a little acescent,

will ‘give’ the butter with less labour in churning than

when the milk or cream is void of acidity x8<jo Harper's

Mag Oct 770/t This second brewing will give a darker

liquid 1891 Strand Mag Jan. 96/1 The lamps gave an

uncertain light ,

f 34 To fetch, be worth (a price). Ok
a 1575 Diurti Occnrr (Bannatyne Club) 306 The Meill

gaif xij shillings the peck 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 41

A Spanish shilling gives twenty five Pice, a Riall of eight

gives five Mammoodees 1681 W Robertson Phraseol

Gen (1693) 663 Let him sell oyl, if it give anything 1761

Earl Haddington Forest-trees (1765) 8 In other countries

it gives a great price 1799 J. Robertson Agnc Perth 258
The country would be so much overstocked with timber,

that it would give no price

35 To yield as the result of calculation or mea-

surement.

1634 Sir T Herbi-rt Trav 91 The Garden has six

severall discents, each part giving eightie paces, and seventie

bioad 1727 Arbuthnot Pable And Coins, etc 240 1 he
number of Men being divided by the number of Ships, gives

four hundred and twenty-four Men a-piece 1739 tr

Algarotti on Newton's Theory (1742) II 149 Two multi-

plied by itself gives Four 1858 Jrnl R Agnc Soc XIX
1 172 An analysis of the guano gave the following results

1890 Longm Mag July 282 [His] name in Hebrew
characters gives us 666—the mystic number of the Anti-

christ

-|*36 Of expenence, reasoning, etc. To yield

the conclusion that Also of a name * To import,

signify. Ok.
c 1449 Pecock Repr m v 306 Experience hath 3ouun

bifore these daies that grete lordis [etc ] 1481 Caxton
Myrr 11 1 64 Raison and nature gyue that alle the worlde

be rounde 1352 Latimer Semi LincobisA ix (1562)

144 b, The time giueth it that Christ shoulde come. 1567
Maplet Gr Fo> est 22 Taraxippus the stone, as the name
giueth, doth signifiethe Horse his trouble and disquietnesse

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xxx 52 The same reason gives

it for, Optima corrufitapessima. 1.677 TLkvc Prim. Grig
Man 1. 111. 88 This Instance gives the impossibility of an
eternal Existence m any thing essentially alterable or

corruptible

X. To cause to have

37 With direct and indirect obj : To cause to

have (a possession) ;
to cause to receive (anything

material or immaterial, a benefit or injury)
;
to pro-

duce in a person or thing (a state, condition, feel-

ing)
;
to invest or endow with (a quality, a right,

a power)
; to lestore (one’s health, sight, etc ). Said

both of persons and things + To give' one the

vooise to worst, defeat
a 1300 CursorM 539 ]>e ouer fir gis man his sight C1340

[see A 77] c 1380 Wyclif Serin Sel. Wks I, 333 To sich

folk wolde Crist |eue blisse 1387-8 [see A 2d a] C1400
Destr Troy 10404 He grernt pe greke,and geuehym heworse.
1 1420 Chron Vtlod 710 suche a meiacule for hun e hadde
wromt, And jeve, for hurre love, bysone mon his sy3t

1513 More in Grafton Chron (1568) II 781 The leoperay
so well passed, it gave him great pleasure to talke with him
thereof 1548 Hall Chron ,

Hen V

\

55 b, Togeve men a
courage for to go furth, money was fyrst gathered 1590
Sir J . Smyth Disc. Weapons 18 b, Whereby [a wad] the whole
charge ofpowder being restrained may give the moie force

to the bullets 1610 Bp Carleton Jurisdiction 163 When
the pope was able to meet the Emperour in battell and give
him the worse 1617 Moryson Itin n 75 Finding the Army
a meere Chaos, he had given it forme. 1653 H Cogan tr

Pinto's Trav lxxix 319 On the death which I hope to give to

this Fish, my perfect content depends 1674 tr Marhmere's
Voy N Countries 32 Which they distil putting in a certain

grain which gives it thesamestrength andintoxication as ours

1726 G Roberts 4 Years Voy Ded Anj b, A Person whose
Profession and Opportunities have not given him those

Advantages wh ich others may boast 1728 Morgan A Igiers

II m 247 It gives me the Vapours to find People miscalled.

1734 Richardson Grandtson II xxm 168, I give you
emotion, madam Forgive me. I have performed my pro-
mise 1773 Mrs. Grant Lett fr. Mount (1813) I xm 108
Another far-seen object gives sad variety to the prospect'

1803 Pic Nic No 4 (1806) I 122 Her restless ambition con-
tinues to give alarm m every quartei 1817 W Selwyn
Law Nisi Pnus (ed 4) II. 1183 This, in Lord Kenyon's
opinion, gave the plaintiff a title to the whole. x86a Tyn-
daix Mountaineering iv 32 Its deep seclusion gives it a
peculiar charm 1874 Green Short Hist iv § 3 176 The
King wept bitterly at the news ofhis father’s death, though
it gave him a crown 1883 Manch Exam 22 Nov. 5/4
Currency is given to a rumour that the Parcel Post is

being conducted at a loss of something like £10,000 a week
1884W C, Smith Kildrostan 88 Clumsy oars—faugh I they
give blisters first And then a horny hand 1890 T F Tout
Hist Eng.fr 1689 115 Burke gave the tone to the mass of
English opinion

b. with dat of person and infinitive

1768 Woman ofHonor II 187 Your knowing one gives you
to know the whole mutton-headed species. 1803 Mary
Charlton Wife 4 Mistress I 52 Each despairing struggle
only gave her to experience the full force of her bonds 184.x

J H Newman in Apologia (1864) 273 The last miserable
century .has given us to start From a much lower level.

c. With dative of refl. pronoun in various uses •

To impose on oneself (trouble) j to cause oneself

to have (a possession, pimlege, etc ) ;
to assume,

pretend to. t To give oneself wonder \ to be

astonished To give oneself airs • to assume a
bearing offensively or ludicrously indicative of

belief in one’s own supenonty.
c 1500 Mehtsine xxx 223, I gyue me grete wonder what

folke they may be 1676 tr Guillatiere's Voy A thens 3 Look-
mg gravely, to give myselfAuthority [etc ] *704, 1734 [see

Air sb 15b] X726G Roberts 4 Years Voy 22 Without giving
myself any further Trouble. 1836 Lane Mod Egypt 1 . 146
She went to his shop, riding on an ass, to give herself con-

sequence, and said [etc ] 1843 Bethune Sc Fireside Stor

13 She gave herself no airs to procure it 1873 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) II 409 We ought not to give ourselves airs

1886 Law Times LXXXII 77/2 A tribunal cannot give itself

jurisdiction by erroneous findings of fact

If 38 To give to reflect
,
think to furnish mate-

rial for reflexion or thought. (A Gallicism )

1890 Globe 7 Aug 1/4 That pronouncement ‘ gives to re-

flect ’, as the Fiench say 1891 Sat. Rev. 24 Oct 477/2 It

is likely to achieve a lasting popularity, and to * give to

think ’ to certain members of the House of Commons.

XX 39 To allow a person or thing to have or

take
;
not to withhold or withdraw

;
to concede,

yield. To give (a person) best . to acknowledge
oneself defeated by {slang)

1348 Hall Chron
,
Hen V, 73 The kyng of Englande

gevyng the upper hande to his father inlawe through the

greate citee of Pans Ibid
,
Hm VII, 23 b, They never

gave their enemies one daye to repose. 1383 Hollyband
Campo di Fior 377,

1

yealde unto thee Without any more
a doe, I give thee the victorie at this passe-time c x6ix

Chapman Iliad 1 272 Atndes, give not stream to all thy
power. 1687 A Lovell tr. Thevenot’s Trav 111 97 The
common People give their Wives great Liberty 1697
Dryden Vtrg Georg iv 275 They give their Bodies due
Repose at Night 1711 W King tr Naude’s Ref Politics

m 121 To give a freer range to his passions. 1803 Ptc Ntc
No 3 (1806) I. 104 Give but time to this experiment, and it

will work its end 1821 Scott Kenilw xxx, The gigantic

warder resigned his keys, and gave open way to the God-
dess 1836 E Howard R Reefer xxvi. If you’ll give me
five-and-twenty yards, I’ll run you three hops and a step a
hundred yards for another crown 1848 Thackeray Van
Fair ix, She said she would never give the pas to a trades-

man’s daughter 1883 R Buchanan Love mefor Evern
111 87 Give me a little time a 1889W Collins BlindLove
(1890) III. xlix 82 Give yourself an hour to get from station

to station x88g Boldrewood Robbery under Arms vii, I

could hardly stand for laughing, till the calf gave him best

and walked 1804 Baring Gould Deserts S. France 1 . 131

She is given a long, rest m the middle of the day

+ b. absol. imper. Give ye = allow the remark,

with your peimission. Ohs.

1662 J Chandler Van Helmonfs Onat To Rdr., Ye
seek not the Poor, but (Give Ye) ye resemble Beggars

fc Give me myself • let me go, leave me at

liberty. Ohs
a 1616 Beaum &Fl Valenttman 11 m, Give me myself'or,

by the gods, my friend, You’ll make me dangerous !

40. intr. To yield, give way.

a. To yield to pressure or strain

X577 B Googe HercsbacKs Husb 11, (1586) 109 The Oliue

. will give and bende, and so will the Poplar, the Willow

1687 A. Lovell tr Thevenofs Trav 1 267 If that Cable

had given as the otherTwo did, the Ship must unavoidably

have been lost 1715 Leoni Palladio's A 1 c/ut. (174a) I 9
If the Walls should happen to sink, or give more on one

side than the other [etc ] 1827 Chron mAnn Reg 193/1

When the bricks were removed down nearly to the ends

of the ties, these ‘ gave 1872 S Butler Erewhon v 32

My boots had begun to give, for I had been going on rough

ground for more than three weeks 1879 Jefteries Wild
Life in S Co 72 The wood 1 gives ’ a little and does not

jar when struck 1889 Stevenson MasterofB ix 240 The
rail of the fence gave suddenly under his weight 1890

Umv, Rev Aug 616 The harness of officialism . gave a

little at the joints x8eo Tablet 23 Oct 650 When it begins

to give and part it will be too late to cement the union

1890 Illustr. Lond News 1 Nov 554/* My head spun and
throbbed, and my feet felt the world give under them 189a

Black 4- White 2 Jan 21/2 The great hayrick is giving

They’re all out trying to prop it up 1893 Longman'sMag
Apr 351 The lock did not give

b. Of a joint, the nerves . To lose tension, to be-

come relaxed, to fail

189a Field 29 Oct 656/2 Rendered worse than useless by
his knee giving. 1897 PallMallMag. Nov. 335 My nerves

began to give.

0 (Ofpersons) • To accommodate one’s attitude

to
;
(of a dress) to adjust itself to (the varying curves

of the figure). Also, to allow free play, yield to.

Also, to give ground, draw back.

1823 J Badcock Dom Amusem 166 Persons, giving to

the motion of the vessel, like outside passengers by a stage-

coach 1850 Tennyson In Mem lm, Dare we to this fancy

give? 1866 A Thomas Played Out II 11 40 Miss Leth-

bridge’s habit Fitting her splendidly, ‘giving’ to every

curve and line of her supple figure x886 Rider Haggard
Solomon's Mines xiv 222 1 he Greys ceased to give

d. To be affected by atmospheric influences

;

(a) of colours, to fade
;

{h) to deliquesce, effloresce,

soften, or deteriorate, from the effect of damp,
(c) to become damp, (appear to) exude moisture,

as a stone floor after a thaw (see Eva v,
2
) ,

(d) of

timber, to shrink from dryness

(«) 1346 P’cess Eliz in Ellis Orig Lett Ser. 1 II. 147
From the grace of the pictur the coulers may fade by time,

may giue by wether, may be spotted by chance.

(b) 1677 Grew Colours PI. ni § 27 There are some Salts,

which will not give in the least 1707 Mortimer Husb 26 Be
sure before you carry youi large Cocks [of hay] in, to open
them once, and to spread them in the Sun, because 'tis apt to

givem the Cock 1743 Mrs Delany Let 3 Oct m Lije
Corr (1861) II 391 The damp weather made the cement
give 1890 Standard g Aug 9/7 The wicket was m fine

condition all day, and at present shows no signs of giving

(c) 1390 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 21 Some moyst
weather hath caused the powder to give and danke
1643 T. Goodwin Trial Christian's Growth 126 As we
see against rainy weather, before the raine begins to fall,

the stones will give, as we use to say, and grow danke *758
Reid tr. Masquer's Cltem I 293 It will keep long without
giving or calcining

Jig. 1607 Shaks Timon iv lii 491 Flinty mankinde.
whose eyes do neuer giue But thorow Lust and Laughter
(d) 1627 tr Bacon's Life # Death (1651) 8 Plancners of

Houses, which at first lay close together but after they are
dried, gave 1633 G Herbert Temple, Vertue iv, Onely
a sweet and vertuous soul. Like season'd timber, never
gives, But though the whole world turn to coal, Then
chiefly lives

e Of frosty weather : To lelax its severity, to

become mild
; to thaw.

1678 Wood Life 9 Dec (OH S ) II 426 Frosty, dry, and
dusty . . and then the weather gave, but no rame followed

1709 Luttrell m Collect (OH S)II 436 The weather
began to give and the snow to melt 1840 Spurdens Suppl
to Forby, Give, to thaw 1

It is beginning to give ’ The
frost is going 1843 Lefevre Life Ti av. Phys II. 11 ix

287 About Christmas the weather generally gives. 1895
Times 11 Feb 6/3 The frost did not ‘give* at all in tne

last-named regions

fXII. 41. In various obsolete uses, where put
or set would now be used

,
c g. To give (an) end,

a period, a date, a stop to. Also to give m hand
,

to givefire to (see Fibe sb. 1 f),

1460-70 [see A6aa] c 1489 Caxton tonnes ofAymon xvii

396 Reynawd .wyll not gyve noo yrens to your nevewe,
c 1489 [see A 3 ay] a 1333Ld Berners Gold Bh M. Aurel
(1546) B, Tyme gyuetlie ende to that suffrethe ende 1593
[see A 8 y]. 1617 Moryson Itin m 253 His death gave an
end to that warre m the yeere 1477 1624 Hfywood Gunaih
in 160 To give date unto that which hath afflicted me
a 1641 Spelman Sacrilege (1608) 121 King Henry I dying
afterward without Issue Male, m the year 1133, gave a
period to this Norman Family a 1677 Barrow Serm
Pleasantn. Reltg Wks. 1687 I 3 The imperceptible course
of nature may give an end to our businesses and lives

together 1677 Hale Prim Ong.Man n. 1 132 To give
some stop to those Atheistical and Epicurean Opinions 17x2

J James tr. Le Blond's Gardening xo8 Placing Barrels of

Powder at the Foot of them, to which they give Fire, by
Trains laid for that purpose

XIII intr. To have a (specified) direction.

+ 42. Of the sun : To direct its rays, shine. Ohs.

1616 Surfl & Markh Country Farnte 80 Her tioughes
may be in the ayre, and where the Sunne giueth.

43 To look, open, lead ,
afford a view or passage.

Const, into, off, on,on to, over,to, upon. (A Gallicism*

cf. F. donner sur )

1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag LX 434 The back
windows to use a French phrase, give to the gardens x86o
Dickens Uncomm Trav 111, The Refiactories were picking
oakum, in a small room giving on a yard. *867 Miss
Broughton Cometh up as Flower xxm (1878) 267 The
verandah upon which the salon gives 1872 LeverLd Kil-
gobbm xxvm (1875) 163 Kate Kearney’s room 1 gave ’ by
a window over the leads of a tower 1872 Howells Weda
Joum 107A narrow corridor gave into a wide festival space,

1885 Times (weekly ed ) 2 Oct 17/4 No window giving on
to the Street 1889 Mrs Lynn Linton Thro' Long Night
1 , 1 vi 83 Bed-room, dressing-room and boudoir, all gave off

the first landing. Ibid III hi. xv 268 It was the road
which gave on to the highway

XIV. In idiomatic phrases consisting of verb

and object.

44 Give birth to. a To bear; bring foitli.

b fig. To produce
;
result in.

17:2 Addison Sped No 267 r 6 ASneas's Settlement in

Italy produced the Csesars, and gave Birth to the Roman
Empire 1828 ScottFM Perth xxvi,His wife, then near the

time of giving birth to an infant, fled into the forest x86x

Temple Bar II 327 His mother dies m giving him bn ih

x86a Stanley Jecv Ch (1877I I xu 231 A fit receptacle of

a nation which was to give birth to the Sacred Book of all

lands.

45. Give ground, a To retire before a superioi

force
; + rarely with indirect obj. b.fig To yield;

to relax effort, f e. To yield precedence (ohs )

a. 1393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, u iv 15 And when the hardyest

Warriors did retyre, Richard cry’de, Charge, and giue no

foot of ground 1640 tr Verdere's Rom Rom 1 81 His
arrivall stayed the fury of the Pagans in such sort, as they

began to give him ground Ibid, hi 181 The Pagans [began]

to give ground 1709 Steele I atlet No 6 F g They are

once again forced to give ground. 1855 MacaulayH1st

Eng xxn IV. 433 The enemy was beginning to give ground

b 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr To Rdr , Hereupon is he per-

secuted, reviled, See, he gave not ground for all this, but

bore up manfully 1703 Stanhope Paraphr II 258 Though
the giving ground in such Cases be what we are apt rather

to pity than to condemn 1888 Mrs H Ward R. Elsmere

xvi. As a man wavers in a wrestling match when his oppo-

nent unexpectedly gives ground
C. 1632-62 Heylin Costnogr 1 (1682) 130Valleys of great

fertility, not giving ground for fruitfulness to the best m
Europe.

46. Give it. a With dat. or to : To make an

attack either with blows or words. Also colloq ,
to

give it hot, b. slang. With to • To rob, defraud.

*(• c. = to give tongue (see Tongue) {ohs

)

a. 1388 Shaks. Tit. A iv lii. 64 Now Maisters draw, Oh
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[an apology for using the word constituencyJ, said her lady-

ship [Lady Holland] * I was just going to give it you. It

is an odious word 1 187* Punch 27 Apr 169/1 The Com-
mander-m Chief has given it to the offenders rather hot

1878 Scribner's Mag. XVI 191/1 Now he is giving it to him *

b. 1812 J H Vaux Flash Did ,
Give it to, to rob or de-

fraud any place or pei son, as, I gave it to him for his reader,

I robb’d him of his pocket-book

O 1600 Corn vvalt yes Ess xiv, How well Iumball gaue

it in such a dry path, he hath a Nose ci les one, like a Beagle,

and yet a vene deepe mouth

47. Give place (const, to) fa To give ground,

yield to pressure or force {obs) b To quit

To yield or defer (to advice) {obs.). d. To be suc-

ceeded or superseded (by another person or thing).

[In the first two senses the phrase is a literal rendering of

L. dare locum , Gr ronou StSovai ]

a, 1382 Wyclip Jndg xx 36 The which thing biholdynge

the sones of Yrael geuen to hem place to flee *413 Ptlgr,

Sowle (Caxton 1483) 1 111 4
Right as the fletyng ayer yeuyth

place to the flyght of byrdes so was al this erthe passyble

to spirites I5S9 Mirr Mag , Dk Suffolk xvii, Which must
perforce geve place vnto the wave 1582 N Lichefield
tr Castanhedas Conq E. Ind. lviii. 121 The emmies were
dnuen to glue place

fig *382 Wvclif Rom. xii 19 Gyue Je place to lie 1603
Knolles Hist Turks (16211 60s Although he were glad to

depart and give place to his evill fortune for a time [etc.].

1638 J Hayward tr. Eiondi's Eiom 5, I am lesolved to

give fortune place

and him, seye to thee, 3yue place to this, a 1557 Ld Vaux
Aged Lover 24 m Totiel's Mtsc (Arb ) 174 Limpyng age
will hedge him now Where youth must geue him place

1376 Fleming Panopl Ejnst 6g Giving place to none that

is neere unto you for auncientnesse of acquaintaunce 1634
Sir T Herbert Trav. 91 A House and Garden of the

Kings, giving place to few 111 Parthia. 1736-7 tr T Keys-
ler's Trav (1760) IV 350The body of Henry, which lay on
the right hand, immediately moved to the left, and gave
place to his imperial consort X87X R. Ellis tr Catullus
lxiv. 268. Thessaly’s youth gave place to the Gods high-

throned in heaven.
C 1378Timme Calmue on Gen. xv 324The wicked . do at

no hand giue credite to his promises but the godly they
giue place lest they stop the way to the word of God X633

13p Hall Hard Texts, N, T 113 If ye had given place to

that saving word of mine which hath beene delivered unto
you
d *333 J Hooper in Coverdale Lett Mari (1564) 153

His enemies both of the body and soule when death com-
meth they shal auoide and geue place to such loyes as be
prepared for vs in Christ 17x1 Steele Sped No 49 P 3
These Gentlemen give place to Men who have Business
or good Sense in their Faces 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
u I 158 The liturgygave place to the Presbyterian directory.

a 1889W Collins Blind Love (1890) III. lx. 240 Autumn
had given place to winter.

48. Give rise to. To be the origin of; to pro-

duce
;
to result in.

*777 Sheridan Sch Scand. 1 i, Very trifling circum-
stances have often given rise to the most ingenious tales

1798 Ferriar Tllnstr Sterne li 25 The bn th and education
of Pantagruel evidently gave use to those of Martinus
Scnblerus 1863 E. V. Neale Anal Th.

<J-
Nat 93 The

answer to these questions gave rise to the systems of Hera-
clitus, Empedocles, and Anaxagoras 1879 M J. Guest
Led Hist, Eng xlvin 480 His whole previous career had
given nse to the gravest distrust.

49. Give way.
a Of fighting men j = Give ground To retreat

before an advancing force
;
to break rank. Also

transf. andfig. Const, to.

14x3 Ptlgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv xxx, 78 The chyue-
tayns haue at the moost nede of socour yeuen weye to their
enemyes and made the peple proye to them 1485 Caxton
Chas Gt X93 They made so grete bruyt that the moost
hardyest ofthe paynyms gafthem waye. 1704-5 Atterbury
Serm. (1726) I 369 With how much greatei Difficulty,

every time that we give way, we recover our Ground 1804
W. Tennant Ind, Retreat (ed 2) II. 383 Our troops hy
some strange mismanagement gave way on the right *879
M J GuestLed Hist Eng; lv 567 The Guards, fighting
gallantly, began to give way nevertheless.

+b. To make way; leave the way clear. In
early use often to give the way Const, to Obs.

#1533 Ld Berners IInon xxxviii. 122 They gaue hym
way, nor durst aproche nere hym 1606 Holland Sueto-
nius T02 He himselfe would arise up unto the said consuls
and give them the way [L. decedere via] 1617 Mokyson
Ilin 111 55 The coaches coraming downe from the upper
parts, give the way to those that come up 1687 Boyle
Martyrd Theodora v\\ (1703) 90 Such sentiments as made
them with great respect give her way. 1697 Dryden AEneid
1 822 Scarce had he spoken, when the Cloud gave way, The
Mists flew upward, and dissolv’d m day. 1828 ScottF M
Perth 11, A common feeling of respect induced passengers
to give way to the father and daughter.

c. To make room for; be superseded by.
Const, to

*7*3 Steele Enghshm No 12 Sophistry must give way
to Learning 1832 H Rogers Eel, Faith (1853) 70 My
early Christian faith has given way to doubt *883 M
Linskill A Lost Son 275 The surliness had given way to
something deeper.

fd. To allow free scope, opportunity, or liberty
of action to. Also in indirect passive, and To give
•way {to a person) to do, that, etc. Obs.

;
passing

into f and g.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633) 5 And knowing that the

violence of sorrow is not at the first to be striven withall..

they gave way unto it for that day and the next *397

Shaks 2 Hen IV, v 11. 82, I gaue bold way to my
authority, And did commit you *603 Bacon Adv Learn
I vn § 7 Antoninus Pius not only ceasing persecution, but

giving way to the advancement of Clmstians *6xx Bible

Tiansl Pref 1 Certame could not be brought to giue

way to good Letters. *631 Star Chamb Cases (Camden)

iS This is not to be given way to 163a J Hayward tr.

Btondi's Eiom 133 Giving thereby rather way and en-

couragement to the Infante, to demand her 1633 Hall
Hard T 610, I will give way to a shepheard not more
foolish than wicked to arise in my Church, a *657 Bradford
Plymouth Planted (1856) 134 At length, after much debate

of things, the Govr gave way that they should set corne

every man for his owne perticuler 1793 Burke Corr (1844)

IV 143 They who, through weakness, gave way to the ill-

designs of bad men [etc ] [«8i8 Jas Mill Brit India v v,

II 517 From that moment the General gave way to his

spirit of dissatisfaction and complaint ]

e. Of things, material and immaterial • To yield,

be dislodged, break down (under pressure or

violence), f Const to (obs ) Of the health, mental

powers, etc. To break down, fail.

1640 tr Verdere's Rom. Rom m 2 All. the skill and
courage the Marriners had were fame to giveaway to the

violence of this tempest 1663 Manley Grotius' Low C
Warres 683 Their Cannon being neither raised nor well

planted, by their own weight and force were fixed, until at

last the Sands giving way, they were removed. 1697 Dryden
Mnetd 1 170 The stoutest Vessel to the Storm gave way, and
suck’d through loosen'd Planks the rushing Sea *726 G.

RoBriiTS 4 Years Voy 123 If any Thing gave Way, we could

better mend it by Day 182a W Irving Sketch Bk
(1859) 163 The bashfulness of the guests soon gave way
before good cheer and affability. 1849 Tails Mag XVI
269/2 His health gave way to tne attacks of disease Ibid

316/2 He rung the bell till the rope gave way. i860

Tyndall Glac 1. xvi 116 Once upon a steep hard slope

Bennen's footing gave way *877 Miss Yonge Cameos
Ser. in xxvu 264 His strength gave way under repeated

wounds *883 Sir J Hannen in Law Rep xoProb Div 90
Her health evidently gave way soon after ner marriage *88g
Mrs Kennard Landing a Prize III 11 33 Neither knot
nor gut gave way under the tremendous strain *889 M
Caird Wing Azrael 11. xvi. 19 Her voice shook and gave
way at the last word.

1 Of persons : To yield under solicitation or

insistence ; to make concessions ; to defer to the

will of another. Const to.

1758 Ld. Kames in Life W Cullen (1832) I. 6ox If you
give way to every patient you will never stir from Edin-
burgh *8ai J. W. Croker in Diary 30 July (1884), Wheii
he gives way he does it with so bad a grace [etc ]. 1874
Green Short Hist. ui. § 2 120 At the very moment of

apparent triumph John suddenly gave way. 2873 JowEp*
Plato (ed 2) 111 132 He gives way to a sentiment which in

lus own case he would control.

g To abandon oneself A? (anger, grief, etc.')

[x8x8 : see 40 d ] x8aa Scott Nigel xxxvi, Here the dame
was inclined to give way to a passion of teais x88o
McCarthy Own ’limes III xxxiii. 70 He never gave way
either to anger or alarm X891 Strand Mag. May 552/2
Don’t give way to despair so quickly.

h.. To allow one’s self-control or fortitude to be
broken down.
1879 Miss Braddon Vixen III 130 ‘The fact is, she gives

way too much’, exclaimed active little Mrs Scobel, who
had never given way in her life. 1879 Edna Lyall Won
by Waiting xvii, Her old courage kept her from quite

giving way
i Of stocks and shares*. To fall m price.

xBBxManch Exam, 30 Nov 4/1 Mexican Ordinary at the

morning was xi up, but it afterwards gave way, the final

price hemg 6s4 ex. div

j Naut. (See quot. 186/)
1802 Trans Soc A rts XX 327 The steersman should .

encourage the rowers to give way. 1840 R. H Dana Be

f

Mast xxv, 79 Give way hoys 1 Give way 1 Lay out on your
oars, and long stroke 1 1867 Smyth Sailor*

s

Word-bh, Give
•way, the order to a boat’s crew to renew rowing, or to in-

crease their exertions if they were already rowing To hang
on the oars 1883 Stevenson Treas, 1st xvi 134 The next
moment, we had shoved off and given way.
XV. Used intr. with prepositionsm specialized

senses (See also senses 14 d and 43 .)

1 50. Give against — . To impinge against

;

to attack, assault, run counter to. Obs.
1646 Earl Monm tr Biondfs Cvuill Warres Eng 11

vi -ix 152 They gave against the Standard, slew Sir William
Brandon, the Standard-bearer 1650 — tr. Seuanlt's Man
become Guilty so Christian Religion may truly boast, that
all her Maxims are Paradoxes, which agreeing with truth,

give against humane reason Ibid 356 He gives against
Gods Providence who obeys those creatures which are
infeuour to him Ibid 374 It was very just that they
which fill our Salles should make our designes give against
the rocks.

f 51. Give into —
.

[After F. donner dans ]
To enter into, give adhesion to, fall in with (an idea,

project, etc.) ; to engage deeply in (a business)
; lo

fall into (an error, a snare). Now superseded by
give in to (see 59 b) Obs
1692 Locke Toleration 111. 11 69, 1 began presently to give

into your method 1702 Rowe Tamerl Ded
t
At so Critical

aJuncture as this is yourLordship ought togiveintirelymto
those Public Affairs which at this time seem toDemand you.
1705 Addison Italy 96 The Venetians, who are naturally
Grave,lovetogive into theFolliesandEntertamments ofsuch
Seasons 1732 Berkeley Alaphr vi § 13 Some things are
so manifestly absurd that no authonty shall make me give
into them 1742 Richardson Pamela ill 40 So that the
poor Girl, divided between her Inclination for him, and her
Duty to her designing Mother, gave into the Plot upon him
*761 Hume Hist Eng II xxv 94 They gave into the

given into this error 1846 McCulloch Acc Bnt Empire
(1854) II 35 The country bankers gave into the infatuation

XVI Idiomatically combined with adverbs
52. Give about.

fa. traits To encompass, surround [trans-

lating L circumdare ] Obs
1382 Wyclit Ezek tv 8 Loo ’ y sjaue about [or cum-

passide] thee with boondis. 1483 Cath Aitgl, 155/* To
Giffe abowtte, circumdare

, ctrcumstipare

b To distribute, circulate (writings)
; to spread

(a rumour)
01x7x5 Burnet Own Tune II. 348 He [Ferguson] gave

about most of the pamphlets writ of that side . and with
some he passed for the author of them *724 Swift
Drapieds Lett Wks 1753 V. u 74 It hath been given
about for several days past, that somebody in England
empowered a second somebody [etc ]

53. Give again.
a. irons To give back, restore

; to give in re-

turn Also f to give agamwaid.
a 1300 CursorM 16476 Here 1 yeld yow yur mone, ges

me a-gam mi war c 1400 A Davy Dreams 19 No strook
ne jaf he ajetnward 1483 Cath Angl rss/x To Gife
a-gayne, ledonare 1330 Palsgr. 566/2,

1

gyve agayne,
ye rens

b. intr. To soften
;
to yield, lit andfig Cf

40 d, e Obs exc. dial.

*6x7 Moryson Itin hi. 80 Minerall Salt is .lesse subject

to giving agame, then our boiled salt. 1623 Markham
Country Contentm vn 213 (Vnlesse the place where it is

kept be like a Hot-house) it will so danke and giue agame,
that it will be little better then raw Malt 1835 [see A 8 y]
1869 Lonsdale Gloss

,
Give again, to thaw, to yield, of

a frost
,

to relax through damp or fermentation 1877
Holdemess Gloss s v., Bread is said to give-ageean when it

loses its pristine crispness, and becomes soft and moist

54 Give away.
a. irons. To alienate from oneself by gift

; to

dispose of as a present, as alms, or in any way
gratuitously.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 1983 Thou hase giffene thi part of bothe

away a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n (1633) 169 The more he
gat, the more still he shewed that he (as it were) gave away
to his new mistresse, when he betrayed his promises to the

former. 1630 Jer Taylor Holy Living iv. § 3 Charity 249
Love gives away all things that so he may advance the

interest ofthe beloved person [1709 Atterbury Serin (1726)

II 227 Whatsoever we employ in Charitable Uses, during

our Lives, is given away from ourselves ; what we bequeath

at our Death is given from others only ] 1831 Brewster
Newton (1855) II xxvu 411 He used to remark that they

who gave away nothing till they died, never gave at all

1888 Mrs Riddell Nun's Curse II iv 89 He gave away
most of his income Mod The prices realised were wretch-

edly low ; the goods were almost given away.

b. To perform the ceremony of handing over

(a bride) to the bridegroom at a marriage.
17x9 De Foe Crusoe 11. vn, I . gave her away. 1826

Lamb Elia Ser. u. Fallacies xm. The bnde presented to

him as her father—the gentleman that was to give her away
1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Sei iv xx. 213 Mary was given

away by the Marquis ofWinchester.

f c. To saci lfice (another’s interests or rights)

1548 Hall Chron , Hen VI, 135 b, Yea, said the capitain,

so that you geve away no mannes right, but his, whose

aucthontie you have 1604 Shaks Oth in 111 28 Be merry
C&ssio, For thy Solicitor shall rather dye, Then giue thy

cause away 1711 C’tess Dorchester in 15/A Rep Hist.

MSS Comm App iv. 681 Represent to her Majesty that

this would be giving away my Lord’s rank, who is an older

Lieutenant General than Lord Orkney.

d. slang. To betray, expose (oneself, another

person) to detection or ridicule, to let slip (a

secret), esp. through carelessness or stupidity.

1878 Scribner'sMag XV. 812/1 Ye went back on her, and

shook her, and played off on her, and gave heraway—dead
away l 1883 F M Crawtord Dr Claudius 11,

1

thought
1 ...... 1 J L 1 1/!* A...... .60. A (V. nnnaiWK n/s A nr

not be told a secret. He said he would give it away to the

first person be met
e To distribute.

1889 Philips 8c Wills Fatal Phryne I lii 59 Then the

old vicaire gave away the prices 1891 Comh Mag Oct

393 She gives away tracts, addresses meetings

If f intr. Misused for give way (? —give a way).

x6i* Speed Hist Gt Bnt. ix. xu § 96 579 The whole

given away to Desires as madly as if [etc ] 1893 Boston

(Mass ) Weekly Transcript 27 Jan 4/2 His death is as

though one 01 the sheet anchors of society had suddenly

given away.

g trans. To give up, resign, surrender rare.

1850 Tennyson In Mem, iv. x To Sleep I give my powers

away.
60 Give back.
a. trans. (See simple senses and Back.) ao

restore
;
to surrender again ;

to reciprocate ,
to re-

fleet to echo etc

a 1386 SidneyA rcadia h. (1633) 142 With that he gave her

back the paper x6ox Shaks TuuelN iv.m x8Take, and g/ue

backe affayres 1709 Prior DespairingSheph

,

He gave em
back their friendly Tears, He sigh’d, but woud not speak

a 1732 Attfrbury Serm (J ), ’Till their vices perhaps give

back all those advantages which their victories procured,

1823 Douglas, orFieldqfOtterbum I.xi 146 [He] defied my
threats, and gave back my reproaches. 1831 Fr A. Kemble



G-IVE. 189 GIVE.

in Ree ofGirlhood (1878) II ix 249 It is the still, deep,

placid element that gives back the images 1889 J Master-

man Scotts ofBestminster II vm 43 The sandy tracks gave

back no rumble. .

f b. tntr. To retreat, fall back Ohs or arch

1348 Hall Chron ,
Edw IV, 218 By reason of whiche

succots, lcyng Edwardes parte gaue a litle backe 1597

Daniel Civ Wars 111 lxxv, Now backe he giues, then rushes-

on amaine 1678 Bunvan Pilgr 1 108 So they [Fiends] gave

back, and came no farther. 1814 Theodora iv. 11, Give back

-make way—Room for the prisoner’s witness 1870 Morris

Earthly Par II ill. 484 Slowly then Did he give back face

foremost from the men.

f c Of a surface : To recede Ohs.

1723 tr Le Clerc's Archit I. 86 The Entablature is some-

times made to give back or retreat a little between the

Columns
j- d. To yield to pressure. Ohs.

1674 N Fairfax Bulk <$• Sell) 71 As ifhe should thrust it

against some hard body at rest, of too stout a withstanding

to yield way or give back 1678 Bunyan Pilgr 1 185

Christian began to try at the Dungion door, whose bolt

(as he turned the Key) gave back,

f 56 Give by. tntr. To stand aside. Ohs.

1633 Marmion Bine Comp v. 1, Give by Crochet, till I

question them

57 Give down, trans Of a cow : To let flow

(milk). Also absol

1699 Dryden Ovid's Met xv Fables (1700) 509 And daily

to give down the Milk she bred, A Tribute for the Grass on
which she fed 1847 Marryat Childr N Forest vi, In the

course of ten days she gave down her milk 1878 Scribner's

Mag XV 382 Give down 1 Give down—mycrumpled brown 1

58 Give forth.

+ a trans. To offer ; to hold out. Ohs,

1584 R Scot Discov. Witcher, ui. 1. 40 The diuell giucth

foorth his hand.

b. To emit.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n (1633) 122 All the sparkes of

vertue were so blown to giue forth their vttermost heat

x85g Geo Eliot A Bede 81 We do not hear that Mem-
norrs statue gave forth its melody at all under the rushing

of the mightiest wind 1878 Scribner’s Mag XVI 510/2

The fields give forth an odoi of spring. x886 Adel
Sergeant No Saint II. 1. 15 An owl gave forth . a long,

weird, melancholy note

c. To spread abroad, publish ; to report,rumour
x6tx Bible Transl Pref. 1 He gaue foorth, that hee had

not seene any profit to come by any Synode. a 1627 Hay-
ward Edw VI (1630) 84 Soone after it was giuen forth, and
belieued by many that the King was dead 1629 Brent
Come Trent 774 By this he was forced to giue foorth Ins

Oration, and sent a copie of it to Rome [etc ] 1727 Old-
mixon Clarendon 272 It was given forth to be by Commis-
sion from the King, and there is great reason to suspect it.

1870 M J Guest Led Hist. Eng xlu 430 The king gave
forth a proclamation 1880 Fowler Locke iv. 59 Locke .

.

then gave forth, a series of works in rapid succession

59 Give in.

a. tntr To yield
;
to give up the contest

;
to

acknowledge oneself beaten ; occas. (<colloq
.)

to ad-

mit under pressure of argument (that).

1616 S Ward Coalefrom the Altar (1627) 16 They tire,

giue in, and end in the flesh, a 1627 Hayward Edw V

I

(1630) 32 The charge was giuen with so well gouerned fury,

that the left corner of the Scots battalion was enforced to

giue in 1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide 111 57 You give m .

and shew your self . . a founder'd disputant 1805 Sporting

Mag XXVI 36 According to the boxing phrase, [he] shewed
the white feather and gave in. 1873 Mrs Oliphant Inno-

cent II 11 36 ‘You won’t give in?’ said Frederick ‘You
are just like all women You will never allow you are in

the wrong ’ 2877 — Vng, Musgrave I. xv. 264 The squire

won't give in he owns them 1890 Doyle Firm ofGirdle-
stone xxiu. 262 Nothing .would .bring her to give in upon
that point

b To yield to (a habit, fashion, opinion).. [Prob-

ably originated by a false analysis of give into (see

5i)=F. donner dans (Most of our examples of

give into appear in later edd as give in to )]
1793 T Jefferson Writ (1830) IV 483 So far from giving

in to this opinion he was clear the debt was growing
on us. 1845-6 Trench Huls. Led Ser 11 1 160 No doubt
there is a temptation to give in to this. 1882W Blades
Caxton 87 Caxton never gave m to the new-fangled ideas

of printers about the advantage of title-pages to books.

0. To fail, die off.

_
1840 Jml R. Agric Sec I. in. 288 These plants 1 gave

in
1 and hardly a cane three feet high was left in the fol-

lowing year

fcL Tomtervene Also, to rushinto conflict Ohs.

1610 Healey Vines Comm St. Aug. Citie ofGod (1620) 116

In the midst of the fight the women gaue in betwixt the
battells, 1640 tr Verdere's Rom Rom 1 . 139 The gallant

Pagan, gavem upon them, with the Giants, hoping to break
them 2641 Earl Monmouth tr Btondi's Cwill Warres I

iv -v. 139 Fearing .that, if new troopes ofthe enemy should
come up, the enterprise would bee the more difficult, hee
resolutely gave in amongst them.

e. trans To hand in, to deliver (an account,

return, etc.) to the person officially appointed to

receive it. To give m one's adhesion to : to notify

formally one’sacceptance of(principles,etc.) +Also,
to deliver (a thrust) ; to prefer (an accusation).
1602 Marston Ant $ Mel n. "Wks 1836 I 27 Pray you

give in an epitbite for love. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr (1875)

57 The third gave him a Roll with a Seal upon it,

which he bid him look on as he ran, and that he should give
it in at the Ccelestial Gate 1688 Burnet Lett Italy 104
Some Accusations were given in to the Inquisitors against
him. 1692 SirW. Hope FencingMaster 4 The figures giv-

ing in the thrust are Parted by the figures opposite to them.
2722 De Foe Plague (1884) 132 The .. Officers did not give
in a full Account, 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. iv. x. 2x8

VOL, IV.

The Scots gave in their adherence to the peace of Crespy.

1890 Stoddard 5 Nov. 3/1 The formula to which Mr Glad-

stone bids us believe they have given m their adhesion

Mod Names of competitors must be given in before the end
of the month.

f. To bestow in addition.

x886 Mrs C Praed Miss Jacobsen's Chance I vnL 137

Don’t be led away by that piofessional manner of his. It’s

the regulation thing, given in gratis with the prescription

g. Of a pugilist : To droop (the head)

1814 Sporting Mag XLIV 240 Donnelly shewed evident

symptoms of weakness, and gave his head in.

60 . Give off.

f a. trans To relinquish ;
to cease, leave off.

Sometimes with inf. as object. Ohs.

1393 Shahs John v. i. 27 Did not the Prophet Say, that

before Ascension day at noone, My Crowne I should giue

off? 16x3 Wither Satyr Ess (1615) 232 But yet I must not

heere giue off to speake, To tell men wherein I haue found

them, weake 1649 Wood Life (0 H S ) I 151 A Wood’s
mother being much out of purse . she gave off house-

keeping 1697 R Peirce Bath Mem. 11 vm 375 He was
perswaded to give off Riding. 1729 Stackhouse Body
Divtn (1776) II iv 1. § 2 The necessity of- giving off all

intercourse with him.

t to intr. To cease
;
to withdraw, quit the field.

1606 Shaks Ant Sr Cl. iv 111 23 Follow the noyse so

farre as we haue quarter. Let’s see how it will giue off

1655 Stanley Hist. Philos nr (1701) 119/2 Diodorus with-

out acting any thing memorable, gave offsafe 1692 Locke
Educ § 112 It would be kept from being too much, if we
gave off as soon as we perceiv'd that it reach’d the mind.

c. trans. To emit, throw off

1839 Jml R Agric. Soc I 11 19a They gave off their

moisture to the air x86r Temple Bar I. 260 These gases

are given off very readily 1878 Huxley^ Phystogr 67
Every piece of open water, is constantly giving off vapour.

d. To send off as a branch.
1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat. 681 Near its origin, this

artery gives off several blanches to the scalem muscles.

1849 Jml R Agric Soc X n 580 Arteries give off many
branches 1870 Rolleston Antm. Life 132 The paired

nerves aie given off very close to each other

f 61. Give on. intr To make an assault Ohs.

c x6xx Chapman Iliad xvh 230 The Troians first gaue on.

*646 Earl Monmouth tr Biondis Ctvill Warres n vi-ix.

132 With Cheerefull countenance he gave on upon the

Enemy, and was as cheerefully followed by his men 1666

Waller Instr to Paint 12 Where he Gives on, disposing

of their Fates, Terror and Death on His loud Cannon waits.

1667 Dryden Ann Mirab cclxxx,He saw the Town’s one

half in rubbish lie And eager flames give \ed, 2. (1688) drive]

on to storm the rest.

62. Give out.

a. trans To utter, publish ; to announce, pro-

claim, report. To give (it) out: to profess, give

it to be believed that. Also, togive (a person) out

to be (so and so), and absol

CX340 Cursor M. 29518 (Cott Galba) And J>at cursyng vn-

lawful es Jie whilk es gifen out ouer tyte, with-owten am
right respite 1481 Caxton Reynard (Aib ) 1x3 And thenne

by goddes grace 1 shal yeue out the sentence and Iuge-

ment. 1593 Aef Bancroft Dating. Posit 1 vi 20 They
gaue it out . that some were licentious X605 Shaks
Mach v, viu. 8 Thou bloodier Villame Then tearmes can

giue thee out a x6io Healey Theophrastus (1636) 27

Hee gives himselfe out to bee Generali of the knights

of the Post x688 Burnet Lett Italy 23 His Followers

were given out to be Heieticks ijzGAdv, Capt R Boyle 9
My Master gave out to my Mistress that ne should be
oblig'd to go to look after some Goods X748 A nson’s Vby
hi vm 370 He gave out at Macao, that he was bound to

Batavia. 1879 M J Guest Led. Hist Eng. xxxvu 374
Some gave themselves out as 1 poor scholars ’. xOB^Manch,
Exam 7 June 4/7 It was given out that Germany and
Austnahad the same policy in Europe. 1889' J S. Winter'
Mrs. Bob II. xii 177 Not quite so young as she gives out.

1892 Chamb Jml. 7 May 303/2 The factory clock.. gave

out the hour of three.

to. To announce (a hymn) to be sung
;
to read

out (the words) for the congregation to sing
; + also

(see quot. 1825).

1712 Steele Sped No 503 ? 2 When the psalm was given

out, her voice was distinguished above all the rest 1825

Danneley Encycl Mus
,
Give out the Psalm or Hymn

Tune is to perform upon the organ the tune once over..for

the purpose of enabling the congregation to join m the

singing of the psalms and hymns 1887 Baring-Gould
Gaverocks II. xxv. 51 The cleik in church .. gave out the

psalm
c. To send forth, emit

;
to cause to be sent

forth, t Also, to put forth, utter (prayers).

1450-1530 Myrr ourLady

e

321 0 Mary flowre of vyrgyns

as rose or lyly, gyue oute prayers to thy sonne for the

helthe of crysten people 1620 Bacon Sylva § 388 In

Orenges the Nipping of their Rinde giueth out their Smell

more 1799 Sir H Davy in T Beddoes Contnb Phys #
Med. Knowledge 153 Dr Ingenhouz discovered that vege-

tables give out vital air, when exposed to the solar light

in contact with water 1861 Temple Bar III 178 The
gold gave out its red glow 1884 Illustr Loud,. News 20

Dec. 606/2 It [the explosive apparatus] fell . . making a
tremendous noise, giving out a huge flash of fire. 1890 Ibid.

26 Apr 530/1 The carbonic-acid gas and other waste matters

you give out with each breath.

d. To issue
;
to distribute.

17x0 Steele Taller No 180 r 3 Write down what you
give out to your Landress, andwhat she brings Home again.

1724 De Foe Mem Cavaher (1840) 163 The king gave out
arms to them. 1870 tr. Erckmann-Ckatrian's Waterloo
160 At the end of twenty minutes the advance money was

S
ven out 1887 Baring-Gouldffaiwoe&f Il.xxxui 183 Rose
id the key 01 the storeroom, hut forgot to give out supplies,

e intr. Of persons : To desist (in later use, to

desist through exhaustion of strength or patience).

Ofan implement, a limb, a machine, etc. * To break

down, get out of order, fail. Of a supply : To run

short, come to an end
X523 Fitzherb Hush § 2 Those plowes gyue out to

sodemly, and therfore they be the worse, to drawe *629

H. Burton Babel no Bethel 7 [He] is willing rather to play
small play, then to giue out 1729 Swift Grand Quest

,

Madam, I always believ’d you so stout, That for twenty
denials you would not give out. 1740 tr De Monky's Fort
Country Maid (1741) II 170 When a Man is agreeably

engaged, he can’t always give out at Pleasure * instead of

one [glass], he drank several. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLV
161 The first in a lark, but the last to give out. 1856
Olmsted Slave States 25 A new leader took the place

of the old man, when his breath gave out x86i W _H.

Russell in limes 24 Sept, Tea, coffee, and clothing

are nearly exhausted, or have, as the American phrase
has it, ‘given out*. 1875 Lowell Wks (1890) IV. 2Bo

Even the laborious Selden, who wrote annotations on it

[the ‘ Polyolbion ’] .
.
gave out at the end of the eighteenth

book 1878 Scribner's Mag XV. 635/1 His strength gave
out more than once. 1882 Edna Lyall Donovan xxiv, His
eyes have given out, so he won’t go up this teim. 1890
Ltppincoit's Mag. Feb 210 Our powder gave out. 1890
Sat. Rev 9 Aug 158/1 The Ruby’s engines gave out for a
time 1893 Surrey Gloss, sv, His leg gives out, he’s

troubled to get about x8g5 Daily News a Feb 5/3 They
ate threatened with one great danger. Before spring their

finances may give out.

63 Give over.

a trans. To leave off, finish, cease from (an

action) ; to give tip, abandon (an attempt, a habit,

a mode of life). + Also with injin. as obj.

c X325 Poem times Edw II (Percy Soc ) xlvif, Pryde and
covetise Gyveth over aljugement, And turneth lawes up and
down 1542 Udall Erasnt. Apopli 344 b, Certain persones

. saiyng that Demades had now geuen ouer to bee suche

an haine, as lie had beenm tyme past 1550 Crowley Last
Trump 489 Geue over all thy tippillyng 1577 Harrison
England 11 v (1877)1 in Gluing ouer in these dales to mam-
teine such pompous vamtie. 1583 Stubbes Anat Abus 11

(1882) 03 This man ought not at any hand to giue over

his calling, but to perseueie in the same to the end
1600 Shaks. A V L 1 11 190 We pray you for your owne
sake to embrace your own safetie and giue ouer this

attempt. 1603 ICnolles Hist lurks (1638) 23 Neither did

the Turks thus oppressed, giue it ouer, but. fought it out

with inumcible courage. 1636 Brathwait Lives Rom
Emp 161 Why then give over to be Emperour? 1645 Boate
Ireland's Nat Hist (1652) 98 Beftne we give over this dis-

cours ofLime, we shall adde [etc ] 1688 Burnet Lett Italy

38 It was time for people to give over going to Confession

1708—Lett, (ed 3) 251 Before I give over writing concerning

this Place [etc ] 1711 Addison Sped No 62 F 5 When he

resolves to give over his Passion, he tells us that one burnt

like him for ever dieads the Fire 1720 Mrs Manley Power
ofLove (1741) 135 She rested in this conceit ’till the King
gave over play. x8ox A BAHKmi Hist France I 345 Their
fleet being almost annihilated, they gave over their piracies

1842 J H Newman Eccl. Miracles (1843) 188 One thing

then they did : they gave over the contest 1889 Mrs
Oliphant Poor Gentlem II xu 218, I know your little

ways You’ll have to give them over when we’re married

1892 Black <$• White Jan 54/2 It’s time she gave ovei that

sort of pnde.

b absol or intr. To cease; desist, leave off.

^ Of a factory • To stop woiking.
1526 Pilgr. Perf (W deW 1531) 23 Let hym contynue

his labour, and neuer gyue ouer. x6xx Bible Transl. Pref
7 He offended the Prophet for gluing over then. x688 in

Ellis Ong. Lett. Ser n IV 159 Last week a great Tin-

work gave over, by which four hundred Tinners are out of

Employ 1741 Middleton Cicero I. vi. 4x8 The assembly

grew so impatient, and made such a noise and hissing, that

he was forced to give over 1746 Exmoor Courtship 377
(E D. S ) Es wont be mullad and soulad—Stand azide,

come, gi’ o’er 1840 Jml R Agric Soc I rv. 432 He gave

over at the end of about six hours, and set to again the

next morning 1858 Hawthorne Fr. 4- It Jmls, I 251

They ran hastily beside the carnage, but got nothing, and
finally gave over.

f c. trans To abandon, desert (a person, cause,

etc ). Ohs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 65 These knightes of grece aban-

donne us and gyue us ouer 1513 Douglas AEneis xii xm.
66 And now forsuyth, thy will obey sail I, And giffis owr
the caus perpetualy 1663 Butler Hud 1 il 506 The
Cause, for which we fought and swore So boldly, shall we
now give o'er?

d. To devote, resign, surrender, hand over . (a)

with obj. a person, oneself. + Also m pa. ppte.,

* left to oneself abandoned by God to one’s own
evil passions.

1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 102 a/a The chylde marcyal..gafe

hym self all ouer unto our lord Jhesu cryste. 1573 J . San-

ford Hours Recreat (1576) 105 ,

1

feele y‘ sleepe will giue

me ouer to his sister 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 157 Men given over to beleeve illusions. C1585 R.

Browne Answ Cartwright 34 The power of the word to

rebuke and giue ouer to execration a 1586 SidneyA readies

n. (1633) 113 Omy Zelmane, goueme and direct me for I am
wholly giuen ouer vnto thee 1639 Fuller HolyWir 1. xvi

(1640) 23 Giving themselves over to pleasure. 1649 Bp.

Hall Cases Consc (1650) 142 Should I be so farre given

over, as to have my hand in blood . . I should [etc ] *656—
Occas. Medit (1851) 6 Though I have a will of mine

own ,
yet let me give myself ouer to be ruled and ordered

by thy Spirit. X70X Grew Cosm Sacra nr. xu. § 6. 106

When the Babylonians had given themselves over to all

manner ofVice itwas time [etc.] 1859 Thackeray Virgin.

xxiv, Colonel Lambert gave over the young Virginian to

Mr Wolfe’s charge 1870 Rogers Hist Gleanings Ser 11.

f
i Oxford is given over to heretical depravity 1871 R.

llis tr Catullus xi. 17 Live on yet, still given o’er to

nameless Lords 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser 111 x. 87

Theyworked up their fury against the traitor Bishop who.

.

wanted to give them over to the Pope.

104;
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(b) with obj a thing.

1481 Caxton Godefroy clxxxv 272 The turkes . weie dis-

confyted and gaf ouer the toures 1568 Grafton Chron II.

107 It was of him demuunded, whether he should be slainc,

or be deposed, or should voluntarily geve over the crowne ?

1621 Burton Aunt Mel 11 11 iv. (1651) 272 Dioclesian

gave over his scepter, and tui ned gardiner 1889 Doyle
M Clarke xxi 201 Bearing with me the small package
which Sir Jacob Clancing had given over to my keeping.

e. To pronounce incurable as fai as concerns the

speaker Now rare (Cf. Give itp, 64 h.)

1530 Palsgr 565/2, I geve over, as physiciens gyve over
a man that they wyll no moie meddle with, or as we do
thynges that we have forsaken, je habandonne 1619
Drayton Idea Ixi, Now if thou would’st, when all haue
giuen him ouer, From Death to Life, thou might'st him yet
recouer 01641 Suckling Fragm Aurea{1648} 54 Since it is

lawfull for every man to practise upon them that are forsaken
and given over I will adventure to prescribe to you c 1696
Prior Remedy 7uoi se than Bis, I sent for Ratchffe, was
so ill, That other doctors gave me over, 1746 Berkeley
2nd Let Tar-water § 12 When patients are given ovei,

and all known methods fail 1820 Examiner No 615 Gai th
being given over by an intimate medical friend 1850 Mrs
Jameson Leg. Monast Ord (1863) 166 Who had been ill of
a fever, and given over by her physician

f. To abandon the hope of seeing, finding,

overtaking, etc. Also, Togive over for (dead, lost) :

see Fob 19 b 10k
1674 tr, Martimere's Voy N Countries 66 They gave us

over for lost 1678 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rep Hist
MSS Comm App v. 47 When the Doctors have given
him over for dead 1748 Anson's Voy. n xm 274 Having
seen nothing of our boat, we gave her over foi lost 1777
Sheridan itch Scandal v u, Sir Peter, you are come in

good time, I promise you , for we had just given you over

1797 Coleridge Lett (1895) 15, I was now almost given
over, the ponds, and even the 1 iver, near where I was lying,

having been dragged 1830 H Angelo Remtn I. 2x8 His
fi lends had given him over foi lost.

f g To give in, yield (to) Obs.
1530 Palsgr 565/1 ,

1

geve over, as a man dothe that is

overcome, I yelde in a mater, je succumbe and je me rens
1568 Graiton Chron II 57 He was content to geve over
to the hinges request.

h intr. To give way, give oneself up oare.
1892 Harpeds Mag. July 299 The big female gives over to

despair

64. Give up.
a. trans To resign, surrender

;
to hand over,

part with. Const with dat or to. (a) with obj

a thing, f Also elhpt, to yield (precedence) to.

1154 O E Chron an 1x32 [He] sende efter him & dide
hun 3yuen up Se abbotrice of Buich a 1400-50 A lexander
813 lhan }>ai gave hym vp >e gerd & yolden (>e realme
0x533 Ld Berners Huon hx 203 Whan Iuoryn & Galaffer
saw that the towne was gyuen vp by the frenchemen they
enteryd in to it a 1601 V Marston Pasquil ij- Hath 1 105
But still expect and gape with hungrre lipWhen liee’le giue
vp his gowtie stewardship 1710 'Jailer No 258 V 4 ,

1

am
resolved to giveup my Farm, sell my Stock and remove 173a
BerkeleyAlciphr iv § 18 This is in fact to give up the point
in dispute 1781 Hist E-ur in Ann Reg 25/1 The fort was
given up, and the garrison surrendered. 1800 tr La-
grange's Chan I 214 When the nitrous gas is all decom-
posed, it gives up its oxygen to thepyrophorus, and burns it.

1823 Mirror l. 68/1 At table all gave up toTom For handling
knife or fork 1838 Lytton Alice 19 She could not give
up her canaries 1886 Law Times Rep LIII 708/1 Dr Cox
has retired from his incumbency and given up his benefice.
1890 Graphic Summer No 24/3 The moat after nine days
had given up its dead

(b) with obj. a person • To deliver (a fugitive,

oneself) into the hands of an officer of justice, an
enemy, etc. , to abandon (oneselfJ to a feeling, an
influence Also rejl. to yield (to evidence, etc.).
a 1568 Ascham Scholem i,(Arb )8xTheygeuingthemselues
vptovamtie 1599 Shaks Hen V,iv vi. 32 All my mother
came into mine eyes, And gaue me vp to teares 1711
Addison Sped, No 108 lr 7 His Parents gave him up at
length to his own Inventions Ibid No no r 6 Could not
I give myself up to this general Testimony of Mankind, I
should to the Relations of particulai Persons who are now
living. 172a De Foe Plague (1884) 221 They gave them-
selves up, and abandon’d themselves to . . Despair. 1803
Pic Nic No 13 (1806) II 2x0 They gave themselves up
to Cieduhty 1852 Thackeray Esmond 11 1, He went to
give himself up at the prison 1872 C E Maurice S,
Langton 11 121 He gave himself up unhesitatingly to the
guidance of Innocent

b To forsake, abandon, relinquish, desist from,
relinquish the prospect of ; to cease to have to do
with (a person); to sacrifice, ‘lay down’ (one’s

life), f Also elhpt., to give up (friendship) with.
1558 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy (1589) 129 Hamng

taken out the artillene, goods, victuals, and gold We gaue
her vp 25 degrees by north the line, 1697 Collier Ess ii

Despair 123 Such an Expectation will never come to pass
Therefore I’ll e’en give it up, and go and fret myself 171*
Steele Sped No 478 v 2 Providence in this case makes
use of the folly which we will not give up a 17x5 Burnet
Own Tvne (1823) I 318 He indeed pressed me to give up
with Sir Robert Murray 1748 Anson’s Voy 111 vm 380
They gave up the contest. 1777 Sheridan ScA Scand 11.

111, But you say he has entirely given up Charles—never
sees him, eh? 1795 Ann Reg

,
Hist 144 They gave up

all ideas of resistance 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng iv I 433The medical attendants had given up all hope 1851 Ht
MartiNEAU Hist Peace II. v. xiv 412 Many who leaned
to the Chartists before gave them up altogether on the
appearance of this symptom of the agitation 1862 Tmple

j 553 Match-making mammas gave him up as
a bad job 1870 Rogers Hist, Gleanings Ser 11. 48 Men
were ready to give up their lives rather than surrender their
books 1879 M. J Guest Ltd , Hist. Eng. xhu. 435 It is

very difficult to give up what we have believed fiom our
childhood 1885 Law Rep 29 Ch Div 476 The first

ground of complaint put forth in the pleadings has been
virtually given up 1889 Doyle M Clarke xxxn 359
It was so hopeless to clean them that I gave it up in de-
spair 1894 Law Times XCVII 388/1 He was asked
whether he would not now be compelled to give up Sunday
School work

c. intr. To leave off; to cease from effort, leave

off trying
;
to stop. Also, to succumb.

x6ix Shaks Cymb it n 46 She hath bin reading late, The
Tale of Tereus, heere the leaffe's turn’d downe Where
Philomel gaue vp 1714 Swift Pres St Aff Wks 1755
II. 1 209 They have been very near giving up m despan
1827 D Johnson Indian Field Sports 195, I had killed

about a hundred, when I thought it high time to give up,
as evening was near approaching *852 Mrs Stowe Uncle
Tom's C xix, Mv mother gave up m despair. 1862 'temple
Bar V 46 AnotheL camel gave up, and could proceed no
further 1890 Sat Rev 31 May 657/2 Unless England is so
weak that she has simply to give up 1892 Lougut Mag
Jan 264 He was engaged as accountant and collector, but
lost his place because the firm gave up.

d. trans. To devote entirely to

,

to abandon,
addict to. Chiefly with reflexive pron as obj
1604 Shaks Oth 11 111 322 He hath deuoted, and giuen

vp himselfe to the Contemplation of her parts and graces
1650 Ter Taylor Holy Living iv § x Faith 229 lo give
ourselves wholly up to Christ in henit and desire 1673
Stillingi-l Def Disc Rom Idol (J ), If any be given up
to believe lyes, some must be first given up to tell them
171X Steele Sped No 79 f 9, 1 know a Lady so given up
to this sort of Devotion, that she never misses one constant
Hour of Player a 1748 Watts (J ), Give yourselfup to some
hours of leisui e 1834 T Medwin Angler in (Vales I 36
The landlady gives herself wholly up to the pi emotion of his
comfort 1870 Rogers Hist Gleanings Ser. it 140 These
men gave themselves up to debaucheiy. 1883 Gilmour
Mongols xviii 213 Before Buddhism came to them, they
were in ignorance and darkness, given up to deeds of supei-
stition and cruelty 1885 Mrs Lynn Linton C Kirkland
II 1 16 Her salon was given up to table-turning 1886
Adel Sergeant No Saint I xiv 267 He gave lumself up
to his new faith heart and soul 1890 Temple Bar Aug 574
The forenoons were given up to business 1892 Black <5

White Christm No. 20/2 The whole ground fiooi was given
up to the saloon

f e. To deliver, render, give in (art account,
etc ) , to present (a petition, etc.) Obs
1414 m Rot Pari IV 22 Or the Petitions btfoi esaid yeven

up yn writyng xs5g Sandys Let. to ParkerApr in Strype
Ann Ref (1709) I. vm x14 They were forced to give up
a confession of their faith 1579 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb )

53 So shall you giue vp a good account ofyour stewaidship
1594 Shaks Rich. Ill, 1 iv 189 What lawfull Quest haue
giuen their Verdict vpVnto thefrowning Iudge? x6xx Bible
a Sam xxtv g And Joab gaue vp the summe of the niimbet
of the people vnto the king. 16x3 Purciias Pilgt image
(1614) 466 They gtve up these Supplications, written m
the leaves of a tree 1647 Hammond Powei 0/Keys iv.

85 [They] have .. defamed that Christian Profession, to
which they had given up their names 1673 Essex Papers
(Camden) I 72 A lesolution never to give up my consent to
any thing that in my conscience I know to be notoriously
inconvenient X701 Smn Contests Nobles Comm Miscell
(1711) 27 His Accounts were confused, and he could not then
give them up 1705 Atterbury Serin (1726) II 57 ’Tisnot
hard to imagine how he may be brought to gtve up the
clearest Evidence

f. To emit, breathe forth ; to utter (a cry), Obs.
exc inphr To give up the ghost’ see Ghost sb 1.
<11386 Chaucer Knt ’j T 1569 It gan al the temple for to

lighte
, And sweete smel the ground anon vp yaf. — Mei-ch

T Xiao Vp he yaf a loryng and a cry As dooth the
mooderwhan the child shal dye *557 North tr Guevara's
Diall Pr 231 b/2 Oftentymes they haue lost their sences,
and arereadye to geue vp the spirite 1602 Marston Ant $
Mel 111. Wks 1856 I 37 His credit hath given up the last
gaspe. xfio6 — Sophonisla iv 1 Ibid 108 Now even
Heaven Gives up his soule amongst us 1617 Moryson Itin
1. 95 And they shew the place where the Saint gave up his
last breath

g. To divulge, reveal. + Also, to disclose the
name of.

a 1625 Beaum & Fl Queen Corinth 1 111, He not stale
them By giving up their characters. 1757 Foote Author
1 Wks. 1799 1 . 136 ,

1

never gave up but one author in my
life, and he was dying of a consumption, so it nevei came
to a trial 1890 Lippmcott’s Mag May 628 We do not give
up the names of our contributors

h (a) To pronounce (a person) incurable, (a
puzzle) insoluble as far as concerns the speaker.
(Cf. Give over, 63 e.) (b) To renounce the hope of
seeing, (c) To give up for (lost), etc.: see Foe
19 b.

x$8p Puttenham Eng Poesie in xxiv (Arb ) 285 The
Phisitions

>

had all giuen him vp. 1841 Dickens Bam
Rudge viti, It’s so late, we gave you up 1844 J T Hew-
lett Parsons Sf W 1, Conundrums invented and answered,
ot given up x86x Temple Bar I 564 ‘When’s a man
not a man?’. ‘Give it up.' 1883 Mrs F. Mann Parish
Hilby iv. 49,

1

wonder you troubled to come at all , we gave
you up long ago. *884 Brtt Q Rev Apr 458 He suffered
from hip disease, and was, m fact, given up by Sir B Biodie,
1890 Lippmcott's Mag Mar 385 He had given himself up
fot lost. 1890 Cornh Mag, May 469 [Their] breadwinner
is at sea,

'
given up ’ at Lloyd’s

itST Phrase-key.
Give me (expressing preference), 3 c; give me myself, 39 c

,

give ye (=by your leave), 39 b; given pa,pple (=dated)
19, (=dowered) 30, (=posited) 32 , and see Given ppl a

,my heart gives me, it gives me, 22 ; the weather gives, 40 e

,

one would give—, 9c, j-about, 52, g again, 53, against,
50 > g oneself airs, 37 c ; g and bequeath,g and devise, 4

;

g answer, x6
; g arms, 24 , g one as good as he brings, 9 b 5

S at, 14 d , g (an) attempt, 15 , g away, 54

,

g back, 55, g

a

GIVE AND TAKE.
um.K, ucm., 39 , g oirtn to, 44 ; g a blessing, x6 •

,£• a broadside, 14 c, g by, 56 , g the case (for or against/
18 b

, g one s compliments, 6 d
, g a date (to), 41 , A dav

30b, jr down, 57, S (one) his due, gb, g one’s etrs.gci
g (an)lend (to), 41 , g (an) example, 23 , ^fire (to), 140,41 •

g for (= account as), 31b, g for granted, 310 , g forth *8

’

g a give, 01 gift, 8 , g (one) good morning, etc
, 17 , ^ground’

+5 , g a gun, 14 c
, g one’s honour, 8 , gm, 59 , g fn charge'

j, gin hand, 5. 4 * . S « marriage, 5 , g into, 43, « l
into custody, into the hands of, 7 , g it, 46, it (fo/or
against . i8b jr (one) joy, 17 ; g one’s kind regards, one’s
fove, 6id g little of gd, g one’s mind to, x3 , g a name,
3°b, 28 b, g nought of, 9 d , g off, 60 , g on, 14 d, 43, fit

g on to, 43 , g 01 der, 16
, g out, 62 , g (a batsman) out 18 b

’

g over, 63 , g (one) his own, 9 b , g part, 29 , ga period (to)’
41 , g (one) a piece of one’s mind, 29 , g place 47 Ahe
point, x4 b , g a price, 34 , g rise to, 48 , g a Roland ’foi an
Oliver, 9 b, ga shot, 14 c, g show

,

g

a sign, 23, g a stop (to)
4 i

, g the time of day, 17 , g (one) to believe, to understand’
etc

, 29c, gto keep, 7 ,

g

lo lot, 30 ,
^ to leflect, to think!

38 , p to the world, to the public, 29 b , g tribute, 10; p-un
64: f' upon, 14 d, 43, g a volley, 14c; ^way.49, ^-(oneself)
wondei , 37 c, g ones word, 8 , g (good 01 bad) words (to).
16

, g the world, 9 c , ^-one the worse, 37
s

For many other phrases, as give Account (of) (the)
Adventurt, Aim, (the) Alarm, one’s Arm, (an) Assault
Attlntion, the Bag, Baitlt, a (good, wide) Berth to, (a)
Charge, the Charge of, Chase, the Cold shoulder, Con-
sent, Countenance, Credence, Citrprr, the Dor ’ Ear
ErrrcT to, (an) Ensampie, Evidence, an Eye to, (one's)
Faith, Gate (to), the Gleek, the Go-by, a Guess, (one’s)
Hand(s, (one) his Head, Hi ri>, Law, Leave, the Lie
(a) Loosr to, the Meeting, the Mitten, one's Mind to,
Mouth, Notice, Occasion, OrrnNCE, Points, Promise
Quarter, the Rein(s to, the Sack, Satisi action, the Slip’
Suck, Thanks, Tongue, Utterance (to), Vent, (the)
Vrtmmr, a Visit, the Wall, Warning, etc

, see under the
different woids
Give, obs. form of Gyve, If

Giveable (gi vab’l), a [f Give v + -able
]

Capable of yielding

1884 Standard 25 Sept. 5/1 The Liberal flood which ran
at that time swept away in its lush everything that was
loose and givable

Give-ale (gt Vjtffi) Hist. Also 6 gifeale, gif
ale, 7 gev(e)all, yev(e)all, -ale, (geavale, yeo-
vale) [f. Give sb + Ale.] An annual feast or
banquet, formerly observed in some parishes m
Kent, the cost being provided by money bequeathed
for that purpose
1524AdaA rchid Rojfen 73 a in .4 rchieologia XII 13J0

Bromley, subtralnt de la gifeale xvmj a lumine beatae
Mane apud Woldham 16 m Thorpe CnstumaleRoffense
(1788) 41 Alsoe I will that speciallymy feoffees and executors
see that the yeovale of St James be kept for ever Ibid 46
Alsoe I will that the geavale of Alhallows in Hoo have one
acre of land after my wifes decease to maintame it withall
Ibid 47 A gevall house lying at Grenehill prout wardens
and the brethren of the gevall 1796 Aichoeologia XII 13
The giveales were the legacies ofindividuals, and from that
circumstance entnely gratuitous

Give and take, sb [See Give ».]

1 . Sporting. Used attnb, a In give and take
plate, a prize for a race m which the hoi ses which
exceed a standard height cairy more, and those

which fall short of it less, lhan the standard weight
b In various connexions, implying the alternation

of favourable and unfavourable conditions
1760 St James's Chron 12-15 Aug 2/3 Will he run for

on Huish Downs A Free Plate of 50/ Give and Take, by
any Horse, Mare, or Gelding 1776 Mrs J Harris in
Lett 1st Earl Malmesbury (1870) 1 348 Two races again,
one as usual for the Give-and-take plate 18x4 Sporting
Mag XLIV 260 Give-and-take plates were theu all the
vogue 1823 ‘Jon Bee 'Did Turf, Give and taJ.e—plates,

turf-weight according to inches , the standard being 9 stone
for 14 hands, but cairying i4 oz extra for every eighth of an
inch above, and allowing the same for every eighth less thus
12 handswould carry 5 stone, 15 hands 11 stone 1856Whyte
Melville Kate Cov xv, I indulged them [the ponies] with
a good strong ‘ give and take ’ pull. X887 Hissey Holiday on
Road 320 Hard continuous climbing is more fatiguing to
horses than double the distance of equally hilly but give-

and-take ground 189X Field 7 Mar 346/3 [Coursing] A
give and-take course of fair length followed.

2 The practice of mutual yielding, making allow-

ances, or concessions
;
compiomise, exchange of

equivalents.
x8x6 Remarks Eng Mann 62 In short we do not act in

foreign countries on the system, (to use a familiar phrase),

of 'give and take’ 1855 S Herbert in Ld Malmesbury
Mem Ex-Mimster (1884) II 40 Mutual forbearance and
much give-and-take, 1890 Spectator 25 Jan,, Surely there

is 100m here for a little give-and take
attnb. 1844 Fraser's Mag XXX 125/1 There must be
more of the give-and-take system in legislation i860 All

Year Round No. 65 346 A speckled thrush pulling a worm
out of the lawn with a give and take, pull-baker pull devil

principle X897 Argus (Melbourne) x Mar 5/4 Represen-
tatives ought to go into council m a give-and-take spirit

3. Exchange of talk, esp. of repartee, jest, or

raillery

1870 A W Ward tr Curtins' Hist Greece (1873) I n i.

205 Men learnt the give-and-take of Spartan speech. 1885

L. Stephfn in Did Nat Biog I 125/2 Addison’s sensitive

modesty disqualified him for the rough give-and-take of

mixed society i8g\ Review ofRev Aug 166 An amount of

give and take, sharp exchange of personalities, that [etc ]

attnb. 1837 T Hook Jack Brag xv, In the every day

f
ive and-take conversation of the best society 1848

hekens Dombey 11, In their matrimonial bickerings they

were . a well-matched give-and-take couple 1879 G.

Meredith Egoist sax (1889) 175 The sweetest give and take

rattle he had ever enjoyed
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t Gi'vel, v. Obs~ l [ad OF. *geveler, jeweler

to heap up, f gevele heap , cf Gavel sb.2) trans.

To heap up Only in pa. pple.

c 1300 Havelok 8x4 He . cast a pamer on his bac, With
fish giueled als a stac

tGiveler. Obs rare- 1
. [a OF giveher

(Froissait), of unknown meaning ] A tenn of

contempt.

*399 Langl Rtch Redeles ill 130 With gyuleris Ioyfull

ffor here gery laces, And ffor her wedis so wyde

Given (giv'n), ppl a. Forms : see Give v.

Used adjectively in senses of the vb

1 Bestowed as a gift.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus xx 10 Ther is jonen thing, that is not

profitable ,
and ther is aoue thing, whos 3elding is double

c 1400 Rom Rose 2380 But, in love, free yeven thing Re-
quyrith a gret guerdoning 1539 Taverner Erasm Prov.

67 A giuen horse maye not be Ioked in the mouthe 1892

Daily News 10 Feb 5/1 The millionaire, like the ordinary

citizen probably finds that given goods never prosper

b. Given name . the name given at baptism, the

Christian name ? Chiefly Sc. and U S.

*839 Bartlett Diet. Amer ,
Given Name, the Christian

name, or name that is given to a person, to distinguish it

from the surname, which is not given, but inherited Cobbet t

calls it a Scotticism It was probably introduced by the
Puritans instead of * Saint’s name or ‘ Christian name ’

1893 Crockett Men opMoss Hags 1. 1 Maisie Lennox (for

that was her proper given name) was my cousin

2 Used predicatively . Inclined, disposed, ad-
dicted, prone Const to. Also \ well, piously, tic.

given.

137S Barbour Bruce iv 735 Men, kyndly to i[wi]ll gillfin

1535 Stewart Cron Scot II. 692 How Duncane was
crovnit King ofScotland and was weill gevin 1589 Cogan
Haven Health ccxvm (1636) 253 Those things that breed
rheumes, doe likewise breed the goute m such as bee given
theieunto. ifior Holland Pliny II 118 What man is there

well giuen and honestly minded, who [etc ] 1662 J Davies
tr. iueartus’ Voy Ambass 285 The Chancellor, who was
not given to those Excesses, would have excus’d himself

1709 Steele Tatter No 56 r 1 This ill Fortune makes
most Men contemplative and given to Reading 1747
Wesley Wks (1872) XII. 93, I fear you are somewhat en-

thusiastically given 1844 Willis Lady Jane 11 9 Women
given To the society of famous men 1869 Freeman Norm
Conq. (1876) III. xi. 11 Others who were devoutly given
knew well the sins of England 1883 F Anstey Tinted
Venus 121 To tell you the honest truth, I’m not given that
way myself.

3. Granted as a basis of calculation, reasoning,

etc ; definitely stated, fixed, specified.

1370 Billingsley Euclid x. l, Vpon a right line geuen
not beyng infinite, to describe an eqmlater triangle 1726
tr Gregorys Astron 1. 11. 287 The Obliquity of the Ecliptic

being given, to find by Calculation, the Right Ascension
and Declination of a given Point in it 1736 C Lucas
Ess Waters I 66 No two agree in the quantity of water
requisite to dissolve a given portion of any salt 1807
T Thomson Ckem (ed 3) II. sgo The quantity of nitric

acid of a given density necessaiy to saturate a given weight
of the salt 1840 Lardner Geom 118 Since the given
triangles are similar, the angles A and A' are equal x86o
Tyndall Glac 1 xxiv 175 A better means of accomplishing
a given end 1870 Max Muller Set Relig (1873) 349 To
determine whether a given religion may be considered as

the work of one man.

f4. Comb, -with advs
, as given-away, -over

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111 (1590) 259 b, She sawe Philoclea
sitting lowe vpon a cushion, m such a giuen-ouer manner,
that one would haue thought silence, sohtannesse, and
melancholie were come there, to [etc ] Ibid in. (1598) 355
Is this the reward of thy giuen-away [1629 p. 369 given-way]
hbertie ? Hath too much yeeldmg bred crueltie ? 1795 Fate
Sedley I 105 Lady Dorothy, whom I expected to have seen
laid out in funeral pomp, received me in her chamber ; and
judge my surprise when I beheld this given over damsel,
sitting with great composure

t Gri’veness. Obs. rare. [f. Given + -ness
j

cf. OE. gifnes favour, grace.]

1 = Forgiveness.
c xaoo '1nn. Coll. Horn. 107 f>e giuenesse of sinne is be

beste giue. a 1300 CursorM 25338 We thoru teudernes of
vr flexs mai giue til ober na giuenes
2 . The act of giving.
1537 * T Matthew 1

Isa. xlui 21 marg , To preache the
geuenes of euerlastyng lyfe by the mercy of Goa for Christes
sake.

Givenness (grv’nines). [f. Given (sense 3)
+ -ness,] The fact of being given or posited
a x866 J Grote Treatise (1876) 390 But in us reflective

creatures, being and thinking, tact (or givenness) and self-

formation (or self-improvement) are mingled together in
a complicated doubleness 1895 B Bosanquet Presid.
Addr. in Proc Anstot Soc (1896) III 11 10 Little more
inference lies from the given-ness ofTime in the Absolute,
to the Absolute being in Time, than from the given-ness of
colour in the Absolute to the Absolute having a colour

Giver (gi vai). Forms a, 4 jyvere, 4-5 3ever,

yever(e, -our j8 4 gifer, 4-6 gevar, -ear, -er,

-our, gyver(e, giff-, gyfer, 5-6 Sc giffar, 4-
gxver. [f Give v +• -erI, = OHG. ktban (MHG.
and G. geber), MDu. gevere, Du gever, Sw, gifvare

,

Dan giver ] One who gives, m senses of the vb.

;

a bestower, distributor, donor, grantor. Often pre-

ceded by a sb. as object, as alms-, example-, law-,

light-, etc. giver.
a 1340 Ayenb. 95 peruore is ar^t be holy gost propre-

liche yefjse and yevere vor he him yefp and is y yeve 1382
Wyclif 9 Cor ix 7 God loueth a glad jyuere C1449PECOCK
Repr 552 The jeuers trustiden that the receyuers wolden

expende thilk good vertuoseli 1483 Act 1 Rich III c 1

§ 1 The Sellers feffours yevours 01 grauntours
p. a 1300 CursorM 28804, I to be was first giuer. a 1340

Hampole Psalter 1 3 God lufis wele chend gifers. 1377
Langl P PI B vu 70 He that beggeth but if he haue
nede he higileth the gyuere [A vm 7a the jiueie] c 1450
St Cuthbert (Surtees) 4368 God loues a gyfer glade 155a
Abp Hamilton Catech. (1884) 15 The haly spreit is giffar of
all halynes 1667 Milton P L v 317 Well we may afford

Our givers thir own gifts c 1704 Prior Henry <S Emmasix
The gift still prais'd, the giver still unknown 1809 Pinkney
Trav France 11 1hough they cost little to the giver, are
not the less valuable to the receiver 1838 Dickens Nich
Nick xiu, I returned it [a blow] to the giver, and with good
interest too x868 W Whitman Chants Democr 1 Poems 67
T he fiesh free giver, the flowing Missouri 1884A thenceum
25 Oct 540 Givers of Dinners, Balls, and At Homes,

b. with adv., as giver-m, out.

1883 Instr to Census Clerks 68 Cotton Manufacture
Looming and Taping Room Giver-in. Odd Hands
Weft Giver-out

Givete, obs. form of Girt.

Giving (gi viij), vbl sb [f. Give v +-ING 1
.]

The action of the vb Give
1 . In transitive senses Occas. pi
13 K Alis 839 Alisaundre god los Of that gevyng him

aros. c 1374 Chaucer Compl Mars 230 Rest ms ther noon
in his yeving c 1449 Pecock Repr. 400 Thes mj maners
of 3euyngis 1373 J SANroRD Hours Recreat (1576) 211
Promising is thevigileof giving 1581 T Rogers St Aug.
Praters xvu (1597) 70 For euerie good gluing and euene
perfect gifte is from aboue 1612 Woodall Surg Mate
Wks (1653)21* The giving of it Glisterwise m a fume to a
patient X732 Pope Mar Ess 111 348 Constant at Church
and 'Change ; his gams were sure ,

His givings rare, save
farthings to the poor 1831 Robertson Serm. Ser in xi

137 When the spirit of giving was substituted for the spirit

of mere rivalry x88x Duitield Don Qtnx II 492 We go
to hold givings and takings with giants

b Gerandially with + a {on) or with omission

of the prep.

1383 Golding Calvin on Deut Ixiv 387 Euen while Gods
lawe was a gluing to them they prouoked Gods Ven-
geaunce 1707 S Sewall Diary 2 July (1879) II 190,

I could not hear one word while the Degrees were giving

2 In intransitive senses.

1710 Addison Tatler No. 234 1* xo Upon the first Giving
of the Weather. 18x8 Sporting Mag II 189 The men
closed after three distinct 1 allies, m which there was a con-
siderable giving 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , Giving,

the surging of a seizing , new rope stretching to the stiain.

3 . With adverbs, as giving back, m, over, out, up
Also giving way (see Give v.B 5a)
XS30 Palsgr 223/1 Gevyng over a thyng, resignation

1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolafs Voy 1 xix 23 To treat of
some good accord touching the giving over ofthe castle 1604
Shaks.Oth iv 1. 131TI11S is the Monkeys owne giuing out
i6o6Bryskett Car Life 18 To make me resolue the giuing
ouer that place. x6xx Cotgr , Pas d'escrevtsse, a giuing
backe 1726 Leoni Alberti's At chit. I, 43 Their Platform
by the giving way of the Earth, became ruinous. 1804

Morning Post m Spirit Publ Jmls (1805) VIII. 244 The
ambiguous givings out, and the unambiguous promptings
that are pent within X83X T Moore Mem (1854) VI
168 [He] seemed to think it very much of a giving in on the
part of his brother agitators 1832 R S Surtees Sponge’s

Sp Tour (x8g3) 366 A giving up that had been most un-
handsomely accepted by ms landloid X884 Law Times Rep
LI. 229/2 The immediate cause of the subsidence was the

giving way of a stratum of soft mud. 1894 Daily News
g Mar 3/7 The cruiser .having broken down through the
giving out of her cylinders

f4. coner That which is given ; a gift. Obs.

138a Wyclif Ecclus xxxvm. 2 Fro the king he schal take
gyuyng [Vulg donationem] 1664 Pepys Diary (1879) III
46 My aunt Wight did send my Wife a newscarfe, laced, as
a token for her many givings to hei 1667 Milton P. L
vi 730 Scepter and Power, thy giving, I assume, And glad-
her shall resign

Giving (gi vig), ppl a [f. Give v. + -ing 2
.]

That gives, m senses of the vb.
1282 Wyclif Ecclus li 23 To the jyuende to me wisdam

I snal gyue glone, x6xi Cotgr, , Mate, . giuing as stones in

ramie weather x68x Flavel Meth Grace xxviti. 482 O get
a heart mortified to all these things, and you will bless a
taking as well as a giving God. 1728 Pope Dune 11 200
FromJus soft, giving palm.

IlGivre (gtvr’) [F.givre hoar-frost.] (Seequot.)
x888 Holmes in Encycl Brit XXIV. 66/2 s v Vanilla,

The best varieties of vanilla pods are covered with a
crystalline efflorescence technically known as givre.

G-iw(e, obs. form of Jew.
G-iwe (pa pple. giwin), obs. Sc f. Give v.

t G-ixy. Obs. [? Connected with Gig ; cf.

Betsy, Nancy, also the adjs, tricksy, etc ] A wench.
x6ix Cotgr

,
Gadrouillette, a minx, gigle, flirt, callet,

Gixie [Again s v Saffrette ] a x6931Jrquhart Rabelais
111 xxviu, Carvel . entred into a very profound suspition

that his new-mamed Gixy did [etc.]

Gizard, obs form of Gizzard.
Gizen : see Gizzen v
Gizz(dgiz). Sc. Also 8 jiz. [Originunknown

;

? cf Jasey.] A wig.

<11774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 241 Sometimes they
[squibs] catch a gentle gizz . And singe, wi’ hair-devouring
bizz, Its curls away 1783 Burns Addr to Deil 98 W?
reekit duds, an’ reestit gizz. — Mauckltne Weddings His
Sunday’s jizWi’ powther Weel smear'd that day

Gizzard (gi’zaid). Forms a 4, 6 giser, 5 gyser,

•our, -owr, 6— Jr gysar, (7 gesier, gizier, gizzar).

/3 6 gurnard, guysard, 6-7 gysard(e, 7-8 gizard,

8 ghizzard,7, 9 dial, guard, 7- gizzard See also

Gizzebn. [a. OF giser, gezier, juisier, jugier, also

guiser
,
gizzard, mod.F gtsier

,
commonly explained

as ’—popular Latin *gicenum

=

L. gigena nent. pi

,

the cooked entrails of a fowl.
The final d of the £-forms is parallel to that of 16th c

gamerd for garner, and the vulgar scholard for scholar
The pronunciation with (g) seems to come from the unex-
plained OF form gutser (Godefr Compl)]
1. The second or muscular stomach of birds, m

which the food is ground, after being mixed with

gastric juice m the proventnculus or first stomach,
a. [c 1374 see 3 ] c 1430 Two Cookery-bits 1 9 Take fayre

garbagys of chykonys, as !>e hed, J>e fete, {?e lyuerys, an Jie

gysowrys c 1450 Ibid 11 72 Chikeneshedes,ffete,lyvers,And
gysers 1533 Elyot Cast Helthe (1541) 10 a, The innermost
skine of a hennes gysar 1601 Holland Pliny I 295 They
haue within their throat another kind of gizzar besides their

craw Ibid. II 625 In the gesiers of cocks there be found
certame stones, called Alectonse

P 1363 Cooper Thesaurus, Alectona a stone in the

mawe or gysarde of a cocke *577 B Googe Heresbach's
Husb 111 (1586) 145 The Guysard of the Storke 1620

Venner Via Recta 111 68 The Gysaid or Maw of Fowles
1621 Jonson Masque Gypsies Wks (1692) 603 To these, an
overgrowne Justice of Peace, With a Clerk like a Gizzard
thrust under each Arm 1789 G White Selborne (1853) 348
The gizzard was thick and strong 1836-9 Todd Cycl Anat
II. xi/a The gizzard is of much smaller dimensions than the

crop. 1872 Mivart Elem Anat xi 444 Another complica-

tion of stomach is produced by an enormous increase of the

muscular coat of the pylorus A stomach so thickened is

called a gizzard, and is found in most birds

fig 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 26, I look at her as the

very gizzard ofa trifle, . . the epitome of Nothing

b The stomach of the gillaroo trout

1776 Pennant Zool III 262 The trouts of certain lakes

of Ireland are remarkable for the great thickness of

their stomachs, which from some slight resemblance to the

organs of digestion in birds,have been called gizzards 1780

A Young Tourlrel I 35iThe Gillaroo trout with gizards

c Ent. The proventnculus or first stomach of

ceitain insects

1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol xlvni IV. 434^ As to their

anatomy, the Orthoptera have a ventricle or gizzard 1868

Carpenter Microsc § 521 The muscular Gizzard is often

lined by seveial rows of strong Horny Teeth, for the reduc-

tion ofthe food These are particularly developed among
the Grasshoppers, Crickets, and Locusts.

d. Zool. The thickened muscular stomach found

m certain molluscs.
1841 T R Jones Amm Ktngd 122 In Brachionus

urteolaris . . the gizzard.. exhibits through its transparent

coats the peculiar dental organs placed within it 1830 G
Johnston Conchol 31 1 The muscular gizzard of the latter

[Aplysia] is studded with numerous sharp pyramidal knobs
ofa semi-cartilagmous consistence X&KX-6Woodward Mol-
lusca 182 Bulhdse. Gizzard armed with, calcanous plates

2. Jocularly attributed to persons, esp in phrases,

To fret one's gizzard to worry oneself. To stick

in one's gizzard' to remain as something un-

pleasant or distasteful, to be disagieeable or un-

palatable to one.
1668 Pepys Diary 17 June, I find my wife hath something

in her gizzard that only waits an opportunity of being pro-

voked to bring up 1672 R Wild Declar Lib, Consc xi

There was some crumbling of the Gizard 1679 Find Sir
T. Player 1/2 ’Tis the Matter, not the Manner that sticks

m ourUnworthy Respondents Gizzard 1692 R. L'Estrange
Fables cccxlix 303 Satisfaction and Restitution lie so Curs-

edly hard upon the Gizzards of our Publicans, that [etc ]

X738 SwiftPol Conversat 1 93 Don't let that stick in your
Gizzard. 1755 Johnson s v , 2 _

It is proverbially used for

apprehension or conception ofmind . as, hefrets hisgizzard,
he harrasses his imagination c *765 Flloyd Tartarian T
(1785) 47/1, I was going home, grumbling m the gizzard

1828 Craven Gloss s v
t

1 To grumble m the gizzard ’, to

complain and be dissatisfied 1833 R H Froude Rem
(1838) I 322 That odious Protestantism sticks in people’s

gizzard. 1871 B Taylor Faust (1875) II. 11 m. 134 That
little one, she warms my gizzard 1879 Mrs Macquoid
Berksh Lady 133 Pick a quarrel and run him through the

gizzard

H 3 Used (afterF juisier . see Litlre s v. gtsier)

to translate L jecur, liver.

f 1374 Chaucer Boeth m metr xu. 84 (Camb. MS)
The fowel that hihte voltor that etith the stomak or the

gyser of ticius

4 attnb. and Comb

,

as gizzard hue ;
gizzard-

fallen a., -fish, -shad (see quots.) ;
gizzard-trout

= Gillaroo
1763 Treat. Dorn. Pigeons 37 Another disease to which

they [Pigeons] are subject is ^gizzard-fallen, that is, the

gizzard falls down to the vent. 1883 Simmonds Diet. Usef
Anirn

,

*Gizzardfish, a name for the white fish (Coregonus
allnts), belonging to the salmon family, a 1843 Hood Irish

Schoolm. vm, A pair of shaggy brows O’erhang as many
eyes of ""gizzard hue 1889 Farmer Americanisms,
*Gvszard-shad, the Carolman name for the Ale-wife. 1773
Phil Trans LXIV, 119 The Gillaroo or *Gizzard trout

1837 M Donovan Dom Econ II. 187 Gizzard-trout

Gizzen (giz’n), a Sc. [a ON gisenn (Sw.

gisten, dial, gissen) leaky, app. from a root *gis-

to gape, cf. led. gis-tenntr (Sw. dial, gis-tandt)

having wide-set teeth ] Of casks, etc. . Leaky
(through heat, or for want of moisture). To gang
gizzen (see quot). Also,/#
1790 Shisrefs Poems Gloss ,

Gissen, gissen'd, rent with

heat, dry 1804 Tarras Poems 134 Nir lat’s gang gizzen,

fy for shame Wi’ drouthy tusk ! 1823-80 Jamieson s.v
,

To gang gissen
,
to break out into chinks from want of

moisture , a term applied to casks

Gizzen (giz’n), gizen (gaiz’n), v. north and
Sc Forms . 8 gysen, geyzen, guizen, 9 geysan,

104 -
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GIZZEKNT, 192 GLACIALLY.

geisen, gisen, -an, gizen, gyzen, 8-9 gizzen.

[a ON. gtsna (Sw gistna
)

see prec.] intr. To
become dry and leaky, as an empty barrel. Also

fig of persons.

1722 Ramsay Poems Gloss., Gysened, when the wood of

any vessel is shrunk with dryness <11774 Fergusson Poems
(1807) 225 My kirnstaff now stands gizzened at the door

a 1816 Song, Handsome Katie in Pocket Encycl Songs I 167

Now winter comes And nips wi’ frost the gizzen'd gowan
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xn 270 A wee outspoken

sour crahbit gizzened anatomy of an old woman 1863

Janet Hamilt on Poems 87 A wee bit drap Was a’ that e’er

gade owre iny weasan—E'en noo my gab begins to geysan

2871W Alexander Johnny Gtbb xhx (1873) 268 Yet when
one is ‘girzenV foi want of news some shift must be made.

1877 N W Line Gloss
,
Gyze, Gyzen, to warp, to twist, by

the sun or wind 1893 Northumbld Gloss , Gisen

,

An empty
cask lying m the sun becomes gizened—that is, dry and
shrunken

Gizzern (gi zorn) Obs exc. dial. Forms
: 4

gisarn, 5 gesarae, -erne, 5-7 gysern(e, 6-7

gisern(e, 7 guis(s)eme, gyzerne, gyzzarn, 8

gizern, 7, 9 dial, gizzern, 9 dial, gizzen, -in

[App. a variant of giser Gizzard
,
the addition of

n is unexplained ]
*» Gizzard.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R v xhv (1495) 161 The
fyrste mete of the fowles is receyuyd and kepte in the

croppe to the seconde dygestyon, that shall be made in the

gisarn or mawe <7x440 Promp Parv 195/1 Gysevne (P
of fowles) 1530 Palsgr 225/1 Gyseme of a foule, yevster

a 1605 Montgomerie Flytmg 331 Thy gall and thy
gutsserne to glaids shall bee given i6xt Cotgr , Sauce
frotde, Anothei [sauce] made of the liuers, and giserns of
chickens 1693 Sir T. P Blount Nat Hist 10 Shaped
like a split Gysern 1707 Floyer Physic Pulse Watch xx
{1710) 149 The inward skin of Gizerns powder’d 1878

Cumbld Gloss ,
Gizzern, Gtzsm

,

gizzmd • It sticks m his

gizzern '—he remembers it with unpleasant feelings

Glaad, Glaam, Glaas, obs forms of Glad,
Gram1

-, Glass.

II Glabella (glabe-la), glabellum (glabedum).

[mod Lat. ; specific application, of L.glabella (? sc

fa> s
) ,

glabellum, fem. and neut of glabellus adj.,

dim. ofglaber smooth, Glabrous. Cf. F, glabelle.\

1 Anal. The small space in the human forehead

between the eyebrows and immediately above a line

from one to the other.

[1^98 R. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo's Arles Paintinge r. v
29 The space betweene the eyebrowes, the Italians call

glabella ] 1823 Crabb Technol Diet , Glabella. i8fix Bum-
stead Veit Dis (1879) 545 These tubercles are prone to

appear in an irregulaily tnangulai gioup, with the apex at

the glabella and the base near the margin of the scalp 1866

Huxley Preh Rem Cuithn 95 The nasal depression is very
slight, the glabella prominent, but the supracihary ridges

little developed

2 * The smooth median portion of the cephalic

shield of a Trilobite’ (Syd Soc. Lex. 1885).

1849 Murchison Stlurla ix (1867) 203 The glabella has only
two pairs of furrows 1877 HuxleyAnat 1m Amm vi 359
On the occipital or lateral margin of the limb a suture com-
mences, and passing between the eye and the glabellum,

meets that of the opposite side

Glabellar (glabelai), a [f. Glabell-a +
-AR 1

] Pertaining to the glabella.

28x4 J H Wishart tr Scarpa's Treat Hernia p xv, The
aspect or position ofthose parts near the corona are coronal ,

. that of those near the glabella, glabellar. 1880 Nature
8 Jan. 223 Skulls possessing great projections in the glabellar

and supracihary regions

Glabello- (glabedo), comb, form of Glabella,
as glabello-imal

,

-occipital

,

pertaining to the gla-

bella together with the inion, the occiput.

1863

Huxley Man's Place Nat in. xao Fig 33 • the skull

from the Cave of Engis a, glabella
, b, occipital protu-

berance ; a tab, glabelio-occipital line 1866— Preh. Rem.
Catihn. 119 Dr Thurnam figures a typical skull of these
long-barrow Britons, which he thus describes .The gieatest
length is 7 3 inches (the glabello-imal diameter 7 1 inches)

Glabrate (gl*1 br<?t), ppl. a. Bot. and Zool. [ad.

L glabrat-us, pa pple. of glabrart to make bald
or smooth, f glaber Glabrous.] (See quots )
1857 A Gray First Less Bot Gloss 217 Glahrate, becom-

ing glabrous with age, or almost glabrous 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 333 Humulus lupulus branchlets glabiate.

x88g Century Diet, Glahrate
, in Zool , smooth; bald,

glabrous, having no hair or othei appendages.

t Gla'breate, v Obs - 0 Also 9 glabriate.
[Badly for *glahrate : cf. prec.] (See quot 1623 )
1623 Cockeram, Glalreate

,

to make plaine or smoothe.
1828-32 Webster, Glabriate And m later Diets.

Glabreity (gle lbu lti), [ad F. glabriit{\ cf.

Glabrett.J Baldness
;
want of hair.

1883 in Syd Soc Lex
Glabrescent (gl*ibie*sent), a. Bot [ad. L.

glabrescent-em, pres. pple. of glabrescJre to grow
smooth or glabrous.] (See quot 1857.)
X857 Henprby Bot § 98 Glabrescent is used to signify that

a surface, hairy when young, becomes smooth when the leaf
is mature, by the hairs falling off 1872 Oliver Elem Bot.
App. 303 Common Wallflower Stem..hoary at first with
minute adpressed hairs, glabrescent.

t Glabretal. Obs- 0 [f L. glabreta pi., bare
patches of soil (f. glaber Glabrous) + -al

] (See
quot.)

1623 Cockeram, Gldbretall
, a bare splat in the earth.

+ Gla'brify, v. Obs.
— 1 [f L glabn-, comb

form ofglaber bald + -by.] trans. To make bald.

1637 Tomlinson Return's Disp 205 Which places they !

much desire to depilate and glabnfy
j

Glabrirostral (gleibrirp stral), a. Ornith. I

[f as prec + Rostral ]
* Smooth-billed ;

having

few and slight, if any, bristles along the gape*

(Cent. Diet, quoting P. L Sclater)

t Gla'fority. Obs. rare
~ [ad. L. glabntds,

f. glaber.] Smoothness, baldness

1727 in Bailey vol II, and in later Diets.

Glabrous (gl^’brss), a. [f. L glaber without

hair, smooth, bald (see Glad) + -ous ] Free from

hair, down, 01 the like
;
having a smooth skm or

surface Now only as a scientific term.

1640 Wilkins (1707)224 If the Concavity

of the Moon's Orb is of so smooth and glabrous a Super
ficies 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1670) 30 The French Elm,
whose leaves are more florid, glabrous and smooth 1776
Withering But Plants (1830) II 387 Anthnscus Beak
shorter than the seeds, glabious 1828 Stark Elem Nat
Hist II 290 The body of the insects of this genus is

glabrous 1854 R. G. Latham Native Races Ritsstan

£mp 135 Whenever any nation . presents a notable amount
of flattened faces, glabrous skins [etc] 1872 Oliver
Elem Bot 115 Foliage-leaves . may be hairy, or neatly

glabious, that is, destitute of hairs 1879 J M Duncan
Led Dis Women xxiv. (1889) 196 She was suffering from
a glabrous mucous cyst

lb Humorously used for • Smooth
i860 O W Holmes Elsie V. xn (1891) 166 Two or three

notabilities of Rockland, with geopomc eyes, and glabrous,

bumpless foreheads

t Glace, sbf Obs rare [a F. glace '—popular

L.*glacta=*L glades’] Ice On a glace frozen

<z 1400-50 A lexander 300a Alexander asperly rydis To J>
e

grete (lode of Granton and it on a glace [Dublin MS as

glas] fyndis 1540 Pate m StateP Hen. VIII (1849) VIII
346 That the vente cummyng in place must nedes vade
away, even as the glace by the fervor of the sone 1676
Coles, Glace, Ice

tGlace, sb.% Obs Also 5 glase [f. Glace v
Cf. mod dial ‘ gleece, a surprise’ (Northumbld.

Gloss ).] A swift or glancing blow; a wound, graze.

c X400 Melayne 1347What 1 wenys thou )>at I faynte bee
For a spere was in my thee, A glace thorowte my syde.

c 1460 2 mvneley Myst. xm 316 Uxor 1 1 were a fowll blott

to be hanged for the case Male I liaue skapyd oft

as hard a glase Ibid xxi. 418 Primus tortor We haue
gyfen hym a glase . Set.undue tortor Sir . . with knokys
he is indoost.

Glace, v. Obs. exc dial Also 5 glase, 9 glease,

gleaze. [ad. OF. glacer
,
glacier

,
glacher, to gild e,

slip pop. L.*glaacdre to slip, slide, f.L. glacies ice.

OF glacer had also a transitive sense * to cause to glide

or slip ’
, cf Cotgrave’s 1 Glacervn mot, to insert, put, thrust

or foist a word into a writing ‘ The mod. F. glisser to slip

is by some philologists supposed to be an altered form of

OF gher under the influence ofglacer.]

1. intr. To glance, glide; to move lightly or

quickly (cf. Glance, Glent). rare.

13 E E Allit P A. 171 Suchegladandeglorycontome
glace, As lyttel byfore Jierto watz wont a 1400 Hymns Virg.

108 Ay let gabbynges glyde and gon A-wey wher )>ei wol
glace [Lamb. MS glase) or glent,

2 Of weapons . To glance off, to slip, to fail in

giving a direct blow; also, to glide, pass easily

through
13 Sir Bettes 4177 (MS. A ) Doun of \>o helm fle swerd

gan glace And karfrijt doun be-fore is face c 1400 Sonvdone
Bab 1208 It glased down by his sheelde And carfe his stedes

neke a-sonder 14x2-20 Lydg Citron. Troy in. xxn, The
head of stele Through plate & mayle mightly gan to glace

C1450 Guy Warw. (C ) 5067 Hys swerde glasedde lowe And
stroke vpon the sadull bowe 1480 Caxton Citron En% 1

(1482) 5 And as this bi ute shold shete unto an hert his arowe
myshapped and glaced and so there Brute quelled his fader,

3. trans, (dial ) (See quot

)

1876 Whitby Gloss , Glease or Gleaze
,
to glide past, ' I just

gleas’d it', as an object is nearly hit by a stone thrown at it.

[So glaze in West Scotland (Rev W B. R. Wilson).]

Hence Glaring vbl. sb

c 1440 Promp Pctrv 197/x Glacynge, or wronge glydynge
ofboltysor arowys [S glansyng, P. glaunsrageof shetmge),
deoolatus *855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, A Gleasing, a
hot pursuit, a sweat. 1

1 have had a good gleasing after

him , a sharp run.
_
And in a legal sense, ‘He has had to

bide a bonny gleasing', sustain the heavy charges of a law
suit Also m the general meaning of loss or deprivation

Glace, obs. form of Glass sb.

II Glac6 (glas*), a. [Fr pa. pple of glacer to
‘ ice ’, give a gloss to, etc

,
f. glace ice ]

1. Of cloth, leather, etc. Having a smooth
suiface with a high polish or lustre Also absol. =
glacd silk, and attnb as glacdfinish.
1850 Harpeds Mag I 431 Glace or damask bareges are the
most recherchis. Ibid., Dress of gJacd silk. 1851 IUiistr.

Catal Gt Exhib 505 Shot glacds, woven by Spitalfields

hand-loom weavers 1859 Sala Tiv. roundClock (1861) 117
The bevy of youthful bridesmaids—all in white tulle over
pmk glacd silk 1889 Charity Orgams Rev Jan 9 Now-a
days glace kid (the skill of the leather-dresser having diS'

covered novel methods of imparting the glacd finish to
inferior skins) is used for boots of a low grade

2 Of fruits Covered with icing or sugar.

t
188a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal 1 vn. 2x5 Somebody said

it was a theatre which looked as if it ought to be filled

with glaqd chestnuts, or crystallized violets

+Gla'cery. Obs. ? Anglicized form of Glacier,
1782-3 W, F Martyn Geog. Mag II. 337 The Glacenes of

Savoy may be considered as some of the natural curiosities

of Italy.

f Gla’ciable, a Obs [f L. glacia-re to freeze

+ -BLE ] That may be frozen or congealed
1658 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep n 1 (ed 4) 59 As sensible

Phylosophers conceive of the generation of Diamonds, Iris
Beryls Not making them of frozen icecle, or from’meer
aqueous and glaciable substances

Glacial (gl^Jial, -Jal), a. Also 7 glaciale.
[a. F. glacial, ad L glacidhs icy, f. glacies ice,]

1. Full of, or having the natuie of, ice, cold, icy,

freezing ; are
1656 Blount Glossogr., Glacial, where ice is, freezing, cold

1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra iv v § 38 203 Snowy or what ever
else he [Spinoza] means by Glacial Air, or Clouds, may
serve to darken the Day, but not at all prolong it. t8go
Edin Rev Jan 61 Unmteimittent glacial rain set in

Jig 1852 Longe in Life (1891) II 229 No wonder that
their stricken faculties uttered themselves in such broken
accents, such glacial metres 1 x86o Motlty Netherl xvu II
303 His flame was slight . . his manner more glacial and
sepulchral than ever

b Consisting of ice.

1794 Sullivan View Nat I 409 The enormous glacial
masses of the poles 1853 Kane Grmuell Exp vm, (1856)

57 The gelid flow of these glacial rivers.

2. Of chemical substances Glass-like; crystal-

lized (Obs exc as m b.)
1681 Boyi eNewExper Icy Nochlitca 18, I thought it not

anuss to call our consistent Self shining Substance, the Icy
or Glacial Noctiluca (and foi variety—Phosphorus) 1693
Salmon Bates’ Dtspens 1 (1713) 358/2 From lb uj of the
fust Mattel, you will have, says Rolfincius, a Glaciale
Butter 1771 Watson Phil Trans LXI. 217 White vitnol,

a few glacial spicula 1796 Kirwan Elem. Mm (ed 2) II

104 Phosphoric acid in a Glacial state

b. Glacialacetic acid, pure acetic acidm crystals

,

glacial phosphoric acid, melaphosphonc acid

(IIPO3)
,
glacial sulphuric acid, ~\glacial oil of

vitnol, pure sulphuric acid m crystals,

1786 H Cavendish in Phil Trans LXXVI 268 The oil

of vitnol prepared from gieen vitriol, has sometimes been
obtained in such a state as to rem.un constantly congealed
whenLe it acquned its name of glacial 1800 tr Lagrange's
Chem II 42 Glacial sulphuric acid 1819 Brande Man
Client (1841) 685 When dried and fused m a crucible, a
transparent glass is obtained, commonly called glacial phos-
phoric acid 1843 Plhi-tha Food ff Diet 149 Glacial or
Crystalhsable Acetic Acid, the strongest procurable, con-
tains one equivalent of water 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ
IV 357/2 The acetic acid usually employed in photo-
giapliy is what is termed glacial, and should become solid

at about 40°

3

Geol Characterized by the presence of ice

Glacial epoch, era, period, a geological period

during which it is supposed that the northern

hemisphere was m great part covered by an ice-

sheet. Glacial sea the sea of the glacial epoch.
In America this period is also known as the drift epoch

(see Dru t sb io), ice-age, etc.

1846 Prof. E Fordes in Mem Geol Sum). I 363 The
remaihable strata known under the names of ‘Boulder
clay’,

1 Arctic or northern drift’ . including (in part) the

‘Till’ deposits, whiLh for convenience I shall henceforth
mention as glacial, or as beds of the glacial epoch 1851

Richardson GeoLvill 2x1 The rhinoceros and elephant,

which Ijved under the latitude of the glacial sea 1853
Phillips Rivers Yorksh iv 124 For all Holderness was a
sea-bed m the * glacial ’ period 186a Dana Man. Geol 541
The Drift epoch is usually called the Glacial epoch, under the

idea that ice either in the form of icebergs or glaciers, was
concerned in the transportation ofthe boulders, pebbles, and
earth 1873 Dawson Earth Man xu 283 The earlier Post-

pliocene period of geology may be called the Glacial era

b. Pioduced by the presence of ice in the form

of glaciers, etc. or by its action upon the surface

of the eaith
;
pertaining to glaciers or ice-sheets

i8$8 Geikie Hist Boulder 11 17 They corroborate our con-

clusions as to the glacial origin of the boulder-clay x86o

G H K. Vac Tour 120 Curious mounds ofgravel,which look
very like glacial moraines 1863 LyellAntiq Man 1 (ed 3) 2,

I shall give a description of the glacial formations of Europe
and North America X872 Nicholson Palseont x8 The
glacial mud of the Polar regions 1878 Huxley Phystogr

164 Evidence of glacial denudation m countries which are

now free from anything like glaciers or icebergs

Hence CHa dala tioa, the condition of being

covered with ice or glaciers ;
Q-la cialism, the

theory of the action of ice upon the earth’s surface

;

Ola oialized ppl a
,
acted upon by ice.

1864 Reader 2 Apr 432/2 They present characters m com-
mon with lake-basins occurring in regions which were in-

tensely glacialized x88xW. B Dawkins in Nature XXIII.
309 Dr James Geikie pushes glacialism and interglaciahsm

to an extreme 1889 Standard 25 June 5/2 The plucky trip

of Dr Nansen has now rendeied the entire glacialation of

inner Greenland no longer a theory

Glacialist (gl^’jialist). [f. prec. + -ist.] a
One who makes a special study of glacial pheno-

mena. b. One who explains certain geological

phenomena as due to glacial action.

1854 FraseVs Mag XLIX. 249 Ice, a tolerably hard,

brittle solid (notwithstanding tne plasticity with which
modern glaciahsts endow it). X878 Huxley Phystogr 105

Nor is it only the effects of land ice which the glacialist sees

marked upon the rocks of Britain 1889 G F Wright Ice

Age N Amer, 358 The glacialist sees indubitable evidences

of a former vast expanse of water

Glacially (gl? Jiali), adv [f as prec +-ly 2
]

1. Geol. By means of glacial action.

1865 Lyell Elem. Geol xu (ed 6) 158 Boulders of far-

transported rocks, glacially polished * and scratched on

more than one side. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st Life ix. xo8



GLACIARIUM. 193 GLAD.

The present agencies may be said to be just beginning to

carve a new line of features out of the old glacially-formed

2. In an icy fashion, icily, lit andfig
x88a Sala Amer. Revts xin (1883) 166 The high * stoops

’

before the houses were also glacially glassy as to suiface

1883 Mbs. Lynn Linton lone II. xx 179 She asked this as

calmly, almost glacially, as if she were not interested 1889

— Thrd Long Night I 1 xv 231. ' I was looking at your

room ’, returned Charlie, glacially polite

||
Glaciarium (gl^Jie® rom). [f L. glact-es

ice + -arium as in aquarium,
vivarium ] A skat-

ing-rink with ice artificially produced

1878 10th Cent Mar 553 The leal ice at the Chelsea

glaciarium. 1889 Catholic News 18 May 8/4 The share-

holders of the Southport Glaciarium. passed a resolution to

wind up the concern.

Glaciate (gl^JV't), v. [£ L glacial- ppl stem

ofglactdre to freeze, f glades ice J

1 1 . a mtr. (See quot.) Tb. trans. To freeze.

a 1623 Cockcram, Glaciate, to be frozen, to turne to Ice.

*75S ln Johnson , and in later Diets

b 1636 Blount Glossogr , Glaciate, to congeal or freeze,

to turn to ice 1665 [see Glaciating] 1721 m Bailey.

2 . Geol. Only in pass pple. gladated a. Rubbed
or polished by glacial action.

x8t>5 Reader 9 Sept 297 All that we know at present, .is

that they have been glaciated in some form 1876 Davis
Polaris Exj> App 661 Rocky surfaces which have once

been glaciated, if I may thus express the peculiar action of

ice upon rocks, can never be mistaken for anything else,

1894 Chamb Jrnl x Sept 556 Some of the paving flags are

basalt blocks, perhaps glaciated.

b Covered with ice , furnished with glaciers

x88o A R Wallace Isi Life vii 108 The comparatively
small Heard Island is even now glaciated down to the sea

1887 H Howorth Mammoth xx, I do not believe in
the possibility of tropical America being so glaciated that
the valley ofthe Amazon was filled with ice

(

3. techn 1 To give an ice-like or frosted appear-

ance to’ (Cent Diet

.

1889)
1887 U. S Consular Rep-. No 73^ 215 (Cent ) [Iron]

chimneys, oven, etc. . not enamelled, glaciated, or tinned

Hence G-la'ciated, Gla"oiating ppl. adjs

1663 Phil Trans I 48 What change was produced in it

[water] betwixt the hottest time ofSummer and first glaciat-

ing degree of Cold 1861 H. Macmillan Footnotes fr.
Nature 76 The deep striae or flutings peculiar to glaciated
surfaces 1873 Croll Climate If- T xiv 233 But when the
glaciated hemisphere began to grow warmer [etc ] 1881

Nature XXIII 281 The glaciating agent has swept com-
pletely . . over it. 1887 Academy 26 Nov. 35s Those fertile

mountain spots met with m all glaciated countries

Glaciation (gl^'Ji*1 Jan), [n of action f L
glaci-are to freeze see prec. and -ation ]

fl. Theprocess offreezing ; a result ofthis Obs
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep n. i 54 So is it [Ice]

plrnne upon the surface of water, but round in hayle, (which
is also a glaciacion). 1658 J. Robinson A Calm Vent 120
A violent motion of water, is a preservative against glacia-

tion 1690 Boyle Chr Virtuoso 1 66 ’Tis plain . that by
Glaciation, Water is rather expanded
2 . Geol. The condition of being covered by an

ice-sheet or by glaciers
;
glacial action or its result.

1863 Lyell A ntiq Man ix (ed 3) 16$ These erratic blocks
are often polished and striated, having undergone what is

called glaciation 1873 — Princ Geol I. 1. xiu. 283 Mr
Croll's Theory of alternate glaciation. 1880 DawkinsEarly
Man v 117 The climate must have been arctic in its severity

during this period of glaciation x88x Nature No. 626 606
Between Reykjavik and Hafnarfjord the glaciation is dis-

tinctly from south-east to north-west.

Glacier (gke siai, gl^’J'ai). Also 8 glaoiere.
[a. F. glacier (earlier glaciZre), f. glace ice , app.
Savoyard word. Cf. Gletsoheb.]
1 . A large accumulation or river of ice m a high
mountain valley, formed by the gradual descent and
consolidation of the snow that falls ou the higher
ground. The resulting mass is often many miles
in length, and continues to move slowly downward
until it reaches a point where the temperature is

high enough to melt the ice as fast as it descends
1744 {title) An Account of the Glacieres or Ice Alps in

Savoy, m two Letters 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. m 1772
327 With snowy glacieres lodged in the deep shaded aper-
tures 1775 C & F. Davy Boumt's Glac Savoy 88 The
Glaciers are beds of ice, more or less thick, which are
lodged upon declivities between mountains. 1789 Mrs
Piozzx Jaunt France II. 229 We have the pleasure of
seeing Switzerland, without climbing its glacieres. 1817
Byron Manfred- 1 1 68 The Glacier's cold and restless
mass Moves onward day by day 18*3 Scoresbv Whale
Fishery 229 There are two glaciers, or land icebergs z86o
Tyndall Glac 11. 422 Glaciers are derived from mountain
snow, which has been consolidated to ice by pressure. 1883
Ouida Wanda I 30 The ice bastions of a thousand glaciers
glow in the sunrise

2 attnb and Comb. a. attrib., as glacier-drift,

-flea, -foot, -tee, -lake, -mass, -moraine, -motion

,

•phenomenon
, -fool, -sea, -slope, -track, -valley

,

•water, b. instrumental, as glacier-choked, -clad,

-ploughed, -worn adjs c. special comb., as

glacier-mill, =» Moulin; glacier-mud(seequot.);
glaoier-rope, a rope used in traversing glaciers,

to attach the members of a party together, as a pre-
caution against accidents

;
glacier-silt = glacier-

mud

,

glacier-slow a
,
slow as (the movement of)

a glacier
; glacier-snow, the snow at the upper

end of a glacier, not yet hardened into ice by
pressure

,
glacier-table (see quot ).

1897 Penibrokesh Antiq 25 Those days of ice-capped

hills, "glacier-choked valleys, mammoths and cave men
1889 G F Wright Ice AgeN Amer 76 The vast "glacier

-

clad interior of the country 1876 L, Agassiz Geol Sketches

Ser 11 89 Upon these surfaces rests the drift, having every-

where the characteristic composition of "glacier-drift 1884

Macmillan in SundayMag Aug 326/1 Under the stones

may be found lively colonies of the small black "glacier flea

1856 Kane A ret hxpl II xxi 208 The stream tunnels its

wayout near the "glacier-foot i88zGeikie TextBk Geol 11.

11 § 6 xio When the granular nevd slowly slides down into

the valleys, it acqunes a more compact crystalline structure

and becomes "glacier-ice 1876 L Agassiz Geol, Sketches

Ser 11 31 The 1 parallel roads ’ of Glen Roy mark the ancient

levels ofthe "glacier lakes in that glen X873 J Geikie Gt Ice

Age (1894) 243 They were doubtless formed by the same
"glacier-mass. Ibid 435 "Glacier mills that gave rise to

‘giant’s kettles’. 1833 Herschel Pop Led Sct.v 1

230A *glacier moraine might be redistributed by tidal action

over the floor of the Ocean 1860 Tyndall Glac 11 ix 270

The fact of "glacier motion has been known for an indefinite

time to the inhabitants ofthe mountains. 1863 Q Jml. Geol

Soc XXI x66 The Boulder-earth or "Glacier-mud Resting

on the surface of the ice-worn rocks we find a widespread

accumulation of boulder earth, an unstratified mass of

coarse gntty mud, in which are imbedded pebbles, boulders,

and stony particles. 1863 A C Ramsay Phys Geog 73,

1

will

describe to you various other "glacier-phenomena affecting

the scenery ofthe Alps 1888 Century Mag XXXVI. 791/1

New England Its stony hills and rocky coast, its "glacier-

plowed and niggardly soil i860 Tyndall Glac 11 xxiv

337 Figures . formed in the ice on the surface of "glacier-

pools. 1897 Westm Gas 16 Aug. 4/2 He was tied to a
rope and lowered Three "glacier-rope lengths were necessary

before he reached Sachs 0x835 Mrs Hemans Alp-Hom
Song Poems (1873) 294 The sparkling blue of the "glacier-sea.

1895 Funk's Stand Did ,*Glacier-silt 1856 Kane A ret

Expl I xxv 332 Some of its "glacier-slopes were margined
with veidure x86x Lowell Lett (1894] I 318 So I sub-

mitted, took to pentameters, and only hope the thoughts

are good enough to be preserved in the ice of the colder

and almost "glaciei-slow measure 1883 Ogilvie Suppl ,

‘"Glacier-snovu, same as N£v£ *860 Tyndall Glac. 1 vi

44 "Glacier tables ,
flat masses of rock, raised high upon

columns of ice 1876 L Agassiz Geol Sketches Ser n. 66

This western track of the glacier is crossed transversely

by two other "glacier-tracks x86o Tyndall Glac. 11 vm
264 A succession of old lateral moraines, such as many
"glacier-valleys exhibit. Ibid. 1 xu 86 Beer, cold as the

"glacier water. 1876 L Agassiz Geol Sketches Ser. u. 41

The inequalities of the "glacier-worn surfaces.

Hence G-la oiered ppl. a , coveted with glaciers

;

also (of water) proceeding from a glacier.

1824 New Monthly Mag, X 16 Those sublimeand glacier'd

peaks. 1834 T. Medwin Angler lit Wales I. 234 The
glaciered water is too cold for them [fish], 1847 Disraeli
Tancred in iv, What need of mountains of glaciered crest.

1833 KaneGnnnellExp xvh. (1856) 130Abarrierapparently

as permanent as the glaciered hills with which it is united

Gla'cierist. rate. [f. Glacier + -ist.] One
who studies glaciers

1830 Whewell in Todhimter Acct. W’s Writings {1876)

II 366 Hugi, the glacierist was there 1862— 1bid. II, 427
Have any of the recent glaciertsts given any observations on
a large scale as to the direction which the crevasses really

follow?

Glacieriza'tion. nonce-wd. [f. Glacier +
-IZE + -ation] Convei sion into glacier.

1830 Westm. Rev. Oct. 267 A general glacierization

(vergletscherung) of the whole island is a thing not to be

thought of

Glacificatiou (glresifik^’Jsn) [f L glaci-es

ice+ -xtoation.] a. The action of converting into

ice. b. The action of covering with ice.

x86o Tyndall Glac n v 252 The second great agent in

the process of glacificatiou, namely pressure 1873 tr.

Schmidt’s Desc. % Darw 63 The diluvial period includes,

both in Europe and America, a repeated glacificatiou of

countries, and vast portions of the world

Glacio'logist. [f.next + -1ST.] = Glaoialist a.

1886 Sir J. W. Dawson in Nature 2 Sept. 4x0/2 Your
veteran glaciologist, Dr. Crosskey

Glaciology (gle'JV’lodsi). [f. glacio-, mod.

comb, form of L. glacies ice + -loot.] The science

which treats of ice or glaciers.

189a Nation (N Y ) 29 Dec 497/2 Already this suggestion

finds favor among some of our leaders in glaciology.

GlaciO’meter. [f. as piec. + Gr. pkrpov mea-
sure • see -meter ] A. measure of glacial action.

189a Edm Rev Apr 310 They serve in Dr Wright’s

phrase as glaciometers.

t Gla’cious, a. Obs.—'1 [ad. Y.glacieux (obs ),

f. L. glacies ice.] Resembling ice.

1646 SirT Browne Pseud Ep. n. 1 3° Aquafortis
exhaled and placed in cold conservatories will Crystallise

and shoot into white and glacious bodyes

Glacis (gl«T‘ sis, glasz). [a. F. glacis (first re-

corded in the 16th c.), orig ‘a place made slip-

pene by wet lately fallen and frozen on ’ (Cotgr.),

and related to OF glacier to slip, slide (see Glaoe
v ). In medL, (c 1270) glatia is found with the

meaning of glacis (m fortification).]

1. A gently sloping bank (see quot. 171a).
In mod. use probably transf from sense 2.

167a Phil Trans VII 4081 That so the water spreading

it self upon this glacis or slope may not spoil the Causey.

X712 J. James tr Le Blond’s Gardening 37 A Slope that

lies under the Diagonal of a Square, or less than 43 Degrees,

they [the French] term Glacis 1787 M. Cutler in Life*
etc. (1888) I 275 We were walking on the northern side of
the Garden, upon a beautiful glacis. 1830 Lyell Princ

Geol I. 245 When nothing appears above water but the

higher part of that sloping glacis which we before described

189a Stevenson A cross the Plains n 70 The foam mounts

in an instant to the ridge of the sand glacis

2 . Fortif. 1 The parapet of the covered way ex-

tended in a long slope to meet the natural surface

of the ground, so that every part of it shall he

swept by the tire ofthe ramparts’ (Voyle Mil Diet ).

1688 Caft. J. S Fortif 27 The Glacis or Esplanade, a

kind of Parapet which losetn itself insensibly, level with
the Earth 1692 Luttrell Brief Rel, (1837) II 486 The
enemy made 4 attacks on the glacis of the counterscarp

1755 T Forbds in C Gist Jrnls (1893) 131 The Soldiers

Barracks are built between the Stockadoes and the Glacis

of the Fort 178a P H Bruce Mem 1 15 Upon ourbieak-

mg ground on the glacis, or covered way, I was with the

pioneers 1823 Byron Juan vm xxxiv. The rest, who
kept their valiant faces A nd levell'd weapons still against

the glacis [c 1870 Hay Banty Tun 32, I sprawled on that

cursed glacee ] 1879 Howells L Aroostook iv. 40 The
black guns looked out over the neatly shaven glacis.

f 3. Build (See quot

)

x727-41 Chambers Cycl ,
The glacis of the comich is an

easy imperceptible slope in the cymatium of the comich, to

promote the descent and diainmg off of the rain-water.

4: attnb., as glacis-form ;
glacis-shaped adj

1844 Hull Dock Ad 65 The Company shall slope off the

eastern side of the said wharf in an oblique or glacis foim.

1884 Mtlti Engin I 11 33 When made glacis-shaped these

screens are more difficult to cut thiough than when shaped
like an ordinary parapet

•j- Gla'citate, w Obs — 0 [ad. lateL glacitai el]

1623 Cockeram, Glacitale, to cry like a gander

Glack (glak). Sc. Also 6 glak [a Gael, glac

valley, hollow, etc.]

1. A deep and narrow mountain-valley.

1533 Stewart Cron. Scot II x47Herbisthatinthemont
than grew, And glak and glen in hole and mony hnne.

a 1800 Wattr-kelpie ix in Scott Minstr Scott Bord. (1810)

III 389 Fraeyondeep glack at Catla’sback. x8a6G Beattie

John o’ Amhct in Life fy Poems 229 Deep i the glack, and
round the well 1888 D. Beveridge Betw the Ochtls $
Foi th vii 98 A beautiful defile or glack, as it is called in

that part of the country.

2 . a. The fork of a tree, b A spot where roads

diverge
18 Donald § Flora 155 (Jam ) That is the spreading

branch that used to shade us, And that's the braid wide glack

we used to sit on 1871 W Alexander Johnny Gibb xxv.

(1873) 145 Yon was him’t we met at the glack o’ the roads

Gle
’ '

_.iacyer, obs form of Glazier.

+ Glad, sb. Obs. Also 4 glatbje

Gladness, ]oy.

[f. the adj ]

With quot a 1300 compare For- pref1 10. In quot x6o8

prob pseudo-arch. .

c 1000 Be Manna Wyrdum (Gr-Wulk) 68 Dryhten
dseleb sumum earfej>a dsel, Sumum geogope glaed a 1.300

Cursor M 17873 Pei seide for glad \G6tt wid gladnes]

wij) gretyng gle ‘pis ilke Hat forsope is he, Pat maker
is of lastyng h}t \ c 1330 R Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls)

3260 A1 pus ben ended pe brejjere wrathe, Per tene turned

to game & glathe c 1440 Generydes 1255 When hewas come
and knewe that it was she, For very glad he wist not what

to saye 1608 Shaks. Per 11 Prol 38 All perishen of man,
of pelfe, Ne ought escapend but himselfe, Till Fortune tir d

with doing bad. Threw him a shore, to giue him glad.

Glad (glsed), a. Forms: 1, 3 gleed, 3 gled,

glead, glaU, 3-4 gladd(e, 4-5 glade, (5 glaad),

4-6 Sc glaid, 3- glad [OE. glsed = OS. glad

(only in comb, glad-mdd), ON. glatSr (Sw. glad.

Da. glad), bright, joyous. The ong sense of the

word is app found m OHG glat smooth, and is

letained m G. glatt, Du. glad, glad (MDu. also

gelad, gelat), Fris. gled (also Da glat, Sw glatt
,

from German) The OTeut type *glacto- is cog-

nate with OS1 gladitkil (Russ, gladkit) and L
glaber smooth (

—*ghladhro- ;
cf ruber, uber with

red, udder).]
*{• 1 . Bright, shining, beautiful (Cf. 5.) Obs.

a 1000 Csedtnon's Gen. 2719 (C3r ) [He] sealde him to bote

, gangende feoh and glsed seolfor
.
a 1000 Phoenix 289 in

Exeter Bk

,

Ponne swegles leoht gimma gladost eastan

lixeS a xooo Sal % Sat (Kemble) 975 OSer bib golde

gtedra, ocJer bij> grundum sweartra 1412-20 Lydg Chron

Troy 1. 111, Under theise braunebes & theis bowes glade

c 1450 Cov Myst (Shaks Soc ) x68 Heylle, I cum to the with

gold glade 0x300 Flowers,- Leaf 35 Leves new . Som
very rede, and som a glad light grene.

2 Of persons : + Cheerful, joyous, or merry m
disposition (obs.) ;

joyful, happy (arch.) +To make

glad : = * to make merry
The sense in the first quot is uncertain , it is prob a vague

figurative use of i, and may have meant * noble !

}
glorious ,

rather than * cheerful
1

; cf Bright 0. 6.

Beowulf(Z ) 58 [He] heold benden hfde gamol &guoreouw

glffide Scyldmgas. C897K AIlfred Gregory s Past, xliv 322

Sanctus Paulus cwaiS Jjsette none gladan giefan [L hilarem

datorem] God lufode c 1203 Lay 7013 d£uer wes pc king

glad & ssuere he gomen luueden [w r louede] c 1330 Gen ty

Ex. 2297 In fulsumhed he wuroen glaoe c X290 S Eng
Leg I 366/2 Faire man and noble he was, and glad and

of swete mode. 13 . Minor Poems fr Vimon MS.
xxxvii. 705 While >ou mi3t, make pe glad and mun 1 Lengor

liueb a glad mon pen a sori. 137s Barbour Bruce 1 332

To Parys can he ga And levyt thar full sympylly, The
quhethir he glaid was and Ioly c 1400 Gamelyn 47°> I

sitte fasting& o>ermen make glade 1300-20 Dunbar Poems
xxiii 1 Be mirry and glaid, honest and vertewous

_
170a

Steele Funeral x 1, Did I not give twenty shillings a
week, to be sorrowful ? and the more I give you, I think,

the gladder you are. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err, 165 A day
ofluxury . When the glad soul is made heaven's welcome
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guest, 1799 Wordsw Fountain xii, Often, glad no more,
We wear a face ofjoy, because We have been glad of yore
1865 R. Buchanan Sutherland?s Pansies v. There grew a
sadness in his tone When he was gladdest

fb. Borne with cheerfulness Obs. [Cf. L Iveta

paupertas ]
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T 327 Glad pouerte is an honeste

thyng certeyn

f c. Glad with pleasant, kindly, affable to (a

person) Obs.

Beowulf(Z ) 1173 Beo wi'S ^eatas glaed, geofena gemyn-
dig c 1000 /Elfric Gen xlm 14 Min duhten hine gedo

f
lasdne [L. placabilem\ wiS eow, ]jaet he agife eow eowerne
roSor C1305 11,000 Visguts 121 in E E. P (1862) 69

Gladdest he was wiji his soster pat heo scholde so Jung &
so clene suffne depes pyne

3. Rejoiced, affected with pleasure by some par-

ticular cause
;
=Fain a. Now onlypredicative

In mod, Eng (at least 111 prose use) the sense is much
weaker than that which theword had in the older language,
and which appears in the derivatives gladly, gladness. In
general ‘ pleased ’ would now be an adequate synonym, while
4
delighted’ or ‘rejoiced’ suggest a much stronger feeling.

a. simply. (With the cause indicated contextu-

ally)

eg50 Lmdtsf Gosp John vm. 56 Abraham faeder mer
gefeade jxette gesege dsege minne & gesseh & gegladade
vel glaid uses a 1x00 O E Ckron (Laud MS ) an 6$6Y>a.
pa lcyning heorda pset ge seegon, pa waerS he switSe glsed
a 1225 fullana 70 Ha herede godd in heouene, & wartS
swiSe gled \_Bodl MS glead] 1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 38x7
pe [v

r

po] king arthure hurde pis no gladdore mon nas
c 1350 Will Palerne 67 A gladere wommon under god no
mijt go on erpe pan was pe wif wip pe child, 1388
WycLir Prov x. 1 A wijs sone makith glad the fadir [153S
Coverdald and x6xx maketh a glad father] c 1430 £t
Ciithbert (Surtees) 476 pan bai ware bathe glad and blithe

1617 Moryson Itm 1 185 One thing m this misene made
me glad. 1633 Earl Manch. Al Moudo (1636) 192 As a
weaned traveller is then gladdest when he comes within
kenning of his Countrey. 1842 Tennyson Atidley Court
87 We were glad at heart Mod ‘Your friend has won his
case ’

‘ Yes
;
I am very glad,’

b. with prep. Glad, of: f (a) made happy or
joyful, delighted or pleased with (an object pos-
sessed) (obs.)

;
(b) «= ‘ glad to have or get

5
(see

3 d)
;

(c) joyful on account of, delighted or pleased
by (an event, a state of things). Also const at
(an event, usually one affecting another person, esp.

unfavourably),^ (arch ), fm, + with
cg$aLmdisf Gosp Luke 1 14 And biS gifea 3e & glaednise
& monigo in accenmsse his bioon glaede c 1200 Ormin 3179
Elysabaep Wass gladd moh & blipe Off lure dere child
Johan c 1205 Lay 3962 pe king wes gled foi his kune &
for pen cnihtes bet come mid hine c 1250 Gen 4 Ex 3671
Moyses was bhoe and glaS of Sis 1388 Wyclif Prov xvii
He that is glad in the fallyng of another man [1611
e that is glad at calamities] schal not be vnpunyschid

1480 Caxton Chron Eng liv (1482) 38 He wepte ful tenderly
. -and netheles he wassomdele glad ofhis deth. 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw IV, 204 b, The kyng, glad of this victory,
commaunded [etc ] 1385 Sidney Let. 22 Nov., Misc Wks
(x82g) 307,

1

fynd the people very glad of me. xggz Shaks
Rom <5- jut. iv. 11 28 Why, I am glad on’t x6xx — Cymb.
1 1. is Not a Courtier . . hath a heart that is not Glad at the
thing they scowle at 16x7 Moryson Itin 1 178 They gave
us flesh to eat, whereof I was glad as ofa dainty I could not
get in Italy 1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims II 1165 And he
sent me word that he was very glad with my safe arrival
1648 Gage West Ind, xii (1655) 49 Garcia Holguin being
a glad man of such a prisoner x6g7 Dryden AEneid x.
1118 The Trojan, glad with sight of hostile Blood. 1738
Swift Pol Conversat 119 Madam, Dinnei’s upon the
Table —Faith, I’m glad of it 1784 Miss Burney Diary
22 Apr II 310, I am so glad of seeing your sentiments,
when I cannot hear them, that your letters are only less
valuable to me than yourself 1807 Southey Espriella's
Lett III. 320 The Westminster boys were working an engine
in the cloisters .D .. said they were glad at the fire 1842
Tennyson Dora 66 When his heart is glad Of the full
harvest 1870 Morris Earthly Par II hi 229 For life and
love that has been, I am glad, 1874 Dasent Half a Life
II, 201 ,

1

was glad at the sport

o. With clause as complement
:
glad that, etc.

In later usage chiefly with omission of that,
e xaoo Ormin a8ra He wass gladd, Laffdij, forr patt tu come

c 1205 Lay 9374 An oefer halue he wes glaed pat his lfon
weoren d®d 1375 Barbour Bruce nr. 724 Blyth, and glaid,
that thai war sua Eschapyt the hidwyss wawys fra. a 1450
Knt de la Tour (x868) 15 And she saide that she was
gladder that she had do it [her hood] of to hym thanne to a
lorde. 1559 W Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 71, I am
glad you understand the reason of it a 1605 Polwart
Flyttng w Montgomerie 37, I am right glaide Thou ait
begun in write to flyte. 1632 J Hayward tr. BiondPs Ero•

mena 58 Perseus, now a glad man, that the business had so
succeeded accoiding as he desired. 1683 Temple Mem
Intiod Wks 1731 1 374, 1 am the gladder that my publick
lmployment should contribute something to your Entertain-

1855 Lord Houghton in Life (1891)1. xi 527,1am
glad I came, as Lord E is very low. 1884 Mrs Ewing
Marys Meadow (1886) 37,

1

am very glad you like it.

d. With infinitive ; Happy, delighted, pleased
to (do, be, etc.) ; also, well content to (do, have, etc.

something in default of better) In mod use freq.
in the phrases I am glad to hear

,
set (etc.) ; also,

I should be glad to (hear, know , etc.) with sarcastic
force.

c yH** Cursor M. 19396^ (Trin ) Obes penne to hem pel
made To do hit were pei wondn glade, c 1386 Chaucer
Clerk sT. 320 Thise ladyes were nat right glad To handle
lur clothes wher Inne she was clad, c 1450 St. Cuthlert
(Surtees) 6372 To wyn away he was full glad. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf (W de W 1531) 5 Euery chrysten man or woman .

sholde be the gladder to fulfyll his blessed wyll 1572
Sattr. Poems Reform, xxxm 261 Now [they are] glaid to
get Peis breid and watter Caill 1670 Lady Mary Bertie
in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS Comm. App v 21, I received
yours and am very glad to heare you are so merry with
the musicke and danceing 1712 Steele Sped No 52
F 3 We shall he heartily glad to see your short face in

Oxford 1767 Junius Lett in. 19, I should be glad to

know where you have received your intelligence? 1814
D H. O'Brian Captm <5* Escape x6 And tola us that we
ought to have been glad to nave got any thing 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng vii II 164 He was glad to turn away
from the stage and to talk about publick affairs 1897 Mary
Kingsley W Africa 298 ,

1

was glad to see the mangrove-
belt

4 Of feelings, looks, actions, eta Filled with,

marked by, or expressive of joy or delight
a goo Cynewulf Christ 315 m Exeter BA, Him godes

engel purh glsedne geponc ba wisan onwrah c xooo Ags.
Ps. (Th) hi 8 panne Iacob byS on glasdum srelum, and
Israelas ealle bhSe. a 1225 Ancr R 70 Hco schal habben
leaue to .. makien signes touward hire of one glede chere
a 1240 Sawles Wards in Cott. Horn 257 [He] ponkeS god
jeorne wi8 swifte glead heoi te. c 1340 Cursor M 2535
(Trin ) Melchisedech wip wille glade Offryng of wyn &
breed made c 1385 Chaucer L GW 1038 Dido, So yong
so lusty with hire eyen glade c 1475 Rauf Coil$ear 178
Doun he sat the King neir And maid him glaid & gude
cheir 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 2x7/1 She aroos up peasibly
with a glad visage. 1567 Saitr Poems Reform 111 33 In
gamis glaid he was ryent wetll asswetit 1667 Milton
P L vii 29 1 Thither they Hasted with glad precipitance
x6g6 Tate & Brady Ps. cxlix 1 O praise ye the Lord, pre-
pare your glad Voice X769 Sir W Joni s Palace Fortune
Poems (1777) 27 The damsel rose , and, lost in glad surprize,
Cast round the gay expanse hei opening eyes 2847 Lytton
Lucretia 416 Surely the discovery of your son should create
gladder emotions 185a M. Arnold Poems, Youth of
Nature

, Cold the elation of joy In Ins gladdest airiest

song i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxu 159, I was soon at the
bottom fairly out of danger, and full of glad vigour,

b Of tidings, news, etc : Full of, or bringing, joy
ax240 Sawles IVarde m Cott Horn 257 Let him in he

brmgeS us gleade tidinges c 1470 Htney Wallace 11 344
With glaid bodword, thar myrthis till amend 1507 J,
Payne Royal Exch 13 Wch ys the gladdest news and loy-
fullest tydmgs xfixx Bible Luke vm. x Shewing the glad
tidings of the kingdome of God 1833 Ht Marti neau Tale
of Tyne vn 131 It was a glad day for him and Efiic when
leave was got to sell coal in London by weight 187a C
Gibbon For the Ktngxxv, You have given me the gladdest
tidings, Johnstone, that I have heard for many days

t C- Welcome, acceptable. Obs rare,
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 1 (1590) 87 Her conuersation More

gladde to me, then to a miser mome is 1690 Evelyn in
Pepys' Diary (1879) VI 170 Which, though it make a gap
in my poor Collection, to which it was glad, I most cheer-
fully bestow it upon you
5 . Of inanimate nature or its conditions : Full of

brightness or beauty
;
suggesting feelings of cheer-

fulness and delight
1667 Milton P L vii 386 Glad Eevning and glad Morn

crownd the fourth day. 1607 Dryden Virg Georg iv 813
Mighty Caesar .On the glad Earth the Golden Age lenews,
And his great Father’s Path to Heav’n pursues 1700 Prior
Carmen Seoulare 355 Let her glad valleys smile with wavy
corn 1712 Tickell Sped No 4x0 r 6 1 1 wants no Glad
Perfume Arabia yields In all her Citron Groves, and spicy
Fields <2x790 Cowfer Motmug Dream 1 'Twas in the
glad season of spring 1833 Lytton Rienst vrn iii, The
glad sun rising gorgeously from the hills revived his wearied
spirit. 1853 C Bronte Vtllette iv (1876) 34 What a living
spring 1 Wnat a warm, glad summer 1 1865 Swinburne
BalladofLife 2 Full of sweet trees and colour of glad grass,

t b Fertile, flourishing
(
= L. Indus) Obs. rare.

<11420 Pallad on Husb 11. 8 In placis glade [and lene), in
placis dne The medis clensid tyme is now to make Ibid
186 They [lettuces] that thynnest stondith beth gladdest.

0. dial (See quots )
Cf Sw. dial glad 1 open ’, said e g of a door which does

not shut closely In some Eng dialects ghd and gleg are
found m the same sense.
1674-01 Kay N C. Words 31 Glad, is spoken of Doors,

Bolts sc, that go smoothly and loosely 1883 A Imondb.
Gloss

,
Glad, smooth, easy A screw turns too glad when

the hole is too large.

7. quasi-flifzi. = Gladly adv Poet.
c 1340 CursorM 13697 (Fairf ) To be temple he jode for

to teyche pe men atte glad walde him here c X475 Rauf
Coil^ear 6ox He saw the king was engreuit.and gat furth
glaid 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxix 45 How glaid
ever I dyne or sowp 1727-46 Thomson Summer 477 The
heart heats glad, c 1790 Cowfer Needless Alarm 62 He ..
knows .How glad they catch the largess of the skies
8. Comb., as glad-cheered, -flowing, -hearted

',

-sad, -surviving adjs.
; + glad-milch ad/., giving

milk freely (of cows; cf. quot. 1883).
C1330 R Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 9752 Doughtiest

knyght at alle nedes . *Glad-chered, louely, & lordlyest of
alle x8x8 L Hunt Epist B Field 76 And then taking our
food, 'Tis exercise turns it to *glad-flowing blood 1869W P Mackay Grace j- Truth 243 The loving constant
service

__

of the ^glad-hearted girl. x6ox Holland Pliny
xxvm. ix, The bigger bodied beasts be more *glad-milch.
[1883 A Imondb Gloss

,
Gladmelshed

,
said of a cow which

loses her milk even as she lies down ] 16x4 SylvesterBethu-
ha's Rescue^ 354 This Hymn shee sings with *glad-sad
warbling voice. az6x8 — Paradox agst, Libertte 630
Whose glad-sad crosse conflicts afflict him day and night.
1630 Drayton Moses 1 107 The glad-sad parents full of joy
and care Fame would reserue their Infant if they could.
1603 B Jonson Sejanus in, i, Our oiily *glad-surutuing
hopes, The noble issue of Germanicus

Glad (glsed), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. gladded.
Forms : 1 (se-)gladiau, Mercian gleadian, 2-3

gladien, 3 gleadxen, 3-4 gledien, 4-5 gladi©
gladye, gladen, gladd(e, 4-6 glade, 6 Sc gled
4- glad. [OE gladian (also gegladian) -OTeut’
*glactdjan, f. *glafo- Glad The mlr, sense ‘ to
be glad 5

is the ong one ; the trans use ' to make
glad’ is found m ON . glada of similar formation
ON had also gletSja (:—*glatSjan) ‘ to be glad, to
make glad5

]

1 1. mtr. To become or to be glad
; to rejoice.

Const on, in, of,for Obs.

r f9S° Lindisf Gosp John vm 56 Abraham xegladade
[Rushw gladade] vel glaid wses cxooo Sax. Leeckd III
442 Ne gladige on bat richer ne cymng ne worul(d)nca
c 1205 Lay 44x0 pa Brennes hauede lhtrde his hirde-manne
lare, \>a gladede is mod. a 1225Anor R 358 BlescieS ou &
gledieo <*1340 Hampold Psalter ix 2, I sail be fayn & 1
sail glade in pe 1382 Wyclif Ecchts xxx slnhishfhe
saj, and gladide in hyin [1388 and was glad in hym] c 1460
Towneley Myst vn xxx Myrth I make till all men And
warn theym that thay glad 1496 Dives Paup (WdeW)
1 xxvm 66/1 Man byrde & beste begynne to gladde for
Joye of the lyght ^1586 Sidney Arcadia m (1598)334
Absence shall not take thee from mine eyes, nor afflictions
shall barre me from gladding in thy good 1621 Lady M.
Wroth Urania 520 Ihe one as a friend gladmg in his
presence. 1622 Massinger Pug Mart 11. u, Gladst thoum such scorne ? I call my wish backe
2 trans To make glad, to cause to rejoice, aich.
C825 Vesp Psalter cm 15 Win jeblissaS heortan monnes

Sait he gleadie onsiene in ele cxooo /Elfric Lev i 3
Bringe he an unwemme oxancelf dnhten mid to
gladienne [Vulg. ad placandum sibt donnnitm] c 1200
Trin Coll Horn 97 He us fette ut of helle wowe and
beimide us gledede C1230 Halt Meid. 27 Stieon of feire
children pat gladien muchel pe ealdien. a 1300 CursorM
3795 Wei was he gladed o >is sight 1352 Minot Poems v.

53 Pe gude Erie of Glowceter, God mot him glade 1377
Langl P. PI B xx. 170 And gaf hym golde that gladded
his lierte c 1450 Mirour £ ahtacioun 3089 Now last herd
3" how exist gladide oure faders 111 helle. 1526 Pilgr Perf
(W de W 1531) 36 Care not for dremes, for they gladdeth
none but foies. 1595 Spenser Col Clout 266 At length we
land far off descryde : Which sight much gladed me 1603
IhomasLd Cromwell U. 11 B 2 b,1 1 glads my hart to thinke
vpon the slaue 1663 F. Hawkins Youth's Behav 1 7When thou shalt hear the misfortunes of another, shew not
thy self gladded for it. 1682 Bunyan Holy War 261 They
were greatly gladded thereat. 1749 Smollett Regicide n
i, By heav'11 it glads me, that my sword shall findAn ample
field to-day. x8i6 Byron Ch. Har hi i, The hour’s gone
by When Albion’s lessening shores could grieve or glad mine
eye. 1867 Sat Rev 6 July 23/2 Here the Chorus trills a
downright English song that glads the heart 1870 Morris
Earthly Par II in 326 Yet shame of me, That I should
dull the joy that gladdeth thee

b transf.
1596 Spenser F. Q vi. x 44 Like to a flowre that feeles

no heate of sunne Which may her feeble leaves with comfort
glade 1622 Wither Philarete (1633) 623 'Tis as when a
flash of light Breakes from heaven to glad the night. 1646
Crashaw Sospetto d'Herode 1, xiv, Green vigour Gladding
the Scythian rocks and Libian sands 1671 F Philipps Reg.
Nccess 412 Those causes which have fertilized and gladded
the Vallies of our Israel 1704-9 Pope A utumn 72 Now
bright Arcturus glads the teeming gram
3. refl To rejoice. Obs. exc arch.
2340 Ayenb. 238 pe dyeulen ham glediep huanne hi moje

ouercome ane guodne man Ibid 258 Ne glede pe najt
ine uayr ssroud c 1386 Chaucer Sqr ‘s T 601 Alle thyng
repeirynge to his kynde Gladeth hym self c 1500 Plumpton
Coir, no, I recomend me unto your mastership . ever me
glad to here of your prosperytie x686 Goad Celest Bodies
in u. 401 All men gladded themselves with this conclusion
1871 Browning Balaust 461, I glad me in my honours too 1

Hence j* GTa'dded ppl. a
,
gladdened, delighted.

1568 Grafton Chron II 3 Then thejoyfuIlKentishemen
did conduct the gladded Normanes. 1637-77 Feltham
Resolves 1. 1 x When a nch Crown has newly kiss’d the
Temples ofa gladded king 1659 C. Noble Answ Immod,
Queries 5 A thousand gladded mouthes will speak the
contrary.

Glad(d, obs. pa. t. of Glide v.

Gladden (glsed’n), V. [f. Glad a
; see -ek

suffix 5 and cf. mod.Icel. gla&na to become bright

It seems doubtful whether the word was ever com-
mon 111 colloquial language.]
I. mlr. To be glad

,
to rejoice ? Obs.

The modern instances are not a continuation of the older
use, but are derived from the ti ans. sense
a 1300 E E Psalter xcvi. 8 Herd and famed es Syon,

And gladeneden doghtres of Iude 1801 Bloomfield
Rural T (1802) 49 As we climb Hills and gladden as we
climb *809 Words Advance—comeforth ’, That all the
Alps may gladden in thy might X839 Bailey Fcstus vm
(1848) 96 Purer powers Which do unseen surround us aye
and gladden In human good
2 trans. To make glad; to render joyous or

bright.

1558-62 Phaer JEnetdvm C c j, Lyke Lucifer al darknes
he resolues, and gladneth skyes wl face deuyne 1712 Steele
Sped No 270 ? 1 Such beautiful Piospects gladden our
Minds 1791 Mrs Radcuffe Rom Forest 1, Her heart
was gladdened with complacent delight 1820W Irving
Sketch BA II X05 A small pleasantry frankly uttered by a
patron, gladdens the heart ot the dependant, x86o Tyndall
Glac. 1 xxvu 204 The sight of the little mansion has
gladdened me. 1887 Ruskin Pi xtenia II. 265 [An
orchard] which was gladdened by flushes of almond and
double peach blossom.

Hence Gla'ddened, Gla’ddening' ppl. ad/s Also

OHa ddeuer, one who makes glad.
1728 Pope Dune, in 79 Thence to the south extend thy

gladden'd eyes. 1729 T. Cooke Tales
, fi-c. 61 Welsted,

envy’d Bard divine, And Hammond, glaa’mng as the Day.
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*8*5 Byron * The Harp the Monarch Minstrel swept' li,

It made our gladden’d valleys ring. 1837 Ht Mautineau
Sac Amer III 168 He and many others have done this

with gladdening success 1856 Kane Arct Expl II xvm
188 Crawl out and breathe in the gladdening air 1879
Butcher & Lang Odyss 200 Circe who charged me very

straitly to shun the isle of Helios, the gladdener of the

world. 1885 Athenaeum 20 June 790/2 O foi the Spring,

the pale, pure, gladdening Spring

Gladden, var. Gladdon.

+ Gladder. Obs [f Glad v. + -er i
]

1 One who rejoices 1 are~ l
.

138a Wyclif Isa, lxiv 5 Thou a^en came to the gladere

[1388 Thou roettist him that is glad L, Ixtanti ]

2

.

One who cheers or makes glad

C1386 Chaucer Knt ’s T 1363 O lady myn Venus Thow
gladere of the Mount of Citheron igo8 Dunbar Gold
Targe 124 Ihare was Bacus the gladder of the table 1528
Lyndesay Dreme 423 Lanterne of the hevin And glader of
the stems, with his lycht [1700 Dryden Palamon # Arc.
1421 Thou gladder of the mount of Cytheron ]

t Gla'dding, vbl. sb Obs [f Glad# + -inq 1
]

The action of the verb Glad; delight, joy, re-

joicing
c 1000 Be Muneca Cynne m Grein Bibl Ags Prosa II 137

Swylce hy heora geswinc mid godcundre gladunge gefrem-
men <21225 St, Marker 3 Mi gleo ant mi gledunde

[} gledunge] axzn$Ancr R 94 Hoh men wute$ wel het
euench worldlich gledunge is unvvuiS her a3eines c 1320
Cast Love 841 Hire gosthche gladynge Destruyed sleu)?e

J>orw alle Jnnge 138a Wyclif i Kings iv 8 Woo to us 1

forsothe ther was not so mych gladynge ^tsterday. c 1450
Mtronr Saluactoun 4935 '1 hi sawle aldere gTaciouseste in
goddethisaluteregladyng. 1 a 1500 ChesterPI (E ET S)
11 696 To god did I so amisse That I shall never haue
gladinge 1607 Hieron Whs I 213 This was that which was
Dauids delight, the loy ofhis heart, and gladding ofhis soule

+ Gla’dding, fpl. a Obs [f as prec. + -Ido 2 ]
That makes glad
*3 REA Hit P A 171 Suche gladande glory con to

me glace c 1394 P PI Crede 313 But now the glose is so
greit In gladding tales }>at be* bene cursed of Crist 1568
T Howell Arb, Amttie (1879) 53 She was , at home a
glasse, toviewe in gladding chere 1616 B Jonson lush
Masque at Court, Come vp and viewThe gladding [ printed
glad, ding] face of that great king, in whom So many pro-
phecies to thine are knit 1635 A Stafford Fem Glory
(1869) 13 Of whose all gladding Shine, the first man partici-

pated

Gladdon (glsed’n). Now chiefly dial. Forms
1 gladinee, glsedene, 3-5 gladene, 5 gladyne,
f-yyn), -one, 6 gladm, -yn, -on, 7-8 gladwin(e,

(9 -wyn), 8 glader, 6- gladen, gladdon, 8-
gladden [Of obscure etymology; Pogatschei

regards it as prob. a. popular L. *gladtna
,
altered

form ofL gladiolus ‘swoid-lily ’(Lewis& Sh ),dim.

of gladius sword, from the shape of the leaves.

The form glader which appears in various diets of the
18th c. (PhiUips, Johnson, etc.) may have heen originally

due to a misprint ]

1. A popular name of the ins {Ins Pseudacorus
and Ins feetidissima

;

the latter is sometimes dis-

tinguished as ‘ stinking gladdon Com-gladdon
(qnot. 1666) -Corn-flag.
<2700 Epinal Gloss 920 Scilla, gladmae. <2800 Corpus

Gloss 1813 Scilla, glaedine. c xooo Sax Leechd I 144 WiS
water seoenysse genim pas wyrte pe man bulbi scillitici

& oSrum naman glsedene nemneS c 1265 Voc Plants in

Wr.-Wulcker 556/15 Gladtohtm, flamine, gladene a 1400-50
Alexander 4094 A dryi meere Was full of gladen & of gale
& of grete redis. c 1430 M. E Med Bh (Heinrich) 155
Take pe rote of gladene & make pouder per of 1533
Elyot Cast Helthe (1541) 11 Thmges good for a colde
head Galingale Gladen 1563 Turnfr Herlal n, 23 Ins
. hath leaues like vnto the herbe called Gladiolus, that is to
saye, the gladdon or swerdlynge 1657 W Coles Adam
in Eden xxxm 67 Gladwin which is a kind heieof [Flower
de Luce] 1666 J Davies Hist, Caribby Isl. 58 Leaves .

pointed at the extremity, as those of Corn-Gladen 1747
Wesley Pnm Physic (1762) 69 Thirty grains of powder'd
Root of Gladwin. 1800 Sir J. E Smith Flora Brit I 42
Ins feetidissima Stinking Iris, or Gladwyn x8ag Glover
Hist, Derby I 106 Ins feetidissima, stinking gladdon.
1897 Willis Flower PI II 201 Ins Pseudacorus L the
yellow flag, and Insfoetidissima L , the gladdon.
2 . (See quots)
1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II 380 Gladdon, or

Gladden, Typha latifoha. and angustifoha, large and small
cats-tail. xi$$E.Angl Gloss., Gladden, or gladden bushes,
bulrushes.

3. attnb., as gladdon-bed, leaf.
1601 Holland Pliny II 99 The Gladen leafe is like a

sword blade indeed, and keen edged according to the name
1889 P H Emerson Eng Idyls 5 Ellen, lulled by the
melodies in the gladen-beds, sat staring at her float

Gladdy (glse’di) dial, Aname given (in Devon
and Cornwall) to the yellow-hammer
*859 Capern Ball 4- Songs 127 The gladdie on an haw*

thorn twig His golden yest displayed 1891 Hartland
Gloss , Gladdy, the yellow ammer. 1893 Q. [Couch] Delect-
able Duchy 2x5 Lookin’ as peart as a gladdy

tGlade, sb l Obs. [Perh ofScandinavian origin:

cf. Sw dial. (Rietz) gladas
,
gla{d)na, to set (of the

sun ; also sola a gladder the sun has just set)
,
Norw.

dial gla to set (of sun and moon) ; Sw. sol-gla{d)-

»z»§,Norw solagladsunset=0^.s6largladan, found
onlym Hervarar Saga (ed. 1847) p. 15, where nser
sSlarglaSan of the prose corresponds to vitS sdlar-

seiri in the verses Etymological connexion with
Glad a is possible] Togo to glade : to set, sink
to rest (said of the sun).

c 1200 Wmteney Rule Si'Benet (1888) 23 iEr sunne go to
glade 1387 Trevisa FItgden (Rolls) V 189 In the Ester
eve whanne pe sonne 3ede to glade [L sole occidenU ] c 1475
Partenay gg2 Thys Joustes dured till sonne went to glad
After to euessong went euery wyght 1548 Udall, etc
Erasrn Par Matt vm 18 Now the sunne was gone to
glade 1589 Puttenham Eng Poeste n xi (Arb ) 1x6 Lik-
ening her Majestie to the Sunne for his brightnesse, but not
to him for his passion, which is ordinarily to go to glade,
and sometime to suffer eclypse 1614 J Davies (Heref

)

Eclogue 255 Phoebus now goes to glade a 1788 A Yolei
Zong (Wexford Dialect) in Elhs E E Promtnc. v 26 Tel
ee zip I= till the sun] go t'glade.

transf 1581 T Howell Denises (1879) 258 As nowbyme
appeares, whose loyes doe vade, Whose griefe doth grow,
whose comfort glides to glade.

Glade (gli^d), sb 2 Also 6 gleade. [Of obscure
origin
If the primary sense be ‘ sunny place the word maybe

connected with Glad <2. (sense 1); cf Sw dial gldnna.
‘1 sunny spot, 2 open place m a wood ' (Rietz) But diffi-

culties are cieated by the occurrence of the form Glope,
which seems to be equivalent (cf the place-name Cockglode
in Notts with sense 1 b below) Conceivably glade

,
glode

might represent respectively northern and midland forms of
an OE. *gldda wk masc

,
—*glaidon-, f root *glai- * see

Gleam Uheie is, however, no indication that the word is

specially northern ]

1. A clear open space or passage in a wood or

forest, whether natural or produced by the cutting

down of trees.

The earhei examples often explain the word as meaning
a light or sunny place Fiom the latter part of the 17th c ,

when the word nad perh become merely literary, many
writers have associated it with shade
1529 More Conif, agst Tnb in Wks 1233/1 His folke

grubbe vppe these busshes of our earthlye subst&unce and
carye them quyte awaye from vs, that the woorde of God
sowen m oure hartes maye haue roume therein, and a glade
rounde aboute, for the warme sunne of grace, to come to it.

*538 Leland Itin IV 126, 1 came by 2 fjyre woodes on the
Hill Sides, and passed in a Glade or Bottome betwixt them
1573-80 Baret A Iv G 262 To make a glade in the middest
of tne wood , to loppe or cut away boughes whei e they let

the light. 1589 Greene Menapkan (Arb) xg Yet never
viewd I such a pleasant Greene As this, whose gatmsht
gleades, compare denies 1615 G Sandys Trav 203 'I horow
a large glade betweene two hds, we leisurely descended for

the space of two houres 1697 DnYDrN Virg Georg nt 516
Or solitary Grove, or gloomy Glade, To shield ’em with its

venerable Shade 1730-46 Thomson Antumn 435 He bursts
the thickets, glances thro’ the glades 1788 J. May Jrnl
4 Lett (1873) 103 This morning very cold, and considerable
frost in the glades 1836 Kingsley Lett (1878) I 33 The
bnght glades of the forest pleased her not. 1874 Green
Short Hist 11 § 6 87 The Red King was found dead by
peasants m a glade of the New Foi est

transf 1586 Warner A lb Eng 11 vii (1612)28 Resolv-
ing or to win the Spurres, or lose himselfe therefore, He
makes a bloudie glade, vntul the Thebane he espide

b. An opening m a wood, etc utilized for snar-

ing birds. (See quot 1617 )
16x7 Moryson Itin in in Italian Gentlemen much de-

light in the art to catch birds, and in gardens fitted to that

purpose, with net& bushes and glades [1621 see Glode ]

1678 Ray Willughby’s Ornith. 1 Addit. 111. 33 We m Eng-
land are wont to make great Glades through thick Woods,
and hang Nets across them; And so theWood cocks shoot-

ing through these Glades strike against the Nets, and are

entangled in them. [1691 BlountLawDiet ,
Gallivolatium,

a cockshoot or cockglade ]

2. US. a (See quot. 1859 and cf. Everglade)
1796 Mouse Amer Geog I. 649 Interspersed through the

other parts, are glades of rich swamp. 1859 Bartlett Diet.

Amer , Glades, everglades , tracts of land at the South
coveted with water and grass So called in Maryland,
where they are divided into wet and dry glades,

b (See quots.)
1828-32 Webster, Glade 2 In New England, an opening

in the ice of rivers or lakes, or a place left unfrozen Ibid ,

Glade, smooth ice (New England ) [In recent American
Diets, stated to be Local, U.S ]

+3 A clear or bright space in the sky; a flash

(of light or lightning). Obs.

1555-8 Phaer JEneid n F j, Down from heauen hy shade
A streaming star descends, and long w fc great light makes a
glade. 1706 Phil, Trans XXV 2220 This Glade of Light
was much like the Tail of a Comet, but pointed at the

upper End X734 Eames ibid XXXVIII 248 The white
Pyramidal Glade, which is now entitled by the Name of the
Aurora Borealis 1741 Short ibid XLI 628 It went all

over this Country . pretty sharply, but nothing near so quick
as a Glade of Lightning

t b Jig ? A gleam of hope. Obs.

1522 More De quat Noviss, Wks 79/1 Than geueth he
some false glade of escapyng that sickenes

4

.

attnb and Comb., as glade-broken, -like adjs.;

glade-net (see quot. 1678 in 1 b).

1842 J Wilson Chr. North I 367 1 hence to Calgarth is

all one forest—yet glade-broken, and enlivened by open
uplands 1880 Disraeli Endyrn. 11 4a Glade like terraces

ofyew trees x88z Ogilvie, Glade-net.

t Glade, v Obs rare-1- [f. Glade sb 2
]

trans. To make a glade or clearing in (a forest).

1621 T. Williamson tr Goulart's Wise Vieillard xoo
Fountames without water, forrests grubd up and gladed,

trees without fruit.

Glade, dial, var Glede, kite.

Glade, obs. f. Glad ;
obs. pa t. of Glide.

+ Gla’den. Obs. rare-1. [? Connected with
Glade sb.%

; cf. dial. * Gladden, a glade *
(J H.

Tour to Caves
, 1781), * Gladden, a void place free

from incumbrances ’ (Halliwell) ] ? A space left

: unguarded.

a 1400-50 Alexander 131 When he was graced with his

gere a gladen he waytis, And passis fur{>e at a Posterne
preualy alane

GHaden(e, var. Gladdon.
Glader, obs form of Gladder, Gladdon.
Gladfttl (glee dful), a Also 3 gledful, 6 Sc.

glaidful. [f. Glad sb. + -ful ] Full of gladness
or joy. Now only arch
a xa Ancr R 286 Gostlich gledschipe, & froure of gled-

ful hope Ibid 394 3et her is gledfulure wunder ax300
E E. Psalter -x.lvi 2 Alle genge Mines to god in gladful
steuen 1549 Cow?// Too/ vi 37 In this glaidful recreatione
I conteneuit quhil Phebus was discendit. 1596 Spenser
F. Q iv. vi 34 Desiring of his Amoret to heare Some glad-
full newes 1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 50 Then
came the gladful mom.
Hence Gla cLfully adv , Gla,‘dfuluess.
c 1450 St Cnthberi (Surtees) 2389 Cuthbert toke it glad-

fully. 1591 Spenser Muiopot 208 He there him rests in

riotous sumsaunce Of all his gladfulnss, and kingly ioyaunce

1893 A L Haddon What ails the House ? Ill 43 Why had
she not gone forth gladfully to meet him ?

t Gla'&head. Obs. rate- 1
, [f. Glad a. +

-head ] Gladness
X303 R Brunne Handl Syiine 12461 Gode forjyveh alle

wyp gladehede.

Gladiate (gl^'difft), a. Pot [f. L gladi-us

sword + -ate 2
.] Sword-shaped (see quots.)

1793 Martyn Lang Bot , Gladiata sthqua. Gladiatum
legunten A gladiate or sword-shaped sihque or lepume
1836 Penny Cycl V 252 Gladiate, the same as ensiform,
but broader and shortei 1856 Henslow Diet Bot Tenns,
Gladiate, fiat, straight or slightly curved, with the edges
parallel and apex acute, as the leaves of an Ins Also
a synonyme foi * ancipital ’.

Gladiator (glse di^’tsj). [a. L. gladiator,
f.

gladius sword ]
1. Hist. Among the ancient Romans, one who

fought with a sword or other weapon at public
shows

,
usually a slave or captive trained for the

purpose
Gladiator is employed by Cicero as a term of abuse ; cf

quot 1541
1541 Paynel Catiline xviii 31 b, If I had demed it best .

to put Catiline to deth, I wolde not haue giuen this gladia-
tour one houre space to hue 1598 Barckley Felic Man v.

447 This man dreamed thatwhen the Gladiators or Fencers
exercised their arte at Syracusa. he should be slaine by one
Retianus 1608 D. T Ess Pol 4 Mor 72 The Gladiator
thmkes it a disgrace, to see himselfe compos'd with one.,
mfenour to himselfe 1621 Burton Anat Mel 11. ii iv.

(1676) x72/r Amphitheatres wherein they [Romans] had
several delightsome shews to exhilarate the people , Gladia-
tors, combats ofmen with themselves, etc 1741 Middleton
Cicero I vi 452 The Tribun Cato was perpetually inveigh-
ing against keeping Gladiators. 3772 Priestley Inst Eehg
(1782) I 219 The barbarous exhibition of gladiators x8x6
Keatinge Trav (18x7) I. 12 note, Sobiething is requisite
beyond the skill of the mere gladiator, to conduct war itself.

x8x8 Byron Ch Harold iv cxl. 1869 Lecky Europe Mor.
II 1 39 The Christians steadily refused to admit any
professional gladiator to baptism.
fig a 1668 Denham Pi ogr Learning xt)$ Then whilst his
Foe each Gladiator foyls, The Atheist, looking on, enjoys
the spoyls 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) 40
Not so Dr Swift; he appears like a masterly gladiator. He
wields the sword of party with ease, justness and dexterity

1841-4 Emerson Ess
, PoliticsWks (Bohn) I 244The gladi-

ators in the lists ofpower feel the presence of worth. 1864
Burton Scot Abr. I v 265 Intellectual gladiators, each try-

ing his strength against the rest. X884 Chr. World 23 Oct.

803/2 Mr Chamberlain has . figured . prominently as a
Ministerial gladiator

“t*
2. A professional swordsman or fencer. Obs.

x6ax Burton Anat, Mel. 11. ii iv (1676) 174/1 For that

cause, Playes. Gladiators, Tumblers, Jugglers, etc , and all

that crew is admitted 1712 Steele Sped No 449 F 7 [cf

No 436] There is a Mystery among the Gladiators which
has escaped your Spectatorial Penetration X7M Epitaph
in St Michael’s churchyard, Coventry, John Parkes . . a
Gladiatorby Profession, who after Having fought 330 battles

in the principal parts of Europe at length quitted tne stage

[etc ] 1769 JuniusLett (1772) I. xxin 166 His own honour
would have forbidden him from mixing his private pleasures
or conversation with jockeys, gamesters, blasphemers, gladi-

ators, or buffoons.

3

.

attnb. and Comb

,

as gladiator fight ; gladi-

ator-like adv.
18x8 Byron Ch. Har. iv xciv, The new race of unborn

slaves, who rather than be free. Bleed gladiator-like X846
H. Torrens Mil. Lit. £ Hist. I 109 Their gladiator fights

. offer sufficient proofof thesanguinarynature ofthe people.

Gladiatorial (glse diatoo rial), a. [f. L. gladia-

ton-us (f. gladiator) + -al ]
1. Of or pertaining to gladiators.
X751-67 Jortin Eccl Hist II 2go He [Constantine] made

a law against Gladiatorial shews, which however continued
till Honorius put an end to that wicked diversion, a d 403
X773 Melmoth Cato (1820) 140 ‘You were disappointed’,
said he, ‘ of being present at the gladiatorial combats in

Rome i8xx Byron Hintsfr. Horace 273 The gladiatorial

gore we teach to flow In tragic scene disgusts 1857 Birch
Ant Pottery (1838) II, 279 The games of the arcus, the
incidents of gladiatorial life. 1875 Poste Gaius 111. Comm
(ed. 2) 422 Tne first gladiatorial snow at Rome was exhibited
B,c. 264. 1890 G A. Smith Isaiah II. xu. 202 We do not
vivisect our murderers por kill them off by gladiatorial

combats

2. Jig. Of debate or controversy which is merely
contentious.
X8X3A Bruce Life A. Morusvl 148 This contentious and

f
ladiatonal manner of speaking. X851 Robertson Semi.
er iv. (1863) I. Introd. 6 They spent their days in tourna-

ments of speeches, and exulted in gladiatorial oratory. x886



GLADIATOBIAN

.

GLADSTONE.
Earl Selborne Def Ch Eng in xvii 294. I have dealt

with the more substantial accusations brought against the
Church of England. The rest are gladiatorial

f Gladiatorian, a. Obs. [f as prec. + -an ]
a =prec. b. Resembling a gladiator

1647 A Ross Myst. Poet, vi (1675) 126 And such gladia-
torian women have shaken offall modesty, 1710 Shaktesb.
Adv Author n § 3 113 The Gladiatonan, and other san-
guinary Sports which we allow our People, sufficiently dis-

cover what our National Taste is 1711 — Charac Misc 1.

11 III. is A kind of Amphitheatncal Entertainment ex-
hibited to the Multitude, by these Gladiatorean Pen-men.
*73* Berkeley Alciphr I. 181 Their insolent treatment of
Captives . their Bloody Gladiatorian Spectacles

Gladiatorism (glse di^tonz'm). [f Gladiator
+ -ism.] The practice of lighting after the fashion

of gladiators. Also fig.
i860 m Worcester (citing Ch Oh,). 186* Milman m

Gibbon's Ded .5 F Mem 92 note, Two Christian prelates
engaged in this fierce intellectual gladiatorism 1884 R F.
Burton^ Sword 283 Gladiatorism lastedm England after

a fashion till the days of Addison

Gladiatorsnip (glee di^taijip) [f. as prec.

+ -ship.] The occupation of a gladiator, display

of gladiatorial skill Alsofig.
1830 Croly George IV, 378 They saw nothing in the most

gallant successes, but a waste of national blood a vulgar
gladiatorship 1849 Tatft Mag XVI 788 There was no
contention of mind with mind . . no brilliant gladiatorship

1883 Contemp Rev Nov. 707 Browning seems positively to
revel, as though for the mere mental gladiatoiship in
these labyrinthine convolutions ofjuggling sophistry

I* Gla’diatory, a and sb. 06s. [ad. L.gladid-

ton-us.] A. adp, - Gladiatorial.
160a Sugar Hon Mil ff Civ iv m. § 3 213 The first vse

of wearing Crownes was m Tragedies and gladiatory coin-
bats 165a Urquhart Jewel Wks (1834) 220 *n the gladi-
atory art so superlatively expert and dextrous 1716 M
Davies Athen. Brit hi Cnt Hist 7 The Gladiatory Tribe
of the Independants 1730 A Gordon Mnffeis Amphith,
3 Gladiatory combats . were long in Use at Rome
B si Gladiatorial art or practice In quot.^^f

1653 Sir W. Denny Pelican, in. 223 How comes . such a
Gladiatory in the Schools . such Challenges of the Pen,
such Animosities in Discourse ?

Gladiatrix (glsedir 1 tnks). rare, [f. Gladia-
tor • see -tkix ] A female gladiator
1802 W. Gifford tr. Juvenal 1 34 note, Her profligacy,

however, may have tempted Juvenal to transfer her name
to this noble gladiatnx

tGla’diatry. 06s. rare-1 [app f. Gladiator,
after sbs in -itY ] Gladiators collectively
1638 W. Sanderson Graphtce 74 So Ruben in his affected

Colouring . and Cornelius of Harlem m his loose & un-
trussed figures, like old and beaten Gladiatry, seem to
abuse that gentle and modest licence, which [etc ].

t Gla'diature. 06s ran [ad. L. gladtatura,
f. gladius : cf Gladiator] = Gladiatorship.
1654 Gayton Pleas Notes iv xxi 271 Nay in their Am-

phitheatricall gladiatures, the lives of captives lay at the
meicyoftheVulgar *636-8* Blount Glossogr, Gladuiture,
the feat of fighting with sword.

Gladin, obs form of Gladdon.
Gladiole (glse'didhl). Also 5 , 7 gladiol, 6 gla-

dioli. [ad. L gladiol-us • see next.] «= Gladiolus.
c 14*0 Pallad on Hush 1 1016 And cunage, and gladiol

thelonge, Eek amarak, and other fresshest flouns 1378
Lyte Dodoens 11 xxxvm. 196 Come flagge, or Gladioli 1603
Sylvester Du Bartas 11 111 1 Vocation 562 The yellow
Night-shade and blew Gladiol’sjuyce, Where-with her sleep-
swoln heavy lids she glews. *803 J.Abercrombie'sEv Man
OwnGard (ed, 17) 603 Narcissusesand jonquils gladioles,
bulbous-iris may now be planted *863 Denise I. 169
Tall pink gladiolesm the patches of green corn

II Gladiolus (glsedai dflas, glsedi^u las) PL
gladioli, -olusea. [L (dim olgladvus sword);
used as a plant-name by Plmy. Cf. F. glaieul

]

1. + a. The com-flag or Gladdon {obs ). b. An
iridaceous plant having sword-shaped leaves and
spikes of brilliant flowers; the varieties most
commonly cultivated are natives of S. Africa.
Sometimes, instead of the pi gladioli, the sing, is used

with a collective force ; see quots 1664, x866.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd I, 182 WiS bleedran sare . genim

bysse wyrte wyrttruman utewearde fle man gladiolum, &
oprum naman glaedene nemne)> *367 Maplet Gr. Fo> est

45 Gladiolus, bis form and proportion of leafe is like to
Sedge, his flower yealow m a maner like to the flower
Deluce *664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1679) 21 Take up your
Gladiolus now yearly, the Blades being ary *773 Masson
in Phil Trans LXvI 279 We collected a great number of
beautiful plants, particularly lxise, indes, and gladioli 1796
tr Thnnberg's Cape G Hope in Pinkerton Voy (1814) XVI.
65 It [a mole] feeds on several sorts of bulbous roots ,

especially Gladioluses, Ixias, Antholyzas, and Irises 1864
B’ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II vii. 346 A clump of
the large scarlet gladiolus is my daily delight at present.
*866 Comh Mag Nov 338 White arums, orchises, and pink
gladiolus *873 Ouida Pascarel II 162 The millet filled
with crimson gladioli and great scarlet poppies.

2. Anal. * A term for the second piece or body
of the sternum ’ {Syd Soc Lex. 1885).

t Gla'dish, v. Obs rare~\ [ad. F. glatiss-,

lengthened stem of OF. glatir to bark= It ghiat-
ttre, Sp , Pg latir, med L glattXre

,

pxob. of imi-
tative origin ] mtr. To bark.
*384 Hudson Du, Bartas’ Judith m 104 As doth the

hounds Com gladishing at hearing of his home.
I' Gladius vgh71 di#5)

.
[L. gladtus.]

1. A sword, nonce-use.

196

*873 Burton Hist, Scot I. i 6 Charge them with the

gladius.

2 . The sword-fish (so called by Pliny)

c 1320 Andrews Nolle Lyfe xv m Babees Bk 234 Gladius

is a ftsshe so named because he is mouthed after the fascyon

of a sworde poynt

3 . Anat. ‘The homy endoskeleton or pen of

cuttle-fishes’ {Syd Soc Lex. 1885).
187a Nicholson Palxont 295 Dibranchiate Cephalopods
—Fam. 3. Teuthidse —Shell consisting of an internal horny
‘pen' or ‘gladius’, composed of a central shaft and two
lateral wings

Gladless (glae’dles), a. rare, [f Glad sb

+ -less ] Devoid of gladness or joy.

e 1390 T Watson On death Sir F. Walswghnm Poems
(Arb ; 163 Now in the woods let mght-rauns croak by daie,

and gladles Owles shrike out *894 R H Davis Eng
Cousins 22i There are no such faces anywhere else m the
world They are brutal, sullen, and gladless

Gladly (glse-dli), a. Obs. exc arch. [f. Glad
sb. + -ly x.] f a Bright, beautiful, splendid, pre-

cious {obs.). b. Glad, joyous, joyful.

a a 1000 Widsith 66 (Gr ) Me J>®r GuShere forgeafglrnd-

licne mabbum songes to leane
b c 1000 Ags, Ps (Th ) cxxxii t Efne hu glsedlic bi <5 and

god swylce [L quam bonnm et quam ntcundum] b®tte
broSur on an begen hicgen. a 1310 m Wright Dyne P 36
Heo glystnede ase gold when hit glemede, Nes ner gome
so gladly on gere 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) V 115 pe
ilondes of be world, bat beeb alweygladhche for to hire new
bmges 184a Pusey Cnsts Eng Ch 132 ,

1

trust that ‘the
burden and heat of the day' will be gladlier to us *864—
Led Daniel vi 306 At the Feast of Tabernacles when
hearts would be gladliest

Gladly (glse dli), adv. Forms: 1 glmdlfce, 3
glad(d)like, gladluche,-lis,-li(e, 3-4 gledlicbe,

3-5 gladliche, (4 -lik, -lygh), 5 gladdely, 5-6
Sc. glaidlie, 6 gladlye, 3- gladly. Comp 3
gledluker, gladliker, 4 gladloker, -laker, -here,

5-6 gladlyer, (5 gladlyar), 6- gladlier. Sup.

4 gladly eat, 6- gladliest. (Now commonly more,

most gladly?) [f Glad a +-ly 2
.]

1. In a glad fashion
;
with gladness or joy. Also,

in weaker sense, willingly, with alacrity, esp. m
phr. I {you, he, etc ) wouldgladly (do something).
fooo tr. Bxda’s Hist 11 vu (1890) 116 He glasdlice all

eorSlic J)ing waes oferhleapende. a *100O E Chron. (Laud
MS )an 1014Da coin ./Eoclred cymng ham to his agenre
Seode, & lie glaedlice fiam hcora eallum onfangen wss
C1200 Ormin 12384 peg3 , dtdenn gladdlij [>att he badd
Onn3asn Dnhhtmess wille a 122s Auer R. 188 Go5 nu
beonne gledluker touward be muchele feste of heouene.
c 1300 Havelok 906 Gladlilce wile ich feden be. c 1400
Maundev (1839) xvm 195 Thei drynken gladlyest mannes
Blood <7x460 Townehy Myst vm. 144 Gladly thay Wold
megreyf, lflsychbodwordebroglit *33zBk Com Prayer,
Ordering Deacons, Will you doe this gladly and willingly?

*39* Spenser M Hubberd 289 Gladliest I of your fleecie

sneepe would take on me the keep 1617 Moryson Itin
1, 237 They would gladly have taken this occasion to extort
much money from the Frires *667 Milton P. L. vi 731
Scepter and Power, thy giving, I assume. And gladher shall
resign. *700 Berkeley Theory Vision § 112 ,

1

should gladly
be informed whether it be not true. 1831 Lamb Elia n. To
Shade Elhston

,
Or art thou enacting Rover (as we would

gladlier think) by wandei ing Elysian streams ? 1873 Jowftt
Plato (ed. 2) I 80,

1

applaud your purpose, and will gladly
assist you

tb. Do gladly, a polite phrase used when
offering food to a person. Obs
ig Friar$ Boy 75 in Ritson Anc. Pop . P 38 The boye

drewe forth suche as he had, And sayd, do gladly

f 2. a Aptly, with evident reason, b. To do or

be ... gladly : to be accustomed or ‘ apt ’ to. (Cf.

Gr. <pi\e?v to love, to be accustomed.) Obs
c *383 Chaucer L G IV, 770 Thisbe, And this was gladly

in the eue tyde Or wondyr erly, lest men it espiede. c *386— Pars T. r 813 Auowtrie is set gladly m the ten
comandementz bitwixe thefte and manslaughter, for it is

the grettest thefte that maybe 1398 Trevisa Barth De
P R

.

vm xvii (Tollem MS ), A scoroion is a beste bat
styngeb gladly with be tayle 1430-40 Lydg Bochas 1 ix.

(1544) 18 b, The wrong partie gladly hath a fall. *483
Caxton Gold Leg. 140/2 Where as ben corners there is

gladly filth.

Gladness (glse dnes) [f. Glad a + -ness.]
The state of being glad; joy, rejoicing, f Also,
cheerfulness, alacrity (in action)
c 900 tr. Baida'sHist v xvii [xix ] (1891) 434 pa ongan se

bysceop lustfullian bffis lungan snytro & glsednesse his
daeda a 1**3 Ancr. R. 126 A1 bet hurt & al bet sore were
uor3iten & foremen uor glednesse 0x240 Uretsun in
Colt. Horn 199 Ich be biseche bat jm bringe bene
Munuch to bire glednesse a 1300 Cursor M. 5249 Quen
wseph wit his fader mett . bat gret for gladnes. 1382
Wyclif * Esdras iv 63 Thei lojeden fi.il out with musikis
and gladnessys seuene dajes. 14x3 Pilgr South (Caxton
1483) iv, xx, 64, I had roye entier and eke gladnesse
1348 Hall Chron , Hen, V, 75 The greate gladnes, the
hertie rejoysyng and the greate delight that the comen
people had at this concorde. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1. 1 39
Sorrow,that is couch’d m seeming gladnesse, Is like that
mirth. Fate turnes to sudden sadnesse 1751 Johnson
Rambler No 141 r 4 My company gave alacrity to a frolick,
and gladness to a holiday X814 S Rogers Jacquel. 1 74
Her every gesture said * rejoice Her coming was a glad-
ness 1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 1. 213 It is this new
gladness of a great people which utters itself in the verse of
Geoffrey Chaucer

Gladon, obs form of Gladdon.
t Gla'dsMp. Obs. [f. Glad a . + -ship.] =
Gladness.

c ap Rushw, Gasp John 111 29 fcifea vel glaedscip mm
Sifylled is. cxooo Sax Leechd III 436 Dnhten enst ismid ealles modes gledscype to henenne c x*oo Ormim
783 Annd tu shallt off batt child Habbenn gladdshipe &
blisse 01240 Uretsun in Coil Horn 191 Alle enstene menowen smgen Se lofsong mid swuSe muchele gledschme
0 x300 Cursor M 23603 pair 101, bair gladdscip, qua can
tell? *375 Barbour Bruce xn 209 In hert gret gladschm
can he ta c 1430 Ptlgr LyfMauhodei 11. (i86gj 1 Ther
was al gladshipe, loye with oute sorwe c 1300 Lancelot
2761 Yow may bewail the day As of his deith,and gladschm
aucht to ses 0 1397 Way to Thrift u Certain MS Poems
F 6 b, When gladdsnippe growes into grame.
Gladsome (glee dsi/m), a Also 4-5 gladsum

4, 6 gladsom, 6 Sc. glaideum. [f. Glad sb. +
-some]
1 Of things, events, places, etc. : Productive of

gladness
;
cheering, pleasant

c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr, Prol 12 Swich thyng is glad-
som as it thynketh me And of swich thyng were goodly for
to telle *480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxxvi 232 All thynges
and wethers fallen to me joyfull and lykyng and gladsum
as I wold haue hem 1597 T. Payne Royal Exch 17A greater confidens of that gladsome resurrection *61*
SrEED Hist. Gt. Brit , ix. vm § 8 The Kings Gouernour
after the victory rode..with the gladsome tidings to the
King and Legate *633 Earl Manch. A l Mondo (1636) 60
Noah when hee had been tossed but a yeare upon the waters
then Mount Ararat was to him a gladsome place. *728
Porn Odyss xxiv 433 On chairs and beds in order seated
round They share the gladsome boaid 1775 Adair Amer
Ind 298 He flattered himself that the scalps would prove
a gladsome sight to our people 1853De Quincey Autobiog
Sk. Wks I. 202 The day on which a Roman triumphed
was the most gladsome day of Ins existence *877 Mrs
Oliphant Makers Flor vi. 163 We have the gladsome and
joyful sight of fiuitful slopes

2. Of looks and feelings . Expressive of, or char-
acterized by, gladness
1375 Barbour Bruce xi 256 He welcummyt thame vith

gladsum fair 0 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Pnnc 1365 Hir
gladsome looke made me truste hir wele 1382 N Liche-
held tr Castankeda's Corny E Ind iv xi Clapping their
hands for toy thei eof, which manner of gladsome reioysing,
they vsed three or foure times 1605 Camden Rem. 3
Whereas the saide Panegyrist falleth into a gladsome
admiration *729 T Cooke Tales, tyc 8r The Sailor so,

with gladsome Eye, Th’ unruffel’d Main . Views *83*
Lander Adv Niger 1 in 113 Countenances more gladsome
and animated than can be conceived

b transf. said of inanimate nature and its

aspects
*5x3 Douglas sEneis xn. Prol 78 The cornis croppis and

the bens new bieid WyLh glaidsum garmond levestmg the
erd 1633 G Herbert Temple, Pilgt image iv, At length
I got unto the gladsome hill 1710 Philips Pastorals
II 6 Their Notes soft-warbling to the gladsome Spring
x8x6 J. Wilson City ofPlague hi i, When the silent stars

Stole out so gladsome through the dark-blue heavens,
x868 Hawthorne Amer Notc-Bks (1879) II 75 The glad-
some sunshine.

3 . Of persons, the mind, heart, etc. : Having a
glad or joyous nature or mood ; filled with glad-

ness Also of birds, f Gladsome of. glad of (cf

Glad 03 b).

c 1410 Sir Cleges 30 Sche was full good sekyrly, And glad-
sum both day and nyghte. *482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb

)

89 The monke schewyd hymselfe to the abbot, .ful gracyolis
ofsyghte and gladsum ofehere *330 Palsgr, 314/1 Glad-
some, cherefull, alaigre 1570-6 Lambarde Perarnb Kent
(1826) 390 Queen Elizabeth our most gratious and glad-
some Gove[r]nour 1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace 11 8

He vsed to be gladsome and merily conceited *6*4 Milton
Ps, cxxxvl 1 Let us with a gladsome mind Praise the
Lord 1633 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg 61
So gladsome was the Knight of this gift, that [etc,]. 1793-4
Wordsw Guilt f Sorrow xxvm. We two had sung, like

f
ladsome birds in May. 1804 J Grahame Sabbath 13
'rom the sky the gladsome lark warbles his heaven tuned

song. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-Told T (1851) II xn. 184
Peter smiled like a gladsome man 1867 G. Macdonald
Poems 143 Carned it about the land, Gladsome as a boy.

4 qaasi-adv Gladly.
1340 Palsgrave Acolastm iv. ii Suj, I have done it

gladsom i with a good wyll.

Gladsomely (glae ds#mli), adv. [f prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a gladsome fashion.

*375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 20 He resauit hym gladsumly.
c 1350 U L Pleasant Pathways, etc Ajb(T),I. behelde
the sunneshyneso gladsomely 1633 J Hayward tr Biondis
Banish’d Virg 175 Whom hee Andes gladsomely enjoying
the sweete company of [etc] *663 Flagellum, or O
Cromwell (1672} 29 Those who had lodg’d their private

hopes in the Common Rume, did most gladsomely salute

the Designs of Oliver 1830 Blackw Mag XXVII 80

Which meets us soothingly, be we in sadness, or gladsomely,

be we m joy 1890 C Dixon Stray Feathers vu. 81 The
birds singing gladsomely

Gladsomeness (glce’dsifrnnSs). [f as prec. +
-ness.] The slate or condition of being gladsome

;

gladness, joy.

_
14x3 Ptlgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. xm 104 Ryal robes of

ioye and of gladsomnesse 1549 Chaloner tr Erasrn on
Folly I lij a, The same not seeldome disavaileth to the glad-

somenesse and pleasure of the lyfe 0 1631 Caldkrwood
Hist Kirk (1843) II. 132, I declared unto her your
Majestie’s gladsomnesse of her recovene of her late sicke-

nesse x8x6 J Wilson City ofPlague m 1 246 Childhood
lost Its hounding gladsomeness 1849 Rock Ch ofFathers
I II ix. 204 The bells from every church steeple swung forth

their peals of gladsomeness.

Gladstone (glse dston). [f. the name of Wil-

liam E Gladstone (1808-98) ] Used attnb. or

ellipt. to designate certain articles, a. Gladstone



GLADSTONIAN. GLAIRY.

(claret)
• a jocular name given to the cheap French

wines, the importation of which greatly increased

in consequence of the reduction in Customs duty
made by Gladstone while Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer in 1S60.

1864 Athenaeum 558/3 The word ‘Gladstone' will prob-
ably continue to indicate those French wines which his Act
cheapened for the general market 1871 Trollope Ralph
the Heir in. Yes, we've got sheiry, and port wine, and
Gladstone r884 A. Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser 1 85 To
make him unbosom himself over a bottle of Gladstone claret

b. Gladstone {bag) a light kind of portmanteau
or travelling-bag,

x88a Miss Braddon Mt Royal III 1 n Hatnleigh’s
servant sitting behind, walled in by a portmanteau and a
Gladstone-bag 1887 E J Goodman Too Curious vi, With
his Gladstone-bag in his hand. 1889 J IC Jerome 3 Men
in Boat iv 54 We got a big Gladstone for the clothes

c ‘ A roomy four-wheeled pleasure carnage with
two inside seats, calash top, and seats for driver

and footman’ (Webster 1864).

Gladstonian (glsedstow'nian), a. and sb [f

prec. + -ian.] A. adj. Belonging to or character-

istic of W. E. Gladstone; since 18S6 used spec.

(chiefly by opponents) as the designation of the
party which supported Gladstone’s proposals for
establishing Home Rule in Ireland.
1861 Tllustr Land News 27 Apr 392/1 Another gigantic

Gladstonian oration 1865 Sat. Rev 5 Aug 177 Anything
more Gladstonian than the written book it is impossible

to lay hands upon x886 Tunes g June g/i Where can the
Gladstonian Liberals hope to win seats? Against the Con-
servatives, supported as the latter will be by the Unionist
Liberals, Gladstonian candidates will fight at a far greater
disadvantage than in November last.

B. sb 1 A supporter of Gladstone ; spec, a
member of the ‘ Gladstonian ’ party (see A).
1847 Mozinv Lett 6 Aug (1885) 183 Rogers described the

melancholy meeting of thiee or four Gladstomans [1 e. sup-
porters ofGladstonem the Oxford University election] 1886
Times 26 May 9/2 Mr Fenwick .encouraged Ministers, in a
speech much applauded by the Gladstomans and Parnellites,
to stand firm and adhere to the [Home Rule] Bill.

2. = Gladstone a

t
1864 Daily Tel 3 May, The finest Chateau Lafitte was

introduced alongside the most rasping Gladstonian
Hence Gladsto nianism.
x886 Pall MaliG 9 Mar 10/2 He thought that what the

House of Lords was really out of sympathy with was
Gladstomamsm. x888 Sat Rev 22 Sept. 345/2 The whole
political capital of Gladstoniamsm.
Gladsum, obs form of Gladsome.
Gladwin(e, -wyn, var. Gladdon.
Glady (gl^’di), a. rare [f Glade ^.2 +-Y 1.]

Glade-like
, abounding in glades

1837 Arnold Let clvi in Stanley Life (1858) II 72 The
snugness of that delicious glady field 1851 Mrs Marsh
Ravenscltffe III 11 22 As the door opened, giving a view
of the copsy and glady wood beyond 1854 Tail’s Mag
XXI 138 A magnificent banyan tree, that stood in the
glady openings of the forest

Gladys, obs. inf of Glad v.

Gladyn(e, -yyn, vars Gladdon.
Glad, obs f Glad a

; obs. pa. t. of Glide v.

GlfflU, var. Glew a. Obs.

Glafe, obs. form of Glaive.

t Glagol 1
, Obs. rare [a. OF. glagol

,
glagel,

mod.F glaieul ]
= Gladiolus i a

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met xm iv, The flour is of glagol,
and smellett only of complaynte

Glagol 2 (glae’g^l) [app a back-formation from
next j The Glagolitic alphabet (In recent Diets )

Glagolitic (glseg^li tik), a [ad. mod.L. gla-
gohtic-us (cf. Ger. glagohtisch), f. Serbo-Croat.
glagohca (c= ts), the Glagolitic alphabet, f the
Common Slavonic glagol word
The reason for the name is uncertain; it is conjectured

(Miklosich Glagohtisckes Alphabet m Ersch & Gruber
Encycl') that glagol may in some dialect have had the
sense of ‘ letter ' , similarly slovo, which in Slavonic generally
means • word has also the sense of * letter ’ in Croatian
The distinctive epithet of the ancient Slavonic

alphabet (called also * Hieronymian ’, ‘Illyrian
and ‘ Slovenish ’) still retainedm the service-books
of the Roman Catholics of the Slavonic nte in

Dalmatia, etc , also used as a designation of the
Roman Catholics of the Slavonic nte.
x86x Neale Notes on Dalmatia

,
etc. g8 In the case of

mixed marriages between a Glagolitic ana Latin Catholic,
the children follow the rite of the father x86x Max Muller
Set Lang, v 187 note, Oldest dated MS of 1056, written
for Prince Ostromir Some older written with Glagolitic
letters x88x Academy 26 Mar 226 The Slaves, when they
became converts to Christianity, framed two alphabets, the
Cyrillic and the Glagolitic

Glaid, obs. Sc f Glad a
,
Glede.

Glaid, obs Sc pa t. and pa. pple. of Glide v.

Glaif, obs Sc form of Glaive.
Glaik (glfk), sb Sc. [Of obscure origin

;
con-

nexion with Glees is suggested by the sense, but
its phonological possibility is not evident.
Possibly sense 4, though recorded late, maybe the original

}

the notion of * deceit 1 has often developed from that of
‘ dazzling ’. Otherwise sense 4must be regarded as a distinct
word.]

1
. pi Mocking deception ,

chiefly in the phrases
Vol. IV.

197

to give (fplay) one the glaiks

,

to cheat, swindle
one

;
to get the glaik{s

,

to be cheated or deceived.
Cf Gleek sb 2

1508 Kennedie Flyting iv Dunbar 497 Greit in the
glaykis, gude Maister Gilliam gukkis 1335 Lyndesay
Saiyre 1871, I se they haue playit me the glaiks 1571
Satir Poems Reform xxv no This syht, begylit, They
will hot get fie glaikis. 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s Hist
Scot x 471 Another wnteng sensles, ful of Gukis and
Glaikis x68x Colvil Whigs Supplic (1751) 59 We did
nothing but hunt the glaiks Note Hunt the glaiks

,
go

of a fool’s errand 17 m Herd's Coll Anc. Sc Songs
(1776) II. 230 She gave me the glaiks when a’ was done. 1755R Forbfs Ajax's Sp 7 Yet routh o’ honour he has got,
Ev’n tho’ he gets the glaik x8o5 A Scott Poems (1808) is 1
Lads the glaiks did gie ye when ye were young
2 A contemptuous epithet applied, to a person.
[<*1550 Chnstis Kirke Gr xxm, His wyf had him ga

hame, Gib Glaiks.] x8xa Saxon fy Gael I. 20 Och sorrow
be on the glatk, my own heart will never warm to her
3.

*A child’s toy or puzzle ’ (Jam ).

[1638 perh quot, iotglaxe should come here
, see Glaiks ]

1890 W Gregor Notes to Dunbar's Poems (S T S.) 62,
I nave seen a toy called ‘ the glaykis which was composed
of several pieces of notched wood fitted into each other in
such a manner that they can be separated only in one way
1896 Crockett Grey Man 111, Why should a grown man
care about the glaiks and puppet plays of a lassie of sixteen ?

4 A flash of light. AlsoJig
1818 Scott Hrt Midi xu, Gazing, glancing glasses they

are, fit only to fling the glaiks in folk’s een x8xo W.
Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 175 His een Ae single
styme afore his nose, They couldna see for glaiks 1823
Galt EntailII 186 He has glaiks and gleams 0’ sense about
him, that [etc ]. 1830 — Laurie T in v (1849) 100 The
rising sun was sprinkling the floor of the forest aisles with
glaiks and gleams.

+ Glaik, v Sc Obs. Also 6 glak [f. Glaik sb ]
1. mtr To gaze wantonly or idly
c 1560 A Scott Poems (S T. S ) xx 42 The blenkyne of

ane E Ay gart the goifand glaik c 1590 Burel Pass Pilgr.
in J. Watson Collect, (1706) n 29 On sick consaits to glaik

2 trans a To befool, delude, b ? To pervert,

sophisticate.

1300-20 [see below] c 1360 A Scott Poems (S T S ) xi

33 Get 3e ane goldin hour to glak thame [women] 1367
Glide 4- G Ballatis (1897) 178 Thocht thow be of Rehgioun
. Jit and thow glaik or gagioun The treuth, thow sail cum
downe
3 To dazzle (the eyes).

18x9 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 3 Thou at his
elbuck stood unseen, And wi’ thy glamour glaik’d his een
Hence f Glavlcing vbl. sb. Also tCtlaiker,

one who * glaiks
1300-20 Dunbar Poems xvn. 4 Sum takkis our littill aw-

tontie. And sum our mekle, and that is glaiking; In taking
sowld discretioun be a 1605 Polwart Flyting w. Mont-
gomerie 751 Gleyd glaiker, roome raiker.

Glai'kery. Sc. Also 6 glaikrie. [f. Glaik
sb +-ery] Foolish, wanton, or giddy conduct.
c 1580 Satir Poems Reform xlui 203 Young men for

glaikrie can not agne with age 1816 J Duff Poems 81 Ye’d
quite yere glaikery, an’ at last be wise

Glaikit (gli'kit), a. Sc and north Also 5
glakyt, 6 glaykit, -yt, 8 glakit, 6- glaiket,
[Related to Glaik sb and v,, but recorded earlier

than these.] Senseless, foolish. In later use:
Thoughtless, flighty, giddy (said esp. of women).
c 1430 Henryson Sum Practysis Med 1 Poems (1865) 43

Your saying I half sene, and on syd set it, As geir of all

gaddenng, glaikit, nocht gude. c 1470 Henry Wallace x
845 Jon glakyt Scottis can ws nocht wndyrstand; Fulys
that ar. 1340 Compl Scot, xv, 136 It vas beleuit be al the
Romans that he [Brutus] vas becum frenetic and glaykit
a 1603 Montgomerie Poems x 18 Some we sie, in evry age,
Lyk glaikit fools, gang gooked gaits X786 Burns To Unco
Guidxe Poor mortals, That frequent pass douce Wisdom’s
door, For glaikit Folly’s portals. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet u,
A glaiket ne'er-do-weel 1862 Hislop/Vw Scot 67 Glib 1’ the
tongue is aye glaiket at the heart 1893 in Northumbld Gloss.

Hence Glai Jdtly adv

,

foolishly, thoughtlessly

;

Glad kltuess, flightiness

* xsoo Ratis Raving 342 Al thar disport and tbar blycht-
nes Is al m foly ana glaikitness. 1823 Lockhart Reg
Dalton III 171 Bid her have done wi' her glaiketness for a
wee, and let’s hear plain sense for ance 1837 R Nicoll
Poems (1843) 299 If glaikitly we yolat, We wad be toilin’

sair 1893 Northunwld, Gloss , Glaikedness, giddiness.

Glaiks. SV (? Obs

)

and Anglo-Irish, Also 7
glaze. (See quot. 1880 , but the sense in the other

passages is doubtful; quot. 1638 may belong to

Glaik sb 3.)

1638 Adamson Muses Threnodie
,
Invent Gabions 96 In

one nooke stood Loquhabnan axes, And m another nooke
the glaxe is 1814 Train Mountain Muse 144 With platter,

glaiks and quern mill. t88o Antrim Down Gloss
, Glaiks,

a lever attached to a churn-staff, by use of which the churn-
ing is less laborious

Glair (gle®z), sb.'1 Forms
:
4-6 glayre, gleyre,

(5 gleyere, gley$y(e)r, 6 gleyr), 4-7 gleire, (6
gleix, gle(e)re, 6-7 gleare), 7-9 glare, 5- glaire,

8~ glair, [a F glaire ,
found in 13th c. The

forms in the other Rom languages (Pr glara, clara,

It chtara, Sp. clara) indicate L. clara, fem. of cldrus
bright, clear, as the source of the Fr. word.
Ihe change of initial from c to g must have been early, as

Adfric’s Gloss (c 1000) has ‘Glara, sex-lim ’
, some scholars

have ascribed it to confusion with glirea gravel, but this

is unlikely, as there is no evidence that this word had the
sense of ' clay ' or adhesive soil. Med.L glana, applied to

the viscid .juice of grapes In Barth De Propr. Rerum, is

prob a latimzation of F. glaire ]

1 The white of an egg; freq in full the glair of
an egg, of eggs Also, a technical term for pre-
parations made from the whites of eggs and used
in various tiade-processes, esp. book-binding (see
quot. 1893).
13 E E. A Hit. P A 1025 J>e wal of Iasper J»at glent as

glayre c 1386 Chaucer Can. Veom. Prol 4- T 233 Vn-
slekked lym Chalk and gleyre of an ey 1430-40 Lydg,
Bochas 1 xx. 36 b, They have strictories to make their skin
to shine Wrought subtilly of gommes and of glaire c 1440
Promp /kzr», 198/2 Gleyre ofeyryne,or oberIyIce(AT gleyere,H. gleysyr of eyre, P gleysyer’ of eyr), glarea c 1485E E Misc (Warton Club) 72 Grynde vermelone one a
stone with newe glayre, and put a lytylle of the 3olke of an
ay thereto, and so write therewith 1573 Art 0/Dimming

3

To make glaire take the whyte of newe laide egges [etc ]

*634 Peacham Gent, Exerc. 1 xxi 67 Gumme lake is made
with the glaire of egs, strained often and very short. 1761
Brit. Mag II. 43 Instead of the glair of eggs, gum-water is

frequently used x8xi Self Instructor 560 To make the
glare of eggs. 1883 St fames's Gaz. 30 Nov 5/1 The yelk
is compounded with phosphorus, the glair with albumen,
and the shell is made with lime. 1893 Q Rev July 185 The
‘ glaire' or adhesive substance with which those portions of
the cover are to be coated which are intended for gold
ornamentation
Comb. 1838 Simmonds Diet Trade, Glaire-dealer, a vender

of broken eggs, albumen, &c
2. transf Any similar viscid or slimy substance.
a *329 Skelton E. Rrnnmyngz^ Her lewdelyppestwayne

They slauer, men sayne, Lyke a ropy rayne, A gummy
glayre 1574 Mirr Mag., Morindusxv, Rammishe stenche,
bloud, poyson, slymy glere That in his body, so aboundaunt
were 1063 Hooke Mtcrogr 51 Any glutinous Liquor, as

Oyl of Turpentine, Glare of Snails, &c 1790 Sir W.
Fordyce Muriatic Acid xx, I found the tongue black
and dry, with a black glare on the teeth, i860 Gosse
Rom Nat. Hist. 160 The mass, which seems a mere drop
of thin glaire, almost or quite homogeneous [etc], 1863
T R. Jones m In tell Observ Mar 122 The transparent glair
produced from decomposing vegetables

t Glair, sbf Obs rare — *. In 5 glayre. [a.

OF. glaire
,
glayre L glarea.] Gravel

1481 Caxton Myrr u. xxi m By Acres the Cyte is

founden a maner of sande and there is founden also of the
glayre of the see whiche ben medled to gydre, And of thyse
two myxtyons is made good glasse and clere

Glair (gleox), V. Forms : 6 gleer, glare, 8
glaire, 9 glair, [f Glaik sbf\ trans. To smear
with glair

; + also gen. to paint, daub
1563-87 Foxc A. 4M (1684) I. 754/2 Lewd Wrights of

Stocks hew and form such Crosses and Images, and after
th at,lewd Painters gleerthemwith Colours 1398j Marston
Metam Pigmalion

,
etc Sat 111 (1598) 52 His clothes per-

fum'd, his fustie mouth is ayred. His chmne new swept, his
very cheekes are glared [printedglazed ; but note the ntne]
1735 Johnson, To Glaire, to smear with the white ofan egg
1 his word is still used by the book-binders 1885 Lock Work-
shop Rec Ser iv 245 The edge [of the book] is now glaired
evenly, and the gold is then gently laid on the edge which
has been glaired.

fig. 1363 Mirr Mag., Rivers ix, Well saust with lyes,
and glared all with glee

Glair, var Glak sb

,

Glare a
GlaireOHS (gle» rzps), a. Also 8-9 glareous,

glairous [f Glaik sb. 1 + -(e)ohs. Cf F.glaireux ]
Having the nature or appearance of glair
1755 Johnson, Glareous 1763 Umv Mag XXXVII

146/2 There is a glareous liquor x8o6 Knight in Phil.
Trans XCVII 104 A glareous fluid, as Du Hamel has
stated, exudes from the surface of the alburnum 18x9 H.
Busk Vestriad 1 219 These glareous eyes Death’s fingers
glue. 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 787 Glareous x88z
Ogilvie, Glaireons, Glairous. [As distinct words ] So m
later Diets.

Glairigencms (gleori dgenas), a. [f. Glaik
sb.

1 + -gen 1 + -cos ] Producing slime, or mucus,
or glairm. (Syd. Soc. Lex 1885 )
Glairin (gle«*rm). Also glairine. [f Glaik

1 + -in.] (See quots and cf Bar£gm(e)
1838 T Thomson Chem, Org, Bodies 693 Of Glairm. This

name has been given to a peculiar substance which has been
observed in the sulphureous mineral waters of the Pyrenees
x86gE A VKaxEsPract Hygiene(ed. 3) 20Othernitrogenous
substances are found—the so called Glairine or theZoogene
1893 Brit. Med, Jml. 22 Apr. 866/2 Many mineral waters
on evaporation leave an organic residuum which goes by the
name of glairine

Glairy (gle^ri), a. Also 7 gleary, 8 gliry, 8-9
gl&ry. [f. Glaik sb.1 + -y 1

.] Of the nature of

glair; viscid, slimy. Chiefly Path
x66a J. Chandler Van Helmont's Onat. 196 The venal

bloud being resolved by other poysons into a liquor Sunovie
or Gleary water, poyson, jaundous excrement, &c doth flow
forth. 1737 Bracken Famery Impr. (1743) II 216 The
Quantity ofbrownish gliry Matter that ran out 1741 Monro
Anat Nerves (ed 3) 26 A wounded Nerve yields a glairy
Sanies. 1809 Home in Phil Trans. XCIX. 185 By mucus
ofammals, I mean a glary fluid 1827W Kennedy Poems

12J Two glairy eyes Masked by foul putrefaction were un-
veiled. 1848 Carienter Anim Phys. i (1872) 31 When a
considerable quantity of it exists in a fluid (as in the white
of the egg) it gives to it a glairy tenacious character. 1853
Zoologist II 3823 On raising the skm, a glairy appearance
of the muscles and flesh (which was much wasted) presented
itself x88oGrayStruct Bot 1x3 A glairy secretion is poured
out from numerous immersed glands
Comb. 1883 J E Ady in Knowledge 15 June 334/1 Threads
coated over with a glairy-looking deposit [protoplasm].

Hence Glad riuess, viscidity.

1866-7 Livingstone Last Jmls (1873) I. li 45 A little

glanness seemed to be present on the foreleg.
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Glaise 1

. Sc. ? Obs. [Possibly a var of Glaoe
sb 2

; cf glaze, mod. Sc var. of Glace v ] A
touch of fire, a scorch AlsoJig.
a 1372 Knox Reform Sco/l Wks. 1846 I 17 Being bound

to the staxk in the myddest of some coallis [etc ] a trane of
powder was maid ana sett a fyre, quhilk gaue to the blessed
martyre ofGod a glaise, sknmpled his left hand, and that syd
of his face 1825 Jamieson s v , A glaise o' the ingle

,
the

act of warming one’s self hastily at a strong fiie.

t Glaise 2
. Sc. Obs . [Origin and sense uncei-

tain
,
perh. a, OF.glais, glas

,

resounding noise (see

Glass sb a
) ;

perh. var of Glaoe sb z
,
usedfig"\

*585 Jas I Ess. Poesie (Arb ) 23 Whyles in that toung I
gaue a lusty glaise For to descryue the Troian Kings of olde
Glaise, obs. form of Glaze
Glaive (gl^v), sb. Also 3-6 gloyve, (6 gleive,

glieve), 4-6, 9 dial, glove, 6-7, 9 dial gle&ve,

9 dial, gleeve
; 4 gla(y)fe, 4-6 glayve, (6 Sc

glmf), 5-7 glave. [a OF glaive
,
gleive lance

(mod F. glaive poet = sword)
Hatz Daim. regard OF. glaive as an adapted form of L

gladtus (through the stages gladie, glaie, glavte) Ascoh
supposes it to represent a Celtic *cladivo- (Olr. claideb
sword, Gael claidheamh) Neither view, however, accounts
for the earliest meaning of the woid m OF ,wlnch is also that
ofMHG glavte

, glxvtn

,

MDu glavie, glaye, Sw. glavcn ]

A name given at different periods to thiee distinct

kinds of weapons, viz lance, bill, and sword
The second of these senses seems to be peculiar to English,

the others aie derived from Fiench
, in a large number of

passages it is impossible to determine from the context
which weapon is intended, esp in the case of later waters.

1

1

. A lance or spear. Obs
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4163 He hem ssende Mid gleyue

o)>ei mid roches, and vewe aliue he let a 1300 CursorM
7745 Nou hei I leue J>e kynges glaiue c 1380 SirFerumb
4690 Hure jeate [bay] gunne defende, WyJ> launces & gleues
kene c 1430 Lonelich Grailxin 786 Togederis they weren
Met The lengthe ofA Gleyve with-outen let 1392 Wyrlly
Armone

,
La Chandos 50 Sir Eustace. .Did baissehisgleaus

and well unbrace his shield.

Tb A lance set up as winning-post in a lace,

and given as a pnze to the successful competitor

,

hence, a pnze Obs
c 1380 Wvclif Sent! Sel Wks II 258 ‘Ceitis >ei rennen

all, but oon of hem taki]> ]>e gleyve . ' Men usen ofte }>is

f
amen, }>at two men rennen a space for a puis, and he
at come)) first to his ende shal have J>e gamen hat is sett,

wliejier it be spere or gloves [v r gleyves] or ojnr Jwng bat
is putt. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 157/2 A Glayfe, bimaum 1300
Ortns Vocab Euj, Bramum est primum [13*8 pienuum]
vel victoria the pryce of a game, or a glayue a 1333 Brad-
ford in Coverdale Lett Mart (1564)282 Caste your eies on
the gleue ye runne at, or els ye wil loose the game
Comb 2483 Cath Angl 157/2 A Glayfe wynner, braueta.
C. dial. A fish-spear.

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Uni xxxviu, There are
some that glave small fishes with a three-tmed fish-speai
(glave). 1854 Miss Baker Northamptonsh Gloss

,
Gleeve

,

a pole about four yards long, with serrated prongs, used foi
catching eels 1879W G Waters in Norfolk Archeology
vm 170 Gleave, an eel spear. 1893 Baking-Gould Cheap
Jack Z II 102 He pioduced a singular weapon or tool,
locally termed a gleve

1

2

. A weapon consisting of a blade fastened to
a long handle

, a kind of halbert Obs
c 1430 Cov Myst (Shaks Soc ) 270 Ordeyn eche man to

he ther redy, With exys, gleyvis, and swerdys bryth. 1323
Ld Berners Froiss I. lix 80 He had in his bond a great
glaue, sharpe and well stelyd, and aboue the blade, ther was
a sharpe hoke of stele. 1342 Udall Erasm. Apoph 276
Y® senates . stood in feare of his billes & glieues 1596
SpenserF Q v xi 58 [They] over all the fields themselves
did muster,With bils and glayves making a dreadfull luster.
1629 Maxwell tr Herodiau n vu 49 Suddenly the Country
Clownes came in with their Clubs and Glaiues [ong. to t«
gvka. icoi Tout ireAAets . on p. 48 the same words are ren-
dered 1 Clubs and Bills ’] 1678 Butler Hud m u 543
Zeal, with aged clubs and gleaves Gave chase to rochets
and white sleeves

Tb A soldier armed with a glaive. Obs.
1377 Holinshed Chron Eng II 954/1 There he in thal

towne more than lij C. glaiues, and iij C yeomen
3. A sword

; esp a broadsword, arch and poet
In early quots possibly repr Gael clmdheamh : cf glay

wm?»=Claymore
c 1470 Henry Willaci x 367 Awkwart he straik with hn

scharp groundyn glawe [=358 his gud suerd of steill] 1311
Douglas Janets iil vm 23 The feirs Orion with his goldir
glaif 1670 Milton Hist Eng. 11. Wks 1B51 V 70 Tin
Britans had a certain skill with their broad swashing Swordi
and short Bucklers , . Agricola discerning that those Iittk
Targets and unweildie Glaves ill pointed, would soon becomi

^g^urst the thrust and^close^ commanded [etc ]

glaivi

Byro—
-j - -— mu. .a cap of terror on, An

crooked glaive 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xvm, To maintain th
honour ofhis English ancestry with the glaive and browi

bu*i the good old weapons of his country 1887 Bowen Fin
HLneid 11 393 [Ha] girds on the Achaean's glittering glaivi

*5°a Ord Crysten Men (W de W. 1506)11 xu. 11
And therfore sayth the psalmyst, that the tonges of synnei
is the glayues of y® deuyll
Hence Glaive v., + (a) to spear (a fish)

(obs )
(b) to arm with a glaive (nonce-use'). Glaive
ppl a armed with a glaive.
1630 [see 1 c above] 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr Leg

IVallacevii 9 Which helmed his brow, and glaved his ham
1869 Lowell Cathedr

.

Poet. Wks. 1890 IV. 61 Ofthe glaive
tyrant and long-memoned priest.

Glaizie, obs form of Glazy.

Glak, obs. form of Glaok
;
var Glaik v Obs.

Glakit, -yt, obs. forms of Glaiicit.

Glam Obs exc. dial [a ON glam(m noise,

dm (Sw. glam memmcnt, loud mirth, Da. glam
barking of dogs), prob. echoic in ongm ] Any
loud noise, as shouting, loud or meny talk, bark-
ing of dogs, etc.

;
also, a shout, ciy

*3 EE AHit P B. 830 penneseten pay at Jie soper pe
gestes gay &ful glad, ofglam debonere 13 Gaiv 4Gr Knt
1426 Such a glauerande glam of gedered raclichez Ros, pat
jm rocherez rnngen aboute Ibid 1652 Much glam & gle
glente vp Jier-inne, Aboute he fyre vpon flet. a 1400-30
Alexander 5504 He heres A giete glauir & a glaam of
giekmtongis 1886 Elworthy IV Somerset Worddil s.v.,

Hold your glam, anybody can't year theirzel spake.

Glam 2
. Sc Also glaum [var of Clam sb 1

,

cf. Gian and Gland sb 3] pi a. The iron jaws
of a vice (cf Clam sb 1 2 b) b Pincers, nippers
(so clams in dial.), c Hands (cf Clam sb 1 3)
1380 Inv R Waidr (1815} 302 Item, m the smiddie ane

irne studie ane licht hammer ane littill pair of glammis but
the vys 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid Encycl , Glaums

,

instruments used byhorse-gelders, when gelding 1847-78
Halliwkll, Giants

,
the hands Not thumb.

Glam 3 . Vai. of Clam sb 2 1.

1797 Polwhele Hist Devon I 123 The Glam, a sliell-fish

of the muscle kind, is found above Totnes weai

Glam, var. Glaum v Sc
,
to snatch.

Glama, obs form of Llama.
t Gla'mer, sb Sc Obs. [? Alteration of Clam-
our, but cf GlamI ancl Icel. glamia to rattle
Ga.e\,clambar wrangling, evil 1 eport, scandal, and glambar

noise, outcry, are piob from Eng. or Scottish ]

A loud noise 01 tumult
;
public outc.ry, scandal.

1300-20 Dunbar Poems lvn 20 Sum [seekers after office]

lies thair advoeattis mchnmei And talas thame selffe tlianof
na glamer 1370 Satn Poems Reform x 182 Than come
3our king and sum Lords with ane glamer, And reft him
[Riccio] from hir 1584 Ihid. xlv 393 Without lespect of
warldlie glamer He past into the witchis chalmer
Hence f Gla'mer v trans

,
to raise a clamour

against,defame ’[Gla merous a

,

noisy, clamoi ous.
C1470 Henry Wallace vm 302 At the leskew thar was a

glamrous rerd 1490 Extracts Aberd Reg (1844) I 46
Openly glammerand him, saiand scho said ger banys the
said Schu John out of this toune

Glamer, glammar, glamor, obs ff Glamour
Glammene, obs form of Glamoury
Glamorous (glm’moios), a Also glamourous

[f Glamour + -ous ] Full of glamour
1882 Ch Q Rev Apr 139 The eagle flight of Plato has

always the effect of making the plain woild seun to reel
and spin it grows faint and glamoious 1883 C E
Craddock in Harper's Mag Dec 136/1 1 he mountains .

wore a glamourous purple

Hence Gla xnorously adv
i8gi E Castle Consequences I 1 11 34 The whole scene

. became as it were glamorously illuminated

Glamour (glee maa)
,
so Also 8glamer,glamor,

glammar, 9 Sc glaumour. [Originally Sc
,
in-

troduced into the literary language by Scott. A cor-
rupt form ofGrammar; for the sense cf Gramaryr
(and F. grimou e), and for the form Glomery ]
1. Magic, enchantment, spell

, esp in the phrase
to cast the glamour over one (see qnot 1721)
? 17 Johnny Faa m Ritson Sc Songs (1794) II 177 As

soon as they saw her well far'd face, They coost the glamer
o'er her 1720 Ramsay Rise <$• Fall Stocks 152 Like Belzie
when he nicies a witch, He Casts o'er her een his cheating
glamour 1721 — Gloss to Poems s v

,
When devils, wizards

orjugglers deceive the sight, they are said to oustglamour
o’er the eyes of the spectator 1789 Burns Capt. Grose's
Peregrin iv. Ye gipsy-gang that deal in glamor, And you
deep read in hell's black grammar, Warlocks ana witches
1830 Scott Demonol. 111, This species of Witchcraft is well
known in Scotland as the glamour, or tieceptio visas, and
was supposed to be a special attribute of the race of Gipsies
1839 Tennyson Enid 743 That maiden in the tale, Whom
Gwydion made by glamour out of flowers x86o Readi
Cloister Sf H I. 98 He knows father and daughter both.
They cast their glamour on him 1894 D C Murray
Making ofNovelist 199 The man had a glamour for me and
drew me with the attraction of a magnet.

2 A magical or fictitious beauty attaching to any
person or object ; a delusive or alluring charm.
1840 Hood Ktlmansegg

, Fancy Ball xxxvi, For to paint
that scene of glamour It would need the Great Enchanter’s
cliarm 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage 07, I know how
quickly the glamour fades in the test of constant inter-
course. 1874 Green Short Hist v § i 213 A sudden burst
of military glory threw its glamour over the age of Cressy
and Poitiers

o nuno. ana t^omo. , as giuvivnr-gijt, migni
glamour-learned ppl a
1803 Scott Last Mmstr m ix, It had much of glamoi

might, Could make a ladye seem a knight 18*3 Picke
PastoralEulogy 129 May besome wily lass has had the airWi spells, an charms, to win our Robin’s heart; An’ hauc
him, wi her Glaumour-gift, sae fell 1819 G S Fabi
Dispensations (1823) II. 94 During the reign of our glamou
learned first James

prec, sb.] tranGlamour (glae-mai), v. [f. r . .

To affect with glamour; to charm, enchant.
*832-53W FERGussoNin Wkistle.Bmkie (Scot Songs) S<

For uller scenes» and ither charms, Hae glamoui
Willies een 1833 J P Kennedy Horse Shoe R. xxx:

—r „ I-"-1-‘“W US ) emem mail
of a sickly dream 1889 Times 28 Oct. 5/6 The Greeks

giamourea witn the prospect ofan addition to their EuronMn
consequence and greatness.

Hence Glamouring^/, a
*871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I xxi 182 The mountain’s

side along Sweeps an lnfui late glamouring Song
Glamoured.(gistsmaid), ppl a [f Glamour

sb. + -ed 2
] Affected with glamour.

1724 Ramsay Vision xiv m Evergreen (1761) I 220 All
this and mair maun cum to pass, 'io cleirzour glamour
Sicht 1889 Ridlr Haggard Cleopatra in, The place to
their glamoured sight, was a seething sea of snakes
Glamoury (glse-mori). A1 so glaumene, glam-
mene, glamoune [Var Glamour sb

, for the
termination cf. Gramarye ] Glamour, magic
1821 Edin Mag Apr 352 It maun surly be the pithiness

o the style or sum bewitching glaumene that gars fowkglaum at them wliare eir they can get a claucht 1822 PraedZitfnw* Poems 1866 I 80 The shades of glamoury depart
*847 J Wilson Chr North (1857) I a-19 Glad as ifwe had
escaped ftom glamoury 1882 Contemp Rev July 24
Ballads all moie or less touched with glamourie

’

Glamp (glamp), V Sc [Of obscure origin
; cf

Glaum v and Glam 2
] mtr Togiope, as m the

dark To glamp at to make snatches at
1768 Ross IIelenore 1 38 An' sae I wakn'd glamping here

an theie 1813 D Anderson 7o(Jam ) Heglampm’
raise An ti emblm’, pat his claise on 1826 G Beati ir John
O'Arnha'm Lift (1863) 234 [Some] glampit at the vacant air

T Gian. Obs rare — 1 [vai Glam 3
, Clam, cf.

Gland
J A comb-makei’s vice (cf quot).

1688 R Holmt Armoury nr 383/2 A pan of Gians, which
belong to the 'liade of a Comb maker Ihe Gians, is two
pieces of Wood, squaie at top, and rounded off below, with
an lion Pm through both yet so as they may widen a little

Gian, obs form of Glen
Glauce (gkms), sb 1 [f Glance v ]
1 A swift oblique movement or impact f By

glance obliquely Alsofig 9 Obs.
1570 Livins Mump 21/10 A Glance, iransitns 1390

Haki uyt Voy II 1 134 For they saile away, being not
once touched with the glaunccofashot, and aie quickly out
of the Tuikish canons leach 1634 H L’Estrange Chas /
(1655) 55 -And though these speeches did not take their aime
dnectlyat his Majesty, yet did they by glanceand obliquely
deeply wound him 1733 Somerville Chase in 332 The
watchful angiy Beast Ih’ Advantage spies, and at one
sidelong Glance Rips up his Grom
b Cricket (Sec quot 1897 )

1892 Daily News z July 2/2 A lemarkable ability to play
the stroke, which can be best descubcd as the leg glance
1897 Ranjitsiniiji Jubilee Bh Cricket 172 iheie is

another stioke by which good length balls on the leg-side
can be played—the glide 01 glant-e The face of the bat is

tinned slantwise to meet the ball, which should glance off
lowmds fine-long-leg In these days, with perfect wickets,
the glance-stroke is very useful.

+ 2 fig a. A satmcal hit or allusion, a jest at
(or ttpon) something b. Allusion, reference Obs
a 1602 Fulblcke 2mi Pt Parall 36 This was but the

ghuince of Diogenes, who made more accompt of his scoffe
then his state 1605 Bacon Adv Learn 1 vu § 8 (1873) 57
Silenus was gravelled not knowing wlieie to carp at him

,

save at the last he gave a glance at his patience towards his
wife 1639 Horn & Rob Gate Lang Uni § 842 Pleasant
jests, conceits, and witty glances [L allnsiones] beseem men
of civility, but not bitter tait girds 1697 Potter Antiq
Greece iv xm (1715) 317 In these Songs they now and then
gave a Satyrical Glance upon those who had misbehav'd
themselves in the Wars
b 1663 bin T Herbert Tiav (1677) 349 Albeit in that

brief discourse I made theie are some glances at it ; I shall
here speak a little further upon that subject 1702 Echard
Eccl Hist (1710) 5 Every part of it [the temple-ministration]
had a glance at a future and better state of things

3 A sudden movement producing a flash or gleam
of light

;
also, the flash or gleam itself

*5°3 Dunbar Thistle Rose 96 Reid of his cullour, as is

the ruby glance a 1S47 Surrey VEneid 11 223 Yea tlinse

. . In glaunces bright she glittered fiom the ground [L terque
ipsa solo Emicmt] 1637 Earl Stirling Jonathan 1 Ixxxi,

Each swords bnght glance, seem'd summons from their fate

1663 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 387 The Sun shines
with utmost ardour upon those parts whether his glances
be oblique or perpendicular. 1667 Milton P L vii. 405
Fish sporting with quick glance, Show to the Sun thir

wav’d coats 1796 Morse Amer Geog I 132 The famous
Ice-glance.. It is a large high field of ice, whose glance in

the air may be seen for many leagues at sea. x8io Scott
Lady ofL. I xxxv, The silver light, with quivering glance,

Played on the water’s still expanse 1849 T Woolner My
Beanttful LadyiyS&p) 21 As knight led captive, in romance
Through postern and dark passage, past grim glanceOfarms
fig x8xa Apostate v. 11, How awful is this silenceWhich
has succeeded to that glance of sound ' 1827 Hood Plea of
Mids Fairies xxm. So do we flutter in the glance of youth

4. A brief or burned look. Also a glance at,

into
, of over, upon, etc (the object looked at).

1391 Greene Disc Coosnage (1592) 4 The verser cuts off

some four cards, and geueth the conyaglanceoftbebottom
card. 1392 Davies Iminort Soul Introd xli (1742)11 The
Glance of this Dame’s angry Eyes 1606 Shaks. Tr Cr. hi

11 120, 1waswonmy LordWith thefirst glance 1667M1LTON
P. L ix 1034 So said he, and forbore not glance or toy Of
amorous intent 17x8 Lady M W MontaguZeA to Ctess
Mar 10 Mar , In most courts the glance of the monarch is

watched, and every smile is waited for with impatience.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St Pierre's Stud. Nat (1799) II 532

Inis arrangement pleases at first glance, but soon fatigues

the eye by it’s uniformity. *828 ScottA M. Perth xxxm,
He passed the papers through his hands, turning some over

with a hasty glance. x86o Tyndall Glac 1 xvi 113 Cast-

ing a glance over the glorious scene beneath us [etc ]. 1874
Green Short Hist 111 § 7. 154 A glance Satisfied him of the

hopelessness of the struggle,
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fig 1781-3 Cowpee Verses A Selkirk 41 How fleet is a

glance of the Mind 1 1805 Foster Ess iv 1 105 A decisive

f
iance of thought 1849 E B Eastwick Dry Leaves 200
t is idle hypocrisy now to pretend that our design included

the slightest glance at their advantage

5. Comb, glance-pitch, (see quot 1897); glanoo-
wood, a hard wood grown in Cuba, and used for

gaugmg-mstruments, carpenter’s rules, etc

1871 M'Elrath Diet Words Comm (Webster 1890)
Glance-wood. 1897 Bimt Weekly Post 18 Sept 5/1 Barba-
does is commencing to export 4 manjak or glance-pitch of
the nature of petroleum m a bituminous form

Glance (glans), sb 2 Also glanz. [ad G glanz
(Du glans) brightness, lustre, also glance-ore ] A
vanety of ore having a lustre winch indicates its

metallic nature ,
obs exc in antimony-, bismuth-,

copper-, iron-, lead-, silver-glance, q.v
[1457-8, 1747 see Glancc-orl ] 1828 Stark Elem Nat

Hist II 488 Order XI —Glance Lustre metallic Gray
black 1847 in Craig 1858 Whewell Hist Set Ideas
II 141 The Orders Pyrites, Glance, and Blende, are common
to Naumann and Mohs

b. Comb glance-coal, a variety of anthracite

(G glanzkohle, Du glanskool)
1805 Edin Rev VI 23oWith respect to glance-coal itis

surely far from being new under its vulgar name of blind-
coal 1848 Sir J G Wilkinson Dalmatia, etc I 198 It is a
variety of glanz coal c 1865 Letheby in Circ Set 1 . 1x7/1
Glance-coal, 01 anthracite, is not rich enough in hydrogen to

be of any use to the gas manufacturer

Glance (glans), v I Forms
: 5 gleneh, glens,

gla(u)nohe, 5-6 glence, 6 gla(u)nse, glawnse,
Sc glanss, 6-7 glaun.ee, 6- glance. [Of obscure
origin. As the earliest sense is the same with that

of Glace v , it seems possible that the word may
be a nasalized form of OF glauhter to slip, slide,

perhaps influenced by OF guenchir, gueneir to
turn aside, or by Glent v
The word has been commonly explained as f Glance sb l,

a Du or Sw glans, but these are only adoptions of MHG.
glanz brightness, lustre (related to Glent, Glint) ]

1 mtr Of a weapon : To glide off an object

struck, without delivering the full effect of the
blow. Also to glance aside, off To glance on : to

strike obliquely upon and turn aside.

c 1450 Merlm 198 The stroke of the ax glenched, and
smote the horse bak asunder c 1500 Melusine xxxvi 250
The helmet was hard and be swerd glenced asyde & dom-
maged hym nought 1590 Sir J Smyth Disc Weapons 30
Most of their volees of arrowes should have glaunced or
lighted upon the piques. 1725 Pope Odyss xxn 309 And
from Ctesippus’ arm the spear elanc’d On good Eumasus’
shield and shoulder glanc’d. 1828 Scott F M Perth 11,

The blow only glanced on the bone, and scarce drew blood
1882 Leckv Eng in 18th C. IV 245 The heaviest shot
glanced harmlessly from the sides of the assailing vessels

transfi andfig *596 Shaks Tam Skr. v. 11 61 As the lest
did glaunce awaie from me, ’Tis ten to one it maim'd you too
outright 1626 Jackson Creed yin xxi § 4 Their projects
doe often glance or fall upon some other object then they

thought of 1846 Trench Mirac xx (1862) 329 He means
that rebuke to glance off on Him who has put forth on this

day his power to help and to save

+ b. To pass by without touching
c X540 tr Pol. Verg Eng Hist (Camden) I 246 The river

Nadder glawnceth bie the village Wersminster a 1682
SirT Browne Christ Mor ii 111. (iyi6)49Somehavedigged
deep, yet glanced by the Royal Vein.

+ 2 . To move rapidly, esp in an oblique 01 trans-

verse direction
; to dart, shoot

,
to spring aside.

1489 Caxton Faytes 0/A. 1 ix 23 The manere how they
shall glaunche or with-drawe themself from y° strokes,
cxgoo Melusine xix. 67 He glanched asyde, and so the
kyngis nevew, for he recountred ayenst nothing, fell doun to
tnegrounde c 1600 Shaks Sonn lxxvi. 3 Why with the time
do I not glance aside To new found methods ? 1618 Bolton
Florusiv n (1636) 264The warre . .glanced intoAsia, and lay
heavy uponAfricke 1647 H More Song ofSoul it u 11 xxiv,
If that, the object gone, away those forms do glance 1786
tr. Bedford's Vathek (1868) 20 Glancing from the precipice
with the rapidity oflightning, [he] was lost in the gulfbelow.

fig. 1604 T Wright Passions 111 1 79 If thou see . one
eate very greedily such actions glaunce out of gluttony

3 With reference to discourse : To pass quickly
over, glide from, off (a subject). To glance at

{upon, + against) : to allude or refer to obliquely
or m passing, usually by way of censure or satire

;

to hit at, reflect upon.
1570 Dee Math Pref.33 Yet will I glanse ouer it, with

wordes very few 1591 Greene Disc Coosnage Pref (1592)

3 Thus Gentlemen I haue glaunst at the Barnards lawe.
1603 Shaks Meas JorM v 1.311 To call him villame; and
then to |lance from him To th' Duke himselfe, to taxe him
with Imustice 1621 T Williamson tr Goiclart's Wise
Vieillard To Rdr. A iv, The wise Old Man . seemes to
glance at our English Proverb No foole to the old foole.

1672-3 Marvell Reh Transfi. 1 40 Whatsoever may have
glanced upon him, was directed only to our Author 1720
Swift Fates of Clergymen Wks 1755 II 11 29 Verses
wherein he glanced at a certain reverend doctor 1819 W
Taylor in MonthlyMag. XLVII ng The discourse mostly
glanced upon the corruption of Manners and Morals among
the Romans 1872 0 W. Holmes Poet Break/-t vt, 174,
I glanced off, as one often does in talk. 1893 Stevenson
Catnona 39 Words which glance upon the purity of justice

4. To cause a flash of light by rapid movement;
t Sc, to shine. Of light : To dart, flash, gleam.
1568 Satir. Poems Reform xlvm 76 To mak it [cloth]

weill hewitAnd gar itglanss lyk Dunmygrane. *6x7 Mory-
son Itin 1. 19 The Sunne beames glancing on my face, as
I lay in bed. 1648 Milton Psalm lxxxvu. 27 In thee [Sion]

fresh brooks and soft streams glance 1727 P Walker Life
Peden (1827) 49 He broke out in a Rapture about our
Martyrs, saying now they are all Glancing in Glory 17 .

Ramsay Ode Mem Mrs Forbes 13 Her soul glanc’d with
each heavenly ray 1781 CowrER Truth 242 Now flashing
wide, now glancing as in play, Swift beyond thought the
lightnings dart away. 1822 Scott Pirate xxiu, These pretty
feet and ancles, that glance so white m the moonbeam 185a
Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xxxiv, An insane light glanced
m her heavy black eyes 1859 Tennyson Marr Geraint 172
He glancing like a dragon-fly In summer suit and silks of
holiday

fig 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, xevi, The thought glanced
upon her, that L. would be glad to see her so piotected
1884 W C Smith Ktldrostan I 1 242 The ripples that
glimmer and glance Where the sun flashes

6. Of the eye. To move quickly, to cast a mo-
mentary look, to flash. Also said of the person
looking

; esp to glance at, to give a brief look at

,

to glance over, to look quickly over, to read hur-
riedly (also to glance through) , and with advs.,

as to glance down, up, etc.

1583 Stanyhurst FEneis 11 (Arb ) 61 In this wise musing
myu eye glaunst to my coompanye fensiue, 1586 T, B La
Pnmaud.Fr Acad 1 xxui 233 They that glaunce at honor
[Fr qiti lettent legerement lesyeiuv a l’hontuuf\

,

as if that
were vertue it selte. 1590 Shaks Mtds.N v. 1 13 1638 F
Junius Paint, Ancients 293 The eyes loosly swimmingm
pleasure, glancing and (to speake so)venereall X820W,Irving
Sketch Bk I 51 A beautiful face glanced out at the window
and vanished 1823 Scoresby Whale Fishery 396 Some of
those who glance over these pages, may have been the 4 sons
and daughters of affliction ' 1871 L Stephen Playgr,Eurofie
III (1894) 81 We crept cautiously along . glancing down
the mighty cliffs beneath us

fig. 1861 Geo Eliot SilasM 37 His thoughts glanced at
all the neighbours who had made any remarks.
G trans a. To glance one's eye, look : i* (a) to

turn aside one’s gaze as when dazzled (cf sense 2)

,

(b

)

to give a quick or momentary look ; also, to

look quickly at or upon an object.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) F, Finding the sunne
too glorious for my sight, I glaunst my looke c x6oo Shaks.
Sonu cxxxix 6 Deare heart, foibeaie to glance thme eye
aside 1632 Brome North, Lasse 1 vii Wks 1873 III 16
Now glaunce your eye on this side, on the yoke, You bring
your neck to 1642 Life, etc. J Pnjfe 4 in Had E. P. P
IV 315 His downcast eyes upon his boots are glanct. 17*6
Addison tr. Ovid Wks 1753 I 104 Fire broke in flashes

when he glance’d his eyes. a 1794 Gibbon Mist Whs (1814)
I 177 After glancing my eye ovei Addison’s agieeable dia-
logues, I more seriously read the great work of Ezekiel
Spanheim 1826 Disraeli Vra Grey n. xm, Vivian glanced
a look of annihilation 1837 Hawthorne Twice-Told T.
(1851) I 1. 21 He glancing his severe eye around the
group . at lost bent it sternly on Sir Edmund Andros
b To surveywithaglance; to catch a glimpseof

1835-56 CowLry Davideis u 182 Still does he glance the
fortune of that day. *765 J Brown Chr. jfml (1814) 163
With enrapturing joy snail we glance the countless facts of
redeeming love. 11797 Mrs A. M Bennett Beggar Girl
(1813) V 302 Lady Gauntlet just glanced the tuna wheels of
two carriages, which drove round to the back of the house
1828 Montgomery Vision Heaven 28 Who evei glanced the
Heavens, nor dream’d ofGod . and things diYine ? Ibid 39
Those burning mysteries that mortals glanceWith wonder.

e. To express or conveywith a glance (of the eye).

17x7 Prior Alma 11 185 There his eyes took distant aim,
And glanc'd respect to that bright dame. 1843 E Jones
Sens fy Event 109 Glancing sublime devotion. X845 Brown-
ingLuna Poet Wks (1868) 105 As if there were no glowing
eye i’ the world, To glance straight inspiration to my brain

•f 7. To touch obliquely , to graze, barely touch

;

Jig to glance at, allude to Obs.

1590 Shaks Com Err. v. 1 66 Alone, it was the subiectof
my Theame, In company I often glanced it 1651 Evelyn
Diary 15 Sept ,

I observ’d that the mall gos the whole square
thereof next y* wall, and bends wxthan angle so made as to

glance y8 wall

8 a. To direct obliquely, lit. and fig, b To
emit with a flash or gleam. To glance back', to

flash back, reflect.

a. a 1656 Bp Hall Rem Wks (1660) 22 One morning as

I lay in my bed, a strong motion was suddenly glanced into

my thoughts of going to London. 1685 Gracian's Courtier's
Orac 32 Seeing they [words or hints] are cunningly glanced,
so also are they to be cautiously received 1697 Dampiek
Voy I 1 xoThey willpurposelystnke their Harpoons aside,

or so glance them as to kill nothing 1704 Swirr T Tub x.

igi, I will here take Leave to glance a few Innuendo’s.
a 1800 Cowper Wks (1835—7) I, x2o Formerly, m my hap-
piest hours, I had never been able to glance a single thought
that way. x8o6 R CumberlandMem (1807)1 404 He came
home . to refute some malicious imputations that bad been
glanced at his character 1825 Carlyle Schiller nr. (1845)

165 He narrowly escapes killing or ducking for having ven-
tured to glance a censure at the General
b 1746-7 Hervey Medit. II 1 The curlingWaves, glow-
mg with purple in one place , in another, glancing a cast

of undulating Green. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let iv,

The bmk, with its usual arrangement of pewter and earthen-

ware glanced back the flame of the lamp merrily.

Glance, ».2 U. S, [? ad Du. glanzen to polish,

planish (metals), f. glans lustre ; see Glance sb.
2

Cf G. glanzen
,
Sw. glansa ] trans. To planish

1894 Tunes 16 Aug 6/3 Sheet steel, polished, planished, or
glanced, one and three-fourths cents per pound

t Glance-Ore. Obs [A half adoption, half

translation ofDu glanserts (a. G. glanzerz), f. glans

lustre + erts Ore.] (See quot. 1 747 )

1457-8 in Plowden Refi (1571) 320, cxlmj Bolles de Glaunce
ore domini Regis valoris xv li. vj s', viij d._ 1747 Hooson
Miner's Diet Oj, Lead Ore we distinguish into three kinds
which we Miners observe, the first is Potters Ore, which is

the same with that we call Glance Oie ,
the second is Steel

Ore , and the last is that called White Ore

Glancer (gla nssa). nonce-xvd. [f Glance v.
1

+ -ee 1
.] One who glances.

1567 Harman Caveat {E E T S) 61 Be holdtnge with
ardante eyes thys glymmermge glauncer. 1782 Mad.
D’Arblay Diary 28 Oct , Every glance I met was followed
by a whisper from the glancer to his or her party x88t
Athenaeum 4 Mar 279/3 The pregnant meaning of this

curious glance has never been equalled sinceLord Burghley’s
nod The glancer or smiler is a certain Lady Ridgeway
Glanche, obs. form of Glance v 1

Glancing (gla nsig), vbl sb [f. Glance vP +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb. Glance, in various

senses.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vir ccxxv 252 This Kynge Wyllyam
by glaunsynge of an aiowe was wounded to ya deth.

1523 Ld Burners Froiss I ccclxxm 617 Sir Wylham
Fermyntone excused hymselfe and sayde howe he coulde
nat amende it [his stroke], bycause ofglaunsynge ofhis foie

1642 Mil ton Afiol Smect Wks. 1738 I no By this up-
braiding to me the Bordello’s, as by other suspicious glanc-
ings 111 his Book, hewould seem privily to point me out as
one whose custom of Life were not honest 1701 Beverley
Afioc Quest. 42 All which speak the Openings, and danc-
ings \finnted Glanemgs] out of the Kingdom of Christ
1832 Ht Martineau Ireland v 82 She saw a glancing and
gleaming on the extreme point of the track It was the
glittenng of the arms of a strong party of soldiers 1843
PrescottAfrjnci? (1850) 1. 257 Theglancing of their weapons,
and the shrill cry of die trumpet, all filled the spectators with
astonishment.

b. Comb
,
as glancrag-glass Sc

,

f a glass used
by children for reflecting the rays of the sun on any
object ’ (Jam ) In quots Jig.
1728 Walker Life Peden (ed 3) 95 A glazing Glancing-

glass, who loves to hear himself speak, and the World to

notice him x8x8 [see Glaik sb

Glancing, ppl. a. [f. Glance v 1 + -ing 2 ]
That glances (in various senses of the verb).

1596 Spenser F Q v Vi. 38 The glauncing sparkles
through hei bever glared, And from her eies did flash out
fiery Tight 1602 R L’Estrange Josefihus, Antiq. xvn
xiv (1733) 477 He insinuated, by this glancing Way, some
remote Pretension that he might have to the Crown 1725
Pope Odyss xix 464 This [scar] on Parnassus combating
the boar, With glancing rage the tusky savage tore 1814
Southey Roderick xvii. 49 The stream—with its shadows
and its glancing lights 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der vi,

xlviii, She had a glancing forethought ofwhat she would do
in that case

+b A glancing view, a cursory look or survey.
x6gx T H[ale] Acc New Invent, p xu, This glancing

View of these two great Inventions. *707 Norris Treat.
Humility 111 102 To take a short glancing view of the im-
perfections of our nature.

c. Comb
,
as \ glancing-xmse.

X548 Patten Exfied Scotl H mj, Syr Thomas Darcy
vpon hys approch to the enemies, was strooken glauncing
wyseon the ryght syde, with a bullet 1580North PhttarJt
(1676) 18 He had never opened it to them but in dark
speeches, and glaunsing wise, and so much as sufficed to put
them m some hope.

Hence Gtla'xicingly adv
,
m a glancing fashion

1556 T Heywood Spider S, F xxxv 47 Tharbiters glauns-
mgly, Ere the flies ought saide Had betweene them selues
these woords 1577-87 Holinshed Chron (1807-8) III. 125
Others glansmglie passe by it, as a matter of no great obser-

vation 1668 H. More Div. Dial, m xxix. (1713) 253
These six I distinctly remember, but had cursorily ana
glancingly cast mine Eye on all twelve 1827 Blacksv Mag.
XXI. 502 My feet shall hear me glancingly along to tne
merry music ofstreams. 1855 Tails Mag. XXII 119 There
are plenty of witty men whose faculties play glancingly
upon the surface of things

Glancy (glamsi), a rare— 1
, [f. Glance sbP

+ -Y 1.] Bright
;
quick m movement.

*733 Ramsay Tea-t Mtsc. (1775) 1 . 108 Her glancy een.

like comets sheen, The morning sun outshining.

Gland 1 (gland) [ad. L. gland-em, glans acom,
perk, through F. gland ]
1 . An acorn. Obs. exc (occas.) Bot. — Glans a.

X63X R H. Arraignm Whole Creature x. § i. 76 Many
Countries lived of Pulse, and Gland, and Dates 1721
BnADLnY Philos Acc Wks Nat 45 A hundred Bushels,

which may probably contain in Number 384000 Acorns ;
for

reckoning sixty Glands to the Pint, which is 3840 to the

Bushel, m a hundred Bushels there will be the aforesaid

Number 1836 Petmy Cycl V, 252/3 Gland, , . the firuit of
the oak, the hazel, See. 1880 [see Glans 2].

f 2 (See quot. ; so Gr. fi&kavos ) Obs.

1684 tr Bonefs Merc Comfit, xix. 745 Glands, or Sup-
positories

3 . — Glans i. (Mayne Expos, Lex. 1854.)

Gland 2 (glsend). [ad F glande gland, tumour,

altered form of OF. glandre (see Glandeb),
*glandle, ad L. *glandula Glandule.]
1. Thys. An oigan, composed of nucleated cells

and either simple or complex in structure, which
separates from the blood certain constituents for

use in the body, or for ejection from it.

Simple and compound glands are also distinguished as

Conglobate (cf. Lymphatic) and Conglomerate, q v. Cer-

tain organs,such as the spleen,thymus, thyroid, and adrenals,

which perform the function of glands buthave no excretory

duct, are known as Ductless (also afioric) glands. Indi-

vidual glands, or groups of glands, are chiefly named from
their position, as cervical, cahac, iliac, etc , or from their

discoverer, as Blaudm’s, Bowman's, etc.

X692 Ray Dissol. World 132 Shells found in Animal Bodies,

m whose Glands they were originally formed, a 17x1 Ken
Hymnothto Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 109 Soft Love compress’d
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the Gland in either Eye, And Tears flow’d down 1718 J
Chamberlayne Reitz Philos (1730)1 111 §4lheieaiein
the Mouth so many Glands or Fountains of Spittle 1781
E Darwin itoA Gard. 1 (1791) 155 The Chyle’s white trunk
Winds into glands, inextricable clues. 1830 R Knox

Biclards Anal. 75 The cellular tissue is more abundant in

the muscles than in the glands 185* Carpenter Man,
Phys. (ed. 2) 398 In Mammalia, the Absorbent system pre-
sents itself in its most developed and concentrated state,,
the glands are much more numerous. 187a Mivart Elem.
Anat x (1873) ajjo Each gland consists essentially of a net-
work of finely divided lymphatic vessels on and amongst
which capillary blood vessels ramify.

2 . Bot. A secreting cell or grotip of cells on the
surface of a plant-structure (cf. quots 1845-781.
1785 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot xn 131 At one end of these

rfilamentsj is a gland, at the other an anther 1805 Med
Jml. XIV. 543 Leaves circular with two glands running
one into another on the inner side above the base. 1845
Lindley Sch, Bot i. (1858) 19 Glands are either hairs with a
head or secreting organ . or internal nuclei or little tuber-
cles upon vauous organs. 1878 M'Nab Bot (1879) 59 Glands
are cells or aggregations of cells distinguished by contain-
ing resinous, oily, sugary, or fragrant substances,

3 . attrib and Comb., as gland-alveolus, -cell, -cyst,

-duct, -fever
,
-follicle, -lesion,

-lobule

,

-mass
, -nerve

,

-orifice,
-patch

,
-salts, -secretion

,
-structure, -tissue,

-tumour, -vesicle', also gland-beanng, -cihale{d,

-dotted, -like, -tipped adjs

1897 Allbutt's Syst Med, II 809 Numerous small *gland
alveoli open along its course i860 Darwin m Life Lett.
(1887) III 319 One of the *gland-beanng hairs of Drosera
187s —. Insectiv, PI in. 56 The fluid within the *gland cells
passes outwards. 1880 Beale Slight Atltn no As age ad-
vances the gland-cells become more feeble 1870 Hooker
Stud, Flora 465 Nephrodiunt ngidum involucre, *gland-
cihate. Ibid 124 Rosa camna . densely *gland-ciliated
bracts 1885 Syd Soc Lex. ,

*Gland-cyst, a cyst developed
in a gland from obstruction of a duct or distension of
a follicle 1870 Hooicer Stud Flora p xi, Hypertctnex
. . leaves opposite often *gland dotted i860 Sir H.
Thompson Dis Prostate (1868) 62 Pus is, m such cases,
often found filling the sinus pocu laris and the ^gland-ducts
around 1885 Syd.Soc Lex , ’’’Gland-fever, a fever having
connection with a disordered condition of the glands. 1878
T. Bryant Praet Surg 1. 138 The kind of tissue which is
found between the *gland-follicles. 1897 Allbutt's Syst
Med. Ill 659 The *gland lesion was essentially primary
1849-53 Todd Cycl Anat IV 1214/1 The whitish ’’gland-like
mass Ibid 829/1 The *gland lobules have the same relation
to the efferent renal veins. 1897 Hutchinson Archives
Surg. VIII. 205 A very considerable *gland-mass had now
appeared on the left iliac fossa. 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med
III 307 *Gland-nerves are , held to contain at least two
sets of fibres. 1878 T. Bryant Pract Surg I 102 The dila-
tation of occluded ducts or natural *gland-orifices 1849-52
Todd Cycl Anat IV 839/1 In many Mammalia certain
Peyeriaa *g1and-patches show a constant . . size at all
periods. 1873 T H. Green Introd Pathol (ed 2) 79 In
those cases m which calcification is associated with retained
*gland-Secretions, the calcareous matters will consist of the
specific *gland salts.

#
Ibid 154 The adenomata always

originate From pre-existing *gland-structures 1870 Hooker
Stud Flora no Quite glabrous, 1 e without bristles or
*gland-tipped hairs, i860 Sir H Thompson j

D

is Prostate
(1868) 62 More fluid than natural is found m the *gland-
tissue, and freely issues on being pressed 1897 Hutchinson
Archives Surg VIII. 201 The following notes describe a
case in which a *gland tumour continued to grow steadily
for many years 1849-53 Todd CycL Anat IV 831/2A microscopic examination ofthe expressed contents oF the
*gland-vesicles reveals nuclei.

Gland 3 (glaend). Meek [? var. ofGlan-, Glam 2
;

cf. Sc Glaun(d 1 a clamp of iron or wood *

(Jam ) ]
1. A sleeve employed to press a packing tight on
a piston-rod (cf. Follower 5 d, and Clam 'a mov-
able collaring for a pump * {Eng. Dial. Diet.).
1839 R S, Robinson Naut, Steam Eng 53, bb is the cover

of the casing, furnished with a stuffing box, gland, 8cc 1871
Daily News 6 Nov

,
The glands were leaking, and I thought

every minute the steampipe would go 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 23 The glands on the top of each low-pressure
cylinder . , will be enclosed m a steam-tight casing
2. A cross-piece or clutch made fast to a shaft,

and communicating motion to a machine by en-
gaging with part of the gearing,
*825 J- Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 31 Clutches or glands

may be used with much advantage as a coupling for double
bearings. Fig. 57 represents a coupling of this kind, it

consists of two crosses one fixed to each shaft.

3 Founding. a. *A hooked bar by which the
parts of a molder’s flask are clamped together.’
b. * A plate through which the ends of a band or
tightening clevis pass. A clip-plate.’

1875 in Knight Diet Meek, gji/a.

4. Comb ,vsgland-packer

,

gland-cook (see quot.)
1884 Knight Diet, Mech IV 400/1 Gland-cock, a faucet

held in place by a gland 1885 lustr. Census Clerks 42
Engine, Machine maker Gland Packer (Loco ).

Glandaceous (glsend^’/as), a [f. L. gland-,
glans Gland I + -aoeous.J Acorn-coloured.
1885 in Syd Soc Lex 1886 J.Thomas Med, Did , Glan-

daceous, yellowish brown j the color of an acorn.

t Glandage. Obs.- 0 [a. OF glandage (med.
L. glandagium, glandaticum

),
f. gland acorn : see

-age.] (See quot.)
1636-81 Blount Glossogr , Glandage (Fr ) Mast, also Mast-

age, the season of turning hogs into the woods: the feeding
of hogs by Mast.

Glanda'rious, a. [f L gland-, Gland i +
-AitioDS ] Acorn-like in shape

;
glancbfoim t Cent.

Diet.).

Glandele, obs form of Glandule.
Glandenous, var Glandinoub, Obs

Glander (glee ndoi). Forms
: 5 glaundre, 6-7

glaunder, 7- glander(a. [a OF. glandi e, *glan-
dle Gland 2

,
ad. L. glandula Glandule ]

+ 1 A glandular swelling about the neck. Obs.
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 372/2 She had aboute her neclte

& throte a twenty botches called glaundres. 1533 Fitz-
herb Husb § 86 A glaunder, whan it breaketh, is lyke
matter

2 . pi (const. as sing) ( The)glanders : a contagious
disease in horses, the chief symptoms of which are

swellings beneath the jaw and discharge of mucous
matter Irom the nostrils

1523 Fitzherr Husb § 86 Glaunders is a disease, that
appereth at his nosethrylles, and betwene his chall bones
1530 Palsgr. 183 Les glandres a disease of a horse called
the glaunders a 1637 Dekkcr, etc Witch Edmonton iv 1

Wks 1873 IV 397 My Horse this morning runs most
pitiously of the glaunders. 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist I

437 note, A consumption of the ethmoid bones of the nose
called the glanders, is with us the most infectious and fatal

[disease of the horse] 1809 Wellington in Gurw Deep
(1837) IV. 416 Some of the stables at Lisbon are infected by
Glanders. 1875 Ziemssen Cycl Med III 320 Glanders
and farcy are perfectly identical affections, both equally
contagious, and differing only in their local manifestations

fig 1602 and Pt Return fr Pamass 1 11 327 Ihey
haue some of them beene the old hedgstakes of the presse,
and some of them are at this instant the botts and glanders
of the printing house
b The same disease communicated to man.

1871 Darwin Desc Meat 1. 1 11 Man is liable to receive
from the lower animals, and to communicate to them, cer-
tain diseases, as hydrophobia, variola, the glanders, &c
1878 T Bryant Pract Surg. I 76 Glanders is a specific
disease given to man by inoculation from the horse

3. attrib and Comb., as glandcr-pest, -pustule
1764 Grainger Sugar Cane 1 616 No glander pest lus airy

stables thinn’d. 1884 Mackenzie Dm Throat f? Nose II
420 The characteristic glander pustules appear m crops on
the face

Glandered (glae‘nd3.id), ppl. a. [f. prec +
-ed 2

] Affected with, glandeis
1667 J Lacy Sauny the Scot ni Dram Wks (1875) 345

Petruchio is coming upon an old, lean, lame, spavined,
glandeied [cf Shaks Tam. Shr ill 11 51 possest with the
glanders] broken-wmded jade 173a Berkeley Farther T/t.
on Tar-water Wks. III. 501 It hath recovered even a glan-
dered horse that was thought incurable 1835-6 Todd Cycl
Anat I 429/1 The blood of a glandered horse will impart
glanders 1870 Holmes Syst A nrg I. (ed 2) 700 The dis-
charge may continue for many months unattended by any
other symptom, and yet the horse be decidedly glandered

Glanderous (glae ndaras), a. [f. as prcc +
-ous ] Affected with, or of the nature of, glanders.
1727 Bradley Font Diet s v Glanders, Several have

observed that when a Horse has had the Farcm, he will
easily become glanderous 1753J Bartlet Gentl. Farrtery
328 Another hole should be made to give issue to the
glanderous matter washed away by the injection 1880
Blackmore Mary Auerley III v. 7a He left an oozy channel
drying, (like a elandeious sponge) m August , and virulent
fever came mtohis tent. 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med. II. 514
Evidence of the presence of the glanderous condition

Glandiferous (glsendi feras), a. [f. L. glan-
difer acorn-bearing (f, gland-, glans acorn + fer
healing) + -ous ] Bearing acorns or similar fruit.

1647 A Ross Myst, Poet iv. (1675) 103 Virgil calls Acorns
Chaonias glandes, and all glandiferous woods by the name
of Dodona 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 10 Into these Fur-
rows . . throw . . all the Glandiferous Seeds, Mast, and Key-
beanng kinds. 1707 Mortimer Husb 338 The Beech is
of two sorts and numbred amongst the Glandiferous Trees.
1863 Pall Mall G. 13 July 11/1 Many [trees] which are
divided by Pliny into glandiferous and pitch-bearing cannot
be included 111 either division.

Hence Glandi ferousness 1727 in Bailey vol II

Glandiform (glse’ndifj&m), a. [ad L. type
*glandiformis, f. glandi-, glans acorn . see -form.]
1 . Acom-shaped. 2 . Resembling a gland.
1822-34 Good’s Study Med (ed 4) I 84 In a few instances

half the length ofthe oesophagus has been completely gorged
by a single fleshy or glandiform excrescence. 1836-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat II. 990/2 The penis is terminated by a soft
and glandiform structure. 1857 Dunglison Med, Lex
413 Glandiform ganglions.

+ Gla’ndinous, a Obs. rare. Also 6 glande-
nous, -ynous. [app f late L. glandtn-, glando
=L gland-em Gland* ; see -ous.] = Glandulous.
*54* R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg G nj b, They

[the pappes] be composed of wnyte glandenous flesshe, and
with veynes, arteres, & synewes. 172s BradleyFam Did ,

Kings Evil, tumours that usually arise about the Neck and
sometimes m some other glandinous parts

t Gla-ndi-srmilar, a. Obs [f mod.L. glandi
similis (after Similar) ] Resembling a gland.
*753 N. Torriano Mtdimfry 38 Womb . Its substance is

somewhat glandi-similar.

Glandle, obs. form of Glandule.
Glandless (glse’ndles), a. Bot, [f Gland 2

+-LESB.] Destitute of glands
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst Bot 150 Polypetalous dicotyle-

dons, with exstipulate glandless Haves 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 221 Hteractum murorum. almost glandless

Glandular (glse’ndizflai), a. [ad. F. glandu-

laire, f. glandule Glandule : see -ar h] Of or
pertaining to a gland or glandule

; resembling, or
of the nature of, a gland ; containing, bearing, or
consisting of, a gland or glands, a. Phys. to. Bot.

a. 1740 Cheynl Regimen 188 The nervous membranous
Tubuli, and the glandulai Machmuke. 1789 W. Buchan
Dorn Med (1790) 83 Glandular obstructions generallv
proceed from inactivity 1836-9 Todd Cycl, Anat II
The prevailing ideas respecting the essential characters of
the glandular organization are vague and indefinite
1856-8 W Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool I 15 We cannot
admit a proper Glandular Tissue, as most authoi s do 1872
Huxley Phys v. 117 The liver is the largest glandular
organ in the body
b 1793 Martyn Lang Bot sv. Glandulosum, A glan-

dular leaf, is that which has glands either on the surface or
on the serratures a 1794 Sir W Jones 6 el. Indian Plants
Wks 1790 II 99 Germ awled; pointed, furrowed, with promi-
nent seedlets, sitting on a glandular pedicel i8sg Fairholt
Tobacco (1876) 2 Ihe leaves are covered with glandular
hairs 1870 Hooker Stud Flora 121 Rosa »*//<»«.. sepals
more or less persistent densely glandular.

Hence Gla’ndularly adv
1840 Paxton Bot Diet, Glandularly-crenated, Glandu.

larly-serrated, having denatures or serratures tipped with
glands [And other examples ]

Glandulation (glsendi*?]^ Jan). Bot. [f as
prec. + -ATION.J

* The mode of occurrence or pre-
sence of glands m plants’ (Syd Soc Lex 1885).
1760J Lee Introd Bot in xix 210 Glandulation respects

the secretory Vessels , which are either Glandules, Follicles,
or Utricles 1791 E Darwin Bot. Gard I Note at end

,

On
Vegetable Glandulation

Glandule (glarndml). Chiefly pi Also 5
glandele, 7 glandul, (glandle). [a. F glandule,
ad. L. glandula (in pi. glands of the throat, ton-

sils), dim. of gland-, glans acorn . cf. Gland j^.1]

+ 1 A gland Obs.
The word is chiefly current in the 17th cent and is then

applied esp to the glands of the throat and neck, or to the
tonsils, though also used as a general term.
C1400 Laifranc's Ctntrg 84 Glandeles bat ben kirnelis

bat ben in be ground [— groin] 1601 Holland Pliny I 339
The spungeous kernels, which in men be called Tonsillte, or
the Almands, aie m swine named the Glandules 1634 T
Johnson Parey's Chirnrg. xvn xv (1678) 382 At the greater
corner ofthe eye there is a glandule, made lor containing and
receiving the moisture 1676 J Cooke Marrow Swg 424
The rest of the Glanduts of the Body do serve either to
Excretion, as those of the Testicles, Prostates [etc ] , or for
reduction as Glandulse Renales 1713 Derham Phys, Tkeol.
iv.via 162 For the affording this oily ormuciliginous Matter,
there are Glandules very Commodiously placed near the
Joynts 1748 tr Vegetius' Distemp Antm 161 The glan-
dules also are sometimes troublesome to animals,

b A small gland.
1751 in Chambers Cycl 1870 Rolleston Amm Life In-

trod 63 Oral salivary glands are represented only by small
glandules impacted in the mucous membrane of the mouth

+ 2.pi A swelling of the glands in the throat

or neck (so L. glandulae.). Obs rare
[c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 207 Also blood is medlid wi>

greet fleume & malancohe, & engendrth glandulas & Scro-
phulas] C1550 Lloyd Treas HealthXxxiw (7is6o)Vvi,To
take away the glandules, incorporate brimstone and whete
bran w‘ Terpentine 1616 Surfl & Maukh Country Farme
98 For the strangles or glandules which happen vnder the
Oxe his throat plucke away their glandules, and after

couer his head with some couering

3. A morbid swelling or growth in the body.
1656 R Whitley m Nicholas Papers (Camden) III. 263

His distemper was a great swelling on his brest below his

clauis Phisitians . found .
,
y‘ he had there a glandule by

wearing of armes or something else 1670 G H Hist
Cardinals HI ill 296 They found lus Reins to be wasted,

and two Callous Glandules(whtch the Physicians call Tuber-
cult) obstructing the passage of his Urine 1822-34 Goods
StudyMed (ed 4) I 377 Sometimes [the diseased omentum
has been] loaded with many thousand glandules

Hence Glandula ceous a. [see -aoeous], * like to

a gland’ (Syd. Soc. Lex 1885).

Glanduliferous (glaendizHi feras), a. [f.

Glandule + -(iJkerous.] Bearing glands 01 glan-

dules.

1702 Drake in Phil Trans XXIII 1236 It wou’d be a
weak objection, to alledge that the Observation and Experi-
ment being made on the Uterus of a Cow, the inference

wou'd not hold from thence to a Woman, the one being

Glanduliferous, and the other Placentiferous 1811 A. T,
Thomson Lond Disp (1818) 222 The petals are .. longer

than the filaments, which are m ternaries .. and the three

innermost glanduliferous at the base 1882 Nature XXV.
327 One may sometimes examine all the leaves without de-

tecting a single glanduliferous one.

So Glau&uli gerous a. [f. L. -ger, f. gerhe to

bear ] = prec.

1857 Gosse Creation 229 A protrusion and eversion of the

glanduligerous edge of the mantle.

Gla ncLllliform, a. [f L. glandula Glandule
+ -(i)porm.] 1 Having the appearance of a gland

or glandule ’ (Syd Soc. Lex 1885)

Gla’Ildulite. Mm. 1

0

bs, [a. F, glanduhte,

f. glandule . see Glandule and -ite ]
Pudding-

stone, an agglomeration of gland-like pebbles.

1811 Pinkerton Petral II ng The stones called glandu-

lites by Saussure

Glandnlose (glse ndi2*L?us), a. Bot. [ad. L.

glandulos-us . see Glandulous ] Full of glands

or gland-like formations
,
having the nature of a

gland.

1847W E, Steele FieldBot 52 Leaves glandulose. 188*

Baker m frill Linn Soc XVIII 275 Panicle with spread-

ing, few-flowered, secund, glandulose, slender branches

f Glandule) sity. Obs, rare— 1
. [f as prec. +

-ITT,] A gland-like formation.
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1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep in. xxv 176 In the upper

parts of woimes, there are likewise found certame white and
ovatl glandulosities which Authors terme egs.

Glandulous (glse ndizlflss), a Phys, ? Obs

Also 5 glandelous, -ose [ad. F. glanduleux,

ad. L. glandulos-us
,

f glandula Gland, Glan-
dule.] Of or pertaining to a gland or glandule

,

having the nature of a gland
;
containing, or con-

sisting of, glands.

c 1400 Lanfratic's Cirurg 08 Anojier maner fleisch ]>er is

Jjat is glandelose, hat is as it were accornis Iind 267 A1 Jie

fleisch of he tetis is glandelous 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest Chiring C nj, The other is glandulouster, odenose
[» read glandulous or adenose], or cruddy and kyrnele, as is

the flessne ofthe ballockes,ofthe dugges and the flesshe ofthe
emuntores 157S Turberv Faulconne 272 Then must you
fall to giuing hir of those glandulous kirnels of the Weathei

1657W Coles Adam m Eden lxvm, 120 The tuberous and
glandulous Cloggs being not much unlike those hard swel-

lings 1760-72 tr Juan <J-
Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) I 57 It [the

gallinazo] has a wrinkled, glandulous and rough skin x8ox
Phil Trans XCI. 251 Its substance is glandulous and
compact 1846 Buchanan Technol. Dtct

, Glandular,

Glandulous

b Bot, = Glandulose.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot xxix. 454 Having the lower

serratures glandulous

Hence Gla'nclulousness. 1727 m Bailey vol. II

Glandynous, var. Glandinous, Obs.

Glaneing, obs. form of Gleaning.
Glangore, var. Glengore, Obs

f Grla*nnen, gla’nen, sb Obs rare. [a.

Welsh gwlanen woollen, f gwldn wool : see Flan-
nel.] Woollen cloth, Flannel. Also atinb.

1596 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc ) III 2 A glanen waste
coate 1688 R. Holme Armoury m 348/2 Flannel, or
Glannen . . is one of several sorts of Cloth made of Wool.

II Glaus (glsenz). [L. glans acorn, cognate with
the synonymous Gr /3d\avos ;

cf. Gland.]
1. Anal. The glans penis.
So Gr. p&KaPos (Aristotle) ; L glans penis is in Celsus
1650BULWER Antkropomet 002 Buttoning up the Prepuce

with a Brasse or Silver button on both sides of the Gians
1789W Buchan Dom Med. (1790) 509 The prepuce must be

divided, in order to . set the imprisoned glans at liberty

1831 R Knox Cloquet's A nat 818 The Glans (Bala/tus) of
the penis. 1881 Mivart Cat 241 The distal end of the organ
is called the glans

2. Bot (See quots )

1704 in Harris Lex Teckn 1866 Treas. Bot, 533/1 Glans

,

an inferior fiuit, one celled by abortion, not dehiscing, con-
taining one or two seeds, and seated in a cupule

, as m the
acoin 1880 Gray Struct Bot 296 Thenut is often enclosed
or surrounded by a kmd of involucre, termed a Cupule

,

such as the cup at the base of the acorn, the bur of the
chestnut, and the leaf-like covering of the hazel-nut The
name Glans (sometimes Gland in English) is technically
applied to such nuts

GLanse, glansa, obs ff. Glance v?-

Glanz, var. Glance sb 2

Glar, glaur (glar, gl§r), sb Sc. and north dial

Also glair, gloar [Of unknown origin
;
cf next

vb. and ON leir mud.] Slime, mud.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxm 108 He in a myre, vp to

the ene, Amang the glar did glyd 1596 Dalrymple tr

Leslie’s Hist Scott I 45 Five myles of this loch of Spyme
. is now maid glare and myre 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk
Gr 11 111, 'Then took his bonnet to the bent And daddit aff
the glar Fou clean that day *843 Carlyle Let Jan m
Froude Life in Load (1884) I xi 285 Like building a dry
brick house out of a quagmire of clay and glar ! 1867 SirW Elliott in Proc Berw Nat Field Club 310 Holes full

of black glaur 1893 Northumbld Gloss
,
Glair, glaur,

gloar, glar, liquid mud of the filthiest sort.

Hence Glaury a
,
muddy rare.

1788 Picken Poems 38 Through glaury holes an’ dybes
nae mair Ye’ll ward my pettles frae the lair. 1879 R
Adamson Lays Leisure Hours 85 Frae gilded throne to
glaury sheuen.

Glar, glaur (glar, glgr), v Sc. Also 9 glawr.
[cf. prec sb and Glory v 2] trans. To make
muddy.
C1450 Henryson Wolf fy Lamb 111 Poems (1865) 211 That

suld presume, with thy foull lippis vyle, lo glar my drink,
and this fair watterfyle 1809 Skinner Misc. Poet 132 Just
whare their feet the dubs had glawr’d, And barken’d them
like bryne.

Glare (gleoi), sb 1 Also 5 glayre. [f. Glare v ]
1 . Dazzling brilliance (of a light, fire, sun, etc )

;

a strong fierce light. Also absol, dazzling or op-
pressive sunshine, esp. when falling upon reflecting

surfaces and not relieved by shadow or veidure
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5926 All shone his shilde & his shene

armur, Ghssenond of gold with a glayre hoge. 1697 Dampier
Voy. (1729) I. 4 Betwixt 10 and 11 it cleared up The glare
did not continue long before it rained again. 1700 Drydfn
Pal Arc. ii 546 The frame of burnished steel, that cast
a glare From far 1716 Addison Ovid, Met 11, 131 The seat
with party-colour’d gems was bright; Apollo shin’d amid the
glare of light 1748 Anson's Voy. hi 111 320 The frequent
glare of the lightning had prevented the explosions from
being observed 1764 Goldsm Tt av 71 The naked negro,
panting at the line Basks in the glare 1832 W. Irving
Alhambra II 45 The owl, who hated the glare and bustle
of crowded streets [etc] 1869 Freeman Norm Conq (1876)
III xi. 71 The comet shone over the land with a fearful
glare. 1877 A. B Edwards Up Nile 11 36 At a little before
midday, when the heat and glare were becoming intolerable

fig 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 29 Books . looked at
through the thick mists of ignorance, or amid the glare of
prejudice and passion, 1850 Carlyle Latter-d, Pamph.

vm (1872) 258 There rose this glare of hope upon Igna-
tius 1878 Browning Poets Crotsic 66 Who knows if this

our Rend’s quick Subsidence from as sudden noiseand glare
Into oblivion was impolitic.

b. The glistening or shining of some surface.
1658 W Sanderson Graphice 86 Wash it over with
Gum dragon, steeped or dissolved in water, which will set
a glare or freshnesse upon the Picture a 1700 B. E Diet.
Cant Crew, Glare, a Glister; also the weak Light of a
Cornel, Candle, or Glowworm 1702 C Mather Magn.
Chr iv vh (1852) 128 What would it avail if a man could
make a glare on his face, by smearing it with some of the
noctilucas invented by the modem chymistry? i8xx Self
/nstructor 530 Take tne glare off the copper

2 fig. Dazzling or showy appearance
;
gaudiness

;

tawdry brilliance.

1706 Estcourt Fair Examp iv. i. 49,

1

find, that Virtue
wasbut a Glare to blind my Jealousie. 1790 Mad. D’Arblay
Diary 6 May, She is a very fine woman but with rather
too much glare, both without and within x8xa Byron Ch.
Har 1 ix, Maidens, like moths, are ever caught by glare
*856 H. Rogers Ess. II vui 361 The imagery is too pro-
fuse, the diction too ornate, in a word, there is too much of
the pomp and glare of rhetoric

3 A fieice or piercing look.
1667 Milton P. L. iv 402 About them round A Lion now

he [Satan] stalkes with fiene glare. 1774 Goldsm. Nat
Hist (1776) VII 156 Winged serpents destroying mankind
by a single glare. X792 S Rogers Pleas Mem 11. 48 Mark
the fixed gaze, the wild and frenzied glare 1834 Lytton
Pompeii 1 vi, His eyes were hollow, and shone with a
brilliant and feverish glare 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng iv.

I 450The glare of his eyes had a fascination for the unhappy
victim on whom they were fixed

Glare (glear), sb 2 [Of obscure origin • cf.

Glare jAI i b.] fa. Frost, icy condition (obs.').

b US A sheet of ice.

1567 Turbervile Epit, etc 81 b, How may Glare and
Frost intise a fement sweate. 1569 Ibid (1587) 186 b,
Eight monthes the Winter dures, The glare it is so great

1854 M S Cummins Lamplighter xm, You noticed how
everything was covered with ice, this morning .the pave-
ment was a perfect glare

Glare (gle«u), a U.S Also glair [?attrrb

use of Glare sb.T\ Smooth and bright or translu-

cent, glassy. Chiefly of ice

1856 Olmsted Slave States 345 A congealed pool of rosin
..firm and glair, varying m color, and glistening like

polished porphyry 1859 F A Gritfiths Arttl Man.
(1862) 63 note, The recoil ofguns on Sleighs varies from four
or five feetwhen on rough ground to twenty or thirty yards
when on glare ice 1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra Dev.
iv 89 Looking down the glare front of ice 1890 W P.
Lett in Shields Big GameN Avter 85 It [the Canbou]
then suddenly squats upon itshaunches, and slides along the
glare-ice

Glare (gle«), v. [ME glares MDu., MLG
glaren (mod. dial. Du glanen) to gleam, glare.

Kilian explains glaerende ooghen as ‘gray eyes’

(ocuh csesii, gtaua), and glaer-oogigh as ‘gray-

eyed To the same set of words may perh. be
referred MHG (vef)glarren, LG gleren, glerren ;

and connexion with Glass seems probable.]

1. tnlr To shine with a brilliant or dazzling light.

Also of light itself.

C1250 Kent Serin, m 0 E.Mtse 27 pet Gold pet is bncht
and glareth ine ho brichtnesse of bo sunne [etc ]. c 1384
Chaucer H. Fame 1. 272 Hyt is not al golde that glareth.

c 1440 Promp Parv. 198/1 Glaryn, or bryghtly shynyn
rutilo 1530 Palsgr 568/1, I glare or glystre, as golde
dothe, ie relays, 1658W Sanderson Graphice 4 Light It

twinckles m a Star ,
Blazes and glares out m a Comet 1364

Goldsm Trav 174 No zephyr fondly sues the mountain’s
breast, But meteors glare, ana stormy glooms invest. 1795-
18x4 Wordsw Excurs 1 2 Southward the landscape in-

distinctly glared, Through a pale steam. 1839 Longf.
Hyperion 1 vn, The setting sun glared wildly from the
summit of the hills. x86o Tyndall Glac 1 xiv g3 Through
the fissures the morning light glared strangely 1885
Athenaeum 23 May 667/1 The whitish dust which glares in
the brilliant sunlight of the Dorsetshire coast.

b. fig. To display oneself ostentatiously
; to be

obtrusively evident or conspicuous
1712 Pope tst Ep to Miss Blount 53 She glares in Balts,

front Boxes, and the Ring, A vain, unquiet, ghtt'nng,
wretched Thing l 11x748 Watts Improv Mmd 11 111 §9
Though the demonstration glare m their faces. 1791 Bos-
well Johnson (1816) III 298 A writer [Pennant] whose
ungenerous prejudice against the house of Stuart glares m
misrepresentation x8x6 Keatinge Tiav (1817) I 128 It is

insufficient to say French influence prevails The fact is—it

glares—it is too ostensible and obtrusive. 1856 Emerson
Eng Traits

,
Anstocr Wks (Bohn) II 76 The feudal

character of the English state, glares a little, m contrast

-with the democratic tendencies.

2. To look fixedly and fiercely. Const at, on,

upon
1609 W M Man in Moons F 2 b, Mo-ckso . .glared vpon

me, as if he would haue looked through me. 1659 D Pell
Intpr. Sea ixo note, The Hebrews call anger Aph, because
theiem . the whole man swells like a Toad, and glares like

the Devil 1740 Somerville Hobbmol in. 375 She haunts
him still, And glares upon him with her haggard Eyes 18x0
Scott Lady ofL. 11 xxxiv, And each uponhis rival glared

1859 F Paget Curate
,
etc 313 You actually glared on

his daughters with a most morose aspect. 1871 B Taylor
Faust (1875) I xxi. 183, I peeped at the owl in her nest
alone : How she stared and glared.

fig. 17x7 PriorAlma n. 41 When arguments too fiercely

glare, You calm them with a milder air. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr Europem. (1894) 83 The black ribs of the moun-
tains glaring at you through rents in the clouds.

3 treats. To send forth or express with a glare

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 849 Every eye Glar’d lightning, and

shot forth pernicious fire 1758 L Temple Sketches (ed 2)

83 One of the most insipid Fellows that ever glared weary
Stupidity from a large dead Eye 1791 Cowper Iliad ix.

294 Hector glares revenge. 1845 Browning Soul’s 7rag 1

87 If I could not say it, I glared it at him. 1855 Milman
Lat Chr vi m. (1864) III. 460 Two popes glaring defiance

at each other from opposite quarters of the city

4. To i effect with a glare Also to glai e lack.

1694 Southerns Fatal Marriage v i Dram Wks 1721
II 162 All the images Of a long mis-spent life were rising

still To glare a sad reflection of my crimes 1820 Bvron
Mar Falter

0

iv 1 70 Worlds mirror'd in the ocean, goodlier
sight Than torches glared back by a gaudy glass

o. The vb. stem in Comb., as + glare-eye ,

glare-eyed a
,
with glaring eyes ;

glare-worm, a
glow-worm (cf glaze-worm, glass-worm).

X607 Topsell Four/ Beasts (x(^gS) 420 Nitedula. I rather

take that word to signifie a glare-worm. 1683 Chalkhill
Thealma <$• Cl 138 ,

1

spy’d A Lion running after him glare-

eyed, And full of rage, 1711 Land Gass. No 4875/4 Lost
a Strawberry Mate two glare Eyes 1847-78 Halliwell,
Glare worm, a glow worm I. Wight
Glare, var Glair sb 1

,
obs. form of Glair v

Glareless (glesules), a. rare. [f. Glare sb.^

+ -less.] Free fiom glare.

c 18x5 Fuseli in Led. Paint, vi. (1848) 480 The glareless

evenness of plain daylight *881 W Wilkins Songs of
S tudy 40 Be thy slumberunfevered, And thornless and glare,

less thy bed

Glareose (gleori'ien’s), a. [ad. L. gldreos-us :

see next ] = Glareous b.

x866 Treas. Bot 533/1 Glareose, growing m gravelly
places.

GlareotLS (gle« ,
ri'|3s), a.

1 [ad. L glareos-us, f

glarea gravel ; cf. OF. glaireux ] fa. Of soil •

Gravelly (obs). b. Bot. (See quot 1880)
c 1420 Patlad onHusb iv 497 With stonys mixthit stont

in argillous Lond, and with grauel mixt in glareous x6io
W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1 xi 43 Their Vines are
best fitted with a glareous soyle, viz dry, leaneand creachy

*675Evelyn Terra (1676) 43 Be the Stones or Rock Glareous,
Metallic,Testaceous, Saltsorany otherConcretes whatsoever
1880 Gray Struct. Bot 4x3/2 Glareous, growing in gravel

Glareous, a.2 ; see Glaireous.
Glariness : see Glary af
Glaring (gle® rig), vbl. sb, [See -ina l.] The

action of lie verb Glare, in various senses.

1563 Man Musculns' Commonpl. 149 b, Thei whiche are

oftentimes trained oute of the waie of truth, by the likely

glarings [L spectns] of reason. 1667 Pepys Diary (1877)
V. 455 A chimney-piece of Dancie’s doing, in distemper,
with egg to keep off the glaring of the light 1706 Reft
Rtdic. 51 Those perpetual discouises are but counterfeit
glarings to dazzle a too credulous husband J786 tr Beck-
ford's Vathek (1868) 46 The glaring of eyes which could
belong only to devils or tigers.

Gla'ring, ppl. a. [See -ing 2.] That glares.

X Of the eyes Staring fiercely or wildly
C1386 Chaucer Prol 684 Swicbe glarynge eyen haddehe

as an hare «x600 Hayes in Hakluyt Voy HI 158 He
passed along .yawning and gaping wide, with ougly demon
stration of long teeth and glaring eies 1697 Dryden Virg
Geoig. in 658 He leaves the Fens, and leaps upon the

Ground ; And hissing, rowls his glaring Eyes around 1827
Pollok Course T. ix, Trying whiles to send his glaring eye
Beyond the wide circumference of his woe
fb Bright, sparkling. Obs rare- 1

.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb xxi 72 And looke my manly face,

in thy sweet glaring eyes.

2 That gives out 01 reflects a dazzling light

Also of light, colours, etc. ; Vivid, dazzling, ex-

cessively bright.

1515 Scot, Field 61 in Chetham Misc, (1856) II, He durst
not counter with our king For all the glaring (Percy MS.
glonng] goulde, under god of heaven I 1638 F Junius
Paint Anctents 339 A phlegmaticke eye . . abhorreth all

manner of bright and glaring colours 1693 Dryden
Persms. Sat nz 1 The glaring Sun Breaks in at ev’ry

Chmk 1739 J Trapp Righteous Over-m (1758) 64 These
Ignes Fatui, these glaring Meteors 1833 Hr Martineau
Vanderput 4- 5*. i, 2 Reflected m gleams upon the glaring

white fronts of the houses. 1830 Kingsley A It Locke 1, As
the midnight brightened into dawn and the glaring lamps
grew pale. 1879 Farrar St Paul {1883) 139 1 hey had been
traversing a bare, bleak, glaring, undulating plain.

fig ax653 G Daniel Idyll 111 35 Kings Suffer, when
they give Inhserent Light, long-fixt Praerogative, To fill a
glaremg Office. 1749 J Edwards Life BrainerdApp 294
The glisteringAppearanceand glaringShow offalse Religion
dazzles their eyes 1766 Fordyce Strut. Vug Wont (1767)
I il 73 Distinguish between what is glaring and what is

genteel.

3.

That displays itself openly; obtrusively evident

or conspicuous. Now chiefly with sbs. which have
a bad sense, as fault,falsehood, etc.

1706 Reft. Rtdic. 42 A man ought not to descend to a
slavish and glaring complaisance. 17x8 Atterbury Seme
(1737) III 186 Such a glanngproof of his resurrection 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. vit. 209 There were some few . incapable
of discerning the force of equity, however glaring. 1812

H. & J. Smith Rej Addr x. (1873) 04 To elude this glar-

ing absurdity. t8go McCosh Dw Govt n 11 193 Let us
notice some of the more glaring defects of the worn. 1869
Freeman Norm. Conq (1876) III xii. 245 These glaring
contradictions do not indeed affect the belief that there is

some groundwork of fact for the story.

Glaringly (glee riqli), adv. [f prec. + -ly 2
]

In a glanng fashion.
1*1586 Sidney Arcadia in (1590) 278 But the colours for

the grounde were so well chosen, neither sullenly darke nor
glaringly lightsome, 1709 Steele Tatler No. 92 t x The
Satynst never falls upon Persons who are not glaringly
faulty 1746 Wlsley Prtnc. Methodist 64 This is glaringly
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self evident. 1831 Mackintosh Hist Eng II 13 Few pie-
tensions can be more glaringly absurd 184s Darwin Voy
Nat xu <1879) 261 The day was tiuly Chilian glaringly
bright. 1881 Seeley in Maem Mag' XLV 47, 1 ask why
Macaulay is so glaringlyunlike Grote

Glaringness (glea*nr)nes). [f asprec. + -ness.]
The quality of being glaring

J

1664 Pepys Diary (1879) HI 57 [Mr Cocker came] to show
me the manner of his gaining light to grave by, and to lessen
the glaringnesse of it at pleasure by an oyled paper 174a
Jaws Q/tix 1 1 1 (1749) 2 The glanngness of Ins prose,
and the intricacyof his style, seemed to him so many pearls
1763 C Johnston Reverie II 58 A dress whose glaring-
ness and singulanty must attract the notice of every one

Meredith Dtanct CrosswaysW vi 132
Ihehkeness became striking to glanngness
Glary (gle° n), a.l [f. Glare jii+-yi] Full

of glare; dazzling, glaring Hence Gla'riness.
1632 Vicars ASneid vni 241 Chopt from the neck, whose

gogling glane eyes, Rouling in rage, beholders stupifies
16^9 Bealf m Boyle's Wks. (1772) VI 133, I know, that
bright crystal glass is glary

,
ana to avoid that glariness, our

artificers run into the other extreme 1816 L HuntRtmim
1. 1 86 Purple smeanngs, with a velvet light, Rich from the
glary yellow, thickening blight. 1866 [see Flarv a] 1883
Burton & Cameron To Gold Coast I iv 113 A garden,
formerly dusty, glary, and dreary
Glary (gleo n), 4.2 [f Glare sb.2 + -y i

; cf
Glare a ] fa Icy, frozen (obs.). b. U.S.
Smooth and slippery
1569 Turberv Epit

,

etc (1587) 186 b, Fot in the winter
time, so glane is the ground As neither grasse nor other
graine in pastures may be found 1854 Lowell Jml m
Italy Piose Wks 1890 I 137 Behind, a glary slope invitedme constantly to slide over the horse’s tail

Glas, glaaee, glass, obs forms of Glass sb
Glass, var. Glaoe sb.2

, Obs.
Glass, obs form of Glaoe v

,
Glaze v 1

Glase(e)r, obs. ff. Glazer, Glazier,
G-lasen,. obs. form of Glasben a
Glaserian (gWzI«*nin). Also Glassenan

[f Glaser, the name of a Swiss anatomist (died
1675)] In Glas(s)enan fissure (see quot. 1854).
1840 G. Ellis Anat 282 Above the membrana tympam,

and rather in front of it, is the Glassenan or glenoid fissure.
1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat IV 037/2 That part which is an-
terior to the glassenan fissure is lined with cartilage. 1834Mayne Expos,Lex

,
Glassenan Fissure, term for the fissure

which is situated between the squamous and petrous portions
°fthe temporal bone, and in the glenoid cavity.

Glaserite (gl^1 zgroit) Mm [From « sal
polychrestum Glasen ’

the pharmaceutical name of
potassium sulphate, discovered byChnstoph Glaser,
a Swiss chemist of the 17th c.] = Aphthitalite
r%&Amer Jml Set Ser 11 XIV 266 Sulphate of Potash

(Glasen te). 1882 Dana Man Mm
<J- Lith Index, Glaserite

v Arcanite. '

GIasery(©, var Glassery, Obs.

t Glash, v Sc Obs [? onomatopoeic : cf.
Flash v ] mtr. To come like a flash of light

,
*Z Young Andrew xxxvi in Child Ballads 11 xlvm.

(1884) 434/a Soe they ffought together like two Iyons, And
hre betweene them two glashet out.

Glashan, var. Glossah Anglo-Irish, coal-fish.
Glasier, -ior, obs. forms of Glazier
Glason, Glaspe, obs flf Glassen a,. Clasp sb
Glass (glas), sb 1 Forms* 1, 3 glees, 2-4 gles(e,

4-7 glas.
(4-5 glase), glasse, (5 glaas, glasce, 6

glace, glassbe, 9 Sc. glaas), 6- glass. [OE. glees
str neut Qerron masc. in BsedcCs Eccl Hist. v. v

)

=OS glas, gles (Du glas), OHG. glas (MHG and
mod Q.glas) —OTeut. *gldsom

; a variant with con-
sonant-ablaut, glaz6m

,
is represented by ON. gler,

Da.,MSw glar\ the mod Scandmaviaa langs have
glas from Ger. (already in MSw. and MDa.).A related woid is prob OE glxr (masc

, if the pi. glmsas
succina be miswritten for *gl£ras) amber, representing

word (? *gl&s:o-A*gl£zi-) adopted in Latin J
glfs(s)mn, glmsum, 1. he OHG. glas occurs as a gloss to
electrum amber The ultimate root may be OTeut. glS,

.

glS- ablaut-variant ofgld- to shine . see Glow v]
I, As a substance.

1. A substance, in its ordinary forms transparent,
lustrous, hard, and brittle, produced by fusing sand
faliea) wrth soda or potash (or both), usually with
the addition of one or more other ingredients, esp.
lime, alumina, lead oxide
For the different kinds see Crown-, Flint

, Plate-,

unde, thoSrerlmTOds.
' e"

E®* sc>« s'®3 CXZ7S Dumb Horn 83 pet gles tiebrekea ne chine® *1,25 After R. 164 Vor gles lie to-breke3 nout bute ium bine hit arme. 13 1C Alts 7663Theo wyodowes weoren of riche glas 1382 Wyclif Rev
iv 0 As a se of glas, lijk to cnstal 14.. Lat Eng Vac

C
tr

r 6V41 Yitrum, glaas £1425 Eng, Voc ,H
°f.

uitruni, glasse 150a Ord. Crysten Mende w* r5®5) 1 vu. 79 Of feme brente and put in to
asshes man maketh by crafte these vesselles of glasshe 1541

Regr L *74 Ane futt of glace
*590 Spenser & Q i. 135 That olde man well coum iile

as gl?s ? *,®33 G. Herbert Jac. Prud.
96 Whose house is of glasse, must not throw stones

35s PjU0R D
,

cwn'HaU S3 One window was
•
3the

1

r
,
w¥ Slass *7®* Cowper Tiroc 463Though the jewel be hut glass. 1839 Ure Diet Arts 589They next try whether the glass be ready for casting 1851

Illustr Catal Gt ExJttb 700 Many of the specimens .

aie of ‘cased glass’ lhis term, is applied to glass which
lias received one or more layers of coloured glass 1875
Fortnum Majolica 1 8 The paste of which these examples
aie formed is to all appearance an ordinaly potter’s clay
glazed with a true glass.

transf 1877 Bryant Poems, Little People of Snow 65
And touched the pool, And turned its face to glass

2 Applied in a wider sense to various other sub-
stances, artificial and natural, which have similar
pi operties or analogous chemical composition
Glass 0/Antimony, a vitreous oxy sulphide fused , Glass

of Borax, a vitreous transparent substance obtained by
exposing to heat the crystals of sodium Liberate j Glass of
lead (see quot 1753) , Glass ofphosphorus (see quot 1819)
1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 120 Iheie is a great distinc-

tion to be put betweene Vitruin and the Christall, yet both
glasse 1594 Plat Jcwcll-ho 11 45, 1 cannot here omit that

infinite extention of the glasse of Antimony 1753
Chambers Cycl Supp

,, Glass ofEnd, a glass made with the
addition of a large quantity of lead, of great use m the art of
making counterfeit gems 1811 Pinkerton Petrol II 443
The volcanic glass called obsidian, appeals in such quan-
tities as to constitute rocks 1816 Accum Chou Tests (1818)
222 These substances yield readily to glass of borax 1819
Brande Chem (1841) 484 A transparent substance is thus
obtained, consisting of phosphoric acid, with phosphate, and
a little sulphate of lime, commonly known under the name
of glass of phosphorus 1826 Henry Elem Chem. II 613
A large quantity of glass of lead was lately introduced into
the London market, as glass of antimony.

3 The substance considered as made into articles
of use or ornament (for which see II) Hence as
collect, sing = things made of glass . e. g vessels
or ornaments of glass, window-panes or lights.
*625 Bacon Ess

, Building (Arb) 551 You shall liaue
sometimes Faire Houses, so full of Glasse, that one cannot
tell, where to become, to be out of the Sunne, or Cold 1833
Icnnyson Goose xin, The glass blew in, the fire blew out,
1850 Gloss Archit. (ed 3) I 236 A splendid collection of
elaborate stained glass exists at Gillmg castle, Yorkshire
Ibid, note, Such has been the destruction of old glass in
this country, that few chuiches retain more than fragments
of their original glazing 1855 Thackeray Newcomcs I
xix 176 A waggon full of fenders, fiie-irons, and glass, and
crockery Mod The glass is kept in one cupboard and the
silver in another.

b esp as used in horticulture for greenhouses,
frames, etc Hence, greenhouses, etc

, collectively
*838 Penny Cycl. XII. 319 The potato . will not thrive

under glass unless placed very near it 1873 D Thomson
(title) Handy Book of 1< ruit Culture under glass 1885 Sir
X# nr Cave in Lcvw I'tfttcs Rsp LII 627/1 There is tlisit
amount of conservatory and glass which one would expect
1897 Gardener's Chron XXIII 205/3 [The plaintiffs] were
told, their glass would be measured and assessed at the rate
of/, 100 per acre

II. Something made of glass.
4 A glass vessel or receptacle. Also, the con-

tents of the vessel.
The specific application as in 5 15 now so predominant that

the word is now commonly applied only to vessels moie or
less resembling a drinking glass, a glass bottle 01 jar, for
instance, is no longer called ‘a glass ’. But the wider use
survives m the collective plurals.
a 1225 Auer. R 164 Healewun one bruchele glese. cx*8o

Wyclif Lnst Age Ch p xxxv, Wib his blood he anoyntxde
pe glas, pe glass to barst and )>e brid fleye his wey c 1386
Chaucer Prol 700 In a glas he badde pigges bones c 1422
HoccLEVE> Afi« Poems (1892) 232 He had a lytil glas,
Which, with pat watir anoon filled he. *484 Caxton
Fables ofASsop 11 xui, Only he lycked the glas by cause he
cowde not reclie to the mete with his moutne 1530 Privy
Purse Exp Hen VIII (1827) 67 For bringing a glasse of
Relike water fro Wyndeso'. «35 Covlrdallx Sam x x
Ihen toke Samuel a glasse of oyle, and pouied it vpon his
heade 1549-^2 Sternhold & H. Ps lvi. (1366) 134
Keserue them [my teares] in a glasse by thee and write them
in thy booke. 1596 Shaks. Tam Shr Induct 1 7 You will
not pay for the glasses you haue burst? x6o6 Vestry Bis
(Surtees) 287 A glasse ofsallett oyle for the clock, vhj<£ 1608
r.ul™ / glasse ofayre, broken with

pi Housew. (ed 2)

wy .-|T
— —“

““:r> **“•«“ j, ““* Currants and boil
them tiU your Syrup jellies . . then put it in your Glasses
1738 bwtFT /W. Conversat. 133 Miss, will you reach me that
Glass of Telly ? 1803 Med fml IX 375 He shall be happy
to furnish them with recent virus if they will send their
lancets or glasses to his house 1870Mrs Loudon’sAmateurG
2Z'
d
$}er ( T® 8°) 14 I Those who grow hyacinths in glasses

1884 Wallace-Dunlop in Mag o/ArtNU 154/2 No illus-
trations can do justice to the endless diversities ofVenetian
glasses. *

b. as musical glasses (see Musical).
176a Franklin Let. 13 July m Mem (1818) III 3S7 The

g asses being thus tuned you [etc ] Ibid 338 My largest
glass is G, a little below the reach of a common voice.
5 spec. A dnnking-vessel made of glass; hence,

the liquor contained, and fig. drink.
1398-3 EarlDerby’s Exped. (Camden) 233/31 Pro slases

with
6
afnnH

C
f
400 Desir S°4 Sho ^fefiym a glassewith a good lycour 1335 Coverdale Prov xxm 31 Loke

^«e
U
,^S

n
Q.

1

?
e

.

Wyn^ ’Yh^ a colours it geueth in the

i
scmpie, L/i. roren v, Drink not the third

glasse, which thou canst not tame, when once it is within
WAtT°^fiuglcr xm. 239 So Master, here is a

Ontfwr o ^°U of
e
that ^lquor’ *744 Berkeley Sins § 219

It^ nnm^S^ssoftar'^te
i .W fr Hentzner's Itin 8g

tw £™TVf°r
r

a
.

n
n
Umber of ‘hem

’ that have got a glass in

(WW [
etc,] *777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal m ii

imw an
to
^
st p

.

ass
» P™* to the Iass

.
1 warrant she’ll

r
for

,

th
,?7 ,

glas3
*J?9 Wolcot (P Pmdar)Ep tofalling Mtmst. Wks. 1812 TI xx6 A jolly fellow o’er

his glass. *833 Tennyson Miller's Dau.i7 Yet fill my glass

.

GLASS.
give me one kiss 1847 Marryat Childr N Forest v, tr..Bargain concluded, they took a glass with the landlord

™
6 A Sand-glass for the measurement of timp •

esp an Hour-glass, and Naut the half-hour elaSc’the half-mmute and quarter-minute glasses
5

t\
fiog the glass, see Flog v id.

‘

f Uo
u
R CLASJ] *SS7 Toilers Misc (Arb) r,8I

/Q <T
m

1

ytyme how 11 ild runne
>
as sand out of he jas

3
i’

?S8
f
N LicHcriELD tr Castanheda'sConq E /W xlvi

*
2i 0 bring hiina running glasse ofan houre. x6oi Shaks

ii 1 168 Or fouie and twenty times the Pvlni-c rriHath told the theeuish minutes, how they Se^Eachard Cent Cleigy ar He is counted dull to puroose thitis not able to fasten upon any text ofscrmimp .
at

and tumble it till the glass be out lyix ffi’xf'n*?
(ed 4) 11, Glasses, are the Hour, Fom H atd M^
Glasses, us*d at Sea z7z6 Shelvocke Vo?'roundW^td
‘*757) *4a At the turning of every glass, during thenigKebeat three ruffs on the drums 1780 Cow per Able tTx Theglass that bids man mark the fleeting hour. 1831 TrelawmvAdv Younger Son xcv (1890) 387 Every hour the shm’sglass was turned 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk,&clear * Is the sand out of the upper part ? asked pieviou^fvto turning it, on throwing the log x87i Joaquin Miller

g£ss
ait m the pass 0f death

« unti1

b. The time taken by the sand of such a glass
to run out Naut. Usually said of the half-hour
glass

, hence, a glass= half an hour
1599 Hakluyt Voy II 11 126 The 28 we lay sixe glasses

a hull tarying for the mnesse x6io Shaics Temp v 1 223Uur bhip, Which but thiee glasses since, we gaue out split
Is tyte. X627 Caps Smith Seaman's Gram. 11 12 Glasses
(which are but halfe houres) 1677 Land. Gaz No 1213/4They engaged, and fought very briskly, during six Glasses!
1094 Acc Isev Late Voy 1 186 So standing in North-east,
sometimes two Glasses, that is one hour 1758 Johnson
Idler No 7 r 14.The Bulldog engaged the Frtseur three
glasses and a half 1814 Sailor's Return 1. vu, There, my
hearty, keep that but so half a glass, and Ise warrant you'll
be sound as a roach.

0 - fig
SirT. Herbert 'lrav, (ed 2) 303, 200 yeares agoe,

the lowne was rich But now, wlnther her glasse is lunne
* °,r,h

etc 1
,

x663 B,‘ Griffith Semi on 4 Adnnr Beasts
17 When their race is run, and their glass is out. 1756 C
Lucas Ess VVaters I 106 1 hey are rendered decrepid and
old before half their glass is lun 1847 Grote Gieecen,
xxvn (1862) III. 42 The glass of this woi thless dynasty is
run out. ' 1

7. A pane of glass, esp. the window of a coach,
etc.; the plate of glass covering a picture

, a glazed
frame or case (e.g for the protection of plants)
*439 E E Wills (1882) 1x7 The tabelet with the Image

of oure lady with a glasse to-fore hit 1:1566 J Alday tr
Loaystuan’s Theat World Rvb, There faire eyes that are
the windowes of all the bodie, and glasses of the soule 1581
Fettie tr Gvazzo's Civ. Cottv 111 (1586) 159 As Goldsmithes
sometiine cover their ware and Jewells with a Glasse, to
make them shew the better 2642 Rates Merchandize 28
Glasses for windows 1664 Evelyn ICal Hort. (1679) 25
Cover them [Plants] with glasses, having cloath’d them first
'V
r
lt

n'L
Weet) ant* ^ry M°ss i67° Lassels Voy Italy II

103 T he stone upon which the gridiron stood, upon which S
Laurence was hi oiled Its coveied with a great glass
through which you see it 1697 tr C'less D'Annoy's lrav,
(1706) 131 It had Glasses twice as big as my hand, made fast
to each end of the coach, for the conveniency of calling to
the Footmen CX710 C Fiennes Dmry (1888) 249 On Each
side are Rowes of posts on wel> are Glasses—Cases for Lamps

tj
are

rf'
1^tet^ ,n ye Evening 1717 Prior A Ima hi 234”e

«
Breaks watchmen’s heads, and chairmen's glasses.

a 17x8 Motteux Epil Vanbrugh’s Mistake 18 We dare not
..with a friend at night.. With glass drawn up, drive about
Covent-garden. 1782 Cowfer Pineapples ff Bee 20 While
Cynthio ogles, as she passes The nymph between two chariot
gl^es 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xiv. (1813) 212 When
the plants cannot be contained under the glasses, let them

carefully trained out x8x6 Keatinge Trav (1817) II

5
1® He lowers the front glass, and bids the . coachman

drive him to his surgeon’s. 1833 T. Hook Widow # Mar-
QU€ss 1, Bang went the door, up went the glass*

8 A glass mirror, a Looking-glass.
*3 K Ahs 4108 Theo maydenes lokyn in the glas, For

to tyflfen heore fas 14 Ifetr, Voc in Wr.*Wulcker 623
Speculum

, glasse 1484 Caxton Fables ofASsop 11. xvii,
Men sayen eomvnly who that belioldeth in the glas well
he seeth hym self 1545 Rates Cnstom-ko B hj b, Glasses
called lokyng glasses the groce mif. 1593 Shaks. Liter
1758^ Poore broken glasse, I often did behold In thy sweet
semblance, my old age new borne, a 1637 B Jonson
Celeor Charts v 40 The glass hangs by her side, And the
gnrdle bout her waist 17x2 Addison Sped No 311 1* 4A Fop who admires his Person m a Glass 1868 Dickens
Tktt 25 Feb (1880} II 363 It is actually swelling his head
as I glance at him in the glass while writing

t b applied to a mirror of other material.
1530 Prvuy Purse Exp Hen. VIII (1827) 81 A payer of

tabulls and chesses, A stele glasse [etc]. 1571 DiggesPantoin 1 xxi F iv b, 1 he best kmde of glasse for this pur-
pose is ofsteele finely pullished 1576 Gascoigne tittle) The
Steele Glas 16x5 G Sandys Trav 114 Hauing placed a
magical glasse of steele on the top x86x Our Eng Home
xx6 The mirror was made of beryl, or high polished steel,
but called a glass

c poet applied to water as a mirror
1605 Sylvester Du Barias 11. 111 nr Law 034 Proud that

his glass Gliding so swift, so soon re-youngs the grass. 1667
Milton P L xi 844 The deer Sun on his wide watne
Glass Gaz’d hot 1716 Addison Salmacis (§• Htrm, 37 In
the limpid streams she views her face, And drest her image
in the floating glass.

d fig
*548 Hall Chron

, Hen V, 81 b, He was the fioure of
kynges passed, and a glasse to them that should succede.

*S7° Dee Math, Pref, 3 To behold in the Glas of Creation,
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the Forme ofFormes 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 107 Louers
that haue bene deceiued by fancy, the glasse of pestilence

1607 Tourneur Rev Trag iv 111 Wks 1878 II 128 Be thou

a glasse for maides 1673 Temple Obs United. Prov Wks
1731 1 23 He began to see, in the Glass ofTime and Experi-

ence, the true Shapes of all human Greatness and Designs

1714 Fortescue-Aland Pref to Fortescue's Abs Lint.

Mon 72 History and Antiquity is the Glass of Time
_
1771

Wesley Wks (1872)V 283 We are to see the Creatoi in the

f
lass of every creature 18 Lowell Poet Wks (1879) 387
lan, Woman, Nature, each is but a glass Where the soul

sees the image of herself

e A magic mirror, a crystal, etc., used m magic

art. Also glass of skill.

c 1566 J. Alday tr Boaysluau’s Tkeat World Svib,
A childe, who after he had looked in a glasse shewed hnn of

hys destruction 1584 R Scot Discov Witcher xnr xix.

3x6 The regular, the irregular, the coloured and cleare

f
lasses 1580 R Robinson Gold Mirr (Chctham Soc ) S3
[estept into his cave And brought a glass of skill exceeding

brave 1605 Shaks Mach iv i 119 Yet the eight appeares,

who beares a glasse, Which shewes me many more.

9. A piece of glass shaped for a special purpose,

e g one of the glasses of a pair of spectacles, a

lens, a watch-glass

1S4S Rates Custom-ho B nj b, Glasses for spectacles 1657
R Ligon Ba.rba.does (.1673) 29 Not unlike the mould that

the Spectacle-makers grinde their glasses on 1665 Hooke
Microgr 73, I provided me with a Prismatical Glass, made
hollow, just in the form of a Wedge 1802 Palby Nat.
Theol in 24 Our artist produced a correction of the defect

by imitating, m glasses made from diffeient materials, the
effects of the different humours through which the rays of

light pass before they leach the bottom of the eye 18x3
Scott GuyM lvi, Pleydell wiped the glasses of his spec-

tacles. 1820 Scoresby Acc Arctic Reg I. 390 Having
cleaned the glasses of a good telescope, I hastened to the

mast-head 1833 N As.mir Physics (ed. 5) II 208 Equally
whether the lens be of water inclosed between glasses like

watch-glasses, or of solid glass Ibid. 211 The image or

picture of the sun formed by that glass or lens 1884 F J.
Britten Watch 4 Clockm 112 [A] Glass Height Guage .

is especially useful in fitting glasses to hunting watches
where there is hut little spare room

b. A burning-glass.
a 1631 Donne To Mr R Woodward 21 Wks (Grosart)

II 76 As Men force the sun with much more foice to passe,

By gathering his beams with a clmstall glasse 1670 Dryden
2nd Pt Conq Granada v 11, For if that heat your glances

cast weie strong, Your eyes, like glasses, fiie, when held so

long

10. An optical instrument used as an aid to sight,

a. gen.
1700 T. Brown tr Fresny’s Amusern Ser # Com 90 They

view a single Shilling in a Multiplying Glass, which makes
it appeal a Thousand 1736 Butler Anal. 1, i 29 How
Sight is assisted by glasses

fig 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (1832) I. 363 It is only the
halfreasoner, who uses a glass full of flaws, that hunts for

it m^am. 1788 Gibbon Decl, F. xlvu IV. 333 note, In
the contemplation of a minute or remote object, I am not
ashamed to borrow the aid of the strongest glasses 1847
L Hu nt Men, Women $ B I 1 6 The strong glass ofscience
has put an end to the assumptions of fiction

b. A telescope or othei instrument for distant

vision More explicitly Spy-glass, Field-glass,

Opera-glass, etc
1613-16W Browne Brit. Past, u i, As a man Taketh

a glasse prospective good and true, By which things most
remote are full in view 1638 Wilkins New World 111 (1707)

26 By the help of Galileus's Glass . the Heavens are made
more present to ns than they were before 1677 Plot Ox-
fordsh 215 He used these glasses m Celestial Observations

1724 De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) g7 We could see hun .

by our glasses. 1779 G Keate Sit fr Nat. (ed 2) II 87
Three or four ladies were come up with their glasses in

their hands, to take a view of the new-arnved Indiamen
1840 Marryat Poor Jack xxi, A first-rate glass, Jack. 1873
Tristram Moab vi 99 Even without a glass we could dis-

tinctly make out Jerusalem
e. A microscope. More explicitly magnifying-

glass.

1646 J Hall Horae Vac 183 Small peeces best commend
themselves through a Magnifying Glasse, 1664. Power
Exp Philos 4 If you divide the Bee

.
you shall without

help of the glasse, see the heart beat most lively. 1663
Hooke Microgr 162 Through an ordinary single Magnify-
ing Glass 1721 Bradley Philos Acc Wks Nat. 47 Every
one knows (who has been conversant with Microscopes) that

we have some Glasses which will magnify a simple Point

.

so as to [etc ] 1780 Harris Philol. Enq. Wks (1841) 425
Those beings which, without the aid of glasses, even escape

our perception 1884 F. J Britten Watch <J-
Clockm. (1B92)

2go If the finger is looked at through the stone with a

watchmaker's glass, the gram of the skm will be plainly

visible if the stone is not a diamond
d. An Eye-glass

,
also in pi. spectacles.

x66oF Brooke tr LeBlandsTrav in. 314 Well mounted,
and glasses before his eyes to preserve them from the wind.

1746 Collins Odes,
Manners (1771) 78 While ever varying

as they pass To some Contempt applies her glass 1784
Cowper Task vi 288 Stationed there With glass at eye,

and catalogue in hand 1790 Wesley Wks (1872) IV 490
My eyes were so dim, that no glasses would help me 1813
Mar Edgeworth Patron II, xxm 37 Looking through
her glass at the man who was lighting the argand lamps

1864 Tennyson Grandmother xxvu, Get me my glasses,

Annie x866 Mrs Gaskell Wives # Han xi. (1867) 117
My lady took off her glasses

1 11 transf The eye-ball, the eye poet.

*593 Shaks, Rich II, 1 ui 208 Euen in the glasses of thine

eyes I see thy greeued heart, 1607 — Cor nr. 11 xivThe
smiles of Knaues Tent in my cheekes, and Schoole-boyes
Teares take vp The Glasses of my sight ! 1608 Yorksh
Trag 1 x, O, were it lawful that your pretty souls Might
look from heaven into your father’s eyes. Then should you

see the penitent glasses melt a x6ax Beaum.& Fl Thierry
<§• Theod v ii, Love, I must die, I faint, close up my
glasses

12. a A Weather-glass, a barometer b. A
thermometer
a 1688 J. Smith Baroscope 66 Such times as the Wind

sets contrary in Nature to that Weather which the Glass
predicts 1710 Steele Tatler No 214 r 4 A state weather-
glass, that presages all changes and revolutions in govern-
ment, as the common glass does those of the weather 1781W Blanc Ess Hunting (1788) 9 When he finds the air

moist the quick-silver in his glass moderately high 1843
Lady Granville Lett (1894)11 370 South-west wind, not
sunny, glass at fair 1867 Dickens Lett 13 Nov (1880) II.

304 Ihe glass is rising high to-day

b 1775 T. Hutchinson Diary ax July I 493Warm like

a New England day—the glasses m the shade about 75

f III 13 [Perh. another word ; cf. Glass v ,

Glaze v ] = Gloss sb 2 1, 1 b ]
*55® [see glass-worm m 16] a 1369 Kyngesmill Confi w

Satan (1576) Avijb, The more shamefull facts he leadeth

vs vnto, the more goodly glasse he setteth on them 1379
Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim 89/r By this meanes, he giuetn
greater glasse [orig plusgrand lustre] to y° grace which he
vseth 1394 Hooker Eccl Pol Pref vu § r It is nopait of
my secret meaning to set upon the face of this cause any
fairer glass than the naked truth doth afford. 1598 Florio,
Accauighare

,
to stnnge silke or giue it a glasse 1603

Breton Old Man's Less (Grosart) xo/2 Sattens .with such
a glasse, that you may almost see your face in it 1622

Maude tr Aleman's Gusman dAlf 11 220 To take away
the dust from them, or to giue them a better glasse.

IV attrib. and Comb.

14 simple attnb
,
passing into quasi-adj

a. Made of glass.

Formerly often united with a hyphen
c 900 tr. Baida's Hist v v (MS B , E E T S II 494),

He . him onsende an glass-faet mid wine gefylled c 1203
Lay 17724 He nom his glaes-fat [c 1273 vnnal] anaii &

t

ie king mseh J?er on 1600 Surflet Conntne Farms it.

xx 419 Put them all together m a glasse vessell, or

earthen one well glassed 1641 French Distill 1 (1651)

36 That Oyle may he bettei . if it be drawn in Balneo,

with a gourd, and glasse head 1642 Rates Merchandize
20, Glasse pipes 1637 W Colts Adam in Eden cvm 154
The distilled water hereof, that is drawn forth with a Glasse-

Still, 1664 Power Exp Philos 88 Several Glass-Trunks,

or Cylindrical Glass-Tubes 1663 Hooke Microgr. 36 Take
a small Glass-Cane about a foot long, seal up one end
1676 tr Giallaticre's Voy. Athens 269 A kind of Glass-

bottles that hold each of them three or four pints. C1678
Hatton Corr (1878) 1 . 169 Neither the glass penns nor any
other sorts are neare soe good [as steel pens] 1722 De Foe
Col Jack (1840) 6, I was a dirty glass-bottle house boy,

sleeping in the ashes 1743 Land # Country Brew III

(ed 2) 245 Some use the Glass Stopple instead of the

Cork 1800 tr Lagrange’s Ckenu I 439 If caie be taken

to break the largest lumps with a glass-pestle or spatula

1839 Ure Did. Arts 374 By boiling concentrated sulphuric

acid in a glass vessel. 1833 Househ. Words xx June 353/2
There is for was) a famous glass-bead factory at Murano
1853W Gregory Inorg Chent (ed. 3) 10 1 Small bottles .

closely fitted with glass stoppers 1865 Tyndall Fragm.
Set vm (1871) 183 Glass lenses were employed to concentrate

the rays

b. Glazed, having pieces or panes of glass set

m a frame Cf Glass-case, -coach, -house, etc

*599 Hakluyt Voy II 1 308 A turret of stone . bailing

a great glasse-lanthorne in the toppe with a great copper

pan in the midst to holde ode, with twenty lights in it

a 1631 Donne in Select (1840) 128 The bees have made it

their first work to line that glass-hive, with a crust of wax,

that they might work and not be discerned 1664 Evelyn
Kal Hort (1729) 193 You may have early Sallets on the

Hot-Bed, and under Glass Frames and Bells 1700 T
Brown tr Fresny's Amusern. Ser. <§- Com 116 Every
Coffee-House is Illuminated without by a fine Glass-

Lan thorn 1834 Gentl Mag CIV 1. 208 He can look through

a glass-door at the German Cunosity-chamber within 1838

Penny Cycl XI 73 Peas or beans . . such as are forced and
require glass frames to protect them. 1845 James Smuggler
III 129 Sir Robert Croyland they found looking out of the

glass door 1886 Tupper My Life as Author 240 Our glass-

porch entrance at Albury 1893 Daily News 23 Feb. 5/2
* We work in a glass hive’, said the late Lord Russell many
years ago

15. General comb. : a. attributive, as glass busi-

ness, -line, -shop, trade.

*799 Spirit Publ Jrnls. (1800) III 330, I am 32 years of

age, a widow, in the "glass line, in London zZzglbid (1824)

axxHe is himself in the glass line but is, at present, out of

business 1639 Cartwright Royall Slave 1 in, Would doe

as much harme m a Kmgdome, as a monkey in a "Glasse-

shop.

b objective, as glass-beveller

,

-embosser -en-

graver
,

-grinder, -maker, -mender,
-painter,

-polisher, -seller, -silverer, -stainer
;
glass-anneal-

ing (in quot, attrib ), -bevelling, -colouring, -em-

bossing, -engraving
,
-gilding, -grinding

,

*making

,

-painting, -silvering
,
-soldering, -spinning, -stain-

ing vbl sbs Also Glass-cutter, -cutting.

1842 Francis Did Arts, "Glass annealing furnace 1891

Daily News 16 June 6/6 Delegates representing the "glass-

bevellers of the London and provincial branches Ibid,

3 Nov. 3/6 Employers who are interested in "glass-bevelling

1875 Knight Diet Aleck, *Glass-colonng, tinting glass by
Incorporating metallic oxides m its substance. 1838 Sim-

monds Did Trade, "Glass-embosser, an ornamenter of

glass 1894 Westm Gas 17 July 3/1 The girls and women
working in the "glass embossing room 1838 Simmonds
Did Trade, "Glass-engraver

,

a workman who cuts figures

on glass. 1875 KnightDid Mech ,
*Glass-engraving x8x x

SelfInstructor 329 The most important seoret m "glass-

gilding a 1691 Boyle Wks (1744) I 235/2 The "glass

grinders often complain of the trouble they meet with

in separating such bodies. *768 Chron in Ann. Reg.
113/1 The glass-grinders assembled in a body to petition

parliament for an augmentation of their wages 1795 Ash,
Suppl

,
*Glass-grinding 1576 Gascoigne Steel Gl (Arb ) 55

One that was, a "Glassemaker in deede. 1730 tr Leonar-
dus's Mirr Stones 44 A certain stone, with which our glass-

makers whiten their vessels i6xx Cotgr , Vitrene, a glas-

mg or "Glasse-making 1872 Yeats Techn. Hist Comm
44 Glass-making was certainly known to the Egyptians

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies ut 21 When the smith and the

"glassemender dnue theire white and fury fires 1762 H,
Walpole Vertue's Anecd, Paint. I vi 126 He [Marc
Willems] made designs for most of the painters, "glass-

painters and arras-makers of his time 1847 Ld Lindsay
Chr Art I ixo Miniature and "glass-painting and similar

graceful branches of art 1897 Daily News 13 May
8/s T A, "glass pohshei, pleaded guilty to [etc.] 1720
Strype Stew's Sum. Land II v. xv 240/2 The "Glass-

Sellers in London were much aggrieved at this 1838 Sim-
monds Did Trade, *Glass-silverer, one who coats glass

with quicksilver for mirrors, &c 1873 Knight Did Mech
,

*Glass-silvenng, glass for murors or ornamentation is sil-

vered by one of two methods Ibid
,
*Glass-soldering

Ibid
,
*Glass-spmmng. 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Glass

stainer See Glass-pamter Ibid, *Glass-stanting, the

process of colouring or painting glass

c similative, asglass-clear (cf OE. gloss-htuttor),

-coloured, -green, hard adjs.; also glass-like adj.

and adv.
r8go Dominion IUvs.tr. Christm. No ,

A lakelet whose
water was waveless and "glass-clear a 1661 Holydav
Juvenal 174 It was sprinkled over with hyaline or "glass-

colour’d dust 1790 A Wilson Hai dyhnute Poet Wks
(1846) 136 Loose from his side a "glass-green horn he drew
1882 Narks Seamanship (ed 6) 243 Round bars of "glass-

hard steel x88g Nature 7 Nov. 12 If steel has to be made
glass-hard mercury is used 16x6-61 Holydav Persius 309
How he swells, And breaks with "glass-like choller 1621

LadyM Wroth Urania 180 Sometimes would hee..cast a
glasse of comfort on him, but glasse-hke was it brittle 1662

Dryden A strata Redux 208 For by example most we sinn’d

before, And glass-like clearness mix’d with frailty bore 1889
Hissey Iowr in Phaeton 190 The Mirror Bioad may not

he always so smooth and glass-like as when we saw it

d parasynthetic and instrumental, as glass-

bowled, -built
,
-covered, -legged,

-panelled adjs.

x8gx Daily News 28 May 6/1 That was with a "glass-

bowled lamp,whereas this was a brass and copper one 1781

E Darwin Bot. Gard , Econ Veg iv, In "glass-built fanes.

1898 Westm Gass. 11 Mar 1/1 There is a spacious balcony,

which opens into a "glass covered gallery 1824 Body <5-

Soul (ed 4) I 42 The "glass-legged stool of an electrifying

apparatus. 1895 Westm Gaz 28 Jan. 5/1 A "glass-panelled

hearse drawn by four horses.

10 . Special comb t glaBS-artist, one who de-

signs coloured or stained glass windows ; glass-

ball, a ball made of glass, used as an ornament or

toy, a mark for shooting at, etc
; f glass-band,

one of the strips of lead for securing the panes of

glass in a window ; glass-bell = Bell-glass ,

f glass-belly, a bellied glass flask, serving the

purpose of a retort ;
glass - blower, one who

blows and fashions glass
;
so glass-blowing vbl.

sb ; glass-breaker Sc

,

? a tippler
;

glass-calm,

a calm, when the sea is smooth as glass
;
glass-

cavity, a cavity in a mineral filled with a glassy

substance; glass-chalcedony,-chord (see quots );

glass-crab, the larva of a palinuroid or scyllaroid

shrimp ;
glass-culture, culture of fruit, etc. under

glass, glass - cupboard, a glazed book - case

;

glass-drop = Drop sb 10 h ;
glass-dust, pow-

dered glass, used for grinding and polishing, glass-

eel, -enamel (see quots.) ,
glass-faced a., reflect-

ing, like a mirror, the looks of another ; glass-fur-

nace, a furnace m which the matenals of glass are

fused ;
glass-gall, a whitish salt scum cast up from

glass in a state of fusion
,
glass-gazing a

,
given

to contemplatingoneself in a mirror; + glass-gilt a ,

thinly coated with a glassy surface
;
glass-glazed

a., (of pottery) having a glaze of substantial thick-

ness; glass-grenade, a grenade with case made of

glass instead of metal ;
glass-height-gauge, an in-

strument for measuring the height ofwatch-glasses

;

f glass-helmet, a glass covering used by eaily

chemists as a protection for the head ; glass-metal,

glass m a state of fusion ;
glass-mosaic, -mould,

nautilus (see quots.)
; f glass-ore, a rich kind of

silver ore ;
glass-organist, ? a performer on the

musical glasses ;
glass-oven (see quot.) ,

glass-

paper, paper covered with finely-powdered glass

for polishing or smoothing wood, bone, etc. : so

glass-paper zf., to rub or polish with glass-paper

;

glass-plate, + (a) (see quot 164a)
; (b) a sheet of

glass; glass-pock, -pox, an eruptive disease, Vari-

cella conifonms ; glass - porcelain (see quot),

glass-pot, a pot or crucible used for fusing the

materials of glass in a glass-furnace ;
glass-press,

-proof (see quots.) ,
glass-rope (sponge), thegenus

Hyalonema; fglass-salt =glass-gall ;
glass-sand,

sand used in the manufacture of glass ; + glass-set

a
,
put into shape before a mirror ; glass-shaped a ,

shaped like a dnnkmg-glass, cyathiform ; glass-

shell, a name givento certain molluscs (see quots )

;

glass-shrimp, a larval form of certain stomato-
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podous crustaceans; glass-slag, the refuse ofglass-
manufactme, glass-snail, a snail of the genus
Vttrma, having a thin translucent shell ; glass-

snake, (a) a large limbless lizard, Ophiosaurus
ventmhs, with a very brittle tail,* common in the

southern U.S.
;

(b) a lizard of the genus Pseudopus ;

glass-soap, a name given, in glass-making, to per-

oxide of manganese (see quot ) ; glass-sponge =
glass-) ope sponge (above) ; +glass-stone, a kind of

transparent stone, ? mica
;
also ? Brazilian pebble;

glass-tinner, the workman who applies tm-foil to

mirror-plates; glass-ware, articles made of glass;

t glass-weed = Glass-wort
;

glass-wool (see

quot.); glass-worm, the glow-worm (cf. glare-,

glaze-worm) ; + glass-wright = Glazier.

1889 H. A Dodos Rep. Pans Exhib 7 The *glass-artist

. when he designs a window, frankly recognizes these re-

strictions 1687 A. Lovell tr Thevenot's Trav, 1, 22 It is

full of Lamps, and curiosities in *glass balls, of which one,
for instance, contains a little galley 1753 Chambers Cycl
Sapp

, Glass-baits, .

.

circular or otherwise shaped hollow
vessels of glass coloured within so as to imitate the semi-
pellucid gems 1880 New Virginians II 233 There are
also hunting and fishing clubs, and glass-ball matches. 1577
in Burgh Rec Glasgow (1876) 67 The said erle furnesand
*glasbandis, soilburdis, Ivme, and sand 1641 French Dis-
till ui. (1651) 68 Over it hang a 'Glasse-hell *7x9 London
& Wise Compl Gard 309 We must sow upon it, under
Glass-Bells, some good bright Curled Lettuce 1831 Carlyi k
Sart Res in vu, Wert thou covered up within the largest
imaginable Glass-bell x68x tr Willis*Rem Med. Wks
Vocab., BalneumMarise, is away of distilling with a 'glass-
belly, holding the ingredients put into a vessel ofwater C1515
Cocke LorelCs B 10 Broche makeis, 'glas blowers 1873
Buskin Eagle's N. § iqg A Venetian glass-blower swept
you a curve of crystal from the end of his pipe 1 1829 Land.
Encycl X. 230/2 'Glass-blowing is the art of forming ves-
sels of glass 1815 ScottGuyM. xlv, I think we had better
lie down, Captain, if ye’re no agreeable to another cheerer
Bat troth, ye’re nae 'glass-breaker ; and neitheram I. 1893
Times 3july 11/iThere was a 'glass calm,down theRenfrew
and Ayrshire shores. 1896 Daily News 12June 6/7 A glass
calm set in which stayed the cutter. 1857 Sorbym Q. Jrnl
Geol Soc. XIV 466 It appears to me that we cannot do
better than adopt a term analogous to that so generally
adopted for fluid filled cavities, and call these glass-filled

cavities *glass-cavities 1874 Ward ibid XXXI. 397 The
augite crystals present many glass cavities 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Snpp ,

*Glass-Chalcedony, a mixture of several ingre-
dients, with the common matter of glass, will make it repre-
sent the semi-opake gems, the jaspers, agates, chalcedonies,
&c. 1823 Danneley Encycl Mus., *Glass chord, a clavier
instrument, mounted with glass bars instead of strings
x8« Qgilvie, Suppl fGlass-crab, the name given to species
of the genus Phyllosoma which are as transparent nearly as
glass 1877 HuxleyAnal. Inv Amin 356 The Glass-crabs,
or Phyllosomata are singular marine pelagic Crustacea.
1884-5 Riverside Nad. Hist. (1888) II 55 Lonccita ..the
young forming the ‘ glass crabs which formerly, under the
name Phyllosoma, were regarded as adults 1886 Pall
MallG. 19 June 14/1 'Glass culture is also now so cheap.
17x1 Shaftesb. Chaiac. (1737) III. 328 Folio’s and other
volumes . on the advanc'd shelves or 'glass cupboards
of the lady’s closets 1662 'Glass Drops [see Drop sb
rob] 17x0 J Clarke Rohault's Nat Phil. (1729) I

137 The scattering about of the Particles of the Glass-
drop, is owing to [etc ] 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 11

11. Babylonab^We in *glasse-dust did commence To diaw
the rijund Earth's fair circumference. 1840 F D Bennett
Whaling Voy II 267 1 he *Glass-Eel, orSmall-Head (Lep-
tocephalns, Sp ). This is one of the most extraordinary and
paradoxical fishes the ocean affords 1875 Knight Diet
Mech

,
*Glass-enamel, a setm-lucid or an opaque glass,

which owes its milkiness to the addition of bmoxide of tin

1607 Shaks Tunon r. 1 58 The 'glasse fac’d Flatterer 1632
Sherwood, A 'Glasse-furnace, vernere a 1704 Locke (J,),The glowing heat of a glass furnace 1599 A M. tr Gaoel-
houer's Bk. Phvstcke 69/r Take 'glassegaule, or Cnstalle
X683 Pettus Fleta Min 1 (1686) 246 Mingle it with fluss,

and a little Glass-galls 183a G R Porter Porcelain Gl.
166 A white porous scum, known by the name of sandiver
or glass-gall, rises through the mass 1605 Shaks Lear 11

11 19 A whoreson 'glasse gazing super-seruiceable fimcall
Rogue, c 1684 Frost of 1683-4 (Percy Soc.) 28 Whilst on its

'glass gilt face strange buildings stand 2883 Mollvit-
Dict Art $ Archeeol ,*Glass-glazed wares 1664 Evelyn
Mem 4 Feb

,
I had discourse with the King about an in-

vention of 'glass-grenades. 1884 Glass-height guage [see
sense 9] 1660 Boyle New Exp Phys Mech vm 64 The
wide Orifice (which in common 'Glass-Helmets is the onely
one), a x6*6 Bacon Phys Rem Wks 1827 VII. 191 Let proof
be made of the incorporating of copper or brass with 'glass-
metal 1854 Fairholt Diet. Art

, *Glass-mosaic, a modern
Italian work in imitation of the antique ..formed of small
squares of coloured glass . and used for brooches [etc ] 1879
Sir G G. Scott Led. Arckit I 178 The introduction 01
glass mosaic on the tombs of the builder and rebuilder of
the Abbey. 1875 Knight Diet. MechfGlass-mold

,
a metal-

lic shaping-box in which glass is pressed or blown to form
1836 Penny Cycl VI. 294/1 The shells of this genus [Cari-
naria] were formerly known to collectors under the name
of 1 'Glass Nautilus 1

1683 Pettus Fleta Mm . 1 h 5
'Glass-Oars (as the cheifest of the leaden Coloured Oars)
almost to be compared to the best digested Silver. 1759
Gray Lett Wks. 1884 III. 22 The fire is said to have begun
in the chamber of that poor 'glass-organist who lodged at a
coffee house in Swithms Alley 1875 Knight Diet Mech.,
*Glass-oveu, a heated chamber in which just-made glass in
sheets or ware is placed to cool gradually 1847 Smeaton
Builder'sMm 97 This being done, the work maybe cleaned
offwith a piece of 'glass-paper. 1873 Spon Workshop Rec.
Ser. 1 84/1 Take a sheet of the finest glass paper, and when
the first coating of varnish is perfectly dry, 'glass-paper the
whole surface, and make it smooth as before. 184a Rates
Merchandize 29 'Glasse plates or sights for looking'glasses
unfyled. 1839 Ure dirts 579 In forming glass-plates

by the extension of a cylinder into a plane, the workman
first [etc ]. 18158 B Ridge Health fyDts 118 The super-

fluity of the acid and acrid materials in children will beget

'glass-pock. 1879 St George’s Hosp Rep IX 603 The
patient had in his youth suffered from scarlatina and ‘glass-

pox ’. 1753 Chambers Cycl Sup/, *Glass poicelam, the

name given by many to a modern invention of imitating the

china ware with glass. Ibid., *Glass Pots 1819 Brande
Chem (1841) 1039 The glass-pots are placed round a dome-
shaped furnace . there are generally six in each furnace

1875 Knight Diet Mech , *Glass-pi ess, a device to apply
pressure to glass m a mold while in a plastic state 1842

Francis Diet Arts, *Gtass proofs, see Bologna Phials
Bologna Phials or Proofs are small round bottles of unan-
nealed glass, which fly to pieces directly anything angular
is dropped into them 1855 Kingsley Glaucns (1878) 86

Hyalonemas, or 'glass-rope sponges 171a tr Pomet's Hist
Drugs I. v. § 21 Of Sandiver, or 'Glass Salt. 1863 A. C.

Ramsay Phys Geog. 139 The 'glass sand usedm this country
is chiefly derived from the Eocene beds of the Isle of Wight,
and from the sand dunes on the borders of the Bristol

Channel xfigo Marston Sco. Villame 11 vi 201 Then Mato
comes with his new *glasse-set face 1776-96 Withering
Bnt. Plants (ed 3) II. 201 Male, nectary m the centie;

'glass shaped 1854 Mayne Expos Lex
,
Glass-shaped.

See Cyathiformis 1851 Gosse Zool 220 'Glass shells

(a Hyalea tndentata, b Cleodoia pyramidala). 1853
Ogilvie, Suppl., Glass-shell, species of Hyalea, whose shells

look as if tney had been blown out of the thinnest glass

1879 Rossiter Diet Set Terms s v , Glass shell *= Cart-
ttana, belongs to Gasteropoda Ibid , *Glass shrimp —
Enchthus x6xa Sturtevant Metalhca (1854) 113 'Glasse-

slage is a liquid materiall of a glassie substance 1878 Urn’s

Diet Arts (ed. 7) IV 408 Glass-slag 1851-6 Woodward
Mollnsca 163 'Glass-snail 1736 Mortimer Nat Hist.
Carolina in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 258 Cieciha maculata
The 'Glass-Snake 1796 Morse Amer Geog I 221 The
glass snake A small blow witha stick will separate the body,
not only at the place struck, hut at two or three other places,

the muscles being articulated m a singular manner, quite
through to the vertebra. X884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888)

III 434 Pseudopus gracilis
,
the Khasya glass-snake in-

habiting the Khasya Hills of India. 1832 G R Porttr
Poicelam * Gl 148 Black oxide of manganese has long been
used for clearing glass from any foul colour which it might
accidentally possess through the impurity of the alkali em-
ployed This property occasioned it to be anciently known
as 'glass soap 1875 ScnbneVsMag Nov. 42'Glass-sponges

1884 tr f J. Rein’s Japan 486 The well-known glass-sponge
(Hyalonema Sieboldi) x6ox Holland Pliny I 54 The hither
part [of Spain] aboundeth besides with stone glasses, or
'glasse stones [ong speculartbtts lapidibus]. Ibid. II 595
Ihe best piastre is made of the Talc or the glasse
stone aforesaid 1642 Rates Merchandise 29 Glasse stone,
plates, for spectacles rough the dozen 00 13 04 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 592 The 'glass-tinner taking a sheet of
tinfoil adapted to his purpose ..spreads it on the table,

and applies it closely with a brush 1745 De Foe's Eng
Tradesman xxvi (1841) I 267 'Glass waie from Stur-
bndge c 1850 Arab Nts (Rtldg) 225 He was a poor
man, who had laid out the little money he possessed m a
basket of glassware 1568 Turner Herbal in 37 It maye
be called also 'Glaswede, because the ashe of it serve
to make glas with 17x2 tr Pomet's Hist Drugs I 101
A Plant which the Botanists call Kah and we . Glass-
weed 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex , *Glass wool, glass spun out to

a very fine fibre Used in the filtration of acids 1552
Huloet,'Glasse worme or grene worine, whiche shyneth in

the nyghte wyth a glasse lyke golde, canthans, cantharida.
1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 976 In English, Glow-
worm, Shine-worm, Glass-worm c 1440 Promp Parv xq8/i
'Glasse wryte . mtranus 1627 Dumbai ton Burgh Rec
in J Irving Hist. Dumbartonsh (i860) 478 Thay ordamt
the glasswryt mak up a new glas to the Tolbooth in the
loist windo

t Glass, sb. 2 Obs rare . [a. OF. glas, gluts ]
A resounding noise,

1483 Cath A ngl 158/1 A Glasse of ringynge or trumpynge,
classicism

t Glass, a. Obs. rare. Also glase. [peril, f.

Glass sbf
,
but cf. Welsh glas, giey.]

1547 Boorde Brev Health xui xib, The thyrde is of a
glasse or a greenyshe coloui Ibid xciv, 37 Some [men] hath
glase and dankyshe skynnes

Glass (glas), v. [f. Glass sbA ; cf Glaze v.\
which represents an equivalent older formation ]
1. trans. To fit or fill in with glass

;
= Glaze v.1

Now rare
1540 Ludlow Churchvj Acc. (Camden) 1 To master glasier

for glAssynge the wyndous. x599Minsheu,To Glasse orglaze.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies

,
Devonshire 1 (1662) 257 The Lady

glassing the Window in her husbands absence caused one
child more then she then had, to be set up 1665 Bp Cosin
Corresp. (Surtees) II 1x4 Are the windows well and fairly
glassed, the floor, well and even layd ? 18 Clough Poems
$ Rein (1869)11 97 [The sun] Southwestering now, thro’ win-
dows plainly glassed 1886 Chesh Gloss

, Glass v to glaze.
Glassing the windows is to put the panes into their frames
2. To protect by a covering of glass, to enclose

or case in glass (rare). Also (nonce-use), to keep
away (from the air) by enclosing in glass.

1588 Shaks. L L L ii. i 244 As Iewels in Chnstall for
some Prince to buy. Who tendring their own worth from
whence they were glast, Did point out to buy them along
as you past 1799-1805 Wordsw Prelude ix 88 Tranquil
almost and careless as a flower Glassed in a green-house
x886 Century Mag. XXXII 863/x As ifa boy were an orchid
or other frail exotic to be glassed away from the rough air
ofmanhood

+ b. To put into a glass vessel for the purpose
of storing or keeping, to bottle. Also glass tip

1728 E Smith Compl, Houseau (ed. 2) 155 When your
Quinces are clear glass them up, and when they are cold,
paper them and keep them in a Stove Ibid. 182 When the
Syrup will jelly and the Oranges look clear, they are
enough , then glass them with the holes uppermost, and
pour the Syrup upon them.

GLASS-CLOTH.

c. To put (bees) into a glass hive
1791 Trans Soc Arts IX. 108, I endeavoured to prevent

such an increase by glassing them
, but many of the stocks

warmed before the glasses or small hives were full

+ 3. To cover with a vitreous or glass-like sur-
face, = Glaze zi 1 2 . Obs
1577 Frampton yoyful Newes 1 (1596) 8 In siluer, Glasse

or linne [vessels], or any other things glassed 1657 Tom-
linson Reuou's Dtsp. 80 In an earthen [vessel] well glassed
X658 tr Porta's Nat Magick v v 170 Make a vessel of
potters earth glassed within with glass 1661 Boyle Scept
Chem 1 58, 1 have observ’d little Giains of Silver to lie hid m
the small Cavities (perhaps glass’d ovei by a vitrifying heat)
111 Crucibles, wherein Silver has been long kept m Fusion,

b. said of frost, rare.
x88o Echo ix Dec 2/6 Streams .glassed with ice. x8oo

Boy'sOwnPaper 11 Jan 230/1 The hedgerows .weie glassed
with most amazing traceries m diamond arabesque.

o To make (the eye) glassy. (Cf Glaze ».i 6 .)

1841 Emerson Ess Ser x. iv. Spiritual Laws, What he is
engraves itself on his face . . His vice glasses his eye, de-
means his cheek.

4 To set (an object, oneself) before a minor or
other reflecting surface, so as to cause an image to
be reflected, also to view the reflection of, see as

in a mirror. Often rejl. Also transf. andfig
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ir. (1629) 147 Me-thinkes I am par-

taker of thy passion, And in thy case doe glasse mine owne
debihtie. Ibid hi 358 He had lifted vp his face to glasse
himselfe m her faire eyes c 1595 Southwell St Peter's
Compl. 17 O pooles Where Saints reioyce to glasse their
glorious face 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 38 Whose infinite
uissance we are partly able to glass and see (as it were
y reflection) 18x8 Byron Ch Har xv clxxxm, Thou

glorious mirror, where the Almighty’s form Glasses itself in
tempests 1837 Fraseds Mag XVI 559 Many of lus con-
temporaries aimed at glassing themselves in lus minor, and
becoming his echoes 1852 M Arnold Youth Nat 38
Helicon glassed in the lake Its firs. 1856 Mrs Browning
A nr. Leigh 1, 7 All which images Concentred in the picture,

glassed themselves Before my meditative childhood 1887
Gissing Thyrza I x 7 The oppositeslopes glassed themselves
m the deep daik water.

b. Of a mirror or reflecting surface : To reflect,

give back an image of.

a 1628 F. Greville Brooke Cceltca Poems (1633) 220 Let
my present thoughts be glassed In the thoughts which you
have passed X817 Byron Manfred 11 11 26 Thy calm clear

brow. Wherein is glass'd serenity of soul. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley II 111 92 His serene mind could glass a fair image
without feeling its depths tioubled by the reflection 1853
M Arnold hohrabS, Rustum 573 Nevei more Shall the lake
glass her, flying over it 1887T Hardy Woodlanders I vm
152 Both looked attractive as glassed hack by the faithful

reflector

5. techn. To dress (leather) with a glassmg-jack

or glassing-machine Also to glass out
1885 Harper's Mag Jan 278/1 The hides are again

‘glassed’. They are ‘filled* with paste, glassed m the
paste 1897 C. T Davis Manuf Leather (ed 2) 268 For
the morocco or lining finisher it [a machine] will glaze, roll,

pebble and glass out

6 mtr. To glisten like glass nonce-use,

1896 Atlantic Monthly May 607/1 Below them the river

glassed and gleamed in its crooked bed.

Glass case.
X (as two words). A case with the tipper part

made chiefly of glass, so that the objects contained

may be seen but not handled. (The first quot. may
belong to 2 )
1649 Bury Wills (Camden) 220,

1

give vnto my daughter
Mary Chapman . a glascase, a leafe table [etc ]. 1709
Steele Tatler No 34 r 5 The China Figure of a Lady in

the Glass-Case. 1788 H Walpole Remin ix 74
She

decoratedwaxen dolls ofhim and of herselfto be exhibited in^cases inWestminster-Abbey 1834T.MedwinA tigler in

s II 103 [A temple] that deserves to be carved in ivory,

and put into a glass case 1857 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks.

(1870) II 357 His veritable cardinal’s hat, in a richly orna-

mented glass case

f b Gardening. A garden-frame. Obs.

18x9 Rees Cycl
,
Glass case.

c. jocosely A place partitioned off with glass or

glazed panels
1776 Foote Capuchin x Wks 1799 II. 388, I saw him in

pne of the glass-cases at church , his majesty looked at me
very hard 1855 Dickens Domt r. x, Having on previous

occasions awaited that gentleman successively in a hall, a
glass case, a waiting-room [etc.]

2. G-la’ss-case A case to hold glass-ware.

1734 Hope's Minor Practicks 540 App , A Glass-case for

Dnnking-glasses.

Gla’ss-clotli.
1. A linen cloth used for drying glass-ware , also

as a background for embroidery (see quot 1882 ).

1851 Illustr, Catal Gt. Exhib 5x2 Plain and checked glass-

cloths 1882 Caulpeild & Saward Diet Needlework, Glass

cloths have been, much adopted for the purpose of em-

broidery, as well as for aprons and chair covers Times

5 Oct. 4/3 Narrow width towellings glass cloths, and the like

2 A woven fabric made of fine-spun glass thread

(Only as two words )

1875 in Knight Diet Mech 1882 Caulfeild & Saward
Did Needlework, Glass cloth manufactories for the pro-

duction of ecclesiastical decorative fabrics composed ot

glass fibre are in operation in Austria, France and Italy.

3 Cloth covered with powdered glass, used like

sand-paper for smoothing or polishing.

2873 SponWorkshop Rec Ser. 1 407/1 Polishing Bullocks

Horns Well scrape with glass or steel scraper, afterwards

with finest glass-cloth.



GLASS-COACH, 305 GLASS-MAN-

.

fGlass-coach. Obs The name originally given

to a coach with glass windows, as distinguished from,

those which were unglazed (cf e g curtam-coach)

,

esp applied to a * private ’ coach let out for hire,

as distinguished from those on public stands

1667 Pepys Diary 23 Aug , Abroad to White Hall in &
hackney-coach with SirW P-en we were forced to leap out

Query, whether a.glass coach would have permitted us to

have made the escape *689 Land Gaz, No 2487/4 A Glass
Coach, Lin’d within with rich Figur'd Velvet is to be sold

3706 Ibid No 4224/3. ‘1 hree Hackney Glass Coaches are
to be sold 17*1 Ibid No 5942/3 Gentlemen ,may ha\e a
Glass Coach or Chariot, instead of a Curtain Coach 1831
Macaulay in Trevelyan Ltfe\ 243 At seven, the glass>coach

which I had ordered for myselfand some of my friends Lame
to the door 1839 Sat Mag Aug Supp 87 /x Glass-coaches
are a kind of private coach kept by persons who let them
out generally for the day or half-day , and they are con-
sidered a grade higher in rank than hackney-coaches 1844

J F Cooper M. Wallingford x, Hackney-coaches are
not admitted into the English parks Glass-coaches are ,

meaning by this term hired carriages that do not go on
stands 1844 J T Hewlett Parsons #r IV xxxiv, Glass-
coach after glass coach "deposited its burden of ladies 1882
SvRjr B^llantinc Ex[>cr (1890) 17 When middle-class
people went to the play they performed the operation in
what was called a glass coach

Gla*ss-cu:tter.
1 One whose occupation it is to cut glass (eg.

lo sizes for glazing), or to ornament glass-ware by
grinding

1703 T N City <$ C Purchaser 156 The London Glass-
cutters have their Rules Centesimally divided 183* G R,
Porter Porcelain <5- Gl 309 Ihe grinding of glass, or frost-

ing it forms a branch of the glass-cutter’s art 1890W j,
Gordon Foundry 140 Ihe glass-curter works at a frame, in
which a thin iron wheel derives its cutting gnttiness from
a mixture of sand and water As the wheel spins the glass
is held against its edge and slowly cut into

2 A tool for cutting glass ; a glazier's diamond.
1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1692 751 On

examining the glass-cutler it will be noticed that theie are
notches of different widths in it. 1892 Daily News 13 July
7/3 Stealing therein 37 glaziers’ diamond glass cutters

So Glass-cutting vbl sb

1839 Ure Diet Arts 593 Glass cutting and grinding

Glassed (glast), ppl. a. [f. Glass sb 1 and v.

+ -ED ]

+ 1 Glazed, covered with a glaze Obs
1577 FRMAVTonJojftilNewes & It is not conuenient
to bee kept in any other vessel then in situer, Glasse or

Tinne, or any other thing glassed. Ibid 16 When it is cold,
let it be strained into a glassed vessel

b. Glassed-tn fitted with glass, glazed.
1894 C N Robinson Brit Fleet in ui 250 These [stprn]

galleries began to be discarded for closed glassed-in stern-
lights.

2 . Poured into glasses
1820 Keats Cap $ Bells xl Poems (1889) 533 Sherry in

silver, hock m gold, or glass’d champagne?

Gla SSeXL, glazen, a. Obs exc dial, and
arch Foims . o. 1 gleesen, 2 gleaen, 4-7 glasen,
4-6 glasyn(e, (4 glaauu, 6 glasin(g, glason),
7- glazen. 0 5-6 glassin, (6 -yn), 6-7, 9 dial
glassen. [OE. glscsen

,

f. glass Glass sb L + -en;
OHG had glestn —*glasino~, but the absence of
umlaut in the OE word shows that it was a new
formation or refashioned after the sb. The 0-forms
represent a second new formation in the 1 5th c

]

1 Made of glass Also Jig
“ 97* Blickl Horn 2ogponne waes ongean Syssum waeter-

setpe glaesen fact on seolfrenre racentea^e ahangen. c 1173
Lamb Horn 83 f»e sunne scmecS burh. he glesne eh}>url

*377 Langl P. PI B xx 171 Thet gyuen hym agayne a
glasen houve 138a Wyclif Rev xv a, I si}e as a glasen se
mengid with fijr c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg 190 In aglasen
vessel 1471 Ripley Comp Alch, Ep m Ashm (1652) 115
A little glasen Toune 16 Sempill Ptcktooth for Pope
m Harp 0/ Renfiewsh. Ser 11 (1873) 17 Such glazen argu-
ments will bide no hammer 1641 French Distill v (1651)
1 19 Closed up m a glazen womb sealed with Hermes
seales 1763 J, Brown Chr Jrnl, (1814) 207 To prepare
the glazen sea of hts righteousness
0 15x6 Pilton Chnrchw Acc (Som Rec Soc ) 73 Item

for y® mendyng off y“ glassyn wyndowys ij« vi'< 1359
Morwvng Evonym 20 Some use glassen hmbeckes x6oo
Hakluyt Voy (1810) III 270 Who for a recompence gaue
them knmes and glassen Beades 164* Remonstr Ch
Irel 49 The King rode disguised, and had glassen eyes,
because he would not be knowne 166a J Chandler tr
Van Helmont's Oriat 75 Fill a glassen and great Bottle
with pieces of Ice 1869 Worlidge Syst Agnc *(1681) 185
We have also an Experiment of Glassen-Hives, published
by Mr Harthb in his Common-wealth of Bees 1866 Wh.
Stokes in Voy Bran (1895) 220 A glassen veil between
'•'hem /wfl? sat The City, and seven glassen walls around it.

x886 ElworthyW Somerset Word-bk
,
Glassen

+ to Sc. Glassen-work window-glazing. Also
glassen-, glazen wi ight, a glaziei Obs
[*379 Nottingham Bor Rec I. 204 John Glasenwryghte 1H73 in Di Treas. Acc Scotl. (1877) 1* 46 To ane glasyn

wrichtun the Aibbay, for awyndowto the Qwenis chalmire,
1497 Ibid 364 In. payment of the glasstn werk 1500-20
Dunbar Poems Ixlu '13 Glasing wrichtis, goldsmythis, andSrls m Burgh Rec Glasgow (1876) 67 George
* lphinstounglasin-wrichtj'burges.ofGlasgow 71641 Sc Acts
Chas / (1817! V 540/2 Cowperis, glassinwnchtis
" Resembling glass Of eyes : Glassy, glazed ,

a. c 1380 Wyclif Last Age Ch, p xxxv, So oure Lord be
Fadir of heuene hadde Mankynde in'helle, bat was glasyne,
pat is to seye, bntil as glas. 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 100
Ihou approvest 3©ur capped maistres with a glasen glose.

VOL IV,

'*
59® P Burrough Meth Phtsick 241 ‘Glasen fleume is

the coldest of all other detunes [cf Glassy 1} 1605 B.
Jonson Volpone v 1, Old glazen eyes, He hath not
•reach’d his despair yet 1607 1 otsfll Feur-f Beasts (1658)
371 Gray Horses, with glasen eyas, which RTe most swift,and
which dare 1only 'meet Lions, when other Horses -dare not
abide the sight ofLions 1609 C Butler Fein. Mon (1634’)

14 'I hey [bees] take such pains at the door in rubbing and
wiping their glazen eyes, that they might the better discern
their way forth and back 1848 J A. Carlyle tr Dan, e’s

Inf xxxiii, That thou more willingly mayest rid the glazen
tears from offmy face.

/S 0x637 B Jonson Under woods xxxn Ep, toFriends^
[The palsied gamester] pursues The Dice with glassen eyes,

t Gla’ssen, glazen, v Obs. [Extension of
Glass d , Glaze z/A

, cf -en 6 ]
1 hurts To fit with glass, to glaze.
1566 Eng Ch Furniture (1866) 171 The churche was

glassened 1664 m 'Grant Burgh Sell. Scotl n xv (1876)
513 [In 1664 the councibof Jedburgh employ a glazier for]
‘ glassemng ’ [the school windows],
2. = Glaze vA 2.

1657 Tomlinson Rettoit’s Dtsp 64B’Oyl is imposed in a
glass, or earthen vessel well glazened *700 T. Robinson
Nat H1st Westmoreld 76 Wadd or Black Lead it’s now
made use of to glazen ana harden Crucibles. 1828 Craven
Gloss

,
Glnzzen

,
to glaze 11840 Teesdale Gloss

,
Glazen, 'to

glaze. 187,7 in Id. W Lute Gloss

Hence Glassened, glazened ppl. a Also
Ola ssener, gla z(e)ner, a glazier. Obs exc dial
1583 Vestry Bis. (Surtees) 20 Given to William bhadfoith

for servinge the glasner that day which he mended the
windowes 1593 Rites tjr Mon. Ch Durh. (Surtees) 40 Foure
faire coulered and sumptuous glasened wyndowes. 1J96
Vestry BAs (Surtees) 271 Gtven to the glaysner for repairing
of the glas windowes 1678 And. trades decayed 16
Instead of a Perpetuana or a Shalloon to Lyne Mens Coats
with, is used sometimes a Glazened Calico 1728 John
Hobson Diary 13 Aug (Surtees 1877) 281 John Guest,
glazener, of Barnsly 18*5 Scott Taltstn xvm, It seemed
as if a tear were gathenngin his dry and glazened eye.
1883 A Imondlmry Gloss ,

Glassener (pronounced glazzener),

a glazier x888 Sheffield Gloss ,
Glazener, a glazier.

Glassen, var Glossan, coal-fish,

t Gla ssery. Obs Also glasery(e [f Glass
sb * + -esy ] Glazier’s work and materials
1663 Gehbier Counsel^ Glassery The best French Glasse

wrought with good lead, well simmon ed, 15 worth sixteen
Pence a foot 1667 Primatt City C Build 70 Glasery
Ibid 147 For Glassery, at Sixpence a Foot.

Glass eye.
+1 Aneye-glass; usuallyjS/, spectacles/* glasses'.

(Cf Sw glasogon \ Obs.
1605 Shaks. Lear iv vi *74 Get thee glasse-eyes, and

like a scuruy Politician, seeme to see the things thou dost
not x6m Davenport New Trick iv, i, Enter the Dwell
like a Gentleman, with .glasse eyes 164a Remonstr Ch
Irel 5 His Highness was riding up and down dLsguised,
and with glasse eyes, desiring not to be discoverd 1719
D’URrcY Pills III 18 With a pair ofGlass Eyes to clap on
my Nose 1721 Lond Gaz, No.5925/3He wearsnGlass Eye.
b (See quot.)

1796 Grose's Diet Vulg Tongue (ed. 3), Glass Eyes, a nick
.name for one wearing spectacles

2 A false eye made ofglass (see also Eye sb 1 26).

1687 Settle Reft Dryden 24 ,

1

have heard ofglass Eyes
being taken out of peoples heads, and put m agen, but never
of natural Eyes before 1895 lies tin Gaz 17 Sept 3/2
When a glass eye .fits the socket nicely, it moves with it.

3 Fanicry

.

A species of blindness in horses.

183* Youatt Horse (1843) 167 Another species of blindness
..is Gutta Serena, commonly called glass eye. Ihe pupil
is more than usually dilated , it is immovable, and bright,
and glassy

4 A name given to a. aJamaican thrush (Tur-

dus jamaicensis), so called from its bluish-white
glass-like iris , b. (See quot 1884-5)
1847 Gosse Buds Jamaica 143 Mylad shota male Glass-

eye by the roadside at Cave 1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist
(1888) III 228 Wall-eyed pike

.
glass-eye, and dory are

names in which the largest of the American pike-perches

(Stizostedion vitreum) rejoices

Hence Glass-eyed ppl, a
1889 Century Diet , Glass-eyed, having a white eye, or one

which in some other respect, as "texture or fixedness, is

likened to glass or to a glass eye ; wall-eyed; goggle-ey ed
1895 Westm. Gaz 17 Sept 3/2 Are glass-eyed people fairly
cheerful?

Glassful (gla sful\ sb. PI glassfuls. [f.GLAss
sb 1 +-eul 2.) As much as fills a glass (sense 5).

[c 900 tr. Baida’s Hist, v v (t8qx) 398 (MS. Ca . see
Glass sb. 14) He sende him glass mine wines ] 1663 Sir T.
HerbertMem Chas /(1702) 133 The King drank a small
Glassful of Claret-Wine 1683 Salmon Doron Med 1 258
Put into a Glass-full ofWater 1747 Mrs Glasse Cookerym
54 Then boil a GlassJull of Milk 1823 Byron Juan xnt
xxxvii, About a liquid glassful will remain 1840 Dickens
Old C Shop xxi, Quilp..drank three small glass-fulls ofthe
raw spirit

t Gla*BSful,-fl. Obs. rare t. [f. GlasssbA + -fdl

1 ] ? Mirror-like.
- x6o5 Marston F-awne Epil

,
Mineruas glassefull shield.

Glasslie, obs form of Glass sbA

Glass-hcrase.
1. .The building or ‘works where glass is made.
*383 [see Glazier i] 1580P ollyband Treas Fr Tong,

Vnevoarrtere, a glasseihouse where glasses be made a *398
G Longe in Elhs Ong Lett Ser. n III 158 Other men
erected divers Glasshouses in sundry parts of the Realm
1660 Boyle New Exp Phys Meek Proem 8 We caus’d
several such Glasses "to be blown at the Glass-house 17x1
Find, Sachcverell 98 Thou art as hot as a Glass-house 1726
Adv. Copt. R, Boyle 158 We could ‘perceive (the Volcano

burning like the Flame*of a Glass-house *779-81 Johnson
L P , bavage Wks, III 325 [Savage] . laydown m the

winter .among the ashes of a glass-house *839 Ure Did
Arts 577 The glass-houses are usually built in the form of
a cone 7 he furnace is constructed in the centre ofthe area

2 A building with walls and roof made chiefly

of glass, esp a greenhouse or conservatory.
*838 Penny Cycl XI 72/1 Glasshouses, in which plants

might be grown m an artificial climate 1880 Disrarii
Endym xxxiv, * I-s not this lovely? How superior to any
thing in our glass-houses *883 Law TimesLXXIX 345/2
This exhibition will be'held . m the spacious glasshouse
elected in the gardens for the purpose
Proverb [a 1633 (see 'Glass sb 1 1), cf Glass-window,

quot 1670 ] x86q Hazlitt Proverbs 400 They who live 111

glass houses should not throw stones
b A photographer’s room with a glass roof.

*864 J 'JL'owler StiverSunbeam 111. 27 In many instances
the artist has the privilege of superintending ‘the construe
tion of his glass house Ibid v 43 The camera, which is

situated m the darkest part of the glass-house

3 atlrrb and Comb, (sense 1), as glass-houseJire,

furnace, man', glass-house pot = glass-pot (in

Glass sb 1 16).
*7x1 Addison Sped No 72 F7 The Eire bums from Gene-

ration to Generation, and has seen the *Glass-house Fires in

and out above an Hundred times. 1799 G Smith Laboratory
J 121 Place it in a *glass house furnace to digest and purify

1764 Low Life 68 Stone-Sawyers, *Glass-House-Men and
Men belonging to the Publick Lay-Stalls 1807 T Thom-
son Chew. (ed. 3) II 490 The *glass-house pots are
formed of the purest kinds o'f clay that can be procured

1839 Ure Diet Arts 577 Glass-house pots have the figure

of a truncated cone, with the narrow end undermost
Glassier, obs form of Glazieb.
Glassxly, Glassiness : see after Glassy.
Glassin, var. Glossast, coal-fish.

Glassing (gla sig), vbl sb [See-ING*] The
action of the vb Glass, in various senses.
16x7 F vtracls Aberd Reg (1848)11 349 7 he repairing,

and glassin of the wyndoes, of the said kirk, a 1652 J
Smith Sel.Dnc vi 195 7 his glassing of divine things by
hieroglyphics and emblems in the fancy. 1656 H Phillips
Punk Patt (1676) A v b, The Tylmg, Plaistenng, Lead,
and Glassing *873 Knight Diet Mech , Glassing ..Ihe
operation of dressing leather on the gram side by a tool

consisting of a glass slip set m a wooden handle. 1897
C.T Davis Mannf.Leather (ed 2) 263 Machines for rolling,

pebbling, glassing or polishing.

b attnb. and Comb,, as glassingejfect

,

+ glass-
ing board, ? a board or table used by a glazier

for his work ; glassing-jaek, -machine, ‘machines
used in dressing leather.

*544 Ludlow Chnrchw Acc (Camden) 18 To mr glasyer
for a *glassynge horde xvjd i86x L L Noble Iiebergs
170 Along the lower portion'[of the Iceberg] where you see
the *glassmg effects of the waves, there it resembles the
rarest Sfcvres vase . so exquisitely fine is the polish 1884
Knight Did Mech Supply *Glassing Jack, a machine in

whichls fitted a plate glass slicker for polislnngand smooth-
ing leather 3885 Harper’s Mag Jan 278/1 7’o further
prepare the surface each one is held undera ‘ glassing-jack ’,

a kind of bar or arm moving swiftly to and fro above a sol d
bed 1885 C T Davis Manuf Leather xxvi 458 'Ihe
•glassing machine is adapted for work on all kinds of
upper leather, sheep, goat, and Morocco
Grlassite (gla’sait). [f the name Glass + -jte ]
A member of the religious sect founded by the

Rev John Glass, a minister of the Established
Church of Scotland (deposed m 1728). The Glass-
ites are also called Sandemanians,
*77* J Wesley Jrnl. 29 Apr (1827) III 447 Seceders,

Glassites, Nonjurors, and what not 1 1876 >C M. Davies
Unorth Lond. (ed 2) 173 Their twofold title of Glassites
or Sandemanians is derived from their -founder, John Glass
. and Robert Sandeman, his son-m-Iaw, who 'developed
Glass’s doctrines 1879 Farrar St Paul (1883) 730 'ihe
Sandemanians or Glassites are a Christian body m London
attnb otadj aUvChambers's Encycl IV 784/2 A number
of small churches were soon formed on Glassite principles

Glassless (gla sles),^. [f Glass sbJ + -less J
‘Having no glass, without glass.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863) 87 The Great
House whose glassless windows and dilapidated doors
form [eto ] 3884 J Pays Canon's Ward 1

1

84 A man,
whose eyes shone m the flaring glassless gas.

Gla'ss-man.
1 . A dealer in glass-ware.
In *6-x7th c the hawking of glass was often a pretext Tor

begging , see quots
1597-8 Act 39 Elie c 4 § 15 This Statute shall [not]

extend to any such Glassemen as shalbe of good Be-
haviour, and do travaile m or throughany Cuntry without
begging, having license for their travayling 16x0 Dalton
Countr Just xlvn. (1630)123 All Pedlers„pettie Chapmen,
'Tinkers and Glassemen wandering abroad. *667 Boyle m
Phil Trans II. 59s Glassmiens Shops are not near so welt
furnisht as the Stationers. *7x2 Addison Sped. No 535
rr 6,7. 0x745 Swift Direct Serv 1 (1745) 35 7he Profit
of Glasses consists only in a small Present made by.the
Glass-man i8x8Cobbett Pol. Reg XXXIII 7 Mr Samuel
Brooks, glass-man,in the Strand. 1848 WhartonLaw Lex,,
Glass-men, wanderrng rogues or vagrants 1 Jac. I. c 7.

2 A man engaged in. the making of glass.
*6xo B Jonson A left 111 i. F 3 b, Where haue you greater

Atheists then your Cookes 1 Or more prophane, or chole-
nck, then your Glasse-men? 1626 Bacon Sylva § 399 Fire
doth it not [nr doth not make men black], as wee see
in Glassemen, that are continually about the Fire 1703
T S ^ rt's Improv p. xm. In the Glassmans Trade, and
Looking glass makers. 1763 Delaval xn Phil. Trans LV.
20 Ihe glass-men tinge their glass green therewith. *866
Iate Brit Mollusks iv 116 The .glass-men -of Newcastle
once a year have a snail feast.

10$
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GlagBOCk (gla'sok). Sc. local [C f. Glossan.]
The Coal-fish, Merlangus caibottanus.

1793 Statist. Acc Scot

l

VI 290 In summer, glassocks,

or •says, are got in great plenty 1810 Neill List
Fishes 7 (Jam ),

When a year old, the coal-fish begins to

blacken over the gills and we have then a new series of
names in Sutherland glassocks 1864 Couch Brit i'iskes

III.84 Moulrush and black Pollack are other names [of the

CoalfishJ, with Glassock

Glass window. A window filled with glass

15*6 Filgr Pet/ (W de W 1531) 252 b, Yf thou se ony
crucifix or suene other lyke pictuie m ony glaswyndowe
153a More Confut Ttndale Wks, 597/2 He therby willingly

su tired the deaths of same to entre into hys heart by the

glaj.se window es of hys eyen. 1664 Power Exp Philos 43
The very Stancheons and Panes 111 the Glass-windows 1667
Dryden Wild Gallant Pro! 10 He grows to break glass-

windows in the end *670 Ray Prov 11 Who hath glass-

windows of his own must take heed how he throws stones

at his house 1726 Amherst Terrae Ftl xltv 235 Walk in

and see are not these fine new painted altar-pieces and
glass-windows 1 1838 Dickehs O Twist xxvu, A light

shining thiough the glass-window of the little pailour,

So t Glass-windowed a.

,
*«47 R Stapylton Juvenal 55 Borne in her close and

large glasse-u indov/d chaire

Gla'ss-work.
1 pi. (rarely smg') The works or factory where

glass is made
115*6 Bacon Sylva § 770They crush the Ashes into Lumps,
And so sell them to the Venetians for their Glasse workes

*$34-5 Breketon Trap (Chetham Soc ) 89 Here at New-
castle, is the finest quay in England from Tine bridge
all along Towere-wall, and almost to the glass-works, whei e
is made window-glass 1751 Chambi rs Cycl s v Glass, He

set up a glass-work 1778 Eng Gasettcer[y6, 2) s v Slur-
bruise

,

A well-built town, much enriched by iron and glass
works *86t W F Coi lier Hist Eng Lit 175 Travelling
on the Continent—as agent for a glass work
2. The manufacture of glass and glass-ware,

Also, the fitting of glass, glazing
16x1 Cotgr , Vttrage, Glasse, Glasse-worke or Glasing

worke 1662 Mekret tr Neris Art 0/Glass 1 The founda-
tion of the Art of Glass-work *883 B’haiu Daily Post
ix Oct

,
Plumbers.—Wanted, few good men, used to Glass-

work.

3 Vessels, utensils, and other articles made of
glass

;
glass as a manufactured article,

17as De Foe Voy round World (1840) 04 Glass-work,
looking-glasses, and drmking-glasses 1819 Rees Gyd .s v.

Glass-case, Ihe front, top, and both ends being of glass-

work. 1897 Wore County Express 3 Apr, A pai ticular

class of work ofa certain size, called small glass work.

4 slang A method of cheating at cards by
means of a small convex mirror concealed in the

palm of the hand (Farmer Slang 1893)
So CHa is-wo xlcer, one who woiks m glass or is

engaged in the manufactuie of glass
184a Francis Diet Aits, Glass workers table, a table

fitted up with double bellows, blow-pipe, jet, lamp, &c for
the use of those who manufacture small articles in glass.

1878 Ure's Diet Arts (ed 7) IV, 91 It must be left to
practical glass-workers to determine whether [etc ]

GlaSSWOrt (gla swzut) A name for certain

plants containing a large amount of alkali, and on
that account formeily used in the manufacture of
glass, a. A plant of the genus Sahcomia

,

esp .S',

herbacea , called alsojointedglasswort. "b, Salsola

Kali
;
called also prickly glasswort

1597 Gkrarde Herbal n cxlvu 429 Salicornia

,

Glasse-
woort, orSaltwoort The herbe is also called of diuers Kali
articulatum, or minted Glqssewoort, 1640 Parkinson Theat.
Dot 1284 Kali spiHosum

,

Pnckly Glassewort 1646 Sir T,
Browne Pseud Ep. 11 v 84 Fine sand, and the ashes of
glassewort or fearne [the ingredients of glass] 174a Phil
Trans. XLII 71 The Salt of Glass-wort (called in England
Banllia) 1775R Twiss lrav Port, tf Sp 216 Ships loading
wines, salt and glass wort 1854 H Miller Sck 4 Schtu
<18581 397 Ihe fleshy, jointed stems of the glass wort x86i
S Thomson Wild hi hi (ed 4) a^The much-branched but
leafless glasswort (Sahcomia herbacea). 1862 Ansted
Channel Isl 11 vtu (ed 2) 177 The salt-wort or glass wort
{salsola kali), grows freely on most of the shores

Glassy (gla si), a. In 4-6 glasy
j 6-7 glassie,

JT. Glass sb i + -y 1
,

Glassy is not phonetically identical with the earlier glasy
<cf Glazy a i), but a distinct new formation.]

1. Having the nature or properties of glass,

vitreous
, resembling glass in any of its conspicuous

properties
;
appearing as if made of glass.

t Glassyphlegm

.

(= med L.jfleumq. vitrenni
, see quot,

*3981.

1398 Trevisa Bartk De P R. iv, ix, (1495) 94 Some
flewra.es ben glasy ai}d ben soo callyd for Uknesse of colour
of glasse 1530 Palsgr. 314/1 Glasye ofthenature ofglasse,
voierreux 1593 Shaks Liter 102. 161a Woodall burg,
Mate Wks J1653) 64 They help the collick proceeding
from a glassie tough flegme 1796 Kirwan Elan Min
(ed 2] I 168 Glassy actinolite. x8xx Pinkerton Petral,H 4*7 g|assy quartz retains its natural consistence
x8sx Examiner 172/1 Her singing . used to be occasion-
ally too hard and glassy 18*3 F Clissold Ascent Mt
Blanc 23 The glassy pinnacles of the surrounding Alps.
1830 Lyell Prmc Gcot I 333 This lava is remarkable for
the glassy felspars which it contains. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp xxx. (1856) 258 We had to quarry out the blocks [ice]
in flinty, glassy lumps 1854 Gosse Nat Hist , Mollusca
yi The shell is glassy and colourless

to. Glassy humour (of the eye) : now usually
called the Vitreous humour (see quot. 1727-41).

-Glassy membrane (see quot. 1885).

1541 R Copland Guydon's Quest Chirurg E nj b, Y*
glasy humour that susteyneth & compryseth ail the hyndre
party of y humour cry stallyne 1607 [see Glazy a] 1633
P F 1 etcher Purple Isl v 54 note, *1 he third is called the

glassie humour. 1665 Hooke Miciogr. 178 Resembling the

watry or glassie humours of the eye 17x7-41 Chambers
Cycl s v Humour, The vitreous, or glassy humour, fills the

posterior part of the eye , and is denominated from its re-

semblance of melted glass 1885 Syd. hoc. Lex ,
Glassy

membrane, a hyaline membrane immediately outside the

outet root-sheath of the hair-follicle

C Path Of a surface . Hard and Instrou-.

1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4I II 48a Ihe surface [of

a wound) continues glassy with a display of pale and flabby

granulations 1835-6 Todd Cycl Aunt 1 462/2 The skin

n, pale and glassy and stretched.

d Of properties, etc . Resembling what per-

tains to glass.

1634 Pdacham Genii Exerc 1 xxiv 84 A Glassie Gray
c xygo Imison Sch Art II 150 Ihe composition will . ap-

pear of a most beautiful bright, and glassy nature 1840
E E Napier Scenes <5- Sports For Lands II App 273 1 he

cool glassy look a snake always has x88x B H aktl Flip 1,

The glassy tinkle of water 1884 Congregationalist J une

493 The green glassy tints of the Viescher glacier.

+© fig- Brittle or frail as glass Obs.

[1561 Daus tr Bulltngei on Apoc 473 It is called

glassy because of the frailetie and bricklenes ] a X591 R
Grefnham Wks (1599)41 It is to be feared, that mens
teaching will become glassie, bright and brittle 1637
Rutherford Lett lxxxii (1862) I 209 Let them bewate of

glassy and slippery youth 1642 R Carpi nter Experience
11 vii 181 Come let us tell him of what weake and glassie

matter he hath made us, 7649 T Ford Lnsus Foit. 43
Pleasures fitly are they compared to a Sea of glasse but
alas ! how soon is that glassie glory crack 't

1 1785 Cowpi k

Task iv 306 Snapping short 1 he glassy threads with which
the Fancy weaves Her brittle toils

2 Of the eye, etc Having a fixed unintelligent

look, lacking fire or life, dull
14x2^20 Lydg Citron Troy it xwi, Yet they be as Iai-

gaunt as a pye Right pale chenretl with a glasye eye 1815
Byron Heotew Mel, Saul, Death stood all glassy in his

fixed eye 28x4 W Irvino T fi av I 28 Casting a glassy
look about the apartment. 1831 M acaui ay m Lijfe <$• Lett
(1880) I, 237 His eyes have an odd glassy stare 1857
Livingstonl Trav vn. 144 Their Used glassy eyes glare as
if in anger

3 Of water, etc : a Lustrous and transparent

as glass, b Having a surface like glass, smooth,
unruffled Hence also glassy calm

,
qmet

1535 Covfrdai e Rev xv 2 And I sawe as it were a glassye
see [138a Wyclif a glasen see, x6xx a sea of glasse], mingled
with tyre 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb ) 41 Her tresses

gold, per ey« like glassie streamer *667 Milton P L
vn 619 The clear hyaline, the glassy sea. *781 Cow pi r
'1 ruth 259 His conscience, like a glassy lake before, Lashed
into foaming waves, begins to roar x85a Mrs Stowi Uncle
'Join's C xxi, Pointing to the glassy water, which, as it rose
and fell, reflected the golden glow of the sky 1871 Mac-
duffMem Patmos xix 267 Stilled into a glassy calm 1871
R Eli is Catullus iv 24 All the weary way From outer
ocean unto glassy quiet hei e

+ 4 Of glass , made of or consisting of glass.
c 1440 Pi omp Parv 398/r Glasy, or glasyne, or made of

glas, mtreus 1548 tr Papins cone Apoth in Recorde
Unn Physick (1651) 234 That the matter . bee poured
forth into a glassie dish or platter, 1590 Spi nser F Q hi,

11 21 The glassy globe that Merlin made x6xx Cotgr ,

Monstre

,

the glassie box that stands on the stalls of Gold-
smithy Cutlers, &c. x66p Boyt e Conttt New Exp 1 xi 33
The Glassie part of this compounded Syphon X739
R Bull tr, Dedekind's Grobianus 199 Of painted Earth a
Vessel quickly take Or else a glassy Bowl, the brittler
Ware 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg in. 363 A glassy globe, in
frame of ivory, prest,

5, Comb., as glassy-eyed, -headed, -smooth adjs
17x5 Pope Odyss. v 500 Glassy smooth lay all the liquid
lain 1859 Ti nnyson Vivien 6x8 A little glassy-headed
airless man 1895 K Grahame Gold Age 183 A glassj-

eyed, and stiff-kneed circle

Hence Gla ssily adv
,
Gl&'ssiness,

16x1 Cotgr
, Vtinficalton, Glassinesse or the making of

Glasse x6 Pettym Sprat's Hist. Roy, Soc (1667} 294
So Gum may give the Silk & glassiness, that is, may make
it seem finer, as also suffer X766 Smollett Trav xxxi 230
The glassiness (if I may he allowed the expression) of the
surface throws, m my opinion, a false light on some parts
of the picture a X788 Pott Chirurg Wks II Q2Theeyes
have now a languor and glassiness, x8xx Selfinstructor
525 The frequent workings over of the crayons would cause
glassiness, 1827 Moore Epicnr via (1839) 67 Waters
rolled glassily over the edge 2851 D Jerrold bt Giles
xxiv, 251 He did nothing but slightly bow, and look
glassily about him 1871 Palcrave Lyr Poems 5 Glassily
nspmg, lisping low, lisping amorously 1884 A T Wise
in Q ynil R Meteorol Soc Oct. 214 In contrast with the
glassiness of Its tranquil waters x8gx S J Duncan A nter.
Girl in Land xo8 Ihe brassiness of the crowns, and the
glassiness of the jewels

t Gla Ster, v * Obs. rate. [? Altered form of
Glister, suggested by Glass ] intr To glitter.

1447 Bokenham SVy«/yr(Roxb ) 21 An huge dragon glaster-
yng as glas Ibtd

,

His eyne glastryd as sterrys be nyht
t Glaster, v.~ Sc. Obs. Also glaister. [Cf.
Galstre

] intr To bawl, hence to brag or boast.
15x3 Douglas sEnets vm Prol.47 Sum glastens, and thai

gang at all for gayt woll 1722 Ramsay Poems I Gloss

,

Glaister, to bawl or bark.

Glastonbury (gla stonbsri). [A town in
Somersetsh.11 e, famed for its abbey ] Used attrib
in Glastonbury chair, a kind of arm-chair, de-
signed in imitation of * the Abbot of Glastonbury’s
chair’ preserved m the Bishop’s Palace at Wells

(see drawing in Litchfield Ihst. Furniture 78)

,

Glastonbury thorn, a variety of hawthorn \sce
quot 1879).
<1x691 Aubrey Nat Hist, Wilts (1847) 57 Mr. Anthony

Hinton did inoculate a bud of Glastonbury Thorne on
a thorne at his farm house at Wilton, which blossomes at
Christmas as the other did X733 Miller Gard Diet
Mespilus Ihe Glastenbury Thorn X853 Cox <4 Sons'
Acc Ch Ornaments, etc (1858) 17 Carved Glastonbury
Chairs of the annexed design are manufactured at a very
moderate price x868 Eastlaice Househ Taste 11 57 As a
rule, the ' Glastonbury '

chairs and ‘ antique ' bookcases soldm that veneiable thoroughfare [Wardour St ] will prove
to be nothing but gross libels on the style of art which they
are supposed to represent 1873M iss Braddon i tr 4- Ptlgr
in vi 288 Seated in a Glastonbury chair within the shelter
of the porch 2879 Britts n fi Hoi 1 and Plant-n

, Glaston-
bury J horn, sen early flowering variety of Crataegus Qxy
aiantha

,
popularly supposed to have sprung up at Glaston

bury from the staff of Joseph ofAnmathea, and to produce
its blossoms on Chnstmas-day.

II Gla'Stum. [L
, a OCeltic *glaston

, repre-

sented by Ir. Gael glas
,
Welsh glas, bluish or

greenish grey.] 1 lie plant woad {/salts).

C1540 tr Pol l ’erg Eng Hist (Camden) I 1 49 Thej
smeered their face with an heibe called glastum 1 Ins glas
turn being like unto plantaine is thought to bee that which
is called vulgarlie in Englishe wode 1670 W. Simpson
Hydrol Ess. X40 Dyus Woad or Glastum.
Glasy, -are, -er(e, obs ff Glassy, Glazier
Glasyn(e, var Glasskn a.

+ Glaty a Obs rate~\ [a MDu. glat smooth
(see Glad) ] Smooth.
*481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 103 Thenne was his body

also glat and slyper, that ibe wulf sholde haue none holde
on hym
Glat, Glath(e, obs. ff Gleet sb , Glad.

t Gla-ttering, ppl a Obs- 1 « Clattering
4638 F Junius Paint Ancients 135 The Persians did not

oncly use their horses to the tingling sound of glattenng
armour, but they [etc ]

Glau ber, Also 9 globar Short for Glauber's
salt(s.

1799 Kirwan Geol Ess 374 V hether the bitterness pro
ceecls from glauber, or muriated lime is not known 1830
Fraser's Mag I 354,

1

hold 111 utter execration your sennas
and globars.

Glauberite (gig gluu’barait) Min. [f Glau-

ber (see next) + tIte ] Sulphate of calcium and
sodium, found in white, grey, or reddish crystals,

in association with salt rock.

1809 Nicholson Jrnl XXIV 65 Ihe form of glaubentt
is that of an oblique prism 18x1 Pinkerton Petral II 50
Glaubeiite, A dumiuonic rock, composed of quartz, im
pregnated with slate 1884 Dana Mm 627

Glauber’s salt, -s. Also Glauber salt, -b

[Named after Johann Rudolf Glauber

,

a German
chemist (1604-1668) ] Sulphate ofsodium. (Itwas

fiist artificially made by Glauber in 1656 )
1736 Bailey Housh Did 503 If drink become thick

put m a little fix'd nitre or Glaubers salt *761 Sternt
Let 28 July, Lett, 1894 I, 52 If you had not [etc] the

glauber-salts could not have hurt *789 W Buchan Don
Med (1790) 499 A dose or two of Glauber’s salts, or some
other cooling purge, may be taken x8xa Sir H Daw
Chem Philos. 31 Glauber's salt, which consists of sulphuric

acid and fossil alkali 1856 Parmer's Mag Jan 29,

1

have
. tried Glauber salts in small doses of three ounces, with

very great success 1871 Tyndai l Fiagm Set (1879)1 xii

357 A solution ofcommon sulphate of soda or Glauber salt

Glaucescen.ce (glgsesens). [f. next: see

-encb Cf. F. glamescence ] The condition of

being glaucescent

1874 Coues BndsN W, 639 The green of the bill with

a peculiar hoary glaucescence x8 Gaidener's Assistant

(Ogilvie), Destitute of glaucescence or bloom

Glaucescent (gl§se sent), a Pot. r
f J'

glauc-us (see Glaucous) + -escent. Cf F.glau-
cescent, -ente ] Somewhat glaucous
1829 Loudon Encyrl, Plants 1099 Glaucescent or Glauctne,

having something of a bluish, hoary appearance. 1880 Gray
Struct Bot 413/2 Glaucescent, verging upon or becoming
glaucous

Glaucic (gl§ sik), a. Chem [f mod L Glauc-

fum name oi a genus of papaveraceous plants (L

glaucion celandine) + -ic.] Glaucic acid, ‘ an acid

obtained from Glaucmm lyteum, identical with

Fitmanc acid' {Syd Soc. Lex 1885).

1844 Hoblyn Did Med , Glaucic acid, an acid procured

from the teazle and scabious plants

Glaucine (gl$*sm), a Bot [f L glauc-us

(see Glaucous) + -ine ] = Glaucefcent
1829 [see Glaucescent] Hence x86o in Worcester ,

and

in later Diets

+ Glau*citate, v. Obs. iare—° [f. L glau-

citare to yelp . see -ate ] (See quot )

1623 Cockeram, Glaveitate, to cry like a whelpe. x68x in

Blount Glossogr

Glaucodot (glqkddpt). Mm. Also glauoo-

dote, gl&ukodot. [Named by Breithaupt 18^9
in Ger form glaukodot

;
said to be f. Gy. ybav/tvs

(see Glaucous) + borijp giver, themmeralbeingused

in making smalt
] A sulph-arsenide of cobalt and

iron, occurringm tin-white, orthorhombic crystals

1850 Dana Mm 474 Glaucodot is essentially a cobaltic

mispickel 1861 Bristow Gloss, Min, 154 Glaucodot or

glaucodote



GLAUCOLITE, 207 GLAZE.

Glaucolite (gig Wffoit) Mtn. [f. Gr ykavnus

(see Glaucous) + -lite] A massive variety of
wernerite of a bluish or greenish colour

(827 in Philos Mag Ser 11 II 463 Glaucolite A new
Mineral Species 1868 Dana Mitt (ea 5) 320

Glaucoma (glgkJu ma) Also 7 glaucoma,
[a. Gr yKavuoi/ia, t yXavuos see Glaucous ] A
disease of the eye, characterized by increased ten-

sion of the globe and gradual impairment or loss

of vision. The word was formerly used to denote
cataract (Syd Soc Lex

.

1S85)

1643 Herle A wjw Feme 2 Physicians tels us of a disease

111 the eye, called a Glaucome, whereby it sees every thing
coloured, as the distemper of the aqueous humour 1705
Lotut Gaz No 4185/3 An Obstruction in the Optick Neives,
and a Glaucoma, 1739 Sharp Stcrg xxvm 159 Since the
Glaucoma is no other Disease than the Cataract 1879 P
Smith Glaucoma. 1 Pnmai y glaucoma, though not rare, is

one of the less common maladies of the eye 188s Syd Soc
Lex s v

,
Bnsseau, in 1705, established by his dissections the

distinction between true glaucoma and ordinary catai act,

showing that the former was a disease of the vitreous body,
and the latter of the crystalline lens *

fig x886 Morgan l3ix Gospel & PIulos 113 The moral
Confusion and intellectual glaucoma of the day
attrib 1879 St Georges Hosp Rep IX 489 In the

fifth glaucoma patient the affection was combined with old
irittc and corneal trouble

Glaucomatic (glgkrnniE tik), a [i as next

+ -ic ] Of or pertaining to glaucoma
xBja Fraser's Mag XLVI 91 Who can ever know how

much ofgrey and how much of green went to make up the
glaucomatic hue of Minerva’s ms 1885 in Syd Soc Lex.
Glaucomatous (glgkJu'maO^, glgkp matas),

glaucomatose (-att^'s), a [f.mod L glaucomat-
lutein of Glaucoma) 4- -ous, -ose ) Of, pertaining

to, or affected with glaucoma.
(812-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) III t6i A glaucomatous

eye 1847 Blacktu Mag LX1I 299 A glaucomatous state

of the eye always precedes by some days the moult 1854
Mayne Expos Lex ,

Gtaucomatosus, glaucomatose, or
glaucomatous 1879 St George's Hosp. Rep IX 488
Symptoms indicative of recurring glaucomatous mischief

Glauconi'ferous. [t as next + -(ijferous ]
= Glauconitic
(85a Q Jrnl Gcal Soc VIII ago The glauconiferous

crag, or the dark green shelly sand of Antwerp
Glauconite (gig k&iait) Mm [Named by

Keferstein 1828 (in. Ger form glaukomD, f. Gr.
ykawcov, neut of y\avic6s adj. (see Glaucous) +
-ite ] Hydrous silicate of non, potassium, and
other bases, commonly called green earth
(836 T Thomson Mm I 387 Glauconite is employed as

a colour by painters *831 Richardson Geol (1855) >79
I he glauconite, or fire stone of the chalk formation 1865
1 ybu Elem Geol xvu (ed 6) 3x1 Marls and sands, often
containing much green earth, called glauconite

Hence Glauconi tic a
,
containing or tesembling

glauconite
1864 Q Jrnl Geol Soc XXI 20 The Glauconitic sands

—

these sands are of a dark-green colour, and consist of
glauconitic and arenaceous grams in a slightly- argillaceous
paste 1879 Rutley Study Rocks xiv 289 The lower portion,
termed the grey chalk is generally slightly glauconitic at
the base

Glaucophane (gig kofe>n' Mm [Named by
Haussmann 1845 (in Ger form glaukophan ) , r,

Gr. ykavKo-s (see Glaucous) + -<pavr\s shining, f

root of Qaivciv to show.] A mineial closely resem-
bling Amphibole
1849 A liter. Jrnl Sit Ser 11 VIII 123 Glaucophane cotrtes

from the island of the Cyclades x88a [see Gastaumte]
Glaucophyllous (glgkofi las'!, a [f Gr.

ykavieos sea-gieen + <pv\\ov leaf +• -01s J
‘ Having

leaves of a sea-green or azure colour’ (Syd Sot
Lex 1885)

Glaucopicrine (gig k<?pi kratn). Ghent [f

Gi ykavKo-s (whence the botanical name Glan-
aunt) + micpbs bitter + -INE ] A bitter alkaloid ob-
tained from the root of alkaloid Glauctum Inleum.
1847 m Craig

t Giaucose, a Ohs. [f. L. glauc-us + -ose ]
= Glaucous
17*3 Petiver in Phil Trans. XXVIII 183 The Peculiarity

in this Plant is its giaucose or frosty Heads Ibid 191 Its

Leaves long, narrow, smooth and giaucose

Glaucosis (glgkou Sis) [a Gr yXavtewais,

f ykavnhs ; see next + -osis ]
1 The origination of

Glaucoma. Also, blindness from Glaucoma ’ (Syd
Soc Lex 1885).
(706 Phillips (ed Kersey!, Glaucoma, or Glaucosis, a

Fault in the Eye, when the Crystalline Humour is chang'd
into a Gray, or Sky-colour 1847 in Craig ,

and in mod.
Diets

Glaucous (gig kas), a. Chiefly Nat Hist [f.

I. glauc-us (a Gr ykavuis) bluish-green or grey +
-ous ] Of a dull or pale green colour passing m’o
greyish blue

;
spec, in Bot. covered with ‘ bloom ’

tfiyx Ray in Rem (17601 182 The Leaves are small, of a
Glaucous Colour 1730 G Hughes Barbadaes 118 A
reddish stalk, generally clouded over with a glaucous meali-
ness (8x6 Southey Poet's Pilgr 111 26 The vigorous
olive Tower'd high, and spread its glaucous foliage wide
*8ao Shellev Prom Unba 11 l. 44 Under the glaucous
caverns of old ocean x86a Symonds in Biog (1895) I 202
1 he eyes are small, and very glaucous grey 1863 Berkeley
Brit Masses 111 ,17 The leaves vary from bright or glaucous

green to brown, red or purple 1864 Tiioreau Maine IV
111 270 The dark mountains were seen through a glaucous
mist 1874C0UES BirdsN W 420 Eggs of both these buds
sometimes show a peculiar glaucous cast, something like

the ‘bloom’ on a grape x88o Gray Struct Bot. 413/2
Glaucous, covered or whitened with a bloom, like that on a
Cabbage leaf

b Glaucous gull a name for Lams glaucus,
from the colour of its plumage.
1828 Stark Elem Nat Hist I 310 Glaucous Gull the

Burgomaster of the Dutch Back, shoulders, and wing-
coverts, bluish cinereous 1878 A H Markham Gr 1 rozen
Sea iv 38 1 he glaucous gull and the pretty kittiwake
soared above our heads

II Glaucus (gig k&,). [mod L ; sense 1 echoes
Pliny’s use of L. glaums, a Gr ykavnos, prob a
subst use of ykavuos adj. (see prec.); the other
senses are direct applications of the L. adj ]
+ 1 Some kind of fish 06s

_
c 1520 Andrew Noble Lyfe xv in Babees Bk 234 Glaucus

is a whyte fissh that is but selden sene except in darke rayne
weder a 1529 S kelton Bk 3 Foies Wks 1843 I, 203 More
bytterer thenne the gall of the fyshe glauca 1398 Epnlano
G j, To dresse a glaucus or corbogrosso fish 1607 Topseli
Four-f Beasts (1658) 16 A fish called Glaucus, whereof the
male swalloweth up all the young ones when they are
endangered . and afterwards yeeldeth them forth again
X706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Glaucus, the Sea stickling, a
sort of Fish , also the Sea Blewhng
2 The burgomaster gull (Larus glaucus)
1783 Latham Gen Synopsis Birds III 11 374 Glaucus

Gull Lants glaucus 1848 Lytton K Arthur ix xxxvn,
The ravening glaucus [foot-note The Larus Glaucus, the
great bird of preym the Polar regions] 1862 — Sir Story
1 11 18 Rows of gigantic birds—ibis and vulture, and huge
sea glaucus—glared at me
3 * A genus of nudibranchiate molluscs, found
m the warmer latitudes, floating in the open sea,

beautifully colored with blue ’ (Webster).
1847 ln Craig 1831-6 Woodward Mollusca 195 Glaucus.

2854 Bushnan in Ctrc Set (c 1865) II 29/1 The Glaucus,
a beautiful little mollusc, of the Indian Seas and Mediter-
ranean, painted in blue and silver 1883 Harper's Mag
Dec 107Ji The fantastic glaucus and luminous salpa

f Glau'cy, a Ohs poet [irregularly f L glauc-

us (see Glaucous) + -y 1
] Of a glaucous hue

,

sea-green

1593 B Barnes Pa rthexofihil Madrigal xvi mArb Garner
V 398 Sleep Phoebus still, in glaucy T hetis' lap 1396 Fitz-

Geffray SirF Drake (1881) 42 Their galhes Madeglaucie
Nereus groane, and seeme to shrinke.

t Glau'dkin. Ohs In 6 glaudkyn. [The
word might be read as glandkytt, but the etymo-
logy is unknown ] Some kind of cloak or gown.
1318 Housck . Accts PUn VIII in Harl MS 2284 If 16

Delyuerd xvn y erdes ofyelowe cloth of gold for lym ng of
a glaudkyn of purpull veluete opon veluete purled, for the
kinges grace. Ibid ,

Delyuerd xxj yerdes quarter of white
cloth of siluer, cutt and poynted opon cloth of gold, with a
border of gold Richely enbrauded, fora glaudkyn with wyde
slyves for the kinges grace Ibid If- 25, If 33 b ? 15*7 in

Harl MS 4217 leaves 2-4 (headings'

.

Glaum (glgm), v Sc Also glam, inti To
snatch at (a thing) Also, to make threatening

movements
X715 Shern/muir in Jacobite Songs (1887) 96 The duds

O* clans frae woods m tartan duds Wha glaum'd at king-
doms three, man 1819 W T fnnant Papistry Storm'd
(1827) 39 He beheld ilk bishop’s claw Glaum at his fish and
cleik thema’ 1823 Galt R Gtihatze II ui. 36 He had fear-

ful visions of bloody hands and glimmering daggers glaming
over him from behind his curtains 1823 Eliza Logan It

Johnstoun III vi 145 He might hae glammed at our loyal
crown itsef

Glaum, Glaumerie : see Glam 3
, Glamouby.

Glaunce, glaunse, obs. forms of Glance v.

Glaur, Glave, vars. Glab, Glaive

+ Gla'ver, sb Obs. rate Also glavir. [Cf.

Claveb ] Chatter ; loud noise.

*3 Gaw Sf Gr Knt. 1426 penne such a glauerande
[* read glaver and , cf, next quot ] glam of gedered rachchez
Ros a 1400-30A lexander5504And Jjar m an Ilee he heres
A grete glauir & a glaam of grekin tongis

t Gla'ver, v. Ohs. [Of obscure origin ; Ray
North-country Words has an adj. * glave or glafc,

smooth of which this may be a derivative, see

-er 5. This is plausible with Tegard to the sense,

but the genuineness of the adj requires confirma-

tion, and it has no obvious etymology, unless it be

an altered adoption of ON. glatl-r Glad. Cf. the

synonymous vb. Glother. The Welsh glafru to

flatter is prob from English,]

1. trans To flatter, deceive with flattery

13 EE Atilt P A 688 pat takez not her lyfe in vayne
Ne glauerez her meybor wyth no gyle 2394 Bahnfield
Affect Sheph (Arb) 23 Beare not a fiattnng tongue to

glauer ame.

2 tntr To talk plausibly anti deceitfully
;
to

flatter. To glaver on or upon to lavish blandish-

ments upon.
1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 330 Hou-euer antecrist glauer,

heletteh not god to do his wille 1508 Fisher 7 Pettit Ps
xxxviu. Wks (1876) 75 They glauer and pr&yse it so moche
that anone we synne in vaynglory. 1579] Stvbbzs Gaping
GulfIS vj, It is a very french popish woeng, to sende hyther
smooth tongued Simiers to glose and glauei & hold talk of

manage. *609 Holland Amm Marcell, xxvii xl 322 He
[Probus] was smiling also after a bitter sort , yea and
glavenng [L. blandtens] otherwhiles upon a man to do him

harme. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosca xix (1652)468 Those
who will glaver upon you, ana seem as if their hearts were
with you x68x H More Exp Dan Pref 37 Partly to glaver
and curry favour with the Pontifician party

Hence + (Havering vbl sb Also + GlaVerer.
1544 Bale Citron Sir J Oldcasile m Harl Misc (Malh)

I. 256 He had bene falsely informed by his hired spyes, and
other glostng glauerers 134s Jove Exp Dan iv Givb,
Princes eyres corrupt with the glonouse glavenng of flat-

terers 1398 Marston Satyr e 1 137 For shame Leaue
glauermg on him in the peopled presse 1689 J Scott
Serm, Wks 1718 II 87 To carry ourselves at an equal dis-

tance from contempt and haughtiness on the one hand and
sneaking and glavenng on the other 1706 E Ward Hud
Redtv (1707) II ai 7 The hypocritick Cant And pious
Glav’nngs of a Saint.

Gla'vering, ppl a. Ohs. exc. arch [f. Glaver
v. + -ing 2

] That * layers ’
, deceitful, flattering

CX394/' PI Crede 51 pat wicked folke bigilep hem of
her good wip glauerynge wordes ? a 1400 Marti1 Artk
2538 biche glauerande gomes greues me bot lyttille. 1363-87
Fqxe A «r M, (1596' 1423/1 The Chauncellor with a glauer-
ing and smiling countenance, called to the Bishop. x6ox
B Jonson Poetaster ut« iv (1602) F3 b, Giue him warning,
Admonition, to forsake his sawey glauermg Grace. *670
Stucley Gospel-Glass xxv 242 A glavenng tongue and
seeming affection to our Neighbours good 1694 R. L’Es-
tkange Fables 90 A glavenng Council is as dangerous on
the one hand, as a wheedling Priest is on the other
a 17x6 South Serm (1717) VI i2t Some slavish, glavenng,
flatteung Parasite 17 Fielding Ess Char Men Wks
177 1 VIII 164 A constant, settled, glavenng, sneering smile
in the countenance, is so far from indicating goodness, that
[etc] *753 Grays Inn Jrnl ( 1 756) 1 1 10 Drawn in by false

Allurements and a glavermg Smile x866 Athenaeum 7 July
23/3 The doorkeeper is a wily, elderly Italian . He holds
his face forwards, and looks down, with a steady glavermg
smile, or simper, in the corners of lus mouth

b. fig ot things.

1581 J Bell Haddon's Ansiv Osor 466 b, Such as in

tymes past did persequute the Gospell of Christ being
seduced by glavenng conceipt of colorable error 1609 Bp
VV Barlow Ansso NamlessCath 363 Whom this Censurer
heere vouchsafeth to besmeare with his glauermg balme

tGlavery. Ohs rare — 1
, [f. Glaver v. +

-Y 3.] Flattery.

1584 Babington Frailly ff Faith (1596) 37 In all orations
. honest plainenesse was euer an argument of fauour and
succour, and hollow smoothing glauene a note ofreproch
Glavir, var. Glaver, sb

,
Ohs.

t Glawke, a Obs rare — 1
, [ad. L. glauc-us

See Glaucous a ] Blue 01 grey
1412-20 Lydg. Chron Troy n xv. With eyen glauke, large,

stepe, and great

G-lawnse, obs form of Glance v 1

Glaxe : see Glaiks
t Glay. Obs ? Altered form of Glaive.
1568 T Howfll Arb Atntfie 31 b, I see full plaire, that

some whose paine, haue hoorded riches great By sodaine
glay, are whipt away, for paines no fruite they get

t Glaye, pseudo-dial form of Clay.
1373 Gammer Gnrton 1 u, Gogs bones thys vylthy glaye

has drest mee to bad
Glaye, obs form of Glee v
Glayfe, Glayk(it, obs. ff. Glaive, Glaik(it.
Glaym* var Gleim v , Ohs

,

to smear.

Gl&yxnore, obs form of Claymore.
Glaymous, Glaymy, var. Gleimous, -y.

Glayre,Glayve, o bs. ff Glair, Glare,Glaive

Glaze (gliF'z), sb [f. Glaze » 1
,
the sb is not

in Johnson ]
1. The vitreous composition used for glazing pot-

tery, etc.

18137 T Thomson Cketn (ed 3) II 493 The glaze employed
to cover vessels of stoneware may be distinguished into
three kinds 1839 Ure Diet. Arts xox6 When it reaches
the melting point of the glaze x88x Porcelain Works,

Worcester 15 I he materials for the Glaze of English porce-
lain are ground flint, Cornish stone, borax, lead, &c
2. getl. A transparent substance used for coating

anything, so as to produce a glazed or lustrous sur-

face spec, in Cookery (see quot. 1877) i °f
a glaze

,
of the consistency of glaze

1784 Mrs Glasse Cookery 11 74 (Fowl h la Braise) Strain

the sauce, and after you have skimmed off the fat, boil tt

down till it ts of a glaze *877 Cassell's Diet Cookery,
Glaze is made from clear stock, boiled down until it forms
a sort of meat varnish or strong jelly

,
it is used to improve

the appearance of many dishes. 1880 Print Ft odes Jrnl
No 30 3gMix with glaze slightly diluted

3 A smooth and glossy surface, a bright polished

appearance
1792 Cowper Iliad xvm 741 Glossy as the glaze of oil

*843 Miss Acton Mod. Cookery xvi '335 The fine yellow
glaze appropriate to meat pies is given with beaten yolk of
egg, 1879 Cassells Iechn Edue IV 223/1 The result is a
beautiful transparent glaze 1881 Greener Gun 313 Dense
hard powder will take a higher glaze than the softer kinds

i. Cf.S A coating or covering of ice; also, a
stretch of ice

*73* J Macsparran Avter Dissected (1753) 30, I rode
30 Miles upon one continued Glaze of Ice upon the Land.
X796 Morsf Avter. Geog. I 215 Whenever the winter.. sets
in with rain, so as to cover the branches and leaves of trees

with a glaze of ice 1833 Kane GrinnellE xp xxvut. (1856)

229 Old seasoned hummock, covered with a slippery glaze

1858 Thoreau Maine W (1894) 187 They [moose] cannot
run on a ' glaze ’, though they can rqn in snow four feet

deep , but the caribou can run on ice.

5 . Painting A thin coat of transparent colour
laid over another colour so as to modify the tone.

10$-a



GLAZE, 2Q8

i860 Ruskin Mod Pamt V vm jv ig3 note. In cleaning
the * Hero and Leander ’ these upper glazes were taken
off and only the black ground left 1885 Mag Art Sept.
471/a Ihe employment of glazes which are dull and have
little more reflective power, than paint

0 slang A window. On, upon the glaze . rob-
bing jewellers’ shops after smashing the windows.
a 1700 B E Diet Cant Ciew, Glaze, the Window 1719

Alfx Smith Lives Highwaymen II 43 At Dublin, he
(Jack Waldron] went upon the Glaze, which is robbing
Goldsmiths Shew Glasses on their Stalls, by cuttmg them
with a Glazier’s Diamond ; or else waiting for a Coach 1

coming by, breaking ’em with the hand 1743 Discov J
Poulter(t& a) 39 Undub the Jegpr, and jump the Glaze
*8*3 MoNCRn-Fr Tout 4- Jerry 111 11, Jerry What are you
about, Tom? Tout I’m going to null the glaze—I’ll

(Is about tOibreak. the Glass, when [etc.]).

7 attrib and Comb , as glaze liquor
, glaze-ice

U S., thini surface ice; glaze-kiln, a kiln in which
glazed ware is placed for firing

; glaze-wheel, a
wooden wheel used by cutlers for polishing knives,
etc

; glaze-work = Glazing vbl sb , glaze-worm
[? f. Glaze 7/AJ, a glow-worm cf glasswonn
*896 N, V Weekly IVtittess 23 Dec 4/1 Much of the ice

e 1839Urf Did Aits rots "Glaze kiln This
II,. .1 'I'l

was*glazeice „oy w
is usually smatlertlian the biscuit kiln lbid 1017 The piece
of ware 1-, immersed m the *glaze liquor 1853 O..Byrne
Haneibk Arttzan 451 The cutlers’ wood or ’’glaze wheels
are mostly fed with emery cake. 1790 G Smith Laboratory
1 190 Colours for potters’ *glaze-work 1579 Lyly Eighties
(Arb ) gt Dost thou not know yat a perfect friend should be
like the *Glaze-worme, which shineth most bright in the
Dark? 1893 E Attgl Gloss , Glaze-worm, glow-worm.

Glaze (gl^'z), vA Forms: 4-5 glase-n, (5
glacyn, glaysse), 4-7 glase, 6- glaze [ME.
glasen, i glas Glass sb 1 Cf. MUG. glasen, and
Glass v]
1 . tfam To fit or- fill, in (a window., etc) with

glass, to furnish (a building) with windows of
glass, to cover (a. picture, etc ) with glass To
glaze m to enclose with glass.. f To glaze one's
houve • to provide with a head-covering of glass,
hence app. to mock, delude, befool (see Houve)
136* Langl P PI A. hi 50 Woldustow glase the gable

and graue thennne thi nome, Siker .schulde thi soule ben
for to dwellen in heuene c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Illauncke
323 With glas Were all the wyndowes well yglased c 1374— Tt oylus v 469 Fortune his howve entended bet to glase
[cf 11 867] c 1440 Prom/) Parv 19&/1 Glasyn' wythe glasse,
vitro, vet vitno 1309 Hawes Past Pleas xvii x, Ihe rofe
was wrought, curyously and well

,
The wyndowes glased

marvaylously to -tell 1577 Harrison England n xu (1877)
* =37 1 he houses of our princes were often glased with
Berill 1601 Cornwallyes Ess 11 xxxvi (1631) 123 The
soule hath nothing, no not her windowes glased 1631
Wefver Anc Funeral Mon 406 Raph Astrie new roofed
this Church and beautifully glased it 1667 Primatt City*C Build 83 For glasing the two windows. 1736-7 tr
Keyslersirav (1760)11 162 This instrument is subscribed
by John Codurz and some others It is glased for its better
preservation, it being certainly a piece which should by all
means be transmitted to posteuty i774Goldsm Nat Hist
(1776) VIII S3 Ihe windows are so well glazed, as not to.
admit the least air 1837 Hr Martineau hoc. Arner. 11 .204
Persons have baskets of glass of various sizes sent to them
from the towns, and glaze their own, windows 1831 Illustr
Catal Gt Exhtb 668 Greater facility for repairing or glaz-
ing than those [lamps] of the ordinary sort 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic li. Somebody saw a portrait framed and .glazed
At Croisic 1885 Times (weekly ed ) u Dee 17/2 Ihe back
wall on either side of the central door is glazed m and forms,
a case m which is arranged a vast collection of ancient arms
and armour
2 To cover (the surface of pottery, etc.) with a

vitreous substance which is fixed by fusion. Also
to vitnfy the surface of

* 5

c 1400 Lanfr one's Cirurg 187 Sette hem in a vessel of
crPe elasid wibinne *460-70 Bk Quintessence 5 Take whatvesseL of glas J>at wole, or of er>e strongly glasid, 1363Hvu. Art Gar den (1593) 97 A newe earthen pot not glased
0169* Boyle Wks (i744) f 307/2 An ore, which for Its apt-
ness to vitrify, and serve the potters to glaze then earthern-
vessels, the miners call pottern ore, 1719 Dr Foe Crusoe
(1840)1 ix 143, 1 had no notion ofglazing them [potsj.with.
lead 1764 Harmer Observ ix, 111 100 Green and blue
bricks which are glazed, so, that when the sun shines, the

“ Perfectly d«Bed x8>3 J Nicholson OfoatMechanic 4B3 The bamboo, ob cane-coloured pottery is
never glazed outside, 1845 Darwin Voy Nat xvii 275A Tew fragments of granite, curiously glazed and altered by
the heat 188 x Porcelain Works, Worcester 27 The process
01 glazing is simple, but requires a practised hand so that
every piece may be equally glazed

^ fis’• To cover as with a glaze, to gloss over
1605 Chapman AllFooles 11 1 D 1 b, The fond world Like

t0
c

tin® Mother Erases ouer Her childrens imperfections
with fine tearmes x7ra

S

teele Sjrect No 443 r 4 By putting
forth base Methods in a good Light, and glazing them over
with improper Terms

c. lo fix (paint) on pottery by this process
bimuarly (nonce-use), to throw (light) like a
glaze on

.
,.®°7 1 Thomson Client II 503 The vessel being now

baked, the paint is glazed on * x86x T. WooLnfr My
Beautiful Lady 863) 35 Her window now is darkness, save
the sheen Glazed on it by the moon
3 . To overlay or cover with a smooth and lustrous

coating. Also, to cover (the eyes) with a film.
*S93t Shaks Rich /An n 16 For sorrowes eye, glazed

with bunding teares, Dnudes one thing intire, to many
obiects, x6t3 Heywood Stiver Age 1. Wks 1874 III 02
J-hat 1 may glaze my harpe in the bloud Qf Tyrant

Pretus 2632 — rst Pt Iron Age 11 ibid 293 A field
glazd with swords 1633 Clona # Narcissus 1 go Thus
he continued glasing his sight, all the while, with the
troubled water of sorrowfull teares. 1666 J Dav irs Hist
Catibbv 1st. 121 The delightful smoothness wherewith
they [Venus shells], are glaz'd both withm and without
1687 A Loveli / hevenot's Trav 11 63 A great Plain of
very smooth whitish ground,, glazed over with Salt, 1773
Cook Poy (1777) I 11 ut 219 As they have a method
of glazing it [cloth], it is more durable, and will resist
ram for some time, which Otaheite cloth will not 1798
CoLrRiDGE A nc Alar m q Each throat was parched, and
glazed each eye. x8xo Scott Lady 0/

L

111 vm, Till dark-
ness glazed hiseyeballs dim 184a Tennyson Lockslay Hall
51 His eyes are heavy think not they are glazed with wine
1843 Miss Acton Mod, Cookery xvi 335 To glaze or ice
pastry 1883 blanch E.xam 5 June 5/6 Messis farmer's
apparatus, for chasing, glazing, and embossing cloth 1897
C T Davis ManuJ, Leather (ed 2) 613 Tawed leather
is glazed in the same manner . with the exception that the
glazing fluid is applied twice.
Jig 1879 Geo Eliot d heo Such 137 Some minds seem
well glazed by nature against the admission of knowledge
b esp of frost, etc. Also with over, up.

x6*7 May Lucan 1. 20 Where winter With lasting cold
doth glaze the Scythian seas 1638 Cowlfy Loves Ruidlt
iv. Wks 1711 III 118 Where a perpetual Winter binds the
Ground And glazeth up the Floods? 1723 Popf Odjss
xiv 537 Snow whitening all the fields Fioze with the blast,
and gath’ring glaz’d our shields 1746-7 Hirvfy Atedit,
(1818) 182 Cold, whose icy breath glazes yearly the Russian
seas *853 Kane Gnnncll hxf xxu (1856) 179 ’Ihe sound
presented a novel spectacle to us ; the young ice glazing it
over 1883 E Ptnhell-Elmhirsi Cream Letceslersk 337A sharp wind-frost had glazed the fallows

4 Tauitmg To covei (a painted surface) with
a thin, coat ol a different transparent colour, so as
to modify the tone without mixing. Also, to lay (a
transparent colour) over another
*6aa Peacham Comfit Genii xiu (1634) *33 When it is

dry glaze it over with a little Lake 1638 w Sanderson
Grafihtce 83 All Stones must be glazed upon silver, with
their proper colours, with a varm-li 167a Beale in H
Walpole Ferine’s Aitecd Paint (1782) III 128 He glazed
the whole place, where the face and haire were drawn. 111 a
colour over thin. 1693 DRYDEN.tr. Du Irevtoy's Art Paint,
Observ f 382 White with other strong Colours, with which
we paint at once that which we intend to glaze, are as it

were the Life, the Spirit, and the Lustre of'it *798 7 rails
Soc Arts XVI 298, I glazed the proper colours over it

1846 Ruskin Mod Paint (1848) I. it 11 11 g 17. 166 Red ,

mixed Iwith the pure blue, or glazed over it

5 . To make to shine like glass, to give a smooth
glassy surface to (anything), esp. by rubbing; to
polish, to render brilliant

iu vsing, a sworde earst glased’ bright with rust
eaten 1399 Marston Sco Vilmnie 111 vm 211 He
Lyes streaking brawny hmmes in weakmng bed, Peifum’d,
smooth kemb’d, new glaz'd 1599 B Jonson Cynthia’s
Rev m 11, There stands a neophyte glazing of his face,
Pruning his clothes, pei fuming of his hair, Against his idol,
enters 16319 in Proc. Soc Antiq Ser- 11 XIV 373 Blacke
Marble ritchly glaszd 1648 Boyle Seraph . Love (1660)
155 Like gohsh’d Silver, or well glaz’d Arms 1713 Leoni
Palladio's Archit (1742) I 10 Polishing and glazing even
to the very Channelling or Flutes, of the Columns x76oSterneTV Shandy lll.xln, So worn, so glazed wasitwith
fingers, 1846 Greener Set Gunnery 240 Y,ou may glaze
powder and make it so smooth that it would be very difficult
to ignite x88x — Gun 313 1 he next process is to glaze or
polish the individual grains [of gunpowder]
b Cutlery inanufactm eu (Seequot)
1888 Sheffield Gloss, Glaze, to. roughly polish a knife.

This is an intermediate process between grinding and
polishing.

0 . inti To 'become glazed, assume a glassy ap-
pearance.

*747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery i 30 Put in a Ladleful of
Gravy, boil it and strain it . and then put in the Sweet-
breads to glaze x883 H George Soc Probl ix (1884) 119What shall' it matter, when eyeballs glaze and ears grow
dull, if [etc ] 1889 Opelousas (Louisiana) Democrat Dec

,

Ihe crop is usually cut for ensilage purposes when the ears
are commencing to 'glaze

1

. 1893 Ramshom (Chicago)
a June 3 Gradually his eyes glazed and closed.
Glase, v * Obs exc dial. [Cf. Gaze, Glare }

intr. To stare.

t
l6ox Shaks Jul C r ui 2i Against the Capitoll I met aLyon Who glazd vpon me, and went surly by. <zx8x6

Woicot (P Pindar) Middlesc v Election 1 Wks x8i6 IV
172 O Lord, my lord, I’m in a maze, 1 do so look about and*
glaze, x88o £ Comzv GZoss , Glaze, to stare.

Glased (gl* 1 zd), ppl a. [f. Glaze vA + -ed 1.1
1. Furnished or filled in with glass; fitted with
windows of glass

; covered with a piece of glass.
*59* Percivall Sfi Diet

, Vidnado, glased. 1630 R .

Johnson s Ktngd
<J- Corntrrw, 201 A faire glazed window.

1638 Penkethman A rtach Litjb, My Studie or glazed
shop against the Rolls 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1720]
207 Covering the Head and the rest of, the Tree above, with
a glazd Frame 1667 Milton P L hi. 590 A spot like
which perhaps Astronomer Through his glaz’d Optic Tube
yet never saw 1849- James JFoodman iv, Two larger

« S
a
S
r
ha<iflazed windows. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xxxu,

308 A framed and glazed table, hung up conspicuously,
wher* every traveller may see the exact amount payable
A. Coated with a vitreous or glassy surface.
x66a Merrett tr. Ntn]s Art ofGlass xvui, Glased.pans.

X663 tz/RaiER Counsel 90 Black glased Holland pan tiles,
*747 Mrs Glasse Cookery xvi i46 A glazed Jug with along Neck .^W Irving T drov f. 58 AT great fire^
place, with the whole Bible history in glazed tiles, x&ta
Parnell, Cheat Anal. (1845) 404 'I he mass . is . . carefully
powdered in a glazed mortar,.

3

GLAZIER.

3. Having a smooth shining surface, produced
either by a coating substance or by friction etc
made glassy m appeal ance Also, in Painting of
colours . Covered with a ‘glaze’ of another colour
(See Glaze v 2, 3, 4, 5 )
*53«» [see Glazi dness] 1608 Middleton Font Love u »U 4 a, 1 he locund moine looker more liuety and fresh then

an oulde gentlewomans glar’d face in a new pernwitrtre
169S Dkyden tr DuJresrtoy's Art Pamt Observ »
GUz d Colours have a Vivacity which can never be imitatedby the . most brilliant Colours 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1 x„,
1 wo pounds of glazed powder 17,6 Leoni Alberti'sdr chit I 35 Sea sand the blackest and most glazed is notwholly to be despts d X747 Mrs Glasse Art of Cookerym 54 Glazed Fish 1800 tr Lagrange's CAevi, I. 2«
there are two kinds of gunpowder . that used in war and
that used for shooting game; the former is coarser, and not
glazed

, the latter is glazed, and much finer 1814 CaryDantes Inf xxxui 125 The glazed tear-drops that o’erlav
mine eyes 1824 Byron Juan xv lxv, They also set a
glazed Westphalian ham on x83a Babbagf Atanuf
xi (ed 3) 90 The glazed calico* is now passed between the
rollers 1840 Dickens Old C .Shop iv, Men in glazed hats
and round'jackets 1843 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 352 Written
on glazed paper 1873 Knight Diet Alech

, GlazedBoard
a kind'of’mill-board having a hardj smooth surface, to give
a smooth face to the papei or fabric pressed between such
boards

b Of the eye (see Glaze zJ 3). Also Path
of the tongue, of the surface of a wound etc.

,
*73S Somervule Chase 1 375 With heavy Eyes Glaz’d,

lifeless, dull 1822 B Cornwall Sicilian Story xu 6
Settled Madness 111 her glazed eye 1 old of a young heart
wronged 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I 554 l n
some examples of fully developed tj phus, where the tongue
was glazed, dry and bi own 1840 Liston Elem Surg n 766
l'arther dressing is delayed for six or eight hours, when the
oozing has entirely ceased, and the visible cut surface be
comes glazed 1889 J rssoiu> ComingofBriars iv ^^sub-
ordinate finishing the woik which his master’s glazed eye
peihaps never rested on

c Glazedfrost (see quot.)
1889 Daily News 25 Dec 2/4 111 the year 1808 the pheno

menon of ‘glazed frost’ was observed, the ram freezing as
it touched the ground

+ 4 ?fig Brilliant, splendid Ohs
axe,50 dreat Gataunt 69 in HSlzI' E P P III, 154 Thy

glased lyfe and glotony be glewed so in fere That Englande
may wavle that ouer it oame here.

Hence Gla/zedness.
*53° Palsgr 225/2 Glasednesse, uoyioyseti,
©lazen, var. Glasskn a and v.

Glazac (gltfl*Z3.i), sb Also 5 gla(u)ser, 9
glazor. [f Glaze vA + -er 1.] One who or that
which glazes*

f 1 = Glazier. Obs.
1408 Mem. Rifion (Surtees) III 138 Pro plumbar et

glauser 1466 Paston Lett No 549 II 268 To the glaser
for takyn owte of 11 paiiys of the vyyndows of the schyrche
for to late owte the reke of the torches

2 a. A polisher or burnisher, b. A workman
who applies the glaze to pottery, etc.
1586T B LaPrimaud Fr Acad 1 (1594) 698 Armorers,

glazers, sadlers, spur-makers, smithes, and such like 1839
Uitc Diet Arts 1016 The glazer provides himself at each
round with a stock of these ball watches 1858 Simmonds
Diet Trade, Glazer a workman who applies the vitieous
incrustation to the surface of eai tlienware

3 An implement for glazing
,
esp a wheel used

m roughly polishing knives, etc
x8xs~x6 J Smith Panorama Set $ Art I 35 Some

glazors are covered with stnong leather 1831 J Holland
Atanuf Metal I 291 The glazer, composed of cuneiform
radii of wood firmly glued, together 1873 Knight Diet
Alech , Glazer 2, a calendering or calico smoothing wheel.

Hence t Gla'zery, glazier’s work
X723 Chambers tr Le Clerc's Treat Archit I* 2 The

Masonry, Carpentry Glazery, Roofing, &c
t Gla zer-, v Obs [f Glazer^/] tram. To

polish, burnish

*743 Sir J Paston in P. Lett No 727 III 95 As (Tor my
byfli that is gylt, I wolde it weer taken head too, tber is

one m the town, that can glaser wee! 1 nowe
Glazier (g\e> Z13I, gle' g'si). Forms • 4-6

glasyer(e, (5 glasyare), 4-7 glasier, (5 glacyer,

6 glasior, glassier, -yer, 7 glaseer), 9 dial
glassiver, 7- glazier, [f. Glass sb + -er J

,
with

assimilation to Rom. words in -ier, q v.]

f 1. One engaged in the manufacture of glass, a
glass-maker. Obs
*3®$ Grant byR Susonne, Bailiff ofA thennglcnu (MS

in private hands), Feare en le boys auauntdit vn Glashous
etledespendre come office da Glasiereapent. 1398 1'revisa
Barth De P R xvi xeix (1495) 587 Glasse is so plyaunt
that it takith anone dyuers and contrary shapis by blast of
the Glasier Ibid xvii lxui. (1495) 639 Beche is moost nede-
full to Glasyers craft for of asshen therof - glas is craflly

arayed 2477 Norton Ord Alch vii in Ashm (1652) 9$-

’Lnicture.with aneafing of Glasiecs tt

2 One whose trade it is to glaze windows, etc.

X408 Nottingham Rec. II 56 Hugo Hopwell, de Lenton j

glasyer. *41810 C Welch dower Bridge (1894)72 [A Pay"
ment for, mending broken windows was made m j4i8 to

Hugh WyseJ Ducheman Glasyere c 1481 Caxton Dialogues
(E E T.S.) 34/25 Steven the glasyer X487 Churchw Acc
Wigtoft,Lmc. (Nichols 1797) 83 To 2 glasyers for mendyng
of divers glasse wyndowes rounde aboute ye chirch 1540
Ludlow Churchw. Acc (Camden) 1 To master glasier for

glassynge the wyndous in the vestne 2363 Shute Archit
A 11 d, Caruers, Ioynars, Glassyers, Grauers. x6oo Chester
PI (E. E T S ) Banes 99 You painters and glasiors *665
Pepys Diary 28 Sept,, By ana by the glazier comes t«



GLAZIERY.

finish the windows of my house 1774 JVestvi Mag II 374
Reputation, like glass, if once broken the pane, No art of

the Glazier can heal it again 18x4 Byron Diary 9 Apr

,

This .diamond is hardly fit to stick in a glazier’s pencil.

18*3 P Nicholson Pract. Build 421 Glaziers value their

work by feet, inches, and parts

3 — Gla^ER 2 b. In recent Diets

1 4 = Glazer 3. Ob's.

1688 R Holme Armomy m gt/i He beareth Argent; A
Cutler at his Glassier or Polishing Wheel, polishing a Knife

f 5 . old slang pi. The eyes. Obs,

1367 Harman Caveat (1869) 82 Glasyers, eyes, i6xx Mid-

dleton & Dckiccr Roaring Gule Knjb, The balles of

these glasiers of mine (mine eyes) 164; Brome Jovtall

Crew 11 Wks 1873 III 389'ioure out with your- Glasiers.

1673 R Head Canting Acad 19 Thy Glaziers shine As
Glymmar by the Salomon 1785 in Grose- Diet Vitlg.

longue

ftt slang (See quots 1676, 1785) Ohs

*673 R Head Canting Acad 191 The fifth. is a Glazier,

who when he creeps in To pineh all the Lurry, he thinks it

no sm 1676 Want Housekeepers 4 Glasiers, .thieves who
enter houses, thro

1 windows, first remoumg a pane of glass.

a 1700 in B E Diet Cant Crew 1783, Grose Diet Vulg
;'longue,

Glazier, one who breaks windows and shew glasses

to steal goods exposed for sale

Glassiery (gl^ 1

slan)
[f. prec.+ -YL] Glazier’s

work ,
also attnb

1841 J T Hewlftt Parish Clerk I 100-The little accounts

for glaziery and crockery. 1883 Standard 6 Apr 4/8 A snug
business m the glaziery line *893 Westm Gaz 13 Apr 4/3
Mr M 's glaziery warehouse. „

Glazily, Glaziness : see after Glazy.

Glazing (glf^ziq), vbl sb [f. Glaze v. +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb. Glaze
1 The action of furnishing a- building with win-

dows or filling windows with glass
, the trade or

business of a glazier

1427 m Heath Grocers' Comp (1869)5 Of diverse persones

lkallyd Bacheleris to the glazyng of.the parlore, £g 13s 4d.

1494 Fabyan Citron v cxxxiv 120 This Benet was the firste

that broughte the crafte of glasynge into ‘this lande 153*
Privy Purse Exp Hen VII

I

(1827) in Pfiied.ito galten the

glasier for glastng at yorke Place. 1533m Weaver IVtUs
iVtlls (1890) 91 The glasynge ofawyndowe in the newyeld

1703 T N City If C Purchaser 157 Of taking Dimensions,

&c In this Professionof Glazing, it is generally taken to

parts of Inches. 1709 Hearne Collect 6 Nov (O H S ) II

30X Nevill contributed.either to ye Building or Glazing of

it i8»7 Kurroti.Course Math II. 88 What will the glaz-

ing a triangular sky-light, come to, at lod per foot? 1855
Macaulay Hist Eng xu III 174 In spite of constant glaz-

ing and tiling, the ram perpetually drenched the apartments.

b concr. Glazier's work;, glass fixed in windows
or frames
C1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 327AI the-stone ofTroye

Was in the glasin&y-wroght thus c 1500 in Arnolde Chron
(1811) 277 The chirche and the chauncel is nat repaired in

glasmge indyuers placis 1618 in Picton L'pool Plume Rec
(1883) I. 213 He shall mamtayne the Church windowes wth

sufficient glasmge, w-yer and leade 1631 Wecvfr Anc
Funeral Mon 421 As appeareth .by his Armes both in the

stone-worke aind glasulg 1735 Berkeley Querist § 377
Walls of rough stone, without plaster, ceiling, or glazing

1868 M C Lea Photogr vi 152 The light on the side away
from the glazing shall be mamtamed’as subsidiary.

2 The action of polishing or burnishing
C1440 Promp Parv 197/1 Glacynge or scowrynge of

harneys, permtutacio 1570-6 Lambardk Peramb Kent
(1826) 486 Some Come milles, and one for the glasmg of
Armour 184a Francis Did Arts, Glazing the polishing

of a metallic, wooden or stone surface, by the friction against

it of a polishing powder. 1881 Greener Gun 314 The glaz-

ing [pf gunpowder! takes from five to eight hours, inwooden
barrels revolving,thirty-four times per minute

3 The operation of coating with a glaze, or of

giving (a substance) a- smooth shiny surface.

1677 Plot Oxfordshi asn-ThesskillithaUhath been wanting
to set up a manufacture of this transparent Earthen-ware 111

England, like that of China, is the glazing of the white
Earth. 1789 Trans. Soc Arts-<VIl 190. Very useful for

driving of calendars for glazing of doth, &c 187a Yeats
Techn Hist Comnu 43 The glazing of bricks was practised

at least 800 years before the Christian era. 1897 C T Davis
Mann/ Leathei (ed 2)613 Glazing and glossing of leather

Glazing—This operation is executed in various ways, but

best with the use of a decoction of flaxseed muted with-solu-

tion of white soap

b. concr1 The material used for producing a

glaze, or glassy surface
;

also, the glassy suiface

thus-produced • = Glaze sb. .4

1694 Salmon Bates’ Dtsp (1713) 132/2 Earthen Vessels, if

unglasM, would suck'most oft the Matter into them? and if

glas’d, they would prey upon the Lead or Glasing 1716
Leoni Albertis Archit I 32 The Glazing, when it is melted
oyer it, makes an even Surface 1753 Hanway Trav (1762)

I m. xxjcvii i67iThe Persians use a certain glazing in their

cotton tents, which prevents their being penetrated by
water. 1841 Catlin N Anter Ind (1B44) II liv 165 The
rock . polished, as if a liquid glazing had been poured over
its surface. 1845 Miss AfcTON Mod. Cookery xvi 33s This
glazing takes a slight colour,- if used 1 before the pastry is

“

naked 185* Morfit Tanning 4 Currying (1853) 77 Arti-

ficial coloring matter, which is probably the same for both
kinds of tea, and consists of a mixture of Prussian blue,

gypsum, and turmeric. This coldurmg matter is called the

dazing 1859 -R F BuwtonCentr Apr m Jrnl Geo/ Sot,

XXIX 78 Paper—soft and soppy by the loss of glazing.

4. Painting The application of a thin coat of

transparent colour over another in order to modify

the tone without mixing; the colour thus laid on

*706 Art bfPainting (1744) 169 Sometimes^ with glazing

m the shadows 1807 Opie in Led Paint. rw (1848) 321

Richness and transparency may be obtained by.glazing, and

200

passing the colours one over another without'suffering theta-

to mix Z859 Gullick &Timbs Paint 261 Seldom repeat-

ing his colours, and using few glazings 1880 W Severn
rti Moc/u Mag No 245 375,

1

will now say a few words
about * glazing ’, or putting one colour over another instead

of mixing them

5 alt> tb and Comb., asglazutg colour, compound,

fluid, knife, machine, room-', glazing-barrel, a
rotatory barrel in which gunpowder is glazed;

glazing-wheel (see quo t.).

1878 Engineering 22 Feb. 138/2 A set of *glazing barrels

consists of four. 1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 727,

The plate ls to be varnished the varnish being tinted with
any *g!azing colour 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint 227 All

colours which, when mixed with suitable vehicle, are trans-

paient, are termed glazing colours 1832 G R Porter
Ponclam 4 Gl 72 A *glazing compound, which is suffi-

ciently fusible without containing a particle of lead 1897
G T Davis-' Mann/ Leather (edi 2) 612 The *glazmg
fluid is prepared as follows 1825 J Nicholson Operat.

Mechanic 636 T he *glazing-knife is used for laying m the

putty in the rebates of the sash [etc ] 1871 Amer Encycl..

Print, (ed. Ringwalt), *Glazing machine, a machine used
for putting a polished surface on printed papers, or for

burnishing gold and color work 1897 C T> Davis Matiuf.
Leather led 21 263 The1 glazing machine was one of the

first steam driven tools introduced into the trade 1881

Grefner Gun 315 In the *glazing-room, and stoves, the

floois are laid with leather 1873 Weale's Diet lerms
(ed 4), Glasers or *GlastngJivheels, wooden Wheels charged

with emery and used for polishing are called by this name

Glazing (gl?*zig), ppl ar [f as prec. + -ing2.]

That .glazes • said chiefly of the eye

1808 'ScqTT-Marvu vi xxxu, A light 011 Marmion’s visage

spread, And fir’d.nis glazing eye 18*3 Byron Giaour %hi,
I thank thee for the generous tear Inis glazing eye could

never shed 1835 Lytton Rienzi vii v, It was the face of

a woman that looked upward through passionate and glaz-

ing tears,

Glazor, var Glazer.

Glaaly (gUr'zi), a. [f. Glaze sb. or D + -y 1
;

m part perh, a survival of gJ&sy see Glassy.]

+ 1. = Glassy a i b. Obs
1607 TofsellFourf Beasts (1658) 284 The eies of a horsse

see perfectly m the night ,
yet their colour vaneth as it

doth in men, according to the caprine and glazie humour

2 a. Glass-hke, glassy, glittering like glass, b.

Resembling a glaze
,
having the smooth shiny ap-

pearance of a glaze or glazed surface

1724 Ramsay 'lea-t Mtsc. (T733) I! 129 The finny squad-

rons are content, To leave their wat’ry element, In glazie

numbers down they bent 1768W Donaldson Sir Bart
Sapskull I 132 Divirle mlrafcles, Beautifully hud ingeniously

delineated m 'those glazy ornaments (Dutch tiles] 1786

Burns To Auld Mare u, I've seen thee dappl't, sleek, an'

glaizie x8xt SelfInstructor 527 Your
rpaper is to be per-

fectly di y, Otherwise thework Will appear glazy *870 Miss’

Bridgman Ro Lynne II xiv 291 The1 hat so glazy and
knowing 1873 Spon Workshop Rec Ser, 1. 360 A better

[india-rubber] solution is obtained by not shaking, blit

drawing off the clear glazy liquid,

c Glazy iron (see quot

)

1881 Raymond Mining-Gloss Svv Iron, So-called silver-

gray, glazy, or carbonized iron is usually an iron rendered

brittle by excess of silicon.

3 . Of the eye or its gaze • *= Glassy a. 2;

1838 Eliza Cook Melaia xxi 10 His eyeballs had a glazy

beam 1880 J Hatton 3, Recruits I 1 111 61 They had

something of the serpent ul their glazy stare

Hence Q-la ally adv ;
Gla'zineaa.

1708 Phil Trans. XXVI 030 Whicb'm the evaporating

of the Water, were- coagulated upon the first mentioned

clear Salts, and so eclipsed the shining or glaziness of those

Salts. xtoS'Aun Reg 239^ The pupils of his eye-, are

large but there is a glaziness in the sight. 1858 Fabfb
Spir Confer (1870) 412 The wild enquiring eye so glazily

fixed upon us. „ „ _
Gle, Gleab(e, Gleaby, obs. ff. Glee, Glebe,

Gleby.
Glead(e, obs. form of Glad, Glede, Gleed sb.

Gleake, obs form of Gleek.

Gleam (glim), sb Forms : 1 gleeru, 3-4glem,

4-6 gleme, 6-7 gleame, 3, 7- gleam. [OE.

glxm [p.—*glavnuz) is related by ablaut to. OHG.
gltmen to glow, shine, OS gltmo -brightness, OHGv
gltmo (MHGi gftme) glow-worm, m which sense

OHG* had also glewto>(flLHG glctme), agreeing

ini root-grade with the ME word. The -lowest

grade of the root, *glm~,.appears in seveml forms in

MHG. and ME. . see Glim, Glimmer, Glimpse,]

1. El early use, a brilliant light (e,g of the sun;

In mod. use, a subdued or transient appearance of

light, emitted 0ft leflected.

'

In ME. both sb and vb are rare except in alliterative'

Ve
«Tooo Guthlac 1278 in Exeter Bk ,

pa se »>ela glsem

setl-gong sohte a 1225 St Ma.rher.x-z Semde as pah ha

sehe ipe glistinde glem >e deore rode areachen to pe

heouene 01300 Havelok 2x22 So stod ut of his mouth a
.glem Rithalswilk so the sunnebem 13 Gaw <$• Gr. Knt

.

604 Pat al [the harness] glytened & glent asglem of pe sunne.

c 1400 -Destr Troy ypkjth necke . .
glissonand as the glemes

bat glenttes pf pe snaw. c 1440 York Myst xxxu 20 And
myne eyne pel glittir like Pe-gleme in pe glasse 1508 Dun-
bar Gold. Targe 31 AH the lake as lamp did leme of licht,

Quhilk schadovit all' about Jwyth twynkhng gleims. x6os

Marston^w/ ft Mel m Wks 1856'! 30 Is not yOn gleame,

the shuddering morne that flakes, With silver tinctur, the

east vierge* of heaven? *665 SiR T. Herbert Trav (1677)

30 A gleam of light, so bright that he could easily read by it,

17$* Goldsm-Ci/. W.-cxvii, ,The dying lamp feebly-emits a'

GLEAM.
yellow gleam 1805W0RDSW Peele Castle vf. If mine had
been the Painter’s hand, To express what then I saw and
add the gleam, The light that never was, on sea or land

1838 Lytton Leila iv 1, See you not a gleam of spears,

yonder, over the mountain ’ i860 Tyndall Glac. I xxm 162

When* the staff was dug mterthe snow and withdrawn, the

blue gleam appeared. x86 . 'Bret HartB John Burns 99
The gleam of his old white hat from afar .

Cotub 1804 J Grahams Sabbath (1808) 39 Forward the

gleam-girt castle coastwise glides

b. fig. A bright or vivid manifestation (of some
quality, etc ) ;

in mod use chiefly with the notion

of'limitation, a faint, transient, oT* intermittent ap-

pearance. ,

aszzsAncr R sohatte soSesunne, Jfatis Jesu Crist;haueS
wi&uten unseauhche imaked ou burn gleames of his grace,

as.547 Surrey Prisonedm Windsor vet Tottel's Muc. (Arb )

13 ine palme play, where . With dazed eies oft we by
gleames of loue Haue mist the ball 257®’Gascoigne Philo-

mene (Arb ) 96 He still bebelde bet gestures all, And all

her gleames of grace a vjn Ken Psyche Feet Wks 1721

IV 250 When first my Heart, thou Lord, didst melt, And of

thy Love one Gleam I felt 1793 Holcroft Lavater's

Physiog xxvl 127 A gleam of sympathy,and resemblance'

may easily deceive thee. 1840 T D Bennett Whaling
Voy. I 75 Her smile . casts at once a gleam of beauty over

otherwise but ordinary features 1855 MacaulayHist Eng
an III 228 On the' fifteenth of June a" gleam of hope ap-

pfeardd i$74'L Stephen Hours inLibiary\xtgd)\l. 11 36

One temporary gleam of good foitune cheered htm for a'

time *885 Spectator 30 May 716/1 Now and'-then .we get

an occasional gleam ofhumour

f c Hot gleam (also gleam simply), a warm ray

(of the sun)
,
a bright warm interval between ram-

showers. Also, a hot wind (cf Gloom Obs.

*6ox Hovlkhd.Pliny L 33 The middle of the earth, whereas

the Sun hath his way is euen parched and fried againe

with the hofgleames thereof. 1669Worlidge Syst Ague
(1681) 188 If the weather be warm and calm, the Bees delight

to rise, but especially in a hot Gleam, after a Showre or

Gloomy Cloud hath sent them home 1697 Dampier Voy

(1729) I S3Q We felt a busk Gale so violent hot, that we
thought it came from some burning Mountain . Just such

another Gleam I felt one afternoon also

\ 2. tiansf. Brightness, radiance ;
radiant beauty.

a 1000 Csedmon’s Gen 1017 (Gr) Heo J>
e hroffra oftihS,

gimmes grene folde a 1000 Juliana 167 in Exeter Bk ,

Mm se swetesta sunnan scima, Iuhana, hwaet bu glsem

h&fast g-eoguShadek blaed c 1250 Mad Maregrete xxxn,

On lie holi meidan he sende litt antr.glem 13 E E.

AHit P. B. 218 pa? ho feloun [Lucifer] v/ere so fers for his

fayre wede3 & his glonous glem Jiat glent so bry3t. 1591

Spenser Vision Bellay v, T hen was the faire Dodonian tree

far seene, Upon seaven hills to spred his gladsome gleame
(

1683 Tryon Way to Health 36 The white clear bright

Gleam in every Creature . does arise and pfoceed from the

divine Principle
,

b A bright or joyous look.

X769 Sir WA Jones Poems 4 Ess , Pal Foit (5777) 15

O’ei his smooth cheeks diffus'd a lively gleaiq 185* Mrs.

Stowe Uncle Tom's C vi, His black visage lighted up with

a curious, mischievous gleam.

Gleam (glim), v 1 Also 4-6 gleme. [f prec ]

1. 1ntr To emit gleams, to shine either with

emitted or reflected light ,
in mod use chiefly, to

shine With a brightness subdued by. distance or an

intervening medium
ax**5 Leg. Kath. 1653 Al ‘}>at term is glistinde &gleam-

inde, as hit were seoluer oSer. gold smeate 13 Gaw. tjr

Gr. Knt. 597 A sadel bat-glemed ful gay ly.with mony golde

frenges. CI400 Destr Troy 3943 Faire Ene hade pe freike

. Glemyt as )?e glasse and glvet aJittle 1508 Dunbar Tun
mat ut weinen 20 So glittent as the gold wer thair glorius

gilt tressis, Quhill all the gressis did gleme of the glaid

hewis c 1570 Saiir. Poems Reform xxxvn 20 Forcit fyris

with gntter gleidis out glemis 1700 Dryden Cymon fy

Iph 588 The palace gleams with shining swords 179a

S Rogers Pleas. Mem 1 316 When not a distant taper s

twinkling ray Gleamed o’er the furze to light him on his

way 1813 SCott Rokeby vi. x, Torches and cressets

gleam'd around 1842 Lytton Zanotii 28 There gleam the

columns of Capua. 1859 Kingsli-y Misc. (i860) II 247

Keen, honest eyes gleamed out from his brown, scarred

weather-beaten face 1878 Browning La Satstas 10 What
will be the morning glory, when at dusk thus gleams the lake J

fig *815 Hortensia 11 in, A-forc’d smile gleam’d faintly

o’er her visage. 1867 Trollope Chron, Barset I ociu. rog

Standing upright withsomethingofa'noble ahger gleaming

over his poortvan face v 1874 Green Short Hist vie §2. 358

Even the commonest lives gleamed/or amoment into poetry

at the stake *878 C Stanford Syntb Christ 1- 10 Some

hints of the reasons for the deep veneration id which he

Was held gleam in almost every-lme

b qn&si-frans., esp. with advs.
,

,

1393 Shaks Liter 1378 Dying eyes gleem’d fcSuth their ashie

lights. 1796 Mrs Ms Robinson Angelina, IIL 28 Tapers,

faintly pale, gleaming blue light upon the altar, then sud-

denly disappearing 1 i8x8Milman Savior 52 The nbrthetrt

clouds* Stream in their restless wavings to and fro, While

the sea billows gleam them mellower hack

fig 180s H. Martin Helen ofGlenross IV. 259 She lies

still, except in the movements qf convulsions, that recur as

often as thought gleams a recollection ofher miseries.

1

2

. .To glance, look Obs tare.

1340-70 A hsaunder 505 Nectanabus nyed hym tyll And
gleming gaipelich ,tqp J>e gome saide *508 Dunbar lua
inciYiit weinen 228,

1

cast on hnn a crabbit £ • . And lettis

it is a luf-blenk, quhene he about glemys.

Gleam, V 2 Falconry. 1

0

bs. [Later- form of

Gleim zl]
_

(See quoti 1704.)

*575 Turberv Faitleonne'ros.And’w'Ken ^ee hath caste

thbn hoode hir agayne gyving hir nothing^ fiiede on unnll

she gleame 'after hir efistmg 1704 Worlidge Diet Rust.

s v ,
When a Hawk casteth, she gleams ,

that is throws up
Filth from,her Gorge.



GLEAMING-. 210 GLEBE.

So Gleam sb (see qnot )

1891 Harting Bibl Aicipitr 223 Gleam, the substance
thrown up after casting goi gc

Gleams, obs form of Glean v
Gleaming (gif miq), vbl sb [f Gleam zl1 +

-i tea 1
] The action of the ib Gleam ; a gleam

c 1400 Destr Troy 11777 Theie is no greuaunce so grete
vndur god one, As the glemyng of gold, (pat giottes here
liertis c 1440 Promp Pam 198/2 Glemynge or lemynge
of lyghte, conjtagracio, flatumacio i$o8 Dunbar I no.

mornt women 202 He had the glemyng of gold, and wes
lioc glase fundin *720 Welton Suffer Son 0/God II xv
409 For my sake it is that Thou wait so exposed to
the Gleamings of the Sun *7ft Aml Keg, Hist Eur
79V2 Some gleamings of peace appeared thro' all the
horrors ofwar

’

Gleaming- (gll miq), ppl a ff as prec +
-ing 2 ] That gleams, m senses of the verb
*3 k E AHit P A 70 be glemande glory }>at of hem

glent 1450-70 Golagros 4 Gain 557 Gaudifeir and Gahot
in gtemand stei] wedis grymly that nde 1508 Dunbar
Ttta viarnt wemen 108 Sa hekhs he my chekis 'I hat as
a glemand gleyd glowis my chaftis 1671 Milton P R.
ut 326 The field all iron cast a gleaming brown 1769
Sir W. Jones Poems <3- Ess , Pal Fort (1777) 21 There
hung enamour’d o’er the gleaming spoil 1828 Scott/'’ /!/

Perth tv, A ring that sparkles like a gleaming candle *871
I, Stei’Hen Playgr Europe ix (1894) 21 1 To watch the
gleaming snow-line against the cloudless sky.
Comb 1860 G H K Vac Tour 133 Fringing many a

sparkling loch and wild lull-side, may the sweet-scented
gleaming leaved birch be found
i Ience G-lea mingly adit

1847 Tail’s Mag XIV 156 lull glearmngly her flashing
eye lit up her smile of scorn 1897 IVisitn (,az 4 Feb 3/1
’lunis seems sleeping in the sun down below, gleanungly
white

Gleamless (gif rales), <r [f Gleam sb + -less ]
Destitute of a gleam (of light).

1891 BlacLvt, Mag CL 579/1 The gleamless dogmas of
fatalism,

Gleamy1

(gif mi), a. [f Gleam sb + -y i.]

1. That gleams or sends forth gleams (of light).

*S93 Nashe. Christ's T (1613) 145 So beset they their
fore-heads witl> glorious bonowed gleamy bushes 1745
Collins Ode Death Col Foss vtj Again they snatch the
gleamy steel 1821 Joanna Baii lit Metr Leg

,
Wallace

xlv 13 Her gleamy lakes and torrents clear 1826 Dis-
rapli Viv Grey v xv. Fishi gleamy with prismatic hues.
184a Faber Stynan Lake, etc 269 His eye surfeited with
blaze of gems And gleamy metals

2. That is lighted up by gleams
; esp of weathers

marked by intermittent sunshine. Now rare
*68x Chetham Angleds Vade-m xli § 7(1689) 313 Sultry

or gleamy day *688 Clavton in Phil. Trans XVII 947
If gleamy Weather happen at that time, it [the tobacco-
plant] breeds a small File 1792 Wohdsw Descrip Sketches
214 And antique castles seen through gleamy showers
*880 Disraeli Lndym xu, They caught enticing vistas of
the gleamy glades, and the abounding light and shade
softened and adorned everything 1880 Blackik in Scots-
man 2 Sept ,'Twas a cold gleamy day all hueless and gray.
1889N W Line Gloss (ed 2), Gleamy, weather that is fitful

and uncertain Rain-clouds and sunshine blended is called
* gteamy * weather

b. Of sunshine . Intermittent, coming in gleams.*
1883 Holme Lee Loving *5 Serving I xiv 261 A gleamy,

wild sunshine burst forth 189a hield 14 May 718/2 1’he
shafts of sunlight are rare and gleamy
3 Of light or colour Having the nature of a

gleam
*700 Dbyden Wife 0/ Bath's T 214 The moon was up

and. shot a gleamy light *776 Mickle tr Camoens' Lus/ad
20 1 Soon as the gleamy streaks of purple morn The lofty
forest’s topmost boughs adorn. *857 Birch Auc Pottery
(1858) II 333 Sometimes the paste is intermingled wuh
micaceous particles which gives it a gleamy colour when
broken *857 Jfan Ingflow Dr earns that came true lxxi,
Stands by his fire, and dulls its gleamy light

Hence GIea*mmess.
1830 Fraser*s Mag II, 58 Of the gleammess which

seemeth to fall like an angel’s raiment about the form of
poetry, the author of the Rambler knew nothing,
Gleamy, var. Gleiky, Obs.

Glean (glib), sb I Obs exc dial. Also 5 glene.
[a OF. glene, glane= med L. glena, glana, sb re-
lated to OF. glener, late L glenare to Glean.]
Something gleaned or gathered.

I (See qnots )

C1430 Lydg Mm Poems (Percy Soc ) 08 A braunche of
vynes . hym thought he dide se, And therwithe al a gra-
cious gleene \pr inted gleeve] of whete c 1490 Promp
Parv iqg/i (MS. AT) Glene, spicatum 160a Withals' Did
87 A gfeane or heape of Come, commonly gathered and
bound by handfuls together, spicilegium a 17*8 Kennbtt
Gloss m Lansdmvne MS, 1033 (Promp Parv 199 note) A
glean, a handfull of come gleaned and tied up by the gleaner'
t)r reaper Kent. 1887 in Kent Gloss s v
transf andJig. *654 Fuller Comm Ri/thii *53 Abraham,

gleaned agreat gleane of Faith 1697 DfYDEN Virg
, Georg.

iv 267 The Gleans of yellow Tbime distend his Thighs
2 . A sheaf of hemp ; a bundle of teasels (see

quots ).

*664 Tnstr fury-men on Comm Sauers 41 in PI W
Line Gloss., Glean, a sheaf of hemp 1794 Griggs Agnc
Essex *9 These heads [of teasel] are hound up in small
bunches, or gleans, of five and twenty heads each 1799
A. Young Agnc Line 157 For which purpose they tie it

in,gleans single 1849 Jml R Agnc Soc X 1 177 The
price of pulling 100 gleans [of hemp] (as they were termed)
was is . Set it up m stocks of five or six gleans

(i*Glean, sb. t obs [A variant of clean (?f Clean
v )

,

which has the same sense in some mod dialects

;

also called cleaningand cleansing ] The placenta

or after-birth, esp of a cow.
160* Hon ani> Pliny II 327 The gleane of a Cow hauing

newly calued . is good for any vlcers of the visage Ibid
341 lhe pellicle or glean wherein a kid was infolded within

the dams vvombe *750W h lus Mod Hnsbandnt IV 1

150 To bring away her [a cow’s] glean

Hence + G-lean v., to cast the placenta.

1750W Eli is Mod Hnsbandm III 1 107 To make a Cow
glean well, and keep her in Health

Glean (glm), v Forms • 4-5 glene, 6-7
gleane, (5—£> gleyne, 6 glayne, gleme, gleame,
gleime), 7- glean [a. OF. glena

,
glatner (F

glaner
)
to glean = Prov glenar, g> enar, iate L. (6th

c) glenar e, of unknown origin The commonly
assumed connexion with med L gehma

,

OF gielm,

sheaf, is inadmissible
;
the forms with m are piob,

tine to association with gleam ]
1. inlr. To gather or pick up ears of corn which
have been left by the reapers
In the southern and » estern counties the popular word is

Ll ASE (cf quot. *393)
<1*385 Cuauclr L G W Prol 75 Ye han her beforne Of
makynge ropen and lad awey the Corne , And I come after,

lening h**re and there 1393 Langl. P PI C. ix 67 Alle

at helpen me to erye other elles to weden, Shal haue leue
to go and glene after [B to lese here in heiuesi] 1483

Cath Angl 158/2 To Glene, artstare 1530 Palsgr 568/1
Put nat your horses in to the come felde yet, for in> folkes

have nat gleaned there yet a *54* Wyatt Ofmean Estate
in TotteFs Mist (Alb ) 85 In haruest tyme while she might
go and gleane 161* Btari Ruthn 7, I pray you, let mee
gleane and gather after the reapers amongst the sheaues
1768 Blacks tonf. Comm III 212 The pool are allowed to

enter and glean upon another’s ground after the harvest,

without being guilty of trespass *796 H. Hunter tr St
Pierre's Stud Nat (1799)11! 434 T hey reap, and I glean
I carry then to the common heap a few ears picked behind
their steps [etc 1 1898 Contemp Rev Sept 397 Mary was
gleaning 111 a field of corn.

2. irans To gather or pick up (ears of com or

other produce) after the teapers, etc
1387-8 T Usi< Test. Love 1 Prol. (Skeat) 1 112 Yet also

haue I leue to come after these great vvoikmen, and
glene my handfuls of the shedynge after their handes 155*
Huloet, Gleme corrte, spicilegium facere *570 Lf\ ins
Mamp 208/20 1 o Gleame corne, sptciligct e *600 Shaks
A Y L nr v io2, 1 shall thinke it a most plenteous crop To
gleane the broken eares after the man T hat the maine har-
uest reapes *6ix Him t Ruth 11 2 Let me now goe to the
field, and gleane eares of corne 1832 Hi Maktineau Ire-
land 11 31 They might glean potatoes enough among the
ridges, after the digging, to keep them foi a few days 1862
Burton Bk Hunter

(

1863)402 How much has yet to be
gleaned off this stony field 1870MorrisEarthly Par I 536
After his harvesting, the men must glean What he had left

b. To stup (a held, vineyard, etc) of the pro-
duce left by the regular gatherers.
a *533 Lr> Bfrners Gold Bk M Anrcl xvi (*s66)Mvb,

Other gathered the grapes & thou gleynedest the vyne.
x6xx Bible Lev xtx xo Thou shalt not gleane thy vineyard,
neither shalt thou gather euery giape of thy vineyard
*730-46 Thomson^ utumn 217 She went Toglcan Palemon’s
fields [‘ Very common in Suffolk ’ (F Hall! ]

fig *58* MuicastfR Positions xxxix (1887) 206 The
pillage of the poore people ? which are to sore gleaned • by
the needie and neuer contented professours? *86oPusrvMm P> oph 73 God .. will not, as tt were, glean Ephtaim,
going over it again, as man doth, m order to leave nothing
over

3 . transf anclfig To gather or pick up in small
quantities; to scrape together. Now chiefly with
immaterial object, esp. to glean information, ex-
perience, etc

*3 E E. Atht. P.A 954 In J>at ojrer [Jerusalem] is noyl
hot pes to glene c *350 IVynnere tff Wustoure 231 in Gol-
lancz Par l 3 Ages, Alie J>at I wynn thurgh vvitt he wastes
thurgh pryde , 2 geder, 2 glene, and hee lattys goo sonc
*2x420 Hocclevb De Reg. Pr me. 495 Foi alle the good th.it

men may rtppe and glene Wasted is tn outrageous aray
c 1420 Pnllad on Husb t. 362 In flood, or lene Cley lond,
or iugh the see, grauel let glene *6ox R Johnson Kittgd
<5- Comrniu. 11603) 151 He gleaneth whatsoever 11 good or
ought woorth thiough his whole kingdome 1604 E G
D'Acosta's Hist IV. indies To Sir R Cecill A 3, The ad-
vantage I have gleaned from idle hours is commended to
your Honors Patronage 1634 Sir T, Herbert Jrav 224
A hundred others haue since that gleaned severall additions
of Titles and new names their distributed 1673 Ld F
Aungier in Essex Papers (Camden) I 60 Calling upon Sr

Arthur Forbes, I have glean'd from him what I am now to
tell y» Ex'-*" 1759 Robertson Hist Scot I 1 4 From
them [he] gleaned materials which he formed into a regular
history. x8xa Byron Ch Har u lxx. For many a joy he
could from Night's soft presence glean, 1869 Lecky Europ
Mar II l 56 A few examples have been gleaned from
medieval Chronicles

+b To gather or collect into (one receptacle,
one mass) Obs.
*540 Hen VIII in State

P

(1834') III 258 Where thesayde
Sir Anthony shall fynde the Kynges Majestes landes be
otherwise surveyed, or otherwise glayned jn to 0011 hande
1613 Shaks Hen Vlff, m 11 284 Yes, that goodnesse Of
gleaning all the Lands wealth into one, Into your owne
hands (Card’nall) by Extortion 1646 J. Hall Home Vac.
*54 Oppressed factions when they seeme utterly extinct,
gleaning themselves into a head [etc ]

c. 'VV ith advs
,
esp. to glean up, to gather up,

collect, f Also to glean away, to carry off ; toglean
out, to ascertain by investigation of details Obs.
1601 R, Johnson Kingd fy Contmw 131 The plague which

gleaned awaymany thousand people 16x3-18 Daniel Coil
Hist. Eng (1626)105 His stay in England was. spent in glean-

ing out what possible this kingdome could yeeld 1659 D
Pfll Impr Sia 501 By winch means you have beenenabled

to glean up your prannfornnations how the sandshave lam
*697 Collier Ess Mor Snbj it xos They Glean up Custom
from their Neighbours, and so what one gets, the other
loses 1704 Addison Italy 375 lhe sevetal little Springs
and Rills, that break out of the Sides of the Mountain, are
glean'd up, and conveyed into the main Hollow of the
Aqueduct 1730 Fiflding Author*s farce in Wks 1882
VIII 234 He does not only glean up all the bad words of
other authors, but makes new bad words of his own 1844
Lovvkli Pres Crisis Poet. Wks, (1890) I *83 While the
hooting mob of yesterday in silent awe return l’o glean up
the scattered ashes into History’s golden urn

r

t d. To cut off (a remnant or stragglers’! in war-
fare Also to glean up Obs
j6u Bible fudges xx 45 And they gleaned of them tn

the high wayes hue thousand men c *665 Mrs Hutchinson
Mem Col Hutchinson (1848) 2*7 Those horse that were
in the garrtson following their rear gleaned up two lieute-
nants and two or three other officers a 1711 Ken Edmund
Poet Wks. *72i II 306 Bowmen on the Danish camp
discharge a Show’r To glean the Danes the Wolves should
not devour *726 Cavali ifr Mem 1 77 When we per-
ceived the general 1 out, we pursu’d them as Hounds do
Stags, gleaning now and then some of them
Hence Gleaned, Glea xting- ppl ailjs

; Glea li-

able a
,
that may be gleaned

*599 Shaks. Hen V, 1 u. *51 The Scot Came pouring
like the Tyde Galling the gleaned Land with hot As-
sayes x6xx P louio, Gpuardrno mgegno, a loose gadding,
skipping 01 gleaning vut *693 G Stefny in Drydais
Juvenal \iu (1697) 20X Your Cruel Guilt will little Booty
find. Since gleaning Marius has already sew’d All that from
Sun-bumt Afnck can be squees’d *830 Tennv son Ode to
Memory in, Showering thy gleaned wealth into my open
bieast 185* Jrnl R Agni hoc XII 11 410 Few families
make then own bread, except from the flour of their gleant
corn’ 1876 G Macdonald 1 . H’mgfold xx 175 Fields
gleanable for generations

Glean, var. Gl*kn, Obs.

Gleaner (glrnai) Also 5 glenar, -er, 6
gleame r [f Glean v + -ml 1

,
cf. OP glenere

,

P glcnteut ] One that gleans
c 1440 Promp Parv 199/1 Glenar of corne, spicator

1530 Palsok 225/2 Glenar ot corne , glarmvr 155a Hui oft,
Gieainer of Lome, spialegus *582 Blntlly Mon. Matr ones
Pref B uj, I have laboured as y ou sec (good reder) like a
poore gleaner or giape gatherer 164a Fuller Holy t( Pt oj
ht 11 xix J2X It ts difficult for gleaners, without stealing
whole sheaves, to fill a barn *713 Blntlly Ercethinkrng
11 i) 46 Wks 1838 III 410 O wretched gleaner of weeds ’

Has, he read th it nobk work. Hit Intellectual System, to
no better purpose? *730-46 Thomson Autumn 165 lhe
gleaners spread around, and here and there, Spike after
spike, their scanty harvest pick 1878 J E Ji nkins Haver-
holme 39 Such figures may be picked out day by day by
the careful gleaner in the throng
Comb *814 Cary Dante, Pat. xxxn 7 [Ruih] the

gleaner-maid

Hence + Glea-neress, n female gleaner
i6*x Cotgr Grappeuse, a grape-gleaneresse 163a Sher-

wood, A gleaneresse ol grapes

Gleaning (gifmg), vbl. sb. [f Glean v +
-lNo i

] 'i he action of the vb Glean, also (chiefly

pi ) that which is or may be gleaned
CX440 Promp Parv 199/1 Glenynge, consptcacto 1535

Covcrdalf Mtcah vu 1 Wo is me I am become as one,
that goeth a gleenynge in the haruest *552 HuLon,
Glemy nge of corne, spicilegium, 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Rncematio the gleimmge of grapes X576 Flfming
Panopt fptst 303 Not the whole and perfect harvest, yet
some gleanings of pleasure 16*1 Bibll Judges vtu 2 Is

not the gleaning of the grapes of Ephraim belter then the
vintage of Abie/er ? *633 Hfywood Eng 7 rav 111 Wks
1874 IV 45 In full fields, 1 he gleanings are allowed a *637
B jfoNSON Utideriuoods, Execr Puhari U640) B 3, Twice
twelve years Stot’d up-Humanity And humble gleanings m
Divinity, After the fathers. 1702! Logan mPa Hist hoi.

Mem lX, lot, I must still crave leave to add the following
gleanings *777 Robertbon Hist Arner (1778) 11 vi 207
The victorious troops found there a considerable booty,
consisting of the gleanings of the Indian treasures 1844
H H Wilson Brit India II 373 They are tenanted by
various barbarous races subsisting on the produce of their

cattle, the gleanings of the chase [etc ] *88* Frefman hub/.

Venice 320 'Ihe second Mahomet brough t under hts pow ei
^

as a gleaning after the vintage, the Frank lordship of
Attica [etc ]

Proverb *546 Hfvwood Prov (1867) 28 Thou goesta
glenyng er the Lart haue caned
Comb 1579T0MSON Calvin'sSerm Tim 965

;* It is_saide

in the Prophete Michah, that the Jewes in those dayes would
needs have had glemng and haruest preachers, for they
would bring them nothing but pleasant newes 1826 Pol-
wh elk 7 rad <y Recoil 1 47 The merry maidens cross the

brook Each in her band a gleaning-hook To reap the ripen’d

good
Gleare, Gleary, obs ff. Glaib sb

,

Glaiby
Glear-eyed, ?var glare-eyed (Glabe v 5) ;

but

see Gleering
1600 Look About Yon F4b, O would I were a Basthske,

to kill These gleare ey’d vtllaines

Gleanng, var. Gleering, Obs.

Glease, dial var. Glace v.

Gleat, obs. form of Gleet v
Gleave, obs. or dial form of Glaive.
Gleaze, dial, var Glaoe v.

Gleb, obs form of Glib sb 1

Glebe (glfb), sb Forms • 6-7 gleabe, 6-8 Sc
gleib, (7 glieb), 7 gleab, gleebe, gleb, 4— glebe,

[ad L gleba, glceba clod, lump , land, soil. Hence
also Pr , It., Sp. gleba, F. glebe ]



GLEBE, 213 GLEE.

1. The soil of the earth, regarded as the source

of vegetable products; earth, land Occas soil

and glebe Now only poet, or rhet,

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls} I 397 pey pat this londc

(Wales] Be wel lasse pan Engelonde, As good glebe is oon

as other [L par glebse gloi to] 1398— Barth De P R xiv

xliv (Tollein MS) The glebe 1*535 soile] of pat mounte

[ 1 habor] berep vynes, olyues, ana ober tren with frute

*Si3 Bradshaw it Werturge 1 222 The soyle and glebe

is set plentuous and commendable 1598 T Bastard Chre-

stoltros (1880) 37 Howaes by three, and seauen, and ten he

raseth, 1 o make the common gleabe, his priuate land

*635-56 Cowley Davulets iv. 969 The fertile Glebe requires

no time to breed. It quickens and receives at once the

Seed *747 Hkrvfy Midd II. 30 The frosts mellow the

ioil the Rains impregnate the Glebe and fit it to become

a magazine of plenty 1800-24 Cam fbcll Power R ussia v,

The glebe of fifty kingdoms shall be till’d To feed his

dazzling, desolating train. *841 Catlin N Amer. Ind.

<1844) II lvm 224 The gieat family of North American
Indians are dying at our hands and rendering their glebe

to our possession 186S Futon Anc fy Mod Greece I it

111 321 A troop of boys pile upon the golden glebe the

triumphs of the day

tb Crop 06s rare ~ 1

*661 J Childrfy Brit Bacon 99 The Soil is . . m som
parts so fruitful, that after three yeais Gleab of Saffron ..

the Land wil yeeld plenty.

2 A piece of cultivated land, a field Now poet

1387 1 ri- visa Higden (Rolls) VIII 335 be nynpe scheef

fofj evench glebe [L de owm gleba\ of Engelond he or*

deyned for his owne lourneys 171a Addison Ps xxnt,

When in the sultry Glebe I faint, Oi on the thirsty Moun.
tains pant 1764 Oxford Sausage 195 lo see his Brethren

[horses] Smoak through the Glebe, or trace the destin’d

Road *79* Burns ‘ O, for ane amt twenty', A gleib o'

lan’, a claut o’ gear, Was left me by my auntie, Tam 1833
Tennyson Poems 57 Many an upland glebe wealthy in

oil and wine.

b. spec A portion of land assigned to a clergy-

man as part of hxs benefice

(1302-3 Year-bk Edw I (Rolls) 207 Chose qe est une feez

glebe ne poet estre jammes fraunche aumoyne ] £*380Wyclif
iVks (1880) 449 ?if persouns hadden no glebe & no propre

faous as entage, pey sueden more Crist & his apostils *50*
Arnolds Chron 70 b, Prouided alwey that this acte ex*

tende not to cherches beyng in spiritual mennys handis

ne to gleuis [so filiated

,

9 read glebis] off the same 1574
tr Littleton's Rewires 107 a. If a parson of a church charge

the glebe of hys church by his dede [etc ] 1654 Gataker
Disc A fiol 48, I let out my whole Tithe and Gleab for One
hundred pounds by the year *704 Nelson Rest 4 Fasts

x (1739) 59® The Law-, of the Land assign to the Clergy

the Manse, or House and Glebe *825 Cobdett Rur Rides

427 This parish is a rectory ,
it has a glebe, and a good solid

house 1859 Thackeray Vugm v, Virginia was a Church
of England colony the clergymen were paid by the State

and glebes allotted to them 1873 Dixon Two Queens in

i, I 118 Investing every yard and inn, and when their

wants were pi easing every glebe and hall

f 3. a A clod, or mass of earth, ore, etc (cf.

quot 1727-51) Alsofig Obs
*5x3 Bradshaw St Werburge 1 3170 Than this vltall

glebe [the body of St Werburge] by diuine ordmaunce
Voluntary permitted naturall resolution *583 Leg Bfi

St Androts Pref 53 Judas Iscariot, for a gleib of geir,

Betrayed his Maister lyk a traytour tod 16*5 J \ckson
Creed v 1 & 6 Gold being severed from drosse or gleibs of

earth often intermingled with it 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl ,

Glebe, Gleba, m natural history, chemistry, etc , a clod or

piece of stone or earth, frequently containing some metal or

mineral The glebes are carried to the forges to be washed,

purified, melted, etc 1756-66 Amory f Buncle (1825) III.

26 The glittering glebes of a gold colour found here, can be
nothing else than glebes gilt with copper. IbuL 239 It xs

found sometimes m glebes or clods

+ b A small gram or speck of a mineral or

chemical substance Obs.

<*1735 Arbuthnot Aliments, Exfil Chym Terms, The
Chymists define Salt to be a Body fusible in the Fire,

congealable again by Cold into brittle Glebes, or Crystals

1756 C Lucas Ess Waters III 124 Sulphur, intermixed

with glebes of galaena or lead ore 1765 Delaval in Phil
Trans LV 36 note. Iron examined with a microscope when
it first becomes rusty, shews it's surface covered with a
number of pellucid vitriolic lamellae, or glebes

+ 4 An earth, earthy mineral Obs
1577 Harrison Englandm x (1878)11 68 The sulphurous

glebe called bitumen. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Dtsfi 408
Which [Cinnabar] seems to be a purpureous glebe *675
E W[ilson] Sfia lacrene Dunelnt 42 The Ore or Glebe of

Vitriol 171a Oldisworth Horace's Odes vii 22/2 The old

JLatms gave Chalk the name of Creta, because that soi t of

Glebe was imported from Crete *701 J H[ammond] Scelera

Aquarian 25 London is situated on a Wicked Bottom of

Eirth, called Blue clay This Blue Kind of Glebe maleth

cates equally Air and Water a 17*3 Quincy Disfieus u xiv,

231 We must consider that Clay is a mineral Glebe

5 attrib. (sense 2 b), as glebe-house, a parson-

age, manse (now only in Ireland) ; also ^glebe-

land house
;
glebe-land.(s - 2 b above

1536 Act 28 Hen VIII, c ir § 4 All the profites of the come
growyng uppon the same glebe landesso manured and sowen
16*5 Massinger New Way n m, You may, with the lease

of glebe land call'd knaues-acre, A place I would manure,
requite your vassall 164a tr, Perkins' Prof Bk xi § 709

309 If a parson of a Church be seised of Glebe Land in the

right of his Parsonage or Vicarage £1645 Howell Lett.

I v xvi (1650) 153 It lies upon the Thames, and the Glebe-
land house is very large and fair a 1825 T Jefferson
Autobiog Wks 1859 I 38 A glebe house and land with the

other necessary appendages, 1867 Trollope Chron Barset
I xxxiu 284 The archdeacon had purchased a property

, contiguous to the glebe-land 1870 Daily News 11 Feb ,

His promised Bill for affording facilities for the acquisition

of glebes and glebe-houses by the different religious de-

nominations 111 Ireland

Hence Glebe v. tare. trans a To furnish

(clergyman or church) with a glebe b. To set

apart as a glebe .c. (See quot. 1611.)
16x1 Florio, Gleb&re, to gleebe or breake clods of earth

1641 Sir B Rudyard Sfi Ho Comm 15 Tune, Landlords
gleabed them [parish Churches] with some portion of

land *797 Statist Ate Scott XIX 329 A great part of
the common was subdivided or glebed

Glebeless (gif bles)
,
a. [f Glebe sb. + -less.]

Having no glebe
1846 in Worcester, citing Genii Mag.
Glebie, obs form of Gleby.

t Glebose, a. Obs — 0 [ad. L. glebos-us ]
=

Glebous (Bailey vol II 1727)

+ Glebo-sity. Obs [f. L glebos-us full oi

clods + -jty ]

1656 Blount Glossogr ,
Globosity, fulness or clods, or turfs.

*775 in Ash , and in mod Diets

Glebous (gif bos), a rare [ad. L glebos-us

full of clods, f gleba Glebe.] Clod-like, earthy

;

abounding in clods

1671 J Webster Metallogr xhi 216 White silver Ore
that was glebous, or cloddy, found at Sneberg. 17*1-90
Bailey, Glebous, full of Cloos, Cloddy 1822 T ’Iaylor

Apuletus 2 The dewy turf and the glebous plains Ibid

300 Flame-coloured animals are generated in fire . and
such as are glebous [L glebulenla] m earth

t Gle’bulent, <* Obs - 0 [ad. L. glebulent-us

(in Apuleius , see Glebous, quot. 1822) ]
1721-00 Bailey, Glebulent, cloddy, &c 1775 m Ash.

Grletmlose (gl* [f L glebul-a (dim. :

of gleba clod) + -OSE ] Having glebulse or small

roundish elevations, as the thalli of some lichens.

1866 in Treas Bot. s v Glebulse

Gleby (gif bi), a 1 Obs Also 6 glebie, -ye,

7 gleaby. [f Glebe sb + -y 1
] Of soil * Full of

clods; rich, fertile

1566 Drant Horace s Sat r it A vuj b, A landed man .

Whose medowes fayre, and glebye groundes Revenues ample
yeeldes c x6tx Chapman lliatl m. 8t You dwelling safe m
gleby Troy, the Greeks retire their force, 1 ' Achaia. 162*

Drayton Poly-olb xxvi 156 Her Banks, which all her

course on both sides do abound With Heath and Finny olds,

and often gleaby ground *7x8 Prior Solomon 1. 696 Per-

nicious flatt’ry 1 I by malignant Seeds Sadly diffus’d o’er

Virtue’s Gleby Land, With rising Pride amidst the Corn
appear 1794 Gentl Mag II 1132 Summer’s gleby covert

breaks. 1833 O’Brien tr Villanueva's Pkoenic Irel xv

(1837) 161 In that language bolun means a glebe orgleby land.

tGled. fifil- a Obs [Variant of cled, see Clead
v ] Clothed, dressed

c 1375 Sc Leg. Saints, Seven Sleepers tgt He m sorow

led nis lyf, Sytand in askis & gled in hare a *450 Le
Moi te Arth 3172 Hym thowht he satte, in gold Alle

gledde, vpo 1 A whele, that fulle wyde spredd

Gled, obs form of Glad, Gleed.

Glede, gled (glfd, gled). Forms a 1 glida,

glioda, 4- glede, (6 gleede, gleyd, 7, 9 gleed,

9 dial gleid), 6- glead, (6 gleade). 0. Sc. 5-

gled, (7-8 glaid, 9 glade) [OE ghda \vk masc.

corresponds to Icel. gleba, MSw. gladha, Sw glada

wk. fern
,
the OTeut. form was prob *ghdon- and

with 0- umlaut gledon-, f glut- weak giade of the

loot of *gltitan to Glide For the radical sense

cf Da. glcnte, Sw dial glanta kite, glede, which

seem to be related to Glent v ]
The kite {Milvus

regalts ) Now chiefly north and Sc. (in form gled)

The name is also locally applied to other birds of prey, as

the buzzard, osprey, and peregrine falcon I he kite is

sometimes distinguished as thefork-tail(ed), red, or saliuon-

tailed gled, while the names of blue, brown and white-

aboon gled are given to the hen-harrier

a c 725 Corpus Gloss, 1313 Milvus. glioda c 1000 <Elfiuc

Horn I 586 Se 3e purh reaflac jewilnaS 3a Sing he he mid
his eagum wiiutan sceawaS, se is glida, na culfre 13
E E A Hit P B 1696 Hol3e were his y?en & vnder campe
hores, & al watz gray as he glede. a 1340 Hampole Psalter

ixu 8, I am pi bridde, and if pou hill me not pe glede will

ravishe me 1398 1 revisa Barth De P R v xl (1495)

156 Some fowles haue a grete galle on the lyuer as in

a goshawke and m a lcyte or glede 1523 Fitzherb Hush
§ 146 To se that they [chiqkens] be well kepte from the

gleyd, crowes, fullymartes & other vermin 1609 Holland
Amm Marcell xiv ill 7 The Saracens .. spoyled and
destroyed, like unto ravenous Gledes and Kites [L. milvi\

1688 Clayton in Phil Trans XVII 989 The largest I

take to be that they call the Grey Eagle, being much of

the colour of our Kite or Glead 1766 Chi on. m Ann
Reg 63/1 One James Haxup ofTadcaster shot a glead or

kite that measured six feet between wing end and wing end

1829 Southey Inscnfi Caledon Canal 2 The glede Wheel,

ing between the mountains in mid air, i88x Stai.dard

2 Mar 5 The kite, or glead, or puttock is almost extinct

j3 c 1450 Henryson Tale ofDog 30 The Gled, the Graip

at the bar couth stand, As Advocatis expert in to the lawls

1457 Sc Acts
, fas II, c. 32 (1814) II 5*/s Rules crawys

ana vj>er foulys of reif as ernys, bussards gledds and myt-

talls 1535 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I 108 All that tyme

with falsheid he thame fed, ^As quha wald set ane girne

befoir ane gled a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting to, Polwart

331 Thy gall and thy guisserne to glaids shall bee given

1768 Ross Helenore 1 58 As hen upo’ the midden head

Wad tent her chuckens frae the greedy glaid_ a *774 Fer.

gusson Lath Races Poems (1845) 33 Ihen dinna gape like

gleds, for greed, To sweel hale bickers down *8x4 Scott

Wav. xlu, I am as hungry as a gled. 1884 W C Smith

Kildrostau 64 My old heart Goes pit-a-pat to hear it; like

the merle That sees a gled o’erhead

b. Comb
,
as fglede-coloured adj.; also gled

wing, the name of an artificial fly.

1564 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 171 A ydnge black horsst,

xl®. A yonge gled-coloured, price xl® 1680 Lend G&e
No 1478/4 Stolen a Dun glaid coloured Nag, with some

white hairs 1693 Ibid No, 2867/4 Stolen a Sandy grey

or Glead coloured Horse 1867 F Francis Angling x

(1880) 359 The Gled Wing or Red Wing
Gled, Gledful, obs fF. Glad, Gladful
Glede, obs form of Gleed
Glecljfe (gledg), o. Sc [Of obscure origin, cf

Glee, Gleg vbs.\ mtr. ( To look asquint, to take

a side view
,
to look cunningly and silly on one side

’

(Jam).
1805 A Scott Poems 56 (Jam ) Here cautious love maun

gledge a-sqmnt, And stounlms feast the ee *813 Hota
Queen's Wake 1 71 The corby craw cam gledgin near, The
era gede veeryng bye 18x8 Scott Br Lamm xxvi, Let

them be gentles allenarly, without ony fremd servants to

be gledging and gleeing about

Hence Gledge sb., a side-glance ;
a sly look.

x8x6 Scott Old Mart, xxxvni, He gae a gledge wi* his ee,

that I kenn’d he took up what I said

Gledliche, Gledluker : see Gladly.
Glednesse, -schipe, -scype, obs ff. Glad-

ness, -SHIP.

Gledunge, var. Gladding vbl, sb
,
Obs.

Gle'dy, a. Obs ?are~ ]

, [f glede Gleed 4*

-Y k] Glowing hot.

c 1385 Chaucer L G JV Piol J05 Constreyned me with

so gledy desire.

Glee (gl/), sb. Forms a. I glfu, glfw, gl6ow-,

3 gieow, gleu, (gleaw), 3, 5 glu, 3-4 {Sc. 6) glow,

4-5 glewe, 0. I glio, (glia-), 1-2 gldo, 4 gleo,

3-6 gle, 3, 6 Sc glie, 6 glye, 4- glee. [OE
glhtt, glio neut. =ON.gly (rare) ;

theword is want-

ing in the other Teutonic languages. The orig

stem *ghujo- was variously treated in OE., yielding

the forms glleg-, gltg- (in compounds and oblique

cases]
j
glm (the noin is found only in glosses, but

gliwes, etc are common in poetry, more rarely

glioiv-), and glio (poetic), brom the two latter

forms came ME. gleiv and gle, of which glew
became obs. jn the 16th c ,

surviving longest in the

northern dialects. (Cf Hue from orig. *hiujo-~)

InOE and ME. the word is chiefly poetic Afterthe xsthc
it seem-, to have been rarely used, and in the 17th c lsalmost-

entirely absent from literature Phillips (1706) marks it as

obsolete,and Johnson considered it a merely comic word (see

3, quot 1755) It again became common towards the end
of the 18th c

,
but the cause of its revival is not apparent ]

+ 1. ^Entertainment, play, sport; occas scornful

jesting, m ockery. Also chamber-glew

—

CHAMBEB-
ing 2 Obs.
a. a 700 Efimal Gloss 398 Facitim [sic], gliu Ibid 550

In mnuo, in gliuuae. <17090 Phautx 139 in Exeter Bk,
jEnig ]w»ra dreama be dryhten gescop gumum to gliwe in

J>as aeomran woruld c 1300 Havclok 2332 po mouthe men
se eueril gleu a 1310 in Wnght Lyric P 1x4 Mury hit >s

in hyie hour, With gomenes ant with gleowes £1450
Henryson Mor Fab 19 Of chalmer-glew Wasted hee was,

of nature colde and dry *535 Stewart Cron Scot III 256

The bemand buglis all of bras that blew, Quhilk for to beir

it wes ane glonus glew
p. r 7*5 Corpus Gloss 354 Cabillatio, glio cxooo tr

Basils Adman ix (1849) 54 Hi haefdon him to gli^e his

halwendan mynez,unge a 12*5 Ancr R 210 Summe mglurs
beoS bet ne kunne seruen of non oSer gleo, buten malien

cheres, & wrenchen mis hore muS, & schulen mid here eien

a 1300 Fiona fy Bl 793 per was alle kunnes gleo pat xnirtc

at em bnddale heo 13 EE A lilt P. A 95 So grac[i]os

gle coupe no non gete As here & se her adubbement
c 1386 [see Game sb 1] 154* Udall Eiasut Afioph 297 b,

Wherupon wer made plaies for a triumphe almoste in euery

cornere through out the citee And euen emiddes all this

glye, the report goeth, that [etc ] *567 Glide <$• GodheB
(S T.S ) 206 O Jesu ' gif thay thocht greit glie To se Goddis
word downe smont *579 Lyly Euphnes (Arb ) 109,

1

shall

be flowted and reflowted with intolerable glee

-j- b. In phrases To have glee, to make oneself

glee : to make spoit To make one's glee of or on

to make sport of (a person or thing). Obs
a X300 Flons <J-

Bl 477 pis opere kgen and hadde gleo,

And gop a3en and le,ep beo 13 Guy Wrirw. (A ) 3648 Of
mi wounde pou madest pi gle. a 1450 Le Morte Arth 1x64

Now thou on knyghtis makeste thyglewe to lye vppon hem
for envye x6oa Carew Cornwall (1723) *08 b, Many way-

farers make themselues glee, by putting the Inhabitants m
nund of this pnuiledge [etc.] 1607 Schol Disc agst

Anttchr ji vi 62 Doth not the papist make himselfe glee

to see the preachers . throwne downe into the deptn of

misenef

fc north. Affair, business (cf. Game sb 5). Cos
a, a 1300 Cursor M. 12933 It was sene he noght him

kneu, quen he be-gan do suilk a gleu. 1375 Barbour Bruce
vr 558 The kyng said, as the glew is gane, Bettir than thou

I mycht It do £1425 Wintoun Cron, vui v, *42 Gyve
Brws beis kyng of Scotland, .

yhe sail sare rew Bat ewyre
of pis begouth pe Glewe,

ft 1375 Barbour Bruce 1 90 Thai trowyt that he Wald
hawe lugyt in lawte, Bot other wayis all gheid the gle

c 1475 RaufCoil^tar 98 The gude wyf glaid With the gle to

begin. .To the dure went our Dame [etc ]

+ 2 . Musical entertainment, playing; music,

melody Also fig of other sounds Obs
a, c xooo Versus Gnotn 172 (Gr )By lass Se him con^leoSa

worn, oSSe mid hondum con hearpan gretan, hafao him his

gliwes Jiefe cxooo Ags. Ps flh ) Ixvu 24 Ealdormenn
gleowe sungon. £ 1250 Gen, gr Ex, 459 Iobal is broSer song

and glew, Wit of musike, wel he knew, a 1300 Cursor M
7433 Quil wit gleu, and quil wit sang . pus he serued saul

laug. c 1320 Sir Tnstr. 290 He t&u3t him ich alede Of ich



GliEE .*212 GLEED.
manerof glewe And euerieh playing Jiede c 2440 Pmmp.
Parv 200/r Glu or mynstrelcye, mustca

,
armowa

$ Beowulf(Z ) 2105 peer lyras- fcidd and gleo hwiluin
htldedeor hearpan Wynne, gomenwudu grette c.897 K
jElfhed Gregory's Past xxvi 183 Donnejgefeng J'Jauid hvs

hearpan, & gestillde his wodSra^a mid Seem glije [Cott
' MS glides,] £jp»5 Lay 7006 He ,cu8en [v.r, ^uj>e] al peos

songes Sc j>dt gleo of llcche londe. c **75 Serving Chi 1st 28
in O E Misc 91 pei is gronynge and grure and gryahch
gle k397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5515 pare he harpede so ijrel

hat he payde al pe route H-n 3eue him siluer uor is gle iL

lete him go is wey C1366 Chaucfr A Bfi 100 We han
none’other mefody ne glee Us to rejoyce in our adversitee
c 1400 Rowland 4 O. 34 Burdours in to haulle jxty

hrynge, pat gayly with pair© gle gan synge 1508 Dunuar
Tna niamt wemett 518 Thai [the buds} njatd a glorius gle
amang the grene bewis. 15*3 Skelton Garl Laurel 278
That in the forest was non -so great a tree But* that he
-daunced for joyeofthat gle

f b An instrument of music Obi
a *335 Leg. Katk 145 Ha iherde ludinge of he men,

gleowinge ofeuch gleo [L multimodningenus orgauoritin]
a 1300 CursorM 1521 (GOtt ) Tobal first vnderfang Musyk
.Organis, harpe, and oper gleu, He drou J>aim vt of music
neu 13.. K Alts igi Qrgles, tymbres, al maner gleo
Was dryuen ageynr that lady freo c 1330 Sir Tnstr 1224
His gles weren so sellike hat wonder Jjou^t hem hare H is

harp, his croude was rike 1387 Trewsa Higden (Rolls)
VI 179 He hadde and used instruments of musik, pipesand
strenges, and ohere manere of glee.

c A musical compositipn, of English origin, for

three or more voices (one voice to each part), set

to words of aijy character, .grave or gay, often con-
sisting of twd or more' contrasted movements, and
(in strict use) without accompaniment
I he glee differs from the madrigal in involving little or no

contrapuntal imitation, and from the part-song 111 the inde-
pendence of its parts, which form ‘ a series of interwoven
melodies’ (Stainer & Barrett)

1659 PLAvrohD Set. Ayres <4 Dial. 84 A gife to Bacchus
with chorus i767“Percy Relit]

, Notes bn Ess A nc. Mmstr
57 As for the word Glees,«it is. to this day used in a musical
sense, and applied to a peculiarjpiece of composition 1774
SitFRiDAN Rmats h 1, ’Sdeath, to make her self the pipe and
ballad monger of a circlfe, to soothe her light heart with
catches’-and glees 1835 Hood Poetry, Prose, 4 Worse xxvi,
Suppose that They were all .set as glees for four voices,
*886 W A Barrett Eng Gle(s, 4 Part-songs% Pref vi

3 Math, joy, .rejoicing
,
in modem use, a lively

feeling of delight caused by- special circumstances
and finding expression in appropriate gestuies and
looks In early quots frequently in phrase game
and glee.

a. a 1350 Prov AElfi td 47 in O E Misc. 104 He is one
god ouer alle godnes.se He is one gleaw [7> r gleu] ouer
alle glednesse He is one bhsse ouer alle blissen a 1300
Cursor M 23359 Of alkm gladnes es j>ar [in heaven]
gleu And |>at es euer dike neu c 1375 S c Leg Saints,
George 666 To J>e tempil al 3ed with grete elew for to se
George sacryfy. c 1430 Hymns Virg 29 His moornynge
schulde turne into tote brijt, His longynge into glewe 1560
Holland Crt Feints 1 90 In Venus Bowr [printed Bowel
to eik baith game apd

t
glew a 15^8 in Bannatyne M$

(Hunter Club) 653/20 And "I ipay nych hir ngir Than gon
wer neuir my glew
P a taoo, c 1350 [see Game i] c 1375 Long Life 40 in
O E Misc 0C58 Jtje decS schal bi hf endi, And me wop al Jn
gleo a 1300 Cursor M 3370 Rebecca and ysaac er gamen
Mette wit mikel gle [laterMSS loye] and gammen c 1375
be Leg. Samis, Thomas 328 Gyfe 3e wtl parcenaus be Of
lus grete blys & Jestand ,gle ct+xo Chron Eng 456 in
Ritson Metr Rom II, Muche he lovede gle ant gome
c 1460 Towneley Myst 1 84, I am so fare and bright, Of
me commys alle this light, This gam & all this gle 1598
Marston Pygmal rv 156 Laugh and spprt with me. At
sti angers follies with a merry glee c 1600 Tmton 11 iv

(1842) 35 By love, my hearte is full ,of glee Ihat I haue
founde out such a one as„hee .17,14 Gay Sfieph Week
v 27 Is Blouzelinda dead ? farewel my Glee 1 No Hap-
piness is now reserv'd for me 1755 Johnson, Glee, joy

,

merriment
,
jejayety It is not now used, except in ludicrous

writing, or with some mixture of irony and contempt *770
Goldsm Des. Fill 201 Full well they laugh’d with counter-
feited glee *737 Mad, D’Arulay Diary 1 8 Jan , A person
spoke to me by my napie , I never heard the sound with

more glee ifym Wordsworth Sonn Liberty xu 1, There
came a Tyrant,and with holy glee Thou? fought’st against
him 2824 D iH O’Brian Captvu 4 Escape 124 My .feet
were healing very fast, and I advanced with great glee. 18x8
Life Planter, Jamaica 288 Attired in their best and gayest
apparel, they seemed all life and glee a *859 Macaulay
Hist Eng xxm V 117 William felt all the glee of a school-
boy who is leaving harsh masters and quarrelsome comrades
to pass the Christmas holidays at a happy home *884 J.
Colbosne Hicks Pasha 165 They displayed all the childish
glee of semi-savage natures

t b. In phrases To make ghe • to be glad or
merry, to rejoice, (There) glads (gams, games) him
no glee • nothing gives him pleasure. To have glee

of

.

to find pleasure in. To make one goodglee to
welcome or entertain heartily 06s
a ai^ootCursor M. ilojt. [The child} 1Again him mad

gladnes an glu [Gfftt. MS 101 and gleu, 7Vz« /IAS* mur^es
newe] c 133° R Brunne Chron (1810) 295 Whan J>ei |?e

trumpe herd,J>at he to batmle blewe, & saw j?e Sates sperd,
ban gamened bam no glewe c 1430- Syr Tryavi 462 There
dwellyd that lady longe Moche myrthe.was them amonge,
But ther garnyd hpr no glewe
p. c 1300 Maxtmon m Rel Ant, 1 . 123 OF nothing that

y se Ne gladteth me no gle a 1333M inot Poems (ed Hall)
iv 57 When sir Philip of France herd tell }?at king Edward
in feld wald dwell ban gayned him no gle e 1375 Sc Leg.
Saints, Baptist 404 He [John] in his modir wambe mad gle
£*475 Rauf Cotljear’ 717 Ijlame, of thy glitterand gyde
haue I na gle 1379 Spfnser Shepk. Cal May 282 Being
Within, the Kidde made him [the fox] good glee.

+ c A state of exaltation or prosperity. 06s.
.*579 Spenser Sheph Cal Feb 224 N0W stands the Brere
like a Lord alone, Puffed vp with.pryde and vaine pleas-
aunce

;
But all this glee had no continuance 1588 Greene

Perimedfs 28 Alexander 'the great amidst his most glee
and greatest glorye, was cowardlye poysoned.

J d. Applied to a person (cf Joy) 06s
ci6xo Middleton, etc. Widow 1 11. Thou art my glee,

Martino.

+ 4 Bright colour,- beauty Obs.
c 1440 York Myst 1 82 What I am worthely wroght with

wyrschip, l-wys 1 .For in a glorius gle my gleteryng it

glemes ? a 1500 Chester PI vu 343 It semes a bright ?>tar

for to bee . from it we may not flee but aye glow [2 MSS
glye] on tfie glee', till ltdowne glide *567 Fenton Ttag
Dist vu 141 Concerting the naturall coollour [of her haire]
-in to a glistering glee suborned^by arte 1373-580 Baret's
A tv To Rdr A vj a/i Large wide feelds Adornde witjh

_floures most beautifull m glee

ib Phr Gold andglee 1 cf prec and quot. 1567.
1563 Mirr Mag

,
Buckingham xh, Agaynst whose feare

no heapes ofgolde and ghe [nme-wd, skye] His cruell hart
-of safetie could assbre '[1567 Fenton Irag Disc vn 139
To encrease the glee of his golden cofTers.] 1590 Spfnsi r

P'Qr r ix 32 Ncttfor gold nor glee wilLI abyde. By you
5 . altrtb. and Comb

,
asglee-god, -maiden, -singer,

-woman ; glee-dub, a society formed for the prac-

tice and performance ofglees and parL-songs + Also
(OE and early ME.) glee-beam, a-poetical term
for the harp.; glee-craft, minstrelsy , glee-dream,
delight of minstrelsy. Also Gleebian
Beowulf(Z >2263 Nass hearpan wyn, gomen '"gleo beanies

<*1340 Ureisun in Cott Horn 193 Mid ham is muruh&e
momuold wiS-ute teone and treie Gleobeames and gome
mouh. a 900 tr Gregory's Dial 1 ix (Lye) *G1 ij ermft
c isos Lay 7012 Al bis mon cun }xtt of him lherden tellen

seiden hat he wes god of alle gleo-crasften . Beowulf(Z ) 3021
Nu se here-wisa nleahtor alejde gamen ond *gleo-dream
Cisofr Lav 1823 Brutus & lus du^eSe makeden hahnesse

. mid murie gleo-drelne 2386 Warnpr Alb, Eng in xvit,

Whom Brutopsdid their *Glee-gqd for lus skill in Musiche
call rraooAgs Ps (Spelm ) lxvu 07 Madena glyvviendra
vi l *gliew meden. 1810 Scott Lady ofL \i vi, Thou now
hast glee-ma^flen and'Jiarp 4838 DiCKFffs Nick Nick 11,

Itine{anf*glee-singers IftaB Scott I< 'M Perth, x, Hei e is

a strdlling *glee-woman .with her \iol, preparing to sing
beneath the royal windows.
Hence f Glee v. a rntr to make merry, to re-

joice. b. trans to delight, gladden. Also G-leo -

ing vbl si
,
playing 1 ai e

Ihevb coi responding toglee was properly Glew fq v\
and the following instances ofghevh are ofdoubtful value
01300 K Horn 2490 (Ritson) Hue gonne murie synge

And makeden huere gleynge [v r gteowinge] a 1400 PistiU
ofSusan 84'On.grapes he (goldfinch bet gladen and glees
[v r gladyn in her glees}, /bid 354 Alle J>e gomus gladen
and glees [v r gladid in hei glees], a 2400 SirBettes (MS C

)

189, 1 wolde, how it hac[de The for to glee

Glee, gley (gif, glai), v Obs. exc north and
Sc Forms - a 3 *lei, glaye, 3-4, 9 gley
P. 4-6 gle, 5-7,19 glee. 7. 4 glxje, 5 gly-, 6, 8

Blye.gUe, 7gly. [Of obscure origin The northern
forms (a and 0) are normal variants from an ong.
ME rgle)en

; in the midland, dialects, this was nar-
rowed togli$en, whence later gly (cf:DiE, EYE,h i.y,

etc ). The vbs Gleogii, Gleg are related as Fleg
1v. 1 to Fley iv ] mtr To look asquint ; to have
a cast in one or both eyes. Also, to look with one
eye (see>qnot 1866)
a,

1
3 a 2300 CursorM 3862 pe etlder sister,[Leah] he for-

sqk For sco gleied [Gbit MS gleyed], als sats h« hob
[Fatrf MS gleand ho was for-soh of loke ] c 2400 Destr
Troy 3772 With grete Ene & gray, gleyit a hull 2483
Catk Attgl

,

158/2 To Glee, lunare 1536 Skelton Mag-
nyf 2093, I daunsed the darlynge on my kne , I garde her
gaspe, I garde her gle 1533 Huloet, Glaye, Or loke askope,
(ransuertere hirquos 2370 Levies Manip 46/28 To Glee,
lippire «6pi Ray Collect Words 63 To loqk a squint, to
glee. 2808-80 Jamieson, Gley,glee, glye, to squint, to look
obliquely 2828 [sep Gledge] 18*4^7 Manste Wauih
xu (1828) 289 But I could scarcely keepe from laughing
when, I glee'd round over my shoulder, ana saw [etc ] 1866
Gregor.Banffsh. Gloss,, Gley, to take aim; to look with one
eye 2876 Jl/td Yorkslt Gloss., Glee, to squint

y C1340 CursorM 3862 (Trin.)„pe elder sister [Leah] he
forsoke For she glided seib h« boke C2400 Destr ’J ray
943 Faire Ene hade he fretke, & of fyn colour, Gletnj t as
e glasse and gliet a little ? a 1300 Glye [see Glee sb 4]

2570 Lfvins Manip 99/13 To Glye, hppire 1373-80 Bartt
A Iv G 274 To ghe, or looke askue, ouerthwart 1673Wrd-
derburn Foe (Jam) Laborat strabismo, he gheth 1674
Ray N C Words 21 To Gly (Lincoln), to look a-squmt
2732 Keli y Scot Prov 339 There’s a time to Glye and
a time to look even'

Hence Glee ing pbl
,
sb and ppl. a

;
Gle er,

Gley er, gly-er, one that squints
; Glee, gley sb ,

a squint, a glance, or side'-look. Also Cevib
,
as

glyhaltpr (see quot 1825).
c 1440 Promp Rarv Glyare, or goguleye (S.

gloyere), limns, strabo IbuL, Glyynge, strabositas 14
Now. in Wr-.Wu lcker 709/23 JHec stroba Isic], a woman
glyande, Ibid 709/33.. Hie strabo, a. glyere 1483 Cath.
Angl 158/2 A GIeer,./i>«ws *2603 Polwart Plyting vjMpntgomene 788 Feard flyar, loud lyar, gooked gleyar on
the gallows. 1834-7 Moir Mansie.Wauck xu

/
(i 828) 192

Giving first a glee eastward, a x8k Forby Foe E Anglia,
Gly-halter, a halter or bridle with blinkers, as those of
draught horses 2837 J Scholfs Jaunt to see th' Queen 6
(Lane, Gjoss ) Iv yoan tay notis yoan see ut awVe o sooart
ov o gley wi mi een. 2897 Blackw Mag Nov 610 A
servant lass with one eye on the pot and the other up the
lum as we say of a glee or cast

Gleeoe, dial, vac. Glace sb.

G-lefi&Cglfd), sb. Forms 1 glded, gl6d, 2-6
glede, 4-6 gleede, 5-6 gieid, 6-7 gleadfe
„7- gleed. [Common Teut : OE glad, glid str f’

“OFns gild, OS gldd- (MDu gloet, gloed-, Du"
£loed), OHG. gluot (mod G. glut), ON gldd (Sw
Da glod) *—O Teut *glddi-z, related to Glow z;]

'

1. A live coal , an ember. Now only arch or
dial.

CQSoLtndisf Gosp Johnrxviii i8"Woeron stondende 8a
.esnas & embeht-menn tet gloedum forSon cald ujes 1 1000Ags Ps (Th ) cx![i] 2 Swancels’by8, honnehitsifieeleda
pffirnao c Lamb Horn 43 Summe her wepe8, and all
heore teres beoo berninde gleden a 1335 A net R x22
Seint Lorens also.iSolede het te gredtl hef him upwardes
mid berninde gleden ci386fCHAUCER/>

flrjt T r 474 Looke'how that fir of smal gleedes that been almoost dede vnder
asshen wollen quike aga,yn whan they been touched with
brymstoon c 2430 Henryson Mor Pah. 15 Thine owne
fire (friend) so it bee but a gleid, It warmeth well, and u,
worth gpld to thee 2S63 Sack\ ille Induct Mirr Mar
Ixvin, I can no more but tell -howe there is seene Fayre
Ilium fal in burning red gledes downe. a 2636 Br Hall
Occas Aledit § 37 Yet, when I stir up these embers to the
bottom,, there are found some living gleeds, which do both
contain- fire, and are^apt to-propagateit 1824 CaryDante
Parad xtv 47 As the gleed Which gives out flame 2847
Imicf Ev 1. v 98 The .wind seized, the gleeds and the
burning thutph

fig c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T ,Prol 29 Foure gleedes
ban we whiche I shal deuyse Avauntyng hyng Anger
Coueitise Thise foure sparkles longen vn to eelde >412-20
Lydg Chron l'roy 1. 11, So of enuy hotter brent the glede
2589 R Robinson Gold Mirr (2851) 35 My name is Mars
that am the bloody God T he gleids that glow within my
breast breed mischief al abrode 2623-25 Bp Hali
Contempt. O T xx tx, Yet even now out of the gleeds of
Judah doth God raise up a glorious light to his forlorne
Church a 2656 — Qua? Mcdtf. § 22 Those few weak
gleeds of grace, that are in me, might soon go out, if they
were not thus refreshed 1678 Bunyan Come 4 Welc 57 The
sweet and warm gleads of the promise are like the com-
fortable beams of the Sun, which liven and tefresh

+b Fiequent m similes, as red [hot, fierce) as a
gleed ; io burn (glow, glister, glitter) as a gleed , to

spring as gleed or as spai k ofgleed Obs
c 2300 Havelok 91 That he ne spiong forth so spaike of

glede c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 295 Was nochejne
so hie, pat he ne sprong ouer als glede c >386 Chaucer
Knt 's T. 1139 The crueeklre reed ns any gleede ’ a 1400
Morte Arth iit6 His brode eghne lhat fulle brymly fot

breth brjnte as the gledys c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1

(1869) 23 She hadde hire handes vnder hire sides, and hire
cyen glowynge as gleedes 1513 Douglab /.Eneis xr x t

lurnus hym self, als fen, as ony'gleid, Ful bissely addressit
on his weid 1335 Stewart Cion, Scot II 67 lha fled alt.

fast as spark gois out of gleid 2366 Drant Horace's Sat
11 vi Hviyb, Where scarlet vestures reade, On Iuerybeddes,
did glose with gleamei, as it were glowing gleade a 2630
Arth t, King Comm 113 in I'urniv Percy Polio I. 63 I he
eyes that beene in his head, they glister as doth the gleed

J 2 A fire Obs
. 23 Gaajj 4, Gr Knt 2609 Braydez out J>e boweles,
brenne7 hom on glede c 1373 St , Leg Saints, George 682
pane com a fyre fta of J>e hewine & brynt temple in a
glede c 2386 Chaucer Milled,s 7 193 He seme hire
wafres pipyng hoot out of the gleede c 1470Henry Wallace
iv. 751, I haiff seruit to be brynt in a gleid c *300 New
Notbrounc Mayd 353 in Hazl E P P III 13

r
I hough he

deseme To bryjine and sterue In the infernall glede 2367
Turbcrv Epit, etc 42 And when you see the Pellet pierce
the Skyes And Powder make .a proufe of hidden gleede

*755 R Forbis Ajax's Sp 5, I ..stood, the brunt An’
sleeken'd out that gleed

1

3

A beam (of light). Obs. rare
2366 Adlington Apuleius 11. (1596) 20, 1 thought that I

shuld see and heare some Oracle from heauen, and from
the gleede of the Sunne 2366 Studlity tr Seneca's Medea
iv 42 The bygger beare,with golden gleede the greekish
fleete doth guyde
4 local pi Cinders, coke us>ecl as fuel, esp. .by

nail-makers
1853 Ann Reg 89 She vv ent to. work at Pelsall, washing

1

gledes ’ at a shilling a day 1870 Gd, Words 1 Apr 253/2
A little girl blows the ‘gleeds’ (refuse fuel from the pud-
dling-furnaces of the Black Country) into blue interlambent
flames .<2883 Standard 26 Dec 2 In the centre of the shed

there js a * hearth ’, fed by ‘ gledes * or breezes 2892 L
Anderton Lett fir Country Ho 237 They poke out the

gleeds at the bottom, with the tickler, aqd put them at the

top with the tongs

0. Comb., as gleed-hke, gleed-red (cf ON. gldS

rautS
r)

adjs.

a 1*40Sawles Warde in Cott Hom 249 Euch anbereS
an unrude raketehe gled read of fure Ibid 253 Eawles
gled reade 2839 Bailey Festus (1848) 75/1 The grave was
gone, And in the stead there stood a gteedlihe throne

Hence Gleed v. psettdo-ank. a mtr. To bum,
glow, b irans. To light up rar$,
2367 Turberv Ovid's Ep R y, Thq nearer1 1 approche, the

more my flame dooth gleede. a 28*3 JIarotine o' Gairtly v i

in A Laing / histie 13 'I he fyre flauch t gleeds the skte,Ye’ie

welcome, quo’ the baul Baronne, 1 a hcht me on my wye
Gleed, gleyd (gird, gtaidj, ppl a. Obs exc

north and 6c. Forms; 5 gleyit, 5-7 gleid, 6

glyed, 7 glide, 6, 8-9 gleyd, 9 gleyed, 8-9 gleed.

[f Glee,-?; + -ED 1.]

1. tQf persons-: Having a cast m one or "both

eyes, .squint-eyed. Also, one-eyed (see quots.

c 1470 and 1866).
c 1470 Henry Wallace vi 469 [He] couth wey11 luk and
wynlc with the taE , Sum scorny t him, sum gleid carll cald

him than 1483 Acta Dom Audit. (1839) ioi/i The sade
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gleyit andro being oft tymes callit & nocht comperit 1535
Covfrdalc Lev xxi 20 For who so euer hath a blemy-.fi

vpon him shal not come nere whether he be blynde or liatli

eny blemysh in the eye or is gleyd c 1565 Lindlsvy
(Pitscotti&)Chion Scot (1728) p xvi, The crooked Hume
and the glyed Hepbuin a 1605 Polwart I'lytmg w
Montgomeue 751 Gleyd glaiher 1724 Ramsay 7 ea-t

Misc (1733) I 90 There will be gleeci Geordyjannevs 1812

Macneill Poems (ed 3) II 117 Gleyed Sawnie, the haivrel,

he met me yestreen 1866 Gregou Banffsh Gloss
,
Gleyt,

blind of an eye. Rarely used in the sense of squint-eyed

1893 Not thumbId Gloss.., Gleed, . . squinting ‘ Gleed Will
—squinting Will

b. Of the eyes Squint-.

a 1613 Ovcrbury Cmmms Wks (1856') 256,! think such
speech Becomes a King noe moie than glide eyes does his

face, when I think he looks on me, he sees me not

2 Not straight, crooked, twisted. Also tramf.

of character To ganggleed togowiong.
c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chi on Scot (1728) 113 And

there to jeopardy a rose-noble on a cast, against a gleed

halfpeny 1808-80 Jamifson, Gleyd,
oblique, not direct

That suit's gleyd, that wall stands obliquely 1818 Scott
Rob Roy vi,

1 What is Miss Vernon, Andrew ?
’

‘ Other than

a gude ane, I’m fearing said Andrew ' something glee'd

—your honour understands me?’ 1822 — Nigel xxxn, Did
you ever hear of the umqutule Lady Huntinglen ganging

a wee bit gleed in her walk through the woi Id 1893 North-
nrnbld Gloss , Gleed, Glide, ciooked, or twisted, not straight

Hence f Glee dness.
1673 WrDDrRBURN Voi (Jam ), Strabismus, gleidness.

G-leedL(e, var. Glede
Gleeful (gif ful), a. [f. Glee'j£ + -eul ] Full of

glee ;
possessed by or manifesting a feeling ofglee

1586 Warner A lb Eng iv xx (1589) L 3 a, N01 lackes he
gleeful tales to tell, whil’st that the Bole doth trot 1588
Shaks lit A 11 ill 11 Wherefore look'st thou sad, When
euery thing doth make a Gleefull boast? 1594 Carew
7'asso (1881) 96 ’I he wylie wench them makes her gleefull

game 1736 W Thompson Ejnthal Roy Nupt vm, Deign
to receive the Nation’s pubhek Voice who gleeful stand

and thus express their Joys * Irr"Peals of loud Acclaim, and
Mirth’s confused Noise 1863 Gro Eliot Romola in xxm, !

[Her] ardour was doubly strengthened by the gleeful

triumph she saw in hard and coarse faces 1886 J K
JrnoMr Idle Thoughts 25 The Chinee, gleeful at the length

of his pigtail

Hence Glee fully adv
,
in a gleeful mannei

;
with

glee.

186* Lytton Sii Story II 8 He would be led on to

boast gleefully of thoughts which the most cynical of
criminals would shrink from owning 1873 Ouida I'ascarel

I 9 They wore it grinning gleefully from ear to ear 1890
‘L. Falconlr ’ Mile Ate (1891) 130 The children plunged
gleefully into the copse

fileeishly (gif ijh) , adv 1 ate. [f.

G

lee sb. +
-ish + -ly 2 ]

= Gleefully.
1828 Banim Anglo-Irish III 7 His humoursome message
which had made the young beauty laugh so gleeishly

Ibid III. 47 1838 Tait's Mag V 276 Saundersnow tittered

gleeishly

Gleek (glz k),~.r£ 1 Forms 6 gleke, 6-7 gleeke,

(7 glick), 7- gleek [a. OF. ghc, m 1464 written
gheheque, perh ad MDu. ghehc (Du. gehjlt, Ger.

gleich) Like, the possession of three cards of the

same kind (see sense 2) being one of the points

m the game ; but the word has not been found 111

Du. as the name of a game.]
1. A game at cards, played by three persons;

forty-four cards were used, twelve being dealt to

each player, while the remaining eight formed a

common * stock Also penny (,halfpenny, two-

penny

,

etc ) gleek. Now only Hist
i«J33 Elyot Knowledge Pref

,
It is lerned sooner thanne

Pnmero or Gleeke. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 9
What is a man now a dayes ifhe know not to play at

cards, dice, &c post, cente, gleke, or such other games?
1616 B. Jonson Devil n>i Ass v 11, When you please, Su, I

am Fo~ three peny Gleeke, your man 1630 Braihwait
Eng Gentlem (1641) 126 As in games at cards the Man
requires a quicke conceit, the gleeke (because of variety)

requires a retentive memory a 1680 Butler Rent (1739)
II 160 Vet you've an Imposition laid on Brick, For all you
then laid out, at Beast,'or Gleek 1680 Shadwell Woman-
Capt. iv, The rogue bids for his liberty, as if it weie a Stock
at i2d Gleek 176a Goldsm. Nash 56 The games of Gleek,

Pnmero, In and In, and several others now exploded,

employed our sharping ancestors 1822 Scott Nigel xxi,

Would win ten times as much at gleek and pnmero as I

used to do at put and beggar-my-neighbour 1835 W
Sargent Braddock's Exp 113 It was at some place oflowei

resort that he stakejl his little means at gleek [etc ]

+ 2. A set of three court cards of the same rank
in one hand, in the game of gleek. Ohs.

*®*4 J Cooke Greene’s Tn Quoqne D 2 b, Sta Give me a
mournaval of aces, and a gleeke of queens Long And me
a gleeke of knaves Scat Vdslld, I am gleek't this time

1615 Tomkis Albumazar m v, Tn At gleeke? content
A momeuall of Ases, gleeke of Knaues, lust nine apeece
[A mourmval of aces counted for 8 points, and a gleek of

knaves for 1 (Cotton) ] 1670 Cotton Gamester vi 68 A Mourn-
wal is either all the Aces, the four Kings, Queens, or Knaves,
and a Gleek is three of any of the afoiesaid,

+ b transf A set of three ; a trio Ohs.
1615 Tomkis Albumazar iv x, For this day wee'l celebrate

A gleeke of Marriages 1625 B Jonson Staple ofN iv,

Cm Let a protest goe out against him Mir A mourmvell
of protests ; or a gleeke at least ' 1662 Rump Songs (1874)
I 160 From a gleek of Lord Keepers of one poor Seal, Libera
nos [etc ] c 1671 Marvell On 3 Dukes killing the Beadle
in Roxb. Ball (1883) IV 526 ‘Twas there a Gleek of Dukes
[etc ] 1710 Bnt. Apollo III No. 25 3/2 Like Paris with
his Gleek of Wagtails on Ida.

VOL. IV.

1* 3. Dutch gleek (see quot ) Obs.
i654GAYioN/yiiM Notes in v 96 He was not able to stirre

his jawes, nor could be paitaker of any of the good checi

,

except it were the liquid part of it, which they call Dutch
gleek, wheie he plaied his cards so well, and vied and
revied so often that he had scarce an eye to see withall

Hence + Glee‘Iter, a player at the game of gletk
rate
1676 Etheredce Man ofMode it. 1, There never was so un-

sati ibleaCardei,anoldGleekernevei lov’d tositTo’tlikeher.

+ Gleek, jA2 Obs Forms’ 6 glike, glyke,

(? glyeke), (glyg), gleke, (gleake\ 6-7 gliok(e,
gleeke, *], 9 gleek. [Of obscure origin

,
possibly

a diminutive of Glee cf. Glaiic ]
1. A gibe, jest, gird,

c 1350 Image Hypocr 732 They durst not fight ne strike
They feared of a gleke 1564' Harding A nsao Jewel's
Challenge Pref 5 Gtykes, nyppes and scoffes, bittes, cuttes
and gyrdes, become not that stage 1366 Drant Horace's
Sat vii Dvjb, With gybes, and glickes, and taunting
stryfe 1380 L\ ly Euphnes (Arb) 291 What greater dts-
cuitesie . then with so many nips, such bitter girdes, such
disdainful glickes to answere him that honoured hir 1589
Pappe w Ilatchit Eij b, If thy vain be so pleasant, and
thy wit so nimble, that all consists 111 glicks. and girds; pen
some playe for the Theater 1617 Coli ins Def Bp Ely 1.

iv 175, I meane to take downe the confident and the ouer-
weener with a sober gleeke 1819 W Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (1827) 22 Blasphemin' wi’ a valiant zeal Twa ne’ei-

do weels, the Paip and ded, Wi’ gleeks at Guise and Mary
b To give one a (or the) gleek to make a jest

at his expense
,
to mock, make sport of, play a

trick upon him.
1367 Turberv Ovid's Ep Xvj, Now wholly she delights

Anchises eye to leake To him alone she closely chnges,
and glues the lest the gleake C1580 Jesttzsims Bugbears iv
v in Aichvo Stud d neueren Spr 11897) If they thinke to
beguyle 01 geve me such a gleke, they must aryse earlye

1587 Golding De Momay xiu (1617) 203 A wise man to

giue a glike to another wise man,ciphereth a lettei grossely
for the nonce 1599 Life More in Woidsw Led Biog

\

(1853)11 101 Sir ihomas, seeing the exceeding vamtie of
the man, thought he needed modestie, and gave him this

gentle gleeke 1607 Peele's Jests (c 1620) 15 ,

1

vow by love,
if I can see him weare it, lie giue him a glyg

2 A coquettish, glance, tare
1599 B Jonson Cynthia's Rev Palinode 10 Coy glances,

glickes, cringes, and all such simpring humours 1623
Fletcher & Rowi.rv Maid of Mill u. 11, A pretty gleek
coming from Pallas’ eye

Gleek, v Obs. Forms, see Gleek sb.
2 [f.prec]

1 traits To trick, circumvent (In quot 1614
with allusion to Gleek sbJ)

*577 G Harvey Lettei -bk (Camden) 56 Methmkes thou
gleekistemanyalorde. 1598 Pom Tyler k, (1661) 3 The
more that I get her, the more she doth glike me 1614 J
Cooke Gieent’s 'In Quoqne D2b, Scat. Come Gentlemen,
what’s your game? Sta Why Gleeke, that's your onely
game Gleeke let it be, for I am perswaded I shall gleeke
some of you, cut sir 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 xii 59 He
hath gleeked us to some purpose, bobbed we are now for evei

2 mir To make a jest or gibe (at a person)
1590 Shaks Mids N in. I 150 Nay, I can gleeke vpon

occasion *599— Men V,v 1 78, 1 haue seene you gleeking

& galling at this Gentleman twice or thrice. 1593 Nashe
Strange Newes Wks (Grosart) II 197 Not mee alone did
hee reuile but glickt at Pap-hatchet once more a 1687
Cotton Poet Wks (1765) 150 Besides, you must not take
a Picque, If he sometimes speak plain and gleek

3. (See quot

)

1611 Cotgr
,
Ltmer, to gleeke, 01 loolce askew at.

Hence Glee king vbl. sb and ppl a.

c 1534 Bygod Treat cone luipropnat in Lever's Serm
(Arb ) Introd 13 By the glykynge and gleynyng scrapmge
and rakynge togyther of almost all the fatte benefyees

within this realme 159a G Harvey Nesv Letters The sly

Information of the fine French [historian], a glickmg Re-
membrancer 1641 Milton A nvnadv. Wks (1851) 246 Bac-
chanalia’s good store in every Bishops family, and good
gleeking a 1859 L. Hunt Shave of Fatra Seeming xxix,

Well wotting such be gullery all, and gleeking

Gleeless (glfles), a. tare— 1
, [f. Glee sb +

-less.] Devoid of glee

1850 Blackie /Eschylus I. 202 The gleeless song, and the

lyreless strain

Gleeman. (gl/msen) Obs exc Hist Forms.
I gHs-, glii(3)“, 1-4 o-, 3 gley-, 4-6 gle-, 4,
8- gleeman. $. 2, 5 glew-, 3 gleu-, g glu.-,

glwman. [f. Glee sb + Mar ] A professional

entertainer at social gatherings, esp a singer,

musician, or minstrel.

a Beowulf(Z) 1160 LeoS was asungen, Gleomannes gyd
C897 K ^Eltred Gregory's Past xliv 327 Monixe welixe
menn .. Iasta8 cuelan hungre Cristes tSearfan & fedaS yfle

gliijumenn mid ofenviste c 1000 JELnuc Gloss in Wr-
Wulcker 150/18 Minins, jocisia, senrra, gli3mon c 1205
Lay. 18856 A1 him seal abuse Jmt wuneS nine Bruttene

,
of

him scullen gleomen godhche singen c 1300 Havelok 2329
Ther mouthe men here the gestes singe, The gleymen on
the tabour dinge 1362 Langl P PI A. xi no Thenne
was I Gladdore then the gleo-mon is of his grete 3iftes

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV 31 Bledgaret passede alle

his predecessoures in musik and in melodie, so hat he was
1 cleped god of glee men [L dens joculatorum) 1300-20
Dunbar Poems xxvi 104Na menstrallis playit to thame but
dowt, For gle-men thair wer haldm out 1794 Percy Ruliq

,

Notes on Ess Anc Mmstr 66 note, Gleeman continued to

be the name given to a Minstrel both in England and Scot
land almost as long as this order of men continued, 1876
Freeman Norm Conq V. xxv 587 We had, beyond all

doubt, our own history, alike mythical and real, sung by
our own gleemen in our own tongue
p. exxoo Tnn. Coll. Horn. 29 Gef \m .. best lum-handed

to glewmen and to hores shalt ben lef and wur$ and
liken alle men a 1300 Cursor M 28382,

1

to gleumen
cald and to loglere a 1400 Isumbras 19 He lufFecle glew-
mene wele in Iiaulle c 1440 Promp Part) 200/2 Gluman,
or mynstral, musicus

Gleen (glfn), sb Obs exc. arch. rare. Also

7 glean, [Prob a dialect word, of Scandinavian
origin . cf Sw. (dial ) glena, Da (dial ) glene a

clcai strip or patch of sky. The ON. mythologic
name Glenr

,

the husband of the sun, is perhaps

connected ] A gleam of light , a warm blaze of

sunlight
1636 W. D tr Contemns' Gate Lat Uni, § 35 17 Fiery

Meteors , namely, falling Stars, flying Dragons, fals Fiers

,

also Gleans, Flashings, openings of the skie_, suddenly dis-

appeaung 1686 Goad Celtst Bodies 1 xvi 104 Anothei
time I remembei suffocating Gleans of the Sun, wlyos the

Ancients call it 1825 Hogg in Blackzu Mag XVII in
All glittet ’d with a glowing gleen

f Gleen, V. Obs rare. Also 6 glene. [See

prec. and cf Sw (dial.) glena to shine ] = Gleam v
Hence + Glee’nmg vbl sb. and ppl a.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor Philos (Palfr ) 145 Those being
led by their owne blind ludgements are oftentimes trained

out of the way of truth by likely glemngs of reason. 1662

J Chandler Kan Helmont's Omit Proph cone Auth,
If thou belov’d Narcissus hadst not seen Thy pioper figure

111 a well to gleen [etc ] CX709 Prior 1st Hymn Calhm
86 Those who . Bend stubborn steel, and harden gleemng
armour
Gleer • see Glee zl 2

GLeer(e, obs. form of Glair sb.l and v
iGlee’ring, ppl- a. Obs Also 6 glyering,

gleryng, 7 glearmg. [? f. gly. Glee v. + -er 5 +
-ing 1

] ? Looking askance, casting covetous or

cunning glances, sly

a 1536 Tindale Exp Matt vi ig-21 Couetousnes blynded
the eyes of that glerynge fox [Sir Thomas More] more and
more. 1548 Cranmer Catech 101 b, Lykewyse God, euen
nowe a dayes doth puny she these glyerynge keytes, that

seke their pray in euery place 1602 2nd Pt Return fr
Parnass iv 11 (Arb ) 57 How like thy snout is to great

Lucifers Such tallants had he, such a gleering [v r glaring]

eye x6ix Cotgr
,
Sainta libenter, a cogging, flattering,

or gleering mate
? Misused for glaring

1631 P Fletcher Stcehdes iv vi Wks (Grosart) III 102

O those gleanng eyes that dart the beames, The beames
that drownd my heart with fiene streames *634 Sir T
Herbert Trap 188 From his head issue foure great homes
. his eyes gleering, mouth like a port Cullis

Gleesome (glrs»m), a [f Glee sb +-somb.]
= Gleeful.
1603 CurrrLE Eng Mourn. Garni in Harl Mtsc. (Malh

)

II 505 It adds another cause of gleesome mirth. 16x3-16
W Browne Brit Past 11 iv, Gleesome hunters, pleased
with their sport 1630 rmlcr of Turney 41 This smith was

. As merry as bird on brier. Jocund and gleesome. a. X774
Fergusson Ode to Gowdspmk, The gowdspink chatters joy-

ous here, And courts wi' gleesome sang* his peer 18x6 Scott
Antiq xxvii, Lawyers were talking, with gleesome antici-

pation, of the probability of a ‘ gieat Glenallan cause ’ 1842
Dickens Amer Notes (1850) 21/1 Those who were at play,

were gleesome and noisy as other children. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par II ill 434 These wandering churls are full

Of meat and drink, and need no rope to pull Wild words
and gleesome from them
Hence Glee'somely adv

,
Glee someuess.

1847 Frasers Mag, XXXVI 16 Youth, with all its glee-

someness and innocent wildness. 1850 J B Johnstone
Mem, R. Shvrrct iv 36 Mr Shirra. gleesomely talked of
the circumstance 1889 J Masterman Scotts of Best-

minster III xxv 2 The gleesomeness of youth had passed
from him.

Gleet (gift), sb. Forms
. 4 glette, 4-5 (9 Sc )

glet, (4 glat), 5 glett, 6 glit(te, (7 glyte), 9 Sc.

glxt(t, 7- gleet Cf Glut sb* [a OF glette

slime, filth, purulent matter, ‘ frothe of an egge
* gelly of any thyng that congeleth ’ (Palsgr )

,

mod F glette litharge, whence app. G. glatte, Du
ght, Sw. ghtte The development of the English

forms is obscure
;
with its present foim and mean-

ing the word first becomes common m the 1 8th c ]

1 Slimy matter
,
sticky or greasy filth Alsofig

Obs exc Sc.

1340 Hamfole Pr Consc 459 Thar [in the womb] duellid

man in a myrk dungeon Whar he had na other fode Bot
wlatsom glet, and toper blode, And stynk and fylthe. 13.

E E Alht. P A 1059 pat foysoun flode swange J>ur3

vch a strete, With' feuten fylpe o)>er galle oj>er glet. Ibid

C 269 He [Jonah] glyder m by he giles, l>ur3 glaymande
£» read glaym and] glette a 1400-50 Alexander 45x6

pus ilk cantell of Sour cors se call pam drutins . Of ilk

gobet of pat glett 3e a god make 1483 Cath Attgl 158/2

Glett, viscositas 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid Encycl

,

Ghtt, oilymattei, whicn makes the stones of brooks slip-

pery in summer 1856 Aird Poet Whs 123 The stream is

almost shrunk Down to the green gleet of its slippery

stones 1894 Crockett Raiders (ed 3) *°° The night dew
had left a sticky ‘glet ’ on the face and hands

2. Phlegm collected in the stomach, esp. of a

hawk (So OF glette ) Obs exc Sc
a 1340 Hampole Psalter, Cant. 512 Haly mennys affec-

ciouns ere as of hertis [L quasi cervorum] pat kastis out

of [mire hert all glet [m Wychf's Set Wks III 32 al vile

glat {v r, glet) pat stoppip her breep]. i486 Bk St Albans
Cvb, If she [a hawk] holde not her mete bot cast it that is

tokyn of the foule glet. 1573 Turberv Faulconne Com-
mend Hawking, By cunning skill to cause hir cast such
gilt, as breedes hir skath r688 R Holme Armoury u
239/1 Glyte or Glut is a slimy substance in the Fannel or
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Relly of the Hawk 1808-80 Jamitsom, Git/, tough phlegm,

tint especially which gathers in the stomach w lien it is foul

3 A morbid discharge ofthin liqu id from a wound,

nicer, etc Now »me
1535 SrrwAaT Cron Scot I 444 The oftar ay that plastrit

he the wound, With greedte ght far mair it dots abound
1699 Phtl Tiam XXI 134, I found the applications on
the Wound very wet with a serous Humor, commonly called

a Gleet 1706 Pun ups (ed Kersey). Glut or Gleet, a thin

matter issuing out of Wounds and Ulcers , especially when
the nervous 01 sinewy Parts are bruis’d and huit. 1713 R
Russeli m Phil Tians XXVIII 876 But upon having a
Discharge fiom her Breast, of a thin Gleet, all Symptoms
vanished 1767 Gooch Ti eat Wounds I. 320 A discharge
of a fetid gleet from the membranes 01 brain 1836 Penny
Cycl V 261 Some strange stories have been told of gleet

from the nose, giddiness, and inflammation of the brain
having been produced by them [bots in sheep] 1835 SlNGLr-
ton Vngil I 176 When The fiery fever Hath shrivelled

up their Wretched limbs, again O'erflowed a liquid gleet

b spec A moibtd discharge from the urethra

1718 Quincv Compl Disj> 125 Old Gleets, that proceed
moie from Debility than any Malignity. 18x3 J Thomson
Led Injlam 42s, I imagine .that the internal surface of a
fistulous ulcer is in some degi ee similar to the inner surface of
the urethra, when it is forming the dischaige commonly
called a gleet 1878 T Bryant Piad Smg (1870)11 171
Gleet may be the result of some stricture or locaf urethral
disease, such as an ulcei

Gleet, v Also 6 glyt, 7 gleat, ff. prec sb.]

+ 1 tnlr Of a morbid discharge, also of water :

To ooze, flow slowly. Ohs.

15*7 [see GtxrTiNC] 1612 Woodai l Surg Mate Wks
(1653) 54 Very good to cure wounds in joynts, wheie the
joynt-water gleeteth out 1687 Phil Trans XVI. 471
The Water presently precipitates, gleeting down by the
Crannies of the Stone 1677 Ibid XIX 584 The Cavities
of the Rocks are filled up with the Rills that gleet fiom the
Hills 17*3 Huxham Ibui XXXIII 389 The Desquam-
mation was very slow, the black Crust adhering several
Days, nay Weeks while abuudance of puiulent Mattel
gleeted from under them
2 Of the body or its parts : To discharge a thin

purulent matter Also quasi-fnww
1676 Wiseman Snrg 1 xi 57 Hts Thumb being inflamed
I made Incision into it to the Bone this not onely bled,

but gleeteda few drops, 1703 Oliver in Phil Trans. XXV
2180 It made his Nose run and gleet. 1753 J. Bartley Genii
Farriery vm 74 He [a horse] gleets often at the nose 1783
Pott Chirurg: Whs II 3x0 A prodigious fungus, which
gleeted largely, and at times bled profusely 1812 Examine)
4 May 287/1 Making the sleeper’s nose 11111 and gleet.

Hence Glee fcmg vbl sb and ppl a.

1527 Andrew Brunsivykc's Distyll Waters Q j b, The
same water with cotton wai me layd in the woundes stoppeth
the glyttynge water betwene the joyntes 1677 Plot Oi-
fordsh 60 Used by Chirurgians to dry gleeting sores 1684
tr lionet's Merc. Compit 1 5 Tins gleeung or dripping con-
tinues so long as till the hole in the coat lie cured 1741
Compl Fam -Piece in. 440 Running at the Eyes, and
gleeting at the Nostrils, are Signs of a Cold

tGlee’tous, gli’ttous, a Obs rate [ad.

OF. gleteus, gleltcux, gletlous affected with gleet or
phlegm, filthy, f. gletu Gleet sb ] a. Of a hawk .

Affected with phlegm b Of pelsons. Filthy (m
conduct) C jig 1 Sticky, ensnaring
1486 Bk St Albans C vj a, The liawhe will be veiy eegre

and gleetous of the sekenes 1333 St

l

wart Cion Scot. I

loz In woid aud work this king he wox rycht vile , Gredie
and ghttus in gulositie Ibid II 521 Gold is so glittis, as
3e knaw and ken, Quhilk of befoir hes causit mony men To
tak on hand The thing eftei that maid thame for to rew
Ibid S34 This Culenus So glittous was than into chalmer
glew [etc ]

Gleety (gl*tl), a. Also 5 (9 dial.) gletty, 9
Sc glittie. [f Gleet sb + -v l

]
1 . Slimy Obs exc Sc and north.
*483 Cain, Anri 159/1 Gletty, viscosus 1820 Edin Mag.
May VI. 423/2 The water asks, sae cauld and saft, Crawl'd
ower the glittie flure. 1820 Hogg Wmf Even T II, 71
“I he sei-nuwe courts on his glittye stene, For it’s gieine
withe the dewe of the jaupyng mame 1836 Aird Poet
Whs 22 The outer wheel still black Though sleek with
gleety green—Is doing duty 1893 Northumbld Gloss,
Gletty, green and shmj

, applied to the appearance of stag,
nant vvatei

2 . Of the nature of gleet.
1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) II 484 The frequent

and involuntary secietion of a gleety matter x86i Bum*
sttad Pen Pis (1879) 273 One of the earliest symptoms of
organic stnctuie is generally a gleety discharge from the
urethra 1876 Gross Dts Bladder 82 In inveterate cases,
there isa discharge of thin gleety matter from the bladder,
Glefr, obs form of Glifp v.

Gleg (gleg-), sb Obs, exc. north, [f Gleg v
A side-glance, sly look, also simply, a look
_

a

*650 In a May morning 13 in Furniv Peuy Foho{186
IV 74 Eueiye one that comes by shall haue a glegge on
xflzx Clare Pill Muistr II 65 Searching with minute
gleg. Oft I’ve seen [etc ] *877 Holdemess Gloss., Gleg,
sly glance.

Gleg (gleg), a. not th. and Sc, [a ON. glegg-
gloggr, glpggi clear, clear-sighted = Goth *gla

t

gtvu-s (cf the adv glaggwuba carefully) OTei
*glawtau -, whence also OHG. glan, klan

,

O
glau, OE. gUaw wise, clever, Glew a (cf 01
dpgg=Dew sb

,
hpggva = Hew &>.).]

1. Quick in perception by any of the senses
; es

quick-eyed, sharp-sighted Chiefly with defimi
phrase, as gleg of the eye, of touch.
a 1300 CursorM 13448 Es na fo3l [MS. foxl] sa gleg of

[as the eagle] a X449 W. Bower in Fa? dun's Scotichn

U759) IT ^fiWyth ptih sonkand eens, as the ausk gleg

1336 Ih 1 1 1 ndi n Ci oh ‘tint (x8ai)I p -s.lv, Tliti mussillisai

sa doj n gleg of tssiche and hermg tint [etc] 1808-80

JAMirsoN, Gleg ofthe ee, sharp-sighted * Gleg o the glom ,*

Loth. 1858 M Porteous Scufi r Johnny it lie was As
gleg’s a hast k

b. Of the eye • Quick, sharp .

1733 R FoRnrs Aja r's Sp 17 1 he gods tho look on moi tal

men, Wi' eyn baitli just and gleg 1793 Burns see a
form' is Gleg as light are lover’s een 1837 R Nicoit,
Poems (1842) 138 I’ve glour'd at her aft wi’ a gleg e’e

2 Quick in action or movement ; sharp, smart

Gleg at, quick or clevei at (doing something)

;

gleg at (of) the uptake
,
quick in understanding a

thing
;
gleg at 01 with, quick or clever in using-

.

1755 Ramsav Let to Jas Clerk 46 When interest points,

he’s gleg and gare, And will at naithmg stop 01 stand

<*1774 FrRGUSsoN J/'/U (1807) 227 He’s a man w eel versed
in a

f
the laws And ay right gleg At satthn’ o’ a nice or

kittle point 1814 Scott 7 / av \ln, He’s gleg aueuch at the
hroadsw'ord and target 18x6 — Old Men Mu, Everybody \
no sae gleg at the uptake as ye are yoursell, mitlier 1821
Gait Aytsh Lcgaties \ 286 'J he dnveis were so gleg and
impudent, that it was worse than martyrdom to come with
them 1844W H Maxw i i l Spm is fi, Adv Scot

l

ix (1853)

94 He was ower gleg 111 the tongue foi j e 2876 II lutby
Gloss s.v

, ‘Quite gleg at it’, quick at coinpiehendtng it

* Gleg at walking
’

‘ Gleg at eating ‘ 1886 STrvrxsoN
Kidnapped xx, Ye’i e no very gleg at the jumping. 1894
Crockett Raiders (ed 3) 72 Gleg wi’ the knife as a souter
wi’hiselshin

3 . Sprightly, lively, cheery.
18x8 Scott lit Mull ix, 7 he body .looking tinco gleg

and canty, she didna ken what he might he coming out wi*

next 1823 Corbltt Petticoat 1 I. 226 Ye look as gleg as
if ye had got a prize in the lotteiy x88r N. Line Gloss.,

Gleg, pleased, happy
4. tiansf. Of things fa Bright, clear, sate—'1

.

1333 BrtiENDrN Livy \ (1822) 441 Bot the mone wes s,a

gleg, sclunand al nicht, that the batall wes fochtm to the
liter end, ah weil as it had bene day licht

b Sharp, keen
1728 Ramsay Fables, Monk fi, Millet 's Wife 214 A Sage

. Whase Wit was gleg as onv Raroi. 1787 Burns Tam
Samson's Elegy 09 For yet unskaith’d by death’s gleggullie,
1 am Samson’s hvin 1805 J Nicol Poems I 107 (Jam )

Death snaps the thread Wt’ Ins gleg shears.

c. Smooth (see quots.).
1808-80 Jamitson s v

,
Gleg ice, ice that is very smooth

2831 Cum1
<7V- ,

r"-g = "th sltppeiy x8k)3 Kin th-

unibld Gra ( ‘tt, • 1 •
. j ’

,
hence loose fitting A

tap that - 1 » 1 y
.• 1 • . , . fiom wear is said to be

getting gleg.

5 quasi-adv = GLEClLY.
1720 Ramsay /Cnc #./&// efStocks sj The lad vvha gleggest

waits upon it, Receives the Bubble on his Bonnet 1780
Burns On Giosc's Pa egrin 43 Forbyc, lie’ll shape you aff,

fu’ gleg, The cut of Addin’s phihbeg
6 Lamb

,

as gleg-eyed, -lugged, -tongited atljs

1721 Ramsay Add) 1 onun Comic Fdm 15 Vet Gleg ey ed
Fi tends throw the Disguise Receiv’d it as a dainty Pi ire

1804 Tarras Poems 2 He tunes his lay, Till gleg lug’d echo
lak her dinsome rout. x8x8 Scott Hrt Midi mi, I baud
a’ y'our gleg-tongued advocates as legalists and formalists

Hence Gle gly adv
,

quickly, cleveily, readily,
also, brightly, clearly; Glegness, acuteness (of

perception), quickness
1768 Ross Helena) cm 122 To this auld Colen glegly ’gati

to hark. 1814 Watchman 1 11, If ye look glegly aftei
thieves and randies, folk can put up wi’ the want of being
wakened 1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, A kail-blaid, 01 a coili-

floui, glances sae glegly by moonlight, it’s like a leddy in

her diamonds 1833 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 37 ,

1

heaid with
my wonted glegness a couple of handsome smacks 1 1843
R PaulZ>i*, in Mem xiv (1872) 181 ,

1

don’t lecollect things
so glegly 1893 Crockett Men of Moss Hags 42 The Lord
did not stmt me as to glegness of eye

Gleg1

(gleg), v. dtal [cf.Gledger and Glee
v ] (See quots ) Also (3-le ggmg ppl a
a 1796 PrcGn De> biennis Ser n. 102 (EDS), Glcgg

,

to
squint a little, to ha\ e a cast of the eye x8ax Clarl Pill
Shush II, 78 The simple rustics try their arts the while
With gleggmg smiles, and hopes and feai s between, Snatch
mg a kiss to open what they mean 1877 Holdemess Gloss

,

Cleg, to give a sidelong glance 2887 S. Chesh Gloss
, Gleg,

to look furtively or askance
Gleg, var Cleg-

1831 Stephens Bk Farm (ed 2) II 188/1 The cleg or gleg
Hasmatopola plitvialis..is so well known, that [etc ]

Glei, obs. form of Glee v ^

Gleib, obs foim of Glebe.

II Gleichenia (glaik? ma) Sot [mod L. fiom
the name of F. W. Gleichen

,
a German naturalist

(1717-1783)] A genus of ferns, chiefly natives
of the southern hemisphere , a plant of this genus
1863 Gosse Land (5 Sen (1874) 352 Out of the rough bark

of the tall tiees spring several kinds of Gleichenia, a genus
of Fei ns possessing wide-spread fi onds of very lax habit,
and of very minute segments, but so peculiarly elegant and
delicate, that [etc ]. 1882 Garden 27 May 375/3 The finest
plants in the group were two excellent Gleichentas.
Gleid, dial, f Glede ; obs f Gleed.
t Gleim, sb Ohs. 2n 4-5 gleyme, 6 gleme

[Connected with Gleim v ]
1 . Any sticky or slimy substance, as bird-lime or

glue
; also, rheum or phlegm.

C1440 Promp Parv. 198/1 Gleyme or xewme, renma,
Gleyme of hnyttynge or byyndynge to-gedyrs, limits,
gluten, gntcnnn. 15x6 Ortm Vocal Viscm, gleme [edd
1300, 1309 have glewe] or lyme.
2 . Jig. a. Infection b Attachment, affection.
c T394 A A/ Ciede 479, f trowe |>at some wjkked wy3t

wtmi3te Jus oidies [offuais] [101113 Tiow ye] hat gleam
of }>at gest bat < .olias is y cakle 01449 ITcock Kept
x\ 377 [He] lackith wijf and childien, and al the gleyme
loue, .and delertacions whiche aiolentli comen anentis lu(
wijf and lnse children

Hence f Qleixned a
,
affected u ith phlegm

X4 Mid. M'i in Piomp Pam 198 note, Fora g]ea
mede stomak, ]>at may nojt kepe mete 1

t Gleim, v Obs In 4 glaym, 4-5 gleym(yn

;

see also Gleam d 2 [Of obscuie origin ] ham.
To smear with a sticky substance. Also fig m
pass.* To be infected (as with a disease); to be
attached to something (cf Engleim)
1387 TRrvisA Hidden (Rolls) V 197 [He] sente hem bis

shoppes ofpe Arrians, and perfoi e alle the Gothes w*ere infecte
and i-gleymed (L infedafmt\ 1 1440 Pi amp Pam ig8/2
Gleymyn or yngleymyn, vtsco, tnvisco. c 1449 Prcocu
Rip) in. xv 376 A pi eest forto haue m possessioun movable
god is (so tint he be not gley med with oner myclie lone to it)

Hence f G-lerming vbl sl>
, (a) the act of stick-

ing; (b) infection, fCHei-ming ppl a
, sticky,

*| Glei mmgness, stickiness

73 • P JA Hit P L 269 He glydez in by be giles, km
glay mande [

> 1 end glaym ande] glette 1387 1 ki visa Mi«
</i?/ 1 Rolls) VII 337 And }>ey covetise be a special vicetoLom
bardes, he put Jmt gleymynge [L conlagutm] ftr fiom his
persone 1398 —Baith Me P R vn Ixx (1495) 290 Some
medycynes laxen with gleymyngnesse and makyth slypper
as Mercuru and Hockes and other suche Ibid xvi 11

('lollem. MS I Foi unctuouse binge is mcne bitwene gley
mynge [1333 gleymie] and \aporatyf binge Ibid x\n 1

(i495) 592 In some trees the leues nbyde in wyntei tyme foi

plente of humour other for gleymynge or foi sadnesse and
soundnesse of the tree

Gleime, obs f. Glean v

t Glei'iuous, a. Obs 7 ate. In 4 gleymouse
5 -o-ws(e, glaymous. [f. Gleim. sb. + -011s]
Sticky, slimy

;
full of rheum or phlegm. (Cf En-

GLE 1M0US

)

1398 Trevisa Baith Dc P R xvii cluw. (1495) 725
Redde wyne clensyth and wypyth and puttyth awaye vn-
clennesse and gleymouse humours c 1440 Pi omp Pam.
198/2 Gley mow se, 01 full of 1 ewme, 1 enmaticits Gleymows,
or lytnows, lunosus, viscosus, glutinosits 1486 Bit St
A Ibfiiis A lij b, Foi sum gobbit will he yolow and sum grene
and sum glaymous and sum eleere It [this euell] wil arise
in the liede and make the liede to swell & the lyen all glay
inous and dyrke. 1676-1732 Loi ls, Glaymous, muddy and
clammy *730-90 in Baillt

Hence f G-lei mousness, stickiness.

ci440 Piorn/. Pam 198/2 Gltymowscnesse, or lymows
nesse, iimositas,s>v,contas X727BMLM sol II, Glaymous
1less, Muddmess, Clamminess

1 Glei'my, a Obs. Foims 4, 6 gleymy, (4
glymye), 6 glaymy, glemy, 6-S gleamy.
[f Gleim sb. +-\ k] blicky, slimy.
1398 Tiuvisa Baith Dc P R v xxi (1495) 128 Anothci

postume of the tongue is full of blode, and speche and taste
is lette by gleymy humours Ibid \i 1 (Tollem MS.), The
firste cluldhode is 311 tender and nesche, quavy and
gleymy [1495 claymy', 1333 clammy; L liiuosa] a 13*9
Shut on Agst Gaincsc/u 111 x6B Thou gresly gargone
glaymy, Thou swety slouen seymy 1341 R Con and Guy
don's Quest. Chinag. N ij. The blode flewmaty ke is thycke
and gley my and w byte 111 coloui, and swete in sauohr 1704
F. Fuller Mui Gyrnn, (1711) 93 The Cynogloss .seems to

have something ofa like Gleamy Substance in it

Hence i Glei nuness, stickiness

*39* Trt\ isa Bai th De P R w in 1 (1495) 745 Beestys
that ben mghe the aege of suckynge ben of giete moysture
and gleymyresse and sledeinesse

GIeir(e, obs. form of Glair sb 1

t Gleit, v Sc. Obs. rate. Also giete. f?var.
Glit v ] inti

,

To glitter, shine,
*301 Douglas Pal lion, n vm, Causand gios Ieid all of

nmist gudnes gleit 1308 Dunbar Gold. Taige 66 All the
feldis wyth thai lilies quhite Depaynt wai brycht, quhilk to

the lievyn did giete 1397 Montgomerie theme A Slae
1288,

1

now deny nowThat all is gold that gleits <1x603 —
hiisc Poems v 42 All is not gold that gleitis

Gleive, Gleiwye, obs. ff Glaive, Gluey.
Gt-leke, obs. f Gleek, sb.'1

; var. Gleek sb.~, Obs
Glem, Gleraan, obs. ff Gleam, Glffman
Gleme, obs. f. Gleam, Glean, var. Gleim, Obs.

Glemer, -yr, obs. ff Glimmer.

t Glemish. Obs rate-'. [?var of Glimpse
sb] A glimpse.
1376 Bp Woolton Chi Man H ij,*I haue mdeauow'ied

before to shadow (as it were) and geue a glemish thereof

Glemy, var. Gleimy, Obs,

Glen 1 (glen). Forms, a. 6, S glenne, 8

glenn, 6- glen. 0 . 6 glan. 7 6-7// glynnes;

7 glin, 7-8 glyn, 8 glynn. [a Gael, gleann,
earlier gleim, mountain-valley= Welsh glyn. The
a-forms are of Scottish origin, having been adopted
from Gael, befoie the vowel of glenn was broken
into ea. The form glan represents the Irish pro-

nunciation ofgleann, while ghn is derived from the

ph glum, and was at first employed only m the

pi. gluts
; some examples ofglyn,ghn in 1 7-1 8th c

represent the Welsh or the Cornish form
Until the middle of the 18th c. the form glen occms^ in

English writers only as an echo of Spenser ;
the ‘ Glosse ’ to

the Shephci d's Ca/endai by E. K wrongly explains the

word as
1 a country hamlet or borough ’

]

A mountain-valley, usually narrow and forming

the course of a stream.
At first applied to the narrow valley s of the mountainous
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districts in Scotland' and Ii eland, but now extended to

similar places in other countries

a 14B9 Batbotti’s Bruce iv 372 (Edtnb MS ) In A glen

[iamb MS vnder ane bra]. 1508 Dumber Flyting w.
Kcnnedie 153 In till ane glen thow hes Ane laitnly luge

1533 Bcllendcn Livy 11 (1822) 183 Ihir Veanis laid

ane strang gaintsoun of armtt men m seciete glennis to

recountir the Fabis 1379 Spinslr S/teph Cal Apr 26

But now from me hys madding mynd is starte, And
woes the Widdowes daughter of the glenne 1596 Dai-
rymplc tr Leslie's Hist Scot 1 10s Be thir places of

wildernes, bygates, kraigs and glenis 1748 Philips

Pastouils 1 79 Now left heiress of the glen she'll deem
hie, landless lad, unworthy her esteem ai756 Collins
Superstit Highlands 213, I, perhaps, may tread Youi
lowly glens o'erhung with spreading broom 1773 Johnson
Lett to Mrs Thude 21 Sept

,
About noon we came to a

small glen, so they call a valley 1784 Cowplr Tasks

t

403
The wilderness is theirs with all Us caves, Its hollow

glenns 1796 Jane Austen Pnde <5 Piej a (1813) 219 The
valley, here contracted into a glen 1838 1 hirLwall Greece

II xvi 337 The Oeroe flows thiough a narrow glen at the

western foot of Cithaeron 1843 Prescott Me \ico (1850) I

362 The Spaniards suffering the wily enemy to draw them
into a narrow glen or defile, intersected by a little stream of

water
Hooker Girald Irel II vi 180 They came

to the side of a mounteine, where theie was a glan, and in

it a little groue of wood
y. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Whs (Globe) 615/1 He did

shutt them up within those nariow corners and glumes
under the mountaynes foote. 1600 HoLr and Livy vti xiv

258 All these hee chargeth to get into the hils, and
among the glms and woods, to bestow themselves close

1611 Speed Hist Gt Brit i\. xxiv 316 In the midst of
Winter hee entred the G1nines, that is, theVallies of Leinster,

a secure receptacle of the Rebels 1685 Boyle Sahib Air
10 Another great scope of land, which was divided from it

but by aglin 17.. C. Littllton raC A Johns Week at
Lizard (1848) 81 Another rotten mooi brings you to a Glyn
or narrow Valley. 1753 P/ul 'J runs XLVIII 1 This
stream of wind arose from a glm called Allgolan 1736
Home Douglas m. i, We found him lurking m the hollow

glynn 1767 Bush Hibernia Cur (1769) 72 The glyns, or

dark vallies of this country, are many of them remarkably
beautiful

b Comb , as glen-boy,
-
full,

-head, -man
1841 S C Hall Ireland I 186 We leached the pleasant

and improving inn at Kenmare, and dismissed the *glen-

boy. 1859 M. Napier Mem Vise Dundee I. 1. 45 That
*glen-full [Glencoe] of murdeied Scotchmen 1 1799 J
Robertson Agric Perth 423 Sheep . ought to be allowed

as much of tne *glenheads, breas, and foot of the lulls, as

will support them during the seventy of the wlnlei and
spring months 1880 Brewer Reader'sHand bk

,

s v Glen-

coe. The massacre of M'lan and thirty eight ofhis *glenmen

Hence Gle nikin, Gle nlet, a little glen, nonce-

wds.

183s Blackw Mag XXXVIII. 120 Every glen and gleni.

km had Us river, or Us stream, or its burn, 01 Us rill x8ga

(,d Woids Api 239/1 A pi ettily wooded glenlet,

Glen K Sc 4 A daffodil ’ (Jam )

1864 A. McKay Hist Kilmarnock zqj The wild lilies,

or glens, of Craufurdland Castle 1880 Jubilee IV. 0 Fen-
wick 3 The children were . supplied each one with a large

bouquet of glens

Glenar, obs form of Gleaneb.
Glence, Glench, obs. forms of Glance v .

1

Glendoveer (glendovle 1). [Avowedly an alter-

ation of grandouver in Sonnerat Voy aux hides

(1 78 a) ; from the context in which the word occurs

in that work (J 1 85 ff.)
, it appears to represent Skr.

gandkarva
,
a kind of semi-divine spiritual being ]

One of a lace of beautiful sprites m Southey’s arti-

ficial quasi-Hindu mythology.
1810 Southey Kehama vi 11,

1

he Glcndoveeis,The loveliest

race of all of heavenly birth 1812 H & J Smith Rej.

Addr (‘ Rebuilding by R S '), I aui a blessed Glendoveei

1835 Tati's Mag. 1 1 228 ,

1

looked carefully to his shoulders,

m hopes that I had discovered a glendoveer *84* Lyi ion
Ziiuont iv xi, Glendoveers and sylphs

II Glene (gif at) Anal, [mod L., a Gr. yK^vrj

the ball or pupil of the eye
,
used by Galen to

denote a shallow joint-socket, distinguished from
kotvKt) Cotyle ] a The ball 01 socket of the

eye. b A glenoid cavity.

1706 m Phillips (ed. Kersey) ; and m latei Diets.

Glene, -er, obs. forms of Glean, -er.

Glengarry (glengm ri). [f Glengarry in In-

verness-shire J A kind of man’s cap, higher in

front than at back, of Highland ongm, now chiefly

worn by persons diessed in Highland costume, and
till lately by soldiers of certain regiments when
m undress uuiform.
1838 Simmonds Diet Trade, Glengarry, a Scotch bonnet j

a man’s cap, 1870 Illustr. Loud News 24 Sept. 327 The
Globe states that a slight change is about to be made in the

uniform of her Majesty’s brigade of Guards. The present

undress cap is to be replaced by a Scotch glengarry 189*
Barrie Little Minister (1892) 13 Margaret was at home
making a glengarry for him out of a piece of carpet

Glengore, -goto, corrupt var. Grandgore, Obs.,

venereal disease.

Crlenlivet (glenlrvet, Sc. -1? vet). Also Glen-
livit, -at. [f. Glenhvet in Banffshire, the place of

manufacture,] A variety of Scotch whisky
182a J, Wilson Nod Ambr. vi in Blackw Mag, XII

371,

1

never drank better Glenlmt. 1824 Scott St Rclean’

s

xxxix, The Captain offered a bet to Jekyl of <1 mptchkin
of Glenhvat, that both would fall by the first fire, 1841

Lever C, O'Malley xxy. t6o Glenhvat and guava jelly 1834
Aytoun Bon Gaultier Ball,, Massacre Macphtrseit vm,

Which he would have done, I at least beliei e it, Had ta

mixtuie peen Only half Glenhvet

Gleno- (glPmi), mod comb, form of Glene m
anatomical terms, as gleno-humeral

,
belonging to

the glenoid cavity together with the humerus
;
so

also gleno-vertebral.

1847-9 Todd Cycl Anat IV 575 A second band, ‘the
gleno-humeral ligament

1

described by the late Di V Flood,
is thrown acioss the head of the humerus 1889 A Mac-
alister Human Anat 146 A projecting superior gleno-
humeral fold (Flood’s ligament) lies above the sub-scapulai
tendon 1889 m Century Diet

Glenoid (glz'noid), a Anat [ad Gr yktjvoa-

817?, f. yXsivij a shallow joint-socket (see Glene) +
(TSos form, appearance cf F gUnoule ] Glenoid
cavity, fossa ,

surface, a shallow cavity on a bone
(esp the scapula and temporal bone) which receives

a projection of another bone to form a joint.

Glenoid ligament (see quot 1831). Glenoidfissure,
see Glasserian
1709 Blair in Phil Trans XXVII 108 The length of the

Sinus, called in Human Subjects the Glenoid Cavity 1769
White Ibid LIX 43 This osseous matter could not proceed
from the scapula, the glenoid cavity of that hone not being
divested of Us Cartilage 1831 R Knox Cloquet's Anat,
203 Glenoid Ligament This is a sort of fibro-caitilagmous

rim, which seems intended to met ease the depth of the
glenoid cavity 1872 Mivart Blent Anat 77 A shallow
cavity placed on each side in front of the external auditory

opening, and teimed the glenoid surface 1876 C S Tomes
Dented Anat. 31 lhe glenoid fossae of the temporal bone,

foimed paitly by the squamous and partly by the vaginal

portions of the bone 1879 St Georges Host Rep. IX 728
By pressing the arm downwards with my leg, the head of

the bone slipped into the glenoid cavity with unusual ease.

So Glenoi dal a Anat. [cf. F glinoidal]
1847 in Craig 1871 Huxley Anat Vert vi 290 In the

Cannatae, the glenoidal end of the scapula is divided into two
portions

,
a glenoidal process, which expands to form the

upper part of the glenoidal cavity and an acromial process

1883 Martin & Moale Vertebr Dissect, n, 119 The distal

or glenoidal end of the coracoid

Glens, obs form of Glance v 1

Glent (glent), sb. Now only dial. . see also

Glint [f. Glent v ]
1. A look, a glance

,
= Glint 2.

13 E. E A Hit PA 1143 So wern his glentez gloryous

glade 13 Gain. <5- Gt Knt 1290 penne ho eef hym god-
day, & wyth a glent lajed. c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin)

View Lane Dial. Wks (1862) 46,

1

ran q mile . ofore eh

ga one glent behund ineh a x866 in Harland Lane Lyrics

134 He just gi’es a glent wi' his ee, his ee

2 A passing view, a glimpse
;
= Glint 3.

C1570 Pride 4 Low

l

(1841) 18, I looked up and had a
glent Of one that came toward us leasuiely a 1796 Pecge
Dcrbieisnis Ser I 27 (E D. S ), A glent, a glimpse 01

transient sight of anything 11x823 Forby Voc £ Anglia,

Glemth, Glent, Glint, a glimpse, a short and slight view

1887 A1

Cheshire Gloss, Glint, a glimpse Also Glent,

equally common.
3. a. A slip, a fall. b, A quick movement,

a spring.

1326 Skelton Magnyf 1688 For all that he is lyke to

have a glent x8 Lady Margety xix in Child Ballads

hi Ixv (1885) 1 19 When he came to the bale fire, He lighted

wi a glent

4. A gleam, flask (of light).

1728 Ramsay LabUs, Monk & Miller's IPifii 79 An Open-

ing Throw whilk he saw a Glent of Light.

5 hi a glent : in a moment
1768 Ross Hclenore u. 89 Syn in a glent they were out o’

my sight

t Glent, a. Obs. [
? fiom attnb use of piec.j

Glowing, lustrous

1526 Skelton Magnyf 993 It is . A byide full swete .

Her browys bent, Her eyen glent,

Glent (glent), v. Obs. exc. dial Forms : Pi es

t 4-6 glente, 5 glentte, 4- glent. Pa. t. 3-6

glent(e, 5 glented Pa. pple. glente. [Piob

of Scandinavian origin , cf Sw. (.dial.) glanta
,

ghnla, glaita to slip, slide, to open slightly; to

shine, gleam. The root (OTeut *ghnt-, giant-)

appeals also in OIIG. glanz adj
,
blight, cleai,

whence OHG. glinsen (G. glanzen) to shine, glit-

ter , and perh. m ON glettr, gletta banter, railing,

glettask to banter, taunt; Sw (dial.) glanta, Ha.

glente a kite (cf. Glede). The orig. sense is prob.

that of quick motion, the application to light being

secondary
,
for a similar development cf. Glance^.]

+ 1 tnlr. To move quickly or with a gliding

motion, esp. in an oblique direction. Also to glent

aside \ to start aside. Obs.

13.. Coer de L, 1076 Kyng Rycliard thenne besyde he

glente c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 322 For pe queue

he sent Fro Cawod scho glent, to Donnefermelyn to fare

? a 1400 MorteArth 2563 pe gome gyrdis at syr Gawayne,
as he by glentis c 1430 Lydg Mui Poems (Percy Soc ) 114

In at a gape as he glent By the medylle he was hent c 1430

Syr Getter. (Roxb ) 7081 She knew his voice, and glent

a side As she from him wold hir hide c 1463 Chevy Chase

25 Grea hondes thorowe the grevis glenq For to kyll thear

dear. 1 a 1300 Chestet PI vm. 1x4 Our light from vs away
is glent. a 1630 Scot Feilde 71 in Furniv Percy Folio I.

21s They gleuten to Callice ; with great shipps of warre.

a 1796 Pegge Dedictsms Ser 1. 27 (E. D. S \ Glent,
to move

hastily by. „ , , ,

fig 13 E E AUtt P A. 671 Bot be to gyle pat neuer

glente, At moscente is saf & ry$te 13. Gavi dj- Gr/Knt
1652 Much glam & gle glent vp pei nine c 1430 Hymns

Virg 109 Lete euere gabbing glide Sc goon Away, w

I

k.per

n w ole glase or glent.

b. Of a weapon, missile, etc . To glance, stake

obliquely (cf. Glace v and Glance v ).

14 . Sir Bettes 4205 (MS M ) The poynte on the pawment
glente a 1440 Sir Deg) ev 279 Gleves gleteryng glent

Opone geldene scheldus c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf (W
deW, 1494)11 XYTVii, It hurteth not but glenteth aw aye

& passe th forth C1530 Ld Berners A rth. Lyt Bryt
(1814) 34 The stroke glented downe on the lifte syde a 2533— Hiton wxiv 108 Ye stroke glent & the fauchon lyght

upon a pyller 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk . Glent,

to turn aside or quit the original dnection, as a shot does

from accidentally impinging on a hard substance

f c. irons. To cause to glide
;

to hurl. Also

fig- To thrust aside , to conceal Obs

23 Coer de L 5295 Out off hys sadyl he hyin glente.

c 2430 Pol Bel 4 L Poems 170 pis wickid hjf pat y lyue

ymie Y may it not fiom pi knowynge gleynt.

f 2 . To look askance • to glance Also to glent

aside \ to give a side-look. (Cf Glint v. 3 ) Obs.

c 1230 Gen Ex 1029 ?he glente and Sho3te, mijte it no^t

ben 2303 R Brunne Handl Synne 6184 pe frere }af gode
tente Whyderward liys yjeri glente 13 . Gaw 4 Gr Knt
82 pe comlokest to disci ye pei glent with yjeti gray, c 1374
Chaucer Tteylus iv 1x95 (1223) As pat here ejen glente

A-syde a-noon she gan his sweid aspye.

hb.trans. = Glint 3 b Obs - 1

e 1380 Sir Ferumb 354 Fyrumbras on him glent his eye

scornfuly & low.

3. Of light, etc. • To be reflected, flash, gleam,

etc. Of luminous or reflecting objects : To shine.

(Cf. Glint v. i ) Now only dial
13,. h E AHit P A 1025 pe wal of Iasper pat glent as

glayre C1400 Destr T? oy 3067 Glissonand as the glemes
pat glent! es of he snaw ta 1300 Chester VI (E E T S ) 398

Leat and fyre from the sonne to the fhmament Vp and
downe shall stryke and glent 1555 Ain> Parker Ps. cxxxvi,

Who made. The moone and stanes on night to glent

1724 Ramsay On Royal Atchers 4 Phoebus well pleas’d,

shines from the blew Serene, Glents on the Stream [etc.]

a 1774 Fergusson Wks (1807) 340Whan floweisand gowans
wont to glent In bonny blinks upo’ the bent

b. quasi-^a«j. Of the eyes • To flash (fire).

18x9W TrNNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 154 Ae Lollard

man got ere he wist A lounder fiae a Papish fist. That
garr’d his een glent fire.

Hence Gle ntmg vbl sb. and ppl a
0x440 Hylton Scala Perf (W de W 1494) 11 xxiv, For

though thou, fele & perceyue glentynges & proferynges of

vayne thoughtes 1807 Stagg Poems 7 Wi’ glentm’ spurs

an’ weel clean’d buits.

Glenyuge, obs. form of Gleaning.
G-leo(w, obs form of Glee sb.

GHeowian, obs. form of Glee v.
1

Grlere, obs. form of Glaie sb.
1

Gles(e, Gles(s)en, ob&. ff. Glass(en, Glisten.

Glefc, obs. form of Gleet sb

Glete, vai. Gleit v
,
Obs.

Gleter, -tre, obs. forms of Glitter.

Glethurly, adv . see Gliddeb a.

||
Gle'tscher. rare [G gletscher, adopted in

i6thc. from Swiss dialect=F glacier] Aglaciei.

1762 tr Blacking's Syst Gcog III 578 Vast fragments of

I ice called detachers 1796 Duncan a Ann Bled. I 23 In

those very countries nearest to the gletseliern [etc ] 1823

Black~iv Mag

^

XVII. 308 Ev’n at tlx’ eternal detacher's

ice clad foot I sought and found cabins inhabited =»

’ Glett(e, Gletty, obs. ff Gleet, Gleety a

Glen, var Glew a and v
,
Obs.

Glen, Gleuman, obs ff. Glee sb., Gleeman.

Gleve, obs. or dial, form of Glaive*.

t Glew, (i Obs. Foims 1 gleaw, 1,3 gleu,

3 gleeu, gleu;. [Comm Teut. . OK gitfaw .-

OTeut. glazuwtt-
;
see Gleg a] Wise, prudent,

clever Only OE. and eaily hit.
c 7*5 Corpus Glosi 1768 A«A'<tt,gleu 1 825 V Psalter

c\vni[i] 98 Ofei feond mini, gleawne nice dydes c. 1000 Ags
Gasp. Matt, x 16 Beo5 gleaw e sw a na;ddran <, 1205 Lay

16237 per wes pe a<5ele t-orl enthten alregkcuest a 1230

Prov Ah If) id 362 in O E Bln 1 124 p\rh saive mou is wis

And purh hiselpe [v r punh sel|ie] moil is glei. a 1250

OivlSf Night 193 He is wis and war of ivorde, lie is of

Yvorde swipe gleu CIZ90 S Eng, Leg I 261/13 pan. lias

man m no mester so gleu ne so quo) nte,

f Glew, vA Obs. Forms : 1 gleowian, glxwian,

3 gleowian, gleu, 4 glew, 5 glewe. [f gleow,

glew Glee sb.]

1. tnlr To make merry; to jest; to play on

musical mstiuments.
cgoo ti Bceda's Hid iv x\V [wiv 111891) 346 He .sumu

Jnngmid him sprecende Ktgsedere and gleowiende wses pe

past aar inne YYseron. c xooo Canons ofEdgar c 58 m- Thorpe

Laws II. 256 past aenis preost ne gliwige 1 1205 Lav 203x5

]\Iid his harpe he ferde to pas kmges hirede, and gon pan

to gleowien [c 127S pleoye] and muche gome to makien

at223 Ancr R 368 Me seide him pet heo gleowede and

gomede..and liuede in dehces (t 1300 sot M 7426» Bot

do Yve litel dauid curn, Wit his harp We sal him do bath

gleu and sing. <*13x0 in Wright Lyric P xi. 38 Hire glad-

shipe nes never gon, Whil y may glewe.

2 . To call loudly on.

13 E. E A Hit P. C 164 Bot vchon glewed on lus god

pat gayned hyin beste

3 tram. To afford entertainment or pleasure to

,

to make happy, (Cf. phrase under Game v 2.)

a X300 Cursor BI 7254 (Cott ) Bi a pilei was he [Samson!

bai sett To gleu [Gdtt. mirth] paa gomes at pan mete 1303

107 - a

1



G-LEW.

R Bkunni Hantil Syutic lyioptie ys no solas undj i lituctic

. }>at ihulde a man so moche glew As a good w onian Jj.it

lovejj trew £1430 Syr 1 rytim 108 No game schulde the
glewe 1 a 15x0 Douglas K Hart 11 xvm, '1 hay never
cum the for to glew

Hence + Glew mg vbl sl>., playing, music.
<**300K Horn 1468 Hi gutine inuue singe, And mahede

here gleowinge a 1300 Cursoi IT 7411 His scepe Jjam-self
war sembel samen Of his suete gleumg [otherMSS, melody,
mmstralcy] for to heie

t Glew, 11 2 Ohs, tare. [Perl pseudo-archaic =
Glow z> 2

] tnir. To gaze, stare. Hence Glow-
ing ppl. a
*587 Turberv Trag T. t 17 Uplifted he his head, and

glewde aboute To see wliat woofull wight it was Ibid 1

17 b, Who gallopt on, and glewde wtth Yell regarde Ibid
iv Lenvoy vi 70 b, Theglewing grome that fyglits before
he commes Is eyther voyded, or by sleight subdued
GHew(e, obs. form of Glue, Glue, Glow v.

Glewie, glewy, obs. forms of Gluey.
Glewish.(e, obs. form of Gluish
Glewman, obs, form of Gleeman
Gley, var Glee v.2

,
Gloy v

,
Sc

+ Gleyd. Sc. Oh. Also 6, 8 glyde, gloyd.
An old worn-out horse.
a i«|68 Bamtatyne MS

, Wowing of Jok <S Jenny 43 Ane
crukit gloyd fell our ane hucli a is86 Satire 36 in Maitland
P. U786) 183 In it may be sene Tuelf gait glydis deir of a
priene 1724 Ramsay Tea t. Mnc (1733) II 182 Ane auld
gawd gloyd fell owre a heugh [cf. quot a 1568] 17B7 W
Tayi or Scots Poems 42 Seldom hae I felt the loss O’ Gloyd
or Cow, Ouse, Goat or Yowe 1787 Burns Let. to IP Nicol
1 June, My auld, ga’d gleyde o' a meete
Gleyd, obs. form of Glede
Gleyd, gleyed, vars. Gleed ppl a.

Gleyer, var. Glebe
, see under Glee v 2

Gleyere, gley3y(e)r, obs. forms of Glair aA*
Gleyit, obs. form of Gleedppl a.

Gleym, var Glime v. dial

,

to squint
;
Gleim

Gleyman, obs. form of Gleeman.
Gleyme : var. Gleim sb and v., Obs
Gleymouse, -owse* vai. Gleimous a.,'Obs
Gleymy, var. Gleimy a. Obs

,
sticky.

Gleyr(e, Gleyve, obs. ff Glair sb 1, Glaive
Glia (glai'a). Phys [a. Gr 7xia glue ] attrib.

in glia-cell, a stellate cell, the essential element of
neuroglia

1891 Quaui's Altai (ed 10) I 11 323 The neuroglia is,
in fact, composed of greatly ramified cells (glia-cells)

Gliadin (glai adm) Chan, [a F. ghadme
,

f Gr. y\la glue] The viscid portion of gluten
Called also glutm.
1830 Lindlcy Nat. Syst. Bot. 303 The gluten of Wheat

yields the two chemical principles called ghadme and
zimome 1839 Fownes Man Client 570 The gliadm may
he extracted by boiling alcohol. 189a G L Goodacl
Physiol Bot. n. § 958.

Glib (glib),j/i l Hist Also 6 ghbe, 6, 9 glyb(be,

7 gleb, <5 , 7, 9 glib(b(e. [a. Irishglib ] A thick
mass of matted hair on the forehead and over the
eyes, formerly worn by the Irish.

*537 a8 Hen VIII, c 13 Stat Iiel (1678) 92 No
person shall use the wearing of haire upon their heads,
like unto long loclces, called ghbbes 1370 Plrroit 111

0 Flanagan Munster Circuit (1880) 3, 1 have caused all the
Irishry in this province to forego their glybbes 1377 Stan* -

hurst Descr Irel vin 28 111 Hohnshcd, Foi default pf
other stufife, they paune Iheyr ghbs, the nailes of their
lingers and toes [etc] 1610 Holland Camden's Brit
^ ,37 ) I23 J-J

1© lappets of then eares hidden under the curled
gubbes and lockes of haire lying all over them. i8iz
South \zt Lett (1856) II 304 My hair has escaped cutting
and shall be reserved for a ghb till the spring 1842 S, CnkLL Ireland II 384A sort ofcovering, resemblinga monk's
cowl, or the glibbe of the ancient Irish

i85i Wilde Catal Anh<i in Roy I,- Acad 325The glibb fashion of wearing the hair.

b. A man who wears a glib
16x8 GAiNsroRD Glory Em? m 151 In Tyrconnell the

haire of then head grows so long and curled, that they goe
bareheaded, and are called Glibs, the women Glibbins
Hence Glxbbed ppl. a , wearing a glib

1 i

rS8^DiTCKE
!t
,taS* IreJ&*83) 38 With glibbed heddes

like Mars hym self. x8ia J Nott Debitor's Gulls Horn-bk
88 note, Ihese wood kame went with glibbed heads, or
wearing long bushy hair over their eyes.

tGlilvA2 slang Obs. In 8 glibb. Aubbon

jS%ifKb£2
Pm“tr 39 A Ubb “ ot GUbfcl *

Glib (ghb), a. and adv. Also 6-7 glibbfe
[See Glibbery a.] A. adj.
1

.

Smooth and slippery in smface or consistency

;

moving easily
; offering no resistance to motion.

Of movement: Easy, unimpeded. Now tare exc.
dial

m
’I

3 ^hlte aud s,jb worms, which
1

Gen
5
lIa Surtlet Couutne Farme v.

then
firound®5 * • brtnE forth . more m one place

H.h r!.re i .^a??0ld,ng Is t
J
he

?.
lound sha11 be and

SeMl*!*?.!*001™ 144 His superficies
or face is like the Liuer smooth and ghb 1627 Capt. Smith

x.3 Awhile m.xtme of Talfow, Sopeand
Brimstone is the best to , make her ghb or slippery to
passe the water 1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 1 (1682) 158

ehb ®S™4%°Vhejlld!,
ne„0fbodies I>erfectly smooth and

f’ ,

x683a SxMxAnat, Horse 1 x (1686)20 Covered wtth
substance, for the more free and glibpassage of the Dung, c tjzoW GibsonFame) 's Dtsfens

216

ui 111 (1734)193 A small quantity of Oil and Hour would
render them more ghb to swallow 1772 I'u run r Logua
Genov 108 Why should those who e.ui swallow five or si*,

camels as a glib nioisel, strain at three or foui gn its 1789
Davidson S caserns 161 Wi' channel statics, b.uth glib an'
strong, His amiy did advance 1796 Is Milllr Diaiy 111

C A Markham Hist Buildups oj Not thamptonsh (1885)
20 The Alleys 111 the Gaol yard were as ghb as Glass x8x8
L H unt. Nymphs, 1 25C With coral, and the glib sea
flowers, They furnish their faint bowers 1827 Clarl
Sliiph Cal 3 Seeking bright glib ice, to play And slide the
wintry hours away 1853 Kani GunnellExp xniv (185C)
310 A fine bare surface of ftesli ice, extremely glib and
durable 1879 Browning Ivan Ivanovitch xoi 1 he snow
lies glib as glass and hard as steel 1888 Sheffield Gloss

,

Glib, soft, smooth
tiansf and fig. 1607 Shaks "Jimtm i 1 33 All Mmdes,

As well of glib and slipp'iy Creatures, as Of Giaue and
austere qualitie, tender downe Their sendees to Lord Timon
1678 Marvell Growth Papciy on That tins House might
appear still necessary to the People, and to make the money
more glib

2 . Ofan action, method, procedure s Easy, meet-
ing no obstruction ; off-liand.

1398 Marston Pygmal v. 157 He’s a God that can doe
villany With a good giace, and glib facility X643 Milton
Divorce Wks 1738 I 162 The method ib so ghb and easy
x668 H More Dm Dial iv. xn (1713) 313 How ghb, how
easie and how natural would it have been upon this
Hypothesis? 1832 D G Mitchlil Dream Lif 124 The
ghb, easy way of one student, and 1ns perfect sangfroid
completely charm you
3 . Of a speaker or writer, of the tongue, etc :

‘ Well-oiled ready and fluent in utterance Of
language : Characterized by fluency and readiness.
Chiefly in contemptuous use, implying lack of
thought 01 of sincerity
X602 Marston Antonio's Rev 1.11 Wks 1836 I 77 Is glib

rumor growne a parasite 9 1605 Shaks Lear 1 1. 227, 1 want
that ghb and oylie Art, To speak and purpose not x6o6— Tr f[ Cr iv v 58 These encounterers so ghb of tongue,
X605 Breton Old Man's Lesson F, Take lieede of a Leei-
mg Eye and a Glibbe tongue x6o6 Dinner r Sev Smites 1

(Arb ) i2 A hye sound and ghb deliuery. 1639 Fuller Holy
JVar v xix. (1640) 261 Their ghb pennes making no more
reckoning of men then of pins, x66g W Simpson Hydrol
CJtym. 234 Familiarity begets a current ghb language.
1705 Berkeley Commonfl Bit Wks 1871 IV 429 Glib,
coherent, methodical discouises, which nevertheless amount
to just nothing 1792 D Lloyd Voy. Life 79 Piompt
Deception glib with flatt’rmg lies 1 1820 Collridgl Lett

,

t onvets,, etc I 137 A contemptible deinocrattcal oligarchy
of glib economists 1827 Lady Ghanvilll Lett Ou (1894)
1 435 The husband talks very good glib French and is
intelligent 1848 Lytton Harold 1.

1,
T hou art too glib of

tongue for a subject. 1884 G Am n P/nhstia II 87 The
ordinary glib commonplaces of obituary notices 1892
Stevenson A cross the Plains 253 His ghb, random criticism
took a wider range. 1893 Vizltelly Glances Bach II xyi\.
132 [He] was a glib and ready speaker

+ D Of woids * Easy to pronounce. Also of a
statement Easily ‘ swallowed ’, plausible. Obs.
1603 H. Crosse Vei tuesCommonw (1878) 103 O how will

theydiue into the bottomeof their brame ' forliuant termes
. to varnish theyr lyes and fables to make them glib x6o8
Middleton Mad Jflorid v 1 74

r
ihe blip 1 by any troth a

pretty name, and a glib one

4. Comb., asglib-tongtied adj
, telih-board (see

quot 1894); glib-gabbetrt St
,
voluble, loquacious.

1682 J Collins Salt • Fjskoy 29 Men walkiug on them
[Bime Pans] with Boards tyed to thur FeU called ’'Glib
Boards

_ 1894 Harris Ttchn. hue Insttr Comment
,
Glib

boards, in salt-works, the boaids tied to the men's feet to
uiable them to walk 111 the salt-pans. X786 Burns Earnest
Ciyxm, That *ghb-gabbet Highland Baion The Laud o’
Graham 1603 Laugh 4 In dovme 111 Collier Btbl Acc
(1865) I 452 The next was a nimble witted and *ghb-
toung d fellow. 1837 Carl*ll/'> Rev. II in 11, Fauchet
appioves himself a ghbtongued, strong-lunged, whole
hearted human individual 189s Edncat Rev. 223, 1 base
not said that a liberal education includes of necessity
the prolonged scholastic study of many languages, much
less the gUS-tongued use of many languages.

B adv.

X Smoothly; easily. Now rare
*£>94 Nashe Unfort, Trav 5 After I had moistned my

lippes, to make my he run glibbe xfioo Brlton Pasomis
FooleS'Ceip (Grosai t) 19/2 An idle Mate, Whose tongue goes
all too glibbe vpon Lhc seare. 1627 Drayton Agmcoui t,
etc. 189 Let your numbers inn Glib as the former, so shall
it hue long 1696w Mouniagul Delights Holland asi
Having a little Tub of Water upon the Sledge, which they
often spill on the Giound, to make it go tlic glibbei i7iz
Arbuthnot JohnBullm m, A noose that shot as glib as .1

n j
***734 North E\am 1 m & 39 (1740)

yS The Bill did not pass ghb 1773 Flitchek Script
h coles n xx Wks 1793 V 303 note, To make it go down
glib with all the rigid bound willers in Christendom 1830
ocott Doom Dtvorgoil in 11, Father’s razoi slips as ghb As
from courdy tongue a fib 1867 T. JI Si *vat l Laughing in

play
llm0K Po0t 103 11 mal'es lbe wheels of nature glibbei

2 Volubly; fluently.
1628 W. Plmrle Ret Lords Supper 62 If the tongue goe

glibbe. 1682 Drydln Die of Guise iv 111, Love has oiled
your tongue to run 50 glib, 1778 Footl Trip Calais 1Wks 1709 II 33g Mere infants sputter French, more freer
and glibber than your daughter 1813 E S Barrett
Heroine (1815) III 27 You talked so glib of your great
estates 1887 Besant The World went 1. 7 The words arop
out ghb, and seem to mean nothing
3 . Comb

,
as glib-ghdmg adj

xjtax Sylvester Du Bartas 1 vn 00 How th’ Aits glib

and MooK
S

tea?s
y SuchstoreofFo 'vls> Hail-storms,

Glib (glib), v * Also 6 ghbe [f the adj ]

GLIBNESS.

+ i turns To render glib, smooth, or shppen.
Alsofig Obs. 1

1390 Marston Sto Viltanuri.iv 188 Retayling others witlong barrelled, l o glib some great mans eares, till punch be
fed 1602 — Antonio's Riv u 1, Wks 1856 I or TV
clapper of my mouth's not gltbd With couit oyle ,6,8
Lively Orac 223 Each commission [of villany] smoothing
and glibbing the way to the next *=

2 To render glib or fluent

1 1

l6a
.

8 Rem {^M*<56o) 20 There is a drunken
liberty of the I ongue, which being once glibbed with niton-catmg liquor runs wi de xfi7i MIlton P R , ,7

“SStook that office, and the tongues Of all Ins flattering prophet*
glibbed with lies 1683-4 Whole Duty Man xin §i7 lo;Men have so glibbed their tongues to lying, that they do it
familiarly upon any or no occasion 1863 Robson Bards
lyne 310 lhey ghbb’d their jaws at Luntun x8go DathNews 15 Oct 5/4 Those false prophets whom Mr. Brick
once denounced, the prophets whose mouths were glibbed
with lies

3 tnir To talk volubly Obs exc. dial
1602 Warner Alb Eng xi lxv. (1612) 279 Least perhaps

he should haue glib’d 1890 Glouccsteish Gloss , Glib to talk
rapidly or glibly ‘ He ghbbed it over, I’ll be bound *

1

4

. (See quot ) Obs.
1398 Florio, Gin-saie to slide, or glide, 01 slip, ghbe

away sodainely as an ede doth out of ones hand
Hence Glibbed ppl. a

, Gli bbmg vbl sb
XS98 Fi orio, C/itsso, .1 sliding, a gliding, a slipping, a glib

bing away sodainely. 1634 Gayton Picas Motes iv ix
234 Their moistned brames gave leave for their glibb’d
tongues to chat hbeially. x8*x Clarp Vill Mmstr II
22 Smooth as ghss the glibbed pool is fro/e

1 Glib, v 2 Obs. rate. [app. a corruption of
Lib v ] /; ans To castrate ; to geld
x6xx Shaks Wmt T. n. 1 149, 1 had rather glib my selfe,

then they Should not produce faire issue 1640 Sinner*
hi Patrickfor Del v, If I tome back, let me be glib’d

Glibber (gli bar), a dial. [See Glibbery a,]
(See quot

)

1847-78 Halliw n 1 ,
Glibbei

,

worn smooth Not th

t GH’bber, v Obs — 1 [See Glibbery a 1 inti .

To slip; to slide
J

iS99 A M tr Gutllemcau's Fr Chirwg Aivb, This
bullet-drawer is dentified, becaus the_bullet being therm, it
should not glibber thciout

'

tGli-bbery, a Obs [Corresponds to Du.
ghbbertg (not found m MDu.), late MLG glib-

bench (mod. LG. glibbi ig). Cognate forms are
Eng Gliba

; Du (dial )ghb curds ; Eng Glibber
a and v = Du. glibber adj

,
glibberen vb ; cf. also

Du ghppen, ghppeien to slip, slide, ghppertg slip-
pery It is possible that the words may stand m
ablaut-relation to OHG. glcif sloping, oblique, or
that they may be onomatopoeic formations sug-
gested by the wk giade glut of Du. ghjden, Eng.
Glide v

\
cf Glidder ] Slippery

, fig. shifty,

untrustworthy
i6ox , M\RsioN/J<M//KifiS Hath i 127 Let who will chmbc

ambitions glibbery rounds, And leane vpon the vulgars
lotten loue x6ox B Jokson Poetaster v i, What, bhall thy
Lubncall and glibbery Muse Liue, as she were defunct, like
Punque in Sstewes > 1602 M \rston Ant $ Mel 1 Wks
1856 I 13 His love is glibbery

, there’s no hold ont, wench
Ibid iv Wks 1856 I 46 The glibbery ice Of vulgar favoui
1630 Bhaihwah Eng Gentlent (1641)7 The tongue is a
small munbu

,
but very glibbery and prone to rume a 1634

Randolph Mums? Doohing-Gl ii iv (1638) 33 No, feed on
Widdowes, have each meale an Orphan Serv’d to yourI able,
or a glibbuy hen c With all lub lands melted into a morgage
1646 Fulllk Wounded Come (1841) 321 Anointed with oil
to make them sleek and glibbuy

+ GlrTfbin. Obsr 1
[f Glib sb t

Of doubtful genuineness Ii ish glilun means ‘ a rag ’
]A vvomau who wears a ghb 16x8 [see Glib sb.
1 b]

Glibe, obs. form of Glib sb i and v 1

Glibly (gli bill), adv [f Glib a. + -ly 2
.] In

a glib manner.
1 . Smoothly

;
easily

, without impediment
1605 B Jonson Volpone i i, You shall ha* some will

swallowA melting heire, as glibly as your Dutcli Will pills of
butter 1632 Massinger City Madam i 1. (1658) 4 Pi ade-
pt’ll Here’s 110 grossc flatteiy Will she swallow this 9

Goldwirc You see she does, and glibly 1686 J Dunton
Lett fr New Eng (1S67) 13 Nor was there wanting to all

this good chear, plenty ofWines to make it go down glibly

1744 Armstrong Prcsdiv Health u 498 1 he sapless habit
doily to bedew, Aud give the hesitating wheels of life Glibber
toplay. 1787 Blst Angling (ed 2) 84 These lines haveno
knots to prevent their running glibly thiough the rings of
the red X807 Sporting Mai? XXIX 70 Eveiy thing went
onghbly x8x8M G Llwis Journ IV hid (1834)2581110
old lady ,, seemed to swallow the lie -very glibly 1844
Tuacklray Wand hat Contnb 11 Wks 1886 XXIV 78
[It] was slipping down his threat as glibly as an oyster
1864 Lowell Fueside Tiav 196 His broken fragments will

reunite more glibly than the head and neck, of Qrrilo.

2 Fluently, with ready utterance
1669 W Simpson Hydiol Chym 232 Let them come to

make a familiar discourse in Latme they do it not glibly, in

a current Style 1792 Mary Wollstonlcr. Rights Worn
Introd 8 These caricatures of the real beauty of sensibility,

diopping glibly from the tongue, vitiate the taste x8ox Mar
Edgeworth Angelina iv (1832) 76 Mrs Puffit, having glibly

lun off this speech, left the room 1833 Kane GrinnellExp
KKXi (1856) 269 None knew their parts, and the prompter
could not read glibly enough to do his office 1883 Manch,
Eva.ni 4 Feb 3/5 We talk glibly of * Dutch painting

’

Glibness (gli bnes). Also 7 glibbe-, glibbi-

ness
_

[f. Glib a, + -ness.] The qualityofbeing glib.

1 Smoothness; slippenness.
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1611 Cotgr , Glissade, a slip, or slipping ; also, ghbncsse

ifiifi Chapman Odyss xu 130 A polisht lcclike glibncsse

doth enfold The rocke so round. 1631 Sandtrson Semi
f1664) li 0 A kmde ofgentle softnesse, and smootlinesse, and
supple glibbitiess wherewith the touch is much delighted

1644 Digby Nat Bodies xiv . 125 The ghbbenesse of Mer-
cury and of melted mettalls i733Cnr\Nr £nt> Malady 1

x 84 (1734) 98 Ihe Fluids [are] only intended to preserve

them [solids] in due Plight, Glibness [etc ] 1768-74 Tucm u
Lt Nat (1852) I 97 Our organs continue the motions we
put them into, after they have gone out of oui sight, thereby

woiking themselves to a glibness and smoothness

2 Facility, readiness

1631 Massinger Believe as yon List in 111 (1849) S3
With what glibnesse My flatteries, oyl’d with hopes of
future greatnesse, Are swallow’d by this dull pate

3 Fluency, volubility.

1633 T. Adams Exp 2 Peter 1 10 Physicians judge of the

body’s health, not by the glibness of the tongue but by
the pulse of the arm. t66g W Simpson Hydiol Chym 232
A current glibness m the utterance of any language 1848
Thackeray Bk. Snobs wiv, 1 he word slips out of their

lips with glibness 1865 Sat Rev n Mar 284 He said
what he had to say with the usual glibness

+ Crli'ciride. Obs.— 1 [ad late L ghunaa, L
glycytthiza, -on, Gr. yXvicvppifc, -ou Liquorice.]

=Liquorice
c 1420 Pallad on Hush \i 358 An vnee of mehon, of ghci-

nde Thre vnee

Glick(e, obs. f Gleek sb 1
,
var Gleek sb 2

and v., Obs

t Glid, v. Obs.— 0 [Cf. Gli ] mtr. To look
awry, sqtunt
1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet , To Glid, looke awry, side-

waies, or asquint, sdteel, oftc van ter sijden sieit

Glidder (gli daij, sb dial [related to Glid-
der a and OE gliddrian

.

see Gliddeb v] A
loose stone on a hillside.

1799 Scorr Shepherd's T. igo Beneath the cavern dread
Among the glidders grey A shapeless stone with lichens
spread Marks where the wanderer lay 1863 Greenwell m
Trans. Tyneside Nat hieId Club VI 18 A very sleep
descent, covered with loose rolling stones, here called glid-
ders ov glitters

Glidder fghdoi), a. Obs e\c. dial Also 4
glethur [OE glidder

,

f gild- wk.root ofglidan
Glide v ]

‘ Slippery’ (Halliwell) Hence Gli’d-
derly adv. (in 4 glethurly), with smooth unim-
peded motion
c 825 Vesp Hymns xi. 6 Lubricant, glidder c 1000 Wule-

stan Horn. 239/14 Ofei hone glideran weg hellewites
brogan. 13 Sir Belies (MS. Cj 43x3+161 So glethurly
the swyrde went, That the fyre owt of the pawment sprent.

Glidder (gli dai), v. Obs. exc. dial [f prec
(OE. had gliddrian intr

,
to totter) ] irons To

glaze over , to cover with ice

x6x6 B Jon.son DevilanAssiv. iv, Keepe it 111 your galley-
pot well ghdder'd 1778 \V. Puycl Mm Conmb. u. 1 78
Those Fissures aie commonly ghdered or coated over with
a hard earthy substance 1867 Rock Jim <$ Nell xxi\
(EDS 76) The plaunclung’s lick a ghddered pond

Gliddery (gli’dau), a dial. [f. Glidder v +
-1 1

; qf. MDu gliderhh, LG. ghddertg ] Slippery;

fig. treacherous.

1869 BlackmqkE Loma D iv, Two men led my mother
down a steep and ghddery stair-way Ibid. vn,'lhe world was
gieen and gliddery 1880 — Mary Anciley I x 131 Up
that gravelly and gliddery ascent the heavy boats must
clamber somehow

Glide (glaid), sb [f. next ]

1 The action of gliding, m various senses
B’itz Gee i ray SirF. Drake (1881) 57 The waters glide

should still record the same i6ooShaks A Y L. tv m 113
[The snake] with indented glides, did slip away Into abush
*647 Faringdon Serin iv. 70 A kind of Majesty which
makes a pleasing glide into the minds ofmen 1781 Cowplk
Charity 186 The ruffian with ghostly glide steals close to

your bedside. 179s Paine Aye Reason 11 (1819) 83 The
glide of the smallest fish exceeds us in motion

__

1812 J,
Wilson Isle ofPalms 1 269 With a winged glide this maiden
would rove' x8x8 L Hunt Sana to Keats , Surely as I feel .

.

Overhead the glide ofa dove’s wings 1841 Wiiirnui/j-rr/tT
176 To hear the dip of Indian oars, The glide of birch canoes

2 cotter. A stream (obs.); also, the gliding por-
tion of a stream, a shallow.
1590 Gkllnl Never too late 11 (1600} Q 4 He that 111

Eurotas siluer glide Doth baine his tresse 1391— Maiden's
Dreame 4 Wks (Grosutt) XIV 301 A silent spring The
glide whereof gainst weeping flints did beat 1746 Bow lk

L

it

A>iylmy(x%33) 4° The chief haunts of the smaller Greylmg
are in glides 1882 Gd 1Fords 604 Both times as he [a fish]

leaches the glide he leaves it

+ 3 A passage ; au avenue (of tiees). Obs
c 17x0 C FtENNbs Diary (1888) 21 A good hall w11* 2 pai-

lours and has a glide thiough the house into the gardens.
Ibid 143 Through a fine Visto or Glide of tiees wA runs
along ye paiLe
4. Mus and Phonetics (See quots )
1835 Wilson Diet Mus , Glide , the slur, to join two

successive sounds without articulation, also the unaccented
notes or anticipations in a portamento passage 1836
A J Ellis Umv Wilting Printing 6 The Glide and
Syllable When the bow is drawn, while a finger is slid

a down a violin stung, a succession of sounds is heard, called
a Glide When the voice or whisper is continued, while the
position of the organs of speech changes fiom that due to

one sound to that due to another, a Vocdl Glide is heard,
1867 A. Mllville Bell Visible Speech£9 A sei les of semi
consonant, semi-vowel sounds . . which we call ‘ Glides

’

1888 Swlet Hist. Eng Sounds § 23 The
1 glide or sound

produced in passing from the one position [of the organs of
speech] to the other. >

5 . Comb
, as glide-consonant (see quot ) ; glide*

vowel, a vowel which cannot form a syllable by
itself

, t glide-worm, some kind of worm or
snake.
c 1425 Voc m Wi -Wulcker 643/6 IIec vicedula, glyde-

w orme 1888 Sivctt Hist Eng Sounds § 22 These diph-
thongic or * glide-’ vowels are written consonant size Ibid
§ 33 Glide consonants in the special sense of the word are
consonants formed without any lived configuration

Glide (glaid), v Pa t and pa pple glided.
Forms Infin 1 glidan, 3 gliden, 4-6 glyde, (5
glyede, 6 glyd), 3- glide, 3id pers pres, tnd

4 glit, glyt. Pa. t. 1-2 glid (pi. glidon), 3-5
glad, (3 gleed, 4 gladd), 4-5 glade, 5-6 Sc.

glaid, 3-5 glod, (3 gload), 4-5 glood(e, 4-6, 9
glode, 5, 7, 9 glid, 7- glided. Pa pple. 1-4
gliden, 6 glaid, 9 glid, (glode% 7- glided [A
common WGer. str vb . QE. glidan, glad,ghrton,
gliden corresponds toOFns gltda, OS glidan (Du
ghjden

,
now usually gltjeti), Ql-LG.glitan (MHG

gliten
,
mod.G. gleiten)

,
notfound m Goth, or ON.,

but (prob. by adoption fiom LG ) in MSw.glndha
(mod.Svv gltda), Da glide The OTent type is

*glitfan, giant-, gliitum, ghitono- outside Teut no
cognates are known
Hie affinity of sense with OTeut *glade , smooth, slippery

(see Glad a ) is remarkable, but etymological affinity is

hardly possible, unless indeed the Teut. root *glid- was
evolved from ^ slid- Slide v. through the influence of the
adj or its root The Eng. vb remained strong until the
present century, the usual inflexion is now glided, though
glid might be used in thepast tense without causing surpnse
All other str foims occurring m recent writings are distinctly

archaistic ]

1 mi) . To pass from one place to another by a
smooth and continuous movement, without effort

or difficulty.

a along the surface of, 01 through, a liquid
Beowulf

(

7, ) 5x3 3't .glidon ofei garsecg a 1000 Andreas
498 (Gr ) pes bat glides on geofone c 1290 S Eng Leg
I 324/69 pat sclup bi gan to glide 13 . K Alls 6194 So
wyght undur the water they rideth, So ony schip above
glideth, 15x3 Douglas Mutts \ v 81 And tlnou the walhs
on the tother part [the ship] Glydis away vndir the fomy
seis 1383 Stanyhurst Alnets m (Arb ) 72 Fiom shoare
we be glyding 1632 J Hayward tr Btotidt's Erotnena
vi. 163 Whitest then the Galleyes glided on a maine
speede 1649 Stanley Emopa 9 Down leaps he, Dol-
phmlike glides through the seas 1820W Irving Sketch
Bk I 13 A distant sail, gliding along the edge of the ocean

1834 IV. India Sk Bk I 245 We glided gradually past
a great number of shipping to the landing-place 1863
Dascni Jest ,5- Earnest (1873) II 183 Harold s own vessel

stood the pi oof, and glode safely over the obstacle 1871
B Taylor Eaust I 11 43 One at the window sits And
sees all sorts of ships go clown the liver gliding

b. of a liquid, a stream, etc. + In early use often

of tears or blood, where flow would now be used
c 1 175Lamb Horn 43 Alle heore teres beoS berninde gleden

ghdende ouer heore ajene nebbe. £1205 Lay 12773 Hun
gunnen glide teores c 1300 Havcloh 1851 The blod lan of
ms sides bo water that fro the welle glides a 1400 SirPete.

537 1 he teies oute of his eghne glade c 1430 Hymns Vug
28 A1 he suffnde pat was wisest, His blood to lete doun
glide 1500-20 Dunuak Poems Kxu 92 Qulnll blude and
wattir did furth glyde 1526 Pilgr Per/. (W de W 1531)

234 b, As water glydeth on the erth so our lyfe vanyssheth

& passeth 1597 Drayton Heroic Ep. v 41 I aske the

gentle flood as it did glide If thou didst passe or perish by
the tide? 1699 Garth Dispens. 1 15 A while bis cuidling
Blood foigot to glide 1707 Curios in Hush 4 Gaul 68

TheWateis that glide in the Sinuosities of the Earth, meet
with Sulphur or Lime 1707 E Smith Phaedra 4 HtPP
nr 31 Soft Cydonian Oyl, Whose balmy Juice glides o’er

th 1 untasting Tongue 1764 Goldsm Trav 320 Where
hi lghter streams than fam’d Hydaspes glide 1802 Wokdsu
601111 ,

‘ Earth has not anything to show,' The river glid-

eth at his own sweet will. 1848W H. Bartli to

Pal xi (1879] 246 ’Ihe little stream glided and lippled by
. over its iocky bed 1885 Bibll (R V ) Song 60I. vn g
Gliding through the lips of those that are asleep

fg x6gi-i7oi Norris Ideal Woild 1 11 no Truth
whose streams glide through the banen regions of our

sensible world 1764 Goldsm Trav ^34 With secret course
Glides the smooth current of domestic joy 1820 Hazlitt

Lut. Dram Lit 50 Ihe dialogue glides and sparkles like

a clear stream from the LI uses’ spimg
c. of motion through the air.

Beowulf (Z ) 2073 Heofones 31111 glad ofer grutidas a 1000
Andreas 1304 (Gr ) Sunue sew at to sete glidan uinlei 111 flan

lias, c 1x75 Lamb . Horn 91 Swa ie3e sua his sceada heoiii

on glad heo weien llieled a 1300 CursorM 11428 pe stem
ahvais pain forwit glade c 1386 Ch aucek Meich T 643
llie moone was in to Cancre glyden — S<ir 's T 385 The
vapour which pat fro the eithe glood Made the sonue to

seme rody and biood ? rt 1400 Morte A rth 799 pe worme
Comes glydande fro pe clowddez c 1440 Yoi k Myst x\x

76 pe sonne glydm to pe grounde with his glitterand

glemys c 1450 St Cuthbcrt (Suitees) 1239 When he saw
aungels fia iieuen glyde. 1557 lattel's blue (Arb) 136

Svhyle, through lus signes, flue tymes gicat Titan glode,

x6x5 Chapman Odyss xu 583 And thiough, and through
the ship, his lightning glid 1667 Milton P L mi 629
f
lhe Cherubim descended. Gliding Meteorous, as Ev’nmg
Mist 1827 Jas Monigonl-uy Pelican Island in 113 Where
glid the sunbeams through the latticed boughs. 1850 Mrs
Browning Poems I 132 On the back of the quick winged
bn d I glode_ 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxi 426 One glides

with quivering pinions to the centre of the open space

d. in general. Now often appliecl-to the progres-

sion of a person walking or riding, of a carnage,

etc., to express extreme smoothness of movement

GLIDE.

and the absence of perceptible motion of the limbs,

wheels, etc
a 1275 in Hist Holy Rood-h ee (1894) 79 So gleam glidis

pm t pe glas pui t pe hoale purch he gload c rapo S Eng
Leg I 443/375 pat wedur bi-gan to glide, in pe oput half of
pe chuiche 1494. Fabian Chi on. vn 337 An hyll remoujd
fiom his propre place and glode by many a liiyle cx6xx
Chapman Iliad xxm. 65s All rankt, Achilles show’d Ihe
race scope I rom the stait, they glid. 1697 Drydcn Vtrg
Georg n 679 Th’ Infernal I roops like passing Shadows
glide 1805 Wordsw Waggouei 1 43 The Horses have
woiked with right good-will And now they smoothly
glide along 1812 J Wilson Isle ofPalms 1 35 She glides

away like a lambent flame 18x6 L. Hunt Rtmiiu iv 79
Looking round about, As he glode by 1835 W. Irving
'lourPiairus 289 Ihe two horsemen glided down from the
profile of the lull <1x839 Prato Poems (1864) I 127 In

through the lattice did my chariot glide 1877 G Mai -

nomi d Maiq Losne xlv, Before him glode the shape of

Clementina 1888 R. Buchanan City of Di earn 11 40
Mighty priests Glode by on steeds bridled with glittering

gold

2 Said of tlic mode of progression of reptiles

c 1250 Gen t)- E-i. 370 NiSful neddie, . sal gliden on hive

brest neSer. <1x300 CutsorM 11G08 Yte o pis coue pan
sagh pai glide Mam dragons C1315 Shoelhvm i6x Opone
thy wombe thou schalt glyde. 1390 Gowtr Conf II 260

She [Medea] glode forth, as an adder doth 2398 1 rtvisv
Baith De P R xvm i (3495) 735 ^Some beestes crepith
and glydeth on the giounde 1*1440 Promp. Pair. 399,1
Glydyn, serpo. 1547 Surrey YEnetd n (1557) Bj b, Ihe ser-

pentes twine with hasted trade they glide 'lo Pallas temple

1697 Drydln Vtrg Georg nr 645 [Ihe Snake] m sonic

secret Cranny slowly glides 3819 Ckaume T ofthe 11all vn
I 338 1 heie the birds of daikness loved to hide. The loathed
toad to lodge, and speckled snake to glide 1842 Mrs Brow n-

ing Gil Chr. Poets 24 Oh, would the serpent had not glode
along ’lo Eden’s gaiden land

3 To go unperceived, quietly, or stealthily ; to

insinuate oneself, steal, * slip ’ into, out of a place.
<1x300 CursorM 16492 Judas lcest pe penis on pe flore,

and son a-wai he glad 1393 Langl P. PI C xxi 479 May
no gryshclie gost gljde per hit shadewep a 1400-50 Ales-
under 358 pis grete god full of grace sail glide to pi chambre
1 1485 Inscuption Cat lisle Cathedral 111 St Cuthbeil
(Surtees) [rx] Hei by prayers fendys ovt fain [i e out of
Fame]glad 1634A Huisn Hymu,G holy Spirit Vouchsafe
into out.soules to glide 1736 E all Orrlry Let 18 Mar 111

Swift's Lett (1766) II 247 Vou see, Cuill, like his friend
the Devil, glides through all key holes 1847 Mary Hovtn 1

Ballads
,
etc 393 And the Holy Mothei ofJesus Glid in with

footsteps light 1850 D G Mitchell Reveries Bachelor 47
He takes up his hat and glides out stealthful as a cat 1859
Kingsley Misc (i860) I 148 A great dog fox as led as the
fii stems through which he glides

-j-4 Used m poetry for : To pass from one place

lo another, to go or come. Also with advs.forth,
tip, down, etc Obs

<* 1205 Lay 195J7 Muche folc hun after glad a 1275
Prov YEIfted 618 in O E Mtsc 136 Drunken mon .. Get
him pe weie reme and let him ford gliden a 1300 CursorM
20830 (Gott) Fourti dais m erd he badd, Ar hevp till hn
fadir glad. 13 EE Allit P B 677 pen glydez forth
god, J>e god mon hym fohez. c 1386 Chaucer 6ir TIeopas

193 Forth vp 011 Ins wey Tie glood [v r rood], As spark ouL
ofthebronde a 1400 6tr Perc 466 Foithirmoie ganne he
glyde 1 ille a chambii c 1400 Destr hoy 2996 The lady
glod on fyll gayly c 1450 i t. Cnthbert (Surtees) 7443 At
nioine besyde pe way we glade To pe nevt kirke, messe to

lieie C1460 Jowneley Myst xii 68 So galy in gere As lie

glydys. c 1475RanfCotljear 484 He is the gayest in geir,

that ener on gtound glaid 1513 Douglas AEncu vn iv

is With swyft pays tliai on tliaie message glaid 1506
SrtNSLR E Q iv iv 23 Like sparke of fire that from the

andvile glode

+b. ofa weapon, a blow. (Peih. with the no-
'

tton of swift or unresisted movement.) Obs.
CX205 Lay 1750 Heo letten to gliden gares swipe scarpe.

13 1C, Alts. 1335 A brad gavelock he lette glide. £1330
Arth *$- Merl. 5160 On his helme he him smot, pe ax glod,
god it wot <1x380 6tr Eli taub 848 porw scheld, haberkc,
& aketoun pat sper him gan to glyde C1386 Chauc* r
Knt 's T. 717. e 1400 Sowdone Bab. x 183 The stroke glode
down by his bake c 1450 Guy Wanv. (C ) 4914 Hys sperc
thorow the body glode 1513 Douglas sEnets ix, vii 156
The swerd, wyghtly stokit, or than was glaid lhrou owt
hys cost [1699 Drydcn Pal Arc, 11 124 He ttembl’d
ev’ry Limb, and felt a Smart, As if cold Steel had glided
through his Ile.nt (Echoing Cliaucei Knt ’4 T 717 )]

+ c. To fall. Obs.
c izog Lu 800 LeteS the Grickisca gliden to gmndc

13 Coer de L 5306 Eytliei stede to grounde glode. And
brake her nekkes ? 1370 Robt Cieyle 60 Y felle in pryde.
As the auugelle that can ofhevjn glyde a 1400 Sir Perc.
aii 6 Righte there appone the faire mokte The ryng owte
glade. <r 1460 Lannfal 575 Another cours togedeic they rod,

That syr Launfal helm of glod

fd. Of the eye • To glance, turn aside upon.
ei4*5 Seven Sag (P ) 2099 The childe lette hys [eyen]

glyede Oppon hys maystyr al asy de

0. To slide, move unobstructedly ovei a polished

surface. Also, f to slip, lose one’s footing on ice 01

muddyground (obs ) , to slide on ice as a sport (dial).
c 1290 6 Eng Leg I 2 1,2/430 For heo [the bridge] was

nai 0V3, and shdei, and het3, pat he »e bchokle him so bitellc,

^if pat he glufte [v.t glide] in am half, pat he lie fulle m-to
belle 1674 J Schemer tr.Hist Lapl 4 The Laplander
gliding upon the ice. 1835-6 Todd Cyd Anat.l 255/20110
surface glides over the othei limited by the ligaments. x88x

Leicester slu Gloss, Glide, to slide on the ice

b. To slip away, elude one’s grasp, like some-
thing greasy.

< 1510 Mow. Picks Wks. 25 The plcasuie, whiche thine
euill worke doth contayne, Glideth his way, thou matst him
not lestrame. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 281 if 7 It glided
thiough the Fmgeis like a smooth Piece of Ice. 1823



G-LIDER. GLIME.

Lamb Elia Set ii Pop Fallacies n, They do not find

that all gold glides, like thawing snow, from the thief's

hand
6. To pass lightly and without intciruption along

or ova a surface Also transf. of the eye, the

mind, etc

i8zz Lamb Elia Ser ir Detached 'J ft on Bis ,
Books of

quick interest, that hunyon foi incidents, aie for the eye
to glide <ner only <11834— Bet to Wardsw Lett \vn 162

The light paragiaplis must be ghd overby thepiopereye
1851 Rusk in Stones Pen (1874)1 xxv 284 The eye ought
to glide along the basic rolls to take measurement of then
length 1863 Geo Eliot Romola 1 \i. His hand glided

from the face and tested on the young man's sliouldei

7. In various immaterial applications.

a. Of time, one’s life, etc . To pass gently and
imperceptibly. Also with along

,
away, +Joith

,

on, etc.

ci250 Gen 2?t 3460 Quiles ftis daises foiS ben gliden

1500-20 Dunbar Poeius \i 6 Hyne glydis all thy tynie that

heir is 1779 J Moom View hoc Fi (17891 I win 143
The hours glide along veiy smoothly 1835 Marrvat Jac
Eaithf xiwi, My life glided on as did my wherry—silently

and rapidly 1837 Disraeli Veuetia 1 111, Two seiene and
innocent years had glided away 1887 Bowen Vug Eclog.
x 43 Here life evei should glide beside thee gently away

hb Of the Holy Ghost = Proceed Obs
a 1225 Juliana- 2 Ant o ]ies hnligastes Jnt glided c f ham

ItaScn C1320 Cast Lave 1454 pe Holy Cost pat gliL of
Item bo
c To glide into to pass by impciceptible de-

grees into (a condition or state) ; to fall insensibly

into (doing something). Said also of a species,

etc : To shade off insensibly into, have no clear

demarcation fiom (something else).

1800 Hatchett in Phil Pram XC 391 Muscle, ligament,

and tendon, seein to glide almost impel ceptibly into each
other 1825 Lytkin P'alkland 22, I sulfer one moment lo

glide into another *842 Ai ison Hist Emofie (1849-50) X
kvi § 77. 190 All feelings of hostility glide into those of
peculiar couitesy 1865 Dickens hint Ei m v, I have
glided into telling you the seciet 1869 Lucky Euiofi Mor.
I 11 282 The peasant piopnetor soon glided hopelessly into

debt.

d. Phonetics To glide on lo * (of p. consonant

or vowel) lo be utteied continuously with (the

following sound).

[1774 cf 8] 1867 A J Ehis E E Pionunc 1 111 57
A short accented vowel is in English always followed by
a consonant on to which it glides

8. trans. — to cause to glide (in different senses).

Also f to glide away
1650 Travp Comm, Gen iv 17 Silly aie they that think to

glide away their groans with games, and their cares with
cards, &c. 1774 \V Mitiord Harmony Lang, 48 They
sound 1, but glide it so unpei ceptibly into the following

vowel that it cannot form a distinct syllable 1834 IV India
hi Bk I. 299 Enjoying the light ans winch began to

play on the suiface of the water, and to glide the vessel

quietly on her course 1893 Gun ter Miss Dividends 128

Ferdie glides the graceful Louise through the 100m in

poetic motion 1897 W. Andlrkon huig, In eat Lupus
14 The raw surface may be covered 111 by gliding poitions

of detached integument from an adjacent pait

Glider (glai dai) Also 5-6 glydar(e, -er [f

Glide v + -tit h] One who, or that which glides

,

also, that winch aids in gliding Also with up
cx^tpPiouip Pam 199/1 Glydaie, scipior 1530 Palsgk

225/2 Glydai a slydei, glauccvr 1579 Si'lnsku Shcph. Cal.

Aug 94 Per The gkuince into my heat t did glide, Will
hey ho the glyder 1597 A M tr Guillenlean's Fr
Chirnrg. Avb, The little Glysoiye, oi Ghdeie vp and
downe 1850 H II Wilson tr Rtg vciia I 219 The Maiuts

are ghdexs (through the air)

b. An appendage that aids m gliding.

1875 J Petiigrlw A utui. Loco (1874) T70 The clytia or
anterior wings are fiequently employed as sustnineis or
gliders in flight

Gli'dewort. (a half-adoption, hali-translalion

of MDu. ghdcruijt (Du ghdknud) = Ger. ghd-
kraut

, the first element seems to mean ‘limb the

leference being to the use of the herb as a remedy
for gout J t a. An old name foi species oiSidenhi
b (See quol. 1866.)
1640 Parkinson

’

1/uat TSot 58S The Germans [call it]

Ghdkiaut, the Dutch Gltduuijt, and wee in English after

the Dutch name, Glidcwoi t of some, and Ironwort of most
1866 Trctis Dot, Ghdewoit, Gahofists Tetiahit 1879
Bun ten & Holland Plant-n, 207

Gliding (glatdiq), vbl. sb. [See -ing 1
] The

action of the vb Glide iu various senses

1398 Trevisa Earth De P R xvnr, xcv (1495) 841 The
serpent . . crepyth wyth preuy paces and glydynges c 1440
Promfi Paris 199/1 Glydyuge, serficio 1576 Turberv.
Veneris 122 Making gieat glydings and hitting his dew*
clawes upon the grounde 1600 S Nicholson Acolastus
(1876) 48 With a silent gliding, AChristall hrooke ran 1644
Digby Nat Bodies vm 63 It [light] will follow the nature
of grosser bodies, and bane glidinges like them 1794 Sir
W. Jones Inst Hindu Last vi § 63 The glidings of this

vital spirit through ten thousand millions ofutenne passages

1817 Byron Bapfio xiv, The loveliness at times we see In
momentary gliding 184* E Wilson Anat Fade hi (ed 2)

93 Gliding is the simple movement of one articular sui face

upon another 1856 Gkindon Life ii (1875) 14 The gliding

of the clouds before U19 wind ax859 Macaulay Hist.
Lug x’iiv (1861) V 208 A laptd yet easy gliding befoielhe
trade winds

Gliding falsi dig), ppl a, [See -ing -.]

1. That glides (in various senses of the vb.).

£1420 LycG. Assembly Gods (113 On a glydyug serpent
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rydyng a gret pas 1603 Fromo Montaigne (1634) S7®» I

commend a gliding, an obscure and leposed life 16^5
Mir ton Colast, (1851! 378, I may bee drtv’n to curie up this

gliding prose into a rough Sotadic 1649 T Ford Lustts

Foil 107 Transitoiy things which are as gliding as the

stieam of a swift current 1718 Rowe tr Lucan 195 The
rolling Flood the gliding Navy bore *764 Golosh Trav
294 The willow tufted hank, the gliding sails x88i C \
Edwards Oigani 112 1 hese drawbacks nave been overcome
by the ‘gliding’ couplei. 1885 6yd Soc Lea , Gliding

pint
, a form of charthrosis 111 which the aiticular surfaces of

the bones are neatly flat, and have only a sliding motion
between each other 1888 fawLEt Eng Sounds 4? 23 II is

often difficult lo draw the line between gliding and fixed

configuration

b tpec in Her. ( Sec quoL )

1765-87 in Pornv Ihialdiy Gloss 1868 Cussans Her
(1893) 129 Gliding, 01 Ghssant, used to descube seipents

when moving forwaids 111 less

|-2 = Glib a, 1. Qbs~ x

1594 T 11 La Pi i/naurf J<> Aiad u 401 Both the childs

body, and the way also is theieby made more gliding ami
slippery

Glidingly (gbi diqli\ adv [f Gliding/// a.

+ -ly

-

] In a gliding manner
1797 Hot lro 1 1 Stoibei g's 1 iav (ed 2) IV \ci i 8tAic1 ii-

medes chew it over the ground as glidmgly as if it had
been 111 the sea a 1839 GaltDemon Dcst \ (18 |o) 33,He
then beheld a mation glidmgly apptoach 1881 DailyNews
14 Dec 5/6 Clouds of smoke sailed glidmgly in the still air

Glie, G-lieb, obs. forms of Glee, Glebe.

Gliff (gl if), sb. Now only .St or noith. [f

Gliff v ]
1. A passing view

;
a glance, glimpse

1570 Llvins Mrmifi 117/20 A Ul>ffe, icsfieititi 1730 T
Bosion Mem App 45 But the first gliflf as we call it is the

woist a 1743 Riihi in longs ^ Ballads Cumbct lit (1866)

16 Heie it was That fust I gat a gliff o’ Betty's fcace

180a R ANomsoN Lnmbtild Ball 53 My fadder he just

g.il a ghff on’t 1845 G Murray Islafoi d 108 Tvyas a
sinotlieiing glifT and a thought on thee, x88* Lain. Gloss ,

Ghff(N Lane.), a glimpse, a transient sight

b. A look or appearance that reminds one (of a

person)
1886 Stevi nson Kidnapped vl 50 And yet ye have a kind

of glifT ofMr Alexander

2 A short space of time ; a moment.
x8x6 Scot t Old M01 1 xi\, YVlieie is Edith 9 Gone to her

100m and laid down 111 her bed for a glifT. 1820— Monast
xxvi, I gaed a glifT up the burn. 1824— Rcdganntlet cb.

xi, Bide a glifT

b. A quick movement , a whiff
1820 Edm Mag. May 423 The mirk came 111 glifls—in

ghffs the mirk gade

3 A sudden fright , a scare.
rnz Ramsay 6c Prov (1797) 82 Theie came nevet sic a

glifT to a daw's heart x8 Rhymes 111 Pi 01 Berw Nat.
Club I No 5 149 The browster gied us a’ a glifT Wt’ his
barley biee 1816 Slot r Antuj. xxvn, I, like a fule, gat a
glifT \vi’ seeing the lights and the ridcis 1825 Blaikiv Mag
XVII 669/2 Oh, I was in a ten ible glifT* 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss s> v

,
1 gat a sure ghflf

Gliflf (gbf), v Now only Sc 01 north Also

3 gluffe (it), 4 gleffe, 4, 6 glyff(e [Of obscure

origin. Sense x is akin to that of Du ghppen and
its cognates (see GlibberY a ), but the form pre-

sents difficulty. Sense 3 may be a distinct word,
peril, cogn with. Gloxupen The pa t. glyfte may
belong lo Glut vl]

f 1 . To slip, glance aside
; Jig to make a slip in

reading.
ax225 A tier. R, 46 3if ge Jnuh guncleaste glufTeS

gliffen] of wordes £1290 [see Gudi z> 5] c 1330 A rth ^
Mcrl (Kulbmg) 8990 He wold his nek snuten eft, &. dull
a litel gleft

f 2 . a To look quickly, to give a glance
,
also

quasi ti aus , to ghffone's eyes b. To shine sud-

denly , lo make a flash Obs
a v 1330 R, Bkunnl Chi oh JVaic (Rolls) 3399 Atle

passage glyfte }x-y J»er cyeue [v r Jx-t glift Ine] 13 h E
A lid P B 849 jJegodman glyfte with bat glani & glopcd
foi noyso 13. Caw Gr Kul 2265 Bot Gawayn on hat
giserne glyfte hym bysyde 1 1420 Anturs 0/Atlh xwiu,
He gUffed [ Phornton MS glyfte] vp with lus eighen on hat
buide bright £1430 Syr Gener (Roxb) 7310 That saw
IClarionas] and glift, The blade she peic%'ued blight 1570
Llvins Mauifi x 17/31 To Glyffc, rtsfiaeiv
lo a 1400-50 A le t wider 4599 Gai lands ne 110 gay gerc

to glyffe in 30m ejen

3 . trans To frighten. Cf. Agliff and Gloff.
1823 Er 12a Logan St Johnstown III 144 Ye hae ghfTed

us ainaist out o’ our very senses 1863 Tynside hongs, Clock
Fycce 2 Noolisen me, An' thou shall neaf whdt’s glifted me
see. 1891 Newcastle Daily Jtnl 13 Mai. 5/5, 1 only meant
to ghff lum

t Glrflten, v. Obs. [f. Gltff v. + -en 6,] mtr.
To look, take a glance. In quots with up.
1375 Barbour Bruce vn 1841'hekyng slepit nocht full

ynkurly Bot ghffnyt vp oft suddandly <2x510 Douglas
K Hart 1 xlvm, The Queue is walkuit with ane felloun
fray, Vp ghfnit, and beheld sclio wes betiaysit

Gli ffing, vbl. sb. Sc. [f. Gliff v. + -ingI
]

1. The time required to give a glance
,
an instant.

1815 Scott GuyM xxu, Tib Mumps will be out wi’ the
stiriup dram in a ghffing 1819 W Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (1827) 38 In a gfrffin’ ilka bishop Ranim’d m his
hand and cleik’d his fish up.

2 A surprise, fright,

1813 PicKen Jlfisc Poems II 47 It was an unco gliffm

Gliflfy(gli fi). [f. Gliffm +-y4
.] = Gliffm 2,

t8zo Blackw. Mag. Nov. 203 My mother had .. thrown

1’ back just for aghffy, to tab’ a nap, in the easy chan
J Stru niFRS Poetic T. 79 Ae ghffy bungs a dait
e Wlulk breeds us wae 1871 P H Waddell Psaftm

heisel

1838 J
severe Wlulk breeds us wae 1871 P H WaddellPsahm
\ 1 10 Scham’t sal they be, in a gliffie

t Glift, v. Obs Also 5 glyfft. [var. of Gliff v ]mtr To look, gaxc Hence + GTrfting vbl sb
’ a 1400 Morte A rth 2525 S11 Gawayne glyftes on the

gome with a glade wille ' Ibid 3949 Than gliftis the gud
kynge, and glopyns m hute £1440 York Myst wvi 158
Thy glyfftyng is so giymly fiou gars my haite growe.
Glike, var Gleek sb J and v

,
Obs

Glim (glim), sb. Also 4glymme [Ultimately

f the weak-giade of the Teut. root *gli/n-, glaim-
(see Gleam)

,
but the history is obscure Pos-

sibly the woid m sense 2 may be a modification
of glints Glimp.sk, and in sense 3 a shortening of
Glimmer, its earlier synonym It is not certain

that the sb. existed in OE or ON , though some
of the continental Teut. langs have a word of co-

incident form and meaning cf. MHG glim (mod.
G, ghmm)

masc
,
spark, Sw dial, glim flash, Du.

(obs ), Elcin glint, also glttnp, glow, glance, pass
mg appearance ]

Obs jatc~ l
.

V " ’ w\ ” 1 ' "V 2 ounds; the
ll I ^ *

1

'

V 1 , '-o ./I uyste wytli

+ 1 . ? Brightness
So commonly cv~'

context by lticlf i

13 L E Alt
glyitime putt

.St fA passing look, a glimpse (obs.) Hence,
as much as is seen at a glance

, a scrap.

i 1620 A Hume But. Tongue (1865) 2 If the way might
he found to di auc your cie, bet on high materes of state, to

take a glim of a thing of so mean contemplation. x8x8
Scon Hit Midi x\\, Now, old Meg, d—n me, if I can
undei stand a glim of tins xtoiy of yours

3 slang, a A light of any kind; a candle, a
lantern Douse the glim (see Douse v. 4).
<11700 B E Diet Cant, Ct ew, Glim

, a Dai k-Lanthorn
used in Robbing Houses c 1742 in Hone Every-day BA.
II 526 Glim, and Leather-dresser, via the Utensils of a
Link and Black-shoe Boy 1798 in J H Vaux Mem (18x9)

I vm 75 When 111 the Cockpit all wms dim And not a Mid
dai 'd shew his glim. 18x5 Scott GuyM xxxlv, Are you in

the dark?. Where should I have a glim? 1838 Dicklns
O. 1 wist xxu, Show a glim, Toby 1840 Makryat Poor
Jack xxiu, Do top that glim, Bill ' 1845 Alb Smith Fort
hcatterg Fam will (1887) 61 She’s always got that little

glim alight at her stern 1852 E Z C Judson Myst N. Y.
1 iv 37 Old Jack hade Hamet trim theglun 1883 Stlvln-
son Irens 1st 1. v. Sure Ltiough they left their glim here,

b An eye.
1820 in Egan Grose's Diet. Vnlg. Tongue (1823) sv, His

glnns I’ve made look like a Louple of lambows 1830
Lxtton P Clffoutvn, Queer my glims, if that uen’t little.

Paul <^1845 Barium Ingot Ltg, I/omeivarming^ Harold
escaped with a loss of a glim.

4 Comb, (slang), as glam-fenders, anduons;
also piinnmgly, handcuffs

; glim-glibber, a lingo

or jargon, glim-jack, a link-boy; glim-stick, a
candlestick.
a 1700 B. E Dut Cant Ctew, Glimfendcrs, Andirons

1750 [Mrs R Goadby] Apol Life B -M. Carew (ed 2) 338
GUm/cndus, hand irons 1823 J Blc Diet Turf, Glim-
feudal s, hand-cuffs, 01 wrist manacles 1844 Ld Brougham
A Lwiel III vi. 180AH of the same caste (or, as he jocosely

tenned it, of the same cant) hada*glimghbberof then own,
and quite understood one another, like freemasons, a 1700
B E Diet Cant. Crew, *Glimjack

,
a Link boy Ibid

,

*Glum,tick, a Candlestick x8xz in J II Vaux Flash Diet.

Glim (glim), v. Also 5 glymm. [In sense 1,

ad Du glimvten to glow-MIIG, Ger glimmcn,
Sw glimma, Da ghnime, t. the root glim- (see

Glim sb ). In sense 2, f Glim sb.]

+ 1 mtr. To shine, gleam Obs ~ 1

1481 Caxton Reyuatd ( \ib ) 98 Tber la>e in a gietc ape
with tweyne gietc wyde ejen, and they glynuned as a fyre

2 . traus. To brand or bum in the hand, slang
<21700 B E Dut Cant, Crew s v

,
As the cull was

Gliimn’d, he gangs to the Nubh, if the I'cllow has been
Burnt in the Hand, he'll be Rang'd now 1708 Mem
J Hall 33 Piofhgate Women arcgliinm’d foi Lhat Villany

1785 in Grose Dut Vnlg Tongue

+ Glrmble. Obs [f. Glim v + dim. ending -le

with inserted b ] A glimmer, a glimpse
1658 A Fox IVurlc’ hitrg v 352, I found it by experience

how hurtful hot gluubJcs of slimes aie to eyes.

G-limce, obs form of Glimpse sb

Glime (glaim), sb, north, [f. the vb.] A side

look or glance.

1887 Hall Caikl Decmstei \ 69 ‘ Aw, ye wouldn’t think

it’s true, would ye, now?’ said Ned, with a wink at Dan
and a * glime ’ at Davy ‘And what’s that ? ’ said Dan, with

another * glime ’ at the lad

Glime (glsim), v dial. Also 9 gleym, glyme
[Of obscure origin the localities would suggest

derivation from ON., but no similar form occuis

in that lang. Cf Glee v.]

't' 1 mtr. To squint Obs ~ °, implied in Glimer.

2 To look askance or shyly.

1684 YorAsh Dial 481 (E. D S No. 76) Thou Ghncks and

glimes seay, I’d misfcen’d thy Face, If thou had wont at

onny other place a 1743 RelfH Mtscell. Poems J1747)
®

Heedless I glim’d, nor cou’d my een command, Till gash

the sickle went into my hand 1803 R Anderson Cumberld
Ball. 65 Aye he owre his shou’der glym’d 1886 Hail
Caine 6 on ofHagar 1 vu. All the lasses ivad be glymmg
at him 1894 — Manxman 187 Pete grunted and glimed,

smoked up the chimney, and [etc ]



GLIMFLASHY
Hence *] CHi'mer, one who squints.

1483 Cnih Aug l 159/1 A Glymyi, hunts
,
hums

Glimery, obs f. Gltmmtui a 1
,
var Glimmeby

Ob f

Glimflasliy (gU-mflrc Ji), a slang Also 7
glimflashly, g glimflashey [f Glim sb +
I" i/ASHY a ] Angry
a ijroo B 15 Did Cant Cicw, Glnnflashy, angry 01 in

a Passion 1725 in New Cant Diet 1830 Lytton P Clip-

Jbtd\x\i, ‘And this is what you call well 1

1

said Cliffoid

angrily ‘No, captain, don't be glimflashey * you have not
heard all j et 1 ’

Glimmer (gli mai), sb 1 Also 5 glyrayr, 6-7
glymmar, 7 glymmer [f the vb.]

1 A feeble or wavering light, a tremulous play

of reflected light, a sheen, shimmer.
1390 Shaks Com En v i 3x5 My wasting lampes [have

y et J some fading glimmer left 1800 Phil. Irans XC
176 The liquid seemed to have lost its luminous quality

except a little ghmmei floating at the top 18x8 Mrs.
S111 \\Vi Fiankenst iv (1865) 65 By the glimmer of the half-

extinguished light, I saw the dull } ellow eye of the creature

open 1833 Trnn\ son JJ/rtw/fi wit i\, In gloss of satin and
glimmet of pearls, Queen lily and rose in one. x86x T A
1 Rorxonr La Keata I vm 196 This glimmer proceeded from
a lamp of silver 1873 Black Pi Thule (1874)64 Both the
young men at once lecognized the glimmer of the small

white feather 1884 Bazaai 17 Dec 647/3 lhe painting

was remarkable for the actuality of brilliant moonlight,

and the marvellous imitation of its ghmmei on the leaves

of the laurels 1888W H H Roghrs Mem lVest 1. 3 The
white glimmer m the fai distance is Axminster

2 Jig. a. Showiness of manner (? obs ). b A
faint gleam (of knowledge, hope, etc.) , a faint

perception, a glimpse.
a 1827 Scott Jrnl 22 Jan , No dasli, or glimmer, or shine

about him, but great simplicity of manners and behaviour

b 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit I § 7 (1847) 5 As early as the

sixth century a little ghmmei of light was perceptible m the

Irish monasteries 1859 BrightSp India x Aug , He has not
a glimmer of the grammar x868 Freeman Norm Com}
(1876) II vu 86 Here we get the fust glimmer of Austin
canons. 1871 R Eli is tr Catullus lxiv. 186 Nowheie
flight, no glimmer of hope. 1885 Tennyson Despair xi\,

I have had some glimmer, at times, 111 my gloomiest woe, Of
a God behind all

3 slang + a. Fire. Obs,

1567 Harman Caveat (Shaks, Soc ) 61 A Demaundei for

Glymmar These Demaundei s for glymmai be for the
moste parte wemen , for glymmar in their language, is fy le

1665 R Head Eng Rogue 1 iv (1680) 43 Glymmer

,

fire

b pi The eyes
18x4 Sailor's Return 1 vi, Get out of my way, you booby,

or I'll darken youi ghmmeis foi you Ibid 1 \n, Come,
my lad, close your glimmers, and I'll apply a plastei.

Hence Gli mxnerless a ,
without a glimmer

x88g Chamb full Jan 10/1 The liquid dusk that hung
glimmerless above the horizon

Glimmer (gli max), sbf Min. [a. Ger. glim-
mer, f. gltmmcn, Glim v ] Mica (see quol. 1859).
1683 Prrrus Fleta Mm 1 7 Silver Oars free from Flint

. . Mispickle, Glimmer [ibid 1 201 spelt Glimer], Wolferan
[etc] x686 Plot Staffordsh 118 Mica aienosa .which
the Germans call Catsilver 01 Ghmmei 1778 WouLrn in

Phil. Tians LXIX. 30 May not the green and yellow
glimmers from. Johngeoigenstadt he of this kind? 1804
C, J! Brown tr Volney's View Soil U S 53 The interior

boundary of this sand is a ridge or hank of giamtic talc,

called, by the Swedish tiaveller Kalin, glimmer 1859
'Page Handbk Geol Terms, Glimmer, the term applied by
Werner to the several varieties of mica , occasionally used
to designate talcose and micaceous compounds.

Glimmer (gli mai), v Forms
. 4-5 glemer,

5 glym(m)er, 6- glimmer. [OE *glimortan, a
frequentative f. the iool,§/««-* see Glim.sA, Gleam.
Cf. Du, MHG., Ger. ghmmei (e)n, Da. ghmre,
Sw. ghmra ]

*J
*1 zntr. To shine brightly

;
to glitter. Of the

eyes : To flash Obs.

13 . Gaw <5 Gr. Knt. 172 His arsounz }>at euer
glemered & glent al of grene stones, c 1440 Promp Pan.'
199/r Glymeryn, radio 0x450 Lonelich Gtail xxxi. 138
Cler Schynenge As the sonne vppon the water whanne it is

Glemerynge 1481 Canton Reynard (Arb ) 56 He was so
ferdful to Yoke on that his eyen glymmerd as fyre 01530
Ld Berners Aith.Lyt Bryt (1814)304 He sawey0 biyght
sonne glimmering on y° faire clinches & hye steples

2 . In weaker sense : To give a faint or inter-

mittent light ; to shine faintly Also with away,
out, and quasi-/ra«j, with cognate obj
1483 CatIt Angl 139/1 To Glymer, sublncere 1605

Shaks Mach hi 111. 3 The West yet glimmers with some
streakes of Day. 1639 T Brugis tr Camus' Moral Relat.
207 The smallest starres, which the obscurity of night
causeth to glimmer in the skye 1718 Prior Solomon 11 928
The rising motion of an infant ray Shot glimmering thro’ the
cloud, and promis’d day. 1794 Mrs Radclut e Myst
Udolplio xxv, A light glimmered through the grates of the
lower chamber. 1797 Mrs Mary Robinson Walsingham
III 73 The festoons of coloured lamps glimmered their last

rays 1832Ht Martineau Irel iv 63 They had felt them-
selves secure while the beacon glimmered south-east of
them. 1862 Burton Bk Hunter (1863) 404 There are many
who will remember the white house glimmering through the
trees. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe 111 C1894) 83
Enormous spaces -of hill and plain .

glimmering away to
the indistinct horizon,

b. tiansf and_/g
156* T. Norton Calvin's Inst, tv xix (1634'' 7x9 In the

Sacraments, thatwhich is of God, scarcely glimmereth in at
holes, among the rout ofthe Inventions of men. x6x8 Bolton
Florus (1636) 307 So soone. as any occasion glimmered out,
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they stuck not to bieak m upon us 1758 Johnson Idlei No
66 p 2 We should have travelled upvvaid to the oiigmal
of things by the light of Historj ,

till m remoter times it had
glimmered in fable, and at last slink into darkness 1809-10
Coleridge I’tiend (1865) x Antecedent to all history, and
long glimmering through it as a holy tradition 1844Mem
Babylonian P'cess II, 265 A name which will he honoured
and revered, as long as one spark of virtue glimmers on the
face of the earth, 1858 Hawthorne h 4 It Ji nls I xoi
The voice came glimmering and bubbling up a flight ofstone
steps i860 Gfo Eliot Mill on FI \n 11, The idea of ever
recovering happiness never glimmered in her mind foi a
moment

c Toglimmer into . to pass into with a glimmer
1858 Hawthornf Ft $ It 3fmls I 216 The figures sadly

ghmmei ed into something like visibility

3 To look or glance with half-closed eyes
, to

see indistinctly rare +b trans camatvvely
(See quot 1580) Obs tare

Calvin's term Tun 56/1 Ifwe doe not looke
with full open eyes, hut only glimmer in passing bj, i\e

shall se such gret villaneis, that they are mougli to put out
our eyes 1580 Hoi 1 yiiand '1 > eas Fr 7 ong, Fsblouir Us
yet/x, to glimmer the eies, to dazell 1896 NY Weekly
IVitness 30 Dec 13/2 The little fellow had one eje closed
entirely , and the other was glimmering
4 Comb

,

as glimmer-gowk dial., an owl
1877 N IV Line Gloss , Gltmviei -gowk, an owl ‘A

glimmer-gowk's afore ony cat for mice’ 1880 Tenmson
Village Wife vn 6 'E sit like a great glimmer-goivk wi' 'is

glasses athurt ’is iionse

+ Gli’mmerer. slang Obs [f Glimmer sb 1

(sense 3 a) 4- -ER >.J (See quots )

[1567 * cf Glimmering ppl. a 2 ] 1605 Dekker & Wilkins
lesls (1607) 33 Another sort of these shee molts or monsters
& they are the Glimeiers Youi Gltmerer, shees ipin

the morning, [enteis a house pn the pretext of proem mg a
light foi her file, and steals what she can lay hands 011]

1673 R Head Cant. Acad. 84 The Glymmerers aie such
as travel up and down with Licenses to beg, undei the pi e-

tence that they have lost all by fiie "1688 R Holme
Atmonry n 111 § 68 Glymmerei s, Ftreis of Houses, theieny
to steal m Confusions 1785 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue

,

Ghmmereis
,
persons begging with 'sham licences, pietend-

ing losses by hi e

Glimmering (gli mat hj), vb! sb [See -ing 1
]

1 . The action of the vb Glimmer, the shining

of a faint or wavering light , a twinkle
n440 Pionip Pa.iv 199/1 Glymerynge of lyghte

lucubrum 1529 More Com/ agst Tnb ir. Wks 1181/2
By the glymeringe of the moone, lie had espied them him-
self 1628 Gaule Pract TJicoi (1629! 90 Can a Light be
sluouded vnder a Bushel, and yeald no glimmering? 1738
Gray ti Tasso 4s Wits 1836 I 171 The wateryglimmerings
ofa faintei day Discover’d naif, and half conceal’d then way
1803 Worusvv Gieen Linnet iv. Shadows and sunny glim-
meimgs, That cover hun all over. 1843 Prescott Mexico
(1850) I 240 At the fust glimmering of light he mustered his

aimy. 1868 LoCKYrR Gmllemuis Heavens (ed. 3) 4 Milky
Ways so distant that the most powerful instruments weie
able only to distinguish a confused ghmmeung
Jig c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf, (\V deW 1494) 1 xlvni,Yf
thou maye m clennes of conscyence fele J>e homely and the
peesful presence of that blessed man Jhesu Cryste as a
sliadowe 01 a glemeryng of hym 1642 R Carpenter E 1-

pericnce 11 xi 228 Look upon the Transfiguration and
admire the beautifull glimmerings of his Godhead 171s
Addison Sped No. izo 715 Without the least Glimmerings
of Thought or common Sense a 1745 Swift Let Jr Grand
Mistr Free-Masons Wks 1765 XII 267 Foi oui guaidian
will have it so, that the pagan puesthood was alwajs in the

druids or masons, and that there was a perceivable glim-

mering of the Jewish rites in it, though much corrupted

1758 J S Le Dian’s Observ Snrg (1771) 60 The Patient

had a Ghmmeung of Sense 1856 Max Muller Chips

(1867) II xvi 104 A strange glimmering of the old mythe
m the mind of the poet 1871 L Stephen Playgi
Europe 11 (1894) 36 It is quite possible for a scoffer at the

Alps to have glimmerings of good taste [etc J,

+ b. A glance, a look Obs.— 1

1759 Compl Let, IViiterlgd 6) 225 His odious smiles and
glimmerings were thiovvn away upon her.

2 A partial view, of either a material or imma-
terial object; a glimpse, an inkling

; a faint notion
c 1380 Wycur Wks (1880) 339 pis kunne we not knowe ful

certeyne, but han glymeryng & supposyng 1470-85 Mai ory
Arthur si xiv, Syie Peicyuale hadde a glemerynge of the
vessel and of the mayden that bare hit. 1549 Latimfr 5th
Seim be/ Edw VI (Arb) 133, 1 haue but a glymmennge
of it Yet in geneially, I lemember the scope of it. <21639
Wotton Dk. Buckingham (1642) 6 On the way the bag-
gage post hoy, who had been at Court, got (I know not how)
a ghmering who they were ; But his mouth vva<j easily shut

1851-9 Nisei Astron vi (1868) 236 It is only possible to give a
glimmering, of what I desire to convey 1871 Freeman
Norm Coiu] (1876) IV. xvm 176 We get glimmeungs of

fighting on the borders of these shires

Glimmering (gli mang), ppl. a. [See -ing 2
.]

1. That glimmers (see the vb.).

e 1350 Will Palerne 1427 pe messageres were arayde
al irt glimerandgold 1 1435 Toir Portugal 427 Yt ys ase
ghmyrryng ase the glase. 1590 Shaks Mids N. 11 1 77
Didst thou not leade him through the glimmering night

1649 J H. Motion to Pari 12 Their glimmering notions

were but lighted at our candle 1682 H More Glanvil's
Sad Triumph., Conin. Remaik Stoi 60 A glimmering
light appeared all about the Room. X750 Gray Elegy li,

Now fades the ghmmeung landscape pn the sight x8oo
A siat Ann Reg 104/1 By a faint glimmering light it was
difficult for the Killedar to recognize the features. 1847
Tennyson Pnnc Concl 117 Little Lilia, rising quietly,

Disrobed the glimmering statue of Sir Ralph From those rich

silks 1879 Trench Poems 3 Some lone fisher, that has stood

For days beside the glimmering flood

f 2 Glimmering mart [see Glimmeb sbO 3 a]

.

a woman who travels the country begging, saying

GLIMPSE.

that she has lost her all by fiie • =Gt,tymebkr
Obs shwg
1567 Harman Caveat (E E T S) fix This qlimmeiitig

Morte Ihys gli mmennge glauneei.

Hence CHi mineringly adv.
1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst 1 5 The darke myste

of malice dooth choke those spaikes, that ghmmeringly
shined to make them see the glorie of God 1665 Wither
Lord's Pi ayei 41, I have such a stiong desire to express
what I ghmmeringly apprehend of 11 x8ao Blackw Mag
VI 529 The moie faintly and ghmmeringly one object, as it

were, melted into another 1868 Browning Ring!} Bk 1

6xx Ghmmeringly did a pack of were wolves pad the snow,

Glimmerous (gli msras), a. tare [f Glim-
meb sb -1- -ous ] a Lighted by a glimmer, or fitful

light b Shining unsteadily
1792 Burns Let to W Ntcol 20 Feb , When shall the

elfine lamp of my glimmerous undei standing.. shine like the
constellation of thy intellectual poweis 1793 — Let. to

Auislie 26 Apr , My elfine, lambent, glimmerous wander
mgs have misled his stupid steps

Glimmery (gli man), a 1 Also 6 glimrye, 7
glimery [f Glimmer sbP + 1

] f a Of fire

Burning dimly (obs ) b. Theat slang Ofan actor*

Wanting in definite conception of his part

1583 Stans hurst JEners i\ (Arb) 102 When fiers glimrje
be listed In clowds grim gloomming v lih bounce doo terrifye

worldlings 1892 A thence11m 9 Apr 466/3
1 Mr. Edgar ’ is

too vague and ‘glimmery ’ for the part he has to play.

t Glrmmery, a 1 In 7 glimery. [f Glih-
mer sb * + -Y LI Micaceous
1683 PrTTUS Fleta Min i 230 Theie appertains to the

harsh flowing coppei Oais, the harsh coppei Flint, and
what is splendy mispickly glimery or spady

Glimpse (ghmps), sb Forms 6 glymse, 6-7
glimce, -s(e, glimps, glymps(e, 7 glinse, 7-

glimpse [f. the vb ]
1 A momentary shining, a flash, lit. and Jig
Now somewhat ai ch and with mixture of sense 3

The ghm/ses of the moon (Shaks ) the earth by
night, often quoted in wider sense, sublnnaiy
scenes
1602 Shaks Ham 1 iv 53 What may this meane ’ That

thou Revisits thus the glimpses of the Moone’ 16x0 G
Fletcher Christ’s Vat ir vxvi. His staring eyes did glow
then glimpse did showe Like Cockatrices eyes 1635-56

Cowley Davuieis 1 85 No deal Glimpse of the Sun’s lovely
I* ace. Strikes thi ough the solid Darkness of the Place 1658
SirT Browni Good Cjtnj.iv 66 They that held the Stars of

heaven wei e but rayesand flashing glimpses of the Empyreal
light, through holes and perforation of the upper heaven
1700 Dryden litas 1 Fables 214 One glimpse of Glory to my
Issue give 1828 Scott F M Peith xxv, ,A glimpse of the

moon showed the dailc and huge towei 1833 Ht Mar
tineau Btiery Cteck i. 1 lliere had been glimpses of stai-

bght in the intervals of the shifting spung storms 1840 Dl
Quincey Rhet. Wks 1862 X 25 English Crackenthorpms

though bulled foi two centuries, will revisit the glimpses
of the moon 1844Whittier BridalofPennacook 62 Sweet
human faces, white clouds of the noon, Slant starlight

glimpses through the dewy leaves X847 Tennyson Pi me
Concl 46 We climb’d ’1 he slope to Vivian place, and turning
saw The shimmering glimpses of a stream,

b. A moment rare
18x2 Byron Ch Hat 1 xui (Ong. Draft) Pleased foi a

glimpse appeal'd the woeful childe

2 A faint and transient appearance. + Also, an

occasionally perceptible resemblance; a tinge or

trace (of a quality) Obs.

1:1540 Surrfy Descr. Fickle Affect Panges 46 in Tot-

tel's Mtsc (Arb ) 7 Reuiued with a glimse of grace olde

sovowes to let fall a 160aW Perkins Cases Come (16x9)

147 God would manifest his glory vnto him . by a glympse
or imperfect representation 1606 Shaks Tr «$• Cr 1 u 25
There is no man hath a veitue, that he hath not a glimpse
of. 1643 Sir T Brownc Reltg Med 1. §33 There is not

any creatuie that hath so neere a glympse of their [spirits']

nature, as light in the Sunne and Elements. 1671 Milton
PR. 1 93 In his face The glimpses of his Father’s glorj

shine, a 1704 T Brown Pet sins' Sat 1 Wks 1730 I 53 A
glimpse of human stamp it has 1836 Emerson Natme

,

Pi aspects Wks (Bohn) II 170 Imperfect theories and sen-

tences which contain glimpses of truth. 1842 Tennyson
Will Watciproaf vul. If old things, there are new ; Ten
thousand broken lights and shapes, Yet glimpses ofthe true

fb Mere appearance Obs.

*579 Tomson Calvin's Setm Tun 603/2 Men, yl neuei

did any thing worth m their life, but only in a glimce 8.

shew

3 A momentary and imperfect view (of), a pass-

ing glance. (The current sense )
x57g Lyt y Euphnes (Arb ) 363 The Basilike, whpse eyes

procure delight to the looker at the first glymse, and death

at the second glaunce. x68a Bunyan Holy Wat 208 Here
aitd there one or other had a glimpse of him as he dul make
his escape out of Mansoul 1726 Pope Let. 3 Sept, in

Swift’s Wks 1841 II 589/2, 1 had a glimpse of a letter of

yours lately X797 Mrs RADCLirru Italian 1 (1826) 6 He
hoped to obtain a glimpse of Ellena at a lattice. 1820

W Irving Sketch Bk I 16, I had a glimpse of two or

three half-naked wretches, rushing from her cabin. 1872

JrNKiNSON Guide Eng Lakes {1 879) 13 At one point aghmpse
is caught of the whole of Comston Lake.

b.fig.
*570 DrE Math Pref. 26 To Wynne a glyms (as it

were) or shaddow of perceiuerance 1596 Spenser Hymn
Heavenly Beauty 221 Seene but a glims of this which I

pretend. 1633 Earl Manch A l Mondo (1636) 193 Of this

joy thy dazeled eyes might have some ghmps,
_
x68x R

WiTTin Surv Heavens 36 From the Contemplation of the

Heavens we have some glimpse of God’s Infinity 1729
Butlfu Serin. Wks 1874 II 190 Those ..cannot nave the



GLIMPSE. GLISSADE
least glimpse of the subject before us, x8aa Hazlitt
Table-t Sei u, v (1869) lai Not a glimpse can you get of
the merits or defects of the performers *874 Gncru Shot t

Hist iv. § 4 188 Whenevei ive get a glimpse of the inner
history of an English town

Glimpse (ghmps), v Foims: 3 glymsen, <5

glynce, glym(p)se, 6-f ghmse, 6- glimpse
[ME glymse-n (? —OE. *ghmstan —WGer *ghm-
misojan) = MHG ghmsen, f. root ofGlim sb. andv ]
1 . mtr To shine faintly or intermittently

; to
glimmer, glitter, lit andJig
ci400 It Gloucester's Chi on (Rolls) App \x aga Hure

fon were lob to lohe 011 snon bat was so whit Jlat glymsede
on hare eygen f 1540 Surety Foisahen Louei in 1 ottel's
Misc (Aib ) 23 In my hert her eye Hath made hei thought
io" : - I

1
-1 J 1 grace 159zConspu Pie-«'»/' i'c . \ t the beanies of his Gospel 1

begmne to glimpse and breake foorth 1601 Munday
Downf. Earl Huntington 11 i in Had Dodsley VIII 255
Little glow worms glimpsing 111 the dark *635 Pagiii
Chustianogr t8i The Law of God, which glimpsed m then
hearts 1657 W, Moricc Coena quasi Woluij Def xxxiti 307
Some discern some light theieof glimpsing fiom the prece
dent verses 1843 Ld Houghton Mem Many Scenes,
Moon of South 60, I have watched the shapes thy qlory
made, Glimpsing like stailight thiough the massive pine

b To come into view, to appear faintly, to
dawn. Now only poet or arJi.
1603 Drayton Bn.) Wats v xli, Deformed shadowes

glimpsing in his sight, As, daiknes foi it would more darktied
be, Through those poore crannies foic'd it selfe to see. 1633
P. Fletcher Pin file 1st mi xlvi, I hen ghmpsi the hopefull
morrow 1851 Whitt ier Chapel Hermits 41 Yet sometimes
glimpses on my sight, Thiough present wrong, the eternal
right, 1856 Ai rd Poet , JVLs* go Come dusky masses glimpsing
through the night i86z B Tailor Home <) Ah Scr n
103 The mtei veiling plain glimpsed nearei

+ 2 To have a glimmering of vision Ohs
c 1386 [see Glimpsing vbl sb ] tgtg Horman Vulg 30 b,

I se but half glyncynge at myddjl noone [cxcntio]

+ 3 turns (Seequot) Ohs
1398 Florio, Abbacinatc . . to glimpse or blmde the sight
4. To give a glimpse of. Also with out ia> e.

*663 Sir G Mackenzie Rehg Stoici 1 (1685) 6 The twi-
light of darkened reason ghmsing to man that impressa of
the divine Image. 1671 Flavpl Fount Life 11 4 Now, to
glimpse out the unspeakable felicity of that State of CIn 1st
*838 Science XI, 257/1 The psychology of the developing
child, glimpsing as it does the microcosm of the race and
an epitome of the struggle for civilization

6 . To catch a glimpse of (either a material or
immaterial object) , to see by glimpses
1779 Forrest Voy.N.Gutueaato Sometimes Rajah Moodo

would ask the Spanish envoy and me to talk about religion ,

j * -j* j liAmtuiun iwytu
ierx\. 1854) 257 Hu penetrating eye can glimpse the
of a bright Epiphany 1870 J R Loweil My
Wind I. s, I seem to glimpse something of this

Preacher x\.
tokens of a _ _ _____ ___ __ __
Study Wind 1. 5, I seem to glimpse”something 01 mis
familiar weakness in Mr. While. x87g Lochytr in Nntme
6 Nov 8/1 It will be granted that an lnoigamc evolution
is already glimpsed *885 Howi lls Silas Lapham (1891)
I. 235 Her face, glimpsed now and then m the moonlight .

had a fascination which kept his eye
0. mtr. To cast a passing glance Const, at

,

upon
; also with advs.

1833 Whittier Ex Hew Eng Leg. 13 No more the
unquiet chuichyard dead Glimpse upward from their turfy

1/
Lamb Let to JlToj.cn in Pmal Mem vut 277When I came home I read your letter, and glimpsed at your

beautiful sonnet 1834 Hawthorne Eng Note-Bks. (1883)
II 70 Glimpsing in, you see that a cottager's life must be the
very plainest and homeliest that ever was lived by men and
women 1878 B Taylor Deuhalwn m vi 130 Here glimpse
upon the soul-imagined shores

Hence Glimpsed ppl a. Also Glvmpser, one
who glimpses 1

1649 R Dingley (title) Messiah’s Splendor
, or, the

Olimpsed. Glory of a Beauteous Chust ci8oo IC WniTr
Time 245 By indistinct and half-glimpsed linages. 1841
Blachiv. Mag

m
L 77 Hear it ye glimpsers into Alraacks !

Glrmpsing, vbl sb, [f. Glimpse v + -ing i
]The action of the vb. Glimpse

c 1386 Chaucer MeichT 1139 Ye han som ghmsing and
nopnrfit sighte

, _
*563 Homilies it Almsdeed m (1830)308

The fear of children and fools, which when they see the
bright glimpsing of a glass, they do imagine straightway
that it is the lightning, xfioa BrAUMotrr Heimaphrodite
.Poems (1640) D 2 He sent Am01a from him to the skye To
give a glimpsing to each mortall eje 1814 Witness 11 11,
She hath a look so witchlike and so wild, That I would
shun the glimpsing of her eyes

Glimpsing (glnnpsig), ppl a [See -ing2 ]
lhat glimpses, glimmering, shining faintly,
appearing by glimpses, affording glimpses,
*55* Rccorde Pathw Know! To Rdr , That finer wittes

maie fashion them selues with such ghmsinge dull light
*577- Stanyhurst Descr hel 1v 16 in Holmshed, S Pa-
tnke besought God . to giue out some euident 01 ghms
ing token of thematter 1583 T Watson Centime ofLone
xivi "oams (Aib ) 82 The Sunne may sooner shine by night,And twuickhng starres gate ghmsinge sparkes by day
.then 1 can cease to seme my Sweete delight 1602 Meta-
morphosis I abacco 25 Lik'riing her eyes vnto the glimsmg
light 1 hat guides poore heardsmen to their home at night
1803 Leyden Scenes Infancy m. (iSig) 374 The spectre-slup,
in livid glimpsing light, Glares baleful on the shuddering
watch at night 1833 Aird Chr Bride 1 vu, A nymph
walking on the checkered floors of woods . Chasing the

wth hvvgv^S
TT
ng ,83S - Arthur in. In. in

Blacjw, Mag XXXVIII 92 I ve seen the time I joyed to
wanderm these glimpsingwoods 1874 D Gzm Poet-Whs.9
Like ghosts in glimpsing moonshine, wildly run The children.
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G-limrye, obs. foim of Glimmery a 1

Glims(e, obs. form of Glimp.se sb and v
*1 Glimster, v Obs [app f Glim aftei Du

ghnsteren to glimmer ] mb , To glimmer feebly
*S6S T STAnrTON Bosh Ia/th 65 Glimstering hut neuei

sinning Ibid 88 All these i\ C jeares it hath ghmsteiul
a litle in pretty congiegations.

GlinMte (gli rjkait). Min [Named by Roma-
nofski in 1847 after Gen Glinka, governor of the
Uml Mines.] A pale-green variety of chrysolite
1840 Amei yuil Sci Ser. n \III 121 Chemical Analysis

of Gfmkite 1892 111 Dana's Mtn 452
G-lrnse, obs foim of Glimpse sb.

Glint (glint), sb See also Glint [f the vb
r
l lie text of the fit st quot is insecure, and the existence of

the word befoie xgtli c is therefoie doubtful J
1. A gleam ; a faint or momentaiyappeaiance of

light 01 of some lustrous object
a 1541 W

x

ati Ps cxliu Ptol. 13 Hie glint of light, that
in the air doth lome, Man 1 edeemeth 1826 J Wu son Nod
Ambi Wks 18551 163 Their daughters who have been
singing at their domestic toils, frae the eaihest glmt 0’ moi 11

1861 Cant Life Naples II 255 The last glmt of the lamp
as we drove off showed me the face of my husband 1865
Pall Mall G 19 June 4 Glints of blue sky Lome through
the tall open windows 1885 A J C Haki Russia in 128
I he detached groups of birches and firs, and the lovely
glints of sea between them
fig X871 C (Iiblon Lath of Gold \, Cm j 011 not give a
pool soul one glint of consolation v

b. Shining appearance
, shine.

1844 LowLLr Ghost-sea Poet Wks Ci 879') S4 But it has
the cold, hard glint Of new dollars from the mint
2 A passing look, a glance, a momenlaiy view,

glimpse Chiefly Ar oi not th
1832-53 Whistle-Iimhie (Scot Songs) Ser 1 43 When ilka

glmt, conveys a hint To tak a smack—before folk 1877N W. Lute Gloss
,
Glmt

,
a glimpse 1

1 nobbut just got a
glmt o’ iny lady as she was walkin' doon to th’ check ' 1883
Bi ack Shandon Bells xyx, I was having a glmt at the
newspaper 1889 Barrie Window m l Junius 86 They gie
ye a glint o' their een

b. = Gliff sb. 1 b
1853 Mrs GASK.nL Rnth I iv 101 She’s n pretty creatuie,

with a glmt of hei mothei about hei

t Glint, a. Obs [Cf. Sw (dial
) glwta to slip

on icc ; see Glint v ] Slippeiy
C 147s Paitenay 4934 Fro (hat place glint J>at full hy tho

was, Don vppon the Rocli A fall gan purthas 1523 Sklli on
Gail. Lam til 572 Go softly, she sij d, Lhe stoneb be full
glmt^

Glint (ghnt), v [Raie in the 15th c.; subse-
quently first in Sc waters of the 18th c

;
it has

been adopted into English hteraiy use in the pre-
sent century Prob an altered form of the earlier
Glent v , which the rime shows to have been the
original leading m two of the 15th c, passages ; cf.

hint as the northern foun of Hent v.]
1 mtr To move quickly, esp. obliquely; to

glance aside, = Glent v 1, 1 b
c 1440 Pm tonope 1036 Suche a dynt That tliuigh lus hede

hit glynt c 1440 Genoydes 2481 With hib sweid when that
his stroke glynt Owt of thei sadill full redely they went.
*794 Burns 1 How Long and dieaiy', How slow ye move,
ye heavy houis 1 It was na sae ye glinted by. When I was
wi’mydeaue a 1800 m Scott Mmsti Sco't Bad (1803)
III. 338 Ae ine-flaught darted through the rain and glinted
0 « the 1 aging main 1848 Lytton Harold iv 111, Fiom
the ninth of sunny Leofwine sorrow glint 1! aside
2 To shine with a flashing light, to glance,

gleam, glitter Also withforth.
c 1440 Genetydes 6088 The fyre spaikchd and fro the hai •

neys glynt [1 ime-woid went] 1787 Burns Holy Fair i, The
rism sun owre Galston muus Wi* glorious light was glintin
x8ox Macneiil Poems (1844) ri4 i’he sun-beams glint sae
cheeifu 1828 [Aird] Buy a Broom i, in Blachiv Mag.
XXIV. Ttifi Sickles were seen glinting on the fai yellow
uplands 1839 Bailey Festns vi (18481 57 Leaves Between
which the light glints 1859 Dickens T Two Cities 1 iv,
1 he specks of sail that glinted in the sunlight far at sea
x8fio WitYTr M ni villi: Ilolmby House 269 As the sun
glinted back fiom a dozen of carbines. ^1863 M Taylor
Tata \m, The sun’s gleams glinting from speai-head,
morion, and steel armour . lighted up faces of varied
character 1877 N. W Line, Gloss , Th’ sun glinted upo’
th’ glass wmdeis that bad that I was omust blind wi’ it.

1879 G Macdonald P Faber III. 111 38 A few silvery
threads glinted m his hair 1879 J Long /Eneid vm so
As when the sunshine 01 the moonlight clear, Dancing on
water in a brazen vat. Glints everywhere 1888 Ridi-r
Haggard Col Quanlch vu. His face working with passion
and his grey eyes glinting.

fig 1865 Reider Feb 158/2 The magic effects that glmt
forth From his quaint words and phrases.

‘

b ii tins, (causatively)
X844L0WFU Poet Whs (1879) 373 The willow glints

his steely aglets in the sun. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton u
15 The window of some tavern glints back the light. 1889
19/4 Cent. Oct 684 The morning sun is glinted back, as
rom a hundred heliographs from the golden domes on your
left 1893 Burrell & Cutiiell Indian Memos ics 174 The
sim glinted the boughs overhead
3 . mtr To peep, take a glance Cf. Glent v 2.
*888 Century Mag XXXV. 448 Glinting around, [he]

asked for the tenth time if [etc ] x8gx Hartland Gloss s vDoan ee stan theie glintin’ roun’ the cornder.
b. qnasi-/r«HJ To glance (the eye)

*8J*-53 W Cross in Whistle-binhe (Scot Songs) Ser. m.toShe ghntit her e’e at him slyly
Hence G-lvnted, Q-li'iitmgfpi achs,
1868 Sill Seremtyi, Poems 100 Shimmering and trembling,

Doth the «*' - lr- ='
1 - c 0 • cease 1883 DaihNews 22 -< J ‘ - '

. < green feathers winchoriginate on the drake's neck and bteast 1884 hi
Ga. 10 May 6/2 'lhe glinting silver of the statuette
BvRHir II mdow in I/numsiyZ But let Kitty, 01 am otht?
maid, cast a glinting eye on J.unie

J ler

Glmter (git ntoij, v sate- 1
, [f Glint v +

-Fit a] = Glint v 2. _

x8sx D G Mnciini Fresh Gleanings 261 Then it wouldglmter out in feeble rays into the deep darkness
Glioma (gl3ii<™ ma) Path. Pi. gliomata
[mod L glioma (Vnchow), f Gr. 7X1-0 glue] ‘A
tumour originating from, and largely eonsistine of
the neuroglia cells of the cential nervous system’
esp of the brain

1

(Syd Soc Lex 1885)
’

X870 Paget Lut .Smg Path (ed 3) 471 A eroim nf
tumoins to which Virchow has given the name Glioma

-* H Gnrr\ Intiod Pathol (ctl 2) 121 18761 Bryant Pi net Sing I log. ‘

Gliomatous (glai|J» matns), a. [f mod I
ghbmal- Gliom y + -ous ] Of the natuie of glioma
*870 Paget Led. Img Path (ed 3) 471 In some cases

tne gliomatous tumour has a firm consistence 1870 S

/

Geoige’s IIosp Rep IX 429 The medulla oblongata w-as the
seat of a hai d gliomatous growth.

Gliosarcoma (gioi <?saik<Ri ma) Path PI
gliosarco mata. [f Glio-ma + Saucoma

] «a
term applied to those tumours which resemble both
a glioma and a sarcoma” (Syd Soc Lex 188 c)
1869 Sew Syd Soc Rthosp Med 1867-8 278" The

tumour is described as a ‘gliosarcoma’ 1881 ti Rosen
tJials^Dis New Syst I p<5 Ghosaicomata
Gliriform (glau rifpim), a Nat. Hist [f.

L gift gifs dormouse + -(i)fobm.] Resembling
the Glues 01 A'odentia m form 01 character.
1839-47 Todd Cycl ‘hint III. 298/1 The masseter in this

glmform Maisupial is single

Glirine (glai * nn), a [f L glfr-, g/fs doi mouse
+ -ine ] Pertaining to the order Gives of mam-
mals.

1836 J F Dims Chinese II 342 Mr. Reeves discoveied
a glume animal, nearlyalhed to the bamboo-i at ofSumatra
1848 Maundi r Picas Nat Hist 787 Glume

,

belonging
to that order of Mammals, which includes such animals as
have two fore Leeth, a cutting one in each jaw, no tusks, and
feet with claws . rn '-he. >’ - - ;> ; , ,y bits, hares,
squirrels, mice, t

,
A' i860 . . V\ 1

*

j Glrscent, a Obs - 1 In 7 glyssent [ad
L ghscent-em, pres, pplc of ghsilte to increase]
Increasing
1669 W Simpson Ilydrol Chyin 55 A redintegiation of

the gly«sent ferments of tlie blood

t Glise, v Obs Forms: I glisian, (’3 olxae-n),

5-5 glisien, glisen [OE. glisian=OFns ghsa,
MLG glisen, MDa glise, 1 OTeut root *glfs-,

prob extended from^/“ -pre-Teut *gh lei-, g/ili- ]
ttitr To glitter, shine Hence Gli sing ppl a.

(ME. glisiand, -mg) , shining
c 1000 Ain nic Gloss in Wr-Wiilckei 121/25 Ctcmdela, se

gusigenda wibba. cizo$ Lav 21725 Sceldes )?er chseden
c 1275 Serving Christ 21 in 0 E Mist 01 For gold ne for
seoluer ne foi glysyinde wede 1320-30 Horn Ch in Ritson
Meti Rom III 288 Everiche strete and evert sty Ghsed.
Of her brinis bright 1340-70 A hsaunder 180 With large
forhed & long loueliche tresses, Glistande as goldwire Ibid
697 Hee hath hye on lus lied homes of syluer, With golde
gailye begonne gliMing bright

Glish (glij), v Obs. exc dial [? Southern
vauant of Glisk v.] mtr. = Glisk v
1570 Limns Manip 143/46 lo Glish, conuscare 1869

Lonsdale Gloss
, Glish, to glutei, or shine

Hence G-lish sb = Glisk sb 2

1570 in Levins Manip 143/41
Glisk (glisk), sb Si [f. the vb ]
1. A slight look

; a glimpse.
1716 Wodiow Con (1843) II 164, I was much pleased

with the glisk I took of it [a book] 1814 Scott Wav lxiv,
I hey just got a glisk o’ lus Honouras he gaed into the wood
2 A glance (of the eye) ; a gleam, glimmer,

flash (of light).

1824 Miss Ftrhifr luher xvm, I wauld na gi’e a glisk of
thae bonny een of joins for aw the ej’es o’ the world put
thegither 1870 A Wanu ss in Crockett Mmsir Merse
(1893) 231 The glisks o’ heaven will never fade 1898 Blachiv,
Mag Mar 341 The rapture of her eye infected me like a
glisk of the sun

fig 1883W C Smith N Country Folk 105 And you need
a glisk of religion to glamour the days that are past 1893
Stlvenson Cairioua 209, I had a glisk of pleasure

Glisk (glisl0 , v Obs exc dial [
9 perh f. root

ghs- or ght- (see Glise, Glitter vis

)

+ suffix -k,

as in walk, talk, etc,]n intr. To glance over Obs
1720 Wodiow Coi 7

. (1843) II, 490, 1 have only got time to

glisk it over cursorily

2 . dial. To glitter, shine.
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v , It glisk’d like a piece

of glass.

G-lisnen, obs. form of Glisten.
tGlisory. Obs.— 1

[a. F. ghssoire, f glisser

to slide ] A slider on a trepanning instrument.
1597 A M tr Gmllemeem’s Fr Clnrwg 15 b/s The little

Glysoi ye, or Ghdere vp and doivne [ong ghssoire]

Glissade (glisad, -P d), sb. [a. F. glissade, f.

glisser to slip, slide ; a mountaineering term ]
1. The action of sliding down a steep slope (esp.

of ice or snow)
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186a Tyndall Mountaineer vn 61 In some places the

rocks are worn to a powder, along \\ Inch we shoot by glis-

sades 1871 L Stephen Playgt Enrobe v (1894) 133 He
appeared .none the woise for his involuntary glissade 1895

A F Mummi ry Chmbs Alps h Caucasus 111 (ed 3) 62
j' ,,

1
•

,

* > 1
* ’ We trusted to luLk

tiaitsf andJig 1870 Spurgfon Tieas Dav Ps x\xvi 1

The descent to eternal nun is easy enough, without making
a glissade of it 1882 A Edwardts Ballroom Jlcpeut. I 74
•[ he bundled thousand miles glissade of some shooting

meteor 1883 Stevfnson Silverado Sq 88 Heie and theie

dwaif thicket clinging in the geneial glissade

2 Dancing A step consisting ol a glide or slide

to the light 01 left

1843 Mary Howitt F Bremer's Home I \ 120 ‘Our
Louise in time will dance very well’, remarked the Judge to

his wife, as he noticed with gi eat pleasure the littleglissades

and chassis of his daughtei

.

Glissade (glisa’d, -D i\),v. [fprcc] mtr. To
perform a glissade a Dancing, (See Glissade

sl> 2.) Also to glissade it lb Mountaineering

To slide down a steep slope

1837 Lett fr Madras (1843) 57 Glissading up to me, wav-
ing her pretty little hands, and making a numbet of gi ace-

ful, unmeaning antics 1845 Blac/eav. Mag LVIII 628 He
comes 1 ghssarding [sic] it' into the diawmg room, and bow-

ing like a dancing-mastei *859 Farrar J Home 213
Kennedy and Cyi il glissaded gallantly over the slopes of
snow 1877 A B Euw utos Up Nile xm 347 Dining our
heels well into the sand, we half tan, half glissaded, and
soon reached the bottom.

Hence Glissading vbl sb and pj>l a Also
Gliss&'der, one who glissades.

183* Fr A Kcmble Rec Girlhood (1878) III. 189 Gibbei-

ing, glissading women gieeting one another with the rapid

music of the 01 lginal scene 1861 F W Jacomr 111 Peaks,
Passes, <$• Glut. Ser 11 I 315 that undignified attitude

peculiar to the inexperienced ghssader 1865 Reada No
143. 348/2 Talking of glissading 1892 C. T Dcnt Moun-
tain vl. 194 Snow slopes 011 which patches of ice intervene,

are unfit for glissading Ibid 195 A good ghssader can go
fast and stop quickly

Glissant (glrsant), a Her. [a F. glissant, pi

pple of glisser to glide.] = Gliding ppl a 1 b
1868 [see Gi idingppl a ]

Glissen, obs form of Glisten v.

Glissette (glise t) Math, [as if a F. *ghs-

sette (after roulette), f glisser io slide.] (See quot.

1870.)
1870 W H. BrsANT Notes on Roulettes .5 Ghssettes

Pref., I have ventuied to mtioduce, and employ, the woid
Glissette, as being co-e\pressive with Roulette. Ibid. 33
Ghssettes aie the curves tiaced out by points, or enveloped
by curves, earned by a curve,which is made to slide between
given points 01 given curves 1882 Minchin Umpl Ktne-
mat 104 The locus of a point P carried in this way is pro-

perly called a Glissette

Glisson, obs form of Glisten v

Glist (glist), sb. raie (? dial.) [f. the vb ]

1 . A gleam, glistening

1864 J Miiler Songs Stem as (1872) 196 Shadows that

shroud the to-mon 0w, Glists fiom the life that’s within 1694
Hall Caine Manxman v xxu 351 The scars ofthe turf were
still unhealed and the glist of the spade was on the grass.

2 . An old name for Mica.
17x5 Thoresby Leeds 467 A red Daze or small Glist 1728

Nicholls in Phil, Trans XXXV 407 A pseudometallick

Substance, by the Miners term'd Glist 1776 Pryce Min
Cornub 321 Glist, a shining black 01 brown Mineral of an
iron cast, somewhat like Cockle

Glist (glist), v. Now only Sc [Early ME. in

pr pple ghslinde, perh. reduced fiom ghstmnde
see Glisten v ] mtr. To glisten Hence Gli sting

ppl a
a 1225 St Maiher q W18 Jraet ha sehen Jjaet unselhSe ghs-

tinde as hit ouergufd were 111225 Leg Hath 838 pe
ghstinde wordes J)®t beoS in ower bokes (pe beoS wiouten
godleic & empti witSinuqn) 1719 Hardy Knute in Maid-
ment Scot. Ballads <$ Songs (1868) I 13 Her girdle shawed
her Middle gimp, And gowden glist her Haxr

Glisten (gb s’n), sb [f the vb.] Glitter; sparkle
184a S Bamford Life ofRadical xx, 133 Away it went 1'

th’ glizzen an’ th’ thunner-dm, o’er th moor. 1853 C,
Bronte Villette xiv, The sunlit of a piece of gold would
bring into her eyes a green glisten, singular to witness 1855
Tennyson Daisy 35 Oft we saw the glisten Of ice, far up on
a mountain head 1880 Howells Undisc. Country xx 309
His vision was full of the sunny glisten of meadows 1897
JVestm Gas 30 Dec 3/1 The lace skirt softens the glisten

of the satin

Hence Gli'stenless a , without glisten

1854 Marion Harland Alone xi, The golden trumpet was
glistenless as the rest, and the stars only kept guard over
the slumbering city

Glisten (gli s’n), » Forms: I glis-, glysnian,

3 glrsruen, glistnen, 4 glis-, glysnen, -ien,

glystnen, 4-5 glea(s)en, glisson, 5-8 glissen,

(5 glyasen, -on, -yn), 9 dial glizzen, 4- glisten.

[OE glisnian, f the root of Glise v : see -en 6 ]
1. mtr. To shine with a fitful twinkling light;

to glitter, to sparkle with light, lit. andJig
c 1000 Runic Poem 30 (Gr ) Is glisnaS glaeshluttur. c 1000

in CockayneShrmex^g Seengel htefde twegen beagason hys
handa3a glysnodon hwylum swa rosan blosman a 1225 St.
Marker g Glistnede as gleam deS c 1275 Lay 21725 Scealdes
barghssenede 13 E E Alht.P A 1017 Masporye as glas
pat glysnande senon c 1400 Howland 4 0 1365 His armoui s

glyssenede full bryhte a 1660 Hammond Strut xiv Wks
1683 IV 660 How unpolish’t soever this Diamond be, yet if

it do but glissen, ’tis too pretious to be cast away 1741-2

VOL. IV.

Richardson Pamela (J ), The ladies eyes glistened with
pleasuie 1770G0LDSM Des Vill 236 While broken tea-cups
Ranged o'er the chimney, glisten’d in a row 1802 Pally

Nat ‘iheol xxi (ed 2) 400These masses would shine, indeed,
and glisten, hut it would be in the daik 1840 Bamtord Life
of Radical xx 133 It wur as fair a gowden yallo as ever
glizzent 1865 Gniicic Seen 4 Geol Scot vui 214 Heie and
theie a mass glistens white as if it were snow 1870 Yeats
Nat Hist Comm 58 The lush uveis glisten with salmon
fig 1763 C. Johnston Reverie II 179 Vanity glissened
thiough her grief 18x5 Apollo's Choice if. 1, Let pity in
thine eye-balls glisten 1866 G, Macdonald A nn Q Neighb
x (1878) 172 Every face glistened towards which he turned.

+ 2 9 To start up suddenly Obs.— 1

1513 Dougi as Hinas n, vi 3 Affrayit, I glistnyt of skip,

and stert on feit

lienee Gli stener slang, a gold com (cf shiner)
1818 Moonr Fudge Earn Pans vi 45 Genimen, who

touched theTieasuiy ghsteneis, Like us, for being tiusty
listeners

Glistening (gli’s’nii)), vbl. sb [See -ing 1
]

1 The action ofthe vb. Glisten
;
glittei, sparkle.

1398 Trevisa Battk De P R 11 ix- (1495) 37 He callyth 1

the shynyng the lllumynacion and ghsnynge 1753 J
Bautlet Gentl Farnery xv 143 Rub the qmcksilvei till

no glistening appears 1791 Mad D’Arblay Diaiy July,
The Princess spoke feelings I could not expect, by the im-
mediate glistening of her soft eyes 1822-34 Good's Study
hied, (ed 4)11 417 There was a muddy glistening m her
eyes which I had seen described i860 Tyndall Glac 1 v 40
On the walls a glistening was heie and theie obsei\able.

1873 T W Higginson Oldpoit Days iv gr Jelly-fishes

shot through and thiough 111 the sun-light with all manner
of blue and golden ghstenmgs

2 . Something that causes to glisten

1631 Celestma vr 78 Clothing them [their faces] with
divers colouis, glissemngs, paintings, unctions a 1641
Suckling Farewell to Love vu (1648) 48 The Gum and
glistnmg, which with art And studi'd method, in each pait
Hangs down the heart. Looks (just) as if, that day Snailes
there had crawl’d the Hay
Glistening (glvs’nig),///. a. [f. Glisten v
+ -ing 2

.] That glistens, lit andfig
1388 WvcLir Hal 111 11 In the li3t of thm arrowis thei

schulen go, m the schynyng of thi spere ghsnynge a 1400-
50 Alexander 3015 His ginge & all his garysons in glys-

synand wedis, Gaes him on to granton & graithes pare his

tentis 1549 Covlrdale, etc liiasm Par Acts x 30 A
certayne man stoode visible before me, in a glystenyng
garment 1726-46 Thomson Winter 262 The bleating kind
Eye the bleak heaven, and next the glistening earth, With
looks ofdumb despair 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gaid 11 (1791)

133 The tuneful Goddess on the glowing sky Fix’d in mute
extacy her glistening eye 1849 Rustem Sev Lamps 11 § 1

28 But it is the glistening and softly spoken lie that [etc ].

1870 Bryant Iliad II xiv 63 A bright golden cloud
Gathered, and shed its drops of glistening dew.

Hence GlPsteninglyadv

,

in a glistening manner
x6rx Cotgr., Lmsantemente, glistemngly 1873 Brown-

ing Red Cott Nt cap 1060 Glistemngly beneath the May-
night moon, Herbage and floral coverture bedeck Yon
splintered mass

Glister (gli stai), sb. [f the vb ]

1. A glistering ; a bright light, brilliance, lustre

1535 Coverdale Ezek 1 10 The fyre gaue a glistre, and
out off the fyre there wente lightemnge. c 1590 Greene Fi .

Bacon xi 33 Eie the morning starre Sends out his glorious
glister on the North 1647 H More Insomn Philos ix

Plnlos Poems 325 Half therefore just of this dark Orb was
dight With goodly glistre and fair golden rayes. 1841
Thackeray Men * Pictni es 00 Fair was the sight and
bught the liver’s glister 1884 C.E Craddock In Tennessee
Mts vui 315 She caught a glimpse of the glister of a
great lucent, tremulous star

fig as572 Knox Hist Ref 1 Wks 1846 1 292 The glister

of the pioneit, that was judged heirof to have ensewed to

Scotishraen at the first sight blynded mony mems eyis

121659 Bp. Brownrig Serin (1674) I iv 48 Outward Glister

and Pomp 17x8 Entertainer xxu 146 ’Tis a World of
Glister that we live in 1759 HumeZfw/ Eng (1806) III App.

814 The false glistei catches the eye, and leaves no loom
for the durable beauties of solid sense and lively passion.

2 Min =- Glist sb 2

1722 Pint Trans. (Lowe’s Abndgem ) 568 Glister

,

blood
red and black

Hence Gli stery a 1 are [-Y 1
], full of glister.

1806 Strothers House Mourning 1 Wks, 1850 I 77 His
hope, the self-deceivei ’s transient gleam That, ghstery, glim-
mers on the dazzled eye

Glister (gli ’star), v arch and dial. Forms

:

4 glystre, 4-6 glistre, (5 glistere), 4-7 glyster,

4- glister [Corresponds toMLG ghstem, MDu ,,

Du, ghstei en ; f, root *ghs- (see

G

lise v) + suffixes'

-t- and -er 6 ] mtr. To sparkle
,
to glitter

; to

be brilliant

The word is obsolete in ordinary colloq use (though pre-

served in dialects); by recent writers employed with
reminiscence of Shaks or the Bible in the literal sense only
C1380 Sir Ferumb 4438 Ys bi owes were bo]?e rowe and

grete ys ejene depe, & glystryd as glede 1390 Gower
Conf II. 252 The water glistred over all a 1420 Hoccleve
De Reg Pune (Roxb ) 150 A croked hors never the better

is enteccliede Althoughe his bridelle glistre of golde &
shyne 1514 Barclay Cyt d Uplondyshm (Percy Soc)

p lxx, All the walles within of fynest golde Glisteung as

bright as Phoebus orient 1535 Coverdale 4 (2) Esdras x.

25 Hir face dyd shyne & glyster 154a Becon Potation
Lent B iij b, The vnfruytfull fygge tree glystereth it neuer

so pleasantly with grene leaues, shall be cursed & com-
mytted vnto hell fyre. 1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy 11 159
When the sun shines upon it, you may see it glister two
miles off 1725 Swtrr Jrood’s Petition Wks 1755 IV 1 284
Buy up my half-pence so fine Observe how they glister

and shine 1775 Adair Amer Ind 236 On the tops of

several of these mountains, I have observed tufts of

grass deeply tinctuied by the mineial exhalations from
the earth, and on the sides, they ghsteied from the
same cause 1808 Scott Mann. 11 xxi. It did a ghastly
contrast bear To those bright linglets glistering fair. 1857-8
Sfars A than vi 52 Sandy plains which bum and glister

under an o> lent sun 1870-74 J Thomson City of Dreadf
Nt 1 iv,Waste maishes shine and ghstei to the moon 1877N IP Line Gloss , Glister, to glisten

fig. 1535 Coverdale Dan xu 3 The wyse shal glister
as the shymnge of heauen 1560 Becon Catech. Wks 1564
I 294 The sodles and heathemshe people . outwardlj
glistered wyth goodly vertues 1575 Gosson Sch Abuse
(Aib ) 53 Thunderm woids and ghsterln works 1611 Shaks
IPint T in 11 171 How he glisters Through my Rust?
a 1661 Fuller Woithies (1840) II 45 He went to Oxfoid
where foi some yeafs he glistered m the oratonc and
poetic sphete 3685 Gi naan's Courtteis Orac 37 That
Supeiionty glisters in all sorts of people, but much more m
great men

1). Proverb (Cf. Glitter v 1 b )
(I n mod use ‘ gli tters * is commonly substituted forghstei s )

1553 Becon Rcliques of Rome (1563) 207 All is not golde
that glist eieth 1596 Shaks Merck V 11 vn 65* 1649
Milton Eihou. vm (1851) 395 They think all is gold of
pietie that doth but glister with a shew of Zeale 1650
Hubbert PillFormality 36 Seiiously tue before we choose,
lest we take all for gold that glisteis asjji Gray Death
Fav Cut. vu, Not all that tempts yoiu wand’nng ejes is

lawful prize Nor all that glisters, gold 1802 Canning
Poet IP/es (1827) 44

*| o quasi-/; am To send forth with glitter

a X586 Sidneys! 1 cadia m (1590) 281 With eies which ghs-
teied foith beames of disdame
Hence f Glrsterer, one who glisters, a showy

peison.
2628 Earle Microcosm , Dowue-nght Scholler (Arb) 42

Hee shall out ballance those ghsterers as far as a solid sub-
stance do’s a featliei, or Gold Gold-lace

Glister, obs or dial f. Clyster
Glistering (gli slang), vbl. sb [See -ing 1

]
The action of the vb. Glister

;
brilliance, glitter

c 1460 Emare xoo For glysteryng of the ryche ston Redy
syght had he non. 1579-80 North Plnlai ch (1656) 395 The
glistering of their . Harnesse, so richly trimmed and set

forth with Gold and Silver 1603 Dekker Wonderfull
Yeare A uj, That worship Glow-wormes (instead of the
Sun) because of a little false glistering 1706 Stanhope
Paiaphr. Ill 375 There is indeed a Glistering but no In-

tnnsick Value m them

Gli’Stering,/)/;/ a [See -ing 2
.] That glisters.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. vm xxix (1495) 342 Shyn
ynge comyth to the vtter partyes of a glysterynge body
c 1460 Emare 350 A boot he fond by the brym, And a glys-
teiyng thyng thenm 1535 Coverdale Job xx 25 A
glistennge [so alsor6ii] swearde 1597A M tv. Guillemcan's
Fr Clm urg 31 b/2 Venomous [horse-leeches] have ther
bodye shminge like vnto glistering woimes 16x1 Bible
Luke ix 29 His raiment was white and glistering a 17x6
South Seim (1737) IV 11 80 This glistring person so much
admued by them is now a prepanng for his rum, and
fatting for the slaughters of eternity 1718 Lady M. W
Montagu Verses Chiosk Brit. Pal , Pera 19 The barren
Meads no longer yield Delight, By glistring Snows made
painful to the Sight 1849 M Arnold Poems, New Sirens
107 If the glistering wings of morning On the noon shook
their dew 1854 Hawthorne Eng Note-Bks (1879)11 120
A wide waste of glistering sands

Hence Gli'stermgly adv.

,

m a glisteringmanner
1587 Turberv Trag T etc (1837) 323 All is not gold that

glistnngly appeeres 1640 J H Motion to Pari Adv.
Learn 22 This light that breaks so brightly and glistnngly
in 1814 Cary Dante, Parad xvii. x 18 The brightness first

shone glistenngly

fig 1843 E. Jones Sens fy Event 4 He stops, and glister-

wgly rides His laughter forth again

G-lit(te, obs. form of Gleet sb.

Glitter (gli tax), sb. [f the vb ]

1 Glittering or sparkling light
;
brightness, bril-

liance, lustre, splendour See also Aglitter adv.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev 1. 11, T msill glitter, or rich

purfled robes Are not the true adornements of a wife,

1667 Milton P L x 452 With what permissive glory
since his fall Was left him, or false glitter. 1788 V Knox
Wmt Even (1790) II, 11 15 A boldness of utterance and
assertion, which often sets off base metal with the glitter

of gold 1852 Mns. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxix, Gassy,
with a keen, sneering glitter in her eyes, stood looking at

him 1856 Kane Arct Expl I xv 169 A water-pool, m
which my lantern made the glittei 1882 Miss BraddonMt
Royal III vi 104 Louis Quinze coat, all a glitter with cut-

steel 1898 Daily News 22 Jan 6/5 Glitter is the key-note

of smart outdoor dress at the moment
fig X863 W Phillips Speech xi 255 lhe glitter of whose
fame makes doubtful acts look heroic 1868 Milman St.

Paul's vn 152 The glitter of miracles which attested

his [S Erkenwald’s] virtues 1874 L Stephen Homs m
Libraiy (1892) II ui gi He seems to have tired of the

glitter ofJunius

2 App. a mistake for Gutter.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl s v Head, The pait that bears the

antlers, royals, and tops, is called the beam, and the little

streaks therein me glitters 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist III.

v 114.

3 Comb.

x88z J Hardy in Proc Berw.Nat Club IX 480 A craggy
and glittei-faced bill

Hence Glx tterless a
,
devoid of glitter

; f Gli t-

terous a =next ;
Gli ttery a

,
full of glitter.

1596 R. L[inche] Diella (1877) 50 Her hayre of such cor-

ruscant ghtterous shine, as are the smallest streames of
hottest sunne 1757 tr HMichel's Pyritol. vn 113 The
white metals usually acquire a glittery . form. x88o
BrRDWOOD Ind Art II. 10 If Indian jewelry should become
mechanical, and hard, and glittery, it will at once cease to

be artistic 1882 Sharp Rossetti u 55 The sea is a white
blank, waveless, glittei less,

108
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Glitter (gh tail, v Forms : 4-5 gliter, 4-6

gleter,glyter, 6 glifctre, 4- glitter. [Not lecordctl

inOE , ME ghtei cn is prob.a ON ght> a=MHG
,

mod Ger ghtzei n , a frequentative formation (see

-ERf>) from the Teut root *gift- m OS. gittan

str vb ,
OHG gli^an (mod Ger gkiszen

)

to shine,

ON. ghl brightness, ghta to shme, Goth gh/muti-
jan to shme

,
the pre-Teut root *'g/t/eid

-, ghlid-

seems to occur in Gr luxury ]

1. tnir To shine with, a brilliant but broken and
tremulous light, to emit bright fitful flashes of light;

to gleam, sparkle

13 Gam 4 Gi Knt 604 Golde naylez, Jmt alglyteied &
glent as glem of )>e surme a 1400-50 A h a anile

1

4957 A 1

glitered be ground foi gloii of Jus wedis 1:1475 Rauf
Loilyar 669 Gowlis ghtterand full gay, glemand in grene
a 1533 Ld Berners Ifiion 1m 181 Many helmes gletred
-igaynst the sonne 1596 Spenser F Q iv m 27 The waves
glittering like Clmstal glas 1675 Traherne Chi Ethics
xi 162 The stars glitter in their motions only to serve us
1755 Gray Pi ogr Poesy 111 m, Before his infant eyes would
run Such foims, as glitter in the muse’s ray 1781 Copper
Hope 42 Earth glitters with the drops the night distils 1817
Moore Latla R (ed 2) 220 A gem fiom Persia’s plunder’d
mines. Shall glitter on thy Shrine of Shrines i860 Kingsi rv
Misc II 17 As their wings glittered in the light they looked
like flakes of snow 1863 Gro Eliot Rontola 1 \x, She
looked up at lum with Ousting eyes, that still glittered with
tears

b Ptoverb (Cf Glister v b)
1638 Drumm or Hawtk Dihhoth Edtuh Lecton Wks'

(17x1) 222 All is not Gold which glutei eth 1784 Johnson
2 Oct. m Boswell (ed 2), All is not gold that glitters, as we
have been often told

2 Jig ,
esp of persons . To make a brilliant

appe trance or display
,
to be showy or splendid (in

dress, etc ).

1548 Udaiu, etc Et asm Par Luke it 48-52 She per-
ceiued and founde a certain power of the godhed to glittie
and shewe foorth in hyin 1683 Kennett ti Erasm on
Folly 48 Nature glitters most in her own plain homely

f
arb. 1728 T Shtridan Persius Prol 5 If the Hope of
louey does but once glitter in their Thoughts 1751

Johnson Rambler No. 109 r 4 They had both glit-

tered 111 playhouses 1766 FoRnycr .Sirm Yng Worn
(1767) I 11 75 Our gay assemblies would glitter less 1790
Burke Fr Rev (ed 2) 112,

1

saw liei [the queen of Fiance]
glittering like the morning star 1841-4 Emerson Fss

,

Vi ndence Wks. (Bohn) I 97 Talent which glitters to day,
that it may dine and sleep well to-morrow 1879 M< Carthy
Own Times l\ xxtx 362 Every chapter glittei eel with vivid
and highly coloured desci lption,

Glitterance (glrtarans) rare. [f. Glitter v
+ ance.] Ghtleung appeal ance
1801 Southey Thalaba xn. 11, Till fiom the ghtterance of

the sunny main He turn’d his aching eyes 18x4 Cary
Dante, Pingat xvix 136 A sword, whose ghtterance and
keen edge Appall’d me 1831 Blackw Mag XXX. 984
The ghtterance of the frost-woven snows

Glittering (gb tanq), vbl. sb. [f Glitter v.

+ -ing 1
] The action of the vb Glitter

1567 Mah.et Gr. Forest 3 b, To the intent that this
maner might shew some glittrmg 1607 J. Davips Swmnta
1 otahs E iv,Which nought comes neie for Clouds and Ght-
tenngs 1635-56 Cowley Davideis 11 12 So near a storm
wise David would not stay, Nor trust the glittering of a
faithless Day 1678 Dryden All foi Love Pref b 3 If
a little glittei ing 111 discourse has pass’d them on us for
witty men, where was the necessity of undeceiving the
World ?

+ b concr Something that glitters Obs.
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 46 They count all discourses

empty, dull, and cloudy
,
unless bespangl’d with these gltt-

termgs c 1698 Locke Cond Undent Introd § 3 Every
Man carries about with him a Touchstone, if he will make
use of it to distinguish substantial Gold fiom superficial
Ghttenngs

Glittering,^/ a [f. Glitter v. 4- -ing 2
,]

That glitters, lit andJig.
*3 .Seuyn Sages (W ) 3335 With gerlandes & with gleter-

and thing Was sho made out of knawing* a 1400-50 Alex-

tinder 3346 pe sext of gletirand gold gayle was forgid,
<1x550 Chnstis Kirk Gr xvut. Her ghtterand hair that wes
full gowdm, Sa hard m lufe him laist a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1 (1598) 8x O glittrmg miseries of man x6ox
Holland Pliny II 534 Glorious and glittering painters,
1617 F Moryson Itin hi 171 It is proverbially said, that
the Neopolitans are glittering and sumptuous, a 1700
Soame & Dryden Boilean's Ait Poetry 1 44 Let Italians
he Vain Authors of false glitt’ring Poetry 1764 Golds vi

Tram 45 Ye glittering towns, with wealth and splendour
crown'd 18x8 Hazlitt Eng. Poets vu (1870) 185 The
thistle's glittering down. 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey iv. v,
His glittering youthwas gone and wasted 1874 L Stephen
Hours in Library (1892) II iv xxo Ihe satire is . moie
distantly allied to poetical unction than to glittering rhetoric
Hence Gli'tteringly adv

,

in a glittering manner.
x6xx Cotcr

, Lmsantement, glitteringly 1647 H More
Song ofSoul 11, 11 11 xvi, The mmble phantasie more ght-
terandlyDisplayesher spreaden forms 1820 Mornm Blackvu.
Mag VII 627 Pendant and twining glitteringly, Like ame-
thysts ofpurple dye 1887 PallMallG xa Nov. 1/2 Briskly
and glitteringly carnage after carriage rolls by-.

Glittie, be var. Gleety a,

Glittous, (-is, -ua) . see Gleetous
Gload, obs pa. t. of Glide.

t Gloak. slang. Obs. Also gloaoh. [Of un-
known ongin

,
cf Bloke ] A man, fellow, ‘ cove ’.

(See also Btjzz-gloak.)
1795 Potter Diet. Cant

, Gloak, a man High Taber

f
loak, a highwayman well dressed and mounted 1812 J.
L. Vaux Flash Diet , Gloak, syponymous with Gill. 1821

Haggart Lift 48, I said ‘I will pnnsh outsides with your
mbs, but not with that gloach ’ 1834 W H Ainsworiii
Rookwood hi v, Ihe prince of the lugh-toby gloaks

Gloam (gl<?»m), sb rate [Back- foi mation fiom
Gloaming ] Twilight, gloaming
a 1821 Keats La Btlh. Dame taut ineici x, I stw then

staived lips in the gloam, With horrid warning gaped wide
1881 Rossetti Ball 4 Sonnets 85 And blithe is Honfletu’s
echoing gloam When mothers call the children home
Gloam (gk> im', v. Chiefly .Sr [f as ptec]

intr.To darken, become dusk Also To begloctnicd'

to have grown dusk.
18x9 Rennie St Patuck I xi 16C By tins time, it was

tui n’t gayan glo un’t 1825-80 J amii son, It gloamt, twilight
comes on, Abeid 1847 J ait't Mag XIV 176 When pui pie
evening gloameth 1871 W \i 1 xandi r Johnny Gibb xl

(1873) 223 An’ ye cudna expeck fowk hnme fae .1 inaitriage
afoie it wai weel gloam’t 1876 Mid Yo>ksh dost s. v,
1 must be going homewaids before it gloains

Gloaming (glib' nuij). Forms . 1 gldmung,
(&fen-)glommung, 5 glomyng, 5-7 gloming,

’8- gloaming [lepr Oil glomung sti fem., f.

(on the analogy of fifmntpFvuung) glam twilight,

ptob f the Teut. root *glb- (see Gi o\v)
;
the etymo-

logical sense would thus seem to be the ‘ glow
’

of sunset or sunrise (cf. Gloom sb -), whence the

passage to the recorded sense is not difficult

The vowel of the mod gloaming is anomalous, ts OE
ghtmnng should normally become glooming The explan-
ation probably is that the 6 was shoitened in the compound
afen-glommnng (as the spelling seems to show was actually
the case), and that fiom this compound tlieie was evolved
a new sb gldmnng, which by noimal phonetic development
became ME glgnnng, mod E gloaming In the literary-

language the word is a comparatively recent adoption from
Scottish writers

,
but it is found m the dialect of Mid Yorks ]

1. Evening twilight.

c 1000 IE.lto.ic dost in Wi -Wulcker 117/7 Ciepuscnlum,

glomung c 1000 Latin Hymns A gs Ch (bin tees 1851) 16
Crefmscnlnm mens netciat

, aefen glonimunge mod nyte
c 1425Wyntoun Cion iv. vu 827 Fra the glomyng off the
nycht. 1536 Beli enden Cion Scot (1821) II 115 He
iftei supper, past furt h 111 the gloming c 1610 111 Pitcairn
Crini Jrta.lt 111 3 'I Ills fell furth in the gloming 1786
Burns Twa Dogs 232 By this, the sun was out of sight, An’
daiker gloaming biougnt the night c x8oo Hogg Song,
Tween the gloaming and the milk, When the hye comes
hame 1807 Byron Elegy Newstead Abbey ix, Soon as the
gloaming spi ends her waving shade 1830 Ti knt son Leonine
Elegiacs, Lowflowing bree/es are lOTining the bioad valley
dimmed in the gloaming 1866 Gi 0 Eliot F Holt 2 The
happy outside passenger seated on the box from the dawn
to the gloaming [etc ]

Jig 1785 Burns Ej> to Jantis Smith 79 When ance life’s

day dinws neai the gloamin 1889 Barrie Window m
'Jin Hint 144 The help she and Hendry needed m the
gloaming of their lives

b. Said occas. of morning twilight
X873 Tristram Moab in 38 The sun had scarcely cast the

gloaming of appi caching dawn over the eastern peaks
1894 Crockett Raidets 21 ,

1

towed home in the gloaming
of the morning
c Shade, dnslcy light.

1832 Motheuwei l Jennie Morrison vu, And in the gloamin
o’ the wood, The throssil whussht sweet
2 attnb (m some instances passing into adji), as

gloaming-fall, -hour
,
-sight, -sky, -starlight) also

gloaming-shot, (a) a shot in the twilight (in quot.

fig.) , {b) the beginning of twilight
1788 Picken Poems 176 Gin gloamm hours reek’t Eben’s

haun. 1793 Burns Let to G Thomson Aug
,
I once more

loved out yesterday for a gloamin shot at the muses 1795— 1 Had I the iuyte ’ 29 At gloamm-shot it was, I wot, I
lighted on the Monday a 1810 Tannahill ‘ The Midges
dancesaboon the burn ’ Poems (1846) 114 Beneath the golden
gloaming sky-, The mavis mends her lay 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xxi, He has a gloaming sight 0’ what's reasonable a
glisk and nae mair 1821 Blackw Mag VIII 4oiAcanme
hour at gloaming-fa’ under the hazel bower Dirks 1843
Lytton Last Bar iv v, Even I grow hungered in these
cool gloaming liouis 1856 Mrs Stowe Dred 11 xn 125
The gloaming stai light was just sufficient to show him
that all was desolate

Gloar, var, Glore to stare
;

dial. var. Glower.
Gloase, obs. form of Gloze sb.

+ Gloat, sb 1 Obs rate [f. Gloat z»] Aside-
glance

;
? a furtive 01 sullen look.

1645 Feativ Dippers Dipt Ep. Ded. B, Satans watchful
eye is upon it [the Gospel], anti he casts an envious gloate at
it 165/ Gayton Pleat Notes 11 vi 61 The Frowne, the
Gloat, the Hung-hp, the Neglect, the Go-by
Gloat, sb - dial. Also 8 glout, 8-9 glut, 9 glot,
[Etymology unknown ] A species of eel (see
quots) Also gloat-eel

*747 Mrs Glasse Cookery xxi 163 Gngs, Shafflms and
Glout 1769 Pennant Zool III rr4 There is another
variety of this fish [the eel] known in the Thames by the
name of Grigs, and about Oxford by that of Grigs or Gluts
1776 1 wiss Tour Irel 07 Perch, salmon, pike, trout, glut,
eels, silver-eels. 1883 G C. Davits Norfolk Broads xxxi
243 Ihe ‘hooking’ eel or ‘gloat,’—the blackish medium-
sized eel taken by anglers, babbeis, and on night-lines
1895 m E Angl, Gloss , Gloat or Glot

Gloat (gld«t), v Forms 6-7 gloate, gloit,
gloyt, 7 glott, 7-9 glote, 7- gloat [Of obscure
origin, but apparently=MHG. and mod.G. glotzen
to stare, Sw (dial.

)ghtta to peep, glotta to grin.
Prob. taken up in the 16th c from some dialect,
in which it may have been an adoption from ON.
Although common in the 17th and 18th c

,
the word is not

in Phillips and was unknown to Johnson, who quotes the

i xnis—
1 t e

— — icmurh,
word 1 conceive to be ignoiantly written for gfoai *

The development of sense 3 has prob been more 01 W
influenced by association with Glui v J

I*
1 tnir. To look or ga/e askance

,
to look with

a furtive or sidelong glance Also to qloaf it Obs
*575 Laneiiam Let (1871) fio With myne eyz, a7 1 Mn

amoroously gloit ,t 1576 Gascoigne Lompl J'/nlomene
(Aib) 96 Ne could he loke a side, But like the cruel
catte Which gloating ensteth many a glance Vpon the
selly latte 1500 Nasiit PasqmPs Afol 1 Ain li, Thoueh
111 silence I gloate thiough the fingeis at othei matters
yet am I not caielesse of the qunirell nowe 111 hand i6ie
Chapman Odyts xn 150 She [Scylla] stieakes From
out a ghastly wliule poole, all her nicks

, Wheie (glolin?
lound her loeke) to fish she falles 16x9 R Wnsan Bl
Demeanor 33 in Ha bet ? BA , Nm let thine eyes be glotintr
downe, cast with a hanging looke 1650-3 G Daniel
Idylls m 8 (Giosaitl IV 219 Puibhnd m Ethicks as v“Running Hate (floats either way x668 R. L’Esrrange
lit Quev (1708)240 Come hither S111.ih, cryes Lucifer and
so the poor Cui went wi igling and glotting up lowaids his
Prince 1684 Criicii Ovid's Eleg 11 vn in Diyden't
Mi tall i 129 If at the Play I in l'op-cornei sit, And with
a squinting Ly e glote o’ei the pit 1727 Ga\ Aabbs xxxm
?0 Like you [a snake], they With malice lnss, with envy
glote, And foi convenience change then roat [1881 Jste
of Wight dost , Gloat, to look sulky, to swell ‘He
gloats like a tooad ’]

+ b In fa ffle Of the ejes Turned up or
upward Ohs
1624 Bp R MoiiNTAt.tr Imined Addiess 31 So sighs, and

gioanis, as many as you will, and eyes gloyted vpwartl,
(iod knowetli why, or whcthei a 164.x — Acts 4 Hon
vn (1642) 3g6 'i'hen gloited up eyes, thur gromng bellies

C. Of light ?’lo glance aside save
*644 [see Gloat ing/// a b] i866TiiORNnuRa Gieaiheait

III 224 'J he light gloated on some stiange shaped glasses,
and on a retoit that stood on a side-table

t 2 . To casl amoious or admiring glances Const
on, upon Obs
1676 WicitERirv PI Drain 11 1 x6 In shoit, I cou’d

not glote upon a man when he conies into a Room, and
laugh at him when he goes out 1678 Otway Pnendship
in F 111 32 My levenge shall be to love you still , gloat on
and loll alter you where eie I see you [etc ] x68o Drydi n
Limbciham 1 8 lAsnle) Are you glotmg already? then
there’s hopes, i‘ faith 17x0 llowr Jane S/ioie iv 1, Teach
cveiy Giaie to smile, in your Behalf, And herdeluding Eyes
to gloat foi you 1727 Gay J-aides xiv 27 Some praise his
sleeve and othei s gloteUpon his itch embroider'd coat [etc ]
quasi ti ans 1676 WYCiirniPX /Y Dealer iv 1, Hei

tongue, I confess, was silent, but her speaking Eyes gloted
such things

3 To ga7e with intense 01 passionate satisfaction

(usually implying a lustful, aval icious or malignant
pleasure) Now almost exclusively to gloat on,
upon, or over To feast one’s eyes upon, to con-
template, think of, or dwell upon with fierce or
unholy joy
1748 Richardson Clanssa III xm 89 [The spidei] sus-

pends it [the fly], as if for a spectacle to be exulted over
Then stalking to the door of hts cell, turns about, glotes
over it at a distance 1764 Churchill Ep W. Hogarth
339 Hogaith, a guilty pleasure in his eyes, The place of
Executioner supplies See how he glotes, enjoys the sacred
feast, And proves himself by cruelty a priest. 1794 Godwin
Cal Williams (1796) III x i82Mr Spun el perfectly gloted,
with eyes that seemed to devour everything that passed.
x8ox Wolcot (P Pindar) 'lears # Smiles Wks. 1812 V 69
The youth upon her tuneful bps Did full of rapture glote
18x5 Scott Guy M xx, Over such [books] the eye of

Dominie Sampson gloated with raptuie. 1839-40 W,
Irving Wol/ert's R (1855) 217 Never did miser gloat on his

money \uth more delight. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng III
510 He had caught the scent of carnage, and came to gloat
on the butchery m which he could no longer take an active
pait 186 1 Reanr Cloister$H IV 7 Her sweet eyes turned
and gloated on the little face m silence x868 E Edwards
Raleigh I xxiv 557 Circumstances which are gloated over
in the vile letters of Northampton 1874L Stephen Hours
m Library (1892) I vi 235 He rejoiced greatly in gloating
ovei the mystenes of iniquity 1884 Sir S. St Jcum Hayit

111 93 Soulouque went with his staff to inspect their mangled
bodies .. and gloat over tlie scene 1885 [see Ghoul]
Hence GHoa ting1

vbl. sb Also Gloa ter, one who
gloats

1593 Tell-Ttoth's N. Y Gift 29 The eye leceivmge kmde
glaunces for amoious glotinges 1650 Torhiano, Sguara-
gnardatdi e, astarer, agloter 1850 Browning Christmas
Eve xxn 89 His Bourbon bully's gloatmgs In the bloody
orgies ofdrunk poltroonery.

Gloa’ting, ppl. a [f Gloat v + -ing 2
.]

That gloats (in the different senses of the vb.).
1602 Marston Antonio’s Rev, v m, From beneath swoln

blows Appeares a glotmg eye of much mishke 1625
Bp R. Mountagu Appello Coes 253 He is in that case as

jealous of Gods honour, as any gloytmg Puritan in the

Pack x68a Mrs Bthn City Heiress 33, X saw you playing
with my Rival, Sigh’d, and lookt Babies m his gloating

Eyes 1817 J Scott Pans Revisit (ed. 4) 36 Changing
the cast of his look from one of gloating satisfaction to one
of doleful regret 1837 Disraeli Venetian xiv, The coarse

wonder of the gloating multitude 1877 L Morris Epic
Hades 1, 7 But as I looked There came a hunger in the

gloating eyes

+ b Of light : ? Glancing aside, refracted, rare.

1644 Digby Nat Bodies xui 116 Colours may be made
by reflexion, as also, gloating light

Hence OHoa'tuigfly adv.
1681 Otway Soldier's Fort h i, How glotmgly they look

upon me ! 1830 J W11 son in Blackw Mag XXVII 66z

Your face has, been fixed as gloatingly as that of a Satyr

1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 192 His eyes lingered gloatingly

on his dear boxes,



GLOBAL 223 GLOBE.

Glob, obs. form of Globe

Global (gl^“ bal), a i cue. [f. Globe sb + -al.]

Spherical, globular

1676 R Dixon Nat 2 Test e, I could challenge the best

Mathematician to demonstrate that they can so much as

frame a Global Circle without the least gibbosity or con-

cavity therein 1848 Loud Mag 119 According to the

modem System . there is no Upper nor Undei, the Earth
being global

f GlO'bar, a Obs [f as prec + -ar] =ptec.

1699 Phil Trans XXI 298 'Ihe French call this Shell

the Purse, because there is joyn’d to it’s long and nai row
Mouth . a Globar {printed Glolar] puff, like a full Hag,
or Purse, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet VVks 1721 III 40
He.. flew Down to the dusky Air, to gather Cloud,Which
111 its Glob ir Foim should them enshroud

Globard, var. Glows \ri>, Obs

Globate (g^11 btr't, -#t), a rare [ad. L. glo-

bdt-us, pa pple of glob-are to form into a mass or

globe, f glob-us Globe sb ] a. Having the form

of a globe, b (See quot 1854)
1847 in Craig 1854 Mayne Expos Lex , Globate Applied

to glands that are formed of lymphatic vessels connected

together by cellular membrane, and which pass out again,

having no excietory duct i860 Gossl Bnt hca-Anem #
Corals p xxxiv, Globate Cnid«e Ibid p xxxvi, The cnid.e

of the spiral and globate kinds

Globated (glJu’b^ted), a rate, [f as prec +
-id l.J Formed into a globe AlsoJig.

1727-36 m Bailly 1755 JoiiNsoNj Globated formed in

shape of a globe , spherical , spheroidical. 1869 G Mac-
donald A’. Falconer I x\i 143 What a full globated sym-
bolism lay then mound the heart of the boy in his book, his

violin, his kite ! 1888 ti Renan's Hist People Israel I. 239
He [Jahveh] was the universal rottah under a globated form,

a kind of condensed electuc mass

+ G-lobbe, glubbe, V. obs. rare - 1 [Onoma-
topoeic . cf. Globe, Glop, Gulp ] trans. To gulp

clown (liquor); to eat gluttonously Hence
Glo fiber, a glutton

1377 Langl P PI 15 v 346 [They] seten so til euensonge
Tyl Glotoun had y globbed [v r (y-)glubbed, globed] a

galoun an[d] a Idle find ix 60 Moche wo worth that man
that mysreuleth his Inwitte, And that be glotouiis globbares

[vr glubbeies, clobberis], her god is her wombe
Globe (gliJub), sb. Also 7 glob, [a F. globe,

ad L globus a round body or mass , a ball, sphere,

etc. The ME. glob{be, ghib{be

,

Glub, used by
Wyclif to render L. globus in the sense ‘ body of

men ’, etc. is prob etymologically distinct ]

1. A body having (accuiately or approximately)

the form of a Sphere.
1551 Recorde Pathw Knowl 1. Defin ,

But in a Globe,

(wluche is a bodie rounde as a bowle) theie is but one
platte forme, and one bounde 1359 W Cunningham
Cosmogi Glass,). 15 A diameter of a sphere, or globe, is any
lyne drawen thorowe the same, goyng by the center of the

sphere, or globe 1593 Spenslr Col Clout 613 The fume
mounts In lolling globes vp to the vauted skies 1617
Moryson Itin 1 79

r

lhe outward loofe is dmded into foure
globes, covered with leade. 1662 SniLiNCiL One Sat. 1 ,

in 11 § 18 All those particles weie not at fust Spherical,
because many such little Globes joyned together will not fill

up a continued space 1783 Franklin in Ellis Ong Lett

(1843) 424 The experiment of a vast,Globe [a balloon] sent

up into the air, much talk’d of here at present 1784C0WPLK
7 ask vi 155 The other tall [foot-note 1 he Guelder Rose],
and throwing up into the darkest gloom Of neighbouring
Cypress Hersilver globes 181Z-16 J SmithPanoramaSci
4 Art I 277 The earth is not a perfect globe 18*1 Shelley
Prometh tlub nr 111 139 Bright golden globes Of frtut,

suspended in their own gieen heaven 1834 Tomlinson
Arago's AsIron 55 The sun is an immense globe, 1,300,000
times greater than the earth 1873 Jowest Plato (ed, 2)

III 616 In the form of a globe, round as from a lathe

b fig A complete or perfect body, a ‘full-

orbed ’ combination.
1607-12 Bacon Ess , Gt Place (Arb.) 284/1 In the dis-

charge of thie place, sett before thee the best Exemples;
For Imitacion is a Globe of Pieceptes 1642 Milton Afoi.
iunect (1831) 300 No sooner did the foice of so much united
excellence meet in one globe of bnghtnesse and efficacy,

but [etc ]

t c. Afire-ball (see quot.). Obs
1363 W Fulkl Meteors (1640) 9 b, Of Shields, Globes or

boivles These Meteors also have their name of their
fashion, because they appeare to be round,

t d The Sphere of a planet. Obs. rare.

*559W Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 41 The Fyre shal
ascend above them, and be next the Globe of the Mane
2 The (or this) globe

, the earth + Formerly
often the globe of {the) earth

, of the world ,
the

earthly or teirestrial globe (cf Ball sb, 2)
XSS3 Eden Treat Nerve Ind (Arb ) 9 The hole globe of

the world hath been sayled aboute 1373 App <5* Fire 111

Hazl' Dodsley IV X13 Gods that rule the skies, The Globe,
and eke the Element. 1390 Shaks Mtds N iv i 102 We
the Globe can compasse soone, Swiftei then the wandring
Moone c 1630 Risdon Sure Devon § 192 (1810) 204 He
was the second that ctrcumpassed the earthly globe a 1649
Drumm of Hawth Poems 23 The sun, from east to west
who all doth see, On this low glob sees nothing like to thee

1717 Lady M. W Montagu Let to C’tess Mar 1 Apr , I
wish .

.
you were . regular in letting me know what passes

on your side of the globe, 1752 Hume Ess. # 1 reat (1777)
1 2rg The same set of manners will follow a nation , over
the whole globe 1769 Wesley Jrnl 8 Sept (1827) III

369 The globe of earth , can hardly afford a more pleasing
scene 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 183 Thro’ the shadow
of the globe we sweep into the younger djjy 1891 Speaker
2 May 534/1 The harnessing of eleUnCity to the commerce
of the globe.

b One of the planetary or celestial bodies
c 1566 J Aldvy tr Boaystuan s "l heat World Sivb, If

thou art minded to surpasse al ye globes of the firmament,
and see what is there contained 1631 Davsnant Gondibert
ir v xx, Those vaste bright Globes Weie made but to
attend our little Ball 1840 J H Newman Pat Seim
(1842) V iv 56 Supposing a man told that he should sud-
denly he earned off to some unknown globe in the heavens

3 A spheneal structure on whose surface is de-

picted the geographical configuration of the earth

(iterrestrial globe), or the arrangement of the con-

stellations {telesltal globe).

The terresti lal and celestial globes were formerly included
under the name of the globes

,

esp in the phrase (to learn

,

teach) the use ofthe globes
*553 Edln 1 reat Newe Ind. (Arb ) 8 In the moste parte

of Globes and Mappes they see the contmente or fyi me land

*559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr Glasse 114 note, An objec-

tion against the terestnall Globe 1392 Dee Comp Rehears
(Chetham) 28 Two globes of Gerardus Mercators best
making on which were my divers reformations both geo-
graphicall, and celestiall 1623 N Carpenter Geog Del
(1635) 1 vii 166 A Mappe differs from a Globe, in that the
Globe is a round solide body, more neerely representing the
true figure of the Earth 1663 Hooke Mtcrogr 218, 1 nave
observ’d several magnitudes of Stars less then those ofthe
six magnitudes commonly recounted m the Globes. 1701
Wallis in Lolled (0 H S)I 329 With arithmetick, and
the use ofthe globes 1762-71 H \Vali>oll Virtue's A need
Paint (1786)111 25 'lhe celestial and teirestrial globes, the
largest that had then ever been printed 1866 Mrs Gasklli
Wii’es <5- Dau. I xi 131, I suppose you’ve been taught
music, and the use of globes, and French, and all the usual

accomplishments

4. The golden ball or orb borne along with the

sceptre as an emblem of sovereignty (cf. Ball
sb 3)
1614 Selden 1 itles Hon 158 In Chnstiamtie there is now

appropriated to supreme Princes a Globe, and an infix

t

Crosse 1636 Massinger Gt Dk Florence 1 1, If I had
beene the heue Of all the Globes and Scepters mankind
bowes to, At my best you had deserv'd me 1688 Loud
Gas. No 2309/3 At the reading of the Gospel the Emperoi
stood up, holding his Scepter 111 one Hand, and the Globe
111 the other *753 Scots Mag Mar 156/1 lhe globe and
cross shew hun to have been a King 2780 Cowplr
Table T 3g 1 he globe and sceptre in such hands misplaced,

Those ensigns of dominion, how disgraced 1 1813 Scot 1

Tnerm in xxxv, With ciown, with sceptre, and with
globe. Emblems of empery.

6

Anat. Globe of the eye
,
ocular globe, the eye-

ball (see quot 1885)
*774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI 162 The globe [of a

fish’s eye] is furnished behind with a muscle, which serves

to lengthen or flatten it according to the necessities of
the animal. *833-6 Todd Cycl. Anat I 510/2 It [the

tissue] abounds around the globe of the eye 1870 Rolli s-

ton Amm Life Intiod 54 The globe of the eye consists of
two segments, the anterior of which is moie or less conical

1879 St. George's Hosp Rep IX 46B Three females and one
male were admitted for enucleation of wasted globes

1885 Syd Soc Lea , Ocular globe,
the eyeball after the

separation of its muscles and outer connections

6 A glass vessel of approximately spheneal form;

esp a. a glass lamp-shade
;

lo. a vessel filled

with water, used for exhibiting ornamental fish,

or as a lens.

1665 Hooke Mtcrogr Pief. E, A pietty large Globe of

Glass, fill’d with exceeding clear Bane 1776 G Semple
Building in Water 142 The Globes must be made ofvery
thick white Glass 1796 Hist Ned Evans I 10, I met
a post chaise and four on the turnpike load it had globes

with lights m them 1800 Med Jrnl IV 179 This instru-

ment consists of a very strong glass tube and ends in a
globe of 1 2 or 1 3 inch m diameter 1839 Chatio Wood
Engiavmg vm 652 Filling a large transpaient glass-globe

with: dear water, and placing it m such a manner, that the

light after passing through the globe, may fall directly on
the block 1873 Stewart Conserv. Force 1 8 A glass globe
containing numerous gold-fish 1874 Micklethvvaite Mod.
Par. Churches 194 Globes aie seldom used in churches.

1883 Harper's Mag Mar 392/2 It was a new lamp, with
a figured globe,

7 Mil fa. A kind of grenade. Obs
167sW T Mil <5- Mar Discipline in Conipl. Gunner

hi i\- 7 There is given to these sort of Globes the names of
Granadoes Ibid in xm 10 Stinking Globes uie made to

annoy the Enemy
b. Globe of compression (

= F. globe de compres-

sion) an overcharged mine, the explosion ofwhich
produces a crater of greater radius than depth
1838 Penny Cycl XI 263/2 Globe ofCompression,

a name
given by Belidor to mines in which the highest charges of
powder are employed They were first employed by the

King of Prussia, in 1762, at the siege of Schweidmtz 1876
in Voyle Milit. Diet s v. Compression

8 In imitation of a Latin use : A compact body
(of persons)
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Triumph xm, Out there flies

A globe of winged Angels, swift as thought 1667 Milton
P L H 512 Him round A Globe of fierie Seraphim
inclos’d. *837 Blackrw Mag XLII. 113 The Bashkirs

collected into ‘ globes’ and ‘ turms as their only means of

meeting the long lines ofdescending Chinese cavaliy,

+ 9 . Path = Globus. Obs.

1758 R Brookes Gen Preset Physic 11 122 Then they feel

a sort of a Globe arise from the lowei Part of the Belly to the

Ilyphoihondna and Diaphragm
10 atlrib and Comb, a General combinations,

asglobe maker ,
globe-makmgybl. sb ,

globe-billed,

: -cheeked, -engirdling, -girding ppl. adjs
,
globe- like

'

adj
;
globe-wise adv.

| 1847 Craig, *Globe-billed curassoiv, in Ornithology, the

Crax glohcera of Linnaeus, a native of Guiana 1819 W
Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 18 Around the altar

prance and pace ‘Globe cheekit Fun 162a Drayton Poly
olb xix 307 *Globe-engndhng Diake, the Nauall Palme
that wonne. 1847 E mfrson Poems,Monadnoc Wks (Bohn)

1. 433 The alps’ ‘globe girding chain 1397 DraytonHeroic
Ep. 111 29 Whilst I behold thy *Globe-like rouhng eye,
rlhy louely cheeke (mee thinks) stands smiling by 16*0-33
I Jones Stone-Heng (1725) 67 Unto Vesta they built

Temples of a round Form Globehke 1637 W Coles
Adamm Eden Ixi 117 The Globe-like 1 hroat-woits grow
naturally in divers places beyond the Seas. 1740 Harris
hi Phil. Trans XLI 324 lhe ‘Globe makers might save us

the Trouble and Expence of having these graduated Slips

of Brass, by dividing some Mendian 1878 C H Coote 111

!

’l rans New Shake Soc. 98 1 1 was a 1 new map * on a new
projection made by one of the most eminent globe-makers of

ms time. *873 Knight Diet Mech 986/2 In the histoiy of

‘globe-making, the name of Ferguson, the mathematician,
has an honourable place 1599 H Buttes Dyets drie Dturtei
F \y, [Artichokes] somewhat resemble Pme-apples, consist-

ing of many skales, compacted ‘Globe-wise 1698 Lister
fount Pans (1699) 192 In the Orangerie were two pair of
Mntles in Cases, cut Globe wise.

b. Special combinations . globe-amaranth.(us
(seeAmaranth 3) ; + glob e-animal,-animalcule,
a minute globular locomotive organism

(
VoIvoj.

globaior)

,

globe-artichoke =Artichoke i
,
globe-

cock (see quot.); globe-crowfoot -globeflower ,

globe- daisy, Globular ta vulgaris ; f globe-dial,

a sun-dial in the foim of a globe ; + globe-fennel,

some variety of fennel; globe-fish, a fish of

globulai form, esp. one of the Tetrodoniidsi or

Diodontuldi, which assume this shape by inflation ,

globe-flower, Trolhus europims, a ranuncnlaceous

plant with yellow flowers ;
globe-lamp, a lamp 111

which the light is protected by a globe
;
globe-

lightning= Fire-Ball r , globe-loadstone, a

spherical magnet ;
globe-ranunculus = globe-

flower ; globe-sight, a front sight foi a rifle, etc

consisting of a ball or disk ;
globe-slater, a sessile-

eyed crustacean of the genus Sphxroma
;
globe-

thistie, a name for species of Echmops
;
globe-

trotter, one who goes globe-trotting
,
globe-trot-

ting, extensive and hurried travelling over the

world for the sake of sight-seeing; globe-valve
(see quot ).

*733 Miller Gardeners Diet (ed 2) I, Amarantoides,
’'Globe Amaranthui, or Everlasting Flower *733 Johnson
(citing Miller), Globeamaranth 1806 PriscillaWaketield
Dom Recreat. vi 92 The ‘globe animal, so named on account
of its form, which is like a round ball without any appearance
of head, tail, or fins 1867 J Hogg Microsc. II. 1 273 This
little cell, so well known to the older observers as the ‘globe-
animalcule 01 revolving cell 1838 Glenny Gard Eveiy-day
Iik, 219/1 *Globe ArttJiokc 1882 Ga/den it Mar. 169/3
Now is a good tune to make plan tations ofGlobe Artichokes
1873 Knight Diet Midi ,*Globe cock, foi merly a sphere with
a stem by which it was moved now a cucular disk ofsimilar

use, and retaining the name 1397 Gi rakde IJo bal ir

cccli 810 The globe flower is called in English *GIobe
Crowfoote, Troll flowers, and Lockron gowlons. Jlnd
11 cxcin § 7. 512 The blewe Daisie is called in English
blew Daisies and ‘Globe Daisie 16*5 in Willis & Claik
Camh idge (1886) 1. 183 For gilding and working y“ ‘globe
dialls^3. 1688 R Holme Armomy in 372/2 A Ball, or

Globe Dial, to shew the Hour without a Gnomon. 1713
Pltiver in Phil Trans XXVIII igoSmooth‘Globe-Fennel
1668 Wilkins RealChar 11 142 Fishes ofa hard crustaceous

skin Sphterical [as] Orbis Suitatns, ‘Globe fish 1735
Mortimer in Phil Trans XXXIX 113 Orlns lievis vaiie-

gatns : The Glob Fish. 1884-3 Riverside Nat Hist
(1888) III 289 Tctrodontidos have received numerous
popular names, such as swell-fish, bottle fish, bellows fish,

egg-fish, globe-fish . etc 1397 ‘Globe flower [see globe

crowfoot] 1834 S. Thomson Wild FI, 11 97 The . globe-

flower. *897 Daily Nexus 7 Jan 6/7 The boatswain was
taking a ‘globe lamp into the forepeak 1888 Iait m
EucycL Bi it XXIII 330/1

‘ ‘Globe-lightning’ or ‘fueball’

1664 Power Eocp Philos 170 Not to mention how hard a
thing it is

,
first, to find the two Polary points m a ‘Globe-

Loadstone [etc.] 1733 Miller Gardener’s Diet (ed. 2) I,

Helleboro-Ranunculus, *Globe Ranunculus vtilgo 1884

Harper's Mag. Aug 367/1 At this short distance you don’t

care for the peep and ‘globe sights *879 Rossiter Diet
Set Terms s v. Globe

,

‘Globe-slaters = hphseroma. 1397
Gerarde Herbal 11. cccclxil 990 Carduus Globosus ,

,

is-

called in English, ‘Globe Thistle, and Ball-Thistle. 1658

Sir T. Browne Gard Cyrus 111 47 And he that inquireth

into the little bottom of the globe-thistle, may finde that gal-

lant bush arisefrom a scalpe of like disposure 1794 Martyr
Rousseau’s Bot xxvi 404 Common Globe-thistle is so called

from the flowers growingm globular heads 1883 Stevenson
Silvei ado Sq x It is no place of pilgrimage for the summary
‘globe-trottei . 1880 Daily Nexus 6 May 4/8 The season for

‘globe-trotting has seriously set in 1873 Knight Diet

Mech,, *Globe valve, 1 A ball-valve, one ofa spheneal shape.

. 2.A valve inclosed m a globular chainbei.

Globe (gl<?ub), v. Also 7 glob, [f, prec. , cf.

L. globar e j

1. trans. To form into a globe. Also reft.

*64* Milton Ch Govt n 111, Yet is it [Self-respect, pre-

viously designated as * the radical moisture ’ of *every worthy
enterprise ’] not incontinent to bound.it self, as humid things

are, but hathm it amostrestrainingaudpowerfull abstinence

to start back, and glob it self upwaicl from any soile

wherewith it may peril to stain itself 1838 EmersonAddr
Cambridge,

Mass Wks (Bohn) II rgr The moial traits

which are all globed into every virtuous act and thought

1864 Tennyson En Ard 596 The great stars that globed
themselves ui Heaven 1876 G Meredith Beaudi Career
I vii 101 A small round brilliant moon hung almost globed

in the depths of heaven.
108-8



GLOBED. 224 GLOBULITE.
2 intr To assume or have the form of a globe.
1856 Mrs Browning Am Leigh m 27s My eyes globed

luminous Ihrough orbits of blue shadow 1889 E Arnold
Lt IFoildv (1891) -223 So the dew Globes on a gi ass-blade

Hence Glo bmg ppl a

.

18S1 Thornbury 'Jin net (1 862) I 30 The myriads of
houses over winch the black globing dome dominates.

Globed (gldiibd), ppl a [f Globe v + ed- ]
1 Having the fonn of a globe
1820 KrATs Meltinch 11, Then glut thy sorrow on a moi 11

mg lose Or on the wealth of globed peonies 1850 Mrs
Browning Poems I 26 As twilight dufted Through the
cedar masses, The globed sun we lifted 1863 T. Woolner
My Beautiful Lady 86 Then [buds] fiutteimg bursts the
globed seeds

2 Furnished with a globe.
1832 L Hunt Poems 172 Of the old kings with high

esacting looks, Sceptred and globed 1867 G Musgraxl
Nooks Old Fiance II 136 The gaiden walks were illumin-
ated by about sixty very large globed gas-lamps
Globelet (glJu blet) nonce-tod [f Globe sb.

+ -let ] A small globe or globule
,
a drop

1839 Bailey Festrn xviu (1848) 185 Like a phosphor
globelet 111 the sea 1885 Roden Nou in Harper’s Mag
Apr 8x5/2 Where a rainbow globelet ciosses

Globerd(e, vat. Glowbaiid, glow-worm.
Globical (gV'bikal, g\da bikal), a [f GroBE

sb +-I0 f--AL,]

+ 1 Globular, spherical Obs.
1612 Dh KivER London Ti tutuphing A 4I1, The earlli whose

Globicall Rotundity is Hieioglifically lepiesented by the
wheele of the Chariot 1658 R Fuanck Noi th Mem (1821)
p. xv, For God thiough wisdom hung up aloft these bright,
shining, and globical bodies, wheieby to illuminate this
stupendous creation 1698 A Van Llluwlniiolk in Phil
Tians XX 170 A Globical Round ness

2. //<?;. Having the general outline circulai.
1688 R Hounr A rnuntry 1 44/2 It is also Blazoned a Ci oss

Patee Globicall (and Patee Circulated or Circuled) 1828-40
Blrry Eitcycl Herald I, Globical

,
or Cornier, circular on

the outside 1847 Gloss lies aid s,v. Cross, The Cross
pattie alisle or globical is a circle in general outline instead
of a square

Hence + Glo bically adv
*672W T Mil. Sf Marti Discipline m. Compl Gunner

111 ix 7 The Hand Granadoes are Globically 01 perfectly
round and hollow 111 their interior parlin mannei ofaSphere

Globiferous (gb«bi feras), a Ent [f L.globi-
Globe sb + -eeiious.] Having a globe or bulb
at the end of the antenna;
1826 Kirby & £>p. Entomol IV 323 Globifoous, when the

setigerous joint [of the antenna.] is larger than the preceding
one, and globose

II G-lobig’erxua (glJubi|dgerai -

na). PI globi-
gerinae. [mod.L

, f L globe-, globus Globe sb. +
-ger cairying -\--ina -ine

,
named by D’Orbigny in

1S26J A foraminiferous rhizopod, found in im-
mense numbers m deep paits of the ocean.
1847 hi Craig 1863 Lvlli, Antiq Man uv 268 'I heir

stomachs weie full of globigeuna, of which foiaininiferoiis
cieatuies the oozy bed of the ocean at that vast depth was
found to be exclusively composed 1875 Dawson Dawn of
Life iv 8g In the Globigenna: only eight 01 ten segments
are ordinarily pioduced by continuous gemmation 1880A R Wallace Isl Life vi 8g 'Ihe Globigeume have been
shown by the Challenger explorations to abound in all
moderately waim seas

b attnb
, as globigenna-shclls

,
also globige-

rina-mud, -ooze, deep-sea mud or chalky ooze,
consisting of decayed globigeuna;
*872 Dana Corals, n 143 A mud full of foiammifeis,

Globigenna mud, as it is called from the species chaiacleuz-
mg it 1878 Huxlly Physiogr x\i 270 There is no
sufficient evidence that pure and clean Globigenna shells
contain any appieciable proportion of such mineral matLei
1880 A. R Wallace Isl Life vi 87 The white oceanic
mud, or Globigerma-ooze, found m all the great oceans at
depths varying from 250 to nearly 3,000 fathoms
Globigenne (gkmbi dgerm), a. [See prec.

and -ine.] Belonging to the Globrgennx
1869 Student's Mag Feb 33 Globigerme deposits 1880

Natme XXI aiq The areas occupied by the globigeriue, or
calcareous 1

ooze ’

Globin (gldi bin) [f L. glob-us Globe sb. +
-IN ] (See quot

)

1877 Foster Physiol ir 11 241 The proteid which is pre
cipitaled when a solution of haemoglobin is exposed to the
air, though belonging to the globulin family has characters
of its own It has been named by Prayer globm.

+ Glo’biness. Obs rare— 0
. [f. Globy + -ness ]

*6*1 Cotgr., Rondcur, roundnesse, globinesse
Globird, var Glowbard, Obs., glow-woim.
t Globist. Obs rare— 1

. [f. Globe sb. + -ist.]
One versed m the use of the globes
1642 Howlll For Tuva (Arb) 87 Being a good Globist,

liee will quickly find the Zenith, the distances, the climes
and the Parallells, and distances of Regions

Globoid (glflw boid)j a. and sb. [f Globe sb. -t-

-OID]

A adj Of approximately globular form
*887.Pop Sci jhonthly XXX, 324 These bush-retreats of

the mice were all distinctly globulai, 01 globoid.
B sb Bot (See quots

)

1875 Bennett & Dver Sachs' Bot 52 Non-crystalline,
roundish, or clustered granules, known as Globoids These
are a double calcium and magnesium phosphate, tn which
the latter base is greatly in excess. 1885 G. L Goodale
1 nysioi Bot (low) 47 Amoiphous or globulai concretions
. -known as globoids,.

Globose (gl0»b<7u s), a [ad L globbs-us, f
globus Globe, cf OF. globeux, Globouh] Hav-
ing the form of a globe , completely or approxi-
mately spherical Now only in scientific use
c 1475 in nth Rep Hist MS S' Lamm App III (1887)

15 In the begynnynge when thow made all of novvght, A
globose mater, and derke undur confusion 1667 Mn ion
P L \ ir 357 Fust the Sun liefiamd thenfoimcl the
Moon Globose 1707 Phil "I inns XXV 2380 Two gieat
Globose Tumois 1757 Puitney ibid L. 61 The fiuit is a
globose berry 1807 Craisul Part Reg, 1 140 “lhe leek,
with ciown globose and reedy stem 1822-34 Good'sStudy
Med (ed 4) IV 74 It is then that the hi easts assume a
globose plumpness 1874 Codes Buds N IV 133 The egg
is usually rather globose.
absol (quasi sb J 1667 Milton/’ L \ 753 All the Eai tli.And

all the Sea, from one entne globose Stretcht into Longitude
Hence Globo’sely adv., Globo*seness,
1727 Bai lei, Globoseness 1840 Pax ion Bot Did,

Globoscly-clhptical, between sphencal and oval 1854
Woodward Mollusca 11 162 licit x Pomatia Shell
globosely depiessed or conoidal 1880 Watson in Jml
Lmn S'oc. XV. No 82 p8 Shell—globosely conical.

Globosity (gl^b^ siti) [ad. late L globosi-

tat-em see Globose and -ity ] The condition of
being globose

;
roundness, rotundity. Also, a

globose or rounded part
<1:1657 Bali our Amu Scott (1824-5) II 74 Intheglobositie

tlierof, to ad nine his wisdooinc 1662 H Mom Philos
lVnt Pief Gen 20 At which Timidity of mine none
can justly wondei that considets how shie the ancient
Fathers weie of the Globosity of the Earth 1811
Pinker ton Pitial I 199 When the figures .are moie
Un Rid, and each part disfiguied with some globosity, it is

piobable that they o r
1

’
, 1’ I, '

e< , ,

181,0Examiner I 1 *1
. r i ii<" 1 t

1847-8 H Milli R../, > /. x '-11 ' I < . 1

wearing all its huger globosities behind!

f Globo SOUS, a Obs 1 are
— 1

[f L globes its

Globose + -ous ]
= Globose

1681 Wiiarton Eclipses Whs (1683) 103 The eaith is nut
cubical, nor pj 1 armdnl hut on every side perfectly Round,
or terminated by 1 Glohosous Figure

Globous (gld“ bos), a. [ad F. globeux (obs.)
or L globos-us Globose.] = Globose Now 1m c.
T lie foim is frequent in the 17th and early 18th c Johnson

distinguishes globous and globose on metrical grounds
‘When the aceent is intended to be on the last syllable, the
woul should I e written globose, when o •’ c ‘i if'. '

1610 Hi aily St Aug City'God 300 ,

1

< 1

‘

, J. H
it selfe into a globous body, pioduceth a world 1615
Crooki Body of Man 433 Though the figure of the
head be lound, jet is it not exquisitely and to a bane
globous, but somewhat long 1667 Mu ion P L v 649
Widei farr T hen all tins globous Earth in Plain outspied
17*2 Elacumori Citation 22 That they [atoms] Should
muster there And draw together in a globous fonn 1700
E Siblv Asitol (1792) I 15 T he earth is a wlu-d or globe
of sea and land, cncuinscribed by the atinospheie, which is
globous too *865 Gnu ly Ah tes 136 The a/ure sky Which
vaults the globous earth

Hence Glo bously adv,, Glo bousness.
*653 R Sanders I'liyswen etc 276, I shall define ihe

cheeks to be those pails 01 the face winch from the mouth
arise clobously and most eminent 1683 Phil Plans XIII
207 'I hese Globules then changed into the form of couls
and then they retook their formei globousncss

Globular (gty bmlLi), a. [a L. type *gfobu-
Idns, f globulus Globule; cf F globulai) e.

Although etymologically related to Globule, the word is
commonly employed in senses corresponding to those of
Glout, in place of Gi ohosl

;
for other examples ofthe same

phenomenon see -ulak ]

1 Having the form of a globe; sphencal, round
*656 Blount Glossogr

, Globular, Round, like a Globe
Bailon] i662 Sthmngh Ong Sacr. m n & 18 Globular
P]ir

L
Ic es Jixp Philos 8 Her eye is large and

globular 1691-1701 Norris Ideal IVoi ld\ 11 51 At the pie-
sence of a globulai body I have naturally excited 111 me the
idea or a perfect globe or sphere 1772-84 Cook 1 oy (1790)IV 1239 In this station two globular lulls appeared near itsN E part 1800 Vixen Hydiostat x (1806) 97 It is better
to make th» bulb fiat than globular 1866 G Macdonai d
Ann Q Neighb ix (1878) 140 Fi 0111 the centra of the ceiling
..hung a globular lamp 1868 E P Wright Ocean JVorld
1 15 Minute globular creatures, called Noctilucse

2, Composed of globules
1733 Ciilyni: Eng Malady u 1 §5(1734)118 The liloocl
separates into tv o Paris, one of a moie glutinous and

solid lexture, call’d the Globular 1830 Knox Anal 61
Theie is at fust no deteumnate texture in the organs

, theie
are not even globules at the commencement At a latei
peiiod, Lhe entne mass of the body appears globular 01

1885^^ *Sot Lea, , Globitltxr detitnu
, a layei

of dentine, presenting lounded masses, lying immediately
beneath the enamel

_

3 Globularprojection, that method ofmap-making
in which the sphere is represented as it would ap-
pear if viewed from a distance= half the chord of
go°. Globular chart

, a chart on this pi ejection

.

Globulai sailing (see quot 183S)
1727-41 Chamuers Cycl , Globular chart Globular sail-

™i J
7£6R Rolt Did Trade % Com sv Chart, Globular

L.nart, is a projection so called, from the conformity it bears
to the globe itself 1838 Penny Cycl XI 263/2 Globular
projection Ibid

, Globular sailing, a term of navigation,
employed to denote the sailing from one place to another
over an arc of a great elide, or the shoitest distance be-
tween the two places

Hence Globula rity, Globularness, the pro-
perty of being globular

, Glo'bularly adv
1727 Bailey vol II, Globulanicss, the same as Globosencss

3:809 Pearson 111 Phil. Ivans, XCIX. 344 lhe globulanty

of expectorated mattei 1812 Sir H Daw Chew Philos ah
It is ihe same force cohesion), which gives alobulamv
fluids 1826-34 Good's Bk Nat (ed 3) II 73 The cloh

,

1 uity of the head, and the flatness or shaipJss ofthffst
1856 Rogue's I.fi. 11 111 Household Wds. 8 Mar XIII jg ,/When a man has no perceptible ejelids mid when his eves
globulai ly piojeet so far out of his head, that [etc ]

J

Globule igtybitfl) Also 7 globul, 8 globle
[a F globule

,
ad L globulus (dim. of globus

Globe), round lump, ball, pill ]
1. A sphencal body of small size , a round drop

(of watei
,
etc 'l Biol. Applied to many minute

spherical structures, e g the corpuscles ofthe blood
1664 Powi R 2- xp Philos 44 In that Meal-hke Powder ofMciuinns tovi/ctuus, were globules of $ plainly discern

able 1682 T Gibson Anat too It seems to be compacted
out of many Globules or knots included in a common mem-
brane X702E Baynakd Cold Baths 11 (1709) 3^2 The con
stituent Parts of that Fluid [the Blood], vi/ the Globles"
being broken and destioy’d 1812 Sir H Davy Chenl
Philos 68 When two particles of quicksilver are brought into
apparent contact they may be made to unite and foim one
globule 1831 Bki w s 1 Lit Nat Magic vi (18331 155 Aveitical
stratum of vapour, consisting of exceedingly minute globules
of water i860 'I tndai l Gtac it v 251 The saturation of
the snow enables the air to form itself into globules
Comb 1835-6 Todd Lytl Anat I 693/1 The yolk is

inatked with two rows of small spots, globule-like

2 Bot The antheiidntm or male repiodtictive
organ of Chat atcm (see quots.)
1830 Linoiiy Nat Syst. Bot 326 In the axilla of the

uppermost xvhoi Is the organs of leproduction take then
ougin, they aie of two kinds, one called the nucule, the
other the globule 1858 Caiu-i nii k Veg Phys § 776 The
ft notification of the Chataceae is of two kinds, nucules, and
globules, both of them scattd in the axils of the branchlets
3 A small pill or pilule, such as is used m
homoeopathy
1849 Lvtton Caa Ions hi. v, My father lnd not as much

pnde as a homruopalhist could have put into a globule
i874.Si'unci on I'ie<ts Dap Ps xci j Too many among us
]

1
11 e -

~r ' ’ '1- .c - »' 1
* 9 globule than 111 the Lord

" > ! i8/> l! s -.It ssi n in Haie Life (1879)H -
, , I 0 - 1 . 1 . myself the globules.

Hence Glo baled ppl. a , formed into a globule
1806 J Gkaiiami Birds Bed 4 The dew that globuled

lies upon her mottled plumes

Globulet (gty bi/rk-t) rate [f Globule

+

-et ] A small or minute globule
1671 Phil Irons VI 3040 To this Chapter also he makes

an Appendix of Thorns, Hans, and Globulets, explaining
both then Constitution and Use 1671 Guiw Anat Plants
1 x'. § 21 All Mowers have their Powders or Globulets.
tP'vU'n.'iv to • R r - 1-0.

3 , in 4^4 Under the micro-
1 I . 1 oxcred with numerous globu-

icis 01 uiiiei cm si/ts

GloTjuliferous bi/?U faas). a [f Globule
+ -J/EEHOUS ] That bears or produces globules
1796 Wn in mnu Jh it. Plants (ed 31 1 1

1

428 Calyx 5-cleft,
segments oral, covered with slioi t globulifeious hairs 1862
D\is\A/rttt Gtol 71 borne vaucties aie also called globuli
ferous when the concretions are isolated globules and evenly
dislribuLed through the texture of a rock 1878 Lawrence
ti. Cotta's Rods Class 86 Spheruhtic or Globulifeious

Globuliform (glf> bi/Hifptm), a iate~ l
. [f

as prec. + -(i)eohm J Shaped like a globule
1834 M‘MuimiiL Cmner's Anint Kingd 182 The genus
Monolama, is distinguished by the globtthforni club

of the antennae

Globulimeter. [f L globul-us Globule
+ Gr fihpov measure, -meter.] =Hasmato-
METEH b 1885 111 Syd hoc Le.x

Globulin (glp bu/lin '. Also -me. [f Globule
+ -IN, -INE ]
1 Bot A name for staidi-granules and chloro-

phyll-gianulcs ? Obs
1835 Lindilv InUod Bot (184S) I 112 The staich like

granules called Globulinc by Turpin
2 A pioteid found in blood, the crystalline lens,

and other slructuies
; one of the two constituents

of hmmoglobin, the other being hsematm
,
called

also CinsTVLLiN.
1845 G E Day u Simon's A mill Chcm I 88 In the

analysis of the blood, the principal component parts, the
water, albumen, luLtnaim, globulin and fibrin, are usually
determined 1859 Femmes ' Client 548 Globulin exists in

concentrated solution 111 the crjstalhne lens, and in the
blood globules 1875 Darwin Inscctiv PI vi 134 How far

globulin would be nutiitious to animals is not known
b pi General name of a class of proteids in-

soluble m water, of which globulin is the type
1873 Rali

l

Phys Chun 27AlltheaIbuminoidsaieiemark-
nble for their instability .the globulins ai e the least stable
of the whole gioup

Globulism (gty huflu'm) [f as prec. + -ism ]
A term sometimes applied to homoeopathy (see

Globule 3) So Glo'hulist, a homceopathist.
1857 Dunglison Med Lex

,
Globultsm, Homoeopathy

i8fip Daily "lei 15 July, I would rathei be killed by a
legitimate practitioner than get well under the hands of a
globulist Ibid 24 Nov 5/1 We shall hear the glories of
globuhsm sounded throughout Eui ope
Globulite (glp birZlsit). Mm. [f Globule *

-iTE
] pi Minute rounded bodies developed in

the process of devitrification
1879 Rutley Study Rocks x. 161 The globulites represent

the most embryonic stage of crystallogenesis
Hence Globuli tic a., belonging to, or contain-

ing, globulites



G-IiOBTTLOID. GLOITOINE

1884Amer Jrnl Sci Sei in XXVIII 356 Between these

nucrohtes could be detected a trace of pyroxene with

dark globulitic base

Globuloid (gif biiKloid), a [f as prec + -oid ]

* Resembling a globule or globules * {Cent. But.)

Globulose (gif biz/Uus), a [f as prec. + -OSE ]

= Globulous. *840 in Paxton Bet Diet

Globulous (glp biiHss), a. Now tare [a F.

globttleux ] Having the form of a globule or glo-

bules ,
consisting of globules f Also rarely=

GLOBULAB 1.

16S8 H More Dm Dial in. xxvni. (1713) 251 In each of

these Circles was there also a small Globulous Speck 1679
M Rusden Disc Bees 33 Where they [bees] make one
entire globulous body neer the upper parts of the Hive

*703 Moxon Meek, Exeic 5 Small Globulous Work, as the

Heads of Pins that round off towards the Edges 1786-7

Bonnycastle Astron xix 310 Des Cartes defines it to be a
globulous mattei, diffused through the univeise 1868
Duncan FigmePs Insect World 111 113 The antenna are

short, with a second globulous articulation, and a small

terminal hair

Hence f CHo*bulousneBS.
1665 Boyle E.xper Cold 715 The same diops will readily

adhere to Gold, and lose their Globulousness upon it

il Globus (gl<>u b»s) Path. [L globus Globe ]

Short for globus hystet tens

,

the medical term for a
choking sensation, as of a lump m the throat, to

which hysterical persons are subject.

1794-6 E Darwin Zoou (1802) II 530 The globus hys-
tericus consists in the retrograde motion of the oesophagus
1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed 4) III 403 note

,

The epi-

leptic patient does not laugh or shed tears neither is

globus a sensation known to him 1833 Kane Gnnnell
Exp xxxm 293 ,

1

looked at -him [the sun] thankfully with
a great globus 111 my throat 1897 Allbutts Syst Med II

803 He commonly suffers from globus

Globy (gl^ 1 bi), a [f. Globe sb + -yl.]

Globular, spherical
1600 Rowlands LettingHumours Btoodvn 83 The worlds

whole globy round 1643 Milton Divorce 1 vi, One of
the highest Ai cs that human Contemplation can make from
the globy Sea whereon she stands 1844 L Hunt Blue-
stocking Revels in 59 Thus, talks he of roses? They come,
thick and globy

Gloee, obs. form of Gloss, Gloze
Glochideous (glJukl dias), a Bot. [f as next

+ -(e)ous] =next
1880 Gray Sit net. Bot 413/2 Glochideous, Glochidiate

,

when bristles and the like are barbed at the tip

Glochidiate (gld‘'ki di/t), a Bot, Also glo-
chidate [f mod L glachuh-um baibed hair of

a plant (a Gr *y\<uxlfiiov, dim of y\a>xts point of

an arrow) 4- -ate Cf. F, glochtdi.\ Barbed at

the tip (see quoIs )

1829 Loudon Emycl Plants noo Glocludate, having
hairs, the ends of which aie split and hooked back, so that

the hook is double 1845 Lindley hch Bot vi (1858] 86
Involucre globose, glochidate (covered with scales teiminal-
mgm a sharp hai d hook, and finally constituting a bur) *86x
Bentley Man Bot 46 If presenting two or more hooks at

their apex, they aie glochidiate or barbed 1870 Hooklr
Stud Flora 297 Utncularia seeds pitted or coveied
with capitate 01 glochidiate hairs *880 [see Glochideous]

Glochinate (glci'' kin#), a [f Gr yKosgiv-,

stem of yAcuyts (see prec ) + -ate ] = Glochidiate.
1834 in Maynl Expos Lex
tGlocidate, v Obs rare~°. [f L glocid-dre

to cluck (in h estus) + -ate ] intr (Seequot)
1623 Cocki ram, Glocidaiej to clocke like a Hen
Glockerite (glfkeiait) Mm [bee quot
Named by Nauraan m 1855 ] Aferuc sulphate of a

yellow-brown or black colour and a resinous lustre.

1868 Dana Mm (ed 5) 662 Glockerite was named after

the mineralogist, E F Glocker.

Glod, glode, obs str. pa. t Glide
t Glode. Obs rare [See Glade sb 2

]

+ 1 ?A place free from brushwood (Cf Glade 2 1 )

13 Gaw $ Gr Kilt 2181 Hit [a hill] hade a hole on Jie

ende, & 011 ay^ei syde, & ouer-growen with gresse 111 glodes
ay where

b. = Glade sb.
2 1 b. (Cf. the place-name Cock-

glode = cockglade )
16*1 Fletcher Wildgoosc Chase v iv, 'Bless me what

Hung is this ? two Pmacles Upon her pate 1 Is’t not a glode
to catch Wood-cocks ?

2 ? A bright place in the sky , a flash of light

,

= Glade sb 2 2.

13 EE AIM, P A 79 Quen glem of glodez agaynz
hem [the leaves] glydez,Wyth schymeryngschenefulscnrylle
hay schynde
3 (Meaning uncertain : perh a misreading.)
a 1400-50 A lexauder 1334 ban bowes he to J?® baistall 8:

brymly it sembhs, Gedirs of ilk glode grettir & smalhre, And
prekis furth with his pray
GHoebard(e, -beard(e, var Glowbard, Obs

Glceocapsoid (glFi^kse psoid), a Bot [f.

mod L. Glaiocapsa a genus of bluish-green algae

(f. Gr 7\oia glue + L capsa box, case) + -omj
Belonging to or resembling the genus Glceocapsa

1857 BtUKULEY Cryptoz Bot § 139 163 The singulatily

consists in the repeated division of the endochrome, till we
have a tube constricted at regular intervals, each division

containing a glceocapsoid mass

GHoet, obs pa. t of Glow
GUoe-worm, obs form of Glow-wokm
Glof(e, obs. form of Glove.

225

Gloff (glff), sb. Sc [cf. Glief sb ] A sudden
fright, scare, start.

1721 Kelly Scot Pro7J 337 Ihere came nevei such aGloff
to a Daw’s Heart 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 42, I sauna
tell yow, what a gloff I got

Gloff (glff), v. Sc [cf. Gliff «.] intr To
be startled 01 scared ; to give a scared look
1733 R Forbes Jrnl fr Loud 30 I'm seet you wou'd hae

laughm sair, gin ye had seen how the auld hag gloffed fan
she fell down 1768 Ross Helenore (1780) 64, I gard a witch
fa1 headhns in a stank The carlmg gloff'd and cry’d out
will awae

+ Glo’ffer. Obs [Echoic: cf. Globbe, Glop,
Gulp

;
also Da (dial

) ghiffe,
Sw. (dial.) gluffa ,

to

eat hastily or noisily (said e g. of pigs), glujfi a
glutton ] A gluttonous eater. So also Glo fifing

1

vbl sb , gluttonous eating.

c 1440 Promp Part

’

199/2 Gloffare, or devowrare, devor-
ator vorator Gloffynge, 01 devowrynge, devoracio,

voracio [Cf 16th c. quots s v Glosser 1

]

Glogh, obs. form of Glow v 2

Gloiocarp (gloi dkarp). Bot [f Gr. yXoia

glue, or y\oi6$ glutinous substance 4- icapiros fruit

(The analogical form would be *glaocarp )] The
quadruple spore of some algals
1866 111 Treeis Bot 333/1

Gloir(e, obs. Sc iorm of Globy.
Gloit, obs form of Gloat v
Glome (gldiim) [ad L glomus ball, clue ]

f 1 A ball or clue of yarn, etc In quot.^fe-

1643 Sir T. Browne Rehg Mid 1 § 43 Ihere is there-

fore a secret glome or bottome of oui days 1656 Blount
Glossogr , Glome, a clue, or bottom of thread.

2 Bot — Glomebule i

1793 Martyn Lang Bot ,
Glomus, a glome, or roundish

head of floweis. 1890 Lippmcott's Mag Jan 99 The flood

Doth sometimes stam the marsh- flowers
rmoon white glomes

3 ‘ Glome offog Eracey Clark's name for the

two rounded, elastic eminences, separated by a

cleft, which form the posterior extremity or base

ofthe frog of the horse’s foot’ {Syd Soc Lex. 1 885)
Glome, var. Gloom v 2

,
Obs

Glomerate (glfmer#), a. [ad. L. glomerat-

us, pa pple of glomerdre see next ] Compactly
clustered, having the form of a rounded mass or

cluster. Chiefly Bot
,
also Anat (seequot. 1854).

1793 Martyn Lang Bot ,
Glomerata spitadpamcula A

glomerate spike The glomerate panicle is exemplified m
Poa ctlutiis 1806 Galpinl Bnt Bot 35 Pan i-rowed,

supei decompound, glomerate 1846 Dana Zooph iv fe 69

{1848) 68 Ihese zoophytes have generally a form ineguUrly
glomerate, rather than symmetricallyglobulai 1854 Maynl
Ii xpoi Lex , Glomerate,

Anat Applied to glands that aie

formed of a clue as it were, of sanguineous vessels having

an excretory duct but no cavity 1870II00KKR Stud Floia

147 Cymes glomerate 1880 Gray Struct Bot 413/2 Glomer-
ate, compactly clusteicd

t Glo merate, v Obs [f L glomerdt ppl

stem of glomerdre to form into a ball or mass, to

collect, f. glomer-, glomus ball, etc. see Glome ]

a. trusts To roll or wind up into a ball ,
to

gathei into a lounded mass b intr. To wind
or twist about.
1638 Sir T Hlrbert Trav (ed 2) 313 They glomerate

and wind in dances 1633 FullerH1st Camb 24 Gathering
their votes, commonly written, and glomerated, 1 e,iolIed

and rounded up in a piece of paper 1636 B lount Glossogi
,

Glomerate, to wind round, to assemble, to gather, or heap
round together 1733-73 Johnson, Glomerate, to gather

into a ball or sphere A filamentous substance gathered

into a ball is said to be glomerated, but discontinuous

panicles aie conglobated

Hence Glomerated ppl a = Glomerate; Glo -

merabmg ppl a

,

vmding about.

1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 92 We rode over, and about
htls so high and glomciatmg, as if Olympus had beene cut

into Dedalian Labyrinths 1638 Ibid, (ed 2) 66 A river,

which from Caucasus after many glomerating dances in-

creases Indus a 1798 Pennant Zool (1812) IV 359 S with
a round spiral shell, glomerated, and having three raised

nclges on the upper side

Gloxueration (gl^mew 1 Jan) rare [ad L
glomerdtion-em, n ofaction f glomerdre * see prec ]

The process offorming into a ball or roundedmass

;

m wider sense, a heaping together, agglomeration,

aggregation; also quasi-concr., a cluster of things

compactly gathered togethei

1626 Bacon Sytva § 832 The Ratne-Bow consisteth of a
Glomeration of Small Drops 181a Chron in Ann Reg
68 The eyes were struck with momen taiy blindness, and the

eais stunned with the glomeration of sounds 1822-34

Goods Study Med (ed 4) IV 226 The term glomeration or

‘heaping into a ball’, in the generic definition is preferred

to the more common terms protuberance or extuberance
Ibid 238 1he cyst, or rather the glomeration ofcysts,weighed
nine pounds. 1839-40 De Quincey Wks VIII 298
Like the glomeration of moonbeams upon moonbeams

Glomerel (gV mere!) Obs exc Hist, [ad

med L glomerelhis, ad OF. glomerel (‘ les clers

d’Orliens glomenaus’, La Balaille des vti Ars in

(Euvres Putebeuf 1839 ^ 4X 5)> f *gl°mene

Glomeby.] A term formerly in use in the Untveisity

of Cambridge, apparently denoting a pupil of a

grammar-school
1276 [see Glomery] 184* G Placock Stat Camb App

p \xxYj Ihe master of glomery YVould continue the exei-

cise of the same jurisdiction over his scholais or glomeretls

which he had possessed and exercised before the appearance

of a new and more highly privileged body 1873MULUNCER
Umv. Camb I. 226 Ihe Glomerels constituted a body
distinct fiom the Scholars of the University [*893 Rash
dall Umv Europe II 11 555 note

,
The word 1 Glomerel-

lus ’ is used of the Grammar-boys 111 the School founded by
Abbot Samson at Bury S Edmund’s British Museum
Add 14,848 f 136]
F Ihe following explanation of the term rests upon a mis

understanding of the early statutes -

[x6s6Spelman Gloss 316 Glon/erarti, Glomerelh InStatutis
Accademiae Cantabrig asseruntur fuisse q Commissari 1

dati ad Iites inter Scholares & ministios sitos audiendas]

1729 G Jacob Law Diet
,
Glomerelts, Commissaries ap

pointed to deteimine differences between Scholars of a

School or University, and the 1 ownsmen of the Plane 1848
in Wharton Law Lex , and in some mod Diets

t Glo merous, a. Obs rare- 0 [f L glomer-,

glomus ball + -ous.] (See quots )

1636 Blount Glossogr , Glomeious, round as a bottom,
swarmed togethei 1727 Baii ey vol II, Glomerous, lound
like a Bottom of Thiead, Yarn, &c 1735-73 Johnson, Glo
met 011s, gathered into a hall or sphere, as a ball of thread

Glomerular (glpme rzrlai), a [f next + -Alt.]

Glomerular nephritis
,
disease in the glomerales of

the kidneys, occumng m connexion with scarlet

fever Also called Glome rulo-nephri*tis.
1886 Fagge Prim. # Pract Med II 460 Glomerulo-

nephritis 1897 Allbntt's Syst Med II 168 Dr Klem has
desenbed the presence of definite glomerular nephritis in

twenty three consecutive cases of scarlet fever

Glomerule (gV mer«l). Also m mod L foim
Glomerulus (gh?me r'wLi/s), pi glomeruli [a F.

glomerule, ad mod L, glomerulus, dim ofglomer-,

glomus ball, clue ]

1 Bot. a A cluster or head of flowers (cf quot

1880).

1793 Martyn Lanes Bot , Glomerulus, a Glomeiule, or

small glome 1806 Gau-ine Brit Bot 397 Amaranthus,
Glomerules lateral 1861 BrNTLEY Bot 212 Ihe Glomerule
. is a cyme winch consists of a number of sessile flowers

1880 Gray Struct Bot v 152 One form of the regular cyme,
on account of its compactness, is named the Glomerule
this is merely a cymose inflorescence, of any sort, which
is condensed into the form of a head, or approaching it

b A soredium
2833 Ogilvie, Suppt s v

,

Glomerules are also ihe heaps of

powdery bodies which he upon the surface of the thallus of

lichens , these are also called soiedia. 1866 Preas Bot.

535/1 Glomeruli

2 A compact cluster of small organisms, animal

tissues, etc , esp a group or plexus of capillary

blood-vessels, as those in the Malpighian corpuscles

of the kidney
1836 Quain's Elan Anat (ed 6) III 325 The Malpighian

coipusclcs —These small led bodies 01 glome> uli, dis-

covered by Malpighi 1857 Dunglison Med Lex. 245
A convoluted mass of blood-vessels, which constitutes the

ti ue glandule, corpuscle, or glomerule of Malpighi *872

Huxlly Phys v 108 A bunch of looped Capillaries, called

a glomerulus 1874 Jones & Silv Pathol Anat 102

What are called glomeiuli or granule cells 1885 C S
Dolley Technol Bactei 1a Invest 22oTheSpn ilia gradually
gather upon the surface of the clot, often 111 large groups of

twenty or more twisted up in a glomeiule.

Hence Glome ruli tis (see quot 1885); Glome

-

rulose a., gathered m small clusters

1882 CuowBin in Encycl Brit, XIV 556/2 Haplogomdia
of a protococcoid form, 01 sometimes glomerulose 1883

Syd ioc Lex , Glameruhtis, inflammation of the glomeruli

of Malpigliiand their capsule 1897 A Mutt's Syst Med II

983 In the moie chronic cases [of lead poisoning in rabbits]

there was a glomeruhtis followed by thickening of the ves

sels and interstitial nephritis

Glomery (glp men) Obs. exc Hist [ad. med
L glomeria

,

prob ad. AF *glomene~*gramane
Gramma it • for the form cf. Glamour ]
Master of Glomery (— L. Magister Glomeria:),

the title of an official formerly lecognized by the

University of Cambridge, apparently the head of

the gi ammar-school or schools (see quot 1873)
(Cf Glomebel)
[1276 Bp Balsham in Fuller Hist Camb (1655) 22 Inprinns

volumus & ordinamus quod magister Glomeriae Cant qui

pro tempore fuerit, audiat & decidat umversas [la word
///m»rg']glomerelloruin ex parte reaexistentium, U$ooStat
Camb (1785) 33 Quod nullus sit simul magister glomei he et

procurator umversitatis Ibid. 57 Tuncdemmn pei magistrum
grammatics . vel per magistrum glomeriae in ejus defectu

procuratoribus praaentetur ] a 2591 Stoicys ill G Peacock
S/at Camb (1841) App p xxxu, Ihe Master of Grammar
shall be browght by the Bedyll to the Place where the Master

of Glomery6 dwellytli, at nj of the Clocke, and the Master of

Glomer>e shall go befoie, and his eldyst son nexte him

[1655 Fuller Hist Camb 24 But what should be the sense

of Glomerelh and Magislei Glomeria; we must confess

ourselves Seekers theiein let it suffice us to know, that

the original of this word seems barbarous, his office narrow

and topical (confin'd to Cambridge) and his certain use at

this day antiquated and forgotten ] 1841 G Peacock Stat

Camb App p xxxv, When . the university was regularly

established, and the schools of glomery in some respect as-

sociated with it. [1873 Mullinger Umv Camb 1. 140 It was
customary in the earliest times to delegate to a non academic
functionary the instruction of youth in the elements of the

[Latin] language Such, if we adopt the best supported con-

jecture, was the function of the Magister Glomeria! ]

Glomuig, -yng, obs ff Gloaming, Glooming.
Glom(m)mg, vai. Glumming, Obs

Glonoin(e (gif nopn). [app. suggested by the

two first letters of glycerine and the chemical



GLOOM.

symbols O (oxygen) and NOa (nitric anhydude)
See -IN.] A name given to mtro-glycerine, esp.

as used in medicine
i860 N. Syd Soc Year-bh 1859 *82 Glonoine 1878

Urt's Diet Arts (ed 7) I\ 409 Oil of Glonoin, a name
occasionally given to mtro-gl jeerme 1883-4 Med Ann
40/2 Dr llering gave it [nitro-glycenne] the name of
Glonoine

G-looar, dial, var Glower.
Glood(e, obs. pa t of Glide.

Gloom (gl«m), sb 1 Also 6-7 Sc gloume,
glowme, 7 gloome [In sense 1 f Gloom v

,
in

senses 2-3 peril, back-foimation from Gloomy;
app unconnected with OE. glim twilight (see

Gloaming).
In the sense of ‘ darkness ' the word may possibly be a new

foi mation by Milton , it occurs 9 times in his poems, but our
material contains no other examples earlier than the 18th c ]

1

.

(Only Sc ) A sullen look, fiown, scowl ? Obs
1596 Dalrympi 1: tr Leslie's Hist Scot x 462 Hosting

the pane confirmet be the edict with a gloume lnttollerablc
1620 Z Boyd Last Batiell 1 4 Nowe Gods glowmes
make heart and soule to melt 1636 Ruthmuord Lett
(1862) I 184, I trust in God not to call His glooms unkind
again 1720 Ramsay Rise Rail of tacks 75 'the miser
hears him with a gloom, Girns like a block and bites Ins
Lhumb a 1800 111 Scott Minstr Scot Bord (1803) Ilf 16
But stek agloom, on ae biow-head, Giant I ne'er see agane 1

2 An indefinite degree of daikness or obscurity,
the result of night, clouds, deep shadow, etc

Sometimes pi
Originally poet

,
and still somewhat rhetorical m use By

association with the fig sense 3, the word has latteily
tended to denote a painful or depiessing darkness, though
instances of the wider (Miltonic) use aie not wanting 111

recent poetry
1629 Milton C/u ist's Nativity 77 Though the shady

gloom Had given day liei 100m, The Sun himself withheld
nis wonted speed. 1667—PL 1 244 Is this the seat
That we must change for Heav'n, this mournful glooin For
that celestial light? 1717 Popl Lion.

a

38 Now warm m
love, now with'nng in my bloom, Lost in a convent's
solitary gloom 1 1726-46 Thomson IVtnter 38 Thus Winter
falls A heavy gloom oppressive o’er the world 1784
Cowpcr ‘last iv 378 An hour spent in parlour twilight

,

such a gloom Well suits the thoughtful mind 1832 W
Irving Alhambra. II 258 He heard the tramp of hoofs, and,
thiough the gloom of the ovei shadowing tiees, imperfectly
behelda steed descending the avenue 1835 Browning Ctulde
Roland xix, A sudden little liver uossed my path No
sluggish tide congenial to the glooms 1863 Gno E1101
Raniala n xx vi, A gloom unbroken excepl by a lamp bui nmg
feebly here and there 1882 Froudf Short Stud (1883) IV
1 x 124 With a few steps he would ha\e been lost m the
gloom of the cathedial

b A deeply shaded or darkened place
1706 Addison Rosamond 1 11, Youi Highness Has chose

the most convenient Gloom , Theie’s not a Place in all the
Paik HasTrees so thick, and Shades so dark 1747 Cou ins
Passions 64Through gladesand glooms the mingled measure
stole 1833 Tlnnvson Pal Art xiv, Full oflong sounding
corridors it was That overvaulted giateful glooms 1871
R Eli is Catullus K111 3a Cometh on Taborme behind him,
Attis, thoro’ leafy glooms a guide

1
* c Twilight. [Possibly another word, con-

nected with GLOAMING ] Obs — 1
1

a *699 Lady HAuayrr Anlobiog (1875)10 He had lod
up and downe that pait of the country only till itt was y“
gloome of y> evening to have the more privacy in coinmmg
to see mee
3 A state of melancholy or depression , a sad or
despondent look Also in pi fits of melancholy
1744 Harris Three Treat iii (1765) 183 The Face of

Nature, said he, will perhaps dispel these Glooms 1773N Frowdl Life, etc 139, I 1 eoovered, and grew calm , but
bore a settled Gloom in my Mind and Countenance. 1786W Thomson IVatson's Philip III. vi (1839) 349A comet .

aggravated the general gloom , and the minds of men weie
agitated at once by the alaims of wai, and a superstitious
terror <ri8o8 Mary Lamb to Mrs Hazhtt m Talfouid
Final Mem. Lamb v (1848) I 160 Hazhtt was a mote
useful one when he dropt in after a fit of the glooms 1838
Dickens Nich, Nick xxu, The uncertainty of the morrow
cast a gloom upon lum 1842 Barham Ingol Leg , Misadv
Margate, The gloom upon your youthful cheek speaks
anything but joy 1874 Greln Short Hist va §8 445 No
outer triumph could break the gloom which gatheied round
the dying Queen 1879 Geo Eliot Loll Brealf P 598
The sick morning glooms of debauchees
4: atlnb and Comb

, as gloom-bud, -gladdmer ;

gloom-bound
,
-buried, -enamound

\

-laden
,
-/ onm-

mg ppl adjs.

1820 Krais Hypcnon 1 171 Or xgloom bird’s hated screech
*8^3 P* S, Worslfy Poems ,$ Trans

l

18 Some ’'gloom-
bound cell Under the level ofa stormy lake 1833M Arnold
Mod Sappho vn, [He] Looks languidly round on a “gloom-
buried world a 1784 Johnson Pai ody Medea Wks (1816)
I. 353 Where “gloom-enamour’d Mischief loves to dwell
*833 Blackw Mag XXXIV 961 Delicate thy haip-touch,
our own Dora, the “gloom-gladdener a 1847 Eliza Cook
hong Old Year 111, Ye have mui mur’d of late at my “gloom-
bden hours 1848 Secret Soc

, Tribunals 373 Like the
Nemesis, or the 1 “gloom roaming ' Erinnys, of antiquity

Gloom, sb 2 Also 6 glome. [Possibly, in
spite of the chronological gap, repr. OE. gldm, m
its unrecoided primary sense see Gloaming ]

+ 1 . Hot gloom, excessive that (of the sun). (Cf.
Gleam sb. ic) Obs
*577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron 289 The sunne did

shine with as hole a glome as in ya heate of summer 1633
1 James Voy yjWe haue such hot gloomes, that we cannot
endure in the Sunne 1759 tr Duhamel's Husb r, xtv (1762)
74 Hot glooms which mildew the corn

226 GLOOMING
2 Comb in gloom-stove (also gloom simply),

a variety of drying-oven used m the manufacture
of gunpowder.
1839 Ure Did Arts 629 Gunpowdei dried by radia-

tion front red-hot non, as in the gloom stove 1867 Smytii
Sailor's Word-bh

, Gloom-stove, Fornteily for drying powder
steam-pipes are now substituted

Gloom (gl«m), v 1 Forms 4 gloumbe,
glowmbe, 5-6 gloum, 6 glowm(e, 6-7 gloome,
6- gloom See also Glum v [ME. gloum{b)c
(Jglume-n OE. *ghUman) = MG (13th l)
glumen, ’ to be savage (in cm glitmendcr hunt a
savage dog), cf MG (14th c) beglTlmen , ?to
defraud, LG gldm muddiness, fraudulent conduct,
glum muddy, turbid (adopted by Luther, E/eL
xxxu. 2), glitmmcn, glaumen to make turbid,

MDu gloom (gloym) adj foggy, whence glomuh
foggy. The OE gldm, twilight (whence Gloam-
ing), is app. not etymologically cognate, as it

belongs to a different ablaut-series
With the representation of ME gloum(b)e by mod Eng

gloom
, cf ME. mum (OE 1 ilw), mod ling room llu.

valiant Glum v is parallel with mod Eng thumb fiom OE
puma

,
ME ihoinmb)e ]

1. mtr To look sullen 01 displeased
, to frown,

scowl, lower, also to gloom on or at (a pet son).

In recent use also (through influence of Gloomy)
To look dismal 01 dejected, to wear an air of
sombre melancholy.
a E li Alht P C 94 ‘Our syre sUtcs’, he

[Jonah] says, ‘on sege so hyje &. glouinbcs fill lyticl, pa3
I he liuminen m Nmime & naked dispoy led c 1400 Rom
Rose 4356 Fortune whilom wole on folk smyle, And
glowmbe on hem anolhei while 15x5 Daru \y Eglogis jv
(1570) Cv/i Assoone as elerkes begin to ulke and ch.it,

Some othei glowmes and hath envy thei eat 1335 S 1 1 war 1

Cum Scot I 415 0 fekill Fortune With busteous brows
glowmand on nir hue a 1572 Knox Hist Ref iv Wks
(1848) II 358 Sche glowmed boyth at the lticssengei and at
the requeast, and skarselie wold geve a good worde or blyth
countenance to any [etc ] 1628 Ruihlki ord Let to Chr
Gentlewoman 23 Apr, 'lhat long loan dcserveth more
thanks then that ye should gloom and nnirmure when He
craveth but his own 1697 Conghlvl Mourn Bmic r vi,

What's lie, who with conti acted Blow, And sullen Port,
glooms downwatd with his Eyes? 1720 Mrs Manlly
Ptnuei Love (1741) 1 76 He gloomed from beneath Ins
Eyes, bit his laps [etc ] 1724 Ramsay Pea-t Misi (1729)
16, I wat on him she did na gloom. Hut blinkit bonniht
1831 Fraser's Mag II 699 Some gloomed upon lnm , others
pitted the tall and gallant fellow 1848 Iiiacklray Pan
Fair 1

,
Hei father, sitting glooming 111 his place at the

other end of the table i860 1*roudi Hist Eng VI 94
The Stanleys, Howards,

r
J albots, and N evilles were gloom

tng apart, indignant at the negleet of then own el urns
1870 Morris Earthly Par 11 111 390 But whoso gloomed
at tidings men might show, It was not Kiartan xBBi Mrs
Lynn Linton My Lorn III 36 She was glooming over liei

daughter's pi clanged absence, and fearing she scarcely knew
wliat 1883 Lentury Mag XXV. 891/a, I hate myself foi

glooming about the house in secret
quasi ti ans 1858 Cahlyll Predk Gt in v I 171 They
gloomed unutterable things on Geoige and his Speech

1865 Ibid xtv vi V 226 ‘What interloping fellow is this?’
gloomed Valou
2 . Of the weathei, the sky, etc : To lowci, luok

dark or Ihieatemng , to be or to become dull and
cloudy. AlsoJig.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4142 pe wedire gloumes 1535

Covi rdald Matt xvi 3 It wil he foule weddei to daye for
the szkye is reed & gloometh 1639 R Bailljc Lett. (1775)
I gx Stoims are likely to arise in that flat air of England,
which long has been glooming 1780 Burke Sp at Bi istol
Wks 1842 I 265 You lcmember the cloud that gloomed over
us all. 1795 Cicely I 114 The day gloomed, the wtnd
whistled cold tliro’ the almost leafless tiees 1846 Haw-
thorne Mosses 1 1 16 1 he sky gloomed through the dusty
gariet window's a x86x T Woolnpr My Beautiful Lady
(1863) 135 Long toil-devoted years have gloomed and shone
Since these events dosed up my doors of life

t>. = Gloam V
*695 SrLNsi r Epithal xvi, Ah when will tins long weary

day have end Long though it be, at la-t I see it gloome
1819 J Hodgson in J Rame Mem (1857) I 232 We left
Bromley as the evening began to gloom 1838 G Mac-
donald Phantasies 111 (18781 28 In the midst of the forest it

gloomed earhei than in the open country

3 . To have a datk or sombre appeal ance; to
appear as a dark object
1770 Goldsm Des Vill 318 The black gibbet glooms

beside the way 1790 Wollot (P Pindar) Rowlandfor
Oliver Wks 1812 II 307 Alas' what dangers gloom’d of
late around. 18x3 Byron Br Abydos 11. xxvni. While daik
above Ihe sad but living cypress glooms 1836 Lvtton
A thuis (1837) I 470 Mount Parthemus amidst whose wild
lecesses gloomed the antique gtove dedicated to Telephus
1850 Mrs Browning Sonnets Portuguese xix, The dim
nuipureal tresses gloomed athwait The nine white Mtise-
biows 1879 Dowdbn Southey vi. 188 Skiddaw gloomed
solemnly overhead
4 . trans To make dark or sombre, to covci
with gloom

; f to give a scowling or sullen look to
(the countenance)
*576 Stanyhurst Descr trel 111 10 in Holiusked, You

should neuer marck him 01 his bedfellowe bende their
browes, or gloome theu countenaunces, or make a sower face
at ame guest a 1392 Green n Philomela (1615) C 3 b, Frosty
Winter thus had gloomed Each fayre thing that sommer
bloomed 174a YoungNt - Th. 11 358 A night, that glooms us
in the noon-tide ray, Aud wraps our thought, at banquets, m
the shroud *753H Walpole Lett H Mann ccxlvii (1834)
III 44 A bow-window gloomed with limes that shade

gloom d the stagnant air 1851 M rs Browning Casa GmdiIY 65 One temple, with its floors Of shmingjasper, gloom'd
at mom and eve By countless knees of earnest auditors
b fig To make dark, dismal, or melancholy
*745 Thomson Tainted 4 higis 11. 1, We meet today

with open hearts and looks, Not gloomed by party, scowling
on each other *795 Char in Ann Reg 23* The neigh
homing terutory is impos ensiled and gloomed by the
dominion of ecclesiastics 1841 Catlin N Amer hui
(1844)11 xxxvi 33 Her swamps and eveiglades gloom the
thoughts of the wary ti aveller 1830 Tln n\ son Vivien 325
Such a mood as that, which lately gloom'd Your fancy when
you saw me following you 1873 Symqnds in Biog (180O
II 83 1 he boredom of this delay at Trapani has, I dare say
gloomed my views of the outer woikl
Hence Gloomedppl a

, rendered dark or dismal
1830 Ti nnyson Poems 36 Would that my gloomed fancy

were As thine, iny mothei [etc ]

J

+ Gloom, v A Obs. Also 5 glome [cf. Gloom
sb 2

] mtr To glow.
C1420 AHints of At th xwi. (1 hornton MS ), His gam

besouns glomede [71 r glowed] als glcdys 1579-1881 [see
Glooming ppl a -]

Gloomful (gl« infill), a. tare [f. Gloom sbd
+ -ful] Dull of gloom or darkness

; daik
a 1849 J C Manc.an Poems (1859) 263 In her gloomful

dome X862 Miss Thacklu\y Elisabeth 1 m Comh Mag
VI 332 Looking intently into her own daik, gloomful eyes
1870 K R Cov lkdall Poems 25 Adieu ' thou gloomful
vale profound

Gloomily (gl/7 'imh), adv. [f Gloomy + -ly 2
]

In a gloomy or sombre manner
1727-46 Thomson bummer 268 The window where

gloomily retir’d, The villain spider lives, cunning and fierce

1794 Mrs Radclh il Myst Udolpho vi, ‘ My dear Sir, do
not think so gloomily’, said Emily 1849 Macaui ay Hist
Lug. \ 1. II 149 When lie had found opposition vain, he had
gloomily submitted 1871 L S 1 1 rm.N Playgr Europe iv

(1894) 96 We palled with him with great regret, and pro
tteded gloomily on our way
Gloominess (gl« minus) [f as prec + -nlss

]
1 The condition of being gloomy, absence of

clear light.

x6ix Bun 1 Jod 11 2 A day of daikenesse and of gloonn-
ncsse — Ztph 1 15 1618 Bon on F'loms m iv 177 Curio
pierced as fane as Dracia but the gloouunesse of the
Woods could his couiage 1686 Aglionuy Painting lllustr
236 Hie reflexion and waimth of the other Lights being
painted with such a pioper Gloominess 1711 Addison
h/>Lit No 26 1* 1 The Gloominess of the Place is apt to
fill the Mind with a kind of Melancholy 1791 Mrs Rad-
clii i d Rom Forest vm, bhc now perceived that the gloomt
ness of evening was deepened by the coming storm 1844P Parity's Inn V 2 The gloominess of the season is given
to us that we may brighten it by deeds of benevolence
Jig 1691 III VI km Y 1 lions Yeats Kingd Clnist 10 Be
suits the yet continuing Darkness, and Gloomyness cast
upon us fiom the Apostasie 111 the Atmosphere or Black Air
of which, wc yet continue 1730 A Gordon Maffei's Am-
pluth 3x5 That kind of Merchandise is cuuent everywhere,
spi cading Us Gloominess over ihe Globe X876BANCROIT
Hist U.S III vi 93 It was a matter fixed 111 his mind,
that this trade of importing slaves, and way of life 111 keeping
them, weie dark gloominess hanging over the land
2 Depression of spirits

;
melancholy look.

1607 Blaum & Fl Woman Hater 11 1 ,

1

haue me thmkes
a kind of feauer vpon me, A ccrtatne gloouunesse within
me 17x2 Addison ispict No 419 lr 5 That gloominess and
melancholy of temper, which is so fiequent in our nation
1844 J 'I Hi ivll 1 1 Parsons $ IV mii, Aseuous gloominess
pei vaded the countenances of the domestics 1881 Lady
H ui nut 1 Edith 11 49 Her grave and taciturn father, whose
gloominess seemed to increase day by day

Glooming (gl« muj), vbl sb [f. Gloom vfi +
-INO 1

]
1 The action of frowning, etc.

,
a frown, scowl

,

a fit of bullenness
a 1572 Knox Hist Refi Wks. 1846 I 146 I'rom glowmyng

thei come to schouldermg
, frame schouldenng, thei go to

buflettis 1645 Ruihliu ord Ttyal 4 Tri Faith (1845) 259
Christ's gloonnngs have much of heaven 111 them *854
Caki yll Fi edk Gt. IV. 383 A great deal of trouble with
his gloomings

2 poet. Twilight, gloaming; also, early dawn,
morning twilight.
[Perh an artificial adaptation for Gloaming or OE

gUmnng ]

184a Tennyson Gaid Dan 258 Or while the balmy
glooming, crescent-lit, Spread the light haze along the

river-shores 1877 Morris 'iigurd 315 Good tidings with
the daybi eak, fair fame with the glooming is bora 1879
Trlncii Poems 23 For where the watcher, who could ever

say When the faint glooming 111 the sky Fust lightened

into day V

Glooming,/^/ a 1 [f as prec + -ing -

]

1 Sullen, frowning, scowling, melancholy.
c 1440 Gesta Rom lnj 233 (Harl MS ) But she Reprevide

him moche, & shewid to him muche glowmynge cher
c *45° Hi nryson Mor Fab. 10 What pleasure is 111 feastes

delicate, The which are given with a glouming brow 1725
Ramsay Gentle Sheph 1 ii. With glooman brow the laird

seeks in his rent 1889 Stlvlnson Master ofB (1896) 77
There is altogether some excuse if Ballantrae showed some-
thing of a glooming disposition

2 That grows or appears dark.
*535 Covlrdall foci ii i A darcke daye, a gloomynge daye,

a cloudy daye 1393 &tenser Col Clout 954 The glooming
skies Warad them to draw their bleating flocks to rest 18a*

‘B Cornwall' (Proctor) Flood of Thessaly 1 19x Towards
the glooming shore T he tempest sailed direct, *839 Longf.
Hypertonia. 111, For a loug time they gazed at the glooming
landscape,and spake not 1896 How ells Impressions ft Exp
203 The glooming leaches and expanses of the corridors.



GLOOMING. 227 GLORIFICATION
fig 159a Shake, Rom 4 Jit

l

v 111 305 A glooming peace

this morning with it brings, The sunne for soriow will not

shew his head.

Hence CUoo mingly adv
,
m a glooming fashion

igo8 FlORTO, F 7 • / >
' 1 I' “I ,p . s 'v, I -

mgly 1831 J Wi >s i \ \ \ \

too gloommgly at every thing

Gloo'ming, ppl. a 2 Ohs exc, dial Also 6

gloming [f Gloom v 2 + -ing 2
] fa. Gleaming,

shining (obs ). b. dial (See quot 1881.)

In quot 1579 peril a foi ceil use of Glooming ppl. a 1 With
quot i6ot cf Gloaming i b

1570 Remedy Lawlesse Lone (Roxb ) C y b, The Cormo-
rant That makes his God of eaithly glonnng Golde. 1390
SnrNsra F Q 1 1 14 His glistering aimoi made A litle

glooming light, much like a shade 1601 ? Marston Pasquil
4. Kath 11 93 The glooming morne with shining armes
hath chaste The sillier Knsigne of the grimme cheekt night

1881 Leicester Gloss
,
Glooming glowing, bui inng hot

GlOOttlleSS (gl« mles), a iaie~ l
. [f Gloom

sb l + -less ] Free from gloom
1820 KrATS Hypei ton in 80 Apollo then, With sudden

scrutiny and gloomless eyes, Thus answei'd

G-loommiah, var Glummish a
,
Ohs

t Gloomth. (App. peculiar to Walpole) [f.

Gloom v 1 or sb 1 -th ] Gloom
1753 H Walpoi e Lett to Mann 27 Apr (1833! Ill 40

One lias a satisfaction 111 imprinting the gloomth of Abbeys
and Cathedrals on one’s house 1754— Let to G Montagu
8 June, Priv Corr (1820) I 347 [Stiawberry] is now m the
height of its greenth, blueth, gloomth, honeysuckle, and
seringahood *770 — Let 11 June Ibid III 331 Stiaw-
berry, with all its painted glass and gloomth

Gloomy (gl« ml), a [f Gloom sh 1 (or peril

originally f Gloom v. 1
, as the sb is not recorded

so early) + -Y 1
]

I bull of gloom ; daik, shaded, obscure
1588 Shaks Tit A iv 1 53 The ruthlesse, vast, and

gloomy woods 1602 Marston Ant 4 Mel iv F 4 a,

Roul'd vp in gloomie clouds as black as ayei 1635 J
Hayward tr Btondt's Banish'd Fug 1 The obscuie sable
night . surrendied up the field unto a gloomy morning
1697 DRYDrN Fug Georg n 6x4 Naryaan Woods of Pitch,

whose gloomy Shade Seems foi Retreat of heav'nly Muses
made. 1784 CowrcR Task v 140 The gloomy clouds find
weapons, arrowy sleet 1822 Bvron IFoncr 1 1, Have a
care, The staircase is a little gloomy' i860 Tyndall Glac
1 xvi x 10 At a little distance below me, a gloomy fissui e

opened its jaws

tb Of colours : Dark, blackish. Ohs
163a J. Hayward tr BtondPs Erontena 187 And the hew

of the inhabitants countenances which in Arabia are
gloomie and swarffee.

2. Of peisons and their attributes : Affected with
gloom 01 depression of spirits

,
having dark or

sullen looks
1590 Marlowe Edw II, iv vi. (1598) G3b, I suspect
A gloomie fellow in a meade belowe , A gaue a long looke
after vs x6oz MarSTON Ant 4 Mel 1. B 4 b. What gloomy
soule in strange accustrements Walkes on the pauement
<11639 Sir H Wotton Life Dk Buckingham (1642) 22
John Felton, by nature of a deep melancholy, silent, and
glomy constitution 1725 Pope Odyss x 637 Grisly Pluto
and his gloomy bride 1735 Somerville Chase iv 202 The
glouting Hound Retiring to some close, obscure Re-
treat, Gloomy, disconsolate 175X Earl Orrfry Remarks
Swift (1752) 174 His countenance being dark, bilious, and
gloomy 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm xi 127 But
there stood Norton with a gloomy brow x86x WrightEss
Arehxol II xxui 230 There aie people of that gloomy
character who never laugh, 1882 Ouida Maiemma I 13
In a gloomy silence, broken only by gloomier mutteungs of
the crowd, the carabiniers drew rein before the piison.

3. Causing gloom or depression of spirits
,
dismal,

disheartening
1710 Shaitcsu Adv Author m 11 156 The gloomy

Prospect of Death 1722 Wadi ow Corr (1843) II. 643
Things look very gloomy in public affairs abroad and in
England 1781 Gibbon Deri «$• F III 183 The intelligence
of the massacre of Pavia filled the mind of Stihcho with
just and gloomy apprehensions 1838 Thirlwall Greece
IV xxxiv 328 He had spent a pait of the night in gloomy
reflections 1848W H, Kelly tr L. Blanc's Hist Ten Y.
1 . 187 At some leagues distance from tumultuous Pans, St.
Cloud presented a gloomy' and afflicting spectacle 1873
Miss Braddon L Davoren I. iv Prol 47 The strangei
took the gloomiest view of the position.

4 Comb

,

as gloomy-browed, -faced, -looking
•minded, -sluggish adjs.

1727 Thomson Sir I. Newton 157 Ye hopeless gloomy-
minded tnbe c X727 Gulliver decipher'd 39 An ovei grown
gloomy looking Fellow 1803 J Kenny Society 165 The
gloomy-faced fiends that the breast of slumbering innocence
load. 1849 J A Carlyle tr, Dante's Infei no p xliv, The
Sullen-sour, or Gloomy-sluggish . have their appropriate
punishment 1863 JFAN Ingelow Poems 178 Demeter seeks
her far and wide. And gloomy browed doth ceaseless roam.

Gloomyish (glu mi|ij\ a [f.Gloomy + -ish ]
Somewhat gloomy.
1821 Blackw. Mag. X 570 It is somewhat darkish—at

least gloomyish, dampish, rawish

Gloose, Gloove, obs ff. Gloze, Glove
Glop (glpp), v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [

p Shortening
of Gloppen v ]

<

1. mlr To stare, to gaze in alarm or wonder
23,, E E Allit P. B 849 pe god man glyfte with pat

glam & gloped for noyse as743 Relph Misc Poems
(1747) 4 The lads began to glop 1875 in Whitby Gloss.
*878 Cnmlld, Gloss , Glop, to stare, look wildly

2 brans To startle, cause to stare
X807 Stagg Poems (1808) 37 The people glop’d wi’ deep

surprise, Away' their walk-gear threw.

Hence
*t* Glop sb , a start, surprise Obs rare~ 1

.

1 .460 Townehy Myst xvi 264 O my lint is lysand now
in a glope [Cf ‘ Glopping

,
a palpitation’ ( Leiceste

1

Gloss ) ]

t Glop, V 2 Obs iaic~ x [Echoic
,
cf Globbe,

Glofp, Gloup, Gulp, Sw (dial) glapa to gulp
down.] trails To swallow greedily Also Grlo p-
pmg vbl sb

1362 Ygloppul [see Gloup v ] c 1394 P PI Crede 92
Glotony is her God wij> gloppynge [7/ r> goppy'ng, golpmg]
of drynk

Gloppen (gVp’n), v Obs exc. dial Forms
3 glopnen, glopen (also 8 dial) glopm, 4-5
glopn-, 5 glopyne, gloppyn(e, -un, 3, 5, 8-9
gloppen) Cf also Aglopened, Forgloppeneii
(Bor- picf^ 6). [a ON glitpna to be downcast.
A root of identical form appears in Of 11s gliipa,

MLG glllpeii to lie m wait foi, Du gluipen to

v atch silly, to sneak,OSw glupa to gape, swallow,
Sw glupaiide, Da. glubende ravenous, fierce

;

whether there is any etymological connexion is

uncertain ]
Synonymous forms in various Eng dialects are glockm,

glopper, g lotten

+ 1 inti . a To be distressed or downcast b.
To stare in amazement, to be startled or frightened
la 1400 Moite Aith 1074 Thane glopnede fe glotone and

glorede un-faire Ibid 2854 Gloppyns noghte, gud mene,
for gleterand scheldes c 1420 Auluis of Aith vn, Now
kindeles my caie, I gloppen and I grete,

2 tians To staitle, frighten, astound. Chiefly

111 pass pple gloppened
<2x225 Ana R 212 peos bodieS biuojen hwu J>e ateliche

deouel schal ?et agesten [ I glopnen] ham a 1300 CursorM 1288 (Cott ) Quen [he] Jaar-of son had a sight, A1 was he
gloppend for[Gbtt diedand of] fat light Ibid 12622 (Gott.)
Leue sun, qui has Jm glopened vs? ? a 1400 Morta Aith
2580 ‘

5a’, quod syr Gaway'ne ‘Thowe wenys to glopyne
me with thy giet woidezl’ 1740 m Gentl Mag X 460/2
Bounce gus her hart, an hoo wui so glopen, That out o’ th’

windo hoo'd like fort lopen c 1746 J Colli i r (Tim Bobbin)
View Lane Dial Wks (1862) 55 IT weawnedly glopp’nt,
for the Dule 0 hawpunny had eh 1 1848 Mrs Gaski-llAT"
Barton ix. Don’t look so gloppened because thou’st fallen

asleep 1865 B. BmFULrv Irkdale II 97 Come, let’s goo
1’ th’ heawse an gloppen her. 1887 S Chesh Gloss,
Glockent, astounded, startled Also pionounced glofpent
Hence Glo ppenedly adv

,
in a state of alaim

,

Glo ppexung- vbl. sb., alarm
, Glo ppeniugppl a ,

distressed, sorrowful.
a 1300 CuisorM 19634 Saulus fan quok, sa was he radd.

For gloppning m his mod al madd 13 ERA llit P.
B 896 Ful erly fose aungele7 fis hafel fay lufen & glop-
nedly on gode? halue gart hym vpryse ? <1x400 Moite
Arth 3863 For glent of gloppynyng glade be they never 1

Ibid 4330 The baronage ofBretayne Graythes theme to
Glaschenbery with gloppynnande hertes, To bery thare the
bolde kynge.
Glor(e, obs Sc f Glory.
Glore (glo9J), sb dial Also 7 glorre, 9 glur,

glor. [Of obscure ongm ] Loose fat
;
excessive

quantity of fat. Commonly attrib. or quasi

^

-adj. in.

glo 1 e-fat
a 1661 Fuller Worthies

,
Hantsh n 11662) 2 Their flesh

though not all Glorre (where no bancks of lean can be
seen for the Deluge of fat) is no less delicious to the taste

1684 Yorksh Dial 165 (E D S No 76) Here’s fine Backon,
Sister, its glore Fat 1796 W Marshall Yoiksh. (ed 2)
Gloss (ED S ), Glor-fat, very fat 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss

,
Glor fat,

loose fat. ‘ All of a gloi and a
jelly’, tremulous with adiposity 1876 Mid- Yorksh Gloss
s v , Of a very fat person whose flesh shakes upon her, it

will be said, ‘ She’s fair glor fat’, quite loose fat *887 S
Chesh Gloss s v Glur, Hey’s brought this Christmas beif
worn ; an’ it’s aw of a glut.

Glore, v. Obs. exc dial. Also 8-9 gloar,
glooar, 9 gloor. [ME. gldren = ~Du, gloren, LG
glbien to glow (of embers), WFris gloarje, Sw.
and Norw, dial, glora to glow, stare, Icel. glbra
to gleam, glaie (as the eyes of a cat)

;
app f. the

root glo- see Glow v .
1 A iorm gluren of like

meaning is found 111 Du and LG
,
but may be of

different origin
Sense 2 is identical with that of Glower v ,

but the words
cannot be immedi ately related to each other Recen t dialect
glossaries show th&tgeoarovgloor (glooar) is stillm common
use in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Lincolnshire , for the
variation in the vowel compare floor (—OE.Jldr) and
moor ( —OE. in<Sr) ]

+ 1. inir. To shine, glitter, glisten. (
= Glare

v 1.) Obs.

13 . St Bernard 356 in Horstmann Altangl Leg (1878)

47 Ne hit nas parseyued no moie Till ]?at his lippes [jerof

deede glore c 1350 Bailaam 4 Josaphat 347 Feyr it

glori}> w* oute, wit inne it is nou}t X540 Palsgr Acolastiis
Prol B iv, Why glore thyn eyes in tfiy heade [quid ardent
luimna ?] ?

2 . To look fixedly, gaze intently ; to stare open-
eyed. ( = Glaiie v. 2, Glower v.) Obs exc. dial.

Explained in Bailey 1728 4 To look a-skew ’

? <2x400 MorteArth 1074 Thane glopnede J?e glotone and
glorede un-faire c 1450 t Cuthbert (Surtees) 4859 With
blody eyne he gloryd 1570 Levins Mamp 174 To Glore,

gase, palnhs oaths spectare 1703 Thorfsby Let. to Ray
(E D S ), Glore, to lookstanngly 1708 T Ward Eng Ref
11 (1716) 222 Sometimes a greedy Gull Would get his
Gullet cram’d so full Ast’ make nun glore, and gasp foi Wind
c 1746 J Collier (Tim Bobbin) Fieiv Lane Dial Wks
(1862) 38 He glooart at’t a good while, 1821 J Clare

Village Mtnsti I 159 Under the wenches’ bonnets he’d
glower [nines with sore]. 1833 York Minster Screen
152 (E D S 76) Oa'd Jamie Glooanng at t* fiie ax861
T Woolner 7l/j< Beautiful Lady (1863) 135 Like a foe,

whose settled leenng eje In silence glonrecl with hope to

inaikhis fall

3 Comb glore-eye (cf glaie- eye, Glare v 5',

a staring eje
1640 J Gowi n Chad's Fest vr 127 Gieat heads; gloie

eyes , nook beaks upon then jaws
Hence Glormg vbl sb

,
gleaming, glittering.

1632 Bromt Novella 11 1 (1653) I 5 b, A man may spie An
olcl whoie-mastei in thedavkest night Like an old Cat, by
th’ gloi mg of Ins eyes

|] Gloria (glo* ru). PI. ocras glorias. [L
gloi ta Glory

]

1 a A name for each of several formnice in

Christian liturgical worship (a) Gloria Patu, the
doxology beginning 4 Glory be to llie Father’,which
follows the recitation of the psalms and certain

canticles, and occurs rfi othei places (b) Gloria
Hbi, the response 4 Glory be to Thee, O Lord
which follows the announcement of the gospel m
the communion service or mass (c) Gloria in
eacelsts, the hymn ‘Glory be to God on high’
(beginning with the words of Luke 11. 14) ,

forming
part of the communion service 01 mass b. The
music to which the last-mentioned is set.

a <-1420 Wyntoun Of ig Ci on v xciu (St Andiews
MS ), This cheptour telhs trewly Quha maid fyrst Gloria
patri c 1430 Eieemasonry 632And blesse the fayi e, gef that
thou conne. When gloua tilu is begonne 1514 Barclay
Cyt. r5 Uplondyshm (Percy Soc ) 19 The blessyd aungelles

songe that gloua fiyenge in the skye 1563 Pilkington
Confut C viiib, On goodfriday there is neyther Epistle, noi
Gospel, Gloria 111 exelsis [sic], nor Crede c 1661 Papei \

ou Alter Piayer Bk 77 The Gloria patri accoiding to
the common opinion was formed 111 the council of Nice
1706 A BrnroRD 1 ciuple Mus iv 91 Sometimes in a
lowder Voice, as at the Gloria Patri 1745 R Pococm
Desct East II 1 18 The Latins celebrated the mass of the
lesuirection, and at Gloria in excelsis, a cover was let down
[etc]

b 1S97 MonLrY Introd Mus 21 They had it m the
T enor part ofthe Gloria of Ins Massedve Mansstella 1853
Rociv Ch ofFatheis III 11 212 In it [the Graduale] might
be found .the Kynes, Glorias [etc] 1884 R Buchanan
Bo love Manor I iv 73 She then turned to anotheL of
the vicar’s favourites, a Gloria of Morait’s

2 . An aureole or nimbus. (= Glory sb 9) Also,
a head-ornamenl in imitation of this

1784 Europ Mag Mar 233 And over the windows,
Glory is represented by a Saint Geoige with a supeib
gloria. 1866 Howlils Fenet Life xvi 243 Little gals
with wings and glorias, walked scattering flowexs

t Gl0'ria"bie, a. Obs.~ 1 [ad med L. glonfi-

bil-is, f glonari to Glory ] That may be gloried

in or boasted of
C1640 Ffltham Lusona, etc (1661) 8g Job, of all we

read, was the most confident of his own Integrity (which,
indeed, was rare and gloriable)

Gloriation. (gloorif 1 Jan) Now raie or Obs
Also 6 glonacion. [ad. L. gloridtibn-em, n. of

action f. glonari to boast, f. gloria Glory Cf
OF. glonacion ] The action ofglorying

;
boasting;

tiiumphant exultation

1504 Atkinson ti De Imitatione ill, xv. 210 Ancl what
may clay or eithe haue any glonacion or pryde agaynste
his maker? 1543 G Jove Confnteth Win false Articles
14 b, Lo here is all gloiiacion of works blown down 1611
Speed Hist Gt Brit ix xu (1632) 706 Though theire
owne selues make no mention of any defeat of the
English which afforded them matter for the shadow of
such gloriations. 1669 Gale Crt Gentiles 1. in. ix 90
But al this glonacion is vam 1734 E Erskine Serin Wks
1871 II 269 God is manifested to us in. Christ as matter of
joy and glouation 1837 J Halley in Ainot Life (1842)
101, 1 am impelled to test the sincerity of your gloriation by
the speedy infliction of a postage.

Gloriette (glome t). Hist Also gloriet. [a.

F glorietl

e

Cf. Sp gloneta ] A highly decorated
chamber in a castle or other buildmg Also attrib
[1280-1 m T Bond Corfe Castle 85 (A chamber called

4 La Gloriet ' is mentioned m the Corfe records of this

date! ? <11500 Obituary 111 Willis Monastery Christ Ch
Canteib. (1869) 107 note, Edificavit tumm quandam, cameras
Pi 10ns vocatas La gloriet contiguam ] 1839 Longf Hype-
rion t vi. (1865) 30 Rodolph's ancient castle, with its

Gothic gloriette ana fantastic gables 1884 Athenaeum 13
Sept 330/3 Besides an Oriel or a ‘Gloriet’ Tower, a
mediaeval castle contained many a * cruel habitation ’

Glorifiable (gloa lifoi ab’l), a [f Glorify v.

+ -able ] That may be glorified.

<11x656 Bp Hall Sohl 68 How justly glorifiable is Thy
name in the gracious preservation of thv children 1857
H H Wilson tr Rig-veda III 105 Offer with fire the
acceptable libation to that most glorifiable Mitra 1869
Bushnell Worn Suffrage 111 58 A finer and more glorifi-

able humanity

i* Glori ficate, pa. pple. Obs — 1 [ad late L.

glorificat-ns, pa pple. of gldnficdre to Glorify ]

Glorified.
c 1460 m Pol Rel <S L. Poems 82 O Iemyng lawmpe,
m light passyng nature 1 How gieately is thy name
lonficate 1 1508 Kfkuebie Flytingw Dunbar 528 Deuill,
ampnit dog, sodomyte insatiable, With Gog and Magog

grete glorificate

Glorification (gloonfik^ 1 Jbn). [ad late L
glorification-em, n of action f. gldnficdre to

Glorify,]



GLORIOUS.glorified.

+ 1. Alch The action of refining; the state of

being refined. Obs
1460—70 Bk Quintessence 4 By contynuel ascendynge and

descendynge it is sublymed to so myche lupies of glortfica-

cionn

2. The action of glorifying or investing with

glory
,
the condition or state of being glorified

1549 Coitroalc, etc, Erasm Pm Ren xix 6-10 In

lieauen it is the immortal gloi lficacion of body & soule

1660 Jfr Taylor Duct Dubit 1 v § 8 (1676) 151 They
whose sms accidentally thus serv’d the glorification of God
i860 Puspy Mm Prafik 390 'the enormous mass of human
stiength, which its [Thebes’] victouous kings had gathered

from all nations to toil foi its and then glorification 1885

Month Exam 30 Mar 5/2 Her trial and the glorification

which she is likely to leceive at the hands of the French

public

b esp The exaltation (of Christ) to the glory

of heaven; the admission (of human souls) to the

bliss of heaven.
1502 Old Crysten Men (W de W. 1506)1 vi 50 Creacyon,

redempcyon, and gloryfycacyon apperteyneth all onely to

the blessyd trynyte 1643 Sir T Browns Reltg Med
ir § 8 An accessary of our gtonfication 1681-6 J Scott

Chi Life 11 vu. § 10 The good Angels are ready

enough to congi atulate then [sinners'] Glorification 1685

Baxter Paraphr N, T , Mark xu 19 His Ascension they

beheld, and his Gloufication they believed by the Spirit's

revelation 1871 Macduff Mem Patinos xvn 230 Until

the spirits of the just are ‘made perfect ’—until they aic

usheied into their state of glorification

c Transformation into a moie magnificent form

;

colloq. a ‘ glorified ’ variety of something which is

naturally humble or inferior.

1886 Centmy Mag XXXII 424/2 Sometimes these

houses .are glorifications of the humble, early, shingled

New-England farm house

d jocularly A time of glorious enjoyment,

a festive occasion.

1843 Bethune Sc. Fh aside Star at Glad to see you able

to stu at all after your last night’s glorification.

3. The ascription of glory or praise to (a person

or thing).

1850 L Hunt Antobiog v 100 The glorifications of their

masters with which they enteitaln the kitchen 1862 Meri-
vaie Rom Rmp (1865) V xli 102 [The Georgies] we must
regard. . as the glorification of Labour 1863 Boston

Commonwealth (U S) 23 Oct , Captain Swift, m his peri-

patetic glorifications of Gen Banks, omits [etc ]. 1892

Speaker 3 Sept. 292/2 Mr Huxley's .prologue is..a glori-

fication of * science

b A set form of praise
;
a doxology

1660 Jfr Taylor Duct Dnbit 11, 11 (1676) 277 They
offeied sacrifice and sang glorifications of God 1730
Waterland Rem Clarke's Expos Catech 15 The Gloufica-

tion in the Close was in common to Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost 1873 Whitney Orient Stud 6 The songs are for

the most part simple invocations and glorifications of the

divinity

Glorified (glo® rifaid), ppl a. [f. Glorify v +
-EDl ]
1. In senses of the vb. : Invested with glory,

lenderei glorious
;
beautified

;
*j* refined.

a 1340 Hamfole Psalter cxlvi. 3 When we rj’se glonfyde

in body and saule ? a 1500 Wycket (1828) p vut. Whether
make they the gloryfyed bodye ether make they agayne the

spiritual! bodye 1608 W Sclater Malachy (1650! 196 It

repugnes the nature of a glorified body 1655 Earl Orrery
Parthen. (1676] 7 He drew out the Copy of so glorified an
Original. 1657 G Starkey Heintout's Vend Ep to Rdr

,

Thus also may be made the glorified Sulphur ofAntimony.
1681-6 J Scott Chr Life <1747) III 510 Other unknown
Purposes peculiar to his glorified State 1726 Ayufte
Parergon 172 The.,Soul will resume its Body again in a
glorify’d Manner 1841 W Spalding Italy 4- It Isl II.

345 Angels and glorified saints adore the Mother and her

faon, 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer vi 47 Long stietches of
crimson light drawn over the higher snow-fields linked the

glorified summits together 1878 Browning Poets Croisic

fi, Who may be this glorified Mortal unheard-of hitherto?

also

l

1871 B Taylor Faust I. ax. 214 They turn their

faces, The glorified, from thee.

2 colloq That has undergone transformation into

something gloiious. (Often used saicastically, e g.

to imply that a person of distinguished position has

essentially the ideas or type of mind characteristic

of some inferior rank or class ) Also, gorgeously

attired or adorned.
1821 Lamb Eha Ser x My first Play, I judged it to be

sugar-candy—yet to my raised imagination it appeared
a glorified candy * 1846 Thackeray Snob Papers Wks
<1886) XXIV 318 A glorified flunkey, in lace, plush, and
aiguillettes. 1887 Mahaffy Greek Life <?• Thought x 201

We feel ourselves m a sort of glorified Holbom Restaurant,

where the resources of art are lavished on the walls of an
eating-room 1894 Sala Loiui up to Date 11 21 A glorified

, gentleman takes from you your second card 1896

Daily News x Oct 4/6 There was a great deal of what has
been called a glorified school-boy about Lord Randolph
*897 Mary Kingsley W Africa 163 It is a real island of
a rocky nature, and not a glorified sandbank that has [etc ]

Mod He sneered at the head of his college as * a sort of
glorified board-schoolmaster ’.

Glorifies? (gloo'rifsfai). [f. Glorify + -er j
One who glorifies (in various senses of the vb.).

2579 J* Jones Preserv Bodte fy Soule x. xvm 33 The
glorifyer of God, tryer of tastes, and Amhpssadour betweene
man and man a i6jj Manton in Spurgeon Trees Dav.
Ps cxix 97 Preserver, Deliverer, and Glorifier of Mankind.
1846 Trench Mirac. xix (1862) 323 Not. thedestioyerofthe
law but its transformer and glorifier 1880 Kinglake
Crimea VI. ix. 265 By the help of his salaried glonfiers.
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Glorify (gloe-rifoi), v, [ad F. glorifier, ad. late

L. glorifiedre, f glonfiers, adj f gloim Glory +
fac-Pre to make ]
1. tians To render glorious, to invest with glory,

procure glory for In early qnots. esp, to exalt to

the glory of heaven
a 1340 Hampoi e Psalter xiv 5 J>atm bat dredis god he

glorifys pat is be haldis baimglot louse and worth! to rest in

godis hill 1382 Wyclit John vu 39 Ihesus was not Jit glori-

fied [bo also 1551 and 1611 ] c 1400 MAUNnrv (Roxb)xv
67 pe gude he sail di awe on his party and gloiifyjuam 111 loy

withouten end c 1440 Gesta Rom xxvm 107 (Harl MR )

When a man shalle be glonfiede in body ana in soule, in

the day of dome igao Ca x ton's C/iron Eng hi 27/1 That
the tempoiall peas myght glotyfye the natjvyte of oui

Savyoui, 1603 s Daniel Panegyr to King's Majesty \vm.
Those 1 ighleous issues, which shall glonhe And comfort

many Nations with their worth a 1625 Beaum & Fl. Laics

of Candy in u, Nothing Moie glorifies the noble, and the

valiant, Than to despise contempt

b. In physical sense . To throw a glorious light

upon, to invest with radiance + Formerly also, to

beautify or embellish, deck with splendid ornament

1503 Trtkwrs Examp Virt vi 9 Vp came dame foitune so

gayly gloryfyed. 1592 Shaks Veil S, Ad 485 As the bright

sunne gloi ines the skie 1595

—

John 11 i 442 1648 Jos
Bfaumont Psyche 11 liv (1702) xB To glorify a Wall With
'Japestiy feats is womanish, say I x88o Miss Biiaddon

Just as l am xli, 1 he harvest moon gloi lfied the dmgmess
of Milton Stieet 1882 Harper's Mag. Dec 13/2 'I he cliffs

and crags are glonfied by the beams of the departing orb.

c To transform into something more gloiious

or splendid; to invest (something common or

inferior) with charm or beauty.

1867 Miss Braddon R Godwin I i 5 The sunshine

transforms and glonfies the commonest objects, until the

eaith seems unfamiliar and beautiful as fanyland 1880

F Clarke Self-Culture viil 187 Burns, Wordswoith,
hittier . have known how to gloufy common life and

every-day people with the charm of 1 omance

2 a. To advance the glory of (God, His name)

by faithful action or suffering. (Cf Glory sb 2 b)
b. To asenbe gloryand praisem adoration to(God).

1340 Aytnb 196 pet we maki oure guode dedes to-uore pe
uolkeiede peruore pet god by y-hered and y-glorefied. 1388

Wyclif John xxi 19 Signfiymge bi what deth he schuld

glorifie God a 1400 Ptymer (1891) 50 Make sauf alle men
b‘ glorefi^eth the £1460 Towneley Myst. iv. 245 Thi will,

Thi name, to gloufye Ouer all this warld so wide 1526

Pilgr Petf (W de W 1531) 1B1 b, Glorifyed be thy holy

name 1650 Jer. Taylor HolyLiving iv ad § 10 (1727)331,

I bless and glorifie thy name 1715 Dr Fof Fain. Instruct

1 1. (1841) I 33 The goodness of God .which has given me
so many ways to glorify him
3 To describe or represent as glorious ;

to extol,

honour, magnify with praise (a person 01 thing)

1557North tr Gueuara'sDiallPr 69a/iPrayseandglory-
fye thy beautye asmuche as thou thinckest good, yet [etc ]

1596 Spenser State Itel. Wks (Globe) 641/1 Whomsoevei
they find to be most licentio us of life . .him they sett up and
glorifye in theyr rimes 1602 Mahston Antonio's Rev. v.

I

v. K 2 b, He weepes now doe I glorifie my hands, I had no
vengeance, if I had.no teares a 1631 Donne Poems (1633)

229 No chymique yet th’ Ehxar got, But glonfies his preg-

nant pot. If [etc ] 2834 Mrs Boddington Renan. Rhine I

30 There is bad taste in thus seeking to glonfy one pai-

ticular wound amidst so many instances of devotedness

even to death 1879 Froude Ctesar xx. 341 Caesar, whowas
being so much puused and glorified

4. iefi (t and mb . for refl ) To boast or vaunt

oneself, to make one’s boast, exult. Now rate.

Const in, of, to with infin ,
or that.

1340 Ayetib 25 pus himioissepand him glorifiep fe wieche
me bis herte Ibid 270 Na3t of opre pinge ne glorefye )>e

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 137 (186) ‘Immortal God 1 '
.

Cupiae I mene, of this mayst glorifye c 1384 —H Paine
in 44 He ought him lytel glorifye That her on bilt ci400
Rom Rose 5450 They maken looks glonfye Of h» wordis
[greet] spekmg 1474 Caxton Chesse 30 And they glorefye

them in theyr connyng 1484 — Curtail 3 b, Arystotle the
phylosophre gloryfyed in him self that he had lefte the hye
palays of kyng Alysaundre 1523 Ld Berners From I

ccccxvni 732 Philyppe glorifyed so in his fayre fortune and
victory .that [etc ] 1539 Tonstall Serin. Palm Snnd.
(1823) 17 Men in eith do glorifie in hym 1548 Hall Citron ,

Hen IV, 16 b, Owen Glendor glorifying hymself m these

tivoo victories, invaded the Marches of Wales 1655 tr De
Parc's Francion vu 15 Some senselesse Courtiers gloufie

that they have feathers as gieat as the Mules in the Kings
stable 1836 E Howard R Reefer xxvi, For the which he
glorified himself exceedingly.

5. Alch, To refine, sublime
1657 [see Gloritied ppl, a x]

Glorifying (glo»*nfei|U)),wW sb. [f Glorify
® + -iNG I.] The action of the verb Glorify
01x340 Hampole Psalter xvi 3 In glorifiynge of me and

myn 1561 Daus Bulhnger on Apoc (1573) 314 b, The
spirite crieth busily to the Lord for our glonfieng 1709
Addison Taller No. 108 F7 Religion does not only
promise the entire Refinement of the Mind, but the glorify-

ing of the Body, 1746-7 Hervey Medit (1818) 104 Devote
the chief of your strength to the glorifying of His name

TI As an alleged term for a company (of liars).

0x470 in Hors, Shape, <5 G. etc (Roxb Club) 32 A glori-

fiemg oflyers

+ Glo*ring, ppl- a. Obs [f Glore v +
-ing 2

] a. Shining, glittering, b Staring.
a a 1400-50 Alexander 3627 [He] mas to beete an ofbras

as bemes it ware, And full of glorand gledis £>aim to be
gorge filliS' 1503 Test. Ebor (Surtees) IV. 2x7 One par
scherys, with xx glorynge nayles, 1602 2nd Pt Returnfr.
Pamass 1 i (Arb ) 8 Vnlesse it dare ont-face the glonng
[Macray glanngj light 1647 H. More Poems 136 Glided

clouds Arching an eye-lid for the glonng Morn a x6*0
Scot.ffnlde 103 in Furniv Percy Folio I 217 He duist not
venter with our King Foi all the glonng gold

b a 1400-50 Alexander 4552 To be gtmdand gluttis &
glorand dronhin c 1440 Yoik Myst axvi 157 Go hense
pou glorand gedlyng

Gloriole (glon mml). [a. F.gloriole, ad L
gloi tola, dim. of gloria Glory.] fa. A scrap of
glory (obs ). b An ameole , a halo
1813 Wfuington in Gurw. Desp (1838) XI xBx It is nn-

woitnyofoneofhmeputation toget lus bugade into scrapes,

for the sake of the little gloriole ofdnvmg in a few picquets’

1844 Mrs Browning Vision of Poets Poems 1850 I 235
The bioad gloriole lound his blow Did vibrate with the
light below 1863 JrAN Ingtlow Brother s 113 As a gloriole

sign o’ grace 1874 W Tay tr Hrbta's Dis Skin III
xxxiv 70 Seveial yenis ago, anothei athlete exhibited
himself, who could elevate hisextiaoulinaiily abundant and
long hail as a gloieole mound lus head

tGlorio'SO. Obs. [a It glonoso, ad L gloi 10-

sus boastful ] A boaster, a braggart. Hence

f Q-lorio'ser in the same sense

1589 Gretne Menaphon (Aib) 82 Emptie vessells haue
the highest sounds and pratling gloriosers, the smallest

pcrformaunce of coinage 1599 Life Mote in Wordsvv
Eccl Biog (1853) H 102 This glonoso knew not so much
as the meaning of the teims 1600 Abp Abbot Eap
Jonah 21 5 The'Magnificoes of the woi ld and great-mouthed
Glonosoes a 1661 Fuli tr Worthies, Devonsh 1 (1662I

259 IBs Holmesse did forfeit a paicel of lus infallibility, in

giving ci edit to such a Glonoso

Glorious (glo» ms), a. Forms 4-6 glon-
o(u)se, -ms, gloryous, (5 gloryowse, 6 Sc

glon-, gloryuse, glorous), 3- glorious, [a. AF.
gloi tons •= OF glorious, -os, Pr. glorias, Sp, Pg.,

It glonoso, ad. L. gloi tostts, f. glona Glory see

-ols ]

+ 1. Boastful, ostentations, fond of splendour;

proud, haughty; vainglorious Obs
1382 Wyclit Pirn, xxv 14 A man glorious and the be-

hestes notfulfillende 11x440 Yoik Myst xvi 19,

1

am fairer

of face J>an glonus guiles pat [etc ]. c 1530 Tindall Prol
to Jonas (1863) Avjb, Ande one y* cast out deuels in

Chi istes name they [the apostles] forbadebecausehe wayted
not on them, so gloiious were they yet 1577 J Brookt
Guido's Staffe Cht I aith Pref

,
A soil and heape of glorious

deceiueis, which hyde and boast themselues 1612 Bacon
Ess

,
Vaine-glory (Arli

)
462 They that aie glorious, must

needs be factious , for all brauery stands vpon comparisons

1654 tr Sendery's Curia Pol 25 If they [Princes] are gay

and glorious, they are leviled as incompassiotiate 1692 Drv-
den St. Euremont's Ess 13 Whether Posterity, glorious

throughout, were desirous that their Ancestors should be
Masters ofVertues, when they were not ofGreatness, a X734

North Exam 1 11. § 32 46 After he was possessed of the

Great Seal, he was in Appearance the gloriousest Man alive

+ 2 Eager for glory. Obs.
1608 Shaks. Per 1 Prol 9 The puichase is to make,

men glorious 1621 Fletcher Pilgrim iv 11, I am not

watchfull to do ill, Nor glonous to pursue it still 1704

Hearne Duct Hist (17x4) I 392 He always left such to

Heroes as were purely Glorious

3 . a Of persons and things : Possessing glory

;

entitled to bulhant and lofty lenown, illustrious.

Now somewhat rare ; the mod. use as applied to persons

(eg in * Glonous John ’ as a designation of Dryden) belongs

to sense 5 (The AF Coronation Oath of 1307 speaks of
‘ le glorious Rei Seynt Edward '.)

13 K Alts 7441 Now is ded kyng Porus, Alisaunder is

kyng glorious ?a 1400MorteA rth x Grett glonous Godd,

thurgb giace of hym selvene Schelde us ffro schamesdede

and synfulle werkes. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 111. x66 My
name is ofdign> te, and also full glonus 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 174/1 Saynt austyn preched a glorious sermone &
declared there to the kynge the crysten feythe openlye.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxv. 91 Quhilk grant the^ glonus
'1 rimtie 1 1604 E. G. tr. D'A costa's Hist Indies 1 i 2 'lhe

glonous Crysostome (a man better seene in the studie of

holy Scriptures, then in the knowledge of Philosophic) x66o

Blount Boscobel 1 Charles the Second undoubted heir of

Charles the First of Glonous Memoiy 1720-21 Swift Let

to Pope 10 Jan , Wks. 1824 XVI 352, I will tell you what

my political principles were in the time of her late glorious

majesty 1841 Lane Arab .Nts. I 88 He answered, O
glorious King, it hath been said, by the ancients [etc ] 1871

R Ellis tr Calidins xxyiv’ 23 Still keep safely the glorious

Race of Romulus olden 1879M Arnold Poems ofWordnu
Pref. (near end), He is one of the very chief glories of

English Poetry
,
and by nothing is England so glonous as

by her poetry.

b. Oi an achievement, action, circumstance, state

of things, etc. : Conferring glory
;
entitling to bril-

liant and lofty renown ;
conspicuously honourable.

Const, to.

1548 Hall Chron
,
Hen, V, 49 For this day by famous

death or glonous victory I wyl wynne honor x577 North-

BROOKE Dicing (1843) 36 It is glonous when the preachers

are certame oftheir doctrine which they teache. 1059 iJ

Pell Impr Sea 56 It is one of the gloriousest works in the

world, to have an hand in the saving of a soul 1659 a
Harris PanvaTs Iron Age 16 Which followed close upon

the glonous Battel (but with small fruit) of Lepanto.

1709 Steele & Swirr Taller No 66 r 8 The great and

f
lorious Victory obtained over the Enemy on the ntn

nstant. 1774 Chesterf Lett (1792) I 11 5 As it is more

difficult to express one’s thoughts in verse than 111 p/ose, the

being capable of doing it is more glorious *n *’

Sinclairs Corr (1831) II. 282 The surrender of Oczakow,

an event so remarkable in the history of Russia, ana so

f
lorious to the hero 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng vi tL *47

le declared that .he should think it glorious to die m his

soveieign’s cause.
,

+ c. In non-laudatory sense. Conducive to re-

putation. Obs,



229GLORIOTTSLY.

1665B0YLF Oecas Refl v iv (1848)309 And though a need-

less Ostentation of ones Excellencies may be mme glorious,'

a modest Concealment of them is usually more safe

4. Splendid 111 beauty or udines* of adornment.

Novv only with emotional connotation as in 5

f Formerly also m a weaker sense, of textures,

colours, etc Brilliant, shining, lustrous

,, £ E.Alht P A 914 As >ou art gloryous withouten

(Toil/ C1315 Shoreham 128 The gloi louse beerde [sc oui

levedy], Out of thjse world the gloi louse feide Wyth greate

melodye *390 Gower Couf ill 114 Mats the planet

bataillous Next to the sonne glorious <*1396 Chauu-r

Rosemoimde 3 For as the crystal glorious ye shyne, And

lyke ruby ben your cheke-. rounde c 1420 AutnrsofArlk

366 Here gide was glorious and gay, of a gi esse gi ene 1509

Fisher FuneralSerin C'tess Richmond Whs (1876)304X1

[the body] shall ryse bryght and gloryous 1335 Covlrdalf

a Macc vm 35 He put of his glorious raymtnt, fled by see,

and came alone to Antio^he 1596 Spi nsi r IQ Ded to

Lady Caiew, Those glonous ornaments of hevenly giace

t$o$ Shaics Tr f(Cr 1 111 89 The glorious Planet Sol 1664

Power Exp Philos 1 t The Iris (as vibnssant ancl glorious

as a Cat’s eye) most admirable to behold Ibid 43 So clear

and glorious a body a-, glass 1665 R H0010 Mid ogr 169

The colours mu-a necessauly be veiy glorious, vivid and

cleer, like those oF Silk and Featheis a. 1687 Pi nv Pol

Anth (i6)o)Pref, Notwithstanding all this the Buildings

ofLondon grow great and glonous 1732 lit v.v.rvu'i Alciphi

v § t2 The gloi 1011- light of the gospel 1792 Munchausen's
Trctv xxiv 108 l he sun shone gloi 10ns on the water. 1803

Wordsw Intim hunurt 11, The sunshine is a glorious buth
x85o Tyndall Gletc i ix 62 All conspued to render the

scene glorious x856G Macdonu n Ann Q Neighb xxvu.

(1878) 470 The heavens were glorious with stars

5. Used vaguely as a lapturous expression of ad-

miration or delight Splendid, magnificent, intensely

delightful Now often with jocular hyperbole

1623 Mvunr tr Aleman’s Guzman d'Alf 11 2x6 As a good
Chine of Bacon, make-, glonous porrige 1772 NuGLNr
Grotley's Loud I 44 Which casual appearance [of the

sun] piocures the Londoner a few of what they call

glorioles days 18x6 ‘Quiz’ Grand Master vii 24 They
call a servant, and reqiuie, Immediately, a glonous lire

1822 Scott Pirate xvn, Glorious John touches them off

a little sarply,—but then John was a Jacobite 1833
Kane Gunnell Exp xh (1856) 375 What a glorious feed

for the scurvy-stricken ships 1863 Mary Hovvitt F
Bremers Greece I vm 263 What glorious afternoons and
evenings have I spent at Phalerus • 187s W S Hayward
Love agst IVorUl ix ‘ What glonous fun* said Floience.

b. ironical p/nase
According to Genii Mag (1830) Aug 98/1, the phiase was

first used at a dinnei of the Judges and Counsel about 1756,
when after the toast of’ the glonous memoiy of King Wil-
liam’ had been drunk, a Mi WAbraham pioposed ‘the

glonous uncertainty of the law in sarcastic allusion to Ld
ChiefJustice Mansfield’s bold overruling offormer decisions

1759-93 Macklin Love a la mode ii. 1 <1793) 27 The law is

a sort ofhocus-pocus science and the glonous uncertainty
of it is of mair use to the piofessois than the justice of it

*803 Sheridan in Pari Hist (1820) XXXVI 1204 The
glorious uncertainty of the law, was a thing well known and
complained of, by all ignorant people, but all learned gentle-

men considered ft as its greatest excellency x8xx J Adams
Wks (1834) IX 630 When I applied the epithet ‘ glonous ’

to the uncertainty of politics, I meant it ironically, as we
say the ‘glorious uncertainty of the law’. Mod. The
glorious uncertainty of cricket

6. jocularly. Ecstatically happy from drink.

1790 Burns Tam o' Shunter 57 Kings may be blessed, but
Tam was glorious, O er a’ the ills of life victorious 1836
E Howard R Reefer hi, As fast as one man could be
flogged into sobriety, another would become glorious x86x
Thackeray B Lyndon xvm (18691 B54> I was taken up
‘glorious’, as the phrase is, by my servants, and put to bed.

7 Comb, (quasi-dkfo.), as glonous-doing, -sound-

ing, -talking adjs.

1670 Brooks Wks (1867) VI 324 The most *glorious-doing
Christian 1768 Boswlll Corsica 111 (ed 2) 214 Fame’s
^glorious-sounding trumpet breath 1662 Cokain Ovid iv.

1.(1669)78 My *glorious talking Captain, I shall not Be won
with empty words

Gloriously (gloo-riasli), adv. [f Glorious a.

+ -ly ^.] In a glorious manner

+ 1. Boastfully, proudly, vaingloriotisly Obs.
1366 Adlington Apuleius

, Life (1596) A 3 b, He gloriously
calleth himself the nounce of Carthage 1399 B Jonson
Ev Man out Hunt 11 1, I speake it not gloriously, nor out
of affectation 1602 J Clapham Hist Eng 59 Such as
before the Battell were so wary and wise m aduentunng
after the euent grew to speake gloriously of theraselues
1660 tr Amyraldits’ Treat cone Rehg 1. v. 73 How
gloriously they vaunt of their inventions

2. With an accompaniment of glory 01 renown

;

illustriously

a 1340 Hampof e Psalter Cant 503 Gloriously he is woi-
shipid 1382 Wyclif Luke xm 17 A1 the peple loyede in
al thmgis, that weren don gloriously of him 1494 Fabyan
Chron hi liu 35 Whenne that this Kymbalyne had reygned
eloryously ouer the Brytons [etc ] 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
lxxvii 38 The nobitl Stewarts syne, of great renoun, Thow
girt upsprmg, with branches new and greme, Sa gloriouslie,
quhill glaided all the toun. 1711 Addison Sped No 165
F x Our Warriors are so gloriously successful in beating
down their Power 1781 Gibbon Decl (J F III 137 This
narrow pass of Thermopylae, where Leonidas and the three
hundred Spartans had gloriously devoted their lives 1841
James Brigand, xlv, The purpose may pass away, war be
continued gloriously and long, and France be ruined
3. Brilliantly, splendidly; f brightly, lustiously
Now only with emotional connotation

,
cf Glor-

ious a. 4, 5 . ,

*393 Langl. P PI C. xx 15 The glose gloryousliche was
wryte wyth a gylt penne C1400 7 hree Kings Cologne 3
Gloriously propheciede of be Incarnacioun of oure lorde

VOL. IV

Ihesu Crist 01420 Lydg Assemb Gods 823 Gloryously
besene, as he had come from heuj n 1329 Frith Antithesis
Wks ( 1572) xoi Tombes well giltvvith many a toi ch and gi eat
solemnitie, with angels gloi tously portered 1386 Spfnser
Death Sidney 94 Those beames Of vertue kindled in his
noble biest, Which after did so gloriously forth shine 1644
EvrLYN Diary 17 Oct (1879) I 98 T he house is most mag
luficently built without, nor less gloriously furnish’d within

S Dampitr Voy I 427 These Rings when (list polished
veiy gloriously, but time makes them fade, and turn

to a pale yellow 1717 Lady M W Montagu Let toC’tess
Mar 18 Api , I never saw anything so gloriously beautiful
x868 Holme Li e B Godfrey xxxvi 197 The children enjoyed
ltglouously 1870 Spurgeon Treas Dav xxxu title, David
wrote this gloriously evangelic Psalm 1885Manch Exam
10 Sept 5/5 This morning the weather opened gloriously fine

aomcal 1834 Darh in m .£?/£<$ Lett (1887)1 249, 1 draw
my own conclusions, and most gloriously ridiculous ones
they are, I sometimes fancy

4.

colloq With reference to intoxication. (Cf.

Glorious a 6 )

1784 Cow ptr Task iv 310 Drink, and be mad then , ’tis

your country bids ! Gloriously diunk obey th* important
call 1 1843 Bcihunis Lc Fireside Itor 50 Dr Bridges was
m a state which may be described as glonously drunk

Gloriousness (glo» riasnes) [f. Glorious a
+ -NESS] The attribute of being glorious fa
Boastfulness (obs ) b Splendour, magnificence.
c 1440 Prontp Pam 199/2 Gloryowsnesse, gloriositas

1526 Tindale x Cor 11 x, I cam not m glonousnes of

woides or of wisdom 1352 T Barnabf m Strype Eccl
Mem II App E 134, Ido se the glonousnes of the French-
men and how they do lejoyce of their robenes x6sx Hobbes
Levsath in xxxv 219 The gloriousnesse, and admirable
height of that throne x68x H More Exp Dan vi 21 1 It

may also signify a solid greatness and glonousness a 1849

J C Mangan Poems (1839) 410 You’ll witness my glorious

ness 1877 Morlly Crit Misc Ser 11 239 The gift ofintellec-

tual fatherhoodis surroundedbysuchsingularglonousness

Glory (glo° n), sb l'orms 4-7 glon(e, -ye,

5-7 (chiefly Sc.) gloir(e, glor(e, 4- glory [a.

OF glome (also in semi-populai fomi glo(i)ie),

ad L. gloria ]

1 1. subjectively The disposition to claim honour
for oneself, boastful spirit Obs exc m the com-
bination Vainglory
1362 Langl P PI A xi 70 Suche motyues j>ei meuen

b« xnaistres 111 heoi glorte c 1386-1320 [see Vainglory]
1624 Massinger Pat l Love v i, A little glory 111 a soldier’s

mouth Is not uncomely 1650 Hobbes Hum Nat ix § 1

gi Glory, 01 internal gloriation or triumph of the Mmde
1636 Evelyn Mem (1837)11! 73 My animadversions will

I hope totally acquit me either of glory or impiety 1753
Smollftt Ct Fathom (1813) I 119 The disappointment of

the ladies my gloty will not permit me to overlook

f b Desue for fame , ambition Obs.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido v 1, All glory hath forsaken

thee

2 objectively. Exalted (and, in mod use, merited)

praise, honour, or admiration accorded by common
consent to a person or thing, honourable fame,

renown.
c 1383 Chaucer L G W 2331 Phillis, It oughte be to yow

but lyte glorye 1387-8 1 Usic Test Love 11 vm (Skeat)

1 68 O glorye, glorye, thou ait none other thinge to

thousandes of folke, but a great sweller of eares c 1460

Fortescue <S
Lwt Mon v (1883) 119 What dishonour

is this, and abatynge of the glone ofa kynge 15x3 Douglas
JEneis v iv 58 3e vat>3eand feus of worthy Hector, .think

on $our glor. 1582-8 Hist James VI (1804) 158 Quhat
gloir and lenowne he obtenit of thir twa victories, was all

cassm doun by the infamy of the next attempt x6x8 Lith-

goW Pilgr Fareve. Ej, The Noblest stuue for State, am-
bitious Glore 1663 Gerbifr Counsel F yuj a, Lettei s, which
the AJgiptians did attribute unto them, though the Assyrians

would have the glory thereof 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
1278 Let such as deem it glory to destroy Rush into blood

1752 Hume Ess & Treat (1777) II 5 The gloiy of Male-
branche i> confined to his own nation and his own age 1821

J S Adams in C Davies Metr. Syst m (1871) 2gs The
glory of the first attempt belongs to France. 1823 Byron
Juan vm xiv, Yet I love Glory ,—glory’s a great thing

b The glory of God the honour of God, con-

sidered as the final cause of creation, and as the

highest moial aim of intelligent creatures.

1382 Wyclit i Cor x 31 Do *e alle thingis in to glone ofGod
1558 ExtractsAherd Reg (1844) I 3x3 In the memteming
and uphalding ofGoddis seruicem oui saide p[a]rochekirk, to

the honor and gloir of God c x68o Beveridge Serin. (1729)

I, 408 No man can do any thing for God’s glory but -what

will tend also to his own 17x5 Dc Foe Earn Instruct x. 1,

You are to live here to the glory of Hun that made you.

8 . Something that brings honour and renown , a

subject for boasting; a distinguished ornament,

a special distinction ; a ‘ boast and pride ’. Alsopi
138a Wycuf Prov xvn 6 The glone of sones the fadris of

hem *597 Hooker Eccl Pol v xlii § 7 The glory of all

things is that wherein their highest perfection doth consist

1601 Shaks Jul.C in 1 149 Are all thy Conquests, Glories,

T11umph.es, Spoiles, Shrunke to this little Measure? <21680

Butler Rem (1759) II 1 A Leam’d Society of late, The
Glory of a foreign State, Agreed [etc ] 17x5 De Foe Fam
Instruct 1 111, That which was the glory of a Christian, viz

to worship and call upon him that made him *77® Burkf
Corr (1844) II 107 It is the glory of the tones that they

always flourish in the decay of the glory of their country,

1700 — Fr Rev dx Leading advocates, the glory ofthe bar

ijgzAneed W Pitt IV App 263 The gloues of Mr Pitt’s

administration are the successes of the war 1836 J Gilbert
Chr A tonem vui (1852)243 It is the gloiy of the Christian

Sacrifice that itwas made byGod aswell as to him 1870F R.

Wilson Ch Lmdisf 33 The chiefglory ofthe district is the

grand old castle 1874 Green ShortHist, vu § 7 4x3 Litera-

ture had hardly found a place in the glories of the time.

GLOEY.

4 Praise, honour, and thanksgiving offered in

adoration.

1382 'Nvcuv Luke 11 14 Glone be in the higeste thingis to

God 1330 Mirr Our Ladyes 41 b m Maskell Mon Rit
II 3 note

,
When ye bydde glory to the father, and to the

sotie, and to the holy goste c 1560A Scott Poems (S T S)
xxxv 29 lo Fader gloa beevirmoir,To Soneand HalySpreit

1603 Philoius clx, Giue gloir to God that in this thrang, Hes
bene all our relief X79 . Coleridge Sibyl Leaves (1862) 271
Glory to ihee, Father of Earth and Heaven 1

*{* b nonce-use Obs.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1 xm 21 How unmovedly did

he take his poyson ? as if he had been drinking off a Glory
to the Deitj [Similarly 1718 Entertainer xxi r 3. 139 ]

c Used as a devout ejaculation (shoit for Glory

be to God) in the worship of various religious sects.

Hence vulgarly as a mere exclamation expressive

of delight
18x6 Sporting Mag XLVIII 29 One of the poacheis said

‘ glory 1 ’ and a line was formed in the wood 1833 F Hali in
Ledlie's Miscell II 174 To get rehgion, as he words it,

petiodically, costs him nothing more than a few spasmodic
aniens and epigastric glorys 1893 Q [Couch] Delectable

Duchy 109 Was it only you ? 0, glory be »

5 In Biblical phraseology . The gloiy of God .

the majesty and splendour attendant upon a mani-

festation of God
X382 WyclifRom i 23Thei chaungiden the glone ofGod

vneorruptibie m to the lyknesse of an ymage ofcorruptible

man 1326 Pilgr Perf (W de W 1531) 3 Mayses made
supphcacyon to god . that he wolde shewe hym his glory
x6ti Bible Esek ix 3 The glory of the God of Isiael was
gone vp from the Cherub whereupon hee was 1689-90
TrMPLL Ess Learning Wks 1731 I. 299 Moses was ad-
mitted both to see his Gloi y, and to learn his name, Jehovah

0 Resplendent beauty or magnificence Now’
often with suggestion of sense 5 or 7 • An effulgence

of light such as is associated with our conceptions

of heaven
, fig an unearthly beauty attnbuted by

imagination Also pi ,
features of resplendent

beauty or magnificence, splendours.

13 EE Allit P A o3i Lokeon [<e glory ofhys giaciotis

gote 1390 Gower Conf III 166 To themperour in all his

gloire He said • lake [etc ] 1509 Fisher Funeral Semi
C'tessRichmondWks (1876) 306 The kynge was crownedin
gietetryumpheandgloiye 1585M W in Jas I Ess Poesie

(Arb ) 10O Phoebus then reioyce with glauncing glore 1602

1 A[cherlly] Massacre Money B y. Whilst that my glory

midst the clouds was hid «x693 Aubrey Lives, Barrow
(1898) I 91 As he lay expuing the standers-by could heare
him say softly, I have seen The glories of the world 1726
C D’Anvlrs Craftsm xvi (1727) 134 The Roll appeared
encompassed with rays of glory 1738 WesleyPsalms v n,

None without Holiness shall see The Glories of thy Face
1791 Mrs Radcliite Rom Forest 11, Which, quickly ex-

panding, the sun appeared in all his glory, 1803-6 Wordsw
Intim hnmort u, There hath past away a gloiy from the
earth 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey n iv,The scarlet glories of
the pyms japomca 1836 Emerson Nature, Bi.auty\Tk&
(Bohn) II 146 T he heavens reflect their glory or gloom on
the plains beneath 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 10 What
will be the morning glory, when at dusk thus gleams the
lake?

7.

The splendour and bliss of heaven. (Cf. F.

la gloire (temtlle.)
c 1375 Sc. Leg Saints, Placidas 264 Quhare euir-lestnnd

glore sal be, & eschewine of al payne a *533 Ld Berners
IInon lvi 190 Itsemed to them that they were in the glory

of paradyce._ 1352 Abp Hamilton Catech (r884) 42 The
glore quhilk is promissit to the sonnis ofGod *fai Milton
Epit Marchioness Winchester 6r Thou, bright Saint, high
sitt’st m glory. 1648 Shorter Catech Westm Assemb.
Answ 37 The souls of Beleevers are at then death made
perfect m holiness, & do immediately pass into glory 1732
Law Serious C (ed 2) 9 And strive to enter through the
Strait Gate into a life of eternal Glory 1848 Mrs Jameson
Sacr, <y Leg Art (1850) 34 The crown is placed on the head
of the maternal Virgin in glory

b. colloq To go toglory : to go to heaven ; to die

X814 Sailor's Return \ 1, Adimar was in the act of
boarding, with seveial others, when the Dasher went to

glory Thus was he saved 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tonis
C, xh, Tellher ye found me goinginto glory *884 Craddock
In Tennessee Mis 1 9 He hev been m glory twenty year

1897 Mary KingsleyW Africa 179 Had we got caught m
this, we should have gone to glory.

8 A state of exaltation and splendour In one's

glory • in one’s highest state of magnificence or

prosperity ;
also colloq., in a state of unbounded

gratification or enjoyment.
16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage 1 xvu 90 Tyrus, now called

Sur, (whose glorie is sufficiently blazed by the Prophets
Esay, and Ezechiel) x8x6 Kfatinge Trav. (18x7) II 62
Thereal Spanish beau atnudnight and at the billiard-table,

heappears in hisglory 1829W Irving Granada I xm 132
They thought that the days of their ancient glory were
about to return 1879 Miss Braddon Clov Foot xiv, Mr
Smolendo was in his glory. 1893 G E Matheson About
Holland 14 The commerce of Holland was at its full glory

01x895 Ld C E Paget A utobiog. vu (1896) 200, I think,

too, the fleet liked my coming and living on board and
taking an interest in everybody and everything

,
in truth, I

was in my glory

9- The circle of light represented as surrounding

the head, or the whole figure, of the Saviour, the

Virgin,or oneof the Saints; an Aureole or Nimbus.
1646 SirT. Browne Pseud, Ep v- ix 247 Radiant Halo’s

which after the French expression are usually tearmed, the
Glory 17^5 Genii Mag 197A glory, which is that border
of light which adorns the pictures of saints 1862H Kings-
ley Ravenshoe I xxi 246 Her own glonous golden hair,

which hung round her lovely face Uke a glory, 1864 Skeat
Uhland'sPoems 19 On Thy clear eyes she [alary! fixed her

109
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vjew, And thence celestial lustre drew Till o’er her glowed

a glory blight
„ , ,

,

b A representation of the heavens opening ana

revealing celestial beings ? Obs (Cf, F gloire )

1708 New View Lond II 488/1 Painted on Glass undei

a Glory between a Cherubinis 178a R Cumberiand
Anted. {1787) II 136 The Holy Virgin is displaced in the

center of the piece, above is a glory of Angels

e transf Any circle or nng of light
;
a halo,

corona t Also, a name for the star of an order

of knighthood Obs

1693Loud Gaz No 2845/2 They presented to his Electoi al

Highness the Two St-us or Glories, and '1 wo Pieces of

Ribbon of the Order [of the Garter] 1697 Dryden Virg

Gem

g

1 504 Seeming Stars fall headlong And gild the

Night With sweeping Glories, and longl rails ofLight *725

Lond Gaz. No 6382/1 With a Glory or Rays issuing from

the Center 1766 Enticic London IV 88 An altar piece gilt

and carved, with a glory and the king’s arms above the com-

mandments i8rt Pinkerton Petral I 559 Anthracite

consumes slowly without anyflame
,
butonly encircled with

a little glory, or irradiation, X823 W Sloresbv Whale
Fish 275 Tne interior circle foims a brilliant anthehon, 01

glory, tound the spectrum ofthe observer 1871 ti Schellen's

Lpectr Anal xlix 207 This crown of rays is usually desig-

nated the gloiy 1884W C Smith Kildrostan 43 A bioad

beam of the garish light Smote with a glory hei golden hau

1888 Encycl Bnt XXIV 435/1 (imargin) Coronas 01 glories

f & Bot = CoiiONA 7 b Obs.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot xxvii 427 The petals of the

coral are white, with a double purple fringe, stai, or glory

Ibid 428 The glory or crown is violet,

10 In names of insects and plants. (See quots )

1819 G Samouelle Entomol Compend 247 Endromis
versicolor (Kentish glory) 1866 Treas Bot 7 57/1 Morning
Glory, a name applied to certain species of Ipomcea and
Phaibitis,z g.P hispidus theConvolvulus major ofgardens

1897 Willis Flower PI II 86 Chionodoxa Luciluie (glory

of the snow) 1S a favourite bolder plant

11 attnb. and Comb a simple attnb., as gloiy-

bath, -crown ,
-mist

,
obe, -seat

,
-throne b. mstm-

mental, as glory-cinctured, -circled, -crowned,-laden

,

-smitten, -stricken

,

-tinged adjs Also glory-pea, a

name for the Australasian genus Chanthits

,

glory-

tree, a shrub of the genus Chi odendron
1875 Browning Inn Album \ 50 He leans into a living

*glory-bath Of air and light 1853 Talfoukd Castilian iv

11, These*glory-cinctured towers a 17x1 Kx.nHymnsEvang.
Poet Wks 1721 I 66 The '“Glory-circled Infant. i8gs
Mrs Hinkson Miracle Plays 13 On Ins head a *glory

crown Fine as the evening star 1603 J Davies (Heref.)

Microcosmos (Grosait) 16/2 Such Kings should be obaid,

and “glory cround, Because their Venues al men's else

exceede 1830 Iinnyson In Mem xcvn, He finds on
misty mountain-ground Hisown vast shadow glory-crown'd
1825 D L Richardson Bonn 19 Her radiant smile Illu-

mines now this “glory-haunted Isle 1866 J H Newman
Let Pusey (ed 2) 91 That pure Virgin So weak \et so
stiong; so delicate yet so “glory-laden. 1873 E White
Life m Christ m xvu. (1878) 210 If it be urged that Christ

hid much of His tiuth in a “glory-mist of metaphors [etc ]

1848 Rural Cycl II 458 “Glory-pea or Glory-flower

—

botamcally Chanthns . The cnmson glory pea, Chanthus
pnniceus, is a native of the northern island ofNew Zealand
1827 Keble Chr V, St Michaelxn, Brighter and brighter

streams his “glory-robe 1838 Eliza Cook Poems, Melata
lxxxi, The “glory seat of arts and power 1817 Coleridge
Biog Lit 156 The two *glory-snutten summits of the poetic
mountain 187* G Macdonald Manchester Poem 210
*Gloiy-stncken birds 1827 Keble Chr Y ,

Palm Sunday 111,

Angels round His “Glory throne 1839 Taltourd Glencoe
111 u, To wander on the bank Of “gloiy-tmged Loeh-Leven,
1848 Rural Cycl II 458 “^Glory-tree see Clerodendi on

Glory (glcb n), v 1 Also 6 Sc glore, gloir.

[ad. L glon-di l, f. glon-a Glory ]
1 tntr. To exult with triumph, rejoice proudly.

Const, lit, f on, to with tnf , and that.

13 E E Allit P B 1522 pise lordes gloryed on her
falce goddes & her grace calles 1348 Udall, etc Erasm
Par Mark xu 1 3-17 Thou gloryest in the name and tytle of
a Chrystian manne « Ibid Luke u 25-32 Nowe from hens-
forth the gostly Israel shall glory on thy sonne 1332 Abp
Hamilton Catech (1884) 42 We glore & ar blyth throw the
hoip quhilkive haiF a 1386 SidneyArcadia u (1633) lagWith
like mdgement glorying, when he had happened to do a thing
well, as when he had pei formed some notable mischiefe 1596
DALRYMPLEtr Leslie's Hist Scot x 406 Quha tuilc to thame
the title gloireng in the name 1613 Siiaks Hen VIII, 11

1 66 Let ’em looke they glory not in mischiefe 1667 MiltonPL 1 238 Both glorying to have scaped the Stygian flood
As Gods 179S Gentl Mag 542/1 Licentiousness, prophamng
the sacied name of libetty, has gloried in the destruction of
order 1832 Ht Martincau Ella- ofGar 111 36 Cries that
would have dismayed a stranger but which Archie always
gloriedm provoking 1863 Fr K Kemble Resid in Georgia
17, 1 have heaid it. repeatedly asserted—and, what is moi e,
much gloried in 1868 J T Nettleship Ess Browning's
Poetry 1 59 Would 1 not glory to go into youi very tomb?
T 2 To boast Const of, to with inf

,

or that
Also refl and quasi trans. with complement in
indirect passive Obs
1382 Wyclif Judith viu 17 As oure herte is disturbid in

the pride of hem, so also of oure mecnesse wee glonen 1349
Coverdale, etc Erasm Pai 3 Cor 51 Albeit we ma>e
gloiy our selfe-, of the stocke of Jewes [etc ] 1633 Pagitt
Christinnogi 47 The Romanists gloiy much of tne conver-
sion of tlieie Indians 164011 Verdure's Rom Rom 1 114
That which I require of you, replied she, is, that I may
one day glory, that I have seen a number of good knights
unhorsed upon the quarrell of my beauty 1648 Symmons
Vind Chas / 138We have seen a glimpse of that perspicuity
and modesty which is gloried to he m these annotations
T673 Vain tnsolcncy Rome 25,

1

think the same might now
be said m several instances, to those of Rome, in reference
to St Peter, of whom she gloneth

330

f 3 . trans a To give glory to
,
to honour, b.

To make glorious
;
to adorn Obs.

c 1400 Apol Loll 37 Glory [e bischop, wan he hap chosun

wise piestis, for pe cause of ruyn of bo peple are mil piesiis

1301 Douglas Pal Hon Prol 88 Quha that constraint

nr in luilis rage Weill anclitis the till gloir and magnifie

1363-76 Foxl A ti M To Rdr V 11 b, Let vs yelde thus

much vnto their commemoration, to glory the Lord in hys

saintes 1394 Gri 1 nl & Lodge LookingGlasseY/ks (Rtldg )

118 The troop That gloried Venus at her weddmg-day a 1639

Won on Pr civ in lieliq IV (1651) 527 Be ever gloried here

T hy Soveraign Name x66i Davenport City Night-cap \ 4

See How he that glories Heaven with no Honour, Covets

to glorifie himself with Honesty

-f
-4 tntr. Of light * To spread like a ‘ glory’

1631 N Bacon Disc. Govt Eng n vt (1739) 36 Ids a good

sign of a clear morning, when the Sun-rising gloneth upon

the top of the Mountains

Hence + G-lo ned pfl. a
1671 Milion Samson 334 If old respect towards your

once gloried friend, My son, now captive, hither hath in-

formed Your younger feet

•j* Glo’ry, Obs [? cf Glar ©.] (See quot

)

<11440 Promp Parv 199/2 Gloryjn, or wythe onclene

pyuge defoylyn, macula
,
aetmpo

Glo*ry-h,ole. [In sense 1, perh. related toGLORY
v - (cf Sc glaitiy adj. s v Glar) ; if so, sense 2 is

prob. later m origin, and suggested by the formal

coincidence of the first element with Glory sb ]

X. a slang (See quot 1845) b dial. A re-

ceptacle (as a drawer, room, etc ) m which things

are heaped together without any attempt at older

or tidiness.

X845T CooperPurg Snicides (1877) p vi,A filthy, stifling

cell to which prisoners me brought from the gaol on the day
of tnal, and which in the language of the degraded beings

who usually occupy it, is called the ‘ glory hole * 1871 Mrs
Whitoty I'Ve Girls 111 62 You can bung out your old

libhon-bov It's a chanty to clear out your glory holes

once in a while *893 lViltsh Gloss
,
Glory-hole, a place for

rubbish 01 odds and ends, as a housemaid's cupboard, 01 a
lumber room
2 Glass-making (See quots

)

1849 Plllatt Curios Glass Making 65 The large goods
receive a final reheating at the mouth of a pot heated by
beech-wood, and. called the Glory Hole 1889 Harper's
Mag July 230 The working furnaces are small blast-fur-

naces each piovidmg a number of openings directly into

the flames A spectator sees at once the appropriateness of
their name—‘

gloi y-holes
’

Glorying (gloo n,ig), vbl. sb. [f Gloiu v. +
-ing 1 ] The action of the vb Glory
1382 WvcLir i Cor v 6 Joure gloiiynge is not good 1588
A King tr Camsrns' Catech 128 Of defense of sm [pro-

ceeds] gloirmg tliaum, of gloinng dreedfull damnation.
1631 Hobbts Leviath 1 vi 27 Joy, arising from imagi-

nation of a man's own power and ability is called

Glorying 1736 Burke Sitbl. fy B 1 xvu, Hence proceeds
what Longinus has obseived of that gloiymg and sense of
inward greatnessf that always fills the leader of such pas-

sages in poets and oratois as are sublime 1836 Mrs
Browning Poet’s Vow m 11, The self-poised God maydwell
alone With inward gloiymg

Glorying (gloa*ri|ig), fpl a. [f Glory v +
-ing 2

] That glories Hence CHo ryiugly adv
,

in a glorying manner
1851 E B. Elliott Hone Apocal (1862) IV 33 Sustaining

his Church upon the seven hills, and gloryingly up-bearmg
and exhibiting her 1863 G Meredith Rhoda Fleming
xvu (t8go) 122 No posterity of his would point them out
glorymgly

Glo’ryless, a [See -less ] Without glory
1340 Palsgrave Acolastus Prol Biij b, We our selfe being

glorylesse 1 without gloryous fame 01 renome 1394 Peru.
Battle Alcazar 11 111, He on whose glone all thy toy should
stay, Is souleless, glorylesse, and desperate x86i Miss
Pratt Flower PI III 91 It [A do.va moschatellma\ has
several 1 ustic names, as Glory-less, Bulbous Fumitory, etc.

Glosarye, obs form of Glossary 1

Glos(e, Glos- • see Gloze, Gloz-.

t Glo se-worm. Obs. rare. Also glouse-
[?app an alteration of Glow-worm Cf Gloze
v <*, Gloss sb 2

,
also glass-worm, glaze-worm.} =

Glow-worm
1519 Horman Vulg. 108 A flye or a worme called a

glouberde, or a glouse worme 1589 R Harvey PI Perc
(i860) 2i Changeable coloured vrehms, which can glisten
like a glose worme neare gold

Gloss (glps), sb 1 Also 6-7 glosse, 7-8 glos.

[var of glose, Gloze sb
,
refashioned m 16th c after

L glossa, Gr 7X01crera in the same sense. (In the
15th c the spelling glosse appears occas. for glos(e

Gloze sb and©
, see those words )]

1 A word inserted between the lines or in the
margin as an explanatory equivalent of a foieign
or otherwise difficult word m the text

;
hence ap-

plied to a similar explanatory rendering of a word
given in a glossary or dictionary Also, in a wider
sense, a comment,explanation, interpretation Often
used in a sinister sense. A sophistical or disin-
genuous interpretation. (Cf Gloze sb. 1 )

1S4® Udall, etc Erasm Par Matt xxm. 108 Like as by
a glosse ye subuerte the commaundement 1398 Drayton
Heioic Ep vi 109 The Canon Text shall have a common
Glosse X&08 Bp Hall Vert 4- Vices 1 15 Neither doth his
tongue make good a lie with the secret glosses of double
or reserved senses 1622 Sparrow Bk Com Prayer (1661)
66 The Church rather uses this then any other Glosse or
Paraphrase 1647 Clarendon Hist, Reb 1 § 49 Malicious

Glosses made upon all he had said 1647 N Bacon Disc
Gout Eng 1 11 (1739) 2 The ways of future providence may
be looked upon as a gloss ofthose Prophecies 1667 Milton
P L v 435 1695 Kennett Par Antiq ix 641

r
lhe

gloss indeed destioys the text, by pretending the word
[etc] a 1708 Bi vrRiDGE Pnv In 11 (17301 41 Nothing
being more needful than to rescue the Words of our blessed
Saviour fiom those false Glosses 1767 Blackstone Comm
II 495 A gloss of pope Innocent IV, written about the year
1250 a *834 Colfridoe Shaks Notes (1875) 134 A paren-
thesis or gloss slipt into the text 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit
I 1 1 §68 63 Imenus began the practice ofmaking glosses,

or short marginal explanations, on the law books 1868
Kirk Chas Bold III v 11 363 Secret glosses . intended to
make that part of the contract a nullity 1873 Whitney
Life Lang x 183 I he Cymric includes the Welsh, with
I glosses ’ fiom the ninth century

b A collection of such explanations, a glossary

,

also, an intei lineai tianslation of, or senes of verbal

explanations upon, a continuous text.

1579 E K in Spensei's Sheph Cal Ep Ded §4 A
Glosse or schohon, for the exposition of old wordes 1756-7
tr Keysler's “lrav (1760) II 55 A manuscript Homer, with
a gloss interlined, said to be five hundred years old X774
\V ARTON//K? Eng Poctrylixss 11 I sig E 3 b, A manuscript
ofOvid’s Art ofLove,in very antient Saxon characters, accom-
panied witha British gloss 1841 D'Iskafu

A

men Lit (1859)
I

I

93 E K whose gloss has pieserved much cui ious know-
ledge of ancient English terms and phrases 1894 Cr ARKr
Hail Ags Diet Pref, Mostly obscuie words only found
in glosses

Tl c In the sense of Gr. 7\Siaoa

:

A foreign or

othei obscure word, requn mg explanation. Obs

(Hardly an ling, sense, though given in some recent

Diets , app on the ground of quot. 1837-9).
1603 Holland Plutarch's Moi 28 The interpretations of

obscure terrnes, which we call Glosses 1837-9 Hallam
Hist Lit I 1 1 (1B47) 62 A gloss, yKuarcra, pioperly meant
a word from a foreign language, 01 an obsolete or poetical

word, or whatever requires interpretation

2 A poetical composition m which a stanza of

some well-known poem is treated as a text for

amplification, each of the successive stanzas of the

‘ gloss ’ being made to end with one of the lines

or couplets of the text

1598 Yong Diana 437 He sung a glosse vpon this Dittie

1823 Roscoe Sismondi's Lit Eur. (1846) II. xxxix- 538
Each verse is intended to form the subject of a stiophe, in

the gloss, or comment
3 attnb and Comb
1624 Bedeli Lett 111 64 Although the Glosse writer were

no excellent Calculator 1648 Jlnkyn Blind Guide iv. 87
According to G the glossmaker 1888 G. W Prothfro
Life Bradshaw 237 A gloss hunt was a genuine relaxation

to him.

Gloss (glps), sb? Also 6-7 glosse
;
and see

Glass sb ^ [First recorded in 16th c
;
cf Du (obs)

gloos a glowing, gleaming = MHG glos, glose (still

extant in Swiss dialects) , Sw (dial ) glossa, glAsa

to gleam, glow (of coals\ to shine (of cloth), Icel

glossi a blaze (see Gloze v :i ). A variant glass

(see Glass sb, 13) appears about the same date,

perh. as a substitute for the less familiar word ]

1 . Superficial lustre. Also pi
1538 Elyot Diet

;
Cantharis net Canthanda , a greene

worme sbynynge with a glosse of golde 1333 T Wilson
Rhet 65 Beinge 111 the rayne, [he] standeth naked him-
self, for savynge the glosse of his gaye coate 1394
Plat Jeivell-ho in 72 Some maintame the glosse of this

leather with a peece of black veluet onely *607 Topsell
Fourf Beasts (16581 486 The glosse of the wool was .

beautiful, for the purity of the black x6io Shaks Icmf
ir 1. 63 Our Garments being drencht in the Sea, hold not-

withstanding their freshnesse and glosses 1680 Moxon
Meek Exerc I 221 They set a Gloss on it [Hard Wood]
with a very dry Woollen Rag, lightly smear’d with Sallad

Oyl 1686 Plot Staffordsh 157 Which [pebbles] all took so

specious and elegant a gloss, that [etc ] 1774 Goldsm. Nat
Htst {i776)II.iv 111 396 Its [the Carcajou’s] fur is held in the

highest estimation, for its beautiful gloss 1828 Stark
Eleni Nat Hist I. 249 Upper parts of the body brilliant

copper-colour, with a golden gloss 1835 Tennyson Maud
I xxu iv, In gloss of satin and glimmer of pearls. 1874 T
Hardy Farfr Mad Crowd 11 . 1 13 Amaranthine glosses

came over them [clouds]

b In obvious figurative uses Also (sometimes

peih confused with Gloss sb.1 ), a deceptive appear-

ance, fair semblance, plausible pretext

1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Lnkexw 1-7 Beware ye that

all >our life bee void of all clokmg or countrefaicte glosse

[L nt ontnts wta uestra fuco careat] *37® El eming

Panopl Ep 401 {margin) In the glosse of their glone .that

is, when they were most famous 1396 Spenstr F £ iy J
15 He much more goodlj glosse thereon doth shed, JTo hide

his filshood, then if it were trew *399 Nashf Lenten

Stitffe (1874 17 King John in furtheungof this new water-

woik set a fresh gloss upon it [Yarmouth] *606 Shaks
Tr tji- Cr n. in 128 Yet all his vertues Doe in our eyes,

begin to loose their glosse 1640 Yorke Union Hon. x The
first Glosse -that William Duke of Normandy had for this

Crowne and Diadem of England, was thus. 1652Culpepper
Eng Physic. (1809) 19 To put a gloss upon their practice, the

physicians call an herb Archangel 1060T M Hist Inde-

Pend iv 28The better to cast a seeming gloss oflegality upon

ms usurpation, he summons another Pailiament a 1680

Butler Rein (1759) I 249 Art, That sets a Gloss on what s

amiss 1726 Sw ift Poems, To a Lady, You, like some acute

philosopher, Ev’ryfaulthave drawn a gloss over 1756 Burke
Vind. Nat Soc Pref , There is a sort of gloss upon ingenious

falsehoods, that dazzles the imagination 1760-2 Goldsm^
Ctt. W U1) The most trifling, occurrences give pleasure till

the gloss of novelty is worn away 1761-2 Hume Hist Eng
(1806) III xxxix 278 A woman thus provides only thin

glosses to cover her exceptionable conduct, 1834 J. H
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honeymoon wore away, he discovered that [etc ]. 187*

Blackif Lays Highl. 24, I have used no gloss, no varnish

To make fair things fairer look

2 . A layer of glowing matter rare. Also dial

of a fire A bright glow
176* Gentl Mag 338 The earth being all on a fiery gloss

for four inches deep c 1817 Hogg Tates # Sk. IV 54 The
smith covered the gloss neatly up with a mixture of small

coals, culm, and cinders 1803 Northumbld Gloss, s v , Ye
can bake the cyek noo

,
the nie hes a fine gloss.

f 3. = Glaze jA. i. Obs.

1823 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 470 The earthenware
is now ready to receive the smooth coating called gla/e or

gloss

b Comb : gloss-fireman, gloss-oven (now
glost-Jireman, -oven

.

see Glost)
1825 J Nicholson Opeiat Mechanic 474 The gloss-fiieman

raises the temperature as quickly as possible to a height
sufficient to fuse the glaze Ibid , The gloss-oven is some-
times fired to a greater degree of heat than some colours will

bear [1875, 1882 see Glost ]

Gloss (glps), v 1 [f Gloss sb

1 . trans. To insert glosses or comments on; to

comment upon, explain, interpret
,
« Gloze v 1 J.

*603 Flokio Montaigne 1 xu. (1632) at Some that studie,

plod, and glosse their Almaiuckes 16x5 T Adams Into
Sonnes 88 For all his lug woids, hts stomach comes downe, if

I may take leave to glosse it *641 J Jackson IrueEvang
T 11 i|4‘My beloved is white, and ruddy’ is thus glossed,
‘white in his life, ‘ruddy’ in his death 1643 Milton
Divorce39 Kimchi, and the twoothei Rabbies who glossethe
text are in the same opinion 1809 Southey m Q. Rev I 219
This accursed custom was not known when the Institutes of
Menu were written, nor when they were glossed by Calidas
1884 Pusnv Led Daniel vi 377 He manifoldly glossed the
text 1866 Reader 16 June 580 Sir F, Madden can hardly
have been the first editor who glossed the word
b intr To introduce a gloss, comment, or ex-

planation upon a word or passage m a text Also
in wider sense, to make comments or remarks (esp.

unfavourable ones) upon a person’s words or actions.

Const on, upon, + at, (Cf Gloze v 1 1 b )

1579 E K m Spcuset 's SlicpJt Cal Ep Ded § 4 Which
maner of glossing and commenting 1639 T Bruchs tr

Camus' Moral Relat 301 He was so jealous of Eleusipe,
that he glossed on all her words and on the smallest of Bet
actions a 1652 J Smu h Set Disc vn v. (1660) 327, I may
fairly thus gloss at his whole Discourse upon this Argument
1657 Trapi* Comm Ps Ixxxvi 1 So Basil glosseth lieie

*671 Milton Samson 948 Bearing my words and doings
to the lords To gloss upon, and censuring, frown or smile
1678 Cudworth Intall Syst 1 i,v § 16 293 Psellus thus
glossing upon that Oracle 1718 Prior Pleasure 758 Some
gloss'd, how love and wisdom were at strife 1727 Swiit
Gulliver 11 vi 131 In penning those laws, which they assumed
the liberty of interpreting and glossing upon at their plea-
sure 1875 Maine Hist Inst i 15 The Celts seem to have
had a special habit of glossing

2 trans To veil with glosses
;

to explain away

;

to read a different sense mto. Also with aivay,
over (the latter perh influenced by Gloss v a

). (Cf
Gloze v 1 2 )
1638 Chiliingw Reltg Prot 1 vn § 7 390 If you may

glosse the Text so farre why should you not glosse it a
little^ farther ? *715 Bentley Seim, x 360 Who have
gloss’d and warp'd all the severe Rules of the Gospel about
Chastity 1764 Churchii e Candidate Wks II 35 With
nice distinctions glossing o’er the text 1832 H Rogers
Eel Faith 226 The Pharisees, who were sunk in formalism,
and who had glossed away every moral and spiritual precept
of the Law 1865 Mlhivall Rom Evtp VIII lxiv. 99 He
could haidly resist the temptation to peivert or gloss the
truth 1879 Q Rev Apr. 325 Difficulties which their school
has been 111 the habit of glossing over with conventional
but inadequate explanations

Gloss (gif’s), v 2 [f. Gloss sb*] trans. To
put a gloss upon, a In immaterial sense : To
give a fair appearance to , to veil 111 specious lan-
guage Also with over, and in ltidnecL passive.
The earlier quots may be a development of Gloss v 1 1

influenced by Gloss sb 2
.

a 1656 Usshlr A tin vi (1658) 511 His expedition was
glossed with the speuous pretence of settling Ariobarzanes
the n^w Elect m his kingdom. 1638 Sir T Browne
Hydriot iv 19 Chustians have handsomely glossed the
deformity of death, by caieful consideration of the body
*639 Hammond On Ps Ixu 4 And this Uaiterous designe
they glosse and varnish over with fair flattering language
1729 Butler Serin Wks 1874 II 87 He glosses over that
same wickedness, dresses it up in a new form a 1743
Ld Hervly Flora to Pompey in Dodsley Coll Poems
(1782) IV 96 Urge not, to gloss thy crime, the name of
friend 1761 Foote Liar 11 Wks 1799 I 293 His friends,
who are tendei of his fame, gloss over his foible, by calling
him an agreeable novelist 1836 Miss Mulock f Halifax
xxu, Such transactions were yet generally glossed over, as
if aceitam discredit attached to them 1886 Pall Mall G
30 Sept,, Mr Chalmers would fain gloss ovei the hardships
he has suffered

b In material sense . To render bright and
glossy; to glaze
1762 tr Bitsckmg's Sysi Geog. II 347 Black armozins are

glossed by a decoction of beer and Seville oranges 1796
J Owen Trav Eur I 227 We entered upon the Glacier,
but found great difficulty in keeping our feet The sun had
glossed the surface. 1797-1804 Bnvicii Brit. Buds I 303
Back black, glossed with blue x8ox Southey Thalaba. \
txii, The moonlight fell, glossing the sable tide That gush’d
tumultuous out 1828 Stark Elem Hat. Hist I 349 The
Bead red, glossed with bronze
Hence G-lo ssing vbl sb, ;

also attrib.

1873 Knight Diet Meeh , Glossing, an operation upon silk
thread by which it is moistened with steam and stretched to
develop a gloss 1893 Queen 4 Feb 197/3 Pressing them
pretty heavily with the glossing iron 1897 C T Davis
Manuf Leather (ed 2) 614 Glossing of ordinary leather is
very frequently effected by brushing the leather over with
a rind of bacon and rubbing [etc ] For liner qualities of
leather a glossing mass consisting of a fat emulsion may
be advantageously used

Gloss (glps), adv. Ceramics

.

[f Gloss sb z
]

Glossily
, so as to Jiave a gloss

1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 476 The potteiy , for
gold lustre is made of the red clay of the district, and when
Bred gloss, has just a sufficient tint left to give to the articles
that peculiar colour on them
Glossal (glp sal), a [f Gr. yXaiaaa tongue +

-al.] Of or pertaining to the tongue
x86o m Fowt.ni Med Voc 1878 Foster Phys m 1 393

If any real union took place it must have been between the
lingual fibres and the end-plates of the glossal muscular
fibres X885 Landois & Stirling Physiol II 813 The glossal
branches [of the glossopharyngeal neive]

Glossalgia (glosse Id^ia) Path, [mod a
Gr y\w<raa\yia, in class Gr. only m sense ‘talking
till one’s tongue aches f yXwocra tongue + &kyos
pain

; cf. F. glossalgied\ Pam m the tongue, neu-
ralgia of the tongue. X847 m Craig

Glossalgy (glosse ldgi). [Anglicized form of
prec.] a. = prec b. (nonce-usc) Talkativeness.
1834 m Maynt Expos Leo. X873 W. Cory Let ft frills

(1897) 330 So I who bore no one with questions, suffered for
the glossalgy of others

GlO'SSan. Anglo-Insh Also 8 glassen, 9
glassm, glashan [The form glashan represents
Gael glatsean ‘a coal-fish m its second or thud
year f glas grey

;
the other foims seem to repre-

sent a local Irish *glasdn f. the same stem. Cf.
Glassock.] The coal-fish,A/b langus carbonamts
1780 A Young lourlrtl I 251 Some wherries come for

cod, ling, glassen [etc], 1823 Hone Every-day Bit. I 83
In this pond [at Port Nessock, Wigtonslnre] there are also
blochm or glassm 1864 Couch Brit Fishes III 84 In
Ireland when of full size they [Coalfish] are Glashan, or
Glossan 01 Glassm x88o Antnm Aj- Down Gloss , Glashan,

the coal fish Called also Blockan

Glossanthrax (glps,® *nj>rseks) [f Gr.yXSicraa.

tongue + Anthhax ] A disease of the tongue and
mouth m horses and cattle (cf. quot

)

1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat IV n 1156 The tongue is

liable to a peculiar gangrenous, ulceration, tailed ‘ GIo.st>an-
thrax ’ or ‘Malignant pustule

'
(In mod Diets

)

Glossarial (glf>se°Tial), a [f Glossary sb.

+ -al ] Of or pertaining to a glossary
;
of the

nature of a glossaiy.
x8ax Boswlll Advt Shals I p xxm, In the glossarial

index of former editions, the reader has merely been pre-
sented with a long list of words 1824 Diudin Ltbr Comp.
248 The lahouis of the latter aie paleological 01 glossarial

1864 Hazeitt K P P I Introd 11 A few notes of a glos-
sal lal and miscellaneous kind have been given 1878 Guosart
in H. More's Poems 208 note, The labour spent on this

Glossarial Index

Glossarian (glpseo’rian) [f. L. glossdn-uw
+ -an.] —next
1887 Q Rev CLXIV. 145 These are the qualifications of

tlie ideal glossarian

Glossarist (gV sarist) [f Glossary + -ist ]
1 . One who writes a gloss or commentary
1774 Warton Hist Eng Poetry (1778) II 169 The glos-

saiist I take to be Philip de Perganio, a prior at Padua,
who wrote a most elaborate Morahsation on Cato x8io
D Stewart Philos Fss v 111 188 When the speculations of
the mere scholar, or glossarist, presume to usurp the honours
of Philosophy 1841 D’Israeli A men. Lit 11867) 149 All
the counties in England seemed to rise against the luck
less glossarist x88o Muirhead Gains iv. § 16 note 7, Says
the glossarist—' it was fifty'

2 One who compiles a glossary,
1782 Tyrwhitt Vind 162 The interpretations assigned

to them by those two Glossarists [Speght and Skmner]
x8ox W Taylor in Monthly Mag XI 289 The glossarist

should everywheie refei to, or record, the true spelling
1862 Sat Rev 8 Feb 159 The play [of the Sacrament] con-
tains . a number of words and forms interesting to the
English glossarist

Glossary 1 (glfsan). Also 5 glosarye, [ad.

L. glossdrmm, f. glossa Gloss sb 1
: see -ary. Cf

F. glossaire.] A collection of glosses j a list with
explanations of abstruse, antiquated, dialectal, or

technical terms
; a partial dictionary.

1483 Caxton Gold Leg (1892) 1084 It is sayd in the
glosarye that clemente is sayd rightwys, swete, rype and
meke x6xo Holland Camden's Bnt 1 364 Whence it is

that an Old Glossary interpt eteth A Ipes Itali

e

TheWoulds of
Italie 1696 Phil Trans XIX 264 The Glossary, at the
end, is not only an Account ofWoids and Phiases, but also
an explication of ancient Customs, Laws, and Manners 1783
Cowplr Needless Alarm 70 He needs no glossary to set

him right 1797 W. Turton (title) A Medical Glossary. 1894

J T. Fowler Adamuan Pref. 8 A glossary is appended
j/ig 1838 DrcitENS Nich Nick in, The expression of a
man’s face is commonly a help to his thoughts, or glossary
on his speech 1839 I Taylor Logic in Theol 49 Having
no participation of the elements of the animal and moral
nature, it would want the glossary of mundane life

b attrib. or adj.

17x3 M Davies A then Bnt I 311 Whether J. Perkins
made those Glossary Contexts, or no.

+ Glossary 2
. obs— 1 [as if a. L. *glossd/ ms,

f glossa Globs j#.1] = Glossator.

1703 Hicm rincill Pnest cr 11 i 1 1 1 he Glossal les hai e
the Confidence to say 1 hat the Pope can change the
nature of things, can make (or ci eate) Something out of
Nothing.

Glossate (glps<? l-t), » [f medL glossal-, ppl.
stem of glossdre to gloss, f glossa Gloss sb 1]
ii ans To write glosses or a commentary upon,
1884 Cape Law frnl I 219 Much, of their time was de-

voted to expounding and * glossatmg 1
the ancient writings.

Glossator (gl?st71 toi) Also 4 glosatour, 7,

9

glossater. [a. med L glossator (cf F glossaieur),

agent-n. f glossdre to gloss, f glossa Gloss sb T
]A writer of glosses

, a commentator , spec one of
the mediaeval commentators on the texts of Civil

and Canon Law
C1380 WYCLir Sel Wks III 258 pe wordis of pes .glosa-

touris passip Goddis lawe 1530 Hooper fonas v 122 b,
Ihe glossator in terpi eteth these wordes m y° Canon of the
Masse (fnbe hec perfect i)

_
1593 Bell Motives Romish

Faith Pref (1605) 4
r
I he Popish parasites, the glossators of

the Canons, ascribe more magmficall titles unto the Pope
1619 Brent tr Saipi's Counc Tient vm (1629) 816 Hee
foibade all Glossators, and Commentatois to expound it

1726 Ayliite Pm ergon 29 In tins Respect the Glossators
Opinion must be false and erroneous in Point of Law 182a
T Taylor Apiileius vn 164 note. These words were written
by some glossator 1886 I M. Rigg in Diet Nat Bwg
V I 145 1 he Summa or Manual of the civil law compiled by
the celebrated glossator, Azo of Bologna
Hence G-lossato rial a

,
of the nature of glosses.

1899 Strachan in Phtlol hoc Irans Jan , From the lest
of the glossatonal literature [«. besides the Wurzburg
Glosses] have been given only instances which [etc 3

Glossecollite (gl^szkp bit). Min [irreg f

Gr y\£icroa tongue (dative yXmaa-Q) + no\k(arr6ai)

to adhere + -ite So called by Shepard 1857 from,

its propel ly of adhering to the tongue ] A white
earthy variety of halloysite.

1857 C U Shepard Min (ed 3) Suppl p in, Glosse-
collite Adheres strongly to the tongue 1892 Dana JlJut
688 Glossecolhte is milk white and earthy

Glossed (gl^st), ppl a 1 [f Gloss w.1 +-ED1
]

Furnished with glosses.

1605 Camden Rem 15 Ihe antientist that I can finde, was
found in an antient Saxon, glossed Evangelists, 1628

Jackson WorthyMan litle-p
, Glossed and schohed 1845

Gray es Rom Lawm Eucycl Metrop 779/1 The old glossed
editions consist of five volumes 1886 Stubbs Led Med
Sf Mod Hist \m 308 The Constitutions of Othobon with
those of Otho were the first codified and glossed portions
of the national chuich law

Glossed (glpst), ppl. or. 2 [f. Gloss v 2 + .ed i
]

f a. Invested with a gloss, or bright appearance
Of the eyes: Glazed (obs.). b Of immaterial
things . Wearing an outside show, made to look
specious
a. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev 1. n Wks 1856 I 77

Poore Maria must appeaie ungrac’t Of the bright fulgor of
gloss’d majestee Ibui. 1 v 86 Lies thy cold fathei dead,
Ins glossed eyes New closed up by thy sad mothers hands ?

b. 1631 Massinger Believe as You List 11 11, My tiuth,
thowghyet conceal’d, the mountain es ofThy glossed fictions

in her strength lemov’d. Shall in a glorious shape appeare
1664 H Power Exp Philos Pief 18 Their piofoundest
Speculations herein [are] but gloss’d outside Fallacies 1833
Bright Sp on India 3 June, 11 The glossed and burnished
statement 1892 Baring-Gould Trag Ciesats I 276 He
began his complaints in words of glossed resentment

t Glo’ssem. Obs rare — 1 [ad Gr. yXwffffijfia,

f yXaicroa Gloss sb !] A gloss, comment.
1609 Bp Hall Pliai is 15 CItr Wks (1627) 414 The Church

of Rome shall vie strange glossems and ceremonious obsei-
uations with them [11:1641 Br. R Mountagu Ads <5- Mon
(1642) 420 they are . but a meere glossema, as we call it, a
note by some Reader put downe in the margine for some
memoriall and observation ]

t Glossema’tical, a Obs~° [f medL.
glossematic-us (f. glossemat- Glossjssi) + -al 1

1636 Blount Glossogr , Glossematical, that makes d Com-
ment or Gloss upon a book or text [Ldd 1670-81 Glosso-
viatical ; so 1678 Phillips (ed 4), List Barbarous Words,
Glossomatical

,

belonging to a Gloss or shoit Comment ]

Glosser 1 (gif' sai). [f. Gloss v 1 + -er i.J

One who glosses a text ;
= Glossator

1603 Sir C ITeydon fitd Astral xvm 363 The Glossers
are besides theirtext. x643CARYL.SVier Covt 2pWoebeunto
those glossers that corrupt the Text 1708 Hi arne Collect

24 Dec (0.H S ) II 159 Fermannus the Glosser and Inter-
pieter of Rushworth’s MS of the Gospels X747 Warbur-
ton S/iais Wks 1778 VII 284 The late Roman writers
and their glossers agiee to give this sense to it [a word]
1886 Stubbs Led Med Mad Hist xm 307 The opinions
of the glosseis are often cited as of equal authority with the
letter of the law.

Glosser 2 (gV S3i) [f Gloss v 2 + -er L] One
who puls on a gloss (in either a material or
immaterial sense).

1828-33 111 Webster. 183S Ure Philos Manuf 204
Ctoppers, singers, glosseis, piesseis, brushers,and steamers.
1889 B Whitby AwakeningM Fenwick III 11 58 A poet
was . an exaggeratoi of trifles a glosser of facts

fGlo'Sser 3
. Obs. Also 6 gloaer. [Of un-

known origin, possibly a misprint for Gloit-EB (the

genuineness of which is attested by the alphabetical

position ofgloffai e,gloffynge in the Winchester MS.
of Promp. Parv ) ;

but in the 3 quots. below the
reading of the original editions is cleaily glo(s)ser

,

glossyng Cf Glowsing vbl, sb ] A glutton So
also CHo ssing-

vbl. sb., gluttonous eating.

1 U9-2
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*54g Lathim Set/// bp/ Edw VI

,

m E vij b, Some
sayed that he had a Deuyil wythin lum, a glosei

,
a di incker,

a pot-companion Ibid vi T ny, They were wonte to goo a
erode in the fyeldes a shootynge, but nowe it is turned in to

f
lossing, gullyng, and whonnge wythin the housse 1560
econ Jewel ofjoy Wks II 27 They fall to banketynge,

drynkyng, gullyng and glossyng, to bunting . . and al the
dayes of their life they hue dissolutely.

t Glo’ssful, a Obs rare - l
. [f Gloss sb% +

-pol ] Full ot gloss, glossy
*606 Mahston Sophontsba 1 11, Instead of my soft armes

Clasping his well strong Inns with glossfull steele

Glosaic (gif? sik), a. and sb. [f Gr. yXuiaaa
tongue, language + -10.] Applied by A. J. Elks
to a phonetic system of spelling invented by him
m which each letter or digraph represents the sound
which it most commonly expresses in English Usu-
ally absol as sb
1871 Ellis E E Promote, in p v, For the purpose of

writing all English dialects in one alphabet on an English
basis, I have improved the Glossotype of Chapter vi

,
and

append its new form under the name of Glossic 1879 Sat
Rev 13 Sept 322 1 he glossic alphabet 1880 A ihe/ieenm

4 Sept 302/3 Mr Ellis’s glossic, although admirably con-
trived for its purpose, is hideous to look at

Glossily, Glossiness see after Glossy.
Glossing (glp siq), ppl. a [f Gloss vP- 4-

-ing ±
] That glosses (in senses of the vb ).

1581 T. Howell Denises (1879) 175 Glossing sliewes clokt
vnder friendships vayle 1701 Rowe Amb Step-moth v
ri 2500, I am not lucky at the glossing Ait Of catching
Girls with Words. 1855 Costello Star Screen 8 Rudenz
. had the gift of a glossing tongue

Glossist (gif? sist). [f Gloss sb 1 + -ist ] A
writer of glosses

; a commentator
1641 Baker Apol Laymen 91 The Scribes and Pharises

were no Priests
,
yet whogreatei Glossists 165a Collingi s

Cement/or P/o/ ix (1653) 49 AH which savour of a Glossist,
or a Casuist 1880 Ltbr. Utiiv JCnowl II 74 [Azo, TJmv
Bologna, 13th cent ] was one of the most eminent of the
glossists, or commentators of his time

Glossitis (gtysai tis). Path. Also Glottitis

[f Gr yXSiatra tongue + -iris ] Inflammation of
the tongue.
1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed. 4} I 93 They are widely

different from the instances maie commonly recorded, which
are specimens of glossitis 1878 Habershon Dis Abdomen
(ed 3) 35 Inflammation of the tongue or glossitis is also a
disease which varies greatly in seventy
Hence CHossi tic a, pertaining to, or affected

With glossitis. t854 in Mayne Expos Lex
Glossless (gipsies), a [f Gloss sb ^4 -less]

Without gloss or lustre

1849 A J Symington Harebell Chimes 186 Ripening sloes
Of glossless downy purple. 1885 Middleton in hncyel
Brit XIX 613/1 The glossless vases painted m dull ochre
browns and reds

Glossly (glpsli), a uire-°. [f Glosses
4- -ly 1

]
‘ Appearing specious

,
bright.’

1847 m Craig Hence in mod Diets.

Glosso- (glp so), rarely glotto- (glp to), before
vowels sometimes gloss-, combining form of Gr
yXS>a<ra, yXSiTra, tongue, m some mod. anatomical
terms. OUo ss(o)-epiglo ttic a (also Giotto-),
CHo sso-epiglottid a

,
OUo sso-epiglotti clean a

,

pertaining to the tongue and to the epiglottis

Glossolijral a and sb [Hy(oid) + -al] a adj
pertaining to the tongue and to the hyoid bone;
b sb a bone or cartilage extending forwards from
the basihyal, and constituting the hard basis of the
tongue. Glo sso-lary ngeal a , pertaining to the
tongue and to the larynx GHo sso-phary ngeal a

,

pertaining to the tongue and tothe pharynx orgullet
'1847 Craig, *Glossoepiglottic 1857 Dunglison Med Le.t

,

Glossepiglottic 1872 Cohen Dis Throat zo The “glotto-
epiglottic fold Ibid 51 The glosso-epiglottic ligament,
the bridle rein forcing the epiglottis to participate in
the movements of the tongue. 1849-52 Todd Cycl Anat
IV, 11 1121 Three folds . passing from the base of the
tongue to the epiglottis, called the “glosso epiglottid folds
1881 Mivart Cat 230 The *glosso epiglottidean muscles
pass from the back of the tongue downwards, to the base of
the front of the epiglottis. 1854 Owen in Circ Set , Organ.Nat I 177 A bone directed forwards, entering the substance
of the tongue, called ‘ “glossohyal ’ 1872 Mivart Elem
Anat 124 A long, median, projecting process, termed a
glosso-hyal *872 W Aitkin Su <$• Tract Med fed 6) II
283 In “glosso laryngeal paralysis the lower part of the face
alone remains motionless 1823 Crabb Tech/tol Diet

,

Glossopharyngeal nerves
, the ninth pair of nerves i88t

Mivart Cat 274. The 9th, or Glosso-Pharyngeal nerve
has its deep origin in the grey matter of the posterior pait
of the medulla oblongata

Glossoceie (glp’suslT) Path [f. Glosso- +
Gr. Kfibaj tumour. Cf F glossoceie) 'Protrusion
of the tongue from the mouth in consequence of
inflammatory swelling, hypertrophy, salivation, or
other cause ’ (Syd Soc Lex 1885).
1823 m Crabb Technal Diet 1857 Dungi ison Med Lex,

426 A chronic glossoceie

1* Glo'ssocome. Obs — 1 In <S glossocombe
[a. F. glossocome

,
ad Gr. yXajffadrcoixov, var. of

ykojcaoKopeiov

.

see next.] = next.
*597 A, M tr. Gutllemeau's Fr Chirurg Cnjh/i The

extended Arme, on the Glossocomhe or Amhi (Hippocrates)

II Glo ssoco-mium. Obs [modL, ad Gr
yXoiatrottofidov, lit, a case to keep the reeds or

tongues of musical instruments, f yXwaaa tongue

4 KOfiieiv to take care of.] A case or frame for

reducing a fiactured or dislocated limb
1676 [see Commander 7] 1704 m Harris Lex Tech

Glossograph. (gtystlgiaf). [(1) f. Glosso- 4-

-graph, (2) ad Gr. yXanrooypcujj-os

.

see next]
1 A contrivance for reproducing speech automa-

tically by electrical action

*883 Pall Mall G 27 Sept 11/2 A new Electrical Miracle.
Gentilh’s glossograph

2 = next

1885 Amer Jml Phtlol VI 158 A glance at this scholium
lb enough to show that its authoi, like so many othei editors
and glossographs made up a good pait of his note
directly from his text

Glossographer (glpsp grafai) Also Glotto-
GBAPHElt [f Gr yXwaaoypcupos (f yAaicnro-GLOSSO-

4 -ypa<pos, f ypatpuv to write) 4- -Elt 1 Cf. F glos-

sographe ] A writer of glosses or commentaries
1607 TorsELL Four./ Beasts (1658) 457 Avicen and his

glossographer 1679 Blount Anc Tenures Pref 3 Some
[words] I believe may pose the ablest Glossographer now
living 1771 Raper in Phil Trans LXI 516 The Glosso-
grapher last quoted makes 9 Nmrnni equal to £ of a Siltqua
1818 Rebecca Warner Epist Curios Ser 1 171 note, Abel
Boyer, a well known glossographer 1846 Grote Greece 1

xxi. II 375 note, In the verbal criticism of Hotnei the
Alexandrine litei ati seem to have madea very great advance,
as compared with the glossogiaphers who preceded them

Glossography (gW graft) [ad F. glosso-

graphic
,
f glosso- Glosso- + -yparpia writing ]

I The wilting of glosses or commentaries, the

compiling of glossaries

1623 Cockeram, Glossographie, an expounding of stiange
words 1721-1800 Bailly, Glossograpliy, the art of writing
a glossary 1827 Pollok Course T. vm (i860) 216 Glos-
sography itself scarce more Of folly raved

2. A description of the tongue
1842 in Dunglison Med Diet and in some later Diets

3 A descnption orgtoupuig of languages.
1889 in Century Diet
Hence GHo ssogra pineal a

,
pertaining to, or of

the nature of, glossograpliy

*727 111 Bailey vol II 1846 in Worcester
II Glossolalia (gty suite ha) Also in anglicized

form gloasoialy. [f. Gr yXexrcro- Glosso- +
-XaXia speaking, f XaXictv to speak ] The faculty

or practice of speaking with * tongues \
1879 Farrar St Paul 1 52 Those soliloquies of ecstatic

spiritual emotion which were known as Glossolaha, or, ‘the
Gift of Tongues' 1882 — Ea/ly Ckr II 446 In Corinth
the terrible abuses of glossolaly had led to outbreaks which
entirely ruined the order of worship 1898 W S Lilly in
igth Cent Sept 503 Those of the disciples who possessed
that singular gift of glossoialy, or speaking with tongues
Hence CHosso lalist [-1ST], one who speaks with

‘ tongues ’

1879 Farrar St Paul II 81 The rivalry of unmeaning
sounds among the glosso!ahsts

Glossological (gl/?sol^dgikal), it!, [f Glosso-
logy + -10 + -al ] Of or pertaining to glossology.
1716 M DaVTFSAthen Brit I 103 Revivers ofthe Hebiew

and Oriental 1 ongues ui England were Robert Wakefield
and Robert Sherwood, who writ several little Essays of
their Glossological Faculties m that Oriental Commerce
1807 W Taylor in Ann Rev V 535 Long critical and
glossological comments, aie provided 1868 Lowell Shahs
Pr, Wks 1890 III 27 We should demand a thorough
glossologies knowledge of the English contemporary with
Shakespeare

Glossologist (glpsp lodgist) [f next + -ist ]
1. a 1 One who defines and explains terms ’ (W
1864). b One versed m the science of language
1817W 1 aylor in Monthly Rev LXXXIII gi Adelung

the greatest glossologist of the present age 1845Whewlli
Indie Creator 164 But what glossolqgist will ventuie to
declaie that the efficacy of such causes has been uniform’
1887 Q Rev CLXIV 144 Colonel Yule lepresents the ideal
glossologist

2. One versed in the pathology of the tongue
7 are

1844 Ridge Glossology 58 This fur is not a moveable
deposit, capable of being scraped off if it were so, a
patient might scrape his tongue to deceive his doctor, but
the Glossologist is not to be deceived by any scrapings.

Glossology (gl(?S(? lodgi). [f Glosso- + Gi.
-Xoyia discourse see -log* ]

1. f a. The study of a language or languages
,

linguistic learning (obs.) b The science of lan-
guage ( = Glqitology)
1716 M Davies A then Brit III Critic Hist 2 They

pitch upon one of the ablest in the Oriental Glossology to
hold forth a little Lecture out of the Hebrew to the Junior
Divines 1808 W Taylor in Ann Rev VI 660We appeal
to every lover of glossology in general, and of English
literature in particular, for assistance to promulgate and to
preserve a supplement to Johnson’s Dictionary, which [etc ]
1847 Whewell Hist Induct Sa. (ed 2) I. 2t Ethnology
and Glossology 1857 Stoddart (title) Glossology, or the
Historical relations of Languages. 1874 Blackie A el/-Cult
35 Study the theoiy of language, the organism of speech, and
what is called compaiative philology or Glossology
2. The definition and explanation of terms m use
m any science

,
also, the assemblage or stock of

such terms (= Tekminology),
1832 Ltndley IntroA Bot 369 Book IV, Glossology

, or, of
the terms used m Botany. x88oGrayStruct Bot Introd 3Glossology or Terminology is a necessary part of Phyto-
graphy or Descriptive Botany.

3 The study of the tongue, in medicine rare
*a44 B Ridge (title) Glossology or the additional means

of diagnosis of disease to be derived from indications and
appearances of the tongue

' J

t Glossomachicall, a Obs nonce-xv'd
[as

iff. Gr. *7Xcoaaojxaxos (f. yXSicroa tongue + -pavos
fighting) 4- -10 4 -al j Given to woidy strife.

1597 G Harvey Trimming T Nashe Wks (Grosart) III
13 God saue you (right glossomachicall Ihomas)

II Glossope’tra. Obs. [mod Lat. use of L.
glossopetra (Pimy), a stone said to have the shape
of the human tongue, a Gi yXo/caoirirpa, f. yXuiooa
tongue + irirpa rock J ? Some kind of fossil tooth.
1668 Evei yn Diary 23 July, At the Royal Society, were

presented dnei s glossa petra's *794 Sullivan View Nat
I 488 Why are the glossopetra and the relics of other fishes
so universally found in the deepest, as well as the most
elevated, strata of the earth ? 1795-8 T Maurice Hindostan
(1820)1 1 xiu 474 I he glossopetne, or sharks’ teeth, found
so plentifully in the island of Malta

Glossophorous (gW forss), a. [f Glosso-
4- Gr

-<f>
6p-os bearing 4 -ous ] Having a tongue

;

said of ceitain Mollusca ‘
?

1885 Science IV 143 (Cent ) The veiy general presence of
jaws in the Glossophoious mollusca

II Glossoplegia (glpoplfdgiH) Path Rarely
m anglicized foim glossoplegy. [mod L

,
f Gi.

yXwcrcro-, yXucrcra tongue 4 rrXijyr) stroke , cf hemi-
plegia ] Paialysis of the tongue.
1854 M ayne E.xpos Lex

, Glossoplegia, glossoplegy 1863N Syd Soc I ’ear bh 1862 79 (title) On Laloplegia, or
Glossoplegia. 1885 Landois & Stirling Text bt Human
Phys II 824 Paralysis of the hypoglossal (glossoplegia)
which is usually central m its origin, causes disturbance of
speech

Glossoscopy (glf>Sf? skclpi). [ad* Gr. *7Acu<r<ro-

tTKotria
, f 7Xcocao-, yhweroa tongue 4- -a/coma in-

spection ]
‘ The inspection or observation of the

tongue for the purposes of the diagnosis and the
treatment of disease’ (Syd Soc. Lex. 1885)
1854 in MAYNr Expos Lex

Glossotheca (gtyso]«-ka) Ent [mod L glosso-

Iheca, f Gr yXcocraro-, yXSicraa tongue 4- Otjktj case ]
The longue-case, or that pait of the integument ot

a pupa which encloses the haustellum
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol (1828) III xx\ 250 The glos

sotheca covers both the legs and tongue in some of the
sphinxes

Glossotomy (gW tomi). Swg [f Glosso-
+ -Topta cutting] a Dissection of the tongue
b Amputation or excision of the tongue
1842 in Dunglison Med Diet and in later Diets

Glossotype (glp sotaip) [f Glo.sso- + Type.]
One of the systems of phonetic symbols invented

by A J Ellis (afterwards improved into Glossic)
1867 Ellis F E Pronunc 1 13 1871 [see Glossic]

Glossy (glp si), a. [f. Gloss sb * + -y * ] Hav-
mg a gloss; smooth and shining , highly polished ,

lustrous
, spec, m Path

,
designating morbid symp-

toms, as glossy skin
,
glossy tongue

1556 J Hlywood Spider # F \xxvm 141 Yet hath that
glossy web estimacion more 1635-56 Cowley Davideis m
675 Merabs long hair was glossy chestnut brown 1667
Milton /1 L 1 672 1697 Drvoen Vi/g Past 11 72 Myself
will search For downy Peaches and the glossie Plum 1702
Popp Sappho 44 Glossyjett is pair’d with sinning white 1766W Gordon Gen Counting ho 430, ioj yards striped glossy
silk 1796 Kirwan Elem hint (ed 2)1 183 Its stieak some-
what glossy. 1808 Med Jrul XIX 224 His eyes were of
a glossy white, and his tongue furred 1861 Hughes Join
B/oxon at OxJ iv, He comes in a very glossy hat, the only
man m the room not in cap and gown 1870 J Paget Swg
Path (ed 31 11 32 The American army surgeons havecon-
fiimed my description [in 1864] of this ‘glossy skin ’ 1877
Black Green Past xxxi, 'I he sharp conti ast. between the

daz/lmg white of the tables and the glossy black faces and
heads of the waiters 1897 AMutt's Syst Med III 345 If

general it [1 e glossitis] is often called glossy tongue

b. fig Having a specious appearance or fair

oulwaid show.
1698 Fryer rice E India <5 P 269The adulterate and glossy

Customs in esteem among the Persians *724 R Wklion
Snbst Chr Faith 359 They appear varnish’d, fair, and
glossy to the world *791 Bosweli Johnson an 1754 I 143
He [Ld Chesterfield], however, with that glossy duplicity

which was his constant study, affected to be quite uncon-
cerned 1796 Mod Gulliver's Trar 154 Protect chicane

with lhet’ric’s glossy shew 1857 H. S Randall/’ Jeffer-

son I xv 616 To a pure mind, there is something at first

revolting m the smooth, glossy pretences of diplomacy !

c. Comb
,
asglossy-black, -leaved, -rinded, -white

adjs
1806 R. Cumberland Mem (1807) II 107 Dishevelled locks,

“glossy black as the plumage of the 1 aven 1784 CowrtR
Task 1 314 Some “glossy leav’d, and shining m the sun

1880 C 1< Markham Pei uv Bark 251 A large proportion

were of the glossy-leaved myrtle family and composites

1757 Dyer Fleece 1 35 The tall growth of “glossy-rinded

beech 1806 R. CumberlandMem (1807) II 83 Streaming

with blood down his “glossy-white sides from the shoulder

to the flank

Hence CHo ssily adv
,
Glossiness.

1680 Boyle Prodncihlen Chyrn Pnnc 1 50 Their Surfaces

had a smoothness and glosiness much suipassmg whatever

I had observed in Marine or Common Salt. 1727 Bailey

vol II, Glossily, with a Lustre or Brightness, also byway
of Shew or Appearance 178* Mad D’Arblay Diary
May, She was struck with the beautiful glossiness of the

paper of a letter 1834 But Husb. I 147 The sleekness
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and glossiness of their coats 1848 C Bromi J. Eyre xvit

173 Her dark hair shone glossily under the shade of an

a?ure plume 1871 Narheys Prev. <5 Cur D/s 11 1. 364
Glossiness of the skin

(Host (glpsl) Ceramics, [app a dialectal altera-

tion of Gloss sbA (sense 3) J The lead glaze used

for pottery. In glost-flreraan, the man who
attends to a glost-oven ( = +giofs-freman) ,

glost-

oven, the oven m which gla/ed waie is fired

(
-glaze-oven, + gloss-oven); glost-placer, the

operative who applies the glost

1875 Knight Diet Meek, Glost-oven i88z IV JFoic

Gloss ,
Glost-oven 1885 Instr to Census Chris \\i § 4

(China, Porcelain Manufacture) Glost Place)
,
Putman *899

Rep Commission in Westm Gaz 27 Mar 6/2 i hat young
persons and women should be excluded fiom employment as

glost placers in factories where lead glaze is used

Glotam, -any, obs forms of Gluttony.
Glot(e, Gloten, obs. fF. Gloat v ,

Glutton.
Gloten-, Gloter- • see Glutton-, Gluttlr-.

t Glo'ther, v. Obs Also 4 gloper, gluter,

glutlier, 6 Sc gluder [Cf. Glaver v.] a.

frans To flatter ,
to cajole, b. tntr. To use

flattering terms
;
to gloze

<2x300 Cursor M 8401 (Cott ) Ne nobier 1 kepe }?e gab ne

glower {Giitt to gabb ne glose] cxyjs Sc Leg tuunts

,

Baphsta 495 Scho glutei it hyrne rytlit ofte With wysing
fare & wordis softe Ibid , Agnes 118 pane |ie prtfet newit

his spek & gluthiyt hir with wordis mek. 7<x X550 hreu is

Bei tuicIm hi Dunbar’s Poems (1893) 286 Tlur silly Frenis

with wyfiis weill cowld gluder

Hence f G-lo'tliering vbl. sb

,

flattery. Also

f Glo therer, a flatterer

c *3*5 b'/eti . Horn 37 Thir glotherers That in thair an hand
fir beres, In the tothei watei ber thai llnd

,

Thai kitidel

baret wit baebiting, And slokenes it wit thair glotlieung

c 1375 Sc Troy-bk 11 1257 He our-comtnys lne gluthet-

ynges And thrught arte fallas of spekynges

Glotor-, Gloto(ti)n- • see Gluttm?-, Glutton-.

Glotn, -ne, -ry, var ff Gluttjjky, Obs.

Glottal (glp tal), a [f Glott-18 + -al ] Per-

taining to, or produced in, the glottis.

1846 m Worcester (who cites Ch Obs l i86oHaidlman
Anal, Orthogr iv 30 Neither Latin, Gieek, nor English
takes the Hebrew Q, which represents a glottal K Ibid
vu 37 Ihe larynx is reduced within to a nmrow opemng,
extending back and front, n lined the glottal fissure 1877
SwrET HandbK, Phonetics 11 6 The most familiar example
of this ‘ glottal catch ’ is an ordinary cough

Glottalite (gty tabit). Min. [f. Glotta
,
an

alleged ancient name of the river Clyde (for Clota,

Tacitus) + -LITE ] = Edingtonite
1836 T, Thomson Mm I 328 Glottalite .. coats one bide

of a fragment of greenstone x868 Dana Mm (ed 5) 417
Glottalite is probably edingtonite, mixed with harmotomc.

Glo'tten, v Sc local (See cjuot.)

1825-80 Jamieson, Gloiteu (1) to thaw gently , (2) a riser

is said to be glottenit

,

when it is a veiy little swelled, Us
colour being somewhat changed, and the froth floating on its

surface.

Hence + Glo tmt ppl a
,
clotted. Of the eyes

:

? Bloodshot.
*5*3^* f ’r>! vu 77 Keuthfullyin vans behald-
ali< 1, 1, % M 1 , lotnjt ene Ibid v vi 74 Nism,
fallib, vnhappely, Apon the glotlmt blud,

Glotteme, obs. form of Gluttony.

t Glo-tter, v Obs [? echoic ] inti To chatter
1656 W D ti Comemus' Gate Lat Uni § 252 6g ’llie

Snake hisseth, the Eagle clangeth, the Stork glottereth, the
Chough caweth 1688 R Holme Armomy 11 310/2 The
Stork glottereth, this is a kind of fictitious teimirom the
sound, chattereth

Glottery, var Gluttery, Obs.

Glottic (glp tik), a 1 [ad Gr y\camicus, f

yKSirra, Attic form of yXmaaa tongue ] Of or

pertaining to language or ‘ tongues’ , linguistic.

1802 \V. Taylor in Monthly Mag XIII. 10 I hat van-
quisher of glottic difficulties, Joshua Sylvestei

.

So f Glo ttical a, concerned with the study of

languages.
1660 Evelyn Mem (1857) III. 132 Dr Petty had a

mam design to eiect a Glottical College

Glottic (glptlk), a a [f GLOTT-JS + -1C] Of
01 pertaining lo the glottis

*839-47 Todd Cycl Aunt III 573 The usual opeialion
for urgent glottic dyspnoea 1885 \yd .Sot Lex

,
Glottic

souffle, the sound heard through the stethoscope ovei the
neck produced by the passage of the air through the glottis
in respiration 1896 A llbnit's Syst, Med I 746 Hoarseness
is the commonest foi m [of paraphonia] being a lesion of the
simple glottic sound and not of the aiticulated voice

Glottid (glp tid) [a Gr yXwmS-, yXcorns
Glottis,] A vocal sound pi oduced by the glottis
*88o SwLETm gth President's Address to Philol Roc 43
No consonants are more liable to be absorbed into the
preceding vowels than these " glottids ’ 1888 A J Ellis
Pronunc. for Singers vu 56 ‘ Glottids ' are actions of the
glottis and the parts connected with it

Glottidean (glpti dian), a [f as if L *gldt-

tide-us (f. glottid- Glottis) + -an ] Of ot pei tam-
ing to the glottis.

*859 Todd Cycl Anat V 283/2 The glottidean chink is
embraced by two minute semilunar pieces of cartilages

Glottis (gif' tis). [a mod.L glottis

,

a Gr
yXarris, f yXS/TTa var. of yXajcraa tongue ] The
opening at the upper pari of the trachea, or wind-
pipe, and between the vocal chords, which, by its
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dilatation and contiaction, contributes to the mo-
dulation of the voice
1578 Banister Hist Man iv. 50 Glottis is a long lift

placed m the middest of Larinx 1615 Crook c Body Man 636
ihe Larynx and the whistle or pipe thereof which we call
Glottis 1602 Ray Creation, li 103, I believe the Beaver
hath the like Epiglottis exactly closing the Larynx or
Glottis, and hindring all Influx of WateV 1767 Gooch
Treat Wounds I in When more an passes out through
the aperture, than enters them through the glottis, onmuila
of the larynx 1859 Darwin One Spec \xvii (1878) 148
The beautiful contrivance by which the glottis is closed

Glottiscope (glp tiskuup). [f glotti-s + Gr.
-ffKonos looker ]

= Laryngoscope
1878 T. Bryant Bract Sttrg (1879)11 26The fiist laryngo-

scope was introduced to the profession in 1829 by the
late Dr B G BabmgLon, under the tenn "glottiscope’

Glottitis (glplai Its). Path, [f Gr. yXSnra
tongue (see Glottis) + -iris ]

- Glossitis.
Giotto- • see Glosso-.

Glottogonic (gtyogp nilcl a [f Glotto- (see
Glosso-) + Gr yovue-os pertaining to production ]
Relating to the origin of language or languages
1885 Encyt l Brit XVIII 782/1 The general interest still

clung to Bopp’s old glottogonic problems 1805 M Bloom-
riELD in A met Jml, Philol XVI 412 Reduplication, 111

early glottogonic pettods of language, cannot have repre
sented anything more than an attempt to make an idea tarry

t Glotto'grapher. Obs - 1 [f asprec +Gi
-ypa<f»os, f ypatpeiv lo wnte ] = Glossographeh
1659 Hown l Lc.x Petiagl To Tiu Philol, Touching

Europe, Glottographeis tell tis that she hath eleven
Originall, Independent, and Mother loungs

Glottology (glf?tq lotlgO [f. as prec + Gr
-Xoyia thscomse see -logy.] 'Ihe science oflan-
guage; comparative philology; = Glossology i b
1841 Prichard Mat, Hist Mtui (1845) 132 Glottology, 01

the histoiy of languages, founded on an accurate analysis
of then lelations, is almost a new held of inquiry. 1849-5Z
Todd Cycl Aunt IV 11 1345 There is no department of
ethnology in which piogiess is at piesent so rapid, as it is

in the study of glottology 1868 Max Mulilu in Set Ess
{1881 ) I 29 'lhc conception of a Science of language, of
Glottology’, was reserved foi the nineteenth century

Hence Glottolo gic, G-lottolo gical adjs — Glos- -

sologioal; GlottoTog,ist= Glossologist i b
1848 Edin Rev LXXXVIII 478 Thus it appeals that

glottological consideiations afford a strong presumption in

favour of the origin of the nations ofAsia, Europe, America,
and Polynesia, from one common stock 1874 Sayce Compa?
Philol vi 236 As glottologists, we have to begin with roots

1879 Cayily in Inins Phtlol Soc 588 A wide scope for

glottologic observation andiesearch 1883 St James's Gas
26 Jan 6 The glottological aspect of the question, 1893
A ttiamen

m

23 Dec 883/1 A genet alglottologist of the rarest
attainments *

Glotton, -ous, obs ff Glutton, Gluttonous.
Glotun-, Glotyn- • see Glutton-
Glouberd(e, var Gnon baud, Obs

,
glowwoim

Gloucester (glp Staj). The name of an Eng-
lish county; hence elhpt., with prefixes single-,

double the name of a cheese made there, seldom

m full Gloucester cheese

x8oa Lamb Let to Coleudge 4 Nov, If you find the

Miltons m ceitam paits soiled with a crumb of light

Gloucestei look to that passage more especially 1816

limes esJaii ,
Distinguish between Gloucester and Double

Gloucester 1836 E Howuip R Reefer vin, An oblong
yellow substance known among the initiated as single

Gloucester 1838 Dicio ns O ’I wist xxxix, Pound of best

fresh
,
piece of double Glo’ster. 1871 M Collins Mrq <5

Me*ch, I 11 57 Home-made bread and double Gloucester
cheese

Gloue, obs, var Gloyv v I

II Grlou-morceau (ghqmuiso). Also gloufc-

[A provincial hr name (Godefr. s.v. glouP, lit

* tit-bit ’.] A kind of peai

1859 Thompson Gardener's Assist 483 Glow Moiceau a
desseit pear of the highest excellence i860 ! hokh.au
Autumn (1892) 95 Then excellence is in then flavor, which
speaks to a grosser sense, they ai e gleutdiwiciaus 1897-8
Rivi us Catal Fimt-tncs B Clou Morctait, a well known
and excellent melting peai

Gloup, v. Obs. e\c dial. [Cf. Globbe, Gloee,
Glop, Gulp] Dans. To gulp, swallow greedily

136a Langl P Pi A v 191 ’ill Gloten liedde I-gloupet

[Tire ygloppul, y-gulpid, y-golpedj A Galoun and a gille

1893 Hoi thumb Gloss ,
Gloup

,
to gulp, to swallow

G-lour, obs. form ol Gloweb.
G-louse worm©, var. Globe-yvorm, Obs

Gloat (giant), sb 1 are [f the vb ] A frown

;

a sullen look In the ^ lout in the sulks.

1641 Copie ofLet etc (N ), Ben Johnson cast a glout,

And swore a mighty oath liee’d pluck him out 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) II xx, 140 My mamma was in

the glout with hei poor daughter all the way
Glout (glaut), v. Now rate. Also 4-8 glowt.

[Perh an ablaut vanant of Gloats] intr. To
look sullen, frown, scowl Const, at, upon.

13 . Coer de L 4770 He gan to moorne, and held hyni
stylle , He glowtyd, and gan to syke. 1611 Biot E '1 rausl

Pref 2 The same setteth hunselfe vpon a stage to be giouted
vpon by euery euil eye a i6yg Ld. Orrluy Gusman iv,

Guzman glouts at her, sighs, and folds his Aims 1699
Gari h Dispens ii (1706) i7Gloutingwith sullen Spight the

Fury shook Hei clottei’d Locks vjtABrit ApollatAo 91

3/2 He'd Glowt, She stil'd it eager Glances 1750 Coventry
Pompey Little 1 x (1783) 27/1 They had giouted at one
another for several day’s. 1884 Baring-Gould Mehalah
xx. 279, 1 will not have you glouting in theie any longer.

b. transf Of the clouds, weather, etc

1739 H Walpolt Coir (1820) I 35 Heavy clouds that

hung glouting 1831 Fr. A Kemble in Rec Girlhood (1878)

III 9 As sulky a day as ever giouted m an English sky

Hence CJlou tmg vbl sb. and ppl a
c 1460 J RussellBk Nnrtut e 281 Glowtynge ne twynkel-

ynge with youre y3e ne to heuy of chere. 1641 Milton
Ch Govt 1 (1851) 4 Even that Feast of love and heavenly-
admitted fellowship became the Subject of horror, and
glouting adoration, pageanted about, like a dreadfull Idol
1IS73 R. Head CantingAcad 63 They saw a blackish thing
with a broad glouting Countenance 1735 Somervili i

Chase tv 200 If, in dark sullen Mood, The glouting Hound
refuse his wonted meal [etc ] 1749 Fict ding Tom Jouesv11

1

mu, Mis Western had been 111 what is vulgaily called a
glouting humour ever since 1754 Richardson Grandtsott.

IV xx ijo If I find his aspect very solemn— Come, come,
no glouting, friend, I will say <11763 Shenstone hu
(17651 212 'lheie are some people who find a gloomy kind
of pleasure in glouting

Glout, var Gloat sb 2
,
Glut sbP

Glouttonnous, obs form of Gluttonous.
Gloutyn ge, var. Glutting vbl sb t

Glovar(e, obs. form of Glover.
Glove (glflv), sb. Forms • 1 gl6f, 4-5 glofe,

(4 Sc gluwe), 5 g]owe,gluff, 5-7 gloove, 5-7 At

gluif, glufe, 6 Sc. gluve, 3- glove [OE glop

str. fem (also wk pi gldfati) ~ON gldfewk masc.
By some scholars consideied to repi esent an 0 Feut #̂ <r-

Idfa, -on-, f ga- prefix (see Y-)+lbf- root of Goth. Idfa, ON
Idfe, hand (see Loot Sc ' ]

1 A covering for the whole of the hand, usually

one with a separate sheath for each finger. Hawks'
glove =s hawking-glove (see Hawking vbl sb ).

Glove of mail, a gauntlet.
Beowulf (Z ) 2083 Glof hangode . Sio wass oiSoncum eall

Sesyrwed deofles cra.ftum ond dracan felliim <21000 Pi on

t

L/fc Guthlac xi. (1848) 34 WilfnS cwte3 Jraet he forlete

Ins twa glofan on Jxun scipe c 1205 Lay 28581 Mon nnhte
1 bur® lasten twa glouen lfiraste c 1470 Henry If'aHate
ix 169 The Rede Reiffar .. Held out a gluff, in takyn off

the trew 1530 Palsgr 225/2 Glove of mayle, nutaigne de
fer 1594 Bakni vein Affect hheph 11 xvn, NewGloues to
put vpon thy nulk white hand lie giue thee 1642 Ftuu 1*

Holy * Piof St iv v 262 Never saw I glove that would
seive both hands 1711 Sip.UC Sped No 109 IP 5 He
would sign a Deed that passed away half his Estate with
lus Gloves on 1715 De Foi. Bam Instruct 1 1, Another
Sunday, for want of a pair of gloves you stayed at home
1801 Strutt Spot ts Past t. 11 §9 At Hampton Court,
in the jewel house, were seven hawkes' gloves embroidered
18x3 Scott Trterm 1 xn, I* rom beneath his glove of mail,

Scann'd at I11S ease the lovely vale 1849 Rock Ch of
Fathers II. 162 note, Ihis form of the episcopal glove, with
its tassel, or tuft of silk, is well seen 011 Archbishop Chiche-
ley’s effigy, in Canterbury Cathedral.

b A pair ofgloves given as a pi esent or claimed
asafoifeit(seequots 1714am! 1828); fmentioned
as a pretext for making a present in money (cf.

glove-money). White gloves (see quot 1851).
1363-7 Buchanan Ref01 hi St Audios Wks (1892) 14 Sa

niony of the assistandis to thys act as be graduat m divimte
sal half for their presens and decoryng of the act, ane

pair of glims 1631 Shirlev Love's Cruelty v n, Mt [a

servant] Pray excuse me sir 1 Hi Twill pm chase but a
pan of Gloves 1714 Gay Sheph Week Sat 38 Cic’ly, brisk
maid, steps forth before the rout. And kiss'd with smacking
lip the snoring lout For custom says. Whoe’er this ventut e

S
roves, For such a kiss demands a pan of gloves 1741
Iichardson Pamela II. 346 You’ll accept of that foi a Pan

of Gloves, on this happy Occasion , and I gave him ten

Guineas *755 Mem Capt P DiakelA 111 148 He squeezed
a Louis d’Or into my Hand for a Pair of Gloves 18*8
Scoit J< M Path v, Ihou knowest the maiden who ven-
tmes to kiss a sleeping man, wins of him a pan of gloves.

1851 Ofic, Catal, Gt Exhib 576 White gloves are pre-

sented to the Judges on occasion of a maiden assize.

fo A symbol of investituie, in to grant and
assign by a glove Sc. Obs
1493 ExUacts Aberd Reg (1844)1 31 Alexander Irujne
gaff, gianlit and assigmt be ane gluff to David lrwyne,

lus sone, all and hale his gudis beand within the landis of
Coule. [1727-41 Chamiurs Cycl s v, Ihe custom of

blessing gloves, in the coronation of the kings of France, 1

,

a remain of the eastern practice of giving possession with
the glove ]

d. as token of a pledge or of a challenge to

battle. Also to f cast
,
take up, throw (down) the

glove lit andfig. v

13 , Sir Bettes lA ) 4137 Here glouen }>ai golinevp holde In
at forward, a 1440 6 tr Deguv, 183 Be he squiere othei e

nj ght Here mygiove one to ffyght 1481 Caxton Reynard
(Ai b.) 102 And therto I caste to the my gloue and take thou it

vp I shal hau e right of the or deye therfore, 1535 Sa ewari
C ion, Scot II 69* Syne kest his gluif to preif that all wes
liew. 1579 Gosson Apot ScA Abuse (Arb ) 64 But if they
take vp my gloue, and enter the Lyste I will teach them
to know the weyght of my clubbe 1599 Shaics Hen V,
iv 1 226 Heere's my Gloue Giue mee another of thine

1606— Tr <§- Cr iv iv 63 1607— 1 imon v iv 49, 1896
i'HOUDB Counc 'Brent 11. 44 Luther was, throwing down
the glove to the whole system of ecclesiastical domination

+ e. ? set lip on a post to indicate the goal of a
race Obs. (Cf. Glaive 1 b )
c 1380 [see Glaive i b] 1555 Latimer Let. in Strype Eccl
Mem 11721) III 11 ioi He that runnythe at the Merk, doth
not loke on other that stands by,, but lokyth altogether on
the Glove or Merk 163a W. Lithgow Trav iv 156 The
custome of the great Turke is, euery Friday to run at the
Gloue in a open place before all the people,with some Hagars,
or yong striplings that accompany him, who haue the Gloue
hanging as high on a sticke, as we haue the ring with vs

f, Haases . To ft like a glove : to fit or suit



GLOVE. 234 GLOW.
perfectly To handle without gloves to treat
severely or without mercy. + Not to set at a glove
to contemn utterly To gofor the gloves {Racing)
to bet recklessly Also Hand and glove
C1430 Pilgr LyfMankode iv ix (i86gl 180 ,

1

hatte jolyf.
nesse >e Iyghte J>at sette nouht alle daungeres at a
gtooue. 1771 Smollet r Hwuph Cl 10 June Let 1, Ihe
boots fitted me tike a glove 1861 Whyte MllvillkMU Hath 74 It won’t be my fault to-morrow if I don't
'go for the gloves ’, as we used to say m the Old Country
187*5 E -h itzGer.yld Lett (1889) I 3S9 Boccaccio must be
read m his Italian, as Cervantes In his Spanish the Lan-
guage fitting either * like a Glove’ as we say 1886 Eaiu
Sun put etc Racing (Badm ) 77 The whole legion of stable-
followers is ‘ going for the gloves ’ Ibid 255 Hardly worth
mentioning are the backers who come in for a hit-or-miss
dash at the ring—' to go for the gloves as it is called in
Tuif parlance .1892 Nation (N Y ) 5 May 345/2 The
prophets and practitioners of the naturalistic school are
here handled without gloves

2 =Boxing-glove [see Boxing vbl sl> ] Glove
ofdeath — Cestus 2.

*7*5 .
Porn Odyss vitt 140 Laodame whirls high, with

dreadful sway, The gloves of death 1847 Alb Smith Chi
Tadpole xl (1879) 345. I put on the gloves with the
Brummagem Clinker, and knocked him about 1890 Besant
Demoniac vi 65 They are capital fellows they put on
the gloves with good temper

f 3 slang Some kind of drinking vessel Obs
*609 Dekkeu Gulls Horn bk Proem 4 The Englishmans

healthes, his hoopes, cans, half cans, Gloues, Frohcks, and
flap dragons
4 . In ILat-maktng

,

a smooth piece of wood,
fastened to the hand by a string, employed m rub-
bing the sheets of felt at the 4

battery’.
1875 in Knight Diet Mech
5 attnb and Comb a simple attrib

,
as glove-

box, -factory, -kid, -leather
, -trade

,

b. objective,
as glove-cleaner

, -maker, -making, -manufacturer,

-saver, -washer, c instrumental (sense 1), as glove-
guarded adj

; (sense 2), as glove-fight, fighter
,

fighting ; d. similative, as glove-shaped adj ; also
glove-like adj

1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Glove-box
, a long paper-

boy for holding gloves Ibid *Glove cleaner 180*
Vvestm Gaz 20 Dec 8/1 At Worcester alone nearly five
miles are coveied by “glove factories 1890 Guardian 24
SpPt 1478/rA glove-fight between F Slavin and J M’Auliffe
1889 A tanda.nl28 Oct

, We must insist on a stop being put to
the revival of the evils, of the Pri2e Ring undei the flimsy
pretext of *glove-fightmg 1796 Colfridgd To Friend
writing no more Poetry 35 These [henbane and nightshade]
with stopped nostril and “glove-guarded hand Knit in nice
lntertesture 1895 Daily News at Mar 5/1 Messrs P

export very largely, sending thousands of pairs of “giove-
kid boots to Australia 1721 Halley m Phil Irons
A.XX.1 178 these Wires we coated with thin “Glove-
leather **790 Imison Sch Art II 29 A piece of paper
or glove-leather, rolled hard and rut almost to a point
like a pencil, is useful to blend the shades 1568 Hist
Jacob Esau iv. viu, I haue brought sleues of kid
next to thy skin to vveare They be made “glouelike, and
for eche finder a stall 1609 Skene Reg Maj 146 It
is statute, that na Skinner nor “Gluifmaker sail make
wool! of sktnnes, from the feast of Whitsonday, vntill
Michaelmes 1830 Gen P Thompson Exerc

, Free Trade
tiSAa) J . 192 But ifthe glove-maker procures a law that gloves
snail not be bought from France, it is plain that Sheffield
goods must stop 1744 Hallett m Pint I runs XLIII
rwi <'vr

at
,
hl* of “Glove-making 1884Pall Mall G 16 May 4/2 The *glove-sewers of the district

assemble at a fixed place and receive their work 1839 Urn.Diet Arts 599 "Glove sewing 1885 Syd Sec Lex
, ^Glove-shaped, having the appearance of the fingerofaglove, as the

of ‘he fc’c-g ove, Digitalis fiurjmiea 1891 PallMadlG s+YXx 3/1 Miss Ada Heather Bigg .goes thoroughlyand with much research into the English "glove trade past
ai1

*(?love

,

waslier^
6 i9

5

/*° Elizabeth Brown

0 Special comb glove-band, 4 a stiap or ribbon
formerly tised to confine the glove round, the wrist
or arm {Cent. Diet), glove-buttoner, a small
button-hook used for buttoning' gloves

, glove-calf
(see quot ) ; glove-clasp, {a) - glove-band

,

(A“ glove-buttoner
, + glove-dog (sense obscure);

glove-finger (see Finger sb 6), glove-hand, an
operative employed m making gloves

, glove-hook- glove-buttoner
\ glove-money, {a) a gratuity

given to seivanfs ostensibly to buy them gloves
( >) Law, extraordinary rewards formerly given to
o cers of English courts, etc

, esp. money given
by the sheriff of a county, m which no offendeis
were left lor execution, to the clerk of assize and the
judges officeis

, glove-sheep (see quot for glove-
J > dove-ailver =glove-money

,

glove-sponge,
a kind of sponge m the shape of a glove

, glove-
stretcher, an instrument m the shape of a pair of
scissors for stretching the fingeis of gloves.
,1?®

$8 SimmontjsZW Ttadc, ’'’Glove-band, a protection forthe glove round the wrist 1885 C T Davis ManufXX
f
U *Glove calf and glove-sheep are also

for too™
ft>1

a
I
B
r
2
CC0 leathel*/and are used principally

SlMM0NDS Dut Trade, *Glove clasp
,
akind °r hook and-eye, or stud, for fastening gloves at tie

a
.
contrlvance

f
or buttoning gloves 1639 Loud

Chanticleers v, IS pj kick you into *g]ove-do|s
;
you

mungrells, hell-hounds, whelps 1864 Hf Spencer Biol
,\
227 A cavity . like that which results in a ''glove fingerwhen the finger is partially withdrawn and* the glove

sticks to its end. 187* T. Cooper Life 165 He was what

is Lalled a * glove-hand 1 and tlieiefoie earned bettu m
S
es

than a stockinger 1729 Jacob Law Diet sv Glove-sill e>

,

Glove-Money has been also applied to e\tr«iordmary Re-
wards given to Officers of Courts, &.c x88x T F 1 Dyer
Dom Folk Lore vn 93 Ihe gift of a pair of gloves was at
one tune the ordinary perquisite of those who performed
some small sei vice ; ana in process of time, to make the re-
ward of greater value, the glove was ‘lined’ with money,
hence the term ‘glove-money ’ sjoiCowel's Intcipr fGlove-
stive)

,
Money given to some Servants by custom to buy them

Gloves as a leward and encouragement of their Labouis
1883 Lady Brassey Ihe Trades 3x1 Theie were bright
seal let "glove-sponges branching up like huge hands 1886
H A BiAKEin Fortn Rev Feb 179 Ihe sponges are soiled
into glove, reef, lamb’s-wool, grass, S.c 1858 Simmonds

Dut 1 rade,*Glove sti etchers.

Glove (glflv), V. [f prec sb.] traits To cover
with, or as with a glove

;
to provide with gloves

Of a thing . To seive as a glove for
*597 Shahs 2 Hen IV, j 1 147 A scalie gauntlet now,

with loynts of steele Must gloue this hand *606 Holland
Sneton 156 They were wont likewise to glove his hands
with his shoes, that as he suddenly awaked hee might rub
his face and eyes ^therewith. 1628 Earle Murocosm

, Vp-
sta-rt Count) ey Knt. (Arb 1 38 Hee is exceeding ambitious
to haue his fist Glou'd with his Iesses- 1853 G Johnston
JvtiL Hist F Ford I 158 Our little girlb glove their fingeis
"’mi them 1887 Bowen Vtrg AEneid v 379 Who dares
challenge him now? Who gloves m defiance ins hands?
1890 Annie Thomas (Mrs. Pender Cudhp)Zwt ofa LadyU
v 39 Miss Daubeny ‘boots’ and ‘gloves’ lieiself fairly well
Hence G-loved ppl a
*573 J Sandford Houis o/Reci (1576) 212 Agloved catte

can catche no myse 1623 MassingtrBondman 11 11, Lady,

I

would descend to kisse your hand, But that ’tis glou’d, and
Ciuit makes mesicke #1658 ClevelannZ itscat a 22 The next
he preys on is her Palms 1 endei as ’twere a Telly glov’d.
1822 Blackw Maef XII 70 Shawl’d, fur tippeted and gloved.
1864 H Spcnctr Btol I 227 If a gloved-finger be taken
to represent a growing shoot

Gloveless (gl» vies), a [f. Glove sb. + -less ]
Having or weai ing no glove or gloves
1812 H & J Smith Rej Addr xiu. (1873) 122 Tender

Beauty Pi 0 trudes her gloveless hand 1858 Chamb. 7> nlX igx Draggled, dirty, gloveless as I was
fig 185* b oru m Q Rev Mar. 422 Charles the Bold ..
put down these turbulent townsmen with a gloveless hand
Glover (glwvai). Also 5 glovare, -ere,

glower(e, gloyfer, glufer, 6 glovar [f. Glove
sb + -er i

] One who makes or sells gloves.
ciewsDcstr Tioy v 1584 Goldsmythes, Glouers, G 11d filers

110 }&$R1d>onl-h -Acts,Joh BryggedeSkelgatt, glower
rSS8 W For alsi Gnsylde it 81 After this Prouerbe The
Glouei (crafielye] brought this reason ynne 1598 Shaks
Merry IV. 1 iv 2t Do’s he not weare a great round Beard,
like a Glouei s pairing-knife? 1600 ChesterPI Banes 124
Vou, of glovers the wholl occupation viza Stryi-l Stoiv’s
Surv (1754)11 v xv 323/1 The Company of Glovers were
incorporated the 10th day of September 1630 1786 H
Watson in Med Comnnm II xro With a glovei’s needle
and thread 1864 A M'Kay Hist Kilmarnock in Ihe
pouth repiesented the tailois

, the breeches, the gloveis
+ D. Wet glover . a maker of leather gloves

*688 R Holme Aimomym 86/2 The Wett-Glover 1724Loud Gas No 6249/7 Humphry Topping Wet Glover
c Comb

,
as glover’s shreds, shreds of glove-

leather used to make size, glover’s stitch, (a) the
stitch used m sewing the seams of gloves

;
{b) (see

quot. 1721)

;

glover’s suture, a suture made with
the glover’s stitch

fS42 MS Acc St. yohn's Hosp , Canterb , Payd for lialfe
a bussheU of glovers schredis jd ob 1672 Wisi man Pi cat
founds 15 In great fluxes of bloud the Glovers stitch is
tiest

j
*7°3 S Art's Imprm' I 44 Take Veimihon and

grind it veiy fine with sue, made of Glovers slueds 1721
Bailey, Glovers stitch (m Surgery), is when the Lips of aWound are sewed upwaids, after the in,inner of Glovers
1767 Gooch Preat Wounds 1 158 Ihe glover’s, spual, or
continued suture, is now only used in wounds of the intes-
tines or stomach. 1886 Ti eves' Man Snrg III 167 An in-
cised Yvound must be stitched up with the Glover's or spiral
suture 1

Gloveress (glo vsres) [f Glover + -ess ]A female glove-maker.
1713 Land Gas No 5009/4 Sarah Lewis a Gloveress by

lmpLoymeiit *837 'I hacki ray Ravcnsivmg iv, A gloveress

( s!f
l

fr
nie mve

^
em ’ 1853 Mrs h Wood Mis llalhb

ttao4)l xvm 99 Quite a colony ofworkwomen—gloveresses

^i^irS?
a' e tormed in the local phraseology

t Glo’very. Obs [f. Glover + -y 'Ll A placem which gloves are made or sold
1483 Catli Angl 160/1 A Glufeiy, cirotheemmm
Gloving (gl»-vnj’)

3
vbl sb. [f Glove sb and

® t

'

ING a The action of putting on gloves
D. The action or piactice of making gloves

, the
work done by a glove-maker
,,796 Ash, Suppl, Gloving, the trade of a glovei 1826

ydiage Ser
,

lr c*863 > a77 Oh Che bracing,
tlie lacing, the bonneting, the veiling, the gloving 1883Ira Words 240 The women earn a few weekly Dence bvglow .89, Miss A Hlath™ B.co NgSt fS
ss to»S"n r„rg"ce

1,v"ych“ '",h a “ightom ",i«>

attrib 1807VANCOUVER Agnc, Devon (1813) 386 The glov-

1-

>

S fu™lslled means of employment to manyGlow (glo«), sb. [f Glow v ]
1 The state or condition of glowing with heata Shining heat. Phr. in a glow (cf Aglow)
*827 Keble Chr y 4th Sund aft Easter vn, The strutr-

ffeP-k of good within T hey quicken to a timely glow.

SstSclfff
0N Foem?’ ^oodaolcs, Drifting sand-heaps

S
feedmy stock In summer’s scorching g ow X85SD G Mitchi f i

Reveries Bailor 82 But my fire is fn a glow. 1878

Hum 1 v Pbysiogr 77 Ihe meiest point remains ,n a stateof glow 1881 Maxvyeil Eh.itr iy Magn 1 56 Ihe eb.
tncal glow is therefore produced by the constant parage of
electricity through a small poi tion ofair in which the tension
lb very nigh olun

b A lively sensation of animal heat. Phr ?«
aglow, colloq {all) of a glow.
*793 Beodous Calculus 194 Ihe glow experienced m com-ing out ofa cold bath 1820W Scokesby^^ Ree II o-n

In chasing each other round the decks, they had excited I
Se"’.al Slow of heat in their bodies 1831 J Davits ManualM)d Med 59 In a few minutes a comfortable glow succeeded
1865 Dicklns i)/.ut Ft 1 m, < Sit close to the fire You mustbe frozen ‘Well Lwzie, I ain’t of a glow, that’s certain

’

2. Brightness and warmth of colour
, a state of

glowing brightness, a flush Applied esp to the
warm red of the cheeks indicating youth 01 health
*600 Shaks A V L ill iv 57 A pageant truely plaidBetweene the pale complexion of true Loue, And the redglowe of scorne 1727-46 'i iiomson Sinrnuer 147 At thee theruby lights its deepening glow 1775 Shfridan Duenna 11

i, then the roses on those cheeks are shaded with a sort of
velvet down, that gives a delicacy to the glow of health
*793 Genii Mag 540/1 The glow of ripe fruits and
declining leaves mark the Autumn *8*3 Scott Rohcbyi 1The moon is in her summer glow 1835 W Irving Tour
J raines 77 We peiceived a mddy glow flushing up the
sky 1855 Macauiay lint Eng mx IV 534 Mary was
Spne. cut oft in the prime of life, 111 the glow of beauty
*8oo Tyndali Crlac n 1 228 The red glow of the mountains
at sunset 1867 Lady Hi hberi Cradle L iv 125 Herface
seemed lighted up with an uneai tlilyglow 1878 Browning
LaSatstaz 85, I baw proceed the tiansmutatton—Jura’s
black to one gold glow
3 . Warmth oi feeling or passion

; ardour
1748 T Mason Elocut 35 Cicero observes that there must

be a Glow 111 oui Stile if we would waim our Hearers iBk
By RON ‘ There'snot ajoy theworldcangive '

1,When theglow
of early thought declines in feeling’s dull decay 1853 | HNewman Hist Sk (1873) II n m 253 On this occasion he
fel t the glow of self-appi obation 1863 Geo Eliot Romola
11 vm, Romola felt herself surrounded and possessed by the
glow of his passionate faith *865 Dickens Mut Erin vi
‘And you come, bi other’, said Mr Wegg m a hospitable
glow 1867 Stani ty Westut Abb vi (1868) 454 In the glow
of a religious revival.

4 Comb

,

some of which may be combs, of vb
Glow glow-beetle, f glow-bug=

G

low-worm ,

glow-discharge, 4
the luminous discharge of elec-

tricity from the pointed conductor of an electric
machine in vigorous action where the electrified
particles of an stieam away’ {Syd Soc Lex

.

1885);
glow-fly =

F

ire-fly; glow-lamp, a lampm which
the light results from the incandescence of a resist-
ing substance e g. carbon, produced by the passage
of an electric cuirent, glow-lighting, lighting by
glow-lamps

i86o Pn sseLab Chew IVondei s 2 Glowwoim,morecoi-
rectly *gl°w-beetle 1781 S Pm rs /list Connecticut 259
The “Glow-bug both crawls and flies, and is about half an
inch long *871 tr hchcllen’s Sfiectr Anal l\x 423 The
“glow-dischaige is perfectly noiseless 17891* Dar\\inj5o/
Card 11 13^ bo shines the *eIow-fly, when the sun retires
*®5* -P H Gosse Naturalists Soj Jamaica 106, 1 will now
speak ofour other luminous insect, the Glow-fly (Pyrophorus
noctlinens) i884 /?rt//j/W<,7v.r6 Mar 5/1 For general domestic
illumination he thought the "glow lamp, as made by Swan
and Edison, was the proper one 1894 Ilnd 2 Out 6/6 For
glow lighting there is one 200 kwt steam alternator for

supplying 5,700 eight candle-power lamps

Glow (gloiO, v 1 Pa l. and pa. pple glowed
F orms : OE gldwan, 4, 6 glowe(n, 5 glowyn,
glewe, (7 gloue

-

), 4- glow Pa pple S icue
glown [OE gldwan, recorded only m pi pple
glawende and pa t gh!ow, was a ledupl str vb

,

but the corresponding vbs, m the other Teut langs
are weak * OS gldjan in Oxf, glosses (Du gloeten),
OHG gluoen (MHG gluen

,
gluejen, mod Ger

gluheu), ON fgldzaa' glda, also glaja (MSw Iglocr,

glota, Sw. dial , Da glo

,

for Sw
,
Da glo to stare,

see Glow v -) As the vb is wk after OE
,

it is

possible that the existing word may not be the de-

scendant of OE gldwan
,
but an adoption fiom ON

The Tent root *gld- appears also in Gleed, and
perh m OE gldm (see Gloaming), though the
latter may possibly contain the ablaut-variant
*gLt-

,

the weak-grade of the root, *gld~, is found
m Glass, perh also in Glade ]
1 uitr. To be healed to the point of incandes-

cence
, to emit bright light and heat without

flame. Said also of a fire, f To gloio out

,

to go
out with a glow, subside from its glow
c 1000 /Eli hic Horn. (1844) I 424 Lec^aS 3a lsenan clutas

hate glowende to his. sidan — Saints' Lives vn 240 Jtet
fyr weaiS ba acweiu.ed {j®

t Jiasr an col ne gleow c 1050
Aldhelm Glosses (Bodl ) in Napiei O E Glosses I 4409
1* ulmuiauit, pi o clnruit, gleow, scan c 1290 Michael 531 in
6 E Leg I. 3x5 Ase gif a man nome a sclabbe of Ire J?at

glowynde were a-fuyre 1340 Hampole Pr Cottsc 7221 With
brynand bandes hate glowand. a 1400 Isumbras 394 Smethy-
mene thore herde he blawe, And fyres thore bryne and glewe
[»w/i'ploglie] c 1440 Pi omp Parv 200/1 Glowyn, as hoote
ylyne, cattdeo 16Z3 Cocicsram, Glow, to be hot or red

1780 Johnson Let to Mid Thrale 9 June, I , found it

[Newgate] in rums, with the fire yet glowing 1799 G
Smith Laboratory I 146 When it is nearly all glown out,

add such another quantity to it, and let it glow for an hour

fie *393 Langl P PI c XX. 188 Til the holy gost by-

gynne to glowen and blase.



GLOW.

b cfl.as\-irans with cognate obj

174a Young Nt Th iv 192 Shall pagan pages glow celestial

flame, And Christian languish ?

c Of the eyes To glow into

,

to penetiate as by

burning, nonce-use.

184a Lytton Zanom vn xw, Mine ej es shall glow into

thy brain

2 . To shine, emit light, appear suffused with

radiance, like something intensely heated

13 EE A llit PA n4 Glas |>at glowed & glyst

a 1400-50 Alexander 3368 The fouite was a gianate bat

glowys all J>ar fynest c 1420 Antiirs ofArtA xxxi, His

gloues and his gamesuns gloet [v ir glowed, glomede) as

the gledes *667 Milton P L iv 604 Now glow’d the

Firmament With living Saplnrs *7x1 Poit TemJ> lame
143 Asheav'n with stais, the roof with jewels glows x8oa

Campbell Hohenlinden v, But redder yet that light shall

glow On Linden’s hills of stained snow 1827 Scott Let
to Lockhait m Life v, The eye [of Bums] glowed (1 say

literally glowed) when he spoke with feeling or lhterest

i860 Tyndall Glae 1 xvi 106 One peak of snow in parti-

cular glowed like fire

b. To gaze with ‘ glowing ’ eyes. 1 are
~ 1 Cf.

Glow vA (quot ^1374)
1856 Mrs Browning A nr. Leigh 11 343 There he glowed

on me With all his face and eyes

3 To be brilliant and * warm ’ in colouring

c 1386 Chaucer Knt \ T 1274 The cercles of hise eyen m
his heed They gloweden bitwyxen yelow and reed 1667
Milton P L viii 618 A smile that glow’d Celestial rosie

red, Loves proper hue a 1700 Dryden {J ), Clad m a gown
that glows with Tyrian rays, 1703 Pom; Vertumnus 100

The fan fruit that on yon' branches glows 1727-46 Thomson
Simmer 1327 Or as the lose Fresh from Auroia’s hand,
more sweetly glows 1792 S Rogers Pleas Mem u 65
Quaff the palm’s udi nectai as it glows 1834 Lytton
Pompeti 1 1, His tunic glowed in the richest hues of the

Tynan dye 1867 Dcutslh in Rem (1874) 2 Pictures teem-

ing with life, glowing with colour

4 To be excessively hot
,
to be on fire, to bum

lit andfig
1393 Langl P PI C iv 103 And |>enne failed her fur on

false menne houses, And good menne for here gultes glowejj

on fuyr after 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1 323 The tori id

Zone Glows with the passing and repassing Sun 1709
E Smith To Metu J Philips 150 Yawning Gulphs with
flaming Vengeance glow X716 Addison Ovid's Met 11.

Phaeton 105 From tneir nostrils flows The scorching fire,

that in their entiails glows 1789 L Darwin Botanic Gar-
den 11 11 103 Then fly the spoles, the rapid axles glow

5 To burn with bodily heat
,
usually with the

accompaniment of heightened coloiu
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom Prol T 1096 For shame of

him. my chekes wexen lede , Algates, they bigmnen for to

glowe 1535 Joyl APol 'l indole 42 Myne eares glowed for

shame to here him 1601 Holland Pliny xxvm 11 297 c,

Moreover, is not this an opinion generally received, 1 hat
when our ears do glow and tingle, some there be that m our
absence doe talke of us? 1693 Dryden Ovui's Met 1 650 She
glows with blushes, and she hangs her head 1708 Hearne
Collect 3 Feb (O H S) II 92 A Seimon, which would
have made ye Ears of ye Whiggs glow 1830 Cunningham
Brit Paint II 66 His brow glowed, he burst into tears

and hurried out of the room. 1838 Lytton Alice 126 Her
cheek glowed while she spoke 1884 \V C Smith Kildro
stan 95 Girls, all glowing with the flush of life

6. To burn with the fervour of emotion or pas-

sion. Said of peisons and their feelings
a 1649 Drumm or Hawth Hymn Fairest Fair 1, I feele

my Bosome glow with wontlesse Fires 1706 Prior Ode on
Success Her Majesty's Arms 141 While with fiercest lie Bel-
„lona glows 173* Berkeley Alciphr m § 1 A certain ardour
or enthusiasm that glowed in the breast of a gallant man
1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I 131, I glowed between
sname and delight 1787 Mad D'Arblay Diary 27 Jan ,

I trembled and glowed alternately with surprise and pleasure
at this recital 1788 Gibbon Decl 4/' V hi 44oThecourage
of the first ages of the republic glowed m his bieast 1855
Macaulay Hist Eng xv III 521 The Tories, glowing with
resentment which was but too just, were resolved [etc ]

1878 R. W Dale Led Preach ix 270 Some of them glow-
ing with the heat of eaily enthusiasm

f 7 trans. causahvely To make hot
;
to heat

1599 A M tr Gabelhouer's Bk Physicke 125/1 Glowe
them [Wallenuttes] in the fyere, then proiecte them in a
gohblet with oulde wine 1606 Shahs Ant 4 Cl n 11 209
Fannes whose winde did seeme, To gloue the delicate
cheekes which they did coole 1683 Ptttus Pieta Mm. 1

140 Glow it often that it may not be shivery

Glow, w.2 Obs exc. dial Also 5 glogh
; cf

Glew v 2 [Cf Sw
,
Da. glo to stare, look sullen

,

it may possibly be a use of Glow v l] intr To
stare.

0x374 Chaucer Booth 1 pr 1 2 (Camb MS) She was a
lytel amoued and glowede with cruwel eyen. c 1400 Destr
1 roy \2922 To glogh vppon gomes at gedering of folhe c 1420
[see Gaw v ] i6ix Cotgr , Borgnoyer

,

to glow, glote, or
loure 1678 Dryden & Lee CEdipus iv 1, A thousand
frantick Spirits Peep’d from, the watry Brink, and glow’d
upon me 1843 yohn's Acc Tnp to Bristol in Halliwell
/w.Intiod 27/2 Tha ’ossesdid glowy, an’ tha sheep glowied
too 1863 in Barnes Dorset Gloss. x88o IF Cornwall
Gloss

,
Glow

, to stare
,
to look cross

Glow(e, obs. form of Clove sb.2

*398 Trevisa Barth De P, R xvu lxxix (1495) 652
Glowes highte Gariophili

t GlowbarcL. Obs. Forms* 5-6glo(u)berd(e,
6 glo(e)bard(e, glowberde, gloebeard(e, 7
glo(w)bard, -bird [f Glow v + Bird ; cf lady-
bird.] A glow-worm.

f 1475 Piet Voc in Wr-Wulcker 766/19 Hec nochcula, a
gloube:rd 1319 Horman Vulg 108 A flye or a worme
Called a glouberde 137a R H tr. Lava-turns' Ghostes

235

1 xi 51 A Gloewoorme, or gloebearde [ed 1396 Globard]
1601 Holland Pliny I 326 These Glowbards neuer appeare
before hay is ripe 1607 Topsell Fovrf Beasts 566 Ihe
worme which is called a glowoime, 01 a Globird

Glowe, obs form of Glove, Guje sb

Glpwer (glcmajj glau di), sl> Chiefly Si For
forms see the vb. [f. Glower v ] The action of

glowering , a fixed and intent look ; an open-eyed
gaze or stare Also, a glower ^(something).
1713 Pfnnfcuik Poems 22 Every Glour they give would

flight a Coward 1786 Burns Intern with Ld. Daer iv,
rlo show Sir Bardy s willynrt glowr — Winter Night
1, When Phoebus gies a short-liv’d glow’i Far south the life

1826 J Wilson Nod Ambi Wks 1855 I 84° Let me hae
amther glower o’ my galloping goddess. 18351 J Brown
Rab 4 P (1862) ?o James gave him [the mastiff] a glower
from time to time, and an intimation ofa possible kick

Glower (glauoi, glau oi), v Forms : 6 glowir,
6-8 glowr, 6, 8-9 glour, 8 glowre, glow’r, 9
glower [Of obscure etymology* in sense the
word agrees with Globe v 2, but the difference in

vowel is against its immediate identity with this ll

may possibly be f. Glow v i + -eu 0 ]

1 inti Sc. To stare with wide-open eyes; to

gaze intently or with an air of surprise. Also to

glower at. ovei
1300-20 Dunbar Poems xhx. 24 On gallow ireis 3itt dots

he glowir Ibid Kxv tg As ane gaist I glour and grane,
I trymble sa, je will not trow 1535 Ly ndesay Satyre 136
He glowris, euin as he wai agast, Or fleyit of ane gaist
? a 1330 Freins Berwik 350 m Dunbar's Poems (1893)

297 He granit, and he glownt, as he wei woid a 1605
Montgomerie Plyting w Polwart 399 Some glownng
to the ground; some gneuouslie gaipe 17x1 Ramsay
Elegy M Johnston 32 I ou closs we us’d to drink and rant
Until we did baith glow’r and gaunt 1724— Tea-t Mtsc,
Katy's Answer i, My mither’x ay glowran o’er me Tho’ she
did the same before me 1723— Gentle Sheph 1 1 sang 1,

Upon a dyke I lean’d, glowrmg about 1783 Burns Holy
Pair 11, As lightsomely I glowr’d abroad, To see a scene
so gay 1818 Scott Hrt Midi x, I never ask what brings
the Laud of Dumbiedikes glowenng here like a wull-cat

1869 Gibbon Robin Gray ix, ‘ What ai e ye glowering at,

laddie said his mother 1885R Buchanan Annan Water
xiv, Why do you glower at me like that

quasi-i'nt«x ? a 1663 W Guthrie Serm (1709) 7 (Jam)
I here the poor men stood gazing and glowring out their

eyne, to behold the place where he ascended
trails/ 1783 Burns Death (j Dr Iloinb iv, The rising

moon began to glowr The distant Cumnock hills out owre
2 To look angrily or crossly

;
to scowl. Also

dial of the weather To be gloomy
This sense is perh partly due to misapprehension of the

meaning ofglowerm Scottish wi itei s, but may also be based
011 the English dialect use, which appears to be genuine

1773 Mad D'Ahblay Early Dta-iy 4 Mar ‘ But added
he, drily, ‘I did not Well, Bell, what do you glow'r at?’

01791 Pegge Dei bicisms 102 Glowres, is dull or lowering
1822 T L Peacock Maid Marian 177 The baron glowered
about him with an expression ofcountenance that shewed he
was mortally wroth with somebody 1841 Lever C O'Malley
lxxwiu, The M'Nab and the Englishman sat glowenng
at each other like twa tigers 1857 Trollofe BarchesterT
(1861) 315 Mr. Slope saw it, and glowered with jealousy
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xv (1889) 146 Don’t sit

glowering as if you had swallowed a furze bush. 1883 Pall
Mall G 2 Jan 2/1 They had nothing to show but Europe
glowenng upon us with hate x886 Chester Gloss

,
Glour

or Glower
;
to have a cross look ‘ When the clouds threaten

bad weather we call them glowering.' W
Hence Glo wering vbl sb. Also Glowerer,

one who glowers, an idle gazer
17x3 Sir J Cllrk Mem (1893' 86 He called to a friend

next his bed, that if he pleased the Glourers might come
in, meaning the Gasers, and such who rather out of curiosity

than sympathy attend the sick till their breath go out 1826

T Wilson Nod Ambr Wks 18551 132 A’ thae things,,
justifies the leddies to a certain extent 0’ their glowenn
Glower(e, obs form of Glover.

Glowering (glau°’rig, glau orig), ppl a. [f

Glower v. -t- -ing 2
.] That glowers

i£o8 Dunbar Plyttng w Kennedie 98 Na, glowrand,
gafpand fule, thow art begyld 1333 Stfwart Ci on Scot
II 493 With atne visage and with glowrand ene 01791
PrGGE Derbicisms 102 Glowring

,
gloomy 1826 J Wilson

Nod Ambr Wks 1855 I 128 Only see Mulhon’s een—how
gleg and glowrin in pei feet greed and glory 1863 Dickens
Mvt.Fr m i, Sitting down, to stare at his glowenng friend

with his back to the fire

Comb 1877 Black Green Past xx, An invitation to dine
with this thick-headed and glowering eyed Scotchman

Hence Gloweringly adv
1839 F Francis Newton Dogvaite II xi 287 The ladies

looked rather gloweringly upon the wretched Chilli 1859
Dickens T Two Cities 1 v, The people croaked over their

scanty measures of thin wine and beer, and were gloweringly
confidential together

Glowgelofre, obs. form of Clove-gillyflower.

Glowing (gl<?u ig)
,
vbl sb [f Glow v. + -ing 1

]

The action of the vb Glow, in its various senses

c 1440 Promp Parv 200/1 Glowynge of hoote fyre, or

yryn, or ober lyke, candor 1562 Turner Baths 11 b, They
are good for the glowyng or sounde of the eares 1379
Lyly Evphues (Arb ) 171 And God grant thee that glowing
and sting in conscience 1704 Addison Italy (1733' 52 You
have no Concern in the Glowings ofSummer 1733 Chkyne
Eng Malady 11 xi § 2 (1734) 229 Uncertain Fits of Cold-
ness and Rigour, with succeeding Glowings 1862 W
Branks Life m Pleaven iv (1865) 58 Their Souls are

warmed with the glowings of divine love 1866 Odling
Anint Chem 65 The glowing is soon succeeded by a
brilliant combustion 1891 Athenaeum 22 Aug 245/3 The
lumir.osity is due to a simple glowing

GLOW-WORM.
+b In transitive sense : The action of causing _

to glow. Obs.

1683 Pettus Flein Min 1 *40 The glowing must be done
in a golden little half Pipkin

Glowing (gl#11 <*• [f- Glow v. + -ing 2
]

That glows, in senses of the vb.

1 That is in a glow from the action of heat;

burning, incandescent.
ciaooSax.Leechd II 216 Gemene togtedeie mid glowende

lsene. t 1200 Ormin 1067 O b»tt allterr haffdenn bej? Glow-
ennde gledess 3arrkedd C1290 S’ Eng I.eg I 187/81 He let

mine pi atus of Ire b°heoglowinde weie 0 1300 CursorM
23438 If it war scoit into bi hefd, A glouand uen bar in

beleued, and [etc.] c 1450 ME Med Bk (Heinrich) 70 Ley
hem on a glowynge tylston 1535 Stewart Cron Scot. II.

5x2 Richt oft he fell into ane glowandheit 1397 A M tr.

Gmllemea.it's Fr during 2411/2 A glowinee or redde-hotte
Cautenum 162X T Wir liamson tr Goulards IVise Vieillaul
52 But old men are like a small glomg fire, which dyes and
goes out of it selfe 1704 Addison Italy 240 Like a vast

Caldron fill'd with glowing and melted Matter. 1848 Lyt ton
Harold viii vi, The Vala paused gazing in awe on the

glowing stone 1879 Proctor Pleas Ways Set 1 3 The
glowing vapour of the familiar metal, iron

2 Brilliantly luminous
,

brilliant, rich, and warm
in colouring

;
also, having the glow or exuberant

colouring of excitement or health.

13 .EE A llit P C 94 Our syre syttes on sege so

hy^e In his glwande glorye 1637 Miiton Lycidas 145
1 he glowing violet 1697 Dryden Alexanders Ft ast 70
The master saw the madness rise , His glowing cheeks,

his aident eyes 1712 Addison Sped No 477 f 1 'Ihe

glowing redness of the berues 1727-46 Thomson Summer
13x5 Her naked limbs of glowing white 1794 Mrs Rad-
CLirrE Myst Udolpho 1, Nor was it 111 the soft and glowing
landscape that she most delighted 1800 Asiat Ann Reg,
Mtsc 7 r 231/1 Female musicians, with glowing cheeks and
faces like the sun 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de V
viii. In glowing health, with boundless wealth. But sickening

of a vague disease. x86o1yndali Glac 1 ill 24 As he stood

m the glowing light of the fire 1879 G A Sai a in Daily
7 el 8 May, Sir John's glowing canvas might be mistaken
for a moment for some Bacchanalian triumph.

b.[fig
1827 Steuart Planter's G (1828) 32 The glowing colours

of the historian 1831-3 Brimley Ess, 7 ennysou 50 The
dramatic colouring throughout is maintained at a glowing
tone 1871 Freeman Noun Cong . (1876) IV. xvu. 80 A
glowing description of the wealth of England
3 That glows with passion

,
ardent, impassioned

,

fervid.

0 1377 Gascoigne A bsent Dame ComplainethWks Herbs
(1587) 138 The prime coales, of glowing lelousie. X747
Collinsjpassions j By turns theyfelt the glowing mind. 1803
N Nichollb Let 111 Corr w Gtay (1843) 45 He was much
struck with the glowing eloquence ofRousseau. 2833 Urk
Philos Matiuf 15 Arkwright had the boldness to predict

inglowmglanguage,how[etc] i860 Rusk in Q.ofAn § 53
Athena, spiritually, is the queen of all glowing virtue 1883
SirT Martin Ld Lyndhwstiv 120 It was not without
cause that the fond mother wiote ofher son 111 such glowing
terms

4 qimsi-adv in phr glowing hot
E1450 ME Med Bk (Heinrich) usTakean hoot tile, bat

is glowynge hoot 1323 Fitzherb Hush § 62 Take a cultui e
or suche an other yren, & take it glowing hote 1664

Power Exp Philos 1 54 A parcel of the Flint or Steel.,

which is made so glowing hot, that 'tis melted into glass.

1784 Cowper Tiroc 304 The little ones, unbuttoned, glowing
hot, Playing our games, and on the very spot 1848 J A
Carlyi e tr Dante's Inferno ix, All over so glowing-hot,
that iron more hot no craft requires

Hence Glow mgly adv., m a glowing manner,
with brightness, high colour, or warmth , ardently,

enthusiastically

0 16x6 Beaum & Fl Wit without M. iv 1, Out hee must
breake, glowingly agame, And with a greater luster, c 1815
widows. IrishMelodies,When coldm the earth 15 Ifhappiness
glowingly smil’d On his ev’ning horizon 1822 Examiner

428/2 We do not look at this group coldly but glowingly
1871 L Stephen Playgr Europe xi v 305 The tremendous
cliffs .. have been glowingly described in .. many Alpine
books 1883 Haipei 's Mag Mar 533/2 She was glowingly
proud ofher kitchen. 01887 JzrFoars Field Hedgerow
(1889) 20 Some [apples] more glowingly beautiful than
the rest

Glowir, obs Sc. form of Glower
Glowr, obs form of Glower.

+ Glowsing, vbl sb. Obs [Cf. Glosser 3 ]
Caiousmg.
1622 T Stoughton Chr Sacnf vm xo6 Belshazzar’s

dunking and glowsmg in the cups of the Loid . cost him
both his life and his kingdome
Glowt, obs form of Gloct v
Glowton, obs Sc form of Glutton
Glow-worm (gl?“ warm). Forms

: 4 glou-,

5 gloo-, 6-7 glo-, gloe-, glowe-, 6- glow-worm
(etc. • see Worm). See also Glose-worm [f Glow
v + Worm] A coleopterous insect (Lumpyns voc-

ttinea, Linn J, the female of which emits a shining

green light from the extremity of the abdomen.
The female is wingless , the male is winged, but
non-hmunous
a c 1320 N Bozon Contes Moralists § 76 95 Un autre

nature de ceo verm qe est appelle en Latyn eruke et en
Engleiz glouworm 1444 Lydg in Pol Poems (Rolls) II 216
Afowle gloovverm in dirknesse shew ith a lyght 1530 Palsgr
225/2 Glowe worme that shyneth by night 1353 Eden
Decades 212 In this Hand are certeyne glo woormes that

I shine in the nyght as doo owres 1602 Shaks Ham 1 v.

[

89 The Glowworme gins to pale his vneffectuall Fire 1626
1

Bacon Sylva § 224 A great Light diowpeth a smaller, that it
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cannot be seene , As the Sunne that of a Gloworme c 1750
Shenstone Elegies vi 30 No lovei bless’d the glow-worm's
pallid ray 1789 G Wm tk Sellotne (1853) 382 Male glow-
worms attracted bj the liglit come into the parlour 1847
Tennvson Pi im ess n 7 Wheie below No bigger than a
glow-worm shone the tent

b. Jig (Iu 1 7th c often applied contemptuously
to pei sons

)

1624 Burton Amt Mel 11 in 11 260 A Nobleman there-
fore in some likelyhood . [is] an outside, a gloworme, a
proud foole, an aiiant asse 1628 Timmf Silver Wjatth
Bell ix § 7 (ed 10) 164 Reason (which the Fathers call
Nochhtcam cerebri

,

the brains Glo-worme) 1634 Ford P
Warbeckvr iv, A slate • Asagabond 1 Aglow vtoim I 163*
Up Ha ui, Rem IVLs (1660) 152

r
l he world is full of such

glow-vvoimes, that make some show of Spmtual Light from
God
c attnb and Comb

1621 Ladv M Wroth Urania, Pamph to Ampltil 47
How Glowworm® like the Sun doth novvappeare 1623 H

i
onsoN Time Vmdic

,

He works by glow-wotme light, the
loone s too open 1630 J T a\ lor (Water P ) Wks u. 341/1

Though I know my selfe vnworthy fane, With my pool e
Glow-worme Muse, t'attend this statre a >649 Duumm 01

Hawth Poems Wks. (1711) 44 How oft have we Con-
demn'd earths glowwoira greatness 1664 Uutitr Hud
11 111 450 He ..rais'd it [lus engine] till it levell'd light
Against the glow-worm tail of kite 1670 Drv dln 2nd
Pt Cone/ Gianctda 11 in, For, glow-woim like, you shine,
and do not see 1686 Horneck Cucctf Jesus iv 60 Meer
glowworm light, that shines, but waimsnot
t Glowy, a Obs.~ x

[f. Glow sb + -yL]
Glowing, bright
1670-98 Lassti s Voy Italy I 102 This file appeal’d to

me to be of the same glowy coloui

GHowyn, obs form of Glow v 1

Gloxinia (glpksima). [modL.
; named by

L’Heritier after B. P Gloxin, who described the
plant in 1 785 ] An American tiopical plant (N O.
Gesneraceiv) with laige bell-shaped floweis
1816-20 T Grten Untv Herbal I 621 Gloxinia Macu-

lates, Spotted Gloxinia 1863 SirRohan' <t Ghost 129 Vases
ofthe violet-coloured gloxinia x88z Garden 18 Mar 186/1
Some of the old bulbs of Gloxinias should now be potted

1* Gloy. Obs [a. F. glut
,

cf. Dn glm (sup-

posed to be an adoption from Ft ] Straw.
c 1335 Durham MS Burs Roll

,
In factura nattaium de

Gloy pro Refectouo, tjs vjd 1483 Cat/i Angl 159/1 Gloy,
spicanientum 1513 Douglas sfineis viu xi 31 Quhais
rufis laitly full rouch thykyt war Wyth stia or gloy by
Romulus the wycht.

Gloyd, var Gleyd, Obs , a woin-out horse
Gloyfer, Gloyse, obs ff Gloveii, Gloze.
Gloyt, obs form of Gloat v.

Gloze (glouz), sb Forms. 3-7, 9 glose, (4
glos, 5 gloee, gloyse. Sc glois, gloss, 6 gloase,
gloose), 6- gloze. Also Gloss t [a OF glose,

ad med L. gldsa, L. glossa
, a word needing ex-

planation, hence later the explanation itself, a Gr.
ykSiooa, orig. tongue, hence language, foreign lan-
guage, a foieign or obscure word ]
1. A comment, or marginal note

;
an exposition

;

= Gloss sb 1 1. arch.
1340 Hampoce Pi Cause 4479 pe glose of J>e buke says

alswa Pat [etc ] 1377 Langl P PI, 11 x'vn 13 pe glose
was gloriousely writen with a gtlte penne C1430 Pilgr
By/ Manhode in xxi (18691 147 Now vnderstonae it wel,
and expownde it as Jjou wolt, both fie texte and be glose
*348 HallC/wwz ,Hen. V, 36 See nowe howe an euell glose
confoundeth the text 1579 Fenton Gmcaard v (1590)212
Making gloses vpon the capitulations past, rather like a
Lawyer, then as a king 1602 Warmer Alb Eng ix I11

(1612) 234 That with new Glozes tainte the Text 1834-43
Southey Doctor Interch xvn (1862) 427 It is proper in this
glose, commentary or exposition, to [etc ] 1833 Browning
Master Hngites ofSaxe-Gothn Prol., Not a glimpse of the
far land Gets through our comments and glozes

2 Flattery, deceit; an instance of this, a flat-

tering speech, etc. f To make glose (const, dat),
to talk smoothly or flatteringly to. Now rare
c 1290 .S' Eng Leg I 194/12 Heo, and hire dou^tren also

maden hue be glose. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 2381 Me it
ortrowede & ne leuede no3t is glose c *386 Chaucer Sqi 's

"J 158 This is a venay sooth with outen glose c *430 Bk,
Curtasye 312 in Babees Bk

, Yf any thurgh sturnes pe
oppose, Onswere hym mekely and make hym glose. c 1460T<mmeley Mysi. xxu 225 Thou has made many glose with
thy fals talkyng 1380 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 368 Women
gtue more credit to their own glasses, than mens gloses. 160*
B.Jonson Poetaster 111 v, He Spurns back the gloses of
a fawning spirit. 1674 Blount Glossogr (ed 4), Glose,
flattery or dissimulation 1874 J G Holland Mistr
Manse rt in 92 No .dainty gloze Could gne linn pleasute
lialfso fine As that which tingled to her blows.

b. A pretence, false show, Specious appearance

;

also, a disguise Now rare
a 1300 CursorM 26774 pai com to scrift a glos to make

1340-70 Alex <5- Dmd 1016 Soure ftngrus 3e fullen wib
ryngus As is wommenus wone for wordliche glose 1581
Savile Tacitus' Hist 1 lxxi (1591' 39 This glose of vertues
[L, falsie virintes] increased men’s feare a 1386 Sidni y
Arcadia 1 (1598) 81 If then a bodily euill in abodily gloze be
not hidden, Shall [etc ] 1600 Holland Livy\ xxm (1609I16
Gloses, and goodly shews of words 1649 Bp Hall Cases
Const. 1 (1654) 11 We are naturally too apt to flatter our-
selves with faire glozes of bad intentions 1846 Rusiun
Mod Paint. (1848) I 11 1 11 § 8 35 A gloze, whether pur-
posely worn orunconsciously assumed
3. => Gloss sb 1 a fad. It glosd]
1823 Roscoe Sismondi's Lit Enr (1846) II xxxvi 460 We

aKo meet with several gloses 01 -voltas upon a variety of
devices or canzonets.

4 Comb
,
as gloze-giver.

<1x449 Pi cock licpr 1 \n 65 Expowners and gloze 3euers

Gloze (ghiiz), v 1 beams 4-6 glose(n, 5
glosm, -yn, 5-6 he glois(s, gloss, 6 gloase, 6-
gloze [a F gloser (12th c), f glose G r ozk sb I

(OE had gllsan to gloss, interpret, f. *glose, ad L
gKissa') ]

1*1. hans. To make glozes or glosses upon, to

discourse upon, expound, interpret Also, to in-

terpret (a thing) to be (so and so) Obs
1362 Langl P PI A Prol 57, I font bere Fieies Glos-

ynge |ie Gospel as hem good likeb c 1425 Hampolt’s
Psalter Metr Pref 23 Rycliard Harnpole Glased the sautei
that sues here c 1449 Pi coat Rep) 1 \i 31 Hise writ-
ings ou^ten be glosid and be expowned c 1450 Hoi land
Howlat 35, I haue mekle matir in metre to gloss Of ane
notbir sentence 1453 'lest hbot (Suttees) II 190 Ane
English boke of ye Patei Noster, glosid, with Matvnes of
ye Passion 13x3 Douglas HItuts vm vn 54 Quhnrfoi,
myne awin hai t deyr, Sa far about thou glosis tin mater t

1363 W1N3ET Pour Scotr Tin t Quest To Rdr
,
Wks 1888 I

56 A werk cunmnglie gloissit be sum weill leirnit and dis
crete man 1399 Shaks Hen V, 1 11 40 Which Salike land,
the French vniustly glo/e To be the Kealme of I< lance
1762 Crazy Pales 76 You may gloze anj woid 1820 Scon
Mouast v, 'lhe church hath her ministeis to gloze and to
expound the same [the Word]

b. absol or inti To interpose a gloss or ex-
planation ; to comment. Const on, vpon ,

also 111

indirect passive
c 1380 Wyci tr Whs (1880) 384 Cleikis widen glose here

and say [etc] c 1383 Ciiauclr L G W Piol 254 Form
pleyn text it nedyth nat to glose 14x3 Pilgr Senate (Cax-
ton 1483) iv xxxvn 85 No moie men nmje glosen with-
outen text than bylde materles 1366 T Si aw 1 ton Ret
Untr Jewel m. 64 He saieth not, Not so rightly, as M
Jewell gloseth xs8x T Watson Centum of Lotte xvit
(Wb

) 33 Yf Poets haue done well To glose on tnlhng
toyes 1614 Bp. Hai l Recoil Ti cat 821 Let your Authors
glose as they list, Popery is but a yong faction 1813 Scon
llofteby 1 xi, A while he gloved upon thecause, Of Commons,
Covenant, and Laws x8ax Sm llky Prometh Unb m iv
167 Tomes Ofreasoned wi ong, gloved on by ignoiance 1872
Browning Fifmt xxxi, Gloze No whit on your premiss,

c (See quot. and cf Gloze sb 1 2 )

1837-9 Hali am Hist. Lit 1 11 §43 In this [the Spanish
g/osa] a few lines., weie glosed, oi paraphrased .. in a
succession of stanzas, so that the leading sentiment should
he preserved in each, as the subject of an an inns through
its variations.

2 traits To veil with specious comments
,
to

palliate, to explain away, extenuate frequently
with over

, + also With out
1390 Gower Couf I 84 Telle out and let it nought be

glosed c 1394 P PI Create 343 Lere me to som man .

pat glosep uoujt be godspell 2309 Bakciay Shyp of
Polys p iv b, A ryche rnannys dede may no man hyde nor
glose a 1336 1 indalc Exp Matt v-vu Wks (1573) 187/2
They that seeke liberties to sinne vnpumshed, and glose
out the lawe of God <1x541 Wyatt in Pottel's Misc (Aib

)

56 Nor I can not endure the truth to glose 1548 Hall
Citron

,
Edw IV, 242 Thus is the league made with Lewes

the Ftench ky ng, fraudulently glosed and d issimuled 1386
T B LaPnmaud Pr, Acad 1 (1594) 380 With what impu-
dencte soever the wicked outwardhe gloze their corrupt deal-
ings 1665 Manlty Grotins' Lena C Warres 31 Least he
should give Credit, to a thing so piofane and detestable,
however glosed over by those mutinous People 1827 Hood
Mids Fairies xcu, Beshrew those sad interpi eters of nature,
Who gloze het lively universal law 1843 Whittier Lmts
Washington vt, With the tongue of flattery gloztng deeds
which God and Truth condemn X878 in It Amer Rev.
CXXVI 469 The facts of human iniquity aie not disputed,
glozed over, or extenuated 1884 R Glover m Chr World
9 Oct. 767/1 It is not charity to gloze over the sms and
sorrows of men
3. mtr. To talk smoothly and speciously

; to use
fair words ot flattering language

; to fawn Some-
times coupled with flatter, also to gloze it. Now
iaie
<1x300 CuisorM 8401 (Gott) Neyder i kepe to gabb ne

f
lose <7x386 Chaucer Merck T 1107, I kan nat glose,
am a ruue man c 1400 Destr Tioy 11468 Glose hit not

lengur 13x9 Inter2, Pour Elem (Percy Soc ) 4 Some to
opteyn favour wyll flatter and glose 1367 R Edwards
Damon ft Pithias (iS7t)H ltj b, Painted speache,that gloseth
for gayne 1603 Knolles Hist Tniks (1621) 704 Rogen-
dorflF made as 1? he would have used only the Hungarians,
and glosed with Revahus 163a Sandlrson 12 Serin (1637)
606 Let us take heed we doe not gloze with Inm, as we doe
one with another X783 Whitehlad Ode New Yiar xi Ye
Nations hear 1 nor fondly deem Butanma’s ancient spirit
fled ; Or glosing weep her setting beam 1833 Carlyle Misc
(1857) HI 202 The dog glozed with piofessions of life weari-
ness 1848 Lytton Harold ix 111, We would not that thou
shouldest learn too early how men’s tongues can gloze and
flatter 1838 W Johnson lonua, Repaiabo u, While my
comrades pass away l’o bow and smirk and gloze

1 qtiasi-/r<3«j To tell speciously Obs ~ 1

1608 Rowlands Humors Looking Gl 15 Vrito the Man
he goes, And vnto him this fayned tale doth gloze

+ C* it ans. To clothe (words, etc
) with specious

adornment
1430-40 LynG Bochas tit xviii 90 This sentence is -not

glosed 1509, c 1320, 1630 [see Glozfo ppl a ]

4 trans To flatter, deceive with smooth talk, to
coax, wheedle Karely const, to Obs eve arch
ct33oR Brunni Citron (t8io) 34 Pesforio haue bei glosedmm fulle mykelle c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol 34Ofme certeyn thou shah nat been yglosed c 1420 Pallad

on Hush iv 758
1 [778] Now glose hem feire <7x440 Jacob's

Well (E E 1 S ) 96 His eem glosyd him to hym wyth
fayie wooidya. 1480 Caxton Citron Lng. xm 16 Mj two

GLOZING.
° 9 ,1W" 44*c mey sene Ivtel

prys 1340-34 Croke 13 Ps. (Percy Sol ) 21 They that mewith tales wold glose, Agaynst me woike the worst thev
m.ije isss Abp Parkir Ps xxxvi 93 For he himselfe
doth glose 1 11 hys bewitched eyes 1829 Carlyle Misc
(1857) II 61 The paiasite glozes his mastei with sweet
speeches

Gloze (kIJuz), v 2 iaie [Of obscure ongm
; cf.

Glow v -] mtr To look earnestly and fixedly

*

to ga/e with pleasure , to peer
} 9

1833 TrRDAN Antobiog IV vu 120 The pleasure ofseenm
oneself in print, [is] only to be estimated by those who have
glozed over the type 1864 Mrs Lloyd Ladies Pole iot
T hat little Pieventative fellow up on the cliff, that’s al’avs
a glozing out to sea >

Hence + Gloze sb
,
an eager look, a gaze

1654 Gavton Ph as Notts ti v 56 Give a good glose fiom
thy stiain’d goggle eje

Gloze (glJ»y\ v 1 rare [Cf. Gloss sb a.
mtr To shine brightly, to blaze

, also, to gleam*
b iians To cause to bhme lienee G-lo zing
vbl sb and ppl a.
1820 A Suihirland St Kathleen III 167 Cudewife

cany up a glozm’ peat, an’ kennel a spunk o' fire in them
baiLli 1880 L WALiACr fitu-ffn? 396 An illusory glownj?
of the light glimmering dismally Ilnd 398 The scanty
light glosed them with the glory of daj

3

t Glozed, ppl. a Obs. [f Gloze v i + -ed i
]

In senses of the vb : Provided with glosses,
commented on , speciously adorned

; specious.
*

X393 Langi P PI C vu 303 What lede leyuebbat ich he
loke in be sauter glosed 1483 Caxton Cato 2 b, He sayd
that he helcle Cathon glosed foi the best boke of his lyber-
mye 1309 Barclay Shyp of Polys (1570) 168 It is not
peased With cunning of Retoiike, ne glosed eloquence
C1520 — Jugnrtk 1 70 b, My \ertue sheweth it selfe
playnelie ynough without glosedde or payntedde wordes
1363 Homilies n Ae/st Peril Idol in Kkij, buche glonous
glosed fables 2630 Lord Banians Intiod

, Smiling out a
glosed and bashful 1 familiarity

tGlozer. Obs. Forms’ 4 glosour, 4-5
glosar(e, 4-7 gloser, (figlosier), 7- glozer. [f
Gloze zD + -eh 1

;
after OF gloseor ]

1 One who writes glosses
, a commentator

1380 WvcLtr Wks U880) 284 Falce glosens maken goddts
lawe derk c 1440 Piomp Parv 199/2 Glosare of textjs,
glosator 1565 Jew*l Del Apot (1567) 226 But that these
woordes touche onely tne Pnestes and the Ministers, the
vety Gloser [ed x6xx glosser] him selfe was neuer so im-
pudent, so to saie 15 Fuikl 111 Marbeck Bk ofhohs
(1581) 5s These woids (saith the Romish gloset; are the
Ctuill and EcLlesiasticall power

2 . A flatteier, sycophant
ci4oo Apol Loll 105 bunplist glosars, & warst vvilltd

traytoris a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pune 3088 A gloser
also kepethe his silence Often, wheie he his lorde seethe
hym mystake 1456 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 233 Nowgloserjs
fulle gayly they go 1373 Gammer Gurton iv 1 Yet must
I talke so sage and sniothe, as though I were a glosier
[nwc-ivd losei] 1604 Middleton Bather Hubbwds T.
Wks (Bulleni VIII 61 Else would not glosers oil the son,
Who, while his fathei liv’d, lus acts did hate 2639 Hammond
On Ps cxxxix 14 God would at length discover and bring
out such glo/ers 1783 Ainsworth's Lat. Diet (Morell) 1,

A glozer, adulator.

Glozingr igldn zuj), vbl. sb [f Gloze +
-ina !.] The action of the vb Gloze.
1. a The action of glossing 01 commenting

,
ex-

position, interpretation. Also cover a gloss, a
comment b. The action of glossing or explaining

away
,
extenuation, palliation.

c 1340 Cursor M 26095 (Fatrf ) To make to prest our
synms coub wib out glosing 1377 Langl P PI B xm
74, I wist neueie fieke that as a frere }ede Taken it for

her teme and telle it with outen glosynge. c 1380 Wyclit
Set. Wks III 439 He [antichrist] groundt}> pe deds bat
he dotb in glosyng offiens. 1413 Pilgr Smvle (Caxton)
II xlui (1859) 49 They peruertyn holy Scripture by fals

\ ndeistandynge, glosynge [etc ] 1362 WinJet Cert Trac-
tatis 11 Wks 1888 I 20 But wrystmg, wrying, glotsstng,

or clokmg 1573 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 96 Term-
ing all others mere counterfayte gloztngs *587 Golding
De Mornayxvi (1617) 280 The glosing of some wrong 164a
Milton Apol Smect vm, Immediately he falls to glozing.

1829 Q Rev XLI, 344 This gentleman has made several

marginal glosings 1830 I T aylor Logic in Thcol 28 This
doctrine, whatever may be the softening or the gloztngs that
are attached to it

2 . Flattery, cajolery, deceitful blandishment,
specious talk or representation
1297 R Gl ouc (Rolls) 2319 Her of he let hem segge

sob tvs it were in glosmge c X330 R Bkunne Citron Wace
(Rolls) 2319 Scbeo seyd nought glosyng til his wtlle 1377
Langi P PI B xx 124 With glosynges and with gab-
bynges he gyled be peple <- 1J.50 Mironr Saluacioun 355
O man be warre in this of wiklcid womans glosing 1326
Pilgr Peif (W deW 1531) 57 Flee glosynge, pleasures

& vayne gloryes 1640Y0RKE UnionHon Battles49 Perkin
using all his glosings, could not prevaile with the Citizens to

open their Gates <1x677 Barrow Serm v Wks 1687 1 65
Flattering collogutngs and glozmgs 1763 H Walpole
Oti anto tv (1798) 65 Discompose not yourselffoi the glosing

of a peasant’s son, 1820W Irving Sketch Bk II 164 His
sturdy nature would break through all their gloztngs

+ 3 An alleged name ior a ‘company' (of

taverners) Obs — 1

14861?/. St Albans Fvib, A Glosyng of Taperneris

Glozing* (gl(ju zirj), ppl a. [f. Gloze v 1 +
-ing-

] That glozeb
;
flattering, coaxing, cajoling

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 10218 Hu nadde of him bote is old

wone Glosinde wordes & false c 1400 Apol Loll 105 Glo-

saiidist-Uaterars, &. bitandist baebitars 1328 Roy Rede
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Me (Arb ) 43 In his glosynge pistles before tyme 1562-3

Jack Jngler (Roxb ) 33, I woll nat be deludyd with

such a gfosing lye *597 Hookfh Eccl Pol v iv. § a

Where the snares of glosing speech doe lye to intangle

them 1686 Horneck Crucif Jesus xtv 336 A glozing

pleasure invites them to consent *766 Fordyce Serm Yng
Worn (1767) III viu 42 A grave face and glozing accent

1701 Cowper Iliad ix 668 Henceforth his glozing arts Are
lost on me 1832-4 De Quincey CssarsV/k* 1862 IX 154

A glozing tempter in search of accomplices 1871W H
Dixon Tower111 v 43 Whose glozing tongue had won him
favour

Hence G-lo’zmgly aav
,
m a glozing manner

111420 Hocclpve De Reg Pnnc 1918 They that . glos-

ynglyunto her frendes talke, Spreden a nette before hem
where they walke *607 R Wilkinson Merchant Royall 1

A Scripture written m praise of women, yet not glosingly to

make them better than they be 1661 SirH Vane's Poli-

ticks 14 Without self-assentation (which even 1 glozingly

declined)

G-lu, obs var Glee sb., Glue sb.

t Glub x
. Obs rare. In 4 glob, glub(be

[Perh cognate with glubbe Globbe v , used to ren-

der L globus
,
prob from the similarity of sound ]

1 A mass or heap, rat e
— 1

138a Wyclif Josh m 13 Ihe watres that camen fro

aboue shulen stoond togidre in o glob [1388 gobet , L. in

una mole]

2 A Sand, company, troop, esp of warriors in

close array
138a Wyclif Nnm xvi it To hym silf he hath maad thee

to come ny3 that al thi glubbe [1388 gaderyng , L globus]
stoonde ajens the Lord 9 — 2 Kings ix 17 Thanne the

wayte see the glub of Hteu commynge, and setth, I see a
glub [1388 multitude , L glohtui]

t Glub 2
. Obs.— 1 [echoic ;

cf. Gluck, Glug ]
An inarticulate sound rendered by this spelling.

1794 G Adams Nat $ Exp PJulos I 11 58 An adequate
quantityofair will enter through the neck with akind ofglub

Glubbe, var Globbe v ,
GlubI, Obs.

Glucate (glb/ki?t) Chem. [f. Gluc-io +
-ate * ] A salt of glucic acid. 1840 [see GlucicI

Glucic (gl‘« sik), a Chem. [a. F. glucique

,

f.

Gr y\v/e-iis sweet : see -10.

In this word, as in glucina, glucinum, glucose, etc
,
terms

of chemistry chiefly formed in Fr In the 19th and the latter

part of the x8th c
,
the Gr. v is abnormally represented by w,

instead of by y. Littre in his Diet, substitutes give- for
gluc-ui these words (cf also Glucina, quot 1819), but the
proposed correction has not found acceptance among either
Frenchor English chemists ]

In glucic acid, an acid obtained by the action of
alkalis or acids on glucose.
1840 Turners Eletn. Chem (ed 6) m 981 By the forma-

tion of glucic acid, 1 eq of sugar disappears for each eq of
lime, and the molasses then contain glucate of lime 1839
Fmmies' Man Chem 354 Glucic acid is very soluble and
deliquescent, has a sour taste, and acid reaction

Glucina (gl'wsarna). Chem Formerly also

gluome, glycine. [Latinized form of F, glucine
,

(Vauquelin, 1798), f. Gr. yXvte-vz sweet (some of
the salts of glucina having a sweet taste) • see note
s v Gluoio For the ending -a, cf magnesia

, soda,

etc] The oxide of glucinum or beryllium, other-
wise called Beryllia.
1800 tr Lagrange s Chem I 137 Glucine. 1807T Thom-

son Chem II. 72 The discovery of a new earth, to which
Vauquelin and his associates gave the name of glucina
18*9 Rees Cycl , Glycine, Glucine 183* T P Jones
Convers Chem. xvu 172 Glucina or glucine X884 F. J,
Britten Watch <$• Clockm. 215 The Crystoberyl is an
alummate of glucina.

Glucinum (gl‘«s3i n«m). Chem Also glu-
cinium. [quasi- L., f Glucina; qv
In 1808 Davy suggested ghicinm as the name for the still

hypothetical metal . see quot s v. Alumium ]

A white metal obtained from beryl. Also called
Beryllium. Symbol Be or Gl.
x8ia Sir H Davy Chem Philos 358 Glucina is a com-

pound ofa peculiar metallic substance, which may be called
glucinum, and oxygene 1838 Penny Cycl XI 277/1 Glu-
cinium, the metallic base of an earth or oxide (Glucina)
discovered by Vauquelin. 1883A H Church Free Stones
v 42 The fluorides of atummium and glucinum have been
made to yield distinct chrystals of chrysoberyl

Gluck (gl»k), sb [echoic cf. Glug An
inarticulate sound supposed to be expressed by this
spelling. So with reduplication gluok-gluck.
1880 Ckamb Jrnl. No 202. 633 It is as when we pour

liquid from a full bottle
, at first it runs intermittently,

with a ‘gluk-gluk’ 189a Sportsman 9 July 8/1 A clatter
of knives and forks on plates a 1 gluck-gluck’ of poured
out drinks, and the merry laughter of the lunchers. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman 113 Ihe swish of the scythe .the
gluck of the wheels of the cart

Gluck (gl»k),z» [echoic : cf Glug v 3 intr. To
make a sound rendered by * gluck

"

1898 Blackiu. Mag Jan. 19 The blood glucked at the
thrapple.

Hence Glu’ckmg vbl sb. and ppl a.

1

1
5*7 J'-'Eichhardt Overland Exped u 29 The gluckmg

bird—-by which name, m consequence of its note, the bird
may be distinguished—was heard through the night. x86o
1 yndall Glac. l xvu, 120 A mellow glucking sound con*
tioued long afterwards
Glucogene, -genic s see Glycogen, -genicGlucose (gBsPkdus). Chem. Also glyeose. [£
Gr yKvic-fo sweet + -ose 2 ; see note s v. Glucic.]

Vol. IV.

a. A synonym for Dextrose or grape-sugar ;
now

chiefly m non-scientific use as a commercial name
for dextrose obtained from starch by the action of
sulphuric acid, b In extended sense : Any member
of the group of sugars havmg the common formula
C0H j2Ob , and including dextrose along with levu-
lose, mannitose, galactose, etc
1840 Turner's hient Chem (ed. 6) 111 969 Although the

identity of the different kinds of sugar classed under the
name of grape sugar or glucose be generally admitted X844
Hoblyn Did Med, Glucose, another name for starch
sugar, diabetic sugar, or the sugar of fruits, 1847 LrwES
Hist Philos. (1867) II 361 The crystals of sugar have to be
decomposed and the sugar transformed into glucose 1880
7 unes 5 Oct 4, 6 Brewers do not disdain the use of glucose. :

_
attnb. 1885 Syd Soc Lex , Glucoseferment, the ferment

in the animal body which is instrumental in the conversion
of glycogen into glucose x8gx B'ham Jnstit Mag Nov
163 Glucose syrups

Hence G-luco sio a [-ic], of or pertaining to
glucose
i860 Illustr Loud News 23 June 614/1 On the glucosic

fermentation of cane-sugar 1861 Blntlcy Man Bot 766
A nitrogenous body playing the part of a glucosic ferment.

Glucoside (gl'w ktfsaid) Chem [f. Glucose +
-IDE ] One of a class of vegetable substances which
being treated with dilute acids or alkalis, or sub-
jected to the action of ferments, are resolved into
glucose and some other substance
1866 Odling Amm Chem 94 Tannin- is a glucoside of

gallic acid 1878 Kingzctt Antm Chem 32 All glucosides
yield sugar, and many starches also yield sugar X895
Naturalist 23 Amygdahn, which is. the glucoside of the oil

of bitter almonds
Glucupicron : see Glycypioron.
Gluder, Sc. var Glother v

,
Obs , to flatter.

Glue (gl‘«, gl«)> sb Forms 4-5 glu, 4-8
glew(e, (4 glyu, 5 glowe, gluwe, glew^, 6 gleu),
4- glue, [ad OF glu (sense 1), Pr. glut late

L glut-em, gliis glue.]

+ 1 . Bird-lime. Alsoy^f. Obs
c 1380 WyCLtr Serm Sel Wks I. 223 Flee we her sentence

as heresie or fendis glewe c 1440 Promp Part) 200/1 Glu,
of festynge, vtscus 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng xcv (1482) 73
They made engyns with glew of nettes 1704 Collect Voy
(Churchill) III 26/1 Who take so many [birds] with Glue
or Nets
2 . A hard, brittle, brownish gelatin, obtained

by boiling the hides and hoofs of animals to a jelly,

when gently heated with water, it is used as a
cement for uniting substances. Fish-glue (see

Fish sb.1 7). Dutch or Flanders glue

.

a very fine

kind of glue Lip or mouth-glue a compound of

glue and sugar, which can be used by moistening
with the tongue
c 1400 Lanfranc's Ctmrg 133 As itwere two bordis weren

loyned togidere with cole or with glu 1436 Tmtinkull
Churchw Acc (Som Rec Soc ) 187 It in gluwe ad idem
opus [bookbinding] uij 11 c 15*0 Mem Rtpon (Surtees) III
206 Item pro j lib le glew, 3d 1594 Plat Jewell-ho 1 30
Dippe your hande m molten glewe. 1638 A * ox IVuriz'
Snrg u xxvi 175 Just as glue is betwixt two hoards to hold
them fast together 17x2 tr Pomet’s Hist Drugs I 180
Leaving it to dry to the Consistence of Flanders Glue.
1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1832) II. 86 Awkward joinings
by seams, tenons, nails, and glues, betraying the imperfec-
tions of their workman to the eye 1800 tr Lagrange's
Chem II 293 Every substance an infusion of which can
precipitate animal glue, possesses a tantung property 1846
G E Day tr Simon's A mm. Chem. II 377 An odour of
burned horn or glue,

3 . Used loosely for any substance that serves as

a cement Marine glue (see quot 1876)
138a Wyclif Isa xli. 7 Seiende to the glyu, It is good

c 1423 Seven Sag (P ) 1232 He sette a deppe caudron of
bras, A manere of glowe he dyde thare-inne c X477 Caxton
Jason 81 And wytn this glue thou shalt enoynte the mosels
of these two meruayllous booles 16x7 Markham Caval.
vi Ded ,

Whilest the glew of Lime and Simant shall knit
stones together, so long in our house will be held their
memories 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments (1735) 192 The
Flowers of Grains, mix'd with Water, will make a sort of
Glue. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 13 note,

Ihe marine glue, patented by Jeffrey in 1842, is formed by
dissolving one pound of caoutchouc m four gallons of
naphtha. Two parts of shellac are then added to one part
of this mixture

f b. = Gum. Also cherry-tree
,
plum-tree glue.

1683 Salmon Dot on Med. 1. 233 Cherry-tree, or Plum-tree
Glew x8oa Palky Nai. Theol.xix. (ed 2) 357 The glue or
gum, being passed through these minute apertures, forms
hairs of almost imperceptible fineness,

f c. Bitumen, pitch. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Gen vi 14 With ynne and with oute thow

shalt di3ten it [the ark] with glew 1398 Trevisa Barth
De P, R xv xxu (Tollem MS.), Also here [m Babylon]
was a toure, be mater berof was brent tyll made of glewe.
Ibid, xvi xix (1495) 339 Glewe is slymy gleue of the erth
[.Bitumen est terra a glebes liviosa],

*1*11.= Bee-glue (see Bee 7) : tr. L. gluten. Obs.

1694 Addison Virgil Misc Wks 1726 I 16 For this they
hoard up glew x6g7 Drvden Virg. Georg iv 33 Th’ in-

dustrious Kind with their Stores of gather’d Glue, contrive
To stop the Vents and Crannies of their Hive

e. fig
1340 Ayetib 246 He him tomejy to god he a glu of Ioue

1547-64 Bavldwin Mot. Philos (Palfr ) 48 Life is nothing
else but as it were a glue, which in man fastneth the soule
and body together. 1389 R. Bruce Serm (1843) 154 Love is

that celestial glue that conjoins all the faithful members in

the unity ofone mystical! body 1608 Hieron Wks I. 717/2-

Dissolue this glue, by whichmy affections are so close fastned
vnto those earthly things a 1659 Bp Brownrig Serm (1674)
II xvu 203 Charity *tis the glew and cement of the World
1838 Lowfll Amer Tract Soc, Prose Wks 1890 V 9 We
Americans are very fond of this glue ofcompromise

4 Soap-making A name for the condition of
soap at an earlystage of its manufacture (see quot.).

1885W L Carpentlr Soap 4 Candles 167 Practice alone
will enable the operator to judge of the completion of this

first operation, called ‘pasting’ (French enip&tage) the
soap is then said to be . in a 1

hitch ’ or ‘ glue
’

5 attnb. and Comb a. simple attributive, as
glue-bandage, -brush, -can, -clzchi, -kettle

,
-paper,

-size
, b objective, as glue-boiler

, -factor,
-maker.

Also glue-like adj

1894 Westm Gas 29 Jan 6/2 Wood splints were placed
across the bandages and firmly wrapped m lint, the whole
being covered by a *glue bandage. 1735 Johnson,

*Glue-
boiler,

,

one whose trade is to make glue 1847 Smeaton
Builder’s Plan 83 Ihe glue does not drop from the *glue-
brush as water or oil 1889 Anthony's Photogy Bull II 367
The manufacture of the *glue cliches is now an easy matter
1880 PI Hints Exam Needlework 67 Nets are used by the
*glue factors in Bei mondsey and Southwark, for drying the
glue 1893 G.M Tucker Com Speech 2 A rusty stove sur-
mounted by a '*glue-kettle 1897 A llbutt's Syst Med II.

514A thin watery discharge which gradually becomes thick,
viscid and '"glue like 1883 Syd Soc Lex s v ,

Diseases of
""glue makers 1823 J Nicholson Opn at. Mechanic 475
He forcibly presses the *glue-paper against it

6 Special comb : glue-plant, a sea-weed, Plo-
cana tenax {Syd. Soc Lex 1885) ; glue-stock,
hides used as material for glue ; glue-water, water
iu which glue has been dissolved. Also Gi ue-pot.
1885 C T Davis Leather \ 55 All stag, tainted, and badly-

scored hides must go at two-thirds pnee, unless they are
badly damaged, when they are classed as *glue stock 1683
Pettus Fleta- Min i (1686) 20 Moisten them [the Ashes]
with strong-Beer or with a f Glew-water.

Gine (gl1u, glit) ,
v Fonus • 3 glywe-n, 4gluwe,

4-8 glew(e, 5 glu-yn, glw-yn, glyewe, 6- glue.
Alsopa pple 4 x-glewed, y-glywed. [f. the sb.

Cf. I gluer (from 13th c.) ]
1. irons To join or fasten (together) with glue,

or some similar viscous substance. Const, on or
upon,iooxunto. Also with advs., as on, together, up
13 K Alts 6180A clay they haveth Therof they makith

hour and halle And wyndowes y*glywed by gynne Never
more water no comuth therynne c 1386 Chaucer Sqr 's T
174 The hors of bras, J>at may nat be remewed, It stant as it

were to the ground yglewed 1412-20 Lydg Chron. Troy
1 vi, 1 heyr tawes togither it shall glyewe 1335 Coverdale
Ecclus xxu 7 Who so teacheth a foole, is euen as one that

g
leweth a potsherde together 1588 Shaks 7it A ir 1 41
loe too . haue your Lath glued within your sheath, Till

you know better how to handle it 1680 Mokden Geog.
Red (1685) 62 Rolls of paper, Cut into long scrowles,
and glu'd together. 170a W J Bruyn's Voy Levant
xxxvn 146 Several Linnen Clothes glew’d upon each other.

X741 Monro A nat. Bones (ed 3) 290 The Cartilage seems
to glew the two Bones together 1781 Cowper Charity 30
The hand . Was glued to the sword-hilt with Indian gore
1830 Ann. Nat Hist

.

Ser. 11 V 284 These globules are
probably composed of some tenacious mucus with which to
glue the egg to any substance on which it may happen to
settle. 1842-39 GmVJrArchit (ed 4) 579 The way in which
bodies are glued up together for different purposes q’wo
hoards glued up edge to edge 1889 J M. Duncan Led.
Dis Women xxvm (ed 4) 228 The ovaries and intestines
and broad ligaments and parietal pelvic peritoneum became
glued together.

f b. To involve or entangle in some sticky sub-

stance (such as bird-lime), so as to impede or clog
free motion {lit. andfigl) Also, to constipate (the

bowels); =Glutinate ib Obs.
1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VI 301 f>e kynge [Louis]

wiste nou^t how faste he hadde i-glewed hym self. £1440
Gesta Rom. xxxi 1x7 (Add. MS ) Wherfore his tethe of
the oynemeat were so glewed [L (ed Oesterley) gumma
pltni erant] 1362 Turner Herbal it. 33 Duckes meat .

glewetb or bmdeth or maketh fast the bowelles of yong
childer. 1603 Florjo Montaigne (1634) 492 Those silly

harmlesse beasts indiscreetly ensnared, glewed . and
shackledthemselves 169*DrvdenK.Arihurni 11,Heaven’s
birdlime wraps me round, and glues my wings.

e To glue up • to seal up as with glue ; to shut
up tightly, Also without up.
1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 82 Put into a gallon pot

certain plaits of clean fine lead slewing the pot with clean
Lome. 18x7 Cobbett Wks. XXXII 3 The approaching
Session of Parliament will open millions of pairs of eyes,

which have been glued up by false alarms for the last
twenty-five years 1853 Kane GnnnellExp. xxx (1836) 258
We were glued up
2 . transf. tsxAjig. To cause to adhere closely or

firmly ; to fix or attach firmly (as if by gluing).

Formerly often without explicit reference to the

lit. use, esp. in sense . To attach m sympathy or
affection. Const, as m 1. Also with up.
c 1384 Chaucer H Fame m. 671 Let men glewe on us the

name 1347Homihes 1. Contention (1839) 533 We cannot be
joined to Christ our Head, except we be glued with concoid.

and chanty one to another, 1393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 11 vi. 5
My Loue and Feare, slew'd many Friends to thee, And
now I fall a 1659 Bf Brownrig Serin, (1674) II xxv. 31+
Prospenty glues us to this life, Afflictions loosen us 1700
Drvden Fables, Stgism. Guise 64X She Then to the
heart ador’d devoutly glew’d Her lips 1758 Rutty Spirit.
Diary (ed 2) 114 Why then so glued to this life? 1770
Foote Lame Lover 11 Wks 1799 II. 79 With your eyes
glew’d close to the key-hole. 177* Smollett Humph Cl.

110



GLUED, 238 GLUMMY,
13 July, She now began to glue herself to his Favour with
the grossest adulation 18*1-30 Ld Cockburn Meui. vi

(1874) 336 This single fact glued the whole lories together
1826 Scott Woodst ix, He glued the huge flagon to his lips

1833 c Bronte Vtltettex.\n (1855! 121 Her ear having been
glued to the keyhole 1884 World so Aug 15/2 Our men
are taught to pound along automatically, with their left hand
glued to their trousers’ seams.

•f 3. mtr. a To stick together in virtue of some
inherent property , to adhere Also fig. b To
admit of being fastened by glue Obs.
c 1420 Pallaci on Hush 1 66 A roten sweid tough to

glewe ayeyn though hit me delue 1607 Middleton Five
Gallants tv vui, Here be five on’s , let’s but glue together,
why now the world shall not come between us 1664. Evelyn
Sylva (1679) 27 It ohsei v'd that Oak will not easily glue to
other Wood 1701 Grlw Cosm Sacra hi. 11. 97 Tne Flesh
will glew together, with its own Native Balm.

+ 4. tram To daub 01 smear with glue or other
viscous substance. Also with over ? Obs.
138a Wvcur Exod u 3 He tok a lonket of resshen, and

gleuide it with glewishe cley, and with picche *398 Tre-
visa Barth De P R xix cxxvm (1495) 934 The % essell in
the whyche Moyses was in was gleived or pytched 1726
Leoni tr Alberti’s Archit I 49/2 Swallows when they
build their Nests, first dawb or glue over the beams winch
are to be the foundation 1808 J Barlow Colutnb vn 532
All the tar beat floor Is clogg’d with spatter'd brains and
gibed with gore.

Glued (gl‘«d, glwd), ppl. a. [f. Glue v. +
Fastened with or as with glue, also,

smeaied with glue
1705 Elstob in Heame Collect 30 Nov (O H S ) I 108

Were his glew'd tongue let loose 1858 Skyring’s Builder's
Prices 59 Glued and mitred slips *8go Anthony's Photogr
Bull III 74 Glued thread i=> pasted on a piece of heavy
catdboard

Glue*-pot. A pot in which glue is melted by
the heat of water m an outer vessel
1483 Cath Anri 160/1 A Glew pott

, glutinanum, 1399
B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum. v iv, I thmke thou dost
Varnish thyface with the fat on't, it lookes so like a Giew-pot
a 1634 Randolph Muse's Looking-gl in, 11, He, with the
pegs of amity and concord, (As with the glue-pot of good
government) Joints ’em. together. 1678 Moxon Mech
Eaeic I 102 Pour it into jour Glew-pot to use, but let

your Glew-pot be very dean Mod Put the glue-pot on the
lire at once.

Gluer (gl’z7 ai, gl?7 ai). [f Glueo +-er 1 ] One
who glues.

1483 Cath. Angl 160/x A Glewer
, gluthianus 1373-80

Barct A Iv G 288 A gluer, glutmator 1837 Walsh tr

AnstopA Clouds 1 v 446 A blackguard, a gluer together
of lies.

Gluey (glh7 i, gl« 1), a Forms • 4-5 gluwy,
<5-7 glewey, glewie, gluie, 6-8 gluy,(7 gleiwye,
8 gleuwy), 5-9 glewy, 8- gluey, [if. Glue
sb + -Y 1

] Resembling glue
;
having the properties

of glue; full of, or smeared with, glue; viscous,
glutinous, sticky. In early use t Bituminous
138a Wyclif Gen xiv. 10 The wodi valei forsothe had

manye pyttis of gluwy [» r glewyche] cley. 1398TREVISA
Barth DeP R v. lvu (1495) 172 In the fyrstejoynynge of
the bones is a maner of glewy and glemv moysture c 1420
Pallad on Hush 1, 75 And loke yfhit [a clod] be glewy,
tough to tiete 1587 Harrison England ir xxi (1877)1 333
There is a kind of glewie matter which holdeth birds so
fast as birdlime 169s Blackmore Pr Artk iv 104 Part is
spun in silken Thieads, and Clings Entangled in the Gi ass in
glewy Strings 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VIII 99
Letting fall upon them a few drops of gluey matter with
which their bodies are provided 1884 J Colborne Hicks
Pasha 180 A crass, gluey substance filled his throat
Comb 1866-7 Livingstone Last fmls (1873) I vui 196

Gluey looking gum
iramf. andyfy. <11430 Pilgr LyfManhodtiv xm (1869)

183 Ful of cley and arestinge, and glewy is )>ilke, ofwordlich
ricuesse of warships, of strengths of idel fairnesse 1649G Daniel Tntiurch To Rdr *8 Till waken’d by the
Clangor of fresh Quarts It breake the Gleiwye Prison, and
vp-starts A fresh. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St 1 Wks
1710 II. 8x3, 1 will not have one Penny of the Principal pass
through such glewy Fingers *768-74 Tucker Lt Nat
(1852) II. 446 It is possible to gain the art of grasping our
ideas without letting them grasp upon the mind, or take
such gluey hold as thatwe cannot wipe off at pleasure
Hence Glue yness, the quality, condition, or state

of being gluey
x6ii Cotgr , Glueur, glewinesse, clamminesse 1639 tr

Comennis' Gate Lang Uni x marg
, Which ropeth out

by reason of its clamminess or glumess 17*7 m Bailey
yol 11 , Glumess 1733 Cheyne Eng Malady 1 111 § 2
(*734) to This Class of nervous Disorders seems to arise
from a. Glewyness or Viscidity of the Animal Juices
Glufe, Glufer, obs. ff Glove, Glover.
GlufF, GLufFe, obs ff Glove, Gliff v
t Glug, sb l Obs.~ ‘ [cf. GlubI ] A clod
138a Wyclif yob xxv11I 6 Place of a safjnr is stones, and

the gluggis [1388 clottis
, L glebas] of hym gold.

Glug" (gl»g), sb‘* [echoic: cf. Gluck sb ] A
word formed to imitate an inarticulate sound (see
qnots). Also redupl glug-glug.
1768-74 Tucker L t Nat (1852) I 55 Pretty bottle, says

Sganareue, how sweet are thy lit tie glug glugs 1843 LeverJ Hinton vi. (1878) 38 Glug, glug, glug, flowed the bub-
bling liquor 1882 G Macdonald Castle Warlock xv (1883)
83 Lord Mergwam listened to the glug-glug in the long
B the decanter. 1897 Mary Kingsley W Africa
ji7S While hesitating as to where was the next safe place to
plant their feet, the place that they were standing on wentm with a glug.

Glug (gl»g), V, [echoic : cf. Gluck v ] mtr.

To make the sound rendered by ‘glug’. Hence
G-lu ggmg vbl sb and ppl a
1893W Wright Palmyra Zen xxvm 343 Their voices,

a kind of gluggmg bark, seemed borrowed fiom the camel.
1897 Westm Gaz 6 Mar 2/1 The . ‘gluggmg’ of the
liquor as it trickled down his throat.

Gltuf, obs. Sc f Glove
Gluing (glh7 ig, glzJ nj), vbl. sb [f. Glue v +

-ING- 1 ] The action of the vb Glue
,
also toner.

139S Trfvisa Barth De P R vn lxx (1495) 290 Some
medycynes percen humours with glewynge and thurstynge

as Miraboliams c 1440 Promp Pnrv 200/1 Gluynge
to-gedyr, congluUnacio, conviscacio 1373-80 in Baret
Alv G 202 1628 Earle Microcosm

,
Plodding Stud

(Arb ) 72 His disposition of them is as lust as the Book-
binders, a setting or glewing of them together 1703 T N
City 4* C Purchaser 29 They first Joint, and Glue the
Boards . which Gluing being dry, they . Plane 1890
Athenaeum 25 Oct 547/3 When this gluing has been care-
fully done, it is impossible to separate the layers

D attnb

,

as ghang-matter, -shed,
ci440 Promp Parv 200/1 Glujmge matere, as paste

gluten 1898 B Redwood Rep Schibaieffs Petrol
Refinery 13 One wooden building used as a cooperage and
gluing shed, provided with the usual fittings

t Gluing, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Glue v. + -ing 2 ]
Adhesive
1572 Hulott (ed Higins), Glewyng, or glewy glntino-

sus 1587 Golding DeMornay xxiv (1617) 413 1 he glewing
vanities that sticke so fast to\s 1635 swan Spec M vi

§ 4(1643) 262 Comfrey is ofa clammieand gluing moisture.
1637 W Coles Adam m Aden cccxxvi 602 1 he Leaves
and Baik of the Elme being also of a certain clammy and
glewing quality

Gluish (gl!« ij, glz7 ij), a [f. Glue sb +
-ish ] Somewhat resembling glue

;
having some

of the properties of glue.
1382 Wyclit Eaod 11 3 He .. glewide it with glewishe

cley *319 Horman Vulg 178 b, If it [earth] be gluishe
it is a token of a fatte grounde 1374 Newton Health
Mag 46 They loose muche of their toughe clamminesse
and glewish humoure *6oi Holland Pliny II 438 A
fish there is named Icthyocolla, which hath a glewish skin
1763 Nat Hut in Ann Reg 91/2 The floor was thick
smeared with a glueish moisture 1847 in Craig , and in
mod Diets

fig 01633 Gouge Comm Heb in (1635) 59 This world
hath a gluish quality to hold them close to it

Comb a 1722 Lislt Hush 11752) 177 Avery thick-rinded,
and cold glewish-fioured barley
Hence CHu ishness, the quality of being gluish
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 655 Some part of amends

made by the rare clammy glewtshnesse of the same
Glum (gl»m), sb. rare. Also 6 glome,glumme

[f. Glum v or a , cf Gloom sb ]
+ 1 A sullen look Obs.
*523 Skelton Garl LaurelmZ She loked hawtlj, and

gave on me a glum, There was amonge them no worde then
but mum a 1529 — Bowge ofCourts 80 On me she gaue
a glome [runes with come vb ] With browes bente 1330
Palsgr 223/2 Glumme, a sower loke, rechigne.
2 Glumness, sullenness, nonce-u.se,
1825 Lockhart in Scott's Fam Lett (1894) II 323 It is

much that the seven members have gone through it all
without anything even like a single flasn of glum
Glum (gl»m), a. Also 6 glumme, glomme.

[Related to Glum v and Gloom v
,

ct LG glum
tuibid, muddy.]
1. Of persons • Sullen, frowning

; having an air
of dejection or displeasure, esp m phr. to look
glum

,
also to look glum on (a person, action, etc )

1347 Salesbury Welsh Diet,, Gttig, glumme, lowring
1556*8 Phaer AEneid iv K ij b, She hym beheld w* loking
glomme, With rollyng here and there her eyes, and still in
sylens domme 1567 Drant Horace's Ep Uo Rdr , If ,

they will by worde of mouthe be answered, then wellfayre
my laste shootanchor, glum silence 1674 RayN C Words
21 To be Glum, to look sadly or sowily, to frown A word
common to the vulgar both m North and South 1676
Etheredge Man ofMode 11 1 (1684) 16 You need not look
so glum, Sir 1678 Rymer Tragedies 3 And not Athens
only, but so austere and glum a generation as tho^e of
Sparta agreed the same honour to these Athenian Poets
*755 Johnson, Glum, a low cant word formed by corrupt-
ing gloom 1771 Foote Maid of B in Wks 1799 II.
229 You all sit as silent and glum — why, can’t you
speak out ? 1786 Mad D'Arblay Diary6 Oct , The moment
he sees any one that he dislikes, he assumes a look of gium
distance and sullenness 1807-8 W Irving Salmag (1824)
123 [He] is as glum and grim and cynical as his master
1849 Thackeray Lett 4 Sept , I ought not to show you my
glum face or my dismal feelings 1887 Besant The World
went xin xo8 [He] sat glum, and presently grew impatient
and went out.

quasi-arfv 1796 R. Bage Hermsprong xii, I suppose at
that time I might answev rather glum.
2. Of things: Gloomy, dark, dismal. Now only

fig fiom sense 1 .

*557“8 Phaer ZEneid vi Qj, Thou Chaos, and you firy
boyling juttes and places glumme 1393 Tell-Troth’sN VGm 31 The glomest dave maye darken the sunne, but not
abate his pride 1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra.
(1879) 6 The Glum And horrid beat of Thunders Drum We
hear or see. 1848 Thackeray Lett 1 Nov, We walked m
the park surveying the glum old bridge
3. Comb , as glum-like

,
-looking adjs

1736 Mrs Calderwood Jml vm (1884) 219 Mr. Burrage
was a glum-like carle 1866 Sat Rev 26 May 617/1 The
air of the glum-Iooking Englishman surveying mankind at
a ball in Paris 1888Anna K Green BehindClosed Doors
vi. She was afraid to risk herself with such a glum-looking
customer I suppose.

Glum, v, Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 glom, 5-6

glome, 6 glumme. [var ofg/o(it)mSe, Gloom*/ 1
mtr. To look sullen, to frown, scowl

J

loure and glum 1330 Pa'lsgr 568/2 It" is a 'sower
6
wvfe°

?A?k\
S Tu ?l°Txg a

f' 1Si?
SuRREY

,

m TottePs M,sc(Aib ) 27 [He] hath his home Not as a den vneleane Norpalacdyke wherat disdayn may glome 1398 Tom Tyler *
Wife (1661) 5 He shall be soon appeased. If either he gaspeth
or glometh 1876 Whitby Gloss s v

,
If thou doesn’t want

it, say thou doesn’t . thou need not go and glum over it

Glumaceous (gVu-, gl«m*i -Jos), « [f Glume
+ -ACEOUS ] Of the nature of glumes

, bearing
glumes Also, belonging to the N O. Glumacex
of plants, which includes the grasses and sedges
*828-32 in Websttr (citing Barton) 1830 Lindlev Na*

hyst Bet 255 [Of Xyrideas] Calyx glumaceous, 3 leaved*
1846 M°Culloch Acc Brit Empire (1854) I 103 Several
alpine grasses and other glumaceous plants *834 S Thom-
son Wild FI 1 (ed 4) 60 The perianth, composed of six
glumaceous pieces. 1872 Oliver Eluu Bot 1 v 58 Mono-
cotyledons with chaffy glumes or scale-like bracts enclos-
ing the flowei, hence called Glumaceous
Glumal (gl'w-, ght mal), a [f Glume + -al ]= prec Lindley’s name for an ‘alliance’ of

glume-bearing endogens (see Alliance sb 6).
Also G-lu mal sb

,
a member of this alliance

1846 Lindi ey Veg Kingd 105 Glwuales, the Glumal
Alliance Natural orders of Glumals
G-luman, obs. foim of Gleeman
Glume (gl'wm, glwm) Bot. [ad. L. glirna

(rare) hull, husk (of gram)
,

cf. F glume ] One of
the chaff-like bracts which form the calyx or outer
envelope mthe mfloiescence of grasses and sedges*,
the husk of com or other gram.
[*577 B Googe Hereshack's Hush (1586) 26 b, Gluma is

the huske of the corne whose top is the aane 1609 Phil
Trans XXI 300 Each gluma or husk terminates In three
Aw ns, two of which are even, the other somewhat longer ]
*789 E Darwin Bot Card 11 (1791) 9 note. The chaffy
scales of the calyx and the glume m some Alpine grasses
. grow into leaves *831 Loudon Encycl Agrtc, (ed 2)
888 Rye-grass is now cut when it is just coming into
flowei

,
and therefore to collect the glumes or empty nusks

can be of no use as seed 1880 A R Wallace Jsl. Life
472 1 heir seeds, often enveloped in chaffy glumes 1B96
Edmonds Bot for Beginners 85 Each flower [of wheat] is
contained within a flowering glume and a pale.

|[ Gluxnella (gl'w*, gl«me la) Bot. [mod.L.
dim oigluma Glume.] An inner glume or palea
1861 Miss Pratt Flowei PI VI 43 Each flower usually

consists of two dissimilar valvelets called glumellas
GlumeTie. Bot rare [cf F gltwtelle~\ =prec
1836 Gray Elem Bot iv § 1 158 [Grasses] Each flower

is provided with a pair of bracts of a second order, 01
hracteoles, much resembling the glumes . which may be
termed glumelles orpalese

Glumellule (glJ«-, glwme li«l) Bot [ad.

mod L glumellula, dim. of Glumella
,

cf F.
glutnelhtle ] One of the scales frequently found
at the base of the ovaty m grasses

;
a lodicule.

*86* Bentlly Bot igg Each flower has frequently at
the base of the ovary two or more little scales, also of the
nature of bracts, which are generally termed squamulas

,

glumellules, or loduulse

Glumly (glff mli), adv. [f Glum a. + -ly 2
.]

In a glum manner.
1805 Mom Chron m Spirit Publ frills (*8o6) IX 308

His thumbs thus glumly twirling 1851 D Jerrold St
Gilesxx 206 ‘ Walk 1 ’ echoed Tangle, looking glumly *886
Church Let 11 Nov m Life ^ Lett (1894) 321 We sat
glumly at our breakfasts every morning
Glumme, obs form of Glum.
+ Glum-metal. local. Obs.
*686 Plot Stajffbrdsh iv 152 The stone call’d Glum-

metali, about Bradwall which though as hard to digg as
any rock

, yet the Air, rams, and frosts, will molhfyit so, that
it will run as if it weie a natural Lime

t Glu’mming, vbl. sb. Obs. [f Glum v. +
-ING-1 ] The action of the vb. Glum
a 1450 Knt de la lour (1868) 35 And so there was never

pees betwenehem, but everglomyng, louring, and chiding,
a *329 Skelton Col Cloute 83 And as for theyr connynge,
A glommynge, and a mummynge, And make tberof a jape
a *553 Voavl RoysterD 1 1 (Arb ) 12, I haue yond espied
hym sadly commmg, And in loue for twentie pounde, by
hys glommyng *575 Gainm. Gurton 111 iu, What deuill

woman, plucke vp your hart, & leue of al this gloming

+ Glu’mming, ppl a Obs. [f Glum v. +
-ING- 2.] That looks glum or sullen
1326 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) 94 But declyne from his
company, with glummynge or froward manner *349
Chaloner Erasm on Folly Cj, Who would serche the
maner of living of those soure and glommyng gods 1 *57*
tr. Buchanan's Detect, Mary N ij, There was all the way a
sad glumming silence. *373-80 Baret Alv G296

t Glu’mmisll, a. Obs rare. Also gloommish,
[f Glum a + -ish ] Somewhat gloomy.
*573 Twyne AEneid xi Kk y b, An Ilex tree with glum-

imsn darkish shade bespreddes the same, that none may
see. 1383 Stanyhurst ZEneis nr (Arb ) 91 His one light,

That stood in his lownng front gloommisn malleted onlye.

Like Greekish tergat glistnng 1580 R Robinson Gold
Mirr. (Chetham Soc ) 1 And Boreas breth was blacke, and
glummish chill

Glummy (glo mi), a [f. Glum a. + -y L] t a*

Gloomy (pis ). b. Glum.
*380 E Knight Tryal Truth 27 It can not he denyed, But

that such casual blastes may happen, as are most too be
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feared, when the wether waxeth darke and glummy 1884

I, l Alcott in Chi Fi easnry Jan ai/iAsmile touch-

ing the glummiest face like a streak of sunshine

G-lumness (gl® mnes). [f. Glum a + -ness.]

The condition of being glum

1727 Bailey vol II, Glumness [printed Glutnuess], Sul-

lenness m Looks 1786 Mad D'Abblay Diary 11 Nov,
He made us amends for the glumness of Colonel Golds-

worthy 1874 Daily News 2 June 5/5 He was continually

on the look out for boon companions who could enliven

the glumness of his official mansion

Glumose (gl'«-, glwmJus), a [ad. modL.
glumosus, f gluma Glume] Furnished with a

glume or husk

*793 Mahtyn Lang Boi , Glumosus Bos a glumose

flower, is a kind of aggregate flower, having a filiform

receptacle, with a common glume at the base x8ofl Galpine
But Bot C ib, Fl[owers] inferior glumose

So f Glumo sity Obs. rare ~ l
.

1657 Tomlinson Renan’s Disp 164* That the exterior

shell and all glumosity may be excused

Glttmous (gl*«-, ghl mas), a [f Glume +
-ous] = Glumose.
1828-33 m Wrusri R (citing Martyn) ,

and in later Diets

Glump (glump), sb, dial [f. Glumi? v ] a.

A sulky person b. pi (See quots.)

a- 1804 Tarras Poems 131 A peevish girnin glump 1825

Jamieson, &lumj>, Glumph, a sour or morose person

b 1825 Jamicson s v 1
In the glumps, in a gloomy state,

out of humour 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., dumps,
sulks ‘Down in the glumps’, sulky, ‘glumpy’ 1893
Not thumbld Gloss , Glumps, the sulks

Glump (gUrnip'l, v dial, [Of obsciue form-

ation, cf Gtum, Glop, Dump, Grumpy, etc] mtr
To sulk, be glum or sullen Also Glu mpxng vbl

sb and ppl. a
c 1746 Exmoor Scolding (ED S ' 39 Ya gurt chounting,

grumbling, glumpmg Trash Wtlmot Don’t tell me 0’

glumping 1802 R Anderson Cnmberld Ball 37 Neist
time we met, he glump’d and gloom’d, And turn’d his head
amther way *804 Tarras Poems 52* Glumpin wi' a sour
disdain She wi’ a youl began to mourn 1876 Whitby
Gloss ,iv,‘ Pray thee, what’s thou glumping at

’

Glumpish (glflmpij), a. Chiefly dial. [f.

Glump sb or v + -ish.J = Glumpy.
x8oo Helena Wells Constantin Neville II 139 Jeri y said

he was glumpish, and in his airs 1802 Mrs J anf West
InfidelFather1 26 Her fatherand mother were glumpish
awkward beings x86o Glo Eliot Mill on FI vi iv,

1 ’An
it worrets me as Mr Tom ’ull sit by himself so glumpish,
a-kmttm’ his brow, an’ a lookin’ at the fiie of a night’
x86o E Farmer Scrap Bk (ed 6) 46 He sits glumpish
and moody

Glumpy (gl» mpi), a [f as prec. + -Y 1. Cf
Grumpy j Glum, sullen, sulky
1780 Mad D’ArblayDiary June, I began to be monstrous

glumpy upon this last speech, which indeed was impertinent
enough x8oo A Carlyle Autobiog 347 Armstrong was
naturally glumpy. 1853 Miss Sewell Experience Life
xix. 189 You are not used, Sally, to look glumpy because
youi head aches x88i E J Worboise Sissie xlvn, Mr
Brooke was certainly glumpy, and inclined to snap and
snarl at everything his wife presumed to say

Hence Glu mpily adv
1864 M Eyre Lady's Walks in S France's (1865) 64, ‘I’ • • - - -

efi ig

Glum a and Clunch a 2 ] mtr. To look sour
or glum

,
es>p. in phi ase to glunch and gloom

1719 Ramsay Ep to Jos Arbnckle v, But when ane’s of
his merit conscious, He’s in the wrang, when prais'd, that
glunshes *786 Burns Earnest Cry 23 Does ony great
man glunch and gloom ? Speak out, an’ nevei fash your
thoom I 1890 ‘P Cushing ’ Bull 1' th' Thom I ix 204
This failed to satisfy Crump He glunched and gloomed
and spat out some hot oaths
Hence Glunch sb a sour look, Glunch a ,

sulky.
1786 Burns Sc Drmk xvu, Wha twists his gruntle wi’ a

glunch O’ sour disdain 1816 Scott Antiq ix, ‘ But what’s
the use o

1
looking sae glum and glunch about a pickle

banes ?

’

t Glunimie. Sc. Obs Also glune-amie,
glunyieman. [Prob a corruption of some Gaelic
phrase often heard from Highlanders ] A Lowland
name for a Highlander
a *745 Meston Poet Wks (1767) 115 Upon a tune Some

(dummies met at a fair, As deft and tight as ever wore
A durk, a targe and a claymore 1825 Jamieson, Glunyte-
wan, a rough unpolished boorish-looking man, a term
generally applied to a Highlander Batfifs 1828 Scott
F M Perth ui, And he is but half a Highlander neither, and
W
/tti

S a thouSht dour spirit of a Glune-amie
Grlur, var. Globe sb

tGlusk, v Obs.— 0 [Derivation obscure.]
mtr To squint

; implied in f Glu sker, one who
squints

, f Glu’sking vbl sb
,
squinting. (Cf. East

Anglian glusky sulky, in Forby Voc E Anglia )

if
^pApPromp Parv 200/2 Gluscare, idem quod, glyare

» Gluskynge, idem quod Glyenge (K P ) strabositas
Ginster, obs. form of Cluster sb

t Glut, sb 1 Obs rare, [a OF glut
,
glout

greedy, gluttonous
] = Glutton

0x394 P PI Crede 67 What glut of Jro gomes may any
good kgchen, He will kepen it hymself a 1400-30 A lex-
attder 455a Ane [of the gods] leris 30W to be hcherus Ane,
t0 b® Srindand gluttis & glorand dronkm
Glut, sb 2 obs. exc dial. Also 6 gloute. [a
OF. glout gulp, sb. related to gloutir, Glut v 2

]

A gulp or full draught
, the amount (of liquid)

swallowed at a gulp
X533 Elyot Cast. Helth (1341) 41 b, Let him dnnke a lytel

smal biere or ale, so that he drinke not a great glut, but in
a lytel quantite 1555 W Watr^man Fardle Facions 11

x 223 Many of the Tartarres when the bodies lie fresshe
bhedinge on the grounde, laye them downe alonge, and
sucke of y* bloud a full gloute 1658 R White tr Dtgby'i
Powd bymp (1660) 31 Moving sands, which covered and
buried heietofoie at one glut the puissant army of King
Cambyses c 1785 J l hompsotis Man 23 And for a con-
tinual Diet-Drink, take five great Gluts of the Decoction of
Mother Wit three ’limes a Day 1844 St ephens Bk Farm
II 217 Should the horse have to undertake a longer
journey a stinted allowance of water before starting is

requisite, say to 10 gluts. 1893 AT
oi thumbld Gloss, Glut,

a drink “lyek a glut or twee an’ ye’ll be bettor’

Glut (gl®l), sb b Also 6 glutte [f Glut v *]

1. The act of glutting or condition of being
glutted with food, etc

,
full indulgence in some

pleasure, ending in satiety or disgust
; one’s 4

fill
’

of something which finally cloys the appetite,
a surfeit

1594 Pi at Jewell-ho m 3 Use the first water againe for

the vehiculum because the same hath aheadie receyved
his glutte of the oyles 1602 Marsion Antonio's Rev v
iv Wks 1856 I 137 Even I have glut of blood 1607 Top-
sell Fourf Beasts (1638) 295 1 he glut of provender or
other meat not digested, doth cause a Horse to have great
pam m his body 1631 R H Arraignm Whole Creature
vi 41 1 hey cannot hav e alwayes their glut, their fill, and
their will in Sinne. a 1639 Bp Brownrig Serm (1674) I

xxvi 346 This glut of wealth, and a full satiety of all plea-
sure, is sinful 1667 Milton P L \ 089 So Death Shall
be deceiv'd his glut, and with us two Be forc’d to satisfy

his ravenous maw 1723 Pope Let to Swift 12 Jan ,
A Glut

of study and retirement in the first part of my life, cast me
into this [dissipation] 28x5 Col Hawker Diary I 138
We got two hours’ glut at then pheasants 1868 Bain Ment
4 Mor Set 111 viu § s If the chief fact be the glut of
sensuality and of power, the feeling is one of great and
acute pleasure
trails/, 1667 Milton P L vi 589 Those deep throated

Engms disgoiging foule lhir devillish glut, chain
Thunderbolts and Hail Of Iron Globes

f to pi Obs

1599 B Jonson Ev Man out ofHum 11 iv, Husbands
must take heed They glue no gluts of kindness to their

Wiues 1628 Jackson Creed vi 1 vi § 2 The gluts or
gushes of pleasure may at one time be much greater than
another, yet still transient, never consistent 1692 R
L’Estrangk Josephus (ed 5) 892 But the Gluts and the
Loathings of an irregular Love are unaccountable.

2 A supply of any mercantile commodity which
is greatly m excess of the demand

,
freq a glut in

the market
1594 Pr at Jewell-ho. in 31 Buying store of Roses when

you hnde a glut of them m the market x66z Petty
Taxes 47 We should have no such gluts of wool upon our
hand 1735 Beukeiey Qneust App § 215 By a glut of

paper, the prices of things must rise 1787 T Jefferson
Witt (1859) II 261 Ihe present glut is occasioned by their

importing too much 1848 Miil Pol Econ in xiv § 1

(1876) 337 Dearth, or scarcity, on the one hand, and over-

supply, or, in mercantile language, glut, on the other, are

incident to all commodities x868 Rogers Pol Econ (ed 3)

vm 79 As a rule, the phenomenon of a glut in the labour
market attends any gieat exaltation in the price of food
attnb 1829 Blackio Mag XXVI 115 Low, glut prices

are highly injurious to them
8 An excessiye quantity or number Now rare.

[1639 Fuller Holy Wars, xvu (1640) 27 Seeing the world
m that age had rather a glut, then famine of Saints ] 1653
A Wilson Jas I, 76 At our Kings first accesse to the

Crown, there was a glut of Knights made 174a Richard-
son Pamela IV, 114 To paten up a Drama in Italian, in

order to throw in a Glut of minuitish Airs 1824 Byron
Juan xv xxxm, They have at hand a blooming glut of

brides

4. An excessive influx of water, ram, etc. Now
rare
1636 B Jonson Dtscov (1640) 116 If you powre a glut of

water upon a Bottle, it receives little of it. i66x J Chil-
drey Brit Bacomca 47 Extream gluts of ram, or lasting

wet weather 1737 Thomson bummer (xst vers) 494
Collected all In one big glut Th’ impetuous torrent,

tumbling down the steep Ihundeis 1852 T. Thompson
Ann Influenza (1863) 82 There were some great gluts of

rain after the long drought x86a H Spencer First Prim
11 x § 87 (1875) 268 These currents from all sides lead to

a wave of accumulation where they meet—a glut

fig 1748 Chesterf Lett (1792) I cxxxvn 369 The thaw
has, I suppose, by this time, set them [letters] at liberty

and you will receive a glut ofthem at once.

f b An excessive flow of saliva, bile, etc Obs

1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 108 Put it in a linen

bag, and hold it to thy teeth, and shut thy fnouth while one

may say three Pater nosters, then open thy mouth, and let

out theglutt 17x9 Acct Sickness DeathDr W—dw—d
vciArbuthnoi’smtsc Wks, (1751) 1 179 Throughout the whole
Tract ofthe Intestines there was nothing remarkable, besides
an exceeding Flatulency, and great Gluts of vitiated Bile,

f 5. That which gluts or chokes up (a channel)

2695 Woodward Nat Hist Earth 1 (1723) 44 The Shells

were by some Glut, Stop, or other Means arrested m their

Passage. 1704 Addison Italy (1703) 113 He gathers in

his tedious Course Ten Thousand Streams, ana swelling

as he flows, In Scythian Seas the Glut of Rivers throws

t Glut, sb 4 Obs [Alteration olglit Gleet sb ,

associated with Glut sb 3 (sense j) ] = Gleet sb 2 .

16x1 Markham Country Content (1649) 38 To enseame
your hawke, which is, to cleanse her from grease, fat, and
glut. 16x5 Latham Falconry (1633) 7 She gathers no glut

to decay her stomacke

t Glut, sbP Obs, rare— [?ad. Gr„ ykSirnr

landrail Q), given in quot. as the equivalent term ]
A kind of bird

, ? the muff or whitethroat.
x66x Lovell Hist Amm fyMin 181 Gluts Muff Glottrdes

They feed in the fennes upon red seedes, bents and wormes

Glut (gift), sb 6 techn or dial [Perhaps an
altered form of chit, dial. var. of Cleat, assimi-

lated to Glut v 1
,

related to Glut v 2, where
‘ choked or glutted ’ in the quot. suggests Glut
Z/I4.]

1 A wedge of wood or iron (see quots)
1790 Marshall Mull Ches II 437 Glut, a large wooden

wedge 1825 Jamieson, Gluts, two wedges used in tem-
pering the plough '1 he end of the beam being movable
in the stilt into which it was inserted, these wedges wei e
anciently employed in raising or depressing it 1846 Yolng
Naut Did , Glut, a puce of wood mseited as a fulcrum
to get a better level -power on any thing, or inserted be-
neath the thing prized m order to prevent its recoil when
freshening the nip of the lever 1852 Newcastle Mining
Gloss (Northumbld Gloss), Glut, a piece of wood to fill

up behind cnbbmg or tubbing 1832 Seidel Organ 140
Wood pipes which produce a tremulous tone are lemedied
by a small wooden glut being driven into the wedge of the
mouth, 1869 Sir E J Reed Shipbutld vm 145 Ihe edges
which are to be welded ai e introduced into the grooves of an
H-shaped piece of iron, which the patentee calls a ‘ glut’

2 [See quots )

1873 Knight Diet Blech Glut, a small brick or block in-

troduced into a course to complete it 1889 Cl. Davis
Bricks <$• Tiles (ed 2) 285 The plunger is then at or about
its lowest point, and a ‘glut’, or green buck is placed in

the mould [etc ]

3 Naut (See quot

)

1841 Dana Seaman's Man 107 Glut, a piece of canvas
sewed into the centre of a sail, near the head It has an
eyelet-hole in the middle foi the bunt-jigger or beclcet to go
through

Glut, sb f A kind of eel (See Gloat sb 2
)

Glut (gl®t), v 1 Also 4 (vbl sb gloutynge),'

glotye, glotte. [Prob f. Glut sb 1 or its OF.
source ]

1 Irons To feed to repletion ; to indulge (appe-

tite) to the utmost Chiefly rejl or pass Coast
with + Also to glut up (hunger)
c 1315 [see Gluts ing vbl sb ’] 1393 Langl P PI C x.

76 To a-glotye [Ilchester MS glotye] with here gurles.

[See Aglut.] 1526 Ptlgr Perf (W de W. 1 531) 99 That
they fele theyr stomackes partly hungry, and not vtterly

saefate or glutted 1549 CHEicr Hurt bedit (1369) Eiv, Ye
haue waxed greedye now vpon Cities, and baue attempted
mightie spojles to glut vppe and ye coulde your - hunger.

1632 tr Bruel’s Praxis Med 407 As they are forbidden

to glut themselues, so they must not be altogether fasting.

1735 Somerville Chase 11 497 Gnm Slaughter strides along
Glutting her greedy Jaws 1822-34 Good’s Study Med

.

(ed 4) I xx6 There aie other persons who have had a taste

for harder substances, and have glutted themselves with
stones, glass, and even leaden bullets 1852 Hawthorne
1 anglewood T , Minotaur (1879) 33 Destined to glut the
ravenous maw of that detestable man brute.

transf 1667 Milton P L hi 259 Thou shalt look down
and smile, While I ruin all my Foes, Death last, and with
his Carcass glut the Grave 17x5-20 Pope Iliad xxi 337
Stay, and the funous flood shall cease to lave ’1 is not thy
fate to glut his angry wave 1808 J Barlow Colnmb 1

626 Crew and cargo glut the watery grave a 1878 Bryant
Freeman's Hymn (Cent,', Where famtne nevei blasts the

year, Nor plagues, nor earthquakes glut the grave.

b intr. for reft
1632 Lithgow Trav it 74 Her babes were brought forth

for the sword to glut upon 1847 Tennyson Pnnc 11 363
Like three horses that have broken fence, And glutted all

night long breast deep in corn, We issued gorged with know-
ledge

2. fig. To gratify to the full (m earlier use, a sense

or appetite of any kind, now, esp., a ferocious or

lustfuT desire) Also to glut a person
,
his eyes,

etc with, t tn something
X549 Sir J Chert: Hurt of Sedition (1569) C ij b, You

are better contented to suffer famine to glutte your lustes,

than [etc ] x6ax Burton A not Mel 11 111 111 (1651)323
A country man may travel from kingdome to kingdome .

and glut his eyes with delightful objects *632 E Reynolds
Expl noth Psalm 287 1 o glut themselves with the bloud

of his people 1633 P Fletcher Misc 82 Where idle

boyes may glut their lustfull taste, 1639 J S Clodamas 31
Not content to glut himselfe m such sins as might have

some excuse. 1662 Pefys Diary 23 Aug , My Lady Castle-

maine stood over against us upon a piece ofWhite Hall,

where I glutted myself with looking on her 2696 tr Du-
qvesne’s Vqy E hid 124 Those who admire shell-work,

may glut their fancy here 1745 J Davidson JEneid ix.

289 We have glutted ourselves with. Vengeance to the full

1835 Lytton Rienzi iv v, My employers are enough to

glut your rage an’ you were a tiger 1853 Kingsley Hy-
patia Pref

,
The lealms of nature and of art were ransacked

to glut the wonder, lust, and ferocity ofa degraded populace.

1874 Green Short Hist vi § 5 317 His ambition was
glutted at last with the rank of Cardinal

b intr (and 'j* reftl) To take one’s fill of think-

ing, gazing, etc. on something ;
to gloat on. Also

to long greedilyfor rare.

1632 E Reynolds Expl noth Psalm 310 By gazing and
glutting themselves on the objects of the world a 1639

T Carew Poems (1651) 81 Love doth with an hungry eye

Glut on Beauty Ibid 87 Let others glut on the extorted

praise Ofvulgar breath iZu^Spaniai ds iv 1, Yes, Boabdil,

seize on the royal power , Thy hand gluts for it *870

E H Pember ’lrag. Lesbos x. 139 Dost think she wantsTo
see thy dog’s eyes glutting on her ? Off 1

3 To overload or surfeit with food ; hence, to
surfeit, cloy, or sicken with excess of anything
Used oaas for. To exhaust the power of gratifying

110-2
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desire ; apposed to sate, which implies the extinction of the
desire itself

c 140a Destr Troy 11777 There is no greuaunce so grete
vndur god one, As the glemyng of gold, J»t glottes here
hertis. issoPalsgr 568/2, I glut with mente, Je cngloutte
I glut one with to moche aboundance of any thynge, je
assotiuys There is no carnail pleasure but a man may be
glutted in it Ibid

,
I glut with slepe, je assorts 1577

Vautrouillier Luther on Ep Gal 286 When the Gos-
pell is diligently and daily preached, many being glutted
therwith begin to loth it 1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie 11

ix (Arb ) 96 The ouer busie and too speedy retume of one
maner of tune, [doth] too much annoy and as it were glut
the eare 1618 Latham and Bk Falconry (1633) 22 Francke
food with rest breeds imperfection, and glots the stomacke
*6ai T Williamson tr Goulart's Wise Vieillard 103 This
life hath many commodities so It is that wee may be full

gorged, satiated, and glutted with them 1643 Fuller Holy
<5- Prof, St. iv 1 241: He leaveth his Prince alwayes with
an appetite, and never gluts him with his company. 1718
Prior Solomon 11, 95, I found The lickle ear soon glutted
with the sound 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III 237
Swallowing their blood at large draughts, and seeming
rather glutted than satiated with its abundance 1803 Jane
Porter Thaddeus ix. (1831) 84 Some straggling Cossacks
from the town glutted, but not sated, with blood 182a
Hazutt Table-t Ser 11 xv (1869) 304 The ear is cloyed
and glutted with warbled ecstasies or agonies.

4. To fill (a receptacle, channel, pipe, etc.) to
excess; to choke up; to saturate, impregnate
thoroughly tuilh some substance. Now rare.
1471 Ripley Alch vu mAshm (1652) x6g But geve

yt not so much that thou hyt glut. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb Kent (1826) til! The abundance of the light sand
(wherewith the Sea hath of latter yeeres glutted the haven)
*394 Pi at Jewell-ho 1. 46 Ground which hath been

f
lutted with salt water 168a Boyle Scept Chem. 11 126
al Tartan, dutcify’d by Distilling from it Spirit of Wine

till the Salt be sufficiently glutted with its Sulphur. 1796
C Marshall Garden iv. (1813) 47 When manure is applied,
the ground is not to be glutted with dung 1840 Hood MissKtlmansegg, Her Fancy Ball vu, With light all the square
is glutted 1878 Browning Poets Croisic xi, Crystals grown
where ocean gluts Their promontory's breadth with salt.

5. To overstock with mercantile goods. Chiefly
to glut the market.
*6*4 Capt Smith Virginia vi 236 Some of the rest . . so

glutted the market, that the price was abated 1687 A
Lovell Thevenot's Treat in mThe Dutch carry to Japan
.. Cloves, but in a small quantity that the Japanese may
not be glutted with them 1737 Jos. Harris Coins 63 The
European markets are never glutted with either . gold or
silver 1768 Gray Let, Poems (1775) 333 Dodsley has con-
trived to glut the town already with two editions beforehand
18*5 M“Culloch Pol Econ 11 iv 173 We should ere long
glut the market of the world with our commodities

Glut (gl»t), v 2 [ad. F. glohr, gloutir (obs )
to swallow;—L. gluttlre ] trans To swallow
greedily, gulp down

, also to glut down
, m (cf.

EngLut, used earlier in this sense). Now rare,
*600 T Lane Tom Tel-troth 128, I pray thee stirre my

jawes that I may glut it 1610 Shahs Temp 1. 1. 63 Hee’l
be hang’d yet, Though euery drop of water sweare against
it, And gape at widst to glut him 1666 G Harvey Morb
Angl xu 138 Those that glut down such immeasurable
proportions of flesh 1773 J Ross Fratricide vi 320 (MS.)
O that thou [Earth] would'st Gape and glut the Murd’rer’s
in 1 1790 A. Wilson 1st Ep to J Dobie Poet Wlcs (1846)
18 Tell them a plan o’ cent per cent , They'll glut yer words
like hinee 1861 Lytton & Fane Tannh&user 23 A throb-
bing light that grows and glows From glare to greater glare,
until it gluts And gulfs him in

Glut (giot),» 3 Naut [cf.

G

lut sb 6
] (See quot

)

2867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk s v
,
Glut used [? read is

used for] to prevent slipping, as sand and nippers glut the
messenger , the fall of a tackle across the sheaves, by
which it is choked or glutted.

Glut-, abbreviated combining form of Gluten
used in the formation of chemical terms, as <#Lnta-
co'nic a.

,
derived from gluten and aconitine; g,

acid, CBHa04. Ctlnta.‘xnic or GXutanu nic a,
derived from gluten and amidogen

,
g. acid

,

C5HsN0 4. GTata mine = glutamic amide. Cllu*
ta nic a

, m g. acid
, C b

HbOb (see quot). Olu-
taric a

,
derived from gluten and tartaric acid

(COaH ) 2 (CH2)3 GHutaaiue, CBH6N2Oa, a
white crystalline compound derived from pyridine.
2889 Muir & Morley Watts' Diet Chem II 613 *Glut~

acontc acid isomeric with citracomc acid 1678 KingzettAmm Chem 364 Coaglutin yields “glutamic acid x888
Muir& Morley Watts Diet Chem I 164 Amidaglulanc
acid— Glutamic acid. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med II 788
Lactic, sucemic, glutamic, and aspartic acids. 1885 Syd
Soc. Lex

,
^Glutamm, an amide of asparagin existing in

beet root, m the shoots of the vetch, and the pumpkin.
Ibid,' ifGltitanic acid, a substance obtained by acting on a
watery solution of glutamimc acid with a current of nitrous
acid gas . Also called oxyglutaric acid Ibtd

,
*Glutane

acid, a crystalline substance obtained by heating glutamc
acid with hydrtodic acid. 1889 Muir & Morley Watts’
Diet Chem iJ 614 Glutanc acid, normal pyrotartanc
acid Ibid - *Glutazme=di-oxy-amido-pyndine.

Gluteaal, gluteal (gliiz-, gl«tfal), a [f.

Gluts-us + -al.] Of or belonging to the glutsei.
1804 Abernetky Snrg Obs 98 Cysts . originally formed
m the

.
great gluteal muscle 1831 R Knox Cloquet’s

Anal 107 The glutseal vessels and nerve. 184a E Wilson
Anat. Vadt M. (ed 2) 3x5 The Gluteal Artery is the con-
tinuation of the posterior trunk of the internal iliac 1878,T Bryant Pract Surg I 20 It may . appear in the but-'
$ock as a f gluteal abscess

So Glutaan a.
*888 Portfolio Nov. 222/x The glutean muscles.
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IlGlutaeus, gluteus (gl‘«-, gl«tf»s). PI glu-
tffii, -tei (-tz si) [mod L gliitseus, gluteus, f Gr.
7A0UT0S rump, buttock.] One of the three large

muscles (distinguished asglutseus ntaximus
,
medius,

minimus
)
which form the buttock, and serveto move

the thigh in man ; sometimes applied to their ana-
logues in the lower animals Also in atlrtb. or adj

us£j glutseus muscle
,
glutsei muscles

1681 tr Willis' Rim Med Whs. Vocab
,
Ghitset

,

muscles
of the thigh 1706' Phillips (ed Kersey), Glutsei 18x6
A. C Hutchison Pract, Obs. Surg (1826) 116 From the
ankle to the trochanter, and over the glutsei muscles 1840
G EllisA nat 454 Other small branches ofthe sciatic come
from beneath the border of the gluteus. 1855 Ramsbotham
Obstelr. Med 2 The attachment of the three powerful glutsei

muscles. 1893 A,S ’E.ccsscaSciatica 53 Muscular rheumatism
of the gluteus.

Gluten (gl‘«-, g\ii ten) Also 8 glutton, [a

L gluten glue, perh. through F. gluten (16th c ) ]
1. Any sticky substance ; a gum or glue rare
1639 Du Verger tr. Cantus’ Admtr Events 98 The love

of vertue (which was the cement, or gluten of their friend-

ship) x8ax Craig Led Drawing 11 no The use of some
kind ofgum, or gluten, by way of size 1870 Emerson Soc
4r Soht , Civiliz. Wks (Bohn) III 8 The power of a wafer
or adiop ofwax or gluten to guard a letter

b. A viscid animal secretion
1802 Binglly Amm Biog (1813) III 456 The gluten sup-

plied by a gland [in the mussel] 1834 R. Mudie But
Birds I 224 Those swallows which construct their nests of
humid mud (they too may secrete lass or more of a similar
gluten) never build so high as the swift

•j* 2 . The albuminous element of animal tissues,

now called Fibrin. Sometimes animalgluten.
. 1597 Lowe Chirurg. 1 vi (1634) 21 The fourth [humour]
is called Gluten, and is the proper humiditie of the similar
parts 1658 A. Fox tr Wurtz' Snrg 1 vi 22 With that
poaking and searching they break and destroy that natural
Gluten or Balsom (which settleth for the healing, and is the
healing it self) 1746 R. James in Moufet & Bennet
Health's Improv Introd 65 The much smaller Quantity of
the oleaginous Liquor that is found in fresh Vegetables, in
Comparison of what is found in Flesh prevents the Forma-
tion of a too tenacious Glutton 1800 Henry Eptt Chem.
(1808) 306 Gluten forms the basis of the muscular or fleshy
parts of animals 1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed 4) 1 547
Fibrin or fibrous matter, frequently also called coagulable
lymph, and gluten

3 . The nitrogenous part of the flour of wheat or
other grain, which remains behind as a viscid sub-
stance when the starch is removed by kneading the
flour m a current of water.
1803 Med frill X 45 The eighth part of these 45, seems

to be resin, intimately mixed with gluten x8»a Imison Sci.

<
S* Art II 128 Gluten is insoluble in water and is elastic
like elastic gum 2837 M Donovan Dom. Econ. II 301
Wheat contains pure vegetable matter along with gluten,
which very much approximates to the character of animal
matter 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys Anat I 40 Gluten
. yields a principle which is called vegetable fibrine *876
Harley Mat Med (ed 6) 371 Oats contain a larger pro-
portion of gluten than any of the other cereals in use
4. Geol A tenacious mass (as of clay, bitumen,

etc ), So F. gluten ? Obs.
1811 Pinkerton Petrol I 530 A pudding-stone of frag-

ments of black hornstein m a gluten of clay, iron, and lime

5 Comb
,
as gluten-bread, bread containing a

large proportion of gluten, prescribed in the diet of
patients suffering from diabetes

; gluten-casein,
-fibrin, the vegetable casein and fibrin which form
constituents of gluten
1846 G E Day tr Simon'sAmm, Chem II. 296 Gluten-

bread containing only one-half the amount of starch, but
three times the amount of nitrogenous matter, was given m
its place. 1876 Trans Clinical Soc IX. 148 A partially
restricted dtetary was commenced, gluten bread being sub-
stituted for the ordinary loaf 1885 Goodale Physiol Bot
363 Casein of plants comprises the following substances *

legumm, gluten-casein, conglutm. Ibid 364 Gelatin of
plants The associated matters are (1) Gliadin, (2) Mucedin,
(3) Gluten fibrin

’

Gluteuerie : see Gluttonry.
t Glnrtenite. Geol. Obs. rare—1

, [f. Gluten
+ -ite.] A conglomerate rock (cf Gluten 4)
x8tx Pinkerton Petrol I. 138 Glutenite, consisting of

fragments of granite, cemented by trap Siderous glutenite,
or pudding stone of the most modern formation

G-luter, var Glother, Obs

,

to flatter,

t Glu’teraess. Obs. [?ad OF glouternie
gluttony; but cf. ON. glutr wasteful luxury]
Gluttony
cxaoo Ormin 1x650 ForrJji birr}) uss allre firrst Offtredenn

gluterrnesse Forr gluterrnesse waccne|?]»all Galnessess laj>e
strenncjje & alle fule lusstess Bigmnenn })aere & spnngenn
utOff gluterrnessess rote [Very frequent in Ormin ]

Gluterous, -ery, var. Gluttbbous, -ery, Obs,
t Glut-glut, v. Obs. rare—

\

[echoic : see
quot ] trans. To swallow or gulp down.
x65» Trapp Comm Pros. xxx. 15 Whiles he glutgluts

their blood, as the young Eaglets are said to do (lob 39 30)
by a word made from the sound

Gluther, Sc var. Glother, Obs., to flatter.

Glut-herring. ‘The blueback, Clufiea aesti-

valis, an American clupeoid fish closely related to
the alewife ’ {Cent. Diet ).

Glutin. (gitt-, gl«’tin). Chem Also glutme.
[a F glutme (obs.) vegetable albumen, prob. f.

L gluten) + -inc . see -in.]

GLUTINIZE.

+ 1 = Gluten i and 3. Obs
1825 J Nicholson Ope* at Mechanic 407 He wets the

fibres [of flax or hemp] and rubs them togethei
, which by

the glutme remaining in them will cause them to adhere
x866 Roscoe Elem Chem xli 354 Glutin, or the sticky
elastic substance contained with starch m wheaten flour is
vegetable fibrin

1

2 . ‘Vegetable albumen, as distinguished from
gluten’ (Mayne Expos. Lex 1854) ;

= Gliadin
1838 T. Thomson Chem Org Bodies 684 Gf Glutin This

name has been given by M de Saussure to the substance
described by EinhofiF, under the name of kleber It maybe
obtained by boiling alcohol upon the gluten of wheat, and
freeing the solution from mucin If the alcohol be evapo-
rated, the glutin is left in the state of a yellowish translucent
mattei. 1844 Hoblvn Diet Med

, Glutme, a principle resem-
bling gluten, but differing from it m not being soluble m
alcohol

3 ‘ A distinct form of gelatin obtained from skin,
hoof, bone, etc.’ (Mayne Expos Lex 1854).
1845 G. E Day tr. Simon's Amm. Chem I 26 By long

continued boiling, glutm loses its power of gelatinizing
1852 Mortit Tanning 4- Currying (1853) 142 Glutin is the
principal component of glue

+ GlU’tinant, ppl a. Obs rare- 1
, [ad L

glutwant-em,
pies. pple. of gliitmare to Gluti-

nate.] — Glutinative a
2684 tr Bonet's Merc Comfit, vu 252 Which dressing

may be kept on by a defensative and glutmant Plaster

t Glu’tinate, v Obs [f ppl. stem of L
gluttnare

,

f. glutin-, gluten glue.]

1. trans. Med a To close up, heal (a wound),
b To cure relaxation m (the bowels, veins, etc.)

,

to constipate Also absol.

1564 P Moore HopeHealthn ix 37Comferie glutinateth
and loyneth together freshe woundes. 16x0 Barrouch
Meth. Physick 11 xii (1639) 91 You must minister those
medicines which will glutinate and heale up the ulcer 1641
Frfnch Distill v (1651) 165 The inward use of these bath-
waters is by reason of the sulphur to dry, mollifie, discusse,
and glutinate, and to help all uterine effects 1684 tr Bonet's
Merc Compit in. 79 It may, by the power of Nature, be
glutinated with a kind of bony cicatrice. 1748 tr Vegetius'
Distemp Horses 344 It is thought that this will glutinate
any of the inward Parts or Vessels

2 (See quols )
1604 R Cawdrey Table Aiph

, Glutinate
,

to glue, or
loyne together 1698 [see Glutinated] I72t-x8oo Bailey,
Glutinate, to glue or stick together Hence in Todd, etc

Hence + Glirtmated, Glu-tmating ppl adjs
1634 T. Johnson Party's Chirurg 1033 Dnnesse and

astnction produce a glutinating and cicatrizing faculty
1655 Culpepper Rtvenus n xm 88You must use Astringent
and Glutinating Medicines 1698 Fryer Acc E India <$>

P 356 Their Bows . . not made ofWood, but glutinated Horn

t Glutina“tion. Obs. [ad L.glutm&tton-em,
n. of action f. gluttnare

:

see prec ]
1. Med. The process of closing or healing (wounds,

etc.) ; also pi., appliances for this purpose
*607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 546 The wounds made

of them are dangerous, because it is impossible to bring
them to a glutination with medicines 1657 Physical Diet ,

Gluhnations

,

such things that (like glue) are used to joyn
and close up broken bones, veins, &c 1684 tr. Bonds
Merc. Compit m 53 Asses milk cures the Ulcer by
cleansing and by glutination

2 Gluing
1676 in Coles. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Glutination,

a gluing together, orjoymng togethei with Glue 1721-1800
in Bailey Hence in Todd and mod Diets.

1 1 Glu’tinative, a and sb Med. Obs. [ad

lateL gluttndtlv-us, f gluttnare

:

see Glutinate ]A adj. Having the property ofjoining together

or closing up (wounds, etc ) ; constrictive
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1, cm 146 The same [rootes of Com-

ferie] are so glutinatiue that if [etc] 1585 Banister ti

Wec/teVs Chyrurg 336 Such a one is to be loyned . by
stitching and glutinatiue medicines. 1657 Tomlinson
Renou’s Disp, 452 It [Isinglass] is rightly mixed with
glutmative Salves 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gluiinative,
proper to glue, that has a gluing Quality, X7«-x8oo in

Baxley , hence in ToriD and mod Diets

B. sb. pi Medical preparations which serve lo

close up (wounds, etc ) or bind together.
[c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 6 Cap, v of glutinatiuis& con

sohdatiuis, hat buj) closeres & consouderes, & he difference

of hem) 1656 Ridgley Pract Physick 67 If the bone be
broken withal, common glutinatives restrain the venome
1684 tr Bonet's Merc. Compit xvni 600 The place must be
cicatrized by astringents and glutinatives

Hence f Oln tinativeuess, ‘ gluey quality \
1727-36 in Bailey,

+ Grlntinatory, a. Med. Obs rare—1
, [ad. late

L, (medical) gliitmatori-us ] = Glutinative a.

1657 Tomlinson Renou’s Disp 31 That medicament is

called glutinatory which conjoynes . .parts disjoyned

+ Glutining, ppl a Obs rare— 1
, [f L,

glutm-, gluten glue + -INO 2
] Sticky, gluey

1658 R White tr Digby's Pcnud Symp (ed 2) 43 These
[the beames from the Moon] clean contrary do refresh and
moysten in a notable manner, leaving an aquatick, and
viscous gjutining kind of sweat upon the glasse.

Glutinize (glJ«-, gl« tinsiz), v [f. as prec +
-ize.] trans To render viscous or gluey Hence
Glu'tmizingppl a
1750 G Hughes Barbadoes 153 This gluey substance may

be offurther use if gathered by butterflies or other flying

insects . to glutinize their bags or webs, before they enter

into the Aurelia state 18x4 Last Ad 11 1, Thinking about

him . . freezes my soul and glutimzes my blood. 1883 Hard-



GLUTINOID.

vnch's Photogr Chem (ed TayJor) 203 Iodide of Cadmium

would have superseded the other Iodides, had it not been

for its glutinizmg action on Pyroxyline

Glutinoid (gl'«-, gl« tinoid), a [f as prec +

-otd 1 Resembling gluten

xSifi Harley Mat Med (ed 6)729 Grape-mice also con-

tains gum, . colouring matter, and a glutinoid substance

Glutinose tgl
1"-, gl«*tinJusj, a. [bee -ose.] =

GLUTINOUS.
1840 m Paxton 5^ Diet 1882 in Ogilvie

Glutinosity ghitmp sitij. [f L. gluti-

nos-tts Glutinous + -ity.J The quality or condi-

tion of being glutinous.

c !,oo Laufrone's Cirurg

,

4S Pe stipticite ofbe rosis &
fflutmosite of be wormes remeuen pe akpe of pe senewis

i6o8Topsell Serpents (1658) 783 The Spider new strength-

neth them afresh with another new glutinosity, or fast-

binding clamminesse 1684 tr Sonet s Merc Lompitm 51

Austere things give glutinosity and toughness to Fluids

1876 tr Wagner's Gen Pathol, (ed 6) 246 'ihe cause of the

glutinosity lies m the fine processes, which the cells invari-

ably have also during their onward flow

Glutinous ( gl*«-i gl« tinas), a Also 7 glut-

tonous [ad L glutmos-us, f gluitn- Gluten.

Cf F glutmeux ] Of the nature of glue or gluten

;

viscid, sticky, gluey.

1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 337 Masticke gum, or any

other matter, that being wrought and made glutynous or

glewishe [etc] 1603 B Tonson Sejanns 1 1, We haue

No soft, and glutinous bodies, that can stick, Like Snailes

on painted walls 1620 Venner Via Recta 111 32 The
nourishment thereof is too moist, grosse, glutinous, and

obstructiue 1727 Swift Gulliver hi v. 209 Gums, oils,

and other glutinous matter 1779 Forrest Voy AT Guinea

188 As I went in barefooted, I found the jmry stuff stick to

my feet Being very glutinous, it was not easily washed off

1820 Keats Lamia 1 210 God Bacchus Stretch’d out, at

beneath a glutinous pine. 1851-6Woodward Mollusca

113 Some of the gasteropoda can suspend themselves by
glutinous threads 1875 Jowcrr Plato (ed a) III. 658 The
sinews have a firmer and more glutinous nature than flesh

jig *638 Rouse Heav Unvo (1702) 157,

1

may be able

to hold thee fast with the glutinous bond 6f true love

165s Fuller Ch Hist ix xvi 9 38 Besides the glutenous

nature of all aspersions to stick where they light. *72* R
Keith tr T A Kempis' Sold, Soul ix 170, I am fettered

with the glutinous Affection of fading slippery Things 1883

A Forbes m 19th Cent Oct 722 The accent of the lower

classes, which is a glutinous Cockney

Hence Olu tinously adv
,
GHu tinonsness.

1620 Dekker Dreame (i860) 29 The ^Egyptian Caligmous

black vapor glutinously thick, a 1661 Fuller Worthies

Dorset. 1 (1662) 277 His [the tench's] Natural unctuous

glutinousness, which quickly consol idateth any green gash

in any fish 1685 Boyle Ena . Notion Nat 192 Spirit of

Wine, whose Tenacity and Glutinousness is far less than

that of Water 1854 Ruskin Stones Ven I xxvii § 16 As
if one had dipped it [the shaft]

1

into a mass of melted orna-

ment and brought up1 a quantityadhering glutinously to1 its

extremity. 187a Geo Eliot Middletn ,
The most glutinously

indefinite minds enclose sotaxe hard grams of habit.

Glutiry, var Gluttery, Obs.

Glutition (gl«ti {an), [n of action f L. glutire

to swallow.] The action ofswallowing, deglutition.

1888 Med News LIII 508 (Cent ) This . . does not, as a
rule, prevent glutition

Glu’tless, d nonce-vtd [f. Glut sb 3 or Glut
v 1 + -LESS ] Insatiable.

1787 BestAnghng 8 The greedy Trout and glutless Eel.

t Grlu'tman. Obs: [f Glut sb.3 +Man ] (See

quot.)

1796 Colquhoun Police Metrop 64 Inferior Officers of the

Customs, and particularly that class of supernumerary tides-

men who are employed, pro tempore

,

when there is hurry
of business, and who, from, that circumstance, are called

giutmen

Glutne, -y, var Gluttery, Obs.

GIutt(e, obs. form of Glut sb and v.

Glutted (glo' ted), jbpl. a.1 [f. Glut z> 1 + -ed 1
.]

In senses of the vb.
<11586 Sidney Arcadia in (1633) 296 But those valiant

couples gave new appetites to the almost glutted eyes ofthe

beholders. 1635 Quarles Embl 11 11 (17x8) 69 She sucks and
draws her brother's golden store Until her glutted orb can
suck no more 1702 Pope WifeofBath 262 A glutted market
makesprovision cheap 1718 Prior Solomon 1 2:9 The faithful

hound Takes what the glutted child denies to eat 1856
Emerson Eng Traits

,
Lit Wks. (Bohn) II 113 Glutted

markets and low prices

Glutted (gly ted), ppl a ,2 rare — l
. [f. Glut

vA + -ed 1
.] That is swallowed greedily.

1667 Milton P, L x 633 My Hell-hounds cramm'd'and
gorg’d nigh burst With suckt and glutted offnl

Gluttony, obs, form of Gluttony
Glutter (gl» tar), rare [echoic.] Splutter.

1826 J Wilson Noct. Amir Wks 1855 I 240 What a

f
lutter of gutturals. 1884 R Buchanan Foxglove Manor

‘

I xxvi 24s. Here and there ran a weazel in' on'e eternal
glutter and hurry ofbloodthirsty emotion.

t Glu tterous, a. Obs. rare. In 4 glote-
rous(e, glotorous, 5 gluterus. [ad. OF. *glou-
lereux', cf next.] * Gluttonous
1382 Wyclip Lev xi 30 A mygal, that is a beeste bom

trecherows to bigile, and moost gloterous [1388 margin a
gileful and most gloterouse mousl 1483 Cain Anyl x6o/i
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glotme
,
glcutene

,

f glot glutton: see Glut sbfi

and -EBY.] Gluttony
The word is chiefly northern, occurring frequently in the

Cursor Mundi and irr Hampole
<21300 CursorM 10114 pe fleche has redilr him br, Foil

liking, and gloten. a 1340 Hampole Psalter lxvm 19 pe
wickid delites of glutiry and hchery 1382 Wyclif Dent.
xxi 20 This oure sone . to glotryes [1388 glotopyes] takith

hede, and to leccherye, and' to feestis c 1400 Maundev
(Roxb ) xv 69 pai occupiez all be day-, m drmkyng apd in

glotry c 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 7172 pai turned to
glutery and confusioun c 1470 Henry Wallace vn 349
Throuch full glutire in swarff swappyt hlc swyn
Glutting (gkrtuj), vbl sb 1 [f. Glut v 1 +

-IN& 1
.] Tne action of the verb Glut 1

; feeding

to repletion, cramming, or cloying Also concr.,

an amount (of food) that gluts

C1315 ShoReham 97 And that thou ne Werche fiaujt, Ac
gest to Jjyne gloutynge “Ihou halst wel wors thane
masse-day 1 hane manne myd hys workynge 1549 Chekr
Hurt Sedit (1569) G ivb, By vsing of glutting of meates
which weakeneth the body x5g8 FlorIo, Corpacctata, a
panchfull, a glutting 1626 Bacon Sylva § 300 Some Food
we may vse long and much, without Glutting 1649 Jer
Taylor Gt Exemp 111 xiv 26 Nothing but gluttings of

the sence 1653 Rouse Myst Marr 303 So temperate a
moderation between glutting and starving, that the Soul be
neither too fat nor too lean

Glutting (glo tig), vbl sb ,
2 rate [f. Glut v 2

+ -1NG 1.} a The action of the veib Glut 2
;

greedy swallowing, gulping Also glutting down.

to. A sound as of swallowing.
_

1631 Lithgow Trav in 127 Heswimmes, and sinkes, and
that glutting downe, The angry Fates, did kind Leander

I vvucy, WS. i'UUus , •}

tory, glutry, -rie, 3-4 glotery, -on, 4 glot(te)ry,

gluttery, -en(e, -erye, glutiry, -urry, 4-5 glo-
torye, 5 glutterye, glutery, glutted, [a, OF.

That gluts, sates, or cloys

1574 T. Newton Dir Health Mag 32 A great gluttmge

draught drowneth the meate 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635)

15 Glutting morsels spread upon purples 1681 Flavi l

Meth Grace xn. 252 The loveliness of every creature is of

a cloying and glutting nature

Hence CHu ttingly adv
,
so as to glut

x6ix Florio, A satieth, with saciety, hold-belly-hold, glut-

tingly _ „ _

Glu-ttiug, ppl a 2 [f. Glut v? + -ing~.]

That gluts or swallows greedily

1555 Harpsfield Divorce (1878) 287 This insatiable, glut-

ting Chanbd is and Sylla

Gluttonous, obs. form of Glutinous,

t Gluttish, a. Obs. rare, [f Glut sb? + -ish.]

Cloymg, satiating.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv (1746)1113 If

they be over sweet and gluttish, they soon turn into Choler,

stop the Liver [etc ] Ibid 272 No Eel is free from a veno-

mous Malignity and a kind of gluttish suffocating Juice

Glutton (gl» t’n)
,
sb. and a. Forms: 3 glutun,

glotun, 3-4 glotoun, (4 glotoune, -owns, -en) >

4-6 gloton, (5 glotone, gluton), 5-6 glotton,

(6 glutton, Sc. gloyrton, glouttoun), 6- glutton.

[a.OF glutun, gluton (mod.F glouton—Sp gloton

,

Pg.glotao. It.ghiottone) -L.gluton-em ,
,

glutton-em,

sb related to glutire to gulp down, swallow. The

L. nom gluto is represented by_ shorter forms in

some of the Romanic languages, as OF. gloz, gluz
,

glous, etc.* (later glout masc
,
gloute fern ), Prov,

glotz. It ghwtto , cf. Glut sb.'}

A sb. One who eats to excess, Orwho takes

pleasure in immoderate eating , a gormandizer.

<*1225 Ancr. R 2x4 Pe jiuTe glutun is bes feondes man-

ciple. a *300 K Horn 1T22 Hue fulde him of the broune

A bolle of a galoun, Hue wende he were a glotoun. 1387

Trfvisa Higden II 171 In herynge bey beeb menstralles

and heraudes, in talkynge grete spekeres, m etynge and

in drynkynge glotouns c 1450 Mvrour Sahtacioun 658

The Gloton knawes erthlmesse and vnknawes hevenly thing

15*6 Ptlgr. Perf (W de W 1531) 233 Ibe couetous person

. hath nis meaitacion on his goodes, the gloton on his m-

ordynat appetytes, and so of other c 1586 C’tess Pem-

broke Ps LXXVUI, xui, Gods wrathfull rage upon these

gluttons sent, Of all their troupes the principallest slew 1725

Pope Odyss xi 149 There foul adulterers to thy bride resort,

And lordly gluttons not in thy court 1774 Goldsm Fetal.

a8 At a dinner so various, at such q repast Who’d not be a.

glutton, and stick to the last ? 182* Syd Smith Whs (1867)

I 329 But you will never separate the wealthy glutton from

his pheasant 1880 Mrs Forrester Roy SfV. I 38 Fancy

her wanting to marrya lovely girl to'a disgusting old glutton

like the Baron -
,

'

fig 1548 Hall Chhon
,
Hen Vf, 137 Suche a strong percer

Is money, and £bche a gredie glotton is avarice.

Prov c £530 R Hilles Common-Pi Bk. (1858) 140 Non
sygheth so sore as the gloton that may no more

f to. The (rich) glutton,
th

r
e nchman ofthe para-

ble (Lukexvi 19) ,
who^faredsumpttiouslyeyery day’,

= L dives epulo, m the Vulgate heading of the chapter.

[c 1380 Wycmf Serm Sel Wks. T 1 Pere was a riche man
fiat disuside his nchesse in, pride and m glptonye ] 1413

Ptlgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) in ix 56 The riche gloton lacketh

water to kele with his tonge 1568 Lauder,

P

rrtt/e Mirronr

101 The Gluttoun, quha fed delicius That petut nocht the

nure Lazarus <1159^ H Smith Serm (1622) 35 ^ That fiery

lake, where the Glutton beggfc but a drop of Water to coole

the tip of his tongue 172a De FoE Rehg Coitrtsh in.

(1840) 66 Would you change your condition with me that

am the rich glutton ?

c applied to animals. (Cf. 4, 5 )

1308 Trevisa Barth De P, R xvm 1 (i49S) 738 Some
bestes ben grete glotons and giete deuourers of ineete 1697

Dryden Virgo Georg iv» 166 Sweet Gardens, full of Saffron

GLUTTONISH.
Flow'rs, invite The wand’nng Gluttons, and retard their

Flight c 1750 Shenstonk Elegies xv. 67 From their own
streams their choicer fare they drew , To lure the scaly

glutton to the shore

2. fig One who is inordinately fond of some
specified object or pursuit, esp. a glutton of books,

after L helluo hbrorunt
a 1704’T. Brown hat Fr King Wks 1730 I 60 Since ’tis

no sin of books to be a glutton, I truck’d St Austin for a

leg of mutton *706- Granville Brit Enchanters 1 1 4
Eoes alike to Good, Gluttons in Murder, wanton to destroy,

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nett. (1852) II 484 We talk of a thirst

of knowledge, a glutton of books x86o Marsh Eng Lang
xxi. 464 The elder Pliny, the most voracious literary glutton

of ancient times

to Sporting slang. (See qnots )

1809 European Mag. LV 22 The term glutton whether at

a fight or a feast is now indiscriminately applied to every

man of true bottom 18x9 Moore Tom Crib (ed 3) p. xvi,

A * glutton ’ the classical phrase at Moulsey-Hurst, for one

who takes a deal of punishment before he is satisfied

f 3. Asa general term of repioach or contempt

A vile wretch ;
* a Lnane, rascall, filthie fellow ’

(Cotgr ) (The earliest sense recorded in OF ) Obs

c 1300 Haveloh 2104 Nonebutwtoke men,Glotuns, reu[e]res,
or wickg theues c 138aSirEePumb 164 ‘A, glotoun ’, saide

Emperer, ‘entempre b°u betetf by tonge . 1432-50 tr,

Higden (Rolls) VII. 327 Sease, gloton [L nebula], y_ am
kyngeofVnglonde. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 111 83
‘ Go forth, glotton, goddis curse haue thou’ sayd Aymon to

his sone Reynawde 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I ccclxxxm

626 Watte Tyler, Jacke Strawe, and Johan Ball . founde

the aichebysshoppe of Caunterbury these glottons [F ces

glo 11tons] toke hym and fatrake of his heed

4. A voracious animal, Gulo luscus or arcticus,

belonging to the Mustelidx or weasels and martens,

but much larger than other members ofthat family.

It is a native of the northern parts of Europe, Asia,

and America , the American variety is Commonly
called Wolverene; or Carcajou.

t

1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland 134 The Gluttons . have a

round head, strong and sharp tdeth, like a Wolfs . some

compare it to the Otter, but it is far greedier than he, for

thence it gets its name 1774* Goldsm Nat Hist (1776)

III 395 'lhe Glutton for several reasons, seems to belong

to this tribe [the weasels], and this only 1834 M'Murtrie
Cuvier's Anvn. Kmgd 61 Linnaeus' . placed tRe Gluttons

among the bears, but they approximate much nearer to the

weasels in * their teeth as well as m their habits 1865

Lubbolk Preh. Tunes ix (1869) 295 The glutton Or wolverine

, has been found in thiee of the English bone-cavesj

5 . A species of the genus Volvox of Infusoria. ? Obs.

*769 Ellis in Pful Trans. LIX. 150 Fig 6 is the volvoc

vorax, or the glutton

0 Comb., as glutton-like adj and adv.

1592 Shaks. Ven ^ Ad xci, Gluttonlike she feeds, yet

neuer filleth 1599 T M[ourET] Silkwomtes 43 And glutton-

like to vomit vp their meate. 1697 Congreve Mourning
Bndei i 3 Some unsuspected hoard ofdarling Grief, Which
they unseen, may wail and weep and mourn, And Glutton-

like alone devour ... ,,

B adj = Gluttonous; also (see A3) + villain-

ous. (Cf F. glouton adj )

1387-8 T Usk Test Love 111 ix (Skeat) 65 Right as I was

sorowed thorow the gloton cloud of mamfolde sickly sorow

<2x547 Surrey Ps lxxm 26 in Park Nttgte Antiq (1804)

II 365 Whose glutten chekes slouth feads so fatt, as scant

their eyes be sene 1682 Dryden Reltgio Laici 33 In

Pleasure some their glutton souls would steep 17x2 Con-

greve Ovids Art Love ill Wks 1730 III 384 N° Glutton

Nymph, however Fair, can wound, Tho more than Helen

she m Charmsabound 1725 Pope Odyss xix 645 The geese

(a glutton race) by thee deplor’d, Portend the Suitors fated to

my sword 1805 in Spirit Publ Jrnls (1806) IX 244 His

f
lutton stomach would have gorged the world 1856 J. H
Iewman Calhsta xv 136 lhe small patches of ground be-

longing to the poor peasants, are the piey of these glutton

invaders [r<r. locusts].

t Glu tton, V. Obs [f. the sb. ; cf. OF. glou-

tonner.] mtr. To feed voraciously or excessively

<rx6oo Shaks Sonn lxxv, Thus do I pme and surfet day

by day, Or gluttomng on all, or all away, x6oz Marston
Antonio's Rev 1 111 Wks 1856 I. 82 Sing one of Sigmor

Renaldo’s ayres, To rouse the slumbnng bride from glutton-

mg, In surfet pfsuperfluous sleepe 1747 tr Mem Nutrebian

Court II 23 Fierce dogs Were sitting, to gorge and glutton

on their bowdls 1781 W. Blane Ess Hunting (1788) 83

Hares never gluttori on their food, like the wise Jleaas

that hunt them - . *

Hence f Glirttoned ppl h, surfeited, gorged
,

f Gltx ttobixter vbl. Sb (also gluttanwg-tn). Also

+ Gin ttoner, a glutton.

1482 Mon& ofEvesham (Arb) 82 Y leue Oute and pas

bv lyers Ahd forswerets giotyners and a thousand

mo of this wyse 1607 Topsell Honr-f Beasts 435 It

resembleth a Wolfe ra voracity and gluttomng in of flesh.

1641 Marmion Antiquary Hub, Come, honest cook, let

me see how thy imagination has wrought, as weli as thy

fingers . for gluttomng delights to be ingenious <*1658

Lovelace Lvcasta. Posth (1659) 81 Then after all your

foolipg, fat, and wme^Glutton’d at last, [you} ^fturn at home

to pine X72X Strype Eccl Mem
t
III. 1 3®4 They were not

deprived forgluttomng, norswearing, nordicing,

Glutton, obs. form of Gluten.

Gltt ttouess. rare. [f. Glutton sb. + -ess.]

A female glutton.
,

x6xx CofCRrf Gourmanderesse

,

a gluttonnesse X835

Blackw Mag. XXXVIII. 547 We might be otherwise were

we too purveyors for that gluttonness [the reading public}

to whom the grave is an epicure.

Gluttonisfc (gl» tomj), a rare .
[f. Glutton

sb. + -ish.] Glutton-like, voracious.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv (1633) 426 Having now framed



GLUTTOITISM. GLYCO-.

their gluttonish stomackes to have for food the wild benefits

of nature. 1886 Sheldon tr Flaubert’s Salammld 5 They
swallowed, in gluttonish mouthfuls, all the Greek, wine

Hence + Glu ttonishness.
1398 Flohio, Ltccahtra, a licking Also gluttonishnes,

lickrishnes

Glu'ttonism. nonce-ivd [f as prec. + -ism ]

The practice of being a glutton (m quot, fig

,

cf.

Glutton.^ 2)

1823 De Quincey Lett Yng Man Wks i860 XIV 46
One of the chief symptoms is an enormous ‘ gluttonism ’ for

books, and for adding language to language

Gluttonize (gl® tansiz), v [f as prec + -ize ]

tvtr To feast gluttonously Const, on, f in Also
*j* to gluftomze it

1656-81 Blount Glossogr , Gormandise,
to ravine, devoure,

glut, or gluttonize it, 1659 Genii Calling \ § 5 (1660) 78 For
how else can it become possible, that one rank of men should
gluttonize, and another starve? 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst
r v 8x0 That conceit that evil demons were delighted with
the blood and mdours of sacrifices, which they did, as it

were, luxuriate and gluttonize in 1748 Richardson Cla-

rissa (1811) IV xxv 136 The palliating consolation of an
Hottentot heart, determined rather to gluttonize on the

garbage of other foul feeders than to reform 1804 C B
Brown tr Volney's View Soil U S 368 When game is

plenty they revel and gluttonize.

to. tiam To feast gluttonously on.

*793 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 136 Mine eye gluttonizes the
sea

Hence GHu'ttomzing vbl sb. and ppl a
1827 Mirror II 435/2 Gieet this gluttonizing day, And

hail the new Lord Mayor 1887 Pall Mall G 21 Dec 4/1
The Christmas gluttonizing of the vvell to-dp

+ Gltrttonly, adv. Obs 7an— 1 In 4 glo-

tounli che [f. as prec 4* -ly 2
,
cf OF gloutement,

F. gloutonnement ] Greedily.

1340 Ayenb m pet is pet bread and pe mete pet pou
. . sselt ete zuype and glotounhche

Gluttonous (git? tanas), a. Forms - 4glotou-
mus, -onous, -enous, 5 glotenose, -ynous,
glouttonnous, 6 glottonous, (7 glutenous,
•mous,) 6- gluttonous, [f. Glutton sb +-ous

,

no corresponding form is recorded in OF ]

1 . Given to excess m eating ;
characterized by,

or of the nature of, gluttony.

1340-70 Alex 4 Duid 790 ?e ben glotounius gle glad for

to naunte, & han no mesure on molde .qf mete ne of drynke
c 1374 Chaucer Boeih 1 met vi 16 (Camb MS.) Ne seke
thow nat, with a glotonous bond to stryne and presse the
stalkes ofthe vyne m the ferst somer sesoun c 1449 Pecock
Repr 1 ill 13 A man oujte be temperat m etmg and drink-

ing and not be glotenose c 1586 C’tess Pembroke Pi
cvt vi, Gluttonous they flesh in desert crave x6io Healey
St Aug Citie 0/ God xvi xxxvn (1620) 576 It is not the
kinde of meate but the gluttonous affect that hurts 1733
CheYNE Eng Malady 11 vii § 2 (1734) 185 Gluttonous
Animals hai e always overgrown Liveis 1802 Bingley

Amm Btog (1813) I 210 Although the Wolf is the most
luttonous of quadrupeds, yet his rapacity does not exceed
is cunning 1848 LyttON Harold 11 1, Though a Norman

was not gluttonous, hewas epicuiean 1875 FarrarSeekers
1. v 72 After one of his gluttonous suppers

Jig a 1631 Donne Holy Sonn in Poems (1633) 33
Gluttonous death will instantly unjqynt My body, and my
soule, and I shall sleepe a space

2 . iransf Excessively greedy or insatiable of (or
-p after) something. Also absol

1669 Woodhead St Teresa 1 xvui 112 My intention is no
Other than to make Soules, as it were, gluttonous, after the
obtaining of so high a good. 2734 Richardson Grandison
V xxi 125 O my dear 1 you must be gluttonous of grief in

your solitary hours 1829 I Taylor Enlhus m (1867)61
Extravagance becomes gluttonous ofmarvels i860 Moi ley
Netherl {1868) I 1 4 Philip the Prudent, as he grew older
and feebler in mind and body seemed to become more glut-
tonous of work 1870 Emerson Sec 4 Saht

,
Bks. Wks.

(Bohn) III 87 That scnbatiousness which grew to be the
habit of the gluttonous readers of his time

-p 3 Of food ? Fit for gluttons. Obs.
1600 W. Vaughan Dir Health (1633) 19 Pastery , is

rather gluttonous then healthy, not easie to digest

Hence Gluttonously adv
i398TREVtSA.5d(z-

f/r DeP R xvm, xcix (1495) 845 Asowe
etyth and deuouryth glotenously all maner stynkynge
thynges and vnclene 1484 Caxton Curtail 3 b, And we
ete so gredyly and gloutonnously that otherwhyle we caste
it up agayn and make vomytes 161a Dekker Ifit be not
good, etc. Wks 1873 III 282 Ihou saist (vile yongman) they
haue arguments To proue it lawfull gluttonously to feede
1666 J Davies Hist Canbby Isl 331 So insatiable an ap-
petite to mans flesh, that they gluttonously eat it raw. 1856
Kane A ret. Expl. I, xxx 418 The Esquimaux, how ever
gluttonously they may eat (etc ]

t Gltrttonry. Obs. rare— 1
. In 2 glutenerie

[a OF. glutunene (P. de Thaun £1150), F glou-
ionnerie, i.glouton Glutton see -ery.] Gluttony.
c 1175 Latiib Horn 49 We stpndeS in pe putte also peos

men doS pe liggecS inne eubrache and me glutenene

+ Glu-ttonsly, adv Obs rare- 1
, [f Glutton

+-ly 2
,
cf.felonsh, vilainsly,etc ] Gluttonously.

1475 Caxton Chesse in vi (1481) H 3 b, Therfore ought
eueryman not lyue to ete glotonsly, & for to drynke dronk

Gluttony (glo turn). Forms. 3 glutunie, 3-6

glotome, -ye, (4 glotoni, -ani, -any, -(o)unye,
-owny, -enie, -yne), 4-5 gloteny(e, 4-6 glotony,

6 glotteme, glutteme, -eny, (Sc, glwtone), 7
gluttome, 6- gluttony, [a, OF, glutunie, glu -

tome, glo(u)tenie, etc. (alsogloutemie, etc ), abstract

sb. related to Glutton, in mod.F, replaced by

242

gloutonnene (see Gluttonry) ] The vice of ex-

cessive eating. (One of the seven deadly sms)
Also rarely an instance of this.

a 1225A ncr R 194 J>e mre uondunge is twouold fleshche

ase of lechene & of glutume, & of slouhSe Ibid 204 pe
Suwe of jiuernesse, pet is, Glutunie c 1380 Wyclif Sernt

Sel Wks. I 109 pe fend bigan to tempte first Crist at

pryde and glotonye c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E. T S ) 141
Glotonye is, pat pe bely louyth, & it wastyth bothe body &
soule, & a mannys good 1541 Elyot Image Gov 7 This
monstruouse Emperour, whicne consumed daies and nightes

in lechery and glotony. 1604 Jas I Counterbl (Arb) 102

The cleenng of his conscience from that deadly sinne of
gluttome 1671 Milton P R. iv 1x4 Their sumptuous
gluttonies ana gorgeous feasts 1681 Prideaux Lett
(Camden) 117, I attribute it to his gluttony, he being y

9

greatest eater that ever I knew. 1752 Hume Pol Disc 11

28 The Tartars are oftener guilty of beastly gluttony, when
they feast on their dead hoises, than European courtiers

with all their refinements of cookery 1803 Syd Smith
Wks (1859) I 39/2 He lives only to digest, and, while the

organs of gluttony perform their office, he has not a wish
beyond 1876 Humfhrfy Com-Coll Man xxiv 325 This
monster of gluttony [Vitellius]

personified a 1310 in Wright Lyric P 49 Whil mi lif was
luther ant lees, Glotome mi glemonwes. 14 Lydg Assemb
Gods 628 Aftyr whom rood Glotony, with hys fat berde
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi 91 Than the fowll monstir

jGlutteny, Off warns vnsasiable and gredy, To dance he did

him dress 1300 Spenslr F g t iv ax 2634 Milton Comus
776 Swinish gluttony Ne’er looks to heav’n amidst his gorge-

ous feast, But Crams, and blasphemes his feeder

+ b fig 7‘are — K
1704 Steele Lying Lover 11 (1747) 29 No, he has a Glut-

tony, an Hunger for me
CKLutun, G-lutume, obs. ff Glutton,Gluttony.
Gluturry, var Gluttery, Obs.

Gluve, Gluwe, obs forms of Glove sb., Glue
Gluwy, Gluyn, obs forms of Gluey, Glue v.

Glw-, glwyn, obs. form of Glue v
Gly, obs form of Glee v

, to look asquint

Glyceral (gU serdel) Ckem [f Glycer-ine 4-

Al(dehyde).] A compound obtained by heating

glycerine 'with an aldehyde
187a Watts Diet. Ckem 1st Suppl 637 Glycei a/s

Glycerate (gli ser/t). [f Glyceu-io + -ate *
]

1 Ckem A salt of glyceric acid

1864 Watts Diet Client. II 876 The glycerates are soluble

in water and crystallise well

2 .
‘A solution of some substance in glycerin

’

(Syd Soc. Lex. 1885).

Glyceric (glisenk, gliserik), a Ckem. [f

GlycEr-ine + -ic ] Of, derived from, or relating

to glycerine Glyceric acict, an acid obtained by
the action of nitric acid on glycerine.

1864 Watts Diet Client. II 876 Glyceric acid is iso-

rtieric with pyruvic acid 1873 Fovmes' Ckem (ed 11) 627
Glyceric monochloi hydrin. x88o Cleminshaw Wurtz'
Atom Theory 200 The seveial senes of glyceric ethers are
comparable to the several senes of ordinary phosphates
1885 Remsen Org Chetn (1888) 166 Glyceric acid is a
thick syrup which mixes with water and alcohol.

Glyceride (glisei aid) Chem [f Glycer-ine
+ -ide ] A compound ether of glycerine.

1864 Watts Dirt Chem II 877 Glycerides, Glycei tn-

ethers. Glyceryl-ethers, Saponifiable Fats . These bodies
are the compound ethers of the tnatomic alcohol, glycerin

x866 Odlinc Antm Chem 93 Caproic acid is met with as
a glyceride in goat’s butter x866 Roscoe Elem Chem
xxxv 3x8 The drying oils are generally glycerides of acids

nearly related to the fatty acid senes

Glycerinate (gli serine't), v [f Glycerine
4 -ate.] To treat with glycerine Chiefly m ppl a.

G-lycermated, said esp, of vaccine lymph
X897 Allbutt’s Syst Med II. 654 No growths arise in any

of the ordinary culture media inoculated with such glycer-
inated lymph 1898 Westm. Gas 24 Mar 3/3 This new-
fangled glycerinated lymph

Glycerine, glycerin (glisenn). [mod f:

Gr yXvKepos sweet + -in, -ine (see quot 1842)]
1 A. colourless, sweet, syrupyliquid obtained from
animal and vegetable oils and fats by saponifica-

tion. Largely used in Med, as an ointment and
emollient dressing, as a vehicle for medicaments,
etc Chemically it is a triatomic alcohol, the
hydrate of glyceryl, The name Glycerol is now
preferred in systematic chemical nomenclature
1838 T Thomson Chem, Org Bogies 436 Glycerin is

evolved, and a fatty acid, which combines with the alkali,

and forms the soap, 1842 Penny Cycl XXII 169/1 He
[Chevreul] also discovered that stearin is composed ofstearic
acid and a peculiar principle which on account of its sweet
taste he named glycerin 1868 Q Rev No 248 347 Another
material which was for a long time considered a noxious
refuse is glycerine 1874 Roscoe Elem. Chem xxxvi 3B7
The natural oils and fats are all compounds of glycerin,
chiefly with palmitic, oleic, or stearic acids 1873 H, C
Wood Therap (1B79) 584 In man no symptoms of poisoning
have ever been produced by glycerine

2 . Formerly used as a general name for the group
of alcohols of which glycerine is a' member.
x866 Roscoe Elem Chem. xxxvi 3x5 The glycerines [tn

later eds glycerins] of the mono- and aicarbon series have
not been prepared, that of the tri-carbon series is best
known 5 amyfglycerine has also been prepared
3 . Pharmacy Applied to preparations consisting

of a specified substance dissolved or suspended in
glycerine

1879 St George’s Hosp Rep. IX, 565 Glycerine of tannin.

4 attiib and Comb
1864 Glycerin ether [see Glyceride]. 1876 tr Wagner’s

Gen Pathol, 579 Lactic acid (isomenc with glycerin-aide
hyde). 1898 Daily News 20 July 9/4 Glj cenne makers

Glycerined (git *se imd ), ppl a [f Glycerine
+ -ed I

] Treated with glycerine.
x8£6 J M Sims Notes Uterine Surg 1 161 This glycer-

ined cotton is to be removed and renewed daily

Glyceriuized (gli sermsizd), a [l Glycer-
ine + -ize + -ed 1

1 = Glycerinated.
*897 Daily News g Feb 3/2 Glycenmsed calf-lymph

Glycerite (gli serait) Pharmacy, [f Glycer-
ine + -ite ] A preparation consisting of a medi-
cinal substance dissolved or suspended in glycerine
*875 H C Wood Therap (1879) xB Glycentes are pre-

parations in which glycerine is the solvent

Glyceriaed (gli seraizd), a. [f. Glycer-ine
+ -ize + -ED J

] Compounded with glycerine
1886 m Syd Soc. Lex x888 Med News LIII 2x6 (Cent

)

Pasteur's vials containing glycerized broth

Glycerizine, bad form of Glycyrkhizin
Glycero- (git sere). Used as a comb form of
Glycerine Gly ceropho sphate, a salt of gly-
cero-phosphonc acid

;
Gly cerophospho ric acid

(see quot). (Watts Did them. 1864 has other
similar names of acids, as glycero-citnc

,
-oxalic

,

-tartaric, which donot appeal m recent authorities )

1864 Watts Diet Chem II 891 Glycerophosphonc acid
1 his acid exists in the yolk of eggs and in the brain and

is produced by the action of phosphoric acid or phosphoric
anhydride on glycerin Ibid 892 The glycerophosphates
are for the most part soluble m water 1873 Ralfe Phys
Chem 125 Glycerophosphonc acid is never found in a free
state in fresh and healthy brain

Glycerol (gli serfxl) Chem [f Glycer-ine +
-OL (the characteristic suffix of the names of
alcohols) ]

sb Glycerine i

J884 Roscoe & Schorlemmdr Treat Chem III 11 344
Glycerine, or, as we now prefer to term it, glycerol 1889 m
Muir & Morley Watts' Did Chem
Glycerole (gli senml) Pharmacy, [f Gly-

cer-ine + -ole (used arbitrarily) ] A preparation 111

which glycerine is used as a vehicle. Also atti ib

x86x N Syd. Soc Yeai-bk i860 262 Glycerole of lead.

x866J M Sims Notes UtenneSurg 1 71 Glycerole cotton
1880 M Mackenzie Dis Thi oat <jr Nose I 100 Glycerole of
morphia

+ Glycerule. Chem. Obs. [f. Glycer-ine +
-ule.] =next.
*840 Turner*s Elem Chem (ed 6) in 1034 When dry, the

hydrated oxide of glycerule forms a syrupy liquid

Glyceryl (gli seal). Chem Also -yle. [f

Glycer-ine + -yl ] (See quot 1 S64 )
1843 G E Day tr. Simon's Amm Chem I 70 The

glycerin, prepared m this manner is considered as the
hydrate of an oxide of a radical, glyceryl (CgHt), which has
not yet been isolated 1830 DaubenyAtom Theoiy vu (ed 2)

214 The radicals of bases are cacodyle, methyle, ethyle,

glyceryle [etc ] 1864 Watts Diet Chem II 893 Glyceryl,

CJH5 The tnatomic radicle of glycerin and the glycerides
aitrib 1864 Glyceryl ether [see Glyceride] 1873 Ralfe

Phys Chem, p xix, Glyceryl alcohol 1883 Remsen Org
Chem (1888) 220 Olein, or glyceryl trioleate is the chief

constituent of the fatty oils, such as olive oil, whale oil, etc

Glycic (gli sik), a. Chem Corrected form of

Glucio (acid).

1889 Muir & Morley Watts' Did. Chem ,
Glucic acid,

glycic acid

Glycicoll . see Gltcocoll.

Glycide (gli said) Chem [f Glyc-erine +
-ideJ (See quot 1864)
1864 Watts Diet Chem II 895 Glycide, C3H802 The

hypothetical alcohol corresponding to the glycidic ethers

Hence G-lyci die a., pertaining to, or derived from

glycide. dyadic ethers (see quot 1864)
1864 Watts Diet Chem II 896 Glycidic ethers, a class

of diatomic ethers, closely related to the glycerides, and
produced from them by the action of alkalis 1889 Muir &
Morley Watts' Diet Chem ,

Glycidic acid

Glycidyl (gli sidil) Chem [f Glycide + -yl]
1864 Watts Did. Ckem. II 899 Glycidyl, C3H4 The

diatomic radicle which may be supposed to exist in the

glycidic ethers

Glycin (glisin). Chem Also -ine. [f. Gr.

yXvK-bs sweet + -in ] = Glycocoll
x88x tr. Strecker fy Wtslicenus' Organ Ckem Index,

Glycine 1885 Remsen Org Chem («888) 291 Hippuric

acid can be made by beating glycine with benzoic acid to

x6o° 1893 Brit Jml Photogr XL 804 Glycin is a special

developer for lantern plates

Glycine, obs. form of Gluoina
Glyco- (glsi kd, gli’ko), irregularly used (in-

stead ofglycy-') as a combining form of Gr 7Avk-vs

sweet, and m names of chemical compounds to

indicate the presence of glycerol or some other

substance with a name beginning with glye- Gly-

co-benzoic, -cyanudine, -cyamine (see quots.),

Glyco-gelatin, a combination of glycerine and

gelatin used in the making of lozenges and pas-

tilles Glycofe&mia (see quot).
1852 Fownes'Man Chew, ted 4) 481 *Glycobenzoic acid is

a crystalline substance, slightly soluble in water 1864Watts

Diet Chem II. 906 *Glyco-cyamidmc, an organic base

homologous with creatinine, and related to glycocyamme in

the same manner as creatinine to creatme Ibid,, *Glyco-

cyamine

,

a compound homologous with creatine, produced
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bv the union of cyanamide with glycocine 1884 M.
Mackenzie Dts ’lhroat $ Nose II 531 The basis of the

preparation [of pastils] is *glyco-gelatine, a compound much
employed in the manufacture of pessaries and soluble

bougies 1866 A Flin r Prmc Med (1880) 73 *Glycoluenua

signifies the presence of sugar in the blood

Glycocholate (gbikakp \et, ghk-). Chem. [f.

as next + -ate 1
]
A salt of glycocholic acid

187a Huxley Phys v 12a The taurocholate and glyco-

rliolate of soda, or bile salts as they are sometimes calledc - Chem II. 626/2 All the

glik<?-),a Chem [f.

hohc acid, the prin-

cipal acid ui ox-gall

1864 Watts Diet, Chem II 899 Glycocholic acui, this acid,

discovered by L Gmelin constitutes, in the form of a
sodium-salt, the essential part of ox-bile 1878 KiNGzrrr

A turn Chem 84 Glycocholic acid is only present in small

quantity in human bile

Glycocin (glmktlsm, gli kdsin). Chem, Now
little used [app suggested by prec . see -iff]

= Glycocoll
1852 Fownes Man Chem (ed 4) 481 Glycocine 1873

Ralfe Phys Chem 136 Ihe taunn and glycocm united to

the cholic acid form the conjugated bile auds

Glycocoll (glsi kdkf?l, gli kd’kpl). Chem Also

glycicol(l, glykokoll [f Glyco- + Gr. KoAAa

glue, perh suggested by the sound of Glyoo-

cholio J A crystalline substance contained m
bile and formed when glycocholic acid and hydro-

chloric acid aie boiled together. Also called

gelatin-sugar
1840-2 Turner's Elem Client (ed 7) lit 1193 Gelatine

sugar or glycicoll 1848 Fownfs Man Chem ted 2) 542
Glycocoll 1872 Thudichum Chem Phys, i3 Glykokoll

appears in an excretion as hippuuc acid

Glycogen (glsi k^d^en, gli ki)-) Chem Also

glu-, glycogene [f. Glyco- + -gen
,
the name

lefers to the fact that the substance is the source

of the sugar m animal tissues.] A white, amor-

phous, tasteless, inodorous, starch-like substance

found in animal tissues, esp the liver
;

it is easily

convertible into dextiose by boiling m dilute acid

i860 N Syd hoc Yearbk 1839 86 The liver possesses

the power of foimmg glucogene 1864 Wat rs Diet Chem.
1

1

906 Glycogen, A nitnttlstarch, A nunal dextrin, Hepatin
1872 Huxiey Phys v 117 The livei elaborates from the
blood passing through it a substance called glycogen

Glycogenic (glaikudge ink, glilm-), a Also

glu-. [f as prec + -ic ] Of or pertaining to the

formation of sugar, esp in the animal body. Gly-

cogenic acid (see quot 1889). Glycogenic matter :

glycogen

1839 Fouilies' Man Chem 566 The glycogenic matter
passes through a state coi responding to dextrin into sugar
i860 N Syd Soc Year bit 1859 86 Glucogenic matter

1873 A Flint Jr Phys Man, Nero Syst vm 243 The view
wnnh we have advanced with regard to the glycogenic
function is that the liver is constantly producing sugar
during life 1889 Muir & Morley Watts' Diet Chem

,

Glycogenic acid Formed by treating an aqueous solution of
glycogen at ioo° with bromine, and then adding AgaO. .

Very acid syrup Is perhaps identical with gluconic and
So Glycoge aesis, the production or formation

of sugar, esp in the animal body
;
(Hyoogene'tic,

Glyco genous adjs,, ?= Gl/YCOGENIO; Glyco geny
glycogenesis (above)
1869 E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 161 A glyco*

genous substance may also be derived from albuminates
187a Thudichum Chem Phys 8 The glycogenetic function
of the liver 1886Syd Soc Lex ,Glycoeeitests 1888 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol 311 note, Similar glycogenous cells

are met with in the walls of the lacunar spaces and on the
‘ mesenteries ’ of the Snail 1889 Webster's Diet , Glycogeny

Glycol (glai kpl, gli kpl) Chem [f Glyg(erine)
+ -OL

; the original intention of the name being to

designate a substance intermediate in composition
between 1

glyceiine ’ and ‘ alcohol
1

]
a Formerly applied to the compoundnow called

ethyl glycol or ethylene alcohol C2H4(OH)2 , a
sweetish, colourless, inodorous viscid liquid ob-
tained from the decomposition of ethylene dibro-

mide b. In wider sense, a general name for the

group of fatty diatomic alcohols ofwhich this is the

type, having the general structure CMH2W (OH) 2 .

1838 Fownes' Man Chem (ed 7) 466 An alcoholic body
being formed, to which the name ethylene-alcohol, or glycol,
has been given. 1864 Watts Diet Client II 574 1866
Roscoe Elem Chem. xxxm 294 Glycol is obtained by the
action of ethylene dibromide upon silver acetate 1873
Fownes' Chem (ed xi) 614 The diatomic alcohols ofthe fatty
group are called glycols 1881 W. Spottiswoode in Nature
xxv 141 It was. Professor Karl Adolph Wurt2 who first

made those remarkable alcohols called glycols

Glycollate (glaikp 1/t, glik-) Chem. [f. Gly-
col + -ate

] A salt of glycolhc acid
1864Watts Diet Chem II 908 Glycollates 1873 Fownes'

Chem (ed 1 1) 706 All the glycollates are more or less soluble
and crystallisable.

Glycollic,glycolic (gloikp'lik.gli-), a Chem.
[f. Glycol + -ic ] Ofor containing glycol. Glycolhc
acid, an acid obtained by the oxidation of glycol.
1832 Fownes' Man Chem (ed 4) 48r Glycobenzoic acid

may be viewed as a conjugate acid, containing benzoic atid
glycolic acids 1864 Watts Diet Chem. II 910 Glycolhc
acid appears to exist in two, if not in a greater number of

1889 Muir & Morley watts uict

dycocholates are soluble m alcohol

Glycocholic (glaiktdcp hk,

Glyco- -t- Cholic a 1 Glycot

isomeric modifications x86o Roscoe Elem Chem 341 Gly.
collie [ed 1 1866 Glycolic] Acid, C3H1O3
Glycollide. Chem [f. Glycol + -ide ] (See

quot.)

1864 Watts Diet Client II 919 Glycolltde, C2H202

Glycolhc anhydride —A compound isomeric with glyoxal,
and differing from glycolhc acid by r at water.

Glycolytic (glaiknlrtik, gliko-), a [f Glyco-
+ Gr XvrueSs resolvent, f kieiv to loose, resolve ]
Having the property of decomposing sugar
1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III. 229 Ldpine has produced,

however, from malt diastase, a glycolytic ferment

Glycoae'an, glyco'nian, a rare [f L.
Glyconlus

, -eus, Gr. rkvic&veios (f. Tkpicwv

:

see

next) + -an] =next
1727-41 Chambers Cycl

,
Glycoman 1730-6 Bailey (folio),

Glytoman Verse, a veise consisting of a spondee and two
dactyls, or rather a spondee, choriambus and a Pyrrhic.
1850 Smith's Ditt Gr Rom Btogr II 278/1 Glycon A
lyric poet, from whom the Glyconean metre took us name
Glyconic (glsikp nik), a and sb [f Tkvrnv

the name of a Greek lyric poet + -10 ]A adj. Epithet of a lync metie or verse, essen-

tially a logaoedtc tetiapody consisting of three

trochees and a dactyl (see quot 1885) , also (of a

poem, stanza, etc ), composed or consisting of such
verses B sb A glyconic verse.

Ihe type of verse with which the name is in modern use
most generally associated is the cataleUic form used by
Latin poets, esp Catullus and Horace _SA—

—

v.h
1670-81 Blount Glossogr

,
Glycomck, a kind of verse

consisting of a Spondey and two Dactyles 1779-81 John-
son L P , Watts, His verses to 1ns brother, in the Gly-
comck measure aie lemarkably easy and elegant 1821
Blculeiu Mag X 386 Ihe lines are glycomcs. 1878
Munro Crit Catullus 135 The observance of this law by
Catullus gives to his glycomcs much of then charm and
spirit Ibid 138 One of the essential propeities of these
glyconic odes is that the stanzas end with a completed
sentence 1883 Jcbb Sophocles, Oed Col p lvm, A dactyl
comes first

,
then three chorees But the dactyl might also

stand second or third Accoidmg to the place of the
dactyl, the verse was called a Rust, Second, or Third
Glyconic

Glycose, v.nr Glucose

II Glycosuria (glai ktfs!uo ria, gliko-). Path.

[quasi-Latin, f. F. glycose Glucose + Gr. ovp-ov

urme + L. suffix -1a ] (See quot. 1866 )

i860N Syd Soc Year-bk 1859 384 On the Glycosuria
of Lying-m Women 1866 A Flint Print Med (1880) 73 If
the quantity of sugar in the blood exceed a certain amount

sugar appears m the urine, constituting the condition
called glycosuria

Hence Glycosu ric a

,

relating to or affected with
rglycosuria.

1883 Brit, Q Rev July 25 Claude Bernard discovered the
‘glycosunc centre' in the brain 1889 Muir & Morley
Watts' Diet Chem , Glycosunc acid occurs m urine m
disease 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med 111 184 As gouty persons
advance in life, they sometimes become glycosunc

II
Glycypi"cron. « Obs Also 7 gluou-. [a.

Gr ykvicvmicpov, neut of ykvuvmKpis adj
,
f ykvievs

sweet + TriKpos bitter.] Something composed of
sweet and bitter

1599 H Buttes Dyets Dne Din C vuj, Embleme of
Love A bitter sweete, an Oxyinel or Glyiypicron 1621
Burton Aunt 11 111 1 1, He saith our whole life isaGlucu-
picron, a bitter sweet passion

+ Glyoyrize. Olts, Also 6 glicyris [ad L
glycyrrhiza, Gr ykvuvppi^a Liquorice.] Liquorice

1399 H Buttes Dyets dne Din Db, Late Pemdice,
Saccarum Violarum, bugar Candid, Ghcyns, or such other
pectorals after them a 1661 Fuller Worthies,

Noiting-
hautsh 11. (1662) 315 Glycynze or Liqucns
Glycyrrhizin (glisirai zin). Chem Alsogly-

cyTtuzin, glycyrrhidzm [f Gr ykvitvppifa Li-

quorice + -in,] The glucoside contained in the

root of liquorice {Glycyrrhiza glabra).
1838 Penny Cycl XI 278 Robiquet found it [Glycyrhiza

glabra] to contain a peculiar sugar, which is uncrystalliz-

able, called glycion or glycyrhmn, and other matters 1841
Brando Chem 1083 Liquorice Sugar Glycyrlnzm. 1875
H C. Wood Therap (1879) 379 Liquorice root. In the
form of glycyrrhizin it is said to conceal almost entirely the
bitter taste ofquinine and similar substances 1877 Blackie's
Encycl III 703/2 Glycyrrhidzin does not ferment

Glyde, var Gleyd, an old horse.

Glye, Glyed, qbs ff. Glee v., Gleed ppl. a.

Glyede, obs form of Glide v
Glyer, vai. Gleer

, see under Glee v,

Glyering, var. Gleering ppl, a , Obs.

Glyewe, obs. form of Glue v.

Glyg, glyke, vars. Gleek sb 2, Obs
Glymbe, obs. van of Climb v
C1320 R. Brunne Medit 630 (Harl MS ) Twey enmyes

on hem smartly gun glymbe [Bodl MS climbe],

Glymse, obs. form of Glimpse.

Glymye, var. Gleimy a , Obs., sticky.

Glymyr, Glynce, Glyn(n, obs ff. Glimmer,
Glimpse, Glen,

Glyoxal (glsiipksael), Chem. [f Gly-ool +
Ox-alio + -al (in Chloral, etc

) ] A white

amorphous solid,- called also oxalic aldehyde.

Hence Glyoxa lie a
,
mglyoxaltc acid (see quot.).

Glyoxyltc [see -yl] was used at one tmae by some writers

for Glyoxahc

.

so 1873 m Fownes' Cketn (ed n) 727
1838 Fownes’ Man. Chem. (ed. 7) 467 By treating ethylic

alcohol with nitric acid, M Debus has obtained two com
pounds—an aldehj de-like body, glyoxal, and an acid, gly-

oxalic acid, which obviously belong to the sam e senes 1869
Roscoe Elem. Chem xxxm 33s Glj oxalstands in theielation

of an aldehyde to Gljcol.

Glyoxilin (glaip ksilin). Also -yline. [? after

glyoxyhc (see prec.).] The name of an explosive

(see quots )
1873 Ure's Dtd Arts, etc (ed 7) II 321 Gljoxihne con-

sists of a mixture of gun cotton pulp and saltpetre converted
into porous pellets, which are saturated withnitro glycerine

1883 Majcndie in Rortn Rev. May 645 Sir Fredeitck
Abel's ‘glyoxilm’igun cotton saturated with nitro-glycenne)

Glyplk. (ghf) [ad Gr. ykv<pr] carving, carved
work, f. ykixp-uv to cut out, carve. Cf. F. glyphs

(1 701 in Hatz.-Darm ) ]

1 A sculptured marie or symbol, rare, (Cf.

Hieroglyph.)
1823 Coleridge Aids Reft (1848) I 204 They were

originally symbolical glyphs or sculptures, and afterwards
tianslated into words 1861 G Moore Lost 7 nbes 196
The sacred law is named ' Tara’, and is represented by
ten upright glyphs rolls or pillars 1893 Hoffmann Begin.
Writing ii 19 Ihe glyphs, made m intaglio, relievo, and
intaglio-relievo, were divided into two classes, pure and
linear

2 Arch A groove or channel, usually vertical,

used as an ornament, esp. m the Done fneze

Cf TRIGLYPH
[1727-41 Chambers Cycl , Glyphe, or Glyfhis, in sculpture

and architecture, a general name for any cavity, or canal,

whether round, or terminating in an angle , used as an
oraamfent, in any part ] 1773 Ash, Glyph 1818 in Todd 1837
Pinny Cyd VII 281/2 The tnglyplis are upnght, slightly

projecting tablets channelled with two grooves or glyphs

lykvtpat), and with a half groove chamfering off each of its

outer edges 1842-59 Gwilt Archit 1 11 (ed 4) 58 In the

Doric order, the ends of these joists ueie called triglyphs,

fiom their being sculptured with two whole and two half

glyphs or channels

Glyphic (gh fik), a and sb [ad. Gr. ykv<piic-6s

of or pertaining to carving See -IC ]

A adj. Carved, sculptured.

1837 H Miller lest. Rocks v11.283 Glyphic representa

tives of the tradition.

B sb. = Glyph r.

17x6 M Davies Athen Brit in 111 The Virgil was to

be enrich’d with the Miniature Glyphicks of the Virgil 111

MS in ihe Vatican Libraiy 121818 Hist. Pern 43 (T)
Glyphicks 1818 m Todd

, and 111 later Diets

Glyphograph (gli tfgraf), sb [Back-forma-

tion Irom next J A plate made by glyphography,

Or an impression taken from such a plate

1835 in Ogilvie, Suppl 1871 G W Rcid (title) A De-
scriptive Catalogue of the Works of George Cruikshank,

Etchings, Woodcuts, Lithogiaphs, and Glyphographs.

So Gly phograph, v

,

to form plates by glypho-

graphy (Ogilvie, Suppl 1855), Glypho-grapher,

one who practises glyphography; Glyphogra phic

a ,
relating to or produced by glyphography

1843 E Palmer Glyphography (ed 2) 3 Plates of all sizes,

properly prepared for Glyphographic Drawing Glypho-
graphic Plates Ibid 31 The kind of point that has been
found to answei best by every successful glyphographer

1846 H L Jones in Archsol Cambrenstsl. 68 The font

of which a glyphographic view, by an amateur, is given

below 1851 Illitstr Lond News 5 July 26/3 Gazetteer

with glyphographic maps
Glyphography (glifp grafi)

^
[f Gr. ykvtpo-,

ykvipr) carving," sculpture + -ypaepia writing, pamt-

mg, f 7pafetv to write.] An electrotype process

by which a copy of an engraved plate is obtained

with a raised surface, suited for letter-press printing.

1843 E Palmer (title) Glyphography , or Engraved Draw-
ing, for printing at the type pi ess aftei the manner of
woodcuts 1844 Art Union Jml Feb 38 Glyphography
is the name given by the patentee, Mr, Palmer, to a
process . for the formation of blocks with designs in relief,

to be used with type 1845 Penny Cycl Suppl I, 520/2

The terms Electrohnt and Glyphography have been applied

to two methods of etching by galvanism. 1831 R Hun r

Sci Exhib in Art Jinl Illitstr Catal iv p xvi*/r

‘Stylography’—a process bearing much analogy to our

glyphography

Glyptic (gh ptile), a and so [ad Gr. ykimruc-

6s, f. ykxxpitv to carve, engrave Cf F. glypttqm ]

A adj 1. Ofor pertaining to catvmgor engrav-

ing, esp on precious stones

1847 in Craig. 1830 Leitcii tr CO Muller's Anc Art
(ed 2) § 8s The glyptic art (in precious stones) *853 C, T
Newton Ess A rcheeol 50 It will be convenient after notic-

ing sculpture m marble to take next m order Bronzes and
Terracottas J we thus pass by a natural transitionfrom Glyp-

tic to Plastic Art. *877 W. Jones Ftnger-rmg 2x6 During
the Middle Ages the glyptic artbad declined very much.

2 * Mm. Figured’ (Webster 1864)

3 - sb. The art of carving or engraving, esp on

precious stones Also pi.

1818 Todd, Glyptuk. 1835 tr Labarte's Arts Mid
>

Ages

1 51 The Egyptians are supposed first to have cultivated

S
Hence Gly ptical a.= prec. A 1.

1887 Sir S Ferguson Ogham Inscnpt 138 If the mind be

. prepared to recognize iamiliar forms, though in glyptical

masquerade

Glyptician (gliptrjan). rare
- 1

. [f. Glyptic

+ -ian .] A lapidary

1883 Times 20 July 4 The famous Koh-i-noor was re cut

by a great Dutch glyptician after it came into the possession

of the Queen.
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Glyptodon (gli pfi%m). Also -dont [mod.

L
,
f Gr. ykvnTos sculptured + 68ovr-, dSavs tooth.

According to ordinary rules for the formation and latimza-

tion of Gr compounds, the mod Lat nominative should be
*glyptodiis (cf iroAvoSous many-toothed) The endingWow
(cf, mastodon, etc ) was inferred from the oblique cases ]

An extinct South American quadruped allied to

the armadillos, of the size of an ox, covered with a
solid carapace, and having fluted teeth. Hence
Glyptodo ntoida.,:resembling (that of) a glyptodon.
1838 Owen in SirW Parish Buenos Ayres 178 e, From the

1 egularly fluted or sculptured form of the tooth, I would
propose to name the genus typified by this ,animal, * glypto-
don ' (y\v<poj, sculpo, oSovs, dots) 187a Mivart El'em A nal

37 Vertebrae anchylosed together into a solid bone, as in

the extinct Glyptodon 1889 Century Diet, Glyptadont
1895 E Bonavia Stud Evot. Amm, 121, 1 do not say that
the Jaguar is descended from a Glyptodon, but 1 do say
that this mammal descended from some extinct animal with
a glyptodontoid carapace

Glyptography (gliptp'grafi). [f Gr j\vttt6s

carvea + -jpaupia writing
,

cf F glyptographu ]
a. The art of engraving upon gems. b. The
descriptive science of engraved gems
1797 Brit Cnhc X. 455 These general prolegomena ai e

followed by the author’s Introduction to Glyptography
{/etude des pierresgravies), 1830 Lfitc!h tr C O'.Mtlller’s
Anc Ait (ed 2) §3x3 The Literature of glyptography is

given by MiUin and Murr 1855 tr Labarte's Arts Mid
Ages 1 ss Glyptography requires such genera,! knowledge
and such profound study, as to render it sufficient of itself

to occupy the whole leisure of an amateur
So Gly ptograph. [cf Glyphograph], ‘an en-

graving on a precious stone *

;

G-lypto grapher,
* an engraver on precious stones’ (Ogilvie)

,
Glyp-

togra pMc a
,
pertaining to glyptography.

1797 Brit Critic X 455 A particularly valuable part of
this introduction is the Glyptographic Lithology.

Glysen, glyaman, -n(i)en, obs. ff Glisten.
Glyssen, -on, -yn, obs ff Gliss »., Glisten.
Glyster(e, Glystery: see Clyster, Clystery.
Glyt(e, obs form of Gleet.
Glyter, obs form of Glitter
Glyu, glywe(n, obs. ff Glue sb. and v
Gmelinite (gme'linait) Min [Named by

Brewster in 1825 after Prof. C A. Gmelin . see
-ITE] Hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium,
and sodium, found in colourless, yellow', and flesb-

coloured crystals

*825 Edin Jml Set II. 262 Gmelinite, a New Mineral
Species 1868 Dana Min, (ed 5) ^37
Gnab(b)le, var. Knabble, Obs , to nibble.

+ Gna’cche, v Qbs, rare [Prob an onoma-
topoeia suggested by Gnaw; cf snatch.] tntr
= Gnash v. i. Hence + Gna ocRing vbl sb.

Also f Gna’oohLBr, one who gnashes.
13 . Sat Blacksmiths in Rel Ant I, 240 Thei gnauen

and gnacchen, thsygronys to-gydere, And holdyn hem hote
with here hard hamers c 1490 Promp Ptiru' 200/2 (MS K )
Gnastere (AT. gnachar), fremitor Gnastyn (AT. gnachyn),
fremo, Gnastynge (AT gnachynge),_/zYWn*«r.

Gnack, obs. var Knaok, tficlc,

Gnagged, var Knagged, Obs. , knotted.
Gnaghe, obs form of Gnaw v.

Gnaist(e, vax Gnast v., Obs.

Gnap (nsep), sb Sc. [f the vb.] A bite, morsel
1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 69, I was sent to them with

their small disjune * And whari I saw their piece was but
a gnap, Thought with mysell ofmending their mishap 186S
Gregor Banffsh Gloss , Gnap, a morsel ofanything eatable.
1871 W, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1873) 13 ‘That’s to lat
tinsel’ get a gnap t6o 1

1

Gnap, » Obs. exc. Sc. See also Knap ' v 2

[Onomatopoeic
; cf. Gnip„ Snap, etc.] To bite in

a snapping fashion. Usually intr. or abspl
The sensem quot 7301 is doubtful it may be * chirped ’

x3°3 R Brunne Handl Synne 10208 Sum gnappede here
fete and handes As dogges doun )>at gnawe here bandes.
igoi Douglas Pal Hon. ProL 44 The greshoppers amangis
the vergers gnappit *323 Fitzherb Hush (1534) G 6, As
manye horses as doplaye with him, that is sore, and gnappe
of the matter that renneth out of the sore, shall haue the
same sorance withm a moneth after 1387 Fraunce C'tess
Pembroke's Ivychurch 11 n, Noebody giues them [Goates]
Thyme and other flowrs to be gnapping 16 . Melvili.

55 (Jam) In the nethermost [window;] the Earle of
Morton was standing gnapping on his staffe end 18x0 Cock
Simple Strains 1x9 (Jam ) She.,disna spare her cheese an
cakes To had our teeth a gnappxn, Fu' crump, that night

b. fig. To gnap at, to snap at, find fault with
5

also, to clip (words) in speaking.
*533 Elyot Knowledge Pref

, [They) he alwaye gnapp-
ynge and kyckynge at suche examples, 1789 Shirrefs
Poems (1790) 293 Keep me frae your travel’d birds, Wha .

only ken to gnap at words 1866 Gregor Banffsh Gloss
Gnap at, to taunt and find fault with

, as, * He’s a nyattenn
bodie : he’s eye gnappin’ at something ’

Gnapweed, Guar, var ff. Knapweed, Knar.
Gnar (nai), v. Also 5 gnare, 6 grtarr(e, 9
gnarr , see also Nab. [Onomatopoeic cf MLG
gnarren, MDu gnerrm

,
gnorren to grnnt

; Ger.
knarren, kmrrtn to creak, knurren (Da. knnrre

,

Sw. knorra

)

to grumble, snarl ; also OE. gnyrran
(Wulfstan 138/29 ; cf. gnyrende, rendering L
stndens

,
Sax. Ltechd. III. 210),] intr. To snarl,

growl. (Cf. Gnabl v.l)
J 5

1496 Dives <j- Pattp (W de V) I lvui 100 He shall
gnasche or gnare with his teeth 132a Skelton Why not to
Court 297 For and this curre do gnar, They must stande all

a far, To holde vp their hande at the bar 1583 Golding
Calvin on Dent, h 305 Let those raastife dogs barke and
gnarre as much as they list 1630 J Taylor (Water P )

Taylor'sMotto Wks n 44/2 Those will m their kennels lye
And gnar and snarle, and giumble secretly 1737 Albania
196 No lion here the traveller assails With midnight roar,

nor ruthless panther gnars 1868 Atkinson Cleveland.
Gloss., Gnarr, to growl, as a dog
tra»tsf andfig. 1850TennysonInMem xcviu,A thousand

wants Gnarr at the heels ofmen x88oWebb Goethe'sPanst

IV xvi,When the storm in the forest roars and gnarrs

Hence Gna rnng vbl sb

.*632 Urquhart Jewel Wks (1834) 238 Like a snarling
curr that m his gnarrmg snatcheth at the taile a 1893 —
Rabelais 111. xm, Jie w^s surrounded with the barking
of Currs gnarrmg of ^Puppies 1843 Carlyle Past <$• Pr.
111 iv, With preternatural gnarring, growling and screech-
ing there began this song

t Gnare, sb Obs. 'Also 5 gnarre. [Of ob-
scure ongm ; The coincidence m sense with snare
is remarkable, but the sb cannot have originated

m a scribal error, as the following vb, is derived
from it ] A snare.

a *323 Prose Psalter xxiv. [xxv ] 16 He shal drawe out
myn feet of J>e gnare c x38o WvcLir Semi Sel Wks II 363
Blyrtdenes in pis point maki|? men to be taken in his [J>e

fendis] gnaris 1382 — 2 Sam, xxn 6 There wenten before
me the gnans [1388 snans] of deeth c 1440 N Lowe,Bona,
venturers Mirror xxvx Jf 56 (Gibbs MS ) pat worchyp is

one of (?e most perylouse gnarre [1330 W. de W. snare] of
}?e enemy to cacche and bygyle marines soule c 1430 tr.

De hmtattone hi lix, Nature drawiji many men & holdiJ>
hem as in a gnare

f Gnare, ® Obs Also 6 gnarre. [£ prec ]
trans To cnoke, strangle.' Also, .to snare, entrap.
C1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 437 pes two lawis ben granes

[printed graues] to fend to gnare men m his net C1380
— Serm oel Wks I 96 ]>es double manms lawes gnaren
)»e Chirche, as tares gnaren corn 138a — Prov vi 2 Thou
art gnand [Vulg illaqueatus] with the woordis ofthi mouth
1412-20 Lydg Cfiron Troy v xxxvi, Erygona toke a
rope . and ther*withall gan her selfe to gnare 1330 Palsgr
569/1, 1 gnarre in a halter or corde, I stoppe ones breathe or
snarle one, je estrangle He pulled the towel so strayte
about my necke that he had almoste gnarred me
t Gna*rity. Obs. rare~ 0 [ad. L. gndritas,

f. gndr-us knowing J (See quot

)

1623 CockeraM, Gnantte, experience, knowledge

Gnarl (hail), slfi [Back * formation from
GNARfiED. A sb. kharle knot (of hair), occurs
earlyjn 1 7th c.] A contorted knotty protuberance,
esp. on a tree

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser J (1863) 184 The 'knots
and gnaris of the exterior coat [of a tree] 1866 Lowell
Carlyle m Study Wmd, (1886) 171 It is always the knots
and gnaris of the oak that he admires 1871 B Taylor
Faust (1873) I xxl 180 Living knots and gnaris uncanny
Feel with polypus antennas For the wanderer

Gnarl, sb a fare - 1 [f.Gnarl v 1
] A snarl

1847 E Bronte Wuthermg Heights (1885) 4 My caress
provoked [from the dog] a long guttural gnarl.

tGnarl (nail), v,
1 Obs. [frequentative f Gnar v ]

1. intr. To snarl.

1593 Shaks Hen, VI, in J 192 Thus is the Shepheard
beaten from thy side, And Wolues are gnarlmg, who shall
gnaw thee first. 1396 Nashe Saffron Walden 103 What
will not a dogge doo that is angerd, bite and gnarle at ame
hone or stone that is neere him 18x4 CaryDanteInf xxi.
120 Dost not mark How they do gnarl upon us.

2 slang (See quot

)

*8xa J H Vaux Flash Did , Gnea l, to gnarl upon a per-
son is the same as splitting or nosing upon him , a man guilty
of this treachery is called a gnarlmg scoundrel.

Hence f Gna’rlingppl a
, f Gna’rler (see quot )

.

*597 Shaks Rich II, 1 111 292 (Qo. 1) For gnarlmg sorrow
hath lesse power to bite, The man that mocks at it and sets
it light

_
x8xx Lex Balatron., Gnarler, a little dog that by

his barking alarms the family when any person is breaking
into the house. 1812 [see sense 2 above]

Gnarl (nail), v,
2 Chiefly in pa ppfo. [Back-

formation from Gnarled] trans To contort,
twist, make knotted and rugged like an old tree.

Also trayisf andfig
1814 Mermaid 1 11, Her lean large hands, So gnarl’d with

bone, and shnvell’d without veins 1844 Mem Babylonian
P’cess II 74 Their roots being gnarled and distorted into
extraordinary forms. 1853 Kane Gmnnell Exp xxn (1856)
175 Limestone cliffs forming stupendous piers gnarled by
frost degradation 1891 C James Rom Rigmarole u 11
Time had gnarled Mm a good deal, and seemed half inclined
to tie him into a knot
Hence Gnailing vbl sb.
x88$ Atlantic Monthly Apr. 443 Some grotesque gnarlmg

oflunhs of the great trees that stretched above
Gnarl (nail), V 3 dial, trans 'To gnaw.
x8>* Clare Vtll Mtnstr, I, 202 The little chumblmg

mouse Gnaris the-dead leaves for her house 1833 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., To Gnarl, to gnaw as a mouse
Gnarled (naild), ppl, a. Also 9 knarled.

[var. of Knurled
; the form occurs m one passage

of Shaks. (for which the sole authority is the folio
of 1623), whence it has come into general use in
the present century] Of a tree: Covered with
protuberances; distorted, twisted; rugged, knotted.
1603 Shaks Mtas.forM.n u.n6 Thysharpe and sulpher-

ous bolt Splits the vn-wedgable and gnarled Oke. 1803 Ley-
den Sceneso/Ihfancy 1 224 Bare are the boughs, the knarled
roots uptom. x8x6 ShelleyAlastor 382 Thegnarled roots 01

5 !

cmasp.
mighty trees. 1839-40W Irving Wolfart's R. (1855) « rt3
orchard of gnarled and sprawling apple-trees X847-8 H
Miller First Impr ix (1857) 145 Old gnarled stems of ivv
wind, snake-iike lound the trunks 1871 R Ellis tr Ca-
tullus lxiv 107 When as his huge gnarled trunk m furious
eddies a whirlwind Rmng wresteth amain
traits/ and fig 1821-50 Ld Cockburn Mem vi (1874.)

293 His drawn bayonet in his large gnarled hand x8*i
Carlyle Sterling 1 u (1872) 7 That wild-wooded rocky
coast, with its gnarled mountains 187* Smiles Charac
vui (1876) 219 Ihe great gnarled man [Luther] had a heart
as tender as a woman's
Gnarly (na ill), a [f Gnarl sb 1 + -y 1. Cf.
Knubly J = Gnarled
1829 Landor Imag Conv Wks 1846 II 180 Like a dry and

f
narly log of mountain-ash 1877 Fraser's Mag XV no
rom a gnarly branch a delicate blossom issues
Comb. 1877 Lanier Hard Times in. Eljland 70 An aired

Ram, flapp'd, gnarly-horn'd
8

b. transf Of a person.
1863 Kingsley Water-Bob vn. (1878) 323 A dogged
narly foursquare brick of an English boy 1863 Q Rev

, uly 85 He [Biowning] loves a gnarly character, or a knotty
problem 1876 Lanilr Poems, Waving Com 1 Ploughman
whose gnarly hand yet kindly wheeled Thy plough

’

Gnarring (na rig), ppl a. [f Gnar v. +
-ing ^ ] + a Of an ammal or person : Growling,
snarling. Obs

£sJ

*392 G Harvey Four Lett etc 65, 1 seldom call a snarling
curr, a curr. But wish the gnarrmg dog, as sweete a mouth
As bravest horse, that feeleth golden spurr 1600 Fairi-ax
Tasso iv vui 56 The gnarring porter durst not whme
b. Of sound Strident rare
a 1849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) **4 The portal oped

with a gnarring sound

Gnash, (nsej), rare. [f. Gnash v.] A gnash-
ing or snap of the teeth.

1804 J Grahame Sabbath (18391 24/1 The scowl and gnash
malign Of Superstition, stopping both her ears dismays
him not x88a G Macdonald Castle Warlock xix (1883)
1 17 A ,beast in the hills that went biting every living thing
he appeared made his gnash, and was gone
t Gnash, a. Obs -1 [f Gnash v ] Gnashing
*583 StanyhurstMneis 1 (Arb ) 27 Lyke bandog grinning,

with gnash tusk greedelye snarnng
Gnash, (mej), V h orms

. 5 gnasche , 6 gnasshe,
gnasz(s)he, 6- gnash. [First recorded at the end
of the 15th c

,
app. a modification of the older

verb Gnast
Perh the mod word originated 111 the pa. t gnaist (see

Gnast v ), which may have undergone a change of pro-
nunciation parallel to that of abaist into abascht But cf
Gnacche v ]

1. tntr To strike together or ‘grind ’the teeth,

esp from rage or anguish Also with against, on,
ttpon Said also of the teeth.

1496 [see Gnar v ] 1330 Palsgr. 569/x, I gnasshe with
the tethe. Loke in ‘ I gnast '. 1333 Coverdale Ps xxxi\
(xxxv 16) They gnaszshed vpon me with their teth. 1539
Tavernlr Erasm Pi ov (1552) 6 The Lion gnassheth w‘
his teeth against her 1337 Grimald Death Zoroas 111

7 otte!sMisc (Arb ) 122 The Macedon, perceyumg hurt, gan
gnash 1646 Crashaw Sospetto d'Herode vm, His Teeth
for Torment gnash 1667 Milton P L. vi 341 There
they him laid, Gnashing for anguish and despite and shame
1808 Helen St Victor Ruins 0/ Rtgonda I. 157 His
teeth gnashed against each other, and each limb shook
with the violence of his emotions 1870 Bryant Iliad I
v 136 He fell, and in the fall Gnashed with his teeth upon
the cold bright blade
trans/ *897!' H Warren BySevern Sea xvn, Jagged

floes That gnashed and justled as they downward bore
2 trans

.

To strike (the teeth) together, as in

rage or anguish,

1390 Spenser F Q h. vn 21 And both did gnash their
teeth 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv -653 The Seer ..

Rowl’d his green Eyes .And gnash'd his Teeth 1720 Gay
Poems (1745) I. 178 Two boars Gnash their sharp tusks,

and . Dispute the reign of some luxurious mire 18x2
Byron Ch Har. n xl, What gallant warhounds . .

gnash
their fangs, loud yelling for the prey] 1843 Bethune Sc
Fireside Stor 102 He almost gnashed his teeth with rage
X871 B Taylor Faust (1875) I xxm 204 Gnash not thus
thy devouring teeth at me 1

3 To bite upon, grind the teeth upon
,
to bite

in ivuam with champing teeth
x8x2 H & J Smith Rej. Addr xn (1873) 112 Hot spice

gingerbread, Which black from the oven he gnashes 1816
Byron Prisoner Chillon ix, I strove To rend and gnashmy
bonds in twain 1829 Landor Imag Conv Wks 1846 II,

48 The tiger gnashed the fox, the ermine and the sloth.

Hence Gna sMug ppl. a.

*700 Dryden tr. Iliad l 361 With boiling Rage Atrides

bum’d
,
And Foam betwixt his gnashing Grinders churn'd

1705 Stanhope Paraphr I 73 Trembling Knees, Wringing
Hand and Gnashing Teeth X848 Lytton Harold ix 1,

The beast twisted m vam, to and fro, with gnashing jaws
x86o Trench Serm Westm Abb. viu 90 The gnashing
teeth and the fierce faces of foes

Gnash, incorrect spelling of Nesh a
Gnashing (use Jig), vbl sb [f. Gnash v.+

-XN&i.] The action of the vb Gnash
*495 Trevtsa's Barth De P. R, (W de W ) vn vn 228

Gnasshyng of teeth 1333 Coverdale Matt vm 12 There
shal be wepinge, & gnaszhing of teeth 1621-3 Middleton
& Rowley Changeling v 111, Howls and gnashings shall

he music to you 1791 Cowper Iliad xi 508 And from be-

neath Loud gnashings hear 1803 Med Jml X 376 The
masticatones opened and closed the jaws with gnashing of
the teeth

Gnasp, v Obs. rare— °. [Cf. Gnap, Grasp ]

intr. To snap (at).

*53® Palsgr. 568/2, 1 gnaspe at a thyng to catche it with



GIN*AST. 245 GNAW.
my tethe,je hanche i6ix Cotgr , Handier

\

to gnaspe, or

snatch at with the teeth

f Gnast, sb Obs Also t; gnaste [OE.
-giidst (in fyr-gndsf) sti masc, spaik, cognate

with OHG gneista wk fern
,
gneisto wk masc,

also ganeheista (MHG ganetst(e, gnezstie), ON
gnetste wk masc The OHG ganeheista suggests

formation from OTeut *ga- + ana prep. (
= On) +

*)mt (see Hot) ;
some scholars iefer the word to

the Teut root to burn (as in OE dd funeral

pyre) ] A spark , the snuff of a candle.

cnys Lamb Horn, 8r J>e o5ei [brand] is aquenched al

buten a gnast 1382 W\cr ir Isa ui\ 5 And shal tie as

a gnast thurgh passende, the multitude of hem that a^en
thee hadden maistri 1412-20 L\ nc Troybk 1 iv (15 it)
B ij, And as a gnast fiiste of lytell hate Encauseth fhwnie cif

contek and debate c 1440 Piontp Parv 277/2 Knast, 01

gnaste of a kandel (A' knast of candelle), emunctnra 14 .

Voc. m Wi -Wulcker 592/31 Lichinns, gnast of candele

t Gnast, v Obs. Forms
. 3-6 gnaist(e,

gnayste, 4-6 gnaste, 3-6 gnast. [The early form
gnazsle would seem to point to adoption of an ON
*gnezsta, an ablaut-var ofgnista to gnash the teeth.

ON had also gnastan, gnash an (beside gnistan,

gnistran) gnashing of teeth, and a str vb. gnesta

to crack, clattei The ultimate origin is prob
onomatopoeic, which may account for the anoma-
lous variation in the root-vowel ]

1. 7ntr = Gnash v x

a 1300 Cursor M 19434 pai bigan to gnast with toth
0x300 E E Psalter 11 x (Horstm ) Wharfore gnaisted
gomes swo 1340 Hampolf Ps xxxiv ig pai gnaystid on
me wij> [>aire tethe 1382WYCI11 Isa v 29 He shal gnasten
[L frendet], and holden the prei c 1450 Mn onrSaluai tonti

1756 This hors gnaistmg and neeing hym vndeie his fete

he keste 1470-85 Malory A 1 thur vt xv, All tlio greued
and gnasted at syre launcelot *508 Fisrn r 7 Pcmt Ps
vi Wks (1876) 22 7 hey gnaste with theyr tethe 1530
Paisgr 56g/i, I gnast with the tethe I make a noyse by
reason I thruste one tothe upon another

2 . trans. = Gnasii v 2.

a 1300 CursorM 19354 pen be-gan pai for tene pair tethe
to gnast a 1300 E A Psalter cxi[i] 10 (Horstm ) Sinful
sal se And gnaiste his tethe he sal with-al c 1460 J. Rus-
sell Bk. Nurture 301 Good son py tethe be not ptkynge,
grisynge, ne gnastynge.

Hence + G-na'ster, one who gnashes
c *440 Promp Parv 200/2 Gnasteie, . frenntor

+ Gna’sting, vbl sb Obs. [f Gnast v. +
-IN& h] The action of the vb. Gnast

,
gnashing.

a X300 Cursor M 26760 par endles gnastmg es to toth
C 1380 Wyci ir Serin Sel Wks I 49 pere shal he wepyng
ana gnastmgeof teep 138a — Prov xix 12 As the gnasting
[Vulg fremitus] of a leoun, so and the wrathe of the king
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)VII 81 pe v oyces ofgnastynge
1388 WYCur Jer vm 16 Gnastyng [1382 fnestmg

,
Vulg

fremitus] of hoists tlieiof is herd fro Dan C1440 Promp
Parv 200/2 Gnastynge (K. gnachynge), fiemitus 1508
Fisher 7 Pemt Ps vi Wks (1876) 41 Gnastynge of tethe.

Gnat 1 (nset). Forms I guset, 2-3 gnet, 3-6
gnatte, (6 ganafcte), 4-6 knatt(e, (3, 8 knat), 4-
gnat. [OE. gmet(t str masc., cogn. with Ger.
dial, gnatze wk fem ]
1. A small two-wmged fly of the genus Culex

,

esp Culexpiptens
, the female ofwhich has a sharp

pointed proboscis, by means of which it punctures
the skins of animals and sucks their blood. In
U S

,
the common mosquito, Culex mosquito

C803 K ALli-red Ores 1. vu § 1 past gnsettas comon ofer
eall pset land c 1000 Sax. Leedid I 267 Deos wyrt [flea-
bane] gnsettas Sc mtcgeas& flean acwellep c 1250 Gen # Ex
2988 Gnattes smale to sen, and sarp on bite c 1350 Pari
three Ages 50 Gnattes gretely me greuede and gnewen
myn eghne 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. A’, xii xin (1495)
4M A gnatte is a lytill flye and highte Culex. 1471
Poston Lett No 674 III 12, I wold fayne my gray horse
wer kept in mew for gnattys 1529 Moke Comf agst Tnbm Wks 1226/2 Lawes .. lyke vnto cobwebbes, in whych
me lyttle Knattes, and Flyes stycke styll and liange fast
156a Turner Herbal n i6g Y° same moysture [of the Elm
Iree] after y‘ is dried vp, is resolued into htle flies like
Ganattes. 1592 Shaks Rom Jul i iv 64 Her Waggoner,
a small gray-coated Gnat 1617 Hieron Wks II 75 Let
not our sermons be as the spiders web, thorow which doe

o »
e
»

e Sreater flies,while onely the lessergnats are taken.
1789 Mrs P10Z21 fount. France I 278 One is bit to death
by animals, gnats in particular x8x6 Kirby Sc Sp Entomol
(I

°
43) I 88 Species whose bite is severe, but none to be

compared to the common Gnat(c«A?j, piptens) C1850 Arab
Nts. (Rtldg

) 363 He perceived two persons sleeping their
heads covered with linen to protect them from the gnats
fig 1669 Woodhead St Teresa 1 xvm 1 15 This impor-
tunate little Gnat of the Memory hath her wings burnt

b Used as a type of something insignificant,
freq m allusion to Matt xxut 24. Cf Camel i c.
cxatuiAgs Gasp Matt, xxui 24 La blindan latteowas &e

arennigeao pone gnsett [c 1160 Hatton Gosp gnet] awe 5 8c

Pone °lfynd 0x225 Ancr R to Ase mom pet
isiho bene gnet Sc swoluweS pe vli^e, pet is, tnakeS muchel
sirencoe per as is lutel c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T 151
JNoght worth to thee, 111 comparison. The mountance of

t
JS2® Skelton Magnyf 1732 But, and I were as ye,

l wolde not set a gnat By Magnyfycence 1535 Coverdalemalt xxiu 24 O ye blynde gydes, which strayne out [16x1
straine at] a gnat, but swalowe vp a Camell 1562 J Hey-
wood Prov Epigr (1867) xor Thou neuer durst abyde to
fyght with a gnat x6xx Shaks Cymb 1 111 21 Till the di-
minution Of space, had pointed him sharpe as tny Needle
•Nay till he had melted from The smalnesse of a Gnat, to
ayre. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led, m 86 To discern the

VOL. IV,

smallest Hair upon the leg of a Gnat, 1889 Spectator 14
Dec 842We find it a little amusing that he should so sum-
manly avenge himself upon the little gnat of a writer who
lias punctuied his own cuticle

2 Applied to other insects resembling this ; in.

U S , to a small stinging fly of the genus Simulium
1787 Bi-st Anghngtgd 2) 99 The Little black Gnat Ibid.

116 ihe Blue-Gnat 1^99 G Smith Laboratory II 290
r
l he white-gnat This is composed of a black head, and
a pale wing 1867 F Francis Angling \\ (1880)217 The
Black Gnat has been called 1

the fisheiman’s cuise ’

3 . attnb and Comb
,
as gnat-catcher, an Ameii-

can bird of the genus Polzoptzla, esp. P cxrulea
;

gnat-flower, a name for Ophrys apifeia , '{•gnat-
gnapper = gnat-snapper

, gnat-hawk, a provin-
cial name of the Nightjar

, gnat-net, a net to
protect one from the attacks of gnats

, gnat
satyrion ? —gnat Jlowei , gnat-sin nonce-tod., a
trivial sm (in refeience to Malt xxiu. 24) ,

gnat-
snap, -snapper, a name given to various small
birds; in 1 7 th c used to translate L ftcedula ;

see also Gnat 2
,
alsoJig ,

as a term of contempt

;

gnat-strainer (seequot ; aftei Matt xxiu 24), so
gnat-shaming

;
gnat-worm, the laiva of a gnat

1883 Century Mag Sept 685/1 The nest of the little
gray *gnat-catcher 1688 R Honur Atmow

y

n 109/1
The *Gnat Flower, that is yellow and brown 1755 John-
son, Gnat-flower, a flowei otherwise called the beeflower
*627 Haktwill Apo/ope iv vu § 8 364 In the morning
fasting, he dispatched an hundred *gnat gnappers [ti

L ficednla<\ Sc foity oysters [Ma?g] A bud like a
mghtingall, feeding 011 figges 1885 Swainson PiovNantes Buds 97 Nightjar (Cap) imnlgus enropceits) .From,
its fondness foi moths and beetles it has also the names
of Moth hawk (Foi far) *Gnat hawk (Hants) 16^8 ^ iu
T Browne Card Cyrus 11 42 T he ancient Conopeion 01
*gnatnet of the ./Egyptians 1597 Gfrarde Heibal 1 ci.

163 '“Gnat Satiuon The stalke groweth to the height of
an hand, whereon are placed veue otderly small iloweis
like in shape to Gnats and of the same colour 1646
Fullfr Wounded Come (1841) 33a That those should be
choked with a '"gnat-sin, who have swallowed many camel-
sins 1591 Syi vrsTrn Du Bartas 1 v 714 The little Gnat-
snap (worthy Princes Boordsl 16x0 W Folkingham Art
Survey iv. 111 83 The God wit, Gnat-snap, Knot 1885 [see
Gnat

•

4
] 1598 Florio, Cvlobianco, a btrde called a ’gnat-

snapper 1633 Hart Diet Diseased 1 xxui ro4 [He] had
them [Pariats] served in at table as though they had beene
but ordinary Gnat-snappers 1653 Urquhart Rabelais
1 xxv 116 Calling them grouthead gnat-snappers. 1731
Medley Kolbeuls Cape G Hope II 154 Gnat-snappers,
which are much seen at the Cape (where they are likewise
call'd Honey- or Bee-Eaters) some reckon a sort of Tit-
mouses 1846 Worcfster, *Gnat-strainer, one who places
too much importance on little things 1858 Dickens Lett
(1880) II 82 Whereof comes all manner of camel-swallowing
and of *gnat-stiaimng 1858 Sm T Browne Gard Cyrus
in sg He that would behold a very anomalous motion,
may observe it in the Toi tile and tmng stroaks of Gnat-
worms x8o6 Priscilla Wakeiteld Dorn Recreat x 150
Before the gnat-worms have attained their full growth

Gnat 2 (nset) Obs exc. dial. Also knat
[Corruption of Knot sb 2

,
piob. influenced by the

synonyms gnat-snap, -snapper (see pi ec ) ] A kind
ofSandpiper (Trmga camitus) ;

see also qnot 1864
0x6x6 B Jonson Epigr i ci 20 (1616) 799 Partrich,

pheasant, woodcock godwit knat, raile, and ruffe too
1672 Shadwell Miser m Wks 1720 III 57 Goldmgham
Peace, Su rah, and tell me what we must have [«r foi supper]

fames Partridges, Gnats, Godwits 0x682 Sik T.
BrowNr Norf Buds Wks 1835 IV. 319 Gnats or knots,
a small bud, which, taken with nets, grow excessively fat,

being mewed and fed with corn 1864 Atkinson Prov
Names Buds, Gnat or Knat

,
prov,name (Kent) for Lesser

Tern Sterna imnuta. 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds
194 Knot (Trmga canutus). So called, according to Cam-
den, in honour of King Canute Whence also Gnat

,
Knat

,

Knet Gnat snap

Gnathal a [f Gi. yvAe-os jaw +
-al] = Gnathic a
x888 Amer Naturalist Oct. 941 Of these three pri-

mary segments (macrosomites) of the piunitive body, the
first coriesponds to the sum of the jaw-bearing (gnatho-
phoious) metameres— gnathal macrosonutes

Gnathic (nee Jnk, ne 1 Jnk), a [f Gr yvaO-os )ti\v

+ -ic,] Of or pertaining to the jaws
;
spec

,
per-

taining to the alveolus of the jaws, alveolai.
1882 Quain's Elem Auat (ed 9) I 83 Skulls with

a gnathic index below 98 are orthognathous 1892 R L
Garner Sp Monkeys xui 134 The vocal poweis were
coirectly measured by the gnathic index

Gnathite (n^'fsit) Zool [f Gr yvde-os jaw
+ -ITE.] One of the mouth-appendages of the

Arthropoda.
1870 Nicholson Zool 191 Theie is always a complicated

set of ‘ gnathites or appendages modified for masticatory
purposes^ surrounding the mouth 1877 Huxlfy Anal Inv
Amm vt 256 Theie is a stage xn which tlje gnathites aie
completely conveited into jaws

j|
Gnathitis (ne'Jwi tis) Med. [mod L

,
f.

Gr 7vd0-os jaw + -xi’is ] (Seequot 1853)
1847 m Craig 1853 Dunglison Med Diet (ed. 9),

Gnathitis inflammation of the cheek or upper jaw 1882
Ogilvie, Gnathitis ; and in other mod. Diets

+ Gna'tho. Obs. Also 6-7 gnato [a L
Gnatho, ad Gr. yva$av, used as the pioper name
of a parasite (f 7p&Oos jaw) ] A person resembling
the Gnatho of Terence

;
a parasite, sycophant.

1533 Elyot Knowledge Pref A 5, For there be Gnathos in

Spayne as wel as in Grece 1549 Latimer and Serin bef,

Edw, VI (Arb ) 68 Take hede of these claubacks that wyll

folowe lyke gnatoes and Parasites 1624 Burton A not
Mel 1, it 1 11 (ed 2) 45 Vndeserumg Gnatoes & vitious
parasites 1704 N N ti Boctahm's Lett fr Apollo t.

-

141 Parasites and Gnatho’s

Gn.ath.onic (n<?*Jy ink), a. Also 7 gnatonick
[ad L. Gnathorncue, f. Gnathon-em Gnatho.]
= Gnathonical a
1637 Gillpspii: Eng Pop Ceiem Ep A ij b, The gnatho-

mck Parasite swearetli to all that this benefactor holdeth
165a Urquiiart fewel Wks (1834) 276 Thinks no better of
adulatory assentations then of a gnatonick sycophantizing,
or parasitical cogging. 1855 Kings i fy Westw Hoi vm.
That Jack’s is somewhat of a gnathonic and parasitic soul,
or stomach, all Bidefoid apple-women know

t Gnatho’nical, a . Obs. Also 6-7 -all, gna-
tomcal(l [f as prec. + -al ] Resembling Gnatho
or his proceedings

,
parasitical, toad-eating.

1540 Palsgr tr Acolastns tv 11 S ij, The chiefe 01 ptm-
cipal honour of the gnathonical sect 1590 GuruNE (hi.
Fur (1599) 13 Knowing him to be a Tlirasonicall mad cap,
they haue sent mee a Gnathomcall companion, to glue him
lettice fit for his lips 1603 Bp W Barlow Conf Hampton
Lit To Rdi

, Whome it might haue pleased, without lus
Gnathonical appeale to haue rested in his Maiesties detei
nunation 1631 R H Arraignm Whole Cnature vu 52
Bee not uncased, out of your lands, your livings by sudi
gnatonicall Conny- (money) catchers 1721-1800 BAtLrv,
Gnathonical, flattering, deceitful m Words, soothing .1

Person’s Humour to get by him
Hence |* Gnatho nically adv.
1596 Nasue-So^oti Walden Wks (Giosart) III 206,

1

hope
theie be some Bishops doo disdame their high calling
should be so Gnathonically compar’d. 1623 Cockeram,
Gnathomcally, flatteringly

Gnathonism (n<? 1 Jioniz’m). nonce-tvd [See
next and -ism ] Sycophancy
1838 Coleridge Lit Rem III 187 And yet Hacket must

have lived to see the practical confutation of this shallow
Gnathonism m the result of the inariiage with the Papist
Hem letta of France I

+ Gna thonize, v. Obs iaie~ 1
[f L. Gna-

thsn-em Gnatho + -ize ] vifr. To behave as a
‘ Gnatho’ or sycophant, to flatter

1619H Hutton Pollu’s A not A vij a, Note . this Tinust
. See how he squaies it, takes a pnuate stand, lo Gnatho-
nire, to act it \\ ith his hand Behold his gesture Lo how
lie whispeism his Master’s eaie 1656 Biount Glessogr

,

lo Gnathonize, to play the smell-feast, to flatter. 2727
Bailey vol II, Gnathomzing, flattering, soothing the
Humour of a Person

Gnathophorous (n^j^-fbros) rare. [f. Gr
yvddo-s jaw + -<f>6p-os bearing + -ous.]
1888 [see Gnatiial]

Guathopod (n£» [f as prec. + no8-,

irons foot.] = next.
1BB7 Nicholson Man Zool (ed 7) 891 GnathoPods, the

foot-jaws of Crustaceans

Guathopodite (n^h? p&bit) Zool [f as prec

+ -ite ]
‘ One ofthose limbs which, 111 crustaceans,

have been modified into accessory organs of masti-
cation ’ (Ogilvie 1 88 2).

x8 Nature (Ogilvie), If the Trilobites have true walking
legs instead of mouth-feet (guathopodites

)

only, they would
be more closely related to the Isopoda

Gnathostegite (ne^p stedgeit). Zool. [f Gr.
yvaBo-s + ariy-tiv to cover + -ite ] (See quot.)
1877 Huxley Auat Inv. Anmi vi 345 A broad plate,

which, with its fellow, covers over the other organs, and
hence receives the name of the gnathostegite.

Gnatling (nse tin]) [See -ling ] A small
gnat. Also figi, an insignificant peison or thing
X614 Sylvester Tobacco batteied 198 They Who swallow

Camels, swallow Gnatlmgs may. 1761 Churchill Rosuad
Poems I 24 If some man Should dare attack these gnat-
lings in their nest; At once they rise Whet their small
stings, and buzz about the stage 1805 Fessenotn Democt
Unvcild v 156 Lest the readei think the topic . too micro-
scopic We’ll. show Our gnat-ling in a note below

II Gnatoo (nat«
;
properly rja iu) [Polynesian

(Tonga), now speltgatu (g=q).] (See quot. 1817 )
18x7 J Martin Mariner’s Acc Tonga Isis II, Tonga

Voc , Gndtoo, the substance used for clothing, prepared from
the bark of the Chinese paper mulberry tree, and imprinted ,

before it is imprinted it is called tdpa X823 Byron Island
vu, A pine torch, strongly girded with gnatoo Ibid vm,
The mat for rest

,
for dress the fresh gnatoo

Gnatter (nse tor), v Obs. exc dial

1 a. trims. To nibble. Also with atvay. b.
intr. To nibble at.

1747 Mason Museeus 65 Tityrus [i e Chaucer] . thus 111

antique guise short talk did hold Old 1ime Gnawen with
rusty tooth continually, Gnat trid my lines, that they all can-
crid ben 1757 E Darwin Let 24 Dec in Life (1879) 22
Heie Time with his long Teeth had enattered away the
lemamder of this Leaf 1882 Lane. Gloss, s v ,

1 He’s olus
gnattenn’ at his finger nails.’

2 intr. a To 1
rattle on* in talk; to talk fiet-

fully, giumble b. (See quot. 1888 )
1806-7 J BrRESFORD Miseries Hum Life (1826) Post

Groans xxxv, Gnattenng and chattering with all his might,

by way of treble to the running bass of my horse-laugh
1888 Sheffield Gloss ,

Gnatter, to grumble, to complain, to

be peevish or querulous Ibid , Gnatter, to rattle^

+ Gna*vity. Obs~° [ad L gnamtds, f gnavus
diligent ] (bee quots.)

1623 Cockeram ir, Actimty, Gnauity, Strenuity, Dex-
terity 1656 Blount Glossogr

,
Gnavity (gnavitas),

activity, lustiness, quickness 1721-90 in Bah ey

+ Gnaw, sb Obs rare-1, [f Gnaw »] =
Gnawing vbl sb

111



GNAW.
*735 Boyse Written in Pal Falkland 44 Nine days I

struggled—think the cruel strife * The gnaw of anguish, and
the waste of life 1

Gnaw (ng), v Pa t gnawed Pa pple

gnawed, gnawn. Forms 1 gnasan, (2
gneije'S, ryd g ), 3-6 gnawe, (4 gna}-, gnaghe,
e, gnawyn, 6 .SV gnau), 4, 7- gnaw

,
also 5

knawyu, 6 knaw- knawe, 7-8 knaw. J'a t

(strong) 3 gneu, 3-5 gnow(e, (4 gnogh, gnowje,
gnouj

), 4-8 gnew,(5-6gnewe), ( weak) 4gnawid-,
5 knawed, 8 knaw’d, 8-g gnawed Pa pple.

(strong) 3 ignahen, 4, 6 gnawen, 4-5 gnawe,
6 knaw{e)n, Se. gnawm, (gnaw), 6-7*gnawne,
7- gnawn; (weak) 7 knaw’d, 7-9 gnawed.
£0E gnagan

,
pa t. *gndg, giiogon [in forgnSgon,

see Forgnaw), pa. pple gnagen (in forgnagen)

;

corresponding to OHG gnagan
, nagen (MHG and

mod.G. nagen), ON. gnaga (Sw guaga, Da gnave,
also nage from LG

,
mod Icel naga) F 01ms with

initial k instead of g appeal in OHG chnagen

,

MDu. cnaghen, mod Du (and G dial ) knageit
In English the spelling knaw is found occas in

15th c , and is quite common during 1 6-1 7th c ,

but this only implies that kn- and gn- were already
identical in sound.
In the romance ofSirAmadas 247 a form gnave is found

rinnng withgrave, have, hut this may be a case ofassonance

,

compare, however, the mod wave fiom ME waive ]

1 tram To bite (something) persistently so as to
injure it or remove portions of it

, to wear away by
a continued luting or nibbling
a xooo Be Domes Deege (Lumby) 2x1 Hy wad-grimme

wyrmas slttao and lieora ban gnagaS brymgum tuxlum
c 1000 <Elfric Gram (Z ) 171/x Rodo, ic gnage 1023 in
Thorpe Dipl Angl Aevi Sax (1865) 318/29 Dset gewrit beo
geworpen musen to gnagene C1175 Lamb. Horn 43
Sutnme )jer gramnde sikeo, summe her leowhche gne^eS his
a3ene tunge c 1290 S E Leg I 206/230 Some [of the
adders] heo gnowen, and some heo stounge ; and some with
schaipe tieth heom bite, 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 8632 To
J>e lode he sturte, & bigan to frete & gnawe pe armes vaste
& h»es, &mid is teh to diawe, c 1350 Pari Three Ages 50
Gnattes gretely me gieuede and gnewen myn eghne c 1440
Gesta Rom xxxii. 124 (Add MS

) The maiden . gnewe
[Hart. MS bote] the Girdell with her tethe, and brake it on
111 peces 1484 CaxTon Fables ofAEsop 1 xvui, The ratte
beganne thenne to byte the lace or cord, and so long he
knawed it that the lace biake 1526 Tindalt Rev xvi 10
They gnewe [so 1533 CovniDALn , 1611 gnawed] then
tonges for soiowe 1535 Eden Decades 122 Howe these
woormes knawe and corrode the shyppes wee haue declaied
before 1628 World Encomp by Sir F. Diake 24 The
remnants of Seales which they had gnawne with their
teeth like dogs 1728 PorE Dune 1 117 [He] gnaw’d his
pen, then dash'd it on the ground, Sinking fi om thought to
thought 1739 ‘ R Bull' tr. Dedekindus' Grobianns 33
Press d with both Hands by wholesale Knaw your Meat,
*768 Ross Helenor e (1789) 43 At last in twa the dowie rains
he gnew 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot xix 237, I could
scaicely find any but what had been gnawn by insects 1835
Macaulay Hist Eng xu III 233 The stock of salted
hides was considerable, and by gnawing them the garrison
appeased the raije ofhunger x88x Jeiteries WoodMagic
I 11 35 In the night she meant to have gnawn your throat

to. With adverbial or other complement, express*
mg the result of the action, as to gnaw away

, off,
out, up

;
asunder

, tn tivo,

aijpo CursorM 6043 pat heist pan gneu [other MSS
gnow(3e] vp al lndene pat pe thonei left 1340 Hami>oi r
Pr Consc 863 Wormes pan sal it al to-gnaw T il pe fiesshe
be gnawen oway and byten. 1533 Coverdalf Baruch vi
19 1 he serpentes and wormes gnawe out then heites, 1590
Shaics Com Eiy v 1 249 Ibid 289 He gnaw'd m two
iny cords 1620 Sueiton Qmx, in xu I 243 After he had
gnawn off almost the Half of one of his Nails 1631 Gouge
God:s Arrows 111 § 52 282 A lion may stand m need of the
helpe of a mouse to gnaw asunder the coi d wherewith he is
hampered. <1x839 Praed Poems (1864) I 204 He hath
gnawed in twain my choicest line. 1873 Browning Red
Cott, Nt-cap 1041 Some work of ait gnawn hollow hy
Time s tooth

o. absol. or mtr

,

often with preps at, on, upon.
13 Coer de L 3074 Many of the hethene houndes With

her teeth gnow on the groundes 1382 Wvciif Job vxx 3
1 hat gnowen [1388 gnawiden , L lodibant] in wildernesse,
waxende foul with wreechidnesse and soiewe c 1440 Gesta
Row xxx. no (Harl MS s Twoo bestes gnowe at the Rote
of the tree with alle theire myght 1484 Caxion Fables of
JEsop 11 xvui, He that is wonte and acustomed to robbe and
gnawe, with grete payne he may absteyne him self fro hit

1513 MoreR tch III, Wlcs 54/1 Heieturned frowning and
froting and knawmg on hys lippes 1394 Shaks Rich
III, 1 iv 23, I saw..A thousand men that Fishes gnaw'd
vpon. 1647 Cowlfy Mistr , Dialogue vii, That Worm
which now the Core does wast, When long ’t has gnaw’d
within will break the skin at last 1648 Jenicyn Blind
Guide 1. 8 As an hungry dog that teareih and gnaweth
upon a diy bone, and can suck nothing out of it by long
gnawing upon it 1843 Borrow Bible in Spam 322 Gaunt
dogs were busy heie, growling, tearing, and gnawing 1877
Farrar Days of Youth xv. 143 The worm of sui gnaws
deepest into the idle heart,

2 Of destructive agents : To coi 1 ode, waste away,
consume. (Cf Fret v 3) Said also ofinternal pains
*53° Balsgr 369/1, I gnawe, as wynde or the coljke

gnaweth one in the belly, je trenchaysonne 1561 Hoily-
bush Horn Apoth 31 b, For them whose guttes are gnawen
or wounded . caused by a salte Flegma 1599 H Buttes
Dyets dne Dinner D 6 b, Pine-Nuts much eaten, gnaw
the stomach and belly x6xx Coryat Crudities 58 In
certaine places it [the Rhone] doth continually gnawe and

246 GNEISSIC.
eate his bankes *633 P Fr etchtr Pwple 1st 1 xv, But
last when eating Time shal gnaw the pioudcst toweis 1653
CuLrci'prR Rivirms hi 1 97 And for the bieaking or coi
lorhng of tlie Tympme, if theie were formeily any
vehement Causes that could bieak 01 gnaw the same [etc ]

3 fig Said esp of passion, remorse, etc (cl

Fret 3 b) p Also, to caip at

x
Iz?° Un^' Meid 29 Al pe este &. al pe eise is her as pe

core ueoo jgodlese &_ ignahene 121340 Hampoi 1 Psalter
cxvm 40 Enuy, that supposis leprofe in men when it may
lioght gnaghe pe life 1326 Pilgi l\tf (W de W 1531)
1 15 So done these uefull though tes fiette and gnawe the
mynde of man or woman c 1680 Brvi uincr lerm (1729)
I 353^ Their consciences are always gnawed and tounented
1749 SmolleitRegicide h vu, Thy leaisthat I may 'scape,
Like vultures gnaw thee ' x8oi Soumry 1halabdx \xiv,
The years that it has gnawn me 1 and the load Of sin that it

has laid upon my soul ' 1832 Lytton Eugene A 1 ix,
Silently, he had gnawed his heart i860 Ruskin Mod
Paint V ix xu § 10 As the flower is gnawed by frost, so
every human heart is gnawed by faithlessness

b absol and rntr. , esp with preps to gnaw at

(t 011), into (cf 1 c)
; also m indirect passive.

*598 Shaks Merry IV. 11 11 207 My Coffers lansack'd,
my reputation gnawne at 1631 HoBBrs Leviath 1 xit 32
So that man hath his heart all the day long, gnawed on
by feare of death 1727 De For Syst Magic 1 1 (1840) 30
The eager desne after the knowledge of them gnawed into
his very vitals 1843 S Austin Ranke's Ihit Ref I 237
The lage which had long gnawed at his heart might burst
foith. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L xvn (1879) a24 Tor-
ments that have so gnawed into thy life * 1839 — h t, It
Jrnls II 227 Something gnawed within lnm, and kept him
forevei restless and miserable 1880 G MrurmiH tragic
Com (1881) 303 The terrible tnournfulness of the tiuth
gnawed within her

4 Comb : p gnaw-bone, f gnaw-crust, terms of
derision for one abjectly poor.
1607 A Brevvtr Lingua v 11, Begon ye gnawe-bone, raw-

bone, rascal. x6xx Cotgr , Masche-cr ousts, a gnawciust,
hungne companion, snatch-crust

Hence Gnawed ppl a
; spec m Bot. (see quot

1832)
1820 Land Mag June 631/2 Fiagments of gnawed ginger-

bread, 1832 Lindley Introd Bot 387 Gnawed [erosus)
having the margin irregularly toothed, as if bitten by some
animal 1888 Daily News 30 Nov 3/1 His [the squirrel’s]
traces lie about in plenty on the ground m the shape of
gnawed fir-cones

Gnawable (ng ab’l), a [f. Gnaw v. + -able ]
Capable of being gnawed
1883 H O Fours 1 s Nat in E Aichtpel u v 484 The

rats . in the night gnawed everything gnawable 1891
Illustr. Sport Drain News Christm No 1/2 His fair
moustache was scarcely long enough to be gnawable
Gnawer (ng aa). [f Gnaw v + -er 1 ] One

that gnaws
, a rodent Now chiefly Z00L

1607 ToreELL Four-f. Beasts (1638 292 The little Mouse
, is justly tearmed 1 osor omnium rerum a gnawer of all
things 1691 Tryon Wisd, Dictates 51 These Gnawers of
other Mens harmless Papers 1828 Stark Elcm Nat Hist
I

I

243 Thysanoura . .The insects of this order are gnawers,
1843 Darwin Voy Nat, v, (1879) 82 Among them weie the
teeth of a gnawer, equalling 111 size., those of the Capybara
1892 Pall Mall G, 1 Mar 2 '1 Caverns made by these in-
finitely little gnawe! s [mici obes]

Gnawing (ng lij ), vbl. sb. [f. as prec + -inqI
]

1 The action of the verb Gnaw, in various senses
1340 Hamrole Pi Consc 6873 he tend payne es gnaw-

yng with 111 Of conscience pat bites als vermyn 1388
WycLir Isa xm 8 Gnawyngis and sorewis schulen holde
Babiloyns. c 1440 Promp Parv 200/2 Gnawynge, orfowle
bytynge, coi-rosio 1380 Hot lyband Precis Ei Tong,
Com oston

,
a gnawing, biting, or consumyng as 1 ust, plaistei s

and poyson 1622 Maiynes Anc Law-March 336 Foi
this is a biting, nay a verie gnawing to the bones of your
Chustian biothei 1768-74 Tucmr Lt Nat (1832) I
641 The scoi dungs of unevtmguishable flames and gnaw-
ings of the never dying worm 1801 Southey Ihalaba ix,
xxxviu, At dawn the Woim Will wake, and this poor flesh
must glow to meet The gnawing of hts hundred poison-
mouths 1 1894 Hall Caine Manxman in xix 190 He
calmed the gnawings of his love with dreams of ambition
2 A persistent fretting pain (111 the bowels)

,

now only of such pain caused by want of food

,

pi pangs (of hunger)
1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R iv x (1493)94 Yf the waye

is stoppyd that is bytwene the galle and the bowelles, therof
fallyth gnawynge nnd passio cohca 0450 MR Med Bk
(Heinrich) 184 Hyt destryep gnawyng & wynd in mannes
body. 1578 L\’Tr Dodoeus 1 r xciv 275 It is singular against
the griping torment and knavungs or fiettings of the belly
1603 TiMMr Quersit 1 xv 77 Fiom them [salts] doe arise
inward gnawings, lmpostums, the hemoroicles, and such
like *1830 Prescott Peru II 319 To appease the gnaw-
mgs of hunger, they were fain to eat the leather of their
saddles and belts 1876 BrsANT Sc Rice Gold Butterfly
Prol i, This pilgrim has tightened his belt to stave off the
gnawing at his stomach.

Gnawing (n§ it]), ppl a [f as prec. + -ing - ]That gnaws, 411 senses of the verb
1367 Grant Horace's bpist j xvm Fiv, Greedie thrist,

mid knawinge pyne of siluer and of goulde 1583 SruBBrs
Anat Abus it 32 Mome wanting, they applie bitter
potions, nipping medicines, gnawing corrosiues 1388 Shaks
lit A v 11 31 ,

1

am Reuenge, sent To ease the gnawing
Vuttuie of the mind 1797 Godwin Enquirer n 11,170 It

o
e=
j

0t
]
^ira an e^ er gnawing anxiety 1822-34 Good's

Study Med (ed 4) I 37 T he incisor teeth of the gnawing
animals 1842 H E Manning Semi (1848) I 44 Memorvq
like a gnawing stream, gatheis its tinge from the soil thiough
which it winds its sullen way
Hence GiiaWingly adv
1841 Hor Smith Moneyed Man III x 278 A feeling of

indignation still lurked gnawmgly at my heai

t

uuawii ppi a. [pa ppie. oi (tnaw v 1
Bitten away, corroded J

1383 Stanyhurst AEnen u (Arb 1 21 The southwynd mercues eager 1 hi ee gallant vessels on rocks gnawne craeirve
reposed x6xo Harrouc.h Meth Physicl 11 x (1630)88 Youm

«
st the Bnawne paits with meates of good mice

1784 M Madam Perseus 11795) 37 Nor does he beat his
desk, noi taste hts gnawn nails

t Gnede, a Obs [Of difficult etymology
The oichnary OE forms gm'ab, gnietSe (gndbe) aie
not represented in later Eng

; the type *gniede
(*gtu{de), whence the ME form, appears to be au-
thenticated by the MS forms gnedra (gen pi

)

ungnyde
,
though these aie usually regarded as

sctibal errors
T he thi ee Eng types seem to lepresent OTeut *ga-nauho-

*ga-nauPjo-,Jga nandjo (f *ga- = Y- prefix + *nnnh
’

mind- see Ni ro sb), the last of these occurs 111 OHG
ginflti, guiite (MHG genwtt

)

close, nanow, eager for The
fluctuation between the -o- and -jo- declension may peril
indicate (as 111 many otliei adjs ) an onginal » stem ]

1. Of pet sons: Sparing, niggardly, miserly Also
gnede op (gifts, etc )

Beowulf (Z ) 1930 Na;s hio linah lie to gneacJ gifa seata
leodutn rpoo ti Bteda'\Hnt v xvn [xix] (1891) 4S2He on pam ma^enum eaSmodnesse & liyrsumnesse nohte
bon laissa lie gneSra [w r gnedra] wtes a 1300 Body a
Soul 20 111 Map's Poems, Me thinketh God is the to
gnede [printed guede], That alle thme frend beon fro the
fledde a 1300 Cursor M 17218 Ask me Jn will . for am
1 noght of gnietes gnede c 1300 Havelok 97 He was large
and no wicth gnede a 1400 5 11 Perc 1689 The childe was
of gamene gnede. a 1440 Sir Degrev 1x59 Off gyffte was
he never gnede
2. Of things Scarce, scanty; small Also in

stronger sense, altogether lacking 01 wanting To
make the gates gnede : to go straight to one’s desti-
nation
c 1000 in Cockayne Shu/te xxo He self lifde oil gneacSum

woi old life , an tunece wass his gejerela & bei en hlafwas
his seieorde 6x050 Cott Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 441/30
Mediocrt, guerre c 1273 Serving CJn 1st 48 in O E Mist
92 I11 hexene helle>ei hndsype is gnede a 1300 CursorM
3392 Sua lang has J>ir tua boght Jxair sede pat |iair mone
wex al gnede Ibid 8599 Pair clathes was sa gnede and
fa, pat pai moglit nan part pam fia c 1320 Sir Tnslr
2838 It [a castle] nas to large no gnede a 1400 Sir Pete
607 He made thame gammene fulle gnede Ibid 724 Tille
his fete he ganne hym too. The gates that he scholde goo
Made he fulle gnede Ibid 752 Now es me fyi e gnede 1

CX400 Rowland ti O 1392 Sir Barlot loste his lyfe His
lyfe was hym full gnede Ibid 1422, 1500 r 1450 Myrc
319 pat day pat bow syst geddes body Mete & drynke at
thy nede Non schal be bat day be gnede
b Barely so much

a 1300 CursorM 15424 pai asked Iudas quat he wald ask
bam for his mede. And he J>at traitur fell, bam said, ‘hot
thritti penis gnede

1

Hence i Gue dely adv
,

sparingly, fingally

;

f Gue’deship, miserliness
, + Gue dy a

,
miserly

cxooo Gregory's Dial 1 vn 15 He heom be bead bat
hy namon bone ele & hine to daelclon swifle gneSelice
Reotende ^eond ealle b^s mynstrais fatu a 1225 Ancr
R 202 Al pet mon o5ei wummon wilneS more be>i heo mu
gnedehche leden hire lif hi al is ^iscunge & rote of dead-
bch sunne Ibid 350,414 C1375 Sc Leg. Saints, Mar-
garete 52 Na slawnes, na lychery Na wreth, na gnedjehepe,
na glutony. 1393 Langl P PI C xvi 86 Ac this doctor
and diuinour and decretistie of canon, And al-so a gnedy
gloton with to giete chekes. Hath no pite on vs pome
Gneeve (gnfv). Anglo-Irish Also 8 grneve

[a Ir gmonth work, act. The term is said to be
still in use in the S, of Ii eland,] The twelfth part
of a ploughland,
1638 Eari Cork Diary in Liimore Papers Ser, 1 (1886)

V 50 Paid for the purchace of 4 gneeves of land. 1672
Petty Pol Anat 372 As to their town-lands, plough lands,
colps, gneeves they are all at this day become unequal
both in quantity and value, having been made upon grounds
which are now obsolete and antiquated *780 A Young
TourIrel II 83 I and is let by the plough land and gineve,
12 gmeves to the plough land-

Gneiss (nois, gnais) Geol. Also 8 kneiss.
[a Ger gneiss, kneis ] A metamoiphic rock, com-
posed, like granite, of quait?, feldspar or orthoclase,

and mica, but distinguished from it by its foliated

or laminated structure

1757 tr Hertckel's Pyntol 44 Shiver, kneiss [Note Ablack,
fatty soi t of vein stone or 1 ock], ochre, jasper. 1777 R E
Raspe tr Born’s 'I rav Temesivar vm 42 Gneiss
covered the whole country 1831 Richardson Giol (1835)
127 Gneiss may be tei med stratified, or slaty granite
When the gneiss is associated with granite, it approaches to

the chaiacter of that substance, and when the two come
in contact, it is scarcely possible to distinguish between
them 1873 Black Pr Thule 1 (1875) 3 Great grey boulders
of gneiss fixed fast into the black peat-moss
attnb 1843 Darwin Voy Nat 11 (1890) 30 The formation

which Humboldt designates as gneiss-gianite 1834 H
Miller Sch <5 Schm v 95 The tract though a primary one
foims one of the tamei gneiss districts of Scotland

Gneissic (narsik, gnsi sik), a [f. prec + -ic ]
Of the nature of gneiss.

18^9 R F Burton Ceuti Afr in Jml GeogJSoc XXIX
205 1 he sides of these hills, composed of hornblende and
gneissic rock are steep, rugged and thickly wooded
1880 Ramsay m Times 26 Aug 3/2 In the Highlands of
Scotland, theie are gneissic rocks of pre-Cambrian age

So Gneissi tio a rare
1836 Ruskin Mod Paint IV v xv § 16 Dependent on the

junction of the gneissitic beds with, or their transition into,

the hardei protogine of the aiguilles
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Grueissoid (nai sold, gnai sold), a [f Gneiss

+ -oid ]
Resembling gneiss ,

imperfectly gneissic

1840 Dana Geol xm {1850) 561 The granite of the coast

, and in some
t Ripr Free
m structure,

Cfneissose (nsi sifts, gnai sifts), a [f as prec

+ -OSE.1 — Gneissio, also quasi-sb = gneissic rock,

i8« PoRTLOCit Geol 171 Ihey aie much moie extensively

developed in the lower oi gneissose portion than m the tipper

or slaty portion 1875 Dawson Dawn of Life w 21 llie

limestone is traversed by many giay layers of gneissose

1880 igth Cent Nov, 850 The veneiable gneissose rocks of

llie north west of Scotland

Gneissy (fflia, gnai si), a. [f as prec. +

-y ] = Gneissic a.

1757 tr Henckel'i, Pyntol 224 Accompanying shivery,

loamy, and kneisy minerals, 1799W Tookl View Russian.

Emp I 114 On the gneissy country appears a coarse sei-

pentine 1854 Hooklr Huntil Ji nls. II xxu i36Angulai

blocks of white gneissy granite

Gnet, obs form of Gnat 1

Gnetaceous (nUF1 Jos), a Bot [f mod.L.

Gnetace-ss (f Gnelu/n
,
the name of the typical

genus) + -ous ] Belonging to, or resembling, the

Gnetacem, an order of gymnospermous shrubs or

small trees, having jointed stems or branches

1886 Vmrs in Encycl Bnt. XX 429/2 In the Gnetaceous

Ephedra altissima, a process of cell-formation goes on in

the oospore

Gneu, gnew(e, obs pa. t of Gnaw v

Gnib (mb), a Sc Sharp, smart, eager

1755 R Forbcs Ajaxs Sp 15 Wi’ mischief he was sae

miib, To get his ill intent 1768 Ross Hdenore (1789) 64

Says a gmb elf, ‘As ail auld carle [etc] 1813W Beattie

Fruits rimeParings (1873) 39 The mair we drank, we grew
the gmbber *

Grabble, obs form of Nibble.

f Guide, it. Obs Forms 1 gnidan, 3 gmde(n,

gnyde. Pa t
,
sing 3 gnade, pi. 1 guidon, 3 gui-

don, also 4 (weak) gmdded [OE gnidait

(gndd, guidon ,
gulden') — OHG. gnitan, knitan

,

OSw gnidha (Sw. gnida, Da guide) ;
also ON

gmtSa (wk.vefb).] trans To rub with or between

the hands ;
to bruise, crush , to rub out Also mtr.

to crumble away (Cf Gnodde v )

c ioao Ags Gosp Luke vi 1 Hys leorning cnihtas ha ear

pluccedon & mid hyra handum gnidon & aeton aizz$ A ncr

R 238 peo hwule pet 3ichinge llest, hit punches god for to

gniden {Titus MS gnudden] Ibid 260 Heo breken pe

eares bi pe weie, & gniden [htusMS gnuddeden] pe comes
ut bitweonen hore honden <1x250 Pram AElfred 201 in

0 E Misc 1x4 If pu hafst gold and seoluer, hit schal

gnyde [later text wurpen] to nouht, to duste hit schal

dryuen a 1300E h Psnltei xvn[i] 43 [42J, I sal guide als

duste bifor wind likam Ibid lxxxviu[i] 45 [44] His sete in

land pou. gnade bidene c 1330 Arth $ Merl 2514 Herbes

he sou^t and fond And gnidaed hem bituix his hond

Gnidge (nidg), v Sc [? connected with prec ]

trans. To rub, squeeze, pi ess Also to gnidge off

*755 R Forbcs Ajax's Sp 8 In hell Fare a fun-stane

does Sisyphus Down to the yerd sair gnidge 1768 Ross
Hclenore (1789) 135 And then frae our fingeis to gnidge aff

the hide, With the weaiisome wark of the rubbing o’t

t Gulp, « Sc. [? onomatopoeic, cf Nip, Knip]
trans To nip, bile. Of ahorse: To champ (the bit).

c 1423 Wyntoun Cron v. iv 605 Syne in his body gnyp
and gnaw 1313 Douglas AEneis lit vm. 64 Heir I saw .

four horsis quhite as snaw Gnyppand geisis the large feildis

on raw Ibid iv iv xi Hir feis steid stude Rungeand
[v r gnyppand] the fomy goldin bitt

tGnit. Obs. tare— 1
. In 5 gnyt [?a. ON.

gmt (Sw gnet. Da. gmd) a nit
,

cf. G gmtze a

midge.] ?Amt
a 1483 in Ret Ant I. 86 Gnyttus and snayllus cam rout-

tyng in schyppus

t Gnodde, v. Obs Also 3 gnudden [Cf.

Icel nitdda (? = *gnudda) to rub ] trails To rub,

braise, crush (Cf Gnide )
a 1225 [see Gnidl] 13 K Alts 2373 Mony knyght,

with dethes wounde, Gnodded [printed guodded] gras on
the grounde 1398 Trlvisa Barth. De P R xvn xcvn
(1493)663 Flexe is bounde m bundelsand afterward knockyd
beten and hrayd andcarflyd : rodded and gnodded nboyd
and herkelyd and at the laste sponne. 14 MS Sloane

73 If 214 (Halliw ) And after gnodde and wasche wel thx

saflour bagge in thilke ly3e with bothe thyn hondis

t GnofF. Obs Also gnof, gnoffe, gnuffe,

gnooffe, (knuffe) [Cf East Fris knufe lump,

gnufftg thick, lough, coarse, ill-mannered] A
churl, boor, lout
<1x386 Chaucer Millers T 2 A riche gnof, that gestes

heela to hord, And of his craft he was a Carpenter 1366
Dr/wtHorace,Sat 1 l A 1 b,The chubbyshe gnof that toyles

and moyles and delueth in the downe 1567 To rberv Epit

,

etc 4 If Vulcan durst pr^ume That was a Gnuffe to see

Dame Venus to assaile. 1375 A Nevilli Defuror Norf
141 The cuntry gnooffes, Hob, Dick, & Hick, with duos,
and clouted shoon [so a 1627 in Hayward Edit) VI, 76
(but spelt knuffesYi *581 J Studley Seneca’s Hercules
CEtasus 198 The covetous charle, the greedy gnoffe in deede
. In plenty pines the wreatch 16x0 Healey St Aug
Citie of God xiv xv 301 The Pagans wisdome and vertues
were scorned of the ntch gnoffes [L erassis dtnitibus] that
held shades for substances, and vertues for meere vanities

Gnogh, obs pa t of Gnaw v
Gnome 1 (njum, mft mi), [a Gr yviijii] thought,

judgement, opinion; pi. 7v&itai saymgs, maxims

near Valparaiso is, to a great extent, gneissoiu

daces passes to a perfect gneiss 1882 Rtp Hi

Met U S 458 The westei n belt is gneissoid

(L sentential), f 7pm- loot of yiyvunxiteiv to Kloiv ]

A short pithy statement of a general tiuth
,
a pro-

verb, maxim, aphorism, or apophthegm.
1377 H Peacham Gard Eloquence V nj, Gnome, a say

ing pertaining to the maners and common practises of men,
which declareth, by an apte bieuity, what in this our lyfe

ought to be done, or not done 1846 Guo ie Gieece 11 111

II 363 The rudiments of that which afterwaids ripened
into moral philosophy as manifested in gnomes or aphorisms.

1873 Symonds GrL Poets 1 16 Many of the sublimer flights

of meditation in bophocles aie expansions of early Gnomes

Gnome 2 (n<ftm). [a F gnome
,
ad. mod.L.

gnomus, used by Paracelsus
Paiacelsus (De Nymphis etc Wks 1638 II 391, and else

where) uses Gnonu as a synonym of Pygmtei, and says that

the beings so called have eaith as their element (or, as he
calls it, their chaos cf etymological note on Gas), through
which they move unobstructed as fish do through water, or

buds and land animals through an The context 111 the

passage above referred to suggests that the name was not

invented by Paracelsus himself, and that it means 1 earth-

dweller’ , possibly it may btfa blunder foi *genomus, repre-

senting a Gr type *yi]i/6fjios (for which cf ffaAatraoiofxos

dwelling m the seal The term, however, may possibly be

a mere arbitrary invention, like many others found, in

Paiacelsus. The connexion commonly assumed with Gr
yiai/j.)] (see piec )

or yi/io/uov (cf Gnomon) seems unlikely ]

1 . One of a race of diminutive spirits fabled to

inhabit the interior of the earth and to be the

guardians of its treasures
,
a goblin, dwarf

17x2-14 Pope Rape Loch Ded
,
According to these Gentle

men [the Rosiciucians], the four elements are inhabited by
Spirits, which they call Sylphs, Gnomes, Nymphs, and
Salamanders The Gnomes or Daemons of Earth delight

111 mischief Ibid 1 63 The giaver Prude sinks downward
to a Gnome, In search of mischief still on Earth to roam
x8x6 Genii Mag LXXXI 1 46 To festive songs my
Gnomes attune the lyre 1837 Hawthorne Twice• Iold T
(1831) I vm 154 Small enough to he king of the fairies, and
ugly enough to be king of the gnomes 1877 Bryant Little

People oj Snow 12 No, let us have a tale of elves that tide

By night, with jingling reins, or gnomes of the mine

fig 1809-10 Collridge Irtend (1818) III 173 A scientific

method, that dissipating with its earliest rays the gnomes of

hypothesis and the mists of theory, may [etc ]

2. US A name of various humming-birds, as the

Giant Gnome {Patagona g/gas). 1889 in Cent. Diet

3. attub and Comb
,
asgnome-ltke adj ;

gnome-
owl U.S , a small owl of the genus Glaucidmm.
1801 Mar Edgeworth Good Fr. Governess (1832) 173

Things went on much better after the gnome-like influence

of Mrs Giace had ceased 1843 Lytton Last Bhr 1 u,

Upon a mound formed by the gnailed roots of the dwarfed

and gnome-like oak, she sat down and wept. 1884-5R iver-

side Nat Hist (1888) IV 330The pigmy, or gnome-owls,

as they are frequently called 1897 S L Hinde Congo
Arabs 85 The seemingly magical appearance ofthese gnome
like beings within 3 or 4 yatds of us

Hence Gnomed fpl. a
,
inhabited, by gnomes.

1820 Keats Laima n 236 Philosophy will Conquer all

mysteries by rule and line, Empty the haunted air, and
gnomed mine

Gnomic (nJwmik), a and sb [ad. Gr yvai-

pucos dealing m maxims, sententious, f yvaijir)

Gnome 1
; cf F gnomiqiu ] A. adj Of the nature

of, or consisting of, gnomes or general maxims.

Gnomic poet

,

a composer of gnomic verses

1813 J Jebb Corr (1834) II 257 Some gnomic veises fiom

Bishop Ken 1838 Proseds Mag XVIII 130 In Aeschylus

the poetical faculty developed itself in grandeur , m Euri-

pides, in gnomic wisdom, sententious philosophy 1847

Grote Greece 11 xxix IV 1x0 Amidst the multifarious

veins in which Archilochus displayed hts genius, moralising

or gnomic poetry' is not wanting 1873 Symonds Grk Poets

in 65 Gnomic poets are simply those who embody yvujtai

or sententious maxims on life and morals 111 their verse

x88zA W Ward Dickens \\ 25 The fashion of Sam’s gnomic
philosophy is at least as old as Theocritus

Tb Gram. Gnomic aonst (see quots )

1867 Farrar Grk Syntax § 134 Ihe aorist is used in pro-

verbs, &c (gnomic aorist) to express what once happened,

and has thereby established a precedent for all time 1884

Hadlly Grk Gram fc 840 Gnomic Aorist —General truths

are often expressed by the aorist indicative, as having

pioved true 111 past instances

B. sb pi The gnomics (
=F les gnomiques),

the older Greek gnomic poets
x8zx Campbell in New Monthly Mag II 238 In the days

of Solon and Theogius, we find the observations of the

gnomics on the oeconomy of life pretty various

Gnomical (u<?u mikal), a,
1 [f as prec + -AL ]

= Gnomic Of a pel son Given to uttering gnomes
1603 Bp W Barlow Conf Hampton Crt (1604) 44 His

Maiesty /adding this excellent, gnomical, and Canon-like

Conclusion, that [etc.] 164* J Jackson Trite Evang
y1

. 11 133 A speech so gnomicall and waighty, that

St Augustin highly commends it 1630 H Morem Euthus.

Ti ntmph (1636) 134 In this whole page Anthroposophus is

very Gnomicall, and speaks Aphorisms very gracefully 1887

j Knight in Diet Nat Biog IX 356/2 Her gnomical utter-

ances are often thoughtful and pregnant

i* Gno’mioal, a h Obs rare [Irreg f. Gnom-on
+ -10 + -al ] = Gnomonic a.

x6xi Cotgr s V Avantagi, Bien avantagi en nez. Nosed
with aduantage, well nose growne, haumg a Gnomicall, or

goodly long, nose *744 [see quot 1688 s v Gnomonic]

Gnomide (n^-mid). rare [a. F. gnomide, f.

gnome see Gnome ^ and -ide ] A female gnome
17a7

-
5* Chambers Cycl s v Gnomes

,
The females of this

species are called gnomides ^
Gnomish (n<jwmij), a [f. Gnome 2 + -ish]

Resembling a gnome j
gnome-like.

1822 New Monthly Mag V 342 A gloomy, peiieise,

gnomish sprite 1897 Daily News 18 June 5/4 Then excited

gesticulations, their gnomish faces full ofdisgust

Gnomist (nan mist) rare

.

[f. Gnome 1 + -ist ]

A gnomic poet or wntei
1874 MAitArrv boc Life Greece iv 83 The high moial

standing of the earlier gnoinists made it impossible to keep
their works pure and undefiled

t Gno’mograph. Obs [ad Gr type *7w/io-

ypaepos, f. yvwfj.7) Gnome 1 + 7pcupttv to write]

- prec
1360 Becon Catech vi Wks 1564 I 542 b, Idlenes as y°

Gnomagraph [sit] saith bnngeth much euil

bo f Gmomo grapher.
a 1619 Fotherbv Atheom Pief (1622) 4 Theie could none

haue any cause to insult ouer anothei not the Hymno-
giapher ouei the Histonogiapher, nor the Gnoinographei
ouei either

Gnomologic (n^'moVdgik), <7 rare, [ad Gr
yvcopokoyitcbs, f. *yvwjxok6yos, f yvdipij Gnome 1

+ -\6yos speaker] Of the natuie of general

maxims
;
sententious

1731 Harris Hermes 1 vu (1786) 123 Gnomologic Sen-

tences after the same manner make likewise Aorists of the

Future 1780 — Philol Enq ir ix (1781) 179 1 hat other,

and moie limited species of it [Sentiment], which I call the

Gnomologic, or Pieceptive 1841 W Spalding Italy § It

Isi I 124 Lucretius, however, who had only the gnomo-
logic verses of the Greeks as his models

Gnomolo gical, a. rau~° [f. as pi’ec. +
-AL ] =prec
1775 m Ash 1818 Todd, Gnomological, pertaining to

gnomology [Blount Glossogr i67o-J8x and Coles 1676 have
‘ Gnomological, pertaining to the art of dialling ’ see

Gnomonological ]

Gnomologist (nqum^ lodgist). rate [f. Gi

type *yvo)/co\oy-os (see Gnomologic) + -isr ] A
gnomic writer.
18x3W Taylor in Monthly Rev LXXII S2oThegnomo-

logists, or versifiers of shoit moral apophthegms 1882

Farrar Early Chr II 22 'Ihe style of St James is formed

on the Hebrew prophets, as his thoughts are influenced by
the Hebrew gnomologists

t

Gnomology (noum(7 lodgi). [ad Gr yveafiokoyia

the uttering oi collecting of gnomes, f. yvoip-y

Gnome 1 + -koyia discoursing, collection, f. Aoy-,

A«7- to say, to collect • see -logy.]

1 A collection of general maxims or precepts

1643 Milton Tetrach Wks (1847) 204/2 Which art of

powerful reclaiming, wisest men have also taught ill their

ethical precepts and Gnomologies 1631 Biggs New Disp

* 234 ihese Haematognomists , m their Gnomologies may
be compared to [etc ] 1736 Bailia (folio) Pref ,

Gnomo-
logies Adagies or Proverbs, *837-9 Hailam Hist Lit.

If 1 I! §21,22 Several of the publications of Neander are

gnomologies, or collections of moral sentences from the

poets
,

2 Gnomic discourse ; the sententious element in

writing
x8o6W Taylor in Robbei ds Mem II 143 "lheie is sound

sense in the thinking, selection in the gnomology, condensa-

tion in the style [etc ] 1889 Edm Rev No 345 74 Bell

Sira expanded the gnomology of preceding writeis by open-

ing up the laiger vistas of human lelations

Guomometry (nd^vap metn) rare, [ad Gr
type *yva)/jiopeTpi<t

t
f. yvdifii] GNOME 1 + -/xerpia

measurement ]
(See quot.)

1882 Athenaeum 8 July 43/* The mtiicate question of

stichometry as opposed to gnomometry whether the

ancient waters divided their books according to subject or

according to some standard measure of lines or cm^oi

Gnomon (n<?a mjfo) Also 6-7 (Florio, pseudo-

etymologically) gnow-, know-man, 7, 9 enon
gnomen. [a. Gi. yv&pxov mspectoi, indicator

{spec, the gnomon of a dial, a carpenter’s square),

f 71/01-, yiyvwarteiv to perceive, judge, Know. The
proximate source may have been L or F. gnomon ]

1 A pillar, rod, or other object which serves to

indicate the tune of day by casting its shadow upon

a maiked siuface ; esp the pm or triangular plate

used for this purpose m an ordinary sun-dial.

1346 Langley Pol Verg De Invent n v 42 b, Anaxi-

menes . founde the fiist dial that declareth the houres

by the Shadowe of the Gnomon. 1598 Florio, Gnovionc,

the know man or gnow-man of a dial! x6oi Holland Pliny

I xso In all the circumference of this chm at and parellele,

at noon tide vpon an Equmoctiall day, the stile in the diall

which they call Gnomon 7 foot long, casteth a shadow not

aboue 4 foot. 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep iv 11. i8x

We usually say a Gnomon or needle is in the middle ot a

Diall 1742 Young Nt Th 11 427 Warnings point out our

danger ,
Gnomons, time 1834 H Miller Semes # Leg

xxix (1837) 431 On the western gable there was faxed a huge

gnomon of bronze i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxv. 177 Like

gnomons of a vast sundial, the Aiguilles cast their fanlike

shadows, [etc ]

fo A column, or other apparatus employed m
observing the meridian altitude of the sun.

_

1623 N Carpenter Geog Del 1 vi (1635) 13E In the time

of either Equmoctiall in some Horizontal! plame m the

Sunne-shine, let there bee erected a Gnomon 1727-4*

Chambers Cycl ,
Gnomon ,

Those conversant in observation -

prefer the gnomon, by some called the astronomical gnomon,

to' the smaller quadiants. 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit I

111 1 § 70 180 The gnomon erected by Toscanelli in the

cathedral at Florence is by much the loftiest m Europe

1854 Tomlinson Arago's Astro

n

17 Anaximander cou

structed at Spaita the gnomon that enabled him to observe

the equinoxes and the solstices.

111-2



GNOMONIC.

f c jocularly The uose Obs
1583 Stanyhurst AEneis, etc (Arb ) 145 Sytli mye nose

owtpeaking, good syr, your lip-labor hmdretn, Hardlje ye
may kisse mee, wheie no such gnomon apeeieth [1599
13 Jonson Cynthia's Rev, v iv, Her nose [is] the gnomon
of Loues dia.Il, that tells you how the clocke of your heart
goes] *781 Cowper Corners 271 The emphatic speaker
dearly loves to oppose, In contact inconvenient, nose to
nose, As if the gnomon on his neighbour’s phiz, Touched
with the magnet had attracted his <11803 C L Lewes
Mem (1805) I 92 Giving him at the same time, a blow that
demolished the gnomen of pool Roger's face

+ 2 Occasionally applied to other instruments
serving as ‘indicators’ (see qnots) AlsoySg- Obs
1599 Broughton's Lett vui 28 S Austen [is] your Index

and gnomon for S Peters place of preaching to the spirits,

*600 R Cawdray Treas. Similtes [16091114 The Saylers
Gnomon, or rule, which is commonly called the Mamners
Needle, 1753 B Martin Mag Arts $Sct m vn 323 Pro-
fessor Ricnman..lost his Life by an electrical Stroke as he
was observing the Effects of Electricity upon his Gnomon,
01 Electrometer

•f 3 . pi The teeth which indicate the age of a
horse, etc. (= Gr. ol yvw/soves) Obs rare~ L

1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts (1658) 18 An \sse and a
Mule have 36 teeth Their third and fourth teeth are
called * gnomons ’, that is ‘ regulars because by them there
is a tryed rule to know their age

+ 4 . A rule, canon of belief or action Obs
[So Gr yecofuav ; a transferred use of the sense ' carpen-

ter’s squaie’ (In quot 1698 perh an error for Gnomi )]

1636 W. Sclater Exjos, 2 Thess (1629) 203 Making
Scripture my gnomon and canon 1631 Biggs New Dtsp
r 180 A mmiety of redundance of bloud is the only Gnomon
m the table of directions for phlebotomy 1660 Jer Taylor
Duct Dubit n in rule iiv § 10 Eunorruus affirm'd
tradition of the Fathers to be the Gnomon or Canon of
faith, and yet said [etc ] 1698 [R Ferguson] View of an
Ecclesiastic 67 To spate Mens Persons when we speak of
their Faults, according to the common Gnomon, fllea #
Tua Peisomepro Ego Tit

5 . Geom, The part of a paiallelogram which re-
mains after a similar parallelogram is taken away
from one of its corners.
[So Gr yvufuov, from the resemblance of the shape to a

carpenter's square ]

1570 Billingsley Euclid 11 def ii 61 In euery parallelo-
granime, one of those parallelogrammes, which soeuer it be,
which are about the diameter, together with the two supple-
ments, is called a Gnomon a 1696 Scarburgh Euclid
(1705) 121 Therefore the Gnomon KLM, and the square CF
areequal to the Rectangle 1838 Young Euclid 11 Def 11 57.

t b An odd number. (So called by the Pytha-
goreans ) Obs.
The difference between two squares being geometucally

a gnomon, the name was applied in arithmetic to the differ-
ences between the squares of successive integers, i e to the
odd numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, n, etc
1660 Stanley ITist Philos ix (1701) 379/1 Odd Numbers

they called Gnomons, because being added to Squares, they
^heep the same Figures ; so Gnomons do in Geometry

+ c. Each of the successive subtrahends (after
the first) in the process of finding the squaie root
*874 Jeake Anth. (1696) 1:94 The second number to be

substracted, called a Gnomon

t 6 Something shaped like a carpenter’s squai e

,

an L-shaped baf, etc Obs
1669 Boyle Contn New E.xp 11 (1682) 8 GGG is the

Gnomon fastened to the plate BB Ibid 16H is the Gnomon
affixed to the Globe AA making fast the spring G 1777
Darwin m Phil Frans LXVIII 8g A gnomon of turn
brass Yvas made to stand ovei his nose
Hence Guo xnonless a
1833 Wilson in Blackw fling XXXII 133 The dial stone
stands gnomenless

Gnomonic (nJmnp mk), a and <b Also / gno-
raomcke, -lque [ad L. gnomomc-us (F gno-
inomquc

), a. Gr. yvwnovucos, f 7vw/xiuv Gnomon 1A adj

1 Pertaming to the gnomon or sun-dial, 01 to the
measuring of time, etc by means of this Gnornonu
column (see quot 1727-41).

*6°* Holland Pliny I 35 The Gnomonicke art 167s
Bhil. Trails VII 5151 The whole Science Gnomontque
1688 Boyll FinalCauses bint rhingsvt 134 [He] mayhavt
given him a Dial furnish’d with a Magnetic Needle, lathei
than an Oiduuiy Gnomomc [Wks 1744 IV 539/1 gnomical
Dial 1737-41 Chambers Cycl s v Column, Gnornonu
Column, a cylinder, whereon the hour of the day is lepie
sented by the shadow of a style 1837 Flaser's fling XVI
632 The gnomomc phenomena of the year of complete days
recurred at the mteival of this cycle
b Gnomonicprojection (See quot 1866)

T he punciple of gnomomc projection is especially used in
the construction of stai maps
1706 W Jones Syn Palmar flltUheseos Aivb, With the

J-A'H
th
r
e Gnomomc Piojecuon of the Sphere 1838

r-a
s Maps of the Paths of Comets drawn by

J Bteen on six maps on the gnomomc projection 1866
I roctoRjiaudok Stars 16 The first point we meet with
suitable For a centre of projection ts the centieof the sphereA projection having this point as centre ts called gnomomc
from its relation to the art of dialling
2. transf, xn nonce-uses a, That indicates like

a gnomon b. Resembling a gnomon (cf Gno-
mon 1 c),

1809-10 Coleridge F-nend (1818) III. 79 Spuizbeim'-
c-ramoscopy (a scheme, the indicative oi gnomomc parts ol
which have a stronger support in facts than the theory m
leason or common sense) 1839 L F Simpson Handbk
Dining xt (1865) ni M H, R turned his gnomomc nose tc
the west.
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113 ? Misused for Gnomic a (But cf Gnomon 4)
1706 Phillies (ed Kersey) Gnomomck, full of Sentences,

as the Gnomomck Poets, Writers of Sententious Veises
1874 H R Reynolds John Bnpt 1 § x 6 The Jewish
sages made use of apologues, and utteied gnomomc say-
ings 1884 Lh 1 tiues 369/1 It is easy to fish a gnomomc
saying out of the voluminous wutings of the Fathers
B sb

I PI Gnomomes (raiely sing gnomomc = 1. gno-
montca

,
-tee, Gr. yvtopovucq) the art of dialling

Obs exe Hist.
1656-81 Bt ount Glossogr

, Gnomomck, the art of Dyallmg

,

consisting in the knowledge of the scituation, lying or mea-
sure of any place or Country 1677 Plot Oxfordsh 269
The Cylindrical Dyal in Corpus Christi College Quadrangle

is a fine old piece of Gnomon icks 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl

,
Gnomotma. or Guomonuks, the art of dialling , or of

drawing sun and moon dials, etc
,
on any given plane.

1793 T Taylor Proclus I 79 Ohe part of this [astrology]
is gnomomes, which is exeicised 111 settling the dimension
of the horary gnomons 1837 [see Dialling 1] 1876 Fox
Bourne Locke I 11 56 He l«.tured also on optics and
gnomomes
Iff 2. A gnomic vei se. Obs rare~ x (Cf A3)
i688 0gilby tr MagailIan’s Hist China 96 There aie also

several Gnomomes or Verses containing Precepts, which are
sung at their Funerals

Cmomonical (ntfum^mkal), ct 10b$. [f as

prec +-al] = Gnomonic
1570 Dle fllath Pief 41 Who also, left to theyi postentie,

many Engines and Gnomomcall workes 1603 Sir C Hey-
don ^fttd, Ashol iu 128, 1 expected mathematical! demon
strationsand leasons, either out of Gnomomcall obseritation,
or out of the Perspectiues 1688 R Holml Armomy in
373 h A Gnomomcal Semi-Circle, a semi-circle set in a de-
clining reclining Dial Plate, whereby to make the Stile its

true height 1761 J J Kirby Perspect Arclnt 11 3 When
placed at the center, the projection is named gnomomcal
1790 Wildbore 111 Phil Trans LXXX 536 ihe gnomomcal

i

projection of the track on a plane touching the sphere at C.
b. Bot (See quot )

'i86z M C Cooke Man Bot Terms, Gnomomcal, when a
stalk is bent at right angles 1866 in Ti eas Bot
Hence Gxtoiuo nically adv

,

m the manner of a
gnomomc projection
1706 W Jones Syn Palmar fllathescos 277 The method <

of piojecting the Hour Circles Gnomomcally is hence also
evident 1838 Penny Cycl XI 281/1 T he most convenient
method of piojecting the whole sphere gnomomcally is to
imagine a cube tnsci ibed about it, on each face of which one
sixth part ofthe sphere is projected 1866 Proctor HandbK
Stars 8 note. Now these cuclesare gnomomcally piojected
011 the polai tangent plane as two straight lines

t Gno-monist. Obs ra>e~ l
[f Gnomon +

-1ST ] One interested or skilled in gnomomes.
1688 Boyle Final Causes Nat '1 kings ut, 97 'i he sun do

;
[.w] enable the Gnomomst to make accuiate Dials, to
know exactly how the Time passes

GnomonoTogy. raie~° [f Gnomon +
-(o)logy ] A tieatise on dialling

*775 m Ash , and 111 latei Diets
So Gn.oxnon.olo gical a

,

* belonging to the Art of
Dialling’ (Bailey 1721-90)
G-nooffe, var Gjnobt, chuil.

Gnosiology (n<5«zi
(p lodgi). Also grtoseology

1 Cf Gnostology. [f Gi yvuxji-s, yvcjfftens know-
ledge + -(o)iiOGY ] The philosophy of cognition
or the cognitive faculties.

[1836-7 SirW Hamilton Melaph vn (1859) I 122 Some
oldei tieatises affoida name not unsuitable for a nomology
of the cognitions,—viz Gnoseologia 01 Guostologia ] 1899M P W Bolton Inqnu Philos 142 It ib impossible to
understand his [Hamilton's] doctrine about knowledge (01
Gnosiology) unless we understand his views con cernuig the
Conditioned and the Unconditioned

II Gnosis (nJu sis), pi (iaie) gnoses (min siz)
[a Gr yvSxns investigation, knowledge (in Christian

!

writers esp a higher knowledge ofspmtual things),
[

f. 71*01- root of yiyvunricetv to Know ] A special !

knowledge of spiritual mysteries. Often with refer-
ence to the claim to such knowledge made by the

,

Gnostics Gnostic philosophy, Gnosticism.
1703 S Parser ti Eusibtus 19 Peter and John hatl

j

receiv d the Gnosis, 01 Gift of Knowledge

,

from him
aftei his Resurrection 1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v
(i/iosimachi

,
They were perfectly aveise to all the gnoses of

chustianity, 1 e to all the science, or technical knowledge
[

thereof 1834 Maurice fllor $ Met I'htlos (ed 2) II 28 I

The Gnosis would take its colour fiom every different I

locality, fiom eveiy different thinkei Theie must be a !

Syrian Gnosis and an Alexandi lan Gnosis [etc ] 1836 R A •

Vaughan Mystics yiii vn (i860) II 76 Behmen and the '

mystics essay to pass the ordinary bounds of knowledge !

and to attain a puviledged gnosis 1871 J F Clarke Ten
Ct Peltg (1888) I vi S 7 253 The common Chustian lues
by faith, but the more advanced believer has gnosis, or philo-
^uphic insight of Christianity as the etei nal law of the soul
1884D. Hunter tr Reuss’sHist Canon iv 65 Anotherstiuck
by the mystical and speculative spirit of the Fouith Gospel
and recognizing some colouring of his own gnosis [etc ]

_ Gnostic (np stik), a and sb Also 7 gnostick,
gnostique. [ad. Gr. yvaoTiic-os pertaining to
knowledge, f. the root yveo- ; see prec ] A adj
1 Relating to knowledge , cognitive ; intellectual
x6s6 Stanllv Hist Philos v (1701) 191/1 The Souls ofthe

Gods have a dijudicative Faculty, called Gnostic. 1793 T
Taylor Proclus I Disset t xiv, They [the numbers] e\ist
in a vital, gnostic, and speculative, but not m an operative
man™ *836-7 Sir W Hamilton Metaph xh (1839)11
4*5 The distinction taken in the Peripatetic School by
which the mental modifications were divided into Gnostic or

uuuui sviiv. -T-Hpcicui. 1004 ivonconj ,e- Indei,
10 Oct 975/1 Gnostic pride will continue to feed itself L
doctrine that leads to no action

b nonce-use Believing m the reality of trans-
cendental knowledge

, opposed to agnostic,
1888 R Flint in Mind XIII 596 Idealism is not neces

sanly either gnostic 01 agnostic, but is more apt to be tl».
foi iner than the latter

c Possessing esoteric spiritual knowledge
x8oo W Taylor m Monthly Mag VIII 797 Then d.s

ctples have formed m the difTeient churches an interior
gnostic or illuminated order, lathei than independent con
gregations

d In humorous or slang use Clever, knowing
1819 Blackw Mag V 681 Mr Sewaid thiew over to us

a letter written in a large gnostic spiaulmg hand 1824.
Scott St Honan's v, I said you were a d—d gnostic
fellow, and I laid a bet you have notbeen always professional
1839 Trollope IP Indies v (x86o> 76 It [punch] should par-
take duly of the spirit and the saccharine accoidm^ to
the skill and will of the gnostic fabricator, who in mutne
knows 1ns own purposes.

2 Pertaining to the Gnostics , having an occult
or mystic chaiacter.
1838 Penny Cyil XI 281/1 The origin of the Gnostic

system has been traced to sarious sources 1831 D Wilson
Preh Ann (1863)11 iv 11 223 A Gnostic gem of agate, on
which a z formed symbol is twice repeated Ibid 224 T he
eaily phases of Gnostic philosophy, 1883 Catholic DietM 3) 375/1 In Alexandria, the Gnostic tendencies gatheied
life and strength.

B Sb

1 Iltst Chiefly pi The designation given to
certain heretical sects among the eaily Christians
who claimed to have superior knowledge of things
spiritual, and interpreted the sacred wutings by
a mystic philosophy (cf Gnosis)
[*563 Winjlt IPks (1890) II.sx Iowis, Gen tills, and thai

callit Gnostici. flhug Sua nameit for ostenutioun of
thare science ] ,

1383-7 T Koglu& 39 Art. (1607) 44 Some,
as the Gnostics affirm theie be 11101 e Gods than one 1641
Wilkins Mercury x (1707) 43 Fiom such idle Collections
as these, many Heresies of the Gnosticks had their first

Beginnings. 1744 l)i rkei ly Sins & 187 The Gnostics, Basi
lidians, and ~’-1

<- 1 • ‘ 1
. - *84* Trench Parables

II (*877) 18 I 1 1 . , . , ( lostic and Manichaian
1877 C Gi v ( 1 \ > '>79) 315 'lhe Christian
Gnostics beL. 1

1
1 < . . o, him

transf 1643Mn ton I etrack Introd (1851) 136 Thought
new and dangerous by some of our severe Gnostics, whose
little reading holds ever with hardest obstinacy that which
it took up ivith easiest credulity

b Comb
,
as Gnostic-like adj

1664 H. More E epos 7 Epist 7 i The Balaamites were
of a more Gnostick-hke temper, too much leaning towards
the Flesh

2 In general sense • + One skilled or learned in
any subject ( obs 1 Also slang

,

‘ a knowing one
an adept in dishonest acts
1641 R Brookl Eng Epist 9 He that is a Gnostique 111

one, cannot be a meeie Tyiitnculus in the other 18x9
Moorl / one Crib (ed 2) p xwn, Many of the words used
by the Canting Beggars in Beaumont and IMetcher are
still to be heard among the gnostics of Dyot-street and
1 othill-fields

Gnostical (np stikal), a [f prec + -al ]
=

Gnostic a.

1828 E B Pi. scy Hist Euqmiy 163 The old error of the
Gnostical interpreters in the early Chuich was thus revived
X854MAUKICL fllor ijj MU Philos (ed 2)11 26 Saturninus
is memorable in history as the author of one of the so called
gnostical heiesies x88x Athenaeum 2 Apr 460/1 Dr Joel
III hismonogiaph has advanced the knowledge ofmystical
and Gnostical passages in this book [the I almudj
Hence Goto stically adv (In quots. used humor-

ously; cf Gnostic A id.) ,
1824 Scott St Ronan's iv, T his is the \ ery fellow that we

saw down at the Willow slack on Saturday—he was tog'd
gnostically enough, and cast twelve yards of line with one
hand 1826 Wilson in BlatLw fllag XX 782 Smoking
and leering, with tongue lolling cheek, finger-tip and nose-
lip gnostically brought togethei

Gnosticism (n stisu’m) [f Gnostic sb +
-ism ] The system or principles professed by the

Gnostics
1664 H More Anttd agst Idol To Rdr 02 a, Though

it be indeed but a spice of the old abhorred Gnosticism
1713 R. Nelson Life Bull § 69 394 Till Platonism and
Gnosticism ciept into the Church 1838 Penny Cycl XI
281/2 Gnosticism is merely a generic term, and included
many sects that differed considei ably from each other 1865
Li cky Ration I 111 224 Gnosticism exeicised a veiy great
influence over Christian art

Gnosticity (n/>sti siti) nonce-ivd. [f as prec

+ -ity.] Knowingness
;
pretensions to Knowledge

1830 Blaclew Mag XXVIII 581 The philosophy of a
Bacon, thewisdom ofaWordswoi th, the genius ofa Byron,
the gnosticity ofa John Bee,

Gliosticize (np'sttsaiz), v [f as prec +-ize.]

a. tntr. To adopt or expound Gnostic views
b trans. To mteipret on Gnostic principles; to

give or impute a Gnostic character to
1664 H More Expos 1 Epist 37 Too many began to

Gliosticize, as it is called, in that point, and think it a small
thing to deny the Faith in the time of Persecution 1840G S.

Faber Regenerat xvm, Let all the Fathers . gnosticise

ever so copiously on Fasting and Celibacy *842 —
Provinc Lett (1844) H 3* Clement would gnosticise his

words as spmtually and covertly importing I cultivate
[etc] 1831 Bunsen Hippolytus (1834) I 108 The writers

of those Ophite books were acquainted with the Gospel [of

St. John] and attempted to Gnostiuze it 1880 Encycl Brit
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XI 854/2 Attempts to Christianize paganism, to conuliale

Judaism, or to gnosticize Christianity

Hence G-no sticizing vbl so and ppl. a
;

also

Gno'Sticizex, one who gnosticizes.

,840 G S Faber Regenet at xvi, They occupied them-

selves not very profitably, 111 gnostiusing upon the vn tues of

Celibacy 1842 — Prow tic Lett (1844111 43 Under the

new and gnosticising aspect of Us being mhe.ently a

State of greater Moral Purity and Perfection than [etc 1

1875 Lighti.oot Comm Col (ed 2) 170'! he doctrine taught

by the Gnosticirers at Colossae

GttOStology (npstp I0CI31) rare [f Gr yvoj-

errus known, knowable + -logy ]
= Gnosiology

1846 Sir W Hamilton Dissert in Rent's IVks 770 Gnos-

tologv, the Philosophy of Knowledge

Q110U3, gnowQjje, obs pa. t. of Gnaw v.

Gnu (n«) Also 8 gnoo. [Hottentot word.]

A South African quadruped ( Catoblepas gnu'), be-

longing to the antelope family, but resembling an

ox or buffalo in shape ,
also known by its Dutch

name wildebeest The brindled gnu (Catoblepas

gorgori

)

is a distinct species

1777 G Forster Voy round World I 83 There is another

species of wild ox, called by the natives gnoo 1786 Si*arr-

mann Voy CapeG H II 132! he gnu resembles the anti-

lopes and caprae m its hair, inasmuch as this is shot t 1834

Pringle A/r SL via 273 The gnu, which is now become

rare 1857 Livingstone l'rav m 56 The presence pf the

gnu is always a certain indication ofwater. 1884-5 Rwet -

side Nat Hist (1888) V 341 The Bundled gnu or Blue

Wildebeest (Catoblephasgorgon) is still found 111 Zululand,

and abundant in Damaraland

Gnuffe, var. Gnoet, churl.

Go (gd»), P1 goes, [f the vb.]

X The action of going, m various senses Also,

manner of going, gait > are (chiefly in nonce-uses')

For come and go see Come sb 1 2

1727 Boyer Fr Diet s v ,
This Hoise has a good Go with

him, the goes well, or paces well). 1842 Lady Granvili l
Lett (1894) II 333 A most distinguished looking blowen,

such a mainticu and walk, like Dmo and Oileans m her go

1865 G Macdonald /I Porbes 1

1

xxix. 267 All night 1 ibbie

Dyster had lain awake in her lonely cottage, listening to

the quiet heavy go of the water 1893 Ciuimb Jrnl 28

Jan 56/1 Rolling with the come and go of small waves

2 . colloq Orig. of a horse . Power of going,

mettle, spirit Hence of persons, etc ; Dash,

energy, vigour. Also of musical compositions,

etc • Brightness, animation, ‘swing’
1825 C M Westmacott Eng Spy I 178 She’s only fit to

carry a dean or a bishop —No go in her 1830 A Fon-

blanque Eng under 7 Admimst (1837)11 50 Eflenborough

[spoken of as a horse], all action, and no go. 1843 J H
Newman m J Ornsby Mem J R PIope-Scoit(1884) II 31

Its integrity, vigour—in a word, its go 1864 J Brown PI
Wonts on Health Pref 9 A queer man always scheming
—full of ‘ go but never getting on 1872 Bagliiot Physic \

<5- Pol (1876)201 Oh, he has plenty of go in him 1882 Daily

Pel 9 Oct 2/7 Mi Grossmith’s music is full of humour
and ‘go’ 1884 Congregationalist Feb 109 Numbers of

people who like the * swing ’ and ‘go 1 of these popular

religious ballads 1887 Daily Pel 10 Sept 2/5 She.. looked

like a boat with a- great deal of
1 go ’ 111 her 1892 Ltst 11

Lett to Mateo (1893) 223 Physically, he is a wonduful
man very wiry, and full of energy and go

3 colloq or vulgar A proceeding ,
a turn of

affairs, unexpected course ot things , now chiefly

one that causes embarrassment. Usually with adj ,

as a pretty
,
queer, rum go

1796 Mrs Mary Robinson Angelina II 168 ‘You may
take off the four horses, the gentlewoman goes in the

stage.’ ‘This a good go enough 1 ’ cried one of the post-

boys 1797 Mrs A N Bi nnr rr BeggarGirl (1813) III 6r
‘ Iheie’s a go now 1 ’ cried Miss, with a hoyden laugh

*803 Ki nniy Raising Wind I in 17 Ha 1 ha 1 ha 1 Capital

go i isn’t it’ 1820 Jack Randall's Diary (Farmei), It’s

what I call the pnmest go 1833 Marryat P Simple 1 , It

might have been a prettygo 1841 Punch I 169 Stating

his conviction that * this was layther a rummy go ’ 1840

Mrs Caulyli Lett II 43
‘ Kept at sea double the tune .

and ‘short of provisions’,—that would have been a go
1869 Mrs H Wood R YorKc III xli 240 And leave us

to old Brown 1 that will he a nice go 1 1869 Bret Haute
Return Bdisaruis 14 You knew that he’s got the consump-
tion? You didn’t 1 Well, come, that’s a go 1876 Glo
Eliot Dan. Der \ vn, I see a man with rns eye pushed
out once—that was a 1 uni go as ever I see

4 colloq A turn (at doing something) ;
an attack

or attempt at ; esp m phrase to have a go at

1835 R H Fkoudi Rem (1838) I 417 And now I will have
another go at you, about your rule of faith in fundamentals
1846 Sir R Owen Let 5 Nov tn Life (189+) I 304 As men
spread they killed the hyzenas off at one go ill Yorkshire,
for example *8773 Yrs' Penal Sennt m 221 I’ve twelve

this go I did a lagging of seven, and [etc ] 1889 J K
Jlrome 3 Men m Boat 58,

1

agreed and sat down, and tney
had a go 1895 Cornh Mag Aug 176 We'll have another

go at this game next Thanksgiving. 1898 Jos Arch Stoty

ofhis Life xvi 381, I wrote it m z goes of 6 hours each

6 A quantity of anything supplied at one time

Cf Gang sb 1
7, a of yarn for weaving. ? Obs

1805 Trans Soc Arts XXIII 249 Beaming webs of any
number of half gangs, goes, runners, or equal quantities of

warps or chains of yarn
b colloq of liquot ; rarely of food

1799 m Spirit Publ Jrnls (1800) III 352 [I] drank four

goes of brandy and water 1821 Codbett in 19th Cent

(1886) Feb 254 Now he must live on plates of beef and
goes of gin for the next seven years 1836 Dickens Sk
Bos (x8g2) 53 Oysteis, stout, cigars, and ‘goes’ lnnumei-
able, are served up 1855 Thackeray Newcomes I 1 6

The goes of stout passed round merrily. 1865 Daily 'I el

26 Dec 3/3 Two or three ‘goes’ of roast mutton. 1883
SrEVLNSON Precis Isi 11 vm, Three goes o’ rum 1

c. colloq 1 he vessel containing this quantity
*796 Grose's Dut Vitig Tongue (ed 3', Go shop, the

Queen's Head in Duke’s-court v here gin and water is sold

111 three-halfpenny bowls, called Goes *861 A Smith Med
Stu lent 33 A pewter ‘go’ which, if everybody had, their

own, would in all probability belong to Mr Green

6 In certain games, a. Skittles A delivery of

the ball
,

also, any one of the recognized varieties

of effect which this can produce.

1773 A Jones (title) 1 he Art of Playing at Skittles Shew-
ing both the Old and New Methods of forming General
Goes and lips 1884 Sat Rev 18 -Oct 494/1 Ihe best

players alwajs attempted their goes in diagonals of the
frame, or from corner to corner. 1884 But S taiul Handbks
Spoils <$ Pastimes II 11 16 Skittles

,
Ihat all pms be

knocked down, but should one remain standing it shall be
consideied an extra ‘go That the number of ‘ goes be
limited to five

1

b. C> ibbage A * cry ’ uttered by the player if he
cannot play a card in his turn

,
the position thus in-

dicated (for which the adversary scores one point).

1821 Lamb Elia Ser i Mrs Battle, She could never heaitily

bring her mouth to pronounce ‘Go’—or ‘That’s a go’ She
called it an ungrammatical game 1830 Hardie Hoyle made
familiar 54 [Lnbbage], [At 30] if B can play an ace, he
says thirty-one, and takes two points, if not, he says go,

and A scores one point for the go.

7 colloq Something that ‘ goes ’ or has a ‘ run ’

;

a ‘ success ’ rat e exc. U 6
1877 Bartli t r Diet Anier s v ,

‘ Make a go of it 1. e

make it succeed 1888 Harpet 's Mag, Oct 689/1 Deter-

mination to make the venture a go 1898 Daily News
23 June 6/1 * The Miscellany’ seems to have been a ‘go*.

8. Phi ases
|

a. (It's) no go (colloq ) : the attempt is hopeless.

1825 C M Westmacott Eng Spy I 178 It won’t do, no
go Dick. 1833 Marryat P Simple xxxi, 1 hat’s no go 1837
Dickens Piciiu 11

,
Dog stopped—whistled again—Ponto—

no go wouldn't move 1848 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 26

Amusement after a certain age is no go merely distraction

1848 ThaUvLRAY Van, Pairwwv, You want to trot me out,

but it’s no go 1888 Lowi ll Hearts) ase # Rue 207 ‘You
must rise', says the leaven ‘I can't

’j
sajs the dough,

‘Just examine my bumps, and you'll see it's no go’

attub 1829 Spot ting Mag XIII 242 Staling the names
of the constantly ‘ no go ' coverts.

b The go (now only, all or quite the go) : said

predicatively of persons and things
;
The height of

fashion ; the * correct thing ’
,
the ‘ rage ’ colloq.

*793 Coleridge Lett (1895) 50 Have you lead Mr Fox s

letter to the Westminster electors? It is quite the political

go at Cambridge, and has converted many souls to the

Foxite faith x8oo Mrs Hervey Mourtray Pam I 183

He is quite the thing ,
theja in every respect 1810 Splendid

Pollies I 69 But kittens, you must recollect, aie all the go

1819 Moore Ep fr Tom Cnbb 2 Is this the new gal-—kick
a man when he's down I 1821 Egan Tom 4 Jerry vi (1870)

116 In the Paiks, Tom was the go among the ‘ goes ' 1840

Barham Pngol Leg, Lay St A ttholas But who doth not

know it [a costume] was rather the go With Pilgums and
Saints in the second Crusade? 1841 Eraser'sMag XXIII
15 He becomes alt the go in the umveisity 1852 R S.

SunrLrs Sponge's Sp 'lour vi (1865’ sS Elegant shawls

labelled ‘Quite the Go’ 1880 G R Sims Ball Babylon

82 Her caite is hung in the West end shops. And all day

long there's a big crowd stops 'lo look at the lady who's
* all the go ’.

0 Near go (colloq.) a going near (to a danger

or the like) , a ‘ close shave ’.

1827 Spotting Mag XXI 47 Some Christchurch men
remember that go, and how near a go it was ' 1841 Ft user's

Mag XXIII 15 Which would have been a near go for

his neck

d On or upon the go (colloq ) * t (&) on the

verge ot destiuction (obs ) ;
(b) in a state of decline

(lobs.)
1

(c) in constant motion, in a restless state

,

(d) slang, slightly intoxicated.

(a) cx68o Hickirisgill Hist WhiggisniWks 1716 I 133

Theydid so many Irrational, Senseless, and Destructive Acts,

that almost all lay at Stake and was just upon the go

(b) 1727 Mrs M. Robinson Walsingham IV 318 The
good fellow is upon the go

,
his life's not worth six weeks’

purchase <ii8ooT Beciamy Beggar Boy I1801) I 6 No
longer could she pay attention to the larder, and there

daily examine that part of its stores which was somewhat
—another saying of lier's

—
‘ On the go ’. 184a E Fit £•

Gerald Lett (1889) I 99 As to poor old England, I never

see a paper, but I think with you that she is on the go

(c) 1843 Bi THUNr Ac Fireside Stoi 26 But if you can only

afford to wait till you get us on the go 1874 Aldrich Pried

Palfreyxm (1885) 203 Ever since the day we said good bye

1 have been on the go 1898 Daily News 14 May 5/7

He might keep them on the go foi a long lime

(d) 1821 Egan Tom Jiny ix (1870) 210 The fine old

wines ofthe Corinthian had made him a little bit ‘on the go
’

e. Great, Little go, see the adjs.

Go (go*), v Ta t. went (went), pa pple

gone (g(ki) Foi ms see below [A Com. Teut

defective vb
,
perh originally existing only m the

pres -stem ,
though a str pa. pple occurs m some

of the Teut langs The foims m theWGer langs.

are as follows OE inf gdn, pi t. gd, etc (see

below), pa pple. gegdn

;

OFris. pr t. 3rd pers

sing g&th, geith, pa pple. gin ; OS inf. -gdn m
fulgdn to accomplish ,

OLow Frankish gdn (MDu
gaen, D11 gaau, pr t ga, gaast, etc.) ; OHG
(Alemanmc) inf. gdn, pr t. gdm, g&s, gdt, gdmis,

etc., (Bavarian) mf ght, pr.t gim,ges, etc. (MHG

gdn, gin, mod.Gei .gehm, pr. t geke, gehst, etc ) ;

the MHG. pa pple gegdn is not found in OHG,
The Scandinavian langs. have forms which appear
to belong to this vb. ON mf ga (late and raie\

Sw gd (pr t. gar, etc ), Da gaa(e (pr. t. gaar, pa.

pple. gaaet)
;
but it is possible that these may have

been evolved from the pa. t gekk ofganga (Gang
v ), on the analogy offa, fekk (see Fang v ) The
vb. does not occur in Wtilfila’s Gothic, but the
Crim-Gothic of the 16th c had, according to Bus-
beck, the mf geen
As is shown by the evidence of OHG

,
the vb

belongs to the class of ‘ verbs m -mt ’. The forms
m the various langs point to a twofold OTeut
stem, gee-, gat-, which seems to have been appre-
hended as having the same relation to the stem
gayg- (see Gaeg v.) as st,e-, slat-, to the extended
stem stand- (see Stand v ) ,

thus 111 OHG gin,
stin (which are strictly parallel in conjugation) are

functionally mere vai lants ofgangan , stantan. It

is probable that the words expressing Ihe contrasted

notions ‘go’ and ‘stand’ have exercised some ana-

logical influence on each other Whether there is

any etymological connexion between rgai~) and
gayg- is uncertain. Three suppositions are con-

ceivable : (1) that the two are unrelated, and have
been associated owing to tlieir similauty m sense

and sound
, (2) that gayg- (:—OAiyan *ghongh-)

is a nasalized reduplication ot the root preserved

in Tent, gee- (gai-) ; (3) that the shorter vb was
evolved from the proportion stand- • stSb- (stai-)

gang . gee- (gat-) The fiist two of these views

leave the etymology undetermined Kluge pro-

poses an OTeut. type *ga-im(t, f ga- prefix + the

root 1 (Aryan ei-, 1-) of Gr. ttvai (dpi), L ire, but

this has not been generally accepted. Other

scholars have suggested affinity with Skr. lui to

leave, forsake, with Gr lux&veiv, uix^yat to attain,

reach, or with Lettish gaju 1 1 went ’

The place of the missing pa. t. was supplied in

OE by iocle (-dest, -do, -don), believed to be an

extension, with the suffix -de of weak preterites, of

a lost form equivalent to the synonymous Goth
tddja —OTeut an imperfect or aorist of the

Indogermaiuc vb. yd- to go, an extended form of

ei-, 1- (see above) ; there are, however, some un-

solved difficulties (see Sievers Ags. Gr 3
§ 114,

Brugmann Gidnss IX 861). The OE. iode be-

came in ME. fde, yede, yode, etc ; in the south

these forms died out m the 15th c ,
and were super-

seded by the pa t of Wend, as this vb.had become
synonymous with go, and its mf. and pr. tense had
ceased to be in frequent use. The use of went as

a pa pple is sometimes heard m illiterate speech.

In Sc. and northern dialects yede was superseded,

not by went, but by a new formation on the present

stem, gaed (see A. 3 b) In the aichaistlc language

of Sackville and Spenser, Yede was used as a

present-stem, and yode as the corresponding pa t

The perfect tenses were originally foi tiled with be , this is

still used wlieie the tense expresses a slate, have being sub

btitilted where it expitsses au action ,
in many cases eiihei

auxiliary may be used without perceptible difference of

meaning.

A Inflexional Forms
1 , Infinitive

a Simple Infinitive, go (gem)- Forms 1-2

g&n, N'orthumb. g&a, V gae, gas, 3 Oi m gan, 3-4

gon, 4 Kent guo, 4-5 ga(a, (gay), gan(e, goo(n,

(5 gwon), 4-7 gon(e, (6 goen, St. gea), 6-7 goe,

9 Sc gao, +- go.
Beowulf (1 ) 1163 pa cwom Wealhpeo foi# gan under

gyklmini beaxe C950 Linihsf Gosp Matt, vm^ 18 De
hajtend ^client, gaa ofer stream lbut, 28 Gae cjoao

/Elfric Dent xm 2 Uton gan and feligean fiemdum go

dum. c izoo Ormin 0x3 pe pieost wass shridd tmrwibp

To gan till Godess allten c 1290 A Eng Leg I 195/69

Ase heo 111 prisone <d one was, an old man pare cam
gon a 1300 Cutsor PI 15034 pe chtlder pat xvar waike

To ga pat pres a-mang Ibid 20x35 Ne wald lie neuer

fra hir gan, 13 Guy IVatw, (A.) 1219 Gon, fader, quod

he, ich ilie 1340 Ayenb 60 Uor het pe zeiwqerc htne ssolde

guo he hardylaker. C1340 Cursor M 1436 (Fairf) Quen
[adani] was dede sone an-nane his saule foi 1> to hel con

gane c 1375 >St Leg Samis, Paulus 315 [Paule] Iewit nero

111 sic efiray, He of wit ner can gay 01400 Isumbi as

719 His mene awaye gane gaa c 1400 Sowdone Bab 50

Shope him to grene woode to goon c 1400M aundev (1839)

v 56 This Weye u, most schoit, for to go streyghte unto

Babiloyne c 1420 Chron, Vitod st 616 In hast to Wyltou

he byth 30W gon C1420 SirAmadas (Weber)670 With me
then schall thei gwon '1423 Jas I Kmgis O evil, Bothe to

cum and gone C1450 Henryson Mar Fab. 296 m Anglia

IX 351 On to ga quba that mycht formest xvui' c 151* 1st

Eng Bk Amer (Arb ) Introd 27 They can goen vnder the

water 1583 Satir, Poems Reform xlv 1054 Fand out some

vther gait to gea. 1608 Tofselc Hist Serpents (1658) 705

There was not one But forced forth the venomd-bloud, along

his sides to gone. 1683 Col Rec Pennsylv I 74 Ralph
Withers desires Leave to goe home 1838 Jas Grant 61,
Land 39 Do you think, man, that ye can gae like a cripple ’



250 GO.GO
b Dative Infinitive (with to) to go, in Oh. 16

g&nne, ME to ganne, guonne, gonde.
c 1000 jEli-wc Horn II 32 genro to ganne a 122$ St

Marina 4 pe weie \>xt ich ain in begunnen to ganne a 1300Ham <5- Bl 612 (Hausknechtl, And Babiloinc lhc u ncler-

stonde Durep sixti mile to gonde 1340 Ayenb 226 Bysye
to guonue an to comene ganghnde

2

Indicative Pi esent.

a 1st pers. sing go. Forms. 1 g&, g&a,
No>thumb gee (? gde), gfiea, 3-4 ga, 5-6 goo, 6-7
goe, 9 Sc gaa, 4- go
f^8zs Vesp, Psalter xli 10 Forlnvon mirot ic ingaa ] £950

Lmdisf Gosp John xvi 5 Nu ic gaa. to him ciooo Ai;s
Gasp Matt xxi 30 It, ga [c950Ltndtsf gae] 121223 Juliana.
73 Ne ga 1 neauer mare brefter 0 grene c 1303 Edmund.
Con/ 63 in E h P (1862) 72 Wip pe ic go in eche stecle
C 1340 Cut sorM 25459 ( Fairf

) pusgatis on erb I ga c 1500Melusiru xxiv 174
1

1 goo ' 1 putte my peple 111 aray ’ 1794
Burns ‘ Out over the Pot ih I look to the west, when I gae
to rest

b. 2nd pers, sing, goest (goa est). Forms : 1

g&st, Northumb gdes (? gfiea), gfires, g&st, 2-3
gast, 2-4 gest, 3 great, 4 Sc. gays, 4-3 gas(e,
goat, goost, 5 gose, 6 Sc gais, 6- goeat
£950 Lmdisf Gasp Matt vm 19 Ic fylgo ffe sua huider

ou gaes Ibid Luke mi 58 Miff 5y ffu gast mi5 w iffei woide
oinum Ibid Johnxm 36 Dullten huidn gams ffu 971 Blukl
Horn 249 For hwan g«est pu swa buton waestme bines
Sewinnes c xzoo Ormin 4666 Hu ferr pu gast Ut off pe
nhhte wegge £1205 Lay 26437 3if [pu] g*st him a ieoff
a 1300 Cursor M 27482 If puu man gas. pm offiand to
mak 1340 Ayenb 129 Huannes comst pou Hnyder gest pou
CI37S Sc Leg- Saints, Mac/tor 465 Quhaie pu gays, wil I ga
c 1386 Chaucer Sec Nun's I 56 I’hou goost biforn c 1430
Preemasonry 677 Uche fote that thou gost then £1460
Towneley Myst lx 114 If thou here anysaghes sere Of
that lad where that thou gase Ibid x 186 Who owe this
child thou gose with all ? 1308 Dunbar Flytmg zxt We sail
gar scale oui sculis all the to scorne, And stane the vp the
calsay quhair thow gais 1335 Coverdale Gen xxvm 15,
I wyll kepe the where so cuer thou goest
c 3rd pers smg goes (gjnz)

, arch, goeth
(gon ep) Forms, a 1 gfiep, Hotthumb gd(a)*,
(? gfi-ett), 2 grep, 2-4 getS, 3 gap, gealS, 4-5 getli(e

l

g°p(e, 4-6 goth(o, gooth., (4 goith), 5- (9 arch )
goath. 0 1 Northumb. gaas, g&ses, g&a (? gAes),
4-7 gais, gays, 4-5 gasie, gos(e, 4 gez, (gotz),

5 gaes, goys(e, 6 Sc. geas, gois, 7 go’s, 7- goes.
a Beowulf(Z ) 4S5 Greff a wyrd swa hio seel 1 £950 1 in-

dis/ Gosp Matt xxvi 24 Sunu monnes gaeff sua awntten
is of nun ciooo Ags Gosp John in 8 pu nast hwvder
he gasp [£930 Lmdisf. gaaff, ci*6o Hatton geff] £1173Lamb Horn zg peo sunnen, pe he geff to scnfte foie
C ”?? 9RMIN 1324 ®xe o clofenn fot a 1223 Juliana
57 Ah hwa se obote ne geaff ne schal he beon 1 borhen
£ 1313 Shohcham 109 Ase al that hys here By sove dages
geth 1340 Ayenb 36 In pise manere gep pe tyme c 1340
Cur

i°f
rJ^ 3051 ^ nn I Nowgop pat wrecche wilte of woue

£1386 Chaucer Sqrls T 26g On the daunce he goolh with
Canacee [var goth MS Camb

, gop Carp
, Petw , goPeLansd ] 1388 Wyclif John x, 4 He goith mfoi hem 1390

Gower Coif, III, 104 So it geth Out of the see c 1433
J orr Portugal 2042 Se, where the kyng gethe 1308 Fishlr
yPenit Ps xxxu. Wks, (1876) 23 This holy prophete gooth
shortly on all these *523 Fitzhlrb Sum in (1539) 7 The
pasture that he gothe in. 1533 Coverdale Luke vii 8,
I saje vnto one Go, and he goeth 1839 Lane Arab Nts.
I 107 Heknowethnot. whithershegoeth, norwhat shedoth
P C 9S° Lvndisf. Gosp Matt Pief 7 Swa hwidir gaas[t]

gades hea greff Ibid vm 9 Ic cueffo ffissum gase &
gaes Ibid xv 17 Eghuelc paet m muff mngaas m womb
gaas ^1300 CursorM xg7o J?ai gas [Fait

f

gase] 11a ran-
sun hot uue for lijf Ibid 12914 Alt. bedel gais be-for mstis

1300 ploriz 4 Bl 63 Flouz gez to his rest 13 E E
AlUt

n, 325 Alle ^at glydez &goLz, & gost of lyf habbez
£1330 R Brunne Chion (t8io) 147 He gos to S Deny
£1386 Chaucer Reeve's P 117 Right by the hopur wil I
stande and se how that the corn gas In a 1400-50 Alia-
under 3016 [Darius] Gaes him on to granton, & graithes
pare his tentis £1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) ix. Sone
a-gayn gose he a 1440 Sir Eglam 98 Moinyng 10 hys

^ V,
e Says i486 Bl, St Albans E vj b, At huntyng .when he goys 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xin 23 Sum super

expendtt gens to his bed 1513 Douglas AEneis 1. iv. hWithin the watter in ane bosuin gais 1383 Leg Bp St
Androis 781 in Satir Poems Reform xlv, lo that buchopm he geas 1602 Marston Ant 4- Met Wks 1856 I 33How gOesthe time? 1640 IViis Recreat Epigr 360 Alw aies
lo the wall the weakest go’s.

d pkual go. I onus . a 1 gatt, Not thumb
gaao, greU, 2, 3 gatS, go^S, 4 guop, 4-6 goop, -th,
o goth 0 1 Northumb g^as, -es, gees, 4 noth
gas, gaas, gos, 6 St gois. 7 3 Orm. gan, 3-3
««> 4~7 gon(e, 4-6 goon(e, 5 g0o, 6-7 goe, 4- go
a cp*$VesJ) Hymns vi 23 In lehte sootunge Sine ga3

£ 930 Lmdisf Gosp Luke 11 3 GanS alle syndrio In his
ceastra a 1200 Moral Ode 347 pos goS [printed god] tin-
le
uP

e tojeanes be clme a 1223 ht Marker 15 Swa ich liabbe
ablend ham paet ha bhndlunge ga'S 1340 Ayenb 34 Alle
guop pnn, uor to lyerni 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I.

403 they 113tep better Whan pey goop pan whan pel ridep
c 1300 God Speed Plough 73 in P PI Crede 71 Prestis that
goth to rope. 1526 Pitgr Per/ (W deW 1531) 1 All chns
tians gooth this pilgrymage
P caso Limits/ Gosp Matt Pief 3 Was Sam «a Se

gaes after gaast hiora Ibid xin 49 In endung worldes
gaas englns k (etc ] Ibid Mark vi 10 Suahuaelc xiegaas in
hus oer wunah

_
a 1300 Cursor

M

6822 pam Pat til wikcud
oeeles gaas [Inn gos] Ibul 13106 Messels er hale, cnpels
gas [ 1 rm, go] right 1508 Dunbar Poems iv 17 Onto the
ded gois all Estatis

y c iaoo Ormin 1x945 Godess peowwess gan onn himma 1240 Sa-wles Wai de in Cott Mom 235 3efue hue haldeS
penne ga we sikerliche £ 1330 Will. Palernt 1687 pe heies

)

pe gon most gtesli to eche gomes S13I £1386 Ciiauct r
Pro/ 771 ^s ye goon by the weye, Ye shapen yow to talen
« 1400-50A le lander 459 How pat je ga sa grete gud dame?
Ibid 3456 pat gone agraythen \ p paire gods c 1485 Dtgby
Myst (1882) v 380 In ony place wher ye goo or Rjde
13*9 Mour Dyaloge llvb/i They ytgoone on pylgrymayc
xfiix Tournlur Ath I rag C 2 h, If you goe to buffets
among the Boyes, they’l giue you one 1627 Bp Hall Ps
Metaphrased ix, All that gone Through daughter Sions
beauteous gate

3

Indicative Past fa yede, yode Obs
Porms. sing 1-3 6ode, {2nd sing -est), No> thumb,
eade, 2-4 Jeode, 3-3 ^odd, 5od(e, 4-5 yodd,
yod(e, 2-5 3ede, «£>;/£.and .SV 3eid(e, 4 3edd, 4-5
yedd, yed(e, Sc yeid, 3-5 ede, (3 3ied(e, htede,
yhode, yoede, 4 giede, 3ide,3ood,3ud(e,yeid(e,
yhed, 5 ude, youd, yude), 6 gi/ch yede, 6, 7, 9
arch yod(e {2nd smg. -est) , pi 1 €odon, -un,
-an, Northumb. 6ada, >e, -o, -un, 2-4 eode(n,
(2 oden), 3-4 3eode(n, 4 3od(e, (4 yoede), 4-6
yod(e, 3ud(e, (5 yhude), 2 leden, 3-5 3ed(e(n,
ede(n, 3 Orm 3edenn, (3 hiden, 5 hedon), 4-e
yed(e(n, (4 3iden), 4-6 At. 3eid
sing Beowulfif. ) 1232 Eode pa to setle, £930 Lmdisf

Gosp John ix it Ic eade & ic aSuog & ic ges<±.h c iaoo
Jrm Coll Horn 13s pe child pe hie mide luede Ibid 175
Ure helende Jiede hi he se a 1223 Juliana 6 Euch dels
dei [heo] eode to clurche c 1230 Gen, <5 Ex 2030 5he aod
him hitterlike a-gen c 1273 Orison 13 in O A Misc 139
As oper childre pu eodest and speke £11300 Cm sor M
3353 (Cott ) He yode pai walkand be pe strete Ibid 4567
(Cott.) pas oper seuen yede 1 to see c 1300 Ibid 21601 (Edm )

T o mete hn giede mam bai une c *300 BdLet 76 [He] jeode
aboute as a best 2375 Barbour Bince m 302 His cause
3eid fra ill tower. Ibid vn 36 Bot othir wayix the gam-
myn 3ude £1420 Chon Idod st 649 As hole, as fayre,
as hit upon urthe ude 1424 Poston Lett No 4. I 13 The
seyd Walter yede at large owt of warde £1449 Plcock
Kepr 223 The Lord sie that Moyses 3ede to se £1460
J. Russi ll BL Nurtuie 33 Wheie euer y ede day by day
*494 Fabyan Chum v Ixxxm 6r The Bysshop yode vnLo
the house la 1300 Chester PI (Shahs Soc) II. 60 He
toulde over all ther as he yeide That [etc ] 1533 Pharr
/Enetd i» Bij, Venus Her self by skye to Paphos yede
wher stonds nei honor seates [etc ] 1391 Eclog Death SirP Sidney 111 Arb Garner I 276 Along the banks of many
silver streams, Thou with him yodest 1613 W Browne
Brit Past 1 iv, llicn forth she yode. a 1650 Glasgerton
46 in Furniv. Percy Folio I 250 He did not kisse that
Lady gay when he came nor when he youd 1808 Scott
Mann, hi xxxi, In other pace than forth he yode
plural £825 Vesp Hymns v 37 Beam soShce [Israhel]
eodun oorh dryge Sorli midne se. £930 Lmdisf Gosp
Luke xxiv 13 luoe^e from him eado Se ilea dmge in em-
maus qnhhcM Horn 67 Ponne eodan hie him tojeanes
xrS4 O E Chon an. 1137 Sume leden 011 sclmes be wairon
sum wile rice men £1x75 Lamb Horn 153 Heo oden
wepende £1200 Ormin 3396 pew gedenn foip Till Bep-
bleaemess chesstre a 1300 E, E Psalter xvn[i] 46 pai
halted pai e pai yhode a 1300 Cm sorM 11010 (Cott ) pairmodres . Yoede at ans wit pair child C1340 Ibid 19038
(inn ) [He] wip pe apostliS 3ood. 134° Ayenb 233 be wyse
maydines yeden m mid pe bredgome 1362 Langl P PI
n K' 7 f* Meggers faste a-boute eoden [1377 jede] a 1400
J tsttii Susan 228 To [ e 3ate gaply pei geoden wel 5are
£ 1420 C hi on Vilod st 758 F01 ever where ever pey hedoun
pey wentoun dauncyng 1450-70 Golagros $ Gaze 377 Gau-
difeir and Gahot haith to grund yhude 1533W Stewart
Cion Scot II 217 In till anay syne neir the Saxonis aude
£ 1560 A Scott Poems (ST S ) v 16 In May quhen men
t)eid everich one, To bring m bowis.

b. north dial gaed Forms* 5-6 gaid, 6 geid
8 gade, 8-9 gaed, 9 gede, geed.
c 1400 Destr Troy 369 He Gaid vp by a grese all ofgray mai bill Kgfi DALRYMPLE tr Leslie's Hist Scot ix

173 [He] led her with him quhair euer he gaid Ibid. 185OF this the nobihtie geid til a counsell 1725 Ramsay

thASAe
f
/L 1

v.

lV
’ W£e / r

rst tho“ 5ade wi’ shepherds to
the h ill. 1785 Burns HolyPair 11, The third gaed a-weeaback 1813 Hoco Quceti's Wake 167 Bonnye Kilmeny
gede up the glen 1853 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v Geed,
I geed to market o foot 1864 Eraseds Mag Nov. 629 He

used to tak me along with him when he gaed to the hills
c went. Forms 3-5 wente, 3- went

, 2nd
sing 0- wentest, went’st. For earlier qnots. seeWend v,

1

„ ff®
4 Carton Fables ofAIfonce 111, A good man labourer

wi
1

.!
‘ r° yf t0

.

deth *S3S Coverdale 2 Sam vn gWluther socuer thou wentest xsgoSiiAKS Com Err iv ivgoWentst not thou to her? 1392 Nashua PtntnlesseWks
18B3-4 11 25 They went a Boot-haling one night 1670Lady Chawori h m 12th Rep Hist M6S Comm App v
19 Heere is talks as if the Duke of M[onmouth] went
lieputy into Ireland 1703 Arbuthnot Anc Coins, etc
(1727) 273 1 rajan descended to the Mouths of the Tigris
and Euphrates, and went upon the Ocean.

4

Subjunctive Pi esent go. Forms : smg 1 ga
g£e, (?gfe), 2-3 ga, 6 Sc ga, 3- go plwal.
1-2 gan, ga, Northumb gae, (?g£>), 3 Orm ga,'
4- go

feowulf(Z) 135,4 Ga p®r he wille > [£823 Vesp
I salter Ixxu 17 085a:t ic ingae 111 godes halig portic 835Charter in 6) E I axis 447 Wtf 3an 3e he We Seaiff

% n **7S Lamb Horn 01 pet he ne ga to bote a 1300

fv,",
Fra ^ lickam mi dome forthga.

£ 1300 Beket 1316 This cas 3e mote amendi, how so hit evei ego *393 Langl P PI C xn 200 Go ich to helle, go ich“*“»^ n°uht SO myn one I 1396 Dalrymple

iff
X

i
37l 9^hat gait that euir lt §aI

o?
6 m*®* III 10, 1 shall desire that she go to bed

1847 Tennyson Princess vi igo All good go with thee !plwal cg<a Lmdisf Gosp Malt xiv 13 past hia Xeease

m ,M^k' 38°®we inSaneestolond *Kid
xiv 12 Hwidder waelleSu ptet we gae. c 1175 Lamb Horn.

33 Pah ge qan of sunnt mui sumie to hole c 1200 Ob,,,.,
3390 Cra we nu till p.att dike tun t *330 Will Patent 8oaGo we to pe gardyn rne °°4

5

Subjunctive Past fa yede. Forms 1Northumb €ade, 6ode, 6 yede
[£ 9So Limitsf GosP Matt vm 34 [Hi] gehedon Pa.t ofercade fioni gemscrum hion Ibui Maik vi 45 pmttehneode bine ofer lull ] r 1300 Nutbrowne Maydc ux Amnia

SSVJd"’
1,1 we,e

’ lhc po"“ wTaSSt
b dial. gaid.

1300-20 Dunbar Poem xx\ 25 Ga bring to me ane hischopis weid, Gift evir thow wald mysauleiaid vnto HevinC went r orms see 3 c
i6xxShaks Cymb 11 1 46 Is it fit I went to lookevponhnn’
6. Impel ative go. Forms . smg 1 gi
Northumb gdes, g&e (? gre), 2-5 ga

, 3-g0 plwal
1 gAIS, Northumb gda«, gfie*, 2-3 ga«, 3-4 g0«
5 goythe

, also 1 N01 thumb gaas, gaes, k ease •

4 north ga
, 4- go ’

s'n
f,

Psalter \ u 8 In heanisse gaa eft Ibid
cxlii[i] 2 Ne ga on inn in dome mid Siowe omum cqkoLmdisf Gosp Matt 11 20 Gae In eorSo israheles Ibidvm 9 Gam c 1x7$ Lamb Horn 35 Ga to pme feder huri-
nesse £1203 Lav 26107 Ga and hefd him bimm her <11325Juliana 190 Go swipe and bung me of pis betide *382
WYCLit x Kings xwn 11 Now thou seist to me. Go «*aoo-
So A lexander 5406 Ga lawere & be-hald

*

J‘r*L [< XCV 8 Inga3 “ ceafurtunas
Ins] £950 Lmdisf Gosp Matt 11 8 Gaes & sefraienes
mnueaidhce of 8acm cnaeht /bid vm 32, & CUe3 to himgaeS Ibid xx 4Gaa& Ibui Mark xvi 15 Gaas onmiddan-
geaid aline a 1000 Andreas 1334 Ga3 fromlice £*175Lamb Horn 33 Gaff to scuffle £*200 Tnn Coll Horn
71 Goff and scheweff 3m giuwei pi est £1200 Ormin 926gOap alle, & takepb uppoiin ^uw Rihht shnffte offaure sinners
<1x225 Leg hath 349 GaS ?et /X137S Joseph Anm 373Gos to oure Maumetes, and pioues heore nuhtes 1382WiCLir Matt xx 4 Go and 3ee in to my vyne gerd £1086
Chaucer Monk’s 7 204 ‘ Gooth, bryngeth foith the vessels

1

[tho] quod lie a 1400-50 A lexandcr 3522 Gase quen aow
nkis £1460 1 owneley Myst 11, 204 by on yow ! eovth
hence Out of my presence

° y

7. Present Paiticiple going (gju 19) Forms
1 gdnde, 4gaande, goand(e, -elide, -inde,-onde,
gonde (gnomde), 4, 6 gomge, -yng(e, 5 goorng,
8-9 Sc. gaun, 9 north gawn, 6- going.
oBzg Vcsp. Psalter xvm[i] 6 Swe swe hrydguma forff gande

of brydbure his 13 Caw 4 Gr /Cut 2214 For now is gode
Gawayn goande rj-gt here £1340 Cm sor M, 401 (Fairf

)

Al gaande [’lrm goynge] bestes, pe sext day Ibid 2005
l Inn ) pe world was goonde In elde of Pe Pndde pousonde
1340 Ayenb 120 Guodes pet by chonginde and guomde
£ 1380 .W Permnb 1890 ' pow semest bet quap Amerel,

' " * 1 ’ *43° hyr Getter (Roxb

)

4 1 1'-'t - ‘‘l*i ‘ 1 1500-20 Dunbar/Vi/lt
lxix 30 A journay going evene day 1583 Stubbls Anat
Abus 11 (1882) 73 Ihis discourageth not a fewe from
goyng to their bookes 1785 Burns Holy Pair v,Tm
gaun to Mauchlme holy fair x8oz R Andlrson Cumberld
hall zg, I pass’d her gawn owre the lang meedow 1823
Blaikiu Mag, Mar 3x3/2 Ye had the gaun days o’ pros-
peuty for twenty years 1

8 Past Participle a. gone (gpn). Forms • 1

£eg&n, 3-6 gan(e, 3-6, 8 gon,’ 4 goon(e, Sc
gayn(e, (gam, geen(e, 5 gonne, goyn, 6 goen,
Be, game, 7 gaene), 4-6 go, (5 goe, goo), 9 Sc.
gaen, 4- gone. Also 3 i-gon, (h)i-go, I4-5 1-,

y-gan, -gon, -goon, 6 l-goen, 3, 6-7 y-go(e
(Cf Ago)
ciooo Judith 140 Off lue gktdmode Jgegan hsefdon to

0am weull gate c x20oOhmin 14226 punh patt teggie win
wassgan c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 3 pe fireste tocume of ure
louerd is gon c 1205 Lav 2064 pus is pis eit-lond 1 gon
[<• 1273 hi-go] from honde to bond a *300 CursorM 5171
(Cott ) 1 hull yere es sipen gain Ibid 17288+436 (Cott ) Jn-
til a strang plas all pe apostels wore goone Ibid. 23833
(Gott.) It es gane mam rath £1300 Harrow Hell 4 Jhesu
wes to helle y-gan. c 1303 Pilate 116 in E E.P (1862) 114
If pn haddest hider igon c 1340 CursorM 1917 (Fairf ) A
twelfmonpe was go by this Ibid 5275 A dreme lange sipen
I-gan 1375 Barbour Bruce 11 80 Lettres ar gayn To the
byscliop £*375 bt Leg 6amis, Margaiet 639 Mychty
god, makare of al warldis, pat gayne are or cum sal 1382
WYCLir Rom Prol

,

jGoende to Jerusalem c 1386 Ciiauclr
Piol 286 A. Cleik That vn to logyk hadde longe ygo. —
Reeve's T 158 [A northern speaker asks ] Whilk way is he
geen — iihpman's T 212 Vp to hir housbonde is this wyf
ygon 1399 Langl Rich Rtdeles 11 11 Thegayeshanygon
£ 1400 A Davy Dreams 38 It is moie pan twelue monep gon
£ 1440 Partonope 337 She was goo c 1440 Generydes 55 The
day was gonne c 1430 Cov Myst (Shaks Soc ) 206 Alle oure
gode days than xulde sone be goe c 1460 Tmvncley Myst
xym 2x8 This day is goyn nere ilka deyll a 1329 Skelton
Epit Dk Bedford33 Wo, alas for he is go. 1348 Udall
At asm Par Pref 18 Wheie not many yeares goen 1352
Abb Hamilton Catech (1884) 23, 1 half nocht game efter
Baalim 1539 Mirr Mag

, Jas I (Scot ) xm 7 So was he
suer I goen to haue his piay £1560A Scott Points (S T S.)
x 59 Lvirtlk greif is gane 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal, Nov
76 The floure Is faded quite and into dust ygoe 1601 J
Manningham in Shaks C Praise 43A Citizen gaene soe fai r
m liking with him, 1647 H More .5 ong ofSoul iv v. If that
one substance also were ygo 1710 Prideaux Oi ig 7 ithesn

65 matgin, They will have Phmeas to have gon this Expe-
dition X869G1UBON R Gray v, She’s gaen out to the grass

+ b went Obs (P or earlier examples see

Wend v )

1642W Sldgwiciie Zions Dehv (1643) Ep. Ded ,
A Judge

that would have went right, if [etc.] 1729 Switzlr
Hydrost Hydraul 319 The Length ofTime it [an engine]
has went 1749 Bp Lavington Enthusiasm 1 (1754) I 25
Whether Mr Wesley has not went to Bed since that time,
others may know as well as himself, >
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B Signification.

gen. An intransitive verb ofmotion, serving as the

most general expression (I) for a movement viewed

without regai d to its point of departuie or destina-

tion ;
(II) foi a movement away/tom the speaker,

or from the point at which he mentally places him-

self and (III) for a movement to or towards a

place which is neither m fact noi in thought that

occupied by the speaker The verb is thus on the

whole co-extensive in meaning with the Latin ire ;

in the branches II and III it admits of being con-

trasted with Come (=L. venire). Besides this

geneial sense, it had formerly a special application

to walking as distinguished from other modes of

progression, possibly this may be the primitive

sense, but only famt traces of it remain in current

English Like come
,

it is applied both to self-

originated and to impressed movement, but the

former application is felt to be the primary one.

I. Of movement, irrespective of the point of de-

parture or destination.

f 1. =To walk
;
to move or travel on one’s feet

(opposed to cieep,fly, ride
,
swim, etc ) ;

to move

on foot at an ordinary pace (opposed to run, etc ).

To go alone . to walk without support Obs

C iooo Ags Gosfi Matt \i 5 Blinde geseoj), healte gaS

c laoo [seeA 3 a] a 1300 CursorM 14370 Do crepels gan, |>e

blind haf sight Ibid 15392 Fra ban he ran him ilk fote,

ne yode he noght be [Gdtt a] pas Til [etc] c 1386

Chaucer Knt 's T 493 That other wher him list may ryde

or go *387 [see A 2 d a] 14x2-20 Lydg Citron Troy t i,

Men Which on their fete upright gan to gon. 1:1450 St.

Cnthbert (Suitees) 1076 He was halt and myght not go

*5*3 FiTZHrnB Hnsb § r66 He made the lame to go

*5*3 [see A 2 c a] 1587 Wills <J Inv N C (Surtees i860)

288 One stud mare going now in Lar.gshawes <^1592

Greene Jas IV,
m m, Tut, go me thus, your cloake before

your face 1605 Shaks Lear 1 iv 134 Ride more then thou

f
oest. 1611 Beaum & Fl Knt Burn Pestle 11 11, Though
can scarcely go, I needs must run 1628 Coke OiiLitt

70 It may be that he is languishing, so as he can neither

goe nor ride 1633 P Fletcher Purple Isl ix xm, But
when he could not go, yet forward would he creep 1661

Lovell Hist Anun 4- Min Intiod , These only amongst
crustates swimine not, but goe. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr 11 (1862)

313, 1 have resolved to run when I can, to go when I cannot

run, and to creep when I cannot go 1751 R Paltock P
Wilkins I xvin 179 A charming Child, able to go in his

twelfth Month 1768 Goldsm Good-n Man iv Wks (Globe)

632/1 I'm so frightened, I scarce know whether I sit, stand,

or go 1836 [see Creep 1 b]

fig 1707 Watts Hymn ‘ Conte Holy Spirit Our souls

can neither fly nor go To reach eternal joys.

b To go on, upon
,
the earth

,
the gt ound (also

simply) to live and move
CX385 Chaucer L, G IV. 1669 Medea

, In his [Jason's]

dayes nas ther noon y-founde So fals a lover going on the

grounde. 1 1420 Chron Vilod st 598 As saffe as hole as

he upoun urthe 3ede 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvm 22 Je
tailjouns, with weilmaid dais Can tnend the werst maid man
that gais 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Nov 39 The fayrest

May she was that euer went

C. With, adj
,
pres pple or ado indicating the

manner of stepping or walking ,
esp of a horse :

To go narrow
,
wide (see the adjs ) ;

to go the

wrong end be/ote (see quot 1737) ,
to go above hts

gt ound— to step high.
a 1200 [see A 2 da] <1x300 [see A 2 d|3] *382 Wyclif

Prmt xxx 29 Thre thingus ben, that weel gon, and the
ferthe that goth welsumely, 1577 B Googe Heresbach's
Hitsb 11 (1586) 115 b, If he [a horse] goeth wide, his pace
will be the surer 1681 Land Gaz No 1638/8 Stolen or
stiayed .a young Black Gelding goes narrow behind 1724
De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) 73 My horse went veiy awk-
wardly and uneasy a 1732T Boston Crook tn Lot (1805) 8

A slip of the foot may soon be made, which will make a man
go halting all along after rj^New ’IerseuArchives (1 894)
XI 422 Ran away a Servant Man He goes crooked

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr (1739) II. 40,

1

don’t think our
saying, such a Horse goes the wrong End before, altogethei

improper, when we speak it of a Horse that goes wide befoi e,

and near behind. 1791 *G Gambado ’ Ann Horsem (i8og)

109 That a horse could not go too much above his ground
1838 [see A r a]

2 To move or pass along, proceed, journey,
tiavel (irrespective of the mode of progression).

Said of persons and things
<•825 [see A 3a//] c iQoo &.wric Gen 111 14 God cwseS

to Jxere naeddran .. bu gsest on junum breoste 13 , E E.
A Hit P B, 931 And ay goande on your gate <11300
Cuisor M 4803 Gas warli thoru vncuth land c 1400
Maundev (Roxb ) 1 4 Thurgh be land of Hungary men
gase to a cytee jjat es called Chippron 1426 Audelay
Poems 7 The poie that goth be the way 1483 CatIt A ngl
149To Gaon mowntayns, tran[s]alpinare 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Hnsb 1 (1586) 21b, The weedes, so thicke, as
you can scarse see wheie the Coulter hath gone <11586
Sidney Arcadia n (1633) 154 And so she went, and she
went, and never rested the evening, where she went 111 the
mormug, till [etc] 1608 [see Axa] 1664 Pepys Diaiy
31 Oct , The Duke of York being now resolved to gg 111

the Charles 1667 Ibid 13 June, At two hours’ warning
they did go by the coach into the country, 1837 Dickens
Pichw v, Winkle, will you go on horseback? 184a L. S.
Costello Pilgr, Auvergne 1 . 319 A boulevard too tempting
to allow us to go through the arch 1847 Marryat ChildrN Forest v,We shan't nave far to go the animal is done up
b with adj. or adv indicating the speed or

amount of vigour put forth , lit and fig Go bet

(see Bet adv a
). To go hke blazes (see Blaze si

2 b). To go even (see Even adv. I 2). To gofull
dr ive,full tilt (see the sbs )
£1340 Cuisor M 5191 (Tnn ) Qhilder he seide go we

stionge Into egipte bmke me longe c 1440 Promp Part'

202/2 Goo slowly, Unto 1583 Hoi lyband Cantpo di Fior

307 How well that barhe goeth with the saile 1609 Biai n
(Douay) 2 Kings ix ao It is the pace as it were the pace of

Jehu the sonne of Namsi, for he goeth amayne a 1610

Healey Theophrastus (1636) 66 He goes strong with his

witnesses 1088 Miege Gt Fr Diet u s v
,
To go fast or

softly alter vite on bellement 1856 Rusmn Mod Paint.
Ill tv xvn § 35 Itdoes aman no harm to go slow 1885
Illustr Land News 23 May 539/2 You take my advice, go
easy for a bit 1893 Sketih 15 Feb 178/1 The Government

are going very strong, as the rowing-man says 1897 Fl.

Marryat Blood Vautpire xvui, We have been going a
little too fast

c with adverbial accusative of the way pursued,

the distance traversed, or the rate of speed For
to go the pace fig (colloq or slang), see Pace si.

a 1300 CuisorM 15392 (Cott ) Fra fmn he ran him ilk fote,

ne yode he noght \>t pas C1300 Ibid 10076 (Laud) A giete

pas to the tempyll he gos c 1340 Ibid 14195 (Fairf ) Qua
has to ga any way gode is to ga on lijt of day c 1380 Wyclif
Wks (1880) 32 No weddid man owip to leue his wife .& goo
many hundred myles in drede of jieues and enemyes 1430
[seeA2b] 1430-40 Lydg Bochas 1 (1554) 31b, Toward him
a great pace gan she goe c 1550 Peebles to Play vii, They
had nocht gane half of the gait Quhen the madinis come
upon thame 1568 Grafton Chron. II 250 Who had horses

so charged with baggage, that they might scant go any
great pace 1607 Topsell Four/ Beasts (1658) 210 The
Hare having gone So much ground as she did before

betaketh her to rest the second time 1677 Miege Eng -Fr
Diet sv, To go three miles in an hour. 1688 Bunyan
Heavenly Footman (1886) 155 Usually those by paths aie

most beaten, most travellers go those ways 1841 Fiaser's

Mag XXIII 15 After
‘ going the pace ’ for some years

1887 G R Sims Mary Jane's Mem 49 Oh, the nice cakes

she made I'd go miles for one now.

d with cognate obj
,

as to go (the) circuit

,

a a mse
,
errand, journey, pilgrimage

,
progress, a

voyage Occas in indirect pass.

1526 [see A 2 d a] 1638 Sir T Herbert Tiav (ed 2) 38
Little boyes who are ready to runne

,
go arrands or the like

1642 W. Price Serin 4 Men use to goe (saith Seneca) not the

way that should be gone, but that way which is most gone
1669 Lady Chaworth in nth Rep Hist MSS Comm App
v 12 They talk heere as if the King would goe a northerne
piogresse this summer 1671 Charente Let Customs 15
This Voyage is only gone m the night time cx7x0 C
Fiennes Diary (1888) 216 Had I known y6 Danger before,

I should not have been very willing to have gone it [the pass-

age] 1727 De FanSyst Magic 1 111 (1840)82 AsEhjahsaid
to the priests of Baal, he might be busy, or asleep, or gone a
journey. 1825 New Montluy Mag Xvl 130 Pomposo still

goes the circuit 1880 Fowler Locke vii no Locke . en-

treats him not to go circuit 1883 Black Yolaitde III x 190
He wants me to go a cruise with hun

f e. Hence occas. in distinctly transitive use.

To go through (a tract of countiy) ; to go over

(a nver). Also fig

,

to go through (a course of

study),

1483 Caxton Gold Leg 47V1 Withmystaf I have goon
this ryver of Jordan. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal Dec 23,

I went the wastefull woodes and forest wyde. 1683 Wood
Life at, Sept (OHS), When the elaboratorie was quite

fimsht certaine scholars went a course of chinustrie

3 spec In Hunting language, the technical term

for 4 to nde 5
(to hounds).

1841 Fraser’s Mag XXIII x6A first-flight Meltonian is

not said to ride well, but to go well, after hounds 1884
H Smart Post tofinish xxx 219 There would be far too

many there who had seen Gerald Rockingham 1 go ’ with the

York and Ainstey,

4. To take a specified course (in either a physical

or a moral sense), which is often expressed by an
advb. acc Said of persons and tilings.

Beowulf {see A 2 c a] a 1225 [see A 1 b] a 1300 Cursoi M,
11736 We wil Jie wai ga be |>e se c *380 Antecnst in

Todd Three Tr eat Wyclif(1851) 152 J>ei gon not Jxe street

weie. 1555 m Strype Eccl Mem III App xliv 125
Alas ! how should the people of God go the nght way
1599 Porter Angry Worn Abingt (Percy Soc) 21 Nay,
turne it this way, then the bowle goes true. x6xi Shaks.
Wild T hi u 218 How ere the businesse goes, you haue
made fault I' the boldnesse of your speech 1660 Trial
Regie 23 If you go otherwise it will be, as if >ou pleaded
not at all, 166a Stillingil, Ong Saci 1 111 § 10 Vossius
goes another way to work 1727 Boyer Fr Diet s v

,

You go the wrong way to woik, Volts vous y pienez
vial x8x6 Scott Antra vi, They didna gang the load by
the turnpike, they {pied by the sands 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed 2) V 498 Now if the use would have gone this way
before the statute, it would still go the same way since the

statute *86x Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/ u. An exhorta-
tion to .. go outside of the barge which was coming
up. 1880 M Mackenzie Dis Throat 4 Nose I 386 It is

from food ‘going the wiong way ’ 1888 Sat Rev 5 Aug
136/1 1 he man who goes straight in spite of temptation

1895 Marie Corflli Sorrows Satan xxix (1897) 353 She
Will never go my way,—nor, I fear, shall I ever go hers.

b Naut. Asyou go l As she goes= on the same
course
1692 Capt Smith's Seaman's Gram j xvi 76 To keep

her upon the same Point, they use, Steddy, or as yon go.

1898 Pall MallMag Jan 122 ‘Keep hei [the ship] as she
goes ’, I said ‘ As she goes, sir ’, the man at the wheel said

c Of a line, etc : To have its course, * run’ (in

a certain direction).

2889 Eng Illustr Mag Dec 258 On either side went a
range of berths Mod. The boundary here goes parallel

with the 1 iver

d. in connexion with various adverbs, as acrook

,

afield,
agly

,
amiss, aside, astern ,

astray, at large

,

contrary, counter, evil, ill, + miss, right, well,

wrong : see the advs
*393 Langl P PI C. xxiii 192 And gyuede me with

goutes, ich may nat go at large c 1440Promp Parv 002/2

Goo wronge, demo, delno 1871 farrMAN Noun Corny

(1876) IV xvm 1 13 Most likely the reckonings of the men
of Kent did not go so far afield. 1873 H Spencer Stud
Social xiv 337 There are more ways of going wrong than
of going right 1879 M J Gufst Aerf Eng Hist xlvii 470
James continued to go contrary to the wishes of his people
1880 Mrs Lynn Linton Rebel ofFamily II ix, All the well
laid schemes had gone agley

5 a Of persons* To be guided by, to act in

dependence on or upon, according to, in accordance

or harmony with Also m indirect pass Frequent
in phrases, to go with the tide or the times.

*485 Caxton Chas Gt (1881) 230 The whyche went by
hys commaundementholyly a 1631 Donne Lett (1651) 50,

I had the same desires, when I went with the tjde 1662
Stillingfl Ong Sacr m 1 § 17 When we go according
to them [our imaginations], it is impossible to apprehend
things as our reason tells us they are 1672 Villiers (Dk
Buckhm ) Rehearsal hi. t. (Arb ) 73 That's the measure I go
by 1688 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet 11, s v, To go according to

the Times. 1692 Bentley Boyle Left vm (1724) 320 The
reasons that they went upon were veiy specious and pro-
bable. 1815W H Ireland Scnbbleomania 190 1 he Somer-
set-house society is perhaps the best criterion to go by
1840 Carlyle Heroes 11 (1858) 233 The Koran is admitted
everywhere as the standard of all law and all practice; the
thmgto be gone-upon in speculation and life. 1841 Fraser's
Mag XXIII. 15 The politician goes with his party, whether
he approves of the measure or not 1879 ‘ Cavendish ' Card
Ess

,
etc. 109 Had he gone on the chances, he would have

won Ibid 167 Refei the case to the best judge in the
room, and go by his decision 1885 Dora Russell Gold
Hinges II xm 194 It’s the turn the world’s taken, and we
must go with the times 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke xxii

218 It is a good rule to go upon 1891 A thenseum 14 Mar
342/2 The British Government had only vague information
on which to go

b. Of things . To be apportioned, determined,

or regulated by

,

f to be arranged according to ;
to

proceed upon (an idea, supposition)

1590 H Smith Serw, (1866) I 289 Neither virtue nor vice

goeth by age. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol 1 x § 9 Laws must
make common smaller offices to go by lot 1599 Shaks
Much Ado in. 1. 105 Louing goes by haps 1627 W. Bedlli
m Lett. Ltt Men (Camden) 136 Album Registrum Vestiarii,

which went according to the letters of the alphabet, 1729
Butler Serin, Hum Nat. 11, Now all this licentious talk
entirely goes upon a supposition 1777 Priestley Matt. <$•

Spir. (1782) I, v«I 82 The Cartesian hypothesis goes upon
the idea that the essence of mind is thought 1879 Miss
Yonge Cameos Ser iv vm 96 Nothmg in this strange reign
ever went by ordinary rules of justice or probability. x88x
Mrs C Praed Policy $ P I ix 188 Things go by contraries

out here 1890 Leisure Hour Jan 165/2 A vivid picture is

drawn of a world where all went by chance. 1892 Eng
Illustr Mag, IX. 908 Promotion goes solely by length of
service

6. With complementary adj or equivalent phrase •

To be habitually m a specified condition, esp

with regard to attire or circumstances affecting

personal comfort. Now chiefly with leference to

conditions implying neglect, privation, or disad-

vantage ; cf to go without (sense 68), To go shot t

(see SHpBT),
c 1000 Ags Gasp Luke xx. 46 WarmaS wiS J>a boceras 5a

)?e wyllaS on xegyrlum gan. 1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R
xvil lui (1495) 634 T hey yede crownyd wyth my that serued
in the temple of Bachus, <1x460 1'owneley Myst it 141

Then myght I go with a ryffen hood, 1509 [see Gay a 4]

c 15x1 1st Eng BL Amer (Arb ) Introd 27 This people
goeth all naked 1535 Covfrdale Gen xv 2,

1

go childles

[so x6xi] 1604 [see Gay a 4] 1616 R C 7 tines' Whistle
it 749 ,

1

see How basely in apparrell he doth goe 1618

Mynshul Ess Prison, Creditors 12 If another weare
thy coate, and thou goest cold, thou maist plucke it

from his shoulders. 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav, 19 Both
sexe goe naked. 1668 Dryden Even Love iv 1 Wks, 1883

III 322 Piquing at each other, who shall go the best dressed

x688 Miec.e Gt Fr Diet 11 s v , He has gone a great while
under an ill Repoit 1738 Swift Pol Conversat, 146 Wh>,
he us'd to go very fine, when he was lieie m Town 1845
Stephen Comm Laws Eng. (X874) 1 . 150 There isanantient

"enactment against going armed 1878Sa liner'sMag XV
788/2 The men drink, the children go in rags. 1888 G
Macdonald, Elect Lady, xvi 144 Some girls miser their

clothes, and never go decent 1890 Temple Bar June 192
Twenty pounds could be saved by going on short commons
1891 Ibid Dec 481 Protestants went in mortal fear 1897

J C Lrns Hist Inverness xvi 365 It [the land] was
allowed to go waste till [etc ]

7 Of a female . To past, (a specified period) in

gestation ; to be pregnant Moie fully, to go with

calf, 'child (see Child sb, 1 7), foal, young.
c xaoo [see A 3 a sing ] c 1460 [seeA 2 b] 1577 B Googe

Heresbach's Hnsb 11 117 They [Mares] go with foale

aleuen monthes, and foie in the twelfth 1601 Holland
Plmy II 220 Bitches goe with young threescore dates

c 1645 Howell 1 Lett (1650) I § 3 xxiv 76 The Queen is

big, and hath not many days to go 1661 Lovell Hist
Amm. <$ Mm Introd

,
The woolf goeth a month or forty

daies 1684 Otway Atheist tv. (1735) 79 The Drab is full

gone with Bastard 1747 Genii. Mag 106 The queen is

pray’d for in the churches, being several months gone with

child, 1795 Nat Hist in Ann Reg 84* The female goes

two months, and then brings forth two young ones 1841
Fraser’s Mag XXIII. 15 The mother of man is said to

go nine months in producing him 1845 ’/ml R Agrtc
Soc V n. 518 A mare goes somewhere about eleven months
with young
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8 . To be moving
a Of persons, esp. in the sentry's challenge

Who goes ? Who goes there ?

1503 Shaks 3 Hen, VI, tv m 26 WJ10 goes there? lfiir

B Jonsom Catiline iv vu, Stand, who goes theie? 1805
T Diudin Eng Fleet in 11 Duet,* Who goes theie? strangei

—quickly tell
1

1847 TYnnyson Princess v 3 ‘ btand, who
goes ?

’
‘ T wo from the palace ’ 1883 Sin enson 1 1 eas Isl

iv xx, Who goes’ Stand, or we fire

b Of the sea (with defining word) . To have or
be in a specified kind of motion Cf Run v
a 1611 Bfaum & Fl Mold's Ting 1 11, The sea goes hie,

lloieas has rais’d a storme 1627 Capt Smith Seaman's
Giant Mil 60 The Sea goes too nigh to boord her 1633
T Jamts Voy 36 Thete went a great Surfe The Sea still

went veiy loftie 1719 De Fof Crusoe 1 1 (1840) 7 The sea
went very high

e Of a piece of mechanism • To be set or kept
m motion , to act, work, f Const with See also

Going vbl. sb, 8
1680 Moxon Mech Exerc I 235 The Common Lathe that

goes either with the 1 reddle Wheel, or the great Wheel
1686 J Smith Nat Turn 33 A shou Pendulum that goes
well when clean, shall go Faster than the mean time when
foul 1712 J Jamls tr Le Blond's Gardening 81 A Knee-
Joint having a Screw to it, which makes the Joint go
stiffer, or slacker, at Pleasuie Ibid, igz Mills that go with
the Help of the Wind or Water 1739 Ellicott in Phil
'Irons XLI 132 In a few Minutes it described an Arch of
two Degrees, and the Clock went 1823New Monthly Mag,
IX 314/1 A church clock may be made to go eight days
without winding 1878 kertbuet's Mag XV 868/1 Every-
thing will have to go like clockwork 1890 Chamh Jrnl
12 July 439/2 [The] chuich clock has not gone for twenty
years
traits/ and fig 1565 Cooprn Thetarn ns, Arteine

meant, the pulses beate or goe 1599 [see Gnomon 1 c]

1887 Lowi ix Democr 55 Ihose who believe that democracy
will go of itself, 1889 Cornh Mag Dec 581 She felt her

heart ‘ go
1

in a most unusual manner Mod colloq . Her
tongue goes nineteen to the dozen

d. esp Of a watch or clock (with defining word
or phr) : To maintain a (specified) action, to keep
(good or bad) time Also transf
i<88 Shaks L L L 111 1 194 Neuer going a right, being

aWatch * But being watcht, that it may still goe right 1639
Fuller Holy Warn xlvi. (1640) 107 These curious observa-
tions (tike over-small watches) not one ofahundred goetli true
1710 Steele Tatler No. 1B1 p 1 When we wind up a Clock
that is out of Order, to make it go well for the futute 18(9
Byron Juan 1 xvu, Even hei minutest motions went as
well As those of the best time-piece made by Harrison

9 With leference to sound,
a Of a musical instrument (esp an organ), a

bell : To sound Of a gun : To be fired

1503 Hawes Exam\p. Virt, xiii st. 16 The organs Went
and the bellys dyd rynge. 1584R Scot Distov Witcher
xv xxiv. 430 To sing when the organs go 1622 Bacon
Holy WarWks 1827 VII. 129 This pope is decrepit, and
the bell goeth for him 1667-8 Pepys Diary 20 Jan

,
To

advise about the making of a flageolet to go low and soft

1825 New Monthly Mag XIV. 493 A bell shall go for
hours telling us that Mr Ching is dead 1841 Prater's Mag
XXIII 16 The bell goes for church, as also for dinner
x88o Daily Tel. 7 Sept,, First gun goes to the boat ahead

b. Of a clock (with numeral as cognate obj ) :

To strike (the hour) Said also of the hour.
*709 Prior Hans Carvel 113 TheChimes went Twelve : the

Guests withdrew 1721 D’UrfeyNew Operas 21,1 The Clock,
said I, just Twelve has gone *793 Mrs. Parsons Castle
Wolfenbach I t The clock fiom the old castle had just gone
eight 1859 Geo Eliot A Bede 11 xvm, Don’t you know
church begins at two, audit’s gone half after one a’ready 9

1887Westall Capt Trafalgar 1.15 The clock on the mantel-
piece went eight. 1889 StevensonMasterofB, v. 133 Twelve
was already gone some time upon the clock.

10 In senses 8 and 9, with imitative interjections
or veib-stems used adverbially, eg to go bang

,

clatter
,
cluck

,
crack, crash

,
patter, smash

,
snap,

tang, whirr

,

etc

1791 Cowper Retired Cat 79 His noble heart went pit-a-
pat *8ia H & J, Smith Rej. Addr

,
Theatre 25 Tang goes

the harpsichord 1818 Moore Fudge Fam Paris viu 2 My
stays I kuew would go smash with me one of these days
1887 Baring Gould Gaverocks II xxxiv 200 Clatter, clatter,
went the horses’ hoofs 1889 Mrs E Kennard Landing
a Prize II x«. 2 ri Something seemed to go snap within me *
Ibid III, 11 30 Whirr went the reel x8go Mrs Hunger-
ford Life's Remorse III xi 127 Patter, patter, goes the
ram 1891 Daily Neius 24 Oct 5/3 A tyre that will [not]
go pop all of a sudden i8gz Sat Rev 2 July 10/2 Crack
went the mast

11 Of time, a space of time : To pass, elapse.
(For special uses oigoing and gone 111 this sense, see V)
a t^oo CursorM 11281 Ten dais on J>e monet was gan

c Chaucfr L G W. 427 He made also, goon ys a grete
while, Origenes upon the Maadeleyne <7x400 Maundev
(Roxb ) xxiv no It es no}t 31c gane vm« sere sen [fete ]CX470 Henry Wallace 1. 271 This passu our, quhill diuers
days war gane 1348 Hall Chron,, Edw IV, 240 b,
Which yere with foure more were passed and gone 1602
Marston Ant % Mel in Wks 1836 I 33 How goes the
tune? 1782 Cowper Conveis 382 ’Yes Ma’am’, and ‘NoMa am

, uttered softly, show Every five minutes how the
minutes go 1833 Mrs. Carlyle Lett I 20 One week and
half of another is already gone 1889 Mrs. E Kennard
Landing a Prize I vui 147 The afternoon went pleasantly
enough

t b Of an event, etc. : To pass, happen, take
plaee. Obs,

11 *

c Iao<
?’ i™340 tsee A 8 *1 i6o9 in Blgby Myst (1882)

p xxm, When ye whitson playes weare played, then ye
snowe at nudsomer wente not

12. Of coin, banknotes • To pass from hand to

hand, to cnculate, to be accepted or pass cunent
at a cei tain value (cf 24) To go {foi) cm tent

(see Current a 8)
c 1400 Maundfv (Roxb) xxv 117 pis monce gase

thurgh all }ie Grete Caan Imdes 1303 Act 19 Hen 1 II,

c 5 The Coins of a Sovereign [etc ] shall go and be current

in Payment, through all this his Realm 1547 Boounr
Inti od Knowl xvm (1870) 169 All maner of gold goth

there 1663 Prrvs Diary 19 May, Gioats as good and
better than those that commonly go 1669 Did di n lyi anmc
Lovev 1 Wks 1883 III 460 Love is the only com 111 heaven
will go 1688 Mn Gr Gt. hi Diet w s v ,

This half Ci own
will nevei go, 'tis brass 1696 G Harris in lilachmoi e's

Hist Conspnacy (1723) 122, Guineas then going at

thirty Shillings apiece 1813 Spoi ting Flag XLI 242 One
of the shillings he was afinid, would not go 187a Punch
7 Sept 101/2 Bank-notes, she supposes, u ill go evei yuheie.

+ Tb. Of a ransom To be accepted Obs
c 1175 Lamb Horn 9 Noti]>er gold lie seolutr ne moste

gan foi he a 1300 Cm wr 1/ 4494 Rot sal it witm thie

dais be, It sal na raunsun ga foi f>e

13 Of a iepoit, tale, etc : To pass from month
to mouth, be cunent Const, of, \ on,

|
upon

Phr. The leport {tale, story), goes that etc
,
as the

story goes

1542 [see Gi rr sb x /3] 1348 Hall Chron ,Ih n VII, 5 b,

The fame went and many menne surely supposed kyng
Edwardes chyldren not to lie dead 1623 Lisli AElfi it on
0 <$ N "lest Ded

, He ofwhom that ancient tale hath gon
a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 192 Something it istohauea
Fame goe on a Man 1665 Boyie Otcae Refl v vi (1842)

317, I wonder not at the story that goes of a Giand Signioi

<11715 Burnet Own Iime(i 823) I 428 To tty the truth of
these scandalous lepoits that went upon the cleigy 1745W Harris m Pi tv Lett Lit Malmcsbuiy I 4 Now the
story goes that he [the young Pretender] is 111 the Highlands
1868 1'RritMAN Norm Coitq

.

(1876) II vm 187 As the story
goes

fb Of a health, toast : To be passed round.
1698 WANrrv in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 257 Having

dined with Madame Isted to day, where join health went
over and over

14. To he known by (a name or title). To go
by or under the name or title of', to be known as

,

also (of a literary composition), to be ascribed to

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11, 1 211 The Princes foole ’ It

may be I goe vnder that title, because I am men ie. 1630W T Jitstif Rchg now Professed m 28 The Liturgies
that go vnder the name of Basil 1662 Stii lingfl Ong
Sacr 1 iv § 3 He that goes under the name of Orpheus
1687 Blsnet Contiii. Reply Varillas 12 That Book that
goes by the name of P Martyr’s Common Places 1711
Addison Sped No 169 ra That Disposition of Mind which
in ourLanguage goes under the 1 itle of Good-nature 1756
P Browne Jamaica 254 Wax, which goes by the name of
Terra Orellana 1849 Macaui ay Hist. Eng 11 I 244 note.
The ‘Character of a Tiimmer ’,..went under the name of
his kinsman, Sir William Coventry, a 1839 Ibtd xxm (1B61)
V 92 The monk who sometimes went by the alias of
Johnson 1870 M J Guest Led. Hist Eng xxxv 356
Shakespeaie did not write that play, though it generally
goes under his name

+b with ad] as complement . To pass for, to

be currently accounted. Obs
1663 MageHum, orO Cromwell (ed 2) 3A Gentleman who

went no lesse in esteem then any of his Ancestors 1670
Cotton Espci non 1 tu 130 Had he apply’d himself wholly
to his Book, [he] might have gone equal to the most famous
Church-men of this latter age
15 To have ordinarily a certain degree or range

of value, amount, excellence, etc. As men, things,

etc go . judging by the standaid commonly at-

tained

154S Brinrlow Compl 13 b, Whan rentys went at a moch
lower pryce 1532 Act 5 <5 6 Ldw VI, c 14 § 8 As the
Price of Corn then goeth m the said Market or Fan a 1604
Churchyard in Chips (1817) 19 Some friends I found, as
friends do go 1639 Chapman & Shirley Ball iv 111, Col
And are you sure he

7
s honest? Lac Asloids go nova-days

that aie in fashion 17x0 De Foe Crusoe 11. xtv. (1840) 293
They call it fortified, and so it is, as fortifications go there.
a 1735 Arbuthnot (J ), 1 think, as the world goes, he was a
good sort of man enough. 1841 Fraser's Mag XXIII 16
‘How goes it, Joe ?

’ ‘Pretty well, as times go ’ 1872 Black
Adv, Phaeton xxu 314 It was a good enough luncheon, as
hotels go x88o G R Sims Dagonet Ball, Sal Grogan m,
A decent chap was her father, as folks in alleys go
10. Of a document, language, etc : To have a

specified tenor, to run.
1605 Shaks Macb 1 111 87 You shall be King And Thane

of Cawdor too went it not so ? 1631 Weever Anc
Funeral Mon 288 Thus goes the Bull 1682 N 0 Boi-
lcan's Lntrm iv. 314 The General cry went still, Ay t one
and all 1 Let the Proud Pulpit, Let the Pulpit fall 1 1685
Baxter Paraphr N T

, Matt. 1 xo In a very ancient
Hebrew Copy of the Gospel, this verse goeth (ana Elmkim
begat Abner [etc ]) 185a Dickens BleakHo xlv,Those who
are put in authority oyer me (as the catechism goes)

17 Of verses . To glide along rhythmically. Cf
Flow v 4. Of a song . To admit ofbeing sung, also,
to follow the measure of, to adapt itself to (a tune).
*5®p Puttenham Eng Poesie r vn (Arb ) 28 When they

could make their verses goe all m ryme 1599 Shaks Much
Ado in iv 44 Claps into Light a loue, (that goes without a
burden) x6xi — Wint 'J' iv iv 293 This is a passing
merry one, and goes to the tune of two maids wooing
a man 1702 Steele Funeial 11 ui, I con’d this Song
before 1 came ui, and find t’will go to an excellent Air of
Old Mr Laws’s 1879

1 Anme Thomas * Land Season II.
79 They [verses] 1 go ' easily enough 1882 Sttvenson Fam
Stud 289 The lines go with a lilt. 1892 Harper's Mag.
June 78/1 The verses seem to go of themselves

18. Of a series of events, etc. To have a speci-
fied (favourable or unfavourable) coutse or issue
to turn out (well or ill> Const, with, (ffor). Often
with subject it 01 llnngt See also Hard adv 2 c
c 1489 Caxton lilanchai dyn \xvn 102 lie \ndeistode

that the thjnge wente eujll foi hyin a 1533 Ln Bfrnirs
//non Ixvi 229 Gerames parcej tied nnone that the mater
was lyke to go eujll 1535 Cou huai 1 Dent v. x6 That itm tye go well with the in the londe, whmh the Loide thy
God shall gene the 1394 Siiaks Rich III, 11 1 u 98 How
goes the World u ith thee 1 1625 Rimers Peis 'tithes 36 We
know how it went with Isriel when theie was no King
among them 1663-4 Pi ns Diaty 2 Mar, He believes
that things will go vuy high against the Chancelloi
1711 Si ! 1 1 1 SPeit No 49 r 6 When Eubulus seems to inti-

mate that Things go well 1764 Rriu Let Wks I 40/a
After 1 have given jou so full an account of my own state
spiritual and tempoial, how goes it with jou? *820
I uninnei No 627 249/2 His paiti/.ms seeing how things
were going 1872 R Buti 1 it hiewhon ix 73 It would have
gone hardly with him 1885 Mrs Lynn Linton C Kn-i
land III vn 241 All went meiry as a weddmg-bell 1889
* B W D * & * Cam ndisii ’ Whist w <5 without Perception
46 1 he hand went so stmngely that I couldn’t possibly tell

b Of a contest, war, also a vote, an election

To issue, 01 result m some specified manner. Said
also of a constituency in respect of its vote, or of

a politician in lcspcct of his decision to suppotl
one side or the other, colloq often with an ad-

jectival complement.
1597 Shaks Level's Compl 113 On this side the verdict

went 1597 Bacon Col Good <5 Evil (Alb ) 140 So in many
Armies, if the mattei should be trjed by duell betweene two
Champions, the victory should go on one side, and yet if

it be tried by the grosse, it would go of the other side
1610 in Lit 4 I imes Jus I (1848) I 120 The gieatest voice
goeth for my Loid of Southampton 1682 Drydpn Medal
Ep Whigs A 3 b, When a Vote of the House of Commons
goes on j'our side 17x2 Arbutiinoi John Bull iv vn (Arb

)

633 Sometimes thej’ wete like to pull John over then it

went, all ofa sudden, again on John’s side 1781 Hist, hitr
in Ann Reg 142/r The elections went much in favour of
the court 1849 Tait's Matf XV I 94/1 The war went
favourably to the Cavaliers 1887 Proctor Americanisms
in Knowledge Dec. 28 s v

,
A State is said to go Demo

cratic, or to go Republican, when it votes for one or the
oihei cause aftei being foi a tune doubtful, or on the othei

side 1889 Sat Rev 23 Nov 389/2 Marlboiough was by no
means unlikely to have gone Jacobite after all 1890 Ibid
22 Feb 213 '2 The constituency has alternateljr ‘gone’
Gladstoman and Toiy *890 T F Tout Hist Eng 52
A general election went decidedly against him.

c To take its course, esp. m phrase to let

{ judgement, etc.) go by default.

1820ExaminerNo. 622 *71/1 The defendant had let judg-
ment go by default X890 'sat. Rev 18 Oct 444/1 The com-
porters’ease has practically gone by default 1892 Boston
(Mass.) Jinl 5 Nov 12/7 The Tillmaintes will let the
election go by default

d What has gone of— p
, What is gone with— 2

= ‘What has become of — ?’ or ‘What is the

matter with — ? ’ (Cf Come v. 41 b.)

1771 Mrs J Harris in Lett istEailMalmesbury (1870)

I 235 He started and asked what was gone of all the com-
pany, and begged to be conducted to them *803 S Pigoe
Anecd Eng Lang 239 The London expression of enquiry
after any body is * What is gone with such a one ? ’ 1814
Lamb Lett (1837) I 332 What lias gone of M and his

gos-lettuces? 1865 Dickens Mill Fr 1 vi, What’s gone
with that boy? 1875 Whyte Melville Katerfelto xxx
(1876) 339 Nobody 111 Porlock ever knew what was gone
with him. x88z B Harte Flip v, What’s gone with ye?

10 Of a performance, ceremony, etc : To pro-

ceed m a specified manner with regard to degree

of success
, to be gone through well, badly ,

etc.

1665-6 Pefys Diary 23 Feb
,
T eaching her my song of

* Beauty retire ’, which she sings and makes go most rarely

*745 Chester! Lett (1792)1 cm 284 He tells me that your
Greek grammar goes pietty well. 1890 Sat Rev 20 Dec
709/2 The Adelphi never seems to us to go quite so well as

the Andna 1892 Eng lllustr Mag IX 449 The annual
dtnnei never gdtes better than when he is m the chair

b. To be successful, meet with applause or

support. (Cf. go down, 78 g.)
1742 Fielding J Andrews 11. xvu, You must not tip us

the Traveller , it won’t go here x866 Public Opinion

13 Jan 51/1 His London street-railway scheme didn’t go
1891 E Phjllpotts Folly <5 FteshAirxn 192 He, always

found a banjo to ‘ go ’ better than anything 1892 H Le
Caron 25 V Secret Service (1893) 132 The paper . caught

the public fancy and ‘ went ’ amazingly. *893 Sketch 15 Feb
170/x It became evident from an early point in the play that

it would ‘ go ’ 2893 Daily News 26 June 2/5 If only the

manufactuied iron trade can be got to 1 go ’, then there is

every probability of the revival being sustained

U 20. That goes without saying = ‘ that is a

matter of course’
,
ttansl of F cela va sans dire.

1878 Sci ibner's Mag XVI 397/2 That goes withoujt saying.

1897 Literature 27 Nov 185/2 It goes without saying that

the books aie not oidmary ones
II Uses m which movementfiom a place is the

primary notion

21. To move away, depart, leave a place Const

from, f of See also go azvay (73 below).
c 1000 Ags Gosp John xiv 31 Ansa.5, uton gan heonon

a 1225 [see A 2 al a 1300 [see A x a] c 1300 Beket xii4 in

S E Leg (i887)i38FramNorehamptonebarheeodeforholi
churche to fi?te c 1320 Sir Tnsti 331 Rohand toke leue to

ga His sones he cleped oway. c 1325 Cm sorM App 11. 73°

Off fyue Jiousand was jxer none, that myjt of pat stede gone

a 1400-50 A le.rander 4008 Quen he gouernoure is gane pan is

he gomes wastid c 1450 Merlin 142 Lete vs gon *535

Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I 3 Now tell me or 3e ga *535



GO. 253 go.

Coverdale i Sam XXX 22 Let euery man take his wife &
his children and be goynge 1610 Shaks. Temp 11 1 122

No, no, hee’s gone 167* Milton Samson 1237 Go, baffled

coward, lest I run upon thee 1894 S J Weyman Under
Red Robe iv, Turning sharply to the right, [she] was in an

instant gone from sight 1897 Fl Marryat Blood Vam-
pire xii,I couldn’t let you go without saying how grieved .

I am. m
b. with cognate acc To go ones way, etc

c 1400 Mavndev. (Roxb ) V 14 He jode his way 148*

Caxton Reynard xt. (Arb ) 25 The vytayller was goon his

way 1535 Coverdale Judith vin 34 Go thy wayem peace.

1641 Milton Ch Govt. 1 vi Wks (1847) 39/21 I willingly

depart, I go my ways. 1801 Southey Thalaba 11 xxvni,

Now go thy way, Abdaldar 1

e fig

,

esp in to go from one's word, etc. (Cf.

go back, 74 c )

1530 Palsgr 571/2,

1

go from a thynge, I denye a thing

that I have ones sayd, je desauoue 1611 Bible 1 Macc n
22 We will not hearken to the kings words, to goe from our

religion, either on the right hand, or the left 1726-31
'1 indal Rapin's Hist Eng (1743) II xvn 114 To give her

a pretence to go from her word. x888 F Barrett Lady
Biddy Fane III liv 104 They had given their promise to

do so, and would not go from their word.

fd. Used m imp. as a rebuke or lemonstrance.

(Cf Come v 33 ,
also go along, 72 a, go on, 84 j )

1592 Shaks Rom <5- Jul 1 v 88 You are a Pnncox, goe

1599 — Hen V, v 1 73 Go, go, you are a counterfeit

cowardly Knaue
e. To let go (see Let v.).

22 To begin to move from a given point or state,

to begin any action
;
esp. m imperative go f

,
said

by the starter m a race, etc. Of an explosive = to

go off (see 83 c), also fig Here goes, There
goes, Touch and go : see these words. From the

word Go : from the start, from the very beginning

{U.S colloq).

c 1386 [see A sen] 1577 B Googe Heresbadis Hnsb
iv (1586) 181 1 hat when they [bees] are ready to file, or going,

they make a great humming 1820 Examiner No 641 473/2
1 he Revolution in Spam has been succeeded by a Revolu-
tioninNaples We thought that Prussia would go next 1837
Dickens Pickw 11, Hear the company—fiddles tuning—now
the harp—there they go 1 1867 Smyth Suitor's Word-bk ,

Got A word sometimes given when all is ready for a launch
of a vessel from the stocks 1885 Howells Silas Lapham
(1891) I 82 He was a drag and ahrake on me from the word
Go *892 Field 2 Apr 479/3 On the word ‘to go 1

being

f
iven Oxford started well Ibid , Opposite there Mr. D, H
IcLean gave the word go

23. In conjunction with adjs having a negative

sense, as quit, unpunished, unrewarded
,
etc where

the original sense is that of leaving a court of jus-

tice or the like, but passing now into that of con-

tinuing in a specified state (cf. sense 7) To go

free (see Free a. 5)
0x225 St Marker x8 Hit were Ju gem bet to he gest un-

blescet a 1300 CursorM. 6713 (Gfltt ) pe bestis lauerd sal ga
[ Tnn go] quite Of alkmes chalange and wite 1484 Caxton
Fables ofAlfonce ill, The trouthe was knowen wherforethe
poure man went quyte 16x0 Shaks Temp iv 1 242 Wit
shall not goe vn-rewarded while I am King of this Country.
1820 Examiner No 655 690/2 The only method . . is to let

all opinions go free 1877 Miss Yongf Cameos Ser hi 1 4
Such forays usuallywent unpunished x888G GissiNGZj/fe’r

Morning I 11 72 Her worldly tastes did not go altogether
ungratihed

24 To pass or be disposed of by sale. Const.

at, for (so much) ; also to go cheap In auc-

tioneers’ phraseology Going r — on the point of
being sold 1 Gone 1 =sold 1

C1430 Freemasonry 92 Pay thy felows after the coste, As
vytaylys goth thenqe. 1549 Latimer 15/ Serrn bef Edw.
VI (Arb

1
'I (Arb ) 39 For that herebefore went for .xjf or xl. pound
by yere now is it let for 1. or a C pound by yeare 267?
Yarranton Engl Improv 21 Twenty years purchase, which,
they will go at, andmuch mote 1754 H. Walpole Lett (1857)
II, 412, 1 can’t conclude myletter without tellingyou what an
escape I had at the sale ofDr Mead’s library, which goes ex-
tremely dear. 1777 Sheridan Sch, Scand iv 1 (1782 Dublin)
4t I'll knock 'em down at forty pounds. Going—going-
gone *803 Pic Nic No 13 (1806) II 227 When any article

under sale was going for less than its appointed value.

2814 Moore Sale of Tools 11, Once, twice, going, going,
thrice, gone 1—it is yours, sir 186a Temple Bar VI 414
Going at four pounds fifteen, if there is no advance x83x
A Lang Library 1 xg The bidders are professionals, in
a league to let the volumes go cheap

t b. Phrase. He goes formy money — 1 he’s the
man for me * Obs.

1549 Latimer Ploughers (Arb
) 38 Amonge al the packe

of them that haue cure the Deuil shall go for my money.
X589R Harvey PI Fere, 15 He goes for my money
35, Of money To be parted with, to disappear,

be expended or spent. Const, in,

*393 Langl. P PI C xx 75 And that goth mor for hus
medicine ich make the good ajenwarde 1879 M J Guest
feet ffisi Eng xxx 299 Whatever money he got . . it all

went in books, 1880 Mss Oliphant Poor Gentleman II.
ix, 163, 1 should make the money go
+ b. To be paid out of the revenues of. Obs.
1487 Poston Lett No 893 III 331 [It] was the will of

her husbonde that the annuyte schulde go oute of the seide
maner of Swaynesthorpe. 15x2 Act 4 Hen VIII, c*n
The seid annuell rentes appoynted to be goyng out of the
said Maners

28. To be given up, relinquished, or sacrificed.

+ Also, to be forfeited
* 1715 Burnet Own Tune II 53 If any person suffered in

England on the account of the letters betrayed by him,
Von. IV,

h!s head should go for it 1832 Fr A. Kfmble in Rec
Girlhood (1878) III 196 The house must go, the carriage
must go, the horses must go, and yet [etc.] 1830 1 ait's

Mag XVII 659/2, 1 have parted with everything except
my marriage ring, and it must go next 1890 Jnu Edut
t June 297/2 Greek, not being a primary subject, must go,
except for the classical specialist

27 To cease to exist or to be present; to be
taken away, lost, or consumed

,
to come to an end,

be abolished.
c x2oo [see A 8 a] a 2310 in Wright Lyric P xx 61 AI

goth bote Codes wille c 1373 Layfolks' Mass-bk 137 111
his parchemyn was al gon. c 2450 Golagros 4 Gaw 36 All
that r vittails was gone xfixo Shaks. 'lemp 111 11 73 lake
his bottle from him. When that’s gone, He [etc] 2772
Junius Lett, lxvm 333 The reputation you pretend to is

gone for ever 1837 Buckle Civiltz I xm 717 All its inde-

pendence was gone 1883 Black Yolande II xiv 255 One
of the results of using those drugs is, that the will entirely
goes 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton C Kirkland I vi 168 Some-
times the eyesight goes for ever 1892 Sat Rev 5 Nov 527/2
The Bishop’s veto, of course, is to go The Ecclesiastical

Courts are to go too

b. Cricket Of a wicket To be ‘ lost
*

1890 Field 10 May 672/3 The next three wickets went
before anything had been added to the score

28. To * depart this life*, die.

1390 Gower Conf I 44 Wherof the worlde ensample fette

May after this, whan I am go 1426 Audelay Poems 9 Do
for 3oure self ore ge gone. 1535 Coverdale Job xxxvi 12
They shall go thorow the swearde, & perish or euer they
be awarre a 1610 Healey Epictetus' Man (1636) 46 Ihy
neighbours wife dyeth Every one can say, why 1 wee
are all mortall ; but when his owne goes, then [etc ] 1708
Prior Turtle 4 Sp. 375 We’re here to-day and gone to-

morrow 2830 Fr A Kemble in Rec Girlhood. (1B78)

II 111. 89 Have I lived to see him go before me 1 2850
Tait's Mag XVII 722/2 Your brother’s gone—died hall-

an-hour ago
b In many phrases signifying * to die’, some of

which are of Biblical or religious origin, as to go
the way of all the earth (1 Kings 11 2

, Josh xxu

14, often misquoted to go the way of allflesh, ofall

living), to go to a better world, to one's account, to

one’s own place, etc
,
while others are jocular or

slang, as to go aloft, offthe hooks, offthe stocks, to

{the) pot, etc, (see the accompanying words).

29 To fail, give way; to succumb to piessure,

strain, or any deteriorating influence

a. Of a material object : To break, also to bieak

with noise, to crack ; to wear {in or into holes).

1798 Nelson in Nicolas Dtsp (1845) III. 20 About half-

f
ast three the foremast went in three places 1840 R H
)ana Bef Mail xxxm 125 We looked every moment to

see something go 1867 Judy t May 5/2 It [a window]
wasn’t cracked that morning, and she thought she heard
it go when she was over the way 1883 Fenn Middy 4
Ensign xui 74 Your major split some stitches somewhere,
for I heard them go i8ga Cassell’s Mag July 469/2 His
jerseys go into holes, and his flannels shrink. 289a Field

15 Oct. 579/3 Sacks split orgo in holes

b To faint, become unconscious. (Perh. with

mixed notion ofgo off, go to sleep )

1768 Goldsm Good-n Man v Wks (Globe) 637/2 Help,
she’s going, give her air

c Of a crop, etc . To be attacked by disease or

decay
2735-40 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Going also a term

applied to liquor, meat, &c when it is perishing or spoiling

1855 Ld Houghton in Life (1892) I xi 516 The crop

good, but the potatoes going everywhere

d. Of living beings, their organs or faculties

:

To fail, decline, give way, break down
2809 Malkin Gil Bias vn iv r 3 You see that my lord

archbishop is going very fast, 1890 Daily Hews 17 Nov.
7/2 His [a pugilist’s] legs had gone, and he had been over-

trained 2892 Sat Rev 9 Jan 41/1 Omnibus-horses gener-

ally go first in the loins. 2892 Chamb JrttL 6 Aug 509/2
I could feel my brain going

III Uses m*which the prominent notion is that

of the destination, or direction. Here the verb is

distinguished from Come by the implication that

the movement is not towards the speaker, or the

person whose point of view he for the moment
assumes

* of selforiginated movement or action

30 To move, take one’s way, pass, or proceed

to or towards a place, into the presence of a person,
4
or m a specified direction Const to, towards

,

into

,

or with any prep or adv. indicative of motion
whither
972 [see A 3 a pi] c 1000 Ags Gasp Matt xxiv 38 OS

i
one dseg )>e noe on \>& earce eode 02175 Cott Horn 229
leo 3edg to J>an mdeiscan folce c 1x75 Lamb Horn 3
G08 [ printed God] in Jane cartel Jiet is onjem eou 01225
Ancr R 128 beos eoden into ancre huse ase dude Saul into

hole a 2300 [see A 3 a] a 1300 CursorM, 4537 * Ga to J>e

pnsun*, said king 11x380 Wyclif Wks (1880I 45 Who
euere of frens wilpn goon among sarasyns 1393 Langl.
P PI C hi 768 Mede graunteth to go with a good wille

To Londoun a 1400-50 Alexander 2121 [He] to J>e place

goys a 1450 Knt de la Tour (2868) xao She went vnto the
kinge and made pees betwene thekmge and her husbonde.
K91 Shaks Two Gent in 1 388 Must I goe to him? 1598-9
E, Forde Pansmus 11 (26361 229 And the Judges gone to the

Dungeon to bring forth the Prisoner x6o© Fairfax Tasso 1.

Ixxvu, To the Christian Duke by heapes they gone 1665
Pepys Diary 17 Apr ,

That he do appoint a fleet to go to

the Northward. 2897 Fl Marryat Blood Vampire xv.
The Baron turned round to go downstairs

b To go to Jericho, Bath, HongKong, Putney,

etc used imperatively or optativeiy to imply that

one desires to see no more of a person, or does not
care what becomes of him. Similarly to go to

Halifax (for which see Gibbet).
2648 Mercunus Aithcus Nos 7-9 5 Let them all goe to

Jericho, And n’ere be seen againe 1669 Depos Cast Yatk
(Surtees) 165 Surah 1 goe to Halhfax 2758 A Murphy
Upholstaer 11 (2763) 33 He may go to Jericho for what I

cares 2857 Trollope Three Clerks xxvii, ‘ She may go to
Hong-Kong for me ’ 2850 Thackeray Virgin xvi, ‘ She
may go to 1 unbridge, or she may go to Bath, or she may
go to Jericho for me

c transf. Of a road, passage, door, etc . To
‘ lead ’ to, into, etc

13 R. Alts 6250 He dude perforce stoppe the pas,
That goth fro Taracounte to Capias a. 1533 Ld Berners
Hnon Ixvi. 228 This other way goeth to Rome 1583 Holly-
band Campo di Fior 89 Can you set vs m the waye, that
goeth to Philopons schoole? 0x586 Sidney Arcadia m
(1633) 245 Follow him through the door that goes into the
garden X729 De Foe Crusoe 1. xvm, Theii Men secur’d

the Scuttle which went down into the Cook-Room X749
Fielding Tom Jones vn x, Which way goes to Bristol.

81. With implication of an additional meaning.

a. The place mentioned as the destination is

often intended to include, or simply stand for,

what is done there ;
as in to go to the Ball, to Bed

(also to go into, to bed to), to Church, to Court,
to Grass, to Market, to Press, to School, to

Stool, etc (see these words).

b. Of female animals (occas of male) \ To go to

{the) bull, cow, horse, etc. = to copulate with.

*577 B Gooce Heresbach'

s

Husb 11 (2586) 117 What age
doe you thinke best for the Mare to go to the horse Ibid
in X29 The time for going to Bull, some take to be best 111

the midst of the spring Ibid. i2g b, If you suffer him
immediately to go to the Cowe, it is certayne hee may get
a Calfe 16x6 B Jonson Epigr

,
On Mill, My Lady's

Woman 3 When Mill first came to Court, the vnprofiting
foole Was dull, and long, ere shee would goe to man

c In some contexts, to go to a place is used to

imply the additional notion of entering on a mode
of life, employment, or the like, which is associated

with it ; eg in to go to college, to the university,

to prison, etc To go to the bar' to become a
barrister Togo '’{on the highway (or + the road),

on the stage, on the streets • to become a highway-
man, an actor, a prostitute

1727 Boyer Fr. Diet s v, To go upon the Highway (to

be a High-way man) a 1745 Sw iftDm ect Servants Wks
(1869) 569/2, I advise you to go upon the road .. the

only post ofhonour left you 1849 Taits Mag XVI. 37/1, I

should have bid adieu to the Muses, and gone to the bar
1883 D C Murray Gate of Sea I v. 138 She had gone
upon the stage to make bread for herself 2891 Review of
Rev 15 Sept 299/1 Few of the working women proper go
upon the streets 1897 Hall Caine Christian xi, Drake
had gone to Harrow and thence to Oxford.

d. To go to sea . to go a voyage
,

also (more
usually) to become a sailor. Of rigging: To be

carried adrift

*599 Massinger, etc OldLaw v i, She’s going to sea—
your grace knows whithei better than I do 1664-5 Pepys
Diary 8 Mar, He was to go to sea m her 1770 Nelson
in Southey Life (1813) I 4, 1 should like to go to sea with
uncle Maurice 2857 S P Hall in Merc Marine Mag,
(1858) V xe The spare lower yard started from }ts lashings
. and went to sea

82. Instead of, or in addition to, the place of

destination, the purpose 01 motive of going is often

indicated This may be expiessed in vanous ways

a. by the simple mf. Now arch and dial

Go look l used to convey a contemptuous refusal to answer
a question {obs exc dial ,

common in Derbyshire)
Beowulf [see A 3 a] 1375 Barbour Brute 1 433 Ga

pmch.es Jan*} quhar euir he may C1386 Chaucer Ship-

man's T 223 Lat vs heere a messe and go we dyne 01400-
50 [see A 2 d y] c 1475RaufCoityar 157 Ga tak him be the

hand 1542-5 Brinklow Lament (1874)m That I shulde

go pour out my vyces in the eare of an vnlearned buzarde.

7591 Spenser Teares Musts 398 Now thou iqaistgo pack.
1602 Narcissus (1893) 87 Come, daunce vs a momce, or els

goe sell fishe a 1635 Fletcher Mad Lover 11. 1, There’s

the old signe of Memnon where the soule is You maygo
look 1668 Howe Bless Righteous (2825) 299 We mighte
as well go preach to devils 1724 De ForMem, Cavalier

(1840) 71, I bid him go take care qf, his things. 1795
* Ann Agric. XXIII 315 Nor does the drilled corn go fie

(as the farmer calls it) so readily as the broad-cast 1813
Jane Austen Lett (2884) II 216 Your Streatham and my
Bookham may go hang 2831 S. Lover Paddy the Piper,
Leg 4 Star Irel 151 There’s an iligant lock o’ straw, that

you may go sleep jn 1849 Tati's Mag XVI. 270/2 Go
hire the needful workmen 1890 Eng. Illustr, Mag Sept
888 As to a hauberk I must needs go lack , for I could not
come by it

b. by the mf. with to.

For weakened senses of this construction in which the

notion of movement in space is lost, see 34 b, c
01225 Ancr R jo }>et beoS, alse he seide, J?e go<5‘ to

helpen widewen a 2300 [see A2 b] c 2470 Harding
C/v> on ix it, He bidden was to ga To helpe the kyng
Euandre 1590 Shaks. Com Frr v i 225 Our dinner
done, and he not comming thither 1 went to seek him.
18x7 Byron Beppo xl, Coach, servants, gondola^he goes to

call 1879 Edna Lyall Won by Waiting xiv, Esperance
went to dress for dinner

C by and with a co-ordinated verb In the

modem colloquial use of this combination, the forcem
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of go is very much weakened or disappears alto-

gether, In the positive imperative go is often

nearly redundant (cf L. i nunc, et . ) ; otherwise,

to go and (do something) = ‘ to be so foolish, un-
reasonable, or unlucky as to— \ So m the vulgar
phrase (/ have, he has

,

etc ) been and gone and
(done so and so).

c xooo Ags Gasp Matt, ix 13 Ga<$ soSlice and leornijeaJj
[Vulg euntes autem disci/

e

] hwaet is [etc.] a 1300 Cursor
At 7510 Gaes and fottes me 111 hij Mine aun armur
C1380 Wyclif Sel Wks. Ill 385 Men schulen fle to heven
wijjouten peyne if }>ei wolden goo and slee Cristen men.
C1430 Lvdg CInchev <$• Bye in Dodsl O. PI XII. 335, I
ful longe may gon and seeke Or I can fynde a good repast
1558 Sir T

_
Gresham in H H Gibbs Colloquy on Currency

App 6 Againste all wisdome the seyd bisnoppe went and
vallewid the French crowne at vjj vrd, 1600 Shaks
A Y.L 11 in 31 Would’st thou haue me go & beg my
food a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 3 Goe and catch a fall-

ing starre 1735 H Walpole Corr cclxvn (ed 3) III 105
Don’t go and imagine that£ i,aoo,ooo was all Sunk in the
gulph of Madame Pompadour 1815 Houlston Juvenile
Tracls vi Coik Jacket 6 He might go and hang himself
for all they cared. 1878 Scribner's Mag’ XVI 87/1 The
fool has gone and got married xSgx Temple Bar Aug 470
That I should actually have been and gone and told him so 1

d. by a sb (governed by to, and often without
article) denoting an action' that is to he performed,
a ceremony at which one is to be present, etc.
Also with weakened sense in iogo to Sleep
CIZ7S [see A 2 c a] c 1330 [see A. a c J

3] c 1430 Hymns
Virg (1867) 56 Seynt lohun for ihesus loue to deep gan
goon c 1483 Digby Myst (1882) in 578 Tyme drayt ny to
go to dyner 1548 Hall Citron

,
Rick III

, 33 To morow
we wyl common more let us go to supper <21586 Sidney
Aicadia in (1633) 232 When they weie all gone one day to
dinner <1x745 Swift Mem Creich/on Wks 1841 1 580 As
soon as he was gone to rest 1794 [see A 2 a] 1879 Edna
Lyall Won by Waiting xxix, He took a fancy for going to
the afternoon service at the abbey

e. by the vbl sb. governed by a (= on \
in mod.

use frequently omitted); also by ordinary sbs. de-
noting an action, governed by + in, on, rarely upon
Go a begging (see Begging vbl sb. 2 b),
1388WvcLir Matt xxv 14 A man that goith m pilgrimage,

clepide hise seruauntis [etc.] <1 1440 Sir Eglam 409 The
kyng of Sydon au-huntyng ys gon 1530 Palsgr 570/1, 1 go
a foragyng I go a grasyng, as a horse or beest dothe 136a
Veron Invoc Samis 83Why dyddetheygoeagaddyngeto
our Ladye of Wilsdone 1604 Edmonds Observ Caesar’s
Comm 65 Such an inconuenience, as might make him repent
for going a birdmg 1684 Bunyan Filer u (1879) 192/9 The
Women.. that called at his House as they were going 011 Pil-
grimage 1766 Goldsm Vic W xx, I was resolved not to go
sneaking to the lower professors Ibid, xxx, That you will
peimit two ofyour servants to go upon a message 1802-12
Bentham Rationale Judic Evid v (1827] 214The plaintiff
is obliged to go upon the hunt for other witnesses 1855
Macaulay Hist Eng xxi IV 665 The King was certainly
going a hunting 1888 Miss F Warden Witch ofHills I iv
76,

1

said that I was going boar-hunting 1897 Fl Marryat
Blood Vampue in, Do let me keep her [the baby], whilst
nurse goes on her eirand.

f by a complementary sb , denoting the function
or capacity m which the subject is to be employed
Obs. exc in to go apprentice (now 1 are), and to go
bail, now chieflyfig ,

as I will go bail (colloq.)=
' I will be bound I am certain
1665 Pepys Diary 6 Dec., My Lord Sandwich goes Em-

bassador to Spayne speedily 1670 Marvell Corr cxli
Wks 1872-5 II 314 The King ordered the Lord Barclay
to go Lord Lieutenant X707 Hearne Collect 24 Jan
(O H S ) I 321 He went Chaplain to the Factory 1768
Goldsm. Good-11 Man 1, It was but last week he went
security for a fellow whose face he scarce knew 1852
Thackeray Esmond 11. iv, One of the boys ’listed

,
the

other had gone apprentice 1884 Rider Haggard Dawn
Ixxv, He won’t marry her now. I’ll go bail. 1890 CassellsMag July 470/2,

1

will go bail for your character

33. To have recourse, refer, appeal to (an autho-
rity, source of information, etc ) ; to carry one’s
case to or before (a tribunal, etc.). + Sometimes
m imp with me as ethical dative. To go to the
country (see Country 6 b).

1377 Langl P PI B x 192 Who so gloseth as gylouis
don go me to the same c 14.00 Apol Loll 93 GoJj more to
be lawe & to >e witnes 1532 More Confut Tmdale Wks
376/2 Go me to the newe lawe and to those sacramentes
which Tyndall agreeth for sacramentes 1825 New MonthlyMag XIV. 193 Mr Salmon ..is determined to go to a jury
*874 Blackie SelfCult 76 You must go to Aristotle for
that 1878 Scribner*s Mag XV 737/1 why does not this
artist go to nature? i88x Philad Rec No 3463 4 When
the bar tender goes before a jury the above statement evi-
dently will be his defence 189a Sat Rev. 8 Oct. 419/2
She need not go to others for her bans mots
84:. To turn to, betake oneself to (an employment

or occupation)
, to proceed to some specified course

of action; to resort to some specified means of
attaining one’s object To go to blows

, cuffs, law
,

war, work

,

etc. (see the sbs

)

a 1250 Owl $ Night 873 Jif bu gest herof to disputinge
<11300 [see A 2 d

j
9] 1467 Eng, Gilds (1870) 409 And ba

elector to go to a new eleccioun 1535 Covbrdale Prov,
xxix 9 Yf a wyse man go to lawe with a foole he getteth
no rest. 1577 B Googe Heresbach's Hnsb 1 (1586) 3 b,
1 goe to writing or reading, or suche other businesse as I
have 1596 Shaks. x Hen. IV, n lit 35 0, I could diuide
my selfe, and go to buffets, for xnoumg such a dish of
skim d Milk with so honourable an Action x6xx [seeA 2 d y]
1678 Butler Hud 111 in 330 He that

, goes to Law to be
.Reliev d Is sillier than a sottish Chews 1790 By-standei 79

note, Two of these different professions having disagreed,
they went to boxing 1891 Mary Wilkins Humble Rom

,

etc 277 He had rented a pretty little tenement over in Rye,
and gone to housekeeping

t b To set oneself, attempt to (do something),
1662 Stillings Ortg Sacr, 1 11 § 2 Nay, he goes to

piove the truth of Sanchomathons History by [etc ] 1776
Maiden Aunt I 55 But mind me, Emma, if you go to slip

out of the 100m, I ’ll send old Hai ley to plague you.

e. In negative or hypothetical contexts, to go
(for) to (do something) is vulgarly used for ‘ To
do anything so improper as to — ‘to be so

foolish, bold, or severe as to —

\

1752 Foote Taste 11 Wks 1799 I 22 Indeed I did not go
to do iL 1708 T, Morton Stcr worth Knowing 1 1 6 Sure
nobody wour

d go to kill so handsome and good a creature
1803 Mary Charlton Wife <$ Mistress II 59 A non-natural
woman, to go to leave her children Ibid II 15 1 Who would
go for to take him for a Lord's son ? 1824 Mrs Cameron
Pink Tippet in 16, I am sure she would not go to tell a
he of any body 1890 Mrs H Wood House ofHallvwell II

xi 293 ‘Dear ma’am’, uttered Nurse Gill, ‘you’d never go
to suspect her ! ’

,

35 To carry one’s action to a specified point of
progress or completeness Const, to, also with
adv. or adverbial phrase, and with cognate or ad-

verbial accusative, as m to go the Length of. For
many phrases, see Far, Near, Nigh
t Ifyou go to that = ‘ if you come to that ’ {He) will go

far m recent journalistic use, said of an author states-
man, etc , to imply that he is likely to achieve gieat things
(— F it ira loin).

1577 B Googe Heresbach’s Husb 1 (1586) ex In Syria,
where they cannot goe very deepe, they use very little

Plowes 1631 Shirley Love's Cruelty 11 11 (1640) Dib,
En Meere trifles Hi And you go to that, Lady, that
which you part withal! for All these pleasuies, is but a
trifle x68x Fiavel Meth Grace x.wm 483 Death nted
not pull and hale, such a man goes halfway to meet it

1689 f R View Govt Europe 3 We are not to stick at the
Letter, but go to the foundation, to the inside and essence
of things 1690 Locke Hum Und iv vi fe 7 (1825) 446
Unless we can discover their natural dependence, which, in
their primary qualities, we can go but a very little way in,

1693 Congreve Lovefor Love n 11 (ed 2) 27 Well, if you
go to that, where did yon find this Bodkin? 1697 Collier
Ess 1. (1703) 187 The generality want either force or inclina-
tion to go to the bottom, and try the merits 1757 Footf
Author Epil

,
Wks 1799 I 129 When she’s quite in voice,

she’ll go to C 1 1776 G Semple Buildingm Watery Even
at the Depth we went to at theNorth End 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng 11 I 182 Having gone all lengths with a faction
while it was uppermost 1879 M J GuestLed Hist Eng
xlvu 476 Strafford leally went some way towards bringing
his scheme to pass

b. esp. with regard to the amount of an offer

or a concession m mercantile or other negotia-
tions + To go less ' to offer or accept a lower
price or less onerous conditions, take less extreme
measures, etc.

1626 Shirley Mauls Rev, in li (1639) E iv. We can pro-
long life Ans And kill too, can you not? Sh Oh any
that will goe to the price 1632 Massinger Maid of Hon
in i, It is too little, yet, Since you haue said the word,
I am content, But will not goe agazet lesse c 1645 Iiowi ll
Lett (1630) III xv 27 The Parlement persists in their first

Propositions, and will go nothing less a 1648 Ld Herbert
Hen VIII (1683) 418 It was objected that the Law having
made the Offence to be Death, it was not safe to go less
1639 J Arrowsmith Chain Pnnc 101 The Sybils books
two whereof , were purposely cast into the fire because
Tarqmn would not go to the price of them 1704 N N
tr Boccalmi's Advts fr Parnassus 1 92 Poor Literati
could not afford to go the Price of Better Meat 1721 Perry
Daggenh Breach 30 Havitig made it sure that no Man else
would go below him 2849 Macaulay Hist Eng vi II
65 Lewis consented to go as high as twenty-five thousand
crowns. 189a Strand Mag IV 294/2 The price was higher
than she cared to go to

e In vanous phrases with the general sense 1 to
share equally u something’, chiefly with adverbial
accusative, as to go halves (with), formerly also + to

go (another petson's) halves
,
to go shares

,
snacks,

snips', or (cf 32 f) with complementary sb. as to go
sharer, mates, partners. (See the various sbs )

d. To put or subject oneself to (trouble, expense).
1842 Jml R. Agnc Soc III. 1 x8 The tenant went to

very needless expense 1890 Temple Bar Aug 576 Arden
has gone to the ridiculous cost of engaging Ridge 1893
Marie Corelli Sorrows of Satan ix (1897) 98 few pub-
lishers go to the trouble of giving the number of copies
for an Edition

e. trans (on the analogy of cognate accusa-
tives). To go to the extent of, to venture as far as.
To go the whole hog (see Hog i i b).
1855 H Greeley i Dec in Greeley on Lincoln 89 He

tells everybody he is connected with the Tribune, but
doesn t go Us isms c 1882 Comic Song ‘ West End Boys ’m (Farmer), Another bitter I really can’t go 1883 ‘ Mark
Twain Life on Mississ xhu 390 There’s one thing which
a person won't take in pine if he can go walnut

, and won't
take in walnut if he can go mahogany .That’s a coffin.

36 tram. To risk, adventure (a certain sum), to
stake, wager. Also absol, ; sometimes with indirect
object, Togo better, in certain card games, to offer
a higher stake than is namedm the adversary’s chal-
lenge Also to go one better : hence often fig. to
outbid or outdo somebody else *

1603 B Jonson Volpone hi. v, Like your wanton gam’ster
at pnmero, whose thought had Whisper’d to him, not goe
lesse 1672 Marvell Reh Tratisp i, 283 This Gentleman
would always go half a Crown with me.

r
1768 Goldsm.

|

Good-n Man in. 1, Men that would go forty guineas on agame of cnbbage 1853 Dickens Dornt vi, And I’ll eo
another seven and sixpence to name which is the helpiessest
the unborn babe or you 1876 Besant & Rice Gold Butte1.
fly Prol 11 11 I he veiy dice on the counter with which the
bar-keeper used to ‘go ’ the miners for drinks 1878 Scrib-
ner’s Mug XV 660/2 I’ll do better than the church l']i
see 'em that and go one better 1879 * Cavendish ’ Card
Ess

,
etc 59 Eacli that stood might pass or make the reuvi

that is go better again x886 McCarthy & Mrs C Prauj
Right Honourable I vn 142 Our fellows wanted to be
populai These fellows want to go one better x8oo
ientple Bar June 199 You ought to go on the zero,

^
** ofpassive movement

,
change of state, etc.

37

'lo be earned, moved, impelled, etc to to-

wards a place or person, into a place, etc lit and
fig To go to the bottom (see Bottom sb 2)

c 1050 Byrk/firth's Iia-ndboc in Anglia (1885) VIII 305& on jjis>5>um monSe ga.8 seo sunne on bast tacn a 1300
Metr Eng Psalter xvn[i] 7 Mi crie m his sighte in eres
yhode euen 1340 Ayenb 206 Zno longe gep

| et pot to
be wetere, bet hit comp to broke hom. a X586 Sidni y
Arcadia 11 (1633) 162 His old blood going to his heart
1591 Shaks 'lwo Gent 11 1 xx6 Being ignorant to whom
it goes, I writ at landome 1749 Smollett Gil Bias (17821
I 156 ihis veiy day I met two of them going to their lone
home 1895 Lord Siiand 111 Law hints Rep LXX 1 II
637/2, I am further of opinion that theie was evidence of
negligence to go to the jury

b fig- To go to one s heart . to cause one great
sorrow, pity, or the like

1481 Caxton Reynard iAib 1 88, I trowe hit shold not
moche goo to my herte so that another dyde it 1687
Burnet Reply to Vaullas 126 This it seems went to his
heart 1694 F Bragge Disc Parables ix 314 How does
eveiy rub and hindrance go to their very heart 1844
Fraser's Mag XXX 587/2 It goes to my heai t to be dis
united from them 1859 Thaciclray Virgin xvm, It went
to my heart to say no to her 1800 Murray's Mag VII 56
'1 he look of sorrow went to his heart

a

38. a (Chiefly will go, but also m indefinite

piesent tense ) To be capable of passing, to find

room to pass into, through, etc
,
a place Hence,

of a number, to be contained (so many times) in

another number; also wipers, (‘won’t go ’) 1.1

division or subtraction (cf quots 1856 , 1890)
1686 J Smith OfNat Juno 39 Let two plain and flat

plates or boards . be jojned so close together that a Sis
pence may but just go ’between 1825 J Nilhoison
Operat Mechanic 18 live will go twelve times in sixty
1856 Titan Mag Dec 498/1 Twelves in two—won’t go 1

Ibul 499/1 1 welve will go once in fourteen, and leave two
over 1879 M J Gulst Ltd. Hist Eng xx 108 All the
good we can find about him will go into a very few words
x88x A Lang Libi aty n 62 Elzevirs go readily into the
pocket X890 Universal Rev 15 July 445 Four from three
won’t go—borrow one
b To be usually or properly put into, to have

its proper position in a certain place
1729 Switzer Hydrost <J- Hydraul 97 A Brass Pillar

having a Ball at the Bottom of it, that goes into a Socket,
Mod 1 his box goes on the third shelf from the top

39 . To pass lo a peison
,
to fall to his lot

;
to

be allotted or awarded to him
,
to pass into his

hands, into lus pocket, under his control, etc.

1607 Shaks Cor ir m 129 Let the high Office and the
Honor go To one that would doe thus 1807 Crabbe Par
Reg (1812) I 122 Nor has he care to whom his wealth shall

go 1849 Tail's Mag XVI 288/1 American ships, divide
the freights which formerly went to the British shipowner
1850 Ibid XVII 675/1 One might have known the estate
would go to creditois 1869 Hughes Alfred Gt xiv. 168
A fine of 120 shillings (half to go to the king) 1878 Scribner's
Mag XV 638/2 The money I had saved went to the doctors
1890 Field 10 May 687/1 The first and second prizes went to

colts 1890T F Tout Hist Eng 100 The newly enclosed
land nearly all went to the big landlords 1891 Field 19
Dec 949/3 Both games going to Courtney

b. Of a dignity, an estate, office, property, etc.

:

To pass by inheritance, succession, or otherwise.
x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) VI 120 Where an estate was

devised specifically, and was afterwards sold by the testator

by a contract executory, the estate went from the devisee

1831 Society I 34 It was proved it [a large estate] should
not have gone in the female line *877 Miss Yonge Cameos
Ser 111 vi 55 The dukedom went to his brother 1879
M J Gufst Led Hist Eng xlui 432 The crovin was
then to go to the descendants of Henry’s younger sister

40. To be applied or appropriated to a purpose.

Const to, towards

,

also to with mf.
cxqsoPallad onHusb i.»375lhefistulose& softer [stone]

let nit good To cover with 1688 Burnet Lett State
Italy 162 All the Revenue goes to the keeping up of the

Magnificence of the Court. 1850 Tait's Mag XVII 718/x

An increase of yield goes all to the amount of produce
sold 1867 Jml R Agnc. Soc Ser. n III n 549 Fees
do not go towards the sustentation of the school. *889
Macm Mag Dec 126/1 The capital goes to swell the

profits of the original possessors of the soil

41. To contribute to a result, to be amongst
the conditions requisite for a purpose ,

to be one

of the constituent elements of something Const
to, towards, also to with mf
1607 Donne Lett. (1651) 141 Here also you have true

businesse and many quasi negotia, which go two and two to

a businesse 1626 Bacon Sylva § 903 The Medicines which
goe to the Ointments are so strong, that [etc ] *663
Gerbier Counsel 52 There goeth four load of Sand, which

cost two shillings six pence 17 Sw ift To Pope (J ),

Something better and greater than high birth and quality

must go toward acquiring those demonstrations of public

esteem and love 1753 Man No 26 3 With a single glance

we view an army, without attending to every separate
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soldier that goes to compose it 178$ Coivper Lett 8 Aug ,

There goes more to the composition of a volume than many
critics imagine. 1831 Mrs Browning Casa Guuh 62 Count
what goes To making up a Pope 1870 Nicholson Man
Zool (t88o) 44.7 The bones, which go to form the head and
trunk *88a J C Mokison Macaulay 1 With a good eye
for the influences which go to the formation of character

1890 Harper’s Mag May 961/2 Whole gardens of roses go
to one drop of the attar

f b To be allotted as proportionate to. Obs.

1672 Petty Pol Anat (1691) 58 One Horse plows 10
acres, and there goes 1 Man to 3 Horses

c To amount to, be equivalent to.

1841 Fraser’s Mag. XXIII 17 Sixteen ounces go to the
avoirdupoise pound 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser iv

xvu 177 How many loaves go to a bushel of wheat 1889
Philips & Wills Fatal Phryne I iu 54 Twenty-five
fiancs go to the pound 1890 Chamb Jrnl 21 June 369/1
‘How many go to a crew with you, captain’’ 1890
Graphic 11 Oct 407/2, 150 glasses go to the keg

42 To conduce, tend to, with sb or v in vnf

f Formerly also, to have an object or result

amounting to.

1781 Hist Europe in Ann Reg 46/1 An attempt which
in its success would have gone to the destruction of him-
self, his party, and friends 1804 Tennant Indian Recr I

47 Fastidious ideas regarding rank went nearly to the
exclusion of this useful set of men from the society of
grandees 1818 Jas Mill Brit India III vi 1 50 The
bill, therefore, went to the confiscation of the whole of the
Company's property. 1820 Examiner No 634 361/2
[They] would also go to account for much of the personal
violence. 11823 T Jefferson Writ (1830) IV 385 Those
geographical schisms which go immediately to a separation

1823 New MonthlyMag IX 244/1 It [the amendment] went
to a half approval of the conduct of ministers 1850 Tait's

Mag XVII 375/1 Two things go to render this statement
worthless 1889 Sat Rev 14 Dec 684/2 It goes to show

that the Dutch are not the equals of the English

43 To attain, reach, extend ; with advb. phrase
indicating the point aimed at or attained. Cf 35.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633) 19 His love was not so

superficiall, as to goe no further than the skin 1690 Locice
Hunt Und 11 i § 19 No man’s knowledge here can go
beyond his experience 1707 Frcind Peterborow’s Cond.
Sj> 149, I think it is hardly possible that Modesty could
go a greater length 1825 New Monthly Mag XIII 233
The history goes very far back. 1864 J H Newman
Apologia 182 My memory goes to this,—that I had asked
a friend [etc ] 1873 P V Smith Hist Eng Instit 1 h 48
These proceedings did not go to the length of treason 1874
Deutsch Rent. 362 But the difference goes still further 1885
Mrs Lynn Linton Chr Kirkland I 11 43 His mathematics
did not go very deep 1892 Black 4 White 19 Nov 580/1
The horns go to great lengths, but are not very thick at base

b. As (or so) far as it goes a phrase used to
limit the applicability of a statement, etc., or the
extent or efficiency of what is referred to
[1420 Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Mtsc (1888) 16 Als

farreals thayre syde house gas ] 1789 Twining Aristotle
on Poetry (1812) I 10 The resemblance is, indeed, real, as
far as it goes 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) V 598 The case
of Martin v Strachan decided this case, as far as it went x8ao
ExaminerNo 651. 632/1 He has a real notion of pleasantry,
as far as mere pleasantry goes 1862 H Spencer First
Princ 11 1 § 37 (1875) 132 We make a statement, true as
far as it goes. 1883 Law Times LXXIX 130/1 The poor
law system is, so far as it goes, Socialism pure and simple

C. To go a good, great, long, short way (to or to-

waids) ; to have a great, little effect j also, to have
great influence with (a person).
1697 Collier Immor Stage 1 (1730) 18 Avery indifferent

Religion well Believed, will go a greatway 1749 Chesterf.
"Lett (1792)11.00x1 308 Your stay at Rome will go a great
way towards answering all my views x8zo Examiner
No 612 i/zA mode of testimony which ought to go a good
way with the Laureat 1841 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life
(1876) II ix 123 Where people look for no merit, a little

merit goes a long way 1849 Tent's Mag XVI 233/2 Every
walk a man takes . is as good as a course of lectures ana
goes far more toward his spiritual fashioning and culture
x88j Times (weekly ed ) 25 Sept 15/1 The farm produce
goes a short way to filling the mouths.

d With far,
as or so far, further, a long way,

etc Of a stock of provisions, etc. : To hold out,
suffice for distribution. Ofclothing • To last, wear.
Of money : To have purchasing power.
*4*9 E. E Wills (1882) 40 euere man and woman a

Love and a galon of ale, als fer als it will go. 1667 Dryden
Piol Secret Love, Now old pantaloons Will go as far as
formerly new gowns 01672 Wilkins (J ), Considering the
cheapness, so much money might go farther than a sum ten
times greater could do now 1693 Tate Juvenal,

Sat xv
105 Whose Flesh, tom off by Lumps, the rav’nous Foe In
Morsels cut, to make it farther go. 1840 Jrnl. R Agnc
Soc I tv 410 Turnips, ifconsumed under sheds, go so much
further 1879 M J Guest Led Hist. Eng xlu 430 £4 a
year m those dajs would go as far as forty would do now
1889 Mrs. E Kennard Landing a Prize III. 1 15 Money
goes a long way in Norway.
44 To pass into a certain condition. Chiefly

implying deterioration
a With adj complement : To become, get to

be (in some condition) (Cf Comb 24 a.) *t* To go
less

.

to be abated or diminished
1583 T Stocker tr Civ. Warres Lowe C 1. 117 The

siege of Leyden continued, & their victuals went very low
*854 Earl Monm Bentivogho's Warrs Flanders n 32
The Regent went every day less m her authority x688
R Holme Armoury n 173/1 Boniclatter [is] Cream gone
thick 1769 Mrs Raffald Eng Housekpr. (1778) 231
Let them [apricots] go cold betwixt every time 1803 S.
Pecge Aneca Eng Lang 243 He went dead about three
months ago 1845 Hood Love lit, A poet gone unreason-

ably mad 1861 Temple Bar III. 23 He went bankrupt.
Ibid 248 Fnght and anxiety have made strong men go
gray m a single night. i88t J P Sheldon Dairy Farm
56/1 If it [the milk] is not taken proper caie of it soon goes
sour in hot weather 1884 R, Buchanan Foxglove Manor
III xxxm. 122 Her cheeks went scarlet 1888 LadyD Hardy
Dang Exper III iv 84, I trembled and went hot and
cold 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 4x9 Suppose
he goes lame all of a sudden ' 1891 Sat Rev 24 Jail 101/2
Any bishopric or benchship that has j ust gone vacant 1891
Harpeds Mag Oct 720/2 Before us lay a sea of fern, gone
a russet brown from decay
b To turn, be transformed to. Also rarely

,

to
be reduced to

1591 Spensfr Teares Muses 596 Eftsoores such store of
teares shee forth did powre, As if shee all to water would
haue gone 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 111 28 If you boil
pickled pork too long, it will go to a jelly 1858 Carlyle
Fredk Gt 11 v (1872) I. 72 I he Vohburg Family was
now gone to this one girl 1859 Jrnl R Agric Soc XX.
11. 431 The more the produce is Graminaceous, the moie
it goes to flower and seed 1889 Mrs Barr Feet ofClay
xu 236 The devil’s corn all goes to bran xEgx C Dunstan
Quita II 1, xv 17 She has lost all her colour, and has gone
to skin and bone
c Const to with sb. indicating some ruined

condition
,
in many phrases, as to go to pieces

, to

1 ack, rum , smash

,

etc
,
for which see the sbs.

IV. Quasi-trans, with pronoun as obj
45 . With pleonastic refl. pron in vanous fore-

going senses. Now only aich. [Cf F s'en aller.]
ci17S Lamb Horn 27 JJe unclene gast (ie ge5 him of ban

sunfulle mon and geS him of ban stude to stude a 1300
Fall 4r Passion 53 m E E. P (1862) 14 God him Jed an
er}> here xxxti winter an somdel mo <1x300 Cursor M
13191 Efter quen }>e dai es gan, bai [Wod men] haf hair wijt
ana gas bam ham 1400-50 A lexander 535 Gais him vp at
f>e grece 1892 Cosmopolitan XIII 727/2 So I may go me
to mass, mamma, Along with my coal man lover.

46 Go it

+ a To direct one's course Obs
1689 H Pitman Relation m Arb Garner VII 365 When

these had shared her cargo, they parted company the
French with their shares went it for Petty Guavas, in the
Grand Gustaphus.

t b- imp Be off < away with you • Obs.
1797 Mrs M. Robinson Walstnghamlll 306 So you had

better be moving take yourself off—go it— budge
C. colloq. and slang To go along at gi eat speed

;

to pursue one’s action with furious vigour ; to en-
gage recklessly m dissipation. To go it blind to
plunge into a course of action without regarding
the consequences.
1821 Egan Tom & ferry (1870) 236 Logic, under the

domino, had been * going it ' on a few of his friends with much
humour 1830 Chron in Ann Reg 191/1 A gentleman
presented himself at the balcony declaring that he would
lire upon the first man that attempted to enter the house
A cry of * Go it 1 go it 1 ' was 1 aised by the mob 1840
Marryat Oita Poor (Rtldg) 301 That’s going it lather
strong 1848 Lowell Biglow P Poet Wks 1890 II. 126
Honest folks that mean to go it blind 1856 Titan Mag.
Aug ioi/i ‘Go it, governor , smash, dash, and crash !’

V Special uses of the pples

47 . Uses of the pr pple going.
a. Going m or of— , about to attain (a speci-

fied age) on one’s next birthday ; also without prep.

Cf going on —
,
6 1 b, going upon, 66 e, going on

for—, 84 k.

1700 Congreve WayofWorlds v, Till she was goingrnher
fifteen 1788 1 rusler Mod l imes I 47 She knew she was
as much a woman as herself, and that she was going in
eighteen 1877 Gd WordsXVltl 5/2 Dons is gonv fifteen

1886 Chesh Gloss 144
1 How old is your daughter ?

’
‘ Oo ’s

t
orn' of eighteen ’ *888 G Allen Devil's Die I ix 124
he would have given her age, if asked, as ‘going thirteen ’.

b Going to (with active or pass, inf )
• on the

wayto, preparing or tending to. Now used as a more
colloquial synonym of about to, m the auxiliaries of
idiomatic compound tenses expressing immediate or
near futurity. Cf Y.jevais (To be) just going
to : (to he) on the point of (doing so and so)

x482 Monk ofEvesham(Arb ) 43 Thys onhappy sowle was
goyng to be brougbte into helle for the synne and onleful
mstys of her body 167a Lady Mary Bertie in izth Rep.
Hist MSS Comm, App v 26, I believe next news I Iieare
will be that you are going to bee married 1703 Locke Let.
23 July {On Dr Pococke), As I was going to say 1752 Mrs
Lennox Fem Qmx 1 xu, Glanville saw himself going to
be discarded a second time 1789 T Twining A ristotle on
Poetry (1812) I 153 At the instant that he is going to be
sacrificed} the discovery is made Ibid II 129 When a
brother kills, or is going to kill 1826m Cobbett Iiui Rides
(1885111 61 Lambs to he sold to thosewho are going to
keep them 1861 Geo Eliot Silas M vi 103, ‘ I aren’t
a-going to try and ’bate your price ’ 1890 Chamb, Jrnl
14 June 370/2 It seems as if it were going to rain.

48 . Uses of the pa pple gone,
a. By a development from, the ordinary use of

gone in. the perfect tense conjugated with be (esp.

in sense 21), the phrase to be gone has assumed the
sense • To depart (promptly or finally), to take
oneself off. See also Begone. Similarly to get
oneselfgone, for which see Get v 28 c.

1577 B Googe HeresbacVs Husb iv (X586) 181 To
shewe by their comming out, a greate desire to bee gone.

1599 H Buttes Dyetsdne Dinner Piv, Its safest we be
gone. Lest [etc ] 1628 Gaule Pract, 'I heones (1629) 384
He thrust in among some, and faine would haue bin gone
from others 1653 Walton Angler 11 41 Come honest
Viator, lets be gone. iJ*T Boyer F>, Diet, s v Gone, If

you will not be gone presently *79* Mrs Radclifff
Rom Potest 1, In the morning La Motte rose at an eaily
hpur impatient to be gone

b In^rchery
,
said of an arrow when from its

flight it is seen to have been shot beyond the mark.
Similarly m Bowls, of a bowl which runs beyond
the jack (hence transf of the player).

1545 Ascham Toxoph (Arb) 36 Escheweing shorte, or
gone, or eithersyde wide i6xx Cotgr s v Passe, Ie sun
passe, I am gone, or ouercast, I haue throwne ouer, at
Bowles, &c

c. Dead , departed from life. See 28. Also
Dead and gone (see Dead)
1595 Shaks John hi iv X63 If that yong Aithur be not

gone alreadie, Euen at that newes he cues 1705 Addison
Italy 230 A Dog, that has his Nose held in the Vapour,
dies in a very little time , but if carry’d into the open Air
recovers, if he is not quite gone 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle
Tom's C xxviii, Strange that one should be living, warm
and beautiful one day, and the next be gone, utterly gone,
and for ever 1

d. In a state of swoon, unconscious (of 29 b)
Also (veiy freq, in 17th c.). Dead drunk (more
fully, gone m drink)
1641 Hinds Life Bnten Ixvi 219 Hee could take no food
but he was ready to faint and to be gone upon it 1657

in Burton's Diary (1828) II 70 The Speaker 1 .said, I am a
yea, a no, I should say Ihis caused an alternate laughter
all the House over, and some said he was gone x66x Pepys
Diary 9 Sept , Sir W Penn had been drinking to-day,
and so is almost gone, that we could not make him under-
stand it x68c H More Expos Dan. Pref p vii, Men so
much gone in drink would not be able to make any thing
of it 1691 tr G d'Emihaune's Observ 249 The Singmg-
men [having drunk freely] were quite gon, and knew no
longer what they sung

e. Infatuated (in love, wickedness, etc ) Gone
on : (m recent colloq. or vulgar use) enamoured
of, infatuated about
1698 J Collier Short View i. 12 Silemum is much gone

111 Love, but modest withal. 1858 Guthrie Christ Inherit.
Saints (t86o) 38 Gone in iniquity they boast of the victims
whom they have seduced 1885 Illustr Lond News Xmas
No 7/1 Iris was gone on you yesterday 1885 F Anstey
7 fitted Venus 59, I saw directly that I

rd mashed her—she
was gone, dead gone, sir 1888 Lady 25 Oct 374/1 They
seem to be quite gone on the culture and elevation of the
people by the eye.

f Fargone * in an advanced stage of a disease
;

deeply engaged or entangled
,
greatly fatigued or

exhausted, etc

1593 Shaks Rich. IT, 11 1 164 Yorke is too farre gone
with greefe. 1656 Baxter Ref Pastor iv § 2 Wks 1707
IV. 369 Some Men are so far gone m Pride, that [etc].

1713 SieeleGuardranNo 106 F3,

1

am myself very far gone
m this Passion for Aurelia 1741 Mrs Manley Power Lcnie
II 152 Catoij was far gone m Impudence *793 Beddoes
Let to Darwin 31 Far gone in a Consumption of the lungs
1804 Eugenia de Acton J ale without a htle II 187 She
is far gone in the fashionable heroism of the English day
x8za Osmond II 2 Osmond being a great deal too far gone
in the tender passion 1850 Tait's Mag, XVII. 681/2
Agenor was now too far gone in guilt to recede 1872
Earl Pembroke & G H Kingsley ^ Sea Bubbles 1 21
Two horses too far gone to be able to gallop 1878 Scribner's
Mag XV 363/2 The captain was by no means so far gone
in his infatuation. 1887 J Ball Nat. in S Amei, 253 Two
ladies both far gone in intoxication.

g Lost, ruined, undone. Of a battle, game, etc .

Lost *j* To givefor gone : to regard as hopeless
1596 Shaks. Merck V m v. 20 Well, you are gone both

waies 1603 — Meas for M. v 1, 302 Is the Duke gone?
1 hen is your cause gone too, xoax Fletcher Custom
Country v 1, I am gon 16*5 in Vugima Mag Hist #
Biog 1 162 The terror whereof so dismaide the whole
Colony, as they allmost gave themselves for gone 1709
Mrs Manley Secret Mem, (1736) II 248 That would be
giving the Matter for gone 1798 Invasion I 226 Water-
ford, at the first sight of a person by whom he was known,
gave himself upjFor gone 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt ill v
(1865) 1- 166 Seeing the Battle gone Ludwig too had to fly

1889 ‘B. W D ’ & ‘Cavendish' Whist with <$• without
Perception 71 If he leads the usual ace, king, the game is

distinctly gone

+ h. In the absolute construction with a designa-
. tion of an interval of time =Ago, Sijnce

a 1300 Cursor

M

17331 (Cott.) Forgoddhad said gan sijien

lang ‘M 1 self [etc }
’ c 1340 Ibid. 14188 (Tnn.) Was bon not

hut htil gone Almestbere wib iewesslone. 01386 Chaucer
hgr'sT. 528 But sooth is seydgoon sithen many a day 1549
Coverdale, etc Eiasm Par. Rom 29 Christe so many
hundred yeaies gone was in prophecies promysed *657
Cromwell Sp 21 Apr in Carlyle, Now six years gone

1 Used to indicate that an interval is reckoned
backward from a specified past date. (Cf Come v.

35 b)
1837 Carlyle Fr Rev I 1 ii. It is twenty years, gone

Chnstmas-day, since Lord Chestei field [etc] Ibid III. ill

i, On Monday gone five weeks we saw Paris beheading us
King, stand silent.

j Preceding or following a statement of age:
Over, more than the age mentioned Cf 47 a
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt vii ii II 241 No hurry about

Fritz’s marnage , he is but eighteen gone 1893 I emple Bar
XCVII. 216 A man 1 gone ninety years of age

VI With prepositions, m specialized uses.

49. Go about—

.

+ a To encompass Also m indirectpass.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 3 pe see geb him al aboute, he stond
as in an yle, C1300 St.Brandan 2 The see of occian goth
the worlde aboute. c 1420 Pallad on Husb 1 788 Another
with a diche aboute ygoon is. <1x440 Promp. Parv 202/2
Goon a-howtyn , ctrcmo.

112-2



GO. 256 GO.
b. To busy oneself about

;
to set to work upon,

take in band; in early use, f to seek after (Cf.

to be About ) Also m indirectpass
c 1532 Du Was Introd Fr in Palsgr 005 To go about

rychesse, ambicton 1577 fi Googb Heresbacffs Httsb
(1586) iv 187 If they [bees] go about their busmesse chere-
fully 1650 Trapp Comm , Numbers xi 13 Lust is un-
satisfiahle

,
to go about it is to go about an endless piece

of work 1687 Burnet Reply to Vanllas 33 Those who
write upon true Information, know what they go about,
1739 Wesley Wks (187s) XII. 108 Let the leaden cistern
be gone about 1885 Mary Linskill A Lost Son, etc 247
She went about her work in a cold, impassive way
50 Q-o after — To go in pursuit of, to visit

as a wooer or a disciple.
The expression 1

to go after other gods ' in all Eng versions
of the Bible, is a literal rendering of Vulg ambulare post
decs ahenos and its Heb original, which expresses rather
the sense 1

to walk in the tram of * follow the guidance of'.
C1440 P?o?np Paw 202/2 Goon aftyr, succedo 1847

Marryat Child-) N Forest 1V, Now, Edward, we are going
after a fine stag i88g Cornh Mag Dec 659 Don't you go
after that Frenchwoman. They’re not to be trusted,

. 51 Go against, + again—

.

+ a. To go to meet Obs
cxapo Beket 2038 in S Eng Leg I 165 pare-with wel

taldeliche he eode a-Sein is fon C1350 Will Palerne
4954 Gladli wij> grete" lordes sche gob him ajens c 1477
Caxton Jason 6s She wente agaynst him and toke him by
the hande *530 Palsgr 570/1, 1 go agajnst one, I go to
mete hym We be > nowe to go against hym

b. Of a contest, an enterprise : To result un-
favourably to

<*1533 I'D Berners Huon xv 40 Y° mater was lykely to
go yll agaynst the erle 1568 Grafton Chron II 1 12 Never
thing prospered with me, but it hath gone against me 1816
Scott Old. Mart xxxvm,The law gaed again the leddies at
last 1862 TempleBarV 25 The case had gone dead against
them from the beginning

c To run counter to, oppose, militate against.
153° (see Against prep 10] 1688 Burnet Lett State

Italy in The smallest thing, that seems to go against
their Interest, is lookt after with a very watchful care
1878 Scribner'sMag XVI 82/2 How will he ever expect to
get the money if he goes against my wishes ? 1885 Mrs
Lynn Linton Chr Kirkland I vui 224 Literature, was
a thing which went dead against our family traditions
d To go against the Grain, Hair, f heart (also

simply against me — against my feelings) . (of an
action) to be uncongenial, excite repugnance (see
Against 9 b, 10)
C1460 Towneley Myst n 221 It goyse agans myn hart

full sore «*s85 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633) 49 As it went
against my heai t to breake any way from you 1749 Fielding
loin Tones xi u. It would go horribly against me to have
her come to any harm 1888 McCarthy & Mrs C Praed
Ladtes Gallery I ti 57 It went against me not to give the
poor fellow some sort of burial

52. Go at 1—. To make an attack upon
, to take

In hand vigorously. To go at it . to enter upon
an action, contest, etc with energy To go at the
collar (said of a horse • see Collar sb 6).
1820 Examiner No 637. 403/1 Our Orator went at it

again, like a Titan refreshed. 1863 Kingsley Water-bab.
3?4 At his legs the little dog went 1881 Mrs G Praed
J^ohcySp Passion I* x 204 I*m a plain-spoken man, and I go
at a thing straight, without beating through the bush 1887P Fendall Sexto Last I 1 x 248 Selina went at her again
for further information 1888 Berksh. Gloss s v

,
A labourer

enquired in the morning, ‘What be I to go at to-daay? ’

*888 HarptPs Mag July 183 In front stretched a mighty
crevasse He went at it with a bound 1890 Boldrewood
Col Reformer (1891) agi The highly conditioned horses
went at their collars and rattled along

53 Go before—

.

a To ’precede in time or serial order, b<
anterior to a
1382 Wyclif Ecolus. i. 3 The wisdom of God goende Le

forn alle thmgus,who enserchede ? igat Fisher Strm azst
/ rfo Wire rPL~ 1 .4 1 . #• »x ir ' 15a* wisher atrm agsi
LutherWks 1,1876) 328 1 he workes that gothe before faythe

welno Bethel6The Councell surpassed
m<a *0.. O C.. TIT TT r

xfaoH Burton ...

’
, few®114 b£°re k i837-8 Sir W "Hamilton

XV. (i8oo) 1 270 The other two [propositions], as natural
rrniYtpr hafnta f a I I t 1 . a

xv. (i860) I 270 The other two [propositions], as natural!
going before the conclusion, they have styled the premises
1849 1 aits Mag XVI 81/2 Pity ’tis these should pay fo
the bad men who have gone before iHw.
tb To take precedence of, be superior to Obs

ifixi Shaks-. Cymb 1 iv 78 If she went before other
I haue seene as that Diamond of yours out-lusters man'
I haue beheld

64. Go behind— (See Behindprep 3 and 8 c
Also, m recent use, to reopen a question settled b'
(a previous decision or agreement)
x888 R A King LealLass II iv 63 Marry May hemust—

thus was a postulate he would not go behind 1890 Spectator
8 Feb

, It was a piece of sharp practice, an attempt to g<
behind the settlement made by Cardinal Manning [etc ]3®92 Lam Reports a Q Bench 544 In such a case the Cour
will go behind the compromise m order to see the nature 0
the original debt.

+ 55 Go beside — To pass over, miss. Obs
.
C1375. 138* [see Beside B4] 1330 Palsgr 571/1, I g<

oesydes my purpose,yefaulx a mon esme 1708 Geraldim
1 30 He cannot bear to see the loaves and fishes go besidi
his family

1 50. Go between — . To act as a mediatoi
between

;
to reconcile. Obs.

t549 Latimer and Serin bef Edw VI (Arb ) 63 Th<
Tegent of France was fain to be sent for from beyond th<
£
Jf.; tj-lff,

thei? at one,mid go between them x6oi Shaks

SZllXh&lJdZ? m a“m“ 1 1

b

“ l

57 Go by —

.

fa To neglect, pass without notice; to pass
unheeded. Obs

, (Cf. Go-by sb )
c t4S° St, Cuthbei t (Surtees) 7167 pair ordure reule )>ai

went bathe by And leuyd our dishonestly, 1513 Douglas
AEneis vu vui 66 The messinger is nocht gone by myne
eris [L non . meas effugit tinnitus attres] *549 Compl
Scot, vm 72 0 ignorant pepil, gone by the pathvaye of
verteouse Knaulage a 1592 H Smith Wks (1866-7) I =34
When you can go by an offence, and suffer trouble quietly,
you have a kind of peace and joy in your heart

+ b To go by one's day : to pass one’s prime.
1818 Sporting Mag I 295 Rainer, was considered rather

gone by his day

+ e. To go by the worse, worst to be worsted
*S®3 Golding Caesar 1 (1565) 23 To whom the Heduanes
had gyuen battell . wheun going by the wors, they had

receyued great domage 1639 F. Robarts God's Holy Ho
ix 63 As he [Moses] lifted up his hands to God, Amalek
went by the worst 1671 Milton Samson 903 In argument
with men a woman ever Goes by the worse 17*7 Boyer Fr
Diet iv, To go by the worst, avoir du pire,

58. Go for —

.

T a 1 o set out, leave, start for (a destination),
1616 in Crt fy Times Jos I (1848) I 428 The Lord Roos

is gone for Spam 1704 Marlborough Lett Disp (1845)
I 244, 1 may have the satisfaction of embracing you before
I go for Holland *807 Milner Martyrs 111 11 124 At
length having left Rome, we went for Bavaria.

b. To go to fetch , to fetch

1594 Marlowe St Nashe Dido in. 1, Anna, good sister
Anna, go for him

c. To pass as or as equivalent to, to be ac-
counted or valued as Now only in to go for
nothing

,
little

,
something

,
or the like

*556 Citron Gr Fnats (Camden) 68 Item the v day of
December [1550] was proclamyd that the French crownes
shuld goo but for vjj mjrf 1577 St Aug Manual (Long
man) 13 He that cares not to lyve for thee Lord, is nothing
and goeth for nought ^1586 Sidney Anadia 1 (1590) 12 b,
Since she goes for a woman 1623 Lisle AElfnc on O <$N Test 17 Which for hkenesse of stile and profitable vse
haue gone for his, 1655 Gurnall Chr inArm verse ti 11

nt- § 3 (16561 15° Faith before temptation hath much hetero-
geneal stuffe that cleaves to it. and goes for faith. x688
Burnet Lett State Italy 186 The oaths went for nothing,
but matters ofform *6gx Locke Consid Lower Int (1692)
2i Many who go for English Merchants, are but Dutch
Factors, and Trade for others in their own Names. Ibid

— iyj JJllglllCU ia.ua
went for as little as the plighted faith ofa deliberate perjuier
1885 Mrs Lynn Linton Chr Kirkland III vu 240 She
was pretty too

, and that went for something
d. To have for one’s aim

; to aim at securing

;

+ also = the later go infor (see 81) In recent use
also with stronger sense (cf. e),to concentrate effort
on the attainment of (an object)

ff «6o A. Scott Poems (S T S)xvi 30 Quha suld my
dullit spreitis raiss, Sen for no lufe my lady gaiss ? 1641

H

Peacham Whi tit ofa Petty 32 Some go for recreations which
trouble . the mind more then the hardest study, as Chesse
1790 Bystander 288 It is a pity Captain Parslowe did not go
for twenty thousand pounds, tor through such a judge and
such a jury he would have received every halfpenny ofit 1800
Addison Amer Law Rep 23 The present form <3f action
goes only for the money supposed to have been actually
received 1864 Jml R Agnc Soc XXV ir. 445 Their
breeders go for open wool as much as possible 1877 Scnb-
iter s Mag' XV 7/1 Each dog selected his bird, and went
for it steadily 1882 Miss Braddon Mt Royal III vm 155
Miss Vandeleur had made up her mind not to ‘ go for ’ any
marriageable man in too distinct a manner

e. colloq To assail, attack; whether with physical
force or violent language,
1880 Sat Rev 18 Sept 369/2 Every now and then Mr.

Mercer goes for the citizens with a bowie, 1890 Illustr.
Land. News 16 Aug 194/2 A couple of novelists , have
gone for the critics 1890 Boldrewood Col. Reformer

(1891) 243 Ihe black cow.. immediately went for him.
59. Go into —

.

a. See simple senses and Into, f To go into the
field 1 e. for the purpose of fighting a duel. To
go into (a Cabinet

, Parliament) * to become a
member of To go into society . to appear habi-
tually at private or public entertainments.
*
5*® l? 1 * 433) I heard yester-

mght that Sir Henry Rich was gone into the field with
Sheldon 1831 Wellington in Blackw Mag

LA..X.XV 267/2, I should be very sorry to go into any
Cabinet of which he is not a member 1855 Dickens Dornt
11 v. Miss Fanny had become the victim of an insatiate
mania for what she called ‘going into society'. x888McCarthy & Mrs C Praed Ladies' Gallery I. 111, 62 He
wanted to go mto Parliament. Ibid II. 111 34, 1 don’t bo
into society much e

T° J01n or take Part in
> to undertake

.

Burnet Lett State Italy it Those who are discon-
tented do naturally go mto every new thing that promises

AX7l&v~Pw,
n TtmP (i823> 1 61 When the war

broke out ui England, the Scots had a great mind to go
into it x86x Temple Bar I 270 He had gone largely into
government contracts 1877 MissYonge Cameos Ser. 111,
xxvi 253 He went eagerly into the compact 1880 F Picot

Lye
,

2I3 He went mto a railway, andno dividend was declared.

+ 0. To agree, accede to. Obs.
*7*3 Addison Cato it iii, Cato, we all go into your

opinion * 1715 Burnet Own Time (1823) I 456 AH these
Se“ ed m ^ proposition into which the King went

iddleton Ctcero I lu 211 Ciceros friends were
going forwardly into it, as likely to create the least trouble

to Cicero himself 176* Genii Mag 10/2 Cuchullin, of him.
self willing to fight, went into the opinion of Calmar

d. To enter upon a specified state, condition or
process

, to take up a specified attitude. Also’ in
indirectpass
1776 Foote Capuchin r Wks 1799 II 386, I might have

f
one into keeping 178* Hist Aur in Ann. Re% im*/,
‘ the enquiry was seriously gone mto *845 Jrnl RAgnc Soc VI 11 301 Expensive improvements have been

alieady gone into 1845 Ld Houghton in T W Reid
Life (1891) I 356 1 he Times has gone into open opposition
to the Government on all points except foreign policy 1808A thenaeum 23 Apr 537/2 ‘ The Marchioness against theCounty

, is just going into its third edition
e. To pass or allow oneself to pass into (ecsta-

sies, hysterics, passion, etc)
1677 Lady Chaworth m nth Rep Hist MSS Comm

App y 41 Lord Worcester’s lady is gone almost into a
mopishnesse with malancolly *831 Fr A KFMBLEinA’ec
Girlhood (1878) III 71, 1 nearly went mto hysterics
1849 Macaulay Hist Ltig vi II 41 Th<s King went into
a rage with Saxton 1889 'lemple Bar Dec 533 The man
who went mto ecstasies at discovering that Cape Breton

was an island 1889 F Barrett Under St? Mash I vi
An aitist would have gone into raptures over the scene

”
f To enter as a profession or occupation.

1820 Examine

t

No 616 65/1 His Royal Highness then
went into the army 1825 New Monthly Mag XIV 328
Since he went into orders, he is very anxious not to swear
1841 Fraser's Mag XXIII 15 The young divine goes mto
the church 1850 ‘1 ait's Mag XVII. 340/1 He was skilful
in many ways, but never went into regular service 1878
Scribner's Mag XVI 860/2 Hicks natuiallv went into law
1888 Goodman Paid m his own Coin I xni 245 He went
mto practice for himself i8go Field 8 Mar 347/1 [He]
went keenly mto dairying 1890 Sat Rev 13 Sept 320/r
The American gentleman seldom or never goes mto politics,

g.

To adopt as a style of dress, to dress oneself
or be dressed m {esp mourning)
1666 Pkpvs Diary 15 Oct , Lady Carteret tells me ladies

aie to go into a new fashion shortly 1671 Lady Mary
Bertie in 12th Rep, Hist MSS. Comm App v 23 We are
all goeing mto mourning for the Dutchesse of Yoik. 1711
Addison Sped No 64 r 1 When it is the Fashion to go
into Mourning 1862 'lemple Bar IV 554 She shocked
Mrs Grundy by refusing to go into full mourning. Mod
To go mto frocks, long dresses, trousers, etc

h. To go into (t a, i the) committee (see Com-
mittee 3) Said also of a bill
1820 Examiner No 620 136/1 The House then went mto

the Committee 1823 New Monthly Mag IX 290/1 The
.

Bill went into a committee Ibid 293 The House went
into a Committee on the Bill

i. To examine or discuss minutely. To go mto
detcnlis (see Detail sb 3)
x8zo Examiner No 616 71/2 It was not necessary for

him to go mto the character, public and private, of the
great statesman 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xv III 499
It is not easy to believe that any tubunal would have gone
into sucha question 1879M J GuestZ.<?c^ Hist Eng x\11

161 We cannot of course go into the history of these wars
J Pugilism To assail vigorously.
1811 Sporting Mag, XXXVII, 100 Molineux . went mto

Crib pell mell

60 Gooff—.
a See simple senses and Off f To go off the

tool to leave the woikman’s hands (obs-). To go
offone's head or chump (see Head sb 34, Chump
sb 3 b) To go offmilk, (of a cow) to leave off

yielding milk.
1665 J Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 44 The outward Course

of Stones appear not so smooth, and neat, as when first
they went off the Tool 1884 rimes (weekly ed ) 5 Sept
*4/

4

Or the cows go off milk for a time, and then they [the
owners of the cows] must be content to drink water
b To shirk

;
to fail to fulfil

1749 Fielding 7om Jones xvn m, Did I ever go off any
bargain when I had promised?
61 Go on —

.

a. See simple senses and On. To go on a wind

,

to avail oneself of it for sailing. Togo on board (see

Board sb 14 b) Togo on one's knees (see Knee)
X844 Xinglake Eothen (1847) 66 They rarely go on a

wind if it blows at all fresh

fb. To approach (a point of time). Obs (Cf
47a above)
1577 Hanmer Anc Eccl Hist. (1585) 377 When the

Emperour Theodosius went on the eight yeare of his age
1670 W. Walker Idiomat Anglo-Lat 226, I am going on
my fourscore and four Quartum annum ago $ octogesi-

inmn 1798 Charlotte Smith Vng Philos III. 160
Scarce any body have come to see her here, though she
have been here going on three weeks

f c To enter on, take up (a subject) for dis-

cussion
; to begin, undertake (an action).

1508 Fisher 7 Pemt Ps xxxii Wks (1876) 23 This holy
prophete gooth shortly on all these in the same ordres as we
haue rehersed to you x6xx Shaks Wint T 11 1 121 This
Action I now goe on, Is for my better grace.

t d. To consider the case of, examine judicially.

(Cf. go upon
,
66 c.)

166* Gurnall Chr. m Arm verse 17 xiv § 2. 106 When
the Jury shall go on thy murdered soul, thou wilt be
found guilty pf thine own damnationBUS colloq (in negative contexts) . To care

for, concern oneself about
1882 B Harte Flip u, We don’t go much on that kind of

cattle here 189a Eng Illustr Mag IX 460 She didn’t
go much on me, but the boy was everything to her,
f To* become chargeable to (the Parish, the

funds of a fiiendly society, etc.). (C{.go upon, 66b

)
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62. Go over —

.

a. To cross, pass to the other side of.

1535 Coverdale Dent iv. 2i And the Lorde was angrie

with me for your sakes, so that he sware, I shulde not

go ouer Iordane

b To visit and inspect the various parts of (a

building, an estate, etc

)

1830 Fr A Kemble m Rec. Girlhood (1878) II vi 183,

I have been gratified and interested by going over one of

the largest manufactories of this place *885 Law Tunes

LXXIX 74/2 The defendants had gone over the house

before taking it

e. To admit of being placed or laid over

1841 Jml R Agnc Soc II 11 181 Sufficient dung is

made on the farm to go over the fallow 1890 Eng Illustr

Mag Sept 891 Fox gave him a vizard to go over his face

d. To pass in review ,
to consider seriatim.

a 1386 Sidney Arcadia 11 (1633) 170 So m this jolly-

scoffing bravery he went over us all, saying he left one,

because she was over-wayward
,

another, because [etc ]

1644 Digby Two Treat Ded 6, I should haue kept it by
me, till I had once againe gone ouer it 1687 Burnet
Conltn Reply to Vanllas 66 Thus I have gone over his

third Tome 1695 Locke Further Consid Value Money
01 And thus I have gone over all Mr Lowndes’s Reasons
for raising our Com 1781 E Rutledge in Sparks Corr
Arner Rev (1853) III 389, I really believe we shall have
the whole business of civil government to go over. 1873
Black Pr Thule xxi 337 One after the other she went over

the acquaintances she had made 1881 Miss G. M Craik
Sydney III. 1. 13 Horace and I have been going over old

letters

e To read over
;
to rehearse.

1779 Sheridan Critic in x, Whisk I wish, Sir—you would
practise this without me Puff. Very well , we’ll go over

it by and bye. 1841 Fraser’s Mag XXIII 16 The school-

boy goes over his lesson, before going up before the master

f To repeat, tell over
*690 Lockl Hum. Und, 11 xvi § 7 And some, through

the default of their memories are not able all their life-

time to reckon, or regularly go over any moderate series of

numbers For he that will count twenty [etc ] 1878 Scnb

-

ner's Mag XVI 228/1 He went over the explanation two
or three times

g. To examine m detail and operate on as is

found necessary , to revise or retouch throughout

(a piece of work) Often with again.

1897 Garden 1 May 318/2 It is necessary to go over the'

beds daily Mod. Is the picture finished, or must you go
over it again ?

h. slang To search and rob (a person) (Cf,

go through, 67, i)
1889 Referee 2 June 1/2 A few who had. gone over the

landlord, left him skinned

68. Go through —

,

a. +To execute (a design) (oh); to deal in

succession with all the stages of (a business, a

course of study, etc ).

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633O 18 The world sooner

wanted occasion 1

?, than hee valour to goe through them
1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann vi vut (1622) 133 Barbar-
ous people count temporizing and delay, as baseand seruile

,

and to goe through presently their deseignments, a royall

point. 1700 Wallis in Collect (O H S ) I 516 He did

with them go through a whole course of chymistry- 1707
Addison Pres State War (1708) 38 The greatest Powers
in Germany are borrowing Mony, in order to go thorough
their part of the Expence. 1813 Southey Life Nelson II

vi 37 When he discovered that the judge’s^ orders were to

go through the business in a summary manner [6tc ]

b To examine and discuss seriatim
,
to scrutinize

thoroughly
*668 Marvell Corr xcix. Wks 1872-5 II 252 The Com-

mittee of the whole House hath now gon through that Bill

*711 Addison Spec/ No 44 r 8, I have now gone through
the several dramatick Inventions which are made use of
by the ignorant Poets. 1861 Temple Bar I 405 It took the
party some time to go through the contents 01 the casket

1887 L Carroll Game of Logic 1 § 1 14 It would take
far too long to go through all the Propositions

c. To declaim, recite, sing, etc. at full length

;

to perform m detail, to enact the several points of
*766 Goldsm Vic W. xvn. He has taught that song to-

our Dick and I think he goes through it very pietuly

*815 Chalmers Let m Life (1851) II 21 They must have
four [Ministers] to every funeral, or they do not think that
it has been genteelly gone through i860 A W Ward
Curlties' Hist Greece II 11 iv, 33 The youths went through-
their exercises under the superintendence of the law 1877
Miss Yonge Cameos Ser ni-xvu. *54 A form of trial was
gone through.

d To expei ience, submit to, suffer, undergo.
1711 Arbuthnot John Bull 111 App. 11, I tell thee, it is

absolutely necessary for the common good, that thou
shouldst go through this operation 18*0 Examiner No.
619. 113/1 He has already gone through unutterable agonies

1847 Helps Friend in C (1851)1 19 All that men go-through
may be absolutely the best for them. *889 Repent P Went-
worth I vm 158 Wentworth had gone through a process
of moral hardening

e Of a book . To have all the copies sold of (an

edition); now only, to be published successively

m (so many editions). (Cf, pass
,
run through.)

x8ao Examiner No 629 278/1 The Cetui had nearly
gone through the first editiou. 1889 J M Robertson Ess.
Critical Meth 18 The ‘Elements’ went through seven
editions

f. slang To search and rob (Cf. go over, 62 h )
1887 F Francis Jr Saddle <$ Mocassin iv 71 These gentle-

men [cow-boys] had lately ‘ gone through ’ the coaches with
great regularity 1896 Westm Gaz 20 Apr 2/5 Two men
were charged in the police-courts on Saturday with attempt-

1 mg to * go through ' the pockets of an elderly gentleman

64 Go under —

.

To submit to, undergo. Ohs exc. dial
c 1449 Pecock Repr 11 x 204 Which with thi fre wil hast

goon vndir for us the lawis of deeth [L. ultro gut mortis '

pro nobis jura subtstt] x8Bi Lane. Gloss
,
Go-under

,
to

undergo , to suffer, as m the case of a surgical operation I

66. Go up —. See simple senses and Up. To
go up King Street : to become bankrupt (Austra-

lian). To go up theform (see quot. 1683)
1683 Moxon Meek Exerc II 318 Thus Beating from the

hither towards the farther side, is in Press-mens phrase
called Going up the Form Ibid

,
Then in, like manner he

again skips the Balls from the second and fourth Row to

the first and third Row, and again Goes up the Form with
the Balls. 1890 Boldrewood Col Reformer (1891) 368
That stuck-up beggar may marry his cousin, and go up
King Street the next week for all we care

66 Go upon — (See simple senses and Upon )

t a To attack, proceed against Ohs
*430-40 Lydg Bothas 1. xiv (1554) 27a, Meleager.. Pulled

out a sweord and upon them he goeth c *300 Melusme
lix 348 Go we vpon our enemyes to helpe & socoure our
frendes *530 Palsgr* 570/2, 1 go upon a, mannes enemye,
or assayle nyffi. ,

f b To be chaigeable to Obs (Cf. go on, 61 f.)

*660 Marvell Corr 111 Wks 1872-5 II 18 All things are

to go upon his Majestye's own purse

•f c Of a judicial authority To consider the

case of (Cf go on, 6id) Ohs
[121$ Magna Carta § 30 Nec super eum ibimus, nec super

eum mittemus *817 J Evans Excurs Windsor 283 The
expressions, we will not go upon him, we will not send upon
him, signify, that the kin& would not sit in judgment, or

pronounce sentence on aiiy frfeeman ]

a *386 Sidney Arcadia in (1633) 313 He needed no Judge
to goe upon h?m for no man could ever thinke any other

worthy of 'greater punishment, than hee thought himselfe.

*706 S Sewael Diary 6 June (1879) H i63 The Govr
bundled up the papers and sent them into the House of

Deputies, without asking the Council whether they would
first go upon them, with whom the Petition was entered

a *7*s Burnet Own Time (1823) II 38 They next went
upon the duke of Buckingham.

d. To take in hand. Also in indirect pass.

1607 Shaks Cor 1 1 282 Let’s hence, and heare in what
fashion he goes Vpon this present Action 1743 Johnson
Let to Cave Aug. in Boswell, The Life of Savage I am
ready to go upon, *73* R Paltock P Wilkins I xxv 042

The first I hing I went upon was a Table , which 1 intended

to make big enough for us all *896 Pall MallMag Dec
470, I cannot bear to see things botched or gone upon
with ignorance

fe = go on, lSib. Obs.
1622 Mabbe tr A teman's Guzman d'A If n, in 11 231 In

all the time that I haue serued his Maiesty .. which is now
going vpon the three and twentieth yeare

67 . Go with —

.

a. To accompany, attend as a companion
;
m

vulgar use, to ‘ keep company with ’ as a lover.

1323 Ld Berners Froiss I ccxcvi. 439 Ve shall be soue-

rayne and gouernour of all theym that gothe with you

1603 Philotus xcv, ]e sail ga with me hame 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng v I 344 It was determined that Fletcher should

go with Monmouth to England 1892 Harper’s Mag May
932/1 The ‘ young ladies ' he had 1 gone with ’ and ‘ had feel-

m’s about ’ were now staid matrons

b. To be associated with, be a concomitant of

1601 Shaks All's Well 1 1 49 For where an vneleane

mind carries vertuous qualities, the commendations go with
pitty *73* Jortin Serm (1771) IV 1 6 Poverty and riches

are of themselves things indifferent , and the blessing ofGod
may go with them both. 1873 H Spencer Stud Sociol.

xv 361 Criminality habitually went with dirtiness

c. To side with (Cf 5a)
ei46tf Foriescue Abs Sf Ltm Mon ix. (1885) IB9 The

peple will go with hym bat best mey susteyne and rewarde
ham i6ix Shaks Cyrnb v 76 The day Was yours by
accident had it gone with vs, We should not [etc.] 1880

Athenaeum 7 Aug 169/3 We cannot go with him in defend-

ing the MS * tibi’ as an ethical dative 1892 Comh.
Mag July 47 My sympathies went strongly with the lady

d To match , to harmonize with.

1710 Tatler No 157 P 12 A Dulcimer goes very well with
the Flute 185a Dickens Bleak Ho xl, The innocence which
wouldgoextremelywell witha sash and tucker is a littleout of

keeping with the rouge and pearl necklace 1888 F Barrett
Lady Biddy Fane III lxii 199, I made a hat for my
lady ; not so much like a woman’s as a boy’s, that it might

go fairly with her habit *890 Murray’s Mag Nov 629

Pride is a luxury which goes ill with poverty 1893 Coma
Mag. July 93 A delightful baritone, which ’went beauti-

fully with her own soprano

e. To understand ,
to follow intelligently

a 1873 Lvtton Ken Chillingly xm, ‘Do you go with me ?

'

* Partly, Sir, but I'm puzzled a little still ’ 1891 Law
;’limes XC 462/1 The Court declared the deed a nullity

on the ground that the mind of the mortgagee did not go
with the deed she signed

68. Go without — Not to have , to dispense

with, put up with the want of

*596Shaks Merck. Vm 07,

1

hope I shall makeshift to goe
without him 1647 Trapp Comm Titus l 16 Famt chapmen
that go withodt thfe bargain, as he did that came kneeling to

our Saviour, and saying, What shall I do tp inherit etemall

life? *650 Arnold Boats in Abp Ussher's Lett. (1686) 558
Rather than he should go without it, I would bestow mine
own Copy upon him, if I had it still 1825 New Monthly
Mag XIII 139 Wehad rather eat the same dinner two days

following than go without one *872 S Butler Erewhon
ii 10,

1

had to go without my own grog 1880 Mona Caird
Wing of Asrael I 11 10 Viola had to go almost without

education.
absol or elhpt 1438 in Turner sDom Arcmt III 43 Of

the porepenyles the hiereward wold habbeAhood or a girdel,

and let hem goo without. *589 Puttenkam Eng, Poesiem
xix (Arb ) 2x8 That one man should haue many atonce, and
a great number goe without that were as able men *695
Locke Further Consid Value Money 58 Silver which every
Goldsmith, was content to pay high for, rather than go
without 1889 GtssiNG Nether World III, xu. 253 You’ll

eat this or go without

VII Combined with adverbs.

69 , Go about.

a. To go to and fro, move hither and thither,

travel m divers places
,

(of a report, money) to

circulate, have currency ;
also,

*t*
to move round

in a circle, to complete a cycle
a 1300 CursorM *261* Sua lang a bute kail had man gan

J?at wen was sco bath hth and ban c 1435 Torr. Portugal
2041 As Seynt Antony about yede, Bydayng his orysoun

1329 More Cornf agst 7 rib 111 Wks 1214/1 As I go more
aboute than you, so muste I nedes more here the maner
of men in thys matter *330 Palsgr 569/2, I go aboute,

as a whele dothe,^« rotis. 1394 Rp J King Jonas (1599) 11

36 The moneths of the year haue not yet gone about, wher-
fn the Lorde hath bowed the heavens, and come downe
amongst vs *605 Shaks Macb j m 34 The weird
sisters, hand in hand Thus do go about, about *664
Waller's Poems Printer to Rdr„ For we see dipt and
washt Money go about when the entire and weighty lies

hoarded up 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm 11, I think it

is great Pity that 'such a pretty young Gentleman should
undervalue nimself so, as to go about with these Soldier

Fellows 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xlvn, An attorney’s

clerk, indeed, that went about with a bag 1877 Miss
Yonge Cameos Ser 111 xxi. 198 A leport went about
that Henry had murdered hub.

b Mil To turn round.
*796-7 lustr. Reg Cavalry (1813) 65 Should It be re-

quired again to form in line on the same ground, the

divisions will go about, ranks by three's

+ c To use circumlocution. Obs
*8*3 Woman's Will 11 1, Why do you go about with me

thus—why not speak to be undeistood ?

d. Naut (See About A 6 b.)

e To go about to (see About A 10).

c 1380-1690 [see About Axo] 1697 Collier Ess Mor
Subj 11 (1703) 14 But because they [Diseases) are natural,

it seemswe must not go about to cure them. 1873 E White
Life in Christ iv xxiv 11878) 371 It is no sufficient answer to

our argument to go about to prove that life carries with it

an association of moral ideas

70

Go abroad. (See simple senses afid Abroad )

a. Of a report, etc. . To circulate, have'currency,

be widely diffused. (Somewhat ai'ch) t b. To
teai

,
come to pieces (obs ) c. To go out of doors

or away from home (obs exc. dial) d To go to

a foreign country.

a 1513 More in Grafton Chron (1568) JI. 768 That
thereby shall be qeassed the slaunderous 1 urnotir and obloquy
nowe going abrode *333 Covf.r,dai e Ificah iv 3 The tyme
wil come, that thy gappes shal be .made vp, and the lawe
shal go abrode. a *719 Addison Evid t

Chr Rehg (1733) 3
The report which had gone abroad concerning a life so full

of miracles. *888 M'Cartry & Mrs C Prajsd Ladies’

Gallery II vm 125 My fame had gone abroad in London
b. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviu 40 It tuggis m

hoilis, and gais abbreid

c *530 Palsgr 560/2, I go abrode, as one dothe that

f
othe out of his chambre aftei a sicknesse, or gothe out of

is house to be sene, 1723 Pope Let to Swift 15 Oct in .S' ’r

Wks (1B41) II 580 Here is Arbuthnot recovered from the

jaws ofdeath He goes abroad again, and is more cheerful

than even health can make a man c *783 Cowper Ep to

J Hill 23 Horatio’s servant . begg’d to go abroad . ’Tis

but a step, sir, just at the street’s end 1813 Jane Austln
Emma 1 xui, The going abioad in such weather.

d 1719 [see Abroad A 4] *786 Mrs Piozzi Anecd of
Johnson 168 His desire to go abroad,, particularly to see

Italy, was very great 1871 Gdo Eliot Middleman

k

1

ix, And now he wants to go abroad again.

71

Go ahead. (See Ahead) To make one’s

way to the front m a race, etci Also (until

recently chiefly U.S ),to go forwaid, or to proceed

with, one’s work, etc., without pause or hesitation

,

to make rapid progress
1868 Nat. Encycl I 618/2 Go-ahead is of American origin,

and is used where the British would say ‘all right’ 1870
R Brough Marston Lynch xii no Go a head ’ in what-
ever you f^el to be your vocation *877 C LoftusMy Life
I il 45 jMyJjrother quickly passing him, went ahead, and
won the match easily 1883 Harpeds Mag. Nov 871/1,
‘ V will show the way/ 1 Oh, then go ahead ’ *898 Pall
Mall Mag. Jan, 82 ‘Don’t interrupt me when I am explain-

ing problems to you ’
‘ All right—go ahead ’.

72

Go along'.

a See simple senses anti Along adv. In imp.

Go along! Go along wtfh you * Be off ’
; also as

an expiession of impatience or derision, = go on
1333 Coverdale Deut ii 27, I wil go a Ionge by the hye

waye, I wil nether tume to the righte hande nerto ye lefte.

1688 Miege Gt Fr Diet 11 s v , 1 0 meditate as one goes
along. 1840 P Parley's Ann I 29,

1

asked her for a half-

penny twelfth-cake just now, and she said, ‘Go along
;
go

along’ 1897 Fl Marryat Blood Vampire vi, 'Go along
with you, you bad boy’, chuckled the Baioness.

lb.' To go along with : to proceed or travel m
company with, f to follow intelligently (an ex-

position) ; to agree with or approve of (up to a

specified point) ; to accompany, attend upon ; to

be the regular concomitant of; f to be classed

together with
160a Shaks Ham 1 11. 15 Nor haue we heeretn barr’d

Your better "Wisedomes, which haue freely gone With this

affair along 1695 Locke Further Consid Value Money 8
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If this Security goes not along with the pubhclc Stamp,

Coining is labour to no purpose a 1698 Temple OfHer.

VtrtutrWks 1720 1 196 whatever remains in Story of Atlas

,, is so obscured with Age or Fables, that it may go along

with those of the Atlantick Islands *7*7 Boyer Fr Diet.

s v , I go so (hr along with you 1866 Lond Rev. 17 Feb,

188/1 So far we go along with M Dealt and his friends

1883 H Spencer in Contemp. Rev XL1II 14 It may
result that diminished happiness goes along with increased

prosperity.

73. Go away. (See simple senses and Away )

a. To depart, go f> om a place or person *)* Of
time : To pass.

eta00 Vices £ Virtues (1888) n Ga awei fram me, 311

ijewerejede. fora mid te dieule 1 c 1400 Apol Loll. Sg.Wan
>e pope gop a wey fro Crist, & dob Pe contran Jian is not

he Cristis vicar c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 4675 f>e schip

sayland away jode 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb iv

(1586) 181 After which hours, they [Bees] commonly goe not

away 16x0 Skaits Temp v 1 304 This one night, which
part of it, lie waste With such discourse, as I not doubt, shall

make it Goe quicke away 1711 Hearne Collect (O H. S )

I II. 163 'Tis pretended that.this Smith must have went away
that Morning 184* "Lmte Arab Nts 1 102 He went away
as he had come. 1869 C Gibbon R. Gray xix, 1 saw her
gaeing awa’ m a gig wi’ a man
b To go away with : to carry off as one s own.

+ To go away with it : to get the best of it, to win
the advantage.
*S97~S Bacon Ess , Faction (Arb ) 80 The Traitor in

Factions lightly goeth away with it. rSrx Bible Trans

l

Pref. 4 The Edition of the Seuentie went away with the

credit *633 Br. Hall Hard Texts,N T 561 Thou maiest
goe away with the glory of a perfect and irreprehensible

justice r688 Miege Gt Fr Diet n s v., They shall not go
away with it so lls me la payeront, oieje m en veitgerai

t c To pass away, die. (Cf. go off, 83 d )
1611 in Crt. <§• Tunes Jos /(X848) I 148 He was reason-

ably well recovered in show, but went away in his sleep,

when it was least looked for

1* d. To faint. (Cf. go off, 83 h.)

1740 Richardson Pamela (1741) I, 31, I was two Hours
before 1 came to myself, and just as 1 got a little up on my
Feet, he coming m, I weqt away again with the Terror

e To go freely or with speed
<fci73*T;BosTONC»-<w£j»Z0<(i8o5} us Manners spread

out their sails when the wind begins to blow, that they may
go away before it

74. Go "back (See simple senses and Back adv.)

a To retrace one's steps ; to return
; fig. to re-

vert to a former state or mode of action
; + also,

to lose ground
1530 Palsgr 571/1, I go backe,I go backwarde.yr route

1370 Sattr. Poems Reform x 357 He wa(d not lat the

Papists cause ga bak, Gif jt wer Just, bot wald be for lum
frak 1583 Hollyband Campo dt Ftor 285 Let us goe backe,
lest they take awaye our clothes 1631 Widdowes Nat
Philos 9 Plannets are said to goe backe, when removing
themselves, they goe not forward their course, but returne

backe the way they came, m some part 1647 Chas I
Let in Anti

o

nary (1880) I 97,

1

will be content that y° come
to some convenient Place to dyne, & goe hack at night

178a Cowper Gilpin xgg Twas for your pleasure you came
here, You shall go back for mine xBxx Minutes Evidence,

Berkeley Peerage 218, (I was going back, to Gloucester

1849 Tatis Mag XVI 141/1 The attempts of English pro-

prietors m the Highlands to go'back to the exploded middle-
age plan *883 Stubbs' Mercantile Circular 8 Nov 982/2
The people in Nagasaki are fast going hack to their old
practice of spinning this class offabric for themselves,

b. To carry one’s view backward m time.
x66x Stillingfl Ong Sacr in i § is The further we go

back in history, the fuller the world was of Deities 170X
De Foe True-born Eng 3 Go back to Elder Times, and
Ages past.

e. To go back from (now also colloq. of on,

lipoid) to withdraw from (an engagement, pro
mtse, or undertaking).
1530 Palsgr 571/1,

1

go backe from my worde that I have
saya, je medesdis 1704Marlborough Lett fy Disp (1845) I

244 Her Majesty can't go back from what she has promised
x86zMrs Carlyle Lett III, 106 He could not well go back
upon his implied assent 1882 B Harte Flip iv, Don't go
back on yourpromise 1886 Miss Tytler Buried Diamonds
xkxu, I will never go back from my word 1888 R A King
Leal Lass II iv 79 If Gower went back of his promise

d. To go lack on . to prove faithless or dis-

loyal to
; to betray, colloq

;
originally U. S.

*868 Putnam’s Mag Jan 21 Are these Dobbs’ Ferry
villagers A going back on Dobbs !

JTwould n’t he more
anom’lous IfRomewentback on Rom’lus. 1883 L'foolDaily
Post 22 Jan , Some member of the secret organisation has
gone back on his comrades. 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends
122 Godby has gone back on them, and the Walkers are no
more to be relied upon for Church dues
e To go back o/(U S ) . =go behind

, 54.
xSao E H Griffin m Science 14 Feb 104 The public .

ought not to be compelled to go back of academic titles to
find out what they mean 1891 N V, Tribune 14 Nov 6/3
(Funk) They cannot go hack of the returns, It is their
business simply officially to announce the result

f. To extend backwards (m space or tune)
;
to

have a history extending back to

1873 H Spencer Stud Social ix 227 English Geology
goes back to Ray. 1892 Eng, lllttslr. Mag X 45 The
cavity goes back some fourteen inches

75. Go backward(s.
a. Seesimple sensesandBackward, Backwards.

*t*b To change for the worse, take an unfavour-
able tarn, decline in prosperity.
1483 Oath. Angl 147/1 To Ga bakwarde, retrogradi

*53° Palsgr. 571/1,

1

go oackwarde, I fallm dette or benynde
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hande. 1607-12 Bacon Ess
,
Ambit (Arb) 222 They .Iooke

vpponn Men and matters with an evill Eye, and are best

pleased when thinges goe backward. *69* Locke Lonstd

Lower hit (1602) 120 Landed Men accommodating their

Expences to their Income, keep themselves from going back-

wards in the World.

76. Go before. (See simple senses and Before )

a. lit To go in advance, "b. To precede m
time or serial order.

1548 Hall Citron., Edw IV (1550) 18 b, The Erie of war-

wicke determined . to go before with parte of the nauie

1585 Abp Sandys Serin xn. 188 We learnem the text that

goeth before m this chapter, that [etc ] *59° Shaks.

Com Err 1 1, 96 Gather the sequell by that went before

x6x6 B Jonson Eptgr xxxm, Thou art but gone before,

Whither the world must follow 1819 S Rogers Human
Life 751 Those that he loved so long and sees no more.

Loved and still loves—not dead but gone before.

77 Go by
a To go past, pass (see By adv 3).

*508 Dunbar Ball Kynd Kittok 38 Drink with my Gud-
dame, as ga by, Anys for my saik 1601 Shaks 'Fwel

N in iv. 398 The time goes by . Away 1634 Sir I Her-
bert Trav 66 They tooke no notice 01 us, but let us goe by

without any ceremonie 1857 Buckle Ctvihz I ix 586 They
see in those good old times which are now gone by, many
sources of consolation *877 Miss Vongp Cameos Ser 111

xxxiv 359 No Italian could see such a chance go hy with-

out trying to profit by it 1885 W M Conway m Mag
Art Sept 463/2 They let no day go by without its jest.

*j* b. To go unregarded, etc Obs.

1450-70 Golagros if Gaw 1225 Quhan on fortone quhelmys
the quheil, thair gais grace by 1596 Shaks Tam Shi 1

11 256 Sir, sir, the first ’s for me, let her go by 1603 — Mens
forM n li 41 Mine were the verie Cipher of a Function

To fine the faults, whose fine stands m record, And let go
by the actor

7 8. Go down. (See simple senses andDown adv )

a. To pioceed, move, or change to a lower place

or condition ;
to descend {from, t of); also transf

(of a road, passage, etc ) to lead downwards Of
a vessel To go to the bottom, sink. To go down
on one's knees (see Knee).
a 1300 (see Down adv 8] c T340 CursorM 11612 (Trill)

He went doun of his modir kne 1388^Wyclif Ps cvi 23

Thei that gon doitn in to the see in schippis a 1400-5,0Alex-
ander 5050 And he gose doun he grece, a-gayn to his tentis

c 1440 Gesta Rom xvu 328 (Add MS.) Whan the Emperour
vndirstode that, he went downe of his horse 1548 Hall
Citron ,

Hen. VI, 105 b, His father .. whiche was gone
downe to dinner. *659 D Pell Impr Sea 604 Reproof
unto those that go down into the Seas, and forget all their

mercies 1700 S L tr Fryke's Voy E Ind 75 ,

1

went down
into the Boat with the other Surgeons 1768 J Byron Narr.
IVager (1778) go There ran such a sea, that we expected,

every instant, the boat would go down. 1883 Cambridge
Staircase ii 21 They would probably go down to posterity

with more than an ordinary share of glory 2890 Temple
Bar June 156, I do not think he cares a straw whether
your tempeiature goes up or down

b. To extend, becontmueddown /uncertain point.

1890 Sat. Rev. 5 Apr 422/2 Mr. Thornton’s, sketch goes
down to the death of James IL
c To be overthrown

;
to fall befoie a conqueror.

1599 Shaks Hen V, ru Chor 34 The nimble Gunner
With Lynstock now the diuellish Cannon touches. And
downe goes all before them. 1857 Hughes Tom Bt own n.

vm. There are only twenty-four runs to make, and four

wickets to go down 1874 Green Short Hist, 11. § 4 71
Horse and man went down before his lance at Val-es dunes
1878 Scribner's Mag XV 143/1 Fanaticism, though bril-

liant in its first efforts, went down before discipline x8ga
Blackw Mag CLI 98/ 1 Five of the best bats ui England
went down before Spofforth's bowling

d. To be set down in writing
*887 G Macdonald Home Again v. 32 Down it must go

in her book. 1888 Farjeon Miser Farebrotherll vii 84
All this went down on the account . and was debited
against them

e. Of waves, wind, etc. : To subside
1670 DRYDrN xst Pt Cong Granada 11 i, My boiling

passions settle, and go down 1840 Marryat Poor Jack x,

The sea bad gone down. 1873 Black Fr, Thule iv, The
.wind had altogether gone down.

f. To be swallowed. (Cf. Down adv. 11 .)

1570 Gosson Sc/t, Abuse (Arb ) 20 The deceitfull Phisition
giueth sweete Syrropes to make his poyson goe downe the
smoother *665 Boyle Occas Refl. (18481 340 A belief that
the toothsome would make the nutritive part go smoothly*
down 1747 Gentl Mag XVII 24 His hunger makes his
bread go down Altho' it be both stale and brown 1890
Illustr Sport Drain News 31 May 372/1, I want no
extra inducement m the shape of sauce or pickle to make it

go down

S fig To find acceptance (with a person)
1608 Dekicer Lanthorne § Candle-L, H 3, The woorst

horseflesh does best goe downe with him 1679 Dryden
Trail <$• Cr Prol , The fulsome clench, that nauseates the
town, Would from a judge or alderman go down 1690 Locke
Hum, Und iv xx § 10 The grossest absurdities being
but agreeable to such principles, go down glibly, and are
easily digested 1733 Fielding Intrig Chambermaid Epil

,

English is now below this learned town, None but Italian
warblers will go down. xSzr Lamb Elia Ser 1 Mackery
End, Nothing goes down with her, that is quaint, irregular,
or out of the road of common sympathy 182a Hazlitt
Tdble-t II iv 64 A poet who would not go down among
readers of the present day. 1885 W. E Norris A Vidal
I vh. 121 In fashion or out of fashion, they [sensational
novels] always pay and always go down with the public,
79 Go forth.. (Now arch, or rhetorical.)

a. See simple senses and Fokth. (Cf. Forthgo )
c X200 [see A 3 api), c X300 CursorM 28725 (Cott Galba)

Go now furth and sm nomare *393 Langl. P, PI. C 1 4
Ich wente forth in |?e worlde, wonders to hure 1549 Lati-

mer Ploitghers (Arb ) 17 The ploughman went furth to sowe
hts seede 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv vi 35 If he had gone
forth Consul! 16x0 — Temp 1 11. 448 O, if a Virgin, And
vour affection not gone forth, lie make you The Queeue of
Naples 1845 S Austin Ranke's Hist Ref vi ix 603
As soon as the king should go forth with his mighty banner.
x886 A Sergeant No Saint II. xvu 336 He wanted to go
forth like the Apostles.

t b To continue Const, in, to with inf Obs
15x3 Morc m Grafton Chrott (1568) II 777 1 hat where lie

had repented the way that he had entred, yet would he go
forth tn the same 1535 Covlrdale Job xxix 1 So lob pro-
ceaded and wente forth in his commumcacion 1542 Brcon
Pathw Prayer xxxix. P v. Let vs also desyre hjm that he
wyll go forth to be a beneficial father vnto vs

c Of a decree, etc. . To be issued

1535 CovrRDALE Hab i 4 For the lawe is tome m peces,
and there can no right ludgment go forth 1593 Shaks
2 Hen VI, v 111 26 Let vs pursue him ere the Writs go
foith 161 1 Bible Isa ii 3 For out of Zion shall goe
foith the lawe 1834 J H Ntwman Par Seim (1837)
1 xvu 257 The decree goes foi th to build or destroy x888
B W Richardson Son ofa Star II 111 30 1 he order goes
forth that all the encampment is to pass before Caesar.

Go forward . see F onward adv
80. Go ixt.

a See simple senses and In
To go in and out in quasi Biblical lang

, to conduct one
self, * to do the business of life ’

(J ) 1 he Heb phrase on
which this is founded appeals m theEng Bible as to go out
and to come in , but cf John x 9
C97S Ilnshw Gasp Matt vu 13 GaJ> inn Jmrh naanve

geate c xooo, a 1225 [see In adv 1] c 1340 Cursor M
13789 (Trm ), I ne may to J>at watir Wynne lor ojere goon
bifore me Inne c 1440 Promp Parv 202/2 Goon yn to a
place, mtroio, tngredtor 1598 Shaks Meny W in m
142 He ’s too big to go m theie what shall I do? « *631
Donne Lett Cx6st) 61 In that life one is ever in the poich
or postern, going in or out, never within lm house himself

1878 Scribner's Mag XV 1 149/x The men allowed the

matter to go in at one ear and out at the other 1889 Mona
Laird Wing Azrael 11 xix 72 You aie cold Would you
like to go in ? 1890 Lipptncott's Mag Apr 477 Ihis tunnel

goes in a hundred and fifty feet

b. To enter as a competitor in a contest or game.
Phr. go m and win In Poker (see quot

)

1837 Dickens Ptckw 11, 1 his advice was very like that

which bystanders give to the smallest boym a street fight,

namely ‘Go in and win ’ 1882 Fokir how to play it 49
After the cards have been dealt each player determines
whether he will go in or not And the player who decides

to go in, that is, to play for the pool, must put into the pool
double the amount of the ante, except [etc ] 1889 Philips
& Wills Fatal Phryne II 111. 78 Sit down well in jour
saddle, and go in and wm.

c Cricket To take the batting. Also, to go

m to bat Said either of an individual player or

of the whole ‘ side ’.

X770 J Love Ciicket x6 Equal in Numbers, bravely they

begin The dire Dispute —The Foes of Kent go in 1849 111

* Bat Cricket Man (1850) 57 If the striker be hurt, some
other person may stand out for him, but not go m 1890
Field 31 May 790/2 Lancashire went in to bat at five

minutes to six

d Of the sun, etc : To be obscured by a cloud

1884 R. Buchanan Foxglm<e Manor III. xxxiv 132 The
sun had gone in, and the air was full of a heavy lowering

sadness 1889 Mary E, CarterMrs Severn 1 1

1

1111x221
The moon had gone in, and it was loo dark to see him

e To go in to or unto , used in all Lng versions

of the Old Testament (after the Heb.) for: To
have carnal knowledge of (a woman)
f To go m at • to assail vigorously colloq.

x8xz SportingMag XXXIX 138 Dogherty went in at

his antagonists head 1849 Dickens Dav Copp xvm,
Sometimes I go in at the butcher madly and cutmy knuckles

open against his face 1887 Pall Mall G 19 Feb 2 2

Napoleon's pet soldiers were far moie eager to go m at

their fellow-citizens than at the German enemy
81. Go infor. (Recent and colloq.

,

see 80 b )

a. To make one’s avowed object; to select as

one’s speciality or 1 line of things or as one’s

usual style or fashion
;

to commit oneself to the

advocacy of (a principle or measure)
;
to venture

on acquiring or wearing (something)
;
to indulge

in, permit oneself (some action).

*849 N. V, Tribune 25 Dec (Bartlett), We go in for

all the postage reduction President Taylor recommends
x86a Temple Bar V 331, I do not ‘go in ’ with great heart

for the education of the masses 1863 Kingsley iVater-Bap
3x6 My mamma says that my intellect is not adapted for

methodic science, and says that I must go 111 for general

information 1872 Earl Pembroke & G. H Kingsley
6" Sea Bubbles x 293 He had run through seven helps-meet

for him, and was about to go m for the eighth 1873 Mbs^
Olephant Innocent III x 167 Not elegant—the judge had
nevergone in for elegance—but forcible and clear X875 M
Pattison Casaubon 94 Lect had gone in for council busi-

ness. 1876 Tinsley's Mag XVIII 149 Why has no inter-

teresting heretic gone in for Polydiabolism ? 1885 Manck ,

Exam 28 Sept 5/1 An overwhelming majouty of the

Liberal candidates have gone in for Disestablishment. 1889

Sat Rev 30 Mar. 388/x Thomas [Becket] deliberately

‘went in' for saintsbip and martyrdom. 1891 A J Foster

Ouse 136 Cyclists who go in for road-racing 1897 Marie
Corelli Ziska xu, Why in Cairo should not a lady go in for

a Theban dance without being considered impropei 1 *”97

Mary Kingsley W Africa 223 They do not go m for hats,

b. To offer oneself for examination m ;
to enter

one’s name as a candidatefor (Cf to be Infor)
1879 Lubbock Addr Pol Educ. in. 56, 1061 candidates

went in for mathematics 1889 Eng Illustr Mag Dec 17®

Our girls like to test the thoroughness of their mental

achievements by going in for examinations *894 Wilkins
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& Vivian Green Bay Tree I 127 You are going m for the

History Tnpos, like myself, I suppose

82 Go in with
+ a To agree with , to concxu with, b To join.

17W Wodrow Corr (1843) III 23a. I heartily go in with

vour Lordship’s observations upon the subject, which are

very just 1886 McCarthy & Mrs. C Praed Right Hon-

ourable II xxiv 214 Do you want to get up a republican

narty? And are you going in with that unfortunate Mas-

terton and men like that ? 1889 Boldrewood Robb under

Arms in, If you like to go in with me, we’ll go share and

share
, _

83. Go off (See simple senses and Off )

a To depart (often implying suddenness or

haste) ,
to start, set out Of an actor To leave

the stage. At cards to lead To go off at score

(see Score). To go offat a tangent (see Tangent)
V
x606 Shaks Ant <5

Cl tv xm 6 The Soule and Body nue

not more 111 parting, Then greatnesse going off 1660 Pepys

Diary 20 May, Commissioner Pett .. caused the boats to

go off 1665 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 121 Ihe Maho-
metans on their thumb commonly wear a ring of horn,

which makes the Airowgo off both strongly and easily

X7« Steele Sped. No 51 T 5 His Turkish Majesty went

off with a good A11 1749 Fielding Tom Tones xv viu,

His daughter had taken the opportunity of almost the first

moment of his absence, and gone off with a neighbouring

young clergyman 1861 Temple Bar I 406 Ethehnd went

off to bed 1879 ‘ Cavendish Card Ess etc 165 If he had

only gone offwith that suit the game was over. 1889Repent.

P Wentworth I xv. 302 My last proofs went off to the pub-

lisher’s to day n
b. To be taken off (esp quickly or suddenly)

c 1440 A nc Cookery in Honseh Ord (1790) 425 Take clene

qwete and bray hit wele in a niorter that the holies gone

alle of 1S94 Shaks Rich III, iv v 4 I reuolt, off goes

yong Georges head 1601 — All’s Well v ill 279 'lhis

womans an easie gloue my Lord, she goes off and on at

pleasure i652 T Davies tr Oleanud Voy Arnbass 397
Protesting that it he had him, his head should go off for it

179a A Wilson Watty $ Meg, Aff gaed bonnet, aff gaed

shoon. '
, _ , , , ,

c Of firearms, explosives To be discharged,

explode

1579 Gosson Sch Abuse (Arb ) 21When they liaue sounded

Allarme, off go the peeces to encounter a shadow. 1670

Clarke Nat Hist Nitre 30 Gun-powder with greater

force and noise going off 1813 Scott Guy M xxx, Ihe
piece went off in the awkward hands of the poor parson

1890 Boldrewood Col Re/ornte 1 (1891) 298 A pocket

Derringer, which had a trick of going off unexpectedly

d To pass away, die

1603 Shaks Macb v viu 36 Mai I would the Friends

we misse, were safe arriu’d Sey Some must go off 1709

Tatler No 86 t 7 In this manner he [CsesarJ went off, not

like a Man that departed out of Life, but a Deity that

returned to his Abode 1779 Phil. Trans LXIX 56 She,

was better a few hours before her death, and went off

pretty easy 1888 Rider Haggard Col Quantch xxv

(1889) 188 Ihe doctors told me that he might go off any day

e. Of a sensation . To pass away, cease to be

felt.

1823 New Monthly Mag XVI 591 This feeling .gradually

goes off .

f. To deteriorate ; to lose brightness, quality, or

vigour.

1693 Woodward Nat Hist Earth (1702) 211 The Sun
being now gone off, and ceasing any longer to operate upon
it, the Vapour stagnates 1731 Swift Let to Pope 12 June,

Women who live by their beauty, and men by their wit,

are seldom provident enough to consider that both wit and
beauty will go off with years 1768 Sterne Sent Joum
(1778) II j-ya (Fragment) [A manuscript] so faded and gone
off by damps and length of time 183a Fr A Kemble in

Rec Girlhood (1878) III 216, I never played this part well,

and am now gone off in it, and play it worse than not well

1842 Jrnl, R Agnc Soc III n 298 My wheat-crops

went off m the spring so as to he very bad at harvest 1831

Macaulay Life # Lett (18831 II. 299 His style had then

gone off 1881 Whitehead Hops u 14 It js necessary to

pick Jones hops just as soon as they are ripe as they
Soon ‘go off’ 1888 MissTytler Blackball Ghosts II xvu.

72 Her good looks were unmistakably going off

g To start into sudden, action
,
to break into a

fit of laughter, extravagance of language, irrelevant

dr unintelligible discourse, etc

1823 New Monthly Mag XVI 342 The patriarch mid
fifty monks go off into praises of her beauty 1844
Frasers Mag XXX 467/1 In the intervals of the most
lugubrious chants the organ went off with some extremely
cheerful air 1879 J C Shairp Bums v 115 The rest of

the letter goes off in a wild rollicking strain

h. To pass into unconsciousness ; more expli-

citly, to go off to sleet, m or into a faint, afit, etc

1844 Frasers Mag XXX 63/2 She went off in a fit 1887
Mohammed Benani xxu 223 She will go off in hysterica.

1887 G M Fenn Devon Boys xxxi 266 His regular breath-

ing told that he had gone off 189* F W Robinson Her
Love <jj* His Life III. vn v 281 Satisfied with this surmise,

he went off to sleep. 1896 Daily News 2 Oct s/a He
began inhaling, and soon * went off' to his entire satis-

faction

1 To fail to be carried out, fall through.

1884 Ld Selbornb in Law Rep 25 Ch. Div 493 The
marriage may go off 1890 Sat Rev 20 Dec 7x4/1 Ifhe
died the bargain must go off

j To be disposed of by sale. Also, ofdaughters,

to be married, colloq.

1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 112 Fatte horses, #nd
especially geldmges, goe allsoe well of 1687 Burnet Reply
to Vanllas 5 In this the Printer did wisely ‘ for he was
sure his Book would go off the better 1691 Locke Consul.

Lower. Int Ess (1883) 596 So trade flourishes, and his

commodities go off well, he will be able to pay his Tent
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on. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv, vii, Her reputation

might have been otherwise safe . . and the girl might have
gone off never the worse 18x9 Metropolis I. 74 Such
second hand furniture as a Perlet or a Fusil would go
off no where else but with the fanciful of London 1884

Mrs Houstoun Caught in Snare I xu. 131 Plain girls

did sometimes ‘go off’ when pretty ones hung on hand
1890 Temple Bar Nav 437 The tickets will go off at the

end with a rush.

k Of a performance, etc : To be (more or less)

successful

1804 Mar Edgeworth Pop Tales, Lame Jervas 18 The
whole thing, as the carpenter said, went off pretty well

1878 Scribner's Mag XV 868/2 We tried to sing and have
games, but they wouldn't go off

+ 1 To become bankrupt.
1688 Miege Gt Fr Did s v

,
He is gone off, he is broke,

tl afait banqueroute 1703 Luttrell BriefRel 11857) V
328 Mr C—,

a great exchange broker, who dealt mostly in

stocks, went off, as said, for about xoo,ooq£

84:. Go on (See .simple senses and On.)
a To continue a journey.

0x440 Generydes 6484 Goth on in Goddis name x6io

Shaks Temp n l 327 Goe safely on to seeke thy Son.

1817 W Selwyn Law Nisi Pnus (ed 4) II 953 The ship

having touched at C for orders and gone on to S iSSff

W Roglrs Retain 1x9 We were told that we should have
to go on next day m a caboose

b. To continue, advance, persevere, persist, in

a course of action, in making, dealing with or

using something, to continue in speech. Const.

tn, with, f to with inf. ;
also simply

.

Also- with

pr. pple as complement.
1383 Hollyband Campo dt Fior 233 Marke how well shee

smgeth And goeth on alwayes continuing her songe.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11 (1590) 148 Therefore now (said

she) Dorus go on 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 156, I

will here goe on with the description 1662 Pepys Diary
31 Dec, The Bishops go on without any diffidence in

pressing uniformity 1723 N Robinson Th Physick 306

Let him go on with the following Prescription 1737 Whis-
ton Josephus' Hist iv v § 2 They esteemed it needless to

go on with killing them 1739 Chester? Lett (1792) I

xxv 92 If you go on to learn at this- rate, you will soon

puzzle me, in Greek especially a 1822 Lamb Elta Ser 1.

Dream Childr
,
They looked up, and prayed me not to

go on about their uncle, but to tell them some stones about

their pretty dead mother 1871 Earle Philol Eng Tongue

65 This fashion, like all fashions, went on spreading 1873

H Spencer Stud Sociol xv 362 They go on perversely

in bad habits 1884 R. Buchanan Foxglove Manor III.

xxxu 81 Go on with your preparations x8go Jrnl Educ x

Sept 478/2We begin work at 12 and go on till half-past one

0 To proceed to (do something) as the next step

1666 Marvell Corr lv Wks 1872-5 II. 192 However, I

shall go on to continue from my last Letter. 1687 Burnet
Contm Reply to VanUas 39 He goes on to make a Parallel

between the late Protector and King Henry’s Minister

1824 R Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 186 They then go on

to name a number of individuals on whom ‘ the eternal

J
ratitude of all Spaniards is invoked’ 2891 Sat Rev 11

uly 61/2 He goes on to quote two passages from Seneca

d To fare , to carry on or get on ,
to

£ manage .

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1 111 (1840) 40 We went on very

sociable together 1803 Med Jrnl X 356 For the first two

days he went on very well 1820 Southey Life Wesley II.

164 Still it [the school] went on badly 1820 Examiner
No 631 314/1 Affairs.in Spam go on swimmingly 1879

M J Guest Led Hist Eng xlvn 47s The king now
determined to go on without parliament at all

e. Of an action, work, process, state of things

:

To proceed, continue further j
also, to be in pro-

gress Of time To pass, proceed

1711 Swift Jrnl Stella 18 Nov, [The business! had it

f
one on, would have cost three times as much *735

Price Stone-Br Thames 6 Two Piers at proper

Distances, . . both to go on at the same time. 1844 Frasers

Mag XXX xig/i This state of things cannot possibly go

on *85* Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. xvu 188 The idle

and curious, who care only abput what is going on upon

the earth x86x M Pattison Ess. (1889) I 38 As time

went on, the English court grew impatient. 1864 Lowell
Biglow P Poet Wks (1879) 247 A thunderstorm was going

on 1879 M J GuestLed Hist Eng Ivl 574 The struggle

is still going on
f To conduct oneself, act, behave (m some

reprehensible manner)

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand 1 1, Sad comfort whenever he

returns, to hear how yourbrother has gone on 1 x8*grByron

Juan 1 cxlvi, How dare you thmk your lady would go on

so 1 1890 F Barrett Betw. Lift $ Death II xvu. 12 She

is playing the fool to go on in this- style.

g colloq. To talk volubly ,
to rail, storm at.

1863 Mrs C. Clarke Shaks Char vi 162 Her first scene

with Fenton is inimitable, where she goes on about a wart

on his face x873 ArgosyPXNl.36i Hewould go on at Fred

for making himself common 1878. Scribner's Mag XVI
415/2 He went on dreadful because he eouldn t get at his

ladder 1884 G Allen Phihstia II xu 9, 1 wish you could

only see the way father goes on at me about chapel

h. Of an article of dress . To admit of being

put on ....
1847 in Craig. xKi TempleBari 270Shoes that wouldn t

go on, and muskets that wouldn’t go off

1. Cricket. To take up the bowling, begin to

bowl. Theatr. To appear in a part.

x883 Daily Tel 15 May 2/7 Bates went on 1888 Mrss F
Warden Witch ofHills I vii 137. 1 only got small parts,

and it’s dreadful to have to go on with nothing to say. 2890

Field 24 May 752/1 A double change of bowling was tned,

Sharpe and Abel going on.

j. imp Expressing impatience or derision: =
Go your ways ;

go along with you colloq.

In representations of cockney speech often -written gam

GrO.

k. Going onfor • approaching (a certain age 01

period). Also in absolute use,
=

* nearly * (so long

ago).
1848 J H Newman Loss <§• Gain 193, I was very uncom-

fortable about the Articles, going on for two years since

1887 Mrs H Martin Amor Vinctt II. mil 265, 1 shall be
twenty-three, going on for twenty-four 1891 Miss Dowie
Girl 711 Karp xiu 174 It was going on for eight o'clock.

+ 1 To make an attack Obs
x6ix B Jonson Catiline 1 i, Bold Cethegus, Whose valour

I haue prais’d so into daring, as he would Goe on \poit

the gods 16x7 F Moryson Itin u 163 Ihey attempted

another Trench the Serjeant in going on was shot through

the body 1802 James Miht Did
,
To go on, to make an

attack

85 Go out.

a. lit To go from withm (a place, a house,

anything which contains)
;
esp to go from one’s

house. (See simple senses and Out.)
a 1225 A ncr. R 54 A meiden Jacobes doubter eode vt

tior tobiholden uncuSe wummen c 1250 Meid Ma> egret

e

xxxiv, A1 bet blod . out it ede ]>o c 1340 CursorM 10951

(Laud) He bad the folk go out echone While be praide in

the chirch allone 1388 Wyclii"Matt vm 32 Thei 3eden out,

and wenten into the swyne 1480 Caxton Chron Eng 111,

That Coryn priuely sholde gone oute and bussh hyni m a

wode til amorne 17x1 Sttele Sped, No 137 r 3 She calls

for her Coach, then commands it in again, and then she will

not go out at all. *727 Dc Foe Hist Appar iv (18401 31

He can appear though the doors be shut, and go out,

though bolted and barred in 1863 Kingsley Waier-Bab
10 Instead of going out to dinner at half-past eight

fb Withadj complement: To turn out, prate

a 1240 Lofsongm Cott Horn 213 For to schewen hu J>is

hope to J>m ones help schal gon me betere ut ]>en dude er

]>e ocSres.

c To march as a soldier ;
to take the field (now

chiefly Hist with reference to the Jacobite risings

of 1715 and 1745) ,
also to take part, as principal,

in a duel Also in full, to go out tofight.

2387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 251 pey [the proletani)

were 1 constreyned for to goo out [orig extre] of skarsnesse

of knyjtes 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, in 11, 126 There are

other men fitter to goe out than I 180a James Milit

Did s v , He went out with a brother officer, and was
slightly wounded. 1841 Fraser's Mag XXIII 13 llie

quarrelsome man goes out to fight 1870 Ramsay Return

vi (ed 18) 22B One of the lairds .proposed to go out, on the

occasion of one of the risings for the Stuarts 1890 Cot n/t

Mag Dec. 626 He must go out or be under a social ban

Out they go accordingly, and the trained pistol-shot kills his

civilian opponent

d Of a fire, light, a luminary, etc. . To be ex-

tinguished. Also transf andfig
c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) vm 3T His laWmpe gase oute

*599 Shaks Hen VdV 1 270 Thinks thou the fiene Feuer

will goe out With Titles hldwne fiom Adulation? 1683

Apol Proi France v 39 The Sun goes not out when it is

Eclipsed. 1742 PopeDune iv 640 And ather felt approach

and secret might. Art after art goes out, and all is night

x8xg Byron Juan 1 clxxxiv, Out went the light *843

Mrs Carlyle Lett I. 189, 1 heard Helen lighting the fire,

which had gone out 1879 Morley Burke ix 206 A life

went out which had made great tides in human destiny

very luminous x88qEng Illustr Mag Dec 259 My cigar

u ent out

e In University use. f (a) With complement.

To take the degree of (doctor, master, bachelor)

(obs.). (b) At Cambridge To take the degree of

BA 772 a specified subject or ttt honours.

1646 Fanshawe tr Guarmi'sFaithf Sheph iv ix 157 Thy
bow Th’ hast pil’d so well about these words, that now Th
art gone out thy Arts-master 1688 Miege Gt. Fr Did. 11

s v To go out Doctor, or to take the Degree of a Doctor

*703Hearne Collect 7 Dec (0 H,S)I 119 Who went out

A.M June 27, 1684, and B D Feb 4, 1695 x88o Trollope

Duke's Childr I ill. 33 Hehad gone out m honours, having

been a second class man 1890 Guardian *8 June 1000/1

She went out in natural science, but her place m the class is

not recorded .

transf. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat Anglo-Lat 209 That

I should so suddenly go out poet.

£ To die In early use, to go out ofthe world

18697 Collier Ess. Mot Subj xi (1703) 31 There are some
Opportunities ofgoing out of the World, which are vary well

worth ones while to come in for *703 Prior Ode to G.

Villters 38 The ancient sage, who did so long maintain,

That bodies die, but souls return again,Wlth a11 the births

and deaths be had in store. Went out Pythagoras, and came
no more 189* S C. Scrivener Our Fields <5- Cities 10

[Said of a dying man] He will go out with the tide, may be

g Of the tide • To recede.

i860 W. Longman Hist Edw. Ill, I. xiv 252 Waiting for

the tide to go out

lx To retire from office.

1820 Examiner No 664 846/2 The burthen of all our

speeches should be. Ministers must go out 1881 Mrs C
Praed Policy £ Passion L at 186 It is an absolute certainty

that the Government will go out 1890 T F Tout Hist

Eng 173 Stanley went out for fear of the Appropriation

Clause . , r
i. elhpt for to-go out of date,fashion, use, etc.

1840 Carlyle Heroes 1, Hero-worship, professes to have

gone out, and finally ceased 184X Punch I 113/1 To use

the flippant idiom of the day, they [pockets] are going out l

*879M'CarthyOwn Times 1 1 xxv 217 The practice ofthe

duel m England had utterly gone out. *890 Harpers
Mag Jan 315/1 Has tolerance gone out with astrology?

1895 Westm Gas 22 Apr 1/2 Very little yellow is worn—it

seems to have quite gone out.

j. Of a year : To terminate.

1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser 111 xv 134 The year 1470

went out with Henry on the throne. 1896 Daily News
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7 Dec 3/7 The } ear will go out upon a much better state of

things all round in the manufacturing industries

k Thieves' slang (See quot. 1812 )

i6m J, H, Vaux Flash Diet , Go out
,
to follow the pro

fession of thieving , two or more persons who usually rob in

company, are said to go out together 18*9 — Mem I xn
141 We continued to go out with one or other of the gentle-

rtien frequenting the Swan
1 To go to another country as a colonist,

ambassador, missionary, agent, etc

1830 Tait's Mag. XVII 466/1 An offer being made to

hun t6 go out to Australia

m. Chiefly of girls or women . To leave home,
to find employment away fiom home. Const to

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxut, Betsy Martin Goes out
charing and washing, by the day 1849 Macaulay Hist
Eng li I 330 His boys followed the plough , and his girls

went out to service *871 Mas, Stowe Oldtmun Fireside
Stor 80 When she went out to tailorin’, she was allers be-

spoke six months ahead. x886 Miss Sergeant No Samt
II 11 46 You may go out and earn your own living 2889
Mas H L Cameron Lost Wife II v fix

1 Something to do *

meant in my case .going opt as a governess, or as a com-
panion

n To mix in general society

*768 Foote Bant on two Sticks m (1778) 67 My father,

Sir, as we seldom went out, established a domestic kind of
drama 1886M 1 Cartky & Mrs C Pracd RightHonourable
I ui 46 Betty liked society, and was made for it She went
out incessantly. 1890 Temple Bar Jan 24 We do not
intend to go out at all in Florence—I mean into society

o To be issued, published
189a Sir N Lindley in Law Tunes Rep LXVII 143/1

They allowed this prospectus to go out with statements in it

which were false.

p To abandon work- In full, to go out on
strike (Cf Come v. 63 c.)

1889 Sat Rev 14 Dec 672/1 The gas workers who had
gone out on strike have found their places filled 189a
Nation (N Y ) ss Aug 133/1 The New York Central
switchmen 1 went out ' . because the others went out

q. Cricket
, etc. Of a batsman : To retire from

batting, end one’s innings.
x688 Steel & Lyttieton Cricket (Badm ) v 232 Nothing

would induce the injured batsman to remain , . he had been
given out and was going out. 1891 Strand Mag II 518/2
[In Tipcat] If either of the cats fall to the ground, both
batters go out and the feeders get their turn

r. To be drawn or impelled to (a person) by
affection or sympathy, Also of the feeling itself

.

To go forth to.

1884 Edna Lyall We Two 1, His heart went out more
and more to the beautiful girl 1887 Mrs Perks Fr
Heather Hills I x 162 Her whole heart went out in greet-

ing 1890 Review ofRev. Nov 428/1 His whole soul goes out
in sympathy to Edmund Burke 1891 Pictorial World 19
Dec. 239/1 The love of a nation goes out to its great men

f s imp m contracted form gout = go about
your business (Cf go on

, 84 j),
1600 Look About You xvui E 3, Gout I haue curtail'd

what I could not borrow. Ibid xix E 3 b, Glo, Gods
mother doe you scorne me? Jo. Gout, what then?

80. Go out of
a. See simple senses and Out. To go out ofthe

stable . (of a horse) to be entered for a race. To
go out ofhand (see Hand 33 b).
c 97s Ruskw Gosp John Iv 30 And ut eodun of 5agr byric.

c xaoo [see A 2 b] a 1300 CursorM 17704 (Gott ) Ga nogh t

vte of \n hus a step 1483 Calk Angl 149/1 To Ga owte of
way, demure, exhorbitare 1383 Hollyband Campo di
Fior 29 Before thou goest out of thy chamber, 1663 PepYS
Diary 21 June, I find all the towii almost going out.of town
[on account ofthe plague] 17a r AddisonSpict No 112 r 5
No body presumes to stir till Sir Roger is goneput of the
Church 188a Daily Tel 30 Jan , Mr Linde allowed Sea-
man, Lord Chancellor, and Woodbrook to go out ofthe stable
one after the other 1884M Mackenzie Dis Throat <$ Nose
It 31X If .. a patient is obliged to go out ofdoors he should
plug his nostrils with cottonwool x888 McCarthy &Mrs
C Praed Ladies' Gallery II. v, 86 It has quite gone out
ofmy head. x8ga Charno. Jml. 3 Sept 363/2 The estates
went out of the family

b. To go out of cultivation,
-
fashion, use

, etc

to cease to be cultivated, fashionable, or used. To
go out ofprint' said of a book, etc , when all the
printed copies are sold off. To go put ofgear or
order to become disarranged. To go out of one's
mind or senses : to become deranged
1483 Cath Angl 149/x To Ga owte of mynde, detnentare.

xBxBHallam Mid. Ages (18721 I 277 Much land had gone
out of cultivation m Gau! 1825 New MonthlyMag XIV
558 The May-pole is almost gone out of fashion 1883
Black Yolande I xvui 344 He will go out of his senses,
x886 Walsingham & Payne-Gallwey Shooting (1895) 93
Hammerless guns ar-e very apt to go out of order 1890
Murray's Mag VII do The first edition went out of print
1890 Black™ Mag CXLVIII 835/2 Our military machinery
had rusted and gone out of gear. x8ga Monthly Packet
Oct 430 The name had m some way gone put of use.

87. Go over
a See simple senses and Over

;
often, to cross

•a piece of water, a hill, etc.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 12 Ther bysyde was an hie
montayne and there muste brune in the myddel goon ouer
for to goo to maleperduys 1603 Shaks Mach in iv 138,
I am in blood Slept in so farre, that should I wade no more,
Returning were as tedious as go ore, 1648 Hamilton
Papers (Camden) 202 He will goe over wheather and when
you aduisse 1737 Swift Let, to Pope 23 July, It will he
time enough when his lordshjp goes over [1 e crosses from
Ireland to England]

b. To pay a visit to a place at some distance

1847 Marryat Chtldr N. Forest xxi, I fear that you
cannot go over to the cottage

C To pass, be transferred to another owner.
x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II 19 The estate must go over

to the next in remainder

d To change one’s party ; to secede from one

side to another. To go over {to Tome) • to become
Roman Catholic To go aver to the majority ( = L.

abire ad plures) • to die (see Majority).
1687 Burnet Contm Reply to Vanllas 123 Some went

over to the Queen with flying Colours 1704 Addison Italy

(1705) 5x6 In the Change of Religion, Men don't so much
consider the Principles as the Practice of those to whom
they go over 1823 New MonthlyMag IX 341/1 Morillo

has gone over to the French with a part of his force 1860-1

Thackeray Ltmel 11, Pye of Maudlin, just before he ‘ went
over was perpetually 111 Mrs Prior's back parlour with little

books, pictures [etc ] 1878 Miss Braddon Open Veut I vi

103 After this, I shouldn't be at all surprised at his going
o\ er to Rome. 1885 Mns Lynn Linton Chr Kirkland II

v. 154 You will at once adopt [his views] and go over to his

side, 189a Standard 26 Apr 4/7 When a large section,

headed by the old Leader, had gone ovei, it was hopeless

to prolong the struggle

e. Of a vehicle To be overturned or upset.

Said also of the driver or passengers.
1890 Boldrbwood Col Reformer (1891) 127 It took all

Ned could do . to keep from going over in some of the

waggon tracks

88. Go round
a To revolve, rotate. Of the head To * swim \

1606 Shaks Ant 4 Cl 11 vu 124 Cup vs till the world go
round x6xx — Cymb v v 232. 178a Cowper Gtlpm 4X
Smack went the whip, round went the wheels *875
Jowett Plato (ed 2) III 579 The earth goes lound 1897
Fl Markyat Blood Vampire x, Better now, Mamma, thank
you 1 only my head keeps going round

b To complete a revolution
X603 Shaks. Meets forM t u 172 So long, that mnteene

fcodiacks haue gone round
e. To make a circuit or tour

,
to visit various

places in succession

,,1849 Tails Mag XVI 80/2 They went round into the
markets, and bought up all the corn x86x Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf, 1, I spent a day or two in going round
and seeing the other pollftges

d To Circulate, pass from one person to another
in a company.
xgoo-ao Dunbar Poems lyi 14 Lat anis the cop ga round

about, And wyn the covanis banesoun 16x3 Shaks Hen,
VIII, 1 iv 97 A health Gentkfaien, Let it goe round 1779
Cowper Yearly Distress xtf, The punch goes round, and
they are dull And lumpish still as ever xSox Miss Aikin
Begg Man

,
Poetr Chtldr, (1826) 1 Jokes Went round and

careless chat 1890 Comk Mag Julyn The frequent laugh
goes round.

e. To make a detour. Also colloq to pay a visit

in an incidental or informal way (Cf, Come 67 a

)

1664 Pepys Diary 3 Nov., The coach being forced to go
round by London Wall home, because of the bonfires. 1873
Black Pr. Thule xvi 264. Her husband was gping rouna
for an hour to a ball that Mrs Kavanagh was giving 1885
G. Allen Babylon viu, He went round to see Cicolart.

f To be long enough to encompass.
g. Of food, or anything to be distributed or ap-

portioned ; To be sufficient in number or quantity

to supply every member of the party Also, in

Card-playing
,

said of .a spit led, when all the
players are able to follow.
1878 Scribner's Mag XV 334/a ,We have barely enough

to go round ^870 ‘ Cavendish ’cVwrf-ffjr etc 230 Itspojicy
lies chiefly fn the hope that spades may go round three
times. 1889 Miss Sergeant E Denison I 1 ui 28 To see

that the cups and saucers would go round x8qx Sat
Rev. 18 July 84/3 The haunch of venison was in such
demand that Jacob Tonson learnt with horror that it would
never ‘go round’.

88 Go through.
a. See simple senses and Throuqh. +b. To

complete what is entered upon or undertaken. Ohs,
1513 More in Grafton Chron (1568) 777 And sithence he

had once begonne, he would stoutly go thorowe. 1631
ShiRley Traitor iv i, You chang’d Your purpose, why did
you not goe through, And murder him? <1x7x3 Burnet
Own Time (1823) ll 300 They promised these witnesses
a large share of the .confiscated estates, if they went through
in the business 17x6 Jer. Collier tr G Nazianzeris Paneg
9, 1 havd seen you all go nobly through, and come off with
Conquest about you.

<3 Of a proposition ; To be carried
X895 Boston (Mass) Jml 14 Jan. 7/7 Confirmation of

Secretary Francis considered, but does not go through

90 . Go through with.
a To complete, carry to completion, perform

thoroughly, get to the end of.

15^8 Grafton Ckron II. 32 He seazed upon his goods
whereby he became the stronger, and better able to go
thorowe with this enterprise a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n.
(1633) *23 Finding Pyrocles able euery way to goe thorow
with thatleinde of life 1677 Temple Ess Gout Wks. 1731
I 145 The Gout is commonly the Disease of aged Men, who
cannot go through with these strong Remedies 1748Anson's
Voy in 111 323 They were prepared for going through with
this undertaking 1787 Cowper Let 27 Aug ,

It is the only
one [romance], indeed, of an old date that I ever had the
patience to go through with x8ao ExaminerNo 629 287/1
He would have gone through with it to the very bottom, or
else have perished in the attempt. 1890 New Review Jan
85 He is only going through with It as a duty

j*b. To complete an enumeration or descrip-
tion of. Obs.

1726 Leoni Albertis A rchit II 73/2, 1 think I haye now
gone thro' with all the ornaments that relate to public
Edifices.

91 Go to, f go till.

+ a To go about one’s work, to get to work.
Chiefly m imp as an exhortation => Come on'
L age Obs
c xaoo Ormin 9199 Ga}> till, & 3arrhe(>b Godess \ve«e

Ibid 14038 Ant te39 3edenn till, & didenn (jatt he seasde
a xago Owl <$• Night 836 Thu gest al to mid swtkelede
C1420 PaHad on,Husb m 668 In ver let sowe, in October
go to And transplaunte hit C1460 Towryeley Myst m 236
Here shal no man tary the, I pray the go to I 1313 Douglas
AEneis IX 11 12 Hay, hay, go to 1 than cry that with ane
schout *573 Satir Poems Reform xxxix xiaOurCronall
als, quha is ane freik hot feir, With all his Capitanes reddle
to ga to 1383 Hollyband Campo di Ftor 9 Go to now
bring me a doublet x6xx Bible Gen. xi 3 And they sa>d
one to another , Goe to, let vs make bricke 1645 Usmihi
Body Div (1647) 56 Go to then, shew first how many ways
smne is to be considered 1690W Walktr Idiomat Anglo
Lat 208 Go to * let it be done

b. Used m ttnp to express disapprobation,
remonstrance, protest, or derisive incredulity

;
=

Come, cornel fAlso used to introduce a con-
temptuous concession

*S*3 Morf in Grafton Chron (1568) II 769 But go to,

suppose that she feareth (as who may let her to feare her
awne shadowe) 1389 R Harvey PI Ptrc (1860)4 Go to,

Martin, go to I know a man is a man though he haue but
a hose on his head x6oa Marston Ant ,5- Mel in Wks 1856
I 31 Goe to, goe to , thou best, Philosophy 1741 Richard-
son Pamela I 100 Go to, go to, naughty mistrustful Mrs
Pamela, 1798

1

Twining Recr % Studies (1882) 232 Go to
with your doubts and your wisdom x8aa Byron Werner
II 1 429 Go to ' you are a wag x86x Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf i, Go to, why should we not make the public pay for

the great benefits we confer upon them ? x886 J Payne
Decameron I, 50 ‘Go to, son ’, rejoined the friar

,
‘ what is

this thou sayesi?'

+ c. Sc Of the sun . To go down, set Obs.
1388 A King tr Cantsncs' Catech 152 Thou sail pay him

the price of his labour befoii the sunne ga to. x6za [see

Going svbl sb 5 b]

d. To shut, close.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb
) 92 The grynne wente to

92. Go together.
a. See simple senses and Together To go to-

gether by the ears (see Ear sb 1 I. 1 . d)

b To be mutually concomitant or compatible
1606 Shaks Ant 1}- Cl iv xv. 47, Ant Of Caesar seeks

your Honour, with your safety. Cleo They do not go
together 1820 Examiner No 651, 631/1 Vixenishness and
virtue go together 1889 Philips & Wjlls Fatal Phryne
I v 104 Baldness, science, and snuff taking go together

+ c To collapse. Obs
X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI T 7 pat tyme was so greet

tempest ,, ]>at tt semede pat al J>e worlde schulde goo to

giders

93. Go under. Ofpersons* To fail
;
to succumb

in the struggle for life ; to go to nun , to disappear

from society; in U.S. slang, to die. Of aliteiary

work • To drop out of sight

1849 Ruxton LifeFar West 13 Five ofour boys got rubbed
out that time .How s’ever, five of us went under 1879
J Payn Finding His Level, High Spirits I. 234 Poor John
Weybridge, Esq

, became as friendless as penniless, and
eventually * went under and was heard of no more. 1883
B Hartb Maruja vu, What with old Doc. West going
under so suddept 1890 Sat Rev 15 Mar 330/2 Intended
for publication a considerable time ago they ‘ went under’
. and only recently turned up again. X89X H. C Halliday
Someone must sifter III xvi 264 He had ‘gone under ’ m
the struggle, as the terribly expressive phrase runs,

*

94 Go up.
a. To go, pass, or change to a place or position

which is, or is viewed as, higher
, to ascend, nse,

t Of a sword . To be put up (into the sheath), to

be sheathed
c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T 2x2 Vp to hir housbonde is

this wyf ygon CX400 Destr Troy 4978 Goand vp by
degres jmrgh mony gay Aly s 1333 Coverdale Gen xlvi, 29
Ioseph bended his charett fast, and went vp to mete Israel

his father x6ox Shaks, Jrd C v 1 52, I draw a Sword
against Conspirators,When thinke you that the Sword goes
vpagaine? 17x9 De Foe Crusoe it xi (1840) 233 The great

gulf which goes up to Siam 1793 Smeaton Edystone L
§ 289 The moveable shears, that naa gone up with us, from
the top of the first room 1820 Examiner No 615 57/*
Pope resolved to go up to London 1844 Fraser*s Mag,
XXX 504 The writ went up to the Lords x86x Hughes
Torn Brown at Oxf Introd , He, did not go up to reside at

Oxford till the end of the following January 1861 Temple
Bar III 515 A certain number go up for examination^ to

be ruthlessly plucked *890 Gd Words Aug 52°/* The
baiotneter is going up at a tremendous rate 1895SUFFLING
Land ofBroads 70 There is no such thing as a level street

in the city those which do uot go up, go down
b. Chiefly US. To go to rum

,
to be destroyed

;

to become bankrupt
1864 Index June (Farmer), Soon after the blockade, many

thought we should go up on the salt question, 1878 Scrib-

ner's Mag XVI 864/2 Ob, they are all going to pieces I

should not be surprised to hear of their going up at any
moment 1892 Stevenson& L Osbourne Wrecker xvi, 248

We’ve rather bad news for you your firm's gone up.

c Of a cry, etc. = Ascend i c.

1535 Coverdale x Sam v 12 The noyse of the cite wente
up into heauen. *611 Bible ibid, 1869 Hughes Alfred the_

Gt 1 8 This cry . has been going up from all sections of

English society 1890 Murray's Mag Oct 556 A shriek

has gone up as to the wickedness of carrying cattle upon
deck.



GO, 261 GOAD.

d To be put or lifted up; to be raised or reared

i88* Daily lei 19 May, Aftei some slow play, the 50 went

ud 1887 Mrs Pfrics I > Heather Hills I vi 114 Eliza s

hands went up »n hoiror 1892 Harper 1 Mag May 959/2

Already bamcades weie going up m the larger stieets,

e To tnctease in number, price, or value.

1881 Mrs C Prato Moloch I 1 iv 79 Wool would go up

a penny a pound 1890 T F Tout Ilist Eng 95 Norwich

went up from 30,000 to 60,000 inhabitants 1892 S tandard

9 Feb 5/3 Beef and mutton will ‘go up ' for a time,

f To go up and down (see Up)

VIII The vb -stem occas forms phraseological

combs, (chiefly colloq or teclm ) having the function

either of sb. or atlj ,
as go-about (see quot ) ; +go-

aloneplough., ?onethatreqmreslittlegmdancefrom

the ploughman ;
go-ashore (a) adj

,
characteristic

of a sailor when ashore
; (//) sb pi ,

clothes worn by

a sailor when ashore, ‘ the seaman’s best dress
’

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk 1867), (c).New Zealand,

an iron cauldron with three feet, and attachments

for hanging it over a fire [said to be a corruption

ofMaon kohud] (see MorrisHustral-Eng ) ;
go-as-

you-please a., (of a race, hencegen of proceedings

likened to this) unfettered by regulations ;
go-back,

a going back, a return ;
also attnb. in go-bach

game (see quot ) ; f go-before, a haibinger, an

usher; + go-by-(the)-ground (a) adj., cringing,

low ;
(b) sb ,

something that creeps, along the

ground; adwaif; a low carriage; + go-free (see

quot ) ;
go-no-furth.er, a variety of apple, go-out

(see quot ,
cf. Gout sb ,

gae-through-land Sc

a vagabond; go-to-bed, one who is ready to go to

bed, sleepy, go-to-bed at-noon, a dial name for

Goat’s-beabd i ,
go-to-meeting a ,

suitable for

attendance at divine worship ,
go-up-able a ,

that

may be ascended , + go-well, a prosperous journey

outward ;
go-with.m-eacb-oth.er a , of boxes,

when each will go into the next larger. Also Go-

between, Go-by, Go-oabt, Go-down.
x6xx Cotgr., Entonrure, a compasse any thing that com-

passeth, and mcloseth another , a *goe about 1806-7 A
Young Agrtc Essex (18x3)1 143 Mr Newman uses the skim

coulter constantly I saw it working well on his faim,

attached to his *Go alone plough 1862 Marsh Eng Lang
xi. 164 A sailor will not be likely to interlard his *go-ashoie

talk with clew-lines [etc ] 1885 RuncimanSliders§ S/t g8
Burnage looked very well in his *go-ashoies *885 Pall

MallG 13 Jan 1/2 Governments entering into a *go-as-you

please competition in annexation. 1890 CenturyMag June

207/1 Most of these long distance matches are now of the

go as-you-please class 1873 ‘ Cavfndish
1 & BrNNCT'i Bil-

liards 11 He played the best amateius the *go back game,

fifty up It seems only to have been played by screwing back

and by crossing , and not by returning from the slow list

cushion 1896 Mrs Caitvn Quaker Gi andntother 320 It’s a
sort of go-back into the old life. 1625 MassingerNew Way
1 11, You thinke you haue spoke wisely goodman Amble, My
ladle's *go before 1659 Gauden 1ears Ch Eng iv xvu.

521 Would any thing . be more despicable in the eyes of

the people than such *Go-by-ground Governours 1581

J. Bfll Haddon’s Answ Osor 384 b, Creeping yet lyke a
seely goebyground 1595 Cqplfy IVits, Fits,#, Fancies 202

Indeed sir I had need haue two eyes, to discerne so pettie a
goe by ground as you 1797 Mary Robinson Wnlsvighttvi

III 176 A go-by-the-ground, with two wheels, just for all the

world like a cart. 1809 Malkin Gtl Bias iv ix. He was a -

little go-by-the-ground, scarcely up to my shoulders 1885

Edwards 111 Encycl Brit XIX 585/1 Stamped wrappers for

newspapers were made experimentally m London by Mr
Charles Whiting under the name of **go-frees’, In 1830.

1664 Evelyn Kal Hort 80 Apples Rousetting, .. the

*Go-no-further, or Cats-head 1855 Miss Manning Old
Chelsea Bun-House xiv 228 The large Cat's-head Apples

that some call * Go no-farther
'

1875 Knight Diet Mech ,

*Go out (Hydiaulic engineering), a sluice in an embank-
ment for allowing water to escape from tidal lands when
the tide is out 17 . Clerk Tanias xiu. in Child Ballads

viii ceix (1892) 428 Woud I forsake my am gude lord

And follow you, a *gae through-land? 1759 Compl Let •

•writer (ed, 6) 221 The crowd of *Go-to-beds had taken
themselves away 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 xvu. 167 This hearbe
is now called .in English Goates bearde and*Go to bedde
at Noone 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cclu 73 It shutteth it

selfe at twelve of the clocke wherefore it was called Go to

bed at noon 1835 HaliburtonC7oc>Iz« Ser 1 ix, One ofthose

blue noses, with his *go-to-meetm clothes on 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 11 v, I want to give you a true picture

nota kid-glove and go-to-meeting-coat picture 1870 Miss
Broughton Red as Rose I. 120 Very few men look their

Lest in their Go to-Meeting clothes. 1852 Smfdley L ,

Arundel xxxiu 249 Starting for the Rhine, which it was
their intention to go up as far as it was *go-up able 1641
Brome Joviall Crew it Wks. 1873 HI- 388 Now bowse a
round health to the “Go-well and Coin-well Of Cisley Bum-
trmcket that lies in the Strummel 1889 A nthony's Photogr.

Bull II. 2 The *go-withm-each-other boxes, my camera.

®Sf* Phrase-key.
Go 1 imper. 21 d, 22 ; from the word Go, 22 , as far as it

goes, 43 b , as men, things (etc ) go, 15 , as you go, as she
goes (jNaut), 4 b, if you go to that, 35 ,

(as) the story goes,

13 , he goes for my money, 24 b ; here goes, there goes, 22 ,

that goes without saying, 20 ; touch and go, 22 ;
what has

gone of, is gone with — ’ 18 d, who goes (there)’ 8a, —
will or won’t go, 38 a; going, 47, gone, 48; going 1 gonel

24 , (see also Going, Gone) , g a-begging, ahunting, etc

,

32e; g about, {prep ) 49, (adv ) 6g ; g abroad, 70 ; g accord-

ing to, 5, g after, 50, g against, 51, 18 b, g ahead, 71;
^•along, 72; £-and—, 32 c ,

^-apprentice, 32 f; g at, 52 , gat

a price, etc , 12, 24 , g away, 73; g back, 74 , g back from,

74 c J Z back upon, 74 c, d , g backward(s, 75 ; g bail, 32 f

;

g bang, etc , 10; g before, {prep) 53» («««'.) 76; / befoie

Voe IV,

t jury, 33 , g behind, 54 , g beside, 55 ; g better, 36 , g
between, 56, g by, {prep) 57, {adv) 77, g by (= be

guided 01 determined by), 5, g by default, 18 c, g by a
name, 14 , g cheap, 24 , g cut lent, 12, g down, 78 , g far,

35, 43 , g foi, 58, 18 b, § for a price, 24 , g for cuirent, 12 ,

u for to do, 34 c , g forth, 79 , g free, 23 , g from one’s word,

21 c , g halves (with), 35 c , g hard, t8; g high, 8b, g ill

(with), 18 , g in, 80 ; g in (-be spent in), 25 ; g in and out,

80 a , g 111 at, 80 f
, g in for, 81

, g in to or unto, 80 e , g 111

with, 82
,
jftn favour of, 18 b , or into holes, 29 a ,

^"mto,

59, 38 , g it, 46 ; g (great) lengths, 35 ; g less, 35 b, 44 , g
near, nigh, 35 , g off, {prep ) 60, (adv ) 83 , g on, {prep ) 6r,

{adv ) 84 , ^on (=act or depend on), 5 ,
^on (=be leported

concerning), 13 ; g on the highway, road, streets, 31 c ; g on

one’s side, 18 b, g out, 85 , g out of, 86 , g out of (=be paid

out of), 25 b
, g over, {prep ) 62, {adv ) 87 , g the pace, 2 c

,

g quit, 23 , g round, 88 , g shares (with), 35 c , g short, 6

,

g through, 1 prep

)

63, {adv

)

89 ; g through with, 90 , g to

{(tdv.), 91 , to the bad, 43b, gto the bar, 31 c, g to Bath,

Jericho, etc
, 30 b , g to blows, cuffs, etc

, 34 , g to the bull,

etc (=copulate with), 31 b, gta do (=attempt 01 ventuie to

do), 34 b, c
, g to expense, trouble, etc , 35 d; g to one’s

heart, 37 b , g to law, 34 , g to pieces, to rack and nun, 44 c

;

g to sea, 31 d ; g to sleep, 30 d , g to war, 32 , g to work, 34

,

g together, 92 , g under, {prep) 64, (adv ) 93 , g under a
name, 14, g unpunished, unrewarded, etc, 23, g up,

(pi ep ) 65, {ado ) 94 , g upon, 66 , g upon (=act or proceed

upon', 5 ;
£-upon (=be reported concerning!, 13, g (a great,

long, some) way (towards), 35, 43 c, d , g one’s way, 21b;

g well (with!, 18, 19 , g with, 67 , g with (
= act in harmony

with), 5 a , g with child, 7 , g without, 68

Goa 1 (gi? 11 a). The name of a city m India, the

capital of the Portuguese dominion m that country,

used attnb. in the names of certain articles, at. Goa

bean, the seed of Psophocarpus teti agonolobus (J

Smith Did Names PI 1882) ;
Goaplum

,

the fruit

of Pannanum excelsmn (Yule), Goa powdei

,

a

medicament used for Bombay eczema, derived from

the Brazilian araroba-tree (Yule) ; Goa stone (also

Goa ball), a fever medicine at one time greatly in

vogue, consisting of various drags made up in the

form of a hard ball, from -which a portion was
scraped as required (see quots.)

1696 Ovington Voy, Suratt 262 The Snake Stone much
excels the deservedly fam’d Gaspet A ntoni, or Goa Stone

1698 Fryth Acc h India <$ P 149 Gasper Antonio, a
Florentine, a Lay-Brother of the Order [of Puulistines], the

Author of the Goa Stones, brings them in 50,000 Xerephms,
by that invention Annually 1710 T Fuller Phamr Ex-
temp, 30 Take .Goa Stone half a scruple 1719 D’URrEY
Pills V. 347 Perfum’d with flagrant Goar Stone 17157

Brooke in Phil Trans LI. 79, 1 seemed to find great relief

by drinking punch, into which Goa stone had been plenti-

fully grated 186S C. W King Nat Hist. Gems (1867) 256

The Goa-stone . is of the shape and sire of a duck’s egg, has

a greyish metallic lusti e, and, though hard, is friable 1874
Fayrer in Med Times <$• Gaz 24 Oct 471/1 Goa powder
is a fine yellowish powder without smell or taste. . It is

sold by the chemists in Calcutta and Bombay in small phials

Goa 2
(g<?u a). [Corruptly a Tibetjan dgoba

(Jaschke Tib. Dictl)l\ A Tibetan antelope, Pro-

capra pichcauda (Hodgson).
1846 B H Hodgson A New Species Tibetan Antelope in

Jml Asiatic Soc. BengalUCS 335 This exceedingly grace-

ful little animal is called by the Tibetans Rdg<5a or Gd.i

simply 1888 Blackw Mag Aug 242 \Ve intended to tryoui

luck after the goa X893 Lydekkfr Horns <$• Hoofs 183 The
pretty little goa, or Tibetan gazelle {Gasellapicticaudata)

Goa. 3 (gt"“ a) A name of the marsh crocodile.

1863 Wood Nat Hist III 31 The Marsh Crocodile

{Crocodihts palnsins), sometimes known by the names of
Mugger, or Goa
Goad (g^ufl)j sb t Forms: 1 gad, (gaad),4-6

gode, (gohode), 5 goode, 6 goad©, 7- goad.

[OE. gdd str. fem. corresponds to Lombard
gaida arrow-head •—OTeut type *gmdfi

;
for

possible cognates see Gake sbf The northern

form is Gaid (q.v ), but in ME. both northern and
southern forms are less common than the synony-

mous, though unrelated, Gad r#.1]

1 A rod or stick, pointed at one end or fitted

with a sharp spike and employed for driving cattle,

esp oxen used m ploughing (cf Gad sb I 4).
c 7*5 Corpus Gloss 1937 Stiga [sic], gaad a 1000 Sal ff

Sat 91 (Gr) HafaS gudmaecgagierde lange, gyldenegade
1388 Wyclif Ecclus xxxviii 26 He that noldith the plow,

and he that hath glone in a gohode [L mjaculo], dryueth

0x1s with apricke c 1394 P PI Creed 433 His wyfwalked
him wiJj [at the plough] with a longe goae. 14 Vac in

Wr -Wulcker 586/23 Gerusa, a goode. c 1440Piomp Parv
184/1 Gad or gode, gerusa 1339 Taverner Erasm Prov

.

(1552) 15 It is harde kyckynge agaynst the gode 1627

Drayton Sheph Sircna 361 They their Holly whips haue
brac'd, And tough Hazell goades haue gott 1635-56 Cowley
Davideis iv 166 With the same Goad Samgar his Oxen
drives Which took six hundred lives X703 Maundrell
Journ. Jems (1732)110 In ploughing they us’d Goads
about eight foot long 1783 Hoole Oil Fur xxxvii 804

A hind A rustic weapon for her rage supply’d, A pointed

goad he brought x8i6 Scott Old Mart, xv, Countrymen
armed with scythes hay-forks goads 1875 Helps Ess

,

Orgams in Daily Life 109, I had a thought that drove me
like a goad.

2. Jig. Something that pricks or wounds like a

goad a. A torment, ‘ thorn %
1 sting

1561 tr. Calvin's 4 Serin, agst Idolatries 1 C tj b, Those
same goads and pnekes wherwith their consciences are

pnkt and wounded *641 J. Jackson True Evang T 11

138 These pointed and diamonded speeches, which doe
indeed leave a sting, and goad in the mind of the pious

Auditor 1689 Shadwell Bury F m 181 Where is my
Goad' my damned for bettei or worse 1759 Franklin

Ess. Wks 1840 III. 255 French foits anti French aimies so

near us will be eveilaxting goads m our sides 1861 Trench
Comm Ep to Ch Asia So i’heie aie ever goads in the

memoiy ofa betterand a noblei past, 1879 Farrar St Paul
(1883) 140 1 he wounding goad of a reproachful conscience

b A strong incitement or instigation, * spin \
stimulus.
1600 Holland Livy \xxix xv (1609) 1032 These who

pneke and piovoke (as it were) with goads [L stninths] of

furies your spirits and minds 1608 Armin Nest Aurn (1842)

4 That’s the way to spoyle all, but with your goad pneke me
on the true tract 1615 Crookl Body of Man 284 Those
Females whiLh are castrated or gelt the goads of lust are

in them vtterly extinguished 1798 Malthus Popul m 1

I1806) II 82 The labour., will not be performed without the

goad of necessity a 1859 Macaulay Biog. (1867)110 He no
longer felt the daily goad urging hum to the daily toil 1876

Mojsley Umv Semt 1v. (1877) 94 Knowledge is a goad to

those who have it.

3 . A measure of length fa. A doth-measure =
4|- feet. Obs
1481 Howard Hoitseh Bks (Roxb) 17 My Lord schal

haue of hym inj. c goodes off white and my Lord schal pay
him for euery goode, ix d 1552 Act 5 <5 6 Edw VI, c 6 § 1

Cottonnes called Manchester and Chesshire Cottonnes

shalbein lengbe twentie two goades and conteyneinbreditli

thre quarters of a yarde in the water. 1674 Jeake A 1 ith

(1696) 65 In 1 Goad 4$ Feet, a Measure in some places

for Land and Cloth received by Custom 17*1 C King
Bnt Merck I 181, 1200 C. Goads of Cotton 1727W
Mather Yng, Man's Comp 399 In London, the Yard is

used for Silks,Woollen Cloth, &c. The Ell foi Ltnnen Cloth,

&c., and the Goad for Frizes, Cotton, and the like

b A land-measure (see quots and cf Gad 6).

1587 Fleming Contn Hohnshed III 1353/1 The space of

fbrtie goad (euerie goad conteining fifteene foot) x88o

E Cornw. Gloss s v ,
It lepresents nine feet, and two goads

square is called a yard of ground

4 A spike=

G

ad sb 1 r

1855 J Hewitt Anc Armour 1 81 The spur of this period

consisted of a single goad, sometimes of a lozenge form,

sometimes a plain spike.

5 Comb., as goadgroom, -prick, also goad(s)-

man = Gadman
,
goad-Bpur, a spur without a

rowel and with one point (cf. pi ickspur)

1614 Sylvester Little Bartas 877 Thou by one man,
one *Goad-groom (silly Sangar), Destroy’dst six hundred in

leligious anger 1605—DuBartas 11 in iv Captaines 710

Ana *Goad-man Sangar 1765 A Dickson Treat Agric
(ed. 2) 248 The goadman or driver 1816 bcorr Old Mart
vi, Ye may be goadsman and tak tent ye dinna o’erdrive

the owsen ci826 Hogg in Wilson's Wks (1855) I 176 The
goadman whistles sparelj. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Sam xiu

ai Even to the *godepnck, which was to be mended. 1889

Century Diet , *Goaa-spur

Goad (£[dud), sb 2 slang. (See quots )

a 1700 B E. Did. Cant Crew, Goads, those that Wheedle
in Chapmen for Horse-coursers 1889 Century Diet ,

Goad
a decoy at an auction , a Peter Funk

Goad (y^“d), » [f Goad sb l]

1. trans To prick with a goad or other pointed

instrument; to drive or urge on to something by

such means Also with on or onwai ds.

1610 Fletcher & Massinger False One v 111, Goad him
on with thy swoid 1697 Dryden Vug. Georg 1 70 Produce

the Plough, and yoke the sturdy Steer, And goad him till

he groans beneath his Toil 1704 Addison Italy (1733) +4
His angry Keeper goads him to the Fight 1841 James
Brigand xxu, No hand tames me and goads me on 1855

Kingsley Heroes 11 iv (1856) no Jason bound them to the

5
lough, and goaded them onward with his lance, x8«
OWETT Plato (ed 2) III 457 They are driven to it by the

stings of the drones goading them 1879 Stevenson 7 rav
Cevennes (1892) 42, 1 was goading Modesune down the steep

descent

2 fig To assail or prick as with a goad ; to

irritate ; to instigate or impel by some form of

mental pain or annoyance ;
to drive by continued

irritation into or to some desperate action or un-

controlled state of mind. Also with advs. on, on-

ward, along, etc

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin Tint 530/1 It is verie hard

for vs not to be greened, when we heare ourselues so euil

spoken off, and men goade vs 1603 Shahs Meets forM
11 11 182 Most dangerous Is that temptation, that doth

goad vs on To smne, in louing vertue. *607 — Cor. it. 111.

271 This [mutiny] shall seeme their owne, Which we haue

goaded on-wardf. 1696 Tate & Brady Ps xxxv 6 Thy
vengeful Ministers ofWrath Shall goad them as they run

1789 T, Jefferson Writ (1859) II 555 He was continually

goaded forward by the public clamors X790 Wolcot (P

Pindar) Compl Ep. % Bruce Wks 1812 II 356 Tis famine

goads him, like an Ox, along. 1790 Burke Ft Rev Wks
V 264 Goaded on with the ambition of intellectual sove-

reignty i8ox Southey TJialaba 11 xxix, That rankling

hope within him, that by day Goaded his steps, still stinging

him in sleep 2817 Coleridge Lay Serm 401 They might

f
oad ignorance into riot, and fanaticism into rebellion 1849

Iacaulay Hist Eng v I 575 Many of them hm been

goaded by petty persecution into a temper fit for desperate

enterprise 1858 Fhoude Hist Eng. IV. xvm 80 The
deputy, goaded by opposition and unreason, had dashed

into toleration of the rebels 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xvm 363 The Ajawa was evidently goaded on by Portu-

guese agents 1874 Green Short Hist iv. § 5 201 Taunts

and defiances goaded the pioud Baronage; to fury.

Hence G-oa’ded/jJ/ a ,Goa dingT/W sb.wappl a.

x7i8 Rowe tr. Lucan iv. 1203 By swords and goading

Darts compell’d, Dronishhe drags his Load across the Field

1815W H Ireland Scnbbleomanta, 259 Morality’s rules

planted deep in the breast, Where goading ofturpitude ne er

was impress’d 1841 Dickens Bam Rndge xixj I aon t

want to say more rejoined the goaded locksmith, 1851

GallEnga Italy 91 What prudent considerations could pre-

vail on the trampled, goaded Milanese, to endure any longer



GOAT.GOADLOUP.

1867 Parkman Jesuits N Awe

1

xxxi (1875) 413 Still the

goatlings of famine weie ielentle>>s and 11 resistible

i Goadloup. Sc Obs Var. Gantlope
R Wodrow Hist Ch Scot I App 102 1 hey thieatned

that whosoev er gave me a Drink of Water should gel the

Goa’clster. tare- 1 [f Goad v + -ster]

A driver who uses a goad

1837 Carlyle Ft Rev II m vii, Cars drawn by eight

white lioises, goadsters in classical costume

Goaf1 (g^uf). E. Angl, dial Forms 5golf(e,

6 goulfe, goef, 6, 8 goff, 6, 9 gofe, 7-9 goffe (7-8

geoff(e),8gulph, 9 goof, goaf. Also// 9goaves.

[a ON gilf floor, apartment ;
Sw. golf. Da. guh

floor, bay (of a house or bam) Cf Goave v.

Wheie houses 01 bains were constiucted with a wooden
framework, the upright posts were placed at legular in-

tervals along each side, the space between two posts

foimmg a ‘ bay ’ (see Bay sb.
1
2), and the swe of the building

was frequently given by stating the number of bays it con-

tained Each of these divisions is m the Scandinavian

languages called a ' flooi ’ (see above, and cf. Icel stnfgdlf

f sta.fr a post) See goafstead below ]

The quantity ofgram stacked in one bay of a bai n.

14 A ititit MS i2igs in Promp. Pam 202 note, Itigelt-

mum, golfe. c 1440 Promp Parv 428/1 Reek or golf

(Pynson golfe or stale), arcomus 1330 Palsgr 226/1

Goulfe of come, somoche as may lye bytwene two postes,

otheiwyse a baye 1573 Tusser Hmb lu (1878) 125 Let

shock take sweate, least gofe take heate 1669 Woklidgc
Syst Agric (1681) 326 A Geoff or Goffe, a Mow or Reek

1787W Marshal! E Norfolk II 380 (EDS) Gulph,

a mow, or bay-full, in a barn 1800 Larwood Norfolk

Dial (E D S No 76) 122 The stia that the thresher had

hull’d down from the gofe in the barn *823 Moor Suffolk

Words, Goof or Goaf, the mass of coin 111 the straw 111

a bain. ‘Riding the goof’, is the work of a boy oil horse-

back, to compress the corn as thrown on the goof a 1825

Forby Voc E Anglia, Goaf, a nek of corn in the straw hud
up in a barn , if in the open an it is a slack PI goaves

to ath ib. and Comb., as goaf-flap (see quots.)

;

goaf-horse (see quot and cf quot 1823 above)

,

goaf-ladder, a ladder for use in a bam
,
goaf-

stead (see quots.); also goaf-burned ppl. a.

(see quot
;
cf Da gulv-brsendt)

1573 Tusser Husb xvu (1878) 35 Gofe ladder, short

pitcnforke and long, flaile, strawforke and lake 1787

W. Marshall E Norfolk II. 380 (EDS) Gulph-siead,

Goafstead, Gosiead, a bay or division of a barn a *825

Forby Voc E Anglia, Goafflap, a wooden beatei to knock
the ends of the sheaves, and make the goaf or stack more
compact and flat Ibid , Goafstead, eiery division of

a bain m which a goaf is placed A laige barn has foui or

more 1840 Spurdi-ns Suppl to Forby, Goaf-horse, the

horse ridden upon the coin deposited in a barn, 111 ordei to

compiessit. 1863 Morton Cycl Agrtc. II. Gloss (E D. S),

Goof-burned, corn heated in a bam.

Goaf2 (go“f) Coal-mining

\

Also goave [Of

obscure origin; the difference in locality and re-

moteness in sense are unfavourable to identification

with prec. Cf. the synonymous Gob sbf\ (See

quots )

1839 Ure Diet. Aits 978 Befoie proceeding to take

away another set of pillars, it is necessary to allow the last-

made goaff to fall *851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms
Northumb. 4 Durh. 29 Goaf, a space from which the coal

pillars have been extracted 1834 F C Bakewell Geol 39
These reservoirs of gas, called by the minei s ‘ goafs

1

1871

Hartwig Subterr W xxm 279 The fire damp is very liable

to accumulate 111 old workings, or goaves x88tH C Meri-
v ale in 19th Cent, No 48 238 The empty area left by the

extinction of the coal, which, however, is soon filled up by
falls of stone from the strata overlying the bed, is called the

‘goaf’. *893 Norlhumbld Gloss , Goave, space cleaied of

coal Usually punted, but inaccurately, as goaf.

Goafing (^u’fiq). Coal-mwmg. [f, prec, +
-ING-1.] a. =prec. b (See quot 1875

)

1873 lire's Did Arts II 686 Gobbm or Goaffin, the

refuse left behind m working coal, and thrown into the goaf
1881 Standard 15 Sept 5/7 The fire was attributed to the

spontaneous combustion of the coal dust or the small coal

111 the goafings

Go-ahead (faille d), a. colloq. (orig U, S )

[f the pkr go ahead • see Go v and Ahead 5 ]

Forward and energetic in undertaking ,

f pushing’,

enterprising.

1840 Gen P Thompson Exerc v (1842) 147 The active,

the wide awake, 01 as the Ameiicans would call it the

‘go ahead* portion of the Established Sect 1846 H
Kegkely Hist Vermont 132 1 hey were men of a bold, go-

ahead chaiacter 1838 Philadelphia Press 24 July (Bait-

lett\ America is adashing, go ahead, and highly progressive
country 1859 J S Mhl Dissert. & Discuss, Democr
Awer II 64 Do we find in Canada that go ahead spirit

—that restless, impatient eagerness for improvement in

cncumstances ? 1864 C Kingsley Let in £1/17(1879) II 167
What a go-a-head place France is 1 1886 AU Year Round
14 Aug. 34 Hence our go-ahead faimers are taking to

machines

b Occas. used for . Proceeding straight forward

without pause, forthnghl

*879 Dana Man. Geol (ed 3) 116 An animal, as its ordin-

al y movements manifest, is preSminently a go-ahead thing

1884 G Allen Phihstia III 196 Straight off without a
bieak, in her go-abead, breathless, voluble fashion

Hence Go-akea’dative, -itive a

,

Go-akea da-

tiveness (US.) ,
Go-akea dednesa ; Go-ahea d*

ishuess
;
Go-ahea disxn

;
Go-ahea dity

;
Go -

aheadness, etc

1846 C Kingsley in Life (1877) I 143 It is the new com-
mercial aristocracy, it is the scientific go a-head-ism of the
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day, which must save us 1847 G W. Kendall Texan
Santa Fe E.\ped. 153 The indefatigable goa-headity

which characterizes the Anglo-Saxon lace 1833 N 1

7 lines 17 May (Bai tlett) 1 he natuial activity and go ahead-

attveness of our American business men 1864 Reader

17 Sept 343 In Noi th Amencan you see in lailway-litera-

tuie an almost exact counterpat t of our English system,

earned out with somewhat more go-aheadness 1869

H DcrDES Ten Months Amer 60 The go-aheaditiveness

of the inhabitants [of Chicago] is only equalled by the go-

aheadmveness of the buildings x88x Daily News 28 Dec
3/1 The go aheadedness of the United States 188a Miss
Braddon Mt Royal I. v 136 The young ladies of the

present day have a certain Yankee go-a headtshness which

veiy much lightens the chaperon’s responsibility 1890

Murray's Mag Apr 459 Passing from Kimberley with its

money-making and smart shops, and ‘go-aheadness

’

Goal (g0«l), sb Forms 4 gol, 6 gowle, 6-7

go(a)le, 7- goal. [Of difficult etymology
After the solitary (but app unquestionable) occurrence in

Shoreham’s Poems (c 1315) thewoid first appears 111 1531,

and soon afteiuaids is very common ,
prob, it had survived

only as a technical term of some rustic sport, and so failed

to be recoided 111 literatuie.

Shoreham’s form gol, liming with y hoi, suggests (though

it does not necessarily imply) descent from an OE *gdl

(This would be quite certain if the word could be positively

identified with the gale found in Cursor M 8710 (Cott

)

‘ 0 bis quick bai bath wald be Moder And aithei wald

bai haf it hale, Bot bai mai neuer com to bat gale* Bui
it is not unlikely that m this passage gale, obviously chosen

foi the sake of rime, is merely a forced use of Gale sb 2 in

the sense of ‘joy ’

) Of the existence of an OE sb *gdl,

with the sense ‘obstacle, hauler’, some indiiect evidence is

a(folded by the apparent derivatives gtelnn, agMan, to

hinder, delay The transition from the sense of ‘ barrier ’ to

that of ‘boundary’ (sense 1) is easy, and the fuithei sense-

development is parallel to that of L vteta, and of Dool
sb 2

, in view of the histoiy of the latter word, Halliwell’s

alleged 1 Goale
,
a bai row or tumulus ’, might be compared,

if there wete any gi ound for believing it to be genuine But
the absence of any lecoid of OE *gdl or of its equivalent

in any Tent lang (ON geil, narrow passage, being too

remote in sense) renders this etymology very insecure

The suggestion of Henshaw (111 Skinners Etymologicon

1671), accepted by all subsequent etymologists, that the

word is an adoption of F ganle, pole, stick, switch, has

nothing to recommend it. There is no evidence that F
gaule evei meant ‘ goal,’ or that Eng goal ever meant
•pole’ or ‘switch’ Besides, for the form in Shoreham, the

Fr derivation appears to be phonologically inadmissible

A Welsh gill is given by Davies Antiq Ling. Bnt, Did
1 (1632) with Latin renderings {stadium, mcia,

static)

which would make it equivalent to Eng goal If this

word be genuine (which seems to be doubtful) it must
apparently be an early adoption from English; the sugges-

tion in Fick Idg Wb 3 II , that it represents an OCeltic

“gasl

A

stone, being phonologically untenable (Piof Rhys)
The current word m most parts of Wales for ‘ goal * with

reference to games is col, mutated gol (ggl), which piob
lias obtained this meaning through Us similarity of sound
to the Eng. woid The Windhill dialect has a word pro-

nounced (g^l), explained as meaning * goal’, used in a certain

game played with brass buttons (cf Gog 4
) , bvtt its identity

with this word is doubtful ]

f 1. A boundary, limit Obs t are
- l

.

c 13x3 Shoreham 145 God nys naujt in Jier worldle a-closed,

Ac hy hys me hym. pa3 hy nabbe ende ne forjae gol, Jet

over al he hys y-hol

2 . The terminal point of a race • any object (as

a pillar, mound, etc.) by which tins is marked

;

a winning-post, or the like.

1331 Elyot Gov hi xx (153a) 224 a, As in lennynge, pass-

age the gole, is accounted but rasshenesse, so rennynge
alfe waye is repioued for slownesse 1338 — Diet

, Meta,

abut, or pricke to shote'at, somtyme a maike or gowle m the

felde, wheievnto men or horses do mnne. 1361 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst m, 222 Let that be appointed tne gole foi vs to

lun and trauaill vnto. x6xz Dekker Ifit be notgoodWks
1873 III 276 The winning of the gole crownes each mans

»iace 011628 Preston Breastpl Love (1631) 163 A childe

may runne, and another man may walke the child should
have it [the prize], though he that walkes come to the goale
before him 1728 Young Love Fame 1, (1757) 80 Congreve,
who, crown'd with laurels, fauly won, Sits smiling at the
goal, while otheis run 1781 Cowter Chanty 566 So self

starts nothing, but what tends apace, Home to the goal,

where it began the lace 1873Jowett Plato (ed 3) III 310
Runners, who run well from the startmg-place to the goal

to fig. The object to which effort or ambition

is directed; the destination of a (more or less

laborious) journey
[1348-1573 * see 3 J 1608 Shaks. Per 11 i 171 Then

Honour be but a Goale to myWill, This day He rise, or else

adde ill to ill 1732 Pope Ess Man ii 237 Each individual
seeks a sev’ral goal , But Heav'n's great view is One, and
that the Whole 1788 H Walpole Corr. Ill 87 Having
strolled into a nanow path that led to no goal I see the
idleness ofmy journey 1839 G Bird Nat. Phil In trod 27
In many cases we exhaust eveiy variety of euoi before we
attain the desired goal [truth], 1836 Kanl Ant. Expl II

xxiv 239, I beheld the open water, so long the goal of our
struggles. 1888 Buyer Awer Comimo. II lx\ 550 The
presidency is the great piize of politics, the goal of every
statesman’s ambition

f c. Used for ‘ contest, race ’. Obs.— 1

[a 1533 cf golt-end m 6 ] 16x7 F Moryson Itin 11 145,
I am glad, even m this great goale of honour, to runne
equally with him.

3 In football, hockey, lacrosse,and similar games,
the posts between which the ball is driven to win
a point in the game. Also in phrases (often fig

)

To f carry, get
,
take, win a goal

.

to drive the ball

through the goal. Hence the sb has acquired the

sense ; The winning of a goal, the point m the

game scored for this, so to make, score a goal
To drop a goal see Drop 7/24. f To play agoal
to play at a game till a goal is won by one side.
The early quots (1548, 1553, 1573) may belong to 2 b
1548 Haii Chum, Rich III (1809) 388 There was no

person could noi should haue wone the ling or got the
gole befoie me 1333 Wilson Rhet 11 David, beyng won-
derfully ovei-matchea, made his partie good, and gotte the
gole of a monster 1373 Tusstr Hush cxiv (1878) 216 Thv
vsage thus in time shall win the gole, Though doughtful
haps, dame foi tune sendes betweene *577 Stanyhurst
Disci Irel u 5 a/2 in Ilohmhed, I purpose before he
beaie the ball to the goale, to tiippe him if I may. 1304
ind Pi Contention (1843) 127 The goale is lost thou house
of Lancastei 1396 Drayton Leg 11 108 The most Judiciall
Eyes Did give the Goale impartially to me c 1600 Day
Begg Bedrtall Gr v (1881) no I’ll play a gole at Camp-
ball 1602 Cartw Sui-v Coritw 73 b, Foi hurling to goales,
there aie [etc ] They pitch two bushes m the giound
which they terme then Goales, wliei e some indifferent person
throweth vp a ball, tire which whosoeuei can catch and cary
through lus aduersunes goale, hath wonne the game 161a
Drayton Po/y-olb 1 7 Or when the Ball to throw And dnue
it to the Gole 1638 CitoMwriL Sf 25 Jan , Some of these

cm e not who cai 1 y the goal, [so they but get their ends]
1672 R Wiid Declar Lib Conte 12 Let our Ministers
stand by and keep om Gole, and strike never a stroke

.

and let any point be the Foot-ball 1808 Pike Sources
Missus (1S10) 100 One catches the ball in his racket, and

endeavors to carry it to the goal [in Lacrosse] 1837
Hughes Tom Brtmm. 1, v, But how do you keep the ball
between the goals? 1886 Laws Lacrosse ix § 2 A match
shall be decided byamajontyofgoals takenwithina specified
time 1887 Shi arman Athletics 4 Football (Badm

) 304A goal counting as tlnee, and a try as one point Ibid
342 In front of the opponents’ goal Ibid , A player must
not only know how to score a goal with a swift low shot
from his toes, but [etc] 1893 Woiseify Decl 4 Fall
Napoleon 11 74 The ball was .it his [Napoleon’s] foot, but
he turned back instead of making a goal

to. Used (also pi ) as the name of certain games.
1884 Harpers Mag Jan 304/1 A sort of shinney or

what we used to call, when we were boys, ‘ gool 1
I suppose

we meant goal, or golf 1884 Eng Illustr Mag Nov 79/2
Perhaps a primitive sort of football, ‘ goals 1 as it seems to

have been called at Eton ill the last centuiy, was the game,

f 4 In archery, the mark aimed at Obs 1 are

—

1,

1678 Noble Birth, etc Robin Hood C j, And now the
Kings Archeis had shot three Goles, and were three foi none
5 . a Roman Antiq Used as transl. of L meta,

the conical column marking each of the two turn-

ing points in a chauot race
1667 Milton P L n 531 Pait curb thir fiene Steeds, or

shun the Goal With rapid wheels 1736 Nugfnt Gr Tour
III 277 The Circi or Circus’s where the Romans used to

jun races in chariots, or on horseback, round a goal which
stood m the middle 1781 Gibbon Decl 4 F II xfi The
space between the two wets or goals was filled with statues

and obelisks 1837 Willmott Pleas Lit xi. 42 Then
fiercest struggles only cairy the chariot neaier to the goal

fig 1634 Milton Comns 100 The sun Pacing toward
tne other goal Of his chamber in the east. 1817 Coleriogt
Sibyll Leaves (1862) 234 The Angel of the Eaith while he
guides His chariot-planet round the goal of day

IF to Used for • The starling-point of a lace (= L.

career) Alsofig rat e

1697 Drvden Vug Georg m 163 Hast thou beheld,

when from the Goal they start, The Youthful Charioteers
Rush to the Race ? 1832 Conybeare & H St Paul (1862)

I viu 257 From this goal he started to overthrow the

august dynasties of the East

6 atlnb and Comb
,
as goal-bar

,
-dropper

,

+ -end,

-post
;
goal-ward adj. ;

goal-crease (see quot.)

;

goal-keeper, a player whose special duty is to

protect the goal; so goal-keeping vbl. sb
;
goal-

lme, the line which bounds each end of the field of

play, and in the centre of which the goal is placed.
1886 Football * Laws, etc 7 The ball hitting the “goal-

bar, and rebounding into play, is considered in play x886

Laws Lacrosse xm, “Goal Crease shall be a ground space

six feet square in front of the goal-posts 1892 Pall Mall
G, is Feb 1/3 [The club] is fortunate in possessing a fine

“goal-dropper a 1333 Philfot in Coverdale Lett Mart
(1564) 242 There is none crowned but suche as holde out to

the “gole end 1638 Osborn Adv £011 (1673)92 Mr. John
Hambden . made himself still the “Goal keeper of his

Party 1877 Football Annual 15 The goal-keeper may be

changed dunng the game, but [etc ] 1886 Laws Lacrosse ix.

§ 7 The goal-keeper may put away with his hand or foot, or

block the ball in any manner with his crosse or body

1893 L H Gay in Association Football Handbk 19 The
most important mle m “goalkeepmg u> nevei to use your

feet when you have time to use yom hands 1867 Rugby
School Football Z.aws 9 He makes a mark with his heel

outside the “goal-line, 1837 Hughes Tom Brown r v,

The sixth-form boy who has the charge of goal, has spread

his force (the goal-keepers) so as to occupy the whole space

behind the “goal-posts 1886 Laws Lacrosse ix § 4 In the

event of a goal-post being knocked down dunng a match

1832 Meandenngs of Mem I. 131 With a giddy foot and

^goal-wai d lush,

Goal(e, -er, obs ff. gaol, -er see Jail, Jailer.

Goam, obs form of Gaum v.
1

Goan, dial var of Gawn, gallon.

1674 RayN C Words 20 A Gawn or Goan, Chesh a

Gallon, by contraction of the word 1726 in Diet Rust
(ed 3) s v 1877 in Egerton Ltigh Gloss. Chesh

Goapen, var Gowpen.
Goar, *y,Goard, obs. ff. Gore, Gobt, Gourdsb 1

Goat (g<?“t). PI. goats. Forms: a. 1-3 g&t,

4-5 gayte, (5 gatt), 5-6 gaytt, 6 gate, 6- north

gait
;

pi. 3 gatem, 4 gaytes, 6 gates, Sc gaitis.

0. pi. 1-3 gset, 1-4 g6t, 3 geat, 4 geete, geyte,
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north, gaite, gayte, 4-5 geet, gete, 5 gheet,

north, gate, 6 (gheate), north gait 7 4 geet,

geit, geyt, (gehet, 5 get(t, 6 geat)
;
pi 4 geetis

5 3-5 got, 4 goote, goet, 4-5 goot, (5 gothe),

4-6 gote, 6-7 goate, gott(e, 6- goat
;
pi. 3 gotes,

4 gootes, 6-7 goates, 7- goats, [Com.Teut • OE
gat fem = MDu geit, geet{e

,
Du, geit (obs

geyte), OHG ket^ (MHG gtt^, mod G geisz,

ON. geit CSw. get, Da ged), Goth gaits'—OTeul
*gait- cogn. w, L. heedus kid*—OAr. *ghaid~.

In OE the vowel of the nom sing remained in the gen
gale, gen pi gala, dat pi g&tum

,
but was mutated in

the dat sing and nom pi gfet In ME the northern dialects

show the normal gat, gait, the southern goot, goat The
pi gxiva represented in southein and midland dialects byget,
geet, geat

,

the northern dialects show an unmutated form
gait (? influenced by ON gettr) A sing geet m 14th c is

piob the result of assimilation to the plural ]

OE gdt being fem denoted only the female goat ; the
male was called butca Buck sb 1

, also gdtbucca Goat-duck
'lhe extended sense seems to occur in early ME,, and is

frequent in the 14th c The distinctive terms he-goat and
she-goat appear about the end of that century, and are nosv

the recognized terms for the two sexes (colloquially also billy-

goat and nanny-goat) The young animal is called a Kid,

1 A ruminant quadruped of the genus Capra
The goat is indigenous to the Eastern Hemisphere, but

by domestication naturalized in all parts of the world. It

is especially noted for its hardy, lively and wanton nature,

and its strong odoui Most of the species have hollow
horns, curving backwards, and the male is usually bearded.
Occas used with allusion to the mention of ‘sheep' and

* goats ’ in Matt xxv 32, 33, as symbolical respectively of
the righteous and the wicked at tne Day of Judgement
a a 700 Eptnal Gloss 1028 1 itnle [?read caulse] gata loc

a 1000 Riddles xxv 2 (Gi ) Ic btete swa gat. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd I 352 Jemm J>aet wseter be innan gait by)? C1200
Ormin 1200 For gat iss Gal deor & stmnkeb|j fule c 1205
Lay 21310 (>eh, Jer weoren in ane loken fif hundred gaten
Ibid 213x5 Ich am wulf& he is gat. a 1223 Ancr R 100
Wend ut & go efter gate herden [Ibid , Foluwe heorden
of geat ] 011340 Hamfoll Psalter xlix 14 [1 13] Whethei
1 sail ete fleysse of bulles, or 1 sail drynke blode of gaytes.

c 1400 Maundev (Roxblvn 24 It had fra J>eme vpward
Jie schappe of a gayte a 1350 Christie Kirke Gr. li, Thay
stiueht lyke ony gaitis 1379 Spenser Sheph Cal May 177
'lne Gate her dame Yode forth abioad [gloss the Gote :

Northernely spoken, to turne 0 into A]. 1609 Sklnf Reg,
Maj 155 bwyne, hens, geese, gaites 1737 Ramsay Scot
Prom (1797) 94 Ye come to the gait’s house to thigg woo.
1893 Northumbld Gloss , Gait,

a goat
(3 01900 Cynewulf Christ 1230 in Exeter Bk , Hy ..

1 eotaS and beofiaS fore frean forhte swa fule swa gaet

c 1000 Sax Leechd III 214 3 ‘f J>u gesihst manega get,

ydel getacnaS cizoo Ormin 1206 Forr)n smndenn alle ha
Effiiedd wij>b gset & nemmnedd g«et c 1203 Lay 25682

He make)) hun to mete ruSeren hors & seep, gait

hepe dus fra he gayte c 1350 Eng Gilds (1870) 354 Alle
marchauntes of Get, Shep, ojjer swyn 1382 WvcLir Gen
xxxu 14 She geyte two hundnd, hee geyte twenty [1388

f
eet buckis of geet] 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 311
11 hat londe beet many scheep and geet and fewe roos and

liertes <11440 Gesta Rom liv 373 (Add MS) Lyouns be
pride, Fqxes be fraude Gete be stynke of lechery C1480
Hknkyson Mor Fab 27 Under ane tree hee saw an trip of
Gate 1481 Cakion Reynard (Arb ) 34 After that I wente
to the gheCt in to the wode, there herde I the kyddes blete

1513 Douglas AEneis in tv 24 Flockis and hirdis of oxm
And tnppis eik of gait 1596 Dalrymplh tr Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I 7 Vene conuement to feid horse or nout, or
flockis of scheip or gait
r In the following quots. the plural forms geat(s and goats

are distinguished as fem and masc respectively.

1367 Thomas Itnl Diet., Zebc, gheate, the femalles of the
.

ghoates 1576 Turberv. Venerie 147 The female (which
aie called Geats and the buckes Goates)
y. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xv 9 Take to thee a kow of thie

3eer, and a she gehet [1388 a geet] of thre jeer — Lev
iv 24 An hee geit of tne geetis. 14 Songs Carols
15th C (Percy Soc) 65 An adamant stone it is not frange-
byll Wyth no thyng but with mylke ofa gett
8 a izz5 Ana R 100 As of a ticchen humecF a

stinkiude got o3er a bucke [etc] c 1275 Lay 21310 peh
har were on flockes two hundred gotes 1382 Wyclii Lev
xvi 3 He shal take . two gootes. Ibid 8 The goot that
shal be sent out c 147S Piet Voc in Wr -Wulcker 758/27
Hee capra, a gothe 1484 Caxton Fables o/JEsop n vi, Of
a wulf whiche sawe a lambe among a grete herd of gootes.

153S Coverdale Lev xvu 2 What so euer he he . yl

kylleth an oxe, 01 lambe, or goate m the hoost [etc ] 1584
R Scot Discov Witcher, v, 1 89 The diuell dooth
most properlie and commonhe transfoime himselfe into
a gote 1611 Shaks Cymbl iv iv. 37,

1

scarse euer look’d on
blood* But-that of Coward Hares, not Goats, and Venison.
1628 Silt W Mure Spintuall j/ymne 326 The damned
goates hee doth despise , Poynts out his larabes, whose sin-
full dyes hee purgde with bloody streame 1723 Poi*L Odyss
xiv so He A shaggy goat's soft hyde beneath him spread
1817 Coleridge Stbyll. Leaves (1862) 184 Ye wild goats
sporting round 'the eagle’s nest 1 1833 Tennyson CEnone 50
Leading a jet-black goat white horned, white hooved
Phrase. »6ix Cotgr., Padlard comme vn Motne, . . as

lecherous as a Goat (say we)
b, U&ed Zool. in plural as a rendenng of mod.L.

Caprine, the name of the sub-family to which the
genus Capra belongs. Also, with distinctive prefix,

applied to certain antelopes, as t blue goat =
Blauwbok

; Eocky Mountain goat) Haplocerus
montanus

, yellow goat-DzEREN.
1731 Medley Hotbeds Cape G Hops II 114 The Blew

goats are shaped like the tame, but are as large as an
European hart 1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) V 343
The Rocky Mountain goat [Haploeerus amemauus

)

2 ttansf. a The zodiacal sign Capricorn.
1387 Trcvisi Higden (Rolls) II 207 Capncornus

J
je goot

1594 Blundevil Eure in 1 xxiv (1636) 330 The tenth
Signe called Capricomus, that is to say, the Goat a 1631
Donne Progr Soul 1 336 The Sun hath twenty tymes
both Crabb and Goate Parchfed, since first launch’d foith
this hvmge boat 1868 Lockyfr Gmllennn's Heavens
(ed 6) 330 To the west of this constellation we again find
the Waterbearer and the Goat

*

1
* b. The star Capella (Alpha Aurigte). Ohs

1331 Recorde Cast Kwrwl (1556) 264 Then foloweth
Erichthomus, with the Goate and the 2 Kyddes *674
Moxon Tutor Astron it (ed 3) 63, I take Capella, alias
Hircus, the Goat on Auriga’s shoulder

1 0. [transl. of Gr aff.J A fiery meteor Obs
1636 Stanley Hist Philos vt 63 Hence come those [fiery

exhalations] they call firebrands, goates, falhng-starres [etc ]

3.fig. a. A licentious man.
1673 Traherne Chr Ethics yu. go When a covetous man

doteth on his bags of gold the drunkard on his wine, the
lustful goat on his women they banish all other objects
<11700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Goat, a Lecher, or very
Lascivious Person 1863 Holland Lett Joneses 111 51 ,

1

think this devotion ofyour life to music has had the tendency
to make you intellectually an ass and morally a goat

b. Toplay the {giddy) goat to frolic foolishly

colloq.

4 attnb and Comb a General combs., as goat-

beai d, -bell
,

-carnage
,
-cheese, -feet (also attnb or

adj.), -fell, -fold, -horn, -house , -kid, -kind, land,

-milk ^also attnb
) ,

-pen, -shed, -stand, -thigh
,
goat-

like adj and adv.; goat-beat ded, -eyed
, -fed, -footed,

-headed, -horned, -nursed ppl adjs
14.. Nom m Wr -Wulcker 703/14 Hoc stirilium, a ’gaytt

berde 1604 Middleton Father Hnbburd's T Wks (Bul-
len)VIII 105 A *goat-bearded usurer i876Longf Dutch
Picture 29 Old sea-faimg men come in, goat-bearded gray,
and with double chin 1884 Matin Hag Oct 434/1 Turkish
*goat-belkand Albanian goat-bells are quite different 1897
Blacken blag Dec 779/2 He used to come m his *goat car-
nage to see me 18932 H Barker Wand South Waters
311 She gave me some excellent *goat-clieese 1656W D
tr Contemns' Gate Lat Uni § 290 Hee that looketh
with his eyes drawn together, "goat eyed 1824 Swan tr

Gesta Rom lxxvi I 267 The goat-eyed man of physic
acquiesced £1616 Chapman Odyss ix 384 We Cyclops
care not for your *Goat-fed Ioue 1390 Marlowe Edw II
1 i 60 My men, like satyrs grazing on the lawns, Shall with
their *goat-feet dance the antic hay. <11649 Drumm 01

Hawtk Poems Wks (1711) 8 Nymphs of the forrests .

shewing your beauty's tieasure To goat-feet sylvans 1436
Pol Poems (Rolls) II 160 Commodytes commynge out of
Spayne Iren, wolle, wadmole, "gotefel, kydefel also 1630

J Taylor (WaterP jScullerWks in i7/2He. to Hels’’Goat-
fold aye doth millions bring, Of boules 1776 R Chandler
Trav Greece (1825) II 74 The *goat-footed god quitted his

habitation on the mountain 1896A Lillie Worship Satan
Mod France Pref 17 Where was the logic of the pact in

blood with a*goat headed monstrosity ? 1549 Compl. Scot

l

vi 65 Ane pipe maid of ane *gait home 1863 Lyell
A ntiq Man 26 The small race of *goat-homed sheep still

lingers in some Alpine valleys of the Upper Rhine c 1530
Cheke Matt xxvi 71 As he was going forth into y°
*goathous 1673 Hobbes Odyss (1677) 207 [To] lead my
goats afield & my goat houses sweep 1732 m Scots Mag
(1753) Oct 510/2 The goat-house m the moor 153 Wills

Imi N. C (Surtees i860) 76, xxuj ould gaytt 38/4 mj
*g«iytt heedes 4/ 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III 35
Of Animals of tne Sheep and *Goat Kind 1621 Fletcher
Pilgrim iv ui. He is a mountaineere, a man of *Goteland

1383 Stanyhurst AEims in (Arb) 8g A meigre Ieane rake
with a long berd *goatlyke. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam.

Witsv (1596) 68 It behoueth that 111 humane learning theie

be some Goat-like wits 1653 R Sanders Physiogu 249 The
forehead round, 01 Goat-like wrinkled 1862 Marg Goodman
Exper Sister ofMercy 87 A goat-like descent from lock to

rock 1897 Hughes Medikrr Fever iv 156 A characteristic

goat-like odour c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) vn 27 Putte [>erto

*gayte mylke. 1720 Wodrow Corr (1843)111 266 InJune
most of the ministers of Glasgow were out of town at the
goat milk 1771 Smollett Humph. Cl 8 Aug

,
Dr Gregory

advises the Highland air, and the use of goat milk whey
1723 Pope Odyss ix 330 We Cyclops are, a race above
Those air-bred people, and their *goat nursed Jove 1601

Holland Pliny II 322 *Goat-pens and stals where they
[goats] be kept 1831 Zoologist IX 2978 Our guide at

length conducted us to a *goat shed. 1775 R Chandler
Tnm AsiaM (1825) I 340 ,

1

discovered a ^goat-stand in

a dale 1879 Browning Phcidippides 68 Under the human
trunk the #goat-thighs grand I saw

b. Special combs
,
as goat-antelope, an 'ante-

lope of the genus Neniorhadus, ; t goat-beetle =
goat-chafer

;
goat-chafer, a capricorn beetle (cf.

quots ), fgoat-doe, a female goat; goat drunk#
,

lascivious from di ink , goat-fig
/ — L. caprificus see

quot ) , goat-fish, a name given to several species

of fi sh, as lhe Batistes capnscus and Phycisfit/ catus

of Europe, and the Upeneus metadatas of America,

goat-god, the god Pan
;

*j* goat-hart (see quot )

;

goat-leap *» goat's leap ; + goat-marjoram (see

quot. and cf goat's-marjoraui)', i goat-milker =
Goat-sucker, goat-moth (see quot. 1859); goat-

owl= Goat-sucker; goat-path, a narrow moun-
tain-track, such as is made by goats ; + goat-peach
(seequot ) ;

goat-pepper (see quot.) ; goat-root,the

lAwtOnomsNatnx

,

goat-rue -goat's rue (see 4 c),

fgoat-sea, the/EgeanSea, goat-singing, -song,

renderings of Gr rpayipSia Tragedy ; *f* goat-

speech = Eclogue (q v.) ,
goat-star - Goat 2 b ,

goat-stones = goat's-stones , goat-traok = goal-

path
,
goat-weed, a name for the W. Indian plants

Caprarta bijlora and Stemodia durantifoha
;
?also

for sEgopoduini Podagrarta (Goutweed)
,
goat-

willow, Sahx captea , *f*
goat-wool = goat's-

wool (a). See also Goat-buck, -herd, -skin,

-SUCKER
1847 Craig, ,iGoat or goral antelopes 1638 Sir T Browne

Gard Cyrus 111 ? 28 Since .we find so noble a scent in the
tulip fly and *goat-beetle Note, The long and tendei
green capncornus, rarely found 1638 Rowland Mon/et's
Theat Ins 1006 Capncornus, the Germans call it Holtz-
back, the English, ’’Goat-chafer 1793 Bfiknap Hist
New Hampslu III 181 Goat Chaffer, Ceramhyx cormrms
1837 M Donovan Dom Econ II 207 The silk-cotton tree
worm is the caterpillar of a large capricorn beetle, 01

goat-chafer 14 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 570/22 Capra, a
llgootdoo[i^«f 3oagotdo] 1592 Nashe Pierce Pentlessc 24
lne seuenth is *Goate drunke, when in his diunkennes he
hath no minde but on Lecherie 1601 ?Marston Pasquil $
Hath, in 7 Mounsieur’s Goat diunke, and he shrugs, and
skrubs, and bee’s it for a wench a 1640 Day Percgr Schol
(i88t)52 In theise two the goates blood is predominante

,

and such we call Goate-Drunk 183s Booth Analyt Diet 106
The common Figtree when in its wild state is called Capri
ficus or *Goat fig <1 1639 T Carew Cxi But Wks (1824)
160 The centaure, the horn’d *goatfish capncome 1864
Couch Brit Fishes III 125 Goatfish The Gieater Fork-
beard, Phycisfurcatus 1883 Lady Brassey Ihe Trades
302 There were . bright, scailet fish, known locally as * red-
mullet although they are really, I believe, goat-fish, with
a little tuft under their lowerjaw 1879 Browning Phetdtp
pides 76 Go, say to Athens, ‘ The ^Goat-God saith When
Persia is cast in the sea. Then praise Pan ’ 1896 F B
Jevons Intiod Hist Rehg xxni 351 The Satiric chorus
wore goat skins . to mark their intimate relation with the
goat-god. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Goat-hai t, or
Stone buck, a wild Beast 1726 Diet. Rust (ed 3I s v
Capriole, The ’'Goat-leap, when a horse at the full height of
his Leap, yerks or strikes out his hmd legs. 1735 John
son, *Goat marjoram, the same with Goatsbeaid. [Hence
xn later Diets ] i6xx Cotgr

,
Caprmtulge

,
a *Goat-milker

1706 Phillips (ed Keisey), Goat milkei or Goat-sucker,
a land of Owl 1802 Bingley Amm Biog (1813) III
221 The *goat moth 1859 Thompson Gardener's Assist

533 The caterpillars of the goat-moth [Cossus hgmperda)
1768 Pennani Zool. II 246 *Goat Owl 1897 Daily News
13 Apr 5/7 Here the only roads are *goat-paths in

the mountains 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card
Gloss ,

*Goat-Peaches are Peaches that ai e very hairy 1836
Penny Cycl VI 274/1 A much hotter species is the Capsi
cumfruticoswn or *goat-pepper, a native of the East Indies
1840 Paxton Bot Dut, 11Goat-ioot

,

see Ononis Natnx
"1756 P Browne. Jamaica 289 Galega 1 he shrubby *Goat-
rue 1363 Golding Ovid's Met ix (1593) 223 M Betas swiftly

past The *gote-sea 1789 T. T wining Aristotle on Poetry
(1812) I hi note 7 [tragedy, 1 e

,
according to the most

usual derivation of the word, the ^goat-singing x8zz
Shelley Hellas Pref, The only ’'goat-song which I have
yet attempted 1483 Cath Angl 148/2 A ’‘Gayte speche
egloga 1894 Gladstone Horace's Odes m vn 6 Him wild
’ Goat stars vexed 1637W Coles Adam in Eden cclxxvm,
It is called m English Saty non, Orchis, Doggestones,
*Goatestoneb, Foolestones [etc ] 1889 C. Edwardes.
Sardinia 153 We at length hit upon the ’'goat-track

1756 P, Browne Jamaica 268 *Goat weed This plant
grows about most houses m the lower Savannas 1864
Grisebach Flora W Ind 784 Goat weed, Caprarta bifloi a
and Stemodia durantifoha 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI
V 99 Great Round leaved Sallow, or *Goat-Willow 1894
Jml R Agnc Soc. June 240 For coppice, probably Sahx
caprca, the Goat Willow or English Palm, would be best.

1313 Douglas Mneis vin Prol 48 Sum glasteris, and thai

gang at all for *gayt woll.

c. Comb, with gen goat's, as goat's horn, -milk,

etc
,
also goat’s-bane (see quot ) , + goat’s-oul-

hons= goat's-stones
,
goat’s-foot, + (a) (see quot

1786; =F pied de chbure)', also attnb.', {(>) a

name for the South African plant Oxalis caprtna
;

goat’s hair (see quot.) ; + goat’s-jump = goat's-

leap ;
goat’s-leaf (see quots ) ; + goat’s-loap =

Capriole, f goat’s-marjoram, ?\vild marjoram
{Onganum vulgare)

; + goat’s - orchis = goat's

stones ; f goat’s - organy = goat's - marjot am ,

goat’s-rue, Galega officinalis', j* goat’s-stenes,

the name of several oichids, esp Orchis mastulct

or hitcina, goat’s-thorn, a name for Astragalus

Tragacanlhus and other species; goat’s-wheat,

a rendenng of mod L. Tragopyrum, a Siberian

genus of plants allied to the buckwheat ; goat’s-

wool, («) something non-existent (= L lana ca-

prtna) ; (b) the fine wool mingled with the hair

of some species of goats See also Goat’s-beard
1840 Paxton Bot Diet., *Goat's bane, see Acondum tia

'gocionum 1578 Lytl Dodoom, n Ivt 322 The third kinde

[of Orchis] is called in English Hares Balloxe and
*Goates Cullions 1673 W T Mil Mar Disc nr.

Compl Gunner \. x.xvnt 47 A11 Iron ’’Goats-foot with a Crow
1786 Grose Treat Anc Armour 39 The smaller cross bows
were bent with the hand by means of a small steel lever,

called the goat’s foot, from its being forked on the side that

rested on the cross bow and the cord 1839 Loudon Encycl
Plants 384O valis capnna. Goat’s foot 1869 BoutellA ; un
«$• Arm, vui. 141 The hind s foot (called also the goat’s foot)

cross-bow 1895Edm Rev Apr 531 It is the cloud known to

seamen as ‘*goats‘ hair’ or* mares' tails’- Pasqmls

Counter-C. 3 0 how my Palfiey fetcht me uppe the Curuetto,

and daunced the *Goats jumpe 1861 Miss Pratt Flower,
PI III. 139 The foliage of our Woodbine is very agreeable

to goats, hence our plant is sometimes called *Goat’s-leaf

1861 Mrs Lankesilr Wild Flowers 71 The Perfohate

Honeysuckle, or Goat’s-leaf 1308 Florio, Capriola, a

capriole, a sault or "goates leape that cunning risers teach

their horses. 1633 Cockeham, Capriole

\

the leaping of a
horse aboue ground, called by horsemen th# goats leape

1530 Palsgb. 226/2 "Gottesmylke, laid de chieuit 1848
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GOAT-BUCK. GOB,

BuUwLLY Iliad 207 1 lie woman grated over it a goat’s

milk cheese 1597 Glrarde Herbal n ecu §2 543 Goates
Orgame is called m English *goates Orgame, and "goates
Manerome 1578 Lyte Dodocns 11 Ivi 222 Rootes of

Standergrasses (but especially of Haies Balloxe, or "Goates
Orchis) eaten doth, [etc] Ibui iv xxm 490 Galega
is called in English Italian fetche and 'Goates Rue.
1897 Willis Flower FI II 170 Galega officinalis L, is

sometimes cultivated as a fodder plant (goat's rue) 1597
Gerarde Herbal 1. c § r 159 There be tniee sorts or kinds
of "Goates stones Ibui m win 1148 Iragaoantha in

English for want of a bettei name, "Goates Thome 1611
Cotgr , Barbe regnard, Goats thorne

,
the shrub whose root

yeeldeth Gumme dragogant 1829 Loudon Ertcycl. Plants
638 Astragalus Tragacantha, gt Goat's Ihorn Astra-
galus Potcrium, sm Goat’s Thoin 1840 Puton Bot Diet,
*Goat’s wheat, see Tiagopymm 1588 J Udall Demons tr

Discipl [Aib ) ti Ihecontrouersieis notabout "goats woolle
(as the proueibe saeth) neither light and tailing maters
sno/\.Lond Gas No 3983/4 The Cai go of the Ship Hamstead
Galley consisting of Goats-wooll, Cotton-yam, Cotton-
wooll, See will be exposed to Sale 1812 J Smyth Pi act
Customs (1821) 314 1 urkey Goat’s Wool
Goat, var. Got®, stTeam, sluice,

t Goa't-buck. 06s, [f Goat -f- Buck s/> 1
; cf

Du geitebok (earliergeytenbok), G geiszbock (MHG
geitfioc).'] A he-goat.
c 1000 jEr-ritic Glass in Wr -Wulcker 119/29 Capra xgida,

gatbuccan hyrde 1388 Wyclii' Gen xxx 35 And he de-
partide .the geet and sell cep, geet buckis and lammes
1398 Trevisa Barth, Do P R. \rn x (1495) 313 A gote
hucke is a beest wyth homes stondynge vpwarde c 1475
Piet Vic in Wr -Wulcker 758/26 Hu. caper, a get buk 1535
CoverdaleEzek xliu. 22 Take a gootbuck without blemish
for a synoffnnge 1567 Maplet Gr For est 88 The Gote-
hucke is vene wanton or lasctuious 1607 TorsrLL Four-/
Beasts (1658) 181 Of the Goat, Male and Female. The
male or great Goat-Buck [etc ]

Goatee (gdutr ). [f. Goat • see -EE 2
] A beard

trimmed m the form of a tuft hanging from the

chin, lesembllng that of a he-goat.
1856 Miss Bird Enghshw Amer 366 They [Americans]

also indulge in eccentricities of appearance 111 the shape of
beards and imperials, not to speak of the ‘ goatee ’ 1884
St yantes's Gas 10 May 6/i A large * goatee ’ beaid 1886
Mrs Phelps Burglars in Par vn, 133 The man with the
goatee arose and shuffled to the door.

"

Goat-herd, goatherd (go* t|haid). [f. Goat
+ Herd sb 2

, cf. Dn geilenherder

,

G. geiszhu t

(MHG gettfnrte), Sw getherde

,

Da. gedehyide.]

One who tends goats.
c tooo Reel. Sing. Pers § 15 m Schmid Gesctse 380 Gat-

nyrde gebyreo his heoide meolc ofei Martinus ma-ssedaeig
(etc] C1050 Voc in Wr.-Wtilcker 379/12 Capranus

,

gal-
hioide. c 1440 Promp Parv, 206/1 Goot herde, capeicus
e *475 Ptet Voc m Wr -Wulcker 814/13 Hie capnauus,
a gateheyrd 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal July 1 Is not thilke
same a goteheard pioivde, That sittes on yonder bancke
c 1580 Satir, Poems Reform xlui 67 Gyges the gait-lurd,
ane michtie conqueiour 1607 Topsell Foui -f Beasts
(1658) 183 The Goatherds of the Countrey do give thereof
to their Cattel. 1791 Cowfer Odyss xvn 298 To whom
the goat-herd answer thus return’d 1814 Scott Ld of
Isles v 1, The goat-herd drove his kids to steep Ben-Ghoil
x88a On ida Maremma I 188 Yet he was only a joung
goatherd about xo years ofage.
quasi-/*# a 1586 Sidney A rcad/a 11 (1598 219 Ye Gote-

heard Gods, that loue thegrassie mountames
Hence Goa t-herdess, a female goat-herd.
1773 Mrs A. Grant Lett fr Mts (1807) I vi 51, I will

not be a shepherdess, but a goatherdess 1830 Blackw
Mag, XXVIII 2 He is flirting with a red-headed Highland
goatherdess. 1891 Pall Mall G 4 Dec. 6/1 Mdme T in.

her earty days, was a shepherdess, 01 ,
to be quite accurate,

a 4 goatherdess
1

in rural France

Goatish (gd* tif), a Also 6-7 gotish(e [f.

Goat+-18H.] Characteristic of, 01 resembling, a
goat in some feature or quality.
a 15*9 Skelton Bonge ofCourt 237 He gased on me with

ms gotyshe berde 1367 Drant Horaces Ep 1 xvm F 111,

An other vseth brablane for very gotish wol [L de lance
caprmd

)

1633 P Flftcher Purple Isi vn Ixxvi, The
goatish Satyres dance aiound 1638 Sir T Herbert Tran
316 Carving Gods to worship, after the shapes of Pan, P11-
apus, and other gotish fancies 1794 Martyn Rousseau's

v.?V.
x'£V11 4i8 The flower has a strong goatish smell x8oQ

W. Taylor in Ann Rev IV 773 Wehavetasted the coaise-
gramed mutton of Lincolnshire , and the lank and goatish
muskiness of the South downs

b. spec Lascivious, lustful.

1598 E Gilpin SLial (1878) ir Iudge if this gull deseiued
hu, mistns fauour, Who thus his goatish humours did relate
1603 ohaks Lea> r n x38 *624 Heywood Gnnaik iv 167
bhee did not only admit but allure and compell into her
goatish embraces many of her souldiers 1731 Smollett
t ir

* xxix 266 A goatish, ram faced rascal
Hence Goa tishly adv

,
Goa tishness.

i83S Booth Analyt Diet 104 He behaves Goatishlv, 01,
js inclined to Goatishness 1870 Pall Mall G 23 Aug 11
I here are times when the goat will preach against goatish-
ness, the frail will testify against frailty

Goatling (goh’tlin). [f, Goat + -LING dim.
suffix.] A young goat (cf. quot. 1883)
ifya Daily Hews 17 May, An old goat is dozing m the

sun glare, while the goatling tumbles gleefully on the
sward

__

1883 /Vwipj 6 Dec 7 [At] the half-yearly meeting of
the British Goat Society held yesterday the newly-
coined word goatling * was adopted* to distinguish goats
above la months and under 2 years old x886 Bazaar, etc
8 Oct. 1068 The goatlings, though few, were a beautiful Jot
Goa'tly, a. nonce-wd. [f. Goat + -ly 1 ] Goat-

like
; goatish.

264

t Goa'tress. Obs rate- 1 [aibitranly f Goat.]
A goat-herdess
1607 Barley B> cake (1877) 21 What haughtie Sliepheard,

what neat spangled Goatresse, Shall not plucke downe and
xtnke to tliee the xayle?

f Goa*trUl. Obs — 1
[f. Goat after CociciiBEL ]

A young goat
x688 R Hoi me Armoury tr 132/1 A Goat, 1 yeare a Kid,

01 Goatnll, and alway aftei a Goat

Goa't’S-bea rd. The name of various plants

1. Spiraea Ulmaria, meadow-sweet.
1378 Lyte Dodoens 1 \ \i x 41 i lux hei be is called in I.atmc

Barba Capri m English Medewuite and Medexweete.
and of some after the Laline name Goatcx beaide 1603
Timml Quernt 111 177 Goates beaid othenvixe called meed-
wort x6i6 Sunn. & Markh Country Fai me 207 Goats-
beard groweth verie well in a moist ground The Latmes
call it Vlmaua, becauxe the leaues are like to the leauex of
lilme 1882 Garden 27 May 376/3 hptrata .irunuts astil

•

boides, a plant similar to the Goat's Beard

2 . Tiagopogon piatcusis

,

also T. pornfohm,
salsify.

1548 TuRNm Nanus of Hetbcs (1881) 19 Barba Hiru
named in greeke Tragopogon It maye be called in enghxhe
gotes beaide 1397 Giraudi Herbal n ccxh § 1 594
Goates beard or Go to bedde at noone hath hollow stulkex,

smooth, and of a whitish greene coloui 1640 Parkinson
Theat Bot. 411 The Sommer Goates beaid lx a small
plant rising up with one stalke little above a foote high
1699 Evllyn Acetai in 28 Goats-beard . is excellent even
m ballet, and very Nutritive 1732 Akhutiinot Jinks of
Diet 1 250 Goat's beard, an alimentary Root, has most of
the qualities of Scoizonera 1796 C. Marshail Gaultu
xix (1813! 353 Goats beaid, the young shoots are eat fas
those of salsafy) like asparagus at spring a 1806 Chari ox ti

Smith Beachy Head etc (1807) ri3 The Goatsbeard spicadx
its golden rays 1854 S, Thomson Wild FI n fed 4^ 122
The purple goat's-beard, the leopard's-banc are well-
favoured plants

3 . Some species of musliioom 7 Obs.
1688 R Holme Armoury 11 55/3 Thete are several kinds

of these Mushrooms, as the Goat’s Beard, of which theie
am the reddish one and the spongy one and the Pepper
tasted one 1834 Mayne Expos Lex , Goat's-Bcat dMush-
7 oom, common name for the Clavana corallmdes

GoatsMn (g<?u t|Skm). Also 4 geet skin, 6
goats skm. The skm of a goat, esp one used for
a garment, a wme-bottle, etc.

1388 Wyclif 1 Sam. xix 13 An heeri skyn of geet \v r a
1 0U3 geet skm] a 1386 SidneyArcadia 11 (1530) 102 b,Whei e

she found Dorus, apparelled in flanen, with a goats skm
cast vpon him 1611 Built Heb xi 37 7 hey wandered about
111 sheepskinnes, and goat skins 1723 Popf Odyss ix 229
A goat-skm filled with precious wme 1842 Tennyson A t
Simeon S 114, 1 wear an undress’d goatskin on my back
1883 Sxtvenson Tieas Is

l

in xv,lhe marooned man in
his goatskins tfotted easily and lightly
attub 1723 Pope Odyss xxiv. 264 His head Fenc’d

with a double cap of goatskin hau 18x4 Scoit Wav xvi,
T he goat-skm purse, flanked by the usual defences, a dirk
and steel-wrought pistol, hung before him
Goa*tsuacker. [A rendering of L. capnmulgus

(f capia goat + mulgere to milk), tr. Gr alyo6^\as
(f. alyo-, at£ goat + drjhdfciv to suck)

; cf goat-
milker, Goat 4b] A name given to the bud
Cap) imulgus eitropteus, from a belief that it sucks
the udders of goats Also applied to other buds
of the same genus, or of the family Capnmulgid,r.
i6xx Cotgr , Gtand merle, a Goat-suckei ; a mouniame

bird 1676 Willughby Onuih 70 Capnmulgus I he
Goat-sucker 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith 11 hi 108 The
Ameucan Goat-sucker, called Ibijau by the Biasihans,
Noitibo by the Portugues, 1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's
Aflint Kmgd 129 Goatsuckers live solitarily, and never
venture abroad, except at twilight, and in the night during
flue weather 1884 J. G Wood in Sunday Mag Apr 246/2
It is the Nightjar .absurdly called the Goatsucker.

Goatjr (g<?“ tt), a Also 7 goatie, [f Goat -f

-Y 1
] Goat-like; goatish

1600 Surtlet Country Fcirnte 1 xxvi 164 It is no shame
for a mnu to call another goatie, if he be found mutable
and full of changes in his manners and cartage x6xx
Cotgr

, Capnn, goatie
;
of a Goat 1843 Ford IlandbL

Spain 11 576 A goaty, slmtless unshod Capuchm 1882
Garden 10 June 417/2 Fresh and myriad-blossomed, but
with a slightly goaty smell 1893 Lydekkek Horns), Hoofs
92 1 he vei y characteristic ‘ goaty ’ odour of that sex.
Goava, obs. form of Guava
Goave (g0'w), V E. Angl. dial. Forms • 4-5

solve, 5 golvon, -vyn, 0 golfe, 6-7 gove, 9goave [Corresponds to Goaf 1
; cf Da gulve,

m same sense ] trans T0 stack (gram) m a goaf
c 1325 Gloss IV de Biblesw in Wnght Voc 154 En la

graungc vos hlees mue/
, glossed golue [fainted golnej thi

corn 14 Addii MS 12195 in Promp Pan> 202 note,
Uetuno, to golue c 1440 Promp Pan1 202/1 Golvyn, or
golvon, atxoniso 1573 1 ussfr Hush lvu (1878) 131 In
Sowing at haruest, learne skilfully how ech grame for to laie,
by it selfe on a mow Seede barhe the purest, goue out of
the way, all other nigh hand goue as just as ye may a 1825
1* orby Voc E Anglia, Goave

,

to stow corn in a barn ‘Do
you intend to stack this wheat, or to goave it?

’

Goave, var Gove, to stare.

Gob (gpb), sb.

l

Also 4, 6 gobbe, 6 gobb,
gubbe, goubbe. [App. a OF. gobe, goube (mod F
gobbe), a mouthful, lump, etc. (iu mod F only m the
special senses of a food-ball for poisoning dogs,
feeding poultry, etc

,
and a concretion found in the

stomachs of sheep), related to the vb. gober to
swallow : see Gobbet.]

1 a A mass or lump (cf Gobbet 3) Now dial
1382 W\ CLir Isa xl 12 Who heeng vp with thre fmgris

the heuynesse {Douce MS gobbe, L violent] of the erthe.
189a Tank Barlow Irish Idylls 111 47 He was a rael gob
o good 11 itui e 6

b A lump, clot of some slimy substance (Cf.
Gobbet 2 b, Gobbon 2.) Now dial or vulgar
I5SS-8 Phatr Jhneui it H hj b, Belching out the gubbes of

blood 1753 J Bariltt Genii Farriery v \ 59 He [a horse]
throws out of his nose and mouth great gobs of white

phlegm 1872
4 Mark 1 wain ’ Innoc Abr, vn 45 Suggestive

of a ‘gob
1

of mud on the entl of a shingle *877N W Lim
Gloss

,
Qbb, a large thick expectoration x886 ElworihyW Some) set Word-bL ,Gob apiece, a mass or lump, usually

applied to some soft substance 1893 Crockett Stickit
Minister 197 Cleg took a 1 gob ’ of hard mud in Ins hand

1

2

. A large sum of money. Also gob (gubbe) of
gold Obs.

1542 Uuai l E> asm Apoph
,
Sou ales § 3 r 1 14 Abodye

to whom hath happened some good goubbe of money
1366 Drant Hotan, hat vi Hvj, He to whome God
Hercules did brmge A gubbe of goulde 1374 Studlcy tr
Bale's Pageant Popes 104 a, '1 hat she might heape vppon
thee many gubs of goulde 1593 Nashe Lhoise Valentines
(1899) 8/70 And tenne good gobbx I will unto thee tell, Of
gotde or siluer 1398 Barm 1 I hear IVarres v v 167 The
gobbes of gold by heapes in their studies 1633 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) II 352 My grandsonne whoe only
knowes where my poore recruitex are, of which if I heare
nothing this next weeke nor can liaue poore gubb fioni his
Ma«', I must of necessity slip out of the [world?] or be
disgraced for euer 1692 R L’Esi kancl Fables ( 1694) 265
Dost think I have so little wit as to pait with such a Gob
of money foi God a-mcrcy?

3 A lump or large mouthful of food, esp of raw,
coarse, 01 fat meat (Cf. Gobbet 3.) Now dial
or vulgar

.

*557-8 Phai R AEncnl \ \ Q 4 1>, He [Cerbeius] gaping wyde
his threfold lawes, All hungiy caught that gubbe [L offam

]

1602 Marsion Ant & Mel, 11 C 4 b, O that the stomack of
this queasie age Digestes, 01 brookes such law vnseasoned
gobs, And vomits not them forth 1 16x3 F Robarts Revenue
f/w/r/Title-p

, 'X he eagle spies, A gob [L offai>i\ she lurch’d,
and to her young she flies. 1711 E Ward Quix I 369 Than
for your worship’s Eyes to follow Each Gob or Morsel that
I swallow. 1774 Foote Cozeners 1, The venison was ovei-
roasted, and stunk, but Doctor Dewlap twisted down such
gobs of fat 1828 J Wilson Noct A mbr in Blackiu. Mag
XXIII. 124 A father that gaed aflf at a city feast wi’ a gob
o’ green fat o’ turtle half way down his gullet 1871 Mrs
Stowf Oldtown Fnesule Sto > 8 Ye tell ’em one story, and
they jest swallows it as a dog does a gob o’ meat

f D. At a (01 one) gob, at one mouthful Obs.
Perhaps a different (though cognntel woid

, cf Fr (obs )

avaler tout de gob, whence the mod Fr phrase tout de go
easily, without ti ouble or ceremony.
*599 Nashl Lenten Stuffe (1871) 65 And flead him, and

thrust him down his pudding-house at a gobb x6« L
Barrly Ram Alley 1. 1 A 3 b, That little land a gaue
’Ihrote the Law} er swallowed at one gob Foi lesse then
halfe the woi th

Gob (gf'b), sb 2 north dial and slang [Of ob-
scure origin

;
possibly a Gael, and Irish gob beak,

mouth, but cf. Gab sb 3] The mouth
a 1330 Chnstis Kirke Gr x\, Quhair thair gobbis wer

ungeird, 1‘hay gat upon the gammis 1x1603 Polwart
Flytmg w. Montgome7 is 754 MLsIy kyt I and thou flyt. He
diyt in thy gob X674-9X Ray N C Words 134 A Gob, an
open or wide mouth 1693 Scot Pt esbyt Eloq (1738) 112
Beware of the Drunkenness of the Goose, for it never rests,

hut constantly dips the Gob of it in the Water 1788W Marshall Yofksh II 332 Gob, a vulgar name for the
mouth x8 R Burrowes in father Trout'sRem in 267
Just to. moisten lus gob ’fore he died 1833 M Scott Tom
Cringle 1 (1859) 3> I thrust half a doubled up muffin into
my gob 1831 Mayhi w Loud Labotir I 421 He tied my
hands and feet so that I could hardly move, but I managed
somehow to turn my gob (mouth) lound and gnawed it

away 1893 Northnvwld Gloss , Gob, the mouth The
foi ni gab is quite unknown in Northumberland

b. Comb
,

as gob-mouthed a dial

,

gaping

;

gob-stick, (a) dial., a spoon
;

(b) J'ishenes (see

quot. 1883); gob-strmg, a bridle

1894 Hall Caine Manxman 27 Hould your dirty tongue,
you *gobmotithed omathaun • 1674-91 Ray N C W01 ds
142 A*Gobsttck. Cochleare 1788 W Marshall Yorksh
II 332 Gobstick, a wooden spoon 1876 Whitby Gloss,
Gobstick, a wooden spoon or other implement foi conveying
food to the mouth 1883 1’tshmes hxhib Catal 195 Hali-
but killer and gob stick for killing the fish and disgoigmg
the hook. 1783 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue, Gab or *gob
string, a bridle 1853 *n Robinson Whttby Gloss.

Gob (gpb), sbA dial [=Gab sb 2
, but prob.

apprehended by speakers as a fig sense of prec ]

Talk, conversation, language Gift ofthe gob (see

Gab sb 2 1 b). To give gob (see quot 1855)
X695C0LVIL Whips Supphc ToRdr Av, [Pretended quot

from Z Boyd] 'there was. a Man called Job, Dwelt 111 the
land of ID, He had a good gift of the Gob [a 1700 B E
Diet Cant. Crew s v , Gift ofthe Gol>

,

a wide, open Mouth

;

also a good Songster, or Singing-master ] 1833 Robinson
Whitby Gloss s v.,

4 To gie gob ’, to mouth, or give word,
to abuse 1893 Northnrnbld Gloss s v

,

4
It’s a grand thing

the gift o’ the gob ’.

Gob (gpb), sbA Coal-mining. Also gobb.

[Peril, an alteration of Goaf 2
,
influenced by Gob

sb !] The empty space from which the coal has been

extracted m the ‘long-wall’ system of mining (cf

Goaf) ; also, the material used for packing such, a

space ( =gobbing).
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 979 The place where the coal is

lemoved is named the gobb or [printed or gobb] waste

,

and gobbm or gobb-stufif is stones or rubbish taken . to
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fill up that excavation as much as pofesible Ibid 080 1 he

roads are carried either progressivelythrough the gobb,or the

gobb is entirely shut up 1871 Ti mis A liter Inst Mining
/ittg I, 304 Ihe 1 oof being allowed to come down on to the

packings of the gob behind the miners 1883 Standout

23 Oct 3/6 A large quantity of the ‘ gob ’ was on fire in the

Bullhurst seam 1884 'I tines 29 Jan 10/4 After driving 10

yards tluough the gob the body of Mr '1 homas was found

b attiib
,
as gob-fire, road, -stuff (see quots

)

1839 Gob stuff [see above] i860 Wealds Mining Itloss

(ed 2) .S’ htaff tirin',, Gob loud, .1 road through that pait

of the mine winch has been pieviously worked 1881 Kav-

monij Mining Gloss
,
Gob-fiie

,

file produced by the heat of

decomposing gob 1898 Daily News 20 Apr 8 '5 A ‘ gob

'

fire, caused by a heap of file clay, dust, and coal slack

Gob (gf'b), V 1 teihn [? f Gob 5^.1] a Irons

To choke up or obstruct (a furnace) b mlr. Of
a furnace : To become choked 01 obstructed (see

quots

)

1863 Rep But Assoc 738 Fiequent mtemiptioii led at

length to the furnace being * gobbed ’ and ultimately aban-

doned ? 1877 in Davies Sitppl Gloss s v
, If jou put into

your furnaces a quantity of stuff 111 which silica prepon-

derates, your furnaces will not flux, but they gob 1881 Ray-
mond Mining Gloss

,
Gob-up, of a blast furnace, to become

obstructed in workingby reason ofa scaffold or asalamander,

Gob (gpb), v 2 dial, [f Gob sb d Cf. Gab v a
]

intr To prate, biag. Hence Gobbing vbl sb

and/// a.

a. 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846)88 Quoth goblun lom of
Lancashire, To northern Jock 1832 W Si lmil nson Gates-

head Poems 99 It’s worth your while 'lo heat their jaw
and gobbtns *893 Nottkumbld Gloss

,
Gob, to talk im-

pudently, to brag

'Gobang (g<?«b£c rj). [Corruptly a. Japanese go-

ban, said to be ad Chinese k'tpan chess-boaicl
. J
A

game of Japanese ongm, played on a chequer-

board, each player endeavouring to get five pieces

into line before his opponent
1886 Guilcpmard Cruise ' Marchcsa' I 267 Some of the

games are purely Japanese as go-ban Note, This game
is the one lately introduced into England under the misspelt

name of Go Bang 1888 Pall Mall G 1 Nov. 3/1 Ihese
young persons played go bang and cat’s uadle

t Gobard, gobart. Ohs. Vars of Cobbard,
Gawberd
1403 Nottingham Ret II 20 Unius gobart de ferro 1411

Ibid 86 j gobard, lijd. c 1475 Pu t, Voc in Wi -WCdcker
770/3 Hec tpepurgiwu [printed tpegurgium\, a gobaid

+ Gobbed,/// a. Obs fare— 1
, [f. OF. gobe,

proud, vain + -ed 1
] Proud.

? <11400 Marie Arth 1346 Thane answers sir Gayous full

gobbede wordes.

Gobbelett, obs form of Goblet.

+ Gobber-tooth. Obs. rare. [Of obscure
formation; cf. Gab ©.3 and Gag-tooth, Gubber-
TUSH.] A projecting front tooth.

1646 Gault Cases Consc 5 Every old woman with a
wrinkled face a gobber tooth . is pronounced for a witch
1685 H More Para Prophet 412 Two gobber teeth were
set in, one on this side, the other on the inner side

Hence f Gobber-toothed///. a
1655 Fuu.fr Ch Hist v iv § 20 Lean visaged, long-sided,

gobber-toothed, yellow-comple\ioned.

Gobbet (gp bet), sb. Now rare exc. arch.

Forms
: 4-6 gobet(t, 5-6 gobbet(t, (6 Si. gobbat,

-it), 5- gobbet, [a OF gobet (pi. gobest, gobes),

dim ofgobe Gob sb l
;
cf Gobbon.

For the development of sense cf Morsel In French the
etymological sense seems alw ays to have been the prevailing
one, whereas in English the moiegeneval meaning * portion
4 lump is earlier and commoner than that of ‘ mouthful 1

]

+ 1. A part, portion, piece, fragment of anything
which is divided, cut, or broken. Obs
C1320 R. Brunnf Medit. 85 Alle yn smale gobettes he

hyt kytte 138a Wycuf Matt xiv 20 And thei token the
1 elifis of broken gobetis twelue cofyns ful [So Tyndale and
Bible of 1551 ] C1386 Chaucer Prol. 696 He seyde he
hadde a gobet of the seyl That semt Peter hadde c 1420
Chron Vilod 4508 For by help of J»at mayde so fulle of
grace His fedrys [ = fetters] weron alle to gobetus y-broke.
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 66 b/2 And he wente to Saul and
cutte of a gobet of his mantel. 1532 More Confnt Ttndale
Wks 614/1 Ther is nothing but a memorial of his passion in a
cup of wyne & a gobbet of cake bread 1538 Br Skaxton
Iiijnnct.A iv, Suclie thmges as be set forth vnder the name
of holy relyques . Namely .. gobbettes of wodde vnder y®
name of percelles of the holy ciosse [etc ] 1362 Bulleyn
Dial Soarnes 4- Chir 22 a, Looke seuously, that no shiuer
nor gobet of hone be lefte in the wounde 1577 B GooGr
Heresbach's H-usb iv (1586) 160 b, Others againe doe cut
Gaihke in gobbettes 1610 [see Gobonated] 1684 T.
Burnet Th Earth \ 291 If a rock or mountain cannot
divide it self, either into great gobbets, or into small powder
[etc ] 1847-78 Haluwlll sv., A large block of stone is

called, a gobbet by woikmen
"b. spec. A piece of raw flesh, mostly pi. in

phrases to cut {chop, hack, etc ) tn or into gobbets.
e 1320 R Brunne Medit 85 Thys lomb toke vp cryst

Ihesus Alle yn smale gobettes he hyt kytte c 1400
Maundev (1839) xxvi. 309 The Prestes smyten alle the
Body of the dede man in peces And then the Preestes
casten the gobettes of the Flesche [etc ] c 1430 Miraur
Saluaciouk 181 When he his fadirs body efter deth vnherthid
And made it in gobbets kitt, 1313 Douglas Mnets iv, xi

32 Mycht I nocht caucbt and rent in pecis his cors, Syne
swak the gobbatis in the sey. 1344 Phalr Regent Lyrfe
(1346) Lvj, Two or thre yonge cattes, wel chopped in smal
gobbettes 1615 Markham Eng Houseio it 11 (1668) 64
Put m good thick gobbets of well fed Beef also like
gobbets of the best Mutton, 1849 Thoreau Week Concord

Riv. 233 Small red bodies, little bundles of 1 ed tissue— mci c
gobbets of venison 1862 Sir H Taylor St Clement's Eve
1 u Wks 1864 111 114 We’d slice them into gobbets And
fling then flesh to the dogs
C fig

1393 Langi P PI Cm ioo So hope ich to haue of hym
JmI is al-myghty A gobet of hus grace c 1440 Jacob's
Well (E E T b ) i8t And loke, Jn schryfte be hole to 00
pieest, & nogt to manye

, on gobet told to oon pieest, an-
obei gobet told to an pber preest, is nogt goodly 1330 Bali
Afiol 73 Now wil I English youi ragged gobbettes taken
out of Ambiose glose 1639 A o lacul to purchase Ch
Lands 79 Found it most seasonable to cut large gobbets
out of then estates.

1 2 A lump or mass. a. In general
,
chiefly, a

lump of metal, esp gold ^cf Gob sb L 1) Obs
c 1374 Chalclu Booth 11 meti v 51 Allas what was he

J>at first dalf vp be gobets 01 J?e weygtys of gold cotieied
vnder ei ]>e 1382 Wyclit Eulits xxu 18 Giauel, and salt,

and a gobet of iren c 1430 Pilgi Lvf Manhode 11 xc
11869) 1Q8 Antioye of lyf tlut . dulleth the folk, nht as a
gobet of led c. 1550 Disc Common Weal Eng (1893) 124
Everye tenaunte had his landes, not all in one gobbet m
everye feilde c 1380 J li n.RiL Bjegbeai s 1 111 in A rc/ttv

titled d ncu \pr (1897) XCVIII 313 tor your daughteis
dowiy you must save and spare it is a good round gobett.

t b. Of coagulated or solidified substances, as

clay, mud, ice, fat, blood, etc Obs
1382 Wyci n Rom ix 21 Whei a potleie of clay hath not

power of the same gobet [L niassa] for to make sotlih o
vessel into honoui [etc ] 1388 — Josh in 13 Ihe watrts
that comen fio aboue schulen stonde togideie tn o gobet
[1382 glob] 1481 Caxton Reynard (Atb ) 100 She was
lyke tne deujls doughtei, and on her chyldien hynge
moche fylth cloteid in gobettis 1576 Baker Jewell of
Health 181 a, This powder then set in the sunne, untyll it

cleaveth togithei 111 gobbettes or bygge pieces c 1386
C’tlss PLMuisoKr Ps cxi \ 11 v, Gloss icy gobbetts from
lus hand he flings 1602 Plat Delightes for Ladies (1605)

54 Keepe your sugar alwaies m good tempei in the bason,
that it buine not into luinpes or gobbets 1623 Hart ^3

Ur 11 iv 73 He sent me a little dish almost halfe full of
gobbets of . clotted blond 1662 J Ciiandllr Van Hel-
mont's Oi eat 195 After what mannei A qua mix may be
tmly changed into a yellow gobbet or lump 17x2 tr

Pomet's Hist Drugs I 103 Green glass Fritt is a Compo-
sition made of common Ashes or else of Gobbets ground
to a fine Powdei

T 3. A portion to be swallowed
; a large lump

or mouthful of food
;
spec a ball of flour, etc. used

in feeding poultiy [= b. gobbe] Obs
1382 WYcur Dan xiv 26 Danyel toke picche, and fat-

nesse, and hems, and seethide to gydre, and he made
gobettis, and gaue into mouthe of the dragoun CX420
Pallad on Ihtsb 1 732 Of figis giounde and watir tempnd,
scleiidir Gobbettis yef thy gees. x6oo Holland Levy u6og)
Index «. 1424 When they [chickens] pecked either come, or
gobbets called offse 1637 Trapp Comm Job ax 15 Like as
Camels are fed by casting gobbets into their month 1739
‘R Bull’ tr Dedektndns' Giobumns 130 Large Gobbets
choak the tender Fowls 18x4 Lamb Let to Coleridge 26
Aug, May it burst his pericranium, as the gobbets of fat

and tuipentine did that old dragon in the Apocrypha 1

fig 1634 Sanderson Serin II 291 These gobbets are but
Satans baits which when we swallow, we swallow a hook
with them 1849 Lowell BiglowP Poet. Wks (1879) 189/1
Doubtless that they might be hereafter incapacitated for

swallowing the filthy gobbets of Mahound 1862 Sat Rev.
6 Sept 275 One dwells with lingering delight on these
unctuous and mouth-filling gobbets

+ Tb attnb quasi-adj
17x4 Ong Canto Spencer x xi, For this their Office good,

the Soiceier Foith fiom a Wallet winch beside lmn hung.
Threw many gobbet Offals of good Cheer
e A lump of half-digested food Alsofig.

*553 T Wilson Rhet 67b, If a gentleman should voinite

. and caste oute gobbets 1390 Spenser I Q. 11 20
*594J DickensonAnsbas (1878) 75 From depth of poisnous
mawe the monster fierce Did belch foule gobbets, c 1645
Howell Lett I 1. xxvii/I hey would make us believe .that

.(Etna in times pass’d hath eructated such huge gobbets of
fire, that [etc J. X700 Addison 3rd AEneidblxsa Wks 1726
I 61 Belching raw gobbets from his maw, o’ercharged
1866 Conington tr. fhneid 111 96 Ejecting from his mon-
strous maw Wine mixed with gore and gobbets raw

t Gobbet, v Obs, Also 4-5 gobete, 5 go-
bette [a OF. gobeter to swallow as a morsel or

gobbet (mod F. gobeter to
.

point a wall), but in

some examples prob f. Gobbet sb ]
1. trans To swallow as a gobbet or m gobbets.

Also down, up
1607 C Lever Crucifix cix (Grosart) 51 To gobbet tip a

supper at a bit 1647 R Stapylton Juvenal 273 They
obbet downe his flesh, his bones they gnaw, And are most
lghly pleas’d to eate- hun raw 1692 R L’Estrange

Fables iv (1714) 4 Down comes a Kite Powdering upon
them in the Interim, and Gobbets up both together

2. To divide into portions or gobbets, given

bysomewnters (following the Book of St. Albans)
as the correct term for cutting up a trout.

C1450 Two Cookery-bks 11. 112 Nym lings, turbot, and elys,

& gobete hem in mosselys 1486 Bk St A Ibans F vij b, A
'Drought gobettid 1670 Covel Diary (Hakluyt Soc ) 262
Mmq’t meat, gobbeted in Yine leaves. 1726 Gentl Angler
149 To Gobbet a Trout, t. e To cut it up

t Go’bbetly, adv, Obs rare . [f Gobbet sb.

+ -ly a
.j In gobbets or piece*?, piecemeal.

*55* Huloet, Gobetty or in pieces,frustratiw, incisim.

t Go'bbetmeal, adv. Obs. In 4 gobetmele,

5 gobettmale, 5-6 gob(b)et-meale [f. Gobbet
sb. + -meal ] In gobbets

,
piecemeal

138a Wyclit 2 Mace xv 33 He comaundide the tunge of

vnpitous Nychanore kitt off, for to be gouen to bnddis
gobetmele. 1387 Tuevisa Higdm (Rolls) IV . 103 His fader

was 1-i.lawe and i-]?rowe out gobetmele [L tnembraitw]

traj tourshchc by preostes c 1425 Bound, St Bartkolo-
iiiem's (L E T S ) 23 Yn that the schippe with the rochis
sihulde be gobettemcle be mynustd 1494 Fabvan Chion
hi lv 36Aimager stewe the forenamed Hamo andhym,
so slayne, thiewe gobetmeale into the same see. 1540
Palsgr Acolastns 11 iv M iv, The piaye shall be toien
in pieces with our nay les gobbet nieule

t Go’bbet-royal. Obs ln4gobetreall,reale,
ryal. [app. a l-

1 *gobet icial loyal tit-bit’ see

Gobbet ancl Royal a ] Some kind of sweetmeat
1361-2 Durham Aicf Rolls (Surtees) xa6 Cofyns de any s

confyt et gobetes leale 1390-1 Earl Derby's Expcd (Cam
den) ig P10 ij lb gobete real, lj s 1399-1400DmhamMS
Buis. Roll, Anis comfeth, et gobet ryal

Gobbin (gp bin) Coal-minmg [dialectalpio-

nunc ofGobbing^/ sb But cf Gubbins] (Sec
quot a 1 843 and cf Gob sb 4)

1839 Uitr Diet Arts 980 In such povvciful beds the Shrop-
shtie method is impiacticable from want of gobbin a 1843
Soutiii y Comm -pi Bk IV 407 The refuse of Colliuies
called Gobbnis in some distuct- 1867W W Smytij Coal
4 Coal-tmiiing 143 Others will bend gently down to the
refuse or gobbm
Gobbin, var Gobbon sb

,
Obs.

Gobbing1

(gp birj), vbl. d>. Coal-mining [f

Gob sb 4J The action of packing an excavated
space with waste rock , the material used for this.

T839URE Did. A 7 ts 979 The miners secuie the waste by
gobbing x88x Raymond Mining Gloss , Gobbing, packing
with waste lock Sec S towing
Gobbing, vbl. sb. and ppl a., see Gob vA
Gobbit, obs Sc f. Gobbet sb

Gobble (gp b’l), sb Golf [Viob. f next vb ]
A rapid straight ‘ putt ’ into the hole.
1878 ‘Cart. Lrvwley’ Football

,

etc 83 iGolf) Gobble, ,1

straight quick put at the hole 1890 Hutchinson GotJ
iBadrn Libr) 241 The othei may play, with a free hand, foi

a ‘ gobble ’

Gobble (gp b’l), v t Not now m dignified use
Also 7 goble, gobbel. [Of obscure origin

,
prob.

a vague foimation on Gob sb 1 or sb 2
, with sug-

gestion of the sound made by noisy swallowing.]

1. trans To swallow hurriedly in large mouth-
fuls, esp m a noisy fashion Often v ith adv., esp
to gobble up, down, formerly + in. AlsoJig
x6ox Holland Pliny I 516 Birds being hungrie, hauc

f
ieedily gobled vp seed and fruit whole and sound. 1608
"opst-LLSeifents (1658) 602 Then they suddenly goble in the

beast or meat before them, without any great ado xfiix

Coryat (title), Crudities hastily gobled vp 111 five Moneths
ti auells in France [etc.] 1621 Burton Anat Mel. n 11 1. 11,

That which he doth eat, must be well chewed, and not hastily
gobbeled 1729 Swirr Lady's Jml 276 The Supper gobbled
up in haste, Again afresh to Cards they run. 1742 Blair
Grave 646 And thousands at each hour thougobblest up 1701
Wolcot(P Pindar) Rights Kings Wks 1812 II. 393 How he
gobbles down the broth and meal 1826T Jefterson Writ
11830) IV 437 To sell it not to have it gobbled up by specu-
latoi s 1845 Hood Fairy Tale 11, A stray home came, and
gobbled up his bovver 1865 G Macdonald .4 Forbes 21
They gobbled down their breakfasts with all noises except
articulate ones 1882 A Clark m Med '1 evtp Jml. No
51. 132, 1 get home and gobble a hurried dinner

2. (j. S slang To seize upon graspmgly or
gieeclily ; to snatch up, lay hold of, ‘ collar’.

1823 J Neal Bro Jonathan 111 144 He thought of poor
OUve , sprang up—gobbled on the clothes . and set oft

1831 B H. Hall College Wds , Gobble, at Yale College, to
seize; to lay hold of, to appropriate; nearly the same as to
collar q v x86x Chicago hveiling Post July (Cen t ), Neaily
four hundred prisoners were gobbled up after the fight, and
any quantity of ammunition and provisions x888 H. James
in Harper's'Mag Feb 344, I happen to know that the
moment Mr Pringle should propose to my daughtei she
would gobble him down
3 Comb

,

as gobble-gut (obs or vulgar), . a
glutton; gobble-utitcb, a stitch made too long
through haste or carelessness.

1633 Sherwood, A *goble-gut, gobequtnaut, goulard
01x845 Hood A blow-up. Miss M the milliner—her flight
so strong—Made a great *gobble-stitch, six inches long 1859
F.E Paget Cur Cnmbenvorth 47 A dilapidated green silk

parasol darned in divei s places with a sort of gobble stitch

oCthe same scarlet worsted which adorned her frill

Hence Go blbling' vbl. sb. Also Go hbler.
1632 Sherwood, A gobling, goulardise. 1753 Johnson,

Gobbler

,

one that devours in haste , a gormand
, a greedy

eater. 1852 Q Rev Mar 431 An alderman and a greedy gos-

siping gobbler 1873 Helps Amin. Mast in. 11875) 63 Sir

Arthur and Milverton are gobblers of books 1883 Hatpei ‘a

Mag Dec. 4/2 Christmas was all guz/ling and gobbling.

Gobble (gp b’l), v 1 [Imitative, but peTh. sug-

gested by prec] tntr. Of a turkey-cock: To
make its characteristic noise in the throat ;

also

rarely transf. Also quasi- trans with out
,
over.

Imitative vanations(nonce-wds )nizgob gobbtevb (Southey
Doctor I 1 19) and goblobhng vbl sb. (Bage Barham
Downs I 126) _
1680 Morden Geog Riot (1685) 495When they speak they

gobble like Turkie Cocks. 1709 Prior Ladle 74 Fat Tur
keys gobbling at the D001 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist V 11

iv x8i He . struts about the yard, and gobbles out a note
of self appi obation 1820 W Jrving Sketch Bk II 365
Regiments ofturkeys were gobbling through the farm yaid
1862 Sala Seven Sous I ix 2x0 The turkeys that gobbled
over the scandal of the poultry-yard 189* R Kipling 111

PallMall G 24 Mar 3/1 A tiny geyser gobbled.

Hence Gobbling vbl. sb andppl a. , Go bble sb
,

the noise made by a turkey-cock; Gobbler, a
turkey-cock, Go*bblerjr, turkey-cocks collectively.
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1737 Bailey vol II Canting- Wards, Cobble*, a Turkey-

Cock 1774G0LDSM Nat Htst V n iv 180 1 he turkey cock

with his peculiar gobbling sound, flies to attack it 1781

Pennant 111 Phil Tians LXXI 69 On being mtei rupted

they fly into great rages, and change their notes into a loud

and guttural gobble 1784 Wtslly Wks (1872) XIII 502

He heard as it were the gobbling of a tuikey-cock close to

the bed-side 1798 SoiHLBYtr IVteland's Obeion (1826) I

50 When cocks at dayspring crow, 1 hen all J:he goblery

boon as they [etc ] 183s Marryat Jac Tenth xlvi, The
poultry, who would now and then raise a gobble 1843
Halibukion Attache I xi 197,

1

never see ail old gobblei,

with his gorget, that I don't think of a kernel of a maichin’

icgmient 1871 Darwin Desc Man II \m 60 When the

female of the wild turkey utters hei call in the morning, the

male answers by a different note fiom the gobbling noise

which he makes 1885 ILaiper's Mag Api 706/1 The
turkey-tail fan she had had made from one of hei own
gobblers. 1898 Speaker 3 Sept 286/2 Sciatching hens and
gobbling turkeys

Gobblm(g, obs form of Goblin.

GobTboek, var. Gabbock
+ Gobbon, sb Oh Founs 4-5 goboun, 5 go-

byn, (?gobene), 5-6 gobone, 6 gobbon, (-m),

gowbin, gubbon. See also Gubbins [Presum-

ably a. OF. *gobon, an umecorded form related to

gobbe and gobet see Gob sb 1 and Gobbet, and
of. Gobonated, Gobony.]
1 A portion, slice, gobbet
1387 Tre\ isa Higden (Rolls) IV 155 Gobouns of chayers,

of foi mes, and of stooles [L Jragmentis subsetltorurn] 14
Noble Bit Cookry (1882) 34 Chope the pik when he is slit

out and let the gebenes [? read gobenes] hong eclie by othei e

c 1460 J Russell Bk Nm ture 580 pey must be takyn of as

Jiey in be dische lowt, bely & bak by gobyn be boon to pike

0 a t 1513 Bk Kernynge 111 Babees Bk (1868) 281 Than cut

a gobone of the lampiraye, & mynce the gobone thynne

1*55 W. Watrfman Fardle Facions 11 vm 178 Leaumg 110

element vnransaked to gette a gowbtn for tneir glotenous
gorge 1578 Lytl Dodoens in \xiv 348 The same [roote] cut

into goblnns or slices, and put into fistulas, Lakethaway the

haidnesseof them 1583 T Stocker Civ Warres Lowe C
1 130 Routes and skinnes cut in small gobbins, and sodden
m butter mylke
2 =Gob 1 b.

1548 Thomas Ildl Diet (1567k Fa*fallow, gubbons of

fl^ame that olde men vse to spitte 1598 Florio, bar/allone,

the filthie snot of ones nose or gubbon of fleatne

t Gobbon, v. Oh [f. prec] tians. To cut

into gobbets
7 a 1400Mortc 4 rth. 4165 pay gobone of be gretlesLe with

growndone swerdes 1513 Bk. Kernynge m Babees BL
(1868) 280 A salte lampraye, gobone it flatte m vii or vm
peces

Gobelin (gobidaen, gp’balin). Also Gobelins,
[f. Gobelins, the state-factoiy of tapestry in Pans,
so named after its founders.]

1 . Used attnb
, as in Gobelin tapestry, the tapestry

made at the Gobelins, and imitations of this

,

Gobelin blue

,

a blue like that used 111 Gobelin

tapestry ,
Gobelin stitch (see quot 1882].

18*3W Irving Life Lett (1864) II 134 Dinner served
up m room where there is very good Gobelin tapestry 1864
Sala Quite Alone I xiv 218 You saw the beautiful Gobelins
tapestry, marvellous m the minute finish of its work. 1882
Caultlild & S award Diet Needlework s v Embroidery,
Gobelin Stitch, a short upright stitch, also called Tapestiy

2 . absol.
‘ A variety of damask used for uphol-

stery, made of silk and wool or silk and cotton
*

{Cent. Diet.)

Gobelin, obs. foim of Goblin.

II Gobemouche (gab^m^J). [a. F. gobe-moiuhes

(f gober to swallow + mouche fly) flycatchei (bud
and plant), credulous person.
In F gobe moitches is the form employed for both smg. and

pi , though Littre points out that gobc-mouche might be
written, on the analogy of chaise mouche, English wntei s

treat the Fr, form as a pi and vm gobemouche foi the sing ]

One who credulously accepts all news, however
improbable or absurd Also attrib,

1818 E Blaquiere tr Sig Panauti 52 Such a representa-
tion the gobes moitches [sic. incorrectly] of Florence might
have readily magnified into a change of religion 1837
1 h ackeray Ravensit’iugv11,

1 You don't say so 1

1

says gobe-
mouche BitzUrse 1844 Kinglvkc Edtkcn (1847) 49 Ike
gobemouche expression of countenance with which he is

swallowing an article in the National 1845 Ford Handbk
hpain 1. 43 Their idle stories are often believed by the
gobemouche class of book making travellers 1884 Ball
Mall G 10 Aug 3 Those Continental gobemouches whose
gift for believing the inci edible almost approaches to genius.

Gobet, gobett, obs forms of Gobbet
Go-betweein. [f Go v + Between adv.]

1. One who passes to and fro between parties,

with messages, pioposals, etc.
,
an mtermediaiy.

In the second quot between serves as a piep
1598 Shaks Meny IV. 11 11 273 Euen as you came in to

me, hei assistant or goe betweene, parted from me 1631
Massinger Empeior East 1 11, You aie The Squue of
Dames, deuoted to the seiuice Of gamesome Ladies the
Goe-between This female, and that wanton Sir. 1641 Mil-
ton Amrnadv. 63 They onely are the internuntio's, or the
go-betweens of this trim devis'd mummery 1710 Steflf
Tatter No 225 F 1 The Biokei . as a Go-between shall
find his Accouut in being m the good Graces of a Man of
Wealth 1836-48 B D Walsh Anstoph 281 note, Ceitain
convenient old women, who officiated as go-betweens 1887
J lssoevArcady vm, 227 The clerk was a sol t of go between
when parson and people weie a little out of gear
2 . Anything that goes between 01 connects two

othei things. Also all) ib

1862 H Marryat Year vi Sweden II 371 Each double
window vies with its neighbour in the taste of its go be

tweens 1853 Hfrschll Fop Led Set vn §87(1873)305 If

they aie exactly equal, the go between ball will carry oft all

the motion of the ball which strikes it 1886 C Scon bhetp
J armmg 13 Altogether they form asoit ofgo-between sheep,

dividing the Lowlands from the Highlands 1895 Pop Stt
Monthly Api 768 This is the linipkin a most perfect go
between connecting the tails and the cianes

Gobiid (gJ“ bi|id), a and sb. [f L gobi-m
Goby + -in] A adj Belonging to the Gobndm 01

gobies proper B sb One of the Gobnd, ti ; a goby
2884-5 Rive* side Nat Ih\t (1888) III 257 On the Cali

forntan coast is a Gobnc[ (Gdluhthys mtiabihs) remaikable
for the |reat extension backwaid of the jaws

Gobliform. (gou bqifpim), a [f mod L.gobi-us

Goby + -(i)fobm ] Having the characteristics of

the gobuds
,
gobioul (Cent Did).

Gobioid bt|Oid), a (sb) hhthyol [f L
gobi us Goby + -010.] A ad] Belonging to the

family Gobioides of Cuvier or to the supeifamily

Gobioidea of moie recent systems, compnstng fishes

allied to the Goby B. sb A fish of this land

1854 Owen Circ Sci
,
Otgatt Nut I 273 Scimnoids, cot

toids gobioids 1880 Gun thfr lushes 1 11 In some Gobioids
the eyes . can be elevated and depiessedat the will of

the fish

Goblet 1 (gp blet) Forms 4 gobelet, goblot,

5-6 goblett, 6 gublett-, gobbelett-, 7 gobblet,

5- goblet [a OF gobelet (in 13th c gitbulet),

f gabel, gobcau cup, of uncertain origin ]

1 A dnnking-cnp of metal or glass, propeily

bowl -shaped and without handles, sometimes

mounted on a foot and fitted with a cover In

later use. a geneial teim for a wine-cup Now
only a) ch
13 r E Alht P B 1277 pe gredirne &. be goblotes

garnyst of syluer ? a 1400 Morte At tie 207 1 he kynge/
cope borde was closed 111 silver, In giete goblettez overgyltc

1481-go HowardHouseh Bis (Roxb) 422 Item, foi sawdy-
rmg and gyltyng ofa goblett,with the kever, price mj 1 1552
Bury Wills (Camden) 144 Thre gilt goblettes w* the covet

1600 Shaks A Y L 111 iv 26, Idoethinkelnmasconoaueas
a couered goblet, or a Worme-eaten nut 1682 Milton Hist
Mosc Wks 1738 II 143 A Cupboard of huge and massy
goblets, and oilier Vessels of gold and silver 1703 Poi*L

lhcbais 634 The banquet done, the monarch gives the sign

To fill the goblet high with sparkling wine 1756-7 tr

Keysler's Trav (1760) III 366 A large round porphyry
vessel It consists of one piece, and resembles a shallow

goblet 1814 Scott Wav m, The Baron pioduced a
golden goblet of a suigulai and antique appearance, moulded
into the shape of a lainpaiit beai 1849 Macauj ay IIisl

Eng iv I 449 He .. filled a goblet 10 the bum with wine
1871 B Taylor Paust (1875) I vi. 108 Give us a goblet of

the well known juice 1

+ b. (See quot.) Oh
1688 R Holmi Armouiy m 27i/z A kind of a Dunking

Cup made of the small _top of a Bull or Cows Hum, the

Tip end Reversed It is by some Gentlemens Butlleis

teimed a Souce, 01 Gogles, 01 Goblet

c A glass with a foot and stem, as distinguished

fiom a tumbler.
Marked 1 U S ' m the Century Did ; but cuuent in Eng

land m tradesmen’s puce lists

d. transf A goblet-shapeci pait of a flowei

1851 Beck's Plonst July 163 The Ceplialote, fiom the

Austialian bogs, whose delicate goblets reared their richly-

carved and many-Unled crests above their bed of moss

f 2 A conical cup or thimble used by conjuiers.

(So F gobelet ) Obs
1519 Hormvn Vnlg 2S0 The lugler carieth clenly vnder

his gubletus 1529 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 153/1 Excepte ye
thinke the lugler blow his gafles through the gobletes bottom
1552 Huloei, Goblet or bo\e for a mgler, acetabulum 1692
Quick Synodicon I 194 To lliat Article of Players and
Mummers, shall be added Juglers, Players of Hocus pocus,
Tricks of Goblets, Puppet-playing [etc ]

3

.

Sc. A kind of deep saucepan with bulging

sides and a straight handle.

+ 4. Some kind of embossed ornament on a
gauntlet. Obs.— 1

? <2i4oo Mode Arth 913 His gloues giauene at ]>c

heinmez, With graynez and gobclets, glouous of bewc
5 allrib and Comb , as goblet-boy, -glass, -pledge ;

goblet-shaped adj.
,
goblet-cell, ‘ an epithelial cell

of craterifoim shape ’ (Cent Did)', goblet-oflB.ce

uo/ue-zvd. [
= F le gobelet] (see quot)

1800 Mooul Anacreon x\mi 6 Young Love shall be my
^goblet boy 1878 Blll tr Gegenbaur's Comp Ana/ 525
1 hesestiuctuies which are also known as gustatory *goblet
cells 1851 Mrs Browning Casa Gttidi W 125 Here’s
*goblet-glass, to take in with your wine The very sun its

grapes were ripened under 1653 Urquhari Rabelais 1.

xviu, Bung them to the *goblet-ofnce, which is the Butteiy,
and there make them thunk 1850 Mrs Browning Wine of
Cyprus 6 The Cypi us I am sipping . At the hour of “goblet-
pledge 1854 Mayne Expos Le.t

,
*Goblet-shaped See

Scyphiform 1866 Trcas Bat
,
Goblet-shaped, the same as

Crateriform 1878 Bi ll tr Gegenbaur's Coutp Anat. 524
A number of goblet-shaped otgans.

Hence Go bleted a =goblet-shaped

;

f Go bleter,
a cup-bearei

, Go bletful, the quantity lequired to

fall a goblet
1541 R Copland Guydon's Formal Y 111, Aduiynyste a

gobletful whan he goth to bed, and he shal slepe 1623 ti.

FavHit's Theat Hon u xm 237 Gobletters and Butlers to
Apollo 1869 Blacicmore Lenta D xiv (ed 12) 110 Moss
was in abundant life, some featheung, and some gobleted
1883 C F Holder in Harper's Mag, Jan, 182/2 A goblet-

ful of the noctilucm pioduces light sufficient to read by at a
distance of two feet

+ Goblet 2
. Oh = Gobbet sb (possibly a mis-

print)

1530 Palsgr 225/2 Goblet, a luinpe or a pece, moncean
1654 Gay ton Pleas Notes m \ 101 Sighing often betwixt
the goblets, for the inability of his Mandibles 1688 R
Holme Armoury in 293/2 The Goblet or Country Pye is
made of large pieces of I< lesh which lai ge or square pieces
are teimed Goblets 1742 Parry in Phil 'brans. XLII, 48
It seem’d as if Goblets of Fat were fluctuating in it.

Goblin (gpblin). bonus* 4 gobelm, -olyxt,

4-5 -elyn, 7 goblmg, gobbling, 6- goblin
[a .

F. gobelin (obs
,
recorded only from the 16th c

,

but in the 12th c Oidericus Vitalis mentions Gobe-
hnus as the populai name of a spirit which haunted
the neighbourhood of Evreux). Peril, f med.L
cobalus, covahts, a Gr ic6@a\os a logtie, knave,
icopaKoi wicked sprites invoked by togues ]
1 A mischievous and ugly demon
a 1327 Pol Songs (Camden) 238 Sathanas Seyde on is

sawe Gobelyn made is gerner Of gromene mavve. 1388
WvcLir Ps xc 6 Of an arowe fliynge in the dai, of a
gobelyn goynge 111 derknessis a 1400-50 A lexauder 5492
Gamarody pe goblyn, anothn e grym sire c 1500 Melusme
1 4 Many manyeres of thinges, the whiche sonime called
Gobelyns, the other ffayrees, and the other * bonnes dames ’

or good ladyes 1574 Studley tr Bale's Pageant Popes
73b, They sturred vp walking spirits, bugs, goblins, fierye
sightes, & diueis teinble goasts & shapes of thinges. 1600
Fairiax 'Jasso iy xv 162 The shriking gobbling* each
where howling flew, The Furies loare, the ghosts and
Fairies yell 1667 M 11 ion/* L ii 688 To whom the Goblin
[Death] full of wrath replied 1742 Collins Ode to Pea* 2

And goblins haunt fiom file or fen, Or mine or flood, the
walks of men 1841 ELl’liiNsioNc/Zii/ India I 179 Bhutas
are evil spnits of the lowest order, corresponding to our
ghosts and othei goblins of the nursery 1871 B Taylor
J<anst (1875) II 1 111 37 From goblins that deceive you, I’m
unable to iclieve you
Jig. 1703 S Pakkir tr Eusebius \i hi But this Goblui
[aheiesy] disappear’d in an instant 1856 Emerson bug
Traits, Wealth Wks (Bohn) II 71 When to this labour and
trade was added this goblin of steam
2 . allrib and Comb a attributive, passing into

an adj (of, pertaining to, or suitable for goblins),

as goblin appearance, cave, cheek, sport, story,

word

,

b appointive, as goblin man

,

C. instru-

mental, as goblin-haunted, -peopled adjs.

1827 in Hone Everyday Bk II 551 The *goblm appear
ance of the ‘ Barguest ’ 1810 Scot 1 Lady o/L ill x,Coir-
Ki iskm, thy *gobltn Cave ' 1827 Poilok Course T iv 178
Observe his *gobhn cheek , his wretched eye 1874 Gur en
Short Hist. 1 §2 12 1 he heap of*gobhn haunted stones 1856
Emlkson Em] ’1 rails, Ability Wks (Bohn) II 34 Trolls—

a

kind of vgoblin men 1861 E Waugh Goblin's Grave 32 The
*goblin-peopled-gloom 1842 Lytton Zanoni 22 T hat spirit

like life of sound which night after night threw itself in airy

and *gobhn sport over the starry seas 1726-46 Thomson
Winter 619 Heai d solemn, goes the *goblin story round, Till

superstitious hoiror cieeps o’er all X649 Milton Eikon 36
Setting aside the affrightment of this *Goblin word, Dema
goguc
Hence G-o’blm v trans

,

to convert into a goblin

(pare)
;
Go blimsli a

,
goblm-hke ; Go blimsm,

belief in goblins
,
Go blxnize v — Goblin v

(above); Go blinry.the acts or practices of goblins

1829 Scott Doom Dcvorgoil 111 i, My nether parts Are
goblmued Ibid

,

Is there nothing, then, save rank impos

tuie, In all these tales of goblmry 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks Ser. 1 (1873) ri8 Once goblinued, Herodias joins

them 1873 Contemp Iicv. XXII 453 The nmsery goblin

ism, grotesquene, and allegoric wire-drawing, which are

present in theDivmc Comedy 1883 P S Robinson binncis

4 Saints 358 If the sunset was weird, the moonlight was
positively goblmish 1893 Leland Mem I 53 Even deer

and doves seemed uncanny and gobhned

Gob-lme see Gaub 1

Goblot, Gobolyn, obs. ff Goblet, Goblin

Gobonated(g? hunzted),ppl.a Her [f.med L
"*gobouai-us (f. gobon Gobbon) + -ed.] = Gobony.
1486 Bk.St Albans, Her E uj b, Thei is an othei borduie

that is calde a borduie gobonatit for hit is made of lj

caluris quadrath loynyt, yl is to say ofblacke& white t6io

Guhlim Ileialdry 1 v (1611) 21 Sometimes you shall finde

Bold tires gobonated of two colours and such a bearing is

so teimed, because it is divided in such soit, as if It were

cut into small Gobbets i66x Morgan Sph Geutiy 1 1 7

So that while the four Elements were blended (as it were)

it was checkered, and while they were divided from each

othei, they were Gobonated 17x8 Nisblt Ess Armories

111 40 Within a Border Gobonated Argent and Gules 1722-

42 _ Her II 26 The Bolder Gobonated or Componee is

now a Mark of Bastaidy in Britain, by our late Prac-

tices i860Handbk Ludlow (1865) 77 Gobonated pearl and

sapphne within a garter

Gobone, var Gobbon sb
,
Obs

+ Go’boned, ppl a Obs. ? are
~ k [f. gobon

Gobbon + -ed.] -^Gobony
*572 BofcSkWLLL A rmonc it 37 As this border is dented,

so it mate be borne engraled, enuecked, goboned, vaire, etc

x6ix Florio, Scacedto, checkie, gobomt, 01 counter com-

pome m Armone

Gobony (g^bJu’iu), a Her [f as prec. + -^ ]

=- Cqmpone. (Cf quot. 1882 and Gobonated )

x6ix Florio, Stdccht,

.

also checkie, gobony or counter-

compony in armory 1694 Land Gas No 2986/4 Ins Got-

lege Arms, which aie France and England, quarterly with a.

Border Gobony [printed Gobong] 1763 Cole Coll J°P

4 Gen (1837) IV. 48 A border gobony 1838 Family Crest

Bk II 54 Gobony, divided into squares by different colours

x88a Cussans Handbk Her, iv. (ed 3) 67 A Bordure or
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other Ordinary composed of Metal and Colour alternately

is termed Compony 01 Gobony

Hence + Gobo ny v turns , to make gobony.
1611 Florio, Scaccheggidre, to checki“ to gobome oi

counter compony any coate of armes

Goboun, var Gobbon sb
,
Obs.

Goburra (g#b»ra). Austral [See Kooka-
burra ] Tbe bird Laughing-jackass, Dacelo gigas.

186aH C KruDALLPoems 123 And wild gobun as laughed
aloud Their meiry morning songs . 1870 F S Wiison
Austral Songs 167 The rude rough rhyme of the wild ‘ go-

hurra’s ’ song

Goby (goii'bi). [ad L, gdbius, c5biu$ (also

gdlno, coho), a Gr. tecofiibs some small fish (usually

rendered by its etymological equivalent Gudgeon)
As modern scientific terms, the forms Gohus and
Gobio denote quite uni elated fishes, for the latter

see Gudgeon ] One of a genus (Gobnts) of small

acanthopterygian fishes having the ventral fins

joined into a disk or sucker Also more widely,

a member of the family Gobudte.

1769 Pennant Zool III. 17s {heading), The Black Goby
1770 Phil. Trans LX p xiv. The spotted Goby 1803

Shaw Zool IV 242 Arabian Goby 1838 Johnston m Pi oc

Bei-iv Nat Club I No 6 172 lhe Doubly-spotted Goby
1834 IIadham Piahcut 249 'I he gobies possess a singulai

disk, formed by the union of the two thoiacic ventrals 1876
Smiles Sc Natur xiv (ed 4) 290 She sent home a specimen
of the Black Goby or Rock-fish (Gobius niger) 1884 Longm
Mag Mar s23 Theie aie seveial species of tropical gobies
found very abundantly on the Indo-Pacific coasts.

Go-by (gou bai) [f. Go v + By adv.)

1 . The action of going by in various senses
;
the

passing of a river, of time, or of a body from place

to place Obs. exc m nonce-uses.

1673 Evelyn Mem (1857) II 92 Now growing into years,

yet thinking little of this go by 1674 N Fairi-ax Bulk #
Selv 100 All stirrings one and other are nothing but go-
byes or shiftings of bodies 1869 Blackmore Lotna D vn,
In the go-by of the river he is gone as a shadow goes

b Coursing and Racing. The action of getting

in front of another dog or hoise (See also 3a)
1611 Markham Countr Content. 1 vu (1615) 105 If a

coate shall be more than two turnes and a goe by, 01 the bear-

mgofthe Hare equall withtwo turnes 1816 SportingMag
XLVII 43 The other horse determined not to be again
surprised by a go-by 1875 ‘ Stonehenge ’ Brit Sports 1

nr, vm § 3 269 The Go-bye is where a greyhound starts a
dear length behind his opponent, and yet passes him in a
straight run, and gets a clear length before him.

2 . concr. Something that ‘goes by’, orissupenor
to (something else), rare.

1823 Examiner 710/1 The Cataract of the Ganges amounts
to a go by to every thing that has preceded it

3 Phi. To give (slang, + to tip) the go-by to i

a. To outstrip, leave behind. (Cfi sense 1 b.)

+ Also, to leave.

164* Fuller Holy <5 Prof, St iv. xvn 328Who had rather
others should make a ladder of his dead corps to scale a city
by it, than a bridge of it whilest alive for his pumes to give
him the Goe by, and passe over him to pieferment 1688
MiegeG^ Fr Did u. s w,,To give one the go-by in a Race
1797 Mary Robinson Walsingham III 260 What busi-

ness have you in this lady’s chamber? Tip us the go-
by, or I shall be apt to shew you the way 1798 in Spirit
Piibl. frills (1799) II 386 Does a man of fashion drive his
curricle passing ms competitors ? He is then said to ‘ Tip
them the go by * 18*5 Sporting Mag XVI 340 One dog
gives another the go by 1833 Blackiv Mag XXXIII
846/2 We have given the go-by to our excellent friend
Mitchelson’s beautiful woods 1835 Sir G Stephen Adv
Search Horse xiv (1841) 203 Eager to ‘give it the go by’,
they put the horse to his speed

t>. To give tbe slip to, elude, escape from by
artifice, + Also, to pass a deception on. Obs
1659 B Harris Parival's Iron Age 211 But the King,

understanding of this division, gave Waller the go-by, re-

turned towards Oxford [etc.] 1697 Collier Ess Mor Subj
1 (1709) 70 Except an Apprentice is fully instructed how to
Adulterate, and Vernish, and give you the Go-by upon occa-
sion, his Master maybe charged with Neglect 17*0Welton
Suffer Son ofGod I ix 211 He found that they had not
made for Jerusalem in their way Back, hut had Given him
the Go by. *836 Marryat Midsh Easy xxxvui, We may
give him the go by by running through the Needles 1886
STEvrNsoN Kidnapped ix, (1888) 74A French ship gave us
the go-by in the fog

c To pass without notice, to disregard, slight ; to

» cut’ (a person)
;
to evade (a difficulty) Also in

indirect pass.

1654 [see Gloat sb '] 1658-9 Burton’s Diary (1828} III 398
If they can give you the go-by m it, the issue is obvious
171a S Sewall Diary 22 Aug (1879) II 361 The Govr.
speaks with some earnestness that we should not give the
Ordinary Court the go-bv, in taking off Entails 1805 Edin
Rev, VI 136 He gave the go-by to a multitude of toasts.

*833 Blackiu Mag XXXIV 987 In two of the Latin ver-
sions the difficulty is grappled with but not oveicome

,
and

in two it is given the goby 1848 Thackeray Van Fair
xlvm, Becky gave Mrs Washington White the go-by in
the Ring 1862 Burton Bk Hunter 11 1 15 Successive licen-
sers had given the work a sort of go by 1880 M°Carthy
Own Times III xiv 382 It gave the go-by to such incon-
venient questions. 1892 Law Times XCII 156/2 A junior
judge . sitting in another division, practically gives that
order the go by.
Gobyn, var. Gobbon-

sb
,
Obs.

Go*-cart. [f. Go v + Cart.]
1. A light frame-work, without bottom, moving
on castors or rollers, in which a child may learn to
walk without danger of falling.

267

1689 Prior Ep to Shephard 86 As young childien, wh6
are try'd 111 Go carts, to keep then steps from sliding 1711
Sirni r 'sped No 109 p 4 The Ladies now walk as if they
weie m a Go cart 1800 Mar EiiGru orth Belinda {1832)
I v 99 Put hei into a hoop, and she looks as pitiful a figure
. as much a prisoner, as a child in a go cait.

fig 1710 Mrs Mani rv Mem Europe I 243 They Peti-
tioned Csesai, That he would be pleas’d to Reign alone
They ask'd that his Go Caits might be dismissed 1847
Emerson Repr Men, Napoleon Wks (Bohn) I 377 All men
know that the institutions we so volubly commend aie
go carts and baubles 1879E Garri-tt House by IVor/es II
II The rest of us must be thankful foi the little go-carts
which help us to totter on the right way
b A child’s carnage drawn by hand.

1854 Thackeray Ncsvcomes I 11 18 Upsetting his two little

brothersm a go cm t 1887 Religions Herald 24 Mar (Cent
),

I used to draw her to school on a go cait nearly half a cen-
tury ago
2 Applied to a littei, palankeen, or the like
1676 Character Quack Doctor 111 Strutt Sports S, Past.

(1876) 317 The Sultan Gilgal, being violently afflicted with a
spasmus, came six hundred leagues to meet me m a go-cait
1897 Mary Kingsley IV Africa 31 ,

1

got into a ’rickshaw,
locally called a go-cait

3 A hantl-cart.

17S9 Goldsm Bee No 2 p 12 She [Mrs Roundabout] put
me in mind of my Lord Bantam's sheep, which are obliged
to have then monstrous tails tiundled along in a go-cait
1803 R Edington Plan Penitentiary Ho 78 The waggons
now used are not much above the construction of go-carts,
they have neithei brakes to retard their motion down hill,

nor aids to propel them up hill 1838 F W Simms Public
IVorbs Gt £1 it 65 The hand barrow or go cart is used foi

the purpose of conveying earth

4 A kind of light open carriage.
1828 Sporting Mag Xxl 240 He started in a go cart for

Bracknell 1837 W. B. Adams Eng Pleas Carnages xvn
278 They all more or less bear a strong resemblance to the
vehicles called * go carts which ply for hire in the neigh-
bourhood of Lambeth 1858 Hugh es Scorn mg JVhi te Horse
vi (1859) 122 Adoren parties, in all sorts of odd go-carts and
other vehicles.

Hence + Go-carted/// a
1748 Richardson Clarissa (18x1) VIII 246 The hanging-

sleeved, go-carted pioperty of hued slaves

Goclenian (gold? man), a. Logic, [f. Goclem-
us (see below) + -AN ] Epithet of a variety of the

Sorites first formulated by Rudolf Goclemns (l 547-
1628), otherwise called the descending sorties, op-

posed to the Aristotelian or ascending sorites (See

Sorites.)

God (gpd) Also 3-4 godd [Com Teut.: OE.
god (masc in sing

;
pi godu, godo neut, godas

masc ) corresponds to OFris., OS., Du god masc

,

QHG got, cot (MHG. got, mod Ger gott) masc

,

ON god, gud neut. and masc., pi. got, guts neut.

(later Icel pi. gutir masc. , Sw., Da. gud), Goth.
gup (masc. m sing.

;
pi. gupa, guda neut ) The

Goth and ON words always follow the neuter

declension, though when used in the Christian sense

they aie syntactically masc. The OTeut. type is

therefore *guetom neut , the adoption of the mascu-
line concord being presumably due to the Christian

use of the word The neuter sb , in its original

heathen use, would answer rathei to L numen than

to L dens Another approximate equivalent of
deus in OTeut. was *ansu-z (Goth in latinized pi.

foim arises, ON. pss, OE O's- in personal names,
4sa gemt. pi.) ; but this seems to have been applied

only to the higher deities of the native pantheon,

never to foreign gods, and it never came into

Christian use
The ulterior etymology is disputed Apart from the un-

likely hypothesis of adoption from some foieign tongue, the
OTeut,*gutfdm implies as its pre-Teut type either *ghudho-m
or *ghntd-m 'i he former does not appear to admit ofexpla-
nation ; but the lattei would represent the neut of the passu e
pple of a root *ghen- Theie are two Aryan roots of the
required form (both *g\ hen,with palatal aspirate) one mean-
ing * to invoke ’ (Skr hit), the other ‘ to pour, to offer sacrifice

’

(Skr hu, Gr xeeiv, OE geotan Yetc v ) Hence *g\hutd-m
has been variously interpreted as ‘ what is invoked ’ (cf Skr.

pnm-huta * much-invoked an epithet of Indra) and as
‘what is worshipped by sacrifice ’ (cf Skr. hutd,which occurs
in the sense ‘ sacrificed to ’ as well as in that of ‘ offered m
sacrifice ’) Either of these conjectuies is fairly plausible, os
they both yield a sense practically coincident with the most
obvious definition deducible from the actual use ofthe word,
1 an object of woiship Some scholars, acceptmgthe deriva-

tion from the root *g,heu- to pour, have supposed the ety-

mological sense to be ‘ molten image ’ (=Gr gonv), but the

assumed development of meaning seems very unlikely

From a desire to utter the name of God more deliberately

than the shoit vowel naturally allows, the pronunciation is

often (g^d) or even (gpd), and an affected form, (gud) is not
uncommon see Gud (For the variations in oaths see 10
and 11 ) In Sc the usual pron is (g3d), but Glide (gCd), 1 e.

Good a

,

is fiequently substituted in such expressions as
Gndesake, Glide beep's, etc]

I In the original pre-Chnstian sense, and uses

thence derived

1 . A superhuman person (regarded as masculine

:

see Goddess) who is woishipped as having power
over nature and the fortunes of mankind

, a deity.

(Chiefly of heathen divinities ;
when applied to the

One Supreme Being, this sense becomes more or

less modified see 6 b).

Even when applied to the objects of polytheistic worship.

the word has often a colouring derived from Christian
associations As the use of God as a proper name has
throughout the literary period of English been the predomi-
nant one, it is natural that the original heathen sense should
be sometimes apprehended as a transferred use of this

;

‘ agod’, m this view, is a supposed being put m the place of
GoTt, or an impel feet conception of God m some of His
attributes 01 relations
Besides having been, thus modified by the influence of the

Christian use, this sense as expressed m the definition has
been affected by the pagan uses of L deus and Gr 9c6s, ot
which god is the accepted rendering Thus, in speaking of
Greek mythology,we distinguish the gods from the daemons
or supernatural poweis of infenor rank, and from the heroes
or demigods, who, though objects of worship, and considered
as immortal, were not regarded as having ceased to be men

,

and the analogy of this nomenclature is often followed 111

speaking of modern polytheistic religions

When the word is applied to heathen deities disparagingly

,

it is now written with a small initial , when the point ofview
of the worshipper is to any extent adopted, a capital may
be used.

c 825 Vesp Psalter xcv. 5 Alle godas Sioda fsind] tSioful

a 1000 Juliana 121 gif bu fremdu godu foro bigongest
a 1 175 Cott Horn 227 And com se deofe! to har anhenesse
and per an wnede and to mannen spiece swice hi godes
were e 1205 Lay 5405 /ESes we sulleS (re sweuen uppen
ure godd be is ichped Dagon a 1300 CursorM 780 Als
godds suld 3ee seluen be 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II

299 Fogous ordeyned temples to worschip |>e false goddes
ynne , perfore he was acounted a god amonge hem J>at wor-
schipped suche goddes c 1400 Destr, Troy 8145 Our hegh
goddes, Wold be wrothe at our werkes 1577 NoirrHBROOKr
Dicing (1843) 99 They conteyne the wicked actes and
whoredomes of the goddes 1610 Shaks Temp 11 11. 122
That’s a biaue God, and beares Celestial! liquor 1671
Mkton Samson 1x76 By combat to decide whose God is

God, Thine or whom 1 with Israel's Sons adore 1697
Duyden Vtrg Georg iv 643 Audacious Youth, what Mad-
ness cou’d provokeA Mortal Man t’ invade a sleeping God 1

1752 Young Brotlleis 1 1 Wks 1757 II. 212, I do not think
at all , The gods impose, the gods inflict, my thoughts
1841 Elphinstone Hist Ind I 205 Some changes are made
by the Jams in the rank and circumstances of the Hindi'i

gods 1842 Macaulay Lays, Horativs i, Lars Porsena of
Clusium By the Nme Gods he swore That [etc ] 1870
Morris Earthly Par. I 1 300 Surely no man this is, But
some god weary of the heavetily bliss.

fD. occas prefixed (without article) to the name
of a deity (or of a person likened to one) Obs.
1508 Kennedie Flyting w Dunbar 490 A monstm maid

be god Mercurius 1599 Shaks. MitchAdo in.m 143 Like
god Bels priests in the old Church window, 1606 — Tr <$

Lr 1. 111 169 Yet god Achilles still cries excellent

C. Used with defining addition, chiefly referring

to the department of nature or human activity or
passion, ovei which a particular god was supposed
to rule. In this use the reference, unless there is

indication to the contrary, is usually to Grseco-
Roman mythology, the deities of which are often

mentioned rhetorically or humorously as mere
personifications of qualities or influences The
god op day the Sun. The god op war

:

Mais
(Ares). The god of love

,
the blind god

:

Amor
(Eros), or Cupid. The god op tvirte . Bacchus.
1483 Cath Angl. 161/1 A God of batylie, mars, 1545

Ascham Toxopk r (Arb ) 39 Apollo god of learnmge. 1808

J Barlow Columb 11 616 Hail us children of the God
of day 1816 J. Wilson 111 J Hamilton Mem, 11, (1859) 53
The last beams of the God or day

d The god of this world the Devil, Satan
1382 WycLir 2 Cor iv 4 In whiche the God of this world

hath blyndid the soules of men out of the bileue

e. Phrases. Ye gods (and little fishes) > used to

express mock-heroic indignation. A feast, sight,

etc {fit)for the gods : said of something delightful

or amazing.
1601 Shaks Jul C. n i 173 Let’s carue him, as a Dish fit

for the Gods Mod The fierce scrimmage that ensued was
a sight foi the gods.

2 An image or other artificial or natural object

(as a pillar, a tree, a brute animal) which is wor-
shipped, either as the symbol of an unseen divinity,

as supposed to be animated by his indwelling pre-

sence, or as itself possessmg some land of divine

consciousness and supernaturalpowers, an idol.

c xooo Laws of ZElfied c 10 in Schmid Gesetze 58 Ne
wyre hu be gyldne godas o35e seolfrene cxooo /Elfric
Exod xx 4 Ne wire jm (re agrafene godas c 1250 Gen $
Ex 3341 He seiden to aaiaon ‘Mac vs godes foren us to
gon ’ 1382 Wyclif Gen, xxxi 30 Why hast thow stoln my
goddis 9 1535 Coverdale Exod xxxiv 17 Thou shalt make
y* no goddes of metall. 1697 Potter Antiq Greece 1. xn.
(1715) 105 The Consecration of new Gods. 1731 Pope Ep
Burlington 8, Statues, dirty Gods, and Coins 1838 Arnold
Hist Rome I 1 1 They remembered to carry their gods with
them, who were to receive their worship in a happier land.

3

.

transfi a. of persons, as objects of adoration,

or as possessed of absolute power
c 1000 /Elfric Exod vn 1 And dnhten cw®5 to Moise,
Nu ic sesette Jre Pharaone to gode 1577 B. Googe Heres-
bach’s Husb 1 (1586) 1 Yf these goddes of the Earth would
suffer me to enjoy suche happmesse 1579 Gosson Sch
Abuse iArb ) 49 Some there are that make gods of soldiers

inopenwarrs 150a Shaks Rom Jul it 11. ii4Sweare
by thy gratious selfe,Which is the God of my Idolatry 1692
S Johnson Abrog. Jas, / 29 Such an Usurper is a God upon
Earth, which it is easie for some sort of Men to make 2864
Tennyson Aylmer’s F. 14 Sir Aylmer Aylmer, that almighty
man, The county god. 1883 Sir F. Pollock in Fortn . Rev
1 Oot 537 The ruling gods of the circulating libraries,

b. 01 things.



GOD. GOD
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in (1633) 282 Like a man whose

will was his God, and his hand his law 1625 Firrcm r
Nt Walker 1 1, The old mans god, his goldj has uonne
upon her 1852 RonrRTSON Led Ep Cor xhii 11859)430
A man's god is that which has lus whole soul and worship,
that which he obejs and revevences as his highest 1896 m
Daily Niws 30 Dec 6/2 [He] w convinced theie is no God
so omnipotent as that of the full purse

4. Theat. [So called because seated on high ]
pi. The occupants of the galleiy, Also gallery-

gods. Also rarely in sing.

17S2 Adventurer N0 3 The servant whose business It is,

as Homer says, ‘To shake the regions of the gods with
daughter' 1806 Surr Winter in Land (ed 3) II xo8 The
high legions assigned to that pait of the audience called the
‘gods’, namely, the galleues 1812 H &. J Smith Rej
Addr., D>my Lane Hustings v, Each one shilling God
within reach of a nod is. And plain are the charms of each
Gallery Goddess. 1843 Thackeray Irish Sk -bh xxvii, One
young god between the acts favoured the public with a song
183* — Eng Hum vi 301 Does he appeal to the gallery
gods with claptraps and vulgar baits to catch applause
1885 Manch Exam 4 May 5/3 The wrath of the pittites

and the gods was appeased
II. In the specific Chustian and monotheistic

sense The One object of supreme adoration

;

the Creator and Ruler of the Universe. (Now
always with initial capital.)

5 . As a proper name
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xlvi 3 God [ts] cynmg vnicel ofei alle

godas 01175 Lamb Horn 15 pis beoo godes word pe god
seolf ldihte. cizoo Ormin 623 Godess enngell Gabnal
Comm dun o Godess hallfe I Godess hus wipp Godess w 01 d
a 1300 Citrsoi M 1061 Rightwis he was, and godds fremd
1323 Ln Hi Rvr.us Fiotss I cKii 199

r
J he lorde Chnndos

sayu to the prince this lourney is yours God is this day
m youi handes 1616RC 7 tines' Whistle 1. 129 God is an
Essence intellectuall,A perfect Substance mcorporeall *631
Honnns Leviath 11 mi 191 God , 111 which is contained
Father, King, and Lord 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824)
I 227 God, the all giacious, the all-good, the all-bountiful,

the all-mighty, the all-merciful God 1877 E R Condi r
Has Faith 111 95 For by this name God we undei stand an
Infinite Mind, everywhere present, the source and founda-
tion of all other existence, possessed of all possible powei

,

wisdom, and excellence.

b Pioveibs. (See also Dispose v 7)
i 1430 Merlin 524 Ther-foie is seide a proveibe, that god

will haue saued, no man may distioye 011533 Ld Bi-r-
ni’rs IInon exxx 480 It is a comuiie proueibe sajde,
‘whome that god wyll ayde, no man can hurt'. 1345
Ascham Toxoph it CArb ) 132 He maye haue cause to say e
so ofhis fletcher, as is communelye spoken of Cookes that
God sendeth vs good fethers, but the deuyll noughtie
Fletchers 1346 J Hrvivoon Piov (1867) 54 Spend, arid
god shall send saith tholde ballet 1562 — Prov .$ Epigt

.

165 God is wlieielie was 1599 Shaks Mitch Adon 1 25 It
is said, God sends a curst Cow shoi t homes. 1721 Baii i y
s v, As suie as God’s in Gloucestershire 1768 Si fund
Sent. Jour11 II. 175 God tempers the wind, said Maria, to
the shorn lamb 1822 Scott Nigel xxvii, That homely pio-
verb that men taunt my cal ling w ith,

—
‘ God sends good meat,

but the devil sends cooks ’

c. Phrases To depart to Cod, to die and go to
heaven. With God, in heaven. Out of Cod’s
blessing into the warm sun, from a better to a
worse situation Also m legal use, Act of God
(see Act sb. 4) ; f To go to Cod, of a cause, to be
adjourned sine die.

1548 Hall Citron
, Hen. VI, 104 Thomas duke of Excester,

late departed to God 1362 [see Blessing vbl sb 3]
a 161a Sir J Harington Epigr 11. Ivi Pray God they
bung vs not, when all is done, Out of Gods blessing into
this warme sunne 16*2 111 Crt <$- Times Jas I (1848) I
186 That which you have done about my transplantation
doth very well agree with my desire , and I account it to
be out of the warm sun into God’s blessing 16x7 Ibid. II
31 As due to his memory, who is with God 1163* Fui ltr
Abel Redtv Ep A3IJ, Doctor Eeatly, now at rest with God

d. With additional title or epithet • The Lord
God, Almighty God

,

God Almighty. Also pre-
fixed to the designations of the persons of the
Trinity, God the Father, God the Son, God the
Holy Ghost (For further examples, see the ac-
companying woids )
c 900 tr Baida's Hist iv xvu (1891) 312 Wuldnende God

Faeder butan fruman c xoao tElfiuc Saints' Lives (1 890) 1

1

4oSy Jm gebletsoddrihtengod Ibid 78 Se selmihtisagod.
1340 Ayenb 99 Godes sone hit made To god }>e uader me
worde. God [>e holy gost J>et is }>et me acsej> c 1420
Prynnr (EL E T S ) 47 God, fadir of heuene God J?e sone
. .God pe hoh gost, haue menu of us '

+ O. In ME. often used without addition for

Christ Similarly, in i6tli c ,
tn the year of God

=Anno Domini. Obs. (Cf. Mother of God

.

see
Motheb )
c 1380 \WcLiF.Sr/ Wks III 500 And pan he receyves God

f
ostly. c *386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1006 By god that for us
eyde c 1363 Lindfsay (Pitscottie) Chron (1728) 43 This

Battle was stucken upon the Ascension-Day, in the Year of
God, One thousand four hundred and fifty three Years

f. The possessive is sometimes rhetorically in-

tioduced before ceitam sbs, God's poor, God's
poverty . the poor regarded as entrusted by God
to the caie of the devout. God's truth

:

the ab-
solute truth. On God's earth : now often used
as a mere emphatic synonym for * on earth
c 14m Plowman's T. 331 Of goddes pore they haten gestes

01440 Jacob's Well (E E. T S ) 124 A gouelere is a tur-
mentour of goddys pore peple *363 Homilies, Keeping
Clean Ch 11 86 Not forgettyng to bestowe our almes vppon
Goddes pouertu [*6*3 poorej. 1383 T. Stocker Cinile

268

Warres Lowe C t 138 b, There weie but 200 Spamaides
Ind on Gods deaie earth 1847-78 Halt i\\ tlx, God's-
tiuth, an absolute tiuth (So 1886 111 El worihy //" Someiu't
Woidbk ) 1898 Daily New\ 31 May 6, 6 \\ e t ilkedof uoik-
honses and then foi the lu-t tune 1 heard colloquial!} the

phi ase, ‘ God’i pooi
’

6.

As an appellative.

a. A Being such as is undeistood by the proper
name God

;

a sole Divine Creator and Ruler of the

Universe , that which God is represented to be ac-

cording to some particular conception (as the God
of philosophy, of pantheism, of Judaism), or is

manifested to be m some special department of

His action (as the God of Natwe, of Revelation

,

of Pi evidence)

,

God as contemplated 111 some
special attribute or relation (as the God of love, of
jmet cy, of vengeance, etc , the God who made vs,

etc , my or our God, etc ).

[1382 WYCLir 2 Cot xui ii Haue ^e pees, and God of pees
and loue schai be with 30U ] 1533 Coverdale Rom \v 5
T he God of pacience and consolacion 1563 B GoogsEglogs
viu. (Mb ) 63 A God there is, that guyds the Globe, and
fiamde the fyckle Spheare 1S78 Cudworth Inttll Syst
1 v 889 To Believe a God, is to Believe the Existence of all

Possible Good and Perfection in the "Universe 1784 Cowim a
I ask ir. 161 Happy the man, who sees a God employ’d In
all the good and ill that checker life 1 1813 Huhn Ps <5

Hymns 283 The God of tiuth his chuicli has bless'd 1817
Coi eridge Sibyll Leant s (1862) 187 The God who framed
Mankind to be one mighty family *827 Keblv Chi J',

Communion, O God of Mercy, God of Might 1877 E R
Condi R lias Faith Pref 12 Is there a God 9 Is theie ail

Infinite, All-wise, All-poweiful Spmt 9 Mod An unjust
God would be 110 God at all

b. With partial reversion to the geneial sense

(see 1), in contexts where the One True God is

contrasted with the false gods of heathenism.
c 1000 A gs Ps (Th ) cxxxv 2 prim be ece is ealra godena

god c xooo A£li ril Dent x 17 Dunten sylf ys goda god,
niacre god and inihtis 01400 Maundiv (1839) xu 142
There is no God but on &. Machoniete lus Messngci.

III. Phiaseological uses of sense 5.

* Exclamatoiy anf parenthetic phases express-

ingfeeling or desire

7

The vocative, as ah God, oh God, my God,
good God, etc., is used to express strong feeling or

excitement.
1340 Ayenb 92 A god hou hi byej> foies [etc ] 1573New

Custom ri m, Pieciouse God, it frettes mee to the veiy g-ill

01386 C’irss Pembroke Ps i xwih xvi, And yet (good
God) how ofte this crooked kind, Incenst hnn in the deseit
eveiy where? 1593 Shaks 3 Hut VI, 11 v 61 Who’s this?
Oh God 1 It is my Falhei 's iace a 1603 Hla wood Woman
Killedw Ktndn (1617) B 3, Sits. O God a Surgeon there
x8i2 T. Amvot Speeches \Vmdham 1 134 In which the
words, ‘ My God I

’ had been made use of on a light occasion
*855 Tennyson Maud 1 60 Ah God, as he used to ia\ e.

+ b. Followed by a wish. Chiefly Sc in the
phrases Godgif, God 310/ = would to God that .

.

A verb may have been diopped in these expiessions
c 1475 RaufCoil&ar 734 Grett God gif I war now Vpon

the inure 1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxu. 4 God gif je war
Johne Thomsoums man. 1333 Lyndsay Satyre 1325 God
nor my trewkei mence ane leddei 1370 Satir Poems
Reform xml 50 O monstious bud 1 God nor ye gleddis }e
[=thee] get 1399 Shaks. Much Ado iv. 1 308 0 God that
I were a man

8

In phiases expressive of a strong wish, chiefly

for the benefit or injury of some person, as God
bless, damn

,
help

,
pi eserve, save, *j* shield, f speed,

*t*
yield (you, bira, etc.), also God forbid, grant

(that) , God give (something) • for these see the
various verbs. Hence occasionally used in paiti-
cipial expressions
Some of these phi ases assumed abbreviated or corrupted

foims through frequent use, as God eyld {Ud, dild) you, god

.

dilgeyee = God yield you (see Yield) ; Godb'ioy (buy) ye—
God be with you (see Good-bye)

, God (Godge) yougoodeven
=God give you, etc (also God dig-you-den , God(g)igoden
see Good-even) In such phiases as have remained current,
God is often omitted, as bless you, damn you, preserve its

1579 G. Harvey/,*/ to Spenser Wits (Giosart)I 24Youre
Latine Farewell is a goodly braue yonkerly peece of work,
and goddilge yee, I am alwayes maruellously beholding vuto
you, for your bountifull Titles 1399 Marston Sco Villanie
hi. xi 226 This bumbast foile-button after the God-sauing
ceremony, For want of talke-stuffe, fals to fomeiy x6oo
Nashe Summers Last WtllWki, (Giosart)VI 89Godgiue
you good night in Wathng Street 1604 Shaks Oth 1 111

189 God be with you \Qq God bu’y] I haue done x6ia m
Crt Tunes Jas /(1848) I 194 God keep them from base
courses 1 x8oo Malkin Gil Bias iv vui p 8 A profusion of
farewells and God-be with-you’s x8x4WELLiNGTONinGurw.
Desp (1838) XII 6 God send that I may be in time to
prevent mischief ' 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xl, To be .

.

God-blessed .. by one who carried 1

Sir’ before ins name
was something for a porter 1804 H. Gardener Unoff
Patriot 236 I'll burn every God-damned house I come to,

b. Many of these combinations, as God bless me
(my soul, etc.), God save me, etc are used (pro-
fanely) as mere exclamations of surprise (see the
vbs.). t So in the shortened form Gods (=God,
save) me, my hfe, my soul, etc.

XS90 Shaks Mids. N iv. 1 209 Gods my life' Stolne
hence and left me asleepe. 1598 B Jonson Ev Man in
Hum. in. iv, Gods my life, did you euer hear the like?
«x6o3 Heywood Woman killedw Kuidn (1617) F4, Gods
me no such dispatch 1605 ChatmanA llFootesm 1. E 3 b,
Gods my deare soule, what sudden change is here ' 1640
tr. Verdere's Rom. Rom. 11, 191 Gods me, said Trasiclea.

f e God’s foi hot (see Forbodr; = God forbid
Hence conuptly God sware-hot, Godswoibet Obs
0 1460 1 oioitLhy Myt, t 11 38, 1 fend, god is forbot, that euei

thou tluife 0 1530 /nt. Beauty 4 Pi opei ties Worn,

u

Avb
Ells godds foi bod She hath rquail powei of my ljfTvnder
god 16x1 C01C1R s \ Dint, A dun ne p/at\ t

, God forbid
God shield, God swaie-bot 1641 Witts Ren eat Epigr’
526 One tels strange newes, tothei Godswoibet cues The
thud shakes head, alack leplies

'

9

In phrases which evpiess dependence upon or
grateful recognition of divme providence a If(ox

t and)
Godwill (also dial an Gothill, a Goddil);

God willing, f will God (And God will was
formerly sometimes used ironically, = ‘ save the
maik ‘.)

0 1400 Rom Rose 4561 Love shal never, if god wil, Here
of me, Offence 01 comphynt c 1470 Hi nkv Wallace iv
766 Will God, I sail eschape this tiesoune fals 1526
Wolsly in St. Papcit, Hen VIII (1830) I 184 The said
lealvne may yet, God willing, be pieserved and releved
1542 Becon Patino Pi ayer xlvi R ij b, Monstures, Monckes
1 would haue sajd, S. othei lehgious paisons, and God
wyll, as they desjie to be called 1388 hlarptel Epist
(Arb ) 28 Naye (quoth Penne) neuer so long as I hue god
willing 1602 Shaks, IIam 1 v 187 0x688 H Herbert
in Reb Warner Epist Cm 10s Sei 1 72We both intend, God
willing, to set foi ward foi I ondon on Munday next ’i7q6Wychi rley Let to Pope 111 P 's Lett (1735) 25 Afterwaids to
«pend two Months (God willing) with you, .it Binfield 1790
Mrs Wiiteli r U Ls/wlti Dial (1821)43 I se find tea a
maister, a goddil 1 1825-80 Jam 11 son s v Gotfull. An Got
hill, if God will ‘In Gothill I’ll be theit’ 1833 Mrs
Garlvle Lett 1. 25 Next jear, God willing, 1 shall see 1 mi
all again

b. By (+7mill) God's giace\ by (with) God's
help, assistance, blessing, etc.

832 Kcntn/i Chat hr in O F. Texts 40/11 Ic ceolnoS mid
godes gefe crcebiscop 13 Bates (A ) 412 Y nam no
tiuant, be gocles grice 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xvui 51,
I sail, with Goddis grace, Reip lus command x6i9Sandeu
son Seim ad Llei 1 (1689) 3, I shall by Gods assistance
pioceed to lnqune how [etc] 1662 Bk Com Pi aye?,
Catechism, Yes veuly, and by Gods help so I will 1859
Ti nnvson Enid 344 Hue, by God’s grace, is the one voice
for me

1 e (And) God befoie (or tofoie), under God’s
guidance With God to fiend with God’s help
or piotection. Obs
c 1374 Chauci r Proylus 1 1049 And dredelees, if that my

lyf may laste, And god to-forn, lo, som of hem shal smarte
1 1400 Rom Rose 7x98 They shal neuere haue that myght
And god to foi ne for stnf 10 light T hat [etc ] a 1430 Knt
de la 'Jour (1868) 14 Diueise evsamnples, the whiche, and
God before, je simile take liede of 1 1500 !\Ielunite xxi

127 For god befoie we tende & purpose to gyue bataylle to

the Sawdan 1333 J Hi.vwoou Paid 4 Iitar Biv, I wyll
neuer come hether more, Whyle I lyue and god befoie 1390
brrNsrii F Q 1 1 28 bo forward on his way (with God to

frend) He passed foith 1594 Kvo Connha ill E 4b, Els
fgod to foi ci my selfe may hue to see His tired corse ljetojl
nig in his blood 1399 Shaks Hen V, 1 11 307 For God
befoie,Wee’le chide this Dolphin at Ins fathers doore. 1609
Dravion Cromwell 36 Foi in my skill lus sound recouene
lies. Doubt not thereof if setting God before.

d Under God • as a secondary cause or mediate
object of gratitude
1607 Peele's Jests B ia, Yet, quoth he, voder God, I wil

doe him some good 16x9 in Crt .5 J'tmes Jas / (1848) II.

170 The blessedness of this good work, undei God, is to be
atti ibuted to the king alone
e 7'hank God; God be thanked, piaised, etc

+ Earlier GodePom Also pi aised (+ loved) he God
01200 Irttt Coll Horn 11 Unbileue is aiwaie aleid and

lihte leue arered godeSonc 1352 Minot Poems (Hall) i 53
Mot, loued be God, |>e pride es slaked Of bam [etc ] 1399
Shaks finch Ado v 1 xgo You breake lests as braggards
do then blades, which God be thanked hurt not 1607 Petle’s

Jests Bxb, The fellow told him God be pi aised, his good
Landlord was well recoueied 1733 Scots Mag July 320/2
Most of the landholder have now, thank God 1 abandoned
that 1 ehgion 1842 T ennyson Lady Claie 17 * O God be

thank'd 1 1 hat all comes lound so just and fair
’

10. God (f it) wot (aich ,
see Goddot), God

knows, a. Used to emphasize the truth of a state

ment.
a 1300 CursorM 4473 (G6tt ) God wat, I sal vndo be wele

bi sueuen 0 1300 Havelok 2527 per-of held he wel his oth,

Foi he it [a pnory] made, god it woth a 1529 Skelton
Col C lonte 234 Than renne they in euery stede, God wot,with
dronken nolles 9 a 1530 Fretrts Bet 101k 61 in Dunbar's
Poems (1893) 087 He went fra hame, God wait, on Weddms-
day 1364 Coverdale Lett Martyrs 77 It is impossible

to set forth al yl was (God knoweth) tumultuously spoken
1590 Shaks Com Err v 1 329 The Chaine, Which God
he knowes, I saw not 1594— Rich III, u 111 18 Stood
the State so? No, no, good fi lends, God wot <11617

Bavne On Eph 1 (1643) 214 Commonly the most Chris
tians are counted good men godwot, but simple soules, of

no parts 1839 Tennyson Elaine 197 God wot, his shield

is blank enough

b Used with indirect question to imply that

something is unknown to the speaker, and probably

to every othei human being.
1568 Grafton Chron II. 98 The sayd John was had after

m great suspicion, whether justly or unjustly God knoweth.

1646 Buck Rich III, in 85 Their bodies were bestowed
God wot where 1822 Byron Werner iv 1 51 1 he country

Is over-run with—God knows who 1823 — Juan ix

Ixvn, They fell in love she with his face, His grace, his

God-knows-what

11 In earnest appeals or exhortations, as for
God's sake

, for God's love ; m (also + a, o') God’s

name

;

f on or a God's half (see Half sb, 2, d).
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For the use of adjuratory forms to the same effect,

see 14.

mot R Glouc. (Rolls) 8968 Madame he sede uor godes

loue is his wel ldo pat J?ou J,e!> vnclene limes handiest

a 1,00 Cursor M 4798 (Cott ) Ga we alle, in gods name
Ibid 4800 (GStt ), 1 |ou pray for goddes sake [etc ] c 1386

Chaucer Prol 834 What, welcome be the cut, a goddes

name 1548W Patten Exped Scotl K vnj. These a Gods
name wear their targettes again the shot of our small artil-

lerie 1583 Hollyband Campo dt Ftor 15 For God sake let

not my tutor know it rg93 Shaks Rich II, 11 1 351 But

what o' Gods name doth become of this? 1610 B, Jonson
Alck v 111, For Gods sake, when will herGracebe at leasure ?

j73S Pope P*ol Sat 101 Hold l for God’s sake—you'll

ofiend 1859 Tennyson Elaine 504 For God’s love, a little

air 1 1864 — En Ard 505 For God’s sake let it be at once

+ 12 God pays a proverbial expression of in-

difference to the consequences of one’s action. Obs

1605 Land Prodigal C 1 b, There be some that bares a
souldters forme, That Goes swaggering vp and downe
fiom house to house, crying God payes 1616 B Jonson
Epigr 1 xii Lieut Shift, His onely answere is to all, god
paves 1626 — Masque of Owls, Whom since they have

shipt away, And left him God to pay.

** In oaths.

13 . By God

,

+ before (or fore) God , also by God
above, etc (cf By A 2)

From a desire to avoid actual use ofthe sacred name come
various distorted or minced pronunciations of the word

,

see Cock, Dod, Gad, Gar, Ged, Gog, Goles, Golly, Gom,
Gosh,Gos(se, God, Gum , also Adad, Adod, Bedad, Begad,
Begar, Ecod, Egad, Icon, Igad Of these forms only Cock
and Gog are common before 1600; the others occur mainly
in the 17th and 18th c Gar is by the dramatists chiefly put

in the mouths of foreigners (cf 14)

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7000 Yor gode [v r By god] pe
nexte king ne $ef hom no3t folliche so muche a 1300
CursorM 7934 ‘ Bi godd o liue ’, he suor lus ath 13 Sir
Beues (A ) 1098 * For gode queji Beues, * pat ich do nelle

'

c 1400 Gamelyn 469 It is nought wel served, by god that al

made 1460 Lybeaus Disc 219 Be god Jiat bouxte me dere.

C *500 Melustne xxxvi 293 By god, my lord, shame is

therof to you 1519 Interl Four Elem (Percy Soc ) 48
That is well sayd, be God Almyght 1 c *540 Heywood
lour P P (Copland) Civ, Pardoner I thought ye lyed.

Poticary. And so thought I by god that dyed 2357 Interl

Youth B j b, I sweare by God in Trimtie I wyll go fetche

him vnto the Ibid B y b, A wyfe nay nay for God auowe
He shall haue fleshe inoughe 1599 Porter Angry Wont
Abingt (Percy Soc) 22 Fran Are they so? Comes I,

before God, are they x6xo B Jonson Alch 1 in, 'Fore
God, my intelligence Costs me more money, then my share

oft comes too 1617 Moryson Itin 11 157 By God, Sir,

I will doe for Queene Elizabeth that which I will not doe
for my selfe 1841-4 Emerson Ess , Poet Wks (Bohn) I.

170 He says with the old painter, ‘ By God, it is in me, and
must go forth of me ’ 1885 Okmsby Don Quix 11 xxxiv
HI 384 ‘ By God and upon my conscience ’, said the devil,
‘ I never observed it

’

14. In possessive combinations serving as asse-

’Verative or adjuratory formulae. Preceded by by
or (m adjuratoiy use cf. 11) by for

,

also with

omission of prep (Cf Gad sb 6 3.)

Corrupt or minced forms of these oaths are also common,
God's being altered or abbreviated to Ads, Cocks, Cods,

Cuds, Gads, Gogs, Guds, His, 'Ois, 'S, 'lids,
'Z (m Zooks,

Zounds')
, of these only Cocks and Gogs are old, the others

coming into use about 1600 or later , the full forms are
rarely found after that date except as archaisms The form
Gars is assigned to foreigners, as gars blur

,
garzowne in

Doctor Dodypoll (Bullen 0 PI III 129', garzoon in Far-
quhar (Beaux Strat in lit, etc )

a. With oidinary sbs , sometimes preceded by
an adj

;
alsowith the adj used elliptically, as God s

blest
,
precious, etc

In some of these oaths the sb denotes an attribute of
Deity

, more usually, Gods = Christ’s, as m God's arms,
body, blood, etc In some jocular oaths, as m God's brother,

fish, hat, malt, the sb has no meaning m its connexion,
being substituted for some word of solemn import
1611 Beaum & Fl Knt Bum Pestle 1 iv, Bid the

platers send Rafe, or by *Gods— ,
and they do not [etc ]

*6o8 Merry Devil Edmonton (1617 ) C2b, By "Gods blessed
Angall, Thou shah well know it c 1386 Chaucer Pant T
326 By "goddes Armes if thou falsly pleye [etc] C1530
Jhckscomer(c 1550) E ij, I forsake thy company. Imagyn-
acyon Goddes armes my company and why 1375 Gamut
Gurton v 11, A great deale more (by "Gods blest,) than
cheuer by the got 1549 Latimer 7th Serm bef Edw VI
(Arb ) 200 To sweare by goddes bloude 1362-3 Jack
Jugler (Roxb) 21 "Godes body horeson thefe who tolde
thee that same 1396 Shaks i Hen. IV, 11, 1 39 (Qo ) Gods
bodie The Turkies in my Pamer are quite stanied c 1386
Chaucfr Skipm Prol 4 For "godis bonys Telle vs a tale

2573 New Custom in. 1, Else I will smite thee by goddes
bones 1622 Mabbe tr Aleman's Guzman d'Alf 11 142
"Gods-bores [cf Bore sb aqd Gog], what a deale of doe is

here about nothing? 1535 Lyndesay Satyi e 932 That sail wee
do,be*Godsbreid 159a

S

haks Rout Sr Jut lit v 177 Gods
bread, it makes me mad c 1337 Thersites (Roxb ) 64 Ye
that I wyll, by *goddes deare brother Ibid 70 By goddes
blessed brother \ f [etc 1 c 4:386 Chaucer Miller s T 557
By goddes corpus this goth faire and weel 1333 Lynde-
say Satyre 1943 Be "Gods croun I sail slay thee ? a X330
FretnsBenmk 234m Dunbar'sPoem$(1893)293 Awalk for

Goddisdeid 1859TENNYSON 676Yea,by*God’sdeath
• ye love him well 1564-78"Gods dentie [see Dentie] C1386
Chaucer/?«w*\j T 350 Thow shalt be-deed by "goddes digrn-
tee ? a 1350Freins Berwik 295m Dunbar'sPoems (1893) 293,
I will thame half be Goddis digmte 1599, 1605 *Goa s

dines [see Dines], 14 Sir Beues ^Pynson) 2013/1 graunt
sayde Beuys, e by "goddys dome ’ c 1460 Towneley Myst
xu 305, A, "godys dere dommus, what was that sang? 1340
Ayenb 43 A kny^t wes bet zuor be "godes «3en c 1530Hukscorner (c 1550) E ij b, By "goddes fast I was tenyere
m Newgate c 1370 Marr Wit £ Science v E j

b, Gods
VOL IV.

fishe hostes and knowe you not mee 1675 Marvell Corr.
Wks 1872-5 II.431 ,

1

have a passable good estate, I confess,
but, God’s-fish, I have a great charge upon’t. 1716 C’tess
Cowper Diary (1864) 95 To which ne replied, God's Fish I

(that was his common Oath) I don’t believe aWord ofall this

c 1550 Wever Lusty JuventusD j, Yea by "gods foote that I
wyl be busye 1399 Porter Angry from Abingt (Percy
Soc ) 58 Gods foote—I crye God hartelymercy 1 1748 Smol-
lettRod Hand xi, *God’s fury 1 there shall no passangers
come here *333 Lyndesay Satyre 393 Or je tuik skaith,
be "Gods goun. [etc.] X573 New Custom 11 m, Nowe by
goddes guttes I will neuer staye Tyll [etc ] 1569 1
Preston Cambyses D iv b, Gods hat neighbour come away
c 1386 Chaucer Pard T 323 By goddes precious herte
and by his nayles — Miller's T 629 Help for goddes herte
X573 New Custom n m, Nay by Goddes harte, if l might
doe what I list [etc ] 1348 Hall Chron

,
Edw V, ig By

god his blessed lady, I am a bacheler 1589 Puttenham
Eng Poesie hi xix (Arb,) 238 Gods lady I reckon my
selfe as good a man as he 1598 B Jonson Ev Man in
Hum 11 in. By Godslid,andyouhadnotconfestit— 2609
Ev Worn in Hum 11 1 in BulLen O PI IV, By Gods-lid,
if I had knowne [etc] 1604 Dekker Honest Wh (1635)
G 3 b, Gods life, I was ne r so thrumbed since I was a
Gentleman 1396 Shaks x Hen IV, 111 111 71 (Qo ) *Gods
light I was neuer cald so m mine owne house before
a X603 Heywood Woman killed w Kindn (1617) D 4,
Gods light, harke within there 1319 Interl Pour Elem
(Percy Soc ) 36 *Goddis Lorde ! seist not who is here
now? 1600 Dekker Shoemaker’s Holiday (1618) D 4, Gods
Lord tis late, to Guild Hall I must hie 1573 Gamut
Gurton v 11, Gods malt, Gammer gurton c 1386 Chaucer
Sqr's Prol 1 Ey "goddes mercy seyde our Hoost tho
c 1340 Heywood Four P P (Copland) D j b, No stone left

standyng by "goddes mother. 1613 Shaks Hen VIII, v
1 153 Gods blest Mother, I sweare he is true-hearted c 1460
Towneley Myst, xvl 116 By *gottys dere nalys I wyll
peasse no langer 1600 Dekker Shoemaker'sHoliday (i6io>

H 2b, Gods nailes do you thmke I am so base to Gull you ?

13 Sir Beues (A) 2191 Be godes name, Ichaue for ]>e

sofred meche shame c 1460 Towneley Myst 11 400 Peasse,
man, for *godis payn c 1386 Chaucer Shipm Prol 13 A-bide
for *godis digne passion 1533 Lyndesay Satyre 1438 That
sail we do be Gods passioun 1589 Puttenham Eng
Poesie in xvn (Arb ) 194 Gods passion said she, would
thou haue me beare mo children yet? 14 Sir Beues
(Pynson) 2090, I the tel by *goddys pyne <1x386 Chaucer
Mehb Prol 18 Gladly by goddes swete pyne c 1460
7 owneley Myst m 227, I swere bi godis pyne

_
1569 T.

Preston Cambyses B j b, Yea "Gods pittie, begin ye tp

intreat me? 1392 Greenf Upst. Courtier Wks (Grosart)

XI. 2x9 There were sweete Lillies, Gods plenty, which
shewed fame Virgins neede not weepe for wooers 1362-3

Jack Jugler (Roxb ) 23 Hens or by *gads precious I shall

breake thy necke 1602 How a man may choose Good Wife
K 3, Gods pretious call me dotard X599 Porter Angry
Worn Abingt (Percy Soc) 59 Go to, mistris, l>y "Gods
pretious deere. If [etc ] 1839 Tennyson Enid 368 Here
by *God’s rood 1-, the one rqaid for me. 1375 Gamm
Gurton v u, "Gods sacrament the villain kn?ue hath drest

vs round about. 1577 Misogonus 11 iv 137 (Brandi Quellen

448) *Gods sacnnge, I haue lost a nqble at two settes. c 1460
I owneley Myst 11 458 Bi "Godis sydis, if thou do, I shall

[etc ] c 1330 Hickscomer {c 1 550) E y, By goddes sydes
I had leuer be hanged f 2383 Chaucer Miller's Prol 24
By "goddes soul that wol nat I. 2573 New Custom 1 it,

I can not by goddes sowle 1398 B. Jonson Ev. Man in
Hum iv 1, Draw, or by *Gods will tie thresh you 1599
Porter Angry Worn Abingi (Percy Soc) 96 Gods will, tis

sir Ralph Smith c 1330 Wevfr Lusty Juventus D y, This
is an ernest fellow of gods worde 1333 Lyndesay Satyre

991 That sail I nocht, be Gods wounds. 1573 New Custom
II 111, By goddes glorious woundes hee was worthy of

none

f b With sbs. not found fn other contexts, and

prob in most instances corrupt or fabricated, as

(by) God's bodykms, pittihms (= body, pity), by

God's diggers, God's ludd, by God's me (? from

8 b) ,
God's tugs j (by) God's sanly, sonties (? =»

sanctity) ; God’s sokmges. See also Godsookebs
and Gad sb &

3 Ofo
x6oa Shaks Ham 11 ii 254 *Gods bodyktns man, better

1631 Cleveland Poems sx By Gods-diggers, Hee’l swear
in words at large 1577 Misogonus iv 1 144 (Brandi Quellen

481) "Gods hidd 1399 Porter Angry Worn Abingt.
(Percy Soc.) 104 Yet, by *Gods me, lie take no wrong 1622

Mabbe tr Aleman's Guzman d'Alf n 142 "Gods mgs
(my masters) you need not find such fault with it <1x643

W, Cartwright Ordinary iv. 1 (1651) 59 Godsnigs the

Farme is mine, and must be so 1600 Dekker Shoemaker’s
Holiday (1618) C 3, Godspittikms, hands off, sir, heresmy
Lord 1604 — Honest Wk (1635) K 2, "Gods santy, yonder
come Friers 2396 Shaks Merck V n ii 47 Be *God
sonties, ’twill be a hard waie to hit 2377 Misogonus 11 ii 1

(Brandi Quellen 437), Gods sokinges, noulde yoqr handes,

f e God's my arms, passion, pity

,

etc. (by con-

fusion with 14 a and 8 b) Obs

1377 Misogonus 1 111 74 (Brandi Quellen 432) Godes my
armes 1399 Chapman Hum Dayes Myrth Plays 1873 1 58
Gods my passion what haue I done? X604DEKKFR Honest
Wh (1635)C 4b, Godsmy pittikins,some foole or otherknocks
Ibid D, Nay, Gods my pitty, what an Asse is that Citizen

to lend moqie tq a Lord 1

15

,

In solemn asseverations, as + so God me
bless, save, etc

,
so help me God (seeJ^ELP', as

God's my judge, etc. Also with, omission of so or

as, and occasional coriuption of the yeib.

c 2386 Chaucer Mehb Prol 4 Also wisly god my soule

blesse, Myn eres aken [etc ], c 1460 Towneley Myst. xm
350 No, so god me blys 1389 Tri. Love <£• Fortune iv

(Roxb) 120 As god juggle me, when I came neere them
[etc] 1598 B Jonson Ev Man m Hum 11 u, I am
asham’d of this base course of life, (God’s my comfort)

but [etc.] Ibid iv 1, As Gods my judge, they should haue
kild me first at6it Beaum & Fl Philaster iv 111, God
uds me, I understand you not 1842 Tennyson Lady Clare

23 ‘As God’s above . . I speak the truth,’

IV. attnb and Comb.
10 . Substantive combs, a. attributive and appo-

sitive, as god-belly
,

-clan
,

-crocodile

,

etc, and m
pi. gods-avengers

, + -guardians . + G-od-bot© (see

quot 1674) ;
God-borne, nonce-wd

,

the home of

God, heaven, also used by W. Morris as transl. of

ON. Gotiheimr, the abode of the gods; god-tree
(a tree worshipped as a god ; also see quot. 1866)
1868 Gladstone Juv ,

Mundixv. § 3 (1869) 527 That under-
ground region. In which dwelt the "Gods-Avengers, and
which was the realm of Aides and Persephone 1340 R
Wisdome in Strype Eccl, Mem. I.App cxv 322 This article

[disbelief In masses for the dead] they take for my greatest
Heresie For indede this wnngeth their "God-belly, that
his eyes water for pain. 1675 J Smith Chr Relig Ap-
peal 11 20 That devouring Goa-belly-gulph Hehogabahis
2x000 Laws of /Ethelrtd vi c 51 m Thorpe Laws I
328 And gif for *god-botan. feoh-bot anseS 1674 Blount
Glossogr (ed 4), God bote (Sax.), a Fine or amerciament
for crimes and offences against God; also an- Ecclesias-
tical or Church fine [Hence in Phillips, Bailey, and
mod. Diets ] x88o R B Anderson tr. Rydberg’s
Tent Myth 142 One of the *god-clans has committed
the murder a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 272 Whiles . the
god-crocodile seem’d tame, all was well 2665 Sir T
Herbert Irav (1677)56 This their Godfire is not com-
posed of common combustibles 1876 Morris Sigurd in
217 The km of the *God-folk 1844 Mrs Browning
Dead Pan xnt, Shall no hero take inspiring From
the *God-Greek of her lips? 16x0 Healey St Aug Citie

of God 125 For all the helpe of these *gods-guardians,
there was not one king of them that continued nis raigne
m peace. 2830 Bailfy Festus xm 11848) 120 "God-home
and glory-land 1876 Morris Sigurd hi 2x6 A burg of
people budded for the lords of God-home meet Ibid iv

379 Round the fetteied and bound they throng As men in

the bitter battle round the God-kin over-strong 186a H
Spencer Fust Prime 11 xv § 122 (1875) 344 All titles of
honour are originally the names of-the "god-kuig x8
Mrs Browning Island xxvu, Or PoetPlato, had the undim
Unsetting "God-light broke on him a 17x1 Ken Hymnotheo
Poet. Wks 1721 III 109 The holy Jesus Co-effluent "God
Love on his Spirit shed 1634 Massinger Very Woman
111 i, They have new creators, *God tailor, and God-
mercer 18 Mrs Browning Seraph $ Poet, The seraph
sings before the manifest "God-One 177a Nugent tr

Hist Fr Gerund I 522 Building to the *God-Ram
(he first temple 1697 Dryden AEneid Ded b 4, zEneas

had the same "God-Smith to Forge lus Arms as had
Achilles 2839 Bailey Festus (1854) 4x2 He in the "God-
state first passed away 1866 Treas Bot

,
"Godtree, Emo-

dendron anfractuosum x8g6 F B Jevons Introd Hist
Relig xix. 252 A branch of the god-tree some actual ears

ofwheat or maize, are worshipped as Very God.

b. objective, as God-foe,
-hater, -maker, -monger

,

etc.
;
God-dreading

;
-making vbl. sbs.

<z 2300 CursorM 29205 pe gift o wijt o "gode dreding
16x3 ChapmanQdyss 1 xr8 The "God foe Polypheljie 2643
Vicars {titleyA LoOking-Glasse fox Malignants or God’s
hand against "God-haters. 1341 Barnes Wks. (1573) 340/1
Now woulde I knowe of these new "Godmakers, by whose
power and helpe that the first Satnte came into heauen 1875
M Arnold Isa xl-lxvi Notes 122 This God-maker is

hungry and faint, even at the very time that he is at his God-
making 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 652 Art in this

matter of "God-making, commonly gets the upper hand
1883 J Parker Aposl. Life II 206 You will be but jostling
a whole crowd of "god-mongers 1647 Trapp Comm. John
111 15 By like reason we may say that sin is*God murtiher— Comm. Rom. 1. 30 Haters of God And so "God-mur-
therers — Comm Coloss 1, 21 Haters of God and so
"God-slaiers — Mellif Theol in. Comm Ep 73a This is

Deicidium, "God-slaughter x68x Dryden Abs. <7 A chit

50 Gods they had tried of every shape and size That "god-
smiths could produce, or priests devise. 1893 Spurgeon
m Daily News 7 Oct 6/4 When I was at Pompeii I saw
a God smith’s shop. He had several statues finished up to

the face

c possessive (see also 5 f), as f God*s band,
the bond of marriage

, + God’s board (see Board
sb 6) , *t

f God’s body, the sacramental bread

,

God’s book, the Bible
, f God’s chest, the

temple-treasuiy
; + God’s cope (see Cope sb.

3

2)

;

God’s-daughter, + day (see quots ) ; f God’s eye

[
= med.L. Qculus ChnstiJ, Clary ; also (see quot

1880); if God’s flower, Hekchrysutn Stcechas

(Treqs Bot 1866); + God’s guests, strangers,

chance comers
, + God’s house, (a) fa pyx, (b)

an almshouse [cf F. maison JDieii]

,

God’s image,
the human body (after Genesis 1. 27) ; + God*s
kiehel (see quot ) ; -f God’s marks (see quot.

1558) ; God’s service, fin Coverdale [after Ger.

gotttsdienst]— worship, an act ofworship , f God*s
sond, send, what is sent by God ; hence, worldly

possessions (cf God’s good); God’s Sunday (see

2
uots.); i*God*s tokens= God’s marks See also

rOD*S ACRE, GOD’S GOOD, God’s-PENNY.
In OE and ME the possessive was also employed1 in such

phrases as God’s church, house, lamb, man, mother, son,

word, etc where the modern expression commonly is the

church, house, etc. ofGod', see the various sbs.

2373 Barbour Bruce iv 42 Hyr dochtir Was coupillyt in-

to "goddis band, With Walter, stewart off Scotland. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 313 A wenche. fenge "Goddes
body an Ester day 2349 P-onet Def, Marr Priests 43 He
hadde the same day sayde masse (which he called the

makynge of Gods body) 972, 2548 "God's book [see Book
sb 23] 2633 D Dickson Heir vi 28 As manie Plagues as

are written in God’s Booke 2533 Coverdale Mark xu. 41
Iesus sat ouer agaynst the "Gods chest & behelde how the
people put money in to the Gods chest 1520-53 "God’s
cope [see Cope sb? 2] 2598 Fl^rio, Monteman, impossi-
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hillties, gods cope, heauen and earth, seas and mountaines
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E,E T S.) 292 He raordryth "goddys
dow3ter, ^at is, his owen soule 14 Exortacio in die
Patsche m Hampson Medn Aivt Rat I 186 [The Paschal
Day] in some place is callede Esterne Day, and in sum place
"Goddes Day MS Sloane No 5 m Halliwell s.i

,

*Qod.eaexe.,galhtntum 1880 Britten 8cHolland Plant -n ,

God's Eye Veronica Chamzdrys 1597 Glrarde Herball
11 cxcvli § 5 52s Golden Flower is called in Latme Coma
aurea in English Golde Flower,"Gods Flowei , and Golden
Stuecados. 1393 Langl P PI C xvi 199 Mynstralcie can
ich nat muche bote make men murye and welcome "godes
gistes c 1400 Plowman's Y 747 On the pore they woll
nought spend Ne no good give to goddes gest 1377-8
Durham Accl Rolls 387 Item m uno Chahskays et uno
"Godeshous pro rotulis officii, vjd 1425 m Entick London
{1766) IV 354 The same house to be called for ever God's*

hiouse
l
or alnies house 1610 Holland Camden's But 1

284 Sir Richard de Abberbury founded for poore people
a Gods-house [Note, Almeshouse] 1837 Col Thompson S/>
Ho Com 19 May, Many in that House were old enough
to have seen *God’s image sorely mangled for what were
termed political offences 1398Speght Chaucer's Whs,B bbb,
A cake called a "Gods kichell, because godfathersand god-
mothers vsed commonly to giue ope of them to their god-
children, when they asked blessing 1331 in W H Turnei
Select Rec Oxford (1880) 105 He also was full of "Godys
markys 1538 Warde tr A lexis' Seer. (1568) 3g A very good
remedye agaynst the markes of the plague, commonly called
Goddes markes 1630J Taylor (WaterP ) Whs, 1 59/2 Some
with Gods markes or Tokens doe espie, Those Marks or
Tokens, shew them they must die 1679 J Brown Life Faith
(1716) II xv 127 We should make the Cross of Christ wel-
come, because it is "God's Send 1335 CovrnDALE 2 Sam xv,
8, Ishaldoa*Godsseiuyce vntothe Lorde. — Acisxv11 23,
I hauegone thorow & sene youre gods seruyee. 1306 in Pol.
Songs (Camden) 223 Alle Jje ojxer pouiaille mihten be ful
blype ant thonke "godes sonde c 1386 Chaucer Shipman'

s

T 219 Yehave ynough pardee ofgoddes sonde, c 1440 York
Myst xi il 217 With synnewas I never filid, Goddis sande is

on me sene 14 Exortacio in die Paschem Hampson hiedit
Aivi Kal II 184 pis is callede m some place Astur Day

;

& m sum place Pasche Day, & in summe place "Godeis
Sunday 1483 Festivald mj, This day also is callyd goddes
sonday For enst goddes sone thys day rose from deth to
lyf 1382 Hester Seer Pkiorav m xxix 43 "Gods tokens,
the whiche commonly come vnto those that haue the Pesti-
lent Feuer.

17. Participial combinations a. "With active
pples. (chiefly objective), as God-adoring

,
-affront-

ing

,

etc

a X711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet Wks 1721 III 326 A '"'God-
adoring Race. *671 M Bruce Good News Eml Times
(1708) 10 The most "God-affronting Perjury 1883W de
Gray Birch Life Harold Prol 105 The glorious and "God-
heanng Cross, <1x649 Drumm of Hawth Poems Wks
(1711) 33 Men awless, lawless live a *God contemning race
Ibid. 34 "God-despising wights a 1711 Ken Hymnarmm
Poet Wks 1721 II. in The Sin, which . from’ the "God-
detesting Spirit streams 1895 J Smith Message Eaod xv
250 This "God-disowmng, good-defying spirit 1718 Rowe
ti Lucan 180 The wily, fearful, "God dissembling Maid
X673 Janeway Heaven on. E {1847) 294 "God-estranging
sms 1850 Carlyle Latter-d Pamph iv 3g Putrid un-
veracities and "godforgetting greedinesses. 1603 Harsnet
Pop Impost 73 The *God-gastnng Giants, whom Jupiter
overwhelmed with Pelion and Ossa 1607R C tr Estienne's
World of Wonders 1 1 20 They tell vs strange tales ofgod-
gastenng Giants, who heaped nughrie mountains one vpon
another axjxx Ken UramuYoe.t Wks 1721 IV 448 "God-
hymmng Saints — Blandma ibid 519 "God-mteneratmg
Pray'rs 1678 Gale Crt Gentiles 111 65 Christ’s crucifixion
was asm containing "God-killing bloud-guiltmesse 1838
S Bellamy Betrayal 64 Example fair Thou wast, of"God-
loving humility 1639 FullerHoly Warn xxxvu (1640)93A "God-mocking equivocation 1860 Pusey Min Proph
306 Amaziah and the "God-opposing party 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb v 76 Her "God-resembling sonne [Achilles] 189a

J
Hutchison OurLord's Signs l 25 Abelieving "God seeing

eart

"With passive pple. (chiefly instrumental), as
God-begotten

,
-built

,
-created, etc

1894 C L. Johnstone Canada 56 Carrying on the "God-
assigned task of conquering the earth 01602 Drayton
Heroic Ep xi 80 That horse of fame, that "God-begotten
steed 1839 Bailey Festus 1 (1848) 3 All souls, impregned
with spirit, God-begot 1838 J Stevenson tr Beda’s Eccl
Hist (1813) 577 That the sanctity of the "God-beloved
further might be manifested to the faithful 17x3-20 Pope
Iliad xtii 1030 Your boasted city, and your "god-built wall.
*73S Thomson Liberty iv 297 The seeming God-built City
1841 Miall in Nonconf I 97 An image not "God-created,
but made by the hands ofman X715-20 Pope Ihadvi 236
The. "god-descended chief! 1862 H Spencer First Pnnc
11 xv § 122 (1873) 344 Pi esently others of the god-descended
race were similarly saluted 1895 W M Ramsay Si Paul
x. ii 216 The usual type of"God driven devotees x868Ld
Houghton Select fr Wks 103 The greatest of all possible

f
fts, Which "God-empoweied man can give to man a 1711
en Hymns Evang Poet Wks 1721 1 129 Food to ev’ry

"God-enamour'd Mind x86o Pusey Min, Proph 562 Let the
"God-enlightened soul go on [etc ] 1864— Lect Daniel a
61 Human power has a majesty, 1en t it byGod, even when it
abuses the "God entrusted gift. 1673 Hobbes Odyss (1677)34
Choisest meat,Which none but "god-fed kings eat 1643 M il-
ton Divorce 1 11 6 Ifthewoman be naturally so ofdisposition,
as will not help to remove that same "God-fortudd’n lone-
liness, which [etc] x88g R Buchanan Heir of Limit vi,
‘A "God-forgotten place he said at last, as the dogcart
stopped 1888A J Butler Dante, Par 11 17 The "God-
formed realm 1836 Emerson Eng Traits

,
Anstocr Wks

(Bohn) II 77 Knowing what a crew of "God-forsaken
robbers they axe x886 T Heney Fortunate Days 85 The
God-forsakenest spot that ever mine eyes were set on x8oo
Asiat Ann Reg

,
Citron India ^x/a This"God-given victory

1865 Seeley Ecce Homo a (ed 8) 14 The Messiah was to
crush all opposition by God-given might 17x1 Shaftesb,
Charac (x737) II 337 In this case ’tts not a self-govem’d
but a "Godrgovern d machine, i860 Pusey Min Proph

,

287 The natural "God-implanted feeling is the germ of the

spiritual 1622 Drayton Poly-olb xxiv 505 That "God in-

spired man, with heauenly goodnesse Hid. 1839 Bailty
Festus xx (1848) 265 God-inspired To utter truth 1839
Longf Hyperion a vi (1853) 103 He is whpt the Tran-
scendental is ts call a "God-intoxicated man 1877 E Caird
Philos Kant lii 43 Spinoza is more truly described by
Novalis as a God intoxicated man 1870 Morris Earthly
Par III iv 246 Grief must he hide .If he would be "god-
loved and conquering still 1398 Drayton Heroic Ep xu
69 Nor do I boast my "God made Grandsires skars 1860
Pusey Min Proph 336 The "God-opposed world 1831
Carlyle Sari Res m vtt, New Churches, where the true

"Godoidamed may find audience, and immstei 1884
* Rita * Vivienne vi i, O ne of those "God-sent chances which
sometimes befriend us m our hours of peril 1838 S Bellamy
Betrayal 61 Nor longer tarrieth, ‘God-sped, and fain His
course to finish 1886 Ruskin Time <$ 1 ide 20 The wisely
sharp methods of Godsped courage. 1871 R Ellis tr

Catullus lxn 30 When shone an happier hour than thy "god-
speeded arriving? 1676 Cudworth herin xjohnu 3,4 (ed.

31 40 He is a true Christian indeed that is "God-taught
1839 Bailey Festus vm (1848) 91 His "God-vouched inherit-

ance of Heaven 1870 Morris Earthly Par, III iv 24
Some "god-wrought eagle-wings.

18 . Adjective combinations, as
-f*
God-full

,

f -un-
like Also Godful, Godlike
1609 J Davies Holy Roods F 3 b, Wilt he so God vnhke,

to see thy God Embrace the Whip, and thou abhoire the
Rod 1 1648 Herrick Faiewell vnto Poetrie 22 in Hespcr

.

(1869) 440 Those god-full prophets

God (gpd), v Now rare [f thesb]
1. a trans To make into a god, to deify

;
to

worship as a god. b quasi-Zram 7b god it . to

play the god
1393 SpENsrR Col Clout 810 love taking [Cupid] up to

heaven, him godded new 1606 Sylvester Du Barias n iv

in Scktsme Argt 3 Hee, Godding Calves, makes Israel to

Sin 1607 Shaks Cor v m ix 1 lus last old man Lou’d
me aboue the measure of a Father, Nay godded me indeed
1668 Glanvill Plus Ultra (1688) 93 In those days . men
Godded their Benefactors 1871 H. N Hudson Shahs

,

Jul C Introd , We have Caesar godding it in the loftiest

style 1 he passage where Cassius mockingly gods Caesar.
1884 Tennyson Bechet v 111, How the good priest gods
himself I 1896 F H Trench in Daily News 21 Dec 6/3
Who, by the silent Greeks’ immortal main, Gods it on eaith
against the human cause.

2 In passive pple. Godded with God
,
made

partaker of the Divine nature, a phrase used by
the Famihsts m the 16-1 7th c (cf Christed).
X576 J Knewstub Serm m Confutation (1379) Sib, For

Ii N his Christe was first man, and after, by his suffering,
was Godded with God 1647 Pagitt Heresiogr (ed. 4) 95
All illuminated Elders are godded with Goa, or deified
1636 [see Christed] i66x Pagitt Hei esiogr (ed 6) 215
There was one Ricbaid Lane, a young man said that
he was changed into the Divine nature, that he was Christed
with Christ and Godded with God and consequently perfect
God and perfect man 1739 J Trapp Righteous over-rn
(1758) 62 Ridiculous jargon ofbeing Godded with God
Hence Go'dded ppl a
<zx6x6 Beaumont Marr Yng Gentlewoman w Ancient
Man Poems (1640) I x a, Smooth, as the godded Swan,
or Venus Dove 1673 J Smith Chr Rehg Appeal 1 18
While impious Caesar and his Godded rout spurn [etc.]

God, obs form of Good
God-almighty (gpdglmarti). Also 7- {colloq.

and dial.) G-od-a-mighty
1 a =God sb.g, (See also Almighty, Almight,

Almightin )
C870 Codex Aureus /user. 13 in 0 E Texts 175 On

Godes almaehtixes noman a xooo Dream of Rood 39
Ongyrede hine pa geong haeleS, Jraet waes god aelmihtig
ex 173 Lamb Horn 5 In swa muchele edmodnesse godal-
mihti hine dude for us a 1300 Cut sor M, 170 (GOtt ) Godd
all-mightm Tumd water into win 1394 Hookes Eccl
Pol ui l § 10 Our hartie prayer vnto God almightie is, that
[etc] 1604DEKKER 1st Ft Honest Wh (1635) 1 3 b, Tell
me, whither is he gone ? Tow Why to God a mighty.
1643 Digby Observ Rehg Med 29 Steered and levelled
by God Almighty 1864 Tennyson North, Farmer 45 Do
godamoLghty knaw what a’s doing ?

b. In derisive use (with a and in pi.) One who
poses, or is regarded by others, as omnipotent.
[1609 C Butler Fern. Mon. 1 (1623) C 4,

1

haue read
How there were Bees so wise and skilful, as to descue
a certain little God-a mightie, though he came among them
in likeness ofa Wafer-Cake] 1682 Dryden Medal no This
side to day, and that to morrow burns

, So all are God-
a’mighties in their turns 1793 Wolcot (P Pindar) Ode to
Fiench Wks 1812 III 334, I, in life’s more early day,
Deem’d Kings young Goa-almighties, form'd for sway
2 dial (See quots.

)

*847-78 Halliwell, God-Almighty's-Cow, the ladybird
1886 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk

, God Almighty's
bread and cheese, wood sorrel, Oxahs Acetosella. God
A hmghiy's cock and hen [the robin and wren] 1893 G D
Leslie Lett to Marco xiv 93 note. An Oxford friend tells
me of a curious name for woodhee current in Oxfordshire,
namely 8 God Almighty’s pigs ’

t God-a-meTCy, mt.phr. Obs. Also6goda-
marsey, gathamercy, 7 god-a-massy. [= God
have mercy (sometimes so written

,
see 2, quot.

a 1617)5 used in the sense ‘God reward you’ (see
Mekoy), and hence as a mere expression ofthanks ]
1 Used as an exclamation of applause or tha nirg

r

Const of
(In the latest examples app used as a mere exclamation

)

0x440 SirEglam 96 ‘ Nay, syr Ye are a nobylle knyght
/'

a mercy, syr' ’ seyde hee <1x483 Digby Myst.
(1882) in. 619 God a mercy, symont, }>at Jiou wylt me knowe.
c 13*0 Ring $ Barker 116 in Hazhtt E. P, P, 9 Godamarsey,

GOD-DAMN-ME.
sayd our kyng, of they serueyse to daye *568 Like Will
to Like A iv, By masse god a niarsy my vreend nickol
1631 Chettle I rag Hoffman D 3 b, Well god a-merev
friend, thou got’st me grace But moie of that at leasure
1638 Ford, etc Witch Edmonton 1 11, Warb Wilt be
angry, Wasp? O Cart God-a-mercy, Sue, She'll firk him
on my life, if he [etc ] 1790 By-staudei 213 God a meTcv
what a happy thing for old Conn 1828 Scott F M Perth
v, Nay, God a-mercy, wench, it were hard to deny thee
time to busk thy body clothes
Prov phr 1597 J Payne Royal Exch. 5 As the hostes

reckonyng with her gest less wilhnge to lodge m her hows,
then his tyred horse, made low curtesy to the beaste and
seyd gathamercy hoise 1710 But Apollo III No.’xr8
3/1, I find I’m whole, God a Mercy Horse
b ironically ,

= * Many thanks (to).’

1398 T Bastard Chrest (1880) 26 But our Eliza hues
and keepes her ciown, Godamercy Pope, for he would puli
her downe 1603 1'lorto Montaigne in ix (1632) ^47
Theeves and stealers (godamersie then kmdnesse) have in
particular nothing to say to me
2 . quasi-j^ An expiession of thanks, a ‘thank-

you \ Worth god a-mercy, worth giving thanks
for, of some value or impoitance (similarly not
worth g). No god-a-meny, no special merit.
1363-87 Foxe A <?• M (1596) 103/2 As it is trulie said of

Tulhe out of Asia (saith he> to hue a good life, is no goda-
mercie , but in Asia that is piaise woorthie 1600 Hol
land Livy xxix iv (1609) 712 He would be readie to assist
him with such a power of foote and horse as were worth
god amercy [L. hand contemnendis\ 0x617 Bayne On
Eph (1643) 130 For to choose one out of grace to have this
or that hee shall well pay for, is grace not worth God have
mercy 1626 MnADr m Ellis Ong Lett Ser 1 m No 328
If we stayed to expect the event in Parliament, it would
not be worth God ha mercy 1655 Bramhall Def True
Lib 103 All this is most true, ofa just Law justly executed
But this is no god-a-mercy toT H [1 « Thomas Hobbes]
his opinion of absolute necessity 169* [see Gob sb 1 2].

1* Godard. Corrupt form of godere. Gutted
CX400 Destr Iroy 1607 The water Gosshet through

Godardys & other grete vautes

Godard, obs form of Goddabd.
Godas, obs form of Goddess

t God-a-thank. 0l>s 7 are- 1
[= God have

thank{s , cf God-a-mfhcy.]
1657 Trapp Pj cvi 3 Those that say God a thank onh,

and no more, are not only contumelious, but injunous

+ Go’d-bai rn. Obs rare [Cf OSw gudhbam
,

mod.Sw gudabarn ] -God-child
1014 Wulfstan Seim ad Anglos in Horn (1883) 160

Godsibbas and godbearn to fela man forspilde 1538 Rich-
mond Wills (Suitees) 113 Item 1 gyue 10 euery godbayme
I haue mjd , and to euery scoller I haue ij‘ l

b God-bairn gift a present made to a god-child
*535 Lyndesay Satyre 788 Quhat salbe my Godbairne

gift 1579 Sc Acts Jas VI (1814) III 164 The sam>ne
landis beand gevin in godbairne gift to the eile of huntly
be be cardinall 0 1603 Montgomerie Misc Poems iv 24
Quhy did the gods for godbarne-gift me geive Ambrosial?
bread.. 1

f Go'd-brO'tlier. Obs. rare— x
. A male person

who has the same godfather as another.
1371 Campion Hist Irel II vm (1633) 102 For which

cause the Earle of Desmond remained many yeares Deputy
—to George Duke of Clarence his god-brother.

Godcept, obs. form of Gossip sb,

Go’d-chidd. [f. God sb + Child (see God-
father).] A person considered m relation to his

or her god-parent or god-parents ; a godson or

god-daughter.
a 1225 A tier R. 210 To longe abiden vorte techen god-

cbilde pater noster and credo 14x7 E E Wills (1882) 39
Euere god-chyld Jmt y haue c 1450 Myrc 152 Godfader
and godmoder J>ou moste preche That they here godchyl-
dere to gode teche. 1346 J Hfvwood Prov (1867) 69 Ye
haue many god children 1791 Boswell Johnson an 1784,
His gentleness to a young lady his god-child 1834
Coleridge Let. 13 July in Lit Rem (1838) III 420 My
dear Godchild.

t Godcund, a. Obs. [f. God sb. + -cund

related to, of the nature of, cf. OS godkund

,

OHG gotkund ] Divine, spiritual. (Only OE.
and ME.)
ngoo Q E Chron an 601 Wei monige godcunde kre

owas. 0x000 Caedmon's Gen 2612 US gewntu secgeaS,

godcunde bee, )>szt [etc ] c xaoo Ormin 14257 Crist turrnde

waterr mntill win burrh hiss goddeunnde mahhte c 1205
Lay 10139 pet he sende [Mil senden] him anan sumne
godcundne man

t Hence Godcunde (1 e. -cunde = OS ,
OHG

godkundi), Godcundbede, -le$c, Godcun(a)nese,
divinity, divine nature or power.
c 1000 .ffiLFRic Horn 1 24 (Gr ) Seo halige pryntiys on

anre godcundnysse aifre wunigende cxooo Sox Leechd.
I 152 Beos wyrt haetS mid hyre sume wundorhee godcund*
nesse 0 izoo Moral Ode 389 God is so mere & swa rnuchej

in his godcunnesse pat [etc ] c 1200 Ormin 1357 Jesu Cost

iss Sop Godd 1 Goddcunndnesse. Ibid 1388 All swa
comm Cnstess GoddcunndleMc All cwicc upp intill heoffne,

c 1203 Lay 24960 Godd sulf hit makede purh ms godd-cunde,

c 1220 Bestiary sga He speken godcundhede And wikke is

here dede

God-da*mu(-me). Forms 7 God-danm(e)-
me(e, -dam-me, -damme(e, -dame, 9 God-dam,
Goddem [See God sb 8 and Damn v ]
1. The utterance of this phrase as a profane oath.

Also attnb
1640 Wits Recreat No. 380 14 b, Swears from Believe

me, & Good-faith & troth, Up to God-damn-me 1647

Ward Simp, Cobler 61, I would pray hard to his Maker



GODDARD, 271 GODFATHER,
to save his soule, notwithstanding all his God-damne

,nee’s, 1653 Peyton Catastr Ho Stuarts (1731) 28
'1 he Courtiers garnished their mouths with God-dammes,

as if they desired Damnation rather than Salvation 1663

Butler Hud, 1 11 510 Ihe Solemn League and Covenant

Will seem a meer God-dam me Rant 1689 Philofolites

Grumbletonian Crew 3 Unless their Throats be so furred

with God Dame’s, that no other Oath will slip 1851 Mayne

Reid Scalp Hunt ix ,72 The ‘ sacre ’ and the English ‘ God-

dam’, were hurled at everything Mexican

+ 2 Onewho is addicted to sweating (applied by

the Puritans to the Cavaliers). Also attnb Ok.
1640 Wits Recreat No 233 F 6 a,What is the reason of God-
dam-me’s band, Inch deep ? God-dam-me saves a labor,

understand, I11 pullmg’t off when he puts on the halter

1643 S Marshall Let Stir Advice 15 If their long con-

versing with God-dammee s, hath not drawn such a JCawl

over the hearts, that to them damnation is ridiculous 1643

Prynne Sod Power Pari 1 (ed 2) 17 The God dam-me
Cavaliers 1679 Essex's Excel 5 Such words as only be-

fitteda railingparsonm his Pulpit, ora drunken God-damme
1713 Genii Instr in, vu (ed 5) 430 Others were of the

1 own-cut, Young God-damme’s that spoke ill, and liv’d

worse

|| 3.
(After F goddam = OF godotu) An English-

man.
*43* [see Damn v 5] 1830 J P Cobbett Tourm Italy 8

It seems the ‘Goddems’ aie having some fun 1863

Dublin Umv Mag I 3 The Norman era was the true era

of the ‘Goddems’ 1893 Athenaeum 25 Nov 728/1 The
English confiscated even the small possessions offarmers

and burgesses m order to people their new colonies with
fresh-imported ‘God-dams’, red-bearded foreign-tongued,

as Eustache Descbamps depicts them

Go'cLcLard. Ok exc dial Also 5 godard, 6

god(d)erd [a OP’ godart (in a document of 1397
quoted by Godefroy ,

‘ Item 1111 pos de cuivre et le

grant godart de la cuisine’), app related to F
godet Godet ] A drinking-cup or goblet.

1433-50 tr Higden (Rolls) I 309 That londe bryngethe
furthe white clay and redde, of whom pottes or godardes be
made 1444 in Cripps O E Plate (1878) 216, y litil masers
called Godardes, covered 1512 Nottingham Rec III. 116,

mj goderdes et ij pychers 1555 Eden Decades \ij Sundry
kindes of rngges, godderdes, diynkyng cuppes, pottes. 1630

J Taylor (Water P ) Navy Laud Ships Wks 1 82/2 Her
Ordnance are Gallons, Pottles Kannes, Goddards 1654
Gayton Pleas Notes in vi 102 A Goddard, or Rummer,
or lusty Bowie 1882 Antiquaiian § Bibltogr Dec 293
Dnnkmg-cups are called in some parts of North Wales,
and especially in Anglesey, goddards to the present day
Hence + Go ddardrae, in pot goddardme
1508 Will of Stury (Somerset Ho ) A couple of pottes

godardyne a pott godardyne nyghe a potell

Go*d-dau.gh.ter. [See Godfather.] A
female considered in relation to her sponsors.
xooa Will of Wulfric in Kemble Cod Dipl VI 149 Ic

jeann mmre goddohtor Saet lande set Strsettune [etc ]

a 1300 Cursor M 28480 Mi godd doghter i gafe ne grith.

*340 Ayenb 48 To his godmoder oper to his goddo^ter
c 1440Promp Parv 201/2 Goddowter,_/f/zoZ«. 1597 Shaks
2 Hen IV, in n 8 How doth your fairest daughter, and
mine, my God-Daughter Ellen 1641 Baker Chron , Hen I,

an 1104 (1660) 43 To do a favour to the Queen, that was his

God daughter, he [etc ] 1776 Mrs Delany Lett Ser n
II 203 Mrs Anne Foley called on me yesterday with my
little god-daughter x88o Miss Broughton Sec. Th II in

vm 251 ‘ Sophia is your god-daughter ’, she says abruptly

Godden (good evening) see Good even
Godder-hail(e, -hale, vars Goder-hkal, Obs

Goddery. nonce-wd. [f. God sb +-ery 2.] An
assemblage of gods.
18x9 W Lawrence Physiol, etc (1822) 17 The appropria-

tion of a mutilated statue to its rightful owner in some
heathen goddery

Goddess (gp des). Forms’ 4 goodesse, 4-5
godesse, (godes, godas), 4-6 goddes, (5 god-
dis), 4-7 goddesse, (6 Sc goddaoe), 7- goddess,
[f God sb + -ess

, cf Du godes ]

1 . A female deity in polytheistic systems of reli-

gion Freq with phrase denoting the sphere of
influence or power, as goddess of love, night

,
etc.

(Cf God 1 )

”

1340-70 Alex 4- Dind 561 Proserpine ]>at 3e • holden
godesse god to gien 30U here Ibid 690 Je sain )?at

Geres is a goodesse god CX386 Chaucer Knt's T
243, I noot wher she be womman or goddesse C1400
Maundev (1839) iv 23 A Goddesse that was clept Deane
1490 Caxton Eneydas xxn 83 Proserpine of hell, the gret
goddesse. 1548 Hall Chron

,
Edw IV, 192 Such an un-

stable and blind goddes is fortune. 1606 Shaks Ant Sr Cl
III vi. 17 She In th’ abiliments of the Goddesse Isis That
day appeer’d 1667 Milton P L v 78 Taste this, and be
henceforth among the Gods Thy self a Goddess 17x0
Steele Toiler No 194 Fa This Temple bore the Name
of the Goddess Venus 1835 Thirlwall Greece (1839) I v
153 Theseus is said to have found her dancing m the
temple of the goddess 1847 Tennyson Princ 1 194 Re-
membering how we three presented Maid Or Nymph, or
Goddess [etc].

2 . Applied to a woman One'sgoddess the woman
whom one * worships ’ or devotedly admires
1579 E K Gloss Spenser's Sheph Cal Apr. 26 Lametta

the diuine Petrarches Goddesse 1739 H Carey Poems
(ed 3) 203 He call’d her hu. Goddess, sne call’d him an Ass’.

1877 Mrs Oliphant Makers FIor 1, 18 Only looks had
passed between the lad and his goddess
3 A female spectator in a theatre-gallery (cf

God 4).
x8xa [see God sb 4] 1824 Caft B Hall Jrnl Voy.

Chili, etc (1835) I 111. 133 The gallery aloft, where the god-
desses keep up an increasing fire during the whole evening

4. attnb and Comb

,

as goddess-mothei
,
-train,

-worker
,
goddess-like adj. and adv.

,
goddess-dot n

ppl a.

1697 Dryden AEneid in 402 Are you alive, O “Goddess
born 1 she said, Or ifa Ghost, then where is Hector’s Shade’
1870 Bryant Iliad I vi 1 86 Achilles the great leader whom
they call T he goddess born a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633)
si Or that she (*goddess-Uke) would worke this miracle with
her selfe t6ix Shaks Cymb. 111 u 8 She vndergoes More
Goddesse-Uke, then Wife-like, such Assaults [etc ]. 1667
Milton P L vm 59 With Goddess-like demeanour forth
she went 1758 Charlotte Lennox Henrietta (1761) II
208 What signifies attributing such goddess-like perfections
to an obscure girl 1 166a R D 7'emary Eng. PlaysTo Rdr,
*3b, I thought it best to get them [the Graces] to stand
“goddess-mothers jointly for all three [plays], 1715-20 Pope
Iliad 1 746 Ihou, Goddess Mother, with our Sue comply
1855 Kingsley Heroes in 104 The voice which my goddess
mother gave me 1725 Pope Odyss vm 364 Modesty
withheld the “Goddess-train 1587 Golding De Mornay 111

37 It is the Wisedome whereby God worketh, which is the
“Goddesse-worker

Goddesshood. rare, [f prec +-hood] The
nature, character, ot position belonging to a god-
dess , divine personality
1748 Richardson Clarissa (x8ix) IV 360 And should not

my beloved, for her own sake, descend, by degrees from
goddess-hood into humanity 1851 Sara Coleridge in

Mem 4- Lett II 437 With an expectation of going back
into her original state of goddesshood the day attei x888
A Nutt Holy Grail 241 note. Who might woo without
forfeiting womanly modesty, in vntue of her goddesshood

Go’ddess-sllip. [f as prec + -SHIP ] = prec

Chieflym her {your, etc ) Goddess-ship, as a jocular

title.

x6io Healey St Aug Citie of God 58 To please her
goddesse-shippe 1675 Crowne Cahsto v Dram Wks.
1873 I 310 Go exercise your goddess-ship above a 1704
T Brown Praise of Wealth Wks 1730 I 84 Zeal for your
Goddessship's honour 18x8 Byron Ch, Har iv li, In all

thy perfect goddess-ship, when lies Before thee thy own
vanquish'd Lord of War ? 1831 Moore Summer Fite 323
And, lo, how pleased Her Goddess ship approves the air.

1833 New Monthly Mag XXX.VIII 179 Her Goddess-
ship’s qualities and attubutes

G-oadet, var Godet, Obs

i* Go’ddikm. Obs. = Godkin
1675 Cotton Burlesque upon B x8o A little Goddikin,

No bigger than a Sktttle-pm

Goddis, obs form of Goddess.
fGo’ddish, a Obs tare— L

. [f. God 4- -ibh ]
Godlike ; divine.

a 1547 Surrey ASnetd iv 17 OfGoddish lace some ofspring

shold he be
Goddize (gp daiz), v. rare [f God sb + -ize ]

trans. To make into a god
,
to deify

1593 Warner Alb Eng vn sexxv, He (whose Sowles
Soule goddiz'd her) xfioa Ibid ix xliv, 212 And fane,

lou'd, feard, Elizabeth, heere Goddiz’d euer sence 1B74

Pusey Lent Serm 246 A little created likeness of 1 ny
perfections ; a little god upon earth, goddized by the

presence ofGod
tGoddo’t. Also god(d)ote, goddoth, (-ut)

[Corruption ofGod wot (see God 10) ] God knows
a 1300 Cwsor M 870 [God speaks] Goddot, adam! Jus

said I are Ibid 11891 ‘ Nai goddut’, Jzai said, ‘sir king’,

c 1300 Havelok 2343 Goddoth ’ 1 shal do slou hem ba)>e

Goddspel(l, obs. form of Gospel
Gode, obs. form of Goad sb.\ Good.
Godele(n, -y, vais Gothele v

,
Obs

Godelich, godely, obs ff. Godly, Goodly.
Godere, obs. form of Gutter

t GrO'der-heal. adv. and sb. Obs. Forms’ 2-3

goder(e-hele, 3 -hsele, -heale, goddre heals, 3-4
goder-, godder-hail(e, -hale, 5 goder-hayll(e
[=OE *{t6 ) gddre hsele see Heal sb. 2 b.] A.
adv. (more fully to goderheal) With good fortune,

fortunately, profitably B. so. Welfare, prosperity.

Also as mt — good-luck !

c 1x75 [see Heal 2 b] curb Lamb Horn 65 Gif we
J>os bode Jjus bileggeS, ful goderhele we hit seggeS c 1205
[see Heal sb 2 b] c 1230 Hah Meid, 29 To goderheale
pin he hit J>oleS to fonde be hwcSer bu beo treowe 1297
[see Heal sb 2 b] 12x300 Cnrsot M 154x5 And godder-
hail ban sal bou se, For luue of Jus techeing. Ibid 23527
‘ Ful godderhail ’, coth bou, ‘mai fall, If bai als 1 wald, sua
wald all’ ct460 Towneley Myst xii 226 Ha, ha, goder-

hayll 1 I let for no cost,

+ Godet. Obs Also 6 goddet. [a. F godet ]

A drinking-cup (cf. Goddabd).
[1383 Durh A cct Rolls 420 Item unum Godet cum treacle

1384-5 Ibid 264 In capella unus calix, unum godettum de
cupro, etc ] *580 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Vn Godet,

a Goddet, a stone cup i6ox Holland Pliny II 482 C.
Manus after he had defeited the Cimbnans, contented him-
selfe to drink in a woodden godet and tankerd 1629— Cyrtt-

pasdia (1632) 4 He hath an earthen pot [Margin] Or Godet,

Godetia (gtfdrjia), [Named after M Godet a

Swiss botanist ] A genus of free-flowenng hardy

annuals, with large heads of cup-shaped flowers ;

any plant of this genus.

1840 Paxton Bot Diet., Godetia, Very pretty annuals,

well worthy of a place in every garden 1885 Bazaar
30 Mar 334/3 Godetias are remarkably showy plants

Go’dfather,^ [f. God sb + Father sb. see

below.]
L A male sponsor considered in relation to his

god-child v

According to the practice of the Roman, Greek, Anglican,

and some other churches, certain persons (commonly two
at least, a man and woman) assist at the administration of
baptism, make profession of the Christian faith on behalf
of the person baptized, and guarantee his or her religious

education In accordance with the view that these persons
enter into a spiritual relationship with the baptized person
and with each other, they were m OE denoted by designa-
tions formed by prefixing god- to the words expressing
natural relationship, as goasib, godf&der, godmdaor

,
god-

beam, etc The same terms are employed in the Scandi-
navian languages (ON. gntdStiir,fahr, -mdtSir, etc, and
corresponding forms m Sw and Da), prob as adoptions
from OE I he Du godmoeder, godvader (also goed-), re-

corded in Kihan, are obsolete (if they were ever used) in
Holland, but are still curient m certain parts of Belgium
c tooo Laws ofIne c 76 in Schmid Gesetze 56 Gif hwa

oSres slea goa-faeder xooa Will of Wulfric in Kemble
Cod Dipl Vf 148 Hit waes mines godfaider gyfu c 1175
Lamb Horn. 73 pet mon scule childre fulhten and heore
godfaderes ana heore godmoderes scullen onswene for hem
[etc ] 1303 R Brunne Handl Synite 1691 pou shalt not
Wedde py godfadrys wyfe c 1350 Will Paleme 4085

Alphouns his gode godfaderes dede him pan calle at kyrke
for hns ktnde name c 1386 Chaucer Pars T F 833 Right
so as he that engendreth a child is his flesshly fader light

so is his godfather his fadere spmtueel 1426 Audelay
Poems (Percy Soc ) 11 Oure godfars, cure godmoders *479
Surtees Misc (1888) 38 Whose godfadre was John Elwalde
1548 Hall Chron , Edw IV, 226 Whome for a farthei

amnitie, he had made Godfather to hys sonne Charles the
Doulphyn 1650 B Discollminiwn 44, I am glad God-
fathers are cashiered for his sake 1661 Except agst
Liturgy 25 The far greater number of persons baptized
within these twenty years last past, had no Godfathers nor
God-Mothers at their Baptism 1662 Bk Com Prayer,
Pubhck Baptism, Ihere spall be for every male child to he
baptized two Godfathers and one Godmother and for

everj female, one Godfather and two Godmothers *732
Law Serious C x (ed 2) 140 He refused to he Godfatnei
to his Nephew because he will have no trust of any kind to

answer for 1839 Dickens Lett (1880) I. 24,

1

must solicit

you to become godfather

b A male sponsor at Confirmation.
In theRoman Catholic church new sponsors are appointed

for confirmation

1549 Bk Com Prayer S y b, Then shall they bee brought
to the Bushop by one that shalbee his godfather or god-
mother, that euery childe maye haue a wittenesse of his

confirmacion *721 Sthype heel Mem II 1 4 The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, the Duke of Norfolk, Godfathers at

the Font, and the Duke of Suffolk, Godfather at the Confir-

mation, were served with like Spices, Wafers and Wine

e A ‘sponsor ’ at the consecration of a bell.

1498-9 in Kerry St Lawrence, Reading (1883) 84 God-
faders and godmoder at the consecracyon of the same bell.

1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav (1760) I 8 In the middle ages,

the baptising of bells was attended with much festivity

The godfathers who were unlimited, gave grand entertain-

ments. 1844 Dickens Chimes 1 ‘They had had their God-
fathers and Godmothers, these Bells (for my own part I

would rather incur the lesponsibihty of being Godfather to

a Bell than a Boy) 1851 Longf Gold Leg, iv Cloisters,

Conrad who stood Godfather to our bells

2. tiansf and fig (Often with reference to the

godfather’s naming the child at baptism).
The equivalent words in various continental languages (F

pairam, etc ) have certain recognized transferred senses,

which the Rng word has sometimes been used to render

eg ‘a name anciently given to a kind of seconds, who
attended and assisted the knights in tournaments or single

combats ’ (Chambers Cycl 1751, s v ) , also, under the rule

of the Inquisition, one who attended a condemned person
at an auto-da fe (cf Littrd s v Parrain)
1588 Shaks L L L 1 1 88 These earthly Godfathers of

heauens lights, That giue a name to euery fixed Starre

1592— Ven. 4- Ad Ded , If the first heire ofmy inuention

proue deformed, I shall be sone it had so noble a god-
father 1617 Mobyson Itin 1 37 After they had fined_ me
some Cannes of wine, and had made me free, it remained
that he whom theyhad chosen to bemy God-father, .should

instruct me with some precepts c 1626 Dick ofDevon 1 11.

m Bullen O PI II 16 The Popes Holynes would.needes be

Godfather 1 o this most mighty big limbd Child, and call it

Th’ Invincible Armado. 1645 Milton Tetrach Wks (1851)

220 When law contracts a kindred and hospitality with
transgression, becomes the godfather of sinne and names it

Lawfull [etc j 1674 Josselyn Voy New Eng. 219 America
so named from Amencus Vespucius, although Columbus
and Cabota deserved rather the honour of being Godfathers

to it x8x5 Sporting Mag XLVI 1x7 The author has

acknowledged but one godfather throughout hiswork 1839
Marryat Ship (Rtldg ) 335 The culprits whohad been
spared were led back to the Inquisition by their godfathers

+ b. pi In jocular use
:
Jurymen whose verdict

brings a man to the gallows. Also godfathers-m-

law. Obs,
1596 Shaks Merck V iv 1 398 In chrtstmng thou shalt

haue two godfathers, Had I been ludge, thou shouldst haue
had ten more, Td bring thee to the gallowes, not to the

font 16x6 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v ui, Not I, If you
be such a one Sir, I will leaue you, To your God-fathers

in Law Let twelue men worke a 1634 Randolph Muses
Lookmg-gl iv iv (1638) 79,

1

had rather zee him remitted

to the jayle, and haue ms tw elue God-vathers, good men and
true, coatemne him to the Gallowes

Hence Go dfathexhood, the fact of being a god-

father; Go-dfatherless a„ without a godfather,

+ Godfatherly a, befitting a godfather, Go d-

fathersMp, the position of a godfather

X5 ColkelbieSow in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter Club) 1047
Colkelby bocht Xxhij hen h eggis, and with tharoe bocht To
his gud sone, for goafadirly reward 1677 Godfethership

[seeGooMOTHERSHip]. 1807 Southey Let to Miss Barker
Lett. II 37 Danvers is one of those dissenters who look
upon gonfathersbip as a relic of Popish superstition.

1859 Mrs Gaskell Round the Sofa 328 These poor last

folks must just be content to be godfatherless orphans
114-2



GODFATHER. 272 GODLY.
and Dissenters, all their lives 1896 Du Maurier m Clitic

(U S ) 11 Oct 270/1 The kind thought which prompted
you to let me know of my godfatherhood.

Go'dfather, v [f. prec ] trans. To act as

godfather to ,
to take under one’s care, make one-

self responsible for
; to give a name to.

1780 Burke Sp CEcon Reform Wks III 347 The colonies
which have had the fortune of not being godfathered by the
board of trade, never cost the nation a shilling 1879 Geo
Eliot Theo Such 69 All which Views Were godfathered by
names quite fit to be ranked with that of'Grampus a 1884
M Pattison Mem 1 (1885) 50 Belfield godfathered me, in-

troduced me into his set 1890 Temple Bar Jan 19 Via
Garibaldi, street of palaces that deserves an antiquer name
than that of the recent hero who has godfathered it

GO’d-fea ring, ppl. a. That fears God, deeply
religtous

1835 in Genii Mag Nov 492 A good, God-feanng man
was he 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xi III 87 Those
honest, diligent, and godfearing yeomen and artisans, who
are the true strength of a nation. -1864 Tennyson En
Ard 1 12 A grave and staid God-fearing man.
Hence G-o dfearingtxess. nonce-rod
1894 Stopf Brooke Tennyson xi 386 Arden’s godfearing-

ness is not uncommon

t Godfright, a. Obs Forms • 1 godfyrht,
-ferlit, 2 godfurht, -fruot, -friht. [f OE. god
Godsb +fyi ht afraid of•—OTeut, *furhtjq- ,

cf OE
foiht afraid —OTeut *furhlo- (see Fkight sb

) ]

God-fearing ; devout, pious
<1x000 Andreas 1516 (Gr ) Godfyrhte guman, Iosua &

Tobias a xioo O E Chron an 656 Ic haue here gode-
frihte muneces c 1175 Lamb Horn 7 ^ef we beod under
sod scnfte and godfructe Ibid 27 Wei iscrifen and god-
furht. cxaoo Tnn Coll Horn 187 lob was ofeald man and
nhtwis and Godfnht
Hence f Godfrig’Iitih.ead, devotion, piety
c 1250 Gen

<J-
Ex 495 Enos gan ah wune Of bedes, and

of godefngtihed, for -hues helpe and soules red

t Go dful, •a Obs. rare [See -ful 1.] Full
of God, godly. (Cf. God-full

,
God sb. 18 )

iS93 G Harvfy Not Con/etiis'Wks. (Grosart) I 273 One
of the most sacred and godfull arguments, that the holyest
deuotion could admire 1593 — Pierces Supererog ibid.

II 202 They knew his mercifull, and Godfull meaning,
that [etc ]

Godhead (gp dlied). Forms* 3 godd(e)hed,
3-4 goddhede, 3-6 godhed, 4-6 godhede, (4
-ede, -heeds, 5 -heed, 6 St -held), 6- godhead,
[f God sb See -head, cf 'WDxx.godheit (Du god-
keid

), MHG gol(e)heit (G gottheit
) ]

1 Tlie charactei or quality of being God or a
god , divine nature or essence

,
deity.

a 1225 Ancr R, 3go pis scheld |>et wreih his Godhed was
his Leoue licome bet was ispred on rode a 1300 CursorM
561 His goddhed es in tnmte c 13*0 Cast Love 81 pat
bi-fallep to Godes godhede As wel as to his monhede.
a 1400-50 A lexander 5622 Sum grayne of godhede, I gesse,
wasgrowen 30W within c 1460 Towneley Myst xx 46 That
fatoure says that three shulcl euer dwell in oone godhede
1513 Douglas AEneis x Prol oy Set our natur God hes to
hytn vnyte, Hys Godhed mcommixt remams perfyte 1579
Fulke Confut Sanders 616 Some of the Gentiles thought
some prime godhead or power to be contained m their
images 1667 Milton P L iii 207 Man sinns Against
the high Supremacie of Heav’n, Affecting God-head. 1608
Ckowne Caligula m Dram Wks 1874IV 396 If Caesar be
a god, ashe pretends. His godheadm creation was display'd

1794 Coleridge Relig Musings 31 He [Christ] on the
thought-benighted sceptic beamed Manifest Godhead. 1856
R A Vaughan.Mystics \iS6o) I xgi Then hath the created
spirit lost itself in the spirit of God, yea, is drowned in the
bottomless sea of Godhead 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I

359 Do you mean that I do not believe in the godhead of the
sun or moon?

fb As a title : Divine personality. Obs
C13&6 Chaucer Knt ’s T 1523 If So be pat my myghtbe

worthy for to serue Thy godhede [etc ] 1587 Golding De
Momay xxxvj 599 As for CaUgwla, Domitian, Heliogabalus,
and others they were not so soonc dead, but their God-
heads were dragged in the myre lylce doggs *607 Shaks
Timon iii, vi 84 Were your Godheads to borrow of men,
men would forsake the Gods 1664 Dryden/Vk/ Queenm
u, Summon their godheads (quickly to your aid. 1718 Pope.
Ihad xv X17 Supreme he sits and sees Your vassal god-
heads grudgingly obey
2 a. The Godhead the Supreme Being ; the

Deity, = God sb g (Also 7 <zr<?/y without article
)

*357 Lay Folks' Catech 83 The first poynt that we sal
irowe of the godhede Is to trowe stedefastly in a trew god
c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 362 pis state or power [the secular
lords] is pe vicar of be god-heeae c 1485 DigbyMyst (1882)
II 182 Saule faulyth down of hys horse that done,

.
godhed

spekyth in heuyn c 1532 D u Wes Introd Fr in Palsgr. X020
Wolde to God that the Godheed full of goodnesse had
graunted to me [etc.] 1388 A King tr Camsius' Catech 5
The first personne in godheid is the father coelestiaU. 1622
Ailesbury Serin (1623) 13 The Godhead neuer was distracted
either from soule or body i67«Dryden Afiwv a la.Modem
1, 'Tis true I am alone , So was the Godhead, ere he made the
world a 17x1 Ken Hymnotheo Poet Wks 1721 III 354
Great Godhead Thou art eternal, pure Activity 1742
Young Nt Tit iv 693 In glory's terrors all the godhead
burns. 1879 Keane tr Lefivre's Philos 11 i8x The god-
head, whether one or many, has no place in the system of
Epicurus

b A deity or divinity =God sb 1 Now rare
a 1586 SidneyA rcadta 11 (1622) 149 Esteeming that could

bee no Godhead, which could breeae wickednesse c x6rx
Chapman Iltad vu 21 At Jove's broad beech these godheads
met. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 272 Hi’ huge long-taild
monkey is a godhead there [at Thebes] 1725 Pope Odyss
iv. 632 What Godhead interdicts the wat'ry way 1

? r8o8 J.

Barlow Cohtmb u 551 These eyes must see . yon bright

Godhead circle thrice the year [etc ] *876 Morris Sigurd
in 222 Lest e’en as a Godhead banished he dwell in the
w orld apart.

Godhood (gp dhud). [f. God sb. see -hood ]

1 In early use: —Godhead i. Now chiefly,

the state or rank of being a god
a 1225 A ncr R 112 [Christ’s flesh] euer was llrche cwic of

be cwike godhod bet wunede bennne 1563 Homilies 11

Nativity (1859) 405 Christ consisteth of two several natui es

,

of his manhood and of his Godhood 1579 Fulke Heskins'
Pari 105 Wee must know to contemper the perfect man-
hoodeand the perfect Godhood x6r3HEYwooD.Si/m'.<4,pY
11 1 Wks 1874 III 106 He by his power and God hood will

contract Botn births m one 1624— Gunaik 1 3 T he same
Philosophers attributed a God-hood to the Starres 1837
Carlylf Fr Rev III vii tv, Shorter godhood had no
divine man 1850 Hare Mission Coni

f

65 When H e vouch-
safes to come forth out of His absolute Godhood, m the
Person of His Son and Spirit 1876 H Spencer Princ
Sociol (1877) I 4*5 This elevation to godhood of a living
member of the tribe

+ b — Godhead i b. Obs
*683 E Hooker Pref Ej> Pondage's Mystic Dm 11

Momus who wold be ever carping (such was the snarl of
his goodli Godhood)

f2 = Godhead 2 b. Obs
160a Warner Alb. Eng /Eneidos 336 So farre off from a

Godhoode, as thou shewest thy selfe lesse than a man, and
woorse than a Diuell

t Go’dify, v rare [See-FY] trans To make
into a god, deify

,
also, to make partaker ofGod’s

nature (cf God v 2). Hence f Go dified pa. pple.
162* Bp R Mountagu Diatribge m 435 Here is mention

of Tithes to be payed vnto Hercules to be giuen after his
death and goddefying 1845 [see Devilikied]

t Go’divoe. Obs [a. F godiveau , of uncer-
tain origin ] A kind of forcemeat (see quots ), a pie

made from this; also godwoe-pie
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Godivoe (Fr in Cookery), a sort

of Pie fill’d with a deliuous Farce made of Veal, and several
other kinds of Meat ; or else of Carps, Pikes, and other Fish,
for Days of Abstinence 1725 Bradley Fam Did s v

,

To have a Godivoe-pye, you are to prepare it with a Fillet
of Veal, some Marrow [etc ] 1727 Ibid s v Eel

,
A good

Godivoe is to be made with the Flesh of the Eel, winch must
be pounded in a Mortar [1846 Francatelu Mod Cook 57
Godiveaux in general ]

GocLkin (gpdkin) Also Goddikin [f God
sb + -kin

,
cf Dii godeken (obs ) ] = Godling.

i8oz Coleridge Lett. 405 There was a Godkm or Goddess-
ling included in each 1819W 1 ennant Papistry Storm'd
(1827) 19 Aloft the godkm sits in pride, Exultin’ in the jokes
o’ men 1856 Masson Ess iu 74 The little godkm, Man, is

}
uite as odd as on the day he was made 1865 Mount Mag
uly 282 Who bathed in the baths ? Who worshipped the

godkins?

Godless (gp dies), a [f. God sb + -less, cf

Du goddeloos
,
G gottlos, ON. guSlauss (Sw

,
Da

gudlos ), Goth gudalaus ] a Of persons, systems of
thought, etc.: Without a god

,
not recognizing or

worshipping God; irreligious, ungodly b Of
actions, etc Done without regard to God, im-
pious, wicked. GodlessJlonn (see quot. 1897)
1528 Tindalf Obed Chr Man Pref 7 [He] disceaveth

him selfe and maketh a mocke of him selfe vnto the godlesse
ypocntes and infidels 1549 Covfrdald, etc Erasm Par
Heb Argt , Y« heathen, whome the Jewes aborred as vn-
leligious and godles <7x586 C’inss Pembroke Ps, lxxiii
111, See here the godlesse ciew all happiness possesse 1623
Bingham Xenophon 38 Txssaphernes a most godlesse and
faithlesse man 1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry 11

u. When I think of The godless wrong, done to mygeneral
dead, I rave indeed 1667 Milton P L vi 8ri Behold
Gods indignation on these Godless pouid 1725 Pope
Odyss ix 579 What boots the godless giant to provoke,
Whose arm may sink us at a single stioke? 1858 Sears
A than it. xn 249 The bat like fallacies Of our godless
metaphysics x86x Thackeray Four Georges 1 9, Military
men rushed thither to partake of all sorts of godless
delights 1873 Symonds Grk Poets vu 192 The glory of
godless Asia vanished like a dream 1807 N. § Q Ser
vni XII. 13 Nov. 387/2 The florin which came from the
Mint in 1849 without the words ‘ Dei gratia ’ is now called
both godless and graceless

Hence G-o dlessness, the fact or state of being
godless

,
an impious act

X553 Short Catech 66 a, The principal point of godlines is
to know God only To thys godlynesse is directly contrary

godlessnesse 1587 Golding De Momay m 29 marg
,

Many gods, saith Proclus, isgodlesnesse x6ia-xs Bp Hall
Contempt , O T x11 iv, It is an unmannerly godlesseness
to take Gods creatures without the leave of their maker
1866 Liddqn Bampt Led 111 187 The literal godlessness of
the Positive Philosophy 1870 A themeum 19 Nov 653 That
they should pass their lives in utter Godlessness

Godiet (gp diet), [f God sb. + -lei’.I A petty
god or deity

1877 Patmore Unknown Eros (iBgo) j27 Lest he devour
her and her Godlets both 1884 A cademy 28 June 450/1 He
might always be baffled by the incalculable caprice of those
innumerable godlets who are regarded as the creatures of
His hand *894 Daily News 27 Oct. 6/2 Many a local god-
let came off badly during the terrible floods in the Valley of
the Yangtee some years ago
Godliche, obs. form of Godly, Goodly,

,

Godlike (gp dlaik), a [f God sb, + -like ]
1. Of persons.: Resembling God (or a god) in
some quality, esp m nature or disposition

; divine,
*5*3 Douglas MSnets 1 v, 45 Is this the honour done to

thame bene godlikV *535 Stfyvart Cron Scot II 707 This
ilk Dauid, Godlike he wes, full ofdeuotioun 1596 Spenser
F. Q iv 11 1 A god or godlike man Such as was Orpheus

, — - . — ... ...... vjuuuite Ancel
answerd milde 17*1 Steeil Sped No 139 p 3 By such
Measures this Godlike Prince learned to conquer

7
x7«Pope Odyss v 256 Thus spoke Calypso to her Eod-liU

guest *800 Lamb Lett (1888) I. 156,1 think that a more
god-like honest soul exists not in the world 1852 Tenny
son Death Wellington 266 On God and Godhke men we
build out trust

b. quasi-twfc. After the fashion of a god
1667 Milton P. L iv 289 Two of far nobler shape erect

and tall, Godlike erect 1674 Dryden State Inuoc iv Wks
1883 V. 152 Praise Him alone, who god-like formed thee
fiee, With will unbounded as a deity

2 Of qualities, actions, appearance, etc : Ap-
propriate to a god; resembling (that of) God or
a god.
c 1555 Harpsheld in Bonner's Horn 3 Endued with most

heuenly & godlike qualities. 1596 Shaks Merck V ,n
iv 3 Madam, You haue a noble and a true conceit Ofgod-
like amity 1697 Dryotn Vtrg. Georg iv 139 Godlike to
behold, His Royal Body shines with Specks of Gold. 17™
Addison Cato 1 iv, To what a godlike height The Roman
virtues lift up mortal man 1725 Berkeley Proposal, etc
Wks III 230 An excellent and godlike temper of mind
1809-10 Cot eridgl Friend (1865) 32 The God like faculty of
reason 1830 Mackintosh Eth Philos Wks 1846 I 130
He was compelled to forego his work of heroic, or rather
godlike benevolence 1870 Brsant Iliad I m 81 Pans of
the godlike form Appeared in sight

b absol. (quasi-ri )
Cari yle Sari Res (1858) 1^6 Is not a Symbol evei

,

to him who has eyes foi it, some dimmer or clearer revela-
tion of the Godlike 1

Hence Go dlikeness, godlike quality; likeness to
God.
1649 J Cardei l Morbus Epidern (1650) 35 Godliness is

God-likeness 1825 Coleridge Aids Rejl Wks 1848 1 216
Godliness, that is

{
godlikeness 1839 Longt Hyperion 1 n

(1853) o The expiring God-likeness of Jesus of Nazareth
1875 E Wiutf Life in Christ n xi (1878) 117 The Holy
Spirit communicating to good men ofevery ageand genera-
tion God likeness and immortality.

Go'dlily, adv, Now rare Cf. Godly adv. [f.

Godly a, + -ly A] In a godly fashion.
*548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Mark 11 27, 28 Hebreaketh

the Sabboth daye godlily, who breaketh it onely for
the good zeale he hath to helpe his euen Chusten 1561
tr Calvins 4 Godly Serm agst Idol Aivb, Albeit God
doeth geue vs at this time liberty to serue him purely
and godlilye 1652 Colunges Caveatfor Prof xti (1653)
66 Feast dayes hohly and godlily celebrated 1691 Norris
Pract Disc. 319 1 eaching us, that we should live Soberly,
Righteously and Godlily 1798 Coleridgi Let 20 Oct Lett
(1895) 1. 264 1 his invaluable and infallible Medicine has been
godlily extracted therefrom by the slow processes of the Sun
Godliness (gjp’dlines). [f Godly a. + -ness.]
1 The quality ofbeing godly ; devout observance

of the law of God
,

piety.

*53* Tindale Exp 2 John (1537) 91 Chartte conteyneth
al exercyse of godlynesse 1591 Spenser M Hubberd 844
But what car’d he for God or godliness ? *597 Hooklr Eccl
Pol v 1 § 2 Godlinesse being the chiefest top and welsprmg
of all true vertues a 1656 Bp Hall Rem. Wks (1660) 122
Making a shew of Godliness and denying the power of it in
their lives a 1708 BHvriUDGK Thes 1 keel (1710)1 249
This worship of God m Scripture is called Godliness 1781
CowperHope 661 Bigotry Pretends a zeal for godliness and
grace 1802 Wordsw London, So didst thou travel on life’s

common way. In cheerful godliness 1878 Morlfy Carlyle
191 The same principle which revealed the valour and god-
liness of Puritanism

1

2

Used as a title (your Godliness'). Obs.
a 1656 Ussher Power Princes n (1683) 23X We beseech

your Clemency that if it so please your Godliness, you
command us to return to our Churches.

Godling* (g^’dliq), [f God sb + -lino , cf God-
D1KIN, GoDKIN, GoDLET ]
1 A little god, an inferior deity, one imagined

as possessing little power or of diminutive size

(Chiefly m jocular use
, common m the 17th c 1

In the first quot. perh a misreading for Gadling 2

7a 1500 Chester PI (Shaks Soc) I 157 Suche doterde>-

never shall make my righte title seace 1 But I shall

ktughtlye kepe it Agamste that yonge godlynge [Harl
MS 2x24, gedltng] *570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent
(1826) 394 What remainetb but that altars should be raised

to this our newe found Godlyng? a 1638 Mede Disc 2

Peter 11 1 Wks (1672) 1 242 Under-gods, or, if you will,

Godlings, which the Greeks call Daemon-gods 1693 Dryden
Persins Sat 11 (1697) 430 Thy puny Godlings of mferiour
Race, Whose humble Statues are content with Brass 1794
Wolcot (P Pindar) Pathetic Odes Wks xSxelll 232 Gods
of the Earth are Emperors, Popes, and Kings , Godlings, our
Dukes and Earls, and such fine folk 1853 Bailey Mystic

39 Isis twin godlings, silence and the light. 1892 Edin
Rev Apr 47T Gods, godlings and demons
attnb 1629 Drum m of Hawth xn SirW Moore's True

Crucifixe, Every painted wall Grac’t with some antik face,

some Godling make
2 An image of a ‘ godling
1762 Beattie Pigm $ Crams 34 He finds the puny

mansion fallen to earth, Its godlings mouldering on the

abandon'd hearth 1792 Wolcot (P Pindar) Ep to SirW Hamilton Wks 18x2 III 189 Send the Gods and God-
lings back again

Godly (gp dh), a. [f God sb. + -lyI
;
parallel

forms aie found in the cognate languages much
earlier than in English, as OHG, gotelfh (MHG
got(e)hch,got(e)lich, G. gotthch)

;

MDu god(d)elijc,

godhjc (Du goddehjk

)

divine ; ON guGligr (Sw.

gudhg, Da gudeltg) divine, pious (The early

identity in spelling of Godly and Goodly renders

some quotations ambiguous.)]
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1 Of or pertaining to God; coming from God,

divine, spiritual Obs exc. arch

.

In first quot =Theological, q v

c 1380 Wyclif Dc Reel 11 Sel Wks III 340 pes two god-

liche virtues [faith and hope] 1450-1530 Myrr. ourLadye

4 In the syghte of hys Godly forknowynge 1553 Eden
Jreat Neive Iitd (Arb ) 24 Yet haue they no knowledge of

dyuine or godly thinges 1567 Glide Godhe Ball (S T S )

i46Thow onlie Maker of all thing From end to end all

rewling Be thy aw in godly mycht 1583 Stanyhurst /Enas
11 (Arb) 66 flow’d to the godly Ceres « 1599 B Jonson
Cynthia's Rev v. 1, The grace diumest Mercune hath done

me Binds my obseruance to his godly will 1849 Saxe
Times 120 Daring the dangers of the angry mam For civil

freedom and for godly gam
2 Devoutly observant of the laws of God

;
re-

ligious, pious a Of conduct, speech, etc arch

Godly sort ov>, Tindale’s rendering (followed in later

versions) of nark &eoo Kvmrj

x$z6 Tindale 2 Cor vii 9 For godly sorowe causeth

repentaunce c 1530 H Rhodes Bk Nurture 789 in

Babees Bk ,
Delight to reade good Godly bookes, and

niarke the meaning well a 1533 Frith Disput Purg
(1829) 137 These works God would have us do, that the un-

faithful might see the godly and virtuous conversation of hts

faithful 1548 Hall Chron., Rich III

,

58 He . rendred

toalmightie God his haity thankes w‘ devoute and Godly
orisons 1641 Hinde J. Bruen xvm 55 ,

1

hold him woithy
great commendation for his godly care in chusmg [servants],

1691 HARTCLirFE Virtues 343 1 he fear and love of God,
* and godly Sonow, and true Repentance [etc ].

b. Of persons ; also absol as pi. the godly.

1529 More Dyaloge 1 Wks 1x6/1 The good godly man
Moyses. 1564 Brief Exam A uj b, Godly men may vse

them Godly, and to the glory of God 1597 Hooker Eccl

Pci. v xliv, The godly should be alwayes prepared to dye
1612 Drays Poly-olb xi 178 What age a godlier Piince

then Ethelred could bring? 1631 Goucfc, God’s Arrows 1

§ 12 17 Of the godlies exemption fiom the ungodhes
destruction 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant v 1 ,

1

am some-

what godly at present 1680 Otway Orphan Epil 7 Should

I the Godly seek, And go a conventickhng twice a Week?
17*5 Dc Foe Pant Instruct 1 vm, What, are you grown
godly too, Pin? 1840 Macaulay Hist Eng 11 I 165 Soon
the world begins to find out that the godly aie not better

than other men 4x863 Buckle Civtltz (1869) III 11 84
They were the godly men , and it was the business of the

ruling classes to endow them with benefices

f 3 Godly mother
,
a rendering of L. pia mater

,

the inner membrane inclosing the brain Obs.

1594 T B La Primaud Fr Acad 11 149 Besides this

skinne, there is another named the godly mother, which is

fine and very slender

4 Comb., as godly-hearted, -minded ppl adjs

1679 Kid in G Hickes Spirit of Popery (1680) 15 Many
Godly-hearted men in this Island 1856 R A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I 190 These are they whom Sfc Dionysius
calls godly-minded men

Godly (gp dli), adit. Now rare. [See prec.

and -LY 2
,
cf Godlily ] In a godly fashion.

*530 Tindale Gen Table exp Words s v Curse.That true

purgatorje of oure flesh, thorow which all must go that will

lyue godly and be saued. X535 Coverdaie Pro

v

xix, 1

Better is the poore that lyueth godly, then the blasphemer
that ls but a foole 1547 Act 1 Edw VI, c 1 Preamble,
Many Things well and godly instituted 1631 Weever Anc
FuneralMon 6g To have liued godly, and died Christianly

1871 Hawthorne Septimius (1879) 143 Now she tried to

talk reasonably and godly

b Comb. r as godly-disposed adj
; f godly-

learned a
, learned m divinity

, f godly-wise a
,

wise m divine things
1532 More Confut Tindale Wks. 502/2 Is not this wene

ye a Godly-wise waye ? 1545 Brinklow Compl xl (1874) 26
Makeno-uudgys therfore (I say) but such as begodly-lernjd,
and able to rndge between man and man 1564 Decrees
Counsel ofTrent (title-p

),
Written for those godlye disposed

persons sakes, whych [etc ] x6xx Bible 1 retnsl Pref 5
For all that the godly leai ned were not content to haue the
Scriptures in the Language which themselues vnderstood

1633 Bp Hall Medit 4 Voivs xxni (1851) 29 0 God, let

me rather die than justly offend thy godly-wise, judicious,
conscionable servants

Go'd-mamma . Used in childish or familiar

speech for Godmother
*8a8 Miss Mitford Village Ser itr 278 Cordially wel-

comed by all its members except ray godmamma 1837
Praed Verses in Child’s Bk 111. 4 A God mamma, wno
proves .-that she loves Her God child very dearly 1856
Lever Martms ofCro'M vm, So good-by, God-mamma
Go'd-ma*]!. [tr Gr deavSpos, BeavOpainos

,

cf

Du Godmensch, G Gdttmensch

,

F Homme-Dieu ]
One who is both God and man ; said of Christ
1559 inNe<tl//*W Puritans (1754) I 93 After the consecra-

tion [of the host] there remains not , . any other substance
but God-Man T597 J Payne Royal Exck 45 Yt ys God-
man that bathe fought and suffred m his humanitie and
yt ys the Man-god wch hathe conquered by his Devimtie
*654 Warren Unbelievers 39 All this constituted Christ
God-man 1666 Spurstowe Spir Chym (1668) 239 He who
is the Saviour of Believers is God-man manifested m the
Flesh a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet Wks. 1721 III 356
Mary

(
for the Mother of God-man design’d 1853 Kings-

ley Hypatia xxrv, Then clear and fair arose before him the
vision of theGod-man, as He lay at meat in the Pharisee’s
house x866 G Macdonald Ann Q Netghb vm (1878)
128 Jesus Christ, the living, laving God man.
Comb i86x W. L Alexander tr DorneVs Pers Christ

(1872) I 1 1 It will ever remain the ideal of human life,

that it is God-manltke

Hence Go d-ua uHood, the state or condition of
being at once God and man
1877 C Geikie Christ (1879) 4 Nothing loftier offers itself

to humanitythan the God-mannood realized in Jesus Christ.

*893 J Orr God ijt World vl 289 The God-manhood is the
wonder of all wonders

Go*dmo*ther. [Cf Godfather,] A female
sponsor considered in relation to her god-child.
c xooo Martyrol. in Cockayne Sknne 140 Heo slep act

Jraere godmodor huse. c 1x75 [see Godfather] 1303 R
Brunne Handl Syntte 1693 Also shal}>e womman wonde To
take here godmodrys husbonde. 1340 [see God-daughter]
c 1420 Chron Vilod sL 553 Hurre godfather and hurre
godmores X494 Fabyan Chron vn 435 They founde y*
Mawde was godmother vnto y° Kyng Charlys hir hus-
bonde 1548 Hall Chron

, Edw IV, 210 Christened and
Baptised, the Godfathers beyng the Abbot and Pryor of
Westmynster, and the godmother the lady Scrope. a 1649
Drumm of Hawth Hist Jas V, Wks (1711) 105 The
arch-bishop of St. Andrew’s & earf of Arran being his
godfathers, & the old queen, the king’s mother, his god-
mother 17x0-11 Swift Lett (1767)111 87 A girl and was
poor Stella forced to stand for godmother? 1849 Lytton
Caxtons *2 When the question of godmother and godfather
was fairly put to him, he [etc] a 1878 Princess Alice in
Mem. (1884) 78 Louis’s mother is to be god-mother
b A female ‘ sponsor ’ of a bell

1844 Dickens Chimes 1, They had had their Godfathers
and Godmothers, these Bells

Hence Go dmother to provide with a god-
mother Also Go dmo therhood, Go’dmo tHer-
sMp, the office of a godmother.
1677W Hughes Man ofSin 11 x. 175 Urbanus holds it

lawfull that Sons and Daughters of Godfathers and God-
mothers born before or after such their Godfather or God-
mothership, should marry 1741 Richardson Pamela (182,1)

I xlvm 376 My Lord Davers, and the Earl of C r shall

be godfathers, and it must be doubly godmothered too

1848 Dickens Doiubey v, Elevated thus to the godmother-
ship of little Paul Miss Tox was [etc ] 1863 Mrs Carlyi e
Lett III 190 But the Godmotherhood ? i don't belong
to the English Church

G-O’dness. rare. [f. God jA + -ness; cf. OHG.
gotnissa, -mssi ]

+ 1 = Godhead Obs
c X175 Lamb Horn go God is lcundehche on [>reom hadan,

feder & sune & hal^e gast Heore cunde is efer

wuniende on ane godnesse Ibid, iox pere hatjan Juem-
nesse is an godnesse

2 Divine element or nature nonce-wd
1883 G Macdonald D Grant 1 1

1

, n 10 It 1 ests with him
to cultivate either the godness or the selfness in him

Go-down. Also 9 Sc gae-down. [f. phrase
go down • see Go v. 78.]

1 A draught, gulp (of liquor) * Obs
The phrase six go-downs on reputation m quots 1690 and

a 1705 app. refers to some customary rule among drinkers
that each one must take off his liquor m so many draughts,
if he wished to maintain his reputation as a drinker
164X Wits Recreat Epigr 364 At three go downes Dick

doffs me off a pot Iota Fancies Y 7 b. We have frolick

rounds, we have merry goe downs 1690 D’Urfey Collin's

Walk iv 162 Many more whose quality Forbids their toping
openly, Will privately, on good occasion, Take six go-downs
on Reputation a 1705 Shippery in Hearne Collect 13 Dec
an 1709 (O H S ) 1

1

327 Then in true English Liquor, my
Masters begin Six Godowns upon Rep to our true English
King X708 Motteux Rabelais v Prol (1737) 57 Take me
off your Bumpers, nine godowns. 1755 Mem. Capt P
Drake I xvu 189 He held it [a flask] up to me himself, and
I took three 01 four go-downs. 1827 Sporting Mag XX 12

A bottle of wine a-piece, kept down by large go-downs of

brandy, is each man’s allowance 1848 Rural Cycl II 47?
Go-down

,
a single gulp of water, allowed to a heated or

fatigued horse while journeying or working

+ b fig A spell of sleep Obs
1687 T Brown Saints in Uproar Wks 17301 73 Apack of

drowsy sleepy sots, who fancied they slept several scores

of years at one go-down 1688 Crown e City Politicks 1 1

Dram Wks. 1873 II 112 Constantly after supper my eyes
us’d to call for their evening's draught, and I was no sooner
in bed, but they wou'd tope off fourteen hours at one
go-down
2 Sc * A guzzling or drinking match * (Jam ).

1815 Scott GuyM u. Sicken, a blithe gae down as we
had again e'en.

+ 3 . A welcome, acceptance (see Go v 78 g)
1753 A Murphy Gray's-Inn Jml No 52 V3 A Touch now

and then upon the Ministry, and a Stricture upon the Con-
stitution would have a pretty go down with, us in the

Country

4 . u.S. (Western) * A cutting in the bank of a

stream for enablmg animals to cross or to get ,to

the water ’ {Cent Diet )

Godown (gffudaun). Aiiglo-Indian. Also 6

godon, 7 gadonge, gedong, goedown. [ad.

Malay gadong
,
godong, supposed to be a. Telugu

gidangi, Tamil kidttngu ‘ a place where goods lie ’,

f. kidu- ‘to lie’ (Yule). Some early writers state

that these stores were subterranean, which may
partly account for the form which the word has

assumed in English.] A Warehouse or store for

goods, in India and other parts of Eastern Asia
1588 T Hickock tr C Fredericks Voy. 27 a, The mer-

chants haue all one house or Magason, which house they
call Godon 16x5 R Cocks Diary (HakI Soc ) I 15 We
delivered 500 sackes of wheat 440 out of our gedong.
Ibid 89 In full payment of the fee symple of the gadonge
over the way *632 R. Fitche in St Papers

, Col E bid
309 His bottles will be safe in the godown 1788 Ann
Reg 230 The godowns mostly earned away. x8i6 * Quiz ’

Grand Master iv 83 Which some parsee had brought from
town, And lodg'd it safe m a godown x86x Bp G Smith
Ten Weeks Japan xvm 254 The streets of Yokuhama are

wide . . containing on either side merchants’ godowns and
offices, 1878 J. H Gray China II xix 6q There are khans

which are depots or godowns for the goods of travelling

merchants
attnb 1804 W Tennant Ind Recreat. (ed 2) I 45 'J he

innumerable items of godown, and house rent

Go d-papa-. Used in childish or famihm
speech for Godfather
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser it (1863) 310 My dt.tr

and venerable godpapa, for whom, although we had nevei
met since the christening, I entei tamed the most lively

affection 1858 Athenaeum 25 Dec 829 Godpapa has a list

of a hundred places to spend his future summers in

Go d-pa rent. A sponsor
;

a godfather or

godmother.
1865 Pusfy Eiren 38 The exhortation to Godparents in

the Baptismal service 1879 Edna Lyall Won by Watting
xxxvu, Frances and Gaspard were to be the god-parents
1885 Ca*hohc Diet (ed 3) 210/2 Those to be confirmed are
brought to the sacrament by tneir god-parents.

+ Go'd-phere. Obs rate— 1
. [App. f. phete

Fere sb.1 * companion ’
; but perh. a misunder-

standing of the rustic godfer,god/ar— Godfather i

(see quot 1426) ] A godfather
1633 B Jonson Tale Tub iv ii, My God-phere was a

Rabian, or a lew, They call’d 'un Doctor Rasi So
One Rasit, was a great Arabick Doctor, Cle Hce was
King Harry’s Doctor, and my God-phere

G-odroon, mod. var of Gadboon.
God’s acre, [ad' G Gotlesetcker,lD\.\ Godsakktr ]
Properl}, ‘ God’s seed field V in which the bodies of the

departed are ’sou n ’ (1 Cor xv. 36-44) in hope of the
resurrection

A churchyard.
1617 Morvson Hin. r. 7 They have (as many Cities in Ger-

many have) a beautiful place to bury their dead, called Gods-
aker, vulgarly Gotts-aker 1646 Travp Comm Johnny 11

The Greeks call their Church-yards dormitoryes, sleeping-

places. The Germans call them Godsacre. [1668R Stfrlk
Husbandman's Calling x (1672) 251 Remember that the
heart is God's acre, a place prepared for the Lord ] 1841
Longf God's-acre, I like that ancient Saxon phrase which
calls The burial ground God's-acre 1862 Sala Accepted
Addr 2x9 That God’s Acre looks, with its white and grey
tombstones, so peaceful and so tranquil

Godsend (gp dsend) [Altered form, of God's

send, sond in God sb. 16 c
,
see also Somd ]

1 Some desirable thing received unexpectedly

and as it were from the hand of God, esp. some-
thing of which the recipient is greatly m want
x8ao Lady Granville Let eo Aug. (1894) I. 150 Even

a bore was a godsend 1834 Southey Lett. (18561 IV 391
Mr Telford has left me £500 This is truly a Godsend
1844 Mrs Carlyle Lett. I 29® If you will still send me
some books .they will be a godsend 1848 Mill Pol Ecou
V vu § 2 (1872) 529Any casual gam or godsend, is naturally

devoted to the same purpose 1892 G S Layard C Keene
111 45 Louis Napoleon was little less than a godsend to the
journalistic enterprise of those days

b , spec A wreck dial
16x4 Pegge Suppl to Grose, God-send, the wreck of a ship.

Kentish coast [1821 Mad D’Arblay Let to Mrs. Ptozzi
ip Mar , The inhospitable shore, where shipwreck is . con-
sidered as a godsend ] 1822 Scott Pirate vm, It’s seldom
sic rich Godsends come on our coast.

2 A welcome event , a happy chance.

2831 SirJ Sinclair Corr II 295 The peace was reckoned
a God-send, both by the fleet and army 1845 J W. Croker
in C Papers 30 Dec (1884), Potatoe famine was a godsend
which enabled him to open a long conceived design a 1859
De Quincey Ceylon Wks XII 27 By a mere god send,

more troops happened to arrive from the Indian continent

1885 Truth xx June 924/1 So far as the Government are
concerned, the defeat is a perfect godsend
G-odsep, godsepte, obs forms of Gossip sb

Go'd’s goo-d. Obs. exc dial [See God sb 16 c ]

f 1. Property or possessions belonging to God
(applied esp to Church property) , also, worldly

possessions, food, etc., viewed as the good gift of

God. Obs.
c 1400 Plowman’s T, 762 What think these men to say

That thus dispenden goddis good ? c 1460 Tawneley Myst
xxvit. 284 Forto sowpe we make vs bowne, Now of oure
fode, we haue enogh, sir, bi my crowne, Ofgodys goode
1 c 1530 Freirts Berwik 3x5 m Dunbar*s Poems (1893) 295
Heir is now annwch of Godis gud

+ 2 Applied to what is considered to be without

human owner, and therefore open to be appropriated

by any one ,
spec in Cornwall— Godsend i b.

1553 Respubhca iv in 28 (Brandi Quellen W3) Now vor

lacke ofa sallet, whan my Iyege hath neade, Cham vaine to

take an hatte of godsgood on my heade. 1693 Rokfjby

Diary (1887) 28 The cause of y° Orange Merch.'* ag* y°

Cornish Wreckers for God’s goods, soe (wickedly) called

3 Barm, yeast

1468-9 Brewers' Bk Norwich in Norf $ Norw Archwal
Soc. V 324 Wheras berme, otherwise clepid goddis good
hath frely he goven or delyvered for brede, whete [etc ],

and noon warned, bicause it cometh of #he grete grace

of God [etc ] 2542 Boorde Dyetary x. (1870) 256 Vest,

barme or godesgood 1674 Ray S $ E C Words 67 Gods
good. Yeast, Barm Kent, Norf, Suff 1887 in Kent Gloss.

+ 4. ? Grace after meat [?= God is good,]

1580 Lyly Enphues (Arb ) 230 He that for euery qualme
will take sl Receipt, and can-not make two mealea vnlesse

Galen be ms Gods good shall be sure to make the Phisition

neb, andhimselfe a begger

Godship (gp djip) [f God sb + -ship.] The
position or personality of a god esp as a jocular

title (his, your
, etc godship).

a 1553 Udall RoysterD iv 1 (Arb) 59, I thinke venly
Neptunes imghtie godshyp, Was angry with some that was
inourshyp. 1649 Milton Eikon xxvu 220 It is beneath
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the honour of a free Nation, to begg and supplicate the
Godship of one Fraile Man 1652-62 Heylyn Cosmogr
iv 1:682) 5 It seemeth that his Godship was not so much
respected by strangers 1690 .Drydln Amphitryon 1 1,

Mercury Your name and mine were used with less reverence
than became our godships 1705 Hickeringjli Priest-o 1

(r72t) 60 He accepted the Godship and Adoration
, with as

much Devotion, as Herod 1792 Wolcot (P Pindar) Ep
to Ld Macartney Wks 1812 III 136 The Man of Straw
F lew up and put their Godships m a fright 1823 Byron
Juan xiv Ixxv, I beg his British godship's humble
pardon 1829 T Hook Bank to Barnes 118 TJheir godships
dead drunk must sleep under the table 1862 MERtVALr
Rom Erttp (1865) VII lv 4 Lucan challenged him to
choose what godship he would assume 111 heaven 1896
E Arnold Bk Good Counsels 92,

1

am an ambassador from
his Godship the Moon
Godsib, -sip, obs. forms of Gossip sb

t Go'd-sister. Obs rare “* A female who
lias the same god-parents as another
1496 in Surtees Misc (1888) 50 God suster unto Jxe said

William Robynson

+ God-SO. tnt. Obs [? var of Gadso, after

oaths beginning with God's ]
1604 Dekker Honest Wh (1635) 13 b, God so, here’s

Father Anselmo 1606 Sir G Goosecappe t 1 m Bullen 0
PI III 13 God so Jack, I thinke they nave supt

Godson (gp ds»n). Also 5 gosson [f God sb

+Son : cf Godfather ] A male god-child
*90° 0 E Chron an 890 /E{>elstan, se wees ALlfredes

cyninges godsunu egoo tr Baida's Hist 111 v [vu ](i8go)
r68 pa onfeng he him & nom aet fulwihte baeSe , him to
godsuna C1050 Martyrol 111 Cockayne Sknne 74 He
[St Mark] was Peties godsunu on fulwihte C1315
Shoreham 69 Godfader wedded godsones child Fol wel
xq*oE E Wills (1882) 45 Iohn Forster my godsonne c 1440
Promp Pare 201/z Godson, or gosson fiholus 1501 Bury
Wills (Camden) 83 To sr Nycholas Kyng my godson vj .?

vhj d. and to eche othyr of my godsonys xij d 1776 Mrs
Delany Life ty Corr Ser 11 II. 208 He desires his love to
you and blessing to his godson a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
1

1

216 Your godson Was entered at Eton last May 1868
Freeman Norm Conq (1876) II ix 426 Earl Ralph had
left a son, a namesake, probably a godson of the great Earl

t Godsookers, -sokers. For other forms
see Gad sb 5

3. [a comb, of God's ; the second
element is unmeaning or corrupt

; see God 14 b.]
*672 Villifrs (Die Buckhm ) Reheat sal m 11 (Arb) 75

God sookers, you'l spoil all my Play 1687 Montague &
Prior Htnd. Sy P Transv 15 Godsokers 1 Why no more
she does not yet, fear either Man or Beast. 2688 Shadwell
Sqr Alsatia 1 Wks 1720 IV 15 Godsookers, Cousin ! I
always thought they had been wittiest m the universities

Go*d-Spee'd. [See God sb. 8 and Speed v ]
1 7o bid {wish) one God-speed, to utter the words

£ God speed (you) ’
, esp to express a wish for

the success of one who is setting out on some jour-
ney or enterprise

1526 Tindale 2 John io Yf ther come eny vnto you and
bnnge not this leaminge him receave not to housse * neither
bid himGod spede 1593 Shaks Rich II. 1 iv 32A brace of
Draymen bid Godspeed him well. 1776 Wesley Wks (1872)
IV 76 Everyone seems to bid us Godrspeed 1 1865 Lowell
Poht. Ess (1888) 229 Everyhumane and generous heart has
wished us God speed. 1878 Bosw, Smith Carthage 300
Fulvius marching by inner lines, amidst a population who
bade him God-speed, managed to reach Rome [etc ]

2. In substantival use, a God-speed, a parting wish
for one’s success.

1856 Kane A ret Eecpl I vui 90 Three hearty cheers
from all hands followed us,—a God speed as we pushed off
*887 R. Buchanan Heir ofLtnne vi, Old Sampson bade the
stranger a God-speed on his journey
b attrib. in God-spetddinner,party. (Cf Fare-

well sb. 4 )
1867 A themeum 26 Oct. 539/1 Lord Lytton will preside at

a Godspeed dinner to be given to Mr. Charles Dickens, on
Saturday, next week, November 2 1887 T A Trollope
What I remember II vu 127,

1

went, and the God-speed
party was a very pleasant one.

3 fig t a* The Godspeed (of a thing), the con-
clusion, finish Also, In the Godspeed

,
m the nick

of time Obs
1606 Day lie ofGuls iv G 4, But and I come to the god-

speed ont, lie tel em ont soundly *668 R L’Estrange Vts
Quev. (1708) 201 A Devil came in just in the God-speed, and
told them [etc ] *740 tr. De Monhy's Fort Country Maid
(1741) II 61 Had not the Curate interposed in the Godspeed,
the Inn-keeper had certainly crippled him. 1803 Mary
Charlton Wife Sy Mistress II 248 So the old housekeeper,
she comes in, in the God’s speed [fte]

*

b. At the back of Godspeed— at the back of be-
yond (Beyond C b).

1858 Trollope Dr Thornev (1859) ®3i Iff don’t leaveyou
at the back of God-speed before long, I'll give you the mare
and the horse too

Godspel(l, -le, obs form of Gospel
Go’d’s-pe nny. [SeeGodsb. gf ; so called froi

being originally devoted to some religious or char
table purpose. Cf. Du. godspenmng, G. gotte.

pfennig, OSw gudspamng\ F. denier & Dieu ]
1 A small sum paid as earnest-money on strikm
a bargain, esp on concluding a purchase or tl
luring of a servant (cf Arles-penny, Earnest
penny). Now only dial
1340 Ayettb. 01 be loue of herte, J»et is (jegodes penyhue

nude me bay)> alle )>e guodes of ]>e wordle. 1490 Bun
Rees, Ediftb. (1869) 59 That the thesaurer of the towi

proffer a godais penny and bye the same [vittaill
vpoiin a competent pryce. 1530 Palsg

.5*0/2 xxolde forthe thy hande, take an emest penny or

Goddes penny [F vng denier en arres or vug denier a
Dieu] 1603 Owen Pembrokesh, (x8gx) xgo Savmge onehe
in earnest peny at the bargame makingeW*1 the plaine men
called a gods penie 1609 Skene Reg May

,
Stat Gild 144

Gif any man buyes Henng and hes given Gods penme, or
silver in arles [etc ] 1625 N RidingRec (1885) III 11 254
His wife had formerly hired the said woman and given her
a Godes penny x66a PrpYS Diary 23 Sept , In both which
places at the making all contracts and bargains they give so
much, which they call God’s penny 183a Yorksh- Dial

,

Ah’d a godspenny at Stowsley market 1853, Robinson
Whitby Gloss

,
Godspenny, earnest money, generally half!

a-ciown given to a servant when hired. 1887 in Mid
Yorks Gloss

fig x6oa R T Five Godhe Serm 26 Admitting them his
tenants by giuing them the Gods penny or earnest penme of
his spirit

b A rebate given on making a payment
1885 Law Jml Rep LIV 136/1 ’Ihe legal effect was to

be as if the whole was paid down and a portion thrown back
as a God's-penny.

t 2 A penny given in charity. Obs.
1550 Crowley Epigr

,
Baggers Wks (1872) 16 Go fyll me

tliys quarte pot, full to the brynke The tonge muste haue
bastynge, it wyll the better wagge, To pull a Goddes penye
out ofa churles bagge

+ 3 . nonce-use. A broker’s commission Obs
1 1483 Caxton Dialogues <E E.T S ) Olyuer the brocour

wynneth by brocorage, with one goddes peny [F a vug
denier a dieu] twenty pound or thirty

Godsyb(be, godsypp, obs forms of Gossip sb

Godward (gp’dwaid), adv and a. [f God sb.

+ -WAUD ]A adv In early use to Godward (see Toward).
1 Of progress, tendency, etc Towards God

, m
the direction of God. f Also of love, affection,

etc Directed towards God
1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 83 To tille folk to God-ward,

I holde it no theft c *420 Lyug Assemb Gods 017 Louers
of Cryst, confounders of yll. And all that to godward yeue
her good wyll c 1510 More Picus Wks. 7/1 The litle affec-
tion of an olde man or an olde woman to godwarde [etc ]
a 1592 H Smith Wks {1867) II 489 Christ is the sole com-
mander, To lead to God-ward 1597 Hookfr Eccl Pol v
Ixxix § 2 Their colde affectiou to Godward made then
presents to bee little woorth a 1711 Ken Sion Poet Wks
1721 IV 410 My soul Godward springs for God alone
*842 Mrs Browning Grk Chr Poets Poems i8gd V 153 As
if, being in the world, their tendenty was Godward 1884
Congregational Year Bk 82 Anticipations of a nature
struggling Godwaid
2 In relation to God

;
with respect or reference

to God.
*39° Gower Coiif I 71 She, which was all honeste To

godwaid At night vnto the temple wente c 1440 Jacob’s
Well (£ET S

)

168 A-forn alle obere sorwys, |>» sorwe
muste he al opyn to god-ward 153: Tindale Exp 1 John
(1537) 3 But to Godwaide is ther no satisfaction saue fayth
in Chnstes bloude. x6xa T Taylor Comm Titus 11 12
1 hey hope they may haue as good hearts as the best to
god-ward 1676 Allen A ddress Nonconf 91 So far as there
is any ground to hope well of them in reference to their state
Godward *738 Swift Let to Pope 26 July, Wks 1841 II.
617 You are the most temperate man Godward, and the most
intemperate yourselfward ofmost I have known *824 Scott
Redgauntlet Let xi, His was a sudden call, no time to
set his house in order weel prepared Godward, no doubt,
which is the root of the matter x868 Gladstone Jut.
Mundi ix (1869) 376 AU other functions of our nature, out-
side the domain of the life to god-ward
B adj Tending or directed towards God

1861 Westm Rev Apt 533 Had he [Cromwell] been
merely religious,—had the Godward tendency absorbed his
being, and [etc ]. 1867 Monsell Our New Vicar 84

1 Priest
’

and ‘Altar 'speak of his God-whrd offiefe ‘Minister’ and
‘ Lord’s Table ' refer to his man-ward mimstratidns 1883H Drummond Nat Law m Sptr W. (ed 8) 117 Every
Godward aspiration of the soul

Godwards (gp’dwsadz), adv [f. us prec see
-wards ] = Godward adv. (Ong. to Godwards

.

see Towards )

c 1560 R Morice in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 25 Manifest
blasphemy to Godwards C1645 Howell Lett (1650) II
xi 22 What the Eye of a Bat is to the Sun, the same is all
human understanding to Godwards 1758 S Hayward
Serm 1 But they never enquire into their state God-wards
1839 Bailey Festus (1848) 25/1 Any heart, turned Godwards,
feels more joy In one short hour of prayer [etc] 1830
Robertson Serm Ser 111 h (1872) 20 When we speak of
the Church we generally mean a society to aid men m their
progress God-wards
Godwit (gp dwit). Also 6 godwitte, -wipe,

7 -witt, -wike, gotwit, 8-9 goodwit, 9 godwyn.
[Origin obscure ] A marsh -bird (genus Limosa)
resembling a curlew, but having the bill slightly
curved upwards The black-tailed godwit (Z.
xgocephala or melanura

) and the bar-tailed godwit
(2 . lappomca or rufa) are British species ; others
are natives of northern Europe and America.
Formerly in great repute, when fattened, for the
table.

°^ten USeC* t0 ren<*er ** aitagm, Sp fran-

[1544 Turner Avium Prsenp Hist C 3 b, Erasmus atta-
genam auem palustrem facit & uanjs maculis distinctam,
quod si satis exploratum mihi esset Anglorum godwittam
sive fedoam attagenam esse auderem adfirmare.] 1552
Rlyot Diet

,
A ttagen and Attagena, a byrde, which is

found in Ionia..Thei are deceiued that take rum for awood-
cocks. it is most lyke a byrde called amonge vs a godwitte,
*579 J. Jones Preserv Bodie Soule 1 xiv 26 Dottrel,
bmpe, Godwipe, Dicken [etc ]. 1591 Percivall Sp Diet ,Francohn

,
a godwit, Attagen. 1609 B Jonson Sil Worn

T iv 38 Halfe a dozen of phesants, adorenor twoofgodwits
x6xs Naworlh Househ Bks (Surtees) 25 A godwike and a
redshanke, ujd 1620 Shflton Quix IV viu 56 A God-wit
of Milan, or a Pheasant of Rome, a 1637 B. Jonson Horace
Praises Country Life 53 Th' Ionian God-wit, nor the Ginnv
hen Could not goe downe my belly then More sweet than
Olives 1678 Ray Willnghby's Orntth 292 The Godwit
called m some places the Yarwhelp, or Yarwip, m others’
the Stone Plover a 168a Sir T Browne Norf Birds Wks’
1835 IV. 319 Godwyts accounted the daintiest dish m
England , and, 1 think, for the bigness, of the biggest price
1766 Pennant Zool (1768)11 353 The led godwit issupenorm size to the common kind 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xi
129 The whistle of the godwit and curlew, came ringing up
the windings of the glen 1863 Baring-Gould Icelander*
The black tailed godwit arrives the last week m April
Godzyb(be, obs form of Gossip sb
Goe, var Geo, gully, creek

; obs. f Go v
Goed, Goof, obs forms of Good, Goaf 1.

Goel, var. of Gole a , Obs
Goen, obs. form ofgone see Go v
Goer (gffu si), [f. Go v + -er i

]
1 One who 01 that which goes (see the vb.).

*377 Langl P PI B ix 104 A gedelynge, a goer to
tauernes ! 1387-8 T Usit Test Love 11 1 (Skeat) 1 63 The
envyous people, whiche alway ben redy, both ryder and goer
to scorne and to jape this leude book 1548 Udall, etc’
Erasm. Par Matt 1 20, 21 The Angel brought the message
Leyng as a goei betwene God and her 1577-87 Harrison
England 11 x (1B77) 1 217 They mooue the harts of the
goers by such places where they lie, to yeme at their misene
a 1639 Wotton Parallel Reliq W (165:) 16 The Earl was
so far from being a good dancer, that he was no graceful!
goer 1734 SwirT Corr Wks 1841 II 725 The intervening
officious impertinence of those goers between us 1862
Latham Channel Isl m xiv (ed 2) 329 He was named
Rolf Ganger, l e. Rolf the Goer on foot, or RolfWalker
t b with adverbs, about, back, betzveen, by, etc.
1546 in Turner Select Rec Oxford 182 The procurers

therof and goars about theryn to be punysshed 1548
Udall, etc Erasm Par John 28 b, I haue doen the office
of a goer before 1601 Shaks All's Well 1 11 48 Goers
backward 1606— Ir Sy C in 11 208 Goers betweene *6**— Cymb 1 1 169, The goer backe a *6*6 Beaum & Fl
Little Fr Lawyer 11 111, These two long houres I have
trotted here, and curiously Survei’d all goers by 1668 R
L’Estrange Vis Quev (1708) 108 Some such Reverend
Goer-between, that’s a Well-wilier to the Mathematicks
a 1774 Goldsm tr Scarrou's Com Romance (177s) II 6
All the neighbours and goers-by came into the inn 1800
Bentham Wks (1838-43) X 356 Comers-in by bath

,

goers-out by death
c Of a horse, rider, coach, clock, etc

; preceded
by some adjective, indicating the manner or speed
of going Also simply

,

one that goes fast.

0x586 Sidney Apol (Aib ) 19 Hee sayde, they [horsemen]
were speedy goers, and strong abiders 1613 Beaum & Fi
Cupids Rev n vi, Is the rough trench horse brought to the
dore ? They say he is a high goer ; I shall soone try his
mettall 1697 Land Gaz No 3281/4 Stolen or strayed
a light greyNag about 8 years old, a very good Goer 1710
Ibid No 4689/4 She is hard mouthed but a very pleasant
Goer 1830 H Angelo Reimn I 205 Hence all his clocks
were ‘good goers’ *835 Sir G Stephen Adv. Search
Horse x (1841) 6 A charming goer so docile that a lady
might dnve him with a pack-thread 1843 Haliburton
Attach^ I 11 41 ‘ He looks . as if he’d trot a considerable
good stick I guess he is a goer’ 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1 iv, The Tally -ho was a tip-top goer, ten miles an
hour including stoppages 1859 F E Paget Curate of
Cumber-worth 81 My watch is a perfect goer *883 E
Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh 48 Several ol the
best and hardest goers of the hunt got off badly x886
Century Mag Jan 371/2A dog with a broad, bull-dog chest
is never a good goer

2 Phr. Goers andcomers (more usuallycomet s and
goers) : travellers or guests arriving and departing
c X400 Maundev (1839) xxvii 277 And so thei eten every

day in his Court, mo than 30000 persones, with outen goeres
and comeres 1526 [see Comer i] 1648 Gage West hid
xvih (1655) 136 Which never shut gate against any goer or
comer 1694 Echard Plautus 173, I shall have a fine time
on’t, if I must be bound to draw water for all comers and
goers 1885 Manch Exam 17 June 5/3 All the comers and
goers appear to be fairly well pleased.

1

3

A foot. Obs — 1

1615 Chapman Odyss xiii 329 His fair goers graced With
fitted shoes

GoetMan (go'tian), a and sb Also Goethean.
[f. the name of the German poet Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe (1749-1832) + -ian ]A adj. Of, pertaining to, ot characteristic of
Goethe, his writings, opinions, etc.

1840 Mill Diss 4r Disc, (1875) I 428 Such views are the
characteristic feature of the Goethian period. 1856 Mem F
Perthes I. ix 133, 1 find in these letters the Goethean
paganism 1884 J R Seeley in Contemp Rev Oct 496
What may be the value of this fundamental Goethian
maxim I do not inquire.

B sb. An admirer or follower of Goethe
1850 Marg Fuller Life -without Sy L -within (i860) 5*>

I am inclined to look upon myself for thinking them, with
as much contempt as Mr Carlyle or Mrs Austin . might
do, to say nothing of the German Goetheans
Hence Goe thiamsm, the opinions or views of

Goethe or his followers
1880 Vern Lee Bclcaro ix 233 You believe in Art for

Art’s own sake—Goethiamsm—that sort of thing, I know
Goethite, gothite (go tsit). Mm. [Named

after the poet Goethe (Gothe) by Lenz in 1806 • see

-ITE ] A hydrous oxide of iron, of reddish or dark-

brown colour, occurring m orthorhombic crystals,

also massive.



GOETIAN.

i8m Brooke Crystallogr 468 Gothite 1837 Allan

PhillipsMm 221 Goethite 1869 Phillips Vesnv x 28a

Gothite—Hydrous Oxide of Iron—is mentioned in ejected

blocks and dykes 1878 Lawrence tr Cotta’s Rocks Class

58 GSthite or stilpnosiderite is a mineral very closely allied

to hmonite rr
+ Goetian. Obs - 1 In 6 erron geooian. [f.

Gobty + -an ] One who practises ‘ goety
’

xe6o T Sanford tr Agnppa's Van Artes 57 b, It is no

maruatle if the Geocians [L goettci
]

doo btnde spates

with the inuocation of the name of God

Goetic (gflietik), a. and sb. 06s exc arch

Also 7 goetick(e, -lque, (8 erron. geotick) [ad

Gr. 707gratis pertaining to witchcraft (17 yor)Ttief)

liayeia, /lavreia^ yorj rda Goety) through. med.L,

goetictis or F gottique ] ;

A ad] Of or pertaining to ‘ goety .

1610 Healey St Aug Citie of God {1620) 353 Those that

20 about any such mischiefe with magical enchantments .

think they can hurt others, and that others by art Goetique

may hurt them 1635 H eywood Hterarch vu Comm 471

This Goeticke and Necromanticke Majtcke 1834 Lytton

Pompeii 11 viu, The theurgic, or benevolent magic—the
goetic,' or dark and evil necromancy—were alike in pieemi

nent repute

B sb X One who practises goety
,
a magician,

wizard, sorcerer

165a Gaule Magastrom xxvi, This is the reason why these

Goeticks onely make use of evtll spirits

2 = Goety.
1727 Bailey vol \l,Geotick a sort of Magick, performed

by the Assistance of a Daemon, the same as Geomancy

t Goe-fcical, a Obs Also 6 erron. geoticall.

[f. as piec + -al 3
= Goetic a

1569 J Saniord tr Aqnppa’s Van Artes 62 b, By
Geoticall mchauntmentes, and praters and deceites of the

Deuill 1652 Gaule Magastrom no Whether their dis-

tinguishing betwixt Magick Theurgicall and Goeticall

Goety (g0* Al) Obs exc at eh Also 7 gootie,

(6 erron geocie, 8 geoty). [ad Gr. yoTjrela (f,

70!7T-,7(5i/ssorcerer, wizai tl,app.f. yodeijrto wail, cry,

cf quot. 16x0), through med.L. goetta or F godlie.

\

Witchcraft or magic pei formed by the invocation

and employment of evil spirits
,
necromancy.

The erroneous forms geocie, geoticke, etc in this woid and
its cognates either proceeded from or suggested a mistaken

etymological association with Gno-
1569 J Santohd tr Agrtppa’s Van Artes si b, The partes

of ceremomall Magicke be Geocie, and T heurgie 16x0

Healey St Aug Citie of God (1620) 353 Goety worketh
vpon the dead by inuocation, so called of the noyse that the

practisers hereof make about giaues 1681 Hallywpll
Melampron vu 51 Porphyry and some others did distinguish

these two sorts [of Magic], so as to condemn indeed the

grosser, which they called Magic, or Goety 1730-6 Bah fy

(folio), Geoty,
geotick magick 1731 Br Lavington Entkus

Methodists tr Papists (1754) it 111 xgo In the Academy of

Salamanca they taught both Theurgy and Goety in the

Publick Schools 1853 E Smedley Occult Sci 237 All that

is properly called ‘goety
1

or the ‘black magic
1

of the

middle ages

t Gofe. Sc Obs. Also 5-6 goyf(f, 5-6 goif,

gof, gouchf, gowoht, gowff, gowife. PI. 6 govis.

[Of obscure 01 lgin
;

it is difficult to see what ori-

ginal form the diveise spellings can represent]

sing and pi The pillory.

1489 Extracts Aberd Reg (1844) I 417 The said William
sail offer and present his crag to the goyfs thar to stand at

the will of the said Thomas^ 1498 Burgh. Rec Edin (1869)

I 73 lo be set on the golf, and thair haldin thrie dayiv
1520 Ibid aoi The mercat for the selling of aitis and hors

come be halden at the govis aboue the lolbuith stair. 1330
Extracts Abeid Reg, (1844) 1. 129 To cause, big, and mak
an goif agame on the towne sid 1338 Aberd Reg XV.
141 (Jam,) His crag & hands to stand in the gofe 1394
Extracts Aberd Reg (1848) II 93 Hir cratg to be put in

the govts 1608 Stirling Kirk Sess Reg in Maitland
Misc. (1833) I 450 They salbe brankit thiugh the toun, put
in the govis, and banesit the toun

b Comb
, as gofe-staii

,
-slocks.

1538 Extracts Aberd Reg (1844) I 155 Thai ordane the

said Besse to stand m the Gowistair 1338 Ibid 309
Thair feit to be fettent in the goif stoilus xxuy houris

Hence f Gofe v , to put in the pillory ;
only in

+ Gowing vbl sb
1498 Burgh Rec Edm (i86g) I 73 The causof his goving

Gofe, var. of Goaf 1
,
obs form of Gove

Gofer (gdu far) dial. Forms i 8-9 gofer, 9
gopher, gaufer, gaufre. [a. F. gaufre (earlier

also goffre, gofre) honeycomb, thm cake, ultimately

of LG origin, see Wafer and Waffle ] A thm
batter-cake on which a honeycomb pattern is

stamped by the iron plates (see b) between which
it is baked
*769 Mrs Raffald Eng Hovsekpr. (1778) 165 To make

Gofers Beat three eggs well, with three spoonfuls of flour,

and a little salt 1847-78 Halliwell, Gofer, a species of
tea-cake of an oblong form, made of flour, milk, eggs, and
currants, baked on an iron made expressly for the purpose,
called a gofenng iron

,

and divided into square compart-
ments Lmc 1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Gattfers, tea-cakes of the

muffin sort, square, and stamped like net-work with the
* saufenng-irons ’ 1883 P Robinson Sinners 4 Sautts 1 14
Here, too, in Chicago, I found a man selling ‘gophers'.
. I do not know the American name for this vamsh-into-
nothing sort of pastry

b. Comb j gofer-irons, -tongs, also gofermg*
iron (see quots 1847-78 and 1876 above) . the

implement m which ‘ gofers 7
are baked.

273

1877HoldernessGloss ,*Gaufre-trons.s. bivalved iron mould
with long handles, in which gaufres are baked on the fire

1769 Mrs Rafi-ald Eng Housekpr (1778) 165 Make your
gofer tongs hot, rub them with fresh butter, fill the bottom
part of your tongs, and clap the top upon, then turn them,
and when a fine brown on both sides, put them in a dish

Gofer, var. of Goffer.
tGoffi. Obs 1 ai e. [? Abbreviation of *

goffer

,

godfodr=- Godfather Cf Gom] a. Agodtathei.
b = Gaffer x and 2

1483 Cath Angl 161/2 A Goffe, a godefader 1532 More
Confut Tmdale Wks 711/1 A verycoldconseeitof my goffe
that he found 1377 Mtsogomis 11 m (Brandi Quellen 443),
Cha bene sadlmge my gofe cuccolds cowe 1683 Yerksh.
Diat 33 See if Goff Hyldroth be gaen hand Ibid. 4g God
ya god moarne, Goff

Goff a (gpf) Obs. exc dial Also 9 guff. [App.
a. b goffe awkward, stupid, ad It goffo (Sp gofo),
of uncertain ougm

] (See quots )

1370 Levins Manip 156/37 A Goffe, foole, mono, lardus.
1678 Pol Ballads (i860) I 205 He calls the bishop Grey-
hen d Goff, And makes his power a mere scoff 1790 Grose
Prov. Gloss (ed 2), Goff, a foolish clown North 1801 R.
Anderson Cnmbld Ball i8Mymuddercawsmepeerdeyl’d
guff 1818 Hogg Brownie ofBodsbeck, etc II 186 Weel I
wat ye'll nevei get the like o' her, great muckle hallanshaker-
hke guff 1869 Lonsdale Gloss , Gof, a foolish clown, a silly

fellow, an oaf 1878 Cnmbld Gloss , Gof, Guff, a fool.

Goff, obs foim of Goaf 1
,
var of Golf.

Goffan, goffen. Mrn — Coffin sb n a.

1880 W Convw Gloss
, Goffans, Cofans

,
old surface ex-

cavations in a mine x88r Raymond Mining Gloss , Goffan
or Goffen (Corn ), a long narrow surface-wonting.

Goffer (gp'far), sb [ad. F gaufre see the vb.

In sense 1 the mod Fr term is gaufner ]
1 A goffermg-tool.

1863 Daily Tel 27 Sept, The thumb and finger get soie
and blistered fiom working the goffers

”

2 ‘ An ornamental plaiting used for the frills and
borders of women’s caps, etc ’ (Ogilvie).

Goffer (gp fox, go* hi), gauffer (ggfaf), v
Also gopher, gofer, gauf(fjre, (8 Sc. gowpher).
[ad. F. gaufrer to stamp or impress figures on
cloth, paper, etc with tools on which the required

pattern is cut, f gaufre honeycomb (see Gofer).
The usual sense of the English word is in French
expressed by gauffrer & la faille.] trans. To
make wavy by means of heated goffenng-irons

;

to flute or crimp (the edge of ]ace, a frill, or

trimming of any kind).

1706 (see Goffered ppl a ] 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker
xxi. (D ), I’ll have to get it [my ruff] all goffered over again.

18S B P Brent in Tegetmeter Pigeons xxiii (1868) 178
A small conical hollow, which gives the plumage the appear-

ance of having been goffered or raised by a fine pair of
curling tongs 1879 Mrs. A E James Ind Househ Man-
agent 15 Flounces and frills a dhobit [^washerman] will

get up and gaufire beautifully 1893 Crockett 1 Men of
Moss Hags ’ 233 Her cap was fairly and daintily goffered

at the edges

fig 1836 Aird Poet Wks 230 No plaited folds of favour,
crimped and goffered by ceremony
Hence Go fferer (cf F gauf eur)
1883 Instr to Census Clerks 75 Milliner, etc Gofferer or

Gopherer

Goffered (gpfsid), ppl a. Also 8 Sc gow-
phered, 9 gauffered, [f. Goffer v. + -ed l

]

1 Of frills, etc Fluted, camped.
[1378 Inv R Househ (1815) 223 A lows gowne of quheite

satene gowfre [=F satin gau/rl] crispit slower with thre

small coidonis of gold togidder ] 1706 f Watson's Collect

Poems 1 29 Ev’n his whole shirt his skin doth hide Gow-
pherd, Giatmzied, Cloaks rare pointed, Embroider'd, lac’d

[etc ] x86o B P Brent Pigeon Bk 54 Having the peculiar

curled, or as if it were goffered plumage 1880 Cassell’s

Mag June 441 The petticoats worn with short dresses

should have a ruche, or frill, or goffered border showing
beneath the diess 1883 Instr to Census Clerks 73 Goffered

Rouche Manufacturer 1888 Daily News 26 Dec 2/1

A little gophered mob cap with strings tied under the chm
2 . Bookbinding and Printing Embossed or im-

pressed with ornamental figures, esp goffered edges.

(Also mFr form gaufri )

1866 Bookseller's Catal
,

Sternhold’s Psalms, 1649. in

contemporary embroidered binding
.
gauffered edges 1879

Print Trades Jml xxvi 13 The tops of each card are

shaped and goffered 1894 Brassington Bookbinding xn
166 Henry VIII of England had many of his books adorned
with gilt and gauffered edges [*893 Zaehnsdorf Short
Hist Bookbinding24 GaufreEdges, impressions made with
the tools of the finishers on the gilt edges of a book ]

3 Ent Of the elytra of certain beetles Having
very prominent longitudinal lines or cannse, which

in many cases diverge from the base and converge

towards the tip (Cent. Diet.).

Gofforing (gp farig), vbl. sb, [f. Goffer v +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb Goffer ,
also, the

result of this
,
goffered lace, frills, etc.

1848 Webster, Gauffering, a mode of plaiting or fluting

frills, etc 1883 Fairholt Costume Gloss., Goffering, an
ornamental pleating, used for the frills and bordeis of

women’s caps, etc 1889 Century Diet , Goffering, flutes,

plaits, or crimps collectively. 1894 Brassington Book•

binding xu 166 Accordingly we find 19 the sixteenth cen-

tury . much pains bestowed upon gilding, tooling or gauf-

fering, and painting of the edges of books

b attnb. and Comb ,
as gofferingframe,

hand,

machine, process, work; goffering-iron, -tongs,

GOGAE.

an iron tool used for goffering lace, frills, etc ;

goffermg-press, a press for crimping the material

used m the manufacture of artificial flowers

1893 Northumbld Gloss ,*Goffertnframe, a frame made
for holding a series of sticks or canes between which a frill

is worked m and out m waving form Thewhole is clamped
by a screw 1883 Instr to Census Clerks 70 Lace Finishing

. “Gophering Hand 1863MRS HEmcmHouseh Mcuiagem
1013 *Gauffeung-tongs or irons must be placed in a clear

file for a minute. 1801 Morning Post m Spirit Pub Jrnls
(1802)V 180 The skin might be found useful in mending the

instep of a Hessian boot, or a “goffreeing machine *85*

Mayhew Land Labour I 335 Crimping and goffermg-

machines 1873 Knight Diet Mech
,
*Gauffermg-piess

*837 J G Wilkinson Egyptians m Time Pharaohs 41 T he

waving lines purposely impressed upon it [linen] by the

*goeffi eying [sic] process 1847-78 Halliwell, *Gofcrmg-
work, a sort of crimping performed on frills, caps, etc

[Gofysshe, see List ofSpurious Words]
tGog 1

. Obs A corrupt form of God em-
ployed in oaths (See God sb. 13, 14)
L. By Gog, Gog of heaven, Gog give, etc

*3 Gaw. $ Gr Knt 390
1 Bi gog quoth >e grene knyjt

c 1460 Towneley Myst 11 172 Gog of heuen, take it to good
a 1553 Udall Royster D iv vin (Arb ) 78 Slee else whom
she will, by gog she shall not slee mee
2 Possessive combs., as (by) Gogs arms, blood,

body

,

etc (cf God sb 14)
a 1553 Udall Royster D 1 111 (Arb) 27 *Gogs armes

knaue, art thou madde? 1575 Gamm Gurton v it, By
*gogs blest I know the blowes he bare away 1360 Rice
Wanton Bja, Bt *gogs bloud, I wene god & the deuyl

he agenst me 1519 Inierl, Four Elem (Percy Soc ) 18

By “goggys body I tell you trew 1 1375 Gamm Gw ion

iv 11, By *gogs bones he shal sure [etc ] *595 Pelle
Old Wives’ T Wks (1829) I 239 By gogs-bones, thoii

art a flouting knave 1602 Content Liberality 4 Prodi-

gality 1 iv in Hazl Dodsley VIII 338 By Gog’s bores,

these old stumps are stark tired 16x9 Fletcher M
Thomas hi 1, Gogs bores, I am well 1575 Gamm Gur-
ton 11 11, “Gogs bread, that will 1 doo Ibid 1 v, *Gogs
crosse Gammer if ye will laugh looke in but at the doore
Ibid. 1 iv, *Gogs deth how shall my breches be sewid

1369 T Preston Cambyses Bj, *Gogs flesh and his wounds
these warres reioyce my hart 1367 Trial Treas B ij h, By
gogs precious harte, euen so doe I 1573 Gamm Gurton
t v, Gogs harte, help and come vp. Ibid 11 1, Well done
be “Gogs malt a 1533 Udall Royster D iv vu (Arb 172
By *gogs deare mother, I woulde not leaue one stone vpon
an other 1319 Interl Four Elem (Percy Soc } 42 “Gogges
naylys, I have payed som of them, I tro *368 Like will

to Like C ij b, By “gogs nowns chad, thought tche had been
in my bed 1616 B Jonson Demi an Ass 1 1, To sweare by
Gogs-nownes 13x9 Intel l Four Elem (Percy Soc) 24
Gogges Passyon 1 sayd ye not thus *373 Gamm Gurton
1 111, “Gogs Sacrament, I would she had lost tharte out of
her bellie 1369 T Prksion Cambyses B 3 “Gogs sides

Master Ruf are ye so crusty? 13x9 Interl Four Elem
(Percy Soc ) 38 Why, “Goggis soule 1 wyll ye Breke poynt-

ment 1367 Trial Treas -E ij, “Gogs woundes these panges
encrease euer more 1602 How to choose Good Wife D 3 b,

He that with greatest grace can sweare *gogs zounds
Hee’s a braue man
t Gog A

. Obs Also / gogge. [App. formed by
substitution of on gog for earlier Agog (qv), gog
being subsequently employed as an independent sb ]

To set on gog, to stir up, excite, make eager ; also

to set (put) m such a gogfor (or of). To be upon
the gog of, to be eager foi

*573 Twyne JEneid What wroth what feare Sets these

or those on gog not suffring rest to shetld nor speare 1373
[see Agog], 1587 Hughes Misfort. Arthur hi 1 (1B28) 47
The selfsame cause which fust Set them on gog, even for-

tunes favours quail’d. 160a Breton Wonders worth hear-

ing (Grosart) ix/a, I set her in such a gogge for a husband
. that [etc] a 1616 Beaum & Fl. Wit without M ill 1,

You have put me into such a gogge of going 1 would not
stay for all the world. 167* Lacy Old Troop 11 (1698) it

You have put me in such a gog of marriage, that it will not
out of my head, 1673 0 Walker Educ (1677) 43 When
all Europe was upon the gog of fighting «

Gog ^ (g*?g) Obs exc dial. Also gogg. [Of
obscure origin

;
possibly f. the onomatopoeic *gog

to shake (see Goggle sb. 5 and vfi)

,

for the sense

cf Quagmire.] A bog, swamp
*583 [see b] 1623 N Carpenter Geog Del n» in (1635)

46 Waters bursting out of secret concauitnes, doe produce

infinite Fennes, Gogges, Lakes, and Manshes. <*1691

Aubrey Nat Hist Wilts (1847) 25 In Minety Common m
Bradon forest is a boggy place called the Gogges, where
is a spring or springs, rising up out of fuller’s earth 1847-

Halliwell, Gog, a bog Oxon 1834 Miss Baker
Northamptonsh. Gloss , Gog, a bog. * The land’s full of

gogs ’, or ’ all of a gog ’

b Comb
,
as gog-mire, a quagmire.

1583 Fulke Defence 1. § 47. 61 Though it be tedious for vs

to rake in such a gogmyre of your forgeries, and false

accusations, yet [etc.] tS6z Aubrey's Topogr Colled 27 r

note,
1
1 be all in a gogg-mire ’ is a North Wilts phrase for

being in what appears an inextricable difficulty.

Hence Go ggy a ,
dial., boggy.

1834 Miss Baker Northamptonsh Gloss ,
Goggy, boggy,

soppy; as heavy, deep land ‘ It’s very goggy In very
general use among our agricultural labourers.

Gog 4
. Sc [Origin obscure.] * The object set

up as a mark in playing at Quoits, Pitch and Toss,

etc’ (Jam.).
r8ax Blackw Mag Aug 35/2 The parties stand at a little

distance and pitch the halfpenny to a mark or gog, 1893
Northumbld Gloss ,

Gog, a boy’s marble, or taw in ring m
the game ofhoorey.

4 Qo'jgar. Ac Obs. i are. Only in gogar-gown,

\

some kind of long gown.



GOGET, 276 GOGMAGOG,
1494 in Ld Trees Aee Scotl (1877) I, 223 Item xv

eliis of velvous to be the King a gogar goune. 1495 Ibid

225 Item v ellis of Rissilhs blak, to be a gogare gowne
Gogathes, var of Gagate, Ol>s.

f
jet

Gogel, obs form of Goggle v 1

Gogement, obs. form of Judgement.
Goge(o)n, obs. form of Gudgeon.
Go'get. rare~° [Formation obscure.] (Seequot

)

*3$ Booth A ualyt Diet 224 The Gobins niger
,
a smaller

fish, is the Black Goby, Goget, or Sea Gudgeon

Goggan (gp gan). dial. Also 6 goggon, -en,

(? -ey ). [Oilgm obscui e.

Gael gogau is explained as ‘ a small wooden dish made
up of staves, and without handles but this, with cogan of
similar meaning (cf Cogue), is perh not a native word ]

A wooden or metal dish.

1586 Ini) ofA tkinson [Somerset Ho ), ij bassons q goggons
& dishes 1590 Wills <$• Ini’ N C (Surtees i860) 180,

Hi) dnnekinge potts, of tynne 2s 8d One goggen 4
fl 1593

Ibid 230, xij tyne spoynes, a putter goggey, and ij tyne
ladelles 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 60 According to the
goggans they lay hands on, so will be the trades of their

husbands

Goggle (gp g’l), s3. Also 7 gogle [f Goggled i]
o

I A. One who goggles rare.

a 1616 Beaum & Fi Knt. Malta 11 1
,

I am in sowce
I thank ye; thanke your beauty Your most sweet beauty
pox upon those goggles Ibid v 11, Do ye stare, gogles, I

hope to make winter bootes o’ thy hide yet a 1859 L Hunt
Sonn

, Fisk, Man <$ Spirit 11, O scaly wights, What ls’t

ye do 9 what life lead? eh, dull goggles?

+ 2 A goggling look ; a squint, leei, stare Obs
1631 Randolph, etc Heyfor Honesty) \,Chr But others,

such as your demure Cheaters Car That have the true

gogle of Amsterdam, a 1659 Cleveland Gen Poems, etc.

(1677) 127 Such a Goggle of the Eye, such a melodious
Iwang of the Nose [etc] *688 Marq Halifax Advice
io Daw, (ed 2) 9 Others will have such a Divided Face
between a Devout Goggle and an Inviting Glance, that [etc ]

3 slang In pi. . The eyes, t Also in sing . The
white of the eye
1705 Hickeringill Pnest-cr iv (1721) 227 If I should

turn up my Eyes, 'till the black Pupil be lost -tinder the
Upper Eye-lid, and nothing but the pious Goggle, and
innocent White appears, (that's a precious Man. say the
Women) 1710 Bnt Apollo III No- 96 2/1 Whose dim
Goggles cou d not bear the Rays of the Sun a 1763 Byrom
Dissect Beau's Head vm, Those Muscles wherewith a
Man ogles, When on a fair Lady he fixes hts Goggles 1813W H Ireland Scnbbleomama 141 Villains so often assume
dilTrent scowls, And glare with their goggles

4. pi (larely sing.) A kind of spectacles, having

glasses (usually coloured] or fine wire-netting,

fixed in short .tubes, and worn to protect the eyes

from dust, excess of light, etc } formerly also so
constructed as to correct squinting

’

(Apphed<r<)//r>7,orjocularly to spectacleswith round glasses

)

171S tr C'tess D'Annoys Whs. 406 A pair of blue Goggles,
hedg’d in with long black Eyebrows 1806-7 J. Beresford
Miseries Hum Life (1826) Post Groans xxxv. Pinking and
blinking, with his up-and-down-goggles, „full at me. 1820
Sporting Mag VII 96 Just call in St Martin’s le-Grand
II or some goggles for Mary (who squints) *833 Kane
Grmnell Exp xli (1856) 380 A disk of hard wood, with
a simple slit we found a better protection thap the goggle
or colored lens. 1868 Dickens Uncomm Trasi< xxu, A little

spare man who sat breaking stones regarding me myste-
1 lously through his dark goggles of wire *879 T. Hardy
Return Native iv. 11, The goggles he was obliged Jto wear
over his eyes
Comb *810W Taylor in Monthly Rev. LX 1 1 502 But

place goggle spectacles over this focus of expression, and
a slight change of dress will deceive us as to the person

b. (See quot.) '

*8o8 Jamieson, Goggles, hhnds for horses that are apt
t& take fright, to prevent -their seeing obietts from behind, S.
*8*8 in Todd. *8*8 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

II 5 . pi The goggles, a disease of sheep; the
staggers or sturdy
With the sense cf the dialect (Hants, Wilts, Glouc)

phrase 1 all ofa goggle all shaking, giddy
1793 J. Claridge Agnc. Dorset ix A disorder peculiar to

sheep, called the Goggles, the first symptoms is a violent
itching, which is soon succeeded by a dizziness in the head,
staggering of gait [etc ] 1807 Vancouver Agnc Devon
(18x3) 343 The goggles is a disease sometimes, though
rarely, experienced on the confines of/Somerset and Dorset.
x8*5 Loudon Encycl Agiic § 6524 Staggers, gid, tumsick,
goggles [etc.] are all popular terms for hydatids, or an
animal which finds its way to the brain. *893 in North-

untbld Gloss, Goggles, a disease in sheep

Goggle (gp gU<*. Also 6 gogle, gogy.il, google.
[Properly the vbl. stem Gogglem Qomb

,
the purely

adjectival use being a modern development.] Of
the eye Protuberant, prominent, full and rolling,

also, + squinting.

*540 Rainold ByrthMankynde n 78 t^Yfthe chyldehaue
google eyes [L strobes oculos] *544 Phaer Regim Lyfe
(1346) Ccy d, Of gogle eyes. *563 Mirr Mag , Hastings
Ixxi, Lowryng on me with the goggle eye 1667 Cotton
Virg. Travest iv 106 The Queen in wrathful wise, Rowling
about her goggle eyes, 1680 Baxter Cath Comm-un § ix

(1684) 38 If goggle Eyes judge each hne to be a yard dis-

tant from another, I cannot cure them 1774 Goldsm. Hist
Earth VI. 239 He [a shark] is furnished with great goggle
eyes 1840 Thackeray PansSk Bk (1869) 177 His goggle
eyes were always rolling about wildly 1883 6. S Forbes
Wild Life m Canarct 105 The face was broad, the mouth
wide, the eyes goggle

Goggle (gp g’l), f 1 Forms 4 gogel, 5-7 gogle,
6 google, 6-goggle [Perh, a frequentative of an
onomatopoeic *gog, expressive of oscillating move-
ment (cf. jog, joggle)

; cf. Gog sb .
2 and sb 3

; also

Goggle^. 5. It may he noticed that mod Welsh
and Gaelic have several words of similar form and
sense . Welsh gogt to shake, Gael gog a nodding or
tossing of the head,gogshiltl (? fromEng ) a goggle-

eye. The verb, like the combinations goggle-eye,

-eyed, first becomes common m the 16th c ,
and is,

with the few exceptions given under II, always used
of movement of the eye, though m later use its

meaning has been somewhat altered.

The Gaelic forms gogettd
,
gogaild, gogaill, gogag, ‘a

light-headed woman, giddy female, coquette ’, are prob not
related to gog and its derivatives, but merely adaptations of
earlier English cocket— Coquette ]

I 1 intr Of persons . To turn the eyes to one
side or other, to look obliquely, to squint

,
also to

goggle with the eyes and to goggle at (a thing). In
later use, to look with widely-opened, unsteady
eyes ; to roll the eyes about Now rare
c 1380 Wyclif Whs (1880) 341 Pharesees alargen her browes
& gogelen fer fro goddis lawe 1544 Phaer Regim Lyfe
(1360) X nij a, Lay the chylde so that he may not
tume hys eyes on ether of both sides If yet he begin to
gogle, than set y“ cradell after such a fourme, that the light
may be on y« contrary syde 1563-87 Foxe A tf M (1684)
II 431 An old rotten stock wherein a man should stand
inclosed with an hundied wyers to make the image goggle
with the eyes 1616 R C Times' Whistle vu. 3099 He
squints, and she doth gogle wondrous faire 1664 Butlfr
Hud it 1 120 Which made him hang the Head and scoul
And wink and goggle like an Owl. *671 Ckowne Juliana
1 9 ’Tis true, he doth not goggle at it so plain, as Mr
Mumpsimus o' Curland doth ,

but he squints at it fear-

fully 1742 Richardson Pamela IV 319 1 he poor little

Thing lies on the Nurses Lap goggling and staring

with its Eyes 1757 Foote Author Epil
,
Wks 1799 I 129

Look, my Lord 1—She goggles ' 1830 Galt Laiune T
vi 11. (1849) 236 A sum tnat I thought would make the old
man goggle 1880 W Corwin, Gloss s v , Stand goggling
for gapes like an owl at an eagle.

b. Of the eyes To turn to one side, to squint.

In modern use, to project from the head and move
unsteadily* to roll.

1540. Reynold Byrtk Mankynde n 79 Marke on whiche
syde that theeyes do gogle. 1584 R Scot Discov Witcher
VU vi 138 The wlers that made their eies gogle *683
Drydcn Plutarch 42 She came out foaming at the mouth,
her eyes goghng, her breast heaving [etc ] *850W Irving
Goldsm xxxix. (1851) 334 His eyes goggled with eagerness
*855 Thacktrav Newcomes I * Tne frog’s hideous large
eyes were goggling out of his head *870 Earl Desart
Kelverdale I. iv 45 His large eyes goggled and watered
as he kept them fixed upon the piece of sugar.

2. trans. To turn (one’s eye) to one side, or (in

modern use) from side to side with an unsteady
motion. Also with about.

*583 Stanyhurst JEiteis l (Arb) 32 Whilst in temple
corners he gogled his eyesight Wayting for Dido *6*6

J Lane Coni Sqr ’s T vu 572 So with a crooked curtchie,
wried aright, goglinge bothe eies *7*3 Stfele Enghshm
Nqj 8 50 The Wagg goggled his Eyes, and then fixing
them dreadfully upon the Fellow 1829 T L Peacock Mts-
fort Elphin xi 147 The stranger goggled about his eyes in
an attempt to fix them steadily on 1 altesin *884 Harper's
Mag Oct 695/1 He could, goggle bis eyes at Agnes

II 3 . intr. To sway or roll about; move
loosely and unsteadily. Also to goggle with the

head, to shake or wag the head. Obs exc. dial
c *400 Beryn *63 Then passed they forth boystly, goglyng

with hir hedis 1519 Horman Vulg 149 Maydens : that cary
geere vpon theyr heed putte a wrethe of haye betwene the
vessell and theyr heed to stay it from goglynge ax650
Robin Hood 26 m Furmv Percy Folio MS I 16 But Robin
did on this old mans hood, itt gogled on his crowne 1893
Wilts Gloss

,
Goggle

,
to shake or tremble, as a table with

one leg shorter than the others.

*j*4 trans To cause to shake fig
*576 Newton Lemnje's Complex. 11, 97 b, Y‘ lack wherof

googleth [158* gogleth] theyr vnstayed heades, and caryeth
them into many inordinate pranckes of childish? insolencie

Goggle (gp g’l), v 2 [Onomatopoeic • an occa-

sional substitute for Gobble, as suggesting a similar

sound, but made more in the throat.]

1 trans =Gobbled1i.
x6n Cotgr

,
Gonlardi

,
gulped, or goggled downe Ibid

,

Gotilarder, to_raume, goggle, glut vp, swallow downe,
huge morsells, or mouthfulls *888 [see 2]

2. tntr. = Gobble v 2

183* Mrs Carlyle Lett (1889) *86 The Bubbly goggelmg
neither sweetly nor profitably *888 Sheffield Gloss , Goggle,
to swallow, to make a gurgling noise in the throat

Go ggled, ppl. a Now rare [f. Goggle vX
+ -ed” ] Of the eyes = Goggle a
1503 Kalender Skeph (16 56) xln, A person that is Blear-

eyed, gogled & squint 1589 Hay any Work 7 Vnnatural
squint gogled eies 1664 Power Exp Philos 1 9 A Louse,
her two eyes were like two black beads, gogled and pro-
tuberant *872 Dasent Three to One II 30 One eye was
bigger and more goggled than the other,

Goggle-eye (g^g’l^i ). [See Goggle a. and v ]

fa One who squints (obs ). -fta Obliquity of
vision; squinting (obs.). c. U.S = Goggler 2

d (Seequot 1897)
c 1440 Promp Parv 199/1 Glyare or goguleye ,

limits
,

strobe 1822-34 Good s Study Med, (ed 4) III 183 This
disease, in colloquial language now called squinting, was
formerly denominated goggle-eye 1883 Fisheries Exhib
Catal (ed 4) 160 Two Kegs of Pickled Goggle-eyes *897
Webster, Goggle eye

,
one of two or more species ofAmerican

fresh-water fisnes of the family Centrarchidst.

Goggle-eyed (gp'g’Mid), a. [f. goggle eye (see

Goggle a ) 4- -ed 2
] Having prominent, staring or

rolling eyes , also, + squint-eyed
*382 WyclifMark ix 46 1 1 is good to tbee for to entre eoml

y?ed in to rewme of God, than [etc ] *484 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce (1889) 7 Whan the porter byheld hym he perceyued
that he was goglyed And the goglyed wold paye nought
c *5*5 Cocke Lorell's B 5 Gogle eyed tomson shepster of
lyn *530 Pal&gr 226/1 Goggleyed man, loveke *6«
Quarles Embl v xiv (1718) 302 Giddy doubt, and goggle-
ey’d suspicion *7*1 Swirr Jml to Stella 12 July. Young
Manley’s wife is goggle eyed, and looks like a fool 1844
Dickens Mart Chnz ix, He’s the most hideous, goggle-eyed
creature.

J

b Goggle-eyed Goggler 2.

*884-5 [see Goggler],

Goggler (gp glsi) [f. Goggle vX+ -eb 1.]

1 slang An eye.
*82* sportingMag.Vlll 234 Every goggler had the com-

batants within its focus *822 Blackiv Mag XI 163 How
plain folks roll’d their gogglers *84oThackfray Bedford-
Row Conspir in, Her ladyship turning her own grey
gogglers up to heaven *

2 US (See quot

)

*884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) III 187 The big eyed
scad, also more generally known as the goggler, and goggle-
eyed Jack—the Trachnrops crumenopthalmu

s

of natu-
ralists The very large prominent eyes are the most striking
featuie of the fish

Goggling (gp ghg), vbl sb [f Goggle v 1 +
-ing 1

J The action of the vb. Goggle
*540 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 11 79 By this meane, the

goglynge ofthe eyes maye bee retorned to the ryghte place,
*65* Randolph, etc Heyfor Honesty 11 111, Ihy eyes Un-
constant goghng, call thee guilty

Goggling (gp gliij), ppl a [f Goggle vX +
-ing -c.J That goggles, in senses of the vb
a *586 Sidney Arcadia 11 (1598) 226 They that see with

goggling eyes. 1599 Harsnet Fraud Pract J Darrel
in 216 His eyes were somewhat goghng out, but otherwise
no more than ordinary *6i* Coryat Crudities 180 Medu-
saes head with great gogling eyes *6*8 Wither Motto,
Nec Luro Wks (1633) 550 Places from whose ever-gogling
station, all May at the pleasure of another fall *825 Hogg
Q Hynde 77 Ihe stars were sprinkled o’er the night, With
goggling and uncertain light *875-7 Ruskin Mom tit

Florence {1881) 5* Faces with goggling eyes and rigid lips

(gP gh ), a [f Goggle sb + -y *.]

+ 1 Of eves Goggle, goggling Obs.
£11693 Aubrey Lives, Birkenhead (1898) 1. 105 He was of

midling stature, great goggli eies

2 Of sheep Affected with the * goggles (Cf.

Glouc. dialect goggly giddy )

1840 Jml R. Agiic Soc I in 297, 1 once knew a flock of
200 sheep, 64 of which died goggly
Gogin, obs form of Gudgeon
+ Go-gingstool. Obs. Also gogmstole. [Var.

CUOKING-STOOL.]
*679 Blount A nc Tenures 151 This Gogmgstool is the

same which in our Law Books is written Cuckingstool *797
Tomlins Jacob's Law Diet s v Castigatory

, It is also
termed gogmstole and cokestole

Gogion, Gogle, obs ff Gudgeon, Goggle,

Goglet 1
(gp glet), gugglet (gv glet) Anglo-

Indian Also 7 gurgulet, 9 guglet, gurglet [ad

Pg. gorgoleta, 1 an earthen and narrow-mouthed
vessel, out of which the water runs and guggles’

(Lacerda Pg. JDut.)
,
cf F. gargoulette of similar

meaning. The English foims may be due to asso-

ciation with Goggle vX, Guggle v ] A long-

necked vessel for holding water, usually made of

porous earthenware, so that the contents are kept

cool by evaporation
1698 Fryer Acc E India $ P 47 Gurgulets and Jars,

which are Vessels made of a porous kind of Earth *766

Clive in Long Govt Rec (1869) 406 (Y ) To have a man
with a Goglet of water ready to pour on his head 1855

R F Burton Ptlgr ElMedtnak Sf Meccah 1 1 xix 196 The
earth is sweet and makes excellent gugglets *879 Blackw
Mag Jan 55 They trusted to the porous goglets for cooling

the water. 1880 L Wallace Ben-Hur 10 A sponge and a
small gurglet of water

+ Go’glet 2
. Obs. iare ~ 1 (See quot )

*688 R Holme Armoury hi 271/2 A kind ofa Drinking

Cup or Vessel made off the higher end, or the small top of

a Bull or Cows Horn It is by some Gentlemens Buttlers

termed a Souce, or Goglet, or Goblet

f Go’gmago g. Obs [f Goemagot, the greatest

of the British giants, accoiding to Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth ; altered after the biblical names Gog and

Magog (Ezek xxxvni-xxxix) ] A giant, a man of

immense stature and strength
[c 1205 Lay 1806 Geomagog Godes wiSer-saka *297

R Glouc (Rolls) 508 Gogunagog was a geant, suibe gret

& strong c 1330 R Brunne Citron Wace (Rolls) 1763

Gogmagog was strong, gret, & bold *5S9 Mtrr Ma?

,

Owen Glendour xxiti. Affirming Henry to be Gogmagog ]

c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears ill 111 mArchiv Stud d new Spr.

(1897), Harpyes, Gogmagogs, lemures 1605 Pryall Chey,

11 1 in Bulten 0 PI ill 289 And thou hast under thy

charge any other then Pigmies I am a Gogmagog *63°,J-

Taylor (Water P ) Laugh 4- be Fat Wks 11 73/1 Thy boojte

he titles Gogmogog the nuge
Hence f G-ogmago tical as huge as Gogma-
gog ( Gogmagot).
1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Laugh 4r be Fat Wks 11 69 In

a huge volume Gogmagoticall

Gogon, Gogram, obs. ff Gudgeon, Grogkam
Gogul, var. of Googul
Gogyll, Gogyn(e, obs. ff. Goggle a

,

Gudgeon
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G-ohode, obs form of Goad sb.1

I*
Goi'kert. Obs /are- 1

. An alleged name for

the hare

a 1325 Name* Hare in Rcl Ant I 133 The giasbiteie,

tl

Groidei (goi'del). lint [a OIi C61del (pi.

Gthdtl), a Gaft,. See Gvdhetjo.] A Gate m
the widest sense , 1. e a person belonging to that

branch of the Celtic people represented by the

Irish and the Highlanders of Scotland, in contra-

distinction to the Brylhonic or Cymnc blanch

represented by the Welsh, Cornish, and Bretons

,882 Rhys Celtic Britain 3 As theie is a tendency in this

country now to understand by the woid Gael the Gael of

the North alone, we shall speak of the group generally as

Goidels and Goidelic 1889 I Taylor Ong Aryan* 80 The
second invasion was that of the Brittones . dimng the

Goidels before them to the West and North

Cfoidelic (goide lik), a and sb, [f prec. + -to ]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Goidels B sb

The language of the Goidels (Cf Gadhelic )

1882 Rhys Celtic Bntain 196 This could only happen
through the medium of men who spoke Goidelic 1896 Sir

H Maxwell Hist. Dumfries etc. 11. 32 Novantia, howevei,

lemamed Pictish,—i e Goidelic—in speech and 1 ace 1897

An\v\ l Welsh Giant §2 The Celtic branch falls into two
groups —1 The Goidelic, consisting of Ei se or Irish Gaelic,

Scottish Gaelic, and Manx Gaelic 2 1 he Ilrythonic.

G-oien, obs form of Gudgeon
Goif, obs form of Gove v 1

Goile, var. of Goyle dial

,

trench, ravine.

Goilk, obs. form of Gowk
Go'-in*, colloq. [f. vbl. phiase go in : see Go v

80.] With at : An attack or onslaught upon
;
also,

a spell of work upon
1858 HuGHrs Seaming White Hoise 27 We used to have

a regulai go in about once a quarter at the unpaid magis-
tracy 1890 Boldrewood Cal. Reformer (1891) 321 ,

1

was
having a go-in at the garden here.

||
Goi'Ilfre. Ohs rare~~ x [F goinfre gourmand

,

of unknown origin ] An epicure, a gourmand
1643 Sir K Digby Observ Sir T. Browne's Relief Med

107 A well experienced Goinfre that can criticise upon the
several tasts ofliquors

Going (gd* It)), vbl sb. [f. Go v + -INO 1
]

I In ordinary substantival use

1 The action of the vb Go, in various senses

a 1300 E E Psalter xvi 5 Fulmahe mi steppes in sties

June, pat noght be stiied gamges mine c 1440 Gesla Rom
v 12 (Harl MS ) Ouer our hedis ys passage and goyng of
peple, 1523 Ld. Bfrnfrs Froiss I ccclxxxvi 657 It is no
goynge thyder, without ye wyll lose all 1605 Shaxs Mach
lit iv ng Stand not vpon the Older ofyour going, But go at

once 1611 Bfaum &. Fl King <5- No K v iv,Piayeis were
made For her safe going, and dehveric 1776 Paine Com
Sense (1791) 75 No going to law with nations 1867 G Mac-
donald Poem ri2o That mofnent through the blanches ovei

head, Sounds ofa going went 1889 Spectatoi 16 Nov
,
Made

happy by six thousand miles of continuous going

b esp Departure i' Longgoing departure on
a long journey, i.e death
e 1340 Cursoi M 3245 (Tun ) pis mon made him redy

soone Paste he hyjed to his goyng 1399 Langl Rich
Redeles in 136 They lepith als lyghtly at the longe goynge.
Out of the domes cart 5 c 1475 Sqr lowc Degie 273 Ye
shall not want at youi goyng Goide, nor sylver, nor other
thyng 1667 Milton P. L xr 290 Thy going is not lonely

,

with thee goes Thy husband 1792 Cowper Let 30 July,
Pray for us, my friend, that we may have a safe going and
return 1807 Wordsw While Doe 1. 148 The day is placid
in its going

f 0. The faculty of walking. Obs
c 1430 Life St Kath (1884) 37 By whos myghty vertu

goynge is restored to Jie lame 1480 Caxton Caron. Eng.
cci 182 God hath yeuen to crepels hir goyng. 1394 R.
Ashlfy tr. Le Roy's Vai tety of Things 77 a, He gaue
straight going to the lame 1633 Pagitt CJmstianogr
ill

. (1636) 34 Life was given to the dead , going to the
lame

+ 2 . Manner or style of going
;

gait. In pi of
a horse Paces (Cf. Go v 1 d.) Obs
*382 Wyclif 2 Kings ix 20 The goynge is as the goynge

of Hieu, the sone of Nampsy *393 Langl P PI C, xxi. 328
Ingoyngeofanaddre a 1674 Clarendon Hist Reb xi §223
And the king all the morning found fault with the going of
his hoise 1701 Land Gaz No 3703/4 A cropt Gelding
full aged, and all his Goings 1803 Wordsw Waggoner iv.

148 Elect his poit, and firm his going

1

3

Means of access ; a path, road
,
a passage,

gangway (in a church). Obs
138a Wyclif Isa lxu, 10 Pleyn maketh the going. 1516

Test Ebor (Surtees) V 73 To be buried in the mydaes
of the loweste goyng, even enens my stall 17x5 Lfoni
Palladio's Archit (1742) I 94 The going to the galleries
• should have been by some few steps,

b Building Width of passage (of a stair).
*712 J Joncs Gardening 125 A..Rest of two Paces broad,

and as long as theGoing of the Stairs 1842-39GwiltA 1 chit
§ 2179 Want of space often obliges the architect to submit

r'
Wll

j
3 ln what is called the going of the stair

4 Condition of the ground for walking, driving,
hunting or racing
1859 Bartlptt Did Amer

,
Going, travelling ; as ‘ The

going is bad, owing to the deep snow m the roads 1
1884

daddelky & Ward North Wales 191 The going consists of
stones and ruts concealed by heather to such an extent that
almost every step is a matter of careful consideration 1887
Sir R H. Roberts In the Shires 11. 27 The fences are fair

and the going pretty good, although the late rains havq
made it somewhat heavy.

VOL, IV.

5 With adverbs, expressing the action of the vbl.

combinations undei Go v. VI Also alti ib.

1388 Wyci 11 Ps cx\ 8 The Lorde kepe tin goyng in and
thi goyng out. C1440 Jacob's Well (E E. T & ) 264 His
fadyi & modyr, for his gojng awey, sow3tyn hym in dy-
tierse londjs *383 S runm s Anat Abates 51 All othei
goynges togethei and coitions ate damnable 1399 H
Hum's Dycts dru Dinnei F uj, The fourth day of her going
aliioad 1641 Brsr Patm Bits (Sui tees) 29 After a longe
dechnmge and gomge backe 1639 Hammond On Ps hx 12
Their continual going on, and obstinate impersuasiblenesse
therein 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker xxvm, The nuptials,
which they merely thought of as Bell's going off, 1830
* Bai * Cricketer's Man 46 Place the order of going in, on
the left-hand side of the striker’s name 1884 Pall Mall G
27 Aug 7/2 Mrs H—*s going away gown being a daik brown
cashmere

b Going down setting (of the sun), sunset,

+ Also going to, under
a 1323 Prose Psalter \li\ [1)2 Fram sonne arisyng

vn to J?e going a-doune 1490 Caxton hneydos xxu 80 Atte
euen, about y*> gooyng vndei of y° sonne 1582 N Licnr
tield tr Lastanheda's Conq E Ind ix 22 Vpon the Satet-
day . about the going doune of the Sunne 1622 Sir R
Hawkins Obseiu Voy S Sea a.d 1593 xxvu 60 The twenty
two of this moneth, at the going too of the Sunne, we de

‘

scryed a Portingall ship, and gaue her chase
Jig 1837 Dickens Puhiu u, Mi Winkle looked up at the

declining orb, and painfully thought of the probability of
his ‘going down ’ himself, befoie long.

c Goings-on (see go on, Go v 84 d and f) • Pro-
ceedings, actions, doings Usually with implied
censure. Questionable pioceedmgs, extiavagances,

frolics.

1773 Johnson Let 26 July, Then I shall see what have
been my master’s goings on 1777 Eliz, Rwfs Poems 153
See if he will release you, when he heais of youi pretty
goings-on. 1842 Manning Serin (1848)1 67 The warm and
clinging fondness which they still have foi the goings on of
then woi Idly life x888j Payn Myst Mn bridge II xx fir

Suspicions of his young mastei's goings on with hei lady
ship's protegie

t a Goings-out • expenses, outgoings Obs.
a X704 T Brown Two Oxf Scholars Wks 1730 I 7,

I shall quickly feel my goings out a 1743 Swift Riddle
iv 33 Computing what I get and spend My Goings out and
Comings in 1807 Southty in Life 1$ Cm i (1850) III 113,

I cannot afford the expense of the journey , for I have had
estiaordinary goings-out, this yeai, in settling myself

6. attnb and Comb., as going-barrel (see quot.),

also attnb
,
going-board Coal-nnmng^ee quot );

going-fusee (see quot), m going order (pri-

marily of a clock, hence often trailsf), in a con-

dition for * going ’ properly, cf, m woi king order',

going-tram, a tram of wheels in a clock, answer-

ing the same purpose as the going-barrel in a watch

;

going-wheel, an arrangement for keeping a clock

in motion while it is being wound up.
1884 F J. Britten Watch ^ Clockm (1892) *Going Bait el,

the bairel of a watch or clock round which are teeth for

driving the tram direct without the intervention of a fusee.

Ibid. (1884) 131 The keyless mechanism most geneially

adopted in English going-barrel watches 1851 Greenwell
Coal-trade Terms Northumb. Durh. 29 The coals aie

brought down a board foi one, two, or more pillars to the

crane This board is called the '“going (or ‘ gannen ’) board
1838 Penny Cycl. XII 301/1 When this principle [main-

taming power] is applied to a fusee, it is termed a “going
fusee 1887 Lady Bet lairs Gossips with Girls xr. 92 To
keep her eyes in

* “going order ' without being obliged to

lesort to glasses 1838 Penny Cycl, XII 299/2 That pait

of it [a dock] which is called the “going or watch tiain

II In the combination a-going(seeA. prep.1
1 3),

whence, in later use, the simple faim gang, treated

as a present participle, in agreement with the sb.

7 A-going (also + in going), m senses of the vb.

Go Now only vulgar.

1526 Pilgr Per/ (W deW 1331) 9 The lourney towarde
the hye Jerusalem n» heuen, to y° whiche we be in goynge
1638-9 Eliz Bodvile in Hatton Con (1878) 17 My Lord
Chisterfild hoe is aeoeing into Francs himselfe. 1662 Glan-_
villvLnx Oi tent, 11 (1682) 10 Before they considei whither

they are a-going 1861 [see Go v 47 b]

8. To set (keep, etc ) a-going or going to set

(keep, etc) in motion; to start (01 maintain) 111

any activity,

*383 A Conham in Babingtoil's Commandm Ded to

Godly Rdrs (1637) a v j, With lesse paines to keepe agoing
that which he had moved, and set a going 1726 Cavallier
Mem iv. 310 All the Water Works were set a going. 1809

Malkin Gil Bias v. 1 ? 6z My savings were wanted to

set us going in a genteel style among our country neigh-

bours 1837 Whittock, etc Bk Trades (1:842) 384 The
means of keeping it [machinery] ‘a going’- 1830 Tail’s

Mag XVII. 146/2 He set them [watches] all going 1863

Mozlev Mvrac vn 159 Influences, which were originally

set agoing by that agency 1888 W J Knox-Little Child
ofStafferton xv 203 She kept the conversation going

9 Used either as simple predicate, or added after

the sb , esp when pieceded by a superlative ; Exist-

ing, in existence (so as to be accessible or withm
reach) ;

current or prevalent , to be had.

1720 Wodrow Corr (1843) II 510 That you may have any
thing that is agoing, please to receive [etc.] *790 Bystander
392, 1 says we beggars be the cleverest fellows going 1849
Ruskln Sen Lamps vu § 4 187 A man who has the gift,

will take up any style that is going. 1837 Hughes Tom
Brown 1 viu, Brandy punch going, I'll bet 1863 M.
Arnold Ess Cnt 11 (1875) 76 If you have genius and
powerful ideas, you are apt not to have the best style going,

1871 Ruskin Fors Clav iv 8 Mr Mill does not know, nor

any other Political Economist going

Going (go* li)))/// ct [f. Go V. + -ING - ] 'lhat

goes (in \anous senses) ; departing, current ;
work-

ing A going concern . one in
a
actual operation

t Goinggeai . working machinery f Goingmoney
cnrient com. Often with some limiting sb., as

chmch-, theatie-, etc.
;
or adv,, as high-, low-going

c 1340 Cm soi M 401 (Inn ) Alle goynge bee.tis he
made 1323 The goyng geyre [see Gear sb 6 a] 1391 G
Fletcher Ri/sse Commw (Hakluyt Soc) 67 One hundred
rubbles of going money of Mosko 1665 Cotton Poet Wks
(1765) 108 I'll nauntthee like a going Fne 1713 Steele
Enghshm No 3 20 The Weaver has not so many Looms
going as he had a few Months ago 1724 Ramsay 'lea t,

Misc. (1733) I 8 Iwa good ga’en yads 1839 Penny Cycl
XIII 25/2 Ihe sheriffs are generally nominated by the
oing judges x88x Daily News 21 June 6/S The business
eing a going concern 1883A themeum 8 Dec. 744/1 Ladies

on a pier, watching the going ship

Hence + Go ingly adv

,

at a walking pace.

? nonce-use,

1631 Bedell in Fuller's Abel Rediv , Erasmus 73 He can
run but goingly, who ties himselfe to another mans footsteps

Gointer, Goion(e, obs ff Jointure, Gudgeon
Gois(s)halk, Goist, obs. ff Goshawk, Ghost.
Goit, variant of Goie
Goitre (goi'Lsi) Forms 7 gouitre, goytre,

7-8 goistre, 8 goter, 8, 9 US goiter, 9 goiture
(goto), 8- goitre, 7- goitre [a F. goitre, goitre,

back-formation from goitreux, ad Prov goitros •—

popular L. *gu/tundsum, f. guitur throat ]

1. Path A morbid (often enormously developed)

enlargement of the thyroid gland of the neck

,

bronchocele
1623 Purchas Pilgrims IV 1624 The Gouitres of Sauoye

e 1643 Howell Lett I. t xhu (1650) 76 The people who
dwell m the Valleys are subject to a strange swelling in
the Throat, called Goytre 1670 Lassfls Voy Italy l 5
The Goistre of Piedmont. . 1683 Boyle in Phil Trans
XVII 638 Persons troubled with these disfiguring

Goitres 1732 J Spence Cnto 49 That sort of Swellings
in the Neele, which they call Goters 1838 Southey in C
Southey Life <S

Corr VI 379 Ihose inhabitants of the Alps
who suffer with goitres 1871 Smili s Charat vi (1876) 175
1 here is a village in South America whei egotos or goitres are

so common that to be without one is regarded asadeformity
transf and fig 1834 Lowell Jrnl Italy Prose Wks

1890 I 206 In Rome they [domes] are so much the fashion

that I felt as if they were the goitre of architecture i860

Emerson Cond Life Wks (Bohn) II. 364 This goitie of
egotism is so frequent among notable persons that [etc ]

2 . A swelling of the neck in certain lizaids,

1834 ti Cuviei's Amm. Kingd, II 31 The greater pro-

portion of them [Anohs] have a dewlap or goitre under the

thioat. 1833 [see Anoli]

3 Comb, as goilre-hke adj
;
goitre-stick, the

stems of the So,rgassum bacciferum (see quot

)

1849 tr Cuvier's A nim Kingd 277 The greater number
have a goitre-like appendage under the throait. i860

Fowler Med Voc , Goitre sticks, the stems of a sea-weed,

chewed in South America as a remedy for goitre

Hence Govtral a [-al], Got trod a. [-ED 2
]
=

Goitrous a
1836-9 Todd Cycl, Anat II 471/2 The goitral affections

are striking examples of the effect of hereditary influence

i860 Worcester (citing Med Jrnl.), Goiti ed, afflicted with
goitre, goitrous,

_

Goitrous (
gorti as) ,

a [ad . F. goitreux, -euse -

see Goitre and -ous.] Affected with, ofthenatme
of, or pertaining to, goitre. Of a locality : Cha-

racterized by the prevalence of goitre.

1796 J Owen Trav. Europe I 241 Nor did I see any
goitrous persons here. 1830 T Roscoe Tourist Switz 4
Italy 101 Frightfully deformed with the goitrous swelling

1836-9 TonD Cycl Anat II 471/2 The union of goitrous

persons leads to the production of Cretins 1869 E A
Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 80 The evidence that the

water of goitrous places is derived from limestone and
dolomitic rocks is very strong *872 Cohen Dis Throat
221 Goitrous tumois 1882 E C Baber in R Geogr Soc
Snppl Papers I 1 86 With goitrous neck, and long

finger nails 1887 Q. Rev, Jan. 196 The whole goitrous

region of the New World
Gojon, obs form of Gudgeon.
Goke'(gdhk). Naut. [Var of coke, Colk L The

forms goali and gowk also occur in northern dia-

lects.] The core or heart (of a rope) • see quot

1800 S Standidge in Naval Chron III 474 The rope

has generally about one-eighth part of the weight and
substance in the middle of the rope, called a goke, in order

to make it found

Goke, obs. form of Gowk,
Gok’t, valiant of Gucked, foolish

t Goky. Obs rare -I [? f. goke Gowk ; but cf.

mod Gawky ] A fool, simpleton

1377 Langl P PI B xi 299 The gome that gloseth so

chartres, for a goky is holden. So is it a goky, by god, that

in bis gospel failleth

Gol, obs. form of Goal; var. of Goll, Obs

|| Gola, gula (go la, g\ii la) Aich [It gola(ht

throat) *-L gula ,
whence the second form above ]

= Cyhai.
1664 Evelyn tr Freart's Archit xxviti 68 The Gula or

Ogee which composes the Crown of the Cornice 1728 R
Morris Ess. Anc Archit 51 Cymatium, or, as some call it,

Gola 1842-39 Gwilt Archit Gloss, Gola or Gula (It

)

The same as Cyma, which see

II Golah. Indian . [Hindustani gold, f gol
round ] A store-house for gram, salt, etc

1771 Gentl> Mag XLI. 402 Seapoys were stationed at
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their Gobihs, to pi event the delivenng any rice with-

out a permit 177a Ann Reg 205/2 The golahs 01

granaries about Calcutta i860 JUusti Time r 3 Mar 138
The ‘ golahs ' in whiph indigo-seed is stoi ed up 1878 Life
in MofussiL II 77 He had large rice golahs in the village

Golconda (gplkp nda) The old name of

Hyderabad, formerly celebiated for its diamonds,
used as a synonym for a * mine of wealth’
[1780 H Walpoi f Lett (1858) VII 438, I would not

for the mines of Golconda find myself ] 1884 F Boyi r
Borderld Fact 4 I'ancy 400 If stray diamonds weie found
sticking in the house-wall, there must be a new Golconda in
the soil beneath 1850 W Sharp Browning 111 66 To the
lover of poetry ‘ Paracelsus ’ will always be a Golconda

Gold 1 (g<?«ld) Also 3 guoldj 5-6 gold©, (5
gowlde), S-9 Sc and north . dial gowd [Common
Tent OE gold str neut =OFns gold, OS. gold
(MDu. goad-, gout, golt, D11 goitd), OHG gold,

golt
,
colt (MHG. gold-, golt, G gold), ON goll,gull

(Sw., Da guld), Goth gulf —OTent *gulpoa*!—

pre-Teut. *ghlto-, app formed, with suffix -to-, from
the wk. grade of the root *ghel- yellow (see Gall
si ) ,

cf GS1 . zlato, Russ 30JI0T0 zoloto, of similar

origin. (Finnish kulta is an early adoption from
Teutonic )]

I 1. The most precious metal • characterized

by a beautiful yellow colour, non-liability to rust,

high specific gravity, and gieat malleability and
ductility Chemical symbol Au
Its relative purity is expressed in carats, see Carat 3
c72S Corpus Gloss 1401 Obmum, smaete gold ctz00

Ohm in 8168 Baetenn gold & sillferr c 1250 A’ Eng Leg
I 85 A croune of guold heo bar a doun 1382 WYCLir
E.xod xxxvu 17 A candilstik, forgid of moost clene gold
1548 Hall Chron., Rich- III, 55 b, His heare yelow lyke
the burnished golde 1667 Mn ton P L. 1 7x7 The roof
was fretted gold 1725 Watts Logic 1 11 § 3 So yellow
color and ductility are propeities of gold 1800 tr Let-
giange's Client II, 136 Gold, next to platina, is the heaviest
of metals i860 Piesse Lab Client IVondei s 81 Gold is

the only metal which is found in a metallic state.

2 . The metal regarded as a valuable possession
or employed as a medmm of exchange; hence,
gold com

;
also, m rhetorical use, money 111 large

sums, wealth
C870 Codex Aniens laser 5 in O E. Texts 175 Mid

uncre clasne feo, Saet Sonne ivies mid claene golde. c 1000
Axtric Gen xhv 8 Wenst J>u, ]»aet we Junes hlafoides gold
oooe his seolfor staslon? <11x23 0 F Chi on an 1102
Mycel .on golde and on seolfre c 1203 Lav 4770 And he
him wolde ;euen al pat gold pe he liaueden 1 Denemaik
lond c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T. 368 This Merchant .

Creanced hath, and payd To ceiteyn lumbardes . The
somme of gold 1478 W Paston, Jun in P Lett No
824 III 237 A nohyll in gowlde 1563 Child-Mamagcs 66
Gold and siluer was put on the liohe and a ringe put on hei
finger bie the pnest. 1604 Shaks Oth 111 1 26Ther’sapnoie
peece of Gold for thee 1616 R C Times’ Whistle vi 2549
Where gold makes way Ther is no mteiruption 1734
Pope Ess Man iv 187 Judges and Senates have been
bought for gold 179* H Hunttr tr St. Pteme's Stud
Nat (1799) II 506 Gold is a poweiful commandei of respect
with the commonalty 1832 W Irving A thanilia I 142
The poorest beggar, if he begged in rhyme, would often be
rewarded with a piece of gold 1858 Homans Cycl Com-
ma ce 97/1 Sending notes to be exchanged for gold
Phrase 1708 Mrs CrNTUVRE Busie Bodym iv 46 If

wearing Pearls and Jewels, or eating Gold, as the old Saying
is, can make thee happy, thou shall be so

+ b. Iii pi =gold coins Ohs. rare.
1588 J. Mellis Briefelnstr, G j, You may expresse diuers

and sundry goldes, as ducates crowns, and such other.

3 . Jig. With allusion to the brilliancy, beauty,
and transcendent preciousness of gold. Often in
phr ofgold- Golden a Heart ofgold: a noble-
hearted person ( — F un cceur d’or).
a 1553 [see Heart 14] 1596 Colse Penelope {1880) 169

Yet (Heart a gold) restrapie thyheat 1599 Shaks Hen. V,
iv j 44 TheKing’saBawcock,andaHeaitofGold 011628
Preston Breastpl Love (1631) 187 The good man tlieie is
silvei and golde in hisspeech.es and actions, that is, they are
likewise precious 1629 Milton OdeNativity 135 Time will
run hack and fetch the Age of Gold X642 Fuller Holy

<J-

Prof St iv xvu 329 He makes his flying enemy a bridge of
gold. 1693 Dryden Juvenals Sat. (1697) Ded 9 In the
same Paper, written by divers Hands I cou’d separate your
Gold from their Copper • tho’ I cou’d not give back to
every Author his own Brass 1831 Scott Jrnl. 10 Jan ,A fine fellow, and what I call a heart of gold, 1863 Longt
Wayside Inn, Q Stgrtd xv, If in his gifts he can faithless
be, There will be no gold in his love to me. 1877 Baring-
Gould Myst Suffering 51 What a glorious world what
gold of gladness, what sunshine of felicity it affords 1896Westm, Gaz j July 1/1 The smiling generosity that has done
almost as much to charm her public as has her voice ofgold

b. Proverbs (See also Gltsteu, Glitter vbs

)

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeont Prol fy T 409^But al thyng
which Jxat schineth as the gold Nis nat gold, as J>at I haue
herd told 1x530 R Hilies Common-Pi Bk. (1858) 140
Yt ys not all gold that glowyth *346 J Heywood Prov
(1867) 66A man may by gold to deere a 1663 J. Goodwin
Filled w the Spirit 11867) 124 Men will Hot, as our common
proverb is, buy gold too dear

c. The metal as employed for coating a surface,
or as a pigment

;
gilding

*59® ShAks Merch. V 11 vu. 36 Let’s see once more the
saying grau’d in gold.

d. pi- Kinds of gold rare [Cf Or 2 in Little ]
Pettus Fleta Mm 11 xv 142 After this manner ana

method are to be proved all other Golds. 1763 H Walpole
in Lett C'fexs Sujfol/t^t&z^) II 3x4 Huge hunting-pieces in
frames of all-coloured golds,
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f 4 The metal as used for the ornamentation of
textile fabrics

;
gold thread (see 10) ; in early use

often -with the place of manufacture specified, asgold

of Bruges, of Genoa, of Venice Hence, textile

materials embroidered with or paitlj consisting of
this

c 1340 Cursor M 23452 (Trin ) Wymmen in closing als

ofnche golde |[othei MSS of uche falde] 1463 Poston
Lett . No 978 III 436 An mice of gold of Venyse 13x6
St Papers Dorn Hen VIII, II » 1565 The sayd ladjes
Heeds inparylled with loos golld of damask, as well as
with wovyn flat goold of damaske [etc ] 1543 Rates
Custom ho b uj b, Golde of bruges the maste vui s 1366
m Hay Fleming Mary Q of Scots (1897) 499 len hankis
off gold and ten hankis of silver the Jynest thnt can
be gottin. 1396 Shaks. Tam Shi 11 i. 356 Vallens of
Venice gold, in needle worke ti 1800 in Scott Mmsti.
Scott Bord (1802) II. 78, I sail learn your turtle dowlo
lay gowd wi’ her hand
o Used with, defining words 111 the names of

various kinds of gold, alloys, counterfeit imitations
of gold, etc.

Angel, Crown, Ducat, Dutch, Fool’s, Fulminating,
German, Gipsy, Graphic, Leat, Mosaic, Rom an, Standard,
Virgin G see these words
Argental gold, native gold containing a percentage of

silver
; colom edgold, gold that has had its lustre destioyed

by nitric acid , deadgold, unburnished gold or gold without
lustre, dentist gold (see quot 1858), duke go/di = ducat
gold

,
Etruscan gold — coloured gold

, fairy gold — fairy
money (see Fairy Ca), green gold

,

gold alloyed with
silver, jeweller's gold, ‘an alloy containing three parts of
gold to one of copper’ (Webster 1864) ; t leprous gold (see
quot ) ,

Mannheim gold, a brass alloy of coppei , Fine, and
tin used in making cheap jewellery, mock gold, an alloy
of copper, zinc, and platinum

, red gold, gold alloyed with
copper; shell gold (see quot 1727-41), spangle gold (see
quot 1611); white gold, ‘an alloy of about five paits of
silver to one of gold^ (Funk)
1839 Ure Did. Ails 603 Another ore of gold is the alloy

with silver, or ’’argental gold, the electrum of Pliny, so
called ftom its amber shade 1838 Homans Cycl Commerce
835/2 *Dentist Gold is gold leaf carried no fuither in the
process than that of the cutch, and should be peifectlypure
gold. 1683 Pettus Fleta Mm it, 1 100 All Goldish oars
. have good ’’Duke gold x6xx Shaks Wint T ill. iii.

127 This Is *Faiery Gold boy . . vp with ’t, keepe it close.

1430-40 Lydg Bochas vn vui (iSS4) 172b, Lede (of philo-
sophers) is called ’’gold lepi us 1823 J Nicholson Opei at.
Mechanic 714 *Manheim gold, or Similoi X727-4X Cham-
bers Cycl s v Gold, 4Shell Gold is that used by the 1II11-

mineis they put it in shells, where it sticks. x6xx Cotgr
,

Or en paiUe, xSpangle Gold, or Gold beaten thmne for
Spangles

6 The colour of the metal, a bright golden
yellow. Ordinarily an absol. use of the adj (see
8 b); but in poetic and rhetorical lang. dnectly
trailsf. from 1.

C1400 tr Secreta Secret
,
Gov Loidsh (E E T S.) 80

Whos colour ys gold, lyk J>at ys meen bytwen leed and
jalwe 1667 Milton/1

, L. hi 642 Many a colom d plume
sprinkl'd with Gold *704 Pope Windsor For. 1x8 His
painted wings, and bieast that flames with gold x866 G
Macdonald Ann Q. Netghb 1 (1878) 15 Gazing at the led
and gold and green of the sunset sky 1895 C. Rorm
Zigzag Trav I 5 Across this blue shot long rays of the
most clear pinks and whites and golds.

7 . Archery The gilt centre or bull’s-eye of a
target. To make a gold

:

to hit the bull’s-eye
1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der I 1 x i8q Three hits 1mining

in the gold x88a Standai d 31 Aug 6/4 The prize given .

for the lady making the greatest number of golds and reds
at archery.

II. attrih. and Comb.
8 . simple attrib., passing into adj a. Made

(wholly or partly) of gold; consisting of gold,
•j* Also, gilded
c 1205 Lay 7048 His haeS wes swulc swa beoS gold wir.

13 . Sir Bettes 2299 (S ) He may see in his goldryng, What
any man dooth. 1483 Cath. Angl. 161/2 Golde wyre,Jilum
Aureunt 1392 Shaks Rom. Jnl 1 ui 92 That Booke
That in Gold claspes, Lockes in the Golden stone 16x7

Moryson ltin 1. xo Hangings of gold lether 1727 Somer-
ville Fable xiv. Fortune Hunter n. 146 A cobler bidding
fair For the gold-chain and next lord-mayor. 1837 Mrs
Shlrwood H. Milner in xxil 464 Two young [Oxford]
men, one of whom, had a gold tassel 1884 F J Britten
Watch 4 Clocknt 58 The gold spring is hammer-hardened
b Gold-coloured, golden yellow. Also, oldgold,

having the colour of old gold, of a dulled golden
yellow with a brownish tinge
X590 Shaks Mids N n i. 11 The Cowslips tall, her pen-

sioners bee, In their gold coats, spots you see, Those be
Rubies 1732 Pope Hor Sat, 11 11. 20 Yet hens of Guinea
full as good I hold [as pheasant] Except you eat the feathers

- green and gold. XMflMiCKLPtr Camoens' Lusiad 77 The
purple blazes, and the gold-stripes shine, 1B08 ScottMann
1 xv, His skm was fair, his ringlets gold x88z Miss Brad-
don Mt Royal II. x 206 Loose flowing tea-gowns of old
gold sateen

8. General comb : a. attributive, gold-balance

,

-coast, -country, -lode, -ore, -scales, -vein, -yield
*53° Palsgr 226/1 ’’Golde balance, potx, trebuchet. 1877

Raymond Statist, Mines <§• Mining 66 The ’’gold-coast of
Klamath and Del Norte. 1831 Carlyle Sait Res (1858)
|®7 We are to guide our British Friends into the new
’’Gold-country, and show them the mines. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines # Mining 352 Some promising ’’gold-lodes
have also been found 1340-70Alex. $ Dmd 525 pe gfauel of
the ground was of*gold ore 1587 Fleming Contn.Hohnshed
III 1 270/1 The blacke stone, which the goldfiners had said
to hold gold, and therefore called the same Gold ore. 1638
Sanderson Semi (1681) II. 98 The poor Indians parting

I
with a massie lump of gold-ore for a three-halfpeny knife.

*638 A. TouNsnrND in Caiy Romulus Of T To AuthorA vj b, In their ’’Gold-scales to weigh both him and \ou’
X565 Cooptr Tlusanm t sv Auruffi, Venae ami *eolde
teynes 1683 Pettus Fleta Mm 11 it xog Them ako
Flinty and Iiorn-stonj Gold Veins 1877 Raymond StatistMmn 4 mining 234 I he ^gold-yield uas not less than
11150,000

b. objective, as gold-beai mg,
| -bieatlnng, -con-

taining, omismg, -seeking, -staining adjs
,

gold-finding, -gathering, -milling, -mining, -seck-
i»g\ gold-brokei, -diviner

, -falsifier, -hunter
-layer, -piospecior, -lefiner, -seeker Also Gold-
beater, Gold-finer, Gold-washer, etc

x6oo

r^S
°iec

„ __ _ rA\.
lcm Faust (1875) II 1 11 18 Along what shafts and mines coi-
loded, The *gold diviner’s steps are goaded. 1593 Nashe
Strange Nexus To Gentlm. Rdig , Wks (Grosart) II 184
Our forenamed ^Gold-falsifiers 1832 Earp Gold Col Aus-
tralia 5 Many pool men make fortunes by the lottery of
*gold-finding 1877 Raymond Statist Mines <$• Mining in
During the eaily days of ’‘gold-gathering 1832 G S
Rutter (title). Hints to ’’Gold hunters 1890 BoLDnrwoou
Miner's Right v 48 One of the leckless gold-hunters 1565
Cooptr Thesaurus, Bi acteai ins, a ”golde layer a gilter
1832 J A Phillips (title), *Gold-mining and Assaying a
Scientific Guide for Australian Emigrants 1894 H Nesuit
Bush Girl’s Rom. 197 The *gold-promising quartz pre-
dominated 1893 Month Feb 205 He had been found alive
bya party of ’’gold-piospectors. 1891 PallMallG ioDec
7/2 A ’’gold-refiner of Clerkenwell, proved buying a quan-
tityofsilverfrom Clapbam 1832 Earp Gold Col Australia
130 A system which should give encouragement to *gold
seekers 1887 Pall Mall G 28 Oct. 11/2 The prosecution
of *gold seeking in the Kimberley district 1890 Boldre-
wood Mmei 's Right xv 150 The great gold-seeking multi-
tude had swelled to the population of a province 1603
J Davies Miciocosmos, Ex taste Wks (Grosart) I 91/1
Vpon the verge of whose *gold staymng haire, Illustrious
Saphires ev'nly ranked were

1879 Eitcycl Bnt.X. 742/2 *Gold-beanng deposits.
Nashe Summers Last Will 1493 Wks. (Grosart) VI
’'Golde-breathmg Alcumists 1882 Rep to Ho Repr .

Met U S. 539 A broad ’’gold-containme zone “ "

e instrumental (with pies. 01 pa pple.), 2& gold-
bound, -hi oidered, -ceiled.

\
-daubed, -decked, -em-

broidered, -enwovm, f -flourished
\ -graved, f-im-

based, -inlaid
,

-lit, -made, -mounted, -1 oiling,

-strung, -studded, -un ought, etc
, adjs

x6os Shaks Mach iv 1 114 Thy haire Thou othei *Gold
bound-brow, is like the fiist 1823 Mrs Htmans Siege
Valencia ix Poems (1875) 291 The *gold-broider’d mantle
a 1649 Drumm. or Hawtii. Poems Wks (17x1) 39/1 Nero’s
sky-iesemblmg *gold-ceil’d halls 1398 E Gilhn Sfnal
(187B) 56 All m ’'gold dawbed sutes 1627 May Lucan hi
E yb, Aumaspians With ’’gold deck'd lockes 1647 R
Stapyiton Juvenal vi 506 Her fiure ’‘gold-embroyder'd
gaiment 1867 Morris Jason xvu. 660 The ’’gold-enwoven
ciown 1593 Nashe Chiist's T. Wks (Grosart) IV. 214
Though we glister it neuer so in our *golde-florislit
gaiments 1873 Browning Anstoph. Apol. 365 A ’’gold-
graved writing 1602 Warni r Alb Eng. ix. xlvi 218 Our
’’gold imbased World 1863 I.ONor Wayside Inn, SagaK Olaf 11 77 Harness *gold-mlaid and burnished. X833
Woman's Dtvoiion II 154 Hei lovely ”gold ht ringlets
1630 Drayton Moses 111 302 A ’'gold-made god liowdiust
you euer name? 1828 Scott Jml 26 May, A ’’gold-
mounted p.tir of glasses a 1649 Drumm. or Hawth Poems
Wks (i7tx) 4/1 ’’Gold-rolling lagus 1607 Lingua m vu
G3b, The *gold strung liaipe of Apollo 2870 Bryant
Iltadl. 1 14 Pelides to the ground Flung the ’’gold-studded
wand. 1623 K Long tr Bai clay's Argems v xvh. 392A garland of *Gold-wrought Purple.

d, similative, as gold-bright, + -burned, -gieen

(sb. and adj ), -like, -red, -yelloiv adjs.

1839 Bailty Festus xix (1848) 225 ’’Gold-bright stars.

c 1430 L\ dg Compl. Bl Knt. v, The sonne, *gold-burned in
his spere. 2830 1 fnnvson Recoil Arab. Nts 82 Flush’d all

the leaves with rich *gold-green 1863 Kingslfy Watei-
Jlab 1 11 The great elm-trees m the gold-green meadow's.
1389WarntrAlb Eng iv xx 86 A Globe-like head, a ^Gold-
like haire 1839 Bailey Festus xiv. (1848) 147 Hands .Whose
gold-like touch makes kings of men. 1871 Pal6ravf Lyr
Poems 75The *gold redapples 1597 A M tr, Guillemcan's
Fr. Chvrurg. 31 b/2 With ”gouldeyellow strokes. 1887
Pall Mall G 5 Nov. 4/2 Gold-yellow silk stockings

e. parasynthetic, as gold-banded, -capped,
-clasped

\
-crested, -fringed, -haired, -headed

,

-hilted

,

-robed, -sanded
,
-striped -walled, -winged adjs

x86o Dickens Let 24 Sept,, [Sydney] stood waving the
”go!d-banded cap 1742 Pope Dune iv T17 Three hundred
*gold-capt youths 1861 Miss Yonge Stokesley Seciet 111

(1862) 44 A *gold-clasped Prayer Book x88o G Meredith
Tragic Com (1881) 37 Lucretla the gold-haired ; the ’’gold-

crested serpent 1683 Lond Gas No. 2094/4 He has a pan
of ”Gold-fringed Gloves 1621 G Sandys Ovid's Met vi

131 The *gold-haird mother 1723 Congreve Will 4 Test

(1730) 7 Item, To Col Charles Churchill my *Gold-headed
Cane 1893A Numn K Meyer's Voy Bran l i8oA”gold-
hilted sword 1835 Browning Men 4 Worn II Popularity
ix, When ”gold-robed he took the throne 1591 Sylvester
Dn Bartas 1 ui 122 *Gold-sanded Tagus. 1833 Penny Cycl,

I 78/2 The Red or *Gold-striped [variety of maple] 1633
Stanley Hist Philos 1 (1701) 53/2 Croesus Who to his

Gods did *Gold-wall’d Temples build 2398 Sylvester Dn
Bartas n ii. u Babylon 536 *Gold-\ving6d Morpheus
10 Special comb . gold-amalgam, gold com-

bined with mercury in a soft or plastic state (ap-

plied by Schneider in 1848 to a native form found

in small white gTams)
;

gold-bank (see quot.)

;

+ gold-beat, + -beaten ppl. adjs

,

adorned with

beaten gold ; gold-beatmg, the act or process of

beating out gold into leaf, gold beetle U.S

,

a
name for various beetles of the families Chryso-

melidee and Cassididse ;
gold beryl = Cbeyso-
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beryl ,
gold-bob, a gold ornament (see Bob rb 1

)

,

gold-book = Book sb. 12 ,
gold-bug US, (a)

=
gold-beetle (Funk) ; (/>) a plutocrat, millionaire, also

< a political nickname for an adv ocate of a single

(gold) standard’ (Funk); gold-carp = Goldfish

;

gold-cloth, cloth of gold (see Cloth sb. 9 c)

,

gold-digger=

D

igger 2 b ,
also\fig ,

gold-digging,

{a) the action 01 occupation of digging for gold

,

{b) pi the place where gold-digging is carried on

;

f gold-drawer, one who draws gold wire
,
gold-

driver = Gold-beater 1 ;
gold-drop slang, a

gold coin; gold-dropper (see quot. 1785); +gold-

end-man, one who buys up broken pieces of gold

;

gold-fever, the rage tor going in search of gold

;

+gold-finger, the third or ling-finger
,
goldfinuy,

a Hsh of the wrasse family (see quo! ) ,
gold flat

(see Flat sb 8 f)
; + gold-flint, Hint containing

gold ,
gold-flux = Avemtuhine 1 ,

gold-fringe,

a moth (see quot), + gold-ground a
,
having a

ground of gold
;
gold-hammer, a gold-beater’s

hammer; gold-head a., gold-headed, gold-

heart a., gold-liearted
, + gold-hewn = gold-

beaten ; f gold-house, a treasury
;
gold-hunger,

keen desire for gold; t gold-mestlmg, brass,

gold-mill, a mill in which gold ore is ciushed;

also Jig , t gold-mint, a place where gold is

coined, gold-mouthed a , whose speech is golden,

gold-note (£7S.), a bank-note payable only in

gold; f gold-paper = gold-foil

;

gold plate,

vessels made of gold
,
gold-plating, gold m tbm

sheets; gold-powder, gold in the form of or re-

duced to powder ; + also, in. 18th c
,

? the name of

somequackmedicine , +gold-proofa . ,
proofagainst

being bribed or tempted by gold
;
gold-purple

(see quot ) ; f gold-quarrel, a gold-mine, gold-

ram = golden ram (see quot. and Golden a. 10) ;

gold-rush, a rush to goldfields in search of gold

;

gold-sand, sand containing particles of gold ; also

fig ,
gold-shell, a shell on which powdered gold

mixed with gum water is spread for painters’ use;

goldsmny —goldfnny ,
gold-size, a size laid on

as a surface on which to apply gold-leaf, gold-

skin, ? goldbeater’s skin
;

gold-solder, f (a)
=

Chrysooolla I
, f) an alloy for soldering gold

;

gold-spangle, gold-spot, names of moths (see;

quots.); gold-stone, (a) (see quot. 1626); (b)

a piece of gold ore; (c) (see quot 1850); (d) =
Aventorine x (m some mod. Diets.); + gold-

stroke, the nibbing of gold on a touchstone in

order to test it
,
gold swift, a moth (see quot )

;

gold-tail (moth), the moth/b? thesia ckrysorrlmcv,

gold-tlnxst, intense desire fdr gold; so gold-

thifsty adj
;

gold-thread (see quot 1727-41),
gold-web, f ta) cloth ofgold,

(fi)
(see quot. 1769);

t gold-worm, a glow-worm
1850 Dana Mm 555 *Gold Amalgam In small white

grains as laige as a pea 1889 Century Diet ,
*Gold-bank,

a national banking association of a class organized under
United Slates Revised Statutes to issue notes payable m
gold coin c 1374 Chaucer A net. <;• A rc. 24 Theseus with
the laurer corqvned, in his chare *gold bete £1386 —
Knt 's T 1642 (Harl MS ) *Gold beten [other MSS gold-
hewen] helmes c 1394 P PI Ciede 188 And louely ladies

y \vr0u3t In many gay garinentes J>at weren gold-beten
1763-6 W. Lfwis Comm Phtl-lechn 50 The process of
*gold-beatmg is considerablymfluenced by theweathei 1807
A Anew Diet Chcm. <$• Mm I 539 *Gold Beryl. 1694
Elhard Plautus 95 Top-knots, Fmgle Fangles, and *Gold-
Bobs 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal (ed 4) 107 Ciucian
Carp, ’Gold Carp, 1868 JVIorris Earthly Pa) (1870) I 1

287 *Gold cloth so wrought that nought of gold seemed
there 1830 Mrs Browning Poems II 305 We cheer the
pale *gold diggeis 183a Earp Gold Col. Australia 160
A case of extraordinary success at the ^gold-diggings has
been related to us 1869 Blackmorc Lorna D ki, Be-
cause of my refusal to become a slave to the gold-digging
*536 7 F P Exp P'ccss Mary (1831) 12 Fayed to the
*goldedrawei for Pypes aud pyrles for a gowne to my
ladys grace vij/< xviijr 1662 Elegy on Cleveland 21 in
C 's Whs, (1687) 284 As *Cold drivers that make Spangles
rare, Do beat the yielding Metal into Air 1797 Mary
Robinson Walsuigham 11 176 So touch the *gold drops

divide them among you <21700 B E Dut Cant
Crew, *Gold droppers, Sweetners, Cheats, Sharpers 1785
Grose Did. Vufg roiigae, Gold-droppers, sharpers who drop
a piece of gold, which they pick up in the presence of some
unexperienced person for whom the trap is laid

;
this they

pretend to have found [etc] 1603 Marston, etc Eastward
Moe v 1 G3IJ, His daughter that he has married a sciruy
*gold-end man & his Prentise, 1610 B Jonson Alch 11. 1,
He looks like a gold-end-man 1888 Barbour Clara ix. 13
1 he *gold fever coursed thiough every vein c 1000 ASuric
Gloss in Wr-Wulcker 158/36 Medians, net annularis

,

*goldfinger 1836 Yarrell Bnt Fishes I gg6 The *Gold-
finny, or Goldsmny, Crenilabrus Cornubicus 1683 Peti us
FletaMm. n i 101 *Gold flints which have not only Gold
but silver also, 1694 Salmon Eate's Dtsp (1715) 536/2 This
1 meture if it be made out of Gold-Flints, Pebles, or Sand,
is none of the least Medicines. 1884 Cassell’s Encycl Diet

,

Gold-flux, avanturine 18x9 G Samouelle Entomol.
Compend 427 Pyralts costahs, the *go!d Fringe iggx
Sylvester Du Bartas 1 ui 1144 His Wardrobe ..With
(gold ground Velvets 1763-6 W Lewis Comm Phil -

Techn 48 The *gold hammer, or finishing hammer weighs
ten or eleven pounds. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv.

11 Magnificence 722 *Gold head darts 1869 Morris
Eaithly Par (1870) III iv 6 Maidens’ feet Brushing the
*gold-heart lilies c 1386 *Gold hewen [see gold beaten]
C1400 Sege Jems 755 pe gold-he%ven helme haspeb he
blyuc 14 MS Cantab Ff 2 38, If i33(Halliw)Thekyng
to h> s *golde hows toke hys way 1632 H L'Estrange
Americans no Jewes (>4 And being still whetted and shatpned
on with ’Gold hunger, their sword devoured manyMyriades
of the Americans a 1100 Ags Vac, in Wr.-Wulcker 334
Auricahmn, x

'goldniffihlmc a 1200 Ibid 550 Auricalcuni,
goldmestling a 1400 Plowman's P 1 187 Styroppesgay of
gold-mastling 1683 Plti us I’teta Mm 11 iv 118 The
building up of the * Gold-Mill 1881 Stevenson Virg
Pnensque 127 Hours dedicated to furious moilingm the
Hold-mill 1330 Palscr 226/1 *Goldemynt 1393 Donne
Sat vi 9 Poems (Giosart) I 51 *Gold mouth’d Spencei
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 34 An ymage of cure lady in

'’gold papyi 1345 Rates Custom ho bnjb, Golde papeis
the gioct 11 r 1864 Puskv Ltd Daniel n. 91 A magmfi
cent temple its whole walls coveied with 'gold-plating
1743~4 Mrs Dlliny Life <$• Corr (1861) II 250 Your
lettci . 1 believe drove away my headache every testi

mony of your love and fnendship is better to me than
'’gold-powder or sal volatile 1839 Ure Diet Arts6izThe
mechanical mode [of gilding] is the application of gold
leaf or gold powder to various surfaces a x6ix Beaum
& Fl Maui's Trag v ;v, Ait thou *gold-proof? There’s
for thee 1849-30 Weale Diet Teims, ‘‘Gold purple,
or Cassius’s purple precipitate, the compound oxide which
is precipitated upon mixing the solutions of gold and
tin c 1475 Put Voc in Wr-Wulcker 798/11 Aurifodina,
a *goldquarelle 1873 Knight Diet Mech

,
*Gold-ram,

(Pyrotechnics), small cubes 4 inch square, used instead of
stars for rockets, etc 1893 G Tregarthin Austial
Commw 158 The '’gold-rush had introduced many unruly
spmts 1683 Pettus Fleta Mm 11 1 101 [A river] too
small to inrich so many Gold-Mines with ’’Gold-sand

1873 E Brennan Witch ofMenu, etc 258 As the gold-sand
of life disappears a 1705 Ray Syn Pise (1713) i63*Gold-
sinny.Cornubwisimn 1769 Pennant Zool III 209 The tail

of theGoldsmny is even at the end. x6n Cotgr
,
Assiette

A dorer, size to gild with, *gold size 1842 Brande Dut
Set

, etc , Gold sise is drying oil mixed with calcined red
ochte. 1343 Rates Custom ho b ujb, *Golde skmnes the

kyppe xmr tmd x6ox Holland Pliny II. 454 rnarg ,

Chysocolla, 1 *Gold-soder 1842 Francis Did Arts, Gold
Solder, the alloy used for soldering gold articles is [etc]

x8xgG Samouelle Eniomol Compend 403 Noctuabiactea

,

the *gold Spangle Ibid 422 Noctua Festncse, the *gold
Spot 1626 Bacon Sylva § 960 The *Gold Stone, which is

the Yellow Topaze 1683 Pettus Fleta Mm 11. ii. 112 If

there be a great quantity of the Gold-stones, then there

may be made more Ovens 1830 Ainsworth Ovingdean
Grange vi iv (i860) 196 An enormous mass of breccia, or

goldstone, as the common folk call it. X683 Pettus Fleta
Min 11 x 128 That every Assayer may so well order

his *Gold stroak, that he may not be esteem’d as one
without understanding 18x9 G Samouelle Entomol.
Compend 397 Hepialnshectus, the *gold Swift x8x6 Kirby
& Sp Entomol (1817) II. 21 The *gold-tail-moth a x6x8
Sylvester St Lewis 423 A heait whose *Gold Thirst never
sat is 1368 Bible (Bishops’) Isa xiv 4 How hath the

oppressour ceased? and the *gold thirstie Babel rested?

^1386 Chaucer Monks T 485 Nettes of *gold threed
hadde he greet plentee 1623 Massinger Bondman 11. 111,

Cheating heirs With your new counterfeit gold thread and
gummed velvets. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl, Gold Thread

,

or spun Gold, is a flatted gold wrapped, or laid over a
thread of silk, by twisting it with a wheel, and iron bobins

Eng Househpr (1778) 189 'To spin

for covering Sweet-Meats when your sugar is melted it

will be of a gold colour, take your ladle off the fire, and
begin to spin it with a knife 1483 CatA. Angi. 161/2

A ’“Golde worme, noctiluca,

b. in names of plants, as gold-balls —gold-cups ;

gold basket, Alyssum saxatile
;

gold-bloom,
the marigold, gold-chain, (a) the stonecrop,

Sedum acre
;
(if) the laburnum; + gold-crap, -cups,

names of a species of Ranunculus

,

gold-flower,

+ (a) Helichrystm Stcechas
; (b) the South African

genus Gortena
;
gold-knap, -knoj){s = gold-ctcps

,

gold-lily, ? Amaryllis awea, gold of pleasure,

Camehna sativa

,

gold-seed (see quot.) ; gold-

shrub, Palicow ea spcaosa ( Treas . Bet. 1866),

gold-thread, Coptis trfolia, so called from its

fibrous yellow loots

1834 Miss Puvn Flower, PI (1857) I 33 The Buttercup
has several old English names Gold Cups and “Gold Balls

are names now almost foigotten 1837 Wright Diet Qbs
<5- Provtnc Eng

,

*Gold-bloom, the mangold. 1837 Miss
Pratt Flower PI II 331 Country people call it [Sedum
acre] *Gold Cham. *380 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong

,

Des Bassinets, an herbe called crowfoote, “"golde crap, or

yelow crawe 1378 Lytl Dodoens m. Ixxiv 421 Golde
knoppe . . yJ single and double, or els the garden *Golde-
cuppe, and the wilde 1849 Reverberations n. 45 Goldcups
in the meadows 1378 Lyte Dodoens 1 Ixi. 89 *Golae
floure,Mothewoite, or Golden Stechados 1812 A Plumtrr
Lichtenstein's S Africa II. 166 1 he abundance atgortena,
gold-flowers, which giow upon its banks 1332 Huloet,
*Gold-htappc, or yelow craye herbe, batrachium,

Chnsanthemnm 1736 Ainsworth Lat Diet 11, Pbly-

anthemon

,

, An hero called crowfoot, goldcup, or gold-

knap. 1367 Maplet Gr Forest 39 b, Crowfoote Itbeareth
yelowe flowers called “Goldknops 1842 Tennyson E.
Morns 146 While the *gold-lily blows 1597 Geraree
Herbal 11. xxii 214 “Golde of pleasure is caUed properly

Myagrum 188a G Allen Colours Flowers ii 43 lhe
• most primitive and simple forms have yellow flowers, as in

the case of the gold-of-pleasure [Camehna sahva) 1833
Morton Cycl. Agrtc. I 596/2 These grains [of Cynostims
Cnstatus] commonly called seeds, being yellow, give rise to

the provincial name of *gold seed applied to the species.

x8o6 Moore Epist ix. go Where the “gold-thread loves to

creep. 1830 Lindley Nat Syst. Bot. 7 The root of Coptis
tnfolia, or Gold-thread, is a puie and powerful bitter.

e m the names of buds, as gold-breasted
trumpeter, Psophia crepitans

;
gold-capped

weaver bird, Ploceus tcterocephalus
,
goldcrest

=,golden-crested wren (see Wben)
( ,
gold-hammer,

the yellow-hammer; gold-head, the pochard,

Fultgulaferma
,
gold robin, the Baltimore oriole.

X783 Latham Gen SynoJstsBitdsll n 793 “Gold-breasted
Trumpeter 1868 Wood Homes without II xi 205 The
beautiful nest of the “Gold-capped Weaver bird 1824 'I

Forsttr Peren Cal 111 Hone Fvety-day Bk. II ngThe
king Of birds the “goldcrest 1706 Phillips (ed Keisey\
“Gold-hammer

,

a Bird 1744 Stale Co Down xvm 230
Called the Pochard, or red-headed Widgeon, and in this

County commonly the “Gold Head 1872 Whittilu
Pennsylv Pilgrim 436 The “gold robin cried A-swing
upon his elm.

Gold 2 (gffuld). Obs. exc dial Foims* a T,

4-6 golde, 5 goolde, 6 goold, gowl(e, 4- gold,
6- gould (9 dial, goode, goud) /3 5c. (and

north ) 6 guld, guilds, 6, 8 guild, 8 guil(l, gule,
gool, 8-9 gull [OE golde wk fem

, app related

to Gold 1
: the mangold is called * gold-flower

’

m several of the cognate languages, as Du goud-
bloetn, goudsbloem (MDu goutbloeme), G. gold-

bhime
,
Sw guldbloimna

In many dialects there is a difleience in pronunciation
between this sb and Goi d 1 In the name of the plant,
as also 111 would —OE moldt, the northern dialects have
generally the vowel oidmanly con expending to OE it,

ME close t?, while m Gold i the pionunciation descends
normally from OE gold, ME gdld (Cf esp Sc guil(d,
corn-mangold, with goivd, the metal ) lhe difference is

doubtless due to the fact that the one woi d was disyllabic,

the other monosyllabic, 111 OE and eaily ME]
1 fa The marigold ( Calendula officinalis). Obs
b The corn-mangold (Chiysanthenmm segetum)

Fieq in pi. c (see quot 1882). If Sometimes
used by early wnters to render L. vntuba or
achorea (endive or chicory)
The mediaeval L names solseqmum, hehotropmm, &c

denote the marigold (Calendula), the sunflower {Hehanthus
ammus) being then unknown in Europe In mod dialect

use the name of ‘ white gold ’ is sometimes given to the
ox-eye daisy (Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum), the corn-
marigold being then distinguished as the ‘ yellow gold ’

(Britten and Holland 1879I

a c 1000 Ags, Voc in Wr -Wulcker 301/6 Solsequta, golde
[?i3 Beauckief Abbey Charter in Monast. Angiu
(1661) II 6ro De terns suis a goldis mundandis 1373
Dmham Hahnote Rolls (Surtees) 118 Iiijunctum est

omnibus tenentibus villa; quod evacuent quandam herbam
vocatam gold ] £1386 Chaucer IOiI’s T 1071 Ialousye,
That wered of yelewe gooldes a gerland 1390 Gower
Cmtf II. 356 She sprong up out of the molde Into a flour,

was named golde. Which stant governed of the sonne
f 1420 Pallad on Hush v g7 Oynouns, myntes, goordes,

& goldys [L intubee] c 1440 Promp Pam 202/1 Goolde,
herbe, solsequium calendula. 1323 Fitzherb Hush
§ 20 There be diuers maner of wedes, as thistyls dai-
nolde, gouldes Ibid, Golds tsati yllwede, and gioweth
commonlye in barleye and pees 1327 Andrew Bi nnswyk e's

Distyll, Waters cclxxxu. T iv a, Watei of the herbe of
gowles or xuddes Ctcorea, sponsa solts Sol sequitim m
latyn. 1395 Spenser Col Clout 341 With Roses dight and
Goolds 16x2 Drayton Poly olb xv 166 lhe crimsm
Darnell Flower, the Blew bottle, and Gold. 1620 Parkinson
Paradisi lxiii 298

^
We call them in English generally,

either Golds or Marigolds 1633 Gei arde's Herbal Suppl

,

While Golds is great Daisy. 1790W Marshall Midi Co
II. 437 Gloss., Golds, chrysanthemum segetum corn
mangolds 1882 Lane Gloss

, Goode (N. Lane ) the ox-eye
daisy. 1886 5* W. Line Gloss , Goud or Gold, the yellow
Corn Marigold

fl 1536 Bellenden Cron Scot (1821) II 164 He that
sufferis his land to he fild with guld, or sichk unproffitabil

wedis[etc] *363 WinJet Whs (1890) II 39 Fra hand spring
wp guild and humlokts 1609 Skene Reg Maj, Table 81
Guilde (quhilk is ane pernicious herbe, or rather ane wide)

1*7 . Scottish Saying in Jamieson s v., The Gool, and the
Gordon, and the Hudy Craw Are the greatest curses ever
Moray saw 1794 Statist. Acc Scotl, XIII, 537 A weed
with a yellow flower that grows among the corns, especially

m wet seasons, called Gool
1
1794 Hutchinson Hist Cumb

I 220note. Gulls, a weed which infested the cornland, totally

rooted out. 1878 Cmnbld Gloss , Gull, the corn-marigold

2, Comb., as gold-flower, also goldweed, -wort =
sense 1. Also + gool-ndmg Sc , the custom of

searching fields for ‘golds', a fine being imposed
on the farmer for each plant found , so gool-nder
c 13*3 Gloss W. de Biblesw m Wnght Voc, 162 Cy crest

la flur de surcye [glossed golde-flurs (solicle)] a 1400 Med
MS in Archsol XXX 367 Ye golde flour is good to sene

c 1400 Med Wks 14th C (1899) 45 Take mat-felon and
flourib of gold-wort, c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon) 86/1

Incuba, sponsa solis goldwort Ibid. 88/1 Kaltndula,
sponsa solis , golduurt uel rodes 1744-50 W. Ellis Mod
Husbandm y 1 19, 1 saw a Field of Barley . full of this

Gould-weed 1794 Statist Acc Scotl. XIII 537 An old
custom takes place in this parish [Cargill], called Gool-
ndmg Ceitain persons stiied gool-nders, were appointed
to ride through the fields, search for gool, and [etc.]

Go’ld-'bea’ter.
1. One who beats out gold metal into thin plates

or gold-leaf.

1415 m York Myst Introd, 21 Goldbeters 1483 Act
1 Rich III, c 12 § 1 Thp Artificers that is to say Golde-
beters [etc] C1515 Cocke Lorelts B (Percy) 9 Bokell
smythes, horse leches, and gold beters 1671 Boyle Consid
Usef.Exper Philos II. x §4 36 Some of our Gold-beaters
m London a 1800 Cowper Flatting Mill 111, It is doomed
to sustain The thump after thump of a gold-beater’s mallet.

1868 Gladstone fnv, Mnttdixv, (1870) 522 The gold-beater

and, smith, aie known to Homer
115-2
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b Goldbeaters skin

,

a piepared animal mem-
brane employed to separate the leaves of gold-foil

during the operation of beating ;
sometimes used

to cover wounds
1710 Stleli. Tatlet No 266 r 3 Gold-beaters Skill applied

to stop the Blood 1796 Withering But Plants (ed 3)
IV 94 Leaves thin as gold heaters skill 1832 Moitnr
Tanning 4' Currying (1853) 54° Goldbeater’s skm is pie-
pared from the external ot peritoneal coat of the coecum,
01 blind gut of neat cattle

2

(See quot

)

1847 Craig, Goldbeater

s

a genus of Coleopteious insects,

icmarkable for their beautiful golden-green and coppei
colours

Go ld-co lour. The colour of gold ,
a deep

yellow Also attnb
1678 Ray IVillughby's Ornith 368 A lovely yellow 01

gold colour 179X Hamilton Berthollat's Dyeing l\ 11 111

vu, The wax is coloured for aventurine or gold colour with
orpiment 1854 Mrs Gasickll North S xlvi, It’s not a
dead gold-colour, ma’am It’s a stiaw-colour 1887 Lady
20 Jan 38/3 A broad stupe of gold-colour plush

So <io‘ld-co loured a.

1687 Loud Gass No 2214/4 A black Hat, with a gold
coloured Hatband 1728 f Ahbuthnot Cougi Bees Misc
Wks (1751) II. T49 A gold coloui’d File. 1834 Mrs Gas-
klll North cjf- .S’ \Ivi, Oh, Dixon ' not those horrid blue
flowers to that dead gold-coloured gown What taste 1

Gold dust, go’ld-dust.
1 Gold m extremely fine particles, the form m

which it is commonly obtained m a natural slate

1703 Lend Gas No 3886/2, 80 Pound weight of Gold
Dust *705 Bosman Guinea 81 Dust-Gold, or Gold-Dust

almost as fine as Flowei 1879 H George Piogr ,$•

Pov 1 111 (1881)55 Gold dust passed as curiency by weight,
fig 1837 Ht, Martineau Soc Amer II 368 The day

will come when their eyes will be cleansed fiom the gold-
dust which blinds them
2 Bot A populat name of Alyssum saxatile

,

which beam a profusion of small yellow flowers.

Also of Sediim acre (Britten & Holland 1879).
1866 111 Treas Bot 539/2.

t Godded, ppl. a Obs [f Gold 1 + -ed 2
]

1. Made of gold, golden.
138a Wyclif Baruch vi 69 So ben the treenen goddis,

ana sylueren, and goldid 1447 Bokenham Seyutys (Roxb

)

57 At the goldede gates she sey Hyr dere spouse comyn
1647 Ward Sunp Cablet 40 Evangelicall policies should Le
framed . by a golded Reed
2 . Possessed of gold, wealthy.
£1450 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 227 1 he grete and the goldede

they made but a jape 1610 I/isti 10-mastix 1 1, Vnmaske
thy face thou minister of Time let thy golded hand, Ride
(with dislinctlesse motion) on the eyes Of this fayre Chorus,
till the Raigne ofPeace, Hath propagated Plenty
Golden (go«’ld’n), a. Forms, 3- golden,

also 4, 6 Sc. goldin, -yn, (4 goldein, -un, coldm,
5 goldene, -on, 6-ing), 6goulden, 8-9 Sc gow-
den, 9 dial goolden. (superl , 6 goldnest, 7
-enst)

.
[f. Gold 1 + -en 4

,
taking the place of the

earlier Gilden (qy) Of. Du. gouden, G. golden ]
1. Made of gold, consisting of gold
The golden fieece, the fabulous fleece of gold in seaich of

which Jason went to Colchis, (Order ofthe) Golden Fleece
(see Fleece sb ib) Golden ball, the apple of discord
(see Am.E 5) Golden gales, the gates of Heaven.
c 1375 Lav 4231 j>e goldene [c xzogguldene] croune Ibid

14298 Ane goldene [c xaosguldene] bolle ,21300 Cursor

M

6503 Agolain calfJjar-of}>ai blu. 1398 Trevisa Barth DePF xvi lv (1495) 553 A thynne plate ofgolde of the whyche
golden threde is made c 1400 Destr Troy 667 The wetlnr
was wonen, & away borne, The grete goldyn flese with a
greke noble 1548 Hall Chron., Rich III

, 38 b. To promes
to the duke . golden hilles and sylver ryvers 1595 Chap-
man Ovid’s Banquet Sence (1630) 18 With the goldnest
arrow in his Quiver. <21671 Ld Fairfax Mem {1699) 118
1 he King was the golden ball cast between the two parties,
the Parliament and the army 1676W Row Contn Blair's
Autobieg, xi. (1848) 352 A large Bible with golden clasps.
1794 Burns My lord, a-huntmg. My lady’s gown there’s
gairs upon’t, And gowden flowers sae rare upon’t 1833Ht Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1 11 30 Golden
guineas are rare things now 1887 Ruskin Prsetenta II
422 The higher lehgious souls, hoping to lead me to the
golden gates

b 1nflg. expressions, referring to gold coin or
money.

.
1597 Breton Wits Trenchmour (Giosart) 8/1 Fish-

ing with the golden hooke, which rich men onely laydem the deepe consciences of the covetous a 1618 SylvesterHymn A Inis 334 While Great ones Had oft their Fingeis
in the Golden Py , For private Piofit,[etc ] 1626 Breton
Pasqmls Mod-cap (Grosart) 8/1 If she haue the golden
hony-bees, She shall [etc ] 1629 Leather 12 What cannot
golden liookes plucke away from vs 1636 Massinglr
trt.Dk Floiencem 1, That petition lined too With golden
birds, that sing to the tune of piofit 1842 TennVson
Locksley H 100 Every door is barr’d with gold, and opens
hut to golden keys

2 Containing or yielding gold
; auriferous. Of

a country or district . Abounding in gold. The
Golden State, California,
1398 Trevisa Barth De P.R xv cviu. (1495) 527 Ophir.

warm olde tyme callyd the golden londe, a 1618 Sylvestlr
ddyttiu. Alms 417 Pactolus, Ganges, and the golden Tay
1066 Dryden Ann Mnab ccvi, Some, hound for Guinea,
golden Sand to find 1701 De Foe True-born Eng 6 The
golden mines of Mexico 18x0 Heber Hymn * From
Greenland's icy Mountains' 1, Where Afnc’s sunny foun-
tains Roll down their golden sand 1893 Gunter MissDividends 238, I thought a torn of ‘the Golden State’
would please me.

3 Of the eoloui of gold, that shines like gold
c 1300 CursorM 17863 (Arundel MS ) To vs }>er blast a

goldein leme 1552 Hulolt, Golden heeie, chrysocoma.

1624 Heywood Captives 1, i, The blackest serpents weaie
the goldenst scales 1723 Popl Odyss xv 444 Her nch
vallies wave with golden corn 1838 Lytton Leila 1 11,

The hair and curling beaidwere of a deep golden eoloui

1852 Mrs Stowi Uncle Tom's C ui 107 She saw sunshine
sparkling on the watei, m golden ripples

fig *548 Hall Chron
, Hen VII

,

32 Belevmge no fruude
nor deceate to be hid or dohed undre this golden tale

1388 Shahs Tit A iv lv g7 For I can smooth and fill his

aged eare, With golden promises 1795 Macnlill Will 6
Jean n xxv, A* his gowden prospects vanish’d

b. In the names of several kinds of tobacco,

eg * Golden Cloud ’,
1 Golden Flake’, etc

4 Resembling gold m value, most excellent,

important, 01 precious + Golden vein [^med L
vena aurea,Ger goldadet ] the hemorrhoidal vein
1498W dl Worde (title), Heie begynneth the legende

named 111 Latyn Legenda Aurea that is to saye in Englysshe
the Golden Legende For lyke as passeth golde 111 valewc
all othei metallys, so this legende excellethall othei bookes.
1326 Pilgi Peif (W. de W 1331) 144 b, Men & women,
bothe tude & vnlerned that haue spoken golden wordes
1527 Andrew Brunsivyke's Distyll Waters D ij a/i 1 he
same [great plantayn watei] is good agaynste the (lode &
hledynge of the golden vayne 1539 Morwyng Evotiym 153
Of wateis of vertues 01 golden waters 1605 Sitaks Maib
1 vu 33, I haue bought Golden Opinions from all soils
of people 1607 Tofslll PomJ Beasts (1658) 197 It hath
been pioved foi a golden remedy, to take and anoint it with
Goats-giease X739 Cibber Apol (1756) II 33 He was a
golden actor 1838 Arnold Hist Rome (1846) I vu 102
He had a golden wit within

b Oftime, an opportunity : Ofinestimable value

,

exceedingly favourable or propitious
1601 Shaks Twel N v 1. 391 When that is hnowne, and

golden time conuents 1646 J Hall Hone Vat 20 ’ l’is

uusuffeiable to let the Golden houies of the morning
passe without ad vantage 1703 Rown FairPentt 1 1 156,
I snatch’d the glonous, golden opportunity. 1806-7 J
BcREsroRD Miseries Hum Life (1826) 11, xvm, At such
a golden moment as this 1884 Earl Grey in igth Cent
Mar 314 The golden opportunity was thrown away
5. Of rules, precepts, etc.: Of inestimable utility

,

often spec with reference to the precept, * whatso-
ever ye would that men should do to you, do ye
even so to them ’ {Matt, vu 1 2).

1674 R Godfrey Iuj Ah Physic 54 Whilst forgetting
that Golden Law do as you would be done by, they make
self the center of their actions *741 Watts Improv Mind
1 xiv § 8 Such is that golden pnnciple of morality which
our blessed Lord has given us 1807 Med fml. XVII 242
1 he best rule in this respect is the golden rule of Dr
Jenner; not to take matter after the areola begins to spread
1883 Howells Silas Laphaun II xxv, In our dealings with
each other we should be guided by the Golden Rule 1887
Ruskin Prsetenta II 13 ‘ When you have got too much to
do, don’t do it —a golden saying

+ b. Math. The golden rule

,

the rule of thiee
1542 Records Gr Artes (1575) 240 The rule of Propor-

tions, whiche for his excellence is called the Golden rule
1571 Djgges Pantom 1 xiv Ej, By the rule (called the
golden precept) 1636 Featly Clams Myst xxi 279 The
rule of three, or golden rule, as it is called in sacred
algebray. 1806 Hutton Course Math I 44 The Rule of
Three, .is often called the Golden Rule.

c Golden mean

,

the avoidance of excess in either
direction \\xJL. aurea mediocntas, Hoi. Odesli.x. 5}
*587 Mirr Mag (1813) I 32 The golden meane is best

*59° Spenser F Q 11 11 Argt , The face of golden Meane
Her sisters, two Extremities, Strive her to banish cleane
1636 Massinger Gt. Dk Florence 1 1, We, whom for our
high births, they conclude The onely free men, are the onely
slaves Happy the golden meane 1 1725 Pope Odyss xv.
80 Both the golden mean alike condemn a 1817 T. Dwight
Trav New Eng etc (1821) II. 269 That middle state of
poverty, which so long, and so often, has been termed
Golden 1821-2 Wordsw Sacheverel, As if a Church
must owe To opposites and fierce extremes her life,—Not
to the golden mean
6. Golden number [tr med L. aureus numerus

,

so called^ from its importance m calculating the
date of Eastei] . the number of any year in the
Metonic lunar cycle of nineteen years
The dates of the new and full moons in any year are ap-

proximately the same as in other years which have the same
golden number ’ Hence these numbers are retained m the

ecclesiastical calendar in connexion with the computation of
the time of Easter (The statement 111 quot 16861s baseless )
I he golden number is found by adding 1 to the remainder
left after dividing the number of the year by ig.

iSSzBh Com Prayer, Almanack

,

The Golden Number
1561 Eden Arte Nautg 11 vi 30 b, This present yeare of
1545) we haue 7 of the golden number 1594 Blundlvil
Edere vu 1 (1636) 634 The Golden number is the number
°* J9 proceeding fiom r to 10, and so to begin agame at 1
1686 Plot Staffordsh 431 They sciupled not to set them in
the margins of their Calendars m characters ofgold, whence
I hey are stiled to this day, also the golden number
7. Of a June or epoch : Characterized by great

prosperity and happiness
; flourishing, joyous

f Golden world= Golden age
1530 -TINDALL t'ract Prelates Jo ij b, Then they called ,

parlimnent (as though the golden worldeshuld come agayne
:

Hall Chron , Hen , VII,
eob, That golden worlde c

lully 1397 Shaks 2 Hen IV, v ui 100 Tydings do
bring, and luckie wyes, and golden Times 1600 A Y I
1 1.125 [They] fleet the time carelesly as they did in th
golden world i66x Cowley Disc, Govt O. Cromwell Es«
(1669) 72 The golden times of oui late Princes

"

'

T775BURK
4) II go Your gentleman does well to call the day
lav*^ efan* ^ HT * „ . ... ... rr..i n •*»

Corr (1844, ,,

of Lord Clare golden. *835 Macaulvy Hist , Eng, xvu

IV. 174 In the golden days of the Plot he had been allowed
thiee times as much 1877 Tlnnyson Hat old \\ tl, rw
day . will not shine Less than a star among the gold’enest
hours Of Alfred

b«iuencs|

t 8 Pertaining to gold (as the object of desire
pursuit, etc ) Obs *

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 817 He would cany them
whei e then Golden thn st should be satisfied 1623 R Tor
son {titIt), The Golden Trade, 01 a discovery of the RiverGambia and the golden T lack of the Ethiopians 1720 Dr
J<ol Capt Singleton vu (1840) xao Thus ended our fust
golden adventure.

9 Comb a williadjs of colour, golden-brown
-chestnut, -gteen, -olive

, -ted, -fellow
1796 Wiihlrinc, Bnt Plants (yd '

3) IV 1 7-= Juice golden
yellow 1863-5 T homson Sunday at Hampstead vm The
great dusk emei aid gotden-gieen 1865 Earl Dlruy 'Iliad
\ 1 777 Golden-diesnut maies 1891 Leeds Met tnry 27 Adi-
4/7 A dress of golden biown silk

7 p

b quasi-adveibial * with 01 like gold ’, as golden-
gleaming, -glowing, -wrought
1777 PoTiFR YEschyltts, Agamem 231 Golden-gleannnir

lays 1796 I lowNSHLND Poems 34 And m her pearly
baud a lyie She held of golden-glowing wire 1870 Morris
Earthly Par III iv 49 Hei anay all golden-wiought

c. parasynthetic, as f golden-aged, -colowed
,

-felteted, -fleeced, -footed, -fi m/ed, -hatted, -hilled,

-locked, -tailed, i s/opt, -tongued, -trapped
-winged, -wued, etc

1368 T Howell Aib A untie (1879) 101 To mnne the
ince of Nestois yeeies, a *golden aged man c i6xo Sir T
Mllvil Mem (1735) 98 She [Queen Elizabeth] delighted to
show her *golden eoloui ed Hair wearing a Caul and Bonnet
1824 J Bowring Batavian Anthol 46 Many a golden-
fetter d fool 1391 Sylvlsier Du Bartas 1 vi 118 The+ golden-fleeeed Sheep 1737 Dyer Pleece in 403 Around
the globe, The *golden footed sciences their path Mark, like
the sun a 1835 Mrs Hemans D? earns Heaven Poems
(1873) 518 In *golden-fruited giove *552 Huloet,
Golden heered, or hauynge golden hecreor lockes, chryso-

comtts 1830 Mrs Browning Poems II 273 Thou golden-
haired, ai)d silver-voiced child 1646 Ckashaw Music's
Duel Poems 89 A *golden-headed harvest 1859 Tennyson
Emit it66 Nor weapon, save a golden-lnlted brand 1B71
Earle PhtloL Eng 'longue § 660 c, Abrave, bold, *golden-
locked boy. 1833 Tennyson Pal Art xn. The light aerial
gallery, *golden-rail’d, Burnt like a fringe of fire 1399
Marston Sco Villame 1 111 107 When some she, *golden-
slopt Castilio Can cut a manors strings at Pnmero. 1645
Howell Dodotta's G? ave 101 That fiexammous and golden
toungd Orator 1648-99 Jos Blaumont Psyche ix cliu,The
Sun had from the east Prick’d forth his *Golden-trapped
Steeds c 1625 Milton Death ParrInfant 57 Or wert thou
of the golden-winged host 1596 Fitz-Geftray Sir F.
Drake (1881) 25 Her silver-feathered turtle-doves, Which in
their *golden-wired cage remainc

10 Specialized combinations and phrases, as
golden balls (see Ball sb 20) ,

golden book, a
register of the nobility of the state of Venice

,

golden-bull (see Bull sb.2 3); golden-comb,
some kind of shellfish

, golden ear, a moth, Hy
drcecia nictitans) golden earth., yellow arsenic or
orpiment

,
golden-fly = golden-ruasp

, golden-
knop, a lady-bud

,
golden maid, the fish Ctem-

labrus melops or tinea
; golden-mouth, used to

render the name Chrysostom (see Gilden a 1 b) ,

golden-mouthed a
,
whose speech is golden (used

chiefly as piec ) ;
golden perch, ‘ a fresh-water

fish of Australia, Ctenolates ambtguus ’ (Moms)

;

t golden-poll (see quots. and Gilt-head)
, golden

ram, a kind offirework forming a shower ofgolden
sparks

, golden-rmg (see quot.)
,
golden shower

—golden ram, golden spur, a papal order, the

order of St. Sylvester ; golden star, c a kind of

monstrance or cibomim used at Rome m the Papal
High Mass on Easter-day ’ (Lee Gloss Eccl Terms
1877) j

golden sulphide, sulphuret, persulphide
of antimony or antimony pentasulphide, Sb2 Sc
(Watts Diet Chetn. I. 334) ,

golden syrup (see

Svhup)
;
golden-wasp, a brightly-colomed hy-

menopterous insect of the family Chrysuhdge, esp.

Chtysis ignita

,

golden wedding (see Wedding) ,

golden wrasse = golden maid
; + golden yard,

the belt of Orion (see quot.).

*712 Land, Gaz, No 5022/6 The Senate designs to open
the Golden Book, to enter such Persons as will buy the
Nobility of Venice for themselves or Families 1863 Kings-
ley Watei-Babv 192 Live cocklesand whelks and razorshells

and sea-cucumbers and golden combs 48x9 G Samouelll
Entomol, Compend 433 Nociua auricula The golden
Ear 1567 MapletGV Rarest 10 The stone Arsemck .which
also they call the *golden earth 1823 Chabb Technol Diet

,

*Golden-fiy, an insect so called fiom its gilt body, which is

generally found m the holes of old walls, the Chrysis of
Liniueus 1691 Ray S $ E C Words, Bishop, the lady-

bird I have heard this insect 1n other places called agolden-
knop a 1823 Forby Voc E Anglia, Golden-knop 1827
Hond Every-day Bk II 108 The fish called *golden maids,
were picked up on Brighton beach c 1340 CursorM xi393
(Fairf) Iobn tellyth vs als goldyn- [other MSS gilden-]

mowthe 1542T Becon Pathw. Prayerxxxiii 0 ja, S John
golden mouth 1887 T. W Allies Throne ofFisherman
320 This is borne witness to already by the Goldeuroouth
himself. X577tr. Bulhnger'sDecades

(

1592) 773 Chrysostome
that golden-mouthed man 1396 Fitz-geffrev Sir F
Drake (x88x) 21 Golden-mouthed Drayton musicall i6S5
Mouiet & Blnnft Health's Imp) ov (1746) 243 Lucerttas

Gilt-heads or Golden-poles, are very little unlike the Gour-
nard, save that it seems about the Noddle of the Head as
tho’ it were all besprinkled with Gold-filings. *892 Pall Mall
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G i Nov 5/2 The
‘ “Golden Rain ’ isa mixture of charcoal,

saltpetre, and sulphur charged into a small yellow case 1727

Bulky vol II, *Golden ring, a Worm that gnaws the Vine,

and wraps it self up in its Leaves 1839 Url Diet Arts 480

Stars for “golden showers, nitie 16, sulpliui, 10 [eLc]

j8i7 Kirby & Sp Untomol II 234'lhe “golden-wasp tube

also (CItrysis and Paruopes) roll themselves up t into a

little ball when alaimed 1551 Rllokdi Cast Kntnol

(1556) 268 Other tlire stande as bullions set 111 lus gyulle, and

are called by manye englyshe men the
41 Golden yarde

b. m the names of plants, as f goldeu apple,

the tomato, golden-ball dial {a) the globe

flower, Trolhus eurcpMUs ,
{b) the guelder-rose,

Viburnum Opulus (.Britten & Holland Plant n. \

1879) ;
golden-chain dial

,
the laburnum, golden-

|

club, the American plant Oronlium aquatiuim

,

golden-crown, the American genus Cluyso-

stemma ( Treas Bot 1866); golden cudweed,

Heluhryswn onentale ;
also Plciotaulon virga-

tuiii (Grisebach Flora IV Ind 1864), golden-

cup, a popular name of vanous species of Ranun-
culus

,
Caltha, Trolhus

,
golden dust = Gold-

DUSi1 2, golden feather, the common golden-

leaved Pynthrum\ golden flower, the com
marigold ,

golden flower of Peru, the sun-

flower, golden-hair, Chysocoma tomaiuea (Pax-

ton Bot But 1840), golden herb, the orach,

golden-knob = golden-cup

,

golden-locks, a

name for various plants, now esp the fern Poly-

podium vulgare, also Pterotaulou virgahm
(Grisebach Flora IV. Ind 1864) ; + golden-

lungwort, Ray’s name for the Wall Hawkweed,
Iheraaam murorum ; + golden Mary, ? the

marigold ;
golden moss, + (a) the moss Poly-

trichum commune
;

(b) the stonecrop, Sedwu
acre , golden mothwort — golden cudweed

,

golden nugget (see quot.) ,
golden oat, the

yellow oat-grass ;
golden osier, (a) Sahx vitel-

hna
,

(b) Mynca Gale
,
golden pert, Gratiola

aurea {Treas Bot x 866) ;
golden samphire ,Inula

cnthmoides
,
golden saxifrage, the genus C/uyso-

splemum , golden-seal, Hydrastis Canadensis of

N. America
,
golden-spoon, theWest Indian plant

Byrsomma cmerea

,

golden spur, a variety of

daffodil
,
golden thistle, the composite genus

Scolymus
,

esp S. hispanicus

,

golden trefoil,

Hepaltca triloba
,
golden tuft, Pte> ocaulon virga-

tum, formerlyalso applied to other plants; golden-
withy, Mynca Gale Also Golden-rod

*578 Lyte Dodoens m Ixxxvi 439 OF Amorus Apples or
“Golden Apples i860 Worcester, *Golden-clnb,

a perennial
aquatic plant, bearing yellow flowers 1597 Gerarde
Herbal it. exevi § 2 520 Golden Motherwort is called

m English “Golden Cudweed; being doubttesse a lcinde

of Gnaphaltum, or Cudweede. 1736 Ainsworth Lat
Diet. “Golden cup [herb] Polyanthemon 1879 Britten
& Holland Plant-n

, Golden cup Ranunculus aens, R
bulbosus, R Ficana, and R. repens 1886 Elworihy
IV Somerset Word-bk

,
Golden cup 1, Marsh marigold

The usual name Caltha Palustns 2 Ranunculusglobosa
1878 R Thompson's Gardener's Assist, 795 Pyrethmm
Parthemmn aureurn, one of the very finest and hardiest of
all golden-leaved plants used in carpet bedding, is well
known under the name of “golden feather 1351 Turner
Herbal 1 Kjb, Chrysanthemom or calchas .. hath floures

wonderfully shynynge yellowe The herbe may he called
inEnglysh*goldenfloure 1866 Ti eas Bot

,
Golden-flower,

Chrysanthemum 1378 Lyte Dodoens n xxxiv 191 The
Indian Sunne, or “golden floure of Perrowe groweth to the
length of thtrtene or fouretenne foote 1736 Ainsworth
Lat, Did

,
A triplex An heib called 01age, or orach ,

“golden herb x8ao T Mitchell Anstoph 1 218 They
love a tale of scandal to their hearts, And his had been
as quick m birth as golden-herb. 1835 W Baxter Bnt
Phamog Bot II 153 Caltha palustns “Golden-knobs
188a Hardwicke's Science Gossip XVIII 165 Local Names
extant m rural Oxfordshire . * golden knobs buttercups
1738 Bailey Honsh Did, 303 *Golden Locks call’d also
Golden tufts 1844 E Newman Brit, Ferns (ed 2) na It
{Polypodium vulgare] is called by these gatherers Golden
Locks, and Golden Maiden-hair 1670 Ray Catal Plant,
Augl 253 Pulmouaria Gallica sive aurea, French or
Golden Lungwort 1649 Lovelace Poems (1864) 62 So

opens loyall “golden Mary 1397 Gerarde Herbal m
clvu, This is called m English Golailockes Polytrichon It
might also he termed “Golden Mosse, or Hairie Mosse. 1863
Berkeley Bnt Mosses 1 1 Sedum acre, the Golden Moss
of every cottager 1597 Gerarde Herbal n exevi 519 Of
Golden Mothwoort, or Cudweede 1882 Garden 19 Aug

156/2 Balsamita grandiflora or “GoldenNugget a good
and effective hardy plant 1842 c W Johnson Farmer's
Encycl 130/2 Avenafiavescens, “Golden oat or yellow oat-
grass. 1828 Loudon A rboretuni Brit III 152% Sahxmtel-
ana L The yellow Willow, or “Golden Osier 1836W A
Bromeield Flora Vedensxs 466 Golden Withy Golden
Osier 1776 Withering Bnt Plants II 513 Elecampane
* Golden Samphire 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 cu. 288 The
“golden Saxifrage groweth in certayne moyst and watene
places 1897 Willis Flower, PI II 198 “Golden-seal is

used as a tonic 1893 Daily News 28 Mar 2/2 “Golden
sPur. a magnificent trumpet daffodil of brilliant coloui and
noble form 1397 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccclxiv 993 Cardnus
Chrysanihettius The “golden Thistle Ibid cccclxxxvu
1031 Of noble Lyueiwoort, or “golden Trefoile, Ibid n.
exevi 520 Coma aurea “Golden tuft 1686RayHist Plant
I vi x 280 Stmchas citnna , Oriental Goldy-locks or
Golden-tufts 1864 Grisebach FloraW Ind 784/1 Golden-
tuft, Pterocaulon virgatum, 1847-78 Halliwell, *Golden-
Withy, bog myrtle,

c. in the names of varieties of fruit, esp apples,
as golden-doucet, -drop, + ducat-doueet,
+ munday, -pippin, -rennet, + russet, f russet-
mg.
1664 Kveiyn Kal Hint (1729) 191 Apples 'Golden

Doucet a 18*3 Forhy Vac E. Austin, “Golden drop, the
v.uiety of plum, called in out catalogues of fiuits drap
d'ot 1882 Garden 21 Jan 48/2'lhat king of dessert Plums
--the old Golden Drop 1883 Isee Drop sb io f] 1747 Mrs
Glasse Cookery xxi 164 1 he “golden Ducket Dauset
Apples 1723 Bradley Pam Diet s v Applc, rGoldzn IMun-
day, 1718 Lady M W Montagu Let, toAbbeConti 31 Oct

,

The honest English squu e who verily believes that the
African fruits have not so fine a flavoui as “golden pippins
1823 J Badcock Dom Amusun 47 1 he golden pippin lias

gradually become a shy giowei 111 this country 1778
i'-ng Gazetteer (ed 2) s v Pinham, [lenliam] being the
place where Richard Ilarns, fruiterer to Henry VIII fust
planted chemes, pippins, and “golden-renates 1824 Miss
Mi 1 i<ord Village Sei 1 (1863) 47 That great tree, bending
with the weight of its golden leimcts 1664 Emlyn Kal
Hoit (1729) 232 ‘Golden Russet 1707 Moriimlr IImb,
535 The Aromattck or “Goldeu Russeting
d in the names of birds, as golden back, ‘ the

American golden plover, Chai ctdnits donnmeus'
(1Cent Diet ) , golden-head (see quot ) ,

golden-
wing, the golden-winged woodpecker (

Colaptes

auratus) Also golden-breasted vultuie
,
golden-

checked warbler
,

golden-crested kinglet, regulus,

wren, golden-crowned kinglet
,
spanow, thrush

,

wren
,

golden eagle
,
manakin

,
oriole, pheasant

,

plovei
,

robin, warbler, golden-winged warblei

,

woodpecker see the sbs. Also Golden-eye
1753 Chambers Cycl Supp

,
*Golden-head, a name by

which some have called the anas artica clusu, a web
footed fowl, common on our shores 1883 Swainson Prom
Names Bn ds 154 Wigeon (Mareca peuolope) Golden head,
or Yellow poll The male is so called on the east coast of
Ireland 1893 A tlantic Monthly July 61 ,

1

had a call from
a family of flickers or “goldenwings

Golden (g^u ld’n), v raie [f the adj ] a
trans To cover or tinge with a golden hue b
mtr. To assume a golden colour.
1830 Mrs Browning Poems II 307 The sun strikes,

through the farthest mist, The city's spwe to golden 1866
Nlale Sequences § Hymns 187 The pumpkin ripened and
goldened 18 Loweli Endymton IV Poet.Wks 1890 IV.
152 Like loose mists that blow Across hei crescent, golden-
ing as they go

Hence Go ldened, Go ldening ppl adjs.

1863 A B Grosart Small Sins (ed 2) 102 The goldening
sunlight 1876 Smiles Sc Natur xu. (ed 4) 237 Sails

showing brightly m the goldened light.

Golden ag^e. p* L. aurea setas

;

see Golden
a 7 and Age sb 1 x ] The first and best age of the

world, in which, according to the Greek and Roman
poets, mankind lived in a slate of ideal piospenty
and happiness, free from all trouble or crime (Cf.

HesiodWks dr5 Days 108, Ovid Met 1 89) Hence,
the period m which a nation, etc., is at its highest

state of prosperity, or in which some department
of humgn activity is at its acme of excellence.
Often applied to the finest period of Lat literature (Cicero

to Ovid), 111 contrast to the ‘ silver age ’ which succeeded

1533 Eden Decades m vm 134 As wee reade of them
whiche in oulde tyme lyued 111 the golden age 1610 Shaks
Temp 11 1. 168, I would with such perfection goueme Sir

T’ Excell the Golden Age. 1683 DrydenA Ibwn A Ibanns
Pref .Those first tunes,which Poetscall the Golden Age *700— Fables Pref, With Ovid ended the golden age of the
Roman tongue 1732 Berkeley Alaphr v § 25 In the
golden age (as the Italians call it) of Leo the Tenth 1869
Lecky Europ, Mor II 1 44 The golden age ofRoman law
was .. Pagan 1873 Stubbs Const, Hist II xv 299 The
thirteenth century is the golden age of English churchman-
ship

+ Goldeney. Obs, Also 6-7 goldn(e)y,
gold(e)nie, golden-eye. [? f Golden a + -y 4

;

cf Blacky, Brownie, etc. The form golden-eye

is prob due to a misunderstanding] The name
of some fish, perhaps the golden wrasse, but com-
monly used (like Gilt-head) to render L. aurata
or scams
1552 Huloet s v , Gilt hed or goldney fishe which cheweth

like a beast, aurata marma 1589 Cogan Haven Health
cixxxiv, (1636) 167 Among which he [Galen] reckoneth the
whiting, the perch, the gilthead or goldnie. 1391 Sylvester
Du Bartas 1 v 314 (margin) The Golden-eye or Guilt-head
1661 Lovell Hist Amm Mm, Introd, Fishes,, which
are saxatile, living neer stones, and are squammose ,

as
the Golden eye

GoTden-eye.
1 . a A sea-duck of the genus Clanguid, esp. C.

glaucion b. * The bird Mehthreptus lunulaius
*

(Mortis AustralFng. 1898) e The Tufted Duck,
Fuligula enstata (Newton Diet. Birds 368)
a 1678 Ray WtUnghby's Ormth , 368 The Golden, eye.

The Indes of the Eyes are of a lovely yellow or gold-
colour 1709 Derham in Phil Tia.ns XXVI. 466 Anas
Platyrhynchosmas Aldrov The Golden-Eye 1766
Pennant Zool (1768) II 460 Golden eye These birds

frequent fresh water, as well as the sea 2810 Crabbe
Borough, P, Grimes, Or sadly listen to the tuneless cry Of
fishing gull, or clanging goldeneye 1870 Athenaeum 20
Aug 232/3 Widgeon, teal, golden-eye, and other duck,
abound in the neighbourhood of Quickjock
b. 1827 Vigors & Horsi ield in Frans Linn Sot. XV

313 Lunulata .. ‘This bird*, Mr Caley says, 'is called

Golden-Eye by the settlers ’.

2 f A fish, Ilyodon chiysopsis
,
having a laige eye

with yellow iris ’ {Cent Diet,).

3 . A neuropterous insect of the genus Chiysopa
*733 Chambihs Cycl Supp,, Chrysopis, the golden eye,

a species of fly, so called from the beautiful gold colour of
its eyes 1862 Chambers's Cycl , Golden eye 1' ly (Huiiero-
bim ptrla. or Chiysopa perla)

Goldenly (gd* ld’nli), adv. [f Gulden a. +
-LY A]
1 In a golden mamiei ; excellently, splendidly
1600 Shaks A V L 11 6 My brothei Iaque., lie keepes

at suhoole, and 1 epori speakes goldenly of his profit 1840
Hood Kilmansegg, Fancy Ball xx\i, So the courtly dance
n.is goldenly done, And golden opinion-., of course, it won
1889 Low ill Latest Lit Ess (1892) 137 A style so parsi-

monious in the number of its woids, so goldenly sufficient

m the value of them
2 With a golden hue or lustre , like gold, (baid

of both material and immaterial things.)

*827-33 Willis lo Stolen Ring 21 The dieams Of hu
high heart came goldenly and soft 1864 Loivlll Fireside
1 j av 313 The sunlight .hovered under the dome like the
holy dove goldenly descending

3. As with gold.
1 1825 Beddoes 2nd Brother 111 i. Dropping with slurry

sparks, goldenly honied 1859 Miss Mulouc Romani P 1

Both are written goldenly on this happy lieait of mine

Goldeuuess (go» -
ld’ii|nes) [f Golden a. +

-NEhts
] The condition of being golden.

1829 Cunningham Bnt Paint I, 342 A ucliness ofcoloui -

mg, a sort of biown and glossy goldenness 1840 Lowell
little Poet Wks (1879) 4 The full goldenness of fruiLful

prime.

GO‘lden-ro d. A plant of the genus Sohdago,
esp S Virgaurea

,

having a rod-like stem and a
spike of bright yellow flowers.

1568 Turner Herbal nr 78 Virga aurea may he called

m English Golden-rod 1616 Surfi & Maukh Country
barme 200 Golden-rod would he sowne 111 a fat giound
171B Quincy Compl Disp 116 Golden-rod flowers m July
and August 18 Bryant Death of the Flamers 15 But
on the lull the golden-rod, and the aster m the wood .. 111

autumn beauty stood

b G-oldenrod-tree, a shrub (Bosea Yerva

-

mom), a native of the Canary Isles.

1829 m Loudon Encycl Plants 1866 in Tt eas Bot.

t Gold-faw, a. Obs Forms 1 goldf&5, -f&h,

3 goldfaw [OE. goldfdh ,
f. Gold 1 +fdh Faw a j

Adorned with gold
Beowulf(Z )_995 Gold fagsemon web aeftei wajum c 1203

Lay 26706 Leien peond Jian ueldes gold-fa^e [

c

*273 gold-
fawe] sceldes Ibid 31406 Nim gold-fah i-wede

GoTd-field. A district or region in which gold
is found Also attnb.
1852 Earp Gold Col Australia vm 129 The gold field-, of
New South Wales 1838 T M'Combie Hist Victoria xv
215 All were anxious to get away for the gold fields 1890
Boldrewood Col. Ref01 mer (1891) 272 The goldfield town
near which was the station

fig 1834 Macaulay Biog , Bunyan (i860) 44 He con-
tinued to work the Gold-field which he had discovered and
to draw from it new Measures

Goldfinch, (gduldfinj). Also 1 goldfine, 6
goldefinohe [f. Gold ! + Finch. Cf Du goud-
mnk

,
G goldfink ]

1. A well-known blight-coloured singing-bird

(1Carduehs elegans) of the family Fringilhdm, with

a patch of yellow on its wings
c 1000 ACltric Gloss m Wr -Wiilcker 131 Auricmctiis,

goldfine a 1230 Owl s,- Night, 1130 Pinnuc goldfinch rok
ne crowe Ne dai bar never cumen thende c 1386 Chaucer
Cook's T 3 Gaillard he was as Goldfynch in the shawe
i486 Bk St Albans F vj, A Cherme of Goldefynches
a 1529 Skelton P Sparmve 392 Euery byrde in his laye
The goldfynche, the wagtayle [etc ] 1601 Holland Pliny
I 308 The Gold finch liueth among bushes and thorns
a 1800 Cowper Faithful Bird 4 1 wo goldfinches, whose
sprightly song Had been their mutual solace long 1876
Smiles Sc Natur, xm (ed 4) 270 The goldfinch is also a
good singing bird

b. U S. Applied lo several small yellow finches,

esp. Spvnus tnstis
,
the thistle-bird

1838 Thoreau Winter 22 Dec. (1888)6 Theremay be thirty

goldfinches, very busk aud pretty tame. They hang, head
downwards, on the v/eeds

c. dial The yellow-hammer.
1848 in Evans Leicesiersh Words,

2 A kind of artificial salmon-fly.

1867 F Francis Angling x, (1880) 349 The Goldfinch A
very showy, striking fly

3 . slang -f a One who has plenty of gold Obs
1603 Dekker Wondeifnll Yeare Wks (Giosart) I 112

Lazarus lay growing at euery mans doore . maiy no Diucs
was withm to send him a crum, (fot all your Gold finches

were fled to the woods). 1609— Lanthorne i$* Candle-

L

Wks (Grosart) III 222 a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew,
Goldfinch, he that has atwaies a Purse or Cod of Gold m
his Fob.

b. A gold com ;
a guinea or sovereign.

1602 Middleton Blurt tv 1 F 2 a, If this Gold-finch, that

with sweet notes flyes Can worke 1639 Shirley Genii
Venice in 1, .Marcello, whom I employed To my most
costive uncle, for some goldfinches. 1780 Stelvens hhides
Plays fauppl II 279 note, The vulgar still call our gold
coins, gold-finches. 1828 Sporting Mag XXI, 367 He was
backed by a number of individuals not overburthened with

f
oldfinches 184a Punch II. 168 Two Canaries=one Gold-
nch. 1896 Pall MallMag May 10 You’ve not a crown

ui your pocket, and ours a-bulging out with goldfinches

Gold-fi nder,
1. One whose occupation it is to find gold.
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*631 WcEVrn Anc Funetal Mon 51 The giaue-i .titers,

these gold-finders are called theeues 1740 Fielding Tom
Jones vi 1, The tiuth-findei and the gold-finder 185a Earp
Gold Col Austtahavm 130 The camp of the goldfinders

was called the city of Ophir

f 2 A scavenger Obs
1611 Corots ,

Gmgnet on, a Goldfmdei, a Dung farmer

1685 Cuownc Sir Com tly Nice it 10 A gold findei
,
Madam ?

look into jakes, for hits, o' money? I had a spirit above it

1734 Swinr Wood's Execution
, Goldfindir I’ll make him

stink x%$ManNo 13 6Mycart might, 111 imitation of

the gold-finders,wait at the dooi s ofpeisons of fashion, to take

in a loadiug puvately . when the prying vulgai aie asleep

[1896 Warwicksh. Clou, sv Gold-dust
,
'ihe name gold-

finder or gold-farmei still lmgei s in Shiewsbury ]

t Go’ld-fi Her. Obs A lefiner of gold
148301//! A ugl lGi/aGolde Fyneie 1530 1

j
ai sen 226 '1

Goldefynor, affluent 1555 Eui N Decades 33s Dysshe ofwod
lyke vnto those which the golde liners vse 1668 Si Sun l
Tut ttgo's lPiles in 1, Two Houses of Pleasui e one belongs

to the Gold finet of the Seraglio.

Godd-fish. + a A fish with golden markings
found m the South Seas {obs

)
b A small golden-

red fish (Cyprinus auratus) of the carp family, a

native of China, commonly bred and kept foi

oinament in tanks, glass globes, etc (see quot.

1802). c = Gambaldi 2

1698 Frogur Voy 45 The Gold-Fish and the Eonile con-
tinually make War with them in the Watei 1713 E Cooke
Voy, S Sea 342 Ihe Gold Fish is very beautiful 1731
Medley Nolben's Capo G Hope II 192 The Cape-Gold-
Fish is about a Foot and a Half long 1791 W Bartram
Carolina 44 The gold-fish is about the si/e of the anchovy
1802 Bingley Amm Biog (1813) III 86 Gold Fish are
natives of China They were ihst intioduced into England
about the yeai 1691 1873 B Stewart Consent Force 1

8 A glass globe containing numerous goldfish

GO‘ld-foil. Gold beaten out into a thin sheet.
As a mod technical term, gold-foil denotes a thicker sheet

thangold-leaf
1398 [see Foie sb 1

4] C1440 Promp Pant 202/1 Goold-
fuyle 1499 Ace in T Shajp Dnseit Cov Myst (1825)35
For colours and gold foyle & sylvei foyle for nij capps
1587 Golding DeMornay x, 137 Such cloath, wire, 01 gold-
fade, as no man would deetfie to liaue come of so grosse a
matter x6ox Holland Pliny II 529 A kind of gum or
size to lay vnder gold foile for to guild timbei 1892 W. S
Gilbert Foggerty'sFairy 273Aspacious apai tment blazing
With gas and gold-foit

t Go’ld-hoard. Obs. A hoard of gold
;

ti en-

sure
c 825 Vesp Psalter cxxxn 7 Se forSlsedeS windas ofgold-

hordum his a 1000 Eleue 790 (Gr
)
past goldhord {wet

yldum waes lange behyded £1175 Lamb Horn 109 pe
bihut his gold hord on heouene riche a 1225 A ncr. R
150 Gol-hord is god dede, pet is to heouene lefned 13
Seityn Sag (W ) 2004 Undn the pyler . Ther hys a golde
hold bygunne

Goldilocks (gda Idilpks). Also 6-9 goldy-
locks, (6 goldilocx, 9 north goudy-locks). [f

Goldy a. + Look sb.]

•pi Golden hair, app vaguely used for a
woman’s hair m general Obs.
1566 Stlduy Seneca's Agamemnon 111 Fj, The soft and

f
entle goldilocks starte vp of hei affright 1589 Fleming
'irg. Geotg. iv 68 Their gay and gallant goldilockes Spred

all about their necks so white 1589 Kider Eng-Lat.
Diet , Goldilockes, or womans liaire, which Iieth out before
over their fore heades, cap) once 1503 B Barnes Partheno-
pintSonn xix. She matcheth In goldie lockes brightTytan
1596 LodgeMarg. Amer G, Haumg her goldilocks tied vp
with loose chaines of gold, and Diamondes
1 2. One who has golden hair, Obs.
c 1550 Pryde 3- Abuse Wont 1x7 in HazI E P P IV

239 Huffal goldylocx, joly lusty goldylocx ; A wanton
ti leker is come to towne X591 Sylvester Du Bat tas 1, iv
400 Pure goldy-locks, Sol, States’-friend, etc 16x5 Sir E
Hoby Cm ry-tonthe 1 49 To set out the pictiue like a Goldy-
locks,withRebatoes,redSattinPetticotes,andlooseGownes
g *687 Cotton Poet Wks. (1765) 55 My Goldy Locks (quoth
she) my Joy, My pretty little tyny Boy
3 A name given to various plants, esp. a Ra-
nunculus auncomus, a species of the buttercup

,

b * A modem (translated) book-name for Chryso-
coma Lmosyns 3

(Britten & Holland 1879); c
Heltchrysum Stccclms j + d (in Lyle) Polytnchum
commune , e Tralhus europmis,
1578 Lyte Dodocns in lxxi 414 We may cal it m English

Goldylockes Polytuchon. 1597 Gerardl Herbal 11 cevu
11633) 647 Golden Flour? gentle or goldilockes also called
Gods floure 1625 B Jonson Pans Aumv

,
Bring Fair

ox-eye, goldy-locks, and columbine. 1650 W How Phyto-
logia Bnt 102 Ranunculus auneouttts Goldylocks 1658
Rowland Motifet's Theat Ins 902 Otheis yet advise to sow
Goldilocks near where they [bees] are 1832 J Hodgson
Nortkumbld II it 459 The plant which, as a boy, I was
taught to call Locken Gotten, 01 Goudy Locks, is the
Trohus emopea of Botanists 1880 W Leighton Shaks
Dream 52 Blue hyacinths And goldilocks

+Go*lding. Obs. [f. Gold 1 + -ing 3 .

The foim stilfoccuis in north midland dialects as a name
of the marigold, m Kent of the ladybird ]

1 A gold corn
.c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears 1 i, 77 m Archw Stud d nett
espd. (1897) XCVIII 306 His goldinges that he kepes in
prison

2. A kind of apple - (See Goldling.)
1589 Rider Eng.-Lat Diet s v Apple, Summer Goldiligs
Winter Goldings. 1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet., Gnlde-

hngh, A Golding, an apple so called.

Goldish, vgdu'ldif), a [f Gold 1 + -ish ] Some-
what golden.

1398 1 rev isaAVi; th DcP R xvi I win (i ^5) 574 \ nothei

kjnde of marbyl is spiongen wyth goldyssh speckes
c 1430 Lvdg Chorle <J- Iiyrdc (Roxb ) 15 All is not golde
that sheweth goldish hewe 1577 Di i liclat Spir 1

(1659) 174 Theie leinameth 011 the Table a goldish shine

1683 Plitus IIda Mm 11 1 100 Furthci, all Goldish o.us
(which ate commonly sandy) have good Duke gold 1703
Maxon Meth Ex etc 61 You will sec the Colour change by
degrees, coming to a ligliL goldish Colour, then to a dark
goldish Coloui 1774 Mrs Dllany Lett Set 11 II 47
A little biassish, copeush, goldish thiead-like stuff

Hence f Go ldishness.
1671 J Wluster MctfiUogt Mil 203 Silver metalline Oic

is wi ought many times in a red goldishness

Gold lace see Lack sb.

Go’ld-laced, a Oinamcnted with gold lacc

1630 J Taylor (Watei P) IPIs ir 145/2 Amidst the
guaided troope Of gokl-lae’d Aclois x686 Loud Gao No
2126/4 A gold lac’d Coat 1787 bn, J Hawkins Ltje John
ton 199 Johnson appeared 111 a gold-laced waistcoat, 1838
Dickens O I wist n, Oliver, fnmly giaspmg his [Ah
Bumble’s] gold-laced cuff, trotted beside him
fig 1850 Carlyll Latter-d Pamph v (1872) 180 In these
shabby gold-laced days 1871 Palgkave Lyt , Poems 50 E’en
in the palace recesses The gold-laced conscience was stin’d

b Applied to a variety of Polyanthus, the blos-

soms of which have a yellow border
1878/? Thompson's Gardener's Assist 758 The gold-laced

varieties [of Polyanthus]

Gold leaf. (Often hyphened')

a, (with pi. gold leaves ) A minute quantity of

gold, beaten out into an extremely thin sheet,

averaging from 3 to 3! inches square b (sing,

only ) Gold m this form used m gilding, etc

1727-41 Chambers Cycl, Gold-leaf, or beaten Gold, is gold
beaten with a hammer into exceedingly thin leaves Each
book ordinarily contains twenty-five gold leaves 1799 G
Smith Laboratory I 195 You may lay on gold leaves with
brandy x8ix A. T Thomson Land Disp (x3 x 8) 44 The
finest silver leaf being only one-third thicker than gold
leaf 1839 Urk Diet Arts Six Skins prepared from ox-gut
aie now intei posed between each gold leaf 1884 Qhamb
Jrnl 10 May 294/1 A mandann is graciously allowed to
choke himself by swallowing gold-leaf

c. Goldleafelectrometer, elect 1 oscope,galvanoscope,

appliances in which gold leaf is used as a detector.
1812 Sir H Davy Client Philos 168 An insulated gold

leaf electrometer. 1870 R. M Ferguson Electr 53 A gold
leaf electroscope

Goldless (gffn Idles), a. rare [f Gold 1 +
-less ] Without gold
£1386 Chaucer Shipman's T 290 But goldlees for to be,

it a, no game 18*3 Byron Island 1 The goldless age,
where gold disturbs no dreams

t Go ldling. Obs- 1
[f. Gold 1 + -ling

,

cf

Du guldehngk in Hexham.] = Golding 2

1655 Mouffet & Bennett Health’s Irnpr. xxn 196
Winter-goldlmgs [aie] Scandiana Plum

+ Go’ldly, a Obs. rare —

\

[f. Gold 1 + -ly 1
]

Resembling gold, golden.
c 1430 Life St Hath, (1884) 48 A ciowne shynynge al m

goldly coloui_

Gold-mine, A mine from which gold is ob-
tained. Alsofig a source of wealth
1483 Calk A ugl. 161/2 A Goldemyne. 1530 Falser

226/1 Goldemyne, mtntere a or. 1627 May Lucan m
Ej b. The land, that from gold-mines letts Heimus goe, And
rich Pactolus *732 Lldiakd Sethos II vu 19 Mines of
iron were much scarcer in these climates than gold mines
1833 Tennyson Dream Fair Worn 27d.From the deep Gold-
mines of thought to lift the hidden ore That glimpses 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks (Bohn) II 42 There is

no gold mine of any importance, but theie is more gold in
England than in all other countries

Goldney, -nie, -ny : see Goldeney.
Goldsmith, (g^-ldsmijf)

1. A worker in gold ; one who fashions gold into
jewels, ornaments, articles of plate, etc.

c 1000 /Elfric Gen iv 22 Tubalcain, se tvass egtSer go
goldsmiS se isensmi<5 . <2x225 A ncr R 236 Al so alse he
goldsmio clenseS Jiet gold lSe fure 1387 Tuevisa Higdon
(Rolls) VII 53 He telleb bat Donston made in a tyme
a chalys by goldsmethes craft 1464 Mann <5- Honse/i
Exp. (Roxb ) 253 Item, payd to the goldsmythe that made
the bokelys x s ny d 1526 Pilgr Perf (W de W
1531) 108 b, There was. neuei yet goldbinyth that onely with
betynges of the hammer coude make a fayre ymage x68x
Piudlaux Lett (Camden) 98 The Alderman would not
vouch for payment, and thereon the goldsmith would not
prepare the plate 1857 Ruskin Pol Econ Aril (1868) 6a
True goldsmith’s work, when it exists, is geneially the
means of education of the greatest painters and sculptors of
the day.

IT Down to the i 8lh c. these tradesmen acted as
bankers.
a 1674 Clarendon Conhn Life (1759) 314 1 hey [Bankers]

wei e for the most Part Goldsmiths 1690 Child Disc, Trade
(1694) 33 His Majesty has been enforced to give above the
usual rates to goldsmiths 17x3 Steele Guardian No 2
f 1 He gave me a Bill upon Ins Goldsmith in London 17x9W Wood Sum Trade 340 All our large Payments are
made generally in Exchequer Bills, Bank or Goldsmith
notes 1822 Scott Nigel iv, I am a goldsmith, and live by
lending money as well as by selling plate

2. Short for goldsmith-beetle,
1863 Rep. U S Commiss Agnc 298 (Cent) Large

beetles, such as the common Cetomas or goldsmiths
3. attnb, and Comb., as fgoldsmith-craft, ^-yoork

,

goldsmith-beetle, a large scarabseid beetle
{Cotalpa lamgera

)

having wing-covers of golden
litsli e

, also, Cetoma aurata or other species

i88x Cassell's Nat Hist V ^18 I’lie Ruteli/u), 01 ’’Gold
smith Beetlfs L1449 Pi lock Rtpr 1 v So Ihesporiei and
the cutelei be leeined in thilk point of *goldxmyth craft
which is gilding 1506 Poston Lett No 953 III 404Ahatt
oPgaldsmyth vorke £1530 Let in Ld Berners' Fta ss
Editoi’s Pief (1812) 18 'ihe king well apparelled in coots
and clokes of goutd, and gouldsmythe w orke
Hence Go ldsmithess nomc-wd

,

a female gold-
smith, f Go ldsmitliy, Go Idsmi th(e)ry, the art
or trade of a goldsmith

,
goldsmith’s work , articles

made by the goldsmith.
£1386 Chauci h Nut’s r 1640 Hanitys so liche,* and

wioglit so weel Of goldsmythiye, of browdynge, and of
steel 1 1430 Pilgr LyfHanhodc n xvi (1869) 183 I am
quod she, fie goldsnuthcsxe and Jpe foigeiesse of heuene’
c 1449 Pllock Ri/t lsso) 1 x 50 As if 0011 man had lermd
the al hool ciaft of goldsniytlu and the al hool craft of
uitlcu 1483 Caxton Gold Lig 189^ He knew wel the
ciafte & arte of goldsmythtryc 1647 Lilly Chr Astral
cxlix 632 Ptofessions conveisant in me, whether it be m
Snuthery or walking 111 Goldsimtheiy 1873 Brown ini.
Red Cott Nt iap 132 Then actual loid By dint ofdiamond
dealing, goldsmitluy 1883 Atktu,enm 2 June 707 Works
in iron, pewtei, and bronze, as well as goldsmithery

Go’ldspink. Sc and dial Also gowdspink
[f Gold 1 + Spink Cf goldfinch and Sw. dial.

gulspvnk (gul yellow), the yellow-hammei and
titmouse ]
1. The goldfinch Chiefly

1513 Douor as JEncts xn Pro! 240 Goklspynk and lynt-
quhyte fordynnand the lyft 1549 Compl A cot vi 39 The
grene serene sang sueit, quhen the gold spynk chantit 1724
Ramsay Tea-t Mtsc (1775) I 21 Nansy’s to the Green wood
gane, lo hear the gowdspink chalt’nng 1787 Burns
Humble Petit Brttar Water vi, The gowdspink, music’s
gayest child 1882 Lane Gloss

, Go/dspnth, gowdspink, a
goldfinch.

2. dial The yellow-hammer
1788 W Marshall Yorksh Gloss , Goldsptnh, the bird,

yellowhammer 1864 Atkinson Ptov Names Birds

Gold stick, go ld-stick.
a The gilt rod carried on state occasions by the

colonel of the Life-Guards or the captain of the
Gentlemen-at-aims b The bearer of the gilt rod

;

also gold-stick in waiting
1804 G Rose Dianes (i860) II 152 Lord Pelham came

out from his Majesty with the Gold Stick, as Captain of the
Band of Yeomen of the Guaids 18x2 Ann Reg 147 The
Earl of Harungton, gold-stick m waiting 1844 Regul <$•

Ord Army 28 The Gold Stick will continue to perform the
Duty of that Office 1863 Thackeray Wks (1872) X 262
Goldstick in waiting is even more splendid 1882 Harped

s

Mag LXV 163 Gold-sticks have resigned because of differ-

ence of opinion with her Majesty’s government

Go'ld-washer.
t a. One who * sweats ’ gold coins {obs.) b One

who washes auriferous soil to separate the gold
C An appliance for obtaining gold by washing
£1515 Cocke Lot ells B (Percy Soc) it Money baterers,

Golde washers, tombiers, fogelers 1683 PrTTUs FletaMin
ii 11 102 Gold-Washers who go abroad m the Country for

Gold-washing, and get their Livelihood by it 1875 Knigiit
Diet Mech s v , Gold-washers are ofvarious kinds The
pan, the rocking-cradle [etc ]

So Go ld-wash, a place where gold-washing is

carried on
,
Go ld-washmg, {a) the process of ob-

taining gold by washing
,
(b) =gold-%vash (chiefly

in pi.)

1683 Gold-washing [see above] 1796 Morse Amer
Geog II 241 The gold-wash of the Bannat yields upwards
of 1000 ducats 1799 W Tooke View Russian Emp I

98 1 he gold-works or gold-washes of Ekaterinenburg 1875
Knight Diet Mech s v Gold-washers, Edrisi speaks of

the employment of quicksilver m the gold-washings made
by the negroes of Sofala as a long-known practice

Gold-weight. Obs
a. pi. Scales for weighing gold. b. sing Exact

weight, such as is aimed at in weighing gold.
To ihe gold weighty, with the greatest exactitude, to be

(put) gold-weight, to be (put) in equipoise
c 1500 Inventory in Poston Lett No 954 III 408 Item,

a payre of gold weghtes in a case, ijf 1530 Palsgr 226/1

Goldeweightes, irebuchet 1621 £ lltchlk Wild Goose

Chase J m, 1 o one that weighs her words and her behaviours
In the gold weights of discretion 1 a 1625 — Love's Pdgi
1 i, A Mastei of Ceremonies , But a man, beleeve it, That
knew his place to the gold weight 1630 B Jonson New
Inn 11 n, An host, Who should be King at Armes, and cei e-

moi.ies, In his ovvne house 1 know all, to the goldweights

1683 R Baulll Vnlg hnors 91 If Nature alone could

turn the Scale without being put gold-weight by Grace, it

weie true, but seeing it could not raise the Scale to thus

equipoize without the assistance of Grace, it is false. 1727

BovL.RFr-Eng Diet s v, That prejudice is sufficient to turn

the Scale, where it was Gold-weight before [F qui aupata
vant licit comine en Eqmlibre]

Go*ld-work, -works.
a. sing The art or piocess of working m gold,

b. Work done in gold
,
goldsmith’s work c. pi.

A place where the washing, mining, or smelling

of gold is earned on,
1683 Pettus Fleta Mm 11 u, 102 Gold-Washers . have

for the Gold-works a special piovmg Ibid 109 The Floor

is driven over the plain Hearth with Woollen stuff (as

above, where the Gold-work hath been taught' 1722

Wollaston Rehg Nat ix 201 The gold-works in the con-

fines of Egypt 1838 Thirlwall Greece V xlu 201 Datus

Was proverbial . . for the richness of its gold-works 1844

Ld Houghton Palm Leaves 140 Such gold-work as fairies

fabricate 1883 A H Church Precious Stones m 23 11 ls

employed for coveung fine gold woik and miniatures.



GOLDY. GOLILLA.

So Gold-worker, one engaged in the obtaining

or working of gold ,
Go ld-workings, a place or

places where gold-mining or -washing is carried on

ifi8t Prrrus Fleta Mm xlvi 216 Goldsmiths and other

Gold-workers 1852 A R\ LANnA ssay Gold .S’ i4BAPeti

non was brought into Parliament, by the Goldworkeis of

London 1872 R. B Smith Mining Statist 41 Profitable

cold-workingshavebeen opened 1882 H opWindt Equate/

ji so An attach was to he made by the gold workers on

Kuching *892 G Lambert Gold <$• Silversmith's Ait 49

To study with a goldsmith, as a goldworker and chaser

Go lay, sb dial. Also go(o)ldie, gouldie

[f Gold 1 + -y 4] a The goldfinch, b. The
yellow-hammer
1802 G Montagu Ormth Diet. (1833) 214 Goldfinch

Gold-Spink Gooldie 1864 Atkinson Prov Names Birds,

Goldie, Golder, Yellow Hammer. 1877 Holdcrness Gloss ,

Goldey, a goldfinch, a yellow-hammer 1893 Nortliumbld

Gloss ,
Gooldy .The goldfinch.

Goldv (ecu ldi), a Obs. exc. dial Also gowdy.

Gold 1 + -y L] Golden
c 1450 MS Cantab Ff 1 6, If 12 (Halliw ) Goldy gravel

in the stremys rich 1593 [see Goldilocks 1] 1594

7ephci ta xxxiu Fj, There, in her goldie leaues my lone is

wi it 1893 Northnmbld Gloss
,
Goldy, golden

b Comb , as goldy-brown, -locked (see also

Goldilocks) ,
also goldy-stone (see quol. 1861).

,605 B Jonson Volpone 1 1, It [the soull made quick

tiansmigiation To goldy-lock’t Euphorbvs x86i C W
King Ant Gemsx 63 The tiueAventui me, 01 Goldie stone,

is a brownish semi-transparent quaitz, full of specks of yel-

low mica *874 Mrs Whitney We Girls vm 161 That

piece of goldy-brown damask

Goldylocks : see Goldilocks

t Gole, sb 1 Obsr 1
[? = OE. gal wantonness,

etc.] ?=Goleness.
la t$oo Chester PI. (Shaks Soc)I 229 This fiecke [Dives]

begines to reme and yole That makes greate dole for gole

That he loved wel before

t Gole, sb 2 Obs rare [? Var. of Good, Gull.]

A stream, channel, ditch

la 1400 Morie Aith. 3725 Than sir Gawane the gude a

galaye he takys, And glides vp at a gole 1601 HoLr and
Pliny I 66 Although it [the Rivei Po] be deriued and
drawne into other riuers and goles, betweene Rauenna and
Atium yet [etc ]

t Gole, a Obs Forms * ; g61 , 3 gal, 3 gol, 6

goel, 6-7 gole. [OE gdl = OS. gel (MDu,, Du.

geil, popularly also gat l, geel), OHG. (MHG., G.)

geil, Goth *gail-s (whence gailjan to cheer, make
glad), perh. cognate with L. Maris, from a loot

rJ.Merry, wanton, lascivious, lustful.

c888K ASltred Boeth xxxvii § 4 pam ungestaejibesan &
Sam haeljan [v r galan] c 900 ti Bxda's Hist v xiv [mii]

(t8gi) 440 J»urh Sa godan gastas oS|re Jmrh Sa galan. c izoo

Ormin 1201 Gat iss Gal deor & stinnkehh fule c 1200

Tnn Coll Horn 31 pe gole men c 127s XI Pains Jlell

56 in O E Mtsc 148 Swich pyne heo Jjohe schal, pat wes
of his fleysse to gal

2 Ofrank or luxuriant growth (cf. quot. 1 674-91).
Hilman’s statement, in his Tnsser Rednmms (1710), that

‘ The goeler is the yellowei, which aie the best setts, old

roots being red
1

,
is prob a meie guess. Close's ‘ Goel or

Gole,yellow Essex andSufP is not otherwise authenticated,

and is perh derived from this very passage

1573 Tusser Hnsb xlvi (1878) 98 Hop lootes The goeler

and yonger the better I lone; well gutted and paied, the

bettei they proue 1674-91 Ray § 4 E C Woids xoo

Gole, big, large, full and florid It is said of lank Corn or

Grass, that the Leaf, Blade, or Ear is goal

.

so of a yonng
Cockrel

3. As adv in comparative : More copiously,
rfiofi Warner Alb Eng xvi cv 4x3 Nor goler blead his

wounde but that her eies shead teares as fast

HehcefG-olelich a [pitch, -LY 1
], lustful ; + Gole

head [-head
; cf MDu

,
Du. geilheid, MHG ,

G.

gnlheit], lust,

c 1000 ASlfric Horn 11 156 A£lc gallic ontendnys weartS

adwaesced c 1:175 Lamb Horn 145 Summe men luuieo

gahche lectres and luSere lastes Ibid 149 Hwenne be

mon him bibenchp pet he haueS on gahche dede to muche
god lwreped. c 1200 Tnn Coll. Horn 13 pat man >e spuse
haueS, his golhche deden wifiteo. cx250 Gen <5 Ex. 534
Golhed hunkmde he gunnen don.

Gole, obs. f Goal
,

var. Golee, Goles, Goll.

f Golee. Obs rare. Also 4-5 gole, Sc gule,

5 golye [a. OF. golee, gulee, etc (FKgueul‘
=Prov. golada, f. Rom gola (OF. gole, gule

,
F.

gueule) L, gula mouth, throat + -ata . see -ade,J

A mouthful, throatful (of words)
Hoccleve’s monosyllabic gole is perh due to a misunder-

standing of Chaucer's form
c *375 Sc Leg Saints, Georgis 638 And gretscilence be

mad, til he Had sad pat wes me his gule c 1375 Sc
Tioy-bku 1478 He One J>is wyse schewede hys gule CX381
Chaucer Part Ponies 356 (MS Gg 4 27) Whan euerryche
hadde his large gole [v rr golee, gule, Caxton golye] seyd
c 1422 Hoccleve Jereslaits' Wife 54s Anoon to me telle out
al thy gole, For treewe and trusty he to thee y wole,

t Go leuess. Obs [f. OE. gdlnys, f. gdl Gole
a .
+ -ness ] Wantonness, lasciviousness
a 1050 Liber Scintill xxi 89 Ongean galnysse .naframaS

ongeanwinnan ac fleon c 1175 Lamb Horn 19 pe licome
luuao. muchele etmge and drunkunge, and glanesse [?gal-
11esse], and prude extoo Tnn Coll. Horn. 37 Bis oref
stmeo fule for his golnesse c 1200 Ormin 8015 Off galnesse
skir and frfe. a 1250 Owl <$• Night. 49a Al his tho3t is of
golnesse

So t Go leship =

G

olenebs,

288

c 1000 ALlfric Dent xx 21 He begeep unaetas and offer-

drincas and galsctpe. c 1220 Bestiary 610 He am so holcle

of hinde Sat no golsipe is hem minde

Goles. ? Obs Also 8 gole. [Deformation of

God
,
cf Golly anti the U S. forms goldam, -dm n,

-(lasted] Only m the exclamation (by) goles

—

(by) God (see God 13)

1734 Firi ding Virgin unmasked (1777) 3 Why then, by
^oles, I wilt tell you-I hate you 1742 — Miss Liuy in

own 9 By Gole, I believe I shall nevei be a fine Lady
1788 Poetry in Ann. Reg 183 Lord how the Beaux do stare 1

Goles, what a heap 1 1837 Lytton E, Maltrav i\ vu, ' By
goles, but you're a clever fellow

’

Golet(te, obs. form of Gullet.

Golf (gplf, gpf), sb. Foims* 5 gouff, 6 goif(f,

(golfe), 6-9 goff, 8-9 gowff, (8 golff, 9 golph),

5- golf [Of obscure origin.

Commonly supposed to be an adoption of Du. kolf, holv

(=G kolbe, ON, Mlfr, etc ),
1
club', the name of the stick,

club, or bat, used m seveial games of the nature of tennis,

cioquet, hockey, etc But none of the Dutch games have

been convincingly identified with golf, nor is it certain that

kolf was ever used to denote the game as well as the im-

plement, though the game was and is called kolven (the

infinitive of the derived vb ) Additional difficulty is caused

by the absence of any Scottish forms with initial c or L, and
by the fact that golf is mentioned much earlier than any
of the Dutch spot ts Some mod Sc dialects have goitf' a

blow with the open hand also vb to strike.

The Sc pronunciation is (gouf) , the pionunciation (ggf),

somewhat fashionable in England, is an attempt to imitate

this,]

A game, of considerable antiquity m Scotland,

m which a small hard ball is struck with various

clubs into a senes of small cylindrical holes made
at intervals, usually of a hundred yards or naoie,

on the surface of a mooi, field, etc. The aim is to

drive the ball into any one hole, or into all the holes

successively, with the fewest possible strokes, com-
monly two persons, or two couples (a ‘foursome ’),

play against each other.

*457 Sc. Acts fas II (1814] II 48/2 And at J>e fut bal

ande pe golf be vtterly cryt downe and nocht vsyt 1491

Sc. Acts Jas IV{i 8x4) II. 226/2 Fut bawis gouffor vthir sic

vnproffitable sportis 1538 Aberdeen Reg V 16 (Jam ) At
the goiff a 1575 Diurn . Occnrr (Bannatyne Club) 285

Certane horsmen of Edinburgh . past to the links of Leith,

and . tuck nyne burgessis of Edinburgh playand at the

golf ci6i5 Sir S. D’Ewes Autobtog (184s) I 48 Goff,

tennis, or other boys’ play. 1669 SiiADwrLL R Shepherdess

in Wks 1720 1. 260 We merrily play At Trap, and at Reels

. At Goff, and at Stool ball i-jxx Ramsay ElegyM John-

ston 37 Whan we were weary'd at the gowff, Then Maggy
Johnston’s was our howflf 1771 Smollett Humph Cl.

8 Aug , Haid by, in the fields called the Links, the citizens

of Edinburgh divert themselves at a game called Golf

1806 Mar Edgeworth Mor. T, Gardener, Colin's favourite

holiday's diversion was playing at goff 1815 Scott Antiq

11, Rather than go to the golf or the change-house. 1867

Kingsley Lett (1878) II. 231 Golf is the queen of games,

if cucket is the king

b. atlnb.and Comb., asgolf-ball, -course, -jslayei

,

-stick. Also golf-club (see Club I a and II. 14)

;

golf-links, the ground on which golf is played.

1545 Aberdeen Reg V 19 (Jam ) Thre dossoun and thre

*goif hawis 1637 m Cramond Ann Banff I 78 He
sauld twa of the golf ballis to Thomas (Jiquhart 1824

Scott Redgauntlet ch. i, I’ll get him off on the instant, like

city of Edinburgh’s silver goff-club was played for Aug 4

1800A Carlyle Antobiog 343 Garrick had told us to bring

golf clubs and balls. 1890 Spectator 4 Oct. 438/1 Long
stretches of turf are indispensable for the formation of

*golf-courses 1801 Strutt Sports * Past 11. ui 05 ’’Goff-

lengths, 01 the spaces between the first and last holes, are

sometimes extended to the distance of two or three miles

1881 Sportsman's Year-bk 256 Punce Henry, the elder

brothei of Charles I, .was a zealous *golf player 1839

Lane Arab Nts I 83 He made a *goff-stick with a hollow

handle 1856 Kane Aid. Expl II xxi 206 Each of them
had a walrus-rib for a golph or shinny stick

Golf (gplf)> V-
1 [fthesb.] mtr To piay golf.

1800 [see vbl sb below] 1883 Standaid 16 Nov 5/2 A
General Officer who Golfed 1888 Stevenson in Scribner's

Mag Feb. 271/2 You might golf if you wanted

Hence G-oTfiug vbl. sb ,
also attnb

1800 A Carlyle A ntobiog 343 We ciossed the river to the

golfing-ground 1866 Miss Mulock Noble Life xvn 299

Coming in from a long golfing match. 1867 Comli Mag,
Apr 490 When the golfing day is done. x88o Daily Tel

4. Oct

,

Statutes were promulgated against golfing X891

Sir D Wilson Right Hand 139 Sets of golfing drivers

and clubs

f Golf, v 2 Sc. Obs. [Imitative.] mtr. Of a

pig : To giunt or snort, as in rage Only m pres,

pple. and vbl sb.

a 1500 Colkelbie Saco 224 Thay come golfand full glim!

Mony long tuthit bore [etc ] Ibid 740Thay war ourthi awin

For sory swyne for thair golfing affraid

Golf, obs. form of Gulp,

Golf(e, obs. form of Goaf Goave v.

Golfer (gp’lfs-i), Also Sc, gowfer. [f Golp vf

+ -ER k] One who plays golf

1721 Ramsay Ode to the Ph—, Driving their haws frae

whins or tee, There’s no nae gowfer to be seen 1771

Smollett Humph Cl 8 Aug, I was shown one particulai

set of golfers, the youngest of whom was turned of fourscore

J864 Bookseller 31 Oct. 662 St Andrews is the golfers’ head

quarters.

Golgotha (gflgftyah [a. L. (Vulg.) golgotha,

Gi. ad gogol^a, Aramaic foim of Hel>

nbiba gulgdhp skull see Calvary.]
1 . A. place of interment, a graveyard, charnel-

house

1*593 Sham Rich II, iv 1, 144 This Land [shall] be call'd

1 he held of Golgotha, and dead mens Sculls ] 1604 Marston
& WresTFR Malcontent iv v, This earth is only the graie

and golgotha wheiein all things that live must lot a 1649

Drumm oi Hawth Skimnachia.Wks (1711) 204 These have

.. dy’d the white fields in blood, turned them into a Gol-

gotha 1749 J Gwyn Ess on Design Pief 6 Westminster
abbey was by no Means intended as a mere Golgotha foi

the Remains of the Dead 1878 H M. Stanley Dark
Cont, I 1 33 Fiom time immemorial this old beach has been

the depositoiy of the dead, and unless the Pi mce piosecutes

his good work for the Reclamation of this golgotha [etc ],

f 2 University slang (See quots ) Obs,

1726 Amherst TeucePtl it 33 Here is that famous apart

ment, by idle wits and buffoons nick-named Golgotha, that

is, the place of sculls or heads of colleges and halls, wheie
they meet and debate upon all extraoi dinary affairs a 1742

Lloyd Chanty, The Golgotha of learned fools 1791 2nd
HeioicEp to J PnestleymPoet Reg. (1808) 4x5 Dragg'd

down to Oxfoid, at its stern command, Before diead Gol

gotha I see thee stand. Arraign’d, condemn’d 1803 Gtadus
ad Cantab 66 Golgotha, the place where the heads of

Houses sit at St Mary’s in awful array.

Goliard (gOH hard) Obs exc Hist. In 5 go-

liarde, [a OF. goltard, -art, -ar glutton, f. gole

(F. gueule) •—L gula gluttony.

In i2-i3th c the goliards were supposed to take then

name fiom a certain Gohas, dignified with the titles of

episcopns and archtpoeta, in whose name some of the poems
are written Giraldus {Spec

'JEccl) app regarded him as a
real person See Wright, Poems IV Mapes (Camden Soc

1841) Intiod. p x, and his Hist Caricature 163 ]

One of the class of educated jesters, buffoons, and

authors of loose ot satirical Latin verse, who flour-

ished chiefly m the 12th and 13th c. in Germany,

France, and England
1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 35V2 They goon every day as

gohardes m habyte shynyng and ryall apparajll 1865

Wright Hist. Caricature x 163 But above all he was the

fathei of the Goliards, the 1
1 lbald clerks as they are called

Hence Goliaraic a [-10], of or pertaining to

the (poetry of the) goliards
;

Goliardy (in 4
gulymdy) [-Y 3

], also Goliardery, the practices

of a goliard ;
the composition of goliardic verse

,

f Goliardous (in 4 gulardous) [? subst. use of OF
gouliardeus adj.] = Goliard
X303 R. Brunne Handl Synne 4704 A mynstralle, a gular-

dous, Come onys to a bysshopes hous a 1400 Rehg Pieces

Jr ThorntonMS. (1867) 33 It es a foule lychery for to delyte

|>e in rymes and slyke gulyardy. 1855 Milman Lat Cln

xiv. iv (1864) IX. 189 Goliaidery was a recognised kind of

mediaeval poetry. 1865Wright Hist Caricature x 163 In

ecclesiastical statutes, published in the year 1289, a hem \

penalty [is proclaimed] against those clerici
1 who persist 111

the practice of goliaidy ’ [etc.] Ibid 163 At a later date the

goliardic poetry was almost all ascribed to Walter Mapes

1884 Svmonds in Btog. (1893) II 230 It seems ridiculous to

translate loose Goliardic verses at this time

t Goliardeys. Obs. Also 7 arch, golierdis

[ad. OF. goliardois

,

f. goliard ] = Goliaed
1377 Langl P PI B Prol 139 Thanne grened hym a

f
oliardeys, a glotoun of wordes c 1386 Chaucer Piol 360

le was a langlere and a goliardeys la 1643W Cartwright
Otdmary 11 11. (1631) as Sans fail I wene you bin A Janglei,

and a golierdis ]

Goliath (gubi a]>). Often incorrectly Goliah

,

also 4, 6 golias [a, L (Vulg) Goliath, Heb
golyath the giant slam by David, 1 Sam. xvff.]

In Wyclif’s Bible the MSS. have the forms Goliath and

Gohe ; Coverdale has only Goliath The form Gohas in

Shaks occurs also in Chaucei, and seems to have been used

m med Lat.

1 A giant ;
often with allusion to details m the

Scripture narrative.

iSox Shaks i Hen VI, 1 ff 33 None but Samsons and
Gotiasses It sendeth forth to skirmish 1607 Hieron Wks
I 420, 1 haue chosen this clause, as a smooth stone, by
which I may smite this Goliah in the foiehead. 1686 ProT

Staffordsh. 331 The world still affording us a Goliah now
and then, as well os of old. 1830J G Strutt SylvaBiit 4
These Goliahs of the forest. 1846 J Hamilton Mt, Olives

iv. 105 The Goliath of English literatuie felt that he had

studied successfully when he had prayed earnestly

Comb 1718 Entertainer xxxiv ? 3 He Goliah-like defies

the whole Body of the Clergy 1847 Ld Lindsay Chr Ait

I 137 The Goliath-like stature and the Herculean chest of

Charlemagne himself

2 A very large lamellicom beetle, of the genus

Goliathus or the family Goliathtdte.

1826 Kirby & Sr Entomol. IV 494 The vast African

Goliaths Ibid 628 (Index) Goliath beetles.

+GO’li]£, a Obs.- 1 [a.ON gdhg-r ] Gay, joyful

c 1200 Ormin 13662 Cafarrnaum bitacnebb Gohke tun

+ Goli’lla, goli’Ue. Obs Algo 7-8 golilia,

8 golilft, golillio. [a. Sp. golilia (F gohlle) dim

ofgold throat'—L gula ] A kind of starched collar

worn m Spam.
1673Wycherley Gentl Dancing-Master iv i, I hadrather

put on the English Pillory than this Spanish Golilia a 1704

T Brown Wks (1720) Iv 318 He wore spoilt his Neck

a small Ruff, which had serv’d him formerly instead of a

Gohlle, when he liv’d at Madrid 17x3 Addison Count

TariffNVs 1721 IV 326 A plume of feathers on his head,

a Golillio about his neck. 17x8 Freethinker No 94 278

A Circle of Gallant Elfins, strutting up and clown in short

Cloaks and Gohla’s.



G-OLION.

IF ? Mistaken for the name of a fabric

1783 Cumberland A need (1787) II 40 AppaiellscI 111 a
vest of gohlta, with rich silver lace of Milan
Golinyie, vai of Gilenue Sc

,
Obs.

t Go'lioil. Ohs Also 3 golioun, 4 golione,
gulion, 4-5 golyon(e. [Of obscure origin

, Roque-
fort has an nnauthenticated OF. goleon 1 soite

(lMmbit tie guerre ’.] A kind of gown or tunic
c 1290 S Eng Leg I 368/67 In a 3wij3t Gohoun he geth,

c *35° Parti Three Agee 138 A renke In a golyone of
graye, girde in the middes 1390 Gower C(J«/ II 359 He

cast on her his guhon, Which of the skm of a leoti Was
made c 1440 Prontp Paiv 202/1 Golyon, garment,gunella,
guneltm
Golit, Golk, obs. foims of Gullet;, Gowk sb.

t G-oll. Ohs. 1 Also 6-7 gol(e Cf Golly sb

[Of obscure origin Freq in 17th c dramatists.]
A hand
a x§86 SidneyA 1 cacha ir (1622) 154 But Pamela pleasantly

peisisting to haue Fortune their mdge, they set hands, and
Mopsa .

.
put to het golden gols among them, and Fortune

(that saw not the colour ofthem) gaue h er the prehenunence
1601 B Jonson Poetaster v m, Make ’em hold up their
Spread Golls [in taking an oath] 1632 Massinger City
Madam iv. i, All the gamsters are Ambitious to shake
the golden golls Of woishtpfull Mi. Luke 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomct 165 The Egyptian women love golden Gols
1651 Randolph, etc Heyfor Honesty 1 11 Wks (1875) 391
God of wealth 1

,, 0,
let me kiss thy silver golls 1675 C

Cotton Scoffer Scoft 58 He [Vulcan] comes with his dirty
golls [rune-wd coals] 1690 Dryden Amphitryon 11 1,

What an Arm and Fist he has and Gols and Knuckle hones
of a very Butcher.

Goll, var of Gull, throat

Gollau(d (gp lan(d) Ohs exc dial Forms
4, 9 gpHan, 6-9 gollande, (6 gallande, 9 gollm),
7 ffoulan(d, 6- golland. See also Gowan.
[Prob related m some way to Gold sh 2

]A name given to vaiious species of Ranunculus
,

Caltha, and Trollnis, Also in combs. Lucken-,
IVater-golland (q.v ).

a
f3&7 Smart Baithoi (Anecd, Oxon) 30 Mentula

, an.
gollan, apium emoroidarum idem 1538 Iurner Libellus,
Golland, Ranunculus 1548— Names ofHerbes 67 Ranun-
culus is called m greeke Batrachion, 111 enghsheCiowfote 01
a Gallande. 1625 B Jonson Parts Anniversary, Bring

Pinks, goulands, kingcups 1691 Rav N C Woids
32 Goulans, q d Goldins, Corn Mangolds, 1842 Hardy
111 P?oc 1367*11* Itfat* Chib II No ro 20 The vaiious
species of crowfoot, which, in the border counties ofEngland
and Scotland, are named the yellow gowan, gowlon, or
gollande 1881 Cumbld Gloss andSuppl., Gollm, the globe
flower ( Tiolhits Europeans) 2882 Lane Gloss

, Gollm, the
marsh mangold 1893 N01 thumlld Gloss

, Gollan, Golland.
Gowlan, a flower of a golden hue ‘ As yalla as a gollan

’

Gollar, goller (gp ku), v. Sc. Also guller.
[Echoic; cfT

G

olly.]
1. inti .

* To emit a guggling sound 7
(Jam.

1801 Hogg Scots Pastorals 21 1826 G BrATTir John o'A rnhcC Life (1863) 222 I’ll gar ye gape, an’ glowi
,
an’ gollai

2 To utter loud but thick and scarcely articulate
sounds

;
to shout Also trans

, to gollar out.
1826 J Wilson Nod. Ambr Wks 1855 I 183 Gangs to
goliarmg out geggery 1856 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 270,

I heard him gol anng at something 1863 Robson Bards
Jynezoi She golleis and flays the lass oot ov her wits
1893 Crockett Men ofMoss Hags 69 Westerha’ rode for-
ward . ‘gollering ’ and loaring at the bit things
Hence Go’llarmg vbl sh Also Go liar sh
1638-84 R Law Mem (jBi8) 192 note

,

Their Voices weie
changed in their gioamngs and gollermgs with pain of
hunger x8o8 Edm Even Courant 16 June (Jam ), She
heard three screams and a guller .. The guller was a sound
as if a person was choaking

Gollet, obs form of Gullet.
t Go'Hire. Obs. Some kind of fish
1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookeiy xxi 163 Fish in Season

Christmas Quartei Dorey, Bnle, Gudgeons, Gollm,
oinclts [etc j

Gollin, variant of Golland
Goll-sheaf, var. gale-sheaf (cf quot ikq 7 m
Gale sb.1 b ).

re 1670 Hacket'Abp Williams ir. (1692) 92 The rest of the
Articles weie goll sheaves that went out in a suddain bla/e— Serin m Incarnation v Cent Serai (1675) 48 Like a
gol-sheave all of a flame and out again suddenly,

*
1
’ Godly, sb, Obs. 1 [Cf Goll.] (See quot]
1656W D ti Contemns' Gate Lat Uni § 2x3 so The

hand held hollow is the Golly
, stietched out, the Palm,

Golly (gp li), v. Sc [Echoic
,
cf Gollar v ]

znir To shoutwith a thick voice Hence GoTly-
ing vbl sb.

Carlyle in Froude Life m Land (1884)1 v.
x4i The Annandale Voice gollymg at them 1894 Crockett
Raiders (ed 3) 165 We heard . . the wrathfulgoUvine of
the great voice.

0 J 6

Golly (gp li). ini [Substituted for God in oaths
or exclamations; cf. Goles.] In (by) golly= (by)
God.
1848 Lowell Bi^loytP Ser 1 11 25 My folks to bum air

llll ez ffood ez his'n he. hvemllv I rMi

us foe breakfast

Gollymoffry, obs form of Gallimaufry.
177* Nugent tr Hist. Friar Gerund II i3S Withouthaving understood a single word of all this gollymoffry,
Golnes, variant of Gullness, Obs

, paleness.

284

+ Golofer. Obs Also 6 gonlafre, golopher
[OF. gonlafre (h gouhafie), detivative ol Ob.
goule month, throat] ?A glutton Also blood-

golofei

*329 S Fisii Supphc Beggais 10 All the substaunce of

1 nnr Real me lynneth hedlong ynto the msaciabill whjrle
pole of these giedt goulafres a 1535 More Suppl Snub s

Wks 295 Gteclie golophets he calleth them & insaciable
whyrle poles 1609 Bi* W Barlow Answ Nameless Cath,
300 To satiate the thirst of a blood-golofer.

Goloke, obs form of Collocic, a tub.

G-olore, dial, form of Galore.
fGolo'se. Obs. ? =Guilloche (Cf Galace)
1663 Gerbier Counsel 81 1 he Fret having a dubble golose

in the bottome

Golosh, goloshoe, etc see Galosh
Golpe (gplp) Her Also 7 gulp, 8 golp [? a
Sp golpe wound. Cf. Hurt sb 2

] A roundel of a
purple colour.
156a Leigh Armorte (1397) 88 The field ts Oi, v Golpes

I hese are in signification woundes 1610 Guillim Heraldry
iv xtx (1660) 352 If they [Roundles] be Purpuie then we
call them Golpes x666 Morgan Armilogta 112 inarg

,

Gulps are purple Balls 1727-51 Chambers Cycl , Golps
1868 m Cussans Her iv (1882) 74,

fGo’lpol, Obs.— 1
[? for gold-poll, cf Goldi-

locks ] A term of endearment
1568 Hist Jacob Esau v x G tij, It is your deinty

dearlyng, your pnnckoxe, your golpoll

Gols, obs, form of Gules
Golt, variant of Gault sb

Goluptious (golv pjas), a. slang or humoi otts.

Also galoptious, galopshus. [Arbitrarily formed,
peihapswith suggestion of Voluptuous.] Delight-
ful, luscious.

1856 Strang Glasgow 429 Raising the galoptious draught
to his lips 1862 Calverlty Verses <5 7 r 79 Cooking for
n genteel fam’ly, John, it’s a goluptious life x888 J Payn
Myst Mirbndge II xx 63 A little scandal is the most
goluptious talk of all

Golve, golvon, -vyn, obs. forms of Goave v
Golyon(e, variant of Golion, Obs.

tGom 1
. Obs Also 5 gome, 7 gomme [? Ab-

breviation of *gonmer (cf Gammer) = god-mother
Cf. Goff.] = Cummer
1483 Cath, Angl 161/2 A Gome ; vbi a godmoder ei6io

MiDDLrroNetc Widow 1 u, Ric. Lady, well met Fia 1
doe not think so Su Ric A scoinfull Gom my Widow
never gave me such an answei i6n CotgU

, Crnimme. .

n gomme 1673 1'oikth Dial 5 (E D S No 76) Wyah,
Gom, I’se gea find 70 Wyah, Gom Gieen

tGom 2
. Obs rare— l

. [? var ofGomg 2
.] ? =

Gong 2 t

i6g4 Narborough Voy 1 133 The play was much like that
ofa Jews 1 rump, or little Gom
Gom ** (gpm) dial. Also goms [Deformation

of Gon Cf. by Gum.] In phi by gomis^by God
1806 Bloomfiti d Wild Blown 9 39 By gom we women fell

a clacking 1839 C Ciark J Noakes 5 Maty Styles 50
(E D S. No 76), But oft, by gom when we’ve bin theie.
It seem d amos' to driwle 1840 Sfurden Snppl to Forby's
Voc E Anglia 63 Goms 1 By Goms.

Gomarist (go«*nmrist) Eccl Hist Also 8
gommanst. [f Gomai (see lielow) + -ist ] A fol-
lower of Francis Gomar (1563-1641), Piofessor of
Divinity at Leyden, who zealously defended ortho-
dox Calvinism in opposition to the doctrines of his
colleague Arminius (see Arminian).
1674 Hickman Qmnquart Hist (ed 2) 136 No Gomarist

would refuse to subscribe the saying 1725 tr Dupin'

s

Eccl Hist 17 In C, I vh. 1 291 This Contest was afterwards
renew d betwixt the Aimimans and Gommansts *876
Bancroft Hist U S. II xxn 36 The Gomarists who
satisfied the uatuial passion for equality by denymsr Der-
sonal merit.

So Gomarian (gomeo lian).
1617 Sir H. Bourgciiier in A bp, UsshePs Lett (1686) 61

The opposite Faction to the Armmian, by them termed
vulgarly Gomanans

^
1847 Prandi tr C Cantu's Reform

in E10 ope I. 347 Armimans and Gomai tans.

II Goma’silta. Indian. Also 8-9 gomastah.

[Hmdnstani, a. Pers. gamashtah * ap-
pomted, delegated ’

] A native agent or factor, a
clerk foT native correspondence
1747 MS m Yule & Burnell Hobson Jobson s v , Goa

a n
5?

8 m VANSIT
^
AnT Narr Trans in Bengal

lheJ%K a complaint lodged against an English
gomastah 1776 Trial ofNnndocomar 77/1, 1 was his chiefgomastah • I used to supei intend his other gomastahs. 1837

byf/ord^f^ouf
136 The Rajah ’

S G°mashta st00^

G-omb(e, obs. form of Gum.

T
Gombeen (gpmbrn). Anglo-Irish [a. mod.

irishgaimbln
; according to Stokes (in Fick Vergh

Wb. II, 79) repr. a derivative of OCeltic *kmbion,
whence med L. cambium * see Change.] Usury.
Chiefly attnb., as gombeen-man, a money-lender
usurer

; so also gombeen-woman. Hence Goxn-
nee’nism, the practice ofbonowing or lending at

mSaJ5 n
(FwT

f
R West lrel.i97 Shopkeepers, Gombeenmen, and others to whom they have become indebted Ibid.

fen/ouf^
of

1

some hu"dre^s of Pounds each, which theyend out at Gombeen, x88z Times 20 July 9/3 The bank.

,

in Ireland, is often little more than a glorified gombeetv-man.

GOMORBHEAK\
im Contemp Rev Apr 504 The evil of ‘qombeemsm 1

which lias always been sp prevalent 111 the poorei distortsof Iieland, 1894 Hail Caint Manxman 320 She wlfgombeen woman a

Gombo, var. of Gumbo
Gombroon, Gomroon (gpmbr;? n, gpma n)Also 7 Gomron [Name of a town on the Persian

Gulf. Cf Gambroon ] A kmd of Persian pottery
imitated in Chelsea ware.

^nyuR E Ind .§• Peisia 33 r Gombroon Ware, madeof Earth, the best, next China x6g9 M Lister Houm tnPans 139 1 he Gomron Waie 1880 Daily News lqAnr 'Jh
Ihe yeanfigs is authoritatively given for the appearance ofthe Chelsea potteiy known as Gomroon 1885 Middletonm Eitcycl. Bnt XIX 621/3 The mam varieties of this
Perso-Chinese ware me the following. (1) A sort of semi
porcelain, called by English dealers, quite without reasonGombroon ware .which is puie white and semt-transpaient’
[Gome 1

. Obs Foims: 1 gnma, 3-4 gum(e,
3~5 gom, (5 gomme, goom, Sc. goym), 3-6
gome [Com Tent.

, OE. gnma = OS gumoOHG gumo, gomo (MHG. gome), ON gttme
(poet ), Goth, gnma >-pie-Tent *ghmon- cognate
with L homo, homin is In poetic use from OE.
times to 16th c , also m In idegome now Bride-
groom, q v ] A man
Beowulf (

Z

) 652 Grette Jm guma oJ>eme c X205 Lay
1729s He htehte Gillomaurus, gomenen he wes lauerd,
a 1225 Juliana 26 le lumen godd alre gume lauerd
a 1300 IC Horn 22 Twelf feren he hadde And alle hi were
faire gomes c 1380 Sir Ferumb 402 ‘ Chnstene knyxt ’

qua> h yrumbras
,

‘ bon art a wonder gome’ c 1400 Destrhoy T0149 Philmen. Gird to Agamynon, & the gome hit
c 1450 Holland Hozulat 540 Mony gahard gome was on the
ground levtt 1515 Scot Field xo8 The King was glade of
that golde, that the gome biought
b applied to God.

c 1320 Cast Love 1512 To whom joye and honour bi come
Wip outen ende, be holy Gome
2 . Comb

, as gome-graith, armoui

.

n420 Antms of Aith xxxiv, We ai in our gamene. we
bane no gome [v r glide] graij?e

[ Gome A
. Obs exc dial. Also 3 gom, 9gawm [a ON gaum-r masc

,
gaum fem (OSw

gom) care, heed, etc = OS gCmia (MDu gome,
goom), OHG. gouma, etc. (MHG. goume, gown),
Goth *gauma (whence gaumjan to take notice of,

see Yeme v ) Ulterior etymology uncertain.]
a Heed, attention, notice, care

, esp m phrase
to mmen (or lake) gome — to give heed b (See
quot 1877. and cf Gaumless, -like.)
c i2oo Ormin 5086 Nu birr)? Jjunnnenn mikell gom OfFbiss

batt I be shmwe cxzyoS.E Leg I 209/308 Of tormens
bat he pare isaia, gret gome with tile he nam. Ibid 443/440
Par of he tok luyte gome. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 9320
Nimep gome here Ajen wat men 3e ssolle fijte c X380
911 Ferumb 1745 per of nemah gome c 14x0 Chi on. Lug
97 in Ritson Metr Rom. II 274 Londone he made furst with
gome, Ant yef hit his oune nome 1877 Holder nesi Gloss ,uawm, sense, wit, tact

Gome 3. = Coom sbO 4
1611 Cotgr , Camboy

,

the blacke, and oyhe gi ease, of a
wrought cart-wbeele

, some call it, the Gome
Gome, var. Gom 1

,
Obs

, obs. form of Gum
Gome(n, obs. form of Game
tGomer 1

. Obs. Also 4 goomor, 4-5 gomor
[a L gomor, Gr jopip, transliteration of*Heb ua>
comer

.

see Omer ] A Hebrew measure= Omer ,

sometimes confused with Homer 2,

eiooo JELrRic Exod. xvi 16 An gemetfaet full, be hig
gomor heton 1382 Wyclip E*od xvi 22 Thei gadreden
two gomors bi eche man 1398 Trevjsa Barth. De P R
xix cxxyin (1495) 933 Gomor [=Homfr] is a mesureof xl
modius (as Isidei sayt(i) c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1832
And ilk one b[i Jot o Gomor of manna home 1579 Fulkf
Heslnns' Pail 353 They had two gomeis full a 1631
Donne St-im xxxi. (1640) 308 Not satisfied with his Gomer
of Manna,
Gomer 2 (gou'mai). [f the name of the m-

ventoi
, a French officei under Napoleon I.] Gpmer

chamber, a conical chamber with spherical bottom
used in smooth-bore guns and mortars. Hence
Gomer-chambered, Gomer moidar, etc
x8a8J M Spearman Bnt Gunner (ed 2) 135 To find the

Content of a Gomer, or other Conical Chamber 1858
Greener Gunnery 21 1 The use of the Gomer form of
chambet, is nearly universal in brass guns 1859 F. A
Griffiths A riil Man (1862) 88 Cartridges for ‘Gomer’
Chambered Guns Ibid 92, 8 inch Gomer moitars 1876
in Voyle Milit Diet

Gomerel (gp marel), sb. Sc. and north Also

9 gomeral, -il, -ill, gommarel; -enl, gomral,
-roll, gaumerill [Of obscure formation: see

-rel ] A fool, simpleton, silly fellow.
18x4 Saxon tf Gael III 73 Ye was right to refuse that

clavering gomerel, Sir John. x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xiv. Our
auld daft laird here and his gomerils o’ sons 1843 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett I 224 Ready to beat me for a distracted
Gomenl x886 Stevenson Kidnapped xx 193, I have
proved myself a gomeral this night
Gomfayncmn., obs. form oLGonfanon,
Gom-gom : see Gum-gum.
Gomme, var. Gom 1, Gome \ Obs.

,

obs. f. Gum.
Gomor, variant of Gomer 1

, Obs.

Gomoria, »ry, obs forms of Gonorrhiea
tGomorr(ht)ean, a and sb Obs [f. Gomor-

rah, Gomorrha
,
on analogy of other names in -can



G-OMPHIASIS 285 GONFANETTR.

Arcordtns to the system used in the Bible of ifin, the

normal transliteration of Heb TO) (samara) would be

«Amm all The Gr form, however, was Vo/ioppa, m the

N T this was adopted as Gomoi rha, while in the O 1 the

translators employed the hybrid spelling Gomorrah ]

A adi. Ol or pertaining to Gomoirah (see Gen

X
ligj j Bell Haddon's Ansiu Owt 37 b, Gomonhean

and Sodomiticall bumstone 1393 Nashc Strange N, wu

Wks (Grosart) II 277 The tedious wildernesse of this

Gomorian Epistle

B sb An inhabitant of Gomorrah ,
hence, one

who follows the practices of its inhabitants

icaa Skelton Why not to Court 469 'JLhe Gommoryans

also Were brought to deedly wo As Scrypture recoidis

isso Bale Eng Votai us 11 M uj, Hys diabolical table of

soicerouse Gomorreanes 1583 Siubiies Anat Abus n

(1882) 3 When the Sodonuts and Gomorreans had filled vp

the measures of their miquitie 16x3 DnturR Strange

Hone-Race etc Wks iGrosait) III 369 The Cimenans,

the Sodomites, and the Gomorrhseans

So f Gomorreal a.

1550 Balf Apol 59 But where are thy suiptuies, to prove

a perpetuyte m thy GomorieaL vowes?

Gomphiasis (gpmfoi avis) Path [a (it 7o\k-

(ptaais tooLhache, f yo/xcptos molar tooth ]
Disease

of the teeth (esp the molais) causing them to be-

come loose m then sockets.

1706 m Phillips (ed Kersey) ,
and 111 mod Diets

(xottiphodont (gp mfiJdjmt), a Zool. [f Gr.

’fiyip-os bolt + uSovt- (oSovs) tooth ] Having the

teeth inserted by gomphosis , socketed.

1889 m Century Diet
,

G-ompholite (gp m01oit) Geol [f Gr. yufujioi

bolt, nail see -LITE. (Named by Brongmart.)]

(.See quot 1 839 )

1838 Penny Cy*. I XI 296/2 1839 G Roberts But Geol,

Gomphohte,
a conglomei ate of the teitiary foimation, 111

which the imbedded pebbles appear like nails m a baronial

door. 1859 in Page Handbk Geol Terms

||
Gomphosis (gpmfth’us). Anat [mod.L

,
a

Gr. yd/t^amr, f 7opupUiv to bolt together, f. 70/x^os

bolt.] A form of immovable articulation, in which

one haul part (e g a tooth) is received into the

cavity of another, as a peg or nail into its socket

1578 Banister Hist Man 1 13 The manner of their [teeth]

situation in the lawes is named Gomphosis 1658 Rowland
Moufet's '1 heat Ins Ep Ded

,
Toothed bars, that answer

one the other with a thorny gomphosis 1658 Sir 1’ Brown ft

Gard Cyrus 111 57 The seeds of many pappous or downy
flowers loekt up in sockets aftei a gomphosis or mortis-

articulation 1741 A. Monro Anat Bones (ed 3) 157 The
teeth are joined to the Sockets by Gomphosis 1854 R
OwrN in Cr>c Set

,
Organ Nat I 2x6 The plates aie ..

articulated by gomphosis to the ribs.

Goxnral, -rell, variants of Gomerel, fool.

Gomro(o)n, valiant of Gombroon.
Gome • see Gom 3

,

Gon, var of gait, pa. t of Gin v , to begin ;
obs.

inf. (etc.) of Go v,

-gOBl (gpn), suffix. The second element (repr Gr
-7WR-0S, -ov

,
-angled) of Heptagon, Hexagon, etc.,

sometimes used with algebraic symbols (as m-gon,

ti-gon) which take the place of a Greek numeral
[165a NewsJr, Lmvc-Countr. 2 For ’tis not Trigonall, or

Pentagonall, Or any of the Gones at all ] 1867-78 J. Wol-
stenholme Math Prohl (ed 2) Prob 1853 *n tlle moving
circle is described a regular m-gon The same epicycloid

may also be generated by the comers of a regular «-gon

Gonad (gp’n&d) Biol [f. Gr 7ovy, j6vos
generation, seed, etc + -ad, after mod.L gonas,

pi gonades.] An undifferentiated germ-gland, serv-

ing both as ovary and spermary.
1880 Lankester in NatitreX~X.il. 147 Having its genital

sacs or gonads placed in the course of the radial canals

1887 AtAemnumag Oct 572/1 Groups having the nephridia
functioning as efferent ducts for the gonads

Hence Go aacLnct (forgonad-duct cf. quot. 1887
above)

t

1888 Lankester in Ettcycl Brit XXIV 183/1 Nephridia
(modified in some as gonaducts'

IIGonagra (g^nargra) Path. Also (in irregularly

anglicized form) 7 gonagry [mod L
,
f Gr yov-v

knee (aftei Podagra). Cf F gonagre J Gout m
the knee.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp 205 By its [a vesicatory]

adhibition to the feet the Gonagry and Podagry are cured
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gonagra x886 in Syd Soc Lex

II Gonangium (g^narndgipm). ZooL PI -ia

[mod L., f. Gr yov-as generation + byyaov vessel.]

An external chiimous receptacle within which, in

the calyptoblastic genera of Hydrozoa, the sporosacs

or planoblasts are developed HenceGona nglal a.

1871 Allman Gyvmohldstic Hydroids 26 Peculiar recep-

tacles—the gonangia—destined for the protection of the

sexual buds Ibid. 47 In some cases the contents of the

gonangium escape 1877 Huxley Anat Inv. Amm, m
131 The gonophore contained in a gonangium. Ibid In the
genus Aglaophema groups of gonangia are enclosed in a
common receptacle.

Gonapophysis (gpnapp fisis). Ent, [f Gr.
7<h'-oy generation + Apophi sis ] One of the paired

processes on the eighth and ninth ventral segments
of the cockroach and allied species, forming the

external genital organs. Hence Gonapophy sial a
1877 Huxley Anat Inv. Amm, vn. 406 The most con*

VdL. IV.

spicuous division of the right gonapophysis is a bioad plate

dmded at the extiemity into two portions

Gondala, -dalo, -delay, -delo, vars Gondola.
Gonder, variant of Gander
Gondola, (gp ndeda) Forms . 6 gondala, 6-S

-delay, 7 -dalo, -delo, -dilo, -dolo, gundalo,
(8 US) -delo(e, -dello, -dilo(w, -dolo, 7-9
gondola, (7 gnndel, 8 gondel), 6- gondola
Also 9 US gondelo, gundelow, -dalow, -dola
[ad It gondola (whence also Sp

,
Pg gondola, F

gondola) of obscuie ongm see Die?, Koiting, etc ]

1 A light flat-bottomed boat or sktff m use on
the Venetian canals, having a cabin amidships and
rising to a shaip point at eilhei end , it is usually

piopelled by one man at the stem with a single oai

1549
'1 iiomss Hist Itale 83 b, [He kept] one man, or two

at the most, to low his Gondola a 1S77 Gascoigne hlmvti s

Wks (1587) 52 And from then batteied barks commanded to

be cast Some Gondnlaes wheiein upon otir pleasant streams
they past 1390 bn nsi r I< Q 11 vi. 2 A litle Gondelay
1600 Siiaks A V L iv 1 38 1605 B Jonson Vo/pone
in 11, Rowing vpon the watei in a gondole, With the most
cunning Curtuan, of Venice 1611 W Venner Jham of
Slightness 1) 2 b, No lading Gait or Waggon runnes in

me, but gentle Gunnels swimming ore the stieame 1670
Loud Gas No 437/2 He was attended by great numbeis
of his friends m then Pleasui e-boats and Gondolas 1697
tr Cfess D'Annoy's Tiav (1706) 169 I'here’sn Canal anu
another squat e Place m which the King has little Gundoloes
painted and gilt 1739 Lady M W. Montagu Let to C'texs

Pomfret 6 Nov, I he gieatest equipage is a gondola, that

holds eight persons 1764 O p, J a -rgr — O’^i ~ l

bliss Peace guide hei l 1B18 Ils s !

,

xi\

1820 — Mar Fal iv 1 I
'

,
. . ! - 1

1831 Moore Swinner hate 404 Light gondolas, ot V enetian

breed 1886 Ruskin Piosta ita I 281 My love of gliding

about in gondolas

b it ant/. (See quoK)
1827 Mayjair 1, 31 Iheie beauty half hei glory veils In

cabs, those gondolas on wheels 1870 Disratli Lothau
xxvn, He hailed a cruising Hansom, ‘ "I is the gondola of

London*, said Lothair as he spiang in

*|*2 a. A ship’s boat. b. Some kind of small

war-vessel. Obs.

1626 P Nichols Drake Revived (1628) 9 AshipofSpame
(espying our foure Pinnaces), sent away her Gundeloe

towaids the 'iowne, to giue warning 1799 Naval Citron

I 273 The Biest fleet, consisting of thnt> two sail, five

frigates, and five gondolas, had put to sea

3 U.S. A laige flat-bottomed nver boat of light

build ; a lighter
,
used also as a gun-boat.

1774 J Wentworth in N E Hist # Gen Reg (1869)

XXIII 276 The cannon were sent m Gondolas up the River
into the country 1777 F Badlam Ibid (1B48) II 49
Colonel Biown has taken Ticonderoga a number of armed
gundeloes, one armed sloop [etc ] 1805 W Hunter in

Naval CArou XIII 39 Two Gundolas came down and fired

at us *809 Kendall Trav III lxiv 31 Vessels are floated

down to the sea, by means of flat-boats or lighteis, here

[northern U S.] called gondolas x866 Whittier Snow-
Bound 254 When favoring breezes deigned to blow Ihe
square sail of the gundelow. 1886 B P Poore Rentin
I m 51 The Potomac River was navigable in long, flat-

bottomed boats, sharp at both ends, called ‘ gondolas <

4 . =gondola car.

2875 in KNight Diet. Mech.

6 . attnb. and Comb, as gondola-beak, + -boat,

office ,
gondola-car U S., a railway car having

a platform body with low sides

1887 Ruskin Prastenta II xox Seeing the *gondola-beak

come actually inside the door at Darnell’s 2814 Col,

Hawker Diary (1893) I 123 On one [canal] are many fine

gondola boats. 1884 Knight Diet Mech Suppl ,
*Gondola-

Car 1887 Pall Mall G 10 Aug 14/2 The other rolling-

stock comprises four double-decked open cars, twenty plat-

form cars, twenty gondola cais [etc ] x8ai T Moore Mem.
(1853) III 252 Lord John drove me to the gondole office

Gondolet (gpndiJde t) Also 7 gundelet, -olet

[ad It. gondoletta, dun of gondola Gondola.] A
small gondola.
1602 Marston Ant 4 Mel 111 Wks 1856 I 42 There’s

my signet, take a gundelet X607 Dekker IV/101 e Babylon

Wks 1873 II 211 Ihose whose nets, Are cast out of our

Fairy gundolets 1828 Moore Venetian Air t, Come to me.

When smoothly go our gondolets O’er the moonlight sea

1856 Anne Manning Tasso <$• Leonora 159 Floating in a

gilded gondolet with silken awning on the sweet aver.

Gondolier (gpn<01ie 1) t
Also 7 gundelier,

gondoleer, 7-8 gondalier *[a F. gondolier, ad

It.gondohete (pi. f gondola Gondola ] One
who rows a gondola
1603 Florio Montaigne (163a) 477 The Gondoliers or

Water men of Venice. 1604 Shaks Oth 1 1 126 A knaue
of common hire, a Gundeher 1611 Coryat Crudities 168,

I meane those seducing and tempting Gondoleers of the

Rialto bridge. 1740 Lady M W Montagu Let to Wortley

Montagu 1 June, They are rowed by gondoliers dressed 111

rich habits. 1818 Byron Ch Har iv m. In Venice

TaSso’s echoes are no more, And silent rows the songless

gondolier 1880 Vernon Lee Stud Italy vi 11 266 Ihe
gondoliers seated on the slimy steps by their moored boats

Gondolo, obs form of Gondola

Gone (gPri)> Pff a‘ CPa PP^e - of Go v
,

foi the

predicative uses see Go v 48 J

1 Of persons Lost, ruined, undone Also, a

gone case, a hopeless case
,
gone sensation (feeling),

a feeling of faintness or utter exhaustion. Cone

coon. U.S. (see Coon 3I.

2598 Bernard Terence m English (1607) 303 Truly I am
but a gone man [epmdtin pertj] 1637 Rutherford Lett

(1862) I. 445 Men think Christ a gone man now and that

He shall never get up His head again 1677 I Mather
Preval Prayer 11864) 253 We were in Appearance a gone
and mined People a 1747 D Brainerd in Bp Lavinglon
hnthus (1754) II 220 One Indian felt that it wav a .gone

Case with nun, and thought he must sink down to Hell. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) III 247 Had a paison been
there, I had ceitnmly been a gone man 1823 Scorr
Quentin D xxn, Up heart, niastei, 01 we aie but gone men
185a Mrs Stow k Uncle Jam's C xxiv, But don’t talk so,

as if it were a gone case 1 1892 Longvi Mag, Jan 260

That ten lble gone ’ sensation produced only by prolonged
abstinence from food

1

2 That has departed or passed away, also past

andgone Dead and gone (see Dead a ).

1820 Keats Isabella xx, To honour thee, and thy gone
spn it gleet 1839 Mary Hovvitt Manods Ptlgr vn xin 3
And the gone tenderness of youth Doth to my heart leturn

1849 Lvnon Cax tons (1856) 1 15 1 he gone ages 1897 Daily
News 30 July 7/1 Past and gone conditions of fighting

b In Boivls (See quot , and cf. Go v. 48 b.)

1892 Outdoor Games xwi, A ‘gone bowl’ is one that has

slopped a hopeless distance beyond the jack

3 With advs
,
asgone down, -onl (seeGo v 78, 85)*

1855 Dickens Don it 1 xiv, In the chair before the gone
out fire was the gentleman whom she sought 188B

Churchward Btackbmhng 213, I shan't get more than the

gone down price

Hence Go ner slang, one who is dead or undone
1857 1 hortau Mame IV (1894) 365 He exclaimed, ‘ She

is a goner I' . Theie, to be sine, she lay perfectly dead

1891Nat Gould Double Event 261 Make a noise, or follow

me, and you’ie a goner

Gone, variant of Ganf v., Obs., lo gape, variant

of gan pa t of Gtn v
,
to begin ,

obs foim of Gun
Gone-by, ppl « and sb [f gone pa. pple. of

Go v +B\- acl]

A ppl adj = Bigone ppl. a. m various senses.

1827W G S Exciiis Village Curate 70 Something like

an old gom. by companion 1832 Mrs F Trollofe Dom
Manners Avtei xiv (1839) 124 Gone-by relics of the daik
ages 1849 Rock Ch ofFatheis IV xu 241 The belief,

and ritual, of gone by ages.

B sb — lilfiONK tb

1859 W Chadwick Life Dc Foe vti 342 You cannot let

gone-byes be gone byes quietly

I Goaiel. Obs ~ 1 [ad OF gonele, gonelle

,

dim of gone, gonne Goa\N ] A long gown, worn
over armour.
c 1380 Sir Fei nmb 4345 Ryjt as marchantz wille we ryde,

Wei y armed an-vnder our gonels ivyde

Goneness (g^nes). [f. Gone/// a +-ness]
Faintness ,

lassitude
,
exhaustion.

1853 Motley Corr (1889) I v 155 His head bobbing
fiom side to side with an expression of ‘goneness ’ 187*

G H Napheys Pi event 4- Cure Dis. in 11 628 Others,

without actual pam, complain of a sense of ‘ goneness ’,

which leaves them exhausted and almost breathless.

Gonfalon (gp nfalpn) Also 6-9 igonf&lone

[ad. It gonfalone, Pg. gonfalao, Sp confalon, F
gonfalon, later form of Gonfanon ] A bannei or

ensign, frequently composed of or ending 111 several

tails or streamers,suspended from a cross-bar instead

of being directly fastened to the pole, esp. as used

by various Italian republics or in ecclesiastical

processions.

1595 T Bedingteld tr Macchiavelh's Flor Hist 73 For
it sufficed that anie one man cried, let vs goe to such a place,

or holding the Gonfalone by the hande, looked that way
1667 Milton P, L v 589 Ten thousand thousand Ensignes

high advanc’d Standards, and Gonfalons twixt Van and
Reare Stream in the Aire 1706 in Phii lips led Kersey),

Gonfalon, the Banner of the Church cany’d in the Pope’s

Army 1811 Scott Don Roderick xxvi, The fiends had
burst tlieir yoke, And waved ’gainst heaven the infernal

gonfalone 1868 Kinglake Crimea (1877) IV vi 131 The
priests with images, gonfalons, and crosses

Jig 2887 M°Carthy 111 Genii Mag Mar 292 Home Rule

was the gonfalon of a small, compact party of Irish members
in the House of Commons
Gonfalonier (gpnfaloiiD Also o gon-

falonner, 7 confaloruer, gonfollmere.
^
Also

8-9 (m Ital. form) gonfalomere. [a. F. gon-

falonier 01 It gonfalomere, f. prec.] The bearer

of a gonfalon, a standard-bearer ;
spec (a) the

title of the chief magistrate (or other official) in

several Italian jepubhes; (b) (see quot. 1706)

1586 T B La Pi mtavd Fr. Acad 1 (1589) 588 In other

places they have Gonfalonners, as at Lucques 1659 Bp
Wren Monarchy Asserted x 122 Had she [Floience] not

her Magistrates Executing ? Was not the Rotation too pro-

vided for by the Annual Election ofher Gonfalonier ? 1673

Ray fount. Lone C 378, 2 Pnors and a Confalomer. X706

in Phillips (ed Kersey), Gonfalonier, the Pope’s Standard-

bearer, which Office is claim'd as Hereditary by the Dukes
of Parma 1756 N uglnt Gr Tour III 31* Here the car-

dinal legate, and the gonfalomere with his counsellors,

usually reside 1802 Brookes' Gazetteer (ed 121s v Lucca,

The head of this republic has the name of gonfalonier, who
has the executive power 1889 Athemenm 27 July 126/2

Four years aftei the execution of Savonarola the people of

Florence elected Piero Soderim Gonfalonier for life.

Hence Go nfaloaie rsltip, the office of a gon-

falonier.

*7*6 Leoni Life Alberti in A 's Archit x The Albertis

nine times possessed the Gonfalonerslnp 2889 Athenseum

17 Aug 214/3 A crowned Gonfalomersbip of the Church,

leaving the Holy h ather nominally free 111 Rome.

fGo’nfaneur. Obs In 3 gunfaneur [irregu-

larly f Gonpanon ]
s Gonfalonier.
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GOMTANON. 286 G03ST0-.

a 1225 A ncr R 300 Schrift, lo mi, is giinfanem, A. beieS
hei }je banete biuoren alle Godes feule

Gonfanon (gp nlanffo) Obs exc Hist Foims

4 gom-, gonfaynoun, 4-5 gon-, gunfanoun, (4
goffanovui, goinfa(i)noun, -faynoun, gounfa-
noun, gunfa(i)nun, -phanun, 5 confanon, gan-
fano(u)n)

,
7-8 gonfannon, -smion, 5- gonfanon

[a OF gunfamtn, gonfanon, etc ,
= fr gonfano,

med.L guntjano , ad OHG gundfano
,
chuiuifnno

(OE gthfana, ON gnunfane), f tgund (Oli giip)

•—OTeut *gnnJ>jd wai + fano banner, Fanon
From the later Fr and It foims gonfalon

,
-one

comes the doublet Gonfalon ]

1

.

= Gonfalon In the middle ages, chiefly ap-
plied to the small flag or pennon suspended im-
mediately beneath the steel head ofa knight’s lance

AlsoyTf
a 1300 Cut sot M 21732 On cros godd boght nr saul hues,

J>ar-on he gaf lnm-seluen lanscun, And of him seluen mad
gunphanun 13 K Alls 1963 'there was mony gonfa-
noun, Of gold, sendel, and siclatoun 13 \i> Tnsti 173
He bad ms kn^tes Com Wib hors and wepeties fele

Andiered goinfaynoun c 1400 Rom Rose 2018, I beie of
Love the gonfanonn, Of Curtesye the banere 1489 Caxton
Faytes ofA 1. xv 45 The chyef capytaynes of the oostis
had gonfanons with certeyn deuyses 1688 R Holme
A rntoui

y

m 272/1 A Papal Gonfanon, or squat e Bannei
This is ever cariied before the Popes Holiness, when he

goeth, or is carried in Piocessions 1794 J P Malcolm in
Gcntl Mag Lth Topog III (1893) 32 On his gonfannons
a bend between six escallops 18*8-40 Tytl™ Hut Scot
(1864) I 320 He holds a long spear, ornamented by a gon-
fanon 1876 Tennyson Harold v t, I see the gonfanon of
Holy Peter Floating above their helmets.

+ 2 . A lance from which a gonfanon is suspended.
1481 Caxton Godfrey cxcvtn 28g And with the gonfanon

that he bare lusted ayenst hym in suche wyse that he baie
hym tburgh the bodye and slewe hym
Hence -f Gonfan.on.er [= OF. ^ unfanumcr],

the bearer of a gonfanon
r 1450 Merlin 2x1 The kynge Boors so smote Sarmedon,

the ganfanoner, that he kutte of the arme with all the
sheilde, and the baner fill to the eithe

tGoilg 1
. Obs. Also i gang, 3-6 gonge, 5

goonge, 6 goimg(e, gung(e. [A special use of
OE gang, gpirg‘ see Gang sb I So ON. gang-r,
OHG fold-gang, MHG., MDu. ganc ]
1. A pnvy
c xooo ALLrnic Horn I 290 pa<$a he to gange com c X050

Suppl /Elftic's Gloss, inWi -Wulcker 185/18 Latrma, uel
secessus, gang c 1373 Sc Leg Saints, Machor 981 pai
ware schot m till gong stinkand c 1400 Lay Folks Mass
Bk App ni 125, I knoweleche to the that ther nys no
goonge more stynkynge thenne my soule ls 140X Pol
Poems (Rolls) II 72 If every hous were honest to ete fleish

inne, than weie it honest to ete m a gonge 1494 Fabyan
Chron vn, 347 The Iewe of Tewkysbury, which fell into a
gonge vpon the Satyrday, 1515 Barclay Eglogcs iv (1570)
C lij bh In a foule prison or in a stinking gonge 1541
Paynel Salemes Regim. 34 We shulde eschewe gunges,
sinkes, gutters [etc ] 1570 Levins Mamp. 167/37 A Gonge,
forica 1576 Gascoigne Griefoffoy Wks (Hazlitt) II 282
A stately Toye, a preciows peece of pellfe, A gorgeous
gong, a woithles painted wall, A flower full freshe [etc.]

2 . The contents of a privy , ordure
156a m Slow's Surv (1633) 666 No man shall bury any

dung, or goung, within the Liberties of this City

3 . attnb and Comb., as gong-hole, -house, -man,
-pvt, gong-farmer [Farmer 1], -fayer, -fower,
a scavenger ; gong-]iurl, the hole of a pnvy.
1:1440 Promp Pa.ni 203/2 “Goonge fyrmar (AT, H , S

gongefowar, P. feyar), cloacanus
,
latnnaiius 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng ccxxi, They made a gong-fermer
smyte of his hede 1562 m Slow's Sum (1633) 666 No
Goungfermour shall carry any Ordure till after nine of the
Clodce in the night 1596 Harington Metam Ajax(i814)
21 Met in the stieet a gong-farmer with his cart full laden.
a 1485 “Gongefowar, -feyar [see c1440 above] c 1440 Promp
Pam 203/2 *Goo[n]gi$>hoole

) gmnfhus a 1225 Auer R 84
Heo beoo ]>es deofies “goligmen, & beoU wiSuten ende in
his “gong huse c rooo jElpric Inlerr Sigeimtlfi xlix
iMacLean) 90 On Jpaere nySemestan fleringe wtes heora
“gangpyt & heora myxen 13 Minor Poemsfr Vet non
-MS xxix 48 In to a gonge pbt fer wib-Inne be child adoun
ber-Inne he J>rong a 1225Ann ,R 84 To wrien, & te helien
pet “gong hutl

Gong (gfi]) 2 [a Malay ^S^gong, gitng,

so called m imitation of the sound made by the
instrument Hence also F. and G gong,Sp gongo ]A metallic disk with upturned rim (usually made
of an alloy composed of four parts copper to one
of tin) which pioduces resonant musical notes when
suspended and struck with a soft mallet.
Qf Astatic (Malay) origin, but now very genei ally employed

in European countries «is an instrument of call, esp, to sum-
mon a household to meals
c 1600 Adv A Battel in Purchas Pilgi ims (1625) II 970

In the morning before day the Geneialldid strike his Gongo,
which is an Instrument of Wai that soundeth like a Bell
1697 Damfier Voy (1739) I 338 A great Dmm with but one
Head called a Gong , which is instead of a Clock *779
Forrest Voy N Guinea 176 They are fond of musical
gongs, which come from Cheribon on Java 1801 Southey
Thalaha. is rgo 1 Stanf ) The heavy Gong is heard, That falls

like thunder on the dizzy ear 1816 Scott A ntiq vi, I have
had equally doubt concerning my dinner call, gongs,
"r,w -r iresent ' *“ «-»emed a new-fangled and heathenish

i 1 1 1832 1 1 Martinfau Demerai a m 30 At this
<- . mncled the hour of dinner 1847 J

Wilson Chi North (1857) I 143 bet the bi eakfast-gong

sound at ten o’clock 1882 Miss Braddon Mi Roval II x
225 i he two damsels now appeared, summoned by the gong

b. A saucer-shaped bell, struck by a hammer or

longue moved by some mechanical device; chiefly

used as an alarm or call-bell

1864 in Websttr 1875 in Knight Dut Mech
e atlnb and Comb

,
as gong-hammet

,
-metal,

-peal
,
-stand , gong-bell = b (Webster 1864)

1811 Scott Don Rodeiuh xix, Gong peal and cymbal-
clank the eai appal 1854 J ScorrrRN 111 On's Cue Set

,

Chew 492 Bell-metal contains about twice that quantity of
tin , and gong-metal somewhat less

Gong, obs form of Gang
Go’ng-go ng. 9 Obs Also S gun(g) -gun(g

[Partly a reduplication of Malay gong, gang (see

Gong 2
) ,

partly an independent echoic founation

.

cf Gumgum
Thereduphcated foim may have come fiom some Malayan

dialect , cf gonggong barking of dogs, gmggong a 1

J ew’s
harp ’ or similar toy Cf G gonggong, gonggon, Du

, Sw
gonggong, Da gotigon, a gong ]

A name given to various musical instruments of
pei mission m use among baibarous peoples.
r77ij R Forster P OsbecL's Tiav I 186 Gungung is

the Chinese name of an instrument which has the greatest
1 esemblani e to a hi ass bason 1772 Ann Reg 5/2 Besides
these they has e little drums, great and small kettle drums,
gunguns or round brass basons like frying pans, flutes [etc ]

1800 VV Tayior m MonthlyMag VIII 727 But haik 1 the
gonggong tolls the knell of day 1817 Bowdich Mission to
Ashantec 1 vn (1819) 136 The gong-gongs and dmms weie
beat all mound us

Goxxgorism (gp qgonz’m) [f Congo) a (see

below) + -ism ] An affected type of diction and
style introduced into Spanish liteiature in the 16th
century by the poet Gongora y Argote (1 561-1627)
So Go ngonst [-ist], one who wntes in this style

Also Go ngoresque a [-ESQUE].

1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev LXX 461 Gongonsm
became the name of a finical mode of writing X837-9
Hallam Hist Lit (1847) III 17 The Gongonsts formed
a strong party in literatuie,and carried with them the public
voice 1840 Ticknor Hist Span Lit 11 xxxm 52 note,
He [Corial] is Gongoiesque til his style, as is Quintana
1886 Q Rev J uly 39, Euphmstic language corresponded in

date and cliaiacter with Gongonsm 111 Spam
Gonhelly, variant of GooNHILLY.
Goniatite (go« matait) Palwont [ad. mod.L

gomatites (de Iiaan, 1825), f Gr 7atvla angle .

see quot 1847 ] A genus of fossil cephalopods.
1838 Penny Cycl XI 297/2. 1841 Trans Geol Soc Ser n

(1842) VI 328 Gomatites are plentiful enough in the deposits
. in Westphalia 1847 Ansted A nc. IVoildv 96 The most
important are called Gomatites ( . .from the angular maikings
made by the intersection of the walls of the chambers and
outer shell) 1849 Dana Geol App i (1850) 708 Resembles
a compie&sed Goniatite, but has no septa. 1864H Spencer
IHitstr Umv Progi 341 Until some twelve years ago, Go-
niatites had not been found lower than the Devonian rocks

II Gozridium (goiudiftn), Bot. PI. gonidia.
[mod.L

,
dim on Gr. type of76vos child, produce.]

1 One of the cells filled with chlorophyll which
are formed beneath the cortical layer in the thallus
of lichens

,
now known to be imprisoned algae.

*845 E Tuckerman N Amer, Lichens 20 The gonidia
exist primarily as the gonimous layer. 1856W L Lindsay
Brit Lichens 58 The gomdium is a cellular bud, a repro-
ductive cell 1877 [see Gonidial]
2 a. A reproductive cell produced asexually in

algae, to. The conidium in fungi.
1882 [see Conidium] 1889 m Century Diet
Hence Goni dial, Gom die adjs., of or pertaining

to gonidia; Gomdio genous a., producing or
having the power to produce gonidia

;
Goni dioid

a
,
resembling the gonidia of lichens; Gom diose

a

,

containing or provided with gonidia. Also
Gom diophore = CONUHOPHORE
1845 E Tuckerman N Amer Lichens 29 The gonidial

propagation will be first described 1856 L Lindsay
Brit Lichens 38 A thin, bright-green, gomdic layer 2857
Berkeley Cryptog Bot 341 Gonidioid cells in various con-
ditions 1877 Bennett tr Thom&'s Bot 286 At the line
where they meet the gonidia almost always constitute a
zone of vaiiable thickness, the gonidial layer X882 Vines
Sachs' Bot. 273 The septum bulges out and developes into
a new gonidial receptacle 1882 Crombie m Encycl But
XIV 556/2 Many of these forms are moie or less similai to
"gonidioid ’ algse Ibid, 557/1 The origin of the first Cortical
Gonidiogenous Cellules Ibid 558/2 Plants m which the
thallus is but sparingly gomdiose *887 tr Goebels Onti
Classif % Morphol Plants 131 Besides these large gomdio-
phores, the mycelia of many genera also bear [etc ]

Gonimic (goni mik), a [f mod L gonimon
(a. Gr yovifiov neut of yivi/vos producing offspring,
1 root yev-, yov- lo pioduce + -ic ] In gomtnic
layet

,
stratum (=mod L. stiatum gonimon) ong.

a synonym of e gonidial layer ’ Now in narrowed
sense, the adj being taken lo mean Relating to
gonimia

; containing gonimia
1857 Berkeley Cryptog Bot § 421 380 Every Lichen con

sists of at least the external, gonimic, and medullary strata
1882 Crombie in Encycl But XIV 561/1 Thallus not
gelatinous, with a gonidial, rarely gonimic stratum.

II Gonimium (g<?nrmiom) Bot. PI, gonimia.
[mod L

, i.gommon (see prec ).] Agomdium which
is not of an absolutely gieen (giass-gieen) colour,

1882 Crombie in Encycl But XIV 556/1 Gonimia (or thegonidial gianules already mentioned) which are naked nil!
greenish, glaucous gieentsh or bluish * p le

Go-nimous, Bot raie [f mod L mium-on
(see Gonimic a.) + -otis ] = Gonimic (in 'the older
sense). 1845 [see Gomnimi 1]

Goniodont (gdii mod^nt), a and sb [f. Gr
yuvi-a angle + odoils, dtiovr- tooth ] A adj per

’

taming to the Goniodonhdse, a family of nemato-
gnalhous fishes with angulaled teeth B. sb A fish
belonging to this family

*

1854 0«TN Shel 4 Teeth in Cue Sa , Organ Nat I a70Bent like a tenter hook, as in the lishes thence calledGonwdonts

Goniometer (g^mip mftsi) [ad. F gomo-

met)c, f Gr, 7cwta angle + fslrpov measure] An
instrument used for measuring angles
Two kinds ofgoniometers *ue used in measuiing angles of

crystal-,, the old contact

•

01 band-goniomeh

r

invented hv
Car-in geot, and the moie accurate 1 ejecting goniometer
invented by Wollaston.
1766 B Martin {title), New Ait of Suiveying by the

Goniometer 1802 Bournon in Phil J rans. XCII, o t ,

I ha\e measuted this angle with moie than usual ca're
having taken the piecaution or using seveial difleient gomo
meteis 1854 J ScorrrRN in On's Cnc Sa

, Chen, jQ
Carangeots gomometei consists of two metal ruleis
fastened together at the pivot a 1895 Stor\ -Maseclynp
Ciystallcg

1

§ 373 The contact 01 hand-gomometer Ibid
fe 374 The leflection-gomometei of Wollaston
attub 1867 J Hogg Miciosc i 11 56 Schmidt’s gomo

meter positive eye-piece is so arranged as to be easily
lotated

' 3

Goniometry (g<?uni/j mein) [ad F. gomo-
m&ne (Lagny, 1724], f as prec. see -miItry

]
Measurement of angles
1823 m Crabb Technol Did 1847 TrRROT (title), An At

tempt to Elucidate and Apply the Principles of Goniometry
1864 C P Smyth Our Inker m xv (1874)269 There could
have been no moie community of feeling. 111 their gomo
metiy than in their methods of astronomical orientation

Hence Go niome trie. Go niome~trical adjs
, of

or pertaining to goniometry.
1837 Goring & Pritchard Mtci ogr. 45 The goniometrical

pai t, or that which measures angles as well as distances
1854 J ScorrFRN 111 On’s Cue Sa

,
Client, 137 A cucum-

stance infeired from gomometric measurement.
Goim(e, obs. foim of Gun.
Gonn(e^n, pa t (pi ) of Gin v., to begin
Gonner, obs. form of Gunner.
Gonnof, Gonny, variants of Gonopk, Gony
Gono- (gp'no), pi efix, before a vowel gon-, repi

Gr. 70F0-, comb form of yovos, yov-q generation, off-

spring, semen, etc Used 111 a few compounds 111

Gieek (of which only Gonorrhoea has passed into

English), and now employed m various technical
terms of modern Biology, Zoology, etc Go no-
blast Biol [see -blast], a cell which takes part
in reproduction

;
hence Go nobla stic a. ||

Go no-
blasti-dium Zool (pi -idia). [f. Gonoblast + Gr
-tStov dim. suffix] = Blastostyle

;
hence Go no-

blasti'dial a.
||
Go nocalyx Zool [see Calyx 2],

the bell-shaped disk forming the swimming organ of

a medusiform gonophore
;
hence Gonoca lycine a.

Gonocbeme (gp-nokiin) Zool. [Gr. SxVt"1 vehicle]

(see quot.). Gonoco ecus Path [see Coccus], the

micrococcus found in the discharge of gonorrhoea.
Go'nosome Zool [Gr ow/ia body], Allman’s name
for the collective body of reproductive zooids of a

hydro7oan
; hence Go noso mal a. Go nosphere

Bot [Sphere], the irregular globule formed by the

condensation of the piotoplasm of the oogonium in

certain fungi; also
||
Gonosph.ee ritun (fi.-sphserta).

|| Gonothe-ca Zool [Gr. Br/tcr) a case] = Gonan-
gium

; hence Gonothe-oal a. Gonozo old Zool,

[Zoom], one of the sexual zooids enclosedm certain

of the gonophores of the Hydrozoa , also attnb
1884 A Hyatt in Pioc Boston Soc Nat Hist, (1885)

XXIII 1 61 An apparently strong objection to the “gono
blastic theoi-y founded 011 the cover-cell x86x J, R Greene
Man Amin Kwgd

, Ccelent 46 In general, “gopoblastidia
arise fiom the sides of the ccenosai c 1877 Huxley Allot.

Inv Amin 111 143 The gioups of male and female gono
phores are borne upon sepai ate bi anches of the gonoblasti

dium 1870 Nicholson Man Zool 74 This system oftubes

constitutes what isknown as the system ofthe ‘“gonocalycine
canals ’ Ibid 73 The gonophore is now found to be com-
posed of a bell-shaped disc, teimed the ‘ “gonocalyx’ 1871

Allman Gymnoblastic Hydioids p xv, “Gonocbeme .. a

medusiform planoblast which gives origin directly to the

geneiative elements Ibut 76 The medusa, whether gono
chenie or blastocheme, shows [etc ] 1889 J M Duncan
Led. Dis lVonien xxn (ed 4) i8x The “gono-coccus or

microbe believed to be peculiai to venereal gonorrhoea, to be

indeed its exclusive cause 1897 Allbutt’s Syst. Med. Ill

71 Many observer have sought for the gonococcus in the

synovial fluid from the affected joints. 1870 Nicholson Man
Zool I 26 Another series ofreproductive zoSids, collectively

called the ‘“gonosome’ 1871 AllmanGymnoblasticHydroids
29 The zooids which compose the gonosome may [etc ] 1865

Cookf Rust, Smut, etc 130 The large granules which are

contained in the oogonium accumulate at its centre, and

form an irregular, somewhat spherical mass, which is called

by De Bary a “gonosphere 1873 Mrs Hooker tr Le
Maout (5 Decaisne's Bot 951 “Gonospheria only differ from

oogonia in the condensation ofthe protoplasm at the centre

of the cell 1878 Napier in Buckland r-jth Rep, Salmon



G-ONOPH. 287 GOOD.
Fisk 13 The surface of the gonospheria 1861 J R Greene,
Aim A in 111 Kingd , Ccelent 47 The lower portion of each
gonoblastidium forms a sort of peduncle, above which the
cuticular investment of its ectoderm becomes separated as

an urn-shaped capsule, the * *gonotheta *841-71 T R
Jones Amin Kingd (ed 4) 97 The *gono/ooid, though pei-

manently attached, is furnished with a swimming-bell. 1870
Rolleston Amm Life 234 Such fixed gono^ooicl forms as

the sea fir

Gonoph (gp slang Also gonnof [a

Heb 231 ganndbh thief J A pickpocket
183a Dickens Bleak Ho xix. He’s as obstinate a young

gonoph as I know 1876 Life Cheap Jack (ed Hindley)

146 [A Jew loq ] Oh, you teif 1 you cheat
! you gonnof *

1884 Pall Mall G ag Dec 4/1 The company must consist of
at least three, and preferably of four, gonophs (thieves)

Gonophore (gp nfffoej). [f. Gr jovo- Gono-
+ -<j)op-os bearing-. Cf F. gonophore ]
1 Bot The short stalk which bears the stamens

and carpels m Anonaceee, etc., dtie to the elongation

of the receptacle above the corolla

1835 Lindley Introd Bot (1848) I 390 It is called gono-
phore by De Candolle *880 Gray Struct Bot 2x2 Gono-
phore [is used] when [a stipe] elevates both stamens and pistil

2 . Zool One of the medusoid buds which con-
tain the reproductive elements m Hydrozoa
1839 Huxley OceanicHydrozoa 137The central polype-like

sac ofa medusiform gonophore 1877 — A nat Inv Anun
111 127 In its simplest condition the gonophore is a mere
sac bke diverticulum or outward process of the body wall.

Gonorrhoea (gpnor/a). Also 6 gomorza,
gomory, gonorrhey, 7 gonor, gonorrhea
[med.L. gouort hoca, ad. Gi .yovoppoia, f y6vos seed.

+ fo'ta flux
;
so called because it was supposed to

be a discharge of semen.
With thefoxmsgomoria, gomory, cf OF gomorrcc (14th c ),

It goinon eu , it is doubtful whethei this spelling suggested
or was suggested by the etym. given m quot 1547 ]

An inflammatory discharge of mucus from the
membrane of the urethra 01 vagina.
*547 [see b] 1549 Compl Mot vi 67 The vattu Idle,

quhilk is ane remeid contrar gomoria 1597 Gerardl Herbal
I u\v § 8 30 The Gonoirhey or running of the rames
163* Massinger Emperor Fast iv 111, The gonorrhea, 01
if you will hear it In a plainer phrase, the pox 1710 T.
Fuller Pltann E xtemp 29 It's prescrib'd m a Gonorrhoea
1794-6 E. Dauwin Zoom (i8oj) I 423 In the urethra it has
the name of gonorrhoea 1884 M Mackenzie Dts Throat
ft Nosell 294 The inflammation results msomestilharer
instances from gonorrhoea
fig I5g8 E. Gilpin Shat. (1878) 31 Filthing chaste eaies
with theyr pens Gonorrhey.

fb attrib., 111 gonorrhoea,passion
*347 Boordl Brev Health clxvi (1337) 39b, The 166

Chapitre doth shewe ofa Gomqry passion [Gomeri a passio,
I I isnamed so because Gomer and Sodotne dyd synke for such
tyke matter] 1379 Langham Card. Health (1633) 406 [For]
Gonor passion, anoynt thy yard and clothes with Camphire
Hence Gonorrhce'al, -e al,

-J*
Gonorrhce an adjs

,

of, pertaining to, 01 affected with gonorthcea.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 39 A plaistei against

the Gonorrhcean passion. 1611 Cotgr
, Pisse chaude,

a burnt
P also, the Venerian flux , the Gonouhean or contagious,
running 1807 Med Jrnl XVII 373 On the identity of
gonorrhmal and chancrous virus i860 Sir H Thompson
Dts Prostate (1868) 51 Acute inflammation of the uiethra
ofany kind, but especially the gonorrheal.
Gonosome, -sphere, -theca, -zooid see
Gono-, prefix

.

Gonral, variant of Gomeiul.
Sony (gdu m). Now dial Also 6, 9 gonny,

9 goney, gooney. [Of obscure formation, see
Gawney, and cf Sc gonyel a stupid fellow ]
1. A booby, a simpleton.
C1580 Jcrt EiuL Bugbears in, 1 inA rchvu Stud d.ncu Bpr

(?°97)> « yet the gray-beard gonnic daunceth, prauuceth, &
skippeth friskoioly. 1804 R Anderson Cumberld Ball,
116 ahe dance 1 what she turnsm her taes, thou pcei gomiy
1837-40 Haliburton Clochm (1862) 139 That are Sheriff

SoneV don’t cut your cloth arter his pattern. 1883
AhlUonaite 1 xix, I should like to go to one of those meet-
ings, and watch the gomes, silting with open mouths listen
mg to Bounce.
2 A sailor’s name for the albatross and some

other birds resembling it

*830 Scouesby Chcevery
s Whatem Adit 111 (1859) 40

(jonies, stinkards, hoise birds .had all many a good motsel
of bluhbei, 1831 H. Melville Whale xln. 2x0 Sometime
ajter x learned that goney was some seaman's name foi
albatross i8gs IVeslut Gas 14 Tan 2/3 A goome (a sea-
bird . second only m sue to the albatioss)
Gonys (g9 nis) Ornitk [App a mistake for

geitys— Gr. yivvs under-jaw
; first used by llliger m

i 3ii.] The ‘keel
5

of a bird’s bill; the inferior
margin of the symphysis of the lower jaw Hence
Cfony deal a

, of or pertaining to the gonys.
1836 Swainson Birds I 11 31 llie corresponding ridge of

*‘ij} dVm* "^ble is the gonys 1874 Coues Birds

N

IV
400 mu long. .Cutmen and gonys bioad and depressed Ibid,
7
r
2
SSmnut,bul

’e peifectly straight
, gonydeal angle slighL

1093 -Newton Diet Birds 33 Gonys or moiecoirect!yye;yv,
tne piomment ridge foimea by the united halves of the
under jaw, eg m Gulls
Goo, Sc variant of Gour.
Gooat, variant of Gote.
Goober (gu'bas) u, S Also gouber (Cent,
But ). The peanut, Arachis hypogxa

1,
Cans, Rep No hv 38a (Cent ) From the hand-

nng ot our orchard ciops to raking goobers out ofthe ground,
there is probably [etc,]. 1887 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 31 Dec.

2/4 Hogs that had been fed on acoins and goobers 1888
Century Mag XXXVI 770/2 Peanuts, known m the vei-
naculat as ‘ goobers

’

Good (gud), a
,
adv

, and sb. Forms 1 god,
good, 2-6 god, 4-6 gode, 3-4 guod(e,4 godd(e,
goed, (gowde), 4-5 goud(e, 4-6 good(d)e, 4-8
Sc. guid(e, 4-9 Sc. and north gud(e, (4 gwde, 5
guyd, 6 north, gewd), 4- good. [Com. Teut •

OE. g6d = OFns
,
OS g&d (MDu. goet, inflected

goed-, Du goed), OHG gnot, knot, gnat, kuat,
etc. (MHG gnot

,

G. gut), ON gJd-r (Sw
,
Da

god), Goth gSp-s, gen gddis'.—OK&wX. *gfflo-. The
root *gdct- is peril an ablaut-variant of *gact- to
bring togethei

,
to unite (see Gather v.), so that

the original sense of ‘good’ would be that of
e
fitting

,

1 suitable
5

,
cf OS 1

. godih to be pleasing,
godtnil pleasing, godil time, fitting time, Russ

fit, suitable
Ihe adj

, as in the other Teut langs
, lias no tegular com-

paiative 01 superlative, the place of these being supplied by
HrrrrR, Best , the form geodes t occurs 111 jocular 01 playful
language The coviespondmg adv is Well]
A adj.

The most general adj. of commendation, implying
the existence m a high, or at least satisfactory,

degree of charactei istic qualities which are either
admirablem themselves or useful foi some purpose
As stronger expressions of commendation than ‘ good ’ may

be used, tne latter sometimes has by comparison a modified
sense=‘fair’, ‘ passable

',
‘ fairly Iaige etc

In OE (as m OS and OHG ) the opposite of * good 1 was
regularly expressed by yfel Evil, but in ME this was sup-
plemented by III and Bad, the latter of which is now the
more general term

I. In the widest sense, without other specializa-

tion than such as is implied by the nature of the
object which the adj is used to describe.

1. Of things * Having m adequate degree those
pioperties which a thing of the kind ought to have,

a. of material things or substances of any kind
In early use often employed where a word of more definite

meaning would now be substituted , e g as an epithet of
gold or silver,= ‘ fine, pme’

,
good stoues=‘ precious stones’

BcountIf[Z ) 1562 Eald sweord eotenisc. past waepna cyst
. god ond geatohe giganta ge weorc. c xooo Ags Gosp
Matt, vn 17 /Elc god treow byrS gode wasstmas 1 1203
Lay 26070 Ardur up aliof Jus gode brond. c 1*50 Gen 4-

Ex 1191 A &husant plates of stluer god Gaf he sarra
a 1300 Cursor M 2x281 par es god axultreis tua c 1300
Styii. Julian 162 He let make of wode and col a strong fur
and good c 1400 Destr Troy 1366 No hede toke Ofgolde
lie of garmenttes, ne of goode stonys. 1484 Caxton Fnblts
ofPage u, [She] promysed to him that she shold gyue to
hym a ryght good dyner 1562 J Heywood Prov 4- Epigr.
( 1867) *43 It is a good hors, that neuer stumbleth 1597
Shaks 2 Hen IV, m ti 42 How a good Yoke of Bullocks
at Stamford Fayre? 1399 H Buttes Dyeis dne Dinner
H viij b, Veale Nounsheth excellently makes vene good
blood. 1639 Du Verger tr. Camus'1 Adtnir. Events 8 We
thinke nothing to good for them. 1698 Fryer -dec E India
<V P 6 A special good Anchor of 2400 weight. 1769 Mrs
Rai tald Eng Housekpr (1778) 151 Lay over it a good
cold paste 1789 Bligii Harr Bounty (1790) 32 One half of
us slept on shore by a good fire

b offood 01 drink. (Often with mixture of senses

H a, 12 ) (To keep) good

,

untainted, fit to eat
8o5-3* )n 0 E Texts 444, xxx ombra godes uuelesces

aloS 971 [see 12]. c 1200 Okmin 13408 pm forrme wui
iss swihe god, pm lattre win iss beitre 1340 Aye/ib. 31
Huet we hedcle guod wyn >esteneuen and guode metes
£1440 Pron/p Parv zatja Goode uyne, temetum c 1450
Al k. Med Bh. (Heim icn) 69 Boyle hem wel in good mylke
1600 Shaks, A. V L Epil.,To good wine they do vsegood
bushes 1609 Skene Reg Maj. Txix (1774)243 And gif she
makes gude-ail, that is sufficient. Bot gifshe makes evtll ail

[etc] 1665 Phil Trans], 49 How Meat and Drink tfiay he
kept good in veiy Cold Cou utries x68g Loeke Covenant, 11

k 46 He also bart’red away Plumbs, that would have rotted
in a Week, for Nuts that would last good for his eating a
whole Year -1796 Mrs Glasse Cookety xviu 288 Let your
butter be good Alod In the cold chamber meat will keep
good for an indefinite time,

c. of soil: Fertile

1382 Wyclip Mark iv 20 And these it ben that beu sowun
on good loud *732 Berkelly A Iciphr vi. § 18 The seed of
the gospel sown in good ground 1836 Montgomery Hymn,
' Soiu injhe mom thy seed’, The good, the fruitful ground,
Expect not here nor there

a. of com, bank-notes, etc. : Genuine, not
counterfeit

*573 J Saniord Hours Rencat (*576) 178 In taking a
peece of false money foi good, one may ha\ e small losse.

<*1639 W Whaileey Prototypes 11. (1640) 43 Pay me wliat

you be able, so you bung me good money, not counteifeit

e of a ship, a town. Now only as a conven-

tional epithetm the phrases * the good ship A 5

;

* the good town of B ’.

C1340 Cursor M 24862 (Fairf) & euer-niaic pat lokid
douu quen pat gode ship [Colt pe scip] sulde droun.

1523 Ld Blrners Rioiss I xvnu 19 Men of yJ Countre a
fote, sent out ofgood townes at their wages *568 Grafton
Chron II 242 Two bundled sayle of good shyppes Ibid

304 That the Prelates and Nobles of Fraunce, and the good
townes should assemble themselves 1577 Hogan in. Hakluyt
Voy. (1389) 156 Being uubarked in the goode shippe, called
the Gallion of London 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 27
Good men of warre, though ships for tiaffique 1639Hamti-

tan Papers (Camden) q6 It may troubill the gud toune, if

they proue not gud subjects. 1709 Steele Tatler No 144
7 8 There are at this Tune in the good Town of Edinburgh,
Beaus, Fops, and Coxcombs, 1864 Bill ofLading m Law

Rep , E § I App Cos (1874) VI 288 Shipped 111 good
ordei, etc. m and upon the good ship called the Java
f < of immaterial things Of actions • Rightly

or skilfully performed.
*583 Hollyband Cctmfio th Fior 223 Thou wilt never make

good verse 1604 E G D'Acosta's II1st Indies 1 via 25
& Augustine hath confessed this to bee conformable to good
Philosophie 1733-8 Bolingbroke On Parties xo8 We call

This a good Government, when the whole Administration
of pnblick Affairs is wisely pursued 1793 Blackstone
Comm (ed 12) 70 T hei e are decisions drawn from estab
lishejj principles and maxims, which are good law 1860-1
Flo N ightingai f Nursing 77 Good mu smg consists simply
in observing little things which are common to all sick, and
those which aie particular to each sick individual 1861
M Patuson Ess (1889) I 32 A good history of our foreign
policy from the eaihest penod would be very useful 1868
Whyte Meiville IVhtte Rose I x 121 Aie you to join

directly? Is it a good legiment? 1889 Sat Rev. 6 Api
41 5/1 The fight was a good fight, with many changes of
fortune 180a Speaker 3 Sept 294/2 M Collignon’s book,
though good as far as it goes, is altogether slightei than
Dr Murray’s

2 Of persons, as a term of indefinite commenda-
tion In early use chiefly implying distinguished

rank or valoui. Now rare, the adj as applied to

persons having chiefly a moral signification (see II),

exc m phrase good men and true (now arch ), and
piedicatively in comparative expressions, as good
as, good enoughfoi ,

too goodfor.
O h. Chron an 871 pan wserp Heahmund luscop ofslai-

gen and fela godia monna. 1154 Ibid an 1124 pes kinges
stiward of France & fela ochre godre cmhte c 1275 Lav
56 Nu biddej> Laweman echne godne [c 1203 mSele] mon
bat J>es boc redejj [etc ] 1387 [see 3 a] ’ 1483 Caxton
Dialogues 10 Be ye buxom .Vnto your seruaunts Thynke
that they be As good as ye 1313 More in Giafton Chron.
(1568) II. 768 That sacied Sanctuarie, that hath bene the
safegaide of so many a good mans lyfe 1348 Hall Chron ,

Hen VII, 3 So by tins politique wisdome and ingenious
meanes of the good duke 1391 Shaks i Hen VI, in 1 41
But he shall know I am as good, dost As good? Thou
Bastard of my Grandfather 1607 •— C01 iv v 193, I do
not say thwacke our Geneiall, but he was ahvayes good
enough for him 01634 Randolph Muses Looking-gl iv

iv (1638) 79,

1

had rathei haue Ins tw elve God\ athei s, good
men and true,contemne him to the Gallowes 1825 Jamieson
s v Gud, ‘You are no sae gude as me ’, 1 e ‘ You are not so
wellborn’ 1897 Capt Mahan Nelson II xv. 43 On one
occasion Nelson took too much champagne Such
a thing has happened on isolated occasions to many' a good
man and true Mod. His wife is far too good foi him

t "b As a conventional epithet prefixed to titles

of high rank. So (one's) good lord or lady, a patron

or patroness (cf Goodlokdship) Also in forms of
addiess, as good my lord, goodyour ladyship, etc.

it O E Chi on an. 109^ pa seo gode ewen Maiganta
kisgehyide [etc ] 1458A/V ml timer'sDom Archil III 43
The gode lorde of ALendon left of his londe. For the breed

of the brige jjj** fote large 1463 Marg Pa&ton in P Lett

No 472 II 132, I am afierd of these materys but if lie

wyl don for Jou and be your godelord 15 Adam Bel A
Clym ofClough 307 in Ritson Anc P P. 2+ Then good my
loid, I you beseche, These yetnen graunt ye me c 1530
L Coxe Rhethoryke (1899) Ay a, Consyderyng my specyall

good lorde howe gieatly I am bounden to your lordeshippe

[etc] x6ii Shaks IViut T 1 11 220 At the good Queenes
entreatie — Cyt/ib n m 158 She's mygood Lady 1688

SirC Lytiflton 6 Nov in Hatton Corr (Camden) II 99
Good niy Lord, give me free advise in this mattei 1743
Riliiardson Pamela III 83 Good your Ladyship, let not

my honour’d Master see tins Leltei 1819 Shjlllly Cence

11 11 41 You, my good Lord Qrsmo, heard those words

c In wider application, as an epithet of courteous

address or respectful icfeience. Now often jocular

or depreciatoiy. See also Goodman, Goodwtfje
CI175 Lamb Horn xi Gode men, nu beoS leumen J>a

bicunieliche itayes [etc ] a 1300 Cursor Al 11833 Goud
men he said quat es y our sight Q mi fadei pat pus es dight

1340 Ayenb 190 He acsede ate guode wvfman hou moche
hi hedde him y lete 1 1430 her A madace (Camden) xxx,

Gode Sirs, take nogte on greuc, For ye most noue take 30m
leue, 1529 More Dyaloge cxix a/2 And what hath hurt it,

good fathei ? *6ox Holland Pliny II 384 Some good body
tell me, I pray, how he could feele the smell tjieieof 1652

Cuin pflu Eng Physic 15 It is very safe, and very fit to

be kept in every good bodies house 1705 Vanbrugh Coifed
1, 11 (1730) 23 Who is this good woman, Flippantal 1768

Goldsm. Good-n Alan HI, Two of my very good friends,

Mr Twitch aud Mi Flanigan 1796 H Hunter tr St,

Purre's Stud Nat (1799) HI 146 My good friend, your
sistei shall remain with us 1798 Mrs C. Smith Vug Philos

IV 1 The good lady was in her dressing room. 1839 Dicklns
Nuh Nick i, This good lady bore him two children. 1840
— Bain Rudgexw, My good soul, . you are quite mis-

taken 1830 bcoRESBY Cheever's Whaleman's Adv.it (1859)

23, I was heie presented with a couple of rolls of white

kapa by the good woman of the house

d The good + neighbours, people (euphemistic-

ally) the fairies; also occas == witches.

1388 in Pitcairn Cum Trials Scot I 111 162 Foi hanting

and repairing with the glide nyehtbouus and Quene of

Llfame. <1x605 Montgomerie Flytmg-iu Pohuart 275 On
Alhallow euen, When out good mghbours doe ryd 18x0

Sx-OTTAIinstr Scott J3order(fid 4)11 169 Fairies [in Ireland]

are termed ‘the good people’ 1854 H Miller Sch, A-

Stkm vi. (i860) 59/x Walter believed m the fairies ,
and

though psalmody was not one of the reputed accomplish-

ments of the ‘good people’ in the low country, he [etc]*

1889 Frojjde Two Chiefs oj Dnnboy vi, Babies had been

changed in the cradles by the ‘good people*.

3 . Of qualities or attributes
*

a of a quality generally . Commendable, con-

ducing to the value or merit of the subject

116 - 2
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1603 Shaks A Y L ii 150 An enuious emulator ofeuery

man 1

, good parts 1601— All's Welhu vi 12 Hee’s a most
notable Co ward, the owner ofno one good quahtie, worthy
your Loidshtps entertainment 1674 [see 5 a] Mod The
author's style is not without some good qualities

b of birth, family, social station More 01 less

elevated
,
not humble or mean

971 Bhckl Horn 211 Was he for wotlde swiSe a^elra
jjebyrda and godra. a 1674 Clarendon Hist Rtb vm
§ 3 A gentleman of a good family 1719 Da Fol Crusoe
1 i, I was born in the Year 1633 of a good Family 1849
Macaulay Hist, Eng m I 294 Many of them wei c of
good families, and had held commissions *

c. of state or condition, health, order, etc Such
as should be desired or approved, right, satisfactory,

sound, unimpaired. Of state of mind, courage,
spirits* Not depressed or dejected Good cheer
(see Cheer i 3 b)
c 1173 etc [see Goder-heal] c 1384 Chaucer H Fame

11. 96 So that thou take Good herte, and not for fere quake
X3S® Trevisa Barth De P R v 1 (1495) 101 A membre
that is in gode hele 1483 Canton Gold Leg 197/2 Many
vexyd by Spyrytes weie delyuerd & remysed 111 to theyi
good mynde *513 More in Grafton Chron 11568) II 759
Albeit that this discention somewhat yrked him, yet in his
good health he somewhat the lesse regarded it 1348 Hall
Chron

, Hen Vf, 106 SirJhon Fastolfe and his companions,
set all their company in good ordie of battaill 1576 Flem-
ing Pnnopl Fpist 276, I heating this noyse, exhorted them
to have good hearts 1383 Hollyband Campo di Fior 243Now he is not m his good mmde 1711 Steele Sped.
No 96 r 2 Tom, Tom have a good Heart 1855 Macaulay
Hist Eng xvm IV 1 19 The health ofthe crews had been
wonderfully good 1863 Mrs Carlyll Lett III 244,

I don't feel m such good heart about the Devonshire visit
as I did

d of fame, reputation Honourable
1 1470 Hlnuy IV%lla.e 1 26 His systir fair, off gttd fame

•md raiioune 1484 Surtees Mise (1888) 41 Foito restoie
hym into his gude name and fame 1548 Hall Cht on

,
Hut.

VIII) as b, Men of good estnnacion. 1604 Shaks Oth, 111
in ijs Good name in Man, & woman Is the immediate
Iewell of then Soule* **1732 Gay Fox dying \ 46 A lo*t
good name is ne’er letuev’d 1832 Austin Juris}r (1879)
I xv 400 A mail’s right or interest 111 his goocl-name. 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 84 Estate, good-fame, Plans, ciedit

e. ofappearance, shape, complexion, etc Satis-
factory with regard to beauty. Hence otcas of a
part of the body.
1608 Shaics Per iv 11 51 She has a good face x6x8

111 Crl «$ 1 ernes yas I (1848) II 109 Hei good face is the
best part of het portion 1848 Thacklrvy Van Iuur vn,
A handsome gentleman with a trim beard and a good leg.
*820 Dicklns E Drood 11, His face and figure aie good
4. Of a state of things, a pui pose, a proposed

course of action, etc Commendable, desnable,
light, proper. Chiefly predicative, with mf or
clause as virtual subject.
971 BUM, Horn 139 Hr good is & hu wynsum hast [etc ]

a 130a Cursor M 4790 pai ofesgodwe ta consn.il c 1460
1‘ortescue Abs i]j Lem, Man xii 11885) 138 bythen it weie
god that hade non haine-,. 1313 More m Grafton Chron
(1508) II 764 All which thmges ..weie done for good pui-
poses, and necessaiy *626 Bacon Sylva § 14 Foi haud-
somuesse sake . it weie good you hang the vppei Glasse
vpon a Naile a *632 Hi ubliu Jacula Pi udant 170 Hell
is full of good meanings and wishings 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng 1 I 47 It was good that they should be
respected and obeyed 1870 Max Muller Sit Rehg
{1873) 62 The inhabitants of Great Butam weie persuaded
that it was not good to be without an ancestor
b In phrases to appear

,

f like, or seem good, to
think or f see

(it ) good.
136. Langl P PI A 1 57 Glosynge the gospel as hem

good liketn 1413 Pilgr, Souile (Caxton 1483) iv v 60
JLhat other shalle answere as hyr semeth good, c *460
Towneley Myst xxui 642 Do with hym what thou tbynk
gud. c 1500 Melnsme xx 108 Madame, yf it lyke you good
they doo socl I assent gladly therto *548-9 (Mar ) Bk Com

Offi9es 9 is thought good that none hereafter
shall be confirmed, hut such [etc ] *373 J Santord Hours
Recreat (1576! 76 Kill, if you thinke good, all the dogges
that are here. *632 J Hayward tr Btoudt's Eromena 95To charge the enemie by land if it seemed good to her
Highnesse so to doe 1663 Butllu Hud 1 in 275 Others
may do as they see good, c 1680 Beveridge Serin (1729)
I it2 Thus much I thought good to premise 1793 Burke
Corr (1844) IV 183 It has not yet appeared good to the
politics of ministers here or abroad, to permit [etc ]

c. absol as an exclamation, expressing satis-
faction.

C1410 Sir Clcges 424 Good, he seyd Thowe haddyst
[etc] ci590 Marlowe Faust x 8r But, good, are you
remembered how [etc] *603 Shaks Meets for M 11 1

103 Good, then; if [etc ] 1807-8 W Irving Salmag
5*824) 246 Good, thought I there could not be a more
important subject of investigation 1826 Disraeli Vtv
Grey v xii, It is a promise, good. i8ag Marryat F Mild-
mety xxui, Very good, my lord

II. With reference to moral character, disposi-
tion, or conduct.

5

Morally excellent 01 commendable,
a. of persons, with refeience to their geneial

character : Virtuous
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 323 [The Danes] beep to

gode men and trewe bobe esy and mylde. 1388 WyclifRom v. 7 For a good man peraduenture summan dar die
a 1430 Rnt de la Tour (t868) 91 The whicbe Ama was a
w
o
0rt

£.
1
, i

^ an<^ a S°°d 1603 Shaks. Meas for M ui. 1
X°S The hand that hath made you faire, hath made you
good 1667 Milton P, L, ix 465 1674 Temple Let to
fatty Essex Wks. *731 I 129 He is a good Man that is
better than Men commonly aie, or in whom the good
Qualities are more than the bad, *734 Pope Ess. Man

iv 92 And grant the bad what happiness they would.
One they must want, which is, to pass for good 185a
Mrs Stowl Uncle lom'sC xi, She is as good as she is

beautiful *876 Mozlly Umv Serin 11 (1877) 28 Particular
virtues, whether they are natuial virtues or virtues of
imitation, do not make the being good

b. of conduct, life, actions, words, feelings, etc
O E Chron an 959 God him geunne, bast his gode

daeda swySrun wearSan Jonne nusdo-da 971 Bhckl Horn
97 /Elc man Jara Je her wile mid godum willan Codes
bebodu healdan c 1270 6 Eng Leg I 17/54O I custned
he was sone, And guod lijf ladde 1340 Hampoll Pi
Const 2494 Our gude dedys we shuld noght prayse 1 1380
Wyclit Seim Sel Whs II 33 Alle men sliulde take hedc
to frere wordis Jrat Je 1 ben goode 1 1420 Str Amadnit
(Camden) xxxix, A mon that gcuees him to gode thewis
1508 Dunbar Poems v 23 Thai :;eris sevm SlIio lewii
a gud life *63* Massinglr Belttve as yon list in 11, Nor
shall or threates 01 prayers deter mee from Doemge a good
deed in it selfe rewarded 1670 Cr arlndon Ess Tracts
(1727) 167 No man hath a good conscience, but he who
leads a good life 1766 Goldsm Vic IV xv, I have ever
peiceived, that where the mmd was capacious, the affections
were good 1879 H Spencer Data ofEthics 111 § 10 30
If we call good every kind of conduct which aids the lives
of others then [etc ]

6 Applied to God, sometimes in the wide sense,

as connoting moral peifection geneially, and some-
times with more lestricted refeience to Ills bene-
volence (cf. sense 7).
c 1000 Ags Gasp Luke xvm 19 pa cw®8 se halend hwi

se^st Ju me godne, ms nan man god buton god ana a 1300
E E Psalter cvi 1 Schriues to laueid, for gode lie is, I1 or
in werld es meici his c *420 Avow Arth lx\i, Gud Gode,
that is grete, Gif him soiy care 1 1719 Waits Psalm
lxiii ii, Thou Gieatand Good, Thou Just and Wise, Thou
art my Fathei and my God ! 1817 Coleridge hibyll Leaves
225 It was a wicked woman's curse—God’s good, and what
caiel?

(

b Hence in exclamations containing the name
of God or some substituted expiession, as good
God 1 good gracious 1 good hallow > good heavens 1

good lack 1 good Lord > good me / for which see
the dilferent words.

c 1386 Chauci r Clerk's T 852 0 gode god 1 howgcntil
and how kmde Ye semed 1566 J Alday tr Boaystuau's
Theat World M vji, But good God, the Divell hath so
entred into men at this daye 1568 North Guetiara’s Diall
Pr iv xvm 163 Good loid yt is a wonder to see what stmr
there is in that mans house 1638 Cowlry Love's Riddle
v 1, Your Son 1 good lack a 1763 Clueid Alonce x 111

Child Ballads iv (1886) 270/2 Good hallow, gentle sir and
dame. My eirand canna wait 1782 Cowplr Gilpin 61
* Good lack 1 ’ quoth he, * yet bring it me’ *798 in Spit it

Publ frills (1799) II 216, I am ready to faint I Dear me

>

0 lai Good me ' 1843 Haliburton Attache II 1 8 Good
Heavens, Mr Slick, how can you talk such nonsense? *86z
Blkgon Lett fr Route 51 The impression made 111 a block
of maible by our Saviour’s feet, (aud good gracious 1 such
feet

') *890 Besant Demoniac v 60 ‘ Good Lord 1 What
Fools 11 said the Physician

7 Kind, benevolent; gentle, gracious; fiiendly,

favourable, a of persons Const to Phrase, to

be good enough (or so good as) to (do something)
1134 O E Chron an *137 pa the siukes under&mton Set

he nulde man was and softe and god, and na mstise ne
dide, ha dideu hi alle wundoi a 1310 in Wright Lyric P
\xxvii 105 Thench that he the nes nout gocl, He wolde have
thyn hUerte blod 138a Wyclii- Ps 1xxh[i] i How good
the God of Irael , to hem that ben in rqt herte. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes of Aymon x\n 490 How mehe is Rey-
nawde, and good of kynde, to have made peas in this
raanei of wyse *548 Hali Cht on , Hen VIII, *02 b,
Let him resoite to me and I will be seciete aud good to
him 1602 Marston Ant Sr Mtl m Wks 1856 I 39
lis even the goodestLadie that breathes, the most amiable
1607 Shaks tor iv vi 112 If they Should say be good to
Rome, x6io B Jonson Alclt 11 vi, It i» the gooddest
soule, *632 H Cogan tr Scudery's Ibrahim 11 111 45 He
besought her to be so good as to relate to linn all that had
arrived unto her 1636 Stanlly Hist Philos \ 1 (1701) 230/1
One to the Gods so pious, good to Men, 1694 Duyui n Love
Triumph 11 11, The goodest old man 1 he drank my
health to his daughter *701 Rowe A mb 6 tep-Moth iv.

111, Will you be good And think with Pity on the lost
Cleone? 1806 Simple Narrative I 140 They say the dewl
is always good to his own 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay I

1 37 If she [Hannah More] would be good enough to come
in, he [etc ] x8qx E Peacock iV Brcndon I 256 They
were always good tome 1895 C Kernahan God <5 Ant
Ded (ed 4) 8 [They] weie so good as to let me associate
books of mine with their names
b of actions, dispositions, feelings, words. Of

wishes . Tending to the happiness or prosperity of
a person Good offices, turn (see Office, Turn)
*j* Good words . used ellipt (= JL. bona verba) foi
‘ do not speak so fiercely'.
rxxooo Andreas 480 (Gr) Wolde ic freondscipe fnnne,

Sif icmehtej begitan godne 0x173 Lamb Horn 3 Heo
urnen on-3ein him., mid godere heoite aud surame mid
ufele Jjeonke c 1203 Lay 665 Heo hwe gretten mid
godene heore worden a 1400 Octouian 62 The holy pope
oeynt Clement Weddede hem with good entent 1348
Hall Chron, Edw IV, 201 KyngEdwarde sente good
wooides to the Erie of Pembioke. 1363 Homilies n For
Rogation Week 1 (1859) 218 In some testification of our
good hearts for his deceits unto us 1376 Fleming Panopl
Epist 31 A multitude mnumeiable, whose good harts and
well wishing you have wuu 1577 I) Googe Heresbach'sHmb 1 (1586) 15 b, Let him geve them a good countenance,
aua encourage them with rewardes 1386 Hunsdon m
Border Papers (1894) I 367 Sondrie cawses that Ieades
me greatlie to mistrust the Kmges good meaning towards
her Majesty c 139a Marlowe Jew of Malta v Wks
(Rtldg.) 173/2 Governor, good words , be not so fuuous.

1617 Moryson Itin 1 25, 1 remember the good offices voudut
towards me a stranger ^1632 Hlrblrt Jauila Pruaem
153 Good words are worth much and cost littleR Hall Ded to Bp H's Mcdit Vows, I obtained of himgood leave to send them abroad 1719 Dl Fol Crusoe 1 xv,
Being likewise assured by Friday’s father, that I might tie
pend upon good usage fiom their nation on his account isL.
Pall Mall G 19 Jan 1/2 The New Umversit;y of London
appeals to be 111 that parlous state when no impartial person
can be found to say a good word foi it.

c. In mildly deprecialive sense implying weak-
ness 01 trustful simplicity

0

1581 Savill lacitns, Hist m xx (1391) 126 Shall we
not then be foiced lo stand like good silly fooles eazimr
and gaping at the height of then towers? *613 ShaksHen VIII, nr 11 357 And when lie thmkes, good easie
man, full surely His Gieatnesse is a ripening

8

Pious, devout; worthy of approbation from
the religious point of view
11 O E Cht on an 1086 He wms milde Jam godum

mannuin pe God lufedon 1530 1 inpall Anew Mote Wks
(1573) 274/1: If 1 1 e g°°d f°l the offering of a Doue, and
better for a shepe [etc ] 1381 Lambarul Firen 1 vi
(1588) 35 Undei the word Good, it is meant also that hee
loue and feate God aright, without the which he cannot be
Good at all ai661 1'ullir Worthies (1811) I 14 He is
called a Good Man 111 the Chuich, who is pious and
devout in his conveisation

b of books, etc. : Tending to spiritual edifica-

tion The good book : spec the Bible
1876 A Trollope Autobiogi m (1883) I 68 A young

man should no doubt spend the long hours of the evening
m leading good books and drinking tea 1896 J Skei ton
hummers J W at Balmawhapph I 160 In spue of the
Gude Book and a bit sang at times the house feels lonely

f C. of a day or season observed as holy by the
church. Good tide . (a) Christmas

, ib) Shrove
Tuesday Cf Good I iuday.
£1420 Liber Cocornm 37 F10 Martyn messe to gode tjde

evyne 1347 Sali-siiury Welsh Diet, Ynyd slnovetide,
Good tyde 1620 Ft lerRush 10 Vpon a good night, all the
whole Convent assembled together in the Quier [1820
Wilbraham thes/i Gloss , Guttit .Shrovetide ]

9. Of a child : Well-behaved, quiet and obedient,
not giving tiouble (= Y. sage, G artig).
1695 Congrlvl Lovefor Love 11 111, But come, be a good

Girl, don’t perplex your pool Uncle *727 Boykr Diet
A tigl -Fr s v , A good (or sober) Bo> , mi gat con sage
<11843 Hood Lost Heir 30 Sitting as good as gold 111 the
glitter 1886 Mrs Burni it Lit. Ld Famitleroy x 1 1892)
191 She was as good as gold

III. Gratifying, favoiuable, advantageous.
10 Corresponding to one’s desires , maiked by

happiness or prosperity; fortunate. Of news.
Welcome, pleasing
c825 Vesp An//, r xxxm [xwiv ] 13 [12] Hwelc is mon

se wile Iif & willat? J^esian daegas gode. a 1000 Body
haul 38 Nis nu se ende to god a 1310 111 Wi ight Lyric P,
xix 59 Jesn Ci 1st, hcovcnt kyng, V-f us alle god endyng
c 1470 Hlnuy Wallace 11 312 Thomas ansuerd

, ‘Thir
tuHingis ar nouclit gud’ 1481 Caxton Godftey clxxxu
268 Alle theyr good ewr and fortune *335 Cover
pm L 2 Sam xx 18 So came it to a good ende 1373
J SANrouD Hout s Recreat (1576) 23 A joyfull fegste was
to bee made in Floience, for some good newes 1600 E
Biount tr Conestaggio (ed 2) 40 Let them goe in a good
liower 1768 Boyer Diet, Angl -Fr s v She’s so high,
that she looks for the good houi every moment *770
Langiiorne Plutarch (1879) II 828/2 Ptolemy of Cyprus,
as Cato’s good stars would have it, took himself off by
poison 1776 Fooil Bankrupt 1 Wks 179911 102 Never
fear, things are 111 a veiy good way 1843 Dicki ns Cht istrn

Carol iv 140 When she asked him faintly what news he
appeared embarrassed how to answei ‘Is it good’, she
said, ‘ 01 ’bad ?

’

b. of a wind Favoui able
a 1400 Octowan 613 Good wynd and wliedyi God hem

sente. 1 1485 Digby Myst (1882) 111 1744 pe wynd is

good 1368 Graiton Chi on II 280 And had so good
wiude, that she arrived before Calice [etc ] 16*3 J Glan
vill Voy Cadiz 10 That every shipp might be apt to come
forth with the first good winde 1780 Falconer Diet
Mamie, Sourdre an vent, to hold a good wind

c Good afternoon 1 goodevening! \good morn 1

goodmorning 1
*i good time ofday 1 elliptical foxms

of salutation used at meeting or parting Hence
Good-morning v,, nonce wd

,

to say ‘good morn-
ing’. See also Good day, Good even, Good
morrow, Good night.
? a X400 Morte Arth 3476 The gome graythely hym

grette, and bade gode morvvene. £1460 Towneley Myst
xii 82 How, gyb, goode morne, wheder goys thou, c 1500
Yng Childr Bk 20 in Babees Bk

,
To whom Jou metys

come by J?e weye, Curtasly 1 gode morne ’ hou sey *333
Stewart Cron. Scot II 636 The Thane ofCaldar, Schir,

God 30W gude morne 1 1394 Shaks Rich, III, 1, l 122 Good
time of day vnto my gracious Lord x6xx — Cymb
11 ui 66 Our deeie Sonne, When you haue giuen good
morning to your Mistns, Attend the Queene and vs. 1802

G Colman Br Grins, Knt fy Friar 1. xxxvi, She met them
every day, Good mormnging, and how d’ye doing 1863

Dickens Mitt, Fr 1 vu, Wegg nods to the face, ‘ Good
evening ’.

d. {To have) a good time {of it) : a period of

enjoyment (Now regarded as an Americanism )

x666 Pepys Diary 7 Mar , So tluther I went, and had as

good a time as heart could wish 1681 Hickehingill Wks
(1716) II 121 The Orthodox and Protestants had agood
time of it *843 Carlyle Cromwell (1850) IV. 11 There
they had a moderately good time of it. 1863 Trollope
Rachel Ray II. 11 109 Eating cake and drinking currant

wme, but not having, on the whole, what our American
friends call a good time of it, 189* Stevenson & L Os-
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hournl Wrecker (1892'! 14 To enrich the world with things of

beauty, and have a fairly good time myself while doing so

e. To have a good night to sleep undisturbedly

and restfully (So F une bonne mat )

ivot W Penn 111 Pa HtU Soc Mem IX 47 My daughtei

. has had a good night and is better

11 Said of things which give pleasure, a
Pleasant to the taste f Also of odours

971 Bltckl Horn 73 Nardus & sptca, seo is biunes heowes

& godes stences c 1000 Ags Ps cxvm [cxix ] 103 Me is

on gomum god & swete J?ni agen word c 1350 Leg, Rood
(187 r) 73 So gude sauore gan pal fele, pat [etc] 1499 H
Buttls Dyets dne Dinner C b, Drinke old wine of good

savour upon them 1653 Walton Angler 11 58 You wrl

find him very good [to eat] 1670-1 Naruohough Jrnl
111 Acc Sev Late Voy i (1694) 124 Small Blackberries,

good and well tasted 1684 Yorksh Dial 484 ,

1

think you
hevenut din’dj here's a good smell 175s Hay Martial's

Epigr n xlvm iro Wine, and good fare 1756-8* J
Wabton Ess Pope ted 4] I. iv 221 His ruling passion of

good-eating

to Agieeable, amusing, entei taming Of a jest,

speech . Smart, witty. Also m phrase as good as

a play. Good company (see Company 4 c).

1530 Palsgr 867/t God sende you good company, Dieu
vans doynt bon encontre 1660 Pbjys Diary x8 Sept

,

Heie some of us fell to handicap, a spoit that I never knew
before, which was vety good 1667 Ibid 26 June. He
answered 1 That is a good one, m faith ' foi you know

y ourself to be secure ’ i6g4, 177S [see Goon thing c] 1875

Jowftt Plato (ed 2) III 304 Are they not as good as a
play, trying their hand at legislation ’

12 Conducive to w ell- being, health, or advantage

,

beneficial, profitable, salutary, wholesome. Const

for, + to.

971 Bln hi, Horn 57 paet man godne mete ete <, 1x73
Lamb Horn 71 Ne wille id noht pet pe sunfulle beo ded,

ac libbe and mme godne red c xaos Lay 5432 Hit wes
god hat he spec c 1320 bettyn Sag (W ) 1676 Sire Thou
dost bi a god counseil a 1340 Hampoli Psalter cxvm ri
Dtsuplyne of silence is goed. 1384 Wyclit Set Whs III

505 If I erre in pis sentense, I wil mekely be amendid, jhe
by bo deth, if hit be skilful, for pat I hope were gude to' me,

1483 CaxtonG de la rottr F tv, Therfor this ensample is

verygood to euery woman to see 1348 Hall Chron , Hen
VII, 7 Before that this evell newlyplantedwede should straye

and wander over the good heroes of his whole realine

1563 Cooper Thesaurus, Cecubnm, a kmde of wyne
good to digestion IS73 J Sani oru Hours Rareat (1576)

95 A parable shewing that Malmesey is good at all tymes
of ones meale 1573 1 usslfn Htisb 11. (1878) 9 Ceres
with hir good lessons told me, that [etc ] 1399 H Buttes
Dyets dne Dinner E iv b. Very good for the shoit winded,
and splenaticke 1634 Sir T Hlrberi 1 tan 209 It is an
lie abounding with all good things requisite for mans use
1711 H Lamp Autobwg m. (1895) 27 Good counsel was
dead, To go home I sham’d x8gx C Lowe 111 19l/i Cent
Dec 858 Knowing much better what is good fonts children
than these lattei themselves

b. Useful as a lemedy Const. for, f against

.

c 1450 ME Med Bi (Hemuch) 101 Hit is good foi al

manor vices of sore yen 1377 B Googis HensbiufCs
Htisb 1 (1586) xa Beside, the pargetting 01 seeling, is

a good safetie against fyre 1399 H Bunns Dyets due
Dinner C ij b, Their smell is wondrous good m cordiaque
passions Ibid Fij b, Good against the paulsie and quivei-
mg of the joints 1626 Bacon Sylva § 767 The Water of
Ndus is 6X06116111 Good for the Stone 1711 Steele
Sped No 156 r 1 A Woman’s Man is not at a loss what
is good for a Cold 1744 Berkeley Sins & 9 Tar was by
the ancients esteemed good against poisons, 1883 Gilmouu
Mongols xxtu 280 A Mongol asked m an earnest whisper
if I had any medicine good for wounds
13 Of an opinion, an interpretation, an account
Favourable, approving, laudatory
x6ox Shaks Jul C n 1 145 His Siluei liaires Will pur-

chase vs a good opinion 16x7 Mokyson Itm 11 57 With
piomiseto make good constiuction of his actions Ibid in
6 Our very God is in a good sence said to be jelous x6aa
Wither Phtlareie (1633) 594 To purchase either credit to
my name, Or game a good Opinion 1663 Boyle Occas
Refl iv iv (1848) 192 As the Apostles weie Fishers of men
in agood sense, so their and our grand adversary is a skilful

Fisher of men in a had sense 1813 Shelley Q Maby 213
Whose applause he sells for a cold world’s good word

to. To taka in goodpart (see Part so ). -p Hence
elltpt

, to take tn good (cf L. bom consnlere

)

1344 m Lodge Illust Br Hist (1791) I xxxix, 91 His
Maiestte taketh m good your diligence

IV. With reference to a purpose or effect

14 Adapted to a proposed end ; efficient, useful 5

suitable Const, for, f to (a purpose or function),

to with mf. In good -f hour, time : see the sbs.

a 1000 Juliana, 102 He is to freonde god c 1000 Sax.
Leechd II 92 S10 bipgod to dolhsealfe C1205 Lay 521
He nom his kene men J to compe weren gode X461
Paston Lett No. 408 II 35 Heand I thoughttnat Richaid
Bloumvyle were good to that occupacion. 1484 Caxton
Babies ofPoge iv, What are thoos that folowe the & wherto
ben they good X55X Turner Herbal 1 Fvb, The same
[birch] is good to make hoopis of 1573 J Sanford Hours
Recreat. (1576) 49 Saying proverbially, that they [advocates,
etc ] were good men to draw water to his mill 1577 B Googl
HeresbacICs Husb 1 (1586) 29b, The roots of it is good for

nothing. 1390 Spenser F Q 1. 1 8 The Aspine good for
staves 1399 H. Buttes Dyets dne Dinner Civb, The
juyee is good sauce to provoke appetite 16x7 Moryson
Itm 11 101 Like a Quince, requiting great cost ere it he
good to eat. 1700 T Brown tr Fresny's Amusew Ser,

§ Com 70 What are they good foi else but Hanging, or
Starving 1 1738 Swift Pol Couveisat 88 Ah, Colonel!
you’ll never be good .Which of the Goods d’ye mean?
good for something, or good for nothing ? 1865 Carlyll
Fredk. Gt. xv 111 (1872) V. 294 He was not now good for
much

; alas, it had been but little he was ever good for.

1

t b. Easy Const to with. mfin. (Cf Evil « 4 b ) I

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAyttion 111 95 Tiaitours ben good
|

to overcom
,
they shall not now endure longe agaynst us

Ibid ix 224 The fouie sonesof Aymon were good to knowe
by thother

15 Chiefly of persons • Having the characteristics

01 aptitudes requiied or becoming in ‘a specified or

implied capacity 01 relationship

a in concord with a sb denoting function,

iclationship, creed, or paity
a 1000 Caedmon's Dan 11 Was him hyrde god, hcofoni ices

vveard t 1200 "1 nn Coll Horn 3g pe gode herdes wakie3
on fane liflode ouer here orf c 1205 Lay 25475 Cmhl he
wes wundei god & he hafdc swi3e rnuchel mod a 1300
Cnisor M 7761 Maui gode aicher pan was par 13
b R Allit P A 1200 lo pay pe ounce Hit is ful epe
to he god kiystym 1548 Hall Caron, Hen VII,

23b,
Furnished with Kx thousand good fightyng men 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 250 He had heard even good
Saracens affirme with griefe, that they could finde no
Reason m it [the Koran] 163a J Hayward tr Btoudi's
Eromena 84 For theie have we good Chirurgions 1697
Drydln Vug Georg 111 680 Good Shepherds after Sheet-
ing drench their Sheep 1738 Swiit Pol. Conversat 102

A good Wife must be bespoke, for there is none ready
made 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng 111 I. 396 Good Latin
scholars were numerous

b. esp. with agent-noun • Thorough or skilful in

the action indicated

971 Bluil Horn 207 St bisceop pa 8asr Ses>et-te g°de
sangeias & mmssepreostas 1300-20 Dunbar Points Win
42 Monsouris of Fiance, gud claiat-cunnans 1377 B
Googl Heresbach’s Husb i (1586) 14b, That the BaihfTe
be a good lisei, and that he may be the fyrst up m the

mornyng 1586 A Day Eng Secretary 1 (*625) 7 Here
is the which a phrase never with us accustomed, nox
with any good Water a 1784 [see Hatlr] 1837 Dickers
Pickwick 11, ‘The Doctor, I believe, is a veiy good shot’,

said Mr Winkle

c Competent, skilful, clevei at or tn (foimerly

also [for, *p of to') a ceitani action or pui suit

Sometimes used simply. So of a ship * Good
under or ivith sail

x340-70 Alev .$ Dtttd 23 pe gentil genosophistiens pat
goodc were of witte. c 1400 Sovidone Bab 67 The maister
sende a man to londe, Of dmers langages was gode and
tiewe 1348 Hali Chi on , Edw IV, 209 The kynges shyp
was good with sayle 1361 Becon Sick Mam Salve Pref.

(1572) Auj, ’My dayes’, saith Job ‘are passed away as
the ships that be good vnder saile, & as the Egle that flyeth

vnto the piay’ c 1366 J Alday tr Boaystuau's P/uat
World l’b, Cais Cesar wasso good on horsebacke that [etc ]

1617 Moll son Itm nr 51 The Florentines good at the
needle. 1656 Wood Life 22 July, He was very good for the
tieble violl, and also for the violin 1700 T Brown ti

Fresny’s Aniusem. Ser <$• Com 71 Brave Men indeed, if

they weie half as good at Praying, and Fighting, as they
are at Cursing and Swearing 17x2 Stlele Sped No 497
r 1 Such whom he observed were good at a Halt, as his

pluase was 1776 Foote Bankrupt 1 Wks 1799 II 100
Are you good at a riddle? 178a Nelson in Nicolas Disp
(1845) I 64 He does his duty exceedingly well as an Officii .

indeed I am very well off They are all good 1808 Sport-
ing Mag XXXII 76 He shewed good, but fell on his
knees on one of his adversary’s blows X813 Scott Rokiby
r xm, Good I am called at trumpet’s sound, And good
when goblets dance the lound 1849 Thackeray Pl ndennis
1 xx, I am not good at descriptions of female beauty
1833 Macaulay Hist Eng xui III 330 All comely in
appearance, and good men of their hands.

16 Reliable, safe In various specific uses, chiefly

a, Comm. Of a trader Able to fulfil his engage-

ments
,

financially sound. Of a life, with refeience

to insurance • Likely to continue a long time, free

from exceptional usks. Good debts . those which
are expected to be paid in full.

1370 Foxe A 6 M (ed 2) 1131/2 Many passyng it ouer
one to an other for good debt, as if it haabene ready money
in their purses. 1596 Shaks March V 1. ui. 15 My mean-
ing in saying he is a good man, is to haue you vnderstand
me that he is sufficient 1603 Marston Dutch Courtezan
hi 11. E 2 b, Gar Your bill had ben sufficient, y’are a good
man. 1632 Massinger City Madam in m, Fair household-
furniture, a few good debts I find a x66x Fuller Wor-
thies (1840) I iv 20 He is called a Good Man upon the
exchange, who hath a responsible estate 1755 Magens
Insurances I 403 These Contracts are sold ana re-sold at

Pleasure when they are signed by good and known People
178S Wesley Wks (1872) VII 219 The whole city of London
uses the words rich and good as equivalent terms 1803
SportingMag XXV 193 ,

1

stood firm, and upon ’Change,
was universally reported to be a good man i8a8 D ld
Marchant Rep Claims to Barony Gardner 78 It was a
sufficiently good life within the meaning of the terms of
that insurance office 1831 T. L Peacock Crotchet Castle

111. 34 Good and respectable, sir, I take it, means rich?

to. Goodfor (a certain amount)
:

(a) of a person,

that may be relied on to pay so much; (b) of a
promissory note, draft, etc, drawn for so much (cf.

F. bon pour) ,
hence in S African use Good-for sb

(see quot 1879).

1879 Atcherley Boei land 232,

1

halted in order to cash a
‘ good for ' I held of the owner T hese ‘ good fors ’, which
answer to an English IOU, are common enough in South
Africa. 1882 Rider Haggard Cetywayo 133 As there was
no cash in the country this was done by issuing Government
piomissory notes, known as ‘goodfors’

c. Good for (a period of time, an amount of

exertion) safe to live or last so long, well able to

accomplish so much,
1839 Daslnt Popular Talesfr No) j* 205 The lassie said

she was good to spin a pound of flax in four and twenty
hours 1893 F M, Crawi ord Marion Darche I 140 There

is nothing in the world the matter with him; he is good
for another twenty years Mod Are you good foi a ten

miles’ walk?

d To f make, p become
,
come goodfor : to be

surety for 06s exc Sc.
150* Ord Crysten Men (W de W. 15061 t iv 45 The god

fader and godmoder ben pledges & maketh good for hym
1591 Pfkuvail Sp Did , Abono, making good, or under-
taking for another, vadtmomum, 1643 Ruthertohd Tryal
# 1n Faith (1845) 79 He is become good to the Fatherfoi
11s. 1892W Ramagl Last Words xx’siv 323 Having come
good for the transgressor the surety could be spared no
part of the punishment

+ e Preduatively, of a space of time . Avail-

able (foi a purpose).
x7iiBuDGFLL6>ec? No 77 ir 1 Will pulled out hisWatch,

ana told me we had seven Minutes good X749 Chlsteiu
Lett. (1792) II ccix 295 You have still two jears good, but
no more, to form your character 1749 Fiflding 7 om Jones
xvi x, I suppose he hath not many Hours to live. As foi

you, Sn, you have a Month at least good yet

V. Adequate, effectual, valid

17. Of personal actions or activities Adequate
to the purpose, sufficient in everyrespect, thorough.
Good heed

,
good speed

.

see the sbs.

1134 0 E Chi on. an 1153 Al folc him. luuede for he dide
god lustise & makede pais. « *310 m Wright Lytic P
xxv 73 Jesu send mi soule god weryyng T hat y ne drede
non eovel thing Ibid, xx.wn 103 5ef thou nymest wpl god
keep [etc ] 1348 Hall Chi on Edw IV, 240 b, The w hich
desyre, if the 1* lemmges had but geven good care to. 1584
R Scot Discern Witcher x 1 177 The Prophet giueth x s

good warning 1617 Moryson Itin 11. 66 [He] made a
very good stand Ibid 156 So that except they steale their

passage (which I feare most) 1 make no doubt but my Loid
Resident will giue a very good accompt of them 1639
T Brugis tr Camus' Mor. Relat, 356 YVho did them good
and speedy justice 17*6 Swift Gulliver iv. I, 1 drew my
Hanger, and gave him a good Blow with the flat Side of it

1820 Shelley CEdtpns 1. 147,

1

have taken good care That
shall not be 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. it I 195 He
admitted that the House had done good service to the
crown 1878 S Walpole Hist Eng I 371 Society did
not see anything either unseemly or unmanly m a man
administering a good beating to his wife

to of a belief, conviction, feeling, will Foi
the phrase§ pbs. or auh ) ?n good eai nest, faith,

sadness, sooth, ti uth, see the sbs

c 1175 Lamb Horn 5 We sulen linbben ure lieorte and
habbeu godne ileafe lo uie duliten c 1303 St. Lucy 43 in

E, E P (1862) 102 pi bileue pat is so god Tielpef) pi moder
lwis. 1330 TindaleW/isw Mores Dial Gj, As if a man
said, the boyes will was good to haue geuen his father a
blowe. 1617 Moryson Itin 11. 203 Wee are iu good hope
they are all gone

18. Of a right, claim, reason, plea, pioposition

Valid, sound. Of a legal decision, a contract, an act

of any kind . Valid, effectual, in force
;
not vitiated

toy any flaw To hold, sland good see the vbs.
a xqqo Azauas ioq A pin dom sy god & genge. CXS30
Hah Mmd 13 pu of earnest meiden to beo engle euenmg
& wiS god rihte hwen pu haie liflade leadest. £13x5
Shoreham 129 Ich dar segge mid gode ryjte, That [etc ]

1340 Ayenb 6 Ine guode skele me may /uerie wyp-oute
Aenne c 1350 Chekl Matt xx. 4 Whatsoever is good
reason I wil give iou 1360 Daus tr hletdatte's Comm
78 h, Ferdinatido . .affirmed the kyngdome to be hif by good
right 156a Act 5 Elis c 12 § 4 Licences,. shall have Con
tmuance and be good only for one Year. 1568 Grafton
Chron, II xoo Stood foorth and proved the former election

to be good 1574 tr Littliion's Tenures 7 a, If the land
is geven to the sotine, and to the heire of the bodye of his

father engendred, this is a good taile 1594 Hooker Eccl
Pol. 1 (1676) 69 Under this fair and plausible colour, what
soever they utter passeth for good and currant 1396
Hakington Metam Ajax (1814) 107 And this stands with
good reason 1399 Massinger, etc Old Law in 1, It is

f
ood in law too 16x7 Moryson Itm 111 28 Having the

.awes together with a good cause on his side. 1689 Locki
Govemmt 1 § 149 Every Father ofa Family, had as good
a claim to Royalty as these a 1732 Atterbury (J.), He is

resolved now to shew how slight the propositions were
which Luther let go for good 1733 Magens Insurances I

406 Goods not proxed to be neutral Property might be con-
demned as good Prize 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 509
Although a recovery be a good bar to a remainder foi years
[etc ] 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng. xi III. 29 Was not
a letter written by the first Prince of the Blood at least as

f
ood a warrant as a vote of the Rump? 1871 Morley
roltane {1886) 9 The impression that the hearer, for good

reasons or bad, happens to have formed. 1883 SirF North
in Law Ref 29 Ch. Div. 541 That part of tne appointment
being bad, did not prevent the limitation over being good.
1898 Murison Sir W Wallace v 91 He promptly hanged
such as failed to furnish a good excuse,

19 Satisfactory or adequate in quantity or degree ;

sufficiently ample or abundant; considerable, rather

great. For agood deal, few, many, see those words.
To have agood mind to (see Mind).
txxooo O E Chron, an 913 Him beag god dael pses folces

to axooa Rood 70 (Gr) We 3ser xeotende gode hwile
stodon on staclole. c taao Bestiary 404 Ne steieo 3e nojt of

5e stede a god stund deies. c 1300 Beket 69 Heo weiide
forth with wet god pas 138a Wyclif Luke vi, 38 Thei
schulen 3yue in to 3oure bosum a good mesure, and wel
filhd c 1450 ME Med, Bk (Heinrich) 72 Let pe seke vse

per of. . a good qwantite at ones. 1526 Tindale Acts ix 23
After a good while 1568 Grafton Chron, II 22 These
thynges were done a good space aftei. *577 B. Googe
Huesbacltls Husb 1 (1586) 1 b, Being tiowe of good yeeres
and sickely Ibid, iv 163 Beside, you must have good
pleptie of duste, wherein they may bathe and proyne them-
selves 1634 Sir T Kcrbert Trav 81 And having obtained a
good force fiom the relieving T urkes andTaitars, he easily

advaneed, 1646 Sir T Brownl Pseud. Ep 1, vui, 30



GOOD. 290 GOOD.
An Author of good Antiquity 1665 Sir T Herbert Trav
(1677) 35« Persons ofsuch ingenuity and so good a puise as
[etc]. 1687A Lovell ti Thevenot's Iran 1 34 To play and
sing a good part of the day 1759 B Martin Nat IhstL >lf Id- Cardigan 364 There aie a good Plenty both of Rivei
and Sea-fish 1799 G Smith Laboratory I. 20 Fill one
rocket shell with a good chaige, quite full x8<x Dixon
II

Noun xvi (1872) 138 The composition of this woik kept
Penn at home a good part °f the year 1877 A B Horton
in MoloneyForeshy IV. Afr (1887) 38 The planting must
be duimg the rainy season, as it lequires a good quantity of
water 1889 IVorld 1 Sept 11 A good number of deer have
been shot during the last foi tmgh t

b Preceding another adj. (expressing either large
size, strength, resisting power, or the like) to which
it serves as a moderate intensive Similarly + mod
pretty~ pretty good (Cf. B.b)
ciyooHcmelok 2554 Hand-ax, sy>e, gisarm, or spere, Oi

aunlaz, and god long kmf 1535 Covtrdat e 2 Place lv. 41
borne gat stones, some good stronge clubbes 1348 Udai i
etc. Etasm Par Luke 149 b, A good pi eatie waie of 1365Jewel Repl Harding (1611) 269 He hath some good prety
skill 111 peeuish Arguments 1586 Eakl Leyctst lr m Ley.
tester Cot >^ (Camden 1844) 2S4 A good sharp warr 1593^Gtearu Dial Cone. Witches (1B43) 12 We have a
sclioolemaistei that is a good pretie scholler (they say] in
the Latine tongue 1646 H Hammond m Ld Falkland'sliew 25 A good laige Province 1787 ‘ G Gamr ado * Acad
ituL*n

l

v
l8

,v?
35 4 f°,

od s
,

mart cut over his right cheek
1885 Daily News 16 July 4/7 It will take a good long time
t

'orA
t‘lem Mod. He writes a good bold hand

20 Qualifying a definite statement of quantity,
to indicate an amount not less, and usually greater,
than what is stated Often following its sb and
so approaching an adv. (Cf. Full a 8, Full adv )

292 , Genim gicfcornes leafa godehaudfulle 1577 B. Googe IIeresbach's Hush in ficfifi)
144 Geve to every one three spoonefulles good 1408 Stow
IntZ 34

2 ^?>
re thaa

a

Soode flight shot towards Kmgs
l6*6 ?acon Sylva § 17 Take Violets, and infuseagood Pugill of them in a Quart of Vineger 1662 J Davies^Oleamus Voy. Ambass 17 A good quarter of an ell high

(l6s4^ 7 It; ls a good man’s work
all the year to be following vintners and shopkeepers formoney X834L Ritchie Wand by Seine 26 We have three
quarters good to a voyage of half an hour 1842 MrsCarlyle Lett. I 166 The Post office, which is a good twomiles off 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Dcr I xti. 231 He?play®d a good hour on the violoncello.

VI Idiomatic phiases.
21 . As good. a. Ong. in phr. such as (me) wei c

as foody= it were as good forme (etc.)
; wheie rood

is the adj. In later developments, I were as rood.I had as good (=1 might as well), good tends to be
felt as adverbial: cf Have 22 Hence occas
such uses as I may or might as good, where as rood
is purely adverbial = as well,

"

£"J? Q 111 Hal
]
,weI1 Muir Fairymytnol (.1845) 66 Me had been as good to goo To the brvn-

?
y'

2L
fy
A
e

fl*
0 Robt Povyll 343 £ Had £p V

p
thornier ™ tt..”

a& S
o°,
d i° have be ’•mytten withtlionder, Y14. in Utterson Sel E P P (1817) II -*6 One

. ls\ We were as S°°d to go towardes

(CanJ&A?Th«, 5°!?
yne

5
S73 G Harvey Letter-bk

auam.toT Tvfl^w*15 g0od eate
A
whot Coales as deni meJ iL,mj®*,

YL1
f
htndym \n 1 31 As good sleepe and doeno harme, as wake and doe no good 160s A. Wotton

ttouMerfX
A
u
KieS 59 Were not Chust as good have a

W-AbMHhf’ n011
L fi

a
i

? 1647 TRAP1' Comm 1 Cor

not Mat s 1»n^Vn^ I

V?
ld

£
IS t0«sue,f0i God needs himnot 1668 bnADWELL Sullen Lovers 1 1 Wks 1720 I 27 She

SWr, S£
0d ^e

>hrown .
her *nto the dut. xtox

f/ll cl?
ltt t£t/e& 31 £sAT°od 1,0 Law No Penally

?
T°r- S"V » 133 His Gold might as°d

p
a
^
e d at Pem, as come into his Custody, 1789PlozzI Turn. Prance I 299 It weie as good live

7
atBiest or Portsmouth asheie x8x6 Scott Antar xv ‘I hada

o,
gUue gang baclv

J®
the town, and take care o’ the wean ’

1843 Haliburton Attacks 11. xu 200, 1 do suddosc we 1, «las good make hacks, for I don’t want folks to Enow me yet
b As good as : advb. phr. = Practically, to all

intents and purposes,.
J

J1*36 L
\

tbel E,tS Pol in Pol Songs (Rolls) II 187 But ifLnglond were nyglie as gode as gone 1530 Palsgh 861/1

r^re?
0d

toWfi
0
v
ane

’ Saa
*J

zS3S CovhhdallAtA iv 12 TheIewes tojde as as good as ten tymes 1577 II anmlr A nr

rnidkfftlmm?
V“ (

i

Is8s)
i

14
?
A fierce tossfd

( l6ii iJJ She ? l°

d “ uf
ad a l6l

4 DOJ-NE 8l.oSava.T0S
(1644) 147 She was brought veiy neer the file, and as goodas thrown in G1687 Petty Pol Anth 1 (i6q“) ^Ihe
SSSSftWfA™ t2S “ Wages, Victuals [etc.]
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I pAKLYLL >n Mrs Cat lylc's Lett III
S
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!i idLTw! n° l
,
hl5,W or ^ good as

good as sand you^voSd?
Mlschtef°S Monica vm, I as

,,

c
f

{.° be as g°°d {one's word) : to act up tothe full sense of, to carry out fully.
1

m Hohnshed (1587) II (K.
no , f*

3® Cromivell in Carlyle Lett. 4- Sp App 11, 1 doubt

? ‘i

ly WOld ?r f°ur
j tit 1.

® ittry 28 a eb
j j.o be ah good as mv word I

i 3 hT haf
a
n
r0d

-
,

1713 ^UD1S°N Guardian No. 136

/«(cd
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K
3o^

S°°d ab hlS P'0miic l8?S Jovett

22 Wake good, a trails. To make up for • to

EKT* for
* atdU^ fo1

; to supply (a deficiency),

1377 Langl. P PI B xvii 77 What he speneth moie I
make the good here-aftei 1389 in Eng Gilds 7 bat alle be
costages that be mad aboute hym be mad good of the bo\
1S73

_3° Baret A lv S 823 If ante thing was stolne awaie, I
euei made it good a 1704 R L’Estrange (J ), E vei y dis-
tinct being has somewhat peculiars to itself, to make good
in one circumstance what it wants in another 1719 Di For
Crusoe 11 xi. If you will make good our pay to us 1757 m
berafton Judostan (1770) 67 What has been plundered by
lus people [shall be] made good 1810 Splendid Pollus 1 1

7, i like to make good for the trumpeters, and blow up such
a tune as would collect a gaping multitude from a mile
distant 1846 Trench Mtrac vn (1862) 196 Making good
a
lo

a ?arl tbe error bV its unreserved confession
1884 Moiich Excun 29 May 4/7 Any deficiency in repay-
ment shall be made good out of the county cess
b To fulfil, perfoim (a promise, etc ) ; to carry

out, succeed m effecting (a purpose)
*S3S Coverdale 2 Cliroii vi 16 Make good vnlo my

fathei Damd that which thou hast promysed him 1657North s Plutarch Notes 512 42The ten thousand Giecians
made good then retieat thjough Asia into Europe 1701W Wotton Hist Rome 208 His Men would make good his
Attempt 1712 Budgi ll Spect. No 404 r s Natuie makes
good hei Engagements 1736 Butler Anal 1 v ( 1'egg) 80Keeping upon his guard 111 older to make good his resolu-
tion 1793 Smeaton hdyslone L § 129 She might make
her course good to land us at Fowey 1823 ScorT Quentin
JJ xxxiu, Will you make good youi promise? 1854 H,
Milltr Sch

<S Schut (1858) 522 Making good his upward
\vay from his ouginal place at the compositor’s frame, to the
editorship of a provincial paper 1866 J Mahtineau EssV7i.

A dlsc redited piophet unable to make good his word.
1893 Earl Dunmorl Pamirs I 314 The rebels managed tomake good their retreat.

0 To prove to be true or valid; to demonstrate
the truth of (a statement), to substantiate (a charge)
To make itgooduponanyone^ hisperson . to enforce
one s assertion by combat, or the infliction of blows
1323 Ld. Blrners Froiss I clxi 196, I shulde make itgood on you incontyiient that ye haue no right to here mydeuyee 1392 Share Rom <5. jul v tn 286 This letterdoth make good the Frieis words. 1596 Harington Melam

.s4 ’
1

Wl ?a^e S°od on their persons fiom the

oIa /? Q
h P ‘k

? 1

i8o7~*2 Bacon Ess
, Seeming Wise (Arb

)

mfi
®on

J
e

^̂
e by admittance that, which they cannot

gS
od 1663 Gerbicr CotWFvhj b, You will makegood that you are not ofthose who content themselves with

outsides ofbooks X772 Junius Lett kvin 334, 1 am now
u
ych

,

a,ge
f8

a,n
?
t you 1820 Scott Ivanhoc\n, I should like to beat how that is made good? 1875 1cWnixc Life in Christ ni xxi (1878) 303 Hu> geneial argu-meat has been made good on othet giounds
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a. To make sure of; to secure (prisoners), toliold,
to gam smd hold (one’s ground, a position)
H5o6 G. Woodcock L] tr. Jmlin's Hist n6b, His ownkingdom he long honoiably had made good ug.unst hisenemies 1617 Moryson Itin n 166 This Fort his Lp midhis Company made good, till he was relieved from the LordDeputie. 1643 Detlar Comm., Reb Irel 42 But being un-
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C0U d good tlieir Prisoners ^663Butllr Hud 1 1 700 The Bern being bound In Honour
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8®4W Tennan r Ind. Recrcat

(ed z] I. 326 1 he invaders have hardly any opportunity ofmaking good a livelihood in the field *843 Arnold list

mnrbfJnn’i
117 wa^t> V Borne weie ordered to bemade good against an attack

f e. To make one's pat t orparty good \ to make
a successful resistance (see Part, Party) Ohs.
£ To repaii

; to replace 01 restoie (what is lost
or damaged).
1368 Graiton Citron II 128 If any weie nenslied Lv

j
the Abbot to make them good 1726 LeomAlberti s Anhit II *29/2 In nuking good this break youmust not work it up quite to the rest of the building 1793Smeaton Edystonc L § 121 The space which had been

made°mo l°i
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At
the rock 80 cut down must have been

Matter *884 Law Times Rep LI
appellants undertook to make good any damage

fci thepropei ty. 1889 YorKsh A 1 cited ?nJx%
y ‘'mo,'d ‘nd the i'i““

g ahsol. To fill up even or level
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h,. mtr. (See sense 16 d.)
H 23 . Q-ood old (see Old a.).
B. adv
a. qualifying a vb. In a good mannei

, well.
Obi. rare exc. m vulgar or slang phiases Also
111 phrase + as good as= ‘

as well as ’ f b. quah-lymg an adj. 01 adv, with intensive force In ahigh degree, 'right'. Ohs. (Cf. A. mb.) o In

1 rn r}m
rase as/°oc

[^ A 2I ) the adj. sometimes
becomes an adv through change of constiuction
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°°u 25249 (Cott Galba) On doraesdav 1 .emll sail fia fie gude be drawn a 1450 Le M01 te jA

2157 Grete pyte was on eyther syde So fele goode thei wellajtt downe <2x592 H Smith Scrm. (1637) 422 Theaie knowne, because none but they whichme good Snl*to be better x6x3 Siiaks Plan VIII, v v 28 All plsnniV
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lhe Vem,e!’ that attend the good Shaftsti! be doubled on her a 1721 Prior Hen,

y

* fmmaWith power invested, and with pleasuie cheer^ Sought bvthe good, by the oppressoi feai’d 1746 Smollett
97 fnvoin foe to good and bad, to great and small
Siilliey Death, a Dial 4 Whe.I the g00d cease ??tremble at Tjianny’s nod

8 cease to

b. sing, referring to God rate-1
.

1814 Cary Dante, Pat vm jot 'I he Good iLn* .... 1

And blessed nukes this lealm which thou dost mount
5 d<5S
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neuter wsed ahsol., passing into sbThat which is good.
**

2 In the widest sense . Whatever is good m
itself, 01 beneficial in effect

s

rlcT * 955Ai,wa!da bee gode forgjlde • c xooo AGasp Matt mi 35 God mann so&lice ofgoduin goldhordebungtS god for3 1 1200 Vices <)• Vn tues 11888) 27 Na bumne mm 3e gehmpen ne tocumen nei&er ne euel ne god
®

bute [etc] a *300 Cmsoi M 27675 Queie {?e es for ill orgod.
_ 1435 Misvn P17 c ofLove n ix. 90 Betwyx guyd andbetwin euyll 1590 Siiaks Two Genii v iv 156 ifteyaereformed, cimH, lull of good, And fit foi g.eat employment

1623W Catps in E D Neill Virginia Vetnsta U885) 120I tlnnke God hath sent him in merciefoi good to us
5
1688

P'i sv *•**, lo bring S Child to k !Good fiom Evil 1748 BuxrcR Sam Wks. 1874 II ?oIA peison may make amends for the good he has blamabliomitted 1813 Siillley Q Mab m xS3 He wlmS invmubly a life of resolute good x84x Lane Aiab Nts. I tr7

"

Remote fiom vu-tue or good 1:873 W S Tyler HistAmho st Coll 444 A prayet-meeting on Sunday eveningwhich has become a powei for good in the College.
S

b. The good portion, side, or aspect (of any-
thing) (Cf. sense 4)

J

1670 G. H Hut Cardinals n m 182 Having grown to
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P
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Ct,rg ,nVhe s«°d andSSd of anaitair 1858 J B Norton Topics 152 The absence of

necessity for the measiue, its many evils, and its littlegood 1884 Ruskin Pleasures Eng 22 True knowledge ofany thing or ci eatm e is only of the good of it

d. The well-being, profit, or benefit (of a person,
community, 01 thing).
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drink ueely for the good ofthe house/ 1773 Mrs Ciiapone

SffSxSfS^ 11 * 84 Be t
,

hankful to the kl»d hand
that inflicts [pain] for our good 1786 Burns Twa Dogs

gentle thiang a parlmmentm, foi

f.R.m RA
g“,d h,s

,

bauI indentm 1823 Kcble Scrm. iv
lib4B) 86 -those who invent any project for the good ofmankind, commonly enteitain high hopes of the success oftheir invention 1863 Glo Eliot Romola 11 xivni, Love

obec?
01 aim Mn’Py at 1 le con!>cious good of the beloved

i The resulting advantage, benefit, or profit of
anything. (Cf. sense 2 b.)
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(1756) I 2S8 What is the Good of putting down a long
dral” Recipes' 1826 E. Irving Babylon II vm 265 No
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I 1 The adj, used ahsol. a& plural Good per-m ,ie
with the (exc. occas. in good and bad).
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,5 ?19WLbl b Mas Lapham (1891) I. x48 The
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5 Phrases. (See also Aoood.)
a To do good

: (a) to act rightly, fulfil the
moial law, (h) to show kindness to

,
(e) to em-

ploy oneself 111 philanthiopic work, (d) to nn-
piove the condition of, be beneficial to (const to
or dat ) ; so m much good may it do you (and
shoitened foims see esp Dich), often ironically
.To do any good to effect any good result

;
also,

to make progiess, ‘gel on ’, improve, thrive + 70
speak

, say to (a person) good to address kindly.
do speak, say

, *f* think good of: to praise, report
01 thinic well of

r

r 825 Vesp Psalter xm[i] 1 Nis se 8e doe god 111s o5^w97x, ci000 [see Evil sb. 2] 1x54 O E, Citron an

mn.
1
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us byrthen gold & sylme durste nan

laVei
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.
1I? nakt kute S°d a izoo Moral Ode 17 Ersewe beoo to done god a 1225 Alter R n6 be put decSmuche god to mom ancre a xaoo Cursor PI 11806 Hu

,
hert t0 seed bair blod pat neuer did til him hot
c I43

? tyr Gcner. 9219 Lucas him goode spake
andhonouxod. And vnto his deliueraunce he procured

a
XTO

i

r Eonnes bfAymon ix 217, I cowde nother
ete nor drynke ony thyng that dyde me goode. 1535Coverdale Acts x 38 Iesus . wente aboute & dyd good

thJl
V1 lS Charge them whtche are riche That“7 c

Sood. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaclt's Hush 1. (1586)
0 0, oome of them doo good to the grounde the yeere
folowyng a x63x Donne Lett. <1651) 64 Much good do it
you 1640 Shirley St Patrick v t H 3 b, I cannot doe
good upon vvatei and salladt 1658 W Burton Comm
Antoninus 142 Whose opinion Camden at fiist thought good



GOOD. 291 GOOD.
of 1698 Fryer Acc E. India. § P 314 He finding no good

to be done with me, began [etc ] 1783 Hist Miss Baltn
mores II 59 Well, much good may do you 1 a 1784 Johnson
m Mrs Piozzi Anecd ofj (1786) 208 His learning does no

sood, and his wit gives us no pleasure 184a Lo Houghton
m T W Reid Life (1891) I. vn. 287 His pretty, dressy wife,

too, does Turn no good, as she does nothing to please 01

attach the people 1855 Jml R Ague Sot XVI 1 29

The animal falls out of condition ; he appears 1 to do no

good to use a familiar phrase 1879 E Garri-ti Home
by lids II T02 Sometimes I doubt if she will be as ready

to begin doing good again

to. To the good

.

as a balance on the right side

;

e g as net profit, as excess of assets over liabilities,

or the like

1882 'tpectatoi 29 Apr 552 Boasting tint he had so much
heavier a balance at the bank to the good, m consequence

1895 Ld Watson in Law Times Rep LXXIII. 37/1 They
have sold their patent foi 30,000/ ,

and allowing a

reasonable deduction for those items which they have dis-

bursed, theie still remains to the good a very considerable

sum of money 1898 Pall Mall Mag Christmas No 584

He was two wins to the good Mod 1 finished the woik m
time, with two days to the good

e To good f (a) gratuitously, kindly (fibs ) ,

(b) so as to secure a good result

832 Chatter of Lufu mO E Texts 446 For mine saule

and minrafuenda and me^aSe me to gode Refultemedan
c 1250 Gen <5 Ex 2890 Hemseluen he fetcliden Se chaf,

fie men 3or hem to gode 3af, And 803 holden 5e titles

tale 1839 W E Forster m T W Reid Life (18881 I

xt 2, I have disposed of all my copies [of the book] but one

,

I hope to good.

d To come togood (cf. Come v 45 g) : m early use

of a dream, (* to come true , in later, to yield a good
produce or result

*J*
To turn to good (const dat )

to prove to a person’s advantage.
a 1300 Cm torM 5070 Al was for 1 laid .1 diem pat cum-

men es now to godd, 1 tem 1573 Tusser Hush xiu (1878)

29 It is an ill wind turnes none to good 1623 W Balcan-
qual Spittle Serin (1634) 5s The seed that came to no
good in the thirteenth of Matthew 1850 J'att’s Mate
XVII 708/1 The marriages of English people with foreigneis
seldom come to good 1884 Sat. Rev 7 June 731/2 The
scheme could not have come to good

f e. To can or know one's good to know how
lo behave To can mikel good to be highly ac-

complished. To can no good to be untrained.
c 1369 CiiAUcrR Dethe Blaunche 390 A whelp that .

.

coude no goode c 1374— Troyltis v. 106 This Diomede, as
he that coude his good. Whan this was done, gan fallen
forth in speche Of this and that 1:1385 —-L G IV

,
Dido

25a And therewithal so mikel good he can 1412-20 Lydg
hoy bk 1 v (1513) C ib, For who was euer yet so mad or
wood That ought of reason konne a lyght his good To gyue
fayth Toany woman without expei yence 1590 Spenser
F Q 1 x 7 A gentle Squyre, In word and deede that shew’d
great modestee. And knew his good to all of each degiee

f For good (and all) . as a valid conclusion

;

hence, as a final act, finally

15 Pari Byi des A ij, Than desyred al the Byrdes great
and smal to mewe the hauke for good and all. 1603 m Crt
«5 Times Jas / (1849) I 25 D'Auval . is gone for good and
all 1687 Congrcve Old Bach I 1, Ay, you may take him.
foi good-and-all if you will 1711 SwirT Jml to Stella

4 July, This day I left Chelsea for good, (that’s a genteel
phrase) a 173a T Boston Crook m Lot (1805) 37 He was
obliged for good and all to leave his country *850 J H.
Newman Diffic Anglic 324 Throw off, for good and all,

the illusions of your intellect 1882 W E Forster Let to
Gladstone 10 Apr in T W Reid Life (1888) II viu 421
This morning we released Parnell—not foi good, but on
parole

g colloq To be any
, some, no good to be of

any, some, no use Also of persons, to be no good=
‘ to be a bad lot to be worthless
184a J H Newman Lett (1891) II 396 There is no good

telling you all this, but it relieves me to do so, *848— Loss <5- Gam 324 It’s no good talking 1868 Daslnt
Jest <5 Earnest (1873) II 339 Those which follow you, what
sort Of things are they, and what good are they? 1874
MfCKLETHWAixn Mod, Par Chm ches 212 If they [curtains.]

are heavy enough to he any good at all, they are a great
obstruction to the entrance. *875 Dasent Vikings III 199
Then your feeling will be some good 1886 H Conway
Living orDead vs, I tried to get it from Claudine, but it

was no good 1895 Marie Corelli Sorrows Satan v
(* 897) xxx He is no good, I tell you
III. A particular thing that is good

[Cf G. gut (pi guter), Du goed (pi goedeien), a good,
an advantage

,
property, a piece of property, an estate

Sense 9 below seems to be a specially Eng development
In the Scandinavian langs this sb. (

— OTeut *gditom
,
the

neut of the adj ) does not exist, but the ordinary neut form
of the adj (ON go/t, Sw , Da godt) is used absol oras sb ,

and its genitive (ON gtfUs, Sw
,
Da, gods) has passed into

an indeclinable sb with the sense ‘ property 1

]

0 . Something, whether material or immaterial,
which it is an advantage to attain or possess , a
desirable end or object. Now only in sing

,
exc.

in philosophical (ethical) language.
01300 Cursor M 27587 (Cott Galba) Pride it es, if a

man wend Ins gudes war noght of grace him send 13E E Alht P C 286 pou art god, & alle owdez ar
grayf>ely ]>yn owen 0x325 Deo Gratias 13 m £ E P
(1862) tag Whon 1 seo goode depart so To sum Mon god
sent gret solas, And sum Mon ay to lyue in wo, pen sei 1

«eo gracias 01374 Chaucer Booth 1 metr 1 1 (Camb
MS.) Fortune vnfeithful fauorede me wi}> lyhte goodes

Hervet Xenophon's Honseh 3 Than ye call those
thinges goodes, that be profitable, and those thynges that
he hurtefull be no geodes’ 1583 Golding Calvin on
Deut clxxi. 1063 To enter directly into the possession of
all those goods which ly hidden from vs. 1630 Lennard

tr Chari on's IVisd 1 v § 1 (1670) 16 The goods of the
body are Health, Beauty, Chearfulness, Strength, Vigour
1643 SirT Brownt Retig Mod (1869)27 Not to be content
with the goods ofmind a 1677 Barrow Seim xxvm Wks
(1686) III 315 Pleased with true goods, and displeased at
real evils incident to us 1709 SinrLn latter No 49 P 6
Amanda's Relish of the Goods of Life, is all that makes
’em pleasing to Flono 1785 T. IUlguy Disc 22 The
goods of the mind aie not less empty 1790 Burner hi.
Rev 48 The institutions of policy, the goods of fortune,
the gifts of providence, are handed down to us 1825
Bentham Ration Retv 1 13 Reward m its own nature is a
good. 1865 Geo Eliot in Cioss Life (1885) II 400 Life
is a doubtful good to many 1875 Jowett Pinto (ed 2) IV
3 The relation of the goods to the sciences does not appear
1883 H Spencer mContemp Rev XLIII 8 The American,
eagerly pursuing a future good, almost ignores what good
the passing day offei s lum
b Highest (first, chief, etc) good . = Summum

Bonum
a iooo Booth Metr ax 92 (MS B) Eait J>e selfa )>tet

hehste good 1426 Lydg De Gnil Ptlgr 5900, I wende
trewly lhat O gret Good most souereyn Sholde Make a
thyng ffor to be ful 1587 Golding De Momay 111 24 1 he
same one is called the onely good and the goodnes it selfe

«x6i3 Overbury A Wife, etc (1638) ifl6"He is the fust
good to himselfe, in the next file, to his French 'laylot
1668 R Steele Chi Hush Callings (1672)110 Loss ofgoods
is not the loss of the chief Good i6§8 Norris Pi act
Disc IV 187 God only is the true Good, End and Centre
of all Rational Natures 1738 Wlsley Pi iv mi, Thou
hast on me bestow'd The laste Divine, the Sovereign
Good

f c. occasionally. A good quality, virtue, giace
c 1380 Wvcur Scrm Sel. Wks. II 18 pis Goost anoyn-

tide Crist wij> good is of grace as fulh as ony njan myjte be
anoyntid c 1440 Gesta Rom vein 423 (Add MS) The
blessid vngine asked of the deuyll,

‘ say me, whethere )>es

uj synnes, lechery, couetese, and gloteny, mow be to-

gedie in oon hertewith these goodes, conti lcion, wepyng,
and purpose of amendyng?* 1563 Homilies 11 Rogation
Week 1 (1859)474 The goods ana giaces wherewith they
were indued in soule, came of the goodnesse of God only

fd A good action Obs
1606 G W[oodcocke] ti Justin's Hist 38 a, For which (as

if he would be expeditious in this good) the Maisters of such
workes were straight procured by proclamation 1700
DRYnrN Fables, Pal Areile 111 384 He seldom does a good
with good intent

7 Property 01 possessions
;
now in more restricted

sense, movable property,

a pi. (See also Chattel 4c)
c 950 Lindisf Gosp Matt xxv 14 Monn seceigde 3e&nas

his & gesalde Stem godo his c xooo Ags Gosp. Luke xit 18
Ic seege minre sawle eala sawel )m haefs t mycele god a 1300
Cursor M 4261 (Cott ) And roseph dueld wit Ins meigne,
And has his godes all in hand 1 1300 Ibid 29315 (Cott
Galba) pe nighend case [of cursing] on all j>a lies bat
astly gudes selles 01 byes 138a WYCLir Luke xvi x He
adde wastid his goodis c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv 68
Hun behufez gyffe lur a poruoun of his gudes a 1572
Knox Hist Rtf Wks 1846 I 402 The mquisitioun tane of
all your guidis, movable and iramovabill 1588 Maiprel
Epist (Arb ) 22 When Waldegraues goods was to he spoiled

and defaced 1641 Termes de la Ley 49 The Civilians

comprehend these things, and also lands of all natures and
tenures under the word Goods, which is by them divided
into Moovables and Immoovables 1685 Baxter Paiaphi
N T, Matt xmy 15-18 Stay not to save your Goods or
Clothes X789 Brand Hist Newcastle II 531 note, Some
disorderly persons bioke and entered into a house and
took away and destroyed several goods. 1817 W Sllwyn
Law Nisi Pnus (ed 4) II, 728 Before probate and before

any sewure, the law adjudges the propeity of the goods of
the testator in the executors 1840 Dickens Old C Shop
xu, The goods being once removed, this house would be
uncomfortable
Proverbs, 1546 J Heywood Piov, (1867) 38 He that hath

plentie of goodes shall haue more 186a Hislop Prov
Scot. 15 A mairhas nae mair gudes than he gets gude o’.

U The phual form occuis as a sing. . Property, an
amount of property. (Cf. sense 7 d )

1542 Udall tr Erasm. Apophth. 242 a, When his goodes
was preised to bee sold [etc.] X556 Chron Gr Friais
(Camden) 77 Alle the platte, coppys, vestmenttes, wyche
dreweunto a gret gooddes foi thebehoffe ofthekynges giace

to sing. Obs exc. arch
11546) h Chi on, (Laud MS) an 1137 Oc namen al ]>e

god oaet bar mne was 1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 10193 Alle

be erchebissopes god, that he vond in }ns lond 1375
Barbour Bi'iice xvu 105 So gredy war thai till the gude,
That [etc ] c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xvi 74 He knew no;t

be thowsand part of his gude c 1449 Pecock Repr 111 vn
316 No layman schulde haue eny good m propre loid-

sclnp, and that whether thilk good were mouable or vn-
mouable. a 1533 Ld Berners Gold Bk M Aural (1546)
Cc b, The more goodde I hadde, the more couetous I was.

1556 L auctr Tractate 282 3 e suld not chuse thaim foi than
blude, Nor for thare ryches, noi thare gude 1600 Holland
Livy v vx (1609) 1385 note, For feaie least if they had
gathered good [eta] 1650 Trapp Comm Gen xlvn 14
Miseis will as easily part with their blood, as with then
good, 1873 Browning Red Cott Nt -Cap 259 Guai dianship

Of earthly good foi hea\ enly purpose
piov. 1546 J Heywood Prov, (1867)35 Evill gotten good
neuer proueth well

f c. A man of good • a man of property, rank,

and standing Chiefly Si. Obs,

1393 LanglT P. PI C iv 215 Suche a maister ys mede
a-mong men of goode *525 Extracts Aberd, Reg (1844)

I 113 The lordia and men of gud m the cuntra bout thaim
*53$ Stewart Cron Scot I 532 The king wes tane and
men of gud threttie 1583 Leg Bp St Audi 02s 1000 in

Satir Poems Reform xlv, Galloway was a man of gude,
Discendit of a noble blude

fd sing. Money (A) g> eat good a great sum
of money. Mai ? 1agegood, a marriage portion. Obs

I c 1340 Cuisor M 19054 (Trin ) Petur & Ion )>ei hi him

j
gode And he bad of hem som gode c 1400 Desti hoy

\ 1x731 Gednt was the goode, & gon for to kepe 'I o sure men
I & certen Jmt sowme to deliuei. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1306

|

Heaskyd hym gode for charyte. c 1460 Fortescue Ain
Lim Mon xu. (1885) 137 Thai haue no wepen, noi

I

armoui, nor good to bie it with all 1519 Sir T Uoieyn in

]

Ellis Of tg Lett Sei 1 I 155 It hath cost hym [Charles V]
a greyl good to atteyn to this Empne 1523 Ld Bernfrs
1 roiss I cxlv 172 The siege had coste hym moche
good 1548 Hall Chron

,
Edw k,2ob, The thynge. that

y ou would have geven gi eate good foi

e pi Live stock Also sing, m quick good—
a head of cattle. Obs. exc dial

j

1485 Ripon Ch Accts 275 My best quyke goode in the

I

name of my moituary 1508 m Pitcairn Lum 'I rials Scot
I 58 Of shutting up hei

1 gudis ’ without ‘ pmdande ’ them
I 111 a ‘ pyndfalde '. 1523 Fjtziierb Smv 23b,Eueiytenannc

shall gyue his best quyeke good in the name ofa herryotte
to the lorde 1562 ExiiacU Aberd Reg (18441 I. 341 In
casting of fewall or pasturing of guidis 1641 Btst lai in
Bks (Surtees) 34 The shortest, and most leary hey is alhvay es

accounted the best for any goodes, and especially for sheepe
and young foales and calves 1653N RidingRec V 139 A
man of Gaile presented for Ins goods eatmge up the grasse
in a close 1796 W Marshall Yorksh (ed 2) Gloss
(E D S), Goods, livestock

8. spec. (Now only pi.) Saleable commodities,
merchandise, wares (now chiefly applied to manu-
factured axticles) See also Dby goods.
c 1460 Fortescue Abs .5- Lim Mon \i, (1714) 81 He

takyth nothyng of their Grayny’S, Wolls, or of any other
Goods that growith to them of then Lond. a 1533 Ln
Berners Hicoh xlvm 160 They had myche good in theyr
shyppe 1617 Moryson Itin 1 32 Horsemen which con-
duct the Merchants and their goods out of the Frontiers.

1631 Bradford Plymouth Plantation (1856) 293 They had
much adoe to have their goods delivered, for some of them
were chatnged, as bread & pease 1634 SirT Herbert
1 rav 47 The Whale (of which he was Captaine) nch laden
with his Masters and his owne goods 1706 Popr Let to

Wycherley 10 Apt,, The great Dealers in Wit, like those in

Tiade, take least pams to set off then Goods 1726-3*
Tindal tr Rapin's Hist Ene, xvu (1743)11 138 Wailike
provisions earned to one of the contending parties, were
contraband goods 1778 Eng Gazetteer red 2) art Beivdley,
lion ware, glass, Manchester goods, &c. are put on board
barges here 1833 Ht Martineau Loom <3- Lugger 1 1. 10
As long as French goods were to be had better for the same
money. 1842 BiscuorE Woollen Manuf II 195 ,

1

mean by
a domestic manufacturer, a man who makes his goods in his

own house 01 shop *879 Manch Guard 28 Jail , The
plaintiff did not complain of the goods having been sized,

but of the mode in which they had been sized.

IT (U. S.) pi as sing. Kind of dry goods.
1875 Knight Diet. Meek , Gienadtne, a gauzy dress goods
to Piece of goods

.

humorously, a person. [Cf.

Du goedjel)

*751 Gray Lett Wks 1884 II. 228 That agreeable creature,

. will visit you soon, with that dry piece of goods, his wife
1776 Mad D'Arblay Early Diary (*889) II. 145 Miss
Fitzgeiald, his daughter—as droll a sort ofpiece of goods as
one might wish to know 1809 Malkin Gil Bias in tv p 6

She had always two or three pieces of damaged goods in

the house

c. The pi is used attnb, in many terms which
refer to the tiansmission of movable property by
lailway, as goods agent,

department, engine, man-
ager, shed

, station ,
tram, etc.

1858 in Simmonds Diet Irade. 1878 F S Williams
Midi Ratlw 170 The use of their London goods station

1883 Manch, Exam 17 Jan 5/4 A goods train which was
hacking on to a siding 1889 G Findlay Eng, Railway
13 The executive management of the line is carried on by
a General Manager, a Chief Goods Manager [etc]. Ibid 15
The * Goods Agent ' is responsible for the goods working
1890W J Gordon Fouiuh

y

153 An ordinary goods waggon
carnes eight tons 1897 Daily News 22 Feb 3/5 The strike
is wholly confined to the railway servants m the goods
departments Ibid 15 Nov 2/5 Two railway servants were
killed, one a goods checkei and the other a platelayer.

•(* 9. pi (See quot.) Obs.

1743 Loud Country Blew 111 (ed 2) 193 That Ale
which is made onlyr from Goods (i e aftei a first Wort is run
off the Malt) must .he unpleasant and unwholesome

D Comb
1. a in such collocations as good-boy, -characiei

,

-conduct, -faith, -length, -service

,

which admit of

being used attnb
1823 ScottLett 16 Jan m N if Q 9th Ser (1898) I 264/1

Bettei adapted to soften the heart of childhood than the

^good-boy stones which have been in late years composed
for them 1864 Burton Scot Air II 1 32 It was all as
infallible as the fates in the Minerva Press novels and
the good-boy hooks. 1890 W G Barttelot Life Majoi
Barttelot vu 145 Stanley had taken all the , *good-
character men and left the incorrigible at Vombuya 1853
Stocqueler Mil Diet ,

‘ Good-conductpay 1890 J Byrne
111 19th Cent Nov 836 All good-conduct soldieis now haxe
eave till midnight when off duty. 1893 M J Wade m
Barrows Pail Relig (1894) I 750 It is scandalous to see

a temporary residence treated with all judicial dignity' as

being s *good faith residence required by the statute, 1891

W G Grace Cricket 231 ,

1

played forwaicl to nearly every
•'good length ball 1876 Voyle Mil. Diet. (ed. 3), *Good
senna pension

to. parasynthetic, as good-bodied, -bottomed
,
-con

ceiled, -coiiditioned, -constitutions

d

, -faced,
-heai ted

(hencegood-heartedness),-limbed, -minded, -omened,
-plucked, -sized.

x666 PrfYS Diary 31 May, My . sistet , who is a pretty
*good-bodied woman, and not over thicke x8r6 Sporting
Mag XLVII 2g6 Nelson and BVucher, two*good-bottomed
dogs belonging to Thomas Bradshaw, Esq 1611 Shaks,



GOOD. S92 GOOD-DOER.
Cymb ii. in 18 Come on, tune . First, a veiy excellen
Kgood conceyted thing

,
after a wondeiful sweet aire 172a

Dr Foe Relig Comtsh r 111 (1840) 80 One of the best

humouied, 'goodest-conditioned, merriest fellows in the
world 1836 J, M Gully Magendie's Fortmtl 130 Good
conditioned pus appeal s to be not moi e irritating than
mucus 1861 Whytf MrtviLLr Mkt. Hmb 160 He's a
sound, "good constitutioned beast and never offliis feed

*575 G. Harvey Letter bk (Camden) 93 At what markett

j our “goodfaced goodlmess bowte upp 1611 Shaks IFmt
T. iv in 123 Shall I bring thee on the way? No, good
fac'd sn , no sw eet sn 1552 Latimer 8th Setm Lmcolnih
(1562) 134 b, All they that be *good hearted, that lone
godlynes, they wyshe for a paihatnent 1843 Bethunf Sc
I net/dc Star 52 But you aie a good-heat ted fellow, my
dear Quiddit—I know you ate 1813 Examine! 09 Alai

204 ft The unadulterated *good-heai tedness of its puncipal
cliaracteis 1597 Susies 2 Ifeu IF, in 11 113 A *good
limb’d fellow Yong, stiong, and of good fi lends a 1611
BrAUM &. Fl Phdaster 11 iv, Alas *good minded Prince,
you know not these things 1681 Drs den S/ Ft tat

v a, Damme, quoth he And still continued Labouring me,
until a good minded Colonel came by. 1870 Emerson Soc 4
Sold v. 95 Every good-minded reformer 1863 I. W11 1 iasis

Baptistery 11, xxxu (1874) 192 Like hovering near of some
“good-omen’d bird Thy soothing voice is heaid 1855
'Ihacktray Newcomes II 202 You are a ^good-plucked
fellow 1 1837 Mrs Car lvi r Lett I 87 Haidlj gold enough
to make a *good-sired thnnble 1863 Burn and ChuosNat Hist Ser xt. (ed 4) 255 The Regent's Park specimens
uere not much laiger than a good siaed sprat

c. In quasi-adverbial combination with pr pples
used adjectivally, as \good-meaning, -milling, -pay-

ing, \ -seeming, -ipeeching (nonce-wd ), -weening
Also Good-looicing.
In none of these instances is good adverbial in origin ; m

some itrepiesents a predicative complement, in others the
neut adj or sb used as object , and in yet other cases the
combination arises from phrases in which good qualifies a
virtual compound of ppl adj and sb

1682 Bunyan Holy IFar 286 Many a *good meaning man
is dead, and the Diabolomans of late grow stronger and
sponger 1877 Raymond Statist Mines

§ Mining 43 'the
ledge is a very wide one, all ^good-milling ore 1898
Daily News 25 May 5/1 She thought she was borrowing
50/ to enable her to execute a number of '’'good-paying
orders 1645 Rutherford Ttyal <5- Tn. Faith (1845) 137
There is a way *good-seeming that deceiveth us , hut black
death is the night lodging of it 1845 Carlyle Cromwell
(1871) IV 41 The •'good-speeching individual, 1879 Mrs.
A E Jamfs Ind Honseh. Managem 16 Itmadeawnnn,
’’good-wearing costume

+ d So rarely with pa pple
(
= well-), ns good

disposed. Obs.

1598 R Ciiabnock in At chpt Contr (Camd Soc) I 66
Good disposed catholickes

e. objective (with good sb or quasi-sb.), as good-

doing vbl. sb.
;
goodfoiebodmg ppl adj

1526 Tisdale 2 Then 11. 17 Oure lorde Jesu Christ
com forte youieheites and stahlysshe you in all sayinge and
*gaode doynge. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps lxxu 12 No-
thmge maketh men more lyke untoo God, than gooddoing
1883 Pall Matt G 5 Nov 4/2 The tone of public opinion
will be more healthy when the town council engages in
good-doing than when good-doing is the monopoly of
individuals or of societies *874 Pusey Lent Serin 14
A happy •'good-foreboding close of a common-place life

2 In certain obsolete designations of relation-

ship, a denoting a grand-parent (cf. F. bon papa,
lonne maman) ; see Good-dame, Good-sire

, b.
denoting a relation by marriage (cf F. beau-frire,

belle-soeur, beau-pbre, belle-mire) i see Good-
father, Good-mother, Good-brother, Good-
sister, Good-son, Good-daughter Still used by
elderly people in Suffolk (F. Hall).

3 Special comb.,
-f good-deed adv., in very

deed; good-enough, a, that has a specified
quality in a sufficient amount or degree, good-
face, one that carries a fair or smooth face

; good-
for-little a

,

that is of little use, insignificant

;

good-for-something, one who is of some use
;

cf.

Good-for-nothing

;

good-woolled a., (ofa sheep)
having a good fleece

,
(of persons) having plenty of

dash and pluck (dial or slang)
16x1 Shaks Wibit T 111 42Yet(*good-deed) Leontes, I loue

thee [etc] 1888 Centuiy Mag Jan 450/1The hunter [was]
a *good-enough shot 1591 1 ronb, Ii aigneK John (1611)

50 Gray-gown’d “good face, coniure ye, Nere trust me for
a groat, If [etc ] 1748 Richardson Clat tssa (1768) IV 276
The trisyllables, and the ramblers of syllables more than
three, aie but the •good for little magnates 1896 Academy
18 July 47/2 Jim Conrad , , is but an idle and good for-little
hero after all 1884 H Spencer in Contemp Rev Apr 461
Good for-nothmgs who m some way or other live on the
^good-for-somethings 1847-89 Halltwell s v , A •good-
woolled one, 1 e . a capital good fellow Line 1869 E
Farmer Scrap Bk (ed 6) 28 Around us are living ‘good
woolled uns’ [sc farmers] by droves. 1877 JV W Line
Gloss

,
Good woolled. (1) Said of Sheep with good fleeces

(2) Plucky, with a good will. ‘ He's a good-wool’d un

,

one o’ that sort as rawer knaws when he’s bet
’

f Good, v. Obs. Forms: 1 gddian, 2-3 goden,
6 Sc gude, 8 Sc guid, 5 -9 good, [f the adj

,
cf.

MDu goeden, MHG. guten ]
1. mtr To become better, improve; to get better
cxooo Sax Leechd I 80 Donne godiaS |>®ra lendena sar

a 1x54 O E. Citron an 059 On his dagum hit godode
georne, & God him geuSe past he wunode on sibbe c xaoo
Ormin 6014 God mann godebb a33 Ibid. 10866
2

1

. irons. To enrich, endow (a monastery, church,
etc.). (Only in OE.)
1052 Charter of Bp Wnlfvng in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV.

290 Daet big mostan Saet mynstev godian a 1x34 O E
Chi on an 963 Da bohte se abbot Aldulf landes feola S.

godede }>a \>sst mynstre suiSe mid ealle Ibid an 1137

3 To make good, to impiove; chiefly icjl Also,

to give a good appearance to (a case)

c 1zoo Ormin 2117 Hiss haltjdom Wass godeckl lumm S.

ekedd Ibid 11832 Uss lnnb sone Jiess te Lett & less te

mate uss godenn aisz$ .Dio Ii 428 innwen mucliel

Jniruh ham beon 1 goded, and i-\\ ursed on oSer lialue

1567 luRiirR\, Epit etc 4g b, Whose filed tongue with
sugied talke would good a simple case 1636 Henshaw
Hoi v Slice 1 Ep Ded 2 ’I he end of divine leading is to
good our knowledge,

b To make (land) good by manuring it. Also
absol Chiefly St.

1549 D Monroi JF Ith 7 Scot! (1774) 4® After that he
guidcls it weil 1 with sea ware 1598 A Napier {title), I he
new 01 der of good mg and manui ing of all soi ts of held kind
with common sails 1628 Bp Hah Past Lcnu 29 God
hath taken it fiom the barren Downes and gooded it 1636
Hinshaw Hour Situ 1 236 Where He hath dunged and
gooded, to expect a crop is but leasonable x8 Barrs
Oikney (MS) 447 Gam ) They good their land with sea
ware

4 To do good to, to benefit (a person). Also absol
a 1223 Atur R 386 Ase moil o5er \\ ummon J>at 3e beoS

of igoded c 1450 ti'iutom Solomon in Rain Ravines 15 To
w>kyt man he gevis grete pane & na hap to good lij nit

with his gwde that he has 1563 Man Muicu/m Lommonpl
52 God is readiei to loue than to hate and to good than to
avenge 1620 Sun ton Quit 11 126 The servant xleepe-.

and the Maslet wakes, thinking how he maj niaintame,
good him, and doe lum kindnesses

Good breeding. Often hyphened [See Breed-
ing vbl. sb. 3, 4 ] A polite education

,
courteous

bearing or correcl manners resulting from such an
education
1665 BoYtc Otcas Refl iv xv (1848) 287 Young Indies,

whose Parents condemn’d that winch at the Coutt was
wont to be called good Breeding [etc ] 1698 F r\ tr A cc
A India ff P 93 It being accounted among them no good
breeding to let their Legs or I eet be seen whilst sitting

17x1 Addison Sped No nor 2 An unconstrained Carriage,
and a certain Openness of Behaviour, are the Height of
Good-bieeding 1768 Stlrni Sent Journ (1778) I 72
(/» Street) Had X serv'd seven years appienticeship to
good-breeding, 1 could not have done as much 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng 111 I 397 Her authonty was supreme
in all matters of good bleeding, fiom a duel to a minuet
1863 M L Wiiatfly Ragged Lift Egypt xx 204 Eastern
good breeding always pi evented any snrpusc from being
shown at what they did not expect

Good-brother. Sc [See Goon D. 2 b.] A
brother-in-law.
C1568 in H Campbell Love Lett Maiy.Q Scots App.

(1825) 25, I pray you tak it m guid part, & not after the
interpretation of your fals guid-brother cx6xo Sir J.
Mflvil Man (1735) 7 The King of England his Good-
brothei a 1670 Spalding Tioitb Chas I (1829) xx The
marquis made him cold welcome for his good brother the
laird of Frendi aught's cause 1715 Ramsay Ckust’s K11L
on Gr 11 119 He was her atn guid-brither

Good-bye (gu dbw ) Forms ; 6 god be wy
you, god b’uy, god boye (yee, 6-7 god buy*,
buy, godbwye, god bu*y(e, 7 god b’(o)y you,
god buy (or buy’) you (or ye), -buoy(e, -b’wy,
•bVy(e, -b’w5

,
-b’y(e, good-buy, -b’wy, 8

good b’w’ye, -b’w’y’, bwi’t’ye, 8- goodby(e
[A contraction of the phrase God be with yon (or
ye) j see God sb. 8. The substitution ofgood- foi God
mayhave been due to association with such formulas
of leave-taking as good day

,
good night, etc.

It has been suggested that the phrase may have originated
in God buyyou = ‘ God ledeem you ’, and that association
with God be withyou is of later date This is not supported
by the earliest forms, which as a rule show that the expres-
sion was known to be a clipped one ]

1 As an exclamation : A form of address at part-

ing ; farewell Also in to bid, say good bye (to)

1573-80 [see 2] 1588 Shaks L. L. L. hi 1 151, I thanke
your worship, God be wy you. 1591 — x Hen. VI, in 11

73 God b’uy my Lord x6oo Heywood 2 Edw IV, Wks
(1874) I 141 Gallants, God buoye all 1602 Shaks Ham
H u 575,

1

so, God buy' ye [1604 Q° 2 God buy to you]
1607 Middleton Sc Dekicer Roarmg Girl D j b, Farewell
God b’y you Mistresse Gallipot a 1652 Brome City Wit
1 u Wks 1873 I 289 Heaitily Godbuy, good Mi Crasy
a 1659 Cleveland Lond Lady 54 But mum for that, his
strength will scaice supply His Back to the Balcona, so
God b’ wy [1668 Pefys Diary 6 Aug

,
To Mr Wren, to

bid him ‘ God be with you 1 '] 1694 Acc. Sev Late Voy 11

152 He flings up his tail and so bids us good-b'wy 1707
E, Ward Hud Redw II 11,6 So to a Feast should I invite
ye You’d stuff your Guts, and ciy, Good hwi’t’ye X719
D’Urfev Pills III 135 Good B’ w’ ’y 1 with all my Heart
x8ixW R Spencer Poems 141 When How d’y-do has failed
to move, Good-bye reveals the passion ! x8x8 Byron Juan
1
^ccxxi, And so your humble servant, and good-b’ye 1 1860
Tyndall Glctc 1 xvm 122 We then bade Ulrich good-bye,
and went forward 1874 F C Burnand My time x 87
Then he said good-bye to me and so left me
b abbreviated

,
cf. Bye-bye

01x643 W Cartwright Ordinary iv y, B’w’y’ Brother— Siege n iv, BVV Lady of the Fan 1687 Congrevt
Old Bach v vm, B’w’y Geoige 1 1748 Smollett Rod
Rand 111, B wye, old gentleman, you ’re bound for the other
world 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) I 461 Taking an
amorous leave with ‘ By’e, sweet Socrates and 1 By’e, little
Searchy ’

2. sb. A saying ‘ good-bye *

;

a parting greeting
1573-80 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 90 To lequite

your gallonde of godbwyes, I regive you a pottle of how-
dyes. 1634 J. Taylor (Water P ) Gt Eater Kent 16 His

courtesie is manifest; foi lie had lathei haue one faieuell
then 20 Godbwyes 1853 ' C Brar ‘ Verdant C,i een 111 (ed
4) 19 The good-byes and write oftens that usually accompanv
a departure 1879 Edna Lyall Won by Waiting xxiv. He
hui ned thi ough his good bj es in the drawing-room

*

attub 1854 B 1 ay lor LaiuU ofSaiacen xxn 288 The
old Tmcoman made a sullen good-by salutation, and left
us 1870 T W Higginson Aimy Lift 193 Her fathei
\\ nuld sewe Annie for a good-bye kiss

Hence Goodfcy er, one who says ‘good-bye’,
Goodbying- vbl sb

,
saying ‘ good-bye ’

x8xi W R Sitnceu Poems 143 Since time, tlieie’s no
denying, One half m How-d’y doing goes, And t’other m
Good-byeing 1 1839 Col Havvktr Dim

y

(1893) II 16-
Baited with lulls, packing, 'and ‘good bye-ers’ till twelve
at night 1898 T Hardy Wessex Poems 92 ’Twas time to
be Good-bying Since the nssenib!y-hom was mghing
•t Good-dame. St and 1101th. Obs. [See
Good D 2 a ] A giandmother
C14Z5 Wyntown Cion nr in 167 Hyr gudame lufjde

Eneas , Off Aflfryk hale scho Lady was. 1483 Cath Angl
167/2 A Gudame (

A

Gude Dame), ama 1508 Dunbar
Poems v t My Gudame wes a gay wif, bot scho wes rycht
gend a is75 Dim 11 Ottun (Bannatyne Club) 344 Our
souerane lordis gudame of good memone 1609 Skene Reg
Maj

, Slat Robl /, 24 'Ihe complener sail haue the bnefe
of lecognition be leason of the death oflus gttdschir, and
gudame, as of his father, 01 his mother

Good-daughter. -V and noith. [See Good
D 2 b ] A daughter-in-law
15x3 Douglas /Ena 1 11 xii 48, I, the nece of mychty

Dardanus, And guide dochtir vnto the blissit Venus 18x5
Scott Antiq xl, If ye bae business wi’ my gude daughter,
or my son, they'll be in belyve x866 Cornh Mag Mar
357 More especially if, as on the present occasion, she
designed to visit any of her good daughteis 1893 m
N01 thumbld Gloss , Good-Dowtoi ,

a danghtei-in law
Good day. [See Good® ioc.]

1 A phrase used as a salutation at meeting or
pailmg

|
a. In the full forms Have good day, God (give''

yon good day Obs
1 1205 Lay 12529 HabbetS alle godne dane a 1300 K

Ito> n 753 Rymenluld, have wel godne day c 1330 1<
Ijhunne Clnon II acc (Rolls) 5259 Y paite fro ]ie, iv haue
god clay 1-1374 CiiAUcru Iroytus v 1074 sit preje I god
so 3eve 30U god day a 1400 Isumbras 727 Lady, hafe non
gud daye 1441 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 207 Fareuelle,
London, and have good day 1484 Caxton Fables of/hsop
\ v. My godsep god geue you good daye 1535 Lyndtsay
Satyi t 4319 Gif $e be King, God 30W gude day 18x4
Scoit I.d of Isles m xv, ’I hanks for your proffer—have
good day

b. elhpt m the accusative.
(So F bonjour, G guten tag, and equivalent phrases m all

the Teut and Rom langs T he phr is less common 111 Eng
than in Fi or Ger , good morning etc being more usual

)

c 1460 Tomnchy Myst \n 128 A good day, thou, and thou.

1798 Janc Austen Northang Abb xv. And to marry for
money, I think the wickedest tlung in existence. Good day
2 . The salutation expressed by this phrase

,
chiefly

in phrases to bid, give (a peison) good day.
c 1250 Gen. <$ Ea 1430 Elierer haueo hem boden godun

dai a 1300 Cursor

M

8068 He fei d cn-wai,And gafjramgodd
and als god dai 13 Gaw # Gr Knt 668 Gawan gef hem
alle goud day 1430-40 Lydg Bochas in 1. (1554) 69 a, She
lose hei vp Without good day' or salutation, c 1450
Guy Wanu (C) 1271 The eimyte he yaue gode day, And
to Pole he toke the way 1579 [see Bid v 9] 1627
Drayton Moon-calf 1388 The dawne at the windowe
biddeth them goodday 1797 Mrs RADcurrn Italian 1

(1826) 5 The old lady again bade him good da>, 1885 Miss
Bkaddon WyRaid's IVcird I v 134 "hey gave him good-
day if they met him in the stieet

1 Good-deed. Obs [OE gbddad (tgfd

G

ood
+ dJtd Deed)

,
cf MDu. goetdaet, MHG gnottat ]

1 A good action
;
the act of doing good.

(For examples ofgood deed as two words, see Good A. 5 b )

a xooo CvNrwuLr Crist (Gollancr) 1286 pset hy on \>a clsenan
seoS Hu I11 fore god deedum glade blissia3 c 1x73 Lamb.
Horn 9 A hu scolde oSermonnesgoddede comenhim to gode
a 1240 Ureison in Colt Horn 187 A swete ihesu . hwme
cusse ich be sweteliche me gaste wiS swote munegunge of

{

une god-deden a 1350 Life Jesus (ed Horstmann) 201 Ore
ouerd loueth bet a sunful man for Jnncbinde is misdedes,

bane a man of lesse sunne bat 3elpez of his guod hedes
[tread guoddedes]
2 . A deed of kindness

;
a benefit, favour.

c xooo Ags Ps (Th 1 l\xvn[i] 13 Ealra god-daeda hi for-

giten haefdon 11x205 Lay 21072 Nu he me -pit mede foi

mire god dede c 1230 Hah Meld xg lo bouki godd of his

grace & of his goddede. c 1275 Smnei s Beware 291 in

O E Misc 8r pe gode seyb benne>
Louerd, hwer and

hwenne Dude we be goddede
Good-den • see Good-even.

Goo d-do'er. [f Good sb + Doer.]
1 One who does good

,
a benefactoi (Now

commonly a doer ofgood )

1340 Ayenb 135 pe poure man . yelt bonkes mid herte to

his guod doere 1426 Audelay Poems iy And pray foie

here gooddeers as bred 1 blest And depert heie almys lest

hit be lest 1478 Will of Sir R Verney in Vemey Papeis

(1853) *7 To pray for my soule and the soules of all my
goode doers 1588 A King tr Camsms' Catech 18, I come
to the to beseike the to receaue in thy protection al my
guddoars 1887 J Hutchison Led Philipp xxiv 269 It u>

a proper thing to remind good-doers of their good deeds

2. dial. An animal or plant which thrives well.

*877 N W Line Gloss , Good doer, an animal that keeps

in healthy and thuvmg condition. 1882 Gaiden 26 Aug
184/2 This new plant is what is called a 4 good doer

’

Gooderoon, obs form of Gadroon.
2697 Lond Gas No 32824 Lost a Gooderoon Candle-

stick, weighing about 8 Ounces
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t Goo’desse. Obs. rare [Alteration of goods
,

as if f Goon a + -ess 2
] =goods (see Good C. 7 a).

*523Ld Berners Frciss I ccxxiv 120 b,They caryed away
no goodesse Ibid, cccxxxui 211b, Their lyues and goodesse

saued [Cf I ccxxiv 120 Their lyues and goodes ]

Good even. Obs. exc dial. Forms 5 gud
devon, 6 god deven, god den, 6-7, 9 (dial.)

godden, -deen, good-den, 7 gooden, 9 arch.

god'en Also 6 m the phrase (see a) god(g)i-

goden, goddiggonden, 7 goddy-godden. [See

Good a. 10 c] A form of salutation
;
= Good

evening (but used at any time after noon . see

Rom. & Jul II. iv 1 16 ff ).

a In the phrase Godgiveyou goodeven (variously

mutilated : see above in the Forms).
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 20 Tybert saide, The riche

god yeue you good euen reynart 1538 [see Even sb 1]

1588 Skaks L L L iv 1 God dig-you-den all 1391
— Two Gent 11 1 104 Oh, 'giue ye-good-ev'n 1392—Rom
4 Jut. 1 11 57 Godgigoden, I pray sir can you read IbicL

11 iv 116 God ye gooden faire Gentlewoman 1651 Ran-
dolph, etc Hey for Honesty iv ui, Goddy-godden, good
father ,

pray which is the house where Plutus lives ?

b. tlhpt.

c 1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) no ‘ Gud devon, dame seyd
he 1575 Gamm. Gurton iv n, God deuen, my friend

Diccon ,
whether walke ye this pace ? 1501 Shaks I too

Gent, iv 11 83 Madam good eu'n to your Ladiship. *607
— Cor 11 i 103 Godden to your Worships Ibid iv vi 20
Gooden our Neighbours a 1616 Beaum & Fl Wit at
Sev. Weap. iv 1, Oh good den to you 1684 YorksJt Dial
483 (EDS No 76) 1st God Morn or God Deen, what
sesta, Wiin 1820 Scott Abbot xii, The foreboding tone

in which her niece had spoken her good-even [1853 Robin-
son Whitby Gloss, s v

,

‘ I give you godden good day, good
luck

,
or * God speed you ’

]

Good-fatlxer. Sc. [See Good D. 2 b ] A
father-in-law ,

also, a step-father

1533 Bellenden Livy iv. {1822) 347 Ti Quincius create

Aulus Posthumius, his gude fader, dictator 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot iv 206 Sche commandet her
gudfather [L soceruni] . . to obteme the cheif roume efter

her m Bntannie 1666 Despauter's Gram B 3 a (Jam )

Socer, pater manti vel uxoris, the good fathei c 1680
Father HayMem Families (MS ) (Jam ), The late Roslm,
my goodfathei (grandfather to the present Roslm).

Good-fellow, sb [See Fellow sb 3
In mod. use goodfellmv is apprehended as two words, the

sb being interpreted as Fellow sb 9 ]

1 An agreeable or jovial companion
;
esp a boon

companion, a convivial person, a reveller. Also in

phrase to play the good-fellow, arch
£1386 [see Fellowsb 3] a 1368 Ascham Schol^m 1 (Arb)

62 It was well knowen, that Syr Roger had bene a good
feloe in his yougth 1389 Cogan Haven Health ccxvm.
(1636) 230 If you would feme know where the best ale is

marke whfere the greatest noyse is ofgood fellowes, as they
call them 1606 G W[oodcocke] tr Justin's Hist 135 a, A
kinswoman ofthe kings beingwont to play the goodiellowe
With a certame young man of the Greeks, as she unbraced
him vtterred the matter vnto him a 1617 Bayne On Eph
(1658) 123 They are in company with Swearers, Gamesters,
Good fellows *657 Rumsey Org Sahttis Ep Ded (1659)

19 They use now to play the Good-fellows in this wakeful
and civil drink [coffee] a 1674 Clarendon Hist Reb xiv
§ 138 He associated himselfmost with the good-fellows, and
eat in their company, being well provided for the expence
a 1677 Barrow Stem xxx (1687) I. 410 A glutton, and a
good-fellow, a friend to publicans and sinners 1733 Johnson
DiU

, Wassail

,

a liquour made of apples, sugar, and ale,

anciently much used by English goodfellows 1824 Miss
MrrroRD Village Ser 1 (1863) 223 She was hearty and
jovial withal, a thorough good-fellow in petticoats

Jig <11636 Hales Gold Rem (1688) 318 For sins are
good-fellows, go always m Droves

b. Good-fellow-well-met (cf Fellow sb. 3 c and
Hail-fellow A. b) In quot attnb
1807 Sir R Wilson Jml 15 May in Life (1862)11 vi!

218 He moved up to Lord H as if we were all members of
the ‘ good-fellow-well-met ’ club

1

2

A thief or robber. Obs
1600 Heywood i Edw. IV (1613) E 4 Good fellows be

thieues 1600 Holland Livy xxvn. xn (1609) 636 Those
good fellowes. who used to live by robbing and stealing.
x6o8 Middlfton Tnck io Catch, etc 64 b, Ln. Welcome
good fellow Host Hee calles me theefe at first sight 1633
MassingerGuardian v iv,You are fitter farTo be a church-
man than to have command Over good fellows.

3 attnb and Comb.
1542 BeconHemes outofHeaven Prol B vj, It is accounted

no synne but rather a sporte, a good felowlike dalyaunce.
x6o8W Sclater Malachy (1650) aox Before this preaching
came up amongst us, we had as good fellow -like a parish,
and as much good neighbourhood amongst us [etc ] 1642
Fuller Holy <$> Prof St, m. v 162 1 hose natures which,
like the good-fellow planet Mercury, are most swayed by
others. 1647 Trapp Comm Epkes v 19 Drunkards smg
over their cups in their good-fellow-meelings
Hence + G-oodfellow v rare— 1

,
trans to call

(a person) a good fellow ; + Goodfellowtood=
Good-fellowship, Good-fellowish. a [ + -ish],

somewhat resembling a good-fellow , t Good-fel-
lowly a , characteristic of a good-fellow.
*58° Harvey in Grosart Spenser’s Wks I. 438 Familiar

and good fellowlye writmge. 1628 Feltham Resolves 1

Ixxxiv 243 Let me rather be disliked for not being a Beast,
be good-fellowed with a hug, for being one <1x706

E, Baynard Health (1740) 18 Makes the spirits brisk and
good ; Aftetva bad Good-fellow-Hood Had left their springy
parts uncurl’d 1880 A thenoeum 14 Aug 210/a, I doubt if
Jaques were ever capable of developing into anything so
wholesome and good-fellowish.

VOL. IV.

Good-fe’Uowship. [See prec. and Fellow-
ship 5 ] The spmt or habits of a 1 good-fellow’,
conviviality. Now also, the spirit of true friend-

ship or companionship
c 1380 Wyclip Wks (1880) 174 For j>ei colouren pride wijj

honeste dronkenesse bi good felaweschipe [etc] 1463,
1604 [see Fellowship 3] <r 1386 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1590)

39 b, Actmitie & good felowsbip being nothing in the price
it was then held in. 1612W Parkes Curlaine-Dr (1876)
23 The Drunkard likewise hath a Curtame for his vgly,
swinish, and beastly sinne, and that he tearmes good-
fellowship 1668-9 Pepys Diary 8 Mar, His age and
good fellowship have made him almost fit for nothing 1762
Learned Dies Dumpling (ed 41 22 Why, do they inveigh
against Dumpling-Eating, which is the Life and Soul of
Good-fellowship t 1780 F Marion m Harper’sMag (1883)
Sept. 348/1 By the laws of good-fellowship no man leaves
this room till all the liquor is diank x8a8 Miss Mitford
Village Ser in (1863) 41 A hale, jovial visage, a merry eye,
a pleasant smile, and a general air of good-fellowship 1863
Fr A Kemble Restd. tn Georgia 89 Their usual habits of
Milesian good fellowship

Goo’d-for-no thing, a. and sb. [The phrase
goodfor nothing used attnb. or as sb

,
and conse-

quently hyphened, see Good a. 14]
A adj Of no service or use

,
worthless.

1711 Swift Jml. to Stella 6 Nov ,
We reckon him here a

good-for-nothing fellow 1727 Oldmixon Clarendon 4
Whitlock v 253 It was a sou of a good-for-nothing Place,
not worth Description 1783 WolCot (P Pindar) Ode to

P Pindar Wks 1812 I 79 Young, good-for-nothing dogs
x8r8 Byron Juan 1 xxv, A little curly-headed, good-for-
nothing, And mischief-making monkey 1841 Lytton Nt
* Morn 1 i, That good-for nothing brother of yours. 1887
Smilts Life Labour ait Lord Chief-Justice Mansfield
whose father was a good-for-nothing man of fashion
absol 1873 H. Spencer S tudy Social xiv (1877) 344 Foster-

ing the good-foi-nothing at the expense of the good is an
extreme cruelty

B. sb One who is good for nothing , a worthless

person (f or thing).

1731 R PaltocicP Wilkins I xn,After clearingmyHouse
of Good-for-nothings 1847 Marryat Childr N. Forest xn,
You young good-for nothing 1883 Black Shandon Bells
xxix, As you are a good-for-nothing, it does not matter whei e
youare 1887A Birreil Obiter Dicta Ser n 183 His brother
was a good-for-nothmg, with a dilapidated reputation

Hence Good-for-nothingness, the quality or

condition of being good for nothing
1741 Richardson Pamela II 55 They have not kept such

elaborate Records of their good-for-nothingness 1807
Southey in Life (185a) III 68 You may stay and be smoke-
dried in London for your good-for-notmngness 1871 Daily
News 14 Feb ,The cnief beauty of the custom should consist
in its dainty, complimentary good-for-nothingness, a Valen-
tine should be [etc ] 1896 Allbutt's Syst Med I 690 The
dyspepsia, therneuralgia, the general ‘ good-for-nothingness

‘

which are expressive of the severity of the illness the
patient has passed through

Goo’d-for-nou ght, a. and sb. [The phrase
goodfor nought used attnb, or as sbi\ = Good-for-
nothing a. and sb.

1804 Eugenia de Acton A Tale without a Title I 265
An ungrateful good-for-naught 1 to serve your Honour after
this fashion x8ax Clare Vtll Minstr I 139 A good-for-
nought booby, he nettled me sore 1834 Lytton Pompeii
iv 11, My master, Diomed, is not one of those expensive
good-for-noughts 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho xxxiv, Pm a
harum-scarum sort of a good-for-nought.

Good Friday, [See Good a 8 c] The Friday
before Easter-day, observed as the anniversary of
the death of Chi 1st.

c 1290 S, Fng Leg I 403/27 A-morewe, ase on )»e guode
friday ase he d eide on he rode, a 1300 CursorM 17288 + 81
Vse we ay after heghe ful of ]?e moyne to take he next friday,
And h»t hald we our gode friday c 1400 [see Friday i]

C1450 MirourSaluacion 2931 Thus myght doelfulle marye
say on the gude fridaj e xsjfc [see Friday 1] *379 Spenser
Saeph. Cat Feb 30 So semest thou like good fryday to
frowne 1633 Quarles Emit v vn. Cheap up, my soul
and bear One bad good-fnday, full mouth’d easter’s near
1791 Boswell Johnson 18 Apr, an 1783, On April 18, (being
Good-Friday) I found him drinking tea without milk, and
eating a cross-bun to prevent faintness, x868 [see Friday i],

attnb 1613 Markham Eng Housew u vn. (1649) 242
Of these Greets are made the good Friday pudding 1733
Trial W. Smith in J Blackburne Reg Ingleby (1889) p.
xxvui, Mixing Arsenide in a Good-Fnday Cake

+ Goo-dfal, a Obs. In 3 godful, [f. Good sb. +
-ful

]

Goodly. Hence +G00 dfalbead [ + -head],
goodness

; f Goo dfally adv
,
joyfully ; kindly.

c 1203 Lay 17038 Bi us J>e gon graeten, pat is a god-ful
king, Aurihan lhaten Ibid 19710 While heo weoren a
hissere worlde-nchen god-fulle hemes, mid goden afeolled,

c 1230 Gen. 4 Ex 56 Dhre persones and on reed, On mist
and on godfulhed c 1*73 in O, E. Misc go pe martyrs he
vnderstonde, Godfullycne, in heore honde.

Goodg, obs. form of Gouge sb I

Goodhap (gu d[hsep). arch. [See Good a. and
Hapj3 . 1 ;

—good hap as two words,] Good fortune.

*557 N T (Geneva) J he Epistle, By him sadnes [is]

made glad, mishap goodhap 1575 G Harvey Common-pl.
Bk (1884) 148, I did think it mie great goodhap that [etc ).
X603 Knolles Hist Turkes 1033 Except such as by their
goodhap recovered the new towne. 1870 W Morris
Earthly Par III iv 73 What goodhap or increase From
that ill night shall ever come? Ibid If hi 488

t Goo’dhead. Obs. Forms : 3-5 godhede,

(3 godede), 4 guod(e)hed(d)e [f. Good a +
-head.] * Goodness
a 1*30 Owl 4 Night 582 Thu havest i-mist al offairhede.

An lutel is al thi godede. C1275 Lay. 3*072 Nou he me 3elt

mede for mine god hede [c 1205 god dede]. c 1339Amis <$

A mil 2493 For ther trewth and here guodehede 1 he blysse
of heuen thei had to mede 1390 Gower C onf. II 133 So
as he might of his godhede. c 1440 Bone Flcr 1682 Brynge
me to thy bygly blys, For thy grete godhede

Good Henry. Also good King Henry
(Harry) [Equivalent to G. der gute Heinnch 7

F. bon-Htnn (1545 in Hatz -Darm ), med. or mod.
L Bonus Henncus.
Cf further the popular German names of various plants

.

der bdse Heinnch (=‘ bad Henry’), der stolzcH (‘proud
H ’)

, der grosseH (‘ great H ’)
, der wilde H (‘ wild H ')

The allusion is unexplained, and it is uncertain whether the
Eng and Fr forms are translated from the Ger J

The plant Meicury Goosefoot (Chenopodium
Bonus Henrttus), sometimes used as a pot-herb
1378 Lyte Dodoens v. xi 561 This herbe is called in

English, Good Henry, and Algood 1397 Gerarde Herbal
11 xlvnt (1633) 329 In Cambndgeshire it is callen Good
King Harry 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI IV 276 Mercury
Goosefoot, or Good King Henry 1894 Times 3 Sept 10/4
The old-foshioned pot-herb, Good King Henry
Good humour. The condition of being m a

cheerful and amiable mood ; also, the disposition

or habit of amiable cheerfulness 1

x6x6 in Crt 4 Times Jas I (1848) I 429, 1 found him in
so good humour and so well disposed that [etc ] 1676 [see

Humour sb 3] 1711 Shaftesb Charac ,
Enthusiasm (1737)

I 33 We must not only be in ordinary good Humour, but m
the best of Humours 1718 Lady M.W. Montagu Let to
C'tess Mar 10 Mar

,
Her good humour made her willing to

divert me 1780 J Harris Philol Enquiries Wks (1841)

338 As man is by nature a social animal, good humour
seems an ingredient highly necessary to his character.

1834W hid Sketch Bk II 141 At the president’s we found
every thing to put one in good humour. 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng v I 53X Even the stern and pensive William
relaxed into good humour when his brilliant guest appeared.

Good-humoured, a (The stress is variable )

[f prec. + -ed 2 ] a. Of persons * Possessed of or
charactenzed by good-humour

,
having a cheerful,

amiable, and unruffled disposition b. Of a look
or utterance : Indicative of good humour.
x66a Pepys Diary 15 June, Nan Pepys’s 2nd husband .

is a very good-humoured man, an old cavalier 17x2 Steele
Spect No 474 r 6 The justness of which we would contro-
vert with good humoured warmth 1771 Junius Lett hi
266 Nature intended him only for a good-humoured fool

1825 J. Neal Bro Jonathan III. 145 He was permitted,
with a good-humoured laugh, to pass on. x86y Trollope
Chron Barset II xiv 8 They all pronounced her . to be
very good-humoured
Comb 1843 Marryat Iff Violet xxxvii, The slaves so-

good-humoured looking, so clean. 1864 Motlfy Corr.

23 Aug II 173 The King of Prussia a tall, sturdy, good-
humoured-faced elderly man.
Hence Goodlm mouredly adv.
X786 Mrs Piozzi Anecd of Johnson 203 The truth is,

Mr Johnson was often good-humouredly willing to join m
childish amusements a x8oi WakefieldMem (1804)1 29
To this Johnson, good humouredly and sarcastically, replied,
* Thatjetc ]

’ 1883 Gilmour Mongols xxxi 363 The Peking
carters good-humouredly revile them.

G-oodiness : see under Goody a
Gooding* (gu dig), vbl. sb. [f Good v (but in

sense 2 app, f. Good sb

)

+ -ing 1
]

f I. The action of doing good to, or of improving.

1367 Turbi-rv Ovids Ep 137 b, Least I be thought for
gooding ofmy cause False matter to alledge

b. The action ofmanuring (land) ; concr. manure.
(Cf. Good v. 4.)
1602 Extracts A herd Reg. (r848) II 227 Sic persones

within the burgh, as sellis fulzie or guding to extraneans,
for guiding ana manuring of thair Iandis *705 J. Brand
Descr, Orkney, etc (1703) 19 The skirts of the Isles do
more abound with Corns, then Places at a greater distance

from the faea, where they have not such gooding at hand
1834 Brit. Hnsb I 414 That he may thus pieserve the
seep or gooding, of his stable-manure.

2 . The practice of begging; now dial, the custom
of collecting alms on St Thomas’s day (see quot.

1818, hence locally called Gooding Bay) Also,

to go (t send) a-gooding
1560 in Stem's Surv (ed Strype 1754) H vi h 638/1

That old Women that might work, and went a Gooding
should be Hatchtlers of the Flax 1649 Blith eEng hnprov
Impr (16^3) 93 Some cruell Lord could dispeople a
whole parish, and send many soules a gooding. x8x8 Todd
s v , To go a gooding, is a custom observed in several parts

of England on St, Thomas's day by women only, who ask
alms, and m return fi?r them wish all that js good . to their

benefactors [etc I 1851 S. Judd Maigaret x. (1871) 50
Thanks givingday has no gooding, candles, clog, carol, box,
or hobbj-horse 1886 m 5". W.Linc Gloss 1889 in Hurst
Horsham Gloss.

Goodish (gu'dij), a, [f. Good a. + -ibh.J

Somewhat good : a. with respect to quality.

2756 Mrs Delany Let, in Life <$* Corr 451 She seems
a goodish sort of woman, rather vulgar however 1833 M
Scott Tom Cringle xix (i8sg) 530 They dashed past us on,

goodish nags. x88oMhs Walford TroublesomeDau. III.
xxxu. 160 Carnochan, they tell me, is a goodish estate,

b with respect to quantity-

, extent, etc.

1839 C. Clark J. Noakes Mary Styles 63 (E.D S-

No 76) From the Heath, He lived a goodish way. 1865
Dickens Mut Fr. 11 xu. Ay, a goodish bit ago X879F.W.
Robinson Coward Consc. 11 xx, We are compelled to ask a
goodish many questions 1894 Mrs. H Ward Marcella 1,

265, 1 have lent them a goodish sum of money. -

a. Comb.

1856 Whyte Melville Kate Cov. x, A goodish-Iooking
man whose name I never made out,

, 117



G-OODITY. 594 GOODLY.

HenceGoo dislmess,the qualityofbeing goodish

i8jt S J Duncan Amer Girl Land 131 I he deadly

monotony of goodishness and cheapishness m everything

+ Qoo'dity. Obs.~l
£f Good a. + -ity ]

Goodness “

a 1641 Bp R Montagu Acts #,• Mon (1642) u 5+ Whence
lad they that good in them but from gooddity of nature?

t CrOQ'dlaik. Obs Forms 3g0dJ.ec, godleicvh,
Orm godlajjo, 5 godlaik [a. ON gbdletk-r, see

Good <t and

-

bus] Goodness, kindness

c 1200 Ormin, Ded 267 patt sefennfald godlenc patt Crist

Uss dide purrh hiss come, a 1225 Aitc> Ji 136 His muchele
godlea. touward hire, ant hire defautes touward him a *300

.S iris 227 Of muchel godlec mi^t thou ?elpe. If hit be so that

thou me helps 11x400-30 Ildars Alexander 4688, I se na
godlaik tn gold, hot grefe to pe saule

t Gocrdless, a Obs. [f. Good sb. + less,]

1. Devoid of good ,
comfortless

;
worthless

C9oo tr BsdcCs Hist 1x1 i (1890) 154 pis ungesselifce $ear

& pat codie tse a izoo MoralOde 344 Hi muwen lihthche

gon,. 5urh ane godltese wude, m-to ane bare felde a 1225

Her Kath 846 Wlonke wordes, pat puncheS se greate &
beo godlese pah & bare of euch blisse 2562 Turner Herbal
11 70 Like a fats, lying goodlesse man, he pretendeth [etc ]

2 Without goods or property
,
destitute.

C1230 Hah Metd 31, & tu . schalt greui [ printed greni]

godles mwuS waste wahes C1300 Proz Heading xiv, Gredy
is he godles, quop Hendyng 1381 Mulcaster Positions 263

Both reft of goodnesie, and left goodlesse

f Good.lih.ead. Obs. [f Goodly a + -head.]

1. Goodly appearance
j
comeliness, beauty.

c 1374, Chaucer TroyIns in 1681 (1730) pe goodliheed or

beaute which pat kynd In eny other lady had y-sette 14*3

J
as I Kingis Q xhx, To suich delyte It was to see hir jouth
n gudelihede 1323 Skelton Garl Laurel 907 With mar-

geram lentyll, The flowre of goodlyhede 1390 SpenstrF Q.
iic 11 38 Pleased with that seeming goodly-hed. Unwares the

hidden hooke with baite I swallowed 1746 W 1 hompson
Hymn to May [Imitation of Spensei J xvu 6 So far in virtue

and in goodhhead, Above all other nymphs Ian the bears the

meed 1867 Morris Jason ix 4O love, turn round, and note
the goodhhead My father’s palace shows beneath the stars.

2 Goodly character
,
excellence, goodness

139a Gower Con/ II 22 In her is no violence But goodly
hede and innocence Withouten spot of any blame c 1440
Generydes 6340 In grete pleasure and in all goodlyhede
1303 Hawes Examp Virt v 5 Dame prudence Impos-
syble it is to shevve her goodelyhed

3. The personality of one who is goodly.

*579 Spenser Shepk Cal Feb 184 Craving your goodly-
liead to asswage The ranckorous rigour of his might 1390— F Q. 11 111 33 Mote thy goodlyhed forgive it mee

+ Goo’dlike, a Obs exc dial [f. Good a +
-like ] a Goodly; good-looking, b Resem-
bling what is good

,
having the air of being good.

*57* Sattr Poems Reform xvxm 106 Ane Douchter.,
Lusty, gude lyke, to all men fauourabill 139a WvRLrY
Armorie, Chandos 107 Goodlike dales passe foorth in

pleasant calme 1S97 Daniel, Civ Wars'/ xxit/Ihe onely
fashion in request Was to be good, or good-like, as the rest

1669 Penn No Ct ass Wkh 1783 II 158 A good-like young
man catne to Christ 1703 Hickeringill Pnest-cr 1.41721)

59 [Jesse's sons] werealljollygood-UkeMen 1741 Richard-
son Pamela 11883) I no The farmer, a goodhke sort of
man 1833 Robinson Whitby Gloss

,
Goodlike, handsome

Good-liking. ? Obs. [Cf to like one good,

Good# 4 b. See also Liking vbl. sb ]

1

Friendly or kindly feeling towards a person.
*$86 T B La Primand Fr. Acad I (1589) 482 Nature .

hath given hir great meanes to win the good liking and love
of hirhusband. 1641 Hindu J Bruen 11 6 As the Oake and
the Ivy grow up together, and with love and good likeing
embrace one another 1727 Swift To Very Young Lady,
Yours was a match of prudence and common good-liking,

1797-1803 J Foster in Life 4- Corr (1846) I 194 Content
himself with that mere goodliking 1818 J. C Hobhouse
Journey II 620 This foreign interference .. has not con-
tributed to increase the good liking between the Mussul-
mans and the Franks at Smyrna,

2

Approval, good-will
; satisfaction.

1383 T Stocker Civ Warres Lowe C 1 13 Most
humblie beseeching your highnesse to haue good liking of
this our bounden dutie 1636 in Picton L'pool Mimic. Rec
(1883)*!. 211 The full assente, consente, and goodlikinge of
the Aldermen x68t Lond Gaz No 1676/1 The said Com-
missioners Declared their Good-liking and Consent there-
unto 1740 J Clarke Educ Youth (ed 3) 207 They are .

disposed of in the World, much more to their Credit, Ease,
and Good-liking 1808 Syp. Smith Wks (1839) I 125/1
Curacies are granted for the life or incumbency or
good-liking of the rector

f 3 Personal inclination or fancy Obs rare
1690 Locke Hum Und 11 xxxi (1603) 208 The Good-

liking and Will of him, that first made this Combination

t 4 Good condition, embonpoint Obs
16x2 Bible Job xxxix 4 Their yong ones are in good liking

1636 P. Heyun Journeys v 11 226 This provision together
with a liberall allowance of ease, and a little ofstudy keepeth
them exceeding plump and in a good liking

Goodliness (gu dimes) [f Goodly «. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being goodly.
1. Goodly appearance, comeliness, beauty, grace
C1430 SyrGener (Roxb ) 828 Of goodelynes he bereth the
noe 1309 Hawes Past Pleas m hi. For the very perfect
ryghtnes I coulde nothyng beholde the goodlines Of that

palaice where as Doctrine did wonne a 1386 Sidney .<4 rcadta
1. (1^33) 43 A voyce no lesse beautifull to his eares, than her
goodlmesse was full of harmony to his eyes a *677 Barrow
Serm. iv Wks. 1687 I 49 The goodlmess to the sight, the
pleasantness to the taste, which is ever perceptible in those
fruits which genuine Piety beareth 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. Ill iv. 122 Nor was there such another in the land
For strength or goodlmess.

H* 2. Goodness ; kindness. Obs.

1434 Misyn Mending Life 1x2 Bomtalem fy dtsciphttam

4 suenciam doce me, bat is to say 1 guydlynes, disciplyn,

and conynge tech me ' c 1430 Mirour Sa.hta.cion 307 God
of his myght and his giete gudelynesse 1555W Watrlman
Bardie Factons 11 iv 136 Ordres of discipline, and entile

gouernaunce, full of all goodhnes and equitie

3 Excellence, value rare
1832 Ht Martineau Homes Abroad vn 106 The bude

was quite of her brother's opinion respecting the goodlmess
of exchange

t*
Goo'dlisome, a Obs. [f Goodly a +

-some] = Goodly a.

a *603 Q Eliz in Nichols* Progr Q EUs I. xo, I plucke
up the goodlisome herbs of sentences by pruning, eate them
by reading, chawe them by musing X719 Hearnl Gntl
Neubngeusis Hist II 789 Many were imploy’d to destroy
this goodlisome nunnery,

Good-looking, a. (Stress variable.) Having a

good appearance
;
esp with reference to beauty of

countenance. (Cf the older Well-looking a )

1780 Davies Garrick (1781) II 92 Holland, to speak in a
familiar phrase, was what we call a good-looking man 1806
A. Huntfr Ctihna 5a If well dressed, this is a good looking
dish 1847 James Convict 11, He was tall, strong, and good-
looking,

Hence Goodloo’kingness.
1829 J Wilson in Blacksv Mag XXV 384 Wizened jades

both, without the most distant approach to good looktngness

1891 Spectator 4 July, Dignity and good lookingness

Good looks, pi [Cf. prec , and see Look
sb.] Personal beanty, handsomeness
1800 Mar. Edgeworth Castle Rackrent 154 Poor Judy

fell off greatly in her good looks after her being married
a year or two 1871 Napheys Prev fy Cure Dis 1 iv 120

Consider health as well as good looks 1883 F Anstey
Tinted Venus 6 She had some claims to good looks, in spite

of a slightly pasty complexion

t Goodlordship. Obs rate [f good lord

see Good a. 2 b] The position of 'good lot cl’

or patron
;
patronage.

1438-9 Let in Pnory Coldtngham (Surtees) 109,

1

reco-

maund me to 30wr gude faderhod & gude Lordship schawit
to me at all tymys 1463 Poston Lett No 472 II 132 But if

yehavemyLord ofSuffolk'? godelorchyp ye kan neverleven
in pese with owt ye have his godelordschep [cf infra I am
afferd but if he wyl don for 30U and be your godelord ]

Good luck. Good fortune; success, t To
drink a good luck to drink success to one Also
aitiib

,
as. in good luck shilling, a shilling given by

the seller to ensuie good luck with the thing sold
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 14 Tho thought reynart this

is good luck <21520 Skelton El Rummyjig 567 Wyth
that she begynnes The pot to her plucke, And dranke a
good lucke 1335 Coverdalr 2 Kings 1 47 The ky nges
seruauntes are gone tn to wysh good lucke vnto oure lorde
kynge Darnd 1346 J Heywood Prov (1867) 17 Nowe
for good lucke, caste an olde shoe after mee 1398
Shaks, Merry W. m v 84 As good lucke would haue it,

confts in one Mist Page 1631 Hobbes Leviath 1 x 41
The secret working of God, which men call Good Luck.
1684 E Halley Soltd Probl in Mtsc Cur (i7oB)II 96 ’Tis

my good Luck to hit upon a certain Geometnck Effection
of the central Rule x8x8 Cobbett Pol Reg XXXIII
xo There is the ‘good luck shilling* 1838 R A Vaughan
Ess Rev I 13 The indolent gnze in amazement on
results which they attribute to the good luck of a rival

Proverb. 1733 S^mollftt Qittx (1803) IV 35 A pound of

good luck is worth a ton of merit

Goodly (gu*dli), a. Forms • (see Good and
-lyI) [OE. gddhc, corresponding to OFns.
gbdiltk, OS gtidltk (MDu. goedelijc, Du goelijk),

OHG guollm (MHG. guothch, gudltck) J

1. Of good appearance
;

good-looking, well-

favoured or proportioned
;
comely, fair, handsome.

asooo Cmdmotis Gen, 281 Ic hasbbe geweald micel to

gyrwanne godlecran stol heafran on heofne c 1205 Lay
860 f>at folc com togadere gudliche cmhtes. a 2300 Sins 5
Wis he wes of lore, And gouthhch under gore, And clothed
in fair sroud c 1374 Chaucer Trovlus u 831 (880) pe good-
heste mayde Of gret estat m al pe toun of Troye c 1440
Paston Lett. No 25 I 30 Of colour it wolde be a godely
blew 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 183/2 A goodly yonge man
and wel lernyd. 1309 Hawes Past Pleas 1 vm, This
goodly picture was m altitude Nyne fofe and more, of fayre
marble stone 1632 J Hayward tr Btondi's Eromena 12
Two children both so beautifull, as that the world never
produced a goodlier couple a 1674 Clarendon Hist Reb
xiii § 69 The Lord Withrington was one of the most goodly
Persons of that Age, being near the head higher than most
tall Men 1809 T.Kelly in R Palmer Bk Praise 48 Wheie
no goodly plant is growing, Where no verdure ever smiled
1886 Ruskin Pratenta I. 354 The next goodliest part of the
college buildings,—the hall

2 Notable or considerable in respect of size,

quantity, or number (fieq with mixture of sense 1 )
c 1205 Lay 6159 pe king of. pan londe com to-jemes

Gurguint mid godhche strengSe 1568 Graf ton Chron
II. 367, xx. thousand knights, and squiers, which certemly
were a goodly company 1639 Fuller Holy Warn vu.
<1647) 5T Surely a goodly stature is most majestical 1733
Berkeley Querist § 214 Seed equally scattered produceth
a goodly harvest. 1798 Coleridge Anc Mar vn xx, To
walk together to the kirk With a goodly company 2870
Dickfns E Drood u, One of the two men. locks the door
with a goodly key 1877 Biack Green Past xix, She
glanced up at a goodly row of joints and fowls i88x
Besant & Rice Ckapl ofFleet I 149 Mrs. Deborah cut
off three or four goodly slices of cold beef.

3 Of good quality, admirable, splendid, excel-
lent. Also, well suited for some purpose, proper,
convenient (often with implication of sense 1 ).

CX385 Chaucer L G W 77 Prol
,

I am ful glad if
I may fynde an er Of ony goodly word that they han laft
C1386 — Nun's Fr Prol 13 Sivtch thyng is gladsom And
of swich thyng weie goodly for to telle c 1430 Syr Genet
(Roxb 53019 Holden he was for con of the wise, And of spech
most goodeliest 1483 Act 1 Rich III c 6 § 3 Writs of
Prpdamation in all goodly haste [shall] be directed to everv
Sheriff 13x3 Act 5 Hen l III c 4 Pieamb, Worsteds

*

ha\e been one of the goodliest Meichandise and greatest
Commodity of this Realm. 1377 I) Googe Heiesbach's
Hnsb 1 (1586) 44 b, The grounde after his long rest, will
beare goodly Come 1641 J Jackson True Evang T n,
2x1 Many fair and goodly Proveibs, aqd Apophthegmes
1723 Pope Odyss ix 7 How goodly seems it, ever to employ
Man’s social days in union and in joy? 1843-6 Trench
Huts Lcct. Ser 11 1 153 The goodliest maxim is nothing
save in its coheience to a body of truth 1871 Frei man
Norm Conq (1876) IV xvn 80 The land which sent forth
such goodly stores

b freq. in ironical use

1333 Becon Reltques ofRome {1 $63) 159 This is y° goodly
Godlye Catholyke doctrine wherwith the vngoodly vngodly
Papests infecte the mmdes of such Christians as [etc]
1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 207 Do you leane on the
table 7 Where have you learned this goodly fashion? 1604
Shaks Oth 11, 111 160 Heere’s a goodly Watch indeed
1654 Jna Taylor Real Pres 151 Veuly a goodly argument,
if a man could guesse m what mood and figure it could
conclude 1680 Allen Peace <5- Unity 141 More goodly
and self-conceited, more proud and imperious 1828 Scott
/. M Perth vm, Some complaint for placing at foot-ball

on the streets of the burgh, or some such goodly matter
*

|*4. Gracious, kind, kindly-disposed Alsogoodly
of, liberal in Obs
13 EE A llit P B 753 penne ]k godlych god gef hym

onsware <-2350 Will Palcrne 355 My godelyche moder,
pat so faire ha)> me fed 1398 Trcvisa Bat th He P R a
II (1495) 29 Angels ben goodly and not tormented by the
prycke of enuye c 1400 Destr Troy 3766 Achilles was
Godely of giftes, grettist in expense, c 1440 Pronip Parv
201/1 Goodly, bentgiius, benevoliis

f 5. phr Goodly and gracious 1 (see Gracious)
1713 Bentiey Remarks 11 1m (ed 2) 76 Goodly and

gracious I What an Honour is this to Cicero’s Ashes ? 1744
Warburton Wks (1811) XI. 318 Goodly and gracious •

Heie he shews how capable a reader he is of 1he Divtne
Legation

Hence +G-oo*aiHy adv.*=next
a 1300 Chanceds Dreme 824 More friendly Unto my lady,

and goodlely He spake, than any that was there

Goodly (gu dli), adv Forms : (see Good and
-ly 2

) [ME. godhche, corresponding to OHG.
guotliclio (MHG guotliche

; ]

1 1. So as to produce a goodly appearance or

effect
;
beautifully, elegantly, gracefully Obs.

ci203 Lay ioo Tuenti gode scipen he guSliche fulde
Ibid 18858 Of him scullen gleomen godhche smgen c 1350
Leg Rood (1871) 71 Michaell come and by )jam stode, And
ojier angels gudely graid c 1374 Chaucer J roylus v 578
At Jmt corner Herde I aldyr louelyest lady dere Synge
so wel so godly, and so dere c 1400 Yotiauie # Gam. 832
With sper and target gudely grayd 15x5 Scot Field 333
Thus he graces him godly with a greate meany 2535
Coverdale Ecclus 1 18 They sunge goodly also with tlieir

voyces 1536 Chron Gr Friars (Camden) 81 It was goodly
hangyd with clothes, banners, and stremers, and syngers,

and goodly aparelde alle the way downe to Ledynhalle

*t*
2. Favourably, graciously, kindly

, courteously,

m a proper or becoming manner Also, liberally

a 1300 CursorM 23092 Quen 1 was will and vte o rest,

Godli toke yee me to gest 23 Caw Gr Knt 273 J>ow
wyl grant me godly Jje gornen J>at I ask *377 Langl.
P,Pl B 1 180 But if 3e loven J>e poure, Such good as god
3ow sent godehch parteth. c 2475 Rauf Coil^ear 118 The
Coilgear gudlie m feir tuke him be the hand 1523 Ld
Berners Froiss I ccxv 270 Lad>es, and demoselles, right

goodly dyde visyte hym 1390 Stensfr F Q 1 v 15 Run-
ning heralds humble homage made, Greeting him goodly
with new victory 1676-7 Hale ConUmpl n 132 How we
pride our selves in it ? how goodly we look upon our selves ?

3

In a goodly or excellent fashion
,
excellently.

Also in ironical use Now rare
<1x320 Cast Love 1396 He is vre Fader ariht, And so

goodhche vs hajj 1-diht pat [etc ] c 1350 Will Paleme 169

God graunt hem his bhs pat godly so prayen 1 c 1430 Syr
Gener 1554 She liked him so goodelie in hir thoght 1333
Coverdale Num xvi 14 How goodly well hast thou
brought Vs in to a londe that [etc] 1535 J Mason in

Eltis Ong Lett. Ser it II 55 Hpre be many Cyties, butt

nother great nor peopled, nother j ett goodly uuyldid 1680

H More Apocal Apoc 283 R H thmke so goodly well of

his confutation . that [etc ] 1865 Mrs Carlyle Lett III

261 You are so good about writing that you deserve to be

goodly done by 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ II 70/1 How
guodly and cleanly they and their wives and children lived

+ 4 Conveniently, with propriety. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib p 53 And for thei is gret peril in

werre ; therefore shulde a man flee and eschewe warre in

as muchel as a man may goodly 2397 Will Thomas Earl
ofKentm Roy Wills (1780) xi8 My body to be buried as

sone as hit goodhch may 2422 E E Wills (1882) 49 As
son as yt may be don godly after pat I hame dede 1448

Will ofHen VI m Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 378

The most substancial and best abidyng stuffe that may
gobdly be had c 1500 Melusme xxx 218 She prayed hym
to retournne assoone as he goodly myght 23x3 Douglas
AEneisxin vn 35 Quhen that he cummyn was so neir, That
athir gudly to othir speik mycht

f5 In negative clauses Easily, readily. Obs.

1 1400 Maundev (1839) xi. 130 No man may passe be that

weye godely, but in tyme of Wyntir c 1435 Torr Portugal
1601 Wore tydinges I myght not goodly here. *477

Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 80 And so may not goodely

ne wele eny man directe another, but if he dyrecte him self

first <*1372 Knox Hist Ref Wks 1846 I 385 The quhflk,

becaus it is sa strange as it is .1 can not gudlie beleif it.



GOODMAN". 295 GOODNESS.

365a Uhquhart Jewel Wks (1834) 213 Denmark, in my
opinion, cannot goodly forget the magnanimous, exploits of

Sir Donald Mackie Lord Reay

6. C onib ,
asgoodly-ordercd, -propel tieds-sized adjs.

1656 S Holi and Zara (1719) 26 Pomgranates and luscious

Dates contended which first should salute his goodly-siz’d

Grinders 1673 Dhyden State Innoc 11 i, 0 goodly-ordered

work 1 0 Power Divine, Of 1 hee I am, and what 1 am is

l’hine x8zx Lamb Elia Ser 1 All boots Day, A pair of so
goodly-propertied knd mentonously-equal damsels

Goodman (gu dmaen, gudmse n) [Good a. +
Man

,
cf. MDu goedman (Du. goeman) ]

fl = Good man Sometimes used as a vague

title of dignity or a respectful form of addiess. Obs.

Perh really two words, though written as one

[c 1175 Lamb Horn 151 Job wes anfald nhtwis Mon and
swa godmon ,

pet ure drihten him solf hine herede ] at300
Signs be/ Judgem 21 in ED P (1862) 8 Godmen takip

nou gome of tokninges Jwt commi)> bi for a 1400-50 A lex-

under 436 And, gudman, [on] pe gold rynge, pe thie grauen

thyngis, pai ere bus mekill to mene Ibid 2407 pan takis

be gudman be gifte, & gretly pam pankis.

fb St Applied euphemistically to the Devil.

3779 Arnot Hist Edvn (1788) 80 Farmers left a pait of
their lands perpetually untilled this spot was dedicated to

the Devil, and called the Goodman's croft

2 . The master or male head of a household or

other establishment, +the host (of an inn\ the

keeper (of a prison). Now only Sc 01 arch

c 1340 CursorM 13507 (Fairf) Alle was fed godemen &
knauis 1399 Langl Rich Redetesj. 66 Ther gromes and
the goodmen, beth all eliche grette '1464Mann <5- Hsmith

Exp (Roxb ) 247 Item, to the goodraan of Cardenallys Hat
for horsemet the same day vijr vjd 1556 Chi on Gr briars
(Camden) 7 Thys yere the goodmail at theCooke in Cheppe .

was morderd in hys bede by nyght 1581 Lambarde Eiren
11 vu (1588) 266 In like sort is it, if the goodman of the house
(perceiuing that theeues are without) wil open the doores,

and go out against them 1631 Rutherford Lett (1862) I

72 Wherefore doth the word say, that our Christ, the Good-
man of this house, His dear kirk, hath feet like fine brass?

372a Wodrow Hist Ch Scot II 636 The Goodman (Jaylor)

of the I olbooth came to lum m his Chamber 1785 Burns
Halloween xvu, 1 he auld guidman raught down the pock,

An’ out a handfu' gied him 184a Macaulay Lays Am
Rome, Horatius Ixx, When the goodman mends his armour.
And trims his helmet's plume
vocatively 1724. Ramsay Tea-t Mtsc (1733) I 8 Good-

man, quoth he, be ye within, I'm come your doghter's love

to wm x8a8 Scott F. M Perth 11, Good-even to you,

goodman

b A householder in relation to his wife ; a hus-

band Now only Sc. or arch.

1513 Douglas AEnets vm vn 7 To Vulcanus, lur husband
and gudeman, Within his golden chalmer sche began Thus,

for to speik xszg More Comf agst '1 rib. 11 Wks 1184/2
Shee sayde it in sport to make hei good man laugh. X593
J ell-Troth’sN Y Gift 37 Why is the husband tailed his

wives good-manne ? 2609 Rowlands Crew ofKind Gossips

20 Little our goodmen knowes what their wiues thinkes

x8x6 Scott Old Mori xxxvn, 4
It's, my gudeman, sir ’, said

the young woman, with a smile of welcome 1856 Mrs
Browning Aur Leigh in 1159 One was tender for her
goodman x88x T Grant Cameramans I 111 30 The next
who was knocked over was your good man, Mrs, Garth,

+ 3 a Prefixed to designations of occupation.
X484CAXTON Fables of Al/once m, Hit befelle somtyme

that a good man labourer went fro lyf to deth 359a Greene
Upst Courtier D b, In my time he was counted but good-
man Tailor, now he is growne since veluet breeches came
in, to be called a marchant or Gentleman Marchant Tailor.

1602 Shaks Ham v 1 13 Nay, but heare you, goodman
deluer *638. Ford Fancies 1 t, A nod From goodman*
usher, or the formal secietaiy

tb Prefixed to names of persons under the rank
of gentlemen, esp yeomen or farmers (cf. sense 4).
Also in ironical use Obs
a 1577 Sir T Smith Commit) Eng xxut (1589) 40 These

[Yeomen] be not called masters, for that (as I said) pertaineth
to Gentlemen onely But to their surnames men adde Good-
man as goodman White, .goodman Browne, amongst
their ntighbois, I meane not in matters of importance or
in lawe 1588 Shaks L L L iv 1 37 Dictisnna goodman
Dull, dictisnna goodman Dull 1618 in Kerry St Lawrence,
Reading (1883) 87 Itm p'1 to goodman Knight for casting
of the 4 bell, 61 10s. c 1626 Dick ofDevon 11 iv 1 in Bullen
0 PI II 59 Pray (goodman rascal 1) how long have you
and he bene Brothers? 1643 Best Faun Bks (Surtees) 42
In that howse lived goodman Akam, to whom this close

belonged 169a Washington tr Milton'sDef Pop xn, Now
1 come to you again. Good-man Goosecap, who scribble so
finely 170a Lond Gaz No 3858/4 A Watch was dropt
the 14th past near Goodman Peacock's Farm a 173a Gay
Poems (1745) I 8a The sun-beams bright gild the thatch
of goodman Hodges’ bam.
4 A man of substance, not of gentle birth ; a

yeoman
5 a Scottish ‘laird' (cf quot. 1657). Obs

exc Hist at poet
This sense is evolved from the use in 3 b.

1587 Harrison England 11 v (1877) I 137 [The yeomen]
be not called masters and gentlemen, but goodmen, as
goodman Smith [eta] 1657 htfe Laird in J Wat-
son Collect. Poems (1706) 1 28 When I was born There

,

was no word of Laird or Knight The greatest Stiles of
Honour then,Was to be titl’d the Good-man But changing
Time puts a Laird in th' Good man’s place, a x66x Fuller
Worthies (1811) I 14 He is called a Good Man, in common
discourse, who is not dignified with Gentill tie 3870 Morris
Earthly Par H hi 496 There went that morn a goodman
of the dale His herdsman with him 1874 Stubbs Const.
Hist. (1875) I xi 424. The aldermen and brethren consti-
tuted the guild, and the reeve andgood-men the magistracy
of the township.

t b. Sc. The laird or tenant of a specified estate

or farm. Obs.

359* MS in Hunter Bigger 4 House ofFleming (186a)
xxiv 298 John and Adam Tweedie, Sons to the Guidman of
Dreva 1604 Birrel Diary m Dalyell Fragm Sc Hist 11

^798) 61 Robert Weir broken on ane cart wheel for mur-
dering the guidman ofWarnston ci6xoSirJ Melvil Mem
(1683) 122 Alexander Hume of Manderstoun, Coildinknows,
and the Good man of North Berwick 3640-3 Ktrkctidbr
War-Comm Min Bk (1855) 143 The gudeman of Erlistone,
James lailfeir of Haircleugh [etc ] 1824 Scott Redgauntlet
let xi, I he rental-book open at the place wheie itbore evi-

dence against the Goodman of Pnmiose Knowe, as behind
the hand with his mails and duties

Hence Goo dmanlike a. -5c.,lmsbandlike; Goo d-

manship Sc
,
a holding conferring the rank of

‘goodman’.
3823 Galt Entail l

.

306 It’s j our wife, my lad ye’ll surely
never lefuse to carry ner head in a gudemanhke manner to

the kirk-yard 3864 Burton Scot Abr II 11. 182 When
lands were held of any of the great families, they were but
a gudemanship.

Good morrow, good-mo'rrow.
1 A salutation used at meeting in the morning,

equivalent to the later good morning (see Good a

10 c) Also in full phr (variously corrupted : see

Godj5 8) \{God) giveyou goodmorrow Now arch.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T 394 Hayl, maister Nicholay 1

Good morwe. I se thee wel, for it is day 1483 Caxton
Reynard (Arb ) 46 Noble lord and lady god gyue you good
morow 3548 Interl John Bon (Percy Soc ) 13 What, John
Bonl good morowe to the! 3577 B Goode Heresback's
Hush 1 (1586) 7

b, God morowe maister Rigo 1580 Pappc
w Hatchet Eij, Not vnlike the theefe, that m stead of God
speede, sayd stand, and so tooke a purse for God morowe,
3598 Shaks Merry W n 111 21 Giue you good-morrow, sir

3613 Chapman May-Day Plays 1873 II. 328 Godge you God
morrow Sir 1633 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. vul (1614) 380
Ismael in the breake of the day, assailed Alumut his armte,

little suspecting such a good morrow 163a MiltonL'A llegro

46 1654 Warren Unbelievers 14s T hey and their Christ will

bid good-morrow so often as they rise 3677 Yarranton
Eng Imprcn) nx Good morrow, good morrow, Gentlemen ,

I hope you have slept well to N ight 1810 Scott Lady ofL.
m 11, The speckled thrush Good-morrow gave from brake and
bush 3847 Longf Ev. i iv 8 Many a glad good-morrow .

made the bright air brighter

f 2 Something as void of import as the ‘ good-

morrow ’ ofmere civility
;
an idle, trivial, or empty

saying ; a trifling or worthless matter. Obs

3546 Gardiner Dedar. Art Joye 9 b, They began to

spread abrode an enuious rumour of me and many good
morowes 3553 T Wilson Rhet i8b, [We] worshipped
hym not in spmte, but in copes in shaven crounes and
long gounes, and many good morrowes els, devised onely

by the phantasie of manne *597 Gerarde Herbal it xcii.

341. 1 finde in ancient writers many good morrowes as

that three rootes will erne one gnefe, fower another disease

[etc] a 1643 Bedell Erasm in Fuller’s Abel Redtv (3651)

6x Promise of a yeerly pension and many other good-

morrows, which . he never performed a 3704 T Brown
Wks (1708) III ii 79 Some might be apt to say, the

Devil's in a Man that grieve-, for the Loss of a Wife and
a thousand such good Morrows.

HencefGood-morrowv ,to say* goodmorrow ’ to.

x686 F Spence tr Vanllds Ho Medtcts 13 The first thing

he did after having good-morrowed him

Good-mother. Sc. [See Good D. a b ] A
mother-in-law

;
also, a step-mother.

3536 Bcllenden Cron Scot m xv (1821) I 209 This Cara-

tak fled to his gud moder [L noverca] Cartumandia Quene
of Scottis a 1557Dmm Occnrr (Bannatyne Club) 19 Alex

Cant burgis of Edinburgh, was slane in the n>cht in his

awne hous, be his seruand and his guidmoder 1646 R
Baillie Lett, (1775) II 187, I pity much his good-mother,

whose grace and virtue for many years I have highly

esteemed 1816 Scott Antiq xxvi, ‘Yes, gudemither ,

screamed the daughter-in-law, ‘ it’s e’en sae

Proverb. 1737 Ramsay Scot. Piov. (1797) 14 A green

turf's a good good-mither.

Good nature, good-nature.
1 Pleasant or kindly disposition

,
chiefly denot-

ing a readiness (often excessive) to comply with

the wishes or importunities of otheis, or to permit

encroachment on one’s rights.

121450 Knt de la Tour (1868) 149 The scripture praisuhe

this good lady for her curtesye & good nature 1567 Har-
man Caveat 42 A pore neighbour of mine, who for honesty

and good natur surmounteth many 1614T Adms Gallants'

Burden Ded , In the affiance of your good natures .1 haue
presumed to make you the patron of my Labours 1667 E
Chamberlayne6? Gt.Bnt 1 (1684) 35 Good nature atmng
so peculiar to the English Nation that it cannot well be

practised by another people, a 3737 Blackall Wks (1723) I

194. 1 never do drink to excess but only when I am hard put

upon by the Company .and I hope my Easiness and Good-
nature will not be imputed to me as a Fault 3753 Earl
Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) 53 He had that ktna of good-

nature, which absence ofmind, indolence ofbody, and careles-

ness of fortune produce 18*7 Lytton Pelham 11,

1

have seen

him endure with a careless good-nature the most provoking

affronts 1888 Bryce Amer Comimu III v. xciv. 322 The
national easy-goingness and good-natute

f‘2 In moral sense; Natural goodness of char-

acter, virtue Obs rare.

2627 Sanderson Serin., Ad Pop vi (1664) 351 We may
talk of good natured men But set grace aside there is

no more good nature m any man than there was in Cam
and in Judas 3657 Ter Taylor Jem al Funeral Sir G.
Dalstone Wks 1828 VI 563 A good nature, being the relicks

and remains of that shipwreck which Adani made, is the

proper and immediate disposition to holiness When good
nature is heightened by the grace of God, that which was
natural becomes now spiritual a 1677 Barrow Wks (1686)

11 199 [Virtue in Pagans] is to be imputed to the reliques

ofgood nature, to theglimmerings of natural light . or, [eta].

Good-natured. (The stress is variable
)

[f.

prec +-ED2.J Characterized by good nature ] plea-

sant, kindly, or gemal in disposition Often imply-
ing undue complaisance or easiness of disposition

f Also, in early use, with reference to moral good-
ness of character (cf Good nature 2)
3577 B Googe Heresbach's Husb t 17 The husband .

gladly declareth his whole dealing in euerypoynt suchegood.
natured men dooth this knowledge make 3627 [See Goon
nature 2 ] 3640 Bp Hall Chr Moder (Ward) 34/2 A good-
natured horse will be governed by the shadow of the wand.
3657 North.'s Plutarch (1676) Add Lives 43 He [Charlemain]
was very good Natured, Temperate, Gentle, and slow in
taking revenge 167a Cave Prim Chr hi 111 (1673) 301 The
Laws of Christianity produce the most gentle and good-
natur'd Pri nciples 37x6 Lady M, W. Montagu Let. toLady
X x Oct

,
I never saw an old woman so good-natured.

3727 De Foe (‘A Moreton ') Seer Invts World Disci, xv

{
1735 ed 2) 368 Thou art the best-humour’d, goodest-natur’d

Ireature alive, said I 1768G0LDSM (title) 1 he Good-natured
Man. 1779 Sheridan Critic t 1, If it is abuse,—why, one
is always sure to hear of it from one damn'd good natur’d

friend or another 1 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng vi. II 97 He
was too goodnatured a man to behave harshly i860Tyndall
Glac 1. 111 25,

1

having previously declined a good-natured
invitation to sleep in the big black bed
Comb 1854 Geo Eliot inj W Cross Life (1885) I 358

His brother was a bright good-natured-looking man.

Hence Good-naturedly adv , Good-na tured-

ness,the quality or condition ofbeing good-natured

(Worcester, citing Talfomd)
3791 Boswell Johnson 20 Apr ail 1776 To this, Dr John-

son goodnaturedly agreed. 1852 H Rogers Eel Faith
(1853) 84 Fellowes smiled good-naturedly. x88z J Haw-
thorne port Fool t xxvi, ‘ Well, I sha'n't put you to that

trouble tephed Bryan good-naturedly

Goo d-nerghbourhood. [f the phrasegood
neighbour + -hood.] The disposition and behaviour

characteristic of a good neighbour ;
friendly feeling

and intercourse So also Goo d-nei gUbonrlmess,
Goo dnei ghbottrship.
1817 J Bradbury Irav Amer. 294 In no part of the

world is good neighbourship found in greater perfection,

than in the western territory, or in America generally.

1829 Scott Iiob Roy Introd 25 MacGregor took an
opportunity to conjure Stewart, by all the ties of old ac-

quaintance and good-neighbourhood, to give him some
chance of an escape from an assured doom 3896 Westm

,

Gaz 5 Nov 10/1 A right good custom if good-neighbonr-
liness is to count for anything in the village.

Goodness (gudnes) Forms (see Good and
ness). [OE. gddnes

;

cf MHG. guotmsse.]

1 The quality or condition of being good.

a. Of persons Moral excellence, viitue. Occa-
sionally in pi Good qualities

c888 IC JElfred Boeth xxxvxi § 3 Dzes godan godnes bip
his aren god ana his agen edlean, swa bip eac pses yfelan

yfel his agen yfel CI175 Lamb Horn 81 pes patnarches

. gode men weren and al pos godrtesse hom ne mihte
wenen, J»et ho ne wenden alle in to helle 1297 R Glouc.
(Rolls) 739 be king of france hurde telle of ire godnes.se &
bed hire fader granti him pe gode cordeile. c 1340 Cmsar
M 10086 (T rin ) Ful leef was vs pat lady lele pat godenes-es

[Gdtt bountes] bale m hir so fele c 34x0 Hoccllve Mother
of God 30 Temple of our Lord and rooie of al goodnesse

c 1450 St Cnthbert [Surtees) 4783 To bryng his folk to

gudnes c 3500 Melusive xxi 334 Goodnes & bounte is

betre than fayienes &. beaulte 1603 Shaks Meas forM.
ill j 215 Vertue is bold, and goodnes neuer fearefull. 167*
Temple Ess Govt Wks 3733 I. 98 Goodness, is that which,

makes Men prefer their Duty ana their Piomise before their

Passions, or their Interest 3840 M11 l Diss # Disc (3859)

II 69 note, Fewer small goodnesses, but more greatness

3876 Mozley Univ Serm iv 85 Gifts of the intellect and
imagination do not constitute moral goodness.

b Of things material or immaterial : Absolute

or comparative excellence m respect of some speci-

fied or implied quality. Now somewhat rare.

1387-8 T Usk Test Love Prol 3 Of the goodnesse or of

the badnesse of the sentence take they litel hede or els non.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen VII c 8 Every other Cloth abrode
yerde to be sold after the rate of the godenesse therof.

3589 Cogan Haven Health cxciv (1636) 176 The goodnesse

of the pasture helpeth much to the goodnesse of the milke.

3631 Gouge God's Arruws m § 9 202 Circumstances make
much to the goodnesse or badnesse of an action. 3653

Hobbes Leviatk 11 xxvi 146 Depending on the good-

nesse ofa mans own natuiall Reason 3729 London& Wise
Compl Card 222 The Lettuces are gather’d first, and after-

wards the Endives* arrive to their full Goodness. 3781

T Jefferson Carr, Wks 1859 1. 298 Our superiority in the

goodness, though not in the number of our cavalry 2812

WoOdhouse Astron xliu 429 Telescopes of the same
power and goodness 1845 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng
(1874) I 45 Ihe goodness of a custom depends upon jt%

having been used time out of mind 187a Max Muller
Set. Relig (1873) 2 Such was the goodness of the cause I

had then to defend

2. Moral excellence as displayedm one s relations

to others

a. As an attribute of the Deity (+ said also of

Christ and the Virgin Mary) : Infinite benevolence,

a desire for the happiness ofall created beings , also

the manifestation of this
,
beneficence.

c888K JEltrkd Boeth xxxv § 5 pusaedes pat Codes good-
nes & his gesseliSnes & he self past bast waere eall an c iso»

Vices % Vtrtuesl1888) 83 Acc nu icbidde Se, for 8ine michele

godnesse. c 1340 CursorM. 34x1 (Trin )Oure lord pat is of

godenes [other MSS, bounte] boun To ygaac gaf his bene-

soun c 2386 Chaucer Man of Laiuies T. 853 Ttl enstes

mooder ."Hath shapen, thurgh hir endelees goodnesse. To
make an endeofal hir heuynesse. up$Pilgr Sowlt (Caxton

117 -a:
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1483I iv xh 63 We owen nought for his goodnesse to done
hym vnryght £1460 1 monetey Myst iv 271, I thank the,

lord,well ofgoodnes i$z6Ptlgr PerffN de W 1531) 5The
gooduesofgod hath ordeyned that [etc ] 1620 Sanderson
Serttt ad Clerum 111 {16741 43 -As Power is ascribed to the
father, and Wisdom to the Son , so is Goodness to the Holy
Ghost 1662 Bk Cam Prayer

,
Pr for all Conditions of

Men, We commend to thy fatherly goodness all those who
are anyways afflicted 1699 Burnet 39 Art 1 (1700) 29
lhe chief Act and Design of Goodness, is the making us
truly good 1738 Wesley Psalms xnt x, I sing the good-
ness of the Lord, The goodness I experience now i860
Posey Min Proph 562 Goodness is that attribute of God,
whereby He loveth. to communicate to all, who can or will

receive tt, all good
to. In men Kindly feeling, kindness, generosity,

clemency, the manifestation of this. Frequent 111

phrase Have thegoodness to . ., as a form of polite
request (?orig. a Gallicism, =F ayez la bontt de)
c 1000 /Elfric Hem II 508 Se hal^a hi eft alysde, and

let hi forSgan for his godnysse a 1300 CursorM 10426
<GOtt ) Quen bat bar day was cumyn of be fest, ban men
suld bolde bairn to be blith, And ilk man his godness to
kith c 1386 Chaucer Meltb P 777We preien yow and biseke
yow that it lyke vn to youre grete goodnesse to fulfillen in
dede youre goodhche wordes 1548 Hall Ckron

,
Hen VII

,

34 b. The kynge of hys goodnes remitted their offence, and
J estored them to their hbertie 1613 Shaks Hen VIII

,

in
it 263^0^: great Goodnesse, out of holy pitty, Absolu'd
him with an Axe 1680 Burnet Rochester (1692) 55 Good-
ness is an inclination to promote the Happiness of others
1709 Poncet Voy JEiluopia 29 He had the Goodness to
give us a Person to he our Safe-guard 1768 Sterne Sent,
fount (1778) I 75 (Remise) Have the goodness, madam
to step in 1798 Feiiriar Illustr. Sterne 1 20 Mary received
him with goodness 1835 Macaulay Hist Eng xu III
221 The indulgence, he said, was grossly abused his
Majesty would soon have reason to repent his goodness

f8 a Advantage, benefit, profit. Raiely pi 06s
a 1300 Cursor M 718 (Gott) He thoght pat thing forto

stmt, bat godd to gret goddnes had mint 1303 R. Erunnl
Haiidl Synne 10599 Hys brober had be godenesse of hys
song c 1400 Maunoev (Roxb 1 xvni 85 jie folk wirschepez
>e ox -for be synipilnes and be gudeness bat commez of
him. *502 Ord Crysten Men (W de W 1506) 1 iv 42 All
ya goodnesses of grace of henedyccyon & of glory 1551
Robinson tr More’s Utop 1 (Arb ) 51 A matter whiche
should be great commoditie and goodnes to the opener and
detectour of the same 3583 Stanyhurst HInets m (Arb

)

71 Too tuine too goodnesse this sight and meiciles omen,
f to. Good fortune

;
prosperity Obs rare

1422 tr Secreta Secret
, Pnv Prrv (E E T S ) 199 In

this wyse he knew god ayeyne in angwysche and in myss-
ayse, whych he had foryetene whan he was in his goodnes
1550 Coverdale Spir Pei le xvm (’ 1555) 139 After trouble
and aduersite foloweth al maner of goodnes and felicite

1 -4 quasi-zzwzr Something good, a good act or
deed. Obs
1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 8936 pe godnesse, bat be king

henry & be quene Mold Dude here to Engelond, ne may
neuere be told c 1300 St Brandan 533 For no godmsse
that ich habbe 1 dot bote of oure Louerdes Mike and ore
1523 Fitzhehb Hush § 162 Yf thou wolde haue any good-
nes done vnto y'J lykewyse sholdest thou do vnto thy ney-
hour, yf it lye 111 thy power a 1533 Ld Berners Huon
xhu 142 All the goodness and greate gyftes that I haue
gyuen among you 1568 Grafton Ckron. II 370 That he
was right joyous to be in his presence, trusting that some
goodnesse should grow thereby

to. The goodness

,

That which is good in any-
thing , the strength -or virtue of it.

1577 B Googe Heresbach's Husb 1 (1586) 45 Donng .

must be laide upon the toppe -of the highest of the giounde,
that the goodnesse may runne to the bottome 1796 Mrs
Glasse Cookery xu 180 Strain it boiling hot tluough a cloth
till you have all the goodness out of it 1806 A Huntfr
Cnltna (ed 3) 21 Stew till all thegoodness begotfroin the meat
1871 Earlf Philol Eng Tongue 87 Even so it is with the
dialects—all their goodness is gone into the King’s English
5 In various exclamatory phrases, in which the

original refeience was to the goodness of God (cf.

sense 2 a above), as Goodness gracious (, Goodness
{only) knows r

, »J* For goodness For goodness'
sake I

,
In the name ofgoodness f, (/ %uish) to good-

ness t, Surely to goodness >, Thank goodness /, etc,,
«r simply Goodness 1

In the first quot the sense offorgoodness' sake may be
merely m order to be kind ’

; in the second from the same
play it is rather ‘as you trust in the goodness of God' icf.

’nl s,fity’s lake, wheie there is a similar equivoque).
I he phrases aie not now in dignified use
1613 Shaks Hen VIII Prol 23 Therefore, for Goodnesses

sake, and as you are knowne The Fu st and Happiest Heai ers
of the lowne, Be sad, as we would make ye Ibid, m 1 159
For Goodnesse sake, consider what you do, How you may
hurt your selfe 1642 View ofPrint Book mt Observat
20 In the name of goodnesse then, what is that which the
people speak of? 1650 T. Bayly Herbet Panetts 26 He
begs, and prayes her, for goodnesse sake, that she would
not speake a word of what had passed 1704 Swift Battle
ofBks Misc (1711) 246 Goodness, said Momus, can you sit
wely here [etc ] ? 1814 Love

,
Honor, $ Interest 11 111,

tor goodness, sir, tell me what means this haste 1819
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I 185 Here I remained for
goodness know, how many hours. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rtfdge ix, Goodness gracious me ! 1872 Punch 11 May igg/i
Ihank goodness we have a House of Lords 1876 Ouida
Wtuier City xiv 384 He thanked goodness it was the last
of her capuces 1890 ‘ L Falconer ’ Mile Ixe (1891) 75,1 wish to goodness your people would give a dance, Evelyn !

Goodnight. <Also hyphened.) [See Good a
ioc-3

1. A customary phrase used at parting at night or
.going to sleep

j
•}“ orig la fall form have good nighty

{God) give you good night, etc. Also in various

phrases, as to bid (fgive) good night
,
to make one's

good nights, etc
, and in fig uses implying separa-

tion, leave-taking, or loss
c 1374 Chaucer Iroyhts hi 371 (420) Haue now good ny$t
& lat vs bobe slepe c 1420 Si> Amadas (Weber) 187 My
leve dame, have gud nyght 1 c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn
xv 51 The captayne gaff the goode nyght to the damoyselle
<11553 Udall RoysterD v vi (Arb ) 88 Good night Roger
olde knaue 1553 Respubhcav ix 32 1 han goode night the
laweiers game 1570 B Googe Pop Ktngd tv 58 a, 1 hey
yielding up their dronken ghostes, doe bid their mates

godnight i6oz Shaks Ham 1 1 16 Glue you good night.

1604 Marston Malcontent 11 iv D 2, When our beauty
fades, godnight with vs. 1631 Heywood Eng Ehz (1641) 87
And so gave them the good-night 165a Bi> Hali Invis
World 11. vm, O my soul art thou so loth to bid a cheerful
good-night to this piece of myself 1794 Mrs Radcli^e
Myst Udolphoxxvm, Good-night, lady 1820 Scott Monast.
xx, Having wished to all others the common good night,
1832 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 177 And now good-mght, I am
off to bed 1881 Scribner’s Mag XXII. 282/1 She promptly
made her good-nights and vanished
httrib 18*6 Byron Ch. Har m Ixxxvi, Or chirps the

grasshopper one good-night carol more 1868 Holme Lte
B Godfrey lxv 377 Give me a good-night kiss 1871 R
Ellis tr Catullus ixiv 382 In such prelude old, such good-
mght ditty to Peleus

b phi ases (Of obscure origin.)

*572 J* Jones Bathes of Batk'lo Rdr by a, Al men
greedily gape after worldly gayne, whj ies in the meane tyme
the members and the mynde fall into such lappes as they
neuermay recouer agayne, so that then good night at Algate
1688 in Ellis Ong Lett Ser n IV 121 Pray my Lord let’s

have justice, or good night Nicholas
2 dial Used as an exclamation of surprise.
1893 111 Sun ey Gloss

3 . transf Any parting salutation at night. fAlso,
? a composition improvised when going to sleep

r597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, hi u 343 A sung those tunes
to the ouer-schutcht huswiues that he heard the Car-men
whistle, and sware they were his fancies or his good-nights
184 Longt Excelsior vi,

1 Beware the awful avalanche l
’

This was the peasant's last Good-night
4. In certain names of plants
*597 Gfrardf Herbal it cccxl 70* Of Venice Mallovve, or

Goodnight at rioone The Venice Mallow openeth it selfe
about eight of the clocke, and shutteth vp agame at nine
*840 Paxton Bot. Diet

,
Good night, Argyreia bona-uox

Hence Ctaodsi'glit v to say good-mght to
*835 BrcKFORD Recoil 43 After good-mghling, and being

good nighted with another round of ceremony.

Good now, goo*d-now. Obs exc. dial
[See Good a 4 c and Now adv ] An interactional
expression denoting acquiescence, entreaty, expos-
tulation, or surprise

1579 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 72, I am not to
trouble y3 often goodnowe be a little compassionate this
once 1611 Shaks Wint T y 1 ig Now, good now, say
so but seldome 1681 Dryden Sp Friar n 111, Good-now,

f
ood now, how your Devotions jump with mine 1 1754
'ootf Knights 1 Whs 1799 I 65 A treaty with the Pope !

Wonderful * Good now, good now 1 how, how ? Ibid 11

ibid 73 Sir, Mr
. Jenkins begs to speak with you Good

now 1 desue him to walk in 1893 Wiltsh Gloss , Go-now,
Genow, Good-now, used as an expletive, or an address to a
person (S }.

* What do ’ee think o' that, genow 1 ’

Good sense. [Cf the equivalent F bon
sens ] Native soundness of judgement, esp m the
ordinary affairs of life (Cf Common- Sense 2b)
*688 Ld Halifax Adv Dau (ed 2) 48 Naturally good

Sence hath a mixture of surly m’t *739 Melmoth Fitsosb
Lett (1763) 240 Good-sense is something very distinct from
knowledge *854 J S C Abbott Napoleon (1855) I xxiv 377
‘Ihis plan’, says Thiers, ‘ was not, on his part, the inspira-
tion of ambition, but rather of great good sense ’ 188,5 FM Crawford Dr Claudius 239 Wondeung how it was that
a stranger should so soon have assumed the position of an
adviser, and with an energy and good sense, too, which [etc j

t Goo'dsilip. Obs. [f Good a +-ship.] Good-
ness pi. Instances of goodness

;
kindnesses.

a 950 Durham ^i/wafCSurtees) 100 Bloetsa drihten stove
oiosse paste sie vs in 0®m eSmodnisse & godscipe &
bilvitmsse 0320 Cast Love 16 pat kineworjie kyng .porw
whom beob Alle |?e goodsqhipes b

l we here i-seoJ> *390
Gower Conf II 74 And for the goodship of this dede They
graunten him a lusty mede c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1

cxlix (1869) 75 Sithe to grace dteu j tujmede ayen, and of
hire goodshipesj thankede hire

Goodsire. Sc ? Obs Also 5 gudsire, -syr(e,
6 gud.ach.eir, gud-, guidschir, 7 goodsir, gude-
schir, gudaoher, 8 gutcher, 9 gudesire. [See
Good D 2 a ) A grandfathei
c *425 Wyntoun Cron vi xx 102 For to pas agayne

thowcht he, And arryve m be Empyre, Quhareof ban Lord
wes hys Gud-syr 1535 Stewart Crow Scot II 662 This
Herald suld succeid Efter his guid-schir for to brake the
croun 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s Hist Scot 11 161 Grate
and thankful rememberance of his gudshir Metellan 1609
Skene Reg May 34 The heire iof the sonne gotten of his
awin bodte, may craue na man- fra his father brother, of the
rest of his gudeschirs heretage (then that part quhilk was
assigned to his father) a *670 Spalding Troub Chas I
(1820) 11 His son being put in fee -of all by the old tutor his
good-sir 178s R Forbes Poems Buchan Dial 15 For
what our gutchers did for us We scarce dare ca’ our am,
Unless their fitsteps we fill up. An’ play their part again
1816 ScottAnti? ix, ‘Our gudesire gaed into Edinburgh to
look after his plea

'

Good-sister. Sc [See Good D. 2 b 1 A
sister-in-law.

_

4

Despauter’s Gram B i«b (Jam. ), Glos est manh soror
velfratns uxor, a good sister.

vruuu-auua L-JCC uuuu XJ, 2 D.J A son-
m-law Also good-son-m law
*5*3 Douglas /Eneis vn vh 62 Getf that thow seikts ane

ahenar wnknaw lo be thi magh or thi gude son in law
Ibid xiii vi 47 Merely commandis man and page His
gude son that suld do welcum and meit 1588 Extracts
Aberd Reg (1848) II 63 For himselff and his guidsoun
a 16x5 Brteue Cron ErhsAaw 11850) 4 William, sone of the
li.rll of Ross, and goodsone to the Bril of Buchane
Good-tempered, a (The stress Is variable )

[f good temper (see Tempkh sb

)

+ -ud *,] Having
a good temper

,
not easily vexed. 1

6

1768 Stfrne Sent Jottrn (j 77 8) II 88 (iCharacter.

)

The
French . . are a good temper'd people as is under heaven
*837 Ht Martineau Soc Amer III S4 They have been
called the most good-tempered people m the world
Comb 1838 Dickens O 1 wist xxxix, A good-tempered

faced man cook *

Hence Good-te niperedly adv
a 1822 Shelley Coliseum Prose Wks 1880 III 38 How

good tempered ly the sage acceded to her request x888 Sat
Rtv 13 Oct 441/2 Godm defended himselfgood temperedly.

Good Templar. A member of the ‘ Inde-
pendent Older of Good Templaib an organization
of total abstainers established m the U.S. m 1851
on the model of freemasonry, and introduced into
England in 1868, Hence Good Te’mplarism,
Goo d To mplary, the principles of this organi-
zation

*874 (title) The Good Templars’ Magazine
, a Monthly

Journal of Literature devoted to the interests of the In-
dependent Order of Good Templars Ibid. 46 Good Tem-
plary is emphasizing that teaching Ihe Good Templar
believes that [etc J 1887 Globe 26 Aug 1/3 As sober as
a lodge full of Good Templars *897 Daily News 13 Feb
6/7 1 he mortgagee of the chapel objected to them on the
ground that they weie Good "templars, and Good Templary
was not ‘a distinctly Chustian organization’

Good thing. [See Good a 10, 11, etc.] a.
A successful act or speculation, b A witty saying
or rematk c pi Rich food, dainties
a 1820 Examiner No 633 351/2 You must have made a

good thing of it if you have got the 1000/ 1883 Mrs E
Kennard Right Sort v (1884) 51 Nowand again Jack
Clinker managed to pull off some ‘good thing’ on the turf
b 1694 Congrfvi Double Dealer 1 11, 1 he Deuce take me

if there were three good things said 1775 Johnson Let to
Mrs Thrale 23 June, I hope you heard music, and said
good things 1807W Irving Salmag (1824) 125 He-could not
for the soul of him restrain a good thing 1840 1 hackeraY
PansSk -bk ,Fr Fashion Novels we saya good thing,
in the couise ofthe night,we are wondrous luckyand pleased
C 1861 M Pati ison Ess (1889) I 46 The German relished

for his breakfast the good things here provided x888
Burgon Lives 12 Gd Men II v 2g He would partake freely
of the good things before him

t Goodways. Sc Obs [f Good a + ways
advb gen. of Way] Amicably
c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot (1814)11 537 The

queine heinng this, sent away my lord Marschall and my
lord Lindsay incontinent to treat guid wayes Ibid 540

Goodwife (gu'dwsif). Forms : see Good and
Wife. Also Goody sb.1 [Cf Goodman.]
1 The mistress of a house or other establishment.
(Cf Goodman 3 ) Now chiefly Sc.
c 1325 Poem times Edw II (Percy) xhv, He beareth away

that seluer And the good wyf beswyketh 1375 Barbour
Bruce vit 248 ‘Perfay’, Quod the gud wif, ‘I sail gow
say ’ c 1470 Htnry Wallace v. 741 1 he gud wyff said, till

[haiff] applessyt him best ;
1 1 our gentill men is cummyn

owt off the west ’ ?a 1500 Mankind (Brandi 1896) 46/191
Wher be goode wyff ys mastur, Jxe goode man may be soiy
1551 Robinson tr More’s Uiop 11 (Arb

) 75 Whyche be
all under the rule and order of the good man and the good
wyfe of the house 1634 Ruthtreord Lett (1862) I 113
Desire the good wife of Barcapple to visit her 1706
Phillips (ed Kersey), Hostess, the Landlady or good Wife
ofanlnnorVictuallxng-House 1728 [see Gossiping vbl sb 1]

1765 T Hutchinson Hist Mass I v 436 Good-man and
good-wife were common appellations c 1817 Hogg Tales
* Sk II 320 The ambidexterity of the goodwife 1889
Brydall Art in Scot vn 131 A good deal of interest was
taken m him by the goodwives

+ 2. Piefixed to surnames ( = Mrs ) Also as a
Civil form of address Obs
1508 Old CityA cc Bk mAnhacol Jrnl XLIII, William

apprentice w fc the good wifSwehng 1597 Shaks a Hen Hr,
11. l xoi Goodwife Keech the Butchers wife 1607 in Kerry
Si Laun ettce, Reading 883) 81 Mrs Bowden Goodwife
Pynke, Mrs Newport 1691 Case ofExeter Coll iS One
Goodwife Buckland 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. x, * Ay,
ye might have said in braid Scotland, gudewife ’,

fg 1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry in 1, Some
cui ate., in the praise of goodwife honesty, Had read an
homily

Goodwill (gudwi 1). [Ong two words (still

often so written exc in sense 4 b) : see Good a. 5,7]
+

1

Virtuous, pious, or upright disposition or inn

tention Obs.
In the pre-Refonnation versions ofLuke 11 14, which follow

the Vulgate, the phrasegood will has the above sense The
x6th c versions and that of x6n, following the ‘ received ’

Gr text, letam the phrase, hut use it in sense 2 The Re
vised Version of 1881 adopts the Gi text presupposed by
the Vulgate, but renders ‘ On earth peace among men in

whom he is well pleased’
c 893 K. A£lfred Oros. vr viu, He [Titus] wass swa godes

willan J>®t [etc ] <r 950 Ltndisf Gosp Luke 11 14 Wuldor
In heanmsum gode & In eorSo sibb monnum godes willo

[So 1382-8 Wyclif, In erthe pees be to men of good wille ]

a 1300 CursorM 502 Angelis mai neuermar held til il,

Namar ban be wick mai to god will c 1500 Jllelusine Jxu
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371 In som cas the good wylle of a man is accepted for the

dede 1662 J Davies Mirurn in tnodurn (Grosart) 15/1 1 he

foe can foile With Pride our Piety, and our good-will

2 The state of -wishing well to a person, a cause,

etc ;
favourable or kindly regard ; favour, bene-

volence

c 8ze Vesp. Psalter v 13 Mid scelde godes willan Sines

3n ^ebejades usic a 1225 Ancr R 282 bo mucliel strencSe

haue5 luue & god wil het I' it makeS oSres god ure god

1484 Caxton Fables of AEsop n in, Thow castest not this

brede for no good wylle but only to the ende that I hold' my
pees 153s Coverdai e Luke 11 14 Peace vpon earth, ana
vnto men a good wyll 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 34
To win the love ana good-wils of the people x6xx Bible
Luke ii, 14 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Wks 111 15 To
helpe to tugge me a shore, at the Hauen of your goodwill

1710 Shaftesb Aav Author 1 1 2 In all other respects to

give, and to dispense, is Generosity and Good-will 1777
.Robertson Hist Amer (1783) II 227 After lepeated en-

deavours to conciliate their good-will, he was constrained to

have recourse to violence 1828 Scott F M Perth vxxiv,

The great event which brought peace on earth, and good-
will to the children of men, 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng Xx

IV 459 Some pious men spoke of him, not indeed with

esteem, yet with goodwill

attnb 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc xc, And I will give

thee as a good-will token The beautiful wand of wealth and
happiness a 1832 Bentham Deontol (1834) II 263 Corres-

pondent to that same goodwill fund there is an ill-will

fund

3 a Cheerful acquiescence or consent + b. Of
by, with one's (own) goodwill • voluntarily, without

constraint (cf. Freewill 1) c. Heartiness, readi-

ness, zeal.

a c 1300 CursorM 25180 (Cott Galba) Forbi what so

god sendes vs till Vs aw to suffer it with gude will a 1400-

50 Alexander So (Dublin MS ) pat graunt I gladly with

a godewille 15x3 More in Giafton Chron (1568) II 771
The Lorde Cajdinall shoulde first assay to get him with her
good wyll 1620 Shelton Qutx in vii I 180 Seek not to

get that with a Good-will, which thou art wont to take per-

force 1766 Goldsm Hermit 16 And, though my portion
is but scant, I give n with good will 1794 Mrs Radcliffe
Myst Udolpho xx, With my good-will, you shall build your
ramparts of gold. 1845 McCulloch Taxation 11 vi (1852)

297 [They] pay such duties with greater good will than
any other impost whatever 1874 Stubbs Const Hist I,

xiv 142 No prises of com or other goods, shall be taken
Without the goodwill of their owners
b. c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxi 96 Fischez hat base all

\>e see at will to swymme in schall with (jaire awen gude
will come hider 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron xxxv 8 His
prynces of their awne good wyll gaue to the Heueofferynge
for the people 1568 Grafton Chron II 370 Iherfore he
was come of his awne good will to do some good 1668
Iemple Let to Ld. Keeper Wks 1731 II 103, I would
by my Good will eat dry Crusts, and he upon the Floor,

rather than do it upon any other Consideration, than of his

Majesty’s immediate Commands
C a 1300 CursorM 1*153 Godd will he had to fle bir

fra 1460 Lybeaus Disc 1843 Lybeauus wyth goodwyll
Into hys sadell gan skyll, And a launce yn hond he hent
i486 Bk St Albans E v b, Yf ye se yowre howndes haue
goode will to renne. 1805 Wordsw Waggoner 1 40 The
Horses have worked with right good-will 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng vi II 151 He set himself, therefore, to labour,
with real good will.

4 f a. Permission to enjoy the use (of a tene-

ment) Obs ~ 1

1562 Child Marriages 10 Andrewe Haworthes father
did obteyne the Landlordes goodwill of the Tenement
wherein the father of the said Custance did dwell

b. Comm The privilege, granted by the seller

of a business to the purchaser, of trading as his

recognized successor; the possession of a ready-

formed ‘ connexion ’ of customers, considered as an
element m the saleable valne of a business, addi-

tional to the value of the plant, stock-in-trade,

hook-debts, etc.

1571 Wills # Inv, N C (Surtees 1835) 352, I gyue to
John Stephen my whole interest and good will of my
Quarrell [1 e quarry] 1766 Goldsm Vic W, iv, Having
given a hundred pounds for my predecessor’s goodwill
1786 Lounger No 79 On her marriage with the knight she
had sold the good-will of her shop and warehouse 1836
Maruyat faphet vn, The shop, fixtures, stock-in-trade, and
goodwill, were all the property of our ancient antagonist
1863 Fawcett Pol Econ iv 11 (1876) 536 A solicitor can
either sell the good-will of his business, or leave it to his
Children

+ Goodwrller. Obs [f. Goodwill + -ir L]
a One who has a good will

, a well-wisher, b.
One who wills or is disposed to what is good.
a *533 Bellenden Livy in (1822) 244 At his owre-

cummiug met him his thre sonnis, with monyuthens, his
gude Lilians and freindis c 1585 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
Chron Scot (1728) 43 His Favourers and Good-willers
b a 1541 Barnes Wks (1573) 272 Heere haue you also,

that God moueth vs, and causeth vs to bee good willers

+ Goodwilly, a Sc Obs [f. Goodwill + -yL
Cf. MDu. goetwilhch (Du. goedtvillig), MHG.
guotwilhc (G gutimlhg)

,
ON, gitSmljugr (Sw

,

Da godvilltg). Cf also tll-wtlly, eml-willy.'] a.
Volunteer to. Liberal. Const, of c. Cordial.
*533 Bellenden Livy iv. (1822) 391 Now wes ane army

rasit of gude willy knichtis, quhilk wes led, to Veos be thir

year, If Folks had been good willie, I had had raair 1788
Burns Auld Lang Syne iv, We’ll tak a nght guid-willie
waught [otherwise guid willie-waught] For auld lang syne
Goodwit, variant of Godwit.

Good work(s : see Work sb.

Goody (gu di), sb 1 [Shortened from Goodwife,
as hussy fiom housewife ]
1. A term of civility lormerly applied to a woman,

usually a married woman, in humble life, often
prefixed as a title to the surname Hence, a woman
to whose station this title is appropriate *|* Goody-
madam * a lady who has risen from a lower rank
1559Willoff Eltoftes{SomersetHo ), GoodyWiIkes[/£x«f

,

Goodwyff Wylkes] a 1625 Beaum & Fl. Lover's Progr
v m, So goody agent? And you think there is No punish-
ment due for your aeentship 1638 Ford Fancies 111 11,

I doe confesse, I thinke the goodee-madame may possibly
be compast. 1664 Wood Lift (0 H S ) II 15 lo gooddy
Gale for mending my stockings, 6d 1708 F Fox in Hearne
Collect 3 Ju!y (0 H S ) II. 117 Goody Vesey my bed-
maker 1708 T Ward ting Ref (1716) 156 Fame, a busie
tailing Guddy 1736 Disc Witchcraft 26 We now hear
talk of this old Gammar, and that old Goody 1764 O’Hara
Midas 1 u, Pray Goody, please to moderate The rancour of
your tongue 1798 Wordsw {title)\Joody Blake and Harry
Gill i8ox Bloomfield Rural T (1802) 6 Well Goody,
don’t stand preaching now 1882 Miss BraddonMt Royal
I iv zoo Two or three village goodies
ti ansf 1591 Spenser M Hubberd 12x3 Soft Gooddte

Sheepe (then said the Foxe) not soe

U to = Goodman 4.

1583 Stanyhurst Concedes in Mnets, etc (Arb) 136
Wheare rowed earst mariners, theare nowe godye carman’
abydeth

2 . U. S. At Harvard College, a woman who has
the careof the students’ rooms (Hall College Words)
1827-8 Harvard Reg (Hall College Words), His friend

the Goody, who had been so attentive to him during his
declining hours 1859 0 W Holmes Prof Breakfd vui,
The late Miss M , a ‘ Goody ’ so called, or sweeper
Hence f Goo dyship, the personality of .1 goody
1663 Butler Hud 1 m 517 The more shamer for her

goody-ship, To give so near a friend the slip

Goody (gudi), sb* [f Good at + -y] A
sweetmeat Chiefly/!/ Also goody-goody

1745 Swift Direct to Servants Wks 1883 XI 375 The
only remedy i« to bribe them with goody-goodies, that they
may not tell tales to papa and mamma 1756 B, Franiclin
Lett Wks 1887 II 454 They present their hearty respects
to you for the goodies 1853 Kane GrvtneliExp xxxi (1856)
268

1 Goodies ’ we had galore [at Christmas] *877 Holderness
Gloss , Goody, sweets. ‘ Fetch us a hawporth o’ goody ’

x88a Stevenson Fam, Stud 241 All knowledge is to he had
in a goody 1806 Daily News a Apr 7/7 She had received
the goodie-goodies and was delighted

Goody (gu di), sb 3 US, A scisenoid fish, the

spot, Liostomus xanthurus.

*859 Bartlett Diet Amer, Cape May Goody 1884-5
RuuersidcNat Hist (1888) III 215 A much smaller species
. . otherwise known as ‘ Lafayette ’ or ‘ Cape May goodie ’

Goody (gu’di), a and sb * [f Good a +-y]
A adj f 1 ? Cosy, comfortable Obs

1813 T. Moore Mem (1853) I 344 The offer of such a
quiet, goody retreat as Ready’s is every way convenient

2 Good in a weak or sentimental way ; addicted

to or characterized by inept manifestations of good
01 pious sentiment, Also, to talk goody.
[x8xo cf Goodiness below ] 1830 J Wilson in Blackw
Mag Apr 688 Characters well drawn— incidents well
managed— moral good, but not goody 1833 Coleridge
Table-t 20 Aug , There can be no great poet who is not
a good man, though not perhaps a goody man 1837 Ster-
ling Let. 16 Nov in Carlyle Life 11 v (1851) 193 All this

may be mere goody weakness and twaddle, on my part

1865 G Macdonald A Forbes 45 The only remarks made
being some goody ones about the disgrace of being kept m
1867 H Kingsley Silcote ofS. xxvu (1876) 178 She did not
talk ‘ goody 1

to them 1890 Sat Rev 1 Feb 150/2 A lacka-
daisically sentimental and commonplace ballad which is

sure to be popular with a certain class of 1 goody people ’.

B sb * U"S A goody person.

1878 J Cook Cottscieuceu, (1879) 25 N0 doubt, ifa Csesar or
a Napoleon comes before some man ofweak will, the latter,

although he be a good man,—and especially if he be a
‘goody’, a very different thing— will quail

Hence Goo dyishrt.
,
somewhat 4 goody’ ; Goo djr-

ism, ‘goody’ principles, something characteristic

of ‘ goody ’ people ; Goo ffyaess, goo diness, the

quality of being ‘ goody L
18x0 Coleridge Ess. Own Times (1850) 664 Whose good-

ness, or (if I maybe allowed to com a word, which the times,

if not the language, require) whose goodiness, consists [etc ].

1841 Edin Rev XxXIIL 367 Clifford's extreme goodness
(to borrow a phrase from Coleridge) not unfrequently de-
generates into goodiness. 184a Blackw. Mag LII 674
Then came the days of 1

Goodyisn;', that left childhood a
blank—whipped when naughty, and more miserable when too

good 1864 Spectator 24 Deo, 1479/2 A goodyish story, and
about as readable as that kind of thing usually is 187a
W Cory m Lett # Jmls (1897) 278 The small-townish,
old-maidish goodyness ofEwgime Gt andet 1883 Amencan
V 268 He is singularly free from the cheap unction the
goodyisms, which are the temptations of the modern pulpit
i&f&DubhnRev Jan 2i8Theobtrusivegoodynesswhichhas
been apt to make Catholic children shy ofCatholic literature

t Goodyear* Obs. Also 6-7 goofier, -yeare,

-year(e)s, (6 goodere, 7 goodye(e)re)
;
and in

pseudo-etymological forms goujeres, goujeers.
[Good a + Year. The, expletive use in questions

\What the goodyear?) is equivalent to, and possi-

bly adopted from, the early mod.Du. wat gvedf/aar.

Plantijn (1573) renders Wat goet taerts dat 9 by F.

Que bon heur est cela 9 and L. Quid hoc omtnis 9

The Du, lexicographers suggest that the idiom

probably arose from an elliptical use of good year
as an exclamation, = ‘ as I hope for a good year
One example of goed jaar approximating to the
later Eng sense (b. below) is quoted m the Wb
der Nederl. Taal V 311
Sir 1 Hanmer, in his edition of Shaks (17441, suggested

that in the three Shaks passages goodyeareis had the sense
of the l1 rench disease ’, and was a

1 corruption ’ ofgoujeres,
a hypothetical deuvative of

1 the French word gouje
,
which

signifies a common Camp-Trull 1 So far as the sense is

concerned, this explanation is curiously plausible, as it seems
to be applicable without any violence to all the examples
of the word (cf what the pox, etc.) But theie is no evi-
dence that the definite meaning of ‘ pox ’ was really intended
by any of the writers who used the word , and the alleged
etymology is utterly inadmissible Hanmer’s spurious form
goujeres or goujeers has, however, found its way into many
editions of Shak-peie, and was adopted as the standard form
in Johnson’s Diet 1755, and hence in every later Diet, which
contains the word ]

a Used as a meaningless expletive, chiefly in

the interrogate e phiase What a (or the) goodytar
'b App, from the equivalence of this phrase with
what the devil, what the plague

,
what the pox

,

etc

,

the word tame to be used in lmpiecatoiy phrases as
denoting some undefined malefic power or agency.
e 1555 Roper Sit T Moie (1729) 88 Who [More’s wife, m

1535] with this manner of salutacion homelie saluted him,
* What a good yeer, Mr More I marvaile that you ’ [etc,].

1589 Marprel. Epit (Arb
) 55 Now what a goodyeare was

that Anthonie? 1598 Shake Merry W 1 iv 129 We must
giue foikes leaue 1 o prate what, the good ler 1599 —
Much Ado 1 111 x What the good yeere my Lord, why are
you thus out of measure sad ? 1623 W Sclater Tythes 29
But how a goodyeare fell Abraham and Iacob vpon tenths
without miunctiOn ? 1628 tr Tasso'sAminta 11 1 D4I), Let
her a good yeere weepe, and sigh, and ray le. 1667 Dryden
SirM Mar-all iv i, What a Goodier is the mattei, Sir?
b 1591 FlorIo 2nd Fruites 7 With a good-yeare to thee,
why doest thou not take it 1596 HaRington Meiant.
Ajax, Apol An 5 The good yere of al the knauery &
knaues to for me 1605 Shaks Lear v. 11l 24 The good
yeares shall deuoure them, flesh and fell 1639 T de Grey
Compl Horsein 'lo Rdr,,Wishing their bookes burned, and
the authors at the goodyere vjxoBnt Apollo III, No 118.

2/2 A Good Year take ye
Goo dy-goo d, a. =next adj
*851 Carlylt Sterling ir v (1872) 127We found the piece
monotonous dallying on the borders of the infantile and
4 goody-good ’.

Goo’dy-goo’dy, a (and sb) [reduplicated

f Goody a.J = Goody a and sb *

1871 Smiles Ckarac vm (1876) 226 Goethe used to ex-
claim of goody-goody persons, ‘ Oh ' if they had hut the
heart to commit an absurdity I ' x88x E J Wohboisl

the letter-press is of the type sometimes called ‘goody
goody’ 1884 Bp. Fraser in Hughes fife (1887) 323 Don’t
talk goody-goody to people 1889 Minutes Congregational
Council (US) 218 Thick-headed goody-goodies, who were
fit for nothing else but to hold prayer-meetings and look
after Sunday Schools

Hence Goo cty-goo dyism, Goo-dy-goo’dyness.
1881 Atheneenm 19 Feb 261/3 The story of ‘What Might

Have Been ’. . is a fair example of French goody-goodyism
1884 Punch 8 Mar. 119/2 [A] speech full of

. ponderous
wisdom and imposing goody goodyness. 1886 Bookseller
Jan 19/2 That talent of teaching deep religious lessons,

without disgusting her readers by any approach to cant or
goody-goodyism.

Go-off. colloq. [f phrase go off see Go® 83.]
1 . The action or time of going off

;
a starting,

commencement Phr {At) first go off straight

away, at one’s first attempt. At one go-off in one
unbroken spell of effort.

1851 H Melville Whale rfr 31 The first go off of a bitter

cold momiDg 1856 Dobit Recoil Visit Ft Phillip 111 52
Inducing a sympathetic reader to indulge in two years-osci-

tation at ope ‘go off ’ 187a Geo Eliot in J W Cross Life
(1885) III 156 They then sit up to read it ‘ at one go-off’,

1879 F W Robinson Coward Consc 1 iv,

I

don’t think 1

would have put it in that way myself, at first go-off like

1888 F Warden Witch ofHills I. xn 253 One gentleman
isn’t bound to fly into the arms of another gentleman first

go off 1894' Du Maurier Trilby (1895) 208 He succeeded
at his fit'st go-off

2 , Banking, * The amount of loans falling due
(and therefore going off the amount m the books)

4n a certain period ’ (Lord Aldenham)
Mod. ‘The Governor of the Bank of England says every

Thursday to the Court "The go off this week is £—,000 "

Googe, Googing, obs ff.
1 Gouge, Gudgeon.

Google, obs. form! of Gog&le a and v 1

Googul (g« g®l) Also gogul. [a Hind gu-
gal, Skr guggula, guggulu. ] The aromatic gnm-
resm of the Balsamodendron muJkul (cf quots

)

1813 Milburn Orient Comm (1825) 102 Gogul is a species

of bitumen much used at Bombay for painting the bottom
of ships, 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Googul, a resinous

substance resembling myrrh probably the produce ofCom-
miphoraMadagascarensis 1883 J Smith Diet.Pop Names
Plants, Goognl, a name m India for the gum obtained from
Balsamodendron Mukul, a tree of the Myrrh family x886
Syd. Sec Lex , Googul tree,

the Balsamodendron mukul
and the B. Roxburghu

Gool. dial. Also 6, 9 goole, 6 goule, 8
goal . [a AF. gole, goule (a specific use of OF
gale, goule throat ; cf. OF goulet narrow channel,

trench). $ee also Goue, Gull ]
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1 A small stream, a ditch
;
an outlet for water,

a sluice.

jjjgaHuloet, Goole, ttmssitrmm 1583InguisittonSewers

4 (m N W Line Gloss ), Thomas Staveley shall make one
sufficient stathe at the south side of his goule 1674-91 Ray
N. C Words, Gool

,

a ditch Lincolnshire 1823 Heber
Narr. Joum {1828) I. 606 Raising water to the ‘ gools

'

(small channels) which convey its nils to their fields

fig 1542 Bowes & Elleker Sum in Hodgson North-
wnbld 111 II 229 The fortresses of carrowe & sewynge-
shealles stande m suche a Goole passage & common
entery of all the theves . of Liddisdale [etc ]

2, (See quot 1706, and cf. Gull sb and v )
1664-3 Act 16 & 17 Car II

,

c ri § 7 If any Goole or
Gooles, Breach or Breaches, Overflowing or Overflowings of
waters shall happen at any time hereafter to be in over or
through any of the said Bancks 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey.),

Gool (Statute Law-Word), a Breach in a Bank orSea Wall , a
passage worn by the ebbing and flowing of the Tide 1723-8
P Blair Phantuico Bot 1 (1733) 20 ,

1

have collected the
specimens of no less than eighteen [species] from the Goals
all along the sea coast towards Wibberton 183a Holdemess
Drainage Act 36 If any sudden breach or goole may be
made in the east bank, 1848 in Wharton Law Lex.

Goold(e, obs foim of Gold sb 2

Gooly, variant of Golly -SVr., latge knife.

Goom, var. Gome sbA

;

obs. and dial, f Gujl
Goon, obs. form of Gun.
Gooney, variant of Gony
Goonge, variant of Gong 1

,
Obs

Goonhilly (g«‘nhili). Also 7 gunnelly, 7-
gonlielly, (9 gunhillee). [Named after Goon-
htlly Downs m Cornwall.] A Cornish pony
1640 Wits Recreat Epigr 108 Tall Afer Mounts a Gun-

nelly and on foot doth ride 1674-91 Ray S' <$ E C. Words
83 Gonhelly, a Cornish horse. 1713 tr C'tess D'Annoy’

s

Whs. 374 The House that cover'd the Princess’s Gonhefly,
did so glitter with Precious Stones 1797 Polwhkle
OldEng Gent 80 On Ins half-goonhilly he sat still 1848
C A Johns Week at Lizard 158 A strong punch, and
spirited horse is, with us, generally called a Goonhilly.
1880 W.Corww Gloss

,
Goonhilly

Goome, variant of Gony.
Gooxme, obs. form of Gun.
Goor (gu<u). Also ghoor, gur. [Hindi gur,
Hindustani (Deccan) gttr.] A coarse variety of
sugar made m India.

1833 Burnes Trav Bokhara (ed 2) I 241 From extensive
plantations of cane,* goor\a coarse kind of sugar is pro-
duced 187a E Braddon Life in India 11 28 Combinations
of sugar, ghoor (raw sugar with the molasses in it) curds-
and ghee 1886 A. H Church Rood Grains Ind. 59 It is .

then mixed with water, being eaten with gur, curds, &c.

Goora,Gooral,variantsofGouROu(nut),Goral
Goord(e, Goordy, obs ff Goubd 1

,
Goubdy.

Goore, Goorge, obs ff Gobe sb.2
,
Gorge.

Goormaunde, obs form of Gourmand.
Gooroo, guru (gu r«, gur« ). Also 7, 9 goru

[a. Hindi guru, Hindustani guru a teacher, pnest

,

Skr. guru ong an adj. ‘weighty, grave, dignified’ 3A Hindu spiritual teacher or head of a religious

sect.

1613 Porchas Pilgrimage (1614) 500 They have others
which they call Gurupi, learned Puests Ibid. (1626) 520 A
famous Prophet of the Ethmkes, named Goru 18x0T Wil-
liamsonE Ind. Vade Mecum II 317 Persons of this class
often keep little schools . and then are designated gooroos
i8xx Mrs. Sherwood Henry «J- Bearer 32 So much was he
afraid of offending his gooroo 1833 G C Mundy Pen #
Pencil Sk Ind, I 184 Its founder, a holy goru *867
Dixon NevtAmer I xxxi 330 Except the guru of Bombay,
no priest on earth has so large a power [etc ]

Hence Gurushdp [see -ship]
1848H H.Wilson Whs (1862)11 128 Their ninth Guru

uas publicly put to death in 1675. at the instigation of a
competitorfor the Guruship 1883 F. Hall in Nation(N Y

)

XLI rao/i The four divided between them the Guruship of
the new superstition .from 1504 till 1581

Goosander (ga*S02‘nctai), Also 7 gossander,
8-9 gooseandar [Of obscure formation. If the
first element is Goose, the word must be of some
antiquity an English, to allow of the shortened
vowel (goes-) which appears m the earliest forms

,

with the ending -amber cf. Bergander and ON pnd
(pi. amber) ] The bird Metgus merganser

,
allied

to the ducks but having a sharply serrated bill
1622 Drayton Poly olb xxv 65 The Gossander with them,

my goodly Fennes doe show, His- head as Ebon blacke, the
rest as white as Snow 1638 R. Franck North. Mem.
(1821) 316 Nor would not any man think those conceptions
very sordid, to prefer the goose to the gossander 1674
Ray Collect Words, Water Fowl g4 The Gossander or
Bergander .Merganser, Aldr 1766 Pennant Zool (1768)U 438 Mr Willoughby too suspects that its male represents
some bird, similar to the Goosander 1774 Goldsm. Nat
Hist III 270 The Gooseander feeds upon fish for which
it dives. 1848 C A Johns Week at Lizard 334 Goosander
Wcrgns Merganser) —Often seen in the Helford river
1863 Kingsley Water-Bab vii 269 Smews and goosanders,
divers and loons 1882 Hardy in Proc Berw Nat. Club
IX.. 332 March and, Goosander on the Teviot

Goose (g«s), sb. PI geese (gib). Forms •

Sing. 1 gos, 3-6 gos(e, (4 guos, 5 goce), 4-7
g°os, 5 ghoos, goys, (6 gosse, gouse), 6 Sc.
guis(s, (guss, gwis), 6, 8-9 Sc guae, 5- goose.

1 gds, gees, 3 ges, 3-4 gies, (4 gyes, 6 giese),
3~5 gses, 4-5 geys(e, 6 Sc, geis(s)e, 4, 6 gese,
(5 gess, ghees, 7 geose ?), 5- geese. [Common

Teut : OE. gtfs (pl.p,/r)=Fris.^r,pvJs,MDti. (and
Du.) guns, OHG (MHG. and G )

gans, ON. gds
(Sw, gds, Da. gaas) OTent. *gans- (cons -stem)

i—OAryan *ghans-, whence L, anser (for *hanser),

Gr xvv> Skr hansd masc
,
hanst fem., Lith. zgsls,

and OIr. giis swan. Connexion with Gander
is doubtful ]
1 A general name for the large web-footed birds

of the sub-family Ansennse (family Anahdse), usu-

ally larger than a duck, and smaller than a swan,

,
including Anser and several allied genera.
Without distinctive addition or context, the word is applied

to the common tame goose (Anser domeshens which is de-
scended from the wild grey or greylag goose (A ferns or
cmereus) The other numerous species are distinguished
by adjuncts expressing colour, appearance, or habits, as
black

,
blue, blue-winged, laughing

,
pink-footed, white-

frontedgoose, etc , habitat, zsfen, marsh-goose, etc
,
native

region, as American (wild), Canada, Chinese goose
,
etc.

See also Barnacle-, Bean-, Brent-goose, etc.

as000 Riddles xxv 3 (Gr) Hwilum ic grade swa gos,
c 1000 Laws ofhte c to (Schmid), x gees, xx henna a xxoo
Ags Vac in Wr -Wfllcker 284/12 Anser uel ganra, h wit gos
Gan/a uel auca, graj gos a 1223 A ncr R 128, & te valse
ancre drauho into hire hole & fret, ase J>e uox deS, boSeges
& henhen-. c 130aHavelok 702 Hors, and swin The gees,
the hennes of the yerd. 134a Ayenb 32 bo anliknefi to be
childe bet ne dar najt guo his way nor pe guos bet blaub
136a Langl P PI A iv 38 Bothe my gees ana my grys
his gadelynges fetten CX386 Chaucer Reeve's T 217 This
Millere rosted hem a goos. c 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862)
32 Gose in a Hogge pot 1489 Caxton Faytes of A 11

xxxvn 157 Had not be the crye of the ghoos the cite of
rotne shulde haue be dystroyed 1333 Stewart Cron Scot
III 222 Quhilk brocht with thame bayth gmss [and] gryce,
and ben 1604 Extracts Aberd Reg (il\8) II 251 Puir
folkis geir, sic as geisse, foulhs, peittis, and vtheris vivaris
x6xa Webstfr White Devil v I 3, Mar Those words He
make thee answere With thy heart bloud Fla. Doe, like
the geesse in the progresse 1728 Pope Dime 1 2x1 Shall
I rob Rome’s ancient geese of all their glories? 1766
Pennant Zool (1768) II. 450 The White Fronted Wild
Goose 1772 Forster in.Phil Trans. LXII. 415 The blue
goose is as big as the white goose ; and the laughing goose
is ofthe size of the Canada or small giey goose 1837 Living-
stone Prav xiv 233 The Barotse valley contains great num-
bers of large black geese 1859 Darwin Orig Spec 1. (1873)
28 The common goose has not given rise ta any marked
varieties

_
1870 Yeats Nat Hist Comm. 314 In the fens of

Lincolnshire, geese are kept m large numbers 1893 Newton
Did Birds 376 The largest living Goose is that called the
Chinese, Guinea, or Swan-Goose, Cygnopsis cygnoides.

b. spec. The female bird . the male being the
Gander, and the young Goslings.
ci220 Bestiary 39a Je feccheS ofte in 3e tun and te

gandre and te gos 1377 B Googe Heresbach’s Husb iv

(1386) 163 b, Columella would have you keepe for every
Gander, three Geese 1622 [see 8, *goost-fair\ x6g*
L’Estrange Fables ccxxii 194 Why do you go Nodding,
and Waggling so like a Fool, as ifyou were Hipshot? says
the Goose to ner Gossehn

c The flesh of this bird.

*533 Elyot Cast Helthe (1539) 30 Goose, is hard of diges-
tion 1726 Brit Apollo fed. 3) If 648 Who eats goose on
Michael’s day, Shan’t money lack his debts to pay 1786
Mrs Piozzi Aneed ofJohnson 103, 1 was saying to a friend
one day, that I did not like goose

, one smells it so while it
is roasting, said I

d In phrases and proverbial sayings. All (Jus)
geese are swans he invariably exaggerates or over-
estimates

,
so to turn geese into swans, evety goose

a swan All right (or sound) on thegoose (US

)

politically orthodox. The old woman is picking
hergeese : it is snowing. To cook (rarely do) one'i
goose (see Cook v. 4 b). To say bo to a goose (see
Bo int. 2). To shoe the goose to spend one’s time
m trifling or m unnecessary labour Goose without
gravy

.

(Naut ) a bloodless flogging. See also
Gander 1 b
*4 ». Why I Can't be Nun 234 in E E, P (1862) 144 He

schalle be put owte of company, And scho the gose c 1460
Towneley Myst 11 84 Let furth youre geyse, the fox will
preche 1476 Sir J Paston in P Lett No 777 III 163
As for the Castell of Shene, ther is no mor in it but Colle
and hys mak, and a goose may get it f but in no \vyse I
wold not that wey. 156a J Heywood Prov <$• Efiigr (1867)
153 Steale a goose, and sticke downe a fether Ibid 186
A greene goose is farre the swetter 1583 Stubbes Altai
Abus 11 (1882) 31 Then may he go sue ys goose, for house
gets he none 1389 PasquiIsRet C, Euery Goose must
goe for a Swan, and whatsoeuer he speakes, must be
Canonical 1 1604 Breton Gnnello's Fort (Grosart) 5/x Yet
I can doe something else, then shooe the Goose for my
liuing. 1621 Burton Anat Mel Democr to Rdr 39 All his
Geese are swannes. xfi22MABBEtr Alemans' Guzman £A If.

133 There is no more pitty to be taken of her then to see a

&
00

t
e$oe “are 1°ote *6*4 Br Mountagu Gagg go With

Cathohkes euery Pismire is a Potentate
, as euery Goose a

Swan. 1640 Wizaid (MS ) (N ), He hath the goose by
the neck 1649 Woodstock Scuffle xl in Scott Woodstock
App to Introd., There’s not a man can say (Boh *) to
a goose. 1650 Howell Proverbs 1 To steal a Goose, and
give the giblets in almes at70* B E. Diet. Cant
Crew, s v , Find fault with a Fat Goose, or without a
Cause, ifoa L’Estrange Fables cccii 264 Sauce for a
Goose is Sauce for a Gander 1849 C. K Sharpe Let.
10 Sept

,
Corr 1888 II 597 [They] may be thankful that she

not do their goose for them to use a vulgar phrase
1850 Mrs, S Robinson Kansas (ed. 3) 252 All persons who
could not answer 'All right on the goose’, according to
their definition of right, were . . threatened with death.
,857 Providence JmL 18 June (Bartlett), To seek for
political flaws is no use, His opponents will find he is * sound

on the goose i860 Trollope Framley P xlii, Chaldi.
cotes is a ceoked goose, as far as Sowerby is concerned
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Goose without gravy jgg.

Sat Rev 5 July 25/1 The besetting temptation which leads
local historians to turn geese into swans
e With allusion to the supposed stupidity of

the goose.
1383 Golding Calvin on Deut xvm 105/2 If his father let

him naue his swmdge lyke a goose hee putteth the halter
about his neck 1384 Fenner Def Ministers (1587) 40 He
would thinke vs more simple then a gosse, which will run
from the Foxe a 1586 Sidney A rcadia in (1633) 237 Where
this goose (you see) puts downe his head, before there be
any thing, neere to touch him 1780 Mrs Cowley Belle’s
Stratagem v 1,

1

ha’n’t slept to-night, for thinking of plots
to plague Doncourt and they drove one another out of
my head so quick, that I was as giddy as a goose, and could
make nothtng of 'em, x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxvi, ‘A twa-
leggit creature, wi* a goose’s head and a hen’s heart

’

f Hence Jig A foolish person, a simpleton
1347 Homilies 1 Agst Contention 11 (1859) 138 Shall 1 stand

still, like a goose or a fool, with my finger in my mouth ’

a XSS3 Udall RoysterD iv 111 (Arb ) 64 Go to you goose
1388 Marprel Eptst (Arb ) 19 ,

1

perceiue you will piooue
a goose 1624 Bp Mountagu Gagg 327 Can this Goose
gaggle against this? 1633 Moufkt & Bennet Health's
hnpr<n> (1746) 170 He did play the very Goose himselfe
1807-8 Syd Smith Plymley'sLett ,Cathohcs[pd n)s,Ihave
always told you fiom the time of our boyhood, that you
were a bit of a goose x86x Sat Rev 21 Sept 303 If he was
goose enough to be seriously and permanently angry at lus
wife having Tetc ] 1887 R N Carfy Uncle Max xiv no
What a goose I was to leave my muff behind me

g With allusion to the hissing noise made by
the goose; esp. Thcat -r/aw^seequols 1805,1865)
1803 C L Lewfs Mem IV 180 By some it is said* the

‘ goose ’ is in the house 1809 Malkin Gtl Bias it vm p 5
[We] began hissing, to remind him of his first appearance
at Madrid The goose grated harsh upon his tympanum
1863 Slang Diet s v, ‘To get the goose’ ‘signifies to be
lussed while on the stage x8 Tennyson in Mem (1897)
II 1 14 [Requnements for blank veise] A fine ear for vowel
sounds, and the kicking of the geese out of the boat (1 e
doing away with sibilations'

2 . Applied with distinguishing prefix to certain

other birds of the same or a related family, as

Cape Barren goose ( Cei eofisis novse-hollandtm),

Egyptian or Nile goose {Chenalopex upgyplmca),

Spur-wmged goose (the African genus Tlectrop-

terus), etc.
, also to certain sea-birds like or likened

to a true goose, as the Solan-goose Mother
Carey’s goose (see quot 1772-84), Sly goose
(see quot 1844)
1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) IV 1272 Another sort, which is

the largest of the petrels, and called by seamen, Mother
Carey's, goose, is found in abundance 1843 J Backhousi
Visit Austral Col vi 75 Five Pelicans and some Cape
Barren Geese, were upon the beach 18,14W H Maxwell
Sports 4 Adv kcotl xxxvn (1855) 293 The sheldiakc from
its wide awake habits, acquiring the Oicadian sobnquet of
the sly-goose 1884 Boldrewood Melb Mem II 22 The
pied goose were our chief sport and sustenance

f 3 Winchestergoose a certain venereal disorder

(sometimes simply a goose)
, also, a prostitute (see

quot 1778) Obs
[1591 Shaks 1 Hen VI, 1 111 53 Winch Gloster, thou

wilt answere this befoie the Pope. 6 lost Winchester Goose,
I cry, a Rope, a Rope 1606 — 7r <|- Cr v x 35 My feare

is this Some galled Goose ofWmchesterwould his.se ] 1598
Florio sv Caiolo x6ix Cotgr

,
Clapoir, a botch in the

Groyne, or yard, a winchester goose 1630 J Taylor
(Water-P ) Wks 1 105/2 Then ther’s a Goose that breeds at

Winchester, And of all Geese, my mind is least to her 1661
Webster Curefor Cuckold F j

a, T his Informer had belike
some private dealings with her, and there got a Goose This
fellow in revenge for this informs against the Bawd that kept
the house 1727 BoyleEng -Fr. Diet

,
A Winchester Goose

<01 swelling in the Groin) nn Poulain 1778 Eng Gazetteer
(ed 2) s v Southwark

,
In the times of popery here were no

less than 18 houses on the Bankside, licensed by the Bishops
of Winchester to keep whores, who were, theiefoie, com-
monly called Winchester Geese
4 f (Game of) goose : A game played with

counters on a board divided into compaitments, m
some of which a goose was depicted (obs ). [Cf F
jeu de Vote, Du ganzenspel ] fox and geese (see

hox sb 16 d)
;
also one of the pieces in this game

X597 Siattoners' Reg 16 June (Arb) III 21 John Wolfe
entered the newe and most pleasant game of the goose

2670 G. H Hist, Cardinals in m 294,

1

am like those who
play at Goose 1770 Goldsm Des Vill 232 The lwelve

Good Rules, the Royal Game of Goose x8ox Strutt
Sports <5- Past, iv 11 (1876) 418 To play this game [Fox and
Geese] there are seventeen pieces, called geese Ibid, 438
It is called the game of the goose, because at every fourth

and fifth compartment in succession a goose is depicted,

and if the cast thrown by the player falls upon a goose, lie

moves forward double the number of his throw
_

allusively 1823 Byron Juan xu lvm, For good society

is but a game, 'The royal game of Goose ’, as I may say

5 . A tailor’s smoothing-iron PI gooses

[So called from the resemblance of the handle to the shape

of a goose’s neck ]

1605 Shaks Macb 11. in. 17 Come in Taylor, here you may
rost your Goose, 1607 Dekker Knt 's Conjur (1842) 36

Euery man being armed with his sheeres and pressing iron,

which he call's there his goose a 1680 Butler Rem (1759)

II 348 His Tongue is a kind of Taylor s Goose or hot
* Press, with which he sets the last Gloss upon his coarse

decayed Wares 1778 Foote Trip Calais 1 Wks 1799 II

342 It is the first I ever heard of a tailor’s goose hissing I

1841 J T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I s8r The seam being

sewed up, he required the assistance of the goose to.press it

x88x C. Gibbon Heart's Problem i. (1884) 5 Teddy spat on
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the goose to test its heat, then polished it vigorously, and

began to iron the collar of a coat

b (See quot

)

1886 Chester Gloss ,
Goose, hatting teim, an implement

used m the curling of hat brims

0 dial Geese and goslings (cf Gosling 4).

1854 Miss Baker Northamptonsh Gloss
,
Geese and Gos-

ling's, the blossoms of the salts.r , so denominated from the

fancied resemblance to a young gosling newly hatched

1866 Frias Bot 543/1 Goose and Goslings, Orchis M01 10

1889 Hurst Horsham Gloss
,
Geese ami Goshns

,
the fully

blown and half blown flowers of the willow

7 attnb and Comb.

a attrib., as goose-down, -dung, -fat
,
feather,

-giblet, -head, -look, -pond, -tribe, -turd (
(• also

attnb referring to colour; hence goose-tin d-green)

,

-yard ;
goose-like adj

1866 Howells Vend Life xv 208 A gentle snow-fall of

goose down *710 T Fullfr Pkarnt Extemp 52 Take
Goose dung 2 ounces. 1815 Sixteen 4 Sixty n 11, Shut

that damned ugly mouth instantly, or I’ll stuff it with soap

cerate and *goose-fat, C1450 ME Med Bk (Heinrich)

82 lake a *gose fej?er, and do awey )?e foom aboue

1545 Ascham l'oxoph (Arb ) 130 A sely poore gouse fether

could not plese him to shoote wythal 1820 Scott Abbot
xv, His lance is no goose-feather, as Dan’s ribs can tell

*539 *gose gyblet [see Harc sb 2] 1599 Porter Angry
Worn Abvigt (Peicy Soc) 40 Tis an olde prouerbe and
a true, Goose giblets are good meate, olde sacke better

then new a 1605 Montgomerie Misc Poems x 5 They
get ay a good *goosheid In recompense of all thair pane

1552 Huloei , *Gose lyke, or pertaynmge to a gose, aase-

rinits 1605 Shaks Mach v m 13 Thou cream-fac’d Loone
Where got’st thou that *Goose-looke. 1824 Miss MiTroRD
Village Ser 1 197 A duckingm the *goose pond 183* Bona-
parte/! Wilson!s Arner Omith IV 341 Anas, or Goose
tribe 1546 J Heywood Pirns (1867) 62 Bearyng no more
rule, than a *goose turd interns 1610 B Jonson /J/cA iv 11,

Ihe citizens praise her tires, And my lord’s goose turd

bands ? 15 Will ofC White (Somerset Ho ), A gowne
lyned of gosetourde grene 1597 Gerardl Herbal r lxvm

§ 2 94 Greenish yellow, or as we terme it, a goose turde

greene 1868 Browning Ring <5- Bk. xi 1195 A perfect

goose-yard cackle of complaint

b. objective, as goose-crammer, -gagger, -stealer ;

goose-eating vbl. si).; goose-beaiing, -chasing adjs

x8o2 Bingiey Amin Biog (1813) III. 438 The Goose-
bearing bernacle 1596 Harington Metam Ajax (1814)

103, I love not to ride with these goose chasing youths

1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser in (1863) 119 The Penge
is almost peopled with duck-rearers and *goose-crammers.

1566 Ate inT Sharp Cov Myst (x825) 214 Payd att the

gose etynge to the mynstrelles xijef 1624 Bp R Mountagu
Gagg 281 Goe learn to speak and write, Sir giddy *Goose-

gagger, and then vndertake to stop the Protestants

mouthes 15*5-73 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 104, I am
neyther goossteler nor steg steiler

C similative, as goose-gaggler
,

goose-footed,

-green, -grey
,
-headed adjs

1735 Somfrville Chase iv 398 O’er yon dank rushy Marsh
The sly *Goose-footed Proler bends his Comse 1624 Bp
R Mountagu Gagg 190 And yet this giddy *Goose-gaggler

must prate against the Church of England. 1614 B Jonson
Barth Pair 11 1, Another [ballad] of *Goose-greene-starch,

and the Deuill a 1693 Aubrfy Lives, Sir W Petty (1898)

II 145 His eies are a kind of *goose-grey 158* N Burne
Disput 187 b, Daft Abbotis guseheaddit Personis.

8. Special comb : goose-barnacle = Barnacle
sb 2 2 ;

goose-beak, a name given to the dolphin

from the shape of its snout {Cent. Diet ) ;
goose-

bone, a bone ofa goose, esp. one used as a weather-

guide ,
goose-cart, a special cart for taking geese to

market; goose-ohase (see Wild-goose-chase)

;

goose-club, an association formed to provide the

members with geese ; + goose-eree (see quot and
Crew 2

) , goose-dung-ore Mm ,
an impure iron

sinter containing silvei
;
goose-fair, a fair held in

certain English towns (still at Nottingham) about

Michaelmas, when geese are m season ;
goose-file

= single or Indianfile', goose-fish U.S ,
the an-

gler or fishing-frog {Lophius piscatorius) ; fgoose-
gate [Gate sb 2 8], right of pasture for a goose

;

goose-gull, a local name of the greater black-

backed gull {Lams mannus)

;

goose-mouth (see

quot), goose-mussel— Barnacle sb 2 2; goose-
oven, a stove for heating a tailor’s goose; goose-
paddlew tram, {nonce-wd ),to propel by paddling
like a goose, f goose-pan .5V., app. a large

stew-pan, f goose-par — goose-pen (a) ;
goose-

pen, {a) a pen or enclosure for geese; +(£) a

quill pen
; goose-pie, a pie made of goose, eta

;

goose-puddmg (see quot 1893); goose-riding
(see quot. and cf, gander - pulling) ,

goose-
rump, on a horse, a croup or rump falling sud-

denly away to the tail , hence goose-rumped adj.

;

+ goose-shot, a particular size of shot used for

shooting wild geese ; goose-silver-ore = goose-

dung-ore (above)
,
goose-teal, ‘ the English name

for a very small goose of the genus Netlopus ’

(Moms Austral Eng 1898); *j* goose-trap, a trap

for a ‘ goose a quibble, sophism. Also Goose-
bill, Goose-flesh, Goose-grass, etc.

*726 Bnt Apollo (ed 3) II 648 Just rose from picking of
goose-bones t886 Bynnbr A Surnage xxi 231 My
father used to say . there's no chance of a clearing when
the wind backs round, Mother never heeds the wind , she
goes by the goose-bone 1895 J J. Raven Hist Suffolk

242 To get the advantage of the later markets, a goose cart
|

was invented, four stones high 1895 Sat Rev 17 Aug
xo8/i Ihe cackling Cust has fresh leisure for fresh goose-
chases 1859 Sai a Gas-light <$• D 11 16 Turkeys from
the country

,
*Goose Clubs in town 1674RayN C Words

134 A *Geose or Goose cree [nttspr Grose cree], a hut
to put Geese m 1858 Greg & Lettsom Mm 277 Ihe
mineral . *gqose-dung ore, has been shown to be an
impure variety of 11011 sinter 1622 Breton Sir Hemes
(Grosart) 7/x No man must denie his neighbours Goose
his Gander, for feare of wanting Goslings at *Goose
Faire 1876 Jas Grant Hist India I xlvni 244/2
The old way had been the ‘Indian file’, following each,

other in succession (vulgarly called by the soldiers * goose-
file ') 1859 Bartlftt Diet A mer., *Goose-fish See Devil-
fish 1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist. (1888) III 295 The most
common of the American names, ‘ goose-fish alludes to its

capacity to master and ingest the well-known bird in its

capacious maw, 1739 Betuholm Indos Acts Each cottage
hath only one goose-gate in the fallow field 1885 Swainson
Prov Names Birds 208 *Goose gull (Ireland) 1879 Leeds
Mercury 9 May, The animal [a horse] had what was called a
1 *goose ' mouth—His Honour . What is that ?—Plaintiff

:

Lapping over like a hare 1863 Wood Nat Hist III.

646 The common Goose mussel or Duck-barnacle 1877
5 Yrs ' Penal Servitude 111 90 One man specially attends
to the * *goose-oven 1

1845 Jerrold St Giles <5* St. James
(1851) xxvi 265 Whether the thing to be seen & a lord
mayor’s coach /or a zany on a liver, *goose-paddled m a
washing-tub, the sons of Adam will throng to the sight.

X420 Inv in Lincoln Chapter Acc Bk A 2 30 If 69, 1 *gose-

E
anne 0x575 Balfour Practicks (1754) 235 The air sail

aue ane mekle and litle pan, ane guse pan, ane frying

pan [etc] 1552 HuLorT, *Gose parre [mc, 1572 *gose
penne], or coupe, or francke to feade gese in, chenobosctoti

x6ox Shaks Twel N in 11 53 Let there bee gaulle
enough in thy inke, though thou write with a Goose-pen
17x2-14 Pope Rape Lock iv 52 Here sighs a Jar, and
there a Gpose pie talks 1766 Goldsm Vic W vi, I

never dispute your abilities at making a goose-pie. 1547
Boorue Inirod ICnoivl xxx (1870) 199 & coppyd thinges
standeth vpon theyr [women's] ned, within tner kerchers,

lyke a codpece or a *gose podynge x8ga Encycl Cookery
(ed Garrett) I 707 In some parts of England, especially

in Yorkshire, the people prepare a pudding which they
term Goose Pudding, to be served with Goose 1785
Grose Diet. Vtilg. Tongue, *Goose-ndiug, a goose being
suspended by the legs . a number of men on horseback
riding full speed attempt to pull off the head, which, if

they effect, the goose is their prize This has been prac-

tised in Derbyshire within the memory of persons now
living 1696 Land Gas No 3202/4 Rid away with
a brown Mare a Rose Tail, a *Goose Rump X799

Sporting Mag XIV. 185 The Goose-rump is another
angular infringement of Hogarth’s cuive of beauty 1679
Poor Robin's Intell in Sporting Mag XXXIX Si, Sour
headed, saddle backed, goose ruraped. 1836 Pinny Cycl

V 397/t The Belgian horses, have a great defect in the

form of their hips and in the croup, which falls suddenly
towards the tail, which is called in England 'being goose-

rumped a 1659 Cleveland Poems (1677) 129 So long as

there is *Goose shot to be had for Money 1698 Wallis in

Phil Trans XX. 6 A Hole about the Bigness of a Goose-

shot 1776 Seifcrth tr Gellert's Metal Chym 38 *Goose
silver ore x6xo Healey kt Aug Citie ofGod v x Vives’

Comm 212 And what vse is there of these *gobSe ’traps [L
tncis illis et verborum laqueis) ?

b In various plant-names, as + goose-bane=
Henbane ; goose-bean, some Canadian plant r

f goose-chite, agrimony {Agrunoma Eupatona)

;

goose-oorn, (a) a kind of rush (Juncus squar-

iosus)\ {b) = Goose-gbabs 4', + goose-hairif =
Goose-grass 2,Hairif ; f goose -nest, ?the bird’s-

nest {Neottia Nidus-avis)

,

+ goose-share [? cor-

ruption of-hatnf] = Goose-grass 2 ; goose-tansy
= Goose-grass 1

;
goose-tongue, (a) sneezewort

{Achillea Ptarmica) ; {b) = Goose-grass 2; {c) a

crowfoot {Ranunculus Flammula) ;
goose-tree,

the tree from which barnacle geese were believed to

be produced (cf. Barnacle sb 2 1 note) ;
goose-

weed = Goose-grass i; goose-wheat (see quot).

1600 Surfi et Cowitrie Farms 1 xvi 108 [He] may keepe
them [geese] .from feeding of henbane, which some call the

goosebane 1848 Sei by in Proc Berw. Nat Club II No 6

262 Specimens of the Goose-bean.of Canada 1597 Gerards
A/fi^n/Supph,*Goosechiteis Agnmome 1762 W Hudson
FloraA tigl 130 Juncus culmo undo, Moss-rush or Goose-
corn 1776 Withfring^tv^ Plantsl 211 Juncus squarrosus
Goose Com 1808 Jamieson, Goose-corn, Field Brome-

grass,Bromus secalmus, Linn- 1551 Turner Herbali Dmj,
Goosharethe called also- Clyuer is named m Greeke,

Aparine 1579 Langham Gard Health (1633) 290 Goose-

heinfe or Cleuer 1578 Lyte Dodoens n. mi 224 Some
IJerborists because that the rootes be so tangled and
wrapped like to a nest, have named it *Goosenest *605

Iimme Quersit 1 xiu 65 Double leafe, otherwise called

goosenest 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv Ixiv 539 This herbe is

called m Englishe, Goosegrasse, Clmer, and *Gooseshare.

1579 Lan&ham Gard Health (1633) *29 Dnnke the luyce

of Tansie, and *Goosetansie. 1691 [see Goose-grass x]

1776 Withering Bnt Plants I 307 Potenhlla Anserma
Goose-tansey 1738 Deering Catal Stirp 170 Piar-

vnea Sneezewort by some called *Goose Tongue-
*744-5°W Ellis Mod Hushandm III 1 114 (EDS)
The goose-tongue herb grows chiefly in marshy grounds.

a 1824 Holdich Weeds (1825) 14 Hanff (Galium apartne) .

Goosetongue *597 Gerarde Herbalm clxvn. 1391 Of the

Goose tree.Bamakle tree, or the tree bearing Geese, 1865

W. WhiteE Eng II 62 Broad margins of grass and goose-
weed 1883 Longm Mag July 307 The trailing stlverweed

or gooseweed of our English roadsides *897 Daily News
jo Sept 8/3 An inferior gram (used for chicken food mostly)

-called goosewheat—a bearded variety, hardyand early

Hence {nonce-wds.) + Goo sedom, stupidity;

0-oo‘sehood, the fact ofbeing a goose ; Goo’seless

a,, without a goose; Goo'seship, a mock title.

*

1647 Ward Gimp Cobler 27 The gut-foundred goosdom,
wherewith they are now surcingled and debauched 283*
Whistle Bmkie (Scot Songs) 118001 I 113 Any gooseless
gander 1837 Fraser's Mag XVI. 311 His Gooseship, the
Right Dull of London 1865 Carlvlc Fiedk Gt xvxit vu
(1872) VII 225 Goosehood became too apparent. 1888
Harper's Mag Dec 158/1 The bestowal of turkeys upon
the turkeyless and geese upon the gooseless

Goose (gfe), v. [f Goose sb ]

1. trans. To press 01 iron with a tailor’s ‘goose \
1808 Jamieson, To Goose, to iron lmen cloths, S', a word

now nearly obsolete. 1859 Ramsay Rernm 189 To prepare
them [her caps] for being ironed, or, as she said, to make
them ready to be goosed

2. Tkeat. slatig. To hiss, to express disapproval

of (a person or play) by hissing (Cf. Goose sb 1 g )

1B53 Douseh Words 24 Sept 77/1 Actors speak of . , such
and such a tragedy being ‘damned’ or ‘goosed’. 1854
Dickens Hard F 1 vi, He was goosed last night, he was

-

goosed the night before last, he was goosed to-day He has
lately got in the way of being alwaj's goosed, and he can't

stand it 1866 St James's Mag XVI *6g, I tired of the
stage, however, although I was never ‘goosed’ in my life.

3. U.S (See qnots.)

1859 Bartlett Diet Amer

,

To Goose Boots, to repair
them by putting on a new front half way up, and a new
bottom 1889 Barr^re & Lcland Slang (1897), Goose .

(American) to enlarge or repair boots, by a process generally
known as footing, 1 e by putting in or adding pieces of
leather

4 slang To make a ‘ goose 1
of, befool.

1889 m BarrSrf & Leland Slang (1897)

Hence Goo smg vbl sb
;
also attrib.

1825 Jamieson, Gvsing-imc, a smoothing iron, a Gipsey
term, South of S 186a Ilhistr Land. News 18 Jan 75/1
‘Goosing’ appears to have been the fate of lively M-
Edmond About’s last new play

Gooseberry (gazben). Forms 6 gose,

gows-, 6-8 gooB-, 7 gous-, 9 Sc guse-, 6- goose-
and see Berry [Prob f Goose sb. 4 Berry sb.

The grounds on which plants and fruits have received
names associating them with animals ai e so commonly in-

explicable, that the want of appropi lateness in the meaning
affords no- sufficient ground for assuming that the word
is an etymologizing conuption, e. g of Du kruisbezte, G
krausbeere

,

or of a hypothetical *gorselerry or *gi aseberry

(see Groser, Groset) , though the last derives some little

support from the existence of the form Gozell for *groseU.]

1 The edible berry or fruit of any of the thorny

species of the genus Rtbes, the best known and most
commonly cultivated of which is R. Grossulana

;

also the plant or shrub itself (more fully gooseberry -

bush, -tree)

c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr m Palsgr. 912 Gose berrys,

f
; mselles 1573 Tusser Hush xvi (1878) 4* The Goose-
eiy, Respis and Roses 1597 Shaks 2 Hen JV, 1 ii

196 All the other gifts appertment to man (as the malice
of this Age shapes them) are not woorth a Goose berry.

1620 Venner Via Recta 111 59 It is very good to
stuffe them with sowre-grapes, or vnnpe -gooseberries

1663 Ph Henry Dianes (1882) 131 Trees received from
Mr Hammond. 6 Apples. 6 Corans 6 Goosberryes 1669
Worlidce Syst. Agnc (1681) xi6 Goosbemes being
through ripe, taste the most like Grapes of any of our
English Fruits *740 Somerville Holbinol in 42 Crystal
Gooseberries Are piled on Heaps , in vain the Parent-
Tiee Defends her luscious Fruit with pointed Spears

1859 Thompson Gardener's Assist 380 In the gooseberry
and currant, the leaves have ’ chiefly performed their office

when the fruit is ripened off

f 2 Extended to the other species of Rtbes \
see

Currant a Obs.

Z578 Lyte Dodoens v lxx 635 The Pibes or beyond sea
gooseberries Ibid vi xv 682 Ihe blacke gooseberies

growe of them selues in moyst vntoyled places Ibid 683
Rtbes rubmvt ; in English Redde Gooseberries, beyond-sea
Gooseberries, Bastard Cormthes 1655 Moufet & Bennet
Health's Intprov. (1746) 3x9 Red Gooseberries

3. Applied to various shiubs resembling the

gooseberiy (sense 1 ) in some way, as American
gooseberry, Heierotrtchvmpdfens orH tnveurn ,

Barbados gooseberry, Peieskia acukata. Cape
gooseberry, Physahs ediths or JP peruviana,

,

Coromandel gooseberry, Averrhoa Carambola

,

Little gooseberry {Austral ), Buchanama man-
gotdes

,
Otaheite or Tahiti gooseberry, Phyl-

lanthus distichus.

1847 Leichhardt Jml xiv 497 The little gooseberry tree

(Coniogeton Aiborescens) 1864 Gkisebach Flora W, Ind
784 Gooseberry, American^ Gooseberry, Barbadoes *866

Treas Bot 543/1 Coromandel Gooseberry . Tahiti Goose-

berry. 188a J Smith Diet Pop Names Plants s v Winter
Cherry, The Cape Gooseberry a native oftropical America.

4.

Short for gooseberry-wine

1786 Goldsm. Vic W v, The fond mother insisted upon
her landlord’s stepping in, and taking a glass of her goose-

berry. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser 1 All Fools' Day, Fill us a
cup of that sparkling gooseberry—we will drink no wise,

melancholy, politic port on this day.

5.

A chaperon or one who * plays propriety’ with

a pair of lovers, esp in to play gooseberry (Cf.

gooseberry-picker in 8.)

1837 J F Palmer Devonsk Gloss , Gubbs
}
a go-between

or gooseberry ‘ To play gooseberry ’ is to give a pretext to

’two young people to be together. 1870 Miss Broughton
Red as Rose 1. 169 Gooseberry I may be but, at all events,

I won’t be instrumental in making myself so x88t W E
Norris Matrim I 21 Let the old Woman choose between
playing gooseberry or loitering behind alone *889 G Allen
‘lents ofShem II xi8 Madame didn’t know a single word of

Eriglish and was, therefore, admirably adapted .for enact-

ing with effect the part of the common or garden gooseberry
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6 slang. Oldgooseberry ^=‘Ca.t deuce (Deuce 2 a)

;

esp. to flay (f up) old gooseberry ,
to make havoc

(+ see also quot 1796).
1796 Grose's Did Vnlg Tongue (ed 3) s v , He played

up old gooseberry among them , said of a person who, by
force or threats, suddenly puts an end to a riot or distuib-

ance. 18*7 Sporting-Mag XXI 144 Several of the gentle-

men rode over the dressed grounds and played old goose-

berry with them 1844 Dickfns Mart Chuz. xxxvm, I’ll

play Old Gooseberry with the office, and make you glad to

buy me out at a good high figure *863 H Kingslfy
Hillyars fy Burtons III xm 149 You_ should have a tea-

stick, and take them [dogs] by the tail and lay on like

old gooseberry 1883 Ln R Gower My Remxn II xxvu.

249 A great gale played old gooseberry with the boats.

7 . attnb and Comb.
a. attributive, as gooseberry-bush

,
-cream.

,

-fair

,

-
feast,

-pudding,
-shout, -tart, -tree, -wine, b ob-

jective, as goosebeny-grower c smulative, as

+gooseheiry-cheek , also gooseberry-eye (cf goose-

berry-eyedm 8) ;
gooseberry-orb = prec.

1530 Palsgr 226/2 "Goseberry busshe, grosetllter. 1348
Turner Names of Herbes 88 Vita cnspa is also called

Grossularta, ip english a Groser bushe, a Goosebery
bush. 1771 Richardson in Phil. Trans LXI 183 On the
goosberry bush and cunant the same Aphides may be
found a 1658 Cleveland Poems (1677) 86 First on her
“Goosberry Cheeks I mine eys Blasted 1706 Closet Rari-
ties (N ), To make *Gooseberry Cream 1789 Wolcot (P

* Pindar) Subj for Painters Wks 1812-II. 174 How sweetly
roll your ’’Gooseberry Eyes 1886 Rusicin P> setenta I

422 A portly gentleman with gooseberry eyes 1823 Hone
livery-day <Bk ,1 437 What aie called the ‘"Goosebeiry
fairs’ by the wayside, whereat heats are run upon half-

killed horses, or donkeys 1796 SportingMag VIII 274
The late Bath annual "gooseberry feast 1834-43 Southey
Doctor cxxxix (1848) 348/2 He was much esteemed among
the Class of "Gooseberry Growers *803 Jane Porter
Thaddens (1826) III v 102 When [she] compared .. Pem-
broke’s dark and ever-animated eyes, with the "gooseberry
orbs of Lascelles. vj6q Mrs Raffald Eng Honsekfr
(1778) 183 "Gooseberry Pudding *796 SportingMag VIII
274 The annual "gooseberry shew, held at the house of
Mr, Robert Huxley, 1839 Thompson Gardener's Assist,

S59 The great number of gooseberry shows held xn Lan-
cashire, Cheshire, and Yorkshire 1845 Budd Dis Liver
185 After imprudently eating "gooseberry tart, she was
seized with violent pain c 1532 Du Wes Introd Fr. m
Palsgr 914 "Gowsbery tre, groiselicr 1707 Curios in
Huso y Gard 197 Fig-trees, Quince-Trees, Goosberry-
Trees 1707 Sir T More England's Interest (Utle-p ),

How to Make "Gooseberry, aim Mulberry Wines

8. Special comh.: gooseberry-caterpillar, ?the
caterpillar of the gooseberry-moth

,
gooseberry-

eyed a (see quot ) , gooseberry-louse = Har-
vest-bob; gooseberry-moth, the magpie-moth
{Abraxas grossulanata\ gooseberry-picker, one
who picks gooseberries, colloq a chaperon (so

gooseberry-picking vbl. sb ) ,
gooseberry-pie, {a)

a pie made of gooseberries, etc.; {b) (see quot.

1879) ; gooseberry-season, the time when goose-

berries are ripe, esp m big gooseberry season, the
tune of year when the newspapers have plenty of
spaceto record trifles

;
gooseberry-wig (see quot

)

*883 Garden 6 May 319/3 A sharp look out must now be
kept for "Gooseberry caterpillars 1796 Grose’s Did Vitlg

.

Tongue (ed 3), *Gooseberry-eyed, one with dull grey ej-es,

like boiled gooseberries 1856 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 2qoIhe
new insect called 1 harvest bugs ’, or ‘ "gooseberry lice * im-
ported in some American plants 1816 Kirby & Sp Entomol,

xxvi (1818) II 452 The caterpillars of the "gooseberry-moth
*868 Yates Rock Ahead 11 ix, In his capacity of "goose-
berry picker. Lord S was led into anything but pleasant
pastures 1888 J, Payn Myst Mirbrtd^e III xli 128 He
had a sort of ‘ Don’t mind me ’ way with him that made
him quite the perfection ofa ‘ gooseberry-picker '. 1747 Mrs
Glasse Cookery 114 A custara is very good with the "goose-
berry pie 1766G0LDSM Vic IV vu, Go help your mother to
makethegooseberrypie. 1879 Britten&Holland Plant-n ,

Gooseberry pie, Efilahium hirsutwn L
,
from the smell of

the leaves 1787 ‘G Gambado ' Acad Horsemen (1809) 26
How to make up a good stout dose of physic for your wife
or servants, in the "gooseberry season 1796 Grose's Did.
Vulg Tongue (ed 3}, *Gooseberry wig, a large fnzzled wig

,

perhaps, from a supposed likeness to a gooseberry bush.

Gooseberry-foo’l. [Fool sb 2]

1. A dish made of gooseberries stewed or scalded
and pounded with cream
*719 D’Urfey Pills III 9 A rich clouted Cream, or a

Gooseberry-Fool *775 Jekyll Coi-r 30 May, I must thank
you for the recipe to make gooseberry fool 1886 J K
Jerome Idle I houghts (1889) 70 A laige dish ofgooseberry-
fool that was standing to cool
Comb 1888 Lady2$ Oct 378 Gooseberry-fool-green velvet.

2 . As a popular plant-name. a. Willow-herb
{Epilobium hirsuturri), also called gooseberry-pie

,

b Lungwort (Pulmonaria officinalis)

(794 Martyn Rousseau’s Bot xix 257 The hairy sort [of
French Willow] vulgarly known by the name of Codlins
and Cream, or Goosberry Fool, from the smell of the leaves
(838 Lady Wilkinson Weeds tj- Wild FI 72 Lung-wort,
Cowslip ofJerusalem Gooseberry-fool, Pulmonaria,

Goo se-bill. Used as a name for things resem-
bling the bill of a goose
1 . The plant Galium Apartne' = Goosb-grass 2

*597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl,, Goose bill, Aparme x886
Spa Soc Lex

, Goosehll

,

the Galium apartne, in reference
to the serrated edges of the leaves ana their resemblance
to the rough edges of the mandibles of the goose

f2 . A kind of forceps for extracting bullets, etc,
(Cf, Crow-bill 2.) Obs.

1676 Coles, Goes bill, a Chirurgeons instrument of the

same use as a Crow-bill 1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey)

1823 in Crabb Technol. Did
3 Naut (See quot )
*735-40 Dyche & Pardon Diet , Goose-bill

,

a particular

sail used at sea, when a ship goes before the wind, or with

a quarter wind

Goo ase-cap. ? Obs [see Cap sb 1 (sense 7).]

A booby, noodle, numskull, simpleton, fool

1389 Nashe Martins. Mths Mtnde 45 And so will yon
Sonnes both, like a couple of goosecaps 1604 Dekki-r
Honest Wh Wks 1873 II 8x Out you Guiles, you Goose-
caps, you Gudgeon-eaters 1 1638 Ford Fancies iv i, What
a wise goose-cap hast thou shew’d thyself 1 1711 Swift
Jml to Stella 18 Apr , Did you ever see such a blundering

f
oosecap as Presto ? 1764 Foote Mayor o/G 1. Wks. 1799
169 My husband is such a goose-cap, that I can't get no

good out of him at home or abroad 1820 Miss Mittord
m L’Estrange Life (1870) II 121 She’s a goosecap and
a romp, and a saucebox 1828 Scott F M Perth v, A
plague on thee for a cold down-hearted goose cap

Hence Goose-ca pical a nonce-wd
,
foolish

C1785 % Thompson’s Man 14 Nonsensical, fantastical,

goose-capical, coxcomical, and ldiotical

GOO'Se-egg. (PI- igeese-eggs ) The egg of a
goose; hence U.S. m scoring at athletic contests,

the zero or ‘O’ showing a miss or inability to

score. (Cf. Duok’s-egg.)
c 1394 P PI Crede 225 His chyn wij> a chol lollede As

greet as a gos eye 1398 Trfvisa Barth De P R xvih.
xxxm (1495) 795 The cocodrill Iayeth eggys m the londe
that ben gretter than goes eggys Ibid xix lxxxm 9x4
Geys egges ben grete and harde to defye, 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Husb iv (1586) 164 Of Goose Egges never
set under a Henne above five 1630 B Discollimtmum 30
One Mother Huggin got all the goose-eggs, hen-eggs,
and duck-eggs she could *774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776)
VI, 294 It crows to the sire of a goose-egg 1886 N V.
limes July (Cent ), The New York players presented the
Boston men with nine unpalatable goose eggs m their [base-

ball] contest on the Polo Grounds yesterday

b attrib goose-egg moth, Cihx compressa.
18x9 G Samouelle Entomol Compend 254

Goo;se-flesh, gooseflesh.,
1. The flesh of a goose
1x423 Voc, in Wr -Wulcker 661 Caro auctna, goseflesche

11320 L. Andrewe Noble Lyfe 11 x Lj b in Babets Bk

,

The gose flessh is very grose of nature in disiestion.

2 A rough, pimply condition of the skin, resem-
bling that of a plucked goose, produced by cold,

fear, etc
;
horripilation. (Cf Goose-skin 2 )

? 1810 Coleridge Lit Rem (1839) IV. 342 The very term by
which the German New-Birtbites express it is enough to give
one goose-flesh 1868 Browning Ring Bk vm 282 1 his

cold day l Guido must be all goose-flesh in his hole. 1876
Duhring Dis Skin 29 The condition known as cutis an-
senna, or goose-flesh x88o Browning Clive X92 The
memory of that moment makes goose-flesh rise 1

fig 1864 Lowell Study Wind. (x886) X23 Irritating every
pore of his vanity, like a ary north-east wind, to a gooseflesh
of opposition and hostility

attrib and Comb 1831 Thackeray in Scribner'sMag II
134/2 The Exhibition was a great love-inspiring, goose-
flesh-bnngmg sight 18351 0 W Holmes Prof BreaJkf-t.
xi, Such a 1 gooseflesh ' shiver ran over my skm
Hence {nonce-wds ) Goo seflesMngppl. a

,

giving
one * gooseflesh.

*

;
Goo sefleshy a, of or pertaining

to ‘gooseflesh’.

1894 G S Layard Tennyson $ Illustrators 11 16 The
true goose-fleshy appearance that would be lost in the
warmth of the studio, *893 Clark Russell Convict. Ship
II xxvi 159 ‘It’s a goosefleshing discipline’, said Captain
Barrett

Goo'Se-foot. Used as the name of various
objects resembling the foot of a goose.
1. A plant belonging to one of the various species

of the> genus Ckenopodium

,

so called from the
shape of the leaves. PI goosefoots.
The Eng name seems to have been a translation from the

Ger A Lat plant-name of the same etymological meaning,
Chenopus (Gr \rivovavd) occurs in Pliny.
1348 Turner Names ofHerbes H hj b, Pes ansermus is

called in duch gensz [ntispr geusz]fusz and it may be called
In enghs^e Goose-fote 1533 EDrN Decades 262 The herbe
cauled Lhenopode (which sutne caule goose foote), 1607
Topsell Foitrf Beasts (1658) 528 The hearb goosefoot is

venemous to swine 1637 W Coles Adam in Eden ccctx
577 Goose-foot or Sowbane 1698 J Petiver tn Phil,
Trans XX 401 With Leaves somewhat like our Goosefoot
1738 Deering Catal Stirp 34 The other Goosefoot called
by some Country People Fat Hen 1794 Martyn Rousseau’s
Bot xvii 221 Such are all the Goose-foots, of which theie are
no less than twenty species x86x Miss VxKTsFlower, PI IV
38 The goose-foots and other unattractive plants 1872
Oliver Elem Bot 11 224 Artificial Shagreen used to be
made by pressing a piece of leather upon the seeds of White
Goosefoot so as to raise a wnrted surface

b The plant Aspalathus Chenopoda,
1848 Rural Cycl II 480 Goosefoot A beautiful, yellow-

flowered, evergreen, Cape-of-Good-Hope shrub,

2 Something arranged or made m the shape of
a goose’s foot ; e g a three-branched hinge, or a
number of roads diverging from a common point,
PI goose-feet. [

= F patted'oie ]
15*6-17 ,in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 417 Le

gosfote ad magnam portam occidentalem collegn 1712
I James tr Le Blonds Gardening 19 A Goose-foot, which
leads into the great Walks Ibid 54 The Walks of these
Goose-feet center every one upon the Spouts of the Water-
work. 1741 Stack in Phil Trans XLI 683 The Goose-
foot formed by the Valve being much more compounded.
Goo'se - grass. Forms, a. see Goosa and

GOOSE-NECK.

Grass, 0 6-8 erron goose-grease. The popular
name of various plants, most of which are or were
formerly used as food for geese.

1 Sliver-weed {Potentilla Ansenna).
<1*387 Sinon Bartkol (Anecd Oxon ) 4r Tanacetum

album, gosegresse c 1400 Med Wks isth C (Henslow i8oo>
99 Tak plaunteyn, gosgres, an[d] housleke c 1440 Promt
Parv 204/1 Gosys gres, or camoroche, or wylde tanzy xg07
Gerarde Herbal Suppl , Goosegras was sometime called
Argentina, 1691 RayN C Words 32 Goose grass, Goose
tansia, Argentina 1707 Mortimer Husb 240 Goose grass
or Wild Tanste is a Weed that strong Clays are very subject
to 1853 G Johnston Nat. Hist E Bord. I 7* Potentilla
ansenna, Goose-grass

2 Cleavers {Galium Apanne).
Hence applied with distinctive epithet to other species of

Galium, as in t Downy stalk Goosegi ass, 1 some variety ofG scabium (Withering Bnt PI 1796); Yellow Goosegrass
Our Lady's Bedstraw, G. verum (Britten & H , citing
Rut at Cycl). Possibly quot c 1400 (sense 1) belongs to
this sense
a 1338 Turner Libellus, Goosgyrs, Appanne 1378 Lyte

Dodoens iv. lxxiv 538 Ciiuer or Goosegrasse hath many
smal square branches 1637 W. Coles Adam in Eden
clxxxvn 202 It is called in English Goosegrasse, Cleavers
(or Clivers), 1779 M rs, Delany Life $ Coir Ser 11 II
425 The specimen of goose grass or cleavers that you enclos’d
is the right sort, i860 All Year Round No 48, 508 The
seeds of avens have one single hook, those of agrimony and
goosegrass many x86x Miss Pratt Plower PI HI 153
(Goose-grass or Cleavers) This plant is said to have its
name from the fondness of that bird for its herbage
P 1330 Palsgr 226/2 Gose grece, an herbe 1387

Mascall Govt Cattle l (1600) 15 Likewise the mice of
cleuers, or goose grease 1691 RayN C Words 35 Hariff
and Catchweed, Goose-grease, Apanne. 173* Bailey
Hariffand Catchweed

,
Goose Grease

’ '

f 8, Purple goose-grass, field madder or spur-
wort {Sherai dia arvetisis) Obs.
1548 Turner Nantes ofHerbes 11 It [A lysson Plum ] had

leaues lyke madder and purple flouies, itmayebe named 111

Englishe purple goosgrafe [«<]

4. The wild grass Bromus mollis.

1833 G Johnston Nat Hist E Bord I 217 Bromus
inolhs Goose-grass Bull-grass 1893m Northumbld Gloss

5 . U.S a. ‘ The door-weed, Polygonum avicu-
lare ’ (Cent Diet), b. ‘Low spent-grass, Poa
annua ’ {Stand. Diet).

Goo’se-grease. The melted fat or grease of

the goose See also Goose-grass 2 /?.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R, xvir xlui (1495) 629
Oyneons hetpyth ache of reynes wyth gose grece or wyth
hony. 1523 Fitzherb Husb § 43 Let thy terre be medled
with oyle, gose grease, or capons grease, these three be the
beste 1637 W Coles Adam in Eden 1 99 If they be
anointed with it [Garden-cresse], and Goose-grease mixed
together 1846 J. Baxtfr Libr. Pract Agnc (ed 4) II
150 Some farmers place gi eat reliance on goose-grease 1875H C Wood 7'herap (1879) 582 Mutton suet and goose
grease are famous in domestic medicine, but are simply
valuable because, if well piepaied, they are less apt than
some other fats to become rancid

Goo'selierd.* Also Gozzard. [f Goose sb

+ Herd sb 2] One who tends a flock of geese
*4 , *773 [For the form gosherd see Gozzard] 1577

Harrison England nr a (1877)11 15 1 heirgeese are driuen
to the field like heards of cattell by a goose heard 1870
Yea ts Nat Hist Comm 314 A gooseherd, it is said, can
distinguish every goosem the flock by the tones of Us voice

X892 bwiNBURNE studies (1894) 232 The democratic theatri-

cals of Galilean geese and gooseherds

Goo'se-honse.
1. A small house or shed m which geese are shut

up for the night.
*474_5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) I 05 Prole flage-

ynge de le goyshous x5*6-i7 Ibid 106 Laboranti ad le

Gowsehouse 1616 Surfl & Markh, Country Earme 77
They must be put into the Goose-house, and kept asunder
with hurdles. 1832 Miss Mittord Village Ser. v 154
Pigsties, goose-houses, and hen-houses out of number.

2. A village lock-up. 2

1841 P. Parley's Ann, II 241 Several others were ..

dragged off to what in the country is called, the goose-house
—that is, the cage. 1847-89 in Halliwell.
Gooseling, obs, lorm of Gosling.
Goo se-neck. A name given to things shaped

like the neck of a goose
1. Naut. (See quots. 1769 and 1867 )

1688 S Sewall Diary 29 Nov , About 12 at night the

whipstaf is somehow loosed from the Gooseneck *736
Gentl Mag XXVI. 15 The tiller was unshipped and the

goose-neck shifted. *769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780),

Goose-neck

,

a sort of iron hook fitted on the inner end of a
boom, and introduced into a clamp of iron, or eye-bolt,

which encircles the mast, or is fitted to some other place in

the ship, so that it may be unhooked at pleasure 183s
Marryat OllaPodr v, He perceived the half of a niaintojj-

sail yard lying on the goose-necks 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk , Goose-neck, a curved iron, fitted outside the

after-chains to receive a spare spar, properly the swinging
boom, a davit.

2. Meek A pipe or piece of iron, etc curved like

the neck of a goose,
1843 J A Ransome Implem Agric 53 A collar chain

having what is technically termed a * goose neck * passing

through one of its links, which is made circular for its admis-

sion 1x1864 Gesner Coal, Petrol , etc (1865! 77 The pipe

connecting the gooseneck and worm 1870 Cone & Johns
Petrolm xi 164 A conducting tube, called a ’ goose-neck ,

which it resembled in shape 1873 Knight Did Mech ,

Goose-neck a nozzle having a universal-joint connection to

the stand-pipe on a fire-engine 1888 Lockwoods Diet

Mech Engm , Goose Neck

,

the bent rod by which the tap

hole m a casting ladle ts opened and closed.
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3 . (See quot

)

a*. Miss B\ki R Noi thampionsh Gloss
,
Goose neck, a

twisted stick, with two sharp points to run into the thatch,

to prevent the wind blowing it up 1884 in Cassell

Goo'se-cmill.
r . ,

1. One of the quills or wing-feathers of a goose

,

hence, a pen made of such a feather

Huloet, Goose quyll, calamus onset inns 1583

Hollyband Campo rfi Fw> 331 We write with goose quilles

1602 Shaks Ham 11 u 359 Many wearing Rapiers, are

affiaide of Goose-quils 1658 Manton Exp Jude verse 3

Wks 1871 V 98 The goose quill hath smote antichrist

under the fifth rib 1773 Hamilton in Phil Ti ans LX III

527 Two wires of about the sue of a goose quill 1834 f . H

HrAD Bubbles ofBrnnnen 138 Sensations on the eye and

ear which the goose-quill has not power to impart 1864

Burton Scot Abr I in 148 A fat philosopher sitting writ-

ing m a peaceful library with a goose quill

attnb
*
1594 Nashe Unfort hav Wks (Grosart)V 38

These aboue named gooseqml braccahadocheos 1661

Walton Angler (ed 3) x 172 Three .Goose quil floats

f b A writer, author nonce-use. Obs

1600 Nashe Snmmeis Last Will Wks (Grosart) VI 149

Bowles cards and dice, you are the true hbeialsciences, He

ne're be Goose quil, gentlemen, while I lute

f 2 Naut. (See quot.
;
cf Goose-wing 2 ) Obs

1760 Falconfr Diet Marine (1780', Caigner Ic point de

la voile gut est sous le vent,
to haul up the lee clue garnet,

or goose quill ol a sad

Hence + Goosequi Ilian a
16x0 Histrio in hi. D 4, Not while goosequilhan Posthast

holds his pen

Goosery (gw'seri). [f. Goose sb + -eby,]

1 Silliness such as is attributed to the goose ; are.

164a Milton Apol. Sweet vm Wks (1851) 3x0 The lofty

nakednesse of your Latinizing Barbarian, and the fintcall

goosery of your neat Sermon-actor *875-9 Carlvlr in

Mem Tennyson (1897) II 23S Goldie was just an Irish

blackguard, with a fine biatn and a great fund of goosery

2 A place m which geese aie kept
, a collection

of geese.

x8a8 Miss Mittord Pillage Ser lit 293 They set up

a cackle which might aval the din of their own goosenes at

feeding-time 1831 Blackiu Mag XXX 506 On its tiptoes

rose the entire Goosery—flap went every wing

Goose-akin.
1. The skin of a goose
*700 Flover Cold Baths 1 11 38 Excessive Cold, which

contracts the Skin like a Goose-Skin

2 = Goose-flesh 2 .

[x638RAWLrvtr Bacon's Life <$ Death 150 A Rugged Skin,

such as they call a Goose Skin (orig. de cute tpissiori, quant

vacant ansertnam), which is
1

,
as it were, Spongie ] *785

J TRUSLrR Mod Times III 157 He draws back when they

are addressing him, as if contamination was in their bieath,

and is all gooseskin at a low bi ed man *824 Miss FrRRiER

Inker 11, Hei skin began to rise into what is vulgarly termed

goose skin 1836 Lady Dacrf in L’Estrange Friendships

Miss Mitfoi d (1882) I, 319 The learning she displays .

gives me, what the poor people call the ‘ goose skin —a soi t

of vague sensation of awe 1872 Huxley Phys xu 270
‘ Horripilation ' or ‘ goose-skin

1

1896 A llbutt's Syst Med.

I 341 The skin is pale, and owing to the contraction of the

unstnped muscle fibres, presents the appeaiance called

‘goose skin

3

A thin soft kmd of leather Also atti ib

1826 Mom Herald in Hone Eveiy-day Bk (1859) II 461

The ladies all wore a goose skin underdress, tn compliment

to the north-easter 1889 m Century Diet

4. The impression made upon copal by the sand

or gravel in which it is found
1859R F Burton Centr A/r. in Jrnl Geog Soc, XXIX

437 The ‘goose-skin’, .which is the impress of sand or

gravel .To clear the goose skin of dirt

Hence Goo se-skinned. Goo se-skinny adjs.,

affected with ‘ goose-skin

’

1844 Dickens Chimes 1, A breezy, goose-skinned, blue-

nosed, tooth-chattering place it was, to wait in 1878

Lady Herbert tr. Hiibnei's Ramble 11 11 258 It was the

terrible revolver which had already made me feel goose-

skinny on leaving Yokohama.

Goo’se-step. Mtt. An elementary drill in

which the recruit is taught to balance his body on

either leg alternately, and swing the other back-

wards and forwards
1806 Sir R Wilson Jrnl xi Feb

,
The balance or goose-

step introduced for their practice excites a fever of disgust

1825 D L. Richardson Sonnets 32 Oft with aching bones, I

marched the goose-step, cursing Serjeant Jones. 1887 T A
Trollope What I remember II i\« 164 You must have
superintended a course of instruction in the goose-step in

your day.

Hence Goo*se-step v mir , to practise this drill

*879 Baring Gouid Germany I 297 He sees them
[recruits] posturing, goose-stepping, tumbling [etc ]

Goo-se-wing.
1. The wmg of a goose.

*f*
Sometimes used as

a type of what is of trifling value. In quot. 1630
with allusion to the feathers used for arrows.

1377 Langl.*P PI B, iv 36 Thet ne gyueth noujte of god
one gose wynge 1540 Latimtr flu Serm bef Edw VI
(Arb ) 113 He was not able to giue so much as, a gose wynge
for they were none of hys to gyue 1550 Crowley Epigr
470 They invent idle othes, , , by the goose wyng 1*577

B Googe Hereshack's pfnsb iv (1586) 188 b, If any thing

remaine, not washed away, you must sweepe it out with a
Goose wing 1586 BrighxMelanch iv 27 Water fowle are

not of melancholicke persons to be tasted, except the goose-
wings 1630 J Taylor (Water P > Wks 1 107/1 Search
the Chronicles, it is most plaine, That the Goose-wing braue
conquests, did obtained

Vol, IV,

2 Naut (See quots
,
cf Goose-quill 2 )

1626 Caps Smith Acad I ng Stamm eg Put out a
goose \unge, or a hullocke of a sayle 1627 — Seaman's
Giant ix 41 F01 inoie haste vnparrell the miten yard and
lanch it. and the saile ouer her Lee quarter, and fit Glues at
the further end to keepe the yard steady, and with a Boome
hoome it out , this we call a Goose-wing 1769 Fai confr
Diet Mai me (1780), Goose wings of a sail, the clues or
lower coi neis of a ship's mam-sail 01 fore-sail, when the
middle part is fuiled or tied up to the yaid 1836 Mauryat
Midsh Easy xxvi, 1 hose on deck were setting the goose-
wings of the mainsail, to prevent the fiigate fiom being
pooped a second time 1867 Smyth Senior's Woid-bk ,

Goose wings ofa. Sail, the situation of a course when the
bunt-lines and lee-clue are hauled up, and the weather-clue
down Also applied to the fore and mai n sails ofa schooner
01 other two masted fore-and-aft vessel, when 1 mining
before the wind she has these sails set on opposite sides

Hence Goo se winged a
1869 Mayne Reid’s Mag, June 515 We beheld a large

ship lying to under goose-winged mam-top-sail and storm-
stay-sails 1883 Clark Russell Sailors’ Lang, Goose-
winged—when tne weather clew of a course is down and the
lee clew and the buntlmes hauled up.

Goosey (g» Si) Also goosy, goosie. [f Goose
sb, + -y ] A childish or playful diminutive of Goose
sb

,
applied to persons. Also goosey-goosey,

goosey-gander (fiom the nursery rime ‘Goosey,
goosey, gander, Whither did you wandei ?’).

ax8x6 Wolcot (P Pmdar) Elegy Wks x8i6 IV 368 Or
where wert thou, O goddess of the fiddle? To suffer Air t join

with Goosy Gander, Cock Robin, Horner, and High diddle
diddle 1842 111 Halliwell Nm sery Rhymtsq2 Goosy goosy
gander 1 Where shall I wander ? 1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle
Join’s C 1 8 Do you think all the world are set on him as

you are, you goosie? 1862 H Kingsley Ravenshoe xlvn,

That goosey-gander Alwright 1868 V Locrfr Nice C01-
1 espondent / iv His bride was a goosey ! 1878M E Jackson
Chaperon's Caies 1 xi 150 ‘ Date say you do, but I am not

such a goosey-goosey

'

Gooshet, obs Sc foi in of Gusset

Goo sifiecl, pa. fple nonce-wd Affected with
‘goose-flesh’.

*837 J H Newman Lett (1891) II 240 [He] shrunk up as

if twenty thousand pins had been thrust into him
, his flesh

goosified, his mouth puckered up

Goosish (gw’sifl, a. [f. Goose sb + -ish.]

Goose-like, silly, stupid.

c 1374 Chauci r Troylm 111 535 (584! Yet gan the him
luseche, Foi to be war of goosish peples speche. That
dremen thinges whiche that never were. 1863 Readei

19 Dec 726/2 The droll carvings of asinine preachers and
goosish congregations

Hence Goo sishness.
1864 Mrs Carlylf Lett III 220 This creatuie, with hei

goosishness, and her self-conceit

Gooslmg, obs foim of Gosling.
Goossy, variant of Gdssie Se , pig

Goost(e, obs form of Ghost
Goosy (g« si), a Also goosey, [f. Goose sb.

+ -Y 1
] Goose-like

1 Resembling a goose
;
hence, foolish, silly

x8it Out
<S

Juliet IV 163, I wanted a hearth-rug and I

would have a swan in the middle of it ;
but when it wax

done, the swan looked so goosey that I was ashamed of

it 1866 Carlylf Remin (1881) II 201 A foolish, goosey,

innocent but very vulgar kind of mortal x86o Contemp.

Rev XI 356 Mr Riviere’s * Fox and Geese ’ made us laugh,

the geese in conclave ovei the prostrate fox were so wonder-

fully goosy *871 Carlyle m Mrs C's Lett I *13A goosey

maid servant at Mainhill

2 Of the skm In the condition of ‘ goose-flesh

1857 Charnb Jrnl VIII 191 As if an instrument of that

kind would ever persuade me out of a goosey sensation in

the calves 1887 Jefferies Amaiyllis at Fair 3 The skin

of her arms became ‘ goosey 1 directly,

Hence Goo siness.
1888 MissTytler BlackballGhosts I xi 041 You are the

goosiest goose, Lucy' I am rather tired of your goosiness

Goot, Goote, obs. forms of Goat, Gote.

Gopher (go “‘far), sbf ZJ, S. Also 9 gophur.

[? Sam to be ad colonial ¥ gaufre
According to Webster 1848-64, gaufre was used by the

French settlers in North America as a name for various

buri owing animals, and is a transferred use ofgaufre honey-

comb (see GorER, Goffer) ; cf the vb ‘ to honeycomb as

expressing the action of such animals ]

1 A burrowing rodent of the genera Geomys ancl

Thomomys ;
a pocket gopher or pouched rat

1812 Brackfnridge Views Louisiana (1814) 58 The
Gopher lives under ground, m the prairies, and is also

found east of the Mississippi 1841 CatlinN Amerind
(1844) II liv 165 The subterraneous whistle of the busy

gophirs that were ploughing and vaulting the earth beneath

us 1856 Bryant Poems ,
Prairies 64 The gopher mines

the ground Where stood their swarming cities 1883 B
Harte Carqmnez Woods vn 161 [She] went like a squirrel

up a tree or down like a gopher in the ground

2 A burrowing or ground squirrel of the sub-

family Spermophihnse ,
a spermophile

*874 Coues BirdsN W 357 Gopher Frontier vernacular

name for all the ground-squirrels {Spermophtli) indiscrimi-

nately *883 Leisure Hour 475/2 N umbers of. grey land

squirrels (gophers) scampered, over the flats.

3 A burrowing land-tortoise ( Testudo Carolina),

of nocturnal habits, common in the southern U S

1791 W. Bartram Caiohna 18 The dens, or caverns, dug

in the sand hills, by the, great land-tortoise, called here

Gopher, present a very singular appearance 1845 Lyeli

Trav N Amer I i6r, I frequently observed the holes of

the gopher, a kind of land-tortoise *884 Tunes 18 Apr 8

They vary this with a fish or gopher caught 111 the lakes 01

w oods, the gopher being a species of land tui tie

4. A. large burrowing snake of the southern

United States Also gopher-snake. {Cent. Diet)
1884-5 RiversideNat Hist (1888) III 367 Spilotes coupen

..is known by the negroes as the indigo or gopher snake

5 Mining, A gopher- di ift q.v.
x88i [see gpphei dufi]
6. atti tb and Comb

,
as gopher-hill, -pelt\ also

gopher-drift (see quot.) , gopher-hole, (a) the

opening of a gopher’s burrow ; (b) (see Gopher
v 2) ,

gopher-mart, ‘ asafe-blowei ( Thieves' slang) ’

{Cent Diet ) , gopher-plum, -root (see quots).
*88* Raymond Mining Gloss

,
Gopher or *Gophcr-dnft,

an irregular prospecting drift, following or seeking the ore
without regard to maintenance ofa regular grade or settion

1841 Catlin N Amer Ind (1844) II liv 166 Over an
extended plain are seen, like *gophir hills, their excavationx
ancient and recent. 1865 N V Herald in Morn Siai

3 Feb ,
Some of our troops covering themselves from the fire

by resort to the *gopherholes in the vicinage. 1883 Steven-
son Silverado Sq 90 The meanest boy could lead them
miles out of their way to see a gopher-hole 1891 Century
Mag Nov. 62, I cannot pay for a team each year with
‘‘gopher pelts as others do 1893 Funk's Stand Diet ,

*Gopher-pluin, the Ogeechee lime uYyssa capitata) 1889
Century Diet

,
*Gopker-i oot, a low rosaceous shrub, Chryso-

balanns oblongifohus, with extensively creeping under-

g
-ound stems, found m the sandy pine barrens of Florida,

eorgia, and Alabama

Gopher (gflufiM), sb. 2 [a Heb ica gopher ]
The tree of the wood of which the ark was made
Chiefly in comb gopher-wood applied m U. S.

to the yellow-wood {Cladiastis tinctorid).

1611 Bible Gen vi 14 Make thee an Arke of Gophei-
wood 1856 Aird Poet Wks 101 There to a pillar of black
gopher-wood Brought near, a fettered prisoner he stood

1867 Jean Ingeloiv Story Doom 1 20 Where the palm, Ihe
almug, and the gophir shot their heads,

Gopher, sb 3 . see Gofer
Gopher (g»u* of), v U S. [f. Gopher
1. mtr. To act like a gopher ; to burrow.

1893 Scribners Mag. Apr 473/2 At first were those who
. gophered under the mighty walls of the temple

2. ‘ In Mining, to begin or carry on mining opera-

tions at hap-hazard, or on a small scale; mine
without any reference to the possibility of future

permanent development. Such mine-openings ai e

fiequently called gopher-holes and coyote-holes

(Pacific States)’ {Cent Diet.),

Gopher, variant of Goffer.
Gopin, gopin g, goppen, obs. ff. Gowfjbn.

Goppe, variant of Gup wt ,
Obs

Gor 1
. Obs. exc dial Also 7 gorr [Of tin

known origin
,
cf Gobb ] An unfledged bird,

1683 F. Hopflston in Land Gnz No 1860/6 The Old
Birds of Prey, with their young Gorrs, which they were
training up to swallow Kingdoms at once 1847-78 Halli-
well, Got, a young unfledged bird. Westnt

Gor 2
. Obs. exc. dial [Cf Gormaw ] A sea-gull

1697 Phil Trans. XIX 576 Seven soit of Fowls, as

Curliew, Sea-Pye, Sea-Swallow, Gorre, and other we want
Names for. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss

Gor, dial f Gore sbP

;

var Gore sb 5 Obs ;

obs f. Gore v 1

II Gorah, gorrah. [Hottentot ] A Hottentot

musical instrument (see quot. 1881).

[1786 Sparrman Cape G H I 229 This instrument is

called a t’Goerra, a name tolerably expressive of the sound
of the instrument ] *822-4 Burchell Trav. I 458 Then
chiefwas considered a good performer upon the gorah 1834
Pringle Afr Sk Poem 17 Soothed by the gorrqh’s hum-
ming reed *842 R Motfat Mission Labouts S, Afr iv

58 His gorah soothes his solitary hours *88* Noble in

Encycl. Brit XII, 311/1 One [musical instrument] named
the ‘ gorah ’ was formed by stretchings, piece of the twisted

entrails of a sheep along a thin hollos# stick in the manner
of a bow and string At one end there was a piece of quill

fixed into the stick, to which the mouth was applied

IlGoral (.goo ral). Zool. Also gooral. An Indian

antelope {Cemas goral).

1834 Penny Cycl II 89/2 The Goral (A goial) first

described by General Hardvncke m the ‘ Linnsean Transac-

tions.’ 1876 Kinloch Large Game Shooting in Thibet

Ser 11 21 Ihe Gooral, like the Serow, belongs to the Chamois

family I have several times seen . Gooral in the Sewalik

hills 1894 Westm. Gae 23 Jan 3/3 Theie were olher

kinds of big game, as musk and barking deei, and goral

—

an animal not unlike the chamois 1894 Royal Nat Hist.

(ed Lyddeker) II 257 The goral (Cemas goral) of the

Himalaya Ibid. 258 Nearly allied to the gorals are the

..serows, or goat antelopes [Neworhwdus]

Goravich, variant of Gilbavage

Grorb (g?ib), a. and sb [Of unknown origin ;

cf Gor 1
,
also Gobble v ]

] + A. adj Greedy;

voracious Obs. J3 . sb. dial, a A greedy person

;

b A young bird, transf. An infant

1635 D Dickson Pract Wks (1845) I 76 The gluttonous

or gorb city 1824 Carlylf Let 12 Nov in Froude Life

(1882) I, xv 256 Unhappy gorb I I have wished it farther

than I need repeat at piesent 18*5-80 Jamieson, Go?

a young bird. Dumfr 1880 Antrim 4- Down Gloss., Goib,

a greedy person.

Gorbal {gp tbal). Sc [? Short for Gorblin, or

derivative of Gorb. Cf, Gobble vf] — Gor 1
,

Gobb sb
,
Gorblin, Goblin.

1808 in Jamieson s v Yeldnng, Children often take the

bare gormls,
or unfledged young, of this bird, and [etc ].



GOEBELLIED. 302 GOBE
i* Go*rbellied, a Obs. [f Gorbelly + -ed^.]

Having a protuberant belly; corpulent
a 1529 Skelton Agsl. Gamescken 36 Gup, goibellyd God-

frey 1 1538 Elvot Diet ,Dohnns helm, a gornelyed glutton

1542 Udai l Etatm Apopht/i no a, A great goirebealyed
chuff a 1557 Mrs M Bassft tr A!ore on the Passion in

Alot e's Wks, 1402/1 A greate gorbelyed glottoii 1596 Siiaxs
1 Hen IF, n 11 93 Hang ye gorbelhed knaue;,, are you
vndone? i6go Bulw'Er Anthi opomet 259 1 he Gordians
and Muscovites, and other Gorbelhed Nations X699 R
L’Estrange Colloq Ei asm (1711) 16Q A kind of Gorbelly’

d

Kites, with crooked Beaks and Tallons 1831 Trelawnty
Adv Younger Son ia (1890) so, I never saw the gorbelhed
Scotch captain again 1838 D Jerrold Men of Chat ac ,

C Snub 11 Wks 1864 III 421 The gorbelhed varlets, with
mouths gieasy with the goods of cheated worth
tiansf 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden F 2 An vneonsuon-

able gorbelhed Volume, bigger bulkt than a Dutch Hoy

+ Go’rbeUy, sb (and a.) Obs. exc dial. [? f

gor, Goke sb 1 (sense j) + Belly. Cf Sw dial.

gdi -halg ]

+ 1 A pi otuberant belly Obs.
1519 Horman Vulg 30 Hehadafatte necke and a gorbely.

tfiox Cornwallyes Ess ii xxvm (1631) 22 As if there had
beene no grace but in a gorbelly 1613 T. Adams Sacrifice
ofThanh 18 1 he Epicure hath a gorbelly 1674 Josselyn
Foy New Eng 21 Finding her [a she-wolPs] Gor-belly stuft
with flesh newly taken in 1725 Bailey Etasm Colloq

133 About the size of Vultures with crooked Beaks and
G01 -bellies 1700 Burke Corr (1844) III 144 Falstaff,

reproaching the Londoners with their gore bellies

b noncc-use A garment with a loose belly
1398 E Gilpin Shut

l

{1878) 48 1 he French quartei slop,
or the gorbelly, The long stockt hose, or close Venetian
2 A person with a pi otuberant belly
1330 Pai sgr 429/1 Se this gorbely, he is so shorte wynded

that he can scarsely speke 1580 North Plutarch (1676)
1S9 They haue called hun gorebelly, and hook-nosed
i6ou Brewer Lingua, v 11, The belching gor-belly hath well
nigh killed me. 1694 Motteux /lobelot ? v (1737) 216 Fat,
pursy Gorbellies 1886 Elworthy IF Soma set fVoid-bk ,

Got belly, an over corpulent person (Very com )

1

3

attrib. passing into adj. = Gohbelxjed a. Obs
133a More Confnt. Trndale Wks 641/1 Y“ church had

not prouided for gorbeli glottons 1581 J Beli Haddon's
Anew. Osor 222b, What if Landes and possessions long
tunes englutted with gorbelly Mouncks became a pray to
the spoylers 1803 Dekker Wondttfull Yeare Fij, My
goibelly Host leapt halfe a yarde from the coarse

Gcrrbet. Sc. and north. [? f. Goes + -et ] A
young unfledged bird.
"la 1557 Lyndi-say Satyre [4397] in Pinkei ton Scot Poems

Ref>r (1792)11 89 Cry lyke the gorbettis of ane kae. 1893
Not tknmbld Gloss , Got bit, a newly hatched bird

Go-rble, d 1 A>. -- Gobble v 1

X728 Ramsay Daft Bargain 10 Raff . lick’d his thumb.
To gorble’t up without a gloom 1832-33 Whistle-Btnkie
(Sect Songs) (1890I Ser hi 39 We’ll smuir our dule 13y
gorbhn’ up parntch and cakes

Go*rble, » 2 Sc. = Gobble z>.2

*833 Hogg in Fraser'sMag XI 357 The earl he goibled
a gruesome laugh.

Go’rblia. Sc [?f. Gorb + -irtsa
; cf Goblin.]

An unfledged bird.
1728 Ramsav Atisw to Poverty Poets ii, [They] gape like

gorblins to the sky

*t* Gorce. Obs. Also 5 gorte, 7 gors, 8 goss
[f AF. gortz, p] of gort (also OF goid, gourt

,

mod Fi. dial gonr, gourd) —L. gurgit-em
,
gurges,

whirlpool. The form gorce was taken later for
sing, and a pi formedfrom it See also Gore sb 4]
a. A whirlpool, b. (See quot 1706)
[1350 Act 25 Edw ITT, Stat iv c 4Purceque Communes

passages de neefs & batelx en les grantz rivers dEngleteire
si sont sovent foitz destourbez par le lever de gortz 1472
Act 12 Edw TV, c. 7 Ascuns gorces, molyns, nulle-
dammez, etc] 1480 Caxton Ovids Met. xiv 1, A lytil
gorte whenn Sylla bayned her accustomably whan she
hade hete x6z8 Coke On Eitt 5 b, A deep pit of water,
a gors or gulf 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gorce

, any stop
in a River, such as Wears, Mills, Stakes, etc which hinder
the free Passage of Ships or Boats 1741 Vinlr Abndgm
XVI^ 23 Nusance lies for levying of a Goss to intercept
the Course of 1‘ish coming fiom the Sea [1891 North in
Times 13 May 3/3 The construction of such a gort was an
act of ownership ]

t Gorche. Obs 1 are~1
[’ distortion of Gorge

sb
,
for the sake of rime

]
? A glutton.

1377 Kendall Flowers of Rpigr 33 One sillie drop oi
water askt the glotton greedie gorche [rime scorche]

Gorcock (gp ikpk). Sc and not th dial [f. gor
of obscure origin (hardly, as in the case of next,
= Gobej^ *) t t ock.] The male ofthe Red Grouse.
1620 Naworth Househ Bks (Surtees) 128, 2 gorcocks, x1*

1678 Ray IViltughby's Qrnith 177 'I he Red Game, called
in some places the Gorcock and More-cock, Lagopus altera
Phnu 1794 Pickering in Bums' Wks (1809) IV. 176 Full
ninety winters hae I seen, And pip’d where gor cocks
whirring.flew 18x3 Scott Trierm in vi, 'Mongst desert
hills, where, leagues aiound Dwelt but the gorcock and the
deer 1836 W E Aytoun BothwelH 1857) 48, I thought to
hear the gorco k crow, or ouzel whistle shrill. 1882 JBrown John heck

, etc, Dk. A thole 373 He was as
prompt and hardy, as heathery as a gorcock,

Gorcrow \gp -iki-Ju). Also 7 gar-, 8-9 gore-
crow Tftgor,,Gorej&1 + Cnow] The Carrion Crow.
X605 B Jonson Volpone r 11, Raven, and gorcrow, all my

birds of prey That think me turning carcase, now they
come 163a Marm ion Holland's League* iv iu Dram
Wks (1875) 71 Out of the wind of me 1 what, do you thn k
You can put out the _ eyes of a gorcrow’ 1656 Choice
Drollery 67 She tnpt it like a batten Doe, And strutted

like a Gar-crowe 1768 Pennant Zool. 1 . 167 It [Cairion
Crow] will pick out the eyes of young lambs foi which
leason it was formerly distinguished by the name of the

gor or gorecrow 1819 CAMparu Lss En( 1 'oetry (1861)

71 Human vultuies and gorectows 1868 Brownish Rime
()• Bh. \ 570 As the gor-crow ii eats The hrainhic-finch, so

trea s the finch the moth i88x Oxfot et\h Gloss Snppl

,

l,ot e now
Gord(e, variant of Ginn v 2

,
Gocrd2 Obs.

Gordget, obs form of Gorcm-t 1

Gordian (gp id.an), a. and sb Also 6 gordion,
-dyon [t L. Gouh-m or Gotdi-nm (see sense 1)

+ -Air The phrase nodus Gotdim (used fig.) is

a conjectuial leading in Ammianus Maicellinns

\iv xi 1 ] A adj.

1 Gordian knot a. An intricate knot tied by
Gordius, king of Gorchum in Phrygia The oracle

declaied that whoever should loosen it should rule

Asia, and Alexander the Great overcame the diffi-

culty by cutting through the knot with his sword.
x6rx Siiaks Cymb 11 11 34 As slippery as the Gordian

knot was haid, 1891 A. 1 Pifrson Cteduhty of Itiered
14 Alexander cut the Gordian Knot, which he had not the
skill, patience, or strength to untie

+ b A representation of an intricate knot
2641 EvrLYN Diary 1 Sept ,The gallery' is prettily painted

with sevetal huntings, and at one end a gordinn knot

c fig. oi allusively * {a) A matter of extieme
difficulty To cut a Gordian knot 4 to get rid of

a difficulty by force or by evading the supposed
conditions of solution. (/>) An indissoluble bond,

f Also Gordian-tivmed knot.

(/«) 1379 Fcjlkc Hoskins' Pari 396 Hee had found out
a sworde to cutt in sunder this Gordian knot. 1390 Seals
Hen V, 1 1 46 Turne him to any Cause of PofiTcy, The
Goidian Knot of it he will \nloose 1682 SirT. Brosvni Chi
Mot 11 § 1 3 Death will find some way s to unty or cut the most
Gordian Knots of Life 1735-8 Boiinghrord On Patties
84 His Sword would have cut the gordian Knot of heredi
taiy Right 1791 BrNTHAM Pauopt Pref, The Gordian
knot of the Pool Laws not cut but untied 1887 Riant
Haggard Jess x\xu, By no other means, could the Gordian
Knot be cut

(/j) X590 Greene Oil Em. (1599) 23 This Gordion knot
together coumtes A Medor partenei in her peerelesse lone
c 1630 P Flttcher P/sc Fclogs, etc. (1633) 6* Strange
power of home, with how strong-twisted arms, And Gordian-
twined knot, dost thou enchain me 1 1788 H Walpoli
Renan. 11 19 Perhaps too much difficulty of untying the
Gordian knot of matrimony would be no kindness to the
ladies 1824 B\kon Juan xvi lxxlv, The Gordian or the
Gt’Oidi-an knot, whose stungs Have tied together commons,
loids, and kings

2 Resembling the Gordian knot
; consisting of

twisted convolutions, intricate, involved
1606 Ptoc agst Garnet Ss3, The binding knot of the

late Gordian Conspiracy 1643 Milton Divorce 11 xx,
Hereby also dissolving tedious and Gordian difficulties,

which have hitherto molested the Church of God 1667— PL iv 348 Close the serpent sly, Insinuating, wove
with Gordian twine His braided train 1802-12 Bentham
Rationale Judic Evid (1827) III 193 Some of them [are]
such as seem scarce capable of receiving solution but in the
Gordian style. 1819 Keats Laima 47 She was a gordian
shape of dazzling hue 1820 Shellty Ode Liberty xv, Lift
the victory-flashing sword, And cut the Snaky knots of this
foul gordian word 1871 R Elljs tr Catullus lxiv 25S
Some girt round them m orbs, snakes gordian, intertwining

+ B. sb.

1 , = Gordian knot.
1561T Norton Calvin's Inst. 152 It is like the Gordian,

whiche it is better to breake in sonder, than to labor so
muchm vndomg it a 1616 Beaum & Fl. Bloody Bt o 1 1,My sword, With which the Gordian of your Sophistry Being
cut, shall shew th’ Imposture 1643 Prynne Sov Power
Pail. 11. 36 These strongest obligations are all cancelled,
these Gordians cut in sunder with the sword of wane.
1709 Mrs Manley Secret Mem (ed 2) II 195 And who-
ever is the Man that unties the Gordian, as some such is
always to be found, his Fortune is made
2 An inhabitant of Gordium

; one skilled in
tying intricate knots.

X606 Earl Northampton in True fy Petf. Relat Ilia,
The hardest knots that the Gordians of our age can deuise
to ty-e

+ Go rdian, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec adj ] Trans
To tie in a Gordian knot

braided^
EATS ^n^m' 1 Locks . . simply' gordian’d up and

Gording, variant of Gourding, Obs.
Gordlin, variant of Gorlin Sc.

II Gordonia (gpidou ma) Bot. [See quot. 1770,]A genus of North-American and Asiatic trees ot
the camellia or tea family

( TtrnsTrccmiacece

)

, with
large beautiful flowers

;
a plant of this genus

1770 Ellis in Phil. Trans

,

LX. jeo, I desire it may have
a place among your genera, by the name of Gordoma, as a
compliment to our worthy friend, that eminent gardenerMr James Gordon, near Mile end 1865 F ParkvanHngue-
yiots iv (1875} 58 Here the rich goidoma sends down its
thirsty roots to drink at the stealing brook.
Gore (go»a), sbl Also 4, 7 gorre, 6-7 goar(e,

9 dial gor. [OE. gor neut
,
clung, dirt - MD11

,

T)u goor mud, filth, OHG
, MUG gor (mod Swiss

gttr, guhr

,

animaldung),ON.^rthe cud in animals,
slimy matter (Sw. gorr, dial gdr, gor, gur, dung,
filth, putrid matter) ]
1 Dung, faeces

j filth of any kind, dirt, slime
Obs. exc. dial,

1

f
7*5 Corpus class 883 Funnm

, goor asaoo Riddles
xli 72 (Gr) pas gores sunu |?one we wifel worduninemnab c xooo ALlfric E.vod xmx 14 pas cealfes flasi
and fell and gor 13 . E E A Hit P B 306 pe gore ber dme hatr greued & he state nwyed ’« 1400 Aforte Arth
1130 Bothe pe guttez and the gorre guschez owte at ones
rraoo St A terms (Laud 622) tooS His fader sergeauntz
alle gone on hym gonne jiiowe 1460 Lybeais Diu
1471 Gore, and fen, and full wast, That was out ykast
T M[ourrT]fidhvormes 59 I uniting with lothsome ewe
the common fold 1641 Btst hatm Bks (Suitees) u Such
sheepe likewise as are troubled with the infirmity ofcheu
mge of gorre A greate parte of their meat

, whiles that thevme chewinge of it, workes forth of the uykes cf theii
moilthe 1825 Brocki rrN C If '01 ds, Gor, Got e, dirt an
thing rotten or decayed ’ ,an)

t b Hardened rheum from the eyes Obs ~ l

X74X I\Ionko Anat Nerves (ed 3)48 The Gum. or Gore
as w e call it, was separated in greater Quantity, and the
I< ye-ball itself was diminished 1808 80 in Jamitson.
2 Blood in the thickened state that follows effu-

sion In poetical language often Blood shed in
carnage t In early use occas blood andgore, bloody
goie (cf. I)u blood cn goor)

,
see also Gore blood

1363 hhrr Mae , Hastings xxvm, A Souldyours handes
must oft he dyed withgoare c 1586'C’Trss PrMBROKr Pt
1 xxvm xmi, Zoan plaines Saw watry clearnes chang'd to
bloudy {-ore 1602 Marston Antrims Rev 1 1 Wks 1856
1 76 1 his warm reeking gome 1693 Drydtn Ovid's Met,
1 596 Th’ expiring serpent wallow’d in his gore. <-1760
Smoi Lrrr Ode to Indep 18 The Saxon prince in horror fled
From altars stained with human gore. x8oi Southfi
Thalaba ix \\, His talons are sheathed in her shoulders
And his teeth are red in her gore 1848 Lytton Harold m,
H» Red with gore w as the spear of the prelate of London
1 W himsically used for * blood ’

X799 Coli Rinnr* Lett (1895) 303, I have thiee brothers,
that is to say, relations by gore

f b {All) {in) a (or one) goie of blood: bathed 111

orbesmeared with blood, (Cf Gore blood 2.) Obs.
x66t Pi p\ s Diary 7 Dec , I11 comes the German back

again, all in a goare of blood 1749 Wrsi r\ Wks (1872) II
147 She was all in a gore of blood 1766 H Brookf Fool
ojQital (1792)1 iv 147 From their forehead to their shoes
they were in one gore of blood 1784 Sill J Cullum Hist
ITawsted 111 171 He's all a Gore of blood 1824 Eiavnntr
15/1 Lying on the ground in a gore of blood

h c ? A clot, ‘ gout ’ (of blood). Obs rate—'.
1727 Philip Quaill 253 He saw Gores of Blood here and

there.

3. aitnb. and Comb, a simple attiib., as (sense
Jj fgore-pit] b. objective, goi e-dishlling, -drop-

-fiing; C instrumental, as gore-bedabbled, -drenched,
-drowned, -dyed, -fed, -moistened,-spangled,-stained,
d. parasynthetic, as gore-faced. Also gore-chewer
dial (cf quot 1641 m sense 1)
184® Lytton ITa/old xi. xi, The tomb Of the bones and

the flesh, ’'Gore-bedabbled and fresh 1893 No? tknmbld
Gloss , Goi e-chower, a sheep which, owing to home .struc
tural defect in its mouth, is unable to retain or properly
masticate its food 1770 Beattie Ode Peace 1 n, Murder,
shakes her *gore-distifling wings. 1806 J Grahame Birds
Scot 169 That ’’gore-drenched flag 1848 Litton Harold
v in, His sightless and *gore dropping sockets 1627 DraY
ion Agincourt, etc 1

14
Much dismay d with what had lately

hapt, On *Gore drown d Gladniore in that bloody shower
1794 Southey Wat "Tyler in ii, Flattery s incense No
more shall shadow round the *gore-dyed throne x8ia
Byron Ch. liar. 1, xlvni, ’’Gore-faced Treason sprung from
her adulterate joy x8ox M. G Lewis Bothwcll's Bonny
Jane xyxvi, His hands two *gorefed scorpions grasp'd
x8ix Scott Don Rodeuck xln, *Gore moisten’d trees shall
perish m the bud 1508 Fishlr 7 Pemt. Ps. vl Wks (1876)
18 As a sowe waloweth m the stynkynge *gore pytte, or in

the puddell <11649 Brumm or Hawth PoemsWks (1711)
37/t *Gore-spangled ensigns streaming in the air 1848 T . A
Buckley Iliad 81 Mars, man slayer, gore-stained, stormer
of walls

Gore (go°j), sb.% Foims : 4-6 goore, 4-9 Sc.

and north, gare, 6-8 Sc gair(e, 7-9 goar(e,

4- gore [OE. gam = MDu. ghere, gheere

,

etc

(Du geer), OHG g$ro, Mro (MHG gen, Ger.

gehren, gehre), ON. gezre (Sw. dial, gere, Da dial.

gxre)

,

app. related to OE.^wVspear (see Garb sb. 1

) ,

the reference being to the shape of the spear-head
From OliG. the word passed into the Romanic
languages

; for the forms in these see Gybon.]
1. A triangular piece of land,

fa. An angular point, a promontory. (OE only.)

£893 K, HSlfred Ores, t i § 26 Ispania land is )>ryscyte

An oxra garena lift suSwest
b. A wedge-shaped strip of land on the side of

an irregular field (cf. quot. 1881). Now only dial

[ Ia35~5* Rentaha Ginston (Som Rec. Soc.) 58 Radulfus
tenet unam goram terra c 1325 in Kennett Pa> Ant U&i&)
I 571 Duas rod® scilicet le Gores super Shortefuriong ]

15*3 FlTZHrnB. Sum xxi 39, xxxvi landes, & thre gores
fotlier or pyke, and they be all one thing 1641 Best Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 43 There is in it 14 through landes and
two gares X793 Trans Soc Arts XI. 52 Contained m the

head lands and gores, or short lands 1881 Leicester Gloss
s v

,
When a field, the sides of which are sftaight but not

parallel, is divided into * lands’ or * leys ’, the angular piece

at the side is called a goie or pike 1890 Gloucester Gloss ,

Gores, the short ridges in an unevenlyshaped ploughed field

0. A small strip or tract of land lying between
larger divisions. Chiefly U.Sf.
1630 Fuller Ptsgah 1 ii 34 Which gore or gusset of

ground, was called Apherema, that is, a thing taken away,
because parted from Samana, and pieced to Judea 1703
Pinudenci (R I) Records 11S93) IV 153 A heape of ktones

se? for a south westerns Corner ofu Goare. or Slips oflapq.



GORE. GOREE

im Rhode Island L <1 Rti.ot.ls 1839 IV ^3 1 he gore of

U»3 (adjoining to Attleborough) in. controversy between

this colony and the Province of the Massachusetts Bay

18x8 N Mitchell in Mass Hist LolL VII 146 A small

core albO on the east side of the town was annexed to

Pembroke June 7, 1754 *86 J Draper Hist. Spencer (ed

21 la A gore about one mile wide, lying between Leicester

and Spencer 1887 G W Sears Forest Runes p vu, What
New Englanders call a ‘gore

1,—a triangular strip of land

that gets left out somehow when the towns are surveyed

d. ? = Gair, an isolated fertile strip.

*854 Jrnl R Ague Roc XV. it. 395 Its locality is a

narrow gore on the summit of the cinder-bed

e. (See quots.)

18x1 Willan W Ruling Yoilsh [Voids in Anlueol

XVII (EDS), Gore, the lowest part m a tract of country

,888 Berksk Gloss ,
Gore, level low-ljmg land. Most

parishes have a field called the * Goie
’

f 2.
poet. The front section of a skirt, wider at the

bottom than at the top (cf. sense 3) ;
the lap of a

gown, an apron Hencem extended sense . a skn t,

petticoat, gown. Also 111 phrase under got e, under

one’s clothes (m ME. poetry often a mere expletive).

(Cf OF get on, giton used in the same senses ) Obs.

a 1*50 Owl Night, 513 Habbe he isstunge under gore,

Ne last his luve 110 lengei more <1x290 in Horstmann
Altcngl Leg (1881) 222 Ich wolde I-witen nouhe Leuedi

\Vj J,e faille)) gote, Sleue and nammore Ofclop Jjat ich I se

a I3oo Sit is 5 Wis he wes of lore And gouthhch under goie

And clothed in fair sroud a 13x0 in WriglitLyt tcP 26 Glad

under gore in gro ant in grys c 1320Sir l rtstr 2868 It was

a ferly gm, So heye vnder hir gare It flei3e c 1386 Chauu r
Sir 1'kopas 78 An elf queene shal my lemman be, And slept,

vnder my goore. 1406 Hoclleve La Male Regie 31 Had I

thy power knowen or this yoie Nat sholde his lym ban

cleued to my gore r 1460 Emart 198 f>at fayr lady Was
godely unther gare. 1570 Levins Mamp 174/7 AGore, &rfm

mtale

t b The opening in the bicast of a gown. (So

MDu ghere ) Obs.

a 13*9 Skelton P Sparowe 34s My byule so fayre, That
was wont to.. go m at my spayre, And crepe in at my gore

Of my gowne before

3. Any wedge-shaped or tnangulai piece of cloth

forming part of a garment and serving to produce

the difference in width required at different points,

esp.used to narrow a skirt at the waist (cf. sense 2).

c 1325 Gloss, IV. de Eiblesw m Wnght Voc 172 Par
devant avet escours E de coste Mint gerouns [gloss gores,]

c *386 Chauclk Miller's T 51 A ceynt she werede A bai m-
clooth (eek) ful of many a goore Ibui 136 (Harl MS ) A
kirtel Schapen with goorestn the newe get. c 1440 Pi omp
Pant 203/2 Goore ofa clothe, lacuna, c 1480 Henhyson
rest. Cres 170 His gartnound and his gyte ful gay of grene,

With goldm fistib gilt on every gair 1501 Douglas Pal
Hon 1 \ 5 In purpour rob hemnut with gold ilk gair 1330

Palsgr 226/2 Goore of a smocke, poynte de chemise. 1398

Florio, Gherom Lhe gores or gussets of a smocke or shut,

the side peeces of a cloke 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gore,

a piece of Linneu-cloth let into the sides ofa Woman's Sluft.

1853 Kane Gnnm.ll Exp \\ (1856) 156 The sailors recog-

nised it at once as the gore of a pair of trowsers. 1883

Knowledge ij July 30/1 The skirt has four gores m front

+ b. A triangular piece ( cut out of something)
r 1330 A rik Merl. (Kolbmg) 6395 His scheld he clef,

god it wot, Sc of his hauberk a gore & of his aketoun a fot

& more.

4. Her. A charge formed by two curved lines

meeting m the fesse-pomt, the one being drawn
from the sinister or dexter chief and the othei

from the lowest angle of the base (cf. quot. 15b 2).

156a Leigh Armorie (1397) 72b, He beareth Argent,
a Gore Sinister Sable He that is a coward to his eneinie,

must beare this, But if it be a dexter" Gee, although of
Staynand colour, yet it is a good cote for a gentlewoman
18x0 Guieeim Heraldry i vm (1660) 45 A Goare Sinister

This [abatement] is due to him that is a Coward to lus

enelny 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey) . and m mod Diets

5 One of the many triangular or lune-sliaped

pieces that form the surface of a celestial or terres-

trial globe, a balloon, the covering of an umbrella,

the dome of a building, etc.

1796 Specif. Russell's Patent No 2144 3 The globe being
covered with printed gores. 1849-39 Givilt Arclut § 0070
In polygonal dome? the curves of the gore will bound the

ends of the boat ds 1864 Atkenaum No 1933 631/3 Seam-
ing together the gores of his balloon. 1873 Knjght Diet
Mtch s v Globe, A very cheap paper globe is now met with,

in which the printed gores are brought together edge to

edge by a string. 1879 Sir G Scott Led Arclut. Il 171
For each of the tnangulai gores of the dome we now
substitute a vault,

0

.

Naut. a (See quot. '851.)
1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I 91 In sails with a roach-

leech, the lower gores are longer x8gx Kipping Saihnaking
(ed 3) 184, Gores—Angles cut slopewise at one or both ends
of such cloths as widen or increase the depth of a sail.

b. ‘ Angular pieces of plank inserted to fill up
a vessel’s planking at aiiy pait requiring it’ (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk 1867).
1873 Knight Diet Mech Gore, an angular piece of plank-

ing used 111 fitting the skin of a vessel to the frames

7. Comb., as gore-coat (see quot. 1886), gore-
furrow (see quot ).

X746 Exmoor Scolding 134 iE D S ) Thy *Gore Coat oil

a girted, thy AeacbClathmg oil a' foust. 1886 Elwortiiy
IV Somerset Word-bk s v Gore, A gorecoat is a petticoat
made so as to fit closely at the waist without gathering
*844 H Stephens Bk. Farm I 472 A *gore-fum>w is

a space made to pi event the meeting of two tidges, and as
a substitute for an open furrow between them.

303 -

Gord, sb 3 s Gare j&l, a spear or javelin.

01250 [see Gare] s886 Elworthy W, Somerset Wot d-
bk , Got e, a long rod tipped with a small spear for driving
oxen Always so called.

t Gore, sbA Obs. Also 7 goor. [app. formed
as sing to Gorce. the sibilant ending of which
caused it to be taken as pi ] = Gorce
1323 Act 14 13 Hen VIII, c. 13 Diners newe weres,

gores, slacken, and mgins liaue bene leuied and enhaunsed
1637 Cotton's A brutfern. Records Tower 57 And now of
late daily the said Rivers are stopped and turned aside by
Goors, Mills, Piles and Pales

t Gore, sb 5 Obs In 6 gor, 7 goare. [a. OF.
gort e ]

= Grandgoue.
1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5113 Vlhens strange Infirmetets
As in the Gutt, grauell, and gor 16x4 P I okbex Eubulus

vm (1627) 132 A man hath the Goare in his Legge ,
which

Legge, all-bee-itm an hudge degree festered, yet walketh and
mooveth Nowe, shall the Goare, heere, glone, that [etc.].

Gore (gou), v 1 Also 5-6 gor(re, 6-8 goar
[Of obscure etymology

;
the view that it is f. gore,

var of Gare sb 1 spear, is plausible as to sense, but

the early Sc form gorra appears to disprove it ]

f 1. bans To pierce or stab deeply, with a sharp

weapon, spike, spur, or the like. Obs exc. as in 2.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3643 pare was . many of Perses
Gorred .& grysely woundta. c 1400 Sege finis (E E 1 S)
941 pe newe emperour. alle pe cite drowe hym; & sup
gored be gome, pat lus guttes alle in-lo his breclie felle

c 1450 HoLLANn Howlat lxv, I am vngraciously gornt, baith
guttis and gall. 1460 Capgrave Chron 189 As he rode ovyt
the brigge on uas beneth and with a spere goied him
13x3 Douglas AEticis n x 186 Cruell Pirrus, Quhilk
goiris the fader at the altair but grace. 1335 Coverdair
Ezek win 46 These shal stone them, and gorre them with
their biveardes <11566 Mene Tales in Skelton's IVks

(18431 1 Introd 63 The freere felt hjs bellye, & thought
liee had ben gored, and cried out ..lam kylled 1573 Snttt

Poems Reform xl 375 With Gun and Gam3e thocht thay
boist to gor gow [times with befoir gow] 1390 Sptnscu
/<’. Q 11 vu 13 T he sacred Diademe in peeces rent, And
purple robe gored with many a w ound 1600 Holiand
Livy xxxv. xwv (1609) 910 He ran with full cainere at

hnn, gored his horse [L iransfixo eqno\ 1664 H. More
Myst. haq. 474 They gore and. spuire up the Ass to goe
that way 1690 in wood Life 30 Aug, The two horses

pawed over the iron spikes. Their leggs are goai’d

1795 Pore Odyss \j 713 Two ravenous vultures Incessant

gore the liver m his breast. 1735 Somerville Chase 11 229
Our lab'rmg Steeds We press, we gore 1798 Coleridge
Fears in Solit. ng As if the fibres of this godlike frame
Were gored without a pang 18*0 Scott Monast x , No
sooner didst thou fall to the ground mortally gored, as he
deemed, with his weapon, than [etc.]

transf andJig at59X R Greenhaii IVls (1599) 4s Wee
must rathei wmne men with a loumg admonition, then gore

them with a sharps leprehension 1675 Hobbls Odyss

(1677) 23 The ship the sea then gores • The water wounded
and broken roars, 1736 Machin in Rigaud Coir Set Men
(1841) I 299 It has gored me to think that I was perpetually

liable to a just charge of never finishing any thing.

f b With various constructions: To impale

upon
;
to dig or scoop out of Obs.

1618 Bolton Flortts 111 x {1636) zc6 Such of Lhe defen-

dents as durst sally out being either cut m peeces in the

trenches with the sword, or goared upon the stakes 1633

F ullkr Ch Hist ix Ded ,
Where the violence of the waters

aggested the earth, goared out of the hollow valleys.

2. spec Of a horned animal (esp. a bull or ox) •

To pierce with the horns Also, rarely, of a boar

.

To wound with the tusk.

13*3 Fitzherb Httsb & 70 For els the beastes with theyr

homes, wyll put bothe the horses and the shepe, and gore

them in theyi bellyes, 17** Srw ll Hist Quakers (1795)

II vi( 62 The bull then gored him again with his horns.

17*3 Pofe Odyss. xix 327 His tusks oblique he aim'd the

knee to goar 18x0 T, Cogan Ethical Treat Passions 11

& x (1813) III. 105 We ascribe vices to an ox that attempts

to gore the attendants 1834 Pringle Afr Sk iv 188 My
father narrowly escapes being gored by a fuuous ox. 1863
Livingstone Zambesi xiv. 301 It is the nature of bulls to

gore each other

transf andJig 1641 J. Jackson True Evang T 11 112

Aquinas was called bos mutus, a dumbe Oxe
,
and with

two homes gored all unbeleevers 1646 S Marshall
Def, Inf Baptism 87 How you avoid being goared by the

three homes of my oyllogisme. X838 Syd Smith 2nd Let
to Archd. Singleton 11 Billingsgate controversialists, who
have tossed and gored an Unitarian. 1841 -Longf. Wreck
Hesp xvui, The cruel rocks, they goied her side Like the

horns of an angry bull

b. absol
; f also mtr to gird at.

1626 Middleton Anything for Quiet Ltfc v i 144 Your
wit is still gonng at ray lady’s projects 1759 Adam Smith
Mar. Sent 11. 111 213 lhe dog that lutes, the ox that gores,

ai e both of them punished *8x8 Scorr Rob Roy xxi, He’s
like Giles Heathertap’s~auld boar ;

ye need but shake a
clout at him to make hun turn and gore. 189a Blackw
Mag Apr 556 Five or six bulls had stamped and roared

and gored and died.

+ Gore, ®.2 Obs Also 6-7 goar. [f. Gore i#.1]

Only m Gored, Goring.

1

.

trans. To covei with or as with gore, to besmear

with, to dabble m blood. Only in pa pple.

1566 Duant Wail Htercm K vnj b, Preists seruisable to
Idols, and gorde in blessed blood, a 1592 H Smith Wks
(1867! II 338 His sides imbrued and gored with his own
blood i6xx Speld Hitt Gt Bnt vu xvn § 6 289 lhe
Battels ioyned, and the Field goared with bloud, the day
was I«st vpon the Kings side 16*2 J Rlynolds Gods
Rev, agsi. Murder n vu 87 We haue seene the Theatre of

this History, gored with great variety of bloud 1653 J'luo-

phanta 90 Many of them laj gored in their own blood

2.

mtr. To lie soaking m blood,

1577 Stanyhurst Descr Irel in Hohnshed 27/1 They left

them goaring in their bloud and gasping up their flitting

ghosts.

Hence Go*ring///. a ,
that forms gore = Gorv.

1573 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 206 Gonng bloode had
glutted gasers eye

Gore (goeij, 77.3 Also 6 goor. [f. Gore sb 2
,

cf. Du geeren, G. gehren ]
1 trnns. To cut into a gore or gores ;

to furnish

with goies.

1548 Hall Citron
,
Hen VIII [an 19) (1550) 166 Cloth of

gold set wyth cut warkes of clothe of syluer plyghted
gooid fiet and folded eche cloth vpon other. 1794 Rigging

$ Seamanship I 91 Sails, gored with a sweep. 1879
Set ibnet 's Mag. XlX 426/2, I should take out two of the
back breadths for an over-skirt—yes—an’ gore the other-. 1

1893 Glo Hill Hist Eng. Dress II. 270 The next fashion

was to gore the skirts in every width

+ 2. Naut mtr To swell or jut out. Obs.

1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram, vu 32 The Clew is

that which comes goring out from the square of the saile

3 trails. To plough a ‘gore’. (See Goring
vbl. sb 2

)

Gore, variant of Gaur
Go rebill, local [? f Gore sb 3 Gare sb 'j

4-BiLLr^ 1
] Anameofthegarfish. (Cf.

G

ore-fish )

1862 Chambers'sEncycl IV 625/1 It [the Garfish] is some
times called Greenbone, GorebiU, and Mackerel guide. 1881

Cassell’s Nat Hist V. 68 The hooks being baited with
smelt or a fish called the Gorebill

t Gore blood, go’re-blood. Obs exc dial

[f Gore sb !]

1. Gore-like blood; clotted blood.

1573 Twyne Mneid xn (1384) S vuj Downe strait he
fades, & armour large with goareblood doth embrue, 1394
VGRnrNfcA^AtwwsWkB 1881-3 XIV 245 'i hen teare the old

man peecemeal with my teeth, And colour my strong hands
with his gore-blood 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 11623) 900
The ground all stained with gore bloud 1639 Fulu it

Holy War in vm (1640) 122 Leopoldus fought till his

armour was all over gore bloud 1683 Baxter Paraph

*

N. T , Aits w 29 Not eating strangled Creatures in the
gore blood
attnb. 1681 Hicklringill Black Non Conformist (1682'

Ay, A meer goie-blood Religion.

2 Freq. in phrases a All on (in, of ) a goie

blood

,

all besmeared or covered with, blood. (See

also A-gore-blood.) Obs. exc. dial.

1559 Becon Dtspl. Popish Mass Wks 1563 III 48 If ye
would, cutte your selues with knyues tyll ye be all on a
goreblood [etc ] 1391 Lyly Sappho iv m, I was all in a goare
bloud 1631 Mabbk Celestma xih 151 His face was all

blacke and blue, and allofagoare-bloud 1691 tr Etmlianne \

Obs fonm Naples 233 He rowled himself stark naked
upon Thistles and Thorns and made all his Body on a
Gore-blood 1774 Wesley Whs (1872) XI 74 What, to whip
them for every petty offence, till they are all in gore blood 1

1840 SruKDENS Snppl Forby's Voc h Anglia s v ,
‘All of a

gore-blood ’—a common pleonasm.

b quasi-rtt/j (Alt') gare blood Gory with blood

,

besmeared with gore. Obs exc dial.

1631 Weever A nc Funeral Mon 245 Scourged him so

ternblie, as . all his body was gore bloud 1633 H Cogan
ti Pinto's 'I rav ix 29 'lhe Flies and Gnats., bit and stung
us xn such sort, as not one of us but was gore blood 1637
Trapp Comm fob v 18 He wounds them with the wound
of an enemy and leaves them all gore blood 1675 Hobbi s

Odyss (1677) 266 They killing went . all gore-blood was
the hall 1877 Holdemess Gloss , Goi-bleeaa,

Hence Gojre-bloody a.

1380 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Ensanglanti, goi<-

bloudie 1638 T Herbert Five Mad Shavers, Sh.ee being
thus naked and gore-bloody, they [etc.].

Gore copper, variant of Garcoppeb, Obs

1654 Wnn elocke Jrnl Sioed Emb (1772) II 251 7 o

ship.. 200 ship pound, Swedish weight, of gore copper.

Gorecrow, variant of Gorcrow.
Gored (gooid), ppl. a 1 [f Gore v 1 + -ed 1

.] In

senses of the vb.

1577 Kendall Flowers ofEpigr 3 Trust me (saied she)

my goared gutts doe put me to no paine 1390 Spenser
I Q. 1. ill 33 And from his gored wound a well of bloud
did gush. 1605 Shaks Lear v 111 320 You twaihe, Rule
in this Realme, and the gor’d state sustame. 1747 Genii
Mag Feb 93 In dull thought concludes the day, How
the gor’d Hack s reward to pay 1 1808 J Barlow Coltuub

vi 490 Nor knew the chief That his gored thigh bad first

received the ball x8io Scott Lady ofL vi iv, Mangled
limbs, and bodies gored

f Gored, ppl & 2 Obs. rare 1-1
[f. GORE & 2 +-

-ED*] (See quot.)

1399 A. M tr Gabelhouer’s Bk Pliystcke 336/1 [Presenp
tions] For goarred, or congealede bloode

Gored (goeid), ppl. a 3 [f. Gore v 3 and sb 2

+ -ED]
1, Cut into a gore or gores

1794 Rigging 4' Seamanship I 91 The longest goied side

of one cloth makes the shortest side of the next. 1891
Daily News 19 Sept 2/1 The gored gowns are now lined

throughout.

2 Her. (See quot

)

1828-40 Berry Encycl. Herald I, Gored, cut into large

arched indents.

+ Goree, sb slang. Obs. Also 7 gory. Money.
Phrase Old Mr Goree (see quot ).

<1x700 B E. Diet Cant, Crew, Got ee. Money, but dm.fly

Gold Qld'Mr.'Goty, a piece of Gold. 1723 m New Cant
Did,

Go ree, gO’ry, a Her [f Gore sb 2
; a pseudo-

AF. ruidcimg ot Gored ppl a 4] '

%
Sec quot-.

)

11S-2



GORE-FISH, 304 GORGE
1828-40 Blrry Eucycl Herald I, Go>ll 01 Gory, 111 old

authors sometimes written goat Sc and goary, ib the same as
double at elide 1889 Elvin Diet Heraldry, Goredor Got te,

cut into large arched indents

Gore-fish.. [? f gote, Gare sb '] ? = Garfish.
(Cf. Gobebill)
1839 Col Hawker Diaty (1893) II 162 We only got

5 bass 1 flounder, 1 gore fish, and 1 cuttlefish 1886
R C Leslie Sea-painteds Logs111 164 The long-beaked
gore fish, which when hooked comes along at once, like

a sea-serpent, on the top of the ivitei

t Go'rel. Ohs Also 6 gherell. [a. F gotel

{goliorel), gorean , etc. m same sense ] A halter,

horse-collar. Also attnb
, as gorel-maker.

c 1481 Caxton Dialogues (E E T. S ) 2/37 Of gorel-
makers and joyneis 1526 in Dillon Calais Pale (1893)
8r Item, of a horse collet or gherell

GoreU, variant of Gorbel, Ohs
Gorg, Gorgaya(e, obs ff Gorge, Gorgeous
Gorge (gF lcl

<0 > sb 1 Also 5 goorge, 5-6 gorg
fa. OF. and F gorge -Pi

.
goiga, gorja, Sp gorga,

Pg gorja, It, gorga, gorgia -popular L. *gorga,
*gnrga of unknown origin

,
the possibility of con-

nexion with L. gttrges, whirlpool, is very doubtful.]

I In physical senses.

1 . The external throat; the front of the neck,
said both of human beings and of animals. Obs.

exc arch,
1 0.1400 Morle Arth 3761 He gyrdes hytn in at f>e gorge

with ms gryme launce a 1400-50 Alexander 4083 All
gilden was hue gorg with golden fethirs 1481 Caxton
Myrr n vm 81 The breste and the gorge of hym [the
phemx] shyneth 0x529 Skelton Wai e Haukc 87 With
that he gaue her a bounce Full vpon the gorge 1586 A
Day Eng Secretary 1 (1625)73 Taking him [the Rebell]
by the gorge 1819 Keats K Stephen 1 111, Do not
tempt me to throttle you on the gorge 1866 C Meri-
vale in Contemp Rev II. 270 The form divine, the grace-
ful gorge, fair breast, and dazzling eyes
fig 1578 J- Stubbes Gaping Gulf Auj b. We shewe by
demonstrative reasons that it goeth to the very gorge of
the Church

*fb. Lhe dewlap of a bull. "I rtonce-use

1591 Horsey Trav (Hakluyt Soc) 220 [There was] a
goodly fare white bull his crop or goig hanging down to
61s knees before him
2. The internal throat. Now only r/ietot ical.

1362 Lancl P PI A xi 53 God is muche in the goige
of theose grete maystres <11400-50 Alexander 3627 And
full ofglorand gledis baim to J>e gorge fillis a 1533 Ld Bkr-
ners Huon cxxxn 489 He caste fyre and smoke oute of lus
gorge lyke a forneyse <1x586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1390)
62 b, Songs, which the watrie instruments did make then
[birds’] gorge deliuer 1601 Holland Pliny I 339 The
vpperpart or top of the Wezand, is called the Gorge, or the
gullet 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist 41 Forth his smoak-
ing gorge came sulphur smoke 1821 Byron Irish A tavar
xx, Till the gluttonous despot be stuff’d to the gorge

!

183a TeNnyson Pal Art vi, The golden gorge of dragons
spouted forth a flood of fountain-foam

fig 1876 Swinburne Erechth 1358 And the gorge of the
gulfs of the battle is xvide for the spoil of the woild 1783-
94 Blake Songs Exper

,
Div Image 8 lhe human face

[is] a furnace seal’d, The human heart its hungry goige
3 . Falconry. The crop of a hawk. To bear

fullgorge-, to be full fed. Hence, in opprobrious
lhetoncal use, the ‘maw’, devouring capacity, of
a monster, or a person, etc. spoken of as glutton-
ous, bloodthirsty, or rapacious Obs. exc. arch.
c 1450 Bk Hassikyng in Rel Ant. I 304 The flesch that is
m his gorge woll be oversoden if it be ther any while long
holdyng i486 Bk Si, Albans Cvuj, She goorgith when
she fillith hir goorge with meete 1514 Barclay Cyt. #
Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc ) p xli. Their greedy gorges are
rapt with the smell 1582 T Watson Centura of Lone
xlviu (Arb) 83 Ho lure will cause her stoope, she beares
full gorge 1583 [See Garbage s£ a

] x6oa Marston
Antonios Rev. v v. Wks 1856 I 140 Heie lies a dish to
feast thy fathers gorge 1615 Latham Falconry, Words of
Art (*633), Gorge, is that part of the Hawke which first
receiueth the meat, and is called the craw or crop in other
fowles 1625 Gill Sacr Philos iv 23 Nothing could glut
the gorges ofthose bloody Priests 1641 Milton Ch Govt
11 Concl 63 Ibis mighty sailevving’d monstei that menaces
to swallow up the Land, unlesse her bottomlesse goige may
be satisfi’d with the blood of the Kings daughter the Church
185a Kingsley Andromeda 64 A prey for the gorge of the
monster.

fig. 1594Plat Jcwell-ho 1 29 Doe wee thinke that Nature
is bounde to cast vp the treasuies ofher full gorge amongest
as 1 16x2-15 Hr. Hall Cantempl O T xvi iv, So vast
are the gorges of some consciences , that they can sivallovv
the greatest crimes 1814 Scott Ld ofIsles vi xxiv, The
first are in destruction's gorge
b The phrase a full gorge properly belongs to

sense 3 (cf on a full stomach), but the ambiguity
of the adj. led to its being interpreted according
to sense 4 (Cf Goege sbP)
*553.

"I Wilson lihet 64 lhe counsailoi heareth causes
with lesse pain beyng emptie, then he shal be able afliei a
Tull gorge 1589 Cocan Haven Health cciu (1636) 195 If

they bee not sicke upon a full gorge, yet they are diousie
and heavy 1642 Milton Apol Smect Wks 1738 I 132
What though ? because the Vultures had then but small
pickings, shall avc therfore go and fling them a full goige ?
<*1693 Urquhart Rabelais in xv 126 Falconers, when
fi?

,

j!
ave their Hawks, aviII not suffer tbem to fly on a

full Gorge 1727 Bradley Fam Diet s v Capon. Give
Capon a full Gorge thereof three times a Day

T A meal for a hawk
( To give) gorge upon

gorge

,

a second meal before another is digested

:

also transf. Obs,

c 1430 La dc. Bocltas 11 \xvu (1 494) ljb, They Forsokc
Mars And to Bachus their hedes gan enclyne Gorge vpon
gorge, tyll it drough to nyght 1575 Turblrv Faulconne
199 Beware that you gyue hir not gorge upon goige Ibid
291 The diseases in Hrwkes heads do most commonly
breede of gluing them too great gorges 1615 Latham
Falconry (1633) 107, I haue already forewarned you, to be
circumspect m hei diet, that it may be of light and coole
meate, and small gorges thereof 1677 N Cox Gentl
Racreat (ed 2) 247 In the first place, nevei give them
[Hawks] a 'great Gorge, especially of gross meats

5 . What has been swallowed, the contents of the

stomach Lin phiases (primarily of Falconry) i to

cast {up), heave
,
spue tip

,
vomit one's gorge Also

To cast the gorge at to reject (food) with loathing
1526 Skllton Magnyf 1633 To styre vp your stomake

you must you forge, Call for a candell, and cast vp your
gorge 1563-87 Foxe A <)• M (1684) III 275 He aviII

a omit his gorge, and cast out floods to overfioiv him c 1575
Peifect Bk Kepinge Sparhawkes (r886) 20 Castmge the
gorge, kepinge her meate longe aboue, or other surfit be
veary daungerus. 1590 Spenser F Q i iv 21 And all the
Avay, most like a brutish beast, He spued vp his gorge, that
all did him deteast 1857 Gln P Thompson Audi Alt I

xvn 57 Eat horse, or eat dog, or put something into your
mouths you have always been taught to cast the goige at

fig 1642 Roglrs Fanman 37 Sundry avIio haue sent
for the minister, and theie vomitted up all their gorge,
accused and condemned themselves

b Freq usedfig in the above phrases to express

extreme disgust 01 (in later use) violent resentment

,

now commonly one's gorge rises {at or f against)

To rouse {stir) the gorge to make furiously angry
1532 More Coufut I'nutale Wks 702/1 [Pieachers Avho]

make a man ready to cast lus gorge to liearc them raue
and rage like mad men 1602 Shaks Heim, v 1 207 How
abhorred my Imagination is, my goige rises at it 1604
— Oth 11 1 236 Her delicate tendernesse aviII finde it selfc

abus’d, begin to heaue the Gorge, disrelish and abhorie the
Moore 1766 H Brooke Fool ofQual Wks. 1752 III xv
74 The very gorge of my’ soul rises against this daemon
1809 W Irving Kntckerl vn vi (1820) 485 So insolent
a request would have been enough to have roused the
gorge of the tranquil Van Twiller himself 1863 Whyte
Muvillc Gladiators II 274 He remembered now that
his gorge had risen Avhile he spoke 1873 H Rogers Or/g
Bible vi 243 The very thought of whom natuially stirred
all the gorge of this Pharisee of the Pharisees 1877
Farrar Days of Youth iv 34 In uttering it he Avould be
unable to repress the rising gorge of self-disgust

II. In transferred (chiefly technical) uses.

6. Forttf. The neck of a bastion or other out-
work; the entrance from the rear to the platfoim
or body of a vvoik (cf quot. 1834-47).
1669 Loud. Gaz. No 390/3 But yet the courage of Ins

men prevailing, they won from the Turks the Gorge of
that Bastion 1690 Leybourn Curs Math 586 The greater
the Flanks and the Gorge between them are, the better
they are. 1762 Sterne Tr Shandy V xix. We have
not a couple of field-pieces to mount in the gorge of that
new redoubt x8xz Wellington m Gitrw. Dcsp IX 12
The detachment Avhich attacked the woik by the gorge
had the most setious difficulties to contend with 1834-47
J S Macaulay Field Forttf (1851) 9 ’lhe open or rear
part of the redan, and of all other works, is called the
gorge. 1876 in Voyle & Stevenson Miht Did
7. A narrow opening between lulls; a ravine with

rocky walls, esp one that gives passage to a stream
1769 Gray Let Poems (1775) 359 Looking full into the

gorge of Borrowdale 18x4 Scott Wav xvi, Through the

f
orge of this glen they found access to a black bog 1856
t anley Sinai 4 Pal Introd. 39 A mass of high limestone

cliffs, Avith two deep gorges 1878 Huxley Physiogi 157
If the glacier enters a goige, it becomes contracted

+8. Farriery (See quot.) Obs -1 (Cf. Gorged
ppl a 2 2.)

x6xo Markham Masterp 11 cx 391 The gorge 01 gouided
legges, is an ill sorrance, being a gueuous swelling in the
neather part of the legges.

9 . Arch. (See quots ) [All in Fr. use.]
a 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey-), Gorge, Gulc, or Neck, (111

Architect

)

is the narrowest part of the Doruk and 7 usean
Capitals, lying between the Astragal, above the Shaft of the
Pillar, and the Annulets 1727-41 Chambers Cycl

,
Goige

is also used for the neck of a column , more properly called
collarino

, and gorgerm 1889 in Centmy Did.
b 1727-41 Chambers Cycl

,
Gorge ofa chimney, is the part

between the chambranle and the ci owning of the mantle
C 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gorge, a kind ofMould-

ing, hollow on the inside, which is larger, but not so deep
as the Scotia 1727-41 in Chambers Cycl 1823 in P
Nicholson Pract Build 585
d, 1721-41 Chambers Cycl

, Gorge is sometimes used for
a moulding that is concave in the upper part, and convex at
bottom, more propei ly called gula, and cymatium
e 1875 Knight Did Meek

, Gorge, {Masonry) a small
groove at the under side of a coping, to keep the dnp from
reaching the Avail

10. Mech. The groove of a pulley. [So F gorge ]
1813-16 J Smith Panorama Set Sr Art 1 . 308 To prevent

111* lopes a and l from lubbing against each other, the
upper fixed pulley may have a double gorge 1875 in
Knight Did, Mech
11 Angling.

-J-
a A contuvance for disengaging

a fishhook, when swallowed {obs
—1

). b A solid
object, intended to be swallowed by the fish, to
ensure its capture.
1740 R Brookes Art ofAngling 1 xiv 43 As the Pearch

generally swallows the Bait it will he necessary to carry
an Instiument Avhich I call a Gorge 1883 CenturyMag
Apr 900/1 The fish swallowed it, and, the gorge coming
crosswise Avith the gullet, the fish was captured XB84
Athemewn 23 Feb, 254 '3 Flints of various sizes . manu-
factured For usS as fish-hooks gorges, and sinkers

12 U.S. A mass choking up ,1 nairow passage •

esp m ice-gorge (see Ice sb 8)
& ’

1884 [see Icl sb 8] x88fi Pall Mall G 22 Api 7/2 The
ice gorge near Montreal has been broken

+ 13 Tottery pi (See quots.) [Possibly a dis
tract word . cf Brown George

]
1684 Dwight's Patent in Jewitl Ceramic Art Gt Brit I

1st Several! new Manufactures of Earthenwares, called bv
the Names of White Gorges, Marbled Porcellane Vessells
Statues, and Figures, and Fine Stone Gorges and Vessells’
never before made in England or elsewhei e 1813 T Faulk’
Mill Hist Acc Fulham 27 In the yeai 1684 Mr JohnDwight established a manufactory of earthein tvar-es
known under the name of White Gorges 1879 J Timbs m
Cassell's l'cchn Educ I 367/2 Specimens of ‘Fulham
Ware ’, consisting of Avhite gorges or pitchers.

Ill 14. attnb and Comb , as (sense 11) goige-
bait, fishing, -hook

,
(sense 6) gotgc-cw tain, -line

,

also gorge-circle, m gearing, ‘ the outline of the
smallest cross section of a hyperboloid of revolu-
tion’ (Webstei 1897), + gorge-miliar Si., ?a
glutton
1867 F. Francis Angling i\ (1880) 132 *Goige baits of all

kinds Avert. invenLed by the fathei ofcruelty 1862 N Y
Tribune 19 Apr (Cent), lhe blindages over the casemates
of the ^gorge-curtains [were] splinteied and shivered. 1898
Daily News 14 Dec 6/4 The abolition of live 01 dead
'gorge fishing 1866 Athenmnm 27 Jan 131/3 Baited *gorge
hooks 1875 ‘ Stonlhengi ’ Brit Sports 1 v xi § 3 315
Gorge hooks aic either single or double x66x S Partridge
Double Scale Proportion 93 The length of the *Gorge-hne
in the made Fort, is 59,5 1834-47 J S Macaulay Field
Foitif (1851) 109 After having stretched a cord mn four
feet above the goige line [etc] 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
lx 26 Gryt glascheAv-hedit *gorge-millaus

f Gorge, sbP Hei . Obs [Of unknown origin
]A bearing known only from the drawing given by

Leigh ; its interpretation was disputed (see quot ).

Not to be confounded with gorges, Gurgls, which in some
mod books of heraldry appears Avith the spelling gorge or
gmge

1562 Leigh A i moi te (1597) 103 He beareth Sanguine, a
Gorge, Argent 'I houghe this seeme vnlikely to be a water
budget, yet hath it long time bin so taken, and so blazed,
and neuer ofame other fashion, then ye see in this escocheon.

Gorge (gpjdg), sb 3 [f next vb ] An act of

gorging oneself
,
a glut (of food, wine, etc )

1854 Syd Dobell Balder \xm 99 A ivreathed Avrestler

from a gorge of Avine, He falls in piide 1867 F. Francis
Angling iv (1880) 105 They have a heavy gorge about once
in two or three days 1890 Petrie m Statem Palestine
Expior Fund Oct 228 Thinking of nothing but the perfect
goige all the Aveary day [of the Ramadan fast]

Gorge (gpid3), v. Also 5 goorge [ad OF.
and F gorger, i goige Gorge j^.1]

1 mtr. To fill the gorge, to feed greedily.

(In early use, of a bud of prey.) Const on, upon.
13 K A Its 5625 Alle hei gorgen as a rauene 1486 Bk

St Albans C vuj, She goorgith Avhen she fillith hir goorge
Avith meete 1601 Shaks Jut C a- i 82 On our former
Ensigne Two mighty Eagles peaich’d, Goiging and feed-

ing from our Soldiers hands. 1641 Milton Anwiadv Wks
(1851) 233 The veiy garbage that drawes together all the
fowles of prey and tavin in the land to come and gorge upon
the Church 1795 Genii Mag July 619/1 He gorged so
much at a neighbour’s as to stop all the functions ofNature,
and he was actually suffocated Avith a good meal i8zx
Shllley Hellas 469 They like hounds of a base breed,

Gorge from a stranger’s band, and rend their master 1891
R Kipling Light that Failedm 44 Dick fell upon eggs
and bacon and gorged till he could gorge no more
fig 1828 D’Israeu Chas /, II vm 182 The single passion
of D’Ancie was inoidinate avauce , he gorged on Avealth

2 . trans. To fill the gorge of
;
to stuff with food

,

to glut, satiate. Also with up. (Cf Engorge i.)

1486 Bk St Albans Aivb, How ye shall gyde yow if

yowre hawke be full goorged. 1549 Latimlr istSeun bef
7u/w VI (Arb ) 42 Surueiers there be, yat gredyly gorge vp
their couetcmse guttes 1555-8 Phalr/Eiteid ill.H hj b, For
whan he gorgyd had him self with meates & drinkings

drownd 1591 Plrcivall Sp Diet , Fapar, to gorge vp, to

fill the gorge 1605 Shaks Lear 1 1 120 He that makes
Ins generation messes T o gorge lus appetite 1648 Hunting
ofFox ax The Fox had so gorg’d his guts that he could
not squeeze himself out againe 1709 S i'llll Tatler No
83 F 7 Going to a Tavern to Dinnei

,
or after being gorged

there to repeat the same with another Company at Suppei

1725 De Fol Voy lound World (1840) 219 Our men gorged
themselves with it [chocolate] and Avould have no more
1756 Burkl Sub

l

<5- B iv xxiv. We paint the giant

plundering the innocent traveller, and aftei wards gorged
Avith his half-living flesh 1826 Sad Smith IVks. (1867)

II 82 The king of the vultures fit st gorged himself i860

Kingslly Mtsc I 189 When fish are gorged with their

morning meal of gieen drakes

"b. transf and fig.
1596 Shaks i Hen IV, in 11 84 Being Avith his presence

glutted, goig’d, and full 1639 Du Vlrglu tr. Camus
Advur, Events 84 In this ease and ldlenesse of life gorged

with wealth. 1719 Dc Foe Crusoe

{

iB^o) 11 i\. 199 Heaven
can gorge us with our own desires 1830 Scott Demonol
vn 203 Our dungeons are gorged with them. 1844 Thirl
wall Greece VIII lx.111. 2x6 They were gorging themselves

with plunder 1873 Tristram Moab xv 293 Every- press

gorged, every sheet of paper occupied

c. Said of that which is devoured To glut

1713 Addison Cato 1 iv, Nor Avould his slaughter’d ai my
now have lam On Afuck’s sands To gorge the Wolves and

Vultures of Numidia 1742 Young Nt. FA v 468 When
his foul basket gorges them no more
3 To take .into the gorge, to swallow

;
to devour

greedily. + Also with m
1614 B Jonson Barth lair 1. (1631) 15 So H [pig] be



GORGEABLE. 305 GORGET.
eaten with a ltfoimed mouth not goig’d in with gluttony,

or greedmesse 1653 Wai ion Angler 1 v 127 You must

hbh for him with a strong line . and let him have time to

gorge your hook. 1667 Milton P L hi. 434 As when a
Vultur Dislodging from a Region scaice of prey, To gorge

the flesh of Lambs or yearling Kids 1817 Collridgi

Sibyl Leaves (1862) 144 How could I bear To see them
„orge their dainty fare ? 1848 Thackeray Van Pair I viv

1 to When men of a certain sort aic 111 love, though they sec

the hook and the string they goige the bait nevertheless

tiansf andfig 1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 lxvi

(1739) 145 The ‘Clergy had not only gotten the game, but

goiged 11 1700 Blalkmokl Job xx 87 Tho’ he may Riches

corae, the painful Spoil I11 massy Vomit quickly will lecoil

1742 Young Nt Tk iv 281 Who is the Kmg of Gloi y ? He
who slew The rav’nous foe, that gorg’d all human race 1

*816 Byron Siege Cot \u. On the vulgai yelling pi ess, 1 o

gorge the relics of success 1833 C Buontl VUlette \lu,

l'he sloim did not lull till the deeps had goiged their full

of sustenance
absol 1833 Marryat P Simple (1863! 76 A glass of giog

is a bait that lie’ll play lound till he gorges

4. To fill full, distend (a vein, organ
,
duct, 01 other

v essel) ;
to choke, choke up. Chiefly in pa. pplc.

(Cf. Engorge ib)
1508, 1572 [see Gorold ppl a 1 li] 1809 Med Jrnl XXI

108 In such cases the veins have always been found pai ti*

eularly gorged with black blood 1843 Budd Dts Liver $§1

'P-„ 1-1. 1^ .1.0 cimn Kpo'-.'ue goiged with bile i860

I vs,
' v s , J < ter which is supposed to

1 1 , ,.i < ic 1872 Darwin Emotions
|» , s. -- . ,

ter the head and face

become goiged with blood, with the veins distended 1888

Fagge Prutc Med (ed 2) I. 158 [In Relapsing Fever] the

kidney's aie gorged and swollen.

5 . To scoop out into gorges (see Gorge sb 7%
1849 Dana Geol 111 (1850) 155 The whole siuface [is]

gorged out with valleys

Hence Go rging ppl. a

1743 Land <y Country Brewer iv fed 2] 284 A sliong,

goigmg, intoxicating Yeast-beaten Ale 1883 Athemsum
29 Dec 863/3 One passage which ought not to have been
inserted representing us as gorging gluttons.

Gorgeable (gp rdgab’l), a. [f. Gorge v. +
-able.] That can be swallowed.
1883 Ruskin Pots Clav xciv VIII 234 note, Chopping

lip its formerly loved authors into crammed sausages, or
blood-puddings swiftly goigeable

Gorgeat, obs. form of Gorget 1

t Gorgeaunt. Obs. [ad. F. goigeant, pr. pple.

ofgorger Gorge ».] A boar m its second year
c 1420 Ventry die Twety in Pel Ant I 151 The boor fast

he is a pyg as long as he is with his dame, and whene his

dame levyth hym then he is called a goigeaunt

Gorged (g£*dgd), ppl. a 1 [f Gorge v. + -ed 1
]

Fed to the full, crammed with food

*593 Shahs Lticr 694 The full-fed Hound, or gorged
Hawke, «i6z6 Middleton Witch i 1. 35 Here’s marriage
sweetly honour’d in gorg’d stomachs And ovei flowing cups 1

1704 Swiit Bait BAs. (1730) 29 The Refuse of gorged
Wolves 1836 Maccillivray tr Humboldt's Trav xvi

213 The animal lay stretched at full length on the ground,
like a goiged cat *883 Truth 28 May 848/2 A flock of
gorged coimorants silting on rocks by the sea
trails/ 1603 A Warren Poor Mans Pass E 3 Somd

Vsuier Whose gorged chests surfet with cramming gold

1 b. Sc. Stopped up, choked, Obs.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mamit Women99 Gory is his tuagrym
ene gladdeirit all about. And gorgeit Iyk twa gutaris that
wer mth glar stoppit 1372 Satir Poems Ref01m xxxvn
19 Gorgit waters evei gutter giowis

Gorged (g£tdgd),///. [f Gorge sb'X + -ed 2
.]

1. Her Having the gorge or neck encircled (with

a coronet, etc.).

1610 Guillim Heraldry 111 xxvi. 184 He beaieth a
Lion Rampand Gorged with a Coller 1708 J Cham-
blrlayne St Gt. But i ii li (1743) 53 An unicorn, argent,

gorged with a crown 1763 Brit Mas; IV. 28 On the
dextei-side, a lion guaulant, or, gorged ducally, argent,

1823 Ruitlu Ponthill p \xm, A Heron’s head erased, Oi,
goiged with a collar 1868 m Cussans Her vi (1893) 90.

+ 2 Farriery Affected with the ‘gorge’ (see

Gorge sb 1 8).
1688 Land Gas No 2395/4 A bright bay Mare, some-

thing gorged in het near Footlock before 1701 Ibid No
3725/4 A slight Nutineg-grey Mate gorg’d 111 both Legs
befoie *753 [see Disgorgi v 3]
3. Hollowed out as a gorge or pass. rare.
1871 Vermont Hist, Gazetteer ii. 741/1 Belonging to the

mountain sceneiy is a deeply' gorged mountain pass

Gorgeer(e, variant of Gorger sb 1, Obs.

Go'rgeful. rare—1
, [f. Gorge sb 1 + -eul ]

A bellyful

*6ii Co rcit
, Saoulcr, to glut, cloy', fill, saewte, giue a

goigefull of

Gorgelet (gp rdglet) [f. Gorge sbP + -let
;

cf.

OF. gorgelete.] A patch of colour on the throat

of a bird
1872 Couks Key N Amer Birds 99 The exquisite goige-

lets or frontlets ofhumming birds.

Gorgeous (gp idgos), a. Forms
: 5 gorgayse,

6 gorgays, gorges, gorgyas, gorgyo(u)s(e, gor-

ge(o)us(e, 6-7 gorgi(o)us(e, 6- gorgeous, [ad.

OF. gorgias elegantly or finely diessed, fashion-

able, gay of uncertain origin ]
1 Adorned with rich or brilliant colours ;

sump-
tuously gay or splendid

,
showy, magnificent

:

a of persons (with reference to dress)
With quQis 1560 and 1631 cf Glutton i b
< 149S Epttcffe etc m Shelton's Wks. (1843) II. 391 Ladyes,

damosels, mynyonat and gorgayse. 1303 Hawes Examp.
Virtue vi. i\, Impossyble it is for me to dyscouere How
gorges she was and gretly niagnyfyed 1307 Justes ofMay
June 117 in Had E P /Ml 1 17 Other there were That

were Joly and gorgyas in theyr geie 1560 Bkcon New
Catech Wks 1564 I 447 b, That gorgious rych gloton was
condemned because he would shew no meicye to the poorc
miserable begger Lazarus 1607 Dlkklk Whole Babylon
Wks 1873 II 24T, I am not goigiotis 111 attire. But simple,
plaineand homely 1613 Winn « Sat Ess (1615) 163 And
yet the Prince that’s gorgiunst in at ray, Must lie as naked
as his Grooine 111 clay 1631 R H Airaignm Whole
Liuitme M.§a 102 The Georgeous, and glurtenous Gospels
Helluoh, tliat would not feast Lazarvs 1710 S 1 llli Patter
No 184 v 8 My Sister does not affect to be gorgeous in her
Diess 1848 Dicklns Donibey iv, Teeming with sugges-
tions of gorgeous princes ofa biown complexion sitting on
caipets

b of things, esp. dress, decorated 100ms, etc
,

also of colour

1533 11 111 Mis Ortg Lett bci i, II 36 Several 1

bargisdeckyd afterlhe most gorgiouse and sumptuousmaner 1

1543 Brinklow Conipl, xxiv (1874) 69 What lordes huuc
jmore gorgyos houses than thei haue ? 16*3 Sir F Cottinc.-

ion in Ellis Oug Lett Ser 1 III, 142 lhe late pioclama
|

turn agnmst gorgeous appaiel dispensed with 1697DRYDIN
,

1 irg. Georg, iv 120 With gorgeous Wings, the Marks of
|

Sov reign Sway, The two contending Princes make then 1

uay 1794 Sullivan View Nat V gr The Insh took the
field, like their brethren of Britain, in gorgeous array 1813
Bvuon Br A bydos n 111, AH that can eye or sense delight
Aie gathei’d in that gorgeous 100m 1851 Layaud Pop
Ate Discov Nineveh xui 346 Sculptured in alabastei, and
painted in gorgeous colours 1876 Black Madcap V. xvm.
170 They weie in the land of gorgeous sunsets.

C t/ansf. esp of phraseology and literary colour-

ing
; rarely of an action * Dazzling

1561!' Houvti Castighoue's C 011 > iyer 1 F iv b, Gorgeous
and fine wooides 1381 J Blll Haddon's Answ Osoi

263 b, The gorgeous neattnes of Ciceroe’s speech 1635 A
Staiiord Pent Glory (1869) 47 All morall Vertues whatso-
ever are no better than gorgious sms 1857 Willmoit
Pleas Lit xxi 130 The goigeous tale of genius is always
left half told 1874 Deutsch Rem 65 They keep our ima-
gination spell-bound by their goigeous lore

2 colloq. Used as an epithet of strong approba-
tion. (Cf. splendid )

1883 Fargo (Dakota) Aigus 25 Sept , The northwestern
editors, who recently went excuisiomng ovei the famous
‘ Monon Route ’ had a gorgeous tune Mod. That’s gor-
geous 1 How goigeous I

Gorgeously (gp rdgasli), adv. [f Gorgeous a.

+ -ly A] In a gorgeous manner.
1332 Hervet Xenophon's Househ (1768) 39 Gorgeously

peinted with diuers faire pictures. 1333 Coverdale Ecclus
xl 4 From him that is gorgiously arayed, and weereth a
crowne, vntyll him that is hut homely and symple clothed

1398 F Meres in Shahs C Praise 21 The English tongue
is mightily enriched and gorgeoushe invested m rare orna-

ments. 1638 Sir T Hlrblrt Trav (ed. 2) 168 Banquetting
houses, great and gorgeouslypainted 1699 Bentley Phot
35g The Persons that They fntioduc’d were not clad so very
gorgeously 1823 Rutter Fonthill 19 The walls gor-

geously glow with a mosaic of the most brilliantly tinted

light 1877 C. Geikie Christ xxvi (1879) 293 The people
gorgeously appai elled, who lived delicately

Gorgeousness (gp -idgasnes) [f. Gorgeous a.

+ -ness.] The condition, quality, or state of being

gorgeous; splendour; magnificence.

1349 Coverdale, etc Erasm Pat Jos 26 What a gor-

giousnes of grene leaues, what a glistering 1561 T Houy
ti. Castiglione's Courtyer 1 Fiv, For very suche make the

gieatnes and gorgeousnes of an Oracion, 1630 Bhathwait
Eng Gentlcm (1641) 177 Lust, ambition, gorgeousnesse in

apparell and the like 1698 Fryer Acc E India <$• P 18

We had liberty in this interval to suiveythe Gorgeousness
of his Attire *838 Lytton Leila 1 iv, The chamber, had
a more massive, and if we may use the term, Egyptian gor-

geousness x868 Havvthornl A mer Note-bks. (1879) II. 144
The perfect gprgeousness of autumn

t Gorger, sb 1 Obs Also 4-5 gorgere, 5 gor-

geer(e, -ler, [a OF. go>g(i)e> e, f gorge Gorge sb 1
]

X = Gorget 1 1.

1300 K Alts 3636 Of Grece he smot a baroun . . Thorugh
the gaigaze and the gorger, 13 . Coer de L 321 Hys
puseu theiwith gan gon Hys vysei and his goigere
6 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1 exx (1869) 63 With this gor-

geer was sum time armed the abbot of Chalyt, thi goode
patioun semt William 1460 Lybeaus Disc 1618 Pysane,

aventayle, and gorgere, Fell ynto the felid fer 14, Rom
ofMonk (Sion Coll MS ) (Halhw ), Nowe I wol sey thee of
the gorgier, which shoulae kepe the throle-bolle

2 . A wimple, neckerchief; = Gorget 1 2.

13 , Gaw, if Gr Knt 957 pat o>er [lady] wyth a gorger

watz geiecl ouer j?e swjre

Hence + Q-orger v, trans
,
to fasten a gorger on

(a person).
_

1

c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1 exx (1869) 63 Whan suich

a man armede him with swich a gorgeer, and gorgered him
soo, thou shuldest also fastne on gladhche thi goigeere

Gorger (gp Jtdgw), sb 2 [f. Gorge v + -er 1
]

1. A person or animal that goiges or eats to

lepletion, a glutton.

1701-1823 D’Israeli Cur, Lit, Anc Cookery (Rtldg)

267/2 Apicius, a name now synonymous with a goiger,

was the inventor oi cakes called Apicians 1883 G Allen
Nat. Studies, Honey Ants 26 These gorgers might easily

become specialized Into a honey-bearing set of insects

2 . Naut. ‘A big haul or heavy deck of fish*

(Cent. Diet ).

tGorgeret 1
. Obs [a. OF.gorgerete (F gor-

get etle string of a child’s cap), f gorge Gorge sb 1
;

= Prov. gorgeyrela
,
It. gorgierelta ] *= Gorget 1 i.

ciSoo Melusin

e

xxiv. 175 Vryan drew a short knyff and
thresttd it vnder the goigeret thrugh brandymontis nek

Gorgeret 2
(gp id,5eret). Surg. Also 8 gor-

goret [a F goigeret

,

f goige throat, from the

tubular shape of the instrument .]
=Gorget 2

__

1758 J S Le Drafts Olserv. Surg (1771) 257, I intro-

duced a Goigortt into the Bladder. 18 Mid A’i’w.rXLIX

315 (Cent i Over the piohe I pass a little gorgeret this has
its blade dnected upwards •

Gorgerin (gp id^enn) Also 8 gorgerme, <j

gourgerm. [a F gorge/ m, f go/ge throat.]

1. Arch. =llYPorRvoHELTUJr.
1664 Eallyn tr Preart'sA rchit 127 Hypotradit-liuin is

as’twere the I'reeze of the Capitel, and by soineso tearm’d,
as also the Coller and Goigenn 1726 Lioni Alberti's
Arclut, II 38/1 A Done Capital, but without any gorgerme
1842-59 Gwilt Auhit Gloss , Collar or Colanno is some-
times called the neck, goigerin, or hypoti achehum.
2. = Gorget 1 i. (Cf. It.goigienna.)
1849 JAS Grant Knkaldy ofG ix 86 The culvenneeis

wore a gouigenn and salade, with a sword and dagger.

1869 Bou 1 ell Anus fr Arm. vm 152 The gorgerm, or
gorget, completes this head-piece.

Gorges, obs form of Gorgeous
Gorget 1 (gpjdget). Forms 5 gorgeat, gor-

getfce, 6 gorgyt, 6-7 gorgett, 7 gordget,gorjet,6-
gorget, [a OF. gorgete (F. dial gorgette a collar),

dim ofgorge throat ]

1 . A piece ofarmoui for lhe thi oat Obs exc. Hut
c 1470 Henry Wallace iv 661 With ire him stiaik on Ins

gorgeat off steill 1484 Cant on Chivalry 62 The gorgette
enuyi onneth 01 goth aboute the neck of a knyght by cause
it sholde be deffeuded for strokes andwoundes. 1550Mu r
Mag , Clifford vm, As I would my gorget haue vndoen
An headles arrow strake mee through the thiote 1634
Ford P. Warbet k in 1. (Stage Duect 1, Enter King Henry,
with Ins gorget on 1713-20 Pope Iliadxi 33 Three ghttei -

mg dragons to the gorget rise *770 Langiiorne Plutarch
(1879) II. 732/2 His helmet was of non .. To this was
fitted a gorget of the same metal, set with piecious stones
1808 Scott Marnt. v 11, Their brigantines, and gorgets
light 1838 Prescott Feed 4- Is (1846) III xi 47 The
gorget gave way, and the sword entered his throat 1859
Thackeray Virgin, lxvn, One “of Mr Walpole’s cavaliers

with ruff, mpier, buff-coat, and gorget

b. traits/. A collar.

1629 J M ti Fonseca's Dev Contempt, po A hundred
Mules, Sumpter-CIothes on then backes, imbrodered with
silke, silver and gold,withtheirgonetsofmassie-plate[etc ]

1663 Butler Hud, 1 11 257 He wore, for ornament, a ring

,

About his neck a threefold gorget. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe 1,

It was a brass ring, resembling a dog’s collai On this

singular gorget was engraved an inscription

2 . An article of female dress, covering the neck
and breast, a wimple. Obs. exc. Hist.

1373 Laneham Let. (1871) 37 A side gooun of kendall
gieen gatheied at the neck with a narro gorget 1398
Yong Diana 71 She had on a light skie coloured petticoaie,

and vnder that a gorget of so passing fine net-wofke a 1635
Corbli Poems (1807) 232 To the Ladyes of theNewDresse,
That weare their gorgets and rayles doune to their wastes.
a *639 Cleveland Wks (1687) 382 Pray rectifie my Gorget,
smooth my Whisk. 17116 Lady M W Montagu Let. to

Cfess Mar 14 Sept., I was squeezed up in a gown, and
adorned with a gorget and the other implements thereunto
belonging. 1826 Scott Woodst 1, With these grave seniors

sate their goodly dames in ruff and gorget 1843 Lytton
Last Bar iv. n, Why, Katheune—dame—thy stiff gorget
makes me ashamed of thee

3 An ornament foi the neck; a collar of beads,

shells, etc ;
a necklace.

1370 Levins Mauip 88/10 A Gorget, to/ques 1791 W
Bartram Carolina 370 These champions likewise were well

dressed, painted and ornamented with silver bracelets,

gorgets and wampum 1808 Pike Sources Misstss. 11 App
48, I piesented the principal, with a double barrel’d gun,
gorget, and other articles 1870 Lubbock Orig Civilis. 11

(1875) 53 Some also had gorgets of large shells hanging
from the neck across the breast

4 Mil, A gilt crescent-shaped badge suspended
from the neck, and hanging on the breast, formerly

worn by officers on duty.
1786 Mackenzie Lounger No 87 § 7 Hls sword and

gorget weie crossed under it [a portrait]. 1816 ‘QvirA
Of and Mastervm 11 Dress’d—gorget, epaulets, and sasb,

Lion and crown—a perfect dash 1830 Ann. Reg 124 The
gorget to be abolished, 1867 in Smyth Sailof 's iVofd bh.

f 5 . Sc, A kind of pillory. Obs
1633 Sess Fee. in W. McDowell Hid Dumfries wxii

(1873) 364 Adjudged to pay one dollar and wear the gorgets

on Sabbath 1640-x Ktrcudbr War-Comm Min Bh
(1855) 40 He shall . stand in the gorgets at the ktrk of

Bafmaghie,

6 . Zool. + a. The pouch or sac undei the bill of

certain sea-birds. Obs.—t

1703 M Martin Descr West 1st. Scott (1816) 283 This
Solan Goose . preserves five 01 six herrings m its gorget
entire, and carries them to the nest.

lb. A patch of colour on the throat of a bird,

insect, etc.

x8ox Southey T/talaba ui. xxxiii, She view’d bis [the

locust’s] jet-orb’d eyes. His glossy gorget bright. 1820

W. Irving Sketch Bh II 382 The golden-winged wood-
pecker, with his bioad black gorget. 1871 Darwin Desc
Man. II, xvi 188 The male of one of the humming birds

, having a splendid goiget and fine ear-tufts.

7. Comb., as gorget-maker , + gorget-stead, the

part of the body protected by the gorget.
c 16x1 Chatman Iliad vu j2 Beneath his good stecle

caske it pierc’t above his gorget stead. 1636 A riif. Hand-
som. (1662) 85 The Tne-women, the Gorget-makers, Hie
Seamstresses, the Chambermaids.



GORGE!?. 306 GORMANDIZE.

Hence Go rffetcd ppl. a
,
having a gorget

i8$x Goiiid Troduluke IV, Hehangclus stiophianus,

Gorgeted Sun Angel

Gorget 2
[gp id^et). Surg. [Corruption of

Gougehet 2
] A steel instrument having the form

of a channel, used in operations for stone, etc

1740 Chi sclden Anat, (ed 5! 330 Passing the gorget very
caiefully in the groove of the staff into the bladder 1800

Med grill III 196 This instrument cuts easier than the

cutting director, or common goiget 1809 S Coopi k Dut
Piaet Surg 439 Lateral opeiation as perfoimed at the
present day with cutting gorgets 1839 Hooper's Med Dut
(ed 7', The gorget is now seldom used, the cutting one being

superseded by a simple knife, and the blunt one by the use

of the finger

Gorgeus, obs form of Gorgeous
Gorgier, variant of Gorger sb i, Obs.

Gorging (gp vbl. si. [f. Gorge v +
-ing 1

J The action of the vb. Gouge.
1833 I Taylor Fauat. vt 154 The gorging of captives

leserved for that very puipose from the slaughter of the

field i860 Holt and Miss Gilbert \ 19 Of the gorging of
fruits that followed in thegrove back ofDr, Gilbert’s house,

nothing needs to be said i860 Tindail Glac 11. x\ 337
During this time, the goiging of the capillaues [of a glaciet]

must have ceased

II Gorgio [Romany; in Ger. spelling

gadze, gatscho

,

inSp spellinggacho ] The designa-

tion given by gipsies to one who is not a gipsy
1851 Borrow Lavengio I xvii 218 Perhaps , but you aie

of the Goigios, and I am a Rommany Cbal. 1857— Romany
Rye I x 133 Marnages now and then occur between
gorgios and Romany chies 187s Whytt Ml lvu le Kate*-
pelto m 118 T he Romany 111 bis tent can be as courteous
as the Gorgio in his castle

Gorgious(e, -ius, obs forms of Gorgeous
Gorgoil, variant of Gargoile
1841 Ferrcv Antiq Ch Ch P* 101y 24 There are, also,

gorgoils, or water spouts wtought into projecting heads of
the most hideous aspect

Gorgon (gp Jg^n), si. (and a ) Also 4-7 gor-
gone. [ad L. Gorgon-em

,
Gorge, a Gr. Topyui

(pi Vopyives), f. yopybs terrible ]
1 Gr. Myth Ope of three mythical female per-

sonages, with snakes for hair, whose look turned,

the beholder into stone. The one of most note,

and the only one mortal, Medusa, was slam by
Perseus, and her head fixed on Athene’s shield.

\x3frVT%vnsK Barth. DeP R. xv kx (1495)315 Wymnien
that were callyd Gorgones Feminine 1601 Holland Pluiy
I 148 The Islands called Gorgates, where sometimes the
Gorgones kept their habitation.] c 1614 SirW Mure Dido
^Mfteas u 328 Whil gastly Gorgones threatne death 1636
Massinger Bashf Lover 1. 11, I have seen More than a
wolf, a Gorgon 1 1667 Milton PL ti 628 Gorgons and
Hydra's, and Chimera’s dire 170a Congreve IVay of
World v. 11, She is as teirible to me as a gorgon. 1813
Scott GuyM ill, Her dark elf-locks shot out like the snakes
cf a gorgon 1884 Ruskin Pleasntes Eng. (1885) 156 hi
Greek art, remember to keep yourselves cleai about the
difference between the Lion and the Goigon

fb. =Demogorgon. Obs.

1590 Spenser F Q i 1 37 Great Gorgon, prince of dark-
nes and dead night

C Short foi Gorgon’s head
1796 Burkl Regie Peace 1. Wks VIII 163 As if the dire
oddess. with her gorgon at hei breast, was a coquette to
e trifled with.

tA A petrifying influence. Obs
1646 Sir I'. Browne Pseud Ep 11 1 34 Chiystall its

immediate determination and efficiency are wrought by
the hand of its concretive spirit, the seeds of petrification
and Gorgon within it selfe.

1

2

. An African quadruped
;

? the gnu. Obs.-1

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 206 Among the mani-
fold and divers sorts of Beasts which are bred in Afrxck, it is
thought that the Gorgon is brought forth in that Counticy.
3. A very terrible or very ugly person

;
esp., a

repulsive woman.
a 1339 Skelton Sp Parrot 303 Was nexyr suche a ffylty

gorgon, nor suche an epycure Sjn Dewcalyons flodde
163a Mvrmion Holland’s Leaguer iv iv, No, my dear
Gorgons, I will not have my fame wander -without The
pieuncts of your castle. 1670 DitvorN Conq Granada 11

il, I’ll shrowd this Gorgon from all humane view 1831
Disralli Vug, Duke 1 \i, That gorgon, Lady de Courcy,
captured me 1876 Miss Braddon g Haggat d’s Dan II.

in \ pretty girl will hardly be a gorgon as a step-mother
4. attnb and Comb a. simple attnb. passing

into adj with sense 1 petrifying ,

1
tei 1 lble

JS7S R. B Appius Sf Vtrg Cj a, 0 gorgon Judge, what
lawles life hast thou most wicked led 1 1633 Massingi r
Guardian 111 vi, Your Gorgon looks Turn me to stone
1663 Buru r Hted. 1 ii 783 But Pallas ’twixt the spring
and hammer thrust Her gorgon shield 1690 Drydln Don
Sebastian m 1, Why didst thou not tiy the virtue of that
Gorgon face lo stare me into statue? 171a Congreve
Ovid's Ail Love m Wks. 1730 III 316 It swells the lips
mid blackens all the Veins, While in the Eye a Gorgon
Horror reigns, a 1777 Potter Mschylns, Prom Chain'd
23 From his eyes the gorgon glare Of balefull lightnings
flash'd x8xa Byron Ch Har 1, Iv, Scarce would you deem,
that Saiagoza's towei Beheld her smile in Dangers Goigon
face 1827 Miss Sedgwick H Leslie (1872) II 251 Feeling
as ifshe had been paralyzed by some gorgon influence

b. objective and instrumental, as gorgon-headed,
-like

,
-mounted adjs.

x8ai Shellly Promath, Unb iv. t 29J Quivers, helms, and
spears, And *gorgon-headed targes 1589 Nashe A not
A bsitrd 12 See how fane they swerue fiom tlieyr purpose,
who seeke to garnish such ‘Goigonlike shapes 1848
Dickens Dombey win, As if they had a Gorgou-ltke mind

to stare her youth and beauty into stone. 1836-48 B D
Wai sh Aiistopli Ac/m*mans iv vn, Fetch out m> ^Gorgon-
mounted rounded shield 1626 Sands & Ovid's Met iv

Argt , *Gorgon-toucht Sea-weeds lo Corall change

c Comb, with gen goigoris Gorgon’s head,
(a) the head of Medusa, oi a representation of it,

(b) * a kind of basket-fish ; a many-rayetl ophmnan,
as of the genus Ast* ophyton' (( ent. Did ).

1603 Play Stucley in Simpson Sch Shahs. (1878) I 242
His eye is as the Goigons head to me, And doth transfoun

my senses into stone 1642 Howell Fo* 1 rav (Arb) 73
Foi they seeme like Bug bearcs, or Gorgons heads, to the
vulgar 1690 Dradi n Autphit v Whs 1884 VIII 99 1 his

is a sight, that, like the gorgon's head, Runs through
my limbs, and stiffens me to stone 1870 Bryant Iliad I

xi 332 Where glai ed A Goigon’s-head with angry eyes

Gorgonean see Gorgonian a 2

Gorgoneion (gplgunsi’pn) [a Gr (to) yop-

yovtiov, neut of yopyoveio?, of or peitaming to a

Gorgon.] A representation of the Gorgon’s head.
1842 Brandc Diet Set etc , Gorgoneia [PI ] x8soLlitcii

tr C O Mtillers A 11c Art § 177 (ed 2) 159 A bowl found
at Clusittm has a gorgoneion with Etruscan inscription

1880 Murray Grk Sculpt I vui 153 On the Eg is ofAthena
in the west pediment had been a gorgoneion of metal 1893
Er worthy Evil Eye 158 The Gorgoneion has 111 all ages
been repiTted one of the most efficacious of amulets

Gorgone’sque, a [&ee -usque ]
Having the

chaiactensiics of a gorgen, hideous, repulsive.

1888 Athenaeum 29 Sept 426/3 A mother-in law t>o G01-
gonesque even as the ex-coryphtc

Gorgonia (gp tgff« ma). Zoo/. PI gorgomee,
-las [a mod L gorgoma, fern, of gorgonnts

,
f

go*gon-em Gorgon. The name wa» intended to

express its petrified character • cf. Gorgon id] A
genus ofpolyps (family Gorgemacete); an individual

of this genus
3
a sea-fan, sea-plume.

1767 Ellis m Phil Ti arts LVII 433 Most of the Sertu-
larias, Gorgomas 1775 Ibid. LXVI. 1 Zoophj tes formeily
called Ceiatopbytons, now Gorgomaj. i860 Maury Phyi
Geog Sea (Low) xiu § 360 The yellow and lilac fans, pei-

forated like trellis-AVorh, of the Gorgonlas. 1883 Ftshei ns
Evhib Catal (ed. 4) too Corals, Sponges and Gorgoma:
1883 Lady Brassey The Trades 297 Some lovely plumes of
se.i featheis, a species of gorgoma, winch had the appear-
ance of ten 01 a dozen ostrich feathers

Hence Gorgo’nian ad, pertaining to the goigomas
or their family. Also si., a polyp of the family.

1833 Kirby Hah fylnst Amm I v 168 In the vicinity of
Aolcanic islands in the Polar seas, corallines and gorgonians
[occui] 1884 Nature 17 July 281/1 1 he numerous species
that live clinging to the branches of gorgonians 'I he goi-
goman coials of many species

Gorgonian (gpigo" man), a 2 [f. Gorgon +
-Ian

,
cf. L gorgoneus.'] Of or pertaining to the

Gorgon
,
resembling the Goigon, or the effect of

the Gorgon’s look; Gorgon-) ike, terrible. Of a
shield ’ Bearing the Gorgon’s visage.

1616 B Jonson Epig* 1 cxxxiii Famous Voy
,
On one

side. Were seene your vgly Centaures Gorgonian scolds,
and Harpyes 1667 Milton P L x 297 The rest his look
Bound with Gorgonian rigor not to move 1697 Drydi n
AEn vit. 476 Smear’d as she was with black Gorgonean
Blood. <1x783 Glover Athenaid xi 214 Still the sound Of
her gorgonian shield my ears retatn. 1869 RuskiN Q of
Air § 53 The Goigonian cold, and venomous agony, that
turns living men to stone

f Gorgo’nical, a Obs. [f. as prec. + -ic + -al ]
= prec.

1591 Harington Orl. Fur Pief (1634) ? iv, The mind
of man . killing the earthlmesse of this Gorgomcall nature
ascendeth up to the understanding of heavenly things.

Gorgonize (gp sgpnaiz), v. [f, Gorgon +
-ize] trans. a To petrify as by the glance of
a Gorgon

,
to render hard or stony, b. To gaze at

AVith the look of a Gorgon.
1609 J. Davii s Holy Roods E 1 b, What Eies so Gor-
omz’d that can endure To see the All-vpholdei forc'd to
oav? <1x631 Donne Polydot oh 173 The Stony Jewes had
beene Gorgomred before his comming, 1833 T lnna son
Maud t xiix. 21 Curving a contumelious lip, Gorgomsed
me from head to foot With a stony British staie 1879
^Dowden Southey 1 3 Ma’am Powell Avas old and grim,
and A\ith her lasnless ej es gorgomzed the new pupil
Gorgoret, obs form of Gorgeret 2

.

Gorgyas, -os, -ous(e, obs. forms of Gorgeous.
Gone, obs. form of Gory a.

Gorilla (gorila). [An alleged African name
for a wild or hany man (strictly for the female
only), preserved (111 acc pi. yop’iWas) in the
Greek account of the voyage undei taken by the
Caithagnuan Hanno in the gth or 6th c. B c ,

hence adopted m 184/ as the specific name of the
ape Troglodytes gonlla, first described by Dr. T. S.
Savage, an American missionary in'Western Africa.]
The largest of anlluopoid apes, a native of western
equatorial Africa

;
it closely resembles man m its

structure, is very powerful and ferocious, and
arboreal in its habits.

[1799 Naval Chron I, 451 Anothei island full of savage
people Avhose bodies were hairy, and whom our inter-
preters called Gorillas 1847 P Savage m gi ul, Boston
Nat, Hist, Soc (title) A description of the external char-
acters and habits of 7 roglodytes Gorilla ] 1833 R, Oavi n
111 P*ans Zool Soc, (title) Description of Cranium of an
adult male gorilla, 1861 Du Chaillu Equat. Afr 1 1
Ihe fierce untameable gonlla, which appioaches neaiest,
111 physical conformation and in ceitam habits, to man.

1874 Lubbock Grig ,y Met Ius 1 6 The chimpanzee and
the gorilla must certainly give place to the bee and the ant
b trans/. A person who resembles a gorilla

1884 Sir S St John Hayti iv 144 Others [of the Hay.
tian negroes] are the meanest-looking gorillas imaginable

*

C. att* ib and Comb , as go* illa-land, -skirt •

go* illa-built adj.
’

1887 F. Francis Jr Saddle * Mocassin xvu 293, I saw
one deep-chested, gorilla built fellow 1897 Mary KingsleyW Africa 264 He had a splendid gun, with a gorilla skin
sheath for its lock Ibid 278 To return to that gonlla-land
foiest

Gorily (go® nil), adv. [f. Gory a + -ly2 ] jn
a gory manner.
1830 Blackie Aisdiylus II 131 Gouly, gouly thou xhalt

go * 1864 Tennyson Boadicca 12 leai the noble heart of
Britain, leave it gorily quivering 1871 R Ellis Catullus
lxiv 237 Some from a mangled steer toss’d flesh yet gorily
streaming.

Goring (gooYuj), vbl sb 1 [f Gore 0,1 + ingI
]

1 The action ot the vb Gore; the action of
piercing or stabbing.

1494 Fabyan Chron vn 580 What with ihe shotte and
gorynge of then horses with the sharpe stakes they stum-
belyd one vpon anothei <1x700 Dryden (Ogilv) His
horses’ flanks and sides are forc’d to feel The clinking lash,
and goring of the steel a 17x1 Kfn Anodynes Poet. Wks
1721 III 397 When redhot Needles in my Breast, With
confluentiaT Gonngs me infest

|
2 An alleged name for a company of butchers

X486 Bk St Albans F vij, A Goryng of Bochouns.
Goring (go®*ng ), vbl sb 2 [f. Gorf v^ + -ing 1

]
1 a. The action of the vb. Gore; the act of cutting

out, or fitting with, gores, b A piece of cloth
used as a gore : esp Naut. Also gortug-cloth.
x6z6 Capt Smith Seaman's G*am v 23 According to

the Goaring she is said 10 spread a gieat 01 a little clew
1769 Faiconlr Diet Matme (1780), Lattguc de voile, the
goring of a sail, or that part which is next to the leech
1813 E S. Barrltt Heroine (1815) II 149 Here was no
sloping, 01 goring, 01 seaming, or frilling, or flouncing
1851 Kipping Sailmaimg (ed 2) 184 The gonng-cloths
are those Avhich are cut obliquely, and added to the
breadth 1874 Mrs Whitney IP'c Girls iv, 92 In the midst
of measurings and gonngs. 1894 Times 17 Aug 9/2 Web
bmgs, gonngs, suspenders and braces.

2 . The action of ploughing a ‘gore’. Also
concr. = Gore sb 2 1 b.

1780 A. Young Tour h el I 10 Plough with oxen foui 111

a plough
,
but in gonng, or cross ploAvmg, six- x886 S W

Line Gloss , Gonngs,
the uneven triangular bits at the side

of a field which does not form a parallelogram
att* ib 1863 gi id. R Agnc. hoc XXIV. n 407 It is not

everybody that cares to detain a powerful engine over an
awkwaid headland, 01 the finishing of a 1 gonng ’ comer
Goring (goo rig), ppl ad [f Gore vd + -jeg 2

]

1 hat gores or pierces.

1649 G. Daniel Ti march
,
Hen V, cc, The Stiongei

Squadron of the french fell m Vpon the goremg stakes
1700 Drvden Fables

,
Pal 4- A rate 11 250 He spurred his

fierysteed With gormgrowels to provoke his speed a 1711
Ken Prepa* ativc Poet Wks 1721 IV 76 With goring
Thorns, and fiery Darts 1859 F E Paglt Cur Cumbei
ivoi th 72’Wild, mad, goring monsters
fig 1378 Gorgiorts Gallety Gallant Inventions, Loueis
lyfe1

Such goring gripes, such heapes of hideous harmes
x686 F. Spence tr Partita's Ho Medicts 85 The burgers
of that city having made mighty goaring raillenes, and
infamous satyrs on the subject of his youth.

Goring (go® rig),/// a 2 [f. Gore v% + -ing 2
.]

Forming a gore. Cut goring cut m the form of

a gore.

16*7 Catt. Smith Seaman's Gram vii 32 Ihe nuine
saile must bee cut goring 1794 Rigging 4 Seamanship I

91 Topmast studding satis [are cut] with goring leeches

Ibid I
_
136 The cloth at the tack is cut goring to the nock

Grorisoun, ? variant of Gargion, GarSsON.
c *330 Amis 4- Amt

l

2449 With hem many a stoute gort

soun, With knyghtes and squters fale

Gorkem, obs. form of Gherkin.
1699 Evelyn Acctana (1729) 176 Take the Gorkems, or

smaller Cucumbers

Gorlin (gpilm). Sc. Also gorling, gordlm
[f. Gon 1

: cf. Gorblin ] An unfledged bud, a

nestling
; a very young person.

17*1 Ramsay Addr. Tmun-Counc. Edtu 27 It gnev’d me

(

By Carlings and Gorhngs To be sae san* opprest 1804
Tarras Poems 3 Or hath thfe gled 01 foomart, skaithfu* beast,

Stown off the lmtie goidltns fiae the nest® 1850 Whistle-
binkic (Scot Songs) (1890) Ser 11. Songs Ninsery 33 The
wee bird . , That feeds its gapin’ gorlins a’. *878 Cumbld
Gloss s v , ' As neakkt as a gorlin’
attnb. 1789 Davidson Seasons 4 He. sploiting, strikes

the stane his grany hit, Wi' pistol screed, shot frae his

gorhn doup. 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid Encycl , Got Itn-

hatr, I hat liair on young birds before the feathers cometh.

Gorma(h, variant of Gobmaw.
Gormagon, variant of Gormogon. Obs.

Gorman, gormand(e : see Gourmand.
Gormandize (gp imandau), sb. Forms: 5

gromandise, gormandyse, 6 gourmandice, 6-7

gonrmandize, -yse, 6-7 gurman-, -mon-, -mini-

dise, -lze, -yse, 6-9 gormandise, 6- gormandize,
gourmandise [ad F.gourmandise, f gout mand]
fa. Excessive and voiacious eating, gluttony

(obs.). b. The habits, tastes, or perceptions cha-

mcteristic of a Gourmand, indulgence or con-

noisseurship in 'good eating’ Now chiefly as an

alien word (spelt gounnandtse)
<11430 Knt, de la Tour (1868) 115 Excesse and groman-



GORMANDIZE. GOS.80r

4ise metjng and dnnkinge werithe ayenst the body and

the soule 1533 Llyot Cast Helthe n 1 (1541) 16 b,

Forseene alwaye that they' eate without gouimandyse

1566 DnANr//<u ace, Sat 1. v C v h, Uuimundyse is fellow-

shyp, for so the worlde it rails 1663 Br Patrick Paiab
Pugr xxxu (16681 389 If it be but sanctified with a Ser

mon. Gourmandise is innocent m their account 1721 m
BAiarv. 1814 Byron Let to Moore 9 Apr., All this goi-

mandise was in honour of Lent 1833 Macaulay in Ire
velyan Life A Lett 1 v 336, I ain to dine on l’huisday

with the Fishmongers’ Company, the first Company for

gourmandise in the world 1849 I’liACicrRAY Pettdenms I

xx. 185 While the reckless young Amphitryon delighted to

show his hospitality and skill in gouimandise 1870 Miss
Broughton Red as Rose I. 289 Not that this right-hand

neighbour labours under any excessive gourmandise 1879

Miss YpNGr Cameos Ser iv xxm 250 He followed his life-

long passion , not merely for gormandize, but for gluttony.

Gormandize (gp'-imandaiz), v Forms 6

gourmandice, -yse, 6-7 gurmandize, 7-9 gour-

mandise , -lze
, (7 go(u)rmondise ,

-lze, gor-,gur-

mundize) , 7- gormandize, [f Gormandize sh
]

1 intr. To eat like a glutton, to feed voraciouslj.

1548 Elyot Diet s v Cibus, Ingmgitnre se ciius,

to gourmandyse to eate vnmoderately 1596 Shaks
Merck V U v. 3 Thou shalt not gurmandize As thou hast

done with me 1628 Withtr Brit. Rememb \i 1565 Like

hungry Curres, some ahvayes gurmandize 1693 Congrfy r

in Dryden’s Juvenal (1607) 284 If mod’rate Fare and
Abstinence, I prize In pubfick, yet in private Gormondize

1768-74 Tucki-r Lt Nat (1852) II 485 The rich gorman-

citzed upon their dainties 1802 BiNGLrv Anna Biog

(1813) I 97 Their [monkeys’] eyes painted their inquietude,

their passion to gormandize 1833 Kant Gnntull E.xp

wi (1856) 124 Gormandizing on the blubber of our game
2 trails. To devour greedily, to gobble tip, to

take m eagerly, lit andyig
1603 H Cnossr Veitues Conn/nv (1878) 88 To gui)nan-

dize and waste in excesse the good blessings of God 1603
Drayton Bar IVais vt win 130 The pampei’d stomack
Casts vp the surfeit lately gurinundiz’d 1626 T H[a\\-

lviNS] Causstn's Holy Crt 18 Meere bankrupts, who have
allready gounnandized theyr Nobility 1635 Pagitt
Chnstianogr 205 I lament that their livings should be
sacrilegiously gormandized 1637 Ilrvwoon Dial Man

-

hater Whs 1874 VI x§x He hath gormandiz'd a whole
hog at a feast *775 Adair Atner Ind 100 They goi-

mandize such a prodigious quantity of strong food, as [etc ]

1886 C D Warner Their Pilgrimage xv (1888) 320 The
gioup who have taken all the best seats 111 the bow, with

the intention of goimandizing the views <2*887 H W
Beecher in Drysdale Prav from Plym Pulpit 220 To
gormandise books is as wicked as to goimandise food.

f 3 To feed to excess ;
to satiate Ohs,

1604 T Wright Passions iv 11 § 2 128 It is impossible

that he should be continent 111 mind, that accustoineth to

gormandize his belly 1645 R Buake Lei fr Sommer Isl

in Prynne Discov Prodig Stars 4 Fn ebrands App (1646)

4 Their bellies and stomachs being well gormondized
1682 Mrs Behn City Heiress t i, You cram the Brethren,

gormandizing all Comers and Goeis 1773 J Ross Fra-
tricide v 604 iMS ) Ripping up The bowels of my Son to

gormandize His fell voracity

U 4. As transl. of F. gourmander

,

to keep in check
*603 Flouio Montaigne 11 xi. (1632) 238,

1

know a man may
gourmandize the earnest and thought-confounding violence
of that pleasure

Gormandizer (gpimandsizai). [f. Gorman-
dize v + -erI ] One who gormandizes, a glutton.

1589 Rider Eng-Lat. Diet
,
A gormandiser or greate eater

1615 Crooke Body of Man 64 Those that are great goi-

mandizers are sayd to he borne for their belhes. 1665

J Webb Stone Heng {1725) 227 From the Licentiousness of
this Gurmund we brand all luxurious and profuse People
with the Nick-name ofGurmundizers *7x5 tr. Panctrollus'
Rerum Mem I 1 l 5 A Gormandizer punish'd for lus

Gluttony 1807-8 W Irving Salntag (1824) 200 When the

guzzlers, the gormandizers, and the wine-bibbers meet
together. 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) I 358 In the

gormandizers who have long habituated themselves to the
luxuries of the table

HenceCto'rmandi zeress [-ess], a Female glutton
184a Thackeray Fitz-boodle Papers Wks 1879 XVII 210

Theie is no reason why she should he an ogress, a horrid
gormandiseress

Gormandizing (gp-imandaizig), vbl sb. [f

as prec. + -ingI
j

The action of the vb Gor-
mandize

; excessive eating, gluttony Also attnb.

*597 Shaks a Hen TV, v v 57 Leaue gouimandizmg
Know the Graue doth gape For thee [etc ] 165a C B
Stapylton Herodtan 48 His night disports and gormandiz-
ing diet a 1661 Holydav Juvenal 260 Not so much gour-
mandizing, as daintiness, seems here to be intended. 1835W Irving Tour Prairies xxvu, A 1 ude kind of feasting,

or rather gormandizing, prevailed throughout the camp
*837— Capt Bonneville III 15 The gormandizing powers
of this worthy, were, at first, matters of surprise and merri-
ment 1889 jessopp Coming of Frtars 111 155 The weak
point in the monastic life of the thirteenth century was
the gormandizing

Gormandizing (gpimandsiztq), ///. a [f as

prec + -ins 2
] That gormandizes

;
gluttonous,

1598 Bp W Barlow Three Sarm m. 119 That Gurman-
dizing glutton vVho spent so much vpon his paunch daily

*6570 Purchas Pol Fhtng-Ins 329 Against these goui--

mandizeing Epicures God grieveth and denounceth a woe
i7ia Arbuthnot John Bull in ix, Retrench but a sirloin

or beef and a peck-loaf in a week, fiom thy gormandizing
stomach 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xvn 195 A legiment
of lazy, gormandizing servants

Gormaund, obs form of Gourmand
Gormaw. Sc. and north dial Also 8-9 gor-

ma(h, 9 gormer, gormow See also Goijl-mau,

[? f Gore sb.i + Maw; cf. Gobbelly.] The cor-

morant.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxm 77 The golk, the gormaw,
and the gled, Beft him with buffettis quhill he bled 1722
Ramsay Eagle $ Robin Redbr. 15 Greidy Gleds and she
Goi rnahs 1847-78 Hallivv tll, Gorma, a cormorant A o> tli

1893 Noithumold Gloss , Gomel, the cormorant,

b (See quot

)

1808-80 Jamifson, Gormaw, . a glutton, Lanaiks 1878
Citmbld Class

,
Goi mow, a clownish fellow

, sometimes ap-
plied to a great eater

tGo'rmogon. Obs Also gormagon. [Mean
ingless pseudo Chinese ] A member of a society

imitating the Freemasons, founded eaily in the

18th c.

1725 7 wo Letters in GrandMysfciy ofFieemasons (ed 21

13 1 he Venei able Order of Gomiogons having been brought
into England by a Chinese Mandarin 1729 H Cari y

Poems (ed 3) 206 The Masons and the Gormogons Are
laughing at one another 1731 Daily Jnil 28 Oct in N
Q Sei iv IV 441/2 By' command of the Voigi A general

Chapter of the Ancient Order of Gor-mogon yviII be held
[etc ] 1742 Porr Dmtc iy 576 One Rose a Gregorian, one
a Gormogon [Note ] A sort of Lay-brothers, Slips from
the Root of the Free Masons 1747 Gray Lett Wks 1884
II 166, I teckon next week we shall hear you aie a free-

Mason, or a Gormogon at least 1791 ‘ G Gambado’ Aim
hoi sent v (1809) 87 The art of riding before a lady on
a double horse, vulgarly teimed h lagormagon
Gormundize, obs. form of Gormandize
Gornard(e, obs foim of Gurnard
Gorr, obs form of Gor 2

.

Gorrah: see Gorah
Gorre, var. Gob 3

;
obs f Gore sb 1 and v 1

t Gorrel. Obs Also 4, 6-7 gorrell, 5 gorell,

(7 gorill) [a OF. goi el, goncau
,
a pig, hog,

related to OF. gore fern., sow . ofunknown origin ]
1 A fat-paunched peison

1398 Trevisa Bai tli DeP R viu xiu (1493) 232 Crampe
that comyth of replycyon fallyth ofte to fattc men and
flesshly and well fedae and gorrelles 14 MS Land 416
If 61 b, Glotony that goi ell is Jie vjte synne, That men vse

oft in delicat fedyng of niete x6n Cotgr
,
Brcdaillei

,

a
gorbelly, gonell, gulch, fatguts.

2 ? A youth, lad, boy
*53° Palsgr 226/2 Gorrell a great ladde, pautonnier

1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet , Llank ve rhoXas, a gorrell

1665 Cotton Scarrou iy (1741) 72 She the small Ascamus
takes And in her lap on tuft of Sorrel Laying the little

wanton Gonel [etc ]

3. Comb ,
as gorrel-guts (also gorrelled-)

,
gorrel-

bellied adj

1581 J Belt Haddou's Anew Osoi Avjb, It is an easie

matter for every common rascall to vomitt out disdaynefull

names of infamous persons as Epicures, gorrellguttes, and
monsters *5 Ola Tom ofBedlam in Rehq Anc E Poet

(1823) III 190 Gorrel belly ed Bacchus, gyant-like, Bestryd
a strong-beere barrell <71645 u> Ro-ib Ball (1886) VI 321

But ifyou’r drunk, your tvits are sunk, And gorill’d guts

will quarrel,

Gorrie, obs. form of Gory
Gorrogh, variant of Cubrach.
1670 Milton Hist Eng m.Wks (1851; 104 The Scots and

Piets from their Gorroghs, or Leathern Fngats, pour out

themselves in swarms upon the Land 1674-81 in Blount
Glossogr

Gors, variant of Gorge, Obs.

Gorse (gF<s) Forms. i-6, 9 dial gorst, (1,9
dial, gors, gost), 6-7 gorsse, 7 gosse, 7-9 gess,

(9 gorz(e, dial gurs), 6- gorse Also pi 1 gor-

stas, 4 -ez, 5 -es, 6 gorsses, 9 gorses [OE
gorst {gors, gost)

•—Indogermamc type *ghpzdo-,

whence L. hoi deum barley , cf the ablaut-variant

G. gerst barley The root-notion of something

bristly or prickly is applicable to both plants ]

1. The prickly shrub Ulex europxus ;
common

furze or whin.
c 725 Corpus Gloss 97 Aegesta

,
gois Ibui 2162 Voluma

,

gorst 1:975 Rushvi Gosp Matt vn x6 Ah he somnigap

of Jjomum wmbegqr obb® of gorstum ficos c 1050 Martyrol
(EETS) 146 On Yvtldu hors bast ba hme dromon ongorstas

ond on bom as. 13 EE Alht P B 99 Waytez gorstez

& greuez, if am gomez lyggez 1388 Wyclif Isa lv 13 A
fir tre schal grow for a gorst [ether firse] 1485Nottingham
Rei II. 400 Wodde, gorstes, brome, or any oder thing

growyng *5*3 Fitzherb Surv. 6 b, Yet may he laufully

fall and selle all the wode, brome, gorse, fyrs .. and suche

other, 1577 B Googe Heresbach's Huso u (1586) 91 b,

The branenes are full of pnckles as 'the Gorst is x6xo

Shaks Temp, iv 1 180 Tooth’d briars, sharpe firzes, prick-

ing gosse, & thorns a 1635 Corbet Itei Bor (1647) 342

Loe Yvbere Richmond in a lied of gorsse Encampt himself

orenight, and all his force 1692 Act 4 Will. <$• Mary c 23

§ 9 No person shall presume to bmne between the second

day of February and Twenty fourth of June any Giig Ling

Heath Furz Gosse or Feme. 1784 CowpCU Task 1 528 The
common overgrown with fern, and rough With pnckly goss

1808 Scott Mann 111 i, Sprung from the gorse the timtd

roe 1859 Jephson Brittany 111. 23, I class gorse among
the ci ops, because it is regularly sown as winter food foi

horses, 1878 Fraser's Mag XVIII 595 Where gorses

gleam with golden smile 1882 Ouida Maremma I 62

Grand level stretches of gorse and brushwood.

2 =Juniper
c xooo Sax. Leechd II 72 lumpen Jsst is gorst <71265

Voc Plants in Wr.-Wfilcker 558/14 Innipern, generate,

gorst. 1879 Britten & Holland Plemt-n. 214 Gorst ,

Junipents communis

3 attnb and Comb a simple attrfb., as gorse-

-bud, -bush, -common, -cover, -covert , -fence
,
-hedge,

-ti ee ; b instrumental, as goi se-covei ed, -grown
Al*»o gorse-bird, -linnet, the common linnet;

gorse-ehat, -hatch, -hatcher, -thatcher, local

names for the whinchat, slonechat, wheatear, and
linnet

,
gorse-du.ck (see quot.)

,
gorse-kid, a

bundle of gorse
1885 Swainson Pio?i Names Buds 65 Linnet From its

frequenting downs and open moots abounding in furze 01

whin, it is called— *Gorse bird, Gorse hatcher, Gorse
thatcher,. Gorse linnet i860 G H K m Vac lour 143
We have the crackling of the *gorse buds to tell us that

natuie never sleeps 1813 E 1 amtnci 26 Api 260/2 They
thiew him into a *gorse bush 1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 In
G [loucestei shire] it [the stonechat] is the “gorsechat i860
G H K m Vac. Tour 143 A *gorse common, baking in the
summer sun 1780 in Egerton-Warburton Hunt Songs
(1883) Introd 21 At this meeting a fox was found for thefirst

time m the new *gorse cover 1848 Zoologist VI 2290 The
landrail in the more western part a ‘ gurs ’ or * *gors duck *

1895 Daily News 18 May 8/6 About five and-tiventy horses

entered the ring to begin, but after a big ordeal over *gorse
fences this number was reduced to seven 1852 R S
SuRTrrs Sponge's Sp Tour (1893) 311 They now got into

a very rushy7
,
squashy, *goise-grown pasture 1848 Zoologist

VI 2137 'Gorse hatch, or ‘gorse hatchei ’ [applied to the
female and young of the wheatear] 1888 F Humf Mad
Midas 1 111, Divided into fields by long rows of *gorse

hedges 1661 Ph Hfnry Dianes (1882) 79 Two hundred of
*Gorse kids [_printed Goose Kids] cost 6r 8d 1885 Daily
News x Dec 2/x, I hope nobody knows what it is to sit do\vn
recklessly on a gorsekid 1848 Zoologist VI 2258 The linnet

is a * *gorse linnet’, a ‘grey linnet’ 1896 R B Sharfi
Handbk Birds Gt Bi it 45 The gorse bushes being such
a favourite nesting place that in many places the bird is

known as the ‘ Gorse ’ Lmnet c 1440 Promp Pam 204/1
“Gorstys tre supra, in Fyrrys.

Hence Gorged^// a ,
topped with goise

1870 Daily News 6 June, He [a horse] showed the way
over the gorsed hurdles, jumping readily fiom the hand
G-orsoon, variant of Gossoon
G-orsy (gp-jsi), a. Also 6 gorsty, 7 gorasie, 9
gorsey [f Gorse + -t 1 ] a Abounding 111,

covered with gorse. b. Of or pertaining to

gorse.

1523 Fitzherb Sum xxv (1539) 49 Gorsty grounde, the
Yvhicne hath ben errablegrounde 1613New Diiect Plant,
ing TimberA 4 b. For the planting m Barren, Champion, 01

Gorssie grounds 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Jathpntiw,
Fui ze or Gorse, also gorsy Ground 1766 Pennant Zool
(1768) II 272 With us it is common on gorsy grounds 1829
E Jesse Jml Nat. 158 This songstei [the linnet] lives m
society frequenting open commons and gorsy fields 1870
Disraeli Lothair xui 55 Sometimes a gorsy dell and some-
times a great spread of antlered fern 1885 Mrs. Pirkis
Lady Lovelace II. xxix 120 A fresh gorsy smell.

Grort, variant of Gorge, Obs.

t Gory, sb slang. Obs~~L (See quot)
x8i» J H Vaux Flash Did , Gory, a term synonymous

with cove, gill or gloak, and like them, commonly used in

the descriptive

Gory (goo n), a. Also 6 gorrie, 6-8 goary, 7
go(a)rie [f Gore sb.

1 + -y!.]

+ 1. Of blood. Gore-like, clotted Obs.

a 1547 Surrey VEneid 11 (1557) Bj, Whose sacred fillettes

all be sprinkled were With filth of goiy blod, and venim
rank 1590 Spenser F Q 1 xi 22 Forth flotved fiesh A
gushing river of blacke gory blood

2 Covered with gore, stained with blood, bloody
c 1480 Henuyson Mor Fab 38 Thy gome gumes and thy

bludie snout 1605 Shaks Macb. hi iv. 51 Neuer shake
Ihy goary lockes at me. 1637 Milton Lycidas 62 His
goary visage down the stream was sent 1655 Marvell
1st Anmv Govt Protector 130 The monster shrinking to

her Roman denn impure, Gnashes her goary teeth a 173*
Gay Poems (1745) I. 17 He tears with goary mouth the

screaming prey 1785 Burns Winter Nt. 45 Mad Ambi-
tion’s gory hand 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles vi xvi, Away
the gory axe he threw cx86gLD C E Paget Autobiog vn
(1896) 221 The other [baud] held the gory head of a Greek
just decapitated

3 =Bloody 4.

1586 Warner Alb Eng 1. vt. (1612) 22 Cerberus Yvith

goane blowes did chace The wounded and the weane
Knight 1601 ?Marston Pasquil Kath v 15 The Pistoll

is discharg’d , The Act of gone murder is perform’d 1606

Shaks Tr $ Cr iv v 123 T he obligation of our bloud
forbids A gone emulation ’twixt vs twaine

4. Resembling gore
,

blood-red. rare. (Cf.

Eloody 7. ) Gory dew : name of a minute freshwater

alga (see quot.).

1822 Byron Heaven f, E 1 in 211 Until the clouds look
' gory With the blood reeking from each battle-plain. 1861

H Macmillan Footn fr Natuie 147 [A] curious plant

closely allied to the red snow is the Palmella cruenta or

Gory Dew 1877 Lady Brassey Voy Sunbeam xv (1878)

268 Waves of blood-red, fiery, liquid lava , rushed up the

face of the cliffs to toss their gory spray high in the air

Goryd (gprid). local [ad Welsh cored a weir ]

A kind of iislung-weir.

1873 Act 36 4- 37 Viet c 71 Sched 3 License Duties .

For each garth, goryd, box, crib, or enuve, {, 12. o o

G-orz(e, dial form of Gor&e,

Gos, short for Goshawk.
1786 Burns Bngs of Ay> 68 Swift as the Gos drives on

the wheeling hare 1891 Field 7 Mai 337/1 The mantle of

snow is a fatal barrier to a day’s hawking, either Yvith * gos

01 peiegnne

Gos, variant of Gosse 2
, Obs.

f Gos= God's see God sb. 14 a.

1599 [? PrELE] Sir Clyomon F j a, Gos bones, turne in that
sheep there

Gos, obs form of Goose
Gose- • see Gos- oi Goose-
Gosesomer(e, obs, form of Gossamer,



GOSPEL.G-OSH. 308

G-osli (sr<?n [Mincing pionunc, ofGod ] An oath

or exclamation, (By') gosh 1

(

i7«7 Fooie Author n Whs 1799 I 147 Then theie s

highest—and lowest, b> gosh c 1804 C K SiiARpr Con
(1888) I 210 ,

1

promise, by Gosh (which is the most elegant

and classical oath imaginable! i87oRamsa\ Rennn 11 (ed

= l c ’
1 1,

,ii —-P-s -- 'rh ' gosh l and lovanendie '

1 1873 I 1
>* . <

' 1
- *

1 1
By gosh 1 I nevei heard

that befoie

Goshawk [gp sh§k) Foi ms •
1 goshafoc. -ue,

4-7 goshauk(e, -hawke, 6 gosehauke, (5-O

gois(s)halk, 7 goshalk), 6-7 goosse-hawk(e, 6

goushake, 7 hawke, goshlia'wke, 7-9 goss-hawk,

4, 6- goshawk [OK. go\-hafoc

,

f gos Goose

+ hafoc Hawk ;
cf ON. gdshauh ] Alaigeshort-

\vinge&havr\z(AsturpaluMbarim, andothei species).

I ciooo jELrmc Gloss 111 Wr-Wulcker 131/22 Ancanus,
goshafuc c 1030 A gs Voc ibid 285/2 Acapiter, goshafoc

^,13 K Alts 483 Him thoughte a goshauk with gret flyght

Setlith on his beryng 1398 Trevisa Barth Do P R, xn
111 (1495)411 The goshawke is in fayrnesse of fetbeis inoost

lyke to the Ostrych. i486 Bk, St Albans Div, Ther is a

Goshawke, ahd that hauke is for a yeman c «*o A W\ n-

desobe m Ellis Ong Lett

.

Ser 111 (1846) I 227 There hathe

been an Ayerye of goosse hawks contynually there bied-

yng 1599 T M[ournT] Stlkwot wts 32 Fierce goshawkes
with the Phesants had no warre 1612 Sc Bk Rates in

Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 313 Halkis called Goshalkis

the halk xvh 1681 Fcavel Meth Gt ace \ 11 145 A wicked

minister is the devil’s gosshawk, that goes a birdtng for hell 1

1774 Goldsm Nat Nut (17761V 128 The kite or the goss-

hawk appi oach their prey side ways 1810 Scott Lady of
L ill x, Shrill As goss-nawk’s whistle on the hill. 1865

Cornhill Mag May 626 Goshawks have no chance with

anything faster than a 1 ising pheasant , they are excellent

for rabbits 1890 Thompson in Pi oc 17S Nat Museum
(i8gi)XIII 527 Accipiteratncapi tins, American Goshawk.
attnb 1818 Scott Hrt Midi

.

xxxix, She hadna the same
goss-hawk glance that makes the skin cieep.

Goshen (g0"Jen), [Heb. JIM the fertile land

allotted to the Israelites in Egypt, in which there

was light daring the plague of darkness ] Used
allusively for A place of plenty or of light.

xfiix R. Bolton Com/. Walking (1625) 13 Thou shalt not

find such another ilhghtened Goshen, as this Hand, wherein

we dwell 1683 Apol Prot, Fiance 11 17 ,

1

leave you now
to judge whether they are to blame to seek for light in some
Goshen *759 R Siiirra in Johnston Rem (1850) 133
Therebya kiid becomes a Goshen—a Valley of Vision 1820

Scott Monast 1, The possessions of these Abbeys weie each
a sort of Goshen, enjoying the calm light of peace and im-

munity 1890 Cliamb Jml 14 June 369 The tiny dormice
gathering then winter hoai ds fiom the Goshens ofnuts below

Goshenite (gJ'i'j'Snait) Mm. [Named by
Shepard 1844 after Goshen in Massachusetts, where

it is found see-lTE.] A colourless variety of beryl

1844 C U Shtpard Mm. 1 143 Goshenite [occurs] in

rounded crystals with lough surfaces 1868 Dana Mm.
(ed 5) 246 Goshenite is a colorless 01 white variety.

Goship, obs form of Gossip
Gosibrede, obs. form of Gosstpred.

Gosimore, obs form of Gossamer. *

Goslarite (gp zlarait). Mm. [Named by
Ilaidinger 1845 ; f. Goslar a locality in the Hartz,

where it is found + -ite ] A native sulphate of zinc

1849N1COL Mm 329 Goslarite, Haidinger, Sulphate of

vine 1884 in Dana Min 647

Goslet. U. S [f Goose + -let.] (See quot

)

1884-3 Riverside Nat Hist. (1888) IV 142 A few diminu.
tive species of geese, the so called goslets {Nettejms)

Gos lettuce, vauant of Cos lettuce

:

see Cos.
1769 Mrs Raitald Eng Honsekpr (1778) 11 Split the

blanched part of three goss lettuces into four quai ters 1814
Lamb Lett. (1837) I 332 What has gone of M— and his

gos lettuces ?

Gosling (gp seIuj). Forms: a. 5 geslyng(e,

geaselmg, 6-9 Sc, gai8lin(g
s 7-9 dial gesling,

(6 Sc. gaysling, 7 gazelmg). /3 , 4-5 gosselyug,

5-6 gos(e)lyng(e, (6 gozelyng), 6-7 go(o)s(e)-

ling, 7-9 goslin, (7 goaselm, gooselm, goze-

lmg), 6- gosling [Prob. the a form is the earlier

;

ME. geslyng, a. ON. gkslmg-r (Sw , Da. gashng),

f gas Goose sl> • see -ling The form surviving

m standard Eng. was prob a new formation on ME.
gos Goose + -ling

;
the shortening of the vowel is

normal in formations of this land.]

1 . A young goose
a. c 1425 Voc in Wr-Wulckei 638/17 Hie ancerulus,

geslyng 1483 Cath Angl 154/2A Geblynge (A Gesseling),

ancerulus. 1549 Compl. Scot vi. 39 Gayslingis cryit quhuk
quhilk 1653 Urquhart Rabelais U xu, Whether had you
rather ride on a gesling or lead a sow in a Leash 9 1868
Atkinson Cleveland Gloss

,
Gesling,

$, c 1430 Lydg Hors, Shepe 4 G. 19 1 in Pol Rel 4 L
Poems (1866) 2i The goos with her gosselyngis to swyme in

the lake c 1440 Piomp Parv, 204/2 Goselynge, ancerulus.
2465 Mann <5 Hotiseh, Exp. (Roxb ) 296 Item, my mastyr
paid her for a gander, uy bredegese, and v goslynges,
nij.j a 1529 Skelton£ Rummyng460Two goslynges,That
were noughty froslynges 1603 Owen Pembrokesh (1891)
1x8 Yt is sated that this fish [Salmon] and the gooselinge
corfcurre in giowth 1724 Swift Di apier's Lett Wks 1755
V. u 146 Nature hath instructed even a brood of goslings
to stick togethei

, while the kite is hovering over their heads
1821 Ci are Vill Mmstr I 18 Other losses too the dames
recite, Of chick, and duck, and gosling gone astray.

Proverbs 15*3 Skelton Garl Zn;m;/i43iWhan therayne
layneth and the gose wynkith, Lytill wotith the goslyng
what the gose thinkith. *562 j. Heywood Prov, 4 Epigr.

(1867) 159 He that medlethwith all thyng, may snooe the

goslyng, 1589 Puttenham Eng, Poem in xxiv. (Arb ) 297 A

woman will weepe foi pitie to see a gosling goebaiefoote

1590 GRrrtsr Never too late (i6oo\ 25 As wane as shee was,

yet the old Goose could spie the gosling winke 1862

Htsioi 1 Piov Scot 9 A glide goose may h ic an ill g.uslin

2 fig A foolish, inexperienced person
,
one who

is young and * green
’

1607 Sucks Cot \. in 35 lie ncner Be such a Gosling

to ohej instinct 1631 Bratiuvait // Junrues, Ballad-

mottgei 19 Guarded with a jam/arie of costei mongei s, and

countrey goosehngs 1650 B Discollinnnutm 21 He let

them retuine home like Goslings as theywent 1766 Gtm
Let to Ntc/iolls 26 Aug

,
You aie a green gosling ' I was

at the same age (very neai) as wise as you 1818 .Scot r Bi

Lamm xxv, ‘ Did ever ony man see sic a set of green-

gaislings?’ 1824 Mrs Cameron rink Tippet 11 30* What
a gosling you are, child', said Mrs Pace, ‘you know
nothing’
apposttive 1771 Bachihn (1773) 1 75 1 he sentiments of

such a gosling criticwould not be wroi th notice 1780 Cow per

Piogt Em 379 Surprised at all they meet, the gosling

pair, With awkward gait, stretched neck, and silly state J >is-

covei huge cathedrals built with stone

3 . The figure of a gosling.

a isis More Wks 1224 Make gosehnges m the ashes with

a sticke as children do

4 A catkin or blossom on a tree (see quols ).

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gosling
,,

a kind of Substance

that grows upon a Nut-tree *721 m Baiily 1736 Ains-

worth Lat Diet. 1, Goslin on a nut tree, nucami ntum
1766 Pennant Bj it Zool (1768)11 304 Its nest lined ..

with the goslm or cotton of the sallow 1847-78 Halliwell,
Goslings

,

the blossoms of the willow

5 attrib and Comb

,

as gosling-colour, gos-

ling-green (sb. and a), a pale yellowish green ;

gosling-grass, -weed, local names for Galutui

Apanne, Goose-grass 2 (Batten & Holland).
155a Huloet, Goslynge weade heibe, Rneba minor 1600

Q Ehs Watch in Nichols Progt. Q Elia (1823) III 509
Item, one cloak and a saufegarde of go/elinge-coloiu taphata

1756 C Lucas £ts JVatersl 102 It turns to a pale yellow

or gosling green with alcahes *766 Got nsM / ’n. W xli, Ills

waistcoat was ofa gosling gieen. 1807 P Gass Jut/ 146We
found the southwest hi ancli. of a goslin green colont 1835
Longi . Outie-Ma (1851) 285 The nice little man in gosling-

green

Gosope, obs. foim of Gossip sl>.

Gospel (gospel), sl>. Forms: 1-5 godspel(l,

3-4 goddspel(l, 4 godspelle, gosspell, 4-7 gos-

pell(e, 5 gospeel, gospille, 6 ghospel(l(e, 3-

gospel [OE godpel, doubtless orig.^W pel (sec

Good a and Spfll s/> ), good tidings, (cf hid pel

evil tidings\ a tendering of theL. bona adnuntuiUo

(Cotpus Gloss Int 1 17) or bonus mintjus (‘Emtan -

geliutn
,
id estjbomim mintuun,godspel Voc c 1050

m Wr -Wulcker 314/8), which was cuirent as an
explanation of the etymological sense of L. evan-

grfntm, Gi eva-yyekiov (see EvanoEIa). Cf. Goth
pvn)pilltm * to preach the gospel’ {evayyfXt^caPai),

{ PjuP-s good + spillSn to announce (cogn. w
Spell). When the phiase god pel was adopted

as the regular translation of evaugehum , the

ambiguity of its written form led to its being inter-

preted as a compound, god-spel, f God + spel m the

sense * discourse ’ or ‘ story ’. The mistakewas very

natural, as the resulting sense was much more
obviously appropriate -than that of ‘ good tidings’

for a word which was chiefly known as the name
of a sacred book or of a portion of the liturgy.

From OE the word passed, m adapted forms, into

the languages of the Teutonic peoples evangelized

from England - OS godspell, OHG. golspell, ON.
gutl-, goSrpiall m each case the form of the first

element shows unequivocally that it was identified

with God, not with good The ON. form has survived

into mod.Icel
,
the continental Tent, langs. early

discarded the word for adoptions ofL evangeltum

.

Although the 6 in OE. gddspel would necessarily in time
have been shortened by the i egnlar operation of phonetic
law, it does not appear that this process could have taken
place early enough to account for the form of the word m
OS and OHG The formgddspel must therefore (as above
explained) be due to a misinterpretation of the written foim,
originating befoie the word had any oral currency ]

1 * The glad tidings (of the kingdom of God)
’

announced to the world by Jesus Christ. Hence,
the body of religious doctrine taught by Christ and
His apostles ; the Christian revelation, religion or

dispensation. Often contrasted with the Law, 1 e

the Old Testament dispensation. Phrase, topreach
,

*}• ministei the gospel.

c 950 Ltndisf Gosp Matt ix 35 De hselend bodade god-
spell [so c 1000 Ags Gosp

,
c 1160 Hatton Gosp godspel] rices

c 1205 Lay 29507 Austin scalt . beode per godes godd-
spel 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 1529 Semte peter sende seint

Marc vor to preche hen gospel that he adde unaked
C1380 Wyclit Set Wks III 348 pet letten hem for to
preche, and special! Ci istis gospel 1382— Actsw 24 The
gospel of the grace of God. — Eph i 13 Whanne :je

hadden herd the word of treuthe, Tesceyueden the gospel of
3oure heelthe 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Lnkeix 88 b,

Thei had debarred a certain man from the fratermtee of
mymstryng the ghospell. 1550 Latimer Setm atStamfmd
9 Oct Avijb, In trie whole multytude that professe the
gospell, all be not good *565 Jewfl Rephe Wks III 170
The Jews saw Christ in the law ,'the Christians see Christ
in the gospel. x6xx Bible x These it. 2 1649 Bp Taylor
Gt Fxemp 11 xii 54 The Gospell is therefoie a Coxenant
of grace 1692 Washington tr Milton's De/ Pop M/s

Wks 1738 I 473 Let us now considei
, wliethei the Gomel

pieach up any such Doctrine 1782 PmrsTLrv CorrnMUn I ir. 208 The advantages ue at piesent enjoy by the
gospel 1784 Conn ii Task 11 34? In stiams as sweet As
angels use, the Gospel whispeis peace 1827 Whatfly
Logic App 1 (1850) J02 r>e<iclnitgx\\z Gospel is aLcordmelv
often used to in< lude not onK theptoclammtg of the good
‘ f • c' >•

' ‘ • of \\ nit is to he believed and done
. t . . 1O37 W Iuuno Capt Bonneville III
io sprt.ui me iigiu of Lhe gospel in that fai wilderness
1837 Maurice I£p St. John xiv 228 That Gospel was
the announcement that Jesus Christ had manifested the Life
of God 1876 Mo/lty Univ Seim 1 3 There is nothing
obsolete in the engine! spirit of the Gospet

"

b. Identified by Protestants with their own system
of belief, as opposed to the peiveisions of Chris-
tianity imputed by them to their adveisanes, also
applied by Puritans and modern Evangelicals to

the doctrine of salvation solely thiough trust in

the merit of Christ’s saci lfice

1532 f .« C. 1 1
’ iV>5 L /

7 Wks IV
si li ' -i . 1! li _ . 1 e pi each
in- <> u g •

I 1 . . . anti not
from Rome Mod ‘ Why don’t you go to church’ 1 ‘Be
cause the Gospel is not pi cached there

’

+ e. To talk gospel to 4 talk leligton ’

17x5 Di Foi. Tam Instinct 11 1 (1841)1 172 Don’t thou
talk gospel too

d. gen Any levelation from heaven
1481 Cam on Myrr 111 xm 164 God made neuer so good

a gospel but some myghte tome it contrarye to tiouthe

1878 D Campbei l Rational .J 1 1 ne Gospel\xn 122 Flowers
arc gospels of grace and love from the Unseen,

II The Gospel Terdm able a book produced in

1255 undci the title of Euangehum Etcinum, sine

Euangelvtm Spiritns Saudi (See note in Skeat

( hauter (1894) I, 447 ) t X400 Rom. Rose 7102

2 The recoul of Christ’s life and teaching, con-

tained in the books written by the * foui evangelists
’

a. xooo Audi cos xa (Gi ) Matlieus se mid Iudeum ongan
godspell aciest woidmn wnt.ui c 1200 Ormin 1800 Swa
Minim ]>e ( .mklspell kiJjejjJj c 1290 Bike/ 2109 in S Eng
J.rg 1 . 167 For 111 the godspel it is l-writen hat [etc.] 1340
IIampoii Pi Const 40x3 In ]>e godspelle 01400 Thice
Kings Cologne 59 Wliu of sptkt]> J»e cuangehst m J>e

gocKnell i794l>Air\ J’vtd 1 i\ <i 3 (1817) ??6 Ignatius

speaks of the Gospel 111 teinis winch lendet it very pio

liable that lie meant by the Gospel the hook 01 \olnme of

the Gospels. 1845 S Arsms Ranke\ Hitt, Ref III 299
'lhe piomises guen to iliehiunan lace, 111 the psalms 01 the

gospel

b. One of lhe books written by the foui Evan-

gelists; •[ sometimes//, m sing, sense. Also applied

to certain ancient lives ol Christ of a legendary

character {aponyplial gospels), as the Gopel of

ATuodcmus, the Gospel ofthe Infancy, etc

c 1200 Tun Colt. Horn. 71 Vrc cluhtcii us seiS on be
godspelle be seinlucasmakede CX290 S'.Eng Leg I 28/58

pe godspelles of seint Mntiicv, 0x300 Cursot M 21243

Marc be godspel [Fair/, gosspelhs] 111 itali he wi atte. C1315
SiioRniAM 48 Wet he thei ledde thou my3t se Ine seynt

Lukes godspelle 1357 Lay Folks Catich, 573 Als saint Iohn

saies m his godspel. c 1394 P PI. Ci ede 257 We ben proued

be prijs of popesat Rome, Anil ofgictest degre as godspelles

tellep Ibid 709 Wi]> glosingc of goclspells bei gods worde
turneb, *508 Fism tt 7 Point Ps li Wks (1876) 119 As is

shewed in the gespell [sic . vuspt nit] of Luke 1695 Locxr
Reas Chr. 193 The rest of St John’s Gospel *756-7 tr

Keysler's Ttav, (1760) IV 397 A beautiful manuscript ofthe

gospels, wntten m golden letters, in the year 870 177a

Priistily Inst Rehg (1782) I, 291 The foui gospels are

particularly mentioned byJulian 1845 Si oddari in Eneycl.

Metrop (1847) X45/X So 111 the Anglo-Saxon Gospels

C In extended sense : The Holy Scriptures

1393 Langl P. PI. C. xi. 234 The godspel ys herageyn,

as gomes may leden [Quotes Esek win. 20]. 1483 Caaton
Cato Iij, The gospel sayth that yf thou wylte lyue Ionge

on the eithe thou must honoure . thy fadet and moder.

3 . Eccl. The gospel (for or of the day) : the

portion from one of the four gospels read at the

Communion Service. (Cf Epistle 3 )

c 1000 Ags Gosp Matt x\iv 42 viaig Bys godspel

sceal to mamies confessorcs rna-sse dasge. c 1x75 Lamb.

Horn, 5 Nu leoue broSre nu ic eou habbe bet godspel lseid

c 1200 Tt in. Coll Horn 173 De holt godspel of bls dai speco

of ure helende and of two broffien 111375 Dcy I'oiks Mass

Bk App, tv. 642 Forjete not b® god-spelle For pmg b/t

may bt-falle 1463 Bmy Wills (Camden) 21 After the

gospeel to reheise my name opynly with De profnndts io\

my soule 1548-9 (Mar) Bk Com Prayci ,
Communion,

One appointed to reade the Gospel. X756-7 tt Keysltrs

Plan (1760) II 246 Two desks on which formerly the

epistles and gospels weie read 1877 J. D Chambers Div

W01 ship 332 The Deacon advances to read the Gospel.

allusively (cf 4) 1545 Raynold Byi th Mankynde no l.ut

these sayinges be nethei in the gospell of the day, ne of

the nyght xfioi Siiaks Twel Nt v 1. 295 A madmans

Epistles are no Gospels, so it skilles not much when they

are deliuer'd.
_

4. Something as
c tiue as the gospel ;

a state-

ment to be implicitly received Also i*
with a, no,

and to takefor (f a, the) gospel
a xz<o Owl 4 Night 1268 For-thi seide Alfied swithe wet

And lus worde was goddapel, That [etc ] c 1374 Chaucer

Ti oylus v 1265 God wot I wende, O lady bright Cnseyde,.

That every woid was gospel that ye seyde 1 i49®

Paitp (W deW)vi mu 254/1 Vet what they saye, the

people taketh it foi a gospell 1546 J. Heywood Prov

(1867) 46 All is not gospel! that thou aoest speake

Mirr. Mag, Hen VI, xxviu, Whose wordes to be no

gospel tho, I to my griefe haue found. 158® Lyly Enphues

(Arb.) 407 The onely titall that a Ladie lequireth of hn

louer, it is this that euery gloase [be] a gospell xo*5.

Impeachm, Dk, Bnckhm (Camden) 212 All the Cardinal
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saves is not gospel, for two moneth’s pay is yet behtnde

Evelyn Mem (1837) II *33 Oates was encouraged,

add everything he affirmed taken for gospel 171a Arbuth-

not Volin Bull u iv, She took them [her dreams] all for the

vosDel 1807 Crabbs Library 268 And all was gospel that

a monk could dream *824 Byron Juan xvi vi, Those

holier mysteries which the wise andjust Receive as gospel

i8no Galt Lawne T 11 1 ( 1849) 43 Offered me two hundred

and fifty dollars—gospel, by the living jingo ' 1887 G. R
biMS Mary Vane’s Mem 74 It’s gospel every word

5 . a Something that serves as a guide to human

action, something that men swear by. b A doc-

trine ‘ preached’ with fervour as a means ofpolitical

or social ‘ salvation \
a 165a Milton Sonn. to Cromwell

,
Help us to save

free conscience from the paw Of hireling wolves, whose

Gosnel is their maw 171a Steele Sped No 450 T 4 A he

Law of the Land is his Gospel 1847 L Hunt Men,

Women. 4 B II xi 284 Brute force was his law, and con-

tempt of the many his gospel

b 1790 Burke Fr Rev (ed a) 1 8 The propagators of this

oohtical gospel are in hopes their abstract principle would be

overlooked 1829 in Carlyle Misc (1857) II 87 The Gospel

of Economy 1870 Baldw. Brown Eccl Truth 274 La
carnlre ouverte aux talens was, according to Mr Carlyle,

the gospel of the Revolution 1873 Hamerton Intell.Life

x iu (1875) 351 Is he to go and preach the gospel of the

intellect in the kitchen ? 1878 Hooker & Ball Morocco 81

We were assured that even here the modern gospel of soap

and water has made much progress.

•j* 6. = Gos.pel-oath . Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold Leg 84/2, I toke on a tyme a gospelle

in prayeng god that he wold gyue me contynence I wente

to the bourdel and forgate the gospel upon me.

+ 7 .
jocularly. Wooden gospels . the four divisions

of a board for the game of tables. Obs.

,$S3 Urqukart Rabelais 1 xxn, After supper were brought

in the faire wooden Gospels, and the books of the foure

Kings, that is to say, many paires of tables and cardes

8 attnb and Comb a. simple attnb
,
as (sensei .

often = such as accords with, or is enjoined by, the

gospel) gospel - artilleiy, -blessing, -champion,

-church, -crew, -day, -dispensation, -duty, -freedom,

-liberty, -light, -minister, -morality, -news, -peace,

-phrase, -purity, -righteousness,
-sabbath, -sufferer,

-times, -trump,-union, -unity, -way, -word, (senses)

gospel-record, (sense 3) gospel-lectern b objective,

as gospel-monger, -preacher, -preaching, -teacher,

-writer.

ci66o South Serrn Prm ui 17(1715)1 34 Pilgrimages,

going barefoot, Hair-Shirts, and Whips, with other such

*Gospel-Artillery 166a Stillingfl. Ong Sacr iu vl § 7

The bestowing of such mercies which do suppose the greatest

unworthmess of them, as "Gospel blessings do 186a E.

Trollope in Rep. Line Arclut Soc 120 A bold, eager

"gospel-champion 1680 Allen Peace 4 Unity 87 And if

the Parishioners in a Parish, do usually Assemble together

upon the same account [for Communion in Gospel Ordi-

nances], are not those "Gospel Churches as well as the

other? 1715 Rowe Lady Jane Grey iv 1, There own our

Sovereign s Title and defy Jane and her Gospel-Crew.

1678 Bunyan Pilgr Apol (1862) 5,

1

writing of the Way
And Race of Saints, in this our "Gospel-day 1738 Wesley
Psalms exxx vi, O that his Mercy’s Beams would nse,

And bring the Gospel Day 1736 Butler fna-l n 1 156

This has also a particular Reference to the "Gospel-dis-

pensation 1658 Whole Duty Man xvi § x (1687) 126 This

is the great *Gospel-duty so often enjoyned us by Christ

41683 Oldham Ode Wks (1685) 99 When Christian Fools

were obstinately good, Nor yet their *Gospel-freeaoni

understood 1877 J D Chambers Dtv Worship^ 332 I he

Gospel Pulpitum or Ambo, or the portable "Gospel Lectern

1687 Dryden Hind &• P 11 415 The rest some fundamental

flaw wou d see, Ana call Rebellion "gospel-liberty 1074

Allen Danger Enthus 86 The highest Dispensation of

"Gospel-light as ever shined upon the World 4x771 Gbay
Fragm

,

When love could teach a monarch to be wise,

And gospel-light first dawn'd from Bullen’s eyes 1768-74

Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 234 They may better have

recourse to their horse or their apothecary, than to their

*gospel-mmister 1764 Low Life 90 The "Gospel-Mongers,

alias Ministers 1768 Blackstone Comm III xm 218

So closely does the law of England enforce that excellent

rule of *gospel-morality of 1 doing to others as we would

they should do unto ourselves’ 1878 Browning La Saisiae

7S So preached one his "gospel-news 1738WzsleyPsaints
iv vim Of *Gospel-Peace possest, Secure in thy Defence

168a Dryden Medal 191 In *Gospel phrase their Chap
men they betray 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasnt Par.

Philem. 32 My fellow ^ghospell preacher, brother Timothie

— Erasm Par 2 Tim l 6-12 Thys "ghospell preachynge

is committed vnto me a x86i T Woolner My Beautiful

Lady (1863) 139 Priests sworn to God, whose daily lives

Preached "gospel purity and kindliness 1833 Rock
tt /_?. v t _ im* tVia mthhiunn

by Chanty 11 7 x.«= w. .........

a dangerous and fallacious Guide ,
and raith, traditional,

not scriptural, had usurped its Province of interpreting

*Gospel-righteousness arjii Ken Divine Love Wks
(1838) 278 Thou, 0 my God, didst ordain the Judaicql

Sabbath 4s a shadow of the true ’"Gospel-sabbath 2694

Kettlrwbll Comp. Persecuted 6,. I have directed their eye

to the true spirit, duty, and carriage of "Gospel-sufferers

iSSO Bale [mage Both Ch. 11. xi bvj, They that were

monkes,pnestes, and friers are nowebecome "gospell teachers

2663 Butler Hud 1. 1 837, I do not doubt But bear-

baiting may be made out, In *gospel-times, as lawful as is

Provincial or parochial classts 1827 Keble Chr Y., Advent
Sund, Again the "Gospel-trump is blown. *672 Disc

cone. Evangelical Love 107 This is that "Gospel-Vnity

which we are to labour after Ibid 108 The means ap-

pointed by Christ for attaining *Gospel-Vmon 1649 in

Milton’s Prose Wks (1753) I 387 Such as .invent damnable
errors, under the specious pretence ofa*gospel-way and new
light. 1886 Miss Braddon One Thing Needful n, He would

VOL. IV,

309

have England walk in gospel ways. 1538 Starkey England
11 111 197 Surely thys ys "gospel word 1768—74 Tucker
Lt Nat (1852) II. 468 To transmit his Master’s doctrines

for their benefit m the plainness of a *gospel-writer.

9 . Special comb. .
gospel-gossip, one who is

always talking of sermons, texts, etc ;
gospel-

hardened a ,
rendered incapable of being moved

by the gospel, through constant hearing of it;

f gospel-lad, a Covenanter; + gospel -mass*
monger nonce-wd., ? a professed Protestant who
favours Romish doctrine, gospel-oak (see quot.

1862) ;
gospel-oath, an oath sworn upon the gos-

pels, or an oath of an equally binding character

;

gospel-place, a place where the ‘ gospel ’ was

recited at the perambulation of boundaries ;
gospel-

right, a right expressly sanctioned or prescribed in

the Gospel; gospel-shop, a densive name for a

Methodist chapel ,
gOspel-side, the side ofthe altar

at which the gospel is read, the north side ;
gospel-

sin, sin against the light of the gospel ;
so gospel-

sinner, gospel-title, an indisputable title (cf. 4
and gospel-t tght) ;

gospel-tree = gospel-oak ;
gos-

pel-true a., as true as the gospel (ci. next) ;
gospel-

truth,^) the truth or truths contained mthe gospel;

(
b)

something as true as the gospel (cf. sense 4)

;

gospelwards adv
,
in the direction of the gospel

,

f gospelwnght, a composer of a gospel = Evan-

gelist 1.

1711 Addison Sped No. 46 r 6 ,

1

am one of those unhappy

Men that are plagued with a '"Gospel-Gossip, so common
among Dissenters (especially Friends) 2844 J C Miller

Serin 2 June 22 Have the Sabbaths and Sermons of a life

been m vam? Am I "Gospel-hardened or Gospel-saved?

1871 H Macmillan True Vmevu (1872) 299 Decent church-

going professors, who are gospel-hardened, c 2679 Loudon

Hilim inChild Balladswi 107/iWeel prosper a’ the*gospel-

lads That are into the west countne Ay wicked Claverse to

demean 2554 Bradford in Coverdale Lett Mart (1564)347

Wil the lawes of the realme . excuse oure "gospell Masse-

mongers conscience then? 1830 J G Strutt Sylva Bnt 34
The*Gospel Oak near Stoneleigh stands m a little retired

coppice 186a Toulm Smith m Pari Remembrancer Oct

189 Every one knows how many ‘ Gospel oaks ’ there arc in

different places .—the ancient mark-trees, distinguishing

boundaries, and at which the perambulators have, for ages,

been accustomed to stand while the ‘gospel* has been

pronounced, cursing him who moves the landmarks 1891

Flugel Germ. 4 Eng Diet , Auf das Evangeltum

schwd'ren, to take a "gospel-oath x686 Plot Staffordsh

318 This it seems they doe too at all "Gospell-places,

whether wells, trees, or hills. 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat

(1852) II 102 The landholder having no better "gospel-nght

to his nine parts than the parson has to his tithe. 1782

G Parker Hum Sk, 88 From Whitfield and Romarne to

Pope John range, Each "gospel shop ringing a daily

change, a 1791 Xackington Life urn 11794) 120 My next

enquiry was for Mr Wesley’s Gospel-shops, 1891 Order

Divine Servicesfor Yr (Hayes) 52 The people in thecentre

of the church are incensed first, then those on the Epistle

side and lastly those on the "Gospel side 1647 Trapp

Comm 2 Thess h. 10 This is the great "Gospel-sin. punished

by God with strong delusions, vile affections, just damnation

1678 Yng Man's Call. 30 You .. are, though but young

people, yet old sinners, great sinners, "gospel-sinners 1763

Churchill Gotham i 9 The Man, who finds an unknown

Country out, By giving it a name acquires, no doubt,

A "Gospel title. X648 Herrick Hester, ToAnthea iS

Dearest, bury me Under that Holy oke, or "Gospel-tree

iBoxSyis.'h Staffordsh II, 1 x6s The boundaries aremarked

out by what are called Gospel trees, from the custom of

having the Gospel read under or near them, by the clergy*

man attending the parochial perambulations c 1854

Thackeray Wolves 4 Lamb (1869) 343 It s all true. Gospel-

true. 1647 Trapp Comm Titus u xa Every "Gospel-truth

strikes at some sin, and thereby may be discerned X738

Wesley Psalmscxxxw. v. If. thy Children The glorious

Gospel-Truth obey, The Truth shall make them free indeed.

1843 Hauburton A ttachlll. va 128 Fact I assure you, it s

gospel truth 1865 Pusey Truth Eng Ch 272 This is, of

course, fundamental Gospel-truth. 1880 Ruskin Lett to

Clergy 349 The simplest travelling tinker inclined "Gospel-

wards. c xaoo Ormin 5789 Her hafe I nemmnedd nu till

$uw pa fowwre "Goddspellwnhhtess.

Hence Go spelless a., devoid of the gospel.

x88a-3 J A. Gilfillan in Schaff Encycl Rehg Knowl.

JII, 2602/1 More progress made by them [Indians], than in

all the previous hundred years of gospelless wars 1896 J.

Orr in Un Presbyt. Mag Oct. 436 His Gospelless Gospel

found a hearing.
.

Gospel (gp'spel), v [f, prec sb. ;
in OE god-

spellian ] + a. tram. To preach the gospel to

;

to imbue with the principles of the gospel, to con-

vert to the gospel; * Evangelize v. 3. Obs. b,

intr To preach the gospel, rare.

c xooo Ags. Ps. (Th ) Ixvil 12 God jifefi gleaw word god-

spellendum a 1300 [see Gqspelling vbl sb ] e 1550 Cheke

Matt xi 5 Y“ blind seeth, and y‘ laam walketb, y» deed

be raised, and y" beggars be gospeld. 2565 Stapleton

Fortr Faith 6 Iff any man doo ghospell vnto yow, besyde

that whiche yow haue receyued, be he accursed *6p5
Shaks, Macb. m 1 88 Are you so Gospell’d, to pray for

this good man, And for his Issue, whose heauie hand Hath
" * it—

—

w °"gers Life

. GOSPELLER.

Go’Spel-book. + a. A book containing one or

all of tne four gospels (see Gospel sb. 2) ;
hence,

loosely, the New Testament or Bible (obs-). b. A
hook containing the Gospels (see Gospel sb. 3),

read at the Euchanst.
c 100a Canons of AElfnc § 21 in Thorpe Laws II 350

Saltere & pistol-boc & godspell-boc & msesse-boc cxaoo

Ormin 6458 Nohht ne sey]> jre Goddspellboc patt Jossep

wass baerinne a 1300 Cursor M. 21227 O sant mathu pe

gospel-bok . wit him he bar a 1400 Plowman's T 595
(Skeat) [I hey] falsely glose the gospell-book x^ Wills

fr Doctor's Commons (Camden) 4,

1

geve to Sir John Blotte

a gospell boke, a ptstiU covered with ledder 1526 Tindale

N T To Rdr., All is not gospell that is written in the

gospell boke. 1530 — Expositions Matt v-vu 48 b, When
thou sweryst by the gospell booke, or byble 1849 Rock
Ch ofFathers III x 472 The custom was to set out .

every precious vessel and jewelled gospel-book

Gospelize (gp*spelaiz),0- Also 7-8 gospellize.

[f. Gospel sb. + -ize ]

*fl. traits To impart the spirit of the gospel to

;

to modify according to the spirit of the gospel

1643 Milton Divorce vul (1851) 39 And this command
thus Gospelhz'd to us hath the same force with that wheron

Ezra grounded the pious necessity of divorcing 1658

GurnalL Chr m Arm verse 14, xi § 2 u 269, I had

thought, Christ had baptized the Law, and Gospelizd it.

2 To preach the gospel to , to convert to Chris-

tianity
,

= Evangelize 3. Now rare

1646 Trapp Comm John ui, 10 The poor are Gospellized

,

not only receive it, but are changed by it. 1704 Elegy

Author True bom Eng xxi 6 Tho' most suppose his

Notions were but wild, To fetch the Jew to Gospellize his

Child 1716 M Davies A then Bnt I rooWheie he ful-

fill’d his foresaid Apostolical Purposes of Gospelizing the

Poor, and Disciplining the Proud and Slothful 1766 Dr
Chauncy m C Beatty Two Months' Tour (1768) 102 Mr
Thomas Mayhew .. began the work of gospelizing the

infidel natives 1884Amer Missionary Dec 392 These two

societies are one in the noble aim of gospelizing the land

Hence G-o'spelized ppl. a , (nonce-use)
outwardly

modified by the gospel Also ©0 spelizer, one

who ‘ gospelizes* (Stand Did ).

1849 Stovel Canne's Necess Introd 37 Popery, therefore,

is evangelical infidelity , a gospehzed method of living

without God and without hope in the world Ibid 75 note,

A gospelized treason, against the Lord and his Anointed

t Gospellary, «- Obs rare—1
, [f. Gospel sb

+ -ART j Of or pertaining to the gospel

1679 Cloak in its Colours 8 (T ) Let any man judge how
well these gospellary principles of our presbytenans agree

with the practice and doctrine of the holy apostles.

Gospeller (gf spelui). Forms • 1-3 godspel-

lere, 3 godapellare, 4 gods speller, god(d)-

speller, gospello(u)r, gosspel(l)er(e, 4-5 gos-

pel(l)ere, 4-7 gospeler, 5 gospel(l)eer, 6, (in.

sense 4) 9 gospellar, (6 gbospeller, gospiller,

7 godspeler), 4— gospeller, [f. G08FEL sb and v.

+ tERI.}

+

1

One of the four evangelists. Obs.

an Blickl. Horn, 35 We sceoldan healdan J>a lara bara

feower godspellera. c 1*75 Lamb. Horn 89 Lucas pe god-

spellere a 1225 Ancr R 94 ‘ Ult >s a derne halewi seio

w 339 Pre gospel-

,ou« u,al y* -ter be pnsonynge of

Iohn Baptiste 1623 Lisle AElfnc on O 8,-N Test , Mark,

Marke tie Gospeller, who followed Peter for instruction

1674 N Fairfax Bull 4 Selv 142 We read from one Gos-

peller, That -after the Lord had spoken he was received up.

2 . A preacher of the Gospel , a missionary raie

1673 [R Leigh] Transp Reh 102 The itinerant Gospellers

that travel up and down with two penny books 1847-9

Sir J Stephen Eccl Biog (1850) 1 114 The migratory

gospellers, who in every land toiled, and preached and died

3. One who reads the Gospel in the Communion

Service.
1506 Mem. Hen VII (Rolls 1858) 290 The bishop of

Chichester gospeller, the bishop of Norwich epistoler

a 1520 Skelton Ware Hauke 120 These be my gospellers,

These be my pystillers, 1570 Wills 4 Inv N. C (Surtees

i860) 18 To the gospeller and pistoler 6s 8d. a pece 1667

Answ West to North 9 Gospel er$, Epistelers, Virgers, 2706

Phillips (ed Kersey), Gospeller»
he that reads the Gospel

in a Cathedral, or Collegiate Church 1778 Eng Gazetteer

(ed, 2) s v. Peterborough, Besides the dean and chapter .

here are 8 petty canons, 1 epistler, 1 gospeller 1849 Rock
/» 1. i l TV vis -rPrt TH* deannn and subdeacon [at

1874 Micklethwaite Mod* Par Churches 5a The gos

having received the textus or gospel book 2892 b Mostyn

Curattca 12 ,

1

was gospeller at my Ordination.

+ 4. A book cgntaming the Gospels (see Gospel

sb. 3) ; a gospel-book. Obs.

2440 in Eng Ch, Furniture (2866) 184 Item a gospeler

and a epistolere a year with a plate on them of Copper and

Kilt, c 1530 in Gutch Coll Cur II 338 Item oone Booke

callid the Gospiller. 1885 Athenaeum 15 Aug 215/1

silver-cased Gospel is placed upon the lectern when the

Word is read from the modern Gospellar

5, One who professes the faith of the gospel, or

who claims for himself and his party the exclusive

possession of gospel truth; m 16-17th c. often

applied derisively to Protestants, Puntans, and

sectaries. + Also, one learned in the Scriptures

xsm More AM 1 Wks 846/1 They find a great fault

that! handleTindall and Barns their twonewe ghospellers,

with no fayrer woordes nor in no more courtes maner 1^47

Homilies 1. Agst. Contention 1 (1859) *34 He is a Phanse,
Jllv

52 The gospeller

bow’d you to the Graue? 1655 Hows in H. Rocei

iv. (1863) 93 They [the army] think it necessary to have the

Parliament gospelled or dissolved. 1867 Bushnkll Mor
Uses Dark Th. 196 We have a great many gospeling—that

do not come to thought.

Hence G-o-spellmg ppl. a. ...
x#66 T Stapleton Ret. Unir Jewel in 99 This is the

playne dealing of gbospelhng Bishoppes 2579 Knewstub
Confut **2 a, The hatred that the Gospelling Churches

beare vnto such frensies,



GOSPEL-LIKE, 310

lie is a Gospeller, he is of the new sort 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm Par. Matt xx 29-34 With whiche affeccion euery
gospeller ought to be *,ory for other mens harmes 153*
Latimer Serm. at Bexterly (1607'' 073 b, A great number
of people pretend the Gospell, and beare the name of Gos-
pelleres, because it is a new thing 1561 Daus tr Ballinger
on Apoc {1573) 125 The Gospellers haue once or twise fought
vnluckely, and abide euery houre great persecutions : the
Papistes ouercome and reioyse 1615 Wadsworth m
Bedell Lett (1624) 10 Murders which Knoxe and the
Getieua Gospellers caused in Scotland 1674 Hickman Hist
Quinquart (ed 2) 191 His first attempt is to disgrace the
Calvinists, by calling them Gospellers 1688 Bunyan Jems.
Sinner Saved (1886) 72 Nor is [God] so willing to save as
some pretended gospelleis imagine xfigi Wood A th Onon
I s86Thornden .. was a great Gospeller and seemed to all

to be an hearty Protestant 1715 Rowe Lady Jane Grey
in i, 1 hese Gospellers have had their golden Days Have
trodden down our Holy Roman Faith, 182a Scott Monast
xml, He began to suspect that he was now m company
with one of the gospellers, or heretics 1837 Hawthorne
Twice-t T (*851) II xvi 238 Bearing on ms breast this
label—A Wanton Gospeller. 1838 Sat, Rev V. 273/1 The
gentlemanly churchman did not care to welcome ‘the
bragging soldier

'

[Hutten], who might perhaps he followed
by a troop of Gospellers 18 Blackie (Ogilvie), The
solemn sepulchral piety ofcertain North Eastern gospellers

b Hot gospeller' an abusive nickname for a
zealous Protestant or Puritan.
136a E Underhill in Harr,. Days Reform (Camd Soc 1

159, 1 was also callede * the hoote gospellar jestynge and
mokynge me, saynge ‘he is alle off the sprete’ 1874
Motley Bameveld I vit. 330 Those hot gospellers

CrO’Spel-like, a. and adv
A. ad.], fa. Of persons . Devoted to the pttn-

ciples of the Gospel ; cf. Evangelical a. 2 a Obs.

b. Such as is contained in, or comes up to the
standard of, the Gospel.
1349 Coverhale, etc, Erasm. Par These Ded

, That
Gospellike truth & liberty is almost vtterly chaunged in to
hellishe miquitie 1333 1 Bale tr. Bonner's Pref Gardiner*

s

DeveraObed Bivb, No man. collide beleve y* this good
and godly & right gospellike Prince shoulde be falsely
betrayed to all the rest of Monarches and Princes 1397
Hooker Eccl Pol v lxvm § 3 They have by their Re-
ligious and Gospel-like behaviour purged themselves ofthat
suspitton of Popene. 1641 J Jackson True Evang T in.
1 89 bee whether is the more Euangelicall, and Gospell-like
1671 H M tr Erasm Colloq +23 Sometimes a soldiers
cloak, slashed hose, do cover a Gospel like mind
B. adv. Agreeably to the doctrines of the Gospel
1576 Woolton Chr, Meat. M 7, To lyue neglygently, and

catnaIly,or not gospell lyke 1671 H M. tr. Erasm Colloq.
426 It was very Gospel-like done
GospeUiug (gp'speltq), vbl sb [f GOSPEL v.

+ -ING * ] The action of the vb Gospel.
a 1300 Cursor M 21207 Lukas wroght bokes tuin. O

gospelling bat tan es kid, )ie tojjer o j>at Jje apqptels did.

*549 CoverDale, etc Erasm Par a Tim. 1 13-18 Then
countrefaicte gospelhnge beganne to appere 163a H.
L’Estrange A mericans no Jevies 63 The discoveries, plan-
tations and gospelling of those people, is a work of longer
requisite time than may be effected before the end of the
world 1843 W L Alexander Mem J Watson 200
Itinerant gospelling was not originally contemplated 1879
Browning Ned Bratts 130 The tinker in our cage, Pulled-
up for gospelling, twelve years ago 1884 Pall Mall G.
10 Sept. 2/1 We have had blessed experience of the value
of the combination of gospelling and healing
altrti < 1334 T. Sampson m Strype Eccl Mem III App.

xvm 43 Oh 1 London, London, is this the gospelling fruit ?
Ibid 51 If in this gospelling age you have been worthy
bearers of the gospel 17x6 M. DaviesA then Bnt II 333
If I mistake not, scarce one ever suffer’d under him for any
Opining, Gospelling or Reforming Exertions

CrO’spellist. rare. - Gospeller 5.
1845 Mozley Ess, Laud (1878) I 165 It was a strange

look-out, indeed, if he who had dived into the very arcana
of predestinananism, if the advanced Gospelhst was now to
expound the Catechism.

t Go'spelly, adv . Obs. [f. Gospel sb + -ly 2
]

a la accordance with the gospel, b- Truthfully.
*545 Brinklow Contpl 29 Vycarages and personages,

thus well and gospelly serued. 1596 Nashe Saffron Wal-
den xs This I can gospelly auouch 1678 Yng Man's
Call 15X Whatever you do in the matter of religion, do it
heartily gospelly, and humbly, as m the sight of God

II Gospodar (gp sptfdai) =Hospodab,
1847 Mrs A Kerr Hist Servia 183 From that time he

ruled as Gospodar at Zrnareka. 1897 Lengm Mag Dec.
170 All leaped to their feet to salute the Gospodar,

t Goss \ Sc- Obs. [? Identical with Gosse 2
,

short for Gossip. Cf. GosstJ (See quot. 1710.)
17x0 Rvddiman Douglas's AEneis Gloss s v Goddis apis,

God's goss, a silly, but good natured man 17*1 Ramsay
Elegy P Btrnie 95 Soon as he wan withm the closs, He
dously drew in Mair gear fra ilka gentle goss Than bought
a new ane
Gosa 2

(gf>s) slang; [Short for Gossamer ] Ahat.
1848 Man in Moon Feo 83 When you carry off a 26s.

beaver be careful to leave a 4$. gd goss in its stead.

Gobs, variant of Gorge, Gobse.
Gossamer (gg samai), sb and a. Forms

. 4-5
goaasomsr(a, 4-6 gossom(m)er, 5 gossomyre,
gossTimmar, 6~7 gossamour, 7 goaimore, gossa-
nur0

> -ore, goasem-, -im-, -ymear(e, -e(e)re,
gothaemay, -im&re, 7-9 gossamere, 8 gossuner,
(gosshemsre, garsummer), 7- gossamer. [ME.
gos{e)somer(e, app f. Goose sb. + Sommer sb Cf
the synonymous Eng dial, summer-goose (Craven),
summer-coil, G. madchettsommer (lit. ‘ girls' sum-
mer *)

, altweibersommer (‘ old. women's summer ’)

;

also G. sommetfaden
, Du. zomerdraden, Sw. som-

martrhd, all literally * summer thread

_
The reason for the appellation is somewhat obscure It

is usually assumed that goose in this compound refers to
the ‘downy’ appearance of gossamer. But it is to be
noted that G mddehen-, altweibersommer mean not only
‘gossamer’, but also a summer-like period in late autumn,
a St Martin's summer, that the obs. Sc Go-summer had
the latter meaning , and that it is in the warm periods of
autumn that gossamens chiefly observed. These considera-
tions suggest the possibility that the word may primarily
have denoted a ‘St Martin’s summer' (the time when
geese were supposed to be in season cf G Ghnsemonat
‘geese month

,
November), and have been hence transfened

to the characteristic phenomenon of the period On this
view summer-goose (which by Etymologizing perversion ap-
peals also as summer-gauze) would be a transposition ]

A. sb.

1.

A fine filmy substance, consisting of cobwebs,
spun by small spiders, which is seen floating in the
air in calm weather, esp. m autumn, or spread over
a giassy surface : occas.with a and//, a thread or
web of gossamer.
c 13*3 Gloss W de Biblesw in Wright Voc, 147 Filaundre

[glosseti] gosesomer c 1386 Chaucer Sqr 's T. 251 On ebbe
on flood on gossomer and on myst 14 Bewie willShews 3
in Pol, Eel 4 L. Poems45 Twene gold and gossomer is grete
difference c 1440Protnp Parv 205/1 Gossomer, corrupcyon
(ff

, P gossummyr, orcorrupcion),jf/rt«rfrj'« 159* Shaks.
Rom, $ Jul. 11 vi 18 A Louer may bestride tne Gossa-
mours And yet not fall 1627 Drayton Nimphidta xvn,
Foure nimble Gnats the Horses were, Their Hamasses of
Gossamere 1633 Massinger Guardian 11. iv, A bed of

f
ossamire And damask roses 1639 Lady Alimony Dj,
mall threeds Thin spun as is the subtil Gothsemay. 1697
Dryden Virg Georg. 1 543 The filmy Gossamer now flitts

no more. 1777 W Mason Ep to Dr Shebbeare 93 Let
my numbers flutter light m air, As careless as the silken
Gossuner 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar m. ix, Are those
her sails that glance in the Sun Like restless gossameres?
18x3 Shelley Q Mab 120 Let even the restless gossamer
Sleep_ on the moveless air 1 1847 Tennyson Pnnc v ,163
To trip a tigress with a gossamer 1830 — In Mem xi 7
All the silvery gossamers That twinkle mto green and gold
41851 Moir OcioberYoeX Wks 1832 1 124 The gossamei
Now floats and now subsides upon the air X878 Geo. Eliot
Coll Break/. P, 34 Weaving gossamer to trap the sun.

b. transf. andfig. Applied to something light
and flimsy as gossamer.
? a 1400 Morte A rfh 2688 This es bot gosesomere, and

gyffene one erles. 1638 Evelyn Pr Gard (1675) 194 It
will flyaway like the down, or gossemeere of dandelyon
1827 'Hood Mids Fames xn, Not measured out against
Fate's mortal knives, Like human gossamers. 1833 Motley
Dutch Rep. vi 1 (1866) 782 A decent gossamer of conven-
tional phraseology was ever allowed to float over the
nakedness ofunblushing treason 1871 EarleP/Wo/ Eng
'longue § 233 It would hardly have beseemed such a poet
as Chaucer to bring the stroke of his measure down upon
such a gossamer
2

.

An extremely delicate kind of gauze.
1872 Black Adv Phaeton 1 2 A dress of blue, with

touches of white gossamer and fur about the tight wrists
and neck

3.

a. In England ; Originally, an adveitismg
tradesman’s name for a make of silk hat recom-
mended as extremely light , hence, used jocularly
for a hat generally, b US A name for a very
light kind of waterproof,
1837 Dickens Pick

w

xu, Every hole lets in some air
wentilation gossamer I calls it 1831 MAYHEwZ-owrf Labour
II. 43, I have sold hats from to 3$ but very seldom
3f 6d The y 6d ones would wear out two new gossamers '

1888 Harper's Mag June 139/1 Flinging off his gossamer,
and hanging it up to drip into the pan of the hat rack.

4

.

attrib.
x8oa Bingley Amm Blog (1813) III, 363 The Gossamer

Spider x8x6 Kirby & Sr Entomol (1843) II 269 That
sight occasionally noticed in fine days in the autumn, of
webs—commonly called gossamer webs—covering the earth
and floating in the air 1830 Hood Haunted Ho. 111, lxxx,
Across the door no gossamer festoon Swungpendulous. 1839
Bailey Festus (1854) xa The gossamer woof, beaded with
dew. *873 Sunday Mag June 623 The little gossamer
thread of hope 1875 Encycl, Brit II 296/1 Gossamer lines
are merely tne threads left by small and immature spiders,

B. adj. Of things, both material and immaterial

:

Light and flimsy as gossamer Of persons Snvo-
lous, volatile

1806-7 JT Berzsfokd Miseries Hum Life (1826) 1 Introd
,Pride and the plague of this gossamer frame of mine,

1843 Lytton Last Bar i u, [Girls] dancing round him
with gossamer robes that brushed him as they circled.
x847y°UATr/f^xL 239 The gossamer membiane of
the lobules of the lungs 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho xlm,
Such an unworldly, uncalculating, gossamer-creature, is
a rehef to him 1852 H Rogers Eel Faith (1853) 15 He
walks through this bleak world in such a gossamer gauze of
transparent ‘spiritualism’ that [etc] 1853 C. Bronte
Vulette xxvu, There was a kind of gossamer happiness
hanging in the atr 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret in 1

(1861) 75 [He] sighed when the black gossamer ashes floated
upward on the draught, and were lost in the chimney 1879
Print, Trades Jml xxix 35 A gossamer tissue in imitation

the Japanese 1888PallMallG 26 Jan 12/1 Light-weight
[India-rubber] goods such as ladies wear, known as gossamer
goods 1893 Dublin Rev Oct. 789 The original authors of
this gossamer gossip
Comb, 1849 James Woodman v, That gay gossamer-

looking youth, whom the young lord called Hungerford
Hence Cto-ssameredppl a.,coatedwith gossamer,

gossamer-like.
i860 Rusk in Mod Paint V vr x § 18 Casting a gossa-

mered grayness and softness of plumy mist along their

GOSSIP.

surfaces far away 1897 Q Rev Oct 344 His [Mr Austin

go°samerld
7 IS^ °f pictmes<Iue Shosts > of histoj

Gossamery (gp-samsn), a. [f Gossamer sb +-vi
J Of the nature of or resembling gossamer

flimsy, unsubstantial
; = Gossamer a

5

ofPaints 1 125 A vessel All rigg'd with gossamery safli
1843-6 De Quincey Heats Wks 1890 XI 389 Ihe Itahan
poet, Marino, had been reputed the greatest master ofgossamery affectation in Europe 1883 Gd. Words Dec
791/a This orchid is seldom seen without some gossamerv
sptdeiwork surrounding it.

6 y

Gossamire,_-ore, -our, obs ff. Gossamer.
+ GoSSampine. Obs Also corruptly gossan-
pme, gassampme, grassapme [a. F gossambm
the shrub Bornbax pentandrum

, which yields a
substance similar to cotton = It. gossampmo

, ad
L. gossympmus (also gossypion). Cf. also It. gosst-
pma (Florto) cloth made of this cotton . see Gossi-
ping ] a. The shrub Bornbax penlandrum b
The cotton-like fibre produced from it c. A kind
of doth made of this fibie. Also atlnb
1353 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb ) x4 He weareth a

vesture of ye silke called Gossampme. Ibid 21 Their
beddes are made of Gossampme cotton 1394 Greene &Lodge Looking Glass (r598) F iij, On his alters perfume
these Turkie clothes, This gassampme and gold ile sacrifice
1396 Lodge Marg Amer 125 With gold and silver, silko
and gossanpine threed of many colours, were woven the
linages of those Gods which the Cuscans most worshipped
xoox Holland Phny I. 363 Of the Gossampme trees
trees called Gossampmes, which yeeld cotton x6r*
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) goz These Images they made
of Gossampme cotton. 1623 Cockeram Eng Diet »,
Cotton, gy-assapine.

Gossan (gp zan) Mining Also goz(z)an, goz-
zen. [Belongs to the dialect of Cornwall, but no
Celtic etymon has been found ] Decomposed rock,
of a reddish or ferruginous colour (due to oxidized
iron pyrites), forming a part of the ‘ outcrop* of a
metallic vein
1776 Pryce Min Comub 44 Other crude Minerals of no

esteem, are those of a ferruginous quality, which the Miners
distinguish by the names of Gossan, Cal (more properly Gal),
Cockle, &c. Our Gossan Lodes often produce Tm at a
shallow level m tolerable plenty 1 hese Gossans or Ochres,
are commonly called the Feeders of their respective Metals
1796 Kirwan Elem Mui (ed 2) I 132 Brown Tungsten

,

Gossan of the Cornish mines x8o8 Polwhele Corn.-Eng
Gloss, Gazan

,
rust, iron ochie 1851 Richardson Geol 1 7

Veins of copper are usually found in connexion with an
earthy, ochreous stone locally termed gossan 1834 Mur-
chison Stluna xvu 434 There [in North Devon] the matrix
or gossan of the lode [of copper ore] is suffused by particles
of gold x88o W Comw Gloss , Gossan, yellow earth just
above a vein of metal
b transf (See quot.) dial.

r88o W Cormu Gloss
, Gossan, an old wig grown yellow

from age and wear x8gx Q [Couch] Noughts Crosses
36 It was a ‘gossan ’ wig, as we call it m our parts, a wig
grown yellow and rusty with age and wear.
Hence Gossan! ferous a., producing gossan
1864 m Webster (citing Dana) Hence in later Diets
Gosse 1, mmcmg pronunc of God* cf Gosh.
a 1353 Udall Royster D in iv. (Arb ) 52 By gosse and

for thy sake I defye hir in deede
Gosse 2, gos, short for Gossip. (See also Goss 1,

Gossy.)
*547 Boorde Introd Knowl i (1870) 122 [A Comishman

speaks ] Dup the dore, gos A, good gosse Drynke,
gosse, to me 1603 Philatus cxlix, This purpois gosse,
appetrs to me Sa wonder nyce and strange to be.

Gosse, obs. form of Goose, Gobse.
Gosselin, gosselyng, obs forms of Gosling.
Gossemeere, obs form of Gossamer.
GoBsep(pe, obs form of Gossip
Gossip (gp'slp), sb. Forms . 1 godsib(b, 4 god-

syb(be, -zyb(be, 4-5 gossib(be, 4-7 godsib(be,
5-6 gos(s)y(p)p(e, 5-7 godsxp, gossipp(e, gos-
(s)op(e, 5-8 gossep(pe, 6-7 goship, (5 godsep,
-sypp

,
gossyb(e, 6 ghosseppe,gossup, goshyp(p,

godeept, 7 godsepte, ghossip), 6- gossip [Ob.
godsibb masc. (f god Gov + sib(b adj., akin, related

see Sib a) = ON guff-sefe masc., gutS-stfja fem

,

OSw. guzsowir masc
, gnpziff, gudzsojf iem In

ME a single example is found of a fem godzybbe
corresp. to masc. godzyb (see quot 1340 m 1) ]
1 One who has contracted spiritual affinity with

another by acting as a sponsor at a baptism
a. In relation to the person baptized . A god-

father or godmother
,
a sponsor. Now only arch

and dial.
TnTA WTTY Pf-r1Yt yf t ov] Cl VlVlSl

S

his godzyb oper of his godzybbe 1590 Greenwood Collect

SclattfuL Art G, The rashe, vndiscreete, and vnpossible
vowe of the saide gossipps 1649 Evelyn Diary (1827) II

r6 The parents being so poore that they had provided no
o L v

_ Should a great

ilace send
—* ...wnwi-M-A, jLj.j&n.nngj .1 S ) III-

io4 Fully designed to come and stand gossip in person to

,

Dr Hudson's child 1770 FooteLame Low 1. 12 Do you
know that you are new christen’d and hate had me for
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a gossip? 1819 S Rogers Hum. Life 34 Now, glad at heart

the gossips breathe their prayer 1850 Miss Yonge Daisy

Cham 1. ix. (1879) 79 I’ll find gossips, and let ’em be chris*

tened on Sunday 1876 Freeman Norm. Cong V xxv

560 The Englishman whose child was held at the font by

a Norman gossip cast aside his own name 1886 S W
Line Gloss sv ,

I suppose the same gossips will do for both

fig J Beli Haddon's Anew Osor. 407 b, And
this place y' Catholicke gosseppes have Christened by the

name of Purgatory 1607 Middleton Michaelm ’lerm

m iv, I would never undertake to be gossip to that bond

which I would not see well biought up 1673 [R Leigh]

Tratts/> Reh 8 Who would be Gossip to all the nameless

Off-spnngs of the Press.

+to transf. With reference to the christening of

a bell. Obs.

1363 Foxr A. 4 M. 380 The bel hauing a new garment

put vppon it .they goo vnto sumptuous bankets, where-

vnto also the Gossips are bidden 1778 Pennant Tour
in Wales {1883) I 47 A bell was also christened The
gossips were doubtlessly rich persons

fc In relation to the parents • (One’s) child’s

godfather or godmother Obs.

e *3*5 Lai le Freine 42 He schal mi gossibbe be *475
Sir j Paston m P Lett No 766 III *45 He was fayn to

sue to the said Due by the meanes ofhis godsip the Bisshop

of Wynchestre [He was sponsor to the Duke's daughtei ]

1454 Fabyan Chron vn 561 Which Wyllyam..was gossyp

vnto the quene tfxdio Sir J Melvil Mem (1683) 70, I

requested her majesty to be a gossip to the Queen, 161a

Davies Why Ireland, etc (1747) 113 The English were for-

bidden to marry, to foster, to make gossippes with the Irish

16*5 B Jonson Staple ofN Induct , And those Mothers
had Gossips (if their Children were christned) as we are.

*698 M Martin Voy Hilda (1749) 76 The Officer conde-

scended to be the Impostor’s Gossip, 1 e Sponsor at the

Baptism of one of his Children *893 P. W Joyce Short
Hist Irel 88 When a man stood sponsor for a child .. he
became the child's godfather, and gossip to the parents.

+ d. In relation to one who acts as godfather or
godmother on the same occasion A fellow-sponsor.

£1386 Chaucer Pars T r 83s A womman may in no
lasse synne assemblen with hire godsib, than with hire

owene nesshly brother c 1440Promp Para. 204/2 Gossyp,
inann, computer Gossyp, woman, commuter 1583
Becon Acts Chr 4 Antichr Wks III 416 Christen
Gossippes those men and women that haue bene God-
fathers and Godmothers together of one childe at Baptisme.
*6h Fletcher Sp Curate n 1, Lean I have heard him
say you were gossips too Lop You did not heare him
say to whom 1666 Pfpys Diary 2 Dec , I took my pretty

gossip to White Hall with us

fo gen Obs
ei313 Shoreham 69 In that cas thou mygt weddy To

thyne wyfes gossibbe 1x386 Chaucer Pars T r 834 .

Parehtele is in two maneres, outher goostly or fleshly,

goostly, as for to delen with hise godsibbes

2. A familiar acquaintance, friend, chum. For-
merly applied to both sexes, now only (somewhat
arch ) to women (A sense apparently derived more
immediately from 1 c.)

The expression in quot. 1641 is app, the name ofsome
rustic game or dance
136a Langl P. PI A. v. 152 *Ic haue good ale, gossib’,

quod heo ‘Gloten, woltou asaye’? 1393 Ibid' C vn 47
What ich gaf for godes loue, to god-sybbes ich tolde.

a *430 Knt de la Tour (1868) 79 There was a false bauude
that was her godsib a *5*9 Skelton E. Rummyng 356
Lo, gossyp, I wys, Thus and thus it is c 1360 Ingelend
Disobedient Child Fqb, She is to her Gossypes gone to
make mery *64* Brome Joviall Crew 11 (*652) Dab, He
makes us even sick of his sadness, that were wont to see
my Ghossips cock to day , mould Cocklebread , daunce
clutterdepouch [etc ] *766 H. Brooke Fool of Quality
(*809) 11 11 Baraaby Boniface, his next neighbour and
gossip x8so Keats Eve St Agnes xu, Ah, Gossip dear,
We’re safe enough , here tn this arm-chair sit *837 C.
Bronte Professor I xi 180 The old duenna—my mother’s
gossip *873 Ouida Pascarel I 65 His mother too, was a
gossip of her own
b esp Applied to a woman’s female friends in-

vited to be piesent at a birth
*390 Shaks Mids N h 1 47 Sometime lurke I in a Gossips

bole, In very likenesse of a roasted crab 16*0 Swetnam
Arraign’d (1880) 44 Bidding of Gossips, calling to Vp-
sittings. a 1661 Fuller Wot thus (1840) I xx 75 They are
as good evidence to prove where they were bom, as if we
had the deposition of the midwife, and all the gossips present
at their mothers labours. *7*1-1800 Bailey, A gossiping,
a merry Meeting of Gossips, at a Woman’s Lyme in. *764
Low Life 29 Poor labouring Men are obliged to go a
Nigiting, 1 e fetching Midwives, Nurses and Gossips.

1805 Med Jml XIV. 258 The officiousness of nurses and
gossips *858 M Porteous Souter Johnny 31 Whan your
nieve the gossip streikit.

transf 1864 Butler Hud hi 90 To do the office of
a Neighbour, And be a Gossip at his Labour,

3. A person, mostly a woman, of light and trifling

character, esp one who delights jn idle talk; a
newsmonger, a tattler

*366 [see 6, gosstp.ltke\ *579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 52,

1

will bring a visard on my face, for a shamelesse gossippe
*600 Dkkker Fortunatus wks 1873 I 97, I wonder what
blind gossip this,am* is that is so prodigall, *8x4 T. Adams
Devils Bang 320 There arise in. the end . . as many Gospels
as Gossips *687 Dryden Hind 4- P. in 903 The common
chat of gossips when they meet. 1709 Hearne Collect
(0 H. S ) II 212 John Stevens a negligent, busy, prating
Gossip 1716 Addison Freeholder No s6 144 A Gossip in
Politics is a Slattern in her Family’” 1833 Ht Martxneau
Loom 4 Lugger 1 1 6 Ifhe did not mean the girls togrow up
the greatest gossips in the neighbourhood 1834 Emerson
Soc. Aims Wks (Bohn) III 176 Why need you, who are
not a gossip, talk as a gossip? *884 Mrs Ewing Mary's
Meadow 13 The Weeding Woman is a great gossip.

4. The conversation of such a person
;
idle talk

;

trifling or groundless rumour ; tittle-tattle. Also,
in a more favourable sense : Easy, unrestrained talk

or writing, esp about persons or social incidents.
*8xx SportingMag XXXVII 11 ,

1

was up tp his gossip,
so I took him. *8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk II 358 A kind
of travelling gazette, carrying the whole budget of local

gossip from house to house 1833 Ht Martinbau Loom 4
Lugger 1. 1 6 All this gossip about their neighbours 1849
Ld Houghton in T W Reid Life (1891) I x. 439 A sort

of focus of political gossip. 1870 E Peacock RolfSkirl.
I 27 We are fond of topographical gossip 1889 Barrie
Window 111 Thrums 177 My presence killed the gossip on
her tongue
5. Some kind of game. (Cf. Scandal')
x88o New Virginians II. 202 We had a few games,

1 Gossip very amusing—I don't know whether English or
American
6 attrib. and Comb

,
as (appositive in senses 2

and 3) gossip-nurse, -seer, (sense 4) gossip-gleaner,
-monger,-mongermg, -shop

;
(sense 3 )

gossip-ltke adj

and adv
,
gossip-wise adv.

; f gossip-cup, also

gossip’s oup = Caudle sb 1
;

gossip - money,
gratuities to the sponsors at a christening

; f gossip-
pmt-pot, a hard drinker.

*633 Hart Diet ofDiseased Introd. 20 A cup of good ale,

with some nutmegg, suger, and a tost, a good "gossip cup
I confesse 1394 Plat Jewell-ho 11 14 If you will make
a right "Gossips Cuppe that shall farre exceede all the Ale
1853 Hickie tr. Anstoph (1872) II 574 Do you say this

ofme, you "gossip-gleaner ? 1566 Drant Horace's Sat 11 vi

H viy, Full "gosseplike, the father sage begmnes his fable

then 1599 Shaks Much Ado v 1 188, I will leaue you
now to your gossep like humor 17 ? E. Ward Welsh
monster 33 Let him Tattle but Gossip like, to please 'em

1845 Syd. Smith Irish Rom. Cath Ch Wks 1859 II

339/1 The same scenes of altercation take place when
"gossip-money is refused at baptisms. 1836 T Hook G
Gurney xvi (1850) III. 349 Several of those meddling
"gossip-mongers, who invanably infest small country-town
society *868 E Edwards Raleigh I vm 119 A few weeks
later, Sir Francis Allen informs that great gossip-monger,
Anthony Bacon [etc ] 1893 Athenaeum 7 Oct 487/2 What
merit it possesses consists in the mischievous "gossip-
mongering of a certain Lady Dahlia Wormwood 1843
Hood Sea Spell h, A baby’s caul A thing, as "gossip-nurses
know, That always bangs a squall 1580 Hollyband Iteas
Fr Tong s.v Croque, He is a "gossip pintepot 184a F.
Howes Horaces Sat 1 ix 39 Now, now I see the doom ap-
proaching near. Which once was told me by a "gossrp-seer.

18*4 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1 (1863) 208 A "gossip-shop
called ‘literary’ where he talks and reads newspapers
1863 Mrs C. Clarke Shaks Char xvm 469 Some citizens

meet in the street and talk, "gossip-wise, about the lll-

ordenng ofgovernment

Gossip (gp sip), v. [f Gossip sb ]

+ 1. trans To be a gossip or sponsor to; to

give a name to Obs
xfioi Shaks All's Well 1. i 189 Pretty fond adoptious

chnstendomes That blinking Cupid gossips *7x6 M. Davies
A then Brit. II 241 Anus’s HeathemshPamphlet, gossop’d
by the name of the Fabulous Thalia (tho’ too gentile a
Miss for such Mock-Christenings of Sorcery-Ballads)

*|* 2 intr. To act as a gossip, or familiar acquaint-

ance ; to take part (in a feast)
,
be a boon-companion

;

to make oneself at home. Also to gossip it. Obs
1590 Shaks Com Err, v 1 407 With all my heart, lie

Gossip at this feast x6ix Cotgr ,
Voisiner, to gossip it,

or goe to visit neighhours 1645 Milton Tctrach. Wks
(1851) 220 When sin revels and gossips within the arcenal of
law this is a faire limitation mdeede
3 To talk idly, mostly about other people’s

affairs
;
to go about tattling.

*6*7 Drayton Moon-Calf 583 Mother Bumby, a mad
tocund Mate As euer Gossipt 1669 H More Expos 7
Ep to 7 Ch. Pref b 2, Swarms of men went gadding and
gossipping up and down, telling odd Stories to the people

*786 Mad D'Arblay Diary Oct, I rang vainly for my
maid she was gossiping out of hearing *846 Mrs. Gore
Sk Eng Char (1852) 16 You gossip everywhere, of every
thing. 187* Earl Pembroke & G H Kingsley S Sea
Bubbles 111 70 [We] called and gossipped for an hour with
Mr Saville and his family.

transf andfig 1784 Cowper Task v 60 Now from the
roost or from, tne neighb’nng pale, Where they gossiped
side by side *836 Bryant After ’1 empest u, The cheerful
rivulet sung And gossiped, as he hastened ocean-ward
1863 Long? Wayside Inn, Iuteri to Student's, T , Wild
birds gossiping overhead.

b. To write in a gossiping style

1885 Manck. Guard. 20 July 5/5 A writer tn All the Vear
Round gossips pleasantly on the pets Qf authors*

4. trans To tell like a gossip ;
to communicate.

Also with out
x6xx Heywood Gold Age 1 Wks, 1874 III it It is so

Gossipt in the Queenes chamber 1650 R Stapylton
Strain's Low C Warres 1 20 The secret lay not long in
the Embers, being gossmed out by a woman, 1784-1805,

H Tooke Purley 122 The substance of the Criticisms

was gossiped by the present precious Secretary at War
18*7 Clare Shepk Cal 2 And wisdom, gossip'd from the

stars 1880 G. R Sims Ball Babylon 30 And they gossiped
her story over in language a hit too plain.

Gossipdom (gp sipdam) [f. Gossip sb. + -doji ]
The class of gossips as a whole; the realm of
gossip.
189* Manning Pastime Papers 57 Gossipdom has inner

bolge or circles less innocuous 1898 F F Moore Fatal
Gift xxiv 175 Horace Walpole, the ai ch-priest ofGossipdom.

Gossiper (gpsipai). £f. Gossip v. + -es 1

]

I
One who gossips,

1368 Tilney Disc. ManageE uj a, I cannotbut maruayle

how a woman of estimation can dehte in gaddmg abrode,
to be a gossipen 1679 Shadwell True Widow 1 adfin ,

A perpetual Gossiper and Visiter m all Families 18x7
Mar Edgeworth Tales 4 Novels, Harrington xii, Then
bitterly I execrated the reporters, and the gossipers, and
the letter writing misses x868 E Edwards Raleigh I.

xui. 253 Some of the Court gossippers of the day say that
the commission had been offered to Ralegh 1883 L'pool
Daily Post 29 Aug 5/2 Gossipers on the Flags were pleased
to notice that cotton remains fair.

Gossiphood (gp siphud). Now rare. Also

t gossiphede. [f Gossip sb + -hood, -head }
fa. Spiritual relationship, = Gossipred i, b.
A body of gossips (see Gossip sb 3)
130* Ord Crysten Men (W deW 1506) n x 115 Whan

the one or the other ben of lygnage or of ony affynyte, or
gossyphede *579 Tomson Calvin’s Serm Tim 56/2 We
makes no bones at it to despise Sc despite God, vnder the
name of a gossiphoode, 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 11

xi. (1879) 463 It would create a sensation among the gossip-
hood of Stoneborough

+ Go’Ssipine. Obs. [ad. It. gosstpina . see

Gossampine Cf. Gossypine a ] =Gossampine.
c 1563 J Spakhe Hawkins' Sec Voy in Hakluyt Voy

(1600) III 508 The beds which they [the Indians] haue
are made of Gossopme cotton 1599 Hakluyt Voy II n.
91 Who would beleeue, that there were so much gossipine

or cotton wool in China. *675 tr Camden’s Hist Eliz. iv.

(1688) 489 Brasil Wood and ..Gossipine or Cotton.

Gossiping (gp*sipuj), vbl. sb. [f Gossip v. +
-iNG-l

] The action of the vb. Gossip.
1 A christening or christening-feast. Now dial.

ax627 Middleton Chaste Maid 11 1 Wks (Dyce) IV
27 You'll to the gossiping Of master Allwit's child ? 1728
Bnce's Weekly Jml. ^Exeter) 30 Aug

,
Last Sunday

Afternoon was celebrated here a Gossipping, or held a
jovial Meeting of Good Wives and Sweethearts, to solem-
nize the Baptism of a Child *736 J Willme Sepherah
Shelosh 201 in Palatine Note Bk (1881) I 118 At the First

Gift of whose Name (commonly called a Gossiping or Up-
sit-Feast of Urbanity) there was a very great Rejoismg,
of many Neighbours and Relations 1886 Elworthy
W Somerset Word-bk, Gossipping, a christening feast.

Hence the act of frequently attending such gatherings,

f 2. A meeting of friends and acquaintances, esp.

at the birth of a child ; also gen a merry-making
*557 North tr Guevara's Diall Pr 11 vu (1568) 96 b,

They remember more the gossippinges that they haue to

go, then their sinnes, which they ought to lament 1390
Shaks Com Err v 1 419 Will you walke in to see their

gossipping? 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 506 They
chew these leaves

,
and in their gossippings or visiting of

their friends, they are .. presented with them X73X-1800
Bailey s v , A gossiping, a merry meeting of gossips at

a woman’s lying in 1823 Lamb Elia Ser 11 Child Angel,
Methought I was present, at an Angel’s gossiping

3, a 1 fie action of talking idly, or tattling
, an

instance of this, b An assemblage, where this is

the chief occupation.
1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Taylads Goose Wks 1 105/1

The fashion of her prate Our wiues at Gossipings doe
imitate. 1712 Steele Sped No 310 r 9 Give us a Specu-
lation on Gossipping *763 Foote Commissary hi Wks.
1799 II 36 These kind of women are a good deal given to

gossiping ?79* Boswell Johnson l (1848) 1/2 A consider-

able portion is not devoid of entertainment to the lovers of

literary gossiping. *79*-i8a3 D’Isracli Cur Lit (*858)

III. 381 The gossiping of a profound politician often, bya
spontaneous stroke, reveals the individual 1820 W Irving
Sketch Bk (1859) 82 They talked those matters over m
their evening gossipings *870 Miss Bridgman R Lynne
I xvu 293, 1 shall be heartily glad to leave this place,

with all this impertinent gossiping and scandal

4. A literary composition of a light and chatty

character rare
18*4 J- Hunt Feast Poets (1815) 117 Mr Walter Savage

Landor—author of an epic piece of gossiping called Gebir

6

.

attnb.
1628 Earle Microcosm,, Metr Gull Citizen (Arb) 93 His

friendships are a kinde of Gossiping friendships 1806-7

J Beresford Mism.es Hum Life (1826) v xvi, Those
gossiping scenes of a play in which the lacqueys and wait*

ing-maias lay their heads together 1833 W Ir\ ing Tout
Piaims 99 The Captain's lodge was a kind of council fire

and gossiping place for the veterans of the camp

Gossiping (gp sipirj), ppl a. [f. Gossip v. +
-ihq 2.] That gossips or indulges in light and idle

talk a. of persons,
1618 Mynshul Ess Prison ox A prisoner is as much

beholding to such leape-frog acquaintance, asa man shaken,

with the Ague to eqery eossipping woman hee meetes
169a L’Estrange Fables cclxui. 229 A Eevy of Jolly, Gos-
sipping Wenches. 1846 Mrs Gore Eng Char (1852) 15

People boast of a new acquaintance, as ‘ a pleasant gossip-

ing fellow* *832 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C vn, The
good woman, kindly and gossipping, seemed rather pleased
than otherwise with having somebody come in to talk with,

b. of conversation and literary composition

1709 Shaftesbury Char. (*711) I *48 Who.„wou'd set her

[religion] on the same bottom with Parish-Tales, and Gos-
siping Storys of Imps, Goblins [etc ] *729 Law Serious C.

i 5 If you was to ask him why be gives himself up to an
idle gossiping conversation? 2730 H Walpole Let H.
Mann 1 Sept , This I call a very gossiping letter X831 Mrs.
Trollope in L’Estrange Fneudshi/s Miss Mitford (1882)

I vm 227 My book is gossiping, and faithfully true to

the evidence of my senses, i860 Dickens Lett (1880)

II hi An idea for my senes of gossiping papers *88*

Skrjt Ballantine Exper xix 194 A gossiping sketch,

and claiming no controversial importance.

transf 1847 Longf Ev, i 1 22 Distaffs spinning the

golden flax for the gossiping lpoms.

Hence G- ossipingly adv ,
in a gossiping manner

*8x7 J Gilchrist Intell Patrimony 141 The most super-

119 -a
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ficial [philosophers were] public and gossipingly social 1875N Anter Rev, CXX 209 Such was the formula by which

, we were first gossipingly made acquainted with the subject

t Go'ssiply, a Obs [f. Gossip sb + -ly 1
.]

Pertaining to, or characteristic of, a gossip.
i6ix Cotgr

, MenandS, surely, [a Gossiplieoath, orasseuer-
ation).

Gossipred (gp sipred) , Also 4 gossybrede.
[f. Gossip sb + OE rsecfen condition see -bed ]An etymologizing perversion appears in Huloet 1552:
Goshipbied, or gatheringe ofgoshyps at the wyne, syssitia

’

1 The relationship of gossips (see Gossip sb 1

and 2) ; spiritual affinity Now only Hist (with
reference to Irish customs).
c *3*5 Shoreham 68 Ase the gossybrede dragth Ryjt to

ous after crystnynge, So gosstbrede drageth eke Rygt after
conferraynge 1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 357 In gosib.
rede and holy kynrede c 1430 Lydg Mm Poems (Percy
Soc ) 36 Be wel ware of feyned cosynage, And gossiprede
1494 Fabvan Chron vu 435 He assertayned nym of yJ

gossyprede yl was atwene hym and Blanche his wyfe 1533More Debell Salem v Wks 941/1, 1 hatle none affinitie .

eyther by gossepred or bi manage. x6x* Davies Why Ire-
land, S/c (1747) 181 The like may be said of gossipred or
compatermtie which though by the canon lawe it be a spiri-
tual affinity [etc ] 1646 Sir J Temple Irish Rebell 8 marg

,

Alliance by marriage, nurture of Infante, and gossipred with
the Irish are high treason 1807 G Chalmers Caledonia

1

ni
,
X ,4S8 T!le custom of fostering, and gossipred, among

the Irish x86r Goldw Smith lush Hist. 37 The con-
nexion of sponsorship or gossiprede Was made a soit of
second fosterage

t b transf. Affinity in general Obs rare,
1674 N Fairfax Bulk Selv qx We find some bodies

amongst us hold up a Gossipred, that seem to have little or
nothing of kinred

IF 2 By some mod writers used for : The habitual
action of a gossip or tattler; small-talk; = Gos-
sip sb 4 .

i8s8 Scott F M Perth xx, Our poor fellow-citizen
having been active in spreading these reports, as indeed his
element lay m such gossipred 1839 R F Burton Centr
‘AJt'm in jrynl Geog Soc Xa.IX 369 The women collecting
in a group upon their little stools indulge in the pleasures
of gossipred and the pipe 189a Manning Pastime Papers
53 It is a rigorous destiny that Gossipred should have come
to signify one of the worst of social vices.

Gossipry (gp sipn). [f Gossip sb. + -ry.]
1 Spiritual relationship • «* Gossipbjed i.
*55° Bale Image Both Ch in xvm Bb vujb, [Marriage

should be forbidden] neither for vowes vnaduised, nor for
ho popish orders, nor yet for any gossypry i86r Dasent
Story Burnt Njal II 248, I challenge both these men out
of the inquest for this sake, that one of them is Mord's
second cousin by kinship, but the other for gossipry x88o
Academy 21 Aug 134 There exist many kinds of gossipry
besides the usual form connected with christenings,

fta. Intimacy. Obs~ l

<116x4 J Melvill Diary (MS ) 36 (Jam ), All gossiprie
gade up between him and my uncle Mr. Andrew
0 concr A relative in general.

1887 Browning Parleyings, Fust $ Ft tends 12 Greet us
thy gossipry, cousin and sib 1

2 Th&practice of gossiping; small talk, gossip ;

also, a gossiping conversation
18x8 Lady Morgan Autohog. (1859) *99 ‘'Well, my dear!*

as we say in Ireland when we enter on a gossiprv 18x0W
Taylor m Monthly Rev LXXXIX. 143 We cannot help
being struck with a certain feeling of inanity of inquiry
squandered on the gossipry of the past. 1841 Blacks*,
jvlctg^ JvLIX. 302 Any bald disjointed chat—any gossipry*—
that an accomplished writer may please to descend to 1876Dowden Poems 50 At evening I went back, Walked past
the idle groups at gossipry

b. Gossiping discourse.
x86e,SW Rev 25 Mar 348 Girls, are to learn. Greek, to

enable them to enjoy the gossipry of Herodotus
c concr, A body of gossips*

M,
1
^.^fS

r
BROW

u
IN
n

Let
i‘

Think kindly ofus in
the midst ofyour brilliant London gossipry x888 N. * Q,xr Aug. tx4 The striking circumstances of it were quite suffi-
cient to convince all the gossipry of Rome that he was
poisoned

f Go ssipship, Obs. [f Gossip sb. + -ship ]The mutual relation ofgossips. Also, the personality
of a gossip or sponsor (used as a mock-title). (Cf.
Gossipbed 1

)

t$j* Huloet (ed Higins), Gosshishippe at a Christening,
lustnca cogitatio. ifigi Percivall Si Diet

, Comiadrazgo

fvw
pS
<r

P’ *S9<S Nashe Saffron Walden
,
V” (Grosart) III 203 A whole penny-worth of paper,which Ins Gossipship, that hath the naming of the child,

dubs the Encomium of the Foxe 1651 Howell Surv.
/ enice 188 (fits) To the end that this Goshipship shold no

or lmPedlment among the Gentlewomen in
matter of Manage 1677 W Hughes Man ofSin. 11 x i7Sbuch as were born after such Gossipship was contracted
Gossipy (g?sipi), a [f. Gossip sb +-Ti]
yf,

a llterary composition: Charactenzed by, or
full of, gossip Of a person . Inclined or devoted
to gossip.

Jf1* T Murdoch m Smiles ? Murray (1891) II xxu 67lit] would soon sink the journal down to the level ofa common gossipy magazine x8agDK. Buckingham Diary
III. lx. 208 Don t like Florence The Society is confined
but gossipy to a degree 1865 Spectator ix Feb X64 The

and^gossippy, has an interest 1879

Hence Goaaipineaa, inclination for gossip.

EoSSiSr™'
RtV' Apr' 6041 1 don,t ask out °f mere
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Gossom(m)er, gossomyre, obs If Gossamer.
Gossoon (gps» n) Chiefly Anglo-Insh. Also

7 gosoun, 9 goaoon, gorsoon. [Alteration of
garsoon Garcion, Garjon.] A youth, a boy; a
servant-boy, lackey.
1684 J Haines Eptl. to Lacy's ItrH Buffon, French

.. — vj-’-’j/ *«** « vw* b «««* wnwia cuiii gOSSOOnS
speak in trope and figure 1841 Lever C O'Malley vu 42
1 he gosoon is gone to look for a pair 1884 1 imes (weekly
ed ) 29Aug 14/4 Two or three ragged gossoons were gallop-
ing on the flanks of the flock. 1896 Contemp. Rev. June
809 Poor unfriended Irish gorsoons.
Gossop, obs form of Gossip
Gossopine, variant of Gossipine, Obs.
Gossummer, Gossup, obs. ff. Gossameb.

Gossip

yelp, and yell 1719 — Pam Eptst, Answer 1 6 In gossy
Don s be candle-light, 1721 — Poems, Gloss

,
Gossie, gossip

Gossypine (gp sipsin), a. [f. mod.L. Gossy-
piiim (alter Pliny’s gossypion : see Gossampine),
the generic cotton-plant + -ine ] Cottony, flocculent.
x88o Gray Struct Bot 413/2 Gossypine.
Gost, dial, form of Gobse.
Gost(e, obs. form of Ghost.
Goster, gosther =* Gauster sb. and v
*®39 Carletont J?ardoiougha (ed 2) 70 We're idlin'

a? ,
Sosthenn away our time like I dunna what xfoa

Athenceifin 16 Apr 496/3 The handsome, selfish Murdough
so full of gosther ' and brag 1892 Emily Lawless GramaH 9* A gosthenng, spending, having brood they are
and always have been.

[Gosting, ‘ madder’ : see List Spurious Words ]

*t* Go-summer, Sc. Obs Also go o’ simmer,
[app. identical with Gossameb, and exhibiting the
ong sense of that word, not elsewhere recorded

.

see the etymological note there. The spelling is due
to association with Go v ; in some Sc. dialects the
word has been transformed into go-harvest, gvss

-

hairst (see Jam.) ] The ‘ St Martin’s summer’, a
penod of summer-like weather in late autumn
a X670 Spalding Troub. Chas I (Bannatyne Club) I. 26
The goe summer, Matchless fair in Murray, but winds
weits, or any storme the garden herbs revived, July
flowers and roses springing at Martinmas 1790 Morison
Poems xi2 Our gray hawkit mare Wha last year i the zo o'
simmer Broke my fore leg

Got (girt), ppl. a [Shortened pa pple ofGetz; •

see Gotten.] Gained, acquired
;
gathered as a

crop (see the verb). Now only with adv. prefixed,
as tilgot, well got.
*593“*7S3 [sec Ill-got] 1613-16W Browne Brit Past

11. iv. 8oJ>ate drew them on to be A greater Fame to our
got Victory x8o6 Fessenden Detnocr II 142 Provided
he can save himself Together with his ill got pelt x8s>Jml R Agnc Soc XIII. n, 296 The value of well-got
hay is duly appreciated

b. Comb with advs. : got-at (see Get v. 36 a, b)

;

got -up, artificially produced, elaborated, or
adorned, for purposes of effect or deception (see
Getz; 72 1, m) ; also, t(well) equipped in a subject.
*818 Lady Morgan A utobiog (1859) *99 He snubbed me

for exposing my ignorance to these well got-up Doctrinaires.
X8a6 R H Froude Remains (1838) I 86, I believe it to
be a got-up business for effect 1841 L. S Costello
Pilgr Auvergne I. 336 Plaited collars and delicately got-up linen 1855 Smedley Caotrdale xvui, Such follies are
very well for got up puppies *871 Earle Philol Eng.
longutixn The symbolics in Greek have grown spontane-
ously, while their Latin analogues have a got-up and culti-vated look 1871 Geo Eliot Middlemarch if xu, Stuffand nonsense ' I don t believe a word of it It’s all agot-up story x88o Daily Tel 3 Dec , The principal pub-
lishtng houses prepare magnificently got-up books which
TrZ0

*/, °l*
Tt h them

;
e‘ve

? p rimes (weekly ed )28 Dec 6/4 Some days after this little got-up play, whichseemed to haveproduced the desired effect. 1893c SatRw
X2 oept 313/1 The abundance of easily-got-at material.
Hence Got-up sb colloq

,
an upstart.

?
Macm. Mag XLIV 383 How dare that ‘got-up*give himself airs with his horses and dogs *

B V

Qotam, Gotamist, obs. ff. Gotham, -ist.
Gotoh(gftJ'). dial. Also 9 gotsch. Abig-bellied

earthenware pot or jug

.9rtoX S
J , E' £ Words 100 A G»tch, a large
drnlung Pot with a great Belly hke a Jugg,

l J Nullum HtsL Hawsted m 171 A Gotcha a iue.
Bloomfield Rural T. (1802)^5

haSfi YoushouWer-dme

,

then

SB 9WffiPli 4 sPr»ng-

D. Comb.; gotch-belly (see quot); gotch-
gutted a., corpulent.

«5bSf i

””nd^”*
Hence ’j* Go'tohy a , bloated, swollen

^* ASH® Saffron Walden 48 No French eowtie-lecwith a gamash vpon it, is so gotetie and boystrous
®

Goto (gfl«t). Chiefly north, dial Forms : 4-
gote, 5-6 goote, 6-9 goat(e, 7-8 gott, 7-9 gaut,
goit, 8-9 goyt, 9 gooat. See also Gout, [f. got-,

GOTHAM.
root of OE glotan to pour (see Yete v) * cfMLG., MDu gate (mod Du goat, dial, geut) 0f

similar meaning. Cf also Gut ]
*

1 Awatercourse; any channel for water; astream
13 E E Allit P. A. 933 To loke on )>e glory of bvsgracious gote <* 1400-50 Alexander 5796 As goS ,Tfguttars in golanand wedres 1467 Mttingklm R„ ft

380 I wo gootes pai te of a were, otherwise called a ‘ fvsshp
*488 of Welby, Lincoln (Somerset HotDreynis Gotes & high weyes 1604 De la Pbvwd r>

° ’

(Surtees) 50 There was a plank Ia^d over a lmfe gmt*^watercourse 1703 Thoresby Let to Ray m Phtlos Lefi(17x8) 329 Goyts of Mills, where the Stream passes out
*734 Rtc tn Cramond Ann. Banff (xSqs) II 222 tR
broad of rock is to be cut from the southmost end of thebasson down to the nearest goat or hollow place 1788 FPicken Poems i&j Wi’ pettle, oWre the rigs I’ll stride Ather comman , Or rake the gotts frae paddock-nde To muckthe lan *897 British Weekly 14 Jan 232 Reaching the
goit, he walked along its muddy banks, its sluggish watersoozing at his feet

6B waters

2. A sluice (see quot. 1622).
x53i-a Act 23 Hen Fill, c 5 § 1 Weares fisshgarthesRedels gores gootes and other impedimentes in and vddoiithe same ryuers. XS84 Lansdowne MS. 74l If iBib fv

saide bancke bemge alreadie charged with three goates
Caliis Stat Sewers (1647) 66 Goats be usual Engines

. built with percullesses and doors of timber, stone or
brick x70a

T

horesby 111 Phil Trans XXIII usq Thenew Sluice or Goat 1890 Blackw Mag Feb 242: 1 have
often admired the vastness of their gotes and sluices
0 (See quot.)
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss , Gant or Gote, a narrow

opening or slip from a street to the shore.

Gote, Goten, obs. ff Goat, Gotten.
Goter(e, obs. form of Gutter
Goth. (gpj>). Forms 1 Gota, 4-5, 7 Gothe,

6 Sc Gotte, (7 Got), 6- Goth. [Oh. Gotan pi!
{Gota sing.), ad. late L. Gothi, Gotthi, Gr YbOoi,
TorOoi pi., ad Goth *GutSs or *Gutans pi cf
Goth. Gutpzttda the Gothic people 3
1. One of a Germanic tube, who, in the third

fourth, and fifth centimes, invaded both the Eastern
and Western empires, and founded kingdoms in
Italy, France, and Spam.
c ooo tr Banda's Hist. i. ix [xi ] (1890)42 Seo herxung waes

Jnirh Alancum Gotena cyning xeworden c 1374 Chaucer
1 Pr« lv 9 (Camb MS.) Theodonc J?e kyng of gothes

nqdde hise geineres ful of corn 1480 Caxton DescrBnt 32 These men and these gothes ben all one peple
*535 Stewart Cron Scot II 357 Fair Florence Distroyit

^eS
., r

the 90tt,s Perforce that held it than. x6oo ShaksA r L 111 m 9, I am heere with thee, and thy Goats, as
the most capricious Poet honest Ovid was among the
Gothes 16x3 Purciias Pilgrimage (1614) 238 Eudo the
Ooth then King of a great part of France. 1663 Gkhbier
Counsel enja, The Gots, who were sent packing by the
Mores 1694 Dryden lo Sir G Kneller 47 Till Goths and
Vandals, a rude northern race, Did all the matchless monu-
mentsdeface wooShaftesb Chaiac, (1733)1 11 86 Hardly
® Tartar or a Goth would . reason so absurdly 1832W
Irving Alhambra I. 82 The fiery courage of the Arab was
at length subdued by the obstinate and persevering valour
of the Goth 1869 Lowell Cathedral Poet Wks 18901V
59 Shall not that Western Goth Find out, some day, that
nothing pays but God
2 . transf One who behaves like a barbarian, esp.
m the destruction or neglect of works of art ; a rude,
uncivilized, or ignorant person

; one devoid of cul-
ture and taste. Often associated with Vandal.
1663 Gcrbier Counsel 50 For who would Rob them but

Goths and Vandalls 1735 Berkeley Querist § 18+ Whether
every enemy to learning be not a Goth 7 1779 Franklin
Lett. Wks 1889 VI. 422, I am sorry for the losses you ha\e
suffered by the Goths and Vandals [the British troops]
1850 W D. Cooper Hist Winchelsea 135 The successive
efforts for ages of the local Goths 1870 L'Estrange MissMilford I. v 114A horrible Goth of a Scotchman.
S Comb.
*6** Cotgr , Gotkigue, Gothlike , rude, cruel!, barbarous.

1887 HIssey Holiday on Road 316 A Goth-like way of
settling a difficulty, this, surely

Gotham (gp*tam
;

often improperly geirj&m).
Also 6 Gotum, 6-7 Got(t)am
1 . The name of a village, proverbial for the folly

of its inhabitants (* wise men ofGotham ’). (Theie
is a village so named in Notts., but it is not certain
that this was the place alluded to.)
CX460 Toumeley Myst. xii x8o Now god gyf you care,

foies all sam, Sagh I neuer none so fare hot the foies of
gotham. 1526 C Mery Talys (1866) 45 Of the ui wyse
men Slectim. c 1560 Misogonus 11 111. ro (Brandi Quellen
441) The wise men of gotum are risen againe e«68 A
B (:title) The Merry Tales of the Mad-men of Gottam
(1030) 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost 61, 1 doe verily suspect
this wonder was acted somewhat neere Gotham and that
the Spectators were the Posteritie of them that drowned the
Ed. a 1700 B E. Diet Cant Crew

,
Wise Man ofGotham,

a Fool 1765 Falconer Demag, 48 Let the great monarch
ass through Gotham bray 1

b. transf Applied to (a) Newcastle, (b) New
York.
X807W. Irving Salmag xvit (1811) II. 15s Chap, cix of

the chronicles of the lenowned and antient city ofGotham
18*5 Brockett N C Words, Gotham, a cant name for
Newcastle

,

1852 Jutson Myst N V. xm (Fanner), One
of the vilest of all nells in Gotham.

+ 2 A 4 man of Gotham a simpleton.
*£85 Crowne Sir C. Nice v. Dram Wks 1874 III. 35*

What a society of Gotam’s are here, to laugh at a man for

missing a woman ?



G-OTHELE. GOTHISH,

f 8, attrib passing mto adj. Of or pertaining to

Gotham ,
foolish, stupid Gotham College • an

imaginary institution for the training of simpletons.
xfiax Burton Anat Mel, Democr to Rdr. 69 They are

all of Gotam parish 1657 J Sergeant Schism Dispach't

333 Perhaps it may cause mirth in thee to read such
Gottam-absurdities in a Dr of Divimtie 567s Cocker
Morals 23 But who loves Ignorance before choice Know-
ledge, A Doctor may commence in Gotham College x68x

Colvil Whies Supflic (1751) p vi, Some of the society of
Gotham college had an intention to burn my lines 1692-4

R. L’Estrange Fables v (1714) 5 ’Tis the Fate of all Gotham
Quarrels, when Fools go together by the Ears, to have
Knaves run away with the Stakes.

Hence + Go-thamist, one who takes after the

men of Gotham ,
a blunderer, a simpleton. Go t-

hanute, (a) — Gothamist ,
(h) a New-Yorker.

*589 Nashe Pref to Greene’s Menaphou (Arb ) 8 The
.. perusing of our Gothamists barbarisme x66o T M.
C Walker's Hist Independ iv. 78 The Officers ofthe Army
. a mad crew of Gotamists 1802 Lamb Curious Frag-
ments 11, These were dizzards, fools, gothamites *807 w
Irving Salmag xvn (18x1) II 160 Whereat the Gotham-
ites marvelled exceedingly, 1852 Bristed Upper Ten
Thous 11 37 The first thing that a young Gothamite does
ts to get a horse

f G-O'thele, v. Obs In 3-4 gopele(n, -i, 4
godelQ(n, -7. [Echoic ]
1

.

tntr. To make a low rumbling noise, as bubbles
Tising through water, or as is heard in the bowels
c 1*90 S Eng Leg I 314/530 pat like druye breth pe

3wile it is in pe watere it gopeleth swype loude 1393
Langl P PI C vn 398 Hus guttes gonne godely [v r to
gopel] as two gredy sowes Ibid xvi. 07 Thenne sliullep

his gottes godelen [v r gopelen] and he by-gynne to galpe.

2 tram To slander Hence Go deling vbl sb

1340 Ayenb 66 Efterward comep pe godelinges pet is

huanne pe on godelep panne oprene And pet is zuo grat
zenne pet pe writynge zayp, pet huo pet godelep his em-
cnsten, he ys acorsed of god

t Go’thian. Obs. Also 6 Gotthiau. [f. Goth
+ -IAH] =G0TH I.

1548 Udall, etc., tr. Erasm Par John 1 9 Neither Sci-

thian, Jewe, Spayneard, Gothian, Englisheman [etc ] Ibid.

Luke Kin 26 Gotthians. 1561 Daus tr Bulhngeron Apoc
(1573) 196 He armed agaynst her [Rome] the Gothians,
Vandales, and Germane? <11568 Ascham Scholem 11 (Arb }

145 More like vnto the Greuans than vnto the Gothians.

Gothic (gp'jHk), a. and sb. Forms 7’ Gotic,
Gotiq.(ue, Gofchioke, Gottic, G-othiq, 7-8 Go-
thique, 7- Gothic, [ad. L gothic-us

, f. Gotht

(see Goth) Cf. F. gothique ]
A adj

1 Of, pertaining to, or concerned with the Goths
or their language

xfixx Bible Transl. Pref 5 Vlpilas is reported to haue
translated the Scriptures mto the Gothicke tongue. 1776
Gibbon Decl 4 F x I 244 Cassiodorus gratified the incli-

nation of the conquerors m a Gothic history 1845 Stoddart
Grammar 192/1 The Gothic substantive leik, body 1892
Wright Itttle) A Primer ofthe Gothic Language.

f 2. Formerly used in extended sense, now ex-

pressed by Tectonic or Germanic.
1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 xl g6 Nor can any

Nation upon earth shew so much of the ancient Gothique
Law as this Island hath a 1690 Etheredgr Poems Wks
(x888) 378 A tawdry ill-bred ramp, Whose brawny arms and
martial face Proclaim her of the Gothic race *721 Swift
Let to Pope xo Jan Wks 1841 II. 551/2 As to Parliaments,
I adored the wisdom of that Gothic institution which made
them annual 1735-8 Bolingbroke On Parties 102 Maintain-
ing the Freedom of our Gothick Institution ofGovernment
1832 Palgrave Eng Commvi I 500 There is no Gothic
feudality unless the parties be connected by the mutual bond
of Vassalage and Seigniory 1846 McCulloch Acc Brit
Empire (1854) I. 395 The Gothic blood would seem to have
beSn preserved pretty pure in all the country to the north
and east of the Severn and the Exe 1857 Maurice Ep
St John xx 336 He raised up the Gothic or Teutonic race.

absol 1685 Dryden Albion 4 Alb Pref, This language
[Italian] has m a manner been refined and purified from the
Gothic ever since the time of Dante
3. •fa, Belonging to, or characteristic of, the

Middle Ages; mediaeval, ‘romantic’, as opposed to

classical In early use chiefly with reprobation •

Belonging to the * dark a&es ’ (cf sense 4). Obs
[Cf. F. les silcles gothiques ]

1695 [see 4]. *7x0 Shaftesbury Charact. (1727) I m 217
[The Elizabethan dramatists] have been the first of Euro-
peans, who since the Gothick Model of Poetry, attempted
to throw off the horrid Discord of jingling Rhyme 1762
Hurd Lett Chtv 4 Rom 56 He [Spenser] could have
planned, no doubt, an heroic design on the exact classic

model. Or, he might have tnmmedbetween the Gothic and
Classic, as his contemporary Tasso did Under this idea
then of a Gothic, not classical poem, the Faery Queen is to
be read and criticized 1765 H Walpole {title) The Castle
ofOtranto, a Gothic Story — Let to Cole 9 Mar , A very
natural dream for a head filled like mine with gothic
story 1771 Beattie Minstrel 1 xi, There liv’d in gothic
days, as legends tell, A shepherd swam. Ibid 1 lx, Here
pause, my gothic lyre, a little while 1773 Johnson Let
to Mrs Tkrale 21 Sept, A castle in Gothick romance. 1782
Cowpeh Table Talk 564 He sunk in Greece, in Italy he
rose, And, tedious years of Gothic darkness past, Emerged
all splendour in our isle at last.

b A term for the style of architecture prevalent

in Western Europe from the twelfth to the six-

teenth century, of which the chief characteristic is

the pointed arch. Applied also to buildings, archi-

tectural details, and ornamentation.

The most usual names for the successive periods of this
stjle in England are Early English (or First Pointed),

Decorated’, and Perpendicular, q v.

Our quotations seem to show that the term was taken
in the first instance from the French, and employed to
denote any style of building that was not classical (Greek
or Roman), but used by many wnters as if derived imme-
diately from sense 2

1641 Evelyn Diary Aug , This towne hath one of the
fairest Churches, of the Gotiq design, I had seene 1664
Wood Descr Bampton Castle in Wood's Life (OHS) II.

Plate 1, The cheife gate-house where is a ruined entrance,
and an old gothick window over it 1713 Wren in Paren-
talia (1750) 297 This we now call the Gothick Manner of
Architecture (so the Italians called what was not after the
Roman style) X739 Labrlye Short Acc Piers Westtn.
Br 44 Narrow Gothic Arches, supported by monstrous
Piers 1742 B. Langley Anc A rchit Restored Dissert. I,

Every ancient Building which is not in the Grecian Mode
is called a Gothic Building 1750 S. Wren in Parentalia
273 They had not yet fallen into the Gothick pointed-arch
1783 Ralph Rev Public Buildings Loud , [The tower of
St Michael’s, Comhill, is] tn the Gothic style of archi-
tecture. x8ox Telford & Douglas Acc.Improvem Port
London 17 The whole external form of the bridge is to be
composed of Gothic tracery a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
1. 69 Some time-honoured Gothic pile. x88o Miss Braddon
Just as I am vn, The cosy chair beside the Gothic fire-

place. x88x Raymond Mining Gloss
, Gothic groove, a

groove of Gothic arch section in a roll.

c nonce-use. Concerned with Gothic buildings.
1875-7 Ruskin Morn, in Florence (1881) 48 As our Gothic

Firms now manufacture a Madonna
4. Barbarous, rude, uncouth, unpolished, in bad

taste. Of temper. Savage
1695 Dryden Du Fresno/s Art Paint 93 All that has

nothing of the Ancient gust is call’d a barbarous or Gothique
manner 1710 Shabtesb Charac, (1733) I hi 274 We are
Hot so Barbarous or Gothick as they pretend xzx^xg
Burnet Own Time (17531V 222 His [Chas XII] temper
grew daily more fierce and Gothick 1732 Berkeley
Alctphr v, j 13 This Gothic crime of duelling 1749
Fielding Torn Jones vn, m, ‘ Oh more than Gothic ignor-
ance,’ answered the lady 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia iv

ri, Whathe holds ofall things to be most gothic, is gallantry
to the women. x8xa Shelley Lett Prose Wks x888 II

384 Enormities which gleam like comets through the dark-
ness of gothic and superstitious ages 1833 Chalmers
Const. Man u i (1835) 1 . 173 Such a gothic spoliation as
this 1841 J T Hewlett Parish Clerk I hi Dinner,
which was eaten at the gothic hour of one o’clock

5 Writing and Printing. + a Used for some
kind of written character (? resembling black letter).

1644 Evelyn Diary 18-21 Mar , Some English words
graven in Gotic characters. 1658 Ibid 27 Jan, He could
perfectlyreade anyof the English, Latine, French, or Gottic
letters

to. In England, the name of the type commonly
used for printing German, as distinguished from
roman and italic characters (Formerly, and still

in non-technical use, equivalent to black letter?)

land, descended from the Gothic characters » it is called

Gothic, bysome ; and Old English, by others 1888 Jacobi
Printers' Voc , Gothic, an antique character of type similar

to black letter. 1895W A Copingkr in Trans Bill Soc.

II 11 in Gothic type was the first in use Roman
character not being introduced till 1467

o. Applied in the U S. to the type called in

England Grotesque (also sans-cenjbk, and, by
some type-founders, done ; formerly stone letter).

’

B quasi -sb. or sb.

That which isG olhic. a. The Gothic- language,

b. A Gothic building, tionce-use (quot. 1825). c.

Gothic architecture or ornamentation
X644 Evelyn Diary 27 Feb. The style of magnificence

then m fashion, which was with too greate a mixture of
the Gotic. 1726 Leoni Albertis Archtt Life 4 Orna-
ments, which . have I know not what in them of Gothick.

1757 Serenius Eng 4 Swed Diet (ed z) Pref a There
are very few that have professedly treated the ancient
Gothick 1762-5 H. Walpole Virtue’s Anecd Paint (ed.

2) I 116 Imitations of the Gothic Ibid 120 The builders

of Gothic 1825 Lockhart in Scott's Fean Lett (1894) II

308 Then to,, the Castle Chapel—the best by far of all

modern Gothics 1841 Lever C O'Malley lxxxit 395
Gazing steadfastly on the fretted gothic of the ceiling 1858
Max Muller Chips (1880) II xx 192 Gothic, as a language,
is more ancient than Icelandic

Hence GotU’oity, the quality of being Gothic

;

Go‘thick? a. colloq Gothic-like;f GotMely<»fe\,
m a Gothic manner, barbarously.

*777 W Datrymple Trav Sp 4 Pork xl, The apart-

ments are low and GothicIy furnished 1863 Ecclesiologist

XXIV 290 The absolute Gothicity of the general idea
1889 A tken&um' 16 Feb. 221/1 The ensp, sharp, and firm
* Gothicity ’ of the direct followers of the Van Eycks 1803
Kate Wiggin Cathedral Courtship 36 She’s going to build

a Gothicky memorial chapel somewhere.

+G-0‘tiiical,4z Obs [f.Gothics +-aIi.] Gothic.
x6x2-20 Shelton Quix. 1 iv. xv. (1675) 136 Scroles of

Parchment, written with Gothical Characters, but contain-

ing Castilian verses.

Gothically (gp’Jnk&li), ado. [f prec.+-wr2.]

In a manner lesemblmg what is Gothic, in any
sense of the adj

1854 Rossetti Let in Atlantic Monthly May (1896) 593/2
The words ‘Poems by a Painter’ printed very gothically

indeed 1876 S, Colvin Flaxman’s Drawings 32 He can
. appreciate and copy Gothic art when he sees it, but he can-
not create Gothically. 1885 Pall Mall G 8 Sept 4/2 A
bristling cat with her back gothically arched.

Gothicism. (gp‘]nsiz’m) [f Gothic a + -ism ]
1. Rudeness, barbarism; absence of polish or

taste , an instance of this

17x0 Shaftesb Charac. (1727) I in 221-2 Barbarity and
Gothicism were already enter’d into Arts, ere the Savages
had made any Impression on the Empire. 1753 H Wai-
fole Let to Gray 20 Feb , Were 1 to print any thing
with my name, it should be plain Horace Walpole, Mr. is

one of the Gothicisms I abominate 1769 J Strange Acc
Rom Anttq in Archsolegta (1770)1 295 Precision in all

their works distinguishes them [Roman works] from the
unmeaning strokes of Gothicism 1823 J Badcock Dow
Amusem 48 The Oriental gothicism practised by the
printers of silk and other handkerchiefs, which now disgrace
the national taste. X823 New Monthly Mag VII 28
Visitlngthe galleries and palaces of Rome, I felt an itching
to put my Gothicisms on paper. 1828 £J R B r st] Italy
as it ts 144 After a long night of tasteless Gothicism

2 . Conformity or devotion to the Gothic style of
architecture

1754 Gray Wks (1825) x8r Strawberry-Castle has a
purity and propriety of gothicism in it that I have not
seen elsewhere *796 Morse Amer Geog II 431 They
seem to have lost their ancient taste for painting and archi-

tecture, and to be returning to Gothicism. 1805 Whitaker
Hist Craven 431 A puerile affectation of what is called

Gothicism.

3 . a. The study of the Gothic language, "b

Conformity to Teutonic notions. (Cf. Gothic 02)
C. A Gothic idiom
a. x8o6 Chalmers Exam. Lang Lyndsay Wks 1. 160

The singular use of qu, atid quh, which appear, frequently,

in Lyndsay Mr. Sibbald in his zeal for Gothicism, has
endeavoured to derive from an unknown character (0) m
the Gothic Gospels of Ulphilas.

b *847 Emerson Repr. Men, Swedenborg Wks (Bohn)
I 326 The book had been grand, if the Hebraism had been
omitted, and the law stated without Gothicism
O 18x8 in Todd (with quot 1806 at example); and in later

Diets

So Go thlcist, one who affects or is conversant

with the Gothic style, esp. m architecture
x86x lllustr Loud News 13 July 34/1 The Gotbicistshad

no hope of establishing their princmle 1879 Sir G Scott
Recoil vii 321, I so inspired my fellow-pupil, though not
much of a gothicist, that he walked there [S Albans] 2891
Athenaeum 15 Aug 230/3 The craftsmanship of Ctovio has
never excited the admiration of artists to anything likethe
same degree as the illuminations ofthe Gothic miniaturists,

although the technique of the Gothicists is not for a
moment to be compared with Gtulio’s

Gothicize (g?'J>isaiz), v [f. Gothic a. + -ize ]

f 1. mtr. To indulge one’s taste for what is

‘ Gothic ’ or mediaeval. Obs.”1

1750 H Walpole Let.H Mann iSept. (1833) II 385 Mr
Whithed has been so unlucky to have a large pai t of lus

seat.,burnt down, it is a. great disappointment to me, too,

who was going thither gothicizing.’

2

.

ttans" a, To give a ‘Gothic’ or mediaeval look
or character to ; to render mediseval
1808 Advt to Strutt's Qneen-Hoo Hall p tv, The lan-

guage and manners of the higher ranks are not gothicized

1843 Fraser’s Mag, XXVIII 16 He had early begun
to Gothicise it—to stock it with rusty armour and painted
glass 185a Hawthorne Wondcr-Bk , Tanglewood Pue-
side (1879) 148 Your imagination will inevitably Gothi-
cize everything you touch 1870 — Eng Note-Bks (1879)
I 82 The statue was overgrown with moss and lichens,

so that its classic beauty was m some sort gothicized

x88x Sala in lllustr Land News 15 Jan 51 Garments so

Gothicised as to give them a vague resemblance to English
matrons and damsels of the 14th and 15th centuries

1) To give an architecturally Gothic character

to , to transform after a Gothic type
1798 Anna Seward Let 2 Oct. (xBir) V. 155 The tene-

ments are to be gothicized x8ax Lamb Elia Ser 1 Old
Benchers I T, They have lately gothicised the entrance to

the Inner Temple-hall and the library front, 1824 tn Wtlhs
& Clark Cambridge (1886) I 565 That the_ Provost be
hereby authorized to Gothicise Gibbs’s Building 1851
Ruskin Stones Ven (1874) I xiv 160 Arabic forms of para-

?
et, more or less Gothicised 1877 J. C Cox Ch Derbysh
I. 349 A pointed east window [was] inserted, and the

windows on the South side ‘ Gothicised
’

Hence Go tbicized fpl. a. Also Go thlcizer,

one who gothicizes

2804 Ann Reg 828 Gothicised cottages 1827 Scott
Jml 3 Oct ,

The gingerbread taste of modem Gothicisers

1842 Blackw. Mag LI 392 Those gothicized seventies of
the German School,

Gothicness (g^jriknes). [f Gothic a. + -ness )
The’ quality or condition of being Gothic; an
instanefe of this. Also concr., a piece of Gothic
ornamentation.
2853 Ruskin Stones Ven II. yi, Gothicness,—the char-

acter ^rtiich, according as it is found more or less m a
building, makes it more or less Gothic. 1872 Sacristy II 5
In these days. * Gothicness’ is the sole test of ecclesiastical

propriety. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod Par Churches 175
Projecting canopies and such-like unquiet Gothicnesses.

II Gothique (gotfk). rate-1
. [F gothique

,
ad.

L. gothtcus Gothic.] An antique style of binding
x8x3 Keats Lett wks 1889 III 150, I shall have it

bound in Gothique—a nice sombre binding, it will go
a little way to unmodemize.
Gothique, obs. form of Gothic.

Gothish (grM), «• Also 7 Gott(h)ish,
Gotis(ti. [f. Goth + -ish ]
1. t a = Gothic a 1 (obs.). b. Resembling what

is Gothic ,
looking like a Goth.

1605 Camden Rent. (1637) 51 To give some of them Roman
names, toother Gotish names, x6xa Brerewood Lang 4
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Reitz vii 59 The Spamshtongue,as nowit is, consistethofthe

old Spanish, Latin, Gottish, and Arabick 1643 Prynne
Sou Power Pari App 58 The Nobility of the Gothish
Nation. 1681 Colvil Whigs Suppltc (1751) 49 Great
tribulation Follows a Gothish inundation. 2697 tr C'tess

D'Aunoy's Trav (1706) 62 Finding no more among them
any Princes of the Race of the Gothish Kings 1738.

Morgan Algiers I. iv. 160 Count Julian, Governor of the

Gothish Dominions in Hispama Transfretane. Fraser's
Mag. I. 164 What would that dandy of his age have
thought of such worse than Gothish and Hunmsh figures?

2 Goth-like, barbarous, tasteless
}

cf. Gothic 4.

(60a Metain Tabacco (Collier) 46 Gotthish Spaniards
farre more sauage then the Sauages 1667 Waterhouse
Fire Lend 66 This late harrass of us by a more than
Gottish and Vandalique fire 1827 Mirror II 36/2 My
tyes are regular Gothish 1863 Ln Lennox Btogr Remtrt
II 14s The flint or M'Adam system which he pronounces
to be quite gothish 1880 World 10 Nov 10/2 The scenery
of the place [Torquay] has been quite spoilt .by Gothish
‘improvements’.

f 3 = Gothic 3 06s
1655 Fuller Waltham Abbey 6 A structure of Gothish-

building, rather large then neate, firm then fair. 1662 Ger-
bier Pnnc 4 Contrary to the very Gothish Custome, who
at least did begin their Buttnses from the Ground 1663— Counsel d 3 a. The reformation of a Gotis relick building.

Gothism (gp jnz’m). [f. Goth + -ism] Bar-
barism, bad taste

*715 M. Davies Athen Brit I. 205 Gothisms and Galli-
cisms m Religion, as well as in Words. 1827 Mirror II.

274/2 Doffing a castor is consideied the height ofvandalism
or Gothism. 1887 Pall I\lall G 6 Jan 6/2 The particular
act of Gothism or Vandalism is the construction ofa new
road just beyond the * Spaniards

Gothsemay, gothsimere, obs. ff. Gossamer.
Gotic, gotiq(ue, obs forms of Gothic.
Gotire, Gotis(h, obs ff. Guitar, Gothish.
Go-to, sd t are. [f. phrase (Jo) go to , see Go 71 ]
At one go-to = at one Go-off.
1853 G J Cayley Las Alforjas 1. 132 My letter is getting

into the ‘own correspondent ’ style
, but I am tired with

writing it all at one go-to.

t Gotour. Obs [? ad. OF goutture
,

f. goutte
drop.] ? Running; matter from a sore.
14 MS Lute Med If. 313 (Halhw.) Tak the lutes of

morelle and lay thame to the fester and ever clence it

wele of go tours, and wasche it with hate wyne
Gotowa, variant of Goutous Obs, gouty.
Gotsch, variant of Gotoh dial.

Gott, obs. form of Gote, Gut.
Gotten (gpt’n), fpl.gt Forms: see Get v

;

also Gotppl a [pa. pple. of Get v ]
1. Obtained, acquired, won (chiefly with accom-
panying adverb) Now rare, exc in Ill-gotten
CX340 Cursor M 4913 (Tnn) We haue wif* vs trussed

noujt But (?ing bat we truly boujt And so is cure trewe
geten Jring C1380 Wyclif Sel Whs III 302Sathanas to
whom Jaei maken sacrifice and omage for f>is falsly geten
lordischip 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 64 Pouertee
is better than euyl goten ricliesse. 1548 Hall Chron

,£dw. IV, 231 The gam of the nyne gotten battailes 1580
Sidney Ps x 111, This gotten blisse, shall never part 1603
KnollesH1st. Tut Its (1621) 59 Three or foure yeeres passed
in great quietnesse, to the great strengthening of him m
those new gotten ktngdomes *665 Manley Groitus' Ltrw C.
Warres 263 They should not endanger their gotten Honour.
1715-ao Pope Ihad x 596 Haste to the ships, the gotten
spoil enjoy 1820 Chalmers Congreg Semi, (1838) il 54He is apt to be satisfied with the triumphs of his gotten
victory 2894 Gladstone Horace's Odes 36 On gotten
goods to live Contented

I* 2. = Begotten 2 , Obs.

c 1400 Gamelyn 365 Of my body heire geten haue I none
c*4*o Love Bonavent Mirr. vi (Gibbs MS), His furst

, geten sone. <21637 B. JtwsoN Elegy on Lady Digby, lesus,
the only gotten Christ 1

Gotter, obs. form of Gutter.
Gott(h)iah, obs form of Gothish.
Gottic, obs form of Gothic.
tGottling. Obs-1

[? f. Gotoh + -ling ] ?A
small jug.

*$35 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 12, ij panns with a gotthng

Gotur, obs form of Gutter,
Goti-: see Gov-.

II Gouache (g»aj). [Fr, ad. It guazzo ] j

method of painting with opaque colours ground 1

water, and mixed with gum and honey so as l

form a sort of paste. Also, a painting executed 1

this way, and the pigment itself.
x88a Artist 12 Feb 33/2 The next step was'die exact n

production of gouache, or water body colour. 1892 Natto
13 Oct. 279/2 The title is decorated with allegorical desigi
painted in gouache
Gouan, obs. form .of Gowan,.
Goubeyron, obs. form of Cob-ibon.

8
1* Richmond Wills (Surtees) 152
ouchf, variant of Gore Sc. Obs., pillory.

Goud, Sc. form of Gold.
* Goudge, obs form of Gouge sb 1

Goudie, gowdie. Sc. ‘An office-bearer of a
incorporation who keeps one of the keys ofthe Box
also, the name of the office ’ (Jamieson Supp Add.
1857 A Wallace Gloaming ofLife 111 (1875) 60 The sti

'more important honours of a ‘gowdie’ were conferred, 1

the permission which was then granted to ' snuff the candh
P^ke

n’. Coi dinersGlasgo
3 yam. Supp, Add ) A Trade s Goudie or keeper of a k«

of the Box, from among the nine Masters, to hold office for
one year

Gouf (gouf), v. Sc. [? f. ON. gSlf. see Goaf 1 ]
trans. ‘ To remove soft earth from under (a struc-

ture), substituting sods cut square and built regu-
larly; to underpin' (Ogilvie 1882)
1859 Gwilt EncycL Archil. Gloss., Goufingfoundations,

a Scotch term for securing unsound walls by driving wedges
or pins under their foundations

t Goufe. Sc. Obs,—1 [ad. OF. goulfe (F. golfe)
gulf.] A whirlpool.
1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot I 59 Gret goufes

ful of perrellous and deip.

tGouffre. Obs.—1 [a.F gouffre gulf] =«Gulf.
c 1477 Caxton Jason. 117 Argos the goode Maistre saylled

so ferre by gouffres and by flotes

Gouge (gauds, g»dg), sb?- Also 5 goodg,
gow(dige,(gotirge), 7 goudge. [a F. gouge fem.,
= Sp gtlbia, Pg goiva, It. gubka, gorbta late L.
gubia, gulbia (Isidore).
Prob of Celtic origin, cf O Irish gulban (‘ aculeum ’),

gulba (‘rostrum ’), 0Welsh gilbm (‘ acumme *), mod Welsh
gylfbeak, Cornish glib boring tool (‘ foratonum ') ]

1. A chisel with a concave blade for cutting
rounded grooves or holes in wood. In Surgery,
a similarly-shaped tool used for removing portions
of bone, etc

1495-8 Naval Acc (1896) 240 An yron Goodg with a
bolte of yron belongyng to the same 15 Debate Car-
penters Tools X79 in HazI E P. P I. 85 The gowge seyd
The devyles dyrte Fore anything that thou canne wyrke
1576 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 261, ij playnes, towe
gourges, ij chesells, and ij embowing playnes, 1607 Topsell
Fonr-f Beasts (1658) 283 Take a lound strong iron toole,
half a yard long, and made at the one end in all points like
unto the Carpenters gouge. X676 Worlidge Cyder (1691)
58 With your quill in form of a goudge. 1678 Moxon
Mech Exerc 1. 74 The Gouge is a Chissel having a round
edge, for the cutting such wood as is to be Rounded or
Hollowed 1807-26 S Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed 5)
3x8 If with this instrument he could not remove bone
enough, he scrupled not to effect his design by means of a
gouge and mallet. 1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic
327 To answer the purpose of the common turning gouge
1885 G Allfn Babylon ix, Colin took up a gouge as if to
continue carving the panel

t b. Trenchinggouge' a spade with a concave
blade. Obs.

1649 Blithe Eng. Imprcrv Intpr (1653)69 The Trenching
gouge to be vsed as the Spade

c. A stamping tool for cutting ont forms m
leather, paper, etc. 1875 in Knight Diet Mech
d Bookbinding. (See quot. 1895.)

1885 Crane Bookbindingfor Amateurs 159 Fig 135 re-
presents a set of gouges *895.Zaehnsdorf Hist Bookbind-
ing 24 Gouge, a curved line or segment of a circle impressed
upon the leather Also the instrument with which it is im-
pressed

e. Comb, gouge-bit, a bit shaped at the end
like a gouge
*794 R iggtngfy Seamanship I 151 Gouge bit, a bit smaller

than a centre-bit, with a hollow edge at its end like a gouge
x8xa-x6 J. SmithPanorama Set 4 Art I. xzj The gouge-bit
is best adapted for boring small holes in soft wood 188a
Rep to Ho Repr, Prec Met U S 581 A double-gouge bit
is used with this machine
2 Mining (See quot 1881.)

.
*877 Raymond Statist Mines 4 Mining 107 It is incased

in well-defined walls of metamorphic slate, with a few inches
of gouge between the walls and quartz x88x — Mining
Gloss , Gouge, a layer of soft material along the wall of a
yem, favoring the miner, by enabling him after * gouging

'

it out with a pick, to attack the solid vein from the side
3.US colloq. a. The action of the vb Gouge

;

a scooping out. b. A cheat, swindle (c£. Gouge
v 4) ‘Also, an impostor’ {Cent Diet )
1845 N V Tribune xo Dec (Bartlett), This is a clean,

plain gouge of this sum out of the people’s strong box 1887
American XIV 344 Another ‘gouge’ was to charge the
women a nominally cost price . . while, as a matter of fact,
it whs got for considerably less

t Gouge, sb 1 Obs. [a OF gouge ] A wench.
x8a8 Scott F M Perth xii, The gouge knows her trade
Gouge (gauds, g«ds), V. Also 6-7 googe, 9

dial, gowge. [f Gouge sb l]

1. trans. To cut or make holes in, with or as
with a gouge
1570 Abp. Parker Let toStrW Cecil 1 Apr

,
Corr (1853)

364 Quidamfihi Beliall did gouge my poor barge in divers
places in the bottom. 2599 M[oufet] Silkwormes 14 As
water doth* when pipes of lead or wood are goog’d with
punch. 1864 Daily Tel xx Aug

, Great sheets of solid
metal are gouged and drilled into ragged holes 1876
Curling Dis Rectum 107 Unless the surgeon can reach the
diseased bone, and, if necessary, gouge it.

b. wtr. To work with a gouge at (something).
x860 All ytar Round No 46. 459 An engraver working a

little lathe with a sort of fiddlestick, while he gouged
.delicately at the cornelian signet
2 trans. To cut out (a cork), to hollow or scoop

out (a channel or groove) with or as with a gouge.
Also, to hollow into (a certain form).
x6x6 B. Jonson Deoil an Ass u i, I will save in cork by

googing of them out Just to the size of my bottles, and not
slicing 1750 G Hughes Barbadoes 197 These are suc-
ceeded by pods which are lengthways neatly gouged into
seven regular channels 1794 Rigging 4 Seamanship L
154 I he scores are gouged out along the outsides c 1850Rudtm Navig (Weale) xo6 It . is gouged hollow 1873
J. Geikik Gt. Ice Age xxiv 3x5 Under the influence of

the subsoils and solid rocks!
^ trenche* !*»

3 . To cut or force out with or as with a gouge •

to push out (a person’s eye) with the thumb’
Chiefly with out adv. Const, out of
1800 Addison Law Rep. 29 M’Birnie . goueed

his eye 1829 Marryat F. Mildmay xxi, He had louled
the eye out of a third 2853W Irving Life 4 Lett nitAIV

„
129 A purser of the navyhad gouged the bolt out of the

wall 1872 R Ellis tr Catullus cvm 5 Gouged be the
carrion eyes some crow’s black maw to replenish i8vo St
Georges Hosp. Rep. IX 379 As much as possible of thedeep portion was gouged out
fig 1825 Southey Lett (1856) II 393 If there be afS‘St

2
US

I
phrasKT

he « sure ‘0 gouge the sentence. x8acN Y Irtbune 26 Nov (Farmer). Very well gentlemen
' goueeMr

i.
C

rT?
Ut

i-

of the seat
>
lf you t"lnk lt wholesome to do it

b. To force out the eye of (a person). Also absol.
1785 Grose Diet Vvlg Tongue, Gouge, to squeeze outa man s eye with the thumb, a cruel practice used by the

Bostonians in America. *7961' Twining 7raw Amer (i8oil
01 In their common affiays they gouge and commit other
barbarities. x8xa Coleridge Lit. Rem I 286 Do they act
on the principle that it is prudent to secure the lesult of the
contest by gouging the adversary? 1827 Blackw Mag Oct
453/* When they had gotten him on his back, one gouced
him like a Yankee x86x Dickens Gt Expect xvin Joe
scooped bis eyes . as if he were bent on gouging himself
4 . U. S. To cheat, impose upon Also absol
*875 Howells Foregone Concl 111 (1882) 69 The man’s a

perfect Jew—or a perfect Christian, one ought to say in
Venice, we true believers do gouge so much more in-
famously here 1885 B. Harte Ship of'eg i, He’s regularly
gouged me in that ere horsehair spekilation

"

Gougee*. nonce-wd. [f Gouge v + -ee^
]A victim of gouging. 18x4 [see Gouger]
J

Gougeon, obs form of Gudgeon.
Gouger (gaird^sj, g« dapi). [f. Gouge v. +

-SB1.] One who gouges, a. One who thrusts out
an antagonist’s eye. b One who cheats, a swindler.
*8*4 Q Rev X. 522 Whenever American sculpture shall

exhibit . a combat between two Virginian athletic, the
gouger and the gougee must [etc ] 1826 T Flint Recoil.
Mississippi 176 It is true there are gamblers and gougers
and outlaws. 1840 Haliburton Clockm Ser in ix. Regular
built bruisers too , claw your eyes right out, like a Carolina
gouger

Gouging (gcnrdjig, gz/dgiq), vll. sb, [f.

Gouge v. + -ing 1
.] The action of the vb Gouge

;

esp. the action of thrusting out the eye of (a person);
an instance of this. \
1796 Morse Atner. Geog I 654 It was called gouging,

and was nothing more nor less than a man, when boxing,
putting out the eye of his antagonist with his thumb x86o
Mrs Gaskell Life C Bronte 20 There were very fre-
quently ‘up and down fights’, sometimes with the homd
addition ofPawsing, and Gouging 186a Dana Man Geol
538 The groovings are (1) long straight, parallel lines or
broad scrapings, ploughings, and gougings of the surface.
1877 Raymond Statist Mines 4 Mining 314 Excepting a
little ‘gouging’ done by lessees, the Home Stake [a mine]
. . has been idle during the year
attnb x88x J Hooker in Nature No 619 444 Ramsay
explained the formation of so many lake beds in mountain

regions by the gouging action of glaciers 1884 Knight
Diet, Meek IV, Gouging Forceps, a bone-gnawing forceps.
1897 Geog Jrnl IX 300 This is due to the gouging and
tossing action of the eddies [of a sand-shower]

II Goujat (g«3a). [a. F. goujat ] An army
valet , a soldier’s boy.

V37& H Walpole m Gibbon's Misc Wks (1814) II 158
Employing a goujat to defend the citadel, while the generals
repose in their tents

[Goiyeer(s, gotgere, spurious ff Good-teab
]Gouk, vanant of Gowk.

Gouked, -et, -it, obs. forms of Gowked.
Goul(e, var Ghoul, Gowl, obs f Gool, Gull,
Goulan d : see Gollan(d.
Goulard (g#la\id) Also 9 golaxd. [From

the name of Thomas Goulard, the French surgeon
who first used it.] In full, Goulard's extract or
Goulard water a solution of sub-acetate of lead,

used as a lotion u cases of inflammation.
1806 Sporting Mag XXVII 65 He first takes the hot

water, and having discoloured it with golard or starch,
dashed with a little blue [etc ] 18x8 Coleridge Lett II

69a, I can so far command myself as to check the intolerable
itching by a weak mixture of goulard and rosewater 184*
Barham Ingol Leg, Black Mousquetaire 11 76 Till her
delicate fingers are charr’d With the Steer’s opodeldoc, joint-

oil, and goulard. ex865 J Wylde in Circ Set. I 380/1
‘Goulard water ’

. is a weak solution ofacetate oflead 2876
Trans Clinical Soc, IX, 122 Ankle was treated by perfect
rest, with Goulard lotion, without effect

Goule, early yanant of Jowl.
- Gouler, variant of Gaveller Obs

,
usurer.

c 2380 R Brunne's Handl Synne 2415 (Dulwich MS )

Now wil I speke of goulens.

Goules, -ez, Goulet, obs. ff Gules, Gullet.
Goulf(e, obs. form of Gulf.
Gouling, variant of Gavelling Obs

,

usury
c 2380 R Brunne's Handl Synne 2465 (Dulwich MS.)

Goulyng ha}> a no)>er raaner

Goubs, obs form of Gules.
tGoul mau. Sc. Obs. [Cf Gobmaw; also

Gael gulmag ‘ the sea-lark’ (Macleod & Dewar) ]

? The cormorant.
*549 Compl. Scot, vi 39 The gray goul mau pronosticat

ane storme.

Goulp(e, obs, form of Gulp.
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Goume, Goun, obs. forms of Gum, Gown.
fGound. Obs. Forms: I gund, 3 gunde, 5
gownde, 7 gound [OE. gund matter, pus,

? = Goth, gund, OHG gunt. Cf ME radegound,

Redgum ] Foul matter, esp that secreted in the eye.

liooo Sajc Leechd. II. 46 [Swelling in the neck] Gif se

gund bij? J>
onne onginnende, sio sealf hine todnfjj c 1335

Gloss tv de Biblesw in Wright Voe 144-5 Vostre regards,

est gracious Mis vos ocyz suntjaciouz [glossed gundy] Des
oiez outez lajacye [glossed the gunde] 1426 Lydg Pilgr.

8624 Clenseth a-way [from the eye] al ordure, *1 he gownde,
& euery thyng vnpure c 1440 Piomp Parv. 206/2 Gownde
ofJ* eye, rtdda,

albugo 1671 Skinner Etym. Ling Angl
,

Gound, sordes oculorum condensates per totum agrurn
Line vnlgatissime appellantur

f Goirndy, a. Obs [f. prec +-Y.] Also 3-4
gundy, 6 gowndy, 7 dial, gunny. Of the eyes

:

Full of ‘ gound ’ or matter, bleared. Alsofig
c 1325 Gundy [see Gound] 23 MS Med Line If 283

(Halliw ) For blered eghne and gundy c 14x0 Lydg Life
Our Lady xxi (? 1484) d iv b, Thegoundy sight Ofheretykes.
(1412-20 — Citron, Troy 11 xu, A goundy eye is deceyued
soone. c *450ME Med Bk (Heinrich) 85 Pro oculis qui
guttant . i goundi a 1529 Skelton E Rummyttg 34 Her
even gowndy Are full vnsowndy 1684 Yorksh, Dial 263
(EDS No 76) My Neenare varra sair They are seay
Gunny and Furr’d up [Gloss sore Running Eyes]

Goune, obs. form of Gown
Gounfanoun, obs form of Gonfanon
Goung(e, variant of Gong 1

. Obs.

Gounn, obs Sc. form of Gown.
Gounne, obs. form of Gun.
Goup(p)en, -in, var Gowpen Se and dial.

Gour, vanant of Gaur ; obs. form of Giaour.

[| Goura (gu» ra). Also gourah.. [Native name J
A genus of large crested pigeons inhabiting New
Guinea and adjacent islands, a pigeon of this

genus.

i8ssj Wilson Let in Hamilton Mem viii (1859) 313 A
gigantic foreign species called the Goura, or Crown pigeon

(886 St Stephen's Rev 13 Mar 14/1 On one side was set

a gourah's picturesque head with its cockatoo-like ciest of
delicate plumage 189s Daily News 5 July 5/3 The goura,

heron, and bird of paradise are becoming rare.

Gourd 1 (go* id, gu-ud) Forms* 4-6 goord(e,

gourde, gowrd(e,(5 gurd, 6 goward(e, 8 goard),

4- gourd, [ad. F gourde
,
repr. L cucurbita ]

1. The large fleshy fruit of the trailing or climbing

plants of the N 0 Cucurbitacese
;

spec, the fruit of

Lagenarta vulgaris, whichwhen dried and hollowed
out is used as a vessel (see 4).

1303 R Brunne IJandl Synne 2105 He behelde a fruyt

ry3t feire and swete ‘ Gourdys ’ Jins men clepe he name.
1383 WyclifNum xi 5 Into mynde come to vs the goordis
[Vulg cucumeresj, and the peponys. and the leeke, and the

vmowns c 1440 Piamp Parv 203/2 Goord, cummer-, cu-

enrhta 1533 Elyot Cast Helthe 11 xiv (1541) 24 Gourdes
rawe be vnpleasant m eatmge 1555 Eden Decades zi

Melones, Gourdes, Cucumers, and suche other, [waxe rype]

withm the space of. xxxvi dayes 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort
(1720) 194 Melons, Cucumbers, Gourds 1784 Cowper
Task m 446 The prickly and green-coated gourd, So
grateful to the palate 1820 Keats Eve St Agnes xxx,
Candied apple, quince, and plum, and gourd 186a Meri-
valk Rom Emp (1865) VI 205 Numbers of unwieldy and
bloated gourds sun their speckled bellies before the doors

f b Wildgourd « Colociynth. Obs
1540 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 28 Take wyld goward

[L colocynteri] & seth it m water 1360 Bible (Genev

)

a Kings iv 39 One founde, as it were, a wilde vine, and
gathered thereof wilde gourdes his garment ful [Marg
Which the Apoticanes call colloquintida]

(

2 The plant which beais the fruit , a plant of
the N O Cucurbitaceoo

;
spec. Lagenaria vulgaris

,

the bottle-gourd Bitter gourd = Colocjynth.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 60 pe leeues of a gourde, & be

rote of fenegrek. c 1420 Pallad on Husb iv 456 The

G
ourde is good this citur nygh to sowe. 1560 Bible (Genev

)

onah iv 6 And the Lord God prepared a gourde, and
made it to come vp ouer Ionah [Earlier versions have
ivy, wild vine

,

etc] 1667 Milton P L vh 321 forth
crept The swelling gourd 1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 374The
Gourd and Olive brownWeave the light Roof. 1844 Hood
Haunted H xxui, The gourd embraced the rose bush in
its ramble. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot 11 175 The fruit of the
Gourd sometimes attains an enormous sue. 1887 Moloney
Forestry IV Afr, 356 Bottle or Club Gourd (Lagenarta
vulgaris)

b Used allusively
,
after Jonah iv, 6-10.

1649 Jer Taylor Gt Exemp xv § 19 We should have
been but as an Ephemeron, man should have lived the life

of a fly or a Gourd 1658 Addr in Clarendon Hist Reb
xv § 114 All those pleasant gourds, under which we were
. solacing ourselves how are they withered in a night 1

3 . Applied to plants of other orders, with fruit

resembling that of the Cucurhtacese (see quots ),

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xxu 160 A small convol-
vulus, known as the 1 prairie gourd ’, is lying at his feet

1866 Treas Bot , Adansonia digitata, the Baobab, Ethi-
opian Sour Gourd, or Monkey-bread 1887 Moloney
Forestry W AJr. 337 White Gourd of India (Bentncasa
cenfera, Savi ) Herbaceous plant,

4. The ‘shell’ or whole rind of the fruit dried

and excavated, used as a water-bottle, float, rattle,

etc. (Cf Calabase)
*624 Capt Smith Virginia 11 34 Their chiefe instruments

are Rattles made of small gourds, or Pumpeons shels 1774
Goldsm, Nat. Hist. (1776)VI 139 Whenever the fowler sees
a number ofducks settled in any particular plash of water, he
sends off two or three gourds to float among them. These

gourds resemble our pompions 1800 Weems Washington
vni (1810) 57 The servants supplied him with water, which
he threw on the fire from an American gourd. 1870W M
Baker New Timothy 183 (Cent ) Dozens of gourds hang
also suspended from the tops of long and leaning poles,
each gourd the home of a family of martins. (873 Ouida
Pascarel I 6 An empty gourd m which the shrivelled beans
of the world’s spent pleasures are shaken

b. = Gourdful.
1768 Boswell Corsica (ed 2) 288 They put me up a gourd

of their best wine 1893 1’ N Page Marst Chan etc 146
She poured a gourd of water over it.

f 6 transf a. A bottle or cup (of any material).
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii[i] 83 For 1 am made as

gourde [Vulg sicnt uter\ in ryme froste c 1386 Chaucer
Manciple's Prol 82 ,

1

haue heer m a gourde A draght of
wyn a 1400-50 A lexander 3701 Gurds & Goblets of gold
althire-flnest c 1460 Toitmtley Myst xn 483 It is an old
by-worde, It is a good bowrde For to drink of a gowrdo
1570 Levins Mamp 224/15 A Gourd, cup, calix 1583
Stanyhurst JEneis in, (Arb )gi With chuffecbaffe wmesops
like a gourd bourrachoe replennisht

+b. = Cucurbit* 1 Obs

.

158a Hester Seer Pkiorav m 1 3 Take the water and
put it into a Goorde of glasse beeyng well luted 1600
Surflet Countne Farme 111 lxi 565 The containing vessel
[in distilling] some call it the body or corpulent vessel, or
the gourd 1641 French Distill. 1 (1651) 19 Distill this

liquor in a glasse gourd 1683 Salmon Doron Med. 11 511
Put this Liquor into a ‘ Gourd ’ of Iron

6. Her. A representation of the fruit.

15x3 m Retrospect Rev (1828) II. 520 Sir William Gresley
bayryth assur a Lyon sylver passant, and gourds gold
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. II, Stenkle, az three gourds
or, stalks upwards
V attnb and Comb

,
as gourd-kind

,
-seed, -shape;

fgourd-lord (cf. sense 2 b)
;
goutd-shaped ppl a.;

f gourd-fashioned a. (see quot. andgourd-worm);
gourd-pear, a pear shaped like a gourd (L, pirum
cucurbttmum) ,

gourd-shell = sense 4; gourd-
tree, the calabash-tree (see Calabash 7) ;

gourd-
vine U.S = sense 2 , gourd-worm, a name for the

fluke (see Fluke sb 1 2), and for the segments of

the tapeworm, from the resemblance to the seeds

of the gourd (cf Cucurbitin)
1658 Rowland Moufet's 7 heat Ins 1110 It breeds round

Worms, and“Gourd fushioned [sic * L cumrbitinos], and As-
carides, and all sorts ofWorms 1822-34 Good’s Study Med.
(ed 4) IV 353 They [worms] are described as sometunes-
distinctly cucurbitinous, of the fasciola, fluke, or“gourd-kind.

*659 Gauden Serm FuneralBp Brounrig-jaWe have lived

to see many short-lived “Gourd-Lords, created in a chaos of

times x6ox Holland Pliny I 439 As for tie “Gourd-pears,
they are by nature ofa brutish or sauage land z6xz Cotgr ,

Poire de Serteau, the Allablaster Peare or Gourd Peare

X7S* Sir J Hill Mat Med 11 vr xvil 531 The Plant
which produces the officinal “Gourd Seed 1823-34 Good’s
Study Med (ed

-

4) I 272 The broken-offjoints [of the tape-

worm] have, when discharged, the appearance of gourd-

seeds 1865 Tylor Early Hist Man ix 270 The frequent

adoption of “gourd-shapes in the earthenware of distant

parts of the world 1892 E Reeves Homeward Bound
208 They began tuning big, “gourd-shaped guitars and
pot-bellied mandolines <11779 Cook Voy Pacific (1784) II

in xu 234 “Gourd-shells, which they convert into vessels that

serve as bottles to hold water [etc], 1838T Thomson Ckem.
Org Bodies 520 The balsam comes to Europe in small

gourd shells
.
1876 Daily News 22 Sept 6/1 The roofs of

the cottages, in which grow the “gourd tree 1892 Harped

s

Mag May LXXXIV. 936/2 The rank, malodorous “gourd-

vine that straggled over the remains of last year’s bean poles.

1756 P Browne Jamaica 382 The “Gourd-Worm with a
dark-brown head 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (i8or) II. 216

The separate joints are called gourd-worms 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed 4) I 281 In two patients, there was room
for suspecting, that the gourd-worm had induced epileptic

fits 1846 J, Baxtfr Libr Pract Agnc (ed 4) IL 274 It

bears some resemblance to the seed of the common gourd,

and hence Is often called the gourd-worm

f Gourd z
. Obs. Also 6 gowxdej 6-7 gord(e

[a OF. gourt, gourd\ see Gorge, Gore sbfi]

(See quots.)

1538 Elyot Diet Addit , Aquileguutt, a gourde of water,

which cometh of rayne 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Colli-

qttiae, greate gourdes of water runnyng through fieldes.

1589 RiderEm^ -Lat Diet.,A Gorde ofwater, which comm-
eth by rame,aqutlegtum 1670-81 Blount Glossogr (ed 4),

Gord
, . a "Whirlpool, or deep hole in a River or other waters

+ Gourd 3. Obs. Also 6-7gord(e,(7 goade?).
[Cf. OF gourd a swindle, ‘ fotirberie of which
Godef has one example ] A kind of false dice.

2545 Ascham Toxoph r (Arb ) 54 What false duse vse they ?

as dise of a vauntage, fiattes, gourdes to chop and chaunge
whan they lyste c 2550 Dice-play A j b, A bale of Gordes
with as many hyghe men as lowe men for passage 1592
Nobody and Someb, 12 b, Heares fulloms and gourds

;

heeres tail-men and low-men 1598 [see Fulham] 1606

Chapman Mens d'Olive iv 1 F 3, The Goade, the Fulham,
and the stop-kater-tre x6xo Beaum. & Fl Scomfi Lady
iv (x6z6) H, Thy dry bones can reach at nothing now, but
gords or ninepinnes.

Gourde (gR^d)- * The Franco-Amencan name
fog a dollar, in use xn Louisiana, Cuba, Hayti, etc.’

[Cent. Diet

)

2858 in Simhonds Diet Trade

f Gou*xded, ppl- «• Farriery. Obs [f. as

Goubd-y + -ed 1
.] =Goub.dy a ,

Gorgedppl a.2

2620 [see Gorge sb 8]. 263s Markham Faith/. Farner
(1638) 80 For Gourded orfoule swelld Legges ci7aoW
Gibson Farrier's Dispens (1721) Index Diseases, Legs
swelled or Gourded

fGou’rder 1
. Qbs.~x [app f. Gourd 2

] A
flooding nun, a * Spate

2565 Harding Cottfu t. Jewel's Apol 195 Let the gourders
of raine come downs from you and all other heretikes, let

the fioudes of worldly rages thiust

f Gou’rder A ?Anglo-Irish. Obs. Identified

by Pennant with the Stormy Petrel.

1756 C. Smith Hist Kerry 186 There is a small bird
called by the Irish, Gourder [Description /allows.) x8oz
in Montagu Qmtth. Did. (2833) 222

Gourdfal (go«vd-, gu° idful). [f. Goubd1 +
-ful.] As much as a gourd will hold.

1859 R. F Burton Cenir A/r. in Jml Geogr Soc. XXIX.
335 A guest is received with a gourdful of beer. 2877 Squier
Peru (1878) 538 He responded to all our inquiries by insist-

ing that we should take a gourdful of turbid, chicha.

t Gou rding, vbl. sb. Farriery. Obs Also 7
gordmg. [f as next + -ino 1

.] Swelling in a
horse’s legs or joints

1620 M \rkham Masterp n cx. 392 This is the worst
gourdmg, because lamenesse will follow it 1655 Ihet-
tord Perfect Horse-Man 163 For Gordings m joynts Make
a very strong Brme of Water and Salt 2725 Bradley
Fain. Diet s v Rulesfor buying horse. If they be swell’ll

or big,beware of Smews, Strains, and Gourdings

Gou’rdy, a. In 6 goordy. [? a. OF. gourdi,

pa. pple. ofgourdir to swell, benumb ]

fl. Swollen with stuffing, stuffed out. Obs.

2540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11 iv. M iv, That scrippe or bagge
of his whiche is now borely or goordy, or stroutted out
with moche money.
2 Farriery, Of a horse’s legs: Swollen (as a
morbid condition). Also ofa horse so affected. ? Obs
2704 Did Rust

,
Gonrdy-legs [in Horses] caused by pains

or other fleshy Sores c 1720 W Gibson Famei 's Guide
(1722) 241 When Horses are come off a Journey to stand
in a Stable, their Legs are apt to turn gourdy and swell’ll

*753 J Bartlet Genii Famery xxxvi 282 If the horse
stands too low with his hind legs, most of his weight will
rest upon them, and give him the grease, especially ifhe is

at all inclined to be gourdy 28x6 C James Miht Did
(ed 4) 814 Shoulder-pegged horses are so called when they
aie gourdy, stiff, and almost without motion
Comb 1748 tr V. Renatus' Dtstemp Horses 278 If an

Animal is become gourdy.leg’d let him Blood

Hence Gou rdiness.
c 1720 W. Gibson FarneVs Dispens (1721) 252 These are

to Discuss hard Swellings, and are particularly of Service in
Gourchness of the Legs 1803 Taplin Sporting Did T
335 Gourdiness provincial term for swelled legs

Goure, obs form of Giaour-
Gourl, Gourlie, variants of Gurl, Gubly Sc.

Gourmand (gu° jmand,
|j
gwrman), a. and sb.

Forms 5 (pi.) gourmans, 6 gormande, gour-
mound, 6-7 gorman, gor-, gurmond, gurmand,
8 gormaund, 7-9 gonrmond, 6-9 gormand, 6-
gouxmand. [a. F gout mand, fem. gourmande,
adj. and sb., of unknown origin-]

A. adj. Gluttonous, greedy
;
fond of eating.

Now regarded as attributive or appositive use of B.

1530 Lyndesay Test Papyngo 996 Sillye Saulis, that bend
Christis scheip, Ar gemn to hungre gormande wolfis to keip

2557 North Gweuara's Dtall Pr (1568) 161 The insatiable

and gurmand throate 1693J Dryden, jun mD's Juvenal
Sat. xiv (1697) 345 In Feeding high, his Tutor will surpass,

As Heir Apparent of the Gourmand Race 2725 Port
Odyss. xvu 529 What God has plagu’d its with this gor-
maund guest 7 1824 Byron Juan xv lxui. How shall I get
this gourmand stanza through? 2849 T Woolnfr My
Beautiful Lady (1863) 20, 1 told of gourmand thrushes,

which. To feast on morsels oozy rich, Cracked poor snails’

curling niche.

B. sb d’l* One who-is over-fond of eating, one
who eats greedily or to excess, a glutton Obs
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr (W de W 149s) v. iiL 337 b/2

Take none hede to gourmans & glotons whiche ete more
than is to theym necessary 2569 J Santord tr Agnppa's
Van.Artes 154b, Their name passed into the surname of

garmands [«c: read gnrmandsor gormands] and gluttons

2580 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Gormandant, tf yvrong-
nanf, toplay the gorman and drunkard- 2599 Marston Sco
Villanie 1. iv. The gurmonds paunch is fed 2603 B Jon-
son Sejanns 1 1, That great gourmond, fat Apicivs. 2655
Moufet & Bennet Health!V Improv (1746) 154 Greedy
Gourmands, that cannot moderately use the good Creature1,

of God. 1692 Locke Educ § 14 Many are made Gormands
and Gluttons by Custom, that were not so by Nature

f b. fig. Obs.

1537 Lyndesay Deplor Q. Magd. 26 0 Cruell Deith •*

Gredie gorman 1 quhy did tbow nocht [etc.] C1580 Jtr-
ferie Bugbears l. u 54 inArchiv Stud, d neu Spr (2897)

XCVIJI 308 0 greay gaping gourmound 1 o whmyng
drivehnge miser 1 2645 Milton Colast Wks (1851) 373
The disdain I haue to change a period more with the filtn

and venom of this gourmand swell’d into a confuter. 1687
Dryden Hind $ P. nr, 969 When some lay-preferment fell

by chance, The gourmands made it their inheritance.

2. One who is fond of delicate fare
; a judge of

good eating. In this sense only partially anglicized,

and often pronounced (german) (Cf Goubmet )

2738 Chester? Lett 22 Sept (1774) II cxx. 427,

1

dare
say, their table is always good, for the Landgrave is "a
Gourmand, 2806 A. Hunter Culma (ed 3) 263,

1

appeal

to all the thorough-bred Gourmands in every part of the

civilized world. 1816 Coleridge Statesman's Man (1817)

360 Their best cooks have no more idea of dressing a turtle

than the gourmands themselves, at Pans, have of the true

taste and colour of the fat 1 a 1839 Praed Bachelor Poems
1864 II 80 You know that 1 was held by all The greatest

epicure in Hall, And that the voice of Granta’s sons Styled
me the Gourmand of St John's 1845 Darwin Voy Nat
xx 464 The slimy disgusting Holuthurise . , which thi
Chinese gourmands are so fond of

8. Comb., as gormand-Uke adv.

*



GOUBMAND.
xmo Lyndesay Test Papyngo 1149 The Rauin began..

Full gormondlyke his emptie throte to feid.

f Gourmand, v. Obs. In 5 goormatmde, 0

gotumaund, 7 gurmond. [a. F gmrmander,x.

gowmand. see prec.] a mtr. To eat greedily

or gluttonously. b tram To devour greedily.

a 1450 Knt de la Tour(i868) 0 He chidde his wiff, saieng

that she had lost his doughter for letmg her haue to moche

her Wille, and to lete her goormaunde oute of tyme 1548

Udall Erasm Par. Luke vi 25 Whan the bealy too

whiche gourmaundefh, shat bee consumed, than shal ye bee

houngrie and fynde no relief 1646. G Daniel Poems Wks.

1878 I 42 Another. Gurmonds his Meat

Hence + Gourmanding vbl. sb. Also + Gou*'

mander=

G

ourmand sb. 1.

1543 Udall Erasm Apophth 77 b, Thei were vnmeasur-

abie raueners and gourmaunders. Ibid 109 Ibyije vn-

measurable gourmaundyng ajid surfaictyng *57° Levins
' ^ r* —

1

mauaMaiiib. 79/36 Gourmander, Gormander, manduco 158a

N. T (Rhem ) Luke vii. 34 Behold a man that is a gur-

mander 1603 Holland Plutarch's pier. 467 The Persians

are great gourmaunders and greedy gluttons
*

Gourmandarie. rare [Cf. OF gourman-

dene
,
f. gourmand ] Love of good eating

x8a» J Wilson Let m Hamilton Mem,_ 111 (1859) 107

[He] spent a fortune on French Cooks and gourmanderie

x8*5 Blackw Mag XVII 70 We strenuously recommend

some adequate hand to perform this ..service to Grecian

literature, and to the great cause ofgourmandene at large

Gourmandice, -is©, -juze, pbs. ff. Gormandize.

Gourmandism (gflaumandiz’m). Also gor-.

[f Gourmand sb. + -ISM ] The principles and

practice of a gourmand ;
dove of good fare.

1830 Hawthorne Scarlet L Introd. <1883! 35 His gour-

mandism was a highly agreeable trait 1869 Lady Barker
Station Life N Zealand 11 (1874) 13 We -tried to give

a better colouring to our gourmandism by inviting the

Captain 1886 P Fitzgerald Fatal Zero xxu {1888)144

D — who to his other vices adds that ofgormandism

So t Gou‘rmandist [-1ST] = GOURMAND sb.

1607 Chapman Bitssy D'Ambotsx. 1 3That (like the grosse

Sicilian Gurmundist) Emptie their Noses in the Cates they

loue That none may eat but they 1

11 Gourmet (gurme). [F gourmet, repr of OF.

gourmet, grownet, gromet, a wine-merchant's assist-

ant, a wine-taster cf. Grummet ] A connoisseur

in the delicacies of the table.

183a [A. D. Macqoin] Tabella Cibarta 16 note, The
gormand unites theory with practice, and may be denomin-

ated Gastronomer The gourmet is merely theoretical,

cares little about practising, and deserves the higher appel-

lation of Gastrologer 1835 W Irvinc Tour Prairies xiv

Crayon Misc (1863) 80 All relished with an appetite un-

known to the gourme ts ofthe cities 1841ThacktrayMem
Gormandising Mtsc Ess (1885) 399 The most finished

-

met of my acquaintance 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der n.

xi, Lord Brackenshaw was something of a gourmet

Hence
(
nonce-wds.) Gou rmetiae [quasi-Fr. after

gmrmamhse\ ,
Gou xmetism, daintiness m eating.

1851 Frasers Mag XLIV. 605 From the discriminating

gourmetise of the young nobleman, to the expansive gour-

mandwe of the voracious gnsette, all are more or less

gastrological 1853 Jerdan Autobiog III vm. 107 To
emoy hts refined gourmetism on the cheapest fare.

Gkmrnard, gounufc, obs forms of Gurnard

|[ Gourou (g« ru) Also goora, guru. [Pre-

sumed to belong to some African lang.] attnb. in

gourou-nuty the cola or karoo nut.

1882 J Smith Diet Pop. Names Plants 127 Cola or

Goora Nuts 1883 Christy New Commercial Plants 63

The Kola nut, also called the Gourou or Ombene seed.

188a Lancet 8 Apr , The Cola, Gourou, or OmixSnd nut

G-ousberry, Gousling, obs. ff. Gooseberry,
' Guzzling

Gkrassett(o, variant of Gusset,

Gousshe, Goust, obs. forms of Gush, GoOt.

Gou’stly, a Sc and north dial. GOUSTY.

Si] Douglas AEneis vn. Prol 46 1825 [see Gousty]

OUStrOHS (gau stras),a. dV. Alsogowsterous.

[£, Sc. gouster to bluster J Blustering, boisterous.

18x8 Edm Mag Oct 328/2 Black grew the lift wi’ gow-
sterous mcht *838 J Struthers Poet Tales 17 Goustrous

winds are owre me blawin’ 184* CarLYLC in Froude Life

in. Land I 207 It [‘ Hero Worship ’] is a goustrous deter-

mined speaking out of the truth about several things

Gousty (gau sti), a Sc. and north dial. Also 6

gowstie, 7 goustie, 9 gowsty. Large and empty or

hollow ;
* drearym consequence of extent or empti-

ness, waste, desolate ’
;
also of sound, such as * is

emittedfrom a place that is empty orhollow ’ (Jam ).

Sometimes influenced in sense by association with gust
(of wind), and, in later use, with ghostly.

13x3 Douglas AEneis 1 11 6 Quhair Eolus the kyng In
gowstie cavis [L, vasio antra], tne wyndis lowde quhisling

refrenis. Ibid vi. 1 21 That feirfull gousty cave. i68j

Glanvill Sadducismus 11 295 He observed that the black

man’s Voice was hough and goustie *7*1 Ramsay Ode to

Mr F-, With ghaists to roam, In gloumie Pluto’s gousty

dome 17a* — Content 269 The architecture not so fine as

5

ood Nor scrimp nor gousty,—regular and plain. x8o8

amieson, Goustie 2, what is accounted ghostly, super-

natural x8i8 Scott Hrt Midi xui, I would never nave
thought for a moment of staying in that auld gousty toom
house x8ts Brockett N C. Words, Gowsty, gowstly,

ghastly, frightful Also dismal or uncomfortable, as applied

to a house without ceding, &c ‘ What a gowsty hole he
lives in’ x8a6 G Beattie John o' A ntha' Poems 230

A gousty cawdron boil'd an’ feamed 1834H Miller Sen.

f Sckin. x (1857) 209 The dark, gousty hay-loft into which
a light was never admitted, 1875 Whitby Gloss, 81 *A

316

gousty spot said ofa ruined building when the wind enters

Comb 166* in Pitcairn Cnm. Trials III. 607 They
[elves] speak gowstie lyk

Gout (gant), sb?- Forms • 3-7 goute, 4 goutt,

gutt(e, 4-5 gut(e, 4-7 gowt(e, 6 Sc gute, 6-7

Sc. gutt, 6-8 Sc gut, 4- gout [a OF goute,

goutte (F. goutte) drop, gout.—L gutta drop, m
med.L. applied to gout and other diseases attributed

to a * defluxion ’ of tumours (see Du Cange).]

I. 1, A specific constitutional disease occurring

m paroxysms, usually hereditary and in male sub-

jects ;
characterized by painful inflammation of the

smaller joints, esp. that of the great toe, and the

deposition of sodium urate in the form of chalk-

stones ;
it often spreads to the larger joints and

the internal organs.

The name is derived from the notion of the dropping of

a morbid material from the blood m and around the joints

a. With a and pi. ong perb. referring to an

affection of a particular joint
,
m later use = a fit

or attack of the disease, or simply, the disease

itself (*=b. Cf. Fever i). Obs.

e xaoo S Eng Leg. I 360/39 pare cam a goute In is kneo,

of Anguische gret So longue, J>at is kneo to swal a 1310

in Wright Lyric P xv 48 A goute me hath ygreythed so,

Ant other eveles monye mo. 1377 Langl, P PI B xx. 191

He gyued me in goutes, 'I may nou3te go at large c 1400

Lanfranc's Cirurg. 23s A man pat haji arteticaro, pat is as

myche to seie as a goute c 145° ME Med B^. (Heinrich)

203 Here wyb anoynte pc goutes £1566 J Alday tr
„ , >

* /Til I rTT _ _ 13 U .. 1- tTL-.u til 1 At
Bvaystuau's Theat Wo* Id Hyb, Their legges /ull of

gouts XS79 Langham Card Health (1633) 3S* For all

goutes, seethe Leckes and Otemeale with sheepes tallow,

and apply them hot xggo Spenser F Q. \ iv 29 And eke

an footc and hand A grievous gout tormented him full sore

*607 Dryden Virg Georg 111 467 From Winter keep Well

fodder'd in the Stalls, thy tender Sheep That free from

Gouts thou mayst preserve thy Care 1704 F Fuller Med.

Gyrnn (1711) Pref
,
There have been some Gouts which

nothing could remove but a very low Diet. 1732 Pope Ess.

Man n 149 So, when small humours gather to a gout, The
Doctor fancies he has driv’n ’em out x8aa Ld Eldon in

Twiss Life (1844) II 450,

1

found the King in bed yesterday,

He has had a pretty severe gout

b sing only (often the gout). Phrase, f (to be)

vn the gout
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 11865 He was al so sik mid goute

& ober wo a 1300 CursorM 1 1825 he gutte be potagre es

ll to bete, It fell al dun m-til his fete C1386 Chaucer
Nun's Pr T. 20 The goute lette hire no-thyng for to

daunce c 1430 M E. Med Bit. (Heinrich) 206 jyf hyt be

be hote goute, lef be lynsed, & gyf hyt be be cold goute, tak

hyt, CX450 Merlin 91 He fill in a grete sekenesse of the

gowte uf handes and feet 1323 Fitzherb Husb § 65

There be be&stes, that wyll haue the goute, and moste

commonly m the hynder fete, and it wyll cause them to

halt 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 280 Ane greit seiknes

him tuke, Quhilk him dalie vexit with gute and gravell

1387 Churchyard Worth. Wales (1876) 59 And legges be

lame and gowte creepes in the toes 1634 Laud Let.

4 Mar. in Strajforde Lett (1739) I 37S Your Brother tells

me you are in the Gout a 1631 Calderwood Hist Kirk

(1843) II. 55s He was lying sicke of the gutt 1726 Gay
in Swift's Lett (1766) II 6x With Mr. Congreve, who has

been like to die with a fever, and the gout in his stomach

1788 Gibbon Decl 4 F xlvm. (1869) III 50 His health was
broken by the tortures of the gout 1806-7 Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) u No 30 When in the gout,

receiving the salutations of a muscular fnend, who [etc]

a 1,839 Praed Poems (1864) I 333 I’ve never had the gout, 'tis

true 1877 Roberts Handbk Med (ed 3) I 231 Gout is the

chiefdisease from which rheumatism has to be distinguished

fig 1643 MiLton Colast Wks. (1851) 345 The gout and
dropsy of a big margent, litter’d and overlaid with crude

and huddl'd quotations

*j*c. Falling gout, epilepsy. Obs. [med L. gutta

cadiva or caduca . see Du Cange ]
a 1300 CursorM 1x831 pe falland gute \GStt goutt, Fatrf

4 Trin. euel] he had '

f cL slang. In names for the venereal disease.

1694 Motieux Rabelais v xxi, The rankest Roan-ague
(Anglicd, the Covent-garden Gout) a 1700 B E Diet Cant.

Crew, Common-garden-gout, or rather Covent-Gardea.
Ibid

,
Spanish gout.

f 2 Gout rose, gout roset [a OF goutte rose,

or with Eng dim ending -et] = Copper-nose i

<r 1400 Lanfranc's Ctmrg 189 Ofcloobbat 1S clepid frachs
r crruifA r in l/in/t.**i/*.c Att/zi Ann IV 220

f

ttt roset *541 K Copland Gnydon's Quest Chtmrg Pijf

‘or to dense y» mater of gout rose & other infections of

the face and mouth, [Cf. Ibid. Yj, The gutta rosa ]

+ 3 A disease in hawks and other birds ; esp. a

knob or hard swelling on the feet. Obs.

X486 Bk St. Albans C tij, When ye seyowre hawke blaw
oftyn tymes and that it coramys of no batyng, ye may be
sure she hath the gowte in the throte Ibid,, When ye se

yowre hawke may not endew her meete nor remounte her
astate, she hath the gowte m the hede and m the Raynes
1573 Turberv, Faulconne 258 Many times the gowte doth
hefall a Hawke, which is none other thing than a hyrd
tumor and swelling, full of corruption aboute the loyntes of

a Hawkes foote and stretchers Ibid 345 .Of the swelling
m a Hawkes foote, which we tearme the pin or pin Goute
x6oo Surflet Country Farms six Jxvu 898 Olde Nightin-
gales of the cage . are subiect to gouts and conuulsions m
the breast.

4. A disease in wheat, caused by the larva of the

gout-fly (see quots. and gout-fly)
1828 Examiner 344/1 The roots have been destroyed by

the Gout as it is technically termed x86o Curtis Farm

GOUT.

Insects 234 Chlorops tsniopus ,, causes the disease termed
in Oxfordshire the gout in wheat and barley, from the stalk

being swollen to thrice its natural sue.

II. In the original etymological sense of ‘drop

\

6. A drop of liquid, esp. of blood In the later

use, after Shakspere, it tends to mean : A large

splash or clot.

1503 Art Good Living 4 Dying X iuj, The ewyl rich the
qwicn may not haue jyt oon gowt of Watyr Ibid Cc v a/i,

The . v tokyng qwych shall go befor the jugement al

herbys treys woodays shal sweyt reed gouttys of water, as
blood X603 Shahs Macb 11 1 46 ,

1

see thee still , And on
thy Blade, and Dudgeon, Gouts of Blood, Which was not

so before x8oo W R. Spencer Beth-gelert xi, Where’er
his eyes he cast, Fresh blood-gouts shock’d his view 1814
Byron Lara 11 vi, Nor gout of blood

t
nor shred of mantle

torn 1833 M Scott Tom Cringle vi (1859) 121 Gushing
streams burst from the mountain sides like gouts of froth

1839 Lowell Summer Storm Poet Wks (1879) 8 Again
Plashes the ram m heavy gouts 1897 Mary Kingsley W
Africa 304 A high stockade, with its gateway smeared with

blood which hung in gouts

f "b. Med. = Drop sb 3 Sc. Obs

1735 Johnson s v Gout 2, Gut for drop is still used m
Scotland by physicians. 1757 Walkfr in Phil Trans L.

131 To an ounce of common spring-water there was added

two gutts of fresh sweet milk 1765 Ogtlvie 4 Naim's
Trial 141 (Jam ) Being interrogated, ‘How many guts or

drops of laudanum he was in use to take at a dose ’
, he re-

fuses to answer x8i8 Scott Hrt Midi xn, Not a goutte

of his physic should gang through my father's son

6. A spot of colour lesembling a drop. So F.

goutte (Cf Goutte Her.)
X833R Mudie Brit. Birds (1841} II X7 The parent birds

_re fed each with ‘ a drop of the devil’s blood 1 ’ and that

infernal draught taints the eggs with those streaks and

gouts which in fact make them so beautiful.

7. attnb and Comb , as gout family , -fit ;
gout-

creating, -swollen, -tormented +gout-wit-lamed
ppl. adjs.

;
gout-fly, the fly ( Chlorops twniopus or

hneata) whose larva causes the ‘gout’ m wheat,

fgout-justice nonce-wd., ? justice that is halting or

tardy, as if with gouty feet; gout-stone =

C

halk-

stone 3 ;
gout-stool, a stool to support the foot

when affected by gout
;
gout-weed, a book-name

for the plant JEgopodium Fodagrana; tgout-

wb.eel-ch.air, a wheeled chair used for a gouty

patient ;
gout-wort => govt-weed

x8o»T Beddoes Hygliawu 166 The *gout-creatmg action

of stimulants 1829 Syd Smith in Lady Holland's Mem
( 1855) II 304 My attack was ofthe *gout family, but hardly

f

;out itself a 1693 Aubrey Lives, Milton (1898) II 67 He
Milton] would be chearfull even in his *gowte-fitts and sing.

x88x Miss E. A Ormerod Man Inyvr Insects 77 From this

case the Chlorops, or "Gout Fly, comes out towards the end

ofsummer 1619 Middlfton Love 4 A nhq Wks (Bullen)

VII 320 Such is *gout-justice, that’s delay in right,Demure
in suits that are as clear as light 1794-6 E Darwin Zotm

(1801) III 68 *Gout stones are formed on inflamed mem-
branes x886 Mrs F H. Burnett Little Ld Favntleuy

vm (1887) 157 It was not agreeable to sit alone with one

foot on a *gout-stool 1597-8 Bp Hall Sat iv 1 21 His

*gout-swolne fist Gropes for his double Ducates in his chist

a xnx Ken Hymns Evattg Poet Wks 1721 I 61 Internal

Fire, and *Gout-tormented Feet 1776 Withering Bnt
Plants I t8t *Goutweed, JEgopodiuw. 1854 S Thomson

Wild FI hi (ed 4) 296 The root of the gout-weed {Mgo
podium) 2667 Evelyn Diary 9 Dec

,
I found him m his

garden sitting in his *gout wheel-chair. *39S Chapman

Cnnd\s Bang Settees (1639) 15 They are cripple minded,

*Gowt-wit lamed. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccclxxu 849

Herba Gerardi, is called in English Herbe Gerard, Aish-

weed, and *Goutwoort 1670 John Smith England slut-

prov Reviv'd 225 Goutwort Tne very bearing of this Herb

about one gaseth the pains of the Gout

Gout (gaut), sb 2 Also 6, 7, 9 gowt [?var.

of Gote ;
but cf F. /gout (OF egout) sewer]

+ 1 stream or flow of water. (Cf. Gote i,

quot. a 1400-50 )
c 1400 Sege Jerus 561 Baches woxen ablode aboute in pc

vale, & goutes fram gold wede as goteres ];ey runne

2 . A channel for water
;
a sluice ;

a covered dram

or culvert.

1398 Barckley Felic. Man iv 315 The ages past haue

discharged all their mallice into the age we hue m, as into a

gowt or smke x6xo Holland Camden's Brit 1 237 With

Common Sewes, or Sinks (they call them Goutes) made to

run under the ground 1800 W Chapman Witham 4
Welland eg Vast quantities of water which used to enter

through the Gowt at Langarl c 18x8 Britton Lmcomsh

557 At the lower end of these are sluices, guarded by gates,

termed gowts or gouts 1831 Jml R Agnc Soc XII n

308 During that time the doors of the gouts used to be over-

rode. Ibid 313 The narrowband of salt marsh is drmnea

by sea-gouts through the frontier banks x886 S W Line.

Gloss, Gowt, or Gote, a dram, or channel for water. 1B90

Gloucester Gloss ,
Gout, a covered dram or cuhrert

attnb 2682m Nicholls Forest Dcan xv a33 Through w
the goutwater must necessarily run for draining of the wont

+ Gotlt, v Obs. rare In 5 gowt(e [a. OF.

and F goutter, f. goutte drop] tntr. To drop.

Of a candle To gutter.

a 1400 Med. MS in Archsol XXX 408 Gowtytb c 144®

Promfi Part/ 206/2 Gowton, as candelys, gittto

Gout : see Go out s.v. Go v. 85 s

II Goftt (g«) Also 7-9 goust, 9 Sc' eon, eoo

[F goPt, earlier goust L. gustus taste. Cf. Gusi,

Gusto] =Taste in various senses.

1 Flavour or savour (of food, etc.). + High

goitt. cf. ££aut-go6t 1.



GOTTTIFY.

1751 Affect Narr Wager 97, I question if any Food we

ever tasted at home had so high a Gout, as these four legged

Animals, in that Day of Scarcity *753 L M tr Du Boscq's

Accomplished Woman III 147 Hunger gives a goflt to our

dady food, 1817 Blackw Mag. II 305/1 There is a name-

less gout in certain of the dishes done up here, that reminds

me [etc ] 1830 M, Donovan Dom Econ. I. 257 The beer

spirit will have the abominable goht of the vest . *870 Ram-

say Remin vi (ed 18) 247 Gou, taste, smell

2 . Liking, relish, zest, fondness Const for
,<86 Mary Q Scots Let to C. Paget 20 May in Tytler

Hist. Scott, (1864) IV 118 Ifyou see and perceive the same

ambassador to haue goust in these overtures, and put you

m hope of a good answer thereunto 17*9 Woodward’s

Fossils, Publ to Rdr p. vi, A Direction to anyone that has

a Goflt for the like Studies 1789A Burn Who/ares best 1

(18x0) 10 Relished a dish of fine-flavoured tea with as high

a goflt as you or any man ever did #x8xo J Henry
Camp agst. Quebec (18x2) 73 Simpson warmed some of

this in water, and ate with gout To me it was nauseous,

18x4 Mad, D'Arblay WandererV 375 A lad forwhom he

had a great goust x8aa SportingMag IX 220 The public

goilt for the most licentious songs x8g6 Crockett Grey

Man xii 86 Having, no goo for a minister meddling in the

bickerings of men.

3 The faculty of perceiving and discriminating

savours; the faculty of aesthetic appreciation,

one’s individual judgement or predilection in such

matters ,
also, nice perception, good taste.

1706 Art ofPainting (1744) 348 There are three sorts of

taste in painting The natural gout, the artificial, and the

gout of each nation 1706 Hearne Collect (O H S ) I 307

Paragraphs unagreeable and distasteful to the goust and

palate of the Presbyterians 1739 Cibber Apol (1756) II

154 It seems the goust of that age was not so nice and

delicate m these matters 174* Tailfek, etc. Narr Georgia

Pref 9 We catch Fish with a Hook baited to their parti-

cular Goflt 1743 Fielding Wedding-Day in vm Wks
1771 III. 356 This last opera is too light for my goflt

1747 Gentl Mag 202 The opinion of the cardinal was how-

ever so much to the goflt ofhis majesty, that [etc ]

tb. One who affects taste

1684 J Haines Epil. to Lacy’s Sir H. Buffon, French

goflts, that mingle water with their wine, Cry, Ah de French

song, gosoun, dat is ver’ fine

4. Style or manner in which a work of art is

executed, as judged by connoisseurs
;
also, a pre-

vailing or fashionable style in matters of taste.

1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks 187X IV 523 His

[Perugmo’s] drapering every one knows to [be] of a little

gout 175X Smollett Per Pic. (1779] II xlu 55 We have

more taste than to relish the productions of such a miser-

able gout 1751 Student I. 3s Learn’d in each goflt, and
vers’d in ev'ry fashion

Goutify (gau tifai), V. [f. Gout sb.i + -(i)fy ]

trans To make gouty, afflict with gout. Chiefly

in Gou-tifled/a pple. andppl a. So G-outifloa*-

tion nonce-wd.

1740 Smollett tr GilBlasn 1 (1782) 1,114 We perceived

the old goutefied canon buried as it were in an elbow chair

1756 W Toldervy Hist Two Orphans IV 100 Goutify

your dewbeaters 1 What right have you to ask questions of

me? 1757 Cole in Clark Cambridge 83 Old men, sometimes

goutified, and not well able to get upstairs 2824 Blackw.

Mae XVI 2 The physician will hear the masterly defence

of Claret against the charge of goutification 1833 M.
Scott Ibid XXXII 22 An old rich goutified coffee-planter

Goutish. (gau tij), a [f. Gout sb 1 + -ish ]

a Of persons Somewhat gouty
;
predisposed to

gout b Pertaining to, or of the nature of, gout.

a. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvn. vi, Powder Jierof

[of Aloes] . helpejj goutische men 1x1649 Drumm of
Hawth Fam. Ep. Wks. (1711) 146 The tables [are] for

goutish and apoplectick persons to make them move their

joints 18x0 Southey in Q Rev IV. 337 The excessive

heat of their apartments, and the bad custom of sitting close

to the fire, dispose them to be goutish when exposed to the

least cold
b 1700 Sir E Harley in 14th Rep Hist MSS Comm,

App. 11 (1894) 617 It pleased God yesterday to visit me with

pam and faintness, goutish and scorbutick. 1737 Hervey
Mem II 492 Imagining the Queen’s pain to proceed from,

a goutish humour.

t Gou tons, a. Obs. Also 5 gowtus, gowt-

tous, gotows. [ad, OF. gutus (F. goutteux), f.

OF. gout(t)e Gout sb !] a Of persons : Gouty.

Also absol b, Of meats • Apt to cause gout (cf.

Gouty 2 c).

a X4 in Rel Ant I 196 In hys contree was a quene,

Gowtus and croket. CX430 Ptlgr Lyf Manhode 115 xc.

(x86g) 108, I hatte Peresce, the goutous, the encrampised,

c 1440 Promp Part). 206/2 Gotows mann, or womann (P.

gotorous), guttosus

b 0x440 in Househ Ord (1790) 473 Forbere goutous

metes, an unholsome, 14 MS Med Line. )f. 310 (Halhw

)

Luk ay that he ette 40 gowttous mette.

II Gontte (g«t). Htr. Also 4 gowte, 9 goute

[Fr. • see Gout sb A small drop-shaped figure

(of specified tincture), used as 3 charge.

0x400 Morfe Arth 3759 That bare of gowles fulle

f
aye, with gowces [? read gowtes] of syluere, 1838 Penny
pel XII 143/2 When the field, charge or supporter is

covered with goutes-, or drops

,

it is called gutty. x863

Cussans Her iv 71 The terms dean, de sangK &c ,
are

not always employed when blazoning Gouttesj it js equally

correct, to blazon Gouftes by their 1 metures.

Gouttd, goutty, Her . see GuttjS#

Gouty (gau ti), a [f. Gout + -t 1.]

1 Affected with gout ,
subject to gout

£1422 Hoccleve Jereslaus’s Wife 713 Potagre and gowty
& halt he was eek. <2x533 Ld Bkhnfrs Gold. Bk M Auree
Let v. Cc 111, O ye olde gowtie people, ye forget youre selfe,

and runne m poste, after the lyfe 1581 Savile Tacitus’

You. IV.

817

Hist t. ix (1591) 6 Hordeonius Flaccus . . a man aged and
gowtie x6oa ReturnJr Parnass 11,11. (Arb ) 23 Ought
his gowty fists then first with gold be greased? x6xx

Tourneur Aih. Trag, 11 v, Wks 1878 1 64 My legge

is not goutie a 1668 Davenant Gondibert 1 vi 37 Not
giving like to those, whose gifts though scant Pam them as

if they gave with gowty hand. X693 Dryden Persnis v 78
Knots upon his Gouty Joints appear. 17x2 Steele Sped
No 472 r x Would such gouty Persons administer to the

Necessities ofMen disabled like themselves. 1773 Franklin
Lett Wks 1887 IV. 538 But I being gouty of late, seldom
go into the city 1875 B Meadows Clin. Observ. 46 A
gentleman of gouty habit, and habitually dyspeptic.

absol X799 Med Jml. I 151 Dyspepsia, the inseparable

companion of the gouty
Jig. 1656 Cowley Ode to Wit iv, 'Tis not to force some

lifeless Verses meet With their five gowty feet X735

Berkeley Querist § 424 Whether the want thereof [money

J

doth not render the state gouty and inactive ?

+b. Of birds: cf Gout sb.l 2. Obs.

1600 Surflet Country Farme \n Ivi 887 The nightin-

gale hauing beene two or three yeeres in the cage, becom*
meth goutie : nowe when you snail perceiue it, annomt her

feet with butter,

*|*c Of a horse’s legs; Swollen, affected with

swellings. Also of the animal so affected. Obs.

1523 Fitzherb Hush § 56 Yf thou shalte by oxen for

the ploughe, se that they be yonge, and not gowty X577

B Googe Heiesbach's Husb in 115 The legges and the

thyes [of a horse] ought to be euen, straight, and sound,

not gouty . . with much fleshe and vaynes \citra venarum
ac camtum obesitatem aut tumorem ahquem]

2 Of or pertaining to gout; of the nature of

gout
x6x$ Crooke Body of Man 285 To make a calculous im-

pression m the Kidneys, or a gowty impression in the

loyntes is onely proper to the seede. 1724 Blackmore
Treat Consnmpt 23 There are likewise other Causes of

Blood-spitting , one is the Settlement of a gouty Matter in

the SubstancI of the Lungs 1748 Richardson Clarissa I.

v 31 Under the torture of a gouty paroxysm 1846 G E.
Dav tr Simon’s Antm Client II 477 Gouty concretions,

which frequently form on the joints of the hands and feet.

1865 Carlyle Irtdk Gt xv. v VI x6 The neuralgic mala-

dies press sore, and the gouty twinges X879M Pattison
Milton 151 He was very abstemious m his diet, having to

contend with a gouty diathesis.

b. Used during an attack of gout

1733-4 Berkeley in Fraser Life vi. (1871) 21 5, 1 hope tobe

able to put on my gouty shoes 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand.

iv 1, Here’s an old gouty chair of my grandfather's X794

Mrs A M. Bennett EllenYi 59,1 .will take my old seat

on the gouty stool, and tellmy dear grandfather [etc ] 1825

Morisomana (1831) 2x8 The gouty patient may now. .burn

his gouty shoes

e. Having a tendency to produce gout.

1802 T Beddoes Hygha \m 164 The weaker wines of

France are reputed more gouty than those in common use

among the English 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III. 182

Champagnes, especially the sweeter sorts, are undoubtedly

gouty wines

3 . transf. and fig. Swollen or bulging, so as to

be out of shape or disproportioned ; distorted with

swellings or protuberances ;
tumid.

1595 Copley Wits
,
Fittes 4 Fancies 41 He that euermore

alleadgeth m his conuersation other mens sayings, is like a
gowty naile, that cannot enter the wood, except an augar

make the way before. 1663 J Spencer Prodigies (1665) 105

This humour in Historians hath made the body of ancient

History in some parts so gouty and monstrous <21704

I Brown Collect Dial. 1 18 You cannot imagine what a
Mortification it is for a Noble Author to have his Song
tagg’d with half a dozen gouty Stanzas by a Grub street

Hand X790 Herschel in Phil. Trans LXXX 477 The

p arm [of Saturn’s ring] is a little gouty 1848 Johnston
in Proc Berw Nat Club II. No. 6 310 There is no mis-

taking this mite from its size . and Us gouty unfashioned

legs 1875 Encycl Brit II. 441/2 Rustic masonry, ill-

formed festoons, and gouty balustrades

b. Of the steins of vegetables, and their joints

;

also of thread ; Full of knots or knobs, knotty,

Obs. exc dial.

*597 Gerarde Herbal 1, xii § 2 14 Long and slender

stemmes, jointed with many knobbie and gowtie knees.

1677 Holyoke Did ,
Crassa Minerva, spun with a gouty

thread, bungling work. 1713 Derham Phys l heol vm vi,

Note hh (1727 ) 391 Which makes the young Shoots tumify,

and grow knotty and gouty 1896 Warwtcksk Gloss ,
Gouty,

knobby, knotty ; usually applied to rough thread, worsted,

silk, etc

f 4. Of land. Boggy (seequot. 1790) Ops
1686 Plot Staffordsh 109 The black moorish and gouty

grounds of the Moorelands, 1700 W. Marshall Midi Co.

II 437 Gouty, diseased and swelled by subterraneous water

;

as boggy tumours, at the bottom, or on the side of a bill

6. Comb,, as gouty-bagged, -handed
,
-legged adjs.

;

gouty-stem (tree), the Australian baobab (Adan-

soma Gregorii).

1599 Na$he Lenten Stuffe 33 Holy S Taurbard, in what
droues the *gouty bagd Londoners hurry down [etc ]

a 16x3 Overbury A Wife (1638) 153 His liberality can never

be said to bq *gowty-banded x6xx Cptgr , Podagre,

*gowtie-legd. 1846 Stokes Discov. Australia II uu 115

1 he ’’gouty-stem tree . bears a very fragrant white flower,

no* unlike the jasmine 1889 Maiden Use/ Nat Plants

Austral 60 Sterculia mpestns. The ‘Bottle-tree ' ofN E
Australia, and also called ‘ Gouty-stem’, on account of the

extraordinary shape of the trunk

Hence Gou tUy adv. ; Gou tineas, tendency to

gout ht. and fig ;
Gowtyisb a„ somewhat gouty.

1632 Sherwood s.v
,
Goutinesse, la douleur de la goutie,

1700 Wallace lh Phil Trans XXI. 541 All have been

frequently here except Captain Diego who is Goutyish

1820 Q Rev XXIII 180 An Englishman is encumbered

with a certain goutiness ofmind. 1864 Hawthorne Dolltver

GOVERN.
Rom. (1879) 53 He had met the grim old wreck of Colonet

Dabney, moving goutily. 1890 Brit. Med. JmL 25 Jan.

184/1 There is probably more gout and goutiness in London
than in any other spot on the globe.

Gouv- : see Gov-.

f Gou-vernant. Obs, rare~~x. In 5 -aunt,

[a. Y.gouvemant
,
pr. pple. ofgouvemertoGovbbn.J

A governor (of a country),

14755.4 Noblesse41 Prince Richarde duke ofYorke being

at two voiages heutenaunt and gou\ ernaunt in Fraunce.

II Gouvemante (gwvgrnant). Cf. Govbk-
nante, [F gouvemantet, fern. pr. pple. of gou-

vemtr to Govern.] >

+ 1 ^A. female ruler of a country. Obs
1752 Chesterf Let 28 Oct,, Misc Wks 1777 II 372 If .

your Cathannesand Marys of Medicis, your Anns of Austria,

&c ,
should prove the model of your gouvemante. 177a

Hartford Merc. Suppl x8 Sept 3/1 Tne King of Sweden
had nominated her Gouvemante of Swedish Pomerania.

2 a A housekeeper (to a bachelor orwidower).

rare b. A chaperon or duenna. C. A governess

;

a female teacher. (Cf Govebnante 2,3,4)
a 177a Graves Spirit Quix, in vii (1783) I 145 My

sister became reserved to me, in order to recommend her-

self more effectually to our gouvemante. [Explaihed by
context ] 1788H Walpole Narr Rousseau 141 Rousseau

. . crossed the country with his gouvemante

b. 1716 Addison Free-holder No 4 P 3 The old and
wither’d Matrons, known by the frightful Name of Gouver-

nantesand Dttegnas 1800 Mar Edgeworth Belinda [1833)

I xi. 200A beautiful young girl, and an elderly lady whom
they took for her gouvemante

_
1838 Lytton Calderon ill,

She was living with an old relation, orgouvemante

C 1781 Hayley Tn Temper x 150 What ills the little

female haunt, The testy nurse, th’ imperious gouvemante
1828 Miss Mitford Village III. 113 During the church-

wardenship of Farmer Brookes, no less than three village

gouvernantes arrived at Aberleigh. 1865 Look beforeyon
leap I 179 Disregarding her gouvemante, she went straight

to Neville.

Gove (gd"v), v. Sc. Also 4-6 gowe, 6 gofe,

goif, goyf, 8 gauve, 8-9 goave. [Of obscure

j

origin : connexion with goiv
,
Gaw v x of similar

meaning, cannot he traced.}

1. intr. To gaze, stare
;

to, stare stupidly.

c *375 Sc Leg. Saints, Thomas 82 Andi mete & drink vald
nocht assay, bot to pa hewrne ves govand ay Ibid.

7 Sickerts 329 A-bouthyme fast >an gowit he, gyfne mjrcht
ony pane se 150? Douglas Pal, Hon. in. xx. Thus in a

stair, quhy standis thow stupifak, Gouand all day. *508

Dunbar TuaMamt Wemeit 287 Apou the galland for to

goif it gladit me agane. 1513 Douglas AEneis v. vi 136

Than leuch that nail prence on hym to goif. C1560 A.

Scott Poems (S T. S ) 56 The blenkyne of ane e Ay gart

the goifand glaik. 1728 Ramsay andAnsw Someroile 35
Nae mair they’d gaunt and gove away, Or sleep or loiter

out the day 1786 Burns Interview Ld Doer iv, Hot/
he star’d and stammer’d, When goavan, as if led wi’ branlcs

. He in the parlour hammer’d. 1813 Hogg Queen’s Wake.
Ktlmeny (1814) 187 The wild beasts of the forest cameAnd
goved around, charmed and amazed. 2819 W Tennant
Papistry Storm’d (1827) 150 A tumbler at a fair, Wbair
thousands round him goave and stare 1894 Crockett
Lilac Sunbonnet 44 The dull cattle that ‘'goved ’ upon her.

2. trans. « To examine ;
to investigate * (Jam.).

1513 Douglas AEneisvm iv. 68 Sic way he wrocht that,

quha thair tred lyst gove, Na takynnys suld cqnvoy tbaim
to his cove

Gove, obs. form of Goave v.

Gove, obs. and dial. pa. t. of Give v.

Govel(e, -er(e, obs. ff. Gavel sb.l, Gavbllbb.

Goverment, obs. form of Govebnment. ^
+ Go vern, sb. Obs, tare. [f. the vb. ; cf. F,

gouvtme (from 14th c.), Pr. governs

,

Fg., Il, g0‘

vemo, Sp. gobiemo ] Government.
c X300 Beket (Percy Soc ) 1792 That bis bisphopnchchaddc

ibeo 1 witboute govern and rede.

Govern (go vam), ®. Forms: 3-y governs,

(4 goverm, 5 goveryne, gonverne), 4-6 go-
wern(e, 3- govern, [a. OF. governer (fi.gOU-

venter) — Pr., Pg. governor, Sp. gobemar,
It go-

vernare •—L. gubemdre to steer (a vessel), hence

to direct, rule, govern, ad. Gr. KvPepvav to steer ]

1. trans. To rule with authority, esp with the

authority of a. sovereign; to direct and control

the actions and affairs of (a people, a state or its

members),whetherdespotically or constitutionally;

to rale or regulate the affairs of (a body of men,

corporation) ;
to command the garrison of (a fort)

1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 1036 Cassibel pat noble prince was
mou & bat lond gouemed wel CX330 R. Brunne Chron

(1810) 37 Sone after J» dates be reame salle men se

Gouemed J>°rgb aliens kynde 1389 Eng Gilds (1870) 46

An Aldirman. able and konyng to reulen and gouern Y
company. £1400. Maundev. (Roxb) xii 53 f>e sepulcre of

Joseph Iacob son, bat gouerned Egipte 01400-50 Alex-

ander 3387 pe same cure is a kyng . To gy & gouerne

his gomes a 1533 Ld Berners Huon xxi 62, 1 delyueryd

to hym all my lonoes to gouerne. 1617 Moryson Itin. n. 116

Captaine Thomas Williams with his Company, being left to

goveme the new Fort. 1651 Hobbes Lewatk 11 xxvl. 139

Govern them by the same Lawes, by which they were
governed before, 1709 Steeld Tatler No 29 r 7 There is

no governing any but Savages by other Methods than tbeir

own Consent* 1764 Goldsm. Trav 372 In every soil 1 those

that think must govern those that toil, 1856 Froude Hist.

Eng (1858) I, li. 163 From the accession of Henry VII, the

country nad been governed by a succession of ecclesiastical

ministers,
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fig, *63^ Quarles Ernbl. r. xv. 31 Lord Can thy flockes

l»e thriving, when the fold Is govern’d by a Fox?
b. said of the Deity,

e *374 Chaucer Boeth 1 pr vi 17 (Camb MS ) Syn )>at

thow ne dowtest nat that pis world be gouemed by god.

e 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 571 Grete god bat gouernes
all 1535 Coverdale Job xxxyi 31 By these thinges
gouerneth he his people a *677 Barrow Serm xxm Wks
1686 III 260 Can we peruse the Records of everlasting

destiny by which the World is governed? *859 Kingsley
Lett (1878) II 73 It is a fearful look out when God has to
govern a nation because it cannot govern itself.

f c. To be in command of (a force, an army) j

to lead (a choir) Obs
1297R Glouc (Rolls) 8205f>ebaldewinestueye gouemede

)>e ost mid hor poer beye *373 Barbour Bruce Jtu 499
The battall that schir Eduard Gouemyt and led. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 81 Or elles berynge a cope to
goveme Jie queere [L chorum rexit]

d. To direct and control (a person,the members of

a household) with the authority of a superior. ? Obs.
ax340 Hampole Psalter xxn[i] 1 Lord gouerns [Vulg

regit] me Scnathynge sail me want 1x340 CursorM roBoa
(Trin ) If she no husbonde had Lhad hir to haue gouerned
& lad. 14x3 Pylgr Sowle (Caxton) iv xxxvm (x8sg) 64
They ordeyne and gouerne hym, ryght as he were to yonge
within age, and couthe nought gouerne hym seiuen 1450-
1330 Myrr. our Ladye 16 He taught her grammer and
songe, & gouemed her & her housholde 1577 B, Goqce
BeresbacKs H-usb 1 (1386) 16 She must looke to the
Kitchin. gouerne the maides, and keepe them at their

woorke 1679 Hobbes Behemoth in (1682) 242 Some othei s

were sent thither [to the universme] by their Parents, to
save themselves the trouble of governing them at home,
during that time wherein Children are least governable

e. absol To exercise the function of government
The phrase * the king reigns hut does not govern ’, app,

first used by French wnters, is intended to characterize
those monarchies (e g that of England) in which the action
of the sovereign is mainly confined to the selection of re-

sponsible ministers,

c 1400 Maundev (XB39) v 38 And this regnede longe &
governed wisely 1601 Shaks Twel, N 1 11 34 Who
gouernes heere ? 1690 Temple Ess Pop Discontents Wks
173* I 260 Every Prince should govern as He would
desire to be governed if he were a Subject 17x0 Swift
Examiner No 18 F 5 When this Man governed in that
Island 184s M Pattison Ess (1889) I 16 The throne
was occupied by a minor, whose mother . governed as
regent for him x8Sx May Const Hist I i 6 The king
reigned, but bis ministers governed 1874 Stubbs Const
Hist 1 , 11 36 He reigns but does not govern 1897 Daily
Hews 3 May s/s In a Crown Colony, the Governor governs

,

in a free one he reigns

2

To sway, rule, influence (a person, bis actions,

etc.) ,
to direct, guide, or regulate xn conduct or

actions (Said of persons . also of motives, etc.)

CX440 Promp Parv 206/2 Gouemyn, and mesuryn in

manerys, and thewys, moderor 1597 Bacon Ess , Followers

4 Friends (Alb ) 36 To be gouerned [1625 adds fas we call

it)) by one is not good. x6ox Shaks Jul C. 1 in 83 Our
Fathers mindes are dead. And we are gouern’d with our
Mothers spirits, a 1631 Donne Paradoxes (1633) D 3 How
then shall this nature gouerne vs, that is gonerned by the
worst part of vs? x66a Bk Com Prayer, Pr./orall Condi-
tions ofMen, We pray for the good estate of the Catholick
Church; that it may be so guided and governed by thy
good Spirit that [etc.] 1704 Swift T Tub Apol

, Not
that he would have governed his judgment by the ill-placed

cavils ofthe sour. 1709 Steele Tatler No 66 f 5 Ordinary
Minds are wholly governed by their Eyes and Ears a 1734
J. M*-Laurin Serm 4 Ess (1755) 17 Eternat motives are
the only motives that should govern immortal Souls 1882
Miss Braddqn Mt Royal II, in 39, I did not allow myself
tobe governed byLady Cumberbndge’sgossip 1883 Froude
Short Stud IV, 1 ni 41 The archbishop was aware of
the motives by which the papal decisions were governed,

•ft). To master, prevail over. Obs.
159a Shaks Veu 4 Ad 42 Backward she push’d him, as

she would be thrust, And govern’d him in strength, though
not in lust

+ c. To guide, direct, lead {in some course)
,
to

guide to or towards an object. Obs
138a WyclifIsa xluc xo The rewere ofthem shal gouerne

[L reget] them and at the welles of warns jyuen hem to
drinke 1x400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xvu 80 pe nedill by fe
whilk schtppe men er gouerned in J>e see 1349 Bk Con
Prayer, Litany, That it may please thee to rule and gouerne
thy holy Churche vniuersallm the right waye c 1600 Shaks
Bonn cxiu 2 And that which gouernes me to goe about,
Doth part his function, and is partly blind a 1635 Corbet
Poems (r8o7) 116 As a straying starr mtic’t And govemd
those wise-men to Christ 1704 Swift Mech Operat Spirit
(17x1) 294 By what kind of Practices the Voice is best
govern’d towards the Composition and Improvement of the
Spirit, 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist 1 1 g 3 He that
governed the elephant was but a private man.

d. To regulate, determine the course or issue of
(an event, etc.).

a 16*5 Flftcher Witt withoutMoney in i, ’Tis not folly,

But good discretion, governs our main fortunes 1798
Welleslev m Owen Desp 46 The attempts which they
have already made to interfere in governing the succession.
*863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) II. xii. 156 At the storming
ofConstantine . he reallyhelped togovern the events.

e. Of things, esfi., m astrological use, of the
stars : To hold sway over, influence, determine
the motions or nature of
1390 Gower Conf II. 109 O Phebus, which the dales

light Governest til that it be night. Ibid III 106 Of alle
thinges the matere, Of thing above it [this ertbe] stout
governed, That is to sain of the planetes The cheles both
and eke the hetes. Ibid 127 Wherof the firste regiment

.

Governed is ofsignes thre c 1566 J. Alday tr Boaystuau's
Theat. World B vij b, Beastes . nature hath given them
a complection so well ruled and governed, that they never

318

take more than is requisite for their nourishment. ,159*
Shaks. Two Gent ti. vn. 74 But truer starres did gouerne-
Protheus birth 163* Widdowes Nat Philos

_

(ea a) 10

Saturne is a star of a leaden colour, . governing fflalan-

cholike persons. X664 Power Exp. Philos Pref 15 What-
soever is

_
invisible is little enquired , and yet these

be the things that govern Nature principally 167* R
Bohun Wind 86 Here in England, the Eastern [Winds]
usually govern the spring but generally the Western
ingrosse the greatest part of the year

e

ff To determine the key of (a musical com-
position) Obs. rare — l

.

1597 Morley hitrod Plus, 156 Your song being gouerned
with fiats it is vnformall to touch a sharpe eight.

3 intr To hold sway, prevail, have predomi-
nating 01 decisive influence.

1396 Shaks Merck V. 111 v 63 Let it be as humors and
conceits shall gouerne. 1606 •— A tit $ Cl 11 xi 150 Front
this houre, The heart of Biothers gouerne in our Loues
1626 Bacon Sylva § 433 It hath been received, that a
smaller Pear, grafted upon a Stock that beareth a greater
Pear, will become great But I think the Cions will govern.

1669 MarvellCorr cxiv Wks 1872-5 II 274 After the ablest

men have employed all their art yet chance will goveme
at last 1884 Ckr Commonwealth 21 Feb 448/1 Since then
we have been asking whether policy or principle is to govern
m matters of this kind

4 refl To direct or regulate one’s actions
,
+to

conduct oneself, behave, act (m a specified way)
1373 Barbour Bruce 11 588 On this maner thaini gouernyt

thaf, Till thai come to the hed off tay c 1386 Chaucer
Mehb F 28 If ye gouerne yow by sapience, put awey sorwe
out of youre herte ax450 Knt de la lour (x868) 3 To
teche my doughtres .how thei shulde goveme hem 0*460
Urbamtatts 22 111 Babees Bk ,

Loke pat j>ow gouerne )>e

welle. 1608 Armin Nest Ntnn 29 Fooles that want wit to

gouerne themselves well x6$x Marius Bills ofExchange
8 Advice ought to be given by the first Post that the
deliverer may know how to govern himself *7x5 Nelson
Addr Pers Qual 257 Ifln this Extremity the poor Widow
had govei nea herself by the Measures of this Age, in a few
Days she had perished with hunger *743 De Bods Eng
Tradesman 11 (1841) I 17 Intimating that you can or
cannot answer this order, that I may govern myself accord-
ingly 1778 Burke Corr. (1844) II 248 You have . a great
country to govern, and I have no doubt of the principles

on which you govern yourselfm the management of it

-j* 6. trans To administer, manage, order (affairs,

an undertaking, an establishment, household, etc ).

Obs.

2382 Wyclit t Tint v 4 If ony widew hath sone, or
children of sones, lerne sche first for to goueine hir hous
C1440 Promp Parv 206/2 Goveme a towne, vilhco 1480
Caxton Chron Eng ccxxxiv 255 That thurgh his counceil
and gouernaunce al thynge shold be gouerned and diessyd

*533 Coverdale I Sam xvm 17 Be stronge now, &
gouem the warres of the Lorde 1588 Shaks. Tit A v. u
i3g Whiles I goe tell my Lord . How I haue gouern’d our
determined lest x6xo Histno-m vi 92 II hast thou
govern'd thy prosperity That canst not smile in meere ad-
versity x6*7 Moryson Itin 1 238 So as all the rest chose
him for their guide, and to governe their expences 1672
Evelyn Diary 31 May, My Lord Sandwich was prudent as
well as valiant, and always govern’d his affaires with
successe and little losse 1741 Richardson Pamela II 108
The Ladies and Gentlemen would make me govern the

Tea-table, whatever I could do
j* 6. To attend to, care for, look after (a person)

;

esp. to tend or treat in respect to health. Obs
c 1386 Chaucfr Shipman s T 261 Govcmeth yow also of

your diete Atemprely, and namely in this hete 15*3 Ld.
Berners Froiss I exeix 236 And there he gouerned nym-
selfe so well, that he was healed axg33 — Huon exhv.

540 That ye kepe this lady in your house clothyd and
apareyled and as well gouemyd *541 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest Ckinirg Nj, Howe ought he to be gouerned that
wyll be letten blode before he do blede. 1658 A Fox
Wurtd S-urg n x. 85 Govern the party in his diet, as you
were told at the Head-wounds *675 Tempi e Let to Sir J
Williamson Wks 1731 II 332, I never knew any Sickness
of a Great Man so well govern’d as his. *680 Walton m
Four C Eng Lett 69 His pensions . were given to a
woman that governed him.

fb. To tend, treat (plants). Obs.
157a Mascall A rt Planting 4 Grading 49 How to guide

and gouerne the sayde trees *658 Evelyn Fr Gard 11

vil (1675) 258 They are all of them to be Planted, and
governed like Raspes. 1669 J RoseEng Vineyardy, (1675)
27 Thus you shall also govern your Vineyard the third year

+ 7. To work or manage (a ship, the sails, the

helm) Obs
C1375 Sc. Leg Saints, Nmian 525 & sa, J>at patent

gouernande, haile and sounde he com to lande 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV 63 Hem lakked schipmen to
goyeme here schlppes [L. remiges ad naves regettdas]
ci440 Partpnope 3x57* The bote was govemde m the see
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Auxilia. nautica, the sterne and
other m^trumentes, wherby the sbippe is gouerned 2617
Moryson Itin in. 135 A Venetian ship governed by
Greekes, *653 H. Cooan tr Pinto's Trav xx 71 An hun-
dred and sixty Manners, both for rowing, and for governing
the sails, 1671 R. Bohun Wind 253 [The hurricane) came
to such an height, that

. 7 men could scarce govern the
Helme 1697 Potter Anti? Greece in xiv (17x5) 124 Ships
of Burden were commonly govern’d by Sails

+ b [after L.] To steer In quot absol Obs.
*673 Hobbps Odyss, (1677) fix Then he astern sate down

and governed.

1 8. To manage, manipulate, work, control the
working of (an implement, machine, etc.)

; to

regulate (a fire) Obs
c 1385 Chaucer L. G W 1209 Dido, The fomy brydle

with tne bit of gold Governyth he. c 1386

—

Monks T 407
Thus can ffortune hir wheel gouerne and gye x6oa Shaks.
Ham, iti, 11 372 Goueme these Ventiges with your finger

GOVERNAIL.
and thumbe. a 1631 Donne 80 Serm. (1640) vij 64 What
can a graine of dust work in governing the balance? r$o4
Salmon Bate's Dispens. 1 (17x3) 150/1 'I he Fire is to be to
governed, as to hinder the Oil from boiling. 1757 Monthly
Plug III 222 Twelve pins, placed m two rows diagonally
on the bairel, which the stud on the rack governs, by the
turn of the pinion on the rack 1807 Robinson Archsol
Grceca iv ix 376 They rendered them [battering-rams! use-
less by cutting with long scythes the ropes by which they
were governed 1

9. To hold m check, curb, bndle (esp one’s
passions) f Also, to keep or testramfrom
15x3 Bradshaw St Werburge, Ball to St W 31 Governe

my lyfe from all actes daungerous 1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV
i! 11 180 Bar I haue no tongue, sir Page And for mine
Sir, I will gouerne it 1605— Leary 111 161 Go after her
she’s desperate, gouerne her. X719 De Foe Crusoe n x
Neither could he govern his passion 1729 Butler .SVjni
Wks 1874 II 39 If he puts on any face of religion, and
yet does not govern his tongue, he must surely deceive him
self *870 Dickens E Drood vin, I appeal to you to
govern your temper 1873 Hamilton Iniell Life 11. iv 72
An ambitious man will govern himself for the sake of his
ambition, and withstand the seductions of the senses

10. To constitute a law or rule for; to be
applicable to as a determining principle 01 limiting

condition
; to serve as a piecedent, rule, or type

for
,
esp m Law, to serve 111 determining or de-

ciding (a case).
x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV 308 The case of Peacork v

Spooner having been decided by ihe House of Lords, must
govern this case 1834 McMurtrie Cuvier'sAmm Kingd
1 1 he laws which govern those beings 1861 J R Greene
Man Amm Kmgd , Coelent 70 This rule does not appear
to govern the nectocalyces in the last-mentioned group
1884 Ld Coleridge in Law Times Rep L 46/1 The
principles laid down in that case aie applicable to and
govern this 1885C H. Anderson in Law Rep 14 Q Bench
Div 727 There is no break m the section, and the words 1 m
any highway’, govern all that follows 1800 Sir H C
Lores in Law limes Rep LXIII 692/2 Ihe law there
stated clearly governs this case 1891 T P Lilley Lord's
Day 4 Servants ti 1 88 Should not this thought largely
govern the service of Congregational praise.
absol x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) VI 398 Sir Joseph

Jekyll, in Papillon v Voyce said, the intention if lawful shall

govern

11. Grammar Of a word, chiefly a verb or prep
To leqture (a noun or pronoun) to be in a certain

ca&e, or a verb to be in a certain mood; to be
necessarily followed by (a certain case or mood)
•) formerly also of the subject* To determine the

number and person of (the verb). Obs.
*530 Palsch 74 Pronownes be suche as may governe

verbes to be of lyke nombre and parson with them xfixa

Brinsley Grammar-Schoole 98 The word gouermng or

directing, to be placed before those which it gouerneth 01

directeth c 1620 A Hume Brit Tongue H v, With s, it

[the genitive] precedes the woid quherof it is governed.
1620 T Granger Div. Logike 58 A vefbe substantive
governing two, datives, one of the person, and another of

the thing 1877 Whitney Essen/ Eng Giant 111 32 We
speak of both verbs and prepositions as governing in the

objective the word that is their object 1881-7 Cummins
Trieste Gram § 195 Prepositions governing the dative and
accusative 1892 J Wright Primer Gothic § 291 The geni-

tive is also governed by certain adjectiv es
absol x6 . Mauger Fr Gram (T ), In our language

evei more Words that govern go before.

Governable (gfvsjnab’l), a [f Govern v
+ -able ] Capable of being governed (m senses

of the verb).

1647 Clarendon Hist Reb 11 § 81 The earls of Essex and
Holland were thought less governable by those councils

1659 Genii Callrngiv. 111 400 They become more tame and
governable ever after 1664 Evelyn Sylva xxm 59 There
is not a more tonsile and governable Plant in Nature. 1679
[see Govern » id] 1684 Otway Atheist 1 (1735) 24 Will
you promise me to be very governable, ana very civil

*703 Dampier Voy III 111 The Ship was vety governable,

and Steer’d incomparably well 1737 Bracken Farmery
Impr. (1757) II. 81 He may prove mild and governable.

1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1852) II 4x2 To keep him in

ignorance, that he may be ductile and governable 18x9

R Chapman Jas VI, 127 Where the same religion is

unanimously professed, the subjects are more governable

and peaceable x88o G Meredith Tragic Com (1881) 185

Alvan in love was not likely to be governable by prudent

counsel.

Hence Go •veru.abi lity, Go vernableness, the

state or quality of being governable ;
Go’verna'bly

adv., in a governable manner
1775 Ash, Govemableness 1853 Ruskin Stones Veit II

App xu 393 By its perfect governableness it [oil-colour]

ermits the utmost possible fulness and subtlety m the^

armonies of colour X863 P S Worsley Poems 12 The
god Infused a soul mote governably mild 187a Bagehot
Physics 4 Pol (1876) 25 We reckon, as the basis of our

culture, upon an amount of order, of tacit obedience, of

prescriptive governability 1876 MissO’MearaF Ordnain

267 He was a confirmed optimist m his estimate of the good-

ness and governableness of mankind in general

t Governail. Obs. Forms • 4-5 governayl(l(e,

4-6 governaile, -aill(e, -al(e, 5-6 governall(e,

(5 governaly, -ele, -ell, -naille, -yl), 4- gover-

nail [a OF. governatl (F. gauvernait), govet-

naible L guberndculum, pi. gubernacula rudder,

f. gubernare to steer, see Goverr v.]

1. The rudder of a ship , also, the use of the

rudder, steering.

c X375 Sc Leg. Stunts,
Magdalena 2x0 Put in a bat apone

t
e se bot gouernale 138a Wyclif Jas 111 4

t

Scbippis ben

orn aboute of a litel gouernayle. CX430 Pilgr LyfMan-



GOVERNANCE. GOVERNESS.
Jiode it. xliv 93 The gouernayle which is within ledeth it

c 1477 Caxton Jason 112 b, His gouernaile brack m more
thenne a thousand pieces. 1483 —Gold Leg a22b/2Thenne
they recited to her the myrade how they were comen
vythout ony gouernayle of the Shippe 1561 Eden Arte
Nautg Auj b, Tipho fyrst founde the gouernall or rudder

2 . i he action, method, or function of governing

;

government, authority.

In early use often pi

,

after L guhemacula
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth 1. pr. vi 17 (Camb MS ) With

which gouernayles takestow heede )?at [the world] is

gouemed. 1373 Barbour Bruce xvi 358 Of the marchis

than had he 'Ihe gouernale and the pouste c 1380 Wyclif
Berm Sel Wks II 254 Wijjouten bis governaile nuit |>e

Chirche nedis penshe 1388 — Prov 1. 5 A man vndur-
stondinge shal holde gouernails C1400 Apol Loll 12 A
clene man was in jie court, & spak to hem J>at had gret

gouernaile in he court c 1407 Hoccleve Min Poems {f&go'}

59 Glad cheend Somer to your gouernaille And grace we
submitte al our willynge c 1470 Hfnry Wallace vm 16

Thai .. Besocht him To cum and tak sum gouernaill on
hand c 1300 Bloiubol's Test 112 m Hazl E P P, I gS
Lucina hath the governale of the salt floodes aiSSS
Iandesay Tragedte 71 Off all Scotland I had the Gouer-
nall 1397 Gmstard <$• Sismond J Bj, His fame had never

spot in all his governall.

b. Period of government, reign. Also, form of

government, dispensation

c 1420 Chron Vilod st 424 In to J>e governell of Quene
I’lvyne 1432-50 tr Htgden (Rolls) I. 31 The firste gouer.

naylewas from Abraham to Moysen Ibid VII. 1 19 The
firste yere of his governayle [Trevisa duchery]

c. cotter. One who governs, a ruler. Also, the

community governed ; a state.

c 1303 Plowman’s T. 1078 Shuld holy churche have no
heed? Who shuld be her governayl ? a 1400 Ilelig Pieces

fr Thornton MS (1867) 33 All of a gouernaylle hafe we a
ffadyr RS97-8 Bp Hall Sat iv v 19 Thousands beene in
euery gouernall, That hue by losse, and rise by others fall

d. Management, contrivance Also, tending,

tieatment (of plants, wounds').
c 1473 Partenay 5561 Other gift here hens shall "by no

gouernaill
,
Then grett mischaunce to purchace and haue

130a Arnolde Chron 168 The gouernaile of thes plantis is

dowblyng of beryng of fiute 1341 R Copland Guydon’s
I'annul Riy, The gouernall aqcomplysshynge the enten-

cyon after the vlceracyon is to drye the rottennesse. 1500
Spenser.^ Q 11 xii. 48 He of this gardm had the governall.

e. Behaviour, self-control ; rule of conduct
1375 Barbour Bruce xi. x6x He set ledans till Ilk battale,

Knawyn war ofgud gouernale c 1420 Chron Vilod st. 259
pis was pe governyl pey token hem to J>e moder and pe
doubter y ffeu 6x470 Harding Chron xxxvi 1, His ire

excede[d] his wytte and gouernall. c 1473Partenay 844 Ye
take A wifvnknow what is sche,-Neither haue knewlich of
hir gouernall, Ne of hir kinrede 1397-8 Bp Hall Sal. iv.

vi 48 The fashions of their hues and Gouemals

Governance (go’vainans). Forms- 4-6 go-
vernauuce, (5 governaunc, -awnce), 4-6 go(u)-

vema(u)nc0, -a(u)ns(e, (6 govirnance, gue-

vernans), 4- governance, [a OF. governance,
i gouverner : see Govern and -ance Cf. med.L.
gubernantia (14th c ) ]
1. The action or manner of governing (see senses

of the vb ) , the fact that (a person, etc ) governs.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel Whs III 346 pis stiward faihb in

governaunce of be Chirche c 1391 Chaucer Astral Con-
tents, As wel for the governance of a clokke as for to
fynde the altitude Meridian 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 60 To remembre jnd se to the good gouernaunce of
his people 1348 Udall Erasm Par Pref. 2 By Goddes
gouvemaunce 1628 Coke On Litt Pref, Good govern-
ance and full right is done to every man 1643 Milton
Divorce n. ni. (1851) 69 Without any wry thoughts cast
upon divine governance a 1677 Barrow Pope's Suprem
(1680) 57 The Bishop's governance should be so gentle and
easie, that men hardly can be unwilling to comply with it.

1830 J H. Newman Diffic Anglic 7 It is but one aspect of
the state, or mode of civil governance 1866 Ferrier Grk.

Philos I xiv 427 The strict governance of his own passions,

1873 Browning Red Cott Nt -cap iv 50 All my belongings
. I have submitted wholly to your rule and governance.

1879 Farrar St Paul I 319 A fresh proof of the immediate
governance of God. 1884 Longnt Mag, Mar 493 Rules .

for the governance of racing

b. Coatrolling, directing, or regulating influ-

ence; control, sway, mastery,
*398 Trevisa Barth. De P R. v. 1. (1495) 100 The oner

membres gyuyth influence and gouernance to the nether

1789 Burney Mist Mus (ed 2) IV v 186 An irascible

spirit under no great governance 1863 Kinglakk Crimea
(1876) I vu X13 A power which could exert more govern-
ance over Turkish statesmen > 4883 Ruskin A rt Eng, (1884)

225 Over these hours and colours of the scene, his govern-
ance was all but complete.

t e. In or under (a person's) governance

:

subject

to his control. So to have
,
hold, take tn govern-

ance. Obs
61375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 126 Pe towne , quhare

pylat presydent was, & had in gouernance pe place
c 1385 Chaucfr L, G, W 1044 Thishe, Fortune that hath
the world m governaunce.

_
c 1430 Hymns Virg (1867) 58

Two in gouernaunce it takid, An aungel freende, an aungil
foo. 1430-1530 Myrr our Ladye 31 Saint Benet had many
abbeys under hys gouernaunce 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xlv 10 Discretioun and considerance Ar both out of hir
(love's] gouirnance 1331 Elyot Gov i xm, (1334) 48 b,
Vertue hath all thinge vnder gouernaunce 1533-4 -Act
sii Hen VIII

, c 22 § xi Your said issue shalbe & remame
at and in the gouernance of their natural 1 mother 1348-9

(Mar.) Bk. Com Prayer, Communion,
The heartes ofkynges

are ui thy rule and gouernaunce. c 1360 A Scott Poems
C3. T, $,) at. 24 Bodyand gudis to haif in govirnance 1393
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, u 111. 30 What, shall King Henry be a

319

Pupill still, Vnder the surly Glosters Gouernance’ 1824
Bkntham Anarchical Fallacies Wks. 1843 II 320 The
governed are to have the governors under their governance,

t d The state of being governed
,
good order ;

esp. in to set in governance Obs
1390 Gower Coitf III 339 And thus the faders ordenaunce

This londe hath set in governaunce c 1400 Rom Rose 4958
ELde [can] set men In good reule and in governaunce
1390 Spenser F Q tt. x. 38 Whose countries he redus’d to
quiet state, And shortly brought to civile governaunce
2 The office, function, or power of governing

;

authoi lty or permission to govern , f the command
(of a body of men, a ship).

t
c 1388 Chaucer Wife's Prol 814 He yaf me al the bridel

in myn hond To ban the gouernance of hous and lond
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb ) xvn 77 [pai] will nojt suffer men
to hafe gouemaunefe ofJ>e rewme c 1449 Pecock Repr Prol
1 Seint Poul 3eueth not to Thimothe mstruccioun of eny
hijer gouernaunce than [etc.] 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dtctes 14 He that hath grete mygnt & gouernaunce m this

worlde ought to haue no grete reioyssyng 1491 Act 7
Hen VII, c 20 § x The King Willeth that Thomas Lovell
Knyght have the guydyng and governaunce of the seid

Edmond c 1500 Melustne xxxvl 254 And gaaf hym the
gouernaunce ofa houndred men ofarmes a 1546 G Wishart
tr Coitfes Fayth Siueserlandcs in Wodr Soc Misc (1844)
xx Holy wrytte .. shulde be the owne interpretour, the rule
of chante and faythe hauynge gouernaunce 1563 B Gooce
Eglogs (Ai b ) 102 And thou that hast the gouernaunce of
all, O myghty God. 1759 Robertson Hist Scot (18x3) II
App 1 133 They may commit the governance thereof to the
next heir of the crown 1884 J Payne Talesfr. A > abic I

X12 And Kisra the king invested him with the governance
of one of the provinces of his empire

+ b qp&si-concr. That which governs
;
govern-

ing person or body. Obs
a 1533 Ld Berners Gold Bk. M Aure

l

vui (? 1573) Ej,
For certayne they that haue the charge of a prynce, be the

. gouernance of people. x6ox Holland Pliny I 3 Beleeue
we ought, this Sun to be the pnnctpall gouernance of
nature 1643 Prynne Sod Power Pari 11 60 Persons of
estate elected to counsell and assist the governance

f 3 The manner m which something is governed
or regulated; method of management, system of

regulations. In Pecock often . A rule of practice,

a discipline Obs
c 1400 Maundev (1830) xxii 232 Now schalle I tell ?ou

the Governance of the Court 1421 Petition in Sharp Cov.

Myst (1825) 181 Hit wer good Governauns, that every ward
kept hem within her own ward c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1 1.

5 That no gouernaunce is to be holde of Cnsten men the
seruice or the lawe of God, saue [etc ] 145$ Sc Acts Jos.

//(1814) II 46/1 Item as to the feird artikill belancand |>e

pestilence ana gouernance berof The clergy thinkis be [etc ].

*559 N Bacon in Strype Ann. Ref (1824) I ii 78 A thing
tobe eschewed in all good governances 1660 R Coke
Power fy Subj 207 To enquire of the Foundation, Erection,

and Governance of Hospitals

f 4. Conduct of life or business ;
mode of living,

behaviour, demeanour. Also//, proceedings, doings.
c *374 Chaucer Troyhts u 170 (2x9) Her tale was broght

to the ende, Of her astate, and of her governaunce c 1400
Destr. Troy 656 All your gate and your gouemaunse graidly

to telle, 2423 Jas I Kingis Q Ixxxvm, Folk of rehgioun,
That from the warld thaire gouernance did hide 1426
Lydg De Gmleville's Pilgr (E. E. T. S ) 3567,

1

ha . suffryd

. That ye, by your gouemauncys My custommys & myn
ordynauncys . Ye han ytournyd at your wyl 1428
Surtees Misc, (x888) 9 Yat ye sayd John Lyllyng fra yan
furth suld be of gude governance ana trew m all his bymg
and hys sellyng 6*460 Fqrttscue Abs. if Lim Mon xx,

Many men wil than be of better gouernaunce, 1482 Caxton
Myrr. 1. v. 18 That procedeth of theyr folissh and outrageous
gouernaunce 1508 Dunbar Tua Marnt Women 259 Be
constant in jour gouernance, and counterfeit gud manens,
2581 Lambarde Etrett i y. (1588) 31 Sufficient men learned
in the Law e and of good gouernance, *5gx Spenser Muiopot

.

384 He likest is to fall into mischaunce, That is regardles of

his governaunce. 1636 Stanley Hist Philos, vi. (1701)

043/1 Wise Princes ought not to be admired for their Govern-
ment, but Governance

•j* b Discreet or virtuous behaviour ; wise self-

command. Obs
c 1392 Chaucer Compl Venus 9 In him isbountee, wisdom,

governaunce, Wel more then any mannes wit can gesse

1600 Holland Livy xlii lxu (xfiog) 1152 The manner was,

in time of adversitie to bear all out ana set a good counten-
ance, but in prosper 1 tie tq hold an even hand and to use
governance [L moderari aminos1

•f Go-vernancy. Obs. [f as preo. • see -anot.]
*= Governance 2

*603 Col Rec Pennsylv
, I 414 And as to other reasons

rendred for the Superseding our proprietor’s governancie

[1794 Laura Augustus II 50, I preferred the lieutenant
governancy of Dominica.]

+ Governante. Obs. Also J^-8
governapt.

[Anglicized form of Governante ]

1

A female governor or niler.

1698 Fryer Acc E, India SfP 1 32 An Old Gentlewoman
the Governant af the Womens Quarters. *763-3 Smollett
Hist. Eng xxii (1827) III. 282 The administration of the

t
ovemment devolved upon the princess, as governante
unng her son’s minority

2

A mistress of a household ; a housekeeper.
1668 L’Estrange Vis Quevedo (ed 3) 46,

1

saw Envy there

drest up in a Widow’s Vail, and the very Picture of the

Governant of one of your Noblemen's Houses. 1700
Congreve Way of World v. 1, This was your Merchan-
dize you dealt in, when I .made you Governante of my
whole Family 1 2793 Mrs InchbaldMidn Hour 1 i,Iara
. the general governante of the whole house x8x6 Scott
OldMort vi, ' Mercifu* powers {’exclaimed the governante.

3

A woman who has charge of a young person ;

a governess, a female teacher
;
a chaperon, duenna.

1639 T Brugis tr Camus' Mor Relat 232 What diligence
soever widowed fathers use to finde out good governants,
they never find any whose eyes be so vigilant over their

daughters as their mothers *674-81 in Blount Glossogr
*683 Crowns Sir C Nice iv. Diam Wks *874 III 3x0
Other nations, by their spies and governantes, are at great
toil and charges to be cuckolds *688 in Ellis Ortg Lett.
Ser 11 IV 114 The Lady Marquis of Powis, governante
to the Prince *700 Steele latler No 9 P 3 The young
Lady saw her good Governante on her Knees *7x1 E ward
Qiitjc. I 373 To Steal a Squmt at One another when Jealous
Governant sits by *756 Cowper in Connoisseur N o. 119
f 4 The governantes at the boarding school teach Miss to
be a good, girl *796 J Morse Amer Geog II 265 A lady
of a Polish grandee, . attended by an old gentlewoman-
for her governante 1823 Scott Pevenl v, Mistress Elles-

mere . laid her orders upon Deborah, the governante, lirV

mediately to carry the children to their airing in the park.

f Grovema’tiort. [f Govern v + -ation ]
=

Governance, in vauous senses
Erroneously substituted for Governance in some late MSS.

(hence in certain editions) of Chaucer A strol Prol 59 (* the
gouernance of a clokke’) and Sontuours Tale 186 Aron,
that hadde the temple m gouernaunce ’)

t Governator. Obs iare~x [ad. It gover-

natore : see Governor.] A governor.
1522 J. Clerk in Ellis Orig. Lett Ser 111 I 3x2 There

he deputed for gouernators here, for this first moneth of the
Popis absence, the Cardinall Sanctse Cruets primus Epis-
copus Cardinahs, The Cardinall Sedunen [etc ]

t Goveraatrice. Obs rare—1
, [a It governa-

tnce —L. gubernatric-em, fern, agent-n. f gubemare
to Govern,] A female governor.
*53* Cranmer Let, in Strype Craimter (1694) App 6 The

Diate . was lately held m Flandres, wheie the Queue of
Hungary is governatrice

Govemayl, -ayll(e, vars Governaii,, Obs

Governed (go vam’d), ppl a. [f. Govebjj v
+ -ED 1

.] In sehses of the vb
1686 J Scott Chr Life (1747 ) III 435 The Church, by

Christ's own Institution, is a governed Society of Men,
*824 L Murray Eng Gram (ed 5) I 261 The sign of the
possessive should be annexed to each of the governed nouns
x86* T Woolner My Beautiful Lady (1863) *58 R well-

planned city in a governed land That [etc ]

absol *596 Spenser State Irel Wks (Globe) 649 This
inconvenience is more hardly to be redressed in governour
than m the governed. 1681 Nevile Plato Redvu 30 It was
instituted for the good and preservation of the Governed
a 183a Mackintosh Lit Soc Bombay Wks 1846 II 577 The
security of the governed cannot exist without the security

of the governors. 1853 Macaulay Hist. Eng xiv III 393
This great contract between the governors and the governed,

Govemele, -ell, variants of Goveknail, Obs.

+ Gowerneress. Obs Also 4 governowr-
esse, 4-7 governeresse, 5-6 govemouresse,
6 gouvernres. [ad. OF. gouvemeresse, fern,

of gouverneur Governor.] A female governor

;

=the later Governess, in various senses.

6x366 Chaucer A.B.C 141 He hath thee maked gover-
neresse of hevene c 1368 — Compl Fite 80 Shal Crueltee
be your governeresse? c 142a Hoccleve yereslaits' Wife 298
A yong doghtir haue I Of which I wolde. Thow tooke on
thee to be gouerneresse. And teche hire 1430-40 Lydg
Bochas 1. vui (1544) 15b, Shewas theiriudgeand their gouer-
neresse c 1430 Ptlgr Lyf Manhode 1 vm (1869) 6,

1

am
gouernouresse of alle thinge, and of alle harmes j am leche

2490 Caxton Eneydos xxvu 96 She was maister ouer him &
gouemeresse. *333 Edw VI Lit. Ran (Roxb) II 571 If
1 died w*out issu, and there were none heire mask, then
the L. Fraunces to be gouvernres 1355 W WatremaN
Fardle Facions 1 i 27 To Ceres (thei Sacrificed and did
honour) as gouemeress of the earth *577 [see Governess
sb a quot 1587]. 1652 Orders Bartkol Hasp (1885) 21 You
[the Matron] shall also as the chiefe Governeresse . have
speciall regard to the good ordering

Governess (go’vames), fb. [shortened form of

Governeress ; see -ess ]

1 . A woman who governs (e. g a kingdom, pro-

vince, a community, religious institution) ; a female

governor or ruler. Obs. exc. as nonce-use f For-

merly often applied to the presiding or ruling

goddess (of a depaitmept of nature, art, etc.).

1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 296/2 Thappostle halowed to god
Epnygene the kynges doughter and made her maystresse

and gouuemtssse of moo than two hondred Vyrgyns *339
Act 31 Hen VIII, c 13 § 2 Abbottes, priours, abbesses,

prioresses, and other ecclesiasticall gouernors & gouerneSses

of such late monasteries. *348 Hall Chron , Hen VIII
(1550) 145 The Lady Margaret gouemesse of Flaunders.

*577 Harrison England 11 xxm (1877) 1 35* Minerva
was the cheefe goddesse and gpvernesse of those waters.

1390 Greenwood Collect Sclaund Art. Biijb, All true
Christians . acknowledg her Maiestie to be the supreame
maiestrate and gouemesse of all persons. 16x0 Holland
Camden’s Bnt. i 718 The Abbay whereof her selfe was
first Govemesse. 1663 Davenant 2nd Pt Siege Rhodes
11. Dram. Wks 1873 lit 3?5 As if our sex’s governess, the

moon, Had plac’d us but for spoit on fortune’s lap. 2703

J Savage Lett. A ntieuts lx 174 As it is a great Cruelty in

Barbarians to make Slaves of their Wives, so is rt no less a
Folly in us Romans, to let them be our Governesses 3730
A Gordon Maffels Amphtih. 168 Diana, the Governess of

all kinds of Hunting 1737WHIST0N Josephus, Hist x. 111

§ 1 John had left her to be the governess of the public

affairs. *749 Fielding Tom Jones vm vu, The landlady
was absolute governess in these regions 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) IV xvui 143^Thegovernessesor matrons of
the society I would have to be women of family. 1797 Mrs
Radcliffe Italian xxv (1824) 665 This lady was a shining
example to governesses of religious houses 1826 C Butler
Life Grotius xiv § 3 2x9 His mother was named by the
states Governess of toe United Provinces. 1875 Miss Bird
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GOVERNMENT,GOVERNESS.
Sandwich Isl (1880) 65 The governess of Hawaii, the

Princess Keclikolam, has a house on the beach

t b /ff. of things personified Obs.

*561 T; Norton Calvin's Inst 1 xvu (1634) 90 That
providence, which Is the governesse of all things 1587

Golding De Marnay xx (1617) 345 Religion is the gouer-

nesse of all vertues 1604 T Wright Passions u 11 58 The
Will, being the governesse ofthe Soule 1611 Speed Hist
Gt Brit vi xvu § 5, 97 The Prouince reduced to the

obedience of the fatall Goueinesse Rome 1843 Milton
Divorce 11 xx (1851) 116 To teach us that charity is the

high governesse of our beleefe 1706 Z Cradock Serm.
Chanty (1740) as Eternal damnation maybe theinstHiment

of wise men, but the mistress and governess of fools only,

f2. A woman who has charge or control of a

person, esp of a young one, Qbs.

1587 Holinshed Ckron III 335/2 The Ladie Marie of
Biskie, gouernesse [i577gouemeresse] ofthe King of Castile
andLeoa 1615 G Sandys Trav in 180 Virgins who neuer
past the bounds of their Couents but on Sundayes onely

(and then attending on their seuerall Gouernesses). 1633 H
Cogan tr Pinto's TravAva 309, I Nhay Nivolau, a poor
woman, Governess, and Tutress of my Son, an Orphan, do
prostrate my self before thee 1688 Land Gas. No* 2360/4
He [the infant son of James 11 ] being then in the Arms of

the Lady Governess, the Right Honourable the Lady
Marchioness of Powis t77T Smollett Humph Cl 6 Apr

,

To Mrs, Jermyn, My worthy governess may believe me
b. A female teacher; an instructress, now chiefly,

one so employed m a private household. (The
current use.)

*71* Stfele Sped No. 3T4 r 8 Pray proceed to detect the
male administration of governesses as successfully as you
have expos'd that of pedagogues 1739 Ann Reg. 425 The
mistress of the school is called governess, for the word
mistress has a vulgar sound with it, 176a Goldsm Cit IV.

lxxxvin, Their language-masters, music-masters, hair-frizzers,

and governesses, are all from abroad 1804 G Rosr Dianes
(i860) II 187 The head governess for the princess 1884
Pae Eustace at But in two years thereafter he had married
the governess 1890 ‘ L Falconer ’ Mile. Ixe (1891) 16
* For my part 1

, said Mrs Memngton, ‘ I think good looks

are rather out of place in a governess’

3. The wtfe of a Governor Obs. exc. as jocular

nonce-use.

1697 tr Ctess D'Annoy’s Trav. (1706) 22 The Lady
Governess of the Town -drew near to me 1814 Heyne
Tracts India 345 The common wood strawberry was
introduced by the Right Hon Lady Powis when Governess
at Madras 1833 Thackeray Newsomes 1 . 234 Lady Trotter,

the Governess of St Kitts, you know.
4. attnb. and Comb

,
as governess-cart, -car,

a light two-wheeled vehicle with seats at the sides

only, face to face ; governess-pupil, -student,

a girl or young woman who is being trained to be
a governess.

1893 Chicago Exhib
, Catal Brit Section 171 The

'Governess Car'—a small wagonette body, without boot,

hung—on elliptic springs, and with a deep cranked axle-
very near the ground, and used either with a donkey or
very small pony Mod. Advt Governess-student required

Hence (
nonce-wds.) Go-verness-dom, Go ver-

uesshood, the state of being a governess; Go-
'

vernessless a., without a governess
;
Go’verness-

ship, the office of a governess; Go'vemessy a.,

having the characteristics of a governess.
1866 Q Rev. No 238. 515 If hut a few such, women would

combine here and there to elevate the tone of *governess-
dotn 2867 E Yates Forlorn Hope xv 183 She was always
on the look-out for that knight who was to come and
dehver her from the bonds of *governesshood 2839 Free-
man in Stephens Life (1895) I 245, I am still houseless, as
well as boroughless, and am soon going to be *governessless
«8a6 Miss Mn ford Village Ser. 11 (1863) 403 She pro-
ceeded to give me the history of her successive ’’governess-

ships 1863 Spectator 23 Dec, 1390/r She seems to have
finally abandoned governessship 1893 Westm Gaz 6 Apr.
3/1 Miss C is sometimes a little prim and *governessy.

Governess (gtrvatnes), v. [f the sb.]

1. intr. (Only in gerund ) To work er earn one’s

living as a governess.
1816 Miss Mitford Village Ser n (1863) 403 Sixteen

years ofgovernessmg might welt have tamed that ro-
mantic imagination 2848 C Bronte J Eyre (1857) 276
You will give up your governessmg slavery at once, i860
Sala Lady Chester/ 43 The girls had to go out governess,
ing 188* Spectator 11 Feb 183 Governessmg was the only
occupation open to ‘ladies ’ without means
2, trans.

(
nonce-use

) To act as governess to
;

to teach.
283a Tail’s Mag XIX 346 Esther yet remains single,

and governesses her brother’s rising family. 2884 Harper's
Mag Oct 692/2 I’m going to ‘governess' the children of
a Mrs Carjd. *

Governing (gtrvsinig), vbl. sb. [f. Govern v.

-H-lNO-l]

1 , The action of .the vb. Govern-

, (rarely pi

)

<12300 CursorM 7414 Saul was yeitt in sted o king, Bot
he moght do na gouerning, c 1400 Rom, Rose 7266 To such
folk Shuld princes & these lordes wyse Take alle her
londes & her thmges, Bothe werre & pees, in governmges
2450-70 Golctgros $ Gaw 2320 Sen •vourschipfull Wawane
has wonnyn to your handis The senyory in gouernyng.
1662 Milton Grant ii Wks, (2847) 469/1 Governing,
wherby one part of speech is govern’d by another 2843
Carlyle Past 4rPr,. iv. 1, It was a valorous Governing

1 2 = Government, esp. in phrases to have the

governing cf;
(to have) in, wider one'sgoverning,

C1340 Cursor M 7402 (Tnn) ]Je kyngdome to haue in
gouernyng c 2383 ChaucerL G W 582 Cleopatra

, Tho-
lome the kyng, That al Egypte hadde in his governyng,
1389 Eng, Gitas (1870) 116 Other fundacion or gouemynge

320

is noughte in oure gilde, 24150-70 GolagroS 41 Gan) 1169

Ye ar gaderit in grosse vndir my gouernyng 13*3 Ld.

Berners Froiss. 1 clxxxvu 221 The towne, wherofl haue

the gouemynge 2390 Spenser F Q. hi ix 44 And Troy
agame out ofher dust was reard To sitt m second seat of

soveraine king Of all the world, under her governing

f 3 Conduct, mode of action. Also, means of

living; livelihood. Obs
1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 383 He valde se his gouernyng.

That hade the castell in keping c 247S Rauf Cetliear 447
Gangand with laidis, my gouerning to get 2300-20 Dunbar
Poems xli. 2 Be ge ane luvar, think ge nocht 3e suld Be
Weill adwysit in 30ur gouerning? t a 2330 1 reins Berwick
360 in Dunbar's Poems (STS) 297 bar in her hairt scho

had ane “persaving That he had knawin all hir governing.

Governing (go vs.mii)), ppl. a. [f. Govern v.

+ -ing 2
] That governs, in senses of the vb.

Governing body a designation (in some cases the only

term officially recognized) for the body of managers of

a hospital, public school, etc.

1635 Gram Warn D fib, Betweene the word gouerning

and gouerned. 1647 Clarendon Hist Rel iv § 123 Ana
so they were both invested in those offices, to the no small

displeasure of the governing party 1633 R Sanders
Pkystogn 257 He will be somewhat covetous because of

the governing Sign 1701 Atterbury Serm vu (1726) I.

274 God’s Governing Providence, by which he holds the

Balance of Nations. 2736 Butler Anal 1. 111 Wks 1874

I 62 Man is the acknowledged governing animal upon the

earth 2824 L Murray Eng. Gram (ed 5) I 399 When
a verb in the infinitive mood, follows its governing verb

(etc] 2873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 1x3 Knowledge is cer-

tainly a governing power 1887 Daily News 30 May 5/1

M Grdvy had most of the governing men on his side

Hence Go -Yearningly adv
2884 C H Parkhurst Serm m Bill Sac, Rec Dec 178

We infer that somewhere some one mind has worked
govermngly on these forty musicians

•j* Gowernless, a. Obs. [f. Govern v +
-less ] Without government, ungoverned
2622 Bp. R Mountagu Diatrtbse 11 11 368 These things

were thus done as m a gouernlesse City, with all hcentious-

nesse 1624 Capt Smith Virginia v 190 This done, because
they would not be gouernlesse when his Deputiship was
expired, there was a genei all assembly, and by that Election

Kendall was confirmed to succeed Still Gouernor 1679 Sir

T. Browne Wks (1848) 453 These are the sad ends of

many dissolute and governless persons.

Government (g® vaanment). Also 6 gou-
ver(n)menfc, 6-7 goverment. [a. OF goveme-

ment (F. gouvemement), f. govemer

:

see Govern
v and -went. In the mam, this word may be con-

sidered to have superseded Governance.]
X. The action ofgoverning (see senses of the vb

)

a. The action of ruling
5
continuous exercise of

authority over the action of subjects or inferiors

;

authoinative direction or regulation; control, rule.

£1566 J. Alday tr Boaystvau's Theat, World Hivb,
A king or a prince .that hath under his governement so

manye thousands of men 1666 Ph, Henry Dianes (1882)

184 That the Governm* of the Church of Christ ought to

bee manag'd by the Ministers of Christ 2729 Butler Yerm
Wks, 1874 II 45 The government of the tongue,. relates
chiefly to conversation. 2738 s Hayward Serm 1 4We are
all under its [sin’s] power and government. 1827 Pollok
Course T. x, God’s eternal government approved 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng vi II 88 The Dean was charged
with the government of a . number of youths of high con-
nections 2839 Tennyson Emd 1043 They [horses], like

creatures gently born, . felt Her low firm voice and tender
government.

b. spec. The action of ruling and directing the

affaiis of a state
,
political rule and administration.

1789 Bentham Pnnc Legist vu
_
§ 1 The business of

government is to promote the happiness of the society by
punishing and rewarding. 2842 E Miall in Nonconf I 1

At present we have government in excess i860 Mill
Repr Govt, i (1865) 1 Government is a problem to be
worked like any other question of business. 2895 Morley
in Daily News 30 May 2/1 All government is difficult

•j* c Management Obs.

1387 Mascaw. {title) Government of Catteh 1660 Shar-
rock Vegetables 22 The whole government and husbandry
of hemp from the seed to the distaffe is like this of flax

+ d Working or piopelling (a ship). Obs— 1

1697 PotterA nttq Greece m, xiv (1713) 224 All the thiee
ways of Government [ofShips] viz by Sail, Oar,and Cords,
were upon Occasion made use of.

e Guidance (in action) Obs. exc. in commercial
and. official epistolary use (cf F. gauveme

,
Sp

gobiemo)
171* Arbuthnot John Bull 1. ix, If she submits to our

government, she will be abroad in a little time 2824 L,
Murray Eng» Grant (ed. 5) I 227 Examples which may
serve as some government to the scholar Mod. {Comm )

Please send me, for my government, a copy of your corre-
spondence with Mr, A.

+2 The manner in which one’s action is governed,
a. In physical sense Management of the limbs
or body 1 movements, demeanour

; also, habits of
life, regimen, b. In moral sense: Conduct, be-
haviour

; becoming conduct, discretion Obs-
a c 2366 J. Alday tr Boaystvau’s Theat- World E ij,

Here you may see his hfeand governement, whilsf'he is in-
closed m his mothers wofflbe. 2390 Spenser F Q 1 ix. 10
Their God hunselfe Shott many a dart at me with fiers
intent

, But I them warded all with wary government. x6oi
Chester Lope'sMart Ixvu,Running,vauWmg,and Actiuitie
And other exercise of gouemement x6xa in Crt, <J- Times
Jos / (2849) J. 203 The -disease must have its ordinary
course, and the less physic the better, but only sweating,
and an orderly course of keeping and government,

b, *483 Caxton G. de la Tour B vnj, The goode knyght
was wyse and of grete gouernment in repreuying of the

lady 2596 Spi nser F Q iv v 20 Whose beauties wonder-
ment She lesse esteem’d then th’ others vertuous govern-
ment 1604 Shaks Oth. in ni 256 Feare not my gouem-
inent 2633 Ford ’Tis Pity 1. 1, How did the university
applaud Thy government, behaviour, learning, speech
163a T. Brugis tr Camus' Mor Relat 319 He tooke into
his house one of his sisters, a maid of government and judge
ment

3.

The office or function of governing or ruling

authority to govern ; + the command of an army
or fottress (obs.).

1384 Powr-L Lloyds Cambria 69 The rule and Gouernment
of North Wales 1300 Spfnser F Q i x 37 The first Of
all the house had chaige and governement, As Guardian
and Steward of the rest 2393 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv vi 24,

I here resigne my Gouernment to thee 1610 — Temp i

II 75 The Government I cast vpon my brother 2632
Hobbes Gov # Soc x § 16 263 The government it self, or
the administration of its affairs, are better committed to

one, then many 2683 Baxter Paraphr N T Matt x 2
Peter had a priority, though no Government over the rest.

2700 Tyrrell Hist Eng. II 915 H-e was perswaded to

accept the Government of Dover Castle 1727 De Foe
Syst Magic 1 1 (1840) 18 Prometheus obtained the govern-
ment of a patt of Armenia 2872 J L Sanford Eng
Kings

,
Chas. /, 333 He would learn to look upon govern-

ment as an absolute function of the Sovereign

+ b A11 appointment as governor Obs.

1627 Moryson Itut. 11. 68 Hee. had made offer to resigne

the gouemement he had in the Prouince of Connaght,
2647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist Fr (1678) 9 Those few
small governments which yet remained in their family.

2769 Junius Lett iv (1804) I 37 My silence may have
been purchased by my government

'

f e. The post of gouvernante or governess.

Obs.~*
2804 G Rose Dianes (i860) II 196 Lady Pembroke had

been offered the government of the Princess Chailotte.

4 The fact that a particular person governs

2359 Aylmer (title) An Harborowe for Faithfull and
Trewe Subiectes, agaynst the late blowne Blaste, con-
cerninge the Government of Women 2759 Robertson
Hist Scot (1813) I 11 72 The government of a Queen was
unknown in Scotland 2842 Elphinstone Hist Ind 11

195 The government ofWarangdI was never restored 1879
Rydberg Magic Mid Ages iv 275 Never has there been
a tune when a divine and universal government was so

much despaired of as m the Middle Ages

t b. Period of rule, tenure of office. Obs.

2603 Shake Meas forM iv 11 141 His fact till now in

the gouernment of Lord Angelo, came not to an vndoubtfull

roofe. 2617 Moryson Itin. 11 a The time of my owne
emg in Ireland, in the Lord Mountjoy his Governement

2664 Marvell Corr Wks 2872-5 II. 153 [I] shall pray to

God to bless your Majesty with a long and happy Govern-

ment.

5 The portion of country ruled over by a

governor, a province ;
also as a specific name for

a subdivision of a kingdom or empire, as formerly

in France, and now m Russia (—Russian guber-

myd) Also, occas.,the territoryunitedunderacom-
mon rule, as a kingdom, republic, principality, etc

1603 Sir D. Carleton m Ellis Ong Lett Ser 1. Ill 82

Which was payde owt of his goverment of Jersy, 2627

Moryson Itin 1. 245 To make a present to a Cady, returning

from his governement to Constantinople 2624 N De
Laune tr Du Moulin’s Logich 54 As when we divide,

France into seventeene governments. 1700 Duyden Fables,

Baucis 4- Philemon 20 To Phrygian realms, my Grandsire’s

Government 2703 Addison Italy Ded, When I pass’d

through most of the Protestant Governments in Europe

*720 Whitworth Acc Russia (1758) 53 In 1710, the Czar

. divided the Empire into eight governments 2730

Wheelock in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll. (1891) I. 6,

I was upon the same road to New Haven when that

Doctor passed through this government 1840 Thirlwall
Gi eece VII 127 The governments west of the Euphrates

2894 Daily News 24 Mar 3/3 The manufacture of Russian

lace is spread over many governments

0. The system according to which a nation or

community is governed ;
form or kind of polity

Often wilh defining word indicating either the

nature of the community governed, as m civil or

political, church eye ecclesiasticalgovernment, or the

kind of organization adopted, as m monarchical

,

oligarchical, republican government ;
episcopal

,

presbyienan government.
1353 Brfnde Q Curtius 48 He passed .vnto the inwarder

partes of Egypt, and set a staie and order of the gouennent

of the countrey 2388 Marprel Epist (Arb.) 4 The Church

gouerment prescribed in the worde 2604 Edmonds Observ

Caesar's Comm 28 Gouernment is defined, to be an estab-

lishing of order best fitting the maintenance of a people, in

a peaceable and happie life 2603 CamdenRem 2 Gouerne-

ment Ecclesiastical!, andCmll 1660 Milton Hee Comm-w

3 Depriving our selves the instant fruition of that free

government which we have so dearly purchasa. <11098

Temple Hist Eng. (1699) 9 Their Government was like

that of the ancient Gauls, of several small Nations under

several petty Princes 1733 Pope Ess Man 111 303 For

Forms of Government let fools contest *73S
-^ Boiing-

broke On Parties 142 A Government by Will, never pre-

vail’d in Britain 2748-9 Gray Let Poems (1775) 201 I he

three sprts ofgovernment, Despotism, the limited Monarchy,

and the Republican 1769 Robertson Chas V (1813) VI
vi tq7 But Loyola appointed that the Government of

bis order should be purely monarchical 1771 JuniusLett

xlvu. 340 The government of England is a government of

law. 1809-10 Coleridge Frwta (1865) 103 Government

must have originated in choice and an agreement 2874

Bancroft Footpr. Time 1 43 Government, in early times,

was very imperfectly organized,



GOVERNOR.GOVERNMENT.

b. Short for Instrument of Government.

1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept in Carlyle, The Gouernment

was to be lead. 1654 Perfect Account (Thomason lracts

DXCI No 21 124s) This day was extant the Government

of this Commonwealth by his Highness special commande-

ment.

7.

The governing power m a state
;
the body of

persons charged with the duty of governing This

may be viewed in two aspects, giving rise to two

distinct senses of the word, which however often

coincidem use. a. As a permanent entity (cf.
1 the

Crown’, ‘Parliament’, etc), irrespective of the

changes in the persons who hold office Hence

often practically equivalent to State, esp when

used attnb b. As constituted afresh by the ap-

pointment of a number of persons to certain official

positions , in England, synonymous with ministry

or administration Otten used without article. To

form a government . said of the action of the prime

minister in filling up those offices, the holders of

which are jointly with himself responsible for the

administration of the country

*702 Luttrell BriefRel (1857) V 212 The government

yet has not any account of it 1779 R Baker Remarks 33
[Condemns as ‘barbarous’ the custom of saying ‘govern-

ment* instead of ‘the government’] 1801 Bp Tomline in

Stanhope Life Pitt II 395 A Roman Catholic Bill, which
Government stands pledged to Ireland to introduce into the

Imperial Parliament 1817 Southey m Life 4 Corr. (1850)

IV 239 Government are acting like themselves 1817 Pari

.

Deb 347A direct charge against the Government of Ireland

1828 Palmerston in Bulwer Life I v 217 The Duke of

'Wellington has been employed since . . the 9th m taking steps

to reorganize the Government 1844 H H Wilson Brit

India I 105 The suspension of military operations for

several years afforded the Butish Government opportunity

to [etc ] i860 Mill Refir Govt (1863) 137/2 In all questions

between a government and an individual, the presumption in

every Englishman's mind is, that the government is m the

wrong x868G Duff/W Snrv 17 The Liberal Government
is neither sostrongnorsowiselycomposedas we mightwish

1873Jevons Money (1878) 246 The United States government

tried a similar experiment 1870 McCarthy Own Times
II xxui 197 If the resolution had been passed, the Govern-

ment must have resigned 1880 Our Nat Responsibility

for Opium Trade 4 The Indian Government is the greatest

manufacturer in the world 1888 Bryce A mer Coinmw I

119 note, In Amenca people usually speak of the President

and his ministers as the * administration not as the ‘govern-

ment 1893 Daily News 2 May 5/3 Her Majesty's Govern-
ment had not only to consider Egypt, but [etc ]

e. pi Short for government securities U S.

1885 Boston (Mass ) Jml 30 Apr 1/3 Money Steady

—

Governments Firmer—Stocks Higher.

8. Grammar. The influence of one word over

another, according to established usage, m deter-

mining the case of a noun or pronoun or the mood
of a verb

;
the effect of this influence

*755lm Johnson 176a Bp Lowth Introd. Eng Gram (1838)

157 Adverbs have no government. 1824 L Murray Eng
Gram (ed 5) I 267 This position of the pronoun sometimes
occasions its proper case and government to be neglected.

Ibid. 285 Participles have the same government as the verbs

from which they are derived. 1839 H Alford Grk. Test
,

Heb ix 13 IV 1 173 The severing of a genitive in

government from its governing noun is not uncommon in

our Ep[istle]

9. attnb and Comb
,
as (sense 7) government-

account, -act, -borough, -candidate,
-money, -office,

-price, -property, -rent, -secretary
,
-timber. Also

f government-general, the territory under the

controlofa governor-general ;
government-house,

the official residence of a governor ,
also jocularly

in the colonies the residence of the owner or man-
ager of an estate

,
government-man, (a) a man

connected with the government, an official
; f (b)

Austral., a convict
,
government-paper, bonds,

exchequer-bills, or the like, issued by a govern-

ment, government-securities, (a) = prec.; (b)

slang, handcuffs or fetters generally; govern-
ment-signpost slang, the gallows; government-
stroke (Austral), a convict’s strpke or rate of
Work

;
government-valve = Safety-valve.

1809 A. Henry Tram 58 A clerk, who managed the Indian-

trade here, on “government account x8a8 P Cunningham
NS Walts (ed 3) II 504 It,,renders “government-acts
less liable to be made objects of personal cavil or animosity
i86r May Const Hist. I 1 i; The king wrested govern-
ment boroughs from the ministers. x8xs Sporting Mag,

,

XXXIX. 177 The agent of the “Government-Candidates
1803 Wellesley m Owen Desfi 623 The “Government-
General repeatedly derived important advantages from the
full command of those ports during the last war, 1845
Stocqueler Handbk Brit India (1854) 139 The “Govern,
ment House was built about the year 1804 x8a8 P
Cunningham N S Wales (ed 3) II 109 When fairly

domiciliated, they are more respectfully spoken of under
the loyal designation of *govemment-men, the term convict

being erased by a sort of general tacit compact from our
Botany dictionary 1843 Haliburton Attach

i

II. viu

142 That goverment man, that spoke in their favour, warn’t
his speech nch ? 1883 Graphic 17 Mar 262/3 They never
settle down as thousands of our ‘Government men ’ cheer-
fully did m Australia after they had their freedom, X776
Foote Bankrupt n. Wks 1799 II xao He is in the receipt
of some “government money <891 Pall Mall G 27 Aug
6/2 “Government offices were principally held by young
men who were distinguished for their extraordinary insolence
And incompetence. x8oa JSdin, Rev. I 105 The privilege

321 '

of using twenty millions of“government-paper for a certain

limited time 1837 Ht Martineau Soc Atner. II. 87
Ihe soldiers have disposed of their lands much under the

“government price 183a G Downes Lett Cent Countries
I 489 A quantity -of “government property has been de-

stroyed by the inundation 1828 P. Cunningham N. S.

Wales (ed 3) II. 323 The internal taxes and “government
rents are collected by a colonial treasurer Ibid

,

To
a “government secretary residing m the colony is con-

signed all epistolary correspondence x86o» Slang' Diet
,

*Government signpost 1836 W W. Dobie Recoil Visit

Pt Phillip 111. 47 Government labourers were breaking
stones with what is called

1 the “government stroke which
is a slow-going, anti-sweating kina ofmotion, 1890B0LDRE-
wood Col. Reformer {xZqx) 036 Regular Government stroke,

as we 3ay m this country 1803 Edtn. Rev. II. 39 Reserv-
ing the best timber on the estates as “government-timber
i860 Merc Maiine Mag VII 216 The vessel was loaded

at 25 lb. upon the “government valve.

Hence Go vernmentist, a partisan ofthe (Papal)

government
; f Go vernmentsliip = Govebnob-

SHIP.
16x3 Nottingham Rec (1889) IV 339 Hee . shall .. at all

tymesduringe his gouernmentshipp geue accomptevnto them
of all the saied beddinge. x86a Severn Roman Jruls in

Atlantic Monthly May (1892) 637 The governmentists

swear that Victor Emmanuel is all the time m league with

this ‘ sacrilegious brigand ’ [Garibaldi],

Governmental (guvainmcntal), a [f. Go-
vebnment + -AL.] Of or pertaining to* govern-

ment, or to tke government of a country, etc.

1744 F, Moore Voy Georgia In Coll Georgia Hist Soc.

(1840) I 96 The governmental view was, with numbers of

free white people, well settled to strengthen the southern

part of the English settlements. 1781 S Peters Hist

Connect 171 One part out of seventy-three of all govern-

mental taxes Ibid 286 A religious test will ever keep all

churchmen from governmental employments in Connec-

ticut 1791 Paine Rights of Man 11 Introd. (1792) 2

Emigrants of diversified professions of religion, retiring

from the governmental persecutions of the old world. 1804

W Taylor m Ann Rev II 318 The contributionfonfibre,

and the rccette exteneure are in fact the chief sources of

governmental income x86x Gfn P Thombson Audi Alt
III clvu 163 They want to lay down a precedent, that there

shall be no examination into governmental misdoings. 1879

H Spencer Data of Ethics xvl § 109. 283 What is the

ethical warrant for governmental authority?

Hence Governme ntally adv.
;
also Go vera-

me ntalism, a disposition to enlarge or render

general the legitimate sphere of government ac-

tivity, Govermne ntalist, one who entertains

this disposition

1848 1 ait’s Mag XV 319 They have the fixed idea of
Govemmentalism They wish mat the Government, so

that it be democratic, should dare all, do all, hold all 1884
igth Cent July 12a-No book governmentally unoithodox
was sanctioned. 1894 Contemp Rev May 671 The chief

purpose of human existence became in the eyes of these

governmentalists, to supply a State revenue out of blood

and sweat 1897 Westni, Gaz, 9 Oct. 5/1 Any Govem-
mentally-managed colony

Governor (gz? vamsi). Forms: 4-9 gover-

nour, 4-6 governo(u)re, 5-6 -owre, (4 -ur, 6

-er), 4- governor, [ad OF. governeur (F.

gouvemeur)
= Sp. gobernador, It. govematore-:—L

.

guberndtor-em
,
f gubernare to Govern ]

f 1 , A steersman, pilot, captain of a vessel. Obs
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 453 Of Hehanore schip

he was hir gouernour. 138a Wyclif Acts xxvil ii Sothli

centunoun bileuede more to the gouernour, and to the lord

of the schipp, than to Paul CX430 Pilgr LyfManhode
11 xc (1869) 108,

1

am Jnlke J>at maketh be gouerqqijr slepe

amiddes )>e ship .whan he hath lost o)?er broken the steerne

1473 Bk Noblesse 58 Some goitbe to set up the salle and
take it downe as the governoure the maister-avisithe hem
c 1330 L, Cox Rhet Evij-hj Of the whiche vessell the

one man was both owner and gouernour x6xx Bible Jas,

hi 4 Yet are they [ships] turned about with a very 'small

helme, whithersoeuer the gouernour listeth.

2 . One who* governs, or exeicises authoritative
|

control over, subjects or inferiors.; a ruler.

Governor ofthefeast' used in the Bible of 1611 as transL

of Gr. ap^wpiK^tvos {John 11, 8 1 pi ,

13 K. Ahs 1714 Darie, the kyng of alle kynges..
Governor of lewed and lend c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T. 3
Of Atthenes he was lord and gouernour. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 1936 (Dubl ) Sir Dary, Gouernour of like grorne &
god all Ju-seluen, CX400 Ywaine 4 Ga/w 1222 Wemen
most nedes have agovernowre c 1430 .Sjif Tryam. 849 Than
hath that lady gente Chosyn hym with comyns assente, To
be hur governowre 1460 Lyleaus Dtsc^is^S Ho ys yowre
governowre ? They seyde, Kyng Artour. 1331 Elyot Gov
r m, There can he no perfect publike weale without one
capital and soueraigne gouernour. 1548-9 (Mar ) Bfe Com
Prayer, Litany, Edward the Sixt, thy seruaunt our kyng
and gouernour. 1596 Shaks. Merck V in. h 167 Her
gentle spirit Commits ft selfe to yours to be directed, As
from her Lord, her Gouernour, her King 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11 xvm 94 The greatest piessure of Soveraign

Governours, proceeded not from [etc ]. 1695 Ld Preston
Boeth iv 180 When the Happiness of the Governours is in

some measure diffused. 1775 Johnson Tax no Tyr 17

Without the consent of their countrymen or governours.

x8oa Wordsw. Sonn ,

1 1grievedfor Buonaparte ’Ti&not

in battles that from youth we train The Governor who must
be wise and good. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon
Wks (Bohn) I 370 History is full, down to this day, of the

imbecility of kings and governors. X867 Gd Words i Feb
132/2 The parent is made known to the child, not merely as

a benefactor, but as a moral governor

b. Said of the Deity, or of the persons in the

Trinity ,
also of a heathen divinity.

a 1300 CursorM 18366 Lauerd and godd he sal be ur, t

And euer mar vr gouemur, *3.. E E. Alht. P. C. 199
Hatz jiou, gome, no gouernour ne god on to calle ci440
York Myst.xlvii 33 JesuCriste, our gouernoure 153* Abp
Hamilton Caiech. (1884) 3 The haly spreitquhilk isane daily

techeour and governour of the hail universal kirk 1678

Cudworth Intell Syst 1 111 xxo The Deity, or that perfect

Mind, which is the supreme Governour of all things , 1710
Prideaux Ortg 'tithes 1 18 Being given to them by God
not as General Governor of the World but [etc ] 1817 A
Bonar Sertn II x. 2x8 The infinitely wise moral Governor
of the world

e. Said of things more or less personified

C 1383 Chaucer L G W. Prol 170 Welcome Sommer,
oure governour and lorde 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R,
V 11 11495) 102 The heede is gouernoure and ruler of all

the body. 15x3 Bradshaw St Werburge 1 3084 The day
was gouernour over the nyght 15*6 Pilgr Per

f

(W. de

W. 1531) 18 b, Whiche giace, vnder god, is thechefe gouer-

nour of mannes soule. 1726 Butler Berm Rolls 11 43

This Faculty was placed within to be our proper Governour

3 An official appointed to govern a province,

country, town, etc. Now used as the official title

of the representative of the Crown in a British

colony or dependency ,
also of the executive head

of each of the United States.

1390 Gower Conf III. 178 When he made a governour.

Of province or of region 1333 Coverdale 2 Kings xxv 23

Thfe kynge of Babilon had made Godolias gouernoure

X579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 51 Don Ferardo one of thechiefe

gouernours of the citie. 1673.RAY Jottrn Low C 9
Brus-

sels where the Spanish Governour of these Pi ovmces 1

usually resides 1683 Col Rec PenneyIv. I 57 Wm Penn,

propnetery and Govemer of Pensilvama 174a Hume Ess ,

Taxes (1777) I 368 The emperor must allow all the ba-

shaws and governors to oppress and abuse the subjects

a 183a Mackintosh Review Milton's Nephews Wks 1846

II. 503 While the grandson of Milton resided at Madras
it is somewhat remarkable that the elder brother ofAddison
should have been the Governor of that settlement 1840

Thirlwall Greece VII. 5 Here [at Alexandria] he found
reason to remove the governor whom he had left there

b The officer m command of a- fortress or gar-

rison.

1647 Clarendon Hist Keb iv § 207 Sending an order to

the governor ofPortsmouth that nobody should be admitted

into that town and fort X663 Flagellum, or O. Cromwell

(1672) 85 Stafford the Gduetnour of the Castle basely be-

trayed ft to Cromwell X837 Kinds Regul 4 Ord Army
23 To Governors, who have not Commissions as General

Officers, all Guards within theft Garrisons aie to turn out

with presented Arms, and beat one Ruffle 1898 Forsyth
in Expositor Oct 268 The governor of a besieged town.

4. One who bears rule m an establishment, insti-

tution, society, etc. Now chiefly as an official

title, sometimes applied only to the head of an

institution (e.g m the Bank of England, where the

‘ Governor ’ is chosen from a body of ‘ Directors ’),

sometimes to each member of a governing body,

as often in the -case of charitable institutions.

C1386 Chaucer'Monk's Piol 52 Theu art a gouernour,

wyly and wys 1427 in Heath Grocer’s Comp (1 829) 4 Jobn
de Wellys, Alderman- and gouernour 1333 Coverdale
Isa. xxii xyGoin to the treasury vnto Sobna the gouern-

oure, and saye [etc] cvsfiS J. Alday tr Boaystitan's
Theat WorldH vuj b, The rector or governor of one onlye

Churche ©^congregation. X577 M'anme®. Atic Eccl Hist.

(1619) 493 Govemer of the Monastery in Constantinople

1607 m Htst. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1892) 68 The usher

being converted by the Governours and admonished X697

Dampier Voy (1702) I. 525 Withal I think it worth the care

of the Owners or Governours ofi the Factory . to lay Pipes

to convey the Fountain Water to the Shore. 1721 Strype

Eccl Mem. II. ir.xiv 362 The Governour ofthe Hospital of

Christ's-Church in London. 1884 T Payn Some Lit Recoil

42 It came under the notice of the Governor of Woolwich
Academy.

f 5. The commander of a company, esp. an

firmed force, naval or military. Obs.

13 Gaw &Gr Knt 225 ‘Wher is,’ he sayd,
‘
pe gouernour

of >is gyngr C1385 Chaucer L G.W 1060 Dido, His
Memie Thathadde founde here lord here gouernour c 1400

Destr /’roy 48x9Agamynon, the gouernour c 1450 Holland
Howlat xxvi, Gotss Halkis war govemouris of the gret 01st,

*553 Eden {treat. Newe Ind (Arb
) 34 They elected a new

gouernoure of theyr name X604 Shaks. Oth. it 1 35 My
hopes do shape him for the Gouernor ai6z3 Fletcher
Love’s Pilgr iv i (1647) 18/2 Rod. within. Ho, Governor

led 2 gunner] make a shot into the Town, a shot.

+ 6 . One who has charge of a young man s

education and occupations ; a tutor, esp. ofa pnnce

or young noble. Obs
X577 Rhodes Bk Nurture in Bdbees Bk 63 And thus by

the Chylde yee shall perceiue the disposytion of the Gouem-
our X39X Shaks. i Hen VI, 1. 1, 171 To Eltam wifi I,

where the young King is, Being ordayn'd his speciall

Gouernor 1638 Sir H Wotton m Four C Eng, Lett 53
Attending theyoungLord S. as his governor. 1654 Nicholas

Papers (Camden) II 146, I will recommend unto his

Majesty care the placing some such Governor over the

Duke of Gloucester as may understand the moralls of a
Prince ; and L pray beleeve it is 3 weekes very strict «b-

servance-that makesme see the difference betwixt a schoole-

master and a Governor 169a Locke Educ. j 94 The
great Work of a Governour is to fashion the Carnage

and form- the Mind. 175s Chesterf. Lett (1792) 111

cclxxix 279 Others are sent abroad in servitude to some
aukward pedantic Scotch governor. X788 New Loud. Mag
j53 Mr. Hobbs , travelled with him as his governor into

Prance.

7. colloq ox slang, a An employer (cf. sense 4).
b. Applied by young men to their fathers, e

Used as a vulgar form of address to a man.
a *8oa K White Rem I 83 ,

1

have made such a pro-

ficiency in the law, as has ensured me the regard of my



GOVERNOR-GKEN'EBAIi.
governors 1838 Dickons O Twist \xxl, Tell 3 our governor
that Blathers is here
b *827 Smarting-Mag XX 70, I was accompanied on

this occasion by my Governoi 1847 Hare Viet Faith 107,
I allude to the habit which sons have in speaking of their
father, to call him governor, as the vulgar phrase is 1853
‘ C Bede ’ Verdant Green 1 x, I suppose the bills will come
in some day or other, but the governor will see to them.
1888 E, J Goodman 1 00 Curious vi, I will not fail to let you
know. .now the governor is going on.
c 1866 Night m Woikh. 37 ‘ Is this anything like wot

you ve lost, guv'ner?
1

8 . Machinery A self-acting contrivance for
regulating the passage of gas, steam, water, etc ,

esp. the supply of any one of these to a machine,
in order to ensure an even and regular motion.
18x9 Rees Cycl XXIII s v Mill-work

,

These regulators
[m a mill] are usually termed governors 1825 J Nichoi -

son Operat Mechanic 38^Governors or flying-balls are very
frequently used in the wind-mills employed for grinding
flour

_
183a Babbage Econ. Manuf 111 (ed 3) 37 That

beautiful contrivance, the governor of the steam-engine
1849-50 Weale Diet Arch, etc. sv, The governor is a
machine for regulating and equalizing the flow of gas fiom
the, gasometers to the street mams 1864 G Buchanan 3
C o s Descr List Machinery 1 53 T he addition ofa governor
or regulator for adjusting the supply of water to the wheel.
1879 Dickeris' Diet London, s v Gas, The pressure of gas
to a. house is regulated by a wet governor.
9 . A particular fly used 111 angling
1867 F. Francis Angling vi (1880) 243 The Governor is

a yery useful fly on many waters. 1884 St. James's Gas,
June d/2 The artificial fly known as the ‘ governour

which is intended for an imitation of the ground bee
10 . atlnb and Comb, (chiefly sense 8), as gover-
nor-apparatus

,
-burner, -house, -reed, -valve

; also
governor-block, one of a pair of cast-iron blocks
pivoted to the axle-clamp m the railway automatic
compression-brake {Cent. Did).
1865 MorningStar 1 Nov , 1 he servants, were employed

putting up ' "governor ’ apparatus on the pipes attached to
the gasometer. i8az Anthony's Photogr Bull IV 346 A
Peebles governor burner forms an excellent arrangement
X895 Daily News 14 Oct 7/7 The saving effected by needle
governor burners .will soon pay for their cost 1805 Daily

Vff T\nn ~ fm A 1 .1 Ai. ^

exact rate of the distant transmitter or ^governor reed.
*®76 Knight Diet• Mech

,

*Governor-valve
, a Yalve in

a steam pipe operated by tlie governor to vary the area of
steam

Go'vernor-ge’ueral. A governor who lias
under him deputy- or lieutenant-governors.
[*55$ J Ti'EWfoovSpiderSrF xcv 98 You [spiders] (welme)
brought flies tograunt to agree, You asheadgouernou[rjs
generalise ] 1586 Lo Bukghley in Leycester Corr (Cam-
aeu 1844) 267 My lord of Leicester hath accepted the title
of governor-genera.il of those provinces 1684 Loud Gas.No 1979/3 /The humble Address of Your Majesty's Lieu-
tenant and Governor-General ofYour Colony and Dominion
of Virginia 1798, Morse Amer Geog. II. 455 Corfu the
r
« « ??

c
S.
of the 8°vemor general over all the other islands.

1828 P. CunninghamN S. Wales (ed 3) II 303 New South
Wales and Van Dieman s Land are under the jurisdiction
ot a governor-general with a Ueutenant-governoi under
him tor each colony *854 Sir G C Lewis Lett. (1870) 281
It is, certainly, ayery singular accident, that a small society
such as that of Merton should have sent out two successive
Governors-General of Canada. 1838 J B Norton topics 16As

,f°
bow far the Governor-General [of India] has deserved

well of his country it is difficult for me to form an opinion
Hence Goweraor-ge neralaliip, the office of

governor-general
, also his term of office.

*833 T Hook Widow Jj- Marquess 1, A blue riband, and
the governor-generalship of India, were the marks at whichhe aimed 1881 Athenaeum 13 Feb 255/1 The two years of
his Governor-Generalship

3

Governorship (go vanaijlp). [f Governor
+ -SHIP.]

1

.

The office of a governor.
1658 Bramiiall garded xu, § x. 216 His [thePopes] First Movership and his First Governorship,

are but generall unsignificant Termes *663 Pepys Diary
29 Apr, He ought to have expected and had the gover-

"o o rP JJPon ^le d«ath or removal of the former governor,

^|/;£U k
NINGHAM NT Wales (ed 3) V 236 His merits

could not have raised him to a governorship quite so
f°unded a governorship himself.

1859 Lang Wand India 364,

1

want the governorship at

T
h
lovH

aP
tL 4 Laf Twte

l 3P SeP1- LXXVII 346/2 Mr.Uoyd, the late warder in charge, having been promoted to'
governorship of Huntingdon prison.

‘J® exercise or tenure of the office of governor.
1644 Prynne&

. Walker Fiennes’s Trial gi His Govern-

rfha
Wa* the fou"dationof the impeachment

Exa”lmer 2*' Sept 60a/i This FoundationVs att
.
racted some attention, with respect to its governor-ship and economy. x888 B W R.chardson Sonoflfar

Siern 1?dyet he togovern 1891 S C. Scrivener Our Fields 8- Cities 7s How
Jrti?«

y
iF

e^nC1 * governorship of ten cities* with C&nst.anvirtues if the governor Herod was properly called a fox?governyl, variant of Governaii Ohs.
? error variant of Gale sb.

1
X598 Florio, Acaro, wilde Mirtle or gowGow, var. Gaw v 06s., Sc variant of Gull.Gowan (gau an), Sc. and north, dial. Also /

8®u*n* Capp a dial, variant of Gollan(d.]

(, ,

,” general name for various yellow or white
held flowers. When used without defining word,now always denoting the Common Daisy {Beilis

322

1570 Satir Pottys Reform xv $ gremis, grow gray;
3e gowarns, dune ai6o$ Montgomerie Misc< Poems xh
t° -D

*ei °IS oiaerflouis W ith gouans that grouxs 170*
J. Brand Orkney (1703) 31 We saw the pleasantest mixture
of Gowans .or Daisies white and yellow that ever we had
occasion to see 1785 Burns Death <5- Dr Hornbook xxui,
His braw calf-ward whare gowans grew, Sae white and
borne 1802 Wordsw Faiewell 22 Thou, like the morning
in thy saffron coat, Bright gowan, and marsh-mangold,
farewell 2812 J Wilson Agnc Renfmvsh 136 (Jam

)

Some of the prevailing weeds of the meadows and grass
lands are ox-eye, or large white gowan, Chrysanthemum
Ieucanthemum [etc ] 1856 Mrs Carlyle Lett II 284 The
hearts of these two old women are as fresh as gowans 1805
Crockett Men ofMoss Hags\ 1 The dales and holms were
pranked out with white hawthorn and broad gowans
2

.

With qualifications, as Ewe Gowan, May
Gowan, the Common Daisy

; Gule Gowan, the
Com Marigold

, Horse Gowan (see Horse 27c);
Lucken Gowan, the Marsh Marigold

; Open
Gowan, the Globe-flower

; 'Witch, Gowan, the
Globeflower, also the Dandelion

j Yellow Gowan,
any species of Ranunculus, also applied generically
to all the yellow flowers mentioned above. (See
Britten and Holland Plant-n 1878-86)
iJ?!

31 Ramsav bitchy
<J Sandy 35 While on burn banks the

Yellow Gowan grows. 1724 — Yng Laird <5- Katy, We’ll
pou the daisies on the green The lucken gowans frae the
bog* 1810 Cromek Rem Mithsd&lo Song no note

y
^Vitch-

gowan flowers, are large yellow gowans, with a stalk filled
with pernicious sap 1842 Hardy in Proc Berw Nat
Club II No x 14 In Lanarkshne the phrase, yellow
gowans, yet flourishes as the common name of the creeping
meadow crowfoot (Ranunculus repeus) Ibid 19 note, Ye'll
get round again, if ye had your fit (foot) on the May gowan.
Hence Go waned ppl a

,

full ofgowans
; covered

with gowans
;
Go wany a. — Gowaned.

*7*5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph 11 11, O Peggy ! Sweeter
tl
an^0

Sf
an

? Slens or new mawn hay. a 1774 Fergusson
Kings Birthday Poems (1845) 4 Doggies play and lambies
sport, On gowany braes 1804 Tarras Poems 80 On
yon gowan d lawn she was seen x8x8 Scott IIrt Midi
xlv, 1 he green was even, gowany, and fair. 1841 Fraser's
Mag XXIV 351 They sat on the gowany bank 1847
J Halliday Rustic Bard 265 Clear is Atlan’s siller stream.
An’ sweet her gowan'd lea.

Gowbm, variant of Gobbon sb. 06s

,

gobbet.
Goweht, variant of Gofe Sc. 06s.
Gowdge, obs form of Gouge 3^.1

Gowdie. Sc. dial [Local pronunciation of
Goldv J The fish Calhonymus Lyra.
1810 Nr.iut. List Fishes 4 (Jam) Calhonymus Lyra,

Dragonet, Chanticleer, or Gowdie 1836 Yarrpli But
Fishes I 261 The Gemmeous Dragonet. Yellow Skulpin
Cornwall. Gowdie. Scotland.

Gowdy. Sc [? = Goldi (locks).] Used onlym phr. Heels owergowdy see Heel sb.
1 15 bGowe, var Gaw v. Obs,

;

obs. f. Gove v. Sc.
Gower, Gowern(e, obs. ff Giaour, GovernGowff (gouf), v. Sc. [Connected with gowff
Golf jA] trans To strike.
a 1796 Burns .Sawf, When Guilfordgood ix, But word an*

blow, North, Fox, and Co Gowffed Willie like a ba’, man.
Gowff, variant of Gofb, Golf.
Gowge, variant of Gouge.
Gowife, variant of Gofb Sc. Obs.
Gowk (gauk), sb Ong. Sc and north dial.
4-0 gok(e, s-6 gowke, golk, (6 Sc. goilk), 6-8
gouke, 6-9 gouk, 7- gowk [a ON gaukr =
OE giac (see Yeke), OHG. gouh (MHG. gouch,
G gauch) OTeut. *gauko-z.~\
1 The cuckoo.
C1325 hong 5 in Ret Ant I. 291, 1 ga gowlende a-bowte,~ s<

Li° dos a
,

Soke [rune-word bok] ?a X400 Morte A 1 th
927 inare galede pe gowke one greuez fulle lowde c 1450Holland W The Tuchet and the gukkit Golk.
1483 Cath Angl 161/2 A Goke (A A Goke, A Gotoo),
cuculus 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxm 77 The golk, the
gormaw, and the gled, Beft him with huffettis quhill he
hied 1544 Turner Avium Pramp Hist D 3 b, De cvcvlo
. Anghce a cukkouu, & a gouke. 1688 R Holme A rmoury
11,274/2 I he Cuckow is in some parts of England called
a Gouke. 1786 Burns Let to R. Muir 20 Mar., I hope,some time before we hear the gowk, to have the pleasure of
seeing you at Kilmarnock 1841 Selby in Proc Berw.N

\ ?r
<b

?
No 9 *53 The numbers of the cuckoo orgowk (iCuculus canorus) which visit us. 1882 Lane Gloss..

Goit/k, the cuckoo 1

2 . A fool: a half-witted person. [SoG gauch]
* 1605 Polwart Flyting w Montgomerie 23 Gowke, wyt

°°tf° gar l^ee grelt » Thy trading, truiker, I sail tamea 1605 Montgomerie Sonn lxx 9 Art thou a god ? No—
bot a gok disguysit 17*5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph, v 1, What
ails thee, gowk 1 to mak sae loud ado? 1777 Brand Pop.

l8+
?'

1

i

I-
j
139 A

f
,nI Gouks *7p5 Burns Heron

Ballads iv, A lord may be a gouk, Wi’ nbbon, star, and a'
that, a 18x0 Iannahill Poems (1846) 21 The gowk’s

^ ^ ® Surtees Ask Mamma xliv
gowk of an Englishman, who gained an audience

*54 You gowk
k

'

6“ n°tl0n 1893 ‘ ^ '

CCouchl Delect. Duchy

3. Phrases. To gtve the gowk to \ to befool. 7b
hunt the gowk • to go on a fool

7
s errand

1728 Ramsay Mercury in Quest 0/Peace 81 Has Jove
?e amwig thir fowk, Cry’d Hermes, here to hunt

X
u°°

Sweet Withe xxi in Finlay -Sc Ball

you the scom
Ye h&e g‘en the gowk

’ Annet' But ru &ie

4. attnb. and Comb. esp. with gen. gowk's, as’
gowk s-errand = fooVs-errand (see Ebbano 2 c)

;

CrOWL.

gowk^s)-meat, gowk-oats (see quofcs ) ; gowk’a
-spittle = Cuckoo-spit 2 , gowk’s-stoiii, t faUstorm of short duration

,
{b) a spring gale which

occurs at the time of the cuckoo’s arrival aS
gowk-like a

,
foolish.

Aiso

1823 Corbett Petticoat Tales I 227
tinued Robin, * sent them on a *gowk’s errantWrl i

CO
f'

for smuggled whiskey in my house p x8a3 Lockhar?Dalton \ 234 Though Archy Keith might have done a vervgowk-like thing when he joined their cloth [etc 1 irtnRLightpoot Flora Scot <i7ga) 23s Wood Sorrel, AndHGouke-meat, Scotis 1879 Britten & Holland Plant «217 Gowk (01 Gowks) Meat, x Orchis mascula anAnMono 2 Oxahs Acetosella 2893 Northumbld GlossGowk-oats, late sown oats The season for sowing oatsis usually during the month of March When by cWethe sowing is delayed till April they are gowk-oms 182!Mactaggart Gotland. Fucjcl, *Gowk-spittles, a whitefrothy matter common on the leaves of plants. Tboutthe latter end of the summer and beginning of autumn
*847 J Wit son Chr North (l 8S7) I ^38"fh?sKr

“

gowk s-spittle. XS94 Huntly Let to Earl Angus m TvtlerHist Scot (1864) IV 225 [Huntly spoke of the kuie’srumoured campaign as likely to turn out a) ‘ *gowk's storm ’

I
f
ACkEN2 >E Diem (1721) 7o That being donehe hop d that this was but a gowk storm 1849W Thomp-son Nat Mist Birds Irel I 337 The peasantry lookforward with the greatest interest every spung for whatthey call the Gowk (cuckoo) Storm that takes nlace

about the end of April or the beginning of May, when thenote of this bird is heard 2899 H. C Hart in TramP/ul Soc xx 3 he portion shed from the plant and drivenashore by May storms, usually by that storm known as the* cuckoo storm ’ or ‘ gowk storm ’.

Gowk (gauk), v ra,e. Also 6 gouk. [Pf.prec :

but goukis m the find quot. may be a spelling
of guckis : see Guck v ] mtr To stare foolishly
1513 Douglas Aeneis v111 Prol 94 Sum goukis quhill the

glas pye grow full of gold 3it 1873 Miss BroughtonNancy II 154 Bobby, Tou-Tou and I, having no one togowk amorously up at us, are sitting 111 a row in our pew
Gowked (gauked),///. a. Sc Forms: 6 gouket,

7 gowkit, 8 gouked, goukit, 9 gowket, 7-
gowked [app. an alteration of Gucked, assimi-
lated to Gowk ] Foolish
a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting w Polwart 88 5our gnrses

grun3ie is graceless and gowked. 1622 [Scot] Course Con-
formities 27 Their apparetl, their trayns, fleshly pleasure,
and gowkit gloriositie 1637 Ruthx.rvord Lett (1862) I
35* Yet there is no gowked (if I may so speak) nor fond
loue in Christ 2790 Morison Poems 187 Fool goukit chield.
sic stuff as that to true

1

Hence Go’wkedly adv

,

Go'wkedness.
c 1570 Arbuthnot in Pinkerton Maitland Poems (1786)

141 Alace, men hes the wyit 1 That geves sagouketlie Sic
rewlens onperfyte 1883 G Macdonald D Grant l xxiv
257 Mrs Brookes paused, lost in contemplation of the
gowkedness of Eppy

t Gowl, sb 1 Obs Also 6 goule, goawle See
also Gole, Gool [a OF goule, gole (mod gueule)
L gula throat ]

1. 1 he throat. Also, the front of the neck.
*5*3 Douglas ASnets ix ix 86 Or as a ravanus bludy

wolf throu slycht Hyntis in his gowl. Ibid x xu 94 Joiful
he bradis tharon dLspituusly, Wyth gapand goule. 1565
Golding Ovid's Met vi 139 Their voices still are hoarse
and harsh, their throats have puffed goawles
2 (See quot 1893 ; cf L fauces )
2638 H Adamson Muses Threnodte vi 177 From thence

we, passing by the Windie gowle, Did make the hollow
rocks with echoes yowle 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gowl,
Gool, a hollow passage or pass between hills

Gowl (gaul), sb.2 Sc. and north, dial. [f. Gowl
v 1

] A howl, a yell, a loud cry.
1805 Water Kelpie m WhitelawJSAJc Ballads (1875) 504

The troublit pool conveyit the gowl Down to yon echom’
rock x86a J Brown in Illustr Melbourne Post 26 July,
Anybody, even a beggar, by a gowl, and a threat of eye,
could send him off howling 2878 Cumbld Gloss, Gowl,
the howl of a dog 1804 Crockett Raiders 377, 1 burst
out m a kind o’ gowl o’ anger
Gowl (gaul), sb 3 Obs exc dial. Also 7, 9

goul. [Possibly connected with ON gul-r yellow.]
A gummy secretion m the eye. (Cf. Gound )
>665 Cotton Scarron iv (1741) 125 The Page was got as

far as Atlas Back on his way, ere he could free *um From
Gowl and Matter, fit to see him 1882 Lane Gloss, Goul,
a yellow secretion in the eyes of children
Hence f Gow ly a

,

full of * gowl ’ Obs.
x6ox Weever Mirr Mart Buj, With that I stretcht my

urns along the bed, Haumg no powei to ope my gowlie eyes,

Gowl (gaul), v.
1 Chiefly Sc and north dial

Forms
: 4 goule(n, 5 gole, 9 dial goal, goul, 7

gule, 5- gowl [a ON gaula

,

perk an extended
form, with suffix, of the root *gau ON. goyja
{i—*gaujan) to bark But cf Yowl j mtr To
howl, yell, cry bitterly or thieatenmgly , also, to

whine. Said of men and animals,
c 1300 Havelok X64 He greten, and gouleden. *340 Ham-

bole Pr, Consc 477 Unnethes es a child born fully pat it pe
bygynnes to goule and cry c 2375 Sc Leg. Saints, Clement
03 Scho goulyt, & grat, & rawe hir hare 24 Tundale's
Vis (1803) 1179 He gret, he gowled, he was fulle wo
c 2425 Wyntoun Cron, iv xxiv 2096 Hundys gowland m
f
ret multytude 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5487 Wylde
eistis . Gowland with mony gryslye grone 2802 R

Anderson Cumberld Ball 53 Our Jenny she gowled, ay,
like ought 28x3 Hogg Queen's Wake, Ktlmeny (1824)
183 The lion, gowled at the carle, and chased him away,
2895 Lakeland f Iceland Gloss,, Gowl, to cry with a whine,
as a dog does.



GOWL. 323 GOWtfSliiAH
-

.

b transf of the wind.

*7*4 Ramsay Tea t Misc

,

* O Steer her up ’, Let’s have

pleasure while we’re able And let wind and weather gowl

*855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, Gotti or Goal, to blow m
strong draughts, as wind thiough a narrow passage 1886

Stevenson Kidnapped \xvi 271 When the wind gowls in

the chimney and the ram tirls on the roof

Hence Gowling vbl sb. and ppt a

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 6109 be day of gretyng and
goulyng 13 . Minor Poems fr Vernon MS xxxm 248

Goulyng and gnsbatyng of tethe 14 Twiddle's I' is.

(1893) 398 Cryyng and golyngand doliulle dynne C1450

Holland Howlat iv, At the quhilk heJan Howlat] couth

growe, And made gowlyne 1513 Douglas ALnets vt tx 50
Murnyng, granyng, gowlyng, and duleful beir 1352 Lynde-

say Moitanke 6008 Thare salbe gowlyng and gretyng 1650

Minutes Abei dour Sess in I<oss Aberdour (1885) 326 He
heard one great gulemg voice and dmne in the hollow 1786

Burns Ded to G Hamilton 96 May ne’er misfortune’s

gowling bark Howl thro’ the dwelling o’ the Clerk 1

Growl (guul) , v & Obs. exc dial [f Gowl sb.3]

trans To stop up with ‘ gowl’.

1637 Bp Hall Rem Prophaneness 32 There is a kind of

earthliness in the best eye, whereby it is gouled up 1886

.y W Line Gloss s v ,
Her eyes have been clean gowled up

Gowl, obs form of Gavel sb 1

c 1380 R Brunne's Handl Synne 2394 (Dulwich MS ) It

is bojie gowl & befte

Gowl, variant of Ghoul
;
obs form of Gull.

Gowlan, variant of Golland.
Gowlare, gowler, variants of Gaveller
£1380 R Brunne’s Handl Synne 2410 (Dulwich MS )

3 if bou of ony gowlere with wrong a-wey Ins good here.

Gowle, vai lant of Gavel sb 1

Gowlfe, obs form of Gulp
Gowl(l)es, -is, -ys, obs forms of Gules.
Gowlon, vai iant of Golland.
Gowme, obs form of Gum
Gown (gaun), sb Forms. 4-6 goun(e, 4-7
gowno, (6 Sc gonnn, 8-9 vulgar gownd), 4-
gowa. [a OF gotim

,
gone, gonne fem , a Com

Rom. word= Pr gona, Obp gona, It gonna med.

L gunna
,
used in the 8th c by St Boniface for a

garment offur permitted to elderly or infirm monks.

A late L. gunna ‘ skin, fur is quoted from a

scholiast 011 Verg Georg. III. 3S3, and 111 Byzantine

Gr. yovva is common as the^name of a coarse gar-

ment, sometimes described as made of skins

The origin of the Rom word is obscure. Some scholars

regard it as of Celtic origin, comparing the Welsh g&m,
Irishfuan ‘lacerna’, which are referred by Stokes (Fick’s

Idg Wb 1 II 281) to an OCeltic *vo-ouno-, f Vo- (= Gr inrd

under) + root on- to clothe (cf L ex-u-ere, md u-ere,

sub it-cula) But Loth (Rev Celt XX 353) raises philo-
logical objections, and believes the Welsh word to be adopted
from Eng (as are the Irish giinn, Gael giin, Manx goon)

In any case the Celtic origin of the Rom word does not

seem to accord with the geographical probabilities Albanian
has gnne cloak, but it is uncertain whether this is native or

adopted from Gr ]

1. A loose flowing upper garment worn as an
article of ordinary attire.

a By men. (See also senses 3 and 4 )

13 EE A Hit. P B 145 J>ow art a gome vngoderly in

at goun febele 137s Barbour Bruce xix 332 A gown on
isarmyng he had c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 904 Syr,

what Robe or govn pleseth it yow to were to day? 1483
Act 1 Rich III. c 12 § 1 No Merchant Stranger shall

bring into this Realm Clasps for Gowns 1532-3 Act 24
Hen V/l/,c 13 No man vnder the degree of a barons sonne
. .shall weare any maner of veluet in their gownes a 1586
C’tess Pembroke Ps cxlvhi v, You, that proud of native

gown Stand fresh and tall to see 1607 Shaics Tirnon in

vi i2o, I haue lost my Gowne 1815 Elphinstone Ace.
Caubul (1842) II, 199 He wears an Uzbek shirt and a gown,
over which is a girdle

b By women In mod. use, a garment fitting

close to the upper part of the body with flowing

skirts, =Froqk 4
In the i8lh c it was the ordinary word ,

subsequently it

was to a great extent superseded in colloquial use by dress,

but has latterly been somewhat more common, esp in
fashionable use, as applied to a dress with some pretension
to elegance, and in Comb as dinner-, tea-gown In theU S.

it has always been the cuireut word
*397 m Dugdale Monasticon Angl (1846) IV. 194 Quod

non utantur .
.
jupis Anghce gounes a. X450 Knt de la

Tour (1868) 63 This woman had tenne diuerse gownes and
as mam cotes 15 Adam Bel Clym of Clough 73 in
Ritson Anc P P 8 They gave to her a ryght good goune.
*557 Tottels Misc, (Arb ) 198 Girt in my giltlesse gowne,
as I sit here and sow 1598 Shaks Merry W iv 11 81
Quicke, quicke, weele come dresse you straight put on
the gowne the while 1663 Pefys Diary to Nov, The
Queene hath bespoke herself a new gowne 1716 Lady
M W Montagu Let to C’tess Mar 8 Sept , I have not yet
been at Court, being forced to stay for my gown 1750 H
Walpole Lett H, Mann (1834) II ccxui 330 Several
women have made Earthquake gowns—that is warm gowns
to sit out of doors all tonight 1801 Mae Edgeworth
Angelina 111 (1832) 48 Betty Williams’ heavy foot was set
upon the tram of Clara's gown *8$6 Mrs BrowningAur
Leigh 1. 5 Women . With rosy children hanging on their
gowns x88s Miss Braddon Mt Royal III vm 162 There
is no end to the variety of her gowns
c M

C1586 C’tess Pembroke Pr lxxiv.xvi, The winters frosty

f
owne. 01649DRUMM of Hawth PoemsWhs . (17 11) 15/1
n gloomy gowns the stars this loss deplore

+ 2 . = Dressing gown, Nightgown Obs
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, m 11 107 Come, thou shalt go to

the Warms in a Gowne ; we will haue away thy cold. 17a*

De For Col Jack (1840) 216, I came down . in my gown
and slippers 176* Goldsm Cii IV ixxvn T 4 The nobility

receiving company in their morning gowns 1778 Jamts
Diss levers (ed 8) 40 On Saturday morning, about three

o'clock, it was observed his breast had sweated through his

shirt and gown
3 Used as the name of the flowing outer garment
worn by the ancients, esp the Roman toga Hence
after Roman usage * The chess ofpeace* (J )

1387 Trevisa Htgden. (Rolls) I 243 Virgil clepeb the Ro-
mayns togati

, hat beeji men 1 closedm gownes Ibid V 293
He was i-cloJ>ed in a consuls gowne [L trabea] 161a Davies
Why Ireland

,
etc (1747) i2g After that the Roman attire

grew to be m account, and the gowne to be in use among
them 1627 May Lucan 11 409 His best attire rough
gownes, such as of old Was Roman weare. 1658 Dryden
Cromw xx. He Mars deposed, and arms to gowns made
yield 1701 tr Le Cletc's Prim Bathers (1702) 287 The
Rhetorical Exercises which Young Men applied themselves
to, when they had put oil the thorough White Gown—that

is, at Seventeen or Eighteen Years of Age 1887 Bowen
Vtrg VEneid 282 Lords of the world, thy Romans, the

race of the glorious gown
4 A more or less flowing outer robe indicating

the wearer’s office, profession, or status .

. as worn by the holder of a civil 01 legal or

parliamentary office, e.g. an alderman, a judge,

magistrate
; also collect the magistracy. Furred

gown : that worn by an alderman
1377 Langl P PI B xiii 227 And fewe robes I fonge or

furred gounes i486 Surtees Misc 1,1888) 53 The Maire
and Aldermen, cled in long gownys of skarlet 1596 Spen-
ser State Irel. 49 The person that is gowned, is by his

gown put 111 mmae of gravitie, 162a Fletcher Beggars
Bush u 1, To the field we are not prest

,
Nor are called

into the Towne, to be troubled with the Gowne 1 1681

Drydfn Abs 4- Achit 193 Oh, had he been content to

serve the Crown, With Vntues only proper to the Gown
*785 Wolcot (P Pindar) JVks 1816 I 80 Skinner in his

aldermanic gown 1820 Byron Mar Faltero v 111, Robed
m their gowns of state 1842 Browning Pied Piper in,

And as for our Corporation—shocking To think we buy
gowns lined with ermine For dolts that can’t or won’t deter-

mine [etc] 1886 Manch Exam 14 Jan 5/6 Mr Peel, wore
a wig, but had not yet donned the flowing gown which is the

distinguishing mark of his office [the Speakership] 1888

Bryce Amer Commit) (1889) I xxu 227 The justices [of

the Supreme Court] wear black gowns

b as distinctive of the legal or clerical profes-

sion. Hence, The profession itself, and collect.

the members of it. + Lawyer of loth gowns one

versed m both common and ecclesiastical law.

1564 Brief Exam
_
***** nj b, The Gowne that you .

would so gladly minister m, seemeth to come eyther from
Turkes or Papistes x6oi Shaks Twel N iv u r, I

prethee put on this gown, and this beaid, make him beleeue

thou art Sir Topas the Curate 1641 Bp Lincoln Sp 24
May m Cobbett Pari Hist (1807) II 798 Calvin and Beza,

whilst they lived, carried all the counsel of the state of
Geneva under their own gowns 1641 Sir R During Sfi

on Relig aoNov. xiv (1642) 63 Lawyers of both Gownes
1649 Milton Eikon xvi, How constantly the Preist puts on
his Gown and Surplice, so constantly doth his praier put

on a servile yoak of Liturgie 168a Dryden Medal 306
r

l he Cut-throat Sword and clamorous Gown shall jar 1697
tr C'tess D'Auftoy's Trail (1706) roi It is a surprizing

thing, the number of Employs for men of the Sword ana
the Gown, which his Majesty every day bestows 1708

Brit Apollo No 84 i/s The Gown was the Intention of

your Studies. 1770 Goldsm Dts Vill 184 Children .

.

pluck’d his gown, to share the good man’s smjle 1784 J
Potter Virt Villagers II 135, I have now taken the gown
[1 e holy orders], agreeable to my good father’s wishes

1855 Macaulay Hut Eng xiu III 250 Hls gown was torn

to shreds over his head if he had a prayer book in his

pocket it was burned Mod (H Line ) He goes as gam’and
popery as he can wi'out hevin’ his gown pulled off

fig, 1601 Shaks All's Well 1, m 99 It [honestie] will

weare the Surplis of humilitie ouer the blacke-Gowne of a
bigge heart

c. as the distinctive costume of a member of a

University, vaiymg m form, colour, etc., with the

academical standing or degree of the wearer (as

in phr f man of his gown). Cap and gown (see

Cap 4 b).

1665 Needham Medela Medic 253 It is not a Gown, or

Degrees taken m Universities, which constitute the Phy-
sician t668 Maynwaring Compl Physitian 169 By their

pragmatick Insolencies and upbraiding men of the Gown,
1707 Guinnet m Hearne Collect 23 Dec. (O H S.) II 84
The Exercises, that are appointed Gentlemen of his Gown
1748 Johnson Vanity Hum Wishes X38 The strong con-

tagion of the gowh *764 Oxford Sausage 30 My Wife’s

Ambition and my own Was that this Child should wear a

Gown 0x839 Prafd Poems (1864) II X3r A scholar, in

my cap and gown *868 M Pattison Academ. Otg iv

72 The scholar’s gown, now a robe of honour, was a badge
of social inferiority

5

collect sing The resident members of a Uni-

versity Now only without article and in opposi-

tion to town
*659 Wood Life (O H S) I 29a Challenging also the

gowne it self to oppose what they did and said 1764
Oxford Sausage 17 Ben Tyrrell, Cook of high Renown, To
please the Palates of the Gown, At Three-pence each,-makes

Mutton-Pies *828 Sporting Mag XXI 428 Parties of
fiveor six, both ‘gown ’ and rtown

,
were parading abreast

1854 * C Bede 1 Verdant Green 11 111, When Gown was
absent, Town was miserable 1891 Pall Mall G. 30 May
4/3 ‘ Town ’ and * Gown ’ joined in harmony.

, attnb. and Comb., nsgown-piece, -skirt, -sleeve

,

-tail

,

gown-boy, a boy belonging'to a scholastic

foundation, esp. to that of the Charterhouse

;

f gown-cloth, a piece of material to make a

gown
; f gown-crook, a hook on which gowns

are hung
;
gown-fashion adv

,
after the fashion

of a gown 5 + gown-rule, civilian government (in

Rome); ^gown-sept, the clan or nation of the

gown or toga (= L. gens togata).

1558 Thackeray Newcomes I n 18,

1

have seen his name
cai ved upon the *Gown Boys’ arch 1886 Sir F H Dqyi.F

Renun 29 A gown-boy at the Charterhouse 0*386
Chaucer Sompn T 544 Thou shalt haue anon A *goune
clooth 1452 111 Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I 337
I he said prouost shal yif to the said Robert yerly duryng
Ins lyf a gownecloth in sute with his gentilmen 1549 m
H Hall Ehz . Age (1886) 191 A gowne clothe for George
Darrell xl« *573 Richmond Wills (Surtees 1853) 235 To
ye wyfe of Wiliam my son .a paie of *gowne krokes 1891
Miss Dowie Girl in Karp 13 Their coarse white linen

dresses, made *gown-fashion in one piece 182v Blachiv
Mag VIII 616 The spangled *gown-pi6ce, fancy-figured

o’er 185* Mayhcw Land Labour I 374 The gown-pieces
weie rolled loosely together 1627 May Lucan vii, 71
[Cicero] In whose "’’gown rule fierce Catiline did feare llie

peaceful! axes *583 Stanyhurst Alims 1 (Arb ) 27 luno
with mee newlye shal enter In leage withRomans, and

*gownesept charelye tender 1870 Morris Earthly Pat
II in, 85 Holding her *gownslart in her hand 1894 —
Wood beyond World x 59 She hastily covered up her legs

with her gown-skirt cx489 Caxton Blamluirdyn xix 61

Vnto^ym she gaffe one of hei *gowne sleues 1889 T
Haudy Mayor Lasterbndge iv, A woman with her gown-
sleeves rolled up *772 Ann Reg 213 Her legs and hands
tied, and her *gown tail muffled over her head 1818 Scott
Hrt Midi xvu, I canna climb up to that high window
to see sae muckle as lier gown-tail

Hence + Go waist, one who is entitled to wear

a gown , Go’wnlet nonce-wd

,

a small gown.
1586 Warner Alb Eng. v xxvn (1589) 120 Those inricht

our Gownests 1890 Sarah Duncan Social Departwe 107

Cuddling her small person up in her swathing gownlet

Gown (gemn), v [f. Gown sb ]

1 trans To dress in a gown.
c 1485 Digby Myst (1882) v 726 Heie entnthe vj Ioiours

in a sute gownyde with hoodes a-bowte her neckes *592
Warner Alb Eng vii xxxvu, (1612) 186 Empson and
Dudley, fur’d Esquiers, more liarmefull being gown'd 1609
Rowlands. Whole Crew Gossips 22 Nay lie be sworne it

makesmy purse-strings cracke,To ruffle lier in her pride, and
gowne her backe 1700 Dryden Fables, Flower HfLeaf16^
In velvet white as snow the troop was gown’d *842 Tenny-
son Gardeneds Dau 125 Gown’d in pure white she stood

*890 Mrs Hungerfoud Born Coquette I vm 73 Should
she elect to gown herself in the latest Pans fashions.

transf andfig 1590 Spenser F Q ii xh, 67 Th’ yuone
in golden mantle gownd *633 P Fletcher Pise Eel v ii,

The warmer sunne hi-, bride hath newly gown’d 0x850
Rossetti Dante 4 Cue 1 (1874! 206'! he manwho in Love's

robe is gowned May say that Fortune smiles upon his lot

2 intr. for refl. To put on a gown.
1896 Durham Umv Jml XII 81 One or two men in

different partsofthe Hallwho had not gowned were politely

requested to do so

Gt-ownd, vulgar form of Gown
Govrade, variant of Gound Obs.

Govraed (gaund), ppl. a [f Gown v 4--ED 1
]

1 Diessed in a gown, in various senses oftheword
1590 Spenser F Q 1. xu 5 A noble creW about thqm

waited round Of sage and sober peres, all gravely gownd
1617 Moryson Itut, ill 171 The Venetians are gowned, yet
by night going to visit their Mistresses, weare short Spanish
eloakes 1651 Jer. Taylor Serin for Yean xvu 215 Well
might all the gowned Romans fear when Pompey fled. 0 1764
R Lloyd Poetry Professors 113 These sons of gowned ease

Proud of the plumage of Degrees. *805 Wordsw Prelude
in (1850) 75 Happy is the gowned jouth, Who only misses

what I missed x888 Amy Lfvy Reuben Laths xi 162 Their
gorgeously gowned and bejewelled women
absol 1885 Century Mag XXIX 508 Shall we begrudge

the wigged and gowned their rations of wit?

+ 2 a Used as the equivalent of L, togata

(fdbula), the epithet of the class of plays that

dealt with Roman characters and incidents, b
Gowned war, warfare, ‘ warfare ’ waged in the

law-courts (Cf, Gown sb. 3, 4b.) Obs
1640 Somner Antiq Canterb 207 One equally experienced

in both warfai es, the armed and gowned 0 r66r Holyday
ynvenal 1 Shall one sweat, Whiles his gown’d cojmqud
scene he does repeat? 1665 Cowley Agttc, Wks (1684) 103

The Camps of Gowned War
Gownsman (gaunzman) Also 6-8 gown-
man [f. Gown sb + Man; cf a aft[s)man,

draughtsman, sword{s)man, etc ]

1

1

. (Used to translate L. togdtus

)

An adult

Roman; a Roman as distinguished from one of

another nation. Obs
1579-80 North Plutarch {1676)443 He called Lucullus,

Xerxes the Gownman, as if he would have said, Xerxes the

Roman Ibid 959 Four years after that, he became a
Gownman, though he were but young

2 One wearing the gown, or ‘dress of peace’

(cf Gown sb. 3 andL togdtus), a civilian,m contra-

distinction to a soldier
1607-12 Bacon Ess ,

Seditions $ Troubles (Arb ) 414 But
lett such one, be an assured one . holding good Corres-

pondence with th e gowne Men *643 Wither Campo Musa

¥
The Gownman, must a Swordman, learne to be 1699
C[ockman] Tally's Offices (1706)77 The Publick receives

as much Benefit from Gownsmen as it doth from Soldiers.

1719 D’Urfey Pills II 253 Let the politick Gown-man
Tread the Mazes of the State 1757 Burke Abndgm Eng.
Hist Wks. X 455 It was rather a military spirit, than that

of the gownman 1759 Hume Hist Eng (1806) IV. lx 516
' The soldiery were more desirous of serving under a young

prince of spirit and vivacity than under a committee of



GOWPEN.
talking gown-men 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. ix II. 483
Military men are seldom deposed to take counsel with
gownsmen on military matters

3 . One who wears a gown as an indication of his

office, profession, or standing, a. A member of
the legal profession

, a lawyer, barrister, or judge
1627 May Lucan in 153 To play the Gowneman now He

had forgot. 1673 Kirkman Unlucky Cit. 174 Instead of
Gown men pleading at the Bar, they found Sword-men
fighting at the Barriers a 1735 Ld Lansdowne Poems,
Beauty 4 Law 33 Was’t a vain promise and a gownman’s
he? 1858 Bolson Law 4 L 60 He was a legal monk, a
cloistered gownsman.

to. Amember ofthe clerical profession
;
a clergy-

man. Now rare.

1641 Shirley Cardinal 11 in {165s) 20 But let the purple
Gownman place his engms I’ th’ daik that wounds me
1S71 M Bruce Good News m Evil T (1708) 24 You will
not haunt the compame of Betrayers of Him, call them
Gown-men, or call them Kirk-men as they will 1697 Van-
brugh Relapse v lit, Lory, take care of this reverend gown-
man in the next room a little 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit.
(1798) S3 Levite gownsmen hugg’d their ignorance 1821
Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Columbus xl, A mission'd
gownsman o’er the sea Was sent. 1833 Macaulay Hist.
Eng xvi III. 627 A gownsman who pushed himself into a
battle strongly excited William’s spleen

C A member of a university; often in contrast
with townsman. Gownsman ofthe foundation —
Foundations®.
1665 Needham Medela Medic 249 The idle sort of
Gownmen, lazingm their Studies over the Pagan Books of
Institutions C1670 Hobbes Dial Com Laws {1840)144
Books whfch are commonly read by gownmen 1688 Smith
in Magd Coll 4 Jas If (O. H S ) 343 Gownsmen of the
Foundation 1721 Amherst Terrse Ftl 11 (ed 3) 10 The
traiterous gown-men proceeded gradually from one corrup-
tion to another 1750 W Dodd Poems 11767) 38 1 he bevy
bright of gownsmen blythe 1791 ‘G Gambado’ Ann
Horsetn vn (1809)96 My dear Miss S will perhaps ride
away with some other Gownsman 1823 Lamb Elza Ser 11,

Poor Relations, The distance between the gownsmen and
the townsmen is carried to an excess. i88g Jessopp
Coming ofFriars vi 277 The townsmen soon discovered
that the gownsmen were gainers by the new plan.

+ d A member of a municipal corporation Ohs,
167S Otway Alcibiades i i (1687) 6 Heavy Gown-men

clad in formal Furrs x68i Land Gas No 1656/2 The
Mayor and Aldermen together u ith the Common Councel,
and all the Gown men of that Corporation, to the number
of about fourscore.

4 Sc. — Beadsman 2 b rare—1
.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xv 138 Our lowland beggars
—even the gownsmen themselves, who beg by patent-had
a touting, flattering way with them.

GowPi Sc. form of Gulp sb. and v.

Gowpen (gaupen). Sc and dial Forms 3
goupynes (pi), 6-7 gopm(g, 6-9 gowpm(g,
(8 gapen, gouppen, 9 gowpan, 7, 9 goppen), 8-9
goupen, -in, gowpen [a. ON.ganpn (Norw. dial.

gaupn

,

Sw gopen, Da gievn, gievn, m the Diet, of
1802) = OH.G. coufana (MHG. gouferi). Cf Yep-
SEN.
The original sense of the.Teut word was prob the single

hand hollowed, the sense ordouble handful ’ being expressed
by the pIuraL The ON word seems to occur only as pi ;

in mod Scand dialects the sing is used, with varying sense]
1. The two hands placed together so as to form

a bowl (f formerly pi in the same sense). Hence,
usually, as much as can be contained in the hands
so placed

; a ‘ double handful \
<•1323 Gloss. IV de JBiblesw in Wright Voc 147 note,

(Sloane MS ) Araedous les mayns, voides ou pleyns, En
Fraunz apellom les galeyns [glossed by goupynes] *336
Bellenden Boece's Hist Scot (1821) I p lviii, Bot gevis
ane gowpin, orelhs sum thingis mair abone the just mesure
that they sell 1724 Ramsay Tea-T Misc

,
South Sea Sang,

When we came to London Town We dream’d of gowd in
gowpings here 1805 Macneill Poet Wks (1812) II 103
Our laird has fine houses and guineas in gowpms 18*7
Scott Antigr Advt, A handful of meal (called a gowpen)
was scarce denied by the poorest cottager 1871 Gibbon
Lack ofGold vi, He took out a gowpen of the grain 1872
J. G Murphy Comm Lev xvi 12 Handsful, the full of
the gowpens in Old English phrase 1803 Northumbld.
Gloss , Gowpen, the hollow of both hands placed together
Jig, *819-W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 118 Flang
frae her lap rejoicingly Goupins o’ glory down

to. Sc Law. A perquisite allowed to a miller’s
servant.

<*1763 Erskine Inst Law Scot. 11. ix. § 19, 314 The
sequels are the small parcels of corn or meal given as a fee
to the servants, they pass by the name of bannock, and
lock, or gowpen. 1818 Scott Hi t. Midi xm note. The
expression lock, for a small quantity of corn, meal, flax,
or the like, is still preserved, not only popularly, but m a
*eg®l description, as the lock and gowpen

,

or small quantity
and handful, payable in thirlage cases, as in-town multure.
2 The grasp of a band, the fist

1788 Picken Poems in An honest chiel . . Juste ram’d it
[a letter] in my gowpen 18 Tom Linn xxm. in Maid-
ment NewBk OldBall (1844) 34 Hold me fast, let me not
go, Or from your goupen break.

Gowpenfol (gau'penful) .5V and dial [f. Gow-
pen + -pul.] A ‘ double handful ’ (see Gowpen i).

1674-91 Ray N, C. Words 32 Goptngfull, as much as you
can hold in your Fist 1780 Davidson Seasons 13 Who for a
knife Or penny whissle, will paitwi’ their gold In gopinfu’s
183a Carlyle Let in Froude Life m Land (1884) II xx
107 An old Russian countess yesternight sat playing Gow-
panfuls of gold pieces every stake 1871 W Alexander
Johnny Gibbxxxiv (1873) *93» 1 wudna gi’en a goupenfu’
0 sheelocks for yer chance. 1887 J. Service Life Duguid

324 GRAB.
ix S3, 1 myself have gathered a gowpenful of flinty arrow-
heids on the sands ofArdeer.
Gowrde, obs. f. Gourd sb Yai. Gourde.2 05s.

Gowrie, obs. variant of Cowrie.
1723 Pres State Russia 1. 336 White Shells, commonly

called Gownes or Blackamores Teeth *777 Pennant Zool
IV 99 Cypreta, Gowrie This genus is called Cypraea and
Veneria, from its being peculiarly dedicated to Venus.
Gowsbery, obs form of Gooseberry.
Gowshe, obs form of Gush.
Gowt, variant of Gam Obs. exc. dial
1641 Best Farm Bks. (Surtees) 141 Halfpence a peece for

the gowtes or bore pigges.

Gowt(e, obs. f. Gout sb 1 , var. Gout sb 2 and
v. Obs.

Gowylsought, var Gulesought Ota,jaundice
Goyal,.variant of Goyle.
Goyazite (goi azait) Min. [Named byDamour

1864 after Goyaz, a town in Brazil see -ite.] Phos-
phate of aluminium and calcium found in small
yellow grains in the diamond .sands

1884 Amor Jrnl, Set Ser 111 XXVIII 237 Damour has
given the name goyazite to a phosphate ofalumina and lime
Goye, obs. form of Joy.
Goyf(f, vauant of Gofe Sc. Obs

,
pillory.

Goyle (goil) dial Also 7 goile, 9 goyal.
A deep trench, a ravine.
1617 Lane Coni Sqr 's T 414 Canac, his daughter whome

theare hee made right perfect m the skilles of ridmge goiles,
plaines, ruffetes, dales, and hills. 1869 Blackmore Lortta
L> 111, We were come to a long deep * goyal as they call
it on Exmoor 1873Q Rev CXXXV 146 Dartmoor abounds
m . traces of a very numerous population, which found
its chief occupation in streaming for tin-the ‘goyles’ or
deep trenches of their old works being everywhere visible
1886 m Elworthy W Somerset Wont-bk s v

, A scramble
down into the goyal

, a clatter up the other side 1894
Beatrice Whitby Mary Fenwick's Dau III 123 There are
landmarks down, and ' goyles ’ blocked up.
Goym, Sc variant of Gome! Obs

t Goynire. Obs

—

l [ad. OF gumier (F.
guignier), i gume (F. guigne : see Gean) a small
kind of cherry.] A kind of cherry-tree.
1372 Mascall Art ofPlanting 4 Grafting 16 The healme

Cherne
;
which is graft on the wilde goynire (which is ail

other kmde of grate Cheme)
Goya, obs form of Goose.

f Goyster. Obs.—1 Corrupt form of Agistor
15*3 Fitzhrrb Sum. 28 b, And than may the kepars,

regarders, goysters, and other offyeers of suche forest and
chases, haue parfyte knowledge what townshyppe the catell
is of.

Goyster, Goyt, variants of Gauster, Gote.
G-ozan, variant of Gossan
Gozel(l, variant of Guzzle Obs. or dial., ditch.
Gozeling, gozelyng, obs forms of Gosling.
Gozell (g«u*zel). dial. Also 9 gozill [ad. F.

groseille gooseberry or currant ] (See quots )
1637 VlT Coles Adam iti Fden clxxvi 274 The black sort

is generally called
i

in English Black Currans, as other are
Red and White , but the White are called Gozell in some
parts of Kent. 1866 Treas. Bot 54®/r Gozell, the gooseberry
Rites uva-ertspa 1879 Britten & Holland Plant-n,
Gozill 1 Ribes rubnmt, 2 Rides Grossulana.

t Go zle, v Obs rare—1
, Cf. Guzzle v. [ad

OF gosilher (F. gosiller) to pass as if through the
thi oat, f OF gosilher throat (F. rosier

)

1 intr
? To tackle.
1650 Bulwer Authropomet 114 He that drmketh, Iifteth

up the vessel, and not touching it with his lips, receives the
water by those little holes, the which doth gozle and make
a pleasing noise.

G'ozzan, variant of Gossan.
Gozzard (g? zaid). [repr. OE. *giskierde, with

normal shortening of the vowel of the initial sylla-
ble, the literary form gooseherd is due to recompo-
sition.] = Gooseherd
14 . Voc. m Wr.-Wfilcker 366/34 Ancarms, a gosherde

c 1440 Premp Parv 204/1 Gosherde, aucarvus, ancana
*77* Pennant Tour Scotl, in 1769 (1790) 10 A person called
a Gozzard attends the flock and twice a day drives the whole
flock to water 1773 Barrington tn Phil Trans LXIII
287 The shepherd knows each of them, and can swear to
them, if they are lost , as can the Lincolnshire gosherd to
each goose 1804 Bewick Bnt Birds (1847) II 240 This'
business requires ithe attendance of the Gozzard (Goose-
herd) a month at least 1893 Baring-Gould Cheap-Jack
Z. IJ 48 Why should gaulters and bankers only have double
pay ? Why not molers and gozzards also?

Gozzen, variant of Gossan
+ Gra. wt Obs. rare, [app repr. Irish a

ghrdtdh 'my dear’, in English books commonly
rendered agraji or Arrah ] An exclamation
ascribed to Irishmen.
*707 Farquhar Beaux Stratagem iv t, I am your Priest,

Gra ; and your Conscience is under my Hands 1771 Smol-
lett H Clinker 24 Apr , to Sir W Phillips, Now I believe
you are my friend, sure enough, gra
Graafian (gta fian.), a. Anat. {f. the name of

R. de Graaf, a Dutch anatomist (1641-73) + -ian ]
In Graafian follicle

,
vesicle, one of the small sacs

m the ovary of mammals m which the ova are
matured ^

1841 tr Cruveilkier's Descr. A not, I 616 In the midst of
this tissue . the Graafian vesicles are deposited 1849-32
Todd IV 838/1. 1873 T H Green Introd.
Pathol, (ed. a) 183 Dilatation of the Graafian follicles,

Grab (grach), ja* Anglo-Indian. Also 7 grob
8 grabb, guxab, 9 ghurab [a.Arab yurdb,
lit. ‘ raven ’, applied to a kind of galley.] A. large
coasting-vessel, drawing very little water, built
with a prow and usually two-masted, used m the
East (see quots. 1763, 1839).
1680 Morden Grog Red (1685) 405 The desperate attacks

by 159® of his men m three Ships and four Grabs*698 FRyer^ E India */>. 174 Admiral of his Fleet ofGiobs and Boats. 1763 R Orme Hist Mtht Trans fndI 401 The grabs have rarely more than two masts, although
some have three

, _
they are built to draw very little water

being very broad m proportion to their length, narrowing
however from the middle to the end, where instead of bowlthey have a prow 1773 E Ives Voy. 43 One Grab of 18

f
uns, and several other vessels 1824 Heber Jrnl (1828I
1. ix Their grabs, which still have an elongated bow

'

are often very fine vessels 1839 H Malcom Trav S EAsia II 357 Gloss., Grab, a square rigged Arab coasting
vessel, having a very projecting stem, and no bowsprit It
has two masts. 1878 1 rflawny Shelley, etc. (1887) 8a A
Persian dhow, an Arab grab, or a Chinese junk

'

to. Comb, as grab-bug, -ketch, -snow, -vessel •

grab-service (see quot. 1867).
1831 Trtlawny Adv youngerSon I 177 De Ruyter now

took me on boaid of an Arab *grab brig 1790 Bcatson
Nav A Mil Mem II 40 His fleet consisted of eight
*grab-ketches [etc ] 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk *Grab
service, country vessels first employed by the Bombay
government against the pirates; afterwards erected into theBombayMarine 1806 Naval Chron XV 470 The '’Grab
Snow Generous Friends, burthen about two hundred tons
1800 Asiatic Ann Reg, Chron 22/2 They perceived a
’’grab vessel at anchor

Grab (grab), sb.
2 [f Grab y]

1 A quick sudden clutch, grasp, seizure, or
attempt to seize.

1824 De Quincey Incognito Wks XI 3 The chairman
unable to control his impatience, made a grab at it 1833
Haliburton Clockm Ser 1 vm, He makes a grab at me
and I shuts the door right to on his wrist 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer Ser 1 II m, I rose gently with both hands
ready for a grab

b. 'I he action or practice of grabbing. Game
ofgrab (? cf sense 5 tend. grab-game m 6), policy of
grab • in recent journalistic use often applied op-
probnously to rapacious proceedings in political

or commercial affairs *-

1883 Ld Wemyss in St James's Gas 16 July, They are
playing a game of ‘ grab ’ for the farmer’s vote 1884 Pall
Mall G 13 Sept 3/1 'I he fatal inauguration of the policy of
grab by Lord Beaconsfield 111 1B78 1 1888 Daily News 12
Dec 4/8 Part of a policy called by fine people annexation
and by common people grab 1803 Bfsant Ivory Gate 236
The selfishness of mankind as illustrated by the universal
game of Grab. 1897 Westm Gas 24 Nov. 1/3 The newly
invented game of 1 grab ’ in Africa.

2 . The thing grabbed Sc
1777 Sir M Hunter Jrnl (1894) 27 Grab was a favourite

expression among the Light Infantry, and meant any plunder
taken by force. 1824 Mactaggart Gallmnd Encycl (Grabs,
little prizes 1825-80 Jamieson, Grab, . the number of
objects thus seized

3 One who grabs: a A body-snatcher, lesurrec-

lionist, to. A catchpoll, bumbailiff, policeman.
? Obs
1823 Spirit Publ Jmls (1824) 178When bailiffs and grabs

hunt us up in the East 1830 S Warren Diary Physic I.

xvi 37° Sir ’s dressers and myself, with an experienced
‘grab

,
that is to say, a professional resurrectionist—were to

set off from the Borough 1849 Alb Smith Pottleton Leg.
xv 123 Do you want to . have the grabs point at us as
swindlers?

4. A mechanical device or implement for clutch-

ing or gapping objects (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet Mech.
, Grab, . the term is especially

applied to devices for withdrawing pipes, drills, reamers, etc

,

from artesian, oil, and other wells 1881 Proc Insht Civil
Ettgtn LXV 312 A modification of the bucket [dredger]
with strong curved steel arms to which the makers have
given the name of ‘ grab ’ x88x Standaid x6 Nov 2/5 The
accident was caused by the plate having slipped from the
“grab * by which it was being lifted 1893 Times 10 July 13/6
Gram cargoes discharged by the use of hydraulic cranes
and tubs or Pnestman’s grabs 1897 Daily News 10 Sept 8/5
Hydraulic cranes drop down their ‘grabs’ into the loose
giam in the hold of the vessel like a huge pair of jaws
They come up the next instant with a mouthful of about
three-quarters ofa ton, and spit it out into a hopper,

6 . A children’s game at cards, in which when two
or mote cards of equal value are on the table

together the player who is quickest to recognize

and ‘ grab 5 them adds them to his own hand.

6 attnb and Comb, chiefly m the names of

various appliances for seizing or clutching, as

grab-crane
}

-iron,
-line, -machine

,
also grab-bag

{U S. at fancy fairs), a bag containing various arti-

cles,into which one may dip on payment of a certain

sum; alsofig ; grab-coup=grab-game (a)

,

grab-
game, («) (see quot. 1859) > (^) policy of

‘ grabbing' territories, etc. ,
grab-book, any hook

for grabbing, spec (see quot. 1887) ; grab-racket
U.S

,

a disorderly scramble, m which each person

* grabs ’ what he can.

*879 N, Y Tribune 23 Sept (Cent ), It is a “grab-bag
from which every disappointed politician hopes to draw a
prize x886 HarpeVs Mag Jan 237 The woodman’s axe
now resounded with the busy notes ofpreparation for a dive

into nature’s great grab-bag. 18*3 ‘ Jon Bee * Diet. Turf,
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*Gral coup, modern practice of gambling, adopted by the

losers, thus the person cheated or done

,

takes his oppor-

tunity, makes a dash at the depository of money, or such as

may he down for the piety and grabs as much as possible,

pockets the proceeds, and fights his way out of the house,

*8oS Daily News 15 Apr 8/2, [For sale by auction,] 30 steam,

hand, and *grab cranes 1859 Babtli-tt Diet. Amer , *Gi ab

Game, a mode of swindling or lather stealing, practised by
sharpers . Bets are made when a dispute is purposely

planned, in the midst of which one of the confederates seizes

or 1 grabs ’ the money at stake and runs off The term is

also used in a more general sense to signify stealing and

making off with the booty 1864 R B, Kimball Was he

successful ix. 1 16 A bold, daring, unscrupulous man, who,

in the language of his acquaintances, practised the grab-

game. 1895 hormn (N. Y ) May 265 This eventuated in

preventing the grab-game of France. 1608 Topsell Ser-

pents (1658) 7x3 Taking up their Nets, at one place they

did hang so fast, as without breaking they could not pull

them out of the water, wherefore they set their *Grab-hooks

unto them to loose them 1887 JcFrerics Field <5 Hedge-

row (1889) 179 The grapnel kept at every village draw-well

is called the grab-hook 1887 Paj£ Mall G, 22 Sept n/t
Pnestman’s #grab machine is now set to work to excavate

the earth from the centre of the caisson. 1892 Stevenson
& Osbourne Wrecker (ed 2) 219 Now boss 1 is this to

be run shipshape } or is it a Dutch *grab racket?

Grab (grseb), v. [Corresponds to MDu., MLG.
grabben , mod.Sw grabba

,
peril, an onomatopoeic

modification of the root of Grip.]

1. trans To grasp or seize suddenly and eagerly

;

hence, to appropriate to oneself in a rapacious 01

unscrupulous manner
1589 Riant Eng.-Lat Diet

,

To Grabbe, or grabble, vide

to graple. 1801 A Wilson Poems <$ Lit Prose (1876) I. 86

Old witches butter from churns are eternally grabbing

1820 J W Croker in Smiles J. Murray (1891) II xxnt.

86, I will go to the Museum and giab them, as my betters

have done before me 1873 G. C Davies Mount «$- Mei e

xvm 164 He grabbed it haid and fast 1878 BrowningPoets
Croistc evu, How did ithappen that gross Humbug grabbed
Thy weapons? x88x Macut Mag XLV 39 Little dark-

brown creatures armed each with four needle-like talons,

ready to grab cruelly the hand put withm leach 1888 Tunis
(weekly ed) 21 Dec 16/3 You had done what is called

‘grab’ that land i8g4 Forum (N Y)Dec 401 John Bull

is not habitually slow to mn up his flag on any available

spot he may safely grab
absol 1841 Emerson Led ,

Man the Reformer Wks
(Bohn) II 243 To have somewhat left to give, instead of

being always prompt to grab.

2 To ‘ collar capture, or arrest (a person).

1800 SportingMag XVI. 26 Agreed to grab about a dozen
old acquaintances 1811 Lex Balatromcum sv,, The pigs

grabbed the kiddey for a crack. 1829 Ann. Reg 117 He is

sure Benmng did not grab, or endeavour to collar Wickliffe

184S Barham Ingol Leg ,
Bros. Birchington, My bailiff

f
rabb’d Dick when he should have nabb’d Bob 1894 H.
flSBET Bush Girl’s Rom. 113 A very dangerous young

criminal . . whom I reckon we won’t be able to grab m a
hurry

3. vntr To make a grab or snatch at (U S.for).
1832 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom'sC xii 107 A stick ofcandy,

which he eagerly grabbed at 1867 Trollop^ Citron Barset
I xxxvii. 325 She stretched out her hand to grab at the

ledger 1883N Y WeeklySuit 13 May 5/1 He made ajump
for the knife and Short grabs for it at the same time,

4. slang To grab on • to get along, live.

x86t Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 139 Between the two
I do manage to grab on somehow.

6. Comb. : grab-all, (a) one who grabs everything,

a rapacious person
; lb) a bag to carry odds and

ends (Farmer Slang 1893)
1872 Sunday Tunes 18 Aug 2/3 The mean and con-

temptible grab-alls of that government which professes to

study the people's interest 1895 Crockett Men of Moss
Hags xxm 163 Robert Grier of Lag, who was a very grab
pit among them

Hence Grabbed ppl a,, Gra’bbmg vbl. sb.

1788 W Eden in G Rose's Dianes (i860) I 74 There re-

mained merely the finding and grabbing some respectable

office for life 1891 Star 3 Nov. 4/1 The grabbed rights of

way mentioned recently. 1895 DailyNews 25 Oct 6/3 The
Chitral principality is now withm the English sphere, to

borrow a term which international diplomacy owes to the

grabbmg-up of Africa.

Gvabbable (grse'bab’l), a nonce-wd. [f. Grab
v, + -able ] That may be grabbed.

1823 Spirit Pnbl ymls (1824) ixoThe * Old Minstrel Act
would , make them grabbable as rogues and vagabonds
1802 Sat. Rev, 12 Nov 571/1 The southern half of Northern
Africa is m a condition much more 4 grabbable and atten-

tion to it is specially desirable that it be not grabbed by
other nations than England.

Grabbe* obs. valiant of CRAB sb 2

1578 Lyte Dodoens vuxxx 696 Roundish leaues, somwhat
like the leaues of a gnbble, grabbe tree, or wilding

t Gra bbedness. obs rare-1
. [A vanatit of,

or an error for Crabbedness ] Unevenness.

1563 Golding Cssar (1565) 234 b, The giabbednes of the

top of a place to a falling grounde hath 111 it great aduan-
tage.

Grabber (grse*baO. [f Grab v + -er1 .] One
who or that which grabs ;

esj>. in (or short for) the

combination land-grabber, used chiefly m Ireland

as a term of reproach for one who takes a holding

from which another has been evicted

1839 Slang Did , Grabbers

,

the hands 1880 Daily Tel

Sf Oct 5/8A tenant farmer, whom Mr. Healy denounced
as a land grabber 1889 Daily News 24 May 5/8 He was
questioned about boycotting and intimidation. He had. f
said he would not hurt a hair of the grabber's head

Votu IV,

Grabble (grse’b’l), sb [f. Grabble v ]

f 1 A grapple or straggle To come to a grabble .

to come to handgrips. Obs
1650 Cromwell Let 30 July (Carlyle), Our bodies of

horse came to a grabble with them
2 Angling Tofish (f he) on or upon the gi abble

(see quots. 1726, 1787).
1726 Gentl Angler 14a To he upon the Grabble, is when

a limning Bullet or flat Piece of Lead keeps the Line firm

on the Bottom of the River
, so that the Link, to which the

Hook is fastened, may play about with the Current of the

Watei 1787 Best Angling (ed 2j 168 Fishing on the

grabble is when the line is sunk with a running plummet
fast to the bottom, so that the hook link plays in the water
x86i Illnstr Lond News 4 May 423/1 The best way is to

angle upon the grabhle for them [eels] with a lobworm

Grabble (gree b’l) V. Also 6-8 grabl© [Corre-

sponds to Du grabbelen (which has been used in

all the senses below exc 5), a fiequentative of

grabben Grab v ]

1 mtr. To feel or search with the hands, to grope

about. Sometimes to grope and grabble (cf. Dn
giapen en grabbelen).

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 294 Grabling all night m
the dark through wild Olive Trees, and high Rocks 1381
B R. Herodotus 103 b, Where after they have placed hym,
they leave hym gtabling m that place, and departe their

way. 1630 God' 1 Power # Prov in Churchill's Collect Voy
(1704) iV. 811 We were lain to grabble in the dark (as it

were) like a blind Man foi his way 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P ) Wks. in 13 He grable for Gudgeons or fish for

Floundeis 1640 Shirley Arcadia hi 11, Thou must stoop

And grabble for’t [gold] in giound. 1658 A Fo\
Wurtz’ Snrg 1 vi 22 To what end is it, to groap and to

grable so much in Wounds? 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull
11 mil.

M

y Blood chills about my Heart, at the thought of

these Rogues, with their bloody Hands grabbling in my
Guts, and pulling out my very Entrails 1727 Philip Quarll

178 Grabling round a nautious Weed for fulsome Woims
1823 Ann Reg, Chi on 141 They continued grabbling for

about five minutes, as if looking for something they had
lost 1824 Hist Mwdcr Weare 227 He was gtabbhng
about m tne water with a sponge. 1841 Blaclmi Mag L
155 To wade through H egel is merely to grope and grabble

and to gnaw at the root of one’s own growth 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss s v , ‘To gi abble for trout ,

’ * e. to grope in holes for

them.

b trans. with cognate obj To feel (one s way).

1627W D tr A d'Audigier's Tragi-com Hist. 37 Hee,

being m the daike, grabling his way, with one hand upon
the raile of the staires [etc ] 1842 Blackie m Tail's Mag.
IX. 732 Sending the unaided pupil to grope and grabble his

way by the help of them [grammars, etc ] only

2. intr. To sprawl or tumble about on all-fours;

to scramble (for money, etc.)

1736 Ainsworth Lat Did 1, To lie grabbling on the

ground, huniiprostratusjacere 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. 202 A few Scratches on his Face, which I suppose he

?
ot by grabbling among the Gravel, at the Bottom of the

Jam X851S Judd Margaret 1. xvu, Some of the boyswere
sent grabbling on their faces down the hill 1888 Berksh.

Gloss, s v , I drowed the apples among the bwoys an' let

urn’ grabble vor um,

3 = Grapple v. 8. rare.

1835 Anster tr Faustus 11 1 (1887) 47 With dragons let

the old drake grabble. 1895 E, Anglian Gloss
,
Grabble, to

resist, to contend, to grapple with,

f 4 trans. To handle rudely or roughly. Obs

1684 Dryden Disappomtm Prol 60 The doughty bullies

Invade and grabble one another’s piyik 1687 Miege
Gt Fr Did 11, To Grabble or handle untowardly, as, to

grabble (or grope) a Wench. 1746 Exmoor Courtship

(ED S) 376 Es wont ha' ma Tetties a grabbled zo 1790

J B Moreton W Ind, Isl 146 [They] grabble, grasp and
jostle each other to get the best.

5 . To seize, to appropriate to oneself.

1796 Grose's Did Vulg Tongue (ed. 3) s v , To grabble the

bit, to seize any one's money 1857 Sir F Falgrave
Norm fy Eng II 381 The ncharmour and all the precious

articles which decked Otho’s pavilion they grabbled and got.

b mtr To grab or snap at (something)

1837 New Monthly Mag L 108 Every hungry dog began

to grabble at the tempting morsel.

Hence Gra bbling vbl sb

a 1634 Selden Table-T (Arb) 99 He puts his hands m
his Pockets, and keeps a grabling and a fumbling 1687

Miege Gt Fr Did 11, Grabbling, laction demcutterqutque
Chose de mauvaise grace. 1691 Tryon Wisd Dictates

Pref 2 The Grabling of the poor dark Spirit of Man after

Truth 1736 Ainsworth Lat Did 1, A grabbling, con-

tredatio.

Grabby (grte bi). slang, A cavalry-man’s term

for a foot-soldier.

x868 Whyte Melville White Rose I x 121 ,

1

shouldn’t

like to be a ‘ Grabby ’ I'd rather be a private in the cavalry

than an officer in the regiment offeet 1

Grace (gre's), sb. Also 4-5 gras(e, (4 grass,

greace). [a F. gi Ace= Pr., Sp. gracia
,
Pg gi aga,

It. grazia, semi-popular a. L. gratia. (1) pleasing

quality, attractiveness, (2) favour, goodwill, (3)

gratitude, thanks
,

f. grains pleasing, Grateful,]

I Pleasing quality, gracefulness.

1 The quality of producing favourable impres-

sions; attractiveness, charm. Now usually with

more restricted application : The attractiveness or

charm belongxug to elegance of proportions, or

(especially) ease and refinement of movement, ac-

tion, or expression* t la i6-i7th c. pccas Pleasant*

ness of flavour.

1382 Wiclif Piozi.i g That ther be added grace to thin

hed Ibid xxu. ix Who looueth clennesse of herte, for the

grace of his lippis shal han the king frend 1390 Gower
Conf III 27 Her eyen her nase .. her redde lippes eke,..

All that he seeth is full of grace. 1530 Palsgr 35 As it

was first written m the Romant tonge, it hath a marveylous

grace 1551 Turner Herbal 1 (1568) D tv b, They haue in

sauces a proper plesantnes by them selues or a peculiar

grace as some speake nowe adayes 1587 Golding De
Momay xi. 155 Without the blacke, the white could haue
110 grace, a 162s Beaum & Fl Custom Country 11 1, My
Nephew Had been a happy man had he ne’er knowne
What's there in grace and fashion 1661 Loveil Hist.

Anna <$•Mm 227 They are best eaten hot, for if cold they
loose much of their grace 1674 Playford Skill A us It!

47 We use to say of a man that he sings with much Grace,

or little Grace 1693 Dryden Ep to L ongreve 19 All below
is strength, and all above is grace 1698— Monunt Maiden
Lady 8 Her limbs were formed with such harmonious
grace. 1709 Steflr latter No 94 r r It gives new Grace
to the most eminent Accomplishments. 15153 Hogarth
Anal Beauty x 52 There is only one precise serpentine

line that I call the line of grace 1785 Reid Intell Powers
vm iv. (1803) 561 The last and noblest part of beauty is

grace. 1844 Disraeli Comngsby vi. it, Grace, indeed, is

beauty in action. 1870 H Macmillan Bible Teach ix 186

It is not possessed of showy-coloured flowers ; but is dis

tmguishecf for the grace of its foliage 1871 R Ellis

tr Catullus 111 2Weep all men that have anygrace about ye

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 15 The long speeches have
never the grace and harmony which are exhibited in the

earlier dialogues. 1888 Bryce Amet Cornnm III cvi 539
The Americans have gained more than they have lost by
equality I do not think the upper class loses in giace. 1890

Boldrewood Col Ref01 mer 11891) 130 Miss Frankston rode

, . extremely well, and with an unconscious grace.

b In a weaker sense . Seemliness, becommgness,

favourable or creditable aspect. Chiefly in a good

grace

,

hence a bad
,
an ill grace , an unbecoming

appearance. Now somewhat 1 are (cf. e)

a 1386 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1590) 173 The same words in

my Ladie Philocleas mouth, as from one woman to another

(so as there were no other bodte by) might haue had a better

grace ;
and perchance haue found a gentler receipt 1667

Templf Let. to Ld Arlington Wks 1731 II. 33 The first

Pace of the War being made in Flanders, loses all the good
Grace which the French endeavour’d to give their Invasion

1711 Stefle Sped No 6 r 4 All which is supported by no

other Pretension, than that it is done with what we call a

good Grace. ^1713 Burnet Own Time (1823) I 334 That
it would have a good grace in them to seem zealous for it

a 1751 Bolingbroke (J ), They would have ill grace in

denying it, 1833 Ht Martineau Vaitderput 4 S v 83

As soon as she could with any grace leave the company.

1856 Froude Hist Eng (1858) I > 33 Henry retired with

a good grace from an impossible position. 1856 Lever
Martins ofCro' M 598 Incidents which came offwith an

ill-grace on the table of a Court of Justice.

c. Hence (with mixture ofbranchll), with agood
grace, with a show of willingness, as though pleased

to do so
,
with a bad or illgrace, with ill-concealed

reluctance, ungraciously.

1754 Hume Hist. Eng (1761) I vni 170 Becket, though

WLth the worst grace imaginable, was induced to comply
with the royal mandate 1778 Miss Burney Evelina (1794)

II 138 May I. hope that you will pardon the ill-grace with

which I have submitted to my disappointment? 1836

Backwoods Canada 17 When the tide fails cast anchor, and

wait with the best grace we can. Ibid. 74 With a marvel-

lous ill grace the men took up their oars when their load

was completed 1858 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 8i, I submit

with the worst grace possible.

t d. To do (a pet son, a thing) grace • to become,

reflect credit on, setm a good light, embellish ,
also,

to do honour to So In grace of: in honour of. Obs.

1590 Shaks Mtds. N. xv i 139 They Came heere in

grace ofour solemnity. 1596— 1 Hen. IV, i\ 1 79 Troiens
that , .are content to doe the Profession some grace c 1600

—tsonn. xxviu, I tell the Day thou do’st him [the day] grace

when clouds doe blot the heauen Ibid cxxxii, O, let it then

as well beseeme thy heart To mourne for me since mourning

doth thee grace. 160*— Ham it 11. 33 Thy selfe do grace

to them, and bring them in x8o6 Cumberland Atem. 1807)

1 . 155 Further to do me grace, he was pleased to put into

my hands a very elaborate report of his own drawing up

2. An attractive 01 pleasing quality or feature.

'{Formerly often m phrase goods and graces,

1340 Ayenb 79 Zuyche guodes and zuicbe graces wyjjoute

do> ofte kuead 2:1450 Knt. de la. Tour (1B68) gr No
woman shulde be proude of the goodes and graces that God

,

hathesenther 1692DrydenjSYwwwDed ,1 hemce touches,

which give the best resemblance, and make the graces of

the picture, 3741 Richardson Pamela (ed 3) II. 237,

I never before saw so young a Lady shine forth with such

Graces of Mind and Person *749 Smollett Regicide 1

vi, Possess'd of ev’ry manly grace *798 Ferriar Eng
Historians 236 The affectation of unattainable graces only

adds distortion to clownishness 1836 Sir H Taylor
Statesman xxxi 237 It is a grace in flattery so to let faU

your compliments as that [etc.] 1888 BryceAmer Comnvw
I vu. 97 Washington cultivates the graces and pleasures of

life with eminent success.
,{*b. quasi-£W7C7 . Something that imparts beauty;

an ornament ,
the part in which the beautyof a thing

consists. Obs.

1599 Shaks Hen. V, it. Prol 28 By their hands, this

grace of Kings must dye 164S Evelyn Mem. (1857) I 176

A noble piece of architecture which is the gi ace of the

whole Corso X658 tr. Porta's Nat Magtck ix. \n 238

Curl’d Hair seems to be no small Grace and Ornament to

the Head 1700 Dryden Flower 4 Leaf 31 3 Aspreading

laurel stood, The grace and ornament of all the wood.

G, A procedure, attitude, etc adopted with a view

to grace Obs exc. in airs and graces,
affectations

of elegance of manners
1607H1ERON Wls I 76 It is a common grace of some, to
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vse some woids 01 sentences of srriptuie in steed of icsts ana
prouerbs in their common talke 1608 Roivr ands Hvmoi i

Loohmg-Gl 2t Then forth they goe after the drunken pace,
Which God he hnowes was with a reeling grace 1848
Thackeray1 Van Fair xxxix-, Old Sir Pitt chuckled at her
airs and graces, and would laugh by the hour together at
her assumptions of dignity and imitations of genteel life

3 Mas. An embellishment consisting of ad-

ditional notes introduced into vocal or instru-

mental music, not essential to the harmony or

melody' (Cf grace-note in sense 21b.)
1657 R Ligon Barbados (1673) 12 No Graces, Double

Relishes, Trillos, Giopos, or Piano foite's, but plain as a
packstaff 1659 C. Simpson Dunnon Viol 9 Graces done
with the Fingers, are of two sons vi? smooth and
shaked Ibid

,

In ascending, it makes that Grace which
we call a Plain-beat 1674 Play ronn Skill Mm 1 38
Those excellent Giaces and Ornaments to the good mannei
of Singing, which we call Trills, Grupps [etc ] 1806 Cali -

corr Mns Gram vi 61 The principal Graces of Melody are
the Appoggiatiua, the Shake, the Turn and the Beat 1866
Engel Nat Mas 111 118 The bagpipe tunes of the Scotch
are full of giaces 1878 F Taylor in Grove Diet Mm I.

43 The agremens or graces peculiar to Old English music.
4. Mythology One of the sister-goddesses ( = L.
Grattx

, Gr Xapires) regarded as the bestowers of
beauty and charm, and portrayed as women of
exquisite beauty Usually spoken of (after Hesiod)
as threem number, Aglaia, Thalia, and Euphrosyne.
*579 SrENSER Sheph Cal Apr 115 She shalbe a giace To

fyll the fourth place 1590 — F Q 1 1 48 And eke the
Graces seemed all to sing, Hymen Iu Hymen * dauncing
all around 1606 Shaks TV. ,$ Ci 1 11 257 Had I a sister
were a Giace, or a daughter a Goddesse, hee should take
his choice 1624 Massinger Pm l Love it m, To swear
that Venus leads The Loves and Giaces fiom the Idalian
green *632 Mu ton L'Allegro 15 Euphrosyne Whom
lovely Venus, at a birth. With two sister Graces moie, To
ivy-crowned Bacchus boie 1675 Cotton Bmlesque upon
Bml 108 Thy Mistiess Venus, and the Graces a 172* Prior
Ceha to Damon 46 On this forehead The Loves delighted,
and the Graces play’d 1780 Cowper Piogt . Err 337 The
Graces too Felt each a mortal stab in hei own breast 1847
TrNNY son Pi me n 13 The Muses and the Graces, groupd
in threes, Enring’d a billowing fountain in the midst.
trims/. 180a Mrs Jaw West Infidel Father I 88 Lady

Languish, the beauty of the year softness, susceptibility,
and an affectation of weakness almost to fragility, weie the
distinguishing traits of this reigning grace 1830 J G
Strutt Sylva Brit 53 These three graces of the forest foim
a group within sight of the house. 1846 Mrs Gonr Eng
Char (1852) 40 The three black graces—law, physic, and
divinity . claim her successively as their own. 2886 Ruskin
Prxtenta I 322 [Taglioni] the

>

Grace of her century
5. The giaces ( = F le jeu des grdees) ; a game

played with, hoops and pans of slender lods, so
called (according to Littre) because it develops
graceful movement of the arms
One of the players takes a hoop upon two lods, held one

in each hand , he then draws the rods rapidly across each
other, with the effect of sending the hoop into the air to be
caught by another player on his pair of rods.
1842 A "Combe Pune Physiol, (ed 11) 185 The play

called the graces is also well adapted for expanding the
chest, and giving strength to the muscles of the back 2853
in Ogilvie, Suppl [1871 M Collins Mrq $ Merck. IIL
vu 189 The youngermembers were laughing over a game
of Us Graces ]

H. Favour
6. Favour, favourable or benignant regard or its

manifestation (now only on the part of a superior)
j

favoui or goodwill, in contradistinction to right or
obligation, as the ground of a concession. Some-
what arch. Ofgi'ace

.

as a mattei of favour and
not of right, f In grace of : in favour of, for the
benefit of. (Cf sense 14.)
c **75 Lay. 6616 Ware he iruhte of his men eni grace finde.

a 1300 CursorM 5425 If 1 [Jacob, addressing Joseph] euer
fend grace wit ]>e. a330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 62
Harold . had >e kyngeN grace. 1362 Langl P PI B.
XH *14'If men it wol aske and bidden it of grace.
CX40Q Maundev (1839) v 34 He moste get grace of him and
Ieve to go 1480 Caxton CJiron. Eng ccxlui 293 The kyng
for hir manfulnesse and of his grace toke hir quarel in to his
honde a 1333 Ld Berners Gold BL M. A nrel (1546) B b,
lhey haue rather merited pardon by theyr ignoraunces,
then

1

praysyng or grace by theyr wysedome. 1577 Fenton
Gold hpist 195 Alexander Seueius published a lawe in
grace of the Christians *590 Spenser F. Q, 1 ix 39 Is not
great grace to helpe him over past, Or fiee his feet that in
die myte sticke fast? 1397 Hooker Eccl. Pol v ix § 3liirough meere voluntane grace or beneuolence. 1623
Massinger Dk Milan, iv n. All the grace I hitherto have
done you was bestowed With a shut hand. 2632 H Cogan
tr h cudery s Ibrahim m v 108 Having received it of gracehom the hand of your enemy. 1677 Dryden Prol Circe 28
.retnaps, irnow yourgraceyou will not grudgeHemaygrow
up to write, and you to judge 1700 — Flower 4 Leaf598ut her grace she gave her maid to know The secret meaning
ot ttus moral show. 1709 Prior Imit Anacreon. The Herd
orumcksldefie Regardless of their Grace, or Spight x8ax
ocott Kemlw xvn,The marks ofgrace which Elizabethfrom
time to time shewed to young Raleigh. 2878 M A Brown
Nadeschda 56 Pnnce Wladmir looked with grace Upon the
old and tried retainer. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct 409/2 The
-treasury, though professing to make some acknowledg-
ment by Yvay of grace for inventions adopted by the Crown,
nas [etc ] 1891 Law Rep

, Weekly Notes 78/1 The appli-
cants came to the Court for an act of grace, and they
must take it on proper terms

b. Said with reference to God. (See also 11 a.)
Lamb. Horn. 49 Godalmihtm haueS isceaweS us

wet mucnele grace, a 1300 CursorM 17095 God .send us
space al of his grace, ur wranges here to light, £1330

Nviq ofThis 910 . ortli wente S11 Cleophas, To the couit
thonv godes gras c 1460 FoRTrscur Abt fy Lun Mon.
\u (18851139 God ff hym grnse to augmente is teaiime
1583 Stvbri s Aunt Abut 11 (1882) 1 How fane purpose
you to trauell this way bj the glace of God’ 1585 7

'

Washington tr Ntcliolay's Voy xvn vu 40 b, Untoo the
secontle time, in which (yf God give me grace) shalbe
descubud [etc ] 1635-61 Wat ton Anglei iv (ed 3) 76 A
grace of God lie give you a Sillibub of new Verjuice 1864
Tennyson En Aid igo Annie, this voyage by the grace of
God Will bring fair weather yet to all of us 1872 A Lang
Ball

<S Lyr Old Fiance 11 Block not at us that so feeble
be, But pray God pardon us out of His giace

c. lieneem phrase by thegiace of God (tr L Dei
gratia'), appended to the foimat statement of the

titles of sovereigns, and foimerly also of ecclesias-

tical dignitaries; perh with mixture of sense 11 a.

1495 in Ex tracts Abn d Reg (1844)1 55 James, be the
grace of God kinge of Scottis r 1532 Du Wi s Ivtiod Fi
in Palsgr 1019 Henry by the grace of God Ijveng kyng
victorious [etc ] x6n Burn Decl

, lames by the grace of
God King of Great Bntaine 1837 Cari y lt Fi Rev I 1

11, Louis, King by the Grace of God.

*t*
d Save your gi ace • an apologetic phrase =

‘ may it not displease you ‘ by > our leave ’. Ohs
c 1386 Ciiauctr Mehb ? 104 Whereas je seyn that alle

wornmen been wikke, Saue youie giace ceites ye despisen
alle wommen in this wyse r 1400 Maunoty (Roxb)xx 92
Aftei my feble witte me thinke, sane faire grace, fat it ts
mjkill maie.

e By giace of by vutne of, * thanks to
’

1852 Brimi r\ F

\

v, Esmond 959 The Chevaliet St Geoige
misses being James the Third . , by giace of his own ex-

ceeding baseness

+ f //aid giace tlispleasiue, ill-will, seventy
(See also sense 10 ) Ohs,
c 1384 CiiAUrrn I! Fame m 49Q Tins Eolus, with harrle

giace, Held the wyndes in distresse. c 1386 — Sompn. T
520 Lo sn es quod the lord with hntde grace Who held euei

e

of swich a thyng ei hoyv ? —Can Ytont Piol.% T. 636 This
chanouu took his cole with haide grace.

7 The condition or fact of being favoui ed. *j
4 In

grace

,

m favour (obs ) f pei son's) gi ace, good
grace (obs ), now only, aftei In idiom, (nr pei son's)
goodgiaces: (lus) favour and good opinion
1463 Buiy Wtils (Camden) 24 That he stonde wellc and

cler in the hyiigge? grace c 1477 Caxton Jason 64 b,
Ve shewc well howe that aboue all other ye haue me
m your giace. C1489 — Blanchaidyn ah 153 And lion
he was in her goode grace, and she lyke \\ yse in his 1386
Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. VI (Aib) 27 This [the custom
of Princes] brought the lyming Poesie 111 grace 1596
Drayton Leg. Pref

, In Pieice of Gaveston there is given to
the Minions, and Creatures of Princes, a very fane warning,
to use their Grace with their Royall Patrons, modestly 1399
Shake Mitch Ado u, 1 32 Till all graces be in one woman,
one woman shall not come in my grace c 16x0 Fletciitr
False One it. 1, The red Pharsaltan feilds..Where killing
ivas in grace, and wounds were glorious 1670 Cotton
Espernon 111 x 498 He would not however in return offer
him hisgood Graces [Sidenote] Not otherwise to be rendred
without spoiling the sense. 1672 Dryden Marr <\ la Mode
H i, A gentleman who understands the giatid monde so
well may pretend to the good graces of a lady. 1675
Evelyn Mem. (1837) U, no A sprightly young lady, much in
me good graces of the family *7x1 Sti'flt hpcct, No. 76 r4The Men themselves shall think thus meanly or greatly of
themselves, as they are out or in the good Graces ofa Court
*7*7 Coldfn Hist. /nd Nations 1 12 Adano resolved to
recover the good Graces of the Fi ench 1737 Foote Author
1. Wks 1709 1. 133 The booksellers have . .refused to employ
me; you, Sir, I hear, are in their graces 1833 Macaulay
Hist Eng xu. Ill 221 The one who had the largest share of
James’s good graces seems to have been Cartwright. 1858
Carlyle Fredk Gt 11 xm (1865) I 124 Their progress in
the grace ofKarl, was something extraordinary. X875J0WETT
Plato (ed 2) IIL 304 These gentlemen do not seem to be in
your good graces 1882 Macm. Mag XLVI 65/2 The band
and the guard of honour ran each other hard for the first

place m the islanders’ good graces

8. An instance or manifestation of favour
; a

favour conferred on or offered to another.
1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 6305 He [Canute] fajte on fa vaire

grace pat vr louerd him senae. 13.. Guy Wanu (A ) 1058
He fanked god of |>at gras. 2390 Goyvek Con/. Ill 37
Sithe it so is, That Lazar may nought do me this I wolde
pray an other grace. 2470-85 Malory Ai thur x 11, Thou
hast a fayre grace^of me this daye, that I shold rescowe the
1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 45 Andronicus pioudly
rejected the graces offred 1659 B. Harris Pannals I? on
Age 101 This Peace was received by all the Subjects of the
King, as a speciall grace sent them from God 1859
Tennyson Elaine 381 Do me this grace, my child, to have
my shield In keeping till I come. 1871 R Ellis tr Catullus
l*vi 71 A grace I here implore thee, if any Word should
offend

.

t>. An exceptional favour granted by some one in
authority, a privilege, a dispensation Obs. exc.
Hist Expectative grace (see Expectativr a 1 a),
e 1400 Rom Rose 5128 If thou scape yit, atte laste, Fro

’ kerteyn ’ 1
J?°*

de rt hut a grace. 1554 Act 1 # 2
P/itl 6rM c 8 § 33 Dispensations and Graces given by such
Order as the publick Laws of the Realm then approved.
1387 Fleming Contn. Holmshed III. 362/2 The highest
pontife or bishop granted these foresaid graces to father
Robert Persons & Edmund Campion. 1651 Hobbts
Leviath (1839) 3° The benefit which a sovereign bestoweth
on a subject, for fear of some power and ability he hath to
do hurt to the commonwealth, are not properly rewards ; for
they not salaries . nor are they graces. 1697 Dryden
Hdntid vi 196 But, to return and view the chearful Skies,

> . Fa imparts this Grace 2777 Burke
Let, Affairs Amer Wks. III. 165 To protect the king’s
loyal subjects, and to grant to them the common rights of
men, by the name of graces? 1824 Syd. Smith Wks

(Sm) IJ 55/" Chailes I took a bribe of 120,000/ fl0m hisIrish subjects, to giant them what in those days weie roi lli
Graces, but in these days would be denominated £Elements of Justice 1827 Hallam Const. Hist (1876)!
vi 339 It was resolved to announce certain intended gracesm the speech from the throne 1848 Wharton Law LetGl ac/'

t
a faculty, license 01 dispen sation 1878 Lecky Enr

Ihe’riSm of
V
Rihk

ll,e“ &n,C"' the ,n* It

h e Pei mission to do something
; leave. Obs

n 1300 Cm sor M. 26285 fan mai Ins biscop do him grace
yy yf to tak wijt hir to hue c 1400Rom Rose 4080 No marlmo into this place Of me to entie shal have giace
Desir Tioy 826 Wold je graunt me j our gSse goodl??“
Yiende, T wold bonne me to batell 14
1379+ 9,1 heie shal no man haue grace Agaynst my w\l to
lj e me by Nor do me shame nor vel.any 1

3

t d A mark of divine favour, a mercy. Obs - 1

r5*3Ln Bi-rnprs F,o/^ I x\u 31 It was a fayre grace
that the Kynge had nat hen taken

3 K

+ e. A gratuity 01 ‘ douceur’. Obs.
1769 S pATrnsoN AnotJm T?av II 144 An English

coachman, postboy, or waterman, generally expects some
grace from the passengers, over and above his fare

8 . In University language, a. t Originally, a
dispensation, granted by the Congregation ofa Uni-
versity or by some Faculty m it, from some of the
statutable conditions required for a degree. As in
the English universities the full performance of
such conditions ceased to be enforced, the * grace

’

came to be an essential preliminary to any degree.
Hence the word has now the sense* to. The leave
of Congregation to take a degree, e. Other
decrees of the Governing Body, being very often
dispensations fiom the permanent statutes, were
sometimes styled giaces, and at Cambridge every
such decree is called a Grace of the Senate, d. In
mod. use, the term is also applied to the permission
which a candidate for a degree is required to obtain
from his College or Hall.
14. ATnn m Wr-Wulckei 719/41 Nomina domotum eimum ecclesiastical uni, Hec gracia, a grace 1520 Ait

2t Hen VIII, c 13 fc 12 Doctom-,, and Bachelers of
Dj vynyte [etc ] which shalbe admytted to any of the said
Degrees by any of the Unyversitees of this Realme and
nat by Grace onely 2373 Haryfy Letter-bk (Camden) 2
Mr Nuce was requesticf to put up our graces the next
morning 1623 in Cit Times Jas / (1849) II. 408
i hey say, it was a stolen congregation, and yet he got
his grace but by three votes 1665 J Buck in G Peacock
Pint Cambridge (1841) App B 66 Then a Bedel cameth
all the Graces that passed unto the Proctors. 1709 Hearne
Collect (O H S) II 294 His grace was denied 2741
in Fowler Hist. C C C (OHS) 280 Every Under
graduate of the Foundation before his Grace is proposed,
shall be examined publicly 2842 G PrAcocK Stat Cam-
bridge 2x When graces were submitted by the chancellor
to the approbation of the senate, the proctors collected
the votes and announced the decision. 2882 L Campbell
Life Maxwell xu. 348 Ihe Chair of Experimental Physics
m the University of Cambudge was founded by a Grace of
the Senate on 9th Feb 1871 1887 Cambridge Umv
Calendar b Except supplicats for degrees, no Grace can be
offered to the Senate without three days previous notice
2898 Oxford Umv. Calendar 73 [Conditions required for
degrees] The Grace or consent of the Candidate’s College
or Hall..and of Congregation, which depend upon his con
duct and character.
trails/. 2600 Holland Livy Xxn. x (1609) 437 In this

forme of wordes was the bill propounded unto the people
Pleaseth it you, that this grace may passe and the thing
done with your assent in this wise ?

+ 10 . The share of favour allotted to one by
Providence or fortune

; one’s appointed fate,

destiny, or lot
;
hap, luck, or fortune (good or

bad) Hardgrace, evilgrace, a soi iygrace : (a stroke

of) ill luck (cf sense 6 f). Obs
2297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7492 Jut was ivillames grace Jmlke

day so god fat he nadde no wounde. 23 Coer de L a
Lord Jesus . Suche grace and vyctorye Thou sente to
Kyng Rychard. c 2320 Seuyn Sages (W) 658 For that
scnild, that naked Yvas, Mam bade th’emperice evel gras 1

<72330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 181 Richard oste forth
ran, & grace bifor him ford, Auht jomes he wan with in

fa Sarazins lond Philip fat far lay to spede had he
no grace 23 .. Gem <§• Gi Knt, 2480 Wylde wayez
in fa worlde Wowen nosv ride?, On Gryngolet, fat fa
grace hade geten of his lyue c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1

713 Nomore harde grace May sitte on me, for-whi far is no
space <7x380 Sir Fernmb 3591 par hadde fa Sara3yns
yule grace, For of dede men fay fuld fa place, & hofae by*
gunne to fie c 2384 Chaucer H Famem 700 Eolus Go,
blow this folk a sory grace <71386

—

Can Yeom Prol 112
Peter 1 quod he, god ye\e it harde grace <72400 Ywatue
tjr Gave. 687 A faire grace yit fel him swa, Al if it smate his

t

hors in twa, And his spors ofaither hele, That himself passed
so weie, c 2450 Loneuch Grail lv 486 Pelican that
thorwgh bothe hypes I-Maymed was atte bataylle OfRome,
swich was his gras ? c 1475 Sqr. I’owe Degre 176 Ye must
ryde through many a peryllous place, As aventerous man

to seke your grace 2523 More Rich III Wks 35/1 Eliza-
beth, whose fortune and grace was after to bee Quene
2335 Stewart Cron. Scot (1858) I 9 In thair passage [the>]

mony perrell fand Sic wes tnair grace jit half tha ebapit
all. 2562 Child-Mamages 80 Further beynge demaundid
(why she did

.
play the hoore she answens, * her gracewas

no better'. 2591 Shaks Two Gent,m i 146, 1 Doe curse-
the grace, that with such grace hath blest them,

11 . In scriptural and theological language,
a (Also thegrace of Godorfreegrace). The free

and unmerited favour of God as manifested in the

^salvation of sinners and the bestowing of blessings.
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Dodnnes of grace by Calvimsts applied esp to

the doctrines, of election, predestination, etc For

Covenant,
Dispensation

,
Throne ofgrace, see the

respective words.

a 1125 Leg Rath 298 He oflus giace makeS ham (jaet

ha beon eclie a 1300 Cut soy M. 21627 pe grace o godd es

gret and. gode c 1300 Harrow Hell 241 Loverd, for thi

machete grace, Giaunte us in heovene one place 1 138a

Wyclif Titus u it Ihe giace of God hath append to

aile men, techmge [etc ] c 1450 St Cuthbei t (Surtees) 1009

pe grace ofgod him calde Jiai to 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage

(1614) 306 Holding that they are saved by Merit, without

Law or Grace 167$ Bayilk Cath Theol it 1 263 Is there

anything that more destioyetli the honoui of free grace

1781 Cowfer Erpostul 213 But grace abused brings foitli

the foulest deeds 1863 A Raleigh Quid RestingFI mu
(1865) 14s Grace the free and unmerited favor of God
1875 Manning Mission. H. Ghost n 35 The word giace

signifies the free and gratuitous operation of God

% Used for . The source of grace, God.
t6oi Shahs All’s Well 1. iu 226, 1 will tell Uuth by giace

it self I sweare Ibid 11 1 163 1605 — Math \ vui 72
1 his by the Grace of Grace, We will performe.

b The divine influence which operates m men
to regenerate and sanctify, to inspire virtuous im-

pulses, and to impart strength to endure trial and

resist temptation. Often spoken of as the grace

of God, of our Lord, of the Holy Spirit

,

or as im-

parted through the sacraments; also, in Roman
Catholic use, as pioceedmg from the Virgin Mary.
Used with many defining words, usually translations from

scholastic Latin. Prcvement grace the grace which pro-

duces the repentance and faith without which the grace

ofjustification cannot be received Sufficient grace', the

grace which (merely) renders the soul capable ofperforming

a supernatural act, in contradistinction to efficacious grace,

the grace which really effects the end for which it is given

For means of grace, saving grace, see Mlans, Saving
ppl a. Thegrace ofOrders (see quot 1869)

c isoo Vices Virtues 23©urh godes grace [m hes hafst

forsaken cwao Bestiary 1x9 Buig grace off ure drlgtui.

a 1215 St Marker 2 pe giace of ben boll cost a 1240

Lofsong in Colt Horn. 207 Ich halsi J>e pet 5u bi seclie him
purh pe giace of fuluht a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 32 To

Salomon heo com poru giace pat oui lord hire 3ef a 1340

Hampole Psalter my 6 Ilkan. pat is enoynt with pe grace

of pe halygdst 1382 Wyu it 2 Cor xm 14 The giace of

cure Lord Ihcsu Crist be with jou alle 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xlvn 85 Is non but grace of God I wiss, That can in

3ewtll considdir thtss 1335 Covlrdall Acts win 27 He
helped them moch which beleued thorow giace 1538 Bale
ThreLowes 824 Whan we went to Berye AncJ to our lady of

grace. 159* Shaks. i Hen VI, v. iv 40 Chosen from aboue
By inspiration of Celestiall Grace. 2678 Barclay Apol
Quakers (1841) 284 The way whereby Christ helpeth,

assisteth, and worketh with us is by lus grace a 1700

Dryden Creator Spirit 13 Plenteous of grace, descend from
high 1738 Wlsley Psalms v n, On Thee, O God of Purity,

I wait for hallowing Grace. 1841 B’ness Bunsen in Hare
Life II i 18 That you may have grace to make the use in-

tended of the piesent bitter dispensation 1869 Haddan
Apost Sncc. 1. (1879) 13 A belief in the grace of Orders ;

1 e in the necessity, and in the spiritual effectiveness, of a

proper formal ordination 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt -

Cap 226 They wanted faith. .The many get their grace and
go their way Rejoicing

c. The same regarded as a permanent foice,

having its seat m the soul.

l 1325 SongPassion 52 inO E, Misc. (1872) 198 Marie ful

of grace 1340 Hampqll Pr. Cause ion for ilk man sal

-hate par a place To wone ay ill loy, pat here has grace

1382 Wyclif Luke i 28 The aungel gon yn to hir seide,

Heil, ful of grace. 1634 Cannf Nccess Sepctr (1849) 133
In cases of this nature, grace is best tried 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr, il 123 There is no Grace, where there is no fear of

God 1707 Norris Treat Humility 111 138 By grace I

understand., the inward operation of God’s spuit super-

naturally assisting our natural faculties 1821 Wokdsw
So/111

,
Eng. Reformers m Exile, Blest Is he who can, by

help of grace, enthrone The peace of God within his single

breast ' 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 2 They realised life

as a long wrestling with unseen and invincible forces of
grace, election and fore-destmy.
personified. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxii. 113 With greit-

mg glaid be than come Grace, With wourdis sweit saying

to me 1784 Cowper Tnoc 30 Umpire m the stiife That
Grace and Nature have to wage through life.

d The condition of one who is under such chvme

influence More fully a state of grace. Also in

tofallftow grace (see Fail v. i c)

138* Wyclif Gal, v. 4 Je that ben mstified in the lawehan
fallen awey fro grace 1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxxui. 13
Bend up thy satfl, and win thy port of grace 1502 Ora
Crystcti Mm (W. deW 1306) I. vi si These holy persons

the whiche were deed in the estate of good grace. 1632

Lithgow Trav 1 7 The flying from evil, is a flying to grace

1843 [Angier] Lane Vail Achor 12 Many of them have
proved practicall Arminians, practising falling from Grace

1754 Sherlock Disc vui. I 247 For all the Children of
God are in a state ofGrace 1832 Robertson Led Ep Cor
xlvi, (1863) 34s A state of grace is the state in which all

men are, who have received the message of salvation which
declares God’s goodwill towards them

0. An individual virtue or excellence, divine m
its origin. Also in phr. to have the grace (to do
something) ; cf. sense 13 b.

*303 R. Brunne Handl Syiine 26 Sypyn of be twelue

poyntes of shryfte And of be twelue gracys of Here ?yfte.

c X340 Cursor M. 10062 perfore is she called in places Modir
of pite and of graces. 1537 Inst Chr Man in Fomtul.
Faith (1836) 49 Gifts aud graces I knowledge and profess

that they proceed from this Holy Spirit «i6a8 Prlston
Effectual Faith (1631) 1x2 There is no grace that God

ves but he hath tryals for it afterward 1641 Hinde
Bruen xxxiv 108 They that have the grace to live unto

the LotJ, shall never [etc] x6<u Rogers Naamait bp
Ded 1 Ihe Graces of belfe demail and Faith are like those

two pillars of Iachin and Boaz 1844 hmoAuu Auglo-Sa.i
Ch (1858) II 1 14 The dignity and graces of the priesthood
were conferred by prayer 1852 Robertson Led. Ep Cor
\\v (1863) 183 A grace is that which has in it some moral
quality 1873 E Win re Life in Christ in xx (1876)294
It leads to a general acknowledgement ofwoi Idly virtues as

Christian gi acee

12 . Year of giace a year as leckoned fiom the

bnth of Christ ardt
[After med L annogialue, used by clnomclers (e g Ger

vase of Canterbury a 1200) , cf annosalutis, Anno Domini ]

1297 R Glouc .Rolls) 783B po deide he 111 pe lei of giace
a pousend & foui score &. seuene 1303 R Brunnl
Handl Syuiie 3 pe yeies of grace fyl pan to be A pousynd
«ind pte hundrede and pic 1387 '1 revisa Iligden (Rolls)

V 363111c }ere of grace seven hondred 3ere and fiftene

1477 Emil Rivers (Caxton) Dictcs 1 The yere of giace a
thousand, CCCC Kxhj 1603 Knollls/Zm/ 1 u/ks 36 He
depaited the thirteenth of Februaiy in the yeare of Giace
1163 1897 Litoatuic 11 Dec 233/2 At the present year of
giace we have had published but ten of these parts.

13 In senses transf or weakened fiom ix.

fa. In things Beneficent vntuc 01 efficacy

Grains ofgiace . seeds endowed with some whole-

some quality Obs
a 1300 AT Horn 371 pc stones beopof suche grace pat pu

lie schalt in none place Ofnone duutes beon ofdrad la 1366

Chaucer Rom Rose 1099 Yit the stoon hadde suche a grace,

1 hat he was siker 111 every place c 1450 Holland Howlat
111, Granes of grace, Mendis and medicyne for menms all

neidis. 1592 Siiaks. Rom ful 11. 111 14 O mickle is the

powerfull giace that hes I11 Plants 1604 E G[rimstonc]
tr D'Acosta's Hist Indies 1 111 13 The workes of God
hauc (I know not what) secret and hidden grace and vertve

b In persons Virtue; an individual virtue,

sense of duty 01 propriety ; esp. in phrase to have

the grace (to do something) cf sense 1 1 e

1330 Cotnpend Treat, (1863) 56 They have no giace

one to beware of another x59x Sh \ks I wo Gent v iv

165, I think the Boy hath grace in him, he blushes

x6oo — A Y L, 111 iv 2 Hauc the giace to considei, that

teales do not become a man 1605

—

Mach iv 111 91 Ihe
King-becoming Graces, As Iustice, Veuty [etc ] 1652-62

IIlylin Cosmogr 111 11673) 60/2 Foi matters of Religion

the People of this Land were puviledged above all otheis,

had they had the grace to make good use of it 1667 Pepys
Dtary 30 Dec, Captain Cocke would have borrowed

money of me , but I had the grace to deny him 1706

Stanhope Paraph) III 444 Only One poor bamautane of

the whole Number had the Grace to come back c 1780 Parr
m E H Barker Pamana (1829) II. xox Markham shewed
some grace mins neutrality, 1781 Cowper Eapostnl 79 They
had the gracem scenes ofpeace to show The virtue they had

iearned In scenes of woe. 1816 Scott Antv], vi, He blushes

again, which is a sign of grace 1851 Lonot. Gold Leg
in Square w front Cathedral 78 In the church will be"

represented a Miracle-Play , and I hope you will all have

the grace to attend 1892 Stevenson Across the Plains 14,

I put my patronage away for another occasion, and had the

grace to be pleased with that result

14. Javoui shown by granting a delay in the

performance of an action, or the discharge of an

obligation, or immunity from penalty during a

specified period ; as m a day's
,
fortnight's, mo-

ment's, etc. grace. Year of Grace (at the Uni-

versities: see quot. 1726). Time ofgrace, a close

time (for beasts ofthe chase). Day ofgrace (Theol ),

the period allowed for repentance.

17x1 Hearne Collect. (G. H S.) III. 126 Mi Greenwood
had a year’s Grace X726 Amherst Terra Fil xl. 2x2When
a college-living falls, the person chosen to succeed is

allow’d a yeai of grace (as it is_ call’d), at the end of which

he must resign either his living or his fellowship, as he
thinks best. x8ox Strutt Sports & Past 1 1 17 The time

ofgrace begins at Midsummer, and lasteth to Holyrood-day

1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng xxu. IV. 775 A fortnight’s

grace was allowed. 1839 Tennyson Elaine 681 But he

pursued her, calling,
1 Stay a little I One golden moment’s

grace 1
' 1878 J P. Hopps Jesus x, 38 Your long day of

grace is gone. 1895 Marie Corelli Sorrows Satan v.

[1897) S3, I give you a day's giace to decide

b. Comm. Days ofgi'ace, the period (in England

3 days) allowed by law for the payment of a bill

of exchange, after the expiration of the term for

which it is drawn. Similarly, the period allowed

for the payment of a premium of insurance or the

like, after the date at which it is said to be due.

In present practice, the date at which a bill is said to be

due is the last of the * days of grace *. Thus a bill payable
‘ 60 days*after sight ' is due (in England) on the 63rd day
after acceptance, and if it is discounted the discount is cal-

culated to that day
a 1731 De Foe Eng Tradesman (1732) I xxv 360, 1767

Blackstone Comm II 469. 1780 T Jefferson Corr

Wks. 1839 I. 261, 1 suppose, that your drafts in favor of

the quarter-master, if attended with sixty days' grace, may
be complied with to a certain amount 1809 R. Langford
Introd. Trade 12 They have the. allowance of three days

grace for payment. 1848 Wharton LawLex ,
Grace, days

of It was originally a gratuitous favour but custom has

rendered it a legal right, 1849 Freese Comm. Class-bk, 27
* Days of grace in Brazil when the word precise is not

added 15 days are allowed on inland bills, and 6 days on

foreign bills x866 Crump Bankingy 103 The ‘grace’'

allowed upon billsvanes considerably in different countnes.

15 . Mercy, clemency; hence, pardon or forgive-

ness. Now rare or arch.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 11818 Wijxoute ent grace he sus

pendede echone [of the bishops] c 1375 Lay Folks Mass
Bk (MS B) 81 Gyue me grace & foiguenes of my mys-dede

C1386 Chaucer Doctor's F, 236 Goode fadei shal I dye? Is

ther 110 grace ’ is tiler no remtdye ? 14x1 Rolls of Farli
III. 650/? Wherof I beseke yow of grace and mercy 1462

J Russe in Pastoit Lett, No 460 II. 113 The Lord Sum-
myrset had wretyn to hym to come to grace 1559 Mirr.
Mag , Dk Suffolk xxv, There was no grace, but I must
loose my head 1570 Satir Poems Reform, xm 216 Syne
hangit hie but grace vpon the Gallous 16x3 Heywood Silver
Age 1 i. Wks. 1874 III 86 [Thou] Stand’st at our grace, a
captiue 1652 H Cogan tr. Scudeiy's Ibiahim 111 i 34
Solimau swore he would punish him though my Master
employed all his pou er to obtain his grace Seresbeg’s Wife
and Children humbly besought him to grant them the
grace of hei Husband and their Father. 1667 Milton/*. L
1 1 11 lo bow and sue for grace With suppliant knee 1718
Hickes & Nelson J Kettlewcll 11. xxxvm 143 That they
might not Reject the King’s Grace freely offered 1842
Macaulay Lays Anc Rome

,
Hoi aims lvn, ‘Now yield

thee *, ci led Lars Porsena, ‘ Now y leld thee to our grace
’

1867 Frelman Norm Conq (1876) I App 749 Ulf, finding

himself foisaken of all men, asks for grace

Pioverb 1346 J H ia wood Pi ov (1867) 8 In space comth
grace a 1533 Uuvll RoysterD hi in (Arb >47

b Act of grace a formal paidon, spec, a free

and general pardon, granted by Act of Parliament.

(The phrase also occurs under sense 6

)

1648 Ellon Bos ix. S3 Is this the reward and thanks I am to

receive for those mame Acts of Grace I have lately passed ?

1635 Fuller Ch Hist ix vi. § 12 Seventy priests were,

by one act of Grace, pardoned, and sent over beyond sea

1729 G. Jacob Law Did s v
,
Acts of Grace 1827 Hallari

Const, Hist (1876) III xv X14 In the next [parliament]

William took the matter into his own hands by sending

down an act of grace 1839 'J mut wall Gteece VI xhx
185 He also celebrated his victory by an act of giace

16 . a In lus, her, yow, my bid's, the hug's

,

etc (good) grace, serving .asg complimentary peri-

phrasis for he, she, you, etc. Obs. exc ai ch

c 1430 Syr Ccnci (Roxb ) 1870 To Ins lord he went a pase,

And bioght him tithmges from hir goode giace 1481

Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 117 And yf your good grace will

ony thyng late me haue knowleche of it 1329 Alward
Let to Cromwell iu Cavendish Life Wolsey (1827) 487 My
lords grace went again into the kyngs highnes beyng then

in his pryvie chamber 1541 Barnes Wks (1573) 316/1 No
man maibee admitted into his seruice excepte that hee first

sweaie to bee an enemy vnto the kyngs grace of England.

1539 Abp Hethe m Strype Ann Ref I App vi (1824)

405 The lord Cardmall Poles good grace 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen VI, v 111 33 A goodly prize, fit for the diuels grace.

1605 in Crt Is Times Jas I (1848) I 39 The rebels came
but two hours too late to have seized upon the person of my
Lady Elizabeth’s grace 1830 Gen P Thompson Exeic
(1842) I 317 If the King wants a. yacht, or Her Majesty's

Giace would like a few acres of realjace

b. A courtesy-title now only given to a duke,

a duchess, or an archbishop. Formerly used m ad-

diessmg a king or queen. (Cf. G. Euer Gnaden.)
Now usually written with capital

1300-20 Dunbar Poems lix 1+ 3°ur Grace beseik I of

remeid 1549 Latimer 6th Serm bef Edit) VI (Arb ) 158

(heading), bermon whych he preached before the kynges
Maiesty wyth in hys Graces Palaice at Westminster. 1596
Shahs, i Hen, IV, 1, 11 19 God saue thy Grace, Maiesty
I should say x6oa — Ham. hi iv. 3 Tell him your Grace
hath scree’nd, and stoode betweene Much heate, and him
1605 Camden Rem Surnames 138 As for Grace, it beganne
about the time -of Henry the fourth. Excellent Grace vnder

Henry the sixt. 1630 Wadsworth Pilgr vu 75 Intelli-

gence was giuen to the Archbishops Giace of Canterbury

1639 Earl Traquair in Hamilton Papers (Camden) 97 To
the Marquis of Hamilton. Pleas your Grace 2687 Dryden
Ep. to Sir G. Etkerege 73 His Grace of Bucks has made
a farce. 171X Swift Jml. Stella 28 Dec

,
We have given

his grace some hopes to be one of our Society 2780 Cowper
Piogr Err 105 Will Avarice give place, Charmed by the

sounds—‘Your reverence* or ‘Your grace’? 1824 Byron
Juan xvi xxxiv, Her Grace replied, his Grace was rather

pain’d [etc ] 1844 Disraeli Comngsby 1 1, Letme present to

your Grace—Mr. Comngsby. 1872 Earl Pembroke&G H
Kingsley S Sea Bubbles vui 221 The daintiest Alderney

in her grace’s fancy dairy.

17 . Hence + a. The high position or dignity of

an archbishop, etc. (obs). b. in the nonce-verb,

To ‘ Your grace' (a person).

1631 WcrvER Anc Funeral Mon 224 A Doctor of_the

Canon Law, who by degrees came to this Metropolitan

Giace of Canterbury Ibid. 309 To foisake his pontificall

Grace and Dignitie x86z Tennyson Let to Dk, ofArgyll
Feb

,
If you call me Mr Tennyson any longer, I think that

I must Your-grace you till the end of the chapter

f 18 a. In the names of some plants : (a) Grace

cf God (=L. Gratia Dei), species of Hypericum,

esp. II. peiforatum ;
(b) Geranium ptatense\ (c)

Grahola offcmahs ; (d) (see quot 1607) ,
(e) Herb

(of) Grace (see Hebb-gbace) Obs

1597 Gerarde Heibal n clxvin 467 Hedge Hyssope is

called m Latin . . Giatm Dei, or the Grace of God Ibid

Table Eng. Names, Grace of God, or S Johns Grasse 1607

Topsell Foui-f Beasts 126 Elapjto\bo\scim

.

(that is, as

some call it Harts eye, others Hart thorne, or grace of

God, others wilde Ditany)

+b Grace of God (tr. med.L. gratia Dei) . a

composition used as a plaster, Obs.

c 1450 ME. Med Bk (Heinrich) 189-190

in +19 pi. Thanks, thanksgiving. Also to

do, give, make, render, yieldgraces Cf. F. rendre

grdees, L. gratias agere Obs

1382 Wyclif i Cor x 30 Iherfore if I take part with

grace, what am I blasfemyd, for that I do graces or

thankyngis 1 C1386 Chaucer Meltb. T 838 Yeldynge graces

and thankynges to hir lord Melibee a 1400-50 Alexander

S394 Makis he gracis to his goddis 1480 Caxton Otiid's

Met x. vi, Venus, ryght puiwante lady, I adoute, thanke,

and lendie graces 1483— Gold. Leg 438 b/a He toke breed

121-2



GRACE.

& yeldyng giaces to god the fader brosjd and gaue it to his

dyscyples a 1533 Ld Birnlrs Gold Bk. M An) el (1546)
big 1, 1 gyue great graces to my goddesofmy goodhappe

20 (Till the x6th c, almost exclusively pi
m sing. sense, now only sing

)
A short piayer

either asking; a blessing before, or rendering thanks
after, a meal Frequent in phrase to say g/ ace{s.

a 1235 Ancr R 44 Ower giaces biuore mete & eftei

& mid te misereie go3 biuoien ower weouede & ended
Ser )ie graces, c 1330 R Erunne Chron Wace (Rolls)

16086 pt borde was leyd, pe clones] spied, pe graces
seyd [c 1340 Cursor &l 13496 (Trin ) Ihesus blessed
bis breed wip grace ] 1377 Langl P PI 13 xiv 62 As
holywrit witnesseth whan men segge her graces, Apens tu
ntanum tuatn [etc ] c 1440 Ipomydou 313 Whan they had
ete and grace sayd c 1500 Melustne xxxvi 241 After they
had'dyned, graces were said 1326 Iindall Matt xxvi
30 When they had sayd grace they went out 1388 J
Udall Diotrepkes (Aib ) 6 He would needs saye grace
(forsooth) before and after supper a 1639 Suckling Poems
(1646) ig Long graces do But keep good stomachs off that
would fall too 1680 Dhyden Pro/ to Csesar Borgia 42
But mark their feasts The Pope says grace, but 'tis the
Devil gives thanks 1703 Hickerinoill Pi test cr 11 vi 62
Until Mr Say-Grace nas blest the Cup, and said a short
Grace *760-72 H Brooke Fool of Quality (1808) I 68
Ihe latter grace was said, and the cloth taken away

89 A youth came forward and pionounced the ancient
form ofgrace before meals i88x Bi sant & Rice Chapl of
Fleet x via, The dinner was at times scanty, a giace
befo 1 e the meat, and a grace after

IV. 21. attrib, and Comb
,
as greu e-covenant,

-giver, f -market, -token
,
grate doing vbl sb

,

fgrace empaled
, -followed

,
-giving, -Me, -origina-

ting, -restoring
,
-thirsty, -working adjs

1892 Westcott Gospel of Life 260 'Ihe ^grace-covenant
with Abraham 1382 Wyclik Isa h 3 Io^e and gladncsse
shal be founde in it, *gracedoing and vois of preising 1613
T Adams Bl, Devil 75 To restrame his savage fuiy from
forragmg his *Grace-empaIed Church *398 Sylvester
Du Bartas it 11 11. Babylon 589 Amos’ sou . *Grace-
followed, grave, holy, and eloquent, 1388 A King tr
Consuls' Latech 153 Christ is our propiciatour and *grace-
geuar 1887 H 0 Wakeman Ch % Puntans 121 All the
grace giving powers of the Church 1636 B Jonson
Discern

}
Cojisartinto

,
etc Wks (1641) 119/r They have the

Authority of yeares, and out of their intermission doe win
to themselves a kind of *grace-hke newnesSe. 1820 W
Tooke tr. Lucian I. 71 Homer bestows on your locks the
epithet of grace-like 1645 Rutherford Tryal # Tn.
Faith (1845) 93 No purse is Christ's grace-market 1831W Anderson Exposure Popery (1878) 126 Th? words Ego
te absolvo penetrate to the Soul with *grace restating
power, just as the water of baptism ‘reached’ it with
grace originating power <21633 T Pierson Expos 84

r
*Grace thirsty soules 1842 Manning Waiting

hivis C/i Serin 1848 1 . 340 The #grace-tokens of the Cross
1849 Rock Ch, of Fathers II 283 Thebnghtsomenessof
the Gospel was dimmed in becoming shorn of many of its
grace-working ordinances.

b Special comb., as grace-drink A., ‘the
drink taken by a company after the giving ofthanks
at the end of a meal’ (Jam); graoe-Jioop, ‘a
hoop used in playing the game called graces ’

(Worcester

i

860); graoe-note = sense 3 ; f graoa-
stroke (after F coupde g>Ace • see Coup sb 3 5 b),

m quots. used for
(
a

)

a finishing touch, (b) an
elegant touch or feature, f grace-term {Oxford
University), a_ term of the period required for a
degree, in which residence was customarily dis-
pensed with; f grace- wife, a midwife.
*7a5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1 1, When we hae tane the
grace drink at the well 1788 Burns Let to Clarinda
18 reb

, l am just going to propose your health by way of
grace-dnnjc 1823 Crabb Technol Diet, *Grace Note
(mus ), ary note added to a composition as a decoration or
improvement 1864 Engel Mus Anc Nat 361 These
passages are considered only as grace notes introduced
according to the fancy of the singer 1896 Stevenson Kid-
napped xxv, Variations which, as he went on, he decorated
with a perfect flight of grace-notes, such as pipers love,
a"d call the ‘warblers 1701 Scot Characterized in Barlmsc (tori) VU 377 Your intentions led you to our neigh
bouring kingdom of Scotland, to perfect and give the
grace-stroke to that very liberal education you have so

improved in England 1686 F Spence tr Vanllas'
tio Hedicts 262 A piece wherein the character and grace-
stroaks the Greek poetry possess'd were restored in the
highest point of their perfection *833 ‘ C. Bede ’ Verdant
T?*.11

,

x
> He and Mr Bouncer had together gone up to

Oxford, leaving Charles Larkyns behind to keep a *grace-

J

er
!P .

^eg, St Nicholas' Ch,m Brand Hist, Newcastle
(1789)1 1, 362 -note, [A midwife is styled] ‘

*grace-\vyfe,’ 167a
in 12th Rep Hist MSS Comm . App vu. (1890) 382 Given
to the grace-wife and nurse ijj 1829 Brocket t N C Words
(eel 2

1

, Grace-wife, an old provincial name for a midwife;
stiu retained by the vulgar

Grace (gre's), V. [Ill sense 1
,
a OF grader

to tbank, also, as m mod F , to pardon (a criminal,
f grace Grade sb

,
m the other senses f prec]

1* X traits * To thank. Only m pass, sub?
a 1225 Anct, R, 366 Igraced beo his milcc! 13 Coer

de A3772 Graced he Jesu Cryst our Lord 1377 Langlp- pt B V Lord, y-graced be Je 1

r To show favour or be gracious to
, also, to

countenance Obs

f'ff SirGowtherBs She prtud to Crist and Maiie myldc,

iv a? Sp l
T
° have a Childe 1590 Spenser F Q

vircri^t f ,

t
j
1a ^ * s

,

o0ne ,s0 Gad me giace, Abett that
Virgins cause disconsolate. 1396 lbid, u an 16 To tell

328

her how the heavens had hu gra*-te To save her diylde
1604 Marston Malcontent 11 v D 3 And theievpon you
graced him Tooke him to fiuourV 1626 L Owln Sptt
Jesuit (1629) 33 Ihe Pope would not grace the Iesuttes
Authoi, or founder, vntill they had first greased him in

the fist

1 b To favour with permission to do something
1639 Fuiler Holy War 111 1 (1647) 109 He was grated

to wear his shoes of the Imperiall fashion

|' 3 To endow with (heavenly) grace. Obs
1634 Bp Hail Whs II 50 Heethat can (when hee will)

convince the obstinate, will not Grace the disobedient 1637
Rutueri ouuLctt (1862)1 289 The honourable cause whn.li
ye are graced to profess is Christ’s own truth 1701 Bra 1 rlly
Glory ofGrate 4 He hath Graced, or invested with Grace
4 '1 o lend or add grace to, to adorn, embellish,

set off
,

to adorn with some becoming quality
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633) 39 He left nothing

unassayed, which might disgrai e hmiselfe, to grace his
friend 1388 Shaks L L. L v 11 74 1606 J Carpi nt lr
Solomon's Solace 1 3 They were grated with an excellent
memory 1609 Douland Ui nitft Mmol 184 Most com-
monly it [the high fenoi] graceth the Base, making a
double Concord with it 1638 Cokaini Irappolm n 11

Dram Wks (1874) 141 One grac’d with all the vntucs
1693 DtiYDtN Ovid's Met 1 759 Ihou shalt returning
Cassar’s tiiumph grace 1712 Ahbut knot John Bull nt 111,

He mounted upon the bottom of al ub, the inside of which
he had often graced in his prosperous days 1767 Sir W
Jones Seven fountains Poems (1777) 46 A table with a
thousand vases grac’d *828 D’Ishalli C/tas /, I vi 204
This chivalnc Earl was just the heto to grace a desperate
cause 1837 Livihgstonl lrav.xx 43 Ihe eland would
grace the parks of our nobility moie than deer 1877
Dowdtn Shahs Print vt 73 A Midsummet Night’s Dream,
was written to grace the wedding of some noble pet son.

b. Mus To arid grace-notes, cadenzas, ete , to

1639, 1780, *836 [cf. Gracing vbl sb ] 1824 Scott Rid
gauntlet let a, Then taking the old tune of Galashiels for
his theme, he graced it with a number of wild, complicated,
and beautiful variations 1876 Stainlr & Barrett Diet
Mils, Terms s v

,
Music for viols was abo gtaied 111 vauous

ways. *882 in Ogilvil, and in later Diets

t C. To grace out . to make to appear favom-
ably Obs
1606 Day lie of Gills Prol A2 Hath he not a prepaid com

pany of gallants, to aplaud his lests, and grace out his
play? 1622 Rowlands GoodNewcs $ Bad 33 A Sutor, that
a wealthy widow pil’d, To grace out his bad fortunes did
prouide Vpon his credit, foran ouLward show, That gallantly
he might a wooing goe
5. To confer honotu or dignity upon

;
to honour

with a title or dignity. Also, to do honour or
credit to

*583 T Rogers 39 Art Pief (1607) 22 Ihe doctune 111

this land allowed, and publicly graced and embraced of all
sorts 1388 Shaks. L L L 1 1 3 Let Fame then grace
vs in the disgrace of death *591 — 7wo Gent 1 111 58How happily he hues, how well-belou’d, And daily grac’d
by the Emperor, cigga Marlowe Jew of Malta Piol

,

Grace him as he deserves, And let lum not be entertain’d
the worse Because he favours me 1394 Plat Jnuell-ho
Ui. 17 Such as shall commend and grace the wormwood
beyond the hoppe. idoi R. Johnson Kingd # Commw
(1603) 171 Leaving his son whome the king graced with
his fathers regency 1605 Shaks Maeb m iv 45 Pleas’t
your Highnesse To grace vs with your Royall Company?
<r 1626 BaconMax. $ Uses Com Law Pref (1636) 1 Thereby
not only gracing it in reputation and dignity, but also [etc ]
1631 Massinger Believe as you List v 11, Hee was My
creature 1 and in my prosperity, prowde To liolde depend-
ance ofmee, though I grac’d hym With the title of a fremde
1701 W Wotton Hist Rome 341 He was immediately
graced with the Title of Pnnceps 1810 Scott Laity off.
t *xut» He bade that all should ready be, To grace a guest
of fair degree 1839 Tennyson Elaine 223 So ye will grate
me.. with your fellowship O’er these waste downs

1* With complement . To name or designate
honourably. Obs
1667 Milton P L \i 169,

1

[Eve] who first brought death
oil all, am graced The source of life

t 6 To give, pleasure to, to gratify, delight Obs
<*1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1633) 1 This place, where ne

last aid grace our eyes upon ner ever-flourishing beauty
*594 Shaks Rich, III, iv iv 74 What comfortable houie
canst thou name, That euer grac'd me with thy company
1670 Dkydfn Cong Granada 1 1 (1701) 385 When fieue
Bulls run loose upon the place And our bold Moors their
Loves with danger grace 1703 Rowe Pair Pemt 1 1

3,*?4 At sight of this black Scrowl, the gentle Altamont
bl
I
a
n dr

S?p ’ And never ace tf
)
e Pubhck with his Vu lues

t 7. To say ‘ grace over (a meal). Obs
1644 Bulwer Ckirol, 140 The same gesture we use m

gracing our meals

t 8 . To confer a degiee upon (a person) by a
‘grace’ Obs
*S73 G. Harvey Letter bk (Camden) 9 Almost A the loun

ar gvacid yea and admitted too alreddi
9. To addi ess by the title ‘ yopi giace
C1610 Sir J Melvil Mem, (1683) 124 Cimge low, Gracehim at every wot d

'

Hence Gxa cing ppb, a,

lvorfi
I
S,nn

ST
^R Lofc

’

sM(lri (1B78) 142 In that gieat gracingword shalt thou be counted Loumg to him, that is thy
swornelouer a 1684 Leighton Exp Led Rom,Wks (1868)
332 i ne apostle recommends that gracing grace of humihtv
Grace, obs form of Gbass.
Gra'ce-cup.
The cup of liquor passed 1 ound after grace is said

,

the last cxip of liquor drunk before retiring, a pait-
mg draught. (Cf grace-dnnk

,

Grace sb 21 b)
°fDfrham (Surtees) 68 A great ma/er, called

the Grace-cup 1647 TrappComm Mark xiv 35 That grace-cup (as they call it) after which they might not eat any thing

GBACEFULLY.
more till the day following 1687 Dkydln Hind a /> „
6S0 A grace-cup to their common Patron’s health

, exuhPbiob Ladle 115 'ihe grace-cup seiv’d, the cloth aw-m
1816 Scot 1 QldMoit 111, Such as were obliged to mrtake of a grace cup with their captain before their departure
1828 — F M Perth xxvm, A bowl, called the

P
grace

cup, made of oak, hooped with silver. 1886 Wiilis \Clark Cambridge III 281 As soon as Grace had been said
and the gi ace-cup had been passed round, the seniors were
to tetiie to their studies
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Thus in

the Play should naturally have ended with the Death of
Zangei, and not have given us the grace Cup after Dinner
of bolyman s Divoice from Roxolana x-jK Fionas thePhilanthropist III 173 Ihe epilogue, or grace-cup, to washdown the meal, had not yet exceeded the vos valete l
plaudite 0

Graced (gr<?sl), ppl a [f Grace sb. or v +
-ED] Endowed with giace, favoured; having a
grace or graces; embellished, etc. Also 7veilgraced
*393 biiAKS Rich II v 11 24 After a well grac'd Actor

leaues the Stage 1605 — Macbeth in iv 41 Here had wenow our Countnex Honor roof’d, Weie the grac'd person
of our Banquo present — Lear 1 iv 267 Moie like a
I auei ne, or a Brothcll,! hen a grac’d Pallace 1603 BaconAdv Learn n xvm s 68 Their well graced fourmes of
speech c 1630 Naunton Piagm Rig tArb

) 52 A maxime
of moie disci etion for the conduct and management of their
now graced Loid and Mastei. 1645 Ruthpri-ord Tryal
$ tri Patth (1845) 40 All graced peisons are puvtleged
persons 1701 Cnraru Love Makes Man iv 11, I'm little
practis'd m the Rules of grac’d Behaviour 1797 Mary
Robinson Wahingham III 260 'Ihe graced affections
glowing fi 0111 the pure and feeling heait Ibid IV 38 That
graced complacency which seems to experience pleasure m
hai monizing the feelings of others 1832 Standish Maidof
Jaen 44 All wears devotion’s solemn face austere, From the
grac’d altar to the black’ned bier 1880 Academy 23 Oct
3r° 'Ihe best graced of our English acti esses.

Graceful (grP sful), a. [f Grace sb + -eul.]

f 1 Full of divine grace
; spiritually profitable

;

(of persons) holy Obs
C1420 Anturs ofAt Ik xx, )Jes arne J>e graceful giftes of

Pe holygoste c 1430 Lydg Ball Commend Our Lady 52Som drope of graceful dewe to us piopyne c 1449 Pncocic
Rtpr 1. xin 66 The seid reeding was to hem so graceful, and
so delectable 1611 Shaks Wtnt f v 1 171 Vouhauea
holy Father, A gracefull Gentleman
1 2. Of persons : Possessed ofgiaces of character,

virtuous. Obs.
1605 Camdln Run, (1637) *7* Then gracefull issue Prince

Charles, the Lady Elizabeth a 1715 Burnlt Own Time
(1724) I. 171 A Royal family of thiee Princes and two
Princesses, all young and graceful jieisons

1 3 Favourable, fnenclly. Obs
1606 Shaks Ant .5- Cl xx 11 6o, I Your Partner m the

LAuse gainst which he fought, Could not with gracefull
eyes attend those Wanes Which fronted mine owne peace
1 4 Conferring grace 01 honour. Obs
*595 Spenser Epithal. 3 Others to adorne. Whom ye

thought worthy of your gracefull rj mes.
5 Possessed of pleasing or attractive qualities

Now m moie restricted sense (cf. Grace sb. i)*
Elegant m form, proportions, movement, expres-
sion, or action. Of actions ; esp. acts of courtesy,

concessions, and the like . Felicitously well-timed
or becoming.
a 1586

_

Sidney Arcadia in (1590) 248b, Ibeir comffen-
aunces full of a gracefull giauttie 1399 Shaks Much Ado
111 iv 42 But for a fine queint graceful!and excellent fashion,
yours [1 e your gown] is woith ten on’t *624 Wotton
Arch, 11, 108 Of this Plastique Ait, the chiefe vse with
vs is in the gracefull fi citing of roofes 1647 Clarendon
Hist, Reb 1. § 120 He was . a graceful speaker upon any
subject. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandilslo s Trav 4. The
King was a very handsome graceful person. 1698 Fryer
Act E India if P 285 To these he has given graceful
Houses. 1723 Popl Odyss xvm *82 He shook the grace
ful honouis of his head 1742 Richardson Pamela IV
*21 She was one of the gracefullest Figures m the Place.
1766 Fobdyce Serm. Vug Worn (1767) 11 xm 224 In your
sex manly exercises aie never graceful 1809 Roland
fencing 7 1 his position is not so graceful as the old one
1826 Disraeli l' tv Guy vi 1, A magnificently cut chan
ueher, which thiew a graceful light upon a sumptuous
banquet table 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng v I 665 She left

a paper wutten, indeed, in no graceful style, yet such aswds
[etc] 1836 Stanley Sinai <)• Pal 111 (1858) 168 A dome
graceful as that of St Peter's i860 Ivndall Glac 1 111 27
It [a chamois] was a most graceful animal
quasi-rttfr/ 1712-14 Popl Rape Loch v 7 Clarissa grateful

waved her fan.

Gracefully (gi e ] sfiili), adv [f Graceful a

+ -ly 2
.] In a graceful manner, with grace, be-

comingly, elegantly,
<11386 Sidney Aicadta 11 (1633) 122 Not Musidorus, no

nor any man liumg could deliuer that strength moit
nimbly, or become the dehuery more gracefully. *603 111

Crt tjr Times Jas I (1848) I 42 The bridegroom carried
himself as gravely and gracefully as ifhe were of lus fathei 's

age 1607-8 Ibid 73 Being very gracefully attued *647
ClarendonH1st Reb, x § 65 He, had the habit ofspedkmg
very gracefully and pertinently 1698 Frylr Acc E India
<) P 66 Panes of Oister-shells for their Windows (which .is

they are cut in Squares, and polished, look gracefully
enough) 17x1 Addison Sped, No 102 r 7 This teaches a
Lady to quit her Fan gracefully when she throws it astde

1746-7^ HAvfy Medit, (1818) 160 See how gracefully it

erects its majestic head 1 *838 Dickens Nick Ntch xxv,
Sticking his other arm gracefully a-kimbo 1858 Froudl
Hist Eng III xm, 129 He was taking precautions to

enable him to yield gracefully to necessity should necessity
ause i860 Tindall Glac, 1. ix 63 The..moraine, forming
at fust a gracefully winding curve. 1876 Ouida Winter
City xi 334 The most gracefully-worded appeal possible
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Gracefulness (gr? s felines) [f as prec. +
-vKsa ]

The quality or state of being graceful.

+ 1. Possession of graces; excellence of cha-

racter Obs.

ifiit Be vum, & Ft Kingty No IC it i, Ifyou Can find no

disposition in yourself lo sorrow, yet, by giacefulness m
hei. Find out the way, and by your reason weep

f 2 Graciousness, kindness, disposition to favoui

1640W Mountague & Digby 111 Rushw Hut Coil in.

(1692)1 161 We shall certainlypreserve his Gracefulness to us

3 . The quality of being graceful or elegant 111

form, proportions, movement, action, 01 expression

Ongmally in wider sense : Beauty, chaim.

rt 1386 Sidney Arcadia. 11.(1633) 106 All her paits weie

decked with some particular ornament her eyes with

majestie, her countenance with gracefulnesse, her lips with

lovelinesse 1627 Haktwill Apol. m vm (1635) 293

Petrarchs Thuscan gracefulnesse 1647 Clarendon Hist

Reb 1 ^ 14 the beauty and gracefulness of his person

1637 R Ligon Baibadoes (1673) 13 With fai gieatei

Majesty, and gracefulness, than I have seen Queen Anne,

descend fiom the Chair of State, to dance *724 Sw irr Use

Irish Mating, Wks 1755 V 11 7 He could talk moie than

six, without either gracefulness, propriety or meaning 1736

Burke Snbl $ B hi xxxh, Gracefulness is an idea not very

different from beauty 18x3 Chalmers Let in Life (1851)

II 29 An unsoiled gracefulness and brilliancy of character

1821 Lamb Elia Ser 1 Grace bef meat, Ihese exeicises .

have little in them of giace or giacefulness 1832 Tennyson
Elcanore 30 The luxuriant symmetry Of thy floating grace-

fulness

Graceless (gr<?t*sles), a [f. Grace sb +
-LESS ]

1 a Not in a state of giace, unregenerate,

hence depraved, wicked, ungodly, impious

1399 Langl. Rich Rede Its 1 25 Giaceles gostis gylouis of

hem self, That sawe no manere si^th saff solas and ese

[etc ] c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S ) 161 pe peple sclial

be giaceles, vnmy3tv in batayle, & vnstedfast in f>e feyth of

holy cherch. 1534 Sir T. Morl Dialogue ofComfort it v
Wks (1557) 1174/2 Lette nomanne smne in hope ofgiace he
shall eithei giacelesse goe linger on carelesse, or with a care

fiuitlesse, fall into despayre 1603 Knolles Hist Curbs

(1621) 256 He was glad . to receive at his hypocnticall hands

a graceless blessing for his better speed, a 1623 Blaum & Fi

Is lit Malta t 1, White innocent sign, tlrou dost abhor to

giace these gi aceless piojects of my heart ' 1639 D Plll
IntPr Sea 96 Heieby you do a gieat deal moie bolster

graceless fellows in then wickedness, than you aie awaie of

1715 De FoeRam Instruct. 1 iv (1841) 83 Even our father

and mother themselves have been negligent, godless and
graceless 1733 Pore Ess Man til 307 For inodes of Faith

let graceless zealots fight 1738 Warburton Sam 2 Pet

,

1 5-7 (1745) 11 The graceless Furniture of the old Man with

his Affections and Lusts 1818 Scott Hrt Midi, xvi, There’s

a minister m the Tofbooth—wha will ca' it a giaceless place

now? 1853 M\rsden£Vi> d 305! hey [pilgrim fathers]

saw the giaceless intruders wasting then substance tn riot

b Wanting sense of decency or propriety.

1508 Dunbar Flytingw Kennedie 127 '1 he gallowts gaipis

eftirthy graceles giuiitill a 1586 Sidney Arcadia u (1633)

108 In sooth (answeied Dametas with agiacelesse scorn) the

Lad may piove well enough, if [etc ] 164a Fuller Holy
Prof St. \ xiv 412 To mouth an oath with a giacelesse grace

1714 Addison Sped No 559 *3 Ihe giaceless Youth, in less

than a quarter of an Hour, pulled the old Gentleman by the

Beard 1733 El u, Caktir Lett. (1808) 323, I am afraid

you have thought me lather graceless about the visit to

North End 1793 Macnlill Will # Jean hi vi, Viliam ?

wha wi’ graceless folly Ruin’d her he ought to save 1822

W Irving Braceb Hall xv 126 their feathered school has

turned out the most untiactable and giaceless scholars

1830 D’Isralli Chas /, III Pref 6 It would be graceless

W me, not to add, that I was honouied by a promise of aid.

1849 Cobden Speeches 8o, I have heaid that some graceless

wight once said that [etc] 1883 Month Exam. 10 Apr
5/2 If graceless insults are levelled at them they are not

WQithy a reply

e absol, Of a person or pei sons. Also m sing

only as sb
,
a graceless peison.

6 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom "Prol # P 523 0 giaceles, ful

hlynd is thy conceite 1308 Dunbar Flytingw Kennedie
32zOurgallowisgaipis, lo 1 quhau aue gi erelss gais 1591

Shaks t Hen VI, v iv 14 Gracelesse, wilt thou deny thy

Parentage. 1673 Baxter Cath 1 heol 11 vi 124 Do the

Armenians hole! that the Wills of the giaceless aud uti-

sanctified are freed from sinful habits 7 1858 Carlyi e Fi edh
Gt vi vi, (1872) II

,

206 Rejoicing to find something of a
soldier 111 the young giaceless, aftei all 1874 Spurgeon
Picas Dav Ps. xen is Contrasts the condition of the

ughteous with that of the giaceless,

f 2. Lacking favour Obs
c 1374 Chaucer Proylus r 781 How wost pow so pat pow

aitgraceles? c 1475 RaufCod\ea.rj%6 It war ane graceles

gude that I war cummin to 1S79 Spenser Sheph Cal Aug,

113 If for gracelesse gnefe I die.

1

3

. Merciless, unfeeling, cruel, pitiless Obs.

1588 JImp) el Epist (Arb.) 29 His honor could not obtaine

this small suit at your giaceles bauds 1396 Spenser F, Q
v xn 18 He shund las strokes, wheie ever they did fall,

And way did give unto their gracelesse speed, <*1638

Johme Armstrong xn Wit Restord 32 Asking giace of a
graceles face,

4 Wanting grace, charm, or elegance, unlovely

1638 Junius Paint, Ancients 37The most ill favoured and
gracelesse Pictures most commonly wrought by them, that

[etc]. 1823 P, Nicholson Pract Build 490 Crowns,
coronelb, mitres, and similar giaceless objects <11830

Rossltti Dante <.$ Circ 1 (1874)134 Lady she seems of such
high benison As makes all others graceless 111 men’s sight

1884 St James'sGas 26 Jan 6/1 Ihe composition is giace-

less, the colour sombie, and the haudhng broad,

+ 5 . (See quot.) Obs — 0

1727 Bohr Fr Dnt it, Graceless (that has not said

Giace) qui n'apoint lendit graces.

Hence Gia’celessly adv
c 1440 ’Jacob's Well(E E T S ) 126 Jeanne (jei deyin giace-

lesly, 1581 Sidney Apol Poetrie (Arb ) 71 Ihe Fiench
hath not one word, that hath his accent in the Autcpenul-
tima, and little more hath the Spanish and theiefoie, very
gracelesly may they vse Dactrles 1608 T Mom on Prearnb
EncomVer 115 Which must haue beene cither giddily rash,

01 gracelesly false 1659 D Pell hnpr Sea 227 note, Thy
life lyes at the stake to answer his whom thou giacelesly

goes about to take away 1846 H 1 oreeas Remarks Mil
IittiH.st I 96 The hoises, bridleless, moving gracelessly

|

with the neck stiff and the head sti etched out 1894 H
N isiil r Bush Girl’s Rom 238 He had taken favours all his

life, giacelessly and as his due

Gracelessness (gi^ slesnes). [^ee -ness ]

The quality or condition of being giaceless

1588 Marptel Epist (Arb
) 5 What hath beene wntten

against the gracelesnes of your Archbishopnck 1398
Fi orio, Sgratia, a disgrace, a giacelesnes 01 vnhandsomnes
1614 1 Adams Devil's Bang 22 Wee finde Grace compated
to Fire, and giacelessnesse to water 1653 Baxtlr Mtth
Peace L onsc 366 To be Tempted is no sign of Gracelessness

1816 Ediu Rev. XXVI 313 The gay swordsmen carry off

their giacelessness as a mattei of com sc 1881 Swinburnl
Mary Stuart it 111, To crave grace of her for Ins grace-

lessness

tGra’Cely, a Obs iare~ [f. Grace sb +
-LyI] =Gr\oeful

1648 Markiiam Cheap Hush (ed 7) 21 That m.iketh him
[the horse] to straiten his 1 mgs with giacely [1623 ed 3)

a giacefull] comelinesse

Gracer (gr^i sat), [f. Gitace v + er* ] One
who graces or gives giace to.

1392 Crlene Groat's w Wit (1617) F 2 Tliott famous giacet

of Iiagedians. C1611 Chapman Iliad Ep Ded , Ihrough
all the pomp of kingdoms still he shines, And giaceth .ill

his graceis 1633 D Dicuson Pract Witt (1845) I 165

The Saviour of the woild the gracer of the unwoithy

Gra ceship. Inonce-wd [f Grace sb (sense

16 b) + -ship ] Used as a title for a duke
1822 Blaclew Mag XII 696 His graceship of Biandon

has hut little to stand on

f Gra’cify, v Obs rare [f. Grace v +

-(i)ey ] (runs To impart grace to, lo beautify

1373 Laniiiam Let (1871) 8 Giapes in Clusteis, whjtc
and red, gracified with their Vine leaue/ Ibid 50 Much
gracified by du proporcion of foui eeuen quartet z.

Gracile (grce sil), a. Also 7 gracill. fad. L.

gracil is slender ] Slender, thin, lean

1623 Cockuram 11, Lca.ne,gracill 1637 TomlinsonRchow's

Disp 463 It’s tail like that of othei beipents, grows more

gracile by degrees 1721-92 in Bailey, 1818 J Brown
Psyche 30 Words daily grow more shoit and giacue 1824

Landor Whs (1846) I 246/1 Unswathe Ins Egyptian

mummy , and you disclose the grave features and gracile

bones of a , cat 1832-4 De QuiNcey C&sats Wks 1862

IX. 47 In peison he was tall, fair, gracile

U By some recent wnteis misused (through

association with grace) for Giacefully slender

1871 Rossetti Poems, Love's Noctnrn xi, Wheie in

groves the gracile Spring Trembles 1888 Harper's Mag
Apr 733/2 Girls beautiful with the beauty*.of ruddy

bronze,—gracile as the palmettoes that sway above them

Hence Gra cileness. 1727 in Bailly vui II.

t Gra’cilent, a Obs [ad. L graulent-us,

irregularly f g> acilis Gracile.] Slender, thm.

1727 m Bailey vul. II.

Gracilescent (grresile sent), a. [ad L gra-

cilesccnt-ern, pi pple of gt actlescct e. to become

slender, f gracilis Ghaoile] Becoming slender,

narrowing
1856-8 W Clark Van dir Hocvuis Zool~ II. 301 Tail

short, bioad at the base, suddenly gi acilesceut

+ G-raciliottS, a Obs. rare [f. L. gracilis

Gracilis + -louti ]
= Gracile a

1688 R Holml Armouiyii 374/1 Gractlious l'l&h aie

. slender, small, thm, soft and weak

Gracility (giasi lip) [ad. L grat iliial-eui, f

gracilis slender, see Gracile and -ity ] Ihe

state or character of being gracile
;

slenderness,

leauness

1623 Cocheram, Gracililu, leanncsse 1661 Lovlll Hist

Arum ty Mat 431 GiauUty of the part 1707 Floylu

Physic Pulse-Watch 53 By the diyness we describe the

giacility or hardness ,
and by the humidity the plumpness

or obesity of the habit of the Body 1833 SiltW Hamilton
Discuss (1853) 126 It [a book] was accordingly subjected

to a process of extenuation, out ofwhich it emerged, 1 educed

to a little more than a third of its 01 igmal gracihly, x8S5

Milman Lat Chr xiv. ix. (1864) IX 313 As the niches be-

came narrowei the saints shiunk to meagie gi acuity

Gracing (gi e* snj), vbl sb. [f Grace v +
-ing 1

] The action of the vexb Grace 111 the

various senses
;
an instance of this , also quasi-

coticr

1391 Lyly Endym, it. 11 24 Let us stand aside, and let

him use his garbe, foi all consisteth m his gracing. 1607

Hieron Wks I 177 Haman was fenced by the kings

commandementtobeethe chiefe m the gracing and honour-

ing of Mordecai i6u Cotcr ,
Decoration, a decoration

trimming, gracing 1615 Jackson Creed iv ii vu §3 Un-
less his faith have quelled all trust all pride or glorym these

graemgs. 1659 C Simpson Division Viol g Gracemg of

Notes is performed twoWayes ,
viz by the Bow, and by the

Fingers, 1780 T Twining Recr -y Studies (1882) 76 In

gracing, he [a singer] does the most beautiful, things I ever

heard 1808 E S Barrett Miss-led General 132 Laces,

tags, points, edgings, facings, gracings, and such stuff 1836

New Monthly Mag XLV 1 II 304 Her lhther i educed the ai 1

of gi acing 11101 e ntai ly to a science than any other musician

of his tune.

Graciosity (gre'JIp &iti) Also 5 graeiousete,

7 gratiositie. [LateME ,
gr aciousete,

ad. ¥ gra -

cxeusett, f graaeux Gracious
;
afterwards refash

after L gi'dtibsitas see Graciols and -ITY J J lie

quality or state of being giacious, gracionsness

c 1477 Caxton Jason 32 Alle they had wondre and np «

-

uajlle of the beaute giaciousete wytte and peifection of

Tason 1603 Holland Pintank'sMar 15 Like as ofValiant
ne derived Valour so also of Gracious, he comes in with
Gratiositie 1837 Cariyle Pr Rev I. ill vi, With a deli-

cate graciosity of manner covering unutterable things

1878 H M Sianiey Dark Cont I 111 57 With diplomatic
blandness and graciosity

||
Gracioso SO

,
m Sp grafts so) AKo

7 gratioso [Sp
,
etymologically- Git.' ciois a

In sense r, peril from the It gi astos# ]

f 1 a ? An attractive person b A court fa-

vourite Obs
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet (1653) 133 We in this Island

doe no way like of a shooing horn like Nose
,

neitliei do
wee esteem such to Le graiiosos a 1670 Hacklt A bp
Williams 1 (1692) 114 1 he Lord Maiquess of Buckingham,
then a great Gratioso, was put on by the Prince to ask the

King’s liking to this Amourous Adventui e Ibid 11 195 He
knew not whether it were a Svnastria, a Star which reigned

at both then Births, that made him a Gratioso to so Liave

a Lady x6yo TFMPLr Let Wks 172011 224 Passing Ins

Time with his Virginals, his Dwarfs, and his Graciosoes.

2 The buffoon of Spanish comedy.

1749 SmoildttCz/ Blas\n vi (1782)111 38 At length the

Gracioso pi esented himself to open the scene 1808 Scot 1

Drydais Wks I 77 The character of the gracioso, or

clown 1837 Q Rev LIX. 78 Ihe puncip.il character in

these hghtei afterpieces is the ‘ Giacioso ’, who has -upei

seded the ‘ Intioitu the clown 01 rustic, who m the oldci,

less aitificial Spanish plays spoke to the audience and e'

plained what was going on 1881 Max MlillrAY/ Lss i

v. 422 A Brahman, who acts the pait of giacioso in the

Indian drama
Hence Gxacio soly adv (iiorit e-svd) [-IA 2

], 111

the manner of a ‘ gracioso’

1879 E Fitzgerald Lett I 443 ’llie Italian Carnival

ended with somewhat of the same Builesque Ceremonial,

blit was thought to niinue too Giaeiosoly that of the Church

Gracious (gu" 1

Ja^), a P orms 4-5 gracios(e,

4-6 graciouse, (4 -iouce\ -ius's, -j oua(e, (5

-yows), 5-6 gTac(i)eux, 6-7 gratious, (6 -rus r,

4- gracious. Also Ghatiosl. [a OF ganoid
(mod.F. giaaeux) — Pr gracros Sp gtattaso (also

as sb. : see Graciolo), Pg giauoso, It. gratioso,

ad. L graiiosus, f grdlui

'

see Grace and -OL’S

The L word usu means ‘enjoying favour*, ‘attract 11 g
favour, pleasing’ In mod Fr. the pi e\ ailing meaning 1-

‘ graceful ’
,
but all the senses below have existed m I' r use ]

+

1

Enjoying grace or favour , m good odi ui,

acceptable, populax. Also of actions Winning

favoui or goodwill Const to, with Obs

13 Coer de L. 6456 It was to Richard a gracious dedc

1573 G Harvly Latte > -bk (Camden) 20, I am sone I am so

htle gratius 111 Penibrook that I cannot y it obtain 1111

grace 1602 Waunlr Albion's Eng \i 1m z63 Alreadic

was he gratious both with hei and all the Couit 1613

III Crt .5- Times Jar I (18 (8j I 279, I nuuvel he would
offer himself, knowing how little gracious he is 1613

Bhaum & Fl Captain V iv, 1 am a handsome gratious

fellow amongst women. 1647 CiauendoN Hist Reb l\

§ 339 sPlts '",eie set uPon a" discomses, which fell fiqin

those, who wcie not gracious to them. 1638 Cleveland
Rusiith Rampant Wks (1687) 400 Evei 1 abling those

things which he fancied would be Gi acious to the Multitude

1691 RayO<t«j?m« (1714) 379Which renders persons gracious

and acceptable m the eyes of others 1727 Swin Let. to

Writer of Occas. Paper Wks 1778 XI 129 You are not

supposed to be veiy giacious among those who are most
able to hurtyou 1760-72 H Brookl Fool ofQuality (1809)

IV 92 This man wanted to be gracious w ith myjpretlyyoung
wife 1821 HaggART Life 55, 1 got vei y gi acious with the

dub coves, on account of my being a quiet orderly pnsonu

2 Of a character likely lo find favour ;
having

pleasing qualities Now somewhat arch, or poet

1303 R Bkunne Hamit .Sj line 5805 He ys a man ful

giacyous Gode to Wynne on to J>ine bous 1340-70 Alex 4

Duui 954 Al hat growus in J>e gi ound of gi aciouce Jmigus
C1380W-1CLII Si l Wks I 91 Grace is a maneie 111 man hi

whichhe is graciouse to God 1398TREVISA Eat IkDeP R
xvii, xxiu (Tollem MS,), Cipresse . liajz bitter leues, and
violent smel, and graciouse schadowe *490 Caxton
Eneydos xv. 54 The byrdes renewen tbeyie swete sqtige

gracyouse, c 1491 Chast Gotides CityId 10 Among jI

bestes there is a gracious best whiclie men call apis 1509

Fisher Funeral Sam Hen VII, Wks (1876) 269 His

speche giacyous In dyueise languages. 1330 Palsgk 31 \/t

Gracyouse m sptV.yng,faconf,facunde 1585T Washing i on

ti Nicholay's Voy, 1 ux 23b, Ihey woulde endevour ^tcu

make the Bascha condescend to abetter and moie gracious

composition 1601 Weevi r Mtrr Mart A vuj b, Ioyned

to a Citie, to the sight most giatious 1768 H Waltole
Hist Doubts 108 The body was found almost entire, and

emitted a giacious peifume 1842 s Lovlr Handy Andy

Pref 5 If to paint one’s counlry in its giacious aspect lws

been a weakness. 1852 M. Arnold Empedocles on Etna 1

1 6 How gracious is the mountain at this hour 1 1863

Hawthorne Our Old Howe 107 A thousand shiubs and

gracious herbs 1864 Tlnnvson Aylmer's I 240 Agiacicus

gift Lo give a lady, this

!

'I*
lb. Endowed with grace or charm of appeal

-

ance, attractive; also in more limited bensc,

graceful, elegant Obs.

1340-70 Alnauuder 182 Gicle yien & gram, giacious

lippes 13 E L. A Hit P A 933 To loke on pe glory of

]iyx gracious gote < 1386 Chauclr Clerk's 1 556 A man
ch fid she bar by this Waller ffuli giacious and fail for to
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bibolde C1400 Mauvdev (1839) vi 69 Toward the Est
cude of tbc Cj ice, is a fulle fair Chiu he and a giueyouxc
a 1400-50 Alexander 4909 Ane of ]>e graciousest gomes
fiat euire god fourmed. e 1500 Mehtsme lxi 366, 1 desyre
none other thing erthly nor none other I shal not aske nor
take of you_, but only your gracyous body c 1390 GnxrNL
Er. Bacon ik. 174 Gracious as the morning sLar of heaven
1604 Marston Malcontent n iv D 3, ttce is the most
exquisite in forging of veines ..dying of liane[etc ]thateuer
made an old Lady gratious by torchlight 1607-12 Bacon
Ess

,
Beauty (Arb ) 2x0 In beautie that of favoui is moie

then that of col Iour, and that ofdecent and gracious mociou,
more then that of favour 1613-39 I Joni.s 111 Leom Pal-
ladio's Aichii. (1742) I 38 Hie Wave instead of the Ovolo,
111 my Judgment is very giacious. 1649 Evu yn Man (1857)
III 45 Hio person is not very gracious, the small po\ having
put out one of his eyes but lie is ofgood shape
3 Characterised by or exhibiting kindness or

courtesy, kindly, benevolent, courteous Now rare
(chiefly poet ) exc with some notion of sense 4
rttgxo 111 Wright Ly> te P. \vi 52 Heo is deieworthc in

day, Grauouse, stout, ant gay <-1400 Dtstr Ti oy 1355.,
IfFye haue feikit any fode to Jus frith now, lies giauus, for
goades loue^ ges me som part I 1430-70 Golagros <y Gaw
389 Schir Gaxvyne the gay, gude and giauus c 1477
Caxion Jason 29 They had neuer seen none so couilays lie

so gracious. 1598 Mahston Pygmal xv 127 Be gracious
vnto linn that formed thee 1859 Tennyson Guuicvci e 326
S11 Lancelot . . Was gracious to all ladies 1871 Blackil
Four Phases 1 41 An essentially selfish motive can often be
tiaccd beneath the gracious surface.

4. Condescendingly kind, indulgent and bene-
ficent to inferlois. Now only of vciy exalted per-
sonages (cf b), or 111 playful oi sat castic applica-
tions.

*390 Gower Con

f

II 141 Be giauous and do laigcsse
Ibid III, igo It sit a king to be pitous Towaul Ins people
mid gracious 1543 ii xtractsAbord Reg (1844)! igoQuhei-
for we beleif your loidschip xvilbe so gtaciuss to pardon ws to
1cmane at hame at this tym 1713 Swn t Let to Miss Van-
homrigh Lett 1766 II 285 When I am fixed anywheic,
perhaps, I may be so gracious to let you know, but I will
not promise 1787 M au D’Arblay Dint

y

Oct , She [the
Queen] almost regularly came to my 100111, and spent
the time in gracious converse.^ 1791 Burke App Whigs
Whs VI. 102 The gracious

_
intentions of his soveieigti

1838 Dickens Nich. Nick ui, I am suie I am very much
.obliged toyou at least, sir, said Miss La Creevy in a gracious
manner. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. vi II, 125 He now
proclaimed that he had been only too gracious when he had
condescended to ask the assent of the Scottish Estates to
his wishes 1855 Ibid xm III 320 He was a gracious
master, a trusty ally, a ternble enemy 1876 Trollope
A utobiogr. vii (1883) 1. 168 [He] turned out to be a duke,

—

and a duke, too, who could speak English ' How gracious
he was to us, and yet how thoroughly he covered ns with
ridicule

b Used as a comleous epithet m refenmg to
kings, queens, or dukes, their actions, etc.

t *330 R. Bkunnl Chum. (1810) 133 pan was Inglond in
pes cc chante, & alle 111 Henry gracious ltyng & fre. a 1413
Pk oi Wales Let. to Hen. /Kin Facsim. Nat MSS I 36,
I recomande me to yowrgood & graueux loidship 1530
Prtvy Purse Exp. Hen. VIII (1827) 22 Paied to ij Nonnes
of Caunterbury by way of the kmges gracieux rewarde xl/
*555 Eden Decades IV Ind (Arb ) 52 Owrnobleandgiatiout
priuce kynge Phylyppe. 1559 Com. Prayer, Litany

,

Our most gracious Quene
;
and goueinour. 1571 Act 13

Elis. c. 29 § 2 In -the third yeare of her Highnes most
gratious Raigne. 1638 M’quis Hamilton Let. to Chas /in
II. Papa s tLamden) 21 Your Matt* most gratious letter of
the 29. 1771 Juiuus Lett, xhx 253 The gracious punce
who governs this country 1845 S Austin Ranke's Hist
Ref II. 112 The voice of the majority decides that my
gracious master shall not be written to

t C. G) acmis Lord [=*F. f gracieux scigncw ],
a name given to some fish Obs
1694 Mottlux Rabelais iv lx 336 Rock fish, Gracious

Lords, Sword fish [etc ].

5. Of the Deity, Christ, the Virgin Mary : Dis-
posed to show or dispense grace, merciful, com-
passionate, benignant.
*34® Hampole/V Cause 133 How mercyful and gracyouse

God es 1393 Langl. P. PI C xv 134 And god is ay
gracious . to alle bat gredej? to liym c 1410 Hocclev l
Mother ofGad 81 Ihy gracious bountee spredith al aboute
c X430 Hymns Vug qp Graciose Lust 1 my soule pou haue.
*535 Coverdale 2 Kings xni, 23 The Loide was gracious
vnto them, and had mercy vpon them. *576 Fleming
Panopl,. Episl 444 The moste mightie and giatious God

prolong your life in healtli and prospeutie. 1635 A,
Stafford'Fern, Glory (1869) 148 Under the shadow otThy
gratious Wing. 1630 Hubuert Pill Formality 122 Sc
great, so good, and so gratious a God 1687 Dryden IIvia.
£ ** But, giauous God, how well dost thou provide
For erring judgments an uuernng Guide ? 1738 WesleyPsaintsn vm, I heaid my Gracious Father say [etc ] Ibid
w 1, O Lord, incline thy gracious Eai. 1847 Tennysok
I rinc. 11. 174 A pack of wolves 1 the Loid be giacious tc
me

, ,

x®7* Morixy Voltatre (T886) 2 A gracious, benevoleni
and all-powerful being. 1876 Mozley Vmv Seme xi (1877!
210 Goa is so gracious that He gives man faith and 2
religious spirit upon his asking foi it 1877 Mallear Mart,
1 36 His gracious presence was not to be confined to Capev
nauu).'

quasi-aife. a, 1617 P. Bayne Led 269 Therefore the L01 c

hath dealt marvellously gracious with us
b. elhpt. as a substitute for the name of God

In various exclamations, as Gracious l Ah (Oh]
giacious ! Goodgracious 1 •}• Goodly audgracious
0 my gracious ! Gracious me 1 Gracious sake /,

etc. See also Goodness 5 .

. 75?* Golpsm Good-n Mat,
t Wks. (Globe) 016/t Good gracious 1 can I believe mx
eyes or my ears 1 179 . Pegge Derbictsms 1. (E. D. S.) s.v,

:

Ah gracious 1 an exclamation foi ah gracious God 1 or, ah
lie giacious unto me' 1794 Mrs A hi Bennlh Ellen
I 18 ‘ Gracious 1 ’ she exclaimed a *839 Pkald Poems
(1864) II 65 Shot in a duel too 1 good giacious 1 *830
bins Cxrixil Letl II 137 My startled look and exclama-
tion, ‘Oh, gracious •’ 1856 Whyh Meixille Kate Cov
1, But we women—gracious 1 if we only take the trouble,
we can turn the whole male sex lound our little fmgeis
1856 Mrs Stowe Drcdl xi 144 ‘Mamed 1 0, my gracious 1

1884 Pal Eustace 14 Gracious me, how does she coine to be
the sister of that huge sahnon-fishu , 1883 HowLr ls Silas
Lap/tant (x8gi)I 77 ‘By giauous ' tlieie ain’t anything like
that 111 this world for business ’ 1893 ‘ Q * [Couch] Delect
Duchy 135, ‘I hope to gracious yoti'in goin' to keep it up ’

1*6 Characterized by or endowed with divine
grace, godly, righteous, pious, legencrate Obs.
a 1300 Cm torM boSi Noe, jiat giactus and god c 1380

Wyclu Sel IVhs III 437 pat all men sohul cal lc hem
inx|ahi)iyrU(>ii^ -"I'll v 1 s d y *•*'> --lercyful and

n *5H l< ../>'* 1137/r All
< I -

1

i x 1 l w 1 -i
_

. wcie good
inentie aud gracious a 1635 Simms Coitfei Chust t? Ma>y
(1636) roo A gracious Christian never wanteth arguments
of assurance of salvation 1641 J Jackson Irue JEvang P
II 102 Grace of Regeneration mtroduceth gracious habits
of sweetnessc, peace and love. 1669 Bunyan Holy Citte 130
All the holy and tiuly gracious Souls that aie wi th him on
the Mount Z1011 1738 Wlsily Psalms i\\x xv, Enor in
ten thousand shapes Would every giauous Soul beguile
*787 — Whs (1872) XIII 202, I could not deny Ins bung
a gracious person

t 7 Happy, foi Innate, prospeious. Obs
1340-70 A le x tjr Dtnd 193 Alixandre .Jiatgrete god anion

in gruciouee Minus Bi-gat oil ohmpias j>e ouuiable queue
1387 Tri visa Higdeu (Rolls) I 321 Inside Foitunatc j>at

bec)> Jje giauous ilondes 01460 loumeley Jflyst \in 2 }.

4

BoL were I not moie gracyus and rychere bcfai , I xveit etui
outt of bowse and ofTiarbar 1603 Siiaks Meas for PI \

1 76, 1 desir’d her, To tiy hei gracious foi Mine with Loul
Angelo, Foi her pooie Bi others pardon. 16x1 — IVtut J.
Hi 1 22 Goe fresh Iiotscs, And gracious be tbc issue

f 8 Given by way of indulgence or mercy a
Gracious day (see quot.)

, b said of a moilal
thrust given to one in great warn (cf. Coup do
grace) Obs.

1703 Maundrci l Jomn Merits (1732) 141 Some one of
the Standers by is peimitted to give him a gracious stab to
the Heart 1726 Amherst Terra I'll, xiu 233 home of
these days are culled gracious days, because upon them the
lespoudent is not obliged to stay ni tlie schools above half
the time, which lespondents upon other days arc.

9. Comb.
1868 Ld Houghton.

S

tledft JVhs 29 A sLnfc ofgiauoux-
woided difference^

t Graxiousize, v. Obs ia>c [f Giuciouh
+ -1ZE.] tians. To lendei ‘giauous’, to endow
Avith heavenly grace
1701 Bevlully Gloty 0/ Grace 9 Our Investiture with

Grace, or oui being Gi attousdAl m all these gieal Points
of Salvation Ibid 21 We aie thus Invested xvith Grace,
or Graciouscu’d from Etenuty to Eternity
Hence Gra'ciousized ppl. a (m quot absol )
I7°I Blvlrlly Gloty ofGrace 39 So that Gi ace Appears

111 such an Excellency and Gloiy of the Grauouscwd
Graciously (gw l'j3sU), adv [f. Graciods +

-ly J
] In a giacious manner.

1. ‘In a pleasing manner* (J); with grace, at-
tractively, gracefully. Now rat e
*3 . E. E. A llit P B 488 Gracyously vmbe-grouen al

xvith grene leuev 1641 Hindl J Bitten xxxi. 99 He
shexved his leligion veiy graciously in his government 1890
spectator eg Oct 496/1 One of the most gracious of poetic
solecisms when graciously employed
2. With kindness, friendliness, or gracious con-

descension
C1380 Wyclif Serin Sel Wks I 91 Feip is a gifte of God,

and so God may not 3yve it to man but jif he jyve it
graciousely c 1430 Syr Gener, (Roxb ) iBg8 Thoo ansuerecl
she ful gracioushe with rnyld chere a 1440 SirEglam 679
So gracyously he come hur tylle 1348-9 (Mar ) Bh Com.
Piayer, Litany

, Graciously loke vpon out afflyctions. 1367
Glide jr Godhc Ball (S T S) xi6 Thoxv oppinms furth thy
hand full graciushe. 1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II
70 If his majestie xvill be graciously pleased to come amongst
us *697 Dryden Virg Past 1. 62 He graciously decreedMy Grounds to be restor’d. 1783 Berkllly Proposal, etc
Wks III 218 If his Majesty would graciously please to
grant a Charter for a College 1744 H Walpole Lett
II Mann (1834) I xcvm. 334 He went yesterday and xvas
most graciously received 1847 James J Marston Hall
V l,

n rir
^' e'v Lord leceived me very graciously 1878

J, P Hoffs Jesus v 20 He spoke tohei so graciously and
forgivingly, that [etc ] 1880 Mrs Forrester Roy <5- V
I. 23 She smiled very kindly and graciously at him in
return

to- Through, or by means of, divine grace.
*3°3 H. Brunnd Handl. Synne 12073 How J>ou. ou

comesthym gracyously 1: 1449 Pecock Repr hi v 305 IS
alle men ben in hjk maner disposid naturah and graciost
iS*6 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1331) 8x b,What so euei be at
ot god he shall optayue it gracyously. 1334 More On 1

Passion Wks 1324/2 If you leceive and cate xertuousl
the tone into your body, you receiue the totker gracious!
into youi e soules. 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s Hist Sc
iv 254 In Hevmn his reward gratiouslie has he obteyn
1603 Shake Meas.for M u iv. 77 Let [me] lie ignora
and in nothing good. But graciously to know I am no bett
t4s. With good luck or fortune, fortunately.
1330 R. Brunnl Citron (1810) 72 J>e reame of Inglond

graciously he gatte 138a Wyclu- Gen xxx 11 Thcwhi
attircoiifaeyuynge bryngynge forth a child, seide, Gracyous
*3®7 1 uevisa Htgden (Rolls) V 301 He ruled he Lons
bardes swipe graciousliche tong lyme Ibid VII 33 So
bat pere xyere, [were] dede oper 1 hui t ful sore, outta
Dunsloii alone pat scapede graciousliche and wyselicl

graciousely
* = a"u

Graciouaness (grj* Jasncs) [f Giuoious a
H -Miss J The quality or state of being gracious
1 Pleasing or attractive quality or condition
charm, winning grace, esp. ot manner

5

c 1385 Chauclr L G. IV 1C75 Medea, Of thyn tunce themfynyt graciousnesse 1530 Palsgr 227/1 Graciousnesse
giacitvseU 173* Johnson Rambler No 147 p s He nos
sessed some Science of Graciousness and Attraction whichBooks had not taught 1830 Lynch Thco Inn. vii tT,
beautiful things have a graciousness that wins us x88«Manch Beam 4 I-eb 3/3 He discourses, xvith a pensive
grauousness i\ Inch is mesistibly charming, ofthree departed
mends J

hb = GiiACBPuijNLRa
1632-62 Hlylin Cosmos i 1 (1682) cGx The gratiousness

of the Bell tower
2 Courtesy, politeness

, now esp condescending
courtesy

s

1638 Baker ti BaLaes Lett (1654) (vo! Ill ) 13 Such is
>our graciousnesse, that it is impossible to fall foule with
jou Ibid (1638)216, I did not looke to finde so great a

j

graciousnesse 1647 Ciaiunmon lint Rcb iv §85 The
1 gi aciousness and temper of this ansuu .made no impression
1 111 them. 1741 Richxhoson Pamela IJ 126 His Gracious
I ucss to this fine Gentleman and myself *751 Johnson
Rambler No 165 r 12 The Bai her sewed me by the Hand
x\ ith honest Joy 111 his Countenance, winch I repressed xvitli
a frigid Graciousness 1824 Miss Miti otm Village Ser 1

( 1 86 3 ) 171 The lettci xvas icceived xvith the most cordial
grauousness 1853 RI u.aui \y Hist Eng xvn IV 230 The
only xvoids m his Declaration xvlnch had any shoxv of gra
etousness. 1872 J L Sam ohu Eng Kings, Chas /, 342He effaced the mcmoiy of Ins previous insinuating gra
uousness

3 Mercifulness or compassionalencss (of the
Deity) Also oaas kindness (of fortune).
1385 Aur S XNuxs he) in xv 264 No tongue can ex-presxe,

nutliei any mindc mnLenic this gratiousnesse 1599 SandvsLm op.c Spit Q j b, Vnless the gratiousness of God stme
*

vppe some xvoithy Princes of renoxvne, and reputation, xvith
both sides to enlcrposc their xvisedome a 1665 J Goouxvin
I tiled 7u the Spr/tt (1867) 305 The exceeding giaciousness
and coiultxccnsion of Ins nature x8n Henry J Isabella

1 II 2 In the midst of hei calamities, she thought it a gra-
1

uousness still left n» liei fate, to have escaped the connection
1872 Spurgeon 7 > eas Dav Ps cxn 4 His justice is

! seasoned xvith giaciousness

(•4. Possession of giacc, moral excellence. Obs
<81691 Bt> T Dauioxy Rem. (1603) 437 The Ads derive

tl-ur Grauousness fiom the Habits, and not e contra
avjii Kln Scmt Wks ( 1 838 j 1 16 Giaciousness is honoured
as a participation of the Divine nature, appropriated to no
other than saints

Grackle (grrn k’l). Also S gracule, 9 grakle.
[Anglicized form of the generic name Giacttla, a
mod L. fem. corresponding to \,.graculus jackdaw

]
1. A name applied to \arious birds originally

included in the genus Gracula (see quot 1893)
177a I-ORsrEU m Phil halts LXIl. 400 The Gracula

Quiscula, Linn, or shining Gracule 1782 Latham Gen
Synopsis Birds I 11 453 Giacula religtosa. Minor Grakle
Ibid 437 Gi acula calva, Bald Grakle 18x6 Kikdy & Sr
Entomol (1843) I 244 The purple gracklc 1842 BrandeDiet
Set , etc. s v Gt at ilia, The bud commonly called the mino
grackle (Gracula religtosa. of Linnatus). 1830 LyeLE and
Visit US II 150 The boat tailed grackle (Qmsqnalus)

1865 Tristram LaudIsrael ix 209 My first specimen of the
beautiful grakle (Amydries tnstrami

)

*893Nrwton Diet
Birds, Gi achlc a xvord restricted to membeis ofthe Fami
lies Stwnidse (starling) belonging to the Old World, and
letciulse belonging to the New. Of the former those to

xx Inch it has been most commonly applied are the species
variously knoxvn as Mynas, Mamas and Minors of India
and especially the Gracula religtosa of Linnauis . In the
Nexv Woild the name Grackle lias been applied to several

species of the genera Scoleeophagus and Quiscalus. .. The
best knoxvn are the Rusty Gracklc, 6 ferruginous and
Q purpnreus, thePuiple Grackle or Ciow-Blackbird. 1896
IVestm Gas 28 Oct 6/3 The black-tinoated grackle cock.

2. Angling The name of an artificial fly.

1894 OntmgXU S ) XXIV, 227/1 Bass flies of proved merit
include grackle, all the pahneis, [etc ]

+ Gra'cy, a Obs rare-1
, [f. Gkack sb. + -y 1

]

-Full of teaching about giace, evangelical
1661 Plfys Diary 14 Apr., Heard Mr Jacomb,at Ludgate,

upon these xvoids, ‘Christ loved >ou and therefore let us
love one another,’ and made a gracy sermon, like a Presby
terian

Gradal (gr* 1 dal), a tare [irregularly f. L.

gi ad-us degree + -al
,
used instead of the regularly

formed adj gradual

,

to a\oid ambiguity.] Of or

pertaining to degree.
1872 E Tucklrman Genera Lichennin p. vi, He conceives

then that while less weight should be given to spore

differences of a mere gradal character more [etc ].

II Gradale. Obs.-1 [med.L. gi addle sb., neut of

late L
.
graddhs adj

. ,
f.grad-us step.] = Geadualj^,

<1x746 Lewis in Gutch Coll. Cur II. 168 A Gradale or

Grail, so called from the Gradates contained in it The
Gradates, or what is gradually sung after the Epistle

I
Gradan, variant of Gitaddan Sc
Gradate (grad«?*t), v. [Back formation from

GltADATION.]
1. With reference to colour: a. mtr. To pass

by impel ceptible grades from one tone or shade to

anothei , to shade off. Const, into.

*753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xu 96 Retiring shades,

which gradate or go off by degrees. 1775 C DawBoumt s

Gtac Savoy (1776) 113 The deeper colour of a single

neighbouring mountain, which gradated from top to bottom.
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i*j3 Examine? t86/i The light admitably gradates into

ana contrasts the solemn dark on the shoie

to. turns. To cause so to pass by impel ceptible

grades.

i8« Ruskin Stone* Ven III n 5 pt 47 Let the rendei

take the two e\treme tints and carefully gradate the one

into the other. 1857 — Eleni Di awing 111 219 It is not

enough that colour should be gradated by being made
merely paler or darker at one place than anothei

absol. 1857 Ruskin Elem Di awing 1 20 If you cannot

"•radate well with pure black lines, you will never gradate

well with pale ones 1874 R. Tviuvum Sketch Unb 70

Now gradate ovei the gray to nothing with a little vei-

milhon and yellow ochie

2 . turns. To atrange in steps or grades (material

or immaterial) ?Only m passive Const into

Also with off
1869 A W Ward tr Cm tins' Hist Gieece II 111 i 254

The surrounding heights aie gradated off 111 artificial

terraces up to their summit 188s Biack 11Si Heather m
Long/n. Afa? VI 126 In the old country, where society is

gradated into ranks

3 . Chan (? U. S only.) ‘ To bring to a certain

strength or grade of concentration ,
as, to gradate

a saline solution ’ (Webster 1897) ;
‘ to concentrate

as by evaporation ’ (Funk’s Stand. Diet ). Cf.

Graduate, Graduation, Gradvator
Hence Q-rada'ted ppl. a.

1846 Ruskin ATod Paint (1851HI in r v § 16 Compaie
the gradated colours of the rainbow with the stripes of

a taiget 1863 E V N tat e A nat Th Nat 179 These
currents would produce, m all substances possessing a
« gradated ' structure, secondaiy currents circulating lound
them. 1886 Spectatoi 18 Dec 1711 Glowing with rich and
carefully gradated colour

t Gradately, adv Ohs

.

Also 5 gradxtly, 6

gradatlye. [tT *g? adate adj. (ad L. g/adcltus

furnished with steps') + -ly 2
] By degrees; spec,

in Her. (cf Engradf.d, Engrailed)
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her Dub, They ar calde aimys

engradit for they ar made of y coloum the w ich graditly ai

broght to gedir 0011 coloure m to an othei coloure 1372

BossEwrLLA rmoi iei\ 27 Two colors, oranymettal or colour

be gradately inferred one mto the other, that no partition,

but onely the Purflue maie be seene betwene them 1599
A M. tr Galelhoner's Eh Phystake 113/1 The same being

liquefactede, then take Minn lb j. veryefinelye pub ensatede,

and gradatly e mixe the same there ith

II Gradatim (gradatim), adv [L. gi addUm
by degrees, f. gradns step ] Step by step, gradually

1583 StuBBrs A nat Abuses F mj h, Three or fame degiees

of minor ruffes, placed gradatim, step by step one beneath
another. 1669 Wohlidge Syst Agnc. (1681) 301 The vast

quantities of water that flow over our heads in stormy 01

rfuny weather, which .. do gradatim diffuse themselves

upon the Earth 1604 Salmon Bate's Dispens. 1 (1713)

132/1 Make a gentle Fire first, which increase gradatim to

tne fourth Degree 1783 D Low Chiropodologia. xit. 104

Let them he bathed in water, tepid at first, and rendered
afterwards, gradatim, more warm
Gradation (grad? Jan). Also 6-7 gradacion.

[ad. L. gradalidn-em, n of action f. grad-us step :

see Grade sh. and -ation. Cf. F. g> adation (1520
in sense 8 a, which is the earliest recorded setose also

in English.]

fl The process of advancing step by step; a
course of gradual progress. Ohs.

1389 Greene Afenaphon (Arb ) 39 Loue_ should enter

mto the eye, and by long gradations passe into the heart.

<11630 Risdon Sum Devon (1810) 14, I purpose my
beginning in the east part my gradation into the south

with the sun 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1 11. (1840) 43
Knowledge had its gradations too, and though it must be
confessed it was a very slow rate, yet some advances they
did make 1730 Chesteri\ Lett (1792) II. ccxvm 340, I

am very well satisfied with the progress you have made 111

that language according to that gradation you will [etc ]

+b Period ofadvance ;
length of career. Obs~ l

1613-16 W. Browne Bnt Past. 1 iv, They civilly had
spent their lives gradation As meeke and milde as in their

first creation

2 A senes of successive conditions, qualities,

events, etc , forming stages m a process or course.

(In early instances prob. suggested by 8 a ) ? Ohs.

1549 Latimer 5th Serm, bef. Eehu VI (Arb ) 139 What
was the waye they walked? . They stouped after gayne
What folowed? They toke . brybes What then? .

They turned lustice vpsedowne [see 1 Sam. vm 3] Here
is the Deuyles genealogye A gradation of the Diuyles
making. 1614 B Jonson Barth. Fan in, The care I had
of that civil young map drew me to that exhortation, which
drew the company which drew the cut-purse ; which drew
the money , which drew my brother Cokes his loss , which
drew on Waspe’s anger , which drewon my beating a pretty

gradation * 1673 South Serm, Ingratitude (1713) 429 So
certain it is, by a direct Gradation of Consequences from
this principle of merit, that [etc ] 1717 L How el Desi-
derms 12 Love of God is to be attain’d by a gradation of
religious Virtues. 1739 Cibber Apol (1736) I* 49 That such
a pile ofEnglish fame and glory should so moulderaway
in one continual gradation of political errors 1781 Gibbon
Decl. 4 F xxvu III. 29 The son attained, in the regular

gradation of civil honours,the station ofconsular of Liguria

_
3 . pi. Steps, progressive movements. Now only

in immaterial sense, stages of transition or advance.

1399 Warn. Faire Worn 11 3 You have . by gradations

seen how we have grown Into the main stream of our
tragedy. 166s J, Bargraye Pope Alex VII

,
etc (1867)

129 The Cameleon winding its tail about the sticks of the

cage, to help and secure its gradations. 1671 Tillotson
Serm n. 103 The several gradations by which men at last

come to this horrid degree of impiety, 17x2 Steele Sped.
\

No 430 f 7,1 hope you w ill give ns the History of Plenty
and Want, and the natural Gradations towards them. 1861
M Pattison Ess (1889) I 48 The Steel} arcl passed with
the rest of the parish I15 the same easy gradations from the
old to the new faith

+ b. m/g. A means of gradual transition. Ohs.
1710 Cromwell Let to Pope

3
Aug ’Tis an interpolation

indeed, and serves for a gradation to the Ccelestial Orb
|*4 pi. Configurations or arrangements resembling

a flight of steps Ohs inre
1698 Fryfr Acc E. India <5 P 260 The Foundations Black

Mai ble with gradations to the bottom 1727 Switt Gulltve

1

nr 1 181, 1 could see the sides ofit encompassed with seveial

giadations of galleries 1802 ti A LaFontaine's Reprobate
II 279 lhey then descended the gradations of the rock
together

5 . A scale or senes of degrees m rank, menl,
intensity, or difference from some particular type

,

the fact or condition of including or being arranged

m a senes of degrees.

1677 Hale Pi nn Ong Alan 158 Although peichance
evisting Individuals may not be actually Infinite, jet
certain it is that the potential gradation of things may be
potentially Infinite 1783 Phil. Turns LXXIII, 206, I

plainly obseived a giadation in the damage done to the
buildings m proportion as the countues were moie 01 less

distant from this supposed center of the e\il 1808 J.WEBSTru Nat. Phil 170 This changes by giadation into

an oiange, thence mto a yellow, and as the rays rise higher,

into a gieen, blue, indigo, and violet 1831 Brewster
Nat. Magic

w

(1833)153 Hence tlieie will necessarily aiise

a gradation of density 1832 Hr Martineau Life 111

1Gilds \11. 96 No man can be more sensible than 1 am of

the advantages of a gradation of ranks 111 society 1836
Emerson hug Tiaits, Relig Wks (Bohn) II 96 Tne
giadation of the clergy makes them the link which unites

the sequestered peasantiy with the intellectual advance
ment of the age 1863 H. Cox Inslit in. vi 670 Ihe
present system of a gradation of officers, each imposing
a check upon the othei 1864 H Sitncer Biol I 6 The
several compounds of oxygen with nitrogen, present us

with an instiuctive gradation. 1879 Maclfar Mail i\. 105

There is order and gradation in the hierarchy of blessed

spirits

*|* to Position in a scale, relative rank. Ohs.

1604 S 11Alts Oth 1 l 37 Preferment goes by Letter, and
affection, And not by old gradation, where each second
Stood Heire to th’ fust 1802 ti A La Fontaine's Repro-
bate I 39 She had received a bettei education than was
generally bestowed on otheis of the same gradation in life

0 . pi Degrees of rank, ment, intensity, etc ;

successively differing vaneties of form or proper-

ties, constituting a series intermediate m character

between two conditions or types.

1603 Bacon Adv Learn, ir vi § 2 23 The sober and
grounded inquuy [as to angels, etc] which may arise out

of the Gradacions of Nature is not restrained 1660 Trial
Regie 41 The Indictment contains many Circumstances,

and Gradations, in the Treason 1738 Johnson Idler No 7

? g, I cannot pretend to inform our generals through what
gradations of danger they shall train their men to fortitude

1783 BuRKr Rep Affairs hid Wks 1842 II, 9 They
thought it not unnecessary heie to state the gradations

in the service T793 HoLCRorr Lavater's Physiog. 11 20
Who shall enumerate the gradations between insect and
man’ 1813 Bakewell Inlrod Geol. (1815) 447 Granite,

porphyry, siemte, green stone and basalt pass by insensible

gradations mto each othei. 1836 Macgii livray tr Hum-
boldt's Trav xxiv 370 In this district are displayed in a
lemarkable manner the gradations of vegetation. 1836

Masson Ess x. 473 Thus . prose passes into verse by
visible gradations 1873 Darwin Insectiv PI in. 58 There

weie gradations in the completeness of the process

7 . The action of arranging in a senes of grades.

1838 Whewell Novum Org_ Renovatnm 220 The method
of gradation consists 111 taking a number of stages of a
pioperty m question, intermediate between two extieme

cases which appear to he different

8 a Rliet. = Climax i. ? Ohs.

1538 Elyot Did
,
Climax, a ladder, and the fygure

callydde gradation. 1353 T Wilson Rhet 109 Gradacion

is when we reherse the worde that goeth nexte before, and

bryng another wooide thereupon that encreaseth the mattei,

as though one should go vp a paire of staiers, and not leaue

til he come at the toppe 1373 G Harvey Letter-bk. (Cam-

den) silntirae, bilus troth, foram thing he knew, thisverrx

gradation he usid himself with me at that time. 1627 H.
Burton BaitingPopds Bull 29 Concluding this clause with

a rhetoncall gradation, that neithei the prison, the racke,

nor death it selfe should daunt them. 1681 Flavel Aleth.

- Grace mv 277 We may observe a notable climax or grada-

tion. in those Scriptures that speak of His glory 1727-41

Chambers Cycl ,
Gradation, in rhetoric, is when a senes of

considerations or proofs is biought, rising by degrees, and
improving each on the othei.

+ fo, Logic. = Sorites Ohs. rare.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl ,
Gradation, in logic, is an argu-

mentation, consisting of four 01 more propositions, so dis-

posed, as that the attribute of the first Is the subject of

the second , and the attribute of the second, the subject

of the third , and so on, till the last attnbute come to be

predicated of the subject of the first proposition

f 9. Alch.
1 Exaltation ’ or raising to a higher

degree (see quot. 1612) Ohs
16x2 Woodall Surg Alate Wks, (1653) *7* Gradation is

an exaltation of Metals in the degree of affections, where

by waight, colour, and constancy they are brought to an
excellent measure, but the substance unaltered so Gold is

lubified, fixed, and purified 2641 French Distill yi

(1651) 188 Pour upon it Aqua tegia, and the water of

gradation, 1727-41 Chambers Cycl

10 Fine Arts. a. Painting. An insensible passing

from one colour or shade to another.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v ,The painters also use the word

gradation for an insensible change of colour, by the diminu-

tion of the teints and shades 1762-71 H Waipole
Vei tue'i Anecd Paint (17 861 J 84 Blues, reds, greens
and yellow <L-not being blended in the gradations 1821
Craig Led Lhawing iv 228 To gratify the sight, bj
delicate contrasts, and impossible gradations 1846 Ruskin
Afod Paint (1851) II in 1. v §16 What curvature is to
lines, gradation is to shades and colours . , Absolutelj
without gradation no natuial stufnee can possibly be, 1873
Hamerton Intell Life 11 1 (1875) 50 Ihe amateur .. find-,

that the gradation of his sky will not come right 1887
Q Rei> CLXIV ro9 In the production of gradations of
effect in gold the Japanese stand alone

b. Anhit (See quot )
1727-41 Chambers Cycl, Giadation, in aichitecture,

signifies an nitful disposition of paits, rising, as it were, bj
steps, 01 degrees, after the manner of an amphitheatre , so
that those placed hefoie do no disseivice. to those behind.

C. Mus ‘A diatonic ascending or descending
succession of chords* (Braude Diet. Sn etc 1842)
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet Atm Terms, adation

(F), Giadamove (I.), gradation , by degiees of the scale

11 . Plnlol. =Ablyit. Also, a modification (of

a vowel) resulting from ablaut.
1870 Surer in ham Plnlol Soc X 3 An being the

second ‘gradation * of it The first gradation of w is eb

1887 Sktat Pune. Eng Elyviol \. i? 134 156 Some of
the older \ owel-sounds aie to a ceitam extent connected
by v hat is known ns ‘ gradation,’ 01 tn German, ablaut.

m2 = Graduation iaie~ l (possibly misprint)

.

*759 Goldsm Enqvuy mtb Pie* State etc (*774)43, 1

have sometimes attended then disputes at gradation.

Hence Grada tioned ppl a , formed by or with
gradations.

x8os W. Taylor m Ann Rev III 288 Under a grada-
tioned repiesentation, the electoral body become the real

constituents 1808 — Ibid VI 269 To depute by universal

suffrage, but gradationed delegation, the wisest depositaries

of their wishes respecting [etc ]

Gradational (gradFt Jbnal), a. [f Gradation
4 -al] Pertaining to, orcharactenzed by, gradation
1842 De QuiNcrv li hs (1863) XIII 327 A slow atid grada-

tional transition of the population into its present physical
condition 1866 Odling Amm Client. 47 ,

1

pointed out
that even the most remote members wei e distinguished from
one another by gradational differences only’. x868 Lytll's

Pune Geol. (ed 10) II. in aim 482 We are only beginning,

by aid of paleontology', to trace back the passage through
a series of gradational forms. 1880 G Meredith Tragic
Com aval. (1892) 252 It was easier to remain incredulous

notwithstanding the gradational distinctness ofthe whispers

Hence Grada tionally adv.
1864 Owen Power of God 6 The delicately and grada

tionally adjusted densities of the humours for correcting

spherical and chromatic aberration. 1884 igtk Cent. Feb
336 To regaid them [a class of diseases], not as uniformly

marked out, one from another, by well-defined boundaries,

but as shading off gradationally one into another.

Grada-tionary, a, iaie-\ [f Gradation
+ -ary ] Marked by gradations

1824 Examiner 594/2 The foundations of her present

prosperity, if less splendid, are more gradationary and
permanent

,
Gradative (grad^-tiv), a. iare~\ [f (on the

analogy of Gradation) L g ad-us step: see

-ative ] Advancing by grades or steps. Hence
arad&'tively adv., step by step.

18x8 J. Brown Psyche 58 A system-buildei you commence,
But drawn gradatively from thence, Would quit your doc
trine. 184a J H. Green Vital Dynamics 39 The law. that
the progressive phases of the embryo correspond to the

abiding forms, which are preserved in the total organism of
animated nature, as typical of its gradative evolution

Gradatlye, variant of Gradately adv. Ohs,

Gradatory (gr?'*d atari)
,
sh [as if ad. h. *gt a-

ddtonwn, f. gradns step.] A flight of steps, esp

those leading from the cloisters to the choir of

.a church.
1670 111 Blount Glossogr (ed 3) 1703 T. N. City 8, C

Purchaser 159 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1859 Holland
Gold F. xm. 142 Thatwhich is above us, in allotment, gift,

and acquisition, forms so many steps of the gradatory that

leads from, the cells where we do penance, to the temple

Gradatory (gw* datan), a. [as if ad. L. *gra-

datonus, f. gt'ad-us step.]

1 . Proceeding by steps or grades, rare.

1793 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) III. 202 The chain of
subordination, which binds the various orders of national

society in one common form of polity; that gradatory

junction, which can alone give vigour and effect to the laws
Ibid. 243 Could this gradatory apostasy [of Macbeth] have
been shown us. Ibid 253. 1843 Fraser's ATag XXVIII
566 We find assembled, m its continuous extent of gradatory

links, the whole chain of serving maidenhood

2 Adapted for stepping (see quot.).

1842 Brande Diet Sci etc . Gradatory

,

a term applied hi

Mammalogy to the extremities of a quadruped which are

equal or nearly so, and adapted for ordinary progression on
dry land

Graddan. (grae’dan), sh. Sc. Also 7 gradjan,

8 graddon, graydon, 9 gradan, graddan. [Gaelic

and Irish giadan, f. gread-aim I scorch.] Parched

gram (see quot. 1854, and qnots. s v Graddan v ).

Also attrib

,

as graddan-hread^ -cake ,
-meal.

a 1605 Montgomerie Ahsc Poems liv. 5 Insteid of grene
gynger 3e eit gray gradjan. 1703 M. Martin Descnf
West, Isl 204 The ancient way of dressing Corn, which is

yet us’d in several Isles, is Call'd Graddan. fijjo Buri
Lett, N. Scotl. (18x8) II. 170 This Oatmeal is called gray-
don meal. C1750 Maxwell Let. .m Smiles Engineers
(1861) II. 97 The tenants in general lived..on. groats,

milk, griiddon ground m querns turned by the hand [etc ]



GKRADDAN. 332 G-BADED.

tjgo PrNNANT low Scot1 (ed 5) 323 The lasses aie
merry at their 1 . ‘ C 1 1806 R Jamit-
son Qua it I. -

J Minot Poet'.

(1891) 117 Grind the gndden—gund it 1808 J Walktu
Econom Hrtt Hebrides II. 368 To make giadnn biead
1828 Scott F M Path a\.v, 'lhe giaddan cake will keep
her white teeth ill order. 1834 II Mil lfr Sch 4 Selim
v (1857) 104 Gndden meal, 1 e grain dned m a pot over
the fire, and then coarsely ground in a hand-mill.

G-raddan (grce dan), v Sc. [f Graddan sb ]
trans To patch (gram) m the husk (see quots ).

Hence Gra’ddaned ppl a

,

G-ra ddaning vbl. sb

*773 BoswflL Jrnl. Tow Hebrides 9 Sept
,
Theie weie

oat-cakes, made of what is called giaddaned meal, that is,

meal made of gram separated fiom the husks, and toasted
by fire 1774 PrNNANT Tout Scot1 in 1772, 280 The corn
is graddamd, 01 burnt out of the eai, instead of being
thrashed. Ibid 281 Gladdened corn was the patched coin
of Holy Wut 1864 GRFrNSHirLTis Ann Lesmahogow 34
The process of graddemng was conducted thus,

Gradde, pa t. Gerdts v Oh.
Grade (gr?'d), sb [a. F. gi ade, atl L. gi ad us

step, cf. Sp and It. grado (The legular repre-

sentative of L. gradns in OF. was grp see Gree )]
Not In Johnson 1755 ,

noted by Todd 1819 as not jet m
established use

1 Math. fa. A degree of angular measurement,
or of latitude or longitude

; the 90th part of a right

angle or quadrant
;

=> Degree 9, 9 b Obs
ciSti 1st Eng BK Anrer (Aib ) Intiod 29/2 They of

Lussbone in vnder yat forsayde lime xwix grade and
one halfe, 1371 Dicers Pantom 1 Eton c, A Quadiant
is diuided in 90 portions, which paites aie named grades
or degiees. 1393 Kale Dialling 60 The Gi ades or Degrees
are found in the upper head of this Table, and the Minutes
pertaining to the degres on y« left side

to In the centesimal mode of dividing angular
quantity : The hundredth part of a right angle.
1801 Dupri' Neolog Ft Diet 127 Grade the grade, or

decimal degree of the mendian 1833 Snowball Plane
Ttigonom (1837) 5 lo find the lelation between E and F,
the number of degrees and grades contained in the same
angle BAC,

f 2 One of a flight of steps ;
=Degree 1. Obi.—1

2698 Foyer Acc E India <5* P 286 Causeways at every
Tank ascended or descended by Marble Grades, while the
Horse-way was sloped.

3. A step or stage m a process
, rarely spec, a step

in preferment. (Cf. Degree 2.)

1796 W Taylor in Monthly Rev. XIX 317 If a quantity
of papet-money pass through all the successive grades of
depreciation 1798 — m Monthly Mag VI 553 He was
a skilful pupil, and had attained the highest grade of ini-
tiation. 1831 Carpenttr Man Phys (ed. 2) 238 That
highest grade of development which ft [the brain] possesses
in Man 1873 Towcrr Plato <ed 2) IV 403 The steps or
grades by which he uses from sense and the shadows of
sense to the idea of beauty and good 2879 G Meredith
Egoist xxxix (1889) 385 As a barrister, diplomatist, or
a general, he would have won his grade* 1884 tr Lolze’s
Metaph, 434 Countless different grades which it [the soul]
traverses by degrees when fust it is being formed

4. A degree or position in the scale of rank,
dignity, social station, eminence, proficiency, etc"

(Cf. Degree 4.)
- 2808 E. S Barrett Miss-led General 32 At seventeen
having hopped, skipped, and jumped through all the mfenoi
grades..he became colonel 1830 Herschcl Stud Nat
Phil 67 If on comparing the very lowest states m civill/ed
and savage life, we admit a difficulty m deciding to which
the preference is due, at least in every superior grade we
cannot hesitate a moment, a 1862 Buckle Civilis . (i860;
III v. 288 Teachers of every grade, from village school-
masters to tutois in puvate families 1866 Crump Banking
11. 47 Unfortunate officers of all grades 1868 J. H Bluni
Ref. Cht Eng, I 396 The minor orders weie holy oiderj
as well as the thiee higher grades of the ministry, 1873
Burton Hist Scot VI lxxm 321 He was a man of an
mfenorgrade and nature. 1890 Boldrewood Col Reformer
(1891) ars The companionship ofsome one nearly approach-
ing his own. grade

b. A number of persons holding the same rela-
tive social rank or official dignity , a class
1827 Line. 4 Lincolnsh Cabinet 7 Any artist skilled ir

delineating the lower grades ofhuman life. 1837 Dickens
Ptckiy. 11, The solicitors' wives and the wine merchant’s
wife headed another grade. 1838 J. B Norton Topics 11:
Regulating the numbers and grades to be withdrawn foi
staff employ 1873 BurtonH1st Scot VI lxvn 101 Promo-
tion in the higher giades ofthe Church, 1888 Bryce A ttter
Comrmv II xhx 253 The public Schools . are everywheis
and in all grades gratuitous, 1897 Daily Nevis 24 Feb 7/1
All grades of railway employes were now organized.

5. a. lathings: A degree of comparative quality
or value, to. A class of things, constituted b>
having the same quality or value.
*®33 Ht, Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1 v 99 Or

either side of Miss Egg, various grades of tippets anc
bonnets 1833 Kingsley Hypatia v. 60 The furniture o'
the chamber was but a grade above that of the aitisan’s
1880 Munch Guard 27 Nov , Low grades [of cotton] ar<
again decidedly dearei 1884 York Herald 26 Aug 7/s
l'ea The tone of the maiket is firm, and most grades aie
rdther dearer 1893 Selous Trav. S E Africa 334 The
ore was of such low grade that it would not pay to work it

6 . Path, Of a disease 1 Degree or condition o:

intensity.

1803 Med. Jrnl X, 369 The subordinate forms anc
grades of fever, not arrested within forty-eight or seventy
two hours, invariably passed on to the malignant grade c:
disease, 18*2-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 645 The
captain., died with every symptom of the highest grade 0

yellow remittent fevei. 1838 Copi and Diet Pi act Med
II. 444/2 Partial Insanity—the simplei foims and slighter
grades of mental chsordei 1897 AHbutt's Syst Med II

404 Those cases m which the fevei attains a high grade

7 With reference to animals A result of cross-

breeding, a hybrid. Now tec

J

111 in cattle-breeders’

language, a variety of animal produced by dossing
a native stock with a snperioi breed

;
also atti ib

"

1796 Morst A met Geog I 196 The othei sort is the
Ranging Bear, and seems to be a grade between the pie-

cedmg and the wolf 1883 C Wilson 111 Harper's Mag
Jan 272/2 Grade animals m a well managed dairy can be
made quite as productive ns thoiough-bieds 1883 Pall
MallG 21 Sept 12/1 Heieford giade steer calves 1891
Daily News 24 Nov 5/4 There is 100m for a trade 111

fit giade lambs between Canada and Britain

8. Zool In the genetic classification of animals,
a group constituted by the fact that its members
aie presumed to have branched from the common
stem at about the same point of its development.
1877 E R Lankt-sttr Notes on Embryology

,

etc in Qly.
Jr nl Microsc Set New Ser XVII 440 [The water refers
to grade as a new term introduced by himself] Whilst all

other terms indicate branches of the pedigree diverging
fiom a very nearly common point the aaiious ‘grades’
aie introduced to separate the starting points of the
blanches, a certain advance in diffeientiation of structure
separates the blanches of a higher grade fiom those of a
lower

9 PJnlol a The position occupied m an ablaut-

series by a particular vowel or form of a root. to.

1 Applied (after Grimm’s use of G. grad) to denote

j

the class of a consonant as £ tenuis ’ or * media *

• (see qnot 1872) iaie~K

|

187a BrAMi s Comp Gi am A ryan Lang India I m ioo
Initial consonants retain the grade of each organ in the
puiest and truest way .. By the expression ‘ giade ’ must be

I

understood the two classes of tenues and mediae 1891 May-
I nrw 0 F Phonology p xvi, The double colon ( ) occulting
1 between foims of words, is used to indicate ‘ablaut’ 01
1 change of giade in a vowel senes

I

10. U.S, In a road, railway, etc: Amount of

j

inclination to the homontal , rate of ascent or
descent

;
= Gradient sb

\
*838 Jml Franklin Inst XV 230 Fiom whence it [the

1

route of a pioposed railroad] continues in nearly a duect
1 course, using at a giade of about twenty feet to the mile
I 1840 Tanner Canals <S RatiRoads U.S 78 The grades vary
]

fiom a level to an inclination of 1 in 330 1888 Bryli- Arner
Conanw III vi cxiv 641 A railroad line of gentle grade

1

1898 in Westm Gas 19 Jan 2/1 The relations that should
exist between the grade of a sewer, its size, and the volume
of flush water requited to produce a given effect 1898 m
Daily News 18 May 10/3 The river yon enter aftei leaving
LakeLebarge .has a big grade.

b. An inclined portion of a 1 ailway or road;
a slope, an ascent or descent. Also Down grade,
Up grade.
1883 Times 27 Mar 3/6 Owing to the incomplete condi-

tion of the giades previously made rapid progress could
not be made *888 Scribner's Mag Aug, 191 Jack never
tires of telling what his engine did when 1 she was going
up Rattlesnake Grade ’ 1890 BoLDRnvooD Col Reformer
(1891) 150 The rush of the expiess tiam adown the flying
grades 1893 Daily News 10 Sept 3/5 A passenger tram
went off the rails at the bottom of a downward grade
1896 R Kipling Seven Stas 57 Hxs whistle waked the
snow-bound giade
Jig 1893 Daily News 26 June 2/3 Trade is on the
upward giade

c. U.S, local In mining districts: A portion
of road
*827 Raymond Statist Mines Mining 278 The surface

work!, of the mine aie situated about 300 feet above the
* grade ', or stage-road 1883 Stevenson Silver ado St? 70
Entered the Toll road, or, to be more local, entered on
‘the giade'.

11. Of a surface • Degiee of altitude
;
level rare.

At grade (US): on the same level.
1831 C L Smith tr Tasso 1 Ixxv, Swollen beyond his

wonted giade, That river O’ertops his banks. x88o Fitz-
gibbon Trip to Manitoba xiv. 164 The immense cost of
filling up and levelling to bring the line to the proper grade
1890 Boston (Mass ) Jml s6 Aug 4/2 Petition, for leave
to ci oss the Grand Trunk tracks at North Stratford at
grade.

12. Comb,, grade-crossing (U.S.), a place where
a road and a railway, 01 two railways cross each
other at the same level, a level crossing; grade
line (see quot.)

, grade school = graded school
(see Graded ppl. a 1

),

1894 Stead// Christ came to Chicago e The spot of green
light which arrests traffic across the “grade crossing of the
railway 1840 Tanner Canals <5 RailRoads U S 249 *Grade
line, or profile, is a prescribed line which governs the con-
struction of a rail-road 1869 Daily News '20 Dec, At a
meeting of the Social Science Association a papei will be
readby Mr Edwin Pears, ‘On “Grade Schools, and on Scho-
larships between Primary and Grade Schools, and to the
Universities

1

1* Grade, v?- Obs rare —L [aphelic form of
Degrade ] trans To degrade.
a *400-30 Alexander 2450 (Dublin MS.) Thar as he giltyd

me ayayns, I hym gradit haue

Grade ’(gr^d), v? [f. Grade sb ]
*j*l* trans. To admit to a (specified) degree at a

University Obs.—1

1363 Foxe A <§• M 403/1 Returning the same j ere, he
was graded doctor, at the expences of elector Frederick,
according to the solempne mannei of scholes.

+2 To lay out (the plan of a country) by decrees
of latitude and longitude Oh. rare'-'?

* g ees

1600 Hails in Hakluyt Voy III * 52 Also com* nw ,

exactySade?
^^^^ pbtSof theSS

3. To arrange or place m grades or classes- to
class (persons, schools, etc ) according to diemtv
merit, or advancement

; to soit (produce) according
to quality ; to determine the grades or degrees of
1639 Knurs Wisdom's Jmtrf 34 They that turn mam?,

righteousness shall he graded m glory accordingly rafc
F itch Loot Teaching (1881) 48 When Schools are riehdigraded each will have its o\wi complete and charLti?,«.l
course 1882 Harper's Mag Dec 123/, Seats weie gradedaccording to lank in the churches 1884-e RrvervJZ trZ
l td (1888) IV *79 Grading our groups

5
o„aTotihatdiffeient principle we include the two species of boat-bd

111 the sub-family Corhleamnm. PallMaliG n Tune6J? 11 K a eomjmiatively sm^le matter to giade Americanw heat 1B89 Marg Lrr Faithf 4 Unf x, f2S He desp,sesMaud, and grades me with her *890 IVestrn Rev ADr ,r,
Society giades the wiong of killing, and gives names to the
negiees

b To blend with other things, so as to affect
the grade or quality of
1889 7 trues 23 Oct 5/4 Cider is again graded with other

apple juices, so as to produce either sweet or dry cider
e. To colour with shades or tints which pass

insensibly one into another.
1

*871 [see Grading vbl sb] 1882 Atheuteum 7 Jan. zih
1 he sky is tendeilv graded fiom the vapours of the horizon
to the clear blue of the zenith *893 Baildon Rescue

, etc
81 Pencilled, painted, grained and graded.
d inlr. Of produce To take a specified grade

1891 N y Tribune 30 Oct 7/3 (Funk) They have had
no fi ost and the wheat is grading nearly all No 1 hard.
4. train To 1 educe (the line of a road, railway

or canal) to levels or practicable gradients.
1835 [cf Grading c] *84oTANNrR Canals % RailRoadsUS 1 55 T he line is graded for two tracks, only one of which
has been laid down. 1870 Emerson hoc Soht , Cwiliz

Wks, (Bohn) III 8 When the Indian trail gets widened
graded, and budged to a good load, theie is a benefactor’
1881 Hughes Rugby, Tennessee 49 His duties m grading
and supeuntending the walks, interfered with the garden
1888 BRYcr Arner Cormnw II 11 li 287 Cities were com
pelled to grade, pave, and 'ewer streets without inhabitants
absol. 1858 Times 25 Aug 6/3 We are sending out men
to survey, to level, to grade

fig 1870 Lowell Among my Bks Sei I (1873) 263
Hugh Peter grades the sharp descent fiom the apostolic to
the practical with an et cetera.

5 Stock-ln eeding To crosswith some better breed
To grade up

.

to improve the breed of (stock) bv
grading.

1887 F Francis Jr Saddle Mocassin ix 161 It en
courages you to go to the expense of turning in good bulls
and grading up your stock

6 Philol In passive To be altered by gradation
or ablaut
1887 Skeat Pnnc Eng Etymol. x § 155 170 The Teut
E may be ‘graded’ to A on the one hand, and 0 on the other
7 In occasional uses a To wear away the

surface of so as to produce a legular slope, lb

To cut (steps) at regular intervals
1841 Catlin N Arner Ind (1844) I x 6g By the action

of water, the country seems to nave been graded away
1896 Howells Impressions <$• Exp. 230, I . mount some
steps graded in the rock at one place

Graded (gr/1 ded), ppl, a [f. Grade sb and
v 2 + -ED.]

1. Formed like a flight of steps,
1830 Ecclestologist XI. 113 Three graded sedilia with

trefoiled heads 1865 Athenceum No 1984 612/3 A graded,
low, broad wall *874 J Thomson City Dreadful Nt xxi

(1880) 52 The bronze colossus of a winged Woman Upon
a graded granite base foursquare

to. Her Of a cross = Degradedppl a£
1874 Papwortlis Coats ofArms 607/1 Arg ,a cross graded

of three sa—Wyntworth. 1894 Parker’s Gloss Her. 161

s v Cross

2 Divided or arranged according to giades of

rank, quality, etc Graded school (chiefly US):
1 a school divided into departments taught by dif-

ferent teachers, m which the children pass from
the lower departments to the higher as they ad
vance in education* {Cent. Diet ).

1839 Airier Cycl V 553/2 A system of graded schools fof

each town *867 Nation cN Y ) 12 Sept 207 He especially

lecommends that our system of graded schools be imitated

in the large towns of England 1873-6 Jenkin Electr <$

Magnet, (ed 3) 197 Sir William Thomson has given thename
of graded galvanometer to an instrument constructed as

above, and [etc ] 1877 Blackie Wise Men 32 Thus eaith

and fire, the_heavy and the light, Are bound together by
the graded kinds of air and watei

3. Of a road, etc. . Reduced to levels or prac-

ticable gradients
1840 Tanner Canals and Rail Roads U S 151 The

graded surface of the road. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men
,

Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) I. 371 ‘There shall be no Alps’, he

said, and he btult his perfect roads, climbing by graded

galleries their steepest piecipices 1837 R TomeS Arner.

in Japan 111 82 Here are to be found wide and well-

graded streets 1882 W H. Bishop in Harper'sMag Dec
60/2 A half mile of graded road-bed alone lemains,

4. Of cattle: Improved by crossing with a superior

breed, 1

1887 F. Francis Jr Saddle 4 Mocassin ix. 161 Graded
cattle are more vqluable, ain’t they ?
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Gradely (grf1 dli), a. Now only dial. Also

f graithly. Forms:® 3 gxsei[>]Uch, greiSlic,

4 grathly, graythely, greipli, 9 dial grathely.

0 dial 8 greidly, 8-9 greadl(e)y, 9 graadly,

graid(e)l(e)y, gradely [ME. gi eid'lic, a ON
greiShg-r, i.greib-r Graith a + -hg-r -lyL]
*
1 . Of persons, their actions and attributes.

fa in early use, with somewhat uncertain

meaning ? Ready, prompt. Obs.

c iao< Lay 445 pene king he grette mid greiOlicie speche

Ibid 10039 Bruttes heo gietten mid graei[}>]licheii woi den

«i37S Joseph Alim 88 Heo grauntede Jienne to ben at Ins

grace ,
And sone aftur pat gretnede pat greipli mayde

b. in mod. dialectal use, a general term of

commendation ;
chiefly with refei ence to character

:

Decent, respectable, worthy; occas. of a girl,

comely, good-looking. Also, * regular thorough.

c 1746 T Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lam Dial Wks
(1862) 67 Yed’s os greadly o Lad as needs t’ knep oth’ Hem
ofakeke *781 J Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss

,
Gi eidly,

well-meaning, or any thing good m its kind 1790

Mrs Wheller Westmld Dial (1821) 48 Hees rackend

a varra graadly man 1840 S Bamford Life of Radical

xui 84 Yme a graidley felley foi owt 'at I kno’ to th’

contrary 1866 Waugh Home Life Factory Folk xi. 103

Thoose hens rooten abeawt th’ heawse just th’ same as

greadley Christians 1877 Mrs F H Burnett That

Lass o' Lowne's (1887) 31 He's a graidely foo', he ts

c. predicatively (cf. the adv.) Well m health.

1851 C. Bronte Let In C B «, her Circle (1896) 312

Her beloved papa and mama aie living and ‘gradely’

1865 Laycock 71/r Gronfeyther m Harland Lane Lyncs

192 He never wur giadely no moor 1877 Mrs F H
Burnett That Lass o' Lowne's (1887) 170 I'm feelin a

trifle giaidehei than I ha’ done Things is lookin up

2 Of things a. Excellent, suitable, handsome

a 1300 Cursor M. 18409 Hu come J>e sa grathli gode pat

pou on schuldre bers a rode? ? 711400 Morte Arth. 187

Gumbaldes giaythely, fulle gracious to taste 1863Kingsley

Water Bab 12 This is a hard road for a gradely foot like

that. 1865 Hard Times in Harland Lane Lyrics 305 Th art

nooan so feaw, yet, wench, if thae’d gradely clooas to wear

1877 Mrs F. H Burnett That Lasso Lowne's {188j) 189

It’s the graideliest book tha lvver seed

b m mod. dial, use : Real, proper

18 Three Dial by Toddle 19 My gradely name is Harry
Shareall 1865 Waugh Lane Songs 9 But aw’ve no gradely

comfort,my lass, Except wi’ yon childer and thee 1865 Rams-

bottom Gooin' to Sclioo' in Harland Lane Lyrics 302 A
gradelyplague it’s bin tome—It's been agradely blessin' too.

Hence f Gra’delimess.
c 1433 St. Elizabeth of Spalbeck in Anglia VIII 115/30

Wip fulle deuoute sighynges and goostly greydlynes. .abid-

ynge mekely pe comynge of hir sauyoure

Gradely (gr* 1 dli), adv. Now only dial. Also

f graithly. Forms : a. 4 graitli, grayp(e)ly,

4-5 grayth(e)ly ,
4-6 grath(e)ly, 7 dial greathly,

(4 gra(i)peli, graith(e)li, grathli, graypliohe,

graytli, -ly, gre(i)J>li, greythly, 6 Sc. graithlie)

0 4 graideli, 5 graidly, greidly, 8-9 greadly,

9 gradeley, graidely, 6- gradely [ME graypiy
,

graydely, a ON. greitSliga, f. greiiS-r Graith a ]

f 1. Promptly, leadily. Obs.

a 1300 Cmsor M. 741 Graith taght he him pe gin How
he suld at pe wif be-gin 13 .EE A Hit P B. 341 Ful

graypely got? pis god man & dot. godez hestes c 135a Will

Paterae 948 But ge graunt him Jour grace, him greipli to

help his Inf nel nou3t for langour, last til to-morwe c 1400

Ywatne 4 Gain 3208 Graithly hit he tham ogayn 1450-70

Golagros 4 Gain 54 Grant me, lord, on yone gait graithly

to gay.

2 Carefully, exactly; properly; quite, really; well

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 645 Behalde graythely and
loke *393 Langl P. PI C xxi 324 Hit is nat greythly

getvn, thei gyle is pe rote c *400 Maundev (Roxb ) xv

70 pe whilk descryued me pe maners of oper cuntrees..

graythely and verraily c 1460 Towneley Myst. xv 152

Tent thou to that page grathly 1515 Barclay Eglogesyj,

(1570) c iv/3 If thou haue all these thou mayst grathly

carpe. *585 Jas I Ess Poesie (Arb ) 14 Let Readers

think they fele the burning heat. And giaithly see the

earth [etc ] 1597 Montgomerie Cherrie 4 Slae 327 Quhais

schaddow is m the river schew, Als graithlie glancing, as

they grew *674 Ray N C Words, Greathly, handsomely,

towardly c 1746 J Collier [Tim Bobbin) View Lane
Dial Wks (1862) 51, I cannaw tell thee greadly. 1850

TV 4 Q Ser. 1 II 334/2 Most frequently it is precisely equi-

valent to * very as in the expression a gradely fine day
1865 R R, Bealey My Johnny in Hailand Lam. Lyrics

89 Aw dunnot like to think o’ that, An’ yet it’s gradely

true. 1865 Waugh Lane Songs 70 For when hoo’s giadely

donned, hoo'll look As grand as th’ queen o’ Shayba

Grader (grit* dai). [f. Grade v.
2 + -erL]

1. A person employed : a. in grading produce (see

Grade v 2
) ; b in grading roads (see Grade » 2

4)
a. 1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 22 Nov ,

Graders whose
business is to classify cotton for English markets 1893
Westm Gas 7 Mar 9/3 The wool was duly delivered and
alargenumber ofgraders put toworkpreparingitforcleaning.
b 1870 Tunes 5 Sept. 5 Track-laying will be commenced

next week, and will be pushed forward after the graders

as fast as the iron is received 1883 W H Bishop in

Harpeds Mag 825/2 The grader of streets will probably
follow the mining capitalist

2 . A machine for 1 grading ’ (111 various senses).

1868 Rep, U.S Commissioner Agnc (1869) 361 The side

tracks [should be] kept in order by the use of the grader

[.Plate, Improved Rut Scraper and Grading Machine ]

1884 Knight Diet Mech Suppl
,
Grader (Railway) A

temporary track is laid, and from a platform and caboose

car on this track a double plow is rigged out to throw up

VOL. IV,

a track Ibid , Grader, an earth scraper. 1888 Wine,
Spirit 4 Beer 8 Mar 142/2 The machine consists of two
separate frames, one containing the half-corn separator,

feed-hopper and elevator, and the othei the gradei.

G-radi, Gradiate, obs. ff Greedy, Graduate
Gradient (gri? 1 dient), a and sb. [ad L gra-

dient-em pr. pple oigradl to walk, f grad-us step ]

A adj

1 . Of animals : Characterized by taking steps with

the feet, as their distinctive mode of progression

;

walking, ambulant
1641 Wilkins Math. Magick 11 iv (1648) 174 Amongst

these gradient Automata, that iron spidei mentioned in

Walchms is more especially remarkable. 1663 R Boyle
Usef Exp Nat Philos 1 11 40 But it is not so conspicuous

111 gradient animals (if I may so speak) as in swimming ones.

1668 Wilkins RealChar 161 Oviparous Beasts Gradient;

having four feet i3zz T Taylor Apulems 300 There are

animals adapted to the several parts, the volant living m the

air, and the gradient on the earth

b Her. Said of a tortoise depicted as walking
1780 Edmondson Her II Gloss 1828-40 Berry Encycl
Her I

2 Of a railway line : Rising or descending by

regular degrees ofinclination rarer0 (?A figment

)

it 35 in Ogilvie, Suppl Hence in mod Diets

33 . sb.

1. Of a road or railway ! Amount ofinclination to

the horizontal
,
degree of slope ,

= Grade sb 10

This sense can hardly have been evolved from that of the

Lat pple or the Eng adj
,
possibly it was a new formation

on grade, after the supposed analogy of quotient

1835 Railway Mag Dec 264 The line of Railroad here

proposed passing over the most easy and beautiful tract of

country with the most favourable gradients 1836 Dull
Rev May 225 In descubing the gradients of a railway, it is

usual to state the rise pei mile in feet 1836 Mech Mag
6 Aug XXV 317 In a contemporary journal there appears

a violent tirade against the word gradient as at present used

by civil engineers 1861 Smiles Engineers II 429 One in

thirty being about the severest gradient at any part of the

road 1868 Peard Water-Farm xi m Wherever they

have been constiucted on a gradient of 1 in 9 they ha\ e

answered admirably 1880 Haughton Phys Geog v 241

Ihe uniformly increasing gradient with which the pampas
everywhere rise 1884A mencan VIII. 86 The 1 oadwas built

with needlessly steep gradients

fig 1868W H Dixon Spirit Wives I xv 159 That duality

in the soul of nature led by an easy gradient into a state of

manners, as between brother and sister, which [etc ]

b. A part of a road which slopes upward or

downward ,
a portion of a way not level.

1864 in Webster , and in later Diets
.

2 transf. The proportional amount of nse or

fall of the barometer or thermometer m passing

from one region to another.

The 1 barometric gradient’ is expressed in hundredths of

an inch to a degree of a great circle ,
thus * a gradient of 4

means that over a distance of 60 nautical miles, the baio-

meter rises ^ or ^ of an inch ’ (Huxley Physiogr 95)

1870 Everett DeschaneVs Nat Philos xui 168 Generally

speaking, the wind blows from regions of high to regions of

low barometer, and with greater foice as the barometric

gradient is steeper 1876 Tait Rec Adv Phys Sci xi 263

The temperature will fall off by a uniform gradient 1878

Huxley Physiogr 05 If the isobars run close together it

shows that tne gradient is high, and therefore the winds will

be strong 1880 Times 11 Aug 11/6 Gradients for westerly

winds lay over Scotland, and for easterly winds over the

Bay of Biscay 188a Nature XXVI 11 The pnmaty
cause of cyclones, according to Ferrel, is a horizontal

temperature gradient

3 Math A lational integral function of a number

of quantics of assigned weights, which is of one de-

gree and one weight throughout (Prof. Elliott)

1887 Sylvester in Amer Jml Math IX 2 A rational

integral homogeneous and isobanc function (or, to avoid a
tedious pei iphrasis, say a gradient) 1895 ElliottA Igelra

Quantics 145, 146, 833 _

Gradienter (grc'dientsi) U S. Also -or

[f prec. + -er !.] A small instrument used by sur-

veyors for determining gradients, etc

1884 in Knight Diet Mech Suppl ,
Gradients 1889 tn

Century Diet

Gradin, gradine1 (gx* 1 dm, gradfri). [a or

ad. F. gradm, ad. It, gradmo

,

f. grado Grade sb j

1. One of a senes of low steps or seats raised one

above the other.

1834 Becktord Italy I. 140 A semi-circular niche, with

seats like the gradines ofa diminutive amphitheatre 1851

Sir F Palgrave Norm 4 Eng I. to? The P
,

onilff For‘
mosus received him on the graams of St Peter s Basilica

1862 Rawlinson Anc Mon I v 334 This monument,

tapenng gently towaids the summit, which is crowned with

three low steps, or gi adines

b. Mining (See quot.)

1839 Ure Diet Arts,
etc 839 The working is disposed in

the fotm of steps (gradtns), placed like those of a stair

2 A shelf or ledge at the back of an altai.

1877 Lee Gloss Liturg 4 Eccl Terms, Gradm 1 A French

term for a step behind and above the level of the altar-slab

for placing the cross and candlesticks upon 2 The term

« gradine ’ has been recently introduced into the Church

of England It corresponds with that already defined

1887 Ch Times 23 Sept 746/3 The altar is well raised,

ana a gradine above it bears the legal ornaments 1890

Gasquet & Bishop Edw VI 4 BJi Com Prayer 59 *****

The modem introduction of gradtns is a witness to the

scruple felt at placing anything on the altar beyond what

was necessary for the sacrifice 1891 Ch. Times 4 Dec

1180/4 Flowers may stand on the gradines on every Sunday

in the year.

G-EADUAIi.

Gradine 2 (grad? n). [a. F gradinei\ A toothed

clnsel used by sculptors.

2860 in Worcester 1883 Helen Zimmern in Mag oj

Art Oct. 517/2 All the instruments mthe sculptor's profession

are indicated—the modelling tool the point, the gradine,

even down to the very screw-jack.

Grading (gre 1 dig), vbl. sb. [f Grade va +
-ing 1

] The action of the vb Grade 2
.

1 gen (See the senses of the vb )
1871 A tlieneenm 29 Apr 531/r The art of the painter has

supplied that subtle grading of light and tone which all

enjoy. 1882 C L Brace Gesta Chr 400 The grading and
separation of prisoners 1886 Athenseum 11 Dec 789/2
[The picture] gives with delightful truth., and aerial grading

a view near the mouth of the Thames

2 spec a. The action or process of sorting (pro-

duce) into grades according to quality Also attrib.

1883 E Ingersoll in HarpersMag June 75/2 It descends

another story u^ion patented ^rading^screens^which^sort outilllULUCl ILOl y uut/u -

the largei sized grams from the smaller lend 76/2 ihe fust

operation is the grading of the middlings 1887 Contemp.

Rev May 699 The odious elevator, against which they pre-

ferred the charges of false grading.

b. The action 01 process of reducing (a road, etc )

to practicable gradients, concr a graded portion

of a load. Also attrib

1835 Jml Franklin Instit XV 233 The amount of

labour in gradine, fixing rails, and forming all other parts of

the road 1840R H Dana Bef Mast xix 55 The grading

of the road they could easily understand 1873 Knight
Diet Mech ,

Grading-scraper a large two handled shovel

drawn by a pair of horses It is used in road-making [etc ].

1877 Raymond Statist Mines 4Mining 130 Fifteen miles

were cleaied of brush and some grading was done last year

1881 * Mark Twain ' Tramp Air xvu 134 The heavy work

in the new railway gradmgs is done mainly by Italians

II Gradino (gradfm?). [It., see Gradin] a
— Gradin 2. D. A work of painting or sculpture

intended to ornament the ‘ gradin ’ of an altar

1883 c C Perkins It Sculpt 18 An altar whose ‘gradino’

is covered with extremely flat reliefs sculptured by Alphonso
Lombardi 1886 Athcnxmn 4 Sept 312/2 His [Civitali’s]

niche is secuied. in the Temple of Fame, not in the central

line . hut m some modest gradino, like those on his own
altarpieces and monuments

t Gradionately, adv. Obs -1 [A humorously

bombastic formation : perh Nash meant to write

gradationately ] In regular gradation or sequence.

1399 Nashe Lenten Stuje 41 To recount how he came
to be king of fishes, and gradionatelyhow from white to red

he changed, would require as massive a toombe [i e tome] as

Hollmshead. , „

,

Graditly, variant of Gradately adv. Obs

+ Graduable, a obs ?are~l
. [f med L

gradudre (see Graduate vi) + -abie.] Entitled

to an academic degree.

15x3 Bit Keruynge 111 Babees Bk. (1868) 284 Clerkes that

ben gradewable may syt at the squyers table

Gradual (grse <b«al), sb. [ad med.L. graduate

sb ,
ong. neut. ofgradudlis adj : see next ]

1 An antiphon sting between the Epistle and the

Gospel at the Eucharist, so called because it was

sung at the steps of the altar or while the deacon

was ascendmgthe steps ofthe ambo. (Cf. Grail 1 i )

1563-83 Foxe A 4 M 1402/1 The Responsone, which

is called the Graduall (beyng wont to be song at the

steps going vp) 1656 Blount Glossogr , Gradual, that

part of the Mass which is said or sung between the Epistle

and the Gospel, as a grade 0r step from the first to the

later. 1849 Rock Ch of Fathers I in. 217 A pait of a

psalm was chanted between the Epistle and the Gospel,

which came to be called the gradual 1896 Ch Times

14 Aug, A special Collect, Epistle, and Gospel have been

licensed for this festival by the Bishop of the diocese, and

the proper Introit and Gradual were also used.

2. A book of snch antiphons. = Grail 1 2 .

1619 Brent tr Sarpi's Counc Trent (1629) 752 Au-

thority may bee giuen to refovme Missals, Bremanes,

Agends. and Graduals 1674 in Blount Glossogr Jed 4)

1782 Bukney Hist Mus (1789) II h 137 ^-he following

is another alleluja from an ancient Gradual. 1846 Maskell
Mon Rit I p xxxiu, It certainly is not easy, if it be possible,

to lay down express signs by which the Antiphoner and the

Gradual are always to be distinguished. t866 J. H Blunt

Annot Bk Com. Prayer A third [volume] for theAnthems,

called the Antiphonanus or Gradual

f8 The steps of all altar. Obs (? nonce-use.)

1693 Dryden Ovids Met 1 5°6 Before the gradual,

prostrate they ador’d The pavement kiss d
,
and thus the

Gradual (grse*di&al) ,
a Also 6 -ale, 7 -all [ad.

med L. gradual-ts, f. gradu-s step. Cf. F graduel ]

f 1. Ot or pertaining to degree ;
only in gradual

difference = difference in degree. Obs.

a 1652 J Smith Sel Disc, vi ii (1821) 190 Besides this

gradual difference between Moses and the prophets, there

is [etc ] 1651 Baxter Saints' Rest rn xi § 12 A Moral

specifical difference is usually founded m a Naturm Gradual

difference 1658 — Saving Faith § 2 15 The difference is

only gradual, and not specifical

I
-j* b Mus Gradual tone — Degree 1 1 a Obs

\ r66< C Simpson Pnnc Pract Mustek 3 All Mustek . . is

formed of Seven Gradual Tones, or Degrees of Sound.

J
f 2. Mus. In etymological sense • Of or peitain-

1 ing to steps Gradual key = pedal key. Obs.

1604W Holder Harmony (1731) ti 8 The Breves repre-

I seating the Tones of the broad Gradual Keys of an Organ

,

the Semibreves representing the narrow Upper Keys

f 3 . Arranged in, or admitting of, degrees or

gradation. Obs. ^



GRADUATE.GRADUALISM.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cfarurg. G ij b, And
m both the endes of y° same ben pyttes receyuynge the

loundnesses, lowaide the elbowe ben receyued y° lound*

nesses graduales of the adLUtoiy [L. rotunditatcs gra-

datas adiutoni] 1641 J Jackson True Evaug T in, 168

A graduall expression, gvowing up to the height of its

emphasis by foure steps, 1667 MiltonP L v 483 Flowers

and then fiuit, Man's nouusnment, by gradual scale sub-

limed, To vital spirits aspue 1677 Hall Prim. 0> ig. Man
isg Moral Evidence is gradual, according to the variety of

circumstances 171a Steclc Sped No 270 p 1 So great an
Assembly of Ladies placed in gradual Rows
4. Of a process . Taking place by degrees

;
ad-

vancing step by step ;
slowly progressive Of a

slope Gentle, not steep or abrupt
169a Locke Editc § 184 By a gradual Progress from the

plainest and easiest Historians, he may at last come to read

the most difficult and sublime of the Latin Authouts 1701

Grew Cosm Saci

a

11 vm. 80 'IheTiansition from Humane
intoPerfectMind,ismadebyaGradualAscent 1736 Builer
Anal 1 111 Wks 1874 I 63 The complete success of virtue,

as of reason, cannot be otherwise than gradual 1781

Gibbon Decl $ F. xxtx. III 105 The gradual discovery ofthe

weakness of Arcadius and Honortus 18a1 Keats Isabella

xxxii, Isabel By gradual decay fiom beauty fell 1840

Tanner Canals <5 Rad Roads U S 73 The ascents and
descents of the summits are very gradual, not exceeding 30

feet per mile 1844 Emerson Led . New Eng Ref Wks
(Bohn) I 260 A gradual withdrawal of tender consciences

from the social organizations 1854 H Miller Sch fySchtu

xxiv (i860) 269/1 The increasing 10II of the sea, showed the

gradual shallowing of the water 1875 Jowett Pla*o (ed 2)

V 66 We should consider how gradual the process is by
which a legal system becomes peifected

b poet. in nonce uses. Of objects with regard to

form, movement, etc . Tapering ;
sloping gradu-

ally ;
moving 01 changing gradually.

1739 G Ogle Gualtherus <$ Gnselda 5 The rounded
Turret, and the giadual Spn e 1742 CoLi ins Odes tx 40
Thy dewy fingers draw The gradual dusky veil 1762

Falconer S/upwr r 744 Along the arch the gradual index

slides 1850 Mrs Browning Poems I 75 Back to the

gradual banks and vernal bowers 1890W, Watson Words*
worth’s Grave,

etc. 711 How welcome—after drum and trum-

pet's din—The continuity, the long slow slope And vast

curves of the giadual violin

!

C. quasi-adw (poet?)

1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 227 Arts gradual gather Stiearns

*793 Gilb White Invit Selborne 80 There spreads the

distant view, That gradual fades till sunk in misty blue

x8ox Southey Thnlaba v xlu, Gradual as by prayer The
sm was purged away 1808 J. Barlow Columb m 2 Now
twenty yeais these children of the skies Beheld their

gradual growing empne rise 1813 Scott Rokeby 11 11,

What prospects, fiom his watch-tower high, Gleam giadual

on the warder's eye I 1830 Lynch Theo. Priu v. 82 Now,
gradual, eaith withdraws from view

5 Gradual psalms • fifteen psalms (cxx-cxxxiv)

each of which is entitled m the A.V ‘Song of

Degrees \ in R V. ‘ Song ofAscents ’
;
m theVulgate

Cantuum graduum,
m the LXX $55^ ava.f$a6pSiv —

Heb mtoorr t© shir hainmac-alotli

,

the sense of

which is disputed. (Cf F. psaumes graduels
)

1636-81 in Blount Glossogr 1864 Pusrv Led, Danielv

319 Some of the gradual psalms suit well to the habitual

low estate of the returned eYiles 1893 C L. Marson
Psalms at Work (1894) 178/t The gradual psalms .were
for the ascent to the Temple
Hence tiva'dnalxiess.

1842 Pusfy Crisis Eng Ch 16 We have been exempt
from the degree of trial to which a younger geneiation is

exposed, through the very gradualness with which out

conceptions of the Unity of the Church came upon us 1883
H Drummond Nat Law m Spir W 11 (1884) 92 The
gradualness of growth is a characteristic which stakes the

simplest observer.

Gradualism (grse'di^aliz’m). [f Gradual a,

+ -1SM.] The principle or method of gradual as

opposed to immediate change. Chiefly used with

reference to the abolition of slavery. (Cf Im-

mediatism)
1835 H G Otis m LiberatorV 144 Immediatism is the

opposite of gradualism
,
another new coinage, 1846 Ht

Martineau Hist Peace III ivvm 13 The unsound method
of 'gradualism' in the abolition of slavery 1855 — A uto-

biog (1877) III 233 He got his gradualism assented to in

Parliament 1863 Lowell Reconstruction Prose Wks 1890
V 237We havepurposelyavoided any discussion on gradual-
ism as an element in emancipation.

So Gm dualist, an advocate of gradual action

1833 H G Otis 111 Liberator V 744 The Colonization
Society are gradualists 1880 Libr Untv. Knowl. (N Y )

IX 235 Mr. Lundy, like most of the anti-slavery men of

that day was a gradualist, fearing . that a sudden emanci-
pation would be dangerous to the public welfare

Graduality (grtedittitediti) [f. Gradual a

+ -ity ] The quality or condition of being gradual,

in various senses of the adj

*646 Sir T Browne Pseud, Ep vt x. 322 Which
others [ascribe] to the graduality of opacity and light

1662 J Lhandllr Van Belmont's Onat, 134 An accident

being on both sides graduated, cannot lay aside its gra-

dually 1806 W Taylor in Monthly Mag XXI 417 The
accessory ideas of graduality and of change from internal

causes are associated with the term 1869 Fortn Rev
1 Oct 423 note, A striking instance of the graduality of
the evolution of fetichism will be found in * Fiji and the

Fijians', 1871 R H H utton Ess (1877)1 42 The graduality
of the stages by which life ascends,

Gradually (grse'ditsah, grse-d^wali), adv. [f.

Gradual a + -ly 2.]

+1. In respect of degree (Cf. Gradual a, 1 )

1649 Bounds Pnbl, Ohed. (1650} 61 They , . differ hut

334

gradually, just as the morning and the noon light do 1660

F Brooke tr Le Blanc's Trav aiv. Saving Faith is not

only Gradually, but Specifically distinct fiom all common
Faith 1665 Boyle Occas Rejl (1848) 73 This use of

Occasional Meditations, though it do but gradually differ

from some of those that have been alleady mentioned 1701

Gklw Cosmol Sacra H via 83 Wheiem Human Reason
doth not only Gradually, but Specifically differ, from the

Phantastick Reason of Brutes

+ 2 In a graduated scale , by gradations
,

by

degrees of relationship or rank Obs. (Cf. Gra-
dual a 3.)

1673 Rep Committee,
Ho of Lords in Peerage (1710) I

263 The Petitioner, being the Hen gradually and lineally

descended fiom the said Lord Clifton 1678 Cudyvorth
Intell Syst r. iv. 206 Several Distinct Substances, gradu-

ally suboi dinate to one anothei 1704 Phil Trans XXV
1626 Some of’em gradually bigger than otlieis 1715 Loud
Gae No 5371/3 If a Lieutenant inform against a Captain

he shall nave his Company, so proceeding gradually to a
Colonel X755 YovnaCentauru Wks 1757 IV. 156 There aie

three kinds of happiness on earth, gradually less, and less

3. By a gradual process; little by little; by
degrees
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep. vi x. 323 The effects of

whose activity are not precipitously abrupted, but gradually

proceed to their cessations 1715 De Foe Pam Instruct

1 1 (1841) 21 You must understand it gradually, my dear, a
little at a time 1776 Adam Smith W N i xi (1869) I. 220

These metals are not likely to become gradually cheaper

1807 T Thomson Cheni. (ed 3) II. 262 Acetous acid

gradually becomes acetic acid when disttlled lepeatedly off

diy muiiate of lime, i860 Tyndall Glac 1 vu 47 The ice

being gradually melted x88o L Stephen Pope vi 157

We are softened into pity as the strong mind is seen

gradually sinking into decay

Graduaud (grre cbasemcl) Sc. [ad med L.

graduand-us, gerundive ofgradu-are to Graduate.]
One about to be graduated or to receive a university

degree.
1882 in Ogilvif 1890 Star 14 June 1/6 As they were

introduced each made a spasmodic effoit to get into con-

versation with the graduand.

Graduate (gnfi*di«|A), a and sb Also 5-7
graduat, 6 graduatt, 7 eradiate, [ad. med.L.

gt aduat-us, pa pple oigraduate to Graduate, f.

gradu-s step, degree ]

A. pa. pple axi&ppl. a. Equivalent to the later

Graduated,
1 Admitted to or holding a university degree.

Obs. exc as an attrib use of the sb
,
e g ‘ the

graduate members of the university

1494 Fabyan Citron vu 455 The Fienshe kyng this yere

put to deth one maister Henry de Malestrete, a graduat
man. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform St Andros Wks. (1892) 13
The exammatouris salbe graduat, ane in theologie, ane that

has red in philosophic. 1591 R Turnbull Expos, Jos 95
For the word is the word, whether a Doctor of dtuimtie
preach it, or a man learned, yet not graduat X637G1LLESPIE
Eng Pop Cerem in. iv. 73 Graduate men should under-

stand better what they speake off 1637-50 Row Hist
Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) 447 Snorthe thereafter, he wes graduat
in Padua, Doctor ntnnsque Juris 1687 W Shkrwin m
Magdalen Coll (O. H. S ) 2x6 There was a Cloth laid in

the Hall for the Undergraduate Fellow above the Graduate
Demies 1753 Hanway Trav (1762) I iv hv 248 note,

Di Cooke, now a graduate physician in Scotland.

2.

Airanged by steps or degrees. Now rare.

1628 Feltham Resolves it. xcn 268 From whom all

things, by a graduate Derivation, haue their light, life, and
being 1658 Franck Northern Memoirs (1694) 170 Nor
got our Ship the Mediums of Motion, but by Argument of

Force which forced her by graduate Means, till arming m
this Ness 1789 E Tatham Chart <5- Scale Truth (1790J

I

42 Beginning with the Genus, passing through all the
graduate and subordinate stages 1855 Lynch Rivulet
xxx i, The starry ranks In graduate scale of might, They
all are sons of light

B. sb.

I One who has obtained a degree from a univer-

sity, college or other authority conferring degrees
In the U S sometimes used for A pupil who has com-

pleted a school couise and passed the final examination

1479 Paston Lett No 830 III 246 Master Edmund, that
was my rewler at Oxforth ,kan tell yow, or ellys any oder
gradwat 1509-10 Act 1Hen VIII, c i4Nomanne undre the
degree ofa Gentilman excepte Graduates of the Universities,

*563-7 Buchanan Reform St. Andros Wks. (1892)1501103111

be the hayl graduates of the vniuersite 1586 {title) A
Discouise ofEnglish Poetrie , By William Webbe Graduate
a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 123 His Ambition is, that

he either is or shall be a Graduate a 1657 Lovelace
Poems (1864) 251 Fair Cam saw thee matriculate At once a
tyro and a graduate 1733 Bramston Man of Taste Of
Graduates I dislike the learned rout, And chuse a female
Doctor for the gout 1776 Adam Smith W N x 1 (1869)
II 347 The privileges of graduates in arts, in law, in physic,
and divinity 1858 Doran Crt Fools 124 He held the
University graduates in very absolute contempt 1861
Amer Cycl XII 396 The whole number of pupils who
have been connected with the school is 3,408, of graduates
1,158 1888 Anna K Green Behind Closed Doors m, He
is a graduate of the Medical School

2. transf One who is advanced in any art, career,

occupation, or profession
, a proficient Now rare

1582 N, Lichefield tr Castanheda'sE Ind xiv.36b, The
Maisters which teach them be graduats in the weapons which
they teach, c x6oo Songs Costume (Percy Soc ) 120 None but
graduates can proceeae In smne so far till this they neede
1625 Fletcher Fair Maid ofInn iv 11,

1

would he a grad
uate, sir, no freshman 1642 Sir E Dering Sp on Rehg,
xvi 86 Your gradiate in the schooleofwarre will tell you, that
[etc ] 1658 T Wall Charac. Enemies Ch, (1659) 34 To be

a graduate in ungraciousness 1883 E Ingersoll m
Harper's Mag Jan. 206/2 The Amet icans employed are
veiy often graduates of the Maine woods
3. A graduated cup, tube, or flask

, a measuring
glass used by apothecaries and chemists; the
quantity contained m such a glass.

1883 Haldane Workshop Rec Ser 11 1 14 A graduate that
has contained tincture of iron 1895 Westin Gaz 6 July iA
I hough his black eyes were starting out with pain he said
nothing till a graduate of oil had been poured on
4. attrib as graduate school,

*895-6 Cal University Nebraska 37 The Graduate School
provides for advanced University woik on the basis of com-
pleted undeigi actuate studies

Graduate (grse dw^t), v. [f. tned.L graducit
ppl stem oigraduare (in sense 1), f. gradu-s step’

Cf F graduer.J
1

I. In University phraseology.

1. trans To admit to a university degree Also
with complement, indicating the degree obtained.

(Cf. sense 3 ) Now rare exc. US.
1588 Parke ti Mendoza's Hist. Chinan,iv 95 To commence

or graduate such students as haue finished their course
1602 Carew Snrv Cornwall 1 (1723) 6x John Tregonwel,
gi aduated aDoctor and dubbed a Knight, did his Prince good
seruice. c 1645 Howell Lett (1650) I 3 Transplanting me
thence to Oxford, to be gi aduated 1693Apot Clergy Scot
106 An insinuation that he was not graduated Doctor in the
University. 1723 rn B Peirce Hist. Harvard Umv (1833)
128 The Theses of the Batchelours to he graduated at
Commencement 1766 T Clap Hist Vale Coll. 23 [He]
upon his Return was graduated at this College 1724 1844
Emerson Led

,
New Eng Ref Wks (Bohn) I 262 Some

thousands of young men are graduated at our colleges m
this country eveiy year 1884 Harper's Mag. Nov 813/1
The class oF'76 was graduated with six men
Jig 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'AIf I 75 With
him I ranne over the whole course of my misfortunes, since

the fust time that I was graduated and tooke degree in

them a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Durham (1662) I. 316 This
Fiesh-man Colledge lived not to be matriculated, much less

(not lasting seven years) giaduated, God in his wisdom see

ing the contrary fitter

'|-2. Of an acquirement, etc To qualify (a per-

son) for a degree or as a proficient m an art, etc

1624 Wotton Aichit 43 As if the very teams ofArchi-

traues, and Frizes, and Cornices, were enough to graduate

a Master of this Art 1654Whitlock Zootomia 434 Among
hane-braind Judgments, a hanelesse Chin graduated! him
a hopefull, and gifted young man in their esteem 1664
Power Exp Philos m 184 It has been held accomplish

ment enough to graduate a Student, if he could but stiffly

wrangle out a vexatious dispute of some odd Peripatetick

qualities 1829 Southey Sir T More II 53 The course of

life there was better adapted to graduate young men m the

brutalizing habits of the society wherewith they were soon to

mingle

3. tntr. To take a university degree.

1807 Southey Espnella's Lett II. 76 Four years are then

to be passed at college before the student can graduate

x8o8 Monthly Mag Oct. 224/1 He [Mandeville] graduated

at Leyden 111 169* 1839 Maruxat DtaiyAmer Ser 1 III

304, 1 married her a month after she had graduated *866

Odling Amin Client. Pxef 6 Among students, especially

those about to graduate 1892 Times 8 Mar 10/1 In 1837

he graduated from Yale College

b transf To qualify (as)
;

also, to pass through

a course of education or training in older to qualify

1829 Southey Sir T, More II 11 One who was preparing

to graduate as a Saint. 1850S1UA DeVerePid Sketches

I 201 It is only when it has graduated as a nation, that

a race completes its being, 1867 J Hatton Tallants ofB
vm, Richard Tallant was graduating very successfully in the

Blackguard school 1871 M Collins Mrq. 4 Merck I x 308

Their sisters have graduated m the saloons of western

London
II. gen.

4. trans. To divide into degrees ,
to mark out

into portions according to a certain scale.

1594 Blundevil Exerc vu xu (1636) 667 To graduate

the first side ofyoui staffe you must lay the Ruler to the

Centre A 1665 Phil Trans I 31 An Instrument for

Graduating Thermometers to make them Standards of Heat

and Cold <2x691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 79, I have not

seen any cylinder that hath been well graduated, 12 or 16

degiees being the most that are set upon the common
weather-glass 1748 Anson’s Voy 11. v 183 The ther-

mometer graduated according to the method of Farenheit.

x8x6 J Smith Panorama Set 4 Art II 266 Sometimes the

wire o q is graduated 1834-47 J S Macaulay Field Portif

(1851) 301 Graduate that tangent, and place the crest of the

traverse on a parallel plane ten feet above it x88x Ander-

son in Nature No 626. 6x8 One of the frames is graduated

b To arrange in gradations , to adapt to (some-

thing) by graduating ;
to appoition the incidence

of (a tax) according to a certain scale.

x6xo Healey .S’/. Aug Citie ofGod 460 They be^n jto

graduate the ages, past 1644 Digby Man’s Soul xi 430 ine

pure soule would apply it setfe therevnto, according to the

proportion of her indgements, and as they are graduated and

quahfyed 1761 Descr S Carolina 28 T hose superior and

general Laws of Nature whereby Heat and Cold in every

Climate are commonly understood to he chiefly governed and

graduated x8x6 J Scorr Vis Pans (ed 5) i?3 There are

editions ofthe works ofall the established authors, graduated

for every description of taste. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra

(1875) 121 The Alhambra possesses retreats graduated to

the heat of the weather 1841 Myers Catlu Th iv, 3 5° 434

A scale of ranks in society graduated according to tne

natural ascent of gifts and powers and moral attainments

i860 Reade Cloister 4 H II 334, I called httle Kate s

hand a Kardiometer, or heart-measurer, because it graduated

emotion, and pinched by scale 1863 Fawcett Pol. Ecou

iv 11 (1876) 543 The proposal to graduate tag Income-tax
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seems to sanction the principle that it is desirable to impose

a penalty upon the accumulation of wealth

c tntr for reft. To adapt oneself to a certain

scale ;
to fall into grades or degrees

1796 [see Graduating below] 183a Ht Martineau Each
<$ All iv 61 Our affections graduate according to a truer

scale then that of hereditary rank 1898 [see Graduating
below].

+ d. trans. To carry up through, a series of

ascending degrees. Obs.

1694 ‘S S ’ Loyal <J- Impart Satirist Ded 2 We shall be
graduated up, through all the decent forms of Ingenious

Cruelty .to a more Solemn and Ceiemomous Death

f 5 To improve the grade or quality of
;
spec, in

Alch. to transmute (a metal, an essence) into one

of a higher grade. Obs
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef vi xu 338 Dyai s ad-

vance and graduate their colouis with Salts 1653 G S Let
in Hartlib Ref Commw Bees 2$ The tmctui e of the Con-
crete whence it was produced, which then being graduated
beyond its own nature, leaveth its dye in grain 1662 J
Sparrow tr. Behine's Rem Whs , Consul upon Stiefel 7
Which reneweth the Essences, viz the Forms of the Dark-
world to the Fire-Life, and highly graduates or Exalts them
and transmutes them into another thing 1669 Boyle Cert
Physiol Ess etc ted 2) 76 The Tincture was capable to

transmute or graduate as much Silver as equall'd m weight
that Gold from u hence the Tincture was drawn

b. To concentrate (a solution) by evaporation

So F. gi'aduer (Littre) (Cf. Gradate v. 3 ,
Gra-

duator c )
1828-32 Webster, Graduate

,

8 I11 chimistiy, to bring
fluids to a certain degree of consistency.

0.

tntr To pass by degtees or gradations; to

change gradually
,

spec, in Geol
,
Bat

,
and Zool

,

said of a species or vauety, or a kind of tissue

passing giadually into another. Const, into, also

with away
*786 Gilpin Observ Piet. Beauty I. p xxxi, To make lights

graduate as they ought 1792 Mmstrcl (1793) II 232 'This

tender sympathy of son ow, imperceptibly to themselves,
graduated to a still more tender sympathy of affection

1799 Kiuwan Geol Ess 1. 209 The sandstone in the vicinity

of Prague graduates into hornstone, and even into granite.

1833 Dt, la Blche Geol Man (ed. 2) 407 This sandstone
graduates into the inferior conglomerates. 1833 Lyell
Print Geol III 362 In Shetland a granite composed of
hornblende, mica, felspar, and quartz, graduates 111 an
equally perfect manner into basalt 1839 Darwin Ong
Spec vi (.1873) 133 Climate and height or depth graduate
away insensibly. 1868

—

Anun Plants! v 139 Carriers
graduate through foreign breeds into the rock pigeon. 1884

tr Be Bary'sPhanen <£ Perns 127 The elements boidering
on the thin-walled tissue may graduate into the latter.

Hence Graduating vbl. sb (also attnb .) and
ppl, a.

1786 GicriN Observ Piet.Beauty II. Expl p ix,A graduat-
ing light, a graduating shade, or a graduating distance, are all

beautiful 1796 Kirwan Elem Mm (ed s) I 453 The whole

S
aduatmg senes must be of the same origin 1840 R H
ana Bef Mast xxvm 96 The full account of the exercises

at the graduating ofmy own class. 1887 Spectator 15 Oct.

1389 The highest distinction that could be conferred on
a graduating student 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends 19
She is in the habit of going to West Point, to graduating
exercises 1898 IVestm Gaz 20 Jan. 5/1 Lines of ribbon
velvet in graduating widths trimmed it up to the waist

Graduated (grm du^e'ted), ppl. a [f. Gradu-
ate v + -ed ] In senses of the vb.

fl, ? Formed by or consisting of steps, Obs
1635 H L'Estrange Chas /, 137 l’he Communion Table

he mjoyned to be placed at the East end, upon a graduated
advance of ground
2. That has received or holds a university degree

;

in later use chiefly, that has a medical degree,
fully qualified. Now rare.
1663 Needham Medela Medicmss 212 Call men what jou

will, because they are neither graduated nor incorporated
1678 Quacks Academy 5 Graduated Doctors, and Book-
learned Physicians 1774 Warton Hist. Eng\ Poetry (1773!
II. 131 The king’s Laureate was nothing more than ‘a
graduated rhetorician ' 1784 Cowper Task h 739 Ignor-
ance With parrot tongue performed the scholar's part,

Proceeding soon a graduated dunce 18x8 Art Pieserv
Feet Pref 6 Such complaints appear more worthy the notice
of the graduated and licensed operator 1824 Scott St
Rotian's xui, * By my faith, Captain MacTurk 1

said the Doc-
tor * you speak as if j ou were graduated 1 ’ 1833 Syd Smith
in Mem (1855) II 246 Scarlet-lever awes me ana is above my
aim I leave it to the professional and graduated homicides

b transf That has passed through a course of
training

,
qualified

1828 P Cunningham N S Wales (ed 3) II 25s The
whole aim of regularly graduated thieves is, to be able to
lead a riotous life of eating, drinking, and profligate sociality
with each other.

3 Marked with lines to indicate degrees, grades,

or quantities.

1762 Falconer Shtpwr n 434 In vain he spreads the
graduated chart 1774 M Mackenzie Maritime Surv v.
61 Make the Needle level with the giaduated Circle in the
Box 1806 Med. frill XV. 12 The equal length of the
screws being ascei tamed by means of a graduated
measure 1858 Greener Gunnery 41 When the powder
explodes the spring is forced forward, and moves an index
round a graduated aide 1882 Minchin Unifil Kinemat.

94 The graduated roller may be fixed anywhere on an arm
attached rigidly to AB.
4 Arranged in grades or gradations; arranged

according to the degree of difficulty or import-
ance ; advancing or proceeding by degrees.
1678 Newton Let R, Boyle in Boyle’s Wks. (1772) I p cxii,

335

Now the space between the limits EFGH and IKLM,
I shall call the space of the Ether’s graduated rarity
1800 tr Lagrange's Client II. 343 Put equal pans of these
two salts into two retorts, ana expose them to a strong,
equal, graduated fire 1837 H H. Wilson AAukkya KdrtLA
mj The formation of ideas is, in all cases, a graduated
process. 1836 Froude Hist Eng (1838) I. v 426 1 he military
organization of society required a gi aduated uniform 1861
Mill Vtilit v 87 Graduated taxation, taking a higher pei-
centage fiom those who have more to spare 1868 Plard
Water-Farm vi 71 A natural fall of the ground would
enable the manager to arrange them in a graduated series
1896 How & Lligh Phst Rome 309 1 he old pokey ofgradu-
ated privilege and regular promotion fell into oblivion
Mod Graduated readings in Chinese,

b. Ormth (See quot

)

1842 Brande Diet Sci
,
etc

, Graduated
,
in Ornitho-

logy, when the quill feathets of the tail increase in length
by regular gradations Hence x86o in Worcester , ana in
later Diets

+ Gra’&uately, adv Obs rare [f Graduate
a + -ly^ ] By giftdes or degTces

;
gradually

1628 Flltham Resolves it lxv 187 The stones are gradu-
ately concimented, and there is none that subsisted! alone
Ibid. 11 \c 260 So Wan e is begotten out of Peace, gradu-
ately, and ends in Peace immediately

Graduateship (giBedm^tijlp) [f. Graduate
sb + -ship ] a The penod during which one is a
graduate, b The condition of being a graduate
1644 Milton Areop (Arb) 64 It is no new thing for

a parochiall Minister to finish his circuit in an English
concordance and a topic folio, the gatherings and savings
of a sober graduatsbip 1834 Lov. ell Cambridge {U A )

Unity Vis Ago Prose Wks 1890 I 82 So, by degrees,
there springs up a competition in longevity, the prize
contended for being the oldest surviving graduateship

Gradua tical, a, rare [f Graduate sb. +
-ic + -All ] Of or pertaining to graduates. Gra -

dua tically adv
,
nonce-wd

,

as a graduate should
s6tz Webster White Devil m 1, I most graduatically

thanke your Lordship. 1837 Fraser's Mag XVI 661 On
this ana other matters graduatical (if that be the proper
adjective) we shall discuss hereafter

Graduation (grsediMi* 1 Jan) [f. Graduate v \

see -ation.] The action oi giaduatmg.
1. a. The action or process ofdividing into degrees

or other proportionate divisions on a graduated
scale, b pi Lines employed to indicate degrees

of latitude and longitude, quantity, etc
;
sing f a

single line on which these are marked , also collec-

tively, the aggregate of lines employed. C. The
manner in which something is graduated, + d.

Position on a map as indicated by degiees Obs.
a. 1833 Herschel Astron u. 103 The result will be

liable to two sources of error—that of graduation and that
of observation 1837 Whcwell Hist Induct Sci II 269
The slightest casualty happening to such an instrument, or
any doubt whether the method of graduation has been
rightly applied, make it unfit for the jealous scrupulosity of
modem astronomy 1869 Roscoe Elem Chem (1871) 27
The graduation and use of thermometers 1880 Blyth in

Encycl Bi it. XI. 27/2.

b 1394 Blundevil Exerc vn xxxi (1636) 702 The line

of degiees of Latitude, otherwise called the Graduation of
the Card, ifizr Speed Hist Gt Bnt v. v 2 The length
thereof, measured by the graduations to both extremes

1773 Genii Mag XLIII 113 The experiments which he
has made have enabled him to form a graduation for the
thermometer of quick-silver that really expresses equal
differences of heat. x8xa Woodhoube Astron xl 390 By
reading off its graduations

>
1849 Herschel in Man Set

Eng 287 The graduation is in the stem of the screw, which
is prolonged to teceive and defend it. 1873 Knight Did
Mech iooi/i Sometimes the stopper is hollow, forms a cup,
aud has graduations for doses of certain amounts
hansf. 1874 Edin. Rev No. 283. 92 Moving among

the stais, and marking its course over those illuminated
graduations of the nocturnal sky,

C 1633 H Cogan tr Pinto's Trav x 32 As may easily

be seen by the cards and globes of the world, if so be their

graduation be true, i860 Tyndall Glac r xxiv z6g A
thermometer, the giaduation of which he feared was not
low enough
d x6n Speed Theat Gt Bnt v (1614) 9/2 [Cluchestei]
whose graduation for Latitude is remooved from the Equator
unto the degree fiftie, fiftte live minutes.

2. Arrangementm degrees or gradations
;

* regular

progression by succession of degrees’ (J ).

1638 Rowland Monfet's Theat Ins 1031 Whence they
[Scorpions] are so forcible with poyson, and have a kmde
of graduation (that I may use Paracelsus) m the use of it

1692 Tryon Good House-tv, u (ed. 2) 27 Diseases that have
ciept on by degrees will require the like Graduation m

the Cure 1701 Grew Cosmol Sacra n vil 72 The gradu-
ation of the Parts of the Universe, is likewise necessary to
the Perfection of the whole 1863 Grote Plato I xvm 524
Graduation, or ordination ofobjects as formerand latter, first,

second, third, etc 1868 M Pattison Academ Org iv 73,

I do not regret the abolition of the graduation of rank.

b An elevation by degTees into a higher con-

dition; also quasi-concr. a step in the process,

a degree

1643 Sir T Browne Relig Med 1 § 3B We enjoy a being
and life in three worlds, wherein we receive most manifest
graduations. 1637 G Starkey Helmoni's Find Ep to
Rdr, A strong Diaphoretick, curing the Cough and all

Feavers and Agues, except of the highest graduation x818
Byron Ch, Har iv clvu, Until thy mind unroll In mighty
graduations part by part,The glory which at once upon thee

did not dart 1863 Mrs C Clarke Shahs Char xvh 445
[Justice] Silence [in 2 Hen IV\ is an embryo of a man,

—

a molecule,—a graduation from nonentity towards intellec-

tual being

+ 3. Alch , Chem., etc. The process of tempering

the composition ofa substance to a required degree

;

the process of refuting an element, a metal. Obs
X477 Norton Ont Alch v in Ashm (165a) 37 So mame

graduations your wisdome must attame 1370 Dee Math
Pref. 7 In their [Phisicians] Art of Graduation, and com-
pounde medicines 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep n hi.
68 Of greater repugnancy unto reason is that which he
delivers concerning its graduation, that heated in fire &
often extinguished m oyle of Mars or Iron, it acquires an
ability to extract or draw forth a natle fastened in a wall
1669 W. Simpson Hydrol Chym 37 Degrees ofthe gradua-
tion of the sulphurs 1683 Pettus Fleta him 1 (1686) 211
If you will do something more for the Graduation sake it

may be done

b The process of concentrating (brine, etc ) by
evaporation Also ait) ib

1839 Ure Diet A rts 1087 Sea-water may be concentrated
by graduation At Salza, near Schonebeck, the giadua-

Uon-house is 5817 feet long.

4. Gunnery. (See quot

)

*828 J M Spearman Bnt. Gunner (ed 2) 380 The hori-
zontal column at the bottom of the table is the graduation,
or common difference, of the several piles

f 5 U S.Baihuays, Formerly used for Grading,
Gradient.
1840 Tanner Canals4 RailRonds U S 163 Themaximum

graduation being about thirty feet per mile Ibid 249
G 1 aduation, the act ofmodifying or adj listing a roadway into
a particular line In rail road making, it signifies the process
by which a required grade is obtained

6 The action of receiving or conferring a uni-

versity degree, or a certificate of qualification from
some recognized authority Also, the ceremony of
conferring degrees. Chiefly Sc. and U S.
a 1639 Spottiswood Hist Ch. Scot, in (1633) 163 Every

Earl’s son at his entry should give 40J. with so much at his
graduation 1723 Wodrow Carr (1843) III 29 In a very
little time after his graduation, he was advanced to be
a Regent or Professor of Philosophy in that University’-.

X776 Adam Smith W N. v i hi il II 361 There was
nothing equivalent to the privileges of graduation, and to
have attended any of those schools was not necessary, m
order to be permitted to practise any particular trade or
profession 1858 Masson Milton (1839) I 183 The most
important formality connected with the graduation 1876
Grant Burgh Sch Scot 11 v 172T he rector [ofthe grammar
School of Aberdeen] indulged the hoys with plays, some-
times at the graduation.

Graduator (gra-diM^to-i). [f. Graduate© +
-or ] One who or that which graduates, a. One
who graduates (see Graduate v 4) glasses, instru-

ments, etc. b. An instrument for dividing any line,

•whether straight or curved, into small legnlar por-
tions

;
a dividing-engine, c. A contrivance for con-

centrating a solution by means of rapid evaporation.
1828-32 Webster, Graduator, an instrument for dividing

any line, right or curve, into equal parts 1839 Ure Diet.
Arts 618 Thesetubes serve toallow the air to circulate freely
through the giaduator [in vinegar making] 1898 Daily
News 24 Sept 10/6 Glass Graduator (Medical) wanted

+ GracLuatory, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad L. type

*gi adualonm, f med L gi adudre to Graduate ;

see -ory.] Having the pioperty of graduating
metals (see Graduate v 5).
1691 BoyleExper 4 Observ Phys iv 104 Sulphur pfMars,

which .the others, speak of as a graduatory Substance (as

to some Metals).

[G-raductioEL : see List ofSpurious Words ]

II Gradus (gr^’difs). Shoit for Gradus ad Bar*
nassum * a step to Parnassus the Latin title of a*

dictionary of prosody until recently used in English
public schools, intended as an aid m Latin versifica-

tion,both by giving the * quantities’ of words and by
suggestmgpoeticalepithets and phraseology Hence
applied to later works of similar plan and object

;

also extended as in Greek Gradus
,
and transf.

The earliest edition of the ‘Gradus * ra the British Museum
is that of Cologne 1687 , there was a London edition in 1691.
a 1764 R Lloyd Poetry Professors 6What reams of paper

will be spoil’d l What graduses be daily soil’d By inky
fingers, greasy thumbs. Hunting the word that nevercomes 1

x8io Bentham Packing (1821) 69 The arguments you
have to encounter—together with whatsoever other appro-
priate epithets and phrases are furnished by the Courtier's

and Lawyer’s Gradus 1827 J B Mozley Lett (1883) 8,

I should like to have a Greek Gradus, if there is such a
book [Written aet 14]. 1857 Hughes Tam Brown 11 111,

The three fell to woik with Gradus aud dictionary upon the
moraine's vulgus
attnb 1887 Athenaeum 23 June 831/1 A fair descriptive

passage is spoilt by a commonplace or gradus epithet.

Grady (gr£ J*di), a. Pier. [app. f Grade after

heraldic adjs m -

y

,
ad. F. -4, -&.] Of a tine or

ordinary Cut into steps. Of a cross . Springing

from steps, degraded.
1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Grady, represents steps or

degrees, and one battlement upon another, sometimes
termed battled, embattled, and grady embattled. Ibid s v
Ctoss, Cross gi ady, fixed to, or on steps or degiees 1894
Parker's Gloss Her 223 Battle embattled, or battled

grady, is a name given to a figure having, as it were, an
extra battlement, but, as usual for these fanciful names, ho
examples are given

Grady, obs. form of Greedy.

t Grsecaster. Obs. rat e~K In 8 Gf-re- [f. L.

Gnvc-us + -aster.] ? = Greeklino.
1716 M Davies A then Bnt, III Oi ig Physick 46 Some

Grecaster about Constantin’s Time translated most of the
Latin old Country-Tracts into Greek

122-3
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Grecian, obs form of Grecian.
GraBcism, Grecism (grrsiz’m) Also 5 Gry-

soysme, 6-7 G-reecisme, 7 Grecisme [ad. F
grfctsme, ad med L. Greecismus, f Gnvnis Greek ]
tl. The Grsecistnus, a grammatical treatise m

Latin verse of the 12th century. Obs rare- 1
.

c 1450 Cov. Myst (Shaks Soc.) 189 In alle this scyens is

non us lyke In Caton, Gryscysme, nor Doctrinal

2 An idiom, or a grammatical 01 orthographical
feature, belonging to the Greek language

,
esp as

used by a speaker or writer in another language
1570 Levins Mantf 146 Grascisme, Grxcismus. a 1610

Healey Theophrastus ToRdr (1636), The French is elegant
enough and has many Graecismes 1693 Dryden Juvenal
Ded (1697) 13 No Man has so happily copy'd the Manner
of Homer, or so copiously ti an.slated his Grecisms. 1712
Addison Sped No 285 ? g Milton has infused a great
many Latimsms as well as Grecisms into the Language
of his Poem, a 1800 Cowper Comm Milton's P L 1, 333A Grecism, and taken from the oufi’ amBrjae of Homer
x88o Earle Philol Eng Tongue §150 I11 one instance it is

written sch where nothing but the simple sc is heard, as
school. This is probably a Grecism x88r G. W Moon
Revisei s' Eng vu (1882) 20 The maintenance of pure
idiomatic English, in opposition to the Grecisms into which
the Revisers have occasionally been betrayed

3 . The spirit or style characteristic of the Greeks
in art, mode of thought or expression, and the like

,

adoption or imitation of these
; an instance of this

1609 Bible (Douay) II Index, Sectes of Panimes, Bar-
barisme, Scythisme, and Grecisme 1642 Fui leu Holy 4
Prof St, 111 xxiv 221 The influence of the Grecian Empire
on the Persians had then spiced them with a smack of
Grecisme 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1 1 xn 76 Words,
which savor not more of Grecisme, than of the Illync i8o5
Edm. Rev, VII 489 The which apotheosis of Alexander
was one grand Grecism a 1849 H Coleridge Ess (1851)
I 31 The ridiculous affectation of Grecism that was preva-
lent in the decline of Rome 1831 Ruskin Stones Veu I
App xvii 392 Everystunted Grecism and stucco Romanism,
into which they are now forced to shape their palsied
thoughts. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1 iv. (1872) 29 There is
. .especially in his early writings, a certain tinge of Grecism
1871 Ruskin Fors Clav. (1896) I xxiu. 463 The singular
Grecism in Shakespeare's mind.

Gvsecize,Grecize (grfsaiz),©. [ad L. Gran-
zare

,
f. Grsec-us Greek • see -ize ]

1 . trans To assimilate to what is Greek
;
to give

a Gieekcast, character, or form to.
169a R L’Estrange Josephus Antiq 1 (1733) 3 Josephus

endeavours to Grecize, and shape the history of the Jews
as like as he could to those of the Greeks and Romans
1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 200 note, This word, as
usual, they Grascised 1833 Ruskin Stones Ven III iv.

§35 194 Whatever is .in any way Grecized or Romanized
1861 j, G. Sheppard PallRome vu. 390 Hilderic succeeded
to the throne without dispute, though entirely Grecized by
education and long lesidence in Constantinople. 1880 T
Hodgkin Italy 4 Inv n 11 II 81 note. His habit of
Gieasing the names of undoubted Huns
2 . uttr a.. To favour the cause of the Greeks.

rare b To become Greek-lxke
;
to adopt Greek

expressions, idioms, modes of life, etc
1840 Blackw Mag XLVII 646 To Graeaze or not to

Graecize had become a test of patriotic feeling 1879Farrar St Paul 1. 126 One who * Greases ’ in language or
mode of life 1892 Guardian 18 May 743/3 The MS. quite
certainly does not Latinise but Graecises
Hence Grse'cizedppl. a., Gree cizmg vbl. sb and

ppl a,

i8 Kitto Hist Bible Introd. (1873) 34 (Funk) This is
what enraged them so much against the Hellenistic, or
Grecizing Jews, who read the Septuagmt Greek version in
their synagogues i860 Ellicott Life Our Lord vu 316
note. It is..probable that they were complete strangers,
but attracted to Philip by his Grecized name z86z TrenchComm Ep % to j CJu Asia 82 Niko'Aoos is no more than
a greetzmg of this name [Balaam] 1861 StanleyEast Ch
1 [1869) 14 The early Roman Church was but a colony of
Greek Christians or Greased Jews 1884 Earle Ags Lit
2 He lamented even in his time the Greasing of his
mother-tongue &

Gtsbco-, GreCO- (gizko), mod. combining form
of L Gretcus Greek Like other comb, forms of
ethnic adjs (as Anglo-, Celto-, Franco-, Gallo-,
Turoo-), it is modelled on the form occurring in
Greek compounds like 2vpo(poivi£, and m late L
imitations of these, like Gallogrsecus Apart from
thewords Grmcomama, Grsecophil,which are formed
strictly on Gr. analogies, it occurs onlym compound
adjs (now always written with hyphen), the sense
of which is either ‘relating to the Greek settle-
ments or states established in certain regions
abioad

, as m Grssco-Asiatic, -Bactrian, -Phrygian,
or ‘partly Greek and partly something else’, as in
Graico-Latm

,
-Mohammedan

,
-Oriental

, -Roman
-Trojan

,
- Turkish ,

'

1667 Waterhouse Fire Land 82 The Grsecatrojan [«c]
Horse out of which matched many of the Hectors of Eng-
land? courage. 1680 H Dodwell Two Lett. (1601) 227 You
shall find them together collected m three Greco-Latme
tolio SjbyValesius 1849 Grote Greece 11, Ixxni (1862] VI 433He soughtalso to compose the dissensions and misrule which
had arisen an the Greco-Asiatic cities 1855 Milman Lat,

(1864) IX 108 This Mohammedan, or Graeco-
mohammedan philosophy was as far removed from the old,

r
—Bnexibie Umtarianism of the Koran, as [etc ] 1861

J, i,’ Sheppard Fall Rome xn 639 The new Greco-oriental
philosophy of Alexandria 1888 Academy 21 Jan. 38/2
After the destruction of the Graeco-Bactrian power in those

regions 1888 Antigua Mater Pref. 9 The Graeco-Roman
literature of the second century 1898 Expositor Dec 438
Many little touches throughout place the leader m the
Graeco Phrygian cities of Asia Minor.

GrEecomania (grz.kum* 1 ma) [f Gr-eco- +
Gr fiavia madness (see Mania)] A mama for

things Greek. Hence Greecoina'niac, one pos
sessed by Grsecomama.
1800 B Crowther (.title) The Rabies Piratica, its history,

symptoms, and cure, also the Fluor Hippocraticus or
Grecotnania, with its treatment 1854 Klighiley Myth
Anc Greece 4 It, (ed 3) 447 Each succeeding age saw the
Grecomania increase 1897 Nation (N Y ) 28 Jan 75/1
Aesthetic emotion was never anything more than a pose with
the Grecomaniacs of the Empire

Grsecophil (grz ktflil) Also 9 Greeophil [f

GR2EC0- + Gr. <pi\os friend. A newspaper word ]A lover of Greece or of what is Greek
1889 Pall Mall G 24 Oct 7/2 Greece has always been

grateful to the German Grecopliits for sacrificing their
money and their lives in the fight for Greek independence
Graedde, pa t of Greek v. Obs.
Graet(e, obs form of Grate, Great.
Greetian, obs. form of Grecian.
II Graf(graf). Also 7 graff. [G. graf

.

see also
Grave sb 8] The German equivalent of Count
and Earl
1030 j 1 aylor 1 water _L

J
) iVAs 111 86 a ms towne

wholely And solely belonging to the Graff or Graue ofShorn-
burgh « 1690 ETHEHLDGE^wwWks (i888)378Theseform’d
the

j
ewel erst did grace The cap of the first Graf o' th' race

a 1849 Mangan Poems (1859) Jl3 The Graf came never—the
Graf was dead 1852 Shi J Stephen Led, Hist Pr (ed 2)
L 63 Each Herizog and Graf was regarded as supreme
G-rafe, obs form of Grave v 1

Graff (graf), sb.l arch, , superseded in ordinary
use by Graft Forms . a. 4-0 graf(e, 4-7 graffe,
4- graff. fi, 6 greffe, grefe 7 5-6 gryf(fe, 6-7
gnff(e [a. OF. grafe

, greffe (mod. F. greffe), semi-
popular ad. late L graphtum

,
ad. Gr. ypaepiov,

ypatpetov stylus, f. ypa<pw to write The sense
‘ stylus, pencil

1

is common m OFr
;
the transferred

sense of ‘ scion, graft
9 was suggested by the simi-

larity of shape.
The OFr word was adopted m Du both in the original

and the transferred sense . MDu greffie, gnffie, mod Du.
gnfie, gnf whence peril the y forms above. Du. has also
a formgnft, with which cf Eng grift, Grait sb j

1. A shoot or scion inserted in another stock:
= Graft sb 1 1.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvii. 11 (1495) 595 The
beste is whan the graffe and the stocke ben lyke. C1440
Capgrave Life St Kath n. 1247 Liche a gryf am I
I planted be God vp-on a old stok 1523 Fitzherb Hush
§ 138 Thou must get thy graffes of the fayrest lanses that
thou canste fynde on the tree *530 Palsgr 227/2 Grefe,
ente 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) 190 Gather Cyons
for Graffs before the Buds sprout 1703 Pope Vertumnns
13 Now the cleft rind inserted graffs receives 1823 Cobbett
Weekly Reg 29 Mar 827 Trees with very fine bloom coming
from graffs imported the year before last 1859 Tennyson
Vivien 477 A Gardener putting in a graff
fig JS7° Bee Math, Pref, 2 What commodity is to be
iooked for, as well of griff as stocke 1593 Shaks L-ucr
106a inis bastard graff shall nevercome to growth a 1603T* Cartwright Confut Rkem. N. T (1618) 85 Out of the

* transfiguration, it were strange to gather the fruite
ofTiansubstantmtion 1661 Boyle Style Holy Script 141
The Word, which Saint James pronounces able to save our
Souls, he describes as a Graff 1826 E Irving Babylon II
329 With occasional allusions to the Gentile graff. which
was graffed into that ancient and everlasting stock
2 A twig, shoot, scion

,
gen a blanch, plant •

= Graft sb. 1 2.

1555 Eden Decades 162 They wyll suffer owre corne,
grafies and frutes to bee consumed of wooimes 13 Robin
Hood (Ritson) 128, I have a staff of another oke graff.
1367 Turberv. Epit etc 3 b, How coulde so barrame soyle
°n

/
1

fo \ J
1
12 ,

good a 1583 Stubbes Anat Abus
II (1882) 82 If he can get a graffe of this tree loden with
aPPles 16x3-16 W Browne Brit Past n iv. On a Cy-

presse Graffe they hung this Epitaph 1831 X L Peacock
Crotchet Cas xu (1887) 133 We can no more [etc ], than we
can flourish the oaken giaff ofthe Pindar of Wakefield
fig a *393 Langl P PI. C ii 201 Loue is be graffe of
grace and grayjjest wey to heuene 1309 Barclay ShvP of
Folys (1570) 44 b, Roote out the graffes of your olde offence«az More De quat Noviss Wks 83/1 Litle meruail it is
though enuy be an vngracious grafe For it cometh of an
vngracious stocke

+ 3 An act of grafting In quot. transf. Obs
x6i° Douland Var. Lute-lessons B2b, But if the letter

that we doubt of; be placed not alone, but with one or moie
otner letters, which comunction we for this time will call a
griffe, then the dtfficultie is greater.
4: attrib and Comb., graffshoot = sense I

,

graff-stock, a stock on which to graft.
I5oa Arnolds Chron (i8ir) i6g To haue frute without

cores, loke thou haue a sufficient graffstok and doo thenvith
as I said before i860 T Martin Horace 226 The russet
tig adorns the tree, that graflshoot never knew,
Graff (graf), sb 2 Obs. exc Hist Also 7-0

graffe, 8 grauff. [prob ad MDu grave wk masc
== Grave sb 1] A trench serving as a fortification; a
dry or wet ditch

; a foss or moat, rarely, a canal
(in Holland) Cf. Graft sb 2
1637 R Monro Exped 1 69 The enemy forsaking ourworkas unconquered, the graffe filled with their dead bodiesEvei™ Dwry 19 Aug, It is by extraordinary industry

that as well this Citty, as generaly the townes of Holland,

are so acommodated w«* graffs, cutts, sluces, moles ami
rivei s a 1674 Clarlndon Hist Reb vhi S 6 Th*
[of Arundel Castle] were very strong, and the graff brn^li
and deep 1706 Maule Hist Piets \n Misc Hot lA
liad a deep grauff and a drawbridge 1750 B Martin NatHist Eng II Cambridge 93 Two Graffs between the threeRamparts 1791 Luckombe Beauties Eng I 286 AnotW
very large camp and prodigious works, the graff heimr
inwards and outwards 1850 Warburton Reginald Hall
tngsl 13 The Saxon palace had been . surrounded hv a
graff, or moat, in the reign of Rufus 1898 Blackiu Mae-
Oct. 518/2 A bristling monstrosity ofsconces, graffes. fussi^
stackets and cienelles. ’

transf 1637 R Monro Exped 1 29 Retiring to one coiner
of his Kingdom, to prevent the losse of the whole, being
naturally fortified with a broad graffe, as the isle ofBritain!
Graff(graf), sb 3 Also 6 graffe, 7 grafe, griffe!

[perh a variant of Graft sb 3
]

1 = Graft sb 3 1 : usually spaders) graff Wbs
1323 Fitzherb Hush § 124 Dygge vp the muldesa spade’-

graffe depe x6ox Holland Phuy II 466 There was foundm Dalmatia a vame of gold ore within one spades griffe in
the first turfe of the giound 1649 Blithl Eng ImProv
Inipr iv. (1653) 23 Thou must go half one Spades grafe
deep at lest

a

2 dial, s= Graft sb 3 2

187s Parish Smsc 1 Gloss , Graff or Grafting Tool a
curved spade, generally made of wood shod with iron, used
by drameis

Graff (graf), v 1 arch
,
in ordinaiy use super-

seded by Graft v Forms: a 4-7 graffe, 5
graffyn. P. 6 greffe 7 5 gryffe(n, -yn, 7
griffe [f. Graff sb 1

; recoided earliei than the
equivalent OF. grafter

,
mod F. greffer ]

1. trans. To insert (a scion of one tree) into a
different stock* = Graft v 1 x.
X377 Langl P PI B v 137, I was sum tyme the

couentes gardyner for to graffe ympes 1388 WycufRom xi 19 The braunchis ben brokun, that Y be graffid
in 14 Songs 4 Carols (Warton Club) 35 The fayrest
mayde of this toun preyid me For to gryffyn here a gryf of
myn pery tie 1323 Fitzherb Hnsb § 137 A peare or
a warden wolde be graffed in a pyrre-stocke 1574 Hyll
Planting 86 Ye may graffe yom graffes full as long as two
or three trunchions xfizr Ainsworth Amiot Pentat Lev
xix 19 (1639) 115 He..graffeth one tree in another X706
J Gardiner Rapin's Gard (1728) 167 To graff a fruitful
Branch on barren Trees
fig c it^a Pilgr LyfManhode 1 cvi. (1869) 36 She hath

he graffed bi subtile art and loyned to this burdoun 1548-0
(Mar ) Bk Com Prayer (Collect 7th Sund Trinity), Graffem our hartes the loue ofthy name a 1333 Udai l RoysterD
I 1 (Arh ) 12 In these twentie townes Is not the like stocke,
whereon to graffe a loute 1603 Camden Rem. (1637) 41 We
graffe upon French words those buds, to which that soile
affoordeth no growth a 1645 D. Featlly in Puller's Abel
hedvu (1651) 542 Of all the fruitfull tiees in our Paradise
he chose to griffe his meditations upon the Apocalipse upon
Abbot his stocke 1692 LockeEduc § 200 The proper Stock
whereon afterwards to graff the true Principles of Morality
and Religion 1695 E Welchman Hnsbandm Man (1707)
43 A Man is by the Baptism of Repentance graffed into the
body of Christs Church 1828 E Irving Baptism 11 Wks
1864 II 286 When God is visiting a people in his wrath no
new branches are graffed into Christ. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 139 Never hope to graff A second spng of
triumph there 1 1882 Freeman Reign Will Rufus II vu
455 The old stock was neither cut down nor withered away

,

but a new stock was graffed upon it

fb. transf To set or fix firmly Obs.
xS^6 Lady Brianm Ellis Ong Lett. Ser 11 II 82,

1

trust
to God & her teeth were well graft. 1379 Spenser Sheph

Feb. 242 So longe haue I listened to thy speche, lhat
graffed to the giound is my breche 1398 Sylvester DuBartas 1 iv 220 Twelve [Houses] in that rich Girdle greft
Which God gave Nature for her New-Years-gift 1608
A Willet Hexapla in Exod 685 They [the horns of the
altar] were made out of the same matter and wood, not
gnffed in 1624 Gee Foot out ofSnare v. 38 [His] legs cut
off at the knees were, without the help of any Artist,
graffed on again 1648 Gage West hid xu 54 In the
walls whereof was graffed betwixt stone and stone a skull
with the teeth outwards
2 absol and intr To insert a giaft or grafts
14^3 Caxton Gold Leg 251 b/a Ypolyte took his legge

and tooke and set it in hts place like as on graffyth m a tree
1323 Fitzherb Hush § 136 It is conuenyent to lerne howe
thou shalt graffe 1572 Mascall Plant & Graff Exhorta-
tion, Before ye doe intend to plant or Graffe, it shall be
meete to haue good experience in thinges meete for this
Arte 1638 tr Portals Nat Magic in v 68 Nature, saith
he [Pliny], hath taught how to graffe with a seed 1693
Evelyn De la Quint, Compl Gard II. 106 We might Graff
m the Cleft, during the Months of November [etc ]

fig 1676 Dryden Epil Man ofMode, So brisk, so gay, so
travailed, so refined, As he took pains to graffupon his kind
3 trans To insert a graft 111 (a stock) Also

vaguely (= Graft v 1
3).

*564 Golding Justine xun. (1570) 175 They Ierned to
plant

^

and graffe their olyues 1373 Gascoigne Pastes
190 To griffe a pippine stocke, when sappe begins to
swell 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage in vu 227 Date trees,
amongst which there are two growing out of one stock
exceeding high, which their Prophet forsooth graffed with
his owne hande. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint Compl. Gard
II 107 April is likewise Convenient to Graff Vines. x8zo
Scott .4 bootxxxvm, I scarceremember thepear-mainswhich
I graffed here with my own hands some fifty years since.

1

4

To implant, lit, andfig - Graft v.
1 4.

c 1420 Pallad, on Hush, r, 113 Seedis newe eschewe To
sowe or graffe c 1430 Lonelich Grailflu 108 Ouer the Se
Cowndyed scholen je he Into the lond that is to jowbehote,
there-Inne to Gryffen Many A Rote 1333T Wilson Rhet
18 God hath graffed & geuen roan power therunto, wberof
these arederiued 1573 Baret Alv G 419 There is a sober
thnftinesse graffed in thy race and kmred naturally
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5 Comb., f graff-horn (see quot

)

1611 Cotgr., Cuco cocuant, a cuckold-maker, a Grafie-

h
Graff, v 2 Obs exc dial, [variant of Grave v ]

intr To dig.

ia87-8 T Usk Test Love Prol S Dul wit and a thought-

ful soule so sore have myned and grafted in my spirites

x87S Graffing [see Graff sb 3 z]

0-raff, var Grave sb l
,
obs. f. Graf, count

Gvaffage (gra'fedg) dial [? f Graff sb.2 +

Hedge ] (See quots )

I7C8 T Jefferson Let to J Boucher *g Mar (MS ),

fHampshire words] Graffage a wooden frame somewhat

like a stile, placed in a bank, where there is a water-course

i8rs Miss Mitford Country Stones (1850)29 They clean

the eraffages, clear out the moat-like ditches 1883 Hamp-

shire Gloss , Graffage, a railed fence at the junction of two

ditches, or where a ditch abuts on a road at right angles

Graffane, obs form of Giotfaun.

t Grafted, ppi a. Obs [f. Graff o i + -ed i
]

— Grafted ppl. a 1

14 Voc m Wr Wulcker 590/3 Insitus, planted or

grafted C1449 Plcock Repr. 1 xm 69 Receue Se it as

a graffid word. 1557 Tottel s Mm (Arb ) 190 Ah tlimke

her grafted loue can not so sone decay 1598 Grlnewey

Tacitus' Ann (1604) 182 A true and woorthy plant to receiue

his fathers Empire, which a grafted son by adoption now

t Grafter
1

. Obs. Also 5 graffare, -ere, gryf-

far(e [f. Graff v 1 + -er1 ]
= Grafter i.

C1440 Promp Patv 212/1 Gryffare, or graffare, msertor

*56* Jewel Repl Harding 544 Husbandmenne, and

Ditchers, and Heardmenne, and Grafters 157a Mascall

Plant * Graff Exhortation, Thus much haue I thought

meete to deckle vnto the Planters and Gi afters 1693

Evelyn Dela Quint Coutpl Gard , Reft Agnc 47 We
shou'd not bemuch better Grafters than we now are without

that Knowledge r j xr

+ Grafter l
. Obs Also 7 graphiere. [ad. F

greffier see Gbeffier] A notary.

1513-4 Act 5 Hen VIII
,
c 1 Preamb

,
Officers called

Notaries otherwise called Grafters to accepte take and

recorde the knowlege of all contractes *607 CowelL

Interpr , Gruffer, sigmfieth as much as a notary or scrivener

16*5 Hoby Curry-combe v 238 Wee will say the Gra-

phiere was a knaue .

Graffing (gra fig), vbl sb [f Graff v 1 +
-irg 1.] = Grafting vbl. sb .

1 in various senses

1308 Thevisa Barth De PR ix xxx (1495) 366 Lente

is tvme of graffynge for in Lente graftes hen grafted on

the trees* c 1420 Pctllctd 011 Hush* iv 3® Another seith

ther graffyng mgh the grounde Is best, ther esili they com-

prehende And preue 1571 Hanmeu CJiron IreJ (1633) 187

Manuall labour, as planting and greffing for daily wages

we.Art ofPlanting 19 There be many wayes ofgraffinges

*8*1 Speed Hist Gt. Brit vi xlvu § 11 165 this

Emperor was from the graffing of his neck, to the groin

very long, but from thence somewhat short and bow legged

withal 1667 Dryden Wild Gallant 11 1 Wks 1882 II 53

But I fear we shall not have the graffing ofthe horns 1672—
Conq Granada, Defence Epil 169 By this graffing, as I

may call it, on old words, has our Tongue been Beauti-

fied by the three fore-mention'd Poets 1840 R H. Dana

Bef Mast xxxv 134 The neat work upon the rigging,—

-

the knots pointings, and graffings. 1876 Swinburne

Erechth *99 For the first fair graft of his graffing 1884

Black Jud Shake u, Left to his weeding and graffing

attnb. 1523 FitzHerb Hitsb § 136 Thou must haue a

gtaffynge-sawe. Ibid , Thou must haue also a graffynge

knyfe *591 Percivall Sp Diet ,
Encensar iierrajaiq

plantar, to set graffing stockes *66* Ogilby Kings

Coronation 30 All Sorts of Graffing, and Gardening Tools

|| Graffito (graf|fi to). Anhq. and^d rt PI. graf-

fiti (graf|frtz). [It. graffito, f graffio a scratch ]

A drawing or writing scratched on a wall or other

surface ;
a scribbling on. an ancient wall, as those at

Pompeii and Rome. Also, a method of decoration

in which designs are produced by scratches through

a superficial layer ofplaster, glazing, etc
,
revealing

a ground of different colour ,
chiefly attrib., as

in graffito-decoration, -pottery, -ware.

1851 D Wilson Preh Aim (1863) II iv iv 280 The
slight scratching of many of the Maeshowe Ruues, and the

consequent irregularity and want of precision in the forms

of what, it must be remembered, are mere graffiti *“73

Symonds Grk Poets xi 242 Even the Graffiti of Pompeii

have scarcely more power to reconstruct the past and

summon as in dreams the voices and the forms of long since

buried men *873 Mrs, Palliser tr Jacquemarts Hist.

CeramicArt 619 Index, Graffito decoration

trans

f

*877 A. B Edwards Up Nile xxi 653 Visited by

crowds of early travellers, who have as usual left their

neatly-scribbled graffiti on the walls 1886 Dowden
I v 179 She sang pleasantly , and could scribble such

graffiti as may be found in school-girls’ copy-books

Graft (graft), sb 1 Forms a 5 grafts, 6—

graft. J3. 6 gryft, 6—

7

grift(e. [A modification

of the earlier Graff sb 1

The precise formation is uncertain Possibly due to the

use ofgraft as pa t and pa pple of Graff But there

has been much phonetic confusion between (f) and (ft) at

the end of words, cf draft as a variant of draff I he

forms gi funder Graf f sb * and gnfte above may perh be

influenced by the Du gnf, grift (recorded from 16th c )

,

m Du. it is uncertain whether the -t is a suffix or phonetic-

flllv 1

1 A shoot or scion inserted m a groove or slit

made in another stock, so as to allow the sap of

the latter to circulate through the former.

*483 Caih Angl 162/1 A Grafte, surculus. *&4 Acc
Ediv VI in Trevelyan Papers (Camden) II *5 Sir John

Wulfe . maker and deviser of the Kmges herbors and

?
lantes of grafts *560 Becon Catech Wks 1564 1 435 b,

s there any man will cal a young gryft of the first yeres

gryftingfruteles and barren 1649 J Ellistonk tr Behmens
Epist v § 40 A plant or grift that is set, doth worke so long

till it putteth forth its branches 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist

(1776) III 96 1 his tumour every day buds forward from

the point like the graft of a tree 1813 Sir H Davy
Agnc Chem (18x4) 253 The graft is only nourished by
the sap of the tree to which it is transferred 1878 J
Buller 40 Y in N Zealand I vm 63 Fruitful orchards

are the outcome of grafts I intioduced.

fig 1547 Becon Agst Adultery 'Wks,. 1560 II *6* b, IfGod
spared not the naturall braunches, neyther wyll he spare vs

thatbe but graftes, lfwe commitlyke offences *650Davenani

Gondibert Pref (1673) 3 New grafts of old wither’d words

*844 H H Wilson Brit. India I. 1 vui 579 The legisla-

tive encouragement yielded to missionary labours was

also a graft upon the original design *87* Browning Pr
Hahenst 1524 A devil's-graft on God’s foundation-stone

*885 Act 48 <5- 49 Viet c. 73 § 8 The inteiest vested in

him by such order shall be deemed to be a graft upon the

previous interest of the tenant in the holding.

+ 2 A twig or off-shoot fit for use in grafting

;

a scion, sucker ; hence gen a branch, plant, Obs

*587 Fenner Song of Songs 1v. 13 Thy gryfts they are, as

of A pomgranat orchard 1606 Bryskktt Civ Life 2 To
transport from forraine countries strange grafts, plants

and flowers *624 Quarles Sion's Sonets xii 13 My love is

like a Paradise, beset With rarest grifts, whose fruits . The
world nere tasted.

fig 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist Epit. Ab, This

younge nnpe and flexible gnfte bent not his listening eare

unto others lore. *587 Turberv Trag T. etc. (1837) 345

No tree can take so deep a roote as grifts of faithful love.

1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep x 81 Edward the top-Branch

of that golden Tree . . I his Graft, of eu’ry Weed o’r-growne

1600 Fairfax Tasso xvii Ixxix 311 And m Bauaria’s field

transplanted new This Romane grift florisht, encreast and

grew *614 Ralegh Hist World 1 1. 11 § 6 32 God gaue

vnto man all kinde of seedes and grafts of life

3. Surg. *A portion of living tissue transplanted

from one place to another on the same or another

organism, with a view to its adhesion and growth”

(Billings Med Dut. 1890); also, the operation or

its result, the adhesion and growth of such new

tissue*

1886 Diet Pract Surg (ed Heath) I 616 These grafts

may be placed at any part of a healing granulation-surface,

and may grow there, forming islets of skin Ibid 618 I he

preservation of the periosteum is not essential to the success

of the graft When an osseous graft is about to be effected,

the part into which the graft is to be placed ought to be

first prepared , . ,

4 [I rom the vb.] a. The process or product of

grafting (see combinations in 5) ;
also, a variety

produced by grafting, a kind (of fruit).

1847 Barham lngol Leg Ser m farms s Wig, On
theprecise graft of the espalier of Eden, Sanchomathon

Manetho, and Berosus are undecided

b. The place where the scion is inserted m the

stock.
1802 Forsyth Fruit-trees 1 8 Taking offthe worst branches

first, always cutting as near to the graft as possible 1898

L H Bailey Pruniug-bh 263 The grafting of the mam
trunk has some disadvantages, because a bad fork is apt to

occur at the graft

5 attnb. and Comb, (in sense 3), as graft-growth,

surface, theory', graft-hybrid (see quot.); graft-

hybndism, -hybridization, the process of hybri-

dizing by means of a graft.

1868 Darwin Var Anun. 4* Plants I xi 390 If we
must admit the extraordinary fact that two distinct species

can unite by their cellular tissue, and subsequently pro-

duce a plant bearing leaves and sterile flowers intermediate

in character between the scion and stock Such plants, if

really thus formed, might be called graft-hybrids Ibid

II xxvn 365 The case would become one of graft-hybna-

ism *875 Ibid (ed 2) I. xi 423 The number of new forms

produced by graft-hybndisation. *886 Syd Soc. Lex

,

Graft theory, a theory which attributes the causation ot

disease to organic particles detached from the body 01

a diseased person, which becoming engrafted into a healthy

person set up a diseased process in his body similar to that

which existed in the boay of the person frorn which they

were detached 1897 A.llb'iiit'sJZyst Med III 726

interesting process of implantation or graft growths from

a growth in one part of tne intestines to another has been

already referred to *897 W Anderson Surg Treat

Lupus 14 The graft surface has a better appearance than

that of an ordinary cicatrix.

t Graft, sb 2 Obs. [a. MDu. graft fem and

neut (MDu and Du, gracht fem ), f graven to

dig Cf. next and Graff j$. 2] A ditcb ,
a moat

;

Also (in Holland) a street on either side of a canal.

*641 Evelyn Diary (1889) I 26 The Reiser’s or Emperors
— L , 1 • . .

**
1 a i hAma Povnmf.

Graft, which Is an ample and long street 1644 Prynne

& Walker Fiennes's Trial App 1* The Castle was a very

large strong Hold, fortified with a very broad deepe ditch. or

graft *653-4 Whitelocke Jrnl Steed. Emb (1772) II.

202 The grafts of the workes are large and deep, full 01

water on all sides 1683 Apol Prat France iv 46 1 hey

caught a Soldier measuring the Graft and the Wall in

order to scale the place *737 G Smith Curious Relat

I 111 387 All the rest which the Canals, Grafts, and Rivers

are fill’d with, being salt, or at least brackish

Graft (graft), sbfi [a. (?or cognate with) ON
grtft-r action of digging x-QT&wtfgraftus masc

,

f *grat- Grave v to dig ]

1. The depth of earth that may be thrown up at

once with a spade ; a ' spit Often spaders) graft.

162a Markham Farew Htcsb, (1625) 41 sPa<*es

graft of the vpper swarth of the earth *68* Chetham

Angler's Vade-nt. iv. § 9 (1689) 38 You yourself may dig

one spade Graft, deep in Sandy heathy ground. 179*

Trans Soc. Arts X. 139 We dug. .one spade’s graft (about

nine inches deep, and seven inches wide) into the quick

sand 1802 Ibid XX 191 The drams were generally made
two grafts deep *848 fml. R Agnc Soc IX. 1 55, I

then dug a trench .throwing the first graft of good sou on
one side

2 A kind of spade, used in digging drains

1894 S E Wore Gloss , Graft or Graftmg-iool, a nanow
crescent-shaped spade used by drainers

Graft (graft), sbfi slang [Perh. a transferred

use of prec. m the original sense ‘digging’.] a.

Work, esp hard work b A trade, craft.

*890 Glow. Gloss , Graft, work *890 Melbourne Argus x6

Aug 13/1 It is when hard graft has to be done that they’re

troubled a bit *891 Sheffield Gloss
,
Suppl , Graft, work

‘Well, I’ve got some graft to do now’ *8g6Pop Set Jrnl. IV

255 Tne roadster proper is distinguished from the tramp by
having a 1 graft’ or in other terms a visible means of support.

Graft (graft), v 1 Foims a, 5 grafte, 6- graft.

/3 , (j-7 gnft(e, 9 dial, grift. 7 9 dial, greft.

[variant of Graff v See Graft sb i]

1.

trans. To insert (a shoot from one tree) as a

giaft (see Graft sb !) into another tree Const.

in, into, on, upon Also with advs in, together.

1483 Cath. Angl. 162/1 To Grafte, insercre, surcutare

*535 Coverdale Isa. xvii 10 Ihou hast also set a fayre

plante, & grafted a strauxige braunch *616 Surfl &
Markh Country Farme 36 He shall get Grifts to graft.

174* Compl Pam -Piece 11. 111 362 Upon the white Eng-

lish sort of Jessamme, now graft the Spanish 1859 Darwin
Ong Spec, ix (*873) 245 No one has been able to graft

together tiees belonging to quite distinct families

b. transf. andfig To insert or fix in or upon

something, with the result of producing a vital or

indissoluble union. (Cf. sense 6 )

153* Tindale Exp 1 John 11. (153 8) 23 All they that

are grafted into Chnste to followe hys doctrine *548_9

(Mai ) Bk Com Prayer, Communion (Collect ad fin ),

Graunt that the wordes .. may through thy grace, bee so

grafted inwardly m our heartes 1605 Bacon Adv Leant
11 xxv § 5 no God doth grift his revelations and holy

doctrine upon the notions ofour reason 1650 Fuller Pisga.ii

389 Each of them [pillars] having half a cubit of their shaft

lost m their height, as running m, and hid in his Chapiter

grafted upon it. 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III. 09

1 he horns may in every respect, be resembled to a vegetable

substance, grafted upon the head of an animal

Sir J Reynolds Disc xm. (1876) 73 No Art can be grafted

with success on another art. 1822-34 Goods Study Med.

(ed 4) I 149, 1 have observed that dy.pepsy is often grafted

upon an hysterical or hypochondriacal diathesis *856

Froude Hist Eng. (1858) I 1. 2 The Northern nations

grafted the religion and the laws of the Western empire on

iheir own hardy natures. 3876 E, Melloh Pnestfu 208 The

Lord's Supper, while a new institution, was in its forms

grafted upon the Paschal meal

C. tntr for repl. rare (?U S)
1884 Horner Florence I i 24 The Florentine artist

only adopted those principles which grafted most readily

on his preconceived ideas 1894 Pomm (U S ) July 5°4

IF possible, the theme should graft on to a vigorous and

well grown stock of native interest.

2. absol. and tntr. To insert a graft or grafts.

Const, as in sense I _ , .

*626 Bacon Sylva § 415 If you graft vpon the Bough of

a Tree, and cut off some of the old Boughs, the new Lions

will perish *8*6 J. Smith Panorama Set 4- Art II 040

The method of propagating the cider-fruit trees in Hereford-

shire, is by grafting; i860 Emerson Cond Power

Wks (Bohn) II, 332 Here is question, every spring, whether

to graft with wax, or whether with day , „ „ ,

transf andfig. *685 Loyal Poems 132 But of all Fates,

Ctt has the softest one ,
‘ The better’, cries the Wife, to

graft upon* *7*3 "Warder True Amazons 154 h any ot

more Intellect will graft upon this stock.

3. trans. To fix a graft or grafts upon (a stock)

Also vaguely, to perform th.e operation of grafting

on (a tree), to produce (fruits) by grafting

1624 Quarles Sum's Sonets xx 8 To see my Stockes, so

latelie gnfted, sprout 1707 Curios mHusb tyGaid 350 You

craft it with Grafts of an Apple-tree *705 Knight in Phil

Trans LXXXV, 292, I have since grafted some very old

trees with cuttings from seedling apple-trees of five years

old 1823 Codbctt Weekly Reg 12 July g8 Stocks have .

.

been grafted with English cuttings *845 Florist sjrnl 77

On grafting the ChineseAzalea 1887Bowen VtrgEclog ix

51 Graft thy pears, O Daphnis, the fruit thy sons shall enjoy

4. In loose or transf uses To plant, implant

*562 Turner Baths Pref, Their nature whiche Almighty

God grafted m them [the birds] 1580 Lvly Euphues (Aib

)

They that feare theyr vines will make too sharpe wine,

must graft next to them Mandrage 177* Muse in Mm
no From page to page thro* Natures folio flies, Where

hoary wisdom grafts her aching eyes
, , , .

5. Naut To cover (a ring-bolt, block-strop,

etc) witb a weaving of small coid or rope-yams.

c i860 H Stuart Seaman’s Catech 31 How do you point

and graft a rope ? Ibid 81 Two hammock lashings pointed

and grafted at the ends. , ,

0 Surg. To transplant (a piece of skm, tissue,

etc.) into a different part of the body, or from one

animal to another ,

*868 Darwin Var Anim. S, Plants II xxvn

of a nig has been grafted into the middle of its back 1897

A llbltt's Syst Med III 203 The experiment of

portion of the extirpated pancreas outside the abdominal

cavity in die muscles of tLe external walls
,

7. US To repair (boots) by adding new soles

and ‘foxing’ the uppers.

1850 in Bartlett Diet. Amer
Graft, v.2 dial [Variant of Graff ».2]

tntr.



GRAFT. 338 GRAIN.
To dig Hence Grafting vbl sb, in grafting-
spade, -tool (see quots ).

1823 Crabs ret,knot Diet , Gi aftmg Fool, a kind ofcurved
'•nade made very strong for the purpose of digging canals
1683 Gresley Gloss Coal Muting Grafting spade

,
a long

narrow plated spade for digging clay. Mod, dial (.Kent),

A grafting-tool would suit best foi digging that elite

Graft, v.3 slang, p transferred use of pxec.
,
cf

Gram £&.4] intr. To work. Hence Gra'fting
vbl sb
*878 Graphic 6 July 2/2 Perhaps in a generation or two

Paddy will fail us He will have become too refined for
hard 'grafting' 1890 Melbourne Argus g Aug 4/2 ‘You
graftin with him ?

'

‘ No, I’m with Johnson
Graftage (gra ftedg). [f Graft pi + -age.]
The action of grafting or fact of being grafted.
1893 Bailey Horticulturists' Rule-bk. (ed 3) 283
Grafted (grafted), ppl. a. [f. Graft v 1 +

-ED1.] In senses of the yb lit. andJig
1570 Dee Math Pref a That mighty Afatkeniatica.il

Tree, with his Chief armes and second (grifted) branches
1606 G W[oodcocke] tr Justin's Hist , etc Kk 5 b, Being
hated of al men for his grafted cruelty 1697 Dryden Virg
Georg, iv 214 He knew For Fruit the grafted Pear-tree to
dispose, a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Gi afted, made a
Cuckold of. 1707 Cttnos in Husb, <$ Gard 73 1 he P01 es
of the grafted Branch. 1719 London & Wise Compi
Ganl. xxxvi 155 For an old grafted Peach-Tree, the grand
Remedy of short’mng may not avail 1828 P. Cunningham
iV. S (Pales 161 A few dozen grafted trees will in a few
years 1usurp you a very fair ciop of fruit 189a Daily
.Vews xi July 4/3 ‘Companions’ anxious for situations for
which no special skill or training is required, only patience
and a soi t of grafted cheerfulness,

b. Her (See quots.)
1765-77 Porny Heraldry Gloss , Grafted. This is said of

that part of the Escutcheon which is jointed or insetted into
the other .The fourth Quarter is Mari, Brunswick, and Lu-
nenburgh impaled, with ancient Saxony grafted 111 point
1868 Cussans Her 11. 46 To these may also be added what
is sometimes called Gi afted, but would be better expressed
by Partyper Pale and Chevron

Grafter 1 (gra ftar). [f. Graft zj.1 + -eb1
]

I. One who grafts trees.

x6ifi Surfl &Markh CountryForme 347 The furniture
and tooles wherewith a grafter should be furnished are
[etc ] 1668 Boyle Cert. Physiol Ess (1669) 91, I am in-
form’d by the trials of more than one of the most skilful
and experienc’d Grafters of these parts, that [etc ].

+ 2 The original tree from which a scion has
been taken for grafting upon another tree Obs
1599 Shaks Hen V, m v g Shall . Our Syens, put in

wilde and sauage stock, Spirt vp so suddenly into the
Clouds, And ouer Iooke their Grafters 7 a 1770 Chattehton
Cansultad48 Monarchs ! Of mole-hills, oyster-beds, a rock

;

These are the grafters of your royal stock.

3 A tool used in grafting (see quot.).
1884 Knight Diet Mech. SuppL, Grafter, a fine-toothed,

pointed, narrow-bladed, hand-saw, used in sawing off limbs
and stocks for the insertion of grafts

Grafter 2 (gra ftai). [f. Graft vf + -eb 1
]

= Graft sb,& 2,

1877 ^ ^ Line Gloss., Grafteri a long iron spade used
for digging hard ground, especially by workmen engaged in
making drains and banks.

Grafting (gra fug), vbl. sb 1
[f. Graft v 1 +

-ING 1
] The action of Graft o.l

1 , The action ofinsei ting a graft (see Graft sb 1 1).
For cleft-, crown-, saddle-, tongue whip-, etc.

grafting, see the sb. which forms the first member.
1483 Gath. Angl 162/1 A Graftynge, msiciu/ii 1560 [see

Graft sb. 1 1] 1666 Boyle Ong Formes $ Qual iag ’Tis
worth observing what happens both in ordinary graftings,
and especially in that kind of Insition which is commonly
call’d Inoculation 1807 Med Jrnl. XVII 196 New and
superior species ofapples may be produced from seed and
impregnating the pollen was found to be an advantageous

substitute for grafting i860 Delamer Kitch Gard (1861)
143 The reader is strongly advised to take lessons m graft-
ing and budding
,PS' *®33 Lamb Elia Ser ir, Wedding, The huiry a
beloved child is sometimes m to tear herself from the
paternal stock, and commit herself to strange graftings.
1865 Tylor Early Hist Man ii 22 The grafting of the
English, French or German grammar and dictionary on the
gesture-language

f 2 The place where a graft is inserted; its

junction with the stem. Also trarnf. Obs
i6ot Holland Plmy II 371 It riseth vp with a four

cornered stem hamng many concauities or holes like aim-
pits in the grafting of the branches to the said stem
3 . In various techmcaL senses . a Naut. * An
ornamental weaving of fine yarns, etc

,
over the

stiop of a block
; or applied to the tapered ends

of the ropes, and termed pointing
*
(Smyth Sailor’s

Word-bk. 1867, see also quot. 1815). b Surg
The transference of a portion of skin, etc to
another part of the body, or to another body
c Carpentry. * A scarfing or endwise attachment
of one timber to another, as in attaching an extra
length or false pile to one already driven ’ (Knight
But. Mech 1875). d. Knitting (See quot 1880)
1815 Falconers Diet. Marine (ed Burney), Grafting a

rope, the act of unlaying the two ends of it, placing the
strands one within the other, as for splicing, and stopping
them at the joining The yarns aie then opened out, split,
and made into knittles for pointing. 1858 Simmonds Diet
Trade, Grafting, knitting new feet to stockings 1880
Plain Knitting 33 This grafting . is joining two pieces
together, and is useful in joining a new foot to an old leg,
1896AUbutt's Syst Med, I 207 No authentic instance . . is at

present forthcoming ofthe grafting ofhuman carcinoma upon
any of the lower animals. 1897 W Anderson Surg 7rent.
Lupus 14 The advantages ofepidermicgrafting are obvious
4. atlnb. and Comb

,
as grafting chisel, knife

,

saw, time , grafting clay, wax, a mixture of clay
01 wax and other ingredients, forming a composition
with which to cover the united parts of a scion
and stock in grafting.

1483 Cath, Angl 162/r A Graftyngtyme, insicio 1727
Bradlfy Fam Dtct. s v. Grafting, Then must the Gardener
cut it with his Grafting Knife in the Shape of a Wedge

1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v. Engrafting

,

Clay, mixed with
horse-dung, [etc ] , also .grafting wax Ibid, In this cleft,

the grafting chissel, or w edge, is put to keep it open 1802
Forsyth Priut-tiees vi 79 Ihe Composition should be
rather softer than grafting clay generally is 1875 Knight
Diet Mcclt icoi/2 Grafting-saw, a tenon saw for cutting
off stocks for grafting

Grafting, vbl sb .
2 See Graft v *

Graftling (graftlig), [f Graft sb. + -ling ]
A small tree on which a graft has been set.

a 1618 Sylvester St Lewis 83 The Gardner’s Care over
some Graftling^ choice

Grahamism (gr* 1 amiz’m). U S. [f. Gi aham
+ -ISM ] The vegetal lan principles advocated by
Sylvester Graham (1794-1851). So Ora hamate,
a follower of Graham
1845 Lowell Lett (1894) I 87, I ain becoming more and

more inclined to Grahamism every day 18 NY Med
frill XI 567 (Cent ) Grahamism was advocated and prac-
tised by many

>
1879 Webster, SuppI

,
Giahamiie

Grahamite igr<?' amsit). Mm. [Named by
Waitz in 1865, after the Messrs Graham, m whose
mine it was found : see -ite ] A bituminous com-
pound ofseveral hydiocarbons, similar toasphaltum.
1866 A flier Ji ul Sci XCII 420 Wurtz has proposed the

name Grahamite for the pitch-black Alberlite-hke mineral
of Virginia 1880 Libr ifuiv. Knowl VIII, 139 Grahamite
is black, and has a lanable luster.

Graliamize (gr* 1 amsiz), v [f Graham +
ize. (Sir James Graham, as Home Secretary, had
Mazzim’s letteis so opened in 1844)] tians To
cause (letters) to be opened when passing thi ough
the post. Hence Ora hamizing vbl sb. So {tartly)

Ora haming vbl. sb.

1883 Manch. Guard 8 Feb 4 Postmasters in countiy
towns are much under temptation to follow their masters
in the General Post Office in * Grahamising ’ letters and
telegrams 1888 Times 18 Dec 8/4 Mr. Sexton asked to
what extent the practice of ' Grahamizing * letters was now
earned 1892 W B Scott Autobiog. Notes I 121 He was
the friend of Mazzim in the discovery of the Grahaming of
letters by the Post Office

Graial, obs. form of Grail 1
.

Graid, obs. pa. pple, of Graith v
Graid(e)ly, -ley, dial vanant of Gradely.
Grail 1 (gi*'l). Forms* 4graiel, graell, 4-5

grayel, 4-9 grayle, 5-6 grale, giayll(e, 5-9
graile, 6 graial, greyle, 6- grail, [ad. OF
grael'—Eccl. L gradale, var. graduate. Gradual]
1. = Gradual i.

13. . Metr Horn (Harl. MS ) 514 in Minor Poems fr
Vernon MS 188 By leiom and ambrose ordaind es 'lo sing
he graell [v r grayel] at be mes. c *380 Wyclif Set Whs
III 202 pel neden to have . expomtouris on |ie gospdlis and
pistehs, more Jran Graiehs and o}?ere bokis of song. 1398
Trcvisa Barth De P R ix. xxviti. (1495) 364 In Ester
weke the Grayle is songe wyth Alleluya. c 1460 Townelcy
Myst xvi 205 Lefe pystyls and giales; Mes, matyns,
noght avalys, All these I defende. 1493 Festivall (W
de W 1315) 33 The greyle is not sayd for those yl ben
newe crystened a 1529 Skelton P Sparow 441 The
pecocke so prowd, Bycause his voyce is lowde He shall
syng the grayle 1553 Becon Rcliques ofRome (1563) 124
Pope Gelasius the fyrst brought in ye Gravll, commaundmg
that the people shoulde smg it. 1803 J. Christie Ate.
Parish Clerks 13 Ability to read the Epistles and Lessons,
to sing Responsals, Grails, and other pai ts of the Service

2 . = Gradual sb, 2.

,
c 1440 Promp, Parv 207/1 Grayle, boke gradale 1439

Test Ebor 11 (Surtees) 227 The best Mes boke .. the lesse
Antiphoner of iuj, a Grade, a Manuell 1304 Churchw
Acc St, Mary Hill, London (1797) 103 A manuell, a legend,
2 solomes and grayles 1549-30 Act 3 <§• 4 Edw VI, c 10

(1SS3) 13 b, All bookes called Antiphoners, Missales, Grades,
Processionalles [etc.]. 1377-87 Holinshed Chron III
1146/1 One of the gard lift vp to him. into the pulpit a
masse booke and a grade 1774 Warton Hist Eng Poeti

y

(1840) I Diss il 88 Among the books they found there,
were one hundred psalters, as many grayles, and forty
missals, 1818 Scott Rob Roy ix 1849 Rock Ch ofFatheis
II vi 202 Upon the outstretched wings of the large brazen
eagle lay open the Grail.

Grail 2 (gr^‘1). Also 4, 9 greal, 5, 7, 9 graal,
6 graile. [ad. OF. graal, grael, greel

,
greil = Pr.

grasal
,
grasal (whence OCat. gresal-s) -med L.

gradalis a cup or platter, of uncertain origin;
commonly referred to a popular L type *crdtahs,
f. *crdtus altered form of Lf crater cup.] The
{Holy) Grail, the Saint Grail or Sangreal : in
mediaeval legend, the platter used by our Saviour
at the Last Supper, in which Joseph of Anmathea
received the Saviour's blood at the cioss.
The fortunes of ‘the Holy Grail’ (OF le saint graal,

whence Malory has the corrupt form sanegreal see San-
greal), and the adventures undergone m the search for it
by various knights of Arthur’s Round Table, form an
important part ofthe matter ofmediaeval romance Accord-
ing to one story, it was brought by Joseph ofAnmathea to

Glastonbury (see the 14th cent Joseph Anm , where ,

called ‘|je dische wij> be blode’). Sometimes the GraderSangreal has been erroneously supposed to be the cun al
chalice used at the Last Supper * 1

c 1330 ArtA * MM (Kolbmg) 2222 Til he wer born batschuld do al Fulfille be meruails of be greal cieenMerlin 50 The peple that were ther at cleped this ve«fn
that then hadden 111 so giete grace, the Graal 1590 SfensfL

11

f 34 Ioseph of Arimathy brought with him theholy grade (they say). 1683 Stillingfl Ong But 1 „And for all that I can see, the holy Graal deserves as much
credit as the Book taken out of Pilat’s Palace th,‘
Longf Drift-Wood Piose Wks (1886) I. 3ci The former
indeed, founded upon the marvels of the Samt Graal, contain
nothing but strange and miraculous adventures *8a*1 ennyson Sir Galahad42 Three angels bear the holy Grail
Jig 1876 Lanier Psalms of Wist 305 Godly Hearts that'
Grails of gold, Still the blood of Faith do hold 1804 Stead
IfChi 1st came to Chicago no The quest of the almmhtv
dollar is their Holy Grail. 6 y

T1
7 Misused (for rime) m the sense of *cnp ’

In recent Diets this passage is given as authenticating a
sense foam ’ for Grail 8 *

1653 hxaletation of Ale vn m F Beaumont's PoemsM 3b, To see how it flowers and mantles in giayle

Grail 3 (gi^'l). Poet. Also 6 graile, grayle.
[Of unknown origin, peih. a contiaction of
Graael] Gravel
1590 Stlnser F Q 1. vn 6 This gentle knight lymjr

downe upon the sandie graile, Dronke of the streame isgr— Vis Bellay 157 The golden grayle that bught Pactolus
wnsheth 1647 H Mori. Song ofSoulm 1 xxu. Like torch
that dioppeth down Lies now in daiknesseon the grail or
stone 1840 Brow ning Sordello vi 447 The sdv er elobu’les
and gold-sparkling grail At bottom.

Grail 4 (gr^l). Also 9 graille [a F grile of
the same meaning, f grcler to make slender, spec.
taper and smooth (the teeth of a comb), f grile
slendi r ] A comb-maker’s file. Hence Grai ling
vbl sb

,

the pi ocess of finishing the teeth of a comb
with the grail.

1688 R Holmf A rmoury m ^83/2 A Comb-makers Grail
is a long, flat, and bioad Tool on the Back, and the other

side wiought into Teeth like a Saw 1875 Knight Diet
Mtth

,
Graille, a single-cut hie, or float, having one curved

face and a straigh t one, used l>y comb-makers 1878 Eitcycl
Bnt VI 178/2 Ihey [combs] then pass to the ‘grading

’

department, where, by means of special forms of files or
rasps, known as grails and topers, the individual teeth are
rounded or Levelled, tapeied, and smoothed

1 Grail 5
. Cbs.~ l [Cf OF. gravele a fish, also

Grayling and Gravelieg ] Some kmd offish
1587 Harrison England m 111 in Holinshed Chron. I

224 Besides the salmons . we haue the trout, barbell, giaile,

powt, cbeum, pike [etc ]

[Grail, for Brail sb? , see List Spurious Wds ]

t Grailing, vbl sb. Cbs [aphetic form of

Engrailing] = Engrailing vbl. sb.

1502 Privy Pui se Exp. Eliz o/Yoik (1830) 14 Making of

six tapettes foi the sompter horses, with the lynyng,
grayling, jagging vnjj. 1511 St Papers Hen VIII, II.

n 1497, 2 doz green foil for ‘grayllmg’ the battlements, 8d.

Grailing, obs form ol Grayling.
Graille, valiant of Grail sb 4

Graim, obs. foim of Grame sb.

Grain (gr^n), sb~L Forms; 3-6 greyn(e, 4
grem(e, 4-7 grayn(e, 5, 7 graue, (6 grene, 5 pi.

grennys), 6-7 grame, 5- gram [Two form-

ations. (1) a. OF gram, grem (mod F gram)

= Pr gi an, gra, Sp graiio, Pg grdo, It gi'ano.—L
grdnum agrain, seed, (2)a. OF grain{n)e (mod.F.

£razw)seedscollectively,seed * Pr , Sp ,
It gratia.—

pop L. gratia fem., ong. pi olgrdnum ]

I. Seed
,
seed of cereal plants, corn,

f 1. A single seed of a plant, esp one which is

small, hard, and lonndish in form. (After 15th c

almost exclusively The stone or pip of a fruit

)

13 EE A Hit P. A 31 Vch gresse mot grow ofgraynez
dede 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvu lxxxi (149s)

652 A gi eyne is the leest party both of the sede and of the

tree, in euery greyne is both pyth and rynde <*1400-30

Alexander 1984 Loo,heie a gloue full of graynes I graytne

be to take, c 1420 Pallad on Husb in 805 Ek pens men
deuyde. And pike awey the gieyne of euery side i486 Bk.
St A loans C vij b, Take ye greynes of shaffelegre, 1302

Arnolde Chron 167 Wan y® mone is in tauro it is

good tyme to plante trees of graynes and pepins 1528

Paynell Salome's Reetm G ivb, llie lyuer is fatted with

them [grapes] ifthey be clensed from y
'

graynes 01 kyrnels

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 335 The stones or grains

of Vitis Alla, otherwise called Bnome 1684 Contempt
State Man 1 iv. (1699) 43 Life is so flail and slippery,

that even the Grain of a Grape hath been able to over-

throw it. 1796 H Hunter St Pierre’s Stud Nat (1799)

II Explan: Plates 11 Aquatic grains have characters en

tirely opposite to those which are produced on the mountains

1823 J BadcockDom Amusem 187 A grain of a raism.

fig 1377 Langl P PI B xix. 269 Grace gaue greynes, the

cardynales vertues, And sewe hem in mannes soule. 139®

Gower Conf I 14 They no greme of pite sowe. a 1400-

50 A lexander 5622 Sum grayne of godhede was growen

|ow within 14 Pnnf Mane in Tundale's Vis (1843) 135

That he lyke a dowve bysyly aspye Wher he of vertu

gedur may the greyne c 1440 Psalmi Penitent. (1894) 10

Yn my flesch ther nys non helthe, Therfor, of grace sende

me greynus.

f b lit the gram ; in the stage of forming or

producing seed Obs.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm 11. (1614) 734 Wheie

Wheate and Mays will not grow, but so vnequaDy, that at

one instant, some is m the grasse, other m the grame
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2 spec A seed or com of a cereal plant.

In botanical language a gram of a cereal plant is not a
•seed > but a * fruit ' of the kind called Caryopsis

c 1380 Wyclik Serm Sel Wk& II 33 J?e secounde fruyt,

of the siYtiJje gieyn 1426 Lydg De Gnu Pdgr (E E T S )

3315 She hadde Off a lytel barly greyn Makyd an Er large

& pleyn *450-1330 Myrr ourLady

e

201 Blyssed be thow
that haste sowen a grayne of the beste whete m the best

lande 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (*614) 764 At the end of

every song, laying downe two or three Grames of
Wheate 180$ Hutton Course Math. I 23 The original

of all weights used in England, was a grim or corn of
wheat, gathered out of the middle of the ear 1842 Gray
Struct Bot vu § 2 (1880) 293 A Caryopsis or Grain 1885
Goodale Physiol Bot (1802) 181 The so called ‘grains' of

the cereals are fruits instead of seeds.

3. collect sing The fruit or seed of wheat and
the allied food-plants or grasses (f rarely of beans,

etc ) ;
the plants themselves whether Teaped or

standing ;
= Corn sh 1

3, 4. + Also grain of wheat
In England the colloquial word for this sense is com

,

which 111 the U. S has a different application

<7*3*5 Shoreham 30 Jesus seyth the vygne be hys, And
eke the greyn ofwete. 1362 Langl P PL A. vii 112 Schal
no greyn that heer groweth gladen ow at neode c 1386
Chaucer Prol 335 Wei wiste he, by the droghte, and by the
reyn, The yielding of his seed and of his greyn c 1420
Pallad on Hitsb 1 2i7Eekhillis yeldis Wei gretter grayn
and fewer, then in feeld is 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 382
Barly ne malte ne none other gieyne c 1330 Decay Eng.
by Shepe i.E E.T S ) 98 Euery ploughe to sell ,xxx, quartets
of grayne by the yeare *398W Phillip Linschoten. xxxvn
71 Theyhave a custome to cast corn and other graine vpon
the ground to feed buds and beastes withal 163a Lith-
gow Trav n. 66 A Girnell foi grayne 1607 Dryden Vtrg
Georg. ni 797 The lab'nngSwam Scratch'd with a Rake, a
Furrow for his Grain 1727-46 Thomson Seasons, Summer
361 Wide flies the tedded grain 1740 Somerville Hobbiuol
11 133 The ripen’d Giain, whose bending Ears Invite the
Reaper’s Hand 1753 J Bartlet Genii. Farriery 1 2
Beans afford the strongest nourishment of all grain 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) V. 344 All this tribe feeding
upon grain. *817-8 Cobbctt Restd. U S. (1822) 4 The
general harvest for grain (what we call corn) is a full month
eai her than in the South of England 1 1847 Tennyson Pi uic

Concl 89 A lord of fat prize oxen and of sheep . A pamph-
leteer on guano and on grain. *879 J D. Burns Mem <S-

Rem 422 The husbandman employs different processes in
pi eparing his grain foi use.

b A particular species of corn, f Also pi
Crops of gram.
c 1400 Mavndev (1839) xxxi 310 Corn of dyverse greynes

and of Ryzs c *460 Fortescue Als. $ Lint Mon (1714)95
This Realme gave to their Kyng , the ix,b Scheff of tneir

Graynys. *494 Fabyanv cxxxvi 122 Whete& other graynes
weieatanexcedyngpiyce 1344 tr, Littleton's Tenures is b,

If the lesse sowe the lande & the lessour . . before that his

graynes be rype putteth him out, yet [etc ] 1704 Old Tour
in Scotl m Blachw Mag, Feb (1818) 520/2 Barley is a sumer
gram, and heer a winter grain 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of
Diet 1 250 Ways not so easily brought to Fermentation as
other Grains *767 A Young Farmers Lett to People 310
The gram, or grass, which seems best to suit it [the soil].

*823 Philos Jml 25 Apr .The grains which extend farthest
to the north in Euiope are barley and oats 1870 J Yfats
Nat Hist. Comm *28 Wheat is the chief grain of tempeiate
and sub-temperate climates.

0 Jig (Cf a like use of L. farina )
1622 Mabbf tr Aleman's Guzman d'Alf 11 111 27 [Those

men] are both of one graine, sowne and reaped vnder one
and the same Moone, biead of the same meale

4 Specialized applications of the plural, a. (in

full grams of Paradise' in eaily use also sing ) .

The capsules of Amomum Meleguetta of Western
Africa (cf. Cardamom b), used as a spice and in

medicine; called also Guinea grains (see Guinea)
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 1369 Clowe-gelofre, and

licoryce, Gingere, and greyn de Parys [ong. Graine de
paradis]. £1386 — Miller’s T. 504 But first lie cheweth
greyn and lycorys. To smellen swete c 1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862) 38 Take Of maces, cloves and graynys also ci460
J Russell Bk Nurture 126 Graynes of paradise, hoote &
moyst J>ey be *342 Borde Dyetary (1870) 286 Graynes be
good for the stomake and the head, *6*4 B Jonson Barth
Fair iv iv, I’ld cuie him now with garlike, long pepper,
and grames. *669 Worlidgt Sysl Agrtc (1681) 223 Steep
the Regulus of Antimony m Ale, with a little of the Spice
called Grains 1705 Bosman Guinea 303 Malagueta, other-
wise called Paradise Grains, or Guinea Pepper. 1743 Land,

Country Brew iv. 288 When I found it [Two-Penny
Drink] left a hot Tang behind it, it gave me just Reason
to believe they had used Grains of Paradise, or long Peppei

,

both which will save Malt 1812 T. Smyth Pract. ofCus-
toms (1821) 96 Guinea Grains and Grains of Paradise aie
considered by the Tiade, as one and the same article *830
Kingsley Alt Locke vm, ‘Beer poisoned wi‘ grains o’

Paradise and cocendus indicus
‘

b Refuse malt left after brewing or distilling.

In the first quot the sense seems to be ‘ malt 1

1383 T Stocker tr Trag Hist Civ Wars Low C 1 111

118 b, And the fift day, they made ordenaunces concerning
their flesh victual, and Graynes, which they began to bake
[ong gasteaus de brassm qu'on commenfoi t a cnyre] Ibid

,

The greater sort of the common people dronk water,
by reason that the giains was baked into bread *395
Munch Ct Leet Rec (1883) II. 94 No persone .. shall
sell any Draffe graynes or branne by any other measure
then onlye by the measure that they by theire corne bye
*6*6 Surfl & Markh Country Farms 105 There is also
two other Foods excellent for Hogges , the fust whereof
is Ale or Beere Graiues a 1639 Cleveland Coachman 16
There’s Difference in the Rems Of Horses fed with Oats,
and fed with Grains. *718 Bates in Phil Trans XXX
880 The feeding Cows with Distillers Grains was a new
Custom 173* Johnson Rambler No 138 r 13,

1

met Miss
Busy carrying grams to a sick cow, 1846 J Baxter Ltbr,

Pract, Agric II. 34 Brewers’ grains. In Norfolk, grains
have been employed as a manure. 1880 Datly Tel. 9 Jan ,

Advt , Owing to the deficient root crop stockowners should
use ale or stout grains

+ c = Duckweed. (Also greens : see Green sh )
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 lxxi. 107 In English water Lentils,

Duckes meate, and Graynes 1597 Gerardi: Herbal 11

cclxxxvii 690 Ducks meate some terme it after the Gi eek
water Lentils, and of others it is named Giames
5 . +a. A berry, grape. (So F. grain.') Ohs.
b One of the parts of a collective fruit. 0. (See
quot. 1829 )
a c 1313 Shorfham 23 Ase the wyne to gadere flouthe Of

manyegreyneytalce. i388WYCLirZcw xix loNethirinthi
vyner thou schalt gadere reysyns and greynes falling down
[Vulg rctcemos et p ana cadentia] ci400 Laifranc's
Ctrurg, 273 pe cure Rerof is with electnan maad of greynes
of lauri. <71430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode 11. cxlvn (1869)134,
I serue of vmegre and of vergeous, and of greynes pat ben
soure and greene 1660 F Brookf tr Le Blanc's Trav
*53 Excellent Grapes which they . load and unload
without hurting the least grain *693 Evelyn De la Quint
Compl Gard I 157 The Chassela’s is a very sweet Grape

its gram or Beriy is large and crackling
b 1674 tr Scheffer's Hist Lapland 141 Each Berry being

divided as it were into grames of a pale yellow color 1839W S Coleman Woodlands (1862) 106 The grains of which
it [the dewberry] is composed are covered with, fine bloom,
C 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 1100 The segments of the

flowers of Rumex have tubeicles which are called grains

II, Senses originally transferred from 1 and 2

f 6. A bead, esp. one of the beads of a rosary
(so F gram)

,

also, a pearl. Ohs.
1213x0 in Wright Lytic Pm 38 A grem in gold that

godly shon *379 Fulicc Hesktns' Pari 456 Their grames
of the Tnnitie, and such other gaudes 1630 Wadsworth
Pilgr lit 18 They haue Meddals and hallowed grames
from his holinesse 1662 J, Davies tr Mandelslo's Trav
254 They sold us a fat Sheep for 7 or 8 grains of Coral or
Agat, and a Capon for 3 or 4. grams of counteifeit Coral

7. A small, hard, usually roundish particle (e. g.
of sancl, gold, salt, pepper). Wtih a gram ofsalt

(fig ) see Salt.
c *200 S Eng. Leg I 417/486 pare nas mne [the grave of

S John] noujfit bote smale greynes l-cleoped Manna in
holi write 1384 Chaucer H Paine 11 183 Andmoobeidys
in two omes then greynes be of sondes c 1440 Jacob’s
IFell (E E T.S.)303 Grauel & sande hail stonys andgreynys
wyth-oute noumbre c *Soo Melustne xxi 128 One grayne
of peper alone smertith more on mans tonge than doth a
sacke full of whete 1601 R Johnson Kingd 4 Cotnmw.
(1603) 167 In mame rivers aie found grames of gold Ibid,,

Hee maketh grames of salt and pepper to passe for current
coine 1631 Hobbes Leviath nr xlu. 270 The Multipli-
cation of a grain of Mustard-seed 1667 Milton P L
viii 17 Thu. Eaith, a spot, a grain, An atom, with the

Firmament compar’d *687 A Lovell Thevetiot's 7 rav
1 124 The surface of them [obelisks in Egypt] seems to be
covered with little grains *7*9 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I

m 44 Gold-dust, Guinea grams *799 Scot Described (ed

2) 16 Gold has been gatheied m Grains among the sands of
the Elvan. *8*3 J 1 homson Led Itflam 289 The smooth
surface is raised into a number of small eminences, like

grains or papillae These little eminences are termed granu-
lations 1838 E Brown Strut 111 45 What so insignificant

in the inanimate creation as a gram of dust ? *87* R Ellis
tr Catullus Ixxxvi 4 In all that bodily largeness, Lives not

a grain of salt, breathes not a charm anywhere *888 F
Hume Mad Midas 1 11, A paper full of grains of gold

b spec. Of gunpowder; A particle of definite

size, varying according to requirements (Also

poet, m collective sense.) Also attrib ip laige,

small, etc gram powder,
*667 Milton P L, iv 817 The Smuttie graine, With

sudden blaze diffus’d, inflames the Aue Ibid, vr 5*5

1714 Gay Trivia nr 384 The smutty Tram With running
blaze awakes the barrell’d Grain. 1769 Falconer Diet
Marine (*780) 1 4 b, The powder expands so as to occupy
a much greater space than when m grams 1846 Greener
Set Gunnery 248 All ban els have a size of grain that will

suit them best, 1839 F A. Griffiths Ai til Man, (1862)

92 Large grain, or common powder,

e. Of incense (see quot ).

1833 Rock Ch ofFathers III 11 98 A deacon sang the
blessing of this candle, as well as of the incense, large knobs
of which, or as they are now called ‘ giains were stuck up
on it at one part of this ceremony

+ d. A lump or nugget (of gold). Ohs. rare,

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 913 That admirablegiaine
ofgold . .weighed m thefirstflndmg many thousand crowns.

8. The smallest English and U.S unit of weight
(for the origin see quot. 1542) ;

now = 37V7 of a lb.

Troy, yffyo of a lb. avoirdupois Diamond gram
(see quot. 1883). Fine gram (see Fine a 2 b)
1342 Records Gr. Artes (1575) 202 After the statutes of

Englande, the least portion of waight is commonly a Grayne,
meaning a grayne of come or wheate, dne, and gathered out
ofthe middle ofthe eare, *66q BoyleNewExp Pkys Mech
vi. 59We found theweightincreas’d onely by one Gram *670
Dryden 2nd Pt Conq Granada Epil

, None of ’em, no not
Johnson in his Height, Could pass, without allowing Grams
for Weight 1684 R Waller Nat Exper 77 A pair of
Scales that turned with the Jj part of a Grane *747
Wesley Pnm, Physick (1762) 84 Take front eight to twelve
Grains of Calomel *825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic

763 The assayers’ grains are calledfine grains 1870 Jtvons
Elem Logic xxvi. 222 When a chemist analyses a few
grains of water *883 A. H. Church Precious Stones \n.

30 It [the carat] is, however, spoken of as being equal to 4
grains, the grains meant being ‘ diamond ’ grains, and not
ordinal troy or avoirdupois grams Thus a diamond grain
is but <7923 of a true gram
8. In figurative applications of senses 7 and 8 ;

The smallest possible quantity
;

esp. m negative
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contexts. For the phr. grams ofallowance cf. quot.

1670 m sense 8

*377 Langl P PI B x 139, I myjte ^ete no gieyne
of his gtete wittis *539 Mir> Mag, Clifford 11. 3 My
faultes be out so playne That though I would I can not
hide a grayne *393 DraytonEdog 5 If there so much be
left but as a Graine, Of the great stock of antike Poesie
1629 Chapman Juvenal 16 His forme and prime May well
allow him some few Grames of pride 1643 Milton Divorce
1 iv (1831) 31 T he lonelinesse which leads him still power-
fully to seeke a fit helpe, hath not the least gram of a sin m
it 1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Pet, 1. 6 When our hearts grow a
gram too light, God seeth it but needfull to make us heavy
through manifold temptations *648 Rouse Balm Love 10
Thou must give every Saint those grames of allowance
which the Apostle gives him 1634 Warren Unbelievers
98 The Minor are the words of Christ . and need not a
graine ofallowance 1676 [see Allowance 9] 1706 Hearnc
Collect 9 Apr (OH S ) I 221 A stupid Blockhead, with-
out one Grain of Learning 17*3 Steele Englishman No.
x s Your Man might Have given some Grams of Allow-
ance to a good DiolT for being a bad Politician 1735-8
Bolingbrokd On Partus 69 He had not a Gram of Pride,
or Vanity, m his whole Composition 1775 Sheridan
Rivals 11. 1, A little less simplicity with a gram or two
more sincerity *868 J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng I 360
Nor is it probable that it ever had a grain of tiuth in it.

1879 Tourgec Fool's Err xxxui 217 An inferior race,

whose evidence, at best, would have to be taken with many
grains of allowance. 1894 Drummond Ascent Man 391
Wedded life without a gram of love

III. With reference to dyemg. [OF. graine

,

the

kermes was believed to consist of seeds or berries ]
10. a. Hist

.

The Kermes or Scarlet Gram (see

Alkermes x)
,
in later use also applied to Cochi-

neal. Also, the dye made from either of these.

1333-6 Durham Acct Rolls 527 Ij li. de grayn 1340
Ayenb. 107 Zuo moche ydept yne grayne. 1465 Mann, <fr

Uouseh. Exp (Roxb) 164 My Mastyre delyverd .. of
crymeson owt of greyn, tj. yerdes 1488-9 Act 4 Hen VII,
C. 8 And a brode yerde of Wollen cloth of ony other Colour
out of grayne 150a Arnolde Citron (1811) 87 To saise
syfte and trye out the beste greyne and ther wyth dye and
greyne their owne clothes 160* Holland Pliny I 461
The Scarlet gram , which commeth of the Ilex *617
Moryson Itin in 1 iv 96 The Spaniards and Portugals
brought graine for Scarlet Dye 1649 Bp Reynolds Hosea
vi 68 The grace of God unto the purposes of men is like

graine to colours died *86r Hulme tr. Meqmn-Tandon
Med Zool 11 m. 1 7* The Common Cochineal was
supposed to be a small berry 01 grain, known as ‘ Shining
Gram’, 1883 Contemp Rev Sept 427 The chief reds were
scarlet, and grain, imported from Portugal,

Jig. *578 W. Clowes in Lyte Dodoens Commend
,
Lyte,

whose toyle hath not bene light, to dye it in this grayne
*6z6 T AiLtsdury Passion Serm. 23 Tyranny cloatheth
him with one purple, died m the purest graine of his blond

b. To dye (rarely, to put) in g> atn : orig to dye
in scarlet grain or kermes

;
aflerwaids, to dye ui

any fast colour, to dye in the fibre, or thoroughly
(see note on Ergrain v ).

<7*386 Chaucer Sqr.’s T. 503 So depe m gieyn he dyed
his colours 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 7 This sail was
not white, but red, died in grain, and of the colour of
Scarlet. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vi 99 These colours not
being dyed m grain, lose much of their lustre, and gloss in
washing 17*3 Lond Gan. No 5387/4 His new invented
Art of Printing, Dying or Staining of Calicoes in Gram
1742 Shenstone Schoolmistress vi 48 Her apron, dy’d m
grain, as blue, I tiowe, As is the hare bell

fig *567 R. Edwards Damon $ Pithias (1571) B y a,
A Villaine for his life, a Varlet died in. Graine *598
Drayton Heroic. Ep. ix *24 Greene, Scroope, and Bushy
dye lus fault in graine 1651-3 Jer Taylor Serm for
Year 92 Our Reason is first stained with the Dye of our
Kindred, and Countrey, and our Education puts it 111 gram
1670 Lassels Voy, Italy I 22* Its a Gentry dyed in gram,
that is, its both witty and rich *731 Swift Strephon
ff Chloe 83 She, a goddess dy’d m gram, Was unsuscep-
tible of stain. *775 Burke Corr (1844) II 4 My American
measures have a certain unity of coloui which has stood
weanngforupwardsofnmeyears. Itisindeeddyed ingrain

c In grain [short for dyed in gram, or a rendei-

mg ofF en graine], adjectival phi ase — dyed scaxlet

or crimson, fast dyed; hence in figurative use, esp.

with contemptuous epithets, as ass, fool, knave

,

rogue, etc.: Downright, by nature, pure and simple,

genuine, thorough Also as piedicaie

,

indelible,

ineradicable, Ingrained See also Ingrain a.

<7*386 Chaucer Sir TJtopas 16 His rode is lyk scarlet m
grayn 144x Pol Poems (Rolls) II 208 Farewelle, velvet,

anti clothes in grayn, *33* in Weaver Wells Wills (*890) 22
Maud K. my gow ne off vyolett yn grayne, a *377 Mtso-
gonns 1 iv 17 (Brandi Qnellen 434), Now by me, trwlye,
thou art a knaue, an grane 1590 Shaks Com Err in 11

108 Anti. That’s a fault that water will mend. Dro No
sir, 'tis in graine, Noahs flood could not do it. *399 Min-
sheu Dial Sp Sr Eng (1623) 34 Go to, make an ena babler
in graine. 1601 Shaks ’Iwel N. 1, v 253 Via Excellently
done, if God did all. Ol Tis in graine sir, ’twill endure
wmde and weather *606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1881) 3
Here are conceits of diuerse colours, some in graine and
none but will bide the weather. *6** Cotgr 5 v Game,
Foi a la haultegame, an arrant foole , an Asse in graine
1613 Wither Motto

,
Nec Habeo (1633) 5x8 To maintain

a habit for my Minde Of Truth in graine c *650 Roxb
Ballads (1886) I. 317 Then Drawer, go fill a Quart, and
let it be Claret in gram a *661 Fuller Worthies (*840)
II. 35* Some who properly may be termed knaves in gram
1698 Crowne Caligula n Dram. Wks. (1874) IV 377 Princes
are slaves in purple, slaves in gram. 1719 D’Urfey Pills
(187a) IV. 60 No Woman should deceive my Thought,With
Colours not in Gram. 1759 Sterne Tt . Shandy 1 xxi, My
father, as I told you, was a philosopher in gram. 1793 *1

Jefferson Writings (1859) IV 5 Dumourier was known to
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be a scoundrel in grain 1840 Carlyle Mtsc. II 84 Being
palpably a Turk m grain, his intents are wicked x86a

Sat Rev XIV 370/2 To paint himself as a saint in giam,
but a sinnei by accident, 1863 Keble Life Bp Wilson
xvn 540 He was an antiquarian in grain, and delighted in

exact observation 1886 R Boyle m Trans New Slinks.
Sec 583 Massinger's corrupt female natures are in grain.

11 Dye in general, esp a fast dye
;
colour, hue.

Now only poet.

1377 Langl P PI B, xvi, 59 Of o gretnesse, and grene of
gieyne thei [this thre piles] semen c 1394 P, PI Crede 230
His hyitel of clene whyt . Hyt was good y-now of ground,
greyn for to beren 1587 M Grove Pelops fy Hipp (1878)
100 Ne to change that colour sad, for any other graine

1593 Drayton Edog hi 132 Beta shall have the firstling

of the Fold, Yea, though the Hornes were of the purest
gold, And the fine Fleece, the richest purple Graine. 163a
Milton Penseroso 31 All in a robe ofdarkest gram 1649
G Daniel Trmarch , Rich //, 96 To make his Course spun
beare a Graine Fitt foi a finer Thred 171a Addison Sped
No 412 p 4 In Birds we often see the Mate determined
m his Courtship by the single Gram or Tincture of a
Feather 1801 Southey Thalaba 1. 22 The ebony . With
daikness feeds its boughs of raven gram 1849 Lytton IC.

Arthur n. lxxxv, Cloth of comely grain

fig. 1641 Milton Ch. Goat (1851! 132 By this is seene
whose vertue is of an unchangeable grame, and whose of
a slight wash. 1647 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 1 xxxix
(1739) 59 Then might that Penance be reduced to a Ransom
(according to the gram of the offence) 1660 H Thurman
in Wood Life 21 Oct (0 H S ) I 370 Sms of so deep
a graine as of killing a king. 178a J Trumbull M'Ftngal
11 <1795) 37 T* evade these cumes of blackest grain, You
prate ofLiberty tn vam.

IV Granular texture.

12. A roughness of surface, giving the appearance
of * grains ’ (sense 7 ) or small roundish bodies side

by side. Hence in an engraving or drawing, a
granular appearance produced by dots or lines

1390 Gower Conf III. 27 He seeth her front is large and
pleme Withoute frounce of any gretne 1607 Tofsell Ser-
pents (1658) 791 The little Lizard, or Stellion starred m body
grain [L atris stellains corporaguttis] 16*5 Bacon Transl
cert. Ps 8 The Compasse heauen, smooth without graine or
fold, All set with Spangs of glitt’nng Stars vntold 1646 Sir
T BrownePseud Ep ni.xxiii 168 The tooth ofa Morse or
Sea-horse in the midst ofthesolider part containing acnrdled
graine 17x5 Gay Trivia 1 46 And Show’rs soon drench the
Camlet’s cockled Gram 18x2 R H in Examiner 25 May
329/1 We regret that the .. Artist does not clear out his copper
a little better, so as to obviate a want of clearness of gram
1821 Craig Led Drawing vu 401 These cracks when bit
in, form what is called the grain of the work

b JPhotogr An appearance ofmottling or granu-
lation m a negative
1890 Anthony’s Photogr Bull III. X73 The former, owing

to a certain amount of grain, are not adapted to make good
sharp lantern plates

13 spec. Of leather a. The rough or wrinkled
surface resulting from the growth of papillse.

1607 TorsELL Four-f Beasts (1658) 527 They leave it [pig-
skin] to the sadiers and to them that coverbooks—for which
cause it is much better then either sheep or goats skins, for
it hath a deeper gram x6xa Drayton Poly-alb xiv 233
The staple deepe and thicke, thiough, to the very graine.
1876 Schultz Leather Mannf, 19 The grain must be fully
preserved.

b. =grain-side (see 19 below).
1851 Mayhew Loud. Laboui I 443 The skin is 'split 1

That known as the ' grain ’ (the part to which the fleece of
the animal is attached) is very thin 1885 HarpedsMag
276/2 Grains and splits together are again 'pin-wheeled

’

C. A similar surface produced artificially.

153° [see Grain ®i6] 1687 A Lovell tr. Thevenot’s
Trav 11. 34 These [little dents] make that grane which
we see m Chagrin 1839 Urk Did. Aits 769 A gram is
formed upon the flesh side with the roughened lead plate
or grainer of the curriers. 1879 Cassells Teehn Ednc, IV
88 The gram is made by passing a hall of boxwood, with
grooves in it, over the skin many times. Ibid, Skins
marked with a handsome full gram of considerable size
' 14= The texture of any substance ; the arrange-
ment aud size of its constituent particles, appearing
in an exposed surface or m a cross-cut or fracture

:

a. in flesh or skin.
c 1600 Grohana's Nuphalls Prol (Bodl MS. 30, fol 13 a),

Such as ne're swathed their feete in socks, for feare of the
graine oftheir owne bodies 1634 Milton Comus 750 Coaise
complexions,And cheeks ofsorrygrain 1897 Dampier Voy
(1698) I iv, gi The lean Flesh is black, and ot a course grain
*747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi 162 The hen [ofthe pheasant],
ifyoung, has smooth Legs, and her Flesh ofa curious Gram
1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's Anecd Paint (1786) IV 51
The head ofan oldwoman in which the gram ofthe skm, the
hairs [etc ] were represen ted with the most exact minuteness
*8*3 J Badcocic Dorn. Amitsem 68 Dark persons observed
to have skm of a finer grain than fair persons 1840 Dickens
Old C Shop ui, His hands, which were of a lough coarse
grain, were very dirty.

b. in wood (cf sense 1

5

).
£1640 J Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I 161 My selfe

havinge .told theire [Oakes'] ages .by the grame made in
a circle in every kind of tree by the yearly assent and con-
solidation of the sapp. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 17 The
U T?S

r 15 *ar better, and of a finer gram, which grows upon
the Mountains *672-3 Giinv Anat Plants iv. iv § 3
(1682) 153 Giving the Leaf, as it were, a different Grain
*7*5 Tope Qdyss v 302 The clouded olive’s easy grain
*8*5 J Smith Panorama Set, <$• Art I 91 Mahogany.,
grown on rocks is the . closest in the gram.

'

c in stone, metal, etc.

1703 Moxon Meek Exerc 57 The English-steel breaks
Fiery, with somewhat a course Grain, 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stuns Le § 2x8 note

,
A large flat stone, of a close grain 1832

G R. Portfr Porcelain 4 01 in The gram in both the
Chinese and Saxon pieces appealed compact, smooth, and
shining; while that of the Fiench ware was less close and
its grain resembled sugai 1878 Huxlp y Physiogr 22 Close
in grain as the rock may appear to the eye

d. Soap-making. (See quot, 1885 )
1884 A Watt Soap making vi 59 When a sample of the

paste, after being allowed to cool, is firm and solid, and ex-

hibits agood grain or ‘ feather ' when cut, the soap is finished

1885 W. L Carpenter Mannf Soap <$• Candles 1. 12 The
appearances known as ‘ grain ’ or 1 strike ’ in a hard soap,

and ‘fig’ m a soft soap, are due to the crystalline character

of soap

e concr. Internal substance.

1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Feb 203 The Axes edge did oft

tuine agame, As halfe vnwillmg to cut the grame x6oo
Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III 237 The grame of the bone is

somewhat more yellow than the Ivorie 16x2 Drayton
Poly-olb xxvi 255 The lustie Salmon Whose graine doth
rise in flakes, with fatnesse interlarded 1873 Spon Woik-
shop Receipts Ser 1 362/r The middle of the blade [of

whalebone] is of a looser texture than the rest, and is called

the grain, being composed of coarse, bristly hairs

fig a 1627 Hayward Edw VI (1630) 82 They liued as

brothers glued together but not vnitea. in graine.

15 The longitudinal arrangement of fibres or

particles, m lines or veins more or less parallel

along which, the material is moie easily cloven or

cut than in any other direction : a an wood, pro-
ducing often the effect of a pattern. Gram upset :

Naut (see qnot 1867).
1565 Cooper Thesaurus. Vndatim enspm mensse Plin.

Tables hauynge grayne lyke waues of water 1606 Shaks
Tr, ft Cr 1 111 8 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland 47 When
the gram of the wood, running from the bottom to the top
of the tree, winds it self from the right hand to the left

1703 Moxon Mech Exerc 68 The Grain of the Wood lying
along the length of the Bench x8ox Knight in Phil Trans
XCI 344 There is in every kind of wood, what workmen
call its gram, consisting of two kinds, the false or bastard,
and the true or silver gram. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat
Mechanic 599 Having the grain of the wood to run in the
same direction with the rail 1834 Mrs Somerville Connect
Phys Set. xvt. (1849) 150 The facility with which the vibra-
tions of sound are transmitted along the gram of a log of
wood is well known 1865 Dickens Mnt. Fr 1 vi. The
light shone full upon the grain of certain panels 1867
Smyth Sailors' Word bk , Grata upset, when a mast suffers
by buccles, it is said to have the gram upset.

b. in flesh.

*59* A W Bk Cookrye 20 b, Take Venison and cut it

as the giaine goeth.

c. m coal, stone, etc.* Lamination, stratifica-

tion
; plane of cleavage.

1664 Power Exp Philos 111 169 Those Magnetical Atoms
that strike . through the Body of every petty Loadstone,
accordingly as they are best received by the Grain or Bait
of the said Stone 1703 T N City 4 C Pw> chaser 254 Com-
mon Stones have a cleaving Gram, (as they lie in the Quarry,)
anda breakingone

, the first runs parallel with the Horizon

,

the other is perpendicular to it 1793 Smeaton Edystone L
194 The gram of the laminated mom stone being nearly
parallel thereto 1830 Herschel .StudyNat P/til 31 Rock-
crystal and Iceland spar .have a gTam which glass has not
1842-76 Gwilt A rchit Gloss. Giain, in wood or stone, is

the line of direction m which either may be split trans-
versely x86o J. Prestwich in Phil T? ans CL. 295 As the
gun-flint makers observe, ‘ flint has no gram ’ It has not in
fact the slightest cleavage 1867W W Smyth Coal4 Coal-
mining 145 Banks are woiked across the grain of the coal
x88x Raymond Mining Gloss,, Gram, of coal, the lines of
structure or parting parallel with the mam gangways
16 fig (fiom senses 14 and 15) Quality, nature,
temper

, inclination, tendency.
(In first quot. other senses aie possible . cf 3 c and 11fig)
1641 MrLTON Prel, Eptsc (1851) 80 All men would have

readily seen what grain the testimony had bin of 1664
Dryden Rival Ladies Ded , To woik and bend their stub-
born Minds, which go not all after the same Grain, a 1677
Barrow Serm Wks 17x6 III 159 Crossing the Gramofoui
Natuie and Desires <2x7x5 Burnet Own Time (1766) I.

148 The king ought to govern them according to the grain
of their own inclinations 1786 Hadst Rig 61 The master
hardly can restrain Their thiawart humoui and cross gram
1866 Alger Sold. Nat # Man iv. 329 He was separated
from ordinary persons in gram and habits. 1876 Geo Eliot
Dan Der it. xvi 129 Hatred of innocent human obstacles
was a form ofmoral stupidity not in Deronda’s gram. 1884
PallMallG xi Sept 3/1 Mr. Broadhurst is a representative
English workman of the best grain.

b. Phr. Against (also, contrary to) the grain,
contrary to one’s disposition or inclination

; esp.
in to go against the grain.
1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 65 O this goes against the

gram, this cannot be indured, a 1659 Osborn Characters,
etc. (1673) 630 To whom in all things you are bound to
obey, though contrary to the grain ofPrudence it self 1691-
1701 Norris Ideal World 11 xu (1704) 514 That winch
seems more against the grain of common prejudice.
1694 Dryden Hove triumph, v Wks (1884) VIII
462 It goes against the grain to give it them, 1778H Laurensm Sparks Coir Amei Rev. (1853) H 119 Such
provision will be against the gram of the people 1826
Scott Jrnl. 12 July, I have dawdled and written letters
sorely against the gram all day. 183a Tennyson 'Love
thou thy land 1 22 Cut Prejudice against the grain x86x
Hughes Tom Brown at Orf. xhv (1889) 421, I followed
your advice at last, though it went against the gram
uncommonly 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III, 91 The mind
.. unlike the body, must not be made to work against the
gram. 1886 Stubbs Led. Study Hist Pref 5 The lectures
were written under the pressure of statutory onmnulcir^
and against the gram.

17. pi A preparation used in ‘graining’ leather*
= Grainer 2 1 a (In recent Diets.)

V. attnb and Comb.
18 General relations . a. simple attnb., as (sense a)

gram-bin, -cart, -country
,
-crop, -department

, -farm
-field, -food, -merchant

,
-mill, -port, -sack

, (sense
4b) gram-tub (m quot fig ) ;

(sense 8) gram-weight-
(sense 10 c) gram-dyer

,
-dyeing-, (sense ingrain,

ways adv. b objective, as (sense 3) gram-divider
-dryer, -eating, -rubber

, -separator
, gi-am-carrymg

vbl sb.; g> am-growmg, -raising ppl adis c
instrumental, as (sense 3) gram-fed, -laden adis
1892 Pall MallG 9 May 7/1 The Russian Vam-carryinu

trade. 1709 Brit Afolloli No 7o 3/1 A plain Cartfljy
Wights ycleoed call’d a *Gram-Cart 1799 J RobersonAgnc Perth 347 Oats and barley were consequently poureddown from the Highlands of Perthshire m great quantities
towards those provinces of the county that are called
’’grain-countries 1822 J Laing Voy Spitsbergen u The
*gratn crop consists of a small kind of black or grey oats
and a species of barley 1800 Asiat Ann. Reg IV *6/1
The ’’grain department was placed under his charge. 1802
Jrnl R. Ague Soc Dec 7x6 The *gram dividers me
secured to the steel framing m a very substantial manner
1884 Cassell's Font Mag Feb. 189/1 Large *grain dryers
weighing from three to four tons each x79x Hamilton
Berthollet's Dyeing 1 11. iv. I 192,

1

wish that the distinc-
tion between *gram and other dyers was abolished 1714.
Mandeville Bab Bees (1733) II iS3 in some of these
arts, especially ’'grain or scarlet dying, there are processes
really astonishing 1842 A Combe Physiol Digestion
(ed 4) 68 The gramvorous or *grain-eatmg birds x7oo
J Robertson Agnc Perth 400 In *grain-faims the body
of the soil must be meliorated before it can be rendered
productive c 1804 Mrs Sherwood Life xvn. (1847) 289A *gram-fed sheep had been killed m the morning 18x7-
x8 Cobbett Restd Amer (1822) 96 My hay-fields and
*grain-fields 187aW R Greg Enigmas 11 83 The average
yield of the splendid ’'grain-growing provinces in America
185a C W H[oskins] Talpa 1x2 A ^grain-laden Dutchman
clearing out of haibour 1838 Lett fr Madras (1843) 225r
l he ’’grain-merchants want to hoard it 1891 Times 26 Oct
4/4 From the Pacific *grain ports chartering has been
almost at a standstill 2893 Gunter Miss Divtdends 187
Great *grain-raising plains 1889 Jrnl Derbysh Archeeol
Soc XI 40 Found associated with *grain-rubbers 1883
E. Ingersoll in Harper’s Mag June 75/2 It is fed down
into the ’’grain separators which sift out the chaff. x66xK W Conf Charac. {i860) 63 1 hey are resolved to chock
and stifle it in the *graintub of resistance x8xx Self In-
structor 519 Holding it *gramways to the light 1706
Phillips (ed Kersey) s v , A *Grain weight of Gold Bullion
is worth two Pence x86a H. Spencer Iirst Pnnc 11 vi

§ 61 (1875) *92 The portion of metal called a grain-weight
19 . Special comb gram-bag, lit., a bag for

holding com
;
humorously, a corn-dealer

; grain-
block, an over-accumulation of gram from the
lack of transport ; gram-colour, (a) scarlet dye

,

(b) a fast colour
;
also a cloth dyed with this

,

gram-cradle = Cradle sb 7 (Knight Diet Mech
1875) » gram-cut a (Shipbuilding), of timber,

cut athwart the grain (see quot ) ; gram-founder
—gram-sick

;
grain-gold, + (a) gold dust

; (
3) gold

formed into grains by heat after ‘ parting ’
; grain-

mtoxication, that arising from the use of musty
grain; grain-leather, leather dressed with the

‘ grain-side ’ outwaids
; gram-moth, a moth (esp.

Tinea granella) whose laivse devour grain in store-

houses
; gram-poisoning, see gram-intoxication

,

gram-process, a process m photographic engrav-

ing in which a granular texture is given to the

plate
; grain-sick, a disease in cattle, consisting

of an excessive distension of the rumen with food

;

grain-side, the side of a skin on which the hair

grew, opposed to flesh-side ;
gram-soap, -stone

(see quots.)
;
gram tin (see Tin)

;
gram-tree

Her., an lmagmaiy plant bearing kermes grains

(see quot.) ; gram-weevil, a small weevil which
injures stored rain ; gram-whisky (see quot.).

1890 R. Kipling in Fortn Rev XLVII. 171 A son ofsome
*gi am-bag sat with me at meat 1899 Academy 11 Feb
184/1 Blankets, grain-bags, and all-wool coats were woven
everywhere 1891 PaU Mall G. xx Nov 6/3 It will be
impossible to avoid a ’•gram block this yeai 1632 Sherwood
s v , ’’Graine-colour, or m graine, temet eit gram 1647 S
Clarke Looking Glasse (1657) 25 True grace is not like a
slight staine, but a durable die, and gram-colour which can
never be washed out 1709 Lond Gaz No 4540/6 The best

broad Italian coloui’d Mantua’s at 6s 9d per Yard, and
grain Colours in proportion. 1778 Eng Gazetteer (ed 2)

s v Stroud, Famous for dying scarlet broad cloth, and for

all other gram colours 1830 Hedderwick Nav Arch xi3
*Grain cut, is when a timber is formed from a straight piece

of wood, so that the direction of the fibre does not follow

the curve of the timber 1890 Billings Nat. Med Did ,

*Grain-founder or Gram-sick 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist
Earth iv 222 'Tis by this means [Ram] chiefly that the

’’Grain-Gold, upon all the Golden Coast m Guinea, is dis-

plajed 1825 J, Nicholson Operat Mechanic 766 It [the

parted gold after being made red-hot] is then called Grain

Gold 1897 Allbntt's Syst Med. II 792 Rare are the

’’gram intoxications in our own country 1858 Simmonds
Did Trade, *Gratn leather, a name for dressed horse-

hides. 1883 Watt Leathei Mannf xxvn 341 Leather

which has to be blackened on the flesh side is differently

treated to gram leather x8« Cycl Agric (ed Morton)

II 989 Tinea granella (the Tittle *Grain or Corn Moth)

1897 A llbutt’s Syst Med, II 792 There are three well-known

modes of ’’grain poisoning. 1890W J Gordon Foundry
xi. 216 There are other *grain processes besides this one

1834 W Youatt Cattle 436 The disease is recognised in

town-dairies by the name of ’'‘grain-sick

;

in some parts of

the country it is termed maw bound 1848 Rural Cycl II
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iSg In mild cases of grainsick. *858 SimMonds Diet. Trade

tv Gram-leather, Goat, seal, and other skins, blacked on

the *graui side for women’s shoes, &c *884 Watt Soap-

making h If the plastic soap be now removed and cooled

while the solution is pressed out, it will have become so solid

as scarcely to receive an impression from the finger In this

condition it is called *grain soap 1756P Browne Jamaica
,0 ^Grain-stone, the stones of this kind are easily known by

their hardness and granulated appearance 1780 Edmondson

Heraldry II Gloss ,
*Grain-tree Three sprigs of this tree

vert fructed gu. is the crest of the Dyers’ Company *848

Rural Cycl. II 487 *Grain-weevil. See Calatidra 1887

Daily News 27 Sept 5/3 *Grain whisky, 1 e. made of barley

in the grain stage, and not of malt.

Grain (gr?n), sb 2 Forms
: 4-5 greyn(e, 4-6

grane, 4-7 grayn(e, 6-7 grame, 7 grain, 7-

gram. Also 9 (//., sense 5 b) grainss [ad.

ON grem division, distinction, branch (Da. green
,

Sw gren branch) ]

4. 1 pi The fork of the body, the lower limbs

a 1300 CursorM 7440 Obodi gret, o grams lang. 1506

KalSheph 100 Libia [gouerneth] the nauyll, the graynes,

the oartyes vnder the haunches 161a Drayton Poly-olb.

i 12 Then Conn up doth take The Giant twixt the grayns

2

.

A bough or branch Also, the fork between

two boughs. Obs. exc dial.

ieot Douglas Pal Hon 1 26 Not throw the soyl bot

muskane treis sproutit . Moch, all waist, widderit, with

grams moutit 1513 - ASueis iv vui 73 The souchand bir

quisland amang the grams 1597-8 Bf Hall Sat , Defiance

to E/tvie 5 Ye prouder pines Whose swelling graines are

[etc ] 1633 — Hard Texts 113 His head was caught fast

within the graines of a spreading oke 165a GaUle Magas-

trom 3i5TheFauIconercliming up to fetch down his Hawke,

& grayne of a branch got hold of his ucchj and there he hung

a 1700 Balladm W McDowall Hist. Dumfries v (1873)63

Five [men] he hang’d upon a gram i8si Clare Vill

Minstr. I 75 While, underneath their mingling grains, The

river silver’d down the plains 1863 Atkinson Danby, Grain,

. .the branch ofa tree
,

.

fig 1513 Douglas Mneis x. Prol. 65 Thocht thir persoms

[of the Trinity] be seuerall in thre grams 1596 Dalrymple

tr Leslie’s Hist Scot 11 418 Afor he cuttit of had and

snedit al the branches and grames of his superstitione.

3 f a. An arm (of the sea)
,
a branch or ‘ fork’

(of a stream). Obs. b A valley branching out of

another dial. (Cf. Hope sb 2
)

a a 1400-50 Alexander 24Si A grayne of J>e grete see

baim aboute glidis 15M Bellenden Livy (1822) v. 420

Divide it first with small grams and burms

b 154a Newmmster Cartnl. (Surtees) Introd 18 Such as

mhabyte in one of those hoopes, valves, or graynes 1813

Hogg Queen’s Wake (1871) 56 Astonished mid his open gram

[the hind] sees round him pour the sudden ram 1897 Mary
BryceMem. J. Veitch II 51 Resisting the appeal of ‘ grain

and ‘ hope ’ to sit in the narrow room

f4 ? The blade of a weapon Obs

13 K Alls 6537 Theo horn [of a rhinoceros] is scharp

as a sweord, Bothe by the greyn and at ord 13 Gaw 4
Gr Knt 211 A spetos sparse pe hede of an elnjerde pe

large lenkpe hade, J)e grayn al of grene stele & of golde

hewen, j>e bit burnyst bryjt

6 One of the prongs of a fork Obs exc dial

1486 Nottingham Rec III 242 A hoke with uj greynes

to drawe vp stones out of the water. 1606 Holland
•*- 1 1641Sueton 147 With three grames like an ele speare 1

Hinde J Bruen xlvi 147 The two greins of the pikell—
on both sides of his leg, and hurt him not 1681 Chetham
Angler's Vade-m. 1 § 3 (1689) 3 A Stick of Hasle, which

hath two grains, or is forked 1861 Jrnl R, Agnc Soc.

XXII 11 305 A fork with three grains or prongs 1864

Atkinson Stanton Grange 220, I cut a stick wiv tweea

grams Two grams? What are they? What you quality

wad call a fork . _ . „
Comb 1674-91 Ray -S'. * E C. Words, Gram staff, a

quarter-staffwith a pair of short tines at the end, which they

call grains

b. pi. (commonly construed as sing
;
formerly

also spelt grainse) : A fish-spear or harpoon with

two or more ‘ grains ’ or prongs.

1815M G Lewis Jrnl Wind (1834) 43 The five-pronged

grauise> which, arms his hands, Your scales is doomed to

gore 1851 Chambers' Papers for People No 52 7 The
satlmaker personated Neptune and flourished a three-

pronged giainse 1863 Wilcocks Sea-Fisherman 137 The
instrument known as the grains consists of five harpoons in

one attached to a stiff light ashen staff with a ball of lead

at the top. 1882 Worcester Exhtb. Catal, m. 55 Harpoons

and shifting grams for whale fishing 1883 FisheriesExhib

.

Catal 195 Eel spears, porpoise and dolphin grains.

Grain (gr<?tn), v.
1 Also 4, 6 greine, grayne,

6 graine, grayne. [f. Grain-

sb t]

+ 1 zntr To produce grain
,
to yield fruit. Of

com • To form its grains. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf II 155 The lond began to greine,

Which whilom hadde be bareine *598 Florio, Ingrmel-
litre, to growe to comes or little graines, to graine. *604

E G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist Indies vii ix 5x9 Much
Mays (which is their come) already grained, and in the eare.

fig 1390 Gower Conf II. 389 It floureth but it shall not

greine Unto the fruit of rightwisnesse

f b passive. To spring (from a seed). Obs .

1387-8 T Usk Test Love 11. 111 124 Al mortal folk of one

sede am greyned
2. a. trans. To cause (sea-water) to deposit

grains (of salt), b To form (sugar, tin, etc.) into

grains, c mtr. for refl. Of salt, etc.; To form

into grams
1706 Phil Trans. XXV 2265 The Sea-Water being in

hot Countries grained in Pans called Salt-Marshes 1748

Ibid XLV. 363 To make the Salt grap better, or more
quickly form into Chrystals 1791 Ann Reg 94 The sugar

of this tree was capable of being grained 1791 Hamilton

V01. IV,

341

Berthollet's Dyeing 1 111 1 I 236 The tin should be grained
by melting it, and pounng it into agitated water

3 Brewing, trans To free from grain ;
separate

the grain from. 188a [see Graining vbl sb !
]

4. To dye in gram (see Grain sb 1 10 c).

1530 Palsgr. 574/1 A man may grayne a clothe what
colour so ever it be dyed in 1538 Elyot Diet

,
Coccitm,

grayne wherwith cloth and silke is grayned x86a O’Neill
Diet Calico Printing fy Dyeing s v Kermes, Colours dyed
with them [Kermes] were said to be grained, or eng/ anted

fig 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr Mor 9 Persons lightly

dipt, not grain'd in generous honesty, aie but pale in good-
ness, and faint hued in integrity 1897 Sunday Sch. World

J

une igg/i These vices were not merely grained into the

ife of the common people

5 To give a granular surface to (Cf. Grain
12, and Grainer 1

3 )

1888 Daily News t June 6/5 For drawing in what is

termed the chalk manner the stone is first ‘grained’ by
being rubbed against a similar stone, with a little fine white
sand between the two 1891 [see Grainer 1

3]

6. Leather-dressing a. To remove the hair from

(skins), b To soften or raise the gram of (leather,

etc ). (Cf Grain sb 1 13.)

1530 Palsgr 574/1, 1 grayne ledder, I make it by tannyng
crane to have a grayne, je besanne 1841 CatlinN Amer
Ind. (1844) II xlu 64 The women are drying meat, and
‘graining ’ buffalo robes. 1849 Ruxton Life Far West 15

Thanwhom no more, .expert trapper ever
.
grained a beaver-

skin 1896 Daily News 6 Nov 2/3A Leather Finisher grain-

ing and setting a skin.

7. To paint in imitation of the ‘ grain
5 of valu-

able woods or of marble. Also absol.

1798 [see Grainedppl a i] 1827 WhittockPaint <$• Glaz.

Guide 11 25 Spread the megilp over one panel at a time, and
grain that completely before proceeding to another 1876

T Hardy Ethelberta (1890) ioo, I can grain in every kind

ofwood 1877 Paperhanger. Painter, Grainer, etc 112 Care

should be taken in graining maple, not to put too much
colour on.

+ Grain, vP Obs rarer"*, [f. Grain sb 2
] refl.

To branch , to divide.

1664 Power Exp Philos i 56 The hairs do grain and

fork themselves (when grown too long)

Gram, variant of Grans v dial., to throttle.

Grainage (gr? nedg). [f. Grain sbO-+ -age.]

•j* 1. Crop of gram. Obs.—1

1610 W Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1 x 26 We could

plausibly approoue the light and easie Tillage and rich

Graynage, by Winterton in Norfolke

2. Farriery Mangy tumors which sometimes

form on the legs of horses. *847 in Craig.

Grainage, mod. spelling of Granage Hist.

Grainary, obs. form of Granary.

Grained (gnf'nd), ppl. a.1 [f. Grain v 1 +
-ED1,] la senses of the vb.

1 . Dyed in grain.

c 1400 Beryn 3065 Beryn & these romeyns were com in

good array as myst be made of woll & of colour greynyd.

1455 Sc Acts fas II (1814) II 43/2 All Erlis sail vse

mantilles of brown granyt opyn befor. 1488-9 A ct 4 Hen
VII, c 8 Wollen Cloth of the fynest making scarlet grayned

1534 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 203 To my biother

Wm Trotte my grayned gowne 1577-87 Holinshed Scot.

Chron (1806) I 2 The most costlie skarlets, pliant gloves

and manie other grained and delicate clothes.

fig x6oa Shaks. Ham HI. iv. go Thou tum’st mine eyes

into my vervsoule, And there I see such blacks and grained

spots, As will not leaue their Tinct

2. Foimed into grams.

1800 tr Lagrange’s Chew. II 43 For this purpose, put

grained zinc into a matrass *856 Olmsted Slave States

673 Sugar in a pure crystallized or grained state 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ,
Grained-powder, that corned or

reduced into grains from the cakes, and distinguished from

mealed powder, as employed in ceitain preparations.

3

.

Of leather (see Grain v.i 6)

1714 Fr Bk ofRates 8x Skins Grain’d per Piece 00 08

1807 P Gass Jrnl 32 Captain Lewis gave them a grained

deer skin to stretch over a half keg for a drum 1880 Print.

Trades Jrnl. xxxi 11 Imitation Russia grained leather

4

.

Painted to imitate the ‘ gram ’ of wood or

the markings of marble.

1798 Taylor Builder’s Price Bk in A/ chit Pull Soc

Diet
,
Mahogany grained. 1871 Amer. Encycl Printings

Ringwalt),Gya*««f, colored in imitation ofthe grain of woods,

marbles, etc ,
as in the ornamentation of marbled papers.

Grained (gr?nd), ppl. a 2 [f. Grain sbO- +
-ED 2

]
Having a gram or grains

1 Having grains, seeds, or particles. Obs exc. in

parasynthetic derivatives, as large-, small-grained.

1611 Cotgr ,
Grenit, grained, full of graine, of seed, of

graines 1721-1800 in Bailey. X733 J* Tull Horse-howg
Husbandry 164 Small-grain’d Wheat.

2 Of wood, stone, leather, flesh, etc : Having a

grain, or granular structure or surface (see Grain

sb 1
,
senses 12-15) Often m parasynthetic deri-

vatives, as coarse fine-, smooth-grained. (Cf also

Cross-grained.)
a 1529 Skelton E Ritmmyng 32 Her skynne lose and

slacke, Grained [w r. Greuyned] lyke a sacke 1538 Leland

Jtm VII 87 In it he a great Nombar of very fayre and fine

greynyd Okes apt to sele Howses x597 A M-Guillemean s

Fr.Chirurg 54/1 The flesheverye rubicund and grayned

as we woulde desire 163a Sherwood, Grainedwood, niadre,

madntr 1634 Peacham Genii Exerc 1 iv 15 They are

more blewand finer grained then the other coales *79p K1R*

wnuGeol Ess 148 All the houses of Malta are built of a fine

grained limestone 1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed 4) IV 404

The conum presented the same grained appearance that is

GRAININ’G.

observable in a section of the hides of the larger quadrupeds

1847 Smeaton Builder’s Man 137 Passages are usually

painted, if some handsome grained wood be not introduced

1885 W. L Carpenter Soap £ Candles vi 161 To produce

a grained soft-soap it is essential to use pure potash lye

1890 W J Gordon Foundry xi 2x6 There is one [gram

process] in which a giamed glass is used

3 Bot. Having tubercles, as the segments of the

flowers of the Rumex.
18x8 Withering Brit Plants (ed. 6) IV 7 Lichen gram-

forints Tubercles black granulated . Grained Lichen.

1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 293 RnmexPatientia Valves

cordate entire one grained

Grained (gr^nd),^// a,$ Now dial, [f Grain
sb 2 + ed2

] Having tmes or prongs ,
forked.

Also two-, three-grained.

1513 Douglas Mneis in iv 42 With treis clois bilappit

round about, And thik harsk gramt pikis standand out

1523 Fitzherb Hush § 41 An hole bored in the horde

with an augur, and thenn a grayned stafFe of two fote

longe 1597 Shaks Lover’s Comfl x. So slides he downe
vppon his greyned bat 1613-14 N. Riding Rec II 37 A
man presented for an assault with a two graned staff 1844

J Tomlin Mission Jrnls 240 A hoe, a three grained fork

intended as a soit of hand harrow 1878 Cumbld. Gloss ,

Grain’t, forked ; divided

+ Gxainel. Sc Obs rare-*-, [variant of Gar-
NEL, Girnel ] A granary.

1584 Hudson Dn Bartas' Judith 1. (1611) 13 Their sick

and old at home do keep the skore And ouer grainels

great they take the charge

Grainer 1 (gr?l,nai) [f. Grain v?- + -er 1
.]

One who or that which grains.

1. Leather-dressing a. (See quots and cf Bate

sb 3). b. A tool either for taking off the hair of

skins, or for producing the appearance of ‘grain’

a 1813 Sir H Davy Agnc Chem (1844) 237 The con-

tents of the grainei, as the pit is called m which soft

siring are prepared by dung, must form a very useful

manure 185a Morfit Tanning $ Currying 350 This

alkaline lye consists of water impregnated with pigeon s or

hen’s dung, and is technically termed a grainer, or bate

1895 E Anglian Gloss
,
Grainer, a vat used in tanning

—

m the second operation

b. X839 [see Grain sb 1 13 c] 1852 MoRirr Tanning >5r

Currying 384 When nearly dry, the lustre is given with a
finely grooved pummel, or grainer, passed over in both

directions.

2 . Salt-making. (See quot. ;
cf Grain v 1 2 c )

1880 Ltlr Umv Knowl XIII. 77 The liquid is drawn
into other vats called ‘grainers’ [in which] the salt forms

very rapidly 1884 Knight Did Meek Suppl 778/2.

3 . (See quot and cf Grain v 1 5.)

1891 Labour Commission Gloss.
;
Grainers, men in the

printing industry who grain stone with sand for artists doing

what is called 1 chalk work ’.

4 A house-pamter’s grainmg-tool.

1858 in Simmonds Did Trade", and in later Diets.

6 One who paints in imitation of the grain of

wood or the markings of marble

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 356 The Grainer, who
admirably imitates the grains of woods, marbles, etc 1887

Papethange/ ,
Painter

,
Grainer, etc 105 Graining is the imi-

tation,strictlyspeaking, ofwoods, although theterm ‘grainer,

is often used . to signify a painter of marbles as well as

of woods 1891 Daily News 21 Jan 3/8 A sign writer and
grainer

. .

Grainer 2 (gr^Tisi). [f *grain vb. (f. Grain

sb 2
; cf Graining vbl. sb.

1 2) + -er 1
] One who

uses a pronged fish-spear

1894 Outing (U S.) XXIV 56/1 Many grainers wore long

rubber waders

Grainer, variant of Graner Obs.

Grainery, variant of Granary
Grainger, obs. form of Granger.

Graining (gr?1 rid), vbl sbQ- [f. Grain v 1 +
-ING 1

.]

1. The action of Grain v 1 m various senses.

X823P NicholsonPract Builder 417 Graining is the imi-

tating, by means of painting, various kinds of rare woods

and likewise various species of marble 1837 Whit-

tock Bk. Trades (1842) 409 [Soap-boiling] This agitation

indeed, is found so mainly conducive to the required grain-

ing, as the workmen call the required coagulation. 1882 tr

T/iausing’s Beer iv 198 The graining of wort from wheat

is difficult on account of the tenacious layer of grains 1894

Harris Techn Fi/a I/isur Comm ,
Gramme, a tanning

process, in which the skms are placed in an alkaline solution

t>. quasi-ctmcr. The result of this action, esp m
house-painting. In quot 1856= Grain j#.1 14 b-

1834 West Ind Sk Bk II 3 No graining, and painting,

and lettering, to engage the attention of the passer by 1836

R A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I vi. viu. 269, 1 remember the

very graining of the wood of his lance. 1892 1 nil MallG
5 Oct. 2/2 To whom the lie of the strata in a quarry-cliff

says no more than the combed graining on a deal door

1896 R Kipling Seven Seas 73 Bone-bleached my decks,

wind scoured to the graining ... . .

2 Coinage + a. A nng of gram-like protuber-

ances on the face of a com close to its edge (= F.

grlnetis). Obs b, A ung of fine concave grooves

round the edge of a com ;
= Milling.

1664 Evelyn tr Freart's Arclnt. Ep Ded 15 Its just

and equal roundness, the Grenetis or graining which is

about it [etc ]. 1691 Locke Money Wks. 1727 II 96 The
Engines which mark the Edges with a Graining, are

wrought secretly. 1726 Leake Hist. Acc Eng. Money
iog Those [coins] with the Graining or Letters upon thexuuac LLuiuoj it**** ° , , : * - - .

Edge 175a Louthian Form ofProcess (ed 2) 171 Mark-

ing of Money round the Edges, with Letters or Graimngs

18B7 Roy. Proclam, in Standard 18 May 3/2 Every Six-

123



GRAINING. 342 GRAITH.
pence should have the same, impression..with a graining
upon the edge

+ 3 A piece of land for raising gram. Obs.~x

1606 Holland Sueton 153 It [this house] received
gramings with cornefields, vmeyaids, pastures and woodes

4 Comb., as graining board, machine, roller,

tool ;
graining comb, a tool resembling a comb,

used by house-painters for graining.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in 352/1 A graining Board is

a Board with Nicks in after the manner of a Saw [etc 3

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Grainmg-board, a Board made
with Nicks, or Teeth like a Saw, and us’d by Curriers in
graining their Leather. *875 Knight Diet. Meek, Graining
machine (Leather manufacture), a machine having rollers

with raised, parallel, straight, or diagonal threads, which in-

dent the goat or sheep skins and confer the wrinkled appear-
ance to morocco leather Ibid

,
Graming-tool [=graining

comb] 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1603
The leather and metal graining combs with which graining
in imitation ofany kind of wood is done. Graining rollers

are made for imitating various kinds of wood.

Graining (gr^-nig), vbl sb 2 [f. Grain v 2

or sb 2 + -ing L
]

1 . a. The point of forking or bifurcation, b.
One of the prongs or tines of a fork.

*641 Best Farm Eks (Surtees) 51 Betwixt the two
graimnges of the rake shafte they tye a stringe 1877N IV Line Gloss s v , If you cut the cherry-tree top off
above the gramings, it will be sure to grow 1886 i

1 W
Line. Gloss, Gramings

,
the forks, or joinings of the large

boughs ofa tree

2 . The method or practice of taking fish with
a pronged spear (see Grain sb.2 5 b).

1889m Century Diet.

Graining1

(gre 1 nig), sb [Of unknown origin ]
A small fresh-water fish, Leuciscus Lancastrensis.
177* Pennant Tour Scot

l

(1774) 11 In this river [Mersey]
is found a fish called the Graining in some respects

resembling the dace, yet is a distinct and perhaps new
species. 1863 H. C Pennell Angler Nat 158 The Grain-
ing is a very rare and local fish, in habits and food some-
what resembling the trout 1873 ‘Stonehenge* Brit,
Sports 1 v 1 300 The Graining is scarcely found anywhere
but in the Mersey and its tributanes

t Grainish] a. Obs. [f. Grain sbP + -ish.]

Having somewhat of a grain (See Grain 1 1 3 )
1653 R Sanders Pkysiogn. 183 The skin graimsh, like an
Ox or Goat

Grainless (gr^nles), a. [f. Grain j£i +
-less.] Devoid of gram or grains, m the vanous
senses of the sb
188a Cm nhillMag. Feb 204 The barley had to be cut down

green and gramless. 1890 Abney Treat Photogr. (ed 6)
138 The paper employed should be as tough and grainless
as possible 1894 OuhngXyLW 124/2 We could hear them
[mice] working to and fro through the grainless fodder

Grainy (gre 1 m), a [f. Grain sb 1 + -y 1
]

1 . Consisting of grain-like particles
;

granular.
Also of a particle • Grain-like
x6k Cotgr , Grannlenx, Gramie, seedie. 1709 Phil.
Tram XXVI 497 You will always be able to discover the
grainy Particles thereof *780 J T Dillon Trav Spam
(1781) 218 Soft grainy pyrites *891 Times 17 Oct 4/5, 750
bags grainy Peruvian at 15*. 6d
2 Full of gram or coin.

*755 m Johnson 1792 Rogers Pleasures Mem r (1810)
12 We watched the emmet to hergrainy nest 1819 Wiffen
Aonion Hours (1820) 47 They [the ants] throne prosperity
in gramy hives.

3 . Resembling the surface grain of wood.
*858 Edm Rev July g It presented on its surface the

grainy ripple of primeval seas

Graip (gre'p) Sc. and north dial Also 4-9
grape, 6 graype. [a. ON greip fem. (recorded
only in the sense 1 space between thumb and fingers,

grip, grasp *
; but cf. OSw. greep, mod.Sw grep,

Da. greb fork) corresponding to OE. grdp fem,
grasp, f OTeut. root *gnp

.

see Grip, Grope.]
1, A three- or four-pronged fork used as a dung-

fork or for digging

*459 Durham Acct Rolls (Surtees) 89, 1 scala, j Grape,
j Shepecrake 1483 Caih Angl* 163/1 A Grape, vbi forfee,
tndens (A.) 1559 Wills Inv N C (Surtees 1853) 171A kowter, a soke, a muk fowe, a graype, a yerne forks,
[etc ] 1785 Burns Halloween xviu, The graip he for a
harrow taks._ 1799 Robertson Agnc Perth 176 Potatoes
are laised In October .with the three pionged forks used

for dung (provincially grapes) *817 JBlackw Mag I.

161/1 A graip, a sort of large three-pronged fork used
about farm offices 1822 Scott Pirate xvu, He shook his
graip aloft. 1894 Superfluous Woman (ed 4) I 74, I must
just give her the graip and bid her lift a potato,

t 2 ?A handful, piece, Obs.'~x

c 1475 Rauf Coiljear 471 Greit Graipis of Gold his Greis
ft e. greavesj And his Cussams cumlie schynand
Graip, variant of Grape sb 3

Graip, Sc. and north dial variant of Grope v.

Gradse, obs form of Graze vP
Graisle, variant of Gbassil v. Sc Obs.

Grait, obs. foim of Graith v
,
Great a,

Graith. (gre'J) ,
sb In later use only Sc, Forms

:

4 graip, 4-6 grayth.(e, 5 greipe, -ype, 5-6 grath,

(J greath), 4- graith. [a. ON. greite wk. masc.
OTeut. type Jgaraidon- or *garaidjon-, cognate
with OE gerkde str neut

,
trappings, equipage

OTeut type *garaid/om
,

f. OTeut *ga- prefix (see
Y-) + *rnid- see Ready a. For the development
of sense cf, Gear.]

+

1

A state of preparation
;

readiness
;
good

order. To do in graith : to put in readiness. In
graith in proper older

; also, without delay Out
ofgraith out of order Obs.
c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 193 pei stand alle to

gode graith, whan pou ert pam among Ibid 307 Whan it

were don in grayth pe weddyng of Margarete a 1375
Joseph Artm 66 In gret Anguisse ge ben pat nis not God
greipe ? 14 . Mandeville & the Souden 64 in Hazlitt E P P
1 157 Now lowsit is Satnanesse, Ihat sett this ward thus
owt ofgrayth e C1450 MYRC587 Lete name hyt [a child] bare,
3ef hyt schule in greybe fare, c 1460 Towneley Myst 111

482 He may happyn to day come agane or none With grath

2. Equipment in general , apparel, attire, dress,

articles of dress.

a 1300 CursorM 4796 Giue me mi giaith and lat me ga
15 . Chalnierlan Ayr c 22 (m Sc Acts I), pai [sowtans]
mak schone butis and vther graitht of the lethir or it be
barkit 1637-50 J Row Hist Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) 462
What meanes.,this short skarlet cloake, and all this gay
graith of yours? a 1774 Fergusson Braid Claith Poems
(1845) 9 He. Bids bauld to bear the gree awa With a' this
graith. 1785 Burns Holy Fair vii, Here, farmers gash, in
ndm graith Gaed hoddin by their cotters,

to. Armour.
<71420 Anturs of Arth. 436 We arene one owre gamene,
we ne hafe no gude graythe. 1550 Lyndesay Sq Meldntm
414 Go dres yow in your graith 1828 Scott F, M Perth
v, I will sleep like a sentinel, with my graith about me
a 1851 Moir Rums Scion Chapel 111 Poet Wks 185? 1. 189
Clad in their robes of state or graith of war.

c Harness.
1663 Spalding Troub Chas / (Bannatyne Club) I 12

The earle directed . his led horse With his graith to
the Bog X7pg J Robertson Agnc Perth 96 The driver
can save tne harness (graith) better than in any othei
position 1850 W. Innes m Hamilton Chr. Sabbath (1852)
225 note, Removing the harness from off one of his team,
or as a Scotchman would say, taking off the graith

3 Apparatus, implements, gear, tackle ; a
structure, contrivance. See also plough-graith

,

spinntng-graitk, (Cf. Gear sb. 5,) Obs. exc.

dial.

c Sc Troy-lk 11,2360 Bot now we dress our graith
barfore a 1400-50 A lexandcr 5518 Foure Griffons full grym,
he in pat graythe festes. 1497 in Ld Treas Acc Scotl (1877)
I 349 Item, giffin for xuj stane of irne to mak grath to Mens
new cradill. 15x3 Douglas s.

E

nds vi v. 120 For myself tuik
I nane sa gret feir, As of thi schip Spulgeit of htr graith
1786 Burns Scotch Drink x, When Vulcan gies his bellows
breath, An’ ploughmen gather wi’ their graith 1792 A
Wilson 2 Men sawing Timber

,

Ye’re tempm Providence, I

swear, To raise your graith sae madly here a x8xo Tanna-
111LL Poems (1846) 53 Wha may cast by their brewm graith
Baith pat and pail

+ 4. Possessions in general
;
wealth, money Obs.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxvi. 85 Greit abbais grayth I nil!

to gather 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 4753 Thay half spred
thare Net on gold, and vther graith 1603 Philotns xiv,
Tak another he the neck, Quhen ge the graith haue gottin
1786 Burns Inventory 3, I send you here a faithfu’ list O’
gudes and gear, and a’ my graith

5 Material, stuff (for a particular purpose)
,
now

esp in Sc. soapy water, soap-suds (Cf GeabjAio.)
1513 Douglas AEneis iv xi 105 Bid hir the bestis, and

the blude, And clengeing graith, scho knawis, with hir bring
15 Ckalmerlan Ayr c 24 (in Sc, Acts I), pai [tailseouris]
sow with fals graith 157x Sc Acts Jas VI (18x4) III 77/1
Certane particular persounis hes applyit the stanes, tymber
and uther graith pertemng thairto, to thair awin particular
use 1583 Satir Poems Reform xlv 339 Suppoise the
devill maid that graith, The seiknes sua ouersett my fayth,
At that tyme, to asswage my sair, I wald have tane it

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph 1 11, We're not yet begun To
freath the graith

to ‘Things’ (Cf Gear sb. 9 c.) Obs
1790 A Wilson Poems 209 Tho’ Beagles Homings an’ sic

graith Glowie roun’ they ne'er sal dread me
t Graith, a and adv. Obs. Forms* 3 grelB,

4 grath(e, grayp, 4-5 graip, graitli(e, grayth(e,

(4 greythe, 5 greithe, grayd) [a ON greiit-r
= OE. geraede ready s—OTeut. *garai<Pjo f. *ga-
prefix (see Y-) + raid-

;

see Ready, Cf. G. bereit
]

A. adj.

If Of persons : Prepared, ready. Of things

.

Ready, prompt, handy
a 1225 Ancr R 16 pis word siggeS euer vort ge beon al

greioe a 1300 CursorM 5105 (GOtt.) Als smth as we mai
be graith, we sal do as ge haue said 13 Gaw 4- Gr Knt,
597 Bi pat watz Gryngolet grayth, & gurde with a sadel
1375 Barbour Bruce iv 759 The euill spirit, That gaf rycht
graith ansueir hir to. c 1400 Cato's Morals 191 m CursorM App iv. 1671 Wip lernyng & teychmg growes graip
kunnyng £1400 Destr Troy 5719 The secund sort [of
ships] Were graither of gouernaunce ext/ta Anturs of
Arth vi, Syr Gauan, graythest of alle Was laft with Dame
Gaynour c 1460 J Russell Bk. Nurture 880 Agayne he
nseth vp, make redy youre fote shete in his maner made
greithe. c 1475 Rauf Coil%ear 389 Graith thocht of the
grant had the gude King.
b 'With of. Furnished or provided with

,
pos-

sessed of, acquainted with
exofla Destr. Troy 2536 pat any gome shuld- be graithe of

our goddes wille. 0 1400-50 Alexander 1865 And he pat
graithist is of gudis gird all to poudire. c 1450 St Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6660 And of enstes leumg make paim graythe
2 Of a road Direct Of a measure Exact,
c 2340 CursorM 24143 (Fairf.) Na graiper gate ofgammen

is here 135a MinotPoemsvi 28 The barerade, withouten
rese, Unto Cane the graythest gate 1377 Langl P PI
B 1 ls ‘he graith gate that goth into heuene
1393 Ibid, c. vii 230 A galon for a grote and gut no grayb
mesure

piam. Also
ilf. V* a, uuuij „T1 , WAVI

absol. as sb
,
the graith, the truth.

c X325 Metr Horn 99 The eithe bar als ful graith witn P<!Igam the Jowes wrangwisnes, For it schewed with EraithPlakening. That Cnst was Godd of all thing cme <5 r
faints, Placuias 891 He be bar takms grath wit hadbft
bat war his twasonnis dere 1393 Langl P PI C xi IfAc be godspel ys a glose here hudynge be grevthe treutht
c 1394P PI. Crede 34 Sire pe graip pou me telle

6

c. Of a stroke Clean, unimpeded.
c 1470 Henry Wallace v 76 Wallace mycht nocht a rnaith

straik on him gett * 4Uin

B. adv. Readily
; clearly, plainly.

,
c * ^592 (Fairf

) Pe quilk gia.p be salle bekende & pou wille here pits boke til ende c x^qa p pi
Crede 232 Canstou me graip tellen To any worbelv wnat
pat wissen me coupe Whou y schulde conne mv Crede?
C1450 Myrc 346 leche hem also welle and greythe
Graith (gre‘p), v Obs. exc dial Forms • 2
Orm. pe35pen, 3-4 greip, greyp(e, (3 gr8Bi*en,
greipi), 3-6 greith(e, 4 graip(e, grayp, 4J
graithe, grap, greyth(e, 4-6 grayth(e, 4-7
grath, (4 grait, grep, grei^, 5 greth, 6 greath,

9 grathe), 4- graith
, also 4-5 pa. pple. 4 greyt,

graid. [a. ON. greiffa, f greitS-r ready: see
Graith a.]

1 . trails. To make ready, prepare, put in order,
repair

, also, to piocure
c X200 Ormin 11087 He wollde shaewenn Whatt gate he

wollde greggpenn uss To winnenn eche blisse c 1205 Lay
8058 pe king lette grseiSen heore iweden 1297 R Gtouc
(Rolls) 4920+75 (Harl MS ) pus wax stryf bytuene hem, hu
greyped her host vaste a 1300 CursorM 3532 His broper

we seynge god be glad euermore C1460 Towneley Myst
xxvn 286 Lo, here a borde and clothe laide. And breed
theron, all redy graide c 1475 RaufCoityar 143 Of sic
taillis they began, Quhill the supper was graid 1513
Douglas /Eneis iv v 92 Pas, son, in haist, graith thi wingis
in effect. x6ox Vestry Bks (Surtees) 135 For mending the
wheeles, and graithing the bells against the cronation day.
1609 Skene Reg May 156 Of coukes graithand or makand
reddie flesh 01 fishe 1851 Greenwell Coal.trade Terms
Northnmb Durh 29 Grathe, to put in order, to dress

:

to replace a worn bucket-leather

f 2 refl To prepare oneself, get ready. Often
with mf. Rarely mtr. for refl. Obs.
c 1230 Hah Meid 17 Lecchene anannht greiSeS hire wi8

bat to weorren opi meidenhad a 1300 Cursor M 20180
Has he sete me am dai pat 1 wit in me grait mail 1:1400
Destr Ti oy 5970 pai graithet to fie. a 1400-50 Alexander
2873 pat he suld graythe him to ga as him his god chargis
c 1460 TowneleyMyst x 76 Grayth the,gabnell, and weynd,
*535 Stewart Cron Scot. I 642 That euenlk Scot Within
ane da sould graith thame for to gone 0x650 Scohsh
Jfeilde 35 in Furniv Percy Folio MS I 215 Thus he
greathes him godly with a grat host

+b. with to,toward, or an adv implying motion
To prepare to go, shape one’s course, betake
oneself Obs.
c 1250 Gen gf Ex 1738 He greiSet him SeSenward wi5

sped 0x300 CursorM 17810 Ful smerth pai pam pider
graid c 1330 R Brunne Chron, (1810) 300 pei . . smertly
did pam grayth Tow ard Dun Bretayn ?a 1400MorteA rth
1266 Graythe gowe to gone grene wode c 1400 Melaynt
1595 Oure Oste graythespam to Melayne walle ^1450
St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1600 To maumetry pai paim graythe
3 . To equip, furnish; to array (in clothes, armour)

,

to dress (a person) ; to fit out (a vessel), to bedeck,
ornament. Also with up
1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 8955 Poueremen wel ofte in to hire

chambre heo drou . & greipede ham vaire mou 0 1300
Cursor M 5x90 1 Gif me mi clathes *, ban said he, ‘ And
hastily pat we graithed be c 1320 Sir Tristr, 670 Graiped
y wil he be, And seppen schewe him as knigt c 1350 Will
Palenu 2731 On [schip] pat was gayly greyt to go to pe
seile. c 1394 P PI Crede 195 pat cloister, .wip lauoures of
latun louelyche y greithed *0 1400 Morte A rth 589 Iche
prynce with his powere appertlyche graythede C1420
Anturs ofArth xl, Syr Gauan the gode was graythet in
grene 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlm 28 Send in gour steid

^our ladeis grathit vp gay. 1535 Stewart Cron Scot (1858)
I 223 The Romanis war sa weill graithit into geir 1560
Rolland Crt JVenus 11. 1033 Thair proud palphrais was
grathit Incontinent, In |lansand geir and best abillement
a 1775 Hobie Noble v in Child Ballads vii clxxxix 2/1
Then Hobie has graithd his body weel. 1803 R Anderson
Cumberld Ball 72 Oft graith’dinawfheir kurk-gawn gear
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss s v

,

‘ Bonnily graithed,' hand
somely dressed ‘ Badly graithed ill dressed * Get the
table graithed set out.

refl 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 7642 pat folc of denemarch..
Greipede horn mid gret poer 13 Guy Warw (A.) 1917
Gu him graiped c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T 389 Thise
clerkes greythen hem, and tooke hir hors anon. £1470
Henry Wallace 1 277 His modyr graithit hir in pilgrame
weid 15x3 Douglas FEneis vm vu 69 Thou the grathis

for to fecht 1593 R Barnes Parthenophil, Sonn. xlix in

Arb Gamer V, A Fiend which doth in Graces’ garments
grath her

ftp To graith in the grave to give burial to.

*535 Stewart Cron Scot

.

Il.xia He ,, Richt glonouslie

gart graith him in his graif. Ibid 295. a 1600 Battle of
Harlatw in Evergreen (1761) I, 80 He vowed AH the hale

Lands of Ross to half, Or ells be graithed in his Graif

+ c. fig. To treat, * serve ’ m some (unwelcome)
manner Obs.
C1320 Sir Tnstr 1095 Mo pat hider wil ride, pus grayped

schul ge be. c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Eugenia 374 $e hou*
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gat aone monk has grapit mi 1569 N Hubert Confess in

H Campbell Love-lett MaryQ Scots 207 He should graith

me m such a sort as 1 never was in my life

a. =>Make in various senses: To make up,

compose j
to build

,
set up

j
to constitute , to

represent Obs
a 1wo CursorM 550 Of pir things 1 haf her said was adam

cors to gedir graid c 1400 Destr Troy 1664 In the cheffe of

be choise halle. chosen for pe kyng, Was a grounde vp graid

with gresis of Marbill a 1400-50 Alexander 1874 Syn

gostid godesses & gods ere graythid neuir to dye Ibid

4409 For marcure was manslajt, a mammlere of wordis, Je

graith him to be gouenoure & god of be tonge

•fib. To put on Obs
ci3&> Will. Palerite 2933 Gode crounes of gold on here

hedes grained « 1400-30 Alexander 790
4 [Alexander]

Grathez on bis gay gere & ben a gilt sadyll

t Grrai’thful, d. Obs. rare. [f. Graith sb +

-POL ] Prompt, speedy

a moo CursorM 13184 pe mining lastes yeltt bi yeir, Wit

a greithful soth vengeance.

Graithing (grtf l*pig), vbl sb Obs exc. dial.

[f Gbaith v + -ing1.] The action of the vb

Gbaith ;
preparation ,

furnishing
;
also concr fur-

niture, attire.

A 1340 Hamfole Psalter lxiv. [Ixv ] 10 pou grayth pe mete

of palm, for swa is pe graythynge of it a 1350 Kmdh
jesu 1250 Cloth of swipe guod greipmgue 1405 in Ld
Treas Acc Scot (1877) I 267 To Dauid Caldwell, to the

grathing of his chalmens , xvujs. 1786 Burns OnNaethuig
v, Some quarrel the Presbyter gown. Some quarrel Epis-

copal graithing 188* Mrs Annie Ellis Syhestra I 92

The lass was willing, hut sadly in want of ‘graithing
1

1884 Gd Words 202 It's a bit of bonme graithm

Graith.lv, older form of Gradely a and adv.

f Grai'thness. Obs. rare [f. Gbaith a. +

-ness.] Readiness, promptitude
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4509 And your graithnes may gretly

the grekes auaile

Graive, Graivie, obs ff Geave, Gravy.
Grakle, variant of Grackle.
Grale, obs form of Grail1

Grallatorial (grselatoa rial), a. Ormth. [f.

mod.L grallaton-us, (f. L grallator one who
walks on stilts, f. grails stilts) + -AL ] Pertaining

to the order Grallatores, which consists of long-

legged wading birds, such as the crane, heron, etc.

1835 Swainson Nat Hist. Quadrupeds § 310 Comparing
them with other grallatorial types i860 Gosse Rom
Nat Hist 198 Spoonbills, ibises and other grallatorial

birds.

So GraTlatory = prec

1855 m H Clarke , and in later Diets

Gvallic (grse lik), a. Ormth. rase [f,L grall-se

Stilts + -I0.] Of or pertaining to the Grallse or

wading birds.

1828-32 in Webster , and in later Diets

Gralline (grse lain), a Ormth. [f. L. grall-se

Stilts + -INE] * GBALLIO.
1888 Nature 20 Dec. 180/1The large order ofthe Charadri-

omithes has split into aquatic and gralhne types

GrailPCn. (grse lpx)i sb. Also -ock. [a. Gael.

grealach mtestmes,] The viscera of a dead deer.

1882 Ogilvie, Grallock 1886 Walsingham & Payne-
Gallwey Shooting (Badm. Libr ) II 111. 93 The gralloch

showed nothing but clover and grass

Gralloch (grae-]px), v. Also 9 garlock, gral-

look, grullooh. [f. prec] trans

.

To disembowel

(properly, a deer).

1848 Frasers Mag XXXVIII 313 Having flayed and
gaxlocked the elk, he cut off one of its haunches 1863

Ouida Held in Bondage (1870) 55 We think no toil or

trouble too great to hear the ping of the bullet, and see the

deer grallocked at last. 1804 Sir J D Astley 50 Y my
Life I 297 We had to graUoch our pig ourselves, for the

natives would not touch them

Hence Gra lloched ppl. a
1897 Outing (U. SO XXIX 440/1 We bore our gralloched

game on double shoulder poles

Gram 1 (grsem). Also 8 gramm. [ad. Pg.

grao (formerly sometimes written grant) —L. grd-

nttm Grain.] The chick-pea, a kind of vetch,

Cicer anehmtm Sometimes called Bengalgrant.

The name is extended to any kind of pulse used

as food for horses.
170amJ T WheelerMadias Old 7V«e(i86 i) II 10 Their

allowance three times a week is but a quart of rice and
gram together for five men a day 173a Pike in Phil
Trans XXXVII. 231 Boil a Peck of Gramm to a Jelly.

1879 Mrs. A E James Ind Househ Managua 71 Your
stock of gram should be kept m a large tin lined chest

or box.

b. attnb., asgram-bread, -contract, -field ;
gram-

fed ppl a
1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp (1844) I. 47 You men-

tioned some time ago that Purnean would hid for the gram
contract when it was offered 1849 Sir C Napier in Life

(1857) IV 201Aman with a self sufficient idea, that no one
‘ can know India ’ except through long experience of brandy,

champagne, gram-fed [ printed gram-fed] mutton, cheroots

and hookahs 1869 E A. Parkfs Pract Hygiene (ed 3)
228 Gram biead or cakes have been occasionally used in

India for Europeans *880 G Aberigh-Mackay Tour Sir

Ah Baba 127 All the gram-fed secretaries and most of the

alcoholic chiefs were there

Gram 2
: see Gramme.

Gram, obs. form of Grame sb
;
var. Grams a

-gram (gram), repr. (chiefly) Gr. ypappa some-
thing written, letter (of the alphabet). The older
Eng sbs with this ending fall into three classes

(1) adaptations of actual or assumable Gr. sbs.

m -ypa/ifia, derived from vbs f prep + ypacpeiv

to write, and expressing the result of the action of

the verb, as anagram , diagram
,

epigram, para-
gram,program (usu. m Fr spelling programme)

;

(2) compounds of a Gr. sb with 7p&nfxa, f legiti-

mately assumable Gr. types, as chronogram, and
(later) ideogram

,
logogram

; (3) compounds of a

numeral with ypbp.pa, or more frequently with

7pafi/xri line, of which the Gr type, where one
exists, is a neut. adj in -7pappov, as monogram

,

hexagtam, pentagrmn. (Yet a fourth kind of for-

mation has one example m Lifoguam.) In the

year 1837 the need for a shorter term for
1
tele-

graphic message ’ was supplied by the introduction

of telegram (previously proposed in 1852), which
violates Gr, analogy, as an adv like could not

correctly form a compound with a vb. or sb ,
but

which was found so convenient that it quickly be-

came established, and has been adopted into several

foreign langs Later formations suggested by this

word are the hybrids cablegram for ‘ cable tele-

gram pistolgram for an instantaneous photograph
Another recent formation, also suggested by tele-

gram, but not open to the same objection, is pho-

nogram for the recoid of sound made by the

phonograph. In the denominations of weight in

the metric system, decagram(me, kilogramfne, etc.,

-gramitne is the word Gram, Gramme
Grama, gramma (gra-ma, grae mal See

Gama grass [a. Sp. grama a sort of grass]

A name for several low pasture grasses abundant

in the western and south-western United States,

esp. Bouteloua oligostachya

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xix, Our horses refreshed

themselves on the ‘ grama 1

that grew luxuriantly around
attnb and Comb 185* Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xxvi.

194 There the grama grass is longer and more luxuriant

1887 F Francis Jr Saddle 4 Mocassin xn 230 The dry

crowsfoot gramma grass that clothed the country. Ibid

xm. 249 The gramma-carpeted foot-hills and plateaux of the

Sierra Madre
G-ramaire, obs form of Grammar.
Gramarcy, obs form of Grameroy.
Graman- : see Gramm-.
Gramarye (graeman). Obs. exc arch Also

4 grammane, 5 gramery, -ory, 9 gramane,
-ary, grammary(e, gramowrie [a OF. *gra-

marye see Grammar ]

+1 Grammar ,
learning m general Obs.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag (W ) 183 Thennne was paint
^
eke alle

the seven ars The first so was grammarie c 1460 Towneley
Myst xu. 242 Yee speke all by clerge. Cowth ye by youre

gramery reche vs a drynk, I shuld be more mery Ibid.

xxx 253, I se thou can of gramory and som what of arte.

1483 Cath Angl 162/2 Gramery, gramatice

2 Occult learning, magic, necromancy. Revived

111 literary use by Scott.

For the connexion between senses 1 and 2 see quot 1870

(cf Glamour, and F. gnmoire)
c 1470 K. Estmere 144 in Percy Rtliq

,
My mother was a

westeme woman, And learned in gramarye 1805 Scott
Last Mmstr in xi, Whate'er he did of gramarye Was
always done maliciously 183a J. P. Kennedy Swallow B
xxx (i860) 298 It was like casting a spell of ‘gramane ’ over

his opponents 1870 Lowell Among my Bks Seri (1873)

96 All learning fell under suspicion, till at length the very

grammar itself gave to English the word gramary. 1883

Century Mag XXVII 203 All white from head to foot, as

if bleached hy some strange gramarye

Gramaryen, -one, -own, obs ff. Grammarian.

Gramash (gramae’J) Also 8 gramashen, 9
gramoche. [Sc var. Gamash.] = Gamash.
1681 Colvil Whigs SuPPhc (1751) ®4 He had on each leg

a gramash 1813 E Picken Poems I 124 I’ve guid

gramashens worn mysel’ 18x6 Scott OldM?rt 1, Gramoches
or leggms, made of thick black cloth, completed his equip-

ment 1862 Hisloj Pram Scot 163 Put your shanks in

your thanks and mak gude gramashes o’ them
-j- Gramauwge re. Obs —

1

[a. OF grant man-
gier great meal.J A great meal.
Not from the ong Fr

,
which has ‘ do you think you can

eat up all the pagans by yourselves V
c 1400 Rowland^ 0. 1052 Charles with his stronge powere

Schall thynk this a grete gramaungere

Grame (gr^m), sb Obs exc. arch. Forms
a. 1-2 grama, 4-6 gram, (4 graim, 6 gramm),
3- grame j3 . 2^4 grome. [OE grama, re-

lated to gram Grame a, Cf Greme sb ]

+ 1 . Anger, wrath, ire. Obs.

a ct000 ASlfric Gen. xix 25 God towearp pa swa mid
graman pa burga — Horn II 120 Wei ni stnd Dere
sehatene forSan oe hi and fram graman generode. a 1175

Cott. Horn 223 J>a nam he mulcene gramep and andan
to San mannum a 1300 CursorM 2423 Pe king was radd

for godds gram, c 1380 Sir Ferumb 596 Olyuere steit vp

hol & sound, & speke]? til him wy}? grame <7x430 Syr
Tryout 1223 Hyt ys grete schame On a hors to wreke thy

f
rame ! xflox Douglas Pal Hon 11. 220 Out on sic gram
will haue na repreif 1621 Ainsworth Annot. Ps

.

u. 5

Grame, gnmnesse or fiercenesse ofcountenance

p. a 1225 Juliana ah pe reue rudnede ant o grome grede.

c 130aPassion our Lord 72 m O E. Misc 39 pe Gywes per-

of hi hedde grome c 1325 Body 4 Soul 70 Mid Godes grom

2 Gnef, sorrow , harm In pi Troubles.
a c 1000 Sax Leechd Ill 212 <Eppla gadertan graman

se[tacna8] c izoo Tnn. Coll Ham 67 Mid te bitere grame
pat alle synfulle men schule polen on domes dai <1x300
CursorM 8405 He is wis and o redi tung pat neuer serued
grefe ne grame a X340 Hamfole Psalter xiv 4 Pat he
aide to his neghburgh mel ne gram 1480 Robt Devyll 44
1 hat valyaunt knyght am I T hat saved youe thre tymes fro

grame 1513 Douglas /.Encis iv. Prol 161 All jour solace

sail returne in gram la 1548 Smyth 4 Dame 218 in Hazl
E P P III 209 Age doth me mvche grame 1597 &
Mother's Blessing E 6, Gif thou haue an euill name It will

turne the to grame 1865 Swinburne Masque Q Bersabe
X14 By Termagaunt that maketh grame 1872 Rossetti
Staff4 Scrip Poems (ed 6) 49 God’s strength shall be my
trust, Fall it to good or grame ’Tis in his name
p. c 1205 Lay 1435 Je do$ pan kmge muchel scome per

fore 3e sculen han grome c 1275 SinnersBeware 335 in O E.
Mtsc. 83 pu vs hauest lwroht pes schemeAnd allepene eche
grome c 1306 Pol Songs(Camden) 219 Oure wajour turneth

us to grome

t Grame, a. Obs Forms: o. 1 gram, 3 Otm
gramm, 3-5 gram, 4- grame. P. 1, 3 grom.
[OE gram, grgm=OHG , OS gram, ON.gratu-r,

f Teut root *g>am~, gum- see Grim.] a
Angry, vexed; furious, transf of heat Fierce,

b. Grieved, sorrowful
# Beowulf[Z >778 paer )>a graman wunnon. c xooo Ags

Gosp Matt xxvi 10 Hwl synt 3e grame [Vulg molesti]

pysumwife? c 1200 Ormin 7x45 Mappew se33b patt tatt

unnfaele Herode kuig Wass gramm & grill c xa$o Gen 4
Ex 1228 Bi Se desert a-wei che nam. In ard weie and hete
gram c 1275 Lay 24774 pe he grete}? mid his giame wordes.
c 1300 Havelok 2469 God was him gram c 1330 R Brunnb
Chron (1810) 106 Hir dede dos him fulle gram c 1440
Gam 4 Gol 47iTogrcifthairgomysgramestthatwer 1560
Proude Wyues Pater noster 190 m Had E P P IV 160

Forbere your husbonde whan ne is grame

p C893K ALlfred Oros 11 iv § 6 He swa grom wearo on
his mode a 1250 Owl 4 Night 992 Hweper is betere of

twere twom. That mon beo Wipe o]?er grom,

2. absol as sb. pi. Devils [So OS gramon

,

ON gramer ]

c 1175 Lamb Horn 103 He macetS of enstes leoman
beoranna [read horena] leoman and of godes husa gromena
wuniunge.

t Grame, V Obs Forms, a. 3 gramie(n, 3-

grame 0 . 3 gronuen. [f. Grame a Cf GREME» ]

1 impers as in (It) grames me I am grieved,

vexed, displeased, in distress.

a c 1200 Tnn Coll Ham. 69 panne ne parf us nooer
gramien, ne shamien. c 1275 Lay. 25216 Fol sore ous may
sarnie and wel sore gramie c 1380 Sir Ferumb 691 Oper
weys pee schal grame 14 Pilgrim's Sea Voy (BETS)
1 3 Many a man hit gram

j
s, When they begyn to sayle

p ci205 Lay 25216 Ful swiSe us maei scomien and ful

swiSe us maei gromien a 1225 Leg Kcdk 2075 pe king
walde weden, swa him gromede wio ham
2 mtr. To be vexed or displeased ; to fret,

a. a 1300 CursorM 17836 (Gdtt ) Wid pair hertis gun ]?ai

grame. 1390 Langl Rick Redeles Prol. 41, I wolde be
gladde J?at his gost my3te grame if it greued him a 1420
Hoccleve Mitt Poems (1892) 43 Stif stande 111 bat & yee
shuln greeue & grame 1526 Skelton Magnyf 1864 The
crane and the curlewe thereat gan to grame

p <1x225 Juliana 66 pe reue giomede pat he grispatede

a3em pet wod he walde iwurSen.

3 . trans. To anger, gneve, vex.

<71320 R Brunne Medit 548 And for a lytyl wurde pou
wylt men grarae <71350 Bat lam 4 Jos (Bodl MS.) 908
pact pu me hast gramyd pm hert au)t be sor c 1450 Cov.

Myst (Shaks SocT) 27 Gret schame it is us nakyd to se, Our
lord God thus to grame c 1460 J. Russell Bk Nurture

348 pan may pe sewere his lord serue & neythur of yow be
gramed
Hence G-ra ming vbl sb and ppl. a.

cuiiLamb Horn 33 A per [in helle] is waning and grain-

ing and topen gnsbatmg c 1205 Lay 6127 pa seide Gud-
lakes sune mid gromiende speche, 3'f [etc ]

Grameer, obs form of Grammar.

+ Gra’mely, a Obs. Forms. 1 gram(u)lie,

3 gromelich. [OE. gram(u)hc, f. gram, grama
(see Grame a and sb.) + -lic -ly 1

] Wrathful.

cxooo jElfric Judges iv. a He big pa betsehte sumum
gramuhean cininge. <*1225 St Marker 9 Vnsehehche godd
hwaswreSSe is swa gromelichpact helle wareant heouenes

ant alle ewike Jnnges cwakieS per ageines.

+ Gra rnely, adv. Obs Also 1 gramlfce, 5
gramly. [OE. gramllee, i. gram Grame a. +
-lice -ly 2

.] Angrily, furiously, grievously,

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxvn 20 Hi gramlice be Gode spraecan

c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 1037 pe childe was gneued and
gramly grett,

Gramenite (gr^ 1 menait). Mitt, [ad G gra-

menit (f L grdmen grass) Named by Krantz

m 1857.] A grass-green vanety of chioropal

x8$8 Amer Jmt Set Ser. 11 XXVI. 351 Gramemte
comes from Menzenberg in the Siebengebirge. 1868 Dana
Mm. 461 Gramemte has a grass-gieen color

Gramenivorcnis : see Gramin-.

Gramer, obs form of Grammar
Gramercy (grams jsi), mt phr. Obs. exc. arch

Forms .. 4, 6 grand, graunt(e mercy, (4 grant

merci, -y, gromercy, 4-5 gramarcy), -erci, 5
gray mercy, gremercy, gromersy, (-essye,

-esty)
?
5-6 grameroye, (6 garmercye, gram-

meroie), 6-7 gramer'eie, (7 g’rammeroy, 7-8
123-2
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gra’mercy, gran merce), 4- gramercy. PI 6

gram(m)erciesJ -sies, 7 gramarcyes, 8 gray
mercies, [a OF grant merci

,
grant great (see

Grand a ) + merci see Mercy
The primary sense of merci was ‘ rewaid, favour gained by

ment ’

, hence grant merci originally meant ‘ may Gotl re-

ward you greatly
1

of God-a-mercy Both grant -merci and
merci without the adj came to be used mterjectionally =
‘ thanks in which use the shorter form survives in mod Fr ]

1. =5 Thanks; thank you. Formeily also in pi
Const for, \of
13 Coer de L 1371 Quod the kyng * Frendes, gro-

mercy 1
' c 1330 R Brunne Citron {1810) 14s Philip Said

often grant mercy 1390 Gower Con

f

III 317 She saith

Graunt mercy, leve sir a 1400 Octouian 1291 Graunt marcy,
my lord the kyng c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camd ) In, The
Icing . bede, * Gromersy, gentulle knyjte '

1 a 1440 Sir
Degrev 785

1 Maydame sche seid, * gramercy Of ttu gret
cortesy ’ ? 1507 Communyc (W. de W) C nj, Graunte
mercy Iesu croppe and rote Of al frensshypp 1363 Foxn
A Sf M 734/1 Winchester, Winchester, giand mercy for

your wine. c 1390 Greene Fr Bacon m 88 Gramercies
Peggy look for me ere long 1304 True Trag Rich Ilf,
67 Richmond, gramercies for thy kinde good newes 1398-9
Fordb Parisians 1 (1661) 187 Gramercies, quoth he, for thy

f
ood will 1607 Skaks Tanon n a 69 Gramercies good
'oole. How does your Mistris? 1691 Ray Creation 11

(1704) 438 Grammercy, Socrates, that is good Counsel in-

deed i8ao Scott Ivanhoe vi, Gramercy for thy caution.
184a Barham Ingol Leg Ser n Nell Cook

,
Gramercy for

thy bemson '

+ b Indirectly, with dat. of agent or instrument
(later with to) ~ Thanks to

;
by the instrumentality

of So, proverbially, Gramercy horse l (app an
allusion to the story quoted s.v God-a-meiioy) . Ohs.
I4a6 Poston Lett No 7 I 26 Evere gremercy God, and

ye C1450 Lonelich Grail In 757 Gromesty God and
that good Man 1489 Caxton laytes of A iv vu 248
To the whiche thing god grameicy the fcynge of fraunce
hathe wel aduysed 1501 Harington Orl Fur. xxxvi.

liv, Though the shield brake not, gramercy charme c 1640
Wilson Inconstant Ladie 11. iv. (1814) 45 Hee’s gon Gra-
mercy, horse ] 17x3 Rowe Lady Jane Grey 111 i (1720)
43 They have confin’d me long, Gra’mercy to their Good-
ness, Pns’ner here a 1734 North Exam. 1 11 § 140 Gran
Merce to his Authors the Libellers of that Tune
2 ? Used as an exclamation of surprise or sudden

feeling, = ‘mercy on ns 1
’

Johnson, 1735, who regards the word as shortened from
grant me metcy, gives this as the only application of the
word; but both his examples belong to sense 1 The
quots from Heywood and Ross seem to show that the
word was sometimes actually used as Johnson says , but
the instances in 19th c may be merely based on his ex-
planation

1607 Heywood Worn killed w. Kindnesse (1617) A 3 b,
Gramercies brother, wrought her too't already 1624
Captives iv 1 in Bullen O. PI IV, Gramercyes, I in truth
much suffered for thee. Knowing how rashly thou exposd
thyself To such a turbulent sea 1768 Ross Helenore 24
Gray-mercies she replies, but I maun gang 1798 Cole-
ridge Anc Manner m, Gramercy 1 they for joy did grin
*843 Lytton LastBarons 1 v, Gramercy, it seems that there
is nothing which better stirs a man’s appetite than a sick
bed.

+ 3 . quasi-j& The salutation ‘ thanks’ or ‘ thank
you’. Hence in phrases, as Worth gramercy,
worth giving thanks for, of some value or impor-
tance No gramercy

, no occasion for deserving
thanks; no special merit; similarly, What gra-
mercy ? For gramercy • for a ‘ thank-you *

; foi
nothing or next to nothing; gratis. (Cf GOD-A-
MERCY 2

) Ohs

.
cM Myst (1882) iv. 410 Is this theire gramercy 1

isthis theme reward 1 *348 Hale Chron., Hen. 7^(1809) 33c
The Kyng sendeth to you great gramercies. 1548 Udall,
etc Erasm Par. Mark viu 57 Suche a one as Ioketh foi
summe thankes or gramercies 1349 CoverdaleErasm Par,
Peter 7 But what garmercye were it, yf you suffre whan
you are buffetted for naughtye doinges ? 1331 Robinson tr
Mores Utop. (Arbi 121 Payxnge very lytle for (hem, yes
mooste commonlye gettynge them for gramercye *573
Gascoigne ioo Flowers 274 The Ladies all saluted him &
he gaue them the gramercy *576 Holinsiied Chron III s£Rendering to him and his armie a thousand gramersies iS7£
Ijmme Calimie on Gen. 279 It was no gramercie to him, thal
his wife s honesty was not put in hazard. 1579-80 Norte
Plutarch (1676) 966 He made Corn to be distributed to the
People at a very mean price to some, and for gramercy to th«
pom. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix (1887) 219 When
desire to do good, and good for gramercie be the true ends ol
most honour, a i6jo Healey Epictetus’Man xvn (1636)21
Nothing is gotten for gramercy 16*4 Bp. R Mountagl
Caggigy, Workes of compulsion are not worth Gramercy
1641 Milton Animadv 11 Wks 1738 I 84 So have we oui
several Psalms for several occasions, without gramercy tc
your Liturgy *641 Brome Joviall Crew iv 11, No Ladies
hve such lives. Mer Some few, upon necessity, perhaps
But that s not worth g’rammercy 1643 Sir T Browni
Kelig Med 37, I cannot relate the history ofmy life, with
a bare gramercy tomy starres 1644 MiltonA reop, (Arb

'

St What grammercy to be sober, just, or continent 7 a 167cHacket A ip. Williams 1 (1692) 174 The Duke returnee
him no Gra-mercy, being resolute to out-face Envy
G-ramere, -ery, obs, ff. Grammar, Gramarye
Graminaceous (graemin^’Jas), a. [f. L.grd-
mm-, gramen grass + -aceous.] = Gramineous
*847 in Craig 1871-* Cassells Techn Educ II 231/1

Nitrogenous manures are more peculiarly adapted for gm
nunaceous plants, such as the meadow-grasses and the
cereals 1898 Rolf Boldrbwood ’ Romance Canvas Towt,
v
)
n ?°4 So they [sheep] roamed unattended enjoying

abundant food and water with perfect immunity from thl
graminaceous scourge [a spiked grass).

+ Gramma. Her. Obs. [ad L grammeus .

see Gramineous ] Of grass Only in garland
gi amine (tr L. corona granttned).
157a Bossewell Armone h. 96b, The field is of the

Diamond, an Helmet Pearle, ensigned with a Garlande
gramme 16x0 Guillim Heraldry iv xvi (1660) 347 Yet
is the same Garland Gramme most honourable ana noble

Gr&mineal (giamrnx“al), a. [f. as next +
-al ] = next.

*638 Phillips, Gramiueons^or Gramineal, grassie or made
of grasse Whence in later Diets

Gramineous (grfi'mi n?ss), a [ad L. gra-
mine-us (f. gramm-, gramen grass) + -ous ] Of
or pertaining to grass

;
resembling grass

,
grassy

,

spec belonging to the N.O Grammeee

1638 [see Gramineal] x668 Wilkins Real Char 73
Gramineous Plants not used by men for Food, may be distri-
buted into such as are more properly called Glasses [etc]
1730 G Hughes Barbadoes 169 From the top rises a long
gramineous spike x88x Eluls tr A deS Pinto's How I
crossed Afr I v 101 It flows through vast plains, slightly
undulated and clothed with gramineous plants

Hence G-rami'neousness 1727 in Bailey vol II

Graminiferous (gmemim feras), a. [f. mod.
assumed L *gramimfer (f L. gramm-, gramen
grass + -fer bearing) + -ous.] Bearing or pro-

ducing glass.

1834 Mrs Somerville Connect Phys Set \xvt (1849) 294
The grammiferous plains of South America

Gramiuifolious (gnEmmifoulias), a. [f

L. gramtn{i)- (see prec ) + foh-um a leaf + -ous ]
Having leaves resembling those of grass

1731 in Bailey vol II , and in mod Diets

Graminiform (grami nif^im), a. [f as prec.

4- -(i)porm J Having the form of grass
; resem-

bling grass In mod Diets.

Graminivorous (greemmi vorss), a Also 8
gramen- [f.mod.L gramimvor-us (f L. gramin-,
g> amen grass + -{fportts devouring) + -oua ] Eat-
ing or feeding on grass
*739 S Sharp Surgery xxix 168 The gramenivorous kind

[01 Brutes] 1746 R. James Introd Moitffet's Health's Im-
prov 43 Graminivorous Animals 1783 J.

Douglas Antig
Earth 7 An animal that is both grameniverous and cnrni-
verous 1840 Arnold in Stanley Life (1844) II App C.
422 1 he graminivorous [animals] become so numerous as to
eat up all the young trees *873 E Smith Foods 102 Rook-
pie has a fulness and lusciousness of flavour which excels
any dish of graminivorous birds.

Graminology (graemin^ lodgi) [f L. gra-
mm- (see prec ) + -(o)logy.] The science of
grasses

; a treatise on grasses. In some mod Diets

Gramino’se, a. Obs [ad L. graminos-us
gi assy, f. gramm- gramen grass : see -ose ] «=

GRAMINOUS. X727 in Bailey vol. II,

tGramino'SOUS, a Obs.-1 ff. L graminos-
us { gramm-, gramen grass + -ous ] =next.
1623 m COCKERAM.
Graminous (grarmmss), a. ? Obs. [ad. L.

grdmmosus. see prec and -ous] a. Covered
with grass

,
grassy, b = Gramineous.

1639 D Pell Impr Sea 422 All manner of vermme lye
very much couchant in every field, and graminous place.
1769 E Bancroft Nat Hist Guiana 54 Ginger From its

stalk [rise] several long narrow graminous leaves 1798
in Spirit Publ Jrnls (1799)11 132 The cow had discharged
her graminous digestion in a very ludicrous abundance
xBxxJ Pinkerton Petrol II Introa 12 Silex found in the
straw of graminous plants

Gramly, variant of Gramely adv Obs.

t Gramm. Obs rarer', [ad Gr ypa^a in
same sense ] What is written

,
a phrase.

*647 Ward Simp Cobler (title-p ) This is no time to
Feare Apelles gramm Ne sutor quidevt ultra creptdam
Gramm, Gramma, vars Grame, Grama.
Grammalogue (grarmalpg) Shorthand, [f
Gr. yp&fifxa + \6yos word cf. analogue, catalogue.]
A word represented by a single sign

; also, a letter
or character representing a word (more correctly
called Logogram).
1843 I Pitman Manual Phouogr. § 30 (ed 7) xg Gram-

malogue, a letter-word; a word represented by a logogram,
1837 Ibid § 137 (ed to) 30 The positions of the gramma
logues, above, on, and through the line, are determined by
their vowels. 1864 Social Set Rev Mar. 224 Grammalogues

^ r 7
Pj)ras®oloSy are rather freely employed 1892 Pall

MallG, 3 Oct 7/2 Contractions and ‘grammalogues* had to
be devised by each man for himself

Grammar (grse msa), sb. Forms
: 4-5 gram-

(m)ere, 4-6 gramer, 4-7 grammer, (4 gra-
maire, £ gramayre, -eer), 6- grammar, [ad.
OF. gramaire (F. grammaire

), an irregular semi-
popular adoption (for the form of which cf. OF.
nitre repr. L. medicum, artimatre repr. L artem
magicam or mathematical,11) ofL. grammatica

,
ad.

Gr.ypafifMTucrj (soil r^V art), fem of ypapifia-
tikos adj

, of or pertaining to letters or literature,
f ypa/ifiara letters, literature, pi. of ypapt/ia letter,
written mark, f. Toot of ypatpeiv to write. Cf. Pr
gramaira (prob. from Fr.). Old Fr had also a
learned adoption of the L. word, gramatique,
parallel with Sp grcandtica, Pg , It. grammatica
G. grainmatik, Welsh gramadeg

GRAMMAR.
In classical Gr and L the word denoted the metho<K<-«i

study of literature (=
‘ philology ’ m the widest modSsense), including textual and msthetic criticism, mveSnon of literary history and antiquities, explanatmnofallusions, etc., besides the study of the Greek and

languages Post classically, Sram,uatica c£,e ?o t ~
stricted to the linguistic portion of this discipline andeventually to ‘grammar in the mod sense In the M,rldu
Ages, grammatica and its Rom forms chiefly meant Aeknowledge or study of Latin, and were hence often usedsynonymous with learning in general, the knowledge pea,
liar to the learned class As this was popularly supposed
to include magic and astrology, the <5f giamaSTvL
sometimes used as a name for these occult sciences In
these applications it still survives m certain corrupt formsF grimotie

,
Eng Glamour, Gramarye ]

’

1 That department of the study of a language
which deals with its inflexional forms or other
means of indicating the relations of words m the
sentence, and with the rules for employing these
111 accordance with established usage; usually
including also the department which deals with
the phonetic system of the language and the prin-
ciples of its representation in writing. Often pre-
ceded by an adj designating the language referred
to, as in Latin, Lnghsh, fa ench grammar
In early Eng use giammar meant only Latin grammar

as Latin was the only language that was taught gramma’
tically In the x6thc there are some traces of a perception
that the word might have an extended application to
other languages (cf quot 1530 under Grammatical x) : but
it was not before the 17th c that it became so completely a
generic term that there was any need to speak explicitly of
‘ Latin grammar ’. Ben Jonson’s book, written c 1600, was
app the first to treat of ‘ English grammar ’ tinder that name
As above defined, grammar is a body of statements of

fact—a ‘ science ’
, but a large portion of it may be viewed

as consisting of rules for practice, and so as forming an
art The old-fashioned definition of grammar as ‘ the

art of speaking and wntitig a language correctly 1

is from
the modern point of view in one respect too narrow, because
it applies only to a portion of this branch of study, in
another respect it is too wide, and was so even from the
older point of view, because many questions of ‘ correctness 1

in language were recognized as outside the province of
grammar e g. the use of a word in a wrong sense, or a bad
pronunciation or spelling, would not have been called a
grammatical mistake At the same time, it was and is
customary, on grounds of convenience, for books profes
sedly tieating of grammar to include more or less informa
tion on points not strictly belonging to the subject
Until a not very distant date, Grammar was divided by

Eng writers (following the precedent of Latin grammarians)
into Orthography, Etymology, Syntax, and Piosody, to
which Orthoepy was added by some authors All these
terms (except Syntax) were used more or less inaccurately
(see the several words) The division now usual is that into
Phonology, treating of the sounds used m the language,
Accidence, of the inflexional forms or equivalent combina-
tions, and Syntax, of the structure of sentences, the
branch of grammar dealing with the functions of the alpha-
betic letters is usually treated along with the phonology.
1362 Lakcl P PI A xi 131 Gramer for gurles, I gon

furste to write 1398 I revisa Barth. De P. R, xvn 111

(1495) 604 Holy wiytte wol not al way be subget to the
rules of gramer. c 1400 Lanfranc's Crrnig 8 He muSte
studie in gramer, ]>at he speke congruhche 1483 Caxton
Chas Gt 29 After that Charles was Instructe in gramayre
& other scyences 1577 tr Bullinger's Decades (1592) 161
Dionysius set vp a schoole and taught children their
Grammer 1605 Bacon A dv Learn 11 xvi § 4(1873)168
Concerning speech and words, the consideration of them
hath produced the science of Grammar 1619 Fotherby
Athiom 11 xm § 1 (1622) 346 The natuiall, and homo
geneall parts of Grammer, be two, Orthology, and Ortho-
graphy 16*0 Granger Div Logike 8 That part of every
proposition that goeth afore in reason, is the Theme In
grammar it is called the nominative case a 1637 B. Jonson
Eng, Giam r 1 (1640) 35 Grammar is the art of true and
well speaking a Language : and writing is but an Accident
1669 Milton Acced Gram (1847)457 Latin Grammar is the
Art of right understanding, speaking or wiiting Latin 1741
*Vatts Improv Mindxx Wks (x8i3)x64Grammansnothmg
else but rules and observations drawn from the common
speech of mankind in their several languages *732 Hums
Ess Sr Treat (1777) I 93 Men had no relish for the
seemingly minute observations of grammar and criticism.

rt*774 Pearce hernt I. xu 250 If a man, who professes
himself a master of grammar, is always found to be speak-
ing improperly 1824 L Murray Eng Giam (ed 5) 2s
English grammar is the ait of speaking and writing the
English language with propriety. 1869 Farrar Feint Speech
iv i2o Grammar consists in accidence, syntax and analysis
transf 1644 Bulwer Chiron 09 Amongst which Grammars

by gestuies, the postures ofthe Fingeis have been contrived
into an Alphabet. 1678 Cvdworth Intell Syst 3 They
who are skilled in the Grammar jof the Heavens may be
able from the several Configurations of the Stars, as it

were Letters to spell out future Events

b. General, Philosophical or Universal Gram-
mar-. the sciencewkicli analyses those distinctions in

thought which it is the purpose of grammatical
forms more or less completely to render m expres-

sion, and which aims to furnish a scheme of classi-

fication capable of including all the grammatical
categories recognizedin actual languages. Historical

Grammar • the study of the historical development
of the inflexional forms and syntactical usages of

a language. Comparative Grammar the com-
parative treatment of the phenomena of two or

more related languages, with the object of deter-

mining the nature and degree of their relationship
173* Harris Hermes Wks (1841) 1x7 These different

analysing:, or resolutions constitute what we call ’philoso-
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phical or universal grammar ’ 1872 Morris Hist Outlines

Eng Acad 1 § 4 b, Comparative Grammar infbtms us that

the radical part of the verb is lov (or Inf) 189a Sweet Eng
Gram 1 § 6 General grammar {philosophicalgrammar)
is concerned with the general principles which underlie the

grammatical phenomena of all languages

2. A treatise or book on grammar.
1530 Palsgr Ep Ded v, Folowyng the order of Theo-

doras Gaza, 111 his grammer of the Grehe tonge 1588

Shaks lit A iv 11 23, I read it in the Grammer long

agoe. c 1620 Hume Brit Tongue (1865) 2 You wald cause

the universities mak an Inglisn grammar to repres the m-
solencies of sik green lieaaes c 1645 Howell Lett v 31

You desired me lately to procure you Dr Davies Welsh
Grammer 1693 Dryden Juvenal p Ixxxvj, We have yet

no English Prosodia, not so much as a tolerable Dictionary,

or a Grammar 1751 Harris Hermes Wks (1841) 169 We
are taught in common grammars that verbs active require

an accusative 1894 V Henry (title) A short comparative
Grammar of English and German
irons/ andfig a 1617 P B\yne Comm Coloss 1 16(1634)

8a The booke of the Creatures though it be not so good as

the Grammar of the Scripture which doth describe Him
plainely, yet it is a good primmer for us to spell in. 1836
Emerson Nature, Language Wks (Bohn) II 152 Did
it need this host of orbs in heaven, to furnish man with

the dictionary and grammar of his municipal speech ? 1865

Tylor Early Hist. Man 11 16 Ideas which do not come
within the scope of the very limited natural grammar and
dictionary of the deaf and dumb.

3. An individual’s manner of using grammatical

forms , speech, or writing judged as good or bad
according as it conforms to or violates gram-
matical rules; also speech or writing that is

correct according to those rules.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in (1598) 366 An answer farre out

of all Grammer 1657 Trapp Comm Ps xvi 4 It was the

Serpents grammar that first taught men to decline God in

the plural! number. 1672 Dryden Almanzor 11 Def Epi-
logue Wks, 1883 IV 231 The sense is here extremely per-

plexed, and I doubt the word they is false grammar
a 1700 — (J ), Vanurn et mutabile semperfernina, is the
sharpest satire that ever was made on woman , for the ad-

jectives are neuter, and animal must be understood to make
them grammar, 1842 MacaulayFredk Gt Ess (1865) III,

209 He had German enough to scold his servants . but his

grammar and pronunciation were extremely bad, 1853 —
Hist Eng IV xviii. 245 The letter may still be read with
all the original bad grammar and bad spelling

4. The phenomena which form the subject-matter

of grammar ,
the system of inflexions and syntac-

tical usages characteristic of a language.
Languages not possessing an elaborate system ofinflexions

and concords are often said to have 1
little ’ or * no grammar.'

This seems to have been partly the meaning of the leproach
against the English language quoted by Sidney Afol Poetne
(Arb) 70, ‘ that it wanteth Grammer , though it may also

have meant that English, had not been refined and improved,
as the classic tongues were supposed to have been, by the

labours of grammarians
*846 Wright Ess Mid Ages I i 8 To know the gram-

mar ofa language it is necessary to know the reasons of the

g
rammar i860 Marsh Lect Eng Lang 1. 13 In English,
aving no grammar, we have till lately possessed no gram-

mars, and we still want a dictionaiy. 1886 Douse Introd
Gothic Prelim ch. § 6 The distinctive features of Teutonic
Grammar
+ 5. Used for Latin, or the Latin language.

Bygrammar . m Latin. (Cf Grammar-school.)
c 1320 Seuyie Sag (W ) 106 He made the boke of Catoun

clere, 1 hat es biginyng of gramere. c 1460 Ttmneley Myst
xh 387 Vtrgill in his poetre sayde in lus verse, Even thus
by gramere as I shall reherse [a Lat quot follows] 1532
More Confut Tindale Wks 723/1 In our owne time, of al

that taught grammer in England, not one vnderstode ya

latine tongue. 1546 Eng. Gilds (1870) 198 A scolemaster of
Gramer. 1376 Gascoigne Steele Gl (Arb

) 77 That grammar
grudge not at our english tong Bycause it stands by Mono-
syllaba And cannot be dechnd as others are

f b. Scholarship generally, literature.

c 1500 Melusine Ixu 370 For as I fele & vnderstand by the
Auctours of gramaire & phylosophye they repute this pre-

sent hystorye for a true Cronykle & thrnges of the fayry

Q. trans/. a. The fundamental principles or

rules of an art or science, b A book presenting

these in methodical form. (Now rare) formerly

common in the titles of books )
1642 Fuller Holy * Prof St in xiii 183 Manly sports

are the Grammer of Military performance. 179* A Duncan
Manner's Chron, (1804I II 33 A small geographical gram-
mar 1796W Taylor in Monthly Rev XIX. 331 It forms
a most valuable grammar of antient geography 1809

J Goldsmith (title) A brief Grammar of the Laws and
Constitution of England 1835 E Newman (title) The
Grammar of Entomology 1836 O. Jones (title) Grammar
of Ornament. 1870 J. H. Newman (title) An Essay m aid of
a Grammar of Assent. 1882 W Sharp Rossetti v 313 The
young poet may be said to have reached the platform of
literary maturity while he was yet learning the grammar of

painting 1894 Daily News 23 Nov 7/1 He might . have
studied the pure grammar of his art for a longer time.

7 attnb ana Comb
}

as grammar-book, -con-

struction
,

-learning
,

-monger, -pamphlet, -pe-

dant
, -rule, -shop (humorous), -tree, -word.

Also + grammar-boy, a pupil at a grammar-
school, a boy still learning his (Latin) grammar

;

+ grammar-castle, ? humorously for a grammar-
school

; grammar - child, ? = grammar - boy ;

+ grammar-college, a school for teaching Latin

attached to a college (cf, Glombrul, Glomeby) ;

grammar-figure (see Figure sb 22) ,
grammar-

grinding, instruction in grammar, pedantic in-

struction generally (cf. gerund-grinding) ;
gram-

mar-lad = grammar-boy

,

grammar - learning,
t (a) the subjects taught m a grammar-school,
Latin and Greek , (6) the learning of grammar

,

grammar-scholar=grammar-boy.
1503 Bury Wills (Camden) 229 Myn portoose and all my

"gramer bokys. 1378 Ascham Scholem (Arb ) 27 Let the
Master teach his Scholer, to loyne the Rewles of his Gram*
mer booke, with the examples of his present lesson 1820W
Corbett Grammar (1847) § 233 The loose and imperfect
definitions of my grammar book yielded me no clue to a
disentanglement 1390 Nashf Pasquils Apol. 1 Ciy, A
rodde for the "Grammer boy, he dooth nothing but wrangle
about words a 1641 Bp R. Montagu A cts $ Mon (1642) 188
For Grammar boyesknow, that she [Cassandra] m love to
virginitie, deceived Apollo her Suiter 1893 Rashdall Untv
Europe I. v §3 482 It was only when the students were mere
Grammar-boys that they were governed like schoolboys 1670
Eachard Cont Clergy 14 Whose parts and improvements
duely considered will scarce render them fit governours of
a small "grammar castle 1357 Older Hospitalls Gviij,
Such a one of the "Grammer children as can reddest write.
1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I Introd 58 Bingham
was establishing his modest "grammar college in connection
with Clare Hall 1605 Jas I Sp in last 6 ession Biv,
I did interpret . some cfarke phrases therein, contrary to
the ordinary ’'Grammar construction of them 1637 J Smith
Myst Rhet 176 Transposition is a "Grammar figure
whereby one letter is put for another. 1898 Daily News
3 Feb 6/2 The preliminary "grammar-grinding of the old
method is enough to destroy love for the classics 1644
Milton Areop (Arb ) 36 As if they were no more then tne
theam of a *Grammar lad under his Pedagogue 1628 T
Spencer Logick 59 Aptnesvnto laughing, and "Grammar
learning, is predicated of man. 1709 Loud Gaz No 4533/3
Persons of eminent Ability in teaching Grammar Learning
1843 R. W Hamilton Pop Educ iv (ed 2) 69 Our ambi-
tion is to base alL upon Grammar learning. 1833 J C. Hare
m Pltilol Mns. II 215 A "grammar monger's language
would be like a sluggish monotonous canal 1864W Cory
Lett <5- Jmls (1897) X14 After all I was to be nothing but
a third-rate grammar-monger 1716 M DaviesA then. Bnt
I 23 The forementioned John Stanbndge wrote also several

•Grammar-Pamphlets. 1726 Amherst TerrseFil xxxi 165
The tyranny of a school is nothing to the tyranny of a col-

lege, nor the "grammar-pedant to the academical one 156s

i
cwEL Def Apol, (1611) 623 Some Popes be so voide of
.earning, that they vnderstand not the "Grammar Rules

1693 C. Dryden in D ‘s Juvenal (1697) 183 Be sure he knows
exactly Grammar-Rules. 1580 Sir R Manwood in Boys
Sandwich (1792) 224 note

,

There be not so many "grammer-
schollers as do furnish the school-house 1634 Simeon Ashe
Funeral Serm. 6 June (1656) 33 While he was a Grammar-
Scholar, this calling he chose 1774-81 Warton Hist Eng
Poetry (1840) II xxxv. 332 Grammar scholars C1836 Syd
Smith in Cornh Mag Feb. (1865) 224 You may call it an
university, it will only he a "grammar-shop 2693 Dryden
Juvenal (1697) 146 Who climbs the "Grammar-Tree, dis-

tinctly knows Where Noun, and Verb, and Participle grows.

1685 Cotton tr Montaigne I. 397 Metaphors and allegories

and other "grammer words.

Grammar (grammar), v. rare [f. the sb ] fa.
intr. To discuss grammar. Ohs'-1 d*b. trans

To ground in something as in. the rudiments of

grammar. Obs. c, To classify, as the parts of

speech in grammar.
1593 G Harvey Pierces Snpererog Wks (Grosart)II 246

When I am better grammered in the Accidents of his proper

Idiotisme a 16x6 Buaum. & Fl Laws ofCandyn 1, Erot
I can, I doe, I will Gone, She is in her Moods and her
Tences lie Gramer with you. And make a triall how I

can decline you 1682 Bunyan Holy War 32 These two
did much more Grammer and settle the common people m
hurtful ways 1883 R.H Busk inN 4- Q Ser vi VIII. 51

Groups of phenomena which have been gathered, and
gramraared, and ranged into sciences

Grammarian (gramea'rian) Foims: 4-5
gramarien, 4-7 -ian, 5-6 -yen, (5 gramanon,
-yone, -youn, grammaryon, 6 -yan, -yen, -len),

6- grammarian, [a. OF gramanen (F. gram

-

inatnen), f. gramaire Grammar : see -ian.]

1. One versed in the knowledge of grammar, or

of language generally, a philologist
;
often signi-

fying also a writer upon, or teacher of grammar.
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel Wks I 376 Gramariens and

devynes 1387 Trcvisa Higdeti (Rolls) V. 161 Donatus Jie

gramarian 1412-20 Lydg Chron Troy n x, To sewe his

style in my translation Worde fay worde like the construc-

tion After the maner of gramariens. 1309 Barclay Shyp
of Folys (1S70) 105 The great Gramanans and pleasaunt

Qratours 1383 T Watson Poems Ixvui (Arb ) 104 Suidas

mentioned an other Telephus, an excellent Grammarian of
Pergamus, 1600 0 . E Rep Libel \ 1 9 Not vnlike hungrie
Grammarians, that are descanting still of the calamities of
Troie, and yet see not their owne domesticall miseries

1643 Sir T Browne Rehg. Med 11 § 8,

1

have seene a Gram-
marian toure, and plume himselfe over a single line in

Horace 1681 Nevile Plato Rediv 123, I know some
Cnticks, who are rather Grammarians than Lawyers, have
made a distinction between elegenm and elegero. <2x704

T Brown Sat. Aniients (1730) I 22 They have commented
upon him like grammarians not philosophers. 1737-41

Chambers Cycl s.v,, The denomination grammarian is, like

that of critic, now frequently used as a term of reproach , a
mere grammarian , a dry, plodding grammarian, etc 1771

Smollett Humph. CL 19 May, They serve only as excep-

tions; which, in the grammarian’s phrase, confirm and
prove a general canon 1798 H K White On being con-

fined at school 111, All that arithmeticians know. Or stiff

f
ammanans quaintly teach. 1861 Hook Lives Abfs (1869)

vij. 436 The homilies of Etfric the Grammarian 1876

Jas Grant BurghSch Scotl 11 xm 359 note, He educated

a grammarian not inferior to himself

1 2. A pupil engaged in the study of grammar
;

a grammar-school boy. Obs.

1571 Vestry Minutes St, Olave’s, Southwark in Lett. Lit,

Men (Camden) 63 He should have twentye marks by .the

yere 1 toteache so many gramaryens as we think shall he
found meet for the same 1607 in Hist Wakefield Gram
Sch (1892)71 Because this schole is not ordained for petties

but for grammarians
3 attnb and Comb
1386 Warner A lb Eng v xxvn (1580) 119 Grammarian-

like, in order words significant to speake 1833 Whewell
in Todhunter Acct W.'s Writ (1876) II 376 The absurd
injustice of our grammarian critics

Hence G-ramma'rianism [see -ism], the prin-

ciples or practice of a grammarian.
1846 inWorcester, quoting Ch[rislian] Ob\seroer\ Hence
m later Diets

G-rammarie, obs form of Gbamabye.
+ Grammariour. Obs [f. as prec + -our,

-or] = Grammarian i

1536 Bellenden Cron, Scot (1821) I 231 About this time
war raony clerkisprofound in every science as Donatus,
gramariour , with mony othens 1397 Lowe Chtrurg
(1634) 34 Speaking of Antioch mediciner, and Telephus
grammariour 16x7 Sc Acts Jas. VI (1816) IV 576/1 With
pe mansis, jairdis, and croftis of the Canonist, ciuilist,

mediciner, and grammanor.

t Gra mmarize, v. Obs. rare
1— 1

, [f. Gram-
mar sb. + -ize ] trans To give a certain gram-
matical structuie to

1746 W Horsley Fool(iy^B) 1 174 You find some modern
Performances so exquisitely giammansed and pointed, and
the Meaning so blinded and obscured, that one is at a Loss
to determine whether it is Wrote in our own Language, or
in Cypher.

Grammarless (grse mo ties), a. [f. Grammar
sb + -less.] Having no grammar
1. a. Of a language Destitute of a system of
grammatical forms, or of features susceptible of

grammatical treatment, b. Of persons, speech,

compositions Showing ignoiance of grammar.
1823 Blackw Mag XIV 294 Miserable, bald, and even

grammarless English is employed 1868 Farrar m Jrnl
Philology'No 2 20 Chinese has been for thousands of years
monosyllabic and grammarless. 1891 Harper’s Mag July
220/1 Ours is really a grammarless language 1891 Daily
News 14 Feb 5/1 Futile romances, tasteless, senseless,

grammarless
2. Having no book of grammar, nonce-use

1854 Frasers Mag L 317 Battling, grammarless and
dictionaryless, with a work m a strange idiom

Gra'nrmar-school. A school for teaching

grammar.
1 The name given in England to a class of

schools, of which many of the English towns have
one, founded in the 16th c. or eailier for the
teaching of Latin. They have now become
secondary schools of various degrees of import-

ance, a few of them ranking little below the level

of the ‘public scfiools \
1387 TrevisaHigden (Rolls)V 51 At Alexandria he heeld

a gramer scole 1454 E E Wills (1882) 133 For to fynde
to gramer scole my cosyn, his sone William 1323 Fitzherb
Hush. § 147, I lemed two verses at grammer schole. 1303
Shaks 2 Hen. VI, iv. vu 37 Thou hast most traiteiously

corrupted the youth of the Realme, in erecting a Grammar
Schoole x6x6 R. C Times’ Whistle 11 843 The foole

Was never Farther than the grammer schoole. 1647 Laws
Massachusetts (1672) 136 Where any Town shall increase

to the number of one hundred Families they shall set

up a Grammar School *71* Steele Sped No 157 IT 1

1 he many Heart-aches and Terrors, to which our Child-
hood is exposed in going through a Grammar School
1809 Kendall Trav III, lxxvu 197 It differs therefore

in nothing from the other grammar schools, called aca-

demies 1858 De Quincey Autohog. Sk. Wks II 268
At the little town of Hawkshead . a grammar school
(which, in English usage, means a school for classical litera-

ture) was founded 1874 Green Short Hist vi § 4 305 The
grammar schools of Edwaid the Sixth and of Elizabeth
had changed the very face of England. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U S V. xxu 577 They provided for a school m each
town, a grammar-school in each county, and a university in

the state.

attnb 1826 Syd. Smith Wks (1869) 529 An Hamiltonian
makes, m six or seven lessons, three or four hundred times

as many exchanges of English for French or Latin, as a

grammar schoolboy can do 1898 J K Jerome Second
Thoughts ofIdle Fellow 266,

1

like to think of him [Shake-

speaie] as poachex, as village ne'er-do-well, denounced by
the local grammar-school master.

2. <76. ‘ In the system of graded common schools

in the United States, the grade ox department in

which English grammar is one of the subjects

taught’ {Cent, Diet).
x86o Worcester, Grammar-School 2. A school next in

rank above a primary school and belowa high school. (U S)
x8 Amer Cycl VI 424 (Cent ) After passing through the
primary grade . . the pupil enters the grammar school

Grammarye, variant of Gbamabye
t Granimates, sb.pl. Obs.-1 [?ad. Gr ypdfx-

fia-ra, pi of ypappa letter.] Rudiments, first

principles

1633 Ford Broken Hrt 1 in, C 2 b. These Apish boyes,

when they but tast the Grammates, And principals of

Theory, imagine They can oppose their teachers,

Grammatic (granuetik), a [ad. L gram-
matic-us, ad. Gr ypapparue-os, f. yp6.jip.aT-, ypdppa
letter. See -10.J = Grammatical a 1 and 2

1599 H Buttes Dyets dncDinnerE vnj, Other expound
it mystically, and not according to the grammaticke sense

1644 Milton Educ Wks (1738)1 136They [Novices] having
but newly left those Grammatic Flats ana Shallows, do for
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the most part grow into hatred and contempt of learning

c i$45 Howell Lett I ir § 5 xxvii (i6so) 164 To frame
Grammatic toiles to curb her 176a Warbvrton Doctr Grace
1 vm Wks 1788 IV 575 What was thus inspired was the teims
together with that grammatic congruity m the use of them,
which is dependent thereon. 1814W Taylor in Monthly
Rev LXXIII 4SS Grammatic studies were understood at
Alexandria to comprehend all that we call philology 1820
Blackw Mag XXVI, 504 True wisdom all grammatic stuff

disowns 1884 Science III 794/2 'lo judge from their

lexical and grammatic character, the dialects have evolved
in the following histone order from, the paient language

Grammatical (gramre tikal), a [f as prec,

+ -AL Cf.F. grammatical (r 536 111 Hatz -Darm ).]

1 Of or pertaining to grammar.
Grammatical gender the kind of gender (found in the

great majority of Indo European and Semitic langs ) which
is not determined hy the real or attributed sex , opposed to
naturalgender.
1530 Palsgr , Ep Ded v, The accidentes and other pre-

ceptes grammaticall a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1633) 122
'Ihe bcautie of vertue . taught them with far more dili-

gent care, than giammatical rules isgi Percivall Sp
Diet Gram B, I haue taken in hand to deale with this

Grammaticall treatise 1603 Florio Montaigne ir xu 305
Most of the occasions of this worlds troubles are Gram-
matical Our sutes and processes proceed but fiom the
canvasmg and debating the interpretation of the Lawes
1620 Granger Dm Logtke 127 Grammaticall comparison
which hath two degrees, comparative, and superlative. 1644
Bulwer Chiron 98 Glancing at the same Giammaticall ex-

?
ressions 1781 Warton Hist Eng Poetry Diss 111 (1840)

p cciv, Berchorius probably compiled this work for the
use of his grammatical pupils 1804 Bp Horsley Serm. on
Christ's Descent 13 It is of great importance to remaik,
though it may seem a grammatical nicety, that the preposi-
tions have been supplied by the tianslators 1841 Borrow
Zvicali II ii. 111 140 The pure Gypsy language, with all

its grammatical peculiarities 1875 Whitney Life Lang
111 39 The Anglo-Saxon had grammatical gender
2 Grammatical sense

.

that sense of a text which
is obtained by the simple application of the rules

of grammar to the words, without reference to any
extraneous considerations

; the literal sense. So
grammatical meaning

\
interpretation

, f transla-

tion
*5*6 Pilsr Perf (W de W. 1551) an b, As the lettre of

these wordes (as to the grammaticall sense) pretendeth or
sheweth. 1S97 Hooker Reel Pol. v xm (1611) 205 In as
much as by plaine grammaticall construction Church doth
signtfie no other thing than the Lords house 1651 Hobbes
Leviath iv liv 350 They had not transgressed the Gram-
maticall sense thereof 1654 R Whitlock Zootonna Pief.
a vj, As formy declining in many places Grammaticall Trans-
lations, it is to bring the Sense rieerer my Purpose, 1769
Junius Lett xix 88, I trouble not myself with the gram-
matical meaning of the word expulsion , I regard only its
legal meaning.

3 Of speech, composition, etc : Conforming to

the rules of grammar.
175* Johnson Rambler'S

a

206 r it, I have laboured to
refine our language to grammatical purity x86x Craiic
Eng Lit 4 Lang II 538 [Carlyle’s style is] with all its

startling qualities, one of the most exactly grammatical in
our literature Mod The sentence is grammatical, but not
quite idiomatic

4. transf. Of or pertaining to, also strictly con-
forming to the ‘ grammar 5

or formal principles of
an art

184$ Ruskin Mod. Paint 11 11 1 § 20 The .grammatical
accuracy of the tones of Turner 1890 A ntheuy's Photogr
Bull III 426 To secure ‘ grammatical ’ or perspective truth
the horizon line of such background must be brought
opposite the lens

to. Music Grammatical accent the accent regu-
larly occurring at the beats of a bar j opposed to
oratorical accent

1833 Penny Cycl I 72/2 x88g H. C. Banister Music
(ed 14] § 363.

+ 5 . absol. as sb pi. The subjects taught m a
grammar-school Obs.

.
16^1 Wood A then. Oxon 1 . 12 John Constable .Educated
m Grammaticals under William Lilye, in Academicals man
antient Hostle sometimes called Byhem Hall 17x6 M.
Davies A then Brit II 328 Robert Talbot . He was edu-
cated m Grammaticals in Wikeham-School
Hence Gramma ticalness, the quality of being

grammatical
1650 Vindie Hammonds Addr, 43 § 88 To justifie the

Grammaticalnesse of these words *897 F Hall in Nation
(N Y ) LXIV 357/2 Not without entertaining a very original
notion of grammaticalness can Mr* Philpson say what he
says about expect.

Grammatically (gramre tikali), adv, [f
prep. + -lt 2

] In a grammatical manner.
1 . In accordance with the rules of grammar.
1589 Fleming (title) The Georgtks of Publius Virgilius

Maro GratnmaticaUie translated into English meter by
A. F, 1651 Hobbes Leviath iv. xhv. 341 Which words, if
takengrammatically [etc ] a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Yorksh
(1662) in 189 This is called the Petrifying well (how gram-
matically I will not engage) 1720 Watkrland Serm
Christs Divinity vt Wks 1823 II 128 The words will
grammatically bear this construction. 1776 TrialofNnndo-
comar 52/2 He speaks it [Moore] more grammatically
than common Bengalere do 1802 Syd. Smith Wks (1867)
I 13 Those who write grammatically, and those who do not

E C Clayton Cruel Fortune II 220 To ascertain
whether it was grammatically correct and properly spelt,
2, In accordance with the ‘grammar 1

or rules of
an art (For quot 1477 cf Gramary 2.)
X477 N0RTON Ord Alch.y in Ashm. (1653) 59 Conjoyne

your Elements Grammatically. 1883 Harper's Mag Sept.

571/2 These works of Mr. Haight’s are grammatically * cor-

rect ' Gothic

Grammaticaster (grremreTikrestaj) Also

7 grammaticastre
.

[ad med.L grammaticaster
‘scuba, notarius

5

,
f. grammatu-us , see Gram-

MATIO and -ASTER ] A petty or inferior grammarian
(Used m contempt.)
i6ox B. Jonson Poetaster i. He tells thee true, my noble

neophyte
;
my little giammaticaster. he does 1659 Plckl

Parnasst Puerpertum 21 Upon Halms the Grammaticastre
17x6M Davilt.A then But I 23 He was censur’d as a vain
and noisy Grammaticaster by the most intelligent part of
his Profession 1880 M Collins Th. in Garden I 20 The
construction would have been dear enough to the keenest
grammaticaster

t Grammatication. Obs [f Grammatic

+

-ation ] A grammatical discussion
; a discussion

of points m grammar.
1382 G Martin Discov Corrupt Script vii § 43 131

Gentle Reader, beare with these tedious gramrnatications,
fitter to be handled in Latin, but necessane m this case also
1680 Dalgarno Didascalophos vi 52 Being free from all

anomoly, asquivocaluess, redundancy, ana unnecessary
Gramrnatications

Gramma ticism. Now > are. [f Grammatic
+ -ISM.] A point or principle of grammar, a
grammatical definition
x6xo Hlally St, Aug Cttie 0/ God 421 Wee may not

di avi e (nay wrest) the gospell to those grammatlcismes
a 1634 Leighton Comm 1 Pet 11 25 If we would contest
GrammatictsmSj the woid here is passive 1678 Owln
Mind 0/God vm 227 Other Glossaries from whose Gram-
maticismes and Vocabularys some do countenance them-
selves in cmious and bold conjectures 1836 G S Fablr
Ahsv) Husenbeth ig note, A brother Romanist could
readily point out an undoubted inaccurate translation of an
exactly parallel graminaticism as made byaprotestantdivine

Grammaticize (gramre tisaiz), v [f. Gram-
MAT10+-IZE]
X trans To render grammatical; to reduce to

grammatical rules

1780 Johnson in Boswell Ixx (1848) 660/1, I always said,
Shakspeare had Latin enough to grammaticize his English
x8xx Nichols Fuller's Worthies, Wales II 561 note, IhK
was the very first attempt to embody, to arrange, or to
grammaticize this language *837 J E Murray Summer
111 Pyrendes 1 42 Prior to the period when Democritus
grammaticised the Latin language.

2. intr. To discuss grammatical points
1673 Bp Ward Apol Myst Gosp 44 Gramaticumg pe-

dantically, and criticising spuriously, upon a few Gied,
Particles

Grammatist (grrematist). [ad F. gi am-
inahste, ad med.L grammahsta, ad Gr. ypap-
/tantrnjs, f. yp6.ppn.T-, ypappa letter Cf. F.gram-
matiste (1575 ln Hatz -Darm ) ] a. A grammarian,
a student of grammar , chiefly used disparagingly
b. After Greek usage A teacher of letters

*589 Fleming Vtrg Georg. To Rdr, A direct order of
construction for the releefe of weake Grammatists 1609
Holland Amm Marcell, xiv, v Annot aij, Eculei Not
instruments of burning plates, like unto an hoise like as
some Grammatists have imagined 1635 BrATHwaitAread
Pr. 170 Rhemmus Palaemon, that arrogant Grammarian,
or rather Grammatist 1798-1805 Tooke Div Parley ( i860)
101 note, The constant excuse of them all, whether Gram-
matists, Grammarians, or Philosophers. 1840 Grote Greece
n lxv VIII 351 A general suppression of the higher class
of teachers or professois, above the rank of the elementary
(teacher of letters or) grammatist
Hence Grammatrstical a

, befitting a giara-
matist

1037 AjAndor jrentameron Wks. 1846 II 323/1 The affe
tation of Ovid was light and playful; Virgil’s was wilft
perverse, and grammatistical.

Grammatite (grre matsit), Min. [Named i

1801 by Hauy, f. Gr. ypappar-, yp&ppa, lette
line, in allusion to a line seen on some of tt
crystals see -ite,] A synonym of tremolite.
180a Pans as it tvas II lxix. 387 Tremolite orgrammati

of Hauy, in the same place *813 Amer. Min. Jrnl F
2^„GLammatlte or Tremolite is found among the hmeston
1868 Dana Mm 233

t Gra’mmatol. Obs rare-1
. In 6 gramato

[Arbitrary formation, app suggested by L. gran
viaticus and -olus dim ending ] A smatterer
a 1539 Skelton Sp Parrot 319 Nodypollys and gramatob

of smalle mtellygens.

Grammatolatry (grremat^latri). [f. G
ypajj.pa.ro-

,

combining form of ypappa letter •

Karpela woiship • see -latry.] The worship <

letters
; adherence to the letter (of Scripture). S

Grammato lator [cf idolater], a stickler for tl
forms of words.
1847 Buch tr Hagettbach's Hist. Doctr. II 230 This rig

a
2?eranc* to l^e veJT letter of Scripture (Grammatolatn
x86o Southern Rev July 42 Webster and Tiench are bol
guilty of grammatolatry, in regarding certain changes i

words as details of spelling’. Ibid, As a grammatolati
ne tollows certain dictionaries in suppressing a useful woi
pronounced pleat, by making it sound likopiate, becaui
book-makers present it under the form of' plait ’. 1871 R. IOwen DebatableLand99 The worship of words is more pe
mcious than the worship of images

, grammatolatry is tl
worst species of idolatry

Grammatopbore (grre matffow) [f G
ypap.pare- (see prec.) + -<popos bearing.] A bool
name for the Australian genus Grammatophora <

lizards, esp. G, muricata.

S3 m z5I xneiiram-matophore Grammettophora muricata
Gramme, gram 2 (grrem) [a F. gramme,

ad late L g> amnia, Gr ypappa, a small weight 1
In the Metric System, the unit of weight

; the
weight of a cubic centimetre of distilled water at
the maximum density, weighed m vacuo. It
equals 15 432 Troy grains.

1797 Nicholson’s Jrnl Aug 197 From the gramme are
deduced by multiplication or division all the weights su
penor and inferior 18x0 Naval Citron XXIV 300 The
monetary unit is-a piece of silver weighing five grams 1846G E Day tr Simon's Amm Client II 160 The mean
amount of free lactic acid excreted daily was 2167
grammes 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull II 360 Asolution
of 50 grams of Ferrocyanide of potassium m 100 water, *8g8Rev Brtt Pharm 54 A tiue cubic centimetre is the volume
of 1 gramme of water at 4

0
C.

b att) ib gramme-centimetre, a unit equiva-
lent to the * work ’ done m raising a mass of
one gramme vertically one centimetre

, gramme-
degree, -equivalent (see quots )

1875 HvKnETTIliustr. CentimetreGramme p x, 1 “gramme
centimetre=9 18 X io» ergs nearly 1870 — tr Deschanel's
Nat Philos xxxi 427 1 he “gramme degree (Centigrade) is
the quantity of heat required to raise a gramme of water i°
(Centigrade) 1897 Webster, *Gram equivalent (.Electro
lysts), that quantity of the metal which will replace one
gram of hydrogen

Grammer, obs form of Grammar.
Grammercies, -mersies, pi. ff Gbameroy.
Grammetre (grre mimf tar) [f Gram
Gramme + Metre ] A unit of ‘ work being that
done in raising a mass of one gramme vertically to
the height of one metie
1873 in Rep Brit Assoc 225 The unit of work being but

little moie than the hundied thousandth part of a gram
metre

t Gra’mmic, a Obs-° [ad Gr ypappin-os
linear, f. ypappij line ] (See quot )

17*7 Bailey vol II, Gravimick
,
made by Lines

j demon
strated by Lines Also 1730-6 (folio)

Grammite (giannait) Mm [Named m 1802
by Karsten

(Grammit), f Gr. ypappi} line, fiom
its fibrous appeal ance . see -ite] Obsolete
synonym of wollastomte
1826 Emmons Mm 216 1854 DanaMm 156

Grammopetalous (grre mope talas), a. Bot
[f. gram/no-, irreg comb form ofGr ypappi} line +
iriraXov leaf+ -ous ] Having linear petals.

1847 in Craig , and in later Diets
Gramoclie, vanant of Ghamash
Gramophone (grre'mJfoun). Also grammo-
phone [app. formed by inversion of PHONOGRAM
The spelling gramme- (not the invent01 ’s) is an at-

tempt to make the word look more like a correct

formation.] The name given to one of the instru-

ments devised for permanently recording and re-

pioducmg sounds
1888 Times 13 Jan 12/3 His [Edison’s] original phonograph

has received important modifications m Mr Berliner’s

grammophone 1896 Critic 21 Nov. 322/2 A man who uses
a gramophone talks into his machine, and hands the records
over to his typewriter, who reads them off on her gramo-
phone, and writes them out on the typewriter.

Gramory, gramowrie, vars Geamarye
Grampas(se, obs. form of Grampus,
+ Gra'mpell. Obs. Also 7 crampell, gram-

pie. [Cf obs. F. grampelle (Cotgr.).] A kind
of crab.

1598 Florio, Pagnro, a kind of creuis or crafisb called a
gnt, a grampell, or a punger 1608 Topsell Serpents 312
The Sea-fish called Gryff or Grample x6xx Florio, Mdta,
a kind of Crab called a Crampell
Grampisce, -pois, -pos, obs ff. Grampus
Grampus (grse -mpr?s). Foims 6 graunde-

pose, grampoys, 7 grampas(se, -pisce, -po(i)s,

grandpisee,
(pi granspices), 8 grampuss, 7-

grampus [Early 16th c. graundepose,
app an

etymologizing alteration (after Grand a) of the

earlier Geapays of the same meaning Most of

the forms of the last syll, are paialleled in the

case of Porpoise
; but some show assimilation to

L ptscis fish ]
1 The popular name of various delphinoid ceta-

ceans, having a high falcate dorsal fin and a blunt

rounded head, and remarkable for the spouting and
blowing which accompanies their movements
In popular use, the name seems to be most frequently ap-

pliedro the formidable 1 killer 1 (Orca gladiator). But it is

also applied to an inoffensive cetacean resembling this tn

size and general appearance, but differing in the smaller size

and number of the teeth For the latter, which Cuvier had
placed m the genus Delphmus, the Eng. word Grampus
was adopted by J E Gray, 1846, as a mod L. genericname

;

the only species certainly determined is G gnseus
x
some-

times called cow-fish. According to some authorities, the
name is also applied to the pilot- or ca'mg whale (Globice-

phahts).

a 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 309 With porpose and graunde-
pose he may fede hym fatte, 1593 Nashe Christ's T 15, Sea-

monsters, such as the Whale, the Grampoys, the Wasser-mao.
i6»4 Capt. Smith Virginia vi 231 We espied eight or ten

Saluages about a dead Grampus. 1634 Wood New Eng
Prospect (1865) 36 The snuffing Grampus 1655E Terry Voy,
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Granspices, or lesser whales, Sharkes [etc ] 1674 Josselyn

Vay NewEng 10 Heie likewise we saw many Grandpisces

or Herring-hogs, hunting the scholes of Herrings. 1675

Crowne Country Wit 11 Dram Wks. 1874 III 39 My master

lb a leviathan in love, and I am a very grampois 1686 Goad
Celest Bodies u. vm 264, I do not add the Legend of 1 wo
Grampisces stranded, or taken at Greenwich 1755 T H
Choker Orl Fur- vr, xxxvi, The grampus and the monsters

ofthe sea Move ondisturbedfrom theiraccustom'dsloth 1776

Goldsmith Amin Nat VI x88 The whale or the grampus

are terrible at any time ;
but are fierce and desperate m the

defence of their young 1812 S Rogers Written in High-

lands 35 The grampus, half-descried, Black and huge above

the tide. 1848 Dicicras Dombey v, Coughing like a grampus.

*888 StrangeMS in Copper Cylinder 12 All around us .

.

grampuses were gambolling

lb Naut phr. To blow the grampus (seequots,).

1829 Marryat ./S’. Mildmay iv,The buckets of water which

were poured over me by the midshipmen, under the

facetious appellation of ‘ blowing the grampus could [not]

rouse my dormant energies 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

346 Blowing the grampus, sluicing a person with water,

especially practised onhim who skulks or sleeps on his watch

c. transf A person given to puffing and blowing.
*836 Dickens Pickwick xxv, ‘The boy breathes so very

hard while he’s eating, that we found it impossible to sit at

table with him* ‘Young grampus’ 1 said Mr Weller

1831 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, vi 47 The blustering old

grampus ofagovernor is to honour the ball with his presence.

2 Metallurgy. (See quot

)

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss , Grampus (U. S ), the tongs

with which bloomary loups and billets are handled

3 . attnb and Comb., as grampus-oiT, also gram-
pus-whale= sense 1.

1883 Fisheries Evhib Catal. 202 “Grampus oil, used for

lubricating fine machinery. 1744 tr Boerhaave'slnstit Med.
191 The “Grampus Whale 1879 Daily News 23 Aug. 6/2

A large cetacean called a grampus whale

*t" Gran. Obs. rare-1
. [? Short for Grand-

father ; cf. gaffer.'] A jocular term for a rustic.

1392 Greenf Conny Catching it, 4 Meanely attired like

some plaine gran of the Countrey
Gran, obs. form of Groan v.

f Granada. Cookery. Obs.= Grenade 2
.

1806 A Hunter Culma (ed 3) 24 A Granada Take the

caul laid over a leg of veal put upon it a layer of the flitch

part of bacon
,
then a layer of high-seasoned forcemeat

,

then [etc ].

Granada, -ade, obs. ff. Grenado, -ade.

Granadeer, granadier, obs. ff. Grenadier
Granadilla, grenadilla (gisena-, grena-

di la) Also 7 granadille, 7-8 -dil, 9 granadillo,

granadillo [a. Sp. granadilla, dim of granada
pomegranate.] A name applied to vanons tropical

species of the Passion-flower , esp. to Passifiora

quadrangulans or its fruit, which is much esteemed
as a dessert fruit.

*613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 734 The flower of the
Granadille they say hath the markes of the Passion 1707
Cunos inHusb.fyGard 205 Granadils, or Passion-Flowers

1741 Cornpl Fam.-Piece ii. ui 408 We have also . Grana-
dilla, Guernsey Lilly [etc ] 1760-72 tr Juan $ Ulloa's

Voy. (ed 3) I 287 The granadilla resembles a hen's egg in

shape, hut larger The outside of the shell is smooth and
glossy, and of a faint carnation colour, and the inside white
and soft *786 P Freneau Santa Cruz 159 m Poems 139
Plump grenadilloes and gQavas grey 1803 T Winterbot-
tom Sierra Leone I 111 57 The [Sierra Leone] company have
also introduced, the granadillo. 1823 Caldcleugh Trwv
S Amer I 11 36 The fruit of the passion flower, or grena-
dilla ofthe Spaniards. 1839 R. Thompson Gardener'sAssist.

33 Musas,Granadillas, Guavas, or other tropical plants bear-
ing fruit 1875 Miss Bird Hawaii 134 Orange blossoms,
and the great granadilla or passion flower 1894 Times 31
Jan . 13/5 The tropical verandah, with the grenadillas trained
along the latticework

b attnb., as granadilla vine , also granadilla
tree, the Brya Ebenus of Jamaica
1736 P Browne yamaica 327 The Granadilla Vine This

plant produces an agreeable cooling fruit. 1864 Ghisebach
Flora W Ind 784 Granadilla tree. Brya Ebenus.

t Graua'do. [app. a corrupt form of the name
of the Spanish city Granada : cf. -ado ]

Only m
Granado silk, silk of Granado.
1382 Rates Custom ho E mj a, Silk of Granado black the

pound xxr. 1392 Greene Upst Courtier Wks (Grosart)
XI 221 The Netherstocke was of the purest Granado silke,

a 1618 Rates Merchandize K 3 b, Granado silke black.

Granado, obs form of Grenado,
+ Gra'nage. Obs In mod. Diets, grainage,
[AF„ f. gratn see Grain sb .

1 and -a&e. Du
Cange has med.L. grannagmm

,
perh. a duty on

com ] (See quot. 1685 )
41582 Dver Cases (1592) 332 b, Vn custome en la Citie de

Londres appeale granage 1683 Termes de la Ley 427
Granage, is a Duty in London, viz the twentieth part of
Salt Imported by an Alien, and due to the Mayor 1820
Tomlins Law Diet (ed 3), Grainage
Granand, obs. pr. pple. of Groan v.

Granar(d, var ff Graner Obs,, granary
Granary (grse nari). Forms . 6-8 grainary,

(7 -ie), 8-9 gramery, 6-7 granarie, 6- granary
[ad L. grandrmm, i. grdn-um com, Grain jA1

Some of the obs, forms were influenced by Grain
A] A storehouse for grain after it is threshed.
1570 Levins Mamp. 104/24 A Granarie, granammi 1623

Middleton Tri. Integrity Wks. (Bullen) VII. 389 Sir
Simon Eyre, .built Leadenhall, a granary for the poor 1669
Worlidgs Syst. Agnc (1681) 56 The principal use of a

Granary is against a very dear year. 1714 Fr Bk ofRates
195 There should be an immediate Search made into all

Gramanes, Farm-Houses, &c. 1788 Gibbon Decl 8f F
(1869) III In 247 The public granaries and arsenals were
abundantly replenished x8oo L. W Wyatt Archit De
signs 19 Waggon and Implement Houses, wiLh Grainaries.

over them 1824 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870)
II ix 184 An old granary to which we mount by outside
wooden steps 1879 J Wrigktson in Cassell’s Techn
Ednc IV 413/2 The giananes should extend as two wings
eastward and westward from it [the corn-barn]

b transf. andfig. Said chiefly of a country or

region which produces an abundance of gram and
from which snppbes of corn are obtained.
1370 T Norton tr.Nowel's Catech (1833) 220 Fruits of

godliness to be bestowed and laid upm the barn and granary
of the kingdom of heaven 1603 Camden Rem 3 The Store-
house and Granary of the whole westeme world. 163a
Massinger Maid of Hon. 1. 1, Sicily . when 'twas styled
the Granary of Great Rome. 1663 Boyle Occas Rejl (1848)

17 An Ant onely carries away that [corn] which she finds

ready form'd into its little Granary or Repository, x68o
Morden Geog Red (1685) i8g Alenteio passes for the

Granary of Portugal, by reason of the Com which it pro-
duces 1728-46 Thomson Spring 76 May your rich soil

be th
1 exhaustless granary of a world 1 1796 Morse Ante*

Geog I 162 This Island was called the granary of Canada,
which it furnished with great plenty of corn 1822-34
Good’s Study Med. (ed 4) III 97 The man voluntarily

starves himself in the granary of plenty 1878 Bosw Smith
Carthage 6 Palestine was the granary of Tyre, supplying it

with corn and oil.

c. attnb., as granary-crevice
,

floor, -keepet,

-man, -register, -rent.

1839 Carlyle Chartism 111 120 Stop up the ’’granary-

crevice. 1833 Tennyson May Queen, N Y. Eve 43 She’ll

find my garden-tools upon the “granary floor x886 Harris
Techn Did Fire Insur. 13 1 “Granary-keepers1

utensils

cannot be insured in the same item as grain 1677 Yar
ranton Eng Improv 116 In these publick Granaries, the

Corn is kept a whole year, for a Half-peny a Bushel ; and
the “Granary-Man gets by it. Ibid. 132 Receiving a Ticket
from the *Granaiy-Regis ter, of a certain quantity of Corn
there lodged Ibid. 137 Fourteen thousand Quarters will

come to 350/ for “Granary Rent yearly

Hence Granary v. trans., to store m a granary
x86a Ruskin Unto This Last iv 154 A remarkably light

crop, half thorns and half aspen leaves, sown, reaped, and
grananed by the ‘science * of the modern political economist.

+ Gra'Xiat. Obs— 1 [a Dti granaat, ad It.

granato see Grenade.] = Grenade
a 1637 B Jonson Underwoods, Execr Vulcan 206 Vse

your Petarres, and Granats, all your fine Engines ofMurther

f Gra'uate, sb 1 Obs. Also 7 granat, grenat.

[ad. med.L grdndt-um (OF grenat) • see Gar-
net 1

.] * Garnet 1

a 1400-50 Alexander 3344 be ferd degre a Granate, a
gracious gemme 1333 Eden Decades (Arb ) 234 A granate
which we commonly cauie a garnet. x6oo Hakluyt Voy
(1810) III 451 Certaine small stones broken which are in

Colour somewhat like Granates x6ox Holland Pliny
xxxvii vn II 618 The common Grenat also of Carchedon
or Carthage, is said to doe as much. These Grenats are

found upon the hills among the Nasamons 1655 Fuller
Ch Hist in iv § 4 The red Granat [signified] Chanty
1730 tr Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 104 Granate, .a Stone of
the Carbuncle Kind 1796 Morse Amer Geog II. 16 Nor-
way produces crystals, granates, amethysts [etc ].

t Gra’Xiate, sb.% Obs. Also 7 gran(n)et. See

Garnet 2
,

[a L.
(
pomum) granatum, OF. (pome)

grenatex see Pomegranate. Cf Grenade 1 ]
1 The pomegranate.
1568 Skeyne The Pest (i860) 34 Vyne of granatis 1603

Timme Quersit tit 149 Thou maiest extract out of the barke
of granates, a substance comming most neere to the vertue
of vitnol 1641 G. Sandys Paraphr. Song Sol. vi v,lo
see Granets blooming on their Stems 1694 Salmon Bate's
Disp 11 (17x3) 634/2 Syrup of Clove-gilly-flowers, Limons,
or Granates. 1698 Fryer Acc. E India 4 P 247 Figs,

Prunes, Grannet, Chestnut and all those we call Wall-
Fruit

b. attnb

,

as gi anate-apple,
a 1622 Ainsworth Annot Song Sol iv 13 Granate-

apples, so named because they aie full of granes or kernels

2 Short for f granate-colour ’ (In quot. 1805
used to render F grenat see Grenat )
1750 tr Leonardus' Miir. Stones xxx Some of them are of

a Citron Colour, otheis of a Granate the Granate of the
Colour of the Flower of a Pomegranate Apple 1805 tr

A La Fontaine’s Hermann andEmilia I 245 The old lady
wore a mantle of black velvet, ornamented with granate

*t* Gra'uate, a. rare-0 [ad, L, grandt-tts, f
g)dn-um Grain sb.1] Having many grams. (Cf.

Granated )

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Granate, thathas many Grains,
as granate Marble

,

+ Gra'uate, v. Obs. rare [f, L. grdndt-us
formed into grams.] trans To form into grams

;

to granulate. Hence Granated ppl, a
1688 Burnet Lett State Italy (1708) 242 Pillars of

granated Marble 1750 G. HuohesBarbadoes 143 A subtile

resinous juice perspires through the leaves, which by the
heat of the sun is granated and entirely incrusts them.

Granate, obs. variant of Granite.

t Granatine. Min. Obs. [ad. F, granatin
(Daubenton, with somewhat different application)

;

formed arbitrarily on L. gran-uin, with reference

to its denvative Granite.] Kirwan’s name for

the class of granitoid rocks consisting of three

ingredients (Cf Gbanitin )
1796 Kirwan Etem, Min> (ed. 2) I, 342,

Granatite, Min
,
variant of Grenatite.

t Granator. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 5 grani-

tar, 6 graniter. See also Garneter, Grinter.
[ad. F grenetier, f (by substitution of suffix)

grenierGarner ] One who has charge of a granary

01 grange
1 14 - CharterAberbroth. fo 126 in Macfarlane 433 (Jam )

Memorandum, that the Gramtar sete na teynds to na
baronis, nether landit men, without sikkir soverte ofhusband-
men, except them that has the coxnmone sele, and our sell,

the gryntar beyng for the tyme 1333 Lyndesay Satyre
2493 Thir is my Graniter [ed E.E TS, Grainter], and my
Chalmerlaine, Andhes my gould and geir vnder thair cuins

1647 Haward Crown Revenue 33 Three Yeomen granators

.

Fee a peice per diem 9i

t Gra ncb, v. Obs. rare. [Onomatopoeic
;

cf.

grind, crunch.

]

a intr Of the teeth . To gnash,

b. trans. (see quot. 1886)
1736 Ainsworth Lat. Did , Mandhcns, . a bugbear, or

hobgoblin with wide jaws and great teeth granching, shown
at plays x886 Cunliffe Rochdale-with-Rossendale Gloss ,

Granch, to crunch between the teeth with noise.

Grand (graend), a and sb Also 4-6 graunt(e,

5-6 grawnt(e, 6-7 graund, 7 gran (Howell),

[a. OF. grand, grant (AF. also graund, graunt,
mod.F grand), the Com. Rom. word for ‘ great

’

= Pr. gran(t)-s, Sp., Pg., It grande (shortened

gran before a sb.) L. grand-em, in class. L. full-

grown, big , m late popular L. superseding magttus

in all Us uses. Some scholars regard the word as

cogn. w Gr. PpevGitodai to swagger.
The nature of the contexts in which the Fr word was

introduced into English accounts for the development which
its meaning has undergone In some of the mod. uses, the
nearest Fr equivalent is grandiose ]

A. adj.

+ 1. The Grand'. =* the Great* [F le grand, la

grande] as an epithet of a famous person, city, or

country. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5668 Baxe, Bayon, & Burdeux, &
Bretayn pe graunt C1440 Bone Flor 26 Syr Otes the

f
rawnt hyght that gome 1484 Caxton Fables of/Esop 2
Ie was borne in grece not ferre fro Troye the graunt.

1529 Rastell Pastyme (1811) 26 Theodose the Graunte.

2 . Used in official titles (chiefly after Fr. or other

Romanic originals), with the sense; Chief over

others, highest in rank or office. Now chiefly Hist.

or with reference to foreign countries ; in England
there are still officials called Grand Almoner,
Grand Falconer (see the sbs.) ;

and the adj. forms

part of titles of office amongst Freemasons, Odd
Fellows, Good Templars, etc.

Grand Pensionary, Pensioner, the title of the prime
minister or president of the Council of Holland, when a re

public Grand Vicar, in France, the representative of a
bishop in the administration of ecclesiastical affairs Grand
Vizier, the chief minister of the Turkish empire. Also
Grand-captain, Grand-duke, Grand master
1609 Bible (Douayl x Macc xu. 20 To Omas the grand-

priest [Vulg. sacerdoti magno] 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 738 Cabot was constituted Grand Pilot ofEngland
by King Edward the sixt 1688 Anew. Talon's Plea 5
The Chapters name for Grand Vicar thosewhom the King
intends to bestow the Bishopricks upon 1708 Land Gaz,
No 4429/6 Letters from Warsaw . say. That at the desire

of the Grand General, and other Confederate Senators [etc ].

1709 Steele Toiler No 13 r 2 We hear from the Hague

.

That Monsieur de Torcy hath had frequent Conferences
with the Grand Pensioner. 17x4 Mandevule Fab Bees
(1733) I. 24s A grand pensionary of Holland 1727-41
Chambers Cycl. s v ,

In the French polity and customs,
there are divers officers thus denominated, which we fre

quently retain in English , asgrandalmoner,gi and ecuyer,
grand chamhellan, grand voyer, &c X767 Blackstonk
Comm. II. 34 In the king’s presenceand under the direction

of his grand justiciary. 1781 Cowper Truth 104 No grand
inquisitor could worse invent 1793 Anderson Narr Bnt
Emboss China vii 87 The grand mandarin of the place
sent to inform the Ambassador that [etc] 1847 Mrs. A
Kerr Hist Servia 268 TheDeputies were referred to the new
Grand Vizier 1833 Emerson Misc, 136 A grand-marshal

b. Similarly in the titles of sovereigns, as

Grand Signior, Grand Turk

,

the Sultan ofTmkey
(arch.). *t*

Grand Tartar, the Great Mogul.
1388 Parke tr Mendoza’s Hist. China 407 The prouince

of Cambaya, subject vnto the grand Tartar, or Mogor x86o
Whyte Melville Holmby House I. 87 Who had smoked
his chibouque with the Grand Turk at Stamboul. i860
Sala Baddington Peerage xlm. Whether he felt as happy
as the Grand Turk.

3 [Ong. a transferred use of 2 ; cf. Arch- prefix

2 ] Qualifying a personal designation, with the

sense ; Pre-eminent, chief ;
supremely deserving

of the appellation. ? Obs.

1384 R. Scot Discov Witcher xvi. ii 471 The grandfoole

their ghostlie father 1393 Shaks Rich II, V VL 19 The
grand Conspirator, Abbot of Westminster. 1394 — Rich.
Ill, rv iv 52 That excellent grand Tyrant of the earth

*599 B Jonson Ev Man out of Hum. 11 1, Thou Grand
Scourge, or Second Untruss of the time 1609 Hieron Chr.
Jrnl Wks 1614 I 21 Sathan is onr grand enemy x66a
Stillingfl, Ong, Sacr, 1 111 §2 Near that very place where
the grand Ancestors of the world had their chief abode and
lesidence. 1671 MiltonA R 1 159 To conquer Sin and
Death, the two grand foes. 1686 Wood Life 10 Aug ,

On the
samemorning onwhichhe died . .his onlysister was married
.shewing herself thereby either a grand fool or a grand

beast 1778 R Tames Dissert Fevers (ed 8) 32 Doth it

not expel the Grand Enemy from every stronghold with
irresistible force ?
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f b. Eminent, great in reputation, position,

scale of operations, etc, Obs
c 1540 tr Pol Verg Eng Hist (Camden) I 67 The gar-

uson of the olde grande warners [L ueteranomm pi xsi-
dntm] 1667 Milton P L. 11 507 And forth In order came
the grand Infernal Peers. 1742 Land <5 Country Brest) 1

(ed 4) io, I have heard a great Maltster that lived towaids
Ware say, he knew a grand Brewer, that melted near 200
Quarters a week,
absol 1667 Milton P L x 427 There kept thu watch

the legions, while the Grand In council sat.

4. Law. Used with the sense of ‘ great ’ or that

of ‘principal, chief’ in various designations

(chiefly Anglo-Fr. in origin) of actions or agents,

tribunals, etc ; opposed to petty or common For
grand asme, cape

, compounder, distress
,
inquest

,

piety, larceny
,
serjeanty, etc see the sbs.

1562 Act 5 hltz c 1 § s Such as be of the Giand Company
of every Inn of Chancery 1600 Holland Livy 1 31 In
the grand leetes and solemne elections of Magistrates, everie
man had not prerogative alike *688 R Holme Artuow

y

hi 310/1 Grand Rogues have sometimes their Ears Nailed
to the Pillory

to Grand day. (See quots.)
1656 Blount Glossogr

, Gaiudy or Grand days In the
Inns of Court there are four of these in the yeer, that is, one
in every Term. 1708 Tei mes de la Ley 372 Grand Days are
those which are solemnly kept in every Term in the Inns of
Court and Chancery, viz In Easter Term, Ascention
Day, in Tnn Teim, St John Baptist, in Michaelmas
Teim, All Saints, in Hillary Term, the Feast of the Purifi-
cation of the B Virgin And these are no days in Court
5 Of things, events, etc.. Great or important
above all others of the kind

;
chief, mam.

*597 Ingmethohp Perm 2 John Ep Ded , You have
enameld as it were that graundbenefite with infinite other
kindnesses ci645HowpllA*?«. 1 xxix (1650) 48 That Gran
Umversall-fire which shall happen at the day of judgment.
Ibid, vi 201 Solomon wrote diveis books which were lost
in the gran Captivity 1662 Stillingfl. Ong Sacr it vii

§ 11 The time was not yet come wheiem the grand mystery
of mans salvation by the death of the Son of God was to
be revealed, c 1680 Beveridge Semi. (1729) I 374 This
first and grand promise was absolutely made to all mankind
1713 Gay Guardian No. 11 r 3 The Use of the Giand
Elixir to support the Spirits of Human Nature. 1720 Swift
Mod Educ. Wks 1755 II 11. 32 The noblest blood of
England having been shed 111 the grand lebelhon 1727-41
Chambers Cycl

,
Elixir, Sometimes [used] for an universal

medicine called, by way of excellence, the grand elixir

1739 Wesley Wks (1872) I 179 The giand article of my
expense is food 1784 Cowper Task vi 184 Evincing, as
she [NatUie] makes The grand transition, that there lives
and works A soul in all things, and that soul is God 1849
E B Eastwick Dry Leaves 10 The grand want is that of
dams acioss the principal streams 1889 J Bennett Bil-
liards v (ed 5) 41 But if so played, and this is the grand
point, position is lost.

to Preceded by a, or with sb in plural : Of first-

rate magnitude, value, or importance.
1611 Hieron Spirit Sonship 12 These and the like be the

grand tmployments of the times 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
70 No grand Alteration here below, but she [the moon]
must be made Author of it c 1687 Dryden Ep to Sir G
Etkerege 38 In grand affairs thy days are spent, In waging
weighty compliment With such as monarchs represent.
1705 Berkeley Cotmnonpl Bk Wks 1871 IV 460 The not
distinguishing ’twixt Will and ideas is a grand mistake with
Hobbs. 1769 Jumus Lett xi 46 You have united this
country against you on one grand constitutional point. *842
Miall in Nonconf II 2 We declared the establishment to
be a grand imposture

t
1830 Robertson Serm. Ser. irr u

(1872) 25 So then vice is nothing more than a grand impru-
dence 1870 Baldw Brown Eccl. Truth 264 It would be
a grand mistake to say that Christianity created feudalism.
1878Huxley Physiogr. 179 A grand movement ofwaterfrom
the polar towards the equatorial regions. 1891 Law limes
XG. 419/2 The old reticence of the Bench was a grand
safeguard of its dignity.

0 . Used to designate a comprehensive unity m
relation to its constituent portions Now only in
grand total (formerly fgrand sunt), the sum of the
sums of several groups of numbers.
1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb Garner III 232,

I will express and declare in due order, the grand and
general kind of English Dogs, the difference of them [etc ]
*55W Hooker Eccl Pol. v ju. § 3 The Chustian world it
selfe being deuided into two graund parts. 1610 HealeySt
Aug 549 Thesumme of roisadded to the grand-
summe x6n Hieron Spirit Sonship 11 As I haue giuen
you a bill, as it were of particulars, so I will nowm a word
l“der vnto you the graund sum of all 1613 Shaks Hen.
Pill, in u 298 Produce the grand summe of his sinnes. the
Articles Collected from bis life* 18x6 A< C HutchisonPract
Obs Surg’ (1826) 311 The subjoined document, shewing the
total number of seamen and marines received into the three
hospitals, making the grand total of 96,000
7

.

With reference to physical magnitude : Main,
principal. Obs. exc. as m b
1601 Holland Pliny II, 471 The grand cirque or shew-

E
lace at Rome 1606 Shaks Ant St Cl zn xu 10,

1

was of
t0 k,s ends As is the Mome-dewon the Mertle

leafe To his grand Sea ijo&Lond Gaz No 4478/2 In order
to drain the Ditch before the Grand Breach , Getting all
things in a Readiness for the Passage of the Grand Ditch
1753 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V 314 May not the small
electrized clouds rise up to the main body, and by that
means occasion so large a vacancy, as that the grand cloud
cannot strike in that place?

to Of a specified part of a building (as a gate-
way, an entrance-hall, a saloon, etc.) . Main, prin-
cipal. Applied only to objects that are magnificent
in size and adornment, and therefore apprehended
as implying these qualities.

x8o6 R Cumberland Mem ii, 154 The bas-reheves at the
back of the grand altar. 1835 Macaulay Hist Eng xxii
IV 7819The Swedish Ministeralighted at the grand entrance
r86o Sala Baddington Peerage xlv, On the grand staircase
there were rows of exotic plants in boxes

8. Used (instead of * great
*
in various senses) 111

anglicized Fr. phrases, where the sb. is rendered
by its etymological equivalent
Somewhat similar are the quasi-proper names The Grand

Canal (Venice, tr It II Gian Canale), The Grand Canal
of Ireland (1765), The Grand Junction, Grand Surrey,
Giand Union Lanai, 'The Grand Hotel, and similar
designations, where the choice of grand instead of gi eat
was suggested by the associations of senses o and 10
1660 F Brooke tr Le Blanc's 1 rav 166 When the King

goes , to the grand chase, he takes along abundance of
Pioneers, to stop up the Avenues a 1704 T Brown Praise
Poverty Wks 1730 I 10 1 It [Homer’s poem] was to stir
his countrymen up against the exorbitant power of the
Asiatick Grand Monarch i860 Sala Baddington Peerage
xlix, Henceforth he carries his arm in a sling, and wears an
extra ribbon, even as a veteran of Napoleons grand army,
b Mus. (See quot. 1879.)

1724 Expltc Pot, Words Mustek, Grande, is Great, or
Grand, and is used to distinguish the Great or Grand
Chorus from the rest of the Mustek 1825 Dannelev
Eticycl Mm

,
Grand, this word is sometimes appended to

others
;

as, a grand sonata, a grand overture, a grand
choius, and is synonymous with the term full, as full
chorus, full organ, etc 1879 Grove's Diet Music, Grand,
a word much in use in England till withm a few years to
denote a classical composition of full dimensions or for full
orchestra A grand sonata or a grand concerto meant onem complete classical form Ibid

,
Gi and Opera . The term

—fast becoming obsolete—is French and denotes a lyric
diama in which spoken dialogue is excluded, and the busi-
ness is carried on in melody or recitative throughout

9 . Of a ceremony, public performance, or the
like Characterized by great solemnity, splendour,
or display; conducted with great form and on
a great scale.

*735 Lond Daily Post 21 Apr. No. 145/3 On Thursday
last was held the Annual Grand Feast of Fi ee andAccepted
Masons. *802 Mar Edgeworth Moral T (1816) I xvm. 147
His apparel was .finished, and ready forthe grand day *837
Dickens Pickttu, vu, 1 The grand Match is played to-day,
I believe ’, said Pickwick. *86o Sala Baddington Peerage
xlvii, The last grand entertainment of the fashionable season
being over tin Miss Yonoe Cameos II. xxxiv 353 The
last Parliament had been a very grandone 1893 Furnivall
in Three Kings' Sons Forewords 6 There are grand wedding
festivities.

b. Of persons, their belongings or surroundings-
Fine, splendid, gorgeously arrayed Also more
widely : Giving evidence of wealth or high social
position

; recognized as belonging to, 01 charac-
teristic of, the * great woiid ’

*766 Goldsm Vic. W. xxm, They usually lode out
together m the grandest equipage that had been seen in the
country for many years 1848 Thackeray Van Fair li,

The mothers grand, sumptuous, solemn, and in diamonds
Ibid .She was placed at the grand exclusive table with his
Royal Highness x86o Sala Baddington Peerage xhi, A
forced adieu to fine houses, grand company, and the
Gumald! Club ? x86x Thackeray Four Georges (1869) 92
She [Q Charlotte] was a very grand lady on state occasions,
simple enough in ordinary life

sarcastically 1884 W C Smith Kildi ostan 47, 1 found
her not At all She is too grand to see me now

c. Used as adv. colloq.

177s Johnson Let, Mrs Thrcde 22 May, Beattie has
called once to see me He lives grand at the Archbishop’s
10 . With reference to emotional effect, a. Of

natural objects, architecture, etc. • Impressing the
mind with a sense of vastness and magnificence

;

imposing by reason of beauty coupled with
magnitude.

«o. 414 r 4 xnere is generally 11

Nature something more Grand and August, than what w<
meet with in the Curiosities of Art. 1756 Burke Subl «$ B
11. x, I have ever observed, that colonnades and avenues o
trees of a moderate length, were without comparison fai
grander, than when they were suffered to run to immensi
distances 1784 Cowper Task vi 249 What he views 0
beautiful or grand In nature, from the broad majestic oat
lo the green blade 1839 Hamilton Mem, J Wilson il 31The interior of the Chuich is very grand x86o Tyndali
Glac 1 11 12 The scene from the summit was exceedingly

1
Ibid xi 82 The clouds were very grand—grandei

indeed than anXthlnf 1 bad ever before seen. 1883A thenteun,
23 May 669/3 Grand surges move in ranks till they heal
furiously on the shore

b. Hence of ideas, style, composition, design,
etc. : Lofty and dignified m conception, treatment,
or expression

; conceived or planned m a large
and majestic manner Grand style . a style fitted
to the expression of lofty ideas and great subjects
in literature and art
a 17SS Young (J ), A voice has flown To re-enflame a

grand design. *738 S Hayward Serm xvi. 469 A variety
of the most grand similitudes *772 Ann Reg, 161 It gave
what is called the grand stile to invention, to composition,
to expression 1784 Cowper Task's 678 Be most sublimely
good, verbosely grand, And with poetic trappings grace thy
prose *790 Burice Fr Rev Wks. V rS6 It is not clear
whether in England we learned those grand and decorous
principles, and manners from you, or whether you took
them from us 1839 Gwilt Archit (ed 4) Gloss , Grand.

a
.

,^sed la the fin® aits, generally to express that
quality by which the highest degree of majesty and dignity
is imparted to a work of art. *868 Lowell Dryden ProseWks 11,90 III, j73 This is certainly m what used to be
called the grand style, at once noble and natural 1875

hryce tioly Kant. Lmp yi (ed S) 79 The grand vision ofa universal Christian empire was utterly lost in the isolation
c. Of persons Imposing by nobility of moral

or intellectual charactei Also with reference to
appearance or manner Stately, noble, dignified
183a Tennyson Sisters vi, He look’d so grand when

was dead 1847 - Pnnc 1 185 She look’d as grand asdoomsday and as gi ave *848 Lowell Lamartmem Nn»
thou rt thy plain, grand self again 1877 E R Count,,
Bos Faith 1 7 Religion has proved herself equally able todominate the grandest intellects, and to elevate ,1/.
humblest *878 R H. Hutton Scott 111 30 Wuh tW
grand unconcern characteristic of elderly persons m hwh
position 1883 Mrs Rollins New Eng Bygones 56 Thev
were all three grand men, sensible, honest, and carrvmv
weight in town affairs 1897 P Warung Tales OldRerime
25 Bowing the while m the grand manner
d In recent use, the adj xn sense 10 has acquired

an idiomatic frequency of application to sbs quali-
fied by old

‘The Grand Old Man * (jocularly ‘ G.O M ’) was from 1882
a current journalistic appellation forW E Gladstone It
appears (in quotation matks) in Punch 17 June 280/r
[1802 Coleridge Dejection 2 The grand old ballad of Sir

Patrick Spence ] 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de V
Si The grand old gardener {late edd The gardener Adam]
and his wife smile at the claims of long descent 1830— In
Ment cxi, He bore without abuse The grand old name of
gentleman 1830 C. Bronte Let 12 June m Mrs Gaskell
Life (1857) II. 162 A sight of the Duke of Wellington at the
Chapel Royal (he is a real giand old man) 1860 Hook
Lives Alps 1 . 150 The giand old man [Theodore of Tarsus!
x868 J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng. I 349 So the grand old
abbot was taken to Wells 1877 Jennings Field Paths *
Green Lanes 37 A delightful old church tendered a true
pilgrim’s shrine, by its grand old tower. 1887 M. Arnold
Kaiserdead v11, Since, 'gainst the classes. He heard, of late,
the Grand Old Man Incite the masses.

11

.

Used as a general term to express strong
admiration :

‘ Magnificent *,
* splendid colloq

,

*8x6 Pickering Voc U. S., Grand Much used m con-
versation for very good, excellent, fine, &c Ex, This is
grand news , he is a grand fellow

; this is a grand day
New England. 1866 Derbysh Gloss mReliquary Jan 160
Giand, good, superior ‘ Hay I it woi grand, lads, that ale
wor ’ 1876 Whitby Gloss s.v., * Here's a grand day ’, very
fine weather 1894 Crockett Raiders 156 They’ll bide, at
the Herd’s Hoose, or Cassencary belike, that’s a graund
hauf o’ smugglers and gypsies 1898 Ranjitsinhji With
Stoddarl's Team in, The Melbourne ground was.. in grand
condition as regards the turf
ironically, 1889 J. K Jerome 3 Men in a Boat 257 Up he

would march to the head of the punt, plant his pole, and
then run along right to the other end, just like an old
punter Oh 1 how grand !

12 Combinations and special collocations, as
grand-looking, -made adjs.

;
grand action, the

action ofa grand pianoforte; grand-bob, ? «• grand-
sire bob (see Gramdstre 6) ; grand committee
{Parliament),

(a) Hist., each of the four com-
mittees (for religion, for grievances, for courts of
justice, and for trade) annually appointed by the
House of Commons until 1832 (though they had
long before that date ceased actually to sit); falso,
m 17th c., often used for ‘committee of the whole
house ’; (b) now, the ordinary unofficial designation
of the two ‘ standing committees’ (each of 60 to 80
members) since 1882 appointed every session for

the consideration of bills relating severally to

matters of Law and Trade
; + grand hound, ? a

mastiff, grand-junctioner {U.S.), ?a director of
the ‘ Grand Junction ’ railway

,
grand lodge (see

Lodge)
; + grand-mannd, a gabion ; grand-

paunoh, (a) a glutton
; (p) a ‘.corporation ’, large

abdomen; grand pianoforte, piano, a large

pianoforte, usually harp-shaped and horizontal,

whose size admits of the most effective arrange-
ment of the mechanism (foi grand-upnght,

up-
right-grand, see Upright a ) ,

grand quartering
Her. (see quot); + grand relief, ?= Alto-re-
lievo

; grand stand, the principal stand for

spectators at a race-course, etc. with the highest

price of admission.
1810 in Southey Comm -pi Bk IV. 391 The ringers to ring

one peal of *grand bobs. X626 Jml Commons 4 Apl I

843 The ’’’grand committee to sit at two of the clock 1640
[see Committee] 1644 Vicars God m Mount (1644) 69
A grand-Committe of both Houses 1891 Guardian 4 Mar,
341/2 The Tithe Bill . is to be further put into shape by a
grand committee 1348 Hall Chron , Rich III, 33 Sem-
blable my cousyne therle of Rychemonde wyll surelye
attempte Iyke a fierce *grandhounde, other to byte or to

perce me on the other syde i860 Emerson Cond, Life 111

(1861) 58 Railroad presidents, copper-miners, *grand-junc-
tioners [etc ] 1878 Geo Eliot in J W. Cross Life(iS6s) HI
327 The Crown-Prince is really a *grand-looking man. *850
Mrs Browning Poems I 2x3 His lips and jaw, *Grand-made
and strong, as Sinai’s Law. 1579 Digges Strahot 113
*Graund Maunds, or Gabbions *6ox Holland Pliny II 11

Our *grand-panches haue deuised for themselues a delicat

kind of meat out of corn and grain. 1606— Sueton, 270 He
became disfigured and blemished with a fat grand-panch.

*797 Monthly Mag III 145 Their newly invented *grand
and square Piano Fortes 1834 Medwin Anglerin Wales I

273 It was a grand piano of Broadwood’s *876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet, Mus Terms 353/2 Pianofortes have been
named from . the size, as piccolo, semi-grand, and full
grand. *879 Stainer Music ofBible 23 A grand pianoforte,

which contains more strings than any other instrument in

use 1889 Elvin Diet Heraldry, s v Marshalling, a *Grand
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Quartering usually accompanies the assumption ofa second
name, and unites the two associated coats so inseparably,

that if they come to be Marshalled with other quartermgs
they are no longer (as in other cases) spread out among
them, hut they still remain together as a Grand Quartering

1768 E Holdsworth Dissert Vugil 9s The famous base
at Po/zuoli on which are fouiteen figures in *grand relief

1841 Iattersall Sport Arch 91 The first brick of the
*Grand Stand at Ascot was laid on the 5th of December,
1838 1872 Earl Pembroke & G H. Kingsley South Sea
Bullies 1 20 On arriving at the course we were placed in

the grand stand

b used (after Fr. example) to denote the

second degree removed in ascent or descent of re-

lationship, as Grandfather, Grandson, etc So
•\-grand-forefather ;

also transf m nonce-uses, as

grand-patron ,
-pupil [ Also (? nonce-use) repeated

grand-grand-father — great-grandfather.
Of combinations of this kind, the oldest are Grandame and

Ghandsire, which appear in the 13th c , Grandfather and
Grandmother are not found until late in the 15th c. In
Fr grand is restricted to a degree of ascent

, the correspond-
ing degree downwards being expressed by petit (little).

1378 Tymme tr Calvin on Genesis 235 His great graunde
graunde father 1599 H Buttes Dyets Dne DinnerD vj,

When our grand-forefathers had a long time lived with
Acorns 1825 Bentham Indications 14 Say patron and
grandpatron, as you say son and grandson Grand patron-

age is not so valuable as patronage. Ibid 16 Wherever
ou can see a grand patron other than the king, seeing the
ing, you see a great grand pation *883 P. Schaff Apos-

tolic Chr. 678 Irenaeus a spiritual grand-pupil of John
B. quasi-i^ and sb

X. quasi-J# a. The grand : that which is grand

;

the lofty, magnificent, sublime.
174a Young Nt Th ix 843 The grand of nature is th'

Almighty’s oath, In Reason’s court, to silence Unbelief

1794 Mrs Radclifte Myst Vdolpho t, The taste they
create for the beautiful and the grand X82X Craig Led
Draining iv, 228 The grand calls for the accompanying aid
of wild forests

b. To do the grand : to make a great display

;

to put on airs, slang. (See Do v. II j.)

1893 in Farmer Slang
*)* 2 . sb. [a Sp

,
It. grande ] = Gbandee Obs.

1606 Earl Northampton True Perfect Pel. Oo 3 a, Then
fell the Grands of Italy to renounce all duetie 1614 Selden
Titles Hon 206 The Grands (all Dukes among them are
Grands, and some Marquesses and Counts) shall bee honord
with Vuestra Semtona 1. your Lordship 1669 Land Gaz.
No 332/3 To whom His Majesty has been pleased in favour
to the Count, as a Grand of Portugal, to give her the Privi-

ledge of a Stool before the Queen
j* 3 elhpt (See quot ) Obs rare—\
1670 Cotton Espemon 1 iv 151 Betwixt these Forts he

caus'd a Grand to be erected, that is to say, a greater Fort.

4. a Among Freemasons, any of the officers

whose titles contain the adj. b. In some convivial

clubs, the title of the chairman. Also Noble Grand
’

Vice Grand, the chairman and vice-chairman of
a lodge of Odd Fellows.

1747 W. Horsley Fool (1748) II. 165 The Fools being
assembled, the Grand attended by the Vice, and the other
Officers of Folly, assum’d the Chair 1763-6 Goldsm Ess

,

Clubs (Globe) 284/2 The Grand, with a mallet in his hand,
presided at the head of the table My speculations were
soon interrupted by the Grand, who had knocked down Mr.
Spnggins for a song x8ax Lamb Elm Ser 1. All Fools'
Day

,

Gebtr, my old free-mason, and prince of plastereis at
Babel, bring m your trowel, most Ancient Grand 1 1840
Dickens OldC Shop xiu, The Glorious Appollers, of which
I have the honour to be Perpetual Grand.
6. A grand pianoforte.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 142 In flat instruments, especially

grands, there is a difficultym giving strength to the bracing.
1876 Stainer & BarrettDid Mus Terms 332/2 By means
of this invention [the upright action] a pianoforte can be
made which will occupy a space about a fourth of the depth
of the * grand ' 1891 St James's Gaz 26 Mar 3/2 She ,

begins the preliminary scramble on the hired giand

G. Sugar manuf (West Indian). The largest

evapoiatmg pan of a battery [ad F.grande.']

1839 Ure Diet Arts 1202 The skimmings ofthe.grand are
thrown into a separate pan. [1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

has the Fr form grande ]

t Grand, ®. Obs rare. In 7 graund. [f.

Grand a.] trans To make greater, ‘ magnify .

1602 J. Davies Mirutn in Modum G 3 b, Which Grands
his Goodnesse, and augments his fame 1607 — Smnma
Totalis xvi B, His Iustice to extenuateTo graund his Grace
is sacrilegious.

Grandevity, -oua, var. ff. Gbandevity, -ous

Grand air. [properly Fr
,
but pronounced like

the Eng. words of identical form and etymology.]

An air of distinction
j a noble appearance, also (in

bad sense) an affected dignity or loftiness of manner.
1775 H Walpole Lett (1837) VI 212,

1

like the hotel
d'Harcourt 1 it has grand air and a kind of Louis XIV old
fashionhood 1863 Ouida Heldm Bondage 3 He had more
of the * grand air about him than anyone else I had ever
seen 1881 H. James Portr Lady xxxv, The proportions
of the windows, and even the details of the cornice, had
quite the grand air

Hence Grand-aired a , having a grand air.

x88x Academy 3 Mar. 167 Worried by a severe aunt and
a grand-aired cousin.

Grandam, grandame (grarndam, -deftn).

arch. Forms: 4-5 graun-, grawndam, 5-6
grauntdam(e, 6 graundame, grandhame,
grandamme, 6-9 grand-dame, 3, 6- grandame,
6- grandam. See also Gbannam [a. AF. graund

Vol. IV.

dame see Grand a 12b and Dame,Dam2
; the use

of dame, ‘lady’ in the sense of ‘mother’ seems
to be AF. only This word is in Eng the oldest
of the terms of relationship formed with grand.)
1. = Grandmother i

<2x223 St. Marker 22 In hue grandame hus }>at wes
icleopet Clete 1390 Gower Conf I 90 A lady Sooldeshe
might unnethes go, And was grauntdame to the dede
c 1400 Destr Troy 13303 His graundam full graidly grxppit
hym onone 1509 Fisher funeral Serm Hen VII
(Colophon), My lady ye Kynges gTaundame. 1336 Chron

.

Gr friars (Camden) 96 Ihe xxvij of June [1553] was kept
the obijt of the kynges grandhame 1393 Shaks John 1.

1

168, 1 am thy grandame Richard. iBx8 Scott Hrt Midi
ix, These blundeis occasioned grief to his grand-dame
18(41-4 Emerson Ess

, Self-Reliance Wks (Bohn) I. 28 We
are like children who repeat by rote the sentences of gran-
dames and tutors 1871 R Ellis tr. Catullus Ixxxiv 6 So
grandsire, grandam alike did agi ee
Proverb. i6ix Cotgr s v. Apfirendre, (An idle, vaine, or

needlesse labour)we say, to teach hisgrandame to grope ducks
b (In form grandam only.) Of animals. The

dam’s dam (See Dam sb.
2
)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1308 By coupling the female [ewe]
thus generated, with such a male another improvement of
one-half will be obtained, affording a staple three-fourths
finer than that of the grandam
2 An ancestress (said of Eve)

;
= Grandmother a .

1620 T Peyton Glasse ofTune 1 30 Our grandame Lue
1628 Gaule Pract Theories (1629) 9 One should ryse from
her Loynes, to recouer his Grand-dames fall , and pash that
wily Serpents head 1724 Weekly 3ml 25 Jan 2769/r
When Grandame Eye fiist invented the Needle to sew
Fig Leaves together 1820 Scott Abbot iv. Who, wise and
good ns she was, was yet a daughter of grandame Eve
3 An old woman

;
a ‘ gossip ’.

CX530 Bale Apol. 34 Some superstycyouse grandame, or
some olde dottynge Sir Dauy 1333 1 Wilson A’het 77 b,
This olde grandamme was devoutelye knelmg upon her
knees

_
1837 Hawthorne Twtce-Told T (1851) I xix 283

The skinny ugliness of a shrivelled grandam
4 fig (Chiefly apposittve )
1602 Narcissus (1893) 734 And so I died and sunke into

my grandam earth x6o6 Dekker Sev hunts vii (Arb )

43 Ibis ancient and reuerend Grandam of Citties. X630 J
1 aylor (Water P ) Wks 1 98 That Ale is Grandam. Natures
biewmg a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth Poems Wks (1711)34
From out their grand dame earth they fain would fly xBxz
Combe Picturesquexix (Chandos) 72 In Grandame Nature’s
vast collection

5. attnb. (quasi-at^.) as m f grandam gold,
hoarded wealth ; f grandame words, old or obso-
lete words.
1308 E Gilpin Skial (1878) 63 Some hlame deep Spencer

for his grandam words 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant iv i,

Frances has one hundred and twenty pieces of old grandam-
and-aunt gold left her 1700 — Fables Pref. (Globe) 504
They would hoard him up, as misers do then grandam
gold, only to look on it themselves

Hence + Gra’ndamesMp humorous
1649 Davenant Lave Honour 11 8 He teach Her Gran-

dameship to mump, and marry too.

Gra*nd-aunt. [See Grand a 12 b] One’s

father’s or mother’s aunt ; a great-aunt
x8 Bind Isbel £ Sir Patrick xxxn, in Child Ballads

(1892) IV 421/2 He calld upon his gude grand-aunt. x8z6
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11 (1863) 346 Tom had had
the good luck to take the fancy of a rich relation, a grand-
aunt i860 Sala Baddingten Peeiage xxxvit. Various
comments were made on ms beautiful grand-aunt

t Grand captain. Obs [See Grand a 2 ;

cf F. grand capitaine

,

Sp. gran capitan ] A chief

captain or commander.
1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices i (1340) 17 Pomphihus

graunde capitayne, gouerned a certayne prouynce. 1359
Mirr Mag

,
DA Suffolk xxi. Their graund Captarae Blew-

berd 1561 Daus tr. Bullmger on Apoc (1573) 162 b, On
the other side fighteth the Dragon, as Graundcaptayne of
this warre 1606 Shaks Ant $ Cl in 1 9 Thy grand
Captaine Anthony Shall set thee on triumphant Chariots

Grandchild (grand itfaild, grag'nitjbild)
.

[See

Grand a 12 b.] The child ofone’s son or daughter.

1387 Golding DeMomay xvii 271 Zoroastres (as is written

of him) was Noes graunachilde 1607 Shaks Cor v 111

24 And in her hand The Grandchilde to her blood 1640
Yorke Union Hon 80 Edward, Lord Russell, grand-
childe to Francis, Earle of Bedford 1733 ScotsMag Mar
158/1 He has left 1x3 children, grandchildren, and great-

grandchildren 1838 Lytton Alice 19 She was sure she
should like the grandchild of her dear Mrs Leslie.

fig x66i Cowley Disc Govt 0 Cromwell Wks 1710 II.

667 'Twas a Beginning Fit for a Grand-Child of the
Deity. x8xo Scott Fain Lett 10 Dec, (1894) I. 197 Though
I have these theatrical grandchildren, as I may call them,
I have seen none of them

Grand-dad, grandad (gra-ndidsed, grae-n-

dsed) [See Grand a, 12 b.] A childish or affec-

tionate word for Grandfather
1819 Byron Juan 11 cxxxvn, His hardships were com-

parative To those related in my grand-dad's ‘Narrative’.

1863 Look beforeyou leap I 18 Award of my granddad’s.

1889 P H Emerson Eng Idyls 17 Grandad, what did
granny say?

So Gran(d-)dada = prec.
;
Gran(d-)daddy, (a)

=prec. (b) =Daddy-long-legs b.

1098 Farquhar Love $ Bottle 1 (1699) 6 And so you left

them to Grand Dada 1 1769 Mad D’Arblay Early Diary
(1889) I 41 My Grand-Daddy is here to-night, to the very
great satisfaction of us all 1808A Wilson Let inPoems $•

Lit Prose (1876) I Pref 6 A species of Acarts, vulgarly

called Longlegs, Grandady, [etc.] 187* G Meredith H.
Richmond ill xh 203 Her mind was simply obedient to

her grandada’s wish.

Gra*nd-dangB.ter. [See Grand a. iab]
The daughter of one’s son or daughter.
x6xx Bible 2 Kings \111 26 Athahah the daughter of Omri

\_marg or granddaughter] 1623-8 tr. Camden's Eliz.
Introd. (1630) 7 Lady lane Grey, grand-daughter to the
second sister of ICmg Henry the eighth 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones xvm. xni, Ihe tattling of his little grand-
daughter, who [etc ] x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II. 18The
grand-daughter maimed without consent,

b transf Of a mare.
x8gx Daily News 26 Oct. 3/5 Kairouan, a grand-daughter

of Hermit won in a canter,

c Path in attnb. use (see quots.)
1885W Roberts Urin, $ Renal Dis 111 xni (ed 4)635

In rare cases the secondary cysts contain a tertiary series
(grand daughter cysts), x8g7 Allbutt's Syst, Med II 1x18
Such cysts may give nse to a numerous progeny of
daughter or even granddaughter bladders.

Grand duchess.
a. The wife or widow of a Grand Duke, b A

lady holding in her own nght the sovereignty of
a duchy c In Russia . A daughter of the Czar
a 1737 P. H. Bruce Mem (1782) 125 The Imperial princess,

consort to the czarowitz, was brought to bed of a daughter
who . . had the title of grand duchess given her x86a

lllnstr Lond News 3 July 19/2 Her Royal Highness the
Grand Duchess of Mecklenhurg Strelitz 1874 Graphic
3 Jan 18/2 The Grand Duchess Mane of Russia

Grand duchy. The territory ruled by a Giand
Duke or Duchess
1835 Penny Cycl III, 260/2 The grand-duchy of Baden.

1839 Ibid XIII 62/1 Ihe Giand Duchy of Tuscany.

Grand duke- [a. F. grand auc
}
a literal ren-

dering of It. granduca, G groszherzog
,
Russian

velikil kmaz. See Duke ]

1. a. The title of the sovereigns of certain

European countries (called Grand Duchies); the

rank so designated is understood to be one degree
below that of king b In Russia, the title of any
of the sons of an emperor. (Cf. Duke 2 , 2 c)
The title seems to have been first assumed by the ruler of

Tuscanym the x6th c Before Peter the Great, the sovereign
of Russia was styled ‘ Grand Duke of Muscovy ’ in Euro-
pean diplomacy
<11693 Ludlow Mem. (1698) II 307 A Fleet was sent .

to require satisfaction, from the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
1833 Penny Cycl I 309/2 On his death, his next brother,
the Grand Duke Constantine, was proclaimed king at War-
saw 1833 Ibid. Ill 260/1 The executive and judicial

powers m Baden are vested m the grand duke 1873 T
Martin Prince Consort I. 214 The Empeioi [of Russia] had
been in England before when Grand-Duke
2. A name of the Great Eagle Owl (Bubo

ignavus). [F grand due : cf Duke 5 ]
1855 OGiLinr, Suppl., Grand-duke,

the great homed owl
{Bubo maximus), a species but rarely met with in the
British Islands 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 125 A great
grand-duke owl flew heavily by her 1893 Daily News
3 July 3/4 All sorts of owls save the one known m France
as the Grand Duke
Hence Grand-du cal a , of or belonging to a

Grand Duke
;
Grand-dircalist a., that supports

grand-ducal power or rule
;
Grand-dwkedom, the

possessions or title of a Grand Duke.
1833 Alison Hist Europe (1850) II. lxxv § 57 371 Tear-

ing from his brow the grand-ducal crown of Poland x86o
Sala Baddmgton Peerage xliv. Before the magnificence
of his titles and possessions German grand-dukedoms

.

paled their ineffectual fires
>

Daily Tel 3 Oct , Where
the population is republican in the lower classes, and
Granducalist m the higher. 1883 Agnes M. Clerke Pop,
Hist Astron. u. 35 Grand-ducal patronage.

Grandee (grandf). Forms: 6-/ grande, 7
grartdie, -dy, 7- grandee, [a Sp., Pg grande
great (person) : see Grand a.] A Spanish or

Portuguese nobleman of the highest rank.

1398 Parsons Ward-Word to Hasting's Watch-Word
vuF 116 One of his Grandes in Spayne x6xo B Jonson
Alch 111. in, Do

l

What is he, Generali? Fac An Ada-
lantado, A Grande, girle. 1631 Dekker Match me m
Lond 1 Wks 1873 IV 143 The Dons and Grandi’es 1638
Ford Lady's Trial 1 11 (1639) Cab, Under a pretence
of being Grandee of Spain, and cousin to twelve Princes

1703 Lond. Gaz No. 4161/3 To exasperate the Spanish
Grandees X814 Wellington m Garw.Desp (18383x11.34
They raised me to the dignity of a Grandee of Spain of the

first class 1833 Longf. Outre-Mer Prose Wks 1886 I.

141 A muleteerbestrides his beast of burden with the air of

a grandee.

b transf. and gen. A person of high rank or

position, or of eminence in any line.

1605 Bacon Adv Learn ir xvl § 3 59 The cutting off

and keeping low of the Nobihtte and Grandes x6ax
Burton Anal Mel, Democr to Rdr. (1651) 35 In a great
person a nght honorable Grandy, tis not a venial sin

1648-9 C. Walker Relat <$• Observ, x The said Leading
men or Grandees (for that is now Parliament language)
First divided themselves into two factions a x66x Holyday
Persius (1673) 339 Tertulhan a Grande in learning 1664
H More myst Imq 435 The Pope and Cardinals and
other Grandees of that Church 1691 Wood Ath Oxon
II 38a He was offer'd by one of the Grandees of the H
of Commons to keep all that he had 1726 Amherst Terrse
Fit xm 62 Their footmen, who axe the next grandees of

the university 1776 Adam Smith W N. i xi (1869) I 216
The retinue of a grandee in China or Hindostan. 1847
Emerson Repr Men, Goethe Wks (Bohn) I. 393 These
grandees of European scientific history 1853 Macaulay
Hist. Eng xvm IV 134 This commercial grandee, who in

wealth, and in the influence which attends wealth vied
with the greatest nobles of his time 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola n. vi, Quite a typical Florentine grandee.

124
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apositive. 165a Bgnlowes Theoph. x. iii. 179 No grandee

patron court I.

-(• c. fig applied to things.

1621 Laud Serin. 24 Mar (1622) 37 Three Grandies are

met together ,
Blessing, Ioy, and Hope 1686 Goad Celest

Bodies u iv 194 The Planet Mars .hath been reckoned

one of the Grandees in Aetherial Regions 1827 H Heugh
Jml m MacgiU Life (18521 x. 292 Ben Nevis . the monarch
among the mountain giandees of Scotland

Hence Grandee'ism nonce-wd.
1850 S G Osborne Gleanings 238 Landed giandeeism is

all very well in its way 1885 Spectator 13 June 775 Mr
Bartley’s justification of himself is from end to end an attack

on ‘giandeeism ’.

GrandeesMp (grandf/ip). [f. Grandee +
-ship ] The position or dignity of a grandee

1776 H Swinburne Trav Spam xlii (1779) 386 The
Conde de Altamira has no less than nineteen giandeeships

centered in his person 1879 Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 268

The duke represents ten grandeeships of the first class

fig 1890 Blacknu Mag CXLVII 177/1 He inherited.,

his father’s grandeeship of manner

Grandetza, variant of Grandezza Obs

Grandeur (grse'ndiui). Also 7 granduer, 7-8

grandure, grandour, 8-9 grander, [a. F.

grandeur, f. grand great 1 see Grand a
Being a word of late adoption, it retains the Fi form -eur

of the suffix ,
attempts to anglicize the foim were made m

the i7~i8th c., and again by Landor ]

h 1. a. Loftiness, height
;

tall stature, b Great-

ness (in amount or degree) Obs. rare
C 1300 Mehtsine xxi 120 whan he considered the grandeur
& the facion ofViyan 1632 Lithgow Trav. v 191 Their
circle spred tops, do kisse the lower cloudes; making
their grandure ovei-looke the highest bodies of all other

aspiring trees 1658 JAS Webb ti Calprencde's Chop vni
I 4 Consolations, which . sweetened the Grandure of then
displeasuie,

2 . Greatness of power or rank, eminence, puis-

sance. Now somewhat rare.

1616 Bullokar, Grandour, greatnesse. 163a Lithgow
Trav x. 407 Gentry.. All which in each degree, as they
illummat the soyle with grandure, so [etc ] 1654 tr

Scitdery's Cuna Pol D 2 a, Freely to renounce Glory and
Granduer, to pass from a Throne to an Hermitage 1637
North’s Plutarch (1676) Add Lives 40 [Charlemain]
attained to that grandure that no French King could ever
before compass 1704 Hearne Duct Hist. (1714) I 437
The great number of Coyns and Inscriptions continually

dug up m this Place, are so many Instances of its Lustre
and Grandeur 1741 Middleton Cicero II xu, 563 This
was the old constitution of Rome, by which it had raised

itself to all its grandoi [So spelt elsewhere m this book ]

*813 Elphinstonb Acc Caubul (1842) II 147 They still

fondly recal the ancient grandeur of their tribe 1871
BlachiePour Phases 1 26 Estimating our national grandeur
by the visible pomp of gigantic machinery.

b fil. Titles or positions implying ‘ grandeur’;

also quetsi-concr

*708 Depior St New Eng 21 in SewalPs Diary (1879)

II 118* To Strut among his Neighbours, with the Illus-

trious Titles of Our Major, and, The Captain, or, His
Worship Such magnificant Grandeurs, make many to

Stagger Egregiously 1 1897 W. C Hazlitt Ourselves 78
Freemasonry enables them to associate on equal terms
with Brother Magnificences and Giandeurs

3 Transcendent greatness or nobility of intrinsic

character.

1669 Gale Crt Gentiles 1 1 1. 2 This Grandeui, and sove-

reign Perfection ofGod 1693 Dryden tr. St. Euremont's
Ess. 204 The Grandeur of the Soul cannot consist with
the filthiness of Avarice *692 tr Sallust 4 Deeds require
Words to equal their Grandeur. 171a Addison Sped No.
487 r 8 Theie seems something in this Consideration that
intimates to us a natural Grandour and Perfection m the
Soul 174a Young Nt Th. iv 486 To none man seems
ignoble, but to man ; Angels that grandeur, men o’erlook,

admire 1797 Mrs Radclifff Italian u (1826) 16, I am
ready to sacrifice inferior duties to the grandeur of a prin-
ciple which ought to expand all hearts and impel all actions
183a tr. Sismondis Ital Rep xu 263 Men of the fifteenth

century perceived honour in a murder and historic

grandeur in conspiracy *841-4 Emerson Ess
, Circles

Wits (Bohn) I 131 The great man will not be prudent in
the popular sense , all his prudence will be so much deduc-
tion from his grandeur 1866 Alger Soht Nat $ Man in

92 lhe solitary often occupy themselves with trivialities

instead of grandeuis

4s. The quality of being * grand ’ (see Grand a. 4)
or imposing as an object of contemplation

;
sub-

limity, majesty. Also, an instance of this.

1748 Hartley Olsen/. Man 1 iv 419 The Grandeur of
some Scenes and the Novelty of others. 1784 Cowper
Ttroc 10 That form [sc man’s], the labour of Almighty skill

. .bespeaks control, But borrows all its grandeur from the
souli 1817 Moore Lalla if (1824) igi Lebanon, Whose head
in wintry grandeur towers 1846 Wright Ess Mid Ages l

ii 49 The solemn and majestic grandem of their Gothic
churches. x868 Longf m Life (1891) III. 121 Switzerland

outbids the imagination by its grandeuis and perpetual
surprises. 1874 Green Short Hist vu § 7 413 The genius
of Sbakspere rising year by year into supremer grandeur

b of style, composition, etc.

1662 Stillingfl. Ong Sacr. in 1. § 15 The grandeur
of the whole books of the TEneids 1699 Bentley Phal
297 Euripides was accused by Aristophanes for debasing
the Majestyand Grandure ofTragedy 1870 J. H Newman
Gram Assent 11 x. 441 Who can deny the superhuman
grandeur and impressiveness of that sacred book, the Apoca-
lypse ? 1897 Wesim Gas. 3 Nov 4/3 The grandeur which
Is the chief characteristic of the Latin hexameter
5 , Conscious greatness, lofty dignity. + Also,

in bad sense, haughtiness, arrogance. Obs.

1644 [H. Parker] Jus Pop. 20 That arrogant tumor 01

randour of mind which is incompatible with biotherly
emeanour 1647 Clarendon Hist Reb, 11 §48 The earl

of Essex, still preserving his grandeur and punctuality,

positively refused to meddle m the treaty 1797 Godwin
Enquirer 1 vi 41 The tranquil grandeur of an elevated

mind *831 Landor Popery Brit <$ Tor 60 Disdain foi

popularity, unobtrusive wisdom, sedate grandor 1836
Emerson Eng Traits, Race Wks (Bohn) II. 23 As you go
Noith as you enter Scotland, the World’s Englishman is

no longer found . there is a rapid loss of all grandeur of
mien and manners

6. Magnificence or splendour of appearance, style

of living, trappings, etc
,
snch as attends wealth or

high station Also pi
1632 H. Cogan tr Scitdery's Ibrahim 1 v. xir, I have

a desire .to acquaint her with all the magnificences, and
all the giandeurs which you have quitted foi her sake
1672 Marvell Reh Transp. 1 a6 He undertook to abate
of our Episcopall Grandeur, and condescended indeed to
1 educe the Ceremonious Discipline m these Nations to the
Primitive Simplicity, xjxx Shattesb Charac (1737) III.

173 The love of gianduie and magnificence, wiong turn’d,
may have possess'd his imagination ovei-stiongly with
such things as frontispieces, parteires, equipages [etc]

1784 Cowper Taskv 158 Nor wanted aught within, That
royal residence might well eefit. For grandeur or for use
1847-8 H Miller First Imfr. xvm (1857) 3x4, I was
placed rather high for witnessing with the right feeling the
gauds and the grandeurs [of the Lord Mayor’s procession]

1856 Emerson Eng Traits
,
Aristocracy Whs (Bolin) II

80 The English go to their estates foi grandeur The French
live at couit, and exile themselves to then estates for

economy x868 Earl Wilton Sports of Eng 91 Louis
then leturned to his palace leady to proceed with the
other methodical .

grandeurs of the day 1878 Mrs
Stowe Pogattuc P xi 93 Leghorn bonnets were a newly-
imported test of station, grandem and gentility m Poganuc
Hence + Ora ndeurship = Grandeeship.
1602 tr C'tess D'Annoy's Trav. (ed 2) 1x2 The Hehessof

the House and Grandeurship of Castle Rodrigue

Grandeval (grand* val), a. rare. [f. L.
grandeev-us 4- -AD

]
Of a gieat age, old, ancient

1650 H. More Obs in Enthus Triumph (1656) 103 Reve-
rend Master Aristotle, that grandeval Patriarch in points of
Philosophy 1846 Mozley Ess . Carlyle's Cromwell(1878} I

231 There . the one grandeval element of Power exists alone

i Grande'vity. Obs. Also 7 grandeevity
[ad. L. grandaevitas, f. grandsevus

:

see next and
-ity.] Great or old age
1623 Cockdram, Grandeuitie, old or great age x66x

Glanvill Van. Dogm xv 141 Upon a true account the
present age is the worlds Giandsevity 1664H More Myst
Intq 347 A confirmation of the grandevity of the Apostle
at that time 1682 — Annot, GlitnvilVs Lux 0. 185 Whom
Dr More for his Function and Grandevity sake handles so
respectfully. x688R HolmeArmoury 11 403/2 Grandaevity

t Grande vous, a. Obs. rare-'. Tn 7 grand-
eevous. [f. L grandstvus aged, f gtand-is great,

Grand + sevum age : see -00s.] Aged, old.

168a H. More Annot Glanvilts Lux O. 211 So grave
and grandtevous a person as be Z72X-X800 in Bailey.

Hence + Grande vousness.
1727 Bailey (vol, II), Grandeevotesness, greatness of Age
|] Grandezza, graude'za. Obs. Also 7
grandetsa. [It.grandezza, Sp grandeza popular
L. type *grandiha, f grand-is

.

see Grand a ]
Grandeur, greatness, magnificence; also, an in-

stance of this, a distinguished honour or privilege.
1642 Howell For, Trav (Arb

) 40 If he be there at the
arnvall of the Plate-Fleet he shall see such a Grandeza,
that the Roman Monaichy in her highest florish never had
the like c 1643 — Lett. I 11 hi xvii. (1650) 62 Amongst
other Grandezas which the King of Spam conferr'd upon
our Prince, one was the releasment of Prisoners 1632

J Hall Height Eloquence p xxxiv, They ai e overshadowed
with Grandezza’s and beauties 1663 Flagellum , or O,
Cromwell (1672) 37 The credit of this Atchievement was in-

dustriously cryed up at Westminster, and all the Grandezza's
of Scriptuial Ovation fitted and accommodated thereto

1675 H Teonge Diary (1825) B7 This island [Cyprus] had
la it 30 cittys, of which there still remaine many worthy
xnemorables of their pnstm grandetsa’s.

Grandfather (grarndfaSsj, gra’nfaSsi).

Forms 5 grawntefader, grauntfadyr, -ir,

graunfadra, 6- grandfather [f. Grand a. 12b
+ Father , after F. grandpbre ]

1. The father of one’s father or mother.
1424 [Implied in Grandfatherless] 1432-30 tr Higden

(Rolls) II. 259 Sarug, grawntefader to Thare the fader of
Abraham. 01449 Pecocic Repr ir m. 15a Lo here lieth

my fadir and theie lieth my graunt fadir. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Aib ) 74 His fadie and his graunfadre 1346
Eng Gilds(xBya)igj Kinge Edward graundfather toRichaid
the second 1391 Shahs Two Gent m 1 293 La Who
begot thee ? Sp. Marry, the son of my Grand-Father. 1615
Crooice Body of Man 305 The markes which were in the
body of the Grandfather do often appeare in the Grand-
childe 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) 204 Your
grandfather sustained the character, which he had so early
acquired, to the last moment of his life. 1827 J F. Cooper
Praine I m. 42, I wish it was hot noon now, grand’ther
appositive 1871 Fhaser Life Berkeley 1 6 lhe supposed

grandfather-collector was a natural son of the first Lord
BerkeLey of Stratton

b fig and humorous, (occas, quasi-iw^ )
1624 Donne Serin, exxx Wks. 1839 V 336 Here are risen

grandfather and great-grandfather sins quickly, a frowaid
generation, 1653 Baxter Quaker Catech, 10, I have no
such Infallibility, nor your Grandfather the Pope neither
1709 Sacheverell Sertn. 5 Nov az The Grand-Father of
Falshood, the Devil

+ 2 Sc. Used for * gieat grandfather * = Grand-
sire 2. Obs

rtx6sx Calderwood Hist Kirk (1843) II i74 His £*anfi

father, goodsir, and father, had served his predecessors andsome of them lost their lives under their service.
1

3 . A male ancestor , a forefather.
1613 Hieron Christian's Jml Wks I 2 Our eiand

father Adam 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed 2) 329 The

4 A kind of dance. (Cf Grandpapa b and
Grandpkre

)

1897 Pall Mall Mag Aug 445 One of the last dances

. to jump
5 . Comb., as graudfather-long-legs = Daddy-

long-legs (cf Grandaddy)
; grandfather’s

beard, chair (see qnots)
; grandfather’s clock

[suggested by a song which was popular about
1880], a furniture-dealer’s name for the kind of
weight-and-pendulum eight-day clock in a tall

case, formeily 111 common use
1883 Ilampsli Gloss

, G/andfatheVs beard, a species of
Eqnisetwn (mare’s tail) 1892 Pall Mall G 2 June 1/3
The new easy-cliair is called the grandfathei’s chair It
is roomy and soft, and on each side at the top has two pio-
jections, something like the peaks of a Gladstone collar)

Hence Gra nclfatlierhood, the condition of being
a grandfather

; Grarndfatherland (nonce-wd ), the
‘fatherland’ of one’s parents; Grandfatherless
a., without a giandfalhei

;
hence grcrndfatherlcss-

ness
;
G-ra'ndfatlierly a., of, befitting, or resem-

bling a grandfather ; also h ansf. ; Gra xictfather-

ship, the fact of being a grandfather
1856 J. Grote in Cambridge Ess 85 The similarity (arising

from its lelation of parentage, or moie propeily of*grand
fatherhood) between oui language and the Latin in many
words 1892 Blackiv Mag CLI 224/1 Some vague idea of
lelationship and giandfatheihood 1864 E Burritt Walk
Lond to John O'Groat's 317 The *grandfatherland of fifty

millions who now speak its language beyond the sea 1424E E Wilts (1882) 57 ban shall he be left *giauntfader]es
1883 D C Murray Rainbow Gold III. v h 25 Grand
fatheilesa persons whose manners smacked of mine and
foundry 1896 Blackiv Mag Apr 503 That salve foi

*grandfatherlessness, indifFeience to rank and the opinions
of others 1824 Coleridgl Lett , Convers , etc (1836) II 167
My *Giandfatherly love and kisses to the Fairy Prattler
xBgo Hawthorne Scarlet L vm (1883) 138 He was a grand-
fatheily sort of person 1856 Emerson Eng Traits, Race
Wks. (Bohn) II. 29 What substantial, lespectable, grand-
fatherly figures 1880 New Virginians I 95 A grand-
fatheily rat 1883 B'hcun Weekly Post x Sept. 4/5 The
*grandfathership of the Norwich Lmcolne is impossible

Grandfather,^ rare, [f Grandfather^.]
tram. a. To grandfather tip

:

? to flatter with
excess of deference b To grandfather (a thing)

on : fig. [after Father vb] to impute to (a person)

as its mediate originator

1748 Richardson Clarissa (18x1) I 331 Nor would I

advise that you should go to grandfather up your cousin
Morden 1893 A Birrell Res Judicatse 99 Alexander
Knox on whom the Tractauan movement has been
plausibly grandfathered

i Grandgore. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Foims: a

5-6 grantgor, grand gor(e, P. 6 glengoir, 7
glangore, 7-8 glengore. [a OF. grand gorre

grand great + gorre syphilis.] Syphilis
a. *497 Min Town Counc Edm. m Phil. Trans. XLII

431 This contagious sickness callit the Giandgor. 1497 in

Ld. 7 reas. Acc Scotl I. 356 Item, to ane woman with the
giantgoie ujs vjd 1509 Register Privy Seal Scot m
Pitcairn Cmm Trials I xxo* To hele J?e said vmq1# Schir

Lancelote of J>e mfinmte of j>e grantgoi 15*9 Lyndesay
Compl King 286 Ihone Makerery, the kyngis fule, For
his rewarde, gat the grand goie 1533 Stewart Cron, Scot.

II 313 No canker, fester, gut, or Jit grandgor
(3 13 . Rowlhs Cursing 63 in Laing Anc. Pop Poetry

213 The strangelour and grit glengoir a 1605 Montgomerie
Flytingw, Polwart 207 The glengore, gravell, and the gut

162* J Taylor (Water P ) 7 aytors Goose Wks (1630) I 105/2

Luxuuous, letcherous Goates, that hunt m Flockes, lo
catch the Glangore, Gnnkums, 01 the Pockes 1716 He
vnnna beguidit by me m Jacob Songs (1887) 1x5 God send

him a heavy glengore, too, For that is the death he will die

attrib. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv 19 So mony glengoir

markis Within this land was nevir hard nor sene *508 —
Flytingw Kennedie 83 Fy ! glengoir loun, fy 1 fy l

Grandgosier, obs. form of Grangousier
Grand guard. Also 6 granngarde, 7 gran-

gard. [f, Grand a. + Guards.
;
in sense 1 app.

a. OF. %grant garde ]

1.
‘ A piece of plate armour used in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries m the tournament. It

covered the breast and left shoulder, forming an

additional protection for that side of the body;

and it was affixed to the breastplate by screws, and

hooked on the helmet ’ (Fairholt's Costume, 1885).

1346 Hall Chron
,
lien VIII an 5 (1550) 29 The one bare

ye helme, the seconde his graungarde xdoz Warner A to

Eng xn. lxix, (1612) 291 The Poldrons, Grangard, Vam-
biaces, Gauntlets for either hand 1612 Two Noble K in

vi, You cai e not for a grand-guard 1 1898 Visc’t Dillon in

Archeeol Jml Ser a V 3x3 The grandguaid and pas

guard are ornamented with the same designs.

2. (See qnot. 1802.)

1703 Lend, Gas No. 3923/2A Paxty of 1200 of the Enemy s

Horse
...

Guard.
104/2,



GBAHDIFIC, 351 GRANDMOTHER.
xSoz C James Miht Diet ,

Grand Guard

,

a guard com-
posed of three or four squadions of hoise, commanded by
a field officer, posted about a mile and a half from the camp,
on the light and left wings, tovvaids the enemy, for the

better security of the camp 1844 Regiel 4 Ord Annyiti
The Grand Guards of Cavahy are to be foimed, and the

Horses picketed

+ Grandi'fic, a Obs, rare [ad L grandt-

fic-us, f. grandi-s great + -ficus making see -mo ]

1727 Bailed vol II, Grandifick
,
doing great Hungs

1782 W. Stevenson Hymn Deity 23 In those graudmc
works .Where perfect fitness, beauty, use, unite.

I Grandify,
v. Obs. [f. L grandi-s (see

Grand a) + -ty ] trans To make gieat

1683 E Hooker Pref EJ>. Pondage's Mystic Div 92
Whom that God mai saluin, fortifi and grandifi

Grandiloqtia'city. nonce-wd [See next and
Loquacity ] A piece of giandiloqttence

18x4.Q Rev XII 48 His visit to France is only a pleonasm
01 grandiloquacity foi a trip fiom Dover to Calais

Grandiloquence (giaendi ldkwens). [f next

see -ence ] The quality of being grandiloquent

,

a lofty or imposing style of speech or writing

1589 Puitenham Eng Poesie in v (Arb ) 162 And there-

fore of learned dutie asketh martiall grandiloquence, if

[etc ] 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1158 Her grandilo-

quence and stout resolutions in her speech 1669 Gale
Crt Gentiles 1 111 x 96 The Grandiloquence of Plato

1791 Boswell Johnson 3 Apr an 1773, One cannot help
smiling sometimes at Ins affected grandiloquence 1840
Carlyle Heroes (1858) 321, I find in Johnson's Books
a measured grandiloquence, stepping or rather stalking

along in a veiy solemn way 1856 Masson Ess iv 137 In
lyrical grandiloquence, Dryden was m lus natural element
1880 MeCARTHY Own Times III xlvi 41 1 Both the vague-
ness and the grandiloquence were doubtless deliberate

Grandiloquent (graendi Wkwent), a [f L
grandiloqu-us, of the same meaning, f grandi-s

big, great (see Grand a ) + -loqitus speaking, f.

root of loqui to speak For the ending (after

eloquent) cf magniloquent and Sp. grandilocuente.

It. grandiloquente.'] Of a person, his language,

style of wilting, etc . Characterized by swelling

or pompous expression

*593 Nashe Strange Newes Wks (Grosart) II 253,

1

admire your aged Muse, that may well he grand-mother to

0111 grandeloquentest Poets at this present 1656 Bloun r

Glossogr , Grandiloquent,
that useth gieat words, that hath

a high stile 1827-48 Hare Guesses Ser n (1873) 361 Men
are ambitious of saying grand things, that is, of being
grandiloquent 1837-9 Hallam Hist Lit IV iv. v. § 17
230 To imitate the grandiloquent strains of Pindar 1840
Poe Gold Bug Wks 1864 I 60 ' I sent for you ’, said he, m
a grandiloquent tone. 1868 Helps Realmah viu (1876) 178
You should have heard him dilate upon it in his grandilo-
quent way 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd Men I 1 35 Ail
enthusiastic (and of course a grandiloquent) admirei of the
futuie Piesident
absol 1829 Lytton Disowned 18 A prodigious love of the

grandiloquent

Hence Grandi loq.uen.tly adv
,
in grandiloquent

language
1863 E C Clayton Cruel Fait II 119 You talk very

grandiloquently about taking an interest in me 1870 Spec-
tator 27 Aug 1039/2 That insignificant chain of hills which
geographers grandiloquently term the Ural Mountains

Grandi'loqiiism. nonce-wd [f L grandt-
loqa-us (see prec ) + -ism: J The practice of using

giandiloquent language
1836Monthly Rev Aug 526 But everything that is Russian

appears, accoiding to the author's colouung, so superior to

what exists any wheie else, that we must take his testimony
With some caution His grandiloquism proves too much.

Grandiloquous (graendi lokwas), a. Also 7
grandiloquioua [f L grandiloqu-us (see prec.)

+ -ous ] Grandiloquent
1392 G Harvey Pierce's Super 177 What grandiloquous

epithets have they bestowed 1689 G Harvey Curing
Dis by Expect xxi 175 The blazoning of their vertues are
so grandiloquious 1806 Southey in Ann Rev IV 60 His
grandiloquous style often obscures his meaning 183a
Austin Junspr (1879) II xxx 560 Grandiloquous talk.

1863N SfQ Ser in III 334 Notwithstanding the grandi-
loquous flourish about the ‘ Fiencli, Spanish, and Portuguese
Authorities of the oidei

’

+ GrandiToquy. Obs -° [adL *grandilo-

qm-um cf. sohloqmum soliloquy ] Lofty speech.

1663 Bullokau, Grandiloquy, high, lofty, big-speaking
1676 in Coles

t Gran&inous, a. Obs -0 [ad L grandtnosus,
f grandm-, grando hail ] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr

,
Grandmous, full of hail, subject

to hail 1755 m Johnson
tGraudio. Obs [Ct Grandob] A grandee.
1650 Trapp Comm Gen x 8A Magnifico, a Grandio, such

a one as sought to make himself great even to a pioverb

Grandiose (grsendiohs), a [a F grandiose
,

ad It. grandioso (whence alsoSp., Pg grandioso),

f L. grandi-s (It,, Sp., Pg grande) great (see

Grand a)
; for the suffix see -ose, -ous ]

1. Producing an effect or impression of grandeur
or greatness

; characterized by largeness of plan
or nobility of design
*843 Emerson Misc Papers, Carlyle Wks (Bohn) III.

317 Phis grandiose character pervades his wit and his

imagination 1850 Lfitch tr CO Mtlllcr's Anc Art
§ 290 (ad 2) 322 Amphitheatres in the simple and grandiose
taste of the Hellenic architects 1855 Browning In a
Balcony 13a Things painted by a Rubens All better, all

moie grandiose than the life. 1874 H R Reynolds John

Bapt yin 506 Those who saw the grandiose form of the
Baptist 1897 Dowden Fr Lit, iv. in, 303 In LesRnines
he recalls thepast like ‘ an Aiab Osstan’, monotonous and

giandiose

2 Of speech, style, deportment, etc Charac-
terized by foimal stateliness

; often in disparaging
sense Aiming at an effect of giandevtr, pompous
1840 Thackeray Parts Sh bk

, Napoleon (1869) 1x8 Our
author speaks of the Emperor’s advent in the following
grandiose way 1847 De Qiuncey Sp Mil Nun xn
Wks 1862 III 34 Mr Uiquiza entered first, with a stmt
more than usually grandiose 1850 W Irving Goldsmith
xu 150 He earned into the bookselling craft somewhat of
the giandiose mannei of the stage 1865 Dickens Mui Fr
1 xvi, What is it that we call it in our grandiose speeches ?

1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der v xxxix 363 His grandiose air
was making Mab feel herself a ridiculous toy to match the
cottage piano 1892 A Birrell Res Judicatoe 11 58
Gibbon Milton as the one is our grandest author, so the
other is our most grandiose

Grandiosely (gitendiousli), adv [f piec. +
-ly 2

] In a giandiose mannei.
1858 Doran Crt Fools 331 A Pole grandiosely named

Corneille de Lithuanie 1879 McCarthy Own limes I

425 Lord George Bentinck talkedgrandiosely 1888 Harper's
Mag July 220 All this is now lepeated for us more im-
posingly, more grandiosely

Grandiosity (grzendi? siti) [f. Grandiose
+ -ity ] The quality of being grandiose.
*839 Hallam Hist Lit. Ill m vi § 47 573 There is

something of a grandiosity in the sentiments and language,
which shows us that Shakspeare had not read that history
without entering into its spuit. 1862 Sat Rev XIV 573/2
Mi Balme’s book is disfigmed, in regard to style, by a
pervading grandiosity of manner 1881 M Arnold Byron
in Macm Mag XLIII 372/2 That ‘daring, dash, and
grandiosity ’, of Byron, which are indeed so splendid 1887
Lowell Old Eng Dramatists (1892) 36 Marlowe . con-
stantly pushes grandiosity to the verge of bombast

Grandisonaut (grtendvsonant), a rare, [f L.
grandi-s great + sonant-eni, pr. pple of sond-re

to sound Cf. Geandisonous ] Stately-sounding.
1684H More Answer 276 The expiessions are so high,

sublime, and grandisonanh 1685 — Parahp Prophet 381
That grandisonant Speech was uttered by Nestonus 1827
Wilson m Blackw Mag XXL 503 The grandisonant name
of The Glory of Mount Pleasant

Grandisonian. (gnendistm’man), a [f Grandi-
son (see below) + -1AN.J Of deportment, manner,
etc. . Of or resembling that of Sir Charles Grandi-
son, the hero ofS Richardson’s novel of that name.
The character was intended by the author to represent his

ideal of a perfect gentleman The stately and formal
courtesy, and the chivalnc magnanimity, ascribed by
Richardson to his hero, are the featuies of the character
most prominent in allusive references

1829 Westm Rev X 179 lo say the truth, our exquisite
sports nothing at all Grandisonian either m morals or man-
ners 1859 Carlyle Let 13 Apr. m Sir C G Duffy Conveys
iv Carlyle (1892) 203 A man of scrupulous veracity, correct-

ness and integrity, a kind of Grandisonian style of magna-
nimity, both m substance and manner, visible in all lus

conduct 1881 Stevenson Virg Puensque 58 They treat

them to Grandisonian airs *88a 1 uckerman Hut Eng
Fiction (1884) 197 The Grandisonian manners are not to be
taken as a picture of contemporary fashion

So also the nonce-wds Grandiso niamsm, Gran-
disoman manner or style ; G-randxsoaize v trans ,

to escort in a Grandisonian fashion
1824 Blackw Mag XV 224 Will your ladyship permit

me to have the honour of Grandisomzmg you into the next
apartment? 1882 A. W Ward Dickens 116 He becomes
a really fine picture, unmarred by any Grandisomanisms in
eithei thought or phrase, of a true gentleman.

Grandisonous (grsendi s<?nss), a. [f. late L.
grandison-us (f grandi-s Grand a + son-, root

ofsonus sound) . see -ous J = Grandisonant.
1674 Petty Disc. Dupl Proportion A v, Grandisonous or

Euphonical Nonsence 1727-1800 Bailey, Grandisonous,
that maketh a great Sound, 1870 Musgrave Ramble
Bnttany I 107 The opera house rejoicing in the grandison-
ous designation cf L’Academie Impeuale de la Musique

I

-Grandity. Obs. [ad L granditds,i.grandis\

see Grand and -ity OF had grandiU ] Grandeur,

stateliness Also, an attribute or mark of greatness.

1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie in xxiv. (Arb ) 302 And in

a Prince it is decent to goe slowly, and to march with ley-

sure, and with a certame granditie rather than grauitie.

1605 CamdenRem , Poems x Our Poets excell in granditie

and grauity 1689 T Plunket Char Gd, Commander 34
Inheritor of his ample territories and other grandities 1859

J Rogers Antipopopr x. 11 252 Beings so unequal m
dignity and grandity

I' Gra’ndize, v. Obs rare-1 , [f Grand a +
-ize] trans To make grand 01 great.

1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt Ser 1. xlvi 310 The many
mountains of our age grandised by the unlawful rum of
otheis

Grand-juror, jury, etc. - see Juror, etc

t Grandling. Obs. rare-1 , [f. Grand a. +
-ling ] A f grand ’ person, an aristocrat.

a 1637 B Jonson Underwoods, Sp according to Horace
Wks (1640) 215 But he that should perswade to have this

done For education of our Lordmgs , Soone Should he [not]

heare of billow, wind, and storme From the Tempestuous
Grandhngs
Grandly (grsemdli), adv [f. Grand a + -ly2.]

In a grand manner, magnificently, splendidly,

grandiosely, etc

1654 Z Coke ArtLogich Ep. Ded (1657) A njb, To Tran-
quility of Government, Corruption of Manners, and Mazing
Errors are grandly opposite. *658-9 Burton's Diary (*8s8j

IV 243 The Chair takes a little too much on him, but
grandly *785 Boswell Tour Hebrides 348 There was
something grandly horrible in the sight 1841-4 Emerson
Ess , Over Soul Wks. (Bohn) 1 . 122 A mind that is grandly
simple 1863-5 J Thomson Snnd. at Hampstead iv iv,

Mary and Dick so grandly Parade suburban streets *882
Mrs Oliphant Lit Hist Fng I 3 Means which are dimly
01 grandly traceable across the ages. 1888 Steel & Lyttle-
ton Cricket (Badm Libr ) xi 347 Lyttleton was grandly
caught by Webbe close to the ropes 1800 B Wynne Our
Hardy Bruits 20 It [a pear] does grandly against a house
wall

Grandmamma (grm ndmama, grte nmama).
[See Grand a 12 b.] A colloquial synonym of
Grandmother. Also Gra ndma, G-ra'ndinammy.
(For the status of these forms see Mamma, Ma,
Mammy

)

1763 Bnt. Mag IV 495 O discietion l thou’rt a jewel.
Or our grand-mammas mistake. 1781 Cowper Retirement
515 Your prudent grandmammas, ye modem belles. Content
with Bristol, Bath, and Tunbridge Wells. 1813 Examiner
29 Mar 204/1 To frighten children and grandmammas 1825
C M Westmacott Eng Spy I 158 At our old grand-
mamma's in St Clement’s 1866 Geo Eliot F. Holt 1 34
You shall have nothing to do now but to be grandmamma on
satin cushions 1894 Crockett Lilac Suubonnet 38 But,
grandmammy dear, I thought that [etc ]

Grand master.
f 1 . The chief officei of a royal household Ohs.

1549 Latimfr isi Serm. bef Ediu VI (Arb ) 32 God is

great grand mayster of the Kynges house, and wil take ac-
coumpt of euery one that beareth rule thenn, for the exe-
cuting of their offices 1556 Citron Gr Friars (Camden)
55 The lord Richard Ryche was made chaunseler ofYnglond,
and the lord Sent Jone that was lorde grandmaster gave it

up 1748 Lady M W. Montagu Let to W Montagu 25
Dec , She came attended with the greatest pai t of her court

;

her grand master.
,
the first lady of her bedchamber [etc ]

2 The head of one of the military orders of
knighthood, e.g the Hospitallers, Templars, etc.

*533 Becon Rehques ofRome (1563) 59 Of the Templates
oiden For when their g[r]aundmaster, lames Burgonion
was burnt at Pans [etc] 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) 59 Otto, grand master of theTemplars. *777 Watson
Philip II (1830) 67 The sieur de la Valette, grand-master of
the knights of Malta 1802 G Rose Dianes (i860) I 515
The present inclination was to leave the nomination of a
Giand Master to the Knights 1820 Scott Ivanhoexxxvui,
On an elevated seat sat the Grand Master of the Temple.

b. The head of the order of Fieemasons (or of
a f province * of this), or of later societies which
imitate its constitution, as the Odd Fellows, etc

*724 Weekly Jrnl 25 Jan 2769/x Sampson , was ac-

counted Grand Master of that Fraternity [Free Masons]
1753 Scots Mag Sept 426/2 George Drummond, of the
society of Free Masons in Scotland Grand Master *840
Dickens Old C Shop xm. The Perpetual Giand Master of
the Glorious Appollers

4* 3. A leading member of a trade guild. Obs
1615 J Stephens Satyr Ess 293 [He] is never free of the

Company, till he hath drunk out his Apprentise-hood
among the graund Masteis.

Hence G-raudma'stersMp, the office or position

of grandmaster.
1769 Robertson Chas V, 1 Wks. 1826 III 241 She be-

queathed to Ferdinand the grand-masterships of the three
militaryorders 18 Lowell Leg Bnttany Poet Wks 1890
I 95 He had spared no thought’s or deed's expense, That
by and by might help his wish to dtp Its darling bride,

—

the high grandmastership 1882-3 Schait? Encycl Relig.
Knovd I. 49 King Ferdinand now united the grand-master-
ships of St James, Calatrava, and Alcantara to the crown

Grandmaternal (gxse ndmata inal), a Some-
whatjocular, [f. Grand a. +Matrenal a.j Of,

pertaining to, 01 befitting a grandmother, grand-
motherly
1790-18*1 Combe Devil upon Two Sticks (1817) I 260

Maternal or grand maternal pleasures will not, I fear, com-
pose any part of the

_
happiness of her life *86z Sat

Rev 8 Feb 155 In spite of paLemal protests and gratid-

maternal tears, the fatal miscalculation was expiated on the
block 1880 G Meredith Tragic Com vn (1802) 91 He
named a grandmaternal date for the year of the baroness’s
bnth

Grandmother (giBe’ndnmSoi, grae immSai).

Also 5 graunt(e)moder, 6 gxaundemoder,
-mother, 7 gran-mother. [See Grand a. 12b]
1 The raothei of one’s fathei or mother.

1424 [Implied in Grandmotherless] *483 Caxton Gold
Leg 429/1 The giaunte moder of Saynt alaebaulte. 1496
Plumplon Corr (Camden) p c. Sir Robert Babthorp, kt

or Dame Elizabeth his wife, grauntfeder & grauntmoder
to the said Elizabeth *535 Coverdale 2 Tim. 1 5 The
vnfayned faith . . which dwelt first in thy graundemother
Lois, and in thymotber Eunica c 1645Howell Lett I.nvi.
II 182 ,

1

made another Latin Speech to the Duke, touching
his Gran-Mothers death, 1671 Lady Mary Bertie in *2th
Rep Hist MSS. Comm App. v 23 Her grandmother sent
a chaire for her 1788 H Walpole Remm 11 x8 It was
the portrait ofher grandmother 1860-1 Flo Nightingale
Nursing 26 A great-grandmother, who was a tower of

physical strength, descending into a grandmother, perhaps
a Little less strong

b Phrases This beats my gi andmoiher : said

of something that excites astonishment. 7'each

yourgrandmother to suck eggs (see Egg sb 4 b)
1883 Harper’s Mag, 889/2 Well, this does beat my grand-

mother, I mu§t say 1

1626 IVillofCarew (Somerset Ho ), My body tomy grand-
mother the Earth. 1650 B Discolhnninum 15 Ignorance
is the Grand-mother of mistaken Necessity 1774 J Adams
in Fam. Lett, (1876) 46,

1

strolled away to mother church,

124-2



GRANDMOTHERLY.
or rather to grandmother church I mean the Romish
chapel 1870 E A. I relman m W R W Stephens Life
fy Lett (1895)11 9 Athol! built himself the grandmother
ofpews. 1879 B Taylor Stud Genu Lit. 5 If the Gothic
language be the legitimate mother of the Old German, it

must also be, through the Saxon, the grandmother ofEnglish.

2 A female ancestor
*5*6 Pilgr Peif (W de W 1531) 76 The fourth tliynge

that is dispiaysed in our graunamother Eue, was that she
was cuiyous 1588 Shaks L.L L 1.1 266 With a childe
of our Grandmother Eue, a female 1606 Hieron Truth's
Put chase Whs (1613) I 61 Our grand-mother Heuah 1642
Fuller Holy <$• Prof St v. 111 366 Satan tempted our
gi andmother Eve.

3 attnb. (quasi-adj )
a 1649 Drumm of Hawtii Cypress Grove Wks. (1711)

119 What excellency is there 111 it, fqr which he should
repine to be at lest, and return to his old grandmother
dust? 1649 E, Sparke m J Shute Sarah <J- Hagar Pref.
A 3 a. Ourgrave Author was , . master ofthose three Grand-
mother-Languages inscribed on the Cross of Christ, besides
some others of their piogeny 18x4 Prophetess m m,
I held him here with these grandmother hands
Hence Gra nd.motherh.ood, the condition or fact

of being a grandmothei
; G-ra'ndmotherism, the

relation of being a grandmother
; Gra ndmother-

less a„ without a grandmother
*4*4 E. E Wills (1882) 57 ]7an shall he be left

.
graunt-

moderles 1806 Anna Scward Lett (1811) VI. 324 The
apparent grandmotherism seems now reversed between us.
1846 Du Quincuy Sophocles' Antigone Wks i860 XIV aox
Surely she will command that reverence from you, by
means of her granchnotherhoodf which by means of her
ethics she might not

Graudmotlierly (grsend-, gne nm»'?fD.il 1), a.
[f. Grandmother + -ly 1

.] Pertaining to or befit-

ting a grandmother Now often Jig. of govern-
ment, legislation, etc : Characterized by a trivial
minuteness of detail m its regulations, as if the
governed were children incapable of protecting their
own interests
184a C. Whitehead Richard Savage (1845) III vii 300

But this device is grandmotherly 1871 Daily News 7 Apr ,They have abjured nil attempt to rule Pans except by a
grandmotherly kind of coaxing 1874 Mas J W Horne
Sex tf Eauc. 17 A good old grandmotherly doctrine, handed
down from parent to child, 1880 Harper's Mag LX 914Now Jerome

, said Irene, m the advising grandmotherly
manner she often assumed 1883 Athenaeum 8 Sept. 300/3
lhe enterpnsing traveller had set their rather grandmotherly
regulations at defiance 1888 Lowell Prose Whs (1890) VI.
at8 Those theories of grandmotherly government which led
to our revolt from the mother country 1889 Jessofp Coming
of Friars vi 277 There was no grandmotherly legislation
in those days

Grand-nephew. [See Gbauds i a b.] The
son of a nephew or niece.

a. 1639 Wotton Will in Walton Life (*651) c 9 My two
Grand-nephews Albert Moiton and Thomas Bargrave
x8»6 Mms Mitford Village Ser 11 (1863) 346 x86o Sala
Haddington Peerage xxix, I'll have you out, were you
twenty tunes my grand-nephew.

Grandness (gras mines), [f. Grand a. +
-ness.] 1 he state or quality of bemg grand

;

magnificence, splendour, grandeur Also, a grand
action.

1722 Wollaston Relig^ Nat. y. (1724) 80 The grandness
of this fabric of the world. 1871 Browning Balaust 1252He did too many grandnesses, to note Much in the meaner
things about his path 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls x.
(1870) 160 It s good to have grandness somewhere, or else
nobody would have any place to stretch in. 1893W A. P
Martin in Barrows Pari Rehg II n42 Had Columbus
realized the grandness of his discovery

Grand-niece. [See Grand a. 12 b.] The
daughter of a nephew or niece.
1830 in Booth Analyt. Diet 183a Makryat N. Forster

xxxix, I he colonel .requested his grand-niece to accept of
his hospitality i860 Sala Haddington Peerage xhv, Lord
Haddington the fourth had not deemed his grand-nieces
worthy of a thought The grand-niece-in-law had hitherto
pertinaciously refused to hold any intei course with Lord
Baddmgton s widow

t [pseudo-Sp., from the notion
that Sp. masc. sbs. end m -0 Cf. Gbandio 1 =
Grandee
xfo3-4 Middleton & Rowley Sp Gipsy u i 28 In th'

°*"
“*? 5

est
< grandoes, dukes, marquesses, condes,

n ^ htulados 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier n 1 in Bullen

What here l cancel
Tords °f Spaine be witnesse all

II Gra'ndo 2
, Obs, [L. grctndo hail; m early

modem physiology used for a minute granular
body] (Seequot.)

f,
eud- Ep 111 «vu (ed. 2) xsxWhether it [the chicken] he not made out of the grando,

doubt
Ure> ®erme or trec^e the egge .doth seem oi lesser

Grandpapa (grse'ndpapa, grsevnpapa) [See
vjRand a. 12 b and Papa ] A colloquial substitute
tor Grandfather. Also Grandpa.

^rfr*
Ap

J l88A There is mY grandpappa.
1836-48 B D Walsh Anstoph . Knights iv. l Don’t you
see tis empty, Dear grand-papa ’

1873 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
** ?94 fhey .call him grandpapa’s master

t>. Grandpapa dance. (Cf Grandfather 4.)
Browning Peter Gt. vi 52 The‘Grandpapa* dance

of which Peter was particularly fond

Grandparent (grse ndpe«rent). [See Grand
0.12 b.] A parent of a parent
1830 in Booth Analyt, Diet x868 Walt Whitman Poems

352

137 The white-haired Irish grand-parents 1875 T W Hig-
ginson U S Hist v 31 Their grandparents had told them
of a country far to the west.

So Grandparentagre, the state or condition of
being a grandparent or of having grandparents
1889 Nature 24 Jan 299/2 Families differently grouped

according to their parentage and grandparentage 1896
Daily Nevis 10 Jan 3/6 Such a life as might be expected
from lus giand-parentage

II Grand pas. Obs Also anglicized 7 grand
paw. [Fr.

;
lit

‘
great step ’

] In quots. used
for A stylish manner of walking.
*667 Lacy ^auny Me Scot 11 Dram Wks (1875) 336

Wheie didst thou learn the grand pas. Peg? It becomes
thee rarely 1698 Fryer Acc E India P. 139 They are
* more than the Grand Paw, and to make a Salam
X022 Scott' Pirate xiv, The story, like a horse on thegrand
fa&i seemed to be advancing with rapidity, while, m reality,
it scarce was progressive at the rate of a yard m a quarter
of an hour

Graxidpaternal (gne ndpats Jnal), a. Some-
what jociuar. [f. Grand a + Paternal a ] Of
or befitting a grandfather

,
grandfatherly.

1844 Mrs Browning Let 20 Feb m Lett to R.H Horne
(1877) I xxxvui, 245 You give me grand-paternal advice
sometimes 1884 E Yates Recoil I u 40 lhe finances of
the grand-paternal establishment.

II Grandpere (granpfr). [Fr.; lit. ‘grand-
fathei ’

] A variety of the cotillon {Cent. Diet.)
1835 Woman I 17 1 Aie not the forms of dance more

recently introduced, the Galoppe, Mazuika, Cotillon,
Grandpere, *romping 1

?

G-randpisce, obs. form of Grampus
Grandrills. [Cf Drill j£.5] (See quol.)
188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needlework, Grandrtlls

a dark grey material, made of cotton and employed for
the making of stays; a description of coarse Jean
Gra’ndship. nonce-wd. The personality of a
‘Grand’ (see Grand B 4)
*747,W. Horsley Fool (1748) II 165 The Giand, he pray’d

for Silence to the Held; at length Clamour ceas’d, and
thus his Grandslup open’d

Grand signior. Forms • see Signior [ad.
It gran signore 1 gieat lord *

. see Grand and
Signior Some of the forms are assimilated to
the Fr equivalent grand seigneur ]
1 The Grand Signior . the Sultan of Turkey.
*692 Wotton Let to Ld Zouch 6 Aug in Rehq (1685)

633 1 ke Gran Seignior yet liveth in Croatia 1598 B Jonson
E11 Man m Hunt 1 i Wks (1616) 9 Our Turkie companie
neuer sent the like to the Grand-Sigmor x6xo Guillim
Heraldry 111 xiv. (1660) 177 Embassador for many years to
theGrand Signeur from theKing ofEngland 1713WardlrTrue Amazons (ed 2) 59 The Grand Seignior with all his
Janizaries about him 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1776) II
399 [The Zebra] It is frequent with the African ambassadors
to the court ofConstantinople, to bung some of these animals
with them, as presents for the Grand Seignior. 1847 Mrs.A Kerr Hist Servia 445 Intending to lay some com-
plaints before the Eflendi of the Grand Signior
f 2 A great noble Obs
The F grand seigneur is occasionally used in recent

English books in this sense
x6ox Holland Pliny II 81 The Grand siegniors and

great men of the citie Ibid. 526 M Valerius Maximus.,
beemg one of the grand-seigmeurs of Rome, [i860 Whyte
Melville Holmby Ho I 142 A Paladin in the field,
0.grand seigiteurm. the drawing-ioom ]

Grandsire (gras ndsai»i, gr£E nsaior). Forms
;

see Grand a and Sire,1 also 4 graunsixe, -ser,

5 granser, grawn(e)sire, -syre, 6 graynser,
Sc. 6 grant-, grandschir, 7 grandsher, -ir, 9
gran(d)slier, dial, gransir. [a AF. graunt sire :

see Grand a. 12 b and Sire ]
1. = Grandfather i. arch and dial.
c 1290 Beket 473 in d’ Eng. Leg 1. 120 Bi be kingus daye

henries bat ovre graunt-sire was 1257 R Glouc. (Rolls)

“J53
Vor he wilnede voi to ligge is grantsire ney 13871 revisa Higden (Rolls) II 259 Sarug was Abraham his

fader graunsire cx400 Dcstr Troy 2169 Synkes not in
your sowle pe sorow of your graunser 1474 Caxton
Chesse 53 Councevllour of his fader his grauntsire and of
his grauntsirs fader 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes
124 Hys grauntsirs [misprinted gramitsirs] fader was an
harP.e* a“d meter oflandes. 1501 Plumpton Corr (Camden)

Al1 “e estayts made by your graynser and father 1387Miit Mag
, Q_ Cordila vi. 1 My grandsire Bladud bight.

1
j
Camden Rem 212 My father was King of England .

and his fathei my grandsire was also King of England
1697 PorrrR Antiq. Gieece (17x5) I 1 XXvi 169 If an
Heiress is contracted lawfully in full Marriage by a Father
or Grand-sire 17*5 Pope Odyss xix 566 His grandsire
sent him to the sylvan chace 18x4 Scott Ld of Isles 11.By Woden wild, (my gi andsire ’s oath) 1863 Longt
trrl
y
5l
de
J?tn 1J * The sword his grandsire bore 1876Whitby Gloss

,
Gransir

,
grandfather.

to. The sire of a sire (ofan animal, esp. ahorse).
x88x Encycl Brit XII 184 Another chestnut [horse],

but with the characteristic black spots of his grandsire
c First grandsire

,
great grandsire - great-

grandfather (See also Great a 21b.)
CVt°Pe!ir Troy 13602 Aschatus. J?at is my fader so fre,and pi first graunser
2 Sc. Agreat-grandfather (Cf. Grandfathers.)
& Aci

f Mary 11814) II. 432/1 O souerane ledyis

ttt & grantschir 159a Sc Acts fas VI
(18X4)111 019/1 His maiestiesvmquhile darrest grandschir

lhe?
Sl^E J

?
eg
e
M
SV̂ ?

x father, gudsher, Ind grand-

H«R«^ Sc C/as /Jt
?7o) V 6^6/2 The estate^Sr"e P°SSes be ma my

(
athei Sudshir and grandshir

pZ an(
^r

1;en yeirev
s hreane 1806 R. Jamieson'sfop Ball. I 292 His gransher, his gutsher, his daddie

GrRANE.

3 . A forefather, progenitor arch

c.

C»T f V* kyng Alfied, is grauntsue, pat houb a-rerd hadde 157* Twyne
(*584) Q v, Thy soule vnto thy grandsiers gosts I stnd
*599 H Buttls Dyets drte Dinner A auj, Our Grand alAdam x693 C Drydln in J D ’s Juvenal vu

(l6n7 ) ^In Peace, ye Shades of our Great Grandsires rest tfcm
I cnnyson Princ 1 6 Some sorceier, whom a far-off cram?sue burnt Because he cast no shadow 1806 F H * ,

appositive 1649 MmroN Exkon xx Wks (1847) ,ai/tSo did our grandsne papists in this lealm
d /

4. A man of an age befitting a grandfather, an
old man. aich.

5

1596 Shaks Tam Shr iv v 50 Do good old prance.™.& withal! make known Which way thou trauellfstW Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 10 Auld grandsher?
at their doors sat beikm b

5 . alt) ib. (quasi-art) )
1592 Shaks Rom A Jnl 1 iv. 37 For I am piouerb’da ^an

B̂
>er Thiase 1637 f Whiting Albino lBcllama (1638) 85 Yet had their pleasure not a grand-sire

life. 1836 R A Vaughan Mystics vm iv (i860) II eg
Yon grey promontory, about whose grandsire knees thewaves are gambolling
6 Bell-nnging A particular method of ringing

the changes on a nng of bells; its varieties aie
designated grandsire cinque, grandsire bob

, grand-
sire triples

,

etc

1671
r
l mtinnalogia 95 Grandsire is the best and most

ingenious Peal that ever was composed, to be rang on five
bells. Ibid roe This Peal of Grandsire is ^absolute
foundation fiom whence the excellent Peal of Grandsire
bob (on six bells) had its beginning and method 1671
1677 [see Bob jA‘] 1798 in Gentl Mag (1825) XCV’
1 298 A full and compleat peal of grandsire tnpples, con-
sisUng of 5040 changes 1809 in Southey Comm -pi BkIV 390 A peal of grandsire-bob cators containing 126
changes 1872 Ellacombp Ch Bells Devon 111 40 The
College Youths rang at S Bride’s, London, the first peal of
5000 grandsire cinques on twelve bells 1883 B'ham Daily^1 19

,

fc 7
,

E pea* IO>*76 changes of grandsire majors
This is the longest peal ever rung upon hand-bells
Grandson (gi£E*nds»n, grae ns»n). [See Grand
a 1 2 b ] A son’s or daughter’s son.
1586 Warner Alb Eng « Xj (1589) 48 Alcaeus grand-

sonne searching long the Thefts he could not finde 165s
Sni E NicholasmN Papers (Camden) II 280 Which only
hath bin obstructed by my grandsonnes treachery 1734-e
Lord C in Swifts Lett (1766) II 211 These works shall
be the first foundation of the libraries of my three grand-
sons 1765-g Blacicstone Comm (1793) 248 Stephen was
indeed the grandson of the conqueror, by Aaelicm his
daughter 1866 Gro Eliot F Holt 1 24 She expected a
little grandson also

b traitsf of a horse.
x88x Encycl Brit XII. 184/1 The Darley Arabian’s line

is represented through his son Flying Childers, his grand-
s
2
n
?
“™ceancl Snip, and his great-grandson Snap Ibid.

185/2 The Baron and his grandson Blair Athol
C Comb. Grandson-m-law.

1898 Daily News 19 Dec 5/1 If a grandson-inlaw is
a grandson.

Hence Gramdsousliip,
1856 Donaldson in Cambridge Ess 30Among the Romans,

a man, of whom grand sonship could not be predicated, was
dubbed a ternsfilius

Grand tour. [Originally Fr = ‘ great cir-

cuit’
; but now apprehended as an English phrase ]A torn of the pnncipal cities and places of mteiest

m Europe, formerly supposed to be an essential

part of the education of young men of good birth
or fortune. Chiefly in phi to make the grand tour.
[1670 Lassels Voy, Italy Pref avj, And no man under-

stands Livy and Caesar like him who hath made exactly
the Grand Tour of France and the Giro of Italy] 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 261 Should we not make
the Grand Tour upon this occasion ? 1748 Smoli ett Rod
Rand. 1 (1760) I, 3 You have made the grand tour 1837
Penny Cycl. Vll 56/2 In 1714 he [Chesterfield] left tne
University to make the usual grand tour of Europe. X869
Rogers Pref to Adam Smith's W N I 12 Young men
of fortune and fashion made what was called the ‘grand
tour ’ undei the guidance of a tutor

b transf To take the grand tour of\ to make
the circuit of, go round.
1843 Haliburton Attache I xv 270 The decanters now

take the ‘grand tour ’ of the table

Hence Grand-tour v., nonce-wd., to ‘ make the
grand lour’.
x886 Ruskin Prmtenta I 392 [They] were grand touring

in Italy and Sicily

Gra'nd-uncle. [See Grand a 12 b] One’s
father’s or mother’s uncle

;
a great-uncle

*475 EL Noblesse 19 He also was crouned king of
Fraunce be the gret mighte of his graunt oncle Henry
cardmalle of Englande 1777 Robertson Hist Amer I 1

5E He promoted it with all the ardour of his grand uncle
1834 Mrs Carlyle Lett. I. 12 My present maid has
a grand-uncle 111 town x88i J. Grant Cameromans I 11

24, I won’t consult grand-uncle on that matter, Cousin Hew
t Grane, sb Obs Also 3-4 grone. [Not in

OE
, but app. m ablaut relation to the synonymous

Grin r&i] A snare, trap ; a noose. (Cf Gibn sb.1)
a 1225 Alter R 134 Leste heo beo ikeiht bmuh summe of

pe deofles gronen Ibid 278 So lutel {nng is edmodnesse &
so smel bet no grone ne mei hire etholden 13 Metr
Horn (Vernon MS) in Archiv Stud d neu Spr LVII.
247/1 He sauh al be eorjie was sprad wij? panters and wib
grones blake. c 1380 Wyclif Wks (x88o) 437 pes two lawis
ben granes \imspnnted graues] to J>e fend to gnare men m
his net — Sel Wks. III. 198 pe day of dome schal come



GRANE. 353 GRANITE.
as a snare, or grane 138a— Amos in 5 A brid shal falle

in to grane of erthe. — Judith ix 13 Be he taken with the

grane of his e3en in me — Matt xxvu 3 He hangide
hym with a grane c 1430 Lydg Mm Poems (Percy Soc )

203 That fro hn gravys [head granys] and hir snare Goth
not awey that comyth between

Grane (greto), v. Obs exc. dial. Also 7, 9
gram, 9 dial, green [f prec.

,
the form green

may belong to Grin v ] tram. To choke, strangle.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1611) 112 One executioner on
one side, and another on the other, graned him [the con-

demned person] with a lmnen cloth about his neck, pulling

the same till they forced him to gape 1674-91 Ray S <$

E C Words ioi To Gram or Grane , to choak or throttle

1806 Bloomfield Wild Flowers 43 Till I was nearly gran’d
outright He hugg’d so woundly hard 1823 Moor Suffolk
Words, Green, throttle—choak. A tight collar is said to

green a horse 1895 E Anglian Gloss , Gram, to gripe the
throat; to strangle

Grane, obs. f. Grain
,
northern f, Guoan

+ Granell, Obs. rare -l . [Variant ofGiknel
v 3 traits. To store up in a granaiy.
1621 Bolton S/at Irel 43 (Act 8 Edw IV) Diverse

persons have used to buy great store of coins to granell

up the same to sell upon a dearth

t Graner. Obs. Forms* 5-7 graner, 6 grayn-,
gramard, granier, grayner, 6-7 granar, (gra-

nard). [ad. F gremer
;

the forms have been
vatiotisly influenced by Grain and Granary
Cf. Garner ]

1 Some utensil belonging to a brewery; perh.

a vessel for holding gram.
1413 E E Wills (1882) 22Y be-quethe to Ion, r graners,

an a Hot, an a planer

2. A granary, gamer
1531 Elyot Gov. 11 ix (1537) 128 b. They lacked come in

their graynardes 1538 Bale Enierlude John Bapt m
Harl Misc. (1808) I no He wyll brynge the wheate into
hys barne or grayner 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par.
Matt m. 12 He shal vtterly cleanse his floore, & ley vp the
wheat in lus granard 1565 Cooper Thesaurus

, Comes
horreorum, the ouerseer of tne graner and bakehouse . in
a princes house 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Ttm. 639/1
They haue , . their gramers and their caues full. 1583
Stanyhurst AEnets iv. (Arb ) 109 Much lyk when pismers
theire corner in granar ar hurding, Careful of a winter
nipping, in barns they be piling xfiio Healey tr. Fives
on St Aug Citie of God. xv xxvi 567 The graner or
place where meate was kept for all the creatures [in the
Aik] 1613 R. C Table Alph (ed 3), Garnar, Granar,
corne chamber 1628 Wither Brit Rementb iv. 1362 Our
Granards filled, and our Gates made strong.

Grange (grinds), sb Forms 4-7 graunge,

(4~5 gronge, 5 gravmge, 6 grandge, graynge,
grallege), 4- grange [a. AF graunge (F
grange)

:

— med L. grdnea, gt'dnica f. gran-um
Grain
1 A repository for grain

;
a granary, bam arch.

4x300 CursorM 4689 Garners and Granges fild [he] wit
sede c 1384 Chaucer H Fame 11. 190 And eke of loves
mo eschaunges Than ever comes were in graunges 1489
Caxton Faytes ofA iv ix 253 A man . .brought to losse

and domage by fortune of fyre in his hous or m his grange.

1323 Ld Bekners Froiss I. xvm 25 All these carlagis

were sette in voyde granges and barnes. 1634 Milton
Comm 17s When, for their teeming flocks and granges full,

In wanton dance they [unlettered hinds] praise the bounteous
Pan 1833 Turner Dom Arclut II no The grange was
equivalent to our modern barn, where the corn is placed
before it is thrashed 1833 M Arnold Scholar-Gipsy xm.
And thou hast climb'd the hill Then sought thy straw in
some sequester'd grange. 1873 Hale In His Name 1. 3
Beyond, she could see large farms with their granges

2 . An establishment where farming is earned
on; *t*also, rarely

,

a group of such places, a
village {obs.) . Now applied to . A country house
with farm buildings attached, usually the residence

of a gentleman-farmer
CX300 Havelok 764 Forbar he neythe[r] tun, ne gronge,

pat he ne to-yede with his ware. 1377 Langl P PL a
xvii. 71 The Samaritan ladde hym so forth on lyard
to lex-chnsti , a graunge 41329 Skelton Col Cloute
421 Of an abbaye ye make a graunge. 1330 Palsgr. 227/1
Graunge or a lytell thorpe, Itameau Graunge, petit
milage c 1330 Bale K. Johan (Camd Soc ) 23 Our
changes are soch that an Abheye turneth to a graunge
1563-87 Foxe A.tfM (1596)38/1 Polycarpus .hidhimselfe
in a grange or village not farr off from the cttie, x6o6
Holland Sueton 103 It received moreover graunges [L
rural with cornefields, vine yards, pastures and woodes
x6aa Fletcher Prophetess v. 111, Make this little grange
seem a_ large empire 1623 Cockeram, Graunge, a lone
house in the Countrey, a Village 1703 T N City <5

- C
Purchaser 139 Grange, , a Building which hath Barns,
Stables, Stalls, and other necessary Places for Husbandry
1721 Strype Eccl Mem II xxx. 503AM esse and a Grange
called Badley Grange, of the Value of 42 Shillings in

Cheshire 1849W Irving Crayon Misc 300 One of these
renovated establishments, that had but lately been a mere
ruin, and was now a substantial grange 1830 Tennyson
In Mem . xci, The thousand waves of wheat. That upple
round the lonely grange 1876 Bancroft Hist US I.

xvn. 508 They were scattered in lonely granges

b. esp Hist. An outlying farm-house with
barns, etc belonging to a religious establishment

or a feudal lord, where crops and tithes in kind
were stored.
C1386 Chaucer Miller's T, 482 He is wont for tymber for

to go, And dwellen at the grange a day or two c 1440
GestaRom xlvm 368 (Add. MS ) All here studie is granges,
shepe, nete, and rentes 1598 Haklvyt Voy I 97 Great
lordes have cottages or graunges towards the South, from

whence their tenants bring them millet, 1726 Aylitfe
Parergon 88 Of this sort were their Changes and Priories.
x8x6 Scott Antiq ui, A grange, or solitary farm-house,
inhabited by the bailiff, qr steward, of the monastery, x868
Yonce Cameos (1877) I via. 52 He harassed a few brethren
of the Abbey of Croyland, who inhabited a grange not far
from Spalding 1874 Green Short Hist 111 §6 145 [They]
turned aside to a grange of the monks of Abingdon
f 3 A country house Obs
1352 Huloet, Graunge, or manour place without the walls

of a citie, suburbamtm. 1387 Turberv Trag. T. (1837) 98
His wife abode A three myles off the towne, where he had
buylte a graunge 1592 Daniel Compl Rosamond Poems
(1717) 47 Soon was I train’d from Court, T’ a solitary Grange.
x6ix Cotgr

, Beauregard, a Summer house, or Graunge

,

a house for pleasure, and recreation 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World II. v m § 16 454 Eight yeeres had hee been
absent out of the Citie, ana lmed m his Countrie Grange
1630 Donne Serm xxxix. 301 The Grange or country house
of the same Landlord. 1633 Heywood Eng Irav m.
Wks 1874 IV 43 Who can blame him to absent himselfe
fiomhome, And make his Fathers house but as a grange,
For a Beautie so Attractiue

1 4 fig. in various senses Obs.
1557 Tottel's Misc. (Arb ) 179 [Thou] The heape of mishap

of all my griefe the graunge. 1580 Lyly Enphues (Arb ) 265
Though England be no graunge, but yeeldeth euery thing
1381 T. HowfllDzwmfs (1879) 201 Where al delights con-
demde are shut, in sharp repentance grange 1396 Spenser
F Q vii vn 21 Ne have the watryfoules a certaine grange
Wherein to rest 1632 Lithgow 'lrav ix 385 It [Sicily]
was also aunciently called the Grange of the Romanes.
5. U S. A lodge or local branch of the order of

‘Patrons of Husbandry’, an association for the
promotion of the interests of agriculture.

1873 c F Adams in N Amer. Rev CXX. 405 The great
convention of the Granges held at Springfield, III x88e>

Libr. Utnv Knowl (TJ S ) VII g Grange, used in the
U S since 1867, as the familiar name of the state and sub-
ordinate organizations of the ‘patrons of husbandry’, a
national association of agriculturists

6 attnb and Comb., as grange account
, farm,

t horse, f house, keeper, place
;
grange apple, a

particular variety of apple
, + grange-gotten a

,

? bom m a grange, descended from farmers.
1892 Kune Abingdon A cc p xxxi, This account is followed

by a *grange account of Merchant 18*3 J Badcock Dom
Aviusem 48 A newvanety has been produced between this
and the “Grange apple 1878 Maclear Celtsvu (1879) 118
All flocked forth from their little “grange farms near the
monastery 1386 Warner Alb Eng v xxv (1589) 112
“Grange-gotten Pierce of Gauelstone, and Spensers two like

sort, Meane Gentlemen 1667 Duchess of Newcastle
Life Duke ofN (1886) 132 “Grange horses, hackney horses,
inanage-horses and others 1389 Greene Menapkon(Ax'a )

85 It is iongsmee wee met, and our house is a “Grange house
with you xsgo Tarlton's News Purgat 48,

1

would haue
thee staye at our little graunge house in the Countrey
1701 “Grange-keeper [see Granger 1] c 1340 Cursor M
5o44(Fairf) pai )>e stiwarde fande atte a “grange place
[Cot/ gainer] soiournande 1390 Greene Roy Exch Wks.
(Grosart) VII 242 Sequestrating himself in a graunge place

t Grange, Obs. rare—1
. [? f. prec ] trans.

Perh a fig use ofa vb. meaning * to engross (corn) ’.

c 1595 in Birch Mem Q Elis (1734) I 355, This ruffianry
of causes I am daily more and more acquainted with, and
see the manner of dealing, which groweth by the queen’s
straitness to give these women, whereby they presume thus
to grange ana huck causes.

Granger (gr£l ndgoi). Also 7 grangier,
gramger. [a. AF. graunger (F, gravgier), f.

grange Grange sb ]
1 One who is in charge of a grange

;
a farm-

bailiff, also, ?a tenant-farmer.
cm2 in Mem. St Giles's, Durh (Surtees) xgfi note, Un-

decimus ent Graunger et Custos Carucarum 1583 Stany-
hurst AEnets iv (Arb ) 109 Soom grangers with goade lads

restye be pricking x6oi Holland Pliny I 225 As if he
had slam nis Grangier, or Bailif of his husbandry, 1641
Best Farm Bks. (Surtees) g7 His tenants the gramgers are
tyed to come themselves, and wmde the woll 1689 Def.
Liberty agst Tyrants 4 To the end that God might be
acknowledged Lord, and they his grangers and vine dressers,

1701 Cowells Law Diet
,
Grangerus, the Granger, or

Grange-keeper, an Officer belonging to Religious Houses,
who was to look after their Grange 1877 F G Lee Gloss.

Eccl Terms 140 The granger who takes charge of the
garners and barns of a religious house

2 . US a A member of a ‘grange ’(see Grange 5).

2873 C F Adams in N Amer Rev CxX 393 The time
has now come when the Granger can be looked upon as a
phenomenon of the past. 1896 Daily News 3 Nov 2/4 The
leading Grangers were afraid to go into politics,

b A farmer (see quo t i887\
1887 I R Lady's Ranche Life Montana 121 They call

the farmers here ‘grangers’, as distinct from ranch-men
or stock-men The granger is held in low estimation by
the stock-man 1889 Century Did , Granger, a faimer, a
countryman (Humorous U SI)

c pi Short for granger shares

1883 Atlantic Monthly Eye. 449/1 One has but to mention
the word ‘ railway and there arises to the mind a congeries

of difficult questions dealing with Western * grangers 1897
Daily News 17 June 3/1 Other stocks reacted, Grangers
leading the railways.

3. attnb (sense 2), as granger law, movement,
party , granger road {U.Sl), one of the railways

which, convey grain from the "Western States

;

grangershares ( U.S ), shares in the granger roads
1887 Contentp Rev May 700 The rash ‘ “granger 1 laws of

more than a decade ago firmly established the principle

1873 C F. Adams m N Amer Rev CXX 395 That
“Granger movement, which has played a most prominent
part in the politics of certain of the North-western States.

1888 Bryce Amer Comnrw II 11 xlvi 202 The farmers
associated themselves in societies called * Granges 1

for the
piomotion of agriculture, and created a “Gianger party,
which secured drastic legislation against the railroad com-
panies 189a Pall MallG 31 Aug 7/1 The “granger roads
gamed 16 pei cent in net x88x Chicago Times 12 Mar,
High-priced “ganger shaies

Grangerize (gre1 ndgaroiz), v. [f Granger
(see below) + -ize
I11 1769 James Granger published a * Biographical History

ofEngland with blank leaves for the reception of engraved
portraits or other pictorial illustrations of the text. The
filling up of a 1 Granger ’ became a favourite hobby, and
afterwards other books were treated in the same manner ]

trans. To illustrate (a book) by the addition of
prints, engravings, etc., especially such as have
been cut out of other books
t88a Sala in Illustr, Loud News 4 Nov 463/3 Mr

Ashton’s 1 Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne 1

.would
he a capital book to grangerise 1883 Pall MallG 12 Feb.
4/2 He proceeded to 1 Grangeuze * or illustrate it, by the
insertion of his mass of materials

Hence Grangerized. ppl. a., Gra ngerizing*
vbl. sb. Also Gra ngeriza’tion, the action of
grangerizing; Gra*ngenzer — Grangrrite;
Gramgarism, the practice of grangerizing

;

Gra agents, one who grangerizes.
x886 Athenaeum 9 Oct 468/3 A very handsome * “granger-

ized ' copy ofByion’s ‘English Bards and Scotch Reviewers'
x886 PallMallG 23 July 5/2 Agreat piece of“Grangerizing
is now on view..—a copy of James Granger’s 4 Biographical
History of England’ 1885 Standard 24 Jan. 5/3 By in-
laying each page with the accumulated material for its

“Grangerisation, he turns a quarto into a folio 1889 N. Y
Tribune 13 Jan (Cent), The portraits of actors will be
paged sepaiately, with blank backs, for the benefit of
“Grangertzers 1896 Bookseller's Cata.1 , The value to a
Grangerizer of this huge collection of portraits cannot be
over-estimated 1882 Sala in Illustr Land News 4 Nov
463/3The only drawback to“Grangensm is that [etc ] x88x
A Lang Library 20 “Grangente 1885 PallMallG 11
June 6/1 A fine specimen of the Giangerite art 1889 Book-
worm 362 Granger’s History was the first book extended
by the introduction of extra prints illustrative of its text,
and Mr Granger was the original Extra-illustrator, the
father of the noble band of Grangentes

II Grangousier. Also 6 grandgosier. [Use
of Grangousier ( - F. grand gosier ‘ great throat ’),

proper name of a character in Rabelais ] One
who will * swallow ’ anything. Also attnb

.

CX380 Jefferie Bugbears m i in Archtv Stud, d nett
Spr (1897) 25 He gave me tliys swete ware to be grime our
grandgosier withall 1871 G Meredith Richmond 1m, Our
grangousier public.

t Gra'ngy, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Grange sb. +

-T.] Rustic.
c 1341 Anew. Papyshc Exhort 6 Ther meters all matigye

Rashe, rurall, and grangye

Graniferous (gramferas), a. [f L. granifer
(f. gram-,grSnum Grain + -fer bearing) + -ous.]

Producing or bearing gram or seed like grain.

1636 Blount Glossogr , Gtaniferous, thatbeareth giains,
or kernels x668 Wilkins Real Char. 11 112 Graniferous
Evergreen Shrubs 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11 115/2
Graniferous seed pods bearing small seed like grains 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvni 252 Fiddle-aock has the
valves notched about the edges, one of them usually grani-
ferous 1843 Hpmble Diet. Geol. Mm, Gtamfetous,
pods which bear seeds like grains.

Graniform (grm mfp.im), a [f, L. gran-um
Grain + -(i)fobm.] Formed like a gram or as

if composed of grams
;
spec m Anat and Bot

1778 Camper m Phil Trans LXIX 157 Little graniform
bones. 1797 Ibid LXXXVII 207 The inner surface of the
horns was gramfoim 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 441
Mesembryanthemum parvtfoltum Leaves graniform ex-
panded bluntly 1830 R Knox BedardsAnat 354 A very
painful graniform or pisiform subcutaneous tumour 1840
Paxton Bot Did

,
Graniform, formed like grains of corn

Granilite (grae mbit) Min Now rare. [In-
a

troduced by Rtrwan
;

f L. g'dm-, comb form
°

ofgran-um Gratn + -LITE ] A granular aggregate

of more than three ingredients (see quot 1796).
1794 Ktrwan Elem, Min. (ed 2) I 346 Granilite, Under

this denomination, we may comprehend all granites that

contain more than three constituent parts 1799— Geol
Ess, 166 By granitic compounds, I mean granitines, gram-
tells, and gramlites 2863 in Pace Haitdbk. Geol 'I et ms
(ed 2) s v Granttelle

Hence Granili tic a.

1799 Kirwan Geol Ess 123 This gramlitic rock.

II GraniUa (granrla), [Sp
,
dim. ofgrana see

Grain sb I] An inferior quality of cochineal, con-

sisting of the dried bodies of small or half-grown

cochineal-insects
x8xzj Smyth Praci of Customs (1821) 96 Gramlla is the

refuse of Cochineal, in small grains a 1873 Calvert Dye-
ing % Calico-printing (1876) 208 There is often a second
production of cochineal before the wet season sets in ; if so,

it is scraped off with a knife and dried, but tt is of inferior

quality, and is sold under the name ofgramlla.

Granite (gra nit). Also 8 granate, grauet.

[ad It gramto (orig. a ppl. adj, = ‘grained’), f

grano Grain sb. The It word has been adopted
m most of the European langs * F. grand (cited

m Hatz -Darm. from 1690), Sp , Pg gramto, Ger.,

Sw
,
Da gramt, Du g) amet.

The x8th c form granate is due to etymologizing identi-

fication of the word with Granate a, Cf g> annted marble,
s.v Granate v ]



G-RAETITELIi. GRANNY,

1

A granular crystalline lock consisting essen-

tially of quartz, oithoclase-feldspar, and mica,

much used in building

It vanes in colour, light grey being the predominating

tint Other varieties are white and light red or pink

[1613-391. Jones in Leoni Palladio's Anhit (1742) II

40 A Paimels of Porphyry, B Ditto of Gianito ] 16+6

Evelyn Mem (1857) I a38 Columns of great height, of

Egyptian granite 1670 Lassels Pay Italy II 236 Pillars

. all of a granite, or speckled marble 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let to Abbe Conti 31 July, Vast pieces of

granite are daily lessened by the prodigious balls that

the Turks make from them for their Cannon 1759 Johnson
Rasselas xkxvu, Palaces and temples will be demolished

to make stables of granate 176a Phil Trans LIT 5x0

The school-house all of square granet 1814 Scott Ld 0/
Isles in. xv, Huge terraces of granite black 1851 Layakd
Pop. Ace Dtscov. Nineveh xui. 341 A country rich in stone

and costly granites i860 Tyndall Glac 1 vu. 50 The
Aiguille piercing with its spikes of granite the clear air.

1868 Lossing Hudson 364 The mansion is built of blue
granite. 1887 Rusicxn Prxtenta II 233 The tremendous
granites of the Grimsel.

2. U.S. 1A land of rough-grained water-ice or

sherbet. Also called rock-punch and rock ice-cream
’

(Cent. Diet).
1887 N, Y. Tribune 7 Apr (Cent ), Granites .must be

frozen without beating, or even, much stirring, as the design

is to have a rough, icy substance. 1892 Star 14 May 4/3
Delicious ‘granites' 111 custard glasses.

3. attnb. and Comb.
a. simple attnb. or quasi-tra^ Consisting of or

made ofgranite. The granite capital or city
,
Aber-

deen The granite State, New Hampshire, U S.

1703 Maundkell Joum Jerus (17321 126 Granite Pillars

1813 Scott Tncrm m. x, A pile of granite fragments

1842 J F Cooper yack o' Lantern I. iv 112, I come from
New Hampshire, or what we call the Granite state 1846

J. Baxter Ltbr. Prod Agnc (ed 4) I. 343 Giamte
mountains are known at a distance by their rounded tops.

1862 Burton Bk Hunter (1863) 307 Aberdeen, the granite

capital of the far north 1893 Pall Mall G 21 Sept 6/1

A

well-known surgeon in the granite city 1898 Daily News
10 May 8/2 A thoroughfare payed with granite setts

to. objective and instrumental, as granite-disper-

ston
;
gramte-dupersmg,

-like, -sprinkled adjs.

1879 Q. Jml Geol. Sac XXXV 431 The *granite dis-

persing capacity of Kirkcudbrightshire must have been
very great Ibid , The great Kirkcudbrightshire *Gramte-
dispersion 1839 Bailey Pestns vm (ed. 1848) 90 The first

and. *gramte-like effect Of things 1849 Cobden Speeches

20 The granite-like hardihood and consistency of the man
1867 R S Hawker Prose lYks. (1893) 147 A boundless
reach of *gramte sprinkled moor.

c Special comb • granite-porphyry => Gra-
NOPnvBE j granite - quartzy a., intermediate be-

tween granite and quartz, granite ware, (a)

pottery with a speckled colouring imitating that

of granite ; (ff) the name given to a kind of ena-

melled ironware
1885 GeikiE Text bk Geol 11. 11. yii. (ed. a] 140 Granophyra

(*Granite-porphyry)—a rock composed of a compact, but

thoroughly crystalline (microgramtic) base, through which
are porphyritically dispersed crystals of felspar, mica, and
quai tz (often doubly terminated! 1882 Capello & Ivens
Benguella to Yacca II 232 We find the ground to be
composed of*gramte-quartzy rock 1893 Tradesman's List,
Pie Dishes—Best White *GraniteWare

GrahiteLL (gisemtel) Geol Also gramtel,
-elle, -ello. [F. gramtelle

,,
a. It. gramtello, dim.

ofgramto Granite.] A binary granite, or granular

aggregate of two ingredients (see quot 1796).

1794 Kirwan Elent Mm (ed 2) I. 343 Mr D'Aubenton
calls the aggregate of quartz and short, or of quartz and
hornblende, Gramtell To avoid all ambiguity, I would
propose to denote all these duplicates in general, by the
name gramtell 180* Playfair Illustr Hntton Theory
312 It is no mattei whether the rock be a syenite, a grani-

telle, or areal granite 1802-3 tr. Pallas's Trav (18x2) I.

523 This monument appears to be formed of hard gramtel,

a fossil composed of quartz sand and granite interspersed

with particles of black mica 1848 Sir J. G Wilkinson
Dalmatia Jj- Montenegro I. 221 A small grained granite or

gramtello, *879 Rutley Study Rocks m 211 Senu-
gramte or gramtell is a rock .consisting of a crystalline-

granular admixture of felspar and quartz

Granitic (grsem tik), a. [f. Granite + -10.

Cf. F. gramtique.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the natuie of granite;

composed of, or containing, granite. Of water .

Obtained from granite Boils.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Mm (ed 2) I 337 Granitic Por-

phyry ij^Phtl, 7Vw«j,LXXXVIII. 127The quartz and
mica indicate a granitic origin. 1807 Headrick View
Mm. Arran 37 A granitic vein intersects the strata 1833
I.yeli. Pnnc Geol III 364 Conditions necessaiy to pro-
duce the granitic texture 186a Tyndall Mountaineer 56
A large prism of granite, or granitic gneiss 1864 Neale
Seaton Poems 130 How those granitic temples rise 1868
Lockyer Elem. Astron cxc 80 The older rocks of the
granitic series 1869 E. A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3)

21 Generally the granitic water is very pure 1879 D M
Wallace Austtaias xi 223 One-sixth of the area of the
colony is granitic.

2

fig. Hard, rigid, unimpressionable
t86» Wrax&li. Hugo's Miserables III xn 64 The granitic

solidity of certain celebrated piose 1876 Douse Grimm's
L, xxxvu 76 Much less shall we dream of the Holethmc
*~erc’.. r' r c-

'

ir J
,

’ H a 'i* whole 1884 C L
J’ <»i J , V fi> Ji 1 s face was granitic in

Hi 1 . J . 1 mi . 1, 1886 Edm, Rev Jan
-

‘I Iv g-. 1 ti_,
|
-.11 ircli.il h . i_ of Job . . is strikingly

conceived,

854

Crranitical (grsem tikal), a rare. [f. prec.

H- -al ] - prec
1796 Morsl Anzer Geog I. 179 note,

Granitical [rocks]

1797 Polwiiele Hist Devottsh I 146 If we how down
lo tins granitical god 1802 Edin Rev I 37 Evciywhere
schistose or granitical, it [the island] exhibits no trace of

volcano x8oa Parts as it was II lxix 385 Gianitical

rocks, fossil shells 1843 m Humble Diet. Geol $ Min
Graniticoline (gisemti'koflin, -am), a [f.

Granite + L. colire to inhabit + -ine.] Of a

lichen : Growing upon 01 attached to granite

1889 in Century Did
Granitiferous (grceniti feras), a. [f Granite
4--(i)ferous.] Granite-bearing
1832 Th. Ross Phnnboldt's Tiav. III xvxii 383 Layers

of chlontic, granitiferous slate

Granitification (grsenitifikJi Jan) [f Gra-
nite + -(i)fioation ] The action of forming, or

the process of being formed, into giamte.

1843 in Humble Did Geol 4 Mm.
Granitiform (gr&m tilpjm), a [f. Granite
+ -(i)form ] Resembling giamte (sec quot 187C)
1833I/YELL Princ Geol III 353 We find also gramtiform

poiphyries intruding themselves into granite — Elam
Geol, (1865) 703 The talcose gneiss assumes a gramtiform
stiucture 1876 Pagl Adv J'ext-Bk Geol vn 125 The
epithets granitoid and gramtiform . are applied to rocks

having some lesemblance to granite, though not decidedly

of granitic natuie.

Granitin (gras mtm) Mm Now rare Also

gramtme. [f. Granite+ -in (used arbitrarily)

,

app altered from Granatine ] A granular

aggregate of tluee mineral ingredients, one or

more differing from those which compose giamte.

*799 Kirwan Geol Ess 325 Hornblende, a stone which
enteis into the composition of many giamtmes, and ofmost
traps *8« Pinkerton Petral I 196 Grey granite, with

nodules of gianitin 1865 in Page Handbk. Geol Terms
(ed a) s v Gramtelle

,
Gramtme

Granitite (gras intuit). Mm. Also -yte. [f

Granite* -ite.] A variety of giamte (see quot.

1879)
1873 Che's Did Arts (ed 7) II 734 1879 Rutley Stud

Rocks xu. 210 Granitite is a term given to those varieties

of giamte which contain a certain amount of plagtoclase

(oligoclase], 1887 Dana Man Mm £ Petrogr (ed 4) 470
Biotite granite (gram tyte)

II Granito. In 7 erron. garmto [It. granito

‘a kind of speckled stone’ (Flono, 1611).]

? Giamte. In quot attnb
1644 Evelyn Diary 4 Nov , At the entrance of this

stately Palace stand 2 lare and vast founlaines of garmto
stone [1636 Blount Glossogr , Granito (Ital ), a kind of

speckled stone or marhle very common at Milan, and other

parts of Italy ]

Granitoid, (gise mtoid), a. and sb. [f Granite
+ -oid] A adj Resembling granite ;

having the

granular-crystalline structure of granite

1839 Murchison Silur Syst. 1 xxxi 418 Small yellowish

green veins ramifying through the granitoid and syenitic

rocks *843 Pori lock Geol 508 Granitoid imea schists

1856 Kane Arct JExpl II App 11 308 Numerous grani-

toid islands i88x Geiicib m Macm Mag. XLIV 426 A
huge erratic of the usual granitoid gneiss 1885 H O
Forbes Nat Wand E Archtp 333 No rock of a sedi-

mentary or granitoid character could I detect

B, sb, A granitoid lock

1794 Kirwan Eicon Mm (ed. 2) I 369 Still many aggre-
gates are daily met, which cannot be arranged under any
general denomination now m use Hence I would propose
to call them, if any of their constituent parts can be con-
sidered as a basis or cement, Porphyroids

,
if none can he

consideied as a basis, Granitoids x8ix Pinkerton Petral
I 209 Such [locks] as perfectly resemble granite, but are
of a very different modification, aie here styled granitoids

Hence Granitoi dal a — Granitoid a.

x8 Newbold m Stocqueler Handbk Brtt Ind (1834)

305 Grauitoidal gneiss

Granitone (grse nit<?m). Mm 1 Obs Also
gramton. [ad It. gramtone, augmentative of

granito Granite ] (See quot 1796 )
[1794 Kirwan Elem. Min (ed z) I 345 The aggregate of

felspar and mica is called Rapaktvi
;
when the felspar

exceeds it forms a durable stone, calledm Italy Granitone ]

x8xz Pinkerton Petral I 203 Giamton may also he
denominated, from the mica assuming the size of plates of
talc. 1816 Edm Rev XXVI 163 Granitone is found in

almost every situation where serpentine exists

G-ranitor, variant of Granator
t Granitose, a Obs. [f Granite a + -ose ]

Having some of the characteristics of granite
x8xx Pinkerton Petral 1. 128 Weight, sometimes gram-

tose, sometimes carbonose Ibid II x8x A rock whose
base is a mixture of felspar and black hornblende, both in

small grains in this kind of granitose paste are contained
tolerably regular crystals of felspar

Granitous (grse nites), a rare
— 1

[f. Granite
+ -OU8 ] Of the nature of granite
1868 G. Stephens RunicMon I 345 Granitous graystone

Granivorous (gram voras), a. [f. raodL.
grdnivor-us (f. L, gram-, gr&num gram + vor-dre
to devour) ] That feeds on grain
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep vn xiv 368 Some kinde

ofgranivorous bird. 1713'DERHAM Phys -Theol vi. 111 362
Granivorous Quadrupeds 1774 Hunter m Phil Trans
LXIV. 311 In granivorous birds one single organ answers
both to the teeth and stomach of granivorous quadrupeds
1848 Carpenter Amin Phys 163 This crop is of enormous
size m some of the granivorous birds.

+ Grank, v. Obs. [App. a frequentative foima-
lion on noithem grane Groan v

, with suffix -k
as 111 tal-k, wal-k ] mtr. To groan.
£•1460 Towncley Myst xvu 45 Bot settys me downe

and grankys, and gronys, And lygys and restys my wery
bonys. And all nyght aftei gtankys and goonys, On slepe
tyll I be broght.

Hence f Grank <tb
,
a groau

, f Gra nking vll. sb
1313 Douglas VEucis vii i\. 56 The deyr, so deidly

woundit entens 111 his stall wyth mony grank and grone
1807 Siagg Poems 48 Hout man i what signifies lepeymn?
Owr grankm, smftcian, twistm, tweynin

Grannam (girnnom). Obs. exc. dial. Forms
6- granam, S granum, 7- grannam, -um, (9
grannan). [colloq. pionunc of Grandam] A
grandmother

;
an old woman

*597 SnAits Rich III

\

11. iv 30 (Qo ) Granam this would
haue beene a biting lest a 1623 Beaum. & Fl Lover's
Pi ogr. iv. 1, Ghosts never walk till after midnight, if I may
believe my giannam *679 Confinement 30 Old Granams
shake their empty heads, and cry, I long before lead this
hts destiny 1714 Gay What d'ye call it 11 1. xg Oft my
kind Grannam told mo—Tim, take warning £*1763 Siien-
sroNG Odes (1765) 205 Such breeding as one’s granam
preaches 1817 Collridgc Zapolya iv li, Find grannam
out a sunny seat *8x8 Blackw Mag III 406 The first

was Moll, the namesake of her grannum. 1825 dporting
Mag XVI 404 Mygiannan, God lest her old soul t 1876
Whitby Gloss

,
Grannam

,

giandmother

to Thrases.
1631 Massinger Emperor East iv 11, By my granam’s

ghost, ’Tis a wholesome Zaymg 1 1632 Brome C ourt Beggar
11. Wks 1873 I 212 As I hope for my Grannums blessing

1631 H. More 2nd Lash in Enihns lnnrnph (1656) 243
In the lest ofyoui answer you do but teach youi Grannam
to ciack nuts £*1700 B E Did Cant Crew s v Bit, He
has bit lus Grannam , he is very Drunk 1797 Wolcot (P
Pmdat) Livery Loud 11 Wks 18x2 III 449 They tcacli

forsooth their grannum to suck eggs 1

c attnb and Comb
,
as r

\grannam-hke adv.;

f graunam-gold (see Ghandam 5)
a 1700 B. E Did. Cant Ciciv, Grannam-gold, old

Hoaided Com 17x1 E Ward Qmx. I 27 Poor Dobbin
. Grannum like, had much ado To mumble what lie could

not chew.
Hence + Gra'nnaniisli a

,
old-womanish

1672-3 Marvell Reft Tiansp Wks (Giosart) III 516
A grannamish and doatmg superstition

Graimom, granam (grre-nnm, -sem) A
kind of fly (see quols ) ,

also an imitation of it

used m fly-fishing.

1787 Best Angling (ed 2) 1x2 The Gianam fly is a foui-

winged fly , as it swims down the water its wmgs lie flat on

its back, it has a small bunch of eggs of a green colour

which gives it the name of the Green-taiUly *834 Medwin
Angler in Wales I 29 The first dropper was a gianam, or

green-tail 1889 Cholmondflly-Pennell Pishing (Badm
Libr ) 283 The giannom Is a reddish brown insect, not un-

common in the bushy reaches of many southern streams

Granny, grannie (grse m). Also 7 grannee,

8 grany, Sic graume. [See -IE, -Y 4
,
the dim. is

prob foimed on grannam
,
Gbandam, rather than

on Grandmother ] A familiar, endearing, or

contemptuous synonym of Grandmother Also

used loosely for * an old woman ‘ a gossip
’

1663 Dryden Wild Gallant II i, I nevei knew your Grand-
mother was a Scotch woman pray whistle for her, and

lets see hei dance come—wlust Graunee 1 1783 Burns
Addr Deil v, My reverend Giaume x8xo CrowellsRem
Nithsdale Song 31 The gladness which dwalls in, their

auld grannie’s ee 1816 Genii Blag LXXXVI 1 522

This old grannie sends a message to the Earl 1821 Clare
Vill Minstr I 22 What things weie seen in granny s

younger days 1856 Miss Mulocic J Haltfax xxxix (ed

22) 414
1Me want to see Grannie and Uncle Gu> ’ x86i Max

Muller Chips (1880] II. vxiv. 247 SLories for which we
are indebted to the old grannies 111 every village 1889

Harper's Mag Feb 376/1 * Fairly good holy images thou

hast here, granny ’ said I to the old woman
fig 1726 Amherst Tei rse Fil vm 36 From the earliest

accounts that we have of these two contending gianmes

[Oxfoid and Cambridge] they weie untoward cross gram d

baggages from children.

to Phrase. (Cf Grandam i b.)
_

*793 Fitzgerald in European Mag xxvi 387 Go teach

your granny 1845 Loud jml I 191 Now they are taught

to teach then grannies how to suck eggs

2 US. local A nuise or midwife. (Cf Granny v
)

*794 Washington Let Writings 1802 XIII x8 An appli-

cation was made to me by Kate at Muddy hole to serve

the negro women (as a Giany) on my estate

3 dial A stupid peison, * old woman
1887 y Ckesk Gloss

,
Granny

,
a simpleton used of both

sexes 1897 Daily News 20 Dec 8/3 Characterising the

officials as a set of what they called in Scotland grannies,

a parcel of old women [etc ]

4 Short for ‘ granny’s knot’
1863 m Slang Did a 1894 Stevenson St, Ives cxxxiv

(1898) 283 He tied his knots into ‘grannies’.

5 US 1 A duck, the south-southerly or old

wife More fully, oldgranny ’ (Cent Diet)

6 Comb., granny bonnet, muff, a bonnet 01

muff of a shape resembling those of our grand-

mothers , granny's bend, knot (see quots )

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk ,
*Granuy’s bend, the slip-

pery hitch made by a lubber 1894 Daily News 30 Oct 0/0

*Granny bonnets are levived ei86oH Stuart Seamans^

Catech 1 This knot ..will not jam as a ‘*grannys knot

would do 1867 Smyih Sailor's Word-bk ,
Granny s knot,

a term of derision when a reef-knot is crossed the wrong

way, so as to be insecure It is the natural knot tied oy

women or landsmen, and derided by seamen because it can-
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not be untied when it is jammed 1837 Daily News 23 Jan

6/3 The *Granny-muffs have been found to be really less

W
Hence Gra'nny v

,
U.S local

,
trans

,
io act as a

‘ granny * (sense 2) to.

1897 Ruth M Stuart In Simpkinsville 8s She gramued

yore mother when you was horn.

II
Grano (graiw). PI grani (grant) [It;

= Gbain sbX\ A money of account m Southern

Italy and the Mediterranean, = about -£$d sterling.

1858 in Simmohds Diet Trade i860 Merc Marine Mag
VII 57 A Neapolitan.. Decree imposes a Light Due of four

gram per ton.
, _ .

Granolithic (graawli Jnk), a. [f grano-

(taken as combining form of L grdnum Grain

sb !) + Gr. XiBos stone + -io.] The designation of

a particular land of concrete Hence, of buildings,

etc Made of * granolithic ’ concrete.

j883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 35 Patent Granolithic Steps

foi Harbours 1893 Daily News 3 Oct 2/6 The corridors

are floored with the well-known granolithic concrete

+ Granons, pi Obs rare-l
. [a. OF. grenon

(guernon, gernon, etc ), of Teut origin
;

cf. ON.

gron moustache ] The whiskers (of a cat).

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 104 If the long haires grow-

ing about her [the cat’s] mouth (which some call Granons)

be cut away, she looseth hir corage

Granophyre (grse n^foiof) Geol [First in-

troduced in Ger. form granophyr by Vogelsang

1872 ,
f. G gran(it) granite + ($Qi)phyr porphyry ]

(See quot 1882.)

1882 Geikie Text ble Geol it Xt ill 90 Vogelsanghas pro-

posed to classify this type [Porphyritic] in three divisions :

rst, Granophyre, where the ground-mass is a microscopic

crystalline mixture ofthecomponent minerals, with a sparing

development of an imperfectly individualized magma , 2nd,

Felsophyie, ; 3rd, Vitrophyre 1883 [see Granite-por-

phyry] 1894 Naturalist Mag 298/16 Buttermere grano-

phyres, Yewdale breccias [etc ] 1897 GeikieA nc Volcanoes

Gt Brit. I. 17 The piotiusion of the gabbros and grano-

phyres which mark later stages of the same continuous vol-

canic history

Hence Crranophy ric a.
,
composed ofgranophyre.

1897 Geikie Anc Volcanoes Gt Brit I 20 The fclsitic

and granophyric dykes of Skye

Granose (grenon s), a ? are~°. [ad. L grdnos

-

us, f. grantm Grain sb 1 : see -ose ] Full of, or

resembling, grains.

1727 Bailey vol II, Granose, full of Grains 1889 Century

Did ,
Granose, in entom

,

having the form of a string of

grains or heads, moniliform, as the antennae ofmany insects

Grant (grant), sb 1 Forms t see the vb. [f the

vb ] The action of granting ;
the thing granted.

•j* 1. a. Consent, permission to. Promise, c Ad-

mission, acknowledgement. Also, what is agreed

to, promised, admitted, etc Obs
a a 1225Ancr R 238 tjeo uihtecS treouliche pet . .hwuch

so euer pe lust beo . wiosiggeS pe graunt perof a 1300

CursorM 8380 Giue it to quam-sum bou will. For mi grant

sal pou haf per-till 13 EE Alht P A 317 3etof

graunt pou myijtez fayle. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Roily II

119 By graunt of Kingislus, kyng of West Saxon, pe firste

Birums ordeyned a cee at Dorchestre 1389 Eng Gilds

(1870) 39 He hath oblisshed him-self, hi his avow and his

owen graunt, to [etc ] c 1450 Myrc 399 But heo haue

grawnte ofhyre husbonde 0x572 Gascoigne Fmites of

Waire (1831) 214 The noble Prince gaue graunt to my re-

quest. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. 1 1 Wks 1856 I 75
Could I avoyde to give a seeming graunt Unto fruition of

Antonios love 1613HEYWOOD SilverAgb 1 Wks 1874 III

88 Game by thy grant, life ;
thy deniall, death 1648 Boyle

Seraph Love (1660) 46 [You] might have found yourself as

sensibly disappointed by her Giant, as you were by her

Change _ , ,
b c 1300 Cursor M. 17056 (Arundel MS ] Whenne fyue

pousonde jeer are past penne shal god his grante fulnlle.

c 1380 Wycur Serin Sel Wks II 86 pei hadden graunt of

Crist pat he Wolde algatis have mercy 14x2-20 Lydg
Chron. Troy r vi, Toperfourme your hestes & your graunt

c 1475 RaufCoifyar 76 The King was blytlx Of the grant

that he had maid. 1575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 98 A
wyfe, a queane, did make the French a graunt Upon this

roike in sight of Leeth to stand

0 1503 iu Extracts Aberd Reg (1844) I 43* It was suf-

ficiently pruit befox the said assis, and all be his avne

gravnt, that the saidWilliam [etc.] iggzT Wilson Logike

57 This is the vse ofReduction by a contradictors, violently

to force the graunt of our saiyng 1565 JewelR t-pl Hard-
ing (1611) 116 By M. Hardings owne grant, we may rnstly

claime prescription. ax6iz Donne BiaSavaros (1644) 121

To giant that we may wish death to be in heaven . is

somewhat more dangerous a graunt 1631 Chatman Cssar
Sf Pompey Plays 1873 III 177 Your happy exposition 01

that place Euicts glad grant from me you hold a truth

1659 Hammond On Ps Pref 17 The very objection is a giant

that the Psalms contein devotions [etc ] a 1700 Dryden

(J ), This grant destroys all you have urg’d before.

2

The action of according (a request, a favour

asked for).

?

a

*366 Chaucer Rom, Rose 851 She of hir love graunt

him made 1530 Palsgr 363 There is no graunt made
lyberally, if it he demaunded neglygently *599 Shaks
Mitch Ado r. i. 319 The fairest graunt isthe necessitie *624

De Laune tr, Du Moultn's Logick 86 If a Prince biath

granted something to one Citizen, another Citizen may pre-

tend, that the like grant ought to be made unto him also

*686 J. Scott Chr, Life (1747] III* 474 The Grant of Re-
mission was wholly m his Will and Pleasure a 1847 Mrs
Sherwood Lady ofManor (i860)V xxix 71 Punished with

the grant of my wishes 189a Lx> Esher in Law Times
Rep LXVII 211/a The grant or refusal of an injunction

upon a matter of law is appealable.

3 An authoritative bestowal or conferment of a

privilege, right, or possession
; a gift or assignment

of money, etc by the act of an administrative body
or of a person in control of a fund or the like

c 1380 WycLir Sel Wks III. 348 But ^if pei han opir title

pan ben bulks of pe pope, or graunt of him, pei [etc ] 1550
Crowley Epigr 763 Heme is to se Your seale at a graunte

of a plurahtie *673 Esse v Papers (Camden) I 67 ,

1

know
not whether Mr Brunker may have deceiv’d you in his as

surances concerning y® Grant of y° Phoenix Parke. 1719
W Wood Sum Trade 174 To oblige the Persons, who
are in Possession by virtue of old Grants, either to settle,

or sell them [lands] 1759 Robertson Hist Scot. (*813)

I in 231 The grant of the earldom of Murray to the

prior of St Andrews was confirmed
_

1771 Junius Lett

lxvn 332 You hastened the grant with an expedition un
known to the treasury 1824 R Stuart Hist Steam
Engine 34 Fifty years after the grant of the patent 1841

W Spalding Italy 15 It Isl II 69 His [Pepin’s] invasion had

been preceded by his famous Grant to the Popes 1855

Macaulay Hist Eng xv III 539 He obtained a grant of

all the lands..belonging to Jesuits in five or six counties

1870 Rogers Hist Gleanings Ser. 11 234 The primary busi

ness of both houses was the grant of money 1874 Green
ShortHist vm §3 481 The Commons restricted their grant

of certain Customs duties to a single year

to. The thing granted
;
a tract of land, a sum of

money, etc. which is the subject of a formal grant

Also capitation-grant (see Capitation 3) ,
grant

m aid (of').

*8*5 ElphinstoneAIci: Caubul (1842)11 197 The revenues

. are consumed in grants to learned and religious men 1851

Ht Martineau Hist Peace v iv (1877) III. 246 In 1834

the government obtained from Parliament the first grant in

aid of education, i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xxiv 169 A small

grant of money to purchase thermometers, &c 1869 Cla
ridge Cold Water-cure 136 Jenner was voted two grants

m parliament *881 Gladstone Sp at Leeds 7 Oct , I am
an enemy of the present system of what are called grants in

aid 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 355 The Chambers

voted a grant towards the expenses. *897 Mag Art Sept

254 The trustees of polytechnics are apt to judge of the

success of the classes by the amount of grant earned 1899

Youngson Punjab Missionxxni. 196 From fees and Govern-

ment grants, according to the grant-in-aid system, the

schools are in some cases self supporting

4 Law a A conveyance by deed or other written

instrument f to. Formerly in more restricted appli-

cation. A conveyance of such property (viz in-

corporeal hereditaments) as can pass only by deed

To be or he in grant (of property) to be of a

nature transferable only by deed.

*596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 611/2 The act of

the parent, m any lawfull graunt or conveyaunce 1607

Cowell Interpr s v , A thing is said to lie in graunte which

cannot be assigned with out deed a x6z6 BaconMax

Uses Com. Law xiv (1636) 5® Grants are never counter-

mandable in respect ofthe nature of the conveyance 1628

Coke On Littleton § 259 172 Grant Concessio is in the

Common law a conueyame of a thing that lies in grant,

and not in Liuerie, which cannot passe without Deed. 1642

Rogers Naaman 362 Heaven is theirs in the grant and re-

version 1766 Blackstone Comm II 317 Grants, conces-

siones , the regular method by the common law of transfer-

ring the property of incorporeal hereditaments, or, such

things whereof no livery can be had 1817 W Selwyn
Law Nisi Prms (ed 4) II 1053 Where the plaintiff com-

plains ofan injury to an easement, it will be incumbent on

him (unless he can shew an express grant) to carry his

evidence as far hack as possible *844 Williams Real

Prop 1 (1B77) 19 A grant to A. B simply now confers but

an estate for his life 1848 Wharton Law Did sv, A
grant of personalty is more properly termed an assignment

or a bill of sale .

5. Chiefly U.S. The name given to a portion of

land m the occupation of specified persons. New
Hampshire Grants * now the State of Vermont.

*719 W Wood Surv Trade 321 Silver Mines lately dis-

covered to be within the Grant of Monsieur Croiz&t *777

A Hamilton Wks (1886) VII. 514 They may he obliged to

increase their attention to this matter by keeping a body of

men somewhere about the Grants *842 L Munsell, m
M Cutler's Life, etc (1888) 1. 133 There [were] only a few

hunters just below the falls, or -what is called Claik s grant

*863 Amer Cycl XVI 73/2 The country west of the Con-

necticut was only known at that time [1760] by the name of

* New Hampshire grants
1

*876 Bancroft Hist U S.IV.

xxv 502 Men poured in from towns in the Grants.

6. attnb. and Comb

,

as (sense 3 b) grant-money

;

grant-earning adj
;

grant-parole, ? respite.

27 May 5/1 A number of men have been ‘ hustled’ out of

the place in order to get their *grant money. 1616B Jonson

Devil an Ass v, vi,H’hath sent thee *grant-paroll by me to

stay longer A moneth here on earth. , _

Grant (grant), sb.2 U S. [?var. Grand sb. 6.]

1 In brewing, a copper or iron vessel into which the

wort flows from the clarifying battery, and from

which it is lifted intotlie wort-pan’ (Cent. Did.)

Grant (grant),®. Pa. t. and pa pple granted.

Forms • 3 granti, 3-/ graunt(e, 4 grant(t)e,

granty, 5-6 grawnt(e, (5 gravnmt, growinte),

3- grant. Also Pa t. 4 gra(u)nt ; Pa. pple 4-0

gra(u)nt. [a. AF. grannter, granter, OF.
graan-

ter, greanter, altered form of craanter,
creanter\—

pop L type *credentare, f, credent-em pr. pple. of

credere to entrust, believe.]

fl intr To agree, consent; to assent to the

request of (a person . const, dat ) ,
to agree or

consent to or io do (rarely at do) something. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M, 16851 Ioseph .. Ne granted neuer wit

wil ne were, to pair gret felunni. *34° Ayenl 225 pe like

hemp }>et to zenne grauntep *375 Barbour Bruce iv 352
I grant thar-till, To ly heir mair war litill skill c 1385

Chaucer L G W. 2665 Hypermnestra, [Egiste commanded
his daughter, with threats, to kill her husband , ] And, for to

passyn harmles of that place, She grauntyth hym 1390
Gower Conf. Ill 338 He graunteth with hem for to wende.

c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxv. 138 pai graunted at do all

bat he wald bidd pam do c 1400 Sowdone Bab 250, I

graunte to be his derlynge c 1440 Jacob's Well (E E T S

)

198 pe freendys prayed pepreest to ley pe dede body on his

asse perto gi auntyd hehem 1485 Caxton Parts <5- V 15

At these words graunted Parys to goo to the sayd Ioustes

*523 Ld Berners Frotss I ccxlm. 363 He graunted to the

warr with an yuell wyll «*547 Surrey AEneid 11 164

Assigning me 10 the altar, whereto they giaunted all.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen VI, 1 1 245 The Souldiers should haue
tossM me on their Pikes, Before I would haue granted to

that Act
2 . trans. To agree to, promise, undertake,

fa. Const dat. of peison, and acc of thing. Obs.

c *250 Gen <?• Ex 1423 Do gan Sat moder and laban

Rebecca fremen Sor for-San, And ijhe it grantede mildehke

c 1305 Si Cnstopher 77 in E E P (1862) 61 He grantede

pis anon. 1390 Gower Conf II. 243 Sbe graunteth and
oehight him this c 1400 Destr. Troy 978 And he hir

graunted pat gate with a good wille. a 1400-50 A lexaitder

516 ‘pat graunt I gudly,’ quod pe gome 1550 Mtrr Mag

,

Hen. VI, xxvu, Aduise wel ere they graunt, but what they

graunt, perfourme

to with inf (preceded by to) or clause as obj.

Obs. exc. in legal documents
c 1420 Chron. Vilod st 141 pe Kyng of Denmark jjold hym

anon po And granted crystenmon ever to be. c 1450 Merlin

23 They that shull come to seche me, have graunted their

lorde that they shull me sle 1484 Caxton Fables ofMsop
11. xi, To promytte & graunte to gyue to the that whiche

thou neuer leuest to me *5*z J. Wastell in Willis St Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 609 The said John Wastell graunteth

to gyff .xx. markes rss8in Vicary'sAltai (1888) App v

186 The said T. D. . . couenaunteth and graunteth, to and

with the said T V that ifhe [etc ] 1647 N Bacon Disc

Govt Eng 1 (1730) 200 Do you grant to hold and keep the

Laws and rightful Customs, which the Commonalty ofyour

Realm shall have chosen ? 1818 Cruise DigestJed 2) IV.

68 A covenanted, granted, and agreed that B should have

the land , ,

3 To accede to, consent to fulfil (a request,

prayer, wish, etc )
a *225 Ancr R 34 HoldeS hine ueste, uort he habbe

lgianted ou al pet ^e euer wulleS. c 1275 Lay. 14152 pe bet

we wollep eweme pe 3ef pou pis wolt granti me [1205 3if

],u pis jettest me], ciago S. Eng, Leg I 20/33 And
grauntede al his bone a *300 CursorM. 13988 lesus grant

him his praier. 1390 Gower Conf I 182 The souldan

graunteth her axinge c*45o Mironr Saiuacioun 3878 bo
ertst what eure sho wille aske grauntis he hire fauourably

*526 Pilgr. Perf. (W de W, 153*) Gb, Yf I sholde graunt

you at ail tymes your affeccyons and desyres. *600 J
Lane Tom Tel troth no O graunt my suit 1697 Dryden
Vtrg Georg. 1 63 Use thyself betimes to bear and grant

our Pray’rs 1797 Mrs Radcliffe Italian 111 (1826) 20

Grant me then the only request I have to make. 1867 Smiles

HuguenotsEng. vii. (1880) 126The authorities at once cheei

fully granted all that they asked

4 To allow or concede as an indulgence; to

permit or suffer (a person) to have (something) ;

to bestow or confer as a favour, or in answer to

a request. Const, dat, ofperson, and acc, ofthing

1207 R Glouc. (Rolls) 11552 Leuehimwas igraunted god

w ot to uuch ende. a *300 CuisorM 2506 (Cott )Was nan pai

raght pai grantid grith Ibid 25340 Grant vs pi maght til oper

sua forgiue pair sm ,
bat [etc ] c *340 Ibid 2001*+894(0 M

Add MS )pe archibisshop . hap graunted xl dates to pardoun

to alle pat pis vie wol here c 1374 Chaucer Anel 9 Arc
1 88 Sheo ne graunted him in hir lyvyngeNo grace, c *380

Wyclif Serm Sel Wks I 13a First Crist appende to bes

holy wommen, fer to graunt apnvylegie towomman s kynde

1390 Gower Conf III 219 God to hem. that ben well thewed

Hath yove and graunted the victoire. c *400 Rom Rose

2086 He me graunted ful gladly The passage of the outer

hay #1450 Knt de la Tour Hivb, He graunted his

[Absalon’s] grace and pardon. *484 Surtees Misc. (1888) 41

God graunte & gyffthaym joy and comforth c lepaLancelot

456 Grant ws dais three a 1586 Sidney Arcadia hi (1590I

274 To onely thee thou seest we graunt this special! giace

Vs to attend 1651 Hobbes Leviath, H. xvui 93 When he

has granted all he can, if we grant back the Soveraignty,

all is restored c 1709 Prior Callimachus Hymn to Jupitei

1x6 Great father J grant us virtue, grant us wealth. *71*

FmgallMSS m xathRef. Hist MSS. Comm App v 172

By his granting better conditions to the garnson 184*

Lkhs Arab. Nts J. 102 Granting him a delayof three days

*855 Macaulay Hist Eng mi HI 208 It was an Act pur-

porting to grant entire liberty of conscience to all Christian

sects, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1 vm 60 He had . the good

sense, to grant me the liberty I lequested
r
*871 R Ellis

Catullus xvii 7 This rare favour, a laugh for all time, Co-

lonia, grant me 1885 Mabtl Collins Pietiiest Woman
x, Why might he not giant himself one more sight ot her at

the door of the Church

t to. With, a thing as subj or as indirect obj.

.

To allow to have. Obs.

c 1420 Pallad on Hush 1 *05 Thtkke and dne, espie &
graunte hit rest 1668 Cultepper & Cole Barihol Anat

11 vi 98 A smal valve grants entrance to the blood into the

right Ventricle ^
+ c To sanction, permit (an action) Obs

c 1386 Chaucer Mehbeus 22 Attempree wepmg is no-

thing defended to him that sorweful is hut it is rather

graunted him to wepe But thogh attempree wepmg bee

y-graunted, outrageous weping certes is defended

d, with tnfm or clause as obj 3 i ciTcly with obj.

and compl. , . , ,
_

c *250 Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc 36 pider lord



GRANT. 356

grant! us to cumene £1380 Wyclii* Last Age Ckirche

p xxxvi, be wfaiche semiant he graunte us. to see a 1400-50
Alexander 1B26 Bot wald je grant vs to gaa & gefe vs

30ur lefe 1513 Douglas ASnets 1 vm 51 O hie princes,

quhatn to Jupiter hes grant To beild ane new cietie 1535
Coverdale Isa xxvi 13 Graunte, that we may only hope
in the 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb Kent (1836) 207 Ihey
graunt him to take it with him 1607 Shaks Cor 11 1 156
The Gods giaunt them true 17*0 Strype Stow's Snrv I.

I vui 35/2 Our Lord Richard the King hath granted That
alt the Kidek that are in the Thames be taken away. 1834
Southey Lett (1856) IV 384 God grant that I may find

you well enough for a morning walk

5 To bestow or confer (a possession, right, etc.)

by a formal act. Said of a sovereign or supreme
authority, a court of justice, a representative as-

sembly, etc Also, in Law, to transfer (property)

ftom oneself to another person, especially by deed.
c 1305 Pilate 82 inE E P. (1862) 113 pemperour grantede

pilatus al hat lond to holde bi maistrie 1390 Gower
Con/, III 103 Asia Was graunted by commune assent To
Sem 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 17, I graunte hem fulte

pover 1485 Wriothesley Chron (1875) I 1 A great taske
and disme grawnted to the Kinge 1605 Camden Rem
138 Graunted by Patents 1635 Bacon Ess , Friendship
(Arb ) 181 Where Friendship is, all Offices of Life, are as it

were granted to Him, and his Deputy 163a Sanderson
Seim 436 God the Father hath graunted vs. a new Patent
1651 Hobbes Leviath in xln 302 The Power here granted
belongs to all Supreme Pastors *766 Blackstone Comm
App 1

1

§ 2 They the said Abraham Barker and Cecilia his
Wife do, and each ofthem doth, grant, bargain, sell, release,

and confii m unto the said [D E and F G. ;], their heirs and
assigns, All that the capital messuage called Dale Hall
1817 W Sflwyn Law Nisi Pruts (ed 4) II 725 Granting
letters of administration, belongs to the prerogative court of
the archbishop of that province 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng
II I 103 The Commons alone could legally grant him money
1858 Buckle Civtliz. (1873) II vui. 575 They granted
charters to the towns and privileges to the inhabitants 1883
Law Reports 11Q Bench Div 545 (fieadnote)Am attachment
granted to enforce compliance with the order of court

b. with advs, in technical phiases : To grant
(land, a title) away

,
out. f To grant forth (a

wan ant) • to issue

1583 Stubbes Anat Abus n (1882) 16 The other officers

who grant foorth the warrants, the Subpoenas x66x A.
Brome Royalists Anew 11 Songs 73 All titles of honours .

being granted away With the grantees stay 1844 Williams
Real Prop 1 (1877) 2 The lands thus confiscated were
granted out by the Conqueror to his followers 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng x II. 657 The estates of accused
persons had been granted away before conviction 1876
Digby Real Prop 1 l § 2 14 The grantee of the land is to
be entitled to grant the land away to whomsoever he pleases
in his lifetime

1 6. To yield, give up Also with over Obs
1390 Gower Con/ III 122 For Libra graunteth him [1 e.

Scorpion] his ende Of eighte sterres. a 1400-50 A lexander
3103 pi meche we beseke to grant vs oure modire out of
bande a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1590) 42 b, Palladius not
accustomed to grant ouer the possession ofhim self vpon so
vmust titles, with sword drawnegauethemsorudean answer,
that [etc.] 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 331 Certain
Thracian women . granted their haire to this purpose.

7 To admit, confess, acknowledge Now only
in a more restricted use To concede to an actual

or hypothetical opponent (a proposition) to be used
as a basis of argument.
a with obj either acc. with tnf. or a clause intro-

duced by that (often suppressed), rarely how In
this sense the imperative mood, the pres pple.

(used absol ) and the pa. pple. often introduce an
adveibial (concessive) clause
£1340 CursorM 27428 (Fauf.) A man ,. grauntis [Cott

yetes] J>at he is falling in mishkmg £*375 Sc. Leg
Saints, Laureniins 366 pat ypolyt before al had granttyt
pare, pat he had bene a cristine mane 1411 Rolls of
Parlt III 650/1 The sayd Robert wold nouht graunte
that he had submytted hym in that mater a 1450 Lc
Morte Arth. 1652 There he grauntyd a monge hem alle
.. How in an appelle he dede the galle 1558 Bp Watson
Seven Sacram xxi 123 A synner maye graunt and confesse,
that he hathe not considered thys great kyndenes of God
1581 Mulcaster Positions xh (1887) 237 But graunting
thmges there to be well done already 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist Indies 1 v. 16 They giaunt there is a
Heaven on this other part of the world 1659 D Pell
Impr Sea 73 Grant they never used drinking and bezling
befoie they came to Sea they will soon finde out the art
1659-60 Pepys Diary 11 Jan ,

I went to see Mis Jem, who
was in bed, and now granted to have the small-pox 1674
tr ScheffersLapland 4 Granting there were antiently such
names . it remames doubtful! [etc ] 1711 Steele Spect
No 4 T 5, 1 grant her Dress is very becoming, but [etc ] 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng 11 1 , 156 Grant that such a man had,
by lus recent services, fairly earned his pardon Yet [etc.]

1849 Ruskin Sev Lamps iv § 1. 94 Only asserting that to
be beautiful which I believe will be granted me to be so
without dispute 1853 J H Newman Hist Sk (1876) 161
Granting thatthat downfall is to come, it is reasonable [etc.]

a 1861 T Woolner My Beautiful Lady (1863) 128,

1

grant
a few, the greatest, live content. 1884 tr, Lotze's Metaph,
101 Granted that two Beings, A and B, are so independent
of each other then [etc ],

b with sb or pron as obj Also absol.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi 15 In dust of ded thou has
me broght This says he, noght grauntand it, for his body rot
noght. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix 48 The lord sowlis hass
grantit thar The deid in-to plane parliament 1428 Surtees
Mtsc <1888) 3 He gart yarof, ah he graunted, ix“ peces &
xy *5*6 Tindale Acts xxm 8 The phanseies graunt
bothe. 1596 Shaks i Hen. IV, il iv. 390, I grant ye,
vpon instinct 16x1 Bible Transl Pre/, x This will easily
be granted, by as many as know story. x6» in Extracts

Aberd Reg (1848)11 3x2 Patrick Gordoune being accusit
for trubling of this burgh t in drawing of ane sword, and
persewmg thairwitli Gilbert Leslie graunted the drawing
of his swotd to the said Gilbert, and persewmg him thair-

with 1671 Grew Anat Plants \ Ep Ded , Like the first

Principles of Mathematical Science, they are .granted by
all. 1709 Bericellv "lh Vision § 15 Though we should
grant the real existence ofthose optic angles 1774 Goldsm
Nat Hist (1776) I, 107 This granted, we shall take some-
thing more 1848 Keble Scrm Pref. 41 If thus much be
granted, how is not our principle conceded ? 1879 Geo
Eliot Coll Break/, P 287 We settle fiist the measure of
man’s need Before we grant capacity to fill

c with obj. and complement* To admit or con-

cede (a person or thing) to be so and so rare.

1387 Trevjsa Higden (Rolls) IV 367 Vienna was \>o 1-

graunted the place of corsynge a 1400-50 A lexander 3125
And if [he] grant him no3t de-grayd x6oa Shaks Ham
11 11 100 Mad let vs grant him then *653 WaltonA ngler
139 [I] haue not tryed it, yet I grant it probable 1730
Swn t Traulus 1 83 Grant him but a drone at best 18x0
Scott Lady o/L it. xiv, I grant him brave, But wild

d To admit the existence of Obs rare— 1

a 1619 Fotherby A theom 1 vi § 3 (1622) 46 For, of neces-
sity hee granteth him [God], though of impotencie hee
blaspheme him
Grantable (gra*ntab’l), a [f Grant v. +
-able ] Capable of being granted
1548 Gest Pr Masse in H G Dugdale Life App 1 (1840)

81 Thee sayd bread and wine reteygne styl theyr own
natures, whyche is grantable 1565 Act 8 Eliz c 4 § 3 The
former Offence wherein Clergy is not Grantable being not
then known 1648 D Jenkins Wks 15 No pnviledge of
Parliament is grantable foi treason 1690 Ltybourn C nrs
Math. 225 The Principles of Geometry, consisting of Defi-
nitions, Postulates, (or grantable Truths) [etc ] 1765 Black-
stone Comm I 258 These letters are grantnble by the law
of nations 1798 Mal thus 11 xi (1806) II 52 Lands
which weie not cultivated by the proprietor within a limited
time were declared grantable to any other person 1869
Act 32 ff 33 Viet c ns § ** Any Licence grantable by a
Secretary of State may be granted by the Commissioner
1879 Edsn Rev CL 551 In America new trials became
grantable, but in England not.

Granted (gra nted), ppl. a [f. Grant v. +
-ed l

] In senses of the vb,

1 Bestowed, allotted.

1700 Dryden Ovids Met

.

vui Baucis $ Philem, 196
Tablets hung for gifts of granted vows a X770 Jortin
Serin (1771) IV 1 2 He daily returned thanks for the
granted favor 1829 H Murray N Amer II in v 490 In
the gi anted and located districts called the Concessions, two
sevenths are retained 1860 Ellicost Li/e OurLord 11 67
1 he granted issue of all his longings and all his prayers
1876 Ruskin Fors Clav VI lxi 22 It shall be m a con-
stantly piogressive relation to the granted years of my life.

2 Admitted, acknowledged
1640 Bp Hall Chr Modm- (Ward) 36/2 We have reason

to take it for a gi anted truth 1677 Dryden State Innoc
Apol Wks. 1883 V 124 If they will take it as a granted
principle, it will be easy to put an end to this dispute 1897W C Hazlitt Ourselves 50 A gratuitous superstructure on
granted or presumed premises

b To takefor granted', to regard as not requir-

ing proof, or as likely to be admitted by every
one. f To givefor granted

:

see Give v 31 b.
1615 J Stephens Satyr Ess 265 He takes it for granted,

that hee can grace or disgrace any man at his pleasure, 17x8
Freethinker No 57 P2 ,

1

have hitherto taken my Beauty for
Granted *771 Junius Lett liv, 287, I take the facts he
refers to for granted 1826 Disraeli Viv Grey 1 vi, I want
you to take no theological dogmas for granted 1883 F M
Pfard Contrad. xx, She had taken Dorothy's happiness too
much for granted 1894 H NiSbet Bush Guts Rom 182
He was perfectly frank with Worrogonga who, he took for
granted, knew about his assumed character

U Confused use.

1678 Cudworth Intel! Syst 1 y. 774 He takes it as a
thing for granted, that this [the soul] is in every part of
the body
Hence Gra nteaiy adv., admittedly,
a 1638 Mede Chr, Sacrif Wks (1672) 355 And this so

generally and grantedly as could never have been .. unless
[etc]

Grantee (grantJ ). Law. Also 5-6 graunte,
6-7 grauntee [f. Grant v + -be.] The person
to whom a grant or conveyance is made.
1491 Act 7 Hen VII, c 5 § x The grauntes aske deduc-

cions and allowaunces at every quinzime 1523 Fitzherb
Surv. 21 b, The grauntee maye distreyne for the same rent
bycause of the clause of dystresse 1647 N Bacon Disc
Govt Eng 1 xxxi (1739) 47 The Estate that was gianted,
depended partly on the condition of the Grantee. *745
Season Aav Protest 7 Many of Cromwell’s Grantees, .

joyfully put themselves under the Protection of great Men
1862 Merivale Rom Emp (1865) VII, Ivi 63 The grantees
had squandered their grants as fast as they had obtained

them 1875 Poste Gains hi § 32 The praetor’s grant of
possession only makes the grantee a quasi successor

Granter (gra’ntai). Also 4 grant-, granntar,
5-6 grawnt-, graunter. See also Grantor, [f.

Grant v + -er1
] One who giants

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 8 In Jus caas are comynli grauntars of
pardoun 1483 Cath. Angl 164/1 A Grawnter, larntor vel
trix ? a 1500 Chester PI (E E T S ) vii 591 Hayle,
graunter of nappe 1 1523 Fitziierb Snrv 22 He wyll dis-
treyne for the rent or serve a writ of annuyte agaynst the
graunter £1x586 Sidney Arcadia 111 (1590) 263 So that
both sides being desirous and neither granters, they brake
of conference x6x6 B Parsons Magistr Charier 4 To
begin first with the granter, with whom every well-drawne
charter first beginneth 1774 T West Antiq Furness
(1805) 188 When that life is determined by the dissolution
of the body politic, the granter takes it back by 1 eversion.
1827 Hone Every-day Bk II 121 The granters of the

GBANTTLABY.

312/2 The power of the granter to deal with her estate umW
the radical right is plain.

uuer

Granting (gra-ntin), vbl sb. [f Grant v +
-ingI

] The action of the vb Grant
1340 Ayenl 47 Zuyche grantinges byej» alneway deadhch

zenne. £ 1386 Chaucer Knt'sT 1581 Swichstriftherisb.
gonne For thilke grauntyng That [etc ] 1587 R How*
urn in Collect (OH S.) I 206, I was dlceaved m the
graunting £1600 Shaks Sonn lxxxvn, How do I hnlH
thee but by thy granting? 1673 True Worship God 1* To
return something to the gods for the granting of their de
sires 1798 in Picton L'poolMunic Rec (1886) II 222 The
granting of bounties to seamen. 1824 Ibid 341 Relative to
the granting of leases 1895 L. J Trotter Li/e Dalhousie
vi 114 The mere granting of land to a Railway Company
Granting (gra*niuj), ppl a [f. Grant v +

-ING 2.] That grants, m senses of the vb
*593 Q- Eliz tr Bocth. 1 it Thassurance of a giauntintr

conscience dimimshith it self in a sorte, as oft as bostmir
receauith rewarde of fame 1890 Daily News 14 Mar nfi1 The case’ cannot be sent to the High Court because it is
not signed by the granting magistrate.

+ Grantise. Obs. [a OF grantise, f granta
to Grant] The action of the vb Grant, con-
cession

;
permission.

a 1300 Siriz in Aneed Lit (1844) 12 I-wis nou mailt thou
ben above, For thou havest grauntise of hire love c 1220
R Brunne Chron (1810) 134 Com J>e Scottis Kyng, & asked
Henry a bone Of grantise of grace, to haf his Seignorie.
Ibid 208 Of som he had grantise his wille forto do
Grantor (grantpr). Law. [a. AF. grantor

,

agent-n ofgranter to Grant. see-OR Cf Grantee]
One who makes a grant or conveyance m legal
form
a 1626 Bacon Max <5 Uses Com Law xiv (1636) 56 A

foundation of an interest in the grantor 1642 tr Perkins'
Prof Bk 1 § 1 1 Unto a Grant, a Grantor, Grantee, and a
thing granted are requisite 1765 Blackstone Comm I
478 Their privilege even of putchasing from any living
grantor is gi eatly abi idged 1792 J Belknap Hist New
Hampsh III 276 A conveyance is not valid against any
other person but the grantor, unless it be thus acknowledged
and recorded 18x8 Hai lamMid Ages (1872)1 196 Saying
masses for the benefit ofthe grantor's family 1883Amertcan
VI 270 In England, if the grantor cannot sign, he may make
his mark

b. In quasi-legal language.
a 1740 Waterland Regeneration Wks (1823) VI 348 Re

generation on the part ofthe Grantor, God Almighty, means
admission or adoption into sonship and on thp part of the
grantee, viz man, it means his birth, or entrance into that
state of sonship. 178 Knox Liberal Educ. xlvm Wks
1824 IV. 186 For the sake of the grantors, the practice [of
' granting testimonia of morals and proficiency

'] ought to be
put an end to, unless [etc ]

|| Granula (gra-mtfla), PI granulm
, also

7 granulaes [mod.L. granula, irreg dim of

gi'dnum grain = late L. granulum ] = Granule
1658 R Franck North Mem (1821) 130 Shining stones

that look not unlike to golden granulaes 1781 Thompson
in Phil Trans LXXI 252 From 50 to 70 granulae or
particles of unfired powder were driven through the screen
1832 Lindi.ey Introd Bot 1 in 207 Granula, large sporules,

contained m the centre of many Algae , as in Gloionema of
Greville 1866 Treas Bot 548/2 Granula Among fungals
it sometimes expi esses a spore-case.

Granular (gra nxz?lai), a [f. late IL.grdnul-

um, dim, ofgranum Grain sb.'1 + -ab ]
1 Consisting ofgrams or granules, existing in the

condition ofgrains or granules
*794 Sullivan View Nat I 493 Mountains, which consist

of lime stohe or marble of a granular or scaly texture 1826
H f.nry E/cm Chern I 480 Steel is granular 1831 Brewster
Nat Magic xm (1833) 339 The fluid leaves behind it a
sort of granular residue 1841 Brande Chern 682 Massive
and granulai gypsum is found in this country m the red

marl or new red sandstone accompanying the salt-deposits

in Cheshire 1868 Daily Tel 15 July, Dynamite..isasohd
granular explosive 1897 AMutt's Syst . Med II 935 To
these granular zinc or finely divided copper is added

2 Having a granulated surface or structure

Path. Of diseased structures, diseases = Granu-
lated 3.

1833 Sir C Bell Hand (1834) 210 On the [foot] pads or

cushions of the cat, the cuticle is rough and granular. 1874
G Lawson Dis Eye 13 There is one form of granular lids

produced by vesicular granulations. 1875 H. C Wood
Therap (1879) 374 A widespread granular or fatty degener-

ation of the tissues 1878 T Bryant Pract Surg I 292

Granular ophthalmia. 1879 Harlan Eyesight v. 54 It

[catarrhal ophthalmia] may end in the condition known
as granular lids 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med IV 373 Most
frequently the granular kidney comes on insidiously with

no early symptoms
3 Of the nature of a granule or granules.

1834 M'Murtrie Cuvier's Anim Kmgd 177 Their [gec-

kos'] skin is studded above with very small granular scales

1867 J Hogg Mtcrosc 1 11 67 The granular particles seen

among the pollen grains of plants 1870 Rolleston Amm.
Life 128 A senes of raised granular but minute tubercles.

Hence Granularity, granular condition or

quality Gra nularly adv.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 520 The aplc&l cells of these in-

ternal rows are distinguished by their size and by the granu-

larity of their protoplasm *894 Bnt. Jrnl. Photogr XLI.

24 Its surface being free from granularity or roughness

Granulary (grse’mxiilari), a [f. late L granul-

um (see prec ) + -art 2
]
= Granular.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep n v 87 Salt-peter, Smal-

coale, and Brimstone proportionably mixed, tempered, ana

formed into granulary bodies. 1850 Arvine Cycl Relip



GRANULATE. 357 GRANULOMA.
Anecd 832 Bone-grinders by steam-engines and powerful
machinery, reduced them to a granulary state 185a Tn
Ross Humboldt's 1 rav II xxiv 512 Vallies, which contain

magnetic sands (granulary oxidulated iron)

Granulate (grsenuiWt), a. [f. as prec. +
-ATE 2 2.] = Granulated ppl a 2 .

*793 Martyn Lang Bot ,
Gra.mila.ta radix, a granulate

root 1826 Kirby & Si> Entomol. IV 273 Granulate (Granu-

lata), beset with many granules like shagreen 185a Dana
Crust. 1 464 Hands elongate granulate above and some-

what pilose 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 231 Arbutus .berry

globose, granulate

If In pseudo-L. combining form granulate-, as

granulate-capitate, -costate, -serrulate
,
-striate adjs

° 1852 Dana Crust 1. 169, 217, 418. 1887 Phillips Bnt.
Dtscomyc 246

Granulate (greeuri^’t), v. [f. as prec +
-ATE 4.]

1 tians To form into grannies or grains.

1666 Boyle Ong Formes 4- Quad. 370 We take then the

finest Gold we can procure, and having either Granulated it

or Laminated it [etc ] 1670 W. Clarke Nat. Hist Nitre

30 Gun-powder, which is of greater power granulated.

1787 M Cutler in Life, etc (*888) II 398 The sap is

f
ranulated, by the simple operation of boiling 1794 G
mith Laboratory I T02 Take one part of yellow arsenic,

and one part of copper, and melt and granulate 1825 J
Nicholson Operat Mechanic 719 The gold to be mixed
should be previously granulated. 1861 W H Russell in

Tunes 12 July, The juice of the cane is expressed, boiled,

granulated, and prepared for the refiner 1879 Cassell's

Techn Editc IV 191/2 The metal is fiist granulated, by
throwing it while melted into cold water.

b mtr. for rejl To take the form of granules

or grams
;
to become granulai

1667 Sprat Hist Roy Soc i93TheJuyce of Wine, when
it is dry'd, does alwayes granulate into Sugar i68x Grew
Mns Reg Soc 224 The principal knack is in making
the Juyce, when sufficiently boil'd to kerne or granulate
1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 287 Its stalk is employed to

bring sugar to a good gram when it cannot be made
to granulate properly by the application of lime alone

1839 Clarke Trav Russ 53 They place it in a caldron
over a charcoal fire, until the powder begins to granulate

2 trans To raise m granules or small asperi-

ties , to roughen the surface of
1691 Ray Creation 1 (1602) 120 The gullet thick set, or

as it were granulated, with a multitude of Glandules 1767
Gooch Treat Wounds I 319 When the Dura Mater is

granulated with flesh, the smdon or lint, moistened with .

Tmct MyrrJise and Aq Calais, is a good application,

b To unite (two surfaces) as if by granulation
1846 Landor MinorProse Pieces Wks II 458/2 Theyare

all grafts, imperfectly granulated on an uncongenial stock

3. mtr m Path Of a wound, ulcer, etc. . To de-

velop a numbei of small prominences, producing a
roughened appearance, as ifsprinkledwith granules.

1737 Bracken Famery Impr (1757) II 180 The Flesh
must granulate, otherwise such Wounds could never heal

1804 Abernethy Snrg Obs. 87 Mr Hunter tried various

stimulating means to induce the cyst to granulate 1835-6
Todd Cycl Anat I. 604/2 Few or no abscesses granulate
till they are exposed 1879 T Bryant Tract Surg II 5
The wound that is left being allowed to granulate

Granulated (grse-mzHg'ted),^/ a
.

[f. Gran-
ulate v + -ed I.] In senses of the vb.

1. a. Ofmetals, sugar, gunpowder, etc ; Formed
into granules, b. Consisting ofgranules, or grain-

like bodies

1694 Salmon Bate's Dtspens (17x5) 427/1 Refined granu-
lated Silver. 1727 Bradley Fam Diet s v Corn setting
Engine, A rich compost such as dry or granulated pigeon's
dung. 1806 Galpine Bnt Bot 55 Fruit granulated. 1814
Sporting Mag XLIV 151 A quantity of granulated pow-
der. 1834 Mrs Somerville Connex Phys Sci. xxxvii

(1849) 434 Many [nebulae] have a granulated appearance
1830-7 MacGillivray Witherings Bnt Plants (ed. 4) 7
A Granulated Root consists ofnumerous small bulbs or scales

strung together 184a Parnell Chem Anal (1845) 3 Pre-
pared by boiling granulated tin with concentrated hydro-
chloric acid 1853 Soyer PantropJi 217 There are two sorts

of caviar granulated caviar, and sack caviar 1859 R F
Burton Centr A/r in Jrnl Geogr Soc. XXIX 189 The
latter [sugar] is generally made of granulated honey *875
Knight Diet Mech , Granulated-steel Melted pig-iron is

scattered by a wheel into a cistern of water, ana thus re-

duced to fragments These are imbedded in powdered he-
matite orsparry iron ore, and subjected to furnace heat X896
Allbutt'sSyst Med I 391 Granulated malt extract dissolved
in milk constitutesagratefulvariety ofreadily digestiblefood

2 Having the surface raisedm granules or small

prominences. Granulated glass, a kind of Tough-
ened glass used m stained windows.
1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 140 The one plain and smooth, the

other granulated on the out-side 1758 Descript Thames
216 The Turbot has a rough granulated Skin full of exceed-
ing small Prickles x8oa Paley Nat, Theol. v (ed. 2) 72 It

would be too much to assert that the skin of the dog fish

was made rough and granulated on purpose for the polishing
of wood x8ax Craig Lect, Drawing iv 200 Chisseled to
represent the granulated surface of the human skm 1863
Berkeley Bnt. Mosses 111. 15 In some genera the walls of
the cells are stronglygranulated 1877 W. Thomson Voy.
Challenger I iv. 256 The surface of the carapace is granu-
lated, not spiny. 1877W Jones Finger-nngtx The whole
is overlaid with fumform wire ornaments and granulated
work 1894 Bnt Jml Photogr. XLI. 28 A granular-sur-
faced or granulated paper.

b. Having the appearance of being raised in

granules; mottled
1885 Agnes Clerke Pop. Hist. Astron. 210 The term

* granulated
', suggested by Dawes in 1864, best describes

the mottled aspect of the solar disc.

VOL. IV.

3 Path Characterized by the presence of granu-
lations or small gram-like bodies. = Granular a.
1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat. I 426/2 A man who was found

on post-mortem examination to have granulated kidneys
1896 Daily News 3 Apr 5/6 1 he astounding statement that
‘ granulated ophthalmia is chiefly a pauper disease

'

Granulating (grse nulluhiij), vll. $b. [-ing 1.]

The action of the vb Granulate
;
granulation

1793 J Hunter Treat. Blood, etc 11 vu Wks 1837 III
488 This process is called granulating, or incarnation
1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Mtht Diet (ed. 3), Grannlat-

vtg, an operation m the manufacture of gunpowder which
follows the process of ‘pressing’ the cake, whereby it be-
comes reduced to grains of different sizes.

attnb 1807-26 S Cooper First Lines Surg (ed 5) 143
When a wound begins to heal by the granulating process
1856 KaneArct Expl I xxv 336 Hard to realize that they
could be formed by the ordinary granulating processes of
the winter snows 1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1 145/2
It is then fed into the granulating machine,

Granulating (grse*nu2k‘tii)),^/J/. a. [-ing 2
.]

That granulates, in senses of the vb
17x0 T. Fuller Phann Extemp 102 It [2 e. the draught]
potently expels granulating Tartar 1873 T H Green

Introd. Pathol (ed 2) 244 It may be continuously discharged
from the surface, as in a granulating wound 1896 A llbutt’s

Syst Med I 407 The high arterial pressure so commonly
associated with granulating kidneys

Granulation (graenwlfl^'Jsn). [n. of action

f Granulate v. : see -ation Cf. F granulation ]

1. gen. The action or process of forming into

granules or grains
;

the process or condition of
being so formed
x6xa Woodall Surg Mate Wks. (1653) 271 Granulation

proper to Metals, by infusion on fire, is their comminution
into granula, or very small drops like Grana Parodist.
1670 W Clarke Nat Hist Nitre 88 The Reason of the
Granulation of this Powder [gunpowder] 1799 G Smith
Laboratory I 78 Granulation is easily performed, by pour-
ing, leisurely, the melted metal between the twigs of a new
birch broom in a pail of water 1822 Imison Sci

fy
Art

II. 117 It is mixed with lead to assist its granulation in

making small shot 1839 Ure Diet Arts 1x4a The neutro-
saline matter present m the spent lye is essential to the
proper granulation and separation of the saponaceous com-
pound 1862 New Syd Soc Year-bk x68 On the Granula-
tion of Medicines

fig. 1886 Pall Mall G 2 Aug. 1/2 Italy and Germany
have been redeemed from the granulation which for so many
ages has made them mere ropes of sand

b. concr A granular formation.

1759 Mountains in Phil Trans LI 288 On the pro-
jections of the wainscot, I found several granulations, and
longer pieces of the wire. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap (1879)

184 In frogs poisoned with prussic acid a rounded form of
the corpuscles was commonly exhibited, and sometimes

f
ranulations were present. 1879 tr De Quatrefages' Hum
'penes 72 The anthers scarcely ever enclose veritable pollen,

but merely irregular granulations

2. Path. The formation of grain-like promi-
nences on sores when healing

;
the development of

granules in diseased structures.

1786-7 J. Hunter Lect. Pnitc. Surg. xu. Wks. 1835 I.

368 But on all internal canals suppuration does not neces-
sarily lead to granulation 1813 J Thomson Lect Inflam.
215 That which Mr Hunter calls union by granulation
would, in the language of Galen, have been union by the
third intention 1848 Carpenter Antm Phys. 302 But if

inflammation be permitted to arise, the repair takes place
by aprocess termed granulation. x886 Syd. Soc Lex. s.v..

Healing by granulation.

fig 1895 J J Raven Hist. Suffolk 57 Then set in slowly
and irregularly a kind of granulation, if we may use a com-
parison from the healing of a wound
b concr. in pi. The grain-like bodies so formed.

1739 S Sharp Surg Introd. 24 Tents in Wounds, by
resisting the growth of the little Granulations of the Flesh,

m process of time harden them. 1789 T. Whately in Med
Commnn, II 387, 1 felt a loose piece of bone lying in a
bed of granulations within the cavity of the tibia 1804
Abernethy Surg Obs 54 Granulations formed, and a cica-

trix took place. X807-26 S Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed 5)

141 Granulations are formed by an exudation of coagulating
lymph from the vessels of the wounded or exposed surface

18x3 J Thomson Lect Inflam 149 Granulations some-
times form on the surfaces of inflamed serous membranes
1855 Holden Hum. Osteol (1878) 13 Every surgeon must
have witnessed how sensitive are granulations from bone
1878 T Bryant Pract. Surg. I 5 The grey granulations or
tubercles are apparently derived from some pre-existing

inflammation.

3 Bot. and Zool. a. The formation of granular

bodies on the surface of a plant, a crustacean, etc.

to concr The granular structure, or in pi the

granules, so formed.
1796 Withering Bnt. Plants IV 45 Branches generally

incrusted with small granulations. 1843 Forbes in Proc.
Berw. Nat Club II No. 11 79 Among the granulations

numerous large stomata. 185a Dana Crust 1. 447 A smooth
even surface, excepting a neat miliary granulation. 1859
R F. Burton Centr. Afr m Jrnl. Geogr Soc XXIX 142
The folds and wrinkles which form by granulation upon the

oblongs where the bark has been removed for its fibre 1872
Nicholson Palseont 75A short robust stem, which is marked
with flutings and superficial granulations. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary’s Phaner 104 In the pointed warts there is

often stratification and granulation.

4 attnb., chiefly Path, (see sense 3), as granul-

ation-growth, -mass, -sarcoma, -tissue, -tumour.

1899 J Hutchinson Archives Surg X. 157 Over these
[pustules] the nail softened and a little *granulation growth
protruded 1898 Ibid. IX, 347 Being attended by the produc-

tion of a *granulation-mass *886 Syd Soc. Lex ,
*Gran•

ulation sarcoma, the ordinary form of simple or round-

celled Sarcoma. 1873 T H Green Introd Pathol (ed 2)

270 The serous membrane becomes infiltrated with young
cells, which form a *granulation-tissue beneath the layer of
proliferating endothelium x888 C H Fagge Pnnc <$-

Pract. Med (ed 2) I 114 Under the term ‘ *granulation-
tumours' he [Virchow] describes the various lesions which
are produced by syphilis, leprosy and glanders

Granulative (grce'iufJrlAiv),** Path. [f. Gran-
ulate v. -i- -ive ] Characterized by granulation
1883 MacAlister tr Ziegler's Pathol Anat 1 §117 163

It was Virchow who invented the term ‘granulative growth*
or ‘ granuloma ’ for these formations

Granulato- : see under Granulate a.

Granulator (gras nnH^tai) [f. Granulate
v. + -or ] One who or that which granulates

;

spec a granulating-machine
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1202 The syrup is transferred into

wooden chests or boxes called coolers, but which aie
more properly crystallizers or granulators 1873 Spon
Workshop Rec Ser 1 145/2 A small stream ofwater enters
the granulator

; the movement of the machine rolling the
damp grains constantly among the dry meal powder, causes
the latter to [etc 1 x888 Engineer LXVI. 273/1 This gen-
tleman saw white sugar come out of spouts, and heard a
granulator revolving at the rate of300 rotations per minute.

Granule (gne mwl), [ad late 'L.grdnul-um (dim.
of gtanum Grain sb 1), either directly, or through
F. granule ] A small grain ; a small compact
particle; a pellet. Employed spec, in Zool. and
Bot , also in Astron, and Pharm. (see quots.)

1632 CHARLrTON Daikn Atheism 45 Those Granules of
sand, which suffice to make up the vast bulk of the World
1664 Boylb Exper Consid Colours 111 41 With an excel-
lent Microscope, the assisted Eye qpuld discern particular
Granules, some Blew, and some Yellow. 1796 Withering
Brit, Plants IV 1x2 Fructifications terminating, swelling
with seed-hearing granules 1797M Baillie Morb. Anat.
(1807) 281 Small granules of stone are sometimes found in
the tubular portion of the kidneys 1804 Abernethy Surg
Obs 98 They resemble pearl barley, but the granules are
generally smaller 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol, IV 273
Granule

,

a very minute elevation 1834 M°Murtrie
Cuvier's Amin Kmgd 491 The animal bark which en-
velopes it is mixed with calcareous granules X835 Lindley
Introd. Bot (1848) I 350 The pollen grains are often
called granules 1840-31 E Wilson Anat Vade M. 572
The smallest lobule is apparently composed of granules,
which are minute caeca! pouches 1849 Murchison Siberia
x 241 The granules of the skin. 1867-77 G F, Chambers
Astron 1. 1 36 Granule is the best word to describe the
luminous pai ticks on the Sun's surface 1871 Napheys
Prev £ Cure Dis ill iy 691 Very small pills are called

granules 1876 tr Wagner's Gen Pathol. 88 Colorless
protoplasm, which . . contains shining fat-like granules X879
RutleyStudyRocks x 107 Granules ofaugite are common,
b attnb

*855 tr Wedl's Pathol Histol. u v 287 The fine-mole-

cular cell becomes a granule cell. Ibid 291 Colossal granule-
masses. x88x Syd. Soc Lex , Cell, granule, a term applied
by His to a cell, like an ordinary white blood cell, found in
the stroma of the ovary Also, generally applied to cells in
main part consisting of granules. 188a Thomson, etc
Quams Elem Anat (ed 9) II. 312 The inner or granule
layer. x886 Syd Soc Lex , Granule layer of cerebellum,
the inner nuclear layer of the grey matter of the cortex of
the cerebellum. Ibid, Granule masses, the same as giant
Cells

Granuliferotia (greenish feres), a [as if f.

L. granuhfer (f grdnul-wn granule + -(ifer
bearing) + -ous ] Bearing or producing granules

or granulations.
1840 in Paxton Bot. Diet 1847 Craig, Grannhferous,

full of granulations, as m the shell Mitra gTanulifera x886
in Syd Soc. Lex
Granuliform (graenta-lifjwm), a. [f. L. grd-
nul-um granule + -(i)form.J Having a granular

structure

1847U1CRAIG, 1852Dana Crust 1.236 Teeth granuliform

1887 Phillips Bnt. Dtscomyc 257 Margin entire, denticu-
lated ; when dry closed, granuliform.

Granulite (grse m«loit). Geol. [f. Granule
+ -1TE ] A rock consisting of feldspar and quartz

intimately mixed. Hence Granuli tic a., com-
posed of or containing granulite.

1849 Dana Geol xui (1850) 564 A variety of granulite

1879 Rutley Study Rocks x. 142 They are especially

common in granulites. *888 Engineer LXV 379/2 The
light-banded granuhtic gneisses or Wiltshire type 1804
Baring Gould Deserts S France I 11 There are the
eruptive rocks, giamte and granulite.

Granulo- (grsenizlfltf), used as a combining
form of L. grmulwn Granule, to describe a sub-

stance which, is
‘ granular and as in granulo-

adipose, -crystalline, -fatty, -pulpy adjs

1845 Darwin Voy Nat v (1873) xoo This granulo-pulpy
matter was m process of being converted into ova, 1886
Syd. Sec Lex

,
Granule-adipose, containing, or consisting

of, granules and fatty matter. Ibid , Granulo-fatty, relating

to granules and to fat,

Granuloma (grsemwltfh'ma). Path. [f. L.
grdnul-um Granule, after the analogy of Glau-
coma and other words of Gr origin ]

* A term
invented by Virchow to include certain neoplasms
which generally do not advance in structure beyond
the stage of granulation tissue, and which usually

proceed to ulceration' (Syd Soc. Lex 1886).

x86x Bumstead Van. Dis (1879) 442 These cells belong to
the group called by Virchow granuloma. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med II. 804 In nodular leprosy, however, the granu-
loma of the skin.. [is] characteristic.
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Hence Granulo matous a, of or pertaining to

granuloma
1883 MacAlister tr Ziegler'sPathol Anat.i § 117. 162 In

most of the granulomatous disorders we may have not

merely a diffusion of the disease throughout the individual

organism, but [etc ]. 1898 P. Manson Trap Diseases xxvu.

423 A granulomatous, encrusted eruption

Grranulose (gnenuElJu s), sb. and a [f. as

prec. + -OSS ] A. sb. One of the essential constitu-

ents (the other being cellulose) of the starch

granule, which gives a blue colour with iodine,

and is converted mto sugar by the saliva

1875 Bennett Sc Dyer Sachs' Bot

.

589 A gram of starch

leaves behind a skeleton containing very little solid material

when the granulose has been extracted. 1878 Kingzett
Amm Chem 48 Starch consists of an outer coating of
cellulose enclosing alternating layers of granulose.

B. adj. = Giunular.
1852 Dana Crust. 1 245 Areolets plane, gianulose.

Granulons (grse'mfiflos), a Also 6 granu-
luse [f. Granule + -ous] = Granular, in

various senses.

2547 Boordb Brev. Health 11 2 A fatte matter in the

browes the whiclie be granuluse aggregacions 1699
Bucaneers A liter, Exploits Sir H. Morgan 30 A sort of
granulous flower or meal. 1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 3)

10 The Marrow is granulous, or composed of very small

Grams 1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing 1 1 m 11.

249 There is obtained a granulous precipitate 2842 John-
ston in Proc Berw Nat Club I No 9 275 The back
convex, roughish or granulous. 1872 Nicholson Palsont
193 The surface of the cell may be either smooth and entire,

spmous or granulous 1887 Pall MallG 22 July 4/2 That
terrible eye disease known as granulous ophthalmia.

Graocracy (grtfip krasi). nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

ypao-, ypavs an old woman + -icparla government.]

Government by an old woman or old women.
1830 Blackiv Mag XXVII. 484 Madame de Genlis’s

admired and lamented graocracy

Grap, obs. f. Grape sb} ; var. Grape sb 3
,

Grappe sb.

Grapas, “pays, variant forms of Grapjsys Obs.

Grape (gre'p), Also 3-7 grap, 4 gxaap.
[a. OF grape

,
grappe fern., bunch of grapes (also

crape
;

mod.F. gi'appe

,

north-eastern dialects

crappe), prob a vbl. sb. from graper to gather

grapes with a vine-hook, f grape hook, ultimately

f Teut. *ki appon- (OHG. krapfd) hook Cf It.

grappare to seize, grappa hook, grappo act of
seizing, grappo

,
grappolo

,

bunch of grapes, Sp
gjapa hook, Pr. grapa hook, claw, grap-s hollow
of the hand.
The change of meaning which the word underwent in

passing fiom Fr to Eng seems to be due to the fact that it

was first adopted in plural and collective uses, from which
a new sense of the sing was afterwards evolved The
comb wmgrape appears for ‘cluster of grapes’m Gen <j-

Ex 3710]
1 One of the berries, growing in clusters on a

vine, and from the juice of which wme is made
Also grape of wme Chiefly^/.

;
in poetry often

sing. ,
as quasi-collect.

The grapes are sour said proverbially with allusion to
jEsop’s fable of ‘The Fox and the Grapes’, when a person
is heard to disparage something which it is suspected he
would be glad to possess ifhe could
£1290 S Eng Leg I. 231/424 A luytel foul brou3te a

gret bou3 Fol of grnpus swype rede a 1300 Cursor M. 4468
(Giitt.) Vpon Jus tre, on ilk a bohw Methoght J>ar hing grapis
[Cott. winbens] enohw £-1315 Shoreham 30 That schel be
to thys sacreraent Ry3t of tne grape of wyne 1382 Wychf
Dent, xxxn 32 The graap of hem graap of gal, and the
cluster moostbittre — Matt, vi 16 Whether men gaderen
grapis of thornys, or fijgis ofbrens ? a 1400 PisHllofSusan
84 On grapes |>e goldfinche Jiei gladen and glees c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 22 Take persole grene Grapus, and
stojpe thy chekyns with wynne 1471 Ripley Comp Alch v.
xui in Ashm (1652) 151 Thou shall have Grans ryght as the
Ruby red 1387 Mirr, Mag ,

Pinnar l. 7 On vine growes
the grape, and not the biter hop 1667 Milton P L. iv
259 The mantling Vine Layes forth her purple Grape 1697
Dryden Vtrg Georg iv 805 Like a large Cluster of black
Grapes they show 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 1 247
Giapes, taken in Moderate Quantities, help the Appetite
*855 Longp Hiaw 11 235 Grapes m purple clusters.

fig 15*6 Pilgr Perf (W de W. 1331) 290 A taste of the
fyrst type grapes of the gyfte of heuenly wysdome 1837
Trollope Barchester T. xlvi, Mr. S . . said, as plainly as
a look could speak, that the grapes were sour
b With some word prefixed that indicates the

species or variety, as Black Hamburgh
,
Fox,

Froniignac
, Muscadine, Muscat, Muscatel

,
Sweet-

water

,

etc. grape
X736 Ainsworth Eng -Lai. Diet, s v , Muscadine grapes

1741 Cornpl, Fam.-Piece n. m. 389 These Grapes White
Muscadine^ black Cluster, . .white sweet Water. Ibid 394
White Monllon, red Monllon, Currant Grape. x8oa Brookes'
Gazetteer (ed 12), Lipan abounds with the currant grape,

c. Put for the juice of the grape, or wme
1636 [see Frqntignac] 1708 J Philips Cyder 11 397 Nor

can the Poet Bacchus’ Praise indite, Debarr’d his Grape
1839 FitzGerald tr. Omar xIil He bid me taste of it ; and
twas—-the Grape ! 2898 T Hardy Wessex Poems 56 We
rolled rich puncheons of Spanish grape.

+ 2 transf. The berry or fruit of other plants.
Lavfranc's Cvrurg 137, 1 seie J>at ode of rosis ]jat

schal be maad of grapis of olyue trees )>at ben not npe is
not oyntuose 1531 Turner Herbal 1 Civb, Anagyns .

hath a fruyte in long horned coddes whiche when the grape
is npe wexeth harde 1378 Lyte Dodoens in. vn. 323 Whan

[the spadix and spathe of the arum are] gone, the bnnche
of benes also or giapes, doth at length appeere 2602 Hol-
land Pliny II, 161 Oftne grapes which this Palma Chiisti or

Ricmus caneth, there be made excellent weiks or matches
for lamps and candles

3. The plant that produces grapes; the vine;

chiefly with some word prefixed, as m 1 b
14 Voc in Wr -Whicker 578/7 Depastino, to do away

grapys 1657 Austen Frutt r
lrees 1 59 The Fox Grape is a

faire large bruit, and a very great bearer. 1870 Yeats Nat
Hist Comm. 174 The grape varies in the colour, form, size,

and flavour of its fruit

b transf. Seaside grape =grape-tree (q v. in 9).

1756 P Browne Jamaica sag The Mangrove or Sea-side

Grape .The berries are generally about the size of common
grapes 1792 M Riddell Voy Madeira 87 The coccoloba

uvifera,orsea sidegrape (In some mod Diets s v Seaside)

4. Mil = Grapji-shot Now only collect, sing
and apprehended as a shortened form; formerly

also pi.

1687 A Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trccv, j. 282 The six Scopa
Coperta Pieces were charged with bunches of Grapes [1747
Cf. Grape shot ] 1798 Ld Morpeth m Anti-Jacobin 14

May (1832) 129 Sacrilegious grape and ball Defoim the
works of Stone and Steel 1804 N elson in Nicolas Disp,

(1845) V 399 Have your guns loaded with grape, 1823
Byron Juan vn xxix, A fire of musketry and giape 2828

J H Moore Pi act Navig (ed 20) p iv, The Number
of Shot contained in Grapes of different sizes 2833 Alison
Hist Europe (1849-30) II vi § 33 49 They turned a gun,
loaded with grape, on the entering column 1868 King-
lake Crimea (1877) III. 1 37 Some buildings afforded
good cover against grape

5 Farriery, pi a A diseased growth resembling

a bunch of grapes on the pastern of a hoise, mule,

etc. (Cf. F. grappes ) b. A similar growth on
the pleura,

x6oo Surtlet Country Farrne 1 xxvii 189 Graps are
moulesand scabbes on the heeles Ibid 193 The grapes X753

J Bartlet Gcntl Parrtery xhv 323 Excrescences, such as

. grapes, &c are best removed by the knife x8xo Sporting
Mag XXXVI, 271 Grapes upon the heels, of long standing
and dry, are incurable. 1897 A llbntt's Syst Med. II. 21

Tuberculosis of the pleura [in cattle] in the foim of‘grapes’
may occur without the lungs being affected.

6. In various applications 1 a. (Secquot 1644.)
Obs. b. The knob or pommel at the rear end of

a cannon
;
formerly called the Cascabel + c. A

particular size of paper ; also grape-paper. Obs.
xfixt Cotgr.

,
Papier raisin, Grape paper 1644 Bulwer

Chiron. 75 The top or giape of the left Index 1864
Webster, Grape of a cannon, the cascabel 01 knob at the
butt x8ox A Morris Watermarks m Paper Record
8 Sept, 65/x The names of the principal sizes ofpapiervergl
have been handed down to us, and have suggested water-
marks Rising from the smallest sheet to the largest, they
are as follows .—Bell, pot, dcu, crown, shell, grape, large
grape, jesus, great eagle, and great woild

7 . Short for grape-hop (see 9).
x86i Illustr. Times 5 Oct. 222 The ordinaly ‘grape’, and

the rank * colegates ’ of Sussex and the Wealds of Kent
8. attnb. and Comb a. simple attributive, as

grape-bunch, -cluster, -harvest
,
industry, + -kernel

,

-mildew, -pip, -seed, -skin, -stalk, -time

;

b. ob-
jective, as grape-culture, -cutter, -gatherer, -gather-

ing, -gleaning, -growing, -picking
;
grape-bearing

adj ; c. instrumental, as grape-crowned, -loaded,

-thickened adjs. , d. parasynthetic, as grape-hued,
-seeded, •shaped

,
-sized adjs.

; e. similative, as

grape-green, -like adjs
;
grape-ways, -wise advs

1898 Arclueol FEliana XIX in. 193 Prof Stephens calls
it a “grape-bearing vine ax66t Holyday Juvenal 238
Bees, like a long "’’grape-bunch settle on Some temple's top
1552 Huloet, '’’Grape cluster or cluster of grapes racemus
1627 Drayton Elegies, OnLady Aston’s Depart 52 “Grape-
crowned Bacchus 1850 H de Caraeeuc (,title) Treatise on
“Grape-Culture 138a Wycltf Jer vi 9 Conuerte thin hond,
as a “grape kuttere to a basket 1335 Coverdale Jer vi
0 “Grape gatherer 1599H Buttes DyetsdneDinner B nj,

That Grapes are vene nourishing, is well seene by the
Giape-gatherers in the time of Vintage 1580 Hollyband
Treas Fr, Tong, Grappage, “grape-gathering 1791 Visible
Wold 37 When the time of grape-gatherings is come
x6ix Bible Mtcah vn x, I am . as the “grape gleanings
of the vintage 1893 R, Noel Swimmer 47 “Grape-green
all the waves are 1896 Daily News 7 Nov. 6/2 Another
good combination would be navy blue and grape green
*573 Baret Alv. G440 “Grape haruest Vmdemia 1898
Zangwill Dreamers Ghetto xv. 462 He thought of last
year’s grape-harvest ruined by a thundeistorm 1883 E
Ingersoll in Harpers Mag Feb. 433/2 He let it slip from
his “grape-hued lips 2887 Moloney Forestry W Afr xi
*57 West Africa is not without its promise of a development
of the “grape industry 2483 Oath Angl 163/1 A “Grape
kymelle, acinus. 26*9 T. Milles tr Mexia's Treas. Anc
Mod Times II 380/1 A yery delicate and “Grape-like

gumme. 1832 Tennyson Dream Fair Worn, sag The valleys
of “grape-loaded vines that glow Beneath the battled towei
1872 H Macmillan True Vine v. (1872) 229 Every one
has heard of the terrible “grape-mildew 2897 Miss
Harraden Hilda Strafford 199 It was the “grape-picking
season. 28197 AllbutVs Syst. Med III. 885 “Grape-seeds
or grains of wheat. 1887 Moloney Forestry W Afr 423
Large or “Grape-seeded Amomum. 2849 Murchison
Siluna,’ iv 74 “Grape shaped heads. 2822-34 Good's Study
Med (ed 4) IV. 228 Cells oval, currant-sized or “grape-
sized. 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III 885 A portion of a
“grape-skin is very remarkably imitated by [etc] 2820
Keats Hypenon 1 33 Empty shells were scatter’d on the
grass, And “grapestalks but half bare. *832 Tennyson
EleSnore 36 Youngest Autumn, in a bower “Grape-thicken’d
from the light 2548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Mark xn
2 And when “grape time was cum, he sent his seruaunt to
the same husbandmen. 2727Bradley Fean. Did "s v Cur-

rants, Branches .. to which a round Point banes
ways Ibid s v Hop, The Flowers rang’d “Grapevml

P

9

.

Special combs.
: grape-belt, a belt of country

111 which grapes grow
; grape-berry-moth (VS)

= grape -moth {Cent. Bid), grape - brandy
biandy distilled from grapes or wme without
admixture of any othei ingredient; grape-cake
the mass of grape-skins, etc. which remains
after the juice has been pressed out of the grapes-
grape-cure, the treatment of disease by a diet con-
sisting mainly of grapes

, grape-eater, the Austra-
lian bird Zosterops chloronotus; grape-essence an
artificial flavouring liquid composed of chloroform
vanous ethers, tartaric acid, and other ingredients
{Syd Soc. Lex 1886) ; grape-fern, a plant of the
genus Botrychium, so called from the appear-
ance of the fructification

; f grape-flower=grape-
hyacinth ; grape-fruit {US}), the pomelo, a
smaller variety of the shaddock, Citrus decumana\
grape-fungus, a mould {Otdium Tucken) which
attacks the vine, vme-mildew (Cassell, 1882)

;

+ grape-gall (see quot.)
; grape hop, a variety of

hop (see quot.)
;
grape-hoppor {U. S), an insect

destructive to vine-leaves (Funk’s Stand. Did );
grape-house, a glass-house in which grapes aTe
gi own, a vinery

; grape-hyaemth (see Hyacinth
2 b)

;
grape-louse (U.S ), ‘the vine-pest or phyl-

loxera’ {Cent. Diet); f grape-monger, a wme-
bibber

; grape-moth ( U.S), a small moth, Eude-
vus botrana, the larva of which devours grapes
(Webster, 1897); grape-paper (see 6 c) ; grape-
pear, Amelanchier Botryapium

; + grape-press,
a wine-piess

; grape-soissors, scissois used either

for thinning the bunches on the vine, 01 for dividing
them at table ; grape-sugar = Dkxtbosb or Glu-
cose

;
grape-tree, {a) m W. Indies, a tiee of the

genus Coccoloba
,

{b) a grape-vine ; grape-weevil
{U.S ), a weevil {Cwhodes or Crapomus insequahs),
which destroys green grapes

;
grape-wine

,
a ‘ home-

made’ wme, made ofgrapes
,
grape-worm (U.S),

the larva ofa grape-moth (Webster, 1897), grape
wort, the baneberry, Adxa spicata

;

also, Biyoma
dioica (Britten & Holland, Flant-n 1879).
2897 Bailey Pnnc Fruit-growing 4* The famous Chau-

tauqua “giape belt is confined to a ship about two to three
miles wide lying upon Lake Erie 2892 Pall Mall G 7
Nov 7/2 They testify to its purity as a genuine “grape
biandy 1897 A llbntt's Syst, Med. II 228 The best alco-
holic stimulants foi the acute stage [of small pox] are good
grape brandy [etc ] 2830 M Donovan Dom Econ I 249
The “grape-cake which lemains aftei the wine has been
piessed out is called by the Fiencli les mans de raisin
2862 J A. Svmonds Bwg (1895) I 202 Hie “giape cure
cured her 2848 J Gould BirdsofAmtral IV 8a*Grape-
and Fig eater 1597 Gcrardl Her bal 1 lxxi 105 The “Grape
flower is called Hyacinthus Botryoides Ibid lxxii 105 Of
Muscan or Musked grape flowei 2859 Bartlett Diet
Avier

,

*Grape Fruit, a variety of Citr us raiemosus Bar-
badoes. 2885 Lady Brassey The Trades 305 ‘ Grape-fruit

’

It looks and tastes much like a shaddock it does not bear
the slightest lesemblance to a grape. 2753 Chambers Cycl
Sripp , *Grape galls, a name given by authors to a species

of protuberances resembling clusters of giapes which are

found hanging from the oak at some seasons of the year
2838 Penny Cycl XII 288/2 1 he vaueties most esteemed are

the “Grape Hop [etc ] 2881 Whitehead Hofs 11 11 Grape
Hops, so called because the cones hang in clusters like

bunches of grapes 2789 E. Darwin Bot Gard 11 (1791)28
note, Vinesm “grape-liouses 2825 Cobbett liur Rides 457,
I noticed a veiy cuuously constiucted grape house , that

is to say a hot-house for the raising of grapes 2733 Miller
Gardener's Did, Muscan, Musk or “Grape Hyacinth
1606 Dekker Sev Smnes 111. (Arb ) 27 When the “Grape-
mongers and hee are parted. 2840 Paxton Bot Did.,
“Grape pear. 2882 Garden 15 Apr 263/3 The Giape Pear,
differs from other trees in flower at this season by its pecu-

liarly graceful twiggy growth 2623 CroOke Body ofMan
446 From whence, as wine from a “grape-presse, thebloud
poured out of theveuies and aiteries is squeesed mto the

whole brame 2882 Blackmore Christowell 111, ‘ Father’,

cried Rose running up to him, with her long “grape scissois

111 her hand 2887 Lady 20 Jan 38/3 Baskets of fruit

ornamented either end of the table, and the grape scissors

were in the form ofa solemn-looking stork 1831 J. Davils
Manual Mat Med. 411 “Grape sugar, 2879 Foster Phys
App, 673 Grape sugar, or dextrose (glucose). 2697 Dampier
Voy I 302 The “Grape-tree grows with a strait Body
and hath but few Limbs or Boughs. The Fruit grows in

Clusters, all about the Body ofthe Tree They are much like

such Grapes as grow on our Vines, both in shape and coloui,

and they are of a very pleasant Winy taste 2725 Sloank
Jamaica II. 129 Mangrove Grape-tree 1753 Chambers
Cycl Supp s. v. Grapes, A muscadine grape-tree was raised

from a cutting of a parent vine. 2756 P. Browne Jamaica
210 The Mountain Grape-Tree . is looked upon as a fine

timber-wood c 2830 Houlston Tracts III. No 90. 2 The
house . with a grape tree running up the wall 2884-5

Riverside Nat Hist (2888) II. Index, “Weevil, grape 341

2718 A Hill {title) Essays . . , on English “Grape-Wines

2839 Ure Diet Arts 1304 Drained grape wme 2858

Homans Cycl Comm 2974/1 Grape wme. 2548 Turner
Names ofHerbes 84 It [Christopheriana] may be called in

enghsche “Grapwurt, because it hath many blacke beries in

the toppes lyke grapes.

Hence t peful ct., abounding in grapes
_

or

vines
; G-ra peless a., having no grapes ,

wanting

the flavour of grapes ; Gra’pelet, a small grape

;

also transf.; + Gra'peling= Gbapelet.
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1616 CHArMAN Homers Hymn to Apollo 42 And made

the sea-trod ship arive them nere The graceful! Crissa

ci6ao 1 Robinson M Magd 17/219 To picke y° ruddy

Bracelets, was their aime 1694 Motteux Rabelais v xvi

(17-17) 68 Those little Giapelings 1755E Moore m World

No iSl (1772) HI 290 Rusty hams stale game, green fruit,

and grapeless wines 1844 Mrs Browning Rhapsody Life's

Progr iv, Ihy small head with its grapelets of gold.

Grape, sb 2 [a OF grape, grappe (= F. grap-

put) . see Guam sb f]
i a ? A hook Qbs to.

(in Cornwall) = GRAPNEL 2 .

1493 Acta Dom Cone (1839) 315/1 A bankure, four

cuschmgis, twa grapis of siluer, a spone owigilt 1823

T Bond E % W Looe 76 note,
A grape or grapnell is a

small anchor, generally used for mooring boats

1 Grape, sbf Sc. Obs Also 5 graip, 7 grap(pe.

[? alterecT form of Gripe sb 3, influenced by grape,

graip Grope v.] A vulture.

c 1480 Henrvson Mor Fab vi v, The foxe was cleik

The gled, the grape [v rr graip, grip] at the bar couth stand,

As adnocatis iS33 Bellenden Livy 1 (1822) 12 Appent

to Remus sex grapis, afoie ony foul apeut to Romulus x6xx

CoTGR ,
Vaidtour, a Vulture, Geire, Gripe, or Grap 161S

T Thomas Lat Diet ,
Vnltur

,

a ravenous birde called a

vulter, a geyre or grappe

t Grape, v Obs. [f OF. grape Grape sb 2
]

trans - Grapple v. i.

1523 Ld Bi rners Froiss (1812) I ccxcu 435 They hadde

graped their shyppes toguyder with hokes of yron

Grape, obs. f. Graip sb.\ Sc. and north f Grope.

Graped (gr^'pt)
,
ppl. a [f Grape sb^+ -ed 2

]

Having the giapes (see Grape sb.
1
5 a and b)

1810 SportingMag XXXVI 271 The farrier succeeded

in cutting away the fungous and graped flesh 1886 Cheslt,

Gloss s v ,
Cattle are said to be giaped when the lungs

become tuherculated, and adhere to the side

+ Gvapelage. Obs“l [ad. F. grappillage

,

in

same sense ] Grape-gleaning.

a 1603 T Cartwright Cotifnt Rhein FT T (1618) 507

The grapelage of the vine, or the gleaning of the harvest,

are not to be counted good come and grapes, because they

are rare and scattered heere and there

Grapell, obs. form of Grapple sb.

Grapenel(le, obs forms of Grapnel.

4 Gra'per. Obs. [? f. grape Grope v + -er 1
]

The part of a lance by which it was grasped

14.. m Archzol XVII. 291 Officers of armys shewyng

their mesure of theire spens garneste, that is cornall, vam-

plate & grapers all of acise that they shall just with.

Graper, variant of Gbapper Obs.

Grapery (gr* 1 'peri). [£ Grape sb.i + -eky ] A
building, made mainly of glass, m which grapes are

grown ; a plantation of vines , a vinery.

x8xaMissEdgeworth vi, Sheled theway to alittle

conservatory, and a little pinery, and a little grapery

1815 Hist Decasiro 1. 175 Mr Decastro planted graperies

1848 Thackeray Van Fair xln, A fine \illa where there

were beautiful graperies and peach-trees 1885 Ch. Times

2 Apr 269/2 Pineries, graperies, hot-houses, and the like,

Gra'pe-shot. [f. Grape sb I] Small cast iron

balls, strongly connected together, so as to form

a charge for cannon (see quots 1769 and 1867).

1747 Genii Mag. 308 The violence of the grape and round

shot 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780) M mb. Grape-

shot is a combination of balls, put into a thick canvas-bag,

and corded stronglytogether, so as to form a sort ofcylinder,

whose diameter is adapted to the cannon 1794 Southey

Botany Bay Eclog 111, The chain and the grape-shot roll

splintering around. 1809 Med Jml. XXI 446 A middle

aged man, of the name of Robinson was wounded by a

grape shot. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk, 346 A round of

grapeshot consists of three tiers of cast-iron halls arranged,

generally three m a tier, between four parallel iron discs

connected together by a central wrought-iron pin 1876

Bancroft Hist U S VI xxxix an The two columns,

heedless of musketry and grapeshot, gained the center of

the works nearly at the same moment

Hence Grapeshot v. traits

,

to fire upon with

grape-shot.
, „ , J

1876 Ruskin Fors Clan. VI lxv 145 Not -until England

has had to stone some of the children she has got . or at

least to grapeshot them.

Gra pe-stone. [f Grape sb.1 + Stone ]

1 The seed of a grape.

1589 Rider Eng -Lat Diet 678/16 A Grape stone, or

kernell in giapes, vinacea a 1627 Middleton & Rowley
Changeling in 111. 45 There’s a spider in the cup 1 no, tis

but a grape-stone. 1656 Cowley Mtsc. ,
Elegy Anacreon

; 54

2 . Mm Occas used for Botryolite.
x86o Nicholson's Jml XXVI. 273 On the Botryohte, or

Grapestone „ , ,

Gra pe-vine. Now chiefly U S and Austral

1. The vine which bears grapes 3
any species of

the genus Vitis, esp. V vinifera

1736 Pegge Kenticwns (E D S), Grape-vine, a vine

1844 Marg. Fuller Worn. 19th C (1862) 59 An isle

perfumed by the blossoming grape-vine which draped its

bowers 1851 Long? Gold. Leg 11 v. Foot of Alps,

Blossoms of grape-vines scent the sunny air 1884 Roe
Nat. Ser. Story x. in Harper's Mag Sept 537/1 The
grape-vine, can endure an unusual degree ofdrought.

2. In various applied senses a. A canard :

curient during the American civil war, and short-

ened from * a despatch by grape-vine telegraph
’

(Funk’s Stand. Diet ). to. A hold m wrestling

(Farmer), c. A figure in skating.

a 1867 B F Willson Old Sergeant vu. (Funk) Just

another foolish grape-vine 1868 G Anderson Skating 111

(ed 2) 36 The Canadian Grape-Vme I saw it beautifully

performed last winter, and it looks like a curious interlacing

and juggling of the feet.

f Grapeys. Obs Also 4 graspeys, crospays,

gra(y)pays, 5 grappays [a OF . grapots, graspeis

(also craspots) med L. crassum ptscem (crassus

fat, piseis fish) In the 16th c the woid became

by etymologizing alteration Grampus ] The flesh

of the grampus (prob. not distinguished from that

of other cetaceans).

[c 1112 ‘Laws of ASihelred ’ in Thorpe Laws I 300

Homines de Rotomago qm veniebant cum vino vel craspice

dabant rectitudinem sex sol de magna navi, et vicesimum

frustum de ipso craspice ] 1324-5 Durham Ace Foils

(Surtees) I 15 In 2 petr de Graypays rem post comp Ibid

I 42 In grapays emp lod 1390 Earl Derby's Exped.
(Camden) xg Pro j barella parua ae crospays ibidem empta.

Ibid 221 In vno cado de graspeys. c 1420 Liber Coconitit

(1862) 45 To serve on fysshe day with grappays c 1430

Two Cookery bks 1 59 Crabbe au Creueys, Graspeys [etc J

1489 Paston Lett No 906 III. 347 Bales, sturgion, porpeys,

or grapeys.

Graph, (graf), sb 1 [Orig an abbreviation of

graphicformula

.

see Graphic ]
1 A kind of symbolic diagram (used in Chemistry,

Mathematics, etc.) in which, a system of connexions

is expressed by spots or circles, some pairs of which

are colligated by one or more lmes. Also, occas.

the system expressed by one of these diagrams
* Graphs ’ were first employed (under the name of ‘graphic

formulae ’ see Graphic a 5) in Chemistry for expressing

the relations of the elements forming a compound The
application to Mathematics (app also the shortened name)

is due to Sylvester.

1878 Sylvester in Ainer Jml Math I. 65 The graph

to nitric anhydride Ibid. 79 Chemical graphs . are to be

regarded as mere- translations into geometrical forms of

trams of priorities and sequences having their proper

habitat in the sphere of order. Ibid. 126 note. Whilst I was
only able, in certain cases, to represent in terms of the roots

of the parent quantic, the quantitative constitution of a

form pictured by a graph he [Clifford] has found the

universal pass key to the quantification of graphs. 1879

Proc Lond Math Soc XI 2 On Clifford's Graphs Dr
Spottiswoode 1884 Amer Jml. Math VI 382 The Method
of Graphs applied to Compound Partitions.

2. Alg. A graphical representation of the locus

of a function ; the traced curve of an equation.

i885 Chrystal Algebra 1. 307 The representative point

will therefore trace out a continuous curve This curve we

may call the graph of the function Ibid 380 Draw the

graphs of the two functions 3X-5 and 5^+7.

Graph, (graf), sb* colloq. [Abstracted from

Chbomograph, Hectograph, etc.] An apparatus

of the nature of the chromograph, hectograph, etc

,

for taking copies of writing by pressing it on a

gelatmous surface.

O&^Advt ,The Cyclostyle, Nopress,no washing, no graph.

Graph (graf), ® 1 Math, [ad Gr ypcup-eiv to

write.] trans To trace (a curve) from its equa-

tion
,
to trace the curve corresponding to (a given

equation). Hence Gra phing vbl sb

1898 Perry Applied Mechanics bi Students will do well

to graph on squared paper some curves like the following.

Ibid. 2. Graph y - a+bx. Ibid, i The graphing offunc-

tions on squared paper

Graph (graf), v 2 colloq. [f. Graph so 2
]

trans. To reproduce in a number of copies by
means of a ‘graph’. Also absol

1880 Stationer XXXV. 3We graphed by the dozen 1894

Westm Gaz 4 July 8/1 The Matabeleland News . is

1 graphed
1
in manuscript.

-graph (graf), repr, F. -graphe, L. -graphics,

Gr. -ypeupos. The Greek termination was used to

form adjectives, sometimes in the passive sense of

‘written’, e. g. abr6ypa<pos written with one’s own

hand, \up6ypaipos written with the hand 3
some-

times in the active sense, ‘ that writes, delineates,

or describes chiefly used absol as sbs.,
1 one who

writes, delineates, or describes
’

• e. g £"7P&<P0S a

painter from life, Pi&\ierypi<t>os a writer of books,

yea)ypa$os a delineator of the earth, a geographer.

Many of the passive formations in -ypaepos have

been anglicized, being for the most part used both

as adjs. and sbs., as in autograph, chirograph, holo-

graph. These words have been imitated m a few

modern sbs. formed on Gr. types, as lithograph,

photograph

,

and these m turn nave been imitated

in hybrid formations, such as pictograph ,
jocular

nonce-words,like hurrygraph for ‘ a hurried sketch ,

are occasionally met with. The Gr. active forma-

tions in -ypatpos, where they have been anglicized,

take in mod.Eng the ending -grapher, which is

used also for new formations denoting persons

(exceptions, such as calligraph ,
are rare). The

great bulk of the words in -graph is composed of

technical terms of very recent invention, mostly

formed on Gr, elements, and expressing the general

sense of ‘ that which writes, portrays, or records ’,

as actmograph, heliograph, hygrograph, ideograph,

phonograph, seismogtapk, telegraph, etc.

-grapher (grafai), an ending of many Eng.

words of Greek derivation. First found m the

earlier half of the 16th c The analogy of astro-

nom-er (really f astronomy, but having the appear-

ance of being f. L astronom-us + -eiG) naturally

suggested the use of the suffix -er as a means of

anglicizing L, words in -o'graphus without altering

their rhythm, as m cosmographer (recorded 1527)

In the 16th c there also occur a few derivatives in

-er from nouns m --graphy

,

as geographur (1542),

chronographier (1548), but these were soon super-

seded by the foims in -grapher

.

(In Chirqgrapher,

q.v., the ending has a diffeient source )
From the

latter part of the 16th c. the formation with -grapher

has been the normal mode both of anglicizing a real

or assumed Gi word in -ypaipos (see -graph) de-

noting a personal agent, and of providing a personal

designation correlative to sb. in -graphy denoting

an art or science It would often be impossible to

determine in which of these two ways an individual

word actually originated] but the question is un-

important, because Gr. words m -yptyoy were them-

selves influenced in sense by their derivatives in

-ypaxpta, so that, e g. yfooypbupos meant not so much

‘one who describes the earth’ as ‘one versed in

yeooypa^la ’.
.

The suffix -ist has sometimes been used instead of -er in

anglicizing Gr words in -ypac/ios or forming derivatives

from sbs in -graphy, cf biographist for the more usual

biographer ,
telegraphist is more common than telegrapher.

Graphic (grse’fik), a [ad. L. graphtc-us, Gr

7pa<f>iK-6s, f 7pa<[>r) drawing or writing. Cf. F.

graphique ]

fl. Drawn with a pencil or pen Obs

a 1637 B Jonson Underwoods,
Eupheme ix, [God] can

Find our closest creeks and corners, and can trace Each,

line, as it were graphick in the face.

2. Of or pertaining to drawing or painting. _

Graphic arts

.

the fine arts of diawing, painting,

engraving, etching, etc.

1736 Epitaph in H Walpole's Vertuds Anecd Paint

(1786) V. 269 With all the genius of the Graphic Art, His

fame shall each succeeding artist own x8n Lamb Guy
Faux Misc Wks (1871) 374, 1 only notice the print as being

one of the earliest graphic representations which woke my
childhood into wonder 187a Ruskin Eagle's N. § 123 This

faculty ofsight is the only proper faculty which the graphic

artist is to use in his inquiries into nature 1882 P G Hamer-

ton (title) The Graphic Arts . a Treatise on the Varieties of

Drawing, Painting and Engraving

3 Producing by words the effect of a picture;

vividly descriptive, life-like.

1669 Gale Crt Gentiles 1 hi i. 15 He shews that Poesie

was. a graphic Art, or Art of Imitation, a 1745 Swift On
D. Jackson’s Picture 1 Whilst you three merry poets traffic

To give us a description graphic Of Dan’s large nose in

modern Sapphic. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint II. 228

They are all graphic copies of common life. 1852 Mrs
Stowe Uncle Tours C 1, Expressions, which not even the

desire to be graphicm our account shall induce us to tran-

scribe 1856 Froude Hist Eng (1858) I. in 265 A Venetian

. . wrote to Henry, informing nun 111 a very graphic manner

of the treatment to which he had been exposed 1872

Darwin Emotions xi 260 A graphic description of the face

of a young Hindoo at the sight of castor-oil

4. Of or pertaining to writing ;
fit to be wntten on.

1774Warton Hist Eng. Poetry (1778) II 157 [Chatterton]

became a skilful practitionerm various kinds ofhandwriting.

Availing himself therefore of his facilitym the graphick

art he [etc ]. 1851 D Wilson Preh. Ann (1863) II iv. 11

280 The scribe executing his graphic art 1854 Syd Dobell

Balder xxm 87, 1 would make eloquent The graphic bark

of beech. 1 1877 E R Conder Bas Faith v 197 Letters,

hieroglyphics, or any kind of graphic symbol 188s Skeat

in Trans PhiloL Soc. 1880-1 in *176 If we now collate

the two copies, we find, .certain variations which are merely

graphic, and of no linguistic significance

to. Of a mineral : Presenting on the surface, or

in the fracture, an appearance of wntten or printed

characters. Graphic gold,
ore or tellurium

.

=
Sylvantte. Graphic granite (see quot. 1859)

18x4 Aikin Man Min 70 Graphic tellurium. Graphic

Gold 1823 Ure Diet Chem., Graphic ore, an ore of tel-

lurium, occurring in veins in porphyry in Transylvania. 1828

Amer Jml. Set <5- Arts XIV. 362 Granite, is graphic,

when [etc] 1838 Penny Cycl XI 3SS/2 ^ 1 e felspar in

graphic granite is almost one huge crystallized mass ,1859

Page Hand-bk Geol Terms, Giaphic Granite .a binary

compound of felspar and quartz—the quartz being disposed

through the felspar matrix like lines of Arabic writing x868

Dana Min (ed 5) 81 Graphic Tellurium 2879 Rutley
Study Rocks xn. 211 Ihe so-called graphic-granite .in

which the quartz roughly resembles Hebrew characters

5 . Pertaining to the use of diagiams, linear

figures, or symbolic curves.

Graphicformula m chemistry, a formula (see Formula

3 b) m which lines are employed to indicate the connexions

of the elements represented by the symbols (Cf Graph\sb 1

)

Graphic method, solution * a method of solving pioblems

(e.g m Statics

,

occas m Algebra) by the construction of

a diagram, from which the result Is obtained by direct

measurement instead of calculation Graphic method \ the

method of recording movements of a part of the body by

some automatic instrument, e.g the movement of the pulse

^866
S&lLdP

Led. Notes Client Students in 24

Graphic notation, is founded almost entirely upon the doc-

trine of atomicity, and consists in representing graphically

125 - 2
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the mode in. which every bond m a chemical compound is

disposed of Ibid , The following comparative examples of
symbolic and graphic formulae. 1870 Atkinson Gemot's
Physics | 216 M Duhamel's graphic method consists in
fixing a line point to the body emitting the sound, and caus-
ing it to trace the vibrations on a properly prepared surface.

1883 Anter Jrnl Math VI 174A Graphic Method of Solving
Spherical Triangles 1884 Science III 164/1 Graphic repre-
sentations are always specially valuable to the reader 1897
Allbntt'i, Syst. Med III 326A continuous graphic record of
the blood pressure was obtained by means of a manometer

b. Of a geometrical proposition, or a branch of
geometry Concerned with position and form,
not with measurement. Opposed to metric
1865 Clifford Math Papers (1882) 80 It may be possible

to state the same theorem in two ways, so as to make it

either metric or graphic

6 quasi-y£ in pi. Graphics • the use of diagrams
as a means of calculation (Cf. graphical statics \

see Graphical 5

)

1889 R H. Smith (title), Graphics* or the Art of Calcula-
tion by Drawing Lines 1898 Perry Applied Mechanics 1
One teacher seems to think that applied mechanics is simply
the study of kinematics and mechanisms another, that it is

mere graphics

Hence Gra plucly adv. rare“°. (In mod. Diets )
Gra pMcness, vividness of description.
1861 Geikie& Wilson Mem E Forbes xi 330 This is

brought out with a melancholy graphicness m his letters to
Mr Thompson. 1890 lllustr Sporting c$- Dram News
r3 Sept 33/3, I went on to describe with equal graphicness
encounters with beasts

-graphic (grce file), the ending of the adjs. cor-
relative in sense with the sbs m -graph, -grapher,
-grapht, represents Gr. -ypacpuc6s, which occursm a
few words derived from adjs. or sbs. in -yp&pos (see
-graph), some of which have been anglicized, as
IffropioypaipiKos historiographic. Any of the Eng.
adjs m -graphic might conceivablyhavebeen formed
on an assumed Gr. type, but it is probable that they
have been mostly formed with suffix -io directly on
Eng. sbs. in -graphy (or less frequently -graph).
The prevailing sense is ‘of or pertaimne to

graphy*.

Graphical (grmfikal), a [f. Graphic a + -al.]

f 1. Clearly traced (Cf. Graphic a. 1.) Ohs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 503 For as they grow, so the Letters

[scratched on tiees or fruit] will grow more large, and
Graphical!

2. = Graphic a. + Also, skilled in drawing
1610 W Folkingham Art of Survey t The Survey of

Possessions is the Arte by which them Graplucall Descrip-
tion is particularized 1669 Flamsteed in Rigaud Corr
Set Men (1841) II. 84 Some person indued with a celestial
wit and a graphical hand not unemulous of it. 1788 V.
Knox Winter Even. II v 11 195 All graphical representa-
tions of God the Fathei are to be disapproved. x8xo Syd.
Smith Female Educ. Wks (1830) 177 Tne highest exertions
of musical or graphical skill. x8a8 W. Irving in Life «$• Lett
(1864) II.347 He.. is eager for all kinds of graphical illustra-
tions, fac-similes, &c.

3 — Graphic 3. Now rare.
1644 Bulwer Chiron. Prselud

,
The whole Nation of the

Greekes were Comoedtans, for in graphical! assimilating
and imitating the affections, there were few of any Nation
could match them 1650 Trafp Comm. Exod x 14 See a
graphical description of a like plague threatened Joel 11.

1658 J Robinson Eudoxa 84 Every Line being
a Graphical Pourtraict of Christ X777 G Forster Voy.
round World II 9 Every part answered the graphical
description which the Spaniards have given. 1825 Carlyle
Schiller m (ed, 2) 162 ‘Wallenstein’s Camp ’ . paints with
much humour and graphical felicity the manners ofthat rude
tumultuous host 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. rv (1863)
193 One of the finest sketches which Mr Crabbe’s graphical
pen ever produced
absol 1845 Blackw Mag LVIII 387 Such a sentiment
. asks not the happinesses of humour, wit, fancy, of the

graphical and the characteristic.

A Of or pertaining to writing; consisting of
letters. (Cf. Graphic 4) + Graphical stone,
graphic granite (see Graphic 4 b)
1643 Sir T Browne Rehg Med h. § 2 The Finger of

God hath left an Inscription upon all his works, not graphi-
ral, or composed of Letters, but [etc ] 1802 Playfair lllustr
Hutton* rheory 322 The graphical stone of Portsoy must .

t0 differ materially from that of Daouria. x88xW R Smith O T,m yew. Ch vi 168 The Septuagint trans-
lation was made from a copy, which shared many graphical
eirors of our present Hebrew
fi. = Graphic g. Graphical method = ‘graphic

method *. Graphical statics : statics as studied by
the ‘ graphic method
1784 in Phil Trans LXXV. 144 If there is a possibility

ot drawing a graphical figure that represents nearly the
mbit under consideration 1801 J Jones tr. Bygge's Tiav
Fr, Rep xiv, 306 Lieutenant Mamdon’s graphical method
o
^certauung the distance between the sun and moon

x”32 Whewell Hist Induct Set, (1857) I 153 The graphical
methods of geometry. 1863 Atkinson Ganot’s Physics 187
Graphical methods of studying vibratory movements 1878
qylvester in A vier yrnl Math. I, 73 Such a proposition

ko admit of graphical proof x886 ChrysTal Algebra.
i 306 1 o obtain a graphical representation of the variation ofme function f(x) 1890 Bears tr, Cremona!'s Graphical

Two Treatises on the Graphical Calculus
rndKaaproal Figures in Graphical Statics. 1898 Perry
AppliedMechanics 1 Teachers who spend most of the time

pajf

raPklCa s^a*lcs
> or the graphing of functions on squared

Hence Gra'phicaLness.
188s in Ogilvie, and in recent Diets

Graphically (giae’fikali), adv [f. Graphical a.

+ -ly ^ ] In a graphic or graphical manner.
+1. By means of drawing or painting. Ohs.
1658 Sir T Browne Hydriot 11 11 Urnes .. handsomely

described, and graphically represented by the Learned
Physician Wornuus
2 . As in a picture

, clearly, picturesquely, vividly.
1376 Newton Lemitie's Complex Ep Rdr, Which

abuse manye learned Clerkes bewayhnge haue by wrytmg
and otherwise graphicallye depamted, [1623 Cockkram,
Graffically, cunningly done] 1633 Bp J Richardson
Observ. O T 419 Very Rhetoncal delineations do follow
of their miseues by this invasion of Nebuchadnezzar, graphi-
cal as in a Map described 1698 Fryer Acc E. India 4 P
290 None more Graphically expresses them than these
Facetious Verses 17x1 J Dennis Publick Spirit ix To
paint the Manners of our own Times giaphically 1833 J
Rennie Alph Anghng Pref 13, 1 sallied out one day to the
river Ayr, with a bent pm for a hook, as Christopher North
has described so graphically and well 1883 Eng lllustr
Mag Nov 68/2 The sea-banks and droves of tne north
tell us more graphically than any records, how the ' Marsh-
land ' was won from the raging sea
3 -fa. In the manner of writing (ohs.); b. by

means of or in respect of written signs
1609 B Jonson Masque Queens Wks (1616) 964 After it,

succeeded their third dance ; then which, a more numerous
composition could not be seene, Graphically disposed into
Letters and honoring the name of Prince Chailes x86i
F Hall in jfml Asiat Soc Bengal 197 note , The original
[Sanskrit] does not graphically characterize v from b. Mod
the verbs rede and read differ only graphically, m etym-
ology and pionunciation they are the same word.
4 By the use of graphic methods , by the con-

struction of diagrams 01 graphs.
x77i Pembertonm P/til* Trans LXI 450 All the particu-

lars usually inquired into in solar eclipses may be assigned
graphically with scale and compass 1834 Mrs Somer-
ville Connect Phys Set xxxvu (1849) 4*7 A curve is thus
constructed graphically by means of the angles of position
and the corresponding times of observation. x866 Odung
Amm Cltem 27 We should represent populm graphically
.. by the residues of three circles conjoined with one
another 1879 SrornswooDE in Pioc Loud Math Soe X
209 Graphically, the form itself will be represented by—

'0—;! —o—) or ....

.

1882 Minchin Unipl Ktnemat
2x5 The velocity at P may be graphically represented as
the resultant of two forces from P towards A and B x886
Chrystal Algebra 1 333 Solve graphically the equation
* —i6a 2+7iat

—

129= o 1893-6 Cat Unvo. Nebraska 253
The measurements are plotted graphically upon a chart

Graphiologist (grssfip'lod^ist). [f. next +
-ist] = Graphologist
1851 W. J Copleston Mem, Bp Copleston 3 We prognos-

ticate, without the aid of the graphiologist, clear thought
and methodical accuiacy

Graphiology (graefip-lodgi). [irreg. f. Gr.
ypa<j>-uv to write + -(o)logy. The word seems to
have been invented (in sense 1) by some of the
adveitising practitioners of the art about 1850 ]
1 = Graphology 2.
x8$a Lady Lytton Behind Scenes I. 1 11. 67 If there is

anything m graphiology
2 . a. The science or * art of writing or delineation,

or a treatise on that art* (Ogilvie, Suppl., 1855).
rare ~°. b. Methods of graphic representation
1880 Daily Tel 20 Oct , Everything connected with the

graphiology of heraldry is of the weakest character
-graphist : see note under -grapher.
Graphite (grse'foit). [Firstm Ger. formgraphit
(Werner, 1789) ;

f Gr ypcup-eiv to write (because
used for pencils) + -ite Cf. F. graphite (Hauy,
1801, in Hatz -Darm.).] One of the crystalline
allotropic forms of carbon (see Carbon i), called
also Black Lead and Plumbago
1706 Kirwan Eton Mm (ed. 2) II S8 Plumbago, Graphite

of Werner 1849 D Campbell Inorg Chem 13 Carbon
occurs ,. in six-sided plates in graphite 1871 B Stewart
Heat (ed 2) § 27 The bore contains a small index made of
iron or graphite.

Graphitic (grafrtik), a. [f Graphite + -10 ]Of or pertaining to graphite
; having the nature of

graphite. Graphitic acid (see quot. 1864)
1864 Watts Zhcr Chem II, Graphitic acid .an acid dis

covered by Brodie and produced from graphite by the
repeated action of chlorate of potassium and nitric acid.
1877 Le Conte Eletn Geol 11 (1879) 346 The graphitic
and anthracitic varieties of coal. 1878 Lawrence tr
Cotta s Rocks Class 199 Graphitic Grauite, with graphite
in the place of mica. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss , Gra
phtftc carbon

, that portion of the carbon in iron or steel
which is present as graphite

GrapJb.itoid (grse*fitoid), a [f. Graphite +
-oiD ] Having the appearance of graphite. Also
Oraphitoi’dal a.
X858 1 Graham Blent Chem (ed 2) II 668 Graphitoida

Boron Ibid, 672 Silicon, like boron, may be obtained it
three states analogous to the amoiphous, graphitoldal, ant
diamond forms of carbon 1875 lire'sDiet. Arts (ed 7) II
735 Graphitoid carbon destined to form the pencils used foi
the electric light x88o Nature XXI 409 A substance ,

trom which it [carbon] crystallises out partly in graptu
toidal, partly in adamantine foixns.

Graphinre (gree fiyuai) Also erron. grw
phyure. [ad. mod.L graphturus, f. Gr. ypwpdim
a pencil + ofy>a tail] A South African rodent
with a taxi ending m a pencil of hairs.
1849 Sk.Nat Hist

, Mammalia IV 31 Cape Graphrare
1849 tr Cuvieds Atom Kttigd xxx The Graphyures ,

scarcely differ from the Dormice externally, but havt
weaker jaws and a longer . . intestinal canal

Graphohte (gne flbit). [f. Gr yPa<p0., com-
bining form of 7pa<pn waling + -lite ] Any snecipc
of slate suitable for writing on.

y ^ es

1796 Kirwan Elem Min (ed a) I 238 Grapholite(Argillaceous genus), gives a white streak, and Is genera lvused to write upon generally

Graphologist (grafp lod^ist). [f. next + -ist 1A person versed m graphology J

1885 Pall Mall G 29 Sept 3/2 Engaging a graphologist
to judge the candidates by then handwriting sBgo /bid
8 Sept 7/1 I he confessions of a lady graphologist
Graphology (grafp lSdSi) [f Gr yPa<po-,combining form of ypa^ij writing + -Aoyia dis-

course: see -logy. (Substituted, as more correct
for the earlier Graphiology Cf. F. graiholonr vi
1. The study of handwriting ^

x88z Atkenxmn 23 Sept 402/3, 1 work with a method and
principles of criticism different from his in comparative
giaphology and palaeography 1886 Syd Soc Lex
Gi aphology

, a study or description of handwriting in rela-
tion to the changes from the ordinary which occur m some
diseases, such as general paralysis
2 . esp The art or science of inferring a person’s

character, disposition, and aptitudes from the
peculiarities of his handwriting
1886 Pall Mall G. 13 Feb 10/s He sought in grapholoev

indications of capacity and disposition 1887 Blackw MaeMay 642/1 Phrenology and graphology are admitted to
take rank as acknowledged sciences 1891 J F. Nisbet
Insanity Genius 149 Graphology contains no doubt a sub-
stratum of truth.

3 . The system of graphic formulm
, the notation

used for graphs.
1878 Sylvester in Amer Jml Math I 79 Any tendency

to disturb or complicate the existing graphology.
Hence G-rapliolo gic, G-rapholo gical adjs., of

or pertaining to giaphology
1891 N. V Tribune 23 Dec 3/5 (Funk) The afternoon

session of the trial was taken up with the testimony of the
giaphological experts 1895 Daily Ncios 4 Dec 6/6 Im-
portant graphologic researches

Graphomania (grxfome 1 ma), [f. Gr. ypaipo-
(see Graphology) +Mania ] Amama for writing
So Graphoma'niac, one who has graphomania.
1827 (title). The Cheilead being Violent Ebullitions of

Graphomaniacs 1840 Fraser's Mag XXII 765 An un-
necessary act of impolitic graphomania 1895 1gth Cent
Api 611 The restless repetition of one and the same strain
ofthought is characteristic ofgraphomania 1893A tkensum
15 June 765/1 The graphomaniac is defined [by Max Nor-
dau] as a being ‘with an insatiable desire to write, though
he has nothing to write about except his own mental and
moral ailments ’.

Graphometer (graffnmftai) Also 8 -metre,
[ad F. g/ aphomitre (1597 in Hatz.-Darm

), f. as
prec. + /xerpoF measure ] A mathematical instru-

ment, used for measuring angles m surveying,
otherwise called a semi-cucle + Also, a gonio-
meter used m crystallography.
1696 Phillips, Graphometer 1712 J James tr Le Blonds

Gardening 81 Instruments made use of for tracing upon
the Ground are the Graphometre, or Semicircle, and the
Square 1773 Genii Mag XLIII 457 Making use of
the graphometer to take the angles of depression 1802
Nicholson's yrnl. Nat Phil I 132 Descnption of the gra-
phometer, or instrument of Cit. Carangeau for measuring the
angles of Crystals 1842 in Brande Did. Sci , etc Hence
in some mod Diets

Graphome’tric, a 1 [f. prec + -io ] Per-
taining to or ascertained by a graphometer.
In mod Diets
So G-raphome trioa.1 a = prec.
1828-32 m Webster , and m later Diets

Graphome'tric, a.z (sb.) Math [f. grapho-
(taken as comb, form of Graphic, m sense 5 b) +
Metric.] Applied by Clifford to a class of func-

tions which pertain equally to graphic and metric

geometry. Hence as sb., a graphomelric function.

1865 Clifford Math Papers (1882) 85 Now this function
belongs to Metric Geometry But it also belongs to Graphic
Geometry because it is unaltered by projection or linear

transformation On these accounts I propose to call it a
Graphometric function -

1

shall, in what follows, pay par-

ticular attention to Graphometncs

Graphophoiie (grse*ftfiff“n) [f Gr ypap-ttv

to write + <ptavfi voice, sound.] The name of one

of the instruments for lecording and reproducing

sound (Cf. Phonograph.)
1886 Boston Herald (Mass) 16 July, The ‘graphophone’,

or improved phonograph 1892 Mod Mechanism (ed Ben-
jamin) 606 The Bell-Tainter graphophone.
Hence Graphopho nic a., of or pertaining to a

graphophone. (In some recent Diets )

Graphoscope (gree fdfckffop) [f Gr. 7pa<po-,
ypa<pi] writing, drawing + -atcoiros observing see

-scope ] An apparatus containing a magnifying lens

arranged for viewing engravings, photographs, etc.

Aerial graphoscope a contrivance for presenting the

image of an object, projected upon the atmosphere as upon
a screen

*879 H Gkubb m Trans R Dublin Soc 186 Viewed
with both eyes through a single magnifying lens, such as

is supplied with the graphoscope 1897 Dublin Rev Apr
403 The photographing of the vision shown by an aerial

graphoscope.

Graphospasm (grse fdspsez’m). [f. as prec. +
SpabmT] Writer’s cramp. In some recent Diets
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Graphotype (grrn fiftsip), sb [f. as prec +

Typje ]
a. A process for producing a design m

relief for surface-printing ;
also, the block or plate

so produced Tb (See quot 1877) .

186(>Ckamb Jrnl xxvhi 271 Mr Hitchcock, an American,

has invented a process for preparing wood-blocks for the

nrmtine ofpictures, diagrams, and so forth, to whichhe gives

the name ofgraphotype 1866 Braude's Diet. Sci etc II. 61

Some graphotypes are said to rival m beauty and delicacy

the best engravings 1877 Echo 22 Oct 4/1 Under the term

Eiaphotype may be included the seveial systems ofreproduc-

ing copies of letters which are rapidly finding their way into

commercial circles

Hence Graphotype v tram., to print by means

of the graphotype ;
Gra photypuiff vbl sb. (in

quot attnb) ;
Graphotypic a

,

of or pertaining

to the use of the graphotype
1866 Sat Rev 31 Mar. 384 Unlearned leaders . will not

easily make out why the graphotypic and the typographic

arts should be so closely allied in nomenclature and so dif-

ferent in fact. 1866 Spectator 29 Dec 1469 Twenty-one

illustrations giaphotyped by the Graphotyping Company

-graphy (grafi), = F., G -graphic
,
Sp. -grafla,

It -grafia, JL.. -graphia, repr Gr. -ypaQia in sbs.

adapted from Gi 01 formed on Gr types. The

Gr. sbs. in -ypaepia are abstract nouns of action or

function derived from the sbs (or adjs ) in -ypa<f>os

(see -GRAPH, -GRAPHER). Many of these have been

adapted in Eng. (usually through the medium of

other langs ), and many other compounds of Gx.

elements on the analogy of them have been formed

in Eng., or adapted from Fr. or mod Lat. Some

of the woids with this ending denote processes or

styles of writing, drawing, or graphic representa-

tion, as hachygraphy,
calligraphy

,
stenography ,

cryptography,
lithography

,
photography. More

commonly they are names of descriptive sciences,

as geography, bibliography (cf. the Gr. £hP\ioypa-

(picL,which means thewriting ofbooks) ,
astrography,

cometography, petrography, selenography,
etc. Hy-

brid formations with this ending are rare, strati-

graphy being almost the only example that has

obtained general currency. All sbs in -graphy have

actual or potential correlative agent-nouns in

-grapher and adjs m -graphic, -graphical.

Graphyure, erroneous variant of Graphiure.

Gra ping, vbl. sb. [Cf. Blaokberbying.] The

gathering ofgrapes.
1854 Thoreau Walden, House-Warming (1884) 256 In

October I went a-graping to the river meadows

+ Gra ping, ppl- a nonce-mod Bearing grapes

1610 G Fletcher Christ's Viet xx xlv, Over the hedge

depends the graping Elme. '

Graple, obs. form of Grapple sb. and 0.

Graplin, grap-line, corrupt ff. Grappling 3

Grapnel (grae pn£l), sb. Forms 4-7 grape-

nel(le, 6-9 grapnell, 7 grabnel(l, (grapnail),

9 grapnail, 6- grapnel, [a. AF *grapenel, dim.

of grapon

,

of the same meaning ;
cf. mod F. graptn

,

grappm grapnel,]

1 . An instrument with iron claws intended to be

thrown by a rope for the purpose of seizing and

holding an object, esp. an enemy’s ship.

Quots 1373, 1483-6, may belong to 2.

1373 in H T, Riley Loud Mem (1868) 369, 1 grapenel,

1 cheyne c 138s Chaucer L G W tip Cleopatra, In goth

the grapenel so ful of crokes Among the ropes, and the

shering-hokes 1485-6 Naval Acc ,
Hen. VII (1896) 45

Grapenelles ofIren with chenes, 1679 Land. Gaz^ No X39J5/1

His men .. cry'd out, Cut away; which they did leaving

on Board us their Grapnaijs 1878 A S Mackenzie Paul
Jones I 111 59 (Funk) The grapnels were triced up to the

yard arms, ready for fallingon the enemy’s decks. 1884 Mil.

Engineering I 11 100 Grapnels may be used for escalading

Tb A harpoon Obs.

1663 Pefys Diary 6 May, They have catched often, in

Greenland, whales with the iron grapnells that had formerly

been struck into their bodies covered over with fat.

2 . A small anchor with three or more flukes, used

esp. for boats, and for securing a balloon on its

descent. *(* To come togi apnel to come to anchor.

[1373, 1485-6 . see 1 ] 1556 W Towrson in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) rot We wayed our Grapnel and went away. 1024

Capt Smith Vrrgmia.il 24 Having lost our Grapnell among
the rocks 1631 Pellham Mtrac Preserv, Englishm Green-

land 16 Casting our Grabnell or Anchor over-board 1748

Voy, in. vu. 360 Eighteen half gallies . came to
1 _ 1- 1 J* j~t /"• J. X836 M*nDV4,p /I7 1/tSJL

grapnel a head of the Centurion _

Easy xxm 87 The boats were to drop their grapnels tul

daylight 1864 Daily TeL 10June, The grapnelwas lowered

it took the ground at once ,
and the balloon slowlydescended

trans/ and Jig 1851 H Melville Whale 11 8 With
anxious grapnels I had sounded my pocket 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown u. u, To lay hold of the working boys and

young men ofEngland by any educational grapnel whatever

1877 Thomson Voy Challenger I 111 176 The form of the

spicules which make up the structure of the substance of the

sponge, and the form of the double grapnel of the sarcode

3. A name forvariousimplements for grasping or

clutching (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet Mech., Grapnalls, a heavy twigs used

for dragging logs, chunks, stones, etc x88x Raymond
Mining Gloss ,

Grapnel, an implement for removing the

core left by an annular drill in a boi e-hole, or fpr recovering

tools, fragments, etc., fallen into the hole.

Iarkyat Midsh
drop their grapnels till

4. attrib and Comb,, as grapnel-anchor, -rope ;

grapnel-plant —grapple-plant (see Grapple^. 6).

1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey), *Grapnel-Anchors, a sort

of Anchors without Stocks, and having four Flooks 1631

Pellham Mirac Preserv. Englishm Greenland 21 Taking
up an old Harping Iron & fastmng a '"Grapnell Roape
unto it, out lanch’t wee our Boate 17x1 W. Sutherland
Shipbmld. Assist 133 Grapnel-rope Cabl’d 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk ,

Grapnel-rope, that which is bent to the

grapnel by which a boat rides, now substituted by chain

Hence Gra pnel 0. trans , to catch or seize with

a grapnel.
1890 Pall Mall G 2 Tune 5/1 His balloon, in descending,

grapnelled a tree, and he was dashed to the ground

t Grapoud. Obs ~1 [a OF. grapaud, var of

crapaudj = Crapaud 2

c 1475 Piet Voc. in Wr-Wulcker 768/36 Hec pama, a

grapoud [printed grapond]

t Grappe, sb Obs Alsograp [a F ,
grappe

bunch (ofgrapes) ] A cob (of maize).

1693 Sir R Bulklly in Phil Trans XVII 938 Now out

of each Gram came up 3, 4, 5, or 6 Stems every of which

Stems had four, three, or two of these Grappes C1700 Br.

Kennett MS Lansd. 1033 (Halliwell), Grap, an ear of

Virginia com.

t Grappe, v Obs [Cf. ONoithumb pa t.

gegmppae (app. related to grdpiga Grope 0 ) ‘ap-

prehendit’ ,
also Grip v ,

Grasp 0. In the earliest

instances it may be miswritten for graple, northern

form of Grope 0] a. mtr. To feel with one’s

hands, to grope, b. trans. To gup, grasp.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17141 Put in and grappe, mi suet freind,

Tak ute mi hert bituix Jane bend 1382 Wyclif Deut,

xxviu. 29 Thow shalt graasp [v r. grappe, 1388 grope] in

mydday, as is woned a blYnd man to graasp in derkmssis

1483 Caxton Knt. de la Tour civ. 139 They founde a foule

onble tode within her body, that grapped her herte with

her pawes . [The toad said] Whan thou herdest her confes-

sion, y was vpon her herte, and grapped it so sore with my
mj pawes that [etc ]

Grappe, variant of Grape sb 3

+ Gra'pper. Obs. Also 5-6 graper [? f. OF
grape

,
grappe , hook, clamp ] A grapplmg-hook

1485 Naval Acc Hen VII (1896) 50 Grapers of Iren

X49S Ibid 193 Grappers of yron with cheynes to the same.

1523 Ld Berners Frotss I 1. 7a They had great hokes,

and grapers of yron, to cast out of one snyppe into another

1348-50 Thomas Ital Diet., Rampicone, a graper or claspe

of yron 1625 J Glanvjll Voy to Cadiz 61 We fastned

grappers m her, and soe towed her a head 1676 H. More
Remarks 14s Without the helpofvellicles, hooks, orgrappers.

Grapple (grae*p’l), sb. Forms ; 6-7 grap(p)eU,

graple, (6 grapull), 6- grapple. [In branch I,

prob. a. OF. *grapelle, jdim of grape hook; cf.

‘grapptl, the graple of a ship’ (Cotgr.; not else-

where found). In branch II, f. the vb ]

I. An implement for grappling or laying hold.

1 . = Grapnel i.

1530 Palsgr. 574/1, 1 fasten two shyppes of wsurrei togyther

with a grappell, yagrappe 1546 Langley Abndgm Pol.

Virg hi xf, 80 b, Anacharsis muented the Orapuli or

Tacle of a ship 1602 J. Clapham Hist Gt Bnt. r.

111 xix (1606) 151 They gave an assault to the wall.,

and with grapples, and such like engines, pulled downe

a great part thereof 1650 R. Stapylton Sirada s

LovoC Warresvm 8The enemie chasing him with Grapples

m their hands, that iS, long poles headed with iron hooks,

or hooks at the end of long ropes. 1700 Dryden Tables,

Cymon # Iplu 281 But Cymon soon his crooked grapples

cast. Which with, tenacious hold his foes embraced 1774

Goldsm Grecian Hist II. 202 They likewise cast iron

eranples, to throw on the enemy's works, and tear them

away 1842 Arnold Hist Rome III xlv. 287 The end of

the lever, with an iron grapple affixed to it, was lowered

upon the Roman ships 1809 Echo 3 Feb .He procured

grapples, and brought it [a dead body] to the bank.

trans/ andJig. 1587 Mirr Mag . Rudacke vu, Ambition

out sercheth to glory the greece, The staire to estate, the

graple of grace 1658 Rowland Monjet’s Theat Ins Ep
Ded , The petulant Crab lice, with their grapples, where-

with they perpetually lance mans skin between the hair with

their mouth, and stick on faster than Cockles do to the rocks.

*667 Ter. Taylor Dissuas.fr Popery 11. 1. vu. 207 The fear

of the two deaths, which are the two arms and grapples of

iron by which the Church of Rome takes and keeps her

timorous, or consciencious, Proselytes. *712 Blackmore

Creation (1786) 68 The creeping ivy, to prevent its fall.

Clings witn its fib’rous grapples to the wall, 1877 Five Yrs

Penal Servit 111 246 Anything she once put her grapples

on she slipped inside.

f 2 . = Grapnel 2. To be at a grapple : to be

at anchor Obs.

16*3 Whitbournf Newfoundland 59 Two small Boates,

Anchors and a small Grapple were found in the Sea 1657

R. Ligon Barbadoes [1673) 81 A Grapple that holds the

long-Boat of a Ship 1749 F Smith Voy Disc II. 147 Off

Sea Horse Point, where the Boat found a pretty Stream

being at a Grapple 1804 Naval Chroti XI 360 Cables,

or chains, to which it is fixed by means of grapples, to pre-

vent its drifting outwards X807 G Chalmers Caledonia I

1. 11 100 An iron grapple, or anchor, was discovered with

one of these canoes.

f 3. = Clamp sb 1 1. Obs

1767 Montagu in Phil Tram LVII 44T, I endeavoured

with a hanger to cut off a small piece of the grapple [used

‘ to fasten or tie the shaft ' of a pillar * to the base ']

4 , A name given to various contrivances and

implements for clutching and grasping.

*593 Hollyband Diet ,
Agraphe, a buckle of a girdle, a

claspe, or brace, a graple 1875 Knight Diet Mech ,

Grapple, a grasping tongs, used m various shapes and for

many purposes. 1884 Ibid, Suppl ,
Grapple

,

a pair of claws

GRAPPLE.
grasping a beam or rafter as a means of suspension of

a tackle for hoisting hay in a bam, or merchandise in a
warehouse

II [f.thevb] 5 The action of grappling, or

grappling with , the state of being grappled
,
the

grip or close hold of a wrestler , a contest in which

the combatants grip one another. Said also of im-

material contests.

i6ox Shaks 'Iwel N v i. 59 A bawblmg Vessell was he
Captaine of With which such scathfull grapple did he make,

With the most noble bottome ofour Fleete, That [etc ]
1602

— Ham, iv vi. 18 In the Grapple, I boorded them 1654

WhitlockZootonna 306 The variety of Graples a Christian

hath for time 1671 MiltonP R iv 567 Antmus oft foiled,

still rose Fresh from his fall, and fiercer grapple joined.

1701 C Wolley Jrnl N Y (i860) 55 ,

1

- ordered him to

fetch a kit full of water and discharge it at themi which

immediately cool’d their courage, and loosed their grapple.

1710 Steele Tatler No 173 T 1 The Knowledge of the

Cornish Hug, as well as the Grapple x741-3 Wesley
Extract of Jrnl (1749) 14 An houi after I had one more

giapple with the enemy, wno then seem’d to collect all his

strength 1814 Scott Ld of Isles in xxix, One beneath

his grasp lies prone. In mortal grapple overthrown 1836

J Gilbert Chr Atonem 11 (1852) 38 The grapple ofa tiger,

or the more sparing resolution of the elephant 1841 Miall

in Noneonf I 2 A final grapple with ecclesiastical tyranny

1873 Holland A Bonnie xvm. 278 Henry in a fierce

grapple with his antagonist, threw him 1891 G Meredith
OneofourConq III x 203 Pi esently he was at quiet grapple

with her mind. 1894 Crockett Raiders 222, 1 . longed to

come to grapples with a dozen Fans,

b. Applied to a friendly meeting, ?a hand-snake.

? nonce-use.

*809 Malkin Gil Bias vil. vii, The burning desire of hav-

ing a grapple with Phemcia.

III. 6 attnb and Comb , as grapple-closing ;

grapple-iron = grappling-iron ( lit and fig ) ;

grapple-plant, a South African herb, Uncana (or

Harpagophytuni) procumbens, the fruit of which

has many projecting claw-like hooks 5
grapple-

shot, a projectile attached to a cable, with hinged

flukes which catch in the rigging of a ship in

distress
;
grapple-wood, some West Indian tree.

1851 Mrs Browning Casa Guidi W 1x5 Those whom
she-wolves suckle Will bite as wolves do, in the ’’grapple-

closing Of adverse interests x66i Boyle Spring Air n U
(1682) 31 For I further demand how the Funiculus comes by

such hooks or *graple-irons to take fast hold 1786 Burns

Dream xm, Then heave aboard your grapple aim. 1822-4

Burchell Trav I. 536 The beautiful Uncanaprocumbens,
or *Grapple plant was not less abundant 1893 J. T. Bent
Ruined Cities Mashonaland 17 Lurking m the grass is the

"Grapple-wood. ¥his shrubby

reddish-grey fiark.

Grapple (grse p’l), v. Also 6 grap(p)el(l, 6-9

graple [f. the sb ,
m some uses app. influenced

by association with Grope, Grip, Grasp.]
_

1. trans. To seize or hold (a ship, etc.) with a

grapnel
;
to fasten to somethingwith grappling-irons.

1530 Palsgr 574/1 Their shyppes were grappelled so faste

togyther that one chaunce of fyre burned them bqthe 1599

Hakluyt Voy II. 11 168 The galhes were grapled to the

Centurion in this maner 1600 Holland Ltvyyxwi xxxix

(1609) 614 They closed and grappled their ships together.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav Ced 2) xx To grapple her, our

fleet divided all night, but saw her not 5647W Browne
tr Gomberville'sPolexander 1 1 24 Iphidamantus ship was

grapled with a Turke 1754T GardnerHist Diaivncligys

A fourth Fire Ship grappled him X774 Hutchins in Phil

Trans LXV. 132 A large piece of ice, to which the three

ships were grappled 1838 W Ware Lett fr. Palmyra
II xiy. 152 The bridge was m the veiy act of being thrown

and grappled to the ramparts *847 Grote Greece ir xlvu

(1862) IV. 198 The ships on both sides, were grappled

together. 1871 Miss Yonge Cameos II. iv. 54 The King

wished to grapple this vessel and take it.

refl. 1647 W Browne tr Gomberville s Polexander 1 31

He gave then his Gunners charge to shoot into the sailes,

and to his Mariners to grapple themselves with the body of

the^ship.

Totake hold 0f(tke bottom) with a grapple

or anchor Also, to grapple hold

*583 StanyhurstAEnet

s

1 (Aib ) 23 Wheere sea tost nauye

remaymng Needs not too grapple thee sands with flooke ot

an anchor 1825 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks 1859 I 82

To throw an anchor ahead, and grapple further hold for

future advances of power.

c. fig.
or with reference to what is immaterial

To fasten as with a grapple ; to attach closely and

^iSoo^Shaks Hen. V, Prol 18 Follow, follow’ Grapple

your minds to stemage of this Name x6oz— 1 *?

62 The friends thou hast, and their adoption tride, Grapple

them to thy Soule, with hoopes of Steele 1785 Burke Sp

Nabob Arcot Wks. IV. 228 Never to be tom from thence,

hut with those holds that grapple it to life. 1853 Maurice

Probh <S- Kings iv 70 Let us grapple this faith to our imnost

souls *887 J Hutchison Led Phihppians Pref. 7 borne

abrupt but significant phrase at once grapples his argument

upon the personal feelings of those to whom, he writes*

d. To take tip with a grapnel, rare.

1865 Dickens Mut Fr in li, They’ve grappled up the

h
°2i! intr. for refl. To fasten, oneself firmly (to an

object) by means of a grapple. Alsoy%\ (Cf. 8 )

1563 B Googe Eglogs viu. (Arb ) 67 Death Corns saylyng

fast, in Galley blacke, and whan he spyes hym neare, Doth

boorde hym strayght, and grapels fast And than begyns the

fyght 1748 F. Smith Voy, Disc I, 4a The Piece of Ice we
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grappled to had a Pond upon it 1861 P Leys Mem J
Maclarenvm 51 Thoseelementary principles, had grappled
to the heart of him, and conquered it

3. mtr To 'fish *for with a grapnel.

1799 A Burn Mem (1816) iv 189 When we had light and
time to grapple for the cable

4, tram. To take hold of (a person or thing)

with the hands; to seize, to gup firmly; hence,

to come to close quarters with
1583 Stanyhurst Mneis in (Arb ) go Of my feloes I saw

that a couple be grapled *17041’ Brown Sat Anttents
Wks 1730 I. 23 As Horace is a true Proteus they have
grappled hun as well as they could 1719 De Foe Crusoe
11 xn (1840) 247 He giappled the pagan, and dragged him
by main force out of then own boat into ouis 1762 Fal-
coner Shipiur. 11 166 In vain to grapple pendent ropes
they try 1791 Cowfer Iliad iv. 560 Mail giapples man
1830 Capt. H Crow Mem 233 Uttering a loud yelL of
tuumpb, [they] grappled the poor fellow as their prisoner
of war 1834 Pringle Afr Sk vui 275 Grappling its

antagonist by the throat with its foi e paws 1863 Kingsley
Herew, v. 114 Whoever she giappled she would never let go
1808 A H S. Landor. Forbidden Land II Ixxxu 131 The
soldiers grappling me, and lifting me bodily offmy feet

fig. 1854 JSC. Abbott Napoleon (1835) II xxxiu 613
'lhe profundity of his doctrine, which grapples the mightiest
difficulties 1894 C N Robinson Brit Meet 71 With the
same purpose did the Dutchmen (1594-7) grapple the icy
perils of the North-East Passage,

b. To snatch up lare.

1775 Adair Avier. Ind. 1x1 They fly about to grapple up
a kind of chalky day, to pamt themselves white,

c. poet To fasten 111 the grip of irons, rare
1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound Poems I. 142

Here s an arm at least Grappled past freeing

6 . mtr. To take a firm hold, as with a grapple,
esp. in wrestling

;
to get a tight grip of another

,

to contend with another in close fight Also with
together (Cf. 8 b.)

1383 Stanyhurst ASnets it. (Arb ) 58 With nghthands
grapung thee tops of turret ar holden 1396 Spenser F Q.
iv iv 29 As two wild boares together grapliug go. *16x1
Beaum & Fl Maid's Trag v. 11, Your Grace and I Must
grapple vpon euen tearmes no more 1644 Milton Edvc
Wks. 1738 I xag To tug or grapple, and to close 1700
Dryden Pal Arc. III. 37 Greyhounds, A match for
pards in flight, in grappling for the bear 1709 Steele &
Swift Tatter No 70 1* 10A large French Mongrel when
he grapples, bites even to the Marrow 18*3 J Neal Bra
Jonathan I 271 They drew up—made play grappled anew
1858 Doran Crt Fools 338 They giappled and commenced
wrestling

fig *644 Milton A reop (Arb) 74 Let her [Truth] and
Falshood grapple.

0 To make movements with the hands, as if to
grasp some object : to grope Const after

,
at,for,

to. Also with about adv. rare. (? Obs.)
1396 Lodge Marg Anm 137 He grapled about the floore

among the dead bodies 1742 Young Nt Th. iv 349 Is
praise the perquisite of ev’ry paw, Tho’ black as hell, that
grapples well for gold? 1766 H Brooke Fool of Quality
(1809) III. 1261 I kept aloof, however, for fear he should
grapple at me, and sink us both together. x8io Scott Lady

after?
you'

:
grapling

+ b. To mount up by clutching or grasping.
1398 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann 1 xiv. (1622) 27 They.,

grappled vp to the toppe of the trench [L. summa valh
/reusanil
7. Manage (see quot ).

1727 Bailey vol. II, To Grapple [with Horsemen] is when
a Horse lifts ujj one or both, ms Legs at once, and raises
them with Precipitation, as if he were a curveting. X727~4X
in Chambers Cycl.

8. Grapple with—

.

a. Naut To make one’s ship fast to (an enemy)
with grappling-irons

, tocometo close quarters with.
183a J Hayward tr, Biondts Eromena 61 Metaneone

hastened to grapple with the Galley. 1687A Lovell Tkeve-
not's Tram. 1. 283 Laid us on board, and grappled with us
on the Starboard side. 1739 Humf Hut. Eng. (1806) IV
lxv, 808 He sunk three fire-ships, which endeavoured to
grapple with him. 1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 71 As
theDutch could navigate their ships with greater dexterity,
they were enabled to avoid grappling with the Spaniards
x868 E Edwards Raleigh I vu. in To advise the Ad-
mual to grapple with the enemy’s ships and board them

b. To grip as in wrestling
; to seize with hands

and arms
, to close with bodily.

1624 Catt Smith Virginia 111 v 84 The President pre-
vented lus shoot by graplmg with him 17x1 Addison
Sped. No. 13 p 3 He would fall at the first Touch of Hy-
daspes, without grappling with him, x8ox Southey Thalaba
v xl, The undefended youth Sprungforward And grappled
with him breast to breast. 1870 E Peacock Ralf Skirl.

00 W Some one was grappling with Milo [a bloodhound]
1880 Harting Extinct Bnt Amm 1. 19 As the animal rose
to grapple with the dogs. 1883 Froude Short Stud IV 1

X. 124 He grappled with Tracy and flung him to the ground.
c. To encounter hand to hand; to battle or

struggle with.

*593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i 237 Then will I . in my
Standard beare the Armes of Yorke, To grapple with the
house of Lancaster. 1648 Gage West Ind xvm 129 Some
of them fear not to encounter . and to graple in the rivers

• ;With Crocodiles 1830 Scoresby Cheever's Whalem Adv
£859)147, 1. saw with horror one of our men grappling

with the waves 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq (1876) I. v
a88 The valiant burghers had already learned to grapple
With the Dane on his own element.

. d. fig, or with reference to immaterial things.
1632 R H. A rraignm. Whole Creature xm. § 1. 168 We

will come (as in a Land, or Sea-fight) to grapple and gripe,
with Vanities a 1688 Bunyan Dying Sayings (1767) I 48
Who can grapple with the wrath of God? 1748 Anson’s
Voy 111 viu 374 Ihis is usually a power too mighty for

reason to gi apple with 1807 Wordsw Wh Doe Rylstone
11 150, I Presumed to grapple with their scorn

e. esp To try to overcome (a difficulty, etc ) ; to

try to accomplish, take in hand (a task, etc.)
;
to try

to deal with (a question, etc); to try to solve
(a problem, etc

)

1830 J W Croker in C Papers 10 May, He did not at
all giapple with the real question 1831 D Wilson Preh.
Ann (1863) I u 31 Suerne grapples with such staithng
phenomena 1863 W, Pengi lly in H. Pengelly Life xi

(1897) 170, I am glad to find you are grappling with the
question 1888 Bryce Avier Comvtiu II. xxxvi 3 The
new historical school will doubtless grapple with this task.

Hence Gra pplmg ppl. a
x666 Dryden Ann Mtrab lxxxiv, Two grappling .Etna’s

on the ocean meet And English fires with Belgian flames
contend 1705 Addison Italy 307 Antasus here and stern
Alcides strive, And both the grappling Statues seem to live

1814 Cary Dante, Par xxvi 54 All grappling bonds, that
knit the heart to God, Confederate to make fast our charity

t Gra’pplement. Obs rare-'-, [f Grapple v
+ -iiENT ] A grappling, a close giasp in fighting.

1390 S tenser F. Q 11. xi 29 Downe him stayd With their
rude handes and gryesly graplement

Grapple? (gra plai). [f. Grapple v + -erI
]

One who or that which grapples . a. a grapplmg-
lron, a grapnel

;
b. one who grapples or grapples

with (an object)
; c. (see quot ) ;

d slang

,

a hand.
a 1628 Le Grys tr Barclay's Argents 251 By casting

[a] grappler upon the wall, which presently laid hold on the
stones 1830 S, Warren Diary Physic (1832)1 xvi 380 The
gi applers, with ropes attached to them, were then fixed in
the sides 1897 Daily News 17 May 6/7 He gently lowered
the grappler and swung it to and fro to try and catch the
clothmg of the body
b. 1832 L Hunt Translations Poems 249 Atlas, grappler

of the stars 1863 Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys xxvii (1879)
276 Grappler as he was with realities

C. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 87/r A [gas] retort .was emptied
by a sort of grated iron or basket, called a grappler
d. 1832 Hazel Yankee Jack li 9

1 Give us your grappler
on that, old fellow 1

’ said Paul, seizing the merchant’s hand
Grappling (gra ping), vbl sb In sense 3 cor-

ruptlygraplm, grap-line. [f. Grapple v + -ing 1.]

1 . The action of the vb Grapple.
x6oi Cornwallyes Ess x, To lay hold at the grappeling

of ships until the losse ofboth hands, and then to hold by the
teeth. 1607 Hiebon Wks. I. 225 To beaie the shock and
brunt of the first grapling 1748 F Smith Voy Disc. I 42
It becoming, soon after the Ship’s grappling, a close Body of
Ice 1894 H Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 238 The different
stages [m an illness] of mad fury, savage grappling, abject
terror [etc.]

+ 2. A place where one may grapple a vessel.

Also to come, bring to a grappling', to come to
anchor (cf. Grapnel 2). Obs
xjxzW Rogers Voy. 166We rowed till 12 at Night, judg’d

it High Water, and came to a Graphn 1740 Whiteiteld m
Life § Lett (1756) 330 The wind being high and contrary
we were obliged to come to a Grapling, near an open Reach.
1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) I. 21 The long-boat having filled
with water, they had brought her to a graplmg, and quitted
her Ibid V. 1680 Two others were ordeied out, to fish at a
grappling near the shore

3. concr. a. A grappling-iron
;
= Grapple sb 1.

In first quot collect. =implements for grappling.
1398 Barret Tlteor Warres 134 The iron workes, cables

anchors and grappling. 1626 Capt Smith A ccid. Yng
Sea-men 19 Boord him on his weather quarter, lash fast your
graplins 17x8 Rowe tr Lucan 82 The crooked Grappling’s
steely Hold they cast. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 x 163, 1 had
made me a kind of an Anchor ; with a piece of a broken
graphn. 1873 Bedtord Sailor’s Pocket Bk vi (ed 2) 228
A grappling should be kept handy in the bows of the boat
fig 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxvii 170 ‘We’re rael

sorry, and we know your heart was gript to him with
grapplms ’.

b. = Grapnel 2, Grapple 2.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid Yng, Sea-men 16 The streame
Anchor, graplings or kedgers 1676 T. Glover in Phil.
I rans XI 625 The sloop-man dropped his grap-line 1723De Foe Voy, Round World (1840) xi6 They hove over their
grappling in five fathom water. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.
§149 The yawl’s grappling got so fast among the rocks,
that it could not be weighed. 1808 A Parsons Trav. viu.
168 Boats with two anchors or graplins to each boat 2833M Scott Tom Cringle xv (1859) 381 Stand by with the
grapphngs

<4 . attrib. and Comb., as grappling-engine, -instru-
ment, etc.; grapplmg-hook, -iron = Grapnel.
16x8 Bolton Floras (1636) 77 The hands of yrbn, and other

the ^grappling engine of the Romans, the enemymade much
sport at 1622 Drayton Poly-old xix (1748) 334 In hulks
with ’’grapling hooks to hunt the dreadful whale 1623
Heylin Cosmogr America (ed 2) 783 We are indebted

nr
Sraplrag-hookes to Anacharsis 1660 Boyle New Exp

Pays Meek xxxiu. 245 Hooks, or other ^grappling Instru
ments X538 Elyot Did., Harpa

, a *grapelyng yron, for to
«ose shyppes togyther 1766 H Brooke Fool of Quality

n n
I3

9
Tlle g™PPhng-iron of a corsair 1828 Scott

F. M Perth vn. The Red Rover, casting out grappling
irons jumped on the deck 1843 James A Neil II. 1,Hand me that grappling iron, my man
Grapse,obs form of Grasp v,

Grapsoid (grarpsoid), a. [f. mod.L. graps-us
+-on)T] Of or pertaining to the genus of crabs
denominated Grapsus, or the family Gmpsidse.
xS&DKKKCrust 1 48There are Cancroidea that approach

the Grapsoid species m the distant eyes

GRASP.

1838 Penny Cycl XI 359/2 Grapsoidtans
, a natural eremnof brachyurous crustaceans s*oup

Graptolite (graptfluit) Pahemt rf Gr
ypaiTTo-s painted or marked with letters + -Lira-
in sense 1 ad mod.L graptolUhus (Linnaeus) 1

*

tl-. Any stone exhibiting a resemblance to a
drawing Obs.

P™ny. XL 365A The Florentine, or rum
dendritical ramifications on many limestonesand the moss-hke forms in agates, &c , were ranked [bvLmnseus] as Graptohtes 1847 in Craig.

L y

2 A fossil zoophyte of the genus Graptohtes (or
Graptohthus) or of the family of which this trenm
is the type. 6

(1 he graptohtes are known from their impressions on thesurface iff hard shales, lesembhng markings with a slatepencil Some suggest the form ofa quill pen

)

1841 Trans Geol Soc Ser n (1842) VI cc8 Grants,
were found at Robleston ,n cafcareousshakf

1

?

agNicholson Palxont « If the Graptohtes belong to certain
genera, we may be sure that we are dealing wnh lower
Silurian Rocks,
Comb 1863 A C Ramsay Phys. Geog vi. (1878) 8t The

graptohte-beanng mud ' J e

Hence Graptoli tic a

,

of or pertaining to grapto-
lites

; containing graptohtes.
2843 Portlock Gtol 231 Another graptohtic bed inreimanagh 1849 Murchison Silnna v 96 The supposed

lucoids belong to graptohtic or other zoophytes 1880Ramsay in 1 ivies 26 Aug 5/3 The Lower Silurian grapto-
“tic rocks at Corswall Point in Wigtonshire.

Graptoloid (gra ptdloid), a [f. Graptol-ite
+ -Oil).] Resembling a graptolite

; belonging to
the division. Graptoloidea of hydroids
X872 W S Symonds Rec Rocks v 143 He thought these

branched, plant-hke bodies would prove eventually to be
graptoloid animals

3

Graptomancy (gra-ptcfonamsi). rare-', [f.

Gr. ypavrb-s written + pavTtia divination Cf.
Bibliomancy.] Divination by handwriting.
18x8-60 Whately Commpl Bk (1864) 187 To convince

those who deride graptomancy.. that there must be some
thing in it

Grapull, obs form of Grapple sb.

Grapy (gr-r 1 pi), a. [f. Grape sb 1 + -yi.]

1 Of or pertaining to grapes or to the vine;
composed or savouring of grapes.
*394 Jewell-ho 11 13 That little acquaintance which

I haue had with the grapie God. 1633 P Fletcher Purple
1st vn lxxin, His soul quite soused lay in grapy blood
1717 Addison Ovid, Me/am ill 800 The grapy clusters
spread On his fair brows 1717 Gay Ovid, Metam ix 198And on the marble altar’s polish’d frame Pours forth the
grapy stream 1837 Fraser's Mag XVI 162 ‘ Surely said
the corks, we have been acquainted before ?

’
‘ Unquestion-

ably , answered the wine, with a grapy kiss, ‘we have’
1863 B TaylorH Thurston I 70 Neither of these gentle
men possessed a particle of the grapy bloom m either cell
of the double heart

f 2. As the epithet of the Choroid coat of the
eye (Cf. Uvea.) Obs.
1398 Irevisa Barth DeP.R v. v (Tollem MS),Aftyr

pis foloweb pe curtel {>at is called ‘ uvea ’, grapi, and ha}j Jjat
name for he is hche in coloure to a blak grape. 16x3 H
Crooke Body ofMan 671 The grapy membrane which is

diuersly coloured would be seene 1696 J Edwards
Deinonstr Exist God n 30 The anterior part only is that
which should be call’d grapy It is generally black in man,
and therefore hath the name because it resembles the skin
of a black grape when 'tis press’d

3. Affected with 'grapes’ (see Grape sb 5)
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 3x3/1 The grapy heels are a dis-

grace to the stable in which they are found.
4. Comb., as grapy-blue adj
*825 J Neal Bro. Jonathan III 3x3 The stupid little

half open eyes were of that strange, dull, grapy blue colour,
common to beast or baby
Gras(e, obs form of Grace, Grass, Graze.
Grasett, variant of Grazet(t.

t Grash, sb Obs rare—1
, [f. the vb. Cf

Crash sb,^ A bout or attack
*x6xo Babington Contf. Notes Nunt xxxi. Wks (1615)

II. 181 Miserable man whom a little Flea can vex, whom
one grash of an Ague can pluck downe

f Grash, v. Obs. [Onomatopoeic. Cf. Gnash v
,

Crash 03] trans and mtr. — Gnash v.

1363 Mirr Mag, Collmgboume xvm, Here Tyraunt
Rychard played the eager Hog, His grashyng tuskes my
tender grystels shoie His bloudhound Lovell playd the
ravenyngDog. 1370 T. Preston Lament fr. Rome etc m
Collier Old Ball. (Percy Soc

) 71 Poll nose, rube eye Grash
the teth, drawe mouth awrye 1577 Kendall Triples 7 No
chillyng cold, no scaldyng heate, No grashyng chaps of

monsters greate 1607 Topsell Fonr-f Beasts 126 The
Serpent seeing her aduersary lifteth her necke aboue the
ground, and grasheth at the Hart with her teeth

Grashop, variant of Grasshop, Obs
Grasier, -or, obs forms of Grazier.
Grasle, variant of Gbassil, Sc. Obs.

Grasoune, variant of Gersum, Obs
1640 Bk War Committee Covenanters 16 My Lady Ken-

mure’s dewties, grasounes and uthers.

Grasp (giasp), sb. Also 6-7 grasps, [f thevb.J

1. That which is fitted to grasp or clutch, or to

be grasped or clutched; the fluke of an anchor,

a handle Now only Naut. the handle of an oar.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig Aiyb, The Thtrrem founde the

vse of the anker of one graspe or flooke. x6oo Sukflkt
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Countrtc Farme « Ixxi 431 Two boords In the midst

made fast to a little sticke or woodden pm in manner of

a graspe, by which one may handle them. 1883 in Clark
Russell Sailors’ Lang.

2 . The action ot grasping, a gripping or fast

hold ;
the grip of the hand

, f an embrace
1606 Shaks. Tr 4 Cr. iv. 11 13 Beshrew the witch ! with

venomous wights she stayes . . but flies the graspes of loue

*690 Dryden Don Sebastian 111 (1692) 46 This hand and
this [sword] have been acquainted well, It shou’d have
come before into my grasp, To kill the Ravisher 175a

Young Brothers iv 1 Wks 1757 II 272 Stubborn is the

grasp of dying men 1800 Southey Thalaba nr xxxn, From
his [a bird's] relaxing grasp a Locust fell 1855 Tennyson
Maudi xui 11, 1 long’d To give him the grasp of fellow-

ship 1855 Bain Senses $- Int. 11 1 § 7 (1864) 83 The grasp of

the hand is the result of an extensive muscular endowment.
1884 M Mackenzie Dis Throat 4 Nose II. 206 His power
of grasp with the left hand was less than normal
transf. 1869 Boutell Arms 4 Arm 1. 5 The shaft with

the arrow-head within its grasp was bound round with
bands

+ k* fig. with allusion to wrestling. To corns

to (the) grasp . to come to close quarters. Obs.
c 1583 Burleigh A civ. to Eltz in Harl Misc (1811) VII.

62 As King of Spain, without the Low Countries he may
trouble our skirts of Ireland, but never come to grasp with
you 1589 Pappe iv Hatchet (1844) 17, I would it were
come to the grasp, we would show them an Irish tncke
1590 Nashe Pasquits Apol 1. Bivb, 1 looke for scho-

lasticall graspes, and aunswers to so graue and weightie
arguments

c. Within {one's) grasp • close enough to admit
of being grasped. Similarly Ready to one's grasp.

Beyondone'sgrasp

:

out of one’s reach. Chieflyjig.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb vra. § 84 They looked upon

it [Yoik] as their own, and had it even within their grasp

1803 J. Bristed Tour Highlands I. 206 No inducement
could prevail upon me to trust myself within the grasp
of this amoious Bacchante. 1831 De Quincey Parr Wks
(1800) V. 13 Had volume the second of that same folio with
which he [Dr. Johnson] floored Osborne happened to lie

ready to theprostrate man’s grasp, nobodycan suppose [etc ].

1871 Fkeeman Norm Corn. (1876) IV xvu 27 He was re-

storing lands most of which were quite beyond his grasp,

3 fig. a. Firm hold or control
;

possession,

mastery
1603 Shaks. Mach iv 111 36, I would not be the Vilaine

that thou thinks’t. For the whole Space that’s in the Tyrants
Graspe 1634 Milton Comus 357 Within the direful grasp
Of savage hunger, or of savage heat. *699 Pomfret Love
Triumph over Reason 55 I'll not see my charge Into the
grasp of any ruin run x8xx W R. Spencer Poems 33
In the grasp of death. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng v. I 619
He was m the grasp of one who never forgave 0185a
Webster Wks (1877) IV. 133 To rescue liberty from the
grasp of executive power 1875 Bryce Holy Rom Emp
xiv (ed 5) 225 Albert I tried in vain to wrest the tolls of
the Rhine from the grasp ofthe Rhenish electors

b. Intellectual hold ,
esp. comprehensive mastery

of the whole of a subject ; hence, mental compre-
hensiveness.

1683 Temple Mem. Wks 1731 I. 474 The Prince and
Pensioner, who alone had so full a Grasp of the Business
in Holland, as to [etc ] 1713 Berkeley Guardian No 70
P 7 It is too big for the grasp of a human intellect. 1817
Chalmers Astron Disc 1 (1832) 39 Though His mind
takes into its comprehensive grasp, immensity and all its

wonders 1830 Coleridge Table-t n May, Those enor-
mously prolix harangues are a proof of weakness m the
higher intellectual grasp 1867 A Barry Sir C. Barry
1 13 Gaining a thorough grasp of his art 1875 E White
Lifem Christ 1 1 (1878) 7 In health the mind is strong, in
sickness it loses its energy and grasp. 1878 R.W Dale Led.
Preach 1 (ed a) 15 We think we have a grasp of new
truth 1884 M Creighton in Contemp. Rev XLVI. 144
No historian has ever had so large a grasp as Ranke of the
fundamental principles of history. 1889 Ruskin Prsetenta
III 19 A succession of men of immense mental grasp

+4. Twilight. £? Another word; cf. Grisphstg,

Gropsing.]
1630 Ussher Annals Age vi, (1638) 296 And then, re-

moving his Camp without any noise, in the grasp of the
evening, encamped upon the bank of the River Nile.

5 Comb. ; grasp-hold, hold for the grasp.

1851 Sir F Palgrave Norm <$ Eng I 619 Some branch
which might furnish grasphold for his hands.

Grasp (grasp), V. Forms
: 4 graasp, (5 craspe,

grapse), 4-7 graspe, 4- grasp. [ME %raspen
}

metathesis of grafisen, perh. repx. OE. *grsepsan •—

OTeut. type *graipis6n, f. *graip- Grope v. Cf.

LG
, EFns. grapsen to grasp, snatch, graps a grasp

With the rare form craspe (sense 1), perhaps a distinct word,
cf. ON krafsa, * to paw or scratch with the feet

1
(Vigf ) ]

4 1 mtr. To make clutches with the hand Often

used as synonymous with Grope. Often with

after, to, towards, upon, with Obs. exc. as m b
138* Wyclif Deut xxvni. 29 Thou shalt graasp [1388

grope] in raydday, as is wonea a blynd man to graasp in

derknissis *398 Trevisa Barth De P R yit xx (1493)

237 The blynde puttyth forth the honde all abowte gropyng
and graspynge *415 Hocclrve To Sir J Oldcastle 347
O 1 wher-to graspen yee so fer, and grope After swich
thyng 0x420 — De Reg Prmc 212 pou graspist \y r.

grapsest] heer & here, as dojj be blynde c 1440 Bone Flor,
678 Owt of ther sadyls they felle besyde, And graspyd
to odur gere e 1450 Merlin 649 Than be began to craspe
after his arme, for to take from hym his swerde out of His

honde. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen VI, in 11. 172 His hands
abroad display’d as one that graspt And tugg'd for Life,

and was by strength subdude, *814 Sorceress 1. 111, Why
do you shake and grasp upon me so? 1828 Scott F. M
Perth 11, His irritated opponent . . grasped towards his own
side, as ifseeking a sword or dagger.
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fig. 174a Young Nt Th vn 2042 This, this is thinking free,
a thought that grasps Beyond a grain, and looks beyond an
hour

b To grasp at : to make a clutch at, to try to

seize Chiefly with immaterial obj or fig Also,
To accept with avidity (an offer, etc )
1677 [see Grasping vbl. sb ] 0 1698 Temple Ess Constit

4 Int Empire Wks 1731 1 87 No Monarchy having ever
grasped at so great an Empire there 1718 Prior Solomon
1 741 Alas * we grasp at Clouds, and beat the Air, Vexing
that spirit we intend to clear. 1755 J McLaurin Serm $
Ess. 25 Covetousness often loses what it has by grasping at
more 1781 Cowper Progr Error 22 Like quicksilver, the
rhetoric they display, Shines as it runs, but, grasped at,

slips away 1840 T hirlwall Greece VII. lvui 267 Teutames
giasped at their offers 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng vu II
252 There was little doubt that by grasping at too much,
the government would lose all. 1850W Irving Goldsm m.
34, I readily grasped at his proposal. 1839 Tennyson Enid
iS73 Geraint

.
grasping at his sword. x868 Helps Realmah

xvi (i860] 441 Recovering himselfhe grasped at the balcony.
x8g8 J Caird Unw. Addr. 7 Grasping at a premature and
false simplicity

transf. 1830 Tennyson In Mem ii, Old Yew, which
graspest at the stones That name the under-lying dead.

c. To make the motion of embracing or en-

circling something with the arms
;
to grapple with.

0x585 Sidney Arcadia hi. (1590] 269 Nisus grasping with
Amphialus, was v/ith a short dagger slaine Ibid. 093 h,

Argalus .. ranne m to graspe with him, and so [they] closed
together. 16x3-16 W Browne Brit Past. 11 i, Some vil-

laine's outrage Might graspe with her 1647 W. Browne
tr Gomberville's Polexanaer in 136, I cannot conceive
through what urgency so many unfortunate people should
be compell’d hither to graspe with death. 1766 H Brooke
Fool of Quality (1B09) IV, 137 She now grasped about his
neck, balf-smothenng him with the repetition of her kisses
and caresses.

2. tram To clutch at ;
to seize greedily.

1642 Denham Cooper's H 18 Kings, by grasping more
than they can hold, First made their Subjects, by oppression,
bold. 1056-9 B Harris Parmats Iron Age (ed 2) 92 He
who grasps much, holds little.

Proverb 1855 H G Bohn Coll. Eng Prov gg Grasp no
more than thy hand will hold Ibid 365 Giasp all, lose all.

absol 0x700 Dryden (J ), Like a miser 'midst his store.

Who grasps and grasps 'till he can hold no more 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII lxn 147 He was willing to let his

friends grasp and enjoy as they were able.

3. To seize and hold firmly with the hand. To
grasp the nettle

: fig to attack a difficulty boldly
0 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11 (1590) 199 b, 0 foole that I am,

that thought I coulde graspe water and binde the wmde. 1593
Shaks 2 Hen VI

,
v. i 97 Thy Hand is made to graspe

a Palmers staffe x6oa Marston Antonio's Rev. iv in

Wks. 1856 I 126 She graspt my hand, And kissing it, spake
thus 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav. (ed 2) 83 Curroon
(longing to graspe the Diadem) commands [him] to begin the

fight. 1687 A Lovell Thevenot's Trav 1 124 A fruit like

Oranges, but so big, that one cannot grasp them with both
hands 1708 E. Smith Pheedra §Hipp ii (1700) 20 Now
he devours her with his eager Eyes, Now grasps her Hands.
178a Cowfer Gilpin 91 fie grasp’d the mane with both
his hands, And eke with all his might x8x6 J Smith Pano-
rama Sci 4 Art II 286 If two silver spoons, be grasped
one in each hand [etc ] i860 Tyndall Glac 1 ul 29 He
stretched forth his right hand, which I grasped firmly in

mine. 1884 Sib S St John Hayti Introd xo It was hoped
that, grasping the nettle with resolution, he might suffer

no evil results

b. Jig. or in immaterial sense.
_

(See also 6.)
x6oa Marston Antonio’s Rev in i Wks 1856 I 106

Graspe the sterne bended front Of frowning vengeance with
unpaized dutch. x6xa-x6W Browne Brit Past. 11. 1, She
[Hagar] chose (apart) to graspe one death, alone, Rather
than by her babe a million 178a Cowper Retirement 756
We grasp seeming happiness, and find it pain. 1833 I

Taylor Fanat. vi 204 The anguish that grasps the heart of
his judge 1 1875 JowETT-PfoMed 2) IV. 86 Like wrestlers,

let us approach and grasp this new argument 1878 R W
Dale Led Preach, vi (ed 2) 167 Grasp your thoughts
firmly and let your sentences take their chance.

44. To clasp in the arms, embrace; also with

in. To grasp up (transf.) . to hem in. Obs.
x6o6 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. in lit 168 A fashionable Hoste,

That slightly shakes his parting Guest by th’ hand
;
And

with his armes out-stretcht, as he would flye, Graspes in the

commer 1657 W Dillingham Comm. Sir F Vere Ep.
Rdr

,
With three times that number he had grasped up the

Prince and his men against the sea-shore 1684 ? Dryden
in Miscell 1. 204 The City Dame . . to her Country-house
letires, Where she may bribe, then grasp some brawny
clown. Or her appointed Gallant come To feed her loose

desires 1766 H. Brooke Fool of Quality (1800) IV 142
Seatingherfondlyon his knee, and grasping her tohis bosom.

5. To hold firmly as with the fingers
;
to grip.

X774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV, 261 It sometimes hap-
pens that the object is too large for the [elephant's] trunk to

grasp. X799 Med. Jrnl II. 246 The fimbriae are gradually
expanding themselves, so as to grasp and completelyendose
the ovaria. 1851 Carpenter Man Phys (ed 2) 513 The
operation of grasping and swallowing the food is accom-
plished through the agency of the N ervous system. 1871
B. Stewart Heat § 83 The tire is put on hot on its con-

traction in cooling, it grasps the wheel with great force,

0. To lay hold of with the mind; to become
completely cognizant of or acquainted with; to

comprehend
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc 3 The Eternal Iehovah,

who graspeth. all past, present, and to come in the eternity

of His Wisdom and Power. 1720 Waterland Eight Serm.
85 In one comprehensive View grasping the whole System.
1781 V Knox Liberal Educ xi 108 The memory will

grasp and retain all that is sufficient for the purposes of
valuable improvement *835 I. Taylor Spvr Despot lii

94 The one party did not grasp the immortal destinies of

the other 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic vii. (i860) 1, 120
Conception expresses the act ofcomprehending or grasping
up into unity the various qualities by which an object is

characterised. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III 367 Philo-
sophers only are able to grasp the eternal and unchangeable
x88x Besant & Rice Chapl of Fleet 1 vui (1885) 62 Kitty
only imperfectly grasped the rudiments of the science,

Hence Grasped ppl a Also grasped-at

.

1814 Apostate hi m, With grasped dagger and blanch’d
quiv’ring hp. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec 829 A much-desired
and eagerly grasped-at excuse

Graspable (gra*spab’l), a. [f. Grasp v. +
-able.] That may be grasped.
1818 Keats Endym. 11 673 His every sense had grown

Ethereal for pleasure ; 'bovenis head Flew a delight, half
graspable. x868 Browning Ring fy Bk 1 1273 While life

was graspable and gainable. 1887 E* Gurney Tertium
Quid II. 60 Short and graspable pieces of musical com-
bination

Grasp-all. nonce-wd. [obj comb. f. Grasp z/.]

One who clutches at everything, a greedy person.
x8oa Mrs. Jane West Infidel Father 1. 256 The latter

have long possessed a prescriptive right to the titles of epi-

cures and graspalls.

Grasper (gra'spai). „ [f. Grasp v. + -erL]
41. A grappling-iron. Obs. (Cf Grasple )

1553 Brende Q Curtins iv 40 The bandes and graspers
wherwith y° games were fastened together

2. One who grasps (at)
;
a grasping person.

x6ox Q Enz Sp to last Pari. 2, I neuer was any
greedy scraping grasper. 163a Sherwood, A grasper,
gnppettr 1736 Ainsworth Eng.-Lat. Diet s.v , A grasper
at, qia ahquid captat. 1755 Johnson, Grasper, one that
grasps, seizes, or catches at 1851 Mayhew Lond Labour
(1861) II 233 When it is not followed by a like diminution
in the selling price of the article, and the wages of which the
men are mulct go to increase the profits of the capitalist,

the employer alone is benefited, and is then known as a
1 grasper 1895 R Blatchford Meme Eng xv. 116 The
great bulk of our graspers and grubbers value money for

what it will bring.

GraspeyB, variant of Graeeys, Obs

Grasping (gra-spiq), vbl. sb. [f Grasp v. +
-inq! ] The action of the vb Grasp
1546 J Hdywood Prov (1867) 80 Gredy graspyng gat it

1647 Sanderson Serm II 215 Ambitious spirits, who, for

the grasping of a vast and unjust power have [etc ]. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb iv § 239 The grasping of the militia
of the kingdom into their own hands .. was .. desired the
Summer before. 1677 Gilpin Demonot (1867) 408 They
hek themselves whole by an overforward grasping at such
passages of Scripture 1841 Emerson Led ,Man Reformer
Wks. (Bohn) II 247 Let the amelioration in our laws of
property proceed from the concession of the rich, not from
the grasping of the poor 1864 Burton Scot. Air, I ii 99
The history of almost every man’s rise in the World consists
of a succession of graspings and holdings
attrib 1876 Clinical Soc. IX 146 The hand had regained

ordinary grasping power

Grasping (gra spiq), ppl. a [-inq 2.]

1 That grasps, m senses of the vb.
;
tenacious.

1577 Kendall Flowers Epigr 93 b, And lastly deme thy
fethered bedde, alwaies thy graspyng graue 1590 Spenser
F Q 1 1 20 It forst him slacke His grasping hold xBx6
Shelley Alastor 531 Nought but knarled roots of ancient
pines Branchless and blasted, clenched with grasping roots
The unwilling soil 1883 G Allen in Knowledge 20 July
34 The big grasping claws in a crab

2. fig. Eager for gam, greedy, avaricious.

1748 Richardson Clarissa I. 126 The less, surely, ought
I to give into these grasping views of my brother 1771
Burke £> Middlesex Election Wks. X 65 This is .a

difficult thing to the corrupt, grasping and ambitious part
of human nature. 1813 Scott Rokely iv, xxvm, My
wealth, on which a kinsman nigh Already casts a grasping
eye 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xxi IV 353 He was
generally thought interested and grasping.

Hence Gra'spingly adv , Gra’spingness.
1748 Richardson Clarissa I 124 To take all that good-

nature, or indulgence, confers shews a graspingness that
is unworthy of that indulgence. 183a Lytton Eng, Aram
1 vu, To be more graspmgly selfish X873 M Arnold Lit. 4
Dogma (1876) 201 Faults of self assertion, graspingness, and
violence. 1885 C Lowe Bismarck II. 357 The Pope had
proved himself to be graspmgly unwise 1890 Eng Illustr
Mag Dec 209 Hard were their backs as anvils ofsteel, and
graspmgly arched nipper-armed claws before them.

4 Gra’sple, sb. [variant of Grapple sb : cf.

next ] = Grapple sb. 1.

1533 Brende Q. Curtius iv. 40 b, They demsed longe
rafters to the which they fastened grasples of Iron and great
hokes Ibid 41 The grasples [ed. 1570, fol. 60 b, grasplers]

letten downe (which be called corui) toke violently away
many of the souldiers that were withm the shyppes

4 Grasple, v. Obs [vanant of Grapple v ,

influenced by association with Grasp v ] trans.

and intr. = Grapple v 4 and 8 a.

xg53 BrendeQ Curtius iv 41b,The cynquereme graspeled
withber 1553 Eden Decades 188 Suche as can not grasple
or take holde of any thynge
Hence 4 Graspler = Grappler a,

1553 [see Grasple xi.]

Graspless (gra spies), a. [f. Grasp sb + -less ]

a. "Without grasp or grip
; loose, relaxed, b. Not

admitting of a grasp, 1 e of being grasped

1794 Coleridge On Friend Who Died ofFever 43 From
my graspless hand Drop Friendship’s precious pearls, like

hour-glass sand X849 Tait's Mag. XVI. 348/2 Where
Past and Future wholly are submerged In one vast, grasp-

less^ Present infinite x886 Blackw. Mag CXL. 259 In its

graspless hold her hand Felt that the sceptre shivered

1894 Hall Caine Manxman vi x. 390 It fell from his

graspless fingers to the floor.
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Grass (gras), sb .
1 E orms • a. i grees, {pi.

grasu), 3-5 gres, 3-6 gras, (3 grace, grass, 4
grace, grees), 4 gris(e, 4, 6 griss(e, 4-6 gress(e,

4-7 grasse, (5 graas, grase, graz), 6- grass.

j8, 1 geera, gers, subsequently iV. and north, dial.

4, 6-9 gers (a, 4-6 gyrs(s, 5-6 gyrse, 5, 9 girsa,

6, 9 gerss, 6-9 girs(e. [Com. Teut. : OE. grass,

goers str. neut = OFns. gres, gers, OS. gras (MDu.
gras, gats, gers

,
mod.Dii gras), OHG. (MHG.,

mod.Ger.), ON (Sw gras, Du. grees), Goth, gras

OTeut, *grasom
,
f OTeut. root *gra-

:
grd- (whence

MHG. gmose young plants
;

also Green a ,

Grow z».) :—0Aryan *ghra- to grow, whence L
grnmen grass ]

1 . Herbage m general, the blades or leaves and
stalks of which are eaten by horses, cattle, sheep,

etc. Also, in a narrower sense, restricted to the

smaller non-cereal Grammes

e

(see 3), and plants

resembling these in general appearance. In early

use often//., but now only collect, sing.

c 725 Corpus Glass 864 Fettuhi, giaes, c 897 K. /Eltred
Gregory's Past xxiu. 173 Sua sua manegra cynna wyrta Sc

grasu beoS gerad. c xooo And1 eas 38 (Gr ) Hie hig & gasrs

for meteleaste ineSe gedrehte c 1200 Qrmin 15467 Swa
fele kmne wasstraess Off gresess, & off tres. c 1205 Lav
3905 pat heo frete pet corn & J?at giaes c 1250 Gen 4 Ex
3049 Trees it for-brac, and gres, and com a 1300 Cursor
M. 1 1 109 (Gdtt ) He Iiued wid rotis and wid grise [Cott

gress] C1340 Ibid 4563 (Trin.) Flouies & greses [other

texts gressCe] perynne I fond c 1380 Wyclif Whs (1880)

388 Lilyes & grasse pat growen m be felde 1393 Langl
P. PI. C. xvi 244 Bestes by gras & by greyn and by giene
rotes C1425 Wyntoun Cron. 1 xm xr Sum steddys growys
sa habowndanly Of Gyrs, pat [etc ]. 1447 Bokcnham
Seyntys (Roxb ) 296 Whan a flode rysytli up heye Gres goth
undyr 1484 Caxton Fables ofAEsop v 1, Ofa mule whiche
ete grasse m a medowe nyghe to a grete forest 1504
Plmnpton Corr (Camden) 187 She hath no gresse to hir

cattell 1513 Douglas Mticis hi iv. 25 Tnppis eik of gait,

but ony keipar, In the rank gersis pasturing on raw 1549
Compl Scot vi 37 ,

1

past to the greene hoilsum feildis to

resaue the sueit fragrant smel of tendir gyrssis 1597
Middleton Wisdom Solomon xvi 25 Is grass man’s meat 7
no, it is cattle’s food 1637 B Jonson Sad Sheph 1 1,

Her treading would not bend a blade of grasse 1 1755

J McLaurin Seim «$ Ess. no The least pile of grass

is an effect of infinite power. 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist.

(1776) II 315 Quadrupedes, that feed upon glass 1817
Coleridge Sibyll Leaves (1862) 117 The grass was fine,

the sun was bright 1837 Emerson Addr , Anter. Sc/iol

Wks (Bohn) II 170 The human body can be nourished
on any food, though it were boiled grass and the broth
of shoes. 1883 Gd Words 3 His foot caught in a tuft of
grass. i8g4 Crockett Raiders xviu. 165 There’s a handfu'
o’ girse to brew mair milk

fig 1335 Coverdale Is xl 6 All flesh is grasse [so later
versions, Wychf hei] 1858 Hawthorne Ft 4 It. Jmls.
II 12 Without running into the high grass of latent mean-
ings and obscure allusions

b. Proverbs
CX440 Capgrave Life St Nath. 11 253 The gray hors,

whyl his gras growytn. May sterue for hunger, pus seyth pe
prouerbe c 1530 R Hilles Common-Pi Bk. (185B) 14a
Whyle the grasse growyth the hors stervyth. 1869 Hazlitt
Eng Pros). 4 Phrases 467 Where the Turk's horse once
treads, the grass never grows.

c. In figurative phrases. To cut one's own grass

•

to earn one’s own living (slang) To cut the grass

from under a person'sfeet • to foil, thwart, trip him
up, ”|* To givegrass (a rendering ofL dareherbam)

;

to yield, to surrender. To let nograss grow (or the

grass does not grow) under one'sfeet (or + on one's

heel, beneath one's heels) .
giving the idea ofmoving

or acting briskly, making the most of one’s tune,

f To pluck the grass to know where the wind sits

.

to interpret the signs of the times.
a 1553 UdallRoysterD hi. in. (Arb ) 48 There hath grown

no grasse on my heele since I went hence *588 Greene
Pandosto (1843) 13 Willing that the grasse should not be
cut fiom under his feete, 1597-8 Hall Sat , Defiance to

Enme 105 Needs me give grasse unto the conquerers. 1607
Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 210 The hare leaps away
again, and letteth no grass grow under his feet, a 1670
Hacket AIf Williams 11 (1692) 16 No Man could pluck
the Grass bettei, to know where the Wind sat , no Man
could spie sooner from whence a Mischief did use. 167a
Marvell Reh Trans 1. 278 You are all this while cutting
the giass under his feet. 1828 Scott Jml 29 Mar., I have
let no grass grow beneath my heels this bout. 1855
Macaulay Hist Eng xvi III 619 The King answered
that he had not come to Ireland to let the grass grow under
his feet 1868 Morning Star 8 June, It is the habit of
costermongers and that class of people to make their chil-

dren useful—to make them ‘cut their own grass’. 1877
5 Yrs ' Penal Sera in 242 * Cut her own grass 1 what is

that ? ’
. .

‘ Why, purvide her own chump—-earn her own
living.’ 1884 Edna Lyall We Two v, [He] was not a man
who ever let the grass grow under his feet,

d. slang. Green vegetables.
1867 in Smyth Sailor1s Word bk. 347.
2. A kind of grass

;
one of the various species of

plants spoken of collectively as grass

fa. A small herbaceous plant, a (medifcinal)

herb Obs.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) ion Vor men pat bep enuenimed,
poru graces of pe londe Idronlce hu bep iclansed sone pom
godes sonde 13*0-30 Horn Ch. m Ritson Metr Rom. III.
316 Go Andgeder parvink and ive. Gresses that ben of
main c 1340 Cursor M. 8453 (Fairf) pe kmde of pingis
lured he bap of tree and gnssis fele [Cott. pe kind o tmnges

lerd he, Bath o tres, and gress fele]. 13. . Minor Poemsfr
Vernon MS (E E T S ) 575/275 Macei pe stiengpe of

grases telles, Bope of crop and Rote C1375 Sc Leg.
Saints, Symon 4 Judas 24 And of pe cure, thiu pe wrochtis
But ony medycyne ore gris [L medicamentis ant herbis]

c 1386 Chaucer Sq-> 's T 145 Euery gras that groweth vp
on roote she shal eek knovve c 1400 Rowland c$ Otuel

093 To bym commes pat lady clere & greses broghte pat

fi e, pat godd sett in his awenu herbere c 1440 Boct-us (Zand
MS 559 If 4b), Many a grasse and many a tree 1587
Mascall Gov Cattle

, Horses (1627) Index, The flue grasses

that draw a wound Oculus Christi, Madder, Buglosse [etc ]

fig 1393 Langl P PI. C xv 23 Grace is a gras ther-foie

to don hem eft growe
b. One of the non-cereal Graminese, or any

species of other oiders resembling these m geneial

appearance. Often preceded, by a defining word,

with which it forms the designation of some par-

ticular species ,* as blue-, bunch-, dog-, St fohn's,

saw-, silk-, spear- (etc.) grass, for which see those

words Grass ofthe Andes . an oat-grass , Arrhena-

therum avenaceum. Grass of Parnassus (also

Parnassus gi'ass) : a name for Parnassia palustris.

Turner speaks of the ‘ right
1

or ‘ true
'
glass, intending to

indicate one particular species of plant as propeily entitled

to the name
,
but his notions seem to have been vague

He regarded the ' true ’ grass as identical with * great grass ’.

1548 Turner Names of Herbes 41 Giamen is called m
enghsh great giass 1562 — Herbal 11 13 The roote of the

right Grasse brused and layde to byndeth woundes together

an closeth them vppe 1578 Lytr Dodoens iv. h 509 Of
the grasse of Parnasus This lierbe groweth m moyst
places 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11 ccxciv 692 Parnassus
Grasse, or white Lmerwoort 1854 S Thomson Wild El
m (ed 4) 230 One of the handsomest of our moss plants,

the Parnassia palustris, or grass of Parnassus

C. In agricultural use. Any of the species of

plants grown for pasture, or for conversion mto hay.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh 153 Grasses, the usual name for any
Herbage sown for Cattle, especially if perennial x886 C.
Scott Sheep-Farming 25 This should be more paiticulaily

attended to on rotation grasses, where rye-grass founs very
often a huge proportion of the herbage

d Bot. Any plant belonging to the order Gra-
uimess (Grammaceoe), which includes most of the

plants called * grass ’ m the narrower popular sense

(see 1) together with the cereals (barley, oats, rye,

wheat, etc.), the reeds, bamboos, etc
1611 Cotgr s v Aiguillette

,
Aiguillettes d’amtes, the

liearhe, or giasse, called Ladies laces, white Cameleon
grasse, painted, or furrowed giasse 167* Grew Anat
Plants

,
Idea Philos Hist. § n Amongst the several Sorts

of Grass, there are some which match all those of Coin,
which is but a greater kind of Grass 1759 B Stillingtl.
Observ. Grasses Misc Tracts (1762) 365 By grasses are

meant all those plants, which have a round, jointed and
hollow stem 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) I 130
The great solicitude of nature for the preservation of grasses
is evident from this ; that the more the leaves are consumed,
the more the roots increase 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist.
II 379 Tabanus pratensis Inhabits Europe, in meadows,
the larvae destroying the roots of grasses x86g Ruskin
Q. ofAir § 79 The grasses are essentially a clothing foi

healthy and pure ground. 1887 Chamb. Jml IV. 583 Oil
or otto of geranium .is produced in India by distillation

of andropogon grasses with water

3

.

An individual plant of grass f or corn
;
a blade

or spire of grass. Now only in pi

,

and somewhat
rare.

13.. E E Alht P A 31 Vch gresse mot grow of graynez
deae c 1350 Will Paleme 27 pat htel child listely forked
out of his caue to gadere of Jae grases bat grene were Sc

fayre c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 263 (Pepys MS ) They
wer sett as thikk as owches Full of the fynest stones faire .

As gresses growen in a mede c 1440 Jacob's Well(EETS)
2x4 Alle levis of treen, euery gresse on erthe, euery droppe of
watyr in be se & land c 1460 Tovoncley Myst i 238 Gresys
and othere small floures 15*3 Fitzherb. Husb §2oX>ernolde
groweth vp streyght lyke an hye grasse. a 1533 Frith
Wks (1573) 75 If euery grasse of the ground were a man as
holy as euer was Paule or Peter 1577 Kendall Flowers
of Epigr. x2 b, In midst of all, thy sconse is balde there
allies are to see Wherein not half a grasse doth growe so
bald, and bare they be 1662 J Davies tr. Mandelslo's
Trav xx In the Country all about this City, there is not so
much as a grasse to be seen 1848 Dickens Dombey 1,

Strange grasses were sometimes perceived in her hair 1850
Tennyson In Mem xxi, I take the grasses of the grave, And
make them pipes whereon to blow.

+ 4 . The blade stage of growth, in phr in the
grass (lit. and fig ) ; corn in the blade. Obs
cp50 Lmdisf. Gosp Mark iv 28 FortSon eorSo wasstmiaS

serist gers [cxoooAgs Gosp gars], aefterflon Sone Sorn, soSSa
full hwaete in eher 1340 Ayenb. 28 pet corn is uerst ass me
gerse, efterward ine yere. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm
Tim 432/1 Our faith is yet in the grasse 1589 Greene
Orphanon Wks, (Grosart) XII 34 Fancy long helde in the
grasse, seldom prooues a timely Haruest 1613 [see Grain
sb l x b] 1733 J Tull Horse-Homg Husbandry 71 note 2
Wheaq falls sometimes whilst ’tis in Grass, ana before it

comes into Ear.

b. Gardening Applied to the young shoots of
the onion,
1885 Sutton Cult Veget <$• FI 8x The Onion makes a

weak grass that cannot well push through earth that is

caked over it,

5 . Pasture
; the condition ofan animal at pasture

In phrases (to be, run) at grass, to go, put, send,
turn (out) to grass.
1471 Sir J. Paston in P. Lett No 670 III 7 That

Phelypp Loveday put the othyr horse to gresse ther 1523
Fitzherb. Husb, § 85 It wyl leaste appere, whan he [the
horse] is at grasse. 1593 Skaks 2 Hen, VI, iv. li. 75 In

Cheapside shall my Palfrey go to grasse 1607 Totseiy
Four-f Beasts (1658) 313 Let him rest, or run at grasse for
a week or more. x6xx BrAUM & Fl lint Burn Pestle iv
v. The sturdy steed now goes to grass, and up thev hamr
his saddle 1650 R Gell 6erm 8 Aug at Nebuchadnezzar
was put to grasse 1662 J Davies tr Oleamm' VovAmbass 257 His Elephant being then at Grasse, it was so
long ere they could bring him 1674 tr Martimere's VovN Countries 77 Our Guids unharnessed our Elks and
turn’d them to Grass 1675 Loud Gas No 988/4 Lost at
Grass April 9 a bay Gelding 1708 J C Comp} Collier
(1845) 34 I urn them out in Summer time to Grass
J Bartlet Gentl Famery 1 4 Horses, whose feet have
been impair’d by quitters or any other accidents, are also
best repaired at grass 1855 TennysonBrook 139 The Squire
had seen the colt at grass

b fig The phrases under 5 are applied to per-
sons, with the notion of being dismissed from one’s
position or * rusticated*, or of going away for a
holiday, being free from fixed engagements, etc
1589 Hay any Work 6 If his worship and the lest of the

noble clergie Lords weare turned out to grasses 1630 T.
Taylor Wks (Watei P.) n. 110/x Wmes might vnable
husbands tume to giasse 1646 Unhappy Game Sc g Eng
is When the king hath got all, hell turne your biethren to
grasse 1673 Drvden Marr A la Mode m 1, When I have
been at grass in the summer, and am new come up [to town]
again 1700 Congreve Way of World in xviii, I'll turn
my wife to grass X786 Mackenzie Lounger No 78 ir 6
[Our three boys] weie sent to an academy in Yorkshire, to
grass, as my husband phrased it 1794 Genii Mag Dec.
1085 Soho, Jack 1 . very nigh being sent to grass, hey ?
1801 in Spirit Pnbl Jruls (1802) V 361 Then no longer
let moitals repine, If to grass sent from Oxon or Granta
1838 D Jerrold Men ofCharac II xvn 264,

1

think I can
send you to grass somewhere in Essex 1887 A Bibrell
Obiter Dicta Ser 11 64 He had long been an author at
grass, and had no mind, again to wear the collar

Misused for Gubase sb I b
c 1650 Carle offCarlile in Peicy Folio III 64 The gray

hounds drew downe the deere of grasse.

0 . Pasture sufficient for the animal or number of
animals specified

;
grazing

858 Charter ofAEthelberht m O E Texts 438, mi oxnum
gers 1493Mem Ripon (Surtees) III 164 Pi oj hors gresse
in paiva prata apud Topclyf, as 1790 Mrs Wheeler
Westmld. Dial (1821) 14 Yee mun kna we tewk sum gerse
for her. 1799 J Robertson Agric Perth 59 They have
not only a house, but generally a cow’s giass to afford milk
to their families t88o in Daily News 13 Dec. 3/1 There is

not as much as the grass of a goat

7 . Land on which giass is the peimanent crop

;

pasture-land Also, the condition of such land.

Also + to lay to grass
1609 Skent Reg Maj 86 Moueable escheit is, as be pastur

ing of cattell 01 beastes in the lands, 01 girse of Lords sun-
dne tymes 1767 A Young Eaimer's Lett to People 99
Half the lands of a farm, but more particularly of a small or

middling one, ought to be grass 1793 Washington Lett
Writ 1891 XII 400 Preparing the second lot of the mile
swamp for the pui pose of laying it to grass. 1893 Westm
Getz 13 Nov 6/2 At that time the whole of the land was
under cultivation Now the land had all gone down to what
people called grass, but he called it weeds

b. with reference to the hunting-field.

x86x Wiiyte MelvilleMkt Harb. 28 ‘I’m going down to

the grass’ ‘ Grass 1’ grunted the listener ‘Where be that?
1

‘ Well, I’m going to see what sport they havem the Shires
’

1867 Trollope Chron Barset I xxiv. 204 A man very well

known both in the City and over the grass in Northampton-
shire

8 . The yearly growth of grass
;
hence, the season

when the grass glows, spring and early summer.

Eating itsfifth grass m its fifth year.

1485 Sc Acts Jos. Ill (1814) II 170/2 It is thocht ex-

pedient. that our souueran lord causs his Justice ains to be

naldm vniuersaly in al partis of his Realme, twys m be sere

anys on the girss, and anys on the Come 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas n 1 iv Handie-crafts 415 Whom seven-years-

old at the next grass he ghest 1649 Davenant Love $
Honour v. Dram Wks 1873 III. 184 She writes a hundred
and ten, sir, next grass 1685 Land. Gaz No 2061 2/2 A
Black biown Gelding six years old last Grass. 1705 Ibid.

No 4x20/3 Every Owner must send a Ceitificate from the

Bieeaer that his Horse is really no more then 6 the Grass
befoie he Runs 1799 J Robertson Agric Perth 312
Good wedders, eating their fifth grass, sold m the year 1793
at eighteen shillings 1826 Miss Miteord Village Ser n

49 She is five years old this grass 1859 G. Meredith R
Eeverel xxiv. (1885) 181 When did ye meet ?—last grass,

wasn’t it ?

9 . The grassy earth, grass-covered ground fin
eaily use into, under grass = into or m the grave
a 1300 Cursor M. 5811 1 Lauerd ’, he said, ‘I her a wand’

1 pou kest it on pe gress, 1 bidd ’
;

4
Gladli, laueid and sua

he didd 13 .EE Alht. P A 245 In to gresse Jwu me
aglyjte, 1375 Barbour Bruce 11 361 The gress woux off

theblud all rede 1390 Gower Con/ II 45 Forth she wente

prively All softe walkend on the gras c 1400 Gamelyu 69

A-none as he was dede & under gras graue 1773-83 Hoole
Orl Fur xxiu. 39 On the verdant grass, Beneath the cover-

ing trees, her limbs she throws. 1840 Dickens Old C Swp
xvi, They were two men who were seated in easy attitudes

upon the grass 1877 * Rita ’ Vivienne 1. 1, The grasses are

crimsoned with tulips
,
every nook is sweet with odours of

sheltered violets

b The earth’s surface above a mine. Also to

be at grass, to bring, come to grass.

1776 Pryce Mm Cornub 322 Grass or at Grass, signifies

on the surface of the earth, ‘Is Tom Treviscas under-

ground?’ ‘No, he’s at Grass.’ x8ox Hitchins in Phil
Trans XCI x6o One hundred and fifty-five fathoms below

the surface, or, as the miners call it, from grass 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXV. 32 The quantity [of mineral] brought to the sur-

face, or, as it is technically called, to grass 1855 Cornwall

288 Let us now watch the men ascending from the mine
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after work This is what they call ‘ coming to grass ’ 1800
Goldfields Victoria. 14 About 70 tons [of quartz] are now at
grass awaiting crushing

c slang. The giound. To go to grass to come
to the ground, be knocked down

, also (U S ) to
die

,
to be ruined

;
in the imperative= ‘ go and be

hanged To send to grass • to fell to the ground,
to knock down

;
lit andJig. To hunt grass

.

be
knocked down
asSziBe.AVii.SL'E'u LittleFr Lawyer11 v (1647)69 Away,
good Sampson

,
You go to grass else instantly 1816 Snort-

ing Mag XLVIII 181 Lancaster was much exhausted,
and soon found his way on the grass 1848 Durivage Stray
Subjects 05 A gentleman declared that he might go to
grass with his old canoe, for he didn't think it would be
much of a shower, anyhow 187a Mark Twain Innoc at
Home 11 (188a) 271 When you get in with your left I hunt
grass every time 1876 Hindley Cheap Jack 237 Elias was
sent to grass to rise no more off it 1894 Nation (N Y.)
18 Jan 39/3 Several of the McKmleyites were sent to grass
in the course of the debate i8g4 Astley 50 Years Life I

82, I naturally went to grass through having too much
steam on to be able to pull up in time

10 Short foT sparrow-grass

,

corrupt form of
Asparagus Now vulgar.

1747 Mrs Glasse Cookery xiv 234 Boil some Grass tender,
cut it small and lay it over the Eggs 1764 Foote Mayor
o/G II Wks 1799 I. i8r A hundred of glass from the Cor-
poration of Garrat. a 184s Hood Public Dinner 61 You
then make a cut on Some Lamb big as mutton ; And ask
for some grass too 183* Dickens Bleak IIo. xx, Will you
take any other vegetables ? Grass 7 Peas 1 Summer Cabbage 7
1898 Garden r May 318/1 In warm localities established beds
will be affording a welcome supply of serviceable ‘grass’.
11. Printing. Casual employment, jobbing work
1888 Daily News 16 July 7/1 Good jobbing hands wanted

on grass 1893 Ibid 5 June 8/5 Reader (piactical) wants
Two or Three Days' or Nights’ Grass, or steady situation

12. attnb and Comb a. simple attributive, as
grass-blade

, -bud, -country
, -fen, -field,

-ground,
-haulm, -holding, -holm, -land

,
-park, -patch,

-path, -prairie, -road, -root, -seed, -shears
,

-slope,

-spire, -stalk, -stem, -tracli, -walk
;
grass-hke adj.

b. objective or objective genitive, as grass-champer,
-eater, -farmer, grass-mowing (m quot attnb ),
-puking vbl. sbs e instrumental, as grass-bowered,
-carpeted

,
-clad, -covered, -cushioned, -embroidered,

fed, -grown, -muffled, -roofed, -woven adjs d.
parasynthetic, as grass-leaved adj
1831 Carlyle Sart lies, in vm, Through, every *grass-

blade 1804 J, Grahame Sabbath (1808) 45 Larks, descend-
ing to their *grass-bowered homes 1847 Emerson Poems
(1857) 126 Pondering shadows, colors, clouds, "Grass buds
and caterpillar-shrouds 1889 Westgarth Austral Progr.
253 Pretty vistas of "grass-carpeted open forests 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffs 25 AU the foure footed rablement of
herbagers and "grasse champers. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par I n 456 Midst sunny "grass-clad meads 1873 W.
S Hayward Love Agst World 10 A beautiful "grass-
country 1880 C R. Markham Peruv Bark 134 A "grass-
covered . region 1861 W F. Collier Hist Eng Lit.
4po The "grass-cushioned crags of Sandy-Knowe 1649G Daniel Tnnarch , Hen IV, Iv, Hee [Sohman] only
swept the Grasse, They the "Grasse-Eaters 1894 T. Til-
ton Chameleon's Dish 5 Odin’s coast With all its twenty-
thousand bays And *grass embroidered water-ways 1894
Tunes 10 Dec 10/4 The grass land being occupied by
"grass farmers. 1638 PenkethmanA rtach I nj b, A "grasse
fed Ox i6j 1865 Kingsley Herew. I. Prel. 16 The rich
grass-fen 1806 J Grahame Birds Scot. 9 Joined by her
mate [she] to the "grass-field flies 1765 A Dickson Treat
Agnc ix (ed 2) 235 This plough is used for breaking up
*grass-ground. 1788 Cowper Lett 21 Feb, Abounding
with beautiful grass-grounds, which encompass our village.

*735 Thomson Liberty iv 7x8 Desolating Famine, who
delights In "grass-grown Cities, and m desart Fields 1863
Kingsley Herew Li 27 The great labyrinth of grass-grown
banks x88z Vines Sachs' Bot 84s The nodes of *grass-
haulms 1894 Times 10 Jan. 6/4 A "grass-holding which he
could use for the benefit of himself and his family 1818
Scott Hrt Midi 1, It wad be better laid out on yon bonny
"grass-holms, than lying useless here m this auld pigg
1763 Mus Rust HI 32sTwentyAcresof*Grass-Land 1846
J. Baxter Libr Pract Agnc. (ed 4) 1. 3 Grass-land, when of
good quality, is of the greatest value 1830-7 M«Gillivray
Withering's Brit Plants (ed 4) xxui 377 Atnplex litter-
alts "Grass-leaved Sea Orache. 1883 F. M Bailey Synofi,
Qiteensld, Flora 6g3 Grass-leaved fern 1776 Withering
Brit. Plants (1796) II 7 Leaves thread-shaped, "grass-like
i8z5 Cobbett Fur. Rides (1883) II 14 In harvest and
"grass-mowing time. 1850 Mrs Browning Poems II 2
Our steeds, with slow "grass-muffled hoofs Tread deep the
shadows through. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl (ed 2) 337 The
surface is agreeably diversified with hill and dale, heath,
moss, meadow, corn, and "grass parks 1841 Catlin N
Amer. Ind (1844) II xxxiu 19 In a "grass-patch 1828
Miss Mitford Village Ser m. 136 Mrs, Lucas . was
walking pensivelyup and down the "grass-path of the pretty
flower-court

_
i8oa Edtn Rev I 221 "Grass-picking is

only known in the windward islands 1831 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunt 1 11 This is the ‘"grass-prairie

1

,
the bound-^ pasture of the bison 1846 W E Forster 28 Sept

in Reid Life (1888) I. vi. 183 The "grass roads here [in
Ireland] are far better than our Yorkshire roads *828
-P. Cunningham N. S Wales (ed. 3) II 104 The wretched
stone and turf-walled and "grass-roofed hovels they inhabit
1766 T. Amory J Buncle (1823) III 108 Petrified twigs of
trees, shrubs, and "grass-roots 1765 Mus Rust. IV 383
Grass-seeds gathered clean from the fields. 1770 Waring

in Phil. Trans LXI 372 On the "grass-slopes here 13 .

Adultery 113 in Archtv Stud d neu Spr LXXIX 420
pow euery "gress-spyre were a preste pat growyth upon
goddys grounde Owte of besepeyns bei cowd not me relese.
i86t Whyte Melville Mkt, Harb 49 Ere he reached the

VOL IV.

grass-track he meant to follow, the fog was denser than
ever 1712 J James tr Le BlondsGardening 44We usually

vvfv
a *Gr

f'
s-walk in the Middle 1885 Century Mag

°57/2 His [the Bedouin’s] dnnking-vessels are
gourds and "grass-woven bowls

13 Special comb, as + grass-acre = Grass-
earth

, grass-bar, a bar in a river, inlet, or har-
bour overgiown with grass (Cent Dict )\ grass-
bass, a freshwater edible fish (Pomoxys sparoides)
of the U S.

; + grass-bed, poet one’s grave, also,
the 1

field ’ on which a waruox dies
; grass-beef,

the flesh of grass-fed oxen, grass-bird, (a) a
name for various American sandpipers, esp Tringa
metadata

, (Ji) in Australasia, one or more species
of Sphenceacus-, grass-bleachedpa.pple., bleached
by exposure on grass

, so grass-bleachtng vbl sb.

;

grass-butter, butter made from the milk of cows
at grass

; grass-captain Cornwall (see quot. and
Captain sb. 8) ; grass-oat (see quot ); grass-chat
=Whinchat

; grass-cock, one of the small cocks
into which grass is formed fiom the -windrow;
grass-cold, a slight cold or catarrh affecting horses,
grass-comber, a sailor’s teim for one who has
been a farm-labourer

; + grass-corn, Phalaris ca-
nanensis

; grass-cut, -cutter [corruption ofa syn-
onymous Hindustani ghaskat, ghdsfiatd], in India, a
native employed to cut and bring in grass for horses;
grass-drake = Corn-crake; grass-feeding a.,

graminivorous
; grass-finch,

(
a) a common Ameri-

can sparrow (Pocecdesgrammeus ) ; (3) any Austral-
ian finch of the genus Podfihila \ grass-fish (see
quot.)

; grass-fiesh, the flesh gained by an animal
‘ at grass

*
(in quot. fig)', + grass-girl, ? a woman

of loose character
; grass-guard, a man or body of

men in charge of animals grazing; grass-hand,
(a) a compositor tempoianly engaged

; ip) an irre-

gular cursive hand used by the Chinese and Japan-
ese in. business and private wnting ; grass hawser
Naut. (seegrass rope below), grass-hole US (see
quot ) ; +grass-honey, ?honey collected fiom the
flowers of grass ; grass-horse, ? a horse ‘ at grass
or one living exclusively on grass ; grass-house,

f (a) the cottage ofa Grassman; (3)=next; grass-
hut, in India and Polynesia, a hut with walls and
roofofgrass-stalks; grass-ill,a diseaseoflambs(see
quot.) ; grass-lamb, (a) a lamb suckled by a dam
which is running on pasture land and giving rich
milk

;
(b) the flesh of the same

;
grass-lawn, a fine

gauze-like material, the colour of unbleached linen,

suitable forsummer dresses
; grass-linen, a kmd of

fine grass-cloth
; f grass-mail, rent for grass or the

privilege ofgrazing
; grass-mare, amare ‘ at grass*

(cf. grass-horse) ; grass-meal Sc., so much grass as
will keepan animal for the season; +grass-money,
? money received for the grazing of animals on the
common land of a parish; grass-moth, one of
many small moths of the genus Crambus or family
Cramhdse, found in dry meadows

; grass-nail (see

quot. 1851 ); +grass-nurse, awet-nurse, grass-oil,
one of several fragiant essential oils, obtained m
India by distillation from grasses (Andropogon and
other genera), and used m perfumery; grass-
orphan nonce-wd. [after Grass-widow], a child
whose parents have gone away for a time ; -f-

grass-
ox, a grass-fed ox, an ox ‘ at grass ’

; grass-para-
keet, an Australian parakeet of the genus Euphema
orMelopnttacus

;

+grass-pen, an enclpsed piece of
land planted with grass; grass-pile Sc., a blade of
grass, grass-pink US, (see quot ) ; f grass-poly,
a book-name for Lythrum Hyssopifoha

,

grass-
potato (see quot.) ; grass-quit, one of several

finches of tropical America, esp species of Phom-
para

; grass-right Austral., a right of pasturage

;

grass rope Naut

,

a rope made of coir ;
*j* grass-

sea, the Sargasso sea ; + grass-sick a. (see quot.
and el. grass-til)

;
grass-sidmg, a border of grass

at the side of a road
; f grass-silver, money paid

for grass ox grazing
; grass-snake,

(a) the common
ringed snake ( Tropldonotus natnx) ; (b) the com-
mon green snake of the United States

; grass-smpe
U S. = grass-bird (a) ; grass-sparrow= grass-

finch (a), grass-spirit,spirit distilled from grasses;

grass-sponge, an inferior kind of sponge from
Florida and the Bahamas; grass-spring/^/

, the
springing up ofgrass, renewal of vegetation , grass-
table Arch = Earth-table; tgrass-taffety (cf
Grass-cloth)

, grass-warbler Austral

,

a bird

ofthe genus Cisticola ; graaB-'we6&=grass-wrack
;

+ grass-week (see quot.); grass-work, +(«) a
piece of lawn for ornamental purposes

; (b) the
work of a mine that is carried on above ground
(cf 9 b) ; hence grass-worker

; + grass-worm, an
earth-worm; grass-wrack, a seaweed (Zostera
marina), with gfass-like leaves

; grass-yard =

Green-iabd 3 Also Grass-cloth, Grass-
earth, Grass-plat, -plot, Grass-widow, etc,
£1300 Battle Abbey Custumals (1B87) 60 Et vocatur ista

arrura "grasacra, Ibid 66 Prater Garsacram operandam
1897 Outing tU S ) XXX 437/aThe calico, or "grass bass,
a showy, mottled fellow, sometimes a foot long, c xooo Ags.
Ps cii[t] 15 ponne he gast ofgifeft, sy»an hine "gans-
bedd sceal wunian

_
C1205 Lay 23983 Uppen ban gras-

bedde his gost he bi-Isefde. igar Ld Dacres in Archseol
XVII 203 Ther is, whiche shal alwey be redie, unto "grisse
Beif com, vj fed oxen 1573 Tusser Hush xh. (1878) 28
When Mackrell ceasetb from the seas, John Baptist brings
giasseheefe and pease 1799 J* Robertson Agnc. Perth
371 These are disposed of to English and south country-
drovers, for grass-beef 1784-4 "Grass-bird [see grass-finch
below] 1847 in Gosse Birds Jamaica 252 The Grass-birds
remind me much of the European Sparrow. 1865 Gould
Handbk Birds Austral. I 399 Sphenceacus galactotes,
lawny Grass-bird Ibid 400 Sphenceacusgreumneus, Little
Grass-bird 1893Newton Diet Birds, Grass-bird, a general
name in America for the smaller Sandpipers, but applied
by Gould . to two species of Australian birds which he
referred to the genus Sphenceacus of Strickland a 1845
Hood Sonn

, On Mrs Nicely, Spotless in linen, "grass-
bleached in her fame 1842 Barham Ingot Leg Ser xi.
Aunt Fanny, ‘"Grass-bleaching* will bring it To Tights
‘in a Jiffy’. 1660 Hexham Dutch Diet, Begrasde boter,
"grasse butter. 1776 Pryce Men Comntr 174 The "Grass-
Captain, who directs the separation of the Ore again above
ground i8gg Cornwall 137 ‘Grass captains' being en-
gaged chiefly on the surface works, or ‘at grass’. 189aW H Hudson Bat La Plata 14 The "giass cat not unlike
Feus catus but a larger, more poweiful animal 1843
Zoologist III 1058 Whinchat or "Grasschat, Saxicola ru-
betra. *641 Best Farm Bks. (Surtees) 33 They putte
two or three "grasse-cockes mone 1846 J. Baxter Libr
Pract Agnc (ed 4) I 383 These lesser staddles. though
last spread, are first turned, then those which were m grass-
cocks i8xa Singer Agnc. Sum, Dumfries 380 There is a
"grass cold, as the farmers call it, that seldom does much
harm, or lasts long 183a Sir J Campbell Mem I xi
293 Passengers of the class which is known by the name of
"grass-combers, 1887 Besant The World Went II. xxix
309 Luke was a grass comber and a land swab 1548
Turner Names ofHerbes 62 Phalaris because it is partly
lyke grasse and partly lyke come, it may be called "grasse
come 1659 T orriano,Fahh ide [sic], the weed Grasse com.
1879 Mrs A. E James hid Househ Managent 46 Ifyou
keep horses, you will require a syce for each horse, and a
"grasscut. 1789 I. Munro Nai r Milit. Oper Coromandel
Coast 111 28 An Horsekeeper and "Grasscutter at two
pagodas 1824 Bp. Heber Jml (1828) II 43, I should .

.

give a gratuity of two rupees among the wood and grass-
cutters. 1885 Swainson Prov Navies Birds 177 "Grass
drake 1839 Darwin Ong Spec in. (1872) 38 "Grass-feed-
ing quadrupeds 1784-3 Pennant Arct Zool. (1792) II
65 "Grass Finch Inhabits New York. Called the Grey
Grass-bird 1863 Gould Handbk Birds Austral I 421
Poephila vm abihs, Beautiful Grass-Finch Ibid 422
Poephila acuticanda

,
Long-tailed Grass-Finch 1869 J Bur-

roughs in Galaxy Mag Aug. 172 The field or vesper-
sparrow, called also grass-finch 1B85 C.F Holder Marvels
Amm Life 139 In Eastern seas we find the "grass-fish
(Nemichthys) which is invariably seen upright among the
grass it resembles 1803Windham q Dec in Amyot Sp Pari
(1812) II 13* They were men who had not yet got their
"grass-flesh off 1691 J Wilson Belphegor Prol., Dram
Wks. (1874) 291 What makes you leave a fair wife at home
For a "grass-girl, or some odd homely Joan? 173* Lady
Luxborough Let. to Skeustone 27 May, My eyes have
forty three troop-horses to observe scampering which,
with the tent of the "grass guards, really makes the scenery
pretty *738 Washington Let. Writ 3889 II. 57 We have
been obliged, for the sake of our Cattle, to move the grass
guard to Cresaps, 15 miles hence 3873 Southward Did
Typogr. 44 It is a frequent occurrence for a casual "grass-
hand to take more wages than a regular book-hand. *88*McClatchie in Encycl Bnt XIII 386/1 This style consists
ofthe ordinary cursive hand and also ofwhat is termed the
‘ grass 1 hand, which is very much abbreviated and exceed-
ingly difficult to acquire. 1897 "Grasshawser [seegrass rope
below] 1809 Kendall Trav II xxxvtu 39 [Ponds] that
being filled onlyin thewet seasons, and affording grass m the
dry, are denominated "grass-holes 1638 Rowland Moufet's
Theat Ins 908 From thence tt takes the name of "grasse-
honey . respect being had to those things from which it is

collected or gathered, c *647 Boyle Mem. in Wks. *744 I
Life is As when in summer we take up our "grass-horses
into the stable, and give them store of oats, it isa sign, that
we mean to travel them *691 Loud. Gas No 27x6/4 Stolen
. a Grass Hoise *557 Richmond. Wills (Surtees 1853) icw
To every "grisse house within the panshe which hath no
come growing, one busshell ofrye 189aJas KennedyMem.
M. S. Kennedy v 57 There was a grass-house belonging to a
banya half a mile in another direction. *884 LeisureHour
Feb 84/1 The central building [of a house in Fiji] formed
the family sitting-room ,Mr L ’s room lay beyond—a"grass
hut all by itself 1807 Duncan in Pi ize Ess. Highl Sac
Scot III 331 When about three weeks old, and beginning to
make grass a part of their food a straggling lamb or two
will sometimes die of what is called the "Grass ill *747
Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi, 160 "GrassLamb comes inmApril
or May 1793 Misc Ess in Ann Reg. 370/1 The vicinity to
Smithneld market makes early grass Lambs an object of con-
siderable importance 1893 Daily News 2 Aug 6/6 "Grass-
lawn formed the material of many of the prettiest dresses
x866 Mrs. Whitney L, Goldthwaite viu. (1867) 173 A strip

of sheer, delicate "grass-linen, which needle and thread
were turning into a cobweb border. 1479 Acta. Dom

Cone. (1839) 41/1 He Resavit Je said scheipe in gresing
fra be said lady & tuke & is pait of his "gerss male harfor

1732 J Stewart in Scots Mag. June (1733) a86/r, 10 1 . Scots
was inpayment ofthe grass mail ofcattle, a 1640 Massinger
Very Woman m. v, How she holds her nose up, like a
jennet In the wind of a "grass-mare • 1799 J. Robertson
Agric Perth 322 The "grass-meal of a sheep .is valued at
two or three shillings 1397MS Grassmen'sBk St Giles’s

,

Durham, Delyvered of the "grasse money. 1837 Penny
Cycl

.

VIII 136/1 Crambus, a genus of moths . . called in

England the Veneers, and sometimes "grass-moths 1824

126
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Mactaggart Gallovid Encycl ,*Grass-nail 1651 H Ste-
phens BK of Farm (ed 2) II 339/1 The blade [of

the scythe] is further supported by the addition of the

light stay C, termed the grass-nail. 1797 Monthly Mag,
III 34 Girls of this description, are eagerly sought for,

undei the appellation of “giass-nurses 1844 Hoblyn Diet
Med , *Grass oilofNamur, a volatile oil procured, according
to Royle, from the Andropogon Calamus aromaticus 1887
Moloney Forestry IV. Afr 454 The oil produced m the
Namar district of the Nerbudda Valley is sometimes called

grass-oil of Namar. 1893 Sabah Grand Heavenly Twins
(1894) hi 11 252 Poor *grass-orphans <*1483 Liber
Niger in Househ Ord. 17 [Solomon had] dayly x stalled

oxen very great and xx great *grasse oxen 1848 Gould
Buds Austral. V pi 37 Eifphema chrysostoma , Blue-
banded “Grass Panakeet, [Six other species named]
1884-5 Riverside Nat (1888) IV. 35s The zebra grass-

parakeet, Melopsittacus nndulatns 1790 J B Mobeton
Mann IV Ind. 57 One hundred oxen will require a good
convenlen t “grass penn to feed them . 1513 Douglas Ah nets
xir. Prol g2 The *gers pilis 1748 E Erskine Serrn.

Wks 1871 III 320 The rocks and trees and grass piles.

1894 Harper'sMag Mar. 566 The sweet pogonia or “grass-

S
ink of our sedgy swamps (Pogonia ophioglossoides) *633
ohnson Gerarde's Herbal 11 clxxvm 581 Coidus first

mentioned it, and that by the Dutch name of“Grasse Poley,
which name vve may also very fitly retaine in English
1764 Mils Rust. I 356 Theie are several ways of breed-
ing potatoes in Ireland . First, On rich clay land with-
out any manure, vulgaily called “gross potatoes 1847
Gossc Birds Jamaica 240 Yellow Face *Grass Quit,
Spe> mophila ohvacea [And other species ] 1893 Newton
Diet. Buds, Grass-quit

,

applied m Jamaica to some species
of the genus Phompara

,

or . , Euethia 1890 * Rolf Bol-
drewood’ Col. Reformer (1891) 318 Their “grass-rights,
their herds and their flocks 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed.

6) 147 Veer a buoy or small boat astern by the “glass rope
[1897 (ed. 7) 141 by a glass hawser] 1700 S. L ti Fryke's
Voy E. Ind. 2ig From thence we pass’d to the Gras-
Zee, or “Grass-Sea, so called from the Grass which grows
there, so that the Sea appears just like a Meadow. 1607
Topsell Fonr-f Beasts (1658) 62 When Oxen come first

of all after Winter to grasse, they fall “giasse-stck *85*
R S Surtees Sponge’s Sp Tour (1893) 224 The *giass-
siding of Orlantae Park wall favouring their design, they
increased the trot to a canter. 1346-7 Durham Acct
Rolls (Surtees) 743 “Gressiluer .. Et in herhajg. empt pro
Joh’e de Haliden Hospit superuenient et equis Hostillaru
xi j 1863 Atkinson Stanton Grange 219 ,

1

seed a “grass-
snake come out of the corn nearme 1884-5 RiversideNat
Hist (i88B)III 370With the common people it [Tropidono-
tus nainx] is known as the ringed or grass-snake, and is

often tamed. 1883 Encycl Amer I 530/1 The “grass
sparrows (Pocecetes graminens) 1830 M Donovan Dorn.
Leon I 231 “Grass Spirit procurable in great quantities
from the variouskinds ofgrass. 1883W S Kent in Fisheries
Bahamas 47 Another variety of the coarse-fibred series is

the “Grass-sponge (Spongia equina, vai cerebnformis)

1840 Browning Sordello 111, 327 Leaf-fail and “grass-spring
for the year:—for usl <*1490 Eotoner Itin, in R Willis
Arckit Nomencl Mid Ages (1844) 26 Altitudo turns Sancti
Stepham Bnstoll continet m altitudme from the “grasse
[glossed erth] table to the gargyle est 21 brachia, id est 42
virgas c 1693 in Diet Arch (Arch. Publ Soc )sv, A Bill

of work done For y° Lord Scudamore at the two ends of
the house, below y“ grass table 1867 GwnxArchit Gloss.
Add,, Earth Table, or Ground Table, and Grass Table. 1696
J. F Merchant's Ware-ho 27 This sort is made of the same
stuff your “Grass Taffeties aie, 1865 Gould Handbk.
Birds Austral I. 349 Great “Grass-warbler Exile Giass-
Warbler Lineated Gi ass Warbler 1836W A Bromfield
Flora Vectensis 537 Zostera manna “Grassweed 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Grass-week, rogation-week, so call’d
m the Inns of Court and Chancery, because the commons
of that week consist chiefly of sallets, with hard eggs, green
sauce, etc. 1712 J James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 23
A “Grass-work, encompassed with Cases and Yews, with
Water-woiks in the Middle 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s v

,

Small pieces of grass-work, as knots, shell-woik. cut work
, etc

_
must always be laid with turf 1855 Cornwall 164

Here is the 1 grass-work * of a great Copper Mine. Ibid 289
The “grass-workers have stopped work 1658 Rowland
Moufeits Theat. Ins 929,

1

have seen him [the hornet] to
eat of “grasse worms. 1776 Withering Brit Plants 534
“Grasswrack, Zostera. 1841 Tattersall Sport, Archil.
75 A “grass-yard adjoining the kennel

t Grass, sb 2 Obs rare*’ 1
. [a. F. gras (des

cadavres) .]
= Adipooere.

1793 Beddoes Sea Scurvy 06 The soap or grass is said .

not to constitute above 4 or ^ ofthe body

Grass (gras), v. [f Geass sb l Cf. Graze ».l]

fl.irons To plunge or sink in grass. Obs.
c 1460 Towneley Myst xn 189 Primus Pastor How

pastures oure fee? Garcio Thay ar gryssed to the kue.
a 1670 Hacket Abp Williams 11 (1692) 20 OneArrow must
be shot after another, though both be grast, and never
found again.

2 , trans
*f* a. To feed (cattle) on grass, to Graze.

Also, of land: To yield grass enough for. Obs.
b. To supply (cattle) with grass.
c tgoo Three Kings Sons (E. E T. S ) 112 They wolle

liklten me to a Bocherthatgressith beestes. 1523 Fitzherb
Sum xix (1339) 39 Howe many cattel it wyll grasse. 1584
Vestry BAs (Surtees) 13 Yt is ..agreed . that everie uy
pounderent within this parrishe shal gras winter and somer
oneshepe tSfyPnvy Council la Mar in Arb. Gamer l 301
For the. .grassing of beefs and muttons 16x7 Sir R Boyle
m Lismore Papers (1886) I, 162 He to grass 14 hed of
cattles till Michas, cxyio Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 130
Breeding and grasseing Cattle 1766 W Gordon Gen,
Ceuntmg-ho 467 Grassing the highland cows, 1871 Blackie
Four Phases 1 43 You expect your cow when well grassed,
to give good milk

8. a. intr To produce grass, become covered
with grass.

*573 Tusser Hush, xxxv. (1878) 84 With otes ye may
sowe it, the sooner to grasse, more soone to be pasture to
bring it to passe. x86i Sir T. F Buxton in Peaks

,
Passes

,

$ Glaciers See 11 I 284 Three mighty ramparts, of which
. the youngest has hardly commenced grassing on its outer
side

b. trans To cover with grass or turf Chiefly

with advs. To lay down turf upon ; to enclose m
a grass-covered grave

,
to cover over with a growth

of grass, or with turf.

1832 L Hunt Translations 242 I'd just as lief be buried,
tomb'd and grass'd in. 1849 Jrnl, R Agnc, Soc X 1 18 If

they plough it up and take a crop of oats they leave it to

time and nature to grass it over again 1888 T Hardy
Wessex Tales I 203 The new house had so far progressed
that the gardeners were beginning to grass down the front.

1895 J Brown Pilgrim Fathers vm. 211 The graves being
levelled and grassed over Mod. I intend to have that
piece of ground grassed

4. To lay or stretch on the grass or on the sur-

face of the ground : a. To lay out (flax, etc.) on
grass for the purpose of bleaching.

176$ Mus Rust IV. 460 Short heath is the best field for

grassing flax Ibid 461 Experience only can fully teach
a person the signs of flax being sufficiently grassed. 1847
Jrnl, R Agnc. Soc. VIII. ir 433 It is not intended to grass
the flax immediately that it is taken out of steep

b slang

,

passing into general use . To knock or

throw (an adversaiy) down
,
to fell.

1814 Sporting Mag XLIV 70 A terrific blow on the
mouth, which floored or grassed him. 1848 Dickens Dorn-
bey xliv, He was severely fibbed by the Lnrkey one, and
heavily grassed 1864 C Clarke Box for Season II 76
He fell head foremost into the pit of Piofessor Sharp’s
stomach grassing him at once. 1883 Besant A ll in Gar-
den Fair I Intiod 12 His foot caught in a tuft of grass,

and he was grassed

fig 1826 J Wilson Noel Amir Wks 1835 I 162 At
the first facer Hume or Voltaire is grassed and gives in.

O. To bring (a fish) to bank.
1856 Kingsley in Life (1877) I 49° We'll Whoop like

boys at pounders Fairly played and grassed x86x Hughes
Tom Brcnvn at Oxf, III. 111 s2 The intense delight of
grassing your first big fish after a nine months’ fast X894
Field 9 June 832/1 One of the anglers grassed six brace,

d. To bring down (birds, game) by a shot.

X87X Daily News 8 Apr. 5 The excitement of grassing blue
rocks 1889 H O'Reilly 50 Years on Trail 21,

1

lost no
time in grassing another [antelope].

5 . intr. Of animals . To crop the grass
;
to graze.

1859 Cornwallis New World 1. 198 The hoises had been
left grassing at a short remove.

0 . Tiade dang a trans. To discharge from
work for a time (usually for misbehaviour)
x88x Lane Gloss s v , What 's Up wi' yor Jim? Why, he

wur drinkin'
,
and th’ mestur grassed him foi a fortnit

b intr. Printing To do casual orjobbing work.
(Cf Grass sb. 11

)

1894 Westm Gass, 19 Feb 7/3 The society is dead against
pluralists, and does not allow men with a full * claim

’—1 e
54_hours’ work a week—to * grass ’ anywhere else.

7 Mining. To bring to the surface,

x8go Goldfields Victoria 28 This company have about 30
tons ofgood stone grassed fiom their 30 foot shaft

•j* Grassant, a. Obs. [ad. L grassant-em
,

pres pple. ofgrassdri to roam about, lie m wait]
Roaming about, or lying in wait, with evil intent.

Of diseases, etc. : Raging.
1659 Gauden Tears Church 11 xi 183 Those innovations
and mischiefs which are now grassant in England. 1674
R Godfrey Inj % Ah, Physic 169 Those violent and stub-
born Diseases which aie grassant and assail us in our dayes
a 1734 North Exam 11 v § 42 (1740) 339 Thieves, Male-
factors and Cheats, every where grassant.

Grassapine, corrupt var Gossampine, Obs

t Grassate.P. Obs.*1
[f. ppl stem of L gras-

sdri (see prec ) ] intr Of a (disease : To rage
xfig2 Gaule Magastrom 239 The Delphian oracle being

consulted about a great plague grassating among the
Ionians, it was answered [etc]

t Grassation. Obs. [ad. L. grassation-em
noting, n of action f. grassdri (see prec,).] The
action of making violent attacks; also, lying in

wait to attack ; assailing, assault
1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr 52 This claime to that King-

dome was reuiued agame by Tyrannicall force, by violent
grassation, and by the robbery of Princes. 1627-77 Felt-
ham Resolves 11, viu 176 If in Vice there be a perpetual
Grassation, there must be in virtue a perpetual Vigilence.
1652 Marbury Comm Hahbale. r x Do not the Jesuits
incense the King theieof to grassation and destruction of
all that have not the mark of the beast ? 1656-81 Blount
Glossogr1, Grassation, a robbing, killing, assailing. 1680
H More Apocal. Apoc. 80 Notwithstanding the grassations
of these Impostors, the truly Apostohck Cnurch would be
kept safe.

tGxaSSator. Obs. [a. L grassdtor in same
sense, agent-n f. grassdri

:

see prec.] A footpad,
waylayer, violent assailant.
x6oa F Hering Anatomyes A nj b, You hatie cut offgreat

numbers of Grassators ana Robbers. 1686 Renwick l>erm,
xxi (1776) 273 They shall involve themselves in compliance
with wicked tyrants and grassators

Gra ss-cloth, a. A fine light cloth, resem-
bling linen, woven from the fibres of the inner bark
of the grass-cloth plant (Boehmeria mvea). b.
A thick fabric made in the Canary islands from
some vegetable fibre
X857 R, Tomes Amer. in Japan xv 02 Long flowingrobes

of yellow and blue grass-cloth, a *858 N. Wilson m Homans
Cycl Comm. 845 My entire success in the cultivation of the
China grass-cloth plant (.Boehmeria mvea) introduced [into
Jamaica] in 1854. x868 Rep U, S. Commissioner Agnc.

GRASSHOPPER

coarse material. 1883 Burton & Cameron To GoldSt
y,

ia.S fbe articles of dress [m the Canaries] were
cloth, thick as matting [etc ] 1884 Weekly ScotsmanSx/7 1 he grass cloth of the Chinese is said to rival the best-French cambric in softness and fineness of texture

+ Grass-earth. Obs Also 3 -hurde A
-herth(e, 8 -hearth, -hurt. [OE. gners-teri f
gxrs Grass sb 1 + ierf ploughing. Earth sb 21
The November ploughing of gfass-kud.

J

ciaso Rect Sing Pers m Thorpe Ags Laws I Tn
eacan 5am m mceras to bene & u to gmrs-yrSe „
Rentalta Glaston (Somerset Rec Soc ) 109 Quos aquietabn
per garshurde c x3oo Battle-Abbey Cnstumals 6887)80Et post festum Sancti Maitini, arrabunt domino 1 atnam
que vocatur Grnsherbe (printed Grasheixe] qm habent
carrucas. 1363 in Kennett Par Aniiq (t8r8) II 137 Ad
arandam terrain dommi quod vocatur Gras-herth. nofi
Phillips (ed Keisey), Grass-hearth, or grass-hurt, was
anciently a custom in some places, for the tenants to bnnv
their ploughs, and do one day's work for then lord

Grassed (grast), ppl a. [f. Grass sb.1 and v
+ -ED]
1. Grown or covered with grass.
1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G. Hope 1 . 79 The Chamtouers

..are possess’d of a fine flat country, well grass’d and
wateied. 1835 J. Batman in Cornwallis New World (1850)
I. App 404 We passed through an open forest with excel-
lently grassed surface 1875 Kath S Macquoid My Stay
II xix 288 When I reached the grassed slope, I found the
frozen grass very slippery. 1884J G Bourke Snake Dance
Moquu xxxi 343 A country well grassed with ‘ grama’.
2 . Golf Of a golf-club (see quot 1890)
X878 * Capt Crawley ’ Football etc 83 (Golf) Glassed, a

term used instead of spooned, to signify the backward slope
of a club face 1883 Cassell's Bk Sports 4 Past. 31 The
golfer’s tools consisting of the play-club, the grassed driver
[etc ]. 1890 Hutchinson GolfBadm Lihi ) 39 The ‘grassed
club’ which was in reality nothing but a driver with a
slightly filed-back face.

Grasser (gra-sai) U. S [f. Grass j£1 +
-er i] A calf brought up on grass as distinguished
fiom one fed on prepared food.
x88i Chicago Times 1 June, Several droves of Texas

1 grassem ’ were among the fresh arrivals

Grass-green, a. (Stress variable ) [Cf MDu
grasgroene (Du grasg>-oen), MHG. grasgruene (G.
grasgnm), ON. grasgr/nn (Da gtxsgrjhi, Sw.
grasgron).']

1. Green as gTass
; having the colour of grass.

a 700 Epmal Gloss 298 Carpassim, gresgro[e]ni x3K A Its 299 Mercury he made gras grene a 1593 Mar-
lowe Jew ofMalta 1 (1633) B 3, Iacints, hard Topas, grasse
greene Emeraulds 1641 French Distill, vi (1631) 193 There
will remaine .. a grasse-green Liquor. 18x2 Sir H Davy
Chem. Philos 424 Oxide of nickel is employed to give colours
to enamels and porcelain , in different mixtures it produces
brown red, and grass green tints 1842 Tennyson Lancelot
# Guinevere 24 A gown of grass-green silk she wore. 1884-5
Riverside Nat Hist. (1888) III. 369 Tragops prasinus is

a beautiful grass-green animal, living in the jungles of India
b quasi-sb. and sb. (the adj used absol).

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 83 All sorts of yellows,
with their shadows intermixt with grass greens 1696 Bp
Patrick Comm. Exod. xxviu (1697) 542 The colour of it is

a Grass-green
; wonderfully refreshing 1702 Charlotte

Smith Desmond III 120 Lined with sky blue, or grass
green 1843 Portlock Geol 313A light oil-green colour,
occasionally grass-green, and passing into bottle-green.

2. Green with grass
1602 Shaks Ham iv. v 31 At his head a grasse greene

Turfe 174a Shenstone Schoolmistress 273 When my bones
in grass-green sods are laid 1767 F Fawkes Idyll Theo-
critus xiii 32 And grass-green meads pronounc’d the sum-
mer near 1830 Tennyson Circumstance 6 Two graves
grass-green beside a giay church-tower.

t Grasshop. Obs. Forms: 1 gershoppe,
gsers-, grsBshoppa, 3 gresseoppe, 3-4 gress-

bop(p)a, 5 gyrssoppe, 4-6 gres-, grishop, gry-
sope, 4, 6 gressop, 6 grass-, gressoppe, 6-7
grashop. [OE gmrs-hoppe, ~hoppa

,

f. gsers Grass
sbf -f hoppa, related to hoppian Hop v 1 Cf Sw.
grashoppa, TDa.grseshoppe ] A grasshopper, locust.

1:825 Vesp Psalter cvni. 23 Ascecen earn swe swe gers-

hoppe [ctoooAgs Ps gaushoppa]. £975 Rushw Gosp
Matt 111 4 His mete }?anne waes grashoppa. c 1250 Gen, §
Ex 3063 Moyses siSen and aaron Seiden To mor3en sulen

gresseoppes cumen a 1387 Spion Barthol (Anecd. Oxon

)

x6 Cicada, gressehope 14.. Voc in Wr.-Willcker 707/7
IIec cicada, a grysope 1496 Bk. St Albans, Fishing i j b,

A grete greshop. a 1529 Skelton P, Sparowe 134 Lorde,
how he wolde hop After the gressop

(
1565 Cooper

Thesaurus, A chetee, ..greshops that chirpe lowde and
pleasantly 1607 Walkington Opt Glass 32 Phydias
merited great praise for bis Scarabee, his Grashop, his Bee.

Grasshopper (gra shppar). [f. Grass sb 1 +
Hopper 1 Cf. LG and Flemish (Kihan) gras-

hopper, MSw. grashoppare
,
G. grashupfer ]

1 A name for orthopterous insects of the families

Acridiidse and Locustidx, remarkable for their

powers of leaping, and the chirping sound pro-

duced by the males (see quot. 1880). Occas.with

allusion to Eccl. xu. 5.
(Coverdale sometimes uses the word where both the later

versions and Wycltf have locust )

14 Voc in wi -Wulcker 372/32 Cicada

,

a grashoppere

14. MS Sloans 4 If 80 m N Q. Ser hi (1864) VI 4/1

Also a greshopper ys good, for dyuers fysshes must baue
diuers baytys. 1326 Pilgr. Perf (W de W. 1531) ^5 They
be blessed & happy that wyll apply & dispose themselfe
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with the greshopper to lepe vp as hye as they may *579

Spenser Sheph Cal Oct n Such pleasaunce makes the

Gtashopper so poore 1611 Bible Eccl xii 5 The gras-

hopper shall be a burden cx6xx Chapman Iltad in 161

As in well-growne woods, on trees, cold spime grashoppers

S’t chirping 169* L'Estrange Fables ccxvn 189 An
Ant ana a Grasshopper. 1727-46 Thomson bummer 446
Scarce a chirping grasshopper is heard Thro’ the dumb
mead *77* Smollett Humph. Cl 24 May, My uncle

bolted through the window as nimble as a grasshopper

x88o Encycl Brit XI. 60/1 In Britain the teim is chiefly

applicable to the large green grasshopper (.Locnsta vin-

dissvna

)

and to smaller and more obscure species of the

genera Stenobothrus, Gomphocerus,
and Tetttx 1882 Con-

temp Rev Aug 230 The principal breeding grounds of that

formidable pest, the locust or grass-hopper, known to ento

niologists as Calopienus spretns. 1886 Besant Childr.

Gibeon n vi. II 54 These old people hear the voice of the

grasshopper continually. .They hate the voice of the grass

hopper

b. fig. As a term of derision or reproach

1561 Daus Bulhnger on Apoc. (1573) lr4 The Pope de-

fending them [errors] by his vngratious Grashoppers that

eate vp all thynges. *581 J Bell Haddon’sAnsw Osor

28 b, For I accompt it sufficient to pmche that seely abiect

grashopper Dahnada now & then m the chase 1788 Mad
D’Arblay Diary 13 Feb., In two minutes more he will be

somewhere else, skipping backwards and forwards; what

a grasshopper it is I

f 2 . An alleged name for the hare Obs
a 1325 Names Hare in Rel Ant 1 . 133 The grashoppere.

3 In a pianoforte := Hopper 1 9.

1807 Specif W Southwells Patent No 3029 s The end

of the grasshopper hath pressed up the connecting rod /, A,

which By its pressure on the tail of the hammer, hath caused

it to give the stroke

4. An artificial bait for fish.

1867 F Francis Anghngvm (1880) 298 The grasshopper,

so called, though actually an artificial bait, in nowise re-

sembles a grasshopper 1889 ‘ John Bickerdyke ’ Bk All-

rowed Angler hi. 99 The ‘ grasshopper ’ is cast in likely

spots and worked with a sink and-draw motion near the

bottom

6 . attnb and Comb

,

as gt asshopper- like adj
;

grasshopper-beam, a form of working-beam in

steam-engines, pivoted at one end instead of m
the centre (hence grasshopper-engine

,
-principle)

;

grasshopper-lark — grasshopper-warbler ,
grass-

hopper-march (see quot ) ;
grasshopper-spar-

row, a small sparrow of the U. S. of the genus

Coturniculus
,
so called fiom its note; ^grass-

hopper-spring (see quot 1794); grasshopper-

warbler, a small warbler, Locustella notivia, so

called from its note.

*873 Knight Diet Mech , *Grass7topper-beam 1888 Lock-

wood's Diet Mech Engm ,
*Grasshopper engine 1768 G

White Selborne xvi (1789I 45 The *grasshopper-lark began

his sihilous note in my fields last Saturday 1827 Hone
Everyday Bk II 3*4 The little grasshopper lark runs

whispering within the hedgerows. 1768 G White Selborne

xix, (1789) 55 This last [sort ofwillow-wren] makes a sibilous

*grasshopper-like noise 1884 Brit Stand Handbks Sports

$ Past II iv 23 The ^Grasshopper Maich Jump along

the bars backwards and forwards with both arms The arms
of course must be bent a little to give the necessary spring

*8goW J Gordon Foundry 100 By the side of the winding

engine is the long row of blowing engines, on *grass-

hopper and other principles *883 Encycl Amer I 530/1
The *grasshopper sparrows (1Coturniculus passerinns, C.

kenslowi
, C lecontu). 1794 W Felton Carnages (1801)

II. 188 The *grass hopper spring is a peculiarly formed

spring which fixes under the shaft of a one-horse chaise to

the axletree 1822 Monthly Mag Oct., Modern coaches,

constructed of one piece, and resting on what aie called

grasshopper springs *839-43 Yarreli H1st Birds I. 263

The *Grasshopper Warbler is found within a few miles north

of London, and also in Surrey.

Hence Gxa’ssliopperutg' vbl. sb
,
(a) living 1m-

providently like a grasshopper (in quot attnb )

;

(6) fishing with a * grasshopper ’ bait Gra ss-

hopperisli a
,
somewhat resembling a grasshopper

1803 M G Lewis Let. 9 Nov. in Mem. T Mooie (1856)

VIII 46,

1

thought it high time that your grashoppermg
system should be at an end, and that you should begin

to collect a provision of corn against the winter. *872 W. S.

Symonds Rec Rocks vi, 199 In former days, when grass-

hoppermg ’ was allowed there, I have taken many a basket-

ful [of grayling] from the gravelly Teme. 1883 ‘ Eha
Tribes onmyFrentier 80 Long-legged, green, grasshopperish

animals

f Grassil, Sc. Obs. Also 6 graisle, grasle

[Perh. echoic ] intr. To make a harsh noise

;

to creak, rattle ;
also quas\-tram , to make a harsh

noise with (the teeth or tusks), to gnash.

*5*3 Douglas Mnets 1 11. 60 Sone eftir this, of men the

clamour rais, The takles graislis, cabillis can freit and frais

Ibid ni x 17 Grassilland his teth, and rummesand full hie

Ibid vm. iv 103 Grashng his teith, and byrnand full of ire

Gra'ssiness. rare [f. Grassy + -ness j

The quality or state of being grassy.

1727 Bailey vol II, Grassiness, the having or fulness of

grass. *733 in Johnson
Grassing (gra sir)), vbl sb. [f. Grass sb 1 or

V. + -ING.l]

1. The action of the vb in various senses, a
Spreading out (flax, etc ) on the grass for bleach-

ing (see Grass v 4 a). b. Printing The taking

of casual work (see Grass v 6 b.)

1780 A. Young Tour Irel 1 . 224 Taking out and grassing

[Flax] o 3. o. *797 — Agne Suffolk 121 The grassing [of

hemp] requires about five weeks. 1844 Sproule Flax (1846)

23 Too little watering is given in this country, trusting to the

grassing afterwards to make up the deficiency. 1875 South-
ward Diet.Typogr 44 Many compositors earn agood income
by passing 1888 Jacobi Printet s' Voc

,
Grassing

,

a com-
positor taking occasional jobs, or assisting on a newspaper.

2 Sc. a The place for cutting turfs and for

grazing cattle b. The privilege of grazing in

a specified place.

*557 m 10t/i Rep Hist MSS Comm App v 388 The
pasture and grassing of Capneyvaugh 1630-56 Sir R
Gordon Earld Sutherland (1813) 344 The Sealing and
girsing of Aldinalbanagh, Ibid 351 Sir Robert gave vnto
John Robsone some lands about Dounrobin, with the girsm
of Badinlogh 163a Rec Inverness Presbyt (Scot Hist
Soc , 1896) 25 They went and measured and marched the
Gleib and grassing thereof as followeth *825 Brockett
N. C Words s v. Whittle, An harden sark, a guse grassing,
and a whittle gait, were all the salary of a clergyman, not
many years ago, in Cumberland

1 3 The laying on of a first or ground colour

;

the colour itself Obs
*538 Elyot Diet

, Subhtio
,
the grounde colour, wheron

the colour is layde, in cloth dyed it is caljyd grasynge per-
fyte 1570 Levins Manip 136/17 Y° Grasmg of cloths,

subhtio

Grassless (gnrsles), a [f Grass sbJ1 +
-less ] Without grass ; devoid of grass

139* Sylvester Du Bartas 1 it 574 Then, Fields seem
grassless, Forests leaf-less all. 1610 Mirr Mag iv. Induct.

44 Nought else vpon the grasselesse ground, but winter’s

waste was seene 1809-10 Coleridge Friend £1863) II 41
Upon the yet grassless pave she threw herself down 1865
Merivale Rom Emp VIII lxvi. 218 Bare limestone rock,

treeless, grassless, and waterless

tGra*SSman. Sc. and tiorth . dial Obs Forms 1

see Grass sb 1

1. = Cottier 1 [So MSw. grassate ]
[c 1130 in Chalmers Caledonia (1807) I 720 De Hurdmannis,

et Bondis, et Gresmanms ] 1461 Will in Ripon Ch Acts 100
Item lego cuilibet husbandman de Nid,xijd. Itemcuilibet
gresman de eadem, vjd 152* Test Ebor. (Surtees) V 134
Item I will that every house of gresse men whn the towne
of Besynby have yd a pece *607 N Riding Rec (1883)

I. 94 Rich Taylor, grasseman presented for using the trade

of a badger 1663 Spalding Troub Chas I (1792) II 187

1 here was not a lock, key, band, nor window left unbroken
down daily to the tenants, cottars and grassmen 1823-80

i
AMicsoN,Grim man This word has now fallen into disuse,

ut is still perfectly intelligible to elderly people, Aberd ,

who recollect the time when Gtrsetnan and Cottar were
used as quite synon[ymous].

2. A man who took charge of the common lands

of a parish.

*597 Mem. St Giles’s, Durham (Surtees) g Expenses for

this present yere 1370 beemg gyrsmen John Taylor_& Robert

Hudspethe *646 Vestry Bks (Surtees) 192-3 Itt is ordered

by the 34110 thatt the Grasemen for the yeares 1644 and 1643
shall make accompt of all receipts and disbursements to the

new elected Grasemen. *737 Durham MS Bk

,

Grassmen
for y° Year 1846 Brockett N. C. Words (ed 3), Grassmen,
officers of great antiquity in the borough of Gateshead,

whose duty was to look after the herbage or grass *893

m Northumbld Gloss

Gra’SS-plat, -plot, [f Grass sb .'1 + Plat,

Plot. In the compound word plot app. is the

older form, though the simple plat is found in

161 1 .] A piece of ground covered with turf, some-

times having ornamental flower-beds upon it

a. 1697 C Leslie Snake m Grass (ed 2) 333 Upon a
Grass-Plat before his Window I saw some Women, very

busie with their Bibles *727 Hall in Phil 1 rans XXXV.
309 The Snake being ty’d and pinn’d down to a Grass-plat

1766 Goldsm Vic W. vm, Mr. Thornhill . intended that

night giving the young ladies a hall by moonlight, on the

grass plat before our door. 1818 Hazlitt Eng Poets iv

( 1870) 93 Artificial grass pi ats [and] gravel-walks 1897 Pall
MallMag Dec 333 A statue iu the centre of the grassplat

p *6x0 Shaics Temp iv 1 73 Here on this grasse-plot,

m this very place To come, and sport 1683 Temple Wks
(1720) I 183 Grass-Plots bordered with Flowers *770

Waring in Phil Trans.LXI 370 We have it plentifully

on the grass-plots about this house 1876 Miss Braddon

j Haggards Dan II. 17 The picture of grassplot and
flower-bed

GtBiSS time. [Cf. Grass sb 1 8 ] The time

of year when animals are at grass.

C1386 Chaucer Reeve's Prol. 14 Gras tyme is doon, my
fodder is now forage. *637 Earl Strafforde Lett II 60

A Place which . affords Sport to pass over a Grass-time

1838 Jas. Grant Sk. Loud. 302 ' Here’s a capital good ’un,

Sir, thiee years old next grass time,. Sir', was the recom-

mendation of his donkey, which was given by a fourth

TJ Misused for grease-time. (Cf. Grass sb 1 5 ^[

)

1390 Cokaine Treat. Hunting C iv, You must beware that

you offer not to hunt the Bucke before the first day of

Grasse time

Gra‘SS-tree. a name given to several Aus-

tralasian trees. The liliaceous genus Xanthorrhcea

;

Richea dracophylla and R pandanifolia of Tas-

mania, the Pseudopanax crasstfolium ofN Zealand

;

the cabbage-tree of New Zealand, Cordyline aus-

tralis ,
the juncaceous plant Kmgia australis.

180a D Collins Acc. N S Wales II 153 A grass tree

grows here, similar to that about Port Jackson 1832

Zoologist X. 3383 The curious Xanthorrhcea hastilis, or

grass-tree, with tall spear-like flower-stalks, eight feet high.

x866 Treas Bot 350/2 Grass-tree, Xanthorrhasa; also Rtchea

dracophylla

,

and Kmgia australis *867 Hochstetter
Neva Zealand 132 Here and there, in moist places, arises

isolated the * grass-tree ’ or 1 cabbage-tree ’ (Ti ofthe natives

;

Cordyline australis) 1878 W.w Spicer Handik Plants

Tasmania *25 (Moms) Richea pandanifolia, H., Giant

Grass Tree. 1889T Kirk FloraNew Zealand 59 It [Pseu-

dopanax crasstfolium] is commonly called lancewood by

the settlers m the North Island, and grass-tree by those in

the South 1893 Mrs C. Praed Outlaw £ Lawmaker II

5 A stony ridge, with weird-looking grass trees, lifting their

blackened spears.

Grassum(me, obs. form of Gersum.
Grass widow. [Certainly f. Grass sb 1 +
Widow

,
cf. the equivalent MLG. gmswedewe (=

sense 1 ), Du. grasweduwe, Sw. grasenka, Da.
gr&senke\ also G strohwittzve (lit. ‘stiaw-widow’)

The modern continental Teut. words seem to have
chiefly sense 2 below, but dialect glossaries often

give sense 1 as locally current. The etymological

notion is obscure, but the parallel forms disprove

the notion that the word is a ‘corruption’ of

grace-widow.
It has been suggested that in sense 1 grass (and G strait)

may have been used with opposition to bed, cf the etymo-
logy of Bastard Sense 2 may have arisen as an etymolo
gizing interpretation of the compound (cf Grass sb 5 b) after

it had ceased to he generally understood , in Eng it seems
to have appeared first as Anglo-Indian ]

1. An unmarried woman who has cohabited with

one or more men ;
a discarded mistress 1 0bs

1328 More Dyaloge in xm 86 b, Tyndall woldeby thys

waye make saynt Poule to say thus Take & chese m but

such a wydow as hath had but one husbande at onys
I thynke saynt Powle ment not so. For then had wyuys
ben in his time lytel better than grasse wydowes be now
For they be yet as seuerall as a harbours chayre & neuer
take but one at onys 1582 Reg Bk. StokePy-Nayland,
Suffolk Jan ,

I he 31 day was bun’d Marie the daught' of

Elizabeth London graswidow 1*1700 B E. Diet Cant
Crews v ,

Widows Weeds A Grass-Widow, one that pre-

tends to have been Mamed, but neverwas, yet has Children

1760 Goldsm Goddess of Silence Misc Wks 1837 I xxvt

329, I have made more matches in my time than a grass

widow 1785 Grose Did Vnlg Tongue s.v , Widow's
Weeds, A grass widow, a discarded mistress

2 A marned woman whose husband is absent

from her.

1839 Lang Wand India 4 Grass widows iu the hills are

always wilting to their husbands, when you drop in upon
them 1865 Enghshm Mag Aug. 138 The pretty grass-

widow is going because every one else is gone 1884 Lady
Dufferin Viceregal Life India (1889) I. i 4 Expectant
husbands come out to meet the ‘ grass widows ’ who have

travelled with us

Hence Grass-wi flow v intr., to live as a grass-

widow. G-rass-wi dowhood, the condition of a

grass-widow; also tramf. So also Grass-widower,

fcf. G. strohwitiwer, lit. ‘straw-widower’], a man
living apart from his wife.

1878 Life m the Mofussil II 100 The Clergyman was a
grass widowei, his wife being at home 1881 W.E NORRIS
Matrimony III 92 Asking Nina how long her period of

grass widowhood was going to last 1886 N Y. Evening
Post 22 May (Farmer), All the grass-widowers and un-

married men 1887 Sat. Rev 30 Apr 624 The female plant

, was brought to Europe before the male, and so, berryless,

may be said to have suffered a grass-widowhood of some
eighty years 1892 Critic (U S ) 12 Mar 154/* She and

her husband lived charmingly—apart, ‘grass-widowmg here

and there 1894 J Knight Gamck xvi 301 Johnson in-

sisted upon a grass widowhood before they proceeded to an-

other election.

Grassy (gra. si), a. [f Grass j<5.i + -y 1
. Cf

MDu. grastch

,

Du. grang, G. grasrg.}

1. Covered with glass, abounding in grass.

15x3 Douglas VEnns xi xi 76 The speir onon Furth of

the gresy sward he hes vptane i$79 Spenser Sheph Cal

June 6 The giassye ground with daintye Daysies dignt,

1393 Shaks Rich II, m m 50 Goe sigmfie as much, while

here we march Vpon the Grassie Carpet of this Plame 1667

Milton P L v 391 Rais’d of grassie terf Thir Table was.

1723 Pope Odyss nr 53s To lead A well fed bullock from

the grassy mead 1820 Scott Ivanhoe 1, The sun was set-

ting upon one of the nch grassy glades of the forest 1870

Morris Earthly Par. II. hi ii A narrow vale, that lay,

Grassy and soft betwixt the pine-woods bound

2 Of 01 pertaining to grass; consisting of or

containing grass.

1697 Dryddn Virg. Past v 39 The thirsty Cattel, of

themselves, abstain’d, From Water, and their grassy Fare

disdain’d 1727-41 Chambers Cycl s.v, Gravnnea, The
grassy crown, corona grannnea, was hut rarely conferred,

and tor some signal exploit 1732 F, Fawkes Descrip May
96 As fast as cattle the long summer’s day Had cropt the

grassy sustenance away. 1818 Keats Endym. nr 1027 How
happy once again in grassy nest 1 1821 Clare Vill Mwstr
II. 84 Big diops bow the grassy stems. *846 J Baxter
Ltbr Pract. Agnc. (ed 4) II 185 This is a good course if

the wheat stubble can be depended on to produce grass

enough to furnish a sufficient dressing ofashes but if there

is reason to expect the wheat stubble will not be sufficiently

grassy [etc ]. , , .

3, Resembling grass in coIout, form, or habit.

1567 Maplet Gr Forest 22 b, The Topaze, as Plinie sayth,

is a Gem of grassie colour 1396 Gosson Qttippes upst

Gentlewomen 99 in Hazl. E. P P IV 254 The swarthie-

blacke, the grassie-greene. *668 Wilkins Real Char. 98

Hatchet vetch hejng long and slender, of grassy leaves.

1725 Pope Odyss, xv 5*0 Aboard they heave us, mount
their decks and sweep With level oar along the grassy deep.

1807 J. E Smith Phys. Bot 474 The great genus of Carex
• *and some other grassy plants, are found here* 1812 Byron

Ch Har. n liv. The wearied eye Reposes gladly on as

smooth a vale As ever Spring yclad in grassy dye 1849

Rusicin Sev Lamps lii § 17 83 The sharp, grassy, intricate

leafage [of the black spruce fir].

4 Comb.
1770 Goldsm Des Vill 360 The cooling brook, the giassy-

vested gieen 1804 Bewick Brit Buds (1847) II 240 On
whose grassy.margined pools they feed
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GRATE. GRATE,

Grasyar, -er, obs forms of Ghazier

Grat, obs form of Great a
;

obs. pa t of

Greet v 2

Grate (gre’t), sb 1 Also 6 gratae [app a.

med.L. grata (?used in monastic Latin for a lattice),

ad. It grata grate, gridiron, hurdle, alteration of

grate:—L cratem, cratis hurdle (Godef has one

example of OF. grate with the sense ‘hurdle’,

which may be from monastic Latin )]

1. A framewoik of bars or laths, parallel to or

ciossing each other, fixed in a door, window, oi

other opening, to permit communication while pre-

venting ingress. Now somewhat rare ;
cf Grating

vbl sb 2

C1440 Promp Pare 207/2 Grate, or trelys wy(n)dowe
cancellus 1523 [see sense 9] 1530 Palsgr. 227/1 Gi ate ofa
windowe, trelis defer 1535 Covekdale 1 20chosias
fell thorow y° grate in hischamber at Samaria 1390 SpitNSfc.it

F Q 1 vni 36 JBut in the same [doore] a little giate was pight,

Throughwhich he sent his voyce. 1602 Makston Antonio's

Rev 11, 111 Wks 1856 1 99 Antonio kisseth Melhda’s hand

:

then Mellida goes from the grate 1687A Lovcu.tr Theve-
not's Trav 1 190 At present there is no more but a Window
with a Grate 1697 Congreve Mourning Bnde 1 1, While
his jailor slept, I through the grate Have softly whispered
and inquired his health 1716 LadyM W. Montagu Let to

Lady X, 1 Oct , The young Count of Salmes came to the

grate . . and the Abbess gave him her hand to kiss 1778
Foote Trip Calais n Wks 1799 II 354 The father and
mother of that amiable child are now at the grate 1803
Scott Last Mmstr 1 InLrod. n, The embattled portal arch
he pass’d, Whose ponderous grate and massy bar Had oft

roll’d back the tide of war 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev HI.
1 v, The grate which led to our quarter opened anew.

2. A similar framework (or, sometimes, a per-

forated plate) foi other purposes, esp for closing

an orifice without intercepting the passage of fluids,

rarely
, f a gridiron.

1412-20 Lydg Ckrott Troy 11 xi, Voydyng fylthes lowe
into the grounde Thorough grates made of yron perced
round. 17x8 Steele Fish Pool 168 Great advantage is

effected by large grates at the head and stern, of the vessel.

175a [see grate-iron in xo below] 1753 Johnson, Grill, to

broil on a grate or gridiron. 1823 T CosNett Footman's
Directory 62 If the spout of the tea-pot gets furred up, have
a small piece of wne or wood to push up and down it, but
be careful not to break the grate of it in so doing

+ 8. The railing round a monument, building, etc.

a 1400 Stacyons ofRome 603 in Pol Rel <5- L. Poems 136
A-bowte that stoone a grate there is of Irne 1319 in Glass-

cock Rec. St Michael’s (1882) 36 Item pd to Rase Thomas
for dygyng of the holts for the grate uijd Ibid

,
Item to

Jardefeld for tymber for the chirche grate Item to Hotlie
the Carponter for makyng of the tymber werke at the south
gate and grate of the chirche yerd <1x643 Habington
inPros Jvorc Mist Soc 11 223 The grate of iron mclosmge
the tombe 1872 O Shipley Gloss. Eccl Terms

,
Grate,

an ornamental iron screen around a monument.
4. A frame of metal bars for bolding the fuel m
a fireplace or furnace. Hence, the fireplace itself

1605 Timme Qucrsit, in 101 A grate shall he layed,
wherein the coales offire must lie 1608 A. Willet Ilexapla
in Exod. 614 The wood was laid in order vpon that grate,
and so burned, which grate was all of brasse 1611 Bible
Exod xxvu 4 17x2 Steele Sped No 308 P 2 An old-
fashioned Grate consumes Coals, but gives no Heat. 1779
Boswell in Life Johnson xo Oct , Why, Sir, do people play
this trick which I observe now, when I look at your grate,
putting the shovel against it to make the fii e burn ? 1800
tr Lagrange's Client I. 97 You must make it pass through
the grate of the furnace 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, Throw
those shoes under the grate 1873 J Smith Temperance
Reform, ill 96 The cold and cheeiless grate

1 6. transf. a (See quot.) Cf. Grating vbl sb 3
b. Applied to the chequers on the door-post of
a tavern. Obs.

1598 Haydocke tr Lomazzo's Trade Artec, etc. II v.
xxtv 2x7 The. third part is wrought with .a Grate [marg.
Which is an instrument made with crossing of lines], or
insteede thereof with a glasse set betweene the eie qf the
Painter, and the thing seene 1622 Massinger & Dekicfr
Virgin Martyr hi in, I see then a tavern and a bawdy-
house have faces much alike ; the one hath red grates next
the door, the other hath peepmg-holes within doors.

0.

Mining. A screen used when stamping ores.

1776 W Pryce Min Camub Expl Terms, Grate, an iron
plate punched full of small holes; which belongs to the
stamping mill, and sizes the stampt Oie 1839 Ure Did
Arts 749 The grate is a grid composed of square bars of
iron . .

placed horizontally, and parallelly to each other, an
inch apart. 1873 Ure's Did. Arts (ed 7)11 736 Grate,.. a,

metal plate pierced with small holes ; it is fixed in front of
the stamps m which ore is pounded, and through the holes
the finely divided matter makes its escape. x88x Raymond
Mining Gloss

,
Grate .See Screen (as applied to stamps).

+ 7. A barred place of confinement for animals,
also, a prison or cage for human beings. Obs
1332 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's (1882) 93 Of the

Mayor and burges for the gaol called the grate p* a1" xijd.
1398 Shaics Merry W. 11 11 8 Else you had look’d through
the grate, like a Geminy of Baboones. 1603 Knolles Hist
Turks (163$) 220 Shut vp in an yron cage made like a grate,
in such sort as that he might on euery side be seen x6xo
Healey St. Aug. Cttie of God xn xxvi (1620) 443 These
gods are but the forgers ofour prisons our laylors, locking
vs in those dolorous grates and wretched fetters 16x3
Purchas Pilgrimage iv v 363 Lions and Leopards in
grates were earned before him 1652 Benlowes Theoph
xm lxxxui 247 The folded flocks are pent In hurdled
Grates. 1739 Johnson Rasselas v, He was now impatient
as an eagle in a grate 1777 Howard Prisons Eng (1780)
287 Every debtor that lies in the common grate.

368

f 8 . One of the spaces between the bars of a

grating. Obs rare

1323 Lr Berners Froiss I xxxix. 33 He Caused to he
made without the towne, a barrers ouerthwart the strete lyke
a grate, nat past half a fote wyde euery grate 1649 G
Daniel Tnnarch , Rich. II, ccl, As were his Cage too

straite, Like wilder Birds, soe pent, prolls, till he find

A hole, by Chance, or any wider Grate.

9 allrib and Comb., grate bar

,

-work
;
grate-

fashion, -wise advs ; grate-area = grale-swface
;

f grate-iron, {a) — Gridiron , (b) seeqnot 1750,
grate-room, m some furnaces, a chamber with a

grate beneath it; grate-shavings, shavings of

wood or curled strips of paper for filling fireplaces

in summer; grate-surface, the area in square feet

covered by the fire-bars of a furnace or boiler.

1888 Lockwood's Did Mech Engm

,

s v *Grate Aren
1896 Daily News 20 Apr 5/2 In a Yarrow boiler the total

grate area is forty and a quarter square feet 1832 Edin
Rev LVI 124 The ’’grate-bars which support the fuel

1639 Torwano, Bastoncello acertain paste bak’t m moulds,
and *grate-fashion contrived 1374 Helt owes Gucuara’s
Ram Ep (1577) 178 The *grateyion of S Lnurence 1577
tr Bullinger's Decades (1592) 315 In his time was Saint
Laurence, broiled vpon a grate yron 1730 Blancicley
Nav. Expos

,
Grate irons are to loosen the Mud and Snllage

of the Docks, which lodge in the Grates of the Drains 1883
Chance in Powell Pnnc Glass-making xxx These *grate-

rooms are slink several feet below the level of the bed of the
furnace 1899 Longman's Mag Aug 331 Statia gazed at

the fireplace, decorated with what are known as *grate-

shavmgs and silver paper. 1834 Ronalds & Richardson
Client Technol (ed 2) I 255 The usual dimensions are
1 squaie foot of ’’grate surface for a consumption of 20 lbs

of coal per hour 16x3 Purchas Ptlgi image ix v. 844 A
grednon with billets laid thereon, and other stickes on
them *grate.wise 1736 Ainsworth Art/ Did , Transemta,
, any *grate-work, a lattice before a window

t Grate, sb 2 Obs [f. Grate z/.
1
] - Grater 1

.

14 Vac, in Wr -Whicker 596/8 Micatonum, a grate
Ibid 609/44 Scalprum, a grate, or a shaue 1472 Durham
Acct Roles (.Surtees) I. 246 Item j grate pro zm/ebr' 1330
Palsgr 227/1 Grate for bredde,gragevrapayu x6ogW M.
Man in Moone (Percy Soc ) 18 When you he like a nut-
megge in a grate 1674 Ray Colled Words, Prepar 1 in

x2x An iron-plate perfoiated with small holes like a grate.

t Grate, sb 3 Obs. rare. [a. Flem, gract^lPn
graat

, G. grat,} The backbone of a fish.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb) 7 Ye ete the good plays
allone and gaf hym nomore than the grate 01 bones

t Grate, sb 4 Obs. rare-1
. [f Grate© 1

] Col-
lision (of weapons) Cf Grate v 1 6
1460 Lybeaus Disc (Kaluza) 1673 He smitte his schaft in

grate i3og Hawes Past Pleas xxxiv xx, Ye shall not
nede to feare The stioke of swerde or yet the grate of spei e.

t Grate, a Obs. Also 6 gret. [ad. L grdt-us

with the same meanings
;
according to Brugmann -

Skr giirtd welcome :—0Aryan grto-, from the same
root as Gr. 7epos reward. Cf F grate (Colgr ) ]

1. Pleasing, agreeable, acceptable.

.
*5*3 Q Margaret in St. Papers Hen VIII, IV. 56 For

it void be ryght gret to me, gyf I myght do it 1543 Becon
Nosegay Cjb, Nothynge can be gyuen to vs moie grate,
acceptable & pleasaunt than this yourgyftenowepiomised
1396 Dalrymfle tr Leslie's Mist Scot 1 130 Quhen the
name of king was maist grate and thankful to thame al

1665 Sir T Herbert Trav (1677) 311 Coho or Coffee.,
however mgrate or insapory it seems at first, it becomes
grate and delicious enough uy custom
2. Thankful, grateful

1363 Cooper Thesaurus, Grains . That remembreth or
recompenseth a good turne grate thankeful 1367 R.
Mulcasteu Fortescne's De Laud Leg. (1572) 107 b. He
that is once made free, be he grate or mgrate, is ad-
judged to enjoy 1ns Freedome still. 1373 Davidson in
Satvr. Poems Reform xl. Ded I. 277 As .. I wald let my

f
ude will and grate myiid appeir towardis sow 1596
)alrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot m. 190 He labouns how

to find the way to mak sum signifies tione of his grate m> nd,
for the benefites quilkes afortymes frome tne King of
Scottis he had receult

Hence + Gra tely adv,

1533 Boner in St Papeis Hen VIII, XI 410 His
Majestie toke all the same very grately and acceptable.

Grate (gre't), v 1 [a OF. grate-r (raodF
grafter) -Pt., Sp.gratar, It grattare\ Com Rom.
ad. Teut. Hrattdjan (OHG. chrazzdn, mod.Ger.
ktalzen to scratch, Sw. kratta, Da. kraite to rake),]

+L trans To scrape, file, abrade; to rub harshly,
scarify, excoriate. Obs.
14 Vic in Wr -Wulcker 610/2 Scanfacio, to grate 1314

Barclay Cyt Uplondyskm (Percy Soc ) p li, Alle the night
longe shall he his sides grate. 1393 Nashe Christ's T 76 a,
Some of them haue giated and sawed theyr smooth tender
skinnes, with hayre shirts 1397 A M tr Gmllemean's
Fr, Chvrurg. 33V2 We muste then grate the bone with
a pecuhare Raspatorye 1398 Florio, Gi atuggiare, to
shaue as curriers leather, to grate 1649 Bp. Hall Cases
Cause. (1650) 105 Why may he not unuvet, or grate an iron
wherewith he is fettered! 1650 Fuller Pisgah in xn 343The edges of the Cross grating his late whip-furrowed back
x66o F Brooke tr Le Blanc’s Trav. 333 ’Tis sharp and
grates the throat of those that are not used to it.

Jo. with complement : To wear away
,
down

,
to

nothing, etc. by abrasion. Chieflyfig. arch
*555 W. Watreman Fardlt Facions 1 vi. Gjb, They

gather a kynde of great shelle fysshe, whose shelles they
grate open with stones 1602 Marston Ant # Mel 111.
Wks. 1856 1, 36 Thou wouldst even grate away thy soule to
dust. 1606 Shaics Tr fy Cr m 11 195 When mightie
States characterlesse are grated To dustie nothing 1839

TrNNYSON Vivien 621 Who Read but one book, and ever
reading grew So grated down and filed away with thought
2. In culinary and pharmaceutical use: To reduce

to small particles by rasping or rubbing against a
rough or indented surface

, to pulverize by means
of a grater Often with prep. : To grate and allow
the powder to fall in, into, over something, fo
grate off. to grind down
<•1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 40 Take rawe chese anoneAnd grate hit in disshes mony on c 1430 Two Cookery-bks

1 6 panne grate fayre brede and cast pei-to c 1440 Proud
Farv 207/2 Grate gynger fndico 1330 Palsgr 574/i
I grate breed or spyce 1378 Lyte Dodoens hi, xlvii
Like vertue hath the roote if it be scrapte or grated verv
small. 1612 Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653) 355 Take
Baybemes . dry them then powder them, or for a need
grate them x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 458 Aitichoakes will bee
lesse prickly, and more tender, if the Seeds haue their Tops
dulled or giated off vpon a Stone 1732 Phil Trans
XXXVII, 432 His Tongue [was] dry enough to grate a
Nutmeg X769 Mrs Raeeald Eng Housckpr (1778) 173
Take the inside of a penny loaf, giate it fine 1833 Soyer
Pantroplt 92 The Indians grate this root [ginger] m their
broth or rngoflt 1871 Napheys Prev. $ Cure Dis. h 1

405 A little nutmeg grated oyer the surface,

[b.fig To examine rigorously. Obs.
? 1338 Latimer Let to Cromwell in Remains (1845) 405

Aftei such sort, much grating of lum, and yet finding no
other thing m him, we [etc ]

3. fig. To affect painfully, as if by abrasion
, to

fret, harass, lrntate. Now rare
*555 Eden Decades 96 It grated the bowels of suche as

liarde liym 1391 Spenser M. Hubberd 1334 Grinding his
teeth, and grating his great heart 1602 Shaics. Ham hi.
I 3 Grating so harshly all his dayes of quiet With turbulent
and dangeious Lunacy. 16x3 F Robarts Revenue Gospel
136 What they doe now is to grate and oppresse the poore
minister 1635 Fuller Ch Ilist. 111 11 § 3 Others .. could
not endure to be so . . frequently grated with the shame of
the sin they had committed 1663 J Webb Stone Heng
(1725) xxo Untruths wherewith at present he grateth your
Ears 1741 Bi aucstonk Lawyer's Farew to Muse 32 With
sounds uncouth, and accents dry, That grate the soul of
harmony 1748 Richardson Clarissa (18x1) VII 380 The
matter begins to grate me most confoundedly. 1826 J
Wilson Nod Ambr Wks 1855 I 63 This outiageous
merriment giates my spirits 1892 H H Furness Shahs
Tempest 21 Such a mere bare iteration grates me as some-
what un-Shakespearian

f b. mlr lor rcjl To he affected unpleasantly,

fret. Obs.

*555 Edln Decades 7 He shall feele his bowelles giate
with a certen horroure 1390 Splnseu F Q i 1 19 That
when he heaid, in great perplexitie His gall did giate for

gnefe and high disdaine

4 mtr. To grate on or upon +a To oppress
or harass with exactions or importunities

, to make
burdensome demands upon. Obs
X532 St Papers Hen VIII, II 139 His Graces Counsade

here verelie hath so sore gratid uppon my Ittle substaunce
that I had, that [etc ] 1344 Pnvy Connc ibid IX 378
His Highnes thought Hun a Prince of so grete and
noble a courage, that He wold not grate any further upon
Him, until [etc ] 1398 Shaks Merry IV 11 11 6, I haue
giated vpon my good friends for three Repreeues for you.
x6ix Speed Hist. Gt Brit ix vui (1632)580 His Pielates
greedily grating on him to empouerish his meanes 1619
Fletcher M Thomas x li, I know your Nature’s sweet
enough, and tender, Not grated on, nor curb'd 1633 Bp.
Hall Hard Texts, N T 75 Do not grate on the subject m
exacting more tribute . . than the law hath appointed for you
a 1636 Hales Gold Rem (1673) 205 God permitted not the

Jews to grate too much upon the bordering Nations 1705
Hiciceringill Pnest-cr 11 m 33 The Law

.
prohibiting

Marriages Contributes accidently . to fill the Register’s

Purses, . and grates hard upon the People, especially the
Pool

b To have an irritating effect on or upon.
1633 R Bolton Comf, Affl Consc iv 21 Of all othei

passions of the Soule, sadnesse and griefe giates most upon
the vital spirits 1677 Gov. Venice 48 These sort of reflec-

tions grate upon their Equality. 1744 Swift Serin Mut
Subj 10 Although this Doctrine of subjecting ourselves to

one another may seem to grate upon the Pride and Vanity
of Mankind, yet [etc ] 2827 Hallam Const. Hid (1876)

II vui 87 All mention, therefore, of calling parliament

grated on his ear. 1847 Disraeli Tancred n xvi, She never
grated for an instant on his high ideal 1878 Geo Eliot
Coll. Breakf P. 339 Your itch to choose What grates upon
the sense

t c. To offend against, be derogatory to Obs.

1676 Glanvill Ess Philos # Reltg, Ep. Ded a, Being
cautious to abstain from all expressions, that grate on the

Honour of God, as you are free from any that can give just

offence unto man.

+ 5. irans. (Cf. 4 a ) To obtain by oppression or

importunity. Obs
1340 Hen VIII in St Papers Hen VIII, VIII. 410 Ye

shal not entre any further with him in the twoo poyntes,

wherby he grate more of youe, wherby to chalenge the same

1341 Hen VIII ibid 644 They seame . to grate a further

pryvileage by a graunte of our progemtour King Edwarde
the Thirde, thenne before was alledged 1342 Paget ibid

IX 51 For great store of money they have not, ..and [he]

hath alredy grated as much as He can get,

1 6 a Irans. To make (a weapon) strike or

‘bite’, b. mtr. Of a weapon: To strike or bite

Const, on. Obs.
14x2-20 Lydg Chron Troym xxn, On Meneste he gan

his spere grate. 1323 Ld Berners Froiss II.clxviu 190 b,

Their speres grated nat, if they had, by moost lykelhod they

had taken hurte 1330 Palsgr 574/x, I grate, as a weapen

dothe upon hamesse or any sbarpe thynge and barde upon a

nother, je amors a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 255 Whence
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comes it, that Bullets or Arrowes often grate on us, and yet

hurt us not? a 1700 Bajlad Geo Barnwell 15a Ere I

would want, were I a man On father, friends and all my
km I would my talons grate

7. tratts. a. To rub harshly together, ‘grind’

(the teeth). Tb. Of a thing * To rub against (another

thing) harshly, producing a jarring sound.

1555 Eden Decades 20 Fretmge and gratinge his teethe as

it had bin a lyon of Libia. 1390 Splnser F. Q ii vu 34

Ihereat the feend his gnashing teeth did grate 1593 Shaks
Liter 306 The threshold grates the doore tohaue him heard

1604 T M Black Bk in Middleton's Wks (Bullen) VIII 8

They grate with their hard naily soles The stones in Fleet-

street 1607 Torsru. Four-f Beasts (1658) 540 Then chain-

peth he with his mouth, grateth and gnashetn his teeth one

against another 1633 T James Voy 15 The cornersofthe

Ice did grate vs with that violence, as I thought it would
haue grated the plankes from the Ships sides x8zx Keats
Lamia 1 224 His galley now Grated the quay-stones 1834

MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 57 When it [the dingy] grates

the sand

8. intr. To tub against with a harsh, grinding

noise
;
to move creakmgly ; to sound harshly.

1596 Siiaks i Hen IV, in 1 132, 1 had rather heare a
dry Wheele grate on the Axle-tree 1397 Hooker Reel.

Pol v xxxvi § 4 We are not so nice as to cast away a sharp

knife because the edge of it may sometimes grate. 1637
Milton Lycidas 124 Their lean and flashy songs Giate
on their sciannel pipes of wretched straw 17S9 Adam
Smith Mor Sent vi. 111 i 493 The vile rust, which makes
them [wheels] jarr and grate upon one another 1794
Mrs Radclu-fe Myst. Udolpho xxvi. The great doors of

the hall, which grate so heavily 1797 — Italian xu, A key

f
rated in the lock 1814 Byron Corsair 1. iv, Till giates

er keel upon the shallow sand 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxii 273 At last his cell-door grated on its hinges 1864
Tennyson En Ard 773 Turning softly like a thief, Lest
the harsh shingle should giate underfoot

b trans. In poetical nonce-uses: To produce
(discordant sound) by jamng movement ; to pro-

claim by a grating cry.

1667 Milton PL 11 881 Th* infernal dores on tlnr

hinges grate Harsh Thundei. 1847 Tennyson Pnuc iv.

107 Marsh-divers Shall croak thee sister, or the meadow-
crake Grate her harsh kindied in the grass,

f 9 . intr. To * harp ’ or dwell querulously -upon

a subject. Ohs.
134a Paget in St. Papers Hen VIII

,
VIII 686 It pleased

Him to devise with me of the manage now in treaty for Your
Majesties doughter, albeit He did grate sumwhat at the
furst upon this terme, bastarde 156a J. Heywood Prov ty

Epigr. (1867) 109 Cha so grated on the new, cha foigot

tholde 1367 Tnall Treas (1850) 18 Gredy-gutte maketh
them continually to grate On the mock ofthis world, which
he thinketh permanent 1373 G. Harvey Letter-bk (Cam-
den) 48 Here wuld be matter gud plenti, both for them to

grate uppon and to brute abroad in the town 1623 W.
Pemble Justif Faith (1629) xg7 Who are very ready, when
it fits their humour, to grate sore vpon the bare words and
letter of a text 1698 F B Modest Censure 17 Mr. Boyle
. grates on the Doctor’s breeding

Grate (gnf't), v 2 [f. Grate sb.i]

+ 1. treats. To confine wilhm ‘ grates ’ or bars.

1328 More Dyaloge i. xiv i8b/2 Aftere she was gratid

within iren grates aboue in the rood loft where it was by-
leued that she liued without any mete or drynke only by
angels fode.

2. To fit or furnish with a grate or giatmg.
1547 Boorde Introd Knowl xxxix (1870) 220 The

sepulcre is grated lounde aboute wyth yrone 1577 B Googe
Heresbach’s Hush iv (1586) 172 b, Be sure that you have
them well grated, that the Fish can by no meanes passe
through 1629 Massinger Picture iv 11, The windows
grated with iron 1 1644 Evelyn Diary 12 Nov , A well

grated over with iron 1766 Goldsm Vic W xxv, One
large apartment, strongly grated. 1776 G Semple Building
in Water 106 You are to grate the Bottom with two Courses
of six Inch Plank, ciossing one another. x8ax Byron
Sas dan 11 i 419 The gates That grate the palace, which is

now our prison

+ 3 . To put on a grate or grid. Ohs. rare—1
.

m
1398 Florio, Gratellare, to grate, to broyle vpon a grid-

iron.

Grate, variant of Grote v. Obs.
}
to weep.

Grated (grated),/// aA [f Grate vA + -ed1 3
In senses of the vb. a. Pulverized with a grater.

C1430 Two Coohery-hks. 14 Caste ber-to gratyd brede.

1398 Epulano Dij, Straw them ouer with grated Cheese

1747 Mrs Glasse Cookery ix 09 Add some grated bread
187a C W Heaton Exper Chem iv, 111 3x2 The liquid

pressed out from the grated potatoes

b. Of the teeth : Rubbed harshly together
1390 Spenser F.Q 11 v 14 [He] gan to grind His grated

teeth for great disdeigne

to. Scarified. Obs.
01x699 J. Beaumont Psyche xxm.cxli, And yet thy grated

Throat is not so dry, As are thy now exhausted Eyes.

Grated (grated), ppl. aA [f. Grate sbA and
vA + -ED 2

.] Having a grate or grating, latticed

1786 S Henley tr. Beckford's Vathek (1868) 113 A vast
cataract, visible in part through the grated portals 179a
Burke Negro Code Wks IX. 285 Grated port-holes between
the decks 1840 Dickens Barn Rudge Ixxm, The grated
window 1876 Farrar Martb. Serm. vi 57 Through the
grated lattice he saw the wild-eyed chauoteers.

Grateful (gi<? 1 tful), a Also 6 greate full,

6-8 gratefull, 7 Sc. grytfull [f Grate a, + -eol

(q.v. with regard to the unusual formation) ]
1 . Pleasing to the mmd or the senses, agreeable,

acceptable, welcome. Now only of things
xS53 BrendeQ Cnrtiusv, 72 Hys comnung wasvery greate

full vnto thekynge 1609 Heywood Brit Troy ix 11, Chast,—nothing better
, wanton,—nothing worse, The gratefulst
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Blessing, or the greatest Cui se 1636-9 B Harris Parivats
Iron Age (ed 2) 99 Nor ever had the Catholicks a more

g
atefull Victone 1670 G. H tr. Hist Cardinals n. 11 146
e is so far from being hateful, he is exceedingly grateful to

the people of Rome x6g4 Salmon Bate's Dvtpens 1. (1713)
468/1 It is given . dissolved in some grateful Vehicle 1723
Pope Odyss iv 342 In grateful sleep r76r Churchill Night
Poems I 81 Then in Oblivion’s grateful cup I drown The
galling sneer. 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VII. 367
Fishermen are careful to provide themselves with these in-

sects, as the most grateful bait. 18x4 Scott Wav vui, En-
joying the grateful and cooling shade x866 Dk Argyll
ReignLaw 11 (ed 4) 35 This is a doctrine grateful to scien-

tific men who are afraid of being thought hostile to Religion.

2. Of persons, their actions and attributes : Peel-

ing gratitude, actuated by or manifesting gratitude;

thankful.

155s Dk Northumbld Let 7 Dec in Tytler Edzu VI, II

148, 1 love not to have to do with men which he neither grate-
ful nor pleasable. 1352 Bk Com Prayer, Communion, The
humble and gratefull acknowledgeynge of the benefites of
Christe 1601 Shaks. Alls Well 11 1 132 ,

1

cannot giuethee
lesse to be cal'd gratefull xfiox Extracts Aberd Reg (1848)
II 219Ane grytfull rememberance 1667 MiltonP L xi 864
With uplifted hands, and eyes devout, Grateful to Heav’n
x6p6 Tate & Brady Ps c 3 Your grateful Hearts and Voices
raise 1738 Wesley * How happy they, O King ofKings’
v, Our Hearts we’ll on his Altars lay, A grateful Sacrifice

1734 Richardson Grandison IV. xxii 166 You oppress me,
Sir, by your goodness ! I cannot speak my grateful sensibili-

ties 1826 Disraeli Vizi Grey vi i, Hailed by the grateful

plaudits of all present 1831 Lyt ton Godolphm 7 Heaven
knows what either you or I have to be grateful for. 1841
W Spalding Italy <$ It Isl II. 326 Gazing up at the
Saviour 111 the first return of consciousness, amazed, grateful,

and adoring. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy I 277 We
always have a longer, gratefuller grace than usual, on
Sundays
absol 1876 Mozley Unm Serm ix 192 Everything

fiom the grateful soothes—their looks, their Words.

b Of land : Responsive to the labour bestowed
on it, fertile.

183a Lander Adv Niger III. xvil 47 Afterwards the
soil was more nch and grateful, and the country more varied.

Gratefully (gr£ l tfuh), adv. [f. Grateful a.

+ “LY 2
3 In a grateful manner; so as to give

pleasure
;
with gratitude

;
thankfully.

1348 Elyot Diet , Grate,
kyndely, thankefully, gratefully.

1385 T. Washington tr. Nicholay’s Voy 1. vi 5 The king
lent him one of his galltes & did further gratefully furnish
lnm oftallowe and other thmges. 1397A M tr Guillemeau's
Fr Chimig *v, I intreate all men to receave gratefully

this mylaboure. 1635-36 Cowley Davideis r. 782 ’Twas
God himself that here tun’d every Toung J

And gratefully

ofhim alone they sung. ax688 Cudworth Immut Mor.
(1731) 183 Finding something akin to its self in those Hai-
monious Airs, some Foot-steps and Resemblances of it self

giatefully closing with them 1741 Watts Improv Mind
1 xv (x868) 135 This sort of study detains the mind by the
perpetual occurrence and expectation of something new, and
that which may gratefully strike the imagination 178a V
Knox Ess. xxxvm. I 174 Science gratefully attributes to

the same source a library and observatory. 1833 Sir R.
Grant m Bickersteth Chr. Psalmody 16 O gratefully sing

His pow’r and his love x86o Dickens Uncomm Trav.
xvl I am gratefully particular in this reference to him.

Gratefulness (gi* 1 tfiilnes). [f. as prec +
-ness.] The quality of being grateful (see the adj )

xs8x Sidney Apol, Poetne (Arb.) 47 The humane con-

sideration of vertuous gratefulness x6ooAof Abbot Exp.
Jonah 427 Where he powreth foorth most benefits, he ex-

E
ecteth most gratefulnesse 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11.

:ix 305 T he gratefulness ofhis wit and parts 1688 Norris
7 heory Love 11. 11 86 The particular gratefulness of one or

two particular strings X764 Harmer Observ- xxvm. iv.

196 Sweet wine, such as was used in royal palaces for its

gratefulness 1823 Lamb Elia Ser, 11 Amicus Rediv ,

Dolefully trailing a length of reluctant gratefulness. 1858

i
. Martineau Stud Chr 18 The gratefulness with which
e accepted from the government the promise of a grant.

1884 blanch Exam 13 Nov, 8/5 The gratefulness of this

provision [of ice cream] maybe estimated when it is remem-
bered that the thermometer ranged from 95° to ioo° in the
shade

f Gra'teless, a 1 Obs. rare [f Grate a +
-less (on the analogy of grateful).\ Ungrateful,

thankless.

1377 Kendall Flowers of Epigr 24 Lest she thee call

churfe gratelesse and vnkinde. *594 Carew Tasso (1881)

19 Nor Eurard, nor Gernier, must slip my mmd, To passe

in gratelesse silence more then loth.

Grateless (grc 1 ties), aA [f. Grate sbA +
-less ]

Without a grate, having no grate.

x8o8 I Barlow Columb. vi. 34 What grateless dungeons
groan beneath the ground ! 1876 M M Grant Sun-Maid
Iv, The chimney was open and grateless,

f Grateolent, a Obs. rare—0
. [i.’L.gmtS, adv

of grains pleasant + olent-em, pres. pple. of olere to

smell (after graveolent).) 1W ell savouring, smell-

ing pleasantly’ (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Grater 1 (gn? 1 toi). Also 4 -onr, 5 -ere. [a.

OF grateor
,
gratour (13th. c. in Godef., of a

person), f. grater to Grate v 1

In sense i possibly (in spite of the form) a OF *gratotr
(mod F grattoir, first m Cotgr. x6xx) or *gratovre (found
only in xoth c.) ]

1. An instrument with a rough indented surface

used for grating or raspmg ; esp. a kitchen utensil,

having a rasping surface formed by punching holes

which raise protuberances, and used for grating

ginger, nutmegs, etc.

1390-1 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 24 Pro j gratour.

1553 W Watreman Fardle Facions 11. vui. 185 People

.muche like vnto dogges, with mouthes roughs like a
grater 1377 Frampton Joyful News m (159s) J?3 They

grate it in certeyne Graters, which are made of Needles

1664 Power Exp Philos. 1 5 The Common Fly ’ her eyes

are most neatly dimpled with innumerable little cavities

like a small grater or thimble. 1741 Compl Fain -Piece I

n 154 Take raw Canots and scrape them clean, grate

them with a Grater 1824 Southey Bk of Ch,{1841)183
They bound chains round the body, which eat into the

flesh
, or fastened graters upon the breast and back 187a

C W Heaton Exper Chem iv 111 311 Rasp some pota-

toes on a grater 1873 Knight Diet Meek ,
Grater (Book-

binding), an iron instrument used by the forwarder in

rubbing the backs of sewed books after pasting.

+ 2 A scraper Obs
1580 Hollyband 7 reas Fr Tong ,

Vn racloir, a prater,

a scraper, 1688 R. Holme Armoury hi 315/2 A Dough
scrape, or a Grater with this they sciape and cleanse the

sides and bottom of the Kneading Trough from the Dough
that sticks to it

b. Her. A glaziei’s tool figured in the arms of

the Glaziers’ Company
1780 Edmondson Her II Gloss 1847 Gloss Herald

,

Grater ox Glaziers' Nippers, called also Gi aster, or Grosmg-
iroti.

f 3 . One who or that which grates ; chiefly^,

said of a person (or thing) that performs some
harassing, exhausting, or ‘wearing’ process Obs.

14.. Voc. m Wr -Wulcker 6x0/3 Scanfactor et Scanfac-
tnx, a gratere 1349 Chaloner Erasm Folly T ij a, I

requyre you not to be overscrupulous gratere of the bare

woords 1366 m Hanngton Nngse Ant 145 Those that be

the great graters for gayne and profitt 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxxvu (1887) 145 Repulse in great hope is a penl-

lous grater i6xr Cotgr ,
Racleur, a scraper, a rasper, a

grater 1628 Earle Microcosm , Graue Ditttne (Arb ) 24
He is no base Grater of his Tythes, and will not wrangle
for the odde Egge.

t Grater2
. Obs. [Peih. an extension of Grate

sb 1, or possibly merely an error.] App. a kind of

wooden grating or hurdle.
1598 Florio, Aggratticare, . to make grater-wise, to

make like a hurdle, to hurdle. ? 1623 J Taylor (Water P )

Whs (1630) 111 103/2 Washing boules, and beetles went to

wracke, old graters and stooles were turn’d to ashes, mouse-
traps and tinder boxes came to light

tGrates, sb.pl. Obs. [a. L grates'] Thanks
c 1483 Dtgby Myst. (1882) v. 190 What grates I ough to

god a-geyn

Grath, obs. f. Graith; var. Growth 2 Obs.

Grathely, var. Gradely a. and adv.

Ii Gratia Dei (gr^-pa d? ai) [L.= ‘ grace of

God’. Cf. Grace sb 18 .]

1. A name for the Hedge Hyssop (Graiiola offici-

nalis)
,
formerly also applied to the Lesser Centaury

(
Erythrsea Centaureum) and Geramumpmtense
13.. Old Med MS in Ardusol. (1844) XXX. 382 Gracia

Dei yt growyth m mede, c 1400 m Med Wks xtfh C
(Hemdow, 1899) 53 An herbe fat [is] y clipyd gratia dei

1378 Lyte Dodoens 1 xxxm 48 The seuenth [Geranium] is

called Gratia Dei in English also Gratia Dei Ibid vi.

xu 673 Hedge Hysope Some do call it m Latino, Gratia
Dei, Howbeit it is nothing lyke Gratia Dei, or Gratiola,

which is a kmde of the lesse Centaury 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Gratia Dei, a kind of lesser Centaury. 1866
Treas Bot 550/2 Gratia Dei, Gratiola officinalis.

d* 2 A kind of plaster. Ohs.

c 1:450 ME Med Bk (Hemnch) 187 Thys gratia del vsede

fe lady bechampe 1669 Phillips, Gratia Dct, a Plaister,

made of Wax, Rosen, Suet, Turpentine, Mastick, and Oli-

banum
Graticulation (gratikiz/I^1 Jan), [ad. F gra-

ticulation

,

f. graticuler

,

f. graticule (see next) ]

The division of a design or plan into squares with

the object of reproducing accurately m the process

of enlargement ox reduction the proportions in

detail of the original
;
concr. a surface so divided.

1727-41 in Chambfrs Cycl. 1735 in Dyche & Pardon Diet
1839 in Gwilt Encycl Archit (ed 4) Gloss 1887 Gen.
Walker in Encycl Brit XXII 714/1 Graticulation The
sheets of paper on which the details of the survey of any
large area or country are to be laid down must be furnished

with a system of conventional lines, drawn with a view to

assimilate the margins of contiguous sheets, and to form

a graticulation within which the details may be accurately

inserted

Graticule (gree’tikizd). [a F graticule, ad.

med L grdticula, for cratTcula gridiron, dim. of

erdtis hurdle] A design or plan divided into

squares to facilitate its proportionate enlargement

or reduction
;
the style or pattern ofsuch a division

1887 Gen Walker m Encycl Brit. XXII 714/1 The
graticule is sometimes rectangular, sometimes spherical,

sometimes a combination of both Spherical graticules are

constructed in various ways.

t Gra*tifactory, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f Gratify,

after satisfactory ] Gratifying.
a 1663 J Goodwin Filledw the Spirit (1867) 270 All such

things which are gratifactory and pleasing unto the flesh

f G-rati'flCj a Obs. rare~°. [ad. L gratific-us,

f grdtus pleasing, thankful • see -eic.]

S
27 Bailey vol. II, Gratifick, grateful, thankful.

ratification (grsetifik^-Jhn). [ad. (directly

or through F gratification) L. gratification-em, n.

of action i. gratificari to GRATIFY.]

1 The action of gratifying, or the fact of being

gratified: a. Requital, satisfaction; the giving of

pleasure, the doing of a favour
1598 Florio, Gratifications, a gratification 1603 Hol-

land Plutarch's Mor. 434 They. . called for him agame, not
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so much by way of gratification and to do him a pleasure,
|

but [etc ] i6ri Speed Hist Gt Bi it ix xvi § 37 (1614)

601 To make himselfe one of the greatest of England, by
this gratification of the French, with his Masters charge
and dishonour 1633 T Morton Disch Input 233 They,
who masque the visages of Sms with the vizard of Virtues

,

calling Drunkennesse Good fellowship Bribery gratifica-

tion ax86a Buckle Civthz. (1873) III v 308 Men, in

the puisuit of wealth, considei then own gratification oftener

than the gratification of others

f b. Expression of pleasure or satisfaction
, con-

gratulation. c Thanksgiving. Obs
1599 Hakluyt Voy II 306 Whereupon she sent an upper

gown of cloth ofgold very rich with a letter of gratifica-

tion 1620 Shelton Qmx iv x, Many other Words of
Compliment and Gratification pass'd between Don Quixote
and Don Ferdinando x66o F Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Piav 363 The whole multitude . with hymns and grati-

fications [Fr actions de grdces]

d. The satisfaction or indulgence of, or com-
pliance with (a feeling, desire, etc )

1669 Stillingfl. Serin v (1673) 85 The pleasure of

humane life lies in the gratifications of the senses. 1736
Butler Anal 1 m Wks 1874 1 54 The gratification itself

of every natural passion must be attended with delight.

1807 G Chalmers Caledonia I 11 vi 292 Little advantage
seems to have been obtained, beyond the gratification of
hatred 1809W Irving Kiuckerb iv. v (1849) sai Nothing
so soon awakens the malevolent passions as the facility of
gratification, i860 Mill Repr Govt (1865) 50/1 The grati-

fication of his love of domineering

2 The stale of being gratified or pleased , enjoy-

ment, satisfaction, pleasurable feeling
171a Steele Sped No 4541* 7 If they could learn with

me to keep their minds open to Gratification, and ready to
receive it from any thing it meets with. 1713 Bckklley
Guardian No 55 p 10 A natuial gratification attends good
actions 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 13a Gratification is

of the mind when receiving wisdom and knowledge, but
pleasure is of the body 1876 Mozley Untv Serm, vn
(1877) 148 A compassionate person derives a true gratifica-

tion from the exercise of his affection

b. with a and pi An instance of this
;
a thing

that gratifies or pleases; a source of pleasure or

satisfaction.

171X Stjsele Sped No, 151 F4 He little knows the perfect

Joy he loses, for the disappointing Gratifications which he
pursues X750 Johnson Rambler No 80 v 3 That insatiable
demand of new gratifications, which seems .to characterize
the nature of man 1798 W. Blair Soldier's Friend 92
The use of butcher’s meat . or fermented liquors, and all

those gratifications that are so agreeable to idle people
X8S9W Anderson Discourses (i860) 97 By the * things on
earth ' are denoted the gratifications of sense

3. Something given to gam favour, or as a recom-
pense for anything done or to be done

,
a reward,

recompense, gratuity
; in bad sense, a bribe

XS76 Extracts Aberd Reg (1848) II 27 The said Mr.
Alexr procuns for thame in all thair actionis and caussis
..without gratificalioun and recompensatioun, fielie on his
awm expenssis, 1607TopsellFourf Beasts (1658) 367 The
Lioness requited thesame withsuchgratification as laym her
power, for she brought him very many sheep skins to clothe
and cover him. 1624 Impeachm Dk. Buckhm (Camden) 87
Giveing the gratification of twoe thow&and poundes. 1642
Rogers Naaman 382 All who went unto them for advice,
offered them a gratification 1751 Smollett Per Pic.

(1779) I, xxvii 244 She would not bestow upon him any
pecuniary gratification 1828 I. R Best Italy 372 A pre-

sentation to the Pope costs about forty shillings in gratifi-

cations to the servants of the household. 1849 Macaulay
Hut Eng vi II. 65 Six thousand guineas was the smallest
gratification that could he offered to so important a minister

b. Mil, (See quot ) Cf. Gratuity 3
1802 C James Milit Did s v , In the Royal Aitillery,

gratifications, orvoluntaiy subscriptions for the relief and
support of the wives of deceased officers, are conducted on
the most liberal plan . Gratification likewise means a cer-
tain allowance in money which is made to prisoners of
wai

f 4. A concession. Obs. rare
1677 Hale Print Ong Man u vii 187,

1

am no way
satisfied with this Gratification of that Author to the Prse-
Adanutse

+ 5 A term of uncertain meaning, formerly in use
m the colony of Massachusetts

;
also attnb

,
grati-

fication lot. Obs
1637 Rec Dedham

, Mass. (1892) III 33 That Lott wch
John Dwite hath layd out for a freind in grateficacion
1638 Ibid. 45 Assigned vnto Jno Dwite 6 acres at the
lower end of the greate medowe next ye River in pte of
lus grateficacion Lott 1640 Ibid 74 Graunted to John
Dwite Twelue acres of planting grownd to make up his
grateficacion Lott

t Gratificator. Obs rare—°. [agent-n. in L.
form, f. gratificari to Gratify.] One who gratifies

*755 Bailey (ed Scott), Gratificator, one that performs
the act of gratifying

Gratified (gree tifaid), ppl. a. [f. Gratify v.

+ -ed 1
,] Pleased, satisfied, etc. Hence Grata-

fletUy adv

,

with pleasure or satisfaction.
x8x8 T. Moore Mem (1853) II, 213 With many gratified

acknowledgments of their high opinion 1834 Marion
Harland Alonexxl, Mrs Grant . raised her spectacles to
look at her, and smiled gratifiedly x86x Whyie Melville
Mkt.Harb. 76 ‘Never was better, sir ’.answers gratified
John, with a touch of his hat 1897 Mary Kingsley W
Africa 243

1 All Fan now says Singlet in anything but a
gratified tone of voice.

Gratifier (grge tifaiaz). [f, Gratify v. + -erI.J
One who gratifies, rewards, or requites
*549 Latimer 3rdSerm, bef Eden VI (Arb ) 07 A bryber,

a gyft taker, a gratifier of rytche men 1660 H More
Myst. Godl. v. xiv. 169 Other Eminent persons..who were

great gratifiers of the natural life of man 1825 New
Monthly Mag XV e Secret gratifieis of their passions

GratifV (grse’tifai), v [ad. F gratifier (16th c.

in Hatz -Darm ), or L gratificari)
f. gratus pleas-

ing, thankful • see -fy.]

+ 1. trans. To show gratitude to (a person] in

leturn for benefits received, esp. m a practical

manner
,
to reward, requite Obs,

c 1340 tr Pol Verg Eng Hist vin (Camden) I 291
Edwaide was verie desierus to seeme to giatihe the duke
for his owlde hospitalitie and mteitemement 1570 Satir
Poems Reform, x. 410 To quhome he schew his greit

clemence, Thocht thou with tressoun hes him gratifeit

1578 T N. tr Conq W. India 30 A1 we of this navie wil

gratifie your gentlenesse and good seivice that ye shal do
unto us 1607 Shaks Cor u 11 44ltremames To gratifie

his Noble seruice 1633 Stanley Hut. Philos, 111 (1701)

123/1 To Dionysius he imparted some Dialogues and was
gratified by him, with whom he lived untill he was deposed,

j* b To give thanks to, be grateful to. Obs
1599 B Jonson Cynthia’s Rev, tv 111, In behalf of the

males, I gratifie you <11646 J Gregory Assyrian Mon
111 Posth (1650) 193 So far Diodorus whom after ages may
foi ever gratifie for this pretious monument of Antiquitie

2. To make a present (usually of money) or give

a gratuity to, esp as a reward or recompense, or as

a bribe
;
to remunerate ; to fee. f Also, to reward

(an action, services, etc.). Now arch and with a
mixture of sense 4
1390 Greene Neiter too late (1600) 22 Francesco gaue

her all the money in his purse, so that she returned so
highly gratified [etc ] 1396 Shaks Merch V iv 1 406
Anthonio, gratifie this gentleman 16x3 Wither Abuses
Stript 1. vi in Juvenilia (1633) 47 The Messengei he richly

gratifies 1639 Fuller Holy tVar v xxvii (1647) 276 They
must pay the Guardian both for their victuals and for their

welcome, and gratifie his good woids and looks 1672 Merch,
Adv Newc (Surtees) 216x0 gratifie his seivant with 40$ for

secureing the same. 1679 Boston Rec (1881) VII 127 Voted
that the Select men gratifie the scauengers for cleeremge
the streetes. 1763 Smollett Hist. Eng (1800) III 278
The services done by the colonies in North America during
the war weie gratified with the sum of ^122,246 1853
Macaulav Hist. Eng xxi IV 552 The only answer which
they had been able to extract fiom Cook was that there
were some gieat persons, whom it was necessary to gratify

1836 Olmsted Slave States 252 Those engaged in almost
all employments superior to that of field-hands in the
Southern States, are, nearly always, 1 gratified ’ with some
soi t of wages, 1883 C J Wills Mod Persia 76 We left

the tomb, after having gratified the two Jews

f 3 To express pleasure at (an event) , to give

a welcome to (a peison) Obs.
1548 Hall Chron , Henry VII an 15 (1350) 51 b, While

the kyng laye thus at Caleys the archeduke Philip sent
to him diuerse notable personages to gratefyc and wekome
hym into those paites 1333 Brlnde Q Curtins iv 32
Caryeng unto him a ciowne of golde, 111 gratifiengy0 victory
he had won. X588 Greene Patidosto (1607) 51 The Courtiets
and Knights appointed Iustes and Turneyes, to signifie

their willing nundes in giatifymg the Kings hap 1612
Skelton Qmx 111 x I. 208, I do with all my Heait
gratifie the Signs of Affection and Courtesy which you have
used towards me.
4 To give pleasure or satisfaction to

;
to please,

satisfy, oblige
;
to do a favour to.

1368 Grafton Chron II 47 The Bishops and Pnestes
were contented yet to ayde him with money For the
which thing, he being desyrous to gratefie them againe,
caused it to be ordeyned and enacted [that] 1374 J Stud-
lev tr Bale's Pageant Popes 09 b, The Soldan deuised
howe to gratifye the Pope ana to slay his ennemye. 1393
Locnne 11. 111 131 If you mean to gratify such poor men as
we be, you must build our houses by the tavern 1651
Hobbes Leviath m. xh 264 Pilate himself (to gratifie the
Jews) delivered him to be crucified 1662 Bk Com Prayer
Pref , Not to gratifie this or that party 1773 Burke Corr
(1844) II. 32 Since you are gratified by hearing of us 1830
D’Israeli Chas /, III, vi. 85 The King was always highly
gratified by a present of a painting fiom his ambassadors.
1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II. xv 73 Varignon was
much gratified at having brought about this reconciliation.

+ b mtr. for reft. To rejoice. Obs.
x8xx Ora 1} Juliet II. 137 It is to be hoped you wilt not

letreat again from the world, to gratify on the mischief you
have increased in my poor heart.

5. To please by compliance
;
give free course to

,

to humour, indulge, satisfy (a desire, feeling, etc )

;

+ to comply with (a request, a command), to con-
cede (an objection;.
1662 SriLLiNGrL. Ong Sacr n i § 6 Suppose we at

present, to gratifie so far the objection, that these Laws were
brought under Moses his name 1663 Boyle Occas Refl,
iv xix, (1848) 281 ’Tis not the Body, but the unruly Fancy,
that is Gratify’d, 1703 Rowe Fair Pentt 111 i 769 Has
not your Daughter giv’n her self to Altamont To gratifie
a Father's stern Command ? 17x1 Steele Sped No 260
F x My Appetites are increased upon me with the Loss of
Power to gratify them. 1729 Butler Serm Wks 1874 II
13 Mankind have ungoverned passions which they will
gratify at any rate 1798 Ferriar Illuslr Sterne h 47
The book is not sufficiently entertaining to gratify much
expectation 1833 Prescott Philip II, I, ti vui 238 His
vanity was gratified by the homage

.
paid him.

t 6. To render pleasing or acceptable , to grace.
1377 Kendall Flowers of Epigr 63 b, With sweet per-

fumes and flowers, my graue doe you not gratifie 1388
Shaks L L. L. iv il i6x If it shall please you to gratifie
the table with a Grace a 1672 Wren in Gutch Coll Cur.
(1781) I 243 The King (though highly gratified both with
couiage and understanding) 1698 Fryer Acc E India &
P. 19 All things strive to gratify the Life of Man.
Hence Gra tifying vbl sb

1355 Eden Decades To Rdr. (Arb ) 49 The gratxfymge of

vmueisal mankind 1591 Percivall Sp Did
, Gratification

gratifying i6xx Cotgr , Gratification

,

a gratification or
gratifying

Gratifying, ppl. a. [-ing2.] That gratifies

:

affording pleasure, pleasing, satisfying.
x6xx Florid, Graitfico, gratifying <116x7 Bayne On

Epk (1638) 68 Wee come from that gratifying Mother
child-bearing grace, to that giace which is freely pven to us’
1794 Mathias Purs Lit (1798) 393 Dr W’s criticisms
are often very just, curious, and gratifying 1847 James
Convict i, I have something to propose which I think will
be gratifying to you 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng u I 260
Beyond his reign there was the gratifying prospect of a
long senes of Protestant soveieigns

Hence Gra tifyingly adv
1822 Examiner 428/1 Sportsmen will be most giatt-

fymgly attracted by this beauty 1831 Carlylt hart Res
11, x, Fruits of my unseen sowing gratifymgly meet me
here and there

Gratillty (grati Hti) . In the Shakspere passage
the clown’s humorous perversion for gratuity

; so
jocularly used by Scott
x6oi Shaks Twcl N 11 ni 27 I sent thee sixe pence

for thy Lemon, liadst it? Clo I did impeticos thy gratillity

1829 Scott Jrnl 5 June, Cadell lent me £10—funny
enough, after all our giand expectations, for Croesus to
want such a gratility

||
Gratia (gratsen). Cookery. [Fr

, f gratter,

earlier grater Grate v.1] A manner of preparing
viands by treating them with raspings of bread and
cooking them between two fires so as to produce a
light crust ; lienee, the dish so cooked. See also

quots. 1846 and 1877, where the meaning given
may be the result of some error
1846 Francatelli Mod Cook p xn, Gi aims, a term

applied to consolidated soups and sauces , also to certain
dishes of high chatactei, consisting of game, poultry, fish,

vegetables, 01 maccarom, &c
,
improved by great care and

finish, through the use of concentrated sauces or gravies
Ibid 56 Farce of fat livers for gratms. 1877 Cassell's Did
Cookery, Gratin is a Fiench forcemeat It may be made
either of the lean part of veal or the breast and wings of
a fowl 1897 Nansln in Daily News 9 Feb 8/4 A fish

giatin made of powdered fish and Indian meal and tram oil

Grating' (gr<?1 tig), vbl sb.1 [f. Grate 0.1 +
-IMG- 1.] The action of the verb Gitate.

X. The action of breaking into small particles by
rasping or rubbing ; also, the product of this

c 1440 Promp Pares 207/2 Gratynge of krede, micacio
Ibid

,

Gratynge of gyngure, and o)?ei lyke, fnctura 1725
Bradley Pam. Did. s v Lemon tree, Mix some Gratings
of Lemon therewith. 1836 Kane Arct Expl, I xxxi 434,
I have to give him a grating of potatoes.

2 The action of rubbing harshly against some-
thing, hence, the discoidant sound made by this

16x1 Florio, Grattalice

,

a grating, a scraping 1626
Bacon Sylvti § 275 The grateing of a Saw when it is

sharpned setteth the Teeth on edge 1637 W Morice
Coena quasi K0110) Pref 22 If my stile seeme to be keefle

and peircing they have sharpned it by hard grating 1760
Young in Phil Trans LI 847 The grating, that is always
to be felt, when the two broken ends of a bone are moved
against one another 18x2 Byron Ch Har. 11 xm, The
grating of his chain 1842 Mrs F Trollofe Visit Italy
II xui 231 The ear almost fancies it can catch the grating
of a Roman chariot wheel. 1894 Crockett Raiders xaa

The grating of the oais of the boat against the sides of
the cave

3 fig Irritation, fretting, harassing (See Gbate
v 1

3 and 4 )
a 1716 South Serm. XI i 26 The difficulties, the hard

grating, and afflicting contrariety that bears to the flesh

Grating' (gre 1 tig), vbl sbf [f. Gbate sb?

and vfi + -ingI ]
1 The action of Grate v 2 rare.
x6xx Cotgr , Gnllement . also a grating, or shutting vp

with grates

2. A fiamework ofwooden or metal bars ; a piece

of cross-baned work; = Gbate sb 1 1 ,
2.

1739 Labelye Short Acc Piers Westm. Bridge 14 The
Foundation of every Pier should be laid on a strong Grating
of Timber. 1769-80 Falconer Did Marine,

Grating,

a dram whereon to lay new tarred cordage x8xo Hull
Improv.Act 34 Drains gutters sinks or watercourses, grates

or gratings 1873 Act 36 <5- 37 Viet c 71 § 39 Gratings

shall be placed across the head and tail race of mills 1874
Helps Soc Press 111 (1873) 39 A stench .came up through
all the neighbouring gratings.

b esp. Naut. The open wood-work cover for

the hatchway
1626 Capt Smith Acad Vug. Sea-men 14 A grating,

netting or false decke for your close fights. 1711 W.
Sutherland Shipbmld Assist. 43 As many Gratings as

can possibly be placed for causing Lights on the Plan

below, as also to give vent to the Smoke of Powder in Time
of Service x8s8 P Cunningham N S Wales (ed 3) II

204 Looking down through the main-hatchway gratings.

1873 Act 36 # 37 Viet c, 88 Sched 1, Hatches with open

gratings, instead of the close hatches which are usual in

merchant vessels

o The perfoi ated plate used for separating large

from small ore
;
also, the process of sorting ore

with grates.

1869 R B Smyth Goldf. Victoria 612 Grating, a piece of

thm sheet-iron, in which about xoo holes.. to the square

inch are punched It is fixed in front of the stamper-box.

+ 3 A scoring or luling of a surface. Obs
1678 Moxon Mech Everc I 71 You will quickly wear

the courser grating of the Grind stone off the edge on that

side.

4 Optics. An arrangement of parallel wires in



GRATING.
GRATUITOUS.

a plane, or a surface of glass or polished metal
ruled with a senes of very close fine parallel lines,
designed to produce spectra by diffraction.

1877 G F Chambers Astron x 111 {ed 3) 847 A diffrac-
tion grating, that is, a piece of glass ruled with very line
close lines 1882 Tait in Encycl Brit XIV. 607/2 Let us
next consider the effect of a grating, a senes of parallel
wires placed at small equal Intervals, or a piece of glass or
of speculum metal on which a series of equidistant parallel
lines have been ruled by a diamond point. 1893 Sin R Ball
Story ofSun 109 He was able to rule a grating., with as
many as 43,000 lines to the inch

6 attrib. and Comb., as grating-bar
,
-iron

,

grating-deck (see quot. 1867); grating speo-
trum, a diffraction spectrum produced by a grating.
1597 A* tr Gmlhmemis Fr Chirutg 33/a Without

greate paynes we can not fasten theron with the grating
iron 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

, Grating-deck,
a light

movable deck, similar to the hatch deck, but with open
gratings. 1897 P. Wauung Tales Old Regime a7 The
man who filed away the grating-bars would be first out
of the shaft

Grating (gr^-tig), ppl. a. [f Gkate v> +
-istgA] That grates, in senses of the vb.
1. Abrading, rasping

; affecting painfully, as if by
abrasion; irritating, fretting, * wearing

\

rS^B GooGsEglogs, etc. (Arb )85 InCountreye growes, no
gratynge grudge 1611 Florio, Grattugma, a grating trull.

1643 Sir L. Browne Rehg Med 1 § 44 The grating torture
ofa disease *643 Burroughes Exp Hosea. v (1652) 251,

1

have a grating conscience within me. 1710 Steele Taller
No 225 f 2 A Man is allowed to say the most grating
Thing imaginable to anothei 1720 Waterland Vend
Christs Divinity xv. 22a Those Positions .« were too
grating upon, and too shocking to every pious Christian at
that Time 1734 tr Rolhn's Anc Hist (1827) VIII xix.
vii 186 The yoke of obedience and submission always
grating to kings 1766 Gent Mag Feb 72/2 Its skin was
rough, scaly, and grating, like that of a sea-dog or seal
1798 Malthus Popul (1806) I 1 u 17 Reduced to the
grating necessity of foifeitmg his independence 1838
Lytton What will he do x iv. Pride is a garment all stiff
brocade outside, all grating sackcloth on the side next to
the skin_ 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Per vi xlv, This speech
was grating to Deronda

+ 2 . Of persons, their qualities, etc. : Grinding,
oppressive. Obs
*653 Holcroft Procopins Pref. Aij b. He severely indites
xribomanus the Questor of giating avarice 1673 EssexPapers (Camden) 83 In all his Majesties 3 Kingdomes, there

hves not a more grating man than Sr Will® Petty
3 . That makes a grinding or creaking sound, as

of two rough bodies grating together
,

hence,
sounding harsh or discordant
1718 Lady M W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 10 Oct,

JLhcir music at the opera was abominably grating 1756
Burke Subl fy B r if, Suppose a man to have his ears
wounded with some haish and grating sound 1803
J Leyden Scenes of Infancy 1 67 The Scythed Car on

Hence Gxa tingly adv.
1683 Kennett tr Erasm on Folly 56 The mind is freed

0
m se ?ar®s* which would otherwise gratingly afflict it

1857 Chamo Jrnl. VII 199 Fiendish laughter, gratingly,
piercingly loud 1873 Masson Dtuwuu ofHcvwtfo vi. 107
It does come a little gratingly in the context of the inter-
changed letters

t Gratified, ppl. a. Sc. Obs. rare

.

[f OF.
gratigner

, gratiner

,

recorded only in the sense to
scratch

; but cf. F. fgrahgner to pink.] Pmked.
*$78 Inv. R Wardr (1815) 230 Ane uther [cloak] of quheit

satine grantemyeit. 1657 Sf Fife Laird m Watson Col

-

lect. (1700) I, Ev n his whole shirt his skin doth hide*
Cyowpnerd^Gratin^ied [printed Gratmzied]

II Gratiola (graetai tfla) . J3ot. [mod L
,
f, gratia

grace: so called from the supposed medicinal virtues
of the plants. Cf ¥

.
gratiole.] A genus of scrophu-

lariaceous_ plants, the best known species of which
is G. officinalis, the Hedge Hyssop.
IS79 Langham Gard Health (1633) 205 Gratiola, or gratia

JJei, boyle it and drinke it, or eate it in any kinde of meat
°PeVh® b

,
ellV *eely *7** tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I.

80 A Plant found m France, which the Botanists call
Gratiola. x8n A. T Thomson Land Disp (1818) 187 The
sensible qualities of gratiola are strongest when it is in
flower. 2847 E J. Seymour Severe Dis. I 92 A vinous
infusion of gratiola.

Gratiolin (graetai <yiin). Chem. [f. prec. + -nr.
Cf. F. gratioline (Littr6) j A bitter resinous prin-
ciple obtained from Gratiola officinalis.
1886 m Syd Soc Lex
+ Gratiose, a. Obs. rare [ad, L. gdtios-us

,

f. gratia grace] Of or pertaining to (Divine)
grace (cf Gracious).
1678 Gale Crt Gentiles iv hi i 13 The Soul is remotely,

passively and naturally capacitated for the reception of
gratiose infusions.

Gratiositie, obs. form of Graoiositt
Gratis (gratis), adv and a. [L. gratis, contr.

from gratus lit out of favour or kindness, abl. p],
01 gratia grace, favour]A adv.
1 For nothing

j freely, without any return made
or expected

; without charge, cost, or pay
;
gra-

tuitously. Free gratis (see Free C b).a7 Norton Ord Alch Introd inAshm (1652)3 Heaven
all things gratis give a *541 Wyatt Certayne Ps,

371

h The Author 16 The justyce That gratis hys grace tomen doth departe. 1383 Stubbes Anat Abus ix (1882) 84
tlee may sometimes preach the word of God abroad in
other places, but then he ought to doe it gratis, a 1592H. omith God s Arrow agst Atheists v (1503) Q, If they be
Iu^tmedgratis, freely (as hee affirmeth), then are they Iusti-
fied withoot any desert of theirs 163 Milton Consid
touching Hirelings (1851) 343 Unless every Minister were,
as St Paul, contented to teach gratis 1678 Dryden
Limberham 1. 1. (1680) 6, I do all gratis

,
and am most

commonly a loser 1726 Swift Gulliver iv xi, They were
sure the Captain would carry me gratis to Lisbon. 1840
Alison Hist. Europe 1 § 34 (1849-50) VIII. iS3 In the
evening the theatres weie all opened gratis. 2848 Mill
Pol Econ 1 1 § 4 (1876) iB No one will give anything for
that which can be obtained gratis

t b. Scot-free, without penalty Obs. rare
1601 W Parry Trav SirA Sherley 30 So the wench

went assaygratis with the money
1

2

. Without a reason or due cause
; unjustifiably,

gratuitously. Obs
1582 JV. 7' (Rhem ) John xv. 25 They hated me gratis.

ref1 Br R. Mountagu Diainbte 11. 332 But grant we that
which you assume'- gratis yet [etc ]. 1661 Boyle Style of&cnpt (i07£) 103 That this may not appear to be said gi aits
let us consider, that [etc]. 1676 Hale Contempt 1 466Axposmg my body gratis to unnecessary dangei s. 1686W
Harris tr Lemery's Course Chem 1 xvm (ed 3) 422 Per-
haps it will be said, I do here suppose gratis that the Oil

does contain fiery particles. x8i8 Cruise Digest
(ed 2) V 3g7 The vouchee came in gratis before the writ
of summons
B. adj.

I . Given or done for nothing
; free, gratuitous

*639 T. Pecke Pamassi Pueip. 64 No Chmke no Drink;
Nothing is Gratis now 1663 Gerbier Counsel B v b, One
of the publick lectures (which as all the other weie gratis

)

17*7 Ramsay Elegy Lucky Wood 38 She had the cate sae
well to please, With gratis beef, dry fish, or cheese 1765
Foote Commissary n. 1 (i773) 39 You will permit me to
expunge the obligation by an instantaneous and gratis
lecture on that species of eloquence peculiar to ladies 1767
S Paterson Another Traveller I. 143 The third [table
being] for gratis-passengers and servants Ibid. I 262 The
British-museum is the onlygratis-shew in England. 1833L Ritchie Wand by Loire 204 He. treated the people to
gratis repiesentations of mysteries 1869 Carlyle m Mrs

Leti 250 gratis practice of medicine
*879 H Spencer Data ofEthics 255 Sympathetic gratifica-
tion which costs the receiver nothing, but is a gratis addition
to his egoistic gratifications

2 Exempting from payment, rare
*75* J LouthianForm ofProcess (ed 2) 45 As alsogratis

Warrands are granted to Prisoners, That Clerks, Macers
and others, may serve without Fee 01 Reward
Gratitude (grse titi«d). Also 6-7 Sc. gratitud,

(6 gratituid) [a. F. gratitude (15th c m Godef.
Compl.), or ad late L. grcltitudo, -mem, f. grains
pleasing, thankful]
1 . The quality or condition of being grateful

;
a

warm sense of appreciation of kindness received,
involving a feeling of goodwill towards the bene-
factor and a desire to do something in return;
gratefulness.

*565 Cooper Thesaurus, Gratitudo, Kindnes : gratitude •

thanhefulnes *6ox Shaks Alls Well iv iv. 6 Which grati-
tude Through fhntie Tartars bosome would peepe forth,
And answer tbankes 1605— Lear 11 11 182 Thou better
know’st The Offices of Nature, bond of Childhood, Effects
of Curtesie, dues of Gratitude x7xo LadyM W Montagu
Let to Bp Bumet so July, I am sensible of the gratitude
I owe to so much goodness 1855 Macaulay Hut Eng
*u

,

In 206 He . expressed his gratitude to the natives of
Ireland for having adhered to his cause 1878 J P. Hopps
Princ Rehg. vi. 22 Gratitude urges us to repay kindness,

b (with a and pi.) An instance of this
; an ex-

pression of thankfulness. Now rare.
1660 F. Brooke tr, Le Blanc's Trav 255 The people

presented us with birds of divers kinds, for which we shewed
a gratitude, but accepted nothing. 268a Sir T Browne
Chr Mor 105 Common gratitude must be kept alive by the
additionary fewel ofnew courtesies but generous gratitu des
have thankful minds for ever, 1894 Blacicmore Perlycross

II A thrush broke forth into a gratitude of song

+ 2. Grace, favour; a favoui Chiefly Sc Obs
xSoo-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 97 Nocht thanking The of

gratitud nor grace That thow me wrocht 1324 Wolsey
hi St* Papers Hen VIII, IV 204 Without considnng ths
manyfolde gratitudes that the Kinge hathe and intendeth
to shewe unto iheym 1527 Angus ibid 484 The greit
kyndnes and humanite, speciall favouris, and diverse grati-
tudes done to me be the Kingis Hienes 1333 Stewart
Cron. Scot II. 112 Beseikand him of bis greit gratitude.
He wald prouyde for thame ane king or prince. Ibid. Ill

Sf
The gratttuidis war done to me befoir. c 1337 in G.

vendish Wolsey (1893) 202 In consideracion of all those
gratituds receyved at my lords hands.

f 3 . A free gift, a gratuity, reward; esp. Sc a
grant or contribution of money made to the
sovereign. Obs. (Cf benevolence )

•*535 Sc Acts Jas. V (1814) II. 344/2 Ane gratitude Is
grantit to >e kingis grace he pe thre Estatis of his realme,
for Supportatioune of sik necessar Erandis as his grace hes

grant to
~ our said

-—~— —-j -an/ *—*r« 11 iu pay Robert
Lyndsey, pylot, the sowme of fourtie merkis, for ane grati-
tude for the sey kart presentit this day be him to the prouest.
1610 J Forbes CertamcRec (1846)11.111 422 His Majestie
had caused mak proclamation offering great gratituds and
immunities to any who sould apprehend him. 1609 Advt.
in Doran Saints Sinners (1868) II. 133 He shall have the
moveables restored, giving a reasonable gratitude
Gra titudina’rian, a. nonce-wd [f. late L.

gratitudo, -inem (see prec.), after latitudinarian
]

Making a show of gi atilude
1794 Coleridge Let 6 July, Lett (1895) I. 72 You are

averse to gratitudmarian flourishes

G-ratte, obs. form of Grate sb I

GratteM. (grse ton), south, dial Also 6-8 grot-
ten, 8 grotton, 9 grattan, 7- gratton. [? 1-iepr.

OE. *gr&d-tiln, f. grid 1 ulva coarse grass (cf
Greeds) + ttin enclosure (seeTown) .] A stubble-
field, stubble. Also, the after-grass growing m the
stubhle

*57* Googe Heresbach's Hush in. (1377) 149 b [Young
pigs] may well feed vpon strawe, and grottens 1623 Mark-
ham Innchment Weald of Kent ro Vpon that fallow or
Gratten, (as we call it,) you shall doe well to sow it with
T’eELse

_ 1674 Ray S <$• E C. Words 67 A Gratton ,

Stubble. Kent. 1675 m Phil Trans X 295 The grass will
be so good immediately after Tillage, that we commonly
mow it the first year : This is call’d mowing of gratten.
1736 Pegge Renticisms (EDS), Grotten 1730 Ellis Mod.
Husbandm. V 1 xxii 101 Now turn your Cows and Hogs
into your enclosed Stubble-fields as the first Cattle proper
for this Purpose, or, as some call them, into Grattons and
Eddishes. 1789 Trans Soc Arts I 121 Two acres Wheat
Gratten i860 Jrnl R.Agnc Soc XXI 11. 385 A barley-
stubble, or gratten, of the required dimensions 2884 R
Bridges Return ofUlysses 11 431 Yet mayst thou see on me
The sign of what I have been, and I think Still from the
gratten one may guess the gram
f Gf-ra ttishmg. Obs.— 1 The dung (ofa deer).
1611 Cotgr , Fumees en plateaux, flat grattishing, few-

mishmg (or dung) of a Deere.

tGra*tuit, a. Obs. tare. Also 6 gratuit©
[ad F. gratuite (16th c.) or L. grUtuTt-us Gra-
tuitous.] Free, gratuitous
*53° Veron Godly Sayings (1846) 17 The heavnlye &

gratuite benefytes of God c 1561 — Free-will 29 a. The
trust, that they oughte to haue m his gratuite and free
grace 1644 Abp Maxwell Sacrosuncta Regum Majesias
71 The gratuit concession of princes.
Hence Ora tuitly adv., freely, gratuitously.
a 1386 Sahr. Poems Reform xxxvi 137 Had ae him gevin

but pryce, gratuitlie, Bebenefeit 30W thmkand Jrairto bound,
t Gratis, ital, ct. Obs. [f. L. gratuit-us (see next)
+ -All ] Free, gratuitous.

*594 Bp. j King Jonas xxvni (1399) 382 To mstifie you
with the power of his free gratuitall grace 1613 T. Adams
White Devill 13 What ! . thy Master, Judas, thy Friend
. and canst not endure anothers gratuitallkindnesse towards
him? 1637 R. Humphrey ti St Ambrose Pref,A gratuitall
and free gift in Iesus Christ oar Lord, a 1641 Bp Mon-
tagu Acts ty Mon (1642) 189 So to dispense of his graces
partially, stands not with the justice of God, howsoever
convenient enough for giatmtall dispensation

Gratuitous (gratiw itas), a [f. L gr&tuit-us
free, spontaneous, voluntary (cogn. w. grdtia favour,
g> aius pleasing) + -oua Cf obs. F graimteux .]

1 . Freely bestowed or obtained
;
granted without

claim or merit
,
providedwithout payment or letum

;

costing nothing to the recipient ; free.

1636 Jeanes Fuln Cknst 38 How that the Father hath
given unto the Sonne to have life in himselfe ; not byany
gratuitous gift, but by natural generation a ibgo E Hop-
kins Expos Lords Prayer (1692) 97 Our Pardon is free
and gratuitous

, for whatsoever God doth he doth it freely
. without respect to any former deserts, or expectations of
any future recompence 169a L’Estrange Fables cccvii
a7o We are given to Mistake ttas Gratuitous Blessings of
Heaven, for the Fruits of our Own Industry xsir W.
Spalding Italy fy It. 1st III 371 Besides this number, the
gratuitous schools received 5584 children. 1867 Smyth
Sailor’s Word-bk

, Gratuitous money, a term officially used
for bounty granted to volunteers in Lord Exmouth’s expe-
dition against Algiers. 1868 M Pattison Academ Org
v 200 A student attends with more assiduity a course for
which he has paid money, than one which is gratuitous
1870 Emerson Soc 3- Solit.. Fanning Wks (Bohn) III 5nThe earth isa machine which yields almost gratuitous service
to every application of the intellect.

b. spec. Sc. Law Of a charter or deed . Mqdg
or granted without any value given in return.
1773 Erskine Inst. Sc Law 11 111 § 22 189 A charter

which proceeds merely from the love and favour which the
granter hath for the grantee, is said to be granted for a
lucrative or gratuitous cause. Ibid m vm § 43. 566 The
institute can defeat the substitution, even by a gratuitous
deed 187a Bells Princ. Law Scott. § 64 (ed. 6) 33 Obliga-
tions which are, as free gifts, voluntarily undertaken, or at
leastwithoutan adequate consideration,arecalledgratuitous
2 , Done, made, adopted, or assumed without any

good ground or reason ; not required or warranted
by the circumstances of the case; uncalled-for;
unjustifiable.

1691 Ray Creation 1 (1692) 17 The second Motive they
had to introduce this gratuitous Decimation of Atoms, the
same Poet gives us xypo Burke Fr Rev. 95 But as these
occasions may never anive, the mind receives a gratuitous
taint, 1844 H H Wilson Brit, India III. 507 A gratuitous
interference with private rights. 1844 LingardAnglo Sax
Ch (1858) I App A 318 A gratuitous and unfounded
supposition, i860 J Payn Bateman Househ xxi 260 The
innuendo conveyed in the notice is not only malicious and
cruel, but a gratuitous he 1876 Geo Eliot Dan. Der
lvui IV 179 There never was more gratuitous sinning
b Of the agent : Performing the action implied

without reason or justification.

1864 Sala m Daily Tel, 29 Sept , I should be held up to
execration as a malignant slanderer and a gratuitous liar.

f 3. Requiring no proof, axiomatic. Obs. rate.
*775 Johnson Tax no Tyr 1 Of these gratuitous and

acknowledged truths it is often the fate to become less evi-
dent by endeavours to explain them.
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Gratuitously (gratiz?itasli), adv. [f. prec +

-r,Y a ] In a gratuitous manner.

1 . Without cost to the recipient, without any
claim or merit on his part

5
free of charge

1716-17 Bentley Sernt so. 374 Gratuitously given us by
the good-will of our Maker 1773 Ersktne Inst Sc Law
11 111 § 25 190 He who makes over a subject gratuitously

is understood to transfer it barely as it was vested in himself
when he made the grant 1776 Adam Smith W N i xt, 1

(i86g) I 159 Ihe distributions of corn frequently made to
the people, either gratuitously, or at a very low price 1804
W. Tennant Ind Retreat (ed 2) I 70 The children of
such as have died are admitted gratuitously into this

school 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng 1. (1880) 18 The
bishop also distributed the four Gospels gratuitously among
the poor
2 . Without sufficient cause, leason, or ground;

unjustifiably, unwarrantably, unnecessarily
1697 Bentley Diss Ep Phalanx 43 But there is a learned

Greetc Professor who, after he has asserted the credit of
Euripides’s Letters, gratuitously undertakes to apologize
for These too, about this matter of the Dialect 1774 Br
S Hallifax Roman Civil Law Pref xvi, Those, who
apply to the study of the Common Law, often boast,
and sometimes gratuitously enough, of this distinction
*79$ Kirwan Geol, Ess 385 Ihe vast size of the most
ancient species of fish be ascribes to the great heat which he
gratuitously supposes the sea to have originally possessed.

1845 Ld. Houghton in T. W Reid Life (1891) I vm 359
It is assumed (I think gratuitously) that Peel is going to
repeal the Corn Laws. 1875 E White Life in Chi 1st 1.

11. (1878) 14 The most gratuitously perverse misinterpre-
tations. 1880 M'Cakthy Own Times IV. xlvm 22 Gratui-
tously offensive.

Gratuitousness (giatiw’itasnes). [f. as prec.

+ -ness ] The quality or state of being gratuitous.

1727 Bailey vol II, Gratuitousness
,
free Bestowment,

without Expectation of Reward or Recompence 184s H
Rogers Ess I in 139 The perfect gratuitousness of salva-
tion 185a Ibid. I. vn 363 We can hardly excuse the perfect
gratuitousness of his hypotheses 1879M . Pati ison Milton
xm, 190 Here it is not so much the unnatural character of
the incident itself, as its gratuitousness which offends.

I] Gratui'tum. Obs. Also (? erron.) gratmto.
[L. grdtuitoim

,
neut. of gratuities adj. : see Gra-

tuitous. The use of the L adv. grdtuito as

sb. may be a blunder imputed to the ignoiant
speaker.] A free gift.

160a andPL Return fr. Parnassus ir iv. 673 Fy father,
thou must not call it selling, thou must say is this the
gentleman that must haue the gvatuito 7 Ibid, 692 When
thou haue gotten me the gratuito of the humg a 1670 Bp
Hacket Christian Consolations iv. in Bp Jer Taylor's
W/ts (1828) I 131 And the gratuitum. which God gives, is a
thousand-fold greater than the present which we bring

Gratuity (gratiM lti). Also 6 gratuite, gra-
tuyte, ^gratuetie, -ty, (greatuetie) [ad F, gra-
tuity (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or medL. gra-
tuitds ‘ beneficium ’, gift, also used as a title of
bonom, f. gratia, grains (cf. Gratuitous) ]
fl. Giaciousness/ favour, freq used of Divine

grace or favour
;
a favour, a kindness Obs

*5*3 Hen VIII in Strype Eccl Mem (1721) I. 111. 43
Some manifest Demonstration of Gratuity and Kindness
153* Bennet in Froude Hist. Eng (1881) I 403 ,

1

have not
at any time found his Holiness more tractable or propense to
show gratuity unto your Highness than now of late. 1543-4
Act 35 Hen. VIII, c 12 His maiestie shewed vnto him
dyuers and sundrye inestimable gratuities and amities
1546 Gardiner Decl. Joye xlviij b, Whereby we shuld know-
lege his gratuite & goodnes to be so moch the more
towardes vs 1568 Grafton Chron II 501 All these kind-
nesses suffised not, nor all these gratuities auayled not to
make this king James friendly to the realme of Englande.
1646 Evance Nolle Ord, 14 It is not Gods contract with
his people, to honour them, that honour him, but Gods
gratuitye [1818 Jas Mill Bnt. India II v. iv. 440 By
concluding a peace, before the reduction of the fort, any
allowance to the army was a matter of gratuity, not of right.]
+b. A gratuitous concession. Obs.

c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 155 Let us
now by way of gratuity grant . that she was a virgin.
1641 Milton Ch. Govt, v 15 In the former place he tels
us he forbeares to take any argument of Prelaty from Aaron

, In the latter he can forbeare'no longer, but repents him
of his rash gratuity, and stiffly argues that [etc ]

2. A gift or present (usually of money), often in
return for favours or services, the amount depending
on the inclination of the giver

;
in bad sense, a bribe.

Now applied exclusively to such a gift made to a
servant or inferior official ; a * tip’.

1540 Hen VIII m.SV Papers Hen VIII. VIII 410 We
entende not to charge Ourself with geving any thing,
eyther for a recompense or a gratuite 1594 R Ashley
tr. Lays le Roy's Variety of Things 44 b, The Countries
. gave certaine gratuites and giftes to the king 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 43 That faire mare Aetha, which
he gave him as a gift and gratuitie 1626 Sir R Boyle
in Lismore Papers (1886) II. igo [He] sent the town of
yoghall a hundreth pownds ster for a further gratuety

:

to the poor of that corporacon 1637 Earl Cork Diary
ibid Ser. 1. V iq, mjU ster. m money . as a greatuetie
from me 1662 J. Bargrave Pope A lex. VII (1867) 137
The Cravat &c. were sent me by one Mr Tymothy Couley
..by way of gratuity, he being one of the 162 slaves that
I redeemed from Argeers 171a Addison Sped No 471 1> 7Whenhe [Caesar] had given away all his Estate in Gratuities
among his Friends. 1758 Johnson Idler HIa 29 / 4 ,

1

had
a small gratuity above my wages 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat
(1852) II 387 Any gratuity given to Pharaoh or other
princes, toresign up their right ofdominion over their slaves
1803 Jane Porter Thaddeus viu. (1831) 70 The treasury
was soon filled with gratuities from the nobles. z8x8 Cruise

Digest (ed 2) IV. 501 No gift or gratuity to an attorney,
beyond his fair professional demands shall be permitted to

stand c 1830 in N Wood Treat. Rail Roads (1838) 740
No gratuity to be allowed to be taken by any guard, porter,

or other servant of the company 1855 Thackeray New-
comes I 231 The post boys quite stared at the gratuity he
gave them Mod The attendants at this restaurant are
forbidden to receive gratuities.

+ b Payment
,
wages Obs.

a 1637 B Jonson Underwoods, Petition Poor Ben to

Chas /, A large hundred marks annuitie, To be given me
in gratuitie For done service and to come 1647 tn Rushw
Hist Coll iv II 825 The treasurers of the Army do forth-
with advance a months Gratuity for the Army 1673 m
Scotsman 21 Aug (1885) 7/4 To Mr Geo Sinchre by
gTatuitie for his attendance and advyce £66 13s. 4d 1832
tr Sismondt's Ital Rep xvi 347 They were to pay a gratuity
of 80,000 crowns to the army which besieged them
3 spec a A bounty given to soldiers on re-enlist-

ment, retirement, or discharge b (See qnot. 1815 )
[x6g8 Ludlow Mem (1698-g) II 819 Promising them their

whole Arrears, constant Pay, and a present Gratuity.] 1804
Wellington in Gunv Desp (1837) IV 44a SirJohn Kenaway
received Lieut Colonel’s gratuity upon the same occasion
1815 Falconeds Diet Marine (ed Burney), Gratuity

,

in
the royal navy, is a recompense or royal bounty made by
his Majesty to the widows, orphans, and mothers of sea and
marine officers slain in fignt with the enemy. Ibid

,
Gratui-

ties to Officers wounded in Fight with the Enemy, and to
Seamen hurt in the service 1898 Daily News 11 July 7/1
When the Commander-in-Chief calls upon ‘an officer who
has not been guilty of misconduct ’ to retire, the Secretary
for War decides his rate of gratuity

+ 4. = Gratitude I; also, reciprocity, recom-
pense Obs
16x4 Lodge Seneca 96 The fault is not through our default,

but for that disabilitie pieventeth our gratuity 1640 Yorke
Union Hon Battles 24 The King to testifie his gratuity
Knighted Walworth. x66o F Brooke tr. Le Blanc's '1 rav,
346 i’he Captaine, in gratuity [orig par reciproqne]

, gave
to the cheife of them a handsome sword.
5 . -s Gratuitousness, rare.
1858 Hawthorne Fr § It frills I. 267 ,

1

like this over-
flow and gratuity of device with which Gothic sculpture
works out its designs. x86x Times 22 Aug, It is meiely
gratuitous to talk of a paradox And the gratuity is all the
more marked when [etc ] x88a Stevenson Fain Stud 365
Such disinterestedness and beautiful giatuity of affection as
there is between friends of the same sex.

t Gra-tulance. Obs rare 1—1
[f. L. g> Cituldri

(see Gratulate) + -anoe ] A fee, gratuity
1608 Machin Dientbe Knt v, Come, there is Some odde

disburse, some bube, some giatulance, Which makes you
locke up leasuie

Gratulant (grse twftant), a. [ad L gratu-
lant-em

,
pr. pple of gi aluldri (see Gratulate) ]

Expressing pleasure, joy, or satisfaction, con-
gratulatory.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alc/i. Pref. in Ashm (1652) 121 Of
Hierarchycall Jubylestes the gratulant gloryfycation 1790
H. Boyd Sheph, Lebanon in Poet. Reg (1808) 135 The mind
expands Its opening facultiesm general blow All gratulant,
receive the genial ray 1794 Coleridge Destiny Nations

,

The white-robed multitude ofslaughtered saintsAt Heaven’s
wide-opened portal gratulant Receive some martyr’d patriot
1868 Milman St Paul'sx 240 St Paul’s rang with a gratu-
lant thanksgiving. 1897 D P Todd in Nation (N. Y )

LXV. 392/3 Hundreds of people all gratulant to the man
whose well-directed munificence had provided [etc ]

t Gra’tulate, ct. Obs rare. [ad.L grdluldl-us,
pple. ofgrZtulari (see next) ] To be rejoiced at;
pleasing, gratifying.

1603 Shaics Meas forM v i. 535 Thanks good friend,
Escalus, for thy much goodnesse, There’s more behinde that
is more gratulate

Gratulate (gne’tirfleit), v. Now arch, and
poet. Also 7 gratulat [f. L. gratulat-, ppl. stem
of gratulaii to manifest one’s joy, congiatulate,
rejoice, give thanks, f. greilus pleasing, thankful.]
1 . irans. To express joy at the coming or appear-

ance of
;
to welcome, hail ; to greet, salute.

1556 Abp, Parker Ps xcvu. Argt,, This Psalme in sprite •

doth gratulate Christeskingdome cleare* immaculate. 1596
Edw, III, 1 u g Dear aunt, descend and gratulate his
highness x6x6 Chapman Homeds Hymn to Hymen Plays
1873 III 122 Euery flowre and weed Looks vp to gratulate
thy long’d for frmtes 1671 Milton P. R 1v, 434 The birds
. Cleaied up their choicest notes To gratulate the sweet
return ofmorn x68x T Jordan London's Joy 7 The Seven
Champions .are come To gratulate my Lord, and guard you
from Mutinous Mischiefs. 1746 AjcensideHymn to Naiads
xoi Thames with words Auspicious gratulates the bark
1784 Cowper Task v. 820 When every star, in haste To
gratulate the new-created earth, Sent forth a voice tyga-
1805 Wordsw Prelude xi 469 Some other spring, which by
the name Thou gratulatest 1822 — Sonn IValdenses, As
the lark Springs from the ground the morn to gratulate
2 . To express or manifest joy at or on account

of (an event, a happy condition, etc ) ;
= Con-

gratulate 2
*5®4 Beele A rraignm. Pans 1. iii, The muses give you

melody to gratulate this chance. 1596 Harington Metatn,
Ajax 93,

1

hope all the Innes of court will gratulate the

5
resent flourishing estate of our Lincolnes Inne. 1603 B.
onson Sejanus iv ix, I gratulate the newes. 1637 Hey-
wood RoyallKing 1 i Wks 1874 VI 7 The Embassadors
that come .To gratulate our famous victories 1699 Cibber
Xerxes And come with pious Joy, to gratulate your
Triumphs 1828 Scott F M Perth xxvm. The minstrels
sentforth their gayest notes to gratulate Eachin's succession.

T b. const, to, unto (the person), or with simple
indirect obj. Obs.
1591 Lambarde Archeion Ep

,
To gratulate unto You, that

1624 Bacon Let a Oct , Wks 1874 XIV 521 ,

1

cannot butgi atulate his Majesty the extreme prospeious success of
his business 1658W Burton Ihn Anton 159 MvAmW
gratulates to his own good luck this discovery £6q,

D

nv™„Ovids Met xn, 27 Calchas with a smiling glance Thusgratulates to Greece her happy chance
us

3.

To express joy or satisfaction to (a person)
on a happy event

;
to compliment, felicitate • J

Congratulate 4. Const on, upon,
*J* m.

*

1598 Florio, Gratulare, to gratulate, to reioice with x621Cade Serin Ep Ded , Well, then, may I gratulate ourCom-
monwealth, that is so much blessed with wise and worths
men 1644 Milton Jdgm. Bucer (1851) 299 So as I mav
justly gratulat mine own mind with due acknowledgment nf
assistance from above 1726 De Foe Hist Devil n ty
(1840) 218 Where do his devotees gratulate one another and
congratulate him more than at church ? 174a Mem Ladv
Harriot Butler II 50, I gratulate you upon it with allmy heart 2831 Scott Ct Robert xxxu, Some giatulated
him upon his most unexpected return to the service of his
country 1871 B Taylor Faust (1875) I. iv 83 ,

1

gratulate
thee on thy new caieer I

rfl 1672 Sir T Browne Let to Friend § 22 The heirs
and conceined relations gratulating themselves m the sober
departure of then fnends 1678 Marvell Def John HoweWks 1875 IV 232 Hereupon The Discourse highly gratu
lates It self tn three instances. 1823 Scott Quentin D
Introd

,
Your authors

, if they have children, [may] gratu
late themselves that the peck-loaf may be had for sixpence.

t b. ahsol or intr. To offer congratulations.
x6ox B Jonson Poetaster 11 11, We all come to giatulate

for the good report of you
*

+4 To be grateful or show gratitude foi
; also,

to express gratitude to (a benefactor) for, to
thank Obs
*59° Grei-ne Orl Fur (1599) 3* But fuendly gratulate

these fauouis found 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr (1662) 279 To
acknowledge and gratulate that harmony, which God hath
been pleased, to blesse 1652 F Kirkman Cleno § Lozta
120 After he had submissively gratulated him for the honour
1667 Waterhouse Inre Loud 149 To Gratulate the Kind-
ness I have had from any person or thing with fiequency
ofacknowledgment 1673 Marvell Reh Tiansp II. 300
I cannot but gratulate my good foitune rather than mv
wisdom, that I have travelled such an Author through with
no more extravagancy

*t*
5 . To lewaid or lecompense (a service, etc )

at6x1 Beaum & Fl Maid's Trag 1. 11, To gratulate So
great a seruice done at my desne 16x2 Hrywood Apol
Actors G 4, I could not choose but gratulate your honest
mdeauours with this shoit remembiance 1633 Marmion
Antiquary v Diam Wks (1875) 290 I’ll find some office To
gratulate thy pains

+ 6 To gratify, please Obs
^1592 Greene Jas. IV Prelude, To gratulate thee I

brought these antics to show thee some sport m dancing
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xix 33 Nay many times to
gratulate the company, we are fain to force our selves to un-
worthmess 1809 Campbell Gertr IVyom 1 xxvi, I will
teach thee . To pay with Htnon blood thy father’s scars,
And gratulate his soul rejoicing in the stars.

Hence G-ra tulatmg vbl. sb. and ppl. a
.
1639 Sanderson Serin, Ad Anlam ix (1689) 490, 1 note

it, not without much rejoycing and gratulating to us of
this Church, a 1711 Ken Chnstophil Poet Wks 1721 I

f
68 Seeing God pleas’d, the heavenly Quire In gratulating
lymns conspire. 1803 Wordsw BlindHighlandBoy xhv,
A giatulating voice, With which the very hills rejoice 1850
De Quincey in H A. Page Life (1877) II xvn 67 To pass
through innumerable stations of gratulating comrades

Gratulation (gisetiuli1 Jan). Now somewhat
rare. Also 5 gratulacyon, 6 -aeion, Sc -atioun
[ad. L. grdtulatidn-em, n. of action f. gratulafi to

Gratulate ]
1. A feeling of gratification, j’oy, or exultation

;

rejoicing in heart. (Now only with mixture of

sense 3, implying self-congratulation upon some
good fortune.)
148a Monk ofEvesham (Arb ) 106 Y wote not whedirsorow

or deuocyon or compassion or gratulacyon drawyn nowe
myne onhappy soule dyuers weyes 1577 tr BnllmgeVs
Decades (1592) 537 With great loie of hart and godhe gratu
lation 1644 Milton Areof (Arb.) 31 The joy and gratu-

lation which it brings to all who wish and promote their

Countries liberty. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. hi § 3 That
gratulation and delight in beholding the virtuous deeds of
other men. 1751 Johnson Rambler No 141 f 9 Youwould
look with some gratulation on our success.

^
1809W Irving

Kmckerb hi u. (1820) 169 Listening with silent gratulation

to the ducking of his hens. 1842 Miall m Nonconf II. 1

Our great and growing success cannot but be to ourselves a
matter of gratulation 1885 C. Mercier in MindH. 16 Gratu
lation is the feeling ofwhich congratulation is the expression.

2. Manifestation or expression of joy; esp with

a and pi,, an instance of this
; a rejoicing.

1540 Coverdale, etc Erasm Par These 6 It is more
worthy gratulacions and reioycmges 1649 Roberts Clavis
Btbl 387 The mutual gratulationsand contentment of Christ

and the Church in one another. 1741 Middleton Cicero I

iv, 262 The people came out to receive him with all imagin-

able gratulations and expressions ofjoy for his happy return

1863 Mary Howitt F Bremeds Greece I vm 259 After an
hour’s entertainment and gratulation, every one wenthome
1874 Motley Bameveld (1879) H* xm 82 The coronation

had gone on with pomp ana popular gratulations. 1895
AtlanticMonthlyLXXVI gxThe gratulations with which
the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of Amenca
was lately heralded,

3. The expression of pleasure or gratification at

a person’s success, good fortune, or the like ; com-
pliment, felicitation, congratulation.
1542 Udall Erasm, Apoph 11 316 To whom where many

ofy8 cobles resorted in the waye ofgratulacion, & ofkepyng
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hym coumpatgnie 1622 Bacon Hen VII 42 After this

Complement, and some gratulation for the Kings victone,

they fell to their errand 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep
iv ix 200 As a gratulation for the one, and a deprecation

from the other. 1807 Crabbe Parish Reg 11 Wks 1834 II.

184 'Ihe crowd Stood humbly round, and gratulation bow’d
1827 Scott in Croker Papers 25 Apr (1884), I cannot but

add my sincere gratulation upon your keeping a good house
over your head. 1828—EM Perth xxxiv, Ihe victors

had the general meed of gratulation

b An instance of this; a complimentary or

congratulatory speech
1614 Raleigh Hist World 11 (1634) 492 When Diagoras

had seen his 3 Sons crowned for their severall victories in

those games, one came running with this gratulation ( Die
Diagoras for thou shalt not clime up to heaven 1

. 1631
Massinger Believe as You List 11 1, Their giatula-

tions for his safetie 1751 Johnson Rambler No 97 v si
Gratulations pour in from every quartei 1848 Clough
Botkte ix 143 Be it recounted in song Who gave what
at the wedding, the gifts and fair gratulations 1891 J
Winsor Columbus vm. 177 True science places no gratula-

tions higher than those of its own conscience

f4 A joyful greeting , a welcome Obs
1489 {title) A Skeltomcall Salutation, Or Condigne gratu-

lation 1630 Pinker of Turvey, Gent T 58 Hearing such
a scholler-like gratulation, seeing by this salute, that [etc ]

a 1638 Mede Disc Luke Wks (1672) 1 xxiv 91 Secondly,
a Gratulation rendnng the reason thereof, Because of Peace
on Earth [18x5 Lamb Lett. (1888) I 299 He was one of
those who would have hailed your letum with the com-
placent giatulations of a philosopher anxious to promote
knowledge as leading to happiness.]

f 5 Expression of thanks, thanksgiving; also,

an instance of this Obs
1579 Fenton Guicciard 352 The King vsing towards them

at their departure a veiy small gratulation [It -fnccoli segm
di gratitudine\ of their seruices past 1392 Greene Groat's-

iv Wit (1617) 26 Roberto returned him thankefull gra-

tulations a 1677 Manton Serin Ps cxix . 65 Wks 1872
VII 200 Warm in petitions, but cold, raw, and infrequent

m gratulations.

+ 6. Reward, recompense
;
= Gratification 3.

1611 Speed Hist Gt Bnt. vm, vu § 50. 408 The Duke
forthwith granted their desires whereupon they drew

out store of gold to present him in way ofgratulation 1628
Wither Brit Remenib vi 305 He askt, and had a willing

gratulation. From one both rich and of another Nation

Gkra’tulatorily, adv [f next + -ly 2 ] By way
of congratulation, thanks, or greeting
1620 Donne Serm xlu 416 To Lxclaime gratulatonly in

his behalfe QuantaJidei vis a 1638 Mede Disc LukeWks
(1672) 1 xxiv 91 Or both causally and gratulatonly thus,

Glory be to God in the highest [etc ] 1880 Miss H A Dutf
Honor MacMichael I 11 46 His brother heard of his en-

gagement, and wiote gratulatonly,

Gratulatory (grse tuJfWtan), a (si ) Also 6-7
gratulatorie [ad. med L *grdtulcitSri-us

,
f.

gratuldi 1 to Gratulate , see -OBY and cf. obs F.
gratulatoire ]

1 . Expressing joy or gratification for the good
fortune, etc. of another ; conveying gratulation

,

congratulatory, complimentary
*577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl Hist (1619) 183 That Sermon

gratulatorie of the repairing of the Churches 162a Peacham
Contpl Gent x (1634) 92 His gratulatoiy verse to King
Henry upon his Coronation day a. 1656 Ussher Ann
(1638) 79s He was entertained with gratulatory acclama-
tions 1763 Chesterf. Let to Faulkner 4 Jan , Lett 1892
III 1287,

1

take it for granted, that some ofyour many tribu-

tary wits have already presented you with gratulatory

poems 1867 Parkman JesuitsN Amei vi, (1875) 68 He
gave an outcry of delight, echoed by gratulatory cries from
all present. 1871 Daily Tel 14 Sept ,

Lord Derby could
hardly use other than gratulatory language to an audience
of great manufacturers He therefore felicitated them on
the material prosperity of the present year.

+ b. Bearing or charged with congratulations.

Obs rare.

1655 Nicholas Papeis (Camden) 193 The Gratulatory Am-
bassador to the new Pope

+ 2 Expressing gratitude or thanks ;
made as

a thankoffering. In theological language, spec,

applied to sacrifices 1 of thanksgiving' as opposed
to propitiatory sacrifices. Obs
a 1353 Bradford in Foxe A § M (1563) 1204/1 The sacri-

fice of the churche is no propiciatone sacrifice but a gratu-

latorie sacrifice 1376 Fleming Panopl Epist 100 A gratu-

latorie letter, that is, an Epistle of thankes a 1631 Donne
Serm lv (16 40) 349 The Psalme hath a Gratulatory part,

a sacrifice of thankesgiving 1670 Devout Covimun (1688)

163 Let me do something gratulatoiy Let me give myself
a thank offering to him 1673 L Addison State Jews (1676)

121 They make a gratulatory Oration unto God, for that he
has been pleased to assist and accept their Services 1739
Waterland Eucharist Wks 1823 VIII 263 Whereas for-

merly he had disowned any propitiatory sacrifice, content
with gratulatory, after the Protestant way
+ 3 sb An expression of gratulation, a con-

gratulatory speech. Obs rare.

<*1734 North Lives (1826) III 383 The chief failing that

appeared in him was an over repetition of gi atulatones and
compliments.

+ Gra’tuling, ppl a Obs rare
“- 1 [f OB’

gratuler (ad L gratularl see Gratulate)

+

-ing 2 ] Congratulating, gratulant
1622 Fletcher Beggar’s Bush n i,Where’s Oratour Higgen

with his gratuling Speech now , In all our names?

+ Gra’ty, a Obs rare—°. [f Grate sb 1 + -y1.]

Consisting or full of grates ; like a grate.

1621 Cotgr
,
Gnlleux, gratis j full of grates , made like a

grate

VOL. IV.

GraufF, obs form of Graff sb 2

Graulse, (graul), Anglo-Irish f. Grilse.
Grau’ly, a rare— 1 [Meant for an equivalent

of G gratthch ] Grisly, causing a shudder.
1848 Lytton K Arthur x v, In many a grauly flock

the she-bears sprawlingplay’d Ibid
,,foot-note Grauly and

grausame are both adjectives which belong to the baxon
element of the language and are fairly reclaimed from the
German The Scotch indeed have preserved the first

Ground, obs form of Grand
+ Graundcie App var of craunce , Cranta
1392 Greene Upst Courtier H, Such brooches, such

bracelets, such graundcies, such periwigs.

Graundepose, obs. foim of Grampus.
Graimser, obs form of Grandsire.
Gratmt, -ar, -er, -e(e, obs. ff Grant, -er, -ee.

Graunt(e mercy, variant of Grameboy.
II Graupel (grau p’l). Meteorology [G. grau~

pel{-wettef)l\ Soft hail.

1889 WeatherRep 4 Mar ,
Occasional showers of graupel,

sleet, and snow have been recorded 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross 238 The snow, or soft hail (now known as
graupel)

II Grauwacke (gran’valca). Geol. Also 8
grau-wacken, 9 grawack6, grauwaek. [Ger.
f. grau Grey + wacke Wacke ]

*= Greywacke.
1794 Kirwan Elem Min. (ed 2) I 235 Its [Argillite's]

transitions are into grau-wacken [etc], x8o6 Davy in Phil.
Trans. XCVII 10 Grauwacke from North Wales 2828 G
Young Geol. Snrv Yorkslt Coast 55 The hard porphyritio
lookmg rocks usually designated by the harsh-sounding
name grawacke 1840 Trans Geol Soc Ser n (184a) VI
558 The fossiliferous grauwacke which constitutes the chief
mountain masses of the right bank of the Rhine 1876
Smilfs Sc Natur vm (ed 4) 131 The hills, which descend
to the coast, are composed of hard grauwacke
attnb 1832 De la Beche Geol. Man (ed 2) 41 Detritus

from the grauwacke slates 1842 H Miller O R Sandst
li (ed 2) 56 The harder grauwacke schists. 1851 Richardson
Geol vm (r855) 246 The ancient grauwacke limestones.

Gravaile, obs. form of Gravel.
Gravamen (gravamen). PI. gravamina
(gravamina), [a. late L, gravamen a physical

inconvenience, m med L. a grievance, f. gravdre
to load, f gravis heavy. Grave a.]

1. A grievance.

1647 Ward Simp Cobler 38 Is your Advisera such a
Suavamen to you, that hath been such a Gravamen to
Religion and Peace 1708 S Sewall Diary 9 Feb (1879)
II 216 [We] found this to our Comfort which was a grava-
men for many years 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Norm Eng
II 24 Charles gave Hagano the higher room The real

gravamen, however, appears to have been Hagano’s affec-

tionate though rough fidelity

2 . fa. A formal complaint or accusation. Obs.

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib, Proph Ep Ded 38 It is not safe

. to extend the gravamen and punishment beyond the in-

stances the Apostles make 1774 Bp S Hallifax Roman
Civ.Law (1773) 126 In an Appeal, whethei from a Gravamen
or the Sentence, an Inhibition is issued from the Superior
Court to the Inferior, to stop Proceedings 1880 Lit World
30 July 63/2 A gravamen brought forward by the Diet m
opposition to the royal demands.

b Eccl. A memorial presented by the Lower
House of Convocation to the Upper representing the

existence of disorders or grievances in the church
x6oa Archpriest Controv (Camden) II 13 They willed vs

to bring our probations for the Grauamina we had put up
against the Archpriest *869 Daily Neivs 18 June, Arch
deacon Hale presented a gravamen characterising the mea-
sure now before Parliament m very strong terms 1889

John Bull 2 Mar 145/3 Archdeacon Denison’s gravamen
just presented to Convocation is a most doleful document

1899 Westm Gass 9 Feb 9/1 The Prolocutor thought the

Archdeacon was travelling beyond the words of the grava-
men,
S The particulai part of an accusation that bears

most heavily on the person accused.

1833 M'Cheyne in Mem i, (1844) 12 It constitutes the very
gravamen of the charge against the umenewed man that he
has affection for his earthly parent but none for God 1 1839
Brougham -S& Statesmen, Ld. Mansfield Ser 1 ns_ The
great gravamen, too, of these charges against him is his

leaning towards the Americans 1840 Mill Diss & Disc

(1859) I 151 The gravamen of the charge against the prin-

ciple of utility seems to lie m aword 1887 Lowell Democr
19 The real gravamen of the charge lies in the habit it has

of making itself generally disagreeable

f Gravament. Obs. [ad L gravdmentum
i. gravare • see prec ] A grievance.

*537 Latimer To Cromwell Rem (1843) 378 Mr. Nevell
shall deliver to you a bill of the gravaments of two or three

of the fellows, most given to good letters

f Grava’minous, Obs Also 8 erron. gravi-

mmous. [f L. gravdinin-, gravamen + -ous]

Grievous, annoying, distressing.

1639 D Pell Impr Sea 19 A dishonour unto God, and a

gravaminous burthen to the ships and men they go amongst

1713 S Sewall Diary 19 Nov (1879)11 412 Gen 1 Nichol-

son mention’d it as gravimmous that the Shops were shut

up 1721 Wodrow Hist Suffer Ch Scot (1829) II 146

The parliament made new and gravaminous laws

Gravat, variant of Cravat

+ Gravative, ct Obs [ad. L. type *gmvd-
tvo-us f gravare ; see Gravamen.] * Applied to

the feeling of pain accompanied by a sense of

weight’ (Syd, Soc Lex 1886).
*57* J Jones Bathes ofBath 17 b, Heauy or grauatiue

paine is caused in an Aposteme in a membre not sensible,

1668 Culpepper & Cole Bartkol, Anat 1 xvu 47 Persons

having the Stone in their Kidneys have gravative. pains
X720T Fuller Phann. Extemp, 151 Such [illnesses] as
gravative Head Ach
Grave (gre'v), sb 1 Forms * i grasf, 4-6 graf(e,

5, 8-9 Sc graff, (4 grave, 5 grawe, 6 Sc graif,

graawe), 3- grave [OE greef str neul -OFris.
gref, OS. graf, OHG grap —OTeut type *g> a$oni

,

a parallel type is *graM fem
,
represented by ON

grpf (Da grav, Sw graf), Goth. graba\ f root of
OE. grafan to dig, Grave v 1

The normal mod representative of OE grsef would be
graff

,

the ME disyllabic grave
, from which the standard

mod. form descends, was piob due to the especially frequent
occurrence of the word in the dat. (locative) case ]

1 . A place of burial ; an excavation m the earth
for the reception of a coipse ; + formerly often

applied loosely to a receptacle for the dead not
formed by digging, as a mausoleum.
a xooo Seafarer 97 (Gr

)
peah pe graif wille golde stregan

brobor his jjeborenum. <11230 Gen * Ex 3184 Oc tSeail

haueS so wide spiled, Sat his [Joseph's] graue is Sor vnder
hiled <2x300 Cursor M 21063 First ne did his graf to

deluen c 1330 R Brunne Chron (x8xo) 290 To bat stede
he ferd, ber he was laid in graue c 2383 Chaucer L. G.W
903 Thisbe, We preyen yow .. That in o graue y-fere we
moten lye a 1400-50 Alexander 4451 Giaffis garnyscht of
gold & gilten tombis <11440 Promp Parv. 207/2 Grave,
solempnelymade, orgravyn mausoleum c 1460 Towneley
Myst xxvi 54 Dede men also rose vp sone, Outt of thare
grafe 1333 Stewart Cron Scot I 594 He . With all

honour wnto his graif is gone 1348-9 (Mar) Bk Com.

Prayer, Burial Dead, When they come at the graue 1390
Shahs. Mtds N v 1 387 The graues, all gaping wide, Euery
one lets forth his spnght 1607 Dekicer Roaring Girle Wks
1873 III 107,

1

must not to my graue. As a drunkard to his

bed 1687 A LovnLr tr Thevenot's Trav 1 58 When the
Grave is filled up, they erect a stone 1756-7 tr Keys-
ler's Trav (1760) III 97 Here in one giave are deposited
the remains of Constantia . and her daughter 1794
Burns 1 0 Death, hadst thou but spar'd his life ', E'en as
he is, cauld in his graff 1821 Byron Cain m 1, Compose
thy limbs into their grave x86x Wright Ess Archteol I

vu 142 The Anglo Saxons .. dug a rather deep rectangular
giave often of considerable dimensions a 1876 G Dawson
Led Shake etc (1888) 62 When your grave comes to be
dug, will the diggers weep ?

transf. 1590 Spenser E Q in, x 42We will blyndfolded
ly, Ne pnvy bee unto your treasures grave

+ b Holy grave — Holy Sepulchre
<214.55 Holland Honlate xxxv, The haily graif. Ibid

xxxvii, The haly graf 1481 Caxton Reynaid (Arb ) 108,

I wyl goo for you to the holy graue. c 1311 1st Eng Bk.
Anier (Arb) Intiod 31/2 They seke the holy graue to
Iherusalem

c A giave-mound Also transf., Dead men's
graves (see quot

)

1868 Dickens Uncomm Trav xxi. Gravely making liay

among the graves 1869 R B Smyth Gold/ Victoria 609
Dead-metis Graves, applied to country generally basaltic,

where, owing to the unequal decomposition of the under-
lying rock, humps like graves occur

d. In various fig and proverbial expressions

f Into the grave of hell : into the lowest depth
Secret as the grave . kept as a close secret. To
make a pet son turn in hts grave, said fancifully

or hypeibolically of the effect of somethmg which
-was abhorrent to the person in his lifetime. Some
one is walking over mygrave (see quot. 1 868) One
foot m the grave (see Foot sb 26 a)

c 1583 Cartwright in R Browne Ausw Cartwright 88
It shoulde followe that that assembly shoulde from the

hyest beauen fall into the graue of hell 2738 Swift Pol
Conversat 1 84 Miss [shuddering] Lord 1 there’s some-
body walking over my Grave 283a L Hunt SirR Esher
(1830) 89 The correspondence I kept as secret as the grave

1859 H Kingsley G Hamlyn xxxi (i860) 268 Sometimes
somebody would walk over my grave, and give me a creep-

ing m the back 1868 Holme Lee B Godfrey xiv. 77 Joan
shuddered—that convulsive shuddei which old wives say
is caused by a footstep walking over the place of our grave
that shall be 1883 Hatper's Mag Apr. 768/1 Somebody’s
walking over your grave, they say, when you feel so 2888
Bryce Amer. Commw I xn 159 Jefferson might turn in

his grave if he knew of such an attempt to introduce

Euiopean distinctions of rank into his democracy.

e with omission of the article (after a prep.)

1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke xx 38 Now wer
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, at that tyme alreadie burned
in graue 1662 Hickerincill Serm Wks. 1716 1 286 Few
or none went down to Grave in peace.

2 . Regarded as the natural destination or final

resting-place of every one Hence sometimes put

for : The condition or state of being dead, death

f To the gtwve • till death. {To bear a mark) to

one's grave , all one’s life. To find one's grave :

to meet one’s death.
C1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 17 Crist sparid not to visyte

pore men m be colde greue 24 Songs «S- Carols x$th C.
(Percy Soc ) 66 Thet wyl gyffe a man a mark that he xal ber
it to hys grafe. 1535 Coverdale Gen xlu 38 Yf eny mys-
fortune shulde happen vnto him ye shulde bringe my
graye hayre with sorowe downe vnto the graue. 1634
Quarles Job vi 39 Both Rich and Poore are equat’d in

the Grave 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav, 168 My course

came next, though not to die, yet to goe neere the Grave,

2656-9 B Harris Panval's Iron Age (ed 2) 244 France,
where he soon found his grave. 1674 tr Martwierc's Voy.
N, Countries 113 And thinking by bleeding and purgatton
to recover their Patients, sent many of them to the Grave.

2707 Watts Hymn, * Ltfe is ihe time to serve the Lord
There are no Acts of Pardon pass’d In the cold Grave to
which we haste. 27*3 Pres. State Russia II 129, I am, to

127
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the Grave, full of good Wishes towards you. 17*6 Swift
Gulliver iv xi, The Savages discharged an Arrow, which
wounded me deeply on the inside of my left Knee (I shall

carry the Mark to my Grave). *7*6 Dyer GiongarHiU 92
Between the cradle and the grave 1738 Wesley Psalms
vi 111, 1 cannot thank Thee in the Grave 1730 GrayElegy
ix. The path of glory leads but to the grave. 1813 Shelley
A lastor 720 Birth and the grave, that are not as they were,

b. with peisomficalion . = Death or Hades
xCxr Bible Hosea xm 14 O death, I will he thy plagues,

0 graue [WycLir, Coverdale hell(e], I will be thy destruc-

tion Ibid. 1 Cor xv 55 1613 Cleaver Proverbs 175 No
might, .can rescue him out of the hand of the graue

3. In enlarged rhetorical use . Anything that is,

or may become, the receptacle of what is dead

So liquid, watery grave
1559 Mirr Mag , Jack Cade xxi, Than were on poales

my parboylde quarters pight, And set aloft for vermine to

deuower, Meete graue for rebels that resist the power,
163a Lithgow Trav vu 326 Their dead Corpes weie cast

oyer Board, in a boundlesse grave to feed the fishes 1633
Fut ler Ch Hist hi lii g 15 Ptolemais (Lhe Grave General
of the Christian Army) x8ax Byron Heaven 1 111,

Not even a rock from out the liquid grave 1883 Kingsley
Herein vi. 127 They had only just escaped a wateiy
grave 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne I vi 170 He had
earned her out of a grave of fire 1893 Maguire in

Untied Servtce Mag July 373 The country between the

Balkans and Constantinople would have been the grave of
the entire Russian Army, i8g8 J. R. Illingworth Divine
Immanence vi 137 The body ceases to be the spirit’s organ,

and becomes first its prison, and then its grave.

4. All excavation of any kind
,
a pit or trench.

Obs. exc. in sense of a tiench foi earthing up
potatoes and other roots

1326 Pilgr Per/, (W de W 1531) 276 b, It is wryten m
die lawe of Moyses That no man sholde dyg ony pyt, or
open ony graue or cesterne, but he sholde couer it agayne

lest [etc ] 1847 Hallhvell, Grave, a potato hole.

Line 1837 Jrnl R Agric. Soc XVIII 1 108 Potatoes
are brought out of the * hogs or 4 graves or * pits ’. 1890
Morning Post 26 Dec 6/2 The mangold and potato graves
have also suffered considerably

5. attnb, and Comb, a simple attributive, as

grave-brass
,
-clod, -garth, -ground, -lull, -lid, -linen,

-mound, + -neighbour, -place, -rail, -side, (also

attnb) -slab, -stead, -womi\ grave-like adj. b
objective, as grave-maker, -raker, -robber

;
grave-

diggtng (cf. Grave-disger), -making, -robbing vbl.

sbs c. adverbial (of destination) and instrumental,

as grave-bound, -riven adjs. d locative or origina-

tive, as g) ave-mterment ,
grave-born adj.

1396 Drayton Mortimenados 34 Lyke "graue-borne gosts,
amaz’d and mad with feare 1835 D L Richardson
Sonnets 10 The "grave-bound Pilgrim never can retuin

1849 Rock Ch of Fathers I 11 187 Our old English
grave-brasses 1847 Craig, *Gra.veclod, a lump of earth
belonging to a grave 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvi.
v, The "grave-digging scene next engaged the attention
of Partridge 1880 Rossetti Ballads <§- Sonn 273 As in
a "gravegartb, count to see The monuments of memory
1874 Green Short Hist 1 § 2 9 The grave-ground of
Addington a 1833 Mrs Hemans Song of Tomb Poems
(1875I 340 He must ride o’er the "grave-hills . with stoimy
speed 1894 Atkinson Old Whitby 62, I have taken 3
axe-hammers from giave-hills on the Danby and Skelton
moors 1638 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Introd 1. 3 Pop-
psea, the wife of Nero, found a peculiar "grave enterment
r 1340 Cursoi M. 14332 (Tnn )

pe "graue lid awey \>e.i kist

1764 Oxford Sausage 63 O haste thee from thy "grave-like
Grot! 18^7 De Quincev Sec) et SocietiesWks 1863 VI 269
You may sit in that deep giave-like recess. 1838 LaneMod
Egypt II. xv 285 It is common, also, for a Mooslim, on a
military expedition, to carry his "grave linen with him 14
Nom in Wr -Wfilcker 722/30 Htc boslarms

,

a "grafmakere,
xfioa Shaks Ham, v 1 34 Gardiners, Ditchers, and Graue-
makers 1654 Whitlock Zootonua 63 Hee being to work
too fast for the Grave-maker. 1602 Shaks Ham v. 1. 74
Ha's this fellow no feeling of his busmesse, that he sings at
"Graue-tnaking? 1894 E H Barker Two Summers
Cayenne 239 There is very little grave-making, except by
mounds and wooden crosses.

>
1603 Dekker Wonderfull

Ycare D iv, The colde companie of his "graue neighbouis,
1665 Walton Life Hooker in Hookeds Wks (1888) I 78
The poor clerkhad many rewards for shewing Mr Hooker's
"grave place. 1874 Stubbs Const Hist I iv 64 The re-
searches into the grave places of the nations. 173a E
Forrest Hogarth's Tour 4 Hogarth untrussed upon a
"grave-rail. 1631 Weever Anc Funeral Mon 31 The
"graue rakers, these gold-finders are called theeues 1830
Mrs Browning Poems I. 318 The poet sings upon the
earth "giave-rtven 1843 Ecclesioiogist IV 291 The sin of
"grave robbing 1838 J L Stephens Trav. Greece, etc.

27/1 The Greeks returned, and, taking up the body, carried
it to the "grave side 1863 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xix
(1879) 172 How many a heart has felt that graveside solem-
nity. 1894 H Speight Nidderdale 190 Two well preserved
"grave-slabs 1884A Lang Custom <$ Myth 286 The ghosts
that haunt ancient "grave-steads 18x5 Milman Fazio
(1821) S3, 1 had rather "grave-woims were on thy lips than
that bad woman’s kisses

6.

Special comb : grave-board, a board, in-
scribed with symbolic figures, set upright over the
graves of N. American Indians; grave-clad a.
nonce-wd., clad in grave-clothes, J grave-cloth,
? a pall , grave-cover, a stone slab covering a
grave

; grave deep a. nonce-wd., deep as the
grave; grave-digging ppl a , epithet of certain
insects (see Grave-digger 2) , f grave-fellow,
a companion m the grave ; grave-find, an object
or a number of objects found in a grave

; grave-
goods pi., valuables deposited with a corpsem the
grave

; grave-hoard, a quantity of objects buried

with a corpse; + grave-jelly, corruption, rotten-

ness; grave-man, -master, a sexton; grave-
mound, a hillock, or a banow or tumulus, indi-

cating the site of an interment, a burial-mound

;

grave-plant, Datura sangmnea (Syd Soc Lex.

1886) ;
j* gTave-porer, one who is poring over

or looking towards his grave ; an aged man; grave-
post =grave-board, grave-trap I'hcatr.ipt&qyoi )

;

j* grave-wax

=

Adipocere. Also Grave-clothes,
Grave-digger, Gravestone, Graveyard
1831 Schoolcratt Indian Tribes I 356 At the head of the

grave a tabular piece of cedar, or other wood, called the
adjedatig, is set This "giave-boaid contains the symbolic
or representative figures which recoid, if it he a warrior, Ins

totem 1862 Max Muller Chips (1880) I. xiv 318 The in-

scriptions which are found on the Indiangraveboards. a 1802
Home Alonzo iv, Why should I fear to see a "grave clad
ghost? 1764 Rec Amherst (1884) 28/1 Voted To provide a
"grave Cloth for the use ofthe District 1875 J T Fowler
111 Arclueologia XLV. 385 The Kgrave-covers indicated in
Browne-Willis's plan. 1830 Mrs Browning Poems II. 227
Give him room 1 Room for the dead in Paris 1 welcome
solemn And "grave deep 1847 Craig s v Giave

,
"Grave-

digging or burying beetle 1831 Gossn Naturalist's Soj
Jamaica 147 1 he labour of the hee is play compared with
the efforts of the grave-diggmg Sphex 1642 Fuller Holy
$ Prof St nr v, 164 Foi lie that was bunco with the hones
of EUsha recovered his life by lodgingwith such a "giavo-
fellow, x68x Flavel Meth Grace xvm 327 When guilt

shall neither he our bed fellow, noi grave fellow, x868 G
Stephens Runic. Mott I. p x, At what era they came, is

not known "Giave-finds show that it was as eai ly as some
time before Christ 1883 Daily News 7 Nov 5/3 Burying
their dead with weapons ancl "grave goods 1894 — xi
Tati. 5/2 For want of "grave hoards, very little will he
known about us m some three thousand years or less 1637
Reeve God's Plea 32 [He] will ere long be taken off from
his leggs, lye upon a death-couch, be earned out by Bearers,
and consume to "gi ive-gelly 1821 Combe Wife 11 (i860)

273 The bold "grave-man at the meeting Gave the inde
clown so sound a beating, That [etc ] 1622 Mabbe tr

Aleman's Guzman d'Alf h. 220 Committed over to the
Curate, Sexton, or "Graue master 1839 Reeve Brittany
137 Running to and fro over the "grave mounds 1383
Stanyhurst Mneis iv (Arb ) 1x7 To clap on shoulders his
bedred "grave-porer old sue! 1831 Schoolcraft Indian
Tribes I. 356 After winch the hones are buried, and the
"giave posts fixed 1855 Longi- Hiaw xiv. 18 On the grave-
posts of our fathers Are no signs, no figures painted. 1886
Stage Gossip 6g The "grave-trap is the one m centre of the
stage, or neatly so, and is so called on account of its use in
the grave scene m 'Hamlet'. 2834 Mavnt Expos Lex ,

*Graveauax 1865 Page Handbk Geol Terms (ed, 2),

Grave-wax, a familiar terra foi adipocere, because occa-
sionally found in grave-yards

t Grave, sb 2 Obs. [OE grief, f root ofgrafan
Grave b 1

] A graven image
xx . Voc in Wi -Wulcker 541/15 Scnlptuia, grffif 01x300

E. E. Psalter xevi 7 Alle schente be bat bidden griues als

Ibid cv xg And a kalfe in Oreb maked ]>ai, And baden }>e

giaue

Grave (greW), sb 3 local Forms 3 gre^fe,
greyve, 5 grafe, 5-6 grayve, 6 greyff, 5- grave,
[a. ON. grafe, of obscuie origin; prob. a OS
*grffiio (MLG. grPve) — G. graf Grave sb 4 (In

South Yorkshire documents of the 16th c Grieve
sb and gi'ave are used indifferently )]

+ a. A steward, a person placed m chaige of
property (obs.). b In certain pails of Yorkshne
and Lincolnshire, each of a number of admimstia-
tive officials formeily elected by the inhabitants of
a township.
cxaoo Ormin 18363 Icc amm sennd biforenn himm Hiss

bidell & hiss gre^fe. a 1300 IlaveloL 266 Schtreues he
sette, bedels, and greyues ?x4 Benedictine Rule 374 in
Engl Studien II 63 A pnores may knaw wele ban, Scbe
beres \>e charch of a lmdman , And als a graue binoues hu
be, pat cure ha.se tayn to kepe hir fe 14 None in
Wr -Wulcker 683/33 HIC milieus

,
Hie prepositns, a grafe

c 1430 Bk Curiosye 576 in Babees Bk , Of Jie resayuer he
[tresurere] shalle resayue Alle hut is gedurt of bayld and
grayue. Ibid 589 Giayuis, and baylys, and parker, <1x478
Phimploit Corr (Camden) 39 To the welfare of our sovc-
raigne lord the King and you, nothing they will pay, with-
out your said tenants will fray with them, whearfore they
are in regage to divers of your graves 1324 Par Accts,
Ecclesfield

,
Yorks, Our lady greyfFs haith maid then

acownc 1327 Ibid,, Owr lady grayves haith maid theyi
Recknyng and they ayi in debet iij'i xj" ij'l 0x599 Acct
BL W.Wray m Antiquaiy XXXII 278 The vsuall ordei
of election of all & singuler Reves & graves, belonging to
the prebendes wlllm the colligiat churclie or minster . m
Ripon 1603 Saltern Ant. Laws Gi, But E2b, lhe
Saxons called then Nobles by a name of the same significa-
tion, viz Earles or eldermen, a name of nobihtie vnknowne
in theirowne Countne

, wheie (as I take it) they are called
Graues or Greues

,
signifying a gouemoi, which name also

they brought hither, and it remameth m some vse to this
day. 1610 Louth Accts (1891) ps Item payde for a Supper
for the graves & theue wyues litj h mj s 1710 in More-
house Kirkburton fy Graveship ofHolme (1861) 140 We, y°
Jury sworn for the lord of the Manor of Wakefield above-
said, upon oui Inquiry into the old Rentalls and Evidences
concerning our said Graveship of Holme, find and present
y* there are 61 Graves withm our said Graveship
attnb. x86x Morehouse Kirkburton <$• Graveship of

Holme 140 After revising the grave roll, they subscribed
the following declaration

t Grave, sb.± Obs [ad MDu grave (D\i.graaf)
— Graf. Now only as the second member of
compound titles, as landgrave, margrave

,
pals-

grave ] A foreign title = Count i
; chiefly used

of the counts of Nassau.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas it iii iv Captamcs 63 When
with the rest of all his Hoast, the Grave Marcheth amain til
give the Town a brave [sidmote, Sigmfieth but an Earl
but here it is usurped for the chiefe Captame Josuahl x&»Dekker Guls Hornc-bk v 23 Then you may discourse how
honorably your Graue vsed you , ohserue that you call
Graue Maun.ce your Graue. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial iv
n. Her father was grave Hans van Herne, a 1718 prNv
Treat. Oaths Wks 1782 II 483 Here follow two letters* of
the Graue of Nassau, and Prince of Orange ’

Grave (gre'v), af (sb

)

[a F grave, ad L
grave-m, gravis heavy, impoitanl. Cf. Sp, Pe-
lt. grave

’ ’

The popular Fr representative of L grnv-em is gnef see
Griet a )

A. adj,

j* 1 . Of persons : Having weight or importance •

influential, respected, (Sometimes used as an epithet
of respectful address ) Of authors, books, maxims
advice 1 Weighty, authoritative. Obs ’’

1541 Pagtt in St Papers Hen VIII, VIII 644 Remit-
ting the consyderation of the same to yout most excellent
wisedom and grave judgement 1357 North tr Guevara's
Diall Pr. 1272/6 Nowe I knowe, that thou ait no lesse
graue in making [=wrxting, composing], then gracious m
teaching 1383 Fulke Defence Answ to Pref 16 Let him
piefure those Scriptures which the greater numbei and
gtauer chuiches do icceiue <1x392 Guefne Alphonsus
iv Wks (Rtldg) 240/2 Welcome, grave sir, to me 1590
Tiiynne Animadv (1873) 22 Chaucer was a grave manne
holdcn in gi eate ci edyt 1602 Rowlands Its Meme when
Gossips wide 23 There’s an old graue Prouerbe tell’s vs
that Such as die Maydes, doe all lead Apes m hell 1604
E G[rimstonl] D'A costa's Hist. Indies 1 1 2 Theodoret a
very grave Authoui, follows Crysoslome in this opinion 1607
Shaks Cor 11. 11 46 Most rcuerend and giaue Elders 1622
Sparrow Bk Com Prayer (1661) 15 Our Churches direction
m this pailicular, is grave and conform to ancient rules
1657 J Smith Myst R het 203 Your determination is re-
pugnant to the grave advice of youi knowing fnends 17m
Grew Cosin San a iii 111 108 One e, the Roman State [was]
of all others the most celebrated foi their Virtue; as the
Gravest of their own Waters, and of Strangers do bear
them witness, 1741 Middleton Cicero I v 347 By im
posing so shameful a task upon the gravest man in Rome
[CatoJ 1749 H Walpole Lett (1848) II 260 He is a
gi ave man, and a good speaker

2 . Of w oilcs, employments, objects of considera-

tion Weighty, nnpoitant; m lalei use chiefly,

requiring serious thought, senous
1392 Shaks Veil $ Ad. Ded 4,

1

. .vowe to take aduantage
of aTl idle houres, till I liauehonouied you with somegrauer
labour 1602 2nd Pt Return fr Pamass 1 11 307 Could
but a grauer subiect him [xc Shakspere] content, Without
loues foolish lazy Janguisluuent 1828 Scott F. M, Perth
x, When our council is assembled, we will treat of graver
matters x868 Helps Rcalurah xv (1876) 413, I shall
merely leply by asking you in turn some grave questions.

b Now esp in unfavourable sense, of faults,

evils, difficulties, responsibilities, etc. : Highly
serious, formidable Of diseases 01 symptoms:
Seuous, thieatcnmg a fatal result

1824 Landor Imag. Conv Sei 1 II 110 The fault is

graver than the reproof 1838 Bright Sf India 24 June,
Grave enois had been committed m that country 1866 G
Macdonald Ann Q Nng/ib. 1. (1878) 4 Grave doubts as to

whether I was in my phace 1883 Manch Even, News
x6 July 2/3 If to-night's news be true, the position is very
grave indeed. 1883 Law Reports 29 Chanc Div. 797 There
has been a grave breach of duty resulting in heavy loss

1888 Fagge Pnnc fy Pract. Med (ed. 2) I 174 This
[meteorism] is a grave symptom 1896 Allbutt's Syst Med
I 190 In poisoning from phosphoius, &.c , and m the grave
anaemias Mod. Grave news from the front.

3 . Of persons, their character, aspect, speech, or

behaviour: Marked by weighty dignity; of leve-

xend seriousness In later use with widei sense,

of temperament, feeling, or their manifestations.

Serious, not mirthful or jocular
,
opposed to gay

1349 Latimer 5th Serin, bef. Edit) VI (Arb) 143 The
Judge at the enpanelynge of the questehadde hys graue

lookes 1398 Makston Pygmal v 161 That which I

deemed Bacchus surquedry. Is graue, and staled, civill,

Sobrietie 1667 Milton P. L, 11 300 With giave Aspect he

lose, and in his rising seem’d A Pillar of State 1709 Lady
M W Montagu Let to Miss Anne Worthy 21 Aug , This

letter is a good deal grave, and, like other grave things, dull

a 1721 Prior Cantata 10 Youth on silent wings is flown

Graver years come rolling on 1721 Berkeley Prcv Rum
Gt Bnt Wks III 204 At a time when the nation ought

to be too grave foi such tufles x8oa Wolcot (P Pindar)

PM fy his Statue Wks 1812 IV 310 Hxs grave Loidship

and grave wig Both with the fust importance big. 1828

Scott F M Perth xxi. He should be subjected to the

chaige of some grave counsellor 1848 Dickens Dombey
iv, Solomon looked a little graver as he finished his dinner

x868J H Blunt Ref, Ch Eng, I 329 The Prior ofDuiham
writes a grave letter to him 1889

4 Rolf Boldrewood
Robbery under Arms xxvtii, Theie was old Geoige sitting

on the bench as grave as a judge 1897 Liteiature 190/2

The grave-and-gay verse so characteristic of this poet

absol. 1676 Glanvxll Ess Philos. <5
* Rchg vi 17 The

Grave and the Sober, whose Judgements we have no reason

to suspect to be tainted by their Imaginations 17*3 Pop®

Odyss xiv 522 The grave in merry measures frisk about

b. Of movements, also of music, tones of voice,

etc. : Expressive of or befitting serions feelings,

senous, solemn
1383 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy in xiv 98 They

go with a grave, fayre, and soft pace 1397 Morley Introd

Mus 177 You must ifyou have a graue matter, applie a

graue kmde of musick to it. Ibid 181 A kmde of staide

musicke ordained for graue dauncing i6ix Shaks. Wtnt.

T 1 11 173 We two will walke (my Lord) And leaue you to



GRAVE. 375 GRAVE-CLOTHES.
your grauer steps. 1660 F Brooke ti Le Blanc's Trav
312 When he saw the Monks with grave steps draw neater
the bed [etc ] 1687 A Lovell tr Thevenofs Irav 1 30
That way of saluting is very grave 1859 Dickens T Two
Cities 1 v, The childien had ancient faces and grave voices

*897 W. Watson Hope Worlds etc (1898) 24 Ihe Song of
Mingling flows Grave, ceremonial, puie

4 Of colour, chess, etc. . Dull, plain, sombre,

not gay or showy
16x1 Cotgr , s v Pol, Graue clothes make dunces often

seemegreat Clarkes 1735 Dn Foe Voy round World (1840)

267 A mantle dyed m two or three grave brown colours
i756NoGENr Gr Tour, Italy 111 86 Their dress is grave and
becoming 1811 SelfInstructor 520 Every part has equally
received the pumice . exhibiting a dead grave appeal ance

1849 Ruskin Sev Lamps vi § 12 174 Vigorous oppositions

of light and shadow, and grave, deep, or boldly con tlasted

colour 1863 Geo Eliot Romola (1880) I Inlrod 3 The
folds of his well-lined black silk garment . hang in grave un-
broken lines from neck to ankle.

quasi-dtaib 1805 Emily Clark Banks of Douro I. 18
Though so young, she diessed plain and grave, to give her
an older appearance

6 [After L
<
gravis.'] Physically ponderous, heavy

06s. or arch
1570 Levins Mamp 42/44 Graue, grams, grandis. c 1611

Chapman Iliad v 752 In her violent hand she takes his

graue, huge, solid lance 1682 Weekly Mem. Ingen 356
Some few others are equally grave with the water within
which they are 180s Woudsw Waggoner 1 13 The moun-
tains against heaven's grave weight Rise up

6 Of sounds Low in pitch, deep m tone

;

opposed to acute Grave accent (see Acount i, a).

Grave harmonic (see Harmonio B 2)

1609 Douland Ormt/i. Microl. 71 A graue accent is made
in the end of a complete sentence 1669 Holder Elem
speech 99 TheAcute accent raising theVoice in some certain
Syllables, to a higher, 1 e. more acute Pitch or Tone, and
the Gxave depressing it lower. 1706 A Bedi-ord Temple
Mus 11 19 The Verse was also mixt with acute and grave
Sounds. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl sv., The thicker the
chord, or string, the more grave the tone, or note 1779
[see Acute a 5] 1831 Brewster Nat Magic lx (1833) 229
Dr Wollaston has also shown that this is true also of very
grave sounds 1876 Stainer & Baurltt Diet Mus Terms

,

Grave (1) Deep in pitch, as grave hexachord, the lowest
hexachord in the Guidonian system 1881 Nature No 616
338 A low booming tone to which musicians give the name
of the grave harmonic.

7 atinb. and Comb. Chiefly paiasynthetic, as

grave-browed
',

-coloured
,

-eyed
, -faced -hearted,

-looking, -toned
,
-visaged adjs.

1861 W F Collier Hist Eng Lit 41 *Grave-browed
men 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II. 23 A morning
gown of a *grave colouied flowered damask 1861 W. F.
Collier Hist. Eng Lit 135 *Grave-eyed philosophers
a 1699 J Beaumont Psyche xin 21 Those *grave fac’d
Bloodhownds . those Elders. 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grange 96 The grave-faced assurance the young man gave
him 164a Vicars God in Mount (1644) 75 The grey-
headed but not *grave hearted Citizens of London 1825
J Neal Bro Jonathan III 237 A thoughtful, *giave-
lookmg personage 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser m
273 It was a grave-looking mansion 1731 Wlsley Whs
(1872) XIV 80 A word that has no accent on the last

syllable is termed a *grave-toned. 1843 Lytton Last Bar.
1 1, Heie is my *grave-visaged headman
B. sb A grave accent

, + a grave note.

1609 tsee Acute <*. B] 1727 Boyer Did Fr -Eng. s.v

Grave, Accentgrave the Accent Grave, the Grave. 1728
R North Mem Mustek (1846) 28 A light downe singing,
with acutes and graves 1824 J Johnson Typogr. II. 111.

36 Vowels marked with a grave . 3 e has a grave when it

stands for a word by itself

II Grave (grav, gra ye), a.2 Mus. [F. grave or

It. grave= Grave a.i] A term indicating a slow
and solemn movement.
1683 Purcell 3-Pi Sonnatas To Rdr , The English Prac-

titioner . . will find a few terms of Art perhaps unusual to
him, the chief of which are these following Adagio and
Grave, which import nothing but a very slow movement

.

[then Largo, etc ] 1724 Expltc For Words Mus. 36 Grave,
signifies a very Giave and Slow Movement, somewhat faster
than Adagio, and slower than Largo 176a Sterne Tr
Shandy VI. xi, What Yonck couldmean by the words lento-
inente,— temitk [sic], — grave,— and sometimes adagio,

—

as applied to theological compositions I dare not venture to
guess 1848 Rimbault First Bk. Piano 65 Grave, a very
slow and solemn degree of movement

Grave (gre'v) v 1 Forms Inf. I grafan, 3
graven, (5 gravyn), 4-7 grave, (5 grafe, grawe,
6 grove. Sc graife, 7 greave), 4- grave. Pa t.

1 gr6f, 4 grof(e, (grufe), 4-5 grove, (5 grave)

,

weak forms 4-6 gravede, 4- graved Pa.
pple. 1 (&-, be-)grafeu, 4-6 grave, (5 Sc. gra*
wm, 6 grafftn), 3- graven ; also 3, 5 igrave(n,

4~5 ygrave , weakforms : 4- graved, (5 -id, Sc.

-it, 6 -yd) , also 4 lgraved, [A Com. Teut. str.

vb
,
OE. grafan (pa. t, grif, grifon, pa pple.

-graferi) to dig, to engrave (cf begrafan to bury

.

see Begrave), OS. bigratan to bury,OLowFrankish
gravan to dig, (MDu., Du. graven to dig), OHG
graban to dig, caive, (MHG , G. graben to dig

;

begraben to bury, emgraben to engrave), ON.
grafa to dig, to biury (Sw. grafva

,
grafva, Da.

grave), Goth, graban to dig, f OTent. root *grab-
)

grbtiz(whence Grave sb\ Groove sb.) pre-Teut.

*ghrabh~. Cognates are found m OS1. grebg, I dig
(also, I row), grobii ditch, Lettish grebju I scrape.

Connexion with Gi. 7paipeir, to write, is no longer

accepted by philologists The str. pa t died out
in the 1

5

th c. , in the pa. pple the str. form is still

the prevailing one
The F graver, to engrave, is an adoption of the Teut

vb
, its compound engraver became Eng as Engrave v ,

which has nearly superseded the native word in this sense ]

I 1 intr To dig Ohs. exc dial J* Also
a xooo R iddles xxu 2 (Gr ) Ic , be gi unde grafe a xooo

Boeth Metr. vm 57 Se forma feohgitsere giofafter golde
c 1400 Maundfv (Rovb ) xxix 132 At J>e last bai schall
drjfe him to f>e hole wharc he come oute And pan schall
Jjai grafe aftei him 1412 Hoccleve De Reg Prtnc 83 He
[jc boght] gvauejj deppest of seekenesses alle c 1430 St
Cimibert (Surtees) 2377 And he stode grauand with a spade
1674-91 in Ray N C. Words 1867 J P. Morris Siege o'

Broilton 5 (Lane Gloss ) Jinny Dodgon ran into t’ garden,
whur her aid man was gieavin

.

2. trans To dig, form by digging
;
to dig out,

excavate. Also with out, up + To grave away to
get rid of by digging. Now rare exc. dial, in to

grave peat{s
, turf.

a 1000 Riming Poem 71 (Gr) past ic grofe grtef a 1300
CursorM 17288+134 It was m maner of a hows pat crist
laide in was, Grauen depe m a roche a 1300 E E. Psalter
vu 16 pe slough he opened and it groue he. 1340-70 Alex
«$• Dind 7 pei hadde graue on pe ground many grete
cauys £1385 Chaucer I, G W. 678 Cleopatra, And next
the shryne a pit thann doth she grave c X400 Maundev
(Roxb ) lx 35 pe pitte >er pai graue it vpp c 1423 St
Ehz of Spalbeck in Anglia VIII 109/13 Sche strekith
oute hir fynger & puttith to hir eyen . as schewolde graue
hem oute or bore Hem m 1483 Cath Angl 163/2 To Grave,
cespttare

, fodere. 1533 Coverdale Jer xvm 14 Maye the
springes off waters be giauen awaye — Ezek iv 2 Stronge
dicbes are giauen on euery syde off it 1337 Rec Scatter
Manor in N W Line Gloss sv, No man shall graue any
turves in thest car nor in Rany[how] vpon payne for euery
dayes work, uj a iiij* 1532 Lyndesay Monarche Prol 278
That sors . Off Hyhcone . That Longeous did graue m
tyll his syde. 1360 Bible (Genev) Isa xxu 16 He that

graueth an habitacion for him self in a rocke 1641
Best Farm BLs (Surtees) 70 We grave up a rownde sodde
with a spade 1747 Stovin in Phil Trans. XLIV 571 The
Pit he was graveing Peat m. 1794 Trans Sac Arts XII
126 And the earth [was] giaved up, where each plant was to
stand, one spit deep 1884 Gd Words 76 Out on the top
was an old man graving turf t8o6 M Blaumont Joan
Seaton 61 ‘ So he graved that [a dike] to carry my water
off from t’ beck J

II To bury [Not recorded in OE., which
has begrafan in this sense

3
cf ON grafa ]

3. To deposit (a corpse) in the ground, in a
tomb , to bury, intei Obs. or at ch
In the later examples prob. apprehended as a derivative of

Grave sb 1

c 1230 Gen + Ex 3778 DarS noman swmken hem [sc

Korah, Dathan, and Abiram] to grauen a 1300 CursorM
213 In ebron groue hir abraham Ibid 17660 All we cund
e miltel graim For lesu Jjou grufe [GStt. grof] his beam

(?x3oo Havelok 2328 In the tun ther Grim was grauen.
c 1340 Cursor M, 6962 (Trim) Joseph bones pel wib hem
lede And here graued [Cott , GStt grof] hem in pat stede.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv 309 At Ierusalem thus trowxt he
Gravyn m the burch to he. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas j. iv.

(1544) 8 a, After tyme her father was ygraue. c 1440 York
Myst xxiv. 140 what tyme pat he was graued in graue.
c 1430 Cov Myst (Shaks Sac ) 227 That he must now in
cley be grave. 13x3 Douglas AEneis Epitaph, Now stant
I grave in Naplys the cite 133s Stewart Cron Scot. II.

298 Ewgemus grauit wes..m Ecolumkill. x6osandPt
Retwnifr Pamass in v 1443 Dead things are graued
1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry ni, Would I had
seen thee graved with thy great sire. 1876 Jas. Grant
One ofthe ‘ 600

'

lx. 80 They told you that I was dead too
and graved inyonder kirk

fig IS97-8 Br. Hall Sat. in. 11. 33 Thine ill deserts can-
not be graued with thee.

+ to. To deposit or hide under ground. Obs.
a 1500 Cursor M. 16923 Nu is be croice giauen vnder greit

and lesus vnder stan. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 209 For
al the metal ne for 001 e That vnder erthe is graue. c 1420
Pallad on Hush, vx 45 Saiment, or stre, or loppe in hit be
graued.

*{* c. To swallow up in or as in a grave. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter vi. 5 Hell graues synful men

1607 Shaks Ttmon iv m, 166 Ditches graue you all,

c x6xx Chapman Iliad xv. 317 The throtes of dogs shall

graue His manlesse linns,

HI. To engrave.

4 To form by carving, to carve, sculptuie. lit.

andfg ;
also cibsol. Obs exc poet.

c xooo Ags Ps (Th) lxxvn[i] 38 Hi him woh-godu
worhtan and grofun 1382 Wychf Had 11. 18 What pro-
fitith the sculptile for his maker grauede it 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P R xvi. lxvm (1495) 575 Men that grave loue
it [Marbyl callyd Caristium] wel c 1400 Destr. Troy 8744
Like ymages were all, abill of shap, 8c craftely grauen
c 1430 Hymns Vvrg 104 Make not pi god pat man hap graue
*535 Coverdale 2 Esdras xm 6 Beholde, he graued himself
a greate mountayne 1671 Milton PR 1 253 Affirming
it thy Star new graven in Heaven 1706 Stanhope Parafhr.
Ill 373 Images that our distempered Fancies first form and
grave to themselves, and then fail down and worship them
*878 H Phillips Poems fr. Span + Ger. 14, I graved for

thee a silver god
-p b m pa. pple. = Chiselled 2 Obs. rare~x

1650 Bulwer Antkropomet 88 Eaxes graven, somewhat
short, soft, and delicate.

+ 5 . a. To cut into (a hard material) ; in quota.

fg to. To mark by incisions
;
to ornament with

incised marks = Engrave v 2. Obs
13 Test Chnstt (VernonMS ) m A rckiv Stud neuSpr.
LXXIX 428 pe seles pat hit was seled wip pe1 were grauen
vp-on a stip, c 1374. Chaucer Troylus 11. 1192 (1241) Hard
was it >0111e herte for to graue. Ibid. in. 1413 (1462) What

proferestow thi light here for to selle Go selle it hem pat
smale selys grauen 1399 Langl Rich Redeles 1 40 It

[the croune] wasffull goodehche y-graue with gold al aboute
?a 1400 Morte Artk, 3463 His gloves gayhche gilte, and
graveneby pehemmys, Withgraynes ofrubyes fulte gracious
to schewe 21400-30 Alexander 3343 pe thrid of a Topas
a tyred & trelest & grauen c 1470 Henry Wallace vm
107 Hys glytterand glowis grawm on athir sid 1592 Shaks.
Fen 4 Aden 376 Being steeld, soft sighes can neuer graue
it [thy heart] 1677 Hale Prim. Ong Man iv iv 324 A

Watch, curiously wrought, graved, and enameled
c. nonce-use To mark as with, engraved lines

1863 Geikie Seen 4 Geol Scot 1 1 Man graves the
country with lines ofroadway
6 To engrave (an luscuption, figures, etc ) upon

a suiface Also, to engrave (a surface) with (letters,

etc.). Hence, to recoid by engraved or incised
letters arch
c 1203 Lay 7Q36 per on weoren lgrauen Feole cunne hoc-

stauen. c 1303 Edmund Conf 91 in E. E P (1862) 73 Aue
mana gracia plena puse four wordes were ido & igraued
in his ring of golde 1377 Langl. P PI B xv 507 That
rode thei honoure, That m grotes is ygraue, and in golde
nobles *390 Gower Conf HI 73 A ring, wherin a stone
Was set ana grave therupon A sonne a. 1400-30 Alexander
201 All pe sawis of paire Syre .

. Pare gan pai graithly pam
graue in golden lettirs. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 15 My
smale tablys of ivory gravyn with ymages 1351 Robinson
tr. More’s Utop. li (Arb.) 148 A pilleT of stone with the
dead mans titles therm graved c x6oo Nohden Spec Brit

,

Cornio. (1728) 64 A fayre earthen pott gylded and grauen
with letters 1624 Capt Smith Virginia in vi 62 There
setting vp crosses, and graving our names in the trees 1727
De Foe Syst Magic 1. vi (1840) 140 Ham caused the
rules and precepts to be gravedm metal 1730 Gray Elegy
xxix. Approach and read the lay Graved on the stone
beneath yon aged thorn *840 Dickens Old C. Shop xvi,

Wreaths less liable to wither , than some which were graven
deep in stone and marble x86g Blackmoke Lama D 1,

Go and see my name John Ridd graven on that very form
1887 Bowen Vtrg AEneid vi 20 Graved on the doors is the
death ofAndrogeos.
absol. 1430-40 Lydg Bochas 11. xv (1554) 54 Sethes chil-

dren Made two pillers where men myght graue c 16*4
SinW Mure Dido + AEneas i. 492 Some grave in brasse;
some kyth their craft in stone. 1877 C Geikie Christ xm.
(1879) 127 Seeking wisdom when you are old is like writing
on water , seeking it when you are young is like graving
on stone

to fig. To impress deeply, to fix indelibly;
= Engrave v. 3 c.

1390 Gower Conf I 60 Mm hert is growen into stone, So
that my lady there upon Hath suche a printe of loue grave,
That [etc ] c 1460 Ros La Belle Dame 281 in Pol Eel. $
L. Poems (1866) 6x Yf suche bileve be in your mynde
y-grave 1326 Pilgr. Perf (W, de W 1531) 239 And he
wolde that we sholde greue them in y° tables of our hertes.

1559 Primer in Pnv. Prayei s (1851) 38 O Christ Faith
m our hearts set and grave 1380 Sidney Ps. xxv iv, Let
those things thy remembrance grave. Since they etemall
essence have 1690 Locke Hum Und 1. iv § 20 34 To
what purpose should Characters be graven on the Mind,
by the finger of God 1723 Pope Odyss. xvm 156 Hear my
words and grave them in thy mind 1 a 1839 Pkaed Poems
(1864) II 107 Until my heart shall cease to beat,. That
kind blue eye and golden hair, Eternally are giaven there.
s8gi Hawthorne know Image, Gt Stone Pace (1879) 52
His wrinkles and furrows were inscriptions that Time had
graved rSgo Spectator 8 Nov 639/2 With this conviction
well giaved into his mind, 1898 J, Cairo Unw Serrn 71
Features on which time had graven its seemingly indelible
impress.

f 7. To portray or copy lu an engraving
;
*

Engrave v 4. Obs.
a 1631 Donne Serin 1, (1634) 2 That earth, which if we

will cast it all but into a map, costs many moneths labour
to grave it 169a Evelyn in Pepys' Diary VI 171, I am
deceived if he has not graved most of the Chancellors

1707 Slqane Jamaica I p xbx, The figures of some ofthese
instruments are hereafter graved 1818 W Allston inW Irving's Life 4 Lett (1864) I 398 The time the
engraver demands for graving my drawing

Grave (gr^v), v * Also 7 greave. [Of obscure
origin

;
possibly f F grave = grtue shore.

The guess that the woid is a derivative atgraves, Greaves,
rests on the baseless and unlikely assertion that that sub-
stance was formerly used in the operation The vb. occurs
much earlier than the sb ]

trans

.

To clean (a ship’s bottom) by burning of!

the accretions, and paying it over with tar or some
composition, while aground on a beach, or placed

m a specially-constructed dock. (Cf. Bream v 1
)

1461 in 10th Rep. Hist MSS. Comm App. v. 301 No
maner shipp of aliennts to be sette agrounde to be graved
m no manere place withm the francheise of the saide cilte.

1600W Magoths m Hakluyt Voy. Ill 839 Wee stayed m
this harborough 17 dayes, to graue our ship & refresh our
wearied people 1668 Lond.Gaz No 279/4 Yesterday were
launched, the Monmouth and Mary, which are new Graved
and re-fitted 1692 m J Smith's Seaman's Gram. xvi. 78
Togreave a Ship, is to bring her to lye dry a ground, to
bum off her old filth. *719 De Foe Crusoe 11 xin. (1840)

248 Our carpenter being prepared to grave the outside of
the ship 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780), Foui-chesde
carene, breaming hooks used to hold the flaming furze .

to a ship’s bottom when graving 1891 C Creighton Hist
Epidemics 585 They graved the ship there and remained
twenty-six days

Grave (gr^v), v 3 rare~°. Mus. [f. Grave a
trans. To render (a note or tone) grave.

1864 in Webster ; and m later Diets

Grave, obs. Sc. form of Grove.
Grave-clothes, sb.pl [f. Grave sb* +

Clothes.] The clothes or wrappings 1a which
a corpse is laid out for burial.

127-a



GRAVED 376

*535 Coverdale John xi 44 And ye deed came forth
bounde hande and fote with graue clothes 1390 Spcnsfr
F Q ii xi 20 Like a ghost he seem’d whose grave-clothes
were unbound *633 G Herbert Temple, Dawning 15
Christ left his grave-clothes 1679 J Goodman Penit Par-
doned m 11 (1713) 287 Without so much as lus giave-clothes
about him 1820 Shelley Vision Sea 37 The sharks and
the dogfish their grave-clothes unbound 1837 Keblu
Euchanst Adorat 17 Angels .employed chiefly, as far
as we are told, in guarding His tomb and giave-clothes

Graved (gr<? lvd), ppl a [f Guave u1 + -ed 1.]

In senses of the vb f a. Buried (oh ). b. —
Graven, rare.
a *547 Surrey Mneid iv. 42 Cinders, tlunkest thou, mind

this? or graved ghosts? 1832 Abi> Hamilton Catech
(1.884) 37 Thou sal nocht mak to the .ony gravit ymage
1366 Q Eliz in Strype Ann Reff1700) L xlix 532 With-
out she saw some glimpse of theu following surety after
her graved bones. 1873 Mrs Palliser tr Jaquemart'

s

Ceram A rt 288 The first [of the writers cited] only mentions
the paintings on engobe, while the second attaches himself
to the graved decoration

Grave-digger (gtvWichgoi). [f Grave sb ’]

1 . a. One whose employment it is to dig graves
*593 Nashe Christ's T to Rdr., Wks (Grosart) IV 4 He

hath proued him selfe to be the only Gabnel Graue-digger
vnder heauen 170a Sieele Funeral 1 1 5 The Grave
digger of St Timothie’s in the Fields 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones xvi v, I never saw in my life a worse grave-digger
1838 Dickens 0 Twist v, The grave digger shovelled in
the earth

f b One who digs up or violates graves Oh
*631 Weever Anc, Funeral Mon 51 These Tombe-

breakers, these graue diggeis

2 . A name given to various insects that bury
the bodies of small animals and insects, for the
use of their larvae on quitting the egg

,
esp. a beetle

of the genus Necrophorus

,

called also burying

-

beetle and sexton
;

also, a digger wasp, e. g one of
the genus Sphex
[See quot 1847, grave-digging, s v. Grave si 1 6.] 1831

GossaiVhA m Jamaica 146We perceive the Sphex at work
we discover hy nanow watching that she is digging the

hole, and hence the negro children, hare given her the
appropriate title of grave digger. 1884-3 Riverside Mat
Hut. (1888) II. 385 On account of their habit of burying
small dead veiteurate animals, in which they lay their eggs,
these beetles [of the genus Necrophortis\ are often called
sextons or grave-diggers

Hence Gravedigg-ersliip, a gravedigger’s office.
1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbonnet 139 Anxious for his

grave-diggership

t Gravedinous, a. Obs rare-0, [ad. L.grave-
dmosus, { gravedo

.

see next and -ous ] Drowsy,
heavy-headed 1721 in Bailey

t Gravedmy. Obs rare-1
[f. L. gravedin-,

gravedo ] —Gravedo.
1620 Venner ViaRecta (1650) 241 Dolorous Gouts, grave-

auue 01 the head are not apt to be bred by parsimony.
Grraveditie, obs. form of Gravidity
+ Gravedity Obs. rare— 1 [irreg f Gravedo"}
= Gravedo.
*547 Boorde Brev. Health lxiv 18 b, The cause of so

muche slepynge doth come ofgreat graveditie in the head
thorowe reume

II Gravedo (gravrdu). [L. gravedo heaviness
(in the limbs or head), f. gt'avts heavy.] A cold
m the head

, coryza.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gravedo, Heaviness Also

the Pose or stuffing of the Head, a Disease 1744 Arm-
strong Preserv. Health 1 3ig Fieice coughs will teize you
Or moist Gravedo load your aching brows 1781 Johnson

t°bdrs Thrale 23 Oct , The Gravedo is not removed
1803 Med. Jrnl. X, 140 The affections of the chest and
head, the cough, gravedo, sneezing, vertigo, and catarrh.
1886 in Soc Lex

.

*
1
" Gra-veful, «. Obs, rare—x

. [irreg, f. Grave
+• -TOL.] Full of gravity.

x6ax Lady M Wroth Urania 442 Then appeared an
ancient grauefull old man speaking these words
Gvayel (grce-vel), sb. Forms 4-7 gravell, (4

gravails, -ayl, -oil, 5 gravylle, 6 gravels,
grawell), 5 gravelle, 3- gravel [a. or ad. OF,
gravele, gravelle in senses r, 2, 2 b, mod.F.
gravelle in sense 4> dim, of OF grave gravel,
coarse sand, also sea*shore (mod.F. grive') — Pr,
Cat grava

; of Celtic origin, cf Welsh gro, Cornish
grou, 33let. grottan gravel

,
possibly cogn w. OE

grJot Grit sb 1]

t Qu*c& gravel
, quicksand. Gravel

of gold, golden gravel

'

see Golden 3 Obs.
a 1300 CursorM 2347 Hainan suld cun sume ne neuen

T.b
6
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c *374 Chaucer Boeth in metr X74
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at nuer er

.
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l in the see *477 eIrl Rivers
tt-axton) Dictesa All is lost that is geuen vnto them right as
l

oAny?
e 'a*leth vP°n the grauel 1390 Spenser F Q hi iv

18 All the gravell mutt with golden owre 171a Swim-Midas

gravel
1^* ^ ^eoP^e travel From far to gather golden

2 . A material consisting of coarse sand and
water-worn stones of various sizes, often with

a slight intermixture of clay, much used foi lay-
ing roads and paths. (In early use not cleaily
distinguished from sense 1 )
<1x300 CursorM 9938 Four staandes mines suete Tlioru

bat grauel and }>at grett ? a 1366 Chauclr Rom Rose 127
Ih.o saugh I wel The botme paved everydel Withgiavel,
ful of stones shene 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvi 1.

(*495)553 Giauell and sonde is moie harde in substaunce
than comyn erthe 1303 Hawes Examp Vtrt x 9 1 he hall
paued was With none other graueil but precyous stones
*542-3

1
Act 34 & 35 Hen VIII, c 9 1) 6 Arne maner of balast

rubbish graueil 01 any other wracke, or filth 1583 T
Washington tr. Nicltolay's Voy 1 xvi 17 With great
valleyes full of gravel and large stones very painful too goe
upon 16x5 Shaks Hen VIII, 1 i 155 Proofcs as cleere
as Founts in July, when Wee see each grame of graueil
x6S3 Walton Angler 1 22 The Cuttle-fish, being then hid
111 the gravel, lets the smaller fish nibble and bite the end of
it 1679-88 Seer Serv Money Chas <S Jos (Camden) 105
[Amount paid] for the carting of gravel . and laying
the gravell upon the walks in St James’s Park 1710
Steele Tatler No 179 F 8 A spacious Walk of the finest
Gravel 1736-7 tr Kcysler's Trav (1760) II 431 Thete is
one great defect m the Italian gardens, viz the want of
gravel for the walks. 1799 Med Jrnl I 258 The soil
consists chiefly of rich clay, loam, and sharp gravel 1813
Bakewell Introd Geol. (1815) 253 Gravel is evidently an
alluvial production 1833 Lyell Pnnc Geol III 146
During the gradual use of a large area several kinds of
superficial gravel must be formed 1872 R B SMYrti
Mining Statist 34 Strata of gravel and coarse sands x886W Hoofer SI Acad, Ltfe (Duiham) 38 The fragment
may be utterly pounded down, till it becomes gravel or
even sand.

b fig and in allusions to Piov. xx. ij.
c *44® Jacob's Well (Ei E T S ) 282 Takyth a spade, &

deluyth out pis grauel of obstinacye fro J>e herte, tunge,
« dede 1333 Coverdale Prov xx 17 Euery man liketh
the bred that is gotten with disceate, but at the last is
mouth shalbe fylled with graueil 1397 Hooker Reel Pol
v lxii § 16 Shall this be thought to turne caalestiall biead
into graueil? 1605 Bi* Hall Medit. £ Vowes 11. § 77,
I will not envie the gravell in the unjust mans throte
* 1039W Whateley Prototypes hi xxxix. (1640) 19 Wealth
gotten by grinding the poore, shall never prove good
roeaie God will mixe it with gravell to them that eate it

1649 Bp Hall Cases Cousc (1650) 19 What you thus get is
but stolne goods, and will prove at the last no other than
gravell in your thioat

c. Geol, and Mining A stratum of this material,
esp. one that contains gold. Pay gravel', gravel
containing gold enough to yield a piofit.
1849 Murchison Sthtna xix 473 The various ages of

golden gravels or Drifts 187a Raymond Statist Mines *
^.ltltnS 81 Several companies . aie taking out pay gravel.
Webster & Co have struck gravel from 2 feet to 6 feet in
thickness which prospects very rich. 1876 Whitney in
Encycl Brit IV 701/2 It was not long before it was dis-
covered that the so called ‘ high gravels ’—that is, the detrital
deposits of Tertiary age—contained gold x88z Rep. to Ho
Repr Prec Met U S, 622 Gravel—The term refers to the
water-worn pebbles or bowlders which occur generally as
a more or less compact conglomerate, immediately overlying
the bed-rock Ibid 623 The term red gravel is given to the
brownish or reddish colored conglomerate which forms the
top and overlies the blue gravel.

3 U.S. = Ballast 5 (See quot.)
x868 Lossing Hudson 280 Many vessels are employed m

carrying away lime, limestone, and ‘gravel ’ (pulverized
limestone, not fit for the kiln) [Cf. gravel-cat', -tramm 8 ]4 Path A term applied to aggregations ofurinary
crystals which can be recognized as masses by the
naked eye (as distinguished from sand

) ; also, the
disease of which these are characteristic ‘Also
popularly used to indicate pain or difficulty in
passing urine with or without any deposit ’ (Svd,
Soc, Lex. 1886).
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cvrurg 274 If be grauel of his vnne be

whit: pan be stoon is in >e bladdre 15 . Almanak for
1380, 24 Rede gravel bytokens ache, and be stoon in be
raynes 13 m More's Wks 1434, I had a while talked
with him of his diseases bothe m his brest of olde, & his
reynes nowe, by reason of grauel and stone ? a 1330 Frans
Bervnk 40 m Dunbar's Poems (1893) 286 For he wes awld,
and micht nocht wele travell, And als he had ane littill
spyce of gravell 1633 Culpepper Riverms xiv 11 379 Theopamaids void much Gravel, and yet are not subject to the

!££ .^Steele latter No 89 P 8, I am very much
afflicted with the Gravel 1796 Morse Amer Geog II 331Those [waters] of St. Amand cure the gravel and obstruc-

*846 J Baxter Libr, Pract, Agnc (ed 4) I 74Afflicted with symptoms of gravel, and other calculous
affections 1874 Von Buren Dis Gemt Org 357 Gravel ismore frequently seen in summer than at other seasons, on
account of the greater activity of the skin

1
* 5 . Farriery = Gravelling vbl sb 2 Obs

Pfnd^Gas,_ No 988/4 Stolen .. A Coal black Nag
the further Foot before his Hoof is cut for a Gravel.
0 Brewing Applied to yeast-cells swimming in

beer with the appearance of fine giavel.
'

x88a tr Thausing’s Beer n § 2 11 596 It is a bad sign if
the beer is not transparent, when it has an appearance as

perceived
W&S drawn over lt‘ wken no ‘ gravel ’ can be

7 . Financial slang (See quot.)
8 Feb 5/1 A result of the appearance of

as the Phrase is when the supply of money in the
market is growing bare.

8 attnb and Comb a simple attributive, as
(senses 2, 2 c) gravel-bank

, -bed, -claim
, -deposit,

-diggings, -drive, -ground (also attnb), -heap,
t -heart (fig ), -mill, -mine, -tinning, -path, -place
-soil, -spit, -sweep, -terrace

, -working', (sense 3)

GRAVEL.
Sfhmi-car, -tram

; b. parasynthetic, as gravel-pathed adj.
; c instrumental, as gravel-spread adi

1877 Raymond Statist Mines 4 Mining i22 Thereno cemented strata to obstruct the washing down of fgravel-banks 1852 C W Hosxuns Talpd 202 D bmPeaway into a perfect *gmvel bed l87s Knight Diet MeftGravel-car, a railway ballast-wagon 1882 Red ud
Repr Prec Met US 12 Permitting the develop

.

of the *gravel claims x873 J Gukid®^ Ice 4^ffi)
559 In the deep and broad valleys so formed we encountia second series of ’’giavel deposits 1877 RaymondM,™ iM.nmsr 3S Thera

P
„. abeuPfo, ,yS

dairn, all rich ^gravel-diggings a 1430 Pysshyugew Am?t
(1883) 22 He [the trout] wyl not be but yn cleyn *grafelgrounde watur and yn a streme 1632 Sherwood, A*araiiellheape,gt avoir, 1603 Shaks, Mens for M iv m 68 Unfit

S
d
r r o

0l
i S(auetl heart *882 Red to Ho RedrPrec Mi t U A 624

^
1 he gravel must then be crushed in atravel mill x88x Raymond Mining Gloss

, ^Gravel-mintUS. An accumulation of aunferous gravel X882 Red',,Ho Repr Prec Met US 13 Two of the principal oravdnunes m the State 1877 Raymond Statist Mines * Jlfimtt
93 Ihe extensne ’’gravel-mining operations of NevadaCounty 1840 Dickens Old C Shop xvi, The old man andthe child quitted the ’‘gravel path 1898 Month Nov. 482A trim *gravel pathed garden 1580 Hollyband Ti eas Frl ong Vne sablonmtre, a ’’graueil place, 1807 Omoni.
Fletcher of Saltoun vi 86 The *gravel soil, and the salu-
brious climate [of London] 1874 Green Short Hist, 1828The littie ”gi avd-spit of Ebbslleet. 1855 Tennyson Daisy
34 Wheie oleandcis flush’d the bed Of silent torrent^
*g‘ ayel-spt ead 18x0 Splendid Follies II 104 The Ellercott

d«ove 1““nd the *gtavel sweep of Mistley Manor.
188B J Payn Myst Mirbndgc III xl 120 The

7
noise ofwheels and hoofs upon the gravel-sweep 1872 T Geih™

Gt Ice Age (1894) 514 The low level *gravel-terraces
and moraines of the inner zone 1881 Chicago Times
18 June, Ihe *gravel tram was hacking up the track
1881 ‘Mark Twain* Irawp Abr xxxvi 375, I have not
jumped to this conclusion

, I have travelled to it pei gravel
train, so to speak 1882 Rep to Ho Repr. Prec Met US
641 The cars and track used m the *gravel workings
9 . Special comb gravel-brook, a brook that

flows ovet a gravel-bed; gravel-grass, Galium
verum (Syd Soc Lex. 1886), gravel-plant,
Epigma repens (Syd Soc Lex 1886); gravel-
powder, * coarse gunpowder, otherwise known as
pebble-powder ’ (Knight £hct Mech Suppl.1884),
gravel-rash colloq

,
abrasions caused by a fall on

a gravelly or rugged surface
, gravel-root, Eupa-

tonum purpurcum
( Treas Bot 1866)

139* Trottb Raigne K John 11 (1611) 85 Here are my
proofes, as cleere as *grauel brooke i860 Slang Diet
*Gravel-rash, a scratched face,—telling its tale ofa drunken
fall 1891 Standard 21 Oct 3/1, I admitted him and then
saw he had the gravel-iash

Gravel (grEe vfil), v [f prec sb ]
1. turns To covei, lay, or strew (a sheet, etc)

with gravel or sand + Also, to sprinkle (a newly-
written document) with sand (obs).
*543 Chiu chw Acc St Giles. Reading 67 For Amercia

mentes for Cnstyne Mores houTbecause 1L was not gravelled
mjrf 1349 Wriot iilslky Citron (1877) II 29 All the
streates of the City of London beinge gravelled 1607 1 our-
neur Rev Trag 1 111 Wks 1878 II 27 And m a world of
Acres Not so much dust due to the heire t’was left to, As
woflld well graueil a petition 1661 Pefys Diary 22 Apr

,

The streets all gravelled, and the houses hung with carpets
before them, made brave show 17x2 J. James tr Lt
Blond's Gardening 45 This Way of Graveling and Beating
Walks 1753 in Picton L'pool Mimic Rec (1886) II 137
That the Public Walk be lepaired and gravell’d 1833Ht Martineau Bneiy Creek 11 44 Half of it [the bridge] is

piettily gravelled 1841 Markyat Poacher xxvii. The road
was newly gravelled

+ b To smother or choke with gravel or sand

;

also with up lit andfig Obs
1602 FuLBrcicu 2nd Pt Parall 74 ,

1

see your inuention
and memone are not grauelled nor aiyed vp, parched as it

were with summers drought 1633 Quarles Embl 1 vu 3O thou the fountain of whose better part Is earth’d, and
gravell'd up with vain desire 1669 Worlidge Syst Agnc
(1681) 274 Now leave off watring yom Meadows, lest you
gravel or rot your Grass 1686 R P m Phil Tram XX
383 The Towns have either of them a great Beck (as we
call it) or Cunent of Water running through them, which
by the first Flood were gravel’d up
+ c To injure with grit or sand Obs,

1608 Armin Nest Nmn (1880) 43, I fearefull piesume not
to look into the milstone, least I graueil my eye sight

f 2 To bury in gravel or sand
, to overwhelm

with gravel
, hencefig. to suppress, stifle. Obs

1577-87 Holinshed Lhron II 29/2 The dead bodies need
not in that Hand to be gravelled 1383 StanyhurstFEneis
iv. (Arb ) 106 Grauehng in his hert [L, sub cordepremeba{\
his sorroful anguish 1686 R P in Phil Trans XX 382
Several Houses were quite demolished, and not a Stone
left

, others gravel’d to the Chamber-Windows
1

3

. To run (a ship) aground on the gravel or

beach, mud, etc Also, m passive, of a person To
be set fast in sand or mud. Oh
1382 N T (Rhem,) Acts xxvii 41 When we were fallen

into a place betwene two seas, they graveled the ship
1597-8 Bp Hall Sat in vi 14 Till the blacke CaraueJl
Stands still fast grauel’d on the mud of hell 1603 Camden
Rent

, Wise Sp 189 William. Conquerour when he invaded
this Hand, chanced at his amvail to be graveled, and one of
his feet stacke so fast in the sand, that he fell to the ground
1660 F Brooke tr Le Blanc's Trav 271 Our Almadie was
so fast gravell’d, we were forced to unload
fig 1394 Nashe Unfort. Trav 21 So grounded and
grauelled were they in this opinion. 1396— Saffron Wal-
den 96 At a Commensment dinner . he graueld and set a
ground both him and his brother. 1606 Ford Honor Trt



GRAVEL-BLIND. 377 GRAVELY.
(1843) 25 Ere I wade further, and be grauel’d in the owze,
and quicksand ofmy own intention a x610 Healey Cedes
(1636) 167 They are so graueled 111 the quick-sands of
erroneous ignorance 1613 Wither Abuses Strict * Whipt
Occas this Wk go, I was gravell'd, like a ship that’s
grounded. 1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1879)
78 A great Professor, Master of Israel, once was gravelled
Upon that Shelf 1682 Norris tr Hterodes Pref. a 3 Who-
soever denies the possibility . must necessarily gravel him-
self upon one of these Absurdities

4. fig. but without explicit reference to 3 . a.
To set fast, confound, embarrass, non-plus, perplex,

puzzle.

1548 Detect. Unskil. Physic, Pref 2 in Recorde Urvi
Phystck (1631), He is much tioubled for his being graveld
at what is wrote against Aristotle 1566 Drant Horace's
Sat 1 x Ev, As yf some passyng man shoulde. sweate
agayne to grauayle thee 01590 Marlowe Faust i xxx,
I have with concise syllogisms Gravell’d the pastors of
the German church 1600 Shaks. A Y L iv 1 74 Nay,
you were better speake first, and when you were grauel’d
foi lacke of matter, you might take occasion, to kisse a 1617
Hicron Penancefor Swine Wks 1619 II 168 Nicodemus,
a Pharise by profession and breed, is grauelled in the Doc-
trine of Regeneration 1638 Laud Wks (1853) V. 213 Not
propounding studied subulties to gravel ana discouiage
young students 1662 J Davies tr Olearins' Voy Ambass
ro6 He would not speak the Muscovian, but the Polish
language, purposely to gravel the other 1672 Marvell
Reh ‘1 ramp 1 30 The Surveyor was gravell’d, being asked
whence that City should be supplied with water 1706
StanhopeParaphr. Ill 162 Such is that Passage by which
our Saviour gravell’d the Scribes and Pharisees. 1741 Watts
Improv Mind 1 xm § 18 To manage Ins argument so
well as to puzzle and gravel the respondent 1768-74
Tucker Lt Nat (1852) II 118 The free-thinker is not so
prone to anger as the bigot, except now and then when
gtavelled in argument. 1796 Coleridge Poems, Fire,
Famine 1} Slaughter Pref , The subtle and witty atheist
that so grievously perplexed and gravelled him [Bishop
Hall] 1841-4 Emerson Ess

, Intellect Wks (Bohn ) I 135
The wisest doctor is gravelled by the inquisitiveness of a
child 1850 Whipple Ess 4 Rev. (ed 3) I 105 We might
hear Socrates gravel a sophist with his interrogative logic
1862 Sat Rev. 5 July 23 It imparts a certain air of con-
nexion and design, where the wntei is gravelled for want of
either

b. Of a question, difficulty, practice, subject of
discussion, etc. . To prove embarrassing to ; to con-
found, perplex, puzzle. Also US. To irritate, to
‘ go against the gram with ’.

1601 Dent Pathw Heavett 254 This question would grauell
a*great number 1633 Hart Diet of Diseased 1 ix 33
Foure, or five dates abstinence, either from meate or drmke,
will gravell most men and women 1681 R. Wittie Snrv
Heavens 18 A ready Answer to the difficulties that gravel
others about this stupendous Motion of the Sun 1710
Berkeley Pnnc Hum. Knowl 1 § 97 It will perhaps
gravel even a philosopher to comprehend it 1794 Burns
Let toG Thomson ig Oct

,
These English songs gravel me

to death. 1871 Hay Banty Tim 13 It gravels me like the
devil to train Along o’ sich fools as you. 1883 ‘Mark
Twain’ Life Mississippi xiv 138 It ‘gravels’ me, to this
day, to put my will in the weak form of a request, instead
of launching it in the crisp language of an order *886
Lowell Lett (1894) II. 321, I wasn’t thinking so much
of the studies as of the method of teaching when I wrote
what gravels you
5. Farriery, m passive and mtr. Of a horse,

or its feet . To be injured by particles ofgravel or
sand being forced between the shoe and the hoof.
*593 Steward’s Acc Shuttlewortks Sept (Cketham Soc)
L 100 Dressing of a mare foot, gravelled at Lostoke, iijd.

*593 G Giffard Dial Witches (1843) 118, I would cane
him to the smith to search if he were not pi leked or graveld.
1657 H Crowch Welsh Trav 15 His blistered feet were
gravelled 1688 Loud Gaz No 2411/4 One black Mare,
above 14 hands, and has been gravel’d of her neare Foot
1710 Ibid No 4674/8 The near Foot before pared very near
towards the Heel, having been gravelled *737 Bracken
Farrtery Impr (1736) I. 35s By such injudicious Practice
the Horse often gravels

Gravel-blind, a. Grig high -gravel -blind,
in Shaks. a jocular intensive synonym for Sand-
blind. Hence used by later writers for ‘nearly
stone-blind ’. Alsofig
*59® Shaks Merch V 11 u, 38 This is my true begotten

Father, who being more than saud-blinde, high grauel-
blinde, knows me not 1818 Scott Hrt Midi xxx1, One
old woman, who, being nearly ‘ high-gravel blind’, was only
conscious that something very fine and glittering was pass-
ing by 1841 Prescott in Ticknor Life (1864) 95 note. Pity
that his love for the ancients made him high gravel-blind to
the merits of the moderns 1843 Hood 'Jim Tnrfn 1 Tim
Turpin he was gravel blind 1887 E Gilltat Forest Out-
laws 240 There be a power of signs to tell us what’s coming,
if we were not gravel-blind

Graveless (grel -vles),a. [f. Graved 1 + -less ]
Having no grave

; devoid of graves
1606 Shaks. Ant 4 Cl in. xm 166 Till my biaue

-pgyptians all. Lye grauelesse 1835 T Guthrie Ezekiel
(1856) 335 There is a griefless, graveless land 1864 Neale
Seaton, Poems 18 Their graveless bones are left to bleach

+ Gravelin. Obs rare—1
. ?Some kind of

waterfowl
; ? = Gravell.

*6ai Naworth Househ Bks (Surtees) 169, 5 mallerds and
gravehns, xx<i.

Graveling (grsewelig). Also 9 gravelin,
gravelling. [Of obscure ongin ; OK ha4gravels
as the name of some fish, peril, the minnow.] The
parr or young salmon.
1587 Harrison Descr Eng 111 in in Hohnshed Chron

224 A salmon is the first yeare a grauellin 1744 Anc .§•

Pres, State County Down 235 A delicate small Fish, .called

in some Parts a Graveling 1776 Twiss Tour Irel, 97Roach, lamprey, and jenkins or graveling, which is a species
of small trout 1836 Yarrell Bnt. Fishes 11 50 The Parr,
or Samlet The terms Brandling, Fmgerhng, Skirling,
Gravelling &c. . . referring either to some quality or habit
observed in other species 1861 Act 24 4 23 Viet c 109 § 4
All migratory fish of the genus salmon, whether known by
the names gravelling, shed, scad . . or by any other local
name.

Gravelish (gns vehf), a. [f. Gravel sb. +
-i8H.]

1. Of the nature of gravel; containing an ad-
mixtuie of gravel
1530 Palsgr 314/2 Gravelysshe belongyng to the nature

of gravell, areneuv 1649 Blithe Eng Improv. Impr.
xxxv (1653) 228 Very warm earth, either a little gravelhsh
or sandisn 1806 Gazetteer ScotL (ed 2) 328 The soil is
ligH shallow, and giavellish, but tolerably fertile.

2 . Resembling, or indicative of, the disease called
gravel.

1757 Whytt in Phil Trans. I 214 In February 1737 he
began to take soap

, and after 1743 never had any gravelish
symptoms 1789 Saunders Ibid LXX 1X 103 Gravelish
complaints aie unknown here 1806 Forsyth Beauties
Scott IV 412 The wateis are of great service in gravelish,
scorbutic, and scrophulous affections 1831 Sir J Sinclair
Corr II 437,

1

am sorry to find that you continue troubled
with gravelish complaints.

+ Gravell. Obs rare—1
. Alsogrevell. ?Some

kind of waterfowl
; ? = Gravelin,

1618 Naworth Househ Bks (Surtees) 79, 2 gray hens, a
gtevell and a teele, xiuj4 1622 Ibid igi A gravell and a
woodcock, vijd

Gravelled (grse’veld), ppl. a. [f. Gravel v.

(? and sb
) + -ed J

1. Covered or laid with gravel; + consisting of
gravel.

1400-1307 Churchw Acc
, St. Ma>y Hill, Loud (Nichols

1797) goThe Procession church yard with itsgravelled causey
XS®3 Hyll Art Garden 11 Ivi, (1608) 141 The Radish in
no wise agreeth to be sowen either m a sandy or grauelled
ground 1597 Tofte Laura m Alba (1880) Introd 41 And
venter for to sayle in th’ Ocean stiong, Though now on
graueld shore it fearfull stales 1712 Order 1 July m Loud.
Gaz. No 3028/1 The South side of the Gravelled Coach
Road *813 Scott Tnerm 11 Interlude ii. And grant the
lounger seldom strays Beyond the smooth and gravell’d
maze 1840 Dickens Barn Fudge Ivm, He was taken
handcuffed across the gravelled area. 1888 E. J. Goodman
Too Curious iv, A gravelled path led from the outer gate
2. In various transf, and fig. senses a. Perplexed,

puzzled, fb. Of a ship . Beached, stranded, 'f c-

Of a home
.
(see Gravel v 5). f d. Gravelled

ashes (see quot. 1706 : =F. cendre graveUe)
1579 J- Field Calvin's Serin Ded., Receiuine nothing

but that which standeth to the lykmg of their humors &
graueled consciences. i6rx Cotgr

, Aggravi, also, grauel-
led, or, as a ship, fast on the ground 1630 J Taylor
(Water P ) Wks. 1. 90/z The Pncke m the sole, the Loose
in Hoofe, the Graueld, the Foundnng, and the Shedding of
the haire 1660 Hexham Netkerdutch Diet , A Gravelled
horse, een verstijft paerde 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),
Gravelled Ashes, (among Chymists) the Lees of Wine dry’d
and burnt to Ashes. 1736 Bailey Househ Diet 44 Fill a
kettle or stew pan half full of water, into which put . a
penny-worth or two of Gravelled-Ashes

Gra’veller. rare
'- 1

[f. Gravel v + -erI.]

A proposition that ‘ gravels’ one, a ‘poser’.
1674 Fairfax Bulk ij Selv 106 For so he takes off the

giaveller, Indivtsibile junetiim mdwisibih non facit
majus.

Gravelling (gTsewelnj), vbl sb. [f. Gravel v,

+ -IN&1 ]
1, The action of laying down gravel. Also, a

gravelled suiface

*577 Nottingham Rec IV 169 We present ye caussey
to be in dekye for lack of gravelyng 1639 Torriano,
A renaminto, any gravelling or sanding 1726 W King in
Nat Hist. Irel. xxx Gravelling is a great improvement in
this country 1751 Labelye Westm Br. 26 This Bridge
(its Paving; and Gravelling excepted) will want no consider-
able Repairs. 1883 W PI. Bishop in Harper's Mag 825/2
What cutting and filling 1 what gravelling and paving 1

+ 2. Fat nery. A disease in a horse’s foot (see

Gravel v. 5) Obs.

13*3 Fitzherb. Hush, 6 1x4 Grauelynge is a hurte, that
wyll make a horse to halte, and commethe of grauell and
lyttell stones, that goth in betwene the shough and the herte
of the fote. 1380 Blundevil Order Curing Horses Dis
cxliv, 62 b, The Grauehng . is a fretting vnder the foote
most commonlie in the inside, and sometime in the outside

1639 T de Gray Compl Horsem 107 Pnck, stab, graveling,
quitterbone, or other hurt within the foote, 1706 in Phil-
lips (ed Kersey) *727-41 in Chambers Cycl.

Gravelling (grse veiii]),ppL a. [f. Gravel v.

+ -1NG 2
] Puzzling; perplexing

*686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11 vu 248 Men shall never give
an account of these Great Questions if they deny our In-
fluences, . . the Question is so gravelling. *691 Norris Pract,
Disc

.

206 The most gravelling Problem of all the Heathen
Philosophy *720 Wodrqw Life Bruce (1843) 64 This was
one of the most gravelling things Mr Bruce had met with

Gravelly (grse veil), a. [Gravel sb. + -y i
]

1. i a. Abounding in sand ; sandy (obs ). b. Full
of or abounding in gravel , consisting of or con-
taining gravel

; strewn with gravel. Also, resem-
bling gravel.
138a Wyclif Ecclus, xxv 27 As a grauell stee3ing vp

[Vulg sicut ascensus arenosm]. *398 Trevisa Barth De
P R xvii. clxxx. (1493) 721 In grauely londes and to lene
the vyne ouerdryeth and faylleth. c 1400 Maundev (1839)

xm 150 The See that men clepen the gravely See. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1 111. 8 The wilde groweth in barren soyle
and grauelly grounde 1390 Barrough Meth Physick 239
He must vse fishes of grauelly waters 1606 Birnie KirK-
Bunall (1833) 3 Sown in corruption, dishonour, and weak,
nes, in the grauely fielde of the graue. 1609 Bible (Douay)
Ecclus xxv. 27 As the goeing up a gravehe [*6ir sandy]
way *677 Plot Oxjordsh 94 Filled with a kind of
gravelly earth. *713 Derham Phys 7 heol in ii Note vi,

The Sand was at last so gravelly, that it hinder'd our
boring any deeper 1774 Goldsm Nat Hut (1862) I. vi. 31
Gravelly marble 1807 G Chalmers Caledonia I 1. 111 105
A Roman cinereal urn of a gravelly brown earth *830-3
Lyell Pnnc Geol. (1873) II in xL 375 Certain species
prefer a sandy, others a gTavelly, and some a muddy sea-
bottom 1847 J. Wilson CAr We* /A (1857)H 21 The large
trouts came to the gravelly shallows *873 J. Geikie Gt
Ice Age xi. 146 Yellowish gravelly sand
2. Path Of the nature of giavel (see Gravel

sb 4); characterized by,or arising from, thepresence
of giavel. (Cf Gravelish.)
*607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1658) 336 They make an

emplaister of Bacon to scattergravelly mattei in the bladder
1743 Dr Banyer in Phil 'Irani XLII 633 The Treat-
ment of a gravelly Case, 1793 Beddoes Calculus 20 He
had been perfectly free from any gravelly symptoms till

within a few weeks. 1807 Vancouver Agrtc Devon {1813)
420 Consumptive and gravelly cases were more frequently
heard of in different parts of this district 1897 Allbntts
Syst Med. III. 162 Seldom or almost never do gravelly
paroxysms coincide with the arthritic paroxysms,

•I

4 3. Containing gritty particles Obs.
a *640 Day Pari. Bees 11 (1881) 20 An almes that by a

Niggaids hand is serv’d Is mold and gravelly bread *727
Bradley Font Did , Gravelly, a Term used concerning
certain Pears, which have a kind of small Stones or Gravel
m them, especially towards the Coie; thus they say the
great Musk is too gravelly

4. Financial slang (Cf Gravel sb 7.)
1887 Atkins House Scraps 15 Stock Exchange Idioms

Getting gravelly here

Hence Gra velliness, giaveliy quality.

*649 Blithe Eng Improv Intpr (1653) 9 Another cause
[of the earth’s barrenness] is Rockiness, Stoniness, and
Gravelliness.

t Gra-velous, a. Obs. [a.F gravehux (14th c.

in Hatz -Darm ), f. gravele Gravel sb . . see -OUS ]
a, Aboundingm gravel

;
gravelly b. Resembling

grains of gravel or sand
;
granulaT.

0 x42a Pallad on Hush 111. 612 Welwrought faat lond
they loue. And sondy, cleyi, granelous they lothe. 1541 R
Copland Guydou’s Quest Chimrg Rj, Loke on the flesshe
that abydeth in the cloute and yf it be graueylous and
troublous it is a great token *758 J S Le Dran’sObserv
Burg (1771) 259 This gravellous Abscess,

Gra‘vel-jpit. An excavation from which gravel
(or f sand) is or has been obtained
c 1440 Pi owP. Parv 207/2 Gravel pytte, araiannui. x6i*

Tourneur Ath. Trag 11 iv. Wks 1878 I 54 Hee’s fall'n

into the grauell pit 1683 Loud. Gaz No 1786/4 Stolen or
Strayed out of the Grounds near Kensington Gravel-pits, a
fine shaped brown Mare. 1878 Huxley Physwgr Pref 7
The gravel pit whence the roads are mended.

Gra'vel-stone. [f Gravel sb. + Stone sb ]
1. One of the stones of which gravel is mainly
composed

;
a pebble. Alsofig.

C1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T S) 304 pise grauelstonys,
pat is, coueytous thoutys arn so sebarpe Sc. hevy as granel

1535 Coverdale Isa xlvui 19 Thy sede shal be like as the
sonde in the see, & the frute of thy body like the grauel
stones thereof *630 Jdh Taylor Funeral Serm C'tess
Carbery 4 The unevenness ofa gravel stone 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg iv 286 Bees bear Gravel Stones, whose poising
Weight Steers thro’ the whistlingWind their steddy Flight

*795 Anderson Narr Bnt Evib China v111 99 The lateral

parts are laid with gravel stones *849 James Woodman
vu, Mingled with small gravel stones and thick loam

f2. A land of stone, having the appearance of
consolidated gravel , ? conglomerate. Obs
17x3 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) 1. 91 Stone, or Gravel-

stone, or any soft Stone.

+ 3, =Calculus i. Obs
1606 Holland Sueton 74 Voiding at length little gravell-

stones by urine, he was eased of that paine

Gravel-walk. An alley or path m a garden
or pleasure-ground, laid with gravel.

1663 Gerbier Counsel gj a, Gravell walkes. *782V Knox
Ess. lxxv I 323 My garden was laid out in gravel walks,
intersecting each other at right angles. 1849 Lytton Cax-
tons 39 Divided by three winding giavel walks *859
Jephson Brittany 11L 28 The quadrangle is laid out in

grass-plats and gravel-walks.

Gravely (gr£l vli), adv. [f Grave a} + -11 %.]

In a grave manner.
1. Seriously, soberly, solemnly.

1333 Bp. Gardiner's True Obed. Translator to Rdr Avi,
How these incarnate deuils could so aduisedl> e, so grauehe,
and so confidently say yea than, & so impudently saie

nay now JS91 Lambakdd Archeion (1635) 125 The Kings
alwayes most gravely and considerately repelled that sort

ofattempt. 1680 Otway Orphan in. iv 948 My Lord's not
haughty nor imperious Nor I gravely whimsical a *688
Villiers (Dk. Buckhm) Chances iv. 11 (1714) 155 bon
Frederick has sent away this Wench, for all he carries it

so gravely *766 Goldsm. Vic W xx, When asked his

opinion he would gravely take me aside and ask mine *785
Reid Intcll Powers 36 Would any man think it worth
while to reason gravely with such a person 1 1828 Scott
F M Perthxxxm, He raised his eyes, and said very gravely,
1 My lord in these most melancholy documents

'
[etc J 1856

Kane Arct Expl. II. ix 97 It makes me write gravely,

for I am fai from well *88a F.W H Myers Renewal of
Youth 54 With souls rejoicing gravely to rejoice.
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f 2 With dignity Obs.

1596 Shaks i Hen IF, 11 iv 478 If thou do’st it halfe so
giuuely, so malestitally, Loth in word and matter, hang me
vp by the heeles. 1653 R Sanders Physiogn 151 A mocker
and insolent, going pioudly and gravely 1697-9 Dampilk
Toy (1702) I 397 Having paced it gravely about the Streets
till 2 or 3 a clock 111 the Morning, their Idols were carry’d
with much Ceremony into the Temple
3. In an lmpoitant degree

;
seriously

1885 F Temple Relat Rchg §Sci vi 171 The considera-
tion of this incompleteness gravely modifies the conclusion
1895 F. Hall Two Trifles Introd p yi, That journal
would be gravely compiomised in character

Graven (gn? 1 v’n),ppl.a. [pa.pple. ofGrave vX]
I Sculptured, hewn.
1382 WYCLiF-fftorf xx 4T liow shal t no t mak to thee grauen

Washington tr Nicholay's Foy 11. m, 33
are made of graven stone without mortei or playster

1897W Watson Hope Woild
,
etc (1898) 18 A God for ever

jealous grown Of carven wood and graven stone,

to. quast-jA A graven image
1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. lxxvii 58 In then gravens [Vulg

tn sculptihbm .rwir] they provoked him to emulation
2 Carved on a stuface, engraved
1821 Joanna Baillie Metr Leg

, Columbus Iviu, Some
ardent youth . . will Read fondly o’er and o'er his graven
name. 1863 P, S. Wohslry Poems # Transl 8 Huge
valves, embossed with graven gold 1871 R Ellis tr

Catullus xxv. 7 The rings from Thyma quaintly graven

Graveness (gr<?‘ vnes) [f. Grave a 1 + -ness.]
The quality or state of being grave

, seriousness,

solemnity and sobriety of behaviour
,
gravity

1S77-87 Holinshed Chron, I. 18/1 Grauenesse in counten-
ance, and shew of apparell, 1606 Marston Fawns 111 Wks
1856 II 62 Your once steady gravenes 1653 Culpepper
Rmertus l vu 29 Giaveness of actions *719 D'Urfey
Pills II 318 A graveness palls the Cupid 1865 Wright
Hist Caricature vm 138 The graveness and air of nn-
poi tance with which he regards it, would lead us to suppose
that the barrel contains wine 1875 Tennyson Q Mary v
11, Had put off levity and put graveness on

t Graveolence, -ency. Obs. rare [ad. L.
graveolentia, f. graveolent-em Graveolent.] A
rank, offensive smell.
1623 Cockeram, Graueolentie, a stincking sauour 1658-

78 Pint lips, Graveolence. 1676 Coles, Graveoleme 1696
Phillips, Gravealencu 1727 Bailey vol II, Graveolency
Graveolent (grav? talent), a. [ad L graveo-

lent-em, graveolens, f grave, advb. neut of gravis
heavy+ olenl-em, olens, pres pple ofolere to smell ]
Having a strong or offensive smell

;
rank, fetid.

>687 Tomlinson Renou's Disp 212 Odoraments objected
to the nose in great quantity are graveolent. 1669 Boyle
Contn New Exp 11 (1682) 186 The Butter was yellow
and something graveolent, yet it was edible 1721 in Bailey
*753 tn Johnson. 1833 Lytion Eng <$• English II 236 He
strives to buoy himself from ' the graveolent abyss ’ of his
infamy. 1862 G. A Lawrence Barren Honour I 3 Such
playfiil missiles as graveolent eggs 1873 Andenda II vu.
137 The soul smelled the graveolent vapours of Avernus

Graver (gr^vo-i), Also 5 gravowre [f

Grave vX 4- -erI. Cf. F. graveur {14th c. in
Hatz.-Darm ).]

+

1

One who digs or digs up (tnrf). Obs.
1483 Cath Angl 163/2A Graver, cespitator, cultor,/ossor

1610 Assessment IVages Norf in Eng Hist Rev (i8q8)
XIII 524 A graver of Flaggs & Turfes vd.
2. One who carves or engiaves. fa A sculptor.
C1430 Freemasonry 504 Gravers and ymage-makers

1430-40 Lydg Bachas ix xv (1494) hj b, Callicrates a
grauer moost notable Of white yuor , His hande his lye
so lustc were and so stable Of an ampte to graue out the
lykenesse c 1440 Promp Parv. 20B/2 Gravowre, sculptor
« *533 Ld. Berners Gold Bk. M Aicrel. iv (1536) 7 b,
Romulus honoured greatly grauers in stone 1383 T.
Washington tr. Ntcholay's Foy. u viu. 42 Sonnes of An-
therme the most renowned carver and graver of Images.
x6°i Holland Pliny II 564 A cutter and grauer in marble,
x6a8 Cowley Ptramus % Th. xxlv, Just like a Marble
Statue did he stand Cut bysome skilful Graver’s artful hand,

to. —Engraver i. Now rare.
1398 Tkevisa Barth. JDe P R xvi. ix (Tollem MS ),

Grauers use J>e peces Jierof to signe and topurle preciouse
stones 1483 Cath. Angl. 263/s A Gravere (A Graver of
wode or metelle), celator

,
sculptor 1564-78 Bulleyn Dial

agst Pest. (1886) 25 A Iiuely grauer of Seales 1623 B
Jonson in Shaks Wks To Rdr

,
Wherein the Grauer had

a strife with Nature, to out doo the life a 1674 Clarendon
Hist Reb xiv §70 He had lately imploy'd a Graver to
preparea Great Seal 1762-71 H Walpole Vertne's Anecd.
Paint, (1786) I. 164 Cellini being rather a sculptor than
a graver 1839 C Barker Assoc Pnnc, li 40 The piety

of our early gravers, enchasers, and designers.
3 , A tool. a. A cutting or shaving tool of any

kind f to. A sculptor’s chisel, o An engraver’s
tool

; a burin, (Now the principal use.) d * A11
instrument used for turning iron after it has been
roughed out by the heel-tool ’ (Ogilvie). f e ‘A
Baiter Chirurgeons Instrument for the taking Scales
off from the Teeth’ (Phillips 1678)
a. 1548 Elyot Diet

, Scobma, an instrument that bowiers

zr
aUe taeir

^iWeSrryitk ralkd a grauer. 1703 MoxonMech Exerc 217 The Tool, which is commonly a Graver.
17x4 Gay Fan 2 134 Some work the File, and Some the
Graver guide 1836 Sir G. Head Home Tow 182 As the
cylinder revolved, the giaver, or cutting tool was fixed
. ? .

l636 Jonson Discov
, Virorum schola respub

(X040) 128 What figure of a Body was Lysippus ever able
to foime with his Graver f

C. 166a Evelyn Chalcogv 1. 9 The Burin (for so they [the

378 GRAVIMETER.
French] tearm the Instrument which we [call] the Graver)
1763 H Walpole Cabal Engrav (1765) 83 Geoige White
afterwards made use of the graver fot fonning the black
spot hi eyes, and sharpening the light 18x2-16 J Smith
Panorama Set 3 Art I 38 With a giaver, or some finely
pointed steel instrument, draw a line upon the plate 1889
J Hirst in A rchneol Inst Jrnl No 181 29

1

luck feathus
delicately finished with a giaver

t Graveress. Obs rare- 1 [ad. F grave-
resse, f. graver to engiave.] A female engraver
c *43° Pilgr. LyfManhode 111 xvii (,1869) 144 A graueresse

of false seles

r
t Gra-very. Obs [f Grave vX + -fry 1 b ]
The employment of an engraver

,
engraving

1601 Holland Plmy II 337 Neither shall you euer heare
of any piece either of jpicture or grauene and embossing,
that came out ofa seruife hand 1693 Pefys Lit \n Academy
9 Aug (1890) \\2f2, I will with all y° speed I can, enable
my selfe to say something to you ah* out Giavery
Graves, obs form of Greaves
Graveship (gre 1 vjip) [f. Grave sb^ + -snip ]
a The office of a grave

,
= Grieveship to In

the West Riding of Yorkshire, a distnct, in some
instances a subdivision of a large parish, in otheis
comprising a number of parishes, so called as
having formerly been administered by a grave or
a body of graves
1460 in Rtpon Ch Acts (Surtees) 363 Thoma, Walwoith

pro le graveship, i2f 8d. 1633 111 Morehouse Kirkburtou
& Graveship of Holme (1861) 145 King Tames beuig here-
tofore seized 111 fee of two watei corne mills in Holmefirlh,
being a graveship within the Manor of Wakefield, in the
countie of York 1793 Local Act 33 Geo III

,
An Act for

Dividing and Inclosingthe Open Common Fields andWaste
Giounds, within thelownshipsor Graveships of Wakefield,
Stanley, Wrenthoipe [etc ] in the Paush of Wakefield
x86x Morehouse Kirkburtou <$ Graveship of Holme 14

1

In 1828 an act was obtained for enclosing all the common
and wastelands withm the graveship of Holme
Graves’s disease. Med [f the name of
Dr R. J Graves of Dublin, who m 1835 recognized
the individuality of the disease ]

‘ The diseased
condition, also called Basedow’s disease and ex-
ophthalmic goitre. It is charactensecl by enlarge-
ment of the thyroid, protrusion of the eyeballs, and
persistent palpitation ’ (Syd See Lex. 1886)
1868 tr. A Trousseau's Clm Med. xix 548 Graves’s

disease is not necessarily attended with disease of the heart
1874 Lawson Dis Eye 348 Exophthalmic Goitre—Graves’s
Disease. 1887 Lancet xx June 1196/2 An apparently well-
authenticated case of Graves’ disease.

Gravestone, grave-stone (gw1 vistoun). [f
Grave sbX + Stone sb ]

1 1. A stone coffin. Obs, rare— 1
.

<2x225 St. Marker, sz Ich dude hit 1 giaue stan in hire
grandame hus
2 . A stone placed over a grave, or at the entrance

of a tomb
,
m later use also applied to an upnght

stone at the head or foot of a grave, bearing an
inscription

1340 Cursor M. 17370 (Trim) Of aungels one Had hfte
awey be graue stone 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII
79 Of pe swetynge of he gravestone jmre is taken a forwet-
ynge or tokenynge of Jm pope sone for to deie c X450 St,
Cuthbert (Surtees) 6373 He kyst Jie graue -itana 1302 Bury
Wills (Camden) 93, 1 will ouer my grave be leid a giaveston
of maibull 1366 in Peacock Eng Ch Furniture (1866) 112
The alter stones one is broken and pauith the church, thother
is laid for a graue stonne. 1607 Shaks Timon iv 111 380
1722 De Foe Plague (1840) 26 He saw a ghost walking
upon such a gravestone there. 1821 Clare Fill Minstr
I 2ix Where the grave-stone meets the eye 1843 D.
Jerrold St Giles xxi. (1831) 213 [He] rose flora the grave-
stone, whereupon he was wont to sit 1884 Pan Eustace
79 Cast the shadows of the gravestones on the silent graves
t Gra’vet. Obs. rare—1

, [f. Grave a.i + -it.]
A grave peison.
1583 Stanyhurst JEntis 1. (Arb ) 22 In this blooddye not

they soom grauet [L pietate gravem] haplye beholding Of
geason pietee, doo throng and greedelye listen
Gravet, obs form of Gravy.
Graveward (gr^’vjwoid), adv. and a. [f.

Grave sb 1 + -ward.]
A adv Towards the grave

;
in quot fig.*7*G Macdonald Wks Fancy Iniag

, Gospel Women.
Vi* ij She Her eyes hath graveward sentB adj Tending towaids the grave 01 death
1833 M Bridges Pop Mod Hist 436 AH trod the same

graveward path 1863 W Lancaster Praetenta 54 Until
tne tale of years disorb my hand, And setagravewaid daik-
ness on my brain

Gravewards (gre‘*viwgjdz), adv [f. Gravest
h- -wards ] = Graveward adv.
1880 J PAyN Confid Agent III. 253 Whenever I thought

otSttbey and the little one I sank gravewaids
Gravewis, obs form of Grievous
Graveyard (grF* viyaid). [f. Grave sbX +
Yard

] A burial-ground
1823 J , Neai.Bro Jonathan I 20 Moving slowly on their

way to the grave-yard 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xvi
in 621 The desolate graveyard of Donore 1882 ‘ Mark
i. wain Innoc at Home 111 278 A desperado who ‘kept
his private graveyard as the phrase went.
transf. 1833 Kane Gnnnell Exp xlu (1856) 389, I re-

member coming to a little graveyard of ice-tablets.

tGra'viate. Obs [f. Grave sbA + -ate, cf.

landgraviate.] The territory ruled by a { grave ’.

1728 Bailey, s.v, Grames-End [explains this name to mean]
tne end of the graviate or County

eravicCgim-vik), a. [irreg.f L grams Grave a 1
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or causing gravitation.
1864 m Webstlr Hence m recent Diets
Gravid (gravid), a Also 6 gravide. [f l

gravid-iis, f. gravis burdened, heavy (see Grave a 1

1’

Cf F.gravide] Pregnant, heavy with yountr
>

1397 A M Guillemenu's Fr Chirurg 2 b/2 Womenwhen they are gravide with Clulde 1638 Sir T Hc^Prav (ed. 2) 24 A carefull husband [sea dolphin] oveHuI
gravid associate 1799 W. G Browne Trav Africa etcxxi 344 If the mother become gravid 1799 J Burns {title)1 he Anatomy of the Gravid Uterus 1846 f. BAxrcR / ,/,i’
Pract Agnc (ed 4) I

:344 They are gravidfou^m^t
and a half x866J B Rose tr Ovids Fasti n 658 Gravid
she grew with twins 1867 F. Francis Angling 1 (1880) kxNumbers of barbel in a giavid state
fig 1648-1702 Jos Bt.AUMONT Psyche vii ci, Let The
giavid Universe deliver’d be From pangs Ibid xvii cxvKesolymg to ease the fount Of her impatient gravid Eves’

Paul s Mag 11 225 That grave and gravid journal
the Lectern 1882 Lt James's Gas 28 Mar? They are not
merely gravid with ideas but hate a plan to produce.
Hence Gra viduess, gravidity.
1727 in Bailly vol II

|| GravicLacL. Obs. rare—1 . In quot. erron gravi-
dud [Sp gravedad Gravity

] Gravity
1641 Witt's Ramations No 579 N 5, He has Of Giavi-

dud a dose full in his face.

+ Gra vidate, v. Obs. rare [f L. graviddt-,
ppl stem of gravidare to burden, f. gravidus
Gravid, see -ate 3

] a mtr To be gravid or
pregnant b. trans, To make heavy, make gravid.
Hence Gra'vidatedppl a., piegnant.
1823 Cocklram n, To he with Childe, Granidate 1637

Tomlinson Renou's Dap 220 Of which wines we should
dunk moderately for they gravidate the head *1677
Barrow Serin Matt i 20 Wks 1686 II 349 Whence her
wonib is said to have been gravulaledor gieat with child

t Gravida‘tioH. Obs Also 8 erron. gravita-
tion [ad L. *g>'avidahon-cm, f. gravidare (see
prec ) ] The condition or fact of being piegnant

1430 Mirour Salvauoun 924 Whaie of shuld sho con-
ceyue this grauidacioune 1623 Cockeram 11, A being great
with Childe, Pregnation. Granulation 1634 Vilvain
Theorem '1 heol 1 8, 1 he usual time or term, of womens
giavidation 1665-6 Phil Irans I 388 Pregnant Bitches
. at cei tain times of their gravidatiou 1720 Wllton Suffer.
Son ofGod I 11 20 Her Gravitation was fiee from many
of the InfirmitiLS common to otheis of liti Sex Ibid 111 59Who can conceive the Graces Thou hast received during
the Nine months of thy Gravitation '

Gravidity (grim dlti) Also 6 graveditie
[f. L graviditas

,
-tdtem, f gravidus Gravid Cf.

F . gravidit/X\ The state of being gravid
,
pregnancy.

1651 Wittji; Pnmiosts Pop Err 11 76 The urine is not
c-hanged by the gravidme it selfe, but onely by the suppres-
sion of the flowus *732 Aruuuinot Rules of Diet 402
The Signs of Gravidity and Obstructions aie hard to be
distinguish’d in the beginning 1822-34 Good's Study Med
(ed 4) IV 118 During the period of a determined gravidity
*880 tr, H von Ziemssm’s Cycl Med IX 244 Gravidity
manifestly induces, a predisposition to the disease

t Graviers, sb. pi Obs [Origin and form
doubtful

; Dekker Belman Lond (1608) E 3 prints

gramers ] False dice of some kind
c 1330 Dice-play Ajb, The names of Dyce A bale of

hght grauiers Ibid Civ, Light gmuiers there be forged
cleane against the appaiaunt vantage 1608 Dekker Bel-
man Loud (ed 2) £ 3 A Bale of light Graniers

Gravific (gravrfik), a, [f, L gravi-s heavy +
-Eio ] That makes heavy or piochit.es weight.
1807 Edm Rn< X 147 The pai tides by which this effect

is biought about, are tailed by Le Sage the gravific 1862
Sir H Holland Ess 1 15 Hypotheses such as that of
gravific atoms permeating all space x88x Nature XXIII.
462 Regarding the gravific aether as simply a stationary gas

Gravigrade (grtewigr^d), a and sb. Zool [f,

mod L Gravigrada (see below), f. grarn-s heavy

+

grad-t to step, walk.]

A. adj 1 Walking heavily ’
, of or belonging to

the extinct edentate group Gravtgrada, which,

includes the Megatherium and the Mylodon.
1884 in Cassell
33 sb A name formerly given to heavy-paced

animals, such as the elephant , now, an annual of

the group Gravtgrada (see A)
1847 Craig, Gravigraiks, a name given by Blamville to

Mammalia, comprising such heavy-paced animals as the

elephant 1849 iV. Nat. Hist ,
Mammalia III 109 MM

Blamville and Dumcrtl consider the dmoLhenuin to h ive

been allied to the lamantms, or ‘ aquatic gravigrades ’ 1899

Westm Gaz. 31 July 3/2 He regards it as a living repre-

sentative of the Gravigrades of Argentina, and has given it

the name of Neo Mylodon Listau

+ Gravi loqueuce. Obs [f,L.gravis Grave
a. + loqul, loquent- to speak ] (See quot

)

1636 Blount Glossogr
,
Graviloqueuce, a grave speech, or

a speaking gravely

Gravimeter (gravrmftsi). Physics, [ad. F.

gravimbtre (Guyton deMorveau, 1797)^ L g^vi-s

heavy: see -meter.] A land ofhydiomeler (resem-

bling Nicholson’s), for determining the specific

gravity of bodies, whether liquid or solid

*797 Nicholson’s Jml June xio Description qf a Gravi-

meter, or Instrument for measuring the Specific Gravity of

Solids and Fluids By Citizen Guyton x8ox J, Jones tr.

Bygge's Trav. Fr. Repub v. 120 Determining the Specific

gravity of a calcedon by means of Guiton’s gravimeter

x868 Nat Eiuyel. 1, 99X T’01 fluids ofgreater specific gravity



GRAVING.

than water, an instrument which was inventedby Guyton

de Morveau, and is designated ' Gravunetei may be used.

Also Gzavime trio, Gravime tncal adjs
,
per-

taining to the gravimeter or to gravimetry
,
Gravi-

metrically adv., by means of the gravimeter, in

respect of measurement by weight, Gravrmetry,

measuiement of weight.

1838 Tiiudichum Urine 39 In the generality of diseases

the gravimetry ofuime gives very meagre results as yet 1866

Doling Ahum Chart 100 By comparing the items gravi-

metrically instead of volumetrically 1873 Halve Phys

Chem 2x6 Gravimetric [method], in which the substance

after isolation from the mixtuie is weighed m the balance

1883 Atkinson Gemot's Physics (ed n) § 185 This apparatus

[volumometer or sterometei], is of great value in determin-

ing the gravimetrical density of gunpowder 1884 Phar-

maceut Sot Prosp 13 Volumetric and Gravimetric Quan-

titative Analyses

GraviHSf (gre'win), vbl. sbA [f. Grave v 1 +
-ingI.] The action of Grave w.i

+ 1 . Digging 06s.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi 17 Foderunt inanus meets

fades meos He says thai grof, forto shew the mykilnes of

his pyne, vgly grauynge in hend and fete Ibid Ixxix 17

Incensa tgm <5- sujfossa Bot swilke kyndilynge and swilke

erafeynge sail penshe and be dampnyd 1411 Rolls Parlt.

Ill 650/1 Certein Commune of Pasture, and Tuifgravyng

C1440 Promp Parv 208/1 Gravynge, 01 delvynge, fossio

1486 Nottingham Rec III 242, nj warkmen giauyng of

soddes to fill among ]re wattilles [1620 Haworth Househ

Bhs (Surtees) 134 To John Marsam for giaving x dayes

woork of peates ]

+ 2 (With possessive pron.) Euual Obs

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr (1866) 7 Till his grauynge it

semyde als \>e ayere gafe seruese c 144a York Myst xvn

286 This mirre will I giffe to >1 grauyng C1460 Powneley
Myst xiv. 557 To thy giauyng this myr of me Resaue the

y
|< 3. a Carving, sculpturing b. Incision of lines,

etc m stone, metal, and the like. Obs.

136a Langl P PI A hi 55 Bote god to alle good folk

such grauynge defendet [B-text adds To writen 111 wyn-
dowes of here wel dedes] 138a Wyclif Isa xlv 20 The
Jentiles that rereden vp a tocne of ther grauyng 1398

Trevisa Barth De P R. xvi xxvn (1495) 562 All kyndes

of the stone Calcedomus wytbstondeth grauynge 1603

Knolles Hist lurks (1621) 1326 Foure other vessels made
of fishes hones whereas the art seemed miraculous in the

graving a 1619 Fotherby Atheom 11 xiv § 6 11622) 361

The Aiteof Graving, in all kmde of mettals 1727 Dn Foe
Syst Magic t, vi (1840) 141 The writing and graving upon
haid stones

a concr. Something cut or carved; a carving,

sculpture ,
an inscription. Obs. 01 arch

138a Wyctif Ezek xl 22 The wyndowis therof, and
porche, and grauyngis c 1440 Lydg Balade m Harvard
Studies (1897) V 193 Neuer m giavyng nor m portrature

Sawe I depict so fayre a creature c 1510 Barclay Mirr
Gd Manners (1570) Giv, The housholdei Ought not to

be noted for sumptuous building, Nor by outwarde grau-

mg, or workes cuuous 1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek xl 37

The graving of palme-trees m the fiont therof 1647 W.
Browne tr Govibervillds Polexander iv. iu 258 The walls

were adorned with the same metall and gravings 1703 T
N. City § C Purchaser 268 Triglyph signifies a hollow

Giavmg like 3 Furrows 1801 Southey Hialaba iv xv.

Belike you can interpret then the gravingAround this Ring

fig 1648 Etkon Bas 63 Gravings and characters which

by just and lawful oaths were made upon their souls

d A grooving.

1877 Raymond Statist Mines .$• Mining419 IfMr Krona's

graving and facing of his rolls obviate the difficulties here-

tofore experienced with that form of crusher

4 The engraving (of a design, picture, etc ) on

a metal plate or wood block Obs or arch.

1646 Cretshaisis Stefa to Temple Pref. 21 His skill in

Poetry, Musicke, Drawing, Limmmg, graving 166 x Evelyn
Mem (1857) I 3^5 Prince Rupert showed me the new way
of graving called mezzo tinto 171a J James tr Le Blond s

Gardening Ded
,
The giaving of the Plates 1753 T Gray

Let Wks 1884 II 234, I am surprised at the print, which
far surpasses my idea of London graving 1762H Walpolt
Vcrtue's Anecd Paint. I iv (1765)66 He [Holbein] learned

besides, graving, casting, modelling, and architecture

b An engraved plate or an impression from it.

Obs ox arch.
1760 Raper in Phil Trans LI 806 note 2 His plans seem

to be inverted, as gravings commonly are 1823 J. Badcock
Dom Amnsem 138 This steel graving should nave a hole

drilled in one of its corners

6 attnb
,
as graving iron, knife, skill, steel, stick

,

graving tool, (a) the tool used by an engraver,

a graver
5

(b) dial (see quot 1877).
14 . Nom m Wr.-Wulcker 727/15 Hec revictica, a

*giawyngern 1580 Baret Alv G 481 A grauing iron,

a shaurng knife, scalpmm 1577 Kendall Flowers Efagr
64 b, When as he graues in wood, a *grauyng knife 1784
Cowper Ttroc 300 The wall on which we tried our *gravmg
skill 1676 Coles, Graver

,

a *gravmg-steel 1580 Holly-
band Ireas Fr Tong, Vn Bunn, a *graumg sticke 1591

PrRcivALL Sp Did, Burnt, a *grauing toole 1877 N
IP Line Gloss

,
Graving tool, a spade used in making

diams.

Graving (grF1 vig), vbl. sb 2 [f. Grave v .
2 +

-IN&1.] The action of Grave v 2
,
the cleaning

of a ship’s bottom by scraping or burning, and

coating with tar
,
concr —graving-stuff

1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Gram 11. 13 Grauing is onely

vnder water 1673 Phil Trans, VIII 6192 More cheap

and durable than any Sheathing or Graving hitherto used.

1780 m Falconer Did. Marine. 1867 in Smyth Sailors

Word-bk.
b Comb., as graving beaoh (see quot ) ;

graving

379

bowl dial, (see quot.) ; graving dock, a dock into

which vessels are floated to be graved; = Dry
dock (see also Dock sbfi 4); graving piece, a
small piece of wood inserted to repair a defect m
a plank

, fgraving place =graving dock

;

graving
slip =graving beach

,
graving stuff, the materials

used in graving.

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk, *Graving Beach or Slip,

a portion of the dockyard where ships were landed for

a tide 1880 Antrim Down Gloss, *Graving bowl,

a gratuity paid to ship carpenters when they have com-
pleted the repair ofavessel,on bunging her out of the graving
dock 1840 Evid Hull Docks Comm. 53 ^Graving docks.

1894 Times 1 Oct 6/3 Her Majesty’s ship Rmgarooma was
yesterday placed in the graving dock at Cockatoo Island
for repairs 1803 in Naval Chron XV. 2x9 The ship-

wrights attending the caulkers to let in ^graving pieces.

i62§LKGRYStr Barclay's Argents 353 Part of his Fleet
being shaken with the storme was brought vpon *greumg
places 1693 Loud Gas No 2849/2 The Mermaid Fire-

ship, as she lay at the Graving Place m Cattwater, was •

unhappily set on Fire. 1702 Ibid. No 3849/4 *Gravmg-
stuff

Gravish. (gr^'vij) a. [f. Grave a.1 + -ish ]
Somewhat grave.

1751 R Paltock P Wilktns I v 32 A gravish Sailor

came and sat down by me x866 Carlyle lrvmg,
Renun

(1881) I 151 Hat of gravish breadth of brim

t Gravisonous, a. Obs. rare [f. L.

gravison-us (f gravis heavy + sonus sound) +• -ous.]

Having a deep or heavy sound

S
87-90 m Bailey.

ra*vitate, a. nonce-wd. [f. L gravit-as +
-ate.] Endowed with gravity.

1827 Coleridgc Notes <$• Led on Shakespeare (1849) II

157 The particles themselves must have an interior and
gravitate being

Gravitate (grsewitfl't), v. [f mod L gravitat-,

ppl. stem of gravitate, f. g) avis heavy, gravitas

weight, Gravity. Cf. 17th c F. graviterl]

+ 1. mtr To exeit weight or pressure ; to press

upon (on) ;
also of heavy bodies, to move or tend

to move downward by their own weight. Obs.

In early natuial philosophy, bodies classed as heavy were
said to gravitate, and bodies classed as light to levitate, m
consequence of their tendency to ‘ seek their own place ’

1644 Digby Nat, Bodies (1645) xxa The weights do not

gravitate or weigh so much . when the aire is thick and
foggy x66o Boyle New Exp Phys Meek, xvn no The
one gravitating, the other pressing with equal force upon the

subjacent Mercury 1661 — Spring ofAu 1 iv (1682)9

When the lower finger is removed then the Cylmdei of

Mercury, which before gravitated upon the Finger comes

to gravitate upon the restagnant Mercury. 1664 Power
Exp Philos 11 107 By which [experiment] it appears, that

water does gravitate in its own Sphzere (as they phrase it)

1678 Hobbes Decam Wks 1845 VII. 140 Water does not

gravitate on any part of itself beneath it 178a A Monro
Comfar Anat (ed 3) 29 The lymph gravitating upon
the inferior part of the ventricles may elongate and pro

duce them 1788 Reid Aristotle’s Log vi 11 144 In the

ancient philosophy Many things were assumed under that

character without a just title [eg] that bodies do not

gravitate m their propel place 1808 Bentham Sc Reform
38 The. burthen of pationage, which, by Right Honour-
able persons in your Loidship’s station, has always been

felt to gravitate with so severe a pressure [1822 Imison

Set Jj- Art 1. 135 As all parts of the atmosphere gravitate,

or press upon each .other ]

t b. tram To weigh down, oppress. Obs
X754 H P Hibemiad 1 6 People condemned to Tracts

of Land, and gravitated by an Atmosphere baneful to them

2 mtr. To be affected by gravitation
;
to move or

tend to move by the force of gravity towards a

body, as the planets of the solar system towards

the sun, and bodies near and on the earth towards

its centie, etc,
j.

1692 Bentley Boyle Led 225 The sun, moon, and all the

planets do reciprocally gravitate one toward another 1712

Blackmore Creation n (1736) 57 That matter is with active

force endu’d, That all its parts magnetic pow'r exert, And
to each other gravitate 1726 tr Gregory's A siron I 99
The Secondary Planets of Jupiter gravitate towards Jupiter

and both the Primary and Secondary Planets gravitate

towards the Sun 1739 tr Algarotti's Newton’s Philos.

(1742) II 41 All Bodies here below gravitate, and if left to

themselves descend 1822 Imison Set <§- Art I. 16 As all

bodies gravitate towards the earth, so does the earth

gravitate towards all bodies 1834 Mss Somerville Con-

nect Phys, Sn 1 (1849) 7 The satellites also gravitate to

their primaries, 1868 Lockyer Guillentiu's Heavens (ed 3)

436 Systems of bodies which gravitate round a central body.

b To sink or fall by, or as by, gravitation , to

tend to reach a low level
,
to settle down (into a

place), ht. and fig
1823 Chalmers Posth Wks , (1849) VI 410 The soul sinks

and gravitates again to the dust of its own kindred earthli

ness 1847-9 Helps Friends m C. (1851) 1.

3

1 They gravitate

into their old way very soon 1851 Robertson Serin Ser

n xi (1864) 143 The soul gravitates downward beneath its

burden 1856 Froude Hist Eng I. 14s Thus were the

various parties in the vast struggle which, was about to

commence gravitating into their places. 1879 Rep St.

George's Hosp. IX. 400 The intestinal contents..had gravi-

tated behind the ascending colon to the region of the

csecum
c trans To cause to descend or sink by gravi-

tation
;
spec in Diamond-digging, to manipulate

(the gravel) after washing, so that the heavy stones

sink to the bottom (m quot. 1894 absol.).

1894 Pop Sci Monthly XLV 473 These are sufficiently

GRAVITATION

.

near the shore to he used to dig materials from to be
gravitated down to the dam. 1894 Graphic 4 Aug. 129/3

[In diamond-digging] there is the gravitating machine, which
has the same effect on the gravel as gravitating by hand.

3 . transf. and Jig. (mtr) To move or tend to

move towards a certain point or object as a natural

goal or destination, to be strongly attracted (to

some centre of influence).

1673 Marvell Reh Transp 11 187 A Lecture upon
the Centers of Knowledge and Ignorance, and how and
when they Gravitate and Levitate X776.ADAM SmithW N
1 vu. (1869) I 62 The market price is continually gravi-

tating towards the natural price *777 Burke Let to For
Wks IX 154 We must gravitate towards them, if we would
keep in the same system, or expect that they should ap-

proach towards us 1837 Sir R Peel in Croker Papers
(1884) 5 July, A King is the centre towards which all

business gravitates 1865 Merivale Rom. Ernp VIII
lxvi 245 Rome was the place to which the imperial

pilgrimages gravitated *873 Burton Hist Scot VI lxv.

26 The Irish no longer, as of old, gravitated to Scotland

1875 Merivale Gen Hist Rome lxxiv. (1877) 616 The
common feeling of mankind was slowly gravitating fowards
the new religion.

Hence Gra*vitatecL ppl. a. Also Gra’intater,

a workman who ‘ gravitates

1727 Bailey vol II, Gravitated, weighed, poised 1822-34

Good’s Study Med (ed 4) II 469 The lungs were of a pale

giey, without any marks of gravitated blood 1894 Graphic

4 Aug 120/2 [Diamond-digging] Then the washing begins

A bucketful of gravel is put into a fine-mesh sieve, and

a * nigger’ takes it, shaking xt so as to wash the gravel

He then passes it to the ‘gravitater’ the gravitater, by
dexterous manipulation, causing all the heavy stones to sink

to the bottom and come together in the centre.

Gravitating (grse vit<s
!tig), vbl sb. [f. Gravi-

tate v. + -ing L] The action of the vb. Gravi-

tate; gravitation. In quots. attnb passing into

adj = gravitative. Also Comb.
,
as gravrtatmg-

maehine (see Gravitate v. 2 c).

%66<Phtl Trans I 31 About the variations in the Moon,
and its gravitating principle 1602 Bentley Boyle Led
vn 244 The Gravitating Power of each of them is exaotly

proportional to their Matter a mix Ken Hymnarturn
Poet Wks 1721 II 145 To see all Nature’s Couise, Hai-

monious kept by gravitating Force. 18x7 J. Scott Pans
Revisit (ed 4) 387 A general gravitating tendency towards

the centie of the state x86o Tyndall Glac n. xix 329 We
have a certain amount of gravitating force stored up

Gravitating (groe vite’tig), ppl. a. [f. Gravi-

tate v + ing z
] That gravitales ; t exerting

weight or pressure (obs ) ;
moving or tending to

move by gravitation

1718 J Chamberlayne Rehg Philos (1730) II xvn. § 40

Set a Cup full of Water under the Receiver of an Air-

pump, then draw off the gravitating Ah 1794 J Hutton
Philos Light

,
etc 244 The gravitating matter which is

proper to this globe 1853 Kane Gnnnell Exp xlv (1856)

411 The opposing face of the berg varies with every change

of its gravitating centre 1881 Greener Gun 83 Manton's

latest improvement in flint locks was the gravitating stop.

1893 Tyndall in Daily News 5 Jan (1894) 5/4 Lifted.on

the wings of hope and then let fall like a simple gravitating

mass without a pinion.

Gravitation (graviti? 1 Jan) [ad mod.L. gra-

vitahon-em,
n of action f gravitare to Gravitate,

Cf F gravitation.]

1 . Physics. The action or process of giavitating;

in early use, the falling of bodies to the earth or

their sinking to their lowest level, in later use

applied m wider sense to the process of which this

is an instance, the moving or tending to a centie of

attraction.

c 1645 Enquiry in Harl Misc, (Malh ) V 501 If the

opinion be true, that gravitation is fiom the magnetism

of the earth, then, the more remote fiom the earth, the less

is the gravity. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. H, 104 This

Experiment seems onely to evince the gravitation of Ayr

condensed 1713 Berkfley Guardian No 126 F 6 The
mutual gravitation of bodies 1797M B aillie Mot b Anat

(1807) 65 Where blood too is accumulated in any part of a

lung after death, from gravitation, it is always of a dark

coloui. 1812-16 Playtair Nat Phil II 308 How the gra-

vitation toward distant bodies, such as the Sun and Moon,

may affect the Earth’s rotation on its axis 1831 Brewster

Newton (1855) I 11 26 Tf the moon was thus kept in her

orbit by gravitation to the earth, or, in other words, its

attraction; x888 Pall MallG 23 Mar s h The substitution

of 11 ngation by gravitation instead of by pumps

lb The amount or degiee of such altiaction.

1812-16 Playfair Nat Phil II. 266 The gravitation of

one planet to another, is expressed by the quantity of matter

in each, divided by the squat e of the distance

2 The attraction of one body for another, or

the effective force of one hody moving towards

another ,
the tendency of every particle of mattei

towards every other particle, of which the fall of

bodies to the earth is an instance.

The law ofgravitation

,

according to which the attractive

force of bodies vanes directly as their masses and inversely

as the square of the distance between them, was discovcied

by Sir Isaac Newton
1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep iv vn 196 In cai casses

warme there doe exhale and breathe out vaporous and

fluid parts, which carry away some power of gravitation

x6gz Bentley BoyleLed 225 The gravitating power ofeach

of them [planets] .anses from the several gravitations or

attractions of all the individual particles that compose the

whole mass. 1728 Pemberton View Newton's Philos 17

This power of gravitation extends up to the moon, and
causes that planet to gravitate .. towards- the earth 1728

Pope Dune ir 318 Whnlpools and storms his circling arm



GRAVITATIONAL.
invent, With all the might of gravitation blast, 1813 Sir H.
Davy Agric Cheat 11 (1814) 31 One of the most impoitant
properties belonging to matter is Gravitation, 1829 Scott
Anne ofG 11, The power of gravitation determined a direct

and forward descent 1837 Whewfill Hist Induct Set,

(1857) II 181 They obeyed the law ofuniversal gravitation

i860 Maury Phys Geog Sea (Low) 11 § 05 But for the

forces of gravitation the waters of the Mississipi would
remain at its fountain 1877 Huxley Physiogr xxi (1878)

371 The force by which the iron rushes to the eaith is

called gravitation

3 tmnsf and fig The fact or condition of
being attracted towards an object or point of
influence; natuial tendency (to or towards); in

bad sense, tendency to sink to a low level.

1644 Digby Man's Soul Concl. 454 The vehemence and
mtensenesse of any pleasure, is proportionable to the
grauitation, bent, and greatnesse that such a subiect hath
to the obiect that delighteth it 1688 Norths Theory Love
1 111 26 That moral Gravity and Gtavttation of the Soul
impress'd on her by the universal Good acting attractively

upon her 1784 Cowpek Pash v 588 That low And sordid
gravitation of his pow’rs To a vile clod 1805 Wobdsw
Prelude 11 243 The giavitation and the filial bond Of
Nature that connect him with the world 186a Merivale
Rom, Emp (1863) IV xxxu 2 We shall observe the
geneial gravitation of the whole machine towards a more
absolute despotism 1876 E Mellor Prieslh vm 372 That
strong gravftation towaids evil 1883 GrLMOUR Mongols
xxA.11 373 Russia has toleration for all religions, but the
gravitation is towards ..the Gieek Church
4 attnb

,

and Comb
, as gravitation law, supply

(cf sense x, quot. 1888) .
gravitation battery -=

gravity battery (see Gravity 8 b) , gravitation
measure (see quot. 1S75).
1850 H Miller Footpr Creat xui (1874) 242 Such

would be the direct effects of this gravitation law 1875
Everett Illnstr C G S, Syst Units 13 Force is said to
be expressed in gravitation-measuie when it is expiessed
as equal to the weight ofagiven mass *883 Jenkin Electr,
.5- Magnet, (ed 7) 227 Gravitation batteries are like the
Menotti’s with the sawdust removed 1896 Westm Gaz
30 July 7/2 It [the water] will be served by a gravitation
supply under a net head of about 65ft.

Gravitation, erron. form of Gravidation.
Gravitational (grsevit^Janal), a. [f Gravi-
tation + -Ab] Of, pertaining to, or caused by
gravitation

;
employing the principle or law of

gravitation (sense 2)
Gravitational astronomy

'

a system of astronomy based,
as by Sir Isaac Newton, on the theory of gravitation , also
called theoretical astronomy , sog astronomer
1855 B. Powell Ess 78 All kinds of physical agents .

thermotic, electric, chemical, moleculai, gravitational, lumi-
niferous, i860 Dunkin Midtt Sky 148 27 Several double
Stars suspected to belong to a common gravitational system.
1876 Newcomb in N, Amer Rev CXXIII 101 Theoretical
astronomy is a term somewhat too vague and inclusive

,

and 1 gravitational astronomy * somewhat too narrow x88i
SmR B\u.inEng Mech i7june34g/rModem gravitational
astronomers 1889 Chamb Jrnl 10 Mar 163/1 Venus has
nearly the same giavitational power as the earth, *893
Sir R. Ball Story ofSun 73 The gravitational method of
finding the Sun's distance

Hence Gravitationally adv., by gravitation
*887 Sir W Thomson Suits Heat in Gd. Words 130

Pieces of matter gravitationally attracted together

Gravitative (grse*viteltiv), a. [f. Gravitate v,

+ -IVE ] Of, pertaining to, or produced by gravi-
tation.

1799 Sir H Davy in Beddoes Contnb. Phys <5- Med.
Knowl, 40 When the repulsive motion eminently predomi-
nates over the cohesive and gravitative attraction 1818
Coleridge in Rem (1836) I, 2x6 The particles themselves
[of the human body] must have an interior and gravitative
being 1835 H Spencer Pnnc Psychol (1872) II vr. xu
156 The attributes of Heavy and Light; which indicate
amounts of gravitative force in relation to bulk. 189X
Nature 26 July 291 That the heat developed by the falling
together of the earth’s materials arose simply from their
gravitative potential energy

+ Gra'vitoned, a. Ohs. rare- 1
, [f L . gravis

deep, heavy + tonus, Gr, t6vos Tone + -ed 2.]
Deep-toned
rfiS7 Reeve God's Plea Ep. Ded Rehg Cit. 9 They are

not yet come to her [Nineveh's] paroxisms of conflicts,
grantoned accents of prayer

Gravity (grsewiti) Also 6 gravite(e, -yte,
-etie, -ytye. [ad F. gravity (r 2-13th c in Hatz -

Darm.) or L, gravitat-em
,
gravitds

,
n of quality

f, gravis heavy, weighty see Grave a.1 The
woid was first introduced in figurative senses, cor-
responding generally to the Eng. senses of the adj
The primary physical sense of the Lat. word came
into Eng. first in the 17th c.]

I. The quality of being Grave
+ 1. Weight, influence, authority. Obs
1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices i (1540) 2 Plato' if he

wolde have practysed this maner of persuadynge, he might
have persuaded with singular gravytie 1535 St Paters
Hen VIII (1849) VII 614 So in all their procedmges
they shew themselfies to be men of gravyte and wisedom.
x6ao Brent tr Sarpi's Comic Trent 1 (1676) 93 To send
Ambassadours, men of gravity and authority. 1728 Morgan
Algiers II iv 290 Why should these Circumstances be men-
tioned by a Historiographer of such gravity 1741 Middle-
ton Cicero II x. 406, I would not have you think, that any
Letters were ever read in the Senate of gi eater weight than
yours, both for the eminent ment of your services, and the
gravity of your words and sentiments

tb. As a title of honour 01 respect. Obs,

380

x6x8 Bamevelt's Apol Ded. A ij, I offer it to you with all

singular affection, and bending submission to your grauitie,

1629 Prynne New Antith Prefl 2 It cannot be unknown
to your gravities, that [etcJ X781 Gibbon Decl # F xvn
II 24 Your Gravity, your Excellency, your Eminence [etc ]

c Of a ceremony, proceedings, etc Solemnity
1647 Clarendon Hist Rel hi § 10 The earl was, with

more clamour than was suitable to the gravity of that
supreme court, called upon to withdraw x68g Eveiyn
Corr 12 Aug. (1879) III 445 'I here was at least something
of more grauity and forme kept up. 1716 Lady M, W
Montagu Let to C'tess Marie, Sept

, The whole [drawing-
room] passes with a gravity and air of ceiemony that has
something very formal in it 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng
vi, II. 40 The gravity and pomp of the whole proceeding
made a deep impression even on the Nuncio 1855 Pres-
cott Philip II, v. 83 The process went on with suitable
gravity.

d Something grave
;
a grave or serious subject,

speech, or lemaik Obs or arch.
1609 Shahspere's Tr £ Cr. (Qo 1) Ernst Fij, You should

see all those grand censors, that now stile them [Playes] such
vanities, flock to them for the mame grace of their grauities
1850 L Hunt Antobiog II x 18 He seldom ventured on
a gravity, but in echo ofanother’s remark 1872 Gno Eliot
in J W Ci oss Life (1885) III. 131 ,

1

read aloud books of
German science, and other gravities Ibid. III. 325 We
are deep among the gravities

2 Grave, weighty, 01 serious character or nature

;

importance, seriousness
. + a. of liteiary produc-

tions, style, etc. (obs.)
;
b. of events, facts, con-

ditions.

15x9 Intel l. Four Elem (Percy Soc
) 3 They mygbt, yf

they wolde, in our Englyshe tonge Wryte worlcys of gravyte
1S33 Sir T More Debell Salem Wks 964/2 The mdges
parte is to see that the pumshemente passe not the grauitie
of the offence 1594 Hooker Eccl, Pol 1 x § 9 To punish
the injury committed according to the gravity of the fact

1649 Milton Etkon vm. Wks (1847)29372 Empty sentences
that have the sound of gravity, but the significance of
nothing pertinent 1659 Pfarson Creed (1839) 203 The
gravity of every offence must needs increase proportionably
to the dignity of the party offended 1790 Burke Fr Rev
Wks V. 74 The wise will determine from the gravity of the
case 1878 Bosw Smith Carthage 213 Pie was htmself alive
to the gravity of the occasion 1883 J Parker TyiteCh 274
Great questions should be considered in a spirit worthy of
their gravity

3 Weighty dignity
, reverend seriousness

;

serious or solemn conduct or demeanour befitting

a ceremony, an office, etc
;

staidness. In latei

use with wider application Seriousness or sobriety
(of conduct, beanng, speech, temperament, etc ),
opp to levity and gaiety.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1370) 233 Let these fooles
auoyde this mad misuse, And folowe the right way of ver-
tuous giauitie 1549 Compl Scot vn 70 Sittand in ane
chair kepand gnte grauite, heffand ane beuk in his hand
i5aS T Washington tr Ntcholay's Voy 11 xxv 66 March-
ing with great gravitie. 1597 Morley Introd Mus 166
Those songs which are made for the high key be made for
moie life, the othei in the low key with more grauetie and
staidnesse 1598 Shaks Merry W in. i 57 ,

1

neuei heard
a man of his place, grauity, and learning, so wide of his
owne respect 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof St in. xxi 209
Gravity in the ballast of the soul. 1647 Clarendon Hist
Reb 1 §185 He was a man of very morose manners and a
very sour aspect, which in that time was called gravity
1689-90 Temple Ess Pop Discontent Wks 1731 I. 259
Gravity often passes for Wisdom, Wit for Ability 1698
Fryer vice E India P 70 Our Entertainment was truly
Noble, and becoming the Gravity of the Society [Jesuits]
1703 Maundrell Journ, Jems (1732) 143 Let, 2 Their
Religion is fram'd to keep up great outward Gravity. 1771
Mackenzie Man Feel xj. (1803) 77 The natural gravity
of her temper was such as not easily to he discomposed
1823 Lamb Elia Ser 11 Poor Relations, His deportment
was of the essence of gravity 1837 w Irving Capt Bon-
neville III 39 Captain Bonneville sat listening to them
with Indian silence and gravity x868 Stanley Westm
Abb i (ed 2) 13 His manners presented a singular mixture
of gravity and levity. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 111.

vn 142 She grew uneasy at the settled gravity of his face.

3X In physical senses.

4 .
-J*

a. The quality of having weight, ponder-
ability

;
the tendency to downward motion, re-

galded in ancient physics as a property inherent
m certain bodies (opposed to levity

,
or the upward

tendency ascribed, e g., to the element of fire). Obs
1622 Malynes Ane Law-Merch 62 But Aristotle his

reasons are generally approued, toproue the earths stabihtie
in the middle or lower part of the world, because of grauitie
and leuitie 1625 N Carpenter Geog Del r iv (1635) 85
Grauity or heauinesse is nothing els but an inclination of
the parts of the Earth, returning to their naturall place
x6?6 Bacon Sylva § 704 Similitude of Substance will cause
”/*Iaatl0n > where the Body is wholly freed from the Motion
of Grauity 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep 11. m 72 To
overcome the resistance of its gravity and to lift it up from
the earth. 1656 Stanley Hist Philos vi (1701) 250/2
Heaven hath neither gravity nor levity this is manifest
from its motion which is circular, not from the center which
is pioper to light things, nor to the center, as is proper to
heavie, hut about the center 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci,
x
\ 63 Gravity, which makes great bodies hard of Remove

1078 Hobbes Decam vui 84 Giavity is an Intnnsecal
Quality by which a Body so qualified descendeth perpen-
dicularly towards the Superficies of the Earth

b. Weight, heaviness
, chiefly = specific gravity

(see c), but occasionally the weight of an individual
portion of matter, a definite amount of weight
Not now in scientific use, exc. in centre of gravity
(see Centre sb. i<5).

GRAVITY,
*641 Wilkins Math. Magich 1 id. (1648) xS With thi»kinde of Ballance, it is usuall by the help onely ofweight, to measure sundry different gravities. 1650 Bulw£»Anthropomet 122 I heir gravity and weight may

offend the upper Lip 1664 Power Exp Philos 1, ^51 he reason why the Quicksilver descends at all in the
Experiment, is from its exceeding gravity 1722 WollastonRehg Nat ix 213 Inanimate bodies, which have differed
gravities 1750 Johnson Rambler No 69 r 8 Liquors of
different gravity and texture which never can unite rL*
17 R Jameson Char Mm. (ed. 3) 265 The degrees ofgravffvof minerals 1807 Hutton Course Math II xaq The
weights, or gravities, of bodies near the surface of the earth
are proportional to the quantities of matter contained mthem, c i860 Faraday Forces Nat 1 2I Let us examine
it with regard to the amount of its heaviness, or its gravity

C. Specific gravity The degree of relative
heaviness characteristic of any kind or portion of
matter

; commonly expressed by the ratio of the
weight of a given volume to that of an equal
volume of some substance taken as a standard (viz
usually water for liquids and solids, and air for
gases) Abbreviated sp gr
Since the weights of bodies are proportional to their

masses, then specific gravities are in the same ratio as their
densities

,
and m some scientific books the term density

has displaced specific g> avity
J

1666 Boyle m Phil Trans I No 14 234 In case its
(specifick) gravity were considerably alter’d 1685 Phil
I rans XV 1004 As if they were different fluids, of dif-
ferent specifick gravities (as the word is now a-days) or (as
it was wont to be called, and I think, better) Intensive
gravity, one from the other 1696 Whiston Theory Earth
1 (1722) 61 Fluids are as capable of all degrees of Density
and specifick Gravity, as Solids 1758 Reid tr. Macquer's
Chym I. 234 As the fire carries off the most aqueous part
the other which remains m the retort increases m specific
gravity 1822 Imison Sci § Ait 1 120 The Hydrometer is
the most eligible instrument for finding the specific gravity
of fluids 1831 Lardner Hydrost vm 135 By the weights
of equal bulks bodies may be separated and arranged in
species. Hence the term specific weight or specificgravity
1868 Lockyer Elem Astron ix. § 30 (1879) 311 The
density, or specific gravity, of its materials 1870 Atkinson
Ganot's Physics (ed. 4) § 24 The relative density of a sub
stance is generally called its specific gravity,
fig 1841-4 Emfrson Ess

,
Spir Laws Wks (Bohn) I 66

Ihe permanence of all hooks is fixed by their own specific
gravity, or the intrinsic importance of their contents

d. specific gravity beads or bulbs \ small hollow
glass spheres used in determining the specific

gravity of a liquid (see quot. 1884). Specific

gi avity bottle orflask : an instrument for determin-
ing the specific gravity of a liquid by a compari-
son of the weight of a given volume of it with
that of an equal volume of a standard liquid under
the same conditions ot temperature and pressure

;

a pycnometer
1863 Atkinson Ganot’s Physics § 99 Specific gravity flask

x88x Ibid, (ed 10) § 122 The pyknometer or specific gravity
bottle. 1884 A. Daniell Pnnc Physics 198 Specific-gravity
bulbs Bulbs aie sold which are known to float without
rising or sinking in liquids of the sp gr. marked in numbers
upon them A number of them are thrown into the liquid,

those which bear too high a number sink, those which are
too light rise, the one exactly corresponding, if there be
one, is at rest anywhere m the fluid

5 . The attractive force by which all bodies tend

to move towards the centre of the earth; the

degree of mtensity with which a body in any
given position is affected by this force, measuied
by the amount of acceleration produced. Also

often m wider sense, the .degree of intensity with

which one body is affected by the attraction of

gravitation exei cised by another body.
Some writers who restrict the word to terrestrial attraction

apply it to the resultant of the earth’s attraction of gravita
tion and the centrifugal force due to the earth’s rotation,

while others apply it to the gravitational component only

1692 Bentley Boyle Led iv (1724) 126 Without Gravity,

the whole Universe would have been a confused Chaos.

a 1721 Keill Manpertuis’ Diss (1734) 53 The Gravity in

A towards y being = it. 1756 Burke Subl $ B iv i, If I

were to explain the motion of a body falling to the ground,
I would say it was caused by gravity x8xz Woodhouse
Astron, xxxiv 329 A mean force tending to diminish the

Moon’s gravity to the Earth 18x6 Kirby & Sp Entomol,

(1843) II 219 These ubiquitanes—some flymg about—others
pacing against gravity up the walls or upon the ceiling

1837 Brewster Magnet 246 A pendulum, oscillating by the

action of gravity 1854— More Worlds iv 70 An accurate

calculation of the force of gravity upon Jupiter 1867

Herschel Fam Led Sci go note, A force directed to the

sun differing by a mere infinitesimal from its direct gravity

1879 Ihomson & Tait Nat Phil 1. 230 Thus, approxi

mately, the poundal is equal to the gravity of about half an

ounce

+ 6 Heaviness, sluggishness (of bodily condi-

tion) Obs.— 1 (a Latinism)
16x0 Healey St Aug Cihe of God xxn xv (1620) 838

About thirty yeares man is in his full state and from that

time he declineth to an age of more grauity and decay.

7 Of sounds Lowness of pitch.

1669 Holder Elem Sp 18 There may be other ways of

discriminating the voice, e g by Acuteness and Gi avity

1721 A Malcolm Treat Mus. 539 All this seems plainly

to put the Difference of the Tones only m the Acuteness or

Gravity of the Whole 1828 Busby Mus. Man., Gravity,

a word used in contradistinction to acute depth of sound.

1889 H. C Banister Music (ed 14) § 2 The pitch—acute-
ness or gravity—of a musical sound depends upon the

rapidity of the vibrations which produce it
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ITT 8 attrib. and Comb .

a simple attrib.

j88a Rep. to Ho Repr Free Met. U S 630 The mill itself

is cut up on the terrace or
1 gravity ’ plan, the movement

of ore in process of treatment being always down 1894

Outing (U S ) XXIV 173/2 The house was held together

nominally by a little mud and mortar, in reality by virtue

of being laid m the gravity line

b. Special comb : gravity battery, cell, a

galvanic battery or cell in which the liquids are

kept apart by the force of gravity alone
;
gravity

escapement (see quot 1884); gravity-railroad,

< a railroad in which the cars move down an inclined

plane, or a series of inclined planes, tinder the action

of gravity alone’ (Cent Piet.); gravity-wedge, a

wedge that falls into position, when released, by

the force of gravity alone

1870 Atkinson Ganot's Physics (ed 4) § 704 A kind of

battery has been devised in which the porous vessel is entirely

dispensed with, and the separation of the liquids is effected

bv the difference of density Such batteries are called

*gravity batteries 1876 Preece& Sivewright Telegraphy
31 The so called ‘Gravity* batteries. 1850 Denison Clock

* Watch Making 71 The most simple form of the “gravity

escapement is this 1884 F J Britten Watch * Clockm.

ns Gravity Escapement

,

an escapement in which impulse

is given to the pendulum by a weight falling through a

constant distance 1888 Pall Mall G 23 Oct 2/2 A very

simple but effective “gravity-wedge safety apparatus.

Hence CJ-ra-vrtyship, used as a mock title.

177a Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund I 370 God forgive

his Gravityship the very Reverend Father Provincial.

Gravo-, bad combining form of Grave a.

1807 J Thelwall m Monthly Mag. XXIII 30 Their

distinctions of gravo-acute and acuto-grave or circumflexes,

+ Gra’VOUS, ct. Obs. rare [f. L grav-is or Eng.

Grave a + -ous, possibly influenced by grievous.]

Grave. So + O-ra vonsly adv., gravely.

IS35 St Papers Hen. VIII (1849) VII 6x4 Pausing in

every degree, and preceding in a gravous sorte, with mature

advise and deliberation 1548 Hall Chron ,
Edw IV

(an 22) (1550) 56 Grauous matters, concernyng the welthes

of bothe the Realmes Ibid (an. 23) 59 b, If wee would

in our myndes grauously ponder the fraile imbecditie of

our humayn nature. Ibid ,
Hen VII (an. 1) 3 He would

that there should be elected the most prudent & grauous

persons of euery countie.

Gravure 1 (gwWmojc). taie-1 . [f. Grave v 1

+ -URE. Cf. F. gravure engraving.] The fact

of being graven or engraved.

1876 Lanier Poems, Dedication, Symbol of gravure on

his heart to be. _
Gravure 2 (gravur, graewu). [Shortened

from Photogravure.] The process of engraving

by means of photography ;
a print produced by

this process. Also attnb.

2 . The fat and juices which exude from flesh

during and after the process of cooking
;
a dressing

for meat or vegetables made fiom these with the

addition of condiments
1591 A.W Bk Cookrye 4 Boile it [a Swan] vntill it be

somwhat thick, and put in two spoon full of the grauye of

the Swan 1600 Shaks 2 Hen IV, t 11 184 lust. There
is not a white haire in your face but should haue his effect

ofgrauity Falsi His effect ofgrauy, grauie.grauie xfiox

Holland Pliny II. 313 The grauie or dripping . of the

Hysenes liuer, newly taken out ofthe body 1615 Chapman
Oayss xvui 62 There are now at fireTwo brests ofGoat both
which, let Law set downe Before the man With all their

fat and greauie 1638 Rawlfy tr Bacon’sLife Death (1630)

47 Gravies of Meat Are good for old Persons. x66x Lovell
Hist Amm 4 Mm Introd ,

The gravet of rested meat
X709 Addison Tatler No 148 ? 1 A whole roasted Ox,
(which was certainly the best Way to preserve the Gravy).

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng Hmsekpr. (1778) 69 When you
dish it [a tongue] up, pour a little brown gravy. 1846 Mrs
Gore Eng Charac. (1852) 109 The pure and transparent

gravies of France. 1868 Jewry Model Cookery 270 Serve it

up hot with a rich gravy poured round it.

b. transf Also in phr. goose without gravy

(see Goose sb id), to stew lit one's own gravy

,

to be bathed in sweat.

Woodbury gravure illustrations 1896 Ibid n June 3/1 A
number of Herkomer gravures, including poi traits , . and
copies ofwell-known pictures

Gravy (gw^vi). Sorms • 4-5 gravfi, 5 gravey,

greve, grovy, (7 gravet), greavie, -y, 8 graivie,

7-8 gravie, 5- gravy. [Of obscure origin.

The receipts quoted under sense x below are substantially

identical with receipts in OF. cookery books, in which the

word isgrant For the OF word the reading grant seems
certain (though m printed texts grant usually appears) ; it

is prob. cogn. with OF. gram ‘ anything used m cooking

(Godef), and with Grenade2
,
Grenadine, cf. alsofans

grenon — ‘ gravy bastard ’. But in the Eng. MSS the

word has neatly always either a v or a letter which looks

more like k than n (the only exception being in the table

to Liber Cocorum, which has thrice grane, while the text

has grant) As the ME word was therefore identical in

form with the mod word, it seems difficult, in spite of the

difference in sense, to regard them as unconnected In the

present state of the evidence, the most probable conclusion

is that the OF grant was early misread as grant, and. m
that form became current as a term of Englishvookery ]

*f-
1 . Some kind of dressing used for white meats,

fish, and vegetables, which seems to have consisted

of broth, milk of almonds, spices, and (usually)

wine or ale. Gravy bastard, app. an inferior

imitation of this Obs.

? c X390 Form of Cury (1780) aa Connynges in Grauey.

Take Connynges and drawe hem with a gode broth with

almandes blanched and brayed, do Jjerinne suger and powdor
gynger Ibid 39 Oysters in Gravey. Scbyl Oysters ana
see]> hem in wyne and in hare own broth, cole the broth

thrugh a cloth, take almandes blaunched, grynde hem and

drawe hem up with the self broth & alye it wij? floer of Rys
and do the oysteis Jjerinne, cast in powder ofgynger, suger,

macys. c 1420 Liber Cocorunt (1862) as For tenchis in

gravd Sethe by tenchis Grynd peper and safron with, ale

With tenchis brothe, }jou temper nit 14 . Voc in Wr -

Wulcker 586/4 Gams, greue [Cf Ibid. 740/38 Hicgarus,

afysebrowe] 14.. MS Arundel in Househ. Ord (1790)

446 Eles in Grave Take almondes and grinde hem [etc ].

c 1430 Two Cookery bks 13 Oystres en grauey. Ibid,

Oystrys in grauy bastard...take }>e water of pe Oystrys,

& ale, an bredey-straymd .an put it on apotte, an Gyngre,

Sugre, Saffron, powder pepir, and Salt Ibid. 33 Whyte
Pesyn in grauey c 1450 Ibid, xox A litul gravey of be pike

c X470 Noble Bk Cookry (Napier 1882) 117 To mak tenche

in grave, tak .your tenche and sethe hym and alay.it with

myed bred pepper and saffron and temper it with the

tenches brothe, then lay the tenche in a platter and poure

on the grave 1 1473 Piet Voc in Wr -Wulcker 789/33 Hec
promnlada ll=*promulsida, promulsis] grovy 1508-13

Bk Keruynge (W deW ) B 4 Sprottes is good in sewe.

.

oystres m ceuy, oysteis in grauy, menewes in porpas.

VOL. IV

XV.UU1U, VY 1UUIX gave ua auwi awim-jiiiiiwur •

thus long stewing in our own Gravy, that [etc ] a 1843

Hood Widow in, As if to soothe his grave with soirows

giavy [z e tears]

3 . attrib. and Comb
,
as gravy-boat

,
sauce

,
soup,

spoon
;
instrumental, as gravy-dnppingzA.]., gravy-

beef, a part of the leg of beef which is cooked for

the sake of its gravy
;
gravy-eyed a. (see qnot,).

X747 Mrs Glasse Cookery 11 39 Lay a Pound of *Gravy
Beef over your Chickens 1886 W J. Tucker A Europe

173 Digging his dirty, ‘'gravy-dripping knife into the salt-

cellar. 1783 Grose Did Vulg. Tongue, *Gravey eyed,

blear eyed, one whose eyes have a running humour 1769

Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr [1778) 24 To make the

*grnvy sauce, put a little brown gravy into a sauce pan,

with one anchovy x6g4 Motteux Rabelais v. xvn (1737I

74 “Gravy Soupe. 1765 Goldsm Ess. xxv 227 He drank

gravy-soup when he could get it i8ra Sporting Mag.
XLII 133 A basin of gravy-soup . was placed before him.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. 1, A “gravy spoon.

Gravylle, Gravyn, obs ff. Gravel, Grave
Grawacke, variant of Grauwaoke.
Grawe, obs, form of Grave, Grow,
Grawell, obs. form of Gravel.
Grawm, obs pa. pple. of Grave vO
Grawls, Anglo-Irish form of Grilse.

Grawous, obs. form of Grievous.

Gray, etc. : see Grey.
Grayboyle, obs. form of Garboil
1620 Concession to J Memck in Rymer Fcedera (17x0)

XVII. 256 The late Troubles and Grayboyles happened in

that State ,

Graydon, Grayel, obs. ff. Graddan, Grail 1
.

Graylag : see Gbbylag.
Grayle, var. Grail 1

; obs. f. Grail s, gravel.

Grayling (gr^-lirj). Also 5 gra-, gray-, gre-

lyng(e, grayllyng(h)e, 6-7 grailing, 7-8 grey-

ling, 8 gragling. [f. gray,
Grey a. : see -ling.]

1

.

A freshwater fish of the genus Thymallus

(family Salmonidse), of a silvery-grey colour and

characterized by a long and high dorsal fin.

The common European grayling is Thymallus vulgaris’,

other species are T. signifer, tfie American or Alaskan

grayling, and T. ontanensis, the Michigan grayling

a 1450 Fysshynge w. angle (1883) 15 Ye schall angle For

E
e trowyt the grelyng and be barbel with a lyne of tx

erys Ibid. 17 A dubbed hooke for the troute & gral-

yng. <*1490 Botoner Itin (1778) 338 Yn Wye water sunt

Pisces, trouthes, cullys, loches, anguill®, grayllynghes X496

Bk St. Albans, Fiskins' h 6 b, The grayllynge by a nother

namecallydvmbreis a delycyous fysshe to mannys mouthe

1577-87 Harrison England 1. xiv in Holinshed (1807) I

X23 In this nuer [Wie]he vmbers, otherwise called gradings

<1x672 Willughby Icthyogr. (1686) Tab. N 8, A GrevUng or

Omer. 1787 Best Angling 39 The Gragling, Grayling or

Umber. This fish has three different names given it, ac-

cording to the different parts of England where it is found.

*855 Tennyson Brook 5® And here and there a lusty trout,

And here and there a grayling 1867 F Francis Angling

1893 Daily News 1 Feb 8/2 The grayling This quiet

coloured butterfly is a native of stony hill sides

3 . attrib and Comb., vs grayling-angler, -fishing,

-fly, grayling sky, a sky of a silvery-grey colour.

1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girl’s Rom 6 The motionless figure

as it Ties under that grayling sky 1889 ‘ John Bicicerdyke ’

Bk All-round Anglerm 97 The best Test grayling-flies.

x8g8 Speaker 29 Oct. 515/2 Your grayling angler casts it

[his fly] in very different fashion

Graymalkin, variant of Grimalkin.

Gray mercy, obs, variant of Grameroy.

Graymill (gw 1 mil) Also 6 gray mil(e, myle,

7 greimile, [Etymological perversion (after gray.

Grey a.) of F. gr&mil Gromwell. (A further

corruption is g>ey millet

.

see Grey a. io.)] =
Gromwell.
1348 Turner Names ofHerbes 49 Lithospermon is called

of the Herbaries Milium solis, m englishe Gnimmel, but it

shoulde be called Gray myle. 1531— Herbal 11. 40 Litho-

spermon . is called gray mil of the blewish gray color that

it hath. 1365 Cooper Thesaurus, Litkospermum Some
take it to be grummell, or gray mile 1601 Holland Pliny

(1634) II 284 Of all herbes that be, there is none more
wonderful then Greimile. x6xx Cotgr , Grernil, the hearb

Gromill, Grummell, or Graymill 1736 Watson Leicestersh

Plants m Phil. Trans. XLIX 814 Gromwell, Gromil, or

Graymill.

Grayn(e, Grayth.(e, obs. ff. Grain, Graith
Grayvez, Graz, obs. ff. Gbeaves, Grass.

Graze (gre’z), sb. [f Graze ».2]

1. An act or mstance of grazing, touching lightly,

or rubbing against, a surface in passing : said esp.

of shot
;

also, * the point at which a shot strikes

and rebounds from earth or water ’ (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk 1867).
1692 in Capt. Smith s Seaman’s Gram n xxvi. 136 The

Graze of the Bullet at the first Shot. 1864 Daily Tel,

7 June, Dividing the sum of all the distances, taken from,

the muzzle to the first graze 1876 Daily News 30 Sept 2/a

Common shell which gave a range of about 3,000 yards at

the first graze. 1879 Proctor Pleas. Ways Set v 1x2 All

successive grazes [of a ray of light] would be indicated to us

And here and there a grayling 1867 F Francis Angling

vm. (1S80) 294 If the trout be the gentleman of the streams,

the grayling is certainly the lady. 1873 G C Davies

Mount, <j Mere xi 89 The tender-mouthed grayling. x88a

Michigan 4- its Resources 29 Brook trout and grayling are

plenty m some of the small rivers of the northern counties

b. An Australian fish, Prototroctes marietta,

closely resembling the English grayling.

1880 W Senior Travel 4 Trout 94 The cucumber

mullet.. I have long expected to be a grayling. 1882

Tenison-Woods Fish of N. S Wales 109 (Morris) The
Australian grayling, which in character, is almost identical

with the English fish of that name 1889 Cassells Pic-

turesque Austral. (x8go) IV 206 The river abounds in the

delicious grayling or cucumber fish

c. (See quot.)

1889 ‘John Bickerdyke’ Bk All-round Angler ni. 95

note, In parts of Ireland grilse are termed grayling, ana in

the markets ofthe Midlandspollan. issold as Irish grayling.

2 . A common butterfly (Hipparchia Setnele), so

nailed from the grey under-side of the wings.

1819 G. Samouelle Entomal Comptnd. 241 Hipparchia

Semele (grayling, or rock nnderwing) 1841 Westwood

Brit. Butterflies 68, 1893 Morris Brit. Butterflies 5 *>

Common shell which gave a range ol about 3,000 yarcis at

the first graze. 1879 Proctor Pleas. Ways Set v 1x2 All

successive grazes [of a ray of light] would be indicated to us

by accessions of lustre, 1899 Speaker 11 Nov 133/1The diffi-

culty is . to secure a Fuze sufficiently delicate to act on graze

2

.

A superficial wound or abrasion, caused by

an object rubbing against the skin of the body.

1847 Illustr Loud News 10 July 30/1 A few grazes and

bruises were all the evils. 1891 E PeacockN Brendan I.

iSr Quite a slight wound, just a graze of the arm

Graze (gt^’z), ZA1 Forms : 4-8 grass, (5

gresyn, 6 grease), 6- graze, [OE giasian, f

gras-, grses Grass sb 1
,

cf. MDu., MHG. grasen

(Du grazen, G. grasen), Sw. grasa, Da. grsesse,

tians and mtr.]

1 . intr. Chiefly of cattle : To feed on growing

grass and other herbage
c 1000 Sax Leechd. Ill 200 [Se |>e] oxan grasiende gesihb

sije ceapas [read ceapes] getacnaS. 1390 Gower Conf I

142 Lich an oxe under the fote He graseth c 1430 Lydg
Min Poems (1840) 121 Nature hathe . , Ordeyned Sheepe

in theyr pasture to grase day and nyght. xS®5 T Washing-

ton tr Nicholay's Voy ii.vm. 40b, Drivingthem [partridges]

in the daye time too goe grase in the mountavnes 16*4

Capt Smith Virginia iv 111 Our Hogs and Cattell haue

twentie miles circuit to graze in securely 1784 Cowper
Task vi 774 The lion, and the libbard, and the bear Graze

with the fearless flocks. 1837 W. Irvino Capt Bonneville

I 102 The poor jaded horses were turned out to graze. 1879

Stainer Music of Bible 2 The god . found a mountain

tortoise grazing near his grotto 1894J.T. FowlerAdamwm
Introd sr The cows that grazed in the monastic pastures,

b. Proverb.

1309 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1370) 189 Suche as they most

gladly dead would haue Eateth of that goose that graseth

on their graue. 1599 Porter Angry Worn Abingt (1841)

25 ‘The goose that graseth on the greene quoth he, May
I eat on when you snail buryed beP 163a in Crl. 4 Tunes

Chas /(X848) II. 177 He looks fresh, and enjoys his health

. so that if any other prelate do gape after his benefice, his

grace, perhaps, according to that old and homely proverb,

[may] eat of the goose which shall graze upon his grave,

2 transf. ana Jig. a. * To move on devouring

(J.). ? Obs. b. humorously of persons : To feed.

Also To send to graze • to send packing, turn out.

X579 Spenser Sheph Cal. Sept. 113 Sike mischiefe graseth

hem emong. 1392 Shaks. Rom. 4 Jut hi. v. 190 Graze

where you will, you shall not house "With me. ct 1020 Bacon

War tv* Siam <1620) 10 As euery State laynext to the other

fire, had now grazed almost throughout the whole Realm

*733 Swift Legion Club 215 Will you, in your faction s

pnrase, Send the clergy all to graze? <1824 Lady Granville
Lett. (i8o<f) 1. 304 Mr Drummond does no harm grazing at

the bottom of a long table. 1872 Earl Pembroke & G H
KingsleyS SeaBubbles ix. 230 Mosquitoes that are grazing

coolly on one’s hands

3

.

trans. To feed on, eat (growing grass or

other herbage). Chiefly poet.

1667 MiltonP L iv. 233 Flocks Grasing the tender herb.

1697 Dryden jEneid vr. 889 Their Steeds around, Free

from their Harness, graze the flow’ry Ground. 171a Pope

Messiah 77 The Iambs with wolves shall graze the verdant

mead. 1784 Cowper Task v 785 Brntes graze the mountain-

top with faces prone. , . „
fig. 1791 Boswell Johnson x July, an. 1763 note, He is

the richest authout that ever grazed the common of literature

•f b. tratisf Said of fish. Obs. rare.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg, iv 568 This Neptune gave

him, when he gave to keep His scaly Flocks, that graze the

wat’ry deep. ^
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4 . causal. To put (cattle) to feed on pasture

;

also, to tend while so feeding.

1364 Golding Justin’s Hist n (1570) 10 b, They fcede &
graze theyr cattell wandering through the desertes 1596
Shaks Merck,

V

i 111 92When Iacobgraz’d his Vncle Labans
sheepe 1613 Wither Epithal, in Juvenilia. (1633) 37a We
drive oar flocks a field to graze them. 1707 J Archdale
Descr Carolina 31 A Cow is grased near as cheap as a
Sheep here in England 1846 McCullochA cc Brit Empire
(1834) 1. 181 Great numbers of cattle, and of long-wooled
sheep, are grazed in the fens 1863 Fawcett Pol Econ 11

vui (1876) 239 Labourers who have been accustomed to

graze a cow .upon a common
6 mtr (or absol

)

To pasture cattle.

c *643 T Tullv Siege ofCarlisle (1840) 34 Capt Phihpson
jun grased in the same place 16S0 Sharrock Vegetables 21
A delicate grasse upon which

. you may graze with, cattle

or horse 1668 Ormonde MSS in 10th Rep Hist MSS
Comm App v. 79 Your petitioners, and those that giase
with them, have noe way to bring their cattell to the
mmkett 1892 Within Hour Land, ion 266 My own
friends, who grazed on the marshes

0 . irans. To put cattle to feed on (grass, land,

etc.)
; + to graze up, to exhaust by grazing

1601 R. Johnson Kmgd § Com/mo {1603) 161 Driving
on til they have grazed al up *707 Mortimer Plush 16
Some graze their Land till Christmas, and some longer.

1783 Johnsonm Boswell iB Apr
,
You may graze the ground

when the trees are giown up 1861 Jrnl R Agnc, Soc
XXII. 11 420 The young grass should not be glazed 1880

J
efferies Gt Estate vm 150 A pastuie field which it was
eheved had been grazed for fully two hundred years

7. intr Of land To produce grass; to serve
for grazing. Oh. exc. dial.

16*5 Bacon Ess
,
Building (Arb.) 551 The Quarters to

Graze, being kept Shorne, but not too neare Shorne
1626 — Sylua § 600 The Ground will be like a Wood,
which keepeth out the Sunne

; And so continueth theWet

,

Wheieby it will neuer graze (to purpose) that yeare 1649
Blithe Enq Improv Imfr (1653) 10 The unsuitable un-
naturall laying down of Land to Giaze 1707 Mortimer
Hush, 28 Those Lands that Graze speedily a 1825 Fokdy
Voc E. Anglia

, Graze, to become covered with the growth
of grass

Hence Grazed (gr^zd), ppl. a. Also Gx&'zer, an
animal that grazes.

1649 Blithe Eng Imprest) Imfr (1633) 113 Grazed Lands.
1667 Milton P L. i 486 Lik’mng his Maker to the Grazed
Ox 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1 104 After them the Cackling
Goose, Close-grazei, finds wheiewith to ease her Want
1836 Whittier Panotama 234 Like the ciowned grazer on
Euphiates’ shore

Graze (gr^z), z/,2 Also 7 graise, 8 grass.
[Of obscure etymology. The sense closely ap-
proaches that of glaze

,
Glace v. (see esp 2 b

below), of which this may possibly be an altered
form due to the influence of Grate v. Prof Skeat
suggests that the Word may be a transferred use of
prec., the sense ‘ to take off the grass close down to
the ground’ having passed into the sense * to touch
lightly m passing ’

, cf. ‘ a close shave ’ • also G.
grasen ‘to roll and bound, said of cannon-balls*
(Flugel), andquots. 1632 and 1642 under sense 2.3
1

.

trans. To touch (a surface) lightly in passing;
esp to roughen or abrade (the skin or a part of the
body) m rubbing or brushing past. Also, to suffer
slight abrasion of (a part of one’s body).
1604 Shaks Oth iv. 1 270 Whose solid vertue The shot

of Accident, nor dart of Chance Could neither graze, nor
pierce? 1701 Cowell's Interpr. s v Grass-Hearth, As we
still say, the Skin is gras’d, or slightly hurt 28x4 Scott

\The bullet grazed the young lady’s temple. 1863
Fr, A, Kemble Resid in Georgia 51 At six (/clock our
little canoe glazed the steps x858 LocKYm Elern Asiron.
iu § 23 (1879) 123 Some comets approach so dose to the
Sun as almost to graze its surface. 1869 Mrs Stowe Old-
town Polks xiv. (1870) 132 She fell and grazed her arm
sadly
Jig. 1809 Malkin GtlBlas xi vu r 1 His self-love was
grazed now and then. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng v I 644The civil war had barely grazed the frontier of Devonshire
*887 J C Morison Service ofMan (1889) xv, How nearly
we giazed a fratricidal war with our American kinsfolk .

dwells in all memories.
b Said of a ray of light ; spec. To meet (a

curve) tangentially

1839 G Bird Nat Philos 308 The luminous ray could
only graze the surface of the medium abd. i860 Tyndall
GCac 1 xxv 178 The sun's . rays grazing the summit of

VY«?untai
?r- t

18®3 Chalus in Notices R Asiron Soc
235 Hitiierto it has been supposed that a ray from

a star may pass through the atmosphere in a course which
grazes, or is a tangent to, the interior globe

p* Jo Tub (oneself) against a surface in passing
1870 Dickens E Drood iu, You .keep close to the houle

yourselfand squeeze and graze yourselfagainst it.

u V^
r

'. ^ 0 move so as to touch something
lightly in passing, or so as to produce slight
abrasion. + In early use, of a bullet To ricochet

'? Hen' V' *6 “*• I05 tod Folio) Marke then

^?
our ‘ our Enghsh That being dead, like tothe bulletsgrasmg {Quartos 4 1si Folio erasing], Breake out

Jwa
<v
ec0nd C0

o
u£? of mischiefe 1642 Fuller Holy $v \?s,
8 Those bullets which graze on the ground

j
army* l66a J‘ Davies tr Oleanus'

Is

a berg, or grazing against its edge 1839 Tennyson Vivien
171 Faintly-venomcd points Of slander, glancing here and
grazing there

b. said of a ray of light

171641 Bp R Mountagu Acts 4 Mon (1642) 78 Then be
the tops of the mountaines graisea on by the beames appear-
ing

Hence Grazed (grl'zd), ppl. a.

x8go Daily News 13 Oct. 7/1 A slight grazed wound over
the right eye.

Graze (gr^z), V 3 dial. [? Back-formation from
Grazier ; connexion with F. engraisscr of like

meaning seems improbable.] trans. and mlr. To
fatten. Also, to weigh (a specified weight) aftei

fattening

1787W Marshall Norfolk (1793) II 380 To Graze, to fat

1834 Jrnl R Agnc, Soc XV n 419 A 20 weeks’ old pig
will graze 7 score, and on the average they reach 20 score
at 12 months’ age . they have been grazed to 29 score
within the 12 months. x£iS6 Elwouthy W Somerset Word-
bk , Graze, x To fatten ; to become fat—applied to cattle,

but quite as much to stall-fed as to grass-fed 2 To weigh
after fattening—applied to a pig ‘I have a great sow I

reckon will graze up pretty nigh tlurty score
’

Grazeable (grl 1 zab’I), a. Also grazable.
[f. Graze v l + -able ] That may be grazed.
1649 Blitiie Eng Improv. Imfr (1633) 30 Many times in

Februaiy . they axe grazeable with great cattell 1787 W
Marshall Norfolk II 277 The water is thrown fiom the
grazable pnrts into these leed-ionds.

Grazery : see Graziery.

+ Grazet(t. Ohs. Also 7 gras-, gresett, 8 graz-
zet. [? conniption of F. grtsette, a cheap woollen
stuff of grey colour ] A kind of woollen stuff.

1696 Loud Gas. No. 3x81/4 An Orange and Black Gresett
Gown lined with Black. Ibid, No 3109/4 A Grasett
Mantua Gown black and white, lined with black Silk 1701
Ibtd No. 3701/4 Meicery Goods, viz Estemmes, Russels,

Elatches, Grazets 17x9 D’Urfey Pills (1872) 1. 222 Tho’
Grazzet she weais 17x9 J. Roberts Spinster 346 Some
of them [re stuffs] are quite lost, and thrown out of sale,
such as flowered grazetts.

Grazier (gr^ai) Forms: 6-8 grasier, (6
-ior, -yar, grazyer, 6-7 grasyer), 7- grazier,
[f. gras Grass sb. : see -ier Qnots. 1580 and 161

1

seem to indicate that the word became moie or less

identified with, the 16- 1 7th c F. graisster (f. graisse
fat, Grease sb,). Cf. Graze v 3]

+ 1- Used to render med L vinaarius Verdereu
*502 Charter ofForests in Arnolde Chron (1811) 210 To

theis twoo swanmotis shali com togedur our foicsturs
grasyers & woodwalkeis.
2. One who grazes or feeds cattle for the market.
1523 Fitzherb. Hush. § 40 Thou grasier, that hast many

shepe in thy pastures *562 Turner Heibal 11 32 They
that are grasiers, vse the hole lierbe in the stede of grasse
and hay. 1580 Hollyband Treas.Fr. Tong, Vn Graisster,
a grasier 1606 Deicktr^p. Sinnes ir (Arb.) 20 Marching
not like a plodding Grasyer with his Droues before him,
hut like a Citty-Captayne *611 Cotgr, Graisster, . a
Grasier, or fattener of cattell. a 1639 W. Whateley Proto-
typesu xxvi. (1640) ji He brought them up. to be Grasiers,
as we call them, to breed Cattell, Sheep, Oxen, Camels,
Goats, and the like 1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor
(1702) 47 A Grasier fats ms Cattel to bring them to a better
Maiket 1710 Swift Baucis ff Phil. 118 Presently he feels
His Grazier s Coat fall down his Heels 1787W Marshall
Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Grasiers, fatters of cattle

, whether
their food be grass, turneps, or oilcake *838 Dickens Nick
Nick xxxv. Broad-brimmed white hat, such as a wealthy
gra/ier might wear. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist Sk, (1873)
II. 1 L 3 The savage chooses to be a grazier rather than to
till the ground

b. Proverbial and allusive uses
a 1520 Vox Populi 65 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II 401

Grasyers and regraters, Withe to many shepemasters, That
of erable grounde make pasture. Are the! that be these
wasters, 1583 Stubbes Anat Abus. 11. E y. Insaciable cor-
morants, greedie grasiers who hauing raked togither in-
finite pasture, feed all themselves, and will not sell for ame
reasonable game 1872 E W Robertson Hist Ess 134
1 To live like a grazier^ or to turn arable land into pasture
continued to be a reproach cast upon some of the great Eng-
lish land owners at so late a period as the 16th century
Hence

([nonce-wds ) Gra’zierly a., pertaining to
or like that of a grazier

; Gra'zierdom, the realm
or world of graziers.

*599 Nashe

L

enten SitttfilEp Ded Aiy, Thou .spendest
more then in a whole yeare thou gettest by some grosierly
gentuitie thou followest 1822 Bp. Heber in Jer. Taylors
Wks (1839) I p cxi, In a respectable grazierly style, on
horseback, and in a white coat 1828 Carlyle Mtse (1857)
I 230 Do battle against the intrusions of Giocerdom and
Grazierdom.

Graziery (gre1 g^ri). Also 8 grasery, grazery
[f. Grazier: see -ery.] a. The business of a
grazier; the grazing of cattle, b. Grazing-ground,
pasture, rare
*731 Medley Kolben's Cape G Hope II s88 Where the

Governour Adrian van der Stel had for some time a grasiery
1760-72 tr Juan <£ Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) 1, 341 In the territory
of Paste, grasiery is a very profitable article 1762 trBuschmgs Syst Geog III 777 Grasery is the principal occu-
pation. Ibid. 580 The inhabitants derive their principal sub-
sistence fiom grazery X709W. Tooke ViewRussian Emp.
II. 98 Sedulously attending to agriculture, graziery, and
®v
o
en
o .
t0 rowing, c 1843 Carlyle Hist Sk Jas I $ Chas. I

ofpeat
FlSaing

’ fowlln£i grocery and peaceable cutting

Grazing (gr£ ziq), vbl. sb i [f Graze »i +
-ing 1

]

GREABLE.
1. The action of Graze vJ- , pasturing.
C1440 Promp Parv 210/2 Gresynge, of beestys fedvnw.

Pastnia a 1520 Vox Populi 4x m Skelton's Wks (184,1 u’
401/1 Suche and suche, That of late are made riche, Have
to, to, to myche By grasyng and regratmge 1504 R Ac,,
LEY tr Z* Roy's Interch Course of Things 28X1 here Kno doubt but that pasturage, grasmg, and shepheardue, were
before husbandne and til age. 1674 tr Scluffer's Lafland
19 The Laplanders live by hunting and grasmg ia,6 TBaxtlr Libr Pract Agnc (ed 4) II P xtx. The modeof glazing in Romney Marsh and East Kent 1867 D GM 1 rcHELL R ural Stud 275 Where he may watch his Alder
neys at then quiet grazing

t b. Jig. m phr to send a grazing, etc =to send
to grass, etc (see Grass sb \ 5 b) Oh
*S33 More Afol xxxvi Wks 901/2 Hys remembiaunce

was good moughe, saue that it went about m giasine til
was beaten home a 163a 1 Taylor God's Judgem w iv
(1642) S3 Being tyred with his new Peere, he turned her off
to giazing x688 Kennet m Magd Coll. (OH S ) 258 1 he
several counties whither we were sent a grazing 16m Humours ofTown 23 The young Cully sends him out a grazmtr
like Nebuchadnezzar, with scarce a Shirt to his back
2. Grazing ground, pasture-land, pastuie
2517 Domesday Inclos {1897) I 220 Wher ther was 11

plowys wele ocupyd, now yt ys retorned to pasteure and
giasyng 1588 R Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist China 181
1 hey doo feede them commonly m the iieldes of rice for
that they haue no otliei grasinges 1752 J Stewart in
Scots Mag (1733) 295/1 Having taken grasings south for
the cattle 1816 Scott Old Mort 1, The grazings on which
their grandsnes fed their flocks and herds 2893 Lydekkkr
Horns $ IIoofs 147 In open plains,where thei e isgood grazing.
3. attrib and Comb

,
as giazing country, ground,

land, rights
, g> azmg-hke adj.; grazing guard, a

guard placed over the cattle of an aimy whilst
grazing.
x6z6 Bacon Sylva § 593 If the Ground be Grazing Ground,

1707 Mortimer Husb, 13 A second sort of grazing Ground
2835 J Batman in Cornwallis New World 11859) I 404 The
same open, grazing like land is every where seen 2867
Smiles Huguenots Eng Pref (1880) 6 Down to a compara-
tively recent period, it [England] was a great grazing country.
1890 ‘RoLr Boldrewood’ Col Reformer (1891) 254 Their
ownerscommenced to giumble ifthe Rainbow cattle fed over
their grazing rights 1893 Westm Gaz 19 Dec 4/2 Captain
Boitow and Sir John Willoughby galloped out of laager .

and headed them off back to the grazing guaid

Gra’zing, vbl. sb 2 [f. Graze v% + -in&i.]

The action of Graze v 2
,
the touching or rubbing

of a surface m passing so as to turn it up or
roughen it

;
abiasion.

1*1693 Ludlow Mem. (1698) I 39 With the grazing of a
Bullet upon the Face of one of the Servants 1709 Steele
Tatler No 77 V 1 By the lucky grazing of a bullet on the
Roll of his Stocking

Grazing' (grj'-ziq), ppl a 1 [f. Graze ».l +
-ing 2

] That grazes a Of an animal. That
feeds on growing grass
1590 Spenslr F Q 1 vu 29 Whiles he bad keeping of his

grasmg steed *725 Popf Odyss xvn. 620 The grazing ox
and browzmg goat 2871 R Ellis tr Catullus lxn 49A flower privily giowing, Hid from grazing kine x88o
Muiuhead Gains Digest 632 He who killed another man’s
slave or grazing quadruped

b. That keeps cattle at grass.

1769 De Foe's 1 our Gt Brit I 5 Great part of the lands
are held by the Fanners, Cowkeepers, and Grasmg-

Butchers

Gracing, ppl a? [f Graze ».2 + -ing 2
]

That grazes
,
that touches or rubs lightly in pass-

ing or moving ; abrading
c 1693 Ad Populimt Phalerte 1 65 More dangerous than

giazing Ball that flew 1834-47 J S Macaulay Field
Fortif (1831) 148 An oblique direction should be given to
the loop-lioles to obtain a grazing fire. 1842 Tennyson
St Sim Sty

l

US A grazing iron collar grinds my neck
1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Mihi Diet, (ed 3) s v

,
When

the trajectory is low and nearly parallel to the ground, and
when the projectile strikes the object at a less angle than
io°, this is termed grazing fire x88x Ld, Rayleigh in

Nature XXV. 64 By giving the light a more nearly grazing
emergence
Hence Ora ziagly adv., so as to graze.
2881 Comh. Mag Dec 710 The course of any comet may

well chance to be so directed as to carry it straight towards
the very centre of the sun, instead of passing grazingly by
his 01b as did the comet of 1843
Gre, variant of Ghee.

t Gre’able, a Obs [a OF.greable (1207 in

Godef), f. greer to approve of, grant, consent to,

please: see Gree v and -able.] = Agreeable,
in various senses, fitting, accordant, compliant,

pleasing, etc.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 112 The greable gardoun for

al opin sclaundns 1412-20 Lydg Chron. Tioyx vi, A
certayne hour To our intent that shalbe most greable 1463
Ashby Prisoner's Rejl. 104 Poems (E E T.S ) 4 To chaung
my lyf to god greable c 1500 Melusine xxxix 303 They
were greable that he shuld be professedmonke 1503 Hawes
Examp Virt vii 13, I therto had not ben greable *5*6

Skelton Magnyf 201 To se howe greable we are of one

mynde. 1528 Lyndesay Dreme Epistle 28 Tyll sic ane

Prmce to be so greabyll 1 1548 Udall, etc. tr Erasnt Par
Matt, xii, 26 And howe is it likely ana greable all diuelles

beyng ennemyes of men. *647W. Browne tr Gomberville s

Polexander 1. 1 14, I know not what greable and pleasant

fantasie

Hence f Gre ably adv., agreeably.
21x455 Holland Howlat lxvi, The Pape begynms the

grace, as greably ganit. c 1500 Partenay 2543 Honestly

was don The manage And weddyng greabilly.

Gread, obs form of Greed.
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f CrVeade. Obs. Also 4 grade. [OE. greada,

wk. masc ] Bosom, lap.

^897 K Alfred Gregory's Past, xiii 77 Da Se beraS on

hira greadum 3a a libbendan fatu c 1000 Ags Gosp. Luke
xvi 23 He geseah feorran abraham & Iazarum on his

greadan. 13 . K. Alls 4187 He dronk of that wyn rede,

Ihe coppe he putte undur his grede Ibid 4196 13

Seuyn Sag. (W ) 1803 And whan the bichche lith m thi

grede 1340 Ayeitb 196 Ac j?e wyse zayb bet me do b®
elinesse ln-to Jab greade of he poure

Greade, variant of Gkedis sb and v. Obs

Greadly, variant of Guabely a. and adv.

Greadye, Greaf, obs. forms of Gbeedy, Grief

Greaikislie, obs form of Greekish.

Great, vauant of Grail sbfi

Greane, obs form of Green.

Grease (gras), sb. Forms: 3-5 grece, 4
grees(s)e, 4-5 grese, grees, greeoe, (4 greis,

-ys, 5 gris, gresse, gres, 6 gress, 7 greese),

6-7 greaee, 6- grease. See also Creesh. [a OF.
grnisse, greisse, gresse, craisse

,
creisse, cresse (mod.

F. grcusse) = Pg. gratxa

,

It. grascia —popular L
*crassia

,

f. crassns (F. gras) adj , fat; cf the

synonymous Sp grasa, It. grassa, which represent

the fem of the adj.]

+ 1. The fat part of the body of an animal
;
also,

corpulence, fatness. Obs.

01340 Hampole Psalter xvi 11 Bestis hat waxts lolife

when hai ere ful of grese. 1398 Trevisa Baith DeP R.
v lvu (149s) 173 The marowe of the bones is lyke to fat-

nesse or to greys c 1400 Desfr Troy 3838 Polidarius was
Full giete in the grippe, all of grese hoge c 1430 Ptlgr

LyfMankode 1 cxm (1869) sg Thou art to fat and haste to

miche grees vnder the wynge 1341 R. Copland Guydon’s
Quest Chtrurg C nj , Howe many maners of greas be there ?

Answere. Two The one is withoutforth nere to the skynne,

& that proprely is called adeps or fatnes And y° other is

mwarde & nyghe to the bely, & proprely is called auxunge
or fat grease. 1638 F Junius Paint, oj Ancients 246 Every
Artificer must know that he likewise must lose some
grease and part with his grosse humors if ever he meaneth

to be strong 167a Marvell Rch Tramp 1 123 So he

might take down our Grease and Luxury, and keep the

English courage in breath and exercise

to. Chiefly m Hunting The fat of a boar,

hare, hart, etc In the time or season of grease:

when the game is fat and fit to kill. In grease
,

in prime or pnde of grease fat and fit for killing

;

also transf ofahawkor horse. Deer
,
goose, hart ( see

Hart i b)
,
hen

,
etc. ofgrease a fat deer, goose, etc

C1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 64 Whan Harald or }>e

kyng wild com bider eftsons In f>e tyme of g[r]ese, to tak

Jjam venysons ra 1400 MorteA rth, 658 That nane werreyc
my wylde, botte Waynour hir seluene, And hat in he sesone

whene grees es assignyde c 1440 Ipoinydou (ed Kolbing)

3571 A noble dere offgresse c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture

409 Capon & hen of hawt giees Jras wold Jiey be dight 1513

Bk Keruynge in Babees Bk 272 Capon or henne of grece

*37® Turberv Venene 217,

1

have termed their fatte greaee

and so is it to be called of all beastes which praye 1607

Topsell Foui-f. Beasts (1638) 31 1 Foundering cometh when
a Horse is heated, being in his grease and very fat x6xo

Guillim Hei aldry in xiv (1660) 166 The fat of a Boare
and Hare is termed Greaee 1615 Latham Falconry (1633)

42 When she [your Hawke] is in the prime of her grease,

the least heat she can take is all too much 1667 Drydkn
& Newcastle SirM Mar-all iv 1 D'sWks 1883 III 56

Crammed capons, pea-hens, chickens m the grease 1678

Ray Willughby's Omith _App 409 There is a scurvy quality

m some Hawks proceeding from pride of grease, or being

high kept 17*7 Bradley Fane Did sv Hounds, For
entring the Hound at a Hart or Buck, let him [sc the Hart
or Buck] he in prime of Grease 1814 Scott Wav xii, The
roe never being in what is called pride ofgrease

,

he is also

never out of season. x88x Greener Gnu 509 The harts are
‘ in grease ’ from August to the middle of October

+ c. Short for hart or deer ofgrease (see 1 b) Obs.

c 1440 Ipomydon (Kdlbing) 370 Tomorrow Loke ye be all

redy dight In the forest to take my grese

d. Phrases (chiefly fig), as to chafe, fret, fry,

melt, stew, sweat m one’s own grease (cf. Fry ».l

3). To melt ends grease . to exhaust one’s strength

by violent efforts

13 -1684 [see Fry v 1
3]. a 1369 Kincesmyll Man's Est,

vm (1380) 41 Must we needes be still sweating in the greaee

of our own fleshly wickednesse 1 1598 Shahs Merry W. 11

1. 69 Till the wicked fire of lust haue melted him in his owne
greaee 1608 Armin Nest Nmu (1880) 39 There hee sat

fretting in his owne grease c 1643 Howell Lett 1 iv xv

(1633) I x8r The adventurous Earl Henry of Oxford . was
set upon a desperat Work, wher he melted his grease, and
so died 1663 Tuke Adv Five Hours x in Aitc Brit

Drama III. 415/1 There they stew In their own grease till

morning 7 17 R Hood fy Gold, A rrem in Child Ballads

(1888) III 224/2 So we’ll leavehim chafingm his grease 1838

Southey Doctor cxliv V 96 The day was exceedingly hot,

and Rubios’s horse was overheated, and, as the phrase w as,

melted his grease

2 . The melted or rendered fat of animals, esp.

when it is m a soft state : often with a qualifying

sb, specifying the kind of fat, as bear's grease,

Goose-grease, swine's grease, etc., + whitegrease,

lard Hence, by extension, oily or fatty matter

in general, esp such as is used as a lubricant.

1*1390 S. Eng Leg I 12/37S pat fuyr was l-maud of col

and grece 1*97 R Glouc (Rolls) 8483 Hu wilde fur wip
pich & grece wi)> gmnes In caste, 13 Goer de L 1552

Talwgh and grese menge alsoo 1377 Langl. P. PI B xnr.

63 Egges yfryed with grece c 1430 Liber Cocorum (1862)

14 Gode brothe with wyte grece thou nojt forsake c 1430

7too Cookery-bks 8 Take oynonys, and schrede hem , an
frye in a panne of fayre arece 1333 Fitzherb Hush
§ 43 Let thy terre be mealed with oyle, gose grease, or
capons grease 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde (1564) 62 b,

Annoynt . with some of the greases spoken of before

1634 Sir T Herbert Trav id They delight to make their

skin glister with grease and char-cole beat together 1678
Massacre Irel. 6 One fat man they murthered and made
Candles of his grease 1783 Johnson in Boswell 18 Apr

,

They . extract a grease from them [bones] for greasing
wheels. 1816 J Smith Panorama 6ct 4- Art II 821
heading, Taking grease out of paper 1825 J Nicholson
Opei at Mechanic 172 Causing the piston-rod to work
through a close collar stuffed with hemp and grease 1889
Scribner'sMag Aug 2x3/2 The expenditure for lubricating
oils, waste, ana greases alone amounts to more than $130,000
per annum

b. m various expressions, with reference to the

qualities of grease, as oiliness, combustibility, etc.

1650 Sc Metr Ps cxix 70 As fat as grease they be 1843
Haliburton Attach

i

II xii 211 As slick as grease x8(5o
Sala Looking at Life 147 His goods absummg away from
him like grease m fire.

f c. A salve (for the scab in sheep). Obs
1533 Fitzherb Hush § 44 Those that be wasshen, wyll

not take scabbe after (if they haue sufficient meate) for that

is the beste grease that is to a shepe, to grease hym m the
xnouthe with good meate

d. dial. Rancid, or inferior butter.

1788W Marshall Yorksh II 196 The firsts and seconds
[of butter] go to the London market, the ‘grease’ to the
woollen-manufactory in the west of Yoikshire. Ibid. 333
Grease

,

rancid butter, of the lowest degree.

3 . A disease which attacks the heels of a horse

(see quot 1865).

1674 Lond Gaz. No 898/4 A Chesnut coloured Horse, .

his grease fain into his Legs Ibid 962/4 One black Gelding,

the Greece in his Heels behind of both Feet 1737
Bracken Family Ivtpr (1737) II. 172 There are some
gummy-leg’d Horse very apt to the Grease and Scratches.

790 Med frill I. 2 What farriers term the grease m the

.eels of horses 1865 Youatt Horse xv (1872) 354 Grease
is a specific inflammation of the sebaceous follicles of the

skin of the heels .followed by an increased morbid secretion

4. The oily matter in wool
;
also, wool before it

is cleansed of this. In the grease that has not

been cleansed after shearing

1835 Ure Philos, Maituf 98 Shreds offlannel which having
been freed from grease by washing, are readily moistened.

x88S Harris Techit. Fire Iitstir
,
wool ‘in the grease’, that

is, in the fleece, as it is taken from the sheep i8gs Daily
News 3 Oct 7/4 Merino wools in the grease. 1898

Johannesburg Star 19 Mar x/s The Colonial wool auction

was opened on Tuesday,. Grease showed a farthing advance

on last sales rates

6. slang and dial. (See Grease v 4.) a. Money
given as a bribe, to. Flattery, wheedling, f^oft

sawder \

1833 ‘ JON Bee ’ Did. ofTurf,Gi ease, a bonus given to pro-

mote the cause of any one 1877//.W, Lute Gloss ,
Grease,

flattery. * I should like him a vast sight better if he hed
n’t so much of his grease ’.

6. attnb and Comb., as grease-maker,
-mark,

gi'ease-sodden, -spottedo.A}S. ;
greasebird,anamefor

the Canada Jay {Pensoreus canadensis) ;
grease-

box —grease-pot
\
also grease axle box (see quot.) ,

grease-bush = grease-wood
;
grease-oock, oup,

a cock or cup by means of which machinery is

supplied with giease ;
grease-fallen a., affected

with * grease ’ (sense 3) ;
grease-fish = candle -fish

(see Candle sb. 7) ; + giease grown a

,

grown

greasy or fat; f* grease-heels = sense 3; grease-

horn, a horn m which grease is. carried for lubri-

cating purposes; hence {dial), a flatterer;

grease-jack, * an apparatus for improving the finish

o{lea\hev’{Cent.Dict ) ,
grease-man, one employed

to grease machinery; f grease-molten a. (see

quot.) ;
grease mould (see quot ) ;

grease-pamt,

a composition used by actors in painting their

faces
;

grease-patch, a piece of greased cloth

in which the bullets of some kinds of xifles were

wrapped (see Patch sb ) ,
grease-pot, a vessel con-

taining grease for lubricating, etc.; spec, m Archery

and m Tm-plating (see quots.) ;
grease-pox, the

disease produced by inoculation from the ‘ grease
’

(see 3) of a horse’s heels
;
grease-season, -time,

the period when the deer are ‘m grease ’
; grease-

spot, a spot of grease (on clothes, etc ) ; slang (see

quot. 1 860) ;
grease-trap, an appliance for catching

greasem a drain (cf fat-trap
,
Fat sb 2 6 c) ;

grease-

wood, a name for various stunted and prickly

chenopodiaceous shrubs, of the genera Sarcobatus,

Atnplex, etc., which contain oil and are found in

dry alkaline valleys of the western U S
189a W. Pike North Canada 123 The Whisky Tack. In

the mountains of British Columbia he is the Hudson's

Bay bird or *grease bird. 1856 Ford Archery vii 46 The
*grease box is generally made of wood, horn, or ivory,

1888 Lockwood's Diet Meek Engnt s v Axle-Box, Axle
boxes are called oil axle boxes, or grease axle boxes, as they

are constructed for using one or the other lubricant 1873N
Amer Rev CXX. 5 The valleys [are covered] with *grease-

bush and sage 1839 R S. Robinson Naut Steam Eng,

135 The instrument is then fixed in the *grease cock of the

cylinder. Ibid 37 Its upper surface forms a *grease cup,

where melted tallow, or oil, is kept constantly lubricating

the piston 1688 Lend Gas, No 2386/4 A dark brown

Gelding a little ^grease-fallen 1711 Ibid. No 4847/4 The
further Foot behind Grease fallen. ? a 1400 Morte Arm.
xiox '‘Greesse growene as a galte 1733 Bartlet Genii

Farriery xxi 190 An alterative for surfeits, molten grease,

hide-bound, ^grease-heels, &c 1641 Best Farm Bks (Sur-

tees) 32 The tooles that mowers are to have with them, are

sythe, shafte, . and *grease-home 1837 Lockhart Scott

vu, A grease horn for hts scythe 1855 Robinson WIntby
Gloss

,A Greasekom, a flatterer 1857 C Bronte Professor

I v 76 Smoothfaced snivelling greasehorn I x86a Mayhew
Lond Labour IV 13 Soap Boilers and '•Grease Makers
1898 Centuty Mag, Jan 403/2 Lever men, engineers and
I *greasemen ’ had rushed up from the engine-room 1885

Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman vn, These walls bore the

*grease-marks of ages 1706 Phillies (ed Kersey), *Grease-

molten, a Distemper in a Horse, when his Fat is melted by
over-hard Riding, or Labour x88a J Smith Did Pop
Names Plants 185 Tallow stores are often infested with a
microscopic fungus, known as *GreaseMould (Mucortniphy-
comyce) x888 Pall Mall G. 1 Sept 3/x He only used such

materials as [are] m every actor's make-up box—•grease-
paint, rouge, limng-pencil, and powder 1887 Whitaker’sA l

ntanack 542/x The *grease patch was discontinued with the

adoption of the Mimd rifle. x8oxT Roberts Eng. Bowman
289 *Greasepot, a small box . containing the composition

used in lubricating the fingers of the shooting-glove 1839

Ure Did. Arts 1253 ( Tin-plate) A range of rectangular cast-

iron pots is set over a fire-flue. The first is the tin-pot,

. the third is the grease-pot 1834 Good's Study Med
(ed 4) II 356 •Grease-pox seems to nave succeeded as well

as small-pox a 156a G Cavendish IVolsey (1893) 137 His
hyghnes rode m his progresse, with Mistresse Anne Boleyn

in his company, all the *grece season 1883 Annie Thomas
Mod Housewife xz6 A mere ‘grease sodden mass 1839

Mag Dom Econ. IV. 214 *Giease-spots may be removed
from woollen cloths by [etc] 1843 Haliburton Attach

£

II vui 143 Ifyou was to look at me with a ship’s glass you
wouldn’t see a grease spot of it in me x86o Slang Did ,

Grease-spot, a minute remnant, the only distinguishable

remains of an antagonist after a terrific contest. 18*4 in

Spirit Publ. fmls (1825) 346 His inexpressibles weie

napless, *grease-spotted, and ventilated at the knees a 1562

G Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 211 My lord contynued at

Southwell untill the latter end of *grease tyme 1884 G> E
Waring in Century Mag Dec 264/2 There have been in-

vented various forms of *grease-trap. 1831 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunt xi. 81 A plain covered with artemisia and
clumps of hideous *greasewood 1883 W H Bishop in

Harper's Mag. Mar. 302/2 The ‘grease-wood’ is a large

bush which is said to bum just as well green as dry

Grease (grfz, grfs), v Forms * 4 greese, 5

grece, gresse, 6 grese, greaee, 7 greaze, 6-

grease. [f. prec. Cf F graisser (1539 m Hatz -

Dawn.).]
1. trans To smear or anoint -with grease.

c 1440 Jacob’s Well (E.E T S.) 237 Pe feendys grecyd here

lyppes wyth here oynementys & panne be folk langelyd

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 46 Reynard thenne dyde grece

his shoes . and dyd hem on c 1500 Melvsine xxi. 142 Flaxe

grecyd with oyle and mixtyouned with brymstone 1618

Bamevelt'sApot D 3 b, By Gods grace [note] Which lies

in your bootes, after the kitchm-wench hath greased them.

x66a J. Davies tr Mandelslo's Trav. 235 Their hair, grows

not much, though they grease it perpetually 1673 Wycher-
ley Country Wife in 1, A confessor 1 just such a confessor

as he that, by forbidding a silly hostler to grease the hoise’s

teeth, taught him to do’t^ 1853 Soyer Pantroph. 178

Grease well the inside of a dish

to. To make greasy, to soil with grease or fat.

0x6x3 Overbury Charac Ptmy-Clarle Wks (1856) 113

He greases his breeches extremely with feeding without

a napkin X64S Gage West Ind iv 14 In daily greazing

his white habit with handling his fat Gammons of Bacon

1704 Swift T. Tub § 7 *44 A Treatise never to be thumb d
or greas’d by Students. 1873 J Richards Wood-working
Factories 68 If the bearings have to be oiled in the usual

manner, the belt is sure to become greased by the waste oil

Jig, 1893 ‘ Q
' [Coach] Deled Duchy 66 A still black pool,

greased with eddies.

2 To apply a salve of tallow and tar to (sheep).

Also absol,

c 1380 Wyclif Whs (1880) 439 pe bndde ofEss bat fallip to

persouns is to greese ber scabbid sheep. 1401 Friar Daw’s
Reply in Pol Poems (Rolls) II 63 Go, grees a shoep undir

the taile 1523 Fitzherb Huso § 40 And than let the

shepeherde go belte, grese, and handel all those that he hath

drawen 1641 Best Farm Bks (Surtees) 29 Before which

time, wee cannot conveniently grease our lambes. Ibid

,

Yow are to see the weather sette att acertane before yow
beginne to grease

8 To lubricate with grease.

1462 m Brit Mag. (1834) VI 263 Hys Fellowe schall

greese ye bellys, and Fynde gresse therto 1530PALSGR 574/2

He greaseth his carte to make it go the better 1598 Barrft

Theor Warres v. 111 134 T o annoynt and grease the axle-

trees of the carnages. 1780 Cowfer Prvgr. Err 439 The
carriage bowls along and all are pleasedj If Tom be sober3

and the wheels well greased 1851 D Jerrold St. Giles

xxu. 219 Silently went the window up as though greased

by some witch. 1885 Sir A L Smith in Law Times
LXXIX. 331/2 To keep the machinery greased,

b. transf. To make to nm easily.

1883 R Haldane Workshop Rec. Ser 11. 16s Confectionary

. .Spinning. . Boil clarified syrup to * caramel
7
. .The moment

it is at crack, add a little acid to ‘ grease’ it

4. fig. a 'With, direct reference to the literal

senses. Phr. To grease the wheels (fig.) : to make
things run smoothly; to provide the entertain-

ment, pay the expenses.

41440 Jacob's Well (E.E.T S.) 260 As a carte-qweel, drye

& vngxecyd, cryeth lowdest of obere qwelys, So, ]»ou drye

& nost grecyd wyth grace grucchyst lowdest, *573 Gas-
coigne David's Salut. to Betzabe 33 Posies 289 She greazde
this guest with sause of Sorcene. 1607 Shaks Timon iv

ill 195 Ingratefallman with Lxcourish draughts And Morsels

Vpctious, greases his pure minde, That from it all Considera-

tion slippes. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11 ix r 4 To-day, the
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wheels are greased by your humble servant 1857 Sib A
H Elton Below the Surface (i860) 327 The party I mean
is a glutton for money, but I will do my best with him.

I think a hundred pounds would grease his wheels.

b. To ply with money, to bribe, also, fto
enrich ;

orxg in phrases to grease (a person’s) hand
orpalm , + to grease (a person) tn the hands

,
palm,

fist. (Cf. F gratsser ta patte h quelqifunl)

1526 Skelton Magnyf 438 Wyth golde and grotes they

grease my hande. 1328 Roy & Barlowe Rede me (Arb )

54 With rewardes they must hym jgreace. 1573 Tusser
Husb. lxviu. (1878) 159 How husbandne easeth, to huswifene
pleaseth. And mame purse greaseth with siluer and gold.

1581 J Bell Haddon's Anew Osar 400b, Y° shavelynges

. dare not abide to ba greaced in the handes, 1591 Troub.

Riugne K John (1611) 20 The Pope and Popehngs shall

not grease themselues With gold and groates 1648 Mil-
ton Tett-Hre Kings 6 While pluralities greas’d them thick

and deepe 1651 Wood Life Aug (O H S ) I 178 His
engineer was greased in the fist 1707 J, Stevens tr Que-
vedo's Com Whs (1709) 249, I greas’d the Goaler with
three Pieces of Eight. 1807

1 Cervantes Hogo ’ Rising
Sun III 42 You would imply that, if we were greased in

the palm, we should, like them, be ready to turn a courtier

1883 C. J Wills Mod. Persut 294 In Persia, justice, though
at times very blind, is never slow unless her palm is greased

C. + To gull, cheat (obs.). Also dial, to flatter,

wheedle.
1621 Fletcher Wtldgoose Chase iv ii, Am I greas'd once

again? 0:1625 — Mad Lover v. iv, So \ you are greas’d,

I hope. (,Aside ) 1634 Massinger Very Woman iv. 111,

She’s finely greased I 1877 Holderness Gloss , Grease, to

flatter; to fawn upon

5 . To cause (a horse) to become affected with
* grease ’. Also tntr. of a horse : To become so

affected

1737 Bracken Farriery hnpr. (1756) I 341 More Horses
are greased by had looking to, than by hard Riding Ibid

,

I have had but one [boy] that could truly be said to be so
careful, that you could not grease one [horse] whilst under
his Care Ibid 344 They would grease and scratch sooner
before than behind ax845 Hood T. of Trumpet lv, The
wishes that Witches utter Can. Grease horses’ heels.

Grease, obs. form of Graze z/.i

Greased (grzzd, grist), ppl. a. [f. Grease v
+ -EDl]
1 . Smeared, anointed, or lubricated with grease.
Greased pole — greasy pole (see Greasy a. g) Phr As

quick as, or like,greased lightning (colloq) : used to denote
extreme quickness of movement.
<11529 SkeltonAgst Gamesche u. 5 (Your) lothesum lere

to loke on, lyke a gresyd bote dothe schyne 1553 Huloet,
Greased or dressed wyth grease or fat, ledipaius Greased
or anoynted wyth grease, vnctus 1697 Dampier Voy (1702)
I 537 They rub Soot over the greased parts 1789 Niciiolson

wi Phil Trans LXXIX 273 Grease the cylinder by turning
it againstagreased leather. 1833 Boston,

Lmcoln, etc.Herald
15 Jan. 3/6 He spoke as quick as ‘greased lightning ’

. 1849 D.
Campbell Inorg Chem 73 The mouthof the bottle is secured
by a greased stopper 1871 L Stephen Playgr Europe xm
(1894) 306 Others . put it [mountaineering] on a level with
the passion for climbing greased poles 1880 Malleson
hid Mutiny III 470 Sir John Lawrence arrived at the
conclusion that the mutiny was due to the greased car-

tridges, and to the greased cartridges only,

b. fig. Bribed.

1693 Dryden Persirts lit. (1697) 444 Envy not the Store
Of the greaz’d Advocate, that grinds the Poor,

c (See quot. Cf Grease sb 4 )

1848 ArnouldMar Ittsur

.

in vu II. 1025 The hides were
found to be in a state of incipient putrefaction , they were
all, as it is termed ‘greased’, the hair coming off In the
fingers of those who handled them.

2 . Of a horse: Affected with ‘giease*.
1710 Land. Gas No 4695/4 A .. Gelding .. lately greas'd

in the .Feet 1720 Ibid. No. 5831/4 The Preparation of
Antimony cures Greased Heels. 1759 Sterne 7 r Shandy
I. x (1760) 43 His horse was eithei clapp'd, or spavin’d or
greaz’d C1785 Bewick Waitingfor Death m A. Dobson
Bewick <5• Pupils ix 155 Becoming greased, spavined, [etc.],

he was judged to be only fit for the dogs.

Greaser (gw zm, grf sai), [f. Grease z>. +
-ER !.]

1. t a- One who greases (sheep), b. One who
cleans and lubiicates machinery, etc. with grease.
164* Best Farm Bks. (Surtees) 30 Wee provide usually

sixe or seaven greasers
;
and they will grease sixe lambes

a day 1832 Examiner 168/2 The sinecure place of greasei
to the King’s state carnage wheels. 1880 G Findlay Eng.
Railway 169 The train is accompanied by a staff of .

greasers who keep a vigilant watch on each side of it 1890
Columbus (Ohio) Dtsp 17 July, The head firemen [in
steamers] are called ‘greasers’, and they oil and clean the
machinery 1899 Daily News 3 Oct 3/4 The nine men ..
are all said to be firemen or greasers.

2 . U.S slang. ‘A native Mexican or native
Spanish Ameucan : originally applied contemp-
tuously by Americans in the south-western United
States to the Mexicans’ (Cent. Diet.),
1849 Ruxton Life Far West 4 The Greasers payed for

Bents scalp, they tell me Note, The Mexicans are called
‘Spaniards1

or ‘Greasers' (from their greasy appearance)
by the Western people. 1872 C. King Mountain . Sierra
Nett VI. IX3, I thought them not worse than the average
Californian greaser *883 B Harte Carqmnez Woods vu
154 note, Greasers—Californian slang for a mixed race of
Mexicans and Indians
attnb. 1855 Frank Marryat Mount. # Mole Hills xiv.

263 The term 'greaser camp’ as applied to a Mexican
encampment is truthfully suggestive of the filth and squalor
the passing traveller will observe there. 1888 Century Mag.
Oct. 836 The cowboys . . fairly stormed the ‘ Greaser ’—that
is, Mexican—village.

GreasilyCgrz” zili, gr? sil\),adv Also 6 greasely

[f Greasy + -ly 2
] In a greasy manner ,

with or

as with grease , so as to grease
; Jig unctuously

;

+ indecently (quot 1588; cf F parler gras).
1588 Shaks. L.LL iv 1 139 You talke greasely, your

lips grow foule 1607 Beaum & Fl Woman-hater 1 1, He
hath followed your court from place to place as faithfully

as your spits and your drippmg-pans hase done, and almost
as greasily. 1642 More Song of Soul 1 11 lxxvn, His
sweaty neck did shine right greasily 1868 Less Mid Age
74 A hoary reprobate having professed some penitence m
the last hours of life was greasily held forth from a certain

pulpit as a noble Christian character.

Greasiness (gr# zi-, grfsines), [f. Greasy +
-ness ] The quality or condition of being greasy

;

fattiness; oxlmess ;
unctuousness. With//. A greasy

or fatty aiticle.

1552 Huloet, Greasmes, or spottes of grease, or filthynes,

squallor 1658 A. Fox Wnrtz' Sutg 11 xx. 13 1 These
[knees] ought not at all to be annotated, much less must any
gi easiness or moisture come to it 1669 Bovle Absol Rest
m Bodies so Upon the most of these stones after they are

cut, there appears always as it were a kind of greasiness or

unctuosity i8ox Anna Srward Lett lxxm (1811) V 408
The slippery greasmess of a damp day keeps me within
doors 1832 G R Porter Porcelain <$• Gi 297 This sub-

stance will, through its gieasiness, indispose the glass

from taking the colour properly 1845 Budd Dis Liver
230 Greasiness of the skin 1890 S. J.

Duncan Social
Departure 184 Split fish and unimaginable greasinesses

to eat,

Greasing (grfzig
3
gr? sig),^/. sb. [f. Grease v.

+ -iN&l.)] The action of the vb. Grease.
I . a. Smearing, anointing, lubricating, etc. with

grease. In Protestant literature of the 16th c. often

used contemptuously for ‘ anointing ’, as practised

by Roman Catholics.
c 1440 Promp Pare. 210/2 Giesynge, or a-noyntynge (P.

with grece), sagmacto. 1560 1st Bk Disctpl Ch Scot xvi

(1836) 82 The clipping of their crownes, the greasing of their

fingers [etc ]. 1574 J. Studley tr Bale's Pageant Popes
Ep. Rdr "biv, How can that foundation stand which is

made of earth and claye, . Popes miters, annoyntings and
greazings, blessings [etc] 1591 Percivall Sp Diet,
Untura, greasing, anointing, vnctio 1641 Best Farm
Bks

.

(Surtees) 29 For Greasmge of Lambes. Soe soone as

harvest is doneand past,wee begmne to looke after greasmge
of our hogges 1748 F, Smith Voy Disc. I 183 The
Gieasing themselves with Bears Grease 1886 W. J
Tucker Life E Europe 175 The greasing and twiddling
and twirling of their moustaches

b fig The action of bribing, in phr a greasing

ofpalms. Also an instance of this, a bribe.
ci66i Marq Argyll Will in Harl Misc (1746) VIII

jo/x, I take all their Lands, Estates, and whatever Scotland
is worth, not to be worth a Suit, much less the Ovei plus of
a Gfeasing 1887 T. A. Trollope What I remember III
II. 32 Certain columns might, by good management, and
certain greasing of certain palms, be acquired at no very
great cost.

c (See quot. and cf Greased ppl a 1 c.)

*848 Arnould Mar Insur. ill. vu. II. 1025 This greasing
[of hides] is a partial fermentation.

2 concr. Grease (for lubrication).
1598 Barret Theor. Warres v m 135 Barrels to cary

greasing for the axeltrees

3 . = Grease sb. 3. ? Obs.
1756 C. Lucas Ess Waters III 205 Those dropsical

tumors of horses legs, which oui ferners call greasing

t Grea'sliug. Obs rare-1
, [f. Grease v +

-ling. Cf. shaveling ] A contemptuous term foi

a Roman Catholic priest, (See prec 1 a.)

1583 Golding Calvin onDcut lxx.426YBPope attributing
it to his owne clergie, as he termeth them, ye is to wit to y»
stinking rabble of his powlshorn gieashngs

Greasy (grzzi, grzsi), a Forms: 6 gresy,

6-

8 greasie, 7 greazie, -y, (greezy), (9 greeey),
7- greasy, [f. Grease sb. + -Yl.]

1 . Smeared, covered, 01 soiled with grease ;
foul

with grease. Often said of persons or their clothes.
1514 Barclay Cyt Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc ) p xxxvm,

Gresy lippes & slimy bearde c 1515 Cocke Lorells B. 2
His hosen gresy upon his thyes 1598 Shaks Merry W
m v 92 Rain'd me in with foule Stockings, greasie Nap.
kins [etc ] 1660 Blount Boscobel 1 (1680) 6x An old gray,
greazy hat. 1700 T Brown tr Fresny's Amusem Ser. 4
Com 21 A Fat Greasie Porter. 1726 LeoniA Ibertis Archit
II 108/2 If the glass be perfectly dean and not greasie.
1867 Miss Braddon Run to Earth 1. 1 2 The paper on the
walls was dark and greasy with age 1890 Harris Techn.
Diet Insur Chem , Greasy waste, Greasy matter (such as
cotton and other oily material, and oily rags) x8g2 speaker
30 July 141/2 Little children who make themselves greasy
with roast turkey at Christmas

b as a contemptuous or abusive epithet.
a 1529 Skelton Agst Gamesche 111 35 Wherto xulde I

wryght Of soche a gresy knyght ? 1600 Shaks A V L.
11 1. 55, I quoth Iaques, Sweepe on you fat and greazie
Citizens 164* Milton Ch. Govt, n Concl (1851) 179 Not
Epicurus, nor Aristippus . but would shut his school dores
against such greasy sophisters 179a A Wilson in Poems
$ plt' pJose (1870) II. 38 Ye ugly, greasy, girmn' tyke.
1825 J Neal Bro. Jonathan II 91, ‘I do wonder what
sich great, nasty, good-for-nothm’—greeey—snappish —
Come, come, our major—none o’ that.

+ 2. Anointed or ‘smeared’ with ‘grease’ or
chrism.. (A contemptuous term applied to R. C,
priests in reference to unction ) Obs.
*545 Brinklow Compl xxiv. Hivb, Thus for lukers sake

the giesy canomstes nosell the peple in Idolatry *579
Fulke Heskins' Pari. 118 That greasie order of shauelings
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus, 11 (1882) 70 He [the Pope], being

a greasie priest, and smered pi elate, hath no more authority
than other oiled shauelings haue y

3 Composed of or containing grease; of the
nature of grease. Of food . Containing a dispro-
portionate quantity of grease f Greasy stomach
(? nonce-use) . an appetite for oily food.
1592 tr. Junius on Rev xm (1599) 16 Her greasie Chrisme

which hee doubteth not to preferre before Baptisme 1622
Malynls A nc Law-Merch 40 Oyle and all greasie things
are light, and theiefore swimme aboue, and burne 1634
Sir T Herbert Trap, an [Dodos] are reputed of more for
wonder then food, greasie stomackes may reeke after them
1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 77 The Papacy may content
themselves with their Chrysme, or greasie Unction 1704
Suliivan View Nat. II 44 The greasybituminous particles
raised fiom the sea. 1828 Scott F M Perth xxii, Thy
greasy ointment will hiss as it drops upon the wound 1838T Thomson Chem Org Bodies 922 Ihe fixed oil ga\e a
greasy stain to paper 1840 Hood Up Rhine 216 When
a German dish is not sour it is sure to be greasy 1883 C
J Wills Mod Persia 296 The native mode of cookery is
extiavagant, and possibly a little greasy
fig 1606 Shaics Tr. § Cr v 11 159 The greazie reliques
Of her ore-eaten faith,

4. Of wool : Containing a natural grease (see
Grease sb 4) ;

used spec of wool before it has
been cleansed of this. Also of flannel
1600 Shaks. A Y L hi. 11 55 We are still handling our

Ewes, and then Felt, you know are greasie 1707 Mortimer
Husb 177 See that they [sheep] have a soft, greasie, well
curled close Wooll 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull in i, She
would not keep herself in a constant sweat with gieasy
flannel 1883 Leisure Hour 242/1 The specifications of the
state of the wool, 1 e. whether ‘greasy’ or ‘scorned’,

b absol as sb ‘ Greasy ’ wool.
1883 Times 25 May ri Western Cape lambs’ wool and

some descriptions of Natal greasies 1800 Daily News
24 Feb. 7/3 Good deep combing greasys . have shown less

decline.

6 Of a horse : Affected with the ‘ grease’.
1701 Loud Gaz No 3741/4 A Sorrel Mare subject to

greasy Heels *813 Sporting Mag XLII 55 Stiff and
greasy horses 1844 Stephens Bh Farm II 226 It is a
disgrace for any steward to allow his horses to become
greasy.

0 . Having the appearance or ‘ feel ’ of containing

or being covered with grease.

1703 Moxon Meek Exerc. 241 Greasy clammy Stone

1794 Kirwan EIcm Mm I 41 As to the Feel, we may dis-

tinguish those that are rough, smooth, or greasy 1843
Portlock Geol 92 The chalk is very splintery and greasy
1856 Henslow Bot Diet

,
Greasy, where the suiface feels

as though it were rubbed with grease 18 Gilder's

Manual 88 (Cent.) Should the presence of mercury or a bad
deposit prevent the [burnishing] tool from producing a bright
surface [m electroplating], the object is said to be greasy

b Of a road, etc. : Slippery or slimy with

mud or moisture.
1801 [implied in Greasiness] 1806-7 J. BERESroRD

Miseries Hum Life (1826) 11 vui, When the ground is

what the vulgar call greasy 1836 Dickens Sk Boz, Streets

11, Just enough damp gently stealing down to make the

pavement greasy 1869 G Morgansm Eng Mech 10 Dec
293/1 The rails about stations generally being what is

termed ‘ greasy ’. 1894 Astley 50 Years Life II. 83 The
ground was very greasy and slippery

C. dial (See quot. 1787 )

*735 Somerville Chase 1 161 Whose nice Scent O’er

greasy Fallows, and frequented Road, Can pick the dubious

Way. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II 380 Gieasy,

foul, grassy spoken of fallows or other plowed grounds

d Of the weathei or the sky .
* Thick ‘ dirty’

a 1825 Forby Voc E Anglia s v ,
The sky is greasy 1875

BEDroRD Sailor's Pocket Bk iv (ed 2) 86 The harder, more
‘greasy’, rolled, tufted, or ragged [clouds look]—the stronger

the coining wind will prove.

7. Filthy, obscene, low
;
esp. of language.

1588 [implied 111 Greasily] 1598 Marston Sco Villatme

1. 111 79 Chaste cells, when greasie Aretme For his rank

Fico, is sumam’d diume 1614 B Jonson Bart Fair 11.

1, Let’s away, her language grows greasier than her pigs

1687 Settle Refi Dryden 5 His greasy Jest 1814 Way
to win Her in 1, Kettle of fish 1 O fie ; how could you
possibly pick up so coarse and greasy an idea?

8. Of manners, expression of countenance, voice,

etc.: Disagreeably ‘unctuous’, ‘oily’.

1848 Thackeray Bk Snobs xlvi, With a .. greasy simper

—he fawns on everybody. 1871 Lfgrand Cambr Fresh

man 367 A greasy voice struck his ear

9 . Combinations and special collocations, as

greasy-headed

\

-heeled
,
-smelling adjs. , + greasy

ohm slang (see quot.)
,
greasy fritillary, a species

of butterfly (see quot.); greasy pole, a pole rubbed

with grease to make it harder to climb or walk upon

(commonly used as an object of diversion at fairs

or village sports)
;
greasy steam (see quot ).

1785 Grose Diet Vitlg. Tongue, *Greasy chin, a treat

given to parish officers in part of commutation for a bastard

;

called also eating a child 1844 Westwood Brit Butter-

flies 37 Melitxa Artemis, the "greasy fritillary. 1790

Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos I. 103 Cropped "greasy-

headed joskins’s 17x1 Lond, Gaz No 4002/4 Given to be

"greasie-heal’d. 1813 Sporting Mag XLII 54 Greasy-

heeled, and broken-wmded horses 185X-61 Mayhew Lond
Labour III 199We had a day’s sport, consisting of "greasy-

pole climbing, jumping in sacks [etc ] 1886 T Hardy
Mayor Casterbr xvi, They erected greasy-poles for climb

ing 1899 Strand Mag May XVII 529 The walking the

greasy pole for a pig is a very old form of pastime. It n>

nearly always the last item in a regatta programme 1607

Toisell Four-f Beasts (1658) 185 A filthy and "greasie-

smelling old man 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech Engin

,

*Greasy Steam

,

steam which becomes its own lubricant by
a mechanical admixture of grease therewith.
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Great (gre't), a ,adv , and sb Forms • i grdat,

(grtotj grdofc), 2 grat-e, 3 greet, Kent, gnat,

3-6 gret(e, 4 Kent grat, 4-6 grett(e, greet(e,

grait, 5-6 greate, greatt(e, (5 greth, 6 graete,

7 grat), 6 Sc greit, gryt(t, 6-9 Sc. grit,

9 Sc. grite, gryte, 3- great. 13 4 gert(t, 6

gertte, <$dial. girt, gurt. (See also Greater,

Greatest) [Com. WGer. • OE. griat = OFns

grdt, OS. grdt (MDu ,
Du. |

roof), OHG
,
MHG.

grfy (G grosz) —OTeut. *grauto- :-pre - Tent.

\krotido- (Wanting in Gothic and Scandinavian.)

On the assumption that the primary sense is ‘coarse’

(sense 1 below), some scholars regard the word as cognate

with ON graut-r porridge, OE gnU fine meal, grot pai-

ticle, grytta. coarse meal, grtot sand, gravel, ON gridt

stones But the connexion is not free from difficulty, as

the cognates of these words outside Teut, point to a root

meaning ‘to pound’, asensefiom which that of theadj

is not easily derived It has been suggested (Stokes in

Fick Idg PVb 4 n no) that a cognate of the Teut, adj

may exist m the OIrtsh gruad (? -pre-Celtic *ghroudes-)

cheek (? lit.
‘ thick or fleshy part ' of the face ; cf sense

2 below, and the contrasted notion 111 OE Jncuwcmg lit

« thin cheek ’, the temples) The prevailing senses m OE
are ‘coarse, thick, stout, big’; but the word also appears

as an intensive synonym of iniccl Mickle, which in the

later language it superseded In OHG grd% had the senses

of ‘big, awkwardly large ’,
and of ‘pregnant’, but was also

used as a synonym of mihhil (though not with reference to

length) 5 in OS grdt is recorded only in the sense of ‘great’,

m which it is less frequent (and possibly more emphatic)

than mtkil The development by which great has super-

seded mickle (not only m Eng but also in Du ,
Ger

,
and

Fns ) may be illustrated by reference to the mod colloquial

substitution of big for great, and to the supersession of L
magnus in Rom, by grandis big, full-grown (see Grand a )

In this word, as in break, the influence of the pieceding

r has caused ME # to be represented by (£') instead of the

usual (z), cf broad with j? instead of 5". The pronunciation

'(grit) was, however, very common, and approved by the

majority of orthoepists, throughout the 18th c ,
it seems to

have been merely an artificial fashion Many modem
dialects have (giet), and others have metathetic forms such

as (gDrt), a common Sc. form, esp. in senses 1 and 2, is

gryte (greit).]

A. adj.

1. Thick, coarse, massive, big

1. Composed of large particles ;
coarse of grain

or texture. Of diet * Coarse, not delicate. In

Old Cookery, applied sometimes to boiled meat
in contradistinction to loast. 06s. exc. Sc (m foim

grit or gryte)

909 Grant in Birch Cartul Sax (1887) II 290 Tu hund
greates hlafes & Jindde smales cxooo Sax Leechd I 138

Cnuca mid greatum sealte [L. cum sale marmo] c X200

Tnn Coll Horn 163 His alter clo5 is great and sole, ac

hire chemise smal andhwit. a 1225 A ncr R 10 Mid hoie

gieate maten & hoie herde heren. Ibid. 418 Nexst fleshe

schal mon wenen no linene clo<$ bute 3if hit beo of heide

and of greate heorden. 1398 TkEvisa Barth De P R vi

xi. (1495) 195 A seruaunt woman .is fedde with giete mete
and symple [L grosstonbus cibis reficitur)

Ibid vn lv

268 Stone and giauell corayth namely of drynke of slymy
water and of grete dyete c 1423 Voc m Wr.-Wulcker 661

Caro salsa, salt flesche Ibid 662 Carogrossa, grete flesche.

Caro assata [printed assotd], rost flesche C1440 Anc
Cookery in Househ Ord (1790) 43s Take onyons and mynce
hom grete. c 1460 Fortescue Abs <5- Lvn Mon 11.(1885)

114 A pouere cote..made of grete caunuas, and callid a
frokke 0x483 Liber Niger in Househ Ord (1790) 24,

vi messes of greete mete and rost. 1614 Cornet bk D
Wedderbume (S H S ) 250 Aucht hundreth bolls great

salt. Mod Sc That meal {or salt) is ower gryte, I like

it sma',

+ Tb Said of the air : Thick, dense. Ohs.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xiv xlvi (149s) Fj/z Ther-

fore valeyes ben demyd by assaye hole & trowbly with grete

ayie & thyeke & many vapours

2 . Thick
,
stout, massive, bulky, big. (Opposed

to small in its original sense of ‘slender*.) Ohs.

exc. Sc. (in form grit ox gryte).

a of things.
c888 K ASlfred Bocth xxxvm § 2 Great beam on wuda.

c 1000 ALlfric Hom I 52 Greatum hasolstanum, c logo

Vac u Wr -Wulcker 415/7 Grossas et graciles, great and
smgel xx OB Chi on (1892) 5 (Laud MS ) ©a genatnon
]>sl Walas & adnfon sumre ea ford ealnemid scearpum pilum

greatum mnan bam wetere. CX320 Sir Bettes (A.) 1B84 Pe

staf, )>at he to fqte ber, Was twenti fote m lengbe be tale^

par to gret & noting smale c 1386 Chaucer Doctor’s '1

37 And Phebus dyed hath hir tiesses grete Lyk to the

stremes ofhis burned hete C1450 Bk Curtasye 359 in Babecs
Bk

,A stafe, A fyngurgret two wharters long. [i547 Boo rde
Introd Knoivl xxxvi (1870) 212 They haue gret lyppes, and
nottyd heare ] ? 0x800 Earl ofAboyne m Child Ballads

(1892) IV 312 Wi her fingers sae white, and the gold rings

sae grite. Mod Sc. He had a stick as gryte as your airm.

+ b. Of persons and animals * Stout, corpulent,

c 1050 Supp'd AElfhc’s Voc in Wr -Whicker 172/14 Corfu-
lentus

,
Siccul Grossus, graeat xo , O.E Chron. an 1017

(MS D) ASpelward iEgelmeres sunu [pees] greatan. c xago

Gen 4 Ex 2098 Beden ut-comen vn neet, Euerilc wel swioe
fet and gret c 1300 Leg St Gregory 1024 Fisches pre pat

were hope gret and long. 01369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche

954 Euery Tyth Fattysh, flessny, not grete therwith.

3 . Pregnant; far advanced in pregnancy: app
ong. referred to the stoutness of tne body. Chiefly

with with {child, etc.)
; + occas with of. + Also

said of the body. (Cf. Bio a. 4 ) arch and dial.

c xaoo Ormin 2479 3ho wass waxenn summ del grmt & .

wass wibp childe 13 , Minor Poems Jr Vernon MS,
(E.E T.S.) 639/52 Virgyn Mane gret with childe. c 1460

Tononeley Hyst. x 158 Hyr body is grete, and she with

childe i 1483 Caxton Gold Leg. 217/2 To whom her hus-

bond answerd. dame thou art grete and the perylles of

the see ben wythout nombre thou myghtest lyghtely

perysshe 1549 Comfl Scott, vi 6oAnenobupnncesse callit

martia grit vitht child 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed 2)

24 Dolphins go great to months 1647 A. Ross Myst
Poet vui (1675) 157 Being great of Pans, she dreamed
that she had a burning fire-brand 111 her belly x657 R
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 55 She chanc’d to be with Child, .

.

and being very great, and that her time was come to be
delivered 17 . m Herd's Coll, Sc Songs (177 6) II. 58

O silly lassie, what wilt thou do 2 If thou grow great,

they’ll heez thee high 1779-81 Johnson L, P ,
Savage

Wks. II 245 The child, with which she was then great

1842 Tennyson Walking to Mail 80 She [a sow] Lay great

with pig, wallowing in sun and mud.

+ b. fig. Ohs.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 11 111, My heait is great of

thoughts. Ibid iv m, Art not great of thanks To gratious

heauen? 1606 Chapman Gentl Usher Plays 1873 1 308 The
Asse is great with child of some ill newes 1608 Shaks
Per v i. 107,

1

am great with woe, and shall deliver weeping.

1654Z Coke Logick (1657) Ep. Ded. A nj b, The smattering

Soul of Lapsed man often taking shewes and shaddows for

substances, gets the minde great of Distemperature

t4. Full or ‘ big * with courage, emotion, anger,

sorrow, or pride
;
angry, grieved

;
proud, arrogant.

Often qualifying heart (cf. Great-hearted). Ohs
c 1205 Lav 569 Heo comen to gadere mid greatere heorte

Ibid. 25292 We habbeoS wnten lbroht pe word swiSe grate

[c 1275 grete] 01225 Ancr R 342 Of alle kudde & kuSe
sunnen, ase of prude, of great heorte, oSer of heih heorte

1207 R Glouc (Rolls) 2855 Is herte was so gret uor is fader

depe pere Ibid 6314 Edmond . . is grete herte wip drou St

ensentede to is rede. 01300 Cursor M. 5949 His hertwex
gret and gan to greue. £1400 Destr. Troy 12234 Than
Telamon .spake Grete wordes all in giym yre. 01450
Knt de la Tour (1868) 126 The wise Sarra, that made no
gret ansueres vnto herchambiere ex460 Towneley Myst
xxvn 55 He [Jesus] spake neuer, by nyght ne day, No
woides greatte. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvi ix, They
wente betynge hym but he said neuer a woid as he wlnche

was grete of herte 1484 Caxton Fables ofHIsop 11. v,

Men ought not to doubte al folk which ben of grete words
and menaces X593 Shaks Rich. II, 11 1 228 My harte is

great . but it must"break with silence. 1597 — 2 Hen IV,
\

iv 111. x2i The Heart, who great, and pufft up with

his Retinue, doth any Deed of Courage x6o8 Dod &
Cleaver Expos Prov. xi 4 xii 6 So standeth the case

with all proud persons, theire great heart doth threaten some
greate mischiefe to bee nigh vnto them. 0x784 111 Scott

Mmstr i>cot. Bord (1802) I 143 Dickie's heart it grew sae

grit, That the ne’er a bit o’t he dought to eat 183a

Motherwell Jeame Mortson 79 Oh I say gin e’er your

heart grows grit Wi’ dreamings o' langsyne ?

5 . Of the sea, a river . Having the water swollen

or high; m high flood, dial

0x670 Spalding Troub. (Bannatyne Club) I, 174 Seeing

they wanted the boats, and that they could not ryde the

watter, it being great 1687 A. Lovell Thevenot's Trav. 11

3 We had a very great Sea from the West. 1692 Symson
Descr Galloway (1823) 30 A rivulet called Pmkill Bourn,

which is sometimes so great, that [etc ]. 1760-72 tr yuan *
Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) II 25a There is no possibility of land-

lngon account of the great sea.

if- Having a high position in a scale of

measurement or quantitative estimation. (Opposed

to small, little )
With words like as, so, how, the adj

,
like some other adjs

and advs. of cognate meaning (cf Far adv 6), admits of

being used in a weakened sense, expressing size or quantity

m the abstract Thus ‘as great as’ may mean merely
‘ equal in size or amount to without any implication that

the things compared are 1 great’ See also Greater.

0. Of material objects, with reference to size.

In unemotional use the word in this application is now
superseded by large or (colloquially) big T 0 use great with

reference to size now implies either some kind of feeling on

the speaker’s part, or a mixture of some other sense of the

adj Thus * I found a large table in my loom’ would simply

state a fact, but ifgreat were used the sentence would indi-

cate annoyance, amusement, or surprise Often preceding

a partly synonymous adj , as in great big, great thick, etc

The adj has never had, like the F. grand and the G gross

,

the sense of ‘tali'; if used with reference to stature it ex-

presses some feeling such assurpnse, contempt, or admiration,

as in
1 that great boy ’,

‘ a great tall man
0x300 CursorM 393 Pc sterns, gret and smale 13 K

Alts. 5245 He maden fyres vertuous Fyvo hundreth, vche

gret als an hous. 1340 Ayenb 238 pe vissere hep more
blisse uor to mme pe gratne viss pane ane httlene c X380

Wyclif Set Whs, III 415 pis burgeys of po cyte schewed
hom agretthous strewid. 6 1440 Jacob's Well (E E.T S.)

80 Grete fyssches are takyn in pe netL, & slayn, smale

fyssches scapyn throuj pe nett 1542 Inv R Waidrobe

(1815) 71 Item, twa gryt barrallis ourgilt 2542 Udall
Erasm. Apoph, 130 when he sawe greate wyde gates

where as the toune was hut a litle preaty pyle 1562

Turner Herbal ts 120 It [raspberry] hath .no gieat howky
pnekes at all 1585 T Washington tr. Ntcholay's Voy u.

111. 33 Within a great rock eighteen or twentie baths small

and great 1596 Dalrymple tr JLeslte's Hist Scot vi 309

Frome a grett heid he is naraet Canmoir x6xo Shaks.

Temp iv i. 153 The Clowd-capt Towres, the Gorgeous
Pallaces, The solemne Temples, the great Globe it selfe

sail dissolue. 17x5 M Davies A then Brit I 249 ,

1

saw
once in a Barn a Weasel and a great hugy Rat engage

1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8zi) II i 8 A great over

grown, lank-haired, chubby boy. 1766 Eliz. Griffith

Lett Henry <$ Frances IV. 272 Little Master JackyThomp-
son is returned from the West-Indies, a great big Man
1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1, v. r 9 A great bloated horse-god-

mother. x8x8 Shelley Rev Islam x.xxni a The great foun-

tain in thepublic square 1819— Cyclops 222A great faggot

of wood Ibid. 620 A great oak stump 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng. vi II. 98 The charge of his great diocese was
committed to lus judges, Sprat and Crewe 1884 Jefferies

RedDeeres Heath-poults, the female of black-game, fly hke
a great partridge

b Of letters * Capital. Also in the names of

some large sizes of type-bodies, as Great Canon,

Great Pnmer. Great A : capital A.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Grandis htera, a great capitall

letter 1594 SelmtusH 1 b, I began 4o sweare all the crisse

crosse row ouer, beginning at great A, litle a, til I cam to

w, x, y. 1594 Blundevil Exerc 111 1 xx (1636) 324 Six
Coiumnes, every front or head whereof is noted with three

great letters, D M S., signifying degrees, minutes, and
seconds x6ox Shaks, Twel N n v. 97 Thus makes she

her great P's 1602 J Cooke Gd WifeJr. Bad in.i (16x4)

E y b, I was fiue yeare learning cris-crosse from Great A, and
flue yeere longer comming to F 1634 Peacham Genii
Exerc 16 Pensills ofBroome, with which they shadow great

letters with common Inke m Coppy bookes. 1683 Moxon
Meek. Exerc II 13 Great Primmer Great Cannon. Ibid

20, English and upwards are accounted great Bodies 18.

m Halliwell Nursery Rhymes (1842) 131 Great A, little a.

Bouncing B, The cat’s m the cupboard, And she can’t see

x86o Reade Cloister <5- H. lxi, Few minds are big enough
to be just to great A without being unjust to capital B

c. In the names of certain animal and vegetable

species or varieties, distinguished, by their larger

size from others belonging to the same genns or

popularly called by the same name. (Cf. Greater.)

01387 Sinon, Barthol. (Anecd Oxon) 12 Bardana

,

an

dote, gert burr. Ibid 16 Consohda media, grete dayeseghe.

0 1450 Fysshynge w angle 15 The Dare& J?e greyt Roche .

.

Jje greyt cheven. be gret Trowt 1530 Palsgr. 227/2 Great

hasyll nutte, aueleine Great hounde, alaitt 1548 Turner
Names ofHerbes 42 Hieracium is of two kyndes. The one

is called m lattn Hieracium magnum. It may be called in

engltshe greate Haukweede. Ibid 70 Particalis salix is

the greate Wylowe tree. 1678 Ray Willughby's Omtlk.

99 Tne great Hom-Owl or Eagle Owl 1756 Sir J. Hill
Bnt Herbal 11 420 Great Hercules Allheal 1802 Bingley
Amm. Biog (1813) II 273 The black or great ostrich 183a

Veg Subst Food 188 The Great Cat’s-1 ail is a perennial

reed a native of Britain 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI
VI. 396 Great Horse tail, GreatWater Horsetail, or Great

Mud Horsetail. x88a Garden 4 Feb 71/1 The Great St

John's Wort. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds 967 The Great

Titmouse, Pants major.

d. Forming part of the specific designations of

other objects, e.g. in the names of constellations,

as Great (formerly + Greater) Bear,
Great Dog ; of

anatomical structures, as great artery, \great bone

(the sacrum), great pelvis, etc (See the sbs.)

j- Great arm, great hand • used by the early anatomists

for the arm and hand together Similarly great foot

.

see

Foots£ xc
X594 Blundevil Ex.ere vi vi. (1636) 616 The Meridian

Altitude of the great dog called Cams maior. 1615 Crooke
Body of Man 215 The marrow of the great or holy bone

1676 Moxon Tutor Asiroit. (ed 3) 220 Cams Major, the

Great Dog, it consisteth of 18 Stars. 0 1715 Burnet Own
Time (1724) I. in. 394 He received a deep wound by a knife

struck into his thigh, that pierced the great artery X71B J
Chamberlayne Retig Philos (1730) I vm § 1 The Vessel

which is called the Aorta, Arteria magua, or Great Artery

1842 E Wilson Anat Vade M. (ed. 2) 352 'I he Great

Cardiac Vein commences at the apex of the heart. 1857

Bullock Ca.zea.ux’ Midvnf 27 The great pelvis has a very

irregular figure, and forms a species of pavilion to the en-

trance of the pelvis. 1868 [see Bear sb 1
3]. 1886 Syd. Soc

Lex. s.v., Great dorsal muscle, the Latissimus dorsi Great

serrate muscle, the Serratus magnus.
e. Prefixed to the names ofmany English villages

or towns, to distinguish them from places having

identical names with the prefix Little,
as in Great

Malvern, Great Snoring (Norfolk); similarly to

names of rivers, as the Great Ouse
;
to names of

streets, as Great Portland Street.

f. In quasi-superlative sense, of a specified part

of a building ;
of a particular building, monument,

square, etc. in a town; Mam, principal. (Cf

Grand 7 b.)

1598 Stow Surv Load 385 William Rufus budded the

great Hall there [Westminster] about the yeare of Christ,

X097. 1624 Wotton Archit. 11 103 If the great Doorebe
Arched with some braue Head, cut m fine Stone or Marble

for the Key of the Arch. 182a Shelley Chas. 1, 114 You
torch-bearers advance to the great gate, xgoo Ch Times,

a Feb 119/3 Canon Gore will lecture on the Apostles

Cieed m the Great Hall of the Church House

f 7 . Grown up ,
full-grown. Chieflym Hunting

language, of animals above a particular age (see

quots ) Ohs.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt 27 A quarter of moton, or ij

hennes, or a grete ghoos. i486 Bk St Albans Hi}, A grete

hynde a grete bucke and afayredoo My sonnys where ye

walke call ye hem so. a 1533 Ld Berners Huon v 9 We
be grete ynow to be made knyghtes 0 1547 >n Gentl Mag
(1813) May 427 Grene Gesse from Ester till mydsomer y»

pece, vjjtf Gesse grett from mydsomer tell shroftyde y°

pece, vui d% 1700 B« E« Diet Ccttii CreM) Great Buck,

the Sixth Year Great Hare, the Third Year and after-

wards. 1774 [see Buck sb.
1 1 b]

,

8. Of collective unities, nnmbeis, quantities, di-

mensions, etc. For great deal, many,
see those

woi-ds
c 950 Epist. Alex in Anglia IV. 143 Da [the columns]

waaron unmetlice greate he[ah]msse upp. [But the orig

has ingenti grossitndme aique altitudine ,
cf. sense 2 ]

ciaos Lay 306 Ane heorde of heorten swioe greate. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 616 pe quene gret ost made & strong.

C1400 Destr. Troy 1178 Comyn to be kyng in companies

grete, Mony slithe man, 1411 Rolls of Parlt III

Greet noumbre of men armed 1:1420 SirAmadas (Weber)

123 A marchande [was he] . . and had greyt rentes be
yere C1460 Fortescue Als. §• Lim. Mon. ix. (1885)



GREAT. 386 GREAT.

130 How necessaue it is pat the kynge haue grete pos-

sescions 1658 Jer Taylor Let in 12th Rep Hist

MSS Comm App v 5 Hei duty to you . does make
a very great part of her religion to God. i66z John
Smith England’s Itupnm Reviv'd (1670) 269 Great part of

then Fish is sold in other Countries for ready Money. 17*5

De Foe New Voy (1840) 349 These lower lands lay great

part of the year under water 1827 Hallam Const Hist
(1842)! 429 Military tenures, boundgrcatpartoftheking-
dom to a stipulated service 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng 1

I. 106 To *raise a great army had always been the King’s

first object.

fib. A great number or quantity of; many,
much. Also absol Ohs.

1430-40 Lyiig Bochas vm i ( 1 S S 4") 177 b, Full great bloud
shad m that mortal! fyght 1447 Bokenham Seyntys Introd

(Roxb
) 4 ,

1

was taryed wyth gretli reyn. c 1470 Hahding
Citron xxx in, Gieate people dyed 1561 Hollyhush
Horn Apoth s a, Let him take thereof in hys mouth so

great as a small beane. 1676 Hobbls Iliad 11 134 Great
Dust they raised

C. Thegreat body, majority
,
part

,
etc. ; the larger

portion or section (of).

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng ii. I 159 To no such plan
could the great body of Cavaliers listen with patience 1895
F Hall Two Trifles 2 Noi is this the sole uncouth tiait

that sullies the written style of the great body of our fellow-

countrymen
d Great gross, twelve gioss, 1 728 Great hun-

dred
,
a ‘long hundred’, 120. f Great million

,
a

billion. (See the sbs.)

1533-4 [see Hundred 3] 1625 Gill Soar. Philos, r 101,

1,124,002,550,827,719,680,000, that is, one thousand one hun-
dred twentie foure millions of gieat millions, two thousand
five hundred and ninetie gieat millions, eight hundred
twentyseven thousand seven hundred and mneteene millions,

sixe hundred and fourescore thousand 1640 in Entick
Loudon (1776) II 166 Catling, the great gross, qt 12 small
gross of knots. 1812 J Smyth Pract ofCustoms (1821) 125,
120 Ells, or one great hundred. 1866 Rogers Agrtc $
Prices I x. 171 The hundred yards of canvas aie the great
hundred of 120.

f e. A shilling great : a money of account equal

to twelve Flemish groats. Apoundgreat (
=• *pound

of groats’), ao * shillings great \ 06s.
e 1483 Caxton Dial. Pr $ Eng (1900) 51/25 A pounde

grete, Moneye of flaundres 1518 Extracts A herd Reg.
(1844)1 94 Tua s grett Flandns money 1527 Ibid 119
Gilbert Menzeis, provest, tua lib grit. 1546 Ibid 234 Ane
Flemis ell of welwet cost xi s gnt

9.

A great while, f season
, f time : a long while.

Great age, fyears : advanced age.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron, (1725) 22 So fer bare a woulfe he

hede, & kept it a grete while, c 140a Ywaine <5- Gave. 1667
Thare he hied a grete sesowneWith rotesandrawvenysowne.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 489 That he should in so

f
reat yeares be set upon by two of his own sonnes 2610
haks Temp mill 105 Like poysongiuen to workeagreat

time after *634 SraT Herbert Trm> 108 His great yeares
were more propense to ease then tumult. 266a Stilungfl.
Orig Sacr. 1 v, § 2 The great age of some men in ancient
times, who are supposed to have lived 1000 years 1674 tr

ScheffersLapland3 Saxo making mention ofsuch a Country
a great while befoi e 2709 Steele Taller No 128 T 7, I .

have for a great while entertained the Addresses of a Man
who I thought lov’d me more than Life

10.

Of qualities, emotions, conditions, actions, or
occuirences ; with reference to degree or extent.
a 1175 Colt. Horn 231 pat [he] heom wolde 3earceon anae

grate laSienge and Juder Jeclepien allhis underJ>eod. C2205
Lay, 2284 Moiu greatne dunt .. Jjolede icb on folde Ibid
26396 pae andswarede |?e kaisere mid graettere wraeSSe.

2297 R, Glouc. (Rolls) 7730 He was .of giete strengbe
a 1300 Cursor M, 14219 His kin for jjair frend gret murn-
mg made. 2340 Ayenb 222 He mai habbe grat merite ase
to pe zaule *01366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 251 Som greet
mischaunce, or greet disese. £2380 Wyclif Set. Wks III.
301 Gret ypocnsie. c 2430 Syr Tryam 135 Grete worde of
hym aroos <22450 Le Morte Arth. 1102 She deide for
gre[t] louyng, 1450W. LomnermPastonLett No 93 1 126
Wretyn in gret hast at London. 1506-7 Old City Acc Bh
in Archseol Jrnl. XLIII, To the gertte coast & damage of
all the suters befor named & to ther grett hyndranse
15*1 Fisher Serin, agst Luther Wks. (1876) 3x3 To the
graete trouble and vexacyon of his chyrch, 1548 Udall,
etc Erasm Par John xvui 40 The lewes., with a gieat
lowde voyce cryed [etc ] 2562 W1N3ET Cert Tractates i

Wks. 1888 I 6 Sa gret vproir, tumult, and terrible clamour
2573-80 Baret A Iv H 333The gieat heates are abated 2624
N De Laune tr, Du Moulin's Logick 176 A man of great
capacitie 1670 Wood Life 12 Nov., He had, in his great
reading, collected some old words for his use 1714 Hearne
in Lett Lit M??i(Camden)355 ,

1

will take gieat care ofthem
*73®. Fielding Pasqvin v. Wks 1784 III 301 Places, re-
quiring learning, and great parts 1845 M Pattison Ess
(1889) 1. 22 The Bishop whose great popularity at Tours .

made him a person ofmuch consideration 2849 Macaulay
Hist Eng vi II. 101 The agitation was great m the capital

1857 Buckle Ctviliz. I 11. 42 Great ignorance is the fruit of
great poverty

f d. Of the pulse : High. Obs.
2707 Floyer Physic Pulse* Watch 27 The Pulse is called

great, high, or a full Pulse
Hi. In figurative extensions of branch II

;
im-

portant, elevated, distinguished

11.

Of things, actions, events: Of more than
ordinary importance, weight, or distinction

;
im-

portant, weighty; distinguished, prominent; famous,
renowned.
2297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9287 pe gret oj? past he suoi. 1448
Extracts Aberd Reg, (1844) I x6 The quilk to do lelely
ondtreuly the forsaiapersonishes sworn the gret ath. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s, v. Magnus, Magnumfacere, to doe
some great mattier. 2655 Digges Coinpl. Aptbass 90
Great matters .could not but be full of great difficulties.

2675 tr Machiavelh's Pmtce xvu. (Rtldg 1883) I07 In '

stances of Hannibal’s great conduct. 1760 C. Johnston
Chrysal II. 1 11 10,

1

dream’d . that I saw you at court, on
some great occasion 1764 Goldsm. Irav 42 These little

things are great to little man x8zx Byron Stanzas (first

line), 0 talk not to me of a name great in story 1825

Lamb Vision ofHoms in Eltana (1871) 31 Ihis shows that

use is a great thing 1840 J H Newman Lett (1891)

II 315,

1

do not think anything great of the Continental

churches, as you seem to think, or of the Roman Catho-

lics at home 2849 Macaulay Hist Eng. iv I 469
The executive government could undertake nothing great

without the support of the Commons Ibid vi. II 100

The great foundations of Eton, Westmmstei, and Win-
chester. Ibid, vii 1

1

. 227 He had studied no great model
of composition, with the exception, ofour noble translation

of the Bible 1865 Tennyson Captain 19 He . Hoped to

make the name Of his vessel gieat in story. 2872 Punch
21 Sept. 118/2 If you can't command an entire language, it’s

a great thing to have a small effective force at your dis-

posal for manoeuvres 1887 Lowell Old Eng Di am.
(1892) 76 There is the same confusion at times of what is

big with what is great.

b. Of times, days, etc.* Having important results;

critical. (See also great day in ao.)

a 2400 Prymer 6g A greet dat, & a ful bitter 1703 Rown
Pair Pentt. 1. i. 148 That minute sure was lucky Oh
’twas great 2849 Macaulay Hist Ettg. vi II, 35 The
great day of the Exclusion Bill 1879 Farrar St Paul
(1883) 202 It is one of the great moments in the ascensive

work begun by Stephen

c. (With the.) Impoitant among all olheis of the
land

;
pre-eminent in importance ; chief, mam.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m 456 (505) pere was some
Epistel hem by-twene, That wolde wel contene Neigh
half Jus bok How sholde I panne a lyne of it endyte ? But
to pe grete effect 1662 Stillingit Ong Sacr 11 v § 7
This was the gieat rule the Jews went by 1676 tr Guil-
latiere's Voy Athens 275 Their Doctrine, is at this day
the great Theme of our Schools 1834 MrnwiN Angler in
Wales II 3 We have been able to scan a few of the secon-
dary causes .. of nature, and think we are thus prepaied to
fmm some feeble notion of the First Great Cause. 2840
Dickens Bam Rudge xxxix

,
The gieat attraction was a

pamphlet called The Thunderer.

d. As applied to nations, cities, etc., this sense

blends with the literal senses relating to spatial or

numerical magnitude (see 6 ,
8). In poetical use

the adj. sometimes precedes the name of a city, etc.

23.. K. Alts 1476 His lettres come In to the cite of gret
Rome. fCf 2483 Caxton Dial. 22/22 The pope of rome,
which duelleth at auynyon, that by right shold be at gret
rome (Fr c 134a agrand 1 otnrne) ] 1398 [see City 2] 2606
Shaks. Tr. # Cr v. ix 10 Gieat Troy is ouis 162a Bacon
Ess . Greatn. ofKingdoms (Arb.) 468 He could not fiddle

;

but lie could make a small Towne to become a great Citie

272a Sewel II1st. Quakers (1795) I 7 The Quakers.. are
become a gieat people 2735-8 Bolingbrokd On Parties
11 They, who are eager . . to sacrifice her Commerce, by
liitangling Her . with the othei great Powers of Europe.
1792 Mrs Radclute Rom Forest i. La Motte avoided the
great towns.

12 Of persons : Eminent by reason of birth, rank,

wealth, power, or position
;
ofhigh social or official

position; of eminent rank or place. (In poetry
often prefixed to a proper name.) The gnat world
[— F. le grand mmde\ : aristociatic society.

1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) lorxi An giete erles doijter a 2300
Cursor M 12063 pe gret lauerdmges 1340 Ayenb 256
Senekes zayp pet per ne lackep to gieate lhoides bote zop
ziggeres c 2460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. Mon vi (1885)
122 The payment off the wages and flees off the kynges
grete officers 1585 T Washington tr, Nicholay's Voy 11,

xxu 59 b, Which is not to be reputed as spoken of the
women of bare estate or condition, but likewise of the gieat
and notable dames 16x5 J Stephens Satyr Ess, s66 Let
lnm hue about great persons and his best discourses will be
lye-blowne with tales of honour x66o F Brooke ti Le
Blanc’s Trav 82 Dishes . . much esteemed, and sought for
by the Great Ones, 1709 Steelf Tatler No 2 P 3, I
avoid speaking of Things which may offend Great Persons
1778 Miss Burney Evelina xxiv (1784) 201 During her
residence in the great world. 1826 Scott Anliq, xxix, The
secrets of gnt folk .. are just like the wild beasts that are
shut up in cages 2B49 Macaulay Hist Eng. x. II. 562
The great man, at whose frown, a few days before, the
whole kingdom had trembled 1851 E. FitzGerald Lett
(2894) I. 272 Thackeray says he is getting tired of being
witty, and of the great world. 1892 E Peacock N. Bren-
dan 1 , 181 Mr. Dickson was a great man in Sparston.

b. Applied (more or less conventionally) to
the Deity, or deities

; also, to saints.
Great Mother, tr. L mater magna, i e. Cybele
1340-70 Alex % Dmd 193 pat grete god amon la 1400

Ipomaaon (IColbing) 395_Grette god kepe the in hele. 1591
Shaks, i Hen VI, 1 i. 134 To keepe our great Saint
Georges Feast withall 2594 — Fich III, v. v. 8 Great
God of Heauen, say Amen to all. 1606 — Tr § Cr xv. v
198 By gieat Mars, the Captaine of vs all. 2639 Milton
HymnHativ 220 While the Creator great Hxs constella-
tions set. 1728 Pope Dune, 1 269 The Great Mother.
[Hate ] Magna mater, here applied to Dulness 180aHymn,
Great God, what do I see and hear? 1871 R Ellis tr.

Catullus xxxiv. 1 Great Diana piotecteth us Ibid xxxv.
18 The Great Mather he surely sings divinely 1898 Doyle
Frag Koroslto vi. 156 That we should go cheerfully whither
the Great Hand guides us

c. In exclamations, as Great Caesar
,
Scott, Sun !,

meaningless euphemisms for Great God /

2876 Besant-& Rice Gold, Butterfly I vni 264 Great
sun I I think I see it now. Ibid II xin. 195 Great Jeho-
shaphat I . can’t you see when a gentleman is on the stump ?
2885 F—Anstey ’ Tinted Venus 60 Great Scott ! I must
be bad) 289a Tit Bits 19 Mar. 416/1 (Fanner) Great
Caesar t There you go again I

d The Great (following a proper name) • (a)
merely as an honorific epithet (obs or arch ) ,

\b)
appended as a title to the names of certain historical
persons, chiefly monarchs, implying both that the
peison so designated is the most famous person of
the name, and that he ranks among the great men
of history. (Cf. Grand a •)

The latter use, which is paralleled in all the modern
Euiopean langs, is inherited from the similar application
of L. magnus, Gr o fieyas Butm modem times the adj in
this formula lias come to be appi ehended 111 sense 15.
23 . K Alts 4147 Kyng Ahsaunder the gret n8zWvcLir Rev xvu 5 Babilon the greet, c 1400 Desir Trov

10474 Agamynon the gret. 1485 Caxton C/tas Gt 24 This
noble Charlemayn, otlieiwyse called Charles the grete
2553 Eden Treat Newe Ind (Arb

) 5 That myghtie kyng
Alexander the great. 158B Shaks L L, L v 1. 136 It

pleased them to tlmike me worthie of Pompey the great
2658 Browne Gard Cyrus 11 41 Charles the great 1833
Penny Cycl I 204/2 Alexander III

, commonly called the
Great, son of Philip II king of Macedon 186a Burton Bk
Hunter (1885) 159 Napoleon was little, so was Frederic the
Great [etc ]

e. In the titles of certain sovereigns. The Great
King, in Greek History, the King of Persia. For
the Great Cham

,
Mogul

,
Turk

,
see Cham, etc.

1849 Grote Greece 11 Ixu (1862) V 397 The Great King
f. Used m official titles with the sense. Chief

over others ;
= Grand a 2 ;

e g great duke,
master (hence great mastership), preceptor, prior
(hence tgreat prior's herb, tobacco), etc (Cf
High) Obs. exc. in Lord Great Chavibeilam.
1532 Du Wes Introd Pr in Palsgi 916 The great chain

beilayn, chambner 1547 Extracts Aberd Reg, (1844)
I. 248 Grit admirale of Scotland. 1547 Gardiner Let to
Dk Somerset in Foxe A M (1563) 741 When I was m
commission with my Lord great master and the Erie of
Sowthampton 1577 Frampton JoyfulNews 11 42 b, Others
haue named it [tobacco] the greate Pi lours hearbe, for that
hee caused it to multiphe in l'raunce, more then any other
2591 Shaks i Hen VI, iv vu. 70 Great Marshall to Henry
the sixt. 2632 Massinger MaidofHon. 11 v, When this, the
glorious badge Of our Redeemer, was conferred upon thee
By the Great Master [of the Order of St. John of Malta]
1667 Obscrv Burning Loud in Select Harl Mtsc. (1793)
448 That the great duke had so depopulated the country
1707 Land Gaz No 4322/2 His Grace made a Visit to the
Great Pensionary 2721 Ibid. No 5918/1 The Pope’s Bulls
for the Great Mastership of St Lazaius 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl sv,, We say, the loid gieat chamberlain, the great
marshal of Poland, &c 2756-7 tr KeysleVs Trav (1760)
I 274 The count of Provana, great hospitaler. 1848 Secret
Societies

, Templars 244 The Great-priors, Great-preceptors,
or Provincial Masters of the three Provinces of Jerusalem,
Tripoli, and Antioch 2881 J Russell Halt’s v xoi

Alexander Home of that Ilk .. who then [1490] held the
high office of Great Chamberlain of Scotland

g Ju the derisive titles the Great Unpaid
,
Un-

washed : see the ppl adjs.

13. Of things: Pertaining to or occupied by
persons of high place or rank.
c 1340 Cursor M 596 (Trm ) pou maxst aske wijiouten

blame, Whi god him 3af so greet a name x6xz Bacon Ess,

(title), Of Great Place 1623 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 427
When any of great place dyeth a 2678 C’xESS Warwick
Autobtoe; (Percy Soc ) 23 He was descended fiom a very
great and honourable family 2709 Hearne Collect (0 H S.)

II 197 He beingnot ofgreat Birth, as appears from his arms

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng xi III 24 The great office of

Groom ofthe Stole 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab 7 They were

f
oing to avery great house 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2 ) I 298

le was of a great family, and a man of influence at Athens

1 14. Distinguished m appearance ;
of lofty or

imposing aspect
;

* of elevated mien ’ (J ), Obs

2585 T Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy 11 xi 46 Cer-

tayne monumentes of olde walks beyng of great apparence.

1687 A Lovell Thcvcnot's Trav 1 56 They wear this Cap
with a Handkerchief of fine stuff, wi ought with flowers

of Gold and Silk, which makes them look Great 1697

Dryden AEneid 1, 708 Such Dido was , with such becoming
State, Amidst the Crowd, she walks serenely great

15 Of persons : Extraordinary in ability, genius,

or achievement.

a. With explicit reference to some special depart-

ment 01 kind of activity. (Qualifying an agent-noun

or some equivalent personal designation ;
also pre-

dicatively with in ox as)
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 665 pe grete clerk Innocent

1602 Shaks Twcl N iv. « 11 A great scholler 1605 —
Oth 1 i 19 A great Arithmatician 1718 FreethinkerNo 63

?5 The Great Poet, and the Great Painter, think alike 1852

Tennyson Death Wellington 30 Greatm council and great in

war 2893 Bookman June 82/2 The great magician. 1894

Law Times XCVII. 387/2 If he was great as an advocate,

he was still greater as a judge
b. In wider sense (usually qualifying man)

:

Eminent in point of mental or moral attainments

or magnitude of achievement; of tianscendent

qualities in thought or action; exhibiting signal

excellence in some important woik. In recent

use, the designation is often felt to imply m addi-

tion more or less attribution of loftiness and in-

tegrity of character

2709 Hearne Collect. (O H. S ) II 247 That Great and

Good Man, Dr. Henry Aldrich 179a Burke Corr (2844J

III 419 He is a great man, eloquent in conception and in

language, 1861 J. Pycroft Ways fy Words 19 We may
call all men Great who have succeeded in stamping their

character on the generations among which they lived. 1870

Morris Earthly Par III iv. 320 A great man art thou

grown ; Thou linow’st not fearor lies. 1875 Jowltt Plato
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(ed a) I. 2Si 'I hemistocles, Pencles, and other great men.
Ibtd. V. 75 The truly great man is not a lover of himself
but ofjustice 1898 J Cairo Univ Serm 261 The gieat
man is he who approaches more nearly than others to the
ideal of man’s nature

e. Of the soul, ideas, etc. ; Lofty, magnanimous,
noble.

1726 Gay Fables 1. xvii. rg Great souls with generous pity
melt 1751 Johnson Rambler No 185 r 12 Nothing can
be great which is not right 1847 Tennyson Prtnc iv mg
Great is song Used to great ends 1884 {title) Great
Thoughts from Master Minds *897 H Drummond Ideal
Life 107 Great living is being appreciated for its own sake

10. In certain colloquial or trivial uses developed
from the preceding senses.

a. predicatively

.

Having considerable know-
ledge (of a subject) or extraordinary skill (m doing
something) ;

const at, f in Great on of consider-

able knowledge or experience in, conversant with

,

hence, much interested m or occupied with.

1784 R Back Barham Downs I. 344 The very air of the
south of France is almost a specific for it [consumption], to
say nothing of the faculty there, who are peculiarly great
in this malady 1844 Dickens Christm Carol ui, At the
game of How, When and Where, she was very great. 1859
Thackeray Virgin xvi, He was great at cooking many of
his Virginian dishes 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer x 82, I
am not great at finding tracks 1877 Spurgeon-Sw/w XXUT,
95 A great hand with his cricket-bat, 1878 Jefferies Game-
keeper atH 1 xa He is very ‘great’ on dogs 1884 Gil-
mour Mongols xxvu. 323 They are also great on fur caps,
and one may sometimes meet a man wearing a cap worth as
much as all the rest of his clothes put together

b. Of surpassing excellence
; hence, used as a

(more or less) rapturous term of admiration.
* Magnificent ’, ‘ splendid * grand ’, ‘ immense \
U. S. and colloq. In Racing and Coursing, in phr.

to run a great filly,
dog, etc. : said of a horse or

dog that runs a fine race.

1809 W Irving Kmckerb (1849) 88 She could get along
very nearly as fast with the wind ahead, as when it was
a poop, and was particularly great in a calm 1839 Marryat
Diary Amer Ser 1. II 225 The word great is oddly used
for fine, splendid ‘She's the greatest gal m the whole
Union * 1868 G. Wilkes Introd, toH Woodruff's Trotting
Horst Amer, At the end of a few years [he] gave a.great
animal to the country in place of what had been only a good
animal before. 1895 Daily News 18 Oct 3/2 Amphora and
Attainment, the two top weights in the Orleans Nursery,

ran a great race 1897 R. Kipling Capt Courageous i s
Say, wouldn’t it be great if we ran one [a boat] down?
1897 Daily News 20 Feb 9/2 [In hare coursing] Gallant ran
a great dog. 1898 Ibid. 20 June 7/2 Winsome Chartens
ran a great filly

17 . Qualifying a descriptive sb.

a. Qualifying the designation of (a) a person or

(6) a thing, with the sense : Eminently entitled to
the designation, especially remarkable for the
quality lhdicated.
{a) c 1380 Wyclif Whs (1880) 81 Men ben grete foolis bat

bien Jms bulles of pardon so dere 1460 Paston Lett No 349
I 512 Radclyf and ze bene grete frendes 1523 Ld Bernf,rs
Froiss II. cxl. [cxxxvi ] 391 A Scotte (who be great theves)
had stollen hym awaye 1622 in Crf # Times fas. I (1848)
II. 306 Sir Anthony Magrne, a great papist *726 Shel-
vocke Voy round World (1757) 83 When we came into the
channel, our pilot seemed to be as great a stranger to it as
myself a 17*5 Burnet Own Time (1724) I 202 One Mrs
Steward, reckoned a very great Beauty 1802 H Martin
Helen of Glenross I 106 He and his great friend here had
a row about her. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S Wales II
249 A great scoundrel 187* W Alexander Johnny Gibb
uc, The dominie’s nae gryte deykrn at the common coontin’
’imsel* 189* E, Peacock N Brendon I. 177 Plumer and
Thornton were great friends
(b) a 1599 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 672/2 A Burse-

holder over them should not onlye he a greate indignitye, but
also a daunger 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland 93 They are pei-
suaded’tisagreatpreservativeofhealth 16760: Gmllatiere's
Voy. A tJiens 15We observed the Standard of Savoy, as great
a rarity as the other. 1698 Fryer Ace E, India P 340
Unless there happen to he Trees, which is a great chance
in such Sandy, Wild, and Desert Places 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1 xx (1840) 301 It was a great chance we were not
all devoured 1837 Penny Cycl VII 15/2 In this state it

u> a great dainty for those who disregard a pungent and
fetid smell Mod. The exhibition was a great fiasco.

b. With an agent-noun or its equivalent : That
is much m the habit of performing the action.

Also, with sb, indicating employment, function,

ownership, etc. : That is such on a large scale
ejago J Eng. Leg. {1887) I. 319 He schal beo Of

nesche her and no-Jnng crips, gret slepare and slovj Jmr-
to. a 1300 Cursor M 2205 Reuer and man-queller gret,

C1386 Chaucer Prol 339 An householdere, and that a
greet was he. 1573 Lod. Lloyd Ptlgr Princes (1586) 140
A fishe called Varus,. is a great murtherer and a spoyler
of Frogges. 1399 H Buttes Dyeis dne Dinner K vhj.
The Jewes are great Goose eaters. 1601 Shaks Twel N
j 111. 90, I am a great eater of beefe x6ji Weever Anc.
Funeral Mon 323 To marry so great an inheritrix X670
Lady Mary Bertie m 12th Rep Hist MSS. Comm App
v 21 So grat a hors woman xyo6 Pope Let to Wycherley
10 Apr,, The great Dealers in Wit. 1870 W. Arnot in A.
Fleming Life x (1877) 44* They are great introducers, hand
shakers, questioners 1894 Season X. No 9 36/2 For great
dancers plain satin shoes are the most economical,

18 Muchm use or request
;
high in favour with

;

favourite. In some cases hardly distinguishable

from sense 19.
c X430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 92 He was so gret wyth >e
Emperour 148* Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 73 She was grete
wyth the quene and wel belouyd 1530 Palsgr 426,

1

am
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in favour, or I am great, or in conceyte with a person.
1598 Hakluyt Voy I, 64 It is his desire also that they
should become great or in fauour with Godinheauen 1683
Stillingfl Ortg Brit. iv xgo

r
ihis St German was so

great with Hilary, Bishop of Arles, that [etc ] 1704 Key
to Die, Buckhm 's Rehearsal in 1 (Arb

) 70 [Ay, 'tis pretty
well; but he does not Top his Part.] A great Word with
Mr Edward Howard
10 Intimate, familiar, friendly

;

* thick * with
Iv ow only dial. [App. not directly connected with
greatfriends (sense 17a)]

1483 ^ulgana abs Terentio 3 b, They are grete or homely
to gydre rgx6 m E Lodge Itlustr Brit Hist I. ix (1791)
19 My Lord Cardynall & Sr Will® Compton be marvelous
gret 1663 J Eargrave Pope Alex VII (1867) m The
General of the Jesuits order and he* you may be sure*
were great. *668-9 Pefys Diary 16 Jan , The Duchess of
York and the Duke of York are mighty great with her.
1690-1 Lady Russell Let 5 Feb, The dean and he are
not great; that is, I mean the dean is not his creature,
1707 Hearne Collect. (0 H S ) II 61 Mr Laughton .

.

was very great with most of the Non-Jurors. 1714 Swift
Imit. Horace n, vi. 85 My lord and he are giown so
great. Always together, ttte a tite 17*3 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph 111 11, Awa, awa 1 the deil's owre grit wi’ you. 1726
De Foe Hist Devil 11 vii (1840) 261 As great as the
devil and Dr Faustus 1728 Vanbr & Cib, Prov Hush
in Wks (1730) 249, I love her dearly already, we are grow-
ing very great together 1788 Cowper Let 6 May, Wks
1836 VI 153 When people are intimate, we say they are as
great as two inkle-weavers 1799 T Moore Let 14 Nov
in Mem, (1853) 1. 96 Johnson ana I got very great he is to
introduce me to Colman, the manager and author 1877N W Line Gloss s v, Sam’s very great wi’ Mr.. If he'd
nobbut keep fra drink he mud stop there for lvver 1877
Holdarness Gloss s.v, Oor lad an your’s is varry greeat
just noo.

IV. Combinations.
20. In syntactical combination with sbs.

,
forming

designations foi the most part normally preceded
by the definite article.

Great Bible, the name commonly given to the
English version of the Bible by Coverdale in. 1559

,

sometimes applied also to the revised editions
of this, esp. to Cranmer’s Bible of 1540. Great
book [F. grand livre ‘ledger'], the general
list of the creditors of the (French) state. Great
Canon, (a) Greek Ch. the longest canon of odes
(see Canon sb.

1
7 b) ; (fi) Printing (see 6 b and

Canon sbT- 11) Great day, (a) the Day of Judge-
ment (see Day sb 8 b) j (b) Easter Day

; (c) a feast-

or fast-day of high importance. Great fast, the
season of Lent. Great forty days, the forty days
which intervened between Christ’s resurrection and
ascension; the coirespondmg season m the eccle-

siastical year from Easter to Ascension Day. Great
house, (a) a designation often given to the principal

house ofa district,usually that of a large proprietor

;

(b) slang or dial,, the wqrkhouse . usually called big
house. Great lake, a humorous term for the
Atlantic Ocean. Great mean (string) Mus.
(see quot.). + Great relief, ? = Alto-relievo.
f Great road [F. grande route), the high road.
Great week = Holy week. See also Great
Assize, Britain, Charter (sb 1 1 a), Circle (sb.

2 a, b), Climacteric, Commoner (3), Death (7 b),

Entrance (2), Generals (B. 2 e), Habit (sb. 2

b), Horse (sb 21), Inquest (sb.), Oath, Organ,
Plague, Pox, Scale, Schism, Sea, Seal, Spirit,

Tithe, Toe, Year, etc. ; also main words
below.
x$53 {title) The Bible in Engllshe according to the trans-

lation of the “great Byble 1835 Penny Cycl IV. 374/2
The Great Bible, or Cranmer’s. 188a H Morley Eng Lit.

254 In April of the same year, 1339, appeared Coverdale’s
revision of Tyndal’s work and his own, in the folio known
as CiomweU’s (or the Great) Bible 1809 R. Langford
Introd. Trade 54 Inscriptions on the *Great Book of the
French National Debt cannot be attached. 1830 Neale
Holy Eastern Ch 876 The “Great Canon, sung on Thursday
of Passion Week [read the 4th Week of Lent] at Lauds,
after the fifty-first Psalm. 1342-3 Brinklow Lament 2 b,

What shalbe layed agaynst you at the “greate daye of the
Lorde 1383, 1690 [see Day sb. 8 b] 17x0 Whitworth Acc
Russia (1758) 39 On great days a little fish, or nulk, if it is

not a fast X731 Jortin Serm {X771) V, iu 34 Such sinners
are reserved for the judgement of the gieat day x8xa
Brady Clazns Calend, I 28s Easter Sunday was. antiently
called the Great Day, and the Feast of Feasts x868
Romanoff Grece-Ritss Ch xao The “Great Fast ap.

£
roaches, preceded by three preparatory weeks 1844 G
Ioberly {title) The Sayings of the “Great Forty Days,

between the Resurrection and Ascension x8oo-xo Cole-
ridge Fnend (1818) I 231 The mansion of a neighbouring
Baronet, awfully known to me by the name of the “Great
House. 1834 West hid. Sketch Bk I x6i To leeward of
‘the great house’ note The ‘ great house ’ is a term com-
monly applied by the Negroes to the proprietor’s dwelling,
in contradistinction to their own x83x Borrow Lavengro
III xix. 232 ‘What do you mean by the great house?’
‘ The workhouse ’. 1877 L Jennings Field Paths 4 Green
Lanes xm 178 ‘Why, Sir’, saidhe,‘we beagoin’ to kilHum
[a sheep] directly after dinner for the great house' *772
in Sparks Life # Wrtt Gouv. Moms (1832) I 19, I know
others that never saw the east side of the “great lake 1674
Playford Skill Mus 11, 92 The Bass-Viol^ .is usually strung
with six strings . .which .are known by six several Names

,

the first is called the Treble; the second the small Mean;
the third, the “Great Mean Ibtd xra For the Tuning of
your Violin the Bass or fourth string is called G sol re ut

. the third or great Mean, D la sol re 1654-66 Ld Orrfry
Parthenissa (1676) 318 The Plinth of each of them was
beautified with Sculptures of “great Relieve. 1772 Simes
Mil Guide (1781) 12 The heavy artillery in general keeps
the “great road 1639 H L'Estrange Alliance ofDivine
Offices v. 131 It [Holy Week] became to be stiled also The
great Week x8xa Brady Clams Calend. I 266 The week
was called the ‘“Great Week’, in token of the inestimable
blessings bestowed upon mankind, through the merits and
sufferings of our Saviour

21 . Prefixed to certain terms denoting kinship
(viz uncle, aunt, nephew

,
niece, and the compounds

of grand-), to form designations for persons one
degree further removed in ascending or descending
relationship. The prefix may be repeated any
required number of times to express progressively
more and more remote degrees of relationship.

Nonce-uses of the prefix are great-cousin, -father,

•sire (see below), and perh. great kinsman (Shales.

Ront. & Jul iv 111 53, where however the adj. may
have sense 12) [After F.grand (see Grand A 12
b), winch follows the example of Latin avunculus
magnus great-uncle, annta magnet great-aunt ]
a Great-uncle, -aunt, a father’s or mother’s

uncle, aunt; great-nephew, -meoe, a son’s or
daughter’s nephew, niece, + great-cousin (1nonce

-

wd.), a first cousin once removed
; f great father,

sire (nonce-wds ), a grandfather
1636 W D tr. Comemus' Gate Lat Uni § 752. 233 Above

these are, great-unkle and “great-aunt by the father’s side,
unkle and aunt by the father’s side in the third degree
1870 Lubbock Ong Civihz iv. (1875) 188 When great
uncles and aunts are termed grandfathers and grandmothers.
174a Collectanea (O.HS.)II 387 He had a “gieat-cousm
master of an estate Ibid, 388. 1484 Caxton Msof V 1

(1889) 128 And the mule ansuerd, my “grete fader was a
hors 1581 Marueck Bk of Notes 176 Chore (which was
the “great Nephew of the Patriaike Leui) 1689 Wood
Life 20 Dec

,
The said Mathew Slade also was great

nephew, as ’tis said, of Mathew Slade who wrote against
Vorstius 1884 Harper's Mag Feb 481/2 The “gieat-niece
of Mrs Barbauld 1704 N. N tr. Boccalinis Pol. Touch-
stone 95 in Adv fr Parnassus in, He prov’d himself
a Grand Child worthy his “great Syre by his Mother’s
side 1438 Rolls of Parlt V. 438 His Uncle Humfrey
Due of Gloucestre, his “grete Unde H Cardinal of
England a 1347 Will Hen. VIII in Pole Hist Windsor
Cos (1749) 31 The tombes and aultars of King Henry VI
and also of King Edward IV. our great Unde and grauut-
father <1x830 Rossetti Dante $ Ctrr. 1. (1874) 241 Geri,
son of Bello Alighieri, and Dante’s great-uncle 1896 Daily
News 23 Apr 5/4 The Prince de Joinville, at once great-
uncle and grandfather of the bride.

b. With compounds of grand'. Great-grand-
father, -grandmother, a grandfather’s or grand-
mother’s father, mother (also trailfi a remote male
or female ancestor)

; sogreat-grandmamma,-grand-
parent, -granduncle

;

great-grandchild, a grand-
child’s child

;
great-grandson, -granddaughter,

a grandson’s or granddaughter’s son, daughter ; so

great-grandniece. Also f great-grandome, a great

grandmother, 'j* great-grandsire, a great-grand-
father.

1538 Elyot Diet., Proania, my “great grandame. 1663
Needham Medela Medic 33 Diseases of the Female Sex
grown more severe than they were m the days of their
great Grandames 1733 Scots Mag. Mar 158/1 He has
left 113 children, grandchildren, and “great-grandchildren
1827 Jarman Powell's Devises (ed 3) II 301 In Hussey v
Berkeley, Lord Northragton expressed an opinion that
the word grandchildren would, without fuither expla-
nation, comprehend great grandchildren. 1753 Scots Mag.
Oct 525/2 Miss Cromwel, “great-granddaughter of Oliver
Cromwel. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch Eng II. 29 A
great-granddaughter of Henry VII, Lady Jane Grey. 1313
Bradshaw .SV Werburghe 1 367 Ermenrycus, kynge ofKent
. Vnto whom Engystus was “great-graundfather. 1333
Harpsfield in Bonner's Homilies 7 Oure great graunde-
fatherAdam 1599 Shaks Hen V, 1 11. 146 You shall reade
that my great Grandfather Neuer went with his forces into
France 1624 Donne Serm. cxvx Wks 1839 V 336 Here
are risen grandfather and great grandfather sins quickly,
a froward generation. 1834 Gen, P Thompson Exerc (1842)
III 40 The Flemings are the great-grandfathers of us
English 1869 Mrs Stowe Oldtown Folks xix (1870) 198
Supposing I were a minister, as my father, and grand
father and great-grandfather were before me. 1826 Miss
Mitford Village Ser 11. 133 A doting, scolding “great-
grandmama. 1330 Palsgr 227/2 “Great graunde mother,
aielle, 1397 J Payne Royal Exch 41 Our great grand
mother Eve. X712 Addison Sped 295 r 2 The Doctrine
of Pin-money is of a very late Date, unknown to our
Great Grandmothers 1804 Eugenia de Acton Tale with-
out a Title I 43 Trustee to her “great grand-niece, 1883
Comh Mag June 718 Our “great grandparents appear
to have been excessively enamoured of masquerades 1577
tr Bullinger’s Decades (1392) 143 Y“ “great grandsire 1399
Shake Hen, V, 1 11 103 Goe . to your great Grandsires
Tombe, From whomyou clayme. 1636 G Sandys Paraphr.
Ps xhv x Wee have heard our Fathers tell The Wonders .

To them by their great Grandsires told. 18x4 Cary Dante

,

Par xv goMy Son And thy great-grandsire 1716 Addison
Freeholder No g (1751) 49No Body ever doubted that King
George is “Great Grandson to King Tames the first 1808
ScottMem, Early Life in Lockhart Life (1839) I 3 William
Scott of Raeburn, my “great-grand-uncle.

c. With repetition of great.

1631 tr. Woiton's Panegyr. K CJias, in Reliq 138 Your
Great Great-Grand-father Henry the Seventh 1747 Gent

l

Mag, 199 At his death he was grandfather to 56, great
grandfather to xq, great great grandfather to 11, ana great
great great grandfather to 4. 1819 Byron Juan 1. lvi, Her
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great great grandmamma 1833 Lockhart Reg Dalton.
ti 11 (1842) 105 That old body that says she is Shakespeare’s
great-great-great-great-great gi eat -grand -niece in-law
1825-7 Hone Every day Bk II 899 The infant's godfathers
were his great-great great-gieat uncle ; and his great

great-great uncles, His godmothers .were his great-great-
great-great aunt ; . his great-great-grandmother , and his
great grandmother. 1867 Frogman Norm Conq (1876) I
App. 723 Can we conceive a man marrying the great great
niece of his own biother m law? 1870 Ramsay Remut
l (ed. 18)4 My distinguished great-great great-uncle, Bishop
Burnett. 1884 Illustr Land News 20 Dec 602/1 The
great-great-great-granduncle of the present Lord Walsing-
ham, 1896 Westm Gas 3 Oct 7ft A great-great-grand
daughter of the author of the ‘School for Scandal’.
22. a. In parasynthetic adjectives, as great-armed,

-boned, -eared
,
-grained, -headed

\ -leaved, -lipped,

-minded (so great-nnndedness), -named, -nosed,

f reasoned, -sized
, -souled, -spirited, -quitted, etc.

;

great-bellied, having a big belly
;
pregnant

; Jig.
‘big ’with events, etc.; great-eyed, lit. having
large or prominent eyes, as some animals

; fig fai-

seemg, taking a targe view
; + great-kind, of great

or noble birth
;
great-mouthed, loud-voiced

;

boastful, bragging, f great - stomached, high-
spirited (see Stomach)

; f great-wombed, having
a large abdomen, f b as complement to a pass,
pple., as great-grown, -made.
1798 Southey Cross Roads vm, I wish It were a "great-

arm’d chair I 157a B Googc Heresbaclis ffnsb. m (1577)
1x4 b, The Mares . to haue laige bodyes ."greate bellyed,
with large and square brest and buttockes 1586 T B. La
Primaud, Fr. Acad 1 520 Plato requlreth that great
bellied women should give themselves to walking. 1647
J . Trapp Comm Matt vi 34 Thou knowest not what tms
great-bellied day may bring forth 1665 Needham Medela
Medic 343 Great bellied Women *591 PntcivAix Sp Did

,
Osstido, "great boned 1634 Brereton Trav. (1844) 51Aman
not great-boned nor large-sized 1797-1804 Bewick Birds

I 64 The eagle owl or "Great eared owl. *617 Minsheu Voc,Hisp Lat., Ojudo, Magmcuhis
,
"great eyed 1847 Emerson

Repr Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I 306 The great eyed Plato
proportioned the lights and shades after the genius of
our life. 1621 Burton A nat. Mel. r. 11 11 1 (1651) 66
Hart, and Red Deer .a strong and "great grained meat
c 1450 Merlin 117 He helde a shorte "grete growen spere,
sharp grounden 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, iv vm 63 Away .

And take the great-growneTraytorvnawares c 1394P PI.
Crede 84 Grey"grete-hedede quenes. 1885 Swainson Prov
Names Birds 160 Pochard Also called Great-headed
wigeon. c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 7302 A "grete kynd
[L natu nobihs] man and a wyse 1868 Rep U A Commis-
sioner Agric (1869) 200 The "gieat-leaved magnolia (Mag-
nolia macrophylla) is a superb tree of tropical appearance
*59* Percivall Sp. Diet., Bepido, "great-lipped 1645
Quarles Sol. Recant v 13 Oft have I seen encreasmg
r‘chea grow To be their "great-made Owners overthrow,
*“76 Geo. Eliot Dan Der. lxu IV 233 Always poor but
"great-minded, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1390) 70b,

For m her euery thing was goodly and stately
; yet so, that

it might seeme that "great-mindednes was but the auncieut-
bearer to humblenes a 183a Bentham Deontol. (1 834) II. 62
Magnanimity is a word which, for popular use, might be
conveniently translated into great-mindedness *600 Abp
Abbot Evp Jonah 2x5 "Great-mouthed Gloriosoes 1607
ToFSELL/bwr;/’ Beasts (1658)126 This village dog ought to
be great mouthed, or barking bigly 1387-8 T.Usk Test.
Love 1. vm (Skeat) 1 112 How many "greate named, and
manyereate in worthinesse losed 1653R Sanders Physiogn
138 He is "great nosed 1529 More Dyal. 14 b/2 "Grete
reasoned men and phylosophers haue dowted therof. 1606
Siiaks Tr. fr Cr. m 111, 147 A "great siz’d monster of in-
gratitudes. Ibid, v x 26 Thou great siz’d coward 1848
Buckley Iliad 248 The "great-souled son of Olleus 1628
Ford Lover's Mel 1. i, My "great-spirited Sister 1607
Topskll Four*/* Beasts (1658) 240 More liberty * where-
withal a generous and "great stomached Beast is much
delighted. 15x9 /uteri. FottrElem (Percy Soc

) 5 A "great
wytted man may sone be enrychyd, That laboryth and
studyeth for ryches only 1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 7731 Smbe
bikke nion he was & of grete strangle "Gret wombede &
ballede, 14 . Voc, in Wr.-Wtilcker 567/18 Bqfer, gret-
wombed
B adv.

1. In a great degree ; to a great extent
;
greatly,

exceedingly, highly; much; very. Obs, exc dial
In fgreat cheap (Cheap sb. 8, 9) the word is not an

adv
a 1300 CursorM 7233 bare es nan sa gret mat greif Als

traitur dern and priue theif. 1:1394 P PI Crede 301 In
beldingeoftombespei trauailej>grete Pochargenher chuche-
flore. i>j35 Coverdale Susanna 4 Now Ioachim . was a
greate rich man 1556 C/iron Gr. Fnars (Camden) 6
Ihys yere was a grete dere yere. 1593 Shaks 2 Hen VI,
iv. 1. 379 Say that he thriue, as 'tis great like he will [etc ]
1609 RowlandsDr Meme-man 6 Horses that labour great,
Are cast in ditches for the Dogges to eate. 1736 Pegge
KenLctsms (E D. S.), Great, very ; as * great much very
much. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss, Great likly, very
likely. *Ay, ay, great likly, great likly’.

f 2. Grossly, coarsely. (Cf. A. 1 .) Obs.
c 1440 Ipomydon 1789 Foie, he sayd, J>ou bourdist grete,

f 3, In a great, eminent, or distinguished fashion

;

imposingly. Obs.
x6g8_Fryer Acc, E India9? P, 279 To pay their Respects
their Governor in Chief, who receives them very great

1698 M Lister Journ. Pans (1699) 105 He lives great, and
has a House which 30ms upon the King’s Library
+ 4 Arrogantly, presumptuously, proudly. Obs.
x6g9 T C[ockman] Tulip's Offices (1706) 130 'Tis a very

unbecoming thing for a Man to talk great of himself in
Discourse.

+ 5. With force; loudly. Obs.

,

^lyot Cast Heltke (1541) 31 a, Nothinge doth profit*
unto helths of the body, but to inforce him selfe to syngt

great, for therby moch aire drawen in by fetching of breth,
thrusteth forth the breast and stomake

6 Comb a. In syntactic combination with a pres
or pa pple. of a verb which may be qualified by
great ox greatly, as ^great-begotten, f -born, -coun-
selling, -doing (implied in adv \gret doendely),
-triumphing, d. With an adj. (hyphened), as
great-important, 1 e. highly important.
1382 Wyclif Isa xii, s Syngeth to the Lord, for gret

doendely he dide c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb ) 1153 He was
grete borne 1615 J Stephens Satyr Ess. 66 Theie is

nothing more allied to faction then for a great-begotten to
prevaile in governement before his time, 1627 Drayton
Agmcourt, etc 39 Some great-borne Frenchman. 1711 Inn-
gall MSS 111 10tk Reg Hist MSS, Comm App v 137 His
gieat triumphing army Ibid i38Athlonc .being the great-
important pass into the province of Connaught. 1848 Buck-
ley Iliad 38 Great-counselling Jove.
C as quasi -sb and sb

I. The adj used absol.

1. a. As plural ; Great persons
;

freq. in the
collocation great and small. Now usually the
great . those who are great, eminent, or dis-

tinguished by rank, wealth, position, or the like.
X3g9 Lancl. Rich. Redeles hi 250 By gouernaunce of grete

mny nat in o sak <1x440 Ipomydon 96 All spake of hym, bothe
grete & smalle 1651 Hobbes Leviath 11 xxx. 180 So as the
gieat,may have no greater hope ofimpunity 1654Whitlock
Zootomiaqy Quacking Mountebanks are admitted in the Bed-
chambers ofgreat and small 1757 Gray Progr Poesy (end),
Beneath the Good how far—but far above tne Great, *781
Gibbon Decl fr F xxxt III, so8 The houses and society of
the great 1785 Burns Holy Willie's Prayer xu, [He] has
sae monie talcin arts, Wi' j*rit an’ sma’ 1834 J, H New-
man Par Serm (1837) I 11 xg Supported by the great and
the many, 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. ti I x6r The
masques which were exhibited at the mansions of the
great

b. (With the

)

That which is great; great things,
aspects, qualities, etc. collectively; falso, great
quantity, large amount (obs.).

*557 North tr Gueuara's Dtall Pr. 107 a/2 Haue no
respecte to y° litel which we do offer; but to yJ gieat,
which (if we were able) we would giue. 1787 Canning m
Microcosm No. 30 ? 7 Uniting the great and sublime of
epic grandeur with the little and the low of common life

1791 Cowper Yardley Oak 87 Comparing still The great
and little of thy lot X809-X0 Coleridge Friend vi. (1887)
23 To exclude the great is to magnify the little 1847
Emerson Repr Men, Uses Gt Men Wks (Bohn) I 274
The search after the great is the dream of youth. 1864
Lucy Aikin Mem X57 The same misapprehension every-
where of the grand for the great.

•fa A great • something great. Obs
1303 R Erunne Handl Spine 2366 Many smale makejj

a grete 1592 Wyrlcy Armone,
Ld Chandas 82 No earthly

great, but wasted is with time.

+ 2. A great (see Agreat adv ), at the great.
By the piece

; wholesale Obs.
*5»3 Fitzhcrb Husb § 134 To sell the toppes as they lye

a greatte. 1646 T Gregory Notes fr Obs Pref (1650) 16
The way to doe this .. will not be to doe the work a great,
and undertake the whole or any considerable part of the
Booke by one man 1727 Boyer Fr Diet II s v

,
To take

Work at the great, or a-great, Entreprendre wi Ouvrage
3 By the great, + by great,
a. Of work done At a fixed price for the whole

amount
, by task

; by the piece Now dial.
*5*3 MS. Acc, St John's Hosp, Canterb

,

Paied to a
carpenter by grete for mendyng of Mystei Collettis house
*373 Tusser Hush lvu. (1878) 129 To let out thy haruest,
by great or by day, let this by experience leade thee a way
By great will deceiue thee, with lingring it out, by day will
dispatch, and put all out of dout. 1581 Lambarde Eiren
iv xv. (1588) 471 If any Artificer or Labourer taking any
worke by the great 1635 Sir E Verney in Lady Verney
Mem V, Fam (1892) I 128 If you fiend him fidle about his
woarke, agree with him by the great. X667 Primatt City
fr C Builder 35 Many workmen had rather agree by the
Great, and find all materials, than for workman-ship only
1712 Addison Sped No 503 ? 7, 1 . interpret by the great for
any Gentlewoman who is turned of Sixty, after the rate of
half a Crown per week a 1734 North Lives (1826) III.
294 To keep hirelings in garrets, at hard meat, to write and
correct by the great 1764 Foote Mayor of G 1 Wks.
1799 I. 162, I have contracted to physic the parish-poor by
the great. 1851 Jml R. Agnc Soc XII 11. 404 pn Lin-
colnshire] In harvest the cutting is done ' by the grate

'

Hay-mowing, corn-cutting, &c , are commonly executed by
the grate ’ 1862 Mrs Grote Collect. Papers 158 [Buck-
inghamshire] Piece-work or * by the grate \

f b. Of buying and selling . In large quantities,
in gross, wholesale. Obs.
1592 Nashe P Penilesse (Shaks Soc) 48 Amerchant that

sells commodities of good cheere by the great 1623 Cock-
eram, Staple, any Towne appointed for Merchants to
came their commodities vnto, for the better sale of them
to other Merchants^ by the great 1634 Peacham Gent
Exerc, 1, x 38 A friend of mine was notably cozened in a
bargame of timber hee bought by the great, in a mistie
morning <11640 Day Pari Bees (x88x) 73 You..Bought
wax and honey up by th’ great

t C. transf and Jig In large quantities or num-
bers

;
in the mass

; « by wholesale \ Obs
iS79-8o North Plutarch (1676) 925 Not to carry away

their dead bodies by great altogether, but every city one
after another 1607 Middleton Mtchaelm Term iv ii,Do they not thrive when they utter most, and make it away
by the great a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour 1 i, Bastina-
does by the great 1670 Dryden 1st Part Conq Granada
11 . 1. Wks. 1883 IV, so Death did at length so many slam

GREAT
rorger, ^na lost tne tale, and took them by the greatCartt Hist Eng. IV. 237 They are apt to swallow even?thing by the great which they see in print ^
f4 In great. [Cf. F en grand, en gt os, G un

grossen, Du. zn t groot ] Obs
a In the mass, in the bulk

; in or for the whole
amount, piece, etc

, in the gross, wholesale • bv
the piece ;

- by the great (see 3 ). (Also occas. m
the great, m greats )
c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1. hv (1869) 32 Thinketh imt

. bat it sufficed! to biholde and thmke J>e sinnes m eret147a Osbern m Poston Lett No 710 III ,V Selle r,™
gret, but make fagottes and as tell xego Wardr AceEdw IV (1830) 126 For binding and dressing of thre snmllebookes price in grete vjj vnjrf 1^86 NavalAcc Hen VII
(1896) 17 By couenaunte with him made in great. x<86Nottingham Rec III 246 Foi dykyng . to a man lured mgrete xxrtT. c 1530 Tindale Matt v-vn 52 b, The publvcansbought in greate y° emperours tribute 1577-87 HoLiNcnvnChrm III 833/2 The labourers would fnVo^se labo^by the date, but all by taske & in great 1508 Extracts
Aberd Reg (1848) If 168 That na inhabitant gadder
the same [victuall] in gryt, and keip the same to ane darthx6« in Burgh Laws Dundee (1872) S July, Foi selling of
jalt in greats 1659 Willsfoud Scales Comm

, Archil ?When bricks are deare, and lime is cheap, the workman bv
the Great will use more morter. 1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy
I. 103 Before I come to the particular of what I saw in
Florence, I wilL consider it m great, and then come to the
retail of it 1790 Bentham Wks (1838-43) X 233 Accus-
tomed to view things in the great, this virtue, if it be one
costs me no less, perhaps, than most people 1792 Burkf
Corr. (1844) IV 16 For want of ever dealing in the great
they do not know, that, though multitudes may be deluded’
they never can be bribed

D. All in great : ‘ all told in all
1533 More Answ PoysonedBk Wks 1038/2 In that part

also the man brmgeth in two places all m gieat, whych he
hathe pyked out among al my bookes,

c. In large letters.

4x1641 Suckling Sessions ofPoetsxx\m ltiFragm Aurea
(1646) 11 Not a man in the place But had discontent writ in
great [ed 1648 at laige] in his face

d On a large scale usually said by comparison
with something smaller but of the same proportions.
(Also occas m the great )

1652 H Cogan tr Scuderps Ibrahim it m 49 Having
demanded of this pretended Painter, whether he could work
in great, as well as m little 1672 Dryden Marr A la Mode
Ded 1 Being that in little, which your loidship is in great
c 1705 Soul of World in Somers Tracts II 234 The World
itself is, after a Sort, an Animal in great 1769 J Watt in
Q Rev (1858) CIV. 433 The necessary experience in great
was wanting 1795 Bentham Whs (1838-43) X 307 The
Duke gave him orders for making some [baggage wagons]
111 the great [from a small model]

1 5 Of great. In the bulk
; in its entirety. Obs.

1502 [see Agreat adv ].

6 . atinb. great work dial

,

work done by the
piece, * piece-work (See 3 a, 4 a.)

1855 Cycl Agnc (ed. Morton) II. 723 Gret (Beds
, Wore),

gret-work, or great-work, is piece-work 1889 A T. Pask
Eyes Thames 148 They can earn i8r a week, doing piece-
work, or, in market-garden parlance, 1 great-work

'

IX. As sb.

1 7. A great, eminent, or distinguished person Obs.
CX400 Destr Troy 7018 Serdill Slogh a grete of be

grebes. Ibid 1x735 While this gode was m gederyng the
grettes among. 1635 Hakewill Agol, 538 So have wee had
three Greats, not in name only but in deed, such as were
Constantine the great . and Charles the great a 1649
Drumm of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 40/2 Till thou the
greatest be among the greats

1 8. The chief part
; the mam point

; the sum
and substance

; the general drift or gist (of a
story) Obs.
ci369 Chaucer Dethe Blannche 1212 (Fairf. MS ), I kan

not now wel counterfete Hyr wordys, but this was the grete
Of hir answere c 1374— Troylus v 1036 He refte here of

J>e grete of al here peyne c 1381— Pari Foules 35 Of his

centence I wole 30W seyn the greete. c 1385 — L G W
Prol 574 That thou reherce of al hir lyfe the grete. 1430-40
Lydg Bochas ix. xxxiv (1554) 2x4 Of your complaynt say
to me the grete c 1450 Merlin 315 The grete of this mater
longeth vn-to hym,

+ 9. a. Thickness. bf Greatness, magnitude.
Obs. rare.
[c 950 Egist. A lex in Anglia IV T47 Ungemetlicre gryto

and micelnysse, L. vtneens grossitudine ] a 1300 Cursor M.
8244 (Gott

)
pat was pe staum for to strenthe, And knaw

be wax of gret and lenthe. 1629 Chapman Juvenal v 2x3
Before him see a huge Goose-huer set

;
A Capon cramb’d,

euen with that Goose for great [L ansenbuspar altihs],

10. Greats (Oxford Umv. colloq.) The final

examination for the degree of B A. , now applied

esp. to the examination for Honours in Literae Hu-
mamores, The earlier name was Gbeat go. (Cf.

smalls.)

1853
1

C. Bede ’ Verdant Green n xi, The little gentle-

man was going in for his Degree, alias Great go, alias

Greats x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf I. x. 163 In

our second term we begin to feel ourselves at home, while

both ‘ smalls ' and 1
greats ’ are sufficiently distant to be alto-

gether ignored ifwe are that way inclined. 1884 G. Allen
Strange Stories 175 Since I have begun reading philosophy

for my Greats, 1897 Wesim, Gaz is June 1/3 There are

. more entries for Modern History than for Classical

Greats

+ Great, V. Obs. Forms. 1 grdatian, 3 greaten,

(pa pple igret), 3-5 grete, 6 great [OE greatian

(=OHG. grbztn, mod.Ger dial, groszen), f. grdat

Great a."\



GREAT-COAT. 389 GREATEST,

1. intr. To become great, thick, or large; to

increase ;
occas. with reference to pregnancy.

^897 K Alfred Gregory's Past xi 68 Hwaet on Sacs

siwenijXean eajum beoS 5a sepias hale, ac 5a branvas

greatiaS [Hatton MS greatigaS, L grossiscunt] axzzg
Ancr R 128 Swin ipund me sti uorte uetten, & forte greaten

axein j>e cul of }>er eax 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 1556 His
[Nero’s] wombe bigan to greti a 1300 Cursor

M

4700 Sua
bigan derth to grete 13 K Aits 452 The lady greted

withyonge bon. a 1330 SyrDegarre 1 55 Herewombe greted

more and more c 1420 Pallad on Husb vii 20 That the

corn may grete [L grcmdescere] They sayn, is good to lete

(hit) ly vnbounde Ibid 25 Yf hit [wheat] be ripe, is forto

se Ifal the lond attonys rody grete [L si eequahter spiccuum
populus maturate mbonfiavescat]

% tram To make great
,
to increase

,
to magnify,

aggrandize.

a 1225 Juliana it An godd Jjat is lgret wiS euches cunnes
ode c 1420 Pallad on Husb 11 241 The plauntis bigge a
epper delf desireth And larger space, as wynd may hem to

shake That gietith hem [L ut a ventts frequentibus
agitata grandescat] 1605 Sylvester Du Sartos 11 111.

hi Law 649 This false Politick, Plotting to Great himself,

our deaths doth seek

Great-aunt: see Great a 21 a

Great-coat, greatcoat (gri1 tkou-t).

The Diets, mark the stress as grea tcoat or greet tcoa t

,

in England the stress seems to be usually on the last

syllable, less frequently equal.

A large heavy overcoat ; a top-coat.

1661-85 Househ. Ord 362 None shall presume to come
into Our Pnvy Chamber in cloakes, or great coates, or m
bootes 1714 Post Boy No 2070 Horsemens Great-Coats
made of a good West-CountryDrab Cloth 1768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat. (1834) 441 The hood of a great-coat 1826 Scott
Jml. 16 Dec , Came home through a cold easterly rain

without a greatcoat 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl ofFleet
I 203 Heavy greatcoats with triple capes

Hence Cfceatcoa’t v trims
,
to dress in a gieat-

coat ; Greatcoa tle&s a , without a great-coat

1882 DailyNews 10 Apr. 5/2 The prudent man still great-

coats himself tt&flbid 27 Dec 5/1 He fled, greatcoatless,

into the snow. 1891 PallMallG. 1 Apr 6/1 4 We are sitting

out of doors, greatcoatless and hatless \ writes a corre-

spondent from Lago Maggiore on Easter Sunday

Great-coated, a. [f.prec sb.+ -ed 2
.] Dressed

in or wearing a great-coat.

1750 Juntos Mod fine Lady 74 Great-coated tenants her
arrival greet 1798 Jane Austen N&rthang Abb (1833) II

xi 175 Henry came, booted and great-coated, into the room
1824 Miss Mittord Village Ser t 277 How often have I

seen him on a cold winter morning, with a face all frost and
business, great-coated up to the eyes, 1884 Punch 22 Nov
249/2 Listening to a great-coated military hand m late

October at 9 p m
Great-cousin: see Great a ax a
Greate full, obs. form of Grateful.

Greaten (gr?1 t’n), v. Now arch [f Great a .

;

see -en 5.]

fl intr. To become pregnant; = Great v. i Obs
<21375 JosephAnm 88 Sone aftur j>at gretnede J>at greijjh

Mayae
2. trans. To render great or greater in size or

amount; to increase, augment, enlarge, magnify
1626 R Harris Hezekiah's Recov 5 This must greaten

our thankes. 1633 Bp Hall Occas Medit. (1851) 64 It is

the nature of that element, to greaten appearing quantities

164s J Jackson True Evang T. in 201 It will easily so

appeare, without any flow of words to greaten it. a 1658
Cromwell in and Narr late Pari, in Hurl Misc (1745)
III 467 That some should so enrich and greaten them-
selves in the Ruin of others 1667 Pepys Diary 14 June,
Every thing concurred to greaten the fire 168a Bunyan
Holy War 18 To promote thee to honour, and to greaten
thy liberty 1724 R Welton Subs/ Chr Faith 89 As
men proceed in wickedness, as they greaten and aggra-
vate their sins 2850 Mrs. Browning Poems I 237 The
whole strain being multiplied And greatened *877 Fur-
nivall Introd to Leopold Shahs 83 This fault he shared,
but he wilfully greatend it 1889 Lowell m Atlantic
Monthly LXIV, 148 Greatened by the watery lens,

3 . To render eminent, prominent, distinguished,

or important; to increase the rank or power of, to

exalt, aggrandize. Also refl. and absol.

16x4 Raleigh Hist World v 1 § 4 552 The Athenians,
who hoped to have greatned themselves m Sicily, by the
division and civil war, wfcre disappointed of their expecta-
tions. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11 vi 151 Cana greatened with
Christs first miracle x66z Petty Taxes 28 So much doth the
means of facilitating carnage greaten a city 1707 Norris
Treat Humility iv 146 Weary in seeking ways to greaten
and advance themselves

b To exalt mentally or spiritually; chiefly in

good sense, to elevate or ennoble (the mind).
1647 Sprigge Anglia Redtv Address (1854) 9 Whose minds

are so greatened as that you will look upon no small things

1659 J Arrowsmith Cham Pnnc 275 An humble spirit

greatned by continual converse with the great God 1698
M Henry Life Philip H ix (1695) 131 The Grace of

Christ m the Spirit greatens and guides the Spirit 1742
Young Nt Th 1 84 Virtue, or purpos’d virtue, still be Thine
This greatens, fills, immortalizes All 1747 HerveyMedit

II 21 An uniform Air of ineffable majesty greatens, exalts,

ennobles the whole
absol a 1849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) 388 For valour,

tiuth, and comely bloom, For all that greatens and adorns

4 intr Of material and immaterial things To
become great or greater

; to increase in size, dimen-
sion, or extent

; to assume large proportions.
a 17x6 South Serm (1744) X 336 Being committed against

an infinite majesty, it [sin] greatens, and rises to the height
of an infinite demerit 1746 Hervey Medit (1818) 78
Influenced by these considerations, thy views will greaten

VOL. IV.

1839 Bailey Festus lii (1848) 25 That curse is ever greaten-
mg 1856 Mrs Browning A nr Leigh 1 1065 My blue eyes
greatemng in the looking-glass 1861A K H Boyd Recreat
Country Parson Ser 1 (1862) 70 The subject greatens on
me, but the paper dwindles 1874 G Dawson Out Shahs
Club 115 As we grow he [Shakespeare] grows, and as we
greaten he greatens

Hence Grea tened ppl. a., Grea teruug vbl. sl>.

andppl. a
1614 Raleigh Hist World iv. ii § 9. 473 Rather to the

greatmng of others than himself 1646-7 J Hall Poems 91
And there my greatned selfe disperse As wide*as thought.
1677 Gale Crt Gentiles in 24 The greatemng and advancing
of themselves 1678 N Tatf Brutus ofAlba,

My greaten-
mg soul aspires to range like thee, In unknown worlds 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur Leigh v 420, I called the artist but
a greatened man. x86i All Year Round V 14 To glut
the greatemng bonfire 1884 J Pulsford in Chr World
11 Sept. 688/2 As you go on your ever greatemng way
Greater (gr^'tsi), a., adv.

y
and sb Forms •

I gryttra, 3-4 grettur, -yr, 4-5 gratter, -ur,

gretter,-or, 5-0 greter, 4-6

.

5V. gretar, (5 greiter,

6 grytur, griter, greitar, greittar, 6-9 gntter),
6- greater [OE gryttra (*g> ietra, Anglian *grd-

tra
) •—OTeut *grautizon-, comparative oi*graulo-

Great a ;
but it is doubtful whether any of the

later forms descend directly from this, most if not
all being, like the now current form, refashioned

on the positive. See -er 3
]A adj

1 . The comparative of Great m various senses.
£•950 Epist Alex in Anglia IV 151 Wseron hie [serpentsl

swa greate swa columnan je eac sume gryttran a 1225
Ancr R 420 Euer me is leouere so 30 don gretture werkes
Ne makie none purses ne blodbendes ofseolke, auh schepieS

cbirche cloSes, and poure monne clo5es a 1300 CursorM
11078 0 wijf was neuer born nan A gretter barn l>an sant
lohan c 1386 Chaucer Prol 197 He hadde of gold ywroght
a curious pyn A loue knotte in the gretter ende tner was
cx^ooDestr Troy 3874 Was neuer leyng his kmghtes more
louet, Ne gretter of giftes to his goode men. C1460 For-
tescue Ads $ Lint Mon vi (1885) 122 We beyre moch
gretter charges yerely than done the Scottis 1549 Bk Com.

Prayer, A than Creed, And in this trmitie none is afore nor
after other none is greater nor lesse then other. 1588
A King tr Cantsms' Catech 75 We culd neuer wishe ane
giyter benefit nor yat Christ Iesus our lord .suld sa giy him
self haill for vs a 1605 Montgomerie Sonn xu, Can candle
lou give fyr a griter heet? 1605 Shaks Macb 1 in 65
Lesser then Macbeth, and greater 161X Jonson Catihne
II (Chorus), Great father Mars, and greater love 1654 Jer
Taylor Real Pres 193 The greater your reason is against
it, the greater excellency in your obedience 1664 Pepys
Diary 15 July, He says that he is as great with the Chan-
cellor, or greater, than ever in his life. 1748 Earthquake
Peru 1 30 A French Toise, or Fathom, is about five Inches
greater than the English. x86o Tyndall Glue 1 11 xS The
sound, .appears to come from greater and greater distances

b The greater part
, "f sort, etc • the larger of

two parts into which any whole or quantity is

divided
; the more considerable number or quantity

(of) ; the majority.

*578 Timme Calume on Gen 49 The greater sort do agree
that this word [image] is distinguished from Likeness 1585
T Washington tr Nicholay's Voy 1 iv 3 b, The greater

part of us went a shoare to see the Ilande. x6ox Shaks.
Jill C. iv u 29 The greater part, the Horse m generall

Are come with Cassius 1603 — Meas for M. 111 11 145
The greater file of the subiect held the Duke to be wise

*781 C Johnston John Jumper II. 249 The characters in

tragedy are, for much the greater part, out of common life

x8ag Landok Whs (1846) II 210/1 The greater number of
men are disposed, on most occasions, rather to virtue than
to vice x86x M Pattison Ess. (1889) I 45 The greater

part of the area was covered with the lofty warehouses.

j* 2 . Older, elder [ALatunsm] Obs
C1380 Wyclif Whs (1880) 383 He J?at is gratter of 3ow,

loke bat he be made as jongar in sympilnes. 1535 Cover-
dale 1 Sam xvu 28 Ana Eliab his greater brother herde
him talke with the men

f 3 Pregnant Obs rare

c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Theodora 550 Syne eftyre of tyme
in processe Hapnyt bat scho gretare wes, & hyr frendis spent
game Quha with hyr gat bat barne

4 In special or technical use, opposed to lesser.

a. Astron m names of certain constellations, as

the Greater Dog
, f the Greater (now Great) Bear

Also +greater nrcle = * great circle
7

. see Circle
To. Mtis. Applied to intervals now usually called

Major, c in names of plants, d m names of

animals, esp. birds e. Anal. f. (see quot ).

a *551 Records Cast Knowl, (1556) 2<>3 The lesser

Beare,.the greater Beare 1638 J. Chilmead tr Hues'
Tractatus de Globis hi u. (1889) 80 Of the Circumference

of the Earth, 01 of a Greater Circle 1674 Moxon Tutor
Astron (ed 3) 209 Ursa Major, the Greater Bear. 1727-51

Chambers Cycl s v , The Equator, meridian, ecliptic, ver-

ticals, &c are great or greater circles of the sphere and
the parallels, tropics, See lesser circles

b 1597 Morlfy Introd Mtts Annot , The greater halfe

note is that distance which is betwixt fa and tm *674
Playford Shill Mus iil xi A sixth beneath the Bass is a

third above, and if it be the lesser sixth, then is the third

above the greater third 1727-51 Chambers Cycl s v
Diesis, Ennarmomcal Diesis is the difference between a
greater and lesser semi-tone *8x8 Busby Gram Music
3x7 Greater Sixth *887 Browning Parleyings, Chas
A vison iv, The key Was C with the Greater Third

C. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed 3) III. 745
Greater Knapweed, *86* Miss Pratt Flower PI IV. 75
Greater Broom-rape. Ibid. 21s Greater Bladderwort Ibid

253 Greater Plantain Ibid. V 305 Greater Water Plantain,

d *876 Smh ks 5c Natur. xi (ed 4) 213 A Greater

Shrike or Butcher Bird 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds
208 Greater Black-backed Gull (Lams mannus). Ibid 2x5
Greater loon
0 1872 Mivaet Elem Anat x8o The deep concavity

called the greater ischiatic notch.
f 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 344 Barons with the rest

vpward wee call the Greater Nobihtie, the others beneath
them the Lesse Nobihtie

U 5 . Greater Britain • see Britain

+ 6. Comb , forming comparatives to the com-
binations of Great a. Obs
*562 Turner Herbal 11 101 Wilde lekes greater heded

then they were that I saw about Bon 1597 Bacon Coulers
Good <5- Emil v (Arb ) 144 Men whose living lieth together
in one Shire, are commonly counted gieater landed then
those whose livings are dispersed

+B adv. In a gieater degree Obs.
1496 Dwes 4- Panp (W deW)i xlu 82/1 Greter sodayne

detn wyste I neuer than that men had than
C quasw£. and. sb The adj used absol and

elhpt The greater that or those of greater size,

importance, eminence, etc A gieater a person or
thing which is greater (than another)
1388 Wyclif Isa xxxu 5 He that is vnwijs schal no more

be clepid prince, and a gileful man schal not he depid the
grettere [Vulg mayor] 1607 Shaks Timon iv 111 6 The
greater scornes the lesser 1620 T Granger Div Logtke
iai Negations of uuequals are of the greater, or lesse, or of
both together 1845 McCulloch Taxation 1 i i (1852) 51
Unless a method should be found of taking a greater from a
less 1898 Morley in Westm Gas 27 June 10/1 We mourn
for one of the greater among the servants of mankind,

i-to (One’s) superior Obs
1480 Caxton Chron Eng ccxxxii 251 Kyng Edward his

gretter and his fadre 1627 J Carter Plaine Expos 85
They come farre short, not onely of some of their compeeres
and greaters especially, but of many very base creatures
1667 Milton P, L v 172 Thou Sun, of this gieat World
both Eye and Soule, Acknowledge him thy Greater 167*—PR 1. 279 He first Refused on me his baptism to
confer, As much his greater, and was hardly won
Hence f Ctrea'texness, the condition or quality

of being greater.

x6z£ Gill Sacr. Philos 1. xi. (1635) 59 The working of
God is infinite for otherwise thereshould bee a greaterrjesse

in being, and a lessenesse in working c 1705 Berkeley
Commotipl. Bk Wks 1871 IV 485 Why should we judge
her[i,e the horizontal moon] to be greater? Whatconnexion
betwixt the same angle, further distant, and greaterness ?

Greatest (gw 1 test), a. (sb

)

and adv. Forms •

3-5 grettest, (5 -yat, -ist, -ust), 4 gratest, 4-5
grattest, -1st, gretest. Sc. -ast, (5 grattea, -us),

6- greatest /?. 3-5 greate [f. Great it. +
-est ; app. not recorded in OE.]
A. adj. 1 The superlative of Great m various

senses

C1290 5. Eng Leg I 220/17 Nou is se [of] Occean
grettest and mest al so 1340 Ayenb 44 Huanne me. begged
be J>e gratteste wyjtes, ober be ]>t gratteste mesures, and
zelle}>byjjeleste. c 1380Wyclif Sel Whs III 398 One of bo
grattest synnes of alle CX386 Chaucer Reeve's T 134 The
gretteste clerkes ben noght the wysest men. *398 Trevisa
Barth DeP.R . xvu. 11. (1495) 598 The grettest tree synkyth
not in water though it be heuy c 1420 SirAmadas (Weber)
306 The grattes maysters yede hym beforne c 1460 For-
tescue Abs ^ Lini Mon, xu (1885) 138 Whan any rysmge
hath be made .the pouerest men Jraoff haue be be grettest

causers and doers therm. *604 E G[rimstone] D'Acosta’s

Hist Indies 1 xx 67 Birds faile m their flight, yea, those of

the greatest wing, vpon the passage of so great a Gulph.
1683 A. D. Art Converse 40 The greatest swearers are com-
monly the greatest liars 1834 Sir H Taylor Artevelde 1

1 v, The world knows nothing of its greatest men *871

R

Ellis tr Catullus xlix x Greatest speaker of any born a
Roman, Marcus Tulhus 1895 Ld, Esher 111 Law Times
Rep LXXIII 701/2 ,

1

have the greatest respect and admira-
tion for American decisions

p. a 2225 After R, 66 Ower greste, & ower lodlukeste
sunnen. c 1315 Shoreham 8 Of alle other sacramens Thes
sevene beth the greste. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 490 In my
greste nede

b. Greatest part • the largest amount or propor-

tion (of)
;
the majority (cf. Greatjbb A 1 b).

1604 E. G[bimstone] D’Acosta's Hist Indies iv xxxui.

300 In many paites of the Indies, and 1 thinke in the

gieatest part, small cattell do not increase and profite well.

*644 Br Hall Rent Whs. (1660) 133 The greatest part of

the Romish Doctors 1648 Ld Byron in Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 166 The greatest part ofLancashire, Cheshire, and
North Wales x66o F Brooke tr Le Blanc's Trav 3 The

J
reatest part of our company were reprobate persons 1741
ohnson Debates in Parlt (1787) I 358 Both inn-holders

and soldiers are, for the greatest part, of this rank and
temper 1771 T. Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) I x8o

It attracted his eyes greatest part of the evening a 1774
Goldsm Grecian Hist I 194 He died aged threescore and
five years, the greatest part of which he had spent in the
intrigues and bustles of active employment

c Gt eatest happiness of the greatest number (see

Happiness 2 b) d. Greatest common measwe (see

Measure).

f 2. Eldest. (Cf. Greateb A 2 ) Obs
1535 Coverdale x Sam xvui 17 Saul sayde vnto Dauid

Beholde my greatest [Wyclif, more, A V, elder] doughter
Merob wyl I geue the to wyfe

3 absol and elhpt (quaswd.)
c 1350 Will Paleme 1196He slou six of be grettes. c 1400

Destr. Troy 1006 The grettyst of Gnse gremyt b«at c 1420
Anturs ofArth xxxui, My nome is Syr Galrun . The
grattus [Douce MS grettest, Thomt. MS gretteste] of
Galway, of greuys and of gillus 1450-70 Golagros & Gaui
1168 Al the gretest Of gomys that grip has c 1470 Henry
Wallace 1 133, Vij score tnax led off the gretast that thai

fand Off ayris with thaim 1604 Dekker Sahro-maslix
129
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A4b,AdLedorem It shall not be amisse first to beholde

this short Comedy of Errors and where the greatest enter

to giue them in stead of a hisse, a gentle conectton 1634
Sir T Herbert Trav 163 Media (neere which is buried

their greatest Mahomet) 1784 Cowper Task 11 168 Since

from the least The greatest oft originate 1832 Tennyson
Death Wellington 29 Our greatest yet with least pretence

tB adv. Most greatly or highly
,
most. Obs.

1333 in Strype Eccl Mem II 36p Articles .gathered,,

by the greatest learned men of the bishops.

Great go. [See Great a and Go sb ] Umv.
slang. The final examination for the degree of B A.
(At Oxford now called greats.) (Cf. little go.')

1820 Genii Mag XC 1 32 At piesent the examination [at

the University ofOxford] is divided into a Little-go and a
Great-go 1825 C. M Westmacott Eng Spy I 137 An
examination that would far exceed the perils of the great

go Ibid 141 When he enters upon life, action, or profes-

sion, both the little go, and the great go, he will find to be
a bygo , for he will find that he has gone by the best part

of useful and substantial learning; or that it has gone by
him. 1841 Thackeray K of Brentford vu, His little go
and great go He creditably pass’d 1876

1 P Pyper 1 Mr,
Gray <f Neighl I 74 Young Mr Applebee had managed
to pass his 'great go’ at Oxford, just about the time the
living fell vacant

Great-grandfather, etc. • see Geeat a. 21 b.

Great-great- * see Great a. 21c.
Greath, obs form of Gbaith
Great-head (gre 1 thed). U S [f Great a.

+ Head sb • see quot. 1 844.] An Amencan name
for the golden-eye, Clanguid glauaon.
1844 J P Giraud Birds Long Island 334 Fultgula clan-

gula—Linn Golden-eye By some it is called ‘Gieat
Head’, from its beautiful, rich, and thickly-crested head
2888 G Trumbull Game Birds xxm 79 Glaucwuetla
clangula. amencana American Golden-eye At Seaford
(Hempstead), L I , Great-head

Great-hearted, a (Stress variable.) [f.

Great a.

:

see Hearted ]

fa. High-spirited, proud, Obs. b. Having a
noble or generous heart or spirit

;
magnanimous

;

great-souled,

1388 [see Great-willy] 1398 Trfvisa Barth De P R
XII xxi (1495) 427 The faucon is soo grete hartyd that yf he
fayllyth of his praym the fyrste flyghte and rees, in the
seconde he takyth wreche on hymself c 1440Promp Parv
210/2 Grete hertyd, and bolde, magnammus Grete hertyd,
not redy to buxumnesse, pertinax, inflexibihs a 1430
Knt de la Tour (1868) 26 Alle women that ben gret herted
and misansueringe her husbondes 1647 Clarendon Hist
Reb 1 § 66 The earl was as great-hearted as he, and
thought the very suspecting him to be an injuiy unpardon-
able 1842 Browning Cavalier Times, Marching Along,
Great-hearted gentlemen, singing this song 1848 Bucki ey
Iliad 102 Great-hearted, brazen-voiced Stentor 1880 G
Meredith TragicCom (1881) 172 A1van was great-hearted,
he could love in his giant's fashion

Hence Qreatliea'rtedness, +a High-spinled-
ness (obs ) . b. Nobility or generosity of heart,

magnanimity
1813 Examiner 31 May 349/2 The courage and great-

heartedness of the people of England 1844 Lowell Lett
(1B94) I, 79 If they give us nothing else, they give us at
least a feeling of great-heartedness and exaltation. 1880
G Meredith Tragic Com (1881) 283 Wives he should
have by fifties and hundreds ifhe wanted them, she thought
in her great-heartedness 1893 J. Smith Message of the
Exodus xviii. 264 In His great-heartedness our Father is

tolerant of mere human frailty

t Greathede. Obs. [f Great a. + -hede, -hfad,
Cf. MHG grdzheit, G grbszheit, MLG. grbtheit,

Hu. grootheid ] Greatness
a 134a Hamfole Psalter lxx 9 Synge 1 all day [u grete-

hede. Ibid, cxliv 3 Of his gretehede is nane ende c 1380
Wvclif Sel Wks III 22 Falle on hem dreede andqwaking
in be greetheed of bin arm
Greatish (greHif), a. [f. Great a. + -ish j
Somewhat great.
1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II 185, I now see it had

been, as she called it, ‘ a great success ’, and greatish of its
kind 1870 [Lady Verney] Lettice Lisle 41 ‘You do a
greatish deal^ Gabnel, up and down’ said the child

Great-line, grea'tline. Also grettlm, grit-
line A long line used m deep-sea fishing for cod,
ling, etc. Also attrib., as great-linefish, fishing.
a 1600 Aberdeen Reg (Jam ), Gryt lyne fische, sic as leing,

turbat, kehng, & skaitt 1866 BanffsJi Gloss
,
Grettlm

,
a

great-line, the line used for catching the larger kinds of
fish , as cod, ling, etc 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk

,

Great-linefishing, that carried on over the deeper banks of
the ocean It is more applicable to hand-fishing, as on the
banks of Newfoundland, in depths over 60 fathoms 1879
Holdsworth in Encycl Brit IX. 262/x The cod or 1 great
lines ’ are of the same description as those used for haddock
fishing, but have longer snoods and the hooks farther apart
It Is unnecessary to speak of the manner in which these
long-lines are worked 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 23
One Greathne placed in a basket

+ Greatly, a Obs [f Great a. +-L7 1
, Cf

MHG. grdzltch

,

MDn. groiehjc ] Great
C1430 Merlin 65 Gretly was the kynge at that feeste, and

loyfull and mery 1450-70 Golagros § Gain 377 Thai war
courtes and couth thair knyghthed to kyth, Athir vthir
wele gret in gretly degre

Greatly (gre1 tli), adv Forms see Great a.
[f. Great a. + -lx 2 Cf. MHG grtz(e)llche, MDu
grotelike

,

Du . grootehjksl]
1. To a great extent, m a great degree

, exten-
sively, exceedingly

; highly
, much, very,

a. qualifying verbs and pples

c 1200 Trm Coll Horn, 13 He smegeS gretliche, For \>t

holie hoc hit forbet a 1225 Ancr R 426 And be ancre
legge on etSer sum penitence more upon J>e like pet gret-

luker haueS agult ^1330 Arth $ Merl 1137 So gretliche

bche awondred was, pat hir chaunged blod & fas 1340
Ayenb 47 Ne wenep na3t gratliche zenegy c 1386CHAUCI k
Melib. V 2736,

1

can nat seen that it mighte greetly harnie
me, though I toke vengeaunce a 1400-50 Alexander 472
pou has giltid, but no3t gretly 1484 Caxton JEsop 111 11, I

thanke the gretely 1525 Ld Berners Frotss II ccxvn.
[ccxiii ] 671 That he had many of his men slayne, and that

the batayle had cost hym greatly 1590 Spensfr I1 Q i.

iv 20 He 'greatly shunned manly exercise 1396 Drayton
Leg iv 660 He that first stirr’d in the Churches cause,
Against Him greatliest that oppugned it 1604 Shaks Oth
hi 1 18 To heare Musicke, tne Generali do's not greatly
care. 1665 Evelyn Mem (1827) IV 146 Such as have lived
long in Universities do greately affect words and Expres-
sions no where in use beside Z742 Young Nt Th vm
785 They, first, Themselves offend, who greatly please

1756 P Browne Jamaica 221 The bark is greatly esteemed
among the tanners. 1849 E E Namur Excnrs S Africa
11 287 Gigantic shrubs, greatly 1 esemblulg our English yew
*873 Jowett Plato (ed a) 1. 55, I should greatly prefer
a real friend to all the gold of Dauus 1880 Glikie Phys
Geog. u, § 10 66 Evaporation is greatly helped by wind

b. qualifying adjs. and advs Somewhat arch, exc
with comparatives or words implying comparison.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11634 Sco was greth in dute c 1350

Will, Paleme 1292 pan was pemperour greteli glad 1579
Tomson Calvin's Semi Tun 548/1 To the ende that euery
man may be greatlyer afraide 1636 Chardin Coron
Solyman (1686) 16 His long Experience in Affairs rendered
him greatly considerable 1691 T H[ale] Acc New Invent
12 Lead-sheathing greatly cheaper than that ofWood 1749
Lady Luxborough Let to Shenstone 28 Dec , I think it

an ornament greatly m taste 1768 H Walpole Hist
Doubts 70,

1

shall show that it is greatly probable 18x7
A Bonar Serm II xv 318 All the names of excellence
are greatly too mean to declare the Saviour's worth. 1824
Landor Whs (1846)1 183/2 Here the bow is greatly abetter
weapon than the musket a 1836 H. Miller Test Rocks
1 (1857) 66 The skate and dog fish are greatly less rare. 1873
Ruskin Fors Clav xxx (1896)11 131 Her motherand brother
were greatly proud of her 1886 R Kipling Dcpartm.
Ditties ia Careless and lazy is he, Greatly inferior to Me
2. Qn a large scale

,
in large numbers ; largely.

"I Obs.

1670 R Coicf Disc. Trade 51 Any business which is more
freely managed may be greather managed than if it were
more restrained. 1792 Burke Corr (1844) III 420 The
funeral of dear Sir Joshua It will be greatly attended

b For a great or the most part ; mainly, chiefly

rare
174a Young Nt Tit 1 112 They greatly live a life on

eai th Unkindled, unconceiv’d. 1863 Grotd Plato I v 178
We now enter upon the second or dialectic period ;

passed
by Plato greatly at Megara

f 3 With a ‘great’ voice; loudly. Obs
2340 Ayenb 136 He [J>e asse] beginp zmge grat-liche.

4. In a great manner, a. Magnanimously, nobly

;

grandly f b Eminently, illustriously, c. With
brilliant success Obs.
01x400 Prymer (1891) 44 Oure lord gretly dyde with us
We been maad loyful 1 X4 Death $ Life 3 in Furmv
Percy Folio III 56 Give vs grace on the ground the greatlye
to serve, For that royall red blood that rann from thy side

1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 1 xiv 30 Hei metis lyffe perfore
is giett, if it gretely he done. 1399 Shaks. Hen V, Epil
5 Small time but in that small, most gieatly liued This
Starre of England 1670 Dryden 1st Pt Cong. Granada
v 11, It is for you, brave man Greatly to speak, and yet
more greatly ao 1678 — Limberham v 1, My Comfort
is, I fell greatly 17x3 Addison Cato iv iv. The brave
youth Who greatly m his country’s cause expired 1713
Pope Prol Addison's Cato 22 A brave man struggling in
the storms of fate, And greatly falling with a falling state
*7*5 — Odyss 11 312 What he gieatly thought, he nobly
dar’d 1764 Foote Patron m wks. 1709 I. 357 If your
piece had been gieatly receiv’d, I would have declared Sir
Thomas Lofty the author, if coldly, I would have owned it
myself X784 Cowper Task vi. 820 All were once Perfect,
and all must be at length restored So God has greatly
purpos’d 1876 Ouida Winter City viu 238 It was a great
theme greatly treated

5 In or to a high rank or position rare.
a 1800 T Bellamy Beggar Boy (1801) II 142, 1 am not

greatly born, like you. 1813 Jane Austen Emma 1 vui 33You encourage her to expect to marry greatly X830GEN P
Thompson Exerc, (1842) I 293 It matters not how many
ensigns shall have greatly risen through all the gradations
of command.
Great-nephew: see Great a 21 a.

_
Greatness (grSl tnes). [f. Great a. + -ness

in OE (figrSaines) gritnys ]
+ 1 Thickness, coarseness

, stoutness Obs
cxoao Rule St Benet (Logeman) lv 02 para Jnnga ealh

be bleo ne oSSe gretnysse [L grossitndine] na cidan c 14c
Lanfranc s Ctrurg 200 If it so he Jjat his greetnes [=swe
ling) come of malancolious blood or of greet fleume 14
Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 587/22 Grossitas

, gretenesse c 144

PnS Irel 89 Forto aquenche that gretnes he pi
hym Selfe to ful mych trauayl that vnneth he lette his bod
haue enny reste a 1450 Fysshyngew angle (1883) 16 An
your Hoyt for on heyr be no bygger a pese for ij herys as
beyn for xij heres as a walnot and so forthe euery lyne afti
hys gretnes X536 in Gentl Mag, (1813) May 427 Euei
Essex byllet conteyn in lenght uj footte, vv‘ the earfe 1

gretnes in mydes xv ynches

T b. Pregnancy Obs.
e *45® Merlin 86 Thus was the kynge wedded to Ygerm

and kepe her till her gretnesse apered *365 Cooper Th
saurus, Grauiditas, greatnesse with childe, or with yone-
*634 T. Johnson Parey's Chvrurg (1649) 594 Certain infa
lible signs of greatness with child Ibid, In this grea
ness ofchilde-bearing

*

GREATNESS
2 The attribute of being great in size, extent or

degree; + loudness (of voice); +force (of the pulse)
<*1300 Cursor M 27033 Wan-hope es quen man tL

grettnes of his gilt has tin t be hope o merci c 1380 Wycuf6erm Sel Wks I 1 \7

1

he puplewoundnd heroffor gretnesse
ofbe myracle c X400 Maundev (Roxb ) xu 50 It es also calleda see, for be greteness )>eioff c 1300 Mclusme xxxviu
I hey were al abashed of hys gretnes, For he was xv footof lengthe 1585 1 Washington tr Nicholay's Vovu
xxi 39 b, The greatnes & magnificence of the costlv *
sumptuous Ihermes 16x4 Br Hall Recoil Treat oo.For greatnesse of number, hugenesse of quantity, stranee-
nesse of shapes 1682 Bunyan Holy W x43 They shouted
with that greatness of voice. 1707 Flovfr Physic Pulse-Watch 11 168 We must endeavour to preserve the natural
Strength, Greatness, Celeuty and Crebnty [of the oukel
1767 A Young Parmer's Lett People 79 The greatness of
rent which a-little farm bears x774 6oldsm. Nat Hist.
(17761 1 21s The Zara, and the Coan?a, from the greatness
of whose openings into the sea we foim an estimate of the
great distance from whence they come 1898 T AdamsonStud Mind in Christ x. 248 He saw the difficulty and
greatness of his task J

t b semi-concr. Great bulk. Obs rare
*595 Daniel Civ. Wirs 11 vu, Goodly nuers (that hauemade their graues, And buried both their names and all

their good Within his greatnes, to augment his waues)

t 3. Magnitude 01 size ui the abstract Obs
*377 Langl P PI, B. xvi 59 On o more thei growed

And of 0 gretnesse and grene of greyne thei semen e 144^Anc Cookery in Househ Ord (1790) 472 Make rounde
pelettes of the gretnesse of an ey 1488-9 Act 4 Hen VII
c 22 The said gold not wrought in gretnesse of threde
and in colour according to the outeward shewe 1312 Act
4 Hen. VIII, c 19 § 14 Nottregardyng the quantitie great-
nesse or smalnes of the bame penyes 1351 Records Cast
Knovtl (1356) 271 These starres . are distincte into diuers
measures of lyght, and namely 8, which are called the first
greatnes, the second [etc ] 1353 Eden Treat Newe Ind
(Arb ) 13 An Elephant excedeth in greatnes thre wilde oxen
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 506 The flowres in forme
and greatnesse are like to those of the Orange tree 1634Z Coke Art Logicke (1657) 29 Greatnesse is extension, or
stretching out . Of greatnesse, the subject is said to be
equal or unequal, 1765 A Dickson Treat Agrtc (ed 2)

339 That the weight of the roller bear a proportion to the
greatness of the diameter.

4 Eminence of rank or station; great or exalted
lank, place, or power; eminence, distinction, im-
portance. Occas va.fl.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3312 Ye souerain of all, Shalbe wor-

shipped And lionouret To be gouemet in your grettenes,
most godely of other xsgs Shaks John iv. 11 94 It is

apparant foule-play, and 'tis shame That Greatnesse should
so grossely offer it. x6ox — Tivel N n v 158 Some are
become great, some atcheeues greatnesse, and some ham.
greatnesse thrust vppon era. *634 Sir 1 Herbert Trav.
3 These lieswere unknowne in Romes greatnesse 163,8Ibid
(ed 2) X03 He had small joy ofhis greatnes 1630 Earl Mon-
mouth Senault'sMan become Guilty 101 Those who think to
better their condition by revolting are oft undone by their
rebellion, and fal from their legitimate greatnesses for having
sought after unjust ones *632 H Cogan tr Scuderfs Ibra-
him 11. iv 64, 1 was toabandon her to griefand despair, and
so return again to enjoy all those greatnesses 1729 Butler
Serm Wks 1874 II 83 The grave, the end of all temporal
greatness *7Sx Johnson RamblerNo 153 F 21 Wealth
commands the ear of greatness 1809W Irving Kmckerb
vii 1 (1849)385 It is the mystery which envelopes great men,
that gives them half their greatness 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng i. I.4 NothingintheearIyexistenceofButainindicated
thegreatnesswhich shewas destined to attain 1877Mrs Oli-
phant Vug Mnsgrave I 4 The old greatness of the house

b. of God.
a 1325 Prose Psalter cl 2 Herieb hym efter be micbelnes

of his gretnes 1388 Wycuf Dent v 24 Lo 1 oure Lord
God schewide to vs his maieste and greetnesse [1382 mychyl-
nesse] 1397 Hooker Eccl Pol. V. vi § 2 Betokening the

greatnesse of God. x6xx Bible i Chron. xxix ix Thine, 0
Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory 1895W Watson Hymn, to Sea 8 Man and his greatness survive,

lost in the greatness of God.

t c Used as a title (Cf. Highness 2 b.) Obs
X588 Shaks L L L. v 1 113 Some certaine speciall

honours it pleaseth his greatnesse to impart to Armado a
Souldier Ibid v. 11 894 Most esteemed greatnesse, wil

you heare the Dialogue that the two Learned men haue
compiled? 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed 2) 137 After

six dayes attendance lus Greatnesse was pleased to visit

bheraz. 1697 Dryden Vzrg Geoig 1 62 Int’rest thy
Greatness in our mean Affairs. *1766 H Brooke Fool op

Quality {1808) I Ded ix, Your greatness was pleased to de-

mand, whether this romancewas whollyonmy own invention

6. Inherent nobility or dignity (of mind, charac-

ter, action, or expression)
;
grandeur

1597 Hooker Eccl Pol v vi § 1 The greatness and
dignity of all manner actions is measured by the worthiness

of the subject from which they proceed. 0x665 Mrs
Hutchinson Mem Col Hutchinson (1846) 27 He had a

sweet greatness that commanded love 1697 Dryden Ess.

Virg. Georg (1721) I 199 This Language ..has a Natural

Greatnessin it 17x8 FreethinkerNo 6 F 5 True Greatness of

Mmd consists in manfully supporting Misfortunes. 1793 V,

Knox Pers Nobility xln. Wks 1824V 93 Greatness of soul

is more necessary to make a great man, than the favour of

a monarch and the blazonry of the herald. 1855 Macaulay
Hist Eng xx IV 530 She received the intimation of her

danger with true greatness of soul, 1856 Ruskin Mod
Paint III iv 111 § 5 Greatness of style consists, then

first, in the habitual choice of subjects of thought which
involve wide interests and profound passions, as opposed to

those which involve narrow interests and slight passions

1892 Jas Brown Serm. 183 It is the surest test of greatness

that a man can act alone

6, Intimacy or familiarity with Obs. or arch

1625 Fletcher Noble Gent, m 111, Your greatnesse with

the people 1668 Etheredge She Wou'd ifshe cou'div u

Wks (1723) 151 The access which his greatness with air
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Oliver has giv’n him daily to me 173* E Calamy Life
(1830) I 1 60 His greatness with him did not in the sequel

turn to his honour or advantage. 1897 D H. Fleming Mctry

Q Scots 460 note

,

Bothweli's greatness with the Queen
Great-niece * see Great a. 21 a.

Greats* see Great C. xo.

Greats, obs and dial, pi of Gbit sb 2

Greatt(e, Greatter, obs ff. Great, Greater
tCrrea'tumly, adv. Sc. Obs Forms 4-6
gretumly, 4 grettum-, 6 greattum-, greitum-,
gritum-, grittum-, grytum-, 7 greatumlie, -ly.

[app f. ME. *gretum (advb formation on Gbeat,
after OE mtcluni greatly, orig. dat. pi of imcel

Mickle) + -ly2 Cf Sc. hatlutnht wholly]
=Greatly i a Chiefly used with vbs express-

ing emotion
1375 Barbour Bruce in 668 Full gretumly thankyt him

the king Ibid ix 6ig Thai that saw thame so stoutly Cum
on thame, dred thame gretumly Ibid xn 364 Quha sa
varrayis vrangwisly, Thai faynd god all too gretumly c 1375
Sc Leg Saints, Ikomas xg6 pat falith ves grettumly of his
cumynge 1513 Douglas fEneis ix 1 56 Full gretumly the
goddis Besekand till attend to hys prayer 1533 Stewart
Cron Scot II 498 How King Constantyne was grittumehe
conunouit of the Tynsall of his Lordis 1367 Guae 4 Godlie
Ball (STS) 143 My spreit rejoysis gretumlie. 1368
Skeyne The Pest (i860) 31 The oile of Scorpionis sup*

§
ortis greitumlie 1388 A King tr Camsius’ Cateck 109
Cyprian in this respect commends grytumlie S Come*

lius Pap and Martyr 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc ) 9 Whilk speeches made the people glade, and confirmed
the Master of die schoole and all these that had anyknow-
ledge of the trueth greatumlie

Great-uncle : see Great a. 21 a.

t Great-willy, a. Obs- 1 [f great will (see

Great a. 4) + -y1 ] High-spmted, strong-willed,

proud.
138a Wyclif Judg v rg Ruben ajens hym diuydide, of

greet wilh [1388 greet hertyd] men is foundun stryuynge

t Greatwort. Obs. [OE griate wyrt ‘ thick

plant ’ see Great a. 2 and "Wort ]
a In OE., some bulbous plant=L hteribulbus.

b In ME., Elecampane, Inula Helemum.
ctooa Sax Leechd I 118 Deos wyrt Jm man hienbulbnm

and affrum naman greate wyrt nemneb c 1263 Voc Plants
m Wr -Wulcker 354/12 Etna mulct, mine, gretwurt

+Greave 1
. Oos Forms* 4-7 greve,6-7 greave,

(4 Sc grewe, 6 pi. grevous, Sc greis, graiwis,

7 greeve, grieve) [OE grkfa wk. masc. or

grkfe fem. prehistoric *graibjon-, f. *graitio-

Grove.]
1 a. (OE. only ) Brushwood, b pi. Branches,

twigs. (Used once by Drayton as sing )
a xooo 0. E Chron an 852 (Laud MS ) He scolde Rife ilea

gear in to minstre six 113a focSra wuda and twaelf foSur
graefan and sex focSur gearda, c 1385 ChaucerL G W Prol
iS9 Of sdk I-broudede ful of grene grevys c 1386 — Knt 's

T 649 To maken hym a gerTand of the greues, Were it of
wodebynde or hawethorn leues xfiox Douglas Pal, Hon
Prol 22 The birdis sat on twystis and on greis 1563
WinJet Wks (1890) II 59 God forbid, I say, that in this

spiritual paradise, of the graiwis [orig L surcitlis] ofcannal
and balme, fra hand spring wp guild and humlokis 1367
Turberv Ovid's Ep 27 How oft have we of grasse and
greaves preparde a homely bedde? 1593 Drayton Moses n
248 A swarming cast of Bees Pressing each plant, and
loading eu’ry greaue 1612— Poly olb xm 215 Hid among
the leaves, Some in the taller trees, some in the lower
greaves.

2 . A thicket.
c toSo Voc in Wr -Wulcker 406/33 Frondosis durnts, barn

gehilmdum graefum. c xxoo Ibid, 517/36 Per dumos, purh
graefan c xzoo Okmin 9209 Whaerse iss all unnsmepe get
purrh bannkess Sc burrh grsfess 13 Sir Tristr 14 pis

greues wexen al gray, pat m her time were grene. CX374
Chaucer Troylus v 1144 By hedge, by tre, by greue. *373
Barbour Bruce v 13 All grewis begouth to spryng c 1420
Pallad on Husb 11. 149 Ther as wrecched greues [L vtisera
vireulta] Sour lond, to weet, or salt is, neuer delue *460
Lybeaus Disc 531 A logge they dyghte of leves, In the grene
greves 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. xvi. There with al

came oute syre phelot oute of the greuys sodenly. ? c 1473
Hunt Hare 107 Yonder syttes [the hare] in a greyve
1390 Spenser F Q hi x 42 It is best that ye doe leave
Your treasure Either fast closed in some hollow greave,
Or buried in the ground from jeopardy x6oo Fairfax
Tasso hi vi 40 The winde in houltes and sbadie greaues
A murmur makes, among the boughcs and leaues X609
Holland Avmt Marcell. xix. vul 134 We made speed
through greves and groves [L i>er dumetaet silvas] toward
the high mountains

Greave 2 (grfv) Chiefly pi Forms pi 4
grayvez, grevez, 5 greves, grevys, Sc greis,

6-7 graves, 7 greeves, greves, 6- greaves sing.
6- greave, (6 grave, 7 grieve), [a. OF greve
shin, armour for the legs (12th c. m Littre), of

unknown origin
; cf Sp. greoas, grtvas (Minsheu) ]

1. Armour for the leg below the knee.
*3. Ga<w 4 Gr Knt 575 His legez lapped in stel with

Iuflych greuez. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron ix vul 847 Cusseis
or ££eis or hrascris. 1463 Matin, 4 Housek. Exp (Roxb

)

2IS To Cakebrede ffor a narneyse complet, ssave salatt and

f
revys, v marc 1537 Grimald m Tottells Mtsc (Arb ) 122
oroas. .The carelesse king there smote, aboue the greaue,

At thopemng of his quishes X603 Drayton Bar Wars 11

n, Marching m Greaves, a Helmet on her Head. 1622 F.
Markham Bk Warre v 11 166 From the close Caske downe
to the Greaue 167i Milton Samson 1119 Put on . thy
broad habergeon. Vaunt-brass and greves, and gauntlet, ana
thy spear 17x5-20 Pope Iliad xvm. 707 The greaves of
ductile Tin 1813 Byron Br. Abydos n ix, The greaves

below his knee that woundWith silvery scales were sheathed
and bound 183a Tennyson Lady ofShalolt in 4 The sun
came dazzling thro’ the leaves, And flamed upon the brazen
greaves Of bold Sir Lancelot 1873 Symonds Grk Poets v
133 The burnished brazen greaves that hang upon the wall

1 2 The part of the leg on which the greave is

worn ; the shm, leg. Obs.
1600 New Vr.'s Gift in Nichols Progr Q Elis (1823) III

474 A slender greve swifter than roe

3 Comb
, as greave-stud.

1601 Holland Pltny xxii xxu, A grieve stud or leg
harneis-naile

+ Greave 3. Obs —1 [ad. F.grbve see Gravel ]
The sandy shore of a river

1379 Fenton Guicciard u (1509) 80 The french men for-
bare not to march, partly upon the breach or greaue of the
nuer, partly by the skirts or stretching out of the baneke
Greave, obs form of Grave, Grief, Grieve v
Greaved (grivd), a. [f. Greave sb.2 + -ed 2

]
Furnished with greaves.
[1848 Buckley Iliad 75 Exhorting the well-greaved Greeks

to fight ] 1894 Q. Rev, CLXXVIII 341 Those who have
come forward thus light-heartedly bucklered and greaved
Uansf 1865 E Burritt Walk to Lands End 34a Bold

headlands that stood greaved with granite

Greaves, graves (grivz, grr'vz), sb. pi. Also

7 graxves, 9 dial, groves [app originallya term of
the whale fisheries; ad. LG greven pi (whence Sw.
dial, grevar, Da grevtf), corresp to OHG gnubo,

gnobo (MHG., G gnebe), which agrees m form
with OE. grdoua ( —*grdofa) ‘ olla *

] The fibrous
matter or skm found m animal fat, which forms a
sediment on melting and is pressed mto cakes to
serve as meat for dogs or hogs, fish-bait, etc.

j
the

refuse of tallow ; cracklings.
1614 G Markham Ckeape 4 Good Husb. 97 Chandlers

Graiues [prtnted Grames], which is the dregges and offall

of rendred Tallow, as hard skinnes, kels, and fleshly lumpes
1631 Pellham Mirac Present Enghshm Greenland 14
Lading this other Shallop . with the Graves of the Whales
that had beene there boyled this present yeare 1673 Mar.
vell Reli, T1 ansp 11 Wks. II 283 It was observed that he
was wont still to put more graves than all the rest m his
porridge 1735 Lediard Naval Hist 521 They [had] to
feed on mouldy Frittars and Greaves of Whales 1740 R
Brookes Art ofAngling 1 xxu 59 Graves, to be had at the
Tallow-Chandlers for a Ground-Bait. 1770-4 A. Hunter
Georg Ess (1804) VI. 229 A farmer in Surrey used graves
from the Tallow-Chandlers, with very great success on sandy
soil 1844 J T. Hewlett Parsons 4 W. xxi, A cake of
greaves *867 F Francis Angling xiv. (1880) 300 Greaves
or Scratchings is the refuse skin, etc

,
from the tallow-melters

1803 Northumbld Gloss., Greaves, Groves, tallow-chandler’s
refuse 1894 Times 30 July 6/2 Roach are taking gentles,

barbel lobworms, greaves, and gentles.

Greavie, greavy, obs. forms of Gravy.
Greaze, obs form of Grease v.

Grebe (grfb) Also 8 gnebe, greb [a. F gr&be,

of unknown origin ]
1. The name for the diving birds of the genus

Podiceps or family Podicipedidse, characterized by
a short body, flattened and lobed feet set far

behind, and the almost entire absence of tail

(Great) Crested Grebe, the largest European species,

Podicepsenstatus Eared G
,
P. mgncollis Slavonian

or Horned G, P auntus (or cornutus) Little G , the
Dabchick or Didapper, P pluviatilis (or minor). Spear-
billed or Western G, the Mchmophorus occidentals of
North America.
1766 Pennant Zool (1768) II 393 note

,

The Grebes and
Divers are placed in the same genus 1773 Gentl Mag
XLIII 219 The crested Gnebe. 1814 Col. Hawker Diary
{1893) I at, I got 18 ox-btrds and 1 dusky grebe. 1863
Spring Lapland 36,

1

fancy they confounded it [the smew]
with the red-necked, grebe 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland

327 Neither M Preyer nor Mr. Fowler found the little grebe
in the island 1873 G C. Davies Mount 4 Mere in x8 That
upright, stick-like object moving along the surface is the
neck and head ofa great crested grebe, swimming lowm the
water to escape observation.

2. The plumage of the grebe
1859W H. Gregory Egypt I 260, I secured the pad of

the breast, which was as soft as grebe 1899 Westm Gas
26 Oct 3/z, I want everybody who owns a brown cloth
costume to trim it with grebe

3. atlrib
,
as grebe-feathers, -hat, -muff, -plumage,

-skm

,

grebe-cloth, a cotton cloth with a downy
surface on one side.

1882 Caulfeild St Saward Diet. Needlework, *Grebe
Cloth, a cotton cloth, made very much in the style of Swan-
skin 178x8 E Burney m Mad, D’Arblay's Early Diary
(1880) II. 267 Part of the trimming is composed of *greb
feathers. 1883 Daily Tel 22 Dec. 6/2 Protective Acts have
almost banished from the markets the sea-gull and *grebe
hats which were once so common 1887 Pall Mall G,

g Aug 5/1 Some years ago, when *grebe muffs were * the

rage’, that rage nearly extinguished a beautiful race of

birds 1781 Mad D’Arblay Let to Mrs Thrale xi Jan,
The [dress] is to be trimmed with *grebeskms and gold
1882 O’Donovan Merv Oasts I 3x2 Here, at all times of

the day, hemp, silk, cotton, tobacco, and grebe skins are to

be seen

G-reble, obs. form of Gribble, crab tree.

G-rebyclie, -byteh, vars. Greybitoh Obs
G-recale, variant of Gregale.
t Gre*can, a and sb. Obs Also grekin. [?ad.

med.L. *6rrsecdtt-us, f. Grxctts Greek.].

A adj. Grecian, Greek. B sb A Greek.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5504 A grete glauir & a glaam of

grekin tongis. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret, Pnv Prro

(E E T S) 122 Olde bokis of the greeanys Ibid 129 The
grecanys (or grekis, whych you semyth beste Englyshe).

+ Greca-nic, a Obs. [ad. L. Grxcame-us

,

f

Grstc-us Greek.] Of or pertaining to Greece, tbe
Greeks, or their language So + Grecamical a.
1601 Holland Pliny II 596,

1

must not forget one kind of
paumg more, which is called Grecanicke 1669 Gale Crt
Gentiles l ii. 11 15 O in women is the Grecamc termination;
as Dido. 1678 Ibid iv. hi 1 21 The Grecamc terme whereby
the efficacitie of Divine concurse is expressed in the Scrip-
tures is evepyeta. 1678 Cudworth Intell Syst 1 iv. Con-
tents § 17 Orpheus, commonly called by the Greeks, The
Theologer, and the Father of the Grecamck Polytheism
/bid 326 Casaubon . . affirms all the Philosophy . to be merely
Flatonical and Grecamcal but not at all Egyptian

f Gre'canize, » Obs [f as Grecian + -ize.

Cf Germanize.] =Grecianize.
x6n Cotgr , Grecamzant, Grecanizmg, or Grecianizing

it speaking Gieeke , imitating a Grecian 1740 Warburton
Div Legal, iv § 5 II 222 This quaint Improvement on an
Egyptian Blunder, by some driveling grecanized [ed 1788
Greek] Mythologist
Grecaster. see Gb-eoaster.

Grece (grfs) Obs exc. dial Forms a 4-6
grese, 4-8 greece, 4-9 greese, (6 greesse,
greysae, greis(s, 6-8 gresae, 7 grees, greice), 4-9
greoe 0. 5-figryse, 6-7 gnee, gnse, 6-9griece,

(7 gnese, gnze) [a. OF. grez, greyz, greis, pi of
grl Greb jAI, taken as a collective sing, m sense

of ‘ flight of steps, staircase ’
; contemporaneously

a double plural greces, greeses was formed and used
with the meaning ‘ flight of steps ’ and ‘ steps in a

flight ’
, whence in the 15th c a sing. {oxxa. grece was

deduced (sense 2 c)]
1. A flight of stairs or steps; a stairway.
a ax300 Cursor M 10584 (G8tt) A grece ber was of

steppis njftene 13 E E.Allit P. B 1590 Glydes doun
by pe grece & gos to he kyng 2382 Wyclif Ezek xl 6 He
stiede vp by the greese therof. 1449 m Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) II 10 Thei shull make the Rofes with
all the Midilwalles and greses to the seid houses perteymng
1309 Hawes Past Pleas (Percy Soc ) 16 A grece there was,

y chesyled all of stone Out ofthe rocke, a 1333 Ld Berners
JHuon xxxvm 119He mountyd upe the grese of the palayes
x6za Bacon Hen VII, Mor & Hist. Wks (Bohn) 431 The
loid archbishop, upon the greece of the quire, made a long
oration 1777 Hoole Cowemus’ Vis World (ed 12) 86
They go up mto the upper stories by greeses, and wmding-
stairs. 1865 J P Morris Gloss Furness, Grece

,

the inclined
way to a barn or granary, when built over a shippon or
stable 1882 Lane Gloss

,
Greese, stairs, steps

0 c 1475 Partemy 1427 On gnee went vp, the kyng on
bed thay founde 1481-90 HowardHousek Bks (Roxb) 122

He schal make the gryse as my Lord wyll desyre yt.

2674 Ray N C Words 22 Grees or Griece, Stairs

fig 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasiit Par Heb 11 That Iawe
. was geuen for a season, to thentente it shoulde be a cer-

tame gnece or stayre to bring vs at the length to a better
hope 1387 Mirr Mag , K Rudacke vn, Ambition out
sercheth to glory the greece.

2 . a pi. Steps or stairs (collectively) , a set or

flight of stairs ,
= sense I

c X340 CursorM 10588 (Laud) This may but of uje yere
old Went on the grecys [other MSS grece, grees] I ere of
told a 1400-50 Alexander 332 Gase him doune be J>e grecis

a-gayn fra be sale c 1440 Generydes 1531 Downne of the
greses he felle the hede before, And brake his nek 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 20 The htil botrie vndir the gresys

1527 Andrew Bntttswyke's Distyll. Waters B ij, And the
panne shal be set upon a hye steyre or gryses. 1357 N T
(Genev ) Acts xxi 35 When he came vnto the gieces, he
was borne of the souldiers, for the violence of the people.

b. pi Steps or stairs (m a flight)
;

spec, m Her.

with tbe spelling grxeoes (whence Grieced a,).

a c 1400 Maundev. (1839) vi 70 At the right syde, as men
comen dounward -16 Greces

_
c 1450 Mirour Saluactoun

1161 Salomones Throne was with sex greces exaltate. 1533
Wriothesley Chron (1875) I. 21 A table sett at the upper
ende of the hall, going upp twelve greeses x68x Keeps
Monum Westm (1682) 31 Ascending from this Picture by
two or three Greeses or steps, until you come to the Rails

that compass in the High Altar

P 1549 Thomas Hist Italic 30 Certayn skaffoldes of
horde, with gnees or steppes one aboue an other. *366 1a

Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 81 The steers or gryses

coming vpp to the altare. 1603 B. Jonson K fas ’ Enter-
tatnm Fenchurch 108 The daughters of the Genius in

a spreading ascent, upon several! gnees, help to beautifie

both the sides. x6xo Guillim Heraldry iv. ix (1611) 212

A crosse crossed, mounted upon three grieces 1681 Cotton
Wond, Peak (ed. 4) 79 Fair round Stairs, some fifteen gneses
high Land you upon a Terrass. 1688 R Holme Armoury
m. 459/3A pillarmounted on Grices or Stepps X869C1JSSAN5

Her. (1S03) 116 Gneces

,

steps or Degrees
irons/ andJig 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 420 J>ey gon not

to heuene bi greesis \>at god hab ordeyned to lede bidur

1340 Morysine Wives' Introd Wysd Pref A vb. The
steppes and grices, wherby. my lord your father..hathe
clymed to nobilitie. 1606 J Raynolds Dolarney's Print

(1880) 64 Phoebus Climbing the lofty gresses of the skies

x6xx Speed Hist Gt Brit ix. viii. § 4.6 Neither is the Popes
reuenge thus appeased, some higher greeces yet remaine,

on which his Greatnesse . . must display it selfe x6«5
W Morrell New Eng

,

in Ftrdvtando Gorges (Prince Soc

,

Boston) 129 Whose hayre is cut with greeces, yet a locke

Is left [cf 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Comam m gradus
frtmgere, to turne or set the heare in facion of greeses]

c. sing. A single step or stair in a flight.

a. 1448 WillofHen VImWillis& Clark Cambridge {1886)

I 355i VI grecis to be before the high auter, with the grece
caiiea gradus chart 1491 CaxtoN Vitas Patr, (W. deW
149s) 1 xlvu, 87 b/z The deuyll tbrewe her downe from the
hyghest grece to the Ioweste 1349 Latimer 2nd Serin bef
Edw VI (Arb.) 67 The top of the ladder, or first greese.

129 - a
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1607 Cowell httexpr sv Constable

,

Staffel in _their lan-

f
uage signifieth a grees or steppe of a paire of staires 1641

'rynne Antip t 1 26 Upon the third or fourth Greice of

those steps he was slame
(3 *559 Will ofSir R Tyson (Somerset Ho ), The lowest

Grice of the Alter 1604 Shaks Oth 1 111 200 Let me
lay a Sentence, Which as a grise, or step may helpe these

Louers 1840 Somner Antig Canterb 166 The third or
fourth griece or step of the Pulpitum
fig xtiot Shaks Twel. N m 1 133 V10 I pittie you 01
That's a degree to loue Vto No not a gnze . for tis a
vulgar proofe That verie oft we pitty enemies 1607—
Tunon rv 111 16 Euerie gnze of Fortune Is smooth’d by
that below. 1636 Featly Clams Myst It. 720 How low
must the descent be where humility is the uppermost greece

3

atlnb Grcce-head, the top of a flight of stairs

1336 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 91 The lytyll chamber at
the greisshedde 1359 Ibui 123 One standing bed stede being
m the grecehed chamer. 1383 in Ripon Ch Acts 380 In
the chamber over grese head 1876 Whitby Gloss,, Grees-
heead

,
the stair-head.

Greco, obs f Grass, Gitease, Greek
;
pi of

Gree j3.1 and 3
, variant of Gris sb and a. Obs

G-recelled, obs. form of Grizzled a .

Grecian (gn pan), a and sb Also 6 GS-reoien,

G-recyon, G-reetian, Gretian, 6-8 Grsecian.
[f L Grssct-a Greece + -an Cf OF. grecten.]

A. ad] 1. Of or pertaining to Gieece or its

inhabitants, characteristic of the Greeks; resem-
bling what is Greek , Greek. Now rare exc. with
reference to style of architecture and facial outline.

1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr g8 Doest muse with
skill of Grecian tongue, how Ladie lane was fraight.

As sone as euer she was borne she was a Grecian straite.

1383 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy n xxiv 65 b, If
,a Graecian woman [do marry] with a Perot Franco 1396

Shaks Merck V v 1 5 In such a night Troilus,. sigh’d his
soule toward the Grecian tents Where Cressed lay that night
1867 Milton P L. iv 212 Great Seleucia, built by Grecian
kings 1674 Josselvn Voy NewEng 1B1 No trading for a
stranger with them, but with a Grecian faith, which is not
to part with your waie without ready money. 171* Addison
Sped. No 287 p 10 So different are the Genius’s which are
formed under Turkish Slavery and Grecian Liberty 1736-7
tr Keysleds Trav (1760)11 432 It consists of three arches,
and is of Grecian marble. 1707 Mrs Radclh-fl Italian
l (1826) s Her features were of the Grecian outline 1838
Thihlwall Gi eece II. 157 The period when Grecian history
begins to be genuine and connected 1847 Tennyson Prtnc
Prol 225 A Gothic ruin and a Grecian house. x866 E
Masson tr Wineds Gram N T Diction p vi, Hellenic .

is the Attic Dialect, as modified in Athens itself, from the
reign ofAlexander the Great,—the period ofits becoming the
language of the educated throughout the Grecian world

b In specialised collocations : Grecian bend,
an affected carnage of the body, in which it is

bent forward from the hips
; + Greoxan calends

(see Calends 3 b); + Grecian dog [misinterpre-

tation of Grewhoond], a greyhound
;
Grecian

fire, (a) = Gieek fire (see Fire sb. 8 b) ; (b) a kind
of firework, Grecian horse, the wooden horse
by means of which Troy was captured ; Grecian
knot, a method of dressing women’s hair in imita-

tion of the ancient Greek fashion
,

Grecian
leather, netting (see quots.)
1821 Etonian No 8 (1822) II 219 In person he was of the

common size, with something of the “Grecian bend, con-
tracted doubtless from sedentary habits 1869 Daily r

lel
1 Sept 3/3 Some [girls] affect what is called the ‘Grecian
bend ’ 1886 Cornhtll Mag Dec 618 He likes a smart
young woman with a Grecian bend 1806 Moore Devil
among Schol 66 He never paid a bill or balance Except
upon the “Grecian Kalends. 1607 Topsell Fmr-f Beasts
(1638) 114 Among the divers kinds of hunting Dogs, the
Gray-hound or “Grecian Dog deserveth the first place

1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I i6r This fyr
Gregeys, or “Grecian fire, seems to he a composition belong-
ing to the Arabian chemistry *833 Marryat P Simple
(1863) 51 Blue lights and Catherine-wheels, mines and
bombs, Grecian fires and Roman candles 1847 Craig,
Grecian-fire. 1802 A Hamilton Whs (xB86) VII 244 To
admit foreigners indiscriminately to the rights of citizens
would be nothing less than to admit the “Grecian horse into
the citadel of our liberty and sovereignty 183a MoRriT
Tanning j- Cnrrymg (1833) 369 Buffalo, or ‘ “Grecian
leather’ This leather is made 01 buffalo skins, and differs
from other kinds m being tanned with myrtle-leaves instead
of oak-bark. 188a Caulfeild &, Saward Did. Needlework
360 “Grecian Netting, used for purses when worked with
fine silks, and for curtains and toilet cloths when worked
with knitting cotton

1

2

Belonging to the Greek Church Obs rare
a 1600 Hooker Eccl, Pol, vi. iv, § 10 Grecian catholic

bishops

B sb.

1

A native or inhabitant of Greece
, a Greek.

Obs or arch.

1547 BordeIntrod Knowl, xxi 176 Except he be a lord or
a Grecyon 1571 Digges Pantom iv Pref, Tj, The Romanes
and other Latin writers haue not shamed to borrow of the
Gietians these and many other termes of arte 1601 Shaks
Alls Well 1 111 73 Was this faire face the cause, quoth
she, Why the Grecians sacked Troy 7 1697 Potter Antig
Greece in 1 (17x5) 1 The Wars of the ancient Grecians
*7*7 Ee Foe Syst Magic 1. u. (1840) 41 The great Egyptian
Thebes, a city much more ancient than the nation of the
Grecians. 18x7 Byron Beppo xi. Black eyes, arch’d brows,
and sweet expressions still, Such as of old were copied
from the Grecians
allusively 1773 Graves Spirit. Qmxote xi xiv. (1783) III.

230 A well-booted Grecian [cf evxwjfiiSes *Ax<uot Horn. IU
1 17] m a fustian fiock and jockey cap,
b [tr, Gr. ] A Jew of the Dis-

persion who spoke Greek; a Grecian Jew, =
Hellenist i

16x1 Bible Acts vi. 1 There arose a murmuring of the
Grecians [A’ V. Grecian Jews] against the Hebrewes 1831
E Burton Eccl Hist u. (1843) 48 The Grecians were those
foreign Jews, who since the captivity had lived in great
numbers in different countries, and generally spoke Greek
as the prevailing language i860 Irench Serm Westin

Abb viu 82 A ‘Greek
1

is a Gentile , but a ‘ Grecian ’ is a
Jew, quite as much a Jew, as truly as the stock of Abraham,
as the Hebrew , and with only the difference that he, or
his fathers before him, had unlearned the Hebrew tongue
and spake the Greek language.

2

One learned in the Greek language , a Greek
scholar.

1557 North tr Gueuara's Didll Pr 190 a/2 He became a
great Gretian andlatinest iSfg'H.vu.ovfcsGueuara.'s Chro/t

75 Adrian being so great a Grecian compounded certame
workes in Heroicall Metre 1577 [See A 1] 1612 Brinslly
Lud Lit 239 Alt painfull students would be found to profit

exceedingly, and to become rare Grecians m a little time
1677 Hale Print Ortg Man To Rdr 4, I was a better
Grecian in the i6 41‘ than in the 66th year of my life. 1703
Hearne Colled 10 July (O H S ) I. 3 One of the Grsecians
of Glocester Hall 1790 Cowper Lett 30 Apr ,

I know him
[Dr Madan] to be a rare old Grecian 1817 W Irving
in Life $ Lett (1864)1 360 He is a great favorite of Doctor
Parr, and is very anxious to make me acquainted with that
formidable old Grecian 1890 Margoliouth Ecclus vt

Semitic Lit 14 The great Grecian, whose recent death
closes the most brilliant period of Greek scholarship in this

century, Prof Cobet, of Leyden

b. A boym the highest class at Chnst’s Hospital
(the Blue-coat School)
1820 Lamb Ess Ser 1 Christ's Hasp

,
The young men .

who, under the denomination of Giecians, were waiting the
expiration of the period when they should be sent, at the
charges of the Hospital, to one or other of our Universities
1831 Mayhlw Land Labour (1861) I 217 The two brothers
were both scholars of Chnst’s Hospital They were

second Grecians, and might have gone to college

+ 3 . A member of the Greek Church. Obs
1347 Borde Intiod Knowl xx, 173 The Greciens do

erre & swere in mam articles concerning our fayth
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol vi iv. § g The Grecians’ canon
for some one presbyter in every church to undertake the
charge of pemtency continued in force for the space of
about two hundred years. 1635 Pagitt Chnstianogr 1 1

(1636) 30 The Papists, under the Pope of Rome, The
Grecians, under the Patriarch of Constantinople 1766
Entick London IV. 404 A chapel where the Grecians
perform divine service

4

slang]. An Irishman . = Greek sb 6.

1833 J Garwood Million-peopled City 303 The descend-
ants [of the Irish immigrants] are called ‘ Irish Cockneys ’,

and the new-comers are called * Grecians'. 1879 J Britten
m.N tfQ 5th Ser XII 147 In many places—e g London,
Liverpool, and Manchester—young Irishmen, on their fiist

arrival in England, are known as Grecians

Grecianize (gr? J’ansiz), v [f prec + -izb ]
fa. mtr. To Grecianize it (seequot 1611) Obs
b irans To render Grecian Hence Gre cian-
ized, Gre'oiamzmg ppl. adjs
1611 Cotgk, Grecizcr, to Grecianize it; to play the

Grecian ; or to speak Greek. 1884 Edin Rev Apr 459 All
the attempts of the dominant party to Grecianise the people
failed 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 67 When the Grecian-
ised Macedonian barbarians feu upon the East 1897 Daily
News 1 Sept 6/2 Apollo is a Greciamzed form of the Sanscrit
Apa-var-yan i8g8 E. S Wallace ferns the Holy xv 297
The Greciamzing influences that were alienating the people
from their pure Jehovah worship

Grecinsf (grfsig). Obs. exc dial. Also 5-6
gresyng, 0 grees-, gres(s-, gnessxng, 7 gresm,
grison, 7, 9 dial gnssens. [f, Greob sb. + -ing 1

j
Chiefly pi. Steps in a flight, flights of steps,
stairs. Rarely sing. A step ; also, ? a flight of steps
(quote 1500)
A flight of stone steps at Lincoln is called ‘ The Grecian

stairs', the appellation (which is mentioned in 1724 by
Stukeley Itin Curios, 1 84)isprob a corruption ofgracing
At York also a flight of steps called ‘The Grecian steps ’is
said formerly to have existed
C 1400 Maundev (1839) xx 220 Thei maken ther of

Grecyngcs & Pileres 1448-9 m Wilhs & Clark Cambridge
(1886) II 10 Tymber for gresynges and Midelwalles to the
seides howses perteynyng c 1300 in G Peacock Stat
Cambridge (1841) App A 24 The Father of Dyvimte shall

I sytt in the myddys of the Gresynge before the Hyghe
1 Auter 1349 Latimer 6th Serm bef Edw VI (Arb ) 170
Ther is an other way to go doune, by gressmges 1363-83
Foxe A. tjr M II 1960/1 Makyng their prayers at the
gresmgs they so proceeded into the stalles *673 Yorks
Dial 42 (E D S No 76) 112 Hee stack his Scbackfork up
1' th’ Esins, An’ tuke his Jerkin of o’ th' Gresms 1674-91
Ray N C Words s.v Grees, In Norfolk they call them
Gnssens 1787W Marshall Norfolk (1795) II 380 Grts-
sons 1847-89 Halliwell, Greasings. Still in use, pro-
nounced gnssens
Jig x6S4 H. L’Estrange Chas I Pref (1633) A ij, Some
who should not have been permitted, so much as to step
over the threshold of Gods house, were notwithstanding
advanced to the highest grison of Church Dignities? Ibid
1 18 An abomination whose every grison and step should we
climbe, we shall not be able m the hole Repertory of Fame
to finde its parallel.

Grecism, Q-recize, Greco- : see Grzeo-.
Greckes, obs pi form of Greek.
II Gre*co. Obs [It. = Greek ]
1 The north-east wind (Cf Gregale )
*555 Eden Decades 183 Passynge by the lyne of the

Diametei where the compasse makethe difference of say-
lynge by the wynde cauled Greco, (that is North East) and
Magistral, (that is south west).

2 A kind of wine.
1644 Evelyn Diaiy 29 Nov, From hence, we went to

taste some rare Greco 1643 Ibid 7 Feb
, Vineyards, where

formerly grew the most incomparable Greco

sense 1[In[
Grecque (grek, as Fr grgk)

I‘ grecque
,
fem ofgrec Greek ]

1 Arch. A Greek fret.

1836 Macgillivray tr Humboldt's Trav xix. 280 The
edge is encircled by meanders, labyrinths, and

' grecoues
with narrow lines vanously combined i8« Kmnii
Westw Hoi xxv, A handsome earthen tube painted with
quaint grecques and figures of animals 1887 Athenxum
23 Apr 548/3 The basket-work of the Chilkaht Indians is
superb presenting all sorts of lovely designs m bands
ciosses and grecques ’

2 . A kind of coffee-strainer or ‘ percolator ’
; a

coffee-pot fitted with such a strainer. 7 U.S
1864 in Webster
Gredaline, variant of Gridelin.
Gredde, pa. t. Grede v Obs.

t Grede, sb Obs. Forms
: 3 grade, gred

[f. Grede v. Cf I-grede] Aery, outcry; noise
c 1250 Gen tjr Ex 3230 On moysen he setten a gred. * BeS
nu stille quaS moyses Ibid 3717 Bis folc So sette up
grot and gred 13 K. Alts 5204 Michel was the pleynt
and the grade That the folk hadden y made Ibid 5470Hy [olyfauntz] ne haue so mychel drade, Of nothing as of
hogges grade.

t Grede, v Obs. Forms: I gr&dan, (3rdpers
pres md. grret), 2-3 greden, 3-4 (3rd pers pres
md. gret) gred, 3-5 grede, (3 greade, 4 graden,
gredyn, graide, 5 greede). Fa t. 3-4 gxadde,
gredde, (3 grsedde, 5 grad) Pa pple 3-4 lgrad,

4 ygrad, ygred. [OE grxdan, ofunknown origin,
the resemblance in sound and sense with grastan
Greet v 2 is lemarkable

,
in the 3rd pers sing

pres, greet the two vbs coincide.]

1 . intr To cry, cry out, shout
,
to wail.

c 1000 Sax Ltcchd II 182 Hine mon sceal swiSe hlude
hatan graedan oSSe singan cxz03 Lay 8634 A1 past folc

be he laedde, lude hit grsedde [c 1273 gradde] a 1240
Ureisun in Cott Horn xgg Bmoren fine uote ich wulle
liggen and greden 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9781 Loude
gradde pe luper knigt smitep alle to grounde 13 K Alts
2731 They of Ihebes can graden. And for him gret deol
maden

_
c 1330 Plortce $ Bl (1857) 449 The maid al for

drede Bigan to schricken an to grede 1340 Ayenb 56 he
ma}e gret and zayjj [etc ] c 1423 Eng Conq It el 1 4 Sho
grad and cried as thogh he nam hir agaynes hir will

Cov Myst (Shaks Soc)36i, I must nedys sore wepe
and grede

l). Said of birds
, of the cock To crow, etc.

c 897 K /Eli red Gregory's Past lxm, 439 Bonne graet se
lareow swa swa kok on mht. a 1000 Riddles xxv 3 (Gr

)

Ic grade swa gos <21250 Owl $ Night 1149 Hwane
]m havest a mht igrad, Men beojj of wel sore ofdrad
c 1380 Sir Ferumb 2804 pow schalt him haue to-morwe or

11131, pat be cok hym graide 1398 Trevisa Barth De
P R xii Introd (Tollem MS ), Vf a crane lesep his felaw-
schipe he flep vp ful hy3e and gredep and cryep

C with cognate obj To utter (a cry)
,
sing (a song)

13 K Ahs 2771 Mony foul crye was y-grad, 1387
Tdevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 237 At nyjt for drede Truly no
song dob he grede

a with quoted woi ds,m direct or indirect speech.
<rx2So Gen fy Ex 3585 Do gredde he lude, ‘goS me to,

Alle oe god luuen so ’ c 1230 Kent Serm m O E
Misc 33 Grede we to him Merci and sigge we him lord

sauue us 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 2665 He bigan to grede
anon Nimeb joure sexes 13 Life Jesu (Horstm.) 628

Men gradden aboute bat be spouse cam anon c 1330
King of Tars 610 On Tirmagaunt hegon to grede..* Fy on
ow evenchon 1

’ 1400-10 Clanvowe Cuckow <$• Night
xxvn, For that skil'ocy* ocy 1

’ I grede 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng cxcvii, The vileyns grad on high, yelde yow,
traytours, yelde yow
2 "With prepositions . To cry or call after, on,

upon
,
to, till (a person), after, upon (a thing).

as225 Alter R. 244 pe o3er deouel gredde lude to

Semte Bartholomeu. Ibid 284 Jif eni is pet naueo nout be
heorte pus afeited grede on ure Louerd Ibid. 330 Mid
pus onwille halsunge, [she] weopeS & gret efter sume helpe.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 1885 Desentes bigonne alle on hun
grede c 1300 Havelok 2703 He cam dnuende up-on a stede,

And bigan til him to greae 13 Guy Warw (A.) 3337
After Gij loude he gradde po 1340 Ayenb. 212 peruore
ssolle we ofte grede to god pet he ous loki uram po pieues

X390 Gower Conf I 336 She with him no leste badde For
ever upon her love he gradde. 1393 Langl P PI C x 76
Gurles, that greden after fode 14 Ps li m Pol. Rel $
L Poems 251 Aftur gostliche grace I grede. 1480 Caxton
Citron Eng cxcvii 175 Sir Andrew ageyne grad vpon Syr
thomas companye yolling as a wode wolf

3 To announce with a loud voice ;
to proclaim,

publish
, to proclaim (a person) to be (something).

c 1305 St Dunstan 101 in E E P, (1862) 37 He drof him
out of Engelond and let him grede fleme 13 . Guy
Warw (A ) 805 A turnament he hap don grede c 1315

Shoreham 71 Forerthe the banes y-gred He that the treuthe

maketh Ibid. X22 Wanne pays [nys] i-grad for hyre love

Of angeles m-place 1460 Lybeaus Disc (Kaluza) 771 For

love of his lemman He hap do cne and grede. Who so

bryngep a fairir oon, A gerfaucoun He schall have to mede.

4 trans. To beg loudly for , to implore
*340-70 Alex. 4' Dind, 606 pei scholde hasteli 30a here .

Whan ge greden gour grace to graunte gour wille *390

Gower Conf III 16 Grace he gradde and grace he had.

5 To accuse of (a ciime),
0x450 Le Morte Arth 1572 Thou, that byr of treson

gredys

Grede, obs. form of Greed ,
var Greade Obs

Gredeline, variant of Gridelin.



Q-BBBING. G-RBB.

Qredel(le, obs form of Girdle, Griddle
Gredely, obs. form of Greedily.
Grederne, obs form of Gridiron
Gredi(e, <3-redil(e, obs ff. Greedy, Griddle.
Grediliche, -li(e, -like, -ly, obs ff Greedily
Gred.15, obs. form of Greedy.

t Greding,
vbl sb. Obs. [f. Grede v. + -ing*.]

Crying ,
outcry ,

waiting ; supplication.

cia75 Lay 23564 par was weping strong par was gredinge

a mong 1340 Ayenb. 212 Zuych gredinge cachep pe pyeues
pet byep pe dyeulen pet ous waytep ous to robbi. 1398
Trfvisa Barth De P R. xit x (1495) 420 Crowes token
reyne with gredynge and cryenge a 1400 Jeremie's Tokens
(E E T, S ) 156 So longe pat pat he[r] gredyng forberen

Grediren, *ime, -iron, obs. ff Gridiron.
Gredyl(e, -yly, obs. ff Griddle, Greedily.

Gredyre, -yrne, -yron, obs. ff Gridiron.

Gree (grt), sb.
1 Obs. exc. Sc. Forms: sing 4-6

gre, 4-9 gree, (6 graie), 6-7, 9 gne. pi. 4-6
greis, 5 grece, 4-7 greea, (5 greez, 6 gnes)

;

cf Greoe. [a. OF. gri (pi. grezs, greys

.

see

Gbeoe) = It. , Sp. grade, Pg grao L. gradum step.

Cf Degree, Grade.]

fl. A step in an ascent or descent
;
one of a flight

of steps, =Degree i. In qnots. 1303 and 1382,

a flight of steps, Obs
1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 1562 She was beryyde, as

fyl to be, Be syde an auter before pe gre. *382 Wycuf
Nek. vm 4 Esdras scribe stod vpon a treene giee [1388 the
grees of tree], the whiche he hadde maad to speken in [1388
theron] c 1400 Maundev (Roxb.) vm 31 By syde pe hie
awter er 1111 greez to gang vp at to pe toumbe of alabastre

c 1420 Pallad on Hush 1 463 Thre grees or uy is up thereto

to go 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 59 She stey up
from gre to gree 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 73/a A trone of

yuorye whiche had vi grees or stappes 1355-8 Phalr
Mneid 1 B ij b, The brasen grees afore the dores dyd mount
1610 Holland Camden's Bnt. n 25 One onely ascent by
which hardly one by one can passe up, and that with a
labour by grees or steps 1693 J Wallace Orkney 44
Bishop Stewart enlarged it [the Cathedral Church] to the
East, all above the Crees.

+b. Canticle at songofgrees • * Song ofDegrees
‘ Gradual Psalm ’ (see Gradual a 5) Obs.
1382 WycLif Ps Cxix. [exx ] heading. The song of grees

[1388 greces] a 1420 Wyclifs Bible, Ps 2nd Prol
,
The

canticlis of grees ben in noumbre of fiftene 1483 Caxton
Gold Leg 273 b/B Thou gauest to me syngyng the cantycle
of grees sharpe arowes and cooles wastyng.

+ 2 fig A step or stage in a process, etc., esp.

one m an ascending or descending scale ;
= De-

gree 2. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxix 1 He herd me, settand me
m greis of steghynge c 1380 Wychf Senn Sel Wks II

269 pe grees of cunnynge and joie here must nedis passe
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush iv 471 Ther humour is ek erthand
ayer wel warme, That fruyt to fruyt fro gre to gre succednh
c 1470 Henryson Mor Fab v (Pari Beasts] ii, It followis

weill be ressoun natural!, And gre be gre, of ncht com-
parisoun . Of euill cumis war, of war cumis werst of all.

1513 Douglas AEneis vi Prol. 97 As he tuichis greis seir in

pane. In blis, elykwys smdry stagis puttis he. *389 R.
Bruce Sernt (1843) 3“ The first gree of preparation stands
in contrition

f 3 A ‘ step
* m direct line of descent ; a degree

ofrelationship
;
=» Degree 3 Greis defendant (Sc

)

forbidden degrees Obs
c *315 Shoreham 69 The sibbe mowe to-gadeie naugt The

(Rolls) I 409 Nighkyn peywilbeepey he passe an hondred
gree c 14*3 Wyntoun Cron, ix xxvu 56 He and he Wes
evynlike in topir Gre 1535 Stewart Cron Scot II 112

He him self wes narrest to thair croun, Fra Dioneth the
fourt gne cuming doun. 157* Satir Poems Reform xxvu
xoo Km of Kingis discendit gne be gre 1617 m Pitcairn
Cnnt Trials Scot III 424 He was within greis defendant
with the Hous of Bass

+ 4. A stage or position m the scale of dignity or

rank
; relative social or official rank, grade, order,

estate, or station
;
= Degree 4. In quot. 1450, a

rank or class of peisons Obs
13 S E Legendary{MS Bodl 779)1n ArchtvStud neu

Spr LXXXII 402/46 He ordeyned pat ech man pat prest

had gree c 1385 Chaucer L G. W 1313 Dido, She .

profreth him to be His thral, his servant in the leste gree
c 1440 ProntP Pars 208/2 Gre, or woithynesse, gradus.
c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 4901 bai spared na elde na
gre c 1430 Holland Howlat 407 All gretest of gre 1493
Fcsiivall (W. deW 1515) 7 To understande all the grees
Of y« worlde. 15*0 Caxton's Chroti Eng iv. 38/2 He
ordeyned^ that he that was worthy sholde ascende gree by
gree to his ordre, fyrst benet, than colet, subdecon, deacon,
and than preest a 1535 Lyndesay Tragtdie 47 Gre by gre,

vpwarte I did ascende , Swa that in to this realme did neuer
ryng So gret one man as I, vnder ane kyng 1579 Spfnser
Shepk Cal July 213 He is a shepheard great m gree. 1590
Grfene Ore Fur (1599) 30 Proude that thou art, I recke
not of thy gree
5 Pre-eminence, superiority; mastery; victory

in battle ; hence, the prize for a victory. To beay,

get, have
, take, wm the gree. Now Sc. 1

1320-30 Horn Ch 319 That day Horn the turnament wan
. He toke the gre, that was a swan 13 Sir Beues (E

)

JJuk Theseus leet crye, To stynten alle rancour and eni
The gree as Wel of 0 syde as of oother 1393 Langl P

C xxi 103 The gree gut hath he geten for alle hus grete
wondes e 1450 Holland Howlat 448 To James lord Dow-
glas thow the gre gaif, To ga with tne kingis hart 1470-80
Malory Arthur vi vii. The gree was gyuen to kynge Bag-
demagus 1480 Caxton Ckron Eng. cviii 00 In this bataylle

the gree of the felde [was] left with tne danoys 1513
Douglas AEnezs v. 11 52 Quha best on fute can ryn Iat se,
To preifhis pith, to wersill, and heir the gre a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Ckron Scot. xix. ix (1899) 1 . 198 Prayandtogod
that he micht haue that grate and victone of him quha was
his enemye a 1605 in Montgomerie's Poems (1887) 274 The
Muses wald have gevm the erie To her, as to tne Aperse
1686 G Stuart Joco-ser Disc 22 Of aw the pipers 1 did
see, This piper Tony wan the ’gree 1793 Burns Bora! that
and a’ that v, That sense and worth, o’er a’ the earth, May
bear the gree, and a’ that. 1818 Scott Hrt Midi xxix,
The Cu'ross hammermen have the gree for that. 1837 R
Nicoll Poems (1843) gi Whether be it wark or play, The
gree was wi’ our auld gudeman. 1858 M. Porteous Souter
Johnny 29 Ower them a’ for classic style It bears the gree.

+ 6. A degree, step, or grade in intensity or
amount ,

= Degree 6. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Merck, T 131 Ther nys no thyng in gree

superlatyf, As seith Senek, aboue an humble wjf c 1400
Rom Rose 5743 They ml, in no maner gree. Do right
nought forcharitee 1460-70 Bk Quintessence ir. (1866) 22
perfore pe feuere agu is pe posityue degree, and in pe
superlatyue degree, comparatif gree and superlatif gree
1552 Lyndesay Monarche 6053 That Lantern of the Heuin
Sail gyf more lycht, be greis sewm, Nor it gaue sen the
warld began. 1563 Win3et Four Score Thre Quest Wks
1888 I 68 We ar in mony greis of luue naturalie coniunit— Wks (i8go) II 57 In al greis of aigis and tymes.

+ 7. In mediaeval physics . = Degree 6 c. Obs
1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R. xvi vu. (1495) 556 Quycke

syluer as Plato sayth is hole and moyst in the fourth degie
though some men deame that it is cold in the same gree
£1400 Lanfranc’s Ctrurg 86 In considerynge pe com-
plexioun of al pe body & pe gre of pe medicyn 1547
Boorde Brev. Health civ 56 This fleume which is swete,
gree for gree is liote and moyst lyke the ayer

1

8

. An academical degiee ; “Degree 7 a. Obs.
c 1449 Pecock Repr 1 xvi 90 Y wolde grees of scobs to

betake 1494 Fabyan Ckron 3 By hym that neuer yet any
ordre toke, Or gre of Scole, or sought for great cunnynge.
This werk is gaderyd. 1508 Dunbar Flyttng w. Polwart
397, 1 sail degraid the, graceles, of thy greis

+ 9 . Geom. {Asiren , Geog1, etc ) The unit of the

sexagesimal measurement of angles or circular arcs

;

— Degree q.
1412-20 Lydg. Chroit Troy Pro! (1513) A 1 b, The tyme

of yere, shortly to conclude When xx grees was phebus
altitude 1423 Jas I Ktngts Q xxi, Passit bot myd-day
foure greis evni 1426 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 140 The bulle
- twenty grees Entred was the hed of the dragoun. 1536
Bellenden Cron Scot , Descr Alb xiu. The last and out-

maist lie is namit Hirtha
, quhare the eleuatioun of the

pole is lxui greis.

Gree (grf)> sb 2 Now arch. Also 4-6 gre.

[a. OF. gri, gred, gret (nth c. m Littre), mod.F.
gri pleasure, goodwill, will (cf. Maugre= malgri)

=Pr grat-z, It., Sp , Pg. grado L. grdltim

,

neut.

subst olgratus pleasing, grateful. , The word was
taken over into English chiefly in phrases (see the

various senses).]

+ 1- Favour, goodwill. Obs.
*1x300 Cursor M

^
1636 (G6tt ) 3e eyth [= eight], for gou

treu leute, Alone i haue granted mi gre [Tmt graunted
gre, Colt mi sagh(t)] c 1400 Sowdone Bab 2850 And
[read God] graunte him gree and grith 1590 SpenserF Q.
11 111 5 But for in court gay portaunce he perceiv’d And
gallant shew to be in greatest gree

b In gree (also at, to gree * cf. Agree adv
,

Engree) . with goodwill or favour, with kindly

feeling or pleasure, kindly, in good part. Chiefly

in phr. to take, accept, receive ingree. [F.prendre,

tecevoir, avoir en gri, servir ct gri]
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 42 God graunte in gree that

she it take Forwhom that it begonnen is 1 c X374— TroyIns
11 480 (529) My lowe confessioun Accepte in gre c 1386—
Clerk's T 1093 Vs oghte Receyuen al in gree that god vs

sent c 1415 Lydg Temp Glas 1085 Bope ge and I mekeli

most abide To take agre [v rr at gre, m gre] c 1430 —
Min Poems (Percy Soc.) 22 My simple makyng for to take

at gree 1481 Caxton Myrr 1 xiv 47 That after his deth
god receyueth hym in gree a 1577 Gascoigne De Pro*

fundis Wks (1831) 203 And thou (good God) vouchsafe in

gree to take This woefull plaint 1597-8 Bp Hall Sat. iv

11. 83 Soone as he can kisse his hand in gree, And with good
grace bow it below the knee 1600 Fairfax Tasso x x 181

Accept m gree . the words I spoke 1894 F, S Ellis
Reynard Fox 230 A man should hold his friends m gre,

And his foes hate but tardily

c. With orm good {goodly) gree

:

with goodwill

[F. de bon gri].
1542 Udall Erasm, Apopth 239 So y* graciousnesse of

this prince tooke in good gree the eiuifl wille of bothe the

saied parties against hym 1590 Spenser F. Q i v 16

Which she accepts with thankes and goodly gree. 1609

Holland Ammtaims xxvu 313 Having .. wrought the

souldiors to accept thereof in good gree and willingly 1885

Burton A rab. Nts, (1887) III 349 Replied the smith, * With
gladness and goodly gree

2 . To do or make gree • to give satisfaction (for

an injury). Also, to make one’s gree to or with

(a person) : to do what will satisfy him ; to give

satisfaction to, come to terms or make one's peace

with. Also, to make (a person’s) gree.

ciago Chtldh Jesus (Horstm) 455 To his freont make
bi ere Opur pou worst i flern of pis contre Ibid 1430
To Josepe he maude is gre With guode wille (1377 Act
j Rich, II c, 6 § 1 Qe . le derc . eit la prison e Unge it

avera fait gree a la partie ] 14x2 HoccleyeDe Reg. Pnnc,

6ai bat I, with lownesse & humyhtee, To my curat go
scholde, & make his gree 14x3 Pilgr Sowle (Caxton)

1 xxxviu (i8sg) 42 Thus shalt thou make thy gree with
Iustyce, that Mercy and she be finally acorded c 1440
Parlonope 2149 He thenketh fast how that he To his Lord
myght make his gre c 1492 Gest ofRobyn Hode cviu m
Child Ballads (1888) III. 61/2 Holde my Iondes in thy
honde Tyll I haue made the gree 1 1613 Sir H Finch
Law (1636) 297 No Wardem of the Fleet shalL suffer any
prisoner in execution to goe out of prison without making
gree to the partie, 1697 View Penal Laws 12 1 Then the
Sheriff have the Hawk, making gree to him that did take
him 176a Burn Poor Laws 11 He shall be imprisoned till

he justify himself, and make gree to the party.

t b. Unto gree . with, a view to satisfaction, as

an indemnity. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 11395 The grekes for hor greme vnto

gre asken Gret sommes, forsothe, to hor sad harmes

+ 3. (One’s) good pleasure ;
will, desire ,

consent.

By his gree (quot. 1483) of its own accord Of the

gre. of (one’s) own accord, voluntarily. Outofgree'.

contrary to one’s pleasure or desire
,
hence amiss.

[F.a son gri, de {son) gri, contre son gri ] Obs
13 EE A Hit. P C 348 Lene itie py grace F01 to go

at pi gre. C1330 R Brunne Chroit, (1810) 272 pe erle did

no maner wik, pe Kyng gaf him his gre. Ibid 308 He
wild not do per gre, pat terme pat he sette. ? a 1400 Morte
A rth 2645 It es the gifte of Gode, the gree es hys awene
Ibid 2748 Here are galyaide gomes that of the gre seruis.

14x7 E E Wills (1882) 27, I will pat myn executours do
her gre 1481 Caxton Godfrey exem 283 It was not knowen
whether it was taken from hym by constraynt or yf he

delyuerd it with his gree and wyll 1483 — Gold Leg
196 b/i The dore that was soo locked opened by his gree by
hym self 13x3 Douglas /.Enets ix Prol 80 Quhar ocht is

bad, gals mys, or owt of gre. 163a Womens Rights 18

Whosoever shall in his life tune without gree of his lord,

marry [1666 Pepys Diary 25 Nov , Against the grt of

my Lord Treasurer 1602 0 Walker History IUustr u
vu iig Against the grd of the Senate ] *11734 North Lives

(1742) 9 History (after the partial Gree of the late Authors)
has been, to all good Purposes, silent of him

tGree, sb.Z Obs. rare. ? Weeping-, mourning.
1555 Abp. Parker Ps xxx. 70 Thou tournst from mce my

wo and gree, to myrth in cherefull voyce 1590 Greene
Mourn Garni (1616) 53 With hearts gnefe and eyes greee
[«c], Eyes and heart both full of woes

Gree, V Obs. exc dial Also 5-6 gre, 6 Se

grxe [aphetized from Agree v., or f. Gree sb. 2

Cf., however, OF grier, which may be the direct

source] =Agree v , in various senses,

fl. trans. Of a person: To please, to satisfy

*= Agree i b. Obs.

1468 Phimpton Corr. (Camden) 19, I stand in doubt
whether Mr Midlcton & Mr. Ros greed you & Sir John
Malivera thereof or no.

f 2. To make (persons) pleased, to reconcile,

conciliate (several persons, or one with another)

;

also, to arrange or settle (a mattei) Obs
1570 Satir Poems Reform xxi 75 Now thay tak on hand

to gre 3ow With all the tother syde_ 1596 Dalrymple tr

Leslie’s Hist Scot vi 342 Edward king of Jngland . was
chosen arbiter to grie this mater Ibid ix 134 In hauie
and sair seikneshe takis Jornay, of that mynd to grie thame

17 Jacobite Relics (ed Hogg 1819) I *46 They’re fallen

out among themselves, Shame fa’ the first that grees them 1

+ 3 . refi. and intr. (for reft) To become well-

disposed or favourable , to consent, accede Obs.

c 1440 Generydes 1141 ,

1

gre me wele In your presence to

travell day by day 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 29 They .

accorded and greed to do all hir wyll 1523 Ld Berners
Froiss I civ. 123 They within desyred respyte to gyue an
answere, the which was agreed ,

and whan they had coun-

sayled the parties greed 1578 Hunnis Hyvef Hunnye
Gen xxxvi 28 If 86 Shall not all their substance greatte

Andcattell that they have Be ours if we gree thereunto?

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. v. xxxn. To trie the matter thus

they greed both

4 To come into accord 01 harmony
;
to come to

terms with (a person), on, upon (a matter) , to

make an agreement
c 1380 Wyclif Senn Sel Wks II. 144 ?if pis be herd of

Pilat we shulen gree wip him, and make 30U sikir. c 1566

Mens Tales in Skelton's Wks (1843) I Introd. 69 The
miller greed with the sexten of the churche to haue the key
of the diurche dore. 1574 Mtrr Mag ,

Nennius x, Till

with their creditours they giee 1591 Shake Two Gent it

iv 183 All the means Plotted, and ’greed on for my happi-

nesse, 1597 Breton Scholler Sonldiour (1599) 3°, I will

either have it give it or gree upon it 1606 Shaics Ant 4
Cl u vi 37 Then, to send Measures ofWheate to Rome

,

this greed vpon. To part with vnhackt edges 1786 Burns
To G Hamilton ui, My word of honour I hae gt’en. To
try to get the twa to gree. 182* Scott Nigel xxxi, All..

consentmnt in eundevt—gree on the same point 1824Miss
Ferrier Inker xvii. It’s you that has made us cast out, and
it’s you that maun make us ’gree 1878 Cumbld Gloss

,

'Gree, agree They’re about 'greean for a horse

5. To be in. harmony in opinion, way of life, etc.

;

to be of the same mind
,
to be fneuds , also of

things, to be m accord or harmonious
1500-20 Dunbar Poems liu 5 The ane futt geid ay ourycht,
And to the tother wald not gree. 1523 Skelton Gctrl

Laurel275 Whos heuenly armony was so passynge sure, So
truely proporsionyd, and so well did gree 1532 Hervet
Xenophon’s Househ. (1768) 23 Vtterynge our myndes one to

an other, if we myght gree in one tale, c 1540 J. Rediord
Mor Play Wit 4 Sci. (Shaks, Soc ) 39 We wyll gre better,

or ye pas hence 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido in, i,

Weapons gree not witt my tender years ei6oo Shaks.
Sonn cxiv, Mine eie well knowes what with his gust is gree-
mg x6ao T. Peyton Glass Time 49 Neptune himselfe with
foure great 1 iuers greeing, To deck the bosome which gaue
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Adam being 1768 Ross Helenore 108 Like twa sisters, je
will live an’ gree <*1774 Fergusson Poems (1845) 5 As
lang’s theie’s pith into the bairel, We'll drink and gree
18*4 Scott Wav xxxvi, They’re just neighbour-like . and
nae wonder they gree sae ivcel

Hence Gree mg ppl a

,

concordant
a 1547 Surrey VEittid (Ro’cb Club) 123 The people cried

with sundry greeing shouts To bring the horse to Pallas
temple blive.

Greece, -cy, obs. forms of Grease, Greasy
Greed (grfd), sb Ong Sc, Also 7 gread,

griede. [Back formation from Greedy. (OE had
dat. pi. grxdum used advb. =‘ with greediness’.)]

Inordinate or insatiate longing, esp. for wealth,
avaricious or covetous desire. Const, of
1600 S Grahame Anal Hamours 38 b, Whose avarice and

gread of geare is such, that they care not whom with they
joyne, so being they be ntch 1618 Lithgow Pilgr Faraw.
(sig.) E, Is hee poore, then faine hee would bee rich

;
And

rich, what tormentes his great griede doth feele 1786
B urns Twa Dogs 144 Some rascal’s pndefu' greed to quench
1828 Scott F M. Pei th xvn, The Duke of Albany is gene-
rally hated for his greed and covetousness 1863 Fawcett
Pol Econ n 11 130 Many attach to competition the stigma
of selfish greed. 1870 Morris Earthly Par, I 11 513 If
greed of power and gold have led thee on 1874 Green
Short Hist 1 § 2. 10 The greed of plunder drew fresh war-
bands from the German coast.

Greed (grid), v rare, [f Greed sb ]
a mtr. To indulge one’s greed ; to be avaricious

;

to have an eager longingfor. to travs To long for.

c 2685-8Huntmgd Ploughman's Cornpl in Roxb Ballads
(i8go) Vll 32 On wealth her mother’s mind was bent, she

f
reeded out of measure 1843 Blackw Mag LIII 176
ou might the horrent jaws survey, Gnesly, and greedmg

,

for their prey 1848 Lytton Harold xi xi. The ravens sit

greedmg,And watching, and heeding And ravens sit greed-
mg Their share of the bones

Greede, variant of Grede v. Obs.

t Gree’dilaik. Obs. In 3 gredi^le^c. [f

Greedy a + ON -leik-r, -laik ] Greediness
c 1200 Ormin 300+ All modi3le33c, & gredijlejjc, & irre, &

gluterrnesse Ibid 4560 Waepenn god & Strang 3»n Jitt-

sunng & gredi3le33c

Greedily (grf dill), adv Forms: a 1 grade-
lice, 2 grediiohe, 4-6 gredely, (6 greedely(e)

;

P 1 gr&dilice, 2-3 grediliohe, -like, 4-6 gredyly,
(4 gredili, -ly, 6 gredilie), 6- greedily. [Two
synonymous words seem to have coalesced (1) OE.
gr&deUct ( =0N. grdSuhga), {. *grmi («-stem,=
ON grdti-r, Goth. gridus

.

see Greed sb.) + -lice

-ly 8
; (2) OE grsedi (g)lice, f grsedig Greedy +

•lice -LY-1 The former, if it had survived into
mod. Eng., would have become ^greedly

, it is un-
certain how far the a forms represent this type, as
in the 16th c. they might be misspellings for
greedily (cf., however, Gkeedly a.).

A similar coalescence occurs m the case of OE h(/el(ce,
bcfiglfce Heavily Perh in both cases the derivative of the
adj should he regarded as a refashioned form, arising when
the primitive sb had ceased to be in common use For the

representing the thematic vowel of a long « stem in com-
position, cf *feldefarc (writtenfeldcwari) . see Fifldtare ]
1

.

As one that is hungry or thirsty
,
with keen

appetite ; hungrily, ravenously, voraciously.
c 1000 Hexanttron of St Basil (Norman) xx 28 Donne

him huigraj> he yt graedilice c 1173 Lamb Horn 123 And
pa ifelde J>e dcofclpene hoc be he er gredhche forswealh
c 1220 Bestiary 321 He drinkeS water gredilike a 1300
CursorM 27905 To ette ouer gredyly. a 1340 Hamtole
Psalter Cant 497 Bud of swalugh bat gredily askis mete
c 1440 Jacob's Will v 35 be smyth bad an-oper man castyn
of his breed to be hog, & be swyn eet it gredyly 1574
Hyll Conject. Weather vik If the Oxen feede greedelyer
1667 Milton P L x 562 Greedily they pluck’d The Fruit-
age fair to sight 1723 De Foe Voy round World (1840)
189 Flour and oil which the men had fallen greedily upon
1856 Kane Arct Exfl I xxtv 318 Some were greedily
waiting for the shell-fish and sea-urchins which the old bird
busied herselfm procuring for them
i»fig context iS3S Coverdale Jer. xv 16 When I had

founde thy wordes, I at them vp gredely 1383 Stubbes
Anat Abus n, (1882) 92 If they heare mm. not.. greedily
and thirstily thereby to profit 1390 Spenser F Q i. v g
Cruell steele so greedily doth bight Ibid 1 vi 38 lo see
their blades so greedily imbrew, That dronke with blood yet
thirsted after life 1663 Boyle Occas Refl v in (1848) 306
Death, devour’d them as greedily, as they did those Birds

to Applied to the behaviom of material sub-
stances, to indicate rapidity of absorption or com-
bination. (Cf Greedy i b.)

1384 Cogan HavenHealtli ccxvu 218 Sweetewines thiough
their sweetenesse are greedily drawen of the members 1671
J Webster Metallogr xm 203 Wherein Minerals that
strike upon the Lunar passages are greedily refreshed 1799
Mfd Trul I 408 Nitrous gas tends to lessen the respir-
able portion, from its strong attraction for oxygen, which it

f
reedlly combines with to the point of satuiation. 1878
Iuxley Phystogr. 42 The drier and hotter the air happens

to be, the more greedily does it drink up this moisture
2

.

As one that is greedy of gain
;

avariciously,
covetously, rapaciously.

1 1000 ASlfricHorn I 66 He fcymSgrmdehce his teolunge.
c 1380Wyclif Semi Set Wks I 166 Siche J>at gaderen
gredih Cristis patnmon>e C1400 Apoh LolL 113 pei .

gredyly gon abowt to geyt al bat bey may. 1635R Bolton
Comf Affl Consc vi (ed 2) 38 And there gather Grace
gieedily as the most griping Usurer graspeth gold 1874
Green Short Hist, v § 2. 227 The eyes of the feudal baron-
age turned greedily on the riches of the Church
o "W ith . manifestation of strong desire, with

avidity 01 eagerness; eagerly; + jealously, zealously,

fervently (obs )
<7X200 Tnn Coll Horn 173 Hie iseS bineSen hem defien

be hem gredeltche kepeS 1398 i revisa Barth De P R
xvm xci (1495) 839 The frogge cryeth gredyly and niakyth
moche noyse a 1400-30 Alexander 1435 His men & all be
messedones maynly ascendis And bai of Grece gredely gudis
vp eftire 1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Matt xi 7-13
There is now no moie to doe, but feruentlyand gredely
to take that which . is now presently offered 1375-83
Abp Sandys Serm. xvm 211 Greedilie expecting their

looked for time 1381 J. Bell Haddads Answ Osor
291 Some places that are ouer greedely geuen to sectes and
deuisions. 1631 Wee\er Anc Fund al Mon. 40 Greedily
affected to view the sacred Sepulchres a 1680 Butler
Rem (1759) I 25 Those who greedily pursue Things wonder-
ful, instead of true 1710 Berkeley Prme Hum Knowl
§ 141 This notion has been greedily embraced and cherished
by the worst part of mankind 1843 Ford Handbk. Spain
113 The candles lighted in these processions are greedily
purchased by women at treble their original cost 183a H
Rogers Eel Faith (1853) 279 Miraculous legends have been
most greedily taken up by the vast majority of mankind

Greediness (gr* dines). Forms: see Greedy
[f. Greedy + -ness ] The attubute of being greedy.

Const as m the adj.

_

1. Excessive longing for food or drink, 01 avidity
in the consumption of it

,
gluttony, voracity,

ravenousness
1426 Lydg DeGutl Pilgt 13044 Gredynesse Off sundry

metys and deyntes c 1440 Jacob's Well 144 For mete
is good to man so mesure be kepte, & be sause bcito
be dreed of god, bat gredynes be left 1526 Pilgr Ptif
(W de W 1531) 9gb, Voracite or giedynesse in eatyng
1575 Bricjf Dtsc troubles Franckford (1846) xi As the
harte chased pantethe for gredines off waters 1641 J
Jackson True Evang T 1 73 There is too much of the
greedinesse of the Wolfe still remaining 1744 Birch Life
Boyle B ’s Wks I xo Fhilaretus was little given to greedi-
ness, either m fruits or sweetmeats 1840 Dickens Old C
Shop v, He chewed tobacco and watei cresses at the same
time and with extraordinary greediness 1836 Macaulay
Biog, Johnson (1867) 88 He contracted a habit of eating
with ravenous greediness

2 , Excessive eagerness or longing for wealth or
gam

; covetousness, avarice, rapacity, greed.
xx54 O. E Chron. (Laud MS ) an 1086 He waes on

fcitsunge be feallan& graedimesse he lufode mid ealle c 1x73
Lamb Horn *03 Heo [auantia] is helle iliche, for3on bet
hi ba habbeS unafillendliche gredinesse aizzs Ancr R
416 Ne beo non \>t grediure uorto habben more peo
gredinesse [is] lote of hire bitternesse c 1380Wyclif Setm
Sel Wks I 178 Gredynesse and avarice letten bes two
partis 1426 Lydg De Guil Pilgr, 9034 The costys & the
gret expense That thow dost hym for to plese, And hys
gredynesse tapese 1333 Coverdale Efk iv 19 To worke
all maner of vnclennes euen with gredynesse [so x6xr and
x88x

, Wyclif m coueityse , Gr iv irKeovefa] x66r Bram-
hall Just Vmd vi. 134 The greediness and extortion of
the Court ofRome. 1835 MacaulayHtst Eng xm. Ill 296
In excuse for his greediness, it ought to be said that he was
the poorest noble ofa poor nobility 1884A R. Pennington
Wtcltf vi 193 Greediness for wealth. 1883 L'pool Daily
Post xi Apr 5/1 To explain off-hand the greediness ofRussia
in the Afghanistan direction

3. Excessive longing or desire in general
;
eager

longing
, eagerness, keenness

*553 Brende Q Curtins ix 183 The gredmes of glory &
the vnsaciable desire of fame, made no place to seme to far

1590 Spenser F Q i vm 6 Eger greedinesse through every
member thrild 1394 Shaks Rich III

, 111 vn 7 Th’
vnsatiate greedinesse of his desire 1663 Boyle Occas Refl
v x (1848) 336 A Greediness of Knowledge, that is impatient
of being confin’d x668 Land Gas No 232/3 The people
are with greediness expecting the issue of the ensuing Diet
*75* Hume Ess ifr Treat (1777) II. 175 With what greedi-
ness are the miraculous accounts of travellers received
*794 Paley Evid. n. 11 (1817) 38 A topic which is always
listened to with greediness 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng
11 I 179 Men flew to frivolous amusements with the greedi-
ness which long and enforced abstinence naturally produces

Greediroii, obs form of Gridiron.
+ Greedly, a. Obs. rare—1

. In 6 greadlye.
[f greedly adv. ; see Greedily ] Greedy.
a 1346 Bkcon Gov Vertue Wks. 1364 I 260 b, Adam and

Eue_ by satisfying theyr greadlye appetite in eatynge the
forbidden fruit

Greeds (grfdz), pi. dial [Repr. OE greed
‘ulva’ (coarse grass, water-weeds), pi. grJedas
‘gramina’. Cf. Gratton, Growth 8

.]

1 Straw manure.
1736 J Lewis Hist Isle Tenet (ed 2) 37 Greeds, the

Straw, m a Place or Barton to make Dung of 1833 Cycl
Agric. (ed Morton) II 723/2 Greeds, (Kent) long manure
in the straw-yard

2 Applied to Duckweed and Pondweed.
1863 Prior Plani-n 99 Greeds, now applied to the Pond-

weed tribe, Potamogeton 1879 Britten & Holland
Plant-11 233 Greeds, Lemna minor

, L.

Greedy (grx’di), a Forms , 1 greedis, 2-3
gradi, -y, 2-6 gredi, 3 gredij, 3-4 gredie, 4-7
gredy, 6 greadye, 6 Sc. grydy, 6-7 greedie, 6-
greedy [OE grkdig= OS.gr&dag

,

OHG. grdtag,
ON.grdSug-r (OSw. gr&dig, Da. graadig), Goth
gridags .— OTeut. *gr&dago-, -ugo-t f. *grhltu-s,
(Goth gridu-s hunger, ON. grdtS-r hunger, greed,
OE. greed m dat. pi. grxdum eagerly), cognate
with Skr. grdh to be greedy.] \

1 . Having an intense desire or inordinate appetite
for food or drink

;
ravenons, voracious, gluttonous

+ some of the earlier quots. the meaning is

simpiy: nungry const of (OE gemtwe), falso
after, on, upon, (for) to have something (obs ).
Beowulf(Z ) 121 Wihtunhaelognm and graedix s«aro sonawxs, reoc and rebe 971 Bhckl Horn 211 ha fynd heora

gripende wasron swa swa graedigwulf. a 1000 ^Elfric Horn
I 216 pam graedixan fisce, be Sesih3 bast a»s, and ne gesihSDone angel Se on Sam asse sticaS c 1x73 Lamb Horn
penne bi5 he gredi bes eses and forswole^ecS bene hoc forSmid ban ese c 1200 Vices & Virtues (1888) t39 Sobnetas
makeh panne mann maSfull ae was to grady axzzt.Ancr R
324 Hwou gredie hundes stondeS biuoren be borde c izkqGen. 4 Ex. 1494 Iacob wurS war he was gredi cme Bodv
ft

Soul 43 in Map's Poems (Camden) 340 Thyne mete
*

That thou were gredi for to frete 1393 Langl P p

/

C vn 398 T wo gredy sowes X575-85 Abp Sandys Sermm S3 lhe foxe is rauenous, greedie on his pray »6otDryden Vtrg Georg it 756 The falling Mast, For greedv
Swine provides a full repast 1723 Pope Odyss ix £17 He
said, and greedy grasped the heady bowl 1733-39 J TullHorse-Hoing Husbandry 86 Most sorts of Cattle are greedv
of it 1767 T Hutchinson Hist Mass II 1 100 As greedv
after then prey as a wolf. 177a Ann Reg 96/2 This snake
is very greedy of milk, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) 1 . 180
Greedy hawk must gorge his prey
fig. a 1000 Phmmx 507 (Gr ) L13 graedig swelgeS londes
frsetwe 1372 Gascoigne Dan Bai thol of Bathe Hund
Flowers 429,

1

secke a greedy graue, To make an ende of
all these stormes and strife x6xo G Fletcher Christ's
Viet 1. xxix, Cooz’ning the greedie sea, pris’mng their
nimble prey. 1634-66 Ld Orrery Parthemssa (1676) 651,
I knew the Vessel was founder’d, had struck, or sprung
some greedy Leak 1715-zo Pope Iliad ix 288 The first fat
offerings, to the immortals due, Amidst the greedy flames
PatrocTus thiew 1843 Carlylf Past $ Pi.

u

xv (1843) 158
The noise ofgreedy Acheron 1860B Taylor Pine Forest
ofMonta ey Poems (1866) 321 Look from the greedy wave

to said of the stomach, etc
;
also ofthe appetite.

See also Greedy-gut(s
1314 Barclay Cyt 4 Uplondyshm (Percy Soe) p. xlt,

Their gieedygoiges are rapt with the smell 1326 Pilgr
Perf (W. de W 1531) 99 b. To stuffe & fyll the gredy gutte
of thy bely with delycate meetes 1399 H Buttls Dyets
dne Dinner Aa iv b, Yet soft and fayre oregreedy jawes
Bate not their meale with decent pause 1634 Sir T
Herbert 7 rav 2x1 Her appetite strong and greedy 1644
Digby Nat Bodies (1645) 353 The stomack, when it is
gieedy of meate, draweth it selfe up towards lhe throate

c said of chemical substances which absorb
with avidity ? Obs
1738 Rlid tr. Macquers Chym I 278 The Acid of the

Phosphorus, is very greedy of moisture 1791 W Nichol-
e>on tr Chaptabs Elem. Chem (1800) III 63 The oil is

more drying or greedy of oxigene x8oo tr Lagrange's
Chem I 194 When the air is very greedy of moisture
d Greedy glede dial

,
a kite ; also the name of

a children’s game (Jam.). + Greedy worm : see

quot 1585 ,
= hungry worm (see Hungry a 4)

1508 Dunbar Flyting 146 As gredy gleddis, Xe gang With
polkis to mylne, and beggis baith meill and schilling 1330
PALSGR.227/1 Gredy worme that ism a dogges tong <*1368
Wyf ofA uchtennuchty 31 By thair cumis the gredy gled,
And likkit vp five [gaishngis] 2385 Lupton Thons Notable
Th (1675) 33 Ifthe little nerve under aWhelp’s tongue (Com-
monly called the greedy worm) be taken away, it keeps the
same safe after from being mad 1627 Bp Hall Phans 4
Chr Wks 417 O thou worldling, which hast the Greedy-
worme vnder thy tongue, with Esaies dogges, and neuer hast
enough 1768 Ross Helenot e 10 At greedy-glad, or warpling
o’ the green, She ’clipst them a’ x8oaG Montagu Omiih
Diet 282 Greedy glead 1883 Swainson Prov Names
Birds 137 Greedy gled

2 Eager for gain,wealth, and the like , avaricious,

covetous, rapacious Const, as m sense 1.

a 1000 Sal 4 Sat 344 (Gr ) Sum to lyt hafaS godes
grmdig c X175 Lamb Horn 105 God nele bet we beon
gredie 3itseras a xaoo Moral Ode 264 And weren to gredi
of solute and of golde c 1200 Tnn Coll Horn 195 pe
deuel is gredi uppen woreld ncheise and gredi him to

wmende a 1225 Ancr R 416 Ne beo non be grediure
uorto habben more c X380 Wyclif Sel Wks III. 347 Men
seien pat preestis ben moost gredy purchasours in erbe

c 1400 Rom Rose 5696 An usurer.. Snal never for richesse

uche bee But Scarce, and gredy m his entent C1500
Plmnpton Corr, (Camden) 148 Praying that ye wille con-

tent unto this bnnger, my Cousin Robart Hastings, mj
mark & xxd now dew unto him at this Martymasse last,

which is right gredy therupon *648 Gagf West Ind xxi

202 A wolvish, greedy, and covetous heart 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg 1 72 That Crop rewards the greedy Peasant’s

pains 1732 Hume Pol Disc 11 33 Nor is a porter less

greedy of money, which he spends on bacon and brandy,
than a courtier, who purchases champagne and ortolans

1841 W Spalding Italy <$ It Isl III 209 Unscrupulous
ana greedy power. 1844Thirlwall GreeceVIII 461 The
exactions of corrupt magistrates, and their greedy officers.

absol c 1400 Rom Rose 3791 If these gredy Loveden,
and were loved ageyn . Such wikkidnessc ne shulde falle.

3 In wider sense : Eager, keen ; + eagerly

active, zealous (obs.)
;
eagerly or keenly desirous

ofor f*? do (something).
<2x300 Cursor M 27597 0 pride becums als wainglory,

pat es to be 0 roos gredi c 1400 Destr Troy 1370 The
Grekes were full greay, grippit hom belyue, Prayen and

pyken mony pnuey chambur. 1340 Coverdale Fruitf
Less To Rdr A 4 b, 0, how euill doth it become a beleeuer

to be irefull and greedie of vengeance 1553 LatimerSernt
Lmcolnsh vn (1562) xi8b. So all oure prelates byshops and

curates should be so paynful, so gredy in castyng their

netts, that is to say, in preachyng Gods worde x6oo For-

man Aiitobiog (1849) xx He was soe gredy on his bocke

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep 1. vm 34 A great enquirer

of truth, but too greedy a receiver of it. 1734 tr Rollins

Anc Hist xix v (1827) VIII x6o The populace, who are

ever greedy of novelty 1784 Cowper Task in 671 The
rank society ofWeeds, Noisome, and ever greedy to exhaust

The impoverished earth. *884 Sat Rev 12 July 38/1 The
people ofthe United States are seldom greedy of legislation
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fig *1374 Chaucer Troylits in. 1709 (1758) The see, that
|

gredy is to flowen 1899 Findlay m Expositor Feb 94 !

Dogmatic theology, gieedy of proof-texts

4, Of actions, qualities, emotions, and the like

Characterized by or manifesting intense or eager

desire; keen, eager.

a385 Chaucer L. G. W Prol 105 My besy goost . To
sene this flour so yonge Constrayned me with so gredy

desyre 1568 T Howfll Arb Amitie (1879) 37 Most
greedy gripes with plunging paines, do pierce my ruthfull

hart. 1590 Spenser P Q.i vm 29 He lumselfe with greedie

great desyre Into the castle entred forcibly. Ibid 48 With
griping talaunts armd to greedy fight 1647 Clari-ndon

Hist Reb. v § 394 [Which] begot a greedy hope, and ex-

pectation in him that this petition would have been an
introduction to peace 1667 Milton PL ix 257 With

f
reedy hope to find His wish and best advantage 1698

ryer Acc E. India 4 P 18 Had not my greedy Eye
espied a House more eminently seated. 1749 Fielding

Tom “Tones vm xiv. He and Partridge sat with greedy and
impatient ears. *838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxu, Smilte

listened with greedy interest

f 5 transf. Of spoil, prey • Gieedily pursued. Obs
1586 Marlowe ist Pi Tamburl 11 11, Being void of

martial discipline, All running headlong after greedy spoils.

1648 Gage west Ind xxi. 187 The monster .thinking to

have made some of us his gieedy prey

6 cidv or quasi-tfdfe/.

1599 Minsheu Sp Gram 83 To a greedi eating horse,

a short halter *61z Rowlands More Knaites Yet 16

A desp'rate fellow fell to eate salt Beefe Feeding so

greedy that the rest admir'd.

7 Comb., as greedy-minded adj.

*577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 48 A greedy minded
man may be, and is a couetous man *613 Hieron Wks
I 259 Greedy minded men, which seeke by all meanes to

secret and keep close the treasure they haue found,

Gh?ee'dy-Jjttlt(s. Now dial, and vulgar. [See

Greedy and Gut ] A voracious eater; a glutton,

gormandizer.
1550 Lever Strut. (Arb.) 65 Disceitful Merchauntes,

couetous greedyguttes, and ambicious prollers, whiche canne
neuer haue ynough 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm Tint

638/1 Euene one of vs woulde swimme in pleasures of this

worlde, and play the greedie guts without all measuie

1613 T. Godwin Rom Antiq (1674)68 A glutton or greedy
gut which cannot abstain from his food till grace be said.

1736 Ainsworth Lat -Eng Dtct.,Lurco, a glutton, a belly-

god, a greedygut, a great eater

attnb 1647 Trapp Marrow Gd. AidIt. in Comm. Ep 606
Such are our greedy-gut Cormorants.

Greef(e, obs. form of Grief.

Greegree (gngrz). Also 8 griggory, 8-9
grigri, 9 gregre(e. [Piesumed to be of African

origin ; in F grisgris (Littrd) ]

1 An African charm, amulet, or fetish.

1698 Froger Voy. 14 They wear about their Neck, Arms,
and Legs, and even bind about their Horses, little leathern

Bags, which they call Grisgris, in which are enclosed

certain Passages of the Alcoran . . to secure them from
venemous Beasts, etc 1788 J Matthews Voy Sierra
Leone vi. 133 Every griggory is assigned its particular

office one is to preserve him from shot, one from poison
[etc ] and when a man happens to be killed they only say
his griggory was not so good as the person's who occasioned
his death 1803 T. Winterbottom Sierra Leone I. xv. 238
In all the Bullom and Timmanee towns greegrees are placed
to prevent the incursion of evil spirits or witches. 1861 Du
Chaillu Equat Apr xix 337 Next in order, after the

idols, come the charms or greegrees, called bythem monda
Greegree is a term of European origin. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi xxv 523 The images, horns or other articles called

greegrees.

IT 2 . Misused for greegree man (see 4).
1848 Whittier Slaves of Mat Unique 8 As the gregree

holds his Fetich from the white man’s ga2e apart

3 The ordeal tree of Guinea, Erythrophleum
gmnetnse.
1847 in Craig 1866 Treas Dot 551/1 Gregre tree, Ery-

tkrophleumgmnenst
4. attnb. and Comb, as gree-gree bag, maker

;

gree-gree man, a fetisheer, ‘ medicine-man
1788 J Matthews Voy. Sierra Leone 107 The only trades

in use amongst them are those of the carpenter, blacksmith,
and griggory maker Ibid 133 They tell many wonderful
stones of their griggorymen. *86* Du Chaillu Equal Afr.
vm (ed 2) 06 Even the little children are covered with these

talismans, duly consecrated by the doctor or greegree man
of the tribe *897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 1 19 The
leather-work that meets with the severest criticism from
the Chnstian party is the talisman or gn-gri hags.

Greek (gr*k), sb Forms pi. 1 Crd(a)cas,

Gr6(a)cas, 3 Greekes, Orm. Gnekess, 4 Greks,
Grekis, 4-5 -ys, 4-6 -es, 5 G-recys. sing.

5 ? Greoe, 6 Greke, 6-7 Greeks, 7- Greek. See
also Grew [In branch I • The OE Cricas pi.,

corresponds to OHG. Chrich, Chnech (MHG.
Krtech), Goth. Krtks —*Kr^ko-z, an early Teut.
adoption of L Grsecus

,
pi. Greed (see below), the

name applied by the Romans to the people called by
themselves

<ir

E\A?jm. The substitution of k for g is

commonly accounted for by the supposition that the

Teut initial g, when the word was adopted, still

retained its original pronunciation (7), so that k
would be the Teut sound nearest to the Latin g.
In all the Teut. langs the word was ultimately

refashioned aftei Latin, with change of k into g ;

hence OE. Gricas pi beside Cricas,
MDu Grteke

(Du, Greek), mod Ger Gneche, ON Grikkir pi.

In branch II the sb. is an absolute use of Greek a

The L Grad is ad Gr Vpaveoi, said by Aristotle (Meteor
t. xiv) to have been the prehistoric name of the Hellenes in

their original seats in Epirus The word is app an adjectival

derivative of Grants, which is used m Latin as a poetical

synonym of Gnecus Recent scholars think the name may
have been brought to Italy by colonists from Euboea, where
there is some evidence of its having existed see Busolt Gr
Gesch I 2 198 ]

I 1 . A native of Greece; a member of the

Greek race.

£893 K JElfred Oros v xh § 4 pa foran hi on Crecas
c 900 tr Baida's Hist, iv xxxu fxxxi] (1890) 378 Mid pa
aole seslmgene pe Grecas nemnao paralysis c xaoo Ormin
17560 Forr werelld iss nemmnedd Cossmos, Swa summ pe
Gnekess kipenn c 1275 Lay 801 Letep pe Greekes [earlier

text pa Gnckisca] glide to grunde. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
DeP R xix cxxvm (1495)935 All rounde thynges ben callyd

Mala amonge the Grekys c 1400 Destr.
'1 roy 40 Homer

pat with the Grekys was gret c 1400 tr Secreta Secret

,

Gov. Loidsli (E E T. S) 66 Pe bigynynge of Philosophye
hadden Indes-Grecys, Percys and Latyns 1535 Coverdale
John xh 20 There were certayne Grekes (among them that
were come vp to Ierusalem to worshipe at the feast) 1605
Daniel UUsses 4 Siren 1 Come worthy Greeke, Ulisses,

come. 166a Stillingfl Ong, Sacr m 11 § 2 1 hose who
were renowned among the Greeks for wisdome and learning.

1839 Thirlwall Greece II xiv 216 The artful Greek
persuaded Darius of his innocence. 184a Prichard Nat
Hist Man 200 The Greeks are generally tall, and finely

formed 1871 J Caird Umv Serm (1898) 1 19 The Greek
with his hereditary love of freedom and art *873 Jowett
Plato (ed 2) III 31 A Greek in the age of Plato

Tb. Proveib. When Greek meets Greek, then comes

the tug of war the now usual perveision of

Nathaniel Lee’s line (see quot 1677).
1677 Lee Rival Queens iv. 11 48 When Greeks joyn’d

Greeks, then was the tug ofWar *839 LeverH Lorrequer
(1857) 104 When short whist for five-penny points sets m—
then Greek meets Greek and we'll have it *863 Reade
Hard Cash xxxv, Meantime unknown to these bewildered
ones, Greek was meeting Greek only a few yards off.

2 . A member or adherent of the Greek Church.
c *380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 33a pe pndde maner & leste

yuel, pat men seyn pat greks ban. is pat pe prestjpreyep pat
god assoyle hym, *347 Gardiner Let. 21 May in Foxe A.
4 M. (1583) *343/2 There is nothyng more commended vnto
vs christen men m both the Churches of the Greekes and
Latins then lent is 1696 tr Dit Mont's Voy Levant 190
Both the Greeks and Romanists were extremely griev’d

for the Loss of their Saint. 1727-4* Chambers Cycl. s. v

,

Of the seven Latin sacraments .the Greeks only admit of
five. *885 Catholic Diet. 389/2 The Greeks generally were
averse to the addition of tne ‘ Filioque

}
and to the use of

unleavened bread m the Eucharist Ibid. 392/1 In addition

to Lent, the Greeks keep the fast of 4 the Mother of God

+ 3 . A Hellemzed Jew; = Geeoia.it B. 1 b Obs.

*382 Wyclif Acts vi * In tho dayes grucchinge of
Greekis is maad a3ens Ebrews *683 Baxter Parophr N.
T .Acts vi 1 Those Jews that understood the Greek Tongue,
and used the GreekTranslation of the Scripture, were called

Greeks.

4 A cunning or wily person ; a cheat, sharper,

esp one who cheats at cards. (Cf, F grec )

1528 Roy & Barlow Rede me, etc 11 (Arb ) 117 In carde
playinge he is a goode greke. 1368 Sat PoemsReform ix

217 A cowle, a cowle for such a GreekWere fitter for to wear
*664Floddan F. vu. 60 Giles Musgravewas a Guileful Greek
1794 Sporting Mag III 227 The waiter pillages thegieek,
The greek the spendthrift fleeces *8xa Combe Picturesque
xix (Chandos) 75 If I may with freedom speak, I take you
for a very Greek. *823 Moncrieff Join4 Jerry 11 v, Come
lads, bustle about ,

play will begin—some of the Pigeons are

here already, the Greeks will not be long following *834
Thackeray Neiucomes I. xxxvi, 361 He was an adventurer,

a pauper, a blackleg, a regular Greek. *884 Sat Rev 16

Feb 202/1 Without a confederate the . game of baccarat

does not seem to offer many chances for the Greek

5 . Qualified by merry, mad, gay A merry fellow;

a roysterer
;
a boon companion

;
a person of loose

habits .

See Grig sb 1
5 ; the relation between the two words is

uncertain.

1536 Rem. Sedition 7 b, Whom can they refuse, when
smythes, coblers, tylexs, carters, and such other gay grekes,

seme worthy to be theyr gouemours 1 a 1533UDAll Royster

D 1. 1. (Arb) 11 Mathewe Merygreeke He entreth sing-

ing 1583 Babington Commandm vm (1637) 75 O he

is a merry greeke, a pleasant companion, and m faith a

good fellow 1397 Returnfr Parnass, 1 1 265 Thou seems
a mad Greeke, and I have lovd such ladds of mettall as

thou seems to be from mine infancie [1606 Shaks Tr 4
Cr iv iv. 58 A wofull Cressid ’mong’st the merry Greekes,]

2611 Coryat's Crudities, Patiegyr Verses, Ulysses was a

merry Greek they say So Tom is, and the Greeker of

the tway. 1633 Heywood Philocothomsta 44 To title a
drunkard by, wee stnve to character him in a more mincing

and modest phrase; as thus —Hee is a good fellow, or A
boone Companion, A mad Greeke, A true Trojan *650

Howell Ep. Ded. to Cotgr ,
They tearm in French, a boon

companion ormerry greek, Rogerbon temps. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais v (1737) 216 Merry-Greeks with enmson Snouts.

0 . slang. An Irishman. (Cf Grecian )

*823' Jon Bee ’ Diet Turf, Greek—Irishmen call them-

selves Greeks—none else follow the same track to the east

;

throughout this land, many unruly districts are termed
Grecian. *831 Mayhew Lend Labour I 226 We had the

Greeks (the lately arrived Irish) down upon us more than

once *872 Standard 3 Sept, s/a ‘ Greek’, as some of your

readers are awaie, is colonial slang for
1
Irish \

II. [absol. use of the adj see etymology.]

7. The language of a native of Greece or one of

Greek race
,
the Greek language Also, a particular

form or period of the language, as late Gi eek, Ionic

Greek, modem Greek
lc 975 Rushw Gosp Matt xxvu 46 Hselend miclse stefnse

cwsspende in grec [MS jjc] god min god min for-whon

forletes pu mec ] e 139* Chaucer Astrol Prol , Suffise to

the thise trewe conclusiouns m enghssh, as wel as suffisith

to thise noble clerkes grekes thise same conclusiouns in grek.
c *400 Maundev. (1839) 11 to The Table aboven his Heved
on the whiche the Title was writen, in Ebreu, Grece and

Latyn a 1400-30 Alexander 5009 Sothly pe son-tree

E11 tns m with yndoyes & endis 111 greke. 1334 Starkly
Let to Cromwell in England (1878) p x, The fenolege of
both tongys bothe latyn and greke 1373 Lod Lloyd Mai -

row Hist (1653) r®7 Cato being aged in hts last years went
to school to Ennius, to learn the Greek 1623 B JoNSONin
Shaks Wks (1st Fo ) Pref verses, And though tnou hadst
small Latine, and lesse Gieeke. *668 Wilkins Real Char
1 i § 3 3 The Greek was anciently of very great extent,
not onely in Europe, but in Asia too, and Afnc *700
Maidwell in Collect (O H S ) I 310 Masters for Grsec
and Latin *7*8 Lady M W Montagu Let to Lady Rick
16 Mar , In Pera they speak Turkish, Greek, Hebrew [etc ]

*727-41 Chambers Cycl s v , Modem or vulgai Greek, is

the language now spoken in Greece Ibid, The modern
Greek has divers new woids not m the antient. *866 E
Masson Wtner’s Gram N T Diction Introd (ed 6) 15 The
Grammar of Later Greek has not been completely and
systematically investigated 1899 Oaford Umv Cal. *3
The Regius Professor of Greek.

8. Unintelligible speech or language, gibberish.

Also heathen Greek (rarely Hebrew- Greek). (Cf.

Hebrew) St Giles's Greek slang.

1600 Dekker Gnsszl 11 1. (Shaks Soc.) 17 Far. Asking for

some Greek poet, tohim he falls but I’ll be sworn he knows
not so much as one character ofthe tongue Rice Why, then
it’s Greek to him 160* Shaks Jul C in 282-7 He spoke
greeke those that vnderstood him, smil’d at one another,

and shooke their heads hut it was Greeke to me. 16x0

B. Jonson Alch. 11 v, Svb Is Are sacra . A heathen lan

guage? Ana Heathen Greeke, I take it Svb How?
heathen Greeke? Ana All’s heathen, but the Hebrew
*647 Cowley Misti ess, Discretion 11, Joynture, Portion,

Gold, Estate Are Greek no Lovers understand *769
Wesley Jml 1 July (1827) III. 360, I knew this was
heathen Greek to them *785 Grose Diet Vitlg, Tongue,
Greek St Giles's Greek, the slang lingo, cant, or gibberish

1828 P Cunningham N S Wales (ed 3) II 52 A number
of the slang phrases current in St. Giles's Gieek 1840

Dickfns Barn Fudge i, I am a stranger, and this is Greek
to me. *886 Sir F H Doyle Rennn 239 As unintelligible

to the person addressed as if it had been Hehrew-Greek
1892 Nation (N Y ) 7 July *3/1 Schubert clothed his melo-

dies in wondrous harmonies, which were 1 Greek ’ to his

contemporaries.

9 . pi. Typogr Greek characters or types.

1894WG. Rutherford m Class. Rev, 82 Believing that

the new Greeks are likely to be widely adopted

III 10 attnb. and Comb
,
as (sense 1) Greek-

peopled, speaking adjs., (sense 7) Greek factory

(See also Greek a. 2.)

1836 Emerson Eng. Traits, UniversitiesWks (Bohn) II.

91 Oxford is a “ Greek factory, as Wilton mills weave carpet

*896 Westm Gaz 11 Nov 2/2 The“Greek-peopled islands

2898 Daily News 6 Oct. 3/1 There are “Greek speaking

villages in Syria
,

. .

Hence Gree’keus, a female Greek, a Greek

woman ;
Greekless a

,
having no Greek

;
with-

out knowledge of Greek.
1846 Worcester (citing Taylor), Greekess 1891 Q Rev

Jan 217 An appreciable number of Greekless boys wish to

go to the Universities *891 Pall Mall G 1 Dec. 3/2 It is

intended apparently to institute a Cambridge B Sc degree

for which there shall be a Greekless Little-Go

Greek (gxfk), a. Also 5-6 Greke, 6 Sc. Greik,

6-7 Greeke, (8 Gram). [f. Greek sb
,
undex the

influence of L Grsecus and F.grec adjs , of which it

might indeed be regarded as a direct adoption. It

is not recorded before the 14th c ,
and did not sup-

plant Greekish in general nse until the 17th c.]

1 Of or pertaining to Greece or its people,

Hellenic
c*39* Chaucer Astrol Prol , Thise noble clerkes grekes

1332 LYWiESiw Monarche 1993 The auld Greik Histontiane

Diodorus 1674 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 23,

1

will determm
all cronologicall controversys which have been ever moved
m the Greeke history. *833 Tennyson CEnone 257, I will

not die alone leaving my ancient love With the Gieek

woman *872 Ruskin Eagle's N § 168 Every Gteck hero

called himself chiefly by his paternal name.

b. Of buildings, works ofart, physiognomy, etc ’

Resembling" what prevailed in Greece, Grecian

*847 Tennyson Priuc Prol n And me that morning

Walter show'd the house, Greek, set with busts *888 F.

Hume Mad Midas i tu, The straight Greek nose

2. As the designation of a language (see Greek
sb. 7). Hence, of words, idioms, grammar, etc •

Belonging to or chaiacteristic of the Greek lan-

guage Of literary compositions • Written in the

Greek language Greekfathers : those early Chns-

tian fathers (see Father sb 3 b) who wrote in

Greek. (In uses like Greekprofessor, Greek scholar

,

the word is perh in most cases to be regarded as

the sb. used attrib

)

1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par t Pref 14 b, The Greke

diumes. 1573 Lod Lloyd Marrow Hist

,

(1653) 127 Teren-

tuis Varro was almost forty years old, before he took a
Greek book in hand, and yet proved excellent in the Greek

tongue *396 Shaks Tam. Shrew u. u iox This small

packet of Greeke and Latme bookes 1644 Milton Educ
Wks. (1847) 09/1 The ill habit of wretched barbarizing

against the Latin and Greek idiom, with their untutored

Anglicisms *634Whitlock Zootomm 162 About Defenders

of tne Faith that are ready to make their own Testament,

if they see a Greek one *7*1 Shaftesb Charac (1737)

III 241 A foreign protestant divine, and most learned de-

fender of religion, n al.mg the best excuse he can for the

Greek-fathers. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl s.v ,
In the living
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tongues, are still preserved a vast number of Greek terms of

art Ibid sv Accent, Wetstem, Greek professor at Basil.

1838 Penny Cycl XI 435/1 Such doctrines as were con-

firmed by the Greek fathers of the church 1845 Stoddart

Guun m Encycl Metrop I 164/1 1 he Greek or Latin con-

struction *866 E Masson Winer's Gram, N T Diction

Introd (ed 6) 15 The Greek diction of the sacred writers

Ibid 21 It was in classical Greek philology that this pei-

mcious empiricism was first exploded *895W A Copinger

m Trans Bibhogr Sac II 11 m Lascaris’s Greek Gram-
mar was probably the first book printed in Greek characters.

b. Greek letterfraternity, order, society (U. S )

a club of students, denoted by two or three Greek

letters
j
as the Phi Beta Kappa (<p P k) society

*888 Bryce Arner Commit/ III vi C11 454 The absence

of colleges constituting social centres within a university

has helped to develop.. the Greek letter societies 1894 H.
Gardener Unoff Patriot x. 146 He encouraged them to

join the Greek letter orders which admitted discussion of

such topics *898 B'ham Weekly Post 22 Jan 3/4 This

[Kansas] farmer was a Greek-letter fraternity man

3 . The distinctive epithet of that section of the

Christian Church (commonly known also as the

Eastern or {Holy) Orthodox Church,
and now

representing the Christianity of Greece, Russia,

and the Turkish Empire), which acknowledges the

primacy of the Patriarch of Constantinople and

which formally renounced communion with the

Roman see m the 9th century a d. Also applied

to its clergy, rites, buildings, etc

1560 Becon New Cateck v, Wks 1564 I, 433, I passe

ouer the other auncient fathers and doctours bothe of the

Greke and Latin churches, a 1600 Hooker Eccl Pol vi iv

§ 8 The Greek church first, and in process of time the Latin

altered this older [of public penitence] 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl s v , The Romanists call the Greek church, the Greek
schism 1838 Penny Cycl XI. 435/2 The Greek convents

follow the strict rule of St Basihus Ibid 436/1 The Greek
church under the Turkish dominion has preserved almost

entirely its antient organization 1877 A W Thorold in

Gd, JVoids 17 The iconostas, or scieen, which in Greek
churches sepai ates the body of the chuich from thesanc-
tuary.

4 In specific names of things of actual or attri-

buted Greek origin or referred to Greek style or

usage
Greek braid {ornament), braid arranged in the

pattern of a fret (see Feet sb 1 3 b) ;
Greek bread,

a kind of cake or biscuit ;
Greek Calends (see

Calends 3 b)
;
Greek cross (see Cross sb 18)

;

Greek embroidery (see quot.)
,
Greek fire (see

Fibe sb 8 b), Greek fret = Feet sb 1
3 b ; Greek

gift, a gift covering some act of treachery, with

allusion to Virgil HEn, 11. 49, timeo Danaos et dona

ferentes ; Greekkey (also Greek design, -pattern)**

Greekfret, Greek masonry (see quots ); *t*
Greek

pitch (L.pix Grseca) = Colophony
,
Greek point,

a kind of needle-made lace.

1894 H. Nisbet Bush GirPsRom 251 She began touch-

ing the "Greek-braid ornament on the edge of her skirt with
tiemblmg fingers 1893 D Radford A utobiog 24 *Greek
bread forced into fingers through a mould by pressure

1725 Henley tr Montfaucon's Antiq Italy (ed 2) 20 The
Church is built m the shape of a "Greek Cross *839
Yeowell Anc Brit, Ch xn (1847) *35 Greek crosses,

that is, having four short equal limbs. 1882 Caulteild &
Saward Diet Needlework

,

*Greek Embroidery

,

this is a
modern work and consists in arranging upon a flat foun-
dation pieces of coloured cloth or silk, in arabesque designs,

and attaching these to the material with Chain, Herring-
bone, and other Embroidery stitches 1828 Tytlfr Hist
Scot (1864) I 80 [Edward II gave orders for the employ-
ment of a new and dreadful instrument of destruction, the
*Greek fire, with which he had probably become acquainted
in the East 1850 Robertson Semi Ser in 1. (1872) 9 It

is like the Greek fire used in ancient warfare, which burnt
unquenched beneath the water. 187a Ruskin Fors Clav
II. xxui 8 The pattern known as the ‘ *Greek fret'. *885
Times (weekly ed ) 27 Noy, 11/3 [It] would be worse than
a "Greek gift. 1897 Daily News 16 Jan 6/3 Tailor-made
gowns are finished on the skirt with three or five rows of
braiding, usually in trefoil or "Greek key pattern. 1899
Ibid 19 Apr 2/1 A Greek key design in sugarwork 1727-
41 Chambers Cycl s.v Masonry

, *G?eek Masonry. 1847
Smeaton Builder's Man 107 Greek masonry is that where
every alternate stone is made of the whole thickness of the
wall *657W Coles Adam in Eden cchx [414] The Po-
manders, Chames and Bracelets that are made of "Greek-
pitch are effectual! to warm the brain *727-41 Chambers
Cycl s v Pitch, Greek Pitch, or Spanish Pitch, is that boiled
in water till it have lost its natural smell, 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet Needlework, *Greek Point Also known
as Roman Lace , This needle made lace is one of the
earliest made, being woiked m the Ionian Isles .during the
fifteenth century.

b. In specific names of plants and animals, as

Greek nettle, Greek tortoise, Greek Valerian 1 see

the sbs. Greek rose [transl of L rosa grseca'],

a book-name for the Campion
1601 P Holland Phny II 83 The Rose Campion, which our
men call the Greeke Rose, and the Gieekes name Lychnis.

Hence Greeks*sque a [cf It. grechesco], resem-
bling what is Greek

,
Gree killed ppl a. [see-EY],

rendered Greek in style or character, fashioned on
a Greek model

,
*j* Greekly adv Qbs

,
in a Greek

fashion
,

in the Greek language
,

Gree’kness,
Greek character or quality
*6ao Granges Div, Logike 292,

1

say of the same kinde
Greekely teemed homogeneous 1634 Vilvain Epit Ess.
1, lxxxiv, T* hav the hooks of the old Testament Greedy

transfer’d a 1861 Mrs Browning Lett R H. Home
(1877) II liv 96 The necessary name 'Psyche' drew me
towards the propriety of holding a certain Greekness in the

other names 1874 Ruskin Fois Clav, (1896) II xlut 388

The Greeks sometimes got their own way, as a mob ; but

nobody, meaning to talk of liberty, calls it ' Greekness

1879 Sir G Scott Led Archit 1. 100 In the nave of Notre

Dame every vestige of this Greekesque foliage is got rid of

t Greek, v. Obs. [f Greeks Cf. L. Grxcdrl ]

I. To Greek it • to follow the practice of the

Greeks ; to play the Greek scholar

*6*3 G Sandys Trav 79 tDrinkmg] sometimes as many
together as there were letters contained m the names of

their mistresses Insomuch that those were prouerbially

said to greeke it that quaft in that fashion 1660 Durham
Life Ii Hams 14 The Bishop tries his Examinate a little

m Divinity, but most in other Learning and Greek, where
the Bishops strength lay, but so long they both Greeked it,

till at last they were both scoted, and to seek for words

*799 E. Du Bois Piece Fam Biog II 20 As to the t'othei

dead fellow, I never could greek it at all, that's flat.

2 Only m gerund and vbl sb. To cheat at

cards. (Cf. Greek sb. 4 ) Slang.

*817 Sporting Mag. L. 284 A discovery of Greekmg at

Brighton, has made considerable noise this month m the

sporting world *819 Hermit in Loud III 263 Then
greeking transactions came on the tapis. *825 C M West-
macott Eng Spy II 247 note, Elements of Greeking

Greek&om (gnlcdsm). [f Greek sb. + -dom ]

X. The realm of Greeks, the Greek world
;
also,

a Greek state or community.
1843 Carlyle Past 4 Pres in. v 216 The old Romans

also could not speak, for many centimes —not till the world

was theirs; and so many speaking Greekdoms, their logm-

an ows all spent, had been absorbed and abolished *868

B Cracroft/Tjj II 72 The original of the 'Arabian Nights*

is probably separated by quite as wide an interval from
modern Asiatic life as 1 Homer 1

from modern Greekdom

2 The fraternity of ‘ Greeks ’ or sharpers (see

Greeks 4)
1861 All Year Round 334 The ranks of modern Greek-

dom, are recruited by individuals who have been brought

to rum by wastefulness and debauchery

Greekery (grfkeri) tare [f. Greek + -ery ]

The practices of Gieeks

+1 . contemptuous. Customs or practices (in general)

of the Greek Church Obs.

1680 Dial betw Pope 4 Phanatick 11 They [the Greek
Church] aie no moie true Piotestants than the Church of

England , for they have Bishops and Liturgies, Rites and
Ceremonies, and such kind of Greekery

2 . Cliealing, card-sharping (See Greek sb. 4.)

*823 Spirit Pull. Jr/ils (1824) 414 No art requires so

much practice as Greekery 1861 All YearRound 29 June
334 Nothing is less likely to refoim a man, and bnng him
back to an orderly and economical life, than the practice of
Greekery

Greekesque, Greekifled : see under Greek a

Greekish,(g» kif),<z. aadsb Forms: 1 grGcisc,

2-

3 grekisc, (2 gerkiso), 3 grikisc, griekisehs,

3-

4 grickiashe, (4 north, greokes, grekkis), 4-5
erekiselie, crekkyshe, grekkisch, grekyssch,
-eshe, 5-6 grekish(e, -ysh, -ysshe, (6 greakishe),
6-G-reekish. [In branch l,iepr OE cr4asc,gr4cisc

(—OHG crthhisc, crPchisc), f. Crit-as, Gr4e-as (see

Greek sb.) + -isc, -ISH In branch II, a new
foimation on Greek sb. or a +ish ]
A. adj.

I 1 Of or pertaining to Greece or the Greeks

,

Greek, Grecian, arch,
a *300 CursorM 2121 (Gott ) All on bis side grekkisch

[Tnn gnekisshe, Cott greckes, Fair/ grekkis] see. <**400
Octoman *837, I suede Hem to the Grekyssch see *412-20
Lydg Chron Troy u xiu, They met a giekishe shyp
*49* Caxton Vitas Patr (W de W 1495) 1 clix. 1680/2
He beynge there amonge the grekysshe Phylosophers.
159* Spenser Virg Gnat 547 The . famous light of all

the Greekish hosts *599 Hakluyt Voy II, 187A Greekish
Carmosell which came into Africa to steal Negroes. *6oo
Surflet Countrie Farme vi xvi 760 To make wine like

vnto greekish wine. *606 Shaks Tr 4 Cr r 111 221 All
the Greekish heads, which with one voyce Call Agamemnon
Head and Generali x6xo Holland Camden’s Bnt (1637

)

207 Diodorus Siculus, went on with the Greekish histone
*678 Cudworth Intell Syst 1 iv § 18. 309 The very
Names of many of the Greekish Gods were originally
Egyptian. *703 T N. City 4 C Purchaser 45 An ancient
sort of Greekish Bricks 18x2 W Tennant AnsterF 1 3
Muse, that from top of thine old Greekish hill, Didst the
harp-fbg’nng younker view 1870 Morris Earthly Par
II. in. 163 A certain island-man of old Voyaged awhile
in Gieekish seas

f 2 With reference to the language, its words,
phrases, etc

;
= Greek a 2. Also occas. of a

person • Speaking Greek. Obs.
0900 tr Baida's Hist, iv u (1890) 238 Heora discipulas

wasron wel xelaerde ge in Grease gereorde ge in Lasdenisc
c *175 Lamb Horn, 117 Episcopus is gerkisc noma c 1200
Ormin 4304 Writenn o Gnckissne boc Ibid 4307 Affterr
Grickissne spaeche c *374 Chaucer Boeth. i pr 1 si (Sk )

In the netherestehem or bordure of thise clothes men redden
a Grekissh P, that signifyeth the lyf Actif. *481 Caxton

Godefroy 215 The latyns vnderstode no grekysshe language.
*378 Banister Hist Man 1 10 The outward part spread-
yng like vnto the winges of Battes, called therfore by the
Grekish name, irrepuyoeiSeiv 1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 17
Two hundred followed of the Greekish tong 1647 R
Stafylton Juvenal 87 They speake all Greeke, Wilt thou,
fourescore and six, be Greekish now 7

1

3

. Of or pertaining to the Eastern Church
= Greek a. 3. Obs.

1606 G W[oodcocke] tr Justin’s Hist LI 2 a, Andronicus
Paleologus the elder returned agarae to the Greekish Rites
16*4 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 459 The Greekish Church (so
the Russes tearm themselves) 1639 Gentilis Servita's
Iiujuts (1676) 865 The power of punishing Offences m the
Greekish Chuich, hath always been in the Prince
4. In special collocations *j* Greekish. fire =
Greek fire (see Fire sb 8 b)

, f Greekish hay,
a leguminous plant. Fenugreek; f Greekish
nettle, Greek Nettle, Urtica pilulifera.
c *203 Lay. 628 Stal fiht heo makeden, mid Gnckisce fure

a 1225 Ancr R 402 Griekisehs fur is imaked of reades
monnes blode c 1420 Pallad on Hitsb 1 70a For wont of
gresse, on trefoil lette hem byte Ongooldis wilde, on letuce,
greekish hey c 1450A Ipht >a (Anecd Oxon ) 193 Crekische
nettle [MS netche] 14S9 Caxton Faytes ofA n xxxix
162 Grekys fyre may be so called wel by cause that it was
first founde by the grekys beyng at the sege byfore troye
H. 5 . Somewhat Greek m style or chaiacter

;

resembling Greek persons 01 things
; characteristic

of a Greek or Greeks.
a 1368 Ascham Scholem n (Arb ) 157 Idquod vulgd amat

fieri
,
for solet fieri, is but a strange and grekysh kind of

wi ltmg. *381 Mulcaster Positions xxvii (1887) 104 Such
people, as though barbarous in nature, yet by traine and
learning, weie become greekish. *383 Fulke Defence xxi

507 So many Greekish and Latine-like terms *6*0 Healey
Fives on St Aug Citie ofGod 1 iv. 9 The trnely Greekish
leutty. 1786 Burns Ordination xi. There, Learning, with
his Greekish face, Grunts out some Latin ditty 1862 Meki-
vale Rom Enip (1871) V xh 83 They condemned as un-
dignified and Greekish any superfluous abundance ofwords
*872 F. Hall Recent Exempt False Philol 61 note. We
have but few Greekish words in -1st so purely formed as

agonist, antagonist [etc.]

b Used for Pagan, heathen
*83* Carlyle Sterling 1 vn 67, I find at this time his re

ligion is as good as altogether Ethnic, Greekish, what
Goethe calls the Heathen form of religion.

*t*
33 . absol, and sb Obs

a The Greek language. Tb. pi Greeks.
c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc m Anglia (1883) VIII 302

Concurrentes on grecisc synt geewedene epacte c**7S
Lamb. Horn 63 Bred on gnkisce is Larspel to us Ibid g3
Weren heo grekisce offer romenisce offer egiptisse offer of

hwulche londe swa heo weien [let [>e lare iherden . C1205 Lay
798 Leteff J>a Grickisca [c *273 Greckes] gliden to grande

Hence Gree'klshly adv
,
after the Greek fashion,

m accordance with Greek idiom
183* Blackw Mag XXX 118 Cowper calls him, more

simply and Gieekishly, 1 compasser of earth’,

Greekize (grfkaiz), v rare, [f Greek + -ize]

trans. - Grjecike i. So Gree kism= Grjeoism 2

;

Gree last, a student of Greek,
1796 Coleridge Lett (1895) 182 But I forgot that you are

not a Gieekist *800W Taylor in Monthly Mag IX 564
Miss was a pedant in as short a time as ever pedant yet took

to become Greekised. 1803 Southey in Robberds Mem W
Taylor I 432-3 You have ruined your style by Germanisms,
Latnusms and Greekisms 184* DTsraeli Amen Lit

(1867) *30 Du Bartas, and others, imbued with Attic liter-

ature, Greekised the French idiom

+ Gree kland. Obs [f Greek sb. + Land.]

The land of the Greeks ; Greece
c xooo /Eltric Horn, I. 558 Diomsius gewende on Sam

timan from Greclande c 1200 Ormin 16423 An staff Jrad

iss jehatenn MY Affterr Gricclandess spaeche c *203 Lay.

327 He lwende sorhful ouer sea streames into Gnclonde

[C127S Greclonde] 1335 Covfrdale Acts xx, 2 He came
in to Giekelonde & there abode thre monethes a *368 —
Bk Death ill x (1579) a9a The kynge of Barbarie whom
he [Thenustocles] before had driuen out of Greekeland

Greek-like (grPklsik),a [f Greeka + -like ]

Resembling what is Greek in style or character

1847 Ld Lindsay Chr Art I. 65 Grouping most pictur-

esquely with the varied architectural lines of the Greek-like

city [Ancona] it looks down upon *

Greekling (grfkhq). [f Greek ling,

after L Grsaculus dim of Grsecus.] A little or

insignificant Greek; a degenerate, contemptible

Greek
;
m quot. 1880, one who contemptibly affects

Graecisms,
*636 B Jonson Discov (1640) 128 Which of the Greeke

hugs durst ever give precepts to Demosthenes ? 1667 Dry-
den Ess Dram PoesieDram Wks 1723 I 30 The talkative

Greeklmgs (as Ben Johnson calls them) *830 Blackib

AEschylus I 331 'Tis one of the many tricks of that wisdom

of words which the cui ious Greeklmgs sought m the rough

Gospel of St Paul *86* Q Rev CX 472 The hack jeer of

the upstaits of the tune at all Greeks as * Greeklmgs ,
and

all philosophers as babblers 1870 Bryant Iliad I n 4°

Ye abject Greeklmgs, Greeks no longer *880 F A March
Spelling Reform 23 Ahe also is restored and ache'turned

over to the Greeklmgs *88* Times 6 Apr 12/1 The com-

mercially-minded little Greekling

Greekly, Greekness : see under Greek a

fGree’ment. Obs. Forms. 5-6 grement, 6

gximent, 9 greement [perh aphetxc foim of

Agreement Cf
,
however, OF^ greement, which

may be the direct source, and Gree v.) Agree-

ment, consent, accord.
c *400 Destr '1 roy 9384 Agamynon. by grement of all--

Meuyt vnto Missam 1483 Caxton Gold Leg
409J3/2

AUe

byleueden by theyr gremente or for fere or for doute ot

Swerde 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I cliv 183 The kyng

dyd set them in acorde and grement *359 Mirr. Mag

,

Jack Cade 1, Or was it courage that made mee so iolys

Which of the starres and bodyes grement grow ; *59°

Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot x 455 Tha gyue oue*

thair disputeng, but ony concord or kynd of griment *013

W Beattie Tales 19 Ye'll make amends when ye come

back Gueed greement's best



GREEN.

Green (grin), a and sb Forms • i grdeni,

grdne, 2-7 grene, 4-6 grenn(e, greyn(e, 4-7

greens, gren, 6 greane, grem(e, gryne, 7 grien,

e- green. > [OE giine = OFns grbte, OS grdnt

(MDu. grone, Du. green), OHG gruom
,
kruom

(MHG gntene, G. grun), ON. greenn (Da gr/n,

Sw gron) OTeut *grdnjo-, f OTeut root *grd-,

whence Grow v. Cf Grass.]

A. adj.

I. With reference to colour,

1 . The adjective denoting the colour which m
the spectrum is intermediate between blue and

yellow
,
m nature chiefly conspicuous as the colour

of growing herbage and leaves,

a Said of foliage, grass, and the like

a 700 Epinal Gloss 298 Carpassmx, gresgro[e]ni cxooo

Sax Leechd I 72 WiS eaiena sargemm fwere ylcan wyrte

leaf J)onne heo grenost beo ci2£o Gen <S Ex 2775 Do
saa moyses, at munt synay fier biennen on Se grene leaf

a 1300 CursorM 1256 pat gresse euer has si|>en ben gren

vxSa Gower Conf II 188 Like to the tree with leves grene,

Upon the which no fruit is sene 1390 SrENscR F Q 111

v 40 A dainty place Planted with mirtle trees andlaurells

gieene 1610 Shaks Temp 11 1 52 How lush and lusty the

grasse looker ? Howgietine? 1727 Philip Qiidvll (1816) 11

Grass, which, though as dry as hay, was as, gieen as a

leek 1838T Thomson Client Org Bodies gig Many kilns

have two floors, on the uppermost of which the greener

hops are laid Ibid 976 The green colouung matter of

plants 1843 James Forest Days li. It will make your wheat

look ten times greener 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II lit.

2 Green grows the grass upon the dewy slope

b Said of the sea (properly, of the sea near the

shore), and hence of Neptune
<11500 Chanceds Dreme 1267 Sailing Over the waves

high and greene. x6o6 Shaks Ant 4 Cl. iv xiv 58, I,

that with my Sword, Quarter’d the World, and o’re greene

Neptunes backe With Ships, made Cities 1611 — Ivint

T. iv iv 28 The greene Neptune 1667 Milton P L.

vii 402 Fish that Glide under the green Wave 1850 Jas

Wilson Eet. in Mem vn (1859) 258 The deep green sea

is at your feet *867 Smyth Sailor's VVord-bk ,
Green Sea,

a large body of water shipped on a vessel’s deck , it derives

its name from the green colour of a sheet of water between

the eye and the light when its mass is too large to be broken

up into spray

C. Of other things

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 957 Anrocalcnm, groeni

aar. c xzoo Trm Coll Horn 163 Hire winpel is wit

and hire mentel grene oSer burnet a 1300 Cursor M
9083 pe roche . pat painted es wit grene heu c 1330 R,

Brunne Chroii. (i8ro) 174 pe sailes som were blak &
bio, Som were rede & grene 1398 Trevisa Barth, De
P. R. xix. xix. (1495) 873 Hunters clothe themself in

grene for the beest louyth kyndely grene colours, c 1420

Liber Cocorum (1862) 37 Bothe grene and rede thow may
hit make, With luse of herbz 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)

16 A bagge of grene silk 1300-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxvu

37 The emerant greyne 1677 Houneck Gt Law Cousid

vu (1704) 340 He that looks on a green glass, fancies all

things he looks upon to be green 1687 A* Lovell 1 neve*

mi's Trav 1 6 The whiteness of the Earth * makes many
Commanders and Knights to wear green Spectacles 1727

Philip Qnarll (1816) 26 Trees where the greener sort of

monkies harbour 1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (1852) II.

451 The gifted priestess among the Quakers is known by

her green apron. 1805 Med Jrnl XIV. 237 Pam m his

head, attended with vomiting, and purging, of a green and

bilious matter 1828 Stark Rlewt Nat Hist. I 25° Wing-

coverts green) with red margins 1839 Ure Diet A rts,

Green Dye is produced by the mixture of a blue and yellow

dye, the blue being first applied 1879 Harlan Eyesight

v 63 A green light at night marks the
1 starboard or right-

hand side of a vessel

d. The particular shade is expiessed by words

prefixed, as light, dark green
,

almond-, apple-,

bottle-, bronze-, emerald-, lettuce-, olive-green, 6tc ;

also GRAsa-aitEEiT, Sea-green See also B.

1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet ,
Appel-green, Apple-greene

17*7-46 Thomson Summer ir The dark-green grass 186B

Rep U, S CommissionerAgnc (1869) 79 A most beauti-

ful metallic golden-green colour 1887 Lady 20 Jan 3°/J

Pink satin bags, tied with bow and ends of bronze-green

satin ribbon. 1899 Daily News 2 Sept. 7/2 A lining of

lettuce green batiste Ibid, 16 Sept. 7/2 A beautiful dress

is in almond-green cloth.

© Forming compound adjs with the names of

other colours, as green-and-gold.

1831 J H Newman Lett. (1891) I 242 A beetle I picked

up at Torquay was as green and gold as the stone it lay

upon 1882 De Windt Equator 100 The Brookeana, a

beauufully-marked green-and-black butterfly

f. Applied to meat that is putrid from long

keeping, with reference to the green surface tint

which it acquires.
'

1863 Morning Star 1 Jan 5 ,

1

know men who would not

touch a hare unless it was regularly
‘ green before cooking

•j* g. Green gown. In phr. To give a woman a

greengown to roll her, in sport, on the grass so

that her dress is stained with green ,
hence euphe-

mistically (cf quot. 1825-80). Ohs
0x586 Sidney Arcadia 1 (1398) 84 Then some greene

gownes are by the lasses worne In chastest piaxes, tut home
theywalke arowe 1599 GreeneGeo aGreeneWks (Giosart)

XIV 140 Madge pointed to meete me m your wheate-close

. And first I saluted her with a greene gowne, and after

fell as hard a-wooing as if the Priest had bin at our backs,

to haue married vs. 1602 Munday Pal Eng 11 v (1039) D,

At length he was so bold as to giue her a greene gowne when

I feare me she lost the flower of her chastity 1648 Her-

rick Hesperf Comma’s goingaMaying (1809) I 71 many

VOL, IV.

397

Diet Cant.

-MW
D dispos’d to give his Lady

Gown, she deny’d his Civility 1764 Low Life (ed 3) 73
Servants meeting their acquaintance according to Appoint-
ment in the Fields, and giving and taking Green Gowns
from each other 1825-80 Jamieson, Green Gown, the sup-

posed badge of the loss of virginity, Roxb
h. Phr 7'0 see anythinggreen m (one's) eye to

detect any signs of gullibility Cf. sense 8 d,

(Now more usually as in B. 2 c.) vulgar.
1851 Mayhew Land. Labour II 41 I’m not a tailor, but I

understands about clothes, and I believe that no person

ever saw anything green m my eye 1863 Rfade Hard
Cash xxtv, Do—you—see—anything—green—m this here

eye?

2 Covered with a growth of herbage or foliage

;

verdant, (of trees) in leaf. Green acres (see quot.

1831) The Green Island, Green Enn Ireland.

847 Charter in O E Texts 434 On grenan pytt 1045
Charter of Eadweard in Kemble Cod Dipl 1V 98 And-
lang 3ses wuduwexes on Sone grene paS c 1325 Gloss W
de Bibbesw m Wright Voc 159 Vert choral, a grene balke

c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T 86 Wher rydestow under this

gieneshawe? C1400 Maundev (Roxb.)vm 28 pat gardyne

es all way grene. c 1430 St, Cuthbert (Suitees) 6624 He
kepid bestys on pasture grene a 1533 Ld Berners Huon
xlvn 157 The erthe was so fayre and grene 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (16x4) 648 These Trees are alway greene some
have leaves twice a yeare 1648 Gage West Ind xiv. go

Harboured m a green plot of giound resembling a meadow
1665 G Havers P della Valle's Trav E, Ind 89 The
very walls of the Gardens are all green with moss 1667

Milton P. L iv. 626 Yon flourie Arbors, yonder Allies

green 1700 Dryden Flower fy L 132 On the green bank
I sat, and listened long 1725 Pope Odyss. xx 336 Who
urged for title to a consort queen. Unnumbered acres, arable

and green 1784 Cowper Task 1. 222 Perch’d upon the

green-hill top. 1831 Loudon Encycl Agnc (ed 2) 1206

'I he Marquis of Hertford has 64,000 green acres
,
that is,

land capable of tillage, and independently of bog and
mountain* 1841 Lane Arab Nts I 102 Having in his

hand a branch of a gieen tree x86o Tyndall Glac i. xvi

118 We were soon upon the green alp _

trails/ c 1645 Howell Lett (1630) II The Vote, Sound

sleeps, green dreams 1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 60 Thon
The green silencedost displaceWith thy mellow, breezy bass

b. Green way, ^gate a way well covered witb

verdure ,
hence fig. the pleasant path, the ‘ broad

way (Cf primrose path ) Obs. exc. dial.

In the earlier versions of the Moral Ode there appeals to

have been confusion between tbe riming words

a xaoo Moral Ode 339 m Lamb Horn 179 Lrete we pe

brode stret and |>e wei bene Go we jjene narewe wei and

bene wei grene c 1275 Ibid 333 in 0.E Mxsc 70 Lete we
jjeo brode stret and Jiene wey grene . Go we pene narewe

wey bene wey so schene c 1290S Eng. Leg I 6/179 3wane

bou comest to >e heued of J»is valeie a grene wei pov schalt

wiende, pat gez euene rijt puyr est and to parays gez pat

on ende 1:1325 in Kennett Par Anttq (1818) I 578 Seynt

Edburges grene wey, cx540 Pilgr T 13 in Thymic s

Ammadv (1865) App 1, 77 The gren gat I had more debt

to folow then of deuotion to seke the halowe a 1674 Mil-

ton Sonn ix 2 Lady, that in the prime of earliest youth

Wisely hast shunned the broad way and the green 1895

E A ngl,Gloss ,
GreenWay, a road over turf between hedges,

usually without gates.

c Of a season of the year Characterized by

abundance of verdure ;
hence, of a winter or

Christmas . Mild, temperate.

1412-20 Lydg Chron Tioy 1 v (13*3)

grene vere Ypassed werp aye fro yere to yere And May was

come the monthe of gla^nesse 7 c 1430 Pwnf Marie in

Tundale's Vis (1843) 13s The comyng of greene veer,

with fresch budaes new 1642 Fuller Holy & Prof St

hi xix. 202 A green Christmas is neither handsome nor

healthful!. 172* Kelly Sc Prov 30 A green yule makes a

fat Church-yard 183s Tennyson Early Sonn, ix, The pits

Which some green Christmas crams with weary bones 1898

Daily News 3 Mar 3/2 Good English poultry with prices

for the most part high Owing to the green wmtei, how-

ever, they are not nearly so high as usual

3 Of the complexion (often green and wan,

green andpale) : Having a pale, sickly, or bilious

hue, indicative of fear, jealousy, ill-humour, or

sickness. (Cf. Gr xhupbs green, pale) .So the

green eye, the eye of jealousy (cf. Green-eyed a )

See also Green sickness.
,

a 1300 Signs bef Judgem 63 in E. E P (1862) 9 Wei
exene and wan sal be is [the sun's] lisjt and bat foi dred so

hit sal be G1300 Hctvelok 47° Al-so he wolde with hem.

leyke, pat weren for hunger grene and bleike 0x3x0 m
Wnght Lyric P. 92 So muchel y thenke upon the that al y
waxe grene* 1535 Ld« Berners Hroiss II lxxxiu Tlxxx j

251 The duke waxed pale and grene as a lefe. *605 Shaks

Mact 1 vu 37 Was the hope drunke, Wherein you drest

your selfe ? Hath it slept since 7 And wakes it now to looke

so 'greene, and pale, At what it did so freely? 01630

Eger & Grime in Furniv Percy Folio I. 336 Now thou art

both pale and greene. 1701 Cibber LoveMakesMan_n. 11,

The wholsomest Food for green consumptive Minds

1783-04 Blake Songs Innoc ,
Nurses Song 4 My face-

turns green and pale 01845 Hood Lamia v 278 Sir

Lycius now Must have the green eye set m his head 1863

Reads Hard Cash xlm, The doctor was turning almost

green with jealousy 1887 Rider Haggard j ess xxxi, The

Boers halted and consulted, except Jacobus, who went on,

Still looking very green

t>. Greenjaundice, a species of Jaundice which,

imparts a green hue to the complexion.

1822-34 Goods StudyMed. (ed 4) I 34° In greenjaundice

the patient rarely recovers a 1823 M Baillie Wks. (1825)

I 89 The green jaundice occurs moie frequently at the

middle and moie advanced periods, of life.

GKREEN.

4l. Consisting of green herbs, plants, or vegetables.

c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 97 Beware of saladis, grene

metis, and of frutes rawe* 1607 Topsell,Four-f Beasts

(1658) 59 From April unto June give them Grasse, and such

green meat as may be found abroad 1804 W Tcnnant
Ind Recrent (ed 2)11 12 The grand desideratum ofIndian

husbandry, the want of green food for cattle 1879 F,

Polloic Sport Bi it Burmah I 234 To keep an elephant in

health, his green food should be constantly changed.

5 . When applied to fruits or plants, the designa-

tion of colour often implies some additional sense

(a) Unripe, immature ,
(b) young and tender

,
(<r)

full of vigorous life, flourishing ;
(d) retaining the

natuial moisture, not dned
ciooo Sax Leechd II 216 Pmtreowes j>a grenan twigu

a 1300 CursorM 6044 pat betst j?an gneu vp al bidene hat

Jje thoner left, bath ripe and grene *377 Langl P PI B
vr 300 Thanne pore folke for fere fedde Hunger ijerne With
grene poret and pesen C1384 Chaucer H Fame in 134

Pipes made of grene come c 1450 Cuthbei t (Surtees) 463

Grene resches a few he schare C1450 M E Med Bk.

(Heinrich) 141 1 ake grene walnotes wyb alle be hulkes *526

Pilgr Perf (W de W 1331) 108 b, Hurte the grene blade,

& you shall haue no whete there. *57® Lyte Dodoens 1

xvui 28 Chamoepitys greene pound and layde upon great

woundes cureth the same 1620 Vennkr Via Recta vu

116 The greene and ripe Figs are hot and moyst in the first

degree 1637R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 80 There is always

some green, some ripe, some rotten grapes in the hunch 1665

Boyle Occas Reft (1848) 68 Gieen Fruit, though of a good

Kind, will not easily be shaken down. [*667 MiltonP L
xi 433 The green Eare, and the yellow Sheaf] X700 S L tr.

Fryke’s Voy E Ind 174 They Boil [it] with a deal of green

Pepper. 1833 Soyer Pantroph 119 Green walnuts were

much esteemed J they were served at dessert 187a Black
Adv Phaeton xx 284 My dear, this is worse than eating

green apples 1884 Public Opinion 3 Oct 436/1 Beware of

green fruit,

b Green corn (U S ), the unripe and tender ears

of maize, commonly cooked as a table vegetable

1716 B Church Hist. Philip's War (1865) I 170 This

season'd his Cow-beaf so that with it and the dry’d green-

corn . he made a very hearty Supper 1817 J Bradbury

Trav Amer 114 Sweet corn, is com gathered before it is

ripe, and dried in the sun it is called by the Americans

gieen corn, or corn in the milk. 1882 Garden 23 Mar. 191/3

To go to America for a good head of green Corn

ft, tiansf and.fig. Connoting qualities which in

plants or fruits are indicated by green colour.

6. Full of vitality ; not withered or worn out.

a rarely of material things, f Of the bones

(iV ) . Full of maiTow ;
esp. m phr To keep the

bonesgiven

.

to maintain good health. _ In thegi een

tree (after Luke xxm 31, Gi Iv tw vypp £v\v,

Vulg tn vindi hgno) • under conditions not in-

volving pressure or hardship
cozaLindisf Gosp Lukexxiii 31 ForSon xifingroenetree

[Ags Gosp on grenum treowe , similarly in all later versions]

oasdoaS in drygi humd biS? 0x300 CmsorM 16663 Quen
suilk in grene tre es wroght. m dri sal mikel mare *313

Douglas Mneis 1 x 6 Within hir bams grene The hote

fyir of luif to kendle 1377 HanmerA nc Eccl Hist. (16x9)

148 Their fresh and greene bodies 1788 E Picken Poems

(1813) II 41 Tak a skair 0 ’ what may keep the banes just

green 1824 ScottSt Ronan'sx, Ye might have gotten

a Commissaryship . to keep the banes green 1800 W Jl

Norris Adrian Vidal xiv, If this was done m the green

tree, what would he done in the dry ?

b of immaterial things, esp the memory of a

person or event ;
also in green old age.

C1380WYCLIF Wks (1880) 408 A curat shulde preche to

be puple treubis of eoddis lawe bat euere ben grene 1390

Gower Conf I. 83 For ever it is a liche grene The great

love which I have *5*3 Dowlas Mneui ix. 54 lhi

honour and tbi fame sail euir be grene,
_
1335 Stewart Crow.

Scot I 349 The rancour wes so ruttit in thair hairt, And in

thair mynd so recent and so grene. That [etc ] 1579 Fen-

ton Gmcciard, 1. (1599) <5 The example is fresh and greene,

that [etc.] 5383 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 1 (1879) xao Ihe

remembrance wherof is yet green in their heds 1634 T
Johnson tr. Parey's Chimrg 1 v (1678) 5 Thosewe say, are

beginning to grow Old, or in their green Old-age. 1666

Bunyan Grace abounding § 233 (1692) 108 Those Graces of

God thatnow were green on me 1766 Goldsm.yic, W xiv.

His green old age seemed to be the result of health and

benevolence 2821 Lamb JLha Ser, Old Benchers^ He
is yet m green and vigorous senility *840 Dickens\ Barn,

Rndge lxiu, My heart is green enough to scorn and despise

every man amoDg you, 1835 Macaulay Hist Eng, xiv^

III, 413 In, youth bis habits had been temperate; and his

temperance had its proper reward, a singularly green and

vigorous old age. *888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men ix vii»

i2X Memorials, which will keep his memoirjjesh and green

lor manya long year 1896 A I)obson 18th Cent,
\

Ser,

111 1 8 His still green recollections of that memorable night.

+ 7 . Of tender age, youthful Obs.

X4X2-20 Lydg. Chron, Troy I v. (i555) Cvib. This is

aflyrmed of them that were ful sage And specially whyle

they be grene [ed 1513 wads tendre] of age 1x450

Merlin 287 The childeren were tendre and grene *475

Bk Noblesse 44 Johan due of Bedforde . in his grene

aee was lieutenaunt of the marchis. 1508 Dunbar Gold.

Targe 155 Syne tender Youth come wyth hir virgyns ywg,

Grene Innocence, and schamefull Abaismg, 1563 Googe
_ j . 1 v "its 1 _ .1 maHa frt nhQVIklimULCUUC, awu _

Eelogs vi (Arb ) 53 Eche thyng is easely made to obaye,

wnyleit is yongana grene 1601 Cornwallyes Ess ii xlvm

(1631) 304 The world in his greenest time lay in the arms of

ignorance 16x1 Bible Transl. Pref 4 In that new world

and greene age of the Church. 1664 Marvell Corn Wks
1872-3 II. 181 ,

1

never yet saw a Prince, whose young mind

did in his greenest yeare promise and threaten so much and

so handsomely. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 263 While

yet his Youth is flexible and green. 174* YoungNt Th v,

633 Tho’ grey our Heads, our Thoughts and Aims are green

17^8 Richardson Clarissa (18 11) VIII 128 A little time
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lienee, the now-green head will he grey 1808 J. Barlow
Columb vu 577 Green in years But ripe in glory 1814 In-

trigues ofa Day hi in, As the proverb says, a grey head is

often placed on green shoulders 1818 facoiT Rob Roy 1,

Your greener age and robust constitution promise longer life

8. Unupe, immature, undeveloped. Often with

mixture of sense 9 ;
also with conscious allusion to

the literal use m sense 5

a. Of things, chiefly immaterial: Not fully

developed, matured, 01 elaborated.

c 1300 Prov. Hendyng in Rel Ant I in He wol speke

wordes grene, Er |>eu hue buen rype, 1426 Lydg De Gutl
Pilgr 2707 Correcte a cause grene & newe 1594 Plat
Jewell-lw 11 35 VntilL som. bettei clarke confirme this

greene conceipt 1687 Dryden Hind # P in 855 To ripen

green revenge your hopes attend 1727 De Fop Syst Magic
1 1 (1840) 2 At that tune the knowledge of Nature was very
green and young in the woild. 1792 Burke Corr (1844) III

394 The Regency, when Price’s seimon appeared, was still

green and raw i860 Reade Cloister PI xxxvm (1B96)

110 Thy beard is ripe, thy fellow’s is green , he shall be the

younger 1876 Gfo Eliot Dan Der. IV. lxix. 346 But
these are green resolves

b. Applied to young birds
1660 Fisher Rvstick's Alarm Wks (1679) 226 They run

like a company of Green guls with Shells on theli Heads
1884 St James’s Gas. 22 Aug 4/2 Good sportsmen look
upon the blackcock as not being sufficiently npe for the gun
at the date the bird being green and tender

c Of persons, their powers or capacities . Im-
mature, law, untrained, inexperienced So Green
hand (cf. Hand 8). Also in sporting use, of
animals Untiamed.
1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke vi 75 Unlearned and

rawe or grene in cunning C1573 Cartwright Reply to
WJu tgift'sAnsiu 27 Hauing a contrary precept giuen, that
no newe plant, or greene Christian, should be taken to the
mimsterie 1383 T. Washington ti Nicholay's Voy m
xiv 07 b, As theywere young of yeeres and age, they should
also bee greene ofsense and judgment *588 Shaks L L L.
1 11 04 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 744 He being
an old commander, and halfe blind, saw moie in the matter
than all those greene captames with their sharpe sight 1639
Fuller Holy lPar 1 xu (1640} 18 Green striplings unripe
for warre 1733 Dyche & Pardon Diet s v ,A young or in-

experienced Person in Arts, Sciences, &c. is sometimes said
to be green. 1822 Lamb Elm Ser 1 Some old Actors,
Green probationers in mischief 1843 Stocqueler Handbk
Brit /tuba (1854) 102 Boys and girls, green in mind though
blooming in person 1864 C F Hale Life with Esqui-
maux I gx Being a stranger in the place and a green hand,
I found it very difficult to get a berth 1871 S Smiles Jr
Boy's Voy Round World xm. (1875) 136, I had gone out
pai rot-potting, with another young fellow almost as green
as myself 1880A H. Huth Buckle I iv. 246 [He] chooses
his course while his nund is yet green and unformed 1889
C Booth Labour Life People I 232 At first the new
master will live on ‘ green ' labour. 1804 Astley 50 Years
Life II 75 Actea ran very green, and had a small boy on
herback. 1894 Times so ) an 1 1/5 Very eat ly in her voyage
she encountered a very severe storm, and that with a green
crew 1897 Outing (U. S.) May 110/2 Trained coach-hoises
as well as green stock.

d.. Hence, of persons, their ideas or actions •

Simple, gullible
;

characterized by, or displaying,

simplicity.

1605 Chapman All Fooles iv. i, You’re green, your credu-
lous

;
easy to be blinded 1695 Congreve Love for L

iv xm, He hadn’t a Word to say, and so I left ’n, and the
green Girl together 1733 Scots Mag Oct 490/2 Green I

continued even in externals near two years 1825 C M.
Westmacott Eng Spy I. 236 note

,

‘ Chaunting’ a horse to
a green one 1838 Lett fr. Madras (1843) 219 Ladies who
are very blue are apt to be rather green. 1844 Dickens
Mart Clutz. xxvu, I’ve been and got married. That’s
rather green, you’ll say 186* Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf
iv. (1889) 36 Most readeis will think our hero very green for
being puzzled at so simple a matter 1884 Pae Eustace 33
The chap is precious green for one of his inches.

9. “That has not been piepared by drying ; hence,
in wider sense, not ready for use or consumption.

a. Of wood, vegetable products, or things made
of these : Not thoroughly dried, unseasoned.
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 63 Grene wode is hotter

than the other whan it is wel kyndeled 1323 Fitzherb
Bk Hmb § 24 If the rake be made of grene woode, the
heed wyll not abyde vppon the stele. 1(00 Shaks A Y. L.
hi ui 90 One of you wil proue a shrunke pannell, and like
greene timber, warpe, warpe 1604 E Grimstone Hist
Siege Ostend29 Certaine Gabions being too greene or wet
1611 Bible Judg xvi 7 If they binds mee with seuen greene
withs [marg Or, newe coards, Heb. moist], that were neuer
dried 1749 Erskine Serm Wks. 1871 III 367 A green yoke
is galling and uneasy to the cattle. 1777 G. Forster Voy
round World I 498 It had unfortunately been packed into
new, or what are called green casks x88i Chicago Times 1

June, Lumber Rep
,
Quotations for cargoes of green lumber

b. Of flesh, fish . Fleshly killed or taken , un-
salted,* uncured; undried Of meat Uncooked,
underdone, raw. Of ham, bacon . Undried, un-
smoked
c 1460 [see Green-fish i], 2377 Harrison England in !

in Holmshed I 221/2 Of these [swine] some we eat greene
for porke, and other dried vp into bakon 1607 Topsell
Eourf Beasts (1658) 463 Their Oxen, Camels, and Sheep,
eat fishes after they be dryed, for they care not for them
when they be green. 1631 Manch. Crt Leet Rec (1887)
IY 6B For sellinge a stirke beefe w5h wee were informed
had the tume and for sellinge a quarter of greene beefe the
same day 1697 Dampier Voy 11729)1 538 Them Legs are
wrapt round with Sheeps-guts These are put on when they
are green 1714 Fr Bk ofRates 42 Fish-Cod dry . Ditto
Green 1725 Watts Logic 1 iv § 8 We say, the Meat is
green when it is half-roasted 1796 Mrs Glasse Cookery
ui. 26 A green ham wants no soaking 18x4 Pegge Suppl

to Grose, Green, raw, not done enough 1843 Disraeli Sybil
vi yn, 1

'Tis the tenpence a pound flitch', said the
comely dame ‘ I have paid as much for very green stuff’,

said Mrs Mullins 1879 Cassells lechn. Educ IV 332/2
The sides are re-stacked and salted They are now ‘ green
bacon’, and only require drying and smoking.

C Of a skin or hide Raw, untanned, unseasoned.

( Green hide is freq. written with a hyphen or as a

single word, esp when used attrib )

1577 Hanmer Anc Eccl Hist, vm xxm (1583) 163 A
yong man was wrapped together with a dogge and a ser-

pent in a greene oxe hyde, and caste into the deapth of the
sea 1727-41 Chambers Cycl

,
Green hide, is that not yet

tanned, or dressed, but such as taken off from the carcase
1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xxx in Wheel-ropes made of
green hide, laid up in the form of ropes 2852 Mori it

Tanning # Currying (1833) 148 It would be greatly to the
interest of the tanner if all hides were imported in a green
state, that is, merely salted. z88x A C Grant Bush Life
Queensland 111. {1882) 21 A long-handled whip with thong of
raw salted hide, called in the colony 'greenhide ’ Ibid vm
72 A strongly plaited greenhide-halter was now slipped over
the head 1889 * Rolf Boldrewood ’ Robbery under Arms
xxiv, Most of ’em were winding up greenhide buckets
filled with gravel from shafts 1893 Selous Trav S E
Africa 92 This skm..was the green hide of an eland bull

d. Of clay, bricks, pottery, etc. . Undried, un-
bumt, unfired. Green sand :

‘ sand used for moulds
without previous drying or mixture* (Raymond
Mining Gloss. 1881) ;

see also quot 1839.
1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 463 When the clay

is in one peculiar state, called the green state 1831 J
Holland Manuf. Metal I. 71 Green sand, as that used m
moist casting, in contradistinction to dry, is termed by the
workmen. 1839 Ure Diet Arts 516 Moulding in green
sand —The name green is given to a mixture of the sand as
it comes from its native bed, with about one twelfth its bulk
of coal reduced to powder, and damped m such a manner as
to form a porous compound 1875 [see Grefn-housl 2]. x88a
Charnb Jml 80 (Pottery) The salt-glaze process must
essentially modify the ornamentation of the ware, since it

receives it in the stage of raw or green clay 2884 Knight
Dtct Mech Suppl , Green Ware (Ceramics), articles just
molded or otherwise shaped, before drying and baking
10. Unaltered by time or natural processes

,
tresh,

new.
a Of a wound • Recent, fresh, unhealed, raw.

1297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 8670 To winchestre he was llad al

mid is grene wounde c 1400 St Alexius (Laud 622) 316
Wi]> his blood & peynes grene 2341 R Coi-land Galyen's
Terap 2Dj, Is nat that to cure an vlcere as a grene
wounde? x6xaWoodall Surg. Mate Wks (1653) 73 Resina,
is excellent for the cure of green and fresh wounds 1623
Bacon Ess , Revenge (Arb

) 503 A Man that studieth Re
venge, keepes his owne Wounds greene, which otherwise
would heale a 2682 Sir T Browne 'tracts 15 Pouring oil

into a green wound 2760 Home Siege Aquilem in, Like
a green wound, At first I felt it not 1780 Burke Sp Bristol
previousto Elect. Wks. Ill 366 Whilst the wounds of those
I loved were yet green *866 Conington YEneid VI. (1867)
193 Her death-wound bleeding yet and green
fig. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof St v x 393 Making the
green wound of an errour fester into the old soare of an
Heresie

b. Retaining the traces of newness
;
perceptibly

fresh or recent. Obs exc. m technical uses
15. . Aberd. Reg (Jam ), New and grem graves s6ix

Cotgh , Peuidre A fraiz, to paint with water-colours on
a greene, or new-mortered, wall 1679 Trials of Wakeman
&c 30 He believes that the hand that writ the Letter, and
the Bill that he saw green, were the same 2722 Perry
Daggenh Breach 87 The Mischief that must ensue if the
Tide went over such a green Bank or Wall of Earth 2739
‘R. BuLL'tr Dedekmdus' Grobianiis 174 Bid ’em be jogging,
while their Boots are green 1776 G Semfle Building in
Water 49 To preserve the green Mortar from being washed
away before it would get proper Time to cement. 1878
F. S Williams Midi Raihv 653 If the fire is ‘green’
(that is, if coals have only lately been put on)

c f Of oil, wine, etc. Unmatured, not mellowed
bykeeping

, also, m favourable sense, fresh, not rank
or stale (obs.') Also (Sc.) ofmilk Th at has recently
begun to flow (after childbearing, calving, etc.).

1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 15 b, This wyne is ouyr
grene, that is ryper 2319 Horman Vulg 41 A epppe ofgrene
[L. ansterum] wyne. 1606 Holland Sueton. 22 His Host
set before him..olde ranke oile in steed of greene, sweet,
& fresh 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 197 Two ounces
of this Goats-grease, and a pinte ofgreen Oyl mixed together
1616 Surfl & Markh Country Farms 632 Such greene
wines are more hurtfull than any other 271a Steele
Sped No 264 p 5 It [Port] strengthens Digestion which

f
reen Wines of any kind can’t do *768 Ross Helenore 6
Leed that her milk gat wrang fan it was green. 1825-80

Jamieson, Green-milk

,

milk of a cow just calved, Banff's.

f& Of persons Recently recovered from an
illness (const of). Of a mother Recently de-
livered. Also, green in earth • just buried. Obs,
259* Shaks. Rom, Jul iv 111. 42 Where bloody Tybalt,

yet but greene in earth, Lies festring in his shrow'd 1398
R. Bernard tr. Terence, Adelpht v vu, Its the better a
great deale then the greene woman be brought hither thro
the streets 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt (1841) 250 England
is this green woman, lately brought to bedof a long-expected
child, Liberty. 2706 Land. Gaz. No. 4254/4 William Coster
.green of the Small-pox 1825-80 Jamieson, Green cow,

a cow recently calved , denominated from the freshness of
her milk

111. Combinations.
11 . General combinations : a. parasynthetic and

instrumental, as green-backed, -bodied, -bordered
-houghed, -breasted

,
-curtained

, -decked
, -edged,

-embroidered, -feathered
, -fringed, -garbed, -glazed,

-grown, -haired, -headed, -hearted, -hewed, -leaved,

-legged,-mantled,-recessed,-ribbed, -seeded, -sheathed
-striped, -suited

,
-throated

\
twined, -veined, -waved

-winged adjs
; also green-flesh, + green-leave

(= having green leaves), green-leafy adjs
*792 Mar Riddell Voy. Madeira 77 The "green-backed

cavally (gastei ostcus Carohnns Ltn ) 1839 H Reevf Mem
(1898) I 104 A neat "green-hoched glass chariot 1801 CJames Rom. Rigmarole 22 The *green-bordeied road was
white with dust *776 Mickle tr Camoens’ Lusiad
1 he *green-houghed forests by the lawns of Thames *6«Quarlls Sol Recant 11 46 1 each her to slide through the
fluid veynes Of the "green breasted stieam embroydred
Plaines 2859 Mrs Carlyle Lett III 5I he elegant "gieen
curtained bed 1383 Stanyhurst JEneism (Arb ) 74 From
thence wee trauayled to the "greenedeckt gaylye foonv.T
1727-46 Thomson Summer 698 For oft these valleys shift
J heir *green-embi oidei ed lobe to fieiy brown *6s5MourcT& Bennet Health’s Improv (1746) 169 Yet [geese] being
taken whilst they aie young, "green feather’d, and well fatted
*855 Browning De Gustibus, Men <$ Women 149 A girl
bare footed brings and tumbles Down on the pavement
"green flesh melons 1686 Lond Gaz No 2126/4 A. Saddle
"green-fnng’d round the Seat 1808 Scott Mann vi In
trod

, The "green-garb’d ranger 1891 Hodgkin Ex Early
Eng. Pottery Introd 9 Ihe "Green glazed Ware, with a buff
body is called ludor ware 1807 Dor Wordsworth inMem ofColcorlon (1887) I 220 *lhe floor of the alley is

simply meant to be "gieen-grown, which it will in a shoit
time be with short moss 1776 Mickle tr Camoens’ Lusiad
475 1 he "green hair’d Nereids tend the bowery dells. 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 24 1 he green haired forest. 1807-8W Irving Salmag (1824) 335 1 he "green-headed monkey
of Timandi *832 Dickens Blenk-Ho xxxvn, He is such a
cheery fellow Fresh and "green-heaited ! 2308 Dunbar
Tita Mamt Wemen 11 Ane holyn hewmlie "giein hewit
a 1849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) 357 Each "green-leafy
bosk and hollow *607 Rowlands famous Hist 39 Where
shady trees Embrac’d each other in their "green-leave arms
ci620 Z Boyd Zion’s Blowers (1855) 39 It will be still

"Greene leaved *86* Miss PraitBlower PI IV 61 Green-
leaved Hound’s-tongue 1678 Ray Willughby’sOrmth 299
1 he "gieen-leg’d Horseman 1832 Carlyle Sart Res ui
vm, A huge Troglodyte Chasm, with frightful "green-
mantled pools *820 Keats Lamia 1 144 Into the "green-
recessed woods they flew *796 Withering Bnt Plants
(ed 3) III 308 "Green-ribbed Spleenwort. *880 Plain Hints
Needlework 73 The other varieties are Nankin cotton,
"green-seeded, etc *833 1 ennyson Poems, Lady ofShalott
8 The "greensheathld daffodilly 1870 Morris Earthly
Par I 1 191 "Greenstaped onions 1859 Tennyson
Guinevere 22 All the court "Green-suited, but with plumes
that mock’d the may, Had been, their wont, a-maying
1861 J. Gould Trochtlidee II, Delattna vindtpallens,
"Green-throated Cazique 1848 Eliza Cook Xmas Song
ofPoor Man 1 6 A men y Christmas to ye all. Who sit

beneath the "green-twined loof 1893 Oracle hncycl I

565/2 The "green-veined white butterfly 17 SirPatrick
Ispens xv. in Child Ballads (1885) II 22/2,

1

see the "green
waved sea 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI V 204 "Green-
winged Meadow Orchis *893 Outing (U S ) XXVII 211/2
A pair of green-winged teal

D. complemental, as green-di opping, -ghmmei-
ing, -growing, -shining adjs

;
green-stain vb.

*59* Shaks. Ven. $ Ad 1176 She crop’s the stalke, and in

the breach appeares, "Green dropping sap, which she com
pares to teares. 1839 Tennyson Lancelot Elaine 482
A wild wave . ."Green-glunmeringtoward the summit. *84*
LoNGr Childr. Lord’s Supper 81 E’en as the "green growing
bud is unfolded when spring-tide approaches 2858 Tenny-
son in Mem (1897; I. 428 One great wave, "green shining,

past high up beside the vessel *856 Aihd Poet. Wks 22
Clover leaves "green stain his corduroys

c. qualifying the names of other colours (==

greenish, greeny)
,
asgreen-black, -blue, -gold,-golden,

-grey, -yellow adjs. (occas sbs ).

*849 D Campbell Inorg. Cltem 281 Leaving this oxide
in "green-black, anhydrous, lustrous crystals *844 Louisa
S. Costello Biam <S Pyrenees II 41 A broad space of clear

"green blue sky was seen. 02843 Southey Comm.-pl Bk,
Ser 11 (1849) 602 That "green-gola beetle, the most splendid
of British insects 2868W Cory Lett. <$- Jrnls (1897) 240
Light on steep "green grey

<
slopes 2876 ‘Sarah Tytler’

What She came through xli, The green-grey or ‘water of

the Nile dear to thehearts of artists 1849 D Campbell
Inorg. Chem 297 From black, becoming blue-green, "green
yellow, deep-red

12. Special collocations: green-book, a book
with a green cover, spec, an official publication

of the Indian Government (cf. Blue-book) ; +green
box, an upper box at a theatre ;

green-charge,

gunpowder of which the ingredients have been

mixed but have not yet undergone the incorporating

process
; f green ooffer, ? a strong box covered

with green cloth (cf. Greek cloth) ;
green crop, a

crop used for food while in a green or unripe state,

as opposed to a grain crop, hay crop, etc. ;
green

ebony, the wood of theWest Indian tree Jacaranda

ovahfoha ; also of Exccscana glandulosa
;
green

fat, the green gelatinous portion of the turtle,

highly esteemed by epicures ; + green-finned a,

of oysters (see green oyster below) ;
green fire, a

pyrotechnical composition, consisting of sulphur,

potassium chlorate, and a salt of barium, which

burns with a green flame ;
green gill ( US.), the

condition of oysters when tmged gieen by feeding

on confervse (cf. Gbeen v.
1 ab); so green-gill,

-giUed adjs,, affected with 'green gill ’
;
green

gland, ‘ one of a pair of large glands in Crustacea,

supposed to serve as kidneys’ (Webster 1890);

green glass, a coarse kind of glass of a grfiea

coloui, bottle-glass, green goods pi., counterfeit
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greenbacks (see Greenback sb i)
,
also ait/ ib ,

grefcn-jerkin, one who wears a gieen jerkm, a

forester ,
green manure, a mass of growing plants

ploughed while green into the soil, for the purpose

of enriching it; hence green-manuring vbl sb
,

green oak, the wood of oak branches stained green

by a parasitic fungus (used in the manufacture of

‘Tunbridge waie’); green oyster, an oyster

coloured green (see Green idib), formerly re-

garded as a delicacy
,
green-plot — Grass-plot

,

green ribbon, a ribbon of green colour worn (a)

as the badge of the King’s Head Club, consisting

of supporters of the Duke of Monmouth (1679-

1685), used attrib. m \green ribbon club, man ; {b)

as part of the insignia of the Order of the Thistle

,

green rod, the rod borne as the symbol of office

by the Gentleman-ushers of the Order of the

Thistle; fgreen rushes, fiesh rushes spiead on

the flooi of a house in honoui of a guest who

is a great stianger ,
hence used as an exclamation

of surprise or welcome on seeing a person who

has been absent a long while
,
green-salted a

,

salted down without tanning
;
green-seal, attrib

of certain brands of wine, distinguished by a

green seal on the cork
,
green-shaving Leather-

dressing (see quot), green-side dial, grassy

land, pastuie land, grass, turf
,
green-soil, soil in

which ‘green crops’ are raised, hence green-soil

v, to provide with such a soil; f green-staff,

one who carries a green staff
;
green-stick Path , a

term applied to a kind of fracture (see quot 1885)

,

green-stuff, vegetation, herbage
,
pi. a commercial

teun for green vegetables ,
green syrup Sugar-

inanuf ,
the syrup which flows offfrom the ‘ loaves’

,

green table, a table covered with green cloth,

hence {a) Hist the board of Covenanting notables

which ruled Scotland m 1638-1641 ; (/>) a gaming

table
;
green tail, a kind of diarrhoea incident to

deei
;
green tar (see quot 1864); green-ware

t (a) = greenstuffs ,
{b) see 9 d ;

green water,

f (a) some remedy foi venereal disease , (p) Med.,

a name for the lochia in the later stage
,

(c) the

condition of the river Nile when the water is low

and consequently unwholesome For green apron
,

ginger, hasting
;
pea, pip,

tea, etc ,
see the sbs.

1802 Times 14'Apr. 7/3 The results of these studies stand

embodied in a ‘ ^Green-book’ of extraoidinary interest.

1751 Guide to Stage 10 Unless they [ladies] take a fancy to

pass away the time en deshabille in a gieen-box 1808

Earl Carlisle Thoughts on Stage io [Formerly] women

of the town quietly took their stations in the upper boxes,

called the green boxes 1876 Voyle Mild Diet, Green,

Charge 1896 Globe 10 Nov 3/3 A ‘ greencharge explosion

took place at Messrs — Gunpowder Mills a 1483 Liber

Niger in Househ Ord (1790) 65 Thys Countyng-house

hathe assigned hym one charyotte complete & a sompter

horse for the “grene coffyrs 1842 Johnson Farmers
Encycl ,

*Green crops,
crops which are consumed ^on the

farm in their unripe state 1849 Weak's Diet Terms

,

*Green ebony wood is used for round rulers, turnery, mar-

quetry-work, &c ; it is also much used for dyeing 1858

Simmonds jDiet Trade,
Green-ebony, a wood obtained from

the Jacaranda ovalifoha, a native of the West Indies

*830 Booth Analyt Diet. I 101 l'he more highly prized

Green Fat is found , round the abdomen 1846 ooyer

Gastron Regenerator 83 Make choice of a good turtle

take out the interior, which throw away, first collecting

the green fat which is upon it 1870 Dwaois Cosmopolitan

Cookery 56 To prepare the turtle soup add to it some

?
ieces of the green fat c 1645 Howell Lett (1650) II 11 xz,

have sent you two barrells of Colchester oysters I

presume they are good, and all *green finnd 1881 Inger-

soll Oystei Industry (10th Census U S ) 183 In 1880 what

the oystermen call the ‘ green-gill ’ began to affect the

planted oysters in Back river Ibid 245 In Vlrgtma, are to

be found in the markets what are called ‘green-gill oysters

Some say they are diseased The negroes^ claim that they

are the best in Richmond *66o Boyle New Exp Pays

Mech xxxvt 277 The courser sort of Glass (which the

Trades-men are wont to call *Green glass) *838 Dickens

O I wist xxvu, A pint green-glass bottle 1891 Gunter

Miss Nobody m xtx 223 The janitor states that in ms

Opinion, Stillman, Myth and Co were in the green-goods

business. x888 Troy Daily Tunes 3 Feb (Farmer), The

green goodsman escaped, for the only proofagainst: him was

[etc] 1826 Scott Woodst xvu, By the force of his butfeoats

and his “greenjerkms 1842 j F \V Johnston Agnc
Client 141 Among “green manures the use of fresh sea-ware

deserves especial mention Ibid 139The practice of green

manuring has been in use from very early periods 1887

Phillips Bi it Discomyc 147 “Green oak xo in Sprat

Hist Roy Soc (1667) 308 “Green Oysters, Commonly called

Colchester Oysters 1838 Eyton Oyster 27 The green

Oyster’ formerly in such high repute, is now gone out

of fashion 1712 J James tr Le Blond s Gardening as A
large double Walk, and a “Green-Plot in the Middle

x8a8 J R. Best Italy 410 It is approached by a neg-

lected, unplanted, unfenced green-plot, *68o A At lam

Let Wood 12 Nov. (Bodl MS Wood F 30 fol 35) Prats

sonn..hath listed himselfin to the*Green Ribbon Club io8x

Wood Life nr Jan (O. H.S)II 512 Sr Southby was put

aside, for being a green ribband man and saying that the old

king' [Charles I] ‘ died justly and speaking against the

bishops and other things 1723 Land. Gap No 6344/1 1 he

Earls had the Honour to be invested with the Green

Ribbon. x8xo G Rose Dianes (i860) II 482 His Royal

Highness mentioned the vacancies of a Blue, a Green, and

a Red Riband, 181s SportingMag XLV 295 May I con-

399

gratulate you, my Lord, on hating the Green ribband?

1868 Cussans Haitdbk Her xvm (1893) 246 The Officers

attached to this Noble Order [of the Thistle] are the Dean

,

Loid Lyon, Kmg-of-Arms ; and the Usher of the “Green

Rod 14 . London LycKpeity xi in Skeat Spec Eng Lit

26
‘ “ Ryshes grene’, an other gan giete 1389 Grffne

Menaphon (Arb ) 85 Indeede Doron it tslong since wee met

when you come you shall haue greene rushes, you aie such

a straunger i6oz Breton Wonders worth hearing (Gro-

sart) 3 Greene rushes M Francisco it is a wondet to see

you heere in this Country. 1885 C T Davis Leather 1

55 “Green salted [hides] are those that have been salted

and are thoroughly cured 1871 Legrand Cambr Freshen

8 After having discussed a bottle of his particular “green-

seal claret 1883 Harpers Mag Jan 273/1 The hides

are next trimmed with a kntfe and ‘“green-shaving in

turn removes the roughness from the flesh side of the skin

X613-X6W Browne Brit Past, n m, Aclmstallnll Which
from the*greenside of the flowry bancke Eat doune a chan-

nell 1796W Marshall W. Eng I 326 Greenstde,
grass,

turf, greensward x88o IV Cornett Gloss ,
Green side, land

kept in pasture ‘ T he green side is the mostprofitable after

all’ f los Forsyth Beauties Scotl II 66 The soils are

atranged into two kinds
,
namely^ light and clayey The

former is called turnip or “green soil 1899 Rider Haggard
in Longrn. Mag. May 43 Our original idea was to greensoil

the whole of this little field a 1618 Sylvester Hymn oj

Aims 240 But reverend “Green-Staves, what’s all this to you?

2885 Sir W. Roberts Tieat Unit <$• Ren. Dis 1 (ed 4)8

When sharply bent they [flax-fibres] bteak with a ‘ “green

stick’ fracture 1883 Syit Soc. Lex ,
Grecnsttck fracture,

a form of fracture of a long bone in which whilst one side of

the bone is broken the other is only bent. It occurs chiefly

tn the soft bones of children 1851 Mayhew Loud Labour

II 07/r Stieet sellers of '“green stuff', including water-

cresses, chtckweed and gru’n'sel, turf, &c 1891 Daily News

30 Dec 2/7 The potato trade is very flat Gt eenstuffs inmore

than adequate supply for the slack demand 1893 Atlantic

Monthly Mar 340 Fields of greenstuff and forage 1839

Ure Diet Arts 1209 The syrup which flows off spon-

taneously is called “green syrup a 1670 Spalding Troub

Chas /(1828) I 119 He took also with him to the “Grein

Table, the marquess' boy with ane other called Got don

for alleadged saying they would shoot Felt Lessue 1825

Brockitt N C Words, Green-table, the large table in

the Guildhall, of Newcastle 1861 1 hackeray B Lyndon

ix, His [the merchant's] bales of dirty indigo are his dice

and the sea is his green table iBga Daily News 24 Mar

5/7
‘ Do that’, say the Ryhope miners, ‘and then we will

meet you round a green table and discuss this question

of markets and prices' 1847 Halliwell Green-tail, a

diarrhoea in deer, to which they are often subject North

1730 G Hughes Barbadoes 50 “Green Tar <11864 Gesner

Coal, Petrol, etc. (1865) 43 There is a petioleum spring

in St Andrew's parish, Barbadoes. The product of this

spring has been sold under the name of green tar , and

‘Barbadoes tar*. 1744-50 W. Ellis Mod Hus\andm

IV in. 104 Tumeps, Clover and other “Green-ware 1629

Massingcr Picture iv li3
He's acquainted With the £»re*in

water, and the spitting pill's Familiar to him 1841 b H
Ramsbotham Obslet Med. * Stetr 192 Before its final

departure it becomes of a serous character possessing a

greenish tint ,
it is then known, in the language of the

lying-in room, by the name of the green waters 1896

Daily News 22 July 5/3 We are now in the middle of the

unhealthiest period ofthe year in this country the season

of ‘the green water’

b. In names of animals • green bass, the black

bass (see Bass sb 1 1 b); green bird=

G

reenfinch

1, green blights, plant-lice, aphides, greenbone,

(a) the garfish; (b) the viviparous blenny; green-

bottle, a fly {Musca Caesar) having a green body

,

green bug, ?a kind of plant-louse [cf F.punatse
des bois\\ green-ood, f' (a) = Green-fish i

; (0) the

Coal-fish, Gadus wests
,

(c) the Cultus Cod, Ophi-

odon elongatus } green cormorant, a name in Ire-

land for the shag, Phalacrocorax graculus ;
green

orab, the common shore crab, Caranus msenas ;

green drake, an angler’s name for the common

May-fly, Ephemeravulgata’, green eel(Australian),

Mureena. afra ;
green grosbeak = Greenfinch

1 ;
green heron, an American heron (Ardea vires-

cens) with dark green back and wings
,
green-leek,

an Australian parrakeet (see quot), green linnet

= Greenfinch i ;
green-louse, a plant-louse or

aplus ;
green plover, the lapwing ;

green-pollack,

the coal-fish ;
green swallow, the short-bill, Phi-

baluraflavirostns ,
of Brazil (Craig 1847) >

green-

tail {fly), a name for the gmnnom fly; green-

tree ant, the common Queensland ant ;
green-

wing, the green-winged teal, Querqttedula crecca

of Europe, Q ca/olinensis of America. Voxgreen

grasshopper, leech
,
lizard, monkey, tus tie, wood-

pecker, etc., see the sbs. Also Greenback, Green-

FINCH etc*

1883 Fisheries Exlub Catal (ed 4) 160iBIack, White, mid

“Green Bass 1897 Outing (U S ) XXX 438/1 The boys

called the rock bass the ‘ black bass’, while large and small

mouth black bass were known as ‘green bass x67iLond

Gas No X321/4 A green Parroket . , about die bigness of a

“Green Bird. 1838 Penny CycL XI 437A The mules bred

between a hen-canaryand a greenbird *851 Mayhew Loud

Labour II. 60ft Greenfinches (called green birds, or some-

times green linnets, in the streets) 1879 Rossiter Diet Set.

Terms, *Green bhghts=Aphid® insects belonging to Ho-

moptera. 1710 Sibbald FifepAcns aiiera
l{
ta
^°X,^icVH^

our Fishers call it the Garfish Some call.it the “Green-

bone. 1805 G. Barry Orkney Isl 291 The Viviparous Blenny

(blenmns viviparus), from the colour of the back bone, has

here got the name of greenbone. 1883 E P Ramsay Eood-

FtshesN S. Wales 29 Beloneferox, the ‘ Long I om of Hie

fishermen, ‘green-bone’, and ‘garish of Eu
.
r0Pe^

ns
;|
,
1®®*

All Year Round 13 Sept 7 The “green-bottle, Musca

GBEBTiT.

Caesar, thrives best on carrion and coipses 17x2 J J ames

tr Le Blond's Gardening 173 Insects that attack Fruit-

Trees as * Green-Bugs [ong F.punais], Ear-Wigs 1750

[see Green-fly 2I 1838 Lett fr Madras (x843)205 Theie

is nothing I dislike so much m India as those green bugs.

1667'Loud Gas. No 195/1 A French Vessel of 70 1 uns laden

with “GreenCod 1880-4 F DayInshes Gt Brit, Ire1 1 295

Gadus virens .

.

Coal-fish also locally as green cod, green-

pollack, gray-lord 1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) III

253 The cod-fish (1Ophtodon elongatus). is also called bastard

cod, cultus cod, green cod, buffalo cod, etc *883 Fisheries

hxhib Catal (ed 4) «5 “Green Cormorant 1863 J G
Wood Nat Hist III 380 Any living thing that can be

caught becomes prey to the “Green-Crab 167® Cotton

Walton's Angler 11 323 The “Green-drake and Stone-fly

1787 [see Grfy A 8, grey-drake'] 1884 [see Drake so 1
4]

1883 E P Ramsay Food-Fishes N, A Wales 30 Conger

labtata and Mureena aft a, the ‘rock’ and ‘“green eels

1838 Penny Cycl X 483/1 The “Green Grosbeak or Green

finch 1883 Century Mag 653 Among the most common
buds are the “green heron. 1848 J Gould Birds Austral

V pi 1 5 PolytellsBarrabandi, “Green-leek ofthe Colonists

of New South Wales 1678 “Green Linnet [see Green-

finch 1] 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 383 Greenfinch or

Green Linnet, as it is very often called 1822-34 Good s

Study Med (ed 4) L 264, 1 have seen a hop-ground com-

pletely overrun and desolated by the aphis hnmuli or hop

“green-louse 16x0 W Folkingiiam Art ofSurvey \v 111

83 Gray, *Greene and Bastard Ploveu 1883 V Stuart

Egypt 383 Underneath the left-hand tower of the pavilion

may be observed a bird squatting on a bowl it represents

a green plover. X880-4 “Gieen pollack [stegreen codabove]

1787, *834 “Green tail [see Grannom] 1847 Leichhardt

Jml ix 294 It was at the lower part of the Lynd that we

first saw the “green tiee ant 1893 Outing (U S)Dec 212/1

They were soon joined by more “green-wings

C. In names of plants and flints green arrow,

dial corruption of Green Yarrow, Achillea Mille-

folium ;
green ash, a variety of the ash tree (see

quot. 1882), green-hind, a variety of hop ,
green

brier, an American name for Simlax (Treas Pot

1866) ;
green broom, the common broom, Sa/Q-

thamnus or Cyttsus scopanus

,

green dragon, (a )

theplantDracunculus vulgarts {{oixaeilyArum D )

=Dragon 1 14; {b) the U S plant A/ tssema Dra-

contium, dragon-root (Webster 1864) , + green

endive, Lactnca vn osa or L Scariola; f green

fillet, a kind of apple (see quot.), green laver,

an edible seaweed, Ulva Laciucct and U. Icttissiiua ,

also called locally green oyster (Moms Austral

Eng.) and green sloke (Jam ) ; + green mustard,

a name for pepperwort, Lepzdium latifohum
,

green withe, a climbing orchid of Jamaica,

Vamlla claviculatcr, green-wort, sneeze-wort,

Achillea Ptarmica For green hellebore
,
osier, rose

,

spleen wort, thistle, etc , see the sbs Also Green-

gage, Greenheart, Green sauce, Greenweed

1886 Suffolk Rime in Britten & Holland Plant-n s v

A /-row, “Green ’Arrow, Green ’Arrow, you bears a white

blow 1898 Rider Haggard in Longrn Mag Oct 500,

1 found the wildflower called Green-arrow in bloom 1843

MarryatM Violet xliv 367 A luxuriant giowth of noble

Umber, sut-h as .blue and “green ash 1882 Garden 23 bept

272/1 The green Ash . . so called from the colour of the young

shoots 1805 R W Dickson Pract. Agric (1807) II 233

This plant [the hop] has several omueties, as the red-

bind, the “green-bmd, the white-bind 1733 Miller

Card Diet (ed 2), Cytiso-gemsta, Common (or Green)

Broom 1840 Paxton Bot Did ,
*Green Dragon 154*

Turner Names ofHerbes 45 Eaciuca Ihe thyrde sorte is

called in latin Lactuca syluestns, in enghshe greene

Endyue, the Pottcanes haue longe abused this herbe tor

right Endyue 1676 Beal in Phil Turns Xl 387 Green

Cider made of a “green fillet, as they called it, where they

had other kinds of fillets This which I commend was a

small, round, and green Apple full of black spots 1829

Loudon Encycl Plants 941 The “gieen laver;which, stewed

with lemon juice, is so much esteemed in England, is the

Ulva lactuca x597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl
1 ,

Greene Mus-

tard is Dittander 1725 Sloane Jamaica II 160 “Green-

with This plant hangs down from the branches of trees

1854 S Thomson Wild FI. m (ed 4) 241 The greenwort,

or A chilltaptarmica.

&. Innames of mineral and chemical substances •

f green brass = Verdigrts, green, diallage, {a)

Diallage,a variety ofpyroxene ,
(b)= Smaragdite,

a variety of amphibole ,
green drops, ‘ a coloured

solntion of corrosive sublimate
5 {Syd Soc Lex

1886), green earth=

G

lauconite; green, gold

? Obs„ an alloy o( gold and silver
;
green iron ore

=Dofrenite ;
green lead ore * Pyromorphite ,

green marble - Serpentine ,
green mineral

-

Malachite, For gieen bice, copperas, iodide of

mercury, salt ofMagnus,
vitriol, etc ,

see the sbs

Also Greenstone.
,

„o8 Trevisa Barth De P R xvn clxxxviu (1495) 729

Vvnevere fretyth metalles and gendreth therof dyueis

colours , as Serusa of leed, “grene hrasse of copur and

Lazuriumofsyluer 1837 Dana Syst Mut 3°5 Green D < 1-

laee, Kokkolit, Batkaht 1794 Kirwan Elem Min (ed 2) I.

196 “Green Earth 1843 Portlock Geo! 212 Green Earth is

common, lining the cavities tn amygdaloid throughout the

basaltic range 1799 G Smith Laboratory I. 72 A"> ® °Y
of silver with gold produces “green gold l8aS J- Nichol-

son Opeiat Mechanic 724 To heighten the colour of Green

Gold 1864 Watts Did Chem II. 944 *Green Iron Ore,

native ferric phosphate Ibid ,
*Green lead ore,

phosphate oflead w tth chloride oflead 1879 Rossitfr Diet.

Set. Teims, *Gi een marble = Serpentine. 1844 Hoblyn

Did Med, *Gnen mineral

,

a carbonate of copper, used

as a pigment
130 _ 2



GREEN. 400 GREEN.
B. sb

1. The adj. used absol That which is green ; the

green part of anything
c xooo Sax Leechd I 398 Bere sif+an 3a turf to circean

& wende man paet grene to San weofode 1764 Foote Patron
1 Wks 1799 I 331 Sever the green [1 e the * green fat ’ of
turtle] from the shell with the skill of the ablest anatomist

2 Gieea colour In pi =-diffeienl tints of green.

+ In green on a (heialdic) field of green Obs
c 1205 Lay 2465a pat heo wolden of ane heowen heore

claSes habben Sum hafde whit sum hafden raed, sum hafde
god grene sec a xa*s Amur R 150 Grene ouer alle heowes
froureS mest eien c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun’s Pro

l

go Or,
for she whitnesse hadde of honestee, And grene of con-
science, and of good fame The sote savour, 4

like ’ was hir

name c 14515 Rauf Coil^ear 455 He bair grauit in Gold
and Gowhsm grene Ane Tyger 1644 Dighy Mans Soul
(1645) 39 By severall compoundings of these extieames,
reds, blewes, yellowes, greenes, and all other intermediate
colours may be generated 1667 Milton P, L vn 479 In all

the liveries deck'd of Summer’s pride, With spots ofgold and
purple, azure and green 1687 B Randolph Pres St
A t clupelago 107 The sea had a continual passage over us,

so as our Deck was covered with a green 1704 Pope
Windsor For 216 In the clear azure gleam the flocks are
seen, And floating forests paint the waves with green 1821
Craig Lect Drawingm 176 Light-yellow has much dear-
ness and beauty on purple and green 1873 Symonds Grk
Poetsxu 404 Its [the olive’s] pearlygreys and softened greens

b. with defining woid prefixed, indicating a
particular land or shade of green, as cedar, celan-

dine
,
emerald

,
grape

,
leek

,
panel, pea

,
Russian

,

sea
, Spanish , vine-leafgreen, etc.

a 1500 Fltnvei # Leaf 35 Leves new Some very rede,
and some a glad light grene 15 fsee goose turd Goose
sb 7], x6rx Cotgr

,
Vcrd gay, a Popimay greene Verdet

,

Spanish greene. 1658 W Sanderson Graphite 84 Ihe
best is Cedar-gi een 1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v , The dyers
make divers shades, or casts of green, as light green, yellow
green, grass green, laurel green, sea green, dark green,
parrot green, and celadon green c 1750 Shdnsione Elegies
iv 2 Near some lone fane or yew's funereal green 1805-17
R Jameson Char Mm. (ed 3) 67 Verdigris-green is

emerald green mixed with much Beilin-blue, and a little

white Mountaingreen is emerald-green, mixed with much
blue, and a little yellowish grey Leek-green is emerald-
green, with bluish-grey and a little brown It is the Sap-
green of painters 1818 La Belle AssembUe XVII No
106 58/6 The most fashionable colours 111 this material
are, vine-leaf green [etc ] 1881 J Grant Catnei onians I
1 7 One [of his eyes] was a species of bilious green 1899
Daily News 16 Sept. 7/4 Lovely shades of green, such as
grape, pistachio, and reed green

c {To see any) green in one's eye signs of in-

experience or gullibility. (Cf. A 1 h )
1859 Slang Diet s v

,

4 Do you see any green m ray eye?'
ironical question m a dispute. 1883 Atkin House Scraps
(1887) 161 Major P -'s unco’ sly, There is no green about
his eye 1894 Blackmorc Peilycross x8g Sergeant, do you
see any gieen in my eye ?

3. A green dye or pigment
;
usually with some

defining woid prefixed, as bladder
,
Brunswick

,

chrome
,
emerald

,
Hungary

,
mineral

, mountain

,

Bans, Prussian, Saxon
,
Scheele's

,
Veronese, etc

x6xx Cotgr s v Chevrc, Verd do ckevre
, a kind of sand

whereof Painters make their greenes 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl s v., Mountain Green or Hungary Green , is a sort of
greenish powder found , among the mountains ofKernausent
m Hungary The painters make use of this Colour for a grass
green x8x6J Smith Paiiora.ma.Sci .5- Art 11 556 Sulphate
ofindigo is used foi Saxon greens 1839 Ure Diet. A 1 ts 793
Malachite, or mountain green Ibid 1094 Scheele’s Green,
is a pulveiulent arsemte of copper 1849 D Campbell
Inoig CAe/n 2x8 When to a solution of sulphate of copper
a solution of carbonate of potash is added, it gives a blue
precipitate, which on boiling assumes a green tint

,
it is

known in commerce as mineral gieen 1887 A mer.
Naturalist XXI 481 The insecticide employed was Pans
green 2892PallMall G. 4 Apr. 3/1 Fans green, an insoluble
arsemte of copper
4. Green clothing or dress, lit andfig ; + green

cloth + Also pi. green dresses
C13ZO Sir Tnstr. 1380 A schip wip grene and gray, Wib

vair and eke wi|> grus C1350 Pari. Three Ages xzb He
was gerede all in grene. C1385 Chaucer L G IV. Prol
1x7 Now hadde the tempre sonne dothede hvm [the earth]
in grene al newe a-geyn. 14 Ipomation 657 (Kolbtng)A hunter all in grene. 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Pnnc 696
And where ben my gounes ofscarlet, blewes sadde & lighte,
Grenes also 1673 [R Leigh] Tramp Reh 1x2 Would not
exchange his royal purple for a forresters green x8xo [see
Grlenman x]

5. Antiq As the distinctive colour of one of the
factions in. the circus. Also pi. the adherents of
this faction. (Cf Faction sb. 2 b)
1693 Congreve in Dryden's Juvenal Sat xi 35 The Green

have won the Honour of the Day 1884 iqth Cent Dec
999 What light is thrown on the histoiy of Byzantium by
talking of the 4

Blues ’ and the 4 Gi eens ’ ?

6. The emblematic colour of Ireland (suggested
by ‘ Green Erin 5

- see A 2) ;
hence adopted as the

distinctive colour of the * nationalist ’ party.
*797 Gong, 4 The Shan van vocht ’, What colour should

oe seen Where our fathers’ homes have been, But our own
lmmoL tal Green ? c 1798 Song

,

4 TheWearing ofthe Green ’,

•they are hanging men and women for the wearing of the
Sr®®n c 1798 Hope 111 Madden Lit Rem United Ins&nt
(1887) 99 We fell to woik, hammer and tongs, The Orange
and Green both together

7. Elhptically for a green species or vanety of an
animal or a substance, the natuie of which is ex-
plained by the context, eg a gieen bird, etc
1895 Outing (US) XXVI 69/2, I made out the blue

yellow-back, the blackpolt and the black throated green
1897 Ibid XXX 380/a It seems that they weie out of
tobacco, and had been able to get only the ' long green ' that
the mountameeis used

8 Gieeuness, as indicative of vigorous growth or

youth, vigoui, youthfulness, vuility, phr. in Ihe

green

,

m the period of youthful growth or vigour
c 1586 C’tess Plmbroke Ps xch iv, Like cedar high, And

like date-bearing tree, For greene and giowth the just shall
be 1597 Middleton Wisdom Solomon xi 21 Man had
perish’d m the spring time of bis gieen 185a Tennyson In
Mem lxxv, Thy leaf has perish’d m the green x866 Neall
Sequences S[ Hymns 26 How this saplessness shall flush to

gieen x886 L H Parkhurst Serin 15 May, in Crafts
Sabb for Man 267 All disobedience is anarchy, young
anarchy, anaichy m the gieen

9 Verdure, vegetation, greeneiy
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl F 523 The bittre frostes with the

sleet and reyn Destroyed hath the grene m euery yerd
1426 Lydg De Gml Pilgr. 38x4 With newe grene agayn
Clothen the busshes in ther maner 1563 13 Googe hglogs
1 (Arb ) 31 The Ram foiceth ground (yat spoyld of grene
Did lye), newe grene to yelde 1657 R Ligon Barba-
does 11673) 50 Poor Sambo and as good a natur'd poor
soul, as ever wore black, or eat green 17x0 Addison
Tatler'Bo 218 ?i This Summer, while the Green was new
1725 Porn Odyss v 90 Vines With purple clusters blushing
through the green 1882 F W H Myers Renewal of
Youth 183 All the scarlet flowers and tossing green.

+10 A tiee, herb, or plant Also spec., an ever-

green (Mostly in plural ) Obs.
11x300 E E Psalter xxxvi 2 Als woites of grenes [Vulg

olera herbaruut ] tite fal sal }>ai 1593 T Watson I ears
Fancie xlvii Poems (Arb ) 202 How each pleasant gieene,
Willnowrenewhissommersliuene 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort
(1729) 196 Myrtles, Laurels, and other curious Greens 1679-
88 Seer Sent Monty Chas # fas (Camden) 121 Several
oiange trees and othei gieens 1688 R Holme Armoury n
86/2 Greens are such Trees or Hei bs as aie green all the year
x6g8 M Lister fount. Pans (1609) 204 Their Oleandeis,
Laurels, Lentiscus'sandmost other Greenshad suffeied miser-
ably C1710 C F iennes Diary (1888) 142 A large fountame
with flower potts and Greens set round ye Bnmm 17x1 Pope
Temp Fame 2 In that soft season when descending show’rs
Call foith the greens, and wake the rising flow’rs 1719
Young Revenge v u, How every green is as the ivy pale 1

11 plurcu + a. The gieen parts of a plant or
flower. Obs
cx6oo Acc Bk W Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 80 Take

the leaues of Blew violetes seperated from tlieire stalkes
and grenes 1620 Markham Parcw Husb 11 xvii (1668)
84 That the wind and Sun may get into it, and dry the
greens more sufficiently

b. Freshly-cut branches or leaves, or other
greenery used for decoration. Now US
1697 Dryden Virg Georg 3 192 The peaceful Ground,

Which only Turfs and Greens for Altars found 1702 Land
Gaz No 3842/2 A Triumphal Arch adorned with Greens
and Flowers. 1767 Dodd Pious Memory 44 Poems 194
Strew thy greens and floweis so sweet 1878 Mrs Stowl
Poganuc P iv (ed 3) 30 The Chiistmas greens m the
church 1897 Globe 18 Feb 6/4 The staircase was 1 trimmed
with greens to use the expression current in the States

c. Green vegetables such as. are boiled for the
table colloq.

In London applied spec to ceilam smaller varieties of
the cabbage kind, and to the young sprouts of cabbage In
dialectal use the specific application varies T he American
Diets refer to spinach and the leaves of dandelion and beet
as the examples of what would be called ‘greens 1

1725 Dl Fol Voy round World (1840) 91 Fresh piovisions
such as roots, greens, hogs, and fowls 1748 Anson's Voy

n ill 141 Greens, as wild celery, nettle tops, etc. X749
Wesley Acc Sch Kmgswood 5 Bacon and Greens 1783Mad D'Arblay Diary 15 July, At Mi Garrick’s table [hej
called out to a very timid young woman to help him to
some greens 28x6 Scott Antiq xxxv, A few half-cold
gieens aud potatoes. 1825 Jamieson, Green Kail

,
1 That

plain species of green colewort which does not assume a
round form like savoys, or become curled , called Geiman
Greens 1843 Pfreira Food <5- Diet 382 The Cabbage Tribe
includes the Cabbage (both white and red), theSavoy, Greens,
the Cauliflower, and Broccoli 1846 J Baxter Libr Pract
Agnc (ed, 4) I 149 The Dwarf winter greens not being re-
quired to attain much size before the winter, i860 Delamfr
Kitch Gard. (1861) 169 Clear away the rotting leaves from,
the lower part of the stems of broccoli, savoys, and other
winter greens 1861 Du Chaillu Equat. Afr vui (ed 2) 93The leaves (of the manioc] make excellent ‘greens’ 1883
Encycl Amer I 199/2 Vegetables, which he [the Western
man] prefeis to call greens

,

he does not know, unless it be in
the shape of roasting ears.

n£ *779 Forrest Voy, N Guinea 86 We found near the
Moodo s house, the green, called by the Malays Assnnurrw
t d. Green food. Obs

*7*7' Philip Qtiarll {1816) 54 Finding by the greens in its
mouth it was not a beast of prey

f 6 The plant Duckweed
.

(Cf. grams, Grain
sb 4c) Obs.
1516 Gt Herbal cclix (1529) Pj, Delenticula aque. Gicnes

or duckes meate
12. Grassy ground , a giassy spot Now rare

f *3°o Haveloh 2840 Sket was pe swike on pe asse leyd,
And led vntil fiat like grene c 1330 R Brunne Chron.
(1810) 2 Iue wente to J>e bataile m a fulle faire grene
C1400 Destr Troy 7732 The grete horses on the grene
girdonabacke c 1460 Tovmeley Myst m 534Behaldon this
greyn nowdercart neplogh is left. 1603 Knolles Hist Turks
(1621) 966 All enriched with goodly gardens and pleasant

f
reenes 1625 Bacon Ess , Gardens (Arb

) 558 The Greene
ath two pleasures

, The one, because nothing is moie
Pleasant to the Eye, then Greene Grasse kept finely bhorne,
The other, because it will give you a fane Alley in the midst
[etc] 1667 Milton P L iv 325 Under a tuft ofshade that
on a green Stood whispering soft. 17x5 Pope Iliad in 223
Inough some of larger statute tread the green. 183a Tenny-

son Pal Art xxv11, In some fair space of sloping greens
1877 Black Green Past xix, You nearly put your foot m
it by chaffing old Chorley about selling the piece of green
b A piece of public 01 common grassy land

situated in or near a town or village, from which
it often takes its name , a

c
village greeh *.

,
H77 asjwfc A herd Reg (1844) I 35 Adam Strath

till haue the Schnpraw, with the Giene 1509Mem Rifion
(Surtees) III 172, j grangia juxta Bondegate Greyn in
tenura relict* Joh Tomlynson c 1533 Sir T More Confut
Barnes Wks 792/2 IFBarns had not tolde vs so, we woulde
haue went that Christe had bode hym tarye till he coulde
geate all the knovven catholike church together vpon aGieene 1606 Nottingham Rec IV 280 Common balkes
and greens u ithin and about the feilds of this towne 17x8
fret thinker No 80 173 Every Holiday, she danced upon
the Green 1770 Goedsm Des Vill 7 Sweet Auburn ' love
best village of the plain, How often have I loiter’d o’er
thy green 1805 Fohsyih Beauties Scotl II 131 The
principal maihet for sheep and lambs is held 011 a large
green 1835 Ihirlwall Greece I x. 389 Sports, not essen-
tially diflei ent from those of our village greens 1870 E
Peacock Half Skirl III. 234 On the southern side of
Wivilby was a little gieen 1888 P Daryl Ireland’s Disease
8 Dublin is provided with fine public gardens and splendid
parks, whidi aie heie called greens

C. A piece ol giassy land used for some particular
purpose, as bleath 1ng-green. Bowling-green In
Golf

,

the pnttmg-giound (moie fully, putting-
green')

;
sometimes= the whole links or field

1646-1825 [see Bowling-green] X847-8 H Milllr/tW
Impr xv (1857) 249 A long green ribbon of flat meadow,
laid down in the middle of the landscape like a web on a
bleaching gieen 1849 Chambers' Inform II 654/1 The
holes are situated at the different ends and sides of the green,
at irregulai distances 1878 ‘Cabt Crawley’ Football, Golf
etc 83 Green, a name for the Putting-ground, or for the
Links 01 field 1886 Act 49 <y 50 Viet c 59 § 14 Any lands
being an orchard, bleach-green, walled garden, naggaid, or
yard. 1890 John Bull 5 Apr 225/3 There will soon be
more gieens m England than m Scotland

*) 13 pi. — Green sickness Obs slang
X719 D'Uri l\ Pills I. 313 The Maiden that’s vex’d with

her Greens
14 Short for Green man orJaik-m-the- Green.
1835 Dickens 6k Bos, Scenes xx (1892) 159 For some few

years the dancing on May-day began to decline, small
sweeps were observed to congregate m twos or threes, un-
supported by a 4 green

15 pi. =green syrup (see A 1

2

)
1889 Century Diet s v , T he last greens, afier three sue

cessive crystallizations of sugar, are purified and form the
golden syrup of commerce

+ 16 A seton (Cf A 10 a)
1781 P BECicroiiD Hunting (1802) 124 A green, or seton,

in the neck, is of great relief m most disorders of the eyes

17. attnb + Of or pertaining to ‘greens’ or

vegetables, as green market, shop, stall, woman
[cf G. grunmarkt, Du groenmarkt

,
groenwijf]

Also, Of or pertaining to a bowling-green 01 goll-

links, as green-keeper
*705-30 S Gall in Nichols/?*/./ Topog Brit III 47 Neat

apartments for seivants and the “green keeper 1890
Hutchinson Golf {UvAxu Libr)xn 293 T he green-keeper,
engaged by the club at a certain annual salary to look after

the ground 1604 E Grimstone Hist Siege Ostend 115
T hey slue 2 Souldiers in the ’’greene market 1753 Pringle
in Phil V rans XLV11 I 47 At a *green-shop in the little

Old Bailey 1848 T haciclray Van Pair xxxvu, Who had
subsisted by the exeiuse of a mangle, and the keeping of

a small green shop 1755 Fielding Uoy Lisbon Pref,

Every sort of Hash that can be picked up at the*green stall,

or the wlieel-barrovv 1799 Founders Pr Repub I 440 An
aunt, who kept a gi een-stall [etc.] 1760C Johnston Ckrysal
(1822) I 9 Peg Sprout, the “green-woman’s daughter

Green (grm), V>
1 Foims : see the adj [OE

grtSman (=OHG. gniontn), f. gi dne (see prec ) ]

1 intr. To become green, as glowing herbage;

occas to appear or look gieen ; to become coveiecl

with veidure, to be ‘ clothed ’ with gieen. (Also

with over )
a xoOo Botth Metr xi 57 (Sedgefield) HsefS se aelnuhtiga

Sat gewnxle geset wyita growan, leaf gienian a 1225

A ncr Ii 150 Hwonne he nnde is aweie, ne nouoer hit ne

beieS fiut, ne hit nc greneS J>e > efter me lufsume leaues

1x230 Hah Metd 35 pi rudi neb schal leanen & as gies

gienen 1340 Ayenb 95 pyse pri pinget, dep al greny and
flouri and here frut ci440 Promp Parv 210/r Grenyn
or growe grene, vtreo c xfioo Death § Life 73 in Furniv

Pei cy Folio III 59 The grasse that was gray greened behue
x6xz Sturtevant Metalhca (1854) 98 Freestone greeneth

pi esently with the first wet and rame x8oo Monthly Mag
IX 464 On the fields where green’d the wheat 1833 L A
Stanley hi Mem Quiet Life (1874) I xu 482 Larches all

greening and every hedge ready to burst into full leaf 1858

Mayhew Upp Rhine iv § 2(1860) 204 The Rhine, has been

gradually greening in tint as we ascended the upper portion

of the stream X883 Stlvdnson 6 tlverado Sq (1886) 17 The
new lands, already weary of producing gold, begin to gieen

with vineyards 1899 Daily News 15 Apr 8/1 The wnd-rose

briars will be shooting strongly, the eldei greemng over

2. trans. To colour or dye green, to soil or

slam with green , to impart a green colour to ,
to

cover with veidure or vegetation (also with over)
,

to ‘ clothe ’ with gieen.
1570 B Googe Pop Kttigd 10 The Rest with sih er

garmsht is, and plaited fine and neat Least it shoulde greene

Kis holy hands 1606 Sylvlster Du Bartas 11 iv. 11 1 x75

God Almighty Plaid the Painter, when he did so gild I he

turning globes, blew'd seas & green'd the field 1727-4*

Chambers Cycl s v , All the gieens are fiist dyed tn blue,

then taken down with woad, verdegris, etc and then gi eeneu

with the weed 1730-46 T homson Autumn 1258 Whatever
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greens the Spring, When Heaven descends m showers

1J69 Mrs RAFrALD Eng Housekpr (1778) 343 Nothing is

more common than to green pickles in a brass pan 1818

Keats Endym 1. 217 Have not rams Green’d over April’s

lap? a *851 Moir Poems
,
Glen Roslin x. Moss now greens

the chapel walls 1854 R S Surtees Hamtley Cross (i8g8)

II 280 He has begun greening his breeches’ knees among the
i.nvf.1 bushes 1883 Burton & Cameron To Gold Coastfor
G (1883) I ui 75 The heap of ruins has long been greened '

over. 1891 T Hardy Tess I in, The white frock which
she had so carelessly greened on the damping grass

b Oyster-culture. To turn (oysters) green in.

the gills by putting them in pits Also absol.

16 Green Oysters in Sprat Hist Roy. Soc {1667) 308-9

To prove that the Sun opeiates in the greening, Tolesbury

Pits will green only in Summer
,
but that the Earth hath

the greater power, Bnckel-Sea Pits green both Winter and
Summer and for a further pi oof, a Pit within a foot of a
greening Pit will not green 1748 Morant Colchester 1

(1768) 92 All oysters are naturally white in the body, and
brown tn the fins In order to green them, they are put into

Pits [etc]. 1825 Cromwell Hist Colchester II 295 But
this distinction of Colchester from other oysters is rapidly

wearing away indeed, it may he said, That few or none of

them are now ever greened

f c. Plumbing To rub (new sheet-lead) with

some green vegetable (see quot. and Greening
vbl sb 1 2). Obs
1703T N City cj- C Purchaser 195 He sciaped the Metal

bright, having first green'd it (as they phrase it), all round
about, to, pi event the Sodder’s taking any where but where
they scrape it

3 slang. To make to appear ‘ green simple, or

gullible; to hoax, take in, humbug.
1884 Pall Mall G 17 Sept. 7/1 Some of the little victims

of over-pressui e had, at any rate, enough spirit in them to

'green ’their visitor pretty freely 1888 T C Bucklano
Eton in 1836-41 in Longm Mag XII 153 Some mild
attempts were made to

1 green me as boys call it 1898
Daily News 15 July 2/2,

1

have greened all the Spaniards

Green (gnn), v 2 Sc. Forms 6 gren(e, 6-8
grem(e, 8 greene, gnen, 6, 8- green, [perh a
metathetic form of ON girna ( — OE. zieman

,

Northumb giorna . see Yearn v ) ] mtr. To
desire earnestly, to yearn, to long after, for,
a 1300 Cursor M 15511 (Gdtt ) Lang es sij?en gane )?at

grened \Coit , Fairf 3erned] 1 haue Jus ilk mete, mast at ete
of ane Ibid 16167 (Gbtt ) Herodes gienid him to se
and of his come was fame 1513 Douglas AEneis viu
Prol 45 Sum grenis quhill the gers grow for his gray
meyr Ibid 31 Sum grenis eftir a gus, To fars his warns
full 157a Saiir. Poems Reform xn, 114 Sum feiris yair
flesche, sum grenis to gadder crounis 1585 Jas. I Ess
Poeste (Arb ) 67 He gremd Zit fast for day, and thocht
the nicht to lang a 1603 Montgomerie Misc Poems
xxxu. 5 Not that I grene 30ur honour to degraid 1793
Burns Election 76 Walie, That gnens for the fishes an’

,

loaves. 1831 Blackiu Mag XXIX 6 The feck o’ them
gae'n sickly, and greenin’ for hame 1838A Rodger Poems
108 Nae woman o’ judgment need green To be rubbit, like
me, for a kiss 1862 Hislop Prov Seat 40 Bleeding wives
are aye greening.

Hence G-ree mug vbl. sb. and ppl~ a
1585 Jas I Ess Poeste (Arb ) 23 When greening great for

fame aboue my pears Did make me lose my wonted chere
and rest 1597 MontGomerie Cherrie <$ Slae 508 Frae anes
that thou thy grenmg get, Thy paine and trauel is forget
*<>37 RuTHERroRD Lett lxxxv (1862) I 217 Longing and
dwining and gieening of sick desires Ibid clx (1894)
296 Oh, if He would let my greening soul see it ! 1710
Ruddiman Gloss to Douglas' AEneis s v Grene, A greening
wife lea woman with child that hath an extreme longing
foi some kind of meat, which, if it be denied her, will (as
they say) do harm to her or the child. 1737 Ramsay Sc
Prov ,(175)7) 33 Greening wives are ay greedy 1755 Forbes
Ajax’s Sp , Shop Bill 39 Perhaps I may their greening
stench 'ere I hae done.
Green, dial. var. Grans Grin v.

1

Green, obs. foim of Grin sb. 1

Greenable (grrnabi), a [f Green v.l + -able.]
Capable of being made green
1882 Athenaeum 25 Nov 704/1 Aniline blacks formed in

the cold are greenable, but if developed at a temperature
higher than 70° Centigrade they are ungreenable

Greenage (grfnedg) rarerl. [f. Green a. +
-age

] Assemblage of green hues.
*874 Wood Out ofDoors 82 The dried stalks of last year's

vegetation, which are wonderfully effectivem toning down
the dappled greenage of the living leaves

Greenback (grf nbsek), sb [f. Green a. +
Back jA 1

] A thing that has a green back.
1 The popular name for one of the legal-tender
notes of theU S., first issued in 1862 and so called
fiom the devices printed in green ink on the back
Also, * by extension, any note issued by a national
bank m the U S * (Funk’s Stand Did ).
*86a Tunes 23 Dec (Amer Corn), Bonds, greenbacks,

and postage currency paper are to do all the duty of
money in this unhappy land. 1870 Longt m Life (1891)
III 143 Never having known the difference between a bank-
note and a greenback.
b attnb. Greenback party, a party in U S.

politics, which advocated that ‘greenbacks’ should
be made the sole currency of the country.
*878 N. Arner. Rev CXXVII 103 The greenback issue

has rapidly gained strength 1884 Boston (Mass) Jrnl
July, Hon. Charles Jenkms, twice candidate of the

Greenback party in Ohio for Governor 1888 Bryce A nier
Column) II. 111 lvi 369 The Greenback party held a
national Nominating Convention in 1876 *893 Nation
(NY) 27 Apr 306/1 The greenback controversies that
supervened after the close of the war '

2 As the name of animals (Cf blue-back, red-
back ) a. The garfish, Belone vulgaris b The
American golden plover, Charadnus dominions,
also called golden-back, c U S A humming-bird
of the genus Panoplites d. slang, A fiog
*778 Eng Gazetteer (ed 2) s v Warrington

,

In the river
are caught sturgeons, greenbacks (etc ] 1869 J Burroughs
111 Galaxy Mag Aug

, VIII 170 The finest songster among
the Sylvia is the Blackthioated greenback 1880-4 Day
Fishes Gt Brit <$• Irel II 148 Belone vulgaris green-
bone 01 green-back *893 Farmer Slang, Greenback (com-
mon), a frog.

3 . A book with a green back (Cf yellow- back )
1803 Farmer Slang, Greenback (University), one of

Todhunter’s series of mathematical text-books (Because
bound in gieen cloth

)

Hence {U.S) G-reembacker, a member of the
greenback party Gree nbackisin, the principles
of the gieenback party, advocacy ofthose principles
1878 N. Amer Rev CXXVII 103 The millions who call

themselves Greenbackei s 1882 Playfair in Moan Mag
XLV 336 The greenbackers advocate an internal, uicon-
veitible, non-exportable currency 1883 A met lean VI 5
Without criticising his Greenbackism at all 1888 Bryce
Amer Commix: II in lvi 368 The Gieenbackers, who
arose soon after the end of the war demand a large issue
of greenbacks 1892 N Amer Rev CLIV 745 Green-
backism was strongly tinctured with the sentiment of
Nationalism

Greenback (gnnbcek), v rare, [f Green a.

+ Back sb traits To bind 111 a green cover
1828 Southey Lett. (1856) IV 99 Bailey’s next job will be

to green-back the ‘ Parnaso Italiano ’, fifty-six vols

Green bag, green-bag. A bag made of
gieen maleual such as was used formerly (the

colour being now blue) by barristers and lawyers
fordocuments and papers Also attnb fb Hence
slang (hyphened and stressed gree n-bag), a lawyer
1677 Wycherlly Plain Dealer 111 i,You Green Bag Car-

rier, you Murderer of unfortunate Causes, the Clerks Ink is

scarce off of your fingers a 1700 B E Dtct Cant Crew,
Green-bag, a Lawyei 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 11 m, I
am told. Cousin Diego, you are one of those that have undei-
taken to manage me, and that you have said you will carry
a Green Bag your self, rather than we shall make an end
of our Law-Suit 1817 Cobbett/W Reg 8 Feb 181 There
is a green bag full of papers laid before Parliament 1817
Pail Deb 1866 When green bags weie introduced by the
noble lord opposite, they were . referred to committees
1885 Brewer Readers Haitdbk

.,
Green-Bag Inquiry, A

green bag full of documents, said to be seditious, was laid

before parliament by lord Sidmouth, in 1817. An 1 inquiry’
was made into these documents, and it was deemed advis-
able to suspend the Habeas Corpus Act 1897 Barhere &
Leland Diet Slangs v., ‘Wliat’s in the gieen bag?' 1 e ,

what is the charge to be preferred against me?
Green baize. [See Baize j//] Baize of a

green colour, such as is used to cover office tables

or gaming tables ; hence used iransf. for such a
table. Also attnb.
1843 Ecclesiologist II 31 The carving however being con-

cealed by a green-baize lining 185a [see Baize sb 3]

c 1870 B Harte Brown of Calaveras, He pushed open a
gieen-baize door 1880 [see Baize sb 2]

lienee Greeu-baized a
, covered with green baize

1836-9 Dickens Sk Boz (1S50) 52/1 A small, green bailed,

brass-headed-nailed door

Gree'n-blind, a. Suffering from the variety

of colour-blindness in which the retina is insensi-

tive to green light-rays Hence Green-blindness,
the condition of being green-blind.
1881 Ld. Rayleigh in Nature XXV 66 The test of green-

blindness would be the possibility of matches between
colours which to normal eyes appear green and purple,
or green and grey. x888 Amer. Jml Psychol Feb 31

1

The fact lately placed beyond all doubt by Komg and
Dietenci, that those that are boru color-blind fall naturally
into two great groups, the red and green blind 1800 H
Ellis Criminal ui. 117 He met with one case (green-blind-
ness) among 460 cuminals tested with Holmgren's wools
189a Pall Mall G. a8 June 3/3 A colour-blind person will

match drabs, pinks, and yellows with grass-green, blues and
violets with light purple or rose, and dark green or light

green with light red, according as he is ‘red-blind’ or
‘green-blind ’.

Green cheese.
a New or fresh cheese (see Green a and

Cheese sb 1 2 a), b. An inferior kind of cheese
prepared from skim milk or whey. e. Cheese
coloured green (usually only m parts, with a
pattern) with sage

,
also called sage cheese

The saying to believe that the moon ts made of green
cheese (for which see Cheese sb l 2 a) might belong to any
of these senses, perh sense c is the most likely, the refer-

ence being to the variegated surface of the moon
!36sLangl. P PI A vii 268,‘Ihauenopeny’, quodPers,

* poletes to bugge, Nouther gees ne grys, bote twey grene
cheeses ' c 1430 Two Cookery-bks.48 Take golkys ofEyroun
& grene chese putte ther-to. 154a Boquob

D

yetaryxiw (1870)
266 There is uu sortes of chese, whiche is to say, grene chese,
softe chese, harde chese, and spermyse Grene chese is not
called grene by the reason of colour, but for the newnes of it

1546 Gardiner Decl Art Joye (Quarto ed ) 73 AH is noth
worth a gieane chease 1599H Buttes Dyets di te Dinner
N vij, Greene or new cheese, newly made, nounsheth more
then salt and olde. 1605 Tryall Chev m 1 in BullenO PI.
Ill 305 How did he Iooke? Faith, scurvily, my loid, like

a gieene cheese a 1658 Cleveland May Day v, Fields
with Curds and Cream like green-cheese lie 1727 Boyer
Dtct Royal II, Green Cheese (with Herbs m it), frontage
petstUe 1839 Mag Dorn Ecoti IV 241 In Gloucestershire
theie is another species of cheese, generally known by the

name of ‘gieen cheese', 01 ‘sage cheese’ ciB6sCirc Set
I 355/2 In its abundance of fat, cream cheese is the richest

while green cheese, prepared from whey is the poorest

of all,

Green cloth, greencloth.
1 In full, Boara of Gieen Cloth * A department

of the Royal Household, consisting of the Lord
Steward and his subordinates, which* has control

of various matters of expenditure, and legal and
judicial authonty within the sovereign’s comt-royal,
‘ with power to correct all offendeis, and to maintain

the peace of the verge or jurisdiction of the court-

royal, which extends every way two hundred yards
from the gate of the palace ’ (Wharton Law Lex.').

(So called from the green-covered table at which
its business was originally ti ansacted.)
1536 in Gentl Mag (1813) May 427 Thomas Hatterlyf and

Edwarde Weldon, cleiks of the greenclothe 1539 Househ
Ord (1790) 228 Calling unto them the Coffeier, Clerke of

the Greencloth, and one of the Clerkes-Compti oilers 1604
Bacon Sp cone Pmvejors in Resuscit (1657) 7 As to the
Court, of the Gieen-Cloth, oidamed, for the Provision, of
your Majesties most Honourable Houshold, we hold it

Ancient, we hold it Reveient 1658 Osborn Q Ehz
(1673) 4®8 The Gi een cloth (a Court only intending Provision
and Carnages.) 1692 Luttrell Brief Ret (1857) II 571
Mr Isack, secretary of the green cloth, is dead Ibid III

489 Mr comptroller has complained to the green cloth

against Mr Story for keeping niusick and revelling in his

house on the fast day 7711 Swift Jrnl to Stella 1 1 Aug

,

Wks 1824 II 329, I dmed to day at the green cloth 1719
D’Urfey Pills II 103 T he Queen . with good stoie ofDishes
for the Gieencloth does provide, To treat all Strangers
heartily 1806 Cumberland Mun (1807) I 209, I put his

[Lord Halifax’s] Green Cloth upon a liberal, but regulated
establishment 1895 Whitaker's Aim 92 Loid Steward's
Department Board of Green Cloth, Buckingham Palace.

1897 Daily News 2 Feb 7/4 The Board of Green Cloth
pointed out that complimentary orders did not entitle the
trade to the use of the Royal arms
b attnb

1 1616 Bacon Advice to Sir G Vtlliers Wks. 1826 VI 448
For the green cloth law, take it in the largest sense, I ha\e
no opinion of it, farther than it is legulale! by the just rules

of the common laws of Englaud

+ 2 A kind of linen Obs
1769 De Foe's TonrGt Brit IV 181 Here is a Manufac

ture of Linen, as there is upon all the Coast of i ife, and
especially for Green-cloth, as it is called

0. colloq. The green baize covering of a billiard

or gaming table ; hence, the table itself.

1871 Legkand Camb, Freshm 127 [They] strolled into
Green’s to pass a social hour over the board of green cloth
at the game of pool i88r J Grant Cameromans I- 11 28

Trying .. his fortune at ‘the board of green cloth* 1891
Review ofRev July 24 Gambling on the green cloth

Green coat, gree n-coat, a gen. One
who wears a green coat, b spec One of the

scholars m certain chanty schools (cf Blue COAT

3) , attnb. 111 Green-coal Hospital, institution.

1647 Stapvlton Juvenal xi 244 By. that lowd shout
the green-coats [1 e the ‘ green ’ faction in the circus] have
the best 1766 Entick London IV 411 In Tothill-side there
is the Green Coat-hospital, for the poor fatherless cbildien
of this parish 1859 Sala Tvs 1 omut Clock (r86i) 81 A foot-

man a dull knave, who no more resembles the resplendent
flunkey of Eaton Square than does the cotton-stockinged
‘ gieen coat’ of the minor theatres 1899 Daily News 15

Sept 5/1 In addition' to the Blue Coat School, there were
also Black Coat and Greeu Coat institutions in Westminster

So Green-coated a
,
having or wearing a green

coat or covering.

1784 Cowper Task hi. 446 The prickly and green-coated
gourd 1898 Daily News 25 Mar 3/3 The leading companies
ofgreen-coated cadets

Greened (grznd), a [f. Green a. 01 zt.1 + -ed 1
]

Rendered greeu ; covered with verdure.
1852 G W Curtis Wandeier in Syria 319 It sweeps

for ever around an old greened wall below- 1892 Pall
Mall G 10 Feb 3/1 Whenever we got to the top of a udge
we beheld another ndge beyond it, with, the thin greened
hay track going up it stiaight as a dait

Greener (gu’nai). slang [f Green a + -er 1
;

but cf G. em gi imer, a * green * one ] A ‘ green 3

or inexperienced workman ; a raw hand . esp a
foreigner who has recently arrived m the country

in search of work.
1888 Times 20 Sept 7/4 The master sweater gets hold of

a new hand, a greener, as he is termed, and pays him
a shilling a day 1890 Pall Mall G 3 July 2/1 So long as
the influx of ‘ greeners ’ gives the sweaters an inexhaustible
supply of labour 1892 Zangwill Chitdr. Ghetto I 48 He
was a ‘greener’ of the greenest order, having landed at the
docks only a few hours ago 1893 Farmfr is lang, Gi teener,

specifically employed of inexperienced workmen intio-

duced to fill the place of strikers

Greenery (grfnon), [f. Green a or sb + -ery,]

1 . Green foliage or vegetation ;
verduie

1797 Coi fridge KitblaKhau 11 Here were forests ancient
as the hills. Enfolding sunny spots of greenery *856 Mrs
Browning Aur. Leigh 1 574 The out door world with all

its greenery 1876 Green Stray Stud 388 Steeps clothed
from top to bottom in the thick greenery of the lemon or
orauge 1893 R Kipling Many Invent 203 After an hour's
riding through the greenery, he heard a rustle.

2 . Green branches or leaves used for decoration.

(Rarely pi )

1867 Trollope Citron Barset 1 xvi i32Thegteenetieso!
the winter had not been stuck up in the old-fashioned, idle

way 1883 Lady Brassey The Trades 495 The pictures
wreathed with myrtles, and other greenery 1887 Bowen



GREEN-EYED
Vtrg AEiteid iv 459 In snow white fillets and festal greenery
crowned
3 A place where plants are reared, kept, or

exhibited.

1847 Craig, Greenery
, a place for green plants 1893

Westrn Gas 10 Apr 5/3 The greeneries of the Ihiergarten
Greenes, -ess(e, obs forms of Greenness.
Green-eyed (grin

I
aid), a. (Stress variable)

[f. Green a + Eye sb + -ed 2
,

cf Eyed 1 b ]
Having green eyes The green-eyed monster (in

and after Shakspere)
:
jealousy. (Cf Green a. 3 )

-Hencefig. Viewing everything with jealousy.
*396 Skaks Merck. V nt, ij no Shuddring feare, and

greene-eyed lelouste 1604 — Oth 111 m r66 Oh, beware
my Loid, of lelouste, It is the greene-ey’d Monster. 1627
Milton Vacation Exer 43 How green-eyed Neptune
laves *653 R Sandtrs Phystogn 152 Well featured,
lound-faced, flaxen-hau ed, green-eyed C1800H K White
Genius 1 1, Green-eyed Grief, and dull Despair. 1804
Sporting Mag. XXIII. 284 What he had uttered was
under the influence of the 1 green-eyed monster ’ 1834 S
Dobell Balder xi Poet. Wks 1873 II 57 Hellebore, like
a girl-murderess, Green-eyed and sick with jealousy 1883
Miss Braddon Phantom Port, xxxvm, (1884) 335 Devoured
by the gnawing of the green eyed monster

Greenfinch (grz nfinj ). [Sec Green af and
Finch Cf G grunfink, Du groemink.]

1 A common European bird of the family Frut-
gilltdee, Coccothraustes or Ligunnus clitoris

,

so
called from its green-and-gold plumage Called
also green linnet Chinese Greenfinch, Ligu-
rimts smicus
c *33* Do Wes Introd Fr

.

in Palsgr 912 The grene
fynche, la veidiere. 1544 Turner Avium Prsecip. Hist
F 3 De Ligvrino sive Spino Anghce a grene finche. 1678
Ray Wdlughiy',s Ornith 246 1 he Green finch Chloris
It is bigger than a House-Sparrow It is called by some
the Green Linnet. 1766 Pennant Brit. Zool (1768) II
330 The greenfinch does not begin his {flight] till the frost
sets in. 1894 R B Sharpe Handbk BudsGt Bnt I 32
In summer the Greenfinch is somewhat shy, but in winter
jt is found in flocks in the fields and farmyards along with
Sparrows and Chaffinches

3. The Texas sparrow (Embemagra rufivirgatd).
1883 Eneyel Ainer. I 53071 Thegreen finch (Embcmagi a.

rtfivtrgafa) of Texas
3, slang. One of the Pope’s Irish gnard
*863 Daily Tel. 1 Nov 5/3 Point d'atgent, point de

Suisse—a saying applicable alike to every contingent, from
the Franco Belgian down to the ‘greenfinches' of Old
Ireland.

Green-fish (grznfij). [See Green a 9 b ]
+ 1. Fresh, unsalted fish; spec, applied to cod

before it has been salted or cured. (Cf. Haber-
dine.) Obs.

CX460J Russell Bk Nurture 851 Grene sawce is good
with grene fisch 1^0 Old CityAcc.Bk mArclueol. Jrnl
XLIII, It for a grene flysshe a goyle ofsawmond and for a
liaberdyne 1580 Hollyband 'Jieas Fr long, Mona

., or
Moulue,Poisson, afishe called Codde, orgreenefishe <11623
Beaum & Ft. Bonducet iv i, [It] shews thee like a long
Lent, thy brave body turn’d to a tail of green-fish without
butter 1623 WhitbourneNewfoundland 79Two hundred
thousand dry fish, ten thousand of large greene fish 1630
J Taylor (Water P ) Wks 1 xrg/2 If euery house in this
Kingdome did spend but the quantity of two Haberdine or
Greenfish m a week 1633 Moufet & Bennet Health's
Imirov 155 Whilst it [Codling] is new, it is called green-
fish , when it is salted it is called Ling. 1682 J Collins
Salt 4" Fishery po Green-Fish (alias Staple Fish as they
call it) cured with a good Salt, proves excellent. 1694
Motteux Rabelais vt lx (1737)247 Greenfish, Sea-Batts,
Cod-Sounds 1736 Ainsworth Eng -Lat Diet., A green
fish, asellus 1M7 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

, Greenfish,
cod, hake, haddock, herrings, &c. unsalted
2 a. local. The coal-fish. lb. V.S. (See quot.
1884-5). .

1880-4 F Day Fishes Gt. Bnt * Jrel I 297 Gadus
pollachvus .Names—Pollack* whiting-pollack . Some*
time* termed greenling or green-fish 1884-3 Riverside
Nat Hist. (x888) III. 183 The blue-fish {Pomatornus salta

•

tn.v) in parts ofVirginia hnd North Carolina it is known
as green-fish.

Green-fly.

1.

Angling A particular kind of artificial fly.
' x685 Blome Gentl Recreat. n 182/1 The Shell-flye,
Termed also the Green-fly, hath his body made of Greenish-
wool!. *832 Mar Edgeworth Absentee vtu, The green-fly,
and the moorish fly.

2 An aphis or plant-louse, so called from its
colour. Usually collect, sing.
174*-S°Rllis Mad, Husbandm III, 1. xv. 184 An Insect

seldom, or never, misses attacking our green Cherries with
so much Diligence and Fury, as to spoil great Numbers of
them, by eating into their very Stone , and because of this
hollow Opeiatiort, we call them Ladlemen, or the Green Fly,
or Bug. i&qgFlorist 35 Flowers in windows are peculiarly
hable to be infested with green-fly Aphis). 1882 Gulden
18

.fir green-fly makes its appearance, fumigation
with I obacco smoke is the only remedy.

Greengage (grrng^dg) Also 9 green-gedge.
[fi Green a. and the surname Gage (see quot.
1 759-65).] A variety of plum of roundish shape,
green colour, and fine flavour. Also attnb. in
gieengage plum

, tart.
l7S9“^S Collinson in Hortus Callmsonianus 60, 1 was

on a visit to Sir William Gage he told me that in com-
pliment to him the Plum was called the Green Gage ; this
was about the year 1725 1769 Mrs Raftald Eng
J-iouschpr (1778) 220 To preserve Green Gage Plumbs
*Boa Forsyth Fruit-trees 11 13 The Gi een Gage Plum is of
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an exquisite taste, and eats like a sweatmeat 1813 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag XXXV 232 The Cadiz plum,
or green-gedge 1891 C James Rom Rigniaiole 105 The
question of a greengage-tart for dinner

Green goose. [See Green a ,
the use of

the word in opposition to stubble-goose suggests

Green sb]
1. A young goose, a gosling ?Now dial.

The precise application of the teun with respect to age
and condition varies with the locality (see quots )

1564 in Gross GildMerck (j8go)II 279 The furste course
frometye, rost byffe, grene gese, weafe 1388 Shaks L
L. L ii. 97 The Spring is neate when greene geesse are a
breeding 1589 Cogan Haven Health (1636) 156 The gieene
goose is better than the stubble goose 1620 Vennlr Via
Recta 111 66 Young Geese, which are commonly called
greene-Geese 1741 Contpl ham -Piece 111 509 Stubble
Geese or Green Geese should be kept in the Dark, and
fatted with ground Malt mixed with Milk 182X J Hodg-
son m J. Katne Mem (1857) I 342 We dined with my
aunt, and had a green goose, four months old, to dinner
1877 N IV Line Gloss , Green goose

,
a goose killed at

midsummer time A goose under four months old. x88x
Oxfordsh Gloss Suppl , Greengeese, un fatted geese. They
should be eaten on Old Michaelmas Day
2 A simpleton, = Goose sb if. rare.

1768 Gray Let 25 Feb , WIss 1836 IV 1 13 The true title

of this part of his work [Boswell's Coisica ] is, a Dialogue
between a Green-goose and a Hero 1877 Dovvden Shaks
Pi im vi 130 Here Tioilus, the noble green-goose, goes
through his youthful agony of ascertaining the unworthiness
of her to whom he had given his faith and hope
Green gown : see Green A. 1 g
Greengrocer (grz“ngreu sai). [See Green and

Grocer.] A retail dealei m vegetables and fruit

1723 Loud. Gass No 6188/g Samuel Stubley Green-
Grocer 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1753 (1847) 81/1 Covent-
garden, where the green-grocei s and fimterers were be-
ginning to arrange their hampers 1793 Wolcot (P Pindar)
Ep. to Pope Wks 1812 III 108 As from their shops Gieen*
grocers for the palate Deal Garden-stuff of all complexion
*816 Sporting Mag XLVI I 255A gi een gi ocer of Brighton
was convicted for exposing in nis shop twenty pai-
tridges and two hares i860 W -.G Clark in Vac lour
17 A species of tax is levied [m Naples] upon cabmen,
small greengrocers, fishmongers, and other tradesmen
Hence Gree*ngro cexess [see -ess] raie, a

female greengrocer. G-ree ng-ro eery [see -ery],
the business of a greengrocer

; the articles retailed
by a greengrocer. Also attnb
1806 H Siddons Maid, Wife 4 Widow II. 28 Retailers of

chandlery and green grocery 1848 Thackeray Vast Fair
xxxvii, Mr Raggles himself had to supply the green-
groceries 1868 Mrs H. Wood in Argosy June 46 A
miserable greengrocery shed 1884 Academy 16 Feb 107/3
The motherly Genoese greengroceress . is a charming
sketch 1885 Law 1 imes x6 May 47/1 In the present case
the business of greengrocery was not ancillary to that of
grocery. 1899 Westrn Gas 25 Jan 9/1 Exposing green-
grocery for sale on the carriage way
tGreenhead 1

. Obs. [f Green a + -head]
Greenness Alsofig (see Green A 8)
c 1325 Gloss W deBMesw in Wright Voc 171 Vcrdoure,

grenhed 1340 Ayenl 94 pe holy writ comparisoneb be zaule
and of pe guode manne an of J>e guode wyfmanne to ane
uayre gardyne uol of grenhede CX386 Chaucer Man of
Law's T. 65 In hire is heigh beautee, with oute pride,
Yowthe, with oute-grenehede or folye c 1440 Promp Parv.
210/1 Grenebed, or grenenesse, viriditas, viror.

Green head, gree'nhead 2
. [f. Green a

+ Head sb ]

+ 1. (See Head sb. 2 a.) A young, immature, or
nntiamed intellect. Obs.
1388 J Udall Diotrephes (Arb ) 11 Euerye yoong boy

will take vpon him to teache the ancient, and to reproue
them, for that their greene heades thinke not to bee true
1591 R Turnbull Expos Jas 175 To whom in the con-
ceits of their grene heads, they wil not obey. 1694 F
Bragge Disc. Parables xi (1706) I 373 The Difference
between living under the mild and prudent Government of
his Father, and being left to the Conduct of his own ill

instructed and green Head.
2. (See Head sb. 7.) A raw, inexperienced person

,

a simpleton
; an ignoramus. ? Obs

1389 Marprel Epit B ij, The author of the Learned Dis-
course, and 500 gieen heads more that are on their side.
1600 Holland Livy xxxvm. hi (1609) 1017 With the
checks and taunts of certainc greene heads and busie
youths 163a Bp Patrick Funeral Serm m J Smith's
ow. Disc 526 Holy and pious counsels for the teaching of
rawer and greener heads a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew,
GreenMiead, a very raw Novice or inexperienc’d Fellow
174a Richardson Pamela III 311 Hadst thou been a born
Fool, or a raw Greenhead, or a doting Greyhead 1781
Cowfeh Conversat. 626 Some green heads, as void of wit as
thought x8ao Scott Monast xvn, Methinks there is use
for the grey hairs on the old scalp, were it but to instruct
the green head by precept and by example
T 3 One entitled to wear the green turban, a

descendant of Mahomet Obs
1609 Biddulph in T Lavender Tran (1612) 71 There

was a Sheriffe or a Green-liead in Aleppo, whom they
account Mahomets kindred 1625 Furchas Pilgrims n 1623
The cadie of Tripoly being a Green-head that is one of the
Parentage of Mahomet
Hence *j* Green-beaded a., raw, inexperienced
1569 Newton Cicero’s OldAge 43 a, Such youthly prankes

and exercises, as lustye and greene-headed galantes do
enure themselues withal 2393 1 ell- Troth's N Y Gift 31
Ihose are greene headed that long for reformations. 1649
Roberts Clovis Bibl 214 Rehoboam’s tyrannical Answer
.accordiqg to the advice of his green-headed Counsellours

1684 Bunyan Pilgr ir i 7g That with gieen-lieaded Ignor-
ance I would piesume to go on to the Gate

GREEN-HOUSE.
Greenheart (grz nhait) [See Green a andHearts 18

, 30 ]
1. The name of several West Indian trees remark-

able for the quality of their wood, a A large
lauraceoits tree of Guiana, Nectandra Rodim
which furnishes very hard limber, b The cog-
wood tree, Ceanothus Chloroxylon c. A small
ihamnaceous tree, the Colubnna fciruginosa of
Jamaica d. Bastard or false Gi ectiheai t a
small myrtaceons tree, Calyptranthes Chytraculta
1736 P Browne Jamaica 187 The Greenlieait or Cotr-wood tree .It is generally esteemed one of the best timber

woods in the island Ibid 239 Bastard Gieen-heart ,s
generally reckoned an excellent timber-wood 1760 EBancroft Nat Hist Guiana 333 They contentedly iecur
to the use of Sipera, or Green-Hart-tiee Apples 1830 M T
Higgins Ess (1875) xvn, Moras, greenhearts, and silk-
cotton trees, rearing their heads fajr above the other giants
of the forest 1838 Penny Cycl Supp II 682/2 lhe Bibira
or Greenheart T 1 ee 1873 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk ix’
(ed 2) 336 lhe Moira and Gieenheart of Butish Guiana
2 The timber of Nectandra Rodim, used in

shipbuilding, for fishing-iods, etc Also attnb
1794 Rigging ft Seamanship I 151 Gieen-heart, a woodim

ported from the West Indies, used foi the pins ofblocks 18611

, , - , - , _ generally 1

ash, but greenheai t and Canadian rock elm are moie springy
and elastic 1884 limes 26 Mai 10 New greenheart planks
have been put 111 where the worst chafing had occurred
1887 J Cummins Catal , Hints to Anglers, The best Rods
are composed of Hickory bints, Greenheart centres, with
Greenheart or Washaba tops

b A fishing-rod made of this wood
1884 Blackw Mag Mar 344/1 It was an Irish gieenheart

1894 Ibid July 67 The rod . was a 13 foot single handed
greenheart with one splice

Greenhew. Obs. exc. Hist Also 7 green,huge,
-hue. [? f Green a. + Hew v

;
cf. Da hug sb ]

1. The green parts of trees in a wood or forest

,

Vert. Also attnb.
159B Manwood Lowes Forrest viu § 4 46 If the people

of a whole towneship doe make wast in the greene hew
of the Forrest 1621 Naworth Househ Bis (Surtees)
150 Received of Chr Harding for green-huge, ij" vnjd
1648 Coke 4th Inst ixxin 299 The Kings Officers within
his Forest have charge of Venison, and of Vert or Green
hue for the maintenance or pieservation of the Kings game
*774 T West Antiq Furness (1805) 85 They may take
unto themselves gieen hew, or wood, out of my woods
Ibid 97 Customary rents, encroachment rents, hen rents,
greenhew rents.

2 The right to cut greenery for fodder ; payment
for such a right.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss
, Grecn-hcw, the right of cutting

hollies and eveigreens in winter for sheep, etc 1893 Lake-
land Gloss, Greenhew, a word found in old manorial
writings, used for the payment of cutting trees upon an
estate by the tenant

Greenhorn (grz nh^iin). [See Green a ]

+ 1- An appellation given to an animal, ? ong. to
an ox with ‘ green ' or young horns Obs
c 1460 Towneley Mysi u 25 Io furth, greyn-horne ! and war

oute gryme 1 Drawes on What 1 will ye no forther, mare 1

f 2. A recently-enlisted soldier
;
a raw recruit

1630 Relat Fight near Leith (1806) 214 The Scotch king
being upon the castle-hill to see his men, which he called
his Green Hornes, beaten 1682 C Irvine Hist Scot
Novuncl 241 Tyrones, fiesh-water Souldiers, or new levyed

,

Greenhorns : also it sigmfieth novices in any profession

3.

A raw, inexperienced person, esp a novice in

a trade (cf. Greener)
;
an ignoramus

,
hence, one

easily imposed upon, a simpleton.
x682 [see sense 2] 1733 Scots Mag Oct 490 The scale

consists of eight degrees, Greenhorn, Jemmy, Jessamy,
Smart, Honest Fellow, Joyous Spirit, Buck, and Blood Ibui
Peculiarities which would have denominated me a Green-
horn 1790 J B Moreton Mann. W, hid 92 Overseers
are glad to get gieen-horns, because they can impose hard-
ships on them 1806 Surr Winter in Lond (ed 3) I 176 If
we stand that we should be greenhorns 1833 W Irving
Tour Pi atries xx 175 He. looked down, upon them with
contempt as gieenhorns, little versed m the noble science of
woodcraft. 1859 Greeley Overland Join

n

359 lhe chances
for ' big strikes ’ in the mines are few, and greenhorns cannot
share them 1883 Rider Haggard K Solomon's Mines 11

(1886) 29,

1

suppose you are not hoaxing us ? It is, I know,
sometimes thought allowable to take a greenhorn m
attnb 1843 Col Hawker Diary (1893) II 255 Some

greenhorn dandies.

Hence G-ree nhornism, the character or condition

of a greenhorn, inexperience.
1831 Disraeli Yug Duke i\ vi, As for Lady Afy, he

execrated the greenhormsm which made him feign a passion

and then get caught where he meant to capture 1844 Col
Hawker Instruct Yng Sportsm 491 Nothing, therefore,

betrays greenhormsm more than expecting to make a shot

under the latter circumstance

Green-house, greenhouse fgrz’nhans).

1. [f. Gheen sb. 10.] A glass-house m which

delicate and tender plants are reared and preserved.

1664 Evtlyn Kal Hort (1729) 198 Set your Windows
and Doors of the Green-houses and Conservatories open

1683 — Diary 30 Oct ,
Greene houses for oranges and

mirtles 1712 J James tr Le Blond's Gardening 75 Green-

houses are large Piles of Building like Galleries . for pre-

set ving Orange-Trees, and other Plants during the Winter

174* Phil. I rans XLII 56 Thermometers, Hygrometers
and Barometers adapted to the U«e ofGreen-houses 1858

Glenny Gard Every-day Bk 94/1 The house ought now
to be enriched by plants from the greenhouse and hothouse. .



GREENIAN.

b. attnb., as greenhouse caches, plant, shrub
,

greenhouse bug (see quot.)

HoLCRorr ti Stolhrg's ltm.itd 2) HI. Ixxx 232

The^istus with us is a gieen-house plant iBtf,P!oruts

'
1ml is A hardy and very pietty greenhouse shrub 1848

Cvcl II 525 Greenhouse-bug, scientifically Coccus

Hesienduiu, a heteropterous insect of the gallinsecta or

coccida family 1858 Gllnny6W Every day Bk 140/1

Greenhouse Cacti and Epiphyllums

2 Pottery A house in which green ware (see

Green a 9 d) is left to dry, before being placed

11

187 Uris Diet Arts (ed 7) III 614 The [bisque] ware

being finished from the hands of the ootter is brought by

him upon boards to the ‘gieen-house', so called from its

being the receptacle for ware in the gieen or unfired state

Greenian (gr? mail), a. [sb ) [f. the name of the

English mathematician George Green (1793-1841)

+ -iAN.l 1Greenianfunctions . a class of functions

introduced by George Gieen, serving to represent

the distribution of electncity on an ellipsoid.

i87>1 Cayley Math Papers (1896) IX. 303 In the present

Annex I in part reproduce Green’s process for the integration

of this 'equation by means of a series of functions, which are

analogous to Laplace’s Functions, and may be termed

< Greenians Ibid 394 These functions <f>
of the variables

a B are in fact the Greenian Functions in question

Greening (g« mg), sb [f. Green a. + -in_q 3

In sense 1 cf hasting Cf. MDu. gtoemne, Du.

groemng kind of apple.]

1 The name of a fruit.
*f*

a. A variety of pear

Also g) eening-pear Obs.

x6oo SunrLET Country Forme hi xlix 537 Garden, tender

or delicate peares such as are the hasting, niollart, gieen

mg, butter peare [etc ]
1611 Cotgr ,

Poire de verdelet,

the Greening , a tender and delicate Peare *632 Sher-

wood, iv, A greening peare, verdelet .

b. An apple, which is green when ripe

1664 Evflyn Pomona 1v 13 Russetings and Greenings

1676W0RLIDGC Cyder (1691) 210 The Greening is also

another old English fruit of a green coloui 1846 J Bax ter

Libr Pract Agree (ed 4) I 59 Wintei Sauce Apples

Yorkshire greening 1868 Rep U S CommissionerAgnc

{1869) 474 Winthrop Gieening Rhode Island Greening

2 = GREENERY 2 -

1895 Baity News 24 June 7/1 Horses’ heads are crowned

with gieening

Greening (grfmg), vbl sb. [f Green v i

4- -ingI] The action of Green v i m various

senses.

1 The action or process of becoming green or

covered with verdure.

a 1300 CursorM 16867 On l>e moin o )>at grernng, pe tre

als ar was dri 1817 Keats Sleep tSt Poetry 17 1 The tender

greening Of April meadows 1883 Stallybrass tr Gnmm s

Tent Myth III 959 note, The withering or gieening of

a tree is bound up with the fate of a country

2. The process of rendering green or imparting

a green colour, as in Plumbing (see Green v 1 2 c),

Pickling, Oyster-culture, etc _ ,

16' [seeGRECN® 1 2b]. 1703 T. N. City <S C. Purchaser

195 This Greening is only rubbing it with some green

Vegetable , it matters not what and the Sodder by

reason of the Greening easily peel d off *896 A Hunter

Cuhna (ed. 3) 83 Whenever the juice of 5P‘naf
e IS

greening *879 Cassell's Tec/m Educ IV. 184/2 The fat-

tening and greening of the oysters

b concr.

189a Encycl Cookery fed Garrett) I 719 Greening, a

vegetable colouring matter made by expressing the juice o

spinach Occasionally used m confectionery and for other

culinary purposes
, , , .

3 . attnb f greening pit, a pit in which oysters

are ‘greened’ (see Green vP 2 b), + greening

weed, a plant used for dyeing green ;
= Green-

16 , *Greemng pit [see Green v 1 2 b] 1588 L. M tr Bk

Dyeing 18 Put therein two pound of*gremng weede *75*

Chambers Cycl sv, If uune, citron-juice, or spirit of

vitriol, he cast on a green ribband, it becomes blue, by

reason the yellow of the greening-weed is thereby exhaled

and consumed ,
so that nothing but blue remains behind.

1761 J White Art's Treasury 6

Greeting, ppl a.
1 [f* as Prec* + J

1. Growing or becoming green. .

x8oo Monthly Mag. IX 465 The war-steed s hoof-mark

hide with greening ears, Twine round the elm o»ce more

the trampled vine 1 18*7 Clare Sheph Cal 24 The green-

ing plain 1833 Tennyson Early Spring ii, From skies or

glass A Jacob’s ladder falls On greening grass 1850 it

Mem cxli, Where now the seamew pipes, or dives In yonae

greening gleam 1858 Bailey Age 52 Slowly greening

woods Make dim the distant view

2. That causes to become green.

1846 Jml R Agnc Soc. VII 11 494 The sun s scorching

and greening influence _ _ _ n

Greening, vbl sb 2 and ppl. a? : see Green v

Greenish (grfnij), a. [f. Green a + -ish.]

Somewhat green.
c 1384 Chaucer H, Fame 111 557 Suche a smoke gan

wende Blak bloo grenyssh, swart rede 1398 Trfvisa

Barth. DeP R xix. xix. (149s) 875 Melancoly • that is

blacke by meane of vnkynde Colera. that is rusty and

grenysshe: and is founds grene ifflo Palsgr

Grenysshe, verdastre c 1580 J’EerERi^. Bugbears iv. iu in

Archiv Stud net* Spr (1897), Tjie flame that it gave

was greenish, pale, and dimme. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 5x2

There is a Greenish Prime-Rose, but it isPale, and scarce a
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Her eyes are not grey, hut greenish, like those of a cat 1872

Huxley Physiol ix 221 When the eye is turned aside to the

white paper a greenish spot will appear

b Comb ,
qualifying adjs or sbs of colour.

1644 EvmYN Diary 21 Nov, It was tiansparent, of a

greenish yellow. <11691 Boyle Hist Air (1602)223 Ihe

filings exposed to the air, changed colour, and became a

greenish blew 1776 Withering Bnt Plants (1796) II 385

Bloss[oms] greenish white 1803 Chenevix m Phil Trans

XC11I 296 The supernatant liquor of the precipitate is

sometimes of a fine greenish-blue 1879 Rood Chromatics

x. 141 The greenish-grey tints of the mosses

Hence Gree’nishness, greenish quality.

1727 in Bailey vol II 1863 Intell Observ. No. 40 277

A certain greenishness

+ Gree’nkin. Obs~l [f. Green a + -kin.]

A person clad in green or wearing green colours

*6ox Holland Pltny II 471 marg ,
Some were called

Piassim that ran for the prise, 2 Gieenktns

Greenland (gifnland). [f. Green a + Land
sb

,
ultimately after the equivalent ON Greenland,

whence Sw., Da Cronland, adopted in Du Green-

land, G. Gronland
According to Islendutgabdk vi, the land was so named

by its discoverer in 086 ‘ because it would induce settlers

to-go there, if the land had a good name ’.]

1 . A large island or small continent to the north-

east of North Amenca Used attnb in Green-

land Dove (see Dove i c) ,
Greenland Falcon

or Gerfalcon, the whitest of the gerfalcons [Falco

candicans); Greenland Poppy ? = Iceland Poppy ;

Greenland Turtle = Greenland Dove ,
Green-

land Whale, the Arctic Right Whale (Balsena

myshcetus) ;
Greenland yard, a yard where

whales are cut up and the blubber boiled, etc.

1678 Ray IVillnghbfs Onath. 326 That bird whichm

.Lucre is a. vnccuiau jrumviwav, t V* r\

Greene 1707 Curios, m Husb Sf Gard. 9* A wild Oat,

while ’tisyet greenish 1771 Smollett Humph. Cl. 6 May,

Holland they call the Greenland Dove 1797-1804 Bewick

Birds (1847) I 8 The Greenland Falcon, Falco Grten-

landicus 1840 Evid Hull Docks Comm 14 Greenland-

yards on both sides 184a Braude Diet Set etc lialmia,

the Greenland whale 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk,

Greenland Dove, the puffinet, called scraber in the Hebrides

188* Garden xo June 400/2 The Greenland ^PPL v
has ®

delicate odoui *884-3 Riverside Nat Hist ti8B8) V 201

In form the Greenland whale is the most ungraceful of

mammals 1883 Swainson Prov Names Birds 2x8 Sea

turtle, or Greenland tuitle 1896 R B Sharpe Handbk

Birds Gt Bnt II. 191 The Gieenland Gyr falcon, Hiero-

falco tandicans

2 . slang The country of greenhorns.

1838 Dickens 0 Twist vm, ‘ A new pal ,
replied Jack

Dawkins, pullihg Oliver forward Where did he come

from?’ ‘Greenland’.
, m11

Greenlander (grf nlandoi). [f.prec +-er .]

1 . A native or inhabitant of Greenland.

1774G0LDSM Nat Hist (1776) 11 217 It
.
ls

t

C0"l
r̂ Jlt

^
them [Greenlanders], when they see a quiet stranger to

say that he is almost as well bred as a Greenlander 1842

Prichard Nat Hut Man 504 The Greenlanders believed

in the existence of spirits, good and evil

J* 2. A vessel of some kind (? resembling a Green-

land whaler in build). Obs.

1692 Land Gas No 2815/4 In her way home [she] took a

French Greenlander, of 22 Guns, and 42 Men

Greenlandic (grihlse ndik), a and so. rare.

[f. Greenland + -io ] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to Greenland, its language and its mhabitants.

B. sb. The language of Greenland.

1813 E Henderson in Life in (1859) 1 16 Another mer-

chant has promised to get the Greenlandic Testaments fo

warded 1883 A. C Thompson Morav Missions vi 250 Ihe

translation of the Scriptures into Greenlandic iX&j Science

X. 287 Written in the modern Greenlandic alphabet.

Greenland!#!! (grpnlandij), a. [f. as prec +

-ISH ] Chai acteristic of Greenland. In mod. Diets.

Greenlandite (gr» nlandait). Mm. [f. Green-

land + -ITE.] A vai lety of garnet.

Greenlsmdman
3
(grf nlandmsen). [f. Green-

iand + Man^. Cf. Indiaman.] A vessel engaged

in the Greenland whale-fishery.

,794 Naval Citron 'XXIV 102 One man wasi killedi be

lonmng to the Greenlandman 18*7 J Wilson Nodes

AmbrVlks 1855 II 4, I sud hae nae great objections to

be a whale in the Polar Seas. Gran fun m1 ae thud o

your tail, to drive in the stern-posts o' a Greenlandman

Greenless (grfnles), a. [f. Green sb.

+

-less ]

Without greenness or verdure.

a ,6x8 Sylvester Mem Mortal xxv Wks (Grosart)

2x7 But, Beauty, Grace-lesse, is a Saile lesse Bark. A green-

lesse Sprmg ,854 Tail's Mag XXI. 2x8 Birds -held

their chattering synods .among the greenless boughs 1896

Henslow Wild Flowers 169 This is a greenless fleshy root-

P
Greenlet (g» nlet) [f Green a. + -let

;
app.

formed to render the etymological sense of L.

Dtreo.] A name for the numerous species of small

greenish American singing-birds of the genus Vireo

or family Vtreonidse. __ _ _ ..

1831 Swainson Fauna Bor.Amer. fJ^e
yf

*'

0
vaceus (Bonaparte), Red-eyed Greenlet Ibid 835

> |
Bartramn (Swainson), Bartrams 37

Vireo longirostns (Swainson), Long-billed Greenlet 1009

J Burroughs in Galaxy Mag Aug, Tha Virws, or Green-

lets, are a sort of connecting-link between ** ^^*888)
Flv.catchers. 1884-3 Riverside Nat. Htst [ioBoj

IV. 513 Tlie greenlets r^i their highest^development m
the genus Cyclorhis 189s C Dixon in Fortn. Rev. Apr

645 The Vireonid* or greenlets

GRBENKBSS.

Greenling (gn nhq). rqre. [)f. Green a. +

-LING.] = Green-eish i and 2 a.

In quot iisagrene lynge may be two words, green ling,

but the fact that leenge is the spelling of ling sb in the

Pionip Parv militates against this supposition

C1440 Promp Parv. 210/1 Grene lynge, fyshe (S gren-

lynge, P grenelynge) *847 Halliwell, Greenling, same

as Greenfish, 1880-4 [see Green-fish 2].

Greenly (grf nli), adv. [f. Green a.
+ -ly 2

.]

1. With a green colour
;
with green vegetation

;

so as to look green.

,583 Stanyhurst ASneis iv (Arb ) 113 With twisted gar

land and leau’s, spred greenlye, she garnisht Ihee place of

her burial x8x6 Byron,C7i Har 111 xlvi. Grey but leary

walls, where Rum greenly dwells ,856 Mrs Browning

Aur Leigh 1 572 The straight small bed was curtained

greenly 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav 198 The valley

widens greenly toward other mountains 1881 Miss Yongi:

Lads <5 Lasses Langley iv 149 Rows of hops, with the sun

glancing greenly through on the waving clusters

2 fig Chiefly with reference to growing vegeta-

tion. Freshly, vigoiously, youthfully.

1633 P Fletcher Purple 1st 1. 111, Two gentle swains

Whose sprouting youth did now but greenly bud 1813

Byron Pansma xx, The rest shall bloom and live All

greenly fresh ,871 R Ellis b Catullus Wiv 232 Look that

warily then deep-laid in steady remembrance These our

words grow greenly 1879 Mrs Houston Wild West 249,

1 could not flatter myself that »n the hearts of even one of

those whom I bad striven to aid my memory would greenly

live 1886 W. Alexander Sf Aveustines Holulity 142 It

he have wrinkles they are greenly hid.

3 In an inexperienced or unskilful manner; un-

skilfully ;
with simplicity arch

x4oo B Jonson Cynthia's Rev.v 11, He, greenly credulous,

shallwithdraw thus 1599 Shaks Hen V, v 11 149, I can-

not look greenely nor gaspe out my eloquence. 1602 —
Ham iv v 83 We haue done but greenly In hugger-mug-

ger to mterre lum 1820 Scott Monast xxx, I must assist

you, I reckon, for you are setting very greenly about this

gear

Green man, greenman.
f 1 A man dressed up with greenery to represent

a wild man of the woods, who took part m outdoor

shows, masques, triumphs, and the like ;
a Jack-in-

tlie-green. Obs.

The common tavern sign of ‘ The Green Man and Still
(

seems to have been suggested by the arms of the Distillers

Company, the supporters of w hich are two Indians Ine

siem-painters represented the Indian by a ‘ Green man (in

the above sense), and this figuie was afterwards replaced

bv that of a man clothed in green, a forester, often Robin

Hood (See ‘ Larwood ’ & Hotten Signboards 148 )

1638 Kirke 7 Champions ill Hi, Have you anysquibsm

you? Country? any Green-men in your shows? 1634 Gayton

Pleas Notes 1 vi. 19 The strange Feasts of the Greenmen,

Whiflers, Marshals, and his Ministers 1687 Taubman

London!s Tn 7 Besides Green-men, Swabs, Satyrs, and

Attendants innumerable a 17x6 Bagford in Larwood tfc

Hotten Signboards (1866) 367 They are called woudmen or

wildmen, thou’ at thes day we in ye signe call them Green

Men, couered with grene boues 1801 Strutt Spot ts SfPast.

jv hl 282 The actors formerly concerned in the pyrotecfimcal

shows weie called monstrous wilde men , others were fre-

quently distinguished by the appellation of green men .and

both of them were men whimsically attired and disguised

with droll masks [etc ] x8xo Crabbe Borough xt 229

But the Green-Man shall I pass by unsung, Which mine

own James upon his sign-post hung? ' His sign, his image,

—forbe once was seen A squire's attendant, clad in keepers

g
2?

n
A fresh, raw, or inexperienced man ;

a * green

hand*; spec, in whale-fishing, one who had not

been to sea befoie. Obs exc Htst. M
168a T Collins Salt Fishery 99 The third of the Men

that go a Fishing being Green-Men, that never were at bea

beforf 1690 Child Disc 7rade (1694) 228 Boat-keepers

enter very few new or green men xbqo Act 10 Will III,

c 25 § xo Every Master ofany Fishing Ship going to New-

foundland . shall have in his Ship’s Company every fifth

Man a Green-man (that is to say) not a Seaman, or having

been ever at Sea before X786 Act 26 Geo III, c. 26 it

shall and may be lawful for the Hirer or Employer of any

such Green Men engaged in the said Fishery, to advance

to any such Green Man, during the Time he shallbeinhis

Service, a Sum not exceeding Five Pounds 1867 Smyth

Sailor's Word-bk., Green-men, the five supernumerary sea-

men who had not been before in the Arctic Seas, whom

vessels in the whale-fishery were obliged to bear, to get the

tonnage bounty [x886 H Clarke tn ScienceVIII 604,

1

am
afraid.

6
we would have killed a green man, travelling and

working as we did ] , , - ,,

3.

A name for sAcetas antfa ofopnora ;
in lull

green man orchis.

f Gkreenmans. Old Cant. [f. Green a the

second element occurs also in darktnuns, hght-

tnans, etc ] The field, the country.

x6xo Rowlands Martin Mark-all E iv, Greenemans, the

^Greenness (grf*n|nes). Forms* see Green

a.

,

also 1 grdnea, 4-6 grenes, grenoss(e,

grennes, (4 grems, 6 greenes, grienesae), 7

greeness(e. [OE. grtnnes, f grdne Green . see

-ness.] The quakty or condition of being green.

1. The green colour of growing vegetation.

Hence concr. or semi-concr. Verdure.

coootr Baida's Hut in viu [x.] (1890) 180 paere stowe

m-ermis \v.l. srenes] & faexemis. a X300 Cursor M 8034

Massed war a iiusand yere^Sin >ai war planted m fiat place.

In grenes ai wit godds grace 1398 Trevisa Barth De

P.R.ix. xxxu. (149s) 369 Pentecoste is tyme of myrth and
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of grenesse for namly thenne herbes ben gtene c 1450
Mtrowr Saluacioun 1071 In narons ijerde we fynde of
braunches the grennesse 1561 T Norton Calvin's Insi 1

xvi (1634) 82 Out of seeds warmed m the bosome of the

grounde, he draweth a budding greennesse 1634 Sir T
Herbert Trav 209 Here is stoie of box trees, whose

J
rowth and greennesse, affoord piofit and delight 171a J
ames tr Le Blond's Gardening 143 The little Greenness

it affords makes it seldom used in Gardens x8ax Lamb
Elm Ser t New Vends Eve (i860) 46 Sun and sky and
the greenness pf fields, *8*5 Cobbftt Rut. Rides 469 T here
never yet was a summer when the downs did not retain
their greenness toa certain degree,

b Green colour of the sea and other things.
a 1300 Cursor M 9987 pe grennes lastand euer m ay

Bi take ns end o pat maiden 1398 Tuevisa Barth De P R
xvi Ixvm (1495) 574 Maibyll hyghte Marmor & hath y<

name of Grekys for grenesse [L a viuditate vocatur ] as

Ysidofr] sayth 1561 Daus Bnlhnger on Apcc (1573) 65
Grennes signifieth the everlastyngnesse of God, and tnat he
quickeneth and kepeth all thynges alyue *597 A M. Gutl-
lenteau’s Fr Chirm

g

29/2 Tner remayneth somtimes avin-
ditye or greenes about the apei tione *661 Lovell Hist
Amin 4- Min 259 When they bite, there followeth great
greennesse or blacknesse of the wound 1756-7 tr Keys-
leds Trav {1760) I. 231 The contrast of the white foam,
with the natuial greenness of the water, has a charming
effect 1824 Miss MrrroRD Village Ser 1 226 She used to

accuse my French greys of blueness and my greens of their

greenness 1871 Tyndall Fretgm Set (1879) I vi 226 The
greenness of the sea is physically connected with the matter
which it holds in suspension

2.

Unupeness (in fruits, etc.) as indicated by
green colour

1 1450 Lydg & Burgh Secrets 1942 Looke they be rype
and of good swetnesse. Strong m substance, no grenness let

be sene 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav 183 Bananas or Plan-
tanes They will ripen though you first plucke them m their

greenesse 1719 London & Wise Comfl. Gard. 161 Caie
must J|e had not to uncover them till they have attain’d
their proper size, and begin to lose the great Greenness
they had

b. Immaturity or tenderness (of age)
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 964 In grenesse Of

youthe 1557 Tottel's Misc, (Arb ) 167 The grenes of my
youth cannot therof expresse The proces 1379 Fenton
Gmcciai d 1 18 What with the greennes of his yeares aspir-
ing nowe to xxij 1631 Weever Anc Funeral Mon 225
Considering the gieennesse of his age 1733 Smollett Ct.
Fathom (1784) 17/2 The greenness of his years secured him
from any suspicion of fallacious aim 176a A Murphy
Life Fielding 14 (F 's Whs 1771 I ), Considering the green-
ness of his years, the sensibility of his temper, and the
warmth of his imagination

c gen Immaturity, crudity

*574 J Studley tr. Bale's Pageant Popes 37 Antichrist as
it were appearing aboue the grounde . who grewe still for-

warde from grenenesse to ripenesse. 1617 Hales Ser111 in
Gold. Rem (1673) 10 ^ St Paul required diligent reading,
and expressly forbad greenness of Scholarship 1641 Mil-
ton Ref01m 1 (1851) 12 The greennesse of the Times, the
weake Estate which Qu Mary left the Realme in. 1836-81
Mrs H. O Conant Eng Bible xxvi 216 The prelates were
seeking to conceal the greenness of their new church from
the popular eye under this garb of antiquity. 1873 Jowltt
Plato (ed 2) V 148 The greenness of our argument will
ludicrously contrast with the ripeness of our ages

d. Rawness, inexperience, e. Simplicity, gulli-

bility.

1548Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Mark Iv 26-9 The grenenes
of mnocencie. 1740 Dyche & Pardon Diet, Greenness .

also the rawness, unskilfulness, or imperfection ofany person
in a trade, art, science, &c. 1838 Jas. Grant Sk Land,
vi 205 Instances of perfect simplicity or ‘ greenness 1848
Thoreau Maine IF. (18941 17 A Province man was betray-
ing his greenness to the Yankees by his questions 1833
De QwinceyA ntobiog Sk. Wks 1. 6i, I had an opportunity
of displaying my exemplary greenness 1875 tr Comte de
Paris Hist Cm. WarAmer I 228When McDowell alleged
the greenness of his troops, as they say in English
3

.

The vigour or freshness of giowth, vitality.

,

a 1649 Drumm ofHawth Poems Wks. (17x1) 33/1 With
fragrant greenness ofThy grace Ourblasted souls ofwounds
release 1673 Traherne Chr. Ethics App. 561 Enmities
and disgraces fall like storms and showers upon budding
vertues in their spring and greeness. a 1716 South Serin
(*744) X. 11 44 The hypocrite's hope . for a while gives
growth and greenness to his comforts 1843 p Parley's
Ann IV. 249 The affection of a child gives a greenness to
old age,

4

.

Freshness, newness. ? Ohs
*553 Brende tr, Q, Cnrtuts Kiv, Through y* grene-

nesse of their woundes they felt litle paine 1616 Surfl.
& Markh Country Farme 635 There is great difference
betwixt that tartnesse or sowrenesse, which is an accidentall
vice or fault in wines, and that greenenesse or sharpenesse,
which is a natural 1 tast and relish m them i6sx tr. Bacon's
Life 4- Death 3 This preserves them [Grains] also in that
Greennesse, that they are fit and serviceable to make Bread
+ b. The condition of being fresh from child-

bearing. Obs.

1624 Heywood Gtmaik, tv, 169 Canace by reason of her
greenenes and weake estate, not able to make her escape

GreeilOCkite (gifnakait) Mm [Named by
Jameson in 1840 after Lord Greenock : see -its

]
Native sulphide of cadmium, found usually in
yellow coalings, rarely in crystals
1844 AlgerMm 573 Sulphuret of Cadmium Greenockite

of Prof Jameson 1833 Brewster Newton I x 213 The
refractive index of greenockite 1892 Dana J^m 69

Greenovite (grf navsit). Mm. [Named by
Dufrenoy in 1840 after G. B. Greenough • see -itb ]A variety of titamte having a reddish coloui due
to manganese
1844 Alger Min. 613 189a

D

ana Mpi. 714,

Green-peak (gn nipfk). Also -peek. [A
rendering of It. picchto verde or F *pic-vert (now
pivert) ] The Green Woodpecker, Gecmns vtndts.

1398 Florio, Picchto verde, a birde called a greene peake
x6n Cotgr ,

Pic verd
,
the Greene peake, or ordmane

Woodpecker 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790)111 937 Thegreen-
eak is all over gieen, except two led spots, one on its

reast, and another on its head, and is a very beautiful bird.

1847-78 Halliwell, Green-peak
,
a woodpecker Line,

Green-room.
1 A 100m m a theati e provided for the accommo-

dation of actors and actresses when not required

on the stage, probably so called because it was
originally painted green, transf The players who
fiequent the green-room. Phr to talk gieen-room
to talk theatrical gossip
1701 Cibber Love Makes Man iv iv, I do know London

pretty well, and the Side-box, Sir, and behind the Scenes
,

ay, and the Green-Room, and all the Girls and Women-
Actresses there 1736 Fielding Pasqiim 1 Wks 1882 X
140 Sir, the Prompter and most of the players are drinking
tea m the Green-room 1809 Malkin Gil Bias it vm ? 3
Characters as eccentric as any bona 1 oba of the green-

100m. 1820 Byron Bines 11. 78 Sir, the green-room’s in

rapture. 1839 LrvER H Lorrequer x\\, We talked 'green-
room ’ 1883 J. K Jerome On the Stage 71 Where a green
room was originally provided, it has been taken by the star

or the manager, as his or her private 100m
attnb, 1809 Malkin Gil Bias m x. 7 4 Our green room

goddess x8xs Examiner 21 Sept 602/2 Few Authors
would enter a green-room cabal 1823 W Irmng in Life #
Lett (1864) II 141 The colonel is a green room veteran,
and has written for the London theatre 1887 Besant Kaih
Regina xv. Actors’ gossip and gieen-toom whispers

2 A room in a waiehouse or factory for the
reception of goods in a * green’ state, such as cloth

fresh from the weaving factory, undned pottery, etc.

(Cf. Green-house 2.) In iecent Diets.

Gree’n-sand, gree'iisand.
1 . Mm and Geol, a. = Glauconite, green earth,

b. A variety of sandstone, usually imperfectly con-
solidated, consisting largely of glauconite e. A
formation consisting largely of this sandstone;
denominated Upper or Lower Greensand from the

position of the stratum relatively to the gault.

1796 Kirwan Elern. Min (ed 2) II. 149 Green sand of
Peiu Its colour is grass green ; of the consistence of sand
*830 Lyj-ll Print Geol I 477 Marine strata about the age
of our chalk and green-sand. 1847 Ansted Anc World x
228 The Upper Greensand is generally barren of fossils

1873 Dawson Earth 4- Man ix. 229 The mineral Glauconite
or ‘green sand 1873— Dawn ofLife v 99 Glauconite
gives by the abundance of its little bottle-green concretions
the name of green-sand to formations of this age 1876
Page Adv Text Bh. Geol. xvui 339
attnb 1863 ReaderNo 118 377/2 Greensand fossils x868

Rep. U S Commissioner Agnc, (1869) 69 Greensand marls.

2
.
(See Green a. 9 d

)

Green sauce, gree'nsauce. Obs. exc. dial.

1. A sauce of a green colour made from heibs
and eaten with meat. (Cf 2, quot. 1883.)
c 1460 [see Green-fish i]. 1591 Percivall Sp Diet

,
Mor-

temcla, greene sauce, Moretum. 1599H Buttes Dyetsdne
DinnerP ij b, Gieene Sauce Made of sweete hearbes,as
a clowe or two, and a little Garhcke, a x6xa Harington
Salernes Regmt (1634) 68 Sauce for Mutton, Veale, and
Kid, is greene sauce, made in Summer with Vinegar orVer-
juyee, with a few spices, and without Garlicke x66x Lovell
Hist Amm

<f-
M

m

117 Pork. ,
when powdered it’s best to

be eaten with green sauce 1747 Mrs, Glasse Cookery
u 42 You must either put good Gravy, or Green-sauce in
the Dish. 1847-89 Halliwell, Green-sauce, soui dock or
sonel mixed with vinegar and sugar. North,
2 . A name for field sorrel, Rumex acetosa and
wood sorrel, Oxahs acetosetta.
1620 Vennfr Via Rectavn 149 This proueth that Greene-

sauce is . wholsome against contagion 1643 N Drake
Siege Pontefract Cos. (Surtees Soc 1861) 37 We had allso
a boy about 9 yeares of age (as he was getting of greene
sawse .) was dangerously shott in the belly 1790 in W
Marshall Midi Co. II, 438 x86z C P. Johnson Useful
PI Gi. Bnt 64 The Wood-Sorrel [Oxahs acetosella], or
Green-sauce 1883 Almondb $ Huddersf Gloss, Green
sauce, Rumex acetosa, much used formerly as a sauce
with meat, especially veal.

Greenshank (grrnfseijk). A large sandpiper,
Totanus glottis

;

probably so called from its olive-
coloured legs Cf, Redshank (T. calzdns)
1766 Pennant Zool (1776) II 373 Limosa, et glottis

Green Shank 1863 Spring Lapl. 351 Perhaps one of the
commonest of our waders here was the greenshank 1890
Lumholtz Cannibals 56 At Thompson I found an old ac-
quaintance from Europe, the greenshank

t Gree'nship. Obs.rare~\ In4grenesohipe.
[f. Green a. + -ship.] Greenness
13 . Cast Love jog So is he foundement al grene, pat to
e roche faste I1J2 For he greneschipe lastejj euere, And his
euh ne leosejj neuere

Greensick (grfnsik), a ? Obs [Back-forma-
tion from Green sickness.] Affected with green
sickness

; alsofig ‘ morbid ‘ sickly \
1681 Broadside, Canto on Miracle wrought by the D of

M[onmoutk], But O the Greensick Girls may boast This
Duke hath cur’d Them to His Cost 1684 tr Banet's Merc
Comfit nr 93 Green-sick persons are unfit for exercise 1807
Opie in Lect Paint (1848) 316 Those greensick lovers of
chalk, bnckdust, charcoal, ana old tapestry 1822-34 Good's
Study Med (ed. 4) IV 83 There is even ground for carry-
ing the term, with, other authors, still further, and applying
it to green sick boys, as well as green sick girls

GREEN-STONI!.

Green sickness, green-sickness (grfn-
si'knes) [See Green a 3 ] An antemic disease
which mostly affects young women about the age
of puberty and gives a pale or greenish tinge to
the complexion

,
chlorosis

1383 Greeni? Mamtlha Wks (Grosart) II 36 His daugh-
ter beemg at the age of twentie yeeres, would fall into
the gieen sicknes for want of a husband 1384 J Ray-
nolds Proph Haggai iv (1649) 53 Like them that are trou-
bled with the greene stckne-.se 1678 Dryden Ltmberham
iv 1 Wks 1883 VI 82 Languishing maids 111 the green-
sickness 1707 Floyer Physic Pulse- Watch 225 The Pulsem the Green-Sickness beats 90 1746 R James Introd
Moufet's Health's Improo 21 The Mischief that young
Girls do themselves, who are inclined to the green Sick-
ness, by taking great Quantities of Chalk, Lime, and other
Absorbents 1846 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 385 She . had
quite lately had the green sickness

b. transf, andfig (often with reference to the
morbid appetite which characterizes chlorosis)

iSgfi Nashe Saffron- Walden Wks (Grosart) III 166 It
will then appeare whose wit hath the greene sicknes
*597 Shaks 2 Hen, IV, iv 111 xoo A kmde of Male Green-
Sicknesse a 1638 Cleveland Antiplatomc iv, Virtue’s no
more in Womankind But the Green sickness of the Mind
1675 Brooks Gold Key Wks 1867 V 142 Curiosity is that
green -sickness of the soul, whereby it longs for novelties,
and loathes sound and wholesome truths 1682 Loyal
Satirist in Somers Tr acts (1812) VII 68 What a desperate
green-sickness is the land fallen into, thus to doat on coals
and dirt, and such rubbish divinity 1 1881 Stevenson Virg.
Puensque 104 Iheie is some meaning in the old theory of
wild oats , and a man who has not had his greensickness
and got done with it for good, is as little to be depended
upon as an unvaccinated infant

c. attnb and Comb ( = Greensick a ), esp, in

greensickness girl, maid, etc

1392 Shaks Row Jul hi v 157 Out you greene sick-
nesse carrion, out you baggage, You tallow face 1398 E
Gilpin Skial (1878) 46 Bad greene-sichnes wines 1628
Ford Lover's Mel m 11, What a green-sickness-hver’d boy
is this < 1631 Cleveland Poems 42 Why, my Muse, like
a Green-sicknesse-Girle, Feed'st thou on coals and dirt!

*733 Cheyne Eng Malady Introd (1734)2 Sunk even below
the Weakness ofa Green-sickness Maid 1767A Campbell
I.exiph (1774) 169 Just as a green sickness girl, when gorged
with chalk and trash, nauseates the nicest dainties

Hence Greeu-siclmessed a
,
green-sick.

1673 F ICirkman Unlucky Cit 176 Never did Green-
sickness’d Girl long with half so much earnestness for Chalk
or Oatmeal 017x0 Bp Rundle in Butler Life Htldesley
(1799) 185 Thy [rc Sir R Steele] works will cure all the
green-sicknessed appetites that will seize on the gay gnd
young, without so friendly a cordial

Green -sleeves. A woman wearing green
sleeves

;
Ibe name given to an inconstant lady-love,

who is the subject of a ballad published in 1580
(see quot ), which, together with the tune to which
it was sung, became very popular

; hence, a name
for the ballad and the tune themselves.
1380 in Arber Stationeds Reg (1875) II 376 A newe

northe[r]n Dittye of ye Ladye Greene Sieves 1584 C.
Robinson New Sonet ofLadie Green Sleeues in Roxb Ball

(1887) vi 308 Green-sleeues was all my loy, Green-sleeues
was my defight Green-sleeues was my heart of gold, and
who hut my Ladie Gieen sleeues? 1398 Shaks MerryW
11 1 64 Ibid. v. v. 22 Let it thunder to the tune of Greene-
sleeues 1717 Prior Alma n 320 Old Madge, bewitch’d

at Sixty one, Calls for Green Sleeves, and Jumping Joan

Green snake. US
1 One of two gieen harmless snakes of the U. S
1791 W Bartram Carolina 275 The green snake is a

beautiful innocent creature. 1880 Libr Vmv Knowl VII
84 Green Snake common through most of the U.S. .. \
long, slender, and entirely harmless.

2 An air-plant resembling the snake.
1883 A J, Adderley Fisheries Bahamas 17 One of the

most remarkable of them [air-plants] is the green-snake,

which loplcs exactly like a long serpent made of coloured

india-rubber

Green-stone, greenstone. [f Green a.

+ Stone sb. , m sense 1 ad G. grunstezn.']

1. Geol A term of wide and varying application,

but usually comprising the greenish-coloured erup-

tive rocks containing feldspar and hornblende (or

augite), such as dionte, melaphyre, etc.

*805 Edin, Rev, VI 235 The name gnlnstem or green-

stone has been given by Werner to a rock composed of

horneblende and feldspar 1813 Bakewell Introd Geol

(18x5) 117 Transitions from granite to sienite and green-

stone may sometimes be observed in the same bloat 1826

W Phillips Ontl Min Geol (ed 4) 151 The Diabase,

Dionte and Amphibolite of French authors, and the Grun-

stem of the German School, seems to include both Green-

stone and Hornblende rock. 1836 Page Adz>. Text-Bk

Geol. § 1x9 The greenstones (whmstones of Scotland) are

less compact, more granular [etc ] 1837 R. Tomes Avter

m Japan xu 283 Several quarries of trachyte^ or green-

stone, are worked in the neighbourhood. x86a Smiles En-

gineers I II 297 A remarkablebed ofwhmstone or greenstone.

attnb 1830 Lyell Pnnc. Geol I 175 A large block 01

greenstone porphyry, 1842 Miller O. R Sandst nu
(ed a) 183 The greenstone bed of Salisbury Crags. 1873

Croll Climate <?• T, xxvu 442 A Greenstone boulder.

2. Min, = Nephrite, a variety ofjade.

1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) I. 125 Many of these Indians

wore pieces of green-stone round their necks which were

transparent, and resembled an emerald. These being ex-

amined, appeared to be a species of the nephritic stone

1849 Dana Geol xvu (1850) 636 The greenstone, usually

called jade, used for ornaments, and alsom making hatchets

1839 A S Thomson Story N Zealand I 1 va 140

greenstone composing these implements of war is. calleq
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nephrite by mineralogists The most valuable kind is as

clear as glass with a slight green tinge 189s F R Chap-
man (title) The Working of Greenstone by the Maoris
attnb 1859 A S Thomson StoryN Zealand I. 1, vn

140 Of these [weapons] the greenstone men was the most
esteemed 1885 Times (weekly ed ) 30 Jan 13/2 Their [the

natives of New Guinea] principal instrument is a green-

stone adze

3 ‘ A very hard and close-textured stone used for

putting1 the last edge on lancets and other delicate

surgical instruments.’ (Cent Diet.')

4. (See quot

)

1874 G Lawson Dis Eye 16 Sulphate of Copper, or

a combination of this salt with alum, ‘ lapis dmnus or

‘green stone
’

Greensward (grfnsw§id). For forms see

Sward Turf on which grass is growing.
1600 Holland Livy xxm xix (1609) 487 When the

enemies had turned up with a plough all the green sord
i6t6 Surfl & Markham Country barme 662 Except you
leaue such large space of greeneswarth betwixt it and the
corne-lands, that [etc] 1637 B Jonson Sad Skeph 1 11,

1 am To cut the Table out 0 the greene sword Ibid 1. v,

On every greene sworth, and in every path 166

1

Wai ton
Anglerxvi (ed 3) 221 When you see men ploughing up .

greenswards, then follow the plough 1709 Pope Jan <$

May tui The Kmghtsso nimbly o’er the greensward bound
1792 S Rogers Pleas Mem 1 147 Oft as he turned the

greensward with his spade. 184* Barham Ingol. Leg
,
Net-

ley Abbey

,

There they lie on the greensward strown. *854
Hawthorne Eng. Note Bks (1879) 1 325 Ihe garden is

set out with greensward and gravel-walks.

b attnb

,

as gt eensward g> ound

,

greensward
way -green way, lit. and fig (see Green a 2 b)

1691 Dryden K Arthur n u, Trembling bogs, that bear
a greensward show 1697 — AEneid in 291 We spread the

Tables, on the greensword Ground 1703 Savage Lett.

A ntients vm 46 He . had an easy greensword Way to

whatever else he had a mind to persue 1808 Scott Mamt
iv. iv, The green sward way was smooth and good

Hence Cfrre8’n.swarded a , covered with green-

sward
a *847 Eliza Cook Old Mill-Stream 1 2 The green-

swarded paradise watered by thee 1870 Huxley Lay
Serin 111 (1874) 48 Greenswarded courts

Greenth (grin])) [f. Green a +-TH; one of

Walpole’s coinages, cf gloomth ] Verdure.

1753 H Walpole Lett to Montagu lvi, I found my
garden brown and bare, but these rams have recovered the
greenth 1856 Masson Ess vu 372 In the poetry of Keats,
there is an excess of greenth and vegetable imagery c i860
G H Lewes in Mathilde Blind Geo Eliot xn 164 Under a
broad sweep of sky and the greenth of the uplands round
her 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der iv xxx 251 Amidst the
gleams and greenth of summer

Green wax, gree-nwax. Ohs. exc Hist
Sealing-wax of a green colour , hence b. A seal

of green wax, such as was affixed to documents
delivered hy the Exchequer to sheriffs c. An
estreat or other document bearing this seal

;
also

process ofgreen wax d The fines or amercements
exacted in accordance with such a document.
[1299Act 27 Edw. /, Stat deFimbus c g Nomina omnium

qui debita per vindem ceram ab eis exacta solverunt ]

1377-8 Durham Acc Rolls (Surtees) 586 In soluc facta
vicecomiti Northumbr pro le Grenewax, 13s 4d c 1460
Towneley Myst xxx 284 Rasers of the fals tax.And gederars
of greyn wax 1461 Plumpton Corr (Camden) 2,

1

trust to
God for to gett you downe your greene wax if that I may,
thof it cost you mony cigoo God Speed ihe Plough 69 in
P PI Crede (1867) 71 Then commeth the grenewex which
greveth vs sore. With ronnyng in reragis it doth vs sorowe
Inough 1523 Fitzherb Sitrv 28 The whiche afterwarde is

estreyted agayne and sende downe to the shiryffes of euery
countie and it is called grene waxe 1577-87 Holinshed
Citron III 1241/1 Hugh Pateshull, treasurerof theexcheker,
which was treasuror of the greenewax, or of the seale
*6x3 Sir H Finch Law (1636) 487 Of Sherifes and greene
wage 1618 in Crt Times fas I (1849) II 61 Sir Thomas
Edmondes is in concert with the duke, to faim the green
wax, as they call it, or the seal of the exchequer 1668 in
10th Rep Hist MSS Comm App v 76 A processe of
green wax issued to the Sheriff of Sligo for £300 arreares of
rent to his Majestie 1747 Loud Gaz No 8626 i/x All
Manner of Fines, Forfeitures and Sums of Money, com-
monly called Green Wax Monies

Greenweed'(grz nwfd). [f. Green a + Weed ]
1 The plant Genista tmetona, so named from its

dyeing properties , also extended to other species.

1599 Hakluyt Voy II 163 Yellowes and greenes aie
colours of small prices in this realme, by reason that Aide
and Greenweed wherewith they be died be naturall here
1807 Crabbe Parish Reg in 169 When strayed her lambs
where gorse and greenweed grow 1830-7 Macgillivray
Ifatherings Bnt Plants xvu 282 Genista ptlosa Hairy
Green-weed G. anghca Needle Green weed Petty Whin.
1894 Wright & Dewar Johnson's Gardener's Diet

,

Green-
weed Genistapilosa and tinctona

2 A green sea-weed.
1836 Woodward Mollusca in 444 For marine aquana,

the green-weeds (Ulva, Enteromorpha, and Bryopsis) are
better oxygen-producers than the red sea-weeds

Greenwich, (gri nidg) A town on the south
bank of the Thames adjoining London on the east,

famous for its astronomical observatory and its

hospital formerly occupied by naval pensioners;
used attrib m + Greenwich barber slang, a
retailer of sand from the Greenwich pits (Grose
Did. Vulg. Tongue 1785) ; + Greenwioh-goose
slang, a pensioner of Greenwich Hospital (ibid )

:

Von IV.

Greenwich stars, ‘ those used for lunar computa-
tions in the nautical ephemens’ (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. 1867) ; Greenwich time, mean time
for the meridian of Greenwich, adopted as the
standard time by English astronomers.
1861 Dickens Gt Expect xxv, At nine o’clock every

night, Greenwich time, the gun fires 1893 G E Mathcson
About Holland 31 The Dutch railway companies have,
however, recently adopted Greenwich time.

Greenwood (grfnwud) [See Green a 2 ]
1 A wood or forest when in leaf It is taken as

the typical scene of outlaw life, hence To go to the
greenwood to become an outlaw

13 K Alts 677 Now con Alisandre In grene wode of
huntyng a 1400 Clanvowe Cuckoo $ Night 100,

1

herde
A Nightingale so lustily singe That with her cleie vois she
made ringe 1 hrough-out al the grene wode wyde c 1500
Notbrowne Maid 89 in Hazl E P P II 276, I muste too
The grene wode goo Alone a bannysshed man a 1641 Bp
R Montagu Acts Mon. Ch (1642) 385 Some who lived
in the greene Woods, and haunted tne wilde Forests 1755
Johnson, Greenwood, a wood considered as it appears m
the Spring or Summer It is sometimes used as one word
1810 Scott Lady ofL iv xn, Merry it is in the good green-
wood 1828 — F M Perth xxvm, Rock and greenwood
rangto harp and pipes 1855 Kingsley Theseus 11

213 They hammered together till the greenwoods rang 1884
Ruskin Lect at Oxf in Pall Mall G 10 Dec 11/2 A bit

of Alpine snow, of Greek sea, or of English greenwood
b attnb

,
as greenwood adventurer, bower

,
glen,

life, f linde, path, shade, side
,
tree

ig. Adam Bel 404 in Ritson Anc Pop Poetry 20
Cloudesle walked a lytle besyde, And loked vnder the
grenewood linde c 1310 Lytell Geste R. Hode in (1847) I,

173 They dyde them strayt to Robyn Hode Under the
grene wode tre 1600 Shaks A Y.L av 1 1729 T
Cooke Tales 128 Him to the greenwood Shade they gently
bore 1808 Scott Mamt 11. Introd , Foresters m green-
wood trim x8ie — Lady oj

L

iv xxiv, His coat was all

of the greenwood hue 1856 Froudk Hist Eng (1862) I.

69 The Robin Hood ballads breathe the warm genial
spirit of the old greenwood adventurers.

+ 2 «= Greenweed r. 06s. (Peril, a mibpnnt.)
1776 Withering Bnt Plants 441 Greenwood, Genista

Greeny (grfm), sb [f Green a 4- -y ]

1 . Theatr slang. The curtain of a theatre.

1821 Egan Tom Jerry xui (1870) 357 It is far more
difficult to please the company behind Greeny; I beg
pardon, sir, I should have said than the audience before the
curtain

2 A greenish-coloured bird, a dial The green-

finch or green grosbeak
,
b. Austral A school-

boy’s name for the white-plumed honey-eater,

Phlotis pemcillata.
1823 Brockett N C Words, Greeney, the green gros-

beak. 1896 Australasian 11 Jan 73/1 (Moms) The mem
hers of the feathered tribe known to young city ‘knights of
the catapult ’ as greenies

8 A greenhorn
, a freshman at a university

1834 Southey Doctor 1 II 157 He was entered among
the Greenies of this famous University [Leyden] 185a

Judson Myst N Y in. ix. 58 Anybody could know that

these was took by a greeny 1887 Cougregationahst 7 Apr
(Farmer), Jim said I was a greeny

Greeny (grz’m),#. Also 6 griny. [f Green a.

+ -Y1 ]

+1 Green, verdant. Alsofig Vigorous 06s.

*593 Q Eliz Boethius, De Consol 1 metr 1 7 Happy
eriny Youthe, Ibid in metr vut 3 Seake not the Golde
in gnny tre 160a Davison Rhapsody B 11 The scorching
heate of Summer Sun Thy [re Earth] pride of all thy
greeny haire defaceth 1620 Shelton Qmx III xui. 81

A Nymph of the greeny Grove 1630 J Taylor (Water P

)

Sculler Wks hi -27/2, I that on gTeenie grasse could lay me
downe 1669 Flavel Hush Spirit (1770) 203 In a greeny
seat Ofshady oak. 1674 Pu.yford SkillMus 1 64 When
merry Lads are playing Each withhts bonny Lass Upon the

greeny grass.

2 . Somewhat green, greenish.

x8>6 Miss Mitford Village Ser n. 192 A sky blue sash
not the poor, thin greeny colour which usually passes

under that dishonoured name 1897 Vizetelly Zola's Rome
444 The second floor dining room was so gloomy, saddened
by the greeny half-light of the courtyard.

b quasi adv. qualifying adjs. of colour
1884 Fenn Sweet Mace III 11 18 A greeny olive snake

raised its head 189X H Herman His Angel 209 His
countenance was of a greeny ashen 1898 Blackrw, Mag,
Sept 375/2 The greeny white of breaking water

Green-yard, greenyard (gn'nyaid). An
enclosure covered With grass or turf (not paved).

In various specific applications,

fl At Norwich (see quot. 1870). 06s
1578 Joy/ Receiving Q Eliz Norwich C ly b,M Church-

yard brought Mercune into the greene yard vnder the .

bedchamber window, out ofthe which, the QueenesMaiestie
looked. 1644 Bp Hall Rem Wks (1660) xox Preacht in

the Green-Yard of Norwich a 1656 Ibid 63 The Leaden
Crosse, which had been newly sawne downe from over the
Green-Yard Pulpit. 1870 Murray's Handbk. Essex

,

etc

206 The Green Yard of the monastery [Norwich], in which
was a cross, wheie sermons were occasionally preached

2 . An enclosure for the reception of stray animals

and vehicles
;
a pound.

1720 Bond Gaz No 5866/2 Two Stables in the Green -

Yard without Aldermanbury-Postern 1824 Bell's Life in

Spirit Pnbl Jmls (1825) 135 If you don’t take charge of

the coach. I'll take it to the green-yard, and yourself to the
watch-house 1852 Househ, Words 23 Oct 136 Phaetons that

should properly have been sequestrated m the Greenyard of
oblivion long since x86a Times 16 Aug ix/3 The green-

yard belonged to the defendant's ancestors and was not a

parochial greenyard or pound X889 Vincent Police Code
(ed. 6) 90 In nearly every parish there is a greenyard or
pound, where animals found straying or in the possession of
prisoners, may be kept at certain charges 1893 Daily News
12 Dec 5/3 'Green yard’ is the metropolitan equivalent
for the village * pound
3

.

A grass yard for hounds to take exercise in
1828 Sporting Mag XXIII, 23 Great care should be

taken in keeping the green yard in order 1841 Tattersall
Sport A rchit 84 The large green yard should adjoin the
apartments for the young hounds

t Gxees, sb pi. Obs. Also gres, grece [App.
ad L. Greed pi.] Greeks
a 1300 CursorM 7060 In his time was troi nomyn, And

thoru j>® grece [Gdtt grekis, Fair/ greges, Trm grekes]
ouercomyn 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 175 Whan be
grete Constantyn made Constantmopolim )>e cheef sete of
pe emperour ofRome, pan were be Grees [L gens Gnvcoru/u]
i-cleped Romany And anon to bis day be Grees [L Gi sect)

clepeb northern self Grees, but Romayses Ibid IV. 271
pe Grees [w r Gres]

Grees, obs form of Grass.
Grees, grees (s)e, obs. forms of Grease.
Grees (e, greesse see Greoe.
Greesing, obs. form of Grecing
Greesly, Greest, obs forms of Grisly, Grist

+ Greet, sb 1 Obs. [f Greet vX\ The action

of Greet vJ-
;
a greeting.

c 1590 Grfcne Ft Bacon ix 205 Let me that joy in these

consorting greets Yield thanks for all these favours to my
son «cx6x$ Beaumont Sonnet Poems (1640) 4 The bioken
marrow bone is sweet, Ihe token doth adorn the greet

<1x634 Randolph De Magnete 64 Poems (1638) 31 She
dares goe forth alone and with a winning greet The
tumour of his high swolne breast asswage,

Greet (grit), sb 2 Obs exc Sc Also 3-4 gret,

3-6 grete, 5 greit, 6 greets, [f. Greet vA]
1 Weeping, lamentation

,
also, a cry of sorrow

c 1250 Gen tf Ex 3888, xxx. daijes Sat folc in wep W18
bedes, and gret, and teres wep a 1300 CursorM 14008
bar-wit sco fell on suilk a grete 13 Sir Beues (A ) 3129
losian spak to hire wib loude gret £1420 Anturs of
Aith, 324 (Douce MS.) With a grisly giete pe goste a wey
glides c 1480 Henryson Orpheus 139 in Bannatyne MS
(Hunter Club) 927 Now weip with me And all thy game
thow change in gole and greit, 25x3 Douglas Aineis
xn 11 49 Persew me nocht thus with 3our grete and tens

1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Aug 66 Per W ell decked in a
frocke of gray Wil, Hey, ho, gray is greete (Gloss weep-
ing and complaint] 1591 Greene Maiden!s Di earn iv,

A golden hind Whose valed eares hewraid hei inward

f
reet a 1650 Sir Lambewell 61 in Furniv Percy Polio

146 Sobbing & greet <zx8oi R Gall Poems (1810) 76
The widow’s gieet, the baby's cry He winnalout to near.

1898 Bullock Mem. Congreg Ch Aberdeen vm 101 His
admonitions were not the less powerful though given with
* the greet in his throat

f 2 A prayer or entreaty Obs. rare”1
,

c X400 Destr Troy 2757 pai grauntid the gretewith a glad

chere.

Greet (grit), vf Forms : 1 grdetail, grdtan,

(3 grmten, 3 Orm greterm, ^greten), 3-5 grete,

(5 greth, gretyn), 6-7 greete, 6- greet. Imper

4 gret. Pa. i (a greite), 3-5, 7 gret, 3-6 grett(e,

5 grete, (6 gryte), 6- greeted. Pa. pple. 3 gret,

(lgrette), 4 grett, (5 greet), 8- greeted. [Com.

WGer. ; OIL,greetan wk vb, corresponds to OFns.
grita, OS. grtitian (Du, groeten), OHG gruo^ern

(MHG. grueytn, mod.G. gruszen) .—V Ger. *gr$t-

jan
,
related to *grbto-z, *g>'$t& sb (MHG. gruo*,

mod G gt'usz masc
;
MDu gtoet masc, and fem.,

Du groet masc ).

The primary sense is uncertain , the senses of early occur-

rence m continental Teut are 1

to approach ‘ to call upon ’,

‘to provoke or compel to action’, ‘to attack’, ‘to irritate,

annoy’, ‘to address, salute’. In mod Ger and Du as in

Eng the seuse ‘salute’ has become the prominent one,

such other senses as survive being now appiehended as

transferred from this (The sb ,
whichmay be only a back-

formation, expresses the action of the vb m all senses )

The ultimate etymology is equally uncertain with the

radical meaning ,
many scholars refer the word to OAryan

*ghrdd- ghrea- to resound (see Greet v 2
), on which sup-

position the primary sense should be 1 to call on ’
, another

view is that the Teut root *grbt- is an extension of the root

which appears in Gr as \pa with the seuse ‘to approach

closely, touch ’, etc.]

+ 1. trans In various senses which did not sur-

vive beyond OE, : To approach, come up to , to

begin upon, begin to treat or handle, take in

hand. Obs
<1-700 Epmal Gloss, 210 Convemo, groetu vel adjuro

\fi 950 Lvidts/, Gasp Luke vui 28 psette ou mec ne gegroeta

\ne me torqueas) ] c xooo Endowments ofMen 49 in Exeter

Bk>, Sum mid hondum mseg hearpan gretan c xooo Soul Sr

Body 139 Deah <Se wyrmas gyt fcifre gretab c xooo jElfrxc

Gram ix. (Z ) 49 On scortne as geendiao grecisce naman,

ac we ne gretao nu 3a.

f 2 . To assail, attack. Obs (After 15th c prob.

only as a transferred or ironical use of sense 3,)

Beowulf (Z ) 3080 pmt he ne gTette gold-weard bone

£•893 K, /Elfred Oros v, 11 § 2 Sibfcan wses ealluro J)®111

obrutn swa micel exe from him hi hiene long gretan ne

dorstan a xooo Csedmon's Gen 1755 (Gr )
Gif <Je ®nij5

eortSbuendra mid wean greteS CX300 Havelok x8ii Wit
be barre so he him grette 13 . K Alls 3789 A duyk of

Perce sone he mette With hU launce he him grette c 1330

R, Brunne Chron (1810) 18 Harald of Donesmore vppcm

Done him mette Vibrand with suerd so him grette, pat

porghout bis armes Wibrand ajle to hewe c 1440 Ipomyaon

1140 Ipomydon so Campanus grette, That knyght and

\
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ttede Felleon hepe, in mydde the place [1594 Marlowe
Edit/ II, 1 iv 266 How easily might some base slave be

suborn’d To greet his lordship with a poniard 1880 J
O'Hagan Song ofRoland ccxxvm, I will him body to body
greet, Give him the lie with my brand of steel ]

3 To accost or address with the expressions of

goodwill or courtesy usual on meeting
;

to offer

m speech or writing to (a person) the expression of

one
f
s own or another’s friendly or polite regard.

Now only literary + Formerly often to greet (a

person)fair, friendly,
well.

Beowulf614 Cwen grette guman on healle. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp Mark xv 18 Ongunnon hine pus gretan hal wes pu
ludea cyning c 1x75 Lamb Horn 121 pet folc hine greite

and cleopede king on bismer c 1205 [see Fair adv 2]

a 1300 CursorM 4330 Quen he had hir hend-li gret <71325

Lay le Freine 257 The abbesse and the nonnes alle, laid
him gret in the gest-halle. 1*1380 Sir Fentmb 2170 Go
forth & gret wel my do3tre dere c 1420 Love Bonaven

*

Mirr. iv. iGibbs Mb ), What tyme pat oure blessed lady

f
rette Elizabeth c 1470 Henry Wallace v.97^ Rycht gudlye
e with humylness him gret 1553 Q Mary in Strype Eccl
Mem III App 1 3 We grete you well 1603 Shaks 'Meas.

for M iv v. 13 There’s other of our friends Will greet vs

heereanon 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), To Greet (old Wordl,
to salute. 174a Blair To W Law 115 If • thou greets

Heaven's King, and shoutest through the streets 1794
Sir W. Jones Instit Hindu Law 11 § 132 The; wife of his

brother must be saluted every day , but his paternal and
maternal kinswomen need only be greeted on hi-, return

from a journey 2805 Scott Last Mmstr 1 xxu, Greet the

Father well from me. 1866 G MacdonaldAnn.Q Neighb.
xxix 11878) 501, I had passed Jane Rodgers and having
just greeted her, had gone on
fig. 1590 Spenser F Q i. u 29 He, tumbling doune
alive With bloudy mouth his mother earth did kis, Greeting
his grave 1601 Weever Mirr Mart Ev, With neare
embracements Weeuer, Mersey met, And both together th’

Irish Seas they gret 1601 Shaks Twel N 11 iv. 62 Not
a friend greet My poore corpes

b absol.

c 12go Gen if Ex 2864 God of Israel 8e bode sente, and
greteft wel, Sat, bi di leue, hue folc vt-fare. 1588 Shaks
Tit A. 1 l go There greete in silence as the dead are wont
1591 — 1 Hen VI, iv 111 42 Away, vexation almost stoppes
my breath, That sundred friends greete in the hour of death
1700 Dryden Pal 4- Arc 11 igx None greets, for none the
greeting will return

c. To salute with words 01 gestuies,* transf-
to receive at meeting* or arrival with some speech

or action (whether friendly or otherwise) in lieu of
salutation
a iooo y-utiana. 164 in ExeterBk

,

Hy pa se aeSeling grette

. blipum wordum. ax**$Ancr. R 430 GretetS pe lefdi mid
one Aue Marie a 1300 CursorM. 15014 Aid and yong, bath
less and mare, Wit a word alle him grett c 1440 CapGrave
Life St Rath. 11 1 1444 My sone gretheth yow now wyth
his good blyssyng 1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 78 When
he gryte her with thys Aue 1589 Puttenham Eng Poesie
1 xxvi (Arb ) 67 The same Musicians . greeted them with
a Psalme of new applausions 1703 Rowe FairPemt 1 1

252 The Gifts With which I greet the Man whom my Soul
hates 1835 W Irving Tour Praines 58 Our arrival at

the camp was greeted with acclamation 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xvi, The merry man was the first to greet the
strangers with a nod 185a Tennyson Death Wellington 21
No more m soldier fashion will he greet With lifted hand
the gazer in the street 1868— Lucretius 7 The woman
. ran To greet him with a kiss

f d To honour (a person) with a gift 06s
a 1225 Leg Rath 798 To beon mid gold & getsum igrette.

1362 Langl P PI A. v Z87 He that repenteth’ rathest
schulde arysen afturAnd greten sir Glotqn with a galunofale

J e In Spenser to offer congratulations on
(an achievement, etc ) ; const unto or dative.
T59* Spenser F Q v 111 14 Thether also came Flori-

mell .To greet his guerdon unto every knight Ibid 15
Florimell goodly gan to greet his brave emprise Ibid
xL 15 She towards nun in hast her selfe did draw To greet
him the good fortune of his hand.

£ Of cries, demonstrations* To be addressed
to or evoked by (a person or incident), to 1 hail
1874 Green Short Hist vui § 3 487 Shouts of assent

greeted the resolution

fg To gratify] please Obs
a 159a Greene yas IV, 1 i, You greet me well if so you

will her good 1608 Shaks. Per iv 111 38,

1

finde It greets
mee as an enterprise of kindnesse performd to your sole
daughter.

4. To receive or meet with demonstrations of
welcome.
1605 Shaks. Lear v 1 54 We will greet the tune c x6xx

Chapman Ihad xxiv 152 Let him greet alone The Giecian
name 168a Tatf A 6s 4* A chi t 11 628 Who . greet thy
landing with a trembling loy ' 178S Burns To Mountain
Daisy n The bonnie Lark Wr spreckl’d breast, When
upward-springing, blythe, to greet The purpling east 1840
Macaulay Hist Engm II 293 The cavalcade wasgreeted
two miles from the city by the bishop and clergy 1855
Ibid xu III 242 The whole population came to the shore
to greet them

+ b. mtr To meet with Obs.
*599 Massinger, etc OldLaw 1 1, You have a Lodge, sir,

So far remote from way of passengers That seldome any
mortall eye does greet with it.

5 . Of a thing To present itself to Now only
of sights or sounds : To meet (the eye, ear)
*698 Fryer Acc. E India ft P 43 The Sea on one side

greets its Marble Walls 1871 Freeman Nona Conq (1876)
IV xviu 160 The pageant which had greeted his eyes as
he entered Le Mans, 187a Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes
(1879) 307 A wide extent ot sea greets the eye

Greet (grit), v 2 Now only Sc and north
dial. Forms: i gr6tan, grdotan, 3-5 grete,

4-5 gret, 4-6 greete, 6 grate, griefc, 6-7 greit,

7- greet. Pa. t. 3-5 gret(t, 4 grete, 5 grette

;

3, 5-9 grat. P. s gretid. Pa. pple. 3 graten,

i-groten, 4 greten, 5 gret, 9 grutten. [Two
distinct but synonymous words have here coalesced

:

(1) OE grktan (only in Anglian form gritan), pre-

sumably a redupl str. vb. with pa t *grit, pa. pple.

*greeten (a wk pa. pple. occurs once m the pi be-

gritte), corresp. to OS. grdtan (only once in pa. t.

gnat, v r gnot) to_weep, MHG. graven (wk \ to

cry out, rage, storm, ON. grdta, pa. t.grit (Sw.

grata, Da greede), Goth gr$tan
x
pa t gaigrit .—

OTeut *gr£tcm, f OAryan root *ghred-
:
ghrod-

found also in Skr hrad to resound (cf. Gbeet v 1
) ;

(2) OE griotan (pa. t. *griat, *gruton, pa. pple.

*groten) — OS. gnotan, gi-eotan
;
possibly evolved

from a pa. t. of the redupl vb. grsetan
;
possibly

a compound with prefix *ga- of the synonyippus

str vb. found jn OE. as riotan. Prof •Sievers

suggests that both vbs. may descend from a com-
mon pre-Teut root *ghreud-, the long diphthong
being differentiated into Tent. & and eu
The gloss 1 mereo [=maereo], groeto

1

in the Corpus Glos-

sary is difficult to explain , most prob groeto is simply mis-

written loxgrSto (or greoto) owing to confusion with. ^Greet
v
1 intr. To weep, cry, lament, grieve, + rarely

said of the eyes
Beowulf 1342 pegne monegum se pe asffer.sinc-gyfan on

sefan greotej? C725' Corpus Gloss 1305 Mereo,
groeto

agoo Cynewulf Crist 991 Beomas gretaS a 1000 Sal <§•

Sat 376 (Gr) Heo sceall oft greotan c 1250 Gen
ft Ex 2341 So e gret, Sat alle hise wlite wurS teres wet
a 1300 CursorM 15006 Almast for 101 pai grette a 1340
Hampole Psalter Iv 13 The eghen may grete 1375 Bar-
bour Bruce in 347 At leve-talcyng the ladyis gret, And mak
thar face with tens wet c 1400, Maun dev (Roxb.) xi 46
Petre grette full tenderly, when he had forsaken Cnste
c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 570 pe childe was sary and
perfore grett 1549 Compl Scot vi. 39 The turtil began for

to greit, quhen the cuschet 3oulit *557 Tottell's Misc,
(Arb ) 252 Graunt grace to him that grates therfore with sea
of saltish brine. 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Apr 1 Tell me,
good Hobbtnoll, what garres thee greete 1 163s Brome
North Lasse v vi Wks 1873 III 93 I'le near greet for

thaf sir, while I have your love _ 1714 Ramsay Elegy y
Cowper 1, J wairn ye a’ to greet and drone 1791 Burns
* There'll Never be Peace 5 111, My sgven braw sons for
Iamie drew sword, And now I greet round their green beds
in the yerd '1824 Scott R'edgaitntlet let xi, Dougal
neither grat not' graned

1

2889 Barrie Wtudoiv in Thrums
174 ‘ Leely’, said Jamie, * dmna greet, an’ I’lj never flo't

again ’ 1893 Stevenson Catrtona 109, I sat down and
grat like a bairn

b. with cognate obj To shed (tears).

c 130a Havelok 285 For hire was man! a ter i-groten 1450-
70 Golagros <$• Gaw 1141 The king . Grat mony salt tere

c 1460 Towneley Myst xxvm 331 1 he teres thou grettwhen
thou rasid lazare. 1719 Ramsay RtcAy 4 Sandy 43 Hing
down ye'r heads, ye hills, greet out ye'r springs

’ ' ”

f 2 traits To weep for, lament, bewail. Obs
a 900 Cynewulf Cnst 1571 Hu pa wom-sceapan hyra eald-

xestreon sare greten 1x330 R Brunne Chron Wace
(Rolls) 156x3 For pyng pat pou hast greten sore. <21340
Hampole Psalter lx 2 Whils 1 grete my syn

+3 mtr. To cry or callout m supplication or
in anger Const after,

on, upon
,
till, to Obs

ci250 Gen 4 Ex 3659 He greten up on moysen, And he
to go4 made his bi-men a X300 CursorM 15624 To-quils
he Iai In onsun, hq wit \Fairf til, Trtn on] his fader grett.

c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1 810)14

8

,

1

am Thomas Jour hope,
to whom je crie & grete. c 1410 Lydg Life Our LadyxMi
(? 1484) c iv. Where as she sat in hir oratorye With herte
ententyf Grete to god and all hir ful mynde 1513
Douglas /Eneis viii. Prol 34 The gud wyffe grilling befor
pod gretisjsftir grace

f 4. To beseech" (a person) with *.tears. Obs rare.
156a A Scott Poems (S T S ) 1. 224 Greting grit God to

grant thy Grace gude ^eir

Greet, obs. and dial form of Gbit.
Greet(e) obs form of Great a
GreeterKg1? t81)* [£ Greet v .

1 + -er^ ] One
who greets, or salutes
155a Huloet, Greter or brynger of a gretynge, salutiger

x6n Cotgr , Salueur, a saluter, a greeter 1780 Mad.
D’Arblay Diary May, She used to be my constant elbow
companion, and most smiling greeter 1853 Miss Sheppard
Ch Auchester II xi6 Only half the students had returned,
and they were standing m self-interested fraternities?
broken by groups and greeters. 1868 Daily News 6 July,
The outbursts of cheering that would have greeted him if
the greeters had not been [etc ]

Greeter 2 (gr* tax). Sc [f. Gbeet z>.
2 + -eb 1

]
One who ‘ greets ’ or cries.

17 Vug. Ronald xvii in Child Ballads (1898) V 183
I’ve heard greeters at your school-house . , But for to hear
an auld man greet, It passes bairns’ play

Greeting (grf*tig), vbl. sb. [f Greet +
-in& 1.] The action ofGreet z>A, in various senses

;

an instance of this, esp a salutation. Sendeth
greeting : a translation (now arch ) of the Lat and
Gr epistolary formulae of salutation, salutem
(dicif), x<dpeiv ; also with ellipsis of the vb
c&oo tr Baida’s Hist. 11 x (1891) 124 Bonefatius papa

sende Eadwtne gretinge. c 950 Lmdisf Gasp. Luke 1 29
And geSobte hulig wses Sios groeteng a 1225 Leg Rath
207 Gretunge, keiser, walde wel bicumen pe 3ef[etc ] ci275
in 0. E. Mtsc. xoo From heouene in-to eorpe god gretynge he

sende a 1300 CursorM 17647 Ioseph sh greting pam gaf,
‘Godds peis mot yee alle haf . CX350 Will Palerne 4883A gay greting was her gret wan pei togedir met. c 1380
Wyclif Serm Sel Wks. II 9 Whanne Elizabeth herde be
greting of Mane 1444 Extracts Aberdeen Reg (1844)
I 399 James, be the grace of God kyng of Scottis, to the
alderman and balleis ofour burgh ofAoerden gretyng c 1450
Merlin 47 My lady sente me to yow, and sendeth yow
gretmge, and sente yow this letter 1535 Coverdalr 2 Macc
xi 27 Kynge Antiochus sendeth gretinge vnto the councell
and the other people of the Iewes X593 Shaks Rich II,
1 111 254 Oh to what purpose dost thou hord thy words
That thou returnst no greeting to thy friends? 1597 —
2 Hen IV

i
iv 1 27 Health, and faire greeting fiom our

Generali
#

i6ix Bible Jas i 1 lames to the twelue
tribes which are scattered abroad, greeting 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. NT, 3 John 1 13-14 Kind Remembrances
and Greetings are suitable to Christian Fellowship 1805
Wordsw Waggoner 1 54 Where once the Dove and Olive-
Bough Offered a greeting of good ale To all who entered
Grasmere Vale 1863 Geo Eliot Romola Ixiv, Tito did
not kneel, but simply made a greeting ofprofound deference
X876 Gretn Stray Stud 51 Everybody meets eveiybody
with greetings on the warmth and the sunshine

b. Comb., as greeting-place, -word,
c 1200 Ormin 2799 Rihht affterr patt tin greting word

Wass cumenn 1 min sere 1867 R S Hawkfr Prose Wks
(1893) 1x4 The tree which marked the greeting-place of
master Bujisby

Greeting' (gw tig), vbl. sb.
2 Now only Sc. and

north, dial. [f. Greet vf + -ing l.] The action

of Greet ».2
;
lamentation, weeping.

a 1300 CursorM 24624 For mi greting ful sare pai grett.

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 1451 Now es laghter and now es
gretyng 1375 Barbour Bruce in 514 Thocht I say that that
gret, sothly It wes na greting propyrly c *400 Maundev
(Roxb ) ix 34 pe vale of Marnbre, pat es at say pe Vale of
Gretyng c 1400 Desir Ti oy 3491 What gretyng& gremp
growes vnto pe? 1533 Bellendln Livy v (1822) 428 Ane
huge clamoure, mingit sum parte with skirll and greting of
wiffis and barnis 1588 A King tr. Canisius' Catech. 210
Griting and gnashing of teeth
* attnb a 1300 CwsorM 17947 (G6tt ) pat pu pe suink
naght' wid greting praier for to gett pe oyle pat god m
hight has sett

"Greeting (gw tig),///. [f. Greet +
-INQ- 2

] That greets, salutes, etc

1899 Daily News 3 Oct 3/4 The greeting cheers from all

parts of the hall
‘ Hence Gxee tmgly adv.

2834 Tail’s Mag I 339 It hails the lov’d child greetingly

Greeting (grz tig),ppl. a 2 Sc [f. Greet v.
2

+ -ing 2 J That ‘.greets’ or weeps
1588 A King tr Canisius' Catech 39 With greitting eyes

vaitmg for ws in the coaste of the heavenhe countrie 1676

W Row Coittn. Blair's Autobiog x (1848) 210 Away with
him, hg is a greeting devil

f Gpectingful, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Greet-

ing vbl. sbJ + -EUE ] Sorrowful, tearful

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvu 10 A gretyngful prayer of
men pat does penaunce

Greetingless (grrtigles), a. [f Greeting^.
sb 1 * -less.] Without greeting or welcome
’ 5890 Jean Middlemass Two False Moves I v 64 A greet-

ingless goniing home.

+ Gree*ty, «. Obs i are- 1
. In 4 grety. [f

Greet v 2 + -yl.] Inclined to shed tears

£1350 Med MS m Archzologia XXX 351 Take rwe
heysele & mengys w1 hony For wattryd eyne & to grety

Greevance, obs. form of Grievance
Gpreeve, var. Greave sb 1 Obs

;
obs f Grieve

Gtreeves, pbs. pi. pf Greave sb 3
,
Grief.

G-reezy, obs form of (Creasy.

Gref(e, obs form ofGraff jW, Grief, Grieve.

Grefeous, obs form of Grievous.

+ Greff (e. Obs. [a. F grejfe .—L graphtum •

see Graff sp ?] A graving instrument, a style

[<7725 Corpus Gloss. 997 GraMum, gref ] a 1300 Cursor
M 2x]is pe first his grpff of i?m was 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg X13 b/2' A grefijp is]proprclypallida poyntel to wryte in

tabhs of waxe.
Greff(e, obs. form of Graff, Grief, Grieve

Greffier (gre'fiaa, Fr grgfy^). Also 7 gre-

phier, 8„ gnflBler [a. F. greffier, f greffe see

Graff sb i]

1 A regiStray, <%rk, pr notary Chiefly with

reference to foreign, countries or to tKe Channel

Islands.
X590 m A. Collins Lett $Mem State (1746) I 304 Artsens,

the Greffier to the States 1608 Bp Hall Epist 1 v 56

The Grephler of that Towne 1676 Temple Let to Sir J.

Williamson Wks 1731* II 414, I will endeavour to engage

them either to write themselves to their Resident at Vienna,

or, at least, to order the Greffier to do it 17*8 Chesterf,

Let to Ld Townshend 14 Dec, Some things might be

communicated to the Pensionary in confidence, which he

would not tell the Greffier 1759B Martin Nat. Hist Eng.

I Guernsey 128 There is an Officer called a Gnffier, who
tenders the Oaths 1841 C Mackay Mem Pop Delusions

III 205 A rich greffier paid him a large sum of moneythat
he might be instructed m the art 1882 Stevenson Earn

Stud, 250 The very greffier, entering it in his register

2 . A white hunting dog. Obs.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 4 Of the nature and complexions

of whyte dogges called Eaux, and surnamed Greffiers

Greffon, obs form of Griffin.

Gref(f)ul, greful(l, obs. forms of Gbiefful

Greg(e, obs. form of Grig sb 1

Gregal (grz gal), a Also 6 gregaU. [ad L.

g> egal-ts

,

f g'eg-, grex flock, crowd, multitude.]



GREGALE. 407

1 Pertaining to a flock, or to the multitude rare

c 1540 tr Pol Verg. Eng Hist (Camden) I 68 Caractacus

, was brought to Rome emonge other gregall captives,

1656 Blount Glossogr , Gregal

,

ofthe same flock or company,

common *873W S Mayo Never agaut vu, For this giegal

conformity there is a cause and an excuse V

f 2 = Gregarious. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) SS7 When once his

flesh is tickled with lust, he groweth tame, gregal and loving

X658 Rowland Moufet’s Theat, Ins 921 A winged Insect,

gregal or hearding Ibid

,

He is a flocking or gregal

creature

I! Gregale (graga le). Also grigale, grecale

[It., app repr a late L. *grsecale-in, f, L Gi cecuS

Greek a] The north-east wind in the Medi-

terranean. Cf. Greco 1.

1804 C B Brown tr Volney's View Soil U S 135-6 In

Egjpt, where it is named grigale, I found it gloomy, chilly,

and oppressive 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk
,
Grecale, a

north eastern breeze off the coast of Sicily, Greece lying N E
1883 Encycl Bnt.XV 340 The * gregale is a strong north-

east wind which occasionally blows m the winter months

with great fury and force for two or three days together

Gregorian (grege^-rian), a rare [f L gre-

gart-us (see Gregarious) + -an ]
Belonging to

the herd or common sort Of a soldier : Common,
private ( = L greganns links').

163a Sir X Hawkins tr Mathieu's Vnhappy Prospentie

1 112 Even as the meanest greganan souldter 1640 Bp.

H. King Serm 16 Those Gregarian sparks, those Plebeian

lesser Starres, which people the skie c 1645 Howell Lett

(1650) III 2 The Giegarian Soldiers and gross of the Army
is well-affected to him

Hence Grega rianism, the practice of collecting

in flocks or companies.
1881 Truth 13 Oct. 460/1 The tendency to gregananism

is nowhere more manifest than along the Riviera

Gregarine (gre'gann), a . and sb. Zool. [f

mod L. Gregarina (f L gregari-us see Gre-

garious), the typical genus of the Gregannidm ]

A adj. Of or pertaining to the genus Greganna

or class Greganmda ofprotozoans, parasitic chiefly

in insects, molluscs, and. Crustacea.

In recent Diets

J B. sb. One of the Gregai inida.

1867 J Hogg Miciosl 11 11 368 The Gregarines observed

m the flesh of oxen 1884 A Sedgwick tr Claus' Zool 1

208 The Gregarines are found mainly in Invertebrata

So Gregari-niform a
,
shaped Jike a giegarme

;

Greg-a rinons a., afflicted with or possessing gre-

garines (Syd Soc. Lex 1886)

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med II 728 note, The malarial

organism being a greganniform parasite capable of living in

the body ofman or in the body of mosquito

Gregarious (gregea-rias), a [f L. gregdn-us

(f. greg-y grex flock, herd) + -ous.]

1 . Nat. Hist Of classes or species of animals

:

Living in flocks or communities, given to associa-

tion with others of the same species.

1668 Wilkins RealChar. 135 Being gregarious, swimming
together in great multitudes 1678 Ray Willughby's Orm th.

it, 196 Stares are gregarious buds, living and flying together

in great flocks 1701 Grew Cosm Sacra m. 11 § 38 99
Those which are the most useful, fly not singly, as other

Birds, but are commonly Gieganous , as the Partndge, Lark,

leal *774 Goldsm Nat Hist II 41 This is practised

among all gregarious animals 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca

68 Phtlonexis —Gregarious in the open sea 1875 Lyell
Prtnc Geo

l

II 340 A greganous species of butterfly.

b. transf. Of peisons . Inclined to associate with

others, fond of company
1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum France I 369 Society 1 gre-

garious dame 1 x8aa Syd Smith JVks (1859) II 2/1 A very

gregarious profession, that habitually combines and butts

against an opponent with a very extended front 1853 C L
Brace Home Life Germ 188 We like being together well

enough, but our gregarious tendencies are nearly always for

some earnest object. 1896 Mrs Caffyn Quaker Grand-

mother 70 She’s not a gregarious person Society and she

have choked each other off some time ago.

2 . Bot Growing m open clusters.

1829 Loudon Encycl Plants 095 Agancus fusipes ,

gregarious 1870 Hooker Stud Flora 131 Saxifrages

granulata .Gregarious, glandular-hairy

3 Path. Closely collected, clustered

1822-34 Good’s Study Med (ed 4) I 256 Occasionally,

however, this species [intestinal calculus] is found gregarious,

instead of solitary Ibid. IV 440 They [pimples] are some-1

times solitary, but more frequently greganous.

4 Of or pertaining to a flock or community

;

characteristic of or affecting persons gathered

together in crowds.
1833 1 Taylor Fanat 111 60 The enthusiasm of gregdnouS

rage puts contempt upon death. 1853 Dickens Lett

(1880) I 401 An instance of the greganous effect of .an
excitement 1876 Lown-L Among my Books 11 210 His
faith in the greganous advancement ofmen was afterwards

shaken 1876 Mozley Unvu Serm. yui 236 Mere religious

zeal is -a gregarious thing like other greganous affectioris,

which are caughtby men in company.
Henoe Grega riously adv r

Grega'xlottsness.
1688 R Holme Armomy 11 374/x Gregariously, such as

swimby Flocks, Troops, or Companies together x8x8 Todd,
G> egariously, Gregariousness 1834 Medwin Angler tn

Wales l 177 It is evident that they prey gregariously 1840

DEQuiNCEY^^&Wks X859XI 233Thatmarkedgregarious-
ness in human genius had taken place amongst the poets and
orators of Rome, which [etc ] 1870 Lowell Study Wind
151 Men acting gregariously. 1874 Helps Soe Press xu.

XS4 A vile gregariousness of thought and feeling.

+ Gre-gary, a Obs, rare~~\ la 7 gregarie.

[ad L gregan-ns see Gregarious ] Pertaining

to the common herd, ordinary, undistinguished.

X646 Bp Hall Episc in. ix 53 Men that gave their blood

for thfe Gospell and unbraced their fagots, flaming, which
tnany gregarie professours held enough to carry cold

f Grega'tion. nonce-wd. [f L greg-, gi ex flock

+ -ATION ] A crowd, multitude (see quot.).

x6ax Bp Andrewes Serm (1641) 11 156 It is the vertue

(this of Concord) that is njost proper to a Congregation

;

without it a gregation it may be, but no- Congregation.

Grege, obs. form of Grig sb 1

Gregeis, variant of Gregois Obs.

•j* Gregge, v. Obs. Also grege. [Aphet. form

of 'agregge, Aggbege q v.]

1

.

'

trans. Td aggravate, make more grave
1340 Hampole Pr Cause 2091 Some sal haf dropsy to

grege Jiair angwyse c 1380 Wyclif erm Sel Wks 1 . 134

We greggen oure synne. 138a — Eedits vm 18 Lest

parauenture he gregge his eueles in thee

2 . To make heavy
;

also, to make dull (the ear)

138a Wyclif x Sam v 6 Forsothe the hoond of the. Lord

is greggid vpon the Azothis. — Isa lix 1 Lo 1 ther is not

abreggid the bond of the Lord, that sauen he mat not, tie

agreggid [v r greggid] is his ere, that he ful out here not.

Greggkt, var. Greygle dial ,
wild hyacinth.

Gre*gieide, a. nonce wd. [f. L gregii)-, grex,

flock, crowd + -cide I ; after regicide ] Involving

the slaughter of the common people.

1796 (title) Thoughts on the praspea of a Gregicide War,
in a Letter to the right hon Edmund Burke

•f* Gregion, -oun, a. and sb Sc. Obs. [Altera-

tion ofgregyus Gregois, suggested by Graiugenutn

Ma hi 550.] A adj Grecian .B- *b pi, Greeks
15x3 Douglvs ZEnets 11 vn. 56 Ane Gregioun swerd.

Ibid xn 51 Nor go to serve na matroun Gregpoun Ibid.

iu vm 85 The Gregioms herbry, and frontens suspek We
left behind

II Grego (gr/’go). Also 8 gneko. [a. some

Rom. foim of L. Grsecus Greek a. ;
cf.Sp gnego,

Pg* grego. It* greco j A coarse jacket tvitll a hood,

worn in the Levant. Also slang, a rough great-

toat.

1747 Adv. Kidnapped Orphan 5+ Manly ..lent him a
warn! Grego, or long jacket lined with fur >768 J ByroN
Narr, Patagonia (ed 2) 151 All my deaths consisted bf an
old short gneko, which is something like a bearskin 180a

Naval Chron. XXI 215 They wear i grego, or thick

shaggy greatcoat, with a hood 1825 C M Westmacott
Eng Spy II 175 A good grego in a winter’s watch. 1836

Mauryat Midsh Easy xix, Their gregos, or night great-

coats with hoods 1840' — Poor Jack xxxvm, The . men
. had lain down in their grfegos and pilot-jackets

attrib 1851 H Melville Whale 111 ?5 He takes about

a double handful of shavings out of his grego pocket

t Gregois, a and sb. Obs Forms. 4-5 gre-

geis, -eys, -res, gregois, -oyse, (4 gergeis), 5
gregyows, 6 Sc. gregyus. [a OF. gregois, dial,

var. of 1 greseis —late L. grseciscus, f. Grstcu-s

Greek a.] A. adj only in fyr gregeys = Greek

fire B. sb A Greek
X3 . K. Alts 2433 Eche of his men a Gregeis 13 Coer

de L 2575 Many barel ful off fyr Gregeys. CX350 Will

Paleme 2200 Alle gergeis for grame gonne take here leue

Ibid 5x04 But go we now from J>e gregoyse & gmne of

anojier. C1375 be. Leg baints, Martha 46 be quhilk,

quhatthinge It ourtuke As fyr gregois brynt at a luke X390

Gower Conf, II 230 The Gregois hadden mochel peine.

c 1400 tr Secreta Secret
,
Gov Lordsh (E E T. S ) 77 And

oon old Gregeys of hem shewyd and sayde. 0x450 Guy
Wane 7927 (C ) There were Gregyows many a wonne, Or
he hyt gate, that were slone 15x3 Douglas ZEnets 11 vu

22 Bot first encontens ws Androgeus, With a greit tumpany
of the Gregyus.

Gregorian (gri'gOJTian), a and sb [ad. mod.L.

gregonanm (whence F. grigontn), f, late L.

Gregorius (a. Gr Tpqyopios), a man’s name (com-

monly rendered m Eng. by the adapted form

Gregory) ,
in senses A 3, 4, B I used With reference

to the Eng surname Grtgpry * see -AN, -IAN.]

A adj.

1, Of or pertaining td Pope Gregbry X (whd

reigned 590^600) ,
chiefly applied to the ancient

system of ritual music, btherwise known as plaifo-

chan! or pTain-song (characterized by free rhythm,

a limited scale, etc ), which is founded bn the Anti

-

phoHan&nl of which Gregory is presumed to haye

heen the eomoiler So Grerthan ’chant, music.

Pones, etc

X653 LTrqchart RabelatS 1 xlm, Throughly besprinkled

witnbbly water that by the virtue as well of that Gregorian

water as of the starres they might [etc ] X75i Chambers

Cycl s v Chant, The plain, or Gregbnan chant, is where the

cnoir and people sing in unison, or all together in the sam^

manner 1776 Hawkins Hist Mus I 346 He [Gregory]

formed that ecclesiastical music sb grave and edifying, which

at present is called the Gregorian music 178a BurneyH1st

Mus. II 12Theandent Gregorian chants that are tome dowh
to us. Ibid 14 ,

1

shall, give a shdrt example of each modem
Gregohan notes 1855^Stanley Mem Canlerb 1 (1857) 10

Every one who has ever heard 01 Gregory, has heard of his

Gregorian chants X867 Macfarren Harmony 1 18 The so-

called Gregorian scales 187a O Shipley Gloss Eccl. Terms,
1 Gregorian Tones, a collection of chants compiled by S
Gregory the Great, consisting of eight tones, four of which,

called authentic, he is said to have found, to which he added

another four, plagal 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet Mus
Terms 362/2' The usual notes of the Gregorian Plain Song.

GEEGORY-POWDER.
2. Of, pertaining to, or established by Pope
Gregory XIII. Gregorian calendar : see Calen-

dar 1 ;
so Gregorian style= ‘ new style ' Gregorian

epoch

,

the time from which the Gregorian calendar

dates (1582).
164a Fuller Holy 4 Prof. St iv. xu. 336 The Gregorian

account goes ten dayes before the coimiutation of the

English calendar 1649 Milton Etkon Pref Wks. (1851)

333,

1

shall suspect their Calendar more then the Gregorian.

1700 Moxon Math. Diet ,
Gregorian Year, the New

Account, Or NeW Style, instituted upon the Reformation of

the Calendar, by Pope Gregory the 13th Anno Domini,

1582 X709 Steele I atlerNo 39 r 2 The Gregorian Compu-
tation was the most regular 1751 Chambers Cycl s v ,

T he
year 1726 is the 144th year of the Gregorian epocha Ibid

,

The old, or Julian, and new, or Gregorian style 187a O.
Shipley Gloss Eccl. Terms, Gregorian Stole, the new style

invented by Gregory XIII to correct the Julian

8. The distinctive epithet of the kind of reflect-

ing telescope invented by J Gregory (died 1675).
x76x Dunn in Phil Traits LII 191 My Newtonian

reflector shewed objects clearer than the generality of

Gregorian reflectors 1831 Brewster Optics xlu 350 The
Gregonan telescope is shown in fig 167 1878 Newcomb
Pop. Astron. H i 124 This form has an advantage over the

Gregorian m that the telescope may be made shorter

f4. Gregorian tree

,

the gallows (Cf Gregory 2 )
X64X Mercur Pragmat. (Fanner), He Doth fear his fate

from the Gregorian tree *785 Grose Diet Vulg Tongue,

Gregorian tree, so named from Gregory Brandon, a famous
finisher of the law

B. sb

1. A'variety of wig worn in the sixteenth and
seventeenth eentunes, said by Blount 1670 to be

named after the invbntor, Gregory, a Strand barber

1598 FlOrio, Perucca, a periwig or gregonan of counter-

feit haire axSts Harington Epigr. m (1633) 32 A quaint

Gregorian to thy head to binde 1639 Drumm of Hawth
Consul to Parlt "Wks (1711) 186 Ihat no man wear a
Gregorian or periwig, unless he have a testimonial from
a town-clerk, that he is either bald, sickly, or asham’d of

white hairs 1658 Braithwait Honest Ghost 46 Pulling

a little downe his gregonan, -Which was displac’t a little by
hastie taking off his Bever
Comb. 1598 Florid, Perucchiera, a periwig or gregonan

maker.

2 A member of a sbeiety (often classed with

the Freemasons), which existed in Englandm the

eighteenth century.

c 174a in Hone Every-day Bk II 525 All other institutions,

whether Gregonans or Free-Masobs 174a Pope Dime
iv. 576 One Rose a Gregorian, one a Gormogon

^
1765

Smollett "I rav xxvu (1766) II. 54 These associations

may be compared to the Free Masons, Giegoreans, and
Antigallicans of England 1810 Crabbe Borough x 349
Gnggs and Gregorians here their meetings hold.

3

.

fa. One who is versed m Gregorian music

(obs )

.

b A Gregonan chant.

1600 Douland Omith Microl g The Gregorians (whom
the Church ofRome doth imitate) marking all the lines with
one colour Ibid 27 The authbirties of the Gregorians admit
no such Song a ic -3 S Wilberforce in Burgon Lives

^
12

Gd Men (1888) II 59 ,

1

assure you I never hear a Gregorian
without feeling a wish to life dow n on my stomach and howl

Hence Grego rianist, one who advocates the

use of Gregorian chants
,
GregOTianize v trans.,

to render Gregonan m Style; intr to use or

advocate the use of Gregonan music; whence
Grego xianizmg vbl. sb

,
Grego rianizer.

*866 Pall Mall G 3 Apr g/x Imagine the Gregorianizing

bf the musical taste of a generation which [etc ]. 1884 Ch.

Times 28 Nov. 905/4 Very largely the fault of the Gregorian-

lzers Ibid, 906/1 A rfeductio ad absurdum of extreme
Gregorianizing. Ibid, 906/4 Our rough and ready Gre
goriamsts.

Gregory (gre'gon)
.
[Uses of the proper name ]

•fl, App. a ‘gallant’. Obs

1599 Massinger, etc. OldLawi11 11, Faith, and I’ve other

weapons for the rest too, I have prepard for em, if ere I

take My Gregones heete agen

f* 2. A hangman. Obs (Cf. Gregorian A 4)
Gregory Brandon, common hangman of London in the

reign ofJames I, was succeeded in office by his son Richard
(d 1649) who was commonly called ‘Young Gregory’
[164a Merc Auhcus 553 This mighty gentlemans stollen

Venisoh Will not bfe sweet, when Gregory shall demand his

fees ] a 1658 Cleveland To T. C 10 Wks (1687) 262 Are
Rocks ahd Halters grown so dear That there’s no perishing

but here? Do no Committee yet survive Those cheaper

Gregories of Men alive?

*|“ 0. The name of an old game Obs
1801 Strutt Sports 4 Past iv iv (1876) 51? Pick-point

and Gregory, occur in a description of the children’s games
in the sixteenth century

4

.

Anglo-Irish A feast held on St. Gregory’s

day (12 Mar ) In quot. 1804 used for. An evening

party.

1804 Lady Hunter in SirM Hunter's Jrnl. (1894) 2x6,

I have been at one or two gregorys—stupid card parties,

where you are crammed with tea, coffee and cakes, and then

in an hour or two cold turkey, ham, and profusion of tarts,

etc 1830 W Carleton Traits # Star. Irish Peasantry

(1843) I 321 To-morrow we will have our Gregory; a fine

faste, plrnty of poteen, and a fiddle 189* L L K v\N $ Q.

20 Aug X45/2 ‘ Gregones ’ were at one time common all over

Europe
Gregory-powder. Also shortened gregory

[f the name ol James Gregory, a Scottish physician

(1758-1822)] The ‘compound powder of rhu-

barb’ (Pulvis rhei composite1) of the British

Pharmacopoeia. Usually called Gregory'spowder
181 -a
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11850 Beasley Druggist's Dec Bk 163 Gregory’s Powder ]

*886 Pall Mall G 28 Aug 4/2 However beautifully the
Gregory powder of morality is apparelled in the currant
jelly of story and incident 1897 Ramsay Every Day Life
Turkey vm 265 He made a face like a child at a dose of
‘Gregory* 1898 Blackw Mag, Nov 606 She once forced
tne to swallow a gregory-powder
Gregoyse, variant of Gregois Obs.

Gregre(e, variant of Greegree
t Gregs, sb pi. Obs. Also 7 gregg(e)s, [ad.

F grtgues, app. a. Pr gregas

,

fem. pi. of grec
adj ] Galligaskins or breeches
i6xx Cotgr

, Gregues, wide Slops, Gregs, Gallogascomes.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11 vi, His breeches were not
deep and large enough, but round streat caniond gregs

Gregyows, variant of Gregois Obs
Greho(u)nde, obs form of Greyhound.
Greice, obs. form of Greoe.
Greidly, obs. form of Gradely dial.

Greif(e, obs. form of Grief, Grieve
Grein(e, obs. form of Grain, Green.
Greis, obs. form of Grease, Greoe
Greis, obs Sc pi of Greave sb.'1

,
sb 3

Greisbok, variant of Grysbok.
Greisen. (grarz’n), Mm. [Ger

;
a dial var.

of greisz, f. greiszen to split ] A granitic rock
with crystalline-granular texture, consisting chiefly

of quartz and mica.
1878 Lawrence tr Cotta's Rocks Class 312 Greisen,

a compound of quartz and mica 1879 RutleyStudy Rocks
xu 211 Greisen is a granular-crystalline rock, consisting of
quartz and mica, the latter usually lithia mica

t Guei’siler. Obs. 1 are-1
. [ad, OF. groisillter

(F. groseillur) ] A gooseberry bush.
C1430 Filer. LyfManhode u oxlviu (1869) 133 Moie sharp

than brambere, or thorn, or greisiler.

Greialy, obs form of Grisly, Grizzly
Greiss, Greist, obs. forms of Greoe, Grist.
Greistled, obs form of Grizzled a.

Greit, obs. Sc. form of Great a
Greit, obs form of Greet sb.2

,
v?, Grit sb *

Greith(e, obs. form of Graith.
Greive, Greivo(u)s, obs ff. Grieve, Grievous.
Greizlie, obs. form of Grisly
Greke, Grekin, obs. ff. Greek, Grecian,
Gre’Mlig. Obs exc. Sc. Forms: a, 3 gri-

king(e, 4 ? graykyng, 5 gryfcmg, 6 greiking,
groking, 9 greyking. 3 grigmg, 4 grygynge.
[Corresponds to MDu. grakinge

,
griektnge of the

same meaning; app. a denvative, with -/6-suffix,

from the root of ON. gryja to dawn (viewed by
Noreen as cogn w grd-r Grey a, though be-
longing to a different ablaut senes). Cf , how-
ever, the synonymous Du. kneken (older knccke')

and Eng. Creek sb l
.
Screak, Soreigh ] Break

(of day), dawn
a *302 E E Psalter cvu 2 In he grikinge rise sal I. 13 .K Alts, 5413 Thise duden the cost mychel noye, In the.

gravkyng [js clearly inMS ] of the daye. la 1400 Morie
Arth 25x0 The grygynge of the daye C1425 ’lkomas of
Erceld 1 2 In (je grykyng of >e day, Me a lone as I went.
*513 Douglas ASnets iv xi 4 Quhen the quene The first

greking of the day has sene loid yn Prol 115 Approching
neir the greiking of the day x8oa J Sibbald Ckron. Sc.
Poet IV Gloss , Greke, gi eking,peep, peeping, break ofday.
187S J Veitch Tweed 139 Ere greyking of the misty morn
Grekish(e, Grekkisch, obs ff Greekish.
II Grelot (grplo). [Fr.] A small globular metal

bell, worn on harness, etc.

1854 Radham Halient

.

11, 31 The boatmen keep tense
upon strong stretchers hung with grelots, a floating net, and
so ring in a great number of fish to the tinkling of these
bells. x888 Pall Mall G 29 Feb xo/i This bridal robe
was covered with flounces, edged with pretty silver grelots.

t Greme, sb. Obs Also 4 grem. [ad. ON.
gremi •—OTeut typt*gramjo-,{ *granio~Gramea ]
1. Anger, wrath
13 . E E' A Hit. P B 16 hay. hym to greme cachen.

*3 Propr Sand (Vernon MS 5 m Archiv Stud neu Spr.
LXXXI. 94/30 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, |xou slest and stonest
prophetes wip grem. 01460 Ttmneley Myst vi 73 He slo
not, for old greme, these moders with thare barne teme
2 , Grief, harm
13 Gam 4 Gr Knt 2251, 1 schal gruch }>e no grwe, for

grem hat fallez c 1400 Destr hoy 603 With no gaudys me
begyle, lie to grem brynge tf 1435 forr Portugal 1929Hym to kepe frame greme.

Hence f Ctremeful a ,
sad; sorrowful

at^aa Signs bef Jitdgem 156 in E E, P (1862) 11 So
sore i-worjj adrad iwis or lhsu cust-is gremful wreche

+ Greme, v Obs. Forms i-a gremian, 3 gre-
men., -len, (4 grem), 4- greme Also pa. pple.

3 i-gremet [OE grynian = OHG g> emjan,
gremen

,
ON. grem]a, Goth, granijan, f. OTeut

*grama- Grame a Cf Grame v )
1. trails To anger, gneve

, to vex.
e893 K Alfred Oi os iv 1, He Jia oSre elpendas .

.

gremede c xcoo Ags Gosp Mark xv 29 pa Se forS-stopon
hine gremedon & hyra neafod cwehton. C1175 Lamb,
Horn 25 He gremefi ure dnhten a 1225 St Marker 12
Stute nu uuele gast to gremien me mare, a ia$e Owl fyNight 031 The m^tingale was i-gremet. cs300 Havelok
441 pat he shulde[n] him nouth greme c X400 Distr Troy
12153 Scho. .myche gremyt Jw grekes in hir grete angur.

b imptrs (It)grernes me, tic. ‘ I, etc. am grieved.
a 1310 in Wright Lyrtc P x 36 Heo me bed go my gates,

lest hire gremede 13 h E. Alht. P C 42 Hot lenge
where-so-euer hir lyst, lyke ojser greme
2 . mtr. To become angry, be vexed.
c 1400 Destr Troy 1006 The grettyst ofGrise gremyt Jjcrat

c 1460 Anturs of Arth, 524 (Douce MS) And Gawayne
greches b^rwith, and gremed ful sare

Hence Graining vbl sb and ppl, a
ciaoj Lay 23480 Grsemende segges gras-baed isohten

"rt 1500 Chester PI (Shaks Soc) II 197 Ther is remmge,
greminge, veramente

Grement : see Greehent
Gremercy, obs. form of Geamebcy
Gremial (grPmial), a and sb [ad. late L.

gretmahs, f. gremi-um the lap, bosom JA adj.

1 Of or pertaining to the bosom or lap Of
a fnend ; Intimate (cf bosom-friend

) Obs. exc
in gremial veil (Eccl.) = B 2
a 1631 Donne Serin. xvu, 167 Centncall Gold, viscerall'

Gold, gremiall Gold, Gold in the Matnce and womb of
God X659 T PeckxParnassi Puerp 153 Caesar entreated,
by a gremial Friend

, To certifie him, when Stem Mars did
end, 1669 Address Yng. GentryEng 72 A repentance that
will snatch you out of their [prostitutes’] gremial graves
17*1-1800 in Bailey 1853 Dale tr Baidescht V Ceremonial
81 The gremial veil, which serves as an apron for the bishop.

2 Dwelling within the ‘ bosom ’ of a univer-
sity or society, resident. Also as the epithet of the
ordinary or full members of a society as distin-

guished from honorary members Obs exc. Hist
*73® Jj Taylor Music Sp Camb xo By the Model of this

single Day, The gremial Doctor shapes his awkward Way
*739 J Hildrop Ess Freethmking 14 All such as should
at any time offer themselves as Candidates to be Gremial
or Honourary Members of our Society 1841 G Peacock
Stat Cambridge App A 17 note, Gremial masters of arts
were allowed to wear silk in their gowns and hoods

3 Of or pertaining to the internal affairs of
a corporation 01 society, confined to its members
1880 W Smith & Cheetham Diet Chr Antiq II 17x3

It was the rule for the prior to be elected from among the
inmates of the monastery, m other words, the election was
to be * gremial ’.

’

B sb

1. A resident member (of a university or other
society). Obs exc. Hist
*563 Foxe A

<S M 937/1 That done they came all into
the Quere, and there helde the conuocation of the Uni-
uersitie, being gremials 1574M Stokys in G PeacockStat
Cambridge (1841) App A 17 At Generali Processyons all
Inceptours that war no Gremyallys shall goo before the
Regentys 1655 Fulier Ch. Hist vm. ui § 45 They were
made as capable of Degrees, as if admitted Gremials in the
University. •— Waltham Abb 20 And now was not
Waltham highly honoured when amongst those fourteen
[Commissioners], two were her Gremials, the foienamed
Nicholas living in Waltham, and this John, having his
name thence, because birth therein 1665 J. Buck mG Peacock Slat Cambridge (1841) App. B. 84 The Bedels
deliver verses and Groats to all D ,B present, as well
Strangers as Gremials 1694 Strype Cranmer 11 vi 162
These things made him always cast a favourable aspect
upon the Universities, and especially that of Cambndg

.

which the Governors and the rest of the Greipluls very well
knew 1702-8 Chamberlayne St Gt Bnt 1 rn xi (1707)
470 In several Colleges the Gremials are dispenc’d with from
taking their Batchelor of Divinity’s Degree X84X G Pea-
cock Stat Cambridge App A 17 note^ Gremials^ who were
regents or non regents, were punished by suspension, ab
omm datione [etc ] whilst non gremials were suspended
ab omtn gradu [etc ] 1835 Heywood tr Early Camb Slat
17 No gremial xn the congregations of masters shall utter
any words publicly except in Latin
2 . Eccl. A silken apron placed on the bishop’s

lap when celebrating Mass or conferring orders.
18x1 Ckron, in Ann Reg 65 The scarf, the cross, the

gremial, and the mure of the bishop 1853 Dale tr
BaldeschTs Ceremonial 114 The Bishop having been di.
vested of the mitre and gremial, rises

tGre-mious, a Obs. ?are [f. L. gre-
nuum lap, bosom + -ous.] = Gremial a
1656 Blount Glossogr., Gremious, pertaining to the lap

or bosom

T vrremtll. Obs. [app repr. OE. *grpnd(u =
Middle Ger. gremde WGer. *gramipa, f. *gram-
Grame a ] Anger

;
rage

1340-70A lisarmderayg pe grerape of j>o grim folke glod to
nis nert $ *35° " ill* Palenie 2080 pe grewes for grembe
ginnep on me werre. cx^oo Destr, Troy 1720 pe harmys batwe haue, & be hoge lose , That the Grekes in hor gremb vs to
grefe broght Ibid, 2545 Let other men Aunter, abill
perlore, ffor to shunt vs of shame, shend of our foos, And-ge- of velany & of vile gremp [printed gremy : see

Gren, obs form of Green,
Gren, var. or obs f Grin sb 1, v,1 and v 2

Grenade (gren? d), sb. 1- Forms ; a. 6-7 gre-
nade

, 0. 7- grenade, [a, F. grenade fem , a Sp.
granada (also Pg

) pomegranate (see Garnet) ,

hence transfix sense 2 below. See also Gbenado]
+ 1* A pomegranate. Obs (Cf. Granate sb 2)
a. c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr, in Palsgr 912 Granades,

grenades 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort (1729) pix Water young
planted Shrubs as Orange-Trees, Myrtles, Granades

- p. 1654 Whitklocke fml Swed Emb (1772) I 37S He
comfitures

PreSent °f citrones
’ Srenades< curious Spanish

2. A small explosive shell, usually of metal.

GRENADIER.
LlilUWll 1ULU liic irencues or among clusters of
the enemy. It is now thrown only by hand * see
Hand-grenade Rampart gtenade, one to be
rolled down the rampart to harass the besieging
enemy. ^ 6

a. *591 Garrartfs Art Warre 317 For preparations against
the assault you must not be destitute of all sorts of ant
ficial fire, as Trompes, Granades, Bullets C1645 T Tully
Siege Carlisle (1840) 38 Diverse were pitifully burned bv
the granade. X658 R Franck Forth Mem (1604) x6 Sin
like a Gianade, tears up all before it

^ ’

P 1709 Steele Toiler No 80 r 9 Ihe Charge began with^ Bombs and Grenades 1767 Simes Mil Medley
(1768}, Grenade is an iron orbicular case filled with powder
to be thrown by the grenadiers amongst the enemy in an
attack 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xvu IV 81 A brave
French refugee with a grenade m his hand was the first to
climb the breach. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I xiv 242
That grenades should be secretly placed in the houses of
the men
fg. a 1657 Lovelacf Poems (1864) 193 An icy breast in it
betrayd Breaks a destructive wild granade 1886 Pali
Mall G 30 Sept x/i The bludgeon of downright calumny
and the mud grenade of libellous abuse are more m vogue
nowadays than the rapier of wit or the barbed dart of
polished sarcasm

b A glass receptacle to be thrown in older to
burst and disperse its contents, e g diamgrenade,
one filled with a strong-smelling fluid to be usedm detecting a leakage in a dram

; fire-grenade,
a fire-extinguisher = Hand-grenade 2
1891 E A Parked Prod Hygiene 110 Glass grenades

charged with pungent chemicals 1893 Iaylor Samt
Inspector's Handbk 103 A similar test is the 1 Banner dram
grenade’, an appliance made of thin glass charged with
pungent and volatile chemicals 1895 Army <5- Navy
Cobp Soc Price List Sept 286 New Hand Fire Gienade.
3 attnb

,, as grenade pouch
X836 Hist Rec Life Guards 47 A grenade pouch.

Grenade (gren^-d), sb 2 Cookery [Alleged to
be Fr.

;
perh f grain Grain sb I, with the etymo-

logical sense of ‘ something spiced ’ (cf. OF. grant
mentioned s v. Gravy)

;
perh. a tiansferred use

oi grenade pomegranate. (Cf GrenadineI and
Granada )] (See quot. 1706 )
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Grenade

,
in Cookery, a Dish,

of larded Veal-collops bak’d in a Stew-pan between two
Fires, with six Pigeons and a Ragoo m the middle, and
cover’d on the top and underneath with thin slices of Bacon
1730-6 in Bailey (folio) 189* Encycl Cookery (ed Gariett)
I 719 Gienades with Cherry Sauce

Grena*de, v nonce-wd [f. Grenade sb
tt ans. To attack with grenades
1849 A H Clough Lett 4- Rem (1863) 144 The simple

truth would appear to be, that we have been grenaded, not
bombarded

+ Grenadier 1
. Obs. [a F grenadier, f grenade

Grenade sb? i ] A pomegranate tree
163a Lithgow Trav v 207 The best Carobiers, Adams

Apples, and Grenadiers that grow on the earth is here
[Damascus]

Grenadier 2 (grenadl® j) Forms: 7 grena-
deer, (granatier), 7-8 granadeer, -dier, 8 gram-
der, 7- grenadier, [a. F grenadier

,

f. grenade
Grenade sb.1 sense 2 J
1 Originally, a soldier who threw grenades At

first four or five were attached to each company, but,
later, each battalion or regiment had a company of
them. Though grenades went out of general use
in the eighteenth century, the name of ‘grenadiers’
was letamed for a company of the tallest and
finest men in the regiment Now, however, in the
British army, the word is retained onlym the name
of the Grenadier Guards (colloq Grenadiers), the
hist regiment of household infantry
1676 tr Gmllatiere’s Voy Athens 405 If I went on with

these Grenadeers, I would if possible, escape 1678 Evelyn
Diary 29 June, Now were brought into service a new sort
of soldiers call’d Granadiers

,
who were dextrous m flinging

hand granados x686 Lond Gas No 2106/4 Capt Corn-
wallis’s Company of Grenadiers m the Holland Regiment.
*7*4 Gay Sheph Week Prol 48 For Peace allays the
Shepherd’s Fear Of wearing Cap of Granadiei 1776 C Lei.
in Sparks Corr Amer Rev (1853) I 202, I have formed
two companies of grenadiers to each regiment 1800
Wellington mGurw Desp (1837)1 164, 1 was in hopes that
the grenadiers and the cavalry would have joined Lieut
Colonel Maclean a 1839 Pbaed Poems (1864) I. 91 Guarded
by griefs and grenadiers 1853 Sir H Douglas Miht
Bridges (ed 3) 137 These were speedily followed by six

companies of grenadiers m boats
b attnb as gi enadier-bonnet

,
-cap, -company

,

-guard
,
grenadier-like adj.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev II vi vi 396 Demoiselle The-
roigne has on her ^grenadier-bonnet X749 Fielding lom
Jones vii xiv, When the centinel first saw our hero ap-
pioach, his hair began gently to lift up his ^grenadier cap
*77* Ann. Reg 73/2 Serjeant of the ^grenadier company of
the Royal Scots 1844 H H Wilson Bnt India I 363
The grenadier company of the 3rd volunteer native bat-

talion x7s* Fielding Amelia 1 iv, Hei father-in-law .was
m the ^grenadier guards 1878 Browning Pods Cromc
132 *Grenadier-hke, marching to assault

2 a. A South African weaver-bird, Pyromelana
(or Ploceus) oryx, withvivid red and black plumage
Also grenadiergrosbeak, grenadier waxbill
1751 G Edwards Nat Hist Birds IV 178 The Grenadier
This Bird was brought from Angola , his Note i«; not

very agreeable, it resembling the Winding-up of ft Clock
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1802 Bingley Amtn Biog (1813) II 161 The Grenadier
Grosbeak is ofabout the size ofa sparrow The body is ofa
beautiful red colour 1875-84 R B Sharpe Layark's Birds
S Afr. 474 Unegmthusgranatinus, Grenadier Waybill

b. The fish Macrurus fabricn or M rupestns

(1Cent Diet 1889)
Hence Grenadie rly adv

,
after the manner of a

grenadier ; + Grenadie xship, the position or func-
tion of grenadier
1676 tr Gmllatiere's Voy Athens 405 In order to my

Grenadiership, they had put a Imnen bagg full of Gren-
adoes about my shoulders 1829 Landok Wks (1846) 557/2 In
the midst of her finery, she tosses down her gm grenadierly
Grenadilla see Granadilla.
Grenadine 1 (grenadm) Cookery [a. F.

grenadm cf. Grenade sb.%J (See quots )
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Grenadm

,

a soitof Farce, or
stuff’d Meat laid upon thin slices of Bacon tn a Baking-pan,
with a hollow place to receive a Fowl cut into Halves and
dress’d in a Ragoo *736 Bailey Househ Diet 247 Ducks
in Grenadines Glaze them pour a cullis of ham into the
dish, put m the grenadine, and serve them up hot 1846
Francateli 1 Mod Cook p xn, Ft icandeau and Grenadine
consist of the pnmest parts of veal, or fillets of poultry, &c
smoothly trimmed, larded,and brightly glazed with a concen-
tration of their own liquor

Grenadine 2 (gre’nadm) Also 8 grenadm,
[a. F grenadine ; ? f, the name of the Spanish city

Granada ] An open silk or silk and wool textile

used for dresses.

1865 Pall Mall G 13 May 4 Their handsome moire or
grenadine 1869 Mrs Palliser Lace xv (ed 2) 183 From
its being a grenadine, not a shining silk, a common error
prevails that it is of thread 1879 Geo Eliot 7 heo Such
(ed 2) 178 Ophelia in fleshings and a voluminous brevity of
grenadine 1890 Daily News 24 Mar 6/1 Very light and
transparent woollen materials of the kind that used to be
called barfege, mousseline-de-latne, and grenadine
attnb 1864 Daily lei 8 June, A charge of ^59 for one

grenadine dress and trimmings

Grenado (grenJ 1 do) arch . Foimsra 7-8 gra-
nado(e, 7-9 granada,(7 granida) /9 7-grenado.
[ad. Sp granada see Grenade sb 1 and -ado ]
I = Grenade 1 2

a. x6xx N T in Coryat Crambe bj a, Of some Oxe-hide
in Styx long drenched, Or that had some Granada quenched
[Marg A warlike engine otherwise called a Mortal, vsually
quenched with wet Hides ] 1626 Capt Smith Accid Yng
Sea-men 32 I ron bals,granadoes, trunkes ofw llde fire. 1652-62
Heylyn Cosmogr n (1682) 126 Mortar-pieces and Granado's
m proportion to them a 1670 Hacket Abp Williams 1

(1693) 75 One trouled out a Motion crammed like a
Granada with obsolete Woids 1675 Land Gas No 1052/2
I he Besiegers began to shoot from six Mortar-pieces into
the Town, Granadoes of 2 and 300 pound each 1686 Goad
Celest Bodies u iv 200 So have I seen a Granado in the Air,
fuming as it went along in a sullen silence 1690 Norris
Beatitudes (1692) 67 More like Granidas shot into a Town,
than Inhabitants of it 1727 A Hamilton NcvjAcc E Ind
II xh 105 We saluted them with a Shower of twenty or
thirty Granadoes 1761 Sterne ‘lr Shandy III. xvt, It

would have broke the cerebellum (unless indeed the skull
had been as hard as a granado)
0 *676 tr Guillatiere's Voy Athens 404 Those who were

to throw the Grenadoes 1729 Shelvocke Aihllery iv 173
Very old Grenado’s .. shaped perfectly like a Cube or
Parallelopiped 1807-8W Irving Salmag. (1824) 364 More
fell to our port is the cargo she bears Than grenadoes, tor-

pedoes, or warlike affairs 1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt xvm
xiu (1872) VIII 41 Stoffeln began firing shells and jn
cendiary grenadoes at a great rate

fig c 1645 Howell Lett I \i xiu, Fires kindled at first

by a Granado hurl’d from his brain 1651 Biggs New Disp
T 170 131 Ihose mortar pieces and granadoes of Physick.
1677YarrantonAm^- Intfrov 14, 1 will nowshoot a Granado
into London I hope ’twill make them look about them
2 . = Grenade 1 1

1656 Blount Glossogr , Granado, a Pomegranat, an apple
filled with delicious grams
3 attnb and Comb,, as grenado gun, -maker

,

-man, mortar
,

shell, shot
, f grenado-nether-

stock, some fashion of hose
x6go Luttrell Brief Rel (1857) II 42 There have been

lately ship’t away several *granado guns 1670 Clarendon
Ess Tracts (1727) 183 Gunsmiths, or *granado-makers.
2676 tr Guillatiere's Voy A thens 404 Ahove thirty were cut
off by those *Grenado men 1631 Prempart Siege Busse 25
Twoo *Granado Morters 1599 Marston Sco ViUanie 167
Ribanded eares, *Granado-netherstocks, Fidlers, sertueners
[etc ] 1684 J Peter Siege Vienna 80 Certain *Granado
Shells he had Invented, not of Glass or any Metal, but of
Potters Clay wrought to the hardness of Iron 1790
Beatson Nav § Mil Mem I xoo A party was ordered to
march next to them, with the grenado shells in bags 1705
Sir E Walker Hist Disc 1, 38 Firing the Magazine
within with a *Granado shot

II Grenat (gn?na) [Fr. • see Garnet 1
] Used

attrib Of a deep red colour, like that of garnet.
1851 Harper's Mag II 432/2 While others [head dresses]

of a grenat color, are sable and gold 185* Ln Malmesbury
Mem Ex-minister [x%Zi,) I 365 Lady —, in a grenat velvet
and blue bonnet
Grenat .see Granate
Grena’tiform, a rare -°. [f. Gbenat-ite +
-i)eorm

J
Having the form of grenatite,

1828-32 in Webster, and in later Diets.

Grenatite (grenatsit). Mm. Also granat-
ite [f F grenat garnet + -ITE ] = Staurolite.
'804 R Jameson Syst Mm I 76 Grenatite , is dark red-

dish brown 1805-17

—

Char, Min, 178 There are two
planes of junction which unite, crossing each other, as in
the mineral named grenatite 1837 Dana Mui 355 Prisma-
toidal Garnet M Grenatite, Staurotide H [1868 p 388

Grsnatitfi 189a p 558 Grenatite, Granatite] 1859 Page
Handbk. Geot Perms, Grenatite, pnsmatoidal garnet;
known also as Staurotide, Staurohte, or Cross-stone
Grouch, variant of Grinch Obs,
Grene, obs f Grain, Green

;
var Grin sb 1, v !

Grenes, -ess(e, -is, obs forms of Greenness.
Grenetine (gremetm). [f. Grenet, the name

of its French inventor + -ine] A pure tmns-
parent gelatin, obtained from the skin and cartil-

age of young arfimals (Syd. Soc. Lex 1886).
1843 Pereira Food <$ Diet 221 Grenetine is extracted from

bones

Grengasite (gre’ijgasait). Min [Named by
Hisinger 1831 after Grangesberg 111 Sweden, where
it is found : see -ite

] A variety of chlonte occur-
ring in radiated groups of hexagonal crystals.
1844DanaMm, 525 Grengasite hasaspecificgravityof3 r.

Grenier, variant of Graner Obs

,

a granary.
1604 E G[rimstone] D'Acosta'sHist Indies v xxvm 413

They take a certaine portion of the most fruitefull of the
Mays that growes the which they putm a certaine greniei
which they doe call Pima.
Grenn(e, Grennes, obs. ff Green, Greenness
Grenne, obs form of Grin sb 1 and v 2

+ Grent, v Obs, [? onomatopoeic ; cf Grin,
Grint, Grunt vbs,~\ mtr a. To gnash the teeth,

b. ? To grunt 01 groan. Hence Granting vbl sb
13. K Alts 5846 He grented als a bore. 1387 Trevisa

Higden (Rolls) IV 11 pan at soper Ahsaundre was i-poy-
soned, and grent [L ingemmt] as he were l-stiked wip a knyf
poruj be body 1388 Wyclie Matt xxn 13 There schal be
wepyng and grentyng ofteeth 14 Lai -Eng. Voc in Wr -

Wulcker 613/44 Stride, to grenne or giente with the theth
Greot(e, obs foim of Grit sb 1

Grep(e, obs* f. Grip, obs pa t. of Gripe v l

Gres, obs f Grass, Grease
,
var Gris a,

t Gre’SCO. Obs. An old game at cards.
1605 Chapman, etc Eastward-H

p

iv. 1, My Prentise .

would play his hundred pound at Gresco, or Primero, as
familiarly..as anybright peece of Crimson on 'hem all x6ix
Florio,NassAre, to play or cast at the by, at hazard or gresco.
Grese, obs form of Grease, Grece, Grice
+ Gresell, v. Obs rare~ 1 [a OF gresiller,

grezt/ler ‘ to wngle .
. ,

to curie, twirle, frizle haire
’

(Cotgr.)] mtr. Of hair : To stand on end
1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi 64 His heeres byganne to gresell

[Fr ong hencer], & dresse vpward
Gresell, obs form of Grizzle v.

Gresett, vanant of Grasbtt Obs.

t Gre’shamist. Obs [f. the proper name
Gresham + -1ST J A fellow of the Royal Society,
which in its early days met at Gresham College.
So Gre'shamite,
1665 Oldenburg Lei to Boyle 20 Aug m B'sWhs (3744)

V 334 TTheie were some of our Greshamists that thought
one or other of the two farmer comets might be seen again,
after some time a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crev>,Greshamite
Gresing, variant of Grkoing Obs

, steps.

Qresle, gresli, obs ff Grizzle a , Grizzly.
Gresone . see Grison a Obs.

Gress(e, obs. form of Grece, Grass sb 1

Gressam, vanant of Gersum.
Gressell, obs form of Garsil, Gristle.

t Gre’ssible, a Obs. [f. L. gress-, ppl stem
of gradi to walk see -ble ] Able to walk.
c 1600 Timon v iv (Shaks Soc ) 86 A two legd liuing

creature, gressible, vnfeathered z6io Guillim Heraldiy
in xiu (1611) 124 Some are gressible, haumg feete, and
some creeping or gliding as serpents

t Gre’SSlle, a Obs rare- 1
. [f. as prec , see

-ile] =prec.
1659 D, Pell Impr. Sea 193 Terrestrial And under this

term I would comprehend, 1 Gressile, 2 Volatile, 3 Reptile
Ibid 244 Those creatures that are Gressile, 1730-6 Bailey
(folio), Gressile, of or pertaining to steps

t Gre’SSive, a. Obs rare~ l
. [f as prec..

see -ive ] Taking steps, walking, 1

1668 Wilkins Real Char 239 Gressive

Gressome, vanant of Gebsum sb and v
1558 Lane, Wills (Chetham Soc.) Ill 79 Richard Hall

for the gressome of hjs horse iuj 11 1564-78 Bulleyn Dial
agst Pest (1886) 10 Muche reisyng of rentes and gres-
somyng ofmen, causyng greate dearth, muche pctuertie

Gressorial (greso® nal), a Zoel. [f mod.L
gressSn-us (f, gressor, agent-n. f. L gradi to walk)
+ -ial ] Adapted for stepping or w alkmg, formed
for or having the habit of walking, ambulatory.
1842 Brande Diet Set

1
etc

,
Gressorial, in Ornithology,

is applied to the feet ofbirds which have three toes forward,
two of which are connected, and one behind. 185a Dana
Crust 11 825 The family of gressorial Gammarids 1856-8W Clark Van d$r Hoevm's Zool I 649 Feet of trunk all

gressorial 1877 Codes & Allen N Amer Rod 532 The
forelimbs small and neat, indicating predominance of pre-
hensile over merely gressorial faculties

So Gresso rions a In recent Diets

i Grest. Obs rare. Also greases. [app.ad.L.
gressus step ] A footboard.
1563 Lttdlow Churchw Acc (Camden) 115 For makynge of

a grest for my lorde to knele upon. 1569 Ibid. 137 Payd
ffor ij° sawed hordes to make a presses to sett under the
singing mens ffeete

Great, Greay, obs ff Grist, Greasy.
Gresyn, obs. form of Graze vO-

Gret, obs. f. Great, Greet sb,
2
, Gbit sb 1

Gret see Grede v Obs., Greet o.
1 and 2

.

Greteh, obs. form of Grutch v.

Grete, obs form of Great, Greet, Grit sbfi

+ Gre tfal, a Obs [? altered form of Bret-
pull, but cf. Great B o J Quite filled, full

C1400 Destr Troy 331 Grete greues full grene, gretfull
[printed grecfull] of dere. Ibid 23826 A Grydell full gay,
gret-full of fiche

Greth, obs. f Great a
,
Gbaithzt.

;
var. Grith

Gretiau, obs form of Grecian
Grett(e, obs form of Great a

,

Grit.
Gretumly, variant of Gbeatumly Sc Obs
Greu, vanant of Grew rA 1 Obs
f Greund. Obs, Also 6 grewand, -end,

6-9 grewnd, 9 grune [app a contracted form
of ME. grehund Greyhound ]
c 2420 Antuis of Arth 126 (Douce MS) The grete

greundes were agast of J>e gryme here 1513 in Glover
Hist, Derby (1829) I, App. 61 A Greundes hed sylver and
sabull quartered 1510 Presentm juries m Surtees Mist,
(i883 j 32 That no man Icepe no hown, grewand, nor spanzell

15 Sir P. Draycott in Lodge lllustr (1791) I 6 They
[staggys] was not only cowrssyd w‘ sum grewnds, but also
w* horsmen 1565 Golding Ovuls Met vii (1593) 176 She
gave me eke a goodly grewnd 1591 Hahington Orl Fur
xlvi cxxi, Still the Grewnd prevailes 18x6 SportingMag
XLVIII 204/1 Those spaded bitches appeared to have been
grunes or greyhounds. 1865 Derbysh Gloss, m Reliquary
V. 1 59/a Grewndy a greyhound

Greut, variant of Gboot sb l

Grevan.ee, obs. form of Grievance.
Greve, obs f Graved , Gkeavje,Gmef, Grieve
Greveous, obs. form of Grievous
Grevillea. (grevi lia), Bot [modL.,named'by
R Brown m 1809 after Charles Francis Grevilh,
Vice-President of the Royal Society (Moms) ] A
laige genus of tiees (N O. Brotcacesd) of Australia
and Tasmania

; a tree or shrub of this genus.
1853 Hooker's frnl Bot V 313 Two Grevilieas with <

scarlet flowers 1882 Garden 25 Nov 462/2 The Grevilleis
are among the easiest of plants to grow, 1888 Cassell's
Picturesque Aust? alasut ( 1 8go) III 238 Graceful grevilieas,
which in the spring are gorgeous with orange coloured
blossoms

Grevious, grevos(e, etc,, obs. ff Grievous.

+ Grew, sb. 1 and a Obs. (After 1 5th c chiefly

Sc) Forms: 3-4 greu, gru, (3 gryu, 4 gnu),
4> 5 BTwr) 4-6 grew(e, 5, 6 grue, (5 griewe)
[a OF gnu —L Grrncwn Greek ]A sb.

1. The Greek language, Greek.
c i»75 Passion our Lord 470 in O E Misc 50 Hit wes

lwryten on ebreu, on gryv, and latyn a 1300 Cursor j

I

f
16689 Ofhebru, gru, and latme 1387 TrevisaHigden{ Rolls)

U 245 pey torned Holy Wntte oat of Ebrew in to Grewe
1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 90 Thys worde Hympne is a
worde of grew C1480 Henryson Orpheus vi. The first in
grew was callit Euterpe 1560 Rolland Crt Venus 1. 18 r

Thus was he clad, and with lettens of grew In fine Scrip
tour, I saw it writtin new,
2 . A Greek. *

a 1300 Cursor M 19740 Paulus fast disputed wit pe
gruus c 1350 Will Palerne 2080 And Jje grewes for grem|>e
ginnep on me werre c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirnrg 280 Ifa
man desmp for to haue blac heens as doip grems & spay-
nardis, panne make pis tincture

3 The land of the Greeks, Greece
1387 Trfvisa Higden (Rolls) I 193 For Mmerua in Jie

speche of Grewe hatte Athena 1432-50 tr Higden (Rolls)
I 37 In the reigne of men of Grewe. C1480 Henryson
Orpheus iv. The grete lordis of grewe.

B. adj. Greek.
c 1400 Maundev, (Roxb) x 39 Wnten in Grew lettres

1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 91 Heresie, that is Grw, is

divisioun on, Latyn. 1513 Douglas AEneis 1 Prol 114 Lyk
as in, Latyne bene Grew termes sum Ibid in iv 1 Stro-

S
hades yi Grew lexd ar nenunit so, In the grete see standand
is two.

Grew (grb7), sbfi Sc and north dial. [Short-
ened form of Grew-hound ] A greyhound.
1815 Scott GuyM xxii. Five grews, and a wheen other

dogs, 1826 J Wilson Noct Anibr Wks. 1855 I 124,1 .

worry him as if I were a grew, and him a bit leveret 1868
G, Macdonald R Falconer I 37

1 What wad the grew be
efter, but maukm?’ returned Miss Letty, 1893 North-
itmbld. Gloss

,
Grew, a greyhound

b Comb , as grew-bitch, -whelp.
1536 Bellenden Ci an Scot, (2821) I 38 Grew-quhelpis

iRi^Pegge Suppl. to Grose, Grew-litch, agreyhound bitch.

Grew (gr’«), v. Sc [f Grew sb 2
] mtr To*

go coursing with greyhounds
1825 J Wilson Noct Ambr. Wks, 1855 I 62 Thine loo

skatm, and curhn, and grewm
Grew, pa t, of Grow v.

,
var. Grub sb and v

Grewe, obs f Grieve , Sc. var. Greaves 1 Obs.

Grewel, grewell(e, obs forms of Gruel
Grew-hound (grb7 haund). Obs. exc. Sc
Forms

: 4 grewhounde, 5 grewhonde, grohund,
grou, grw hund, 5-6 grew hund, grew-
hund, grewe hound, 7-9 grewhound, 9 grue
hound, [app an etymologizing alteration (as

if mefcmng * Greek hound ’ : see Grew a) of

Gretjnd.] A greyhound.
la 1400 Morte Arth 2075 He grevede as a grewhounde

c 1440 Gesta Rom lxxviu. 398 (Add MS ) The grewhonde
ofaubry had kepte liy dayes the dede body of his mayster
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from bnddes and bestes. 1473 in Ld Treas Acc Scott.

(1877) I 44 To fech a grew hund to the king 1380 Wills 4"I

?

tv

N C. (Surtees 1860) so One brace of blacke grewe houndes
1668N RidingRec VI. 124 Two Croft yeomen presented

for keeping grewhounds a 1802 Ld Thomas $ FairAnnie
xkiv in Child Ballads (1885) II 70/2 Cm I were a grew
hound Soon worried they a' should be. 1887 Scotsman

4 Mai 2/2 Grue hound (steel grey) found
,

if not claimed id

three days will be sold

Grewnd, vanant of Greund Obs.

Grewsome, obs. form of Gruesome.
Grewt, variant of Groot sb 1

Grey, gray (gn? 1

) ,
a. and. sb. Forms: a. 1 grees,

3-4 grai, 4-6 graye, (6 graie, Sc, gra), 4- gray,

0, 1 gr<§3, grigi#, gr<5i, 3 grei,^ 3-4 greye, 4
greyge, 4- grey.

j[
0E. grxg— OFns. gri, MDu.

gtau, gta (Du grauw), OHG. gr&o, pi gi’dwe

(MHG gydo, mod.G. grau), ON grd-r (Sw.

grd, Da grad), repr. two OTeut types *gr£go- and
gr&wo- pre-Teut. *ghregV3ho- (or *ghregh-wo-,

the suffix -wo- being frequent in colour-adjs ), with

variable accent Outside Tent, no affinities have
been found; the word has no connexion with

OHG grts (Ger gras), whence F gns.
Each of the current spellings has some analogical support.

The only mod Eng words? repr OE words ending m -&g
are hey (which is irrelevarft on account of its pronunciation),
whey, and clay If we further take into consideration

the words repr OE. word, m -age, viz May or bley,

fey,
toey, we have three (or four) instances of ey ana

only two (or one) of ay On the other hand, this advan-
tage m favour of grey is counterbalanced by the facts that
May is the only word of the five which is m very general use,

and that grey is phonetically ambiguous, while gray is

not With regard to the question of usage, an inquiry by
Dr Murray in Nov 1893 elicited a large number of replies,

from which it appeared that in Great Britain the form grey
is the more frequent in use, notwithstanding the authority of
Johnson and later Eng lexicographers, who have all given
the preference to gray In answer to questions as to their

practice, the printers of The Times stated that they always
used the form gray , Messrs. Spottiswobde and Messrs.
Clowes always used grey, other eminent printing firms had
no fixed rale Many correspondents said that they used the
two forms with a difference of meaning or application . the
distinction most generally recognized being that grey de-
notes a more delicate or a lighter tint than gray Others
considered the difference to be that gray is a ‘ warmer ‘

colour, or that it has a mixture of red or biown (cf also the
quot. under 1 c below). There seems to be nearly absolute
unanimity as to the spelling of ‘ The Scots Greys ‘a pair
ofgreys ' As the word is both etymologically and phonetic-
ally onej it is undesirable to treat its graphic forms as differ-

ing m signification ]

A adj

1

.

The adjective denoting the colour intermediate

between black and white, or composed of a mixture
of black and white with little or no positive hue;
ash-coloured, lead-coloured.
Said ofsea, sky, and cloud when not illuminated by the sun.
a *000 Caedmon's Gen 2865 (Gr ) Ac hine se hal^a wer gyrde

graegan sweorde a 1000 Booth, Metr v 8 Ofi smylte sac

suSerne wind, graege glashlutre, gramme gedrefeS c 1000
JEwmcSaints'Lives II 324 palaeg se graega wulf }»e bewiste
past heafod. a 1300 CursorM 9886 pis castel It es hei
sett a pon pe crag, Grai [GStt Gray] and hard a 1400-50
Alexander 1330 He mas to graue sum m grete & sum in
gray marble 1527 Andrew Brnnswyke's Distyll Waters
F ij b, It is rede that thegraye water snakes engendreth them
with the eale 1590 Spenser F Q 1 11 28 Two goodly trees

did spred Their armes abroad, with gray mosse overcast

1597 Shaks 2 Hen IV, 11 111 19 It stucke vpon him, as the
Sunne In the grayvaultofHeauen 1817 Coleridge Stbyll
Leaves (1862) 274 I he night is chill, the cloud is gray 1857
Willmott Pleas Lit xi 4g A coarse coat of gray cloth

1874 Blackie SelfCult 34 Ask yourself not what you saw
printed on a gray page, but what you see pictured m the
glowing gallery of your imagination
8 <7700 Epmal Gloss 473 Glaucunt, heuui vel grei

cp$Ags. Vac inWr -Wulcker 21 Ferugimus, greig a 1225
A mr R 12 Her inne is rehgiun & nout ipe wide hod ne
i3e grejekuuele, c 1250 Gen 4 Ex. 1723 Sep or got, haswed,
arled, or grei, Ben don fro iacob fer a-wei. 0x3x3 Shoreham
t+5 Sonne and mone and sterren grey3e. 1466 Fasten Lett,
No 549 II 270 For grey lynen cloth and sylk frenge for
the hers *576 Turherv Venene 184 As touching their
heare they have a grey coate waxyng greyer and greyer
the elder that they Dee. 1662 J Davies tr Olearms' Voy
AvtbaSs 207 Clad in a grey Garment 1724 De Foe Mem
Cavalier (1840) 237, 1 had pistols undermygrey frock x8ao
Byron Mar Fal iv 11, The airputs on A morning freshness
The sea looks greyer x8ax Craig Led Drawing 111 184

Your next proceeding will be to insert the grey tints 1841
Browning Pippa. Introd 209 Down the grass path grey
with dew 1882 Ouida Maremma I 178 The plain grew
yellower and the sky greyer. 1884 West Daily Press 17
Dec 3/5 Capes cJf curled Crimean lamb—so often called grey
astrakan. ,

Proverb 1546 J Heywood Prbv v (1874) 22 When all
candles bee out all cats be gray [1605 Shaks Lear in vi

47 (Qos r-2) Pur the cat is gray] 4x1700 in B E Diet.
Cant Crew, s v Joan. 1809 E S BArRETT Setting Sun
1. 80 All Cats are grey m the dusk.
b with prefixed, word indicating1 sorqe particular

shade of grey, as dark, light, sad, Silver, tlatey,

whitish, etc
; cf. B. 4b ; also Dapple-g$ey, Iron-

grey.
a 100a Voc iffWr -Wulcker 163/25 ElBus

,
dSb'rce-

gr®5 1799G Smith Laboratory II. 311 Dubbing ofthedowri
of a sad grey cat 1843 Macaulay LaysAnc Rome

,
Battle

Regillus xi, High on a gallant charger Of dark-grey hue he
rode. 1859 Semfi b. Diphtheria 272 Thin elastic layefs, of
a whitish-grey colour 1883 Truth 31 May 747/1 A very
becoming gown of silver-grey surah

H c. (See quot

)

1885 Fields Chromatogiaphy 111 38 note, The distinction

between grey and gray should be carefully observed. Grey
is composed only of black and white , the term gray is ap-

plied to any broken colour bf a fcool hue, and therefore be-

longs to the class of chromatic colours.

2

.

Epithet (a) of the Cistercian monks, (b) of the

Franciscan friars, (c) of the sisters of the third

brder of St. Francis, on account of the colour of

their habits. See also Grey friar
c 1290 .T Eng Leg I 149 1497 Greye MonfekSs ofCisteos

1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 9072 Vor pe ordre of greye monekes
pom him me bro3te Verst here in to engelond c 1300 Beket

1228 Tuelf myle he3eode grete ynoti3 to a grei abbeye, That
me cltpep Clermareys, of greye monekes. 1567 Glide 4-

Godlu Ballads (STS) 205 .

1

he Sistens gray, befoir this

flay, Did crane within thair cloister a 1596 in Shaks Tam.
Shr iv i. 148 It was the Friar of Orders gray 1796 Mary
Robinson Angelina III. 24 The grey ststeis were endowed
with five hundred marks a year, to say masses for the souls

of the unhappy lovers a 1832 Scott Grey Brother xxvi,

He there was aware of a Grey Friar
1 Now, Christ thee

save 1 ’ said the Grey Brother

3 Of the eyes : Having a grey ins.

a. a 13x0 in Wright LyrtcP 39 Gret hire wel, that swete
thyng, with ejenen gray, c 1420 Anturs of Arth 599
(Ireland MS ) Dame Gaynour, with hur gray een 1548
Hall Chron ,3 Rich III (1809) 416 His eyes gray shynynge
an'd quicke i6xx Cotgr s v Verd, Oeil verd, a gray eye

p c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's 7 54 This wenche thikfce and
wel ygrowen was, With kamuse nose and eyen greye as glas

a 1440 Sir Eglam 861 Hys eyen grey as crystalle stone

XS9X Shaks Two Gent iv iv 197 Her feyfis are grey as

glasse [Malone in Shaks. Whs 1821 IV 1X8 By a. grey
eye was meant what we now call a blue eye ] 1891 E. Pea-
cockN Brendon II 42 Keen, searching, grey eyes

4 Of a horse : Having a grey coat
a 1380 in 7 est Karl. (1893) 143, J equum gxaye 1398

Trfvisa Barth De P. R xvm xxxsx (1495) 800 The colour

hi horses is now redde now blacke now wnyte now graye
now dyuers 1590 Spenser F Q n 1 x8 But under him a
gray steede he did wield x6ox Shaks Ttuel N. in iv 315
lie giue him my horse, gray Capilet 1897 Times 17 Feb
8/2 Ihe intended reorganization will not prevent the Scots
Greys? retaining their gray horses

P 1390-1 Earl Derbfs Exfed. (Camden) 5 Edmundo
Bugge pro j equo grey 1595 Nottingham Rec IV 62

Unus equus juvencus, colons grey et bay e 1843 Macaulay
Lays Anc. Rome, Battle Regillus xxvin, Horses black and
grey, 1885 Trollope Belton Est vu 73 An old grey horse

b Proverb. The grey mare is the better horse •

the wife rules the husband. Hence, m allusion to

this proverb, simply The grey mare . the wife who
rules her husband
1546 T. Heywood Pram (1867) 52 The grey mare is the

better hors 0x645 Howell Lett I iv ix, To suffer the
Gray-mare sometimes to be the better Horse 1700 R
Cromwell Let in Eng. Hist Rev (1898) XIII 1x7 Shee
tells him (as being the gray mare) he could not goe X726
Adv Caj>t R Boyle 2 She began to tyrannize over my
Master, and soon prov’d, as the Saying is, The gTey Mare
to be the better Horse. 1847 Tennyson Princ v 441 The
gray mare Is ill to live with, when her whinny shrills From
tile to scullery. X876 Miss Yonge Womankind xxu. 183
The grey-mare may keep down the husband who chose her,

. but she cannot restrain her growing-up sons.

6 Used to describe the dull or cold light of

twilight, or of a day when the sky is overclouded
a. a 1400-50 A lexander 2044 Begynnys sone m {>e gray

day as any gleme springis c 1401 Lydg Flour Curtesye 9
The same tyme, I herde a larke singe Ful lustely, agayn
the morowe gray 1526 Pilgr Perf. (W deW 1531) 85
Lyke as the gray mornynge breketh & spryngeth before y«
presence of the sonne i860 Tyndall Glcu. 1. u. 19 In the
gi ay light of the evening

P c 1380 Wyclif Serm Sel Wks II 145 Eerli and in jie

grey day Camen wymmen to se }»e sepulcre 1730T Boston
Mem 286 It was a grey day with some pleasant blinks

1780 Cowper Progr Err 82 Grey dawn appears x8x6
Byron Prisoner Chilian ix, For all was blank, and bleak,
and grey, It was not night—it was not day 1870 E Pea-
cock RalfSkirl HI 86 In the grey twilight 1898 Mag
Art Feb., 212 Thoke" [painters] ..for whom Nature is only
at her best on a nice grey day.

b Jig Not bright or hopeful
;
dismal, gloomy

;

sad, depressing
,
esp in phr. togo a grey gate (dial

)

1781 Kelly Scot, Prov. 380 You’ll gang a gray Gate
yet you< will come tb’ an ill End 1783-94 Blakf Songs
Innoc , Earth’i Answer 6 Her locks cover’d with grey
despair iPzo' Blackw. Mag June e8x Its a sad and sair

pity to behold yoiitfifu’ blood gaun a gate sae gray 1846
Brockett N. C. Words (fed 3), He has gane a grey gate
1871 J. Caird Unw .Serm (1898) 1 12 The solace of a life

perhaps hard and griiri arid gfey 1874 Blackie Self-Cult

44 The student who” stays at home, and learns in a gray
way only from books. 1884 E Lyall We 1wo xxxu. Those
were grey years, Erica ,

0 . Of the hair or beard : That is turning white
(as with age or grief)
This use is of somewhat late appearance m Eng

,
hut now

one of the most prominent applications of the word
a 13 -1440 [see Grey-haired a] 1535 Coverdale

Prov xx 29 A gray heade, is an honoure vntd the aged
1581 Marbeck Bk ofNotes 60 Like an o!de man in t£ graie
beard a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) BWhen with mybrowne^
my gray batres equall be 1769 Junius Lett, xxm 112 Can
gray hairs make folly venerable?

*577 Stanyhurst Descr Irel tv 39 in Hohnshed, In
which well such as loath grete heares are accustomed to
diue. 1599 Shaks MudJt Ado v. 1 65, I with grey haires
and bruise of many daies, Do challenge thee. 1653 R.
Sanders Physiogn x6o Hairs, black, red, flaxen, and white
or grey 17*5Watts Logic xi ul § 2 Remember that a grey
Beard does not make a Philosopher 1797 Southey K
Charlemam xvm, [He] kiss’d his long grey gnizle beard

x8x6 Byron Prisoner ofChtllon 1 My hair is grey, but not
with years 1883Gd Words 640 His grizzled hairwas grej erb Of a person Having gTey hair

,
grey-haired

a c 1483 Caxton Dialogues (E. E T. S ) 44/24 He may
no more for age , he is alle graye. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 7™
Diversjwith us that are grown Gray 1784 Cowper 'lash
h 633 We grefw eaily gray, but never wise
p 1596 Sha’Ics 1 Hen. IV, 11 iv 499 That grey Imquitie

that Father Ruffian 1742 Young Nt Th. 11 386 Who
knows not this, tho' Grey, »s still a Child 1855 Prescott
Philip II, I 1 v 64 He had grown greym the service of
the hoart* 1865 Kingsley Hereto xv 196 He had got
somewhat gireyfer in the last ten years 1898 J Hutchinson
Archives Surg IX No. 36. 343 He was a thin grey man.
c Jig. Also, ancient, old

1662 Glanvill Litx Orient 1 (1682) 2 If this Grey
Dogma clear all doubts 1742 Shenstone Schoolmistress

95 Herbs for use, and physic, not a few Of grev renown
1814 SfcoTT Ld of Isles iv vu, Mac-Kmnon’s chief, in
warfare grey 1826 Lamb Elia Ser 11 Pop Fallacies, Our
spirits showed grey before our hairs 1842 Miall in
Nonconf II 249 [1 he state-church’s] errors and superstitions
are venei ably grey

d Belonging to old age; hence (of advice,

experience, fete j ,
mature.

a 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev iv v, I tell thee, youth,
age knows, yong loues seeme grac’tjWhich with gray cares,
lude larres, are oft defac’t 1627-47 Feltham Resolves 1 200
The Macedonian proved himself a better Physician for
calumny by his bounties , than his Philosophers by their
gray advisements 1693T Creech m Drydens Juvenalxm
(1697) 322When sixty Years have spread Their grayExpen-
ence 6rer thy hifary Head ' 1874 L Morris Song Two W
Ser it u, Gray wisdom comes with time and age
0 1775 Sheridan Rivals 2nd Prol., Is grey experience

suited to her youth ? 1866 Ruskin Crown Wild Olive Pref

33 This . you may win, while yet you live; type of grey
honour, and sweet rest

7 . General combinations a. qualifying the names
of other colours, as grey-black,

-brindled
, -btown,

-green, -white

,

etc Also Gkey-blub.
1796 Withering Brit Plants (ed 3) IV 63 Foliage grey

brown Ibid 269 Gills watery white changing to gTey
green 1804 Coleridge Lett (1895) 482 Nothing green
meets ydur eye—one dreary grey-white 1839 Bailey
Festns vn (1848) 74 Gray-green oaks 1849 D Campbell
Inorsc Client 329 Glucma, or its compounds become grey-
black. 189V Daily News 3 Dec. 5/1 Our wild cat was
a fine, powerful animal, grey bnndled

b parasynthetic and instrumental, as grey-

boughed, -breatted
,
-tlad, -colorn ed, -Jaced, -girdled,

-gowned, -hodded, -moustached, -nebbed, -seeded

,

-slated, -sloped, -speckled, -streaken, tinted, -winged.

1844 W Barnes Poemi Dorset Dial. 122 Ihe *grey-
boughed withy's a-lfeanen lowly 1752 Sir J Hill Hist
Amm 480 Ihe ’’grey breasted and reddish-breasted Chara-
dnus *895 Century Mag Aug 499/1 *Gray-clad, white-

bonneted sisters of chanty 1530 Palsgr 314/1 *Gray
coloured as ones eyes be, vatr 1883 Stevenson Treas Isl

hi xxu, Grey coloured wobds 1830 Mary Howrrr in W
Howztt’s Seasons (1837) 137 The *grey-faced mountain-
sheep 1821 Clare Vtll. Mmstr I 9 *Grey-girdled eve,

and morn of rosy hue. 159* Trortb Raigne K John (1611)

50 *Gray-gown’d good face, tonrare ye, Nere trust me for a
groat 1634 Milton Camus 188 The *gray-hooded Ev’n
Like a sad Votarist ih Pahners weeds Rose from the hind-
most wheels of Phoebus waine 1866 Howells Venet Life
xvm 273The *gray-moustached papa *870 Morris Earthly
Par III iv 85 And O’er the wrack of Senlac field Full fed

the *grey-nebbed raven wheeled Ibid 1

1

in 46 The long

’’grey-seeded grass *897 J C Hodgson Hist Northnmbld.
IV 55 The old ’’grey-slated house 1870 Morris Earthly
Par II 111 506 That sad fight within the *grey-sloped vale

1895 A Nutt in Meyer Voy Bran I 155 Steeds with

*grey-speckled manes. 1854 R S. SurteesHandley Cross

(1898) I 148 *Grey-streaken locks. 1870 Miss Bridgman
Ro. Lynne I vu 106 That’s what makes life appear so dull

and *gray-tinted to me 1899 Edin. Rev. Jan 43 Her twin

footprints are *grey-wingdd pigeons.

c. complemental, as grey-grown, -lit, -moulder-

1727-46 Thomson Summer 225 The daw, The rook, and
nagpie, to the *grey-grdwn oaks

^
direct their lazy flight

1 x88r Rossetti House ofLife vui, Thine eyes *grey-lit in

ihadowing hair above 1740 DyerRmnsRonte 33 Globose

tnd huge, *Grey-mouldnng Temples swell

8. Special collocations, as grey band (see

juot ) ,
grey bark, a variety of Peruvian bark

'see Bake sb.
1

7) ;
also attnb,

,

grey bread Sc

,

bread made of rye
,
pexhaps also, of oats ’ (Jam.)

;

jrey-frieze, frieze of a grey colour, hence grey-
enezed adj

,
made of grey frieze ;

grey groat, an

imphatic equivalent ofgroat

,

also used as the type

ifsomething of little value (cf brassfarthing,Brass

'b 7) ;
grey matter, the grey-coloured matter of

vhich the active part of the brain is composed ,
also

ig
;
grey meal, the refuse and sweepings ofa meal-

mil
,

dirty meal (Jam.) ,
grey millet = Gbay-

iiiLL, GboMwell (in Cassell 1882) ;
grey paper,

1 an unbleached paper, used chiefly for wrapping

(in some dialects now = brown paper) ,
also, a

jrey-trated drawing paper; grey parson (see

juot. : cf. grey-coat(ed parson) ,
grey pea (see

?ea) ; + grey plack Sc , a plack containing an

(lloy of silver; grey powder (see quot i860);

tlso attnb., grey russet (see quot. a 18 25); grey

ichdol (see quot ) ;
grey slag (see quot ) ,

grey

lobr, souring, in Bleaching, the process of im-

nersmg cfoth in dilute acid ; grey steep, a steep

>r bath ftsed in the process of grey souring

,

grey
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stock (see quot 1852, and cf. Grizzle sb 3
) ; grey

wethers (see quots.)

1828 Arner Jrnl Set 4 A ris XIV 366 Saliferous Rock
Subdivisions — "Grey-band, the uppermost layers of

bluish grey sandrock. 1863 Dana Man Geol 032 Flagstone,

—a gray, laminated quartzose sandstone, called ‘grayband'.

2837 Penny Cycl. VII 172/1 Of the pale [Cinchona] barks,

three varieties are known in English commerce 2 tGray,

silver, or Huanuco baik 1880 C R Markhai* Perm) Bark
228 \t Huanuco, a town on the verge of the grey bark region

IS3S Stfwart Cron Scot III 476 Wes nane that tyme that

durst so hardy be to mah him remeid, Or him support with

ane byte of "gra breid 1606 Rollock 2 These xvi 201

He is the honester man that will sit down with gray bread

conquest by his labour, nor he who eates all dilicates with

xdlenesse a 1653 Gouge Comm Heb xi 37 In wearing

shirts of hair, "Gray freeze, or other like course puments.

1650-66 Wharton Wks (1683) 350 The glittering Tissue,

and the "gray-friz’d Gown 1587 Harrison England 11 iu

{1877) I 63 Of thise portion poore saint Peter did neuer

heare, of so much as one *graie grote. c 159* Marlowe
jew of Malta, rv iv, I’ll not leave him worth a grey

groat 1820 Scott Abbot iv, I would have been his caution

for a grey groat against salt water or fiesh 1840 G Ellis

Auat 45 The "grey matter of the third ventricle entirely

conceals the crus ofthe fornix 1894A Robertson Nuggets,

etc 33 These thoughts rushed over the grey matter of
Bill’s brain, as the wind rushes through the tree-tops 1897
Mary Kingsley IF Africa 673 Whether he does this by
adding convolutions or piling up his gray patter jve will

leave for the present 1647 in Laird of 'Logan (1878) 578
[A man was called before the Presbytery tor calling 1ns
minister's doctrines] Dust and "Gray Meal 1549 Bale
journ $- Serche of Leylande Pref B 1 b, Thys stuffe [the

contentes of two noble lybraryes] hath he occupyed in the

stede of *graye paper 1600 NaShe Summer’s Last Will
B 4 An other that ranne m det abbue foureteene thousand

pound in lute strings and gray paper 1878 RuskiN Notes

50 The material used by Turner in his drawings on grey
paper 1784 Sir J Cullum Hut Hawsted 111 171 A
*Grey parson, a layman, who hires the tithes of the parson

1591 Sc Acts fas. VI (1814I III 526/2 fiat all vther

allayed money, quhilk is subiect to lefyning, as babeis,

thre penny grottis, twelf penny grottis, and gray plahkis.

1866 Squire Comp Med Chest 18 "Grey Powder Hy-
drargyrum cum Creta . A mild mercurial 1883 D J.
Leecii in hncycl Bnt XVI 34/2 Grey powder consists .

ofmercury and chalk 1897 J Hutchinson A rchives Snrg
VIII No 31 220 The grey-powder pill he regards as a
tonic, 1377 Langu P PI B xv 162 A goune of a "graye

russet a 1529 Skelton E Rummyng 54 In her furred

flocket, And gray russet rocket *11825 Forby Voc E
Anglia, Grey-russet, coarse cloth of a dull grey colour,

commonly preceded by the epithet dandy 1804 R. Gra-
ham Fisherm. Let. to Propnet. Fisheries Solway 8

(Jam ) Those too, it is probable, spawn sooner than the

last and largest species, called the *Grey Scool, which,

appear in the Solway and rivers about the middle of July

1853 URE Diet Arts (ed 4) II 653 Those [lumps of partly-

fused ore] which are so far agglutinated by the heat, as to

be quite hard, and further known by their brightness, being

picked out 1 hey are called
‘ "grey slags ' *875 J Paton in

Encycl Bnt III 816/2 "Gray Sour 1844 G Dodd Textile

Mamtf 11 51 The process of ‘"grey souring', m which the

cloth passes through a machine containing yery dilute

sulphuric acid. 1812-16 J Smith Panorama Set ft Art
II 546 Bainbie, or *Gray Steep *793 Misc. in Ann Reg.

378 1 he bricks called "greystocks, for the outside of houses

1852-61 Archit Pull Soc Diet ,
Grey stock

,
a brick made

of common earth and thoroughly burnt in a close clamp; it

is so called to distinguish it fromrfhe place bnck on the one
hand, and the red stock or kiln burnt brick op the other

1833 Penny Cycl III 163/2 Detached oolitic sandstones of
vanous sizes, known by the name of the "Grey Wethers
1863 Lyell Antiq Man 137 Great blocks of hard sand-

stone of the kind called in the south of England f grey-

weathers’, 1805 Murray's Devon 138/1 The Grey Wethers
—2 circles [of stones] which nearly touch each other, like

the Cornish ‘ Hurlers ’ These blocks are very like sheep,

when seen from a little distance

b In the names of animals, as grey bass, a sea-

fish said to belong to the perch family, but to

lesemble the mullet in taste; grey-bird, a dial,

name for {a) the thrush ( Turdus ptusicus)
, {6)

the

linnet {Linota cannalnna) ;
greycrow,jhe Hooded

Crow, Corvus cormx (cf. Grey-back 4) ;
grey

dog, the Scottish hunting dog (Jam.) ,
grey-drake,

a species of Ephemera (cf. greenjdrahe)\ grey
duck, the gadwall

,
grey eagle tj *£j

‘ a young

golden eagle * (Funk’s Stand Diet ) , grey falcon,

(a) the hen-harrier (Cirfus cyaneu$ ; (6) (see quot.

1847) ; grey-fish, a local Sc name for the Coal-
fish at a certain stage of its growth

,
grey fly,

perhaps a dor-beetle
;
grey fowl, grouse when in

its winter plumage, grey-fox (see quot 1884-5);

grey-jumper Austral, (see quot.) ;
grey linnet,

lizard (see Linnet, Lizard) ,
grey lord =grey-

fsh , grey-nudge Angling, thename ofan artificial

fly
, grey mullet (see Mullet) ;

grey-necked a.,

epithet of a group of crows, esp. the Hooded Crow,
Corvus cormx

;
grey nurse Austral

.
(see quot )

;

grey owl, parrot (see the sbs.)
;
grey pate (see

quot ) ; grey perch U S , the fresh-water drum
(see Drum sb l n)

; + grey pie (see quot ) ; grey
pike = Horn-fish 2 ;

grey plover, sandpiper,

seal, shark, shrike, skate, snail, snapper
(see the sbs ) ;

grey snake (see quots ) ;
grey

snipe, ‘the dowitcher in winter plumage’ (Web-
ster 1897) ;

grey squirrel (see Squirrel) ;
grey

trout (see Trout)
,
grey whale, Rhachianectes

glaucus

1747 Mrs Glasse Cookery xxi 163 ?Gray Pass ,com
(
e£

with the Mullet. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss ,
^Grey-mrd,

a
thrush 1885 Swainson Prov. Nantes Birds 64 Linnet
\L%noia cawpabina) Grey : or Grey bird (Westmoreland

,

North of Ireland) From its dull colouring in winter 1837
Macgillivray Hist Bnt, Birds I 529 "Grey Crow. 1808

J WalkerAm Nat Hist xm. 475 Cams Scoticusvenaticus.
,Gesn—Scot The "Grey Dog 1787 Best Angling (ed 2)26
^Grey-drake, Found in genera] yvhfire the Green-drake is, and
411 shape and dimensions perfectly the same, but almost quite

another colour, being of a paler and more livid yellow 1884
[see Drake 1

4] 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds 257
Gadwall "Grey duck 1688 "Grey Eagle [see Eagle i b]

*688 R Hoi me Armoury n xi. 233/1 The "Grey Falcon
The whole Body is Cinereous, tending to blew 1802 G
Montagu Omith. Diet 230 Grey Falcon, A name for the
Hen Harrier 1847 Craig, Grey-falcon, the common or Pere-
grine Falcon .xqg^Statist Acc.Scot., Argylesh. VIII 92A
species of fish taken on this coast, which goes by the general

name of"Grey fish. 1848 Life Normandy (1863) I 283 It was
some time before I knew that stainloch, grey-fish, seath,

cuddmg, and poddly, were all one fish at different ages 1637
Milton Lyndas 27 What time the "gray fly winds her sultry

horn. 1752 Hill Hist Amm 31 The grey Fly or trumpet
‘

Fly 1864 Thoreau Cape Cod vu (1894) 767 Probably he
would not hear much ofthe ‘gray-fiy ’ on his way to Virginia

1815 Scott Guy M xxn, And for the moor-fowl, or the

"grey-fowl, they lie as thick as doos m a dooket. 1887 Pall
Mall G eo Nov 5/1 In the full pride of the steely winter

"

plumage the November grouse or grey-fowl seems to revel in

conscious ability to outwit all enemies 1781 Pennant Hist
Quadrup I 241 "Grey fox *884-5 Riverside Nat Hist
(1888)V 41 1 Tne well-known species, the Gray Fox V [ulpes]

cmereo-argentatus
,
shares the characters ofthe coastfox, but

is larger 1898 Morris Austral English, *Grey-jumper,
name given to an Australian genus of sparrow-like birds,

of which the only species is S tmthidea cinerea
,
Gould

*698 Martin Voy St Hilda 30 1 he coast of St Kilda, and
the lesser Isles, aie plentifully furnished with variety of .

Cod, Ling .. Turbat, "Graylords, Sythes 1836 Yarrell
Bnt. Fishes II 170 Among the Scotch islands the Coal-

fish is called Grey-Lord 1799 G Smith Laboi atory II.

311 "Grey midge or gnat *866 R. G Beavan in Intell

Observ No 50 104 Corvus splendens (Viellot), the '"Grey-

necked Crow ’ of some 1894 R B Sharpe Handbk Buds
Gt Bnt. I 12 Of the grey-necked section our Hooded
Crow is the most familiar species 1808 Morris Austial
English

,
*Grey Nurse

,
a New South Wales name for

a species of Shark, Odontaspis amemawus, Mitchell,

family Lamnidas
,
which is not confined to Australasia.

*766 Pennant Zool (1768) II 304The young bird [goldfinch]

before it moults, is grey on the head, and hence it is termed

by the bird-catchers a "greypate. 1688R HolmeArmoury
11 xi 235/1 The Bucher Bird, or Shrike . This Bird is of

some called a "Grey Pie. 1863 J. G Wood Nat Hist.

III. 134 The "Grey Snake of Jamaica (Dromicus atei)

*884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) III 379 The genus
(

Diemeitia includes several Australian forms The gray-

snake D. reticulata is uniformly gray above and greenish

below i860 Merc Manne Mag v lit 213 The California

"Grey Whale 1883 G B GoodeRev Ftsk. Indust U.S 62

The Pacific gray-whale, or devil-fish,Rhachianectesglaucus

C. In the names of minerals, as grey antimony
(see Antimony 2) ; grey oobalt (see Cobalt i b)

;

grey copper (ore), tetrahedrite ;
grey ore, chal-

cocite; grey oxide, ‘ black-turpeth’ {Cent. Diet.’).

1839 Ure Diet Arts 301 "Gray cobalt is a compound of

cobalt with iron, arsenic, sulphur, and nickel *836 Mac-
gillivray tr Humboldt's Trav xxvi 396 Most of it is

obtained from sulphuretted silver, arsenical "gray-copper

[etc.] 1770 Cronstedt's Min. 192 Mineralized with sulphur

alone "Grey copper-ore *729 Woodward Nat Hist

Fossils 181 A gTey Marcasite Another, very like the fore-

going It consists mainly of Sulphur and Arsemck, and

seems to hold a little Bismuth. The Miners call this "Grey-

Oie From the Duke of Somerset's Works Cumberland

1809 A Henry Irav 212,

1

found several veins of copper-

ore, of that kind which the miners call gray ore x88x

Raymond Mining Gloss ,
Gray ore (Com ), copper-glance.

B sb 1. Grey material or clothing.

c 1230 Hah Meid 43 Ah under hwit oSer blac & ase wel

vnder grei as under grene & gra ha [Pride] lukeoijieheorte

c X530 Crt of Love 1096 0 why be som so sorry and so

sad, Complaining thus in blak and whyte and gray?

Freres they ben, and monkes, in good fay. c 1590 Pheene
Fr Bacon 111 69 Proportiond as was Paris, when, in grey.

He courted CEnon in the vale by Troy x6x8 Naworth
Househ. Bks (Surtees] 100, v. yards of gray for Creak, at

id11 a yard 1640 tr Verdere's Rom Rom III 54 He
espied a young Hermit m a long Gown of gray *832 G
Downes Lett Cont. Cmnines I 293 A blind, old man,

dressed in gray

b tefin Unbleached mortal; spec, see quot.

1884. (Cf Grey-back 6

)

1884W A Harris Diet Insur Chem. (1890)49 The greys’

used under the pieces which were being printed were used

until they had beco'rhe loaded with colour. 1891 Labour

Commission Gloss
,
The grey is a term used in the cotton

and worsted tradefo describe pieces of yam or ‘dubbing

as they cora,e from the looms before going through any

process of dyeing or finishing

attnb - 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf 11 48 The cotton-

cloth—is brought to the bleach-works,m the ‘grey’ state

f 2 spec Grey for
,
usually understood to be of

badger skm. (Cf sense 6, also gra Gro, and ON.
gr&sktnn

,
grivara ) Obs.

*11200-^x314 [see Faw a 2] *1x400 Sir Perc 2272 And
made the lady in to ga, In graye and m grene 1436 Pol

Poems (Rolls) II 171 Peltre-ware, and grey, pych, terre

[etc] a 1450 Knt He la 7W(i868) 9 A mantel! furred

with graie 1460 Lybeaus Disc, 839A veluwet mantyll gay,

Pelured wytb grys and gray, c 1483 Caxton Dialogues

(E. E T. S.) 46/21 A pylche of grave [F. vne police Ae

vaire] *5*5 Ld Berners Frotss II ecu [cxcvnt] 622

Gownes of sylke furred with Myneuere and gray xto2 J.

Chamberlayne St Gt. Bnt 1 m. il (1707) 256 Of Furrs,

Filches, Grays, Jennets. 4° Skins m a Timber.

3. A grey or subdued light; the cold, sunless

light of the morning or evening twilight
,
esp. in

pnr the grey of the morning
xsga Shaks Rom 4 Jul, 111 v 19 Yon gray is not the

mornings eye *599 — Much Ado v in 27 The gentle day
Dapples the drowsie East with spots of grey 1674-91

Ray S f( E C Words xox The Gray of the Morning,
Break of day, and from thence till it be clear light 17x9

De Foe Crusoe 1 ii (1840) 20 Our ship was surprised m
the grey of the morning 1844 Ld

j

Houghton Palm Leaves

138,

1

saw a Shape dark-lined against the gray *845 Longf.
To Drvnng Cloud 30 In the gray of the day break 4884
W C Smith Ktldrostan 79, The sober grey of our dim
Highland glens. *892W Pike North. Canada 78 The first

grey ofdawn being the favourite time of attack

4 Grey colour. In pi = shades of giejr colour

*8*5 J Nichoison Operat Mechanic 753 Vanous shades

of grey may be obtained 1873 Symonds Grk Poets xii

404 The colour of the olive tree is delicate. Its pearly

greys and softened greens m no wise interfere with the

lustre.

fig 1892 Zangwill Childr Ghetto 1. 16 To blur the vivid

tints of the East into the uniform gray of English middle-

class life.

b with word prefixed, indicating some particular

shade of grey, as dark, duffel goose, leadgrey,

a 1693 Aubrey Lives, Sir W Petty (1898) II T45 His eies

are a kind of goose-grey 1796 Stedman Sui main xvn 3X

Those [parrots] are rather of a lead-grey 18x7 T L.

Peacock Melmcourt xxvm, Waistcoats of a duffel gray.

C. Gunmakmg. A grey spot indicating a flaw.

x88x GreenerGun 223 Before the introduction of the new
mode of making gun-lion, it was a most difficult matter to

obtain English banrels free from greys

d. In the grey : unbumished.
*86o Sir E Beckett Clocks <5- Watches (ed 4) 309 Earn*

shaw was the first watchmaker who had sense enough to

set at defiance the vulgar and ignorant prejudice for ‘ hmh
finish ’ of the non-acting surfaces, and to leave them ‘ in the

grey’, as it is called

e. Agrey-coloured pigment ;
usuallywith defining

word prefixed, as aniline ,
Payne's grey, etc

*888 Daily News 9Aug 5/2 Naples yellow, Payne's grey,

gamboge

t 5. A grey-haired person, an old man. Obs

1374 Chaucer Troylus iv 99 (127) Tellyng his tale alwey,

Jus olde Greye, Humble m speche a 1420 Hocclfve De
Reg Priuc 134 ‘ I quod this olde grey, ‘Am here’ 1513
Douglas Heims 11 ix 6 The aid gray, all for nocht, to him.

tays His hawbrek

f 0. A badger. Obs. (Cf. sense^ 2 .)

or lake of 1 _ .

Hitsb (1586) 154 Sheepe and Goates woulde soone be

destroied by Woolfes, Foxes, Grayes, and other vermme
1607 T opsellFourf Beasts (1658) 26 Of the Badger, other-

wise called a Brocke, a Gray, or a Bauson 1637 B Jonson
Sad Sheph 11 u, This fine Smooth Bawsons Cub, the

young Grice of a Gray 1665 in Sussex A rchseol Collect

XIV 247 To Catlin’s maide for a Gray’s hed £0 is od
x686 Blome Genii Recreat n. 90 A Badger is known by
several other Names, as a Gray, a Brock, [etc ]

p 14x3-22 Hunting Rhymes in Rel Ant I 149 And uj

other bestis .That ben neyther of venery ne cbace The
grey is one therof with hyse slepy pace. 1423 Jas I Kingts

g
uair clvi, There sawe I the holsum grey for liortis 1538
eland Itin I X13 There is a mighty strange and usid

Borow for Greys or Foxes *576 T'urbdrv Venene m 7

And kill at force, hart, hind, bucke, doe, foxe, grey and
euery chace 16x6 Surfl. & Markh Country Forme 701

The Brocke or Badger, or as some call him the Grey, by
reason of his colour

7. A grey hoTse. Chiefly pi. and in phr. a pair

ofgreys.
[1639 cf Dapple grey b ] 1760-72 H Brookf Fool of

Quality (1809) IV 159 A sumptuous coach proudly drawn
by six German greys *789 Gibbon Autobiogr (1896) 162

An handsome set of bays or greys 1810 Sporting Mag
XXXV *88 Several of the Four-in-hand Club still adhere

to their greys 1813 Hogg Queen’s Wake 149 When good
Earl Walter rode the ring Upon his mettled gray X842

Macaulay Ess , Fredk Gt ,
His English grey earned him

many miles from the field 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxxvu, Mrs Mantrap drives her greys in the Park 1861

Whyte Melville Mkt Harb 67 Leisure to watch the

roan putting on flesh, and the departure of the grey’s cough

8 . pi (in full Scots Greys). A regiment of dra-

goons raised in 1681 and called the Royal Regiment

of Dragoons, now the 2nd Dragoons, rare in sing

The regiment formerly wore a uniform of grey cloth.

They are now mounted chiefly on grey chargers

1751 Phil Trans XLV1I. xxviu 194 The Greys were
cantoon’d in the village ofVucht *753 Scots Mag June
306/1 A troop of Scots Greys arrived 1875 Kinglake
Crimea V 1 (1877) 122 The Inmskilhnger and the Grey
x88x Tennyson Charge Heavy Brig 111, Brave Inmskillens

and Greys Whtrlmg iheir sabres in circles of Light 1 1895

Sir E Wood Cavalry Waterloo Camp v 138 As the Scots

Greys passed through the 92nd Regiment, each corps

mutually cheered the other.

9. As a name for vanous animals.

•f a, The Gadwall, Anas strepera, Obs

‘The synonym “Gray", given by Willughby and Ray,
is doubtless derived from the general colour of the species

’

(Newton) _ _
1678 Ray Willnghby's Omith 374 The Gadwall or Gray.

Tj, A kind of fish
; ? a Grilse.

x686 Ray Willnghby's Ichtliyogr 1 xn. 23 Salmo gnseus

The Gray 1740 R Brookes Art ofAngling \ v 25 The
Grey I take to be the same"kind of Fish which m Scotland

they call the Grey-Lord. In Magnitude it differs but little

from the Salmon, But the Shape is very unlike The body

is everywhere stain'd with Grey or Ash-colour’d Spots

*769 Pennant Zool, III 248 The Grey..We are uncertain
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whether this is not a meer variety of the salmon, but on

the authority of Mr Ray we describe them separate *8x8

Todd, Gray

,

a kind of salmon, having a gray Lack and
sides ,

probably the same as the gilse

0 A species of moth (see qaot ).

1866 E Newman Brit Butter/ 4' Moths 391 The Gray
(Dtanthceaa csesta.)

d California g> ey, the grey whale (see A 8 b).

1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) V 197 1 he California

S
l6 slang. (See quot.) [Peril alluding to

* a pair

of greys ’ (sense 7).]
18x2 J H Vaux Flush Diet , Gray, a half-penny, or

other com, having two heads or two tails, and fabricated

for the use of gamblers x8*8 G Smeeton Doings in

Land 40 Breslaw could never have done more upon cards

than he could do with a pair of ‘ grays ' 1851 in Mayhew
Land Labour II 120 1868 Temple BnrXX.IV 539 1 he
way they do it is to have a penny with two heads or two
tails on it, which they call a ‘ grey

'

f 11 attnb. and Comb (sense a only) as grey

merchant, grey cloak, an alderman who has

‘passed the Chair*, greywork, furriery; grey-
worker, a farrier. Obs.

c 1483 Caxton Dialogues (E. E T S ) 2/36 Of makers of
gieywerke Ibid 46/19 Vedast the graywerker Solde whiler

to my lady A pylche of graye *54* Act 33 Hen VIII
cam Bolton Slat Irel. {1621) 185 An Act for gray
Merchants 1557 0?der ofHospitalls B ij b, xmj of them
to be Aldermen vj Graye clokes and vnj callabre Ibid.

B uj, uj Alderman, whereof one shal be a graycloke

Grey (gt£')> V Also gray [f Gbe* a ]

1. mtr. To become or grow grey
13 Gaw <5- Gr Knt 327 A1 grayes j>e gres, pat grene

viatz eie 1878 Scribners Mag XVI. 332yb The autumn
seared and browned and grayed at last into wintei 1893
Strand Mag VI 283/2 1 he night began to giey 1896
CitocKETT Grey Man v 32 It was already greying for the
dawn
2 trans To make grey.

*879 Tinsley's Mag XXIV 32., As some cloud-shadow
swept across the valley, and grayed the gieens 1887
Harper's Mag Aug 454 The crumbling fence is grayed By
the slow-creeping lichen

3 . fa inir. Of a person. To become grey. b.
trans. To cause (a person’s hair) to become grey
<zx6x8 Sylvester Mem Mortal n xxix, In learning

Socrates lives, grayes, and dyes 1633 Shirley Bird in
Cage v 1 14 b, Canst thou ,. change but the com-
plexion of one Hayre? Vet thou hast gray'd a thousand
18x0 Assoc Minstrels 146 Ah tell me not thy locks are
greyed 1886 E C G Murray Yng Widows 29 Time may
have grayed their hair 1899 Fiona Macleod Dominion
D> earns 175 He is a man whose hair has been greyed by
years and sorrow

4 . Photography a trans To give a dull surface

to (glass) see quot 1868 b. To give a mezzotint

effect to (a photograph) by covering the negative,

during printing, with such glass e mtr. for rejl

To assume a grey tint

1868 M<- C. Lea Photogr Iv 45 The glass should, in

fact, not be ground at all, but only ‘grayed 1

,
that is, have

its surface removed by rubbing with fine emery powder
1891 Anthony's Photogi Bull IV- 231 The highest lights

must not be allowed to ‘ giay ' over

Hence Greyed (gr?d) ppl a
,
Grs ying vbl sb.

andppl a
18x9 G Samouelle Entomol. Contpend 327 The light .

may be lessened by placing a piece of fine grayed glass
hetween the object and the reflecting mirror 1863 W
Lancaster Praetenta 36 Singing under greying blue
1890 Anthony's Photogr Bull III 429 No print with
grayed background should be accepted 1891 G Mere-
dith One of our Conq, I xiv 280 Barmby quitted the
forepart of the vessel at the first greying. 1895 Hardy
m Harper's Mag Apr 730 His graying hair was curly
1898 Zangwill Di earners Ghetto xiu 429 Girls footing it

gleefully in the greying light

Grey-back, greyback (gi/1 bsek)

1 u.S colloq. A Confederate soldier in the
American civil war.
1864 Daily Tel 7 July 3/4 The last thing he is likely to

attempt is to send a solitary grayback or an army of gray-
backs beyond the mountains 1870 T W. Higginson Army
Life vi 132 Yonder loitering gray-back leading his horse
to water. 1883 Daily Tel. 0 Feb 3/4 The Confederate
armies, during the great Civil War in America were known
. as * greybacks

’

2 . U S (See quot.) Cf. Greenback:.
1897 Gen. H. Porter in Century Mag Aug 593 The

depreciation in the purchasing power of graybacks, as we
call the rebel treasury notes, is so rapid t

3 dial, and U.S colloq. A louse.

1864 Daily Tel 17 Mar 3/2 The darkies sat grinning and
hunting in their rags forgreybacks. x86^Sala ibid 22 Apr
jj/a The attire of the Secesh partisans is .infested by an
insect sportively termed a 1 greyback ’ 1877 Holderness
Gloss a

4 . Aname ofvarious birds a The Hooded Crow,
Corvus co) nix. Also greyback crow b U.S. The
North American Knot, Trtgla canutus c. dial
and U. S The scaup duck, Fuligula mania
1888 G Trumbull Bird-names 55 Another title at

Chicago is gray back, and certain gunners about Detroit
prefer black-neck to..

1
blue-bill ’ 1891 Atkinson Moorland

Par 323 Once a grayback crow came 1893 Newton Diet
Birds, Greyback, in England a common name of the Grey
form of Crow, Corvus eornix

,

but in North America
applied by gunners to the Knot 1895 East Angl, Gloss..
Grey-backs, scaup ducks
5 . U. S The grey whale (see Grey a 8 b).
*884-5 Riverside Hat. Hist. (1888) V, 186 The gray whale

has received many curious titles, such as ‘hardhead',
‘mussel digger 'devil-fish', and ‘gray-back'

0 . techn (See quot. Cf Grey sb 1 b )

1876 J Paton in Encycl Bnt IV. 683/2 Between the
central bowl [of a cylinder calico-punting machine] and the
cloth to be printed there passes an endless band of cloth or
blanket .and a ‘greyback’ or web of unbleached calico,

used to keep the blanket clean

Gxey-backhd (gr£‘ bsekt), a [f Grey a. +
Back sb. + -ed 2

.] Having a grey back. Grey-

backed crow — Grey-back 4 a.

1837 Macgillivray Hist Brit Birds I 529 Grey backed
Crow 1899 Blackw Mag Feb 4x7/1 These grey-backed
depredators [hoodies].

Greybeard (grl1 bioid). Also graybeard.
1 . A man with a grey beard

,
hence (often con-

temptuously) an old man
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 524 An old gray beard

1596 Shaks Tam Skr 11. 1 340 Gre. Yonghng thou canst
not loue so deare as I. Ira Gray-beard thy loue doth
freeze 1662 J Davies ti Mandelslo's Trav 262 There
are few gray-beards seen there, and few Christians reach
30 1768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks (1778) 23 It is I that
couple girls and greybeards together 1826 Polwhele
had. <J-

Recoil 1 . 11 43 [She] was receiving homage at Bath
from greybeards and from boys. 1886 Besant Childr.
Gibeon 11 vi, Questions which have baffled all the grey-
beards

2 . A large earthenware or stoneware jug 01 jar,

used for holding spirits.

1788 G Wilson Collect. Songs 67 (Jam ) Whate'er he
laid his fangs on, Be’t hogshead, anker, grey-beard, pack
x8xS Scott Hi t Midi li. So long as her best greybeard of
brandy was upon duty x866 Comh. Mag. Mai 355
Neither a mere jar, nor simply a basket, but one of those
compounds of both, well known under the name of ‘ gi ey-

beard ’, which are devoted to the conveyance of usque-
baugh 1885 J. H Middleton m Encycl Brit. XIX
631/1 Stoneware jug or ‘greybeard’, Flemish ware, early
17th century 1894 Crockett Raideis 150 There was not
a farmer's grey-beard between the Lothians and the Solway
filled with spirit that had done obeisance to Kmg George.

3 ? -grey-fish (see Greya 8 b) Cf. Greyhead 2

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt Bnt (ed 7) IV. xo Pike, Scate,

Greybeard, Mackerel Soles, Flukes are also caught

4. A hydroid polyp which infests oyster-beds,

Seriitlaria argentea. In recent Diets

5 attnb. Greybeard lichen (see quot. 1885).
X59g Nashe Lenten Stnjfe 3 Those gray beard huddle-

duddles were strooke with remoise 21x634 Randolph
Muse's Looking-Glass 11 iv. No, no, Asotus, trust grey-
beard experience 1770 Goldsm Des Veil 222 That house
Where grey-beard mirth and smiling toil retir'd 1780

Cowper Progr Err 342 Petronius 1 Thou Grey-beard
corrupter of our listening youth *798 Coleridge Anc
Mar 1 ill, Unhand me, grey-beaid loon 1 1807-8 W Irving
Salrnag xx (i860) 430 This honest gray-beard custom
handed down to us from oui worthy Dutch ancestors 1885
Goodale Physiol Bot xgs. The common gi aybeard lichen,
llsnea barbata.

Grey-bearded, a (Sti ess variable.) [f Grey
a + Beard + -ed 2

] Having a grey beard, per-
taining to or characteristic of a greybeard.
*697 Pilgr Parnass. 1 10 Now, Philomusus, doe youre

beardless years . Urge mee to give gray-bearded counsell
to youre age 1674 N Fairfax Bulk $ Sebv 25 We speak
no more wonders, than the grey bearded men, that have
gonebeforeus *750 Johnson /?««*£/«• No 26 p 7 To teach
joung men, who are too tame under representation, how
grey-bearded insolence ought to be treated x8x8 R Peters
in J Jay'sCorr <$• Public Papers (1893) IV 421 A pleasing
delusion, which greybearded scrutiny should never ex-
tinguish 1899 Expositor Feb 131 We fancied them stately
and grey-bearded.

+ Greybitch. Obs. Also 4 graye bicche, gre-
byteh, 5 grebyohe, 6 grayebytehe. [f grey (in

Greyhound) + Bitch.] The female of the giey-
hound.
13 K,1 Ahs 5394 Ac anon after that wonder, Comen

tigres many hunare, Graye bicchen als it waren 1398
I revisa Barth De P R xvm xxvi (1493) 786 In bytehes
milkeis founde many dayes toforethe whelpynge and soner
in greybitches than in other c 1420 Chron Filed, st 222
Hym thou^t b* bis grebyche lay hym beside. 1530 Palsgr.
135 Leunire, a grayebytehe.

Grey-blue, a and sb. A. adj Of a blue
colour tinged with grey B. sb A grey-blue
colour.
x888 Quiver Sept 827/1 Her keen grey-blue eyes 1893

GunterMiss Dividends 263 He knows what tnose gray-
blue lips mean 1897 Mary Kingsley W Africa 186 The
more distant peaks were soft gray-blues and purple
Hence G-rey-blue v

,
to make greyish-blue in hue.

1834 Blackw. Mag XXXV 821 A hissing of red-hot
iron, that loses none of its heat, though it grey-blues its

colour.

Greyce, variant of Gris a Obs., giey.

Grey-coat, One who wears grey clothing;
spec a Cumberland yeoman (see quots 1837-66).
1644 Vicars God in Mount 200 A part of Colonell Ballards

Grey-coats did most singular good service all this fight
1675 Hodgds Vis, for Monument (1703) 128 in Mari)ells
Ivies (Grosart) I 439 We’ll part . The spruce brib’d mon-
sieurs from the true grey coats 1837 Penny Cycl VIII
223/2 They wore keTt cloth, which was of a grey colour
and hence the name of grey-coats which the Cumbrians
received. 1866 Reader 20 Oct 874 Many of the Cumberland
yeomen still wear a plain home-spun grey doth, hence their
name of grey cootes

b attnb. Grey-coat Hospital, a chanty
school, where the scholars were clothed in grey

;

grey-coat parson (seequot. <11825, and next word).

1719 DUrfcy/’j/Zt III 46 To Free-school My gray-coat
Gransir put him 1766 Entice London IV 411 In Tothill
side is the Grey coat-hospital a 1825 Forby Vac E
Anglia, Grey coat parson, an impropriator

, or, the tenant
who hires the tithes

Grey-COated, a Having a grey coat
,
grey-

coatedparson (see quot a 1825 m Grey-coat b)
1592 Shaks\ Rom $ Jut 1 iv 64 Her Waggoner, a small

gray-coated Gnat 1853 in Cobbett’s Rur Rides 647 noteA large holder of lay tithes one of those to whom the
author applied the name of ‘grey-coated parson’ 1805
Daily News 9 Dec. 5/6 Detachments grey-coated and
warmly clad

Grey-eyed, a. Having grey eyes
1596 Spenser F Q iv xi 48 The gray-eyde Doris 1605

Camden Rent , Names 88 Our womens, names are more
gratious than their Rutiha, that is, Red-head Csesilla, that
is, Grey-eyed 1687 Lond Gas No 2272/4 A middle sized
man Grey eyed, and speaks broad 1716 Royal Proclam
5 May ibid No 5431/1 Beetle Browed, Grey-Eyed 1813
Prichard Phys. Hist Man (1836) I 227 Among the
Romans a gray-eyed child was considered as something
disgusting 1871 Palgrave Lyr Poems 16A gray-eyed girl

b Applied, poetically to the early morning
xgoa Shaks Rom 4- Jnl n 111 1 The gray ey’d morne

smiles on the fi owning night 1670 Eachard Cont Clergy
32 The grey-ey’d morn 1720 Gay Poems (1745) I X44 Soon
as the grey ey’d morning streaks the skies 1830 Tennyson
Manana, T ill cold winds woke the giay-eyed morn About
the lonely moated grange
Greyl, obs form of Grief
Grey friar. [See Grey a 2 ]
1. A member of the order of Franciscan or Minor

friars, founded by St Francis of Assisi in 1210 (see

quot. 1838) Grey Friars, a convent of this order
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P no He lenejj on is forke ase a

greyfrere HX400 Gamelyn 529 Than seyde a gray freie,
* Allas, t sire abbot ' [etc ]. 1506 Guylforde Pilgr (Camden)
6 Saterdaye was the feeste of seynt Antony, whiche was
a Grey Frere, and lyeth ryght fayre at the Grey Freres
there 1545 Brinklow Compl (title), Roderyck Mors, som-
tvme a gray ftyre a 1578 LindesAY (Pitscottie) Chron
Scot (S T S’) I 380 Scho wessit the blak freins, the grav-
freins, the auld colledge and the new colledge. x6z6 L
Owen Spec yesmt (1629) 17 ,

1

saw this Mason in hisGray-
Fners-Frocke 1838 Penny Cycl X 446/1 The followers of
St Francis were called Franciscans, Grey, or Minor Friars

,

the first name they had from their founder , the second from
their grey clothing

2

pi transf (See quot

)

1867 Smvth Sailods Word-bk
,
Gi ey-fnars, a name given

to the oxen of Tuscany, with which the Mediterranean fleet

was supplied

Greygle, greygo(y)le. dial. Also groogle,

greggle Ihe blnebell or wild hyacinth (Sctlla

nutans') Also gramfer grq>gles

1844 Barnes Poems Dorset Dial
,
Gloss , Greygoyle 1848

— (ed 2),The wood-screen’d greegle’s bell 1851 Dorset Gloss
,

Greygole, the bluebell 1869 N 4 Q Ser iv IV 343 When
we came to some blue-bell squills Qictlla nutans') I asked
him [a Dorset boy] what their name was. Without any
hesitation he answered ‘Gramfer greygles' 1886 T
Hardy Mayor of Casterbr xx, She giew to talk of
‘ greggles ' as ‘ wild hyacinths

’

Grey goose. The greylag goose.
c 1000 Ags Voc in Wr-Wfllcker 259/3 Canta [’read

gantd], gr®5 gos exogo Ags Voc ibid 415/31 Gaits,

greje gos 1885 Swainson Pros) Names Birds 147 Grey-
lag goose (Anser evtereus) Also called Grey goose 1891
Doyle White Company I vi 113 So we’ll drink all together

To the land where the grey goose flew

b transf (See quot )
1816 Scott Bl Dwarf iv, In the name of wonder, what

can he be doing there ? ‘ Biggin a dry-stane dyke, I think,

wi’ the grey geese, as they ca' thae great loose stones
’

C attnb as grey-goose quill
,
weapon (a pen)

,

g) ey-goose shaft, wing (an arrow).
1366 J Partridge Plasidas 996 Some from towre with

bow in hande the gray-goose wing do sende 1644 Howeli
Engl Teares (1645) 173My next neighbour France (through
whose bowels my gray-goose wing flew so oft) 1728 Pope
Dune 1 198 Could Troy be sav’d by any single hand, This
grey-goose weapon must have made her stand 1781 C
Johnston John Jumper II 1 One of the keenest wits

who ever wielded grey-goose quill 18x4 Scott Ld of
Isles vi xxu, Forth whistling came the grey-goose wing

Grey-haired, a (Stress variable.) Having
grey hair ; hence, old
13 jEvang Nicod 1551 m Archiv Stud neu Spr

LIII 420 Two grayhared men with bam mett a 1400

Pistill Susan 339 pm hed is grei hored *4 Sir
Beues 3322 (MS M ) That ye tbare not drede than Of
Sabere, that grey-herud man cx440 Promt Parv 209/2

Grey heryd, conus a 1649 Drumm of Hawth Poems
Wks (1711) 37 If gray-hair’d Proteus songs the troth Dot

mtss a 1706 Earl Dorset Fr Song pai aplir x In gray-

hair’d Celia’s wither'd arms x8ox Southey Thalaba vm
xxxu, The grey-hair’d Sorceress stampt the ground 1847

G R Gleig Waterloo xxix (ed 2) 233 Many were grey

haired men and covered with the scars of old wounds

b. fig of things.
x6xx BarkstED Hiren xx Avj, Alas faire Christian Saint

So yong, and full of gray hair’d purity. 1622 H Syden-

ham Serin Sol Occ. (1637) 8 A gray-hair’d custom of most

times and places.

Greyhead (gre 1 hed).

1 A grey-headed peison.
170a Steele Funeral v 1 79 Else Boys will in your

Presence lose their Pear, And laugh at the Grey-head they

should revere [But should not the reading be grey head i\

2 . Sc A kind of fish, prob. the grey-fish.

a 1692 A Symson Dtscr Galloway (1823) 25 Upon the

coast of this parish are many sorts of white fish taken ,
one

kind whereof is called by the inhabitants Greyheads -
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3. ^GREYBEARD 2 .

1892 Robson in Standard 23 Nov 3/3 * A grey head ’

was not a bottle, but a stone jar of whisky.

Grey-headed, a (Sti ess variable.)

1 Having a giey head of hail. To be or grow
grey-headed m, to grow old in, to have served in

for a long period, hence, to be well versed 01

experienced in.

*535 Coverdale Ps Ixx 18 In myne olde age, when I am
ray headed 1644 Vicars God in Mount 73 The grey

eaded Citizens of London 171a Addison Sped No
317 p 2 Most of us are grown grey-headed in our dear

master's service 1813 Ld Ellenborouoh Pari Deb
22 Mar in Examiner 29 Mar 190/1 A man grey-headed in

the law *843 Macaulay Lays Anc Home, Battle Regillus

ix, With boys, and with grey-headed men, To keep the walls

of Rome.
transf 166a Stillingi-l Ong Sacr 1 vi § 5 Those

snowy and gray headed Alps

2 Jig. Of things a. Ancient, old
;
time-worn,

b Pertaining to old age, or to aged men.
1600 E Blount tr Conestaggio Ay, To begin (after the

common stampe of dedication) with a grai-headed Apo-
phthegme 1614 Bp TImx. Recoil Treat spHeiesie or abuse,

if it be gray-headed, deserves sharper opposition 1646 Sir

T Browne Pseud Ep 111. 1 104 which conceit is not the

daughter of latter times, but an old and giay-headed errour,

even in the dayes of Aristotle 165a Bp Patrick Funeral
Serm in % Smith!s Sel Disc 526 By reason of hLS wisdom,
experience, and gray-headed understanding 169a Norris
Curs Refl 2j That grey-headed venerable Doctrine 1753
Adventurer No 25 p 3 Love is beneath the dignity of grey,
headed wisdom.

3 . As an epithet of certain ‘birds
,

esp. grey-

headed duck

,

the female of the Golden-eye (Clan-

gula glaitcion).

1747 G Edwards Nat Ilist Birds I 11 127 Pious, vindts,
capite ctnereo Grey-headed Green Wood-pecker. 1750
Ibid II hi. iS4 The Grey-Headed Duck 1847 Craig,
Greyheadedvtagtail, the bird Bndytes neglecta, and Mota-
cilla flava of Linnaeus 1883 Swainson Prov Names
Birds 160 Golden-eye (Clanguid glaitcion) Grey-headed
duck Only applied to the female bird.

Grey-hen (gr£* hen). The female of the

Black Grouse ( Tetrao ielrtx)

,

the heath-hen. (The
male is called the Blackcock )
7 1437 in Balfour*s Practicks (1754) 542 Wyld foulis, sic

as pertrikis, pluvens, black cockis, gray hennis 1618

Haworth Househ Bits (Surtees) 7g, 2 gray hens 1787 G
NmiuSelborne vi (1789) 16 Within these last ten years one
solitary grey hen was sprung by some beagles m beating for

a hare 1893 Newton Diet Birds 393 Tetrao tetnx—the
Blackcock and Greyhen, as the sexes are with us respectively

called

Greyhound (gre1 haund) Forms: I grfe-

hund, 3 greahund, 4-6 grebound(e, 5 gre-

hunde, grayhownd, -bund, grahoun.de, graw-
. hond, 5-6 grehownde, greihound, 6-7

gray(e)-, greahoumd(e, 5-6 greyhounds, 6-

greyhound. Cf Greund, Grewhound, Gbip-

hound. [OE. grlghund, *grleghund (= ON. grey-

huitd-r), f *grleg( =ON. grpy neut., bitch .—OTent.
type *graujom) + hmd dog, Hound.
The etymology of the fiist element is unknown ; it has no

connexion with Grey a or with Grew a , Greek, nor with
grey =: badger (Grey sb ) ]

1. A vanety of dog used in the chase, charac-

terized by its long slender body, and long legs, by
the keenness of its sight, and by its great speed in

running
It is not certain that the earlier examples always relate to

the kind of dog now known by the name
c mao Ags Voc in Wr-wulcker 276/3 Unfer [tread
Umber], gri&hund a 1225 Ancr R 33a lustre is per me
sit mid he greahundes forte kepen ]>e hearde 2*330 R
BrunncCAzvw, Wace (Rolls) 11415 Somme gaf he hauberks,
& somme grehoundes 2x380 Wyclif Serm Sel Wks II

359 And }ms pes prelatis suen aposths as gre-houndis suen
an hare *480 Caxton Chron. Eng clxxxvi 162 The forsayd
dragon shold be ladde by an ylle grehounde. 1548 Hall
Chron

, R ich. Ill, 54b, 1 he fearefull hare never fleade faster

before the gredy greyhound 1555 Eden Decades 134 They
affyrme them to bee swifter then grehowndes 1587 Har rison
England 1x1 iv. in Hohnshed I 226 King Henry the lift

thought it a meere scofferie to pursue anie fallow deere with
greihounds 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1638) 114 The

Gray hound or Grecian Dog 1616 Surfl & Markh Coun-
try Farms 673 Grey-hounds are onely for the coursing ofall

sorts of wilde beastes by mame swiftnesse of foot. 1697
Dryden Virg Georg in. 8o4The fearful DoeAnd flying Stag,

amidst the Greyhounds go 1

*781 W Blane Ess Hunting
Pref (1788) 18 Arrian proves that, in the time of Xenophon,
Greyhounds were not known in Greece 1814 Scott Wav
lxiu,Two grim and half-starved deer greyhounds 1862 Hux-
ley Led. Wrkg Men no It is a physiological peculiarity

that leads the Greyhound to chase its prey by Sight.

fig. a 1649 Drumm of Hawth. Poems Wks (1711) 27
The Nimrod fierce is death, His speedy gray-hounds are
Lust, sickness, envy, care

b. Applied with distinguishingprefix to different

varieties, as Arabian, Highland
,
hish, Italian

,

Persian
, Russian, Scotch, Turkish greyhound.

*743 H Walpole Lett ‘(1846) 1. 300, I really forget any-
thing of an Italian greyhound for the Tesi. 1824 Bewick
Hist. Quadrnp (ed 8) 340 The Irish Greyhound (Cams
Grains Htbemteus, Ray ) Is the largest of the Dog Kind
*®31Penny Cycl IX 57/2 The expression of the countenance
[isj that of a coarse ill-natured Persian Greyhound *838W Scrofe Deerstalking xu 260 The deerhound is known
under the names of Irish wolfhound, Irish greyhound, High-
land deerhound, and Scotch greyhound *848 Maunder
Treas Nat, Hist 282/1 The Italian Greyhound is a small

Vo&. IV.

and very beautiful vanety of the species 1891 Ouida inN Anier Rev Sept 3x6 The Siberian and the Persian
greyhounds are one and the same breed

c Harlequin greyhound — Harlequin 2
1730 Coventry Pompey Lit't 1 v (1785) 17/2 A harlequin

greyhound, a spotted Dane
2 The figure of a greyhound, used as a badge
1763 Churchill Duellist 11 262 Bach, on his breast Mark'd

with a Giey-hound, stood confest [Poet Wks 1844 II 33
note, Carrington and his hand ofKing’s messengers , a silver
greyhound, the emblem of dispatch, was then worn by these
men as a distinctive badge of office when engaged in the
execution of their duty,]

3 transf. a. An ocean steamship specially built
for great speed More fully ocean greyhound.
*887 Set American 1 Jan 2/2 They [ships] are so swift

of foot, as to have already become formidable rivals to the
English ‘gieyhounds '. 1891 Engineer g Oct 301 The
greyhounds of the Atlantic

b. Naut. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word bit , Greyhound, a hammock

with so little bedding as to be unfit for stowing in the
nettings

4 attnb and Comb
,
as greyhound-bitch

,
make

;

greyhound-tike adj
; greyhound fox (see quot

w>-
17*1 Shaftesb Charac (1737) III 217 His hound or

*greyhound-bitch who eats her puppys 1774 Goldsm Nat
Hist 111 332 There are only three varieties of this animal
in Great Britain The ^grey-hound fox is the largest,
tallest, and boldest The mastiff fox is less The cur
fox is the least and most common 1814 Sporting Mag
XLIV 87 The hounds unkennelled a remarkably large
greyhound fox 1821 Southey in Life (1849) I 33, I ..

afterwards became the lean, lank, ^greyhound-like creature
that I have ever since continued r86o All Year Round
No 63 298 The wolf with a light greyhound-like form,
which pursues deer 1771 P. Parsons Newmarket II 87
What a thin slim figure it [a jockey] is 1—very much of the
*grey-hound make
Greyish, (gre'ij), a Forms: 6-9 grayish,

(6 greiesh, graish), 7- greyish, [f Gbey a. +
-ISH ] Somewhat grey.
1562 A Brooke Romens *t Juliet (New Shaks Soc) 22

This baiefoote fryer gyrt with cord his grayish weede 1586
Warner Alb Eng iv xx (1589) 86 An euen Nose, on either
side Stood out a graish Eie 1589 Fleming Virg Georg iv

72 The prophet [Proteus] . .With great inforcement roll’d his

flammge eyes with gi eiesh sight [L Inmine glanco] 1637
R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 9 Those of the second altitude
had a grayish colour, as if covered with light and sandy

earth 1713 Warder True Amazons (ed 2) 36 Their Wings
grow ragged, and somewhat greyish 1814 ScottLd of

Isles 111 xxvn, Now over Coolm’s eastern head The greyish
light begins to spread 1880 Huxley Crayfish 1 31 The
young animal is of a greyish colour,

t). Of hair.

1Q11 Cotgr
, Gnsastre, grayish, hoane 1663 Cowley

Cutter Coleman St. v 11, A Beard a little greyish 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist IV. vu 194 The hair . . also on the
upper lip and chin, where it was greyish

c. Comb ,
qualifying the names of other colours,

as greyish-black, blue
,
brown, green

,
white, yellow,

etc ; also greyish-looking adj.

1732 Sir J Hill Hist Anim 259 The colour is a dusky
reyish-hrown 1796 Morse Amer Geog I 357 Greyish
lue marble *83X Brewster Optics vu. 70 The effect of

all the colours when combined will be a greyish-white *843
Portlock Geol 2x1 Hypersthene

.
passes into a greyish-

green diallage 1873 Ralfe Phys Chem 200 This forms
a greyish black precipitate 1874 G. Lawson Dis Eye 37
A small greyish-looking ulcer 1888 A thenmum xo Nov
632/r A little boy in a greyish-olive smock frock

Grey lag goose, greylag (goose). [Orig.

three words (still often so written) ; the use of

Lag a. is supposed to refer to the bird’s habit of

remaining longer in England than the other migra-

tory species of the genus] The common wild

goose of Europe, Anser anereus or ferus,
17*3 Ray Syn Avium 138 Aftser palnstns noster. Grey

Lagg dictus *8oa G. Montagu Omith Did (1833) 231

Grey Lag Goose—A name for the common Goose 1891

Daily News 2 Feb 3/3 In the north of Scotland, howevei,

some grey-lags still breed

Greyle, obs form of Grail 1

Grayling, obs foim of Grayling
Greyly grayly (gr^-li), adv. [f. Grey a.

+ -ly *
] With a grey hue or tinge. Also

*8x8 Keats Endyrn 1 231 A hazy light Spread greyly

eastward *831 Lytton Godolph. 31 Ruins, that rose greyly.,

from the green woods aiound it 1870 Miss Broughton Red
as Rose II xi 246 Life must be lived somewhere

,
it can be

lived pleasurably nowhere Then, why not unpleasurably,

greyly, negatively, at Plas Berwyn ? *88g Mrs Alexander
Crooked Path III 1 32 The lawyer gtew greyly pale

Greymin, variant of Griming dial

Greyn, obs form of Grain, Green.

Greyness, grayness (grimes) Also 5

graynes, 6 graines [f. Gbey a. + -ness ] The state

or quality of being grey
;
grey colour. Also fig

1483 Cath. Angl 162/2 A Graynes of hare, canines 1397

Broughton Epist to Nobility Wks III 369 Judah feared

to bring his fathers graines to Scheol with sorrow 1611

Cotgr
,
Gns, graynesse, or the colour gray 1746 Harvey

Flower Garden (1818) 80 The grayness of the dawn decays
gradually 1835 Browning Men $ Women, Andrea del

Sarto 3Acommon greyness silvers everything—All in a twi-

light 1884 Harper's Mag Jan 211/2 Here was no shade,

no weird grayness 1898 Fothemngham Stud Browning
416 He feels the greyn ess ofeverything m his life and work

Greys, obs, form of Grease,

Greystone, graystone (gr^st^n) Mm.
[f Greys. + Sione sb ] A grey volcanic rock,

composed of feldspar (sometimes leplaced by
leucite or melilite), angite, or hornblende, and iron

*8x3W Phillips Outl Mm $ Geol (i8x8)_ 131 Greystone
according to Werner, is a mixture of white felspar and
blackish noinblende *830 Lyell Pnnc Geol I. 396 But
lavas of composition precisely intermediate occur, and from
their colour have been called graystones

Greyth, Greytbly, obs ff Graith, Gradely.
Greyts, obs. pi of Grit sbfi

Greyve, obs form of Grieve ».

Grreywacke (gre'wmka) Geol Also gray-
wacke, greywack. [Anglicised form of Gral-
waoice ] A conglomerate or gnt rock consisting

of rounded pebbles and sand firmly united to-

gether
;
oTigmaily applied to various strata of the

Silurian series
,
now almost obs. Rarelypi

*811 Pinkerton Petral I. 293 Almost the whole of the
mines m the Hart2 are situated in greywack 18*3 Bake-
well Introit Geol 11815) 106 Gray-wacke is nearly allied to

clay slate, and the finer kinds of gray-wacke-slate pass into

clay-slate, and are not to be distinguished 1833 Lyell
Pnnc Geol III 194 The fundamental rock of the Eifel is

an ancient secondary sandstone and shale, to which the ob-

scure and vague appellation of ‘ graywacke ’ has been given

*849 Murchison Siluna via 172 From its southern margin
greywackes rise from under the coal-fields

attnb. 1813 [see above] 1834 H S Boase Prim Geol
215 The greywackd . and cretaceous groups 1833 G.
Johnston Nat. Hist. E Bord I 5 The greywacke and
syemtic hills

Grxat, obs Kentish form of Great a
Gri'bble 1

. Obs. exc dial Also 6 greble,

7 grible. [? related to grab, current form in s w
dial of Crab sb 2 (cf grab-tree in quot. 1578)]

a. A crab-tree or black-thorn
,
a stick made

from either of these; also attnb b The stock

of a crab (or other tiee ?) for grafting upon
1578 Lite Dodoens vi xxx U96 Roundish leaues, som-

what like the leaues of a gobble, grabbe tree, or wilding
1591 Peucivall Sp Did

,
Gctncho, a sheeps crooke, knops

in a greble staffe, braunches in a stags home c 1640 J
Smyth Hundred ofBerkeley (1885) III 25 A grible, 1 e A
crabstocke to graft vpon 1823 Jennings Obscrv Dial IU

Eng. 41 Gnbble

,

a young apple-tree raised from seed
1847-78 Halliwell, Gnbble, a shoot from a tree

,
a short

cutting from one West *863 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss
,

Gnbble (diminutive of grab), a young crab-tree or black-
thorn ,

or a knotty walking stick made of it 1B80 E Corn
wall Gloss

,
Gnbble, the young stock of a tree on which a

graft is to be inserted

Grabble 2 (gri'bT) [Of obscure origin * ? cog-

natewithGBUB w.] Asmallmarine boi ingcrustacean,
Limnona. terebrans

,

lesembling a wood-louse.
1838 E Moore in Mag. Nat Hist II 207 Our harbour

[Plymouth] is exposed to the attacks of amuch more formid-
able enemy, the Limnona terebrans, or gnbble 1884 Stand.
Nat Hist II 71 Many plans have been proposed for pre-
venting the ravages ofthe gnbhle *895 DailyNews 14 June
3/3 To protect the gutta percha insulation from the attack
of a minute marine organism known as the ‘gnbble ’

Gricche, obs form of Grutoh
Grace 1 (gras). Obs exc Sc. and arch Forms

.

3-6 grise, 4 grys, 4-7 gryae, 5-9 gryce, (7
greeee), 7- gnee Ja ON. griss (Sw,, Da gns)
young pig, pig.]

1. A pig, esp a young pig, a sucking pig

;

t occas

.

and spec, m Her

,

a wild boar.
a 1225 Ancr R 204 pe Suwe of 3iuernesse, pet is, Glu-

tume, haueS pigges [MSS T ,C grxses] pus inemned ci323
Gloss W de Bibbysw in Wright Voc 174 Parceus, gryses

c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Blasius 119, I pray pe pat sume
helpe pu wil gyf me, pat, hot a gryse, had gud nane c *400
Maundev (Roxb ) ix 36 pe Sarzenes also bringes furth na
gjrysez, ne pai ete na swyne flessch. c 1420 Avow Arth ii,

Sir, ther walkes in my way A welle grim gryse He is a
balefulle bare 1513 Douglas AEnezs m vi 72 A grete sow
fereit of grysis thretty held *536 Bellenden Cron Scot
(1821I II 164 Ane switie that etis hir gnsis, sal be stanit to
deid 1609 Skene Reg May 124 Na Castellano may enter
within ane Burges house to slay nis swyne, gryses, geise, or
hennes 1812W TennantAnsterF iv viii. As a swineheid
puts in poke a grice. 1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Gnces,
young wild boars, but boars are sometimes called gnces, and
so blazoned m allusion to the bearer’s name 1899 J Col-
ville Scott. Vernacular is Beginning life as a gnee, the pig
when speaned became a shot.

Proverb. 1721 Kelly Scot Prov. 62 Bring the Head of tlie

Sow to the Tail of the Gnee That is, balance your Loss
with your Gain 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxiv, An’ I am to

lose by ye, I’se ne’er deny I hae won by ye mony a fair

pund sterling Sae, an’ it come to the warst, I’se e’en lay
the head 0’ the sow to the tail o’ the grice

b The sing form used as pi or collect.

7 On analogy of the plurals mice, lice

1362 Langl P PI A Prol. 105 Hote pies, hote t Goode
ees and grys 1 Ibid, iv. 38 Bothe my gees and my grys
is gadelynges fetten c 1476 Plumpton Corr 39 As for

geese, e?ise, hennys, & copons, your said tenants may none
keepe, but they are stolen away by night 1679 Blount
Anc. Tenures 101 He is come thither to hunt, and catch his

Lords Greese [margin ‘ Wild swyne’]
•j* c. transf. The young of a badger (see Pig).

Obs rare— 1
.

1637 B Jonson Sad Sheph n 11, This fine Smooth Bawsons
Cub, the young gnee of a Gray [etc ] [1863 Sala Capt
Dangerous II vn 225 They burrowed like so many Grice ]

1

2

The flesh of a ‘ grice’, pork Obs. rare— 1

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 54 Bothe grys and vele and
Tostyd motone.

18g



GRICE. 414 GRIDIRON.

t Grice 2
. Obs ~° [App. Cotgrave’s assimila-

tion of grouse to the F gnhhe (•- L. type *Grse-

ctsca, fem of *Grseciscus : see Greekish), as in

poule, perdnx grifohe
;
erron. taken by some ety-

mologists to be the original of Grouse sb ]

1611 Cotgh , Ponlegnesche, a Moorehenne , the henne of

the Grice, or Mooregame
Gnce, obs form of Grece, steps

Grice, variant of Gris a. Obs ,
grey.

Griceling (grsrslirj) rare. [f. Grioe i +
-ling ] A little pig
178a Elphinston Martial i xiv n Soon as the mother

fell, the gricelings flew

Grickisclis, -isshe, obs forms of Greekish

Grid (grid), [back-formation from Gridiron ]

1. An arrangement of parallel bars with openings

between them ;
a grating.

1839 Ure Diet Arts 585 (Art Glass-waking) A is the

pot, resting upon the arched grid ba
,
built of fire-bricks,

whose apertures are wide enough to let the flames rise freely,

and strike the bottom and sides of the vessel c 1863

J. Wylde in Cue. Set I 34/1 Air is admitted through
openings or grids in the floor 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ
IV 209/2 A circular enclosure formed by a grid of angular

iron bars. 1884 Health Exktb Catal 27/1 An open earthen-

ware channel, which conveys the drainage into a suitable

grid placed outside the building.

b . Eleetr (See quot. 1893 )

1889 in Century Diet 1893 Sloane Stand Electrical

Diet Gnd a lead plate perforated or ridged for use in

a storage battery as the supporter of the active materials

and in part as contributing thereto from its own substance.

c Mining. =Griddle 3. (Funk’s Stand. Diet.')

2. = Gridiron i.

187s in Knight Diet MecJt [' The Silver Grid ’ appears as

the name of several restaurants in London ]

8. Naut. = Gbidibon 3 b
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word bk 1879 Engineering

7 Mar. 203/1 At high water the vessel is brought over the

grid, and as soon as she is shored up the lifting commences
4. Theatr. — Gridiron 3 c (Funk's Stand.

Diet')

Hence Grid v. irons., to cook on a gridiron

1884 J. Bull's Neighbour xii. 90 Where is the French-
woman . . who can cook a chop, gnd a steak, [etc.] 7

Gridaline, obs. form of Gbidelin.

Griddle (grrd’l), sb Forms: 3 gredil(e, 4
gridele, *il, grydel, 5 gredel(le, -yl(e, grydele,
-ell, -yl, gridel, gnddyll, 8- griddle, [app
a. early OF. *gredil = greil, gratl (mod F. gnl)
masc., or *gredille — gradihe, greille (mod.F.
grille) fem. : see Grill sb*
A Norman grldil, app meaning 1 gridiron is quoted by

Moisy from documents of the 16th c ; and an OF grediller
to scorch, crisp at a fire, survived until the 16th c (when it

was replaced by the altered iowa. gristlier) , but the relation

of these to OF. greil is obscure.]

+ 1. = Gridiron i. Obs.

1388 Wyclif Exod xxvii. 4And thou schalt make a brasun
gridele [138a gredyme, Vulg craticnlam

\

in the maner of a
net. c 1400 Destr Troy 13826 A Grydell full gay, gret-full

of fiche c 14*0 Liber Cocorum (18(12) 25 Take lamprayes
and rost hom on gredyl C1450 Two Cookery-bks 114
Haddoke . yrosted on a gridel. 1746 Exmoor Scolding
Gloss (E.D S ) 66 Gnddle, a gnd iron.

+b. Gridiron ib Obs.
a 1115 Anar R. 122 Seint Lorens also iSolede bet te gredil

hef him upwardes mid berninde gleden c xago S. Eng Leg
I 208/260 Some op on grediles of Ire i-rostede weren also
Ibid 277/298 pe kingheta-non bat Men him scholden op-on
a strong gredile [v r gridire] do 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb ) 107 Surame wyth forkys of yryn ful strong On the
grydyl hir turnyd up and down *483 Caxton Gold Leg
249 b/i He was tormented uppon a gredyl of yron

2 . A circular iron plate upon which calces are
baked; =* Girdle sb 1

*35* Durham Acct Rolls, Grydel pro pane x8ia W
Tennant Anster F. vi Uv, As would a hen leap on a fire-

hot griddle. 1859 Jephson Brittany ii. 19 She poured upon
a gnddle . some batter, 1875 Le Fanu Will, Die 1 12
Sometimes we . made a hot cake, and baked it on the
griddle. 1897 Mrs W M Ramsay Every Day Life Turkey
II 48 Large round scones cooked on an non griddle,

b. Gofer- or waffle-irons rare.

*853 Kane Grmnell Ext xxxiv (1856) 306 Like a batter-
cake between the two disks of a hot gnddle
3 Mining A wire-bottomed sieve or screen.
*776 Pryce Min Cornub 233 A person near the Shaft

sifts it [Ore] in a Gnddle, or iron wire sieve 1858 Simmonds
Diet Trade

,
Griddle, R iddle

,

a miner’s wire-bottomed sieve
for separating the ore from the halvans

4 attnb. and Comb., as fgriddle-sacrifice, griddle-
ful, griddle-bread, -cake, bread or cake baked
on a gnddle

; f griddle-iron = sense 2.

1842 S C. Hall Ireland II 25 A few slices of *griddle
bread 1881 Daily News 26 Aug 5/7 Cold mutton fat and
griddle bread 1783 Vallanccy Collect III xu 460 The
good women are employed in making the *gTiddle cake
185* Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xm 118 Mary stood at
the stove, baking gnddle-cakes Ibid \y 19 De first *gnddle-
full of cakes. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt Bnt IV 204 The
*Gridle-Iron here is a thin Iron Plate about two Feet in
Diameter 1382 Wyclif Lev. ii 7 If thin offryng shal be
. for the *gredil sacrifice [Vulg sin autem de craticula
fnent sacrifcmvi], euen maner the tried flour shal be
spreynt with oile.

Griddle (gri*d’l), ».i [f. Griddle sb.]

1. tram. To cook on a griddle
C1430 Two Cookery-bks, 40 Take Venyson or Bef, & leche

& gredyl it vp broun *887 Besant The World went 1 6

He every day fried or griddled a great piece of beef-steak

2 Mining To grtddle out to screen ore with

a gnddle
1776 Pryce Mm Cornub 1. 111 62 Black Copper Ore is

generally gnddled out and put to the pile for sale, as it rises

from the Mine
Hence Gri ddling vbl sb

1876T Hardy Ethclberta (1890) 358 I’ll finish the griddlmg.

Griddle (gn d’l), v - slang mtr To sing m
the streets as a beggar
1851 Mayhew Lend Labour (1861) I 248 Another woman
whose husband had got a month for ‘ gi iddhng in the mam

drag
1
(singing in the nigh street) 1877 Besant & Rice Sou

o/Vulc 1. xu 267 Cardiff Jack's nevei got so low as to be
gndhng on the main drag 1892 Daily News 8 Feb. 7/2

They were singing a hymn, or what was better known in

the begging fraternity as ‘ gndhng
Hence Gri ddler, a street singer

1859 in SlangDiet. 1888 Besant Fifty Y Ago iv. 33
There are hymns m every collection which suit the Gridler

t Griddled, a. Obs rare-1
. In 3-4 gndeld,

gTiddeled. Only in gnddledfrost

,

hoar frost

.11300 CursorM 6520 Manna fel fra lift sa gret plente,

Ah a gndeld \Fatrf. gnddeled, Gbtt lime] frost to se

Griddled (gn d’ld), ppl a. [f Griddle v
+ -ed !.] Fried or baked on a gnddle.

1883 O’Donovan Story Merv xx (1884) 223 The usual
meal of gnddled bread and weak tea.

Griddly (grrdli), a. dial Also 8 gridly

[Cf. Griddled a *] Sandy, gritty.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. R 1 Sandy or gridly Gear
1886 Cheshire Gloss ,

Griddly, gritty

t Gride, sb 1 Obs. [?A metathetic form of
Gird sb 2 (sense 3) ] A spasm of pain, a pang
a 1400-30 Alexander 344 pe hire nowe & pe elementis ere

evyn in pis tyme So tiauailed out of temperoure & troubild

of pat sone, pat makis pi gnppis and pi gndis a grete dele

pe kenere.

Gride (graid), sb 2 [f. Gride v.J A strident

or grating sound.
1830-4 Whittier Mogg Megone m. 1063 The gride of

hatchets fiercely thrown On wigwam-log and tree and stone
1880 L Wallace Ben-Hur iv vn, The trumpet, and the
gride of the wheels, and the prospect of diversion excite me
Gride (graid), v. Chiefly poet. Also 5-6 gryde

Pa. pple. 5-7 gride, gryde. [metathetic form
of Gird ».2

,
adopted by Spenser from Lydgate,

and from Spenser by later writers The mod.
application of the word to sound is perh. due to

a feeling of its echoic expressiveness, suggested by
words like grate, strident, etc.]

1, tram To pierce with a weapon
; to wound

;

f also, to inflict (a wound) by piercing (obs.) Also
with away. Obs. or arch.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2278 (Dublin MS ) He hym grydes

[A shut. MS girdes] to pe grand,& pe gre wynnez 1412-ao
Lydg Chron Troy 11 xiv, To se her husband with large
woundes depe Gryde through the body 1579 Spenser
Sheph Cal Feb. 4 The kene cold blowes through my
beaten hyde, All as I weie through the body gryde [G4wj,
Gride, perced. an olde word much vsed of Litigate]

1390— F. Q. hi. 1 62 In mtnde to gride The loathed
leachour. 1596 Ibid iv. vu 1 Such Was the wound that
Scudamour did gride. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb xxn 1491
With many a cruel wound [he] was through the body gride
1647 H. More SongofSoul m App, hx,A stake should gride
His stubborn heart 1808 J. Barlow Cohmib in 600 All
gride the dying ; all deface the dead 1832 Motherwell
Ouglon's Onslaught Poems 83 The steel grides their flank
1842 Lytton Zanoni vii xm, The sharpness of grief cuts
and grides away many of those bonds of infirmity.
absol 1848 Lytton Harold vii v, Famine marches each

hour to gride and to slay.

fig 1390 SpenserF.Q ui.ix.agThewickedenginethrough
false influence Past through his eies, and secretly did glyde
Into his heart, which it did sorely gryde *647 H More
Song of Soul 11 1 11 xxvin, Our own spirits gride With
piercing wind m storming Winter tide, Contract them-
selves 2830W Phillips Mt, Sinai 11 62 Its murky wave
Continuous closeth on the frequent gleam Of lurid hue that
grides it

2 . tntr To pierce through

.

Now usually. To
cut, scrape, or graze along, through, up, etc

,
with

a strident, grating, or whizzing sound, or so as to
cause intense rasping pain. Also, to grtde its way,
1390 Spenser F.Q u.viu 36 Through his thigh the mortall

steele did gryde. 01782 J Scott Amcebxan Eclog 11 63
His keen sickle grides along the lands 1818 Milman
Savior 6 The keen scythes Gride through their iron harvest
lfyyBlackw Mag LIV 16 A sword was now griding its
way through my frame 1838 Farrar Eric 11 xu (1897) 363
The horrible rope fell 011 him, griding across his back 2878
Stevenson Inland Voy 102 Now, the river would approach
the side, and run griding along the chalky base of the hill
1880 L Wallace Ben-Hur 138 Against the sides the hostile
vessels yet crushed and grided
3 turns. To clash or graze against with a stu-

dent sound ; to cause to grate
2822 Shelley Prometk Unb in 1, Hear ye the thunder

of the fiery wheels Griding the winds? 1830 Tennyson
In Mem evu, The wood which grides and clangs Its
leafless ribs and iron horns Together.
Grideld : see Griddled a.

Gridelin (grrdehn), sb. and a Also 7 gris-
delm(e, greda-, gre(e)de-, grayde-, gndaline,
gridilypn, gnzelin. [ad F. gndehn, gns-de-lin
‘grey of flax’, flax-grey

, Littr4 explains it as * a
colour partaking of white and red \j

A sb The name of a coloui, a pale purple or
grey violet

; sometimes, a pale red. B. adj.
Having this colour
c 2640 [Shirley] Capt Underwit n 11 in Bullen O, Pi

II 345 Shall I decipher my Colours to you now? Fohmort
is withered, Gnsdelin [ed 1649 (‘ Country Capt ’, under the
name of Dk. Newcastle) 11 1 28 reads greedelme] is absent
and Isabella is beauty 1632 H Cogan tr Snidery's Ibrahim
11 l.ioThetlurd was in a wastcoat ofgridilyon sattin 1637R Ligon Barbadoes (2673) 83 Sky colour, and Orange tawny
Gndaline, and Gmgelme, white and Philyamort 1663 Killi-
grew Parson's Wed 11. 111, His Love fades like my Greda-
lme Petticote 1663-76 Rea Flora 47 They are either red
or else sadder or paler violet, graydeline, or murey purple
1683 Temple Gaidemng Wks 1710 I 184 The Burgundy
[Grape] which is a Gnzelin or Pale Red ^ 2688 R Holme
Armoury r 23/2 Colours derived from Purple, .Giedeline,
pale Peach 2698 Phil Trans XX. 465 The same vinous
or Gnsdelme Colour 1722 tr Pomet's Hist Drugs I 41
Large Gridelm Flowers mix'd with Purple 2792 Hamilton
Berthollets Dyeing I 1 11, iv 199 Violets and gudelins of
all shades i860 R Macfarlane Dyeing <$ Cahcopr m
47 A fine gfidelin, bordering upon archil, is thereby ob-
tained ; but this color has no permanence

Griding (grai dig), ppl. a. [f. Gride v +
-ing 2

] That gndes. -

1 . Piercing, wounding ; cutting keenly and pain-
fully through, lit and fig.
1667 Milton P L vi 329 So sore The griding sword with

discontinuous wound Pass’d through him 1782 El phinston
tr. Martial 1. xxn 35 For brawny necks the griding claw
remains, a 1794 Sir W. Jones Pindar's 1st Nemean Ode
81 Gnding anguish pierc'd his fluttering breast 2822 W.
Tennant Anster F vi xxix, Set their griding forks and
knives to work 1813 T Busby Lucretius 111 713 So swift
the motion ofthe gilding steel a 1863 Thackeray Character
Sk (1872) 341 The griding excitement which thrills through
every fibre of the soul 1876 Farrar Marlb Semi xxvii,

270 He perished, as he deserved, by the pitiless, griding, con-
temptuous swords of those whom he had stnven to seduce.

2. Grating, clashing; strident.

1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 462 The car Which dreadful
roll’d its griding wheels Over the bloody war 1830 Tenny-
son Poems 113 The heavy thunder's griding might 1843
Blackiu Mag LVIII. 679 A griding clash of steel and
a shrill cry of agony. 1831 J B Hume Poems early Years,
Oct Gales 14 Oh, boist’rous sea 1 Oh gnding gale 1

Gridiron (grid3i<un), sb. Forms a. 3-4
grad-, 4 gridire, 5 gredyre, gerdyre. 0. 4
gredyme, gndirne, 5 grederne, -lrne, -eyren,
gredren, -yn, grydirne, -eyron, -eyom, 5-6
gredyron, 6 -yem, -lren, gryderne, grade
yron, 6-7 greediron(e, grediron, 7 gridyron,
6- gridiron 7 6 north girdiron, -yrne, gerd-
yron, girde-, gyrd(e-iron [Of obscure forma-
tion. The earliest form gredire appears in the same
text (^ Eng Leg) with gredile Griddle, but it

is not clear whether the change from -tie to -ire is ^

S

ihonetic, or due to popular etymology. The
ater forms, however, show that the -ire was at an
early date identified with southern ME ire—tren
Iron (cf. fur-ire Fire-iron), the further develop-

ment being parallel to that of Andiron, q v.]

_ 1 . A cooking utensil formed of parallel bars of
iron or other metal in a frame, usually supported
on short legs, and used for broiling flesh or fish

over a fire, "j- Also formerly, a girdle or gnddle
a 24 . Metr, Voc in Wr -Wulcker626/7 Gredyre, craticula

P 13 EE. Alht P B 1277 pe gredirne &_pe gohlotes
garnyst of syluer 1382 Wyclif Exod xxvii 4 Thow
shalt make a brasun giedyrne [2388 gridele, CovERDALr
gredyron, 2532 gredyern, 1611 grate or networke] in the
manere of a nett c 1450 Two Cookery-bks 102 Kutte the
chyne in ij or in hj peces, and roste him on a faire

gredryn 2482 Poston Lett. No. 867 III 298 A gredeyren
of sylver of Parysse towche, not gylt 2483 Naval Acc.
Hen VII (1896) 31 Ketle hokes y ,

Grydirnes j ,
fflesh

hokes j 2544 Phaer Regim Life (1353) D iv b, Fyshe
rested vpon the gridiron 2362 Hollybush Hom Apoth,
6 Take the braynes of a hogge, rost the same vpon a grede
yron._ *647 R Stapylton Juvenal 211 Broil'd rashers, that

on wide gridirons lay. 2749 Fielding Tom Jones x. 1V,

The said Chicken was then at Roost
,
and required the

several Ceremonies of catching, killing, and picking, before

it was brought to the Grid-iron, c 2830Arab Nts (Rtldg

)

621 Our gridiron is only lit to broil small fish

y 1495 Nav. Acc Hen. VII (1896) 260 Biasyn pottes

brokyn Gyrdeyrons Brokyn. 1528 Test Ebor (Surtees)

V. 253 A girdyrne, xu d 1357 Richmond Wills (Surtees)

100 One old brandrethe, one gerdyron, one pare of tongs

*599 Arc Bk, in Antiquary XXXII 243 A girde Iron

b. A similar structure employed as an instru-

ment of torture by fire

As in the case of Griddle, this is the connexion in which
the word first appears in English
a c 2290 i

1 Eng Leg I. 344/134 Strong fuyr he Iieth

maken and gret, and a gredire pai-on sette c 1303 St
Cnstopher 202 in E E. P. (1862) 65 pe king het pat me
scholde anon vpe a gndire him do And roste him wi|> fur

& pich 1393 Langl. P. PI C hi 130 Laurens pe leuite

lyggynge on pe gredire, Loked vp to oure lorde. 24 S Eng
Leg (MS Bodl 779) in Archw Stud neu. Spr LXXXII
325/108 Vppon a gerdyre he let here to rosty

/3. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 248/1 The mynysties leyd

hym stratebed oute uppon a gredyron of yron 1355 Eden
Decades 39 A certeyne frame of woodde much lyke vnto

a hurdle or grediren 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage ix. xv,

(1614) 913 The Nobles and commanders, they broiled on
gridirons. 1632 R Byfield Doctr. Sabb 51 The wheele,

greediron, racke and faggfit 1649 Jer, Taylor Gt. Exentp
in xv. 92 S Laurence accounted the coals of his Gridiron

but as a Juhp 1839-40 W, Irving Wolfert's R (1835) 1
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The gridiron of the blessed St Lawrence 1869 Lecicy

Europ Mor 11 xi 235 The devil was represented bound
by red hot chains on a burning gridiron

2 . fig.
and in phrases + The gridiron grumbles

at the frying-pan

:

cf. * the pot calls the kettle

black.’ On the gridiron m a state of torment,

persecution, or great uneasiness (cf. F itre sur le

gril) ;
so to lay (a person) on the gridiron

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 114, I was so scotched

on the grediron ofiaffection, that I had no rest 1660 Bp
Taylor Duct Dubtt 1 1 (1676) 13 He runs to weakness

for excuse, and to sm for a comfort and changes from side

to side upon his grid-iron till the flesh drop from the bones

on every side 1672 R. Wild Poet. Licen 27 The Calf at

Bethel fears the Calf at Dan , The Gridiron grumbles at the

Frying-pan. <*1734 North Eaam in vu §30(1740)525
It was past Three before the Chief Justice heard that his

Name was upon the Gridiron at Westminster 1834
Macaulay in Trevelyan Life $ Lett (1878) I 377 While
London is a perfect gridiron, here am I, at 13

0 North flora

the equator, by a blazing wood fire, with my windows
closed 1859W CollinsQ ofHearts (187s) 11 When destiny

has heated his gridiron for him, he has nothing left to do
but to get up and sit on it 1871 Memberfor Pans

1

1

9 He proceeded to do what is called in journalistic phrase
‘ laying a man on the gridiron which means that he

served him up every day to the readers of the Pavots,

skewered through and through with an epigram

3 Applied to objects resembling or likened to

a gridiron
, + a grated wen or dam {obs.)

,
a grat-

ing or grille ; a network of pipes, lines, etc. ; the

United States flag, the stars and stripes

1406-7 Winchester College Acc Roll, In stip j carpen-

tani facientis j gredyre aa introitum aquae de Lurteborne.

1842-3 Grove Carr. Phys Forces 58 Between this glass and
the plate is a gridiron of silver wire *854 Ronalds &
Richardson Chem Technol (ed 2) I 378 To this pipe are

attached a number of arms formed of inch pipe, the whole
forming a sort of gridiron 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's
Vtct (1878) I. 1 8 My father wore a silver gridiron in his

button hole 1869 Blackmobe LornaD 11, He answered, in

a whisper, through the gridiron of the gate 1892Harper's

Mag Feb 435/1 Chicago is criss-crossed by a gridiron of rail-

way tracks 1893 J A Barry ^ Brown’s Punytp etc. 29 Run
the gridiron half-mast, Mr Stokes 1893 Farmer Slang,
Gridiron

,

the bars on a cell window 1896 Daily Neavs
10 Dec 3/4 The ground here is marked out by white lines

thus giving it the appearance of a gigantic gridiron—
which, indeed, is the technical name applied to an American
football field

b. Naut. A heavy framewoik of beams in

parallel open order (suggesting a gridiron) used to

support a ship in dock. (So F gril )
1846 A Young Naut Diet

,
Gridiron, a frame formed of

cross beams of wood, for laying a vessel upon m order to

inspect or repair her at low water 1863 Q Rev CXIV
309 They raise a gridiron which is suspended_ between them
at such a depth in the water as may be requisite to receive

the vessel i8g6 Daily News 21 Dec. 2/1 A first class

gridiron, capable of taking vessels up to 300 feet long

c Theatr. A structure of planks erected above

the stage and supporting the mechanism for the

manipulation of drop-scenes, etc (So F. gril)
1886 H S Jennings Stage Gossip 69 The ‘gridiron’ is

the name for a number of planks running at a great height
above the stage from R to L 1887 Standard 13 Sept 6/4
Did the magistrates inspect what is known as the ‘grid-

iron ’—the place immediately over the stage 1

4 . Short for gridiron pendulum.
*793 Sir G Shuckburgh in Phil Trans LXXXIII 88

The pendulum is a compound gridiron composed of five

rods

5 Short for gridiron manoeuvre, etc. : A naval

manoeuvre in which the paths taken by the vessdls

suggest the form of a gridiron

1893 Daily News 26 June 6/1 In executing the ‘gridiron

’

movement the vessels would at times be very close to each
other x8g4 Times 30 July 8/1 The Admiral felt justified in

twice putting it [the fleet] through the much-discussed
evolution known as the ‘gridiron’

6. attnb and Comb.

.

gridiron-floor = sense 3c;
gridiron pendulum, a compensation petfdulum

composed of parallel lods of different metals

;

gridiron valve, a sliding valve in which the

cover and seat are both composed of parallel bars

with snpaces between them
1881 L Wagner Pantomimes 57 From the flies a ladder

communicates with the *gridiron-floorj at the very roof of
the stage, frequently at a height-of sixty or seventy feet

above the footlights 175* Ellicott in Phil. Trans XLVI

I

-492-3 Your pendulum takes off the effect of heat and cold
as well as either the *gndiron pendulum (as it is commonly
called) or the quicksilver pendulum 1854 J Scoffern m
Ore’s Circ Set , Chem 115 Another means of avoiding this

source of error is the gnduon pendulum —an invention of
Harrison 1867-77 G F, Chambers Astron vm 771 Grid-
iron compensation pendulum 1875 Knight Diet Mech ,

*Gridiron valve

Gri’diron, v [f Gridiron jA] Irons To
mark with parallel lines or a pattern suggesting

the form of a gridiron
;

said esp, of railways with
reference to their appearance on a map.
1857 E M Whitty Friends Bohemia II 34Newlandhas

been a blessing to the country and gridironed the country
with railways. 1867 Miss Braddon Birds of Prey v 11

(1868) 246 A breakneck gallop across dreary fields gridironed
with dykes and stone walls 1887 Hissey Holiday on Road
1 17 Railways have gridironed the land all over

Grie, variant of Gbee jA1

Griebe, obs form of Grebe
Gneoe, variant of Greoe, steps.

Grieced (grist), a Her [f gitece

,

variant of

Gbece 4- -ed 2
]

= Degraded^// a 2

Gnede, obs form of Greed sb

Grief (gr?f), sb. PL griefs. Forms
: 3-5 gref,

4-6 greffe, grefe, greve, 4-7 greef^e, (5 greyf,
griff(e, 5-6 gryef(f, 6 greiff, 6-7 greif(e), (8
greaf), 5-7 gnefe, 5- grief Also pi 4-6 greves,

(5 -ys), 5-7 greeves, 6-7 greives, grieves, [a.

OF. grief
, gref miLSC.,vbl. sb. f grever to Grieve

The form with v in the, smg. may be from OF.
gneve, greve fem., of the same etymology ]

+ 1 . Hardship, suffering; a kind, or cause, of

hardship or suffering Obs
a 1225 Ancr R. 392 Ne muhte he mid lesse gref habben

aredus? a syta Cm sorM 17228 Iesu wit mi flexsli lust

to fill forget 1 oft Jiine greues gi ill 1382 Wyclif i Esdr
11 29 To kmgis greeues ben bom in £1386 Chaucer
Shipman's T 127 Tel me of youre grief Parauenture I yow
may in youre meschief Conseille or helpe. 1435 Misyn
Fire of Love 1 ix 17 pe pore in body with hongyr, Jnrst,

cald & nakydnes & oper greuys of pis warld is noyed.
c 1440 Bone Mor, 1245 Syr, ye muste wende home wyth
me Hyt schall turne yow to no grefe a 1450 Fysshynge
w Angle (1883) 2 Sucne gievys & meny oper the hunter
hapeth 0x550 Disc Common Weal Eng. (1893) 2 That
gentlemen feele moste greef by this derthe X575 Gamut.
Gut ton v 1, If it be counted his fault, besides all his

greeues When a poore man is spoyled, and beaten among
theeues Then I confess my fault herein x6x6 W Haig
Let in J Russell Haigs vii (r88i) 156 Pardon a poor man
much distracted with the grief of this place [the tolbooth]

1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 182 Want of Breath, Fear,
Anger, Vexation, and all the other Griefs attending such
an injurious Treatment.

+ 2. Hurt, harm, mischief or injury done ’or

caused by another ; damage inflicted or suffered ;

molestation, trouble, offence Obs.
c 1330 R Brunne Chrott. (1810) 91 Neuer bifor in Wales

was aon so grete greue. 1340-70 Alex, Sf Dtnd 50 Whan
pet sien the seg wip so manye ryde, pei were agrtsen of his

grym, and wende gref thohe X390 Gower Conf. II 324
His moder wiste well she might Do Tereus no more greve
Than slee his child £1460 i owneley Myst xu 53 Cryst
saue vs ffrom alle myschefys ffrom those mens grefys That
oft ar agans vs 1475 Bk, Noblesse 7 To be venged for

dammage or gnefe done by another. 1513 Dolglas Aineis
xiii 1 25 To implor forgifnes of all greiff 1584 Powel
Lloyd's Cambria 354 These be the greefes done by the
Englishmen,

f b. A wrong or injury which is the subject of

formal complaint or demand for redress ;
= Griev-

ance 1 b. Also, a document containing a formal

statement of the grievance. Obs
In. quot 1839 prob a mere Gallicism
c 1420 Lydg Assembly Gods 47 That Diana and Neptunus

myght haue audience To declare her greefe of the gret

offence To theym done by Eolus, whereon they compleynyd
1472 Presentm Junes in Surtees Misc (1888) 22 Thes are

h° grefis bk xij men fendes defectyffe 150a Arnolde Chron.
(1811) p xvu, The answere by my Lorde of Wynchestere
vnto y° greffe of my Lorde off Glocetyre 1538 m Vtcary’s
Anat (1888) App in ill 159 It ys agreed that the War-
deyns. shalbe here vpon tuysday next commyng, & there

shewe theyre gryeff 1596 Shaks i lien IV, iv m 42 The
King hath sent to know The nature of your Griefes. 1605

Nottingham Rec IV 274 A meetmge snalbe had here that

the Burgesses may then prefer theyr gteifes a 1651 Cal-
derwood Hist Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) III 725 The greeves

which Secretary Walsingham presented to the King [1839
Tunes 30 Mar in Spirit Mctrop Conserv Press (1840) 1

xa6 For the settlement of more solid and lasting griefs be-

tween the nations, measures of corresponding magnitude
and decision must be reasonably executed.]

f 3 Gravity, gnevousuess (of an offence) Obs
1494 Fabyan Chron vu ccxxx 262 Some of the foresayde

prj soners he put to deth, and some he dishereted, after y°
grefe of theyr offense

+ 4. Feeling of offence ; displeasure, anger. Obs.

a 1300 CursorM 8405 (Cott ) pof salamon mi sun he yong
He es wis and o redi tung, pat neuer serued grefe ne grame
c 1340 Ibid. 7663 (Trin ) And efte pe fend ful of greef

Trauailed pe kyng to mischeef. c 1400 Destr Troy 6440 For
all the grefe of po grekes, & pe grete pronge, Was no led

might bym let, pof nom lotlie were 15*3 Douglas AEneis
1 1, 18 Is thair sic grief in hevinlie myndis hie? 1535 Bp
Shaxton Let to Cromwell in Strype Lccl Mem I App. lxi

149 Yet perceive I right manifestly your grief towards me
C1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 245 He spoke not thois

wordes in any greiff, but rather in booide c 1573 dbid 261

Hard the said Rauffe caule the said Rosse slave in greiff

+ b Phrases. To take in {on, to) grief to take

offence at . see also Agrief To take grief with
(a person) • to be displeased with. WitJm.it g> tef.

without being offended or annoyed ; without grudg-

ing. Obs
c 1300, etc [see Agrief]. c 1325 Deo Gratias 35 in E E.

P. (1862) 125, I prey pe take hit nouht in greue c 1340

Cursor M 10967 (Laud) Zakarie seid with-outyn greve

Thise tydyngges may I not leve c 2400 Gamelyit 313 And
seidese be welcome with outanygreue C1420 SirAmadace
xxx, Code Sirs, take nogte on greue, For je most noue take

gour leue cx430 Syr Tryarn 1x9 That ys me wondur lefe,

Wherefore taketh hyt to no grefe 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm
Par Matt xm 36-43 Jesus without any griefe [L mini
gravatus’] declared it playnely «i553“ Royster D v iv

(Arb ) 82,

1

beseech you, take with me no greefe I did a
true man’s part, 'not'wishyng your repreefe

f 5. A bodily injury or ailment ; a morbid
affection of any part of the body

;
a sore, wound

;

a blemish of the skin ; a disease, sickness. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth DeP R v lxiv (1495) 182 Somtvme
the greyffes of the skynne come of a cause that is wythm

2481 Caxton Mprr in x 153 Nature may not suffre . the
sodeyn agrauacions ne griefs, of whiche by theyr folyes they
trauaylle nature 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxxn (1870) 295
For suche thynges causyth the grefe [epilepsy] to come the
offcer c 1550 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) Fvuj, To put
away the wrinkles out of the face and alt other gieefe 156a
Turner Baths Pref , In the tyme of bathinge in certayne
men certayn grefes and diseases aryse, 1567 Harman
Caveat (1879) 55 Fayre skynned witnoute anye spot or
greffe 1579 Lyte Dodoens 1 lxx 104 The seede . is good
to be stroked or applied unto hoate griefes of the joynts
1606 Bryskett Civ Life 5 Rather to preuent sicknesse,

then for any present gnefe, I had begunne a course to
takesome physicke. 1691 WoodA th. Oxoit I 392 Cancerous
Ylcers also seise on this part (the Lipp) &c This grief
hastned the end of Mr. Harriot 1706 Land Gas No
4200/4 Off Leg Joint above the Fetter-lock largej hard
swell’d, old Grief 1727 Bradley Fam Diet s v Foul, A
Swelling and Gnef like unto this, breeding between the
Clees of the Cattle
transf. 1570 Dee Math Pref 23 Theophrastus affirmed,

that, by Musike, griefes and diseases of the Mmde might
be cured

f b. The seat of disease , the diseased part ; the

sore place. Obs.

1577 Frampton Joyful News n (1596) 36 The Leaues of
this Tabaco being laid hotte vpon the gnefe taketh away
the pames therof 1610 Markham Master

p

11 cxxxi 434
Mixe these with vinegar, and apply it to the griefe 1624
Capt Smith Virginia n 34 For swellings they vse small
eeces of touchwood which pricking on the griefe they
ume close to the flesh

•j* 0 . Physical pam or discomfort. Obs.

2509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 81 Clawe he his backe
that feeleth itche or greue 1544 Phaer Regwt Life (1553'

F vy b, The griefe, which the pacient feleth in his backe
1596 DALRYMPLEtr Leslie's Hist. Scot hi 184 Mair throuch
sturt and dolour ofmynd, than throuch greife of hiswoundes
1608-33 Bp Hall Medit (1851) 09 The tenderness of the
part adds much to the grief 1621 Burton Anat. Mel 1.

111 11 11, Hardnes and gnefm the left Hypocondry.

7. Mental pam, distress, or sorrow. In mod.
use in a more limited sense : Deep or violent

sorrow, caused by loss or trouble ; a keen or bitter

feeling of regret for something lost, remorse for

something done, or sorrow for mishap to oneself

or others.

13 EE AHit P A. 86 The adubbemente of JjO downez
dere Garten my goste al greffe for-gete c 1350 Will
Palemt 2473 So glad was he ]>anne, |>at na gref vnder god
gayned to his loye. £1400 Destr Iroy 13957 VUxes With
gronyng and greue gert hym to stynt. 1413 Ptlgr Sowle
(Caxton 1483) iv xx, 66 How may myn eyen . Restreyne
them for to sliewen by wepyng Myn hertes greef 1554
Coverdale Hope Faiihf xxxi (1574) 221 Tediousnesse and
grefe runneth customably with saturation or fulnesse 1568
H B tr P Martyr’s Comm Rom ix 237 b, Gnefe (as

sayth Cicero . ) is a dissease which vexeth the mind, and it

u taken by reason of the euill which semeth to be already

at hand, and to be present 1592 Shaks Rom 4- Jill v 111

211 Griefe of my Sonnes exile hath stopt her breath 161*
Chapman Wtddowes T, Plays 1873 III 54 Then Gneues
that sound so lowd, prone alwaies light 1632 Lithgow
Trav v. 198 Before my arnvall in Aleppo, the Caravan was
from thence departed, which bred no small gnefe in my
breast 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1 5 He confesseth it with
much greife 1716 Addison Drummer It. 1, There is a real

gnef and there is a methodical gnef 1756 Burke Subl. Sr

B 1 v
3
If the object of pleasure be totally lost a passion

arises in the mind, which is called grief 1760-72 H Brooke
Fool of Quality (1809) II. 112 Mrs. Tirrel was plentifully

pouring forth her tears, for grief of having found him in

that condition 18x7 Byron Manfred 1 1. 9 Grief should

he the instructor of the wise, x8zi Joanna Baillie Basil

v 111, Woman’s gnef is like a summer storm, Short as it

violent is 1883 Ouida Wanda I 36 Their father died of

nef for his eldest son 1888 F. Hume Mad Midas 1 1, He
id not show much outward grief

personified 1822 B Cornwall Flood of Thessaly 11 281

Joy is slow believed, where gnef hath lived Long a familiar,

b. A cause or subject of grief

*535 Coverdall Proo xvu 25 An vndiscrete sonne is

a grefe [so x6xx] vnto his father 1770 Goldsm Des Vill

57 A time there was, ere England s griefs began 1886

Ruskin Prxlenta I v. 167 As fate would have it, they had
the one gnef of having no children

8 a. Phr. To come to grief, to meet with

disaster
;

{Sporting) to have a fall
,

to fail, prove

abortive. So to bring to grief. Chiefly colloq
,

somewhat rare in dignified use

1854 Thackeray Newcomes I x 107 We drove on to the

Downs, and we were nearly coming to grief 1857 Kingsley
Two Y Ago xxi, As for coming to gnef, we’re on a good
errand .and the devil himself can’t harm us 186a T.

Shorter in Weldon’s Reg Aug 4 A People's College was
founded at Nottingham, but speedily came to grief 1873

Punch 25 Jan 41/1 The third Empue brought France to

grief 1883 Black Sliandon Bells xxvu, He pointed out

where the coal-smack had come to grief 1885 J, Martineau
Types Eth. Theory 1. 139 Hts logic qarne to grief.

b Sporting Accidents in steeplechasing or in

the hunting-field Also in Golf (see quot. 1897).

1891 Sportsman 28 Feb. (Farmer), The flag had scarcely

fallen than the grief commenced 1897 Encycl Sport I 472

Grief, when a player has played his ball into a hazard of any

description he is said to be in grief 1898 St James's Gaz
15 Nov. 6/1 [A pace sufficient] to test the condition of horses

and their riders and to bring about a considerable amount
of grief

9 attnb and Comb. a. simple attnb , as grief

-

-drop b, objective, as gnef-drinhng adj c.

instrumental, as grief-bowed, -distraught, -dulled

\

exhausted
,
-harmonized, -inspired

,
-oppressed, -rent,

-shot, -worn adjs. Also grief-muscles, a nan*
132-2
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given by Darwin to certain muscles concerned m
the facial expression of grief.

1839 Mary Hovrar Manets Pilgr xi 111 2 *Grief-bowed
and labour-spent 1844 Mrs Browning DuchessMay

\

xiv.

He in sooth is *grief-distraught 9 c x6oo Disti acted hmp
it t in Bullen 0 PI III 203 Charactred on everye syde
Of the *gripfe drinkmge paper. 1838 Eliza Cook Wot Id
vu 1 Though the eye may be dimmed with its *guefdrop
awhile a 1603 F Davison 111 Farr S P. Eliz 1.1845) II

319 My *gnef-dull’d heart 1768 C Shaw Address Night-
ingale vi 87 Till welcome death Shall kindly stop my
*gnef-exhausted breath 1827 Hood Hero $ Leander lxix,

Though heretofoie I have but set my voice 1 o some long
sighs, *gnef harmonized *764 Oxfotd Sausage 77 The
*grief-mspired Muse 187a Darwin Emotionsvu 185 Cases
of Hypochondria, 111 which the *grief-muscles were persist-

ently contracted 1824 T Flnby Font Temperaments iv 1,

*Grief-oppressed, unhappy man 1647 Herrick Hespendes
(1869) 419 To show a heait *guefrent 1607 Shaics Cor v
1 45 As a discontented Friend, *greefe shot With his vnkind-
nesse 1859 K Cornwallis Neva World I. 202 He looked
*gnef worn

t Grief, a and adv Obs Forms. 3 greif,

4 grefe, greue, greeffe [a OF gref.—L. gravis

(also grief'.—L. *grevis, later form of gravis,

influenced by levis light) heavy, Grave ]A adj Grievous, grave; troublesome, oppres-

sive
,

(of armour) ? formidable.
<21300 CursorM 27986 pis sin it es sua greif and god

wit gan pat it files par it es don or said 1303 R Brunnc
Handl Syime 10262 Here synne ys grefe pat bryngep a
trew man on a pefe f 1330 — Citron (1810) 138 If it so be,
ofScotlond skape a thefe, & till Inglond fie, als a felon grefe
1390 Gower Conf I 166 For it is an unwise vengeaunce.
Which to none other man is lefe, And is unto him selve grefe
C1440 Gtvw <5- Got 1262 Lordis laught thair lancis And
graithit thame to the gait, in thair greif geir 1520 Caxton'

s

Citron Eng 111 21 b/i Whiche worke he ended in 2 yere
and 4 monethes and that with greve impedymentes.
B adv Grievously, excessively.

c 1400 Destr 1 roy 3044 Hir nose was nobly shapyn,
Noght growen to grete ne to grefe smalle c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb ) xxiv its He fell greeffe seke [F. tl theust en mala-
die] and feled wele pat he myght no3t couer of pat sekeness

Griefful (grif|ful), a Forms : 4 greful, 5-7
greefull, 6-8 grieffull, (6 grefull, grefful,

grxeful(l, gre(e)fe-ful, griefeful(l, grievefull),

6, 9 griefful. [f. Grief sb + -ful.] Painful,
sorrowful, *j* grievous
«i3°° CursorM 13x84 (GOtt ) Bot pis dede was seld ful

dere, be mening 3eit lastis bi jere, wid a greful [Colt
greithful] uengance *1x489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon lx

251 The wounde of Rycharde was soo gieefull to see that it

was pyte to beholde. c 1530 Ld Berners Arth Lyt Bryl
(18x4) 20 It is grefull to me to leue your companye 1361
Norton & Sackv. Gorboditc 1. 1 (Shaks Soc

) 97 And nowe
the daie renewes my gnefull plamte 1602 Marston An-
tonio's Rev tt 111, The most greefull, despairing, wretched
[etc] 1x1649 Drumm of Hawth Hist Jos III, Wks
(1711) 42 To deliver this gnef Full body to the rest ofa desired
grave 174a Collins Ode to Fear 27 The grief-full Muse
address’d her infant tongue. x868 Browning Ringty Bk vi

704 The same great, grave, griefful air x88a Daily News
21 Apr 5/7 The stern reality of a, guefful parting

Hence Grie'ffully adv.
a 1400-50 Alexander 973 (Dublin MSI And grettes for
hym als grefully [Aslim MS greuously] as he hym gettyn
hed 1560 Daus tr A leidauc's Lamm 153 He is in dede very
sory, but yet taketh the matter lesse greifefully, forasmuche
as the thmge hath fortuned throughe another mans faulte,
and not his

[Griefliead . see List of Spurious Words ]
Griefless (grf fles), «. [f. Gbief sb. + -mbs ]

Fiee from grief

1552 Huloet, Griefeles or sorowles 1566 Gascoigne
Iocastan 1,

1

graunte I can not gneflesse, well beholde My
fathers pallace 1843 Tail's Mag X 311 Unmurmuring,
griefless, watching 1847 S Dobell Musing on a Victory

,

Grapd And griefless as a rich man’s funeral 1882 Swinburne
Tristram ofLyonesse 6 The griefless ghost of gnef
Hence Grieflessness, gnefless condition,
1371 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxii. 3 Hee betokeneth not

greeflesnesse or blockishnesse 1374 tr Marlorat's Apoca-

lips 34 Greeflesnesse is thoughte too bee a signe of Desper-
atenesse 1886 Sidgwick Outl Hist. Ethics u § 16 8x
The gneflessness which the sage was conceived to maintain
amid the worst tortures

t Gne’fly, adv Obs. [f Gbief a + -it 2
.]

Grievously, ‘sadly’

you
people XS77 T Kendall Flowers of Eptgy 20 By'this
my troublous toyle and grefe, and gnefly pinchyng paiue
[Gnefly, a see List ofSpurious Words."]

t Grie fsome, a Obs rare-1
[f. Gbief sb

+ -some. Cf. Gbievesome ] Causing grief, dis-

tressing

1633 Hayward tr. Btondis Banish’d Virgin 209 He re-
solved to get her thence to some other place lesse gnefe*
some and lesse odious

Grieko, variant of Grego
Grien, Gnmesse, obs. ff Green-

, Greenness.
Gries, obs pi of Ghee sb 1

Griese, -ly, obs forms of Gbeoe, Grisly
Grieshoch (grfjax)* *&• Also greeshoch,
gnesehoeh. [a. Gael grlosach embers, f. grios,
grls heat,] ‘ Hot embers

;
properly those of

peats or moss-fuel ’ (Jam.).
180a Scott Mmstr. Scott Bord, I Introd 83 Gang a’ to

your beds, Sin, and dinna put out the wee gneschoch
(embers). x8x8 — Hrt. Midi li, I saw the leaves the

limmers had lain on, and the ashes of them
,
by the same

token, there was a pit greeshoch purning yet x88x Miss
Latfan in Macm Mag XLIV 386 From the grieshoch,
which was as she had left it that morning, she perceived the
faintest possible glow

Gnesly, obs. form of Grisly, Grizzly
Griessmg, obs form of Grecing.
Griest, obs foim of Grist sb 1

Griesy, variant of Griuy Obs ,
grisly

Griet, obs. form of Greet v 2
, Grit sb l

t Grie’VaTble, a Obs [a. OF grevable, f.

grever to Grieve
] Causing grief or pain , dis-

tressing, hurtful, injurious.

1390 Gower Coiif II, ix There is a vice full grevable
r

Io
him, which is therof coulpable c 1440 Ashby Diet Phil
(E E 1 S )q2/io8g It is of goode and noble discrecion
That can suffer aduei[si]tise gieueable 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 426 b/2 The waye is to the right greuable by cause that
thou knowest not the contreye c 1300 Melustne xxiv 192
Ihinke you not that the thinge which is acustomed of
long tyme be lesse greuable than that thing which is newly
lerned?

Grievance (grr
-
vans). Forms 4-6 grevaunce,

(5 -awnce, -ons), 4-7 grevance, (5 -ans(e, 7
greevance), 6- grievance, [a OF grevance

,

grievance

,

f grever to harm, Grieve see -ance ]

f 1 The infliction of wrong or hardship on a
person; injury, oppression, a cause or source of
injury Obs
*21300 Cursor M 27823 (Cott. Galba) Couatyse es ane

euil syn pat mikel greuance gers bygm c 1386 Chaucer
Mehb r 520 If a man of gretter myght and strengthe than
thou art do thee grevaunce, studie and bisye thee rather to
stille the same grevaunce, than for to venge thee 1300
Gower Conf III 34 The bodely deltces alle Unto the
soule done gresaunce c 1400 Destr. Troy 5034 And all

giltes [ben] for-gyffen & greuans of old c 1440 Prontp.
Parv. 211/1 Grevawn[c]e, or offence, or trespace, offensa,
aggra[va]»ien 1523 Ld Berners Froiss I cclxxxvi 427
The frenchmen kepte good company with their prisoners,
and raunsomed them courtesly, without any greuaunce to

them. 1609 Bible (Douay) Song 3 Chtldr 27 The fire

touched them not at al, nor payned them, nor did them ante
grevance 1641 Protests Lords I 4 To the great and uni-
versal grievance of your people 1684 H More Answ xgo
To the much grievance and oppression of the people. 1720
Pope Iliadxxn 159 The Wife with-held, the Treasure ill-de-

tam’d (Cause of the War, and Grievance of the Land), With
honourable Justice to restore 1763 Blackstone Comm
1 vu 244 If the consequence of that exertion be manifestly
to the grievance or dishonour of the kingdom 1768 Sterne
Sent Journ. (1778) II 127 (Le Dimancke) Happy people 1

that sport away the weights of grievance which bow down
the spirit of other nations

1

2

The state or fact of being oppressed, injured,

or distressed
; trouble, distress; suffering, pain Obs

*2x300 Cursor M 23083 In mi greuance yee did me
gode 13 1Senyn Sag (W ) 2027 He . . tolde hem alle
his greuance X340 Hampole Pr Cause 2753 pai sal
haf a day {rare Als, mykel bitter payn or mare, Als a
man mught thole here of penaunce A yhere and fele
als mykel grevaunce C1386 Chaucer Ftankl T 213
Aurelius Hadde loued hire Best ofany creature . But neuere
dorste he tellen hire his greuance *1x420 Hoccleve De
Reg Prtnc. 1063 Povert hathe in hym selfynow grevaunce,
Withouten that that man hym more purcbace 1422 tr

SecretaSecret., Prtv Pnv (E E T S ) 196 Clothis, wodde,
and colie by the wych he myght escape wythout empeyre-
ment the grevaunce of the wyntyr c 1460 Towneley Myst.
ill 58 Sex hundreth yens ana od haue I liffj d with grete
gre\ ance. C1586 C’rass Pembroke Ps cxxi iv, The
moony vapours Shall not cast any mist to breed thy grev-
aunce 1392 Shaks Rom 4- Jul r 1. 163 See where he
comes.. lie know his greeuance, or be much denide

„ 3. A circumstance or state of things which is felt

to
>

be oppressive. In mod. use, a wrong or hard-
ship (real or supposed) which is considered a
legitimate ground of complaint; something to
complain of.

1481 Caxton Myrr 111 vm 147 The fruytes ben other-
while sonner rype in one yere than in an othei, and more
assured of tempestes and other greuances. 1391 Shaks
Two Gent iv 111 37 Madam, I pitty much your grieuances.
x6oj> Daniel Civ

.

Wars iv lxxv, Future ill On present
soarings bruted to aryse, That farther grieuances mgender
will 1649 Milton Eikon v Wks (1847) 288/1 They undid
nothing m the state but irregular and grinding courts, the
maine grievances to be removed 166 1 Bramhall Just
Vtnd vii 173 The hundred Grievances of the German
Nation proposed to the Popes Legate. 1688 Col Rec
Peunsylv I 226 As to y® Request ofy® Assembly for Relief
of Grievances 1717 Lady M W Montagu Let to Abbe
Conti 17 May, The war is a general grievance upon the
people. 1727 A Hamilton New Acc. h Ittd II xxxm. 16
One Day meeting me on the Green near the Fort, he stopt
me to relate his Grievances 1795 Burke Corr (1844) IV
3x0 It is a foolish language, adopted from the united Iash-
men, that theh grievances originate from England 1830
Keightley Hist Eng II 42 They sent to the King a
statement of their grievances x868 Freeman Norm Cong
(1876) II vu 124 In an early state of society any kind of
taxation is apt to he looked on as a guevance. 1882 A. W
Ward Dickens v 112 The length of Chancery suits was
a real public grievance 1883 C J Wills Mod Persia 367On being troubled by a pertinacious clergyman with many
grievances

+4 . A disease, ailment, hurt Obs
X377 Langl P PI B xii 61 Sapience .swellethamannes

soule, Ac grace is a grasse therof The greuaunces to abate
cx4no Maundev (Roxb) vui 32 pat schuld neuet hafe
swilke greuaunce ne disese of bam maie c 1430 Pilgr Lyf
Manhode 11 xxiv (1869) 84 Al be it she hath no greuaunce,
yet hath she displesaunce 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 v 11
Ulcers and grievances of the mouth 1634 W. WpoD New

Eng Prosp 1 lit, Many that haue come infirme out of Eng.
land, retai n e theirold grievances still 1761 Mrs F Sheridan
Sidney Bidulph II 279 The Bath surgeon declared it as
his opinion, tllat the complaint might be removed without
amputation, adding, that it was owing to wrong manage-
ment that the grievance had gone so far

’ *

f 5 . Displeasure, indignation, offence To take
m or to grievance, to lake grievance with to take
offence at. Obs (Cf Grief sb 4b)
c 1380 Sir Fernmb 258 Charlys was m his greuance,

stondyng among his feren c 1400 I wmne <5- Gaw 126, I
prai the tak to no gievance This kene katpmg of syr Kay
1426 I.ydg DcGuil Pilgr 10757 Grace dieu Wych ys,
sothly, evele apayd, And taketh gretly in greuaunce Ihe
maner off thy goveinaunce. 1523 Skelton Garl Laurel
1257 Yet sum there be therewith take grevaunce, And
grudge thereat with frownyng countenaunce

6 attnb and Comb
1860 Sat Rev IX 304/2 They are the men who hold

grievance-meetings about the parson’s surplice 1890 Spec-
tator 2 Aug, Ihe grievance-mongers will gather together
x8g6 Tablet 9 May 751 Ihose spoilt children of the State

are very busy just now in grievance making

Hence f One vancer, one who occasions a
grievance

,
one who gives ground for complaint.

1655 Fuller Ch Hist xi xvn § 4 r 12 Now no day
passed, wherein some petition was not presented against
the Bishops as grand guevancers

Grieve (grfv), sb. Foims (sense 1) 1 greefa,

4 A greff, 6, 8 greve, 7 greeve, 7-9 greave

,

•SV (sense 2) 6 greif, greive, 8- grieve, (9greeve)
[The Sc and northern gt teve {greve) is the normal
repr of ONorthumb grdfa — WS ysrdfa (see
Reeve) The later forms under 1 a are literary

adaptations of the OE term, prob under the
influence of the northern word Cf. Grave sb 3

]
1 . a A governor of a province, town, etc. Now

only Hist — Sheriff, f b. = Grave sb.3 Ohs
a c 930 Lmdtsf Gosp Matt xxvm 14 Gif 81s gehered

bi8 from 8en gioefa [Rnshw fceroefe] we ge trewaS him— Mark xv 5 Se haelend noht geondsuarede suae Jwette past
he woei e awundrad se groefa [Rushw groefa] [c xt8o Leg
Edw Conf m Ihorpe Laws I 456 Greve autem nomen est
potestatis, apud nos autem mchil melius videtur esse
quam prefectura Est enim multiplex nomen

,
greve emm

dicitur de scira, de wapentagus, de hundredo, de buigis,
de vilhs ] a 1400 Burgh Laws xix (Sc Stat I), pe borow
greff [ong preepositus] 1629 Dekker Land Tentpe (Percy
Soc) 42 In the time of Edward Confessor, the chiefe ruler
of the citty was called Reeve, Greeve, or Portreeve 1708
I7emits de la Ley 374 Greve, Praepositus, is a word of
Authonty and signifies as much as Comes or Vicecomes
1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax Ch (1845) II. xiv 346 The
instrument states that the bishop, with the aid of the
greave or sheriff, should extirpate all heathenish super-
stitions

b 1537 Par Acc Eiclesfield Boroyd off our lady grevys
to y bell castyng, xx" Off y® same grevys to y» Organs,
&l vj» viy 11 1607 in Morehouse Kirkburton # Graveslup
ofHolme 137 Against which day the Greave did command
all the inhabitants of Austonley to appear the tyme above
said

2 Sc and north The overseer, manager, or head-

workman on a farm
;
a farm-bailiff. (See also

quot 1893)
C1480 Henryson in BannatyneMS (Hunter Club) 151 This

awstrene greif answerit angirly, For thy cramping thow
salt baith cruke and cowre. 13x3 Douglas ASneis xin
Prol 161 Tyte on his hynis gaif the greif a cry, Awaik on
fut, go till our husbandry 1395 Duncan App. Etymol
(E D S.), Magister,

villae velpagi, a greiue X721 Kelly
Scot Prov 5 A good Grieve is better than an ill Worker
X799 J Robertson Agrtc. Perth 361 There is a number of
grieves, inspectors and overseers appointed m every little

district 1814 Scott Diary 6 Aug in Lockhart, He has

f
ot a ploughman from Scotland wlio acts as grieve 1842
I Stlphens Bk Farm (1851) II 611/2 Ihe grieve’s time

may be fully occupied elsewhere x868 Perlhsh Jrnl 18

June, Ihe Grieve on Westhall will show the Farm 1893
Northumbld Gloss

,
Greeve, Gnevc, an overseer, an under-

steward It is generally applied to a resident agent who
has cha'rge of property in his locality

Grieve (grfv), v Forms 3-6 greve, (4
greven, grevye, grevi, greife), 4-5 gref, 4-6
gxewe, 5 grevyn, grefe, 5-6 Sc greif(f, 4-7
greeve, (7 gnve), 6- grieve, [a. F. grever —
popular L *grevdre (see Grief a

)

= class L
gravdre, f. gravis heavy, Grave a ]
+

1

trans. To press heavily upon, as a weight

,

to burden Only in pass. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 260 Nuneb ye hede pet youre herten ne by
ygreued ne y-charged of glotounie ne of dronkehede 1382

Wyclif Matt xxvi 43 And eftsone he came, and foonde
hem slepynge

, forsothe her ejen weren greued — 1 Tint

v 16 If ony feithful man hath widewis,vndir mynistre he to

hem, that the chirche be not greuyd

+b. To make heavy. Obs. rare~l
.

1382 Wyclif x Macc vm 31 Whi hast thou greeujd
[L gravasti ] thy Jock vpon oure freendis?

+ 2 . Of persons . To harass, trouble, vex, gall by
hostile action

,
to oppress-, to do wrong, hurt, or

harm to Obs.

1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 11815 Clerkes. pat hulde wip sir

simon, he greuede mamon, a 1300 Cursor M 4076 (GiStt

)

Enuye pat had til him sua strang, pai soght him ay to greue

with wrang 1340 Ayeid> 39 pe ualse playneres pet makep pe

ualse bezechmges and zechep pe ualse wytnesses uor to

greui opren. 1377 Langl P PI B x 204 Alle that lakketh

vs or lyeth vs oure lorde techeth vs to louye And noujt to

greuen hem that greueth vs <1x400 Maundev (1839) xxi

229 Als long as 3ee ben bounden to gedere in Loue, 111
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Trouthe, & in gode Accord no man schall ben of powere to
reue Jou a 14S0 Knt dc la iouy (186S) roi To vse and
epe honeste lyf, and to loue and kepe in ryght his peple,

and not greue them as Roboam dyd c 1450 Merltn 186
Moche thei greved the hethen peple with alle theire power
151a Act 4 Hen VIII, c 1 § 1 Nother pile blokhouse ne
Bulwork is made to gieve orannoye theym at their landyng
*523 Ld Berners Froiss I xlvn 68 The whiche garyson
hadae greuyd sore the towne of Cambray. 1559 Mirr.
Mag , Owen Glendour xiv, 1 o greve our foe he quyckely to
me sent Twelve thousand Frenchmen 1616 R C Tunes'
Whistle iv 1506 What will he doe to thee, which seekst to
grieveWith an oppressourshand the innocent ! 1651 Hobbes
Leviath 1 iv 13 Seeing nature hath armed living creatures,
some with teeth, some with horns, and some with hands, to
grieve an enemy, it is but an abuse of Speech, to grieve him
with the tongue
absol a 1300 CursorM 7233 pare es nan sagiet mai greif

Als traitur dern and priue theif 1303 Langl P PI C
xii 134 Loue is a lykynge thyng, and loth for to greue

fb. Ofnon-personal agents : To bring trouble

or harm to (a person)
; to cause damage to (a

thtng) Ol>s

a 1300 CursorM 7072 pat werre pat greued al bath ner and
ferr c 1330 R Brunne Citron (18x0) 71 Our fredom that day
for euer toke pe Ieue, For Harald it went away, his falshed
did vs greue 1300 Gower Conf II 213 He shall wel finde
his covetise Shall sore greve him ate laste. c 1440 York
Myst xxn 54 per was neuere dede pat euere he dide pat
greued hym warre 148* Caxton Myrr 11 xxxi 127 Adam
was deceyued by thapple that he ete, whiche greued alle
humayne lignage. 154a Lam.

fl-
Piteous Treat in Harl.

Misc (Malnam) I 235 That no tempeste of the see maye
once vexe, greue, or trouble enye ship 1574 tl Littleton's
Tenures 94 a, A disseisin and discent y* is matter in dede
shal not so grieve him yl was disseised when he was out of
the realme

1 3. To do bodily hurt or harm to (a person)
; to

injure (a thing) mateually. 06s
1297 R Glouc (Rolls) App X 6 Her lip kenelm of his

heuede bireued pat poru his soster Sc pe steward so was
igreued c 1340 CursorM 20960 (Fairf) pe nedder of venum
patwas strange nogt hnn greued wip hir stange, 1390 Gower
Conf III 115 There [i e. Egypt] no stormy weder falleth,
Which nnghte greve man or beste c 1420 Pallad on Hush.
iv 24 Whan tyme is hoot, putte on hem [vines] softe at eue
Good water oft, that they may ete and drinke, And bolde
hem vppon hoot, that myght hem greue. 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 213/1 She lete make a strong poyson and gaf it to hir
brother But god kepte hym yl it neuer greuyd hym a 1330
Chnstts Kirke Gr xv. They girmtand lait gird with grainis,
Ilk gossip uder grievit 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1 vm. 34
Alwaies (saith Sir John Froysard) by light ofArmes a man
ought to gneue his Enemy. 1810 Scott Lady ofL 11 tx.
The graceful foliage storms may reave The noble stem they
cannot grieve.

f b. absol. To be materially hurtful or harmful.
1398 Trevisa Barth De P R vii xvm (1495) 235 Colde

thynges greue, and heete helpe yf the teeres comen of out-
warde cause 1323 Fitzherb Hush § 20 Theie be diuers
maner of wedes, as thistyls, kedlokes, dockes these be
they that greue mooste 1377 Northbrooice Dicing (1843)

39 As manye things are necessarie and needefull in man’s
lyfe, so taking in excesse and out ofseason annoy and gneue
much

+ 4. To cause bodily discomfort or pam to (a
person)

; to affect with para or disease 06s
a 1223 Ancr R 422 Hwon se beoS l-leten blod, }e ne

schulen don no ping, peo preo dawes, pet ou greue. c 1200
S. Eng Leg I 105/147 Euere sat pis Maide stille , it [the
torture] ne greuede hire no-ping a 1300 Cursor M, 11734
Lauerd, pis es a mikel hete, It greues vs, it es sua grete
Ibid 15657 pan eien war greued sua wit grete c 1373 Sc
Leg Saints

,
Paulies 759 His breth hym grewit mar & mate

CX400 Maundev (1839) il 11 That the Smelle scholde not
greve men that wenten forby c 1450 St Cuthlert (Surtees)
4120 pe same bolnyng pan him greued. 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 70 b/i He had so moche heere on his heed that it

greuyd hym to here 1333 Elyot Cast Helthe (1541) 1
Helth is the state of the body, wherein we he neyther
greved with peyne, nor lette from doinge our necessaiy
busmesse 1544 Phaer Regwt Life (1545) F vij, Somtymes it

[the liver] is greued by bloud into [read in to] moche abound-
ance, or by cnolerik humours 137* BosscwellA rmorte n r

17 This manner of Shooe greueth not, or vexeth the wearer
thereof on his feete 1389 Haven Health cxciv (1636)
177 Cholenck fumes, which both inflame the body and grieve
the head. iSoz West 1st Pt Symbol § 10a A, Al maner of
diseases, gnetes and sorances wherewith the said H is now
infected, gneued or trobled in^ y* raines, bladder [etc ]
[1781 Cowper Conversat, 600 A Christian’s wit is inoffensive
light, A beam that aids but never grfeves the sight ]

absol a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 13 It is a blessed
thinge to faste, for the more barme it dothe the faster, the
more is the merit., for, and the fast greued not, hit were not
merit

5 To affect with gnefor deep sorrow, f Formerly,
in wider sense To vex, trouble, or oppress men-
tally

, to cause pain, anxiety* or vexation to , to
annoy
a ia*s Ancr. R 236 Jifpe ueonde mid fondunge greue'S pe

sore, pu greuest him hwon pu etstondest a pusend siSe more
01300 Cursor M 2920 (Cott ) Abraham went him on pe
morn To pat sted And sagh pat [=what] can him sare
greue 136a Langl P PI. A v. 79 His gra.se and his
£ood hap greuep me ful sore ? 01400 Morte Arth 2538
Sir

,
sais syr Gawayne, * so me'Gode helpe 1 Siche glaue-

rande gomes greues me bot lyttille 1
1 c 1430 Hymns Virg

72 Jougpestaalc from me
, pat soore rrfe greuis

,
Age steelep

on me hope day and nygte. 1325 Ld Bernfrs Froiss II
clx [clvi ] 439 This synne greued greatly the conscience of the
duke of Irelande 01533 — Hnon xcv 309 Y* losse of
his good horse greuyth hym more than the losse of all
his men, 1373 G Harvey Letter-bk (Camden) 3, I had
cause to be greeved at it x6n Bible John xxi 17 Peter
was gneued [Gr eAvirij^n], because he said vnto him
the thud tune, Louest thou me? — Efh iv. 30 Gneue
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not [Gr. AvireiTe] the holy Spint of God. 1667 Milton
R A 11 887 Griev’d at his heart, when looking down he saw
The whole Earth fill'd with violence 1712 Lady M W
Montagu Lett (i860 I 200 People are seldom very much
grieved at misfortunes they expect. 1747 Doddridge Life
Col Gardiner 41 He was grieved to see human nature
prostituted to such low and contemptible pursuits 1833 Hr
Mahtineau Charmed Sea 1 6 The spirit of Taddeus was
grieved as much by his sister's injustice as by his own
remorse 1841 Lane Arab Nts I 74 He was grieved by
the corrupt speech of his son
With adv i860 PusrY Mm Profit 24 The Holy Spirit

they have grieved away
refl c 1380 Wyclii Whs (1880)372, I pray Sou here pat

3e greue 30U not all-poua I forgete not li3tly pe materialle
swerde [etc ] c 1500 Debate Carpenter's Tools 277 m Hazl.
E P P I 89 And greue 30U noLhmge at this songe, Bot
euer make mery 3our selue amonge 1330 Palsgr 575/1,
I greve my selfe moie with the felowe than he is worthe

Id. wipers or qaas\-impers with, subject it or
a substantive clause
c 1230HaliMetd 33 Jif pu him muche luuest & he let lutel

to pe hit greueo pe a 1300 Cursor M. 10443 (Gott
) It greuysme wonderly sale, I se pe Ieudy masuilkcaie ? 1370 Robt

Ctcyle 61 Me grevy th no3t c 13806V Pcrumb 262 Wel sore
him greuede pat pe kyng was angred fot ys sake c 1430
SyrGener (Roxb ) 4130 To part from hir it wold him gref
*S3° Palsgr. 575/r It greveth me to se hym in this case
1590 Sptnser F Q 11 x 29 That nought him griev'd to
beene fiom rule deposed downe. 1600 Shaks. A Y L v
II 22 Oh my deere Orlando, how ltgieeues me to see thee
weare thy heart in a scarfe 1611 Bible Ruth 1 13 It
grieueth me much for your sakes, that the hand of the Lord
is gone out against me 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673)84
Pare off the nnde, which is so beautiful, as it grieves us to
rob the fruit of such an ornament 1836 W. Irving Astoria
II 163 Much did it grieve the friends of that gentleman to
see him [etc ] 1852 Mbs Stowe Uncle Touts C. xxv. 239
It leally grieves me to have you be so naughty,

f 6. To make angry; to provoke to anger or re-

sentment
; to mcense, offend. Also pass., To be

angry with. Obs

.

a 1300 CursorM 1227 (Gott ) For bai him greued [Cott.
warryed, Fairf wrapet] wid pair dedis He paim forsoke in
all pan nedis. 13 EE Alht P B 302 Now god in nwy
to Noe con speke, Wylde wrakful woide3 in his wylle
greued c 1340 CursorM 18317 (Trin ) Him to greue [Gdtt
greme] hit is ful grille 136a Langl P PI A. vn 216, * I
wolde not greue god quod Pers, ‘ for al the gold on
ground ’ 1426 Audklay Poems 8 God and mon thou schalt
never greve. c 1460 7 ovmeley Myst xxx 128, I had leuer
go to tome yei tliryse on my fete Then forto grefe yonde
grome, . he lokys full grisly. 1535 Bp Shaxton Let to
Cromwell in Strype Eccl Mem I App lxi 151 Be not
grieved with them that for christen love admonish you, and
even pi ay for you. 1535 Coverdalk Ps. lxxviffi] 40 O how
oft haue they greued him in the wtldernesse 2 How many
a tyme haue they prouoked m the deserte? [1611 How oft
did they prouokc him in the wildernesse * and grieue him
in the desert. (The second vb. in the Heb. usually means
‘ to distress, afflict ’

)]
impersonal 1390 Gower Conf III 246 It had hem

greved Ayein a folk, which thanne lught The Gabiens

f b. rejl. To grow angry. Obs.
1377 Langl. P PI B Prol 139 Thanne greued hym a

gofiardeys a glotoun of wordes Ibid vn 318 He greueth
hym ageines god, and gruccheth ageines resoun.

+ 7. mtr. To feel annoyance or anger. Obs.
a 130a Cursor M, 5949 Qucn pharaon sagh rest and stund,

His nert wex gret and gan to greue. c 13^0 Pari Three
Ages 182 This gome alle in graye greued with this wordes,
And sayde, ‘ felowe pou fonnes full 3enie * Ibid 194,

8 To feel grief
;
to be mentally pained or dis-

tressed ; to sorrow deeply. Const, at, for, over

,

or to witlx inf., occas with cognate obj.

13 [see Grieving vbl sb 2] 1598 Tofte in Shahs C
Praise 25 They seemde to grieve, but yet they felt no care

1599 Marston Sco Viliam

e

m vm 21a, I doe sadly grieue,
and inly vexe, To viewe the base dishonour of our sexe
1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist Fr (1678) 10 They exceed-
ingly grieved to see him so much fallen 1667 Milton P L.
xi 754 1684 Contempt Stale Man 11 iv (1699) 163 Let those
grieve and be melancholy who have no hope of Heaven 1816
Byron ChildeHarotdui 27 Grieving, ifaught inanimate e'er
grieves, Over the unreturning brave 18x9 Shelley Ceuci
iv iv 11 ,

1

grieve thus to distress you, but the Count Must
answer charges of the gravest import. 1830 Tennyson
Song, ‘A spirit haunts' il, My whole soul grieves At the
moist rich smell ofthe rotting leaves 188a H S Holland
Logic Sf Life (1885) 119 We cannot grieve the holy grief
that comes only to the pure in heart 1884 Pae Eustace
.22 He grieved for the gentle young wife who had been
taken from him
transf 1794 Mrs Radcliffe Myst. Udolfho 1, The long-

haunted bower, where the nightingale gueves. 0 1861 T.
Woolner My BeautifulLady (1B63) 58 To you the wind
but sobs and grieves Wailing with the streaming leaves,

b t/ans To feel or show grief at or for; to

regret deeply, poet
1598 Drayton Heroic Ep xvi 152 Sorrow doth utter

what it still doth gne\e 1622 Fletcher Sea Voy. 1 1,

Most miserable men, I greive their fortunes. 1676 Dryden
Aurettgs iv 1 1577 ’Tis little to confess your Fate I grieve
1718 Prior Solomon it 46 Till from the Parian isle, and
Libya’s coast, The mountains grieve their hopes of marble
lost 1725 Pope Odyss vn 297 Howe’er the noble, suff’rmg
mind, may grieve Its load of anguish, and disdain to live.

1871 Browning Balaustion 530 Nor any dipt locks strew
the vestibule, Though surely these drop when we grieve the
dead.

Grieve, var Gbeave* Obs
;
obs f. Gbeave 2

Grieved (grfvd),ppl a. [f. Grieve v + -ed 1
]

fl. Harassed, troubled, oppressed. Obs
1627 Drayton Agincourt, etc 68 The greeued people thus

their ludgements spend, Of these strange Actions what
should be the end. 1682 (title) The Sad and Lamentable

cry of Oppression and Cruelty in the City of Bristol. Re-
lating to the persecution of certain dissenting jprotestants in
some passages most notorious to the grieved inhabitants of
the said City.

b. (Usu following the sb.) = Aggrieved 2 7 Obs
1621 Elsing Debates Ho Lords App (1870) 136 To resti-

tucionofcertaine persons greved 1647N Bacon Disc Govi
Eng. 1 xxiv (1739) 41 In case of injustice or error, the party
grieved had liberty ofappeal 1768 Blackstone Comm III
160 The usual application of this forfeiture is either to the
party grieved, or else to any of the king’s subjects in general
1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II. 60 The person grieved may
relieve himself.

*t* 2 Afflicted with pain or disease. Obs,

1577 Ytcary's Auat Ep Ded (1888) 8 Those poore and
greeued creatures . do knowe the profite of this Art [Ana
tomy] to be manyfblde. 1590 Bakrough Meth Phisick 211
You must sprmckle the gneued place with old vineger and
oile of roses mixed 1612 Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653)

3 Use wine and hony to foment the grieved part. 1689
Moyle Sea Chyrurg h xvm 72 Foment the grieved part
with hot Spmtm mm Communis

f3 Irritated, incensed, made angry Obs
c 1340 Cursor M 6537 (I’m ) So greued [other texts

menged] he wex in his mode He myjt saye euel ne gode
c 1400 Sege Jerusalem (E E. T S ) 31/553 As greued grif- _

founs }>ei girden in samen Spokly her speres C1440
Ptomp Paw 211/2 Grevyd, or a-greuyd yn wrethe, ag-
gravatus.

4. Affected with grief, vexed, afflicted, troubled
or distressed in mind.
1586 Q Eliz. in Leycester Corr (Camden) 209 Your gnevid

and woundid mynd hath more nede of comfort then reproof
1604Middleton Witch iv 1 (1778) 76Thegrievedst lady that
was ere be-sett With stormes of sorrowes, or wild rage of
people 1633 P Fletcher Poet Misc 130 Sleep grieved
heart and now a little rest thee 1667 Milton/1 L iv 28
Sometimes towards Eden his grievd look he fixes sad
1738 Lillo Marina 11 1 25 Her griev’d Sire Shall curse the
cruel fates 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1 1,

1

do not wonder you
are too grieved to listen to reason now. 1896 Daily News
21 Apr 6/6 The grieved mother suffered several strokes of
apoplexy

Hence Grie'vedly adv
, + Gne-vedness.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps h 19 The spirit of greeved-
nesse and the broken or soryhavt 1892 Century Mag June
267 'Ain’t that child to sleep yet?’ she asked grievedly

+ (xrie’vement . Obs nonce-ivd. In. 7 griev-
ment. [f. Grieve v. + -ment ] A hurt, injury

1708 T Ward Eng Ref 1 92 His Battels won and great
Atchievments, Wounds, Druses, Bangs, and other Gncv-
ments

Griever (grf var). [f. Grieve 77.+-ER1 .]

1 1. One who molests or troubles another , the
causer of a grievance. Obs.
1598 Florio, Grauatore a grieuer 1625 Turner Let to

the Speaker in Rushw. Hist Colt (1659) I. 219 ,

1

chose out
some few, not because they were greater, or more known
Grievances, but because they did seem to direct us to find
out the Griever, or the first Cause 1660 R. Coke Power fl-

Subj 207 If any feel himself giieved, molested or mquieted
the same molesters, grtevers or inquesters [sic] have and

incur the pains and punishments contained in the statute.

2. A person or thing that grieves or distresses.

1641 Hammond Chr Obhg Peace vii (1649) *73 There is

not a sinne a greater waster of conscience, griever and
quencher of the spmt.
3. One who feels or shows gnef.
1819 Crabbe T. of Hall xx 287 Nor should romantic

grievers thus complain 185a Tupfer Proverb Philos 363
Griever at neglect, hear me to my comfort

4 One who has a grievance, nonce-use
1830 Gen P. Thompson Exerc (1842) I 253 But the

grievers who aie aggrieved by the grievances shall not ad-
journ or alter time or place of meeting.

Grieveship (grf vjip). [f Grieve sb. + -ship ]
A district under the charge of a grieve.

1711 Hearne Collect (OHS) III 138 Chfton, a free

Grieveship, within the Maner of Conmgsbrough 1883
Longm Mag Apr 646 The sheriff, or highestco-nty official,

is really the shire grieve; and the county is a grieveship

x8c)7J C Hodgson Hist Northumbld IY. 76 The gneve
ships, which are now seven in number, are in almost all

respects similar to the townships of other parishes.

t Grie’vesome, a. Obs. [f Grieve v. + -some.

Cf. Griefsome.] Distressing, painful Hence
Qxie vesomeness.
1568 H Bollinger tr P. MartyAs Comm Rom. ix 237 b.

Anye misfortune, that is not customable gneuesome [printed
grieuosome] vnto vs 1583 T. Watson Centune of Loue
Ixiv. (Arb ) xoo Layinge open the long continued grieue-
somnes of his misery of Loue Ibid Ixxxv. 121 With gtieu-
some wars, with toyles, with storms betost.

Grieving (gri viq), vbl. sb [f. Grieve v. +
-INO 1

] The action of the vb Grieve.
1. From trans. senses of the vb . The act of

causing grief, t oppressing, troubling, paining, etc.

f Also, a painful affection of the body (obs ).

1375 Barbour Bruce vm 510 Alt the lafe He tuk, and
gaf thame dispending, And send thame hame, but mar
greving. 1398 Tkevisa Barth De P R xvm ix (1495)

759 The serpent Ophites hath as many manere of brennynges
and greuynges as he hath speckles and colours Ibid xix
xhv 886 It bredith many greuynges in the body c 1400
Destr. Troy 8535 Comaundand hatcomly, ashiskynd fader,

By all hor goddes so gret, & greuyng of hym, J>at he fare

shuld ne ferre, ne the feld entre 1523 Ld Berners Froiss
I. ccccxxvm 752 The noblemen and men of warre to be
payed their wages, without greuynge of any parte of the

kynges treasar 1617 Hifron Wks II 230 To the grieumg
of the godly 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq (ed 3) I v 297
There was nothing but grieving of the folk and spending
of money and emboldening of their foes.



GRIEVING.

2 From intr. senses The act of feeling or
showing grief, etc. + To take m grieving, to be
displeased or angry (obs )

13 EE Alht P B 159 Depe in mydoungoun Jjei doe!
euer dwellez, Greuing, & gretyng, & gryspyng fiai de c 1340
Cursor M 8800 (Tnn ) If we durst say 5011 sir kyng pat ge
toke not in greuyng 1633 P Fletcher Elisa 11 x, A
helplesse griefs sole joy is joylesse grieving *677 Gilpin
Demoml (1867) 430 To be under continual gnevings be-
cause of miscarnages, so that other things of outward en-
joyment cease to be pleasing 1711 Steele Sped. No 95
7 3 Tears shed without much Grieving 1834R M M'Ciieyne
in Mem (1872) I 34 What a blessed thing it is to see the
first gnevings of the awakened spirit 1882 G Meredith
Mod Love, etc, Juggling Jeny in, Easy to think that
grieving ’s folly, When the hand ’s firm as driven stakes 1

Grieving1

(grfyii)), ppl a [f. Gkieve v. +
-jkg^ ] a That causes grief, pain, or annoyance
b. That feels or expresses grief
c 1450 tr. De Imitations 1, xxii 28 All pese temporall godes

bijj more grevmge }»an esynge, for pei are neuere had
wiboute besynes and drede. 1611 Biule Ezek xxvui. 24
There shall be no moie a pricking briar vnto the house of
Israel, nor any gneumg thorne *72* Wodrow Corr (1843)
II* 593 The ship went off sooner than I expected, which was
not a little grieving to me 1791 Anna Seu ard Lett (18x1)
HI 54 If not so grieving, it is more mortifying 1807
Crabbk Parish Reg in 786 His grieving km for Rodger’s
smiles applied 1873 L Ffrguson Discomses 10 Your
spiritual condition is such as to be grieving to the Spirit
Hence Ghrie vingly adz/., in a grieving manner
1613 Shaks Hen VIII

,
1 1 87 Greeumgly I thinke, the

Peace betweene the French and vs, not valewes The Cost
that did conclude it 1891 F M. Wilson Printeron Brown-

125 She is leaving James Lee guevingly.

Grievous (gif vos), a F orms
:
4-6 grevous,

(4 -os, -es, 5 -own, -ose, ? -ours, ? -est, 6 -us), 4
grefeous, 5 greivos, grewo(u)s, 6 greveous, 6-7
greevous, 7 (9 dial.) gr(i)evious, 6- grievous
Also 5 grawous, gravewis [a. OF grevos, -(o)us

,

-eus, {. grever to Grieve With the formsgrawous

,

gravewis, cf. OF graveus (rare), med L gravosus,
it. and Sp. gravoso ]
+ 1 lhessmg heavily upon a person (or persons),
burdensome, oppressive. In later use only of
public burdens or grievances. Obs.
Such collocations as grievous burden survive in occasional

use, but the adj is apprehended in sense s
*3 Barium

<J- Jos 167 Jif her any Jnng be hat greuous
is to Pe i & we togedir ben, he lygter it schal be 1382
Vv 1 clip i Kings xii 4 The moost greuous 30k that he hath
putte on to vs — Matt xxm 23 Tho thmgis that ben
greuouser ofthelawe *426 in Sur tees Misc (1888) 10 De
charge is to me full hevy and grevous 1531 Tindall Eap
John (1537) 74 Hys coinmaundementes are not greueous.
1550 Latimer Sena at Stamford 1 90 Christ came to bung
us out of a greater burthen and a more greeuouser
burthen, the burthen of sinne 1593 Bilson Govt Christ's
Ch 322 Your discipline is farre greeuouser to the faithfull
loir Bible i Kingsxu 4 Thy father made ouryoke gneuous
now therefore, make thou the gneuous seruice of thy father

lighter. 1663 Marvell Corr xln Wks 1872-5 II 91A Committee is also inspecting all lllegall patents, and
grievous to the subject 1666 Ibid, In II 188 The committee
have voted the Canary Company grievous, illegal, and a
monopoly

(
1765 T Hutchinson Hist Mass I 111 35Mr Dudley’s short administration was not very grievous

l*®49 Macaulay Hist Eng vi II 90 The High Commission
was generally regarded as the most grievous of the many
grievances under which the nation laboured ]

"t*b Of a task* Heavy, arduous, difficult Obs.
*375 Barbour Bruce x 636 Fra-thme vp wes grevousar

To clym vp 61386 Chaucer Pars P r 529 And in as
muche as thilke love is the moore greuous to perfourne, in
so muche is the more gretter the mente <11450 Poston
Lett No 75 I 97 It will be right gravewis to him to heile of
his hurt, he is so sore strekeu. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dicies xo8 It is a greuos thing to conquers them [Royaumes],
yet is it a more greuours & more chargeable to kepe them
wel

fc Of penalties, punishment, indignation
Falling heavily upon one; heavy, severe, Obs
*393 Langl P PI C xvii 77 So for hus glotonye and

grete synne he hap a greuous penaunce 1422 tr 6ecreta
hectet., Pnv. Pnv (BETS) j6o God ther-of toke
greivos vengeaunct 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Matt
xviu, 92 Let this be the greuousest punishment emong you
1564 Haward Eutropius vn, 72 He woulde not hghtlye
punyshe anye with anye grevouser penaltye then by
banishment only 1648 Gage West hid iv. 12 Signifying
ms own grievous indignation against me *659 D Pell
hnpr Sea 146 War is a thing that punishes men, with the
greatest, and gnevousest punishments that can bee.

+ d. Of persons ; Causing trouble 01 annoyance
to others; oppressive. Of an assailant Pressing
hard on. Obs.
1382Wyclif 2Cor xu 14 ,

1

schal not be greuous [L. gravis
t0 3°j ^ *470-85 Malory A rihur 1 xiv, The Duke Eustao
- and Kynge Claryaunce were alweye greuous oil "Vlfyut
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 124/2 And as she that was besy am
greuous to hym he said to her goo unto the holy man tha
is named Effraym 1535 Coverdale Isa vu 13 Is it no
ynough for you, that ye be greuous vnto men, but ye mus
greue my God also? 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Malt
x ®, shall be grieuouse to no man with beggyng
15M J Hooker Girald Irel in Holinshed. II. 8/1 To hi
owne people he was rough and greevous, and hatefull unti
strangers 1600 Hakluyt Voy III 847, 1 do intreat yoi
all to forgiue me in whatsoeuer I haue bin grieuous vnto you

8. Of a complaint , Pressing heavily on th<
person complained of (In later use merely lqten
sive or associated with sense 5 or 6.)
*553 Eden Treat Hewe Ind. (Arb‘) 36 Mouinge greuom
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complayntes agaynst them before the King of Spaine 1596
Shaks i Hen IV, 11 iv 487 The complaints I Iieai e of thee,
aie gneuous a 1715 Burnet Own lime (1724) I 370 1 hey
raised a grievous outcry for the want of a NaUonal Synod
to legulnte our worship and government. 1871 Morlty
Carlyle (1878) 175 There is the same grievous complaint
against the time and its men and its spirit

2 Of things, events, accidents, etc Bringing
serious trouble or discomfort, having injurious

effects
; f causing hurt or pain (Now only with

mixtuie of sense 5

—

* grievous to Hunk of’—quali-
fying intensively a $b denoting something painful
or mjuiious )
*34° Hampole/V Consc 1565 And pa, pat with swylk gyses

God gieves, Sail fall in many gi evos myscheves c 1374CHAU-
cer Boeth 1 pr iv. 8 (Camb MS 1 By-twixen wikkcd folkes
and me han ben greuos descordes 1535 Coverdale Heb
xu 11 No maner chastisynge for the present tyme semetli
to be loyous, but greuous [also 16x1 ana x88x] 1549 Cheke
Hurt Sedit. (1641) 43 Can we not look for a grievouser
and perillouser danger then the plague is? 1604T Wright
Passions v. iv 253 The greater peril), or grievouser evill
incurred by the gift, encrease the goodnesse and valuation
of the gift i6iz Woodall Surg Mate Wks (1653)3 We
see daily many grievous Fractures healed without it [the
Trapan] 1751 Jortin Semi (1771) I. 111 43 We are
there told that grievous inconveniences would follow such
rigorous methods 1864 D G Mitchell Sev Star 281
Emile was laboring under a grievous delusion. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I 1 22 Wide-ruling Agamemnon may perceive How
grievous was his folly,

+ b Hurtful or injurious to something. Obs
1398 Trevisa Barth DePR vi. v (1495) 193 Chyldren

desire thynges that is to theym contrary and greuous,
c 1400 Lanfranc’s Cirurg 123 For colde ys most greuest
to bonys & to pannycles pat hep woundyde
+ C. Offensive to the senses

;
having a bad taste,

smell, etc. Obs.
*578 Lyte Dodoens 1 xxx 43 It is also of a very grievous

savour 175a J Louthian Form of Process App 277 The
Sheriff is required to visit and inspect such Room, and to
disallow or prohibit the Use of the same, m case it shall
appear to be grievous or unhealthy

f d loosely Excessively great or strong Obs.
163a Lithgow Trav iv 153 And the forequarters and head
they throw into a grievous fire Ibid v 193 A great Torrent
. that maketh a greivous noyse night and day
3 . Of a disease, wound, or pain Causing great

suffering or danger
; acute, severe. Now rare.

c 1290 6
1 Eng Leg I. 100/5 On Dame Eutice cam a s,ik-

nesbe swipe greuous and long Four ger he hadde gret
pine 1340 Hampolf Pr. Consc 2910 And pat syght es a
payn ful grevous , For pe devels er swa foul and ydous
6x380 Sir Ferumb 499 He hadde a greuous wounde
147* Ripley Comp. Alch vi xv m Ashm (1652) 164
Wyth grevose throwys 6x485 Digby Myst. (1882) m
293 Thes grawous peynes make me ner mad • 1552 BK
Com Prayer

, Prayer Plague, Thys plague and greuouse
sickenesse. 1667 Milton P. L x. 501 A world who would
not purchase with a bruise, Or much moie grievous pain?
1683 Salmon Doron Med 1, 2984 The Leprosy is a more
guevious Disease 1865 R W Dall Jew Temp v (1877)
58 ThesuSenngbOfChust were grievous 1870J M Duncan
Led Dts. Women xxxui (1889) 273 The disease . is not
considered grievous enough to secure a bed in the hospital

4, Of a fault, crime, sin, etc Involving a grave
degree of guilt, deserving heavy penalties. In later
use chiefly with stronger sense . Atrocious, flagrant,
heinous. Now only arch
a 1300 Cursor

M

26451 A sin of vnkindnes pat als greues
es [Fairf pat mj sa mikil greuouse is] Als all his oper smnes
ware ,c 1380 Wyclif Serin Sel Wks II 240 Of al synnes
pat now ben pis is moost peielouse and grevous 139S
Remanstr, agst Rom Corrupt (1851) 14 Auance and
symome ben greuosere synms in lum thanne is bodili form
cacioun 1508 Fisher 7 Pemt. Ps xxxvm Wks (1876) 57Have we not commytted many more greuouser offences than
these be? 1583 Stubbes Altai Abus, 11 (1882) 41 We see
greeuous cumes, and flagicious facts daily committed

*f°*
[see Grievously 1 b] <*1656 Hales Gold Rem (1688)

96 Those are the moie heavier and guevouser sins of our
Lives 1683 Col Rec Pennsylv I 87 A Hey nous and
previous Crime i860 Sala Lady Chestcrf Pref 4 This
little book has from fiist to last one gnevous artistic fault

5 Causing mental pain or distress Now with
narrowed sense Exciting grief 01 intense sorrow
1297 R Glquc (Rolls) 4140 At tyme of midnijt of f>e nist,

him mette a greuous cas Him jjo3te he sey a grishch here
[etc ] c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxxix 314,1 was assoyled
of alle that lay in my Conscience, of many a dyverse grevous
poynt *535 Coverdale 2 Esdr v 21 After seuen dayes it
happened, that ya thoughtes of my hert were veiy greuous
vnto me agayne 1547-8 Ordre ofCommunion (1548) B j b,
1 he remetnbraunce of them is greuous vnto vs 1594 ShaksRich III

, 1 i, 141 That Newes is bad indeed . ’Tis very
greeuous to be thought vpon 1692 Feeys Let 9 Jan
Diary (1879) VI 17=1 1 would have come at you the other
night at St Martin's on that grievous occasion, hut could
not* 171a Steele No 472 r 8 The Pleasures and
Advantages of Sight being so great, the Loss must be very
gnevous 1794 Mrs Radclifi-e Myst Vdolpho xxx, It
was so \ ery grievous to hei to think that [etc] *833Ht Martinhau Brooke Parm vn 87 It \yas grievous to
see m a short time how poorly they lived.

6. Full of grief
; very sad or sorrowful rare.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth 1 pr 1 3 (Camb MS.) And she,
bylioldynge my cheere, bat was . heuy and gieuos of
wepynge, compley[n]de bat I shal seyen the pertuibacyon

inY thowht. 159° Marlowe and Pt Tamburl in 1,
1 he heir of mighty Bajaveth. Revives the spirits of all true
iurkish hearts, In gnevous memory of his father’s shame
1657 K Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 36 And when he sees you
come with a knife to kill him, he vapours out the gnevousest
sighs, that ever you heard any creatuie make 1828 Haw-
thorne Faushawe ix (1879) 144 Women wearing a deep

GRIEVOUSNESS.
gue\ ous expression of countenance 1893 Dailv AV*,.
9 Jan 5/6 All the while the gt levous mother stands by and
varies the dreary tale ofpecuniary difficulty by tellinjr fete 1

7 quasi-adv J

1596 Shaks i Hen IV, iv 1 17 He cannot come, my LoidHe is greeuous sick r

Hence Grie voushead [-head] = Geievotjsness
13 Minor Poemsfr Vernon MS x 47 Meur wikoutengreuoushed And Mm le wib outen wyldehed 1496 DtveslPaup (W de W) vi xxm 271/2 Only god knoweth thegreuoushede of dedely synne

Grievously (gw vasli), adv. {f Grievous a
+ -LY 2

.]

1 Iff such a way as to be oppressive, painful 01
hurtful to the affairs, peison, or feelings of any one

,

to an oppressive or injurious extent (Chiefly used
with words implying huit, haim, wrong, etc, and
hence tending to become merely intensive

, cf 2 ]
X303 R Brunne Handl Synne 6736 Ne Lazare asked nat

gieuuslyke, But a fewe crummes for to pyke 1340 Ham-
roLE Pr Consc 4537 pan sal he shew grete parsecucton And
ci evusly pam tourment. c 1380 Wyclif Sel Whs III <m
Al gif he semep grevoushche unkynde for be tyme. cxx86
Chaucer Pars T r 773 This cursed synne anoyeth
greuousliche hem that it haunten 1472 Presentm. Juliesm Surtees Misc (1888) 22 Giefesly hurt hem ofparell of his
dethe. 1483 Act x Rich III, c 6 § 1 Much people coming
to the said Fairs be gnevously vexed and troubled by
feigned Actions 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c 36 Preamble,
Stanhop lay in wayte uppon the seid sir William and
hymgrevouslywounededandmaymed 1509 Fishtr Funeral
Serm O'toss RichmondWks (1876) 300 The moost paynful
crampessoo greuously vexyngc her 1611 Buu e Matt vm
6 My seruant licth at home sicke of the palbie, gneuously
toimented 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 21 The In-
habitants were so grievously visited with the plague 1751
Jortin Sirm (1771) V 11 30 To punish the offender and to
afflict him more gnevously 1870 Bryant Iliad II xv 75He bad seen the Gieeks Pressed gnevously beside their fleet

fb Heavily
;
with a heavy penalty, at a heavy

or high rate ; for a large sum Obs. "

«*34° Hamfole Psalter 1 6 pai sail greuoslyere be
dampned |>an hethen men <6-1500 in Ainolde Chron (1811)
2xx Yf any man wer taken and coniucte of takyng of veneri
he sbalbe greuously redemed if he haue wherof ne may be
redeemed 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, lx 361 Now
then we shall not fade to be y° grieuouslyer condemned if
we forget our God x6oi Shaks Jul C,m n 85 The Noble
Brutus Hath told you Caesar was Ambitious If it were
so it was a greeuous Fault, And greeuously hath C*»<=nr
answer'd it 1670 Blount Law Diet s v Attaint, He shall
be imprisoned and grievously ransomed at the Kings Will
2. In a great 01 serious degree

;
heavily, deeply,

strongly, exceedingly, etc. (In early, and occas 111

mod. use, with more or less* suggestion of the
etymological sense )
1340 Ayenb 47 Hy zenegeb wel greuousliche 61385

Chaucer L G W Prol 349 He ne hath nat doon so
grevously a-mis c 1400 Maundi-v (Roxb ) vi 21 He had
swonie so greuously pat he schuld bring it to swilke a state
bat wymmen sthuld mow wade ouer and nogt wete bane
kneesse c 1430 Life St Kath ^884) 25 And liym offendyth
no thyng moie greuously than whan inan geueb worshep
ofgodhed to creatures vnresonable 1531TindaleExp John
(I537) 81 The Jewes synned grcueouslyer agaynst God
*59° Spenser F Q hi x 2 He behind them stayd, Maulgre
bis host, who giudged grievously To bouse a guest that
would be needes obayd 1595 Shaks John iv 111 134,
I do suspect thee veiy greeuously 170+ Swiit T Tub
Ded

, Wks 1760 I 3, I grievously suspected a cheat. 1794
Sir W Jones Instit Hindu Law u § 226 A spiritual and
a natural father are not to be treated with disrespect
though the student be gnevously provoked 1873 Ruskin
Arrows Chace (1880) II ioo, [I] shall be gnevously busy
tomonow 1894 H Drummond Ascent Man 56 The socio-
logist has grievously complained of late that he could get
but little help from science

3. In a deplorable manner, * sadly ’, ‘ wofully
’

X742 Warburton Whs (1811) XI 197 But our Advocate,
now grievously bemired, yet floundeis on 1827 Pollok
Course T xv, The winds of heaven Display his nakedness
to passers by. And grievously builesque the human form
1847-8 H Milllr First Impr xmu. (1857) 321 Melancholy
banks of mud, here and there ovei topped by thickets of
grievously befouled sedges *875 Jowett (ed 2)1 477How gnevously was I disappointed 1 1883 Sir T Martin
Ld Lyndhurst v 126 The Government erred gnevously
in doing little or nothing to redress these abuses

+4. With expression of grief; bitterly, piteously,

sorrowfully Obs.
61400 Lanfi anc's Cirurg 120 pei syke gieuousleche, & a

scharpe feuere fallip. 1604 Shaks Oth.v 1 53 What are you
heere, that cry so greeuously ?

+ 5 To take gnevously (a) to be incensed or
angered at; (b) to be distressed or grieved at

(Cf take m grief, tit grievance ) Obs.
a 1533 Frith Bk agst Rastell (1829) 211 Moie and .

Rochester took the matter so gnevously, that they could
never be at quiet m their stomachs, until they had drunken
his blood 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Maik v 35-43
The common sorte are wounte to take the death of young
folkes much greuouslyer then of olde. 1582 Earl Shrews-
bury in Ellis Ong Lett Ser 11 III 61 My wyffe taketh
my doughter Lennoux deajhe so grevouslie that she neither
dothe^nor can thmeke of any thmge hut of lamentjnge

Grievousness (giz vasnes). [f. Gbievous a
+ -ness.] The quality or condition of being
grievous, in vanous senses of the adj.
1303 R. Brunne Handl Synne 7x9 pyn obys done hym

more greuesnesse pan alle pe Iewys wykkednesse c 1340
Hamfole Prose Tr (1866) 3 This name Ibesu 4°^® away
greuesnes of fleschely desyris 6x400 Lanfrattc'sfvrurg
322 Of pe gieuousnes of p® rigboon whanne he is out of
loyncte c 1440 Promp. Parv 211/x Grevawnce, or grevows
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nesse, gravamen 1509 Hawes Past Pleas xi xxxvii,

A gentyll burden wythout grevousnes 1526 Filer Perf
(W de W 1331) 254 b, Also the greuousnesse of this payne

saynt Augustyn toucheth *562 Turner Htrbal 11 45 b, The
apples of thys [Mandrage] smell plesantly loyned wth a

certayn greuousnes a 1600 Hooker Eccl Pol vm ix § 3

For the gnevousness of sm is aggravated by the greatness

of hun that comnntteth it 1611 Bible Isa xxi 15 The
gneuousnesse of warre 1682 Norris literacies 48 We fiist

alleviate the grievousness of Events by right reasoning

a 1864 J D Burns Seym in Mem 6 Rem (1869) 387 Afflic-

tion would lose all the gnevousness and smait which make
affliction

+ Grievousty. Obs In 5 grevouste, -osetee

[f Grievous + -tv ] Gnevousness, heinousness

c 1410 Love Bonavent Mu r xxxtv 68 (Gibbs MS ) Also

to schewe J>e greuouste of synn m custome c 1423 Orolog

Sapient 11 in Anglia X 342/38 fou schalt gretelye weye jje

grevbsetee offline sinnes

Gnfe, variant of Gbyph Obs
,
griffin.

Griff (gnf), sb 1 north dial. Also grif. [Origin

obscure.] Adeepnarrow valley or chasm. ?Cf.GBiFT

1788W Marshall Yotksh II 333 Gnff, a deep valley,

with a rocky fissure-like chasm at the bottom 1882 Good
Cheer 33 Ihe broken receding angles at the foot of the Gnf
1891 Atkinson MoorlandPar 344 One of the small tributary

becks comes into the open air again in a wild little griff

Griff (gnf). sbtAnglo-Indian, [app aslioitemng

of the earlier Gbiffin, q v.] = Gripping

1829 Bengalee 260 Whilst a call Of 1 Griff 1 bo Griff*
1
re-

echoed like the yell Of foul tormentors, m some modern
hell i860 All Year Round No 55 117 What an unso-

phisticated griff you must bel 1878 Besant & Rice

Celia's Arb, xxx (1887) 225 There had been joking with a

lot of
1 griffs young recruits just out from England

Comb 1833 W D Arnold Oakfield I 111 38 Cadets

going up to that great griff depot, Oudapoor

Griff (gnf), sb 3 rare Also in t r. form gnffe

[a F griffe. A claw.

1820 Shllley Sensitive PI 111 113 A Northern whirlwind,

wandering about Like a wolf Shook the boughs thus

laden, and heavy, and stiff, And snapped them off with his

rigid griff. 1848 Lytton Harold vii. iv, My disgrace at

being so clawed and mauled by its griffes 1865 Ouida
Siuithmore I xu 195 The pretty panther, how handsome
she looks 1 She has merciless gnffes, though

Griff (gnf), sb * Louisiana Also griffe,

griffo(n, griffin. [Of obscure ongxn Buffon

(quoted by Littr£) gives the word as griffe ] A
type of mulatto (see quots )

1850 Lyell 2ltd Visit U. S II 67 The auctioneer began

to describe him as a fine griff (which means three paits

black), twenty-four years old, and having many superior

qualities 1859 Bartlett Did Amer, Gnffin, griffe, this

word, like the French griffone, is constantly used in Louis-

tana, both in conversation and in print, for a mulatto, par*

ticularly the woman 1886 Syd Soc Lex
, Griff, same as

Gnffo Grtffo, the produce of a negro and a mulatto, con-

taining one fourth white blood, and three fourths black.

Griffon, same as Gnffo

Griff (gnf), sb 5 Weaving. [Origin unknown ]

A frame composed of horizontal bars employed in

pattern-weaving Also griff-frame
i860 Ure's Diet Arts (ed 5) HI 1005 A mechanical

arrangement connected with the treddle, which raises or

depresses the gnff frame. 1875 Knight Diet Mech , Gnff
Griff (gnf), v. Anglo-Indian, [f. Gbiff sb ^]

1829 Bengalee 263 He deem'd, no sin To gnff a heedless

fi lend,—-plain English,—take him in.

Griff, obs. form of Graff sb Gbief,

Griffade (gnf^'d). Falconry, [a. F. griffade

,

f gnffe claw ] A sudden seizure with the claws.

1832 R F Burton Falconry Valley Indus v 62 The
‘ malle-hawk ’ dug her talons with a griffade into his head

Griffauu (grifijj n) Anglo-Jnsh Also 8 graf-

fane
, 9 griffawn. [a Irish grafdn 1 a grubbmg-ax

’

(O’Reilly), f. grafaim scrape, grab ] (See quot.

1780) Hence Griffatm v.

1780 A. Young Tour trel II 10 They pate with an
instrument they call agraffane, and the husbandry they call

graffanmg and burning It is a very strong hoe with which

they cut up the turf, rolling it up with their foot as they do

it, and leaving it to dry in order to burn. 1883 Evening
News 25 July 2/6 William struck Tom Sheehan on the head

with the grrffaun. 1892 Jane Barlow Irish Idylls m 02

Larry was dealing a few superfluous pats with the flat of

his broad gnffawn

Griffe, obs form of Gbaff sb?-, sbfi, v % Gbief,

Griffler, obs. form of Gbeffieb.

Griffin 1 (gn fin),griffon, gryphon (gn fan)

Forms a. 4-5 griffun, gryffoun(e, (5 -own),

5 gri.ffoun(e, greffon, 5-7 gryffon, 5, 7-8

grifon, 6 gryfon, 6-7 grifflon, 6 griffon, 7

gryfifen, 4 griffiyn, (5 grefyne, griflyn), 7-8

gryffin, 4- griffon, 6- griffin 0. 5, 7 gnphon,

(6 girphmne, Sc grephoun), 6-7 griphin, 6-8

gryphm, 7, 9 gryphon, 5- gryphon [a OF.

grifoun
,
F griffon (OF also gnpoii) — It. gnfone

,

1 f. L gryphus (Mela) =g)Jps (gen. gryphis), a. Gr.

yplnp (gen 7pum$s)
In sense 2, and its comb, in 4, the regular modern spelling

is griffon^ in other senses usually griffin^ though grypljon is

used by many writers as having more dignified associations ]

1 A fabulous animal usually represented as having

the head and wings of an eagle and the body and

hind quarters of a lion.

By the Greeks they were believed to inhabit Scythia* and
to keep jealous watch over the gold of that country

13 K, Ahs, 496 The griffon of him was agast C1386

Chaucer Knt 's T 1273 Lik a gnfphon looked he aboute
[Lansd

,
Corpus 4 Hengtu MSS griffon, Cambr MS gie-

foun] c 1400 Maundev (Roxb ) xxix. 132 In Jiat land er

many gnffouns \>ai liafe )>e schappe of ane egle before, and
behind schappe of a lyoun c 1435 Tory Portugal 1981

Frome a greffon he was refte 1481 Caxton Myrr n iv.

69 1 he gryffons wylde whiche haue bodyes of lyouns fleyng

1367 MAFLET(7r Forest 88Ihe Griphin is a Foule ofplentifull
and thicke fether, and fouie footed withall 1601 Chester
Love's Mart, Dial clxvm, 'Ihe Griffon is a bird rtch-

fcathered, His head is like a Lion, and his flight Is like the

Eagles 1620 Quarles Feastfor IVormes Propos ,The Horse
and Gryphm shall together sleepe 1667 Milton P. L ii

943 As when a Gryfon through the Wllderness Pursues the

Anmaspian, who by stealth Had from his wakeful custody
purloincl The guarded Gold 1713 Steele Guardian No
60 p 4 A learned controversy about the existence of griffins

1716 LadyM W Montagu Let to Mrs T Thistletlvwayte

30 Aug ,
Among these relics they showed me a piodigions

claw, set in gold, which they called the claw of a griffin

1820 Carlyie Misc (1837) II 61 A stony desert tenanted

by Gryphons and Chimeras a 1836 H Milltr Test. Rocks
111 (1837) J42 The great dragons and gnffins and 1 laithly

worms’ of mediaeval legend 1863 ‘ L Carroll 1 Alice in

Wonderland ix (1886) 138 They very soon came upon a

Gryphon, lying fast asleep in the sun

b. A representation or figure of a griffin, as m
Heraldry, Sculpture, etc

13 Coer de L 2963 Off red sendel were her baneres

With three gryffouns depaynted wel 1 a 1400 Morte
Arth 3870 Qwat gome was he thus with the gaye armes,

With pis gryffoune of golde 1439 E E Wills (1882)

117 A Skochen of myn Armes . and ij Greffons to here

hit vppe 1460 Lybeaus Disc, 81 A scheld Wyth a
gryffoun of say 1352 Inv Bexley in Archsol Cant
VIII. 108 On cope of red with floures and gnffens of gold

1640 YorKE Union Hon ng A Griffin Sergreant Or 1733
Hogarth Anal Beauty vi. 33 The griffin, a modem hiero-

glyphic, signifying strength and swiftness 1778 Pennant
Tour in Wales (1883) I 88 The Britons put letters on
them [coins], elephants and gryphons ;

things they were
before unacquainted with 1818 Scott Hrt Midi ix, The
paw remained suspended in the air like the claw of a
heraldic griffin 1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Griffin

Male, in heraldry is represented without wings, having rays

of gold issuing fiom various parts of the body 1831 Landor
Ct Juhan'Wk.s 1846 II. s^Gryphens and Eagles, ivory and
gold, Can add no clearness to tne lamp above 1863 Miss
Braddon J Marchmont I v 8a Grim stone griffins sur-

mount the terrace-steps 1864 Boutell Her Hist $ Pop.

ix 67 A gryphon is the dexter Supporter of the Duke of

Cleveland.

2 . A vulture; now= griffon-vulture (see 4).

1382 Wyclif Lev xi 13 An egle, and a griffon [Vulg

gryphem], and a merlyoun — Dent, xiv- 12 Egle, and

gnffun 1609 Bible (Douay) Lev xi 13 The Eagle, and
the griffon, and the osprey 1873 Tristram Moab vn 131

Ihe griffons circled and soared from their eyries 1876

Oxford Bible-Helps 95 ‘ Eagle ‘ (Deut xxxu 11) the

griffon, great vulture 1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888)

IV. 274 Ihe griffin or fulvous vulture, Gypsfulvus

3 . transf A gnm-looking or extremely vigilant

guardian. (Cf. dragon.)

1824 R B Peake Au/er Abroad 1 ii, It [the larder] is

always locked up by that she gnlfin with a bunch of keys.

4 atlnb. and Comb
,
as griffin-beaked, -guarded,

-like, -winged adjs. ,
griffin

1
a foot, a surgical in-

strument, so called from its form ;
griffon-vulture,

a vulture of the genus Gyps, esp. G fulvus.

1875W M«Ilwraith Guide Wigtownshire 140 The griffin-

beaked galleys of the ancient Scandinavians 161 x Cotgr.,

Pied de Griffon, a ^Griffons foot 1730 Mem R. Acad
Surg Pans I 162 The instruments hitherto used to raise

the bones of the cranium depressed on the dura mater are

the gnffiu’s foot 1842 Iennyson Audley Crt 14 The
*griffin-guarded gates. 164* Milton Reform. 1 (1831) 14

A corporally of *gnffbnhke Promooters, and Apparitors.

1831 Bennett Gard <$ Menag Zool Soc II 97 The ’Griffon

Vultuie Vultnr fulvus. 1833 Sir C. Bell Hand (1834)

78 If the griffon-vulture be frightened after his repast, he

must disgorge, before he flies 1884-3 RiversideNat Hist

(1888) IV. 273 The griffon-vulture, Gyps fulvus x6io

Healey tr Vtves on St Aug Citie of God 686 Ausonius

makes her [the Sphynx] . .'•‘griffin-winged.

Griffin a (gn fin). Anglo-Indian. [Of uncertain

origin : usually explained as a fig. use of prec., but

there is no evidence for this ] A European newly

arrived in India, and unaccustomed to Indian ways

and peculiarities; a novice, new-comer, greenhorn.

1793 Child in Southey Life Bell (1844) 1. 459 Wilks will

. lend you every assistance m forwarding these matters,

in which . .
you must, I presume, be a perfect griffin

1794 H Boyd Ind. Observ. No. 34 F 3, I am little better

than an unfledged Griffini according to the fashionable

phrase here [Madras] 1807 J Johnson Oriental Voy 73
Every arrival from Europe as soon as he touches terra-

fiima is a griffin 1816 ‘ Quiz ’ Grand Master ir 30 note,

Young men, immediately on their arrival in India, are

termed griffins, and retain this honour until they are twelve

months in the country 1836 Lett, fr Madras (1843), 38

Mrs Staunton laughs at me, and calls me a ‘griffin

(N,B Gnffin means a fieshman or freshwoman in India

)

1883 Ld. Saltoun Soaps II iv 159 Utter greenhorns or

gnffins, as Indian phraseology has it

Griffin 3
. US. A mulatto : see Gbiff sb.*

Griffinage (gn fined*;) Anglo-Indian ,
[f.

Gbiffin - + -age.] The state of being a * gnffin ’

;

one’s first year in India.

1829 Bengalee 122 Subscription pack, Champagne tiffin

parties, and other first claims on the griffinage of a civilian.

1840 E. E. Napier Scenes 4 Sports For Lands II. vi. 197

A Targe detachment of recruits, who, like myself, all in their

griffinage, had but lately landed at Madras 1878 G P
Sanderson Wild Beasts Ind xxu. 214 In the days of our

griffinage.

Griffinesque (gnfine sk). In 9 gryphonesque.

[f. Gbiffin * + -esquk ] Of the style of a griffin,

1849 Lytton Caxtons xvhi ui, Blanche had just on® of

those faces that . might become gryphonesque, witch-like,

and grim

Griffiness (gn fines), [f. Gbiffin 1 + -ess J
A she-gnffin

1840 Lytton Pilgnms Rhine xi (1840) 142 Nothing -

could now appease the Griffiness, but his positive assurance

that poor puss should be boiled foi the Griffin's soup

GriffinhoocL (gn finhud). Anglo-Indian [f

Gbiffin 2 + -hood ]
= Gbiffinage

1834 Tait's Mag XXI 135 ,

1

was not quite released from

the swaddling bands of my griffin-hood 1890 * Rou Boi -

drewood’ Col Reformer (1891) 146 It is the ordinary early

phase of gri ffinhood. ,

Griffinisii (gn finif), a [f Gbiffin 1 and 2 +
-ish ] a. Charactenstic of a gnffin. b. Anglo-

Indian. Indicative of the * gnffin’. Hence Gri f-

finishness
a 1843 Hood Ode to R Wilson xxin, I feel None of that

gnifinish excess of zeal 1850 Benares Mag IV 83 We
were afraid of eliciting some remark on our griffimshness,

ifwe gave utterance to such a reflection i860 Biog 4 Cnt
fr Times 394 My guffimsh wonder at the want ofwhite faces

Griffiniam (gn fmiz’m). [f. Gbiffin 1 + -ism ]

Gnffimsh nature or characteristics.

1836 Ruskin Mod Paint III iv vhi § 20 The honest

imagination gains everything ;
it has gnffimsm, and grace,

and usefulness, all at once

firiffingliip (gri finlip) Anglo-Indian. [f.

Gbiffin 2 + -ship ] The position of being a griffin ;

the time dunng which one is a griffin.

18x6 ' Quiz ’ Grand Master iv. 76 The gnffinship expiredr

he’s sent, On duty from his regiment

Griffish (gu'fij), a Anglo-Indian, [f. Gbiff

sb ty -ISH ] Like a * gnff inexperienced, * green

*836 Lett fr Madras (1843) 53 (Y ) He was living with

bad men, and saw that they thought him no better than

themselves, but only more griffish

Griffo • see Gbiff sb *

t Griffon 1
. Obs rate. In 4 gri-, gryffo(u)n.

[a OF griffon , grifon, app connected with gnu
Gbew.] A Greek
13 K. Ahs 3134 He sat, and pleyghed at the chesse,

With o Gnffoun of hethenesse 23 Coer de L 1761 The
French and Gryffons down nghtes. Slew there our English

knights c 1330 Will Palerne 1961 pe gryffouns pan gayli

gonne stint atte cherche pe brqt burde meliors to abide

beie [1677 F Sandford General Hist Eng 78 He offers

up the rich Standard of Cursar King of Ciprus which he

took among the spoils of the Griffons Camp 1837 Sir F
Palgrave Merck. 4 Friar 1 (1844) *4 Greeks..who are

called Griffons wherever Romance is spoken ]

Griffon a (gn fen)
.
[a.F griffon

1 chien anglais ,

by Littrd identified with griffon Gbiffin1
.] A

species of coarse-haired dog, resembling a terrier.

188a Blackvi. Mag. Aug. 292 Austrian boarhounds and

French griffons 1897 Times 12 Apr. xa/i Griffons cannot

be fitted with a head-cage 1898 Daily News 10 Feb 6/6

Animals of foreign nationality such as Chows, Griffons, and

merry little Schipperkes

Griffon : see Gbiff sb *, Gbiffin 1
.

|| Griffonagfe {gnfonlf). [a F gnffonage, f

griffonner to write badly, scrawl.] Scribble
*

1832 Mrs F Trollope Dom Manners Amer xxxiv.

(1839) 333 We hastened to pack up our ' trumpery* .. and

among the rest, my six hundred pages of gnffonage 1834

Mar Edgeworth Helen II vn 148 There was a heap or

little crumpled hills which, with Fehcie’s gnffonage, Helen

had thrown into her table drawer

Griffotm(e, obs. f. Gbiffin l
,
var. Gbiffon L

t Grifhound. Obs. Also gref- [app. a var.

of grewhound

,

cf. the cuirent pronunciation of

lieutenant (leftemant) ] A greyhound.
to K. Ahs 5284 In a cheyne of golde tweie gnfhoundes

x42
3
a tV Secret* Secret, Pnv Pnv (E E T. S.) t74

Scipton hym chased as a grefhound dothe the Foit

Grift, dial. [?a.Du grift \
cf. Gbiff jW] (See

quot 1889)
x8sx fml. R Agric Soc XII it 313 The waters .. form

the mam drams for the low lands under the names of

« doughs ' eaus *, * fleets and * gnfts X889N W. Line

Gloss ,
Grift

,

a channel shaped out by water for itself , a

runnel „ _ , , - -

Grift(e, obs form of Gbaft sb 1 and ».»

Grig (grig), sb,' Also 5 grege, 7 greg,grigg(e

[Of obscure origin. The identity of the word in

the various senses is very doubtful, but Johnson’s

conjecture that rt originally meant ‘anything

below the natural size’ would plausibly account

for all the uses. (Cf Gbiggles )

Cf also Sw. dial hnk (literary Sw. krdk) little animal,

small child; Sc crick,cnke,1 Gam ); al;>o

C

rick

-

rA1
]

+ 1 A diminutive peison, a dwarf. [Perh

transf. from sense 3 (or 4, if the latter be genuine) ]

Obs. rare.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1753 Slike a dwtnyng, a awaje, & a

dwerie as bi-selfe, A grub, a grege out of grace \Dubl A
grob, a grig out of grece] 1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian

209 Having scoft him, for that being such a low Gngge
[Gr uuepoc usv, L tantulae homo statures], he would pie

sume to personate such High and Mighty Heroes as Alex-

ander and Achilles.

2 . A short-legged hen. Also grig-hen Obs

exc dial

1389 Rider Eng -Lai DM ,
A Gngge or shoite legged
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henne, edllmella
,
galhmtla r6or Holland Pliny I 300

A dwarfish hind ofhens, (t grig hens) that are extraordinary

little 1721-1800 in Bailey 1847-78 in Halliwi-ll 1866

Detbysh Gloss in Reliquary VI 160 Grig

,

a Bantam fowl

3. A species of eel, a small or young eel (see

quots ). Also more fully grig-eel.

1611 Cotgr ,
Angmllelte, a Gng, or little Eele ifiag

Gaule Holy Madn 130 Silly Gngge 1 Come out of thy
Pond and Mud 1653 Walton Angler x 192 The silver-

Eele, and green or greenish Eel (with which the River of
'lhames abounds, and are called Gregs) 1688 R Holmk
Armoury n 325/1 An eel first a Fausen, then a Gngg, or

Snigg 1726 Did Rust (ed. 3) s v Elver
,
A sort ofGriggs,

or small Eels, which swim on the top of the Water about
Bristol 1758 Descr Thames 103 The Greenish, or Greg-Eel

1769 Pennant Zool III 114 There is another variety of this

fish [the eel] known in the Thames by the name of Gugs,
and aboutOxford bythatofGrigs or Gluts 1883G C Davies
Norfolk Broads xxxi (1884) 234 The gng is a yellowish eel,

with a projecting underjaw

b. aitnb in g> ig-weel (f also shortened grig), a

basket-work trap for catching grigs.

1798 Trans Soc A ris XVI 135 Used by the fishermen
to make grigs, or twig tunnels, to catch eels and otliei fish

1883 Fislienes Exhtb Catal 57 Grig Weel Lamprey
Week Improved Eel Pot

4 A grasshopper or cricket dial.

The genuineness of this sense is doubtful, as the dialect

glossaries containing it usually quote as their sole example
the ph rase 1 merry as a gi ig

1

(see 5)

1847 HALLiWEtL, Grig a cncket Var dial 1853
Tennyson Brook 54 The dry High elbow'd grigs that leap

in summer glass 1869 Lonsdale Gloss
, Grig a cncket

5 . A merry (or + mad) grig (rarely without adj.) *

an extravagantly lively person, one who is full of

fiolic and jest. Also in phrase as merry (or

lively') as a gng
[Commonly associated with sense 4 , but it is possible that

sense a is itself meiely an erroneous inference from the
equivalence of the above phrases with ‘a merry crick',
‘ merry as a cricket ’

, if so, the allusion in
1 a merry grig

’

may originally have been to sense 3 or even to sense 2 The
relation of merry grig to the earlier recorded synonym
meiry Gieek is obscure ; no doubt one of them must have
been a perversion of the other, but the difference ofrecorded
date is too slight to afford ground for saying that uteri

y

Greek is the original The probability seems indeed rather
on the other side, as it is not easy to explain why Greek
should he used m this sense, for which there is no precedent
in Fr Cf also Gig ]

1566 Drant Hm ace's Sat r 111 B vb, A merry gngge, a
locande frende. 1589 Hayany Work 4 A company of merne
grigs you must think them to be 1638 Brome Antipodes

\

v Wks 1873 III 245 Whilst I And my mad Gugs, my men
can run at base a 165a — Eng Moor 111 111 ibid II. 50 He
to my Griggs Again , And there will find new mirth to stretch
And laugh 17J8VAN0R & Cib Prov Hush 1 11, Avery
pretty, civil young woman truly, and the maids are the
merriest grigs Ibid v l, Man I thought you had all supt
at home last Night? Sir Fran Why so we did—and all as
merryasGngs 1758-65 Goldsm, Ess vi Wks (Globe) 304/1,
I grew as merry as a grig, and laughed at every word that
was spoken. 181a Splendid Follies I 176 She capered
mighty consequentially, and yet she has no bold appear-
ance; but that nation [the French] are such a set of grigs,

I don't wonder at it, 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop 1,

1

shall

be as merry as a grig among these gentry 1847 Alb. Smith
Chr Tadpole xviu. (1879) 161 Her aunt has turned as"
lively as a grig 1863 Mrs C Clarkt Shaks Char, vm
200 To such a man, this grig of a girl, ever on the alert for

roguery, is an absolute abomination 1868 Geo. Eliot in

Cross Life (1885) III. 65 When I was a young grig—not
very full of hope about my woman’s future.

t b. App. the designation ofthe members ofsome
convivial society. (Perh a different word ) Obs
*810 Crabbe Borough Let x. 349 Griggs and Gregorians

here their meetings hold.

6. slang. A farthing; pi. money, cash, ‘dibs’.
1656-7 Burton's Diary (18281 1 335 The poor man sent

to one Mr Best to pay her 401 to accommodate her for her
journey home , but she having received the griggs set sail
another way a 1700 B, E. Did Cant. Crew s v , Not a
Grig did he tip me, not a Farthing wou’d he give me
1747W Horsley Fool (1748) II 129 When speaking of a
Man without any Money in his Pocket, we say that he is

not worth a Grig , that is, he has not wherewith to make
himself merry 1785 in Grose Diet Vvlg Tongue 1839
H Ainsworth Jack Sheppard 111, He shall go through the
whole course unless he comes down to the last grig.

Grig (gng), sb 2 dial [a W grug, Cornish grig
— Ir

,
Gael, fraoch OCeltic *wroiko-$ ] The

common heath or heather, Calluna vulgans
; also,

cross-leaved heath, Erica Tetralix.
1674-91 Ray Collect. Words 126 Grig

;
Salopiensibus

Heath 1692 A ct 4 Will, fy Mary c 23 § g Any Grig, Ling,
Heath [etc] 1791 Trans Soc Arts IX 78 With strong
heath, grig, or ling, growing thereon 1829 Evans $ Rnffy's
Farmersjrnl 14 Sept. 291 Digging stone, cutting grig, fern,

and rushes 1829 Glover Hist. Derby I 113 Erica vul-
garis, long grig or common heath 1878 Bbitten & Hol-
land Plant-n , Grig, (2) Erica Tetralix

Grig (grig), v.f Now Anglo-Irish and US.
Also 6 gngge, trans To imtate, annoy
1553 T Wilson Rhet. 98 When we jest closely, and, with

dissemblyng meanes, gngge our felowe 1837 Haliburton
Clocknu Ser. 3 via, That remark seemed to grig him a little

1845 S. C Hall Whiteboy xu 108 The counsellor griggmg
me 1855 Haliburton Nat.

4* Hn?n, Nat, I vl 173 That
word superiors gngged me
Grig (gng), vA Also 8 greg [f. Grig sb 1 3 ]

intr. To fish for gng Hence Gri ggmg vbl. sb.

*764 Low Life (ed 3) 68 Getting ready their Carting Nets
to go a Gregging. 1820-2 Pyne Wine <j Walnuts (1824) II.
vi 53 The wharf was much frequented by parties who
were fond of the eel-net, or griggmg

Griggles (grFg’lz), sb pi. [cf. Gbig j#.1] Small

apples left on the tree by the gatherer Hence
Gri ggling vbl sb

,
collecting ‘ griggles

’

1826 in Hone Every-day Bh II 1270 I he small apples

are called gnggles Climbing boys commence gnggling.
Ibid 1271 Their gnggling perambulations 1847 Halli
well, Griggles

,
small apples In some cydei counties, boys

who collect these after the principal ones are gathered, call

it gnggling 1893 ln Wilts Gloss

Gnggory, grigri : see Greegree

t Gri ggy, a obs -1 [Origin and sense doubt-

ful ; ? f Grig sb 2 (though tins is recorded much
later)

+

t] ? Heathy, wild.

1597 Pilgr Parnass v 577 But what doe youe twoo here,

in this gnggie barbarous cuntrie l

Gright (e, obs. pa. t of Grutoh ,
obs f. Grith

Grigmg, griking, obs. forms of Gkeking.
Grikisc, obs form of Greeicish.

f Grill, sb 1 Obs. Forms . 4-5 grille, gry]l(e

[Related to Guile a. and v 1 Cf MLG. grille

hatred, angei ] a. Ill-will, vexation
;

harm,

mischief, b. ? Fierceness, violence

a. 13 Crtstenemon 4 Jew 297 in Horstm Altengl Leg
(1878) 207 Mete and drynke fcei hedde at wille Wi(iouten
grucchyng or grille In tioujie tente bei Jjertille And Iafte

al bat ojier ct400 Melnyne 224 The Sowdane grauntis

wele ber-till, pat tornede oure guamen all to gryll c 1450
Erie Tolous 279 Lady he ys to us a foo, He hath done
us grete grylle c 1485 E E Mtsc (WartonClub) 64 For
thi tale thou mayst here the blame away Of every syde with
gram, and grille

b c 1450 Guy Warm (C ) 11488 Ther come neuer man in

bys hylle Thorow qweyntys nor botow giylle
i
But yf the

lorde hym hedur broght

t Grill, sb 2 Obs rare [After Spenser’s Gryll,

which is ad. Gr. ypvWos a pig ] A quasi-proper

name for a person of low tastes or lazy habits.

[1590 Spenser F Q ii mi 86 One That had an hog
beene late, bight Grylle by name, Repyned greatly, and
did him miscall That had from hoggish forme him brought
to naturall Ibid 87 Let Gryll be Gryll, and have his

hoggish minde ] 1597 Pilgr Parnass. 1 83 Let lazie gull
snorte till the midst of the day 1597 Bp Hall Sat 11 11,

D x b, Let swinish Grill delight in dunghill clay. 1644
Quarles Whvpper W/npt Wks. (Grosart) I 177/2 Giams
are fitter for Grill, then Pearles

Grill (gril), sb 3 [f Grill ».2]
1 . Meat, fish, etc., broiled on a gndiron; a

grilled dish. Alsofig
1766 Anstey Bath Guide {1767) 81 These are your true

poetic fires That drest this sav’iy grill 1844 J T Hfwlftt
Parsons 4 W xxiv, He enjoyed himself over a grill and
other lehshes 1849 Alb Smith Pottleton Leg vn 41
West, get bieakfast ready : cutlets and grill , and [etc ]

2 Short for gnlt-room
1896 Westm Gas 2 Oct 7/2 The big hall, where most

people will dine below this there is a grill

3 A turn or spell of grilling. In quot fig
*842 Barham Ingol Leg Ser 11 Old Woman in Grey

,

So
that after a grill [m Purgatory] .She’d have rubb’d off old
scores

4. attnb
,

as grill-cook, -stove ;
grill-room, a

room m a restaurant in which chops, steaks, etc ,

are grilled.

1883 ‘Annie Thomas’ Mod Housewife 126, I learnt to
treat kidneys and beefsteaks better than I have ever known
them treated out ofa public grill 1 00m 1884 Health Exhtb
Catal 66/1 Smokeless Grill Stove 1892 Encycl Cookery
(ed Garrett) I 721 All good grill cooks employ tongs

Grill (gnl), sb± [a. F gril gndiron (OF.
gril(l

}
grail

,
greil, gridiron, grating), masc. cor-

responding to grille fern. Grille, perh. pop.L.
*graliculum neut.] A gndiron.
1685 Cotton tr Montaigne 1 xxx (1711) I 2gr They .

cleave it [hard wood] into Swords, and make Grills of it to
broil their Meat 1892 Encycl Cookery (ed Garrett) I 720
lhe grill may be .placed either ovei or before the fire

Grill, sb 5 see Grille sb

t Grill, a (adv ) Obs Forms 3-6 grill(e, 3-6
gril, 4 gryl, 4-5 grylle, 5 gryle, 6 gryll. [Fust
in early ME

,
cf. Du gnl (grel) fierce, angry,

rough (of persons, weather, etc), shrill (of sound),
glaring (of colour), LG grel, greil (in the same
senses), MHG grel, rough, angry, G. greil (of
sounds and colours)

,
also ON grellskapr, spite. It

is not certain, however, that the Eng word cor-
responds in ablaut-grade with these, as it might
equally well lepresent anOE *grylle

,

cf Grill® 1]

1. Of persons Fierce, harsh, cruel
c 1200 Ormin 9881 Haebenn follkess herrte Iss hah:d . &

gnmme, & grill Ibid 19859 3ho warrb sone gramm &
grill 5®n Sannt Johan Bapptisste <21300 Cursor M
719 A-gams godd wex he sa gril \>sit al his werk he
wend to spil £1330 R Brunne Citron (1810) 02 Whan
William had his Wille of Scotland & of Wales, To riche
men was he grille £1450 Cov Myst (Shaks Soc) 230
The Jewys ageyn the were grym & grylle 1460 Lybeaus
Disc. 1875 Swerdes they through out tho, Wyth herte
grym ana grylle a 1529 SkeltonE Rummyng 6 Tell you
I chyll ofa comely gyll. That dwelt on a hyll, But she is
not gryll, For she is somewhat sage And well worne in age
2 Of things, actions, language, etc. . Ciuel,

painful, bitter, severe, terrible, dreadful
<1x300 Cm sorM 17228 Iesu Forget 1 oft bine greues

grill Ibid 22690 he dai fourtend sal be ful ii, Til al pe
werld it sal be gnf a xaxo in Wright Lyric P xxxi 91
Shalt thou never for mi love woundes thole grylle c 1330
Amis f Amil 1275 Tho woides That weie so gret and

grille ? <11366 Chaucer Rom Rose 73 Whyl they han
suffred cold so strong In wedres grille a 1400 in Pol Re}
4 L, Poems 226 pis sper bat is so gnl c 1420 Antnrs of
Arth 620 (Douce MS) Ho gretes one Gaynour, with
gronyng grille 1570 Levins Mamp 123/47 Chil, cold,
algidus Gril, idem
3. adv. Bitterly, cruelly.

C1400 St Alexius (Laud) 564 pai grete & groned grille
£1460 Tovmeley Myst xv 99 Full gryle may I grete, My
fomen and I mete.

t Grill, V 1 Obs. Forms 1 gri(e)llan, 2-4
grulle (n, 4-5 gnll(e, 5 gryll(e. [The ME. forms
indicate an OE. *gryllan (foi which g> illan,gnellan
may be mcoriect spellings) perh. =MHG gmllen,
grullen to mock, scorn, and related to MHG.grolle
(G. groll, Du. grol, LG grid), hatied, illwill,

G and Du grollen to be angry, to feel spite. Cf
however MlIG.grellen, MDu grtllen tb be angry,
and, with senses 3 and 4, Du gnllen to shiver with
cold, to shudder The relationship between the
forms and senses of these words is not clear ]
1 . irons. To provoke, annoy, imtate, offend.
c 897 K ^Eli-red Gregory's Past xl 292 Beah hie nan

mon mid laSe ne giett hie willaS gnllan fHatton MS griel-
lan] o<5re men a 1200 Body Soul in Fragm Mlfr
Gram (Phillips) 6 f>eo teone be he heom sore [printedsore]
grulde c 1250 Hymn to God 30 in Tnn Coll Horn 259
h ader for 31F vs ure gult, & eke alle ure sunne Al swo we
doS be ns habbeS lgruld 13 Childh Jesu 1098 in
Horstm Altengl Leg (1875) 38 Jif ich were in bat wille
pat ich seide oujt him for to grulle, He wolde cuybe on me
is mylit c xqeoAntms ofArth 422 (Douce MS ) pou has
wonene hem m werre, with a wrange wille, And geuen hem
to sir Gawayne, bat my heit grylles la 1500 Chester PI
111 46 Thy byddmg, loid, I shall fulfill, And never more the
gieeve ne gull.

2 ? To cause to sound, to play, twang
a 1250 Owl 4 Night 142 Pie song so lude and so scharpe,

Ri}t so me grulde sclulle haipe

3. wipers. Me grtdleV = I am afraid, X shudder.
« 1225 Ancr R 366 'Sore', cweS he, ure Louerd, ‘me

grulle<5 ajean mine pine
1

4

intr To be fearful, to tremble with fear, to

shudder
c 1420 Antnrs ofArth 632 (Douce MS ) The grones of sir

Gawayne dos my liert grille c 1450 Erie Tolous 165 Game
ne gle lyked hym noght, So gretly can he grylle C1430
Myrc 780 Lete also be belles knylle To make her hortes
the mor grylle ?<rx500 Chester PI iv. 340 Your stroke,

father, wold I [Isaac] not seene, lest I against yt grill

Hence f Grrllmg vbl sb., shivering, shuddering
1398 Trevisa Barth De P R vu xxxvu (1495), The

seconde [sygne] tofore suche a [roted] feuer comyth gryllynge
& colde Ibid xl, It [feuei Qartane] greuyth from tne
fourthe daye to the fourth daye wyth gryllynge St lysynge
of heere into the pores fyrste

Grill (gnl), v 2 Also 7 gril [a F, gnller, f

gnl (^grille) Grill sb 4]
1 . trans To broil on a gndiron or similar

apparatus ove;r or before a fire

x668 [see Grilled below] 167a Marvell Reh Transp
Wks 1776 II 448 The . boyling of men in caldrons, grill-

ing them on grid-irons, [etc.] were but a small part of the
felicities of Julian’s Empire xfrri Miege Did ftngl Fr ,

To gril or broil on a gridiron, grliter 1708 Yorksh Racers

9 The pale side boil’d, the other grill'd with bread 1826

Margravine of Anspach Mem II x 283 He had obtained
greater reputation at Court for grilling a beefsteak a I'An-

glaise than the most artful minister ever obtained by his

negotiations. 1858 Lytton What will he do 9 iv vu, The
old woman made his tea, grilled his chop, and . . shared
his meals 1873 E. Smith Foods 77 Sheep’s head is boiled

or grilled.

b To scallop (oysters or shrimps).
X727-41 Chambers Cycl sv Gnllade, To grill oysters is to

put them into scallop shells, season them [etc ] . stewing
them half an hour on the fire, and browning them with a
red-hot iron Shrimps are grilled after the same manner
1730-6 Bailey ifolio), To Grill Oisters, the same as scolloping

them 1747 Mrs Glassl Cookery ix 99 To Grill Shrimps

c transf To torment with heat, to ‘ broil’

1825 ScottFam Lett 18 July, I can goround its [Dublin’s]

walls and number its palaces until I am grilled almost

into a fever 1844 E FitzGerald Lett (1899) I 134 Oh
Baiton man 1 but I am grilled here 1849 E B Eastwick
Dry Leaves 36, I landed at Sakkar, where destiny had
resolved on grilling me till the 10th of November
2 intr To undergo broiling, to frizzle. Chiefly

fig
1842 Barham Ingol Leg Ser n Smuggler's Leap

,
I’d

rather grill Than not come up with smuggler Bill 1849
Curzon Visits Monast 2 Malta was cool m comparison
to the fiery furnace in which we were at present grilling

1883 J Hawthorne Dust I 277 The spleen which was doubt-

less grilling within him 1878 Stfvenson Inland Voy 57
The landlady set some beef-steak to gull x886 — Treas

Isl v xxu 177 Walking in the cool shadow'of the woods,

while I sat grilling

Hence Grilled///, a ,
Gri lling vbl. sb and///. a

x668 Pepys Diary 26 Sept
,

1 had two grilled pigeons

1796 H. Hunter tr St -Piece's Stud Nat (1799) HI 750

Potatoes roasted on the embers, grilled bananas [etc ] 1839

Thackeray Major Gahagan 1 (1887) 10 We landed. .on a

grilling hot day Ibid 11 25 The drumstick of a grilled

chicken 1843 Lever J Hinton xxvn (1878) 196 1 be
grilled bone that browned upon the fire 1849 E. B East-

wick Dry Leaves 140 Phulaji and other grilling stations

near the desert

t Grill, v 3 Obs. rare [ad. L gryllare, f

gryllus a cncket Cf Grylle ] intr To chirp

1688 R Holme Armoury 11 191/1 The Worm, or Locust,

gnlleth.
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+ Grill, » 4 Obs iare~ x
. trans Of a horse :

To wrinkle (the nostrils)

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon vn 176 Thenne he
[Bayard] grylled his nostrelles [orig ilf> onea les narines},

and bare his hede vp

Grill, v 6 see Grille

f Grilla de, sb I Obs Also 7 gnlliade £a F
gnllade, f griller to Grill v 2

]

1. Something grilled, a broiled dish.*

1656-7 Davenant Rutland Ho Dram Wks 1873 III
226 Your pottages, carbonnades

}
gnllades, ragouts 1658

Phillips, Gnlhade (French), a hinde of meat broyled 1725
Bradley Font Did , Gnllade, a culinary Term, signifying

in general Meat bioiled upon a Grid-iron

2. (See quot

)

1727-41 Chambers Cycl, Gnllade, in cookery, the brown-
ing ofany dish, by rubbing a hot iron over it,

f Grilla de, sb 2 Obs rare. [? erron for Grill-
age by confusion with prec.] A grille or giating

1727 S Switzer Pract. Gardiner x lxxx 424 On the top
of the terrasses there may be a little grillade of iron, or
a low pallisadoe of wood, to keep them from coming up
too near the house

t GriUa'de, v Obs. Also griliade.
,

£f.

Grillade sb l

] Onus. To grill or broil.

1727 Bradley Font Diet, Cat bounding, or Grilladmg

,

a Term in Cookery, *733 Revolution Politicks 11 53 Had
I but Power, I’d soon griliade their Bodiej, to save their

Souls 1762 Goldsm Cit W lxxxvm, I fancy a slice of
this, nicely grilladed would be very pretty eating

Grillage (grrledg). [a, F. grillage
, f. grille

Grille sb ]

1

Engineering A heavy framewoik of cross-

timbering, sometimes resting upon the heads of
piles, serving as a foundation for building on
watery or treacherous soil.

1776 G Sempie Building in Water 14 A Grillage of
Oak, strong and well pinned 1842 Francis Diet Arts

,

Grillage

,

a term applied to the sleepers or cross beams
supporting a platform, upon which some erections are
carried up, as piers in the case of marshes or watery polls,

whereby an equal beaiing is given to the foundation 1862
Daily Tel 6 May, By driving piles, on which a double
grillage of timbers was laid, a foundation sufficiently firm
was obtained 1868 Proc Instit Civ Engin, XXVII 276
The grillage and foundation distribute this weight,

||
2. Lace-makmg (See quot )

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet Needlework, Gnll/.
Grillage

,

or Gaze au Fitseau, are terms especially applied
to ornaments that have open spaces baried or grated across
them.

Gnllatalpa, erron variant of Gryllotalpa
Grille, grill (gnl), sb. [a F, grille grating,

t gndiron, OF. greillt gridiron ’-pop.!* graticiila

(Du Cange
;

cf. It. graiicola), class L. cr&ticula,

f. crdiis a hurdle, grating • cf Griddle. The dis-

tinction in Fr. between grille and gnl (Grill
sb 4) appears to date from about the 16th c.]

1 A grating; an arrangement of parallel or

cross bars, or structure of open metal-work, used
to close an opening or separate one part of a room,
etc from another; spec a giating in a door through
which callers may be observed or answered with-

out opening the door
; the grating which separates

visitois from the nuns in a convent-parlour, the

screen m front of the Ladies’ Gallery m the House
of Commons; etc.

1686 Burnet Trav 111, (1750)- 141 They [nuns] receive
much Company , hut that which I saw was in a publick
Room, in which there were many Grills for several Parlours,
so that the Conversation is very confused , there being a
different Company at every Grill 1712 J James tr Le
Blonds Gardening 19 The Walls may be pierced with
Grills to continue the View. Ibid 24 A large Cross-walk,
terminated by Grills of Iron 1848 B Webb Cant Eccles 22
Open grills were not uncommon 111 mediaeval times instead of
close screens 1862 Illnstr Times 6 Dec 521 There between
the lovers is the horrible ‘grille’ of the convent 1862 Sir
G Scott Glean. Westm Abbey (1863) 03 The splendid
gilt-brass grille which surrounds the tomb of Henry VII
1870 Daily News 22 July 2 The ladies were allowed to re-

tarn their places behind the grille. 1876 C M Davies
Unorth Bond 193 Behind a grille were the places for the
female congregation

12 One of the bars m the visor of a helmet. Obs
1661 Morgan Sph Gentry m. v 45 Among the French

they distinguish their degrees by the grills or bars on
the helmet Ibid

,
The lower degree of three Grills the

lawful heirs turn to the right side, and natural sons to

the left

3 Tennis. The square opening in the end wall

on the hazard side of the court, adjacent to the

mam wall.

1727 Boyer Did. Fr.-Angl., Grille de Trtpot, the Grill,

or hazard at Tennis Faire im coup de Grille, to strike

a Ball into the Grill 1816 Encycl Perth XXII 220/2
The last thing on the right hand side is called the grill

1878 J Marshall Ann. Tennis 182 Whenever he can send
the ball into the grille 1888 —m Encycl Brit XXIII.
179 At the further end of the court is the grille, a square
opening adjacent to the main wall

+4. In ornamental hydraulics (see quot.) Obs
171a J James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 2x4 Grills of

Water are several Spouts in the same Line, standing in

a long Bason very near one another

5. Pisciculture. A wooden frame fitted with
glass tubes, between which the fish-eggs lie during

incubation

Vol IV,

1883 G B Goode Rev Fish Industr U S. 17 The hatch-
ing-box used by Dr Gai lick, a simple rectangular trough,
was soon replaced by the glass grill, introduced fi om Euiope
1885 Chanib Jml 558 These eggs hatched just seventy five
days after they were laid down on the grilles

6 attnb., as (sense 3) grille-penthouse, -wall

,

(sense \) gnlle-woi

k

1878 J Marshall Ann Tennis 157 Gnile-pent-house, the
pent-house above the wall which contains the grille Ibid,
Gnllewatt, the inner end wall which contains the guile
18^6 Daily News 31 Mar 3/7 The two locks and the iron
gnll-work which stood guard over Pitson’s treasures

Grille, grill (gnl), v. [f. Grille sb , or ad.
F griller m same sense ] trans To fit with a
grille or grating. To grille off . to fence off with
a grille Hence Grilled./^/ a.
1848 B Wrbb Coni, Eccles 139 The choir is grilled, and

rigidly kept private by parcloses Ibid 553 'ihe chapels
are all grilled off 1896 Daily News 14 Nov 2/4 Its quaint
rococo architectuie, and heavy grilled mediae! al windows

II Grille (gnyO Lace-makmg. [F grilli, f.

gnlle grating.] (See quot
)

1882 CAULrciLD & Saward Did Needlework, Gnlli, a
lace term used to distinguish the ornamental flower or
pattern of lace from the ground surrounding it

Griller (gn *1m) £f G rill v 2 + -ER i
]

1 One who grills, a grill-cook
x86o Daily News 14July, 'It was against first principles’,

this lady told the military griller to stick a knife into
a steak when turning it

2 A grilling apparatus (in a cooking stove)
1895 Daily News 25 Apr 3/2 With a properly arranged

griller, heated by electrical means, fully 65 per cent of the
heat energy was utilised m the meat.

Grilles, grillez, obs forms of Grilse
Grilliade, variant of Grillade sb 1 and v. Obs.

tGri’lly, 0 Obs, rare. [a. F gnller, the lly

is meant to give the sound of F // J
= Grill v *

1678 Butler Hud m 11 1526 Ware Grylly’d all at
Temple Bar Ibid 1676 And rather save a Cnpled piece
Of all their crush’d and broken Members, Than have them
Gnllied on the Embers

Grilse (grils). Forms sing and collective pi.

a 5 grill(e)s, grillez (AF ), grils (s, gnles,
girles, girlss, 6 grylse, grylss, 5- grilse

j
3 5

girsilles, 6 gnssillis 7. 5 ? guise, 7 gils, 8-9 >

gilse. 8. Anglo-Irish 8-9 grawls (also sing.

graul), 9 graulse. £Of unknown origin
,
the >9

forms have the appearance of being nearest to the

ougmal; cf OF gritlt grey. The 8 forms may
perh, represent a Scandinavian synonym

,
cf Sw.

gt&lax (lit grey salmon).] The name given to

a young salmon on its first return to the river from
the sea, and retained during the same year
a X417 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) I 55 In 8 grills

sals is 4s 1469 Sc. Acts fas. III, c. 13 (1814) II 96/2
Salmonde grilss and trowtis 1482 RollsvfFarit VI 221

Small fyssh. called Grilles, not havyng the perlite lenght of
a Samon. [1482-3 Act 22 Edw IF, c. 2 Le graund Salmon
par soy rnesme saunz mixture ovesqe icell dascuns grillez

ou Salmons rumpez lez ventrez. Et que toutz petitz pessons
appellez grillez soient pakkez par soy mesmez soulement
saunz ascun mixtur] 1494 ActaDom Cone (1839) 345/1,
ix barrellis of salmond & a barell of girlss jerly. 1495 Act
x'r Henry VII, c 23 The greate Salmon by it self without
medelmg of any Grilles and that all small fisshe called

Grilles should be packed by theym self only without any
medlyng 1527 Extracts Aberd, Reg (1844) I 120 Ane
barrell of grylse, 1549 BanffBurgh Court Bk 14 May in

Ciamond Ann Banff (1896) I 23 Personis sail not takna
kynd of fysche grylss and salmond at thair awne hand
1609 Saene Reg Maj , Stat Robt I-22 That na man take

fisch or take Salmond or salmon Trouts, Gnlsis, in forbidden

tune. 1824 Scott Redgamtlet Let, iv, One ortwo salmon,

or grilses, as the smaller sort are termed 1867 F Francis
Angling ix (1880) 309 The salmon’s return to the river

after spawning as a grilse 1868 Peard Water-Faint v,

55 Three or four months later, the fish re-enter their own
river as gnise, weighing from three to nine pounds each

)3 1469 Sc Arts fas HI (1597) c 37 Salmond, Girsilles

and trowtes 1597 Conipt Buik D Wedderbnme (S, H. S )

98, Ityntxxj lib on thame, they being all gussiJh.s & he
selling me thame for Salmond

y 1493 Extracts A herd Reg (1844)! 40 Johannes Blak,

d. barrel grilse Johannes Thomsone, d barrel guise 1612

Naworth Hoitsek Bks (Surtees) 29 A salmon gils and uij

tioutes c 1817 Hogg Tales Sk 1 273 Shoal of gilses

S 1726 Nat Hist Irel 190 Those that escaped of the
former years return with the young ones, and are called full

salmons , whereas those of the same year are small, and are
called grawls or half salmon 1780 A Young Tour Irel

I 141 The young salmon are called grawls 1824 Mac-
taggart Gallovid Encycl , Graulse, a young salmon x8gt

Newland Erne 33 note, Graul, called in the north a gnise

a salmon that has made but one sea voyage 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk , Grawls

b trans/ A child. Anglo-Irish

1825 T C Ckoker Fairy Leg S, Irel (1828) II 236 Judy
and myself and the poor little grawls will be turned out

c attnb
,
as gnlst-fly

,
-rod, -time

1769 Pennant Zool III 242 The height of Gilse time

*885 E - D Gerard Waters Hercules xxm, A grilse fly,

1885 Black Wh. Heather m, He was rather proud that

so slight a grilse-rod .should . have overmastered so big

a beast

Hence GriTsing vbl sb., the taking of grilse

attnb 1867 F. Francis Angling ix (1880) 339 A light

gnlsing weapon

t Grim, sb Obs Also grym(e £f Grim a
;

cf Du, and MHG. grim (G. gnmm) masc
,
also

OHG gnmmi (MHG. and M.Du. grimme) fern ]
Grimness, fury, rage.

13 Beues 1880 (MS A), Thus begmneth gnm to
growe 1340-70 Alex <$• Dnut 50 pet were a gnsen of his
gryme St wende gref |>oIie c 1400 Dcstr Troy 7770 Then
the grekes with grym there gedurt here hertes c 1400
Ywavte <5- Gaw i66z To him he stirt, with birful grim,
His bow and arwes reft he him c *470 Harding Caron
exxxvm xiu, The Sarasynsalsohe slewewithmuchegryme
Grim (grim), a. and adv. Forms . I gnm(m,

3 grrmm, 3-7 grimme, 4-5 gryme, 4-6 grime,
grym(me, 3- grim. [OE. grtm(tn

)

= OFns.
gnm, OS gnm (Du gnm), OHG and MHG.
giim (G gnmm), ON. gnmmr (Sw. grym harsh,
Da gnm ugly). Ormm employs a disyllabic form
gimme, corresponding to OHG gnmmi, MHG.
gnmme The OTeut root *grem- is an ablaut-
vanant of *gram-

;
see Grame a ]A ad/.

1. Of persons or animals • Fierce, cruel, savage, or
haish in disposition or action. Also, in weaker
sense, daimg, determined, bold Oocas const with,
against, or with dat (Now merged in sense 4 )
Beowulf (

Z

) X21 Wiht un-hselo grim ond graedig gearo
sona was reoc ond ie|je 971 Bhckl Horn 63 Ne pearf he
wenan paesfieondes )?e nine sefre ofpies gnmman deofles

jewealdum alesan ncte^e ciaoo Ormin 8246 He Wass
ifell mann wipp alle & grimme wipp pe leode <1x225
Ancr R 280 He iseth hu ueole he gnmme wrastlare of
helle breid up on his hupe c 1290 Eng Leg I 466/164
Gtwes weren proute and gnmme <11300 CwsorM, 1x613
lesus lighted of his moder kne, And stod a pon paa bestes
grim 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 145 J>e houndes of
bat londe bee|> so greete, so grym, and stiouge pat pey
prowejj doun boles and sleep lyouns c 1430 Hymns Virg
52 Quod Dauid, ‘ we spoken of oon so grym pat schulde
bi eke pe brasen jatis ’. c *450 Cov Plyst. (Shaks Soc.) 230
The Jewys ageyn the were grym & grylle 1513 Douglas
Mneis m ix 108 And for out fra my cavern did espy The
gryme Ciclopes. 1624 Capt Smith Virginia ni. v 55 The
first people we saw were two gnm and stout Salvages 1635
Swah Spec M via § 2 (1643) 404The shrill voice of this com-
manding fowl [the Cock], will keep in aw the grimme and
fierce Lion 1637M11TON Lycidas 128 What the grimWoolf
with privy paw Daily devours apace [1726-46 Thomson
Winter 394 Bony, and gaunt, and grim. Assembling wolves
in raging troops descend ]

absol, c 1400 Destr Troy 880 Hit [fyre] gird from the grym
with so gi et hete c 1450 Holland Howlat 369 He bure a
lyon as lord Of pure gold 'was the ground, quhar the
grym hovit 1535 Lyndesay Saiyi e 4465 The femd ressaue
that graceles gnm 1

-pb Fiercely angry. Obs.
x Bhckl Horn 25 He him set his ende grim geweorpep
me gelaedep on ece forwyrd c 1205 Lav 15566 pa wes

swi8e grim Dinabu3 touward Mserlm 13.. K Alts. 754
Now is the kyng wroth and grym, Who schal Leo kyng
aftei him C1330 R Brunne Chron. (1810) 94 God is pe
turned grym, Ouper in word or dede has pou greued him.
c 1375 Sc Leg Saints, Adrian 39 par-at ncht gryme wes
pe king c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 5657 pe mare he be-
soght him

.
pe langer he wax mare grym 1535 Coverdale

Zeph. 11 ix lhe Lorde shall be grymme vpon them, and
destroye all the goddes in the londe

2 Of personal actions, character, feelings, or

utterances, a Fierce, furious, cruel (obs. or at ch.)

b In mod use Stern, unrelenting, merciless ; ie-

solute, uncompromising.
a 1000 Byrhtnoth 61 (Gr ) Us sceal ord and ecg ser &ese-

man, grim guSplega, ser we gofol svllon c x3oo Ormin 672
Deofell iss Off gnmme & nipfull herrte. c 1205 Lay. 2283
Mom grimne reas polede ich on solde ln-foren Brutone
a 1225 Ancr R 10a pis is a cruel word, & a grim word mid
alle a 1300 CursorM 471 Again him gaf a batell grim
X3 Propr Sanct (Veinon MS) m ArchwStied neu Spr
LXXXI. 304/101 per he dronk wi|> wille grym Bitter atter
and eke venym 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII 335
Also pis Lanfrank tredede and bylad kyng William con-
querour by an holy craft, nou3t wip grym chidynge, but
somtyme in good merbe. c 1400 Melayne 678 There was
none oper haylsynge Bot stowte wordes and grym c 1460
Lannfal 461 He smot to Launfal Well sterne strokes, and
well grym. 1535 Coverdale Nahum 1 6 Who is able to

abyde his grymme displeasure? 1605 Shaks Macb.v 11 4
Their deere causes Would to the bleeding and the grim
Alarme Excite the mortified man. 1667 Milton P L vi

236 To open when, and when to close The ridges of grim
Warr, 1678 Bunyan Ptlgr 1. 151 With a grim and surly
voice he [Giant Despair] btd them awake 1852 Mrs Stowe
Uncle Tom’s C xv, She.. sat with grim determination, up-
right as a darning-needle stuck in a board a 1853 Robert.
son£<yj! 1 (1858) 95 An age of grim earnestness. 1863 Gto.
Eliot Romola lx, A man’s own safety is a god that some-
times makes very gnm demands 1865 Kingsley Herew
xix 244 Then began a murder grim and great, 1877 Mrs
Ouphant Makers Flor xv 377 The Florentines prepared
to do grim battle for their liberties 1879 G W Kitchin m
Encycl Bnt IX- 549/2 The King’s bodyguard, on whom
fell ever the grimmest of the fighting, suffered terribly

3 Of pam, wounds, diseases, painful or destruc-

tive conditions Cruel, terribly severe Now only
in weakened sense • cf 2 b and 4 b.

c poo tr, Bcedds Hist 1 xiv (1890) 50 pa com mycel
wol & grim ofer pa sehwyrfdon modes men 971 Bhckl,
Horn 21 3 Waes se winter . . to pies grim pact manlj man
his feorh for cyle gesealde xx . O- E. Chron an, 1003
(Laud MS ) On pyssum geare waes se mycla hungor geond
Angelcynn swilce nan man ser ne gemunde swa grimne
c xaoo Ormin 1442 Cnst Drah haird & hefij pine moh purrh
fife grimme wundess ciaoo Havelok 155 He preyden
Cnstes hore, That he [wolae] turnen him Vt of that yuel
that was so grim 1 c 1400 Destr Troy 907 The dragon
gird him agayne with a grym noyse c 1435 Terr Portugal
981 Mo than fyfty had he slayne With gryme wounddes
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and sare. <7*450 Myrc 156* For yef the synne be giet or

grym 1535 Stewart Cron Scot, (1858) I 3°3 Quhilk sail

nocht schrmk quhair nakit swardis ar drawm Or for

na grym wound other grym or grow 1658 A Fox tr

Wurtz' Sitrg 11 xtv no Many times theie is a gum anger

,n the Hand or Finger 1667 MiltonPL it 170 What if

the breath that kindl’d those grim fires, Awak’d should

blow them into sevenfold rage ? a 1716 South Serm (1744)

IX vi 185 And then, whether it would not be the grimmest

dispensation that ever befell him 18x4 ScottLd ofIsles in

xxin Wind and weather wax’d so grim 1865 Dicktns Mut
Fr 1 au, 1 This is becoming grim’, said Eugene in a low

voice 1871 R Ellis tr Catullus xxi n Now shall beauty

to thirst be tiam’d or hunger’s Grim necessity.

fb. Of weapons or destructive agencies . Ciuel,

formidable. To wend to the gnm tooth . to have

recourse to harsh measures Obs

a 1225 Ancr R 218 [He] makeS him swuSe sterne, &
went to )>ene gnmme too 13 EE A Hit P B 1553 Aj

hit frayes my flesche pe fyngres so grymme Ibid 1696 Ful

grymme clawres pat were croked and kene 13 . Gaw $
Gr Knt. 2261 Gederez vp hys grymme tole, Gawayn to

smyte <71384 Chaucer H Fame n 33 With hys giym
pawes strong Me, he hente 1470-85 Malory Arthur x\t

xv, Thenne kyng Pellam caujt in his hand a grym wepen

4 Formidable m appearance or demeanour
;
of

stern, forbidding or harsh aspect, suggesting a cruel

or unbending disposition + Also, in weaker sense,

hard-featured, ugly,

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 2230 Pe devel pat es gnsely and
grym, Til hym come c 1394 P, PI Crede 222 A greet cherl

& a grym, growen as a tonne <7*440 Promp Parv 212/1

Grym, or sterne
,
austerus, ngidus c 1450 Merlin 339

The Geauntewas so grym a figure that he was
j

dredefull for

to beholde 15x3 Douglas AEneis v 1 67 A heir skyn of

Affnk abouu his weid, Full grym of link, with dartes kene

and rude, *535 Coverdale Dan 11 31 A greate ymage,
whose fygure was maruelous greate, ana his vysagegrymme
[Vulg Umbilis] 1587 Tuhberv Trag T, (1837) 31 Whose
face was gnmme, and he in blacke yclad 1588 Shaks L
L L. it. t, 256 Then was Venus like het mother, for her

father is but grim 1841 Denham Sophy iv 1, He that

dares to die, May laugh at the grim face of law X697

Dryden Vug Georg iv 146 Like their grisly Prince appears

his gloomy Race . Grim, ghastly, rugged 1703 Rowe Fair
Pettit

,

v 1 1720 How Pale he looks t How Grim with

clotted Blood and those dead Eyes 1794 Mrs Radclitfe
Myst Vdolpho xxvi, It threw a stronger gleam upon the

grim and sallow countenance of Bainardine 1808 Scott

Mann hi xx, Norweyan warriors grim Ibid xxi. Vigil

and fast had worn him grim, 1827 Pollok Course T via,

On 4ieir grim features, now, The plain unvisored index of

the soul 1838 J. L Stephens Trav Gt eece, etc 107/1 The
commandant, a gi 1m, gaunt-Iooking figure about fifty. 186a

Burton Bk Hunter 396 Grim and ghastly human figures.

b. of things personified, esp of death Phr.

to hold on
,
clmg, etc. like grim death.

1590 Shaks Com Err v 1 80 Moodie and dull melan-

choly Kinsman to grim and comfortlesse despaire 1596 —
Tam Shr Induct 1 35 Grim death, how foule and loath-

some is thine image 1635 Quarles Embl 111 xi (1718) 170
Mine eye Shall scorn grim death, although grim death stand

by c 1680 Beveridge Serm (1729) I 249 Can we look

grim death m the face? 1713 Addison Cato 11 iv, Doubling
the native horror of the war And making death more gnm
*8x6 Shelley Alastor 608 The very winds, Danger’s grim
playmates, on that precipice Slept 1847 Lady G Bloom-
field Remin (1883) I x 263 There was nothing for it but

to hold on like gnm death, and be shaken to pieces. 1865

Trollope Belton Est ix xoi People must eat ancj drink

even when the grim monarch is in the house.

C of looks or aspect

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 2233 Ful hydus sightes J>ai [the

devils] sal shewhym pat his chere sal make grislyand grym
<? 1450 Merlin 44 A man of agrym chere *564 Haward Eu-
tropins 11 15 After they were dead keping stil theyr gnm
lokes 1590 SrrNSER F Q 111 vni 32 For shame, but more
for feare of his grim sight, Downe in her lap she hid her face

160* Marston Antonio's Rev in v Wks 1856 1 115 ,

1

will

Outstare the terror of thy gnmme aspect 1697 Evelyn
Numism ix 306 A grim and crabbed look 18*3 Galt
Entail I. 111 18 Tremendous forms, in warlike attitudes

and with gnm aspects *838 Dickens Nick Nick xv,
With a grim and ghastly stare *863 Geo Eliot llomola
1, This city of yours turns a grim look on me just here.

d absol or quasi-j/i = Grtmness.
1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) IV 70 Faces settling into

permanent gnm
5 . transf, Of things, scenes, situations, etc :

Harsh or repellent of aspect , uninviting

[*3 EE Alht P A 1069 f>e mone may J>er of acroche
no myjte To spotty, ho is of body to grym ] *8ao Scott
Monast v, The very crags and scaurs seemed higher and
grimmer *839 tr Lamartine's Trav East 78/1 On slopes,

somewhat less grim, vine plants are seen. 1860 Hawthorne
Mart Faun (1879) I. xxv 252 In a grim old vaulted apart-
ment. 187* L St ephen Playgr Europe m (1894) 82 The
gieat Oberland peaks stand 1 ound in a gnm circle 1877
Biack Green Past xxxu (1878) 260 We bade faiewell to

this gay haunt of pleasure and set out for grimmer latitudes,

b absol or quasi-ri

*840 Galt Demon Destiny

,

etc 73 ,

1

. often wonder'd in

the gnm of night, To what dread land the dead-man did
invite

0 Of stem or sinister import
1873 Ouida Pascarel I 4 A monarch yesterday, to-day a

scapegoat, in grimmest ironic symbol of all human his-
tones *889 Jrssopp Coming ojFriars 11 81 A saying that
had a grim truth m it

V . Of laughter, jests, humour Stern, implying no
relenting or softening. In recent use often . Deal-
ing with ghastly or painful subjects.

*64* Milton Animaav Pref
,
Such a grim laughter, as

may appear at the same time m an austeie visage 1823
Scott Quentin i> xxvi, One of those grim smiles, of which

it was impossible to say, whether it meant good or harm.

1833 Ht Martineau Loom <$• Lugger 11 v 106 Before the

crowd had quite ended their gnm pastime 1850 Carlylf
Latter-d Pamp/i iv 4 Our friend m gum bantei would
reply ‘Reform a Popedom,—hardly' r868 Mu mam St
Pauls xiv 352 One of those gnm pleasantries in which
Oliver took delight 1869 Freeman Norm Cong (1876) III

xii 162 Mingled with all this there is a certain element of

grim merriment

8 Comb
,

as grim -cheeked, -faced,
-featured,

-looked, -looking, -waged, -whiskered adjs
,
-\gnm-

sightedness. Also + grim-face = Grimace sb

1601 Marston Pasqml <$ Kath 11 94 The stluer Ensigne
of the *gnmme cheekt night 1671 Crowne Juliana 1 g
[Stage direction] Landloid squints, and makes *gnm-faces

x6xo R Niccols Eng Eliza in Mirr Mag 863 like the

*gnm-fac’d God ofwar. X833 Ht Martineau CharmedSea
v 74 Groups of grim-faced miners 1811 W R. Spencer
Poemsin He thinkshis new porter,*gnm-featur’d Suspicion

1590 Shaks Mtds N v i 171 O *grim look’t night, o night

with hue so blacke 1844 Lever T Burke II. 166 A *gnm-
looking, hard-featured man 1878 J Buller 40 YearsN
Zealand \ 1 24 This stormy ana gum-looking islet 1648
Hexham Dutch Diet (1660), Gnm-sichtigheydt, *Grim-
sightednesse, Severitie, or Austere-lookes 1594 Shaks
Rich III, 1 i 9 *Grim-v:sag'd Warre,hath smooth’d his

wrinkled Front *848 Buckley Iliad 191 A grim-visaged

Gorgon 1780 Mickle Let 15 Aug in Lit Panorama
(1809) V 1174 *Gnm-whiskered soldiers, tearing children

from their mothers and killing them

33 . adv (OE. gnmme') or quasi-adv. In a grim

manner or mood ,
fiercely, savagely, horribly. In

later use only to look gnm
,
where grim is perh.

adjectival

<7893 K. Alfred Ores 1 ii § iHyhim teftei Jisem gnmme
forguldon hone wigci zeft he hy set him geleornodon a xooo
Common's Gen 1275 (Gr ) He Jiohte forgripan gumeynne
gnmme and sare <11300 Cursor M. 14668 pat loked on
him latli and grim a 1300 E, E Psalter civ 18 Irne
thurgh-yhode his saule ful grnn. c 1330 R Brunne Chron
(1810) 133 Whan pe fadei wist pe sonne wild weue on him,
1 blame him not if him list turne ageyn fulle gnm c *400
Smudone Bab 3129 He loked on her al grymme As he wode
wroth wer, 14 Siege Jerusalem (E E T S ) 10/165 per
is no gome in pis [grounde] pat is grym wounded c 1450
Holland Howlat 53 He grat grysly grym, and gaif a gret

jowle, *396 Spenser F Q iv 1 50 So stood Sir Scudamour
when this he heard, Ne word he had to speake for great

dismay, But lookt on Glauce gnm. 1675 Hobbes Odyss
(1677) 293 Round about lie lookt upon us gnm

d. Comb., as grim-blue, frowning, gnnmng

,

-rising, -set, -white adjs.

*592 Shaks Vcn <5 Ad 155 Thus chides she Death, Gnm-
gnnning ghost *786 Burns Addr. Edw. v, Thy pond’rous
wall and massy bar, Grim-rising o’er the rugged rock
1831 Carlyle Sart Res 11 ix (1838) 219 Round some
Schreckhorn, as yet grim-blue, would the eddying vapour
gather in the clear sunbeam your Schreckhorn stood smil-

ing grim-white x88x H. Phillips tr Ckamisso's Faust 15
Steep, gnra-frowmng, rugged chasms *885 Fitzpatrick

Life T N Burke I 20 note, The gnm set, clenched aspect
of the faces.

Grim (gnm), v Also 6 grimme, Sc. grym.
[In sense 2, ad Du or G, gnmmen (OS. and OE.
gnmman), f. gnmiin adj. Gbim, In sense 2,

f Grim a j

+ 1. mtr To he angry, look fierce. Const, at,

on, to Obs
a 1400-50 A lexander 4653 Ne nothire gesse we vs godis

ne grym at cure dri3tin 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 35
Thenne grimmed he, and was angry on me X484— Curtail
2 b, Now she lawheth to one and she grimmeth to other

1530 Palsgr. 575/1 ,

1

grimme, I make a foule countenaunce,
jegrongne *535 [see Grim <x 3] [1848 LyttonK Arthur
vui lvi, Black from a brazen nag, with outstretched wings
Gummed the dread Raven of the Runic kings Note.
Grimm'd, from the verb gnmmen ]

2 . trans. To make gnm or fierce; to cause to

look grim
;
to give a gnm look to.

1710 Bnt Apollo III No 26, 3/1 Theie Small-Cole one
Cries And looks Ugly and Grimm’d like a Witch. x8o8J
Barlow Colnmb m. 527 Grimm’d by the lioirors of the
dreadful night, The hosts woke fiercer for the promised
fight 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev II v vui Bailly and his
Feuillants had to withdraw into lurid half light, grimmed
by the shadow of that Red Flag of theirs 1840 Galt
Demon ofDestiny it 13 The sculptured effigies That grim
the silence of chivalric aisles

Grimace (grimes), sb. Also 7 grimass(e.
[a F grimace (14II1 c ), of uncertain origin.]

1. A distortion of the countenance whether spon-
taneous or involuntary, expressive of some feeling

(esp annoyance, embairassment, ill-humour or
pam) or tending to excite laughter

,
a wry face.

Phr to make a grimace or gnmaces
165* Hobbes Levtath 1 vi 27 Sudden Glory, is the passion

which maketh those Grimaces called Laughter 1668 T St
Serfe Tamgo's Wiles Epil., Say with an indifferent

Grimasse, 'tis well enough for a Novice. 1678 ButlerHnd
hi 11 1004 With smart remarks of leering faces, And annota-
tions of grimaces ' 1786 Mad D’Arblay Diary 11 Nov

,

[The] little heroine, making many involuntary gnmaces, but
resisting her evident inclination to cry 1824 W Irving T
Trav I 97 ,

1

tried to laugh, but could only make a grimace
1840 Dickens Old C Shop xi, Nor were the lawyer's smiles
less terrible to her than Quilp's grimaces 1874 L Stephen
Honrs in Library (1892) I vu 258 He chooses to make
grimaces before us, like an ordinary clown
transf 184* W. Spalding Italy <S- It Isl, II 357 His

boldness of drawing sometimes produces exaggeration and
grimace

2 An affected expression of countenance f For-
merly m wider sense, applied contemptuously to

GRIMALKIN.

any affected ot exaggerated attitude or gesture of
politeness

*678 MARvrLL Growth Popery Wks 1875 IV 336 To learn
how to make the Plenipotentiary gnniass for his Majesty’s
service 1709 Stfelf latter No 38 p 8 lake one of your
Men of Business, he shall keep you half an Hour with your
Hat off till he has drawn a Crowd that observes you in
this Grimace 171* Addison Sped No 69 r 2 As I am not
versed in the Modern Coptick, our Conferences go no
further than a Bow and a Grimace 1758 Johnson Idler
No 8 P 12 Men who can bear at once the gnmaces of the
Gauls, and the howl of the Americans 1860 Geo Eliot
Mill on Floss v1 ix, The Miss Guests were much too well
bied to have any of the gnmaces and affected tones that
belong to pretentious vulgarity

b. The employment of affected looks f or ges-
tures ?Now rare,

1686 Dm den Ep to H Higden 10 For posture, dress
grimace, and affectation, Though foes to sense, are harmless
to the nation 1712 Addison Sped No 305 1 10 This Artist
is to teach them how to nod judiciously, to shrug up their
Shoulders in a dubious Case, to connive u ith either Eye,
and in a Word, the whole Practice of Political Grimace
*757 Smollttt Repnsal 1 m, A peacock m pride, in
grimace a baboon 1789 Btlsham Ass I xiv 270 What
may be thought grace at Pans, at London may appear
grimace 18x6 Remarks Eng Mann 58 We are too apt
to consider as French grimace every deviation from our
more reserved or churlish habits

3 fig. Affectation, pretence, sham
; -fan instance

of this. TNovruire
1655 Nicholas Paper s (Camden) II 184 They did veryly

beleeue it would be a warr, what grimaces soeuer they made
1672 Dryden Marr A la Mode 11 i Wks 1883 IV 286,

1

said nothing but A dartires, a d'autres
,
and that it was all

grimace, and would not pass upon me *7x5 tr Cless
D'Annoy's Wks 83 Hypocnsie and Grimace seem’d to me
the most unworthy of all Vices 1739 Cibber Apol (1756)
I 22 All this my parade and grimace of philosophy 1759
Robertson Hrst Scot (1817) II hi 117 In all her violent

declarations against Darnly, there was much more of
grimace than reality 1785 Paley Mor Philos (1818) I

359 He sees through the gnmace of this counterfeited con-
cern for virtue x8x8Jas Mill Bnt India II v it 384 He

treated the renewal of the title of Naib Subah as idle

gnmace 1832 Macaulay Mirabcan Misc Wnt (1889)280
They had found it so easy to perform the gnmace of piety,

that it was natural for them to consider all piety as gnmace
X855 Motlfy Dutch Rep I 543 T he Prince listened to
all this commendation He knew it to be pure gnmace
1891 F Hall in Nation (N Y ) LII 297/2 Everything that

had passed before me bore the stamp of gnmace, hollow-
ness, or histnonism

Grimace (grim? 1 s), v [f. Gbtmace sb
,
or ad

F grimacer (Cotgr 1611)] mtr. To distort the

countenance
;

to make a wry face
, + to put on an

affected air. Also, to gnmace it.

1762 Goldsm Cit W xevi r i It is only clapping on a
suit of sables, grimacing it for a few days, and all, soon
forgotten, goes on as before 1768 — Good-n Man Epil

,

He nods, they nod , he cringes, they gnmace. 1826 Scott
Woodsl v, I can grimace like a baboon 1837 Carlyle F?
Rev I vu iv, When so much goes grinning and grimacing
as a lifeless Formality here once more, if nowhere else, is

a Sincerity and Reality *863 Mary Howitt F, Bremer's
Greece I 111 65 On one spot grimaces the winged lion of

St Mark’s, the emblem of Venice. 189a Zangwill Chtldr
Ghetto I x88 Solomon stuck bis tongue in his cheek, and
grimaced *

Hence Grimacedppl. a., affected rare

1853 W. Anderson Eapos Popery (1878) 214 It is your
grimaced priests and demure nuns who are most dexterous

at the juggling of conscience.

Grimacer (grim^-ssi). [f Gbima.ce v. + -er1.]

One who makes gnmaces or distoits his face.

x8xo Sporting Mag XXXVI 169 When the grimacers

have distorted their flexible countenances 1833 Fraser's

Mag VIII 346 Such grimacers as Harley, or such actors

as Power.

Grima'cery. raie— x [ad F gnmacene, f.

grimacer Grimace tj
,
see -ery ] The practice

of using grimaces or affected gestures.

1863 G H, Calvert Gentleman vu. 94 Verbal courtesy,

hat-in-liand grimacery

Grimacier (grim^’sioi). [ad. F. grimacier,

f. gnmacer Grimace v
;

see -ier ] — Grimacer
18x5 T Moore Mem (1856) VIII 197 We ought to be like

the grimacier at Astley’s *8*o-z Pyne Wine § Walnuts

(1824) I vi. 60He was too much of a grimacier to be tolerated

by the judges of good acting 1864 Daily Tel 18 July, We
have lost the great grimacier [Grimaldi]

Grimacing (gnm?1 siq), vbl sb [f. Grimace

V +-IBG 1
.] 'The action of the verb Grimace

1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III 51 Genuine chorea, apart

from mere grimacing is very closely associated with the

rheumatic state

Grimacing (grim?1 sir)), ppl a [f Grimace

v H--ING 2
.] That grimaces^

1804 Something Odd I 83 Cringing alacrity and grimacing

volubility 1844 L S Costello B£arn Pyrenees II ix

148 The sculpture of the grimacing heads amongst the

foliage 1863 Geo Eliot Rornola iv,Nello cast a grimac-

ing look of intelligence at the Greek

Hence Grima cingly adv
1854 Tait'sMag XXI 287 The Jew winked gumacingly

Grimalkin, (grimse-lkm, -mg 1km) [prob f

Grey a + Malkin ] A name given to a cat

,

hence, a cat, esp an old she-cat ;
contemptuously

applied to a jealous or imperious old woman.
In quot 1605 used as the name of a fiend

[1605 Shaks Mach i 1, 9, I come, Gray-Malkin '] *»3°

J Taylor (Water P ) Wks 11 1*4/1 Like Grimalkin Or a
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hindeneedfull Vermin couihing Cat Ibid 226/2, I list not

write the bable praise Of Apes, or Owles, or Popinjaies Or

of the Cat Grimalkin 1703 J Phillips Splendid Shilling

74 Grimalkin to Domestic Vernnne sworn An'everlasting

Foe 1709 Prior When Cat is Away 18 Gumalkin far all

cats outshone 1789 G White Setborne lxxvi, lhat a pool

little sucking leveret should be fostered by a bloody gri-

malkin 1798 Charlotte Smith Vug Philosopher III 15

The venerable old grimalkin had taken Louisa with her, and.

accompanied the married folks into Suffolk 18*6 Disraeli

Viv Greyu xvi, Likeveritable Grimalkins, they [theToadeys]

fawn upon their victims previous to the festival. 1843

Borrow Bible in Spain S3 Growling to herself, something

after the manner of ail old grimalkin when disturbed.

attnb a 1745 Swiit Ban Jackson's Picture 11 6 But

still were wanting his grimalkin eyes, For which gray

worsted stocking paint supplies 1784 Gibbon Misc Wks.

(1814) II. 354 And now, my Lady, Let me approach your

gentle, not grimalkin, presence, with deep remorse.

Hence Grima lkined/tr pple. {nonce-wd.), vexed

by a * grimalkin \

1756 Ld Chestlrf World No 185 F 2, I am not hen-

pecked ;
I am not gnmalkined , I have no Mrs. Freeman

with her Italian airs, but I have a wife more troublesome

than all three

*|* Q-rimasK. Obs. rare . — Grimace.

1671 E. Howard Womens Conquest First Prol., What
think you then, if I speak to all the Judges in the Pit by
looks and gnmasks ? [Possibly only a misprint (orgnuiasses ]

Grimass(e, obs form of Grimace.

f Grrimcu*ndle5C. Obs rare-1
[f. Grim sb +

-cund (as in Godound, q v.) + -lege -laik ] Guin-

ness, fierceness.

cisoa Ormin 4706 patt tu beo .pwerrt ut clene off grimm*

cunndle33c & pwerrt ut clene off brappe

Grime (graim), sb. [=mod Flemish grijm in

the same sense (Kilian has gnjmsel)

:

cf. Grime v ]

Soot, smut, coal-dust, or other black particles,

deposited upon or ingrained in some surface, esp.

the human skin.

1590 Shaks Com Err hi 11 106 She sweats a man may
goe ouer-shooes 111 the grime of it. 1612 W Parkes
Cnrtame-Dr. (1876) 24 Now will he note it deepe with

a pen of brasse, with the blackest grime and colour that can

be deuised 1728 Woodward Cat Fossils II 3 Collow is

the word by which they denote black Grime of burnt Coals

orWood 1740 Somerville Hobbtnol 111 179 Her Legs un-

clean, Booted with Grime 1850 Carlyle Latter-d Pamph.

iv 4 A wretched old kettle consisting mainly now of foul

grime and dust 1870 Bryant Iliad I x 330 Descending to

the sea 1 hey washed from knees and neck and thighs the

grime Of sweat 1893 Northumbld Gloss ,
Grime, the black

ashes upon wood which are in a state between soot and
charcoal Any black smudge is called a grime mark. Lignite,

or wood coal, is sometimes called grime

fig 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11 xvi (1840) 324 The dirt and

S
ime of human affairs 1899 H Wright Depopulation 109

e forgot all the squalor of monotony, and the grime of

grinding circumstances bywhich human life was surrounded

Grime (graim), v. Also 5 Sc. grymme [Cf.

m«d Flemish gnjmen, Fris griemjen, LG. gremen,

grimen to blacken, dirty, a MDu *grimen is

assumed by Verwijs and Verdam. Cf. also begre-

men , -grwnen (Kilian), to Begrime.} tram To
cover with grime, to blacken, befoul. Also fig.

to grime the face of. (Cf. Begrime )

C1470 Henryson Mor Fab xu (Wolf Sheep) xvi, Than
quhair the gait was grymmit he him brocht 1483 Catk
Angl 165/2 To Grime, fuscara, Juliginare <21592 H
Smith Wks (1866-7) I 62 He seemeth like a collier

which is grimed with his own coals x6ox Dent Pathw
Heaven 67 Ihe Apostle laieth out the great danger of

this smne [covetousness], and doth exceedingly grime the

face of it 1605 Shahs. Lear 11 111 g My face lie grime

with filth *647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 237 Vulcan pour d
Nectar himself, and his own fingers scour 0, Grim'd in his

Liparene work-house 1730 Swirr Lady's Dressing-Room

46 The Towels . With Dirt, and Sweat, and Ear-wax
grim’d 1806-7 J Beresford Miseries Hum Life (1826)

vui u, Letting your book fall into the ashes, so as to

rumple and grime the leaves 1878 H Phillips Poems fr
Sp Germ 18 A rudely cut inscription Grimed with dust

of many a year,

f b To smear, anomt. Obs rare-1
,

c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears Epil in Archiv Stud nett.

Spr (1897), With amber greece he must be grymde, and

such lyke costly geare

Grime, obs. form of Grim
• Grimed (graimd),ppl a [f Grime v + -ed 1

]

Blackened with game
,
grimy.

1483 Cath. Angl 165/2 Grimed, fuscatus, fuliginatus

1493 WillofHtlbrond (Somerset Ho ),A Hekfeyr ofgrymed
color 159a Nashe P Pemlesse (ed 2) 6 b, A gray beard

cut short to the stumps, as though it were grimde 1819

Crabbe T of Hall vni. Wks 1834 VI 194 With hair

uncomb’d, grimed face, and piteous look *841 J L
Stephens Centr Amer; (1854I 258 The smith’s grimed face

1896 A Morrison Child Jago 1 There rose from the foul

earth and the grimed walls a close, mingled stink

fig. *815W H Ireland Scnbbleomania 25 Panegyrists,

Errant Knights 1 That whitewash one as grim’d as Nero

Griment, variant of Greement, Obs.

t Gri'mful, a Obs Also 3 grimfule, 4
grymfull. (f. Geim sb. or a. + -run] Full

of gumness
;

fierce, terrible
a 1240 Saiutes Warde m Cott Horn 253 To i seon eauer

)?e unseh gastes biseon on hare grimfule ant grurefule

nebbes ant heren hare rarunge 13 Minor Poems fr
Vernon MS (E E T S) 443 Wyth gret and grymfull wrathe

full sone Thei shull heryn a full hard dome 1715 Disc on

Death 55 Never more shall dread Death’s grtmful frown

Grirngribber (gri'mgri baa). Also 8-9 grim-

gibber, 9 glrmglibbei* In quot 172a the name
of an imaginary estate, extemporized in a discus-

sion between two sham counsel respecting a mar-

nage settlement. Hence used by Tooke, Bentham,
and later writers for Legal or other technical

jargon, learned gibberish Also attnb.
Quot. 1835 is a duect allusion to Steele's use

[1722 Steele Cottsc Lovers in t (1723) 51 Mrs Seal.

1 he single Question is, whether the Intail is such, that my
Cousin Sir Geoffry is necessary in this Affair 9 Bram
Yes, as to the Lordship of 1 retriplet, but not as to the

Messuage of Grimgibber ] 1786 T H Tooke Purley 103
The grimgubber of Westminster-Hall is a more fertile

source of imposture than the abracadabra of magicians.

C1788 Bfntham Ch ofEng Catech Eaa.ni. (1868) 66 The
gnmgribber of modern technical theology 1802-12 —

Ration Jndte. Evtd (1827) V 344 The grimgtbber, non-
sensical reason of the identity of the two persons 1824

New Monthly Mag X 366 Medical writers, whose grim-

gnbber is seldom much read 1828 Edin Rev. XLVIII
468 The law’s gnm-gribber 1835 Lady Louisa Stuart
Introd Anecdotes in Ld Wharncliffe Leff Wks, ofLadyM IV Montagu (1837) I. 18 Lord Dorchester was very

gracious to him, till the Grim gribber part of the business—
the portion and settlements—came under consideration

Griminess (grsi mines), [f. Grimy a. + -ness ]

The quality or state of being grimy.

1650 H. More Observ in Enthns 'lrmmph (1656) 85

How the man is frighted into devotion by the smut and
gnminesse of his own imagination 1854 Hawthorne Eng
Note bits (1883) II 178 A great deal of dirt and guminess
011 the stone floor of the market house. 1859 Geo Enor
A Bede 13 Mr Rann’s leathern apron and subdued grimi-

ness can leave no one in any doubt that he is the village

shoemaker.

Griming (grsi’min), vbl sb dial. A sprinkling

a1802 Jamie lelfer vu in Child Ballads (1890) IV. 6 It

was thegrymtngof anew-fa’n snaw 1893Northumb Gloss
,

Greymin
,
Grimm, Grynung, a sprinkling, a smirch.

*|- Grimlesjc Obs. rare—x
. [a. ON. gnmmleik-r ;

see Grim: a. and -LAiiii] Gnmness, cruelty

1x200 Ormin 4719 piss mahhte tredej>J> unnderrfot All

grimmeleaac & braj^e

Grimly (gri Bill), a. Obs. or arch. Also 5
super

l

grimlokkest. [OE grunlic (= MDu.
gnjmnelijc

,
MHG gnmmehch, ON. grunmhgr)

,

see Grim a. and -ly 1
] Grim-lookmg ;

grim 111

appearance or nature.

Beowulf(Z ) 3041 Waes se leg-draca, grimlic gryre, gledum
be-swaeled C893 K /Elfred Oros, 1 u § 2 Da gewm wseron

grimlicran J>onne hy nu syn. c 1000 ^Eltric Horn I 454

Done gnmlican garsecg cx205 Lay 8176 Emelin pene

brand lgrap mid gnmhcne lechen. c 1275 Moral Ode 141 in

O E Misc 63 Swipe grimlych stench per is. * 1310m Wright

Lync P in The love or him us haveth ymaked sounde,

Ant yeast the grimly gost to grounde c 1380 Sir Ferumb
1876 Yb herd was long, & al wbyt hor

,
a was [a] grymly

freke a 1400 Octouian 1742 Doun he fyll deed to grounde,

Gronynge fast with grymly wounde c 1400 Sowdone Bab

144 Ther londed many a grymlye gome 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vm 1, She had many grymly throwes 16x1

Eeaum. & Fl. Kut, Burn. Pestle It. v, In came Margaret s

grimly ghost, And stood at Wllliam’s feet a 1650 Sir

Aldingar 73 in Furniv Percy Polio I 169, I dreamed the

grype & a gnmlie beast had carryed my crowne away 1766

G Canning Anti-Lucretius 1 68 Canst thou, undaunted,

meet the grimly king 7 *783 Johnson Let to Mrs Thrale

20 Aug , I told her it was Johnson’s grimly ghost x8xo

Bentham Packing (1821) 108 Behold * at the bed s feet

a grimly spectre 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland xxi 361

Hard by this a grimly abyss.

Hence G-ri'mliness, the state of being grimly,

14 Chaucer’s Parson's T T 790 (Ch Ch MS) Grymly-

nesse of' the deueles [see Grimness,] 1580 Hollyband

Treas. Fr Tong, Affreuseti, sturdinesse, grimlinesse 1898

N % Q 9th Ser I 445 Poetical licence, for the sake of in-

tensifying the grimhness of the apparition

Grimly (grirnli), adv. Forms: x grim-,

grymlice {compar gnmlicor, superb gnmlicost),

3 grimliche, Orm. grimmeli3, 4 grimli, 4-6

grymly, 3- grimly [OE. gnmUce (= OHG.
gnmltche,grnnmelicko, MHG. grwtmeliche, MDu.
gnmmeltke

,
ON. grtmmliga)

‘ see Grim a. and -ly ]

1. In a grim fashion ,
with stern or cruel action,

intention, or feelings, fiercely, cruelly, also, m
mod. use, austerely, rigidly, uncompromisingly

971 Bltckl Horn 63 pam mannum sceolan pa deman grim-

lice styran. a xooo Martyrol (E E T S ) 134 Pa u®1 se

cyning pone hyra ealra grimheost acwellan c 1205 Lay

1904 He lgrap hine hi Jion gurdle & him grimliche heaf

a 1225 Ancr R 104 pi spus spekecS swuS grimliche 311 pu

wendest vt a 1300 Cursor M 15832 Nu wit bastons pai

him beft ful grimli to be grand, 1:1320 Sir Tnstr 2376

Vrgan to tnstrem ran, And grimli pere gret C1400

Destr Troy 10453 P®s gird in full grymli with H_grete ost

the bloody Fray 1871 R Ellis Catullus lxiv 355 So
shall Achilles, Charge Troy’s children afield and fell them

grimly with iron x88x Fowler Bacon 198 Both of them

[Bacon and Luther] were grimly in earnest

f 2 , Dreadfully, frightfully, shockingly, terribly.

c laoo Ormin 4494 Bape gilltenn griinmeli3 a 1240 Ureisun

in Cott Horn. 187 Mine sunnen habbeb grimliche iwreped

me <2 1310 m Wright Lync P. 112 His grene wounde so

grimly conne blede 13 BE A Hit P B 1534 perapered

a paume pat was grysly & giet, & gtymly he wrytes

c 1420 Anturs ofArth 163 (Thornton MS ), Nowe I am a

gnsely gaste, and grymly grane 1460 Lybeaus Disc 1632

Whan they togydere mette, Ayder yn other scheld hytte,

Strokes grymly greete cx470 Hfnry Wallace vn 460

Sum grymly gret, quhill thar lyff dayes war gayne.

3 With a grim look or air . a. of persons

1340 Hampole Pr Cause 2226 Als wode lyons thai [the

devils] sal than fare And grymly gryn on hym and blere

1 1400 Melayne 1398 He hade no worde to speke agayne,

Bot grymly stuae lukande 1450-70 Golagros 4 Law
558 Gaudifeir and Galiot, in glemand steil wediSj grj mly
thai ride c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon h 61 He
loked grymly and fyersly in hts vysage for giete wrath

1535 Coveudale Estherxv 7 He lift vp his face and loked

grymly vpon her 1606 Skaks Ant 4 Cl iv xu, 5 The
Atiguries looke grimly, And dare not speake their know-
ledge 1635-56 Cowley Davtdeis tu 23 lh’ uncircuincis’d

smil’d grimly with disdain 1725 Pope Odyss xxn 39
Grimly frowning with a dieadful look 1836 W Irving

Astoria III 243 The Indian warriors shook their heads

grimly. 1848 L. Bronte J Eyi e xu (1873) 115 [He] sprang

to his saddle , grimacing gi tmly as he made the effort 1856

Masson Ess. vi 235 1 hat hard, austere man of letters who
receives you so grimly, [etc ].

b transf of things.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev iv m. Wks. 1856 I 122

Death, hel more grimly stare Within my heart, then ui your
threatning brow es i6ix Shaks Wint T m in 3 The
skies looke grimly, And threaten present blusters 1819

Byron Juan 11. xhx, The night grimly darkled o’er the

faces pale. 1870 Bryant Iliad vi I 206 Ihe horse-hair

plume lhat grimly nodded from the lofty crest. x8go I trues

31 Jan. 9/2 Symbol of a grimly unsuccessful country

c So as to produce a grim appearance, rare

la 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 161 Hir heed y-writhen was,

y-wisi Ful grimly with a greet towayle. 1824 W Irving

P. Trav. I 45 The grimly painted portrait of her poor dear

man 1895 Sir H Maxwell Duke ofBnt. 1 ix l'he faces

of most were grimly tattooed.

Grimm(e (grim) [a. F. grimm

e

(Buffon 1764),

ad mod L {Caput) grummet, the name given by

Linnaeus to a South-African antelope described by

Herm. Nic. Grimm (1641-1 7 1 1). The application

to the coquetoon is due to misunderstanding.] A
West-Afncan antelope, the coquetoon.

1834 Penny Cycl II 82/1 The original gumm was brought

from the Cape of Good Hope ,
the animal at present under

consideration is an inhabitant of Sierra Leone and the

coast of Guinea *855 Ogilvic, Suppl , Grtmrrt, a species

of antelope {A grummet). 1897 Webster, Grtrnme

[Grimmer : spurious word m Diets ,
arising

from mistaken form of Gimmer ]

Grimmish. (gn mij), a. [f Grim a. + -ish ]

Somewhat grim
1864 Carlyle Frcdk Gt IV. 142 A gnmmish feeling

against the Saxons 1876 G Merfdith Beauch Cai eer II

hi 40 The grimnnsh slyness of his uncle Everard’s con-

spiracy.

Grunness (grimnes) [f. Grim a +-ness]

The quality or condition of being grim
,

fierce-

ness; sternness; formidable aspect.

971 Bhckl Horn 55 He [the devil] wile hit him mid grim-

nesse & mid yfele eall for?yldan a 1000 Guthlac 350 (Gr

}

Cwaedon cearfulle Cnste laSe to GuSlace mid gnmnysse

c 1050 Voc in Wr Witlcker 341/8 A irocitas, grimnes c 1386

Chaucer Parsoris T p 7go (Ellesm MS ) They shul han
sharpe hunger and thurst and grymnesse [v r gnslines,

grymlynesse] of deueles c 1440Promp Parv 212/2 Grym-
nesse, or horrybylnesse. 1563 Golding Cmsar 1 (1565) 29 b,

They were not able to abyde the grymnesse of their coun

tenaunces xfixg Bp J King Tkanksgiv Serin 26 Ihe
grtmness of her visage disguised, yet will it be fearefull

enough 1670 Milton Hist Eng 11 Wks (1851) 60 lhat

in the gnmness of Death they might seem to eat their own

flesh 1787 Glovlr A thenaid xxx 284 Whose ravell’d brow,

and countenance of gloom, Pi esent a lion’s gnmness 1837

Carlyle Fr, Rev 1 iv iv, A sardonic gnmness lies m that

irreverend Reverence of Autun

Gnmp (grimp), v. rare [ad F. gninper to

climb.] f & trans To cause to mount, to ele-

vate, haul up {obs) b. tnti . To clamber,

climb.

1684 Bucamers Amer 11 (ed 2) 13 Lolonois and his com-

panions, not being able to gnmp up the Baskets of Earth,

were compelled to make use of an old stratagem 1893 G
Allln Scallywag I 44 How the little beasts grimp . such

plucky little creatures, and so strong for their size 1

+ Grrmsir(e. Obs

.

[f Grim a + Sir, Sire.J

An austere, stem, morose 01 overbearing person

[1450-70 Golagros $ Gaw 86 With that come gudand in

f
reif ane woundir grym sire] c 1450 Cov Myst' (Shaks

oc ) 69 A grym-syre at domysdayXal he be x6ox Holland
Pliny 11. 297 Tibenus Caesar was knowne for a grim sir,

and the most unsociable man in the world. 1603 Florio

Montaigne nr. v. (1632) 476 The Goddesse with soft em-

brace, Of snow white arme, the gnm sire doth enchase 1621

Burton Anat Mel m 111 1. u, I have an old gnm sire to

my husband

Grim the Collier. [The name of a character

in an Elizabethan play (modernized as ‘ Gnm the

Collier of Croydon’ 1662) ] A species of hawk-

weed {Jfteracmm aurantiaeuni).

1629 Parkinson Paradisi lxv (1656) 300 The fittest Eng-

lish name we can give it, is Golden Mouse eare for the

name of Grim the Collier, whereby it is called of many, is

both idle and foolish 1633 Johnson Gerarde s Herbal 11

xxxvi 305 Women, who keep it in gardens for noueltie sake,

haue named it Grim the Colhar 17x3 J Petiver in Phil

Trans. XXVIII 36 Golden Mousear, or Grim the Collier

Grimy (graimi), a. [f. Grime sb. + -y| ;
cf.

Flem. gnjmtgb] Covered with grime ;
begrimed,

black, dirty Also, dark-complexioned, swarthy

App. not in literary use duringthe 18th c (cf. quot 1848)

,

Todd (18x8) cites it from H More
x6x*W Parkes Curtame-Dr. (1876) 62 Vulcan vowing

in his grymy breast. His wiues dishonour shall much his

chest 1630 Tinker of Turney 12 Grimy face, all smutted
1SS — 1
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ore, His tann’d lude tough as wild boare 1642 H More
hong ofbowl 1 in vi, Foure grisly black-smiths with stern
grimy look do still avise Upon then works 1840 Dickens
Banc. Rudge xxxvn, In his grimy hands he held a knotted
stick 1848 De Quincey Sortilege # Astral Wks 1890
XIII. 262 He returned ; looking more lugubrious than ever
—more grim—more grimy (if grime yields any such adjec-
tive) *883 Longm Mag July 256 Most frequently the
grimiest families are not the poorest
Comb 1861 Smiles Engineers (1862) III 12 The keel is

a tubby grimy looking craft

Grin, sb.l Forms: a. 1, 3-7, 9 grin, i, 4-5,

9 eryn, 2-3 grun, 4 grme, 4-5 gryne, (5
grynde), 5-6 grynne, (6 grynn), 6 grmne, 7
gnnn. 8 3-5 grene, 4-5 green 7, 4-6
grenne, 6 gren [Oil gnn,gryn fem and neut
(also giren m Vesp Ps., cf Gibn sh 1

)
The evidence of metre seems to show that there weie two

distinct OE forms, grin neut. (pi grind) and grin fem
,

but the ME and mod E words descend exclusively from,
the form with short vowel The form grin, standing alone,
might be cogn with Grane and Yarn, but the existence of
a form with l can hardly be reconciled with this ]

1. A snare for catching birds or animals, made
of cord, hair, wire, or the like, with a running
noose. Obs exc. dial, or arch.
In the Bible of 1611 grin is found in certain passages (Job

xvm. 9, Ps cxI Si cxu 9) where mod edd read gin 1 he
altered leading is found in an edition printed at Cambridge
111 1762 , Cruden’s Cone, 1737-69 retains the original reading
a. c 8*5 Vesp Psalter ix 16 In grin 3issum &egnpen is

fot beara c 1000 Ags, Ps (Th ) lxv 10 J?u us on grame
gryne gelasddest Ibid xc 3 He mealysdeof IaSumgnne
c 1200 Trin, Coll Horn 209 Ure fo fare# on hunteo and
leiS grune in a wilderne to henten \>e deor wume5 J>er-

mne a 1**5 St Marker 3 pe fuhel he is fon 1 be fuheleres
grune. a 1*50 Chul 4- Night 1057 Thu were l-mme m one
grine 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R xiv hi. (Tollem
MS ), Also fouleres hiden ofte here grynnes [1535 grennes]
and here nettes c 1440 Jacob's Well (E ETS) 250 Whanne
a spaiowe is takyn in a grynde 1481 Caxton Reynard
(Arb ) 21 The preest . had sette a gryn for he wold fayn
haue take the fo\e 1579 Twyne Pftisicke agst Fort 1 xc
112 b, So doth the foule nie safe betweene the line and the
grin 1630 J Taylor (Water P ) Praise Hempseed Wks.
in 64/2 All sorts of faire fowle Are with ingenuous jins,
grins, nets and snares . oft taken vnawares 165a Trapp
Comm Esther vu. 8 Made to stand upon snares or grumes
with iron teeth 1671 M Bruce Good-News m Evil Tunes
(1708) 3g The Grins and Snares laid for them 1870 Miss
Jackson Shropsh Wotd-bk

,
Grin, a snare, as for a hare or

rabbit 1894 F. S Ellis Reynard 58 The poor trapped
beast At last bioke from the gryn
P 138a Wyclif Ps cxxxix [cxl ] 5 Proude men hidden a

grene to me And cordis thei straiten out m to a grene , by
side the weie sclaunder thei putten to me — Prov vu 23
As if a bud hee^e to the grene 1387 Tkevisa Itigden
(Rolls) II. 385 Maydens of Athene were compelled as it

were to snarles and grenes [printed greues] c 1430 Pallad
on Hush iv 164 A green another hath for hem [moles]
ytilde To take hem thenvithal is not vnlike, *4 . Voc. in
Wr -Wulcker 591/42 Laqueus, a lace, a grene

7 a 1380 Vtrg. Antioch. 360 in Horstm Altengl Leg
(1878) 31 Out of bat hous, as bnd fro gren, Heo fleih awei
and scaped ben 1390 Langl. Rich. Redelcs n 188 Lymed
leues were leyde all abou3te With grennes of good heere
1480 Caxton Chrotu Eng ccxxvm 239 He shal be hold and
teyde with a grenne 1549-62 Steunhold & H. Ps cxxiv
331 Euen as the bird out of the foulers grenne [rimes with
then, men] 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn lags

,
a

snare, a gren, a gm, a trap

b Jig, or m fie, expressions,
e 1000 Ags Ps (Th ) xvu 5 DeaSes grynu me fcefengon

c 1zoo Trtn. Coll, Horn 209 LiSere lahtres be<$ his grunen
1340 Ayenb 47 Hi ne heb leme me hire bodye pet ne is a
gryn of be dyeule c 1450 tr De Imitations in vu 73
Bileue him not bou3 he ofte tymes tende to be grynnes of
deceite. 15*9 More Supphc Souls 1 Wks 313/2 Ye lyke
good Christen peopleauoidmg theyr false straines& grmnes,
geue none eare to theyr haynous heresies. 1557 N. T
(Genev ) Gal. Argt

,
Men ought not to haue their con-

sciences snared into the grennes of mans traditions *610
G, Fletcher Christ's Viet 11 xxix, Vnder that same baite
a fearefull grm Was leadie to intangle lum in sinne 1615W Hull Mirr, Maiestie 140 Rid me from fatall grins Of
passions abused

+2. a. A noose b A halter Ohs.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp Matt xxvn 5 And he awearp J>a scyl*

lingas inon J>aet tempi & ferde & mid gryne [v r. grme] hyne
sylfne aheng. 1591 Percivall Sp Diet , Dogal o cordel

,
a

cord, a rope, a grm to hold a horse

Grin (grm), sb 2 Also 8 grian. [f Grin v 2

;

cf. Girn sb 2] An "act of gnnmng.
1635-56 Cowley Davitteis in 564 He walks, and casts a

deadly Grin about a 1661 Holyday Juvenal PreF. 3 A per-
petual grin does rather anger than mend 1711 Addison
hpect. No 173 rs He shew'd twenty Teeth at a Gunn
Ibid,, They found he was Master only of the merry Gnnn
17x8 Lady MTW Montagu Let. to Pope Wks 1837 H. 113
The French grin is equallyremote from the chearful serenity
of a smile, and the cordial mirth of an honest English horse,
laugh <*17*9Congreve OfPleasing-^o Thersites Attempts
a Smile, and shocks you with a Grin 1781 Cowfer Hope 747
These move the censure and the llhbeial gun Of fools that
hate thee and delightm sin. 18x8 Mrs ShelleyFrankeust
xix (1865) 23 r A ghastly grin wrinkled his lips as he gazed
on me, 1874 C Geikie Life in Woods xvui 3x0 He ended
with a broad grin. 1884 Sala Joum due South 1 xxvi.
(1887) 356 The gaunt hobbledehoy' grinning a very un-
lovely grin
transf, 1887 Lowell Old Eng Dram (1802) 22 Like a

belated masquerader going home under the broad grin of
day

b. Oil the {broad or f high) grm: grinning
(openly and unmistakeably).
*738 Swift Pol Conversat, i 26 What 1 you would not

have one be always on the high Grin 1809 Malkin Gil
Bias 1 vm F 3 1 hey were all 011 the broad grin except my-
self 1863 Hawt horne Our Old Home (1883) I 283 A ring

thickly gemmed around with faces, mostly on the broad
grin. 1884 Punch 25 Oct 196/2 He is perpetually on the
grin.

Grin, v 1 Obs exc dial Forms • 1 griman, 4
grene, (9 green), 7, 9 grin [f Grin sb 1

,
inde-

pendently formed at different periods. Cf. Grane
v ] trans To catch in a noose

,
to snare, ensnare,

to choke, strangle.
a 850 Kent Glosses in Wr.-Wulcker 59/9 Inlaqueatus es,

<5u eart xegnnad 138a Wyclif Prov vu 21 She grenede
hym with manye woordis — Isa vm 15 Manye of hem
shul ben to brosid, and grened [Vulg irretientn

*

], and ben
taken c 1400 Apol Loll. 51 It semijx bat lewid men hning
restis are gremd [printed greuid] m be same synne x6aa
Ward Woe to Drunkards (1627) 18, I haue heard of

one that, hauing stolne a sheepe, and laying it downe vpon
a stone to rest him, was gnn’d and bang’d with thestruglmg
of it about his necke 1823 [see Grane v ] 1824 Mac*
taggart Gallovid. Encycl., Gnnmng Hares, the devilish
art of setting gins to hang hares. 1841 Hartshorne
Salop Antiq, 449 Grin, v , to take hares or game by means
of a running noose set m those particular parts of a hedge
through which they are accustomed to pass. 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh Word-bk

,
Grinned, trapped in a ‘ grm

Grin (grm), zc2 Forms a 1 grenman, 3
grennen, 4-6 grenne, (5 grennyn), 6 gren /3

4-5 e?yn, 5-6 grynne, 7 grmne, 4- grin [The
OE grenman ( —OTeut type *granj6jan) is

cognate with OHG. grennan to mutter (MHG.
grennen to grm) — OTeut *granjan

,

possibly

related to *grand moustache. A root of identical

form appears in OHG grandn to grant (MHG.
granen

,
grannen to grunt, wail), ON grenja to

howl, OSw grama to roar, to gnash or show the
teeth threateningly.
The mod Eng grm appears to be only a phonetic develop-

ment, ong northern, of the older gren (cf glcnt zn&'glmt,
hent and hint), but it presents a remarkable contact of
sense and form with a number of Teut. words belonging to
a different ablaut-series OHG grtnan str vb to distort
the countenance, gnash the teeth, grin, weep profusely
tMHG grtnan, modG greinen wk ), mod.Du gnjnen
(the mod Icel. grina. to stare, Sw grtna, Du, grine to grm,
are perh from LG ) , further MHG gnnnen to gnash the
teeth

l
MDu gnnsen (mod Du gnjnzen), mod G gnnsen

to grm There has probably been some associative influ-
ence between the two Teut forms gran- and grin-, the
latter of which appears to he an extension of the root grt-
ofOE grtma mask The vb Girn is a northern metathetic
form ofgrin ]

1. intr. Of persons or animals • To draw back
the lips and display the teeth

a. generally, or as an indication of pain or
fangei

;
+also to grin with the teeth. Const, at,

fan, -[upon Said also of the jaws or teeth
«. a 1000 Juliana 596 He grennade and grisbitade

a 1050 Liber Sctntill Iv (1889) 172 Nelle Jm grenmendum
[L dissolutis] welerum hleahter forSbrmgan a 1225 After
R 212 Heo schulen ham sulf grennen & muelen me pine
of belle c xago 6* Eng Leg. I 84/36 He grennede and
femde touward hue. 13 CoerdeL 3406 Lay every hed
on a plater Upward hys vys, the teeth grennand In 1366
Chaucer Ram Rose 156 Y-frounced foule was hir visage,
And grenning for dispitous rage c 1400 Apoll Loll 58
pe hound of wrechfulnes grennip wij> his teb 14x3 Pilgr
Sowle (Caxton) n Ij (1859) S3 This cruel Sathanas, that so
fowle grenneth vppon me. c 1450 Merlin 667 The catte

grenned with his teth, and coveited the throte of the
kynge 1530 Palsge. 574/2, I grenne, I make an yvell
countenaunce, je grongne 1539 Bible Ps, lix 6 They
grenne lyke a dogg 1546 Bale Eng Votaries 11 (1550)
83 b, Grennyng vpon her lyke termagauntes in a playe
1596 Spenser F Q vi xu. 27 And some of Tygres, that
did seeme to gren And snar at all that ever passed by
P a X300 CursorM 1x878 (G&tt), He liftid vp hislathli

chin, and feluuli gan on Jjaim grin 1340 Hampole Pr
Consc. 7411 Ilk ane salle other hate dedly, And ilk ane
gryn on other and cry <71400 Rowland <5* O 1322 Whi
grynnes thou nowe so one iftee As thofe thou wolde iree
byte? C1450 Mirour Saluacwun 2630 Y‘ the Jewes .

shuld grynne on hym like beestes 1502 Shaks Ven £Ad 460 As the wolfe doth grin before he barketh 1596
Spenser F Q v iv 37 Which when as Radigund there
comming heard, Her heart for rage did gi ate, her teeth did
grm 16022ndPt Returnfr Parnass v. iv 2231 Nought
can great Furor do, but barke and howle, And snarle and
grin 1629 Gaule Holy Madn 210 Grmnes like a Dogge
1697 Dryden VEneid vu 927 Ihe Teeth and gaping Jaws
severely grin. 1713 Addison Cato iv. 1 52, I saw the hoary
Traytor Grin m the Pangs of Death, and bite the Ground
a 1774 Harte Vision Death 285 A skeleton . Whose loose
teeth in their naked sockets shook, And grmn’d terrific
cx8oo H IC White Gondolme 258 The mouth it ghastly
gnnn d. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1 xxvu, Here grins the
wolf as when he died 1840 Lytton Pilgr Rhine xi 148
The Fox grinned with pain, and said nothing
transf and fig 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Horstm) 23My penne also gynnyth make obstacle For I so ofte haue

maad to grenne Hys snowte vp on my thombys ende c 1460
Tawneley Myst vu 205 Then shall hell gape and gryn
1647 Sir J Birkenhead Assembly-mati in Harl Misc
(1745) V 97/1 His Sermon and Prayer grm at each other,
the one is Presbyterian, the other Independent 1698 Fryer
Acc E India <$• P 37 From this Point a Dozen Guns
more that grm upon Maderas

b. by way of a forced or unnatural smile, or of
the broad smile indicative of unrestrained or vulgar
memment, clownish embarrassment, stupid wonder
or exultation, or the like Const at, on.
c 3460 Vug. Childr. Bk, 57 m Balccs Bk

,

Loke Jjou Iaughe

not, nor grenne a 1541 Wyatt Courtier's Life 53 Grm
when he laugheth 1590 Spenser F, Q i vi xi All
gently grenning, show a semblance glad To comfort her
1621 Wi ther Motto B 2 b, I cannot grm When he acause-
les laughter doth begin 1682 Dryden Reltg Lata Pref
Wks. (Globe) 190 The most samt-like of the party grinned*
at it with a pious smile 2742 Young Nt Th viii i3 i r
Athens’ fool Grinn’d from the port, on ev’ry sail his own
1781 Cowper Conner sat. 902 With iash and awkward force
the chords he shakes Ana grins with wonder at the jar he
makes 1824 W Irving T. Trav I 285 They often grinned
and capered with heavy hearts
Phrase 1840 Dickens Bam Rudge xxxix, He grinned

from ear to ear at every word he said.

c To gnn for (a prize) in quot. m indirect
passive (Cf. Chinning vbl sb. b

)

17x1 Addison Sped. No 173 f 2 A Gold Ring to be
Gnnn d for by Men
t d. quast-/r<z«j To gnn the teeth Obs.

C1430 SyrGener (Roxb) 4916 He grenned his teth, and
gan to swere 1483 Caxton Gold Leg 98 b/2 They wyth-
sayde it in theyr nertes and grennyd theyr teeth ayenst
hym 1599 Minsheu Sp Gram (1623) 8 Dogs, in grinning
their teeth, when they would bite, sound this letter R
a 1700 Dryden Cymon $ Iphtg 622 They neither could
defend, nor can pursue

,
But grinn’d their teeth, and cast

a helpless view
e with cognate object

1667 Milton P L 11 846 He [Satan] ceas’d, for both
seemd highly pleasd, and Death Gnnnd horrible a gastly
smile 1884 [see Grin sb 2]

2 a trans To express by grinning.
x68x N Lee in Dryden's Wks 1701 III p vu, Even the

Phanaticks Bow in their own despite, and gm your
Praise 1732 Ld Lansdowne Unnat Plights Poetry 62 He
grins defiance at the gaping crowd 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand (18x2) I. 181 The suigeon grinned approbation
a 1822 Shelley Devil vi 3 Grinning applause, he just
showed them his claws 1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt. xxt iv
(1872) X 13 You do not much mean this, Monsieur? You
merely gnn it from the teeth outward 1804 Outmr (U S )

XXIV. 40/2 We grinned farewells

b. intr. Of a feeling To find expression by
grinning, nonce-use

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv x, The counterfeit Satis-
faction which grinned in the features of the young one
3. Phrases To gnn and abide, to grin and

bear it' to submit to one’s fate with no other
sign of impatience than a grm To grm m a glass
case (slang * see quot 1785). Tognn like a Cheshire
cat (see Cat sb i 13 f) To grin through a horse-

collar (see Hoksb-coiiLar).
1785 Grose Did Vulg Tongue, s v., To gnn tn a glass

case, to be anatomised for murdei 1794-6 E Darwin
Zoon (1802) II 114 Thus we have a proverb where no help
could be had in pain, 'to grm and abide’ 1870 Miss
Bridgman Ro Lynne II ix xgo, I must grin and bear it

Grinagog (gn nagpg) Now dial Also 6 grin-
agod [f Gbin v *

;

cf stareagog, turlygod~\

One who is always grinning,

1565 CalfhillAnsw Treat Crosse 45 Many of the diuels
children, grinagods and such other. 1785 Grose Did Vulg
Tongue, Gnnagog, the cat's unkle, a foolish grinning fellow,
one who grins without reason. Mod. (Birmingham) Stop
your silly laughing, you grinagog

!

Grinch (grin]), v [echoic
;
cf F. grincer ]

intr To make a harsh grating noise
1892 R. Kipling Barrack-r Ballads 126 It’s woe to bend

the stubborn back Above the grinching quern

+ Grinched, ppl a Obs. rare'-’1 . [?f F.
gnnehe-r, dial form ofgrincer to gnash (the teeth)

+ -bd 1
] Oi the teeth . Tightly closed, clenched

1635 J Hayward tr Btondi’s Banish'd Virgin x86 A long
time hee lay motionlesse, with lither artirs, dead clouded
eyes, grmched teeth, and grappled hands

't Grincome. slang. Obs Also 7 grmeam,
-om, -um, grmkcome, grmkum Also Ckinkum
Chiefly pi. A name for syphilis
1608 Middleton Fam Love \ 111, 'A had a receipt for the

grincomes in his hand 163* Marmion Holland's Leaguer
iv. in. Dram Wks (1875) 73, I have the grincums in my
back 1635 J Jones Adrasta 1 C2, In a Nobleman ’tis

abusive^, no, in him the Sarpigo, in a Knight the Grin-
comes, in a Gentleman the Neopolitan scabb [etc ] 1678
Butler Hud in 1 702 For Jealousie is but a kind Of Clap
and Grmeam of the Mind, The natural effect of Love

Grind (graind), sb~L [f. Gkind v.
1 OE had .

gegrmd clashing of weapons.]
1 . The action of gnnding lit andySg;
c xzoo Trtn Coll, Horn 183 Dan \re sowle fundecS to faren

ut of hire licame, hie binime# . toSen here grind, and
tunge here speche. 1871 M. Collins Mrq <$ Merck I vu
2x8 Mud churned into chaotic slush by interminable
grind of wheels 1872 Earl Pembroke & G H Kingsley
S, Sea Bubbles ix 235,

1

felt a sudden shock, a terrible lurch,
and long trembling grind i88x D G Rossetti Bride's
Prelude Wks 1886 I 57 And cries I knew of hostile lords,

And crash of spears and grind of swords 1886 J R Rees
Divers BL -worm 11 61 One gets into an unnatural perspi-
ration at the eternal grind of the barrel organ

t b. A set task of gnnding. Obs
1656 Stanley Hist Philos iv (1687) 151/2 The prison,

where the common malefactors ground, and did their grind,

and in pay of their labour, received two drachms
2. colloq Steady hard work , labour of a mono-

tonous kind, esp close and haid study; an instance

of this, a dull and laborious task.
1851 Hall College Words, Grind, an exaction ; an op-

pressive action Students speak of a very long lesson
which they ai e required to learn, or of anything which is

very unpleasant or difficult -to perform as a grind "185*



GRIND GRIND.

Kingsley in Life (1877) I 349 We lost him [the fox]

after sunset, after the fieicest grind I have had this nine

years *857 Hughes 1 om Brown 11 v, ‘Come along,

boys cries East, always ready to leave the grind, as he

called it iB$g Sat Rev VII 534/2 To a large proportion

of students, both at our public schools and at the Univei-

si ties, Latin and Greek aiea meie grind. 1866 Mrs Rid-

dell Rcue for Wealth II xii 250 Weary of the eternal

work, of the everlasting gnnd, of the whirl of London life

1884 H Scott Holland Gd Friday Addr 100 Poor

women, slaving to win some few pennies by a long day's

grind 1887 T B Ri -exoDog with Bad Name xix, ‘ Hadn’t

we better take overcoats?’ . ‘Oh, no—they’re a frightful

grind to carry
’

b (See quot and cf Grind 8b)
1857 ‘C Bede’ Verdant Green 111 xi 93 A medical

student would have told him that a ‘ Grind ’ meant the read-

ing up for an examination under the tuition of one who was

familiarly termed ‘a Grinder ’—a process whichMr Verdant

Green’s friends would phrase as ‘Coaching’ under ‘a

Coach
’

3 Untv. slang, a. A steeplechase
,

also, a walk

taken for the sake of exercise, a ‘ constitutional’

1857 ‘ C Brnn’ Verdant Green 111 xi 93 To a Umveisity

man, a Grind did not possess any reading signification, but

a lidmg one In fact, it was a steeple chase, slightly

varying in its details according to the college that patio-

nised the pastime x86o SlangDid s v
,

1 To take a grind
’

le a walk, or constitutional, University 1862 H Kingslly
Ravenshoe I xiv 173 The Christchurch grind had been slow,

but the best that year 1873 Chamb Jrul 30 Mar 194/2

The mighty gymnasiarch, the hero of a hundred * grinds
’

1887 in M Shearman Athletics &• Footb (Badm Libr ) 41 It

was the evening after the College Steeplechase (vulgarly

called the ‘College Grind’) 1896 Graves Way abt.Ox-

fordsh. 89 Just beyond, a turning to the left constitutes a
part of the course of the famous 4 Five miles grind ’ [A fa-

vourite walk at Oxfoid]

b U. S A haid student.

1896111 Westm Gas 11 Aug 8/1 He is neither a ‘grind’

nor a ‘sport’ 1897 Barrlrl & Leland Diet Slang.

Grind, a plodding student who keeps aloof from the usual

sports and pastimes

Grind (grind), sb 2 Orkney and Shetland dial.

[a ON (and Sw\)gnnd a baned gate ]
* A gate

formed of horizontal bars, which enter at each

end into hollows m two upright stakes, or in the

adjoining walls
’
(Jam)

1615 Acts of Bailiary in G Barry Orkney Is

l

(1805) 459
All grinds and slops on all highways shall be closed by all

strangers that enter thereby a 1733 Shetland Acts 6 in

Proc Soc. Antiq Scot (1892) XXVI 197 That none big

up accustomed gunds or passages through towns 1814

Scott Diary 17 Aug 111 Lockhart, The gates, or grinds,

as they are here called, are usually of ship planks and
timbers 1845 New Statist Acc Scot ,

Shetland XV 121

Every grind or gate is set open

Grind (giaind), sb 3 Nant [Origin obscure ;

cf Grind v 3
,
also gnnde, obs. var Groin sb 2

]
‘ A half-kink m a hempen cable’ (Adm. Smyth).

1794 Riggmg <5- Seamanship II 288 A cable coiled against

the sun will have less grinds 01 kinks in it than a cable

coiled with the sun

II Grind (grind), sb 4 [Fseroese ; a single

bottle-nose whale is called gnndahvalur, whence

Da. grmdehval
,
Du gnndewal.

The word is commonly identified with gnnd gate, fence

(Grind sb 2
), and is said to refer to the appearance presented

by the school when swimming or resting on the surface

of the sea Others explain it as refernng to the mode of

capture, the whales being fenced or penned in by a line

of boats ]

A collective term applied in the Faeroes to the

bottle-nose whale when it appears in large num-
bers (App. used incorrectly m quot. 1883 )

1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 47 A Faroese ‘ Eight man
boat’, fully equipped for the grind or chase of the .Bottle-

nose Whale 1885 Sat Rev. 10 Oct 475/1 The grind aie

not hunted out at sea like the larger whales 1887 Fisheries

Fish Industries U S (ed Goode) II 248 1 he fishermen

of the Faioe Islands have been very successful m their cap-

tures of the ‘grind-whale’ or blackfish (G[lobiocephalus]
Vidas') 1898 Blackfew Mag Ang. 257 When the grind are

sighted great excitement prevails throughout the islands

Grind (graind), zU Pa. t and pple. ground
(gremnd). Foims • 1* grindan, 2-3 gnnden,

4 grynden, (5 -yn), 4-5 grynd, 4-6 grynde,

, (6 grynede ?), 5-7 grynde, 4- grind. 3 sing.

pres, md 4 grmt, grynt. Pa. t. 1-4 grond,

(3 gront?), 6 groond, 7- ground
;
pi 1 gran-

don, 3 grunden
,

also weak 6-9 grinded.

Pa pple 4-5 1-, ygrounde(n, (4 i-gronde),

grownden, (-yn, -yne), 4-6 grounden, (-m,

-yn), gronden, (-me, -yn), Sc. grundm, (-yn),

5-

6 grounde, (6 groond, 7 groune, Sc grunde),

6- ground
;

also weak 6-9 grinded, 7-8

grounded. [OE gnndcm {grpnd, gruttdon
,

*gntnderi) str. vb. is cogn w, Du, grenden (rare),

gnnden wk. vb. (cf. grind
,
grmt sb., gravel,

coarse meal); the pre-Teut root *ghrendh- is

perh, represented m L. frendere to gnash the

teeth, to bruise, pound. The word is wanting in

the other Teuf, langs
,
which have instead a verb

cogn. with L. molere see Meal sb.']

1 trans To reduce to small particles or powder

by crushing between two hard surfaces, esp. to

make _(gram) into meal or flour in a mill, Freq.

with adverbial or other complement denoting the

425

result of the action, as down
,
small

,
into dust

,
to

pieces
,
etc

c 1000 AIlfric Gram (Z ) 168 Molo, icgrinde c 1200 Ormin
i486 pu gaddresst swa }»e clene corn . . & gnndesst itt, &
cnedesst itt c 1250 Gen if Ex 3339 To dust he it grunden
and maden bread 13 K. A In, 4431 (Laud MS ) Myllen
mitten by be blood Grynden corne as by J?e flood c 1374
Chaucer Former Age 15 No man yit in the morter spices

grond C1375 Sc. Leg Saints, Agatha 94 It wes les maystry
haid stanis to grynd pane for to wryth agathis wil fia cryst

c 1420 Pallad, on Hnsb 1 405 Lyme & grauel commixt
ther on do glide, With marbul greet ygrounde & mixt with
lyme C1450 M E. Med. Bit (Heinnch) 72 [Take] perote
of horshelne & be rote of comfyry and grynde hem smale
in a morter 1568 in W. H Turner Select JRec, Oxford
(1880) 326 Any come or meale, ground or to be grynded
1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 101 Lyme not quenched or

slaked, joyned with the whites of egges, and grinded on
a marble stone 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 650 They

lay it [steeped millet] on a stone, and (as Painters their

colours) grinde it with another stone, till it be dowe 1662

H Stubbe hid Nectar 11 9 Ihey grinded the nuts into

a paste 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 11 757 The Olives,

ground in Mills, their Fatness boast 1768 Boswell
Corsica 1 (ed 2) 48 They1 eveu have them [chestnuts]

grinded into flour_ 1799 G Smith Laboratory I 96 Grind
them again, as painters do their colours 1837 M Donovan
Dam Econ II 345 The practice of keeping coffee roasted

and ground .seems to he injurious to its aroma 1850
Young's Patent in Law J'tutes Rep X. 862/1 lo each 100

gallons there is added 281bs of chalk, ground up with
a little water into a thin paste i860 Tyndall Glac ii vu
261 The glaciers gnnd the mass beneath them to particles

of all sizes

b Denoting the action of teeth, or apparatus

having the same function ,
= to masticate Alsofig.

c X200 Trtn Coll Horn 181 leS hme grindefc Tunge
hme swole^eS a 1225 Ancr R 70 pe two cheoken beo3

be two grmstones LokeS peet ouwer cheoken ne gnnden
neuer bute soule node 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R
v xx. (1495I 124 Quadrupli or keruers ben sharp in the

endes and ben able to bruse and grynde harde metes 1555
Eden Decades 354 Foure teeth wherwith he eateth and
gryndeth his meate 1606 Shaks Ant <5 Cl ill v 16

'then would thou hadst a pane of chaps no more, and
throw betweene them all the food thou hast, they’le gnnde
the other 1654 Jer Taylor Real Pres 39 Cnrists flesh

was sensually to be handled by the Priests hands, to be
broken and gnnded by the teeth of the faithful. 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VI 382 The tortoise has no
teeth only two bony ndges m the place, serrated and hard

These serve to gather and grind its food 1836-9 Iodd
Cycl Altai II 11/2 Ihe three first stomachs being in-

tended to macerate and grind it [food] down

c. transf. andfig (Cf. 2 and 3 )

1535 Covlrdale Micah iv 13, 1 wil make thy home yron,

and thy clawes brasse, that thou mayest grynde [A V.

break 111 pieces] many people 1583 Babington Comtnandm
ix (1637) 93 1 he denyall of it gnndeth his soule in sunder

1587 Fleming Contn Holmsked III 1354/r He groond
himselfe euen to his graue by mortification 1640 Fuller
Joseph’s Coat 1 Cor xi 24 (1867) 58 All His bones were
broken, that is, contnted and gnnded with grief and sorrow.

1784 CowrER Task 11 362 He gnnds divinity of other days

Down into modern use 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV xxviu

30 It was safer to let the Greeks grind each other down
in a protracted conflict 1842 Tennyson St Sim Styl 115

A grazing iron collar grinds my neck.

d. To foice out by, or as by, grinding

1790 T B Moreton Mann JV Init 46 Describing the

mill which grinds, or rather squeezes the juice out of the

canes 1801 Nelson in Nicolas Dtsp (1846) VII p ccui,

I went on board Sir Hyde this morning I ground out

something, but there was not that openness which I should

have shown to my Second in Command
e. mtr m quasi-passive sense, with adj. com-

plement or adv. . To admit of being ground (fine,

easily, etc).

2 fig. (cf. 1 c). To crush, to oppress ,
to harass

with exactions Also with down, to the dust.

a 1626 Bacon Advice to Vtliters Wks. 1826 VI 442 Some
few merchants and tradesmen, under colour of furnishing

the colony with necessaries, may not gnnd them so as shall

always keep them in poverty 1642 Fuller Holy <§- Prof
St v xix 436 Much regretting that their Pnviledges, Civil

and Ecclesiastical!, were infringed, and they grinded with

exactions against their Laws and Liberties 1691 Baxter
Nat Ch xin 53 Landlords grinding their Poor Tenants

1764 Goldsm Trav 386 Laws gnnd the poor, and rich men
rule the law *784 Cqwper Task iv 30 Is India free ? Or
do we grind her still ? 1833 Ht Martineau Ma-nch Strike

in 33 You are not the man to gnnd the poor. 1838 Lytton
Leila 1 11, Yet you suffer the Hebrews themselves to pe

ground to the dust 1872 Yeats Growth Comm 240 By re-

forming the laws, and checking monopolies, he enabled the

kingdom to pay its way without grinding the poor 1883 S
C Hall Retrospect II 326 [He] had but one excuse for

grinding down the wretched peasantry.

b. In same sense : To g>md the faces (occas

face) of. A Hebiaism.
1388 Wyclif Isa 111. 15 Whi al to-breken 3e my puple,

and grynden togidere the faces of pore men 1 1608 Bp
Hall Recoil 'lreat. (1614) 609 They gave plentifull almes

to the poore . wee in stead of filling their bellies, gnnde their

faces 1639 Hammond On Ps xcv 5 When they oppress

and grind the faces of the peopleand servants of God. 1791-

1823 D’Israeli Cur Lit (1866) 306/1 Richelieu was grind-

ing the face of the poor by exorbitant taxation 1889

Jessopf Coming of Friars il 88 The lord of the manor

might grind the faces of the poor while he ground their corn

3
. fig To afflict, to torment; physically and

mentally Also absol. Now onlyU S., to annoy,vex.

absol c 1350 Med MS in Aichzologta XXX 353
mannys body vermys grynde Take mylfoly. 1610 Shaks
Temp iv 1 259 Goe, charge my Goblins that they grinde

their loynts With dry Couvultions 1698 Lister in Phil

Trans XX 246 A paining Grief towards the bottom of

their Bellies, which did gnnd and torment them with Pam
and Trouble *735 Somerville Chase 111 423 All the Pangs

that gnnd thy Soul, In Rapture and in sweet Oblivion lost

1879 Howells L Aroostook vu, After all, it does gnnd me
to have lost that money 1

b. US (College slang) To satirize severely,

make a jest of {Cent, Dtctl).

c colloq. To be a ‘ grind ’ (see Grind sb 1 2
)
to,

to fag.

1887 T. B Reed Dog with Bad Name xix, ‘ Will you
come ?

1 1 I’ve never been up a mountain in winter before

We shall get a splendid view Sure it won’t grind you?
’

4 To piocliite by gundtng.
138* Wyclif Isa. xlvu 2 Tac a gnnd ston, or queerne

sloon, and grind me mele c 1420 Liber Cocorum (18621 14
Floure of ryce j>ou grynd also 1535 Coverdale Isa xlvn

2 Thou shalt bringe forth the querne, & grynede meel

1624 Heywood Gunaik v 255 1 here was meale that morn-

ing to be fetcht from the mill, w hich was gnnded by that

time 1791 Cowper Odyss xx 145 With aching heart and
tiembhng knees their meal Grinding continual 1897 Mrs
Ramsay Aw Day Life Turkey \\ 47 Each household gnnds
its own flour.

5. To wear down by friction so as to make sharp

or smooth, a To sharpen the edge or point of

(a tool, a weapon). To have axes to gnnd see

Ax sb 1 5. Also with complement, and up
13 K Alts 5872 With his sweid, sharp y grounde, He

yaf many a dedly wounde 1375 Barbour Bruce xn 520

Axis that weill grundyn wer c 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode
1 cxvii (1869) 61 pe haubergeoun, which was of so strong a
shap pat, for no wepene ygrounden, per was neuere mayl
ybroken 1523 Fitzherb Hush § 21 This hoke wolde be
well steeled, and grounde sharpe 1608 Shaks Per 1 11

58, I baue ground the Axe my selfe, Do you but strike

theblowe 1680 Moxon Mech Exerc x1 193 The edges of

these Flat Chissels are not ground to such a Basil as the

Joyners Chissels are 1697 Dryden Virg Georg m 398

Ihe bristled Boar New grinds his arming lusks 1827

D Johnson Ind Field Sports 294 His tusks heis gnnding to

give us some play 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge iv, I’ll gnnd
up all the tools

fig C1586 C’tess Pembroke Ps lxiv it, For tongues

they beare, not tongues, but swoides, So piercing sharp

they have them ground c 1600 Shaks Sonn. cx 10 Mine
appetite I neuer more will grm’de On newer proofe, to trie

an older friend

b. To smooth the surface of (glass, etc) by

friction.

1641 French Distill 1 (1651) 6 The stopple of Glass

ground very smooth 1660 Boyle New Exp Phys. Mech
Proem 10 To the mward tapenng Orifice of this Ring
are exquisitely ground the sides of the Brass stopple 1678

ButlerHud 111 Lady's Answ. 229 How dull and rugged,

ere ’tis ground And polish’d, looks a diamond 1 1704 New-
ton Opticks 1 (1721) 95 Good Workmen who can grind and

polish Glasses truly spherical 183a G R Porter Porce-

lain ff Gl 201 The labour bestowed in grinding and polish

mg their surfaces, 1837 Whittock, etc BK 'Trades (1842)

353 The Optician executes very little more of the work than

fitting in the glasses, after these aie grinded 1888 Sci

Amer 28 Apr 258/2 To secure perfect smoothness 111

motion, each rack and pinion is * ground in
’

fig 1779 Johnson in Boswell 16 Apr , I o be contradicted,

in order to force you to talk,is mighty unplea$ing You
shine, indeed, but it is by being ground.

f c Used for : To file down (teeth). Obs rare.

1625 Bacon Ess, Usury (Arb) 545 That the Tooth of

Usune be grinded, that it bite not too much.

0. tntr or absol. To perform the operation of

gmiding, esp of preparing meal or flour from

gram Said also of a mill, etc.

C950 Lindisf Gosp Matt xxiv 41 Tuu wif fcegiundon on

coernae [Rushw twa grmdende ast eweorne] c 1000 jElfric

Judg xvi 2i pa Phihstei heton hine grmdan set hira

handewyme, 1382 Wyclif Matt xxiv 41 Two wymmen
sbulen be gryndynge in 00 querne cx386 Chaucer Wtfes
Piol 389 Who so comth first to MiUe, first grynt c 1400

Destr 1 roy 1604 Mylnes full mony, made for to grynde

c 1:420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 27 lake persole, peletre an

oyns, and grynde *625 Bacon Ess ,
Counsel (Arb ) 321 But

then it must be a Prudent King, such as is able to Gnnde
with a Hand-Mill a 163a G Herbert Jacula. Prudent

747 Gods Mill grinds slow but sure. 1671 Milton Samson

35 To gnnd in Brazen Fetters under task With this Heav n-

gifted strength 1825 J Nicholson Qperat Mechanic 123

When one pair [of stones] only is wanted to grind 1837

Carlyle Fr.Rev. I vu vu, Millersshall grind, ordo woise,

while their millstones endure 1846 Longf Aphorisms fir.

F von Logan, Though the mills of God grind slowly, yet

they gnna exceeding small.

b. trans. To work (a handmul) so as to gnna

meal, etc. In vulgar phrase To gnnd the coffee

mill to imitate with the hand the action of

grinding, by way of contempt (cf. Grinder 8).

1894 J T. Fowler Adamnan Introd 58 And at supper

time each used to grind the quern, but an angel ground

for Colum-cille

7 . a. mtr. To work as if grinding with a hand-

mill; hence, to turn the handle of a banel-organ

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xvut, Meanwhile the dog in

disgrace ground hard at the organ 1866 [see Barrel

organ] 1872 Calverley Fly Leaves,
On hearingan organ,

Tell me, Grinder, if thou gnndest Always, always, out of

tune 1887 Jessopf Anady vm 235 A half-starved organ

gnnder comes and delights my heart by grinding for half

an hour. , ,

b. quasi-trans. To produce (music) on a hurdy-

gurdy or barrel-organ. Also with out.

1784 R Bage Barham Downs II. 197 One grinds music

upon—I forget the name of the instrument , it is common

enough in London 1805 European Mag XLVII 256 Do,

my good girls, gnnd me a pennyworth more of your music
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1868 Hri i'S Rialmah svu (1869) 468 Hie polka which the

organ-man was grinding oat 1883 Eng Ilhisty Mag
Nov 91/1 Like a delicious tune ground too often on
a barrel-organ

8. mtr a To work laboriously and steadily;

to toil away at some monotonous task; esp. to

study hard Const at. Also with' away, on
1855 Browning Grammar Funeral 726 So, with the

thiotthng hands of death at stnfe, Ground he at grammar.

1837 Hughes Tom Brown 11 m (1871) 260 Wnat’s the

good of grinding on at this rate? 187a Chamb Jrnl 30
Mar 195/2 Whereas oui fellows grind on the river, or in

the gymnasium, at the very crisis of the mind 1881 S R,
Hole Nice 1 2 How often I thought of them when I was
grinding at my Latin verses

b To ride in a steeplechase. (Cf Gbind sb. 3.)

1857 Lawrence Guy Lrmngst 111 17 They would grind
ovei the Vale of the Evenlode . as gaily as over the Bull-

mgdon hurdles

c To work hard at a subject of study under the

direction of a tutor or ‘ grinder
’

1835 E Forbes in, Wilson & Geikie Mem vi 176, I am
obliged to ‘grind ' that is, undergo a puvate examination
with an authorized teacher or tutor 1849 Behrend Let m
N Q Ser vhi VII 183, I was the only man of the 14
who had not been grinding m London, and one poor fellow

was rejected who had been two sessions with a grinder
1861 Alb Smith Med Student 51 Jones himself has never
paid, though he has been grindingsome years 1870 Lou ell
Among- my BAs. Ser 1 (1873) 308 After grinding with
pnvate-tutor Mylius the requisite time, Lessing entered the
school of Catnenz,

d tram. To teach (a subject) u a steady labor-

ious manner ; also, to prepare (a pupil) 111 a subject.

18x5 [see Grinding vbl sb ] 1848 Thackeray Van Fair
Ivi, A pack of humbugs and quacks that weren’t fit to get
their living but by grinding Latin and Greek. 1859 Wilson
& Geikie Mem E. Forbes vi 180 [Dr Bennett] undertook
to grind him in anatomy and physiology

9 mir To. scrape or rub on or against some-
thing, to make a grating noise. Also, to work
into or through by means of pressure and friction.

a 1000 Riddles (Exeter Bk ) xxxm, Ic seah searo hweorfan,
grindan wi5 greote, ^lellende faran «xaa5 Juliana 56
(Royal MS ) Grisen him mahen pet sehen hu hit [a wheel]
grond [Bodl MS, grant] m hwet so hit rahte 13 EE
Alht P A 81 pe grauayl pat on grounde con grynde Wern
precious perle? of oryente c 1350 Will. Paleme 1242 purth
scheld & scholder pe sharpe spere grmt. [bid 3443 purth
helm & hed hastili to be brest it gnnt 1781 Archer in

Nav Chron XI 2gr Our poor Ship grinding, and crying
out at every stroke 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc Airier II

26 We went aground,—grinding, grinding, till the ship
’

trembled in every timber 1855 Tennyson Maud 1 i 43
The villainous centre-bits Grind on the wakeful ear in the
hush of the moonless nights 1856 Kane Arctic Expl I

vu 68 How gallantly her broken rocks have protected us
from the rolling masses of ice that grind by her

b trans To rub (one thing) gratingly against

or upon (another); to force into by grinding;

also quasi-*'tf«J. to make (one’s way) by grinding
1644D1GBY Nat Bodies ( 1645) 343 He used to grind his

hands against the walls in so much, that they -would run
with blood 1805 Wordsw Waggoner in 94 Yet here are
we Grinding through rough and smooth our way 1820
Keats Hyperion n 51 Upon the flint He ground severe

lus skull 1837 T Hook Jack Brag xu, They ground their

way, instep deep, over the shingles 1873 Sunday Mag Feb
340 He .ground his heel into it as if it had been a viper

10 +a mtr. To gnash with the teeth Const at.

cxooo Ags Ps. (Spelman) xxxiv [xxxv] xg [16] Hi grun-
don ofer me mid toSum heard c 1340 Cursor M 19434
( 1’rin ) Whenne he had hern tolde pe sope pel bigon to

grynde wip tope. 1563-87 Foxe A, Jjr M (1596) 44/1 The
Gentiles grinded and gnashed at the Christians with their

teeth 1581 Confer 1 (1584) F iv, The Deane of Faules
grinded with his teeth for despite

b trans To rub (the teeth) together with a
grating sound Const, at.

C1340 [see Grinding vbl s&] 1573 Golding Calvin's Job
vu 32 They that taste not of the mercie and grace that
God sheweth to men, when he aflUcteth them, must nedes
grynd their teeth at him. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg 111

766 He grinds his Teeth In his own Flesh 1761 Smollett
Gil Bias 1 x {1782) I 53, I grinded my teeth 1820 Scott
Monast. xxi, The knight changed colour and grinded his
teeth with rage 1865 Kingsley I/erew xix 244 Hereward
ground his teeth

e To grind out to utter (an oath or the like)

while gnndmg the teeth.

1889 ‘ Rolf Boldrewood’ Robbery under Arms xxix, He
ground out a icd-hot curse betwixt his teeth

11

.

Comb

,

as + grind-jest a , that grinds a jest

,

grind-organ, a barrel-organ
1598 E Guilpin SLicil (1878) 66 As soone disioynt His

gnnd-iest chaps as hurt our credites. 1888 Pall Mall G
9 Apr 2/1 There was at Torquay the usual man with the
grind-organ

\ Grind, v.
2 Obs In 4 (Kentish ) grend(en.

[OE g/yndau =OHG grundcn, MHG., G. grun-
den —*grundjan, f grund Ground sb.] mtr. Of
the sun, etc • To set, go down.
c 1050 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 389/37 Descenders

,
gryndende.

013x5 Shoreham 137 The sonne and monne and many sterren
By easte aryseth By weste hy giendeth And cometh ajen
ther hy a ryse.

Grind, v.3 Mint [Cf Grind 3
] (Seequot.)

1794 Rigging tjf Seamanship II 288 A cable generally
grinds or kinks from more turns being forced into it than
it had when first made,

Grindable, a rare [f. Gbind v 1 + -able ]
Capable of being ground.

1652 Mumm Burgh Irvine (1891) II 75 The lest of all

corns grindable 1659 Ioruia.no, Macmabile, grindable

Grmde, obs form of Gboin sb 2

Grinded (grot nded), ppl, a [f. Grind v i +
-ed 1

]
= Ground ppl. a

,
m various senses.

X613 Hayward Norm Kings xxi Many bagges of grinded

gold were drawen out of nuers, wherein the Bishop had
caused them, for a time to be buried 1624 Quarles Dtv
Poems, Job vi 37 'I he grmded Pris’ner heares not [there]

the nojse, Nor harder tnreatmngs of th’ Oppressors voyce
1661 Lovell Hist Arum # Mm 150 Young Ducks fed

with gunded malt are of good nourishment 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg 1. 360 Let him grinded Gram betwixt two
Marbles turn 1831 Lytion Godolph xv 25 Instead of

providing for the amusement of the grinded labourer

1841 — Nt. ($• Mom (1851) 141 He diew the words out, one
by one, through his grmded teeth 1867 Morris Jason xvi

9 And every man had ready to his hand Sharp spear, and
painted shield, and grinded sword

f Grrnded, ppl. a 2 Obs. [f. grind

,

obs. form

of Gboin sb 3 + -ed 2
,] - Groined. Cf. cross-

grinded
1715 Ltoni Palladio's Archit (1721) I 42 There are six

different forms of Arches, viz
,
cross’d, flat, faciated, round,

grinded [It ct lunette], and shell-like .The two last are but
j

of a modern invention. '

t Gri’lldel, a Obs. In 4 gryndel [Of un-

known origin, cf ON gnmd fierceness, f. gnmm-r
Grima.] Fieice, angry
13 EE Alht P C 524 Be no3t so gryndel god man,

hot go forth by wayes 13 . Gaw # Gr Knt 2338 Bolde
burne, on pis bent be not so gryndel.

Hence *j* G-ri ndellaik [see -laiic], fierceness,

anger
, + G-rrndelly adv

,
m a fierce manner

13 Gaw 4- Gr Knt 312 Your gryndel-layk, & your
greme, & your grete wordes Ibid 2299 Ful gryndelly with
gieme penne sayde

Grinder (grarnda-i). [f Gbind v 1 + -er 1
]

X. An instrument for grinding.

1. A molar tooth; hence colloq or jocularly in

pi
,
the teeth generally.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R v. xx (1495) 125 Some
[teeth] hyght grynders, whyche grynde alwaye as myl-
stones the mete 1528 Paynel Salome's Regim 2A1V,
The laste tethe whiche be behynde them that we call the

grynders 1604 Drayton Owl 414 Whilst this base Slave
his nastie Gunders drest 1767 Franklin Lett Wks 1887
IV 24, 1 return you many thanks for the box of elephants’

tusks and grinders 1786 Wolcot (P Pindar) Bozzy <$•

Ptozzt (ed 5) 41 Dear Doctor Johnson lov’d a leg of pork,

And hearty on it, would his grinders work 18*9 Moore
Tom Cnb (ed 3) 23 With gnndeis dislodg'd, and with
peepers both poach’d 1834 M'Murtrie Cnvieds Anirn.
Kingd 95 The other ordinary Edentata have no grinders

1887 Besant The World went xxvi 204 Sit down. It is a
grinder, and w ill take a strong pull

*p b. (See quot ) Obs.

1799 Corse m Phil Trans. LXXXIX 215 A grinder or
case of teeth, in full grown elephants, is more than sufficient

to fill one side of the mouth.

2 A machine for grinding (in various senses) ; the

upper millstone or ‘ runner ’
; + a muller or pestle

1688 R Holme A rutoury in 382/x The Inamel Grinder
is an Agate Stone set in a Brass .socket with a wooden
handle, it is to Grind Inamels in a Flint Mortar 1708

J Philips Cyder 11 54 For thy mill a sturdy post Cylindric,

to support the grinder’s weight 1805 Forsyth Beauties
Scotl II xo A Roman band-miU was discovered in work-
ing a quarry, from the top of which the grinder had
dropped x86o' Eng <$ For Mining Gloss, Cornwall
Terms, Grinder

,
machinery for crushing the ores between

iron cylinders or barrels 1877 Raymond Statist Mines
# Mining 386 One man tends the grinder
trans/ x86o Tyndall Glaciers 1 xv 99 The mighty

grinder [glacier action] has rubbed off the pinnacles of the
rocks.

f 3 . A muscle of the lower jaw Obs rare~~l

ifi*5 Crooke Body ofMan 757 The motion vpward is per-

formed by the temporall muscle , to the right hand and
to the left by the first grinder called Mansonus primus

II. A person who grinds

4

.

a One who grinds anything m a mill
1483 Catk, A ngl 165/2 A Grinder, mohtor c 1515 Cocke

Lorell's B (Percy Soc) xo Stryngers, grynders, Arowe
heders, maitemen, and corne mongers. x6xx Bible Eccl,
xu 3 niarg

, The grinders fade, because they grind little

1756 J Lloyd in W Thompson R N. Advoc (1757) 51,
I have desired the Grinder not to pick his Mill so often
1852 Mrs Stowe Uncle Tom's C xxxu. 294 The mills were
few m number compared with the grinders 1892 Labour
Commission Gloss

,
Grinders, men in the seed crushing

industry who put the rolled seed under a pair of stones to
be ground preparatory to being made hot

b. One who gnnds cutleiy, tools, glass, etc
x6oo Surflet Country Farme 1 xu 48 The durt found in

the bottome of the uoughes of cutlers or grinders 1639
Woodall Wks Pref (1653) 16 It is a base office belonging
to meer Barbers and Grinders 1665 Phil Trans I 33
With very little or no trouble in fitting the Engine, and
without much skill in the Grinder x8ii Byron Hints fi
Horace 485 I’ll labour gratis at a grinder’s wheel 1839
Uke Diet Arts 591 This pyramidal muller, if small sized,
bears at each of its angles of the upper face a peg or ball,

Which the grinders lay hold of in working it. X870 Reade
Put yourself, etc I 177 The strike was over, the grinders
poured into tne works, and the grindstones revolved 189a
Labour Commission Gloss , Grinder, the man who grinds
the wire teeth of the card sharp
C A lithotrilist

1846 R Liston Praet Surg xu (ed 4) 500 If he fell into
the hands of the professed grinder, no matter what the
peculiarities of the case, he was as certain to be subjected
to the boring or hammering processes.

5 . One who prepaies pupils for examination;
a crammer.
[17x0 etc cf gerund-grinder

, Gerund b] 1813 Mae
Edgeworth Patronage 111 (1838) I 49 Put him into the
hands ofa clever grinder or crammer, and they would soon
cram the necessary portion of Latin and Gieek into him
1849

r
JL’hackeray Pendenms v (1863) 37 She sent me down

here with a grinder she wants me to cultivate my neglected
genius 1857 [see Grind sb 1 2 b]

6. a One who works under another rare b
One who makes others work under him at dimin-
ished. wages , a * sweater \
18x4 Scott Let to J B S Morntt 7 Jan in Lockhart

,

A sort of grinder of mine, who assisted me in various ways
1851 Mayhew Loud Labour (1861) II 233 Grinders, 01
those who compel the \\ 01 ktnen (through their necessities) to
do the same amount ofwork for less than the oidmary wages
7 . A bird, that makes a grinding noise a 1 he

dishwasher or flycatcher {Sisura mquteta) of

Australia, b The mght-jar or goat-sucker {Cent
Diet

,

given as ‘local Eng’; Swamson has only
sctssor-gnnder, razor-grinder).

1848 J Gould Birds Austral II pi 87 Seisura mquteta,
Restless Flycatcher the Grinder of the Colonists of Swan
River and New South Wales.

III. 8. slang. (See quot 1837)
1837 Dickens Ptckw xxxi, Mr Jackson applying Ins

left thumb to the tip of his nose, worked a visionary coffee-

mill with his right hand thereby performing a very graceful
piece of pantomine which was familiarly denominated
‘ taking a gunder’ 1870 Athenaeum 8 Jan 57/2 He finds

himself confronted by a lightly-clad Indian, who salutes

him with what street-boys term 1 a grinder
’

IV. 9. Comb., t grinder-tongue muscles,
those which work the lower jaw and tongue,
grinder’s asthma, phthisis, rot Path., * a Tung
disease produced by the mechanical irritation of the

particles of steel and stone given offm the operation

of grinding * (Webster, Suppl 1879

)

1615 Crookf Body ofMan 762 The second paire are called

Myloglossi or the grinder-tongue Muscles They arise

from the sides of the lower taw neare ihe loots of the grind-

ing teeth 1898 Allbutt's Syst, Med V 244 Grinders’ rot

Grindery (grai ndari) [f. Grind v 1 + -ery.]

1 Materials, tools, and appliances used by shoe-

makers, and other workers m leather

Quot 1805 makes it probable that the term was orig

applied only to the whetstone used by shoemakers, then
perh to the tools sharpened on it, and finally extended to

other ‘furnishings'

1805 Sporting Mag XXVI. 46 Whetstone pits From
these all the grindery—a teim well known to the gentle

craft of England—is supplied 1851 H Mayhew Lond
Labour I 362 There are old and blind shoemakers, who
sell a few articles of grindery to their shopmales x886

Besant Childr Gibeon 11 u, They deal m grindery

b attnb. and Comb.
1854 [llustr Lond News 5 Aug 118 Occupations of the

people Gimdery dealer 1858 Simmonds Diet Irade,

Grindery warehouse, a shop where the materials and tools

for shoemakers are kept for sale

2. A place for grinding tools, weapons, etc.

1884 (Over shop window,
Sevenoaks, Kent\ Grindery for

knives x8g6 Westm Gaz 30 Jan 2/1 ,

1

proceeded to the

Grindery I saw keen edges put to a couple of swords

Grindin er (grai ndiq), vbl. sb. [f Grind v 1 +
-iegV)
1 The action of Grind v in various senses

1340 Ayenb 265 per is wop and gnndmge of tep C1440

Promp Para 212/2 Gryndynge of a mylle, molatura, mul-

tnra C1487 Acc Prioress ofPray in Monast Angl (x82r)

III. 360 Item paid for helvyng of an ax and gryndyng of

knyfe iy<*. 1606 Shaks Tr Cr 1 1 15 Hee that will haue

a Cake out of the Wheate, must needes tarry the grinding

X758 J S. Le Drau’s Observ Surg (1771) 78 A Grinding of

the leeth attended each Dtessing 1815 Keble Let
Coleridge in Memoir (i86g) iv 63 Perhaps when Tom leaves

Oxford we may contrive some gainful grinding [r c

tutorial] scheme between us i860 O W Holmes Prof
Breakf-t vui (Paterson) 163 The grinding of the gravel

changes to a rumble 1883 Stevenson Treas Isi v xxu,

A certain tossing of foliage and grinding of boughs

2 attnb and Comb a. ‘Adapted for, or con-

nected with, grinding ’
,
m names of apparatus,

machinery, etc used m various trades, as grinding-

bed, -bench, -block, -clamp
,
-lathe, -machine, -mill

,

-pan,-slab, -slip, -vat, etc , also gnnding-ope> ation,

-room, -season b ‘Suitable for being ground’,

as gnndmg-barley, etc c Special comb, as

^ grinding - barrow, a knife-grinder’s bairow ,

*f*
grmding-house, a mill (tr L pistnnum)

,

grmdmg-money, an allowance paid m certain

trades to cover the time spent m sharpening tools

,

'p grinding - organ, a barrel-01gan ,
grinding-

wheel, (a) a wheel adapted for grinding or polish-

ing
, (b) a building fitted up with water or steam

powei for grinding cutleiy or tools.

1881 Daily News 23 Aug 3/6 "Grinding barley was

dearer by if per quarter. 1780 Johnson in Boswell (1847)

661/2 He would bring home a “grinding barrow, which you

see in every street m London 1853 O Byrne Artisans

Handbk xi8The machinery for driving the beam is fixed in a

frame about six feet square and eighteen inches high, placed

between the two “grinding-benches, 1875 Knight Diet

Meek
,
*Grinding clamp 1598 Bernard ’1 erence tuEugl

226 The fellow lsworthie to be put into the *grindmg-nouse

1796 Morse Amer Geog I 541 Two boring and “gnndmg-

muls for gun-barrels 189a Labour Commission Gloss ,
s v

Money, *GnndiUg-money, the money paidm the barge-buxia-
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mg industry for the time allowed fot sharpening tools on
leaving a job 1846 R Liston Pract Surg xu (ed 4) 496
[Lithotomy] was done, as he said, with less pam than that
attendant upon any of the *grinding operations 1801 Mas.
Crofts Salvador I 91 He added also a French horn,

a clarionet, a ^grinding oigan, all which he kept continually
playing 1877 Um mono Statist Mines Mining 332
Large *gnnding-pan, with capacity of eight tons of tail-

ings daily 1890 W J Gordon Foundry 130 We follow

our guide to the *grinding-room, where this roughness is

gtonnd off 1856 Olmsted Slave States 668 During the

last *gnnding season nearly every man, woman, and child

on his plantation, including Ins overseer and himself, wete
at work fully eighteen hours a day 1890 W J Gordon
Foundry 131 Two long rows of *grin dmg-slabs 1875
Knight Diet Mech

, ^Grinding-slip, a tlun slab of oil-stone

or hone to reach edges of tools which cannot be conveniently
applied to the usual stone 1791 W Jrssop Rej> Thames
4 Isis 21 An old arch way next adjoining to the “Grinding
Wheel 1839 Ure Dut Arts 381 Grinding wheels or
grinding mills are divided into a number of separate rooms.

Grrnding, ppl a [t. Grind v 1 + -ing 2
]

1 That grinds Grinding tooth = Grinder i.

a 1000 Laws Mthelbeiten (Schmid) 3if man wiS cymnges
maegden man geligejf, 1 scillmga gebete 3 if lno grindende
(jeowa sio, xxv scillmga gebete 1653 R Sandtrs Physiogn .

226 To have the arms and grinding teeth ready and fit to do
some action, a 1718 Rowf (J ), Shanking sinews start, And
smeary foam works o’er my grinding jaws 1825 J Nichol-
son Operat Mechanic 143 1 he surface of the under grinding
mill-stone 1869 J E Gray Guide to Brit Mvs 2 Flying
Foxes have blunt grinding teeth 1878 L P Merpdith
Teeth 76 The tooth-brush should be applied from side to

side on the grinding surfaces

fig xQ&\Athenwum 16 Aug 207/3 A yearly examination,
frequently of a mechanical and gi Hiding charactei

b. Of sounds : Similar to that made by grinding,

grating, strident.

1794-1804 Bewick Brit Birds I 139 This bird is best
known by the lengthened, grinding, sibilous noise, which it

makes 1853 KANr Gnnnell Exp xln (1856) 386 You
become conscious of a sharp, humming, grinding murmur
2 Burdensome, crushing, exacting, oppressive.

+ Of a person Extortionate.

1599 Marston Sco Vtllaute n vu 203 He that doth snort
in fat fed luxury. And gapes for some grinding Monopoly
1649 Milton F.ikon v 44 They undid nothing in the State
but irregular and grinding Courts <11703 Burkitt On
N T.Matt tx 9 Matthew, a grinding publican, is the man
1818 Shelley Rev Islam v xxxu, 1 he stress of grinding
toil 1844 Ld Brougham Brit Const. xvn (1862) 280
A heavy excise or a grinding income-tax. 1843 S Austin
Ranke's Hist Ref II 267 The clergy were accused of.
acts ofgrinding oppression

3. Of pain, etc : Excruciating, racking, wearing.
Also, in Midwifery

,
the distinctive epithet of the pains in

the first stage of labour
1581 Flavel Metli Grace ix 189 Aye we glad when the

grinding pains of the stone are over? 1693 Dryden Ovid's
Met ix Iplus Ianthe 32 Now grinding pains proceed to
bearing throes. 1831 R W Evans Rectory Valehead v,

(ed 2) 79 Thou slialt with grinding wounds be gor’d 1851
Ramsbotham Obstetric Med (ed 3) xoi So long as the
‘ grinding pams ’ continue there is no chance of a speedy
release 1869 Trollope He Knew xlv. (1878) 247 The grind-
ing suspicion that he was to be kept m the dark
Hence Gri ndingly adv

,

m a grinding manner
x8a8 Southey in Q Rev. XXXVIII 543 No other

peasantry is . . so grievously and gnndingly oppressed by
the land-holders. 1889 A T Pask Eyes Thames 97 The
popr Thames has been hardly served indeed in these
gnndmgly practical tunes.

Grinding-stone. = Grindstone.
c 1440 Promp Parv 212/2 Gryndyngstone, or myllestone,

molans Ibid

,

Gryndyngstone or grynstone, viola 1677R Cary Palaeol Citron u 1 ix ng, 1 have whet my
Coulter at their Grinding-Stone 1706 Reflex upon Ridicule
(1707) 298 A troublesome Creditor, that keeps your Nose to
the Grinding-stone. 1816 J Smith Panorama Set $ Ai t
II 828 Take fresh curds, and bruise the lumps on a grindmg-
stone 1869 E A Parkes Pract Hygiene (ed 3) 98 The
makers of grinding-stones suffer in the same way
Gnndle 1

. Obs exc dial A narrow ditch
or dram. (Cf. Grindlet )
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 31 There is vy acres lond lying

by the hin weye towaid the grendyll 1587 Golding De
Moniay xiv (1617) 230 As who would say this present life

were vnto it [the futuie life] but a narrow grindle, <>1825
Forby Voc E Anglia, Gnndle

,

a small and narrow drain
for water But Dnndle is a better word 1847 Halliwell,
Gnndle

i
a small drain (Suffolk

)

+ Grindle 2
. Obs rare- 1

. Some bird.
1610 W Folicingham Art of Survey xv 111 83 Gray,

Greene and Bastard Plover . . Grindle, Skirwtngle, Sea and
LandLarkes

Grindle 3 (gn nd’l) V S. [a. G. gntndel, f.

grand Ground, bottom.] A name of the mud-
fish (see quot.).
1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) III 97 Anna calva,

the bow-fin, mudfish. , grindle, ‘John A Grindle’, or
lawyer, as it is variously termed

Griddle-coke, -colic, dial [See next and
Cole 1

] A worn-out grindstone.
*83T J Holland Manuf Metal I 291 A razor, being con-

siderably concave on the sides, is wrought on a mere gnndle
coke, as it is called 1847 Kalliwfll, Gnndle coke, a worn-
down grindstone, sometimes used as a stool m the cottages
ofthepoor (North ) 1888 Sheffield Gloss , Gnndel-colke

Grindle stone. Obs exc dial Also 3 grm-
delstane, 4 gryndelston, 5 gryndylston, gryn-
dulstone, 0 gryndel(l stone, 7-8 grindle stone,
S grmdel stone, 9 dial griiidlestun, grunnle-
ston [prob. repr, OE. *gi indelstdn, f. *gnndel
(instrumental n ,1 gnndan to Grind) 4-,s7<w?Stqne ]

+ 1. = Grindstone i Obs
a 122*5 Ancr R 332 pet no mon ne scholde twtnnen be

two grindstones [v r gyndelstanes].
2 = Grindstone 2

13 . Gaw
<S Gr Knt 2202 Hit clatered in pe clyff. As

one vpon a gryndelston hade grounden a sy]>e ?ci4oo
lurnament FoLnkam 262 in Iiazl R P P III 94'lher
was gryndulstones in gravy, And myIstones in mawmany
a 1500 Burlesques in Rel Ant I 81 Mylnestonsm mortrews
have I sene bot fewe, Gryndylstons in grwell with tho
blw brothes 1633 B Jonson Love's Welcome at Welbeck,
[They] turn round like gundlestones, Which they dig out
fro the dells 1675 J Smith Chr. lielig App 11. xr What
Gnndle stone had that Architect to Sharpen his Tools upon
185S Robinson Whitby Gloss

, Gmnston or Gmnnleston
a grindstone 1886 Chester Gloss s v , Lady bird, lady-
bird, Ay away home, All thi childer are dead but one.
And he lies under the gnndlestun

t® A piece, or kind, of stone suitable foi
making grindstones Obs
1523 Fitzhitru Smv 31 Those may be taken as mynes of

tynne leed ore cole yronstonne freston mylne stones gryndell
stones lymestonne 1662 Irish Acts (1765) II 408 Grindle
stones the chaulder il 10s ad 1706 Phillips (ed Kerseyt,
Gnndle stone

,

a Kind of whitish Greet, of which there are
several sorts, some more rough, and others very smooth.

f Grindlet. Obs [Cf. Grindle 1
] (See quot )

1674-91 Ray S <§ EC Words 101 A Grippe ox Grindlet,
a small Drain, Ditch, or Guttei

t Grindle-tail. Obs rare—' [app f Grindle
(stone) + Tail

,
cf trundle-tali’] A kind of dog.

1621 Fletcher 1st Princess v hi, Ihey tosse our little

habitations like whelps, Like grindle-tailes, with their
heeles upward

t Grindlet

O

anian. Obs. Also {perron

)

Grun-
dletoman. [Origin not traced ; there is a place
in Yorkshire called Gnndleton ] A member of a
sect of Farmlists which arose in Yoikshire m the
17th century Also as adj.

1641 Ld Brooke Disc Nat Episc 11 vi 93 The Family
of Love, the Antinomians and Grlndletomans 1655 Baxter
Conf Faith 3 The shameful lives of those Libertines that
lived in England before these late yeais of trouble, whereof
both London, and the Grundletomans in York-shire can
give too full Testimony Ibid

,
marg note

,

l hey were pos-
sessed with the spirit of the Grundletontans x66x E Pagitt
Heresiog 115 The Grindletoman Famihsts

Grindstone (grai ndstJun). Forms 3-8 gnn-
stone, 4-6 gryn(e)8tone, (4 gryn(d)stoon), 5-7
gryndston(e, (5 grynd(i) start, 6 grmdestone, 8

grinestone, Sc granstane, 9 dial grmstwuu),
3- grindstone [f. Grind v + Stone ]

1

1

. A millstone. Obs. (exc. in nonce-use)
a 1225 Ancr R 332 [see Grindle stone x] 138a Wvcur

Dent, xxiv 6 Thowshalt not taak m steddeofawed the
nethermore and oueimore grynstoon 1725 Diet Heraldry
238 Upton tells us, this Cross is call’d Molendinans, because
it bears the upper Grindstone 1820 Scott Monast xv. It
could not butstrike theman ofmeal and grindstones,that [etc.]

2. A disc of stone of considerable thickness,

revolving on an axle, and used for grinding, sharpen-
ing, or polishing

1404 Durham Acc Rolls (Surtees) 398, j gryndstan cum j

axiltre de ferro. c 1475 Put Voc in Wr -Wulcker 768/25
Hec acates, a grynstone 1573 Tusscr Hmb xvn (1878)36
A gnnstone, a whetstone, a hatchet and bil, with hamer and
english naile, sorted with skil *594 Blundevil Exerc hi
1 vi (1636) 284 Suppose that you turne with your hand from
East to West a Grind stone, or some other turning wheele,
1624 Capt, Smith Virginia m 11 49 To send him two great
gunnes, and a gryndstone 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 iv (1840)

63 That most useful Thing called a Grindstone 1759
Goldsm Bee No 2 p 12 Four yards of good lutestring

wearing against the ground, like knives on a grindstone

*833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 249 Sharpening their cut-

lasses at the grindstone 1878 Masque Poets 95 And ground
upon a huge grindstone His penknife, sharp and bright

transf andfig 1654 Hammond Fundamentals xvi 174
Literature ,is the grindstone to sharpen the coulters, and
to whet their natural faculties. 1771 Smollett Humph
Cl 24 Apr ,

Our aunt Tabitha acts upon him as a perpetual
grindstone i860 Dickens Let 4 Oct , Now the prepara-
tions to get ahead will tie me to the grindstone pretty tightly.

b. Phr. To hold
(
keep

,
bring, put ) one's nose to

the grindstone : to get the mastery over another
and treat him with harshness or severity, to gnnd
down or oppiess ; also, in mod use, to keep (one-

self or another) continually engaged in haid and
monotonous labour.

1532 Frith Mirr. to know Thyself (1B29) 273 This Text
holdeth their noses so hard to the grindstone, that it dean
disfigureth their faces 1546 J Heywood Proto. (1867) I0»

I shall to reueng former nurtis, Hold their noses to grin-

stone 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 46 Sains Populi suffer'd

its nose to be held to the Grindstone, till it was almost
ground to the gnsles, and yet grew never the sharper. 1697
Vanbrugh Relapse v. ui, Let him be fetched in by the ears

*

I’ll soon bring his nose to the grindstone 1742 Richardson
Pamela III 309 If they can make the Man stoop to the
great Point, they’ll hold his Nose to the Grindstone, never
fear 1786 Burns Ded to G Hamilton 58 Be to the poor
hke ome whunstane, And baud their noses to thegrunstane
1828 Lights fy Shades II 13 People whose heads are a little

up in the world, have no occasion to keep their nose to the
grindstone 1886 Miss Tvtler Buried Diamonds xxvm.
His nose is not to be kept at the grindstone the whole year
round

3 Akmd ofstone suitable formaking grindstones

Also grindstone gnt.
1703 Moxon Mech, Exerc 61 Take a piece of Grin-stone

or Whet-stone and rub hard upon your Work to take the

black Scurf off it. 1858 H G Nicholls Forest Dean 11 27

In A D 1637 a grant was made to Edward Terringham of
* ail the mines of coal and quarries of grindstone within the
Forest ofDean ’. 1863 Dana Man Geol 73 Grit

, Grit-Rock,
a hard, gritty rock, consisting of sand and small pebbles,
called also millstone gnt, and grindstone grit, because
used sometimes for grindstones

G-rme, obs form of Grin sb 1
,
Groin sbfi

II Gringo (gnrjgo). [Mexican Sp.] Among
Spanish Amencans, a contemptuous name for an
Englishman or an Anglo-American.

Haiper's Mag Oct. 748/2 Gringo, a term of ridicule
and obloquy applied to Americans throughout all Mexico
1892 E Whymper Trav Andes xu 227 ,

1

.left him un-
certain whether he had seen a vision or entei tamed a
gringo.

Grinkeome, grinkum, vars Grincome Obs
G-rinn(es obs form of Grin v 1

Grinner (gn nar) [f Grin v? + -ERk] One
who grins, in senses of the vb.
c 1440 Promp Parv 210/1 Grennare, or he that grynnythe

1594 Cari?w Huarte's Exam Wits vi {1596) 85 This

.

maketh men blockish, sluggards, andgrynnars, because they
want imagination 1694 Poet Buffoon'd 1 One Smiler and
two hundred Gnnners 1713 Stetle Guardian No 29 ir 5We may range the several kinds of laughers under the
following heads The Smilers The Laughers TheGrin-
neis

_ 1779 Mad D’Arblay Diaiy 26 May, He went up to
the biggest grinnei, and shaking him violently by the
shoulders, said [etc ] 1868 Browning Ring 4 Bk iv. 667
Whose first bleat; Will strike the gnnners grave

Grinning(gn mg), vbl sb [f.Grtn v 2 + -ing i
]

The action of the vb Grin.
flixaas Ancr R 212 Hwu J>e atehche deouel schal Jet

agesten ham mid his gnmme grennunge c 1450 Bk Cur-
tasye 29 in Babies Bk , Grennynge & mowynge at jn table
eschewe 1530 Palsgr 227/2 Grennyng, makyng of an
y veil Countynaunce 1579 Lyly Eitphnes (Arb ) X16 In the
one hir grinning will shew hir deformed. 1607 Topsell
Four-f Beasts (1658) 371 Turning himself with a scornful
grinning, he fighteth with all his force against the Dogs
1689 Wood Life 30 Nov (OHS) III 80 Grimng and re-
joycing of phanatiques upon the news of the conspirators
being bayl'd 1711 Addison Sped No 173 1* 6 A great
Master in the whole Art of Grinning 1861 Thackeray
4 Georges 85 The old poets have sung ahundied jolly ditties
about great cudgel-playings, famous grinning through
horse-collars and morris dances
attnb 1897 A llbutt's Syst Med II 695 The contraction

of the levatores anguh oris, which gives the gimning ex-
pi ession peculiar to tetanus.

b. Comb., grinning-match, a competition in
grinning or grimacing (see also Horse-collar)
171X Addison Sped No 173 r 5 An Account ‘of one of

these Grinning Matches 1801 [see Horse-collar] 18x2
SportingMag XL. 18 Mr Shanks contrived to assemble
his customers with a grmning-match 1827 Hone Every-
day Bk II. 675 Grinning matches, through a horse-collar

Grinning(gn msp),ppl,a. [LGrin vfi + -ing^ ]
That gnns, in senses of the vb
J4*3 Pdgr Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv xxx. 80 Homes 01

grennyng teeth to aferen fooles 1561 ChildMarriages 117
She calhd hym ‘gnnnmge thief* 1596 Spenser F, Q. iv
vh 24 Seemingwondrous glad.That by his grenning laughtei
mote farre off be rad 1596 Shaks i Hen, IV, v ui 62, I
like not such grinning honour as Sit Walter hath

; give me
life xgg9 Massinger, etc OldLaw 111 11, And I have a
scurvy grinning laugh a* mine own x688 Ld Delamer
Wks (1694) 75 To pinch your Servants bellies to make
entertainments, is a piece of grinning honour 1742 Gray
Distant Pi osp Eton Coll 74 To bitteT Scoin a sacrifice,

And grinning Infamy 1820 Byron Mar Fal 111 11, O’er
their shrine Sate grinning Ribaldry and sneering Scorn.
1853 Kane GrmnellExp xlvi,(i8s6) 423 No earthly cover-
ing masks the grinning rocks ofProven
Hence Gri nningly adv 1755 m Johnson
Grinstone, obs form of Grindstone.
fGrinstool ball. Obs ? = Stool-ball.
X579 J Jones Preserv, Bodie

<S- Soule 1 xi 23 Other exer-
cises, as riding, running easily at*Bace, at gnnstole hall,
boules, riding on horseback I wil omitte

+ Grintj ». Obs In 4 grinte, 5 grynte. Pa. t

3-4 grynte, 5 grint
,
also 4 gryntide, 5 grynted

[app. an onomatopoeic formation, suggested by
Grind, Grent, Grunt vbs ] a mtr To grind or
gnash the teeth ; usually to gnnt with the teeth.

Said also of the teeth Tb. ? To ginnt or groan
a 1309 S, Gregory 722 m Archiv Stud, tun Spi LVII.

67 He was bore ouer his horse croupe pat he grynte as a
here. 13 SR Leg (MS Bodl. 779) ibid LXXXII 418/95
Decie Jjo for wrabbe gan to grinte & grede c 1386 Chaucer
Sompn T 453 He grynte with his teeth, so was he wrooth
c 1430 Life kit, Kath (1884) 53 Pe tyraunt as a ranpynge
lyon gvynted wyth hys teeth c 1430 Pilgr LyfMmhoae
n xi (1 869) 79 And at euery woord j sygh his teeth grynte.
c 1475 Partenay 3267 Then sore he gnnt And straymed his
teeth apace 1401 Caxton Vitas Patr (W dew 1495) n.

309 b/x A ljon began to grynte with hts teeth & to crye

Hence + Grrnting vbl. sb

<1x386 Chaucer Pars T ? 134 Ful of waymentynge and
of gryntynge [v r gruntynge] of teeth. 1388 Wyclif Matt
vui 12 There schal be wepyng and grynting ofteeth c X440
Gesta Rom it 6 (Harl MS ) He lay in a certeyne tyme by
the fire in si3yngis and gryntmgis C1450 Lonelich Grail
xu 420 Ther was Sorwe & grynteng of teth Inowe,

t Gri’nter. Sc' Obs. Also 5-6 grynfcar, 6
? gramter. [ad. F. greneher

,
f. grenette dim of

grain or grenne • see Grain sbP and cf. Granator
]

One who has charge of a granary or grange. Also
gnnter-man
c 1450 Holland Howlat 179 The Goule was a gryntar,

The Suerthbak a sellerar 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2495 Thir
is my Gramter [v.r Gramter] and my Chalmerlaine, And
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hes my gould and geir vnder thair cuins. 1552— Monarche
4309 Thare Gryntaris, and thare Chamberlains, With thare

temporall Courtissiams 1634 Crt. Bk Barony 0/ Ui te

(1892) 56 Alexander Fraser is admitit grinter man 1683

Bk of Rec. Glamis ( 1 890) 7,

1

have given a factone to David
Lyon the grinter at Glammiss

Grmtern (gn ntoin) dial [? from the source

of Gbinteb ]
‘ A compartment in a ^granary

’

(W Barnes, Dorset Dial. 1863)
1898T Hardy Wessex Poems 157 Ye mid zellmy favourite

heifer, ye mid let the charlock grow, Foul me grmterns,
give up thrift

Grip (grip), sb 1 Forms : 1 gripe, gnpa, 5-7
Sc pi. grippis, 6-7 grippe, 8 gnpp, 3- grip

[Two formations ( 1) OE gnpe str masc
,
grasp,

clutch, corresp. to OHG griff, m comb (MHG
griff, mod G. griff) grasp, handle, claw, etc

,
ON

grip-r possession, pioperty; (2) OE. gnpa hand-
ful, sheaf; both f. root of Gripe. ON had also

grip neat
,
grasp, clutch (Sw grepp, Da greb).

In some senses, the sb may be a mod new foima-

Uon from the vb The instances of the word in

the a 5—1 7th. centimes are chiefly Scotch, while
examplesm the 18th c. are very rare.]

1 Firm hold or grasp ; the action of gripping,

grasping, or clutching
;
esp. the tight or strained

giasp of the hand upon an object (cf Handgrip)
;

also, grasping power
Beowulf(Z ) 1148 SiJjSan grimne gripe GutS-laf and Os-laf

setter sae si5e sorge maendon c 1000 /Elfric Gloss m \Vr.«

Willcker 158/16 Pugillns, se gripe Saere hand, c 1205 Lav.
15273 pa Hengest lune igrap mid griminen his gripen 1423
Jas I Kmgis Q clxxi, ‘ Now hald thy grippis’, quod sche,
1
for thy tyme ' 1535 Stfwart Cron Scot III 4x4 Thir four
llkane out of his grippis dang 1637-50 Row Hist Kirk
(Wodrow Soc ) 331 'taking a grip of the table to help him-
self up a 1651 Calderwood Hist Kirk (1843) II 314
Fadownside bendeth backe his middle finger, so that for

pame he was forced to forgoe his grippe 1820 Shelley
Pis Sea 44 Twin tigers, have driven The deep grip of
their claws through the vibrating plank [Cf 1 143 the
gripe of the tiger ] 1828 Scott Diary 13 Jan in Lockhart,
Grip and accuracy of step have altogether failed me 1840
Dickens Barn llndge lix, He grasped a little hand that
sought in vain to free itself from bis giip 1859 Lang
Wand India 263 The hawk was just about to give the
minar a blow and a grip 1871 Dixon Tower III 1 2
His grip on sword and rein was close and tight 1871
L Stephen Playgr Europe vi (1894) 147 The insecure
grip of one toe on a slippery bit of ice 1877 Black Green
Past xxx (1878) 240 His hands keeping a tight grip of
about a dozen umbrellas. 1885 A thenanm 23 May 66x/r
'lhe honors of the bear’s grip. 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med
III 86 In rheumatoid arthritis the gnp of the hands should
beregularly measured. 1898 Blackw. Mag Sept. 380/1 That
tide had the grip ofan ice-floe

b. More particularly, of one hand grasping
another

,
sometimes said with reference to the

mode ofgrasping used as a means of mutual recog-

nition by members of a secret society, such as the
freemasons
1785 Burns Addr to Beil xiv, Masons' mystic word and

grip. 1820 Scott Abbot va, Give us a grip of your hand,
man, for auld lang syne 1857 ‘C Bede’ Verdant Green
m a 80 It all at once occurred to Billy to give him the
masonic grip i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 159,

1

found a
hard friend in his loose accounts, A loose one in the hard
grip of his hand 1888 Encycl Bnt. XXIII 159/a Good
Templary is the freemasonry of temperance with ritual,

passwords, gups, &c., closely modelled on those of the old
secret societies

C Phr. At grips (= at hand (or handy) grips :

see Handgbdp 1) . m close combat, hand to hand
with Similarly, To come to grips to come to
close quarters In grips : in custody
1640 Rutherford Lett, ccxciv (1894) 593 When ye come

to grips with death, the king of terrors. *818 Scott Hrt.
Midi xvu, You and I will see him in grips, or we aie done
\vi’ him. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11 iu (1871) 248 At
grips with self and the devil *893 Stevenson Catnona. 43,
I saw we were come to grips at last. 1895 Sat Rev 21 Sept
366/2 The British farmer .. is now at grips with world-wide
competition

f d An opportunity for seizing Obs,
c 1470 Henry Wallace xi 607 We may our grippis waill

2. Jig. a. Firm or tenacious hold, grasp, or con-
trol

,
power, mastery (now esp associated with

the idea of oppression or irresistible force) + For-
merly also pi as to fasten one's grips on, let go
one's grips, etc
1450-7° Golagros

<J- Gain 347 In his grippis and ye gane,
He wald ourcum yow ilkane Ibid 1169 A1 the gretest Of
gomys that grip has . Of baioms and burowis [etc ] 1567
Satir Poems Reform v 40 Gif je lat ga that is in ^our
grippis ifioo in Pitcairn Cnm Trials (Bannatyne Club)
II. 283,

1

cair nocht for all the land I hew in this kingdome,
incase I get a grip of Dirleton 1604 Drayton Ovule 1213
Let those weake Birds Submit to those that are of gnp
mid might 163a Rutherford Lett xxiv (1894) 82 Loose
your grips of them all [fears] a 1732 T Boston Crook tn
Lot fxSog) 127 Fasten your grips on the othei world, and let
your gnp of this go 1832 J W Croker m C Papers 9Noy

, Promoting a subscription to purchase Abbotsford
out of the grip of creditors 1865 Dickens Mitt Fr 1 xv,
The clutching old man had lost his grip on life 1883
CjJlmour Mongols xvm, 213 Perhaps no other religion

,
holds its votaries clutched in such a paralysing grip 1894
J Knight Gamck i 7 The grip of poverty is everywhere
apparent 1897 Mary KingsleyW Africa 627 In thegnp
of malarial fever, on Ins way to the grave 1898 J Cairo
Umv Serm 94 The iron gnp of long unresisted habits.

b. Intellectual or mental hold
;
power to appre-

hend or master a subject

[1635 D Dickson Ilebr. vi ig-20 And nowe hee showeth
the stnbilitie of the grippe which the Believer taketh of
these groundes, in the similitude of the grippe which a
Shippes Ancre taketh, heemg casten on good ground ] x86x
Thorndury 'Iinner (1862) 1 309 His biam does not letain
with the sui e grip it once did 1884 Pall Mall G 20 Feb
4/1 It [a play] lacks colour, stamina, in short, the indefin-

able something known as ‘ grip ’ 1883 Matich Exam
28 Jan 3/4 An essay, singularly deficient both in intel-

lectual grip and literary charm X894 Doyle Skerl Holmes
3, I have a grip of the essential facts of the case

C That quality m a beveiage which given it

a * hold
’ on the palate.

1892 Wai sk Tea (Philad
) 98 The commoner grades [of

Basket-fired tea] aie lacking m ‘grip’ and flavor 1894
H Nisbet 2?«$/* GirlsRom 167 These Bush drinkers .had
a decided leaning towards flavour and grip

3 A seizure or twinge of pain
;
a spasm.

a 1400-50 Alexander 544 For [>e aue nowe & elementis
ere So trauaihd out of temperoure & troubild of hat sone,
pat makis Jn grippis and Jn gridis a grete dele pekeneie
1575 Gascoigne Pr Pleas Kemlw (1821) 34, I feel great
grips of grief, Which bruise my breast <**605 Mont-
gomerie Misc Poems xlvn 8 Sik gredie grippis I feell

1786 Burns Sc Dunk xix, Colic grips an
1 barkm hoast

May kill us a’. 1840 Lady C Bury Hist of Flirt iv,

‘ Grips, Mr Ellis < what sort of disorder is that
? ’ ‘A

little hacking in my throat, which causes difliculty 111

breathing ’ •

4 As much as can be seized in the hand ; a

handful. ,To he m grip, (of corn) to he as it is

left by the reapers Obs exc dial
c 1000 Sax Leechd I 136 Getum pysse ylcan wyrte godne
gnpan c 1000 Ags Ps (Spelman) cxxvi[i] 6 Berende gripan
heora [L portantes mampnlos suos], 157a Bossewell
Armone 11 19 Romulus . vsed Fasciculos farm, that is to

saie, a grippe or knitche of hay bound together at the ende
of alonge staffe 1621 Bn R Mountagu Diatribes Introd
106 Tithe in Sheafe, in Shocke, in Grippe, in Ridge, or at

the Lumpe Ibid 11 301 While it [Corne] lay in grip, or

in shock, or in sheafe 172a Lisle Husbandry 178 The
wheat aftei it is cut and lies in gripp, does not he so exposed
for the sun and wind to dry the gripps after being fogged
with wet 1739 J Tull Horse-Homg Hush (1740) 213 To
make up the Grips [of Bailey or Oats] into little Heaps by
Hands 1805 R. W Dickson Pratt Agnc. (1807) II 193
They are usually reaped with the Sickle, and laid in tlun

grips or reaps 1842 Akerman Wilts Gloss, s v ,
A grip of

wheat is the handful grasped in reaping

5 . Something which grips or clips, a. Sc. An
ear-ring, b In various technical applications;

eg. a device on a cable car by which the car is

attached to and freed fiom the cable; a tooth or

hooked device on the barrel of a ufle, pistol, etc.,

to secure it to the stock while firing
;
the narrow

part of the bore of a rifled cannon, immediately m
front of the shot-chamber; in boat-construction

(see quot. 1857).
a 1800 Bonny j Selon xui. m Child Ballads (1890) IV. 53
They cutted the grips out o his ears, Took out the gowd
signots. 1857 P Colquhoun Comp. Oarsman's Guide 30
Knees are angular pieces of wood placed perpendicularly in

vauous parts but where lateral, they are termed grips, as
1 transom grips ’ x88x Greener Gun 194 Lefaucheux’s first

gun had but a single gnp, leaving that part unsecured that
received the greatest force ofthe explosion, Manymethods
were tried to remedy this evil, one of the best being the
double gnp action 1886 Pall MallG 29 Sept 6/2 Through
this slit works the plate connecting the moving body above
with what is termed the * grip ’ on the cable beneath 1887

J Bucknall Smith Cable orRope Traction 100 Immediately
the cars are taken on to the road, the cable is pulled or
guided into the ‘ grips’

6. That which is gripped or grasped, a The
handle of a sword

;
the part of the handle gripped

by the hand.
1867 Smyth SailoPs Word bk

, Grip, the handle of a sword
1870 Morris Earthly Par III iv 402 His blanched and
unused hand Clutched the spoiled grip of his once trusty
blade. 1884 Burton Swotd vn 124 The gup is the outer
case of the tang 1894 C N. Robinson Brit Fleet 509 All
officers, were to have black grips to their swords

b. In a rifle, pistol, etc that part of the stock
which is held by the hand and is roughened to
make the grasp firmer. (Cf Du greep )
x88x Greener Gun 248 Good gun-stocks must be straight

in the grain at the grip and head of the gun 1899 Pall
Mall Mag. Jan 136 My lingers touched the roughened
horn of the grip [of the pistol]

c The part of the handle in any implement
covered with mdiarubber, leathei, etc to make the
grasp firmer Also, the cover itself.

1886 St Nicholas Mag July 658 Holding the rod by the
‘gup’, the part of the butt wound with silk or rattan to
assist the grasp 1890 Hutchinson Golf (Badm, Libr

) 446
Grip

,
the part of the handle covered with leather by which

the club is grasped 1891 Cyclist 25 Feb 153 The handles
are brought well back, and fitted with elliptical horn grips,

7 US, A scene-shifter
1888 ScnbnePs Mag IV 444/e Meanwhile the ‘ grips as

the scene-shifters are called, have hold of the side scenes
ready to shove them on

8 U.S. colloq. Short for grip-car (see 0) and
for Gripsack.
1883 Pall Mall G 11 Dec, 2/2 The word ‘grip sack’,

contracted to ‘grip’, has come to be applied to other
articles of luggage [than the hand-satchel] Ibid. 1 Will you
take the grip?’ is equivalent to ‘Will you take the cable
tramway?' 1894 Outing(U S ) XXIV 442/2 ,

1

hadstowed
my guncase and grip where they would be least in the way

9 . attnb and Comb, (in some instances perh of
the stem of Grtp v t), as grip-brake, a brake
woiked by gripping with the hand, grip-car
US, a tiamcar woiked by means of a grip (see

5 b) on an endless cable driven by a stationary
engine, a cable-car

;
grip-grass dial

,

the plant
Cleaveis, Galium Aparme

, grip-knob, a contriv-
ance for holding an article when being turned m
a lathe

,
grip-lug, a lug to gnp or hold fast (a

handle)
,
grip-man, the man who manipulates the

grip of a cable-car
, grip-pedal, a pedal designed

to prevent the foot from slipping
; grip-pulley

(«) a form of gnp on a cable-car using the prin-
ciple of the pulley (Funk's Stand Diet ) , (b) (see
quot 1S94) ,

grip-slot, a slot in the tiack through
and along which the shank ofthe gripping apparatus
of a cable-car parses

,
grip treadle, an earlyname

for grip-pedal.
1885 Cycl Tom Club Gas IV 136 The *gnp brake 111

out ‘Club’ tandem 1883 Pall Mall G 11 Dec 2/2 The
appliances for attaching and detaching the cars from the
cable being called the * gi ip ’, and the car 111 which it is
operated a ‘*gripcar’ 1889 Advance (Chicago) 7 Mar
188 Whistles of engines and the gong of grip-cars. 1862
C P Johnson Useful Plants C-t Bnt 136 Our English
word Cleavers, and the Scotch ‘’’Grip-grass’, have been
given from the same cause 1833 J Holland MannfMetal
I T 135 The concentric circles of perforations, and the four
grooves admit ofthe insertion of *gnp knobs so that the
article to be turned may be held m any situation 1891
Cyclist 25 Feb 153 A *gnp-lug serves to secure the handle-
bar within the steering post 1886 Science 24 Sept 275
The driver, 01 ’'grip-man. then opened the valve admitting
air to the engine 1891 Daily News 13 -June 2/3 Each cat
being manned by a ‘gnpman’ in front and a conductor
behind 1885 Cycl 'Tour Club Gas IV 309 Would not
rat tiap 01 patent ’'grip pedals be safer than the feet straps
now m use? 1886 Appleton's Ann Cycl 122/2 It was not
until 1870 that the first patent for a *gnp-pulley was issued
toAndiewS Hallidie, ofSan Francisco 1894 D K Clark
Tiamways (ed 2) 556 The clutch communicates the motion
of the countershaft to the grip pulley, the pulley which
moves the cable 1887 J Bucknall Smith Cable or Rope
Traction 100, bb represents the * *grip slots' x88x Advt

,

The fastest times on record willbe made with, ’’grip treadles

Grip (gnp), sb 3 Now dial, and in Hunting
language Forms: 4-6 gryppe, 5-7 grippe, 6
grypp, 7 gnphe, 7-S gnpp, 4- grip (See also

GbiDb sb l
) [ME grtp, OE. giyp-e (or -a) wk

fern (or masc ), cogn w grlop bmrow (‘ cumcuius*
Wr.-Wulcker 216/1), and MDu greppe

,
giippc,

MLG giuppe, cf Gbippub The OE grip, gripe

(gr&pe)
burrow, trench (cogn with GbOOP) may

have coalesced with this word
,
cf the pronuncia-

tion of sheep as (Jip) in many dialects ]
1 A small open furrow or ditch, esp for carry-

ing off water
,
a trench, dram

a 1000 Aldhelm Glosses, Brussels (in Engl Stud IX 505)
Grypan

,
cloacae, latnnse £1300 Havelak 1924 Summe in

f
ripes bi the her Drawen ware, and laten ther. Ibid 2102
an birjje mep casten hem in poles, Or in a gnp, or in be fen

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R xvn cxvm (1495) 682 Vine
braunches bent downe in to a gryppefed 1538 grip] of erthe

c X400 Destr Troy 1543 The walles vp wroght, wonder to se

With grippes full grete was be grourtd takon c 1440 Pi omp
Parv 212/2 Gryppe wheie waturrennythea-way inalonde
.ai aiiuncnla 1579 Mem St Giles's, Durham (Surtees) 9
Payde for castinge of the grypp aboute the pynfoalde
x6ix N Riding Rec (1884) I 236 Making a ditch, hole, or

griphe in the King’s highway 1625 Boyle in Lismore
Papers (1886) II 149 lhe parck or meddow without the

gnpp and walles of yoghall <2x722 Lisle Hitsb (1752)

207 The higher the stubble is left the gripps are thereby
borne up the higher 1784 Sir J Cullum Hist Hawsted
111 171 A Grip, a shallow drain to carry water off the roads,

ploughed fields, &c 1844 J T Hewlett Parsons
W hv. The long grass rotted on the banks and in the

grips 1864 Tennyson North Farmer 11 mu. An' ’e ligs

on ’is hack 1' the grip, wi* noan to lend ’im a shuvv 1883

Law Times r Dec 79/2 The owner of the estate caused
the grass stnps to be intersected by ditches called grips

for the purpose of draining the road r883 E Pfnnell-
Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh 346 Your horse was sure to

find his level in the first gnp or ditch.

t>. (See quot)
1824 Mander Derbysh Miners' Gloss , Gnp, a small

narrow cavity m the Mine, or in a rocky or hilly place

2

The gutter in a cowhouse (Cf. Groop.)
[a 1000 : cf x ] 1825 BrockettN C Words, Grip, Gruap,

Groop

,

the space whei e the dung lies in a cow house, having

double rows of stalls ,
that is, the opening or hollow between

them. 1848 Rural Cycl II 531 Grip,, the unne gutter of

a cow-house or a cattle shed 1891 Atkinson^ Moorland
Par 93 It was in the grip, but it would not win into the

calves’ pen

3

Comb

,

as grip-yard (see quot. 1882)

1593 Manch Cit LeetRec (1885) II 85 Roberte Blomeley

hath mcroched vppbn the Queenes hye waye in the Deanes

gate by makinge a grypyarde And A hedge 1847 Halli

well, Grip-yard, a seat of green tprf, supported by twisted

boughs North. 1882 Lane. Gloss, Gnp-yard, Grip-yort,

a platting of stakes and twisted boughs filled up with earth

,

generally made to confine a water-course, and occasionall>

to form artificial banks and seats in pleasure gardens

Grip (grip),# 1 Forms: 1 Northumb grioppa,

Segrippia, 5 north grep, 4-6 grippe, gryppe, 7~9

Sc gripp, 9 Se. gmp, 6- grip ;
alsopa t (and pa

pple.) 3 gnpte, 4-6 (8-9) gnpt ,
Sc 4-5 gryppet,

-it, -yt, 5-9 gnppet ,
4- gripped [ONoithumb



GRIP. GRIPE
grippa (corresp to MHG gripfen

;

cf the synony-

mous OHG chrtpphan
,
MHG knpfen) WGer

type *grtppjan

,

f *gnpi-z Grip
1. tram. To grasp or seize firmly or tightly with
the hand ,

to seize with the mouth, claw, beak or

other prehensile organ
£950 Lmdisf Gasp Luke ix. 39 Heono gast gegnppde

hine & ferhce choppiaS ibid rail, s6 MiS3y geladdon
hine fce grippedon sumne Simon cyrimsce & geseton him
Jwet rod. — John v:i 30 Sohton forSon hme to guopparme
[liushw gigripanne, Ags Gosp mmatitie] 1297 R Glouc
(1724) 22 Conneus sterede hym a non, And gripte [MS A
kipte] Jns geant c 1350 Will Palerne 744 He gript his
mantel, as a weigh woful he wrapped him (ler-mne c 143a
Chen Assigne 220 The grypte ey]jur a staffs in here honde
<1x450 Piers Fulham in Haitshorne Metr T 118 Whan
thow hym [an ele] gnppist and wenest wele Too haue hym
stker right as the list £1450 St Cutkbert (Surtees) 6302
A serpent His nek full sare it grepyd 1500-20 Dunbar
Poemsxxxu 29 He gnppit bir abowt the west 1513 Douglas
AEneis iv v 85 Malting his prayens and gripping the alter

1590 Spenser F Q i 1 19 He grypt her gorge with so great
paine 1632 Lithgow Trav x 450 Gripping my throat to
stop my crying 1785 Burns Halloween vi, He grippet
Nelly hard an' fast x86x Hughes Tom Bi own at Oxf vu
(1889) 60 His right arm behind his back, the hand gripping
his left elbow 1863 Ouida Held in Bondage 1 Our oars fea-
thered ; the river foamed and flew as we gripped it 1864
Burton Scot Air I 1 55 The flag gripped in his teeth
*867 F Francis Angling v (1880) 174 If he has gripped
the weed in his mouth, as fish will do. 1873-4 Moggriuge
Ants $ Spiders 1 42 Still the ants gripped their pi eyas
firmly as ever 1894 Crockett Haiders 70He .held it [his
weapon] gripped between his knees as he rowed

ft) To grip up to pull up forcibly Obs
£1400 Destr Proy 1377 The Grekes Grippit vp the

grounde, girdyndoun he wailjs Ibid 1784 Antenor Grip-
pit vp a gret sayle, glidis on )>e water.

c transf Said of a disease.
18x8 Scott Fam Lett 14 Jan ,

Mine old enemy the
cramp grippet me by the pit of the stomach 1852 Dickens
Bleak Ho xvi, Ihe gout grips him by both legs 1884
Sala Jonrn. due South 1 xn (1887) x6t Asthma came
do\yn upon me like armed men and gripped me by the
throat

"t 2 gen To seize, catch, lay hands upon
; to

obtain hold or possession of Chiefly Sc Obs
£ 1400 Destr hoy 7x14 The Troiens..Haue gnppit the

goodis c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 170 No for the Pape thai
wald no kyrlcis forber, Bot gryppyt al be wiolence of war.
1500 20 Dunbar Poems lxvi 37 The temporall stait to gryp
and gather c 1560 A Scott Poems (S T S ) iv 90 The
moir digest and grave, The grydiar to grip it 1724 Ramsay
Tend. Misc (1733) I* 34 The whillywha's will grip ye’r
gear 1825-80 Jamifson sv, She's like the man’s mare;
she was ill to grip, and she wasna muckle worth when she
was gnppit 1826 J Wilson Nod. A mbr Wks 1855 I 172,
I gripped about a hundred and foity [hares] wi’ the grews

l). spec. To seize or encroach upon (land) Sc
xbaz Min Dunrossness Distr Court in Mill Diary (1889)

x8o Airthour in Skelbene is fand to have gnppit wrang-
ouslie ane halff of ane ngg. 1632 in Barry Orkney (1803)
App. 473 That no man gripp his neighbours lands under
the pame of 10 / Scots a 1800 Jamie J elferxu in Child
Ballads (1898) IV 6 My lord may grip my vassal-lands

3. absol and mtr. To take firm hold , to make
a grasp or seizure to get a grip, lit andfig
X375 Barbour Bruce 1 1x5 Had 3e consideryt his vsage,

That gryppyt ay, but gayne-gevyng 1567 Gude 4- Godlie
Ball (S T S ) 30 lhay gryp sa fast his geir to get 1663
Blair Autobiog 111 (1848) 56 The thumb in the hand is able
to grip and hold against the four fingers 1728 Ramsay
Gen Mistake 136 He Jobs extorses, cheats and grips,
And no ae turn of gainfu’ us’ry slips 1730 T Boston
Mem App 436 Like a bird on the side of a wall gripping
with its claws t8ax Scott Fain Lett (1894) II xvii 1x1
I ell me if the boy can grip hard as a Scott should X8S7
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,
Grip, to hold, as ‘the anchor

grips’ 1894 Times 13 July 12/1 The gain was not made
in fore-reaching, but m gripping closer to the wind

b To grip to

.

to seize upon, take hold of
{lit andfig ) north and Sc Obs.
13 Gaw ty Gr Knt 421 Gauan gripped to his ax &

gederes hit on hy3t c 1400 Destr, Troy 931 Iason grippede
graithly to a grym sworde 1450-70 Golagros Gaw 530He gnppit to ane grete speir ibid 1026 Gude schir Gawane
Gnppit to schir Gologras on the grand grene. a 1572 Knox
Hist Ref Wks 1846 II 128 Some war licentious; some
had greadehe gripped to the possessions of the Kirk.

4 trans To join firmly to something, as with a
1 grip grappling-iron, etc
1886 Science 24 SfcpL 275 Until the car Is gripped to the

moving cable, it must depend for its motive power on some
otger agent 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxvn 170 We
know your heart was gript to him with grapphns.
5. To close tightly, clench (the teeth, etc.).

Also mtr for refi
t86x J. Thomson Ladies ofDeath ill, He grips his teeth,
flings them words of scorn 1898 G W Stefvens xn

Westm Gas 23 Sept 7/3 Macdonald's jaws gripped and
hardened as the flame spurted out again

6 fig To take hold upon (the mind, the
emotions)

; to compel the attention and interest of
(a reader, etc )

Herman His A ngel 109 An indistinct remembrance
“asl dupon him and gripped his mind 1894 H Nisbet
Bush Girls Rom 13 Charlotte BrontS and George Eliot

—

yes, she admired them both, but somehow they didn’t grip
her as Dickens did
absol 1804 Forum (US) July 587 In other countries,

where tradition has gripped more tightly for exclusion [of
women From universities] 1895 Lit World Oct 3x3/2 Even
it the character is slightly overdrawn the story grips.

VOL. IV.

429

7 (See qnots. and cf. Gbip 4 ) dial,
a 1722 Lisle Husb (1757) 405 To Gnp or Grip up, to take

up the wheat, and put it into sheaf 1787 Grose Prov
Gloss

,
Gi ip, to bind sheaves, Berks x&88 in Berksh Gloss

8 . Austral slang absol. To catch sheep (for the
shearer) Cf Grippes 2 b.
x885 C Scott Sheep Farming 137 One man can ‘giip ’ for

about ten or twelve clippers.

Grip (gup), v 2 Now dial Also Gbite z/ 2

[f. Grip sb.*\ tians. To make ‘grips’ or trenches
in; to ditch, trench Also, to dig (a tiench, etc)
*597 Regul Manor Scawby

,
Line (MS ), That euery man

doe suffyciently gryppe & trench oner all his lands in
Stauera bottom 1601 in Stark Hist Gainsborough (1817) 161
That every man gnpp his lands m the come fields x8oa
Trans Soc Arts XVIII tio The water furrows were
opened by the plough and finally gripped with the spade
wherever it was necessary to a complete drainage 1882 J
Evans m Archaeologies XLVIII rod The objects were
found by a man while ‘ gripping ’ or cutting a deep narrow
grip across the ground

Gripe (grsip), sb 1 [f. Gripe z>.l (The early
examples may belong to Grip j3.1)]

1 The action of griping, clutching, grasping or
seizing tenaciously, esp with the hands, arms,
claws, and the like To come to g> ipes to come
to dose quarters with (cf. Grip sbP 1 c)

*393 Langl. P PI C xx 146 Al that the fyngres and the
fust felen and touchen, Beo he greued with here gripe the
holy gost let falle £1400 Destr Troy 3761 Grete armys in
the gripe, growen full rounde 1583 Stanyhurst Mnees ill

(Arb
) 71 When I thee third tyme with grype more fiercelye

[L maiore mate] dyd offer *599 Shaks Hen V, iv. vi 22
He raught me his hand, Ancf with a feeble gripe, sayes
[etc] 16x3 Heywood Silver Age hi i Wks 1874 III 130
He chokes him with his gripes 1644 Milton Educ. Wks
1738 I 139 All the Locks and Gripes ofWiestling 1647W Brownc fr Gombervtlle's Polexander ni 11 62 Bellero-
phon could not avoid the coming to gnpes with the Monster.
1672 Dryden Marr it la Mode in 1 Wks 1883IV 306 Like
a weak dove under the falcon's gripe 1718 Prior Pmver
442 The bear’s rough gripe 1762 Falconer Shipwr n 355
The ropes, alas ' a solid gripe deny 18x5 Elphinstone A cc

Cabul (1842) I 371 He seized me by the arms with a rude
gripe, and pressed me to his breast 1828 Scott F M.
Perth iv, Rescue me from the gripe of this iron fisted
clown. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., History Wks (Bohn) 1 13
Antaeus was suffocated by the gripe of Hercules
transf 1842 Browning Pied Piper vu, I heard a sound

as of putting apples Into a cider-press's gripe

b fig. Grasp, hold, control, grip + Formerly
common in pL
1387-8 T Usk Test Love n xi (Skeat)I 7oVeituewith

ful gripe encloseth al these things 1592 Dee Comp
Rehears (Chetham Soc) 35 Under the thraldome of the
usurer's gripes 16x3 Shaks Hen Fill, v m xoo, I take
my cause Out of the gripes of cruell men 1651-3 Jer
Taylor Semi for Year (1678) 225 To oppress bis Tenants,
and all that are within his gripe 1735 Somerville Chase
1 in The Gripe severe Of brazen-fisted lime 1750 John-
son Rambler No 80 p 6 When we have . felt the gripe of
the frost 1780 Burke Sp Bristol Prev. Election Wks
III 368 As things wrung from you with >our blood, by the
cruel gripe of a rigid necessity. 1838 Lytton Leila iv in.

Not only did more than five hundred Jews perish in the
dark and secret gripe of the grand inquisitor, but [etc]
1868 G Duff Pol Sttrv 64 Russia has Bokhara within
her gripe

+ 0 . Phr (in fig context). To lay, fasten a
gnpe on, upon to stretch forth a griping hand
upon. To gel a gripe of\ to secure a hold of. Obs
ax586 Sidney Arcadia v (1598)435 The Latines hauing
long gaped to deuoure Greece were euen ready to lay an

vniust gripe vpon it 1588 A KlNGtr Canisms' Catech 59
Be hop it [sc the soul] gettis ane neirer gripe of ye guidnes of
God. 1623 Massinger Bondman 1 1 (1024) B 2 Ambitious
Carthage, That to enlarge hei Empire striues to fasten An
vniust gnpe on vs (that hue free Lords Of Syracusa) 1633— Gnaidxan 11, (1655) 32 May we not have a touch at
Lawyers'? Claud By no means , they may To soon have
a gripe at us a 1639 Wotton in Rehq (1651) 488 You have
left m him illos aculeos which you doe in all that (after the
Scotish phrase) get but a gripe of you
d Surg An act of compressing (e. g an artery)

with the fingers (cf. Gripe v. 3 b, Griper i).

Cutting on the gripe a mode of operating for the
stone in which it is seized and held by the finger.
1676 Wiseman Surg vi 11 452 In stead of the Ligature
they make a gnpe, which gnpe is commonly made by

some Assistent who hath strength to do it 1725 Bradlfy
Fain Diet II H iv/2 This Way is called Apparatus minor,

this we in England call Cutting upon the Gnpe, and is
the Method our Suters always cut by 1739 S. Sharp Sing
xviii 84 The most antient way of cutting for the Stone is

that desenb’d by Celsus, and known by the name of Cutting
on the Gripe 2886 in Syd. Soc Lex

e. Mil. At the gnpe (see quot.)

1833 Regul Instr Cavalry 1 95 Raise the carbine with
the right hand and seize it with the left at the ‘ Gripe ’ (that
is, with, the full hand round the barrel and stock)

ff. The kind of sensation produced by an object

when grasped (Cf. Feel sb 5.) Obs
163a Lithgow Trav x 495 The Calabrian silke, had never

a better luster, and softer gripe, then [etc ]

2, transf andfig, (cf. 1 b). a The ‘clutch’ or
‘pinch’ of something painful. Formerly often m
pi. • Spasms of pain, pangs of grief or affliction.

Now rare or Obs
0x547 Surrey ASneid n 288 New gripes of dred then

pearse our trembling brestes 1549-62 Sternhold 8c H Ps.
xxx 6 Gnpes of gnefe and pangues full sore. 16x3 Purchas
Pilgrimage (16x4) 156 More violently tortured with inward

convulsions, and evill gripes, then by outward disease. 1667
Milton P, L xi 264 Heart-strook with chilling gripe of
sorrow 0x7x6 South Semi 117x7) VI 235 Ihe secret

Girds, and Gripes of a dissatisfied . . Conscience I 1725 Pope
Odyss. xviii. 150 The gripes of poverty, and stings of care
X751 Johnson Rambter No id

3 ? 3 The gripe of distress

1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. lvi 200 The sharpest gripe of
cold and hunger
b An intei mittent spasmodic pain, in the bowels

Usually pi , colic pains
xfiox Holland Pliny II 331 If gripes come thick, they

presenbe the ashes of Hartshorn. x6x x Cotgr , Trenchaison,
a gripe or a wring, as of the Cholhcke, &c 1688 Luttrell
Diary (1857) I 443 The young prince hath been troubled
with the gripes and had some fits 1753 J. Bartlet Cent!
Farriery xm xar The cholic or gripes in horses 1766
[Anstey] Bath Gittde iv 2 My Time has been wretchedly
spent With a Gripe or a Hickup wherever I went 1806-7
J Beresford Miseries Hum Life (1826) xx 250 Poor
Margery’s tripes Are the martyrs of gripes 18x2 Combe
Picturesque xxvi 386 Swift has said That he who daily
smokes two ptpes, The tooth-ache never has—nor gripes
1846 J Baxter Libr. Pract Agnc (ed 4) I 444 Excess of
green food, sudden exposure to cold, are occasional causes
of gnpes

f 3 . The hand held m the position for grasping
or clutching. Obs,

1555 Philpoi in Coverdale Lett Mart (1564) 227 They
went forth and wepte, sayth the Prophet such shall come
agayne hauing their gripes full of gladnes. 1577-87 Holtn-
shed Chron 111. 939/1 God with a sparing hand reacheth
out those things to the faithfull, which with full gnpes he.
powreth into the laps of epicures 1644 Bulwer Chiron.
102 The Fingers formed into a gripe or scratching posture.

1791 Cowper Odyss xvn 4 He seized his sturdy spear
match’d to his gripe.

4. As much as can be grasped in the hand; a
handful; also applied to other quantities (see

qnots ). local, (Cf. Grip sb 1
4.)

1570 Levins Mamp 141/40 Y* Gripe of a hand, pngnus,
inampitlus 1573-80 Baret Alv G 559 A Gnpe of come
in reaping, or so much hay or corne, as one with a pitchforke
or hooke can take vp at a time 1641 J Trappe Jheol
Theol Ep Ded, He once accepted a gnpe ofgoateshaire
for an Oblation 1656 W. D tr Contemns Gate Lat Uni
§ 335 93When it [corn] is shorn place it in gnpes, and with
rakes gather the gripes into sheavs 16B1 W. Robertson
Phraseol Gen (1693) 1x24 We'l grasp all shortly m one
gripe

,
In unuin quasi utampulnm contrahemus, a 172a

Lisle Husb (1757) 405 Gripe
,
Armfull 1794-18x3 Davis

Agnc Wilis 265 Reaping, done with a short crooked hook
in handfuls, or gripes , laid down in gnpe, when laid down
m handfuls untied

+ b. A cluster (of grapes), Obs.
0x400-50 Alexander 1347 A growen grape of a grype

[Dublin MS grope of a gnpe] a grette & a rype

5 Something which is griped or grasped, fa A
lute stop (obs ) . b. The handle of an implement

,

the hilt of a sword
;
— Grip sb 1 6.

x6io R Douland Var Lute lessons Bjb, By reason of
many Gnpes or stops (as you call them) 1748 F Smith
Voy Disc I 28 Their Paddle being double bladed, or two
Paddles the Gripes or Handles sewed together, and the
Blades one at each Extreme 1775 Wraxall 7 onr Not th
Europe 332 Round the gnpe [of a sword] is a bandage of
straps ofleather crossed. 1793W Hodges Irav India 3
The gripe of the sabre is too small for most European hands
1846 H Torrens Mil Lit $ Hist I 95 Ihe lance was of
a different description to ours, the staff of it resembling two
elongated cones joined at their bases, at which point was the
gripe.

f 6. slang, a. (See quots 1592, 1608) b. A
covetous person, a miser, a usurer Also Gnpes
(as quasi-proper name). (? Sometimes with allu-

sion to Gripe sb 3) Obs.

1592 Greene Art Conny Catch n 7 Ceitame old sokeis,
which are lookers on, and listen for bets are called Gnpes
1608 Dekker Belman LoncL (ed 2) F 3 He that Betteth
is the Gnpe He that is cozened is the Vincent. 1621 Bur-
ion Anat Mel in iv 11 1. (1651) 691 Professed Usurers,
meer Gnpes. 1694 Echard Plautus Pref auj, Dos't think,
Boy, we shall be able to squeeze out a swinging sum of
Money of this old Gripes, to purchase our Freedom with ?

0x700 B E Diet. Cant. Crew, Gnpe
,

an old Covetous
Wretch " also a Banker, Money Scrivener, or Usurer

7 . Something which gripes or clutches, a fA
claw- (obs.)

;
pi pincers {filial'). +b. A device to

secure a portcullis (obs ). c. =Brake sb 7

a 1578 Lyte Dodoens in Ixxi 413 Fashioned like gripes,
or clawes, almost Iyke the clawes ofWolfe 1598 Florio,
Grtfagno, any bird that is rauenous, or that hath clawes or
gnpes. Gnfc, Grzffo,

a gnffon, a gnpe, a clawe, a pounce
1869 Lonsdale Gloss

,
Gnpes, a pair ofwooden pmceis with

long handles for weeding corn
b 1587 Harrison England 11 ii (1877) 1 45 One Roger

builded the Castell of the Vies in the time of Henne the
first, taken in those daies for the strongest hold in England,
as vnto whose gate there were regals and gripes for six or
seven port cullises.

c 1792 Trans Soc Aids X 233 The gripe, or brake ..

and Us lever 1803 Ibid XXI 357 Preventing accidents to
horses and carriages m going down hills by a gripe or clasp
acting on the naves of the wheels 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat Mechanic 140 The brake or gnpe used in common
windmills to stop their motion 1875 Knight Diet Mech.,
Gripe

,
a brake applied to the wheel of a crane or derrick.

8. Natit (See also Gripe sb 5
) pi. Lashings

formed by an assemblage of ropes, etc., to secure

a boat in its place on the deck ; also, two broad
bands passed respectively round the stem and stern

of a boat hung m davit§, to prevent swinging.
1762 Falconer Shipwr. 11 102 The boats are with

fastening gripes secured 1832 Marryat N Forster xxu,
Some ofthe .men jumped into the quarter-boats, and [cast]

184



GRIPE.
GRIPE.

off the gripes and lashings ciB6o H Stuart Seaman's

Catech 7 Pass the gripes, and see the falls clear for lowering

*867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk s v ,
Gripes for a quarter boat

9 . attnb ,
as (sense 2 b) gnpe mixture

,
water.

1891 Star xo Dec 2/7 A horse medicine known as gripe

"Gripe (graip), tbfi Dialectal vanant of Grip sb 2

1674 Ray N C Words 22 A Grip or Gripe a little ditch

or trench This word is of general use all over England

170S Ned Evans I 258 The hovel in which they were born

was built in a ditch, the gripe of which formed two sides of

>t. 1839 Ann Reg 3 He saw a man at the other side of the

hedge in the gnpe 184a S Lover Handy Andy lit, It s a

Wide gripe, and the hedge is as thick as a wall

t Gripe, sb 3 Obs Forms. 3-4 grip, gryp,

(4 gryyp, 5 gryPP> 6 S^PPe), 4~1 4
~8

gnpe. [ad. L. gtyp-em, gryph-em, gryps Griffin

,

m med L. used also for ‘ vulture ’ Cf OF. grip

griffin j
andON grip-r (Sw. grip

,
Da. grid) vultuie

;

also OHG. grtf grt/o (MHG grtf, grtfe ,
mod.G.

graf) —early Ger *grtpo z, *grtpon -,
prob. from

the Lat See also Gryph and Geape r& 3
]

1 . A griffin.

(In early instances perh not clearly distinguished from

sense 2

)

c 1205 Lav 28062 per ich isah gripes & gnsliche fu^eles

c 1290 S Eug Leg I 231 '432 pare cam a gryp fleoinde,

after heom in pe se anti fondede heom to sle 13 K A Its

5667 Addres with foure hedes and dragouns, Gripes, tygres,

andlyouns xypH'SuvnsKBarth DcP R xvin lvi (1495)8x4

1 he grype is stronge enmye to horses and he takyth vp the

horse and the man armyd, and grypes kepe the mountayns

in the whiche ben gemmis and precious stones 1483 Cax-

ton Gold Leg 396 b/2 A grete grype assayled them &
was Iyke to haue destroyed them 1559 W Cunningham
Cosntogr Glasse 191 There are diverse straunge beastes bred

in Asia, as Vnicornes, Mercattes, Grippes 1592 Lyly
Galathea li 111, Grypes make their nests of gold though

their coates are feathers

b A figure or representation of a griffin.

1420E E Wills (1882) 46 Also 1 bord mausure wyth a
prent in J»e myddylle, and a gryppamyde a 1650 Sr Lambe-
well 105 in Fumivall Percy Folio I 148 Vpon the topp a
gnpe stood, of shining gold

2 A vulture.

a\z*p XI PainsopHell 148m O E Misc (1872) 151 Gripes

fretep heore Mawen a 2300 Havelok 572 pat him ne hauede
gnp or ern pat woldehim dere 1432-50 tr Higden (Rolls)

III 57, vij gripes apperede firste to Remus c 1440 Promp.
Parv 212/2 Grype, byrde, vuliur 1520Ca xioilsCkron Eng
in' 20/1 His faders deed bodye he devyded to an hondred
grypes lest he sholde ryde from dethe to lyfe 1561 Norton
&Sackv Gorboduc n 1 (Shaks Soc) 114 The hellish Prince

adjudge my dampned Ghoste to Tantalus thirste or cruell
~ r"

to gnawe my growing harte. 1593 Shaks Lucr 543
,ike a white hind under the gripe’s sharp claws 1609 Bible

(Douay) Dent xiv, 12 The uncleane eate not to Witte, the

eagle, the grype, and the osprey 1630 J Taylor (Water

P ) Wks 11 67/1 The Gripe no more on Titfus guts should

feed 1672 Josselyn New Eng Rarities 10 Ihe Gripe,

which is of two kinds, the one with a white Head, the other

with a black Head, this we take for the Vulture, a 1767

Sir Aldmgar xix in Child Ballads (1885) II 45/1, I

dreamed a grype and a gnmlie heast Had cairyed my
crowne away
3. Comb., as gripe-foot, the foot of a vessel

made m the form of a gnffin’s claw
;
gripe-shell

= Gripe’s egg.

1451 WillofKelyngholm (Somerset Ho), Vnum maser wi)>

gnpe fete 15 Inv. Fountains Abb in Burton Monast.
Ebor (1758) 144 A grype-sclnll, with a covenng, gilt

t Gripe, sb 4 Obs Also grype [ad. obs. F.

gnp a pirate ship (Diez), It. grippe 'a little skiffe,

or cock-boate’ (Flono), perh. to be referred to F.

gnpptr to seize (cf. Cotgr. s v Gnp) ] A vessel

used in the Deyant.
1506 Guylforde Pilgr. (Camden) 76, liy of vs Englyshe

men . . hyred vs a lytell grype, whicne we thoughte shulde

have passed more redely with vs than the grete galye 1548
Hall Chron , Hen VIII, 204 A vessell called a Gripe, and
in her, 111 C men 1593 Hakluyt Voy II 75 He brought
lifceene vessels called Gripes, laden with wine

Gripe (graip)5 sb 5 Naut. Also 6 greepe. [Ong.
greepe, ad Du. greep, but afterwards assimilated to

Gripe sb ’] The piece of timber terminating the

keel at the forward extremity j sometimes taken

as = Forefoot 2

1580 H Smith in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) if 449 This day by
misfortune a piece of n.e stroke of our greepe afore at two
aforenoone. 1691 T H[ale] Acc New Invent 120 The
false Stemm, Gripe, Keel, Stern-post, and Dead-rising.

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gripe
,
m Sea- Affairs, the Com-

pass or Sharpness of a Ship’s Stem under Water, especially

towards the bottom of the Stem. 1711 W Sutherland
Shipbmld Assist 62 A But left for the Gripe to join to

1769 Falconer Did Marine (1780) TJ 2 b, The gripe or
fore-foot which unites the keel with the stem 1830 Hedder-
wick Nav.Arch 113, Gnpe

,

the under part of tne stem and
cut-water. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed 6) 2 Gripe, a pro-
jection forward at the lowest part of the stem

, by exposing
a larger surface it prevents the foremost part of the ship,

when sailing with the wind on the side, from being driven
sideways away from the wind

Gripe (graip), vO Forms: 1 gripan, 3-4 gnpen,
4-7 grype, (o greep), 4- gripe. Pa t 1 grfip,

pi. gripon, 3 grap, grop, greep, pi gnpen, grip-

pen, 3-4grep(e,// grepen, 4-griped, (6 Sc. -it).

Pa pple 1 sagripen, 2-4 gripen, 4 lgnpen,
grypen, 4- gnped. [A Com. Teut str. verb

:

OE, gripan — OS grtpan (MLG , MDu. grtpen,

Du. gnjpen), OHG, grlfan (MHG. grtfen, Ger.

430

greifett\ ON. gnpa (Sw. gnpa, Da. gribe), Goth

greipam—pre-Teut *ghreib- gkioib ,
found m Lith

grebti to seize, graibyh to grope (See Grope v )

The wk. conjugation came in m the 14th c
,
and

the str forms became obsolete before the 1 5th c,]

•j* 1. intr To make a grasp or clutch, to seek to

get a hold (lit. andJig ) : in OB. const dat (some-

times accompanied by locative advb phr
)
or geni-

tive, later with to (Sc til), towards, fo> ,
at, upon

,

to grasp at

,

to seize upon Obs.

Beowulf 1501 Giap ha tojeanes, guSnnc gefeng atolan

clommum 971 Bhckl Horn 211 Pa fynd heora gri-

pende wseron, swa swa graedig wulf <*1000 Caedmons

Gen 2063 t,Gr) Gripon unfejre under sceat werum

scearpe garas a- 1250 Prov Alfred 192 in OP Misc

(1872) 1x4 panne schulle vre ifon to vre vouh gripen 1393

LanGu P PI C. iv 89 He gnpeb her-for as grete as for pe

grete treuthe r 1430 Pilgr LyfManhode 1 v (18691 3 He
gnpede faste to pe knottes c 159® Marlowe Massacre

Pans 111 111 xo8o Upon whose heart may all the Furies

gripe 1596 Dalrymi-le tr Leslie's Hist Scot n 152 How
greidilie men gnpis til it, quhen anes it is offint. 1608

Shaks Per 1 1 49 [I bey] Gripe not at earthly ioyes as

earst they did 16x5 Rowlands Melanchotie Kut 40 All

gripe to get their owne 1637 Gillespie Eng Pop Cerent

1 ix 34 T hat which they gripe to in this Lpistle, is^ that

Calvine saith, hoc tauten testatum esse volo 1657 Crom-

well Sp 20 Apr in Cailyle, I meant to gripe at the Govern

ment. 1727 J Willison AfflictedMans Comp 11 (1850)77

Faith gripes to the great Gospel promise of Salvation 18x0

Scott Lady ofL 11 xxxiv, Ibeir desperate hand Griped

to the dagger 1820 — Ivanhoe v, His quivering fingers

griped towards the handle of his sword

fb To gnpe with to grapple with, come to

close quarters with Obs
xyn Langl P. PI. B xvii 202 Who so synneth in seynt

spirit, it semeth that he greueth God, that ne grypeth with

[1393 ther he gnpeth], and wolde his grace quenche 1631

R. H Atraignm Whole Creature xui § x 168 We will

come (as 111 a Laud, or Sea-fight) to grapple and gripe, with

Vanities

-j- c. Used for Grope. Obs
a 1598 Rollock Serin Wks 1849 I 460 We should gripe

down to the heart from whence the prayers of the godly do
flow

2 Irons gen To lay hold of, seize, catch, grasp

,

to get into one’s power or possession. + In OE and

ME also occas : To take, receive Obs exc arch
- a goo Rent Gloss mWr -Wtilcker 57/9 Ne capians, Set Su
ne sio gnpen a 1000 Sal <$• Sat 151 (Gr ) Hwilum flotan

f
npafi a 1225 Leg Kath 1069 Grure grap euch mon
wen he lokede heron a X240 Wohimge m Colt Horn 273

Hare praie bat tai hefden grediliche gripen a X300 F E
Psalter ix x6 In Jns snare Gnpen es Jje fote ofe J>a. 1362
Langl P. PI A til. 235 Heo that gnpeth heore jiftus

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 204 Coveityse is ever wood
To grypen other folkes good c 1421 Hocclcve Complaint
265 Othar thinge the[n] woo may I none grype. 1551
Robinson tr More's Utop (Arb ) 167 Woldest thou gripe

both game and pleasure? 1583 Golding Calvin onDeut
111 15 He whiche grypeth too much can hardly holde it

1596 Shaks i Hen IV, v 1 57 To gripe the general! sway
into your hand. x6o8 Yorksh Ti ag 1 x, Let me entreat

to speak with her, before The prison gnpe me 1670
Brooks Whs {1867) VI 376 1 hey greedily griped the pos-

sessions of the church 18x4 Scott Wav. xvii, We griped

nothing but a fat bailhe of Perth
dbsol 1362 Langl. P PI. A nr 175 Thow hast hanged

on my nekke enleue tymes , And eke i-gnpen of my gold

la X366 Chaucer Rom Rose 1156 Not Avarice Was half

to grype so ententyf, As Largesse is. to yeve and spende

3 To clutch, seize firmly, or grasp tightly with
hand, paw, claw, or the like

;
to grip. Also said

of the hand
c izooOrmin 8125 Mann grap |?a batt cmf himm fra. c 1205
Lay 18027 Heo [the Irish] to biliue & gripen heore cniues &
ofmidherebreches 01275 Ibid 212x3 Cheldnch widhisohte
men leopen heom to horse and grepen [

e

1205 ignpen] hire

wepne c 1300 Haveloki 872 [He] grop an ore, and a long kmf
13 Sir Bettes (MS A) 2485 Be Jj« ri3t leg she him grep.
c 1450 Merhn 9 She griped hir be the shulders, and put hir
owt at the dore. 1530 Palsgr. 575/2 He that taketh to
moche in his hande at ones grypeth it yll. 1608 D T
Ess Pol. Mor. 6g Par trop presser Ianfmile, on la
perd, he that grypes an Eele too hard, is in danger to
lose it 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav (ed e) 20 A bird .

so strong as in her tallons can easily gnpe and trusse up an
Elephant 1667 Milton P L \ 1 543 Let each gripe
fast his orbed Shield. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n n (1840)
32 One of her hands was clasped round the frame of a
chair, and she gnped it so hard that we could not easily
make her let go

_
1781 Cowper Charity 525 Conjecture

gnpes the victims in his paw *843 Lytion Last Bar vii

111, Hilyard griped his dagger <*1863 ThacivLRay Duval
vi (1865) 78 When my mother lifted her hand, I griped it

so tight that I frightened her 1866 Rogers Agiic fy
Prices I xxi 534 So slender at the upper end that a man
may easily gnpe it
transf. 1870 Morris Earthly Par III iv, 178 The hard

frost gnped all things bitterly

b Surg (Cf. Gripe sb 1 1 d)
1830 Cooper Did Pract. Surg. (ed 6) 819 With the

fingers the calculus was next gnped
to To enclose in a tight embrace, encircle

tightly Obs
c 1400 Siege Jerusalem (E E T 8)73/1249 No gretterban

agrehounde, to giype in J»e medil c 1450 Merhn 655 He
griped him sore m his armes 1525 Ld Burners Frotss
II clxviii [clxiv ] 468 They gryped fast their horses with
their legges 1548-77 Vicary Anat vn, (1888) 49 The
Adiutor bone is .crooked, because it shoulde be the more
habler to grype binges *&>7 Heywood Worn hide w
Kindnesse Wks. 1874 II 107 With my full hand lie gripe
him to the heart 17x5-20 Pope Iliad xvtu 644 The chil-
oren3 in whose Arms axe home (Too sftort to gnpe them)

the brown sheaves of corn 1758 J. Kennedy Curios.
Wilton-Ho 41 Hercules wrestling with Antaeus

, he only
gripes him high from the Ground

d. absol

1597 A M. tr Guillerneau's Fr Chirm

g

47/2 The pro-
perty of the hande is to gripe and take houlde x6xi Shaks
Cymb. m 1 40 We haue many among vs, can gripe as
hardasCassibulan. 1723 Flying Post 11-13 Apr in Masonic
Mac (1881) IX 25 Examination of a Mason To Gripe is
when you take a Brother by the right Hand and put your
middle Finger to his Wrist, and he’ll do so to you 17^H Brooke Constanha in Chalmers * Poets (1810) XVII
397/2 Struggling they gripe, they pull, they bend, they
strain 1817 Colehidgi: Sibyll Leaves, 7 hi ee Gi aves, At
first She gently press’d her hand 1 hen harder, till ’her
grasp at length Did gripe like a convulsion !

1

4

. To close (the fingers) tightly; to clench (the

fist). Obs rate
a 1633 Austin Medtt (1635) 137 Wee are home the Chil-

dren of wrath with our hands griped-close together 1728
Pope Dune 11 210 Unlucky Welsted 1 thy unfeeling master
The more thou ticklest, gripes his fist the faster

’

1 5 fig To lay hold of; to appxehend, to com-
piehend Obs rare.

a 1340 Hammle Psalter li 12 Gripes disciplyne [Vulg
apprehendite disciphnam], leswhen lord wreth 1674 N
1* airfax Bulk 4’ belv 13 All the things we can gripe in
our minds Ibid 137 It gripes within the bounds of its wide
verge the restlesness that we are justlingwith 1742 Young
Nt Ik vn i2£2 Can such a soul contract itself, to gripe
A point of no dimension, of no weight ?

6 To oppi ess by miserly or penurious treatment

;

to * pmch ’, ‘ squeeze ’ (Said also of poverty

)

164.5 Quari es Sol Recant v 8 Seest thou poor men
grip’d beneath th’ oppressours hand ? 1 x68o Beveridge
Seim (1729) I 198 All that oppress and gripe poor work-
men in their puces 1729 Savage Wanderer hi (1761)49
For this, he grip’d the Poor, and Alms denied 1735
Dyche & Pardon Diet ,

Gripe, also to pinch, grind, or
give a Person too little for their Wages or Goods 18

Dickens Repr Pieces (1866) 119 He feeds the poor baby
when he himself is griped with want a 1868 Ld Brougham
(Ogilv ), A disposition ls everywhere exhibited by men in

office to gripe and squeeze all submitted to their authority

absol 1694 J Bragge Disc Parables xiv 459 How to

gripe, and over-reach, and oppress, was the subject of their

thoughts 1755 Man No ix 2 Yet for this nonsensical end
they will gripe, pinch, pilfer, cheat . renounce the con-

veniences, and almost the necessaries, of life 1895 Forum
(US) Jan 569 lliere is a little less ••ociability [m winter]

and poverty gripes harder

7 To gneve, afflict, distress Now rare or Obs.

1559 A/irr Mag., Mowbray's Ramshin xxix, Griefgryped
me so, I pyned awaye and dyed 1567 Drant Horace

,
Ait

0/ Poetry Bvj, 'I hose which inwardly with gnefe Are
gryped in their minde 1593 Shaks 3 Hen VI, 1 iv 171

How inly Sorrow gripes his Soule. 1671 Flavel Fount
Life xxm 70 How sick was his conscience as soon as he

had swallowed it 1 It grip’d him to the heart 1871 B
1 ayi or I’oust I ix 150 What ails thee? What is ’t gripes

thee, elf? A face like thine beheld I never.

8 To affect with ‘gripes’; to produce griping

pains in. Now chiefly in pa. pple. see Griped
x6xx Cotgr

,
Trenchaisonnei

,
to wring or gripe like the

Choltcke, &c *6x9 H Hutton lollies Anat iPercy Soc )

»2 Ihe thought of To[bacco] his intrailes more doth gripe

1 hen physicks art 1668 CuLri'PPLR & Col E Barihol Anat.

1 xv 39 Such persons fasting, are often gnped in theirBelltes

1712 Swift Jml to Stella
7 Jan ,

I .came home, because I

was not very well, but a little gi iped 1756 Brooke in Phil

Trans LI 76 1 hey were much griped, and purged more
than 20 times in 24 hours 1865 Pall Mall G 20 Sept 3/2

Anybody calling for champagne or claret at a place of

public entertainment is certain to be cheated, and very

likely to be griped.

b. absol To produce pam in the howels as if by

constriction or contraction
;
to cause ‘ gripes ’.

X702 Sir J. Floylr in Phil Trans XXI II 117* Crato

describes Sena as if it had Vtsctdum quid, by which it

gripes. x8xx A T. "I homson Lend Disp (1818) 134 Scun-

mony is apt to gnpe 187^ H C Wood Theiap (1879)-

464 Whenever senna is exhibited, an aromatic should Le

united with it, to lessen its tendency to gripe

9 . Naut. a. trans To secure (a boat) with

* gripes ’. (In pa pple only, also griped to )

1840 R H Dana Be/. Mast xxiv 76 We got the launch

and pinnace hoisted, chocked and griped 1867 Smyth
Sailor's W01 d-bk

,
Gnped-to, the situation of a boat when

secured by gripes ,

b. nitr. Said of a ship which has a tendency to

come up into the wind in spite of the helm, as

when sailing close-hauled.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gtam xi 53 Not [to] gripe

. is when shee will not keepe a winde well *879 Eng
Mech 25 Feb, 580ft A cutter is sometimes apt to ‘gripe ,

that is, to turn its bowsprit suddenly up in the wind. 1879

Thomson & Tait Nat Phil 1 . 1. § 325 A steamer with sail

griping so badly with any after canvass that it is often

impossible to steer

10 . Comb

,

as gripe-all, a grasping, avaricious

person; fgripe-money, -penny, a miser, niggard,

f gripe-stick (see quot )
1823 New Monthly Mag VIII. 34 The city *gnpeall

who has amassed his million. x6ix Cotgr ,
Gripp argent,

a ’’Gripe money, or Catch-coyne i860 Worcester, *Grtpe-

penny, a niggard, a miser Mackenzie 1706 Phillips (ed

Kersey) Tourniquet, a Tut n Still also the Gripe-siicx

us’d by Suigeons in cutting off an Arm, &c

Gripe (grsip), V 2 Dialectal variant of Grip v

1597 Stanford Churchw Acc in Antiquary (1888) May
212 For gripmge the church acre j

a 1805 Price m Ann.

Agric XLII 1 . 123 [Land] must be cleared of the surface

water by griping or under diaming. 1846 J Baxter 4,tor

Pract Agric (ed 4)11 315 In the following autumn, imme-

diately after the drawing is completed, the plants left stand-
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Ing are to be worked well and deeply with the spade • this

operation is generally termed gnping 1869 Lonsdale Gloss ,

Grip, Gripe, to make shallow ditches or grips.

Griped (graipt), ppi a. [f. Gripe v l + -ed 3
- ]

In senses of the vb. a. Grasped or gripped tena-

ciously. b Of the fist, the,jaws: Clenched, c.

Pained m the bowels ; affected with ‘gripes

Stubbes Anat Abuses \ (1879) 184 To hit him vnder

the short nbbes with their griped fists, and with their knees

to catch him vpon the hip 1590 Spenser F Q. i xi 41

From his cruel! claw To reave by strength the griped gage

away 1693 Blackmore Pr Arth lit 47 Ihe Earth’s

griped Bowels with Convulsions rack 1733 J Bartlft

Gentl Farrtery xiv 134 If he appears griped and m pain,

let this glyster be given 1833 Browning Protus 56 The
Smith’s lough-hammered head Great eye, gross jaw, and

griped lips 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III 750 [He] draws

up his legs uneasily as if griped

Gripeful (grai pful), sb ran [f. Gripe sb l

+ -Pol ] As much as can be grasped in the hand

1727 Bradley Fam Diet s v Bait
,
A Gripe-full of

Cummin, and a Handful of Aniseed

Gripeful (grai'pful), a rare [f. Gripe z/
3 +

-FUI1.J Apt to ‘ gripe *
;
gripy

1864 in Wcdstfr 1879 Tinsley's Mag XXIV 185 The
most gripeful of all gnpy wines

+ Gripe-h.au.ded, a Obs rare [Parasynthetic

formation on the stem of Gripe v x
] Close-fisted.

1898 Sooth Semi III 96 Implying that for a Man to be
Gripe handed and Clear sighted too was Impossible

Gripel], obs form of Gbipple.

+ Gripen, ppl a- Obs. [Vulgar survival of the

sir pa. pple. of Gripe zc 1] Of the fist : Clenched.

1706 Vanbrugh Prov Wife iv 111 ,

1

did but offer m mere
emhty to help her up the .steps into our apartment,—and
vi ith her gnpen fist (Sir John Brute knocks him down)—-
aye, just so, sir 1790 Mrs Wheeler Westmld. Dial.

(1821) 14 He up wie his gnpin neaf an felt me owar

Griper (grai par) [f Gripe z/.l + -er 1
]

1

* 1 One who grasps Obs
1675 Wiseman Surg vi 11 452 Suppose the uneasie pos-

ture, and the long griping tires the Griper

2 One who oppresses people by extortionate or

niggardly methods ; an extortioner. Now rare

1387 Harrison England 11 m (1877) 1 88 Our noble
universities, whose lands some greedie gripers doo gape
wide for 1647 Trapp Comm Matt ix 9 They were great

gripers, and exacted extremely upon the Jews a 1700 B E
Diet Cant Crew, Gripe, or Gnper, an old Covetous Wretch.
Also a Banker, Money Scrivener, or Usurer 1823 in Spirit

Pull Jrnls (1824! 533 Southey's sackbut tunes the praise

of every Royal griper 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. ill xiv,

1 bat foxey old grasper and griper

1

3

. A person or thing that distresses or inflicts

pam. Obs.

1573 Tussfr Hush xxix (1878) 68 Winter a griper of all

things and specially age. 160a Narcissus (1893) 420 Love's

a gnper

+ 4 An instiument of torture Obs
1398 Florio, Catollo, a tormenting instrument called a

griper or pmcher.
|* 5 . A canine tooth. Obs
x6oo Svrplet Country Famtew xxvvii 865 With pincers

break al the teeth of the neather law, wherein the great

gripers stand

f 0 A griping medicine. Obs
1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide iv 82 Tho’ I’ve taken a Gnper

I'll venture to peck at the Dory and Piper

t Gripe’s egg. obs. Foims 4 grypasheye,

5 gripesei, -ey(e, gryppesHey
; 5 gryp ey, 5, 6

gripes egg(e. [Gripe sb 3
] A large egg

(? an ostrich’s) supposed to be that of a ‘ gripe ’

;

a vessel shaped like this ; an oval-shaped cup.

[1390 Gower Conf. I. 127 (Fairfax MS ) The Cuppe was
policed ek so clene That no signe of the Skulle was sene,

But as it were a Gripes Ey ] 1391 Will of Uorbury
(Somerset Ho ), Ciphum vocatfum] Grypesheye 14x9 in

lest Ebor. I 393 Alius ciphus vocatus a gryp ey. 1491
Will of Vaughan (Somerset Ho ), A gnpes egg hamased
with siluer x6xo B Jonson Alch 11 ui, Let the water in

Glasse E be feltred, And put into the Gripes egge.

t Griph. Obs In 7 gryphe
,
also m L. form

griph.u.8. [ad L grlphus
,
a Gr. ypujios fishing-

basket, creel, dark saying, nddle Cf. F. gripke.']

A puzzling question
;
a nddle, enigma.

a 1632 J. Smith Sel Disc iv 71 That old gryphe or riddle

of the Penpatetic school a. 1670 Hacket Abp Williams
u (1692] 132 No Law or Practice directs the Subject to
bring such Gryphes and Oracles, but plain, litteral, gram-
matical Notions ofLibels to a Justice of Peace X678CUD-
worth Intell Syst I iv 821 388 That seemingly monstrous
Paradox or puzzling Gnphus of theirs [the Pythagoreans]
that ‘Numbers were the Causes and Principles of all

things' 1796 Pegge Anonym (1809) 418 A gnphus or
aenigma adduced by Tollms m his edition of Ausonius.

Griph(e, variant of Gbyph, vulture Obs

.

Griphin, -on, obs forms of Griffin3
.

Griping' (grai pig), vbl sb 1 [f. Grips o 1 +
-ins 1

J The action of Gripe v 1 in various senses.
<*1300 E E Psalter cxlix 6 Gripmges ofe swerde in hair

hende 4:1440 Promp Part) 213/1 Grypynge wythe ]>e

haude, or o)>er lyke, constrictto,compressio ?c 1440 Staunton
St Patrick's Purgatory (E E T S ) 73 Bi >j»e help of \>&t

woman and ofmyne owne grypyng, I steied vppon hat ladder.
iS2** Tinoale Matt iv, 24 They brought unto hym all sicke
People, that were taken with divers diseases ana gripmges
[So Coverdale, Geneva , x6xi torments ] 1607 Hieron Wks
3 390 Rackings, enhaunswgs, gnpings, vsuries 1610 R
Douland Var Lute-lessons Bab marg ,

For Griping of
stops m B a 1663 J Goodwin Filledw the Spirit (i&fsj) in

Secret wringings and gnpings and gnawings of conscience.
X709MRS Manley Seer Mem (1736)111 190 Her Favourite
Stauratius’s Griping and Extortions 1769 Falconer Diet
Marine (1780), Gnping the inclination of a ship to run
to windward of her course, particularly when she sails with
the wind on her beam or quarter 1822-34 Good's Study
Med (ed 4) II 185 Ventral gripings 1840 Dickfns Old
C Shop xxxv, The tendency of her legal practice had been
to fix her thoughts on small gains and gnpings 1898 F
Manson Trop Diseases xvm 289 Ihe leading symptoms
of dysentery are those of inflammation of the great intestine

—namely, griping, tenesmus, &c.

Grrping, vbl sb 2 The action of Gripe v 2

i8ogj 1846 [see Gripe v 2]

Griping (grsi pig),/// a. [f.

G

ripe v * + -ing 2
]

1

That gripes, grasps, or clutches tightly. Also

Jig. ofpersons,their actions, etc. : Grasping, usurious,

avaricious, ‘squeezing’.

XS73 L Lloyd Pilgr. Princes (1586) 47 To auoid yB gnping
pawes of a hungry faparhaucke 1587 Holinshed Citron 1

77/1 Manie of them were constrained to yeeld themselues
into the griping hands of their enemies. 1638 Whole Duty
Man xi § 9 89 Extortion, and gnping Usury. 1697 Dryden
/Eneidvi 303 He seiz’d the shining bough with gnping hold

1710 Steele Tailer No 223 P 1 This Method of making
Settlements was first invented by a griping Lawyer 1846 J
Baxter Libr Pract Agnc (ed 4) I p xxxi, A griping

landlord 1835 Macaulay Hist Eng.xx IV 518 Oppressed
by cruel and gnping men in power
absol 1783 J. Trusler Mod Times II 37 The griping,

the usurious, and the lawless.

2. Causing pam or distress, physical or mental

;

painful, distressing.

1568T Howell Nave Sonets (1879) 117 Through greepmg
gnefe, and thought so sore opprest X577 T Kendall
Floweis Epigr Svjb, Oh gnsly gripyng grief 1643
Quarles Sol Recant v 68 The heart-corroding Fangs Of
griping Caie x666 Baxter Call to Unconverted 225 O what
a griping thought it will be to think That this was your
own doing! 1897 P Waring lales Old Regime 97 Ihe
gnping hunger, which might be gratified m a moment if

they would

3 Applied more or less spec to spasmodic con-

stricting pains in the bowels; having the patho-

logical effect of ‘ gripes ’
,
also, causing or producing

‘ gripes \
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1 xlix 71 The same swageth the

gryping paynes of the belly 1626 Bacon Sylva § 546-47

That Windinesse is Grosse, and Swelling, Not bharpe or

Griping 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 331 It excites

Vomiting, sharp griping Pams with wind m other Parts of

the Bowels 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) II. 254The
griping property ofCastor oil 1882 Garden 28 Oct 381/2

The Griping Fruited Service 1897A llbutt's Syst Med 111

752 Each stool is preceded by griping pains in the belly

Hence Gri singly adv., Grlpiagness.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 63 Clisters also helpe, lest the Medicine

stop m the Guts, and worke gnpmgly 1640 Digby m Lis-

more Papers Ser n. (1888) IV 139 1 hinges being wrested

out of it, maketh it not onely be gnpmgly held, but [etc ]

1683 Kfnnett tr. Erasm on Folly 80 Another with a Logic-

fisted gnpingness catches at and grasps all he can come
within the reach of,

Griple, variant of Gripple sb.
2 Obs

Gripless (griples), a. rare. [f. Grip jA1 +
-less j Having no grip or hold.

1606 Birnie Kirk Banal (1833) 33 Budded upon the sandy

foundation of three griplesse grounds 1889 A Munro
Siren Casket 192 What means my Mary's gripless hand ?

!| Grippe (gr/p). Also (anglicized) grip. [Fr.,

vbl. sb 1 gripper to seize.] = Influenza.

1776 J Jekyll Corr (1894) 64 An epidemic cold seems to

have spread itself from London to Barcelona In passing

through this kingdom [France], it has obtained the name of
‘ grippe '—a term significant enough from" the nature of its

attack on the throat 1803 T. Campbell Let 27 Mar in Life

4 Lett (1849) I 423 John has been dubbed Dr Leyden, and

the influenza has been called La grippe. 1834 J. Forbes

Laennee's Dis Chest (ed 4) 193 The epidemic of 1803-4

(known by the name of grippe^. 1890 Lowell Lett (1804)11

44i\Four of the weans have had the gnppe 1891 Boston

Daily Globe 24 Mar 3/1 The grip is with us again This

year the gnp seems to have started in Chicago

Hence Gripped a
,
affected with the * gnppe .

1892 Contemp Rev Aug. 233 The one whose bed was
opposite to the gripped patient Ibid. 235 A visitor arrived

there gripped on Dec 12, 1889

Grippe, obs form of Grip.

•J* Grippen, v Obs. [f. Gbipen ppl. a ] trans

To clench (the fist)

1814 Way to win Hert h, You . grippenmg your fist for

all the world like Madona the great boxer Ibid iv l, She

has such a trick of grippenmg her fist upon occasion.

Gripper (g! i ps-i) [f. Grip v.i + -er One

who or that which grips

f 1. gen. = Griper 1. Obs rarer1

1570 Levins Metmp 74/24 A Gripper, harpax.

2

spec a. ‘ In Ireland, a sheriffs officer ;
a bailiff

(Cassell 1 884) b. Austral, slang. One who catches

sheep for the shearers

1886 C Scott Sheep-Fanmng 137 The catcher or ‘ gripper

supplies the shearers with a fresh sheep as soon a* he is

finished with the former

3 . An implement used for gripping or clutching

;

a clutch or claw of any kind, any contrivance

employed to seize or embrace an object.

1837 Illustr Land News XXXI 246/r Conveying a dis-

charge to the said cartridge, and thereby releasing a gripper,

and detaining the cable from running away. X870 L Simon

in Eng Mech. 4 Mar 609/1 Grippers or fingers take hold of

the cut end of the paper, 1871 Amo JSncycl Printing

(ed Ringwalt), Gnppers, the metal claws which seize

hold of the sheet of paper as it lies on the feeding-board

1882 Dredgf, etc Elect) ic Illnmin I 383 1 he actual work
of liberating the catch or the gupper, and feeding the

carbon, is effected by gravity 1884 in J Bucknall Smith

Cable or Rope Ti action 104 The carnages . shall always

be attached by the gripper to the cable 188S 1extile

Manufacturer 13 June 288/2 On each carriage 112 to 224

iron tongs or grippers are placed at regular distances.

4

atti tb
,
as gripper machine, mechanism.

1871 Amer Encycl Pnnttng (ed Rmgualt), Gripper
Machines, power-presses in which gnppers, as contradistin-

guished from tapes, are used 1892 Pall Mall G 9 Dec
4/1 By means of a gripper mechanism the driver of the car

can reduce the speed to any rate desired.

Gripping (grx pig), vbl. sb 1 [f. Grip v.
1 +

•ins- 3

j The action of Grip w 3
- ; a taking firm

grasp or hold (lit andJig ) ;
seizure

163a in Barry Orkney (1805) App 473 Act 40 Anent Grip-

ping of Lands a 1658 J Durham Expos Rev 1 (1680) 15

There is most setistble footing and, so to speak, gripping

to be gotten by looking to the Mediator. x8x8 Scott IIrt

Midi xlu, A neglect of the higher things that belong to

salvation, and also a gripping unto the things of this world

1898 Daily News 23 Sept 6/s The bruises caused by
gripping were recent.

t

b. altnb. (with reference to cable-traction)

1887 J Bucknall Smith Cable or Rope Traction 86

Ad\ ocatmg the Chicago type ofgnp in preference to those

provided with gripping wheels or rollers Ibid 99 The
gripping apparatus provided upon the cars is a device con-

sisting of two movable jaws which engage or release the

cable at the will of the operator 1899 J Pennell in Fortn

Rev LXV 121 The two gripping arms of the brake were
applied by chains

-f Gripping, vbl sb 2 Obs. In comb gripping-

iron, * grooping-iron, a carpenter’s gouge
ai$oo Orlus Voc in Promp Parv 216 note, Rwtcina cst

qnoadam arhfictum fabn hgnarn gracilc et recurvum,
quo cavantur tabule

,
et una alten connectdtur 3 Angltce,

a gryppynge yron

Gripping1 (gri’piq\ vbl sb 3 [f. Grip v 2 +
-ing1 J = Griping vbl. sb 2

1852 Wiggins Embanking 128 Gripping at xid 01 id
per rod

Gripping (gn pig),///, a. [f Gruz; -ing 2.]

That grips, clutches, clips, or grasps tightly

X630 Drtjmm of Hawth. Flmvers hion. Cypress Grove 75
[Riches] are like to Thornes which laid on an open hand ai e

easilie blowne away, and wound the closing and hard-grip-

ping 1741 Monro Anat. Nerves (ed 3) 20 The gripping

Fingers stopt the Course of a Fluid. 1877 Black Green
Past xxxvui (1878) 305 We were shod not 111 gripping felt

but in goloshes of an enormous size

fig 1895 Daily News 20 Apr. 7/5 Death, he rejoiced to

say, had only cost them 201 in spite of the gripping winter.

1896 Atkeneeum xx Apr. 487/x There is much that is

genuine and gripping in the play

Gripple (gnp’l), jfl 3- Obs exc dial. In 5

gryppel, grippulL [Parallel to mod Du greppel,

g> ippel, gruppel, LG giuppel -WGer *grnppilo-,

see Grip sbj~\ A small ditch or trench

c 1440 Pi omp Parv 212/2 Gryppe, or a gryppel, where
watur rennythe a-way in a londe, or watur forowe \_P a

grippull], aratumatla a 1825 Forby Voc E Angha,Grup,
groop, a trench, not amounting in breadth to a ditch If

narrower still it is a gnp, if extremely narrow, agnpple

j* Gri'pple, sb 2 Obs rate In 6 grypell,

griple [f root of Grip, Gripe: cf. Grapple jA]

1. A hook to seize things with.

1530 Palsgr 228/1 Grypell a hoke, baud
2 . Grasp.
1596 Spenser F Q v ii 14 Ne ever Artegall his griple

Strong For any thmge wold slacke, but still upon him hong

Gri pple, a. Obs exc dial or arch Also 1

gripul, 3 gripel, 6 gnpell, grippel, Sc grip-

pill, 6-7 griple, 9 Sc. grippal. [OE. gnpul,

f grip-, wk root ofgripaii Gripe vP]

1 . Griping, niggardly, usurious.

a 1000Ags Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 198/39 Capax,
qut mnl-

tum capit, andgetul, gripul, numul C120S Lay 7336 pu

sulf art switSe gripel, bine gumen sunden jefere 1565 Gold-

ing Ovid's Met vli (1603) 85 b, [She] upon receit thereof

Was turned to a bird, which yet ofgold is gi ipple still X574

Rich Mercury $ Soldier C ij b, The greatest cause that

stirreth both these sortes [of Captainesjtoseruice, as may
he supposed, procedeth of one pnoaon, which is the gnpell

desyre they haue of Princes paye. 1389 Warner A lb. Eng
v xxvii, Grippel m workes, testy in words 2390 Spenser

F 0, i, iv. 31 He gnasht his teeth to see Those heapes of

f
old with gnple Couetise. a 1677 Barrow Serm Wks 1716

316 The gnpple wretch who will bestow nothing on his

poor brother. 1808 Scott Marm vi Introd , While gnpple

owners still refuse To others what they cannot use. 18x4—
Wav lxvu, Nae body wad he sae grippal as to tak his geer

after they had gi'en him a pardon 1876 Whitby Gloss

,

Gripple, avancious. ‘As gnpple as sm *

2 Gripping; tenacious

1313 Douglas Mims xit xu T93 Amangthe grippill runs

fast haldand 1604 Drayton Owle 350 Ihe gripple Vulture

argues me too hold x88o W Watson Prince s Quest

(1892) 61 Clutched with his gnpple claws the Prince his prey.

3

Comb ,
as gnpple-handed,

minded adjs.

1626 Middleton Anyth for Quiet Life 1 i 76 That a

man of your estate should he so gripple-minded and repin-

ing at his wife’s bounty 1 a 163a T. Taylor Gods Judgem
11 1 xix. (1642) 64 This gripple minded Prince 1047 U
Harvey Sch ofHeart (1778) no, I was close and gnpple-

handed.
. , , ..

Hence Gri ppleaess, avarice, greed, niggaidli-

ness ,
also, greedy desire {to do something).

1371 Golding Calvin on Ps To Rdr 8 Greedy gripple-

nesse of shameful game 1655 Gurnall Chr in Arm. l x.
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| a 290 A grippleness to save some of the stuff 1660
Hexham Dutch Did, Hebbigheyt

,
Greedinesse, Gnpple-

nesse, or Niggardlinesse 1882 iV, Wore Gloss ,
Gnpple-

ness, greed T'E inna so bad off as ’e makes out, ’tis nowt
but grippleness makes ’ini live so near

’

•j* Grrpple, v Obs. [An alteration of Grapple
v, ? influenced by Grip 0 1

] = Grapple v in

various senses Hence G-nppled ppl a., an-

chored ; Grrppling vbl sb

,

anchoring, mooring,
attrib in gnpphng chain

.

1591 H Smith Serin Usury i 3, I am glad that I haue
any occasion to gnple with this smne, where it hath made
so many spoyles 1606 Heywood Ifyou know not Me 11

Wks 1874 1 34® The distant comers of their gnpled fleet

1607 Topseix Fonrf Beasts (1658) 167 The loot is more
then a man can well gnple in his hand 1630 Wadsworth
Pilgr iv. 34 The Vice Admirall prepared himselfe. for to

fight hanging his griphng chame on the raaine Mast

Girippy (gri pi), a Sc and north [f. Grip v 'l

+ -Yb 'Cf MDu. gnpich
,
MLG. gnpech ]

1 Having a tendency to be avaricious or parsi-

monious
1808 Jamieson, Gnpfiy, pron. gruppy, avaritious, as im-

plying the idea of a disposition to take the advantage, S
182a Galt Provost xlm 315 It may be, that standing now
clear and free of the world, I had less incitement to be so
gnppy, 1825 Brockctt N C Words, Gnppy

,

mean, avari-

cious, hardly honest i860 Ramsay Reimn Ser r .ed 7)

88 A character noted for avatice or sharp looking to self

interest, was termed ‘gnppy' 1876 Whitby Gloss
, Gnppy,

inclined to cheat x88a Earn. Rev. Apr 1525 A typical

Scottish laird of the shrewdest and ‘ gnppiest ’ order

2. Tenacious
1870 Contemp, Rev XIV. 380 The tenacious, grippy

clinging to traditionary usages

Hence Gxi ppuiess.
1882 Athenaeum 21 Jan 88/1 A satire on the * grippi-

ness 1 that may have characterized the earlier lairds

Gripsack (gri pistek) U. S colloq [f Grip
4- Sack.] A traveller’s handbag
1883 Pall Mall G ir Dec 2/2 The word ‘gnp-sack’ has

long been in use in America as a slang term for hand-satchel
1889 ‘Mark Twain’ Yankee at Crt K Arth xxm 235
Take your gripsack and get along 1891 igtk Cent Oct
588 They pack their gup sacks and go off to Europe

t Grrpulous, a. Obs Also gripo- [app. f.

GRIPPLE a. +-OUS, with spelling assimilated to that

of adjs m -ulous!\ Grasping, avaricious Hence
Gri pulou.sxi.ess. (Only in T Adams.)
1614 T Adams Devils Banquet 127 The labourers hyre

cries in the gripolous Landlords hand 1633 — Exp 2 Peter
11 12 Gnpulous avarice Ibid 111 18 Liberality is in medio
between gripulousness and profuseness

Gripy (gT3fpO» a [f.GRirEwl + -Yl] Tending
to fcause

1 gripes ’. 1879 [see Griteful a.]

Grip-yard ; see Grip sb 1

Griqualandite (gri kw&lsendoit) Mm
[Named by Hepburn, 1887, from its locality,

Griqualand ] A mineral consisting essentially of
silica m a fibrous form, more or less impregnated

with iron, forming the gem known as tiger eye.

1887 Chtm News LV 240 Gnqualandlte, a pseudomorph
of crocidohte.

+ Gxis, sb Obs Forms 3-6 gris(e, 4-5 greco,

4-6 gryste, (4 gms, 5 grijs), 5 gryco. [a OF gns
(14th c. m Godef), subst use of adj. gris (see

Gris a ). Cf It gngio homespun cloth, russet ]
A kind of grey fur.

<11300 Cursor M 25466 Riche robe wit veir and grise
C1330 Sir Tnstr 1220 pai raft me fowe and gms. And ]>us

wounded )>ai me c1375.Se Leg Saints, Jacobus (minor) 764
Furryt wele in wayrejk grece [rime dewice] 1393 Langl. P.
PI C xvii 342 Both in grey andm grys And in gilt harneis
<71400 St Alexius 398 Pelmed wi}> Ermyne & wibgnjs
1460 Lybeaus Disc 838 A velowet mantyll gay, Pelvred
wyth grys and gray, Sche caste abowte her swyre 1481
Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 65 He may were scarlet and gryse
1523 Ld Berners Froiss I ccclxxxi. 640 They ar clothed
in veluet and chamlet furred with grise 1575 How Men
chande dyd Wyfe betray 14 in Hazl EPF I. 197
Gownys of grete pryce, Furrvd with menyuere and with
gryse [1896 J H Wylie Hist Hen IV, III 469 Aied
jacket, with cap furred with gris ]

t Gris, a Obs rare In 4 gris, grys, grioe,

6 gras, grece, greyce. [a. F gns ( = Pr
,
Sp

,

Pg gris, It. griso), a OHG gris (in mod G gms)
— OS. grts (Du grips) ,

ofunknown origin
;
a deriva-

tive is medL griseus, It. gngio ] Grey
C1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom Ptol 6 His hakeney, which

Jjat was al pomely grys [a r gns, gnee] 1513 Douglas
Mims Prol 107 Sum grece [v.r greyce, gres], sum gowlis,
sum purpour.

Gris, obs. form of Grass
Grisaille (gnz?1

1, or as Fi. gnzay\ Painting.
[a F.gnsaille, f, grts grey (see prec.) ] A method
of decorative painting in grey monochrome to re-

present objects in relief (see quot. 1854) ;
a work,

eg a stained-glass window, executed according to

this method
1848 B Webb Sk Cent Eccles g In the Lady-chapel are

some modem gnsailes [sic] *849 Ruskin Sev Lamps 11

§ 14 41 The loof of the Sistine chapel has much archi-
tectural design in grisaille mingled with the figures of its
frescoes 1854 Fairholt Diet, Ar*, Gnsaille, a style of
painting employed to represent solid bodies in relief, such
as friezes, mouldings has reliefs, &c , by means of grey
tmts The objects represented are supposed to be white;
the shadows which, they project, and the lights are properly
depicted by. various grey tints. 1897 L, F. Day Windows

482

up Early glass divides itself into two classes * work in rich

colour and work in ‘gnsaille', as it is called
,
that is to

say, in which the glass is chiefly white or whitish, relieved
only here and there by a line or a jewel of coloui

b attrib. or adj Executed in grisaille*

i860 Handbk of Ludlow (1865) 34 The windows were
filled with grisaille glass 1870 F R Wilson Ch Lindtsf
29 The designs of tne glass are all ornamental patterns on
light gnsaille giounds 1897 L F Day Windows 146 The
best-known gnsaille windows in England are the famous

f
roup of long lancets, ending the north transept of York
f inster, which are known by the name of the Five Sisters

Gris-amber see Ambergris.
Grisard (gri said), a and sb. rare. [ad. F.

gnsard, f. gris grey : see -abd ]

fA adj Greyish Obs.

1607 Topsell FourfBeasts (1658' 27 Their [badgers']

skin is hard, but rough and rugged, their hair harsh and
stubborn, of an intermingled grisard colour.

B sb A grey-haired man.
x88o Browning Lham. Idylls Ser 11. Pietro 25 Straight-

way would the whileora youngster grow a grisard

Grisbate, -bet, -bite, etc., vars Gristbite.

t Grise, a Obs Also 3 greis, 5 gryse.

[? Abstracted from Grisly a ] Terrible
,
fearful

<1x300 CursorM 18649 Wit his cn Jiat es sua grise [Gbtt
greis] Ibid. 23249 Of belle jpe aghtand pine it es ful gnse
1460 Lybeaus Disc 597 To fyght with bothe yn same Hyt
wer no chyldes game, That beth so grymme and gryse
? <2x500 Ser J Alandevelle 59 in Hazl EE P I 157
Or elles Depyst in belle in paynes grise Salbee our set

Grise, w Obs Forms 3-4 gnse-n, 4 -yn,

4-5 gryse, grise, 5 gryes, 6 Sc gryis. Pa t. 4
gros, grisede. [ME grisen str vb (later wit )

—
OE. *grisan, implied m d-gtisan (recorded in

pres -stem only see Agrise v )
=> MDu., MLG.

gnsen (Du grijzen, pa t. grees, pa pple gegre-

zen) , cf MHG. gnsenhch Grisly.
The root *gris- is not found in Goth, or Scandinavian, nor

is its equivalent found outside leut Possibly it may have
originated by onomatopoeic modification from the synony-
mous *greus-, grus- (in OE grom sad, begroreu terrified,

gryre horror) which seems to be an extension of the root
*gi eu-, grit.- ; see Gruk v ]

1 wipers (It) grises me I shudder with fear or

horror, I tremble, am greatly afraid.

c iaoo Tnn Coll Horn. 165 Of swilch mai grisen men.
<11225 Ancr. R 366 ‘Sore’, cweS he, ure Louerd, ‘me
grulle<5 [MS T grises] a$ean mine pme ’ 1x1225 Juliana
56 Gnsen him mahte [v r mahen] J>at sehe hu hit []pat axtreo]
gront m to hwet se hit of rahte a 1300 Body <J- Soul 96 m
Map's Poems, A wevle sore may me grise 1303 R Brunne
Handl Lynne 7875 Hyt was no wundyr J203 nym gros

2 mtr To shudder or tremble with teuoi
;
to

he full of horror, gieatly afraid
;

*= Agrise i.

a 1225 [see 1] <2x300 CursorM 7983 To ger bam for him
gru and grise Vm-thoght him gem on quatkin wise 0330R
Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 8532 His herte a-geyns hym
gros & grew c 1400 Beryn 2140 Of this petouse compleynt
a mannys hert may grise CJ450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 7222
pe woman sho began to gryes c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. iv

254 When I look to hym, I gryse 15x3 Douglas Mneis 1

xu 21 Albeit my spreit abhorns, and doith grise, 1 hairon
for to ramembir
3 irans To shudder at with terror or abhorrence

;

to dread, abhor, loathe, = Agrise 2

*382 Wyclif Judith xvi 12 The Persis grisiden hir stede-
fastnesse, and Medib hir hardynesse. — Wisdom xu 3
Tho olde dwellens of thin hob loud, the which thou gusedist
4. To terrify, affright, = Agrise 5 a.

1501 Douglas Pal Hon 1 Ixxi, Tembill thochtis oft my
hart did gryis 1513 — Mneis vi 11 52 Virgyne, na kynd
of pane may rise, Vnknaw to me of new that may me grise
1556-8 Phaer Mneid iv K ij b, He warns me through my
dreames, & me w‘ fearfull gost doth grise

Grise, var. Gris Obs
,
obs. f Grass, Grece.

Grisel, obs. form of Grizel, Grizzle a and sb.i

Gnseli, -lich(e, -ly, obs. forms of Grisi y.

Gnsell(e, obs form of Grizzle a and sb 1

Griseo- (gn zfo), comb, form of med.L. griseus
grey, used in sense ‘ greyish ’, as griseo-ftiscous adj.

1847 Hardy in Proc Berw Nat Club II No 5 247
Abdomen thickly clothed above and beneath with griseo-
fuscous pubescence

Griseous (gn zibs), a [f med L.grise-tts (see

Gris a.) +-OUS J Grey, spec in Zool. and Pot,
bluish grey, pearl-grey (For an aberrant use see

quot. 1826)
1819 G. Samouelle Entomol Compend 221 Feniatoma

Body griseous above 1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol IV 279
Griseous (Griseus), white mottled with black or brown 'Ex
Curcuho nebnlosns 1828 Stark Elem. Nat Hist I 274
Tail-feathers wedge-shaped, griseous, spotted with black
1847 Hardy in Proc Berw Nat Club II No 5 240
Abdomen griseous pubescent 1893 Contemp Rev Aug
294 French soil and notably French skies are griseou1

!.

!! Grisette (gnze t). Also 8 gnset, gnsset,
grizette. [a F. g> isette, f gi-is grey see -ette ]
1 An inferior grey dress fabric, formerly the
common garb of working girls in France (In
quot. attrib )
1700 T, Brown, etc tr ScarrorCs Com Wks (1712) 2 His

Doublet was a Guset-Coat
2 A French girl or young woman of the working

class, esp. one employed as a shop assistant or a
seamstress.

1723 Swift Stella at Wood-Park 59 She vows she will no
longer stay In lodgings, like a poor grizette a 1745 —
(title) To Betty the Grisette. 1768 Sterns Sent Jtntm

GBISLINESS.

(1775) II it® (Case Conscience), In a few minutes the Grisset
came in with her box of lace 18x5 Sporting Mag XLVI
128 The women of Paris of all ranks, gnsettes as well as
Duchesses, 1885 Miss Braddon Wyllard's Weird I 1

That pretty, neat appearance which one sees m French
girls of a class just a little above the grisette
attrib 1803 Mary Charlton Wife fy Mistr IV 29 A

fellow was scarcely able to vie with his valet-de-chambre
in any expenditure upon his grisette adventures X844
Louisa S Costello Beam I. 335 *lhe remarkable beauty
of its young women of the grisette class

3 A noctuid moth, Acronycta strigosa.
1869 Newman Brit Moths 253 The Grisette

f Gri'sful, a. Obs. [f. Grise v + -eol]
Horrible

, terrible Hence f Gri'sfaUy adv
axyyo Signs bef Judgem 16 m £ E P (1862) 8 Hit is

lwnt in hoh boke pat no Jung no man mai loke pat is so

f
risful forto drede. 1382 Wyclif Wisdom xi 19 Vnknowen
estes bnngende forth smel of smoke, or puttende out

gnsful [1388 hidouse] sparkes fro ejen Ibid xvii 3 Thei
ben scatered, dredende grisfulh [1388 hidousli]

Gnsgris see Gbeegree.
Grishop, variant of Gbasshop Obs
t Gri Sil, a Obs In s grysyl, -il. [f. Grise v ]

Horrible; grisly.

c 1440 Promp Parv 2x3/2 Grysyl [v r grysil], Itomdus
Grisiliclie, obs foim of Grisly.

Gri'sing. pseudo arch [An accommodation
of med.L grisengus, used adjectively as the name
of a fabric

,
prob f gris grey

;
cf. OF. gnsan,

explained by Godef. as a stuff of Greek ongin ]
Thb name of some fabric

[t xxx2 Laws Mthehed iv 11 § 8 (Liebermann) Duos
grisengos pannos 1x48-56 Charter Vaitdey A bb

, Lincolnshm Dugdale Monast (1825) V 490/1 Vestimenta autem
dabunt mihi de griseng, vel halberget, et pellibus agnmis

,

uxon autem meas ad canus bluet, et pellibus similiter ag-
mms a izoo MS Ashmole 1285 fol 231 Quidem gnengis
hoc est panntculis aenum colorem lmitantibus vestiuntur]
1865 Kincsley Herew II 1 xo Clothing of grising or
halbergit and lambs’ skins

t Grising1

,
vbl sb Obs [f Grise v + -ingI

]
Terror, horror, dread , loathing
<11225 Ancr R xgo Nere pmg sulf gnshch lnvas

scheadewe ge ne muhte nout for gnshch [MS C grisung]
biholden? 1382 WvcLrr 1 Chron xvii 21 By his gietnesse

& grysynges [1388 dredis] he caste out nacyouns fro his
face c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf iW de W 1494) 1 xlu,
Also thou shalt fele a lothyng & a grysyng of thy self

GrisMn (grrskm). Also 8 griskmg [? f g> is,

Grice a pig + -kin ] The lean part of the loin of a
bacon pig. f Also formerly, the corresponding part
of beef
<11700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Griskins, steaks off the
Rump of Beef, also Pork-bones with some tho’ not much
Flesh on them 1737 Swift Cvrcumcts E Cnrll Wks 1755
III 1 165 lo convince them of his Christianity he called for

a pork griskmg 1733— Corr Wks 1841 II 717, 1 have a
good deal ofcompany to sup at my house upon beefgriskins

1747 Mrs Glasse Cookery 1 4 The best Way to dress Pork
Giiskins is to roast them 1761 Murphy Citizen 1 n, Then
he locked the cradle, hush ho > hush ho —then he twisted

the grtskin xZzo Lamb Elia Ser. 1 Christ's Hosp

,

His hot plate of roast veal, or the more tempting griskin

1880 jEFrerics Gt Fstate ix 199 He called at the butcher's

and . .got a little bit of griskin, or a chop
irans/' 17x3 Steele Englishman No 40 262 So many

Drops of such a one’s Milk, with a Griskin of St. Lawrence

If In griskins tom to rags.

1830 Carleton Traits Irish Peas (1843) I 347 My feet

by this time were absolutely in gnskms.

1 Grisle. Obs [f. Grise v ] Horror ;
terror

a 1225 St Market

.

15 Ha moten hare ahne deS ant

duhtines munegm dome, ant te grisle ant te grure J>e bio et

te dome 0.1240 Sawles Warde m Cott Horn 251 Wei ha
i seoS ham to grisle ant to grure

Grisle, obs form of Gristle, Grizzle

Grisled (grrz’ld), a. Obs exc. dial Also 4
grisole d, 6 griseld. [f Grisle ox Grisil a +
-ED 2

.] Awe-mspmng ,
hornble

;
grisly

C1340 CursorM 24081 (Fairf) His face bat be-fore waas
shene hit is now gnseled [otherMSS gnsli] on to sene 1565

Darius {i860) 20 So griseld vpon him I did looke, As be

had bene a very cooke 1583 Stanyhurst Mneis n (Arb )

50 A 1 we fie from sacrifice with sight so grisled afrighted

1869 Lonsdale Gloss
,
Grisled, gi isly, frightful

Grisled, variant of Grizzled a
Grisley, -li(e, -lie, -lich.(e, obs. ff Grisly.

'I* Grrslihead. Obs In 4 gryseb.chh.ede,

-lychhede [f. Grisly a + -head ] Grishness.

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 88 Therwoneth eueielastynge gryse-

lychhede c 1430 Pilgr Lyf Manhode iv xxx (j&6g)iQz

My grete maace is cleped pe vengeaunce of god, and pe

gryselichhede of helle.

Grislik, obs form of Grisly
Grisliness (gn'zhnes) [f. Grisly a + -ness ]

The quality or condition of being grisly
;
horrible-

ness, gruesomeness
1340 Hamhole Pr Consc 33x0 Ne swa sleygh payntur

never nan was bat couthe ymagyn of f;air gryslynes

c 1386 Chaucer Pars T p 790 (hart MS 1 pey schuln

haue hunger and kurst and grislmes of deueles pat schul

alto tere hem wifiout respit [Cf Grimness ] a 1586 Sidney

Arcadia nr (1622) 251 That ill agreeing mu sicke, which w a 1:

beautified with the gnslynesse ofwounds [etc ] *59J
Florio

andPrmtes 131 G What, is she so loathsome? L More than

grislenes or hell it selfe 1631 R Bolton Comf Afl Consc

307 Hee , addes more grisselinesse to his many hatetuli

transgressions 1867 Howells Hal, Journ, 209 All tne

horrors for which we nad come were then in perfect grishness.



GEISLY, 433 GBIST.
Grisloker, -Inker, obs compar ff Grisly.

Grisly (gri zli) 3 a Now only arch

.

and literary.

Forms 2 grislic, 2-5 grisliob, -lych., (3-4 comp.
grisloker,-luker), 3-5 grysliob, -lych, 4-5 grise-

lioh.(e, gryselieh.(e, -lyehe, -ly, (4 gnseiliohe,
grislik, greaelich.)

, 3 Orm grisslij, 3 gresle,

4 greesly, 4-5 gresely(e, gresli, 5 gresly,

griss(e)ly(e, 4-0 grysely(e, 4-7 grysly, 5 grysle,
gryssly, 6 gryslie, greislie, greizlie, griesely,

-lie, gryealy, 5-7 greisly, 6-7 grislie, grizely,

6-9 griealy, 8-9 grizly, (grizzly), 4- grisly. [Late

OE grtshc ,
ultimately f. gris- wk root ofGrise v.

+ -hc, -ly 1
; but the history is unknown

Perh aphetized from OE ongrtshc, *cngrisenlic (implied
in the adv ongrysenltce), f pa pple of *ongrfsan, synony-
mous with dgrtsan Agrise v Cf the continental leut.
synonyms MDu grezehjc (from the weak form of the root),

gnsehjc, mod Du gnjzehjktfrom the str foim)
, the quan-

tity of the root-vowel m MHG gnsenlich is uncertain ]

1

.

Causing horror, terror, or extreme fear
,
horrible

or terrible to behold or to hear
;
causing such feel-

ings as are associated with thoughts of death and
‘ the other world spectral appearances, and the

like. In mod use tending to a weaker sense

Causing uncanny or unpleasant feelings; of for-

bidding appearance
;
grim, ghastly,

a. of visible objects, their qualities, etc.

a 1150 Passio B. Margaret# in GremiWf Angels Prosa
(1880) HI 175 pser inn eode an grislic deofol c 1200 Vices

4 Vti tues (i388 ) 19 Eifulle dieulen, <5e bieS swa laShche and
swo gnslich an to lokm c zaoo Ormin 3842 pohh Jiatt he

f
risslq deofell seo. c 1205 Lay 28063 per ich isah gripes

:
grishche fu3eles a 1225 Ancr R 118 Bledmde mon

is gnslich & atelich ine monnes eihsihSe c *350 Will.
Paleme 4935 Ac he hap sent 3011 to socoure so gnssiliche
an host £1386 Chaucer Monk's V iiq He slow the grisly
boor — Frankl T. 131 The grisly Rokkes blake 1393
Langl P PI C xxi 479 May no grysliche gost glyde per
hit shadewep 1*1450 Merlin 15 Ther was none othir
women that durste nonshe it but the modre, for it was
so grysly to syght 1513 Douglas Mnets vi iv 4 Ane
hiddouis hole, deip gapand and grisly _i«t Robinson
tr More’s Utopia 1 (Arb ) 53 A man of grislie and Sterne
gramtie 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Nov 55 Vp gneslie
ghostes 1590 — F Q X. v ao Griesly night, with visage
deadly sad. 1607 Hiekon Wks I 220 The gnesly and
ghastly countenance of approching death 1629 Milton
Nativity 200 In vain with cymbals* ring They call the
grisly king, In dismal dance about the furnace blue 1684
Earl Roscommon Ess 1 ransl Verse 157 The Greisly
Ferry-man of Hell 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv. 145
Likp their grisly Prince appears his gloomy Race 1788W Blanc Hunt Exons 15 Our grisly enemy [an ele-

phant] was overpowered by the number of bullets 1807
Wordsw White Doe 1 244 Look down, and see a gnesly
sivrht ; A vault where the bodies are buried upright 1 *841W Spalding Italy 4 It Isl II ig8 Minos, transformed
by the Florentine poet into a strange and grisly shape
1865 Dickens Mut Fr 1 xv, There was the old gnsly four-

post bedstead 1867 Emerson May-Day etc Wks (Bohn)
III 457 Hunted by Sorrow's grisly train 1885 Stevenson
Dynamiter 132 The grisly shelter of a coffee-shop

f b. of sounds Obs
c 1275 Serving Christ 28 m 0. E Misc gi per is gronynge

and grure and gryslich gle a 1300 CursorM 18053 (Gott

)

For pat farli sone war pai fus, And ran paim til pe apostlis

hus, All carpand of pat grisli crack, a 1385 Chaucer L G.
W, 1219 Dido, The thundyr rorede with a gresely steuene.

14 Sir Beues 2733+9 (MS M ) He lceste vp a gret yell

That was gnsselye as a thonder 155a Lyndcsay Monarche
5545 Gietand with mony gryslie grone 1576 Flfming
Panopl Epist Epit Aivb, zEtnaes gneslie thundenng,
a 1586 Sidney A rcadta 11 (1590) 165 b, With Dayly Diligence
and Gnsly Grones, he wan her affection

c. of actions, occurrences, conditions ;
also arch.

of threats, imprecations, etc
c X200 Trm Coll Horn 5 pat lo'Seliche word and atehche

and gnshche, lie maledicti m ignem eternum {a 1240
Lofsong m Cott Horn 209 Mine sunnen pat atehche beoS
and gnshche 1 pine eih sihSe ] 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 11745
Grisloker weder pan it was ne mijte anerpe be 1340
Ayenb 49 Vor asemoche ase be zenne is mare uoul and
more gnslich, }»e more is wor]> pe ssnfte c 1375XI Pains
ofHell 33 in O E Misc 21 1 Gret snow, gret yse, gret cold
gresle C1385 Chaucer L G. W. 2238 Philomela

,
So

gresely was his dede, That whan that I Ms foule storye
rede, Mynne eyen wexe foule & sore also c *386 — Pard.
T 380 Many a gnsly ooth thanne ban thay sworn, And
Crtstes blessed body thay to rente 14 Pol, Eel 4 D
Poems 240 Godes gnsliche dom 1494 Fabyan Chron I

ccxxxu (1533! 158 b, Gresely & cruel fyghte 1583 Stany*
hurst Mnets in (Arb

) 71, 1 viewd with wundnng a gnsly
monsterus hazard. 1596 H Clapham Brtefe Bible 1 58 No
maruell, if so greislie a fall, put him from that sacred figur-

ing Seate. 1826 Scott JVoodst. n, Gnsly oaths suit ill

with grey beards 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L xn (1879)
171 The like gnsly sense of the humorous again stole in

among the solemn phantoms of his thought *892 Jessopp
Stud Recluse 1 11893) 2p The ground teeming with the
tangible memones of grisly conflict 1892 E Gossc Sect
Narcisse l ii His griesly imagination ana adroit hand as a
modeller

2. Ugly dial.
[a 1300 Cursor M 23620 Pir sal be fair and dughti bath,

pai sal be grisli and lath, ] 1674-91 Ray N C Words 32
Grisly, ugly , from Gnze, Swine. 1684 Yorkesh Dial 216
in Specim Eng Dial 159, I wad this grisely Cat was
hang d, for me 1684 J Lacy SirH Buffoon 11 111 Dram
Wks (1875) 240 Ah, thou’s an ill-favoured gnzely-like fellow,
that is sa 17B8 W Marshall Yorksh. II, 333 Grizely .

ugly in the extreme.

+ 8 Full of fear, inspired by fear. Also qualifying

ficar, dread, Ohs.

c 1320 R Brunne Medit 101 Eche loked on ouber with
grysly ye, And seyd, ‘lorde wheper hyt be y?

f
c 1386

Chaucer Pars T p 103 Grisly drede that euere shal laste
c 1400 St Jeremte’s 15 Fokins (E E T S ) 33 Allas’ hou
schull we pan ouercome pilk gnsehch fere, Whan vche seint
schal aferde be oure lord enst to see pere ? 1698 Fryer
Acc E India 4 P 23 Which made the Males leap out of
their Cabins with the same grisly Look as if going to give
up their last Accounts

Gri'sly, adv Oh exc. arch, [f as prec. +
ly 2

. Of MDu. griseltke
, MLG. gnshken ]

Horribly, terribly
;
grimly

, so as to inspire terror
c X2oo Inn Coll Horn 61 Gnshche he us mid orde pilted.
a 1225 Juliana 69 Te balefule beast . fen[g] on to gnst-
beatien gnshche up o Jus meoke meiden 1297 R, Glouc.
(Rolls) 574 His ax so grishche he ssoc fit vaste, pat pe
king kwakede St ii men a 1300 Cursor M 16182 i,Cott ),

I hope pat pai sal bath grisly bi-for him quake 1387
Trcvisa Higden (Rolls) I Bi Satyri gnshche and won-
derhche l-scnape, c *394 P P Crede 585 Swiche a gome
godes wordes grysliche glosep c 1400 Ywame 4 Gaw.
3843 The thoner grisely gan out-brest c 1400 Melayne
1252 Grisely gronande. 1529 More Dyal 1 20 a/2 She ..

was there in face eyene loke & countenaunce so grysely
chaunged yc yt was a terryble syght to behold 1563
Becon Rdigues ofRome 245 There is nothing in al this
world y‘ a Christen man or woman ought so gnsehch to
dread, as for to falle into sinne 1638-48 G Daniel Eclog.
u 1 The North lookes grisly blache 1663 Bullokar, Grisly

,

abominably, gastly, fearfully 1868 Browning Ring 4 Bk
viii 1714 Lsesa, gashed gnesly, tain enomnter

Grisly, obs. form of Gristly, Grizzly a.

and sb 1

t Gri’sness. Obs. Also 4 grise-, 5 grysnesse.
[f. Grise a + -ness ] Terror, horror, dread
1398 Trevis \ Barth DeP R vm 1 (Tollem MS ), The

worlde is a place of trespas and of gilte of grisnesse [ed
1535 ferefulnes] and of schame Ibid xiv li, Londe of
wastynge and of gnsenesse [ed 1535 horrour] 1422 tr

Secreta Secret
,
Pi iv Pnv (SETS) 153 Nero be-helde

his chylde, and grysnesse therof hadd, and hym merwehd
of Suche an shape

Grisolet, obs variant of Chrysolite
167a Boyle Virtues of Gems 1 44 Indian-Gems, particu-

larly Gnsolets [1750 tr Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 109 Gri-
soletus, is the same as the Cnsolete ]

+ Grisou, sb 1 Obs. [a F prison, f gris grey ]
1. Gnson stone (= F. fieri e de grison) a kind

of freestone.

1653'Urquhart Rabelais 11 xxix, Riflandouille or pud*
ding-plunderer, who was armed cap-a-pe with gnson stones.

2 *A servant without livery, dressed m grey,

for secret errands ’ (Hatz -Darm ).

1693 Shadwfll Volunteers 11 1 14,

1

think I must keep a
Secretary, I keep Gnsons [,printed Gnfons) Fellows out of
Livery, privately far nothing, but to carry Answers

Grison (grrzsn), sb.% [a. F grison

;

app the

same word as prec. and next. (Both animals are

grey-)]

1. A carnivorous quadruped of South America,
Gahctis vittata

,
belonging to the family Mustehdse

,

and thus allied to the glutton and maiten
1796 Stedman Surinam II xVu 41 That animal mentioned

by Mr Allemand, in the Count de Buffon which he there
calls the grison or grey-weazel If this be the same animal
(as I doubt not, and have therefore given it the name of the
crabbo-dago or grison) 1838 Penny Cycl XI 485/1 The
Grison, Gulo vittatus of Desmarest and Gahctis vittata
of Bell 1884 R werside Nat. Hist (1888) V 397
2 . A South American monkey (see quot )
1840 tr Cuvier’s A turn Ktngd (1849) 61 Ihe Caparo

and the Grison (Lagothnx conus Geof Gastromargas
infwnmtus Spix )

—

Inhabitants of the interior of South
America, said to be remarkable gluttons

+Grison, a Obs. In 5 gresone. [a. F.
gi ison, f. grts grey ] Grey.
1438 Alexander the Great (Bannatyne) 115 With lyart

herd and hare gresone

Gnson, obs form of Grecing, stairs.

+ Grisp„ v Obs. [A mixture of Grip and
Grasp ws ] mtr To grasp, to grope.
C1420 Lydg Thebes 111 in Chaucer's Wks (1561) 372
Upon the corps with a mortall face He fel atones, and gan
it to embrace Sore to grispe, and agein vpsterte 1532 More
Confut Ttndale Wks 553/1 He grisped and longe felt

about here & ther m the darke.

Grispatien, obs foim of Grisibite.

t Grrspingv vbl sb 1 Obs. [Contracted form
of Gristbiiing ] Gnashing the teeth

13 E E Allit P B 159 Depe in my doungour* her doel
euer dweller, Greuing, &gretyng, & gryspyng narde of tej>e

t Gripping, vbl. sb 2 Obs [Cf Grasp sb 4,
Gropsing and dial, grafslm.] Twilight (morning
or evening).

1580 Lylv Euphues (Arb) 233 In the gnsplng of the
euenmg. 1581 H Goldwell BriefDecl Shews, Devices,
etc B v, Rising according to his maner to walke in the
mosse m the grisping of the day
Griss'e, obs. form of Grass.
Grissel(l, obs ff Gristle, Grizel, Grizzle.

Grissely(e, -lly, obs forms of Grisly, Gristly.
Grisseas, dial form of Gbeotng, stairs

Grissergan, variant of Grithsergeant Obs.

Grisset, obs foim of Gribette
Grissiliche, obs form of Grisly.
Grissil(l, obs foTm of Grizel.
Grissle, obs foi m of Gristle
Grisslbj, grissly, obs. forms of Grisly

t Grist, sbA Obs, Forms* 1 grist- (in comb.

•

see Gmstbiting), sprat, 4 gryste. [OE grist-,

gyrst
,
cogn. w. OS grist- in gnstgnnwio gnashing

of teeth , cf. OHG gnsgrvmmm
,
gnsgramSn to

gnash, the teeth(MIiG grisgimmm, gramen,grnst-

gramen
, G. gnesgranien to sulk), MHG grtsgram

gnashing of teeth (G gnesgram peevishness, pee-
vish person, also as adj ). It is difficult, in spite of
the resemblance ofsense (cf * togrindthe teeth’), to
connect the woid etymologically with Grind v ,

it may be cognate with OE gryrran
,

gear/ an,
L. htrrtre to snarl, or be purely onomatopoeic]
Gnashing of teeth

;
hence, anger

eiooo Ags Gloss in Hanpi's Zeitschr (1853) IX 513
Gyrst, stridor 13 EE Allit P A 465 J>y heued hatz
nau]?er greme nagryste

Grist (grist), sb 2 Forms . 1 grist, 5-7 gnste,
gryfite, ? 6 Sc, girst, 6-7gr(e)est, greist, 7 gneet,
8 gnss, 5- grist [OE grist OTeut type
*gnnstu- (? -to-, -it-), f *gnnd- Grind v The
vowel was shortened m ME as in fist from OE
fyst.]

f 1 The action of grinding
;
an act or spell of

grinding Obs
c toco ALlfric Gloss m Wr-Wulcker 141/3 Mahiura,

grist. CI050 Voc ibid 448/16 Moll hit a, grist 1676 Wor-
lidge Cyder (1691) 96 Some [nulls] are so large that they
grind half a hogshead at a gru>t.

2 . Corn which is to be ground; also (with//)
a batch of such com.
c 1430 [see h] *483 m Eng Gilds (1870) 336 That all

Dowers of the Cite - grynd att t-he Cite-is myllis, as long
as they mey have sufficiaunt grist *568 mW H Turner
Select Rec Oxford 325 Every of the said bakers and
brewers shall forfaite their gnste and wheate malte so
grounde 1589 R. Harvey PI Perc (1590) 3 Thy late
Customers haue brought gieists to be ground 1613-16W Browne Brit Past 11 i, As a miller having ground his
grist. 1670 G H Hist Cardinals ill ill 297 Ihe new
Gabels, impos’d upon Grist, Wine Aqua vitse 1744-50W Ellis Mod Husbandm VI in 77 A griss of wheat to
be sent to the mill 1862 Q Rev Apr 286 The grist which
has been seived out too damp foi the miller X865 Morn
Star 13 Jan , They can purchase grists of their employers
at ir per bushel under the market price of best wheat
1896 L Abbott Chr 4 See Problems 111 87 His water-
courses grind our grist for us

t> Proverbial andfig
e 1430 Hymns Vtrg 44 Oon wolde nflee us at hame, And

gadere flour out of oure gryst Ibid 74 pou3 Jiou deye,
bouschalt not be mjste

,
pou combrest bo}>e foo & frende,

pi mylle ha[> grounde pi laste gnste *598 T Bastard
Lhrestoleros (1882) 96 When pride like polling miller sits

vpon, The hated gryst of poore religion 1623 Flktchfr
& Rowiey Maid m Mill v 11, Shall the sayles of my love
stand still ? Shall the grists of my hopes be unground?
1641 Symonds Sertu Ho Comm D ivb. They have put you
to grmde them grist 1674 Camden’s Rem

,
Proverbs (1870)

334 The Horse that is next the Mill carnes all the Grist

1740 E Baynard Health (ed 6) 29 This grinds life’s grist,

yet takes small tole 1820 Scott Monas

t

xiu, Ye might
have had other qnst to grind. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg,
Fancy Ball xxxui, How little of praise or gnst would have
come To a mill with such a hopper 1 x88o Webb Goethe's
Faust 11 iv, Gratis he never grinds your gi 1st

c Phrases To bring gi’ist to ihe (one’s) mill :

to bring business to one’s hands
,
to be a source

of profit or advantage All is grist that comes
to hismill' he- turns everything to account
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent cxxiii 755 There is no

lykehhoode that those thinges will bring gryst to the mill

1664 H More Myst Imq xx 77 Such superstitious sur-
mizes as these wilt indeed bring grist to the mill in plenty
for them that infuse them into the heads of the people
1726 AYLiFrc Parergon 210 The Computation of Degrees
in Matrimonial Causes . brings grist to the Mill by way
of Dispensations 1770 Foote Lame Lover i Wks 1799
II 68 Well, let them go on, it brings grist to our mill x8i8
Byron To Murray 25 Mar v, Sermons to thy mill bring
risk 1838 Dickens Nich Nick, xxxiv, Meantime the fools

ring grist to my mill, so let them live out their day 1885
Harper's Mag Feb, 397/t It is all grist that comes to her
mill.

d. US A ‘
lot’, number, or quantity (of).

1840 HaLiburton Clockm Ser in xvm. Some smart
grists of ram has fell *848 J F Cooper Bee-hunter I hl
80 There’s an onaccountable gnst on ’em [bees] 1852
Traits Amer Humour I. xxvu 305, I got pretty con-
siderable soaked by a gnst of rain

3 , Corn that has been ground.
c 1566 Mene Tales in Skelton’s Wks (1843) 1 p Ixvu,
The seruaunt, hauynge hys gryste, went home [from the
mill] 1629 Chapman Juvenal ia6 Hoary cantles of nn-
boulted grist c 1640 Gataker Man 235 (L ) The motion of
a winde-mill driven with the winde, that maketh gnst no
longer than the winde bloweth upon it 1700 Tyrrell
Hut Eng II 808, A Farthing Loaf of the whole Gnst
1784 Cowper Task vi 108 Swallowing The total gust
unsifted, husks and all 1887 Kentish Gloss,, Grist, any-
thing which has been ground—meal, flour

4 Malt crushed or ground for biewing
1822 Imison Set 4 Art II 155 The water rises upwards

through, the malt, or as it is called, the grist *836 Penny
Cgcl V 403/2 Many brewers prefer a fine grist Ibid

, A
circular sieve, called a separator, through which the grist

passes from the millstones. 1844 T Webster Encyct Dom
Econ, 574 Grist, malt that has been ground for mashing
6. attnb and Comb

,
as grist-cart, + -com,

-grinding, watermill
; grist-mill, a null for

grinding corn ; so gnst-imller,

1893 Newspaper A dvt , Wanted, Man to Milk , and occa-
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•uonally go witli *Grist Cart 16*3 A Ithorp MS p, lu in

Simpkinson Washingtons App ,
Spent to the baker of

*grist come 169 qua, 1807 Vancouver Agric, Devon (1813)

The price of *gnst-gnnding is about 5d per bushel

for wheat ; 4d for barley , and zd for oafs 1602 Carew
Cornwall 266 Amongst othei commodities affoorded by the

Sea, the Inhabitants make vse of diners his creehes for

*gnste-milles. 1727 Dudley in Phil, Irons XXXIV 261

The Owner of it was a common Carter to a Grist-Mill

1886 Elworthy IV Somerset Word-bk s v , The small mills

for grinding people’s own com, all over the country side are

always called grist-mills 1879 Cassell's Techn Educ IV
2 1 1/1 *Grist millers, m asons, maltsters 1637 Harbison Stem
Manor Sheff. in Sheffield Gloss s v

,
Item a *Greist water

mill standing on the south of Owlerton greene

Grist (grist), sb 3 Also 8 girst. [? Connected
with Gird v *] The size or thickness of yam or

rope
1733 P. Lindsay Intel est Scot 20 A Certificate from the

Master of the Work-house, bearing that he or she, the
Bearer, is a sufficient Tradesman, or good Spinner of such
a Staple or Girst of Cloath, or Yam, &c 1792 Specif
Kellys Patent No 1879 5 These wheels are calculated

according to the size or grist of the yarn 1835 Ure Philos.

Manuf. 24 The lace-maker verifies the grist of all the
thread he purchases 1875 Knight Diet Meek s v

,
Common

grist is a lope 3 mche& in circumference, with twenty yarns
in each of the three strands x88z Paton in Encycl Brit.
XIV, 666/2 The grist or quality of all fine yarns is estimated
by the number of lens in a pound
transf a 1774. Fergusson Leith. Races Poems (1845) 32

Here is the" true and faithfu' list O’ noblemen and horses

;

Their eild, their weight, their height, their grist, That nn
for plates or purses.

Grist, v 1 Obs. exc dial. [f. Grist vX\ intr.

To gnash or grind the teeth
C1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 301 Good son, by tethe

be not pikynge, gris[t]ynge, ne gnastynge 184a Akermant
Wilts Glosi

,
Gust, Guz, to gnash and shew the teeth

angrily 1893 Wdtsh Gloss , Grist, Gnz, to snarl and
show the teeth as an angry dog or man NW
Grist,v 2 [f.Grists

J
tram. To grind(com).

Hence Gri’sting vbl sib

,

the action of grinding

com, or the result of this Also G-ri ster, ‘ one
who brings gram to be ground at a mill ’ (Jamieson
1825).
1825-80 Jamieson Grist, v a to grind corn 1883 Genii-.

Mag Oct 378 Riding to Trumpington Mill with the sack of
College grain for the gristing 1887 Kentish Gloss

, Gristing,
Grystmgj the flour which is got from the lease-wheat

tGnsttote, sb Obs. In 3 gristbat. [OE.
gnstbile,

*gristbdt
,
f Grist sb 1 + bite, bdt, nouns

of action f bitan Bite v ] Gnashing of teeth.

1*1205 Lay. 5189 per wes muchel gnstbat

Gristbite , v Obs. exc dial. Forms. 1 grist-

bifeian, -bittian, -b&tian, 3gristbeatien,-betien,
grisbatien, -patien, 4 grisbite, -bate, 9 grisbet,
grizbite. [OE. grisibihan, -bdhan, f. gristbite

,

*grislbdt

:

see prec ] intr. To gnash the teeth.

fooo tr Baidals Hist iv IX [xl ] (1890) 184 He ongon ..

mid his tofium gnstbitian C950 Lindtsf Gosp Mark ix 18
FjetnecS & gristbitte'5 miS tooum [Ruslm grist bites, Ags
Gosp grist bitafi, Hatton grist-byteS] a rooo Voc mwr-
Wfllcker 242/35 Fremit, gnstbatab c rooo AJlfric Grant.
xxvi (Z ) 157 Stndeo owe stiuio, ic cearcige o35e ic grist-

bitije a 1225 Ancr. R 326 On hwam ure Louerd weop,
ase >e Gospel telleiS, and gnsbatede a 1225 Juliana 66
Swa b® reue gromede bat he gnspatede a^ein \BodL MS
giLstbetede], Ibid. 69 [He] feng on to feamm & grist-

beatien [Royal MS gnspatien] gnsliche up o )>is meoke
meiden C1340 CursorM 19354 (Tnn ) J?enne bigon b« .

wib her teeb to gnsbate [v rr gnast, gnaist(e] 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VII 377 He gan to ligge and to fome, to
grisbite and to grynde wib be teeb 1847-78 Halliwell,
Grisbet

,
to make a wry face Somes set, 1866 Thornbury

Greathea> t II v. 61 Mrs Tolpedden achieved a dashing
cannon, and then gave a muss, at which she 1 gnsbetted as
Milly called it *890 Gloucestersh Gloss., Gnzbite, to gnash
the teeth

+ Gristbiting, vbl sb. Obs Forms - t grist*

biot(t)ung, -bittung, -bitung, -b&tung, 2 gris-
batmg, 3 gris(t)bat-, 4 grisbait-, -bayt-, grys-
bating(e, -yng(e, grysbittmg [OE. grist-

bilung, bdtung, i. gnstbitian
,
-bdhan (see piec

) ]
Gnashing of the teeth
c$$t> Ltndisf Gosp Matt vui 12 In Syostrum wytmesto

Ser bio wop and gnst-biottung te8a [Ilushw gristbatung,
Ags & Hatton Gosp gnstbitung] 971 Blickl Horn 185
[>aer bib a wop & hrop & toba giistbiiung ^1175 Lamb
How 33 A ber [in helle] is waning and grammg and toben
gnsbating c 1205 Lay. 1886 A1 was heora gristbatiuge al
sua wilde bares eje 1370-80 XI Pains of Hell 248 in
O E lUisc 230 Goulyng, And grisbatyng of tebe 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I rx Wip grisbaitinge, gruntynge,
and vvhistelynge a 1450 in Trevisa's Hidden (Rolls) VII
App 501 He had ofte herde the voys and the grysbittmg of
thilke soules that beth delyverea by prayers and almes
dedes of cristen men.
Gristali, -lly, -ly, obs ff. Gristly, Grizzly a.

Gristle (gn sT), sb. Forms : 1- gristle, 4
grystil, -tyll, (grusle), 4-5 gnstil, 5 grystyl(le,
6 gnatel, «ell(e, -ill, grystell, gressell, 6-8
grissel(l, (7 cnssel, cristle, grisle, 8 grissle).

0 - 5 north. girstell9, Sc 6 girssill, 8 girsle. [OE.
gi islle =*OFus gristel, gnsll, grestel, gerstel, EFns.
grossel gf ussel, MLG, gt istel, MHG. gntschel

,

cogn. with* OE grost gristle (Leiden glosses)

;

synonymous forms of similar sound are OHG.
c(h)rustula, -tla

,
crostila, -ela, -ilia

; chrustiltn,
crustili (MHG. hrostel, krossel

,
krosel

\
ki ustel j

also krttspel, krospel) The mutual relation of

these forms, and the etymology, are obscure ]

1. A tough flexible tissue, of a whitish colour, in

vertebrate animals
,
= Cartilage i.

a 700 Eplnal Gloss 174 Cartilnga, naesgristlae a 800
Erfurt Gloss 350 Cartilage

,
naesgnstle ciooo jElfric

Gloss in Wr -Wulcker X58/22 Lariilago, gristle c *050
Voc ibid 414/1 Gartilago

,
gristle 1398 Trevisa Barth.

De P R v Iix. (1495) 17s Grystyll is tendernesof the bones
and is callyd cartilage in latyn. c 1440 Promt Pam 213/2
Grystylle of the nose, cartilago 1483 Cath Angl 157/r

A Girstelle, cartilage 1523 Fitzherb Hush § 89
'1 he

hawe is a sorance in a horse eye, and is lyke gristell

31589 Cogan Haven Health exh (1636) 142 “lhe Hares are
nothing else but gnstill and skinne 16x5 Crookd Body
ofMan 943 Very thin bones and gristle bound or vmted by
Synchondrosis avjxi Ken Hymnotheo Poet Wks 1721
111 2i The soft spinal gristle of his back, He turns and
winds 1776-96 Withering Brit Plants (ed 3) II 47
Leaves egg-spear-shaped . serratures like gristle x8oz
Paley Nat Theol viu § 3 lhe bones which work against

each other, are tipped with gristle 1843 CarpenterAmm
Phys 42 Another tissue of which cells form the principal

part, is that termed cartilage or gristle.

b fig with reference to the gristly nature of the

bones m infancy. In the gristle in an initiatory,

unformed, or embryonic stage of existence

1775 Burke Sp Cone. Avter, 18 A people who are still, as
it were, in the gristle, and not yet hardened into the bone
of manhood 1865 Mom Star 22 May, As yet, of course,
this business is in the gristle. x88o E Kirke Garfield 46
Talleyrand once said to the fiist Napoleon that ‘the United
States was a giant without bones' Since that time our
gristle has been rapidly hardening.

2 A structure or formation consisting of such
tissue; a gristly part, = Cartilage i b (Now
rare m pi.)

a 1240 Sanies Warde in Colt Horn 251 Tadden and
fioggen ]>& freoteS ham tit te ehnert ant te nease gristles

13 Coer de L 2144 The emperourof evil trusle Carved off
his nose by the grusle. c 1325 Gloss W de Bibbystw in
Wright Voc 145 Zlti tendroun, a gristel cx400 Lanfianc's
Cirwg 23 A gnstil is cold & drie, & is neischere ban a boon
a X533 Ld Berners Huon xlti 140 Y« grystell of his nose as
grete as the mossell of an oxe X574 Sc Acts Jos VI (1814)
III 87 Gif thay happm tobe convicted, To be adiugeit tobe
burnt throw the girssill of the rycht eare w e ane het Irne

1597 A M tr. Guillemeau's Fr Chirurg i3b/2 The syn-
nues, Tendones, and Cartilages or gnssells x6ox Munday
Doivnf Earl Huntington m 111 Gj b, Is this a pawe To
holde a tender hand m? Looke I pray, His armes are gristles

1658 A Fox Wurtd Surg n xxv 152 The bones and
cnssels of the Nose 1747 Mrs Giasse Cookeiy xu 126
Take six Pounds ofgood P01 k, free from Skin and Gristles,
and Fat 1820 Shelley (Edtpus 1 63 1 0 fill our colons With
nch blood, or make brawn out of our gi istles 1822 Scott
Nigel xxm. We would slit it [the nose] up to the gristle

fb. In various transf. senses : (see quots). Obs
*533 Elyot Cast Hetthe (1539) 31 b, The keraelles and

S
istell whiche are m the rootes, if they be welle digested
ey make nourishment 1578 Lyte Dodoens hi xxv 308

The best Ammoniacum pure and without shardes, splin-
ters, or stome gristels or gravell Ibid tit. cxiv 307 Gal-
banum is also a gumme or liquor and the best is gristel,
or betwixt hard and soft 16B8 R Holme A rmoury 11 85/1
The Gristle of the Walnut is that as lies between the two
halves of the kernel, within the shell 1785 Burns Ep. to

J La.pra.ik 1 Apr xxii, To conclude my lang epistle, As my
auld pen’s worn to the grissle

e. Sc The nose
1790 A Wilson Ep to E Picken Poet Wks (1846) 109

Whiles a glass to heet my gab, And snuff to smart my
girsle

+ 3. Jg A tender or delicate person Obs
a *553 Udall Royster D 1 iv (Arb ) 27 Ah sir, be good to

hir, she is but a gustle, Ah sweete lambe and coney 1591
Lyly Endym.y 11 73 Sam We will helpe you to find a
young ladle, "lop I love no grissels, I desire old matrons
1623 Massinger Bondman 1 11, I am a gristle, and these
spider fingers Will never hold a sword a 1652 Bromf Mad
Couple v 11 (1653) G 6 b, Alas y’are but a gnssell, Weake
picking meat.

4. attnb as fgristle-rtng
; f gristle-bone

= sense 2

X398 Trevisa Barth De PR v xu (1495) xi6 Whan the
voys of thayer smyte to the grystil-boon, there it is gretly
holpe. c 1400 Lunfranc’s Cirurg 148 In b® fore partie of
be Drest here is sett be canne of pe lungis, pe which is com-
pounned of gnstil ryngis bounde togidere wib panniclens
ligamentis CX440 Promp Parv 106/1 Cruschylbone, or
grystylbone, cartilago 1557-8 Phaer sEneid vii Tnjb,
While the poyson gropes her gnstlebones, and vemm
droppes her sences drinkes 1886 Pall Mall G 22 Oct itft
Four other eighty thousands not yet reached manhood and
womanhood, or gone beyond the gristle stage

tGristled (gns’ld), a. Obs rare- 1
. [f.

Gristle sb -j- -ed 2 ] Formed into gristle
1633 T Adams Exp 2nd Peter n. 5 Infants who cannot

speake or doe ill, whose flesh is but new quick’ned in the
wombe, or bones scarce gnstled out of the wombe.
Gristly (gri sli), a. Forms : a. 4, 7 grystly,

5 grustlye, gristell, 6 -el(l)y, gnsselye, 7
gnssly, (gristlely), grisselly, 7-9 grisly, 6-
gristly. $. Sc. 6 girsillie

, 8 girslie. ff. G ristle
sb. + -xl.]

L

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of gristle;
consisting or full of gristle ; cartilaginous.
1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. v xu (1495) nfi The sub-

staunce of the very ere is grvstly c *400 Lanfranc's Cirurg
Pe eende of be brote bolle is gnsteli [v r grustlye] 1555W. Watreman Fardle Facions 1 vi 102 When thei haue

gnabeled of the softest and gristely partes with their tiethe.
*596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, I 30 His flesche was

al! girssillie bot of a trim taist 1615 H Crooke Body ofMan 379 A hard substance sometimes gristlely which m
some Creatures is a very gristle Ibtd 613 An vpper part
which is ltnmoueable and bony, and a lower, which is moue-
able and gustly 1657 Evelyn Diary 19 Sept, Certaine
gnssly skinns curiously jointed, yet loose. 1796 Morse
Amer Geog I 195 On his shoulders arises a large fleshy
or grisly substance. 1797 M Baillie Mori, Anat (1807)
144 1 he pentonsal covering of the stomach has almost
a gristly hardness 1805 J Nicol Poems I 155 (Jam ) His

§
irslie nose X863 Lyell A ntiq Plan X4 The gristly parts
ave been gnawed off, as if by dogs 1884 M Mackfnzie

Dts Throat <$• Nose II 176 A piece of gristly meat one inch
in length

f o Having a cartilaginous skeleton, as some
fishes. (See Cartilaginous 1 b ) Obs
x6ox Holland Pliny I 333 Such fi*>hes as wee called Car-

tilagineous and gristly X607 Topsell Serpents (1658) 682
It [a serpent] also beareth egges m her place of conception
which are theie disposed in older, as in other living gristly

creatures.

2 Having a texture resembling that of gristle,

in toughness, etc
x6ox Holland Pliny I 378 The best Galbanum is gristly

and cleare withall 1688 R Holme Armoury 11 115/2
Gristly seeds are thin skinny flat seeds 1776-96 Withering
Brit Plants (ed 3) I 189 Cup 5 leaves and 5 angles, gristly
1800 Phil Trans. XC 337 lhe gustly substance which
forms the bulbs

Hence Gri stliaess (Bailey vol II, 1727).
Gnstole, a ai lant ofgnth stool see Grith sb 7.

Gristy (gn stij, a dial [? f Grist sbJ + -y 1 ]
Gritty.

1676 T Beaumont in Phil Tians XI 729 A sort of ash.
colour’d gusty Clay. Ibid 732 In the Courses, betwixt
the clifts 1 find of these Plants growing up in the gristy clay
x88i I ofW Gloss ,

Gristy, sandy , having hard particles

+ Grisy, « 1 Obs. Also 6 grxzy, grysie, gnesy,
-is, gryesy, 8 greecy. [f Grise v + -y 1

. In
quot. 1590 the reading gnzy may be a mispnnt]
Horrible

,
grim

,
grisly. Hence + Gri*syaess.

138a Wyclif Gen xv 12 Whanne the sunne was goon
down, feer felle vpon Abram, and greet gnsynes L1388
hidousenesse, Vulg honor\ and derk assaileden hym 1590
Spenser F Q 11 vi 18 The slouthfull wave of that great
griesy [ed, 1609 griesly] lake Ibid 11 xi 12 That fourth
band Was, as the rest, a grysie rablement Ibid in xn
xo A most faire dame, Led of two grysie villeins, th’ one
Despight, The other cleped Cruelty 1590 Shaks Mids N
v 1 140 (Fo 1 1623) 'ihis gnzy [Qos 1600 gnzly] beast
(which Lyon hight by name) a 1800 Jokme Scot in Child
Ballads (1886) II 390 Out they brought the Itilian, And a
greecy ghost was he.

+ Gri'sy, a.2 Obs Forms 6 griesie, gryesy,

7 grizie, gnzy. [app f. Gris a. + -Y 1
] Grey,

grizzled

1590 Spenser F Q i ix 25 His griesie [ed 1611 grieslj]

lockes, long growen and unbound Ibid m 1 67 Earely,
ere the grosse Earthes gryesy shade Was all disperst out of
the firmament 1603 Knolles Hist Twks 874 His beard
grizie [1638 grizy], though not for age.

Grit (grit), sb 1 Forms: a i gr6ot, 3, 5, 7,

(9 dial ) gret, 3-4 greot, 4, (9 dial
)
greit, 4, 7

grett, 4-8 grete, 4-9 greet, (5-7 greete, 7

gnet, 8-9 dial grate). B 6 gnte, gryt, 7- grit.

[OE gi tot=OS gnot, OHG gno% (MHG. grtefy

C gnesz), ON gndt pebbles *—OTeut. *greutom,
str.

neut
;
a pre-Teut. loot *ghreud- ghrud- appears

in Lith. gruzti to ciush, pound, Lettish grauds
grain, Obi gruda clod The abnormal develop-

ment of the vowel may be due to assimilation to

Gbit sbP]
1 . collect sing. Formerly Sand, gravel, small

stones. Now: Minute particles of stone or sand,

as produced by attrition or disintegration.

a Beowulf3168 Forleton eorla gestreon eorSan healdan,

gold on greote, J>aer hit nu gen lifao unnyt a 1000 Caed-

mon's Gen 909 (Gr ) J>u scealt greot etan blne hfdagas
a xoooAndteas 425 (Gr )Sand lsgeblonden, grund wiSgreote
a 1300 Cursor M 9938 (Cott ) Four strandes rinnes suete

Thoru bat grauel and grett [otherMSS grete] c 1320
Sir fnsh

,

2501 He fondawele [w a well] ful gode Al white
it was, be grete ? a 1500 Chester PI (Shaks Soc )

I 121

With grete gravill and gieete I skoure an oulde pane. 1513
Douglas Mneis xn Prol 55 The syluer scalyt fyschis on the

greit Ourthwoit cleirstremis sprynkland foi the heyt 1639
G Daniel P cclns xxv 55 An Asscent straw’d wth a slippery

greet a 1650 Dtk Robin Hood 100 in Furmvall Pei cy Polio

I 56 There make me a full fayre graue of grauell & of

greete 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist 1. v § 30 Small Gnet and
Gravell may choak a man 1869 Lonsdale Gloss

,
Gret, fine

gravel, sand 1883A tmondbury <3 Huddersf Gloss .Greet

1887 S Cheih Gloss
,
Greit

p. 1589 Rider Eng -Lat Diet ,
Grite, or duste of stones

or mettal, scobs 16x8 E. Elton Compl Sand Sinnei

(1622) 239 Bread of deceit afterwards it tuines to grit and
grauell in his mouth 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 37
Though we wash it never so well, yet the grit cracks m om
teeth 1747 Mrs Glasse Cookery vi 62 T ake two or three

Eels, and wash them from Grit 1845 Florist's Jmt 218

A considerable quantity of road grit. 1865 Dickens Phit

Fr 11 xv, The City grit gets into the liau and eyes and skin.

H Used for Grit sb 2

<2x225 Ancr R 70 Mucbe fol he were be muhte, to his

owenebihoue, hweoersehe wolde, grinden greot ooerhwete,
3if he grunde be greot & lefde J>ene hwete * Hwete is

hoh speche
’, ase Seint Anselme sei5 Heo gnnt greot pe

cheofled

b. fig , with reference to the unpleasant or in-

jurious qualities of grit.

1876 Lowell Among my Bks Ser « 184 It gives you a
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shock of unpleasant surprise, a kind of grit, as when one’s

teeth close on a bit of gravel in a dish of strawberries and
cream 1884 J S Brewer Hen. VIII, 1 105 1 he Venetian
ambassador, gleeful as a schoolboy when he could throw

gnt into Wolsey's bread, was not sorry at the opportunity

of carrying him the tidings 1890 Spectator 13 Dec , Every
tax is a handful of grit thrown into the machinery of in-

dustrial wealth, and impairs its productive poweis.

<3 A particle of sand 1 are

1601 Holland Pliny I 3x4 If haply there doe anse a tem-
pest they [bees] catch up some little stonie greet to ballaise

and poise themselves against the wind 1890 Abney Treat.

Photogr (ed. 6) 56 Application of acid may dissolve the

grits away.

2. Coarse sandstone, esp. of the kinds used for

millstones and grindstones
;
gritstone

a c 127s Serving Chi 1st 67 in O £, Mtsc 9s Me grauep
is gode in greote and in ston 1391 Mem Ripon (Surtees)

II 109 111 xvj petns de grete emp pro j herthe C1400
Siege Jerusalem (EE T S ) 35/621 With grete stones of
gret & of gray marble 1587 Harrison England ru ix

(1877)
11 64 'these [whetstones] also are divided either

into the hard gnet, as the common that shoomakers use, or
the soft guet called hones 1678 Hobbes Decam. x 123
The Stone of which are made Milstones, which Stone is

here called Greet 173X Lowthorf in Phtl Trans Abr I

vin 588 The Portland stone is of a fine Chalky Greet, fit for

all curious hewn and carved Work. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Did. M, Shale, Chirts, Greet, &c do produce very good
Veins, and that last very well likewise

j3, 17x0 Bnt Apollo III No. 3 2/1 A Grit or course free

Stone 1784 Belknap Tour White Mis (1876) 20 Grind-
stones are found at Fryeburg and at Amariscogin, of a fine

grit, and hard 1833 Lyell Pnnc Geol III 222 The la-

custrine strata are composed of gravel, grit and micaceous
sandstone 185X Richardson Geol (1855) 450 The upper
beds consist of quartzose grits 1874 Dawkins Cave Hunt
II 25 1 he massive millstone grit of Derbyshire and York-
shire x88z Geikie 7 ext Bk Geol 11 11. § 6 158 By an
augmentation m the size of the grains, a sandstone may be-

come a grit, or a pebbly conglomerate sandstone

f b. Applied by J Hill to a ' genus ’ of fossils

1748 Sir J Hill Hist Fossils 569 Series III Class IV
Order II Genus I Saburrae Gntts Fossils found in
minute masses, forming together a kind of powder Ibid

,

The white stony Gntts consisting of puie Spar

3 . Earth, soil, mould; + the ground, as under,

in, on the greet Now Obs exc dial.

c 1250 Gen 4- Ex 3774 Erfte-.opnedevnder ere fet ; Held
up neifter ston ne gret a 1300 CursorM 16923 Nuis be
croice grauen vndergreit,and lesus vnderstan c TggaAmis
Amil 1530 Graven in grete so cold 1393 Langl P PI.
xiv 23 As greyn that Tyth in the greot and thorgh grace,

atte taste. Spryngeth vp and spredeth c 1400 Melayhe 1252
Many a Saiazene lay on his bake, . Full Grisely gronande
one the grete ? a 1300 Chester PI (E E T S ) 405 Take
we the body of this sweet, and lay it low under the greet 1

xfiox Holland Pliny I 502 The blacke mould or grit

<*1722 Lisle Hush (1752) 6 I he side lands m the hill

country are always the poorest, because the good grete, or
mold, is washed down by the ram 18x3 [see 6 below]
1880 E Cornwall Gloss

,
Greet

,
earth, sod

4 The grain or texture of a stone, in respect of
fineness, coaiseness, etc

1329 Rastell Pastyme. Hist Brit (x8ix) 105 These
stoms at Stonehenge be all of one gryt, without chaunge of
colour, or vayne x6ox Holland Pliny II 588 In this

kind there be of a more free and softer grit x66a R.
Mathew Uni Alck lxxxix 154 Let not the sand be either

too sharp or too fine, but of a middle greet 1694 S Foley
III Phtl Trans XVIII 171 Ofa whitish Free-stone colour,

but a finer closer gret 1776 G Semple Building in Water
40 Ihe Grit or Grain of it greatly resembled that of a Mill-

stone x8xx G S Keith Agnc Sum Abetd 56 (Jam)
When they mean to split it, they begin by drawing a straight

line along the stone in the direction of its grete a 1833
Rickman Archil App (1848) 11 The ancient door is of a
dark red sandstone of a strong gnt.

Jig c 1630 Risdon Sum Devon § 114 (18x0) 118 There .

lived in this parish one Stone, who was of so hard a greete,

that he lived to the age of one hundred and twenty years

5. colloq
;
ong U.S slang. Firmness or solidity

of character ; indomitable spirit or pluck; stamina.

To be clear, hard (etc), grit \ to have geniune
spirit or pluck. To be the grit . to be the * right

sort the genuine * article
’

*823 J Neal Bro Jonathan III 386 Proper fellow he
was too , 'cute enough, I tell you—sharp as a razor—clear
grit 1843 Hauburton Attachi II t 13 If he hadn’t
a had the clear grit m him, and showed his teeth and
claws x86x-z Thackeray Adv. Philtp xxxi, Ifyou were a
chip of the old block you would he just what he called * the
grit’ 1863 HawthorneOurOld (1883) I 32aHismain
deficiency was a lack of gnt 1873-4 Dixon Two Queens
III xux 11 12 John Fisher .had not Tost his northern grit and
twang 1880 Daily Tel 7 Oct

,
Our English lads are hard

grit. 189a Times 23 Apr 7/1 Every appointment of the kind
must be based wholly upon fitness and grit

b. In Canadian politics, a Radical or Liberal.

Formerly clear grit.

1884 Fortn, Rev May 592 There arose up [in Canada] a
political party of a Radical persuasion, who were called
Clear-Gnts, and the Clear-Grits declared for the secularisa-
tion of the Clergy Reserves 1887 Goidwin Smith in Con-
temp Rev July 15 The names ‘Tory’ and ‘Gnt’, by which
they call each other, therefore, being free from meaning, are
really more appropriate than Conservative and Liberal, by
which they call themselves Ibid

,
Their leaders are more

ready to accept baronetcies and knighthoods than the leaders
of the Grits

6 attnb and Comb., as grit-ashlar, -country

,

-getter ; grit-berry, a name for the genus Comoro-
slaphyhs

( 7'reas. Bot. 1866) ;
grxt-boaxd dial.,

the earth-board of a plough , grit-emery, coarse
emery, grit-rock = Gritstone.

*853 Cornwall (1862) 77 The ‘best blue fine granite, or
*gnt-ashlar, for building sea-walk * 18x3 T Davis Agi tc
Wilts 263 *Grate board

,
or bread Board— The mould or

earth-board of a plough which turns the furrow , earth being
frequently called grate x88o E Cornwall Gloss , Greet-
board

,
the earth-board of a plough 1878 Davis & Lees

West Yorksh 1 1 14 The deep valleys in the *gnt
country usually have a stream at the bottom 1884 F J
Britten Watch 4- Clockm 101 *Grit or corn Emery used
for sharpening cutting burnishers 1854 Illustr Lend
News 5 Aug xi8 Occupations of the people, *Grit-
getter 1838 Penny Cycl XI 439/2 In the Carpathian
mountains and in the Alps *grit rocks with abundance of
fuel (gris des Carpathes) represent the greensands of France
and England 1839 Stonehouse Axhohne 180 Mr Wesley
was buried in Epworth churchyard under aplain*grit tomb-
stone,.<supported by brick-work.

Grit (gnt), sbf Now only// and dial. Forms:
a sing, (rare) 1 grytt, 7 gntt, 8 grit pi 1 grytta,
gretta, 3 genitive gruttene, 7 gritts, 7- grits.

0 pi 7 gurfcs, gert (see Girt-brew), 9 girts.

y. pi. 6- greats, (7 greyts, 7-8 greets) [OE
grytt{e str and wk fem , usually in pi grytta{n =
MLG, Du grutte fern., OHG. gntzzi (MHG,
G.grutze) •—OTeut type *grutjd, grutjbn-, f. Teut.
root *greut-, grant-, gnet-, whence also Groats
(a synonym, usually regarded as a mere variant,

of this word), and Grit sb 1

This and the preceding sb seem to have mutually in-
fluenced each other in form, whence the v forms heie and
the B forms of Gsit sb ]

]

+ 1 . Bran, chaff, mill-dust Obs
a 700 Epmal Gloss 823 Pulhs, grytt. c 1000 jEltric Gloss.

taWt -Wulcker 141/20 Apludes uel cantabra, hwacte gryttan
c sooo Sax Leechd II 220 pain mannum sceal man sellan
mwe beren mela oftfte grytta axxooAgs Voc m Wr-Wflicker 330/33 Furfur es, gretta xx Voc ibid 505/13

Pollute, gryttes <2x223 Alter R 186 pis is Godes heste,
}>et him is muchele leouere pen pet tu ete gruttene bread,
o3er werte herde hei e

2. Oats that have been husked but not ground
(or only coarsely)

;
coarse oatmeal

This is the general use of the word, but its application
varies and has varied in Eng dialects

,
in America it is

applied to other kinds of gram (See quots )

1379 Langham Gard Health (1633) 457 Otemeale Greyts
1389 Cogan Haven Health vu (1636) 31 Of the greats or
groats boiled in water with salt, they make a kind qf meat
*6oi Holland Pliny I 559 In Gaule they have a kind of
fourmentie corn or gurts named in their language Brance
X615 Markham Eng Houstw 11 vm {1668) 178 The Greets
or full Kernels will separate front the smaller oatmeal
<zx66x Fuller Worthies, Line it (1662) 153 Gruel .is
wholsome Spoon-meat, Water is the Matter, Grits the
Form thereof x685 Plot Staffbrdsh 205 They are much
smaller, without husk, and are indeed perfect gntts naturally,
requiring no Mill to make them into Oatemeal 1725 Brad-
leyFam Did. s v Oat meal

,
The bigger kind of Oat-Meal,

which is call'd Greets, or Com Oat-Meal 1730 W Ellis
Country Housewife 206 Whole greets boiled xn water till

they burst, and then mixt with butter X796 Mrs Glasse
Cookery xxi. 335 Grits [1747 (ed 1) grotes] once cut does
better than oatmeal x8ix A T Thomson Lend Disp (1818)

68 Gruels, or decoctions of grits or of oatmeal, are excellent

demulcents 1847-78 Halliwell, Girts, oatmeal Var dial.

1884 Knight Did Meek Suppl ,
Grits (Milling), cracked

fragments of wheat smaller than groats x886 Syd Soc Lex
s v

,
In Amenca, fine hominy is called grits, and wheat

prepared in the same way is likewise so designated

3 attnb
,
as gnt-gruel. See also Girt-bbew

1844 T Webster Encycl Dom Econ 739 In the case of
grits, this cuticle is entirely kept back, which accounts for

the smoothness, as it is termed, of gnt-gruel

Grit (gnt), sb 3 (Only m diets . see also Gryff.)

[? Repr. OE grytte spider, which is found once as

a gloss on gangeweafre (Vulgate aranea) in Vesp.

JPs lxxxix. 9 ] A kind of crab.

1598 Florio, Paguro, a kind of creuis or crafish called

a grit, a grampell, or a punger 1638 Phillips, A Gnt, a
kinde of fish, otherwise called a Grample fish 1721 in

Bailey 1847-78 Halliwell, Grit
,

the sea-crab Line
1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk„ Gntt

,
an east-country term

for the sea-crab

Grit (gnt), v [f Grit sb i]

1 mtr. To produce a grating sound such as is

caused by the crushing of gnt , to move with such

a grating noise.

1762 Goldsm. Cti W. xxx, The sanded floor that grits

beneath the tread x8io Splendid Follies I 191 '1 he wheel

f
ritted slowly along 1834M Scott CruiseMidge (1859) 343
everal gigs and carnages of various descriptions gritted

past us through the deep sand of the unpaved thoroughfares.

1847-78 Halliwell, Grit, to squeak or grunt Somerset,
1851 Lowell Lett (1894) I 2x6 A burnt sttek that goes
gritting, Gnt, gritting o’er- the canvas 1859 Mrs Gaskell
Round Sofa 250 He pulled a face as if he had heard a slate-

pencil gritting against a slate

2. trans To cover with grit or sand.

1842 [see Grittedppl a.] 1899 Blackw Mag Feb 421/2
His hands and gun all sand gritted with his labour of wall
erection

3 To cause to make a grating or ‘ gritty’ sound.
x8$x Mrs Browning Casa Guidt W 131 Murmurously

the ebbing waters grit Ihe little pebbles.

4 To grind or grate (the teeth),

1848 Lowell Fable for Critics Poet Wks 1890 III. 30
Just conceive how much harder your teeth you’d have

f
itted 1887 F R Stockton Borrowed Month .etc. 27,

gritted my teeth as I thought what a despicable thing it

would be

Hence Gri tted, Grrtting ppl adjs.

1833 M Scott Tom Cringle xvm (1859) 504 Thundering
them down again against tne flint-hard coral spikes, with a

loud gritting rumble 1842 Tennyson Will Wateiproof242
When thou shalt cease To pace the gntted floor 1897
OutingiU S ) XXX 422/1 The gritted teeth, and the tension

of the body, show what power this player has put into bis
shot

Grit, obs form of Grith , Sc t Great.
Grite, obs form of Grit sb 1

; Sc. f. Great.
Grith (grip), sb. Obs exc Hut Forms a. 1-4

grip# 3 gryp, gryt, Orm gripp, 4 grit, grytt,
grid, 4-5 grytt, 4-7 gnthe, (5 grythe, greth,
gryethe, gryght(e), 3- grith, 0 . Sc and north.

4-6, 9 gyrth, 4-9 girth, (5 girthe, 6 gyrthe,
gyrtht). [OE. grits, a ON grits neut

,
ong.

domicile, home ; in pi
, truce, peace, pardon

;

hence, sanctuary, asylum ]

t 1. Guaranteed security
;
protection, defence; safe

conduct Obs
c xooo Laws ofCnut 1 c 2 § 1 in Schmid Geseize 250 dslc

cirice is mid nhte on Cristes agenum gnfte, and aelc cristen-
man ah micele pearfe, bset he on pam gride micele msefte
wite, for[>am Godes gno is ealra gnfta selo-A to geearnianne
and geornost to healdenne, and tser nehst cymnges. a 1300
CursorM 492 pas oper gasies bat fell him wint be quilk
for-sok godds grith Ibid 75x7 Ga ban in godds grith,
pat he-self ai be pe with c 1330 R IIrunne Chron (1810)

34 Erles & barons bat wer in be land. So wele were pei
chastised, alle com tille his grith <11330 Will Paler ne
3899 Defende we vs doujtih or we dei3en sone

; per gob
non ober grip, it gemeb uoujt to flene <1x425 Wyntoun
C ron vu Prol 27 1 han suld I wyn, till succoure me fra
blame, The gyith of excusatyowne c 1440 York Myst xvn
150 To come and goo I graunte yow gnth <11450 Mvrc
1693 Agayn enuye loue js gryth c 1450 Robin Hood 4
Monk lxxxvu in Child Ballads (1 888) III 101/x, * I gafhem
grith’, seid oure kyng, ‘ 1 horowout all mery Inglond

’

1568 in BcamatyneMS (Hunter Club) 59 Sen that fra God
your grace cummis all, Fra your regrait ye gif him girth
0x650 Hodden Field 266 in Fumivall Percy Folio I 330
There shold neither be grith nor grace, but on a boughe he
shold be hanged.

2 spec, in O.E. Law Security, peace, or protec-

tion guaranteed under particular limitations of time
or place

,
as

C

hurch-gbith (O E. cirtc-gnM)

,

secunty
within the precincts of a church, Hand-grith (OE
hand-grit), protection under the king’s hand

;

aftei the OE. period used without qualification =
church-gnth (occas. kirkes grith), sanctuary. To
take gnth : to take sanctuary

,
hence gen

,
to take

refuge or shelter
a 2000, c 1205 [see Church-grith] c 1006 Laws of/Ethel-

red vm c. 1 in Schmid Gesetze 242 gif sefre aemg man
Godes cirtc griS swa abrece Saet he binnon cinc-wagum man-
slaxa weorSe 01225 A tier R. 174 UnderstondeS .tet je
beo<S lvlowen to chirche griSe uor ms non of ou pet nes
sume chere Godes beof. 0 1300 Kirkes grith [see Chdrch-
grith] 1373 Barbour Bruce 11 44 He mysdid tbar gretiy,
but wer, That gave na gjrth to the Awter <1x470 Henry
Wallace vu 1047 lhai lo the kyrk rane, wend gyrth for

till haiff tayne 1480 Caxton Chi on Eng ccxxvm (1482)
238 A Breton murthred a good wedowe and after this be
toke the gnth [ed. 1520 gyrthe] of holy chirche 1319 Sane-

tua-r. Dunelm (Surtees) 86, I aske gyrth for Godsake and
Saint Cuthbert’s 1349 Compl Scot xiv n8 Thai gart pau-
sanias seruitur pas to the tempil to tak gyrtht and protectione,
as doxsane tresgressour 1603 Stow Surv xxviv 310, 5 of his
fellowship took him [a souldiei prisoner] from the Officer,

brought him into sanctuary, at the west dore of S Martins -

church, and tooke gnthe of that place. 1828 ScottF M
Perth x, Three or four men came this morning before day-
light to ask the privilege ofgirth and sanctuary 1872 E W
Robertson Hist. Ess 178 The Gnth that ranked next after

that which was given * from the king’s own hand ’ was 1 the
gnth which the ealderman and king’s reeve give in the
Assembly of the Five-Burghs’. 1892 Edin Rev July 223
Charles availing himself of the law of grith or sanctuary,
went down to Holyrood

3 . concr. A place of protection; a sanctuary,

asylum.
Some of the earlier examples may belong to sense 1. _

0 1300 CursorM 1778 pe bestes ran ban to monetains .

.

Well went bat to bar haue gnth Ibid 8829 pis tre pax tok
pan o expres, and did in wirscip and in pes, m pat hall

temple gnth X375 Barbour Bruce iv, 47 Ridm Throw
Ross, rycht to the gyrth off Tayne c 1460 'I owneley Myst
xx. 320 The house that he gose to gnth, ye shall folow
and go hym with 1513 Douglas YEneis n xu 4 At the
porchis or closter of Juno, Iban all bot waist, thocht it

was girth [L asylo], stude wardanes tway. 1336 Bel-
lenden Cron, Scotl. (1821) II 310 Quhiterne, quhare ane
girth is dedicat in the honour of Sanct Mmane 0 X557
Diurn. Occnrr (Bannatyne Club) 13 The saidis seruandis
wer tane furth of the girth of Torphichm. 1567 Glide <$•

Godlie Balt (ST S ) xoS Thy gyrth is set in sicker place,

For he sail saifthe mychtfullie 1396 DalrYmple tr Leslie's

Hist Scot jx 219 Vxnice, the commoune girth of al

strangens 1609 Skene Reg Mas ,
Stat Robt II, 49 He -

sail make securitie to the Schiref, anent that crime, before

he pas fixrth of the immumtie, or girth, to the quhilk he did
file 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl in 1772, 251 The precinct

of these tombs enjoyedthepnvilegesofaGirthorSanctuary.
1828 Scott F M Perth iv. So they are safe in girth and
sanctuary

1

4

. Peace (in the general sense). Often collocated

in OE and early ME. withfrith, in iater ME. with

peace Obs
,

c xooo Battle ofMaldon 35 (Gr )We willaS wi<$ bam golde
griS fasstnian xx. 0 E Chron. an 1002 (Laud MS ) He
pa pae'i cynges words & his witena gn8 wi5 hi gesaette Ibid
an ion ponne nam man grift, and fnft wift hi Ibid. an. 1048
And geaf se cyng-Godes grift and bis fulne freondscipe on
ae^ftre healfe. c 1x75 Lamb, Horn 45 Grift on eorfte, and
grift on hefene, and grift bitwenen uwilc enstene monne.
Ibid. 79 Ierusalem bitacneft gripes sihpe. cxaoo Qrmin 3519
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0 ]>att Keftseress time, fatt held wijjJ? mikell griJ?J> & fnJ>J>

Hiss kinedom onn eor^e c 1205 Lav 4035 jJa arseste here

vnfnfte, Ouer al me brae J>ene grift c 330c Havelok 61

Michel was svich a king to pieyse, That held so Englond
m grith a 13x0 Harrow Hell 134 (Harl MS) Y shal

do he t0 holde gryht [other MSS. grij>] *3 Coer de
L 2234 She grette Kyng Richaid in peace and gryth

c 1330 Arth 4 Merl 4604 (KSlbing) He com to speke him
wtjJ Mam word of loue and gnj> *1400 Octoman 178s Yn
France plenere pesWas cryde

,
and gry th c 1430 Cov Myst

(Shaks Soc ) 7'lhis gle in grythe Is mater of myrthe <71460

Tovmelty Myst lx. 54 Byd hym go hastely .. Amangyoure
folk your gyrth & peasse to cry

1

5

. Quarter (in battle)
,
asm to give grith. With-

out(en grith no quarter being given
;
hence, with-

out mercy, relentlessly. Obs.

ax300 CursorM 5545 Al be knau barns hat jiai fand wit*

outen grith ha1 said pam sla Ibid 7361 J>at hus he feld,

gaf naman guth. And slogh his faas, him self bar with

13 . Arth 4 Merl 1974 (Kolbmg) Al, hat washer ynne on
lyue, Best and mon His brente dotrn, wih owte giyth.

c 1340 CursorM 12055 (Fairf ) pai hate vs alle wip-oute grip

a 1400 Sir Perc 1648 Bad hym ther he his fo fande, To gyff
hym no grythe <114x0 Sir Cleges 293, J schall the bette

euery leth, Hede and body, wythout gieth <71470 Henry
Wallace iv. 660 He gat no gyrth for all his bumyst weid
e 1475 RaufCotl^ear 836 Thair was na girth on the ground,
quhill ane gaif the gaist

6. Sc. The cessation of the criminal courts during

Christmas time and certain other seasons, in accord-

ance with the granting of the king's peace to

criminals (Cf ON jdla-fnSr, Sw jula-frifier,ttiz )
<7 1575m BalfouPsPract (1754)279 Gif he haldis the couit

in time forbiddm and defendit be the law, that is to say,

fra 3ule gnth be proclamit, quhill efter the halts dayis

7 . allnb and Comb
,
as grath-maix, a man, esp.

a criminal, who has taken sanctuary
,
grith-pnest,

a priest who 1 ministered to those who took sanc-

tuary, grith-rod (see quot 1875); grith-place,

-stool, -stone, -town, a place, stool, etc. at which
sanctuary was taken
1343! m Rymer Foedera (1708) V. 328 Assignavimus, Mag-

mneum Frfncipem EdwaidpnL de Balholo, Regem Scotise

ad omnes Homines, vocatos *Grithmen 1458 m Rifon
Ch Acts (Surtees) 72 Confugae sive gyrthmaim, citati ad
allegandum causas racionabiles quare .non debent punin
canonlce propter eorum perjuria 1468 Ibid 134 N Y

,

gyrthman, citatus est 1779 Hailes Ann Scott. II 211
note, All pei sons who on account of felony had taken refuge

in sanctuaries, were pardoned by royal proclamation, under
condition of serving, at their own charges, in the army of
Baliol (Foedera, tom V p 328) They are denominated Gnth-
men, 1 e Girth wen. 1388 Wyclif Deut xix 3 That he that
is exilid for mansleyng haue of ny3 [one MS adds a *gmh
place] whidur he may escape 1391 Mem Ripon (Surtees)

III X05 Domini Johannis vocati le *Grithpreste 147X in

Rtfon Ch .4 rLn Surtees) 151 Johannes Eksmyth,gyrthman,
feat finem [MS funem] ijs , appheatum fabncaeecclesiae pro
portacione le *gyrthrod. 1875 J T Fowler 1bid. 383 It

appears that these [Gyrthrods] were staves with banners,
carried before the feretory at Rogation-tide by the Girth-
men 1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey), *Gnthstole (1 e Seat
of Peace), a Sanctuary, or place of Refuge for Malefactors
1728-1800 Bailey, Gnstole 1228 in Mem Rifon (Surtees)

1 51 Infra locum qui vocatur *Grythstane. 1388 WycLir
Deut xix 6 Lest thenextkynesman pursue, and takehym,
If the weie is lengere [some MSt> add fro the *grith toun],

and smyte the lijf ofhym which is not gilti of deeth

t Grith, v. Obs Forms 1 graftian, 3 gnj>ie(n,

pa pple igrejnd, 1grafted. [OE griSian
,

f. griS
Gaira sb ]

1

1 . vntr. To make peace
xx . 0 E Chrotu an iox6 (Laud MS ) Lundene warn
riftede wift hone here <7 1205 Lay 5551 pat folc of Cascmne
e noht naelden griftien

2 trans To give peace or protection to
c xooo Laws of Mthelred vi c 42 in Schmid Gesetze 234

Past hi Godes cincan aeghwar georne gn&ian and fnftian.

<7x205 Lay 21908 We nefden nsenne mon pe us wi&heom
mthten griftien c 1275 Ibid 10605 Ich ou wolle grtjue

Grith, variant of Gieth sb

Grithbreach. Obs exc. Hist Forms * see
Ghith and Bbeaoh. [OE. griS-bryce, -bnce, f grid
Grith + bryce Breach Ci, ON. gndabrek ]
1 . Breach of the peace
c xooo Laws ofAEthelred vin c. 4 in Schmid Gesetze 244

Bete man aefre arest pone gnS-bryce into pare xircan, be
pam pe seo dad si, and be pam be pare cucan ma3 si

xx Laws of Hen. /, c 12 § 2 ibid 444 Haec [placita]

emendantur C solidis gnpebreche, stretbreche, forestel,

(etc ] a 1250 Owl 4r Night 1732 Hunke schal i-tide harm and
schonde, ?ef3e doth gnth-bruebe on his londe c 1250 Gloss
Law Terms in Rel Ant I 33 Gndbriche, fais eiifrainte.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 95 Grythbruche, brekynge
of pees 1607 Cowell Interpr,, Grithbreach

,
is a breach of

peace.

2 The penalty for breach of the peace.
C1030 Laws Cnut 11 c. 15 In Schmid Gesetze 278 And on

Uena-lage he ah fyte-wita and fyi d-wita and grift bryce
and ham-socne 1290 Rolls ofParIt I. 27/2 Cum sacha,
soca, overstronde & streme, on wode Sc felde, tol, them, &
gndbruch, hamsokne, murdrum &. forestal 1353 u Pote
Windsor Cits, (1749) 122 [They should be discharged
from] Gnthbrech, Foretell, Homesoken, Blod-wite, Ward-
mote 1598 Stow Surv Land 262 Sack and socke, Thole
and The, Infangthefe and Gnthbnche 1844 Lingard
Anglo-Sax Ch. (1858) II App 393 The guthbrice, the
penalty for violating the peace of a church.

+ Gri-thfal, « Obs [f. Grith sb + -ful]
Peaceful Hence *p Gxi'tMnlness, peacefulness
ciaos Lay 9171 Kmbelin wes god king & gripful [c 1275

gnpfol] purh alle pmg. Ibid. xax66 paandswerede Gracien
mid griofulle worden. 01225 Ancr. R. 406 Luue makeft

hire schir and griftful and cleane Ibid 416 Ne none wise
ne mei heo beon Mane, mid gnftfulnesse of heorte

+ Gri'thly, a and adv, Obs [f Grith sb +
-lyI, -ly 2

] A adj Peaceable. B. adv. Peace-

ably.
c 1205 Lay 121 He griftliche spac c 1275 Ibid 445 And

grete Pandrasum pane king mid gnpliche [e 1205 greift-

Hcre] speche

f Grithsergeant. Obs. In 3 pi gnssergans,
grithsergeans, -serjauns [f Grith sb. + Ser-
geant ] An officer appointed to maintain the

peace
1293 Year-bk 21 & 22 Edw I (Rolls) 49 lilts constituere

servientes qui vocantur Gnssergans [Iter Roll Grithser-

jauns] 0x300 Havelok 267 Gnth-sergeans, wit longe
gleyues, To yemen wilde wodes and pathes Fro wicke men.

Gutless (gn ties), a. rare [f Grit sA 1 +
-less ] Having no * grit ' or solidity of character.

x8q2 Contemf Rev Jan 17 The most impulsive, pliant,

gntless race m Europe

Gritstone (gn tstoun). In 6-8 usually greet-,

[f Grit sb 1 + Stone sb ] = Grit sb 1 2

*555 Eden Decades 328 Albasans (which I fhynke to be

of that kynde which we caule the greete stone'. 1652
French Yorksh Sfai 2 Hard greet-Stone (which broken
in the middle doth oftentimes very much resemble Loaf-

Sugai) 1761 Nat Hist in Ann Reg 100/2 The loose

stones near the summit [of Ingleboi ough] the people call

greet-stones 1775 Sir E Barry Observ Wines 412 The
inhabitants on gret-stone are healthier than those on chalk

1781 J Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss , Greet stones
,
a sort

of freestones 1854 F C Bakewell Geol 31 The lower
portion of the hill is surrounded by shale and gritstone

1885 Law Ref 14 Q Bench Div 196 Gritstone, taken m
certain quarries in B airfield

atinL 1789 J Pilkington View Derbysh I 314 Ihose
[sheepl upon gritstone being 3 pounds lighter than those

upon limestone land 1878 Davis & Lees West Yorksh 14

The moors generally terminate westward in an abrupt grit-

stone escarpment

Grittiness (gn tines) [f Gritty a 1 + -ness ]

The quality, state, or condition of being gritty

1611 Florio, Giezzaria

,

grittinesse, ruggednesse 1659
Torriano, Aienosita

,
sandmesse, grettines.se X707 Curios

ut Hush <$ Card 349 Wash them well to take away all the
Guttiness xj6gJ Wallis Nat Hist Northnmbld I 111 33
It melts in the mouth, and has no disagreeable taste

,
pure,

and free from grittiness 1874 G Lawson Dts Eye 14

A constant feeling of grittmess of the eye 1875 H C
Wood 'Iheraf (1879) 459 Imparting to the teeth, a sense of
grittmess, due to the presence of great numbers of minute
crystals of the oxalate of calcium 1896 Daily News 15
Apr 7/5 A hazel loam with some character of grittmess

Jig 1898 F Harrison m xqt/i Cent Sept 376 Froude’s
English has none of the artifices of Macaulay, nor the
grimaces of Cailyle, nor the grittmess of Hallam and
Grote

Grittle (gri-t’l), V dial. [? f Grit sb 2
] trans.

To break (corn) or grind it coarsely. Hence Q-rx ttle

sb., com so treated
1736 Bailey (folio), Grittle, to just break com or but a little

m the mill 1894 Times 17 Sept 8/4 A Hampshire farmer
uses gnttled wheat. 1895 E Angl Gloss , Grittle,

com just
broken or cracked Oatmeal so done is called Gnts or
Grots

Grittum(e)lie, var Gbeatttmxy ccfo Sc Obs
Gritty (gn ti), a 1 Also 6-7 greetie, 7 grettie,

-y> dial greaty. [f Grit 1 + -y ]
1 Of the nature of or resembling gnt

;
containing,

consisting of, or full of gnt ; sandy.
1598 Florio, Renfso, sandie, grauelly, greetie, full of

grauelL x6xoW Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1 111 7 Base
herbes, and rough sandy stone, denotate a leane greety
sandie or grauelly giound 1694 Falle Jersey 11 60 The
higher Grounds are gritty, gravelly, and some stony and
rocky 1726 Lfoni Alberti's Arckit I 35/1 Pit sand is

of several kinds
, the carbuncly, and the gritty c 1790

Imison Sch Art 11 14 Pei nut it to stand about ten seconds
of time, in order to let the gritty parts settle to the bottom
a x8o6 S. Horsliw Semi II 43 The grovelling posture and
the gntty meal [of the seipent] 1840 Dickens Old C Shop
xix,A four-horse carriage, dashing by, obscured all objects in
the gritty cloud it raised *876 Pag% Adv Text-Bk Geol
xviu. 338 In Devon and D 01 set a gritty bed with numerous
fossils occurs towards the base of the chalk x86o Tristram
Gt. Sahara xm 213 A strong wind saturated the air with
impalpable sand, till every pore of the body was gutty and
irritated

2 Full of or containing minute hard particles

impairing the quality or condition of the substance
which harbours them, or rendering it unpleasant.
1603 Florio Montaigne 1 xx (1632) 44 A fantasie con-

ceived by eating of some gretty peece of bread 1671H M tr. Erasm Colloq 4gi They sopped that gritty
bread in the wine that was made of very old Lees 1795
Rapin's Garden 313 The worthless Thorn a valu’d Plum
will bear, And what was gritty prove a melting Pear.
1806-7 J Beresford Miseries Hum, Life (1826J in xxxiu,
Hitching your knife in the gritty flaws of a black-lead
penal 1829 Landor Imag Conv Wks 1846 II 43 These
young bakers make their bread very gritty 1831 J Davies
Manual Mat Med, 367 Of a dull and rough fracture, gritty
under the teeth

b- fig of literary style, with allusion to the
unpleasant quality of ‘ gntty* bread.
188a J. C Morison Macaulay 68 Alternate pages of

extract and comment—geneialty rather dull and gritty
1894 A Birrell Ess. xi 122 The style is gritty and the
story far from exciting

3 US colloq. Having firmness of character or
courage

; full of determination or pluck.
1847 Robb Squatter Life 106 There never was a grittyer

crowd congregated on that stream x8. Lowell Standish
Poet Wks 1890 I 222 My neighbor Buckingham Hath
somewhat in him gritty, Some Pilgnra-stuff that hates all
sham 1891 Century Mag Nov 65 Ihey were captured by
a band of gritty frontiersmen under Sheriff Boswell

+ Gritty (gn ti), a!.
2 Obs Her In 5-6 grytty,

6 grittie. [Origin unknown, connexion with
Grate sb 1 is suggested by the sense.] Of a field

.

Composed equally of a metal and a colour
i486 Bk St Albans, Her Bv, Thre Cootarmuns grytty

ther bene in armys 156a Leigh Amtone (1597) 76 After
this furre, as many as are out of these orders aforesaid,
shall be named of the colour and mettall they are of, and
haue bin commonly called Grytty of Herehaughtes 1586
Ferne Bias Gentne 204 The first feeld that is Gnttie, is,

when as the feeld is checqued of two or more cullors 1780
Edmondson He> II Gloss , Grittie, a teim used by Eng-
lish writers to express the field when composed equally of
metal and colour,

Gritumlie, var. Greathmly adv Sc. Obs
Gnve, obs. form of Grieve v.

Grivet (gn vet). [Of unknown origin
;
the L.

specific name seems to be due to interpietmg
grivet as if f F gris grey + veiLgreen ] A small
greenish-grey monkey of north-east Africa

( Cerco-

pithecus gnscivtndis) , the tota

1859 Wood Nat Hist I 45 The Grivet, or Tota, as it is

called by some wi iters, is of a sombre green colour 1871-82
Cassell's Nat Hist I no The Guvet Monkey
Grizbite, variant of Gristbite v.

GriZO, rare obs form of Grece, stairs.

Grissel (gri zel). Also 6 Gressell, 6-7 Grissell,

7 <3-rxsail(l,grizell, Gnsel, 8-9 grizzle, 9 Grazzel.
Later form of the proper name Crtsilde ( = Gn-
seldts, Giiselda:), borne by the heroine of Chaucer’s
Ckik's Tale (adapted from a story of Petraich’s),

who is the proverbial type of a meek, patient wife.
[c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T 1126 No wedded man so hardy

he tassaille His wy\es pacience, in hope to fynde GrtMldes,
for m certein he shal faille ] 1565-6 Stationers' Reg (Arb ) I.

1 32 b, The songge of pacyente Gressell \ nto hyr make 1596
Shaks. Tam Shi 11 1 297 For patience shee will proue a
second Grissell 1624 Heywood Captives iv 1 m Bullen
0 PI IV, Have patience woman, I have ben too longe a
grizell 1766 H Brooke Fool of Qual (1792)111 192 He
had married five shrews ip succession, and made Gruels of
every one of them before they died 1797 Mrs A M
Bennett Beggar Girl (1B13) III 19 The pounds and pounds
she paid the doctor was enough to make a guzzle fret

[a 1849 Mar Edgeworth [title) The Modern Gnselda 1885
Brewer Readet ’s Handbk s v

s
Octaua, the wife of Mark

Antony, and sister of Augustus, is called the ‘patient Gnzel
of Roman story ’

]

Hence G-ri zel v trans , to make a Gnzel of

<11797 Mary Wollstonecr Posth Wks (1798) II 78,

1 had afterwards an opportunity of observing the treatment
she had to endure, which grizzled her into patience

Gnzeld, obs foim of Grizzled a
Grizelm, obs form of Gridelin.
Grizely, obs form of Grisly
Grizette, obs form of Gbisette.
Grizle, obs. form of Grizzle a and sb 1

,
and v 1

Grizly, \anant of Grisly, Grizzly.
Grizy, variant of Griby a .

1 and 2
,
Obs

Grizzel (gn z’l), adv. [perh back-formation

from Grisly] Hornbly
x8g8 T Hardy Wessex Poems 196 Yet I note the little

chisel Of never-napping lime Defacing ghast and grizzel

The blazon of my prime

Grizzle (grrz’l), o. and sb.
1 Forms 4, 7 grasel,

4-7 -ell, 5 -elle, gresel, grysselle, 6 gresle,

grysle, 6-7'gryselle, grissell, 7-8 grisle, gris-

sel, grizle, 7- grizzle [a. OF gnsel

,

f gns •

see Gris a] A adj Of giey colour, grey, grizzled.

*|* P ormerly also, of a horse : Roan.
c 1425 Thomas of Erceld '382 Stedis baye and broun,

grysselle [v r gresel] and graye 1548 Hall Chrotu, Hen
VIII (1809) 578 Weryng a Cote of Orange tawny on a horse

cooler grysell, trottyng 1570 Levins Mamf 147/37 Grysle

cdoure,
glauculus 1577-87 Holinshed Chron 11807-8) IV

604 The friers minors .whose apparell was gnsel 1 garments
girded with cords full of knots 1598 Sylvester Du Baidas
11 11 in Colonies 40 The grissell 1 ui ties Dis-payer'd and
parted, wander one by one x6ox Holland Pliny II 397 lo
preserue the haire from being gray and grisle 1634-5 Brere
ton Trav (Chetham) 151 A grissell gelding 1706 Loud Gas
No 4277/4 She is about 14 Hands and a half high, with a
small enzle star in her Forehead 1748 Whitehall Evening
Post N0 405, Grey Breeches, and a light Grizzle Wig 1808

J P Malcolm Mann If C-ust Lond 437 Light grizzle Ties

[i e wigs] three guineas 183a J Taylor Rec my Life I

331 An actor had dressed himself like a doctor, with a

large grizzle wig

b Comb
,
as grizzle-headed, -white itdjs

;
griz-

zle-pate, a grey-headed old man
1880 Ouida Moths I 18 Fraulein Schroder was not beau-

tiful to the eye, and was *grizzle-headed. 1797 Mary
Robinson Walsingham II 171 Sport your glass-bhnkere,

old *gnzzie-pate 1 169xLond Gaz No 2631/4 Rid away ,

a bay Mare about 14 hands, two *gnssell white patches on

the Rump.
B. sb

tl. A nickname for a grey-haired old man. Obs

1390 Gower Conf III 356 That olde gnsel is no foie.

c *393 Chaucer Scogan 35 But wel I wit J>ou wilt answere

& seye ‘ Lo 1 olde gnsel leste to ryme and pleye
1 a *4j»“

Hocclevr De Reg Pnnc 401 This olde doted gnselle

holte him wise.

2 . A grey animal
;
esp. a grey horse.



GRIZZLE 437 GROAN.
a x6ao J Artush oug's Last Goodnt xx in Child Ballads

(1880) HI 369 But httle Musgrave, that was his foot-page,

With his bonny gnssell got away untain Ibid xxm, Thou
are welcome home, my nonny gnsel ' Full oft thou hast

fed at the corn and hay 1765 Treat Dorn Pigeons 54
Blacks, black-grisles, black splash’d, yellows, whites, duns.

3 Grey hair
,
a sprinkling of grey hairs

1601 Shaks Jiutl iV v 1 168 0 thou dissembling Cub
what wilt thou be When time hath sow’d a grizzle on
thy case? i8to Splendid Follies I 17 A broad fuzzed

toupde, well powdered to conceal the grizzles that occasion

ally peeped over her scarified cheek 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunt, xxm, 1 hese parts [head and neck] were covered

with a dirty grizzle of mixed hues,

b A grey wig
1755 Connoisseur No 65 F 9 His very grizzle is scarce

orthodox 1156 Ibid No 105 F 2 Pudding sleeves, starched

bands, and feather top grizzles 1766 Anstfy Bath Guide
xi 127 Emerg’d from ms Grizzle, th' unfortunate Sprig

Seems as if he was hunting all Night for his Wig 1816

Scott Antiq, xvn, Sir Arthur’s ramilies being the positive,

his own bob-wig the comparative, and the overwhelming
grizzle of the worthy clergyman figuring as the superlative

4. Grey coloui
,

the colour grey. + formerly
also • Light roan.

x6tt Markham Countr Content 1 xix (1649) T°5 Your •

Henne must be of a right plume, as gray, gnssel, speckt,

or yellowish, black or brown is not amisse 1706 in Phillips

(ed Kersey), Gnssel, a light Rount, or light Flesh-Colour in
Horses. 1893 Lydekicer Horns ^ Hoofs, 126 The legs are

dark brown 111 front, and paler behind, with a whitish grizzle

pervading their whole extent

6. A second-class stock brick (So called from

its colour , cf. grey stock

,

Grey-

a, 8

)

1843 Mech Mug XXXIX. ig2 The grizzles obtained a
price midway between the two lastnamed [stocks and places],

1865 Pall Mall G 10 Sept 11/1 Here you may see a
* grizzle ’ and a ‘ malm-brick ’ 1879 Notes Build. Construct.

jii 105 Grizzle and Place bricks aie underburnt They are
very weak.

Grizzle (gri z’l), sb.
2 [f. Grizzle v.2] One

who grizzles or frets

1893 Mrs C, Praed Outlaw 4 Lawmaker III 102 Lady
Waveryng, however, was not a woman to fret vainly over the
inevitable Lord Waveryng was far more of a ‘grizzle’

Grizzle (griz’l), Z»1 [£, Grizzle a. or back-

formation fiom Grizzled 0.]

1. tram. To render grey or grey-haired

1740 Somerville Hobbuiol n. 218 He spur'd his sober
Steed, gnzled with Age, And venerably dulL 1822 Byron
Wertiet in iv 153 The grey Begins to grizzle the black
hair of night 1822 Scott Nigel xxu, The colour with
which time had begun to grizzle her tresses 1827 Clare
Sheph Cal 4 Night Hastens to .grizzle o’er the chilly sky

2 . intr. To become grey or grey-haired.

1875 Lowell Lett (1894) II 151, I suppose you are a
gray old boy by this time. I am just beginning to grizzle

with the first hoar frost 1894 Athenxmn 24 Nov 705/1
[A Chinese sonneteer will allude] to the crow's-feet of wisdom
around the first sonneteer’s own eyes and the poetical

grizzling of his own pigtail

Grizzle (gri z'l), v 2 local

1 intr To show the teeth ; to grin or laugh,

esp mockingly.
1746 Exmoor Scolding j8(EDS) Tamzen and Thee be

olweys stivering or grizzling, tacking or busking Ibid.
Gloss,, To Grizzle, to grin, or smile with a sort of Sneer,

1837 Mrs Palmer Devon Dial 14 The ould man grizzled

No sure, lovy, zed he, I ne'er had the leastest inkling for
such a thing x88q IV. Cornwall Gloss sv,‘ What’s the g’eat
bufflehead grizzling at?' ‘He grizzled at me, he was as
vexed as fire',

2 To fret, sulk ;
to cry in a whining or whim-

pering fashion. Hence G-rrzzling vbl sb.aaA.ppl a.

1842 Catnach Ballad in Westm Gaz 7 Apr (1899) 2/2 Use-
less is our grumbling, our grizzling, or mumbling 1867 E.
Yates Forlorn Hope xxix 392, 1 went abroad, and remained
grizzling and feeding onmy own heart for months. *87* Miss
Braddon To BitterEnd I xvi 264 ‘ If the locket’s lost, it’s

lost and there's no use in grizzling about it 1887 Kentish
Gloss S v

,
She’s such a grizzling woman 1889 ‘ RoLr Bol*

DRF.wood' Robbery under Arms xxxiu, He’d sit grizzling

and smoking by himself all day long. No getting a word
out of him

Grizzled (grrz’ld), a Also 5 greoelled,

griseld, 6-7 gryseld(e, (6 greistled, ) grisseld,

grizeld, 8 grizled\ 6-9 grisled. [f Grizzle a.

+ -ed 2. Cf. obs F. griselle (Pal'sgr.), on which
the Eng. word might have been directly formed,

but evidence is wanting.]
1. Grey, grizzly ;

now used almost exclusively of
hair. Also (now dial.), roan-coloured.
1458 Test. Ebor (Surtees) II 2x6 A lytill grecelled nage.

1485 Inv. in Ripon Ck Acts (Surtees) 372 Equus gnseld
1530 Palsgr 314/r Graye or gryselde, griselle 1595
Nottingham Rec IV 64 Et quarta est colons gieygreist-
led 1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts 103 Cats are of diuers
colours, but for the most part gryseld, like to congealed yse
1608 Shaks Per m Prol 47 The grisled North Disgorges
such a tempest forth, 16x1 Bible Zeck vi 3 In the third
charet whits horses and in the fourth charet grisled and bay
horses 1660 Trial Regie. (1679) 273 The other had a grey
grided periwig hung down very" low 1728 Young Love
Fame v, (1757) 137 Her grizzled locks assume a smirking
grace. x8xo Scott Lady ofL m iv, His grisled beard ana
matted hair 1840 Dickens Old C Shop 111, Such hair as
he had, was of a grizzled black. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta
(1890) 312 Ethelberta entering the nave began to inspect
the sallow monuments which lined the grizzled pile

b. Grizzled sandpiper, skipper see the sbs,

2 Having grey hair.

1606 Shaks Ant § Cl nr, xiu. 17 To the Boy Csesar
send this gruled head, *8a8 Scott F, M< Perth xxvul

VOL IV.

Torquil of the Oak, a grizzled giant. 1877 Black Gieeu
Past, xi 11878) 86 The only occupant of the yard was a
grizzled and feeble old man. x886 J R. Rees Pleas BkWarm 1 22 With his serious old grizzled face he appears
at the office

t Grrzzlish, a. Obs, rare-1, [f Grizzle a.

+ -ish ] Greyish
1680 Loud Gaz No 1529/4 A young Fox Hound Bitch,

White, with one Grizlish broad spot on her left Shoulder

Grizzly (gri zli), a. and sb 1 Foims . 6 ?

gristelly, 7-9 gnzly, 7 greisly, grisly, 8

griesly, 9 gresley, gristly, gnzzlie, 8- grizzly,

[f. Grizzle a. + y.]

A adj. Grey
;
greyish

;
grey-haired

,
guzzled

*594 Carew Tasso (1881) 74 A beard bigge, bushy, knotted
gristelly i6oz Shaks. Ham 1 11.24 His Beaid was gnsly?
x6z6 Bacon Sylva § 851 Old Squirrels, that turne Grisly
1694 J Wood m Collect Voy (172911V 11 109 We came
to an Anchor in eleven Fathom Water greisly Sand. 1748
Richardson Clanssa (1811) VIII xli 158 Her matted
griesly hau 1770 G White Selborne awin 79 The colour
was a grizzly black X774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) III.

184 The colour of the body is gnzly, and beset with bristles.

1840 Dickens Bam R. 1, He had a grizzly jagged beard of
some three weeks' date 1843Landor Iinag Conv.Wks 1846
II 213 A middle-aged gentleman, tall, round-shouldered,
and somewhat gnzzly 1864 LowrLL Fuestde irav 274
Rojate, the next town, grim and gi tz/ly, looked drearier -

1868 Miss Yonge Cameos I 1. 10 He was an old gnzzly
warrior

b Grizzly bear: a large and feiocioits bear,

Visits hornhhs, peculiar to the mountainous
districts of western North America
1807 P Gass Jrnl 221 The bears from which they get

these skins are a harmless kind, and not so bold and feiocious

as the grizly and brown bear 1859 Marcy Pi aine Trcea
vii 247 The gnzrly bear is assuredly the monarch of the
American forests

o Gi izzly king, queen the names of artificial

flies for angling

1894 Outing (U S ) XXIV 227/1 Bass flies of proved merit
include the bob white, gnzzly queen, grizzly king.

Hence Gri’zzliness. rare- 1
.

1654 Gayton Pleas Notes nr xi 152 The Don . like an
Ape shews himselfe to be descended from H ercules by the
melan pygitie (that is, the gnzlinesse) of his postenours

B. sb. The gnzzly bear.

1808 Pike Sources Mississ (1810) m App 7 North Mexico
produces elk, deer, buffalo, cabrie, the gresley, black bear,

and wild horses 1859 J G. Wood Nat. Hist 1 400 The
Grizzly, or ‘Ephraim ’ as the creatuie is familiarly termed
by the hunters 1879 Miss Bird Lady’s Life Rocky bits.

18 A man asked me if I were the English tourist who had
‘ happened on ’ a ‘ grizzlie ’ yesterday

Grizzly (gri’zli), sb 2 Mining. US A grat-

ing of parallel iron bars with interstices between

to allow the finer material to fall into the sluices

below while the larger stones are screened off,

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines 4 Mining 56 The debris

is again caught up, the bowlders precipitated over a ‘ gnzzly*
into the canon below [eta]. 1879 Encycl Brit X 746/r

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss , -Grizzly, Pacific Coast], a
grating to catch and throw out large stones from sluices

Grizzly, variant of Grisly a.

f Gro. Obs Also 3-4 gra. [Properly the

neut. of an adj
,
ad ON. grd-r see Grey 0.]

1. A kind of fur. [Cf. MHG grd ]
c 1230 Hah Meid. 43 As ewel vnder grei as under grene and

gra. a 13x0 in Wright Lync P. v 26 Glad under gore m gro
ant in grys. c 1325Metr Horn. 42ES he nan of tna That ei

cled in gren and gra CX460 Launfal 237 Har manteles
wer of grene felwet Ipelvred with grys ana gro

2 An evil spirit. [Cf. ON grd-r= spiteful.]

a 1225 St Marker. 6 Ant tu, grisliche gra . }>i mihte
schal unmuchelm. a 1225 Juliana 53 Heo of }>at grisliche

gra weren a grisen s\vi8e

Groan (green), sb Forms 4-7 grone, (4
gron, 7 groane), 7- groan 0. Sc. 4-8 grane,

(5 grayne). [f. Groan v] An act of groan-

ing; a low vocal murmur, emitted involuntarily

under pressure of pain or distress, or produced in

voluntary simulation as an expression of strong

disapprobation.
a 1300 CursorM 3731 Wit jus gaue ysaac a grane \GBtt ,

Ti in. grone]. c X325 Body 4 Soul in Map's Poems (Camden)
343/1 As thing al seek hit jaf a gron 1375 Barbour Bruce
xm, 35 Men herd nocht elfis bot granys & dyntis c 1420
Antnrs o/Arth, 620 (Thornton MS ) Scho grete one dame
Gaynour, with wanes so grylle c 1470 Henry Wallace vu.

459 The peple .Rewmyd in reuth, with mony grysly grayne,

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi 24 Thay gymd with hiddouss
grams. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv. (18B7) 128 The
pitiful! grones, the lamentable shnkes 1592 Shaks Ven
4 Ad 377 Loues deep grones I neuer shall regard. 1615

G Sandys Trav 11 There was heard a great lamentation,

accompanied with grones and skreeches. 1697 Dryden
Virg Geoig in 353 Often he turns his Eyes, and, with a
Gioan, Surveys the pleasing Kingdoms, once his own
1738 Wesley Psalms vi, iv, Weary of my unanswer’d
Gioans, . I languish for Relief. 1796 Macneill Woes of
Wan 74 ‘ Wha this rudely wakes the sleeping?’ Cried a
voice wi’ angry grane 1828 Scott F. M Perth xx, A low
groan went through the assembly^ 1846 Lundie Mission,

Life Samoa xvm 113 Groans of woe ana tears of penitence
were all around 1872 Darwin Emotions xu 285 Tne North
American Indians express astonishment by a groan. 1884

F. M Crawford Rom. Singer I 8 His singing ended in a
soi t of groan.

b. attributed to inanimate objects.

1605 Shaks. Learm ii 47 Such groanes of 1oaring Wmde,
and Raine, I neuer Remember to haue heard 17x8 Rowe
tr. Lucan 183 In hollow Groans the falling Winds complain.

1797 Mrs Radclhtd Italian 1 (1826) 7 The pauses of
silence succeeded each groan of the mountain,

e Comb,, ns groan-like adj
1802 H Martin Helen o/Glenross II 146 Her groan-like

sighs pierced my ears

Groan (gr^a), V Forms 1
I grdman, 2-3

graruen, 3 gronie, -y, 4 gronen, 4-8 grone,

(5 gronne, gronyn, 6 groane, 6-groan 0 1101th.

and Sc, 4-6, 8-9 grane, 5 grayn(e, 6, 8 gram)
[OE. gr&man •—OTeut. type *giain6jan, f. Teut.
root *gmi- gti-, whence OHG grtnan mentioned
s v. Grin v
1 . intr To breathe with a deep-toned murmur;

to utter a low deep sound expressive ofgnef or pain.

7 Bhckl Gloss in Bltchl Horn 258/1 Granode vel
asten, ntpebani c 1000 Ags Ps. (Th ) c\[i] 20(25], Ac
hi granedan, and grame spimcan c 1175 Lamb Horn 43
Summe jer gramnde sikeo cxaog Lay. 25558 SwiSe he
weS idiaecched and granern [lead gramen, <11275 grome]
agon C1230 Itak Hand 47 To . gieden ai & granen 1 J?e

echegnneof helle 1297R Glouc (Rolls) 7813 King willam
bigan sone to grony & to febly al so. 1340 Hampole

Pr, Cousc. 798 He is ofte seke and ay granand c 140a
"Lay-Folks Mass-Bk App iv 325 pe Pope ful sole gon
grone a 1400-50 A lexauder 1219 [He] Gers many grete syre
grane & girdis )>ur3e maillis £2470 Henry IVallace via.

766 Within the dykys thai gert feill Sotheroun grayn
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxtv 19 My wame is of Jour lufe
sa fow, That as ane gaist I glour and grane <11550
Chi istis Kirk Gr xvm, He grainit lyk ony gaist. 1697
Drydfn Virg Georg 1 70 Produce the Plough, and yoke
the sturdy Steer, And goad him till he groans beneath his
Toil. X753J Bartlct Pameiyvui 74 He [ahorse]
coughs sharplyby fits and frequen tly groans w ith it 1829
Hood Eng. Aram xix, A dozen times I groan’d—the dead
Had lievet groan'd but twice 1888 Miss Braddon Fatal
Three I vi, Greswold groaned aloud

fig c 1600 Shaks Sonn cxxxui 1 Beshrew that heart
that makes my heart to groane 1607— Timon in 11. 83
Religion groans at it 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist ill.

vm § 4 Now may the laws, of our forefathers well groan to
puipose 1833 J H Newiian Anans iv. iv (1876)3501116
lively statement of Jeiome ‘The whole world groaned in

astonishment to find itself Anan * 1878 Browning La
Saisiaz 44 Needs theie groan a world in anguish just to

teach us sympathy?
14

b Phr. To groan inwardly
, m oneself,

in the

spirit, f with tlie heart
a 1300 Cursor M. 17836 Wit at hair flesche Jxii quok on-

nan, And wit hair hertes can jrai gran. 1535 Coveudale
John xi. 33 Whan Iesus sawe her wepe . he groned 111 the
sprete. 1596 Spenser F Q vi 111 11 He deepely sigh’d,

and groaned inwardly. x6xx Bible John xi. 38 Iesus theie
foie agame groning in himselfe, corameth to the giaue 1747
P. Doddridge Life J Gardiner xi He could not forbeai

groaning inwardly.

c quasWrarcs. To breathe (one’s life, soul)

away or out in groaning. Similarly, to groan one's

heart out
1642 J. Eaton Honey-combe Free Jusiif 106 Christ

groaned out his blood and life upon the Crosse. 1671
Milton P L xl 447 He fell, and deadly pale, Groand
out his Soul with gushing blood effus’d Black-
more Pr. Artk 11 817 Stietcht on the cursed Tree his

Body hangs, Groaning its Life away in dying Pangs x8x6
Scott Antiq. mi, I'se wairant I might grane my heart

out or ony body wad gie me either a bane or a bodle

d. To talk in a groaning voice, grumble.
x8i6 Scott Old Mart xiv, The tane was aje graning

about giving tribute to Caesar

e. attributed to inanimate objects.

160a Marston Ant 4 Mel. 1 Wks. 1856 1 17 The fhntie

rocks groand at his plaints 1668R Steei.e Chr Husbandm,
Calling viu (1672)207 The field groans that bears thegram
which thou thus abusest a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1845)

48 Would it no fret the hardest stane Beneath the Lucken-
booths to grane? 1862 B Taylor Poet's Jml. 1st Eve

,

Symbol, The foiests fain would groan

f 2. spec. Of the buck : To utter its peculiar

cry at rutting-time. (Cf. Groin v, i b.) Obs,

1486 Bk. St Albans Ev, An hert belowys and a bucke
gtonys 1576 Turberv Venene 100 A hart belloweth, a
Bucke groneth. x686 Blome Gentl. Peer. 11 76 A Hart
Belloweth, a Buck Groaneth or Twateth.

8. turns, a. To utter with gioans ; with an

exclamation or sentence as obj. Also with out.

x6o6 Shaks Tr 4 Cr in. i 136 So dying Joue Hues still

O ho grones out for ha ha ha. a 17x6 South fJ \ To sigh
his grieis and groan his pains. 1785 Burns Death 4 Di
Hornbook xxiv, The creature gram d an eldritch laugh

1847 Bushnell Chi Nurt ti vu (1861) 379 He [Christ]

lives it [the truth], acts it forth, groans it in his Geth-
semane 1864 Tennyson Sect Di earns 141 ‘No trifle’,

groan’d the husband

+ b To bewail, lament Obs rate,

a 1762 Lady M. W. Montagu Poems (1785) 2 They groan
the cruel load they’re doom'd to bear 1766 Eliz. GRirrmi
Lett Henry 4 Frances III 113 The Sun hides its Face,

for Gnef; and the Winds groan her departure

4 intr. To be oppressed or overburdened to the

point of groaning. Const, beneath, under, with.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (16141 71 Under which Turkish
servitude it groned, till our dayas 1634 Sir T. HERBrRT
Trav 145 For above five hundred yeares Persia groaned
under many Lords and Tyrants 1711 Addison Sped
No 163F7 If the Afflictions we grone under be Very heavy
174a Young Nt. "ih. 11 130 As Atlas groan’d The world
beneath, we groan beneath an hour 1748 Anson's Voy n
xiv 280 They might take a severe revenge for the barbarities

they had groaned under for more than two ages 2762
Churchill Ghost r 162 Modest merit.. Is left in. poverty to

groan x8x8Jas Mill Brit. India II v iv 428 The injustice

under which he appeared to himself to groan. 1833 Ht.
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Martineau Manch Strike iv 50 1 heir interests demand
the reductions under which we groan a i86r T. Woolner
My Beautiful Lady (1863) 146 Groaning beneath a Despot

to. attributed to inanimate objects (sometimes
with mixture of sense 5).

1697 Dryden Virg Georg- iv. 253 With labour'd Anvils
/Etna groans below 173* Berkeley Alctphr. v § 20 Those
arguments, answers, defences, and replications which the
press groans under 1764 Oxford Sausage 191 The
Chimmes blaze, the Tables gioan 1789 Jefferson Writ
(1859) III, 10 Ihe press groans with productions, which,
in point of boldness, make an Englishman stare r8ax
Shelley Hellas 937 Come, feast 1 the board groans with
the flesh of men 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 25 Though the
library shelves groan with books,

5 . transf. To make a deep harsh sound resem- •

bling a groan.
*5*3 Douglas AEneis vi, vi 62 Vnder the paysand and

the hevy charge Gan grane or geig ful fast the jomt barge.
1781 Cowper Expostulation 38 He heard the wheels
Groan heavily along the distant road xSao Keats St
Agues xli, The key turns, and the door upon its hinges
groans 1847 Tennyson Prmc. 11 451 The great organ
almost burst his pipes, Groaning for power, 1833 Kane
GnunellExp xxu. (1856) 172 The ice is so driven m around
us as to grate and groan against the sides of our little

vessel 1875 M'Laren Serin, Ser. 11 vii 121 The swaying
branches creak and gioan.

6 To express earnest longing by groans
;
to

yearn or long, as if with groans; hence fig of
things (cf. 4 b) Const, for, to with inf
C1560 A. Scott Poems (S T. S ) xxxiv 46 Je preiche, je

fleich, je frane, Je grane ay quhill thay grant xfiot
Shaks. Jut C iii 1 273 This foule deeds shall smell
aboue the earth With Carrion men, groaning for buual
1608-9 In Crt, 4 Times Jas I (1848) I. 8B It seems the
gallows groans for him. a *633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch
Superl 17 Nothing but holy, pure, and cleare, Or that
which groneth to be 50 1643 [Angicr] Lane Vail Achor
10 It is now harvest time, our Corn is in the field, ripe
and groaning for the sickle 1727 Boyer Angl-Fr Diet
s v., The Gallows groans for him, le Gibet £attend avec
impatience 1742 Young Nt Th. 1 257 How groaning
hospitals eject their dead I What numbers groan for sad
admission there 1

7. tram. a. To express disapproval ofby means
of groans, to. To groan down : to silence by
means of groans.

1799 Anna Seward Lett (1811) V. 205 They would he
hissed, groaned, and cat called 1861 N. Y Tribune 19 Dec
(Cent.), Yesterday they met, as agreed upon, and, after
groaning the Waid Committee, went to the mayor’s office.

Groaner (grda nai). [f. prec. + -eb 1
] One

who groans; also slang a thiefwho attends funerals
or religious gatherings.

*795 Potter Diet. Cant , Groaner and Stgher

,

wretches
hired by methodists and others to attend their meetings for
the purposes of fraud. 1848 in Duncombe's Sinks ofBond
km Groaners, a sort of wretches who attend meetings,
sighing and looking demure; m the meantime their pals
pick the pockets of those persons who may be m the same
pew with them. 1876 Whitby Gloss,, A desperate greeaner,
a great complatner. 1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon h. 66
The gunner non-coms, replied with groans. The most
vehement groaner, a corporal, Gordon dragged out of the
rank and had him shot on the spot

Groauful (grim nful), a. rare, [f. Groan sb. +
Ful J Full of groans or groaning

; lugubrious.

*J9° Spenser A1

Q n xi, 42 Adowne he kest it with so
puissant wrest, That backe againe it did alofte rebownd.
And give against his mother earth a gronefull sownd.
*855 Singleton Virgil I, 303 Gnashing with his teeth
With groanful cry 1879 G. Macdonald P, Faber H 1 9
All was to him gloomy, groanful, cold,

Groaning (grim-mg), vbl. sb. [f. Groan v.
+ -ING 1

,]

1. The action of the vb Groan,
ciooo /Elfric Hem, I, 68 Wununga. on Sam ne ablinb

granung. c 1205 Lay. 17797 per wes muchel waning heortne
granmg c 1275 Serving Christ 28 in 0. E Misc. gi per is
gronynge and grure 1340 Ayenb. 264 per is groniynge
wypmute ende, 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R xn vu.
(*49S) 4*7 A culuoure hath gronynge in stede of songe,
^14*0 Antnrs of A rth 620 (Douce MS,) Ho gretes one
Gaynour, with gronyng grylle 153S Coverdale Ps
xxxvu[lJ oLordCj th.ouknowestallniydesyre, &myffronynge
is not nyd from the i6yz Wilkins Nat. Rehg 194 Our
most secret thoughts and inward groanings are not hid
from Him 17*7-41 Chambers Cycl

,
Groaning, in heraldry,

* te*ja used for the cry or noise of a buck 1828 ScottF M Perth xxxii, I heard a groaning as of one in ex-
treme pain. 1877 L J Jennings FieldPaths 4 Gr, Lanes
39 Ihe groaning and creaking of its branches , , was a dis*
pressing sound to hear
2. A lying-in. Now only dial,

[*6oa Shaks Ham m ii.

T882) III. 328 She came—£—7™—70 —, *-/vf Trial Campbell Craig
v Earl Anglesey 5 Was you ever at a Groaning before?
I never was 1781 S. Peters Hist. Connecticut 234 At
groanings there are always a little boy and a rattle snake's
skin, the latter of which prevents numbness and the cramp
1895 E, Angl, Gloss

, Groaning;
a lying in

0. attnb„ as groamng-time (sense 2) ; esp. of
food and drink provided for attendants and visitors
at a lying-in, asgroaning-beer, -bread, -cake, -cheese

,

-drink, -malt, *pie\ groaning-chair (see quots.
1SS6 and 1893); so \groaningstool,
1677 S, Sewall Zb/w? 16 Feb (1878) I 36 Brewed my

Wives"Groaning Beer. l^Northumbld Gloss., *Groanm-
freed is the cake provided on the occasion, a 1796 Pegge
Derbicisms Ser 11 103 *Groantug-cake, [cake] given to the
assisting women, after the good woman is brought to bed
*04* J 1. Hewlett Parish Clerk } 71 Caudle and

groanmg.cake were handed round 1664 T Wilson Cheats
v. i. Dram Wks (1874) 86 Enter Boy with a glass and a
"groaning chair 17x0 Swift Baucis Up Phil 85 Ihe Groan
mg Chair began to crawl, Like a huge snail, along the wall.
1886 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk, Groantng-Chair
The large chair often found by bedsides 1803 Nortkumbld
Gloss

,
Groamn-chatr, the chair on which the matron is set

after a child-birth to receive her gossips and friends 1636 \V
Sampson Vow breaker iv 1 H, Bring the "groaning cheece
and all requisites 1822 Scott Nigel 111, To taste a glass
of aniseed, and a bit of the groaning cheese 1743 Annesley
Ejectm Trial m Howell St Jnals(1813) XVII, 1153 Lord
Aliham said, deponent must dine with him, and come to

drink some "groanmg-drink, for that his wife wasm labour.
1886 Elworthy W Somerset Word-bk

,
Groanmg-dnnk,

ale brewed 111 anticipation of childbirth, c 1780 Burns
Rantin' Dog u, Who will buy my "groanin’ mawt? 1813
Scorr Guy M in, Meg Memlies descended to the kitLlien
to secure her share of the groaning malt c 1626 Dick of
Devon iv 1 in Bulien O P 11 63 Midwives travell at
night and are weary with eating "groaning pyes, and yet
sleepe not gi668 Davenant Newsfr Plym iv. Diam.
Wks. 1873 IV. 171 No matter who’s the father, so I have
work, And eat the groaning pie 1396 Nashe Saffron
Walden Wks iGrosart) III. 106 Let him vnderstand, I
more scoine it, than to haue so foule a lakes for my "groan*
mg stole as hys mouth 1579 North Plutarch (1595) n
When her "groning time was come she [Ariadne] died in
labour x88x l of W Gloss , Groanm time, the tune of a
woman's accouchment

Groaning (grou nig), ppl a. [f Groan v. +
-ing 2

] That groans, in senses of the vb.
1398 1 revisa Barth De P R xn xxxv, (1495) 434 The

turture comyth in spryngynge time and warnyth of nouelte
of tyme wyth gronynge voyce 1597 R Brucf Let in Life
(WodrowJ 172 A taste of a gioaning and broken spirit

1603 Shaks Mens for M 11 ii 15 What shall be done,
Sir, with the groaning Iuhet? Shee’s very neere her
howre 1697 Drydfn Virg Georg in 291 The Courser
Inur’d the gioaning Axle-tree to bear 1735 Somerville
Chase 11 36 Groaning Staddles bend beneath their Load
1814 Scott Wav xxx, Ye cut-lugged granmg carles 1878
Stevenson Inland Voy 170 The sweet groaning thunder of
the organ 1898 Edtti Rev Oct. 417 The cattle ploughed
or turned groaning waterwheels
Proverb 1346 J HeywIood Prov. (1867) 49 A gronyng

horse, and a gronyng wyfe, Neuer fayle their maister.

+ to. Groamng-board (see quot 1673-4).

S-4 Grew Anat. Plants in 11 vu 4 7 (1682) 138 The
s commonly called Groaning Boards, lately exposed,

as a kind of Prodigy . were of Elm The Aei-Vessels of
this Wood, being ,. more ample, than in any other Timber

upon the application of the Red-hot-Iron . every vessel
became, as it were a little Wind-Pipe a great many of
these Pipes playing together, might make a kind of big or
groaning noyse 17x0 Steeles & Addison Tatler No 257
f 2 There was an Organ, a Bagpipe, a G,roamng-Board.
Groamngly (gr<?u nigh), adv. [f Groaning

ppl. a + -ly 2
. J In a groaning manner.

1830 Blackw Mag XXVIII. 587
‘ Neither better nor

worse than prize poems generally are—that is groantngly
stupid 1834 Lytton Pompeu m. x, The hag groamngly

'

r
icked up the heavy purse 1870 Thornblry Tour Eng
I. xxxi 293 They groamngly disclosed where they had

hidden their money 1887 S Cumberland Queen’s Highw
fr Ocean to 0. 159 The train groamngly proceeds highei
and higher.

Groap(e, obs form of Grope.
Groat (gr<M, grot). Forms

:
4-6 groot(e,

grote, 5-6 grott(e, o grot, groate, grootte, Sc.
and north, groit, groyt, 6- groat, [a, MDn.
groot, propeily an elliptical use of the adj etymo-
logicallym great (in the sense ‘thick’)

;
cf. MHG

grdttfipfennmge ‘ thick pennies’, Gbosohen The
equivalent med L grossus, OF. gros (see Gross
so.) occur earlier than the Tent, forms.
The pronunciation (grjJt), for which compare (br3d) broad,

is recognized by many Diets., but is now old fashioned ]

1. Hist, A denomination of com (in med. Latin
grossttSy F. gros. It, grosso, MDu. groot) which
was recognized from the 13th c. in various coun-
tries of Europe, Its standard seems to have been
in the 14th c, theoretically one-eighth of an ounce
of silver; but its actual intrinsic value varied
greatly in different countries and at different
periods (The adoption Of the Du. or Flemish
form of the word into English shows that the
‘ groat ’ of the Low Countries had circulated here
before a com of that denomination was issued by
the English sovereigns.) t A shilling, -pound of
groats

; a Flemish money of account bearing the
same proportion to the ordinary ‘shilling’ or
* pound ’ as the groat or ‘thick penny’ did to the
ordinary penny.

'

*387 TrevisaHigden (Rolls) VI 230 t>e groot turoney is
somwnat lasse worW pan an Englische groote c 1483Caxton Dialogues vm. 44 Qvyntyne the tollar Hath taken
of me A pound of grotes [Fr vng Imre degros) More than

, d
ou£ht to take Of right tolle a 1500 Sir Benes 3472

(Fynson) Beuys gaue that man for his tydynge Of grotes
twenty shelynge ^Records Gr. A rtes Kuj b, A flemmish

a htelt aboue 3 farthynges enghshe.
A. The English groat coinedm 1351-2 was made

equal to four pence. This ratio between the groat
and the penny continued to be maintained; but
owing to the progressive debasement of both coins,
the ‘old groats’ which remained m circulation
were valued at a higher rate (see quots. 1465,
c 1483, also 1552 in b). The groat ceased to be
issued for circulation in 1662, and was not after-

wards coined under that name. The * fourpeace
(popularly ‘fourpenny bit,’ ‘fourpenny piece’)
which was issued from 1836 to 1856 (and since
1888 reissued for colonial circulation) was occa-
sionally called a ‘ groat,’ but the name was ngither
officially recognized nor commonly used. The
Scottish fourpenny piece, first struck m 1358, is

called a ‘ groat’ (AF grate) in an English Act of
1390, and this name was used m Scotland itself in
the 15th c Its value was already only 3d. English
mi 1373! and 2d m 1390 ; later it fell much lower.
In Ireland the groat was first struck in 1460 Harry
groat (see Harry 9) York groat (see quot. 1837)
[1331 in Rymer Fcedera (1708) V 709/1 Si avoms, par avis

de nostre Conseil ordene & fait faire Novele Monoie
d'Argent (cest assavoir une Monoie, que serra appelleeUn Gros, de la value de Quaters Esterlings

] xtf*
Langl P, PI A. iii 133 Heo 3eueth the jayler gold and
grotes togedere C1386 Chaucer Paid T 617 Ye, foi a
grote, vnbokele anon thy purs 1444 Pol Poems (Rolls)
II 22a A good be stale is offte weel wouith a groote
1431 Sc Acts Jas II c 1 At bar be stnkm of the vnee of
brynt siluer or butjeoun of bat fynes vnj giottes. 1465Mann f,- Househ Exp (Roxb

) 492 My master payd hym
. of old grotes, 1 j 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng ccxxix. eao
In the xxvi yere of his regne the kyng lete ordeyne and
make his newe money the peny, the grote of value of 1111

pens, and the half giote of value of 11 pens but it was of
lasse weight than the old sterlyng was by v shyllyng in the
pounde. C1483 — Dialogues v i7 The olde grotes of
englond Which be woith v pens Ihe newe be worth foure
pens 1494 Fabyan Chi on vu 461 In this yere [24 Edw
J
11

) *35*-2j also the kynge caused to be coyned grotes and
halfegrotes, the whiche lacked of y« weyghte of his former
coyne. 11 j vi d, m a li Troy. 1303 Act 19 Hen VII
c 5 Coin of other Lands now cunent in this Realm for
Groats, or for iv d being Silver 1326 Wriotkeslev Chi on
(1875) I is This yeare [1526] in November, the Kinge en
haunsed his coyne that is to saye, the nail at n* 3d the
angell 7" 6*« alfso he valued an ownce sylver fyne ster
hnge at 3" 8d , and also made new grotes and halfe grotts
after the rate 1343 [see Chekasyde], 1547 Boorde
Introd Know!, 111 (1870) 133 In Irlond they haue Irjsh
grotes, and harped grotes. 1378 Lyte Dodoens n, vi 153
There commeth up white huskes, which be flat, rounde,
and very large, of the quantitie of a groote, or Testerne
*626 Bernard Isle ofMan (1627) 239 T wo pence, yea a
gioate sometimes 1700 Dryden Cock 4 the Fox 181, I
dare lay a groat [rime-word lot] 17x2 Addison Sped.
No 295 f 4 A Pm a Day, says our frugal Proverb, is a
Groat a Year 17x4 Gay Shepherd's Week, Ihe Ditty 106
With apron blue to dry her tears she sought, Then saw the
cow well serv’d, and took a groat 1786 Burns Earnest
Cry 4- Prayer ix, An’ plunder’d o’ her hindmost groat By
gallows knaves 1837 Penny Cycl VII 330 It was one of
the charges against Wolsey, that he had put the caidinal's
hat upon the king’s money, as is seen upon his Yoik groats
and half-groats 1849 James Woodman iv. For the young
lord at their head gave me a Yoik groat 1883 W. Ross
Aberdoitr 4- Inchcohne v 144A shearer would look askance
at a groat dropped into the palm of bis hand, as payment
for a day’s work.

+ to. Used to translate Gr. Spaxurj or L denanus
1326 Tindale Luke xv 9, 1 have founde the groate which

I had loost. c 1550 Cheke Matt. xx. 2 He agreed with y“
workmen foragrootadai [133a Elyot'sDict., Dtdiachmmn,
a siluer coyne, conteynyng u. Drachmas, euene Drachma,
beyng in value an old bteiling groat, when eight went to
the ounce ] 1363-87 Foxe A. 4 M, (1596) 257/1 Seeke the
grote that is lost, of the umtie, I meane of faith. 1370
Levins Mantp. 178/1 A grote, drachma

t c Taken as the type of a very small sum. Obs,

*513 Douglas Mneis vi v. 71 Than, at the last, to pas
our in this bolt Thay bene admit, and costis thaim not
a groit. a 1605 Montgomerie Sonn xxi. 2 Except jour
gouns, some hes not woith a grote. a 1704 T Brown Sat
French King'N)s& 1730 1 59 ’Slife, I’ll not take thy honour
for a groat 1749 Chesterf Lett (1792) II. cxcvin, 244,
I do not care a groat what it is, if [etc]

t d. A cracked or slit groat referred to as the

type of something worthless. Obs
1600 Dekker Gent, Craft i. (1862) 10 Peace you cracked

f
roats. 1677 W. Hughfs Man of Sin 11 ix 145 Their
ulgar Catechismes leave wholly out the Second Com

mandement , These wicked Cheats, of the Tenth make
Two But 'tis a Slit Groat. *679 Penn Addr Piot 11

156 The People . take all upon trust for their Souls, that
would not trust an Arch-bishop about a Slit Groat

+ 3 . A point at cards, ?from the practice of
using groats to score with Obs.
1680 Cotton Compl Gamester (ed 2) 83 If either side are

at eight Groats he nath the benefit of calling Can-ye, if he
hath two Honours in his hand.

4. attnb

,

as groat-silver, a customary gratuity

of a groat.

*394-5 Durham Acc Rolls (Surtees) I. 214 Homimbus de
domo dei pro eorum grotsiluer, vjj vnjrf. *522-3 Ibid.

255, 13 fratr et soror. de domo Dei pro eorum grotsiluer,

cuilibet eorum 5d,, 6s 3d.

Groath, obs. form of Growth.
Groats (grouts, grgts), sb.pl. Forms :

(?i gro-
tan), 5 grotene, 4-6,*8 grotes, 5-6 Sc. grotis, 4,
6-8 grots, (6 groots), 6-9 grotts, (6 grottes), 7-
groats, [OE. *grotan wk. pi

, cogn. w. grot neut

,

fragment, particle (see Grot !), and with Gbit sb.2
,

q. v, for other connexions.
The word first occurs in an interpolation written c 1200

on the margin of an nth c. MS ; it is there spelt gvatan,
but as the passage is a blundered and half-modernized
transcript from something of earlier date, there is little

risk in correcting it to grotan, which is pre-supposed by the
northern ME forms The OE form is commonly cited as
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grdtan

,
but this admits of no known etymology, and is

irreconcilable with the phonetic history of the word.
With reference to the pronunciation cf. Groat ]

1

Hulled, or hulled and crushed gram of various

kinds, chiefly oats, but also wheat, barley, and

f maize Einbden groats : crushed barley or oats

la ixoo IMS c 1200] Sax Leeckd III 202 Nim atena
grotan [MS gratan] [1324-$ Durham Acc Rolls (Surtees)

I 14 In Grotis emp pro exitibus, 3d ] c 1358 Ibid 561 In
nij bus de grotes emp pro coquina, ujs vja c 14*0 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 47 Fyrst take porke, wele thou hit sethe

With otene grotes, that ben so smethe Ibul 20 Ote grotis.

Ibid 48 Grynd hom . . With grotene c 1470 Henryson
Mor Fab. n (ToiunfyC Mouse) xvm, Ane plait of grottis,

and ane dische full of meill 2508 Kennedie Flyting w,
Dunbar 427 Fra Etrike Forest furthward Thow beggit .

,

cruddis, mele, grotis, gnsis, and geis x6ox Holland Pliny
I 539 The people of Rome for three hundred years together,

u&ed no other food than the groats made of common Wheat,
x6i6 Surfl & Markh Country Farmc 556 As for the

Groats, which is vsually called common or course Oat-meale,
they are excellent to make porridge of all kinds. 1747
Mrs Glasse Cookery xvi 146 Giotes [1796 Grits] once cut

does better than Oatmeal 1775 Romans Florida 121 To
enumerate the vast variety of ways in employing this noble

gram [maize] for food such as hommany, mush, groats,

would be too tedious 1789 Trans Soc Arts II 117, I

think it very possible, by some such operation as making
grotts, to clear away the husks. 2869 Lonsdale Gloss

,

Groats,
always used along with the blood in the composi-

tion of black puddings , hence the proverb current in Lons-
dale, ‘Blood without groats is nowt’, meaning that family

without fortune is of no consequence

b Phr (iSV.) To ken one's own groats in other

folks' kail, to know one’s own handiwork To
give groats for feast, to gie (one) kail o' his am
groats : to pay (a person) m his own com.
17*7 P Walker Remark Pass 3 Worthies 64 The Church

excommunicated him, and he gave them Groats for Pease,

he excommunicated them 1819 Rennie St. Patrick I v
76 He tell’t how keen ye war tae gie the warlocks kail o'

their am groats 1861 Ramsay Remin Ser. 11 93 D’ye
think, Sir, I dinna ken my am groats in ither folk's kail ?

+ 2 Naked oats Obs
1669 WouuDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 41 There is a new

sort of Oats, or Groats growing like unto whole Oatmeal,
without any Hulls

, they glow near the City of Durham.
1723 in Bradley Fane. Diet s v. Oats.

3 attnb., as groat-broth
,
chest, gruel

; f groat-

sugar, coarse sugar.

1741 Compl. Font -Piece 1. i 44 Give the Child “Groat-broth
sometimes. 153* Durham Bursar's Mem. m Charters, etc

Priory of Finehale (Surtees 1837) Gloss s v. Grots. [Paid

for a lock and key for] Me “grot-chyst [4d] 1844 T.
Webster Encycl. Dorn. Econ 945 Common *groat gruel

—

Wash three ounces of common groats, and [etc ]. 1743 Land.
Country Bteav iv (ed 2) 330 Boil Half a Pound of*Groat

Sugar in a Quart of Water.

t Gro-atsworth. Obs. [f groat's, genitive of

Geoat sb. + Woeth ] As much as is bought or

sold for a groat. AlsoJig a small amount.
1562 J. Heywood Prov ffEptgi. (1867)211, 1 would haue

a groates worth of your seede. 159* Greene (title) Greens
Groats-worth ofWit, bought with a Million of Repentaunce.
xfioa Rowlands Lettmg Humours Blood vii 82 Yet for a
groates-worth makes him pay a shilling. 1678 Butler
Hud 111 11 694 To gain one Groats-worth of Applause.

Groave, var. Groove ; obs. f. Grove.

t Grob, v. Obs rare~l
. [variant of Grope v.

Cf. Gbub.] traits. = Grope v. 3.

1654 Gayton Pleas Notes in, li 73 The Don caught and
grob’d her smock. [Cf, Shelton Don Quix. hi. 11. (1652) 30
Groped her smock ] 1876 Whitby Gloss

,
Grob, to probe

,

to dive into the pocket for change.

Grobbe, obs. fotm of Gbub.
Gvobian (gro^bian), [a. G.grobian, ad. med L
Grohdn-us, name of an imaginary personage,

often referred to by writers of the 15-16th c in

Germany as the type of boorishness, f, G. grob

coarse, rude • see Gruff ] A clownish, slovenly

person. Also attnb. or as adj. Hence Gro bianism.
1609 Dekker Gull's Horn-bk To Rdr., This Tree of Guls
hath a relish of Grobiamsme. x6xx Cotgr ,

Grobtanisme,

Grobiamsme, slouenlinesse. x6*x Burton Anat.m 11. Ill 1

(1624) 420 Let them be neuerso clowfiish, .Grobians and
sluts, if once they be in loue, they will be most neat and
spruce. x6S4_Gayton Pleas Notes n 111 43 For handsome-
nesse of feeding.,they had been very well all trained up in

Grobians school. Ibid hi 11. 74 He . utter’d Grobian re-

turnes for the kinde entertainments ofhis friend Marius. 1706
Phillips (cd. Kersey), Giobtan a slovenly ill-bred Fellow

1855 Kingsley Westsu, Hot 11, He who is a Grobian in his

own company will, sooner or later, become a Grobian in that

of his friends x88x A Lang Library 48 All these slatternly

practices .seem fine manlyacts to the grobianswho use them.
Grobling, obs. form of Grovelling.
Groce, Grocche, obs. forms of Gross, Geutch.

Grocer (groa'sw). Forms : 4-6 grosser, 5-7
groser, 5 grooere, 6 -ier, 5- grocer, [ad. OF,
grossier •—med.L. grossantts, {, grossus Gross.]

f 1. One who buys and sells in the gross, i. e. in

large quantities, a wholesale dealer or merchant

;

also with mention of the article dealt in, e g. fish.

(The company of Grocers, said to have been in-

corporated in 1344, consisted of wholesale dealers

m spices and foreign produce} hence prob, the

later sense 2.) Obs.
[132* Liber Cust, in Munint. Gildh. (Rolls) II. J. 3°4
Oe ne soient grossours de vin ne taverners, 1363 Act 37
fidw, pH c. 5 L.es Marchauntz nomez grosse^s engrossent

totes maneres des marchandises vendables ] 1427 in Heath
Grocers' Comp (i860) 4 In here tyme was the furste
stoon leyd of the Groceres Place in Conyhoope-Iane in
the Warde of Chepe 14 Customs ofMalton in Surtees
Misc (1888) 63 It is ordanyd t*

4 no groser of fysche awe
to cutt hys awn fysche 1437 Bury Wills (Camden) 5
Ego Jobes Notyngh"m de Bury sc! Edi grocer 147a J
Paston m P. Lett No 701 III 56 There is a grosser
dwellyng ryght over ayenst the well with ij boketts a lytyll
fro Seynt Elens, bathe evyr hawkys to sell 1541 Act 33
Hen VIII c. 25 Thomas Pomtes of London Grosser, occu-
pteng the feate of marchandise in the partes beyonde the
sea 1689 Ravenhill Acc. Comp Grocers 1 The word
Grocers was a term at first distinguishing Merchants of this
Society, in opposition to Infenour Retailers , for that they
usually sold in gross Quantities by great Weights.

2

A trader who deals in spices, dried fruits, sugar,

and, in general, all articles of domestic consump-
tion except those that are considered the distinctive

wares of some other class of tradesmen.
In i8-i9thc tea, coffee, and cocoa have become charac-

teristic articles of the grocer’s trade. Since i860 many
grocers hold licences to sell beer, wines, and spirits, in

bottles

1465 Mann 4 Househ E vp (Roxb ) 299 He paid to the
grocer in Fanchestrete for spycez, x. s. vj 3 c 1510 Barclay
Miry Gd Manners (1570) Aij, What should an Ironmonger
meddle with Grocer’s ware J 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lxx 635
A man shal find it to b£ sold 111 the shops of the Apothe-
caries and Grossers 1608 Pennyless Pari in Hai l Misc
(Malh ) III 76 The grocers are plentifully blessed, for their

figs and raisins may allure fair lasses 1725 Watts Logic 1

vi § 6 (1726) 108 A Grocer is a Man who buys and sells

Sugar and Plums and Spices for Gam 1845 James A Neil
11, A grocer, or rather general dealer 1855 Macaulay Hist
Eng xxt IV 626 The grocer weighed out his currants

d Grocers' ttch, a form of eczema incident to

grocers and others who handle sugar.
X799 Underwood Dis Children (ed 4) I. 95 An eruption

resembling the psota of the Greeks, or what is called amongst
us the Grocer’b-itch. 1822-29 Good's Study Med V. 635
The local form is mostly produced by the use of irritant

materials, constantly applied to the parts affected as sugar
among the labourers in grocery warehouses, and lime among
bricklayers. Whence this variety has been vulgarly called

Grocers’ Itch, or Bricklayers’ Itch,

Hence (nonce-xvds ) Gro cerdom, the realm or

world of grocers ;
Gro caress, a female grocer

;

Grooering, the trade or occupation of a grocer

;

Gro oerly a ,
of or pertaining to the grocery trade

;

Gro cerwise adv., after the manner of a grocer.

x8a8 [see Grazierdom] 1854 Chamb Jml, I 226 Almost
every man above the rank of a mere daily cultivator has a

wife who is groceress, linen draperess, butcheress, or con-

fectioner. 1894 CROexnTT Raiders 52 It was him an’ nae

ither that pat my Jerry, that was aye a guid lad, past the

grocering. <*1845 Hood T. Trumpet xxxix, For some
grocerly thieves Turn over new leaves, Without much
amending their lives or their tea 1898 Zangwill Dreamers
Ghetto vm 328 Biographers Will weigh me grocer-wise as

Kant weighed the Deity,

Grocery (grdwsari). Also 6-7 grossery. [f.

Grocer sb 4- -y]
1. a collect, sing The goods sold by a grocer

b pi Various sorts of such goods,
1436 Libel Eng Policy in Pol Poems (Rolls) II 179 Wee

bene ageyne charged wyth merceyre, Haburdasshere ware,

and wyth grocerye. x6o8 Middleton Fain Love 11 m, Our
ladies in the court were but brown sugar candy, as gross as

grocery to her. 1635 R ec. Merchants A livunck in Gross Gild

Merck. I. 130 Any sort of grosseries or maynchester [1, e

Manchester] wares 1660 F Brooke tr Le Blanc's Trav 47
Confections, and preserves, of all sorts, spices, and all sorts of

grocery come from China 1740 Woodroofe in Hairway's

Trav (1762) I 11 xvii 75 Mosco supplies it with groceues

1766 Goldsm. Vic, W. xn, A deal box before him to bring

home groceries in 1830 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II 126 To
get his groceries and dainties furnished gratis by his grand-

mother. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves xiv 245 She had
been sent with a parcel of grocery to a cottage.

2 . The trade of a grocer

*689 Ravenhill Acc, Comp. Grocei s 1 Various ways of

Dealing and Trading passed under the Denomination of

Groceries. X885 Law Times 16 May 47/1 In the piesent

case the bustness of greengrocery was not auxiliary to that

of grocery.

3 . slang *t" a Small change (obs.). b. pi. (sec

quot 1830) The grocery, sugar.

a 1721 Bailfy, Grocery ,
small Money as Farthings and

Half-Pence 1812 J H Vaux Flash Diet., Grocery
,
half-

pence, or copper coin, in a collective sense. *823m Grose's

Diet. Vulg "longue (fid Egan), Grocery,
halfpence Cant

b 1839 Lever Harry Lorrequet vi 44 * Hand his lord-

ship over the groceries '. —Thus he designated a square de-

canter, containing about two quarts of whisky, and a bowl

heaped high with sugar. 1841 Lytton Nt 4 Morn v 11, A
pint ofbrandy, my dear. Hot water and lots of the grocery,

4. U.S a. A grocer’s shop, b, A dram-shop.

a, 1828-32 in Webster, 1853 Lowell Moosehead Jml
Prose Wks 1890 I 9 We drove up to the grocery to leave

and take a mail bag 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends 272

A wedding breakfast served in the grocery at the side of

the Pack
b. *846 W T Porter Quarter Race

,
etc 104 He went

into his favourite grocery or drinking-house 1847 Ruxton
Mexico, etc xxui 189 Every other house [in Santa Fe]

was a grocery, as they call a gin and whisky shop 1856

Olmsted Slave States 73 [The word * grocery’] in Virginia,

means the same thing as m Ireland—a dram-shop

5 . attnb. and Comb., esgrocery-goods, -man (U S.)

-ration, -store(s),
-ware(s), -warehouse

;
grocery-

captain, the captain ofan EastIndiaman ;
grocery-

paper, the paper usedm wrapping up grocery.

18x6
1 Quiz ’ GrandMaster 1. 19 This “groc’ry captain now,

forsooth, With voice infernal hails onr youth 2776 Adam '

Smith W N 1 x (1869) I 118 It costs no more to bring
“grocerygoods to the great town than to the country village

1895 Pop Set Monthly July 376 One [was] a “groceryman.
1883 Life Mrs, Prentiss ix 282 Written on coarse brown
“grocery paper 189019 th Cent Nov. 833 Lord Wolseley
has .on several occasions spoken m favour of a free “grocery
ration x8xx B Rush in J Adams' Wks. (1854) IX 637
note, To lessen the number of taverns and “grocery stores.

1875 W McIlwratth Guide Wigtownshire 137 A little

duster of houses, including a grocery-store and a black-
smith’s shop 1354 Act 1 4 2 PA. 4 M. c. 7 I 2 “Grocery
Wares, Mercery Wares. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Gro-
cery, or Grocery Ware. 1769 Dublin Merc 16-19 Sept 3/1
Thomas Frayne has opened a “Grocery Ware-house

Grochauite (grp*xau|3it). Min. [Named by
Websky in 1873 (G. grochaint), from Grochati,

Silesia, its locality] A chlonte-like mineral

occurring in small hexagonal crystals in serpentine.

1875 Dana Mm App 11. 25 Grocnauite .. Occurs mixed
with a chromic spinel

Grochche, groche, -chge, -chi, obs ff.

Grutch.
G-rode, obs. pa t. of Grow.
Grodge, obs. form of Grudge.
Grodgeons, obs. variant of Gurgeons.
Groove, obs form of Groove
Grof, obs. Sc form of Gruff.
Grof(e, obs pa. t. Grave v
Grof(e, Groiel, obs forms of Grove, Grovel.
Grofen, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Grow.
Groff, Sc. form of Gruff.
Groffe, obs form of Gboof 5

obs. Sc. form of
Gruff.
GrofLins, -lyngis, var. Grovellings Obs

Gi?Og (gtpg), sb. Also 8 grogg. [Said to be short

for Grogram, and to have been applied first as

a personal nickname to Admiral Vernon, from the

fact of his wearing a grogram cloak, and after-

wards transferred to the mixture which he ordered

to be served out instead of neat spirit.

Vernon’s order, dated Aug. 1740, is still extant The
statement that he wore a grogram cloak, and was thence
nicknamed ‘Old Grog’, first appears explicitly in Grose
Diet Vulg. Tongue 1796, but derives some support from
Trotter's allusion in quot 1781.]

1. A dnnk consisting of spirits (originally ram)
and waten Halfand halfgi'og, a dnnk made of
equal parts of spirits and water

,
seven-water grog,

a contemptuous name among sailors for very weak
grog
X770 [see Groggy a. 1] 1773 Ives Voy, 4 Hist Narr

India 100 A common sailor
_
having just been served with

a quantity of grog (arrack mixed with water), had his spirits

, much elated. 178* Trotter Written on board the Ber-
wick in N 4 Q. Ser. 1.

1

168 A mighty howl on deck he
drew. And filled it to the bunk, Such drank the Burford’s

gallant crew, And such the gods shall drmk, The sacred

robe which Vernon wore Was drenched within the same;
And hence his virtues guard our shore, And Grog derives

its name. 1794 SoutheyBotanyBay in. Poems II 82 Thou
wilt go without grog, Sam, to-morrow at dinner. 1823
Byron Island it xix. But such as wafts its cloud o’er grog
or ale 1835 Marryat Jac Faithf xn, Do put a little drop
of stuff in mine—it’s seven water grog 1837 W Irving
Capt Bonneville (1849) s7 A free allowance of grog soon
put them in the most braggart spirits 2876 Jas. Grant
One of the 1 600 ’ xxvi 207 It will still freeze half-and-half

grog as hard as rock crystal 1883 Stevfnson Treas. Is

l

u. x, Double grog was going on the least excuse.

b. A social gathering at which grog is drunk.

x888 Sir M. Mackenzie Fredk the Noble xn 228 A‘Grog ’

. was held every evening in the Reading Room of the

HStel Mediterran€e

2 A * groggy ’ horse. (Cf. Groggy 2.)

x8x8 Sporting Mag II 207 Pronouncing any horse a grog,

that, although not absolutely lame, goes stiff in his joints.

3 (See quots.)

r879 Cassells Techn Ednc, II. 158 With it [the clay

for fire bricks] is ground up a certain proportion of some re-

fractory substance,such aspreviously burnt pottery. 'Grog ’,

as it is termed, opens the pores of the clay i88x C,T Davis
Manuf Bricks 4 Tiles etc, (1889) xxo The vitrifying in-

gredients usually added to the terracotta clays are puie
white sand, old pottery, and fire-bricks finely pulverized,

and clay previously burned, termed, ‘grog’.

4. attnb. and Comb., as grog-bibber, -butt ; grog-

blossom., a redness or pimple on the nose caused

by excessive drinking (acne rosacea) ; hence grog-

blossomed adj.; grog-fight (slang), a dnnkmg-
party (cf tea-fight) ;

grog-shop, a dram-shop,

public-house ;
also (pugilistic slang) the month

1824 in spirit Publ. Jmls (1825) 207 [It] was enough to

anger the most sober “grog-bibber that ever tossed tumbler

over lip. 1796 Grose's Diet Vulg Tongue, *Grog-blossom

1822-34 Goods Study Med (ed 4) II 56 The common name
for these protuberances in Ireland is Grog-Blossoms. 1883

T Hardy Wessex Tales, Three Strangers (1869) 13 A few

grog blossoms marked the neighbourhood of his nose. 1852

Househ. Words 23 Oct 135 The ancient huntsman has trans-

ferred his stained scarlet frock and “grog-blossomed coun-

tenance to another master. 1863 Cornh Mag Feb , These
gentlemen [master’s assistants of a Man of war] have had to

stand at the “grog-butt, and see the grog served out 1865

Slang Diet
,
*Grog-fght, a drinking ^arty.—Military 1876

R. M, Jephson Girl he Left Behind 1, He had been having
a ‘grog-fight' in his room to celebrate the event. 1790

J B Moreton Mann W. Ind, 35 There are some good
taverns, . . also an incredible number of petty ones, called

136-2
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‘grog shops 1850 1 HACK! RA.V Mf I\ Mrs Derrv 1, Claret

drawn in profusion from the gown-boy’s grogshop 1883

Stkyenson Treas, Is

l

1 i, ‘This is a handy cove', says

he, * and a pleasant grog shop

Grog (gPY>g), v [f the sb.]

1 tnlr. To drink grog

1833 J. Jr.kill Corr (1894) 318 Captain Ross has dined
and grogged with messmate William at Windsor 1886
'1 insleys Mag-. July 53 [ L hey] met, grogged, smoked and
discussed the news of the day 1887 S Samuels Front
Derecastle to Cabin 193,

1

oidered all hands to grog and
turn-ra,

2 trans To extract spirit from (an empty cask)

by pouring hot water into it, and letting it stand

1878 Lincoln, Rutland
\ § Statnf Mercury 8 Mai (D ),

The defendants had ‘grogged’ the casks by putting m hot <
water, and thereby had extracted 15 gallons of proof spirit

on which duty had not been paid. 1899 N, B Datly Mail
zo Jan 2 Some traders ‘giogged ' the empty cask and thus
obtained some additional spirit from the wood, duty free.

3 ? l/.S. To make (spirits) into grog by mixing
with water {Cent.-Did)
Grogane, grogaram, -om, obs ff. Grogram.
Grog(g)e, obs. forms of Grudge v
Grogerame, -am, etc., obs. ff, Grogram
Grogged (grpgd), ppl. a. [f. Grog sb and v.

+ -ED
j

I. a. Of persons : Overcome willi grog
;
drank,

b Of a spirit cask . Treated with hot water (see

Grog v 2) ;
said also of the liquor thus obtained

a 184a Comte Almanack Oct, 41 ‘Fined five bob' for
being grogged
b. 1898,N B. Daily Mail 31 Dec 5/2 A large number

of giogged whisky casks 1899 Flatly Nemos si Sept 8/3
A cask containing grogged liquor

2 Of a horse = Groggy 2.

*796 Close’s Did Vnlg Tongue, Grogged, a grogged
horse , a foundered horse.

Groggery (grp gari). U. S. [f. Grog sb. +
-ery ] A low dnnking-place , a grog-shop.
1855 Haliburton Nat. <5- Hum Nat I vi 183, I know a

town that's on the chart, that has only a court-house,
a groggery, a jail, [etc.] 1857'! Parker in J Weiss Life
I 344 He has no society except the low Germans who
frequent the groggery downstairs
Coutb 189a A E. Lee Hist Columbus (Ohio] II 127
A groggery keeper was implicated

Gro'ggified, ppl a colloq [f. *groggify vb
(f. Groggy + -fi) + -ed 1.] Affected by grog , tipsy.

1796 111 Grose’s Diet Vulg Tongue s. v Grog 1828
Sporting Mag. XXIII 184 The Shenies on their return
home appeared as groggified from the effects of the fog
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVoid-bk

,
Groggy or Groggtjied

Grogginess (grp gines). [f. Groggy a +
-NEbsJ The condition or state of being groggy
18x8 SportingMag II, 171 Grogginess is a common term

for fullness and swelling in the legs 1831 Youatt Horse
Y111 252 The peculiar knuckling over of the fetlock-joint,

alid tottering of the whole of the fore-leg, known by the
name of groggmess, and which is so often seen in old and
over-worked horses 1849 Stephens Bk Farm (ed. 2) I.

342/1 A single journey may produce lameness
; it may give

the horse spavin, orgroggmess 1884 Sat Rev 5 July 27/2
It is a breach of a warranty of soundness if the warranted
horse suffers from groggmess.

Groggy (g'P gOi [f Grog sb + -yi
J

1. Intoxicated. Also, characterized by drinking
habits, bibulous
1770 T Norworth in Gentl. Mag 559/2 [Eighty names for

haying drunk too much ] 25 Groggy , this is a West-In-
dian Phrase , Rum and Water, without sugar, being called
Grogg i8ox M G Lewis Sailor's f. 111 m Tales Wonder
I xv 82 Groggy last night, my luck was such, that overboard
I slid 1840 Mahryat Poor yack Vi, He wasn't the least
groggy 1868 Hawthorne Amer. Note-Bks. (1879) H 164
In his groggy .destitution

2, Farriery Of a horse : Having a disease or
weakness in the forelegs, which causes a hobbling
or tottering movement
1828 Sporting Mag XXII, ng A rare shaped thorough-

bred horse very groggy 1838 J Stewart Stable*Econ
(ed 2) 384 Long journeys, at a fast pace, will make almost
any hor,e groggy 186* Trollope Orley Barm I xxvin,
222 [Of a horse] Rather groggy on his pins the next morn-
ing ? 1879 E. K Bates Egyptian Bauds I vii 142 Your
steed looks a little groggy about the legs.

3 slang. Weakened in a light, so as to stagger,*

hence, gen. shaky, tottering, unsteady
183* Marryat Jac Faitlif iv, He was what is termed

groggy, from the constant return of blows on the sides of
the head, 1854 Thackeray Newsomes I 282 My poor old
governor is exceedingly shaky, very groggy about tne head
1883 C Keene Let m Life xi. (1892) 348 Rheumatism m
my heel, I’m groggy on my pins. x888d>5(7? tsman 28 Nov
(

I

1 armer), Thompson, who had been growing groggy, began
to force the fighting 1894 Pali MallMag Feb. 615 It [re
a lay figure] was getting groggy at the joints

Grogrtun. (grP gram). Forms . 6- Jr grogeram,
-an(e, grogran(e, grogram(e, -ayn(e, grow-
grame, 7-8 grogrein(e, -eyn, (7 grogane, gro-
garam, -arom, -erame, -enn, -eron, -oram,
-oran, grograme, -gran(t, »gren, *grum),6- gro-
gram, [ad F

.
gros gram large or coarse gram ]

1. A coatse fabric of silk, of mohair and wool, or
of these mixed with silk

; often stiffened with gum
The F gros grain occurs in recent Eng. use as the com-

mercial name of a strong corded silk fabric.

1
Wills <$ Tnv N C (Surtees 1835) 200 Thre gounes

ope of grograjn, gardid w‘ velvet *1570 Pude Lowl.

(i84t)i9Hiisuppei stoches ofsylken grogerane 1593D0NNE
Sat iv 86 Your only wearing is your Grogaram 1598 B
Jonson Ev Man in limn 11 1, He shall ha’ the grogran's,

at the rate I told him 1630 B rathwait Eng Gentlent
(164T) 125 Stampe and fret like gumm’d grograne 1674
Jeakl Anth (1696) 65, 1 Piece of Moccadoes and Lile

Grograins 1712 Addison Sptet No 530 p 4 [She] did more
Execution upon me in Grogram, than the greatest Beauty
had ever done in Brocade 175a Carte Hist Eng III 481
Instructing the English in the art of making sayes grogreins

and: other light stuffs 1757 W. Thompson Milkmaid 34
The charmful Village-Maid, With Innocence and Grogram
blest 1823 Scott Pevenl xi, But then there is her Aunt,
that wears eternal black grogram for that unlucky Colonel

Christian [1869 Rep U i. CommissionerAgrtc 290 Dress
silks, gros grains, poplins, foulards, and pongees ]

tiansf 2633 P Fletcher Purple Isl, vi lxtx, The Lily

high her silver Grogram reares

2 . A garment made of grogram.
1633 Ford Love's Sacr 1 n, Go, thou art as fretting as ail

old grogrum 1767 Char in Ann Reg 53/2 The doctor

appeared m a greasy black grogram which he called his

scholar's coat 1807-8 W Irving Salrnag (1824) 32 No
longer our fair ones their grograms display 1867 Ouida
C Lasilemame (1879) g Madam from the vicarage, in her

grogram

3 atlnb.
}
as grog) am apron

,
camlet

,
cassock-case,

cloak
,
coat, doublet

,
gown, petticoat, silk, yarn.

1810 Splendid Pollies II 4 Catching his spurs in her
'’grogram apron. 1582 Rates Cnstom-ho. Civ, “Grogram
Chainlets the peece 01x658 Cleveland Wks (1687) 290
A wretched Serge, or “grogane Cassock case 1614 C
Brookt Will in Poems (Grosart) 21 Unto my nephewe ..

I give my silk “Grograme cloake. 1861 Reade Cloister f,

H I 284 A little grogram cloak over her shoulders 1811
Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 131 The Admiral [Vernon] at

that time wore a “grogram coat. 1628 Boyle m Lismon
Papers{1886) II 263, I gaue Wm New. a*grogran dublet

1605 Chapman, etc Eastward Hoe 1. A 4, Io line a*Gro-

f
arom gowne cleane thorough with veluet 1859 Geo
Iliot A Bede 238 An excellent grogiam gown 1649 Bury
Wills (Camden) 220 My watered grogeitn gowne and
watered “grogenn petticoate 1582 Rates Custom ho C iv,

“Grogram silk the yarde. 1638 L Roberts Map Commerce
1 123 “Grograme yarne. 1662 Stat It el. (1765) II 418
Grograin yarn, the small pound is 6d 1703 Loud. Gas.
No 3931/3 Some Raw Silk and Grogram Yarn.

Groiff, obs Sc form of Groff.
Groigne, variant of Groin v 1 Obs.

Groin (groin), sb * Obs exc. dial. Forms . a

4-9 groyn(e, 6-7 grome, 6, 9 groon, (4 gryn,

5 grone, growne, grune, gruyn, 9 gruin), 4-
grom. jS. 5 gron(e)y See also Grunyie. [ad

OF. groign (F groin), Burgundian g/’oigno, Pr.

groing
,
grong, fern groingna, It. grugno, OPg

grain popular L. *grunmum, f. L. grunmre to

grunt like a swine.]

1

1

. A grunting, grumble Obs
41374 Chaucer Ttoylus i 340 Yet yf she for other

enchesoun, Be wiooth, hen shall pow han a groyn a noon
4x440 Promp Pare, 214/1 Grony, magry {Ibid 319/2
Magry, vn-tnanke, vitupenum, reprobacio ]

2 . The snout, esp of a swme
13 . Sir Beues 815 (MS A) A spanne of ]>e groin be-forn

WiJ> is swerd he hap of schoren c 1386 Chaucer Pars T
r 82 He lykneth a fair wornman, that is a fool of hue body,
lyk to _a ryng of gold that were in the groyn of a soughe
c 1460 ’lowneley Myst. xit 229, 1 haue here in my mayll
two swyne gTonys <7x475 Partenay 5875 The beres gret
groin tho smote be vppon <7x490 Promfr. Pare 214/1
(MSS K H ) Grony, M*t.S groney, Rostrumporcinnm
1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cx 670 The paitie shall but
wring his mouth or rather his Groyne and steppe forth with
a shamelesse foreheade to aske who accuseth him 1600
Thynne Emblems xxui. 5 With wrootmge groyne, with
[sic , read the] feirce and warlike bore Turnes vp and betters
that bad lande before 1703 Thorfsby Let io Ray (EDS),
Groyn, the groyn of a swine, the snout 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss

,
Groon, the snout of a pig 1882 Lane Gloss

,
Groyn,

a swine's snout.

t b contemptuously A face. Obs
4x460 Towneley Myst. xn. 432 Fayr fall thi growne. Ibid.

xvi 382 Haue at the, say I * take the ther a foyn haue at
thi groyn An 0 there

+ 3 . Naut. The groin (of Spam) [an etymolo-
gical perversion of the Spanish name Coruna]
a sailor’s name for Corunna, a seaport on the NAY.
of Spam. Obs
1367 Pol Poems (Rolls) I. 112 Vocatur Le Groyne*,

est in mare ut rostrum porci, ubi intraverunt terrain
t 1485 Ftgby Myst (1882) 1 478 Here ys wyn of gyldyr
and of galles, \>&t made at pe grome, wyn of wyan and
yernage, I seye also. 1489 Barbour's Bruce xx 324
(Pinkerton 1790) III 167 Betv ix Cornwaill and Bretaynne
He sauyt , and left the grune [ed yamtesoit grunye ; MS.Camb grund] offSpainye On northhalf hym 1589 Pappew Hatchet By b, Did, your Father die at the Gioyne?
<*1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Groyne, corruptly by the
Tarrs for Coronna, a Seaport of Galicia. *7*9 De Foe
Ci'usoe 1 xix (1840) 345 Pressed me earnestly not to go by
sea, but either to go by land to the Groyne [etc ]

Groin (groin), sb a Forms. 4-6 grynd(e,
(5 erron ground, 6 grrnde)

; 5-7 grine, gryne,
grome, groyn(e, (5 grune), 6- groin, [orig.
grynde, grrnde of uncertain origin; connexion
With Grain sb.% is excluded by the early form.
The form gnne appears in 1530, but did not
dually displace grind until the last quarter of the
10th c

, when it underwent corruption into groin,
prob. through phonetic association with prec.
Prof Skeat suggests that the original sense mayhave been

a channel or depression (cf. a), and that the word may he

identical with OE grynde, lecorded only in the sense of
‘ abyas ’, but etymologically capable of meaning ‘ depres
sion ‘ valley ’ ( —prehist *gnuidjo-, f “gmudn• Ground •

cf G grund, used dial for ‘ valley
' , also Grindll '!

Grindlet)
~ ’

1. The fold or depression on either side of the
body between the abdomen and the upper thigh.
(In qnot. 1541 pi. the inguinal glands.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirtug 41 If j?e prickynge be in )>e foot,

anoynte }>e grynde wij> hoot comoun oile. Ibid 226 Of an
enpostym Jjat come]) in lgume id est }>e gryndis 14 Voc
in Wi -Wulcker 589/39 Inguen, the giynde 1483 Cayton
Gold. Leg 330/a He was seke in Ins grynde of a pestilence
botche 4x532 Du Wes Intiod Fr. in Palsgr 903 The
grynes, les antes 1541 Copland (?kj don's Quest Chirm

g

Knj, What are the gryndes? They are the clensynge
places of the lyuer, & are of Glandynous flesshe ordeyned
to the bought of the thyghes. 1576 Baker Jewell of
Health 64b, The water druncke twyse a daye . putteth
away . haide swellings in the grynde 1592 Shaks Ven
Ad chxxv, The loving swine Sheathed, unawares, the

tusk m his soft giom 1611 Cotgr, Ames, the grille, or
gioyne of man or woman 1657 W Colls Adam in Eden
cxii 160 The leaves laid warm on any botch happening in
the Groin or share, doth dissolve and heal them. 1691
Wood Ath Oaou, II 49 The Keeper thrust his sword into
Ins gioyn. 1735 Somerville Chase hi 333 The angry
Beast at one sidelong Glance Rips up his Groin, 1804
Ablrnfthy Sing Obs 53 A gland enlarged 111 the left gioin
1865 Dickens Let 13 Nov ,

The man returned the compli
ment by kicking him in the gi oin 1872 Baker Nile Ti ibut.
v. 66 Two glands are situated in the groin

f b. fig Regarded as the seat of lust. Obs
1625 B. Jonson Staple of News 111 n, Who can endure

to see The fury of mens gullets, and their groines ? 1636 —
Discov , Impostura Wks (1640) 87 They set the signe of the
Crosse over their outer doores, and sacrifice to their gut and
their groyne in then inner Closets

*•(* 2 . A deep tiench, or excavation Obs
1587 Holinshtd Chi on, (1808) IV 851 He [Ferdinando

Poms] vndei tooke to make certeine groins or nocks, which
at the hauens mouth should cause such a depth, as thereby
the whole barborough should he dne at a low water. X587
Fleming Contn Holmshed III 545/x There was one Juline
appointed to attend vpon Poins his groins

3

.

Arch. The edge formed by the intersection

of two vaults. Also, the 11b or fillet of stone or

wood with which this is usually covered
1725 Halfpenny A rt Sound Build 15 T o find the Angle,

or Mitre Arch of a regular Gioin 1790 Pennant London
87 On the north outside, beyond the windows, are many
marks ofrecesses, groins, aims, on the remains ofsome other
room 18x2-16 J Smith Panorama Sci ij- Art I 155 The
shafts m front running up without stop to the roof, and
from their capitals springing the groins 1825 J Nicholson
Opei at Mechanic 568 In framing centres foi groins, the
hoarding which forms the interior surface is supported by
transverse ribs of timber 1849 FreemanA rchit 246 In the
earliest examples the groins are without ribs i860 Emerson
Cond Life, Illusions Wks (Bohn) II 44t The vaults and
gioins of the sparry cathedrals x86x Berest Hoi*l Eng
Cathedr igth C. vi 226 There [York Minster] the whole
space of the nave and choir was spanned with gi 01ns ofwood.
tiansf 1855 HoldenHum OsteolAiSyB) 135 Notice how

the interior of the dome is stiengthened by_ ‘ ribs * or
1

groins’
of bone, which run in the line of the principal sinuses.

4

attnb and Comb., as (sense i) groin-gland',

(sense 3) groin-rib

,

grom-ponxt, -vault (see

quots.)

1897 Allbuti’s Syst. Med. II 1074 The endemic forms of

a group of diseases—including Chyluna, varicose “groin
glands 185 Diet Aichit , *Grotn point, the name given
by bricklayers to the arris or line of intersection of cross

arches of vaulting executed m brickwork 1823 P Nichol
son Pi act, Builder 113 To find the diagonal or “groin-nb
of a Vault 1879 Sir G Scott Led. Arclnt I u 59 Groin,
ribs—those narrow arches erected under the lines of the

intersection of the vaults 1825 J. Nicholson Opeiat
Mechanic 540 A *Grom vault, is a complex vault, formed
bj the intersection of two solids, whose surfaces coincide
with the intrados of the aiches, and are not confined to the

.same heights

t Groin, v l Obs. Forms 4 groigne, 4-5
gronyn, 4-6 grome, 4-7 groyne, 5-6 grone,

((5 groone), 5, 7 growne, 6, 9 groyn. [ad OF.
grogni-r (also with change of conjugation grogner,

as in mod.Fr )
= Pr gronhir

,
gronir, It. grugmre

(also altered grugnare) L grunmre.’]
1. intr. Of animals : To grunt ; to growl.

13 Gaw Gr. /Cut 1442 For he watz b[este &] bor aljjer

grattest, [And eue]re quen he gronyed, beqne greued mony
a 1450 Knt de la Tour (186B) 126 Of thaire nature the!

growne and berke euermore, but gentille greyhoundes do
not so, 1530 Palsgr 917 A hogge gronetb, ung pomceau
gi ongne a X541 Wyatt How io vse the com t in TotttVs

Misc (Arb ) 91 For swme so groines In stye 1596 Spenser
F Q vi, xu 27 Some were of dogs, that barked day and
night, And some of beares, that groynd continually.

b. esp of the buck : To utter its peculiar cry at

rutting time. (Cf. Groan v. 2.)

1496 Bk St, Albans, Hunting d ljb, An harte belowyth
and a bucke groynyth [1486 gronys] I fynde 1576
Turberv. Venene 238 A Bucke groyneth x6xo Guillim
Heraldry 111 xiv. (1660) 166 A Buck growneth x688R
Holme Armoury 11 134/1 A Buck when he sendeth forth

his Ciy, Groyneth or Growneth. 17x1 Puckle Club (1817)

90 And [he] told us, that an hart bellows, a buck groyns.

2 . transf. Of persons : To grumble, murmur.
a X300 CursorM 13590 Quen J»ai had striued ]>am emel

Aqd groigned, cuth na resun find. C1400 Rom Rose 7049
Whether so that he loure or groine. c 1490 Promp. Parv.
214/1 (MS. K) Gronyn, or grochyn, , .murmuro 1537 ^*
Papers Hen VIII

,
I, 555 To see who wold groyne at their

execution 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cxxxvi. 837 It

15 not ynough for a man to keepe his wyfe in his house .

.



GROIN.

and in the meane time hee gioyne at hir, he spume hlr,

hee beutetli lur

Groin (giom), z».2 Arch. [f. Groin sb -]

X. traits To form into or furnish with groins

;

to build with groins.

1812-16 J Smith Panorama Set 4 Aril 150 The roof is

often most delicately groi tied. 1848 Lowell Launfal Poet

Wks 1890 I 298 All night by the white stars’ frosty gleams

He groined his arches and matched his beams *86p Daily

Slews 27 Apr ,
The roof is groined throughout in pitch

pine ofunusually beautiful quality 1879 Sir G. Scoti Led
Archil I 57 1 hedifficultywashow togrom these oblongbays

2 . intr. Of an arch, etc * To spring as a groin.

*805 W. Close West's Aniiq Furness vi 70 The vaulted

roof that groined from those pillars Ibid. 71 It is a single

ribbed arch that groins from the wall

Groin, see Groyne sb and v.

Groined (groind), ppl a Arch. [f. Groin sbA

and vA + -ED.] Built or furnished with groins.

[1715 see Grinded ppl a l] 1789 P Smyth tr, Aldrich's

Archit 59 The middle sized rooms are of equal height with

the others, with groined vaults 18*3 Rutter Fonthill 9 1 he
ceiling is vaulted, and divided into two groined compat L-

ments 1858 Hawthorne Ir <$• It Jmls. II 76 Two great

pointed arches crossing one another in a groined roof

+ Groiner. Obs~l [f. Groin v 1 + -er 1
]

A grumbler
;
a muimurer

1382 Wyclit Prov xxvi 20 The groyneie [L susnrrone]

withdrawen, striues togidere resten.

Groinery (groi n3n) [f* Groin sb 2 + -ery ]

Groms 01 groined work.
1880 L Wallace Ben-Hur 225 If he looked up, it was to

see the sky palely blue through the groinery of countless

date-beaiers, very patriarchs of their kind

t Groining, vbl, sb.1 Obs. [f Groin v 1 +
-ing 1

] The action of Groin v 1 a Gumting.

b. Murmuring
;
muttering, discontent.

a. 11440 Promp Parv 214/2 Groynynge of swyne,

grunnitns a 1529 Skelton Agst Gamesclie Wks. 1843 I.

118 joui grontynge, your groinynge lyke a swyne.

b c*i386 Chaucer Knt’s T 1602 The groynynge, and
the pryuee empoysonyng. ci440 Promp Parv 214/2

Gronyynge, or giutchynge, murmur. 15x3 Bk Keruynge
in Babees Bit 156 Than must ye reyse the vpper parte of

y« towell, 8. laye it with-out onygronynge 1591 R. Turn-
hull Expos. Jets 202 When without grudging or groyning

muttering or murmuring wee can pray as our Saviour

teacheth

Groining (groinnj), vbl sbA [f. Groin v &

+ -in» 1
] The action of GroIn vA (sense 2);

cotter the result of this, groined work, a groin or

arrangement of groins

a 1653 I J,ONES in Leom Palladio's Archit (1742) I 104

These Arches are commonly called Groinings 184s Todd
& Bowman Phys Anal. I 139 At this last situation two ribs,

analogous to groinings in architecture, intersect each other.

1870 F R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 119 The chancel has the

original Norman gioimng

+ Groining, ppl a. Obs. [f. Groin v.
1 +

-ING 1
.] a That grunts or growls, b. That

murmurs or grumbles. Hence G-roi*ningly adv.

1523 Skelton Garl Laurel 1376 The Gruntyng and the

groynnmge of the gronnyng swyne 2557-8 Phaer /Eneid
vn S y b, Both brystlyd groyning bores, & beares at mangers

yelling yawle <11656 Br Hall Rent. Wks (1660) 146 If

we be ready groymngly to repine at Hts correction, it

showes we do not acknowledge him for oui Father

Groiss, obs. form of Gross.
Groit, Sc. form of Groat.

tGrolI. Obs Also grol. [a. Du. grol c in-

conditus sermocmalor, auctor sordidus, proleta-

ry ’ (Kthan),] A foolish or superficial person;

a gossip, a smatterer. (App. peculiar to Bastwick.)

1637 Bastwick Litany 1 8 See the parishioners be rich

and plump as the grols said Ibid in. 21, I could be as

voluminous as any man, and yet never take quotations

at the second hand, as many grails in this age doe

Hence + Q-ro llery[Du grollenje], folly, + GroT-
lisli a

,
foolish, senseless, superficial.

1637 Bastwick Litany 1 6 One can scarce keepe from

laughter, to see the grolleryof it. Ibid 17 Such a multi-

tude of trumperyes and grollish ceretnonyes are brought in

by the Prelats Ibid 11 26 Who ha<J more policy m the

paring of hts nayles, then all the Grollish Pohtitians that

are now extant Ibid, m 14, 1 am pretily well acquaynted

with all their grolleries

t Grolling, vbl sb. Obs. rare~" x
. [Echoic; cf.

£•; oule , GorlJ ? Rumbling.
1398 Trevisa Barth de P. R vi xxi, Yf Jie mete be to

moche it » strecchej> stomak and blowej? it and bredep

grollynge and gnawynge in }>e wombe
Grom, -andise, obs. ff Groom, Gormandise.

Gromaly, obs form of Gromwell.
Gromatic (gwmae’tik), a and_ sb. [ad. L.

gromatic-us
,
grunt-, f. g> oma, gruma surveyor s

measunng-rod.]

A. adj. Pertaining to land-surveying

1873 Wagner tr. TeuffeVs Hist Roman Lit II 149 From
the gromatic work [of Frontinus] we possess only explanatory

excerpts Ibid 203 The gromatic writer Siculus Flaccus

B. sb. a. pi. The art of land-surveying or

castrametation. To. A writer on gromatics.

[1867 Burton Hist. Scot I ii 79 A certain Hyginus, who
calls himself a gromaticus or land-surveyor ] 1873 Wagner
tr PertffeCs Hist Roman Lit II. 147 We possess excerpts

from a work on gromatics. Ibid. 204 Balbus is repeatedly

quoted by the later gromatics

t Crroma'tical, a. obs. [Formed as prec.

+ -al.] = prec. adj.

441

1610 Holland Camden's Brit 1 255 Boetius and the

Gromaticall Writers have made mention of such mounts
1658 W Bubton Comm Antoninus' Itm 29 The Gromati-
call Authors 1718 Hlarne Rehq (1837)1 406 "I he accounts
given of the ancient Grumae or Gromae in the Gromatical
w riters

Gromble, obs. form of Grumble
Grome, obs var Grame sb. ;

obs f. Groom sb r

Gromel(l, obs. form of Gromwell
Gromercy, -ersy, -essye, -eaty, rare obs.

forms of Gramercy.
Gromet, -it . see Grummet.
Gromal, -ill, -llle, obs. ff Gromwell.
Gromme, var Grumme v Obs

, to ginmble

Gromwell (grp mwel). Forms: 4 gromyl(e,
gromylyoun, 5 gromylle, -llle, grumelle, -eyle,

5-6 gromaly, -ely, 5-9 gromel(l, 6 grommel(l,
-all, gremile, grumle, 6-7 grummel(l, grumble,

7 gromwel, grumell, 7-9gromil(I, 7- gromwell.
[a. OF gronnl (13th c m Hatz.-Darm ), gremil

(16th c ), mod F. gremil, of doubtful ongm The
form gromwel{l is late and the w is app. due to

analogy with speedwell See also Gbaymill.
As to the possible ongin of F gronnl

,
grimil\ several

suggestions have been made Its derivation fiom grdnitin

initu is impossible on account of the eaily form gronnl,

but the 15th c variants grinml, greml perhaps exhibit

some popular etymologizing approximation tog> am Hatz -

Darm. suggest that the second part is the word mil ‘ millet’,

while the first is of indeterminate origin ]

The common name for any of the plants of the

genus Lithospermum (N.O. Boraginacese ), charac-

teuzed by hard stony seeds, which were formerly

much used in medicine
<*1310 in Wright Lync P v 27 Ase gromyl in grene

grene is the grone, Ase quibibe and comyn cud is m crone

13 £ A A Hit P A 43 Gilofre, gjnguie & gromylyoun
a X387 Sinon. Barthol (Anecd Oxon ) 23 Granum soils, 1

milium soils, 1 gromil c 1425 Voc in Wr -Whicker 645/38

Hec gensta, gromylle c 1450 ME *Med Bk (Hemnch)

75 Ad lapidem lake gromylle [?> r. gromel seed] & percil

1589 Cogan Haven Health xxv (1636) 46 Grummell is not

used in meats but in medicine, especially the seeds 1621

Burton Anat Mel 11 iv 1 111 (1651) 368 For the kidnies,

grumell, parsly 1741 Compl Fatn -Puce 1 iv 243 Take
Seeds of Sraallage, Tieacle Mustard, Gramwell and Parsley

1851 S Judd Margaret \ xvi 135 Yellow bent spikes of the

gromwell 1888 Daily Nnvs 14 June 5/1 The gromwell

adds a touch of imperial purple

b. Preceded by a defining word forming the

designation of a particulai species. Common
Gromwell, Lithospei imimojficmale. Corn Grom-
well, L. arvense. Bastard Alkanet. Purple (or

Creeping) Gromwell, L. putpureo-catrulcum.

c Applied also to the genus Onosviodmm (False

Gromwell)
1578 Lyte Dodoens 11 cm 289 The Gromell is of two

sortes, one of the garden, the other wilde and the garden

Gromell also is of two sortes, greatand small 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11 clxxx § 1 486 The great Giomell hath long

slender and bame stalkes 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden
cCxxv 354 Great upright Gromel is that which usually

groweth In Gardens 1804 Med Jml XII 124 Bastard

gromill, salern, com gromwell, painting root, bastard Alka-

net 1837 Macgillivray Withering's Bnt Plants (ed 4)

in L[ithospermum] officinale. Common Gromwell Gray-

mill L. arvense Corn Gromwell L purpura cxrulenm

Creeping or Purple Gromwell 1804 Times 21 May 12/1

The tall-giowing corn gromwell, or bastard alkanet.

d. atlrtb ., as gromwell seed ; ^ gromwell-

gamer, a ‘ skinflint miser.

1588 J Harvey Discoursive Probl cone Proph 70 Hath
not euery vocation yeelded some such counterprophets,

and pennyfathers, very *gromelgaineis ? c *4<» tr Secreta

Secret ,
Gov Lardsh (EEIS) 77 Onojjer of Mede

affermyd mekyl profyt to vse greynes melyens fastyng,

bat er *Gromell sedes c 1440 Promp. Parv 213/2 Gromaly,

herbe (gromely sede), milium solis 1544 Phaer Regim.

Ly/e (15S3) Bjb, A bagge of gromell sedes 1553 Bes-

pubhea 1 1 24 But to rake grumle sede Avaryce ys a

Lone 1573 Tusser Hush xlv (1878) 97 Gromel seed,

for the stone 1694 E Floyd in Phil Trans XVIII.

46 Of the form and bigness of Gromwel seeds

Grond, obs. pa t. of Grind u 1

Grond(e, Grondage, obs. ff. Ground, -age.

Gronddar, obs form of Grounder.
Gronden, -ine, -yn, obs pa. pples of Grind v

Grondeswyle, obs, form of Groundsel sb 1

Grondsil, obs form of Groundsel sb 2

Grone, var Grane, Groinv.
1 Obs , obs, f. Groan.

Grone, groney, obs ff. Groin sb 1 and v 1

Gronie, obs. form of Groan v

Gronnard, Gronne, obs. ff. Gurnard, Groan.

Gronsel, obs. form of Groundsel sb?

Gront(e see Grind vA, Grttnt.

Grony, obs form of Groin sb !, Groan v

Groo, obs. form of Grow
Groof, grufe (gr«f), sb and adv Obs

.

exc. Sc.

Forms : 4-5 gruf(f, 5
~8 grouf(e, 8-9 groof, 5

gruffe, grouff(e, groffe, 5, 7 growffe, 6 growf(e,

6, 9 grufe ; also with prefixed prep 5 ogrufe,

7 a-groufe, agrtuf, 8 a grouf. [a ON. gnlfa,

in phr. dgrtlfu (in sense 1) — Sw. dial. 8. gmve ;

the occurrence offinstead of the normal v is un-

explained. .Cf. Groveling ]

GROOM.

1 In phr. On grufe (rarely on the grufe), later

agmfe, a-gtiuf face downwards, 111 a pione posi-

tion, grovelling. St. and north.

c 1375 Sc hey-bk. 11 786 He ley befoie joe giet altere

One gruff * <1x400 Marie AftA 3850 I nan Gawayne
gyrde to Jie gome, and one |>e groffe fallts Ibid 3869
Qwat gome was he that es one giowffe fallyne 9 cs470
Henry Wallace xi 574 In angwyss greiff, on grouff so
turned he 1483 Cath.Angl 259/1 Ogrufe, sniinvs 1500-20

Dunbar Poems xi i3Ly all on grufe, befoir that hich grand
ltoy 15x3 Douglas Mneis \i iv 24 He ruschis And
fell-on groufabufdeid Pallas bej r 1535 Stewart Cron Scot

33258 Sum on groufe la granand on the grene 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kit

k

(Wodrow Soc.) 460 1 hen [be] lay a-gioufe upon
his face, begins to pome out his heart to God *638 H
Adamson Muses' Threnodie (1774) xia And some lay swelt-

mg in the slykie sand Agruif lay some, others with eyes

to skyes a 1651 Calderwood Hist Kirk (Wodrow Soc )

III 574 Dunng the time of which prayei the Erie ofMoiton
lay on growffe upon his face 1719 Ramsay Earn Ep
Answ 11 20 Swith to Castalius’ fountain-brink, Dad down
a grouf, and take a drink.

2. On one's grufe : — sense 1 . Sc
1788 E Picken Poems 127 Doun on their groof lay five

or sax. 1826 J Wilson Nod Ambr. Wks 1855 I 293
Laym mysel doun a’ my length on my grufe and elbow

1887 j. Service Life <5 Recoil Dr Duguid 245 Streekit on
my grufe below some rowan tree

3 as adv. (or predicative adj") On the face, on

the belly ;
prone (Cf. Sw dial ligga gruve.)

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv 884 (9x2) She on here armes
two Fil gruf, andgan to wepe pitously C1400 Rom Rose
2561 Now dounwaid groffe, and now upright c 1430 Lydg
Compl Bl. Knt xxiv, He thus lay in lamentacioun Gruffe

on the grounde c 1460 Emare 656 She was aferde of the

See, And layde her gruf upon a tre. 1567 Turberv Ovid, s

Ep 70 b, With toren tresse and lying groufe Upon my face.

Groof, obs. form of Groove, Gruff.

Groo-groo, gxu-gru (grfrgtii). Also 8 groe-

groe, 9 grou-grou, [? Native name ]

1 . In the West Indies and South America, a name
for two species of palm, Astrocaryum aculealttm

and Acrocoima scleiocarpa.

X796. 183a [see sense 2] 1885 Lady Brassi \ The Tuidcs

128 Tne Groo Groo palms ( -Urocomia

)

we also saw for the

first time on this occasion 1892 Mar North Retail Happy
Life I 92 The pnnupal palms on the lulls were .

.

1 Mackaw -

foot ' and the ‘ Grou-grou

2. Usually groo-groo worm : Tlie grub of the

coleopterous insect Calandra palmaruvi.

1796 Stedman Surinam II xvi 22 Another negro also

brought me a regale of groe groe, oi cabl age-tree worms,

as they are called in Surinam i8z6 H N Collridgl

West Indies 215 note, I have some doubts also of the

admissibility of the Groo-groo v orms 185a Zoologist X
3662 The groogroo worm—so called because it is found in

a species of palm vulgarly called the graogroo. 1883 Im
Thukn A mong Indians Guiana 266 Gru-gru worm.

Groom (gr«m), sbA Foims
: 3-5 grom, 3-7

grome, 5-6 grume, 5-7 grooms, (5 groyme,

6 growme, gram), 6- groom. [Of difficult ety-

mology. Accotding to the evidence of the quots

‘boy, male child’ seems to be the orig. seiise

The word might conceivably represent an OE
*gr6m, f. root *gr6- of Grow v. + Tent, stiff, -mo- •

But there is no trace of the word m any Tent

lang.
;
MDu. and mod Du have grom fry of fisli,

offspring, (jocularly) children ;
an unauthcnticated

this does not correspond phonologically. The
relation, if any, between the Eng. or the Du. word

and OF gromet Grummet, is unascertained ,
-but

in AF. and Anglo-L documents gromet and its

latinized form grometus appear to be used for

groom in the senses 3-5 below.

There appears to be no evidence for an OF. gromme ;
the

grammes quoted by Du Cange is prob for gi owes pi of

gromet. The alleged ON g> dmr or gromr ' man has no

other authority than its occurrence tn the list of poetical

appellations applicable to yeomen, in the 14th c. expansion

of SnorraEdda (ed 1848, II 496) where it maybe from

ME]
+1 A man-child, boy Obs.

a ias5 Ancr R 422 Hire metden mei, Jxiuh, techen sum
lutel meiden, >et were dute of forto leornen among gromes

C1300 Havelok 790 Ich am now no grom, Ich am wel

waxen C1300 Behet 148 Tho he com he fond his sone

a god gomge grom C1300 Ptoverbs Heading xxxu, He
fareb so dot’ >e lujjer gram bat men euer betep on wij> one

smerte serde <*1330 Syr Degarre 242 The noli man .

fond the cradel in the stede, He tok up the clothes anon,

And biheld the litel grom C1330 Arth ^ Merl 980

(Kolbmg) Sfche childed a selcoube grome 1387 Xrevisa

Higdtn (Rolls) I 359 Kynde, i-hurt and defouled by

wyklcedness of lyuynge brynge> forp fonle grames ana

euel l-schape 1675 Cotton Burlesque upon B. 140 io

bring him Plums and Mackaroons, Which welcome are to

such, small Grooms

2 . A man, male person
;

in the pastoral poetry

of 16-17* c. freq. applied to shepheids (cf.

Herd-groom) . Sometimes contemptuous = f
fel-

low'. Obs. exc arch.

c 1330 Flortce 4 Bl 1088 (Hausknecht), I .fond hi hire an

naked grom I ^oite to habbe lqueld hem bope 0134°

CursorM 17609 (Laud) Loke we yem bow me might dp

Jiatdowghty grame [Colt, gum, Gdtt , Tnn gome] Ioseph of

Aramaty to vs to come c 1420 Chron . Vtloa. (Horstm.) 3986



GROOM. GROOP,

Stondyng in an heyron ]>ere, an hoi ribull foull grome c 1460

Tovmeley Myst xxx 128, I had leuer go to rotne, yei

thryse, on my fete Then forto grefe yonde grome £1470
Henry Wallace vi 728 Mony groyme thai maid full sar

agast £1485 Digby Myst (1882) 111 489, I wys ge seye

soth, je grom of blysse. cigto Lytellgeste 0/Robyn hode
(W de W ) 1. 16 There was no ynch of nis body But it was
worthe a grome 1549 Cornpl Scot vi 67, I sau mony
landuart grumis pas to the corne land to laubir there rustical

occupatione c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S T S ) v is In
May gois gentill wemen gymmer. In gardynnis grene thair

grumis to glaid 1588 Shaks lit A. iv 11 164 The fields

are neere, and you are gallant Groomes 1590 Greene
Never too late Wks (Grosart) VIII 204 She was weary of

the groomes [a shepherd] importunate fooleries 159S
Spenser Col Clout 12 A lolly groome was he, As ever piped

on an oaten reed 1603 Drayton Odes v 2 Let no bar-

barous Groome How brave soe’r he bee, Attempt to enter

1610 Fletcher Faitltf Shepherdess 1. 11, The prime of our
young Grooms, even the top Of all our lusty Shepherds 1

1625 Lisle Du Barias, Noe 1 The mighty Groome that led

his flocke and heard Fromhome to follow God, and sacrifiz’d

his sonne. 163a Heywood and Pt Iron Age v 1 Wks
1874 III 421 Can you find teares for such an abiect Groome,
lhat had not for an husband one to shed ? 1813 Wordsw
White Doe Rylst 1 11 And, up among the mooilands, see

What sprinklings of blithe company ' Of lasses and of shep-
herd grooms.

3 . A man of inferior position; a seiving-man,

a man-servant; a male attendant. Obs exc arch.
i*g7 R Giouc (Rolls) 22x4 Me may yse a bondemannes

sone & some gromes squiers & subJje knigtes some 13
K. Alts 7282 Ageyn heom come bothe lord and grom, For
to here what tidyng They broughte 13.. Guy Wamv
(A ) 234 pai sett hem to mete anon, Erl, baroun, sweyn,
and grom £1310 in Pol Songs (Camd 1839) 238
Gobelyn made is geruer Of grotnene mawe £ 1340 Cursor
M ri6io (Laud) The gromys [Cott suanis] tho bygan to

cty £1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1 206 That he shulde
drenche Lorde and lady, grome and wenche Of al the
Troian nacion. 14 Vac in Wr -Wulcker 585/48 Garcio,
a grome C1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 4559 Bathe grete
man and giome. £1450 Merlin sio The gromes toke the
palfreys and lepte up and rode into the foreste £1532 Du
Wns Introd Ft , in Palsgr 909 Gromes of thekechin, uarletz
decntsm 1596 Shaks 'Jam.Shriv 1.128 You logger headed
and vnpolhshtgroomes,What? noattendance? 1603—Macb
11 ii 50 Goe cany them [daggers], and smeare The sleepie

Groomes with blood a 163a T Taylor God's Judgem n.

vu (1642) 102 Maximinus, a Groome of base ana sordid
condition, borne of needy Parents, a 1654 Selden Table-T.
(Arb ) 62 Then all the Company Dance, Lord and Groom,
Lady and Kitchen-Maid, no distinction 1697 Dryden
Virg Georg, iv 627 Seated on a Rock, a Shepherd’s Gioom
Surveys his Ev'ning Flocks returning Home 1723 Pope
Odyss xx. 22X Two grooms assistant bore the victims
bound. 1863 Kingsley Hereto xviu 228 Your nephew's
lands are parted between grooms and scullions

Jig x6xa Donne Progr Soul, and Anntv 85 Thmke then,
my soule, that death is but a Groome Which brings a
Taper to the outward roome
4. The specific designation of several officeis of

the English Royal Household, chiefly members
of the Lord Chamberlain’s department . with
defining prepositional phrases, as Groom of the

{Privy, Great) Chamber
,
G. of the Stole, G. m

waiting
i
etc.

;
also + Groom of the Beds, + G. ofthe

Crossbows
1464 Mann % Househ Exp (Roxb.) 159 Item, the same

tyme .. my mastyre to the gromys off chambre ffore reshis,

xvj d. 1502 Pnv. Purse Exp Eliz. of York (1830) 42
John Browne grome of the beddes Ibid 54 Elys Hilton
grome of the robys 1530 Privy Purse Exp, Hen VIII
(1827) 70 Giles giome of the Crosbowes 1589 Puttenham

.

Eng Poesie 1 viu. (Arb ) 32 King Henry the 8 . for a few
Psalmes ofDauid turned into English meetre by Sternhold,
made him groome of his pnuy chamber. 1637 Wood Life
Sept. (0, H S ) I. 227 One of the gromes of the bed-
chamber to K Charles I. 1683 Evelyn Mrs Godolphin
(1847) 8 The late Countess of Guilford, Groome ofthe Stoole
of the late Queens Mother 1731 Genii Mag. I 35 Edward
Williams, Esq , made Groom of his Majesty's removing
Ward-robe 1818 Cruise Digest (ed.2) III. 143 Lord Roch-
fort being Groom of the Stole to His Majesty, 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby iv vi,A groom of the chambers indicates the way
to him

#
1868 Pall Mall G 23 July 5 S11 Henry was a

Groom-in Waiting to Her Majesty
5. A servant who attends to horses. (Until 1 7 th c.

only a contextual use of sense 3 ;
now the current

sense.)

[1340 Ayenb 210 [Huo] jiet mest hef> hors mest him faylej?

gromes and stablen 1333 Bale Vocacyon 26 b, An horse
grome of his came into my court one daye 1333 Brende
Q. Citrlws viu 161b, Tnei .receiued the horses of the
gromes of the stable. 1393 Shaks Rich. II, v v, 72, 1 was
a pooreGroome ofthy Stable (King) When thou wer't King ]

1667 Milton P L v 356 Thir rich. Retinue long Of Horses
led, and Grooms besmeared with Gold. 1718 Lady M W.
Montagu Let to Lady Rich 16 Mar , My grooms are
Arabs, my footmen french 1780 Cowper Progr Err 95
Like a slam deer, the tumbrel brings him home, Unmissed
but by his dogs and by his groom iBoa Wordsw Sonn to
Liberty

,
10 Friend I Know not', Mean handywork of crafts-

man, cook, Or groom 1827 Lytton Pelham viu, His groom
was walking about his favourite saddle-horse 1859 Art
Taming Hoi ses ix.150 It is a fact that a man does not ride
any better for dressing like a groom
6 . Short for Bridegroom. (Rate except in con-

text with bride.)

*604 Shaks Oth n, ut x8o Friends all In Quarter, and
in termes like Bride, and Groome, Deuesting them for
Bed. 161 1 — Cymb 111 vu 70 Were you a woman, youth,
I should woo hard, but be your Groome m honesty, 1700
Dryden Cymon If Iph. 540 By this the brides are waked,
their grooms are dressed ; All Rhodes is summoned to the
nuptial feast 1789 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) II. 270 The
bride and groom were so good as to call upon me. 1841

442

Browning Ptppa Introd. 50 What care bride and groom
Sa\ e for their dear selves 1850 Tennyson In Mem ConcI

83 Drinking health to bride and groom We wish them
store of happy days

7

.

attnb and Comb
,
appositive, as groom-boy

,

-falconer, -fellow,
-gameter, -purveyoi , + groom*

grubber {-grabber), an officer in the royal house-
Uold (see quots.).

1863 Kingslly Water-E 11 66 Among the lot was a little

*groom-boy, a very little groom indeed 1826 Hor Smith
'1 or Hill (1838) II 82 The young *groom falconer was out
this morning with his goss hawk 1823 Scott Pevertl \ 1,

There are two lackeys besides the other *groom fellow.

a 1483 LiberNiger in Househ Ord (1700) 70 One *groome
garaetour, to receive, to kepe, and to delyver the wheete
comyng from the countries 1326 Ibid 234 That he doe
cause the *Groome-Grobber to looke dayly to drawing out
the lees of the Wyne spent 1601 Ibid 284 Groom Grubber
. His office is to see that the vessailes which come into the
seller bee tight and full 1641 Negotiations Wolsey v 11
Thirteene Pages, two j eomen Purveyours, and a *groome
Purveyor
Hence (chiefly nonce-wds ) G-roo'mess, a female
groom (of the stole). Groo mish a , character-

istic of a groom, like that of a groom, hence
Groo'mishly adv. Groo xnless a

,
having no

groom. Gxoo'mlet, Groonuling, a diminutive

groom. Groo msMp, the office or condition of

a groom.
1624 T Scott 2ud Pt Vox Popult 11,

1

sold moreouer,
the place of "Groomesse of her highnesse Stoole, to six

seuerall English Ladye's 1834 R S. Surtees Handley
Ci oss (i8g8) I 140 To smoke cigars, pick up a steeple-
chaser, wear *groomish clothes 1836 New Monthly Mag
XLVIII 458 The tiger, though moie *groomishly attired,

is not less scrupulously exact 1870 Disraeli Lothair
xxvi 11, St. Aldegonde was lounging about on a rough
Scandinavian cob listless and *groomless 1824-8T Hook
Say 4- Doings (1836) 165 (Hoppe) *Groomlet 1834 Blck-
ford Italy II. 13 We wereobliged to be escorted by grooms
and *gioomluigs with candles and lanterns 1880 Miss
Braddon Just as 1 am II 230 The groomling in charge
slumbered placidly in the bottom of the carriage, with the
teins in his hands 1691 Wood Ath Oxon (1721)11 1036
Silas Titus In the Year following [1679] did, with the
consent of his Majesty, resign his *Gromesmp. 1882W H
Grentell m Standard 2 Nov 5/5 If I had been honoured
by the offer of a non Parliamentary Groomship.

Groom (grwm), sb 2 dial. Also' grom. [?A
western variant of CROME, Cromb] A forked
stick used by tbatchers. *»

1790 Grose Pi ov Gloss, Grom or Groom, a forked stick
used by thatchers for carrying the parcels of straw called
helms Wiltsk 1847-89 in Halliwell 1874 T. Hardy
Farfi . Madding Crowd xxxvu, He had stuck his rich-

rod, groom, or poignard into the stack.

Groom (grz7m), v. [f Groom sb l]

1 trans To tend as a groom , to curry, feed,

and generally attend to (a horse) , to * fettle \
1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1 x T 1 We were obliged to groom

them ourselves 1847 Tennyson Princ v 446 She’s yet a
colt strongly groom’d and straitly curb’d. 1856 Froude
Hist Eng (1858) I. iv 310 Ostlers quarrelled over such
questions as they groomed their masters' horses 1878
Bosw. Smith Carthage 237 The Numidian horses soon
recovered their condition when they were groomed day by
day with the old wine of Italian vintages
absol 1900 Blackw Mag Feb 223/1 If he understands

horses and can groom tolerably, he despises gardening.

2 transf. To tend or attend to carefully; to
give a neat, tidy, or * smart’ appearance to. Also
absol in to groom tip.

1843 Haliburton Attach

i

I ii. 26 Here was to clean and
groom up agin* till all was in its right shape. 1839 ^at
Rev. VII 363/2 The very chair jou sit on has to be
groomed x86x OurEng Home 86 He had to repair his own
buskins, mend the tables, and groom my lady’s chamber
*879 J, Burroughs Locusts <$• W Honey (1884) 125 Some-
times a few underclouds will be combed and groomed by
the winds . .as if for a race.

3 pass. To be made a bridegroom, nonce-use.
1824 Byron Juan xv. xxxix, It is an even chance That

bridegrooms, after they are fairly groom’d, May retrograde
a little in the dance Of marriage
Hence Groomed ppl a. (chiefly qualified by

adv), Grooming vbl sb,

1813 Sporting Mag XLII. 34 Feeding, grooming, trim-
ming and managing of most descriptions ofthe horse 1852
Dickens Bleak Ho, xxvin, The Honourable Bob Staples
daily repeats his favourite original remark that she is the
best groomed woman in the whole stud 1839 Jfphson
Brittany 111 29 The grooming was wretched, and I could
see some of the horses eating the straw 1896 Edith Thomp-
son in Monthly Packet Xmas No 80 Radetzoff, with his

neatly trimmed moustache, smart and well-groomed.
Groom, obs. form of Grum a.

Groomer (grzPmsi). [f. Groom v. + -er i
]

An instrument for the mechanical grooming of
horses (see quot.).

’’

*8*4 Knight Did Meek Suppl
, Groomer, an application

of the flexible or jointed revolving shaft to rotate a brush
used in the grooming of horses.

Groomet : see Grummet
Groom-porter. Obs exc. Hist,
1. An officer of the English Royal Household,

abolished under George III
; his principal func-

tions, at least from the 16th c., weie to regulate
all matters connected with gaming withm the
precincts of the court, to furnish cards and dice,
etc., and to decide disputes arising a,t_play.

1302 Privy Purse Exp Elis of York (1830) 35 Georae
Hamerton grome poiter 1303-4 in Ld Treas Act Scott
IT 337 Thomas Hallye, giome portair of the Querns chamir
x6io Ben Jonson Alchemist in 11, They will set him Vd
most, at the Groom-Porter's, all the Christmasse ; And, for the
whole yeare through, at euery place Where there is plav
present him with the Chayre a 1634 Selden Table-T (Arb

)

59 Though theie be false Dice brought in at the Groom-
Porters, and cheating offer’d, yet unless he allow the Cheat-
ing, and judge the Dice to be good, there may be hopes of
fair play 1678 Otway Friendship in F. 1 1. Wks 1728

1

244, I ran to the Groom-Porter’s last Night, and lost my
Money 1703 Lond.Gaz No 4095/3 Thomas Archer Esq Is
appointed to be Groom-Porter to Her Majesty 1716 LadyM W Montagu Basset-Table 99 At the groom-porter’s
batter'd bullies play. 1898 Daily News 7 Nov 4/5 From
Christmas to Epiphany, the Groom Porter kept an open
gambling house for the Court
transf 1768 Goldsm. Good n Man 11 i, He had scarce

talents to be groom-porter to an orange barrow
fig i6S9 Fuller App Inj Innoc. (1840) 350, I appeal to

tlie reader, whom I make groom-porter (termed by Mr
Camden, aleatomm aibitei), and let him judge who plays
with false, who cogs, who slurs a dye
2 pi Loaded dice (Cf. quot 1654 in 1 )
1687 Miege Gt Fr Diet n, Grumporters, heavy Dice, de

grosDez 1847 m Halliwei l.

Hence Groom-portership, the office of groom-
porter
1620 in Rymer Faedera (1707) XVII 236 Wee . doe give

and graunte unto Clement Cotterell Esquior the Roome
and Office of Gioomeporter or Groome Portership within
all and everie our Howse and Howses
Groomsman (gra mzmaen). [f. groom’s, geni-

tive of Groom sb 1 + Man, as a parallel form to

Bridesmaid, q. v ] A young man acting as friend

or attendant on the bridegroom at a marriage,
either alone (as * best man *) or as one of a com-
pany; = Brideman 2, Bridesman
1608 M. Henry Let 10 Oct. in Tkoiesby’s Corr. I 330,

I tell Mr Boyse he must let me have the honour of being
his groomsman at his next journey to Leeds. x86x S
Lyso.ns Claudia Cf Pi. 178 Then came the ceremony of
cairymgthe brides over the threshold by the groomsmen
1889 John Bull 2 Mar. 151/2 The bridegroom was attended
by his brother . . as gi oomsman. 1899 Daily News 30 Nov.
5/1 The old custom of having groomsmen at a Wedding was
revived yesterday afternoon at the marriage of — . . There
were five bridesmaids two pages, and nine groomsmen.

Groomy (gru mi), a [f. Groom sb.1 + «yl.]

Peitaming to or characteristic of a groom; ‘horsy’.
1832 R S SuRTrcs Sponge's Sp Tour 1 3 Mr Sponge’s

groomy gait and horsey propensities. x88i Cheq. Career
247 A correct groomy costume—which means corn trousers,

stick up round collais, and a tweed jacket
Comb 1833 G J. Cayley Las Alforjas II. no A most

disreputable groomy looking rogue

Groon, variant of Groin sb 1

Groond, obs. pa pple of Grind v.1

Groone, variant of Groin v 1 Obs.

Groop (gr«p), sb "Nov? dial Forms: 5 grope,
groupe, growpe, 5, 7, 9 dial, grupe, 6-7 groope,
8-9 Sc. gruip, 9 grup, groop. [a MDu. groepc

(Dn gtoep) = OFns , LG. gr&pe ; cf. also Icel.

gr6p groove, Norw
,
Sw grop hollow, cavity, Da.

dial, grob ditch. Cf. Gbeep.
In some dialects the word is used interchangeably with

Grip sb z
]

1 The dram or gutter in a stable or cowhouse j

= Grip sbf 2.

£1440 Promp Parv 216/2 Growpe, where beestys, as
nete, standyn {H P groupe of a netys stall), musita
tonum. 1483 CatA Ansi. 167/2 A Grupe, minsonum.
1664 Gouldman Diet

,
A groope in stables and houses,

vnnthorium 1674-91 Ray N. C Words (E. D S ), Grupe,
Groop, lat[r]ma 17 Mucking o' Geordtes Byre m
Whitelaw Bk Sc Song (1875) 221 The Mucking 0’ Geordies
byre And shooling the gruip sae clean 1825 Brockett
N C. Words, Grip, Gi~nap, Groop

,

the space where the

dung lies in a cow house, having double rows of stalls

,

that is, the opening or hollow between them 1899 J Col-
ville Stott. Vernacular 15 The open trench or gruip made
the byre unsavoury.

lb. A small trench, ditch, open drain ;
= Grip

sb 2 1 {dial) f Also Mil. a trench {obs.)

1556 J. Heywood Spider <5- F. lvii 129 Behold how
euene peece that htli there in groope Hath a spider

gonner with redy fired mach 0x825 Forby Voc E
Anglia, Grup, groop, a trench, not amounting in breadth

to a ditch If narrower still it is a gnp 1829 Brockett
N C Words (ed 2), Grip or Groop also a small ditch or

'open dram m a field

f 2 A groove
; a mortice Obs. (Cf. Groop v )

C1440 Promp Parv, 216/2 Growpe, yn a boorde, incas-

tratuia x688 R. Holme Armoury 111 108/1 To put in the

round Boards fitted together into the Groop made to receive

them.

t Groop, v. Obs. Forms: 4 groupe, 5 grope,

5-6 growpe. [Cf. Icel gt 6pa to groove (in car-

pentry), Fieroese grdpa to dig (a hole) ]
1 . trans. To dig (a trench).
CX330R Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8165 Sykes doge

graue & groupe. 14.. Medulla in CatA, Angl, 167 note,

Runco, to wedyn or gropyn.

2 . To groove, hollow out, incise. Also absol

14x2-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11 xi, Such as coulde graue

groupe or carue Or suche as were able for to serue With

lime and stone for to reyse a wall c 1440 Promp Parv.

216/2 Growpyd, as boorays or o)7er byngys, incastratus.

Growpyn wythe an yryn, as gravowrys, runco (K. P

.

castro) 1330 Palsgr. 576/1, I growpe (Lydgate), sculpe

or suche as coulde grave, groupe, or carve . this worde 15
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nat used in comen spetche 1638 A Read Treat Chirurg
vh. 52 [The] needles ought to have good eyes, and well

grooped, that they may receive the threads readily.

Grooper. Obs -° In 5 gropare. [f Geoop
v. +• -eh 1

] One who digs trenches.

14 Medulla, in Cath Angl 167 note, Runeto, a wedare
or a gropare

Grooper, obs form of Grouper.

t Grooving, vbl. sl> Obs [f. Groop v. +
-ing 1

] The action of the verb Groop
;
grooving,

gouging. Chiefly in Comb grooping-iron, a kind

of chisel or gouge ;
grooping tool, a cooper’s

tool for making * groops '.

C1440 Promp Parv. 217/1 Grow(p)ynge or gravynge
yryn, runctna, scrophtna 1453 Mem. Rtpon (Surtees) III

162 Et de 6d, solutis Ricardo Carvour et servienti suo pro
gropyng mensal dicti Purpityll 1475 Piet. Voc. in Wr
Wfllcker 807/29 Hec stroflna, a gropyng-yryn 1483 Cath
Angl 167/2 A Giupynge yren, rwicina a igoo Debate
Carpenter's Tools 3t m Hazl E P P. I 80 The groping-

iren than spake he Compas, who hath greuyd the ? 1688

R Holme Armoury m. 108/1 Grooping is the making of the
Rigget at the two ends of the Barrel to hold the head in.

Ibid 318/1 This may be termed the Coopers Grooping Tool

Groos, obs form of Gross.

GrOOSe (grz/z), v Sc. and north. Also 7
growze, 9 grooze, graze, [app a derivative of

Grue ».] intr To shiver, shudder.
1674-91 Ray N C Words (E D S ), Growze, to he chill

before the beginning of an ague-lit. 1806 Scott Lett I.

63-4 This story makes me grouze whenever I think of it

Hence Groo sing vbl. sb , Groose sb., shiveiing,

a shivering fit.

1825-80 Jamieson, Gruzin, Groozvt, a shivering 1825
Scott Fain Lett. 25 Aug (1894) II 345,

1

own one felt a
little gruse at a pass called Shanes Inn where they cut an
unfortunate Inspector of the Mail-Coaches to pieces with
scythes 1861 Sir R Christison Let m Life (1886) II,

xvi. 420 Ihe consequence was horrid groozing with goose-

skin, enduring for two hours 1862 J Brown Rab <$• his

friends^ 27 My patient had a sudden and long shivering,

a ‘groosin”, as she called it.

Groose, obs. form of Gross
Groot (gr«t), sb. Obs. exc dial Also 4-7 grut,

5 (9 dial ) gmte, 7 growl;, 8 grout. [Related to

OE grist. Gbit sb.\ and Grout sb., but the precise

nature ofthe relation is uncertain.] Mud, soil, earth

13 Coer de L 4339 The toun dykes wer Ful off grut,

no man myghte swymme c 1440 Promp Parv 218/1

Grate [MS. Harl. 221 garte, other MSS grut], fylthe,

limns. 1600 Hosp. Inc Fooles 62 All the horse and cowes
dung in time of dearth that grut or riff-raffe woulde be
good to make an Italian torto withal 1671 PIul Trans
VI. 2097 The earth, or Grewt. 1681 Grew Musseum ni. § 2

11 328 A sort of Tin Ore with its Grewt 1776 Prycl Min
Cornub 322 Great or Grit, a kind of fossil body, of sandy
rough, hard, earthy, particles 1827 D. Johnson Indian
Field Sports 294 In Devonshire the word groot is used by
all farmers .for dry earth 1880 W Cornwall Gloss

,
Gmte,

Greet, coffee grounds, finely pulverised soil 1B91 Martland
Gloss

,
Grute

,
loose earth, soil Gruie-rest, the meal-board

(mould-board) of a timbem-zole.

Hence Groo ty a., muddy
1848 S. Carter Midnt. Effusions 192 The measureless

solitudes shrubless and grooty

Groot (griit), v. See also Grout v 2 [app f.

Groot sb. Cf however ivroot, Root v ] Of ahog
To grab up or ‘muzzle’ the ground. Hence
Groo tmg vbl. sb.

1827 D, Johnson Indian Field Sports 247 Marks of their

feet and grootmg are visible m every moist place. Note,
Grootmg is .used by hog-hunters for the places where they
have been muzzling the earth 1834 Medwin Angler vi

Wales I 109 Heaps of earth,and holes, where the hogs had
been ‘grootmg’,

Groote, obs form of Groat.
Grooth, variant of Growth 2 dial Obs.

Grootte, obs. form of Groat,

Groove (griZv), sb. Also 5 grofe, groof,

7 groove, 7-9 grove, (7, 9 gruff, 9 groave,

grave), [ad. early mod Du. grotve * sulcus,

fossa, scrobs’, (Kihan), Du. groef=OLG. gruova,
OHG. grt*oba

,
MHG gt uobe, G. grube pit, hole,

ditch, mine, fosse (m Anat ), ON. grif pit, Goth
grSba, f. OTeut, root *grbt-, grab• (see GRAVE sb 1

and ».!).]
N

1. *A mining shaft; a mine, pit. Now dial.

t Also, m 15th c
,
a cave (obs.).

a *402-50A lexander5394 Makis he gracis to Hs goddis &
ban pe grofe entres. a 1483 Mendip laws in Phelps Hist
Somersetvn (1839)6Anyman that doth beginto pitch orgroof

. must stand to the .waist in the same groof 1631 Star
Ckamb. Cases (Camden) 01 Pulling the minors out of their

groves by head and shoulders 1666 Locke in BoyleH1st.

A tr (1692) xvii 137,

1

rode to Mmedeep, with an Intention to

make use ofit [a barometer] there, in one ofth e deepest Gruffs

(for so they call their Pits) I could find a 1698W. Blundell
Caval Note Bk (1880) 251 The pits where lead is digged, in

Derbyshire, are called grooves 1747 HoosonMmer’s Diet
Kj, Groove [is] the Mine or Work that a Man is employ'd
in, hence it is if a Question be asked, Where is Tom to day ?

He is gone to the Groove, he is at the Groove , sometimes it

is used for the Shaft 1797W G. Maton West Counties II

131 On Mendip they call their works grooves, and the miners
groovers, which are terms that seem to be peculiar to this

part of the country. 1825 J Jennings Observ. Diat W
Eng, 41 Gruff, a mine Gruffer, Gruffer,

a miner, x8ao J,
Hodgson in J Raine Mem, (1858) II 137 The coal is

worked by a grgve of fair quality. 1873 Swaledale Gloss

,

Grieve, a lead mine. Graver, a lead miner 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss , Groove or Grove 1 Derb. Amine,
b = Drift sb 15 dial.

1887 H. Miller Geol, Otterbum 4 Elsdon 130 Mou Jh-
groves, short levels, generally entering upon the crop of a
coal. 1893 Northitnibld Gloss , Grove, Grove-hole, Mouth-
grove, an adit level driven m from the surface for coal or
fire clay Sometimes this is called a grove-hole, but the
common term is a drift

2.

A channel or hollow, cut by artificial means,
m metal, wood, etc., eg the spiral rifling of
a gun, one of the air-passages leading from the
wind-chest to the pipes of an organ, etc

1659 Leak Watenvks 33 The Valves are marked with M,
the Groves by E 1664 Evelyn tr Freart’s Archit 130
Excavated Channules, by our Workmen call'd Flutingsand
Groeves 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc 187 This String is laid
in the Groove made on the edge of the Wheel 1688 R
Holme Amtomy m 89/1 Grove of a Screw, is the hollow
between 'the Thnds 175a W. & J Hai tpenny New

Designs iv (1755) 4 Feather-edged Boards, not more than
8 Inches wide, including Lap, Grove, and Tongue 1813
Scott Trtenn. 1 xv, Portcullis rose with crashing groan,
Full harshly up its groove of stone 1816 Sporting Mag
XLVIII 191 The slide [m a gun] still works freely, no rust
having been found on the groaves 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
882 He now forms the groove with a single stroke ofa small
file, dexterously applied, first to the one side of the needle,
and then to the other 1852 Seidel Organ 52 These parti-

tions are called grooves , every groove holds exactly as
much wind as is necessary to sound either a large or a small
pipe 1858 Greener Gunnery 363 He formed a number of
circular grooves on the cylindrical part of the bullet, in
imitation of the feathers ofan arrow.

b Theatr; (See quot iS8<5 )
1881 G Daniel Meriy Eng 332 At this moment the

scenes stuck fast in the grooves 1886 Stage Gossip 6g The
‘grooies’ are the supports for the ‘ wings ' and ‘flats’,

o. A channel or furrow of natural formation
a. spec in Anat and Zool.

1787 G White Selbome 111 7 The alternate flutmgs or
giooves and the curved form of my specimen 1828 Stark
FJeni Nat Hist II 389 The fore part of the head is gener-
ally more membranaceous than thehind part, with a longi-
tudinal furrow on each side, or a groove to receive the
antennae 1878 L P Meredith Teeth 157 A continuous
groove across . . the teeth near the gum 1899 J Hutchinson
Archives Sitrg X 145 The parts [of the nails] which have
received names, are the body, the root, the free edge, the
sides, the lunula, the matrix or bed, and the groove

b. gen.
a 185a Macgillivray Nat Hist Dee Side, etc (1855) 6
The groove or narrow valley m which the Dee flows 1865
Geiiue Seen 4 Geol Scot iv 80 Its rocks covered with ruts

and grooves, running m long persistent lines.

4 transf and Jig. A ‘channel’ or routine of
action or life Often in depreciatory sense ; A
narrow, limited, underrating course

;
a ‘ rut ’.

1842 Tennyson Locksley Ball 182 Let the great world
spin for ever down the ringing grooves of change 1868
Helps Realmah iv. (1876) 58 His ideas were wont to travel

rather in a groove 1869 Rogers Pref to Adam Smith’s
W N I 27 The whole course of legislation had flowed m
the same groove for centunes 1871 L Stephen Playgr
Em ope vm (1894) J74» I see that I am inevitably falling

into the old groove 1874 Green Short Hist x § 4. 806
Labour was thus thrown out of its older grooves. 1882
Besant Revolt of Man vui, (1883) 193 The conversation
flowed in the accustomed grooves

+ 5. A gardener’s transplanting tool. Obs,

1725 Bradley Fain Diet s.v Orange Tree, He must take
away with his displanting Groove as much of the Earth as
he can 1726 Diet Rust (ed 3), Groove, a GardmersTool
for transplanting Flowers.

6 attnb, and Comb , as groove-piece
;

groove-
board, in an organ (see quot.) ; groove-fellow,

one of a company of men working a mine or a

section of it in partnei ship ;
groove-going a , that

travels ‘ la a groove’, that keeps to one course

;

groove-hole dial (see quot. 1893 m sense 1 b)

;

groove-roller (see quot

)

1881 C. A Edwards Organs 53 Where there is
<
not

room for the entire sound board, or for the larger pipes,

they are supplied by means of grooves cut usually
in the upper board or in a kind of second upper board
called a “groove-board 1829 Glover's Hist. Derby 1. 74
Each person or company possessing their meer or meers
in partnership (called “groove fellows)

_
z88o Kinglake

Crimea VI xi 429 Under this discipline the “groove-S men winced m agony. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat
oluic 90 Iron *grooye pieces or channels which are let

into the stone-work of the side walls 1867 Smyth SculoPs
Word-bk ,

*Gi oooe-rollers
,
these are fixed in a groove of the

tiller-sweep in large ships, to aid the tiller-ropes, and pre-

vent friction.

Groove (grwv), v Also 5 groof, 8 grave
[f. Groove sb. Cf. Flem. groeven ‘ caslare, sculpere,

catiare ’ (Kilian) ]

1.

intr. To sink a mining shaft ; to mine dial,

a 1483 [see Groove sb. i] 1892 [see Grooving vbl $£.J
]

2,

trans To cut a groove or grooves in; to

provide with grooves (Also with out.) To
groove into

,

to fit into by means of a groove.
x686 PlotStaffordsh 174 Ifthe plaister fall out from be-

tween the Timber for want of grooving it round within

side before the plaister be laid on 1688 R Holme Armoury
111. 322/1 In these holes are threads of Screws grooved in-

wards 1721 Swift G Nim-Dan-Dean'sAnew toSheridan
28 One letter still anothei locks, Each groov’d and dove-

tail'd like a box 1751 W. & I Halfpenny New Designs
Cmnese Bridges 11, 8 The side Timbers and middle Pieces

ai e grav’d and bolted together 1808 Shelley Zastroszi

i Pr. Wks, 1888 1 6 One end being grooved into the solid

wall 1848 Bailey Festus ix (1852) 115 You see yon
wretched starved old man; his brow Grooved out with
wrinkles 1870 Ruskin led Art 11 44 It may be possible

to show the necessities of structure which groove the fangs

of the asp 1899 Edtn Rev Apr 316 A metamorphic rock
rent by earthquakes, fissured, grooved, eioded

3.

To cut m the form of a groove or channel

;

to excavate (a channel). Also, to force itself

along a channel.
1866 R S Storrs Serin, in Nat Preacher (N Y ), When

the searching, scientific spirit awakens among men,,, they
hunt the records that are grooved upon rocks 1881

Shairp Asp. Poetry v. 128 High-pitched imagination and
Mvid emotion tend .. to groove for themselves channels of

language which are peculiar and unique 1883 Century
Mag XXVII 146 The glacier moves silently, grooving the

record of its being on the world itself 1890H M Stanley
Darkest Africa II xxvin 259 The Rami-lulu [nver] had
eventually furrowed and grooved itself deeply through

4 pass, and intr To fit or be fitted as into a

groove, tare

1854 De Quincey IFarWks IV 271 Phenomena ofchance
growth, not so grooved into the dark necessities of our
nature, as we had all taken for granted 1886 C Gibbon
Clare of Clmesiitede I ix 109 Sheldon adjoined Winston,
and would groove into that estate nicely.

Grooved (grwvd),/// a. [f. Groove sb and

v. + -ed ] Provided with or having a groove or

grooves
,
furrowed ;

channelled ; spec, in Anat
,

Zool , Bot ,
and techn

1793 Martyn Lang Bot , Fun owed, fluted, or grooved
Stem a 1798 Pennant Zool (1812) IV 307 The aperture
[is] grooved at the margin. 1831 Brewster Optics xiv 118,

I discovered in almost every specimen a grooved structure,

like the delicate texture of the skin at the top of an infant’s

finger. 1836 Dubourg Violin ix (1878) 274 The ordinary
construction of the grooved violin. ,1849 E B Eastwiek
Dry Leaves 3 The deadly grooved rifle 1876 Routledge
Dtscov 33 Passing the metal between grooved rollers 1871-

8a Cassells Nat. Hist IV 252 The Grooved Tortoise,

Testudo sulcata 1882 Miss Hopley Snakes 223 The last

or back tooth of the maxillary bone is a grooved fang x888

5 Hislop in Life vm. (1889) 231 Low-growing plants with
grooved and jointed stems inhabited the marshes.

Grooveless (gru vies), a [f. Groove sb. +
-less.] Having no grooves
1855 Illustr Land. News 24 Nov. 6x5/4 Graduated groove-

less needles 1862 T Morrall Needle-making 22 A Mor-
rall preferred staying in England, and making an assort-

ment of grooveless needles 1886 Homil Rev (U. S ) Jan
30 God launched our flying planet and sent it spinning
round its grooveless orbit swifter tban a cannon ball.

Grooveling, -lyn, obs. forms of Gbovelllng.

Groover (gr«'V3.i) . Also 7 grover, 8 groaver,

9 gxovier, graver, gruffer, [f Groove v. +
-erI. Cf, TbvL.groever ‘ cselator, sculptoi ’ (Kilmn) ]
One who 01 that which grooves,

1. A miner. Now dial.

x6xo Holland Camden’s Brit 1 381 A fire begunne by a
candle, through the negligence of a grouer or digger 1653
Manlove Lead Mutes 119 To order grovers, make them
pay their part, Joynwith their fellows, or their grove desert

X693G Pooley in Phil Trans XVII 673 As to the finding

out the Calamine, the Gioovers tell me there is no certainty

at all, but that it is a meer Lottery 1778 Eng Gazetteer
(ed 2) s v. Matlock, The only inhabitants are a few groavers,

who dig for lead-ore 1797, 181S, 1873 [see Groove sb 1 1]

xSz^MAN'DZTiDerbys/i Miners' Gloss s v Grove, In Mendip,
they call the Miner, a Giovier 1893 Northwnbld Gloss

,

Grover, a miner who works in an adit level or a lead mine.

2 A tool for making grooves ; a gouge, rare
1863 Lubbock Preh Times 401 In the South the men have

bows and arrows, harpoons,, snow shovels, groovers [etc ].

3.

Comb, t groover-head, an appliance for

making grooves, attached to a wood-planing

machine.
1884 in Knight Diet Mech Suppl. 1893 Mod. Mechanism

(ed Benjamin) 387 A very desirable addition to grooving-

roachines is the solid expansion groover-head which is ar-

ranged so that without removing or changing the cutters

they will extend to double their width

Grooviness (grz7 vines) colloq [f Groovy
a + -ness ] The condition of being ‘groovy’;

tendency to routine.

1867 PallMall G. 1 Apr 2 The groovinessand insincerity

of Western diplomacy and the opposition of Russia 1887

Monthly Packet May 497 To extend one’s work and in-

terests is surely the best protection from narrowness and
grooviness, 1892 Blackw Mag. Sept 409 Hard work un-

relieved by competitivegames is apt to produce
1 grooviness ’,

Grooving (gr?7 viq), vbl. sb.1 [f. Groove v

+ -ING 1,] The action of the vb. Groove.
1. dial. MmiDg.
1892 Daily News 10 Mar 5/1 There are men still living

who remember the old mining days, when * grooving 1
for

calamine was the mam occupation of the [Mendip] district

2, a. The making or cutting of grooves m wood,

etc, "b The formation of channels or furrows in

the surface of rocks by glacial action, e. The
result of the action ; a groove or set of grooves.

AlsoJig
1728 R Morris Ess Anc Archit. 8x, I must just explain

the foregoing Plate concerning Fluting or Grooving. 1823

P, Nicholson Pract Build 159 Grooving and Rebating
consist in taking or abstracting a part which is every where
of a rectangular section 1846 E. Forbes in Mem Geol

Surv J. 345 This was the epoch of glaciers and icebergs, of

boulders, and groovings, and scratches 1850 Mrs Brown*
ing Woman’s Shortcomings 1, Her soul must slip Where the
world has set the grooving, i860 Tyndall Glac 1 11 20

The laminated structure . always corresponded to the
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superficial grooving 1877W Thomson Voy Challenger II

jv. 249 We can fully accept the grooving of rocks and the

accumulation of moraines as complete evidence of a former

existence of glacial conditions. 1883 L Oliphant Haifa.

(1887) 25 1° the groovings of rocks upon which the sea now
breaks. 1899 Q Rev July 159 The softer material would

be blown through the barrel without taking the grooving—
would strip, as it is technically called

3. attnb ,, as groovmg-head,
-hook

,
-plane, -tool

1678 Moxon Mech Exeic iv, 70 There are several other

Plains in use among Joyners, ns, . the Groovmg-plain, &c
1681 Ibid, xi 196 Of Grooving Hooks and Grooving Tools

1823 T, Nicholson 0fie) at Mechanic 582 Others are occa-

sionally used in forming any kind of prismatic surfaces, vi7

rebatmg-planes, gi coving planes, &c 189a Mod Mechanism
(ed Benjamin' 387 An expansion-gaining 01 grooving-

head

f Groo ving, vbl. sb ,
2 Obs A variant (peih

only graphic) of Grueing, shivering.

1637 Brian Pisse-prophet 11 (1679) 13 This party was taken

in the manner of an Ague with a grooving in the hack,

and pain in the head Ibid 111. 43 1638 A Read Chinn

g

xvu. 123 If a fever in these wounds doe appeal e with a
cold ana grooving, it is dangerous

Groovy (gr/7 vi), a. [f. Groove sb + -y i
]

1 . Of or pertaining to a groove, resembling

a groove.

1833 0 Byrne Artisan's Htmd-bk 383 Its mam puipose
is to keep the surface of the ivory slightly lubricated, so

that the ragmay not hang to it and wear it into lings or

groovy marks

2 fig. Having a tendency to run m ‘ grooves’

(cf. Groove sb 4). colloq.

188a Railway News 12 Aug 24.5/1 Railway managers are

apt . . to get a little
1 groovy 1893 Farmer Slang

, G) oovy

,

settled In habit; limited in mind 1896 Blacliw. Mag
July 96 Schoolmasters as a class aie extiemely grooVy.

Grooze, var. Groose v. Sc , to shiver.

Grop, obs. pa. t. of Gripe v 1

Gro pable, a tare. [f. Grope v. + -able.]

That can be felt.

14 . Medulla m Promp Parv. 214 note, Palpahs, grope-
able 1660 Fishes Rustick'sAlarm Wks (1679) 205 Thy
Disputation he it never so fullof groapable darkness, even
to thy Friends and Fellows yet its laid up close . . within
the lmnen shrewd of a dark Language.

Grope (group), sbl Also 1 grfip, 3 grap,

6 Sc. graip. [In sense 1, repr. OE. grdp (see

Grope v ) ;
in sense 2

, f. Grope v ]

+ 1 . Grasp
; fig. grasp of a subject. Obs.

Beowulf 353 Me fieste haefde grim on grape, c 1000
Guthlac 407 Waeron hy reowe to raesanne xifrum grapum
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 853 Esculapies creftes, & Galienes grapes
[L sagacissimas latentiwn reruin inventiones).

2. The action or an act of groping, lit andfig
1300-20 Dunbar Poems Uv. 7 Scho is lyk a gangarall

unto graip. 1894 Kingdom (Minneapolis) 20 Apr , The
grope ofa stricken soul 1899 Speaker 2 Sept. 237/1 A step

and a grope would tell me.

+ Grope, sb.2 Obs. A kind of nail.

[141X in Rogers Agnc. Pr (1882) III 546/3, 50 grope
& 1 c clout nails ] 1425 in Kennett Par Antig. (1818) II

253 In clavis carectat , gropys, et alus ferramentis xu sol

iv den 1720 Stryfe Stcnv's Sum Land (1754) II v x.

280 The length and bieadth of the Gropes belonging to the
wheels of the Carts

Grope (group), V Forms : r grfipian, 3 gra-
pien, grapm, gropien, 4 gropen, {pa. ppk.
ygrope), 4-6, 9 Sc. and north, grape, 5 gropyn,
groop(e, 5, 7 groppe, 6-8 groap(e, Sc. graip,

3- grope [OE. grdpian =* OHG. greiphbn, grei-

fon OTeut. *graip8jan
,
f. *gratp& fem. (OE. grdp

grasp, OHG. greifa fork => Graip), f. *graip-,

ablaut-var of *gnp-, whence Grip sbP and v x
]

1

1

tntr To use the hands in feeling, touching,

or grasping
; to handle or feel something. Obs.

Beowulf 2085 He msejnes lof nun costode grapode gearo-
folnv £8*5 Vesp. Ps. cxiu. 13 (cxv. 7] Honda habbao & ne
grapiaft a 1000 Riddles xlvi 3 Ic on Jiaet banlease bryd
grapode hygewlonc hondum. c 1203 Lay. 30269 He grapede
an his nebbe he wende \>sx hit bledde. c 1325 OldAge 111

E E, P (1862) 149 Ihc ne mat no more grope vnder gore
138a Wyclif Wisd xv. 13 The maumetis of naciouns to
the wbiche nouther sQte of e^en is to seen ne fingns of
hondis to gropen. 111386 Chaucer Can Yeom Prol T
683 Look what ther is, put in thyn hand and grope c 1440
Hylton Scala Per/. (w. de W. 1494) 1 lv, Now may J?ou
grope [L palpare] that this ymage is not nought 1471 Ripley
Comp. Alch. v xhv. in Ashm (1652) 139 Fyrst examyn,
grope and taste 1309 Hawes Past Pleas, x (Percy Soc

)

37 They grope over where is no felynge 1368 Gd. Counsel
19 in Kingis Q. (S. T. S ) 52 Graip or thow slyd, and creip
furth on the way
2

_

To attempt to find something by feeling about
as in the dark or as a blind person, to feel for
(or after) something with the hand (or other tactile

organ, rarely with an instrument) ; to feel about in
order to find one’s way.
971 Bhckl. Hom 131 Hie grapodan mid heorahandum on

pa eorpan, & nystan hwyder hie eodan c 1000 jElfric
L>eut xxvm 29 Jhet )iu grapie on midne dsej, swa se blinda
deoon bistrum c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T 302 She gropeth
alweyforther with hir hond And foond thehed c 1430-40
Lyog Bochas m. vl 16 With her handes for to fele ms
hede, And to grope after both his eares twayne c 1440 York
Myst. xlvi 238 Go we groppe wher we graued hir, If we
fynde oujte pat fane one in fere nowe 1333 Covesdale
Ruth in. 8 Now whan it was midnight, the man was afrayed,
and groped aboute *5*5-73 Durham Depos (Surtees) 211
Robson groped about his girdle for his key. 1660 F Brooke
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 11 Gjroapmg with ourhands in the ssrd

1687 A. Lovell tr Thevenot's Trav it 121 A covered way
that is so dark, that one must groap along as they go in it.

1700 S L tr Fiyke's Voy .E Ind 96 [They] searched our

Boat veiy narrowly, and then with their Hooks groped all

round the outside 1783 Burns Halloweui iv, They steek

their een, an graip an’ wale, Formuckle anes and straight

anes
1

179a J Barlow Consptr Kings 82 Dim, like the

day-struck owl, ye grope in light 1838 Dickens Ntch
Nuk xv, Hats and bonnets having been groped for under
the table. 1864 Tennyson AylniePs E 821 He groped as

blind, and seem’d Always about to fall

b. Applied to the catchmg of fish, esp trout,

by feeling for them in the water. Const, for

,

also in indirect pass
1603 Shaks Mens forM x. 11 91 Groping for Trowts, in

a peculiar River 1678 Bunyan Pilgr Apol
,
Fish must be

grop’t for, and be tickled too 169a R L’Estrange Fables

c'wxxi 121 A Boy was Groping for Eles, and layd his hand
upon a Snake 1834 Landor Exam Shaks Wks 1846 II

272 Every carp from pool, every bream fiom brook, will be

groped for

o fig To behave as if blind or m the dark , to

search blindly, tentatively, or uncertainly (for,

after) ; f to make a blind guess at.

c 1323 Know thyself99 in E, E P. (1862) 132 Ji Concience
schal )>e saue and deme, Whejier bat J>°u be file or good,
Grope aboute and take good geme c 1340 CursorM. 13590
(Trin ) Whenne J>ei had stryuen as* I telle bei groped &
coude no cause fynde c 1386 Chaucer Can Yeont Prol
4- T 126 Ay we han good hope It for to doon, and after it

we giope, 1538 Knox First Blast (Arb ) 44 Greate wonder
it is, that in so greate light of Goddes truthe, men list to

grope and wander in darknes 1389 Pappe w Hatchet
E ij b, It was well groapt at 1394 1 . B La Pnmaud Fr
Acad 11 Ep Rdr , If they wilt but grope after Him, 111

whom we all hue, mooue, and haue our being. 1682 Dryden
Reltg Laici 23 As blindly groped they for a future state

1718 Prior Solomon i. 723 O wretched impotence of human
mind ! We darkling grope, not knowing we are blind 1779
Johnson 16 Apr in Boswell, Mallet, I believe, never wrote
a single line of his projected life of the Duke of Marlborough
He groped for materials, and thought of it. 1845 Maurice
Mor. * Met Philos in Encycl Metrop II 600/1 The
scientific principle which Parmenides had been groping after

1850 Tennyson In Mem lv, I stretch lame hands of faith,

and grope 1867 Freeman Norm Cong. (1876) I App 665
A minute knowledge which certainly cannot be got by the
dull process of groping in the Chronicles. 1889 Jessopp
Coming of Friars vii 325 The piophets had been groping
after a formula which might be their strength.

d. To grope one's way : to find one’s way by
feeling about or groping; to feel one’s way; to

proceed m a tentative manner ht andfig
1580 Baret Alv G 567 To prone, trie, or feele the way as

he goeth to grope the way 1714 Gay Trivia in 224 Hence
wert thou doom’d in endless Night to stray Through Theban
Streets, and cheerless groap thy Way. c 1789 Gibbon A uto-

biographies (1896) 227, 1 groped my way to the chappel and
the communion-table by the dun light ofmy catechism 1824
W. Irving T Trav. I. 93, I groped my way out of the
room 1838 Dickens O 7 wist xxvm. We groped our way
down stairs in the pitch dark 1862 Sir B Brodie Psychol
Inq. II 1 7 With our limited capacities, we are compelled.

.

to grope our way as well as we can

f 3 trails To touch with the hands
,
to examine

hy the touch; to handle, feel; to probe (a wound)
Also, to take hold of, grasp, seize Obs.
exooo Mwvac Horn II 134 Se cuma his cneow giapode

mid his halweudum handuni a 1223 Anci R 378 Auh
is for sum bet schal reden bis mouh reaSe, bet gropieS hire

to softe noSeleas. c 1250 Gen 4- Ex 1344 Ysaac wende
it were esau, for he grapte him and fond him ru a 1300
CursorM 18694 Thomas he lete To put his hand in at nis
side, A1 for to grape his wond wide c 1375 Sc. Leg Saints,
Magdalena 459 pe child cane grape be modyr pape, for

fud to tak 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III 449 He by-
clipped pe deed body and gropeb the woundes c 1440 York
Mysf. xlii. 37 Se bat I haue flessh and bone, Gropes me
nowe c 145a St Cnthbert (Surtees) 850 It [an animal] walde
of him he graped and fedde, 1301 Douglas Pal Hon 1

lxvm. Oft I wald my hand behald to se Gif it alterit, and
oft my visage graip 1373 Gamut Guidon m iv, Ichould
twenty pound your neele is in her throte • Grope her, ich
say 1 Me thmkes ich feele it. 1397-8 Bp Hall Sat 11 iv
to Grope the pulse of euerie mangle wrest 1641 J. Shute
Sarah Hagar (1649) 88 Those that giasp and grope all

that they can pretend any right to .. shall nnde God blowe
upon it, and make it uncomfortable *647 J Hall Poems
11 98 They grope but Aire 1730 Swift Ladies Dressinq-r
03 But Strephon, cautious, never meant The Bottom of the
Pan to grope 1738 Johnson London 131 Slaves that

Can Bafbo's eloquence applaud, and swear He gropes his
breeches with a monarch's air.

f b. in indecent sense, Obs.

13 . Sir Beues 3103 (MS A ) pow gropedest be wif antjt
toTowe. a 1380 St Bernard 133 m Horstm Altengl Leg.
(1878) 43 Heo lay stiile a luytel whil, pen heo groped him
atte laste 1664 Wood Life 26 Jan , Kissed her ana groped
her and felt her brests

C To handle (poultry) in order to find whether
they have eggs.

1590 Nashe Almond for Parrat 3 Groapmg his owne
hennes, like a Cotquean i6rx Cotgr., Appiendre aux
poissons A nager, to teach fishes to swimme ; (an idle, vame,
or needlesse labour) we say, to teach his grandame to grope
ducks.

t d To probe with an instrument Obs rare^
1610 Markham Master/ n. xcv 383 Then grope the hoofe

with a paire of pinsons round about vntill you haue found
the place gneued

e To search, rummage. Obs exc *5V
1326 Skelton Magnyf 2258 Nay, I know well mough ye

are bothe well handyd To grope a gardeuyaunce, though it

be well bandyd 1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev II m v, AH men
in black, spite of their Tickets of Entry, are clutched by the
collar, and groped.

+ f Jiyperbohcally Obs
011240 Snudes IVaide m Cott Horn 231 Se bicke is prinne

be bosternesse bat me hire mei giapm 01300 Cursor M
23242 Of helle be sext paine es suilk mercknes men mai
it grape 1340 Hampole Pr Cause 6566 Swa mykel
myrknes, pat it may be graped, swa thik it es «

1

4

s fig a. To apprehend as something palpable
Often with clause as obj. Obs
13 K Alts 6627 Monye buth theo merveilles of Etlnope,

That Alisaundre hath y-grope. 1390 Gower Conf I 205
This king hath spoke with the pope And tolde all that he
couthe grope, What greveth in Ins conscience 01470
Harding Chron ccxlu App ix, Your nauy maye receaue
vytayle in that countre, A longest the water of Foorth, as
I can grope 1584 FrNNER Def Mvusieis (1587) 70 Winch
meaning.., if he could not grope it by the purpose wee had
in answenng the first obiection : yet it was maruelous hee
espyed it not by our words a 1603 T Cartwright Confut
Rhein N. T (1618) 561 This doctrm is so evident that it

is marvell that any can be so sencelesse as not to grope it

x6xx Middleton & Dekkxr Roaring Girl 11 1, 'Ihou’rt
familiarly acquainted there, I grope that 1617 Coiliks
Def Bp Ely 11 vm. 329 So notorious is the origmall cor-

mption of mankmde, that sense gropes it, and nature
feeles it 1642 Rogers Nauruan 350 When yon might
have felt and groped the Lord 111 his manifest pro\ idence

+ b To take hold of (a person) mentally. Obs
1602 Marston Ant 4- Mel v Wks 1B56 I 60 As I am

a tiue knight, I feele honouiable eloquence begin to grope
mee alreadie.

+ c. To make examination or trial of, to examine,

sound, probe (a peison, the conscience, etc.); to

investigate (a matter) Obs
a 1223 [see Groping vbl. sb. (and quot 1] c 1386 Chaucer

Prol 646 Whosokoulde inoothur thynghym giopeThanne
hadde he spent al his Philosophic. — Soiupn T 109 Ihise
curatz been ful necligent and slowe To grope tendrely a
conscience c 1440 York Myst. xxm 104, 1 1 ede we grope
[am how b»s game is begonne c 1450 Myrc 912 When he
seyb I con no more Freyne hym

)
us and giope hys sore

[1 e sm] 15x3 Douglas Aeneis 1 Prol 502 Gif I haue
failjeit, bald[l]y repruif ray ryme, Bot first, I pray 30U, grape
the mater clene 1323 Skelton Garl Laurel 617 Sume
fay ne themselfe . medelynge spyes, by craft to grope thy
mynde 1342-5 BriNklow Lament 23 b, Prestes, as longe
as they shall grope our partyculare synnes. 1357 N T.
(Genev ) Acts xxiv Contents, Felix gropeth him, thinking
to haue a bube. 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie’s Hist Scot
v 296 Fenela, quhome nature had formet to dedeiue, giapet
the kingis mynd. a 1651 Calderwood Ihst. Kirk (1843) 1

1

313 Davie gropped their mindes, how they were affected to

the banished lords

5 . Togrope out\ to find by feeling about. Chiefly

fig To find by tentative effort ; to search out.

1590 R. Hitchcock Quintess Wit 17 So muche lesse we
doo gather and groape out the trueth 1647 Trapp Comm
1 Cor 1. 21 Not the Jews by their deep Doctours, nor the

Gentiles by their wits and wizards could grope out God
1701 Cibber Love makes Man iv 11, At last I have grop’d

out a Window, that will let me into the Secret 1727 A
Hamilton New Acc E. Ind I p xxn, Our Duty is

set before us m the brightest Light, while theirs is to be
groped out hy the dark Glimmerings ofvery fallible Reason
c x8zo Hoitlstoils Juvenile Tracts No 11 Hold Up your
Head 12 He will grope it out, and brood over it 1846

J W Crokeriii C Papers 4 Feb (1884), You. enable me
to grope out somewhat of the present posture of affairs

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav 150,

1

began to hack frozenly

at a log which I groped out

G-rope, obs f. Groop sb ;
var Groop v.

Groper pm), [f. Grope v. + -er1 ]

1 One who gropes, m various senses of the vb.

x$6y I>rakt

H

orace'sEp 1 xvm Fv, A groper after nouel-

ties 1693 Evelyn De la Quint Compl Gard ll 86 Ihose
Gropers, who, to gather one according to their Mind, will

spoil a hundied by the violent impression of their Unskillful

Ihumb 1760-72 H Brooke Fool ofQuality (1809) III. 26

A substitute in the want of knowledge, a groper in the want
of light 1781 H Swinburne Crts Europe Last Cent

{1841) I 379 A groper in politics, without sufficient steadiness

or understanding to carry through a great - plan 1899
Blackw Mag Feb 348/1 Thou gropei after vainglory.

b. slang. A blind man , the blindfolded player

in the game of blind-man's-buff.
a 1700 B E Diet. Cant Crew, Gi opers, blind Men 1813

R. H in Examiner 17 May 315/2 A man nearly

approached by the darkened groper

2 Naut Channel groper, North Sea groper

a cruiser stationed in the Channel or the North Sea

1830 Marryat King's Own xm, If he is an old channel

groper,we shall have some difficulty 1867 111 Smyth Sailor s

Word bk

3 . Old slang A pocket.
1789 G Parker Lifes Painter 130 Gropers, pockets.

Q-ropep, obs. form of Grouper.

Gropery (grou pari), nonce-wd. [f. Grope v

+ -ery.] The action of groping (in the dark)

*777 T. Twining Let Dr Burney 16 June in Country

Clergym iSlk C (1882) 31 What the deuce, then, should

make you shrink now, when almost all diudgery, and

giopery, and pokery is over?

Groping (gr<?u pig), vbl. sb [f Grope v. +
-ING1 In OE grdpung ] The action of the verb

Grope in its vanous senses
, + m early use, touch,

the sense of touch ; in gi'opmg, to the touch {obs ).

c 1000 jElfric Horn I 234 ForSan Surh his [jc St Thomas’s]

grapunge we stnd ^eleaffulle 0x225 Ancr. R. 206 Mid
luue speche, cos, unnende gropunges Ibid 3i4Unneaoe,

f>auh a. last, f>uruh hen abbodes gropunge, he hit seide

c 1380 Wyclif Serin Sel Wks I 249 pese [fyve] wittis ben

clepid sigte, and heenng, smelling and taist, wib groping

1398 Trevisa Barth De P R in xxi (1495) 60 The wytte

of gropynge. Ibid xvn I11 (Tollem MS ), Ebenus is

playne anasmobe in gropynge. c 1440 Jacob'sWell219 Wynt
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mowth in kyssyng, wyth hand m gropyng c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S 1 S) iv 52 I hair follows thingis threTo gar

thame ga in gucking, Brasing, graping, and plucking

*59+ T B Let Prtmaud Fr Acad 11. 549 Euery Spirit

always searcheth after God as a blind man goeth by
groapmg 1791 Burke App Whigs 84 They lost their way
by giopmg about m the dark, ana fumbling among rotten

parchments and musty records 1830 D'Israeli Chas I,

III vn 119 Feeling our way in these cautious gropmgs
after truth 1847 Halliwell, Groping, (1) A mode of

ascertaining whether geese or fowls have eggs Van dial.

(2) A mode of catching trout by tickling them with the

hands under rocks or banks 185s Lynch Rivulet xl 1, Is

life a groping and a guess, A vain cry in a wilderness?

1888 Athenaeum 1 Dec 739/1 The tentative mathematical
gropings of the Egyptians and Phoenicians.

Groping? (gr<L pig), ppl a. [f Gbope v. +
-xng 2

. ] That gropes, in senses of the vb.

13 . E. E A lilt P. B 591 He is be gropande god 1599
Marston Sco, Villanie 1 111 184 Shall Curio streake his

liras on his daies couch, In Sommer bower? and with bare

groping touch Incense his lust? 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues

309 The groping World had so bewildred it self in an
endless Maze of Errour 1714 Gay Trivia it st The
groaping Blind direct x86x Tulloch Eng Punt, i 75
Amidst its wild and groping earnestness, it sheds a vivid

light upon the inward man ,

absol 1850 Mrs Browning Poems II 168 Or, that a

hundred of the groping Like himselfhad made one Homer.

Gropingly (grff» pirjli), adv [f Gropingppl. a

+-LY?J In a groping manner; as one feeling his

way blindly or in the dark lit andJig
1550-67 Thomas Ital. Gram , Diet ,

Tentone, gropyngly,

as he that goeth in the derk i6ao T Granger Div Logike

41 To our sences, whereby we attaine gropingly, and
creepmgly to some apprehension of the forme. 1660 tr

Amyraldus' Treat, cone Relig 1 1 4 This Divinity whom
men have sought after, as it were, gropingly in all Ages
1848 C Bronte J. Ey>e xxxvn, He descended the one
step, and advanced slowly and gropingly toward the grass

plat 1885 E F Byrne Entangled 1 . 1 xvl 295 The fly

felt it gropingly with its antennae

Grapple {grp p’l), v dial [var of Grapple v
,

after Grope ] zntr. = Grope v 2 b.

i860 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xxx, Tom . had gone
off to the brook to giopple in the bank for crawfish Ibid

xlvu, Creeping brooks afforded good sport for small truants

grappling about with their hands

-f- Gropsing. Obs. [Cf Grasp si 4 and
Grisping ] Twilight
1606 in Wilts A rchmol Mag XXII 227 Both came untq

the sayd Tryvatts howse m the gropsing of the yevening

Groroilite (giuroi loit), Min [f. Grom (see

below) + -Lite. (Named by Berthier, 1832) ]

Earthy manganese, occurring in roundish masses,

of a brownish-black colour with reddish-brown

streaks ,
wad

1844. Dana Mm (ed d) 444 The Groroilite of Berthier

occurs in rounded pieces in sand and clay at Groroi, Cau-
tern, and Vecdessos m France

Gros, pa. t. Guise v. Obs.

Grosbeak (grffu*sb*k) Also 8 gross-peak. [ad.

F gros-bee, f. gros large + bee beak.] A name given

to anumber of small birds having a large stout bill,

chiefly of the families Fimgilhdm and Floceidse.

The common grosbeak is the hawfinch {Cocco-

thraustes vulgaris') Other species are indicated

by a defining word prefixed, as green grosbeak =3

Greenfinch i ; pine g ,
Pimcola enuclealor

cardinal g. (see Cardinal sb 7) ;
grenadier g.

(see Grenadier 2 2 a) ;
sociable g ,

a South

African weaver-bird, Fhilhetaerus soems ; also (m
U S) blue g. (Gmraca cmruled), evening g,

{Hesperophona vesperhm), rose-breasted g.

{Hedymeles ludovicianus

)

1678 Ray Willughby's Ormth. 244 The common Gros-

beak Coccothi austex vulqarts 1730 Mortimer in Phil.

Trans XXXVI 430 Cocothraustes ceerulea ,
the blue

Gross-Beak Cocothraustes purpurea, the purple Gross-

Beak 1767 G White Selborne (1853) 364 Mr B shot

a cock grosbeak which he had observed to haunt his garden

1773 Gentl Mag XLIII 220 The red throated Gross-

beak 1810 A \Vilson in Poems 4 Lit. Prose (1876) I.

222 The blue grosbeak 1850 R G CummiNG Hunter's Life
S Afr (ed 2) I 233 Many of them [cameel-dorn trees] were
inhabited by whole colonies of the social grosbeak. *859

Amer Cycl. Ill 283/1 The pensile grosbeak swings its

basket nest from a pendant twig over a running stream

The sociable grosbeaks unite m the construction of a large

basket-like cluster of nests .. in a single structure 188s

Century Ma^ June 210 Hear the grosbeak's whistle bold

1884 Roe in Harper's Mag Mar 619/1 One of our most
beautiful visitants is the pine grosbeak.

II Groscheu (gw* Jen). Also 7-8 groshen, (8

grosch). PI grosohen; also 7-8 groshen (s,

8 grosches, 9 groschens [G groschen raasc

,

alteied form (not dim ) of MHG. gros, giosse = F.

gros : see Gross sb 2
] Before the establishment of

the present German monetary system, a small silver

Coin and money of account variously or

jfo of a thaler

1617 Moryson Itin. 1 35 Here each man paid seuen

maria-groshen for meat c 16a* J, Taylor (Water P ) Wks.
(1630) 1 67/1 The Grosh, Potcnandle, Stiuer, Doyte, and
Sowse Compar'd with me, are all scarce worth a Lowse

1753 Hanway Trav (1762) I vn ‘ lxxxviiu 407 They keep
their accounts here m gilders, grosch and phennigen 1756-7
tr KeysleVs Trav. (1760) IV. 305 Reckoning the quart of

wine only at four groshens 1823 W. Irving Life 4 Lett

(1864) II, 149, I am let off for two dollars eight groschen

VOL. IV.

fine 1831 Carlyle Sarf Res (1858) 136 Their Flag .had
you sold it at any market-cross, would not have brought
above three groschen 189a Zangwill Cktldr Ghetto 11.

5 With our Groschen let us rebudd Jeiusalem and our holy
Temple. * _

II Gros de Naples (gw d? nap’i) [F. gros

Gross a, used subst ] A heavy silk fabric, made
originally at Naples. Also attnb. So ||

Gros de
Sours, a similar fabric ong. made at Tours
1799 W Tooke View Russtan Evip III 510 These

manufactories .make taffety gros-de-tour, velvet, and
various kinds of half-silks 18*8 Lights ff Shades I 239
Mrs Gubbins had a new Gros-de-Naples silk bonnet ana
feathers 1848 Clough Botkie ir 90 We should soon see

them abandon gros-de-naples for plain lindsey-woolsey.

Gros(e, variant or obs form of Gross.

Groser (grdu zai) Obs exc. Sc. and north.

Also 7, 9 grozer, 9 grosier. [ad. F.groseille,

with substitution of r for final /] A gooseberry.

Also attnb
,
as groser-busk

1548 Turner Names of Herbes 88 Vua crispa is also

called Grossulaua, m english a Groser bushe
;
a Goose-

hery bush 1615 Lawson Orch. 4 Gctrd m. in. (1668) 3
Bushes bearing berries, as Goose-berries or Grosers. 2674
osselyn Voy New Eng 72 The Gooseberry-hush, the

erry of which is called Grosers or thorn Grapes. 2833
Gentl Mag I 597 A garden filled with grosier bushes. 2886

Ckesh. Gloss , Grosiei

.

1893 Northwnbld Gloss, s v , An
eager person is said to ‘Jump like a cock at a grozer

1

.

Groser : see Grocer, Grosser
Groset (grozet) Sc Also 8-9 grozet, 9 gro-

sert, grossart. [f. Groser,by addition ofexcrescent

/, and subsequent omission of r] A gooseberry.

1786 Burns To a louse 26 Ye set your nose out As plump
and gray as ome grozet 2824 Scott Redgauntlet Let xili,

Saunders lap at the proposition, like a cock at a grossart.

2890J Service IhirNotandums 111 14 A chappino' grozets.

attnb x8ax Galt Annals Parish xxvm (1895) 278 Many
. had planted groset and berry bushes. 28*3 Blackw Mag
XIII. 367 His grozet eyes 2895 Cumnock Nevis 28 Jan s/7

Grozet Fair day 2896 Crockett Grey Man xiv. lot The
garden was full of groset bushes.

Gros grain see note s v Grogbam
Grosh.(en, obs ff, Groschen

t Gross, sb 1 Obs rarer', [ad. L. grossus ] A
green fig, a young fig

c 1420 Pallad on Hitsb iv 633 And premature yf that

the list enlonge Their grossis, whenne as greteas benys be

So tacke hem of.

t Gross, sb 2 Obs. Also 7 grosse, (7 pi. grooz).

[repr. F. gros
,

It grosso ] A name for various

foreign coins (historicallyTepresenting the mediaeval

gi ossus or Groat); e.g the German Groschen,

and the Italian grosso, worth about 3d.
1638 L Roberts Map Comm, clxxix 11. 104 Their Ac-

counts are heere [at Antwerpe] kept by Livers, Sol and
Demers, which they terme Pounds, Shillings and Pence of

grosses, 12 grosses making a Sold, and 20 Sold a Liver or

pound Flemish Ibid clxxx n in A grosse is 6. deniers

turnois 1655 Digges Compl Ambass 96 Queen Maries

Dowry [was] Three thousand pounds Flemish, after fourty

grooz to the pound. 1673 Necessity Maintain. Estab Rehg
(ed 5) 31 His Holiness has valued the most horrid crimes at

so easie rates as a few Grosses, or a Julio 2686 Land Gas
No 2x77/3 The Letters from Buda tell us, That 1000 Hey-
dukes who have three Gross a day are daily at work 1705
Hjckehingiu. Pnest-cr 11 i. 7 For keeping a Concubine

(if a Priest) 7 Gross but if a Layman keep a Miss, the

price is—8 Gross [Ibid n. vui 73 To keep a Wench—
willcostyou Eight Groats, or Seven Grosso’s, if a Lay-Man ]

Gross (grid's), sb s Forms
: 5 groos, 5, 7groce,

6 gros, 6-7 grosse, 8-9 grose, 7- gross, [a F.

grosse (
= Sp. gruesa, Pg.,It grossa), ong the fem.

ofgros big, Gross «.] Twelve dozen. Not found

in pi

,

the sing, being used with numerals Also

small gross, in opposition to great gross = 12 gross

(see Great a. 8 d)

1421 Close Roll, 12 Hen IV, 26 Apr
,
[To export from

England to Ireland] uuum groos de poyntes 2480 Wardr
Acc. Edw IV (1830) 150 A groos pomtes of sylk of divers

colours 1495-7 Naval Acc Hen, VII 11896) 265 Bowes

—

cc, Strynges—vgroce, Arowes— cccc sheffes 2549 Privy
Council Act <s (1890) II 348 Bowe stringes, xl gros 259S

B Jonson Ev Man in Hum in 1, Sure, he utters them
[sonnets] then, by the grosse. 2630 J Taylor (Water P

)

Superbias Flagellum 36 Wks 31/1 Fourteene grace of

buttons and gold lace 1660 Act 12 Chas II, c 4 Schedule

s. v Bosses, Bosses for Bndles the small groce, cont 12

dozen jl 2685 Land Gaz No 2001/4 A Groce of Gimp
Lace mixt with Tincy, a Groce of Silk Buttons 2719 De
Foe Crusoe 1 ix (2840) 153 A gross of tobacco-pipes 2803

S Pegge A need Eng Lang 261 We calltwelve dozen; lb

twelve multiplied by itself a gross or grose by tale 2805

T Harral Scenes ofLife II 63 A manufactuier of ghosts

and monsters by the gross

Gross (gr£“s), a and sb 4 Forms* $ sroos,

5-7 groos, 5-8 groa(e, grosse, (6 groose,

grouse), 6 Sc. groiss, 5- gross, [a. F gros,

fem grosse big, thick, coarse (nth c in Litlrd) =
Pr gros, Sp grueso, Pg. ,

It grosso late L. grossus

thick (freq in the Vulgate) The word has de-

veloped m Eng. several senses not found in Fr.

The origin of the late L word is unknown , chronology

shows that it cannot be ad. OHG grSz Great ;
there is no

probability that it is cogn w. the synonymous crassus.]

A adj I With reference to bulk

f 1 Thick, stout, massive, big Obs

24 Lydg & Burgh Secrees 2660 With nekke to smal in

proporcioun whoo be sene Is a fool. And ovir gross A 1-yeer

detestable 2526 Life Bridget in Myrr Our Ladyep Ivu,

Whiche fro hyr byrthe had a great grosse throte moche foule

& dyfformyd. 2570Dee Math. Pref, It [Architecture] is but

for building ofa nouse, Pallace, Churcli, Fortes or such like,

grosse workes. 1600 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 132 For regester-

ing the presentment into on grosse booke, mj d. 1605 Shaks

Lear iv vi 14 The Crowes and Choughes, that wing the

midway ayre Shew scarce so grosse as Beetles 1662 Boyle

Spring of Air (1682) 95 The particles of the Air (being

so grass as not easily to pervade the Pores of the Bladder),

2667 Milton P L vi 55? With heavie pace the Foe Ap-

proaching gross and huge 2687 Dryden Hind St P Hi

601 Your finger is more gross than the great monarchy loins

2776 G Semple Building in Water 39 The Piers being ex-

tremely gross, increased the Rapidity of the Water between

them 2794 Kirwan Elem Min (ed 2) I 21 lhe grains

will appear distinct, small or gross, coarse or fine.

absol 1624 Wotton Archit, m Rehq (2651) 229 The
length thereofshall be six Diameters, of the grossest of the

Pillar below. „ ,

b Of a shoot or stalk : Thick, bulky. Now only

(exc. dial.) with, notion of abnormal growth.

Luxuriant, rank
2578 Lyte Dodoens i.xxvi 39 Orpyne hath a round grosse

hnttell stem [F. a la tige ronde et espesse] 2597 Gerarde
Herbal 1 cvi § 1 176 A thick soft grosse stalk a 1682 Sir

T Browne Tracts (1684) xx An extraordinary Cluster, made
up of many depending upon one gross stalk 2747 Wesley
Print Physic (1762) 112 Burn to ashes the grtfSs Stalks,

on which the red Coleworts grow. *863 Wise New Forest

283 Gross, often used in a good sense for luxuriant, and ap-

plied to the young green crops. 2882 Masters m Ettcycl,

Bnt XII. 213/2 Strong-growing pears are grafted on the

quince stock in order to restrict their tendency to form

‘gross’ shoots 188z Garden 11 Mar 169/2 Gross shoots

and leaders only being tied in to check an uneven distribu-

tion of the sap.

+ C. Of letters printed or written : Large Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vil. 110 The fvrst unttyng was

gross lettens off bras. The secound gold, the thnd was

siluir scheyne 2705 Wanley in Hearne Collect. 4 Aug.
[OHS)I 24 Y* King must have his Bible printed with a
gross Letter 2765 Blackstone Comm I 282 The bill is

then ordered to be engrossed,orwritten in a stronggross hand

+ d. Gross meat [
= F. grosse viande] . the flesh

of large animals. -(Cf. gros chare inChare sb ^ 1.)

The expression was used also in a different sense: see 12

CX460 J Russell Bk Nurture 461 The maner & forme

of hervynge of metes hat byn groos, afftur my symplenes y
haue shewed. 2477 NortonOrd.AIch. vn m Ashm (1652)

103 Such heate, As Cookes make when they roast grosse

Meate 1697 tr. C'tess D’Annoy"s Trav (1706) 46_ When
’us gross Meat, they fasten It to a String, and so let it hang

on the Fire
, , ,

f e Ofa voice: Big, loud, deep. Obs. 1 are- 1
.

2398 Trevisa Barth De P R vi xii (1495) 196 Males

haue a more gretter and grosser voys in all maner of kynde
ofbeestes

t f Hawking Tofly gross, i. e. at great birds,

2659 Howell Vocnb ,
Terms A ? ts etc iv, To fly grosse,

viz at great birds 2677 Coles, Flygyoss when hawks fly

at great Birds, as Cranes.

2 Of pei sons or animals: a. Big-bodied, corpu-

lent, burly. (Now only dial ) + The Gross : transl.

of F. le Gros as an epithet of ceitain Frankish and

French sovereigns, b With mixture of other

senses : Overfed, bloated with excess, tinwhole-

sotnely or repulsively fat or corpulent. Hence

said also of the ‘ habit of body 1
.

*677 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 4<> Surfetting lyke a
grosse and swollen Epicure, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron Scot I 46 Janies quho was callit gros because he

was corpolent and growin -of body. Ibid 47 This Janies

callit gros James, 1584C0GAN Haven Health can 170 b,

A man who was before vene grosse and fat within a
yeare or two became slender 1596 Shaks i Hen IV, 11.

iv. 559 One of them is well knowne, my gracious Lord,

a grosse fat man 2609 Bible (Douay) Dent xxxii. 15

The beloved was made grosse [Vulg mcrassatus est\.

2610 Bp Carleton Juried 196 Charles the grosse then

Emperor. 2640 Yorke Union Hon. 7 Doing nis homage
for the same to Lewis the Grosse, king of France 273a

Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 396 A full gross Habit of Body.

2744 Eliza Heywood Female Spect. (1748) I 297 She had
been observed, some months past, to be more gross than

usual, and had affected to wear a loose dress 1833 Mar*
ryat P Simple (1863) 197 His gross habit of body rendered

him very unfit for the climate 2835 Longf Outre mer.

Notary ofPertgueux (1851) 113 He was a gross, corpulent

fellow, raised from a full-blooded Gascon breed. 2880 W.
Cornwall Gloss ,

Gross, stout ; big ‘A gross man

f c Of a fruit Full ofpulp, large and succulent.

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xln 713 The sweete & grouse Peares

[F lespoyres donees etgrasses] are moystier and very little

astringent

-j* 3. Of conspicuous magnitude
;
palpable, strik-

ing; plain, evident, obvious, easy to apprehend or

understand Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 408 Hoolynesse of lif techtp

-ude men by groos ensaumple 255* Robinson tr More s

7top (Arb) 128 They haue very few_ lawes • and the

darner and grosser that anye interpretation is * that they

illowe as most luste 2586 Earl Leycester in Leyc Corr.

1844) 331 these things be so grosse as all men see them,

:go5 Shaks x Hen IV, n. iv 250 These Lyes are like

he Father that begets them, grosse as a Mountame, open,

>alpable 1601 — All's Well 1 lit 178 Now to all sence

tis grosSe Yon loue my sonne 2638 Ford Fancies iv i,

Appear, Spadone 1 my proofs are pregnant and gross 2690

Dryden Don Sebastian in 1, X might have marked it

:oq. *twas gross and palpable a 1725 Burnet Own
Time ll (1724) I 2x2 Where he retracted all he had said,

n so gross a maimer, that [etc ] 17*7 De Foe Syst Magic

1, (1840) 8 We should presently give him up for a Magician

n the grossest acceptation of the word, and say, in short,

13S
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that he deals with the Devil. 1793 Smeatoh Edysiont L.

§ 77 Which valediction, though in the gross sense, it might

be said to contain little of Obligation

quasi-adv 1603 Shaks Meas for M. 11 tv 8a To bee

receiued plaine, lie speake more grosse . Your Brother is to

dye. 4

4. In concord with sbs. of evil import, and serving

as an. intensive of their meaning * Glaring, flagrant,

monstrous.

a with sbs denoting vices, errors, faults, etc.
_

igSt J Bell Haddon's Answ Osor 4 Or as though this

your tedious quarell about this word Private did ought

els, but bewray your grosse ignorance? *§97 Hooker
Eccl Pol v 111 1 3 Tocapitall heresies lesse inclined, yet

vnto grosse superstition, more. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armm.

125 We must make the effect more general! than its cause,

-whichwere a grosse absurdity 1601 BentleyBoyleLect 1 10

The gross Folly and Stupidity ofAtheists- 1709 Berkeley

TheoryafVision § 75 The gross blunders that ingenious men
have been forced into 173* Law Serious C 11 (ed a) *6

So gross and prophane a 178s J Moore Vpiw Soo It.

(1790) I xxxix. 431 The grossest sophistry will
-
past on

men’s understandings 1809-10. Coleridge Friend (1865)

134 The errors of the aristocratic party were full as gross

and far less excusable 1845 S Austin Ranke's Hist Ref.

Ill 47 It is full ofthe grossest improbabilities 1847 Grpte
Greece 11 xxvii (1862) III. 41 An act of the grossest perfidy.

1880 C R. Markham Peruv Bark ix 88 They [plants] .

all died through gross carelessness in their removal to Dar-

jiling 1884 Church Bacon 1 26 Bacon is able to show
gross credulity and looseness of assertion on the part of the

Roman Catholic advocate

b with personal designations.

1638 Sir T Herbert Trap 30a The idolaters beyond all

measure grosse Demononusts. 18x7 G S. Faber Eight
Dissert. [1845) II vi 111 30 No plea of conditionality .

can save them from the charge of being gross impostors.

1869 Trollope He Knew xx (1878) na [Hej had in his

opinion made a gross fool of hirasefo

IT. With reference to comprehensiveness

1 5. Of a denomination of value or weight : Rela-

tively large ;
containing lower denominations Of a.

mode of reckoning : Proceeding by large units. Ohs.

154a Records Gr Artes (1543) I vuj b. That l call a
grosse denomination, whiohe doeth contayne vnderit manye
other subtilleror smaller : as apoundm respect to shyllynges

is a grosse denomination 1680 H More Apocal. Apoc.

123 The things foretold, are not to terminate on a year,

but rather require that grosser numbring by Semitimes.

2682 Scarlett Exchanges 1x5 Bills payable in currant

Moneys out of Bank, must be paid in large (Gross) Moneys,

and not m small pieces, as Stivers. x8ox A Ranken Hist.

France I 1 v. 492 Corn and wine..may be bartered by the

gross quantity.

+ b. A hundredgross— 1 x2 lb or 1 cwt. Fifty

gross— 56 lb. or \ cwt Ohs.

1659 Willsford Scales Comm, si In all Commodities
where a hundred gross is mentioned, it is ri2lb 176a

Eliot in Phil. Trans LIII. 58 The barrs of iron which
have hitherto been made of sand, and from fifty to fifty

gross, hope in time to have them reach to seventy pounds
weight each.

6. Entire, total, whole. Now only (opposed to

net) of an amount, value, weight, number, or thp

like, before necessary deductions have been made.

Also in. advb phrase fgross sale • by wholesale.

1523 Fitzherb Hush § 36 And therfore he that byeth
grosse sale, and retayleth, muste nedes be a wynner —
Surzi xvu. (1339) 36 Cast togyther m one grosse some.

1571 Digges Pantom. Pivb, The producte is the grosse

capacitie x6oo Shaks. A Y.L iv. 1 199 The most hollow?

louer that may bee chosen out of the grosse band of the
vnfaithfull i6(So Willsford Scales Comm *3_The Tare .

subtracted from the grosse weight. 1769 Junius Lett vii,

(1804) I 45, 1 dare say you will not seU it either for a gross
sum, or for an annuity upon lives *776 Adam Smith IV, N.
1 xi. (1869) I 179 A sixth part of the gross produce may
be reckoned the average rent of the tin mines of Cornwall.
x8o6 A Hunter Cnhna 138 The gross amount is one
hundred and ninety-nine times. *837 Whewell Hist.

Induct Set (1857)11 229 Making a gross number of above
8000. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng 111. I 388 The net
receipt was little short of fifty thousand pounds The gross

receipt was about seventy thousand pounds, x868 Glad-
stone Juv Mundi v (1869) 143 The gross figures of the
chronology may be exaggerated. *879 Lubbock Addr.
Pol i$- Edttc. vm. 149 Over-insurance, insurance of gross-

freight, and the law as regards seaworthiness or time
policies 1896 Law Times C. 508/1 The gross personal

estate is sworn at £37,405 the net at£ 29,389.

+ b. Mam, the great majority of. Ohs.

1692 Luttrell BriefPel, (1837) II 502 Admirall Russell

wi"h the g'G"c f.nc‘ **'n o'* at Tnrhav on Fr.-’-'v last 1793
(hmk s r (III Mil - 2 I ‘ grini nass of the

].it> v.rc iipoal ite' U . leexe-.p-c 1/ tre body than
to those ofjthe mind

7. Concerned with large masses or outlines;

general, opposed to particular. Now chiefly with

reference to Anatomy or Pathology, opposed to

microscopic + Gross average = general average

(see Avebasb 4]

1433 Lydg. St. Edmundm 927 Ingland hath suffryd this

tribut ful terryble, Fond fauour noon, groos nor particuler

1494 Fabyan Chron vn 437 Allgrose maters that concernyd
the gouemaunce of hw realme *702 Bp Patrick Josh,
xvi 8 This is the inheritance of the tribe of Ephraim by
their families —A gross description of it. 1727-51 Chambers
Cycl s v Average, For gross or common average to have
place 1748 Hartley Ooserv. Man 1 ti. 141 To determine
the Seat of the Pain within gross Limits. 1755 Magens
Insurances I 6 The Damage should not have been de-

clared a gross Average, but a particular one on the Goods
damaged, 1888 Arner. Jml Psychol I 209 Anatomical
results have a reputation for superior credibility, and it

is a generally accepted idea that within the limits qf gross

446

anatomy the reputation. is well grounded 1897 Allbutt's

Syst Med. II. 849 A supposed drunken fit which may even-

tually turn out to be a state due to gross cerebral lesion

HI. With reference to density or consistency,

8

.

Dense, thick. (Often with mixture of the

sense of branch IV.)

•f-
a. of liquids, soils, and things generally Ohs.

1460-70 Bk Quintessence 1. 5 Lift vp he gias as it stondith,

and ge schal se in Jackenes and eleernesse a difference

hitwene he quintarn essenciam sublymed, and he grose mater

>at is ip >e necke 1533 Elyot Cast Helthe 1 (1541) 1 1 he
urine redder & grosse 1563 B. Googe Eglogs (Arb )

go

And put my Plow, in grosse vntylled soyle. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens in x 329 It cureth the blooddy flixe being,

dronken with some astringent liquor, as grosse and thick*

redde wine. x6o8 Topsell Serpents (1,658) 809 Beaten to-

§
ether with the grossest decoction of bitter Lupines, xojfx

ALMON Syn Med in. xxiv 434 Staphsacre
,
the seed is

Emetiek, and brings forth gross Flegm with violence 1691

Ray Creation 1, (1602) 38 The most subtile Body . may
become as gross, ana heavy, and stiff as Steel pr Stone,

b. of air, vapour, darkness, arch, or poet,

ax592 H Smith Wks (1B67) II 64 The darkness qf

Egypt, the which, as Moses saith, was so gross that it

might be felt x66o Boyle New Exp Phys Mech. xvu

124 The difference of the grosser English Air, and that of

Italy and France 17x4 Pope Rape ofLock 11 83 Or suck

the mists in grosser air below, Or dip their pinions in the

painted how 1784 Cowper Task hi 495 Like a gross fog

Boeotian rising fast 1822 Shelley Chas /, il 450, I saw
a gross vapour hovering m a stinking ditch. 1839 Longf
Celestial Pilot a Through the gross vapours, Mars grows

fiery red
absol 1850 Tennyson In Mem, xh, As flies the lighter

thro’ the gross,

e. said of things material or perceptible to the

senses, as contrasted with what is spiritual, ethereal,

or impalpable.

1509 Fisher FuneralSerm C'tess Richmond Wks (1876)

304 It [the body when it dieth] is so grosse that it occupyeth

a rowme. 1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat u vi, The soufe of

man may usenys operacyon & properte wythout occupy-
enge of the grosse bodye 1664 Power Exp, Philos 111 135
Those grosser, and for more material. Effluviums, from
Electrical and Aromatical Bodies. 3667 Milton P L vi

661 Spirits of purest light, Purest at first, now gross by
sinning grown. X700DRYPEN Cymon # Ipk 499 They gave
you love to lijghten up your mind, And purge the grosser

parts 1736 Butler Anal 1 i Wks 1874 I 28 it does
not appear that the relation of this gross body to the re-

flecting being, is . necessary to thinking 1831 Brewster
Newton (1855) I. vi. 143 He supposes a subtle and elastic

ether to pervade all gross bodies 1841 Elphinstonh Hist
Ind I 221 At birth, each soul is invested with a subtile

body, which again is clad in a grosser body.

+ 8. ‘Solid’ In the geometrical sense; having

three dimensions, Ohs. rare•"*.

1571 Digges Pantom, m Defin,, Q, A Sphere is a grosse

or solide body comprehended of one conqex Superficies

1 10 Of a body of armed,men : Compact, solid

1579 Fenton Gmcciard (1618) 289 The Aimames casting

themselues in a grosse squadron, their wiueSin the middest,

made a valiant defence for certaine houres a x6o8 Sir F.
Verb Comm (1657) 77 The enemy, seeing no grosse troop
to follow them, began to take heart 16167 Milton P L
11 370 Another part in Squadrons and gross Bands On
bold adventure to discover wide That dismal World 1670
Dryden and Pt Cong. Granada hi, 1 Wks 1883 IV. 162,

I can, With few, their gross battalion face,

IV. With reference to texture or quality
;
coarse.

+H Consisting of comparatively large parts or

particles. Hence, m disparaging sense : "Wanting

m fineness or delicacy of texture, granulation, or

outline Gross grinding that which leaves the

substance in coarse particles. (Opposed to fine
Cf. Coarse 2 .) Ops.

1304 Atkynson tr. De hmtatione 1. xxv 178 They be
porely fedde, content with vyle & grosse ciothynge. X525
Ld Berners Frotss. II ccxv [ccxi J 661 Many had no
arniure but their cootes ofwadmoll, and course grose clothe.

1549 Privy Council Acts (1890) II 350 Fine corne powder, ij

last
;
gros [ditto] 1584 Cogan Haven Health cxxvu, (1636)

126 Take a pound of good Cinaipom, and beat it grosse.

1599 Hakluyt Voy IX 11. 131 We sounded and had 15 fadom
water and grosse red sand 1624 Wotton Archit. in Reho,
(1651) 291 That fine and delicate Sculptures be helped with
Neerness, and Gross with distance 1641 French Distill.

ui (1651) 78 With red hot gross powder of brick imbibe the
water 1727-46 Thomson Summer 888 The parent-sun him-
self the roseate bloom Of beauty blasting, gives the gloomy
hue And feature gross. 1742 Lend 4r Country Brew 1,

(ed 4) 72 A gross Grinding is best. ‘1756 Nugent Gr
Tour I. 40 Both men and women [Dutch] have the grossest

shapes. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt Brit II 386 As the Stone
i> of a -p-Yis1

- CL-nV n~ K nd T -i' lr: made it look
g-cs- .‘it -o b 1 1793 - . 'w dj ' 1. ' / § 186, 1 after-

ward, f'.dui irrr, ,, c 'N , '_r,A 1. ,’ir

T b. Oi a file, Mhc-ocGiio, c-c, . Coarse, rough,
Ohs.
1606 Chapman Mans D'Olive Plays 1873 I 237, I am

ashajnde of my sejfe that euer I chusde such a Grosse-
blocke to whet my wits on 1658 tr Porta's Nat Magic x.
ix 264 Shave off the peal [of a Citron] with a gross Steal-
pile r68p Moxon Mech Extrc, 221 Its sharp Edge scrapes
or shaves off, the little roughness the grosser Tools left upon
the Work

+ 12, Of articles of food, or commodities of any
kind Coarse, inferior, common. Ohs.

1474 Caxton Cheese 64 Many fooles dajgne not to vse
grose metes of labourers c *530 Pol, Eel # L. Poems 29
Feede thi howce with groce, & not with delycate meete.
1590 Eisc cone SP lavas in Hart, Msec (Malh ) II. 137
Casting off the bulk of her, together with certain gross stuff
therein, as altogether unprofitable, rfcw Bason Hm. VII,

Mor & Hist Wks (1860) 430 Ships of London merchants,
fraught with some gross and slight wares. 1624 T Scott
Eng. Sp Pilgr. vm 78 This grossura is the same with that
wee call grosse meat a 4687 Petty Pol AntA 1 (1691)20
One sort of Vessels for cheap gross Goods, another for ..

precious Commodities. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1 xu (1840)

245 Dealing onlym fish ana oil, and such gross commodities.

1763 Brit. Mag IV. 547 Nor matters it, the joint how
poarse, or gross, Where a good stomach is the best of sauce

"b Of diet f (a) In early use, plain, not deli-

cate ;
(b) in recent use, uncleanly or repulsive m

quality Grossfeeder, one who feeds grossly
, said

transf. of plants

1590 H Buttes Dyets drte Dinner E vij b, Best in cold
weather, for grosse and homely feeders 1662 J Davies
tr. Oleartus' Voy. Ambass 85 1 he subjection in which they
are born, and the grosse feeding they have they are taught
to be content with any thing. 1836 Lane Mod Egypt II

347 Their diet is extremely gross 1843 Florist's Jrnl $

7

All the cultivated alliaceous plants that I am acquainted
with are what may be termed gross feeders i86x Whyte
Melville Mkt. Harb 32 ‘Well, sir’, says I, ‘the mare’s a
gross feeder *.

18. Lacking in delicacy of perception; dull,

stupid. Ohs of persons, their opinions and utter-

ances ; arch of faculties, after Matt xiii. 15 .

1326 Pilgr Perf (W deW 1531) x h, My wytte is grosse,

my selfe rude, and my tonge very barbarouse 1535 Cover-
dale Matt xin 15 For ye hert of this people is waxed
grosse, & their eares are thick of heannge. 1579 J Lyly
Enphues (Arb ) 170 Such grosse questions are to he
aunswered with slender reasons c 1380 Jeffrrie Bugbears
I 11 in Archiv Stud new Spr (1897) XCVIIl 309 Is his
head so grosse, that you can bob him ? 160a T Fitzher-
bert Apol 38 Our aduersaries shew themselues very grosse

in that they seeke to abolish altogeather the vse of Images
c 1630 Milton Arcades 73 The heavenly tune, which none
can near Ofhuman mould with grosse unpurged ear 1662

j Davies tr Oleartus' Voy Ambass 80 The Opinion the
Muscovites have of themselves . is Sottish, gross, and im-
pertinent 1691 Ray Creation I (1692) 45 Our Eyes and
Senses are too gross to discern the Curiosity of the Work-
manship of Nature 1727 De Foe Syst Magic 1 1 (1840)

xo Attempted by the grossest and dullest fancies on earth

X774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1776) II 183 The grossest, and
yet the most useful of all the senses, is that of feeling 1823
Byron Juan vii lxxvu,Suwarrow,whobut saw things in the

gross, Being much too gross to see them in detail 2844
Whittier Ezekiel 105 Men. gross of ear, of vision dim

+ b. Of workmanship, method of proceeding,

etc. Rough, ‘ rough and ready ’
;
clumsy. Obs.

1513 Douglas ASneis 1 Pro! 3x2 My werk is mair obscure

and gross. 1594 Plat Jewcll-ho, 1. 43 Hops whose poles

stand vpnght after our ordenary and grosse manner. 1600

Dekker Gentle Craft Wks 1873 I 30 Fine ladies,my lads,

commit their feet to our apparelling, put grosse worke to

Hans. 1641 Wilkins Math. Magic u iv (1648) 173 But
this would have been too grosse a way for so excellent an
artificer 1637 Austen Fruit Trees 1 xi Without which
[Gardens] Buildings and Pallaces are but grosse handi-

works

t c. Wantingm clearness or definiteness; rough,

approximate, general, indefinite. Of an instrument

.

Wanting m delicacy. Obs
1534 More Oh the Passion Wks 1320/1 Many a poore

simple soule with a groce playne faythe 2678 DrydenA ll

forLove Pref , The crowd cannot be presumed tohave more
than a gross instinct, ofwhat pleases or displeases them. 1684

R Waller Nat. Exper 7 This Instrument [a thermometer]

is more gross then the rest 1690 Locke Hum. Und 111 x

§ 22 Some gross and confus’d Conceptions Men indeed ..

have, to which they apply the common Words of their Lan-

f
uage 1748 Anson’s Voy. 11 v x8i The gross estimations of

eat and cold which every one makes from his own sensa*

t.on 1748 Hartley Ooserv Man 1. m 269 The First

ascertains the Ideas belonging to Words and Phrases in a
gross Manner X768 Woman ofHonor II 128 Mr. Salway

not sp much as knowing where he lived, but on a gross

guess that it might be at ms mother’s, gave directions for

his being carried thither *796 Kirwan Elevu Mm (ed 2)

I Pref 6 The gross indications of the unassisted senses

x8x8 Cruise Digest (ed s) II 467 The expression of not

being assetsjis a gross expression.

* 14. a. Of persons: Rude, uninstructed, ignoiant.

Now rare.

1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst 1 10 Peter and John all

grosse vnlerned men, had learned nothing m mennes schole

X563 Homilies h Agst Idolatry m 67 b, The ignoraunt

and grosse people 1598 Barret Theor Warres 115
Comparaisoned, as the Phisition Theorike to the grosse

practitioner. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 71a The In-

habitants were so grosse before they were discovered, that

they knew nqt the use of fire 1833 S Hoole Discawses v

67 His studies confined to one single book, the law pfa gross

unlettered people. 1857 Buckle Ctvihz. I. vm 517 They
easily gained over the ordinary citizens who were then a
gross and uneducated body-

fb Of a language, dialect : Rude, uncultivated.

Ofexpressions Unlearned, uncultured, untechnical.

1513 Douglas ASneis 1 Prol 43, I wald into my rorale

wlgar gros, Write sum savoring of thi Eneados 1589 R
Harvfy PI Pei c ir Vse a grosse tearme amongst huntsmen

in chaze, you shall be leasht for your labor 1638 F Junius

Paint. Ancients 248 He grew to have ..an eloquent

tongue, without any affectation or grosse countrey termes

1670-98 Lassels Voy Italy Pief 2 They spake but coarse

Lombard language and gross Scotch 1781 Gibbon vecl j-

F lm III 3x3 The vulgar dialect of the city was gross ana

barbarous.

16. Extremely coarse in behaviour or morals;

brutally lacking in refinement or decency,

a. of persons.
c 1532 Du Wrs Inti ad Fr in Palsgr roi7 Grose foUte of

rude affection, dronkerdes lubbers, knaves, cxwo wt

Fair 3" P. Jos. I (1848) 95 Love’s a Starre grosse hearts
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refining 1641 Rogers Naainan 50 Rests upon his smooth
civill bottome, that he is no grosse person. *667 MiltonP.L.
1 4gi Belial than whom a Spirit more lewd Fell not from

Heaven, or more gross to love Vice for it self 1693 Dryden
Juvenal (1697) 161 Agamemnon's Wife Was a gross Butcher,

with a bloody Knife 177a Burke Corr (1844) I 40a The
Turks grow more gross in the very native soil of civility and
refinement. 18*7 Moore Lalla R (1824) 178 Beauty, cur-

tain'd from the sight Of the gross world, 1874 Bancroft
Footer Time l 59 A people are debased and gross in propor-

tion to their ignorance 1881 Evans mSp Com 1 Cor Introd.

239 Society of high culture, but in morals lax, even gross

absol 1829 I. Taylor Enthus 11 (1867) 31 It will not be
so with the gross and the uneducated,

b. of habits, language, pleasures, etc.

1388 Shaks. L. L L i. 1 29 1 he grosser manner of these

worlds delights, He throwes vpon the grosse worlds baser

slaues. 1651 Hobbes Levtath 1 viii 38 The acquisition

of the grosse pleasures of the Senses. 17*$ De Foe Yoy
round World (1840) 154 They have certainly gross ideas.

*777 Priestley Philos Necess 189 You will blush when
you reflect a moment upon things so very gross as these

1791 Boswell Johnson Jati an 1749, Some of them
[Juvenal's Satires] were too gross for imitation 1838 E
Brown Serin iv 65 Some are under the dominion of the

grosser lusts, as drunkenness and sensuality c 1850 Arab
Alts (Rtldg ) 400 He at length broke out in terms of the

grossest abuse, and altogether unworthy a king 1884
‘ Rita ’ Vivienne 1 1, Of life in its grosser, harsher phases

Albert knew scarce anything

16 . Comb. : a parasynthetic, as gross - bodied,

-brained) -headed,
-jawed, -lived, -mannered

,

-minded, -nattered, -paled, -wilted adjs.

1635 R. N Camdeiis Hist Ehz, 11 an 22 207 A man ex-

ceeding "grosse-bodyed. 1696 tr Du Mont's Voy Levant 7,

I willingly leave all those Gross-body’d Wines to the Ger-

mans 17*7 A Hamilton Hew Acc. E Ind I xxvm 346
Their Trees are not so high nor gross bodied as those which
grow on the Continent. *877 Dowden Shaks. Print vi 99
Weknow him to be a gross bodied, self-indulgent old sinner.

iSoo Dr Dodypoll 11 1 m Bullen 0 PI IH 112 Asse that

I was, dull, sencelesse, "grosse braynd fool 1561 Hoby tr.

Castighone's Courtyer u Mb, They haue shewed them-

selues but "grossheaded 1643 Milton Apol Srnect Wks
(1831) 256 The conceit that all who are not Prelaticall, are

igrosse-headed 2812 J. Corry m Mem T Moore (1856)

VIII 131 The "gross-hearted herd of Dublin. 1897
Maneh Guardian 13 Oct, "Gross-jawed and splendid

humanity 1597 A. M. tr Gmllemeau's Fr Chimrg 3/x

A thicke, and "grosse-lived man 1853 Lynch Self-Improv

vi 142 The ignorant and "gross-mannered 1768-74

Tucker Lt Nat (1834) II 424 The voluptuous, the de-

bauched, the giddy, the "grossmmded. 155* T Barnabe
in Strype Eccl Mem II App E 152 They of France accept

us to be "gross-natured people and covetous 161x Florid,

Grosso dt pasta, "grosse pated 1587 Golding De Morttay

xxvi 409 They make the counsel! of the Aegyptians very

"grossewitted, in casting themselues away so rashly.

b. quasi-adverbial and complementary, as gross-

daubed, -fed, -ground

,

-living adjs

1670 Dryden ind Pt. Cong Granada in i. Marriage views

the "gross-daubed landscape near <11743 Savage Verse

on HtlCs Gideon 52 Like "gross fed spirits, sick in purer

air, Their earthly souls by their dull taste disclose 1633

Walton Angler 1 x 151 Sweet "gross-giound barley-malt.

1898 J Cairo Umv Addr 203 Her well-meaning but some-

what stupid and very "gross-living husband, George II.

B quasi-;#, (the adj used absol.) and sb.

f 1. By gross : in large quantities, wholesale Obs.

xgoo Galway Arch in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Conim App.
V 391 Td sell the said warres as well by grosse as retaylle.

1388 Shaks. L L L v 11 319 We that sell by gross Haue
not the grace to grace it with such show. x66o Willsford
Scales Comm. 103 Merchandizes and all Commodities are

sold either by number, weight, or measure, and those by
gross or retail

2 , In gross, in the gross. [F at gros ]
a In a general way, generally, without going

into particulars
;
in the mam, on the whole. Cf.

A. 7, Now rare.

1430-40 Lydg Bochas vi xi
_
(1554) 158 This tragedy of

the great Pompey Declareth in grose the chief occasion.

Why he and Cesar gan fyrst to werrey 159* Horsey
Trav. (Hakl Soc)App 296, I was. greevosly complayned

of to hir Majesty in grose 1396 Shaks Merck. V ill 11

160 The full summe of me Is sum of nothing which to

terme m grosse, Is an vnlessoned girte. i6oi
(

Holland
Pliny I 127 The measure of the sea coast I wil expresse

generally and in grosse, 1625 Burges Pers Tithes 49The
former Statutes spake of them [Personal Tithes] only in

Grosse; This declareth of what in particular they shall

arise 1681-6 J. Scott Chr Life (1747) III. 631 It cannot

be supposed that the God of Truth would approve any
Doctrine in the gross, if any Part or Proposition of it had

been false. 168a Dryden Rehg Lain 322 The unlettered

Christian, who believes in gross Plods on to Heaven and
ne’er is at a loss 2707 Col Rec Pennsylv II 370 He
could very easily deny these articles in Gross 1748

Hartley Observ. Man 1 111 351 That Uncertainty and

Confusion, to which Persons who take things merely in

the gross, are liable. *775 Burke Sp Cone. Amer. Wks,
III. 101 You cannot refuse in the gross, what you have

so often acknowledged m detail x8aa HazlItt Table-t

Ser 11 iv (1869) 107 We take things in the gross or in the

detail, according to the occasion 1874 Trbnch Sacred

Lat Poetry (ed. 3) Pref 10 It is the duty of each succes-

sive age of the Church, as not to accept the past in the

gross, SO neither m the gross to reject it. x8g9 Daily

News 29 July 6/6 To take away in detail what seems to be

given m the gross

+ b. In a body ;
* en masse ’ Obs.

1430-70 Golagros Gaw, xx68 Heir ye ar gaderit in

grosse, al the gretest Of gomys that enp has, vndir itty

gouernyng. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. (1634! 406 Ihe
army of Juda prest Abner in grosse, and brake him 2647

Clarendon Hist Rtb v*,§ 139 At this first triumphant

muster the members of both Houses appeared id gross.

xyxo Let. in Select, Harl Misc (1793) 561 It was not safe

. either to let the bill pass, or to have it rejected in gross.

f c In bulk, in large quantities, on a large scale,

wholesale opposed to by (+i«) retail. Obs.
1538 Fitzherb Just Peas 109 The But, Tone, Barel or

Roundelet to be sold in grosse. 1340-1 Elyot Image Govt.

(1556) 60 b, Of suche straungers it was Iefull to the Ro-
maynes to bie in grosse, and retayle 1646 H Lawrfnce
Comm Angelts 125 Love hath given all in grosse, and there-

fore can reteyne nothing m retayle. x66x Cowley Disc
Govt O Cromwell m Verses <$ Ess (1687] 73 Things that

are too many to be number'd, and must only be weighed in

gross 2667 Loud Gas No 150/4 Remsh Wines m Gross
at 61 the Arne, and 12d. the Quart by Retail 1749 Field,
ing Tom Jones xii l, The learned world are imposed
upon to buy a second time m fragments and by retail

what they nave already in gross 1799 W. Tooke View
Russian Emp III 142 Nowhere is the fishery carried on
so much m the gross 'as here 1802-12 Bentham Rat.
Judtc Evtd (1827) IV 527 How inconsistent and absurd,
to do away the mischiefm retail, and, in the very self-same

shape, leave it to remain in gross 1 18x8 Byron Beppo vui,

To hid their cook . ride to the Strand, and buy in gross.

.

Ketchup, Soy, [etc ]

+d. In fall; nothing being omitted or with-

held. Obs
x6o6CnAPMAU Mans D’Ohve 11 i D a, If youledeliuer me

your mind m groseWhy so I shall expresse it as I can 1641
PrYnntAntip To Rdr 19 Behold the latter part in Epi-
tome, till thou enjoy it in grosse 1678 Trans Crt. Spain

}

8 He came to tell me in gross what had been done 1774
Bryant Mythol II 479 Many writers have taken the

account in gross.

e. Law. [med L in grosso ] Said of that which
is absolute and independent, belonging to the person,

and not to a manor ;
esp. in advowson, villain in

gross Common m gros? (see Common sb 6).

<2x626 Bacon Max $ Uses Com Law 1. (1636) a If I

he seised ofan advowson in grosse, and [etc.]. 1642 Perkins'

Prof. Bk 1 § 6r 28 A rent common in grosse, advowson in

grosse and villeine in grosse can not be granted for yeares .

without deed. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s v. Common, Com-
mon in gross, is a liberty to have cojnmon alone, that is,

without any land or tenement in another man’s land, 1767
Blackstone Comm II. 93 Else they [villeins] were in gross,

or at large, that is, annexed to the person of the lord, and
transferrable by deed from one owner to another. 18x8

Cruise Digest (ed 2) YI 90 Such awillas m the present

case, would be sufficient to pass a term in gross. 1844
Williams Real Prop (1877) 340 Another important kind of
separate incorporeal hereditament is an advowson in gross.

1891 Sir R V. Williams in Law Times' Rep. LXV 608/4

Such a right of property may have a legal existence as ah
easement in gross to the exclusion of the grantor,

t f In solid form. Obs

1748 Earthquake Peru l. xaa Among Minerals the Pyrites,

both in Gross and in Vapour.

3. The gross or coarse part of anything; the

dregs, dross Obs. exc, dial,

*708 J Philips Cyder 11 316 And now thy Wine’s trans-

picuous, purg'd from all It's earthy Gross. x886 Elworthy
W Somerset Word-bk , Gross,scum ,

dross of melting metals

or other liquids.

+ 4. The greater part j
the majority, the bulk. Obs.

x6as Bacon Ess , Yiciss Things (Arb.) 571 Comets, haue
likewise Power and Effect, ouer the Grosse and Masse of

1 lungs c 1643 [see Gregarian] 1656 Finett For A mbass.

164 Intreating me to proceed with the grosse of his Traine.

1670 G. H. Hist Cardinals 11 in 194 The gross of the

quarrel was compos'd by the Treaty at Pisa. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 99 The gross of the stone is somwhat whiter

0x682 Sir T Browne Tracts (1684) 132 So much still

remaineth with us that it raaketh the gross of our language.

1698 Fryer Acc E India !t

P

177 Bamboos make the gross

of theWoods 2712 Steelf Sped. No. 502 F 3 Ihe gross of

an audience is composed of two sorts of people rji&

Butler Serin Rolls Chap xm a6x It was doubtless in-

tended, that Life should be very much a Pursuit to the Gross

of Mankind 1733 Hanway Trav (176a) 1 . 111 xxxu 140,

I delivered the gross ofmy baggage to the hahdgee. c 1766

Burke Tracts Popery Laws Wks. IX 392 This denial of

landed property to the gross of the people has this further

evil effect

b, esp. Of an army or fleet : The main body.

Obs exc arch. Cf. A 6 b.

x6eo DymMok Ireland (1843) 40 The Lord Lieutenant «

presented a charge to the rehells grosse of horse and foote

1633 T, Stafford Pac. Htb 1 111 (x8io) 44 The grosse of

the rebells had left their standing in the plame x666 Pepys

Diary 27 Sept., The gross of the French fleete are gone

home again. 1691 Dryden K Artlain Wks 1884 VI II,

144 The Saxon gross begins to move, 2728 Morgan A Igieis

I. Iv 158 His Horse immediately ran away full Speed and

got back to the gross of the Army 2865 Carlyle Fredk,

Gt. xvui. 11 (1872) VII. 123 Schwerin, with the gross of the

army, pushes into Mahren

t 0. The sum, sum total ; the whole. Obs

1379 Spenser Sheph Cal

,

Sept 135 Bv much wrestling to

ieese the grosse. 1596 Shaks Merck. V. 1 in 56 .

1

cannot

instantly raise vp the grosse Of full three thousand ducats.

X614 Raleigh Hist World 11 (1634) 440 The grosse and

totall is not m that place set uowne 2625 Bacon Ess ,

Viciss Things (Arb) 571 Comets, out of question, haue

likewise Power arid Effect ouer the Grosse and Masse of

Things 17*8 Pemberton Newton's Philos. 9 One sort of

genius dwells too much upon the gross and sum of things,

f 6, Chiefly Mil. A large body ;
a mass Obs

1617 Moryson Itin 11 1 1 36 Their foot are so unwilling

to fight in battell or grosse x6a6 Rayleigh's Ghost 5 The
use of the Sword, push of the Pike, bringing of Grosses

bodie to bodie, [etc] 1646 Codrington Life Earl Essex

3T Which caused our foot to unite themselves into one

Grosse 1631 Davenant Gondibert 1. v. li, Every Where

where rallies made a gross He charged, a 1700 Dryden
(J ),

After they have separated themsdves in many petty dm-
siohs, they rejoin one by one into a gross.

transf x666 Dryden Aim Mtrab ccxxxtii, The fire,

mean time, walks in a broader gross

Gross (grd°s), v. Also 5 groce-n, -yn, groson,

6 gross (e, 5-6, 9 dial grose, (6 groaoe, groce,

8 groze). [f. Gross «.]

f 1- "With up • = Engross i. Obs.
14x2-40 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. xxxjv (1313) Y vb, Vnto

tyme that they were assuryd Of the ende grosyd [1535
groced] vp in dede. 1323 Ld Berners Froiss II. xlm 136
When these letters were wryten and grosed vp in Frensshe
and in Latyn, then they were redde before y“ kyng.

f 2 . "With up - Engross 3, 4. Obs
21440 Promp Parv 414/a Groson, or grocyn vp, or

take mony thyngys togedur, tngrosso 1330 Palsgr. 573/2,
I grosse, I take or heape up thyhges a great, je engrosse

This man groseth up all the market, cx330 Bale K
Johan [Camden) 3 Pore wydowys howsys ye grosse up by
long prajers

6. absol. (See quots.) dial.

1796 W Marshall Yorksk. (ed. 2) II 324 Groze, to save
or lay up 2833 Robinson Whitby Gloss ,

Grose, to save
or amass wealth

f 8. a intr. To become gross or great
;
to in-

crease, amount, b. traits. To render gross or

coarse. Obs.

*348 Forrest Pleas Poesy

e

96*7449 When they haue
groaced vnto a some, Of scoarys or hundredis as they
appoynte shall. 1635 Heywood Hierarch, iv 211 The
subtile essence of the Angels was, grossed m their fall Of
courser temper than th‘ Ongenall

4 trans. To make a gross profit of; to earn

a total of.

1884 Harper'sMag Jan 220/1 Captain Lawrence once
•grossed’ $60,000. 2887 PallMall

G

18 Mar 3/2 Having
grossed over£ 4,000.

Grossart, variant of GkoSet.
Gross-beak, variant of Grosbeak.
Gross(e, variant of Gbush v.

Grossen (grou s’n), v rare~x
[f. Gross a .

+ -en 6.1 trans To render gross or coarse.

1899 Q Rev Apr 424 His coarsenesses have been vulgar-

ised, his refinements grossened.

Gro sser. Obs exc. dial. Also 6, 9 groser, 8

grozer. [f. Gross v. + -er 1.] = Engrosser sb 1 .

1545 Brinklow Compl xx (1874) 49 All inclosars, grossers

vp of fermys, extorcyonarB, and oppressers of the common
welth 1796 W Marshall Yorksh (ed 2) II 324 Groztr,

one who keeps money or other valuables long by him. 185s
Robinson Whitby Gloss , Groser, a saver.

Grosser, Grossery, obs. ff. Grocer, Grocery.

+ GrO SSful, a. Obs. rare [irreg f GROSS
a. + -EUL ] Full of grossness.

2613 Chapman Rev Bussy D'Ambois Plays 1873 II 109

But let me heare My grossest faults, as grosse-full as

they were.

Groashe, obs. variant of Crush v.

+ Gro'sshead. Obs. Also 6-7 gros(e-, gross-

head. [f. Gross a. + Head ] A thick-headed

person, a dullard.

2380 Hollyband Treas Fr, Tong, Hinard, a grose head

1589 Hay any Woik Anj, Non would be so groshead as to

gather that I threatned him with blowes, and to deale by
Stafford law 1589 Warneb Alb Eng vi xxx (1612) 148

The Groshead now and then, as hapt, a thred-bare terme

lets drop. [1598 Barckley Felic Man 11631) 467 Many
simple and grosse heads [shall bee preferred] before the

suitable and fine-witted ] 2606 Crt ft Times Jas I (1848)

I 38 Thomas Symondes hath got an office m court, and
is become the king’s grosehead

Grossification (gm« sifik^ Jan) Sot [f.

Gross a. + -(i)fioation.] (See quot 1835 )

1835 Lindley Introd Bot (1848) I 364 The Swelling of

the ovary after fertilisation vs termed grossification. x86o

in Worcester, and in mod. Diets.

GroBBifV (grpu’sifsi), v. [f. Gross a + -(i)fy.]

a. trails. To make gross or thick, b. intr. To
become gross or thick (Ogilvie 1882).

t Gro ssity. Obs. ~° [f. med L grostiiat-em,

f. grossus Gross : see -ity. Cf. Groste.] Cross-

ness. (Bailey vol 11^ 1727 )

Grossly (grJu'sli), adv. [f. Gross a + -lx 2.]

In a gross manner

fl, Densely, thxtkly. Obs.

xs6x Hollybush Horn Apoth 37 b, The same is specially

f
ood for them that are grosly stopped in the bladder. 1712

. Greenwood Eng Grant. 297 When we are about to

pronounce T, if the breath goes out very grosly or thick,

and as it were by a hole, the Greek ® is formed . that is

the English Th.

+ 2 , In a plain or obvious manner; palpably,

plainly, obviously ;
in plain terms. Obs.

XS26TINDALE Rom vi. 10 ,

1

wyll speake grossly because

off the infirmitie offyoure nesShe. x6ox Shaks Alls Well
I ill 184 Thine eies See it so grosely snowne m thy beha*

uiours, That in theirkmde they speake it. 2632 tar Chdmb
Cases (Camden) 169 He when he had donne this denyed

itm substance as grossely as ever ante did. 2650 Vind
Hammonds Addr § 60 This is so grossely true, that tis

pitfcy any longer to insist on it* >675 Baxter Coin 1 heoL

1 11 7 You set up Free-will and Power more grossly in

terms than I dare do 1772 Fletcher Checks x. iu Wks.

1793 II. 41 Myriads of witnesses who have heard him
preach, and thousands of printed sermons, .will prove it

grossly ,

3 With terms of depfedative or evil import:

Excessively, flagrantly, a. with adjs.

16x8 E. Elton Compl Sand Sinner (1622) 414 Some that

are grosly ignorant 163a Sanderson Serm 514 His igno-

rance therein was not grosly affected and wilful! ifst

13S - 3
”
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Shajtesb Charac (1733) t in 283 A People who of all

human Kind were the moit grossly selfish 1833 S Hoole
Discourses xit 151 I he bulk of mankind are grossly de-

ficient in duty 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng v I 526

A grossly calumnious paper 1876 Geo Euot Dan. Der
1 v, An extensive commentary on some melodic ideas not

too grossly evident

b. with verbs

1394 Hookes Eccl Pol iv xit. § r The weightiest ex-

ception is against such kind of ceremonies, as have been

so grossly abused 1847 Clarendon Hist lieb v | 412

The Earl of Holland mid grossly deceived him in other

undertakings. 168* Sheffield (Dk Buckhm ) Ess Poetry

14 In many things they grosly fail 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones iv 1, Bombast .which Mr Locke's blind man would
not have grossly erred in likening to the sound of a trum-

pet 1783 Burke Rep Affairs Ind Wks XI 318 The
care of the Nabob’s education was grossly neglected i860

Motley Netkerl (1868) I 1 10 That compact had been

grossly violated. 1870 Dickens E Drood yiu, He insulted

me most grossly 1878 Huxley Phystogr xix. 33s Its size

is grossly exaggerated

+4. Of grinding, pounding, etc,: Coarsely;

opposed tofinely Obs
1376 Baker Jewell of Health 231 b, In which infuse your

proper simple grosely brought to pouder. 1377 Harrison
England 11 vi (1877) 1 157 Some gnnde the Malt some-
what grosehe 1613 Markham: png Housew n n (1668)

75 Strawberry leaves, sorrel, spinage, grossely chopt to-

gether. i6ao Venner Via Recta vi 103 One pound of
Cinnamon grossely beaten. 1670W Simpson Hydrol Ess,

103 Marcasites of vitriol grosly pulverised 174a H.
Baker Mtcrosc 11. 11 71 Put common black Pepper, grossly

bruised, into any open Vessel 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract,
Build 334 Baked earth, grossly powdered

'f'S. Materially; opposed to spiritually Obs
1383 Fetherstone tr Calvin's Acts l 14 We do not eat

his [Christ's] flesh grosly but he poureth vnto vs by the

secret power of his spirit, his force and strength 1396
Shake Merck. V. v 1 65 Such harmonie is in immortal
soules, But whilst this muddy vesture of decay Doth grosly
close it in, we cannot heare it. 1601— Tibet N v 1 244
A spirit 1 am indeed, But am in that dimension grossely

clad, Which from the wombe I did participate

6 . fa With want ofclear perception, stupidly Obs
1526 Frith Disput Purgatory 170 Paul took not this

word fire for material fire, as they grossly imagine. 1395
Shaks John in 1 163 All the Kings of Christendom Are
led so grossely by this medling Priest 1613 G Sandys
Trav. 218 Some write that Cyprus was so named of

Cyrus, but grossely for Cyrus lived sixe hundred yeares
after Homer, by whom it was so named 171a Sped No
524 P ro They grossly overlook that which the rules and
laws of the place prescribe to them

f b. Awkwardly, clumsily, unskilfully. Obs
c 1550 Robin Conscience 264 in Hazl E P P III 243

Yovr clothes uery grossely abovt yov do sit 1398 Shaks
Merry IV ti 11 149 Let them say ’tis grossely done, so it

bee fairely done, no matter 1603 Bacon Adv Learn
I iv § ra (1873) 37 Aitillery, sailing, printipg, and the like,

were grossly managed at the first 164a Rogers Naaman
541 If thou goe to worke grossely with commands.

c. Roughly, sketchily
;

in. a general way, gener-

ally, inexactly arch.

1337 tr Latimer’s Seritt tq Clergy Bvij, This alonly

I can say grosselye and as in a summe 1343 Elyot Did ,

Adnmbro

.

Some do suppose that it sigmfieth, to trycke
a thynge, or drawe it grossely, as paynters doo at the be-

gynnyng 136a (title] Wigand’s De Neutrahbus et Medus
. . Grossly Englished, Jack of both sides. 161a. Brerewood
Lang

<3
- Relig xxu 198 Although Alvarez m his story of

./Ethiopia have related too grossly and boldly that [etc ].

1671 Salmon Syn. Med. Introd. 3 Physical Precepts only
grosly inform the Mind, how to . Cure Diseases 1697
T Smith Voy Constantinople m Misc Cur (1708) III 2

Three hours, which is grosly speaking the time of half

& Tide 1704 Nfwton Optics 1 11 (1721) 108, I would be
understood to speak not philosophically and properly, but
grossly, and according to such conceptions as vulgar people
..would be apt to frame 17a* Wollaston Relig. Nat
V. 8r The manner how we know not; or but grosly 1773
Johnson Western Isl 267 The rude speech of a barbarous
people, who were content as they conceived grossly, to
be grossly understood 1806 Syd Smith Sk Moral Philos
(1850} 357 Speaking very generally and grossly

7. a Indelicately, indecently fo. Of eating of

drinking . Coarsely, without delicacy or refine-

ment , to a rude excess.

1347 Boorde Introd Knovnl xiv. (1870) 160 They do fede
grosly, and they wyll cate magots as fast as we wyll eate
comfets 1596 Shaks Merck V v. 1. 266 Speak not so
grossely 1883 Stevenson Siherado Sq (1886) 17 Dinner-
parties, where the guests drank grossly

Grossuess (grfiu snes). [f Gross a + -ness ]

T'he quality br condition of being gross.

T 1. Bigness, bulkmess, size Obs
1494 Fabyan Ckrtm vii ccxxx 260 This Lewis was sur-

named Lewys the Greate, for grossenesse of his body 1606
Shaks Tr 4 Cr 1 ni 325 The purpose is perspicuous euen
as substance, Whose grossenesse little characters summe
up 1638 F, Junius Paint Ancients 213 One found fault

with the grossenesse of the nose another with the length
pf the face. 163a Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 246 Game

for the height and grosseness of his person was elected
Xing pf Buchana,
2 Exaggerated or flagrant character, enormity
*57S-SS Sandys Serin xiii 220 Our Sauiour. doth lay

open the grosnesse of their fault. 1596 Shaks Merck Vi
lit 11 80 Hiding the grosenesse with mire ornament, a 1633
Austin Medit (1635] 166 The grossenesse of this Lie every
Child may discover 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I Pref.

5 Boece, and Buchanan went beyond these useful chroni-
clers, in the grossness of their fables 1863 Dickens Mut
Fr. in v, The very grossness of this flattery

3 Thickness, density, materiality, solidity Also
or sttai-concr.

i$*7 Andrew Bntnswykc's Distytl Wateri A j,
The

waters that there ben devyded from the grossenes of the

herbes eche in his substance. *39° Shaks. Mids N in 1

163, I will purge thy mortall grossenesse so, That thou snalt

like an aine spirit go 16*7 Drayton Bait Aginc. etc

,

Morn-Calf 168 A black cloud . Whose foggy grosnesse

so oppos’d the light, As it would turn the noone-sted into

night fxfijo Milton On Itnte 20 Then all this Earthy

grosnes quit, Attir’d with Stars we shall for ever sit 1644

Digby Nat Bodies xXviL 245 1 he element immediately

next the earth in grossenesse is water 1709 Pope Ess

Cnt. 469 For envy’d Wit, like Sol eclips’d makes known

lh* opposing body’s grossness, not its own 1807 Knox
& Jebb Carr I 358 An expert diver can see under water,

but it must be cloudily, on account of the grossness of

the medium _ , ,

Jig 1766 Johnson Let to W Drummond 13 Aug, 1 his

speculation may perhaps be thought more subtle than the

grossness of real life will easily permit. 1842 Tennyson
Locksley Hall 48 The grossness of his nature will have

weight to drag thee down

*fb. Thickness as a third dimension (obs).

C. Magnitude, with the implication of materiality.

1570 Billingsley Euclid 1 def. xv 3 A plaine figure, that

is a figure without grossenes or thicknes 1579 Fulke
Beskins' Pat l 167 That body being so subtile

,
was voyde

of all grossenesse or thicknesses x86sF HallHmail Philos

Syst 121 Grossness is essential m order to perception

4 Coarseness, want of fineness or refinement *

a. of food, feeding, or material substances, b.

of habits, ideas, speech, etc.

a. x68x Dryden Abs fy A chit 619 His Shneval Board

The Grossness ofa City Feast abhorr’d. 1751 Earl Orrery
Remarks Swift (1752) 175 The grossness of our food, and

our immoderate use of spirituous liquors 1899 John
Caird Fundamental Ideas of Christianity II x 51 The
vital energy of the plant transmutes into flower and fruit

the grossness and foulness of'the soil from which it springs

b 1563 Homilies 11 Places H Script 1. 160 Places that

men are offended at for' the homelynesse & grossenesse

of speach 1594 Shaks Rich III, in 1. 46 Weigh it but

with the grossenesse of this Age 1667 (.title) Ihe most

delectable History of Reynard the Fox purged from all

grossness in phrase and matter 1738 Warbvrton Dtv
Legat ni vi Wks 1788 II 198 To be bleached and puri-

fied from the grossness and pollution of their ideas 1763

Johnson Let to Miss Reynolds 27 Oct , I do not think

the grossness of a ship very suitable to a lady 1790

Burke Fr Rev, Wks V 150 lhat chastity of honour .

under which vice itself lost half its evil, by losing all its

grossness x8x6 J Scott Vis Parts (ed s)_ 130 Grossness

of conduct is the natural and becoming barrier that stands

between virtue and vice i860 Emerson Cond Life, Wor-
ship Wks (Bohn) II 396 With these grossnesses, we com-

placently compare our own taste and decorum 1883

Manch Exam 4 May 5/1 The . desire to disguise the

native grossness of their motives ,

5 Want of instruction and enlightenment ; dull-

ness, stupidity
1326 Pilgr. Perf (W deW 3531) 228 b, Shall brynge with

them theyr olde grosnes, heuynes & passibilite 1332 Lati-

mer Serrn Lincolnsh ix (1562) 144 What a pacient man
our sauior Christ was, whim couid so wel beare w‘ the

grosenes of Iohns disciples 1597 Hooker Eccl Pol. v 11

§ j They are for grosnesse of wit such, as they scarcely

seeme to holde the place of humane being 1626 Bacon
Sylva *j 137 It were extreame Grossenesse to thrake that

the Sound m Strings is made between the Hand and the

String 1638 F Junius Paint Ancients 35a This was his

grosnesse. As for the other more refined men, they knew
well enough what difference there was 1837 Ht Martinfau
Soc Amer II 59 Their intellectual torpor, their mental

grossness, are melancholy to witness 1837 Keble Euchar
Adoration g8 To bring men to that requires extreme

grossness of understanding

G-rossolite, corrupt form of Chrysolite
1323 Skelton Carl. Laurel 466 With turkis and grossolitis

enpauyd was the graunde

t Gross-table, grostable, variant of grass-

table, see Grass sb. 13
1663 Gerbier Counsel 87 The Base called gross-table, at

the bottome of a building. Ibid 89 For cleansing and
setting again old work, as window stuff, grostpble, water-

table, cormsh, quines

Grossula’ceous, a, Bot, rare-0 [f mod L.

Grossulace-se, the gooseberry tribe + -00s.] Be-

longing to the N.O Grossulacese (now Grossulan-

acem).

1847 in Craig ; hence in later Diets.

Grossular (grp s»21ai) Min Also -are.

[ad. modL. grosstil&r-ta (Werner in 1811), an
application of the specific name of the gooseberry,

in allusion to the colonr of the stone.] A pale-

green variety of garnet from Siberia, often called

the gooseberry garnet.
[18x4 T Allan Mm Nomett 21 Garnet Olive Green

Grossularia ] 1819 W. Phillips Mm (ed 2) 24 Grossular
. occurs in the varieties of the dodecahedron 182 r JamesonMm 224 Grossulare. [In Webster 1828-32, and later Diets,
which have the word also as an adj ]

Grossula’rious, a rare-1
, [f. mod.L. gros-

sulari-a (see prec.) + -ocs ] Of the nature of, or

resembling, the gooseberry.
1845 Don Hortic in Encycl Metrop VI 120* Grossula-

rious Fruits

Grossularite (grp si^larait). Mm. [f. as prec

+ -1TE.] = prec.

1847 in Craig. 1868 Dana Min. 267 Pale green garnets
are not invariably grossulante

Grossy, a [f. Gross a + -y 1
] f p, Some-

what gross (obs.) b- dial, (see quot. 1877).
1648-60 Hexham Dutch Did , Grofachtigh

,

Grossie, or
Thickish a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Lincoln (1662) II. *49

Wild-foille being more dainty and digestable than Tame of
the same kind, as spending their Grossie humours with their

Activity and constant Motion in Flying 1877 Holdemess
Gloss., Grossy, green and vigorous (applied to vegetation)

,

..stout (applied to persons)

Grost, obs. variant of gorst, Gorse.
14 Voc inWr -Wttlcker 608/39 Ruscus

,
a grost, or furses.

Grostable see Gross-table

t Groats. Obs. rare. [a. OF. grossetl —
xned L. grossttai-etu Gbossity ] Grossness

;
m

quots concr. gross or thick parts

1466-70 Bk Quintessence u 5 pat . he groste of pe mater

of he watir descende dounward to he necke. Ibid , pe groste

schal abide bynehe m he botme

tGrot 1
. Obs Forms: 1-4 grot, 3-5 grote,

(3 greot), 4 grott(e [OE. grot str neut
,
related

by ablaut to great Grit sb *, giytt Grit sbJ,

griit Grout see also Groats ] A fragment,

particle, atom. Every grot *= every whit.

c888 KL. /Elfred Boeth xxxv § 1 Hu max ]»onne anij
man nhtwislice acsigan, £if he nan grot nhtwisnesse on
him nsefS a 1225 Ancr R 260 Of al he brode eorfie ne

moste he habben a grot, forte deien uppon. a 1240 Sawles
Warde in Cott Horn. 251 Iteilede draken to cheoweS
ham euch greot c 1300 Hai elok 472 Of bothen he karf on

two here throtes, And stthen hem al to grates «i33o
Roland <$• V 786 Now ich wot, 3our cristen lawe eueri grot

c 1386 Chaucer Friar's Frol 28, I shal hym quiten euery

grot 1398 Trevisa Barth De P R hi xli (lollem MS',
Atthomls a hull pmge, as were, of }>e gratis in pe Sonne

beme. 1399 Langl Rich Redeles Prol 35 Not to grucchen

a grott a3eine godis sonde, c 1400 St Alexins (Laud 622)

608 Ac on Ionas fel vche grot 1:1425 Seven Sag (P ) 2071

Hys eyen, hys nose, and hys throte, Thay fyldan wit golde

every grate.

tGrot2
. Obs. Also 4grate, [a ON grdt-r, cogn.

w. grdta

:

see Ghote v] Weeping, lamentation

c 1230 Gen 4 Ex 1577 Grot sal bi-cumen, And wreche of

iacob sal bi nuraen Ibid 1978 Long grot and sor3e is him
ln-tid Ibid. 2288, 3717 13 St Alexius 570 in Horstm
Altengl Leg (1881) 187 His wife koine han wij> sorowfull

Jate Wi> gouhnge & wip rewfull grate.

Grot ® (grpt). Now onlypoet Forms : 6-8 grottfe,

7 grote, 6- grot [ad. F. grotle see Grotto ]

1 ** Grotto i

1306 Guylfordd Prig/ (Camden) 16 There we lay In the

same grotte or caue Frydaye all day vpon the bare,

stynkynge, stable grounde 1398 Florid, Grotta, a grot,

a cave, a den, a caverne. 1608 E Grimstone Hist. Fiance
(i6ix) 1030 To shew him his buildings, his Grots or Caues,

and his Chases. *647 Jer Taylor Lib Proph Ep Ded

23 They who for their security runne into grots and cellars

x670-98 Lassels Voy Italy II 186 Entrmg into the Gro'te

of Pausilipus we found it to he about forty foot high 1680

Morden Geog Red, Germany (1685) 113 In his Palace or

Castle of Heidelburg are divers things remarkable, viz the

Grates and Water-works 170* W. J. BruytCs Voy Levant
xxxvi 143 Near those Buildings of everlasting continuance

there are also some Giotts or Caves *76? Johnson Adven-
turer No 108r 5 A natural grot shaded with myrtles a 1735

Shenstone in Dodsley Coll Poems (1755) IV 351 Here in

cool grot and mossy cell We rural fayes and faeries dwell

18x4 Scott LordofIsles in xxvm, Mermaid’s alabaster grot

t b. A crypt under a church. Obs.

1638 J Bukbury Hist Christina A . ofSwedland 441 Her
Majesty, when she had ador’d the most holy Sacrament,

went down into the grots below the Church, 1670-98

Lassfls Voy Italy II 28,

1

got leave to go down into the

Grot under this Church.

2. = Grotto a

1641 Evelyn Diary 19 Aug., We went to visit the Hoff,

pr Prince’s Court, v ith the adjoining gardens full of grots,

fountains, and artificial music, 1693 C Dryden m Dryden s

Juvenal (1607) 172 Lucan may lie at ease In costly Grotts,

and marble Palaces 1749 Lady Luxborough Let, to Shen-

stoue 24 June, You may be secure in your grott from all

intruders, and see your Shrubbery prosper unmolested.

1764 Oxford Sausage 60 Fresh Shade and Vale No nipre to

Visit, or vine mantled Grot a 1839 Pkaed Poems (1864! II

366 T he Baron is blind to a beauteous day, If it beam in my
Lady’s grot. 1863 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iw, He opened a

cool grot at the end of the yard

Grote, V Obs. Also 4 grateru [a ON
grdta ; see Greet v 2

]
tians and tntr To

bewail; = Greet v 2

1x250 Qen 4 Ex 1984 Ic sal lijten til helfo dale, And

groten 5or min sujtes bale c 1300Havelok 329 Of Goldebora

shul we nou laten, pat nouth ne blinneth forto giaten /«»

1390 He Sipen yede sore grotrade awey.

Grote, obs. form of Groat, Groats

+ Gro'ten, V Obs rare—1 [Of obscure origin

;

cf glut and ME aglotye. See also Agroten, In-

groten ] trans To glut

c 1440 Promp Pnrv 21 5/1 Groton, of ingroton wytbe

mete or drynke, mgurgito

i* Grotes. Obs —l
, [variant of Crotby jp.J

= Crottels
c 1430 ME Med Bk (Heinrich) 140 Take pe grotes of pe

goot, and bode hem tn vynegre [etc j

Grotesque (gmtesk), sb. and a. Forms: a.

6 crotesfc)que, 7 crotesoo, -ko. fi- 7"® grot*

(tOesc, -k(e, -q., grot(t)esco, -ko, 7- grotesque

[
Orig. a. early mod F crotesque sb. fern

,
an

adaptation (by assimilation to OF crote = It.

grotta

)

of It gi'otlesca ‘a kmde of rugged vn-

polished painters worke, anticke worke’ (rlono

1 598), ’anticke or landskip worke of Painters

(Flono 16 1 1), an elliptical use (= opera orpittura

grottesca) of the fern, of grottesco adj f grotta,

.
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see Grotto and -esque. (Cf. Sp , Pg. gmtesco
,

an alteration of the It word after Sp Pg. gruta=
It grotta

)

It is remarkable that Florio in both
his Diets (1598 and 1611) has crotesca as an It.

word, explained as 1 antique, fretted, or earned
worke ’

;
this, if genuine, would seem to be a re-

adoption from Fr. Before the end of the 16th c

the Fr. word was occasionally spelt grotesque
,
after

the original It ;
this form was adopted into Eng.

about 1640, and has been the prevailing form ever

since But early in the 17th c writers acquainted

with It. had introduced the masc. form of the adj

,

crotesco,
which occurs as late as 1646 ; the more

usual It. form grotesco appears as Eng first in

the 1632 edition of Flono’s transl. of Montaigne,
and did not become obsolete until the 18th c.

The etymological sense of grottesca would be 4 painting
appropriate to grottos ’ The special sense is commonly
explained by the statement that groite,

4
grottoes was the

popular name in Rome for the chambers of ancient buildings
which had been revealed by excavations, and which con.
tamed those mural paintings that were the typical exam-
ples of 4 grotesque ' (See Voc della Crusca, s v. Grotta

,

§ iv ) Although this seems to be only a late conjecture,

without any actual evidence, it appears to be intrinsically

plausible ]

A si

1. A kind of decorative painting or sculpture,

consisting of representations of portions of human
and animal forms, fantastically combined and in-

terwoven with foliage and flowers.

1561 Inv R. Wat drobe (18x5) 130 Item, twa paintit broddis
theane of the muses and the utherofcrotescqueorconceptis.

[16*4 Wottom Arehtt 11 97 Whether Grotesca (as the
Italians) or Antique worke (as wee call it) should be receiued ]

1636 I} Jonson Dtscov
,
De progres picture Wks (1640)

1x3 He complainesof their painting Chimaeras, by the vulgar
unaptly called Grottesque 1645 Eveiyn Mem (1857) I 143
The foliage and grotesque about some of the compartments
are admirable 1658 W. Sanderson Grapkice 25, I would
coniine Grotesco only to Borders and Freezes 1686
Aclionby Painting Illnstr. Explan Terms, Grotesk, is

properly the Painting that is found under Ground in the
Kumes of Rome 1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit (1742) I

59 The Chambers . are all painted in grotesque ofa very
fine Invention 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertlie's A need. Paint
(1786) I 260 Don Julio Clovio, the celebrated limner, whose
neatness and taste m grotesque were exquisite 18*3 P.
Nicholson Pract Build. Gloss 586 Grotesque, the light,

gay, and beautiful style of ornament, practised by the antient

Romans m the decoration of their palaces, baths, villas, etc.

attnb 1711 Shaftesb Charac (1737) III 6 Tis the per-

fection of certain grotesque-painters, to, keep as far from
nature as possible a 1744 Pope Hor. Sat 11 vi 192 Grotesco
roofs, and Stucco floors

b A work of art in this style Chiefly pi

,

figure^ or designs in grotesque
;
m popular lan-

guage, figures or designs characterized by comic
distortion or exaggeration
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig, Med 1, § 13 There are no

Grotesques in nature 1691 tr Emilltonne's Frauds
Romish Monks 333 They expose to public view in the
Streets many infamous naked Pictures, and Grotesques,
to cause laughter 1746 W, Horslfy Fool (1748) I *4*
The reigning Taste of the Age for Oddities, Monsters, Gro-
tesques, Cancatura's, &c. X756 Burke Subl 4 B 11 v, All
the designs I have chanced to meet of the temptations of
St Anthony were rather asort of odd, wild grotesques, than
any thing capable of prqducmg a serious passion 18x9
Byron Juan r, xlvi, This [missal] all Kinds of grotesques

illumined. 1856 Ruskin Paint. Ill iv vm §4A fine

grotesque is the expression, in a moment, by a series of sym-
bpls thrown together m bold and fearless connection, of
truths which it would have taken a long time to express in

any verbal way [etc.] 1865 Lond Rev 23 Dec 668/1 The
ornamentalists of that period revelled in their grotesques

1893 Leland Mem II 248, Adorned with fifteenth century
grotesques

C. Jig
1644-7 Cleveland Char Lond I)turn. 28 A strange

Grottesco this, the Church and States. 17x0 Steele ratter
No 202 f 2 This indeed is Ambition in Grotesque 1889,

Spectator 21 Dec
,
To Browning, life is a medley of gro-

tesques, with a glowing horizon beyond it

2. A clown, buffoon, or merry-andrew, [So in

mod Fr (as masc. sb.) ] Cf Antic
1864 Sai-a in Daily Tel. 18 Nov

,
The great grotesque-

himself will he in the grave, 1871 Morley Voltave 111.

(1872) iso Some men of true genius seem only to make sure
of fame by straining themselves into grotesques

3. Printing A square-cut letter without cenph,

THUS; formerly called stone-letter

1873 Southward Did Typogr., Grotesque
,
the name of

a peculiar fancy jobbing type .

B, adj. .

1. Arch. Having the character of the work de-

scribed in A 1 (In some of the early instances

the word may be the sb. used attnb.')

1603 Florio Montaigne 1 xxvii 89 Anttke Boscage or

Crotesko [so also ed 1613 , ed 1632 has Grotesko] works,

which are fantastical pictures, having no grace, but in the

variety and strangenes of them 1610 Folkingham Art of
Survey n, vi 58 Compartiments are Blankes or Figures

bordered with Anticke Boscage or Crotesko-woorke 1646

$11? T Browne Pseud Ep hi xxiv 170 As for Sea-horses

, they are but Crotesco deliniations, 1664 Evelyn tr

Freart’s Parall Archit, 128 There are also Voluta s in

the Corinthian and Compounded Capitels, but, they con-

sist rather of certain large Stalkes after a more Grotesco

designe 4x668 Davenant1 Masque Wks (1673) 360 And
in the midst was placed a large compartiment composed

of Groteske work. 1687 Burnet Trav ii (1730) too They
have built great Vaults and Porticos along the Rock, which
are all made Grotesque 1695 Dryden Paral Poet $ Paint.
26 Grotesque painting is thejust resemblance of this 1841-4
Emerson Ess

, Manners Wks (Bohn) I. 215 Let there be
grotesque sculpture about the gates and offices of temples
2 . In a wider sense, of designs or forms • Charac-

terized by distortion or unnatuial combinations

;

fantastically extravagant
; bizarre, + quaint. Also

transf of immaterial things, esp. of literary style.

*6S3 J Hall aradoxes 45 They ought to bee accounted
one of those Grotesco Maximes that doe so disfigure and
misguide the life of man 1687 Dryden Hind 4 P m. 1044An hideous figure of their foes they drew, Nor lines, nor
looks, nor shades, nor colours true ; And this grotesque de-
sign expos’d to public view. 1709 Steele Toiler No. 1x8
F 6 You have employed your selfmorem Grotesque Figures,
than m Beauties 17x8 Lady M W Montagu Let to LadyRtch to Oct

,
These grotesque daubers give me a still higher

esteem of .natural charms 17x8 Morgan Algiers I Pref
23 Matters of so peregrine and grotesk a Nature as this
[History] 1762-3 H Walpole Virtue'sAneed Paint (ed. 2)
I 118 1 hose Grotesque monsters with which the spouts
of ancient buildings- are decorated i8ao Hazutt Led
Dram Lit 36 Our literature is Gothic and grotesque
absol. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. v (Rtldg) 404 He

preferred the stately, or rather the grotesque in writing
1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. App 367 The Northern
love of what is called the Grotesque 1888 Pall Malt G,
4 Apr ii/i The grotesque is a branch of the fantastic

f b. Of landscape : Romantic, picturesquely
irregular Obs.
X667 Milton P L iv 136A steep wilderness, whose hatrie

sides With thicket overgrown, grottesque and wtlde, Access
dent’d, c 1764R, Dodslfy Leasowes, in Shenstone's Wks
II (1777) 296 The more pleasing parts of this grotesque and
hilly country

3 . Ludicrous from incongruity
j fantastically ab-

surd

1747 Genii Mag 374 A woman with her head peeping out
of a sack, could hardly ,, make a more Grotesque figure.

1829 Lytton Devereux 11 v 46 O'Carroll gave a grotesque
sort of signal between a wink and a beckon 1840 Dickens
Old C Shop 111, But what added most to the grotesque
expression of his face, was a ghastly smile 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng 11 I 163 These peculiarities appeared far more
grotesque in a faction which ruled a great empire 1863
Fr A Kemble Resid m Georgia 58 You can conceive
nothing more grotesque than the Sunday trim of the poor
people. 1866 G Macdonald Ann Q Neighb, ix (1878)

154 The most grotesque machine 1 ever saw that ^^some-
thing 1870 R,W Dale Week-day Semi. xii. 246 The gro-
tesque doctrine that it is good for trade

4. Comb., as grotesque-minded adj.

1811 Moore Mem (1853) III 347 Found there-Beresford .

.

a grotesque-minded peison, very amusing
Hence Grote ague v tram., to give a grotesque

form or appearance to , to caricature, travesty

1873 Browning Anstoph Apol 432 After obscenity
grotesqued so muih It slunk away, revolted at itself 1891
Sal. Rev ig Dec 707/2 This. is to grotesque Dante, not to
translate him

Grotesquely (grote skli), adv [f Grotesque
a. + -in 1 J In a grotesque manner

,
with incon-

gruous absurdity ;
fantastically, whimsically

1740 H Walpole Ep fr Florence 285 in
#
Dodsley Call

Poems (1755) III 80 The weaned arms grotesquely deck
the wall x8x4 Scott Wav. Ixv, His absurdities . . had ap-
peared grotesquely ludicrous during his prosperity. 1818
Foster ulLife Corr (1846)11 36 Grotesquely-constructed
sentences 1829 Lytton Devereux 11 11, A man of about,
the middle age, very grotesquely attired

Grotesqueness (gmte'sknes). [£ Grotesque
+ -ness ] The quality of being grotesque ,

incon-

gruous absurdity Also cona .pi Grotesque objects.

x8*6 Miss Mitford Village Ser. n (1863) 329 His face,

with all its grotesqueness, was infinitely pleasanter to look

at than his figure, x86o Heads 4 Hats 12 The women
[temp Edw. IV] wore absurdly high coiffures , and the men
vied with them in their height, if not in their grotesqueness.

1883 J. Hawthorne in Harper's Mag Nov 926 1, I saun-

tered about the studio, taking note of the various beauties,

grotesquenesses, and curiosities that it contained.

Grotesquerie (grete'skon). Also grotas-

query [as if a F. *groiesqmne, f, grotesque

Grotesque.] Grotesque objects collectively] gro-

tesque quality ;
a piece of grotesqueness.

1654-66 Ld. Orrery Parihemssa (1676) 3x7 In a large

Compartiment composed of Groteskery were seen Sphynxes,

Harpyes, the Claws of Lyons andTygers, to evidence that

within inhabited Mysteries and Riddles, 1862 B Taylor
Home 4 Air Ser 11 II 339 Where so much is beautiful,

the occasional anomalies and grotesqueries of taste fail to.

offend you. 1877
4H A Page ’ De Quincy I v 9s Casting

a ‘jet * ofgentle humour over the grim grotesquerie of the

situation 1878 Bayne Punt Rev w 59 The incidents ..

of waking existence are therein tossed and heaped together

as the materials of a wild grotesquerie x88o Howells Un-

disc Country xih 197 She showed her sense of degradation

in. the brutal grotesquely 1883 Manch. Exam 22 July 3/2

The inventive grotesquerie ofhis [Gustave Dord's] laterwork.

Grotha, Grothe, obs ff. Gbotto, Growth 1
.

- Grothite (gm4*]rait) Mm. [f Groth tbe name
of a Geiman mineralogist +-ite Named by Dana
1867 ] A variety of titamte containing yttrium.

1867 A mer Jml Sci Ser n XLIV 258 Grothite- ,

Described as a variety of Titamte by Grotb

Grotis, Grots, obs ff. Groats.

Grotta, original form of Grotto, q. v,

Grotta, obs form of Gbqat, Grot,

Grottes, obs. form of Groats
Grottesc(o, -k(e, -ko, obs. ff. Grotesque.

Grotto (grp to). PL grottos, grottoes
Forms a 7 grotta, (grotha) ;//«rotta’s,grotta8,
grotha’s, (erron. grottae) ; £.(7 groto) ,

7- grotto

;

pi. 7-8 grotto’s, 7- grottos, grottoes, [ad. It.

grotta (for which Dante has also grotto) = OF
crote, cronte, Pr crota, Sp. and Pg. gruta pop L.

crupta, grupta (
= literaryL crypta), ad. Gr KpvtrTt}

vault, f Hpvirruv to hide. (The mod F. grotte is

from It )]
1 A cave or cavern, esp. one which is picturesque,

or which forms an agreeable retreat.

x6x Collins Def Bp Ely 11 vi 241 To bee respected and
credited, afore your grottae, or your Cryptae. 1632 Lithgow
Trav vr 276 We arrived at a Cave, and from the mouth
of this delectable Grotto, gusheth forth a most delicious
Fountame 1695 Woodward Nat Hist Earth 1 (1723) 3
1 o inform my self of the present Condition of the Earth .

as far as either Grotto’s or other Natural Caverns . let me
into it. X774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) I. 67 Of all the
subterraneous caverns now known, the grotto of Antiparos
is the most remarkable, as well for its extent,as for the beauty
of its sparry incrustations x8x8 Keats Lndym 1 459
Echoing grottoes, full of tumbling waves And moonlight
1856 Stanley Sutai «$ Pal 11 (1858) 253 Partly perhaps the

cause, partly the effect ofthis consecration of grottoes, began
the caves of hermits. 1887 Ruskin Preetcnla. II 89 The
Dog’s grotto with its floor a foot deep in poisoned air.

2 An excavation or structure made to imitate

a rocky cave, often adorned with shell-woik, etc,,

and serving as a place of recreation or a cool

retreat
x6»3 Bacon Ess , Building (Arb.) 332 On theVnder Story,

towards the Garden, Let it be turned to a Grotta, or place of
Shade, or Estiuation 1644 EvelynMem (1857)! 56A grotto

or shell-house, on the summit of the hill £*1645 Howell
Lett (1650) I m 92 T he keeper of the house was very
officious to shew him every room, with the garden, grotha’s,

and aqueducts 1680 Morden Geog Red..Germany (1685)

119 There is nowhere to be seen fairer Rows of Orange-
Tiees, Grottas better contrived and beautified 1791 Gentl.

Flag 26/1 These seeds are sold at many shops in London,
for ornamenting grottoes and shell-work. 183a G Downes
Lett Covt Countries I. 283 Under the palace is a very
curious and beautiful grotto of shell-work, with a mosaic
floor It oonsists of several chambers adorned with statues

traits

f

1710 Strype Stew's Sum J1754) II vi vi 663/r

A small Grotto oftrees most pleasant in the Summer season.

8. A struettne of eyster-shells m the form of

a. grotto, erected and exhibited by London street-

boys on the 5th of August.
a 1845 [implied in grottovig below] 1864 Chambers' Bk.

Days II 122 1877 Punch 244 The Derby outing comes,
like the ‘grotter only once a year

4 Comb

,

as grotto-work
,
grotto-like adj‘

2782 Cowper Poet, Oyster, $ Srnsit Plant 49 You, in

your giotto-woik enclosed. Complain of being thus exposed,

X840 Mrs. Norton Dream 39 There in a cool and grotto-like

repose.

Hence Gro'ttoed ppl a., ensconced in. a grotto,

also, formed into grottoes, Gro ttoing vbl sb-,

making grottos (sense 3).

a 1748 J Warton Fashion 21 in Dodsley Coll Poems
(1748) II 1 275 Happy the grotto’d hermit with his pulse

011845 Hood Lost Heir 76 And the threepence he'd got

by giottoxng was spent in plums. 189a Ld Lytton King
Poppy Prol 3or Grey, gaunt, and silent as its grotto’d rock.

Grouan, variant of Growan.
Grou(e, Grouff(e, obs ff Grow, Gboof.
Gromf(f)lmg8, yanant of Groveulings Obs
Groilgh, obs. form of Grow , variant of Gruff.
Grought, obs form of Growth 1

.

Grouhund, obs form of Gbew-houed.
Groul, Gromne, obs. ff Growl, Grume.
Groiile see Gurl z»,

G-roun, obs f grown

,

pa. pple. of Grow.
Ground (ground), sb Forms: 1—5 (6- Sc)

grand., 4-6 grond, (5 gronnde), 4-7 grounde,

5 grownd(e, (5 grount, growende, 6 growinde,
groune, 7 grown), 3- ground [Com. Tent.

;

OE grund str, masc. — OFns., OS. grund
(MDu grant

,
inflected grand-, Du grond), OHG

grunt, krunt (MHG. grunt, grund-, G. 'giuna),

Goth. *g) undue (cf, gnmdu-waddjus ground-

wall, foundation, ufgrundija abyss) •—OTeut.

*grundti-z —pre-Teut. *ghi iitii-s
;
no cognates

outside Tent, are known The foimal tqmva-
'

lent is not found m ON, which has however

grund fern, (declined like the -2- stems), earth,plain,

and a cognate type (Teut. *grunpo- .—pre-Teut,

ghriito-) in g?unn-r, giiitS-r masc, bottom,

grunn-r adj., shallow, grunn neut, shoal (Da.

grundbottom, shallow, Sw. grund bottom, founda-

tion, giound).]

I. The bottom
,
the lowest part or downward

limit of anything

ifl a Of the sea, a well, ditch, etc ,
and of

hell
,
rarely of heaven. (Cf. Bottom 3.) Obs

c 825 Vesp. Psalterlxiv.S Du gedroefes grund [L funduni]

saes, a 1000Cmdm011's Gen . 345 (Gr ) Het bine Jraere sw eai-

tan helle grundes gyman. c 1175 Lamb, Horn '19 He
alesde us of helle grunde, c 1200 Ormin 12030 Modi3nesse,

patt warrp i>e deofell .Inntill J?e grund off helfepitt c 1375

Luue Ronin in O E.Mtsc. 98 Hit is ymston offeor lboren,

nys non betere vnder heouene giunde. 1340 Ham pole Pr
Cansc. 7213 In J»e grond of helle dongeoune pe hevedes of



GROUND.
jsynfulle salle be tamed douse c 1415 Eng Cong Irel is
He fel down yn the ground of f>e dich 1483 Caxton Gold
Leg 237 b/2 lhangel of our lord plunged them doun in the
grounde of the see 1535 Coverdale fob xxxvm. 16 Camest
thou euer in to the grounde of the see? 1637 Rutherford
Lett (1862) I 218 Cast Him , into the ground of the Sea,
He shall come up again

t b Of other things, esp of a vessel or a wound
(cf. Bottom i). Also in phrase All to ground.'
completely, thoroughly. Ohs.

c raog Lay 7779 J>er mihten sitten in bon grunde [of the
tower] cmbtes sixti hundred Ibid, 21508 And duden heonj
alle clane into J>uo sctpen grunde * 1300 K Horn 1107
Horn dronk of horn a stounde And jwew hys ryng to pe
grounde [of the horn] 13 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS
xxxvit 814 f>e leche clansej> J»e wounde Clene in be ground
And leib same a-boue c 1305 J Iscartoi 118 In A E P
(1862) 110 Of oure louerdes god he stal aj to grounde
c 1420 Pallad on Hitsb ix. 153 Dgcoct in liras yf grauel in
the ground Noon leue, is preef that that ltcoyr 11 sound.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 215 Je schul be be ground of bis laddere
in helle, because je be begynners of Jmt wrong! c 1500
Lancelot 2079 His dedly wound god helyth frome the
ground 1597 Montgomerie Cherne <$• Slat 1362 Quhyle
we grip it [an ailment] to the grund. 18*4 Scott St. Ronan's
ix, I ken weel eneugh how a customer looks that’s near the
grund of the purse

t c fig Of the heart
.

(cf. Bottom 5 b). Obs
c moo Ormin 13286 Crist sahh all hiss herrtess grund.

C 1290 S’ E Leg.; I 220/19 Pls olde man «3t of is heorte
grounde A1 weopinde he hem tolde 3wat he hadde 1 founde.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 81 Sone, y fele the dede stounde,
The suert is at myn herte grounde C1440 Jacob's Wolf
170 In be bothme, m be ground, in be depthe of bin herte
*535 Covfrdale Gen xhu 30 The grounde of his hert was
kyndled towarde his brother 161r Bible 7 ransl Pref 7
Let vs rather blesse God from the ground of our heait. *

*745 Wesley Wks (1872) I 306 We praised God from the
gtound of the heart

2 . The solid bottom or earth underlying the sea
(for other water) Now only Naut esp n
reference to soundings, or in phrase To break
gtound to heave the anchor clear of the bottom
Beowulf(Z ) 553 Hreo wteron y'5a . Me to grunde 2eteah

fah feondscaSa c 1000 Sal, 4- Sat, .227 (Gr ) l)ol bia se 3e
gaeo on deop water, se 3e mid fotum ne mae$ grand gerai-
can c 1200 Ormin i486x All all swa surma be sag wass baer
Dun till be grund toworrpenn, Swa batt tej3 o j>e dti33e
grund Wei sae3henn openn wejje. a 1300 CursorM 1840
pat was no creatur m liue bat moght to grund or reche or
riue Ibid 23198 Stang als men sais es vmstund Sua depe
bat bar-on es na grund 13 Seuyn Sag, 885 (W) To a
fische-pole he come . He lepe in and sanke to gronde.
c 1402 Maundev (Roxb ) xxxm 148 As bai saile bai may

• see be ground of be see. C1440 Jacob's Well xl 75
Caste out of bi pytt be stynkyng wose of pride, tyl (>ou
fynde a syker ground & a clene. c 1485 Digby Myst (1882)
Hi 1395 Lett fall an ankyr to growndj a 1568 Satir Poems
Reform xlvi 393 Gif 3e can nocht get the grand, Steir be
the compas. 1596 Shaks 1 Hen IV, 1 iu 204 Diue into
the bottome of the deepe, Where Fadome-hne could neuer
touch the ground 1600 Hakluyt Voy III 190 There is

good ground and ankorage here and you shall nde m
three Fathom water 16x1 Markham Counir Content, i

xiv 93 If you Angle for him [Trout] at the ground the
Menow is a good bayte 1698 Fryer Acc E. India 4. P 1
The Ship then breaking Ground from Graves-End, to fall
“own to the Buoy in the_Nore. 17x2 W Rogers Voy 50We kept continual Soundings, and. had alwaysGround from
one League to ten off the Shore, from 20 to 50 Fathom
Water. 175* [see Break ». 44 d} 178a Log ofAlbemarle
in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII, p. v, With this depth
and ground you may be sure you are without the Capes.
1807 J Johnson Oriental Voy 220 On the 5th the men
ofwar broke ground, and steered past. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk

,

s v
,
To strike ground, to obtain soundings.

fig 1781 C. Johnston Hist, John Juniper I 80 His
readers .mayhave flattered themselves with hope of finding
ground at last, after the pains ofdiving so deep for »t.

b. The bottom at a point where the water
becomes too shallow for a vessel, ete. to float
To take the ground : to run ashore, to strand. To
smell the ground (see quot. 1875),
*597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV

\

iv. 1. 17 Thus do the hopes we
haue in him, touch ground. And dash themselves to pieces.
1830 Lyell Pnnc Geol I 299 These masses [icebergs] may
sometimes take the ground m great numbers 1875 E Fitz-
Gerald Lett (1889) I 374> I fancy that I begin, to ‘smell
the Ground , as Sailors say of the Ship that slackens speed
as the Water shallows under her. 1880 Times 4 Aug. 12/4
The Lame, Russian barque, took the ground on the Somer-
setshire side

to. On grounds Agbound. To set or run on
ground fig, to puzzle, nonplus (a person). Cf. 9 b.
3597

.

Shaks. 2 Hen, IV,iv iv. 40 Like a Whaleon ground

j
And«swes Strut (1843) V 127 Ihe Pharisees

and Sadduceeshad no further end but to setHim onground,
and so to expose him to the contempt of the people as642
Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts vl^o*) 522/1 The English
.may come on Ground, 1642 Rogers Naaman 442 Will

God heale, that man may be seton ground and beeconvinced

onrL?e nnpotency 1659 J Arrowsmith Cham Pnnc.
*3“ Wariest others run themselves on ground, and dispute
it till their understandings be nonplust, 1657 Lond GasNo 217/4 The Ship called the Van Hoorn is on ground
without the mouth of the lexell,

3. pi. The particles deposited by a liquid in the
bottom of the vessel containing it; dregs, lees.

T Also sing, a residuum, sediment.
ax%? 9,

AMP
?
LB PialUr 9 111 men sail drynke be

grundis ofbe chalice ci^ME Med Bk (Heinrich) 93otreyne nit wel porou} a caneuas, and do awey be groundes

jlj*?
r
S
S
uf" v? ,

Holland Pliny I [. 159 The grounds or
dregs of the black oile oliue 1625 Hart Anat, Ur. viii 98
Wheresoever there is a swim there is also a ground or resi-
dence. 1742 Lond. tf Country Brew. i. (ed, 4) 53 The un-

|
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wholesome Settlements or Grounds of the Beer 1775
Sheridan St. Pair. Day 11 iv, Just Did you perceive any-
thing in my chocolate cup . ? Ser Nothing, unless it was
a little grounds. 1824 Macaulay Misc Writ (i860) I 141
[Telling fortunes] neither from the lines of a hand, nor the
grounds of a teacup 1S60 Alt Year Round No 42, 367
Cups of smoking black coffee (half grounds as the Turks
drink it)

fig 1629 Rutherford Lett (1862) I 44 Fulfil with joy
the remnant of the gi ouids and remainders of the afflictions
of Christ in your body 2642 Hales Schism 4 If so be you
be ammo defiecato, if you have cleared your self from froth
and growns 1672 Marvell Reh Transp, 1 185 How much
another thing it is to hear him speak that hath cleared him-
self from froth and growns.

b. Refuse (of meal, wool, etc,), rare.
1629 Chapman Juvenal21 The mustiest grounds OfBarley-

gnest, bak’d purposely for hounds 1653 Walton Angler
v 117 You must be sure you want not . the Peacocks
feather, and grounds of sucn wool and crewel as will make
the Grasshopper, 1808 Jamieson, Grounds, the refuse of
flax, left in dressing it,

II Base, foundation.

f 4 The solid base or foundation on which an
edifice or other structure is raised. In early use
pi, m the same sense (cf. foundations). Obs.

c 050 Ltndisf Gosp Luke vi 48 Gelic is [he] 8aem menn
timbrende husseSe delfeS & Sesette Sagrundas[L funda-
mental ofer carr vet? staa Ibid, xiv. 29 a 1300 E E
Psalter xvii 8 Groundes ofe hilles todreued are Ibid 16
Groundes ofe ertheli werlde vn-luled are a 1300 Cursor M.
128 For bi bat na were may stand Wit-outen grundwall to
be lastand, par for bis were sal I fund Apon a selcuth sted-
fast grund 138a Wyclif Ezra v. j6 Thilke Zazabazar cam,
and sette the groundis of the temple of God m Jerusalem
1423 Jas I Kingts Q. exxx, On him traist and call, That
corner-stone and ground is of the wall. 1535 Coverdale
1 Kings vi. 15 Salomon buylded the wanes from the
grounde of y» house vnto the rofe 1581 Satir Poems
Reform xliv 35 As sour maisters grund is laid, Ljk do the
vallis and1 bigging be 1634 Sir T Herbert Tran. 57
I here be but nineteen^ standing, w howbeit the rttmes and
ground of fivescore more, are yet visible 2713 Leoni Pal-
ladio's Archit (1742) I 88 "Ihe beams which make the
ground or bottom of the Bridge,

5 In various immaterial applications,

a. That on which a system, work, institution,

art, 01 condition of things, is founded
; the basis,

foundation Now somewhat rare.

.
a *3°° CursorM 19307 pat was to strenght }>air trout[h]

in grund 134° HampoleP?. Consc 209 Mekenes, pat es
grund of al vertus On whilk al Yertus may be sette fast
c 1374 Chaucer Troylns 11 703 (842) As he pat is be welle
ofworpinesse Oftroupe ground, myrour ofgoodlyhed. c -j""
Destr. Tt oy Prol 80 How be groundes first grew Bothe of
torfer and tene bat bom tide affair 2423 Jas I Kingts Q
n, And so the vertew of his 3011th before Was in his age
the ground of his delytis a 2483 Ltber Niger m Honseh
Oni. U790) 18 He oraeyned his groundes for household so
sure that his greete hospitalitie dayly stode wurshypfully
without decay xxxui yeres 1500-ao Dunbah Poems xxvi.
56 Cuvatyce, Rute of all evil! and grund of vyce. 2523
Fitzherb Surv. Prol., For a grounde of this treatyse .1 do
take an olde statute named Extenta maneru as a principall
grounde therof xsgfi Spenser F Q vi 1. i Which of all
goodly manners is the ground, And roote of civill conversa-
tion 16x1 Bible Trunsl Pref 4 The Edition of the
Seuentie was vned by the Greeke fathers for the ground
and foundation oftheir Commentaries 1653 Walton A ngler
*Vi 110 These and the May-fly are the ground of all fly-
Angling 1674 Playfohd Skill Mustek 1. 1 i The Gam-ut
m the Ground of all Musick 2867 Maurice Patriarchs *
Lawg x (1877) 198 The ground of the national existence
was laid in sacrifice 2870 Jevons Elem Logic xxvi 219
Upon a similar ground rests all the vast body of certain
knowledge,

t b. A fundamental principle
; also pi the ele-

ments or rudiments of any study or branch of
knowledge. Obs.
*53* Doctor * Student Introd. 2, I wyll gladly shews the

as me thynketh what be the groundes of the lawe of Eng-
lande 2574 tr Littleton's Tenures ah. There is a groundin'
the law, that inheritance may . not lyneally ascend 1592
Davies Immort, Soul 1 x (1714) 22 Marrying divers Prin-
ciples and Grounds, Out of their Match, a true Conclusion
brings 1605 Bacon Adv L. n 1. § 2 Let this ground there-
fore be laid that [etc ] 2625— Ess

, Boldness (Arb ) 519 Men
that vndsrtake great Cures., but want the Grounds of
acienee, 1648 Gage West Ind. xx. 160 And counselled me
to learn the .language, (whereof I had already got some
grounds) *708 J. Chambcklayne St. Gt Bnt 11. hi x
U743) 434 They have likewise a chaplain to instruct them in
the grounds of learning 176a Foote Orator 1 Wks 1700
1. 195 Though he is the Poitier who teaches you thestep and
* yet I 51111 lbs Gallini who gives you the air,and the grace ofthe minuet.

C. A circumstance on which an opinion, infer-
ence, argument, statement, or claim is founded,
or which has given rise to an action, procedure,
or mental feeling; a reason, motive. Often with
additional implication : A valid reason, justifying
motive, or what is alleged as such. On theground
of', by reason of (some circumstance alleged in
justification of a procedure). On. {public, religious,
etc

) grounds : for reasons of the nature specified,
ciaos Lay 3191 Al bis ilka ich wulle don; iseidich habbe

bene grund. c 1374 Chaucer Comfl\ Mars 160-3 Thegrounde and cause of al my peyn I wol reherse not for tohaue redresse But 10 declare my grounde of heuynesse

'MX'T'foZ R°m' CfrrH* (*85*) ao Ambrose andCrisostom withessen, with greet ground of hoh writ and
«soun, that confessioun toGod sufficith to satuacioun.

*4«7 Mann 4. Househ Exp. iRoxb ) 171 He . sawe his
growende scholde be proved nowte, thanne he mad a new
mater. 1335 Coverdale Isa. xli. a* Stonde at youre cause

* GROUND.
(saieth the Lorde) and brmge forth youre strongest grounde
159a Shaks Rom $ Jut v iii 179 Ihe true ground of all
these piteous woes 2599 H Buttes Dyets dne DinnerE iij, Chestnut, Chastnut say some. 1 knowe not upon
what ground 2605 Verstegan's Dec Intell

,

Commend
Verses, To gratifie that nation is his ground To whom he
thinks his best endeuOurs bound. 2642 Fuller Holy *Prof St iv xx 343 The beginning of a rumour is some-
times all the ground thereof. 2657? Henry Dianes (1882)
42 Hee refus’d; his grounds I know not 2662 Stillingfl
Ortg Sacr 11, in § 6 Then all former ages have believed
without sufficient ground for faith. 2671 M Bruce Good
News m Evil Times (1708) 18 A great ground of Glad-
ness 1698 Fryer Acc, E India $ P. 340 On which
ground it is, that their best Cities seldom have splendid
Edifices from private Hands 1703 Maundrcll
Joum. Jems (1732) 126 The ground and reason of
this tradition, I could not learn 173a Law Serious C xl
(ed 2) 167 Let but any complaining, disquieted man tell
you the ground of his uneasiness. 1775 Sheridan Duenna
1. 111,

1

hat is to be the ground of my dismission —Rivals
w i> What grounds for apprehension? 1790 Burke Fr
Rev 19 1here is ground enough for the opinion that all
the kingdoms of Europe were, at a remote period, elective
1796 — Regie Peace 1. Wks VIII 201. I thought the
insolent, unprovoked aggression a good ground of war
1856 Froude Hist Eng (1858) I n, 134 His desire was
publicly urged on public grounds, ^nd thus only, the pope
was at liberty to consider it 2859 Mill Liberty 11 (1865)
21/2 He has no ground for preferring either opinion 2868
J H Blunt Ref. Ch Eng I 283 Ihe modern usurer wiU
on such grounds leave his money to a hospital. 1874
Jowett Plato (ed i) I 233 Thus all ground of offence £
taken away 1876 Gladstone Homeric Synchr 57, X am
unable to perceive the grounds ofthe assumption 1882 J HBlunt Ref. Ch Eng II 293 Ferrar was depuved on the
ground of his marriage 1883 C J Wills Mod Persia
209 Whether or no this legend nad any ground I cannot say
*895 F Hall "Jwo Trifles 111, My grounds for doing so
Shall soon he stated explicitly.

6. The foundation or substratum on which other
parts are overlaid, or on which they rest for sup-
port or display. In various technical uses

:

a. The chief or underlying part in a composite
textile fabric

;
a piece of cloth used as a basis for

embroidery or decoration. In Lace-making. The
meshes upon which the pattern is worked.
c *386 Chaucer Frol. 453 Hir couerchiefs ful fyne weren

of ground I dorste swere they weyeden ten pound
Wat dr Acc. Edw IV (1830) 116 Cloth of gold broched
upon satyn ground. 1494 Act ix Hen. VII, c. 27 They
pluck off both the Nap and Cotton of the same Fustians,
and break commonly both the Ground and Threads in
sunder 1667 Dryden Maiden Queen 111 1 Wks. 2882 II
455 No mortal hand so ignorant is found. To weave coarse
work upon a precious ground. vjzzLond. Gaz. No 6068/8A Suit of Double Ground, yellow and white, lined with %
yellow Mantua Silk. 2779 Sheridan Critic 1. 1, Your
occasional tropes and flowers suit the general coarseness of
jour style as tambour sprigs would a mound of linsey-
woolsey 2882 Caulfeild & Saward Did Needlework
fed. 2), Devoma Ground, a ground used m Duchesse lace,
and as a variety when making Honjton lace.

b. Any material surface, natural or prepared,
which is taken as a basis for working upon : esp.

in painting or decorative art, a mam surface or
first coating of colour, serving as a support for other
colours or a background for designs

,
the prevail-

ing or principal colour of any object, picture, etc.

;

that portion of a surface which is not coloured,
decorated, or operated upon. Also//.
*398 TreVisa Barth. De P, R. xix xi (1495) 871 The

ineane coloures ben groundyd m none other colour better
than in whyte, and the more Whyte the grounde is the faster
the colour cleuyth 2593 Shaks Lucr 1074 My sable
ground of sm I will not pamt. 1601 Holland Phny II
621 Ihe rest had need of a ground of Latton foile to giue
thema Iustie. 2625 N. Carpenter Geog Del 1 vu (1635)
j68 The Ground (in a Piaine-chart) is the space or Plat-
forme wherein the Lines are to be inscribed 2687 A,
Lovell tr, ’Ikeomot's Trav 1 200 All the Wall is painted
in lovely Mosaick Work of Green, upon a Ground of fine
Gold 1799 G- Smith Laboratory I 347 When you begin
to work, lay a thick ground against the ceiling or wall, with
plaster 2820 Scott Monast xviu, The gems, being relieved
and set off by the darker and more grave ground of the
stuff, show like stars 1839 Ure Diet Arts 921 Laying
the grounds [of wall-paper] is done with earthy colours or
c
2l
our^d^es thickened with size, and applied with brushes

i860 Ruskin Mod Paint V. vn u 124 Seen in broken
flakes on a deep purple ground of heavier cloud beyond
*87^ Jowett Plato (ed 2) III, 51 Dyers first prepare the
white ground and then lay on the dye of purole
fig'. *633 Marmion Fine Companion 1 vii Dram Wks
(1875) 124 A man cannot discern the ground of their dis-
course for oaths. 2828 Lights J Shades 157 Cockneyism
is a ground of native shallowness, mounted with pertness
and conceit.

f C Mus. The plain-song or melody on which
a descant is raised. Also = ground-bass. Obs
2592 R.D Hypnerotomachiaiq A cunning Musition, who

having devised ms plame grounde in right measure [etc ]

*594 Shaks Rich, III, 111 vit 40 For on that ground He
make a holy Descant, 2596 Edward III. 11 1 122 Ah,
what a World of descant makes my soule Ypon this voltm-
tarie ground of loue. 1633 B. Jonson Love's Welcome at

, Welbeck, Welcome is all our Song, is all our sound. The
Treble part, the Tenor, and the Ground, 2670-98 Lassels-
Voy. Italy II, 199 An untouched organ underneath the hill,

plays soft ground to the Muses instruments *719 Watts.
Dcxology

t

TLet God the Father live Sinners from his free

Love derive The Ground of all their Songs, x8x* Busby
Diet Mus. fed 3), Ground, the name given to a composi-
tion m which the bass, consisting ofa few bars of indepen-
dent notes, is perpetually repeated to a continually varying
melody : as in Purcel’s Ground, Pepusch’s Ground, etc.
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d Etching. (See quots. 1727-41 and 1837.)

Also etching-ground Cf. G. atagrund.

1737-41 Chambers Cycl s v , Ground m Etching denotes

a gummous composition, smeared over the surface of the

metal to be etched , to prevent the aqua fortis from eating,

or having effect, except m places where this ground is cut

through, or pared off, with the points of needles 1790
[see Etching] 1821 Craig Led. Drawing vn 386 This
ground must be made up into small balls 1834 Penny
Cycl II. 203/1 (art. Aquatmta) He formed a granulated

surface on the plate,' usually called a gi ound. 1B37 Ibid

IX. 441 This etching-ground is a substance composed of

wax, asphaltum, gum-mastic, resin, etc The laying of
the ground, as it is called, is thus effected [etc ] Ibid 442
The parts which are bitten-111 enough are now to be covered

with what is called storing-ground, which is a mixture of

]amp-black and Venice turpentine 1885 Chemist's Circu-

lar, Holding the plate perfectly level, pour on the centre

as much of the Liquid Ground as will freely flow over the

entire surface

e. Caipentry. (See quots.) Usually//.

1833 P. Nicholson Pract Build 22 s Grounds —Pieces
of wood concealed in a wall, to which the facings or finish-

ings are attached 1825 J. Nicholson Operat Mechanic

593 Ground, or boxing-stile, grooved to receive the plaster-

ing 1847 Smeaton Builders M(tn. 248 Grounds—Those
pieces of wood imbedded in the plastering of walls, to
which skirting and other joiner’s finishings are attached

*876 Encycl Brti IV 402 Where the plasterer’s work joins

the grounds, they should have a small groove ploughed in

the edge to form a key for the plaster,

ff. pi (See quots.) Obs.

1664 Evelyn Sylvct 1. xvu (1729) 79 Of the whitest part
of the old Wood is made the Grounds of our effeminate

farmed Gallants Sweet Powder. <21700 B E Did Cant.
Crew, Chalk, used in Powder by the Perfumers to mix with
tbeir Grounds Ibid, Grounds, unscented Hair Powder,
made of Starch or Rice,

f 7 . The fundamental constituent or the essential

part of any thing. Obs
1580 Frampton Monardes’ Two Med agst. Venonte 123 b,

Taking away the grounde, and evill qualitie, that the
vcnomesdoe infuse into the bodies. 1607 Topsell Four-f
Beasts (1658) 429 Our Musk is compounded of divers things,

the ground whereof is the bloud ofa little Beast 1634 Sir
T. Herbert Trav 149 Though the meat be particoloured,

or party named. Yet the ground apd meate is Pelo and
no other 1737 Bracken Farnery Intpr (1757) II. 14
The Ground of the Eye (as they call it> should be large
and full What they mean by the Ground ofthe Eye is the
Pupil or Hole thro’ the Ins and Uvea.

IU. The surface of the earth, or a part of it.

8. The earth regarded as the surface upon which
man and his surroundings naturally rest or move r

freq in prepositional phrases, as along
,
on, to the

ground (+ formerly also without the article), above

or under ground.
Beowulf(Z.) 2295 Hord-weard sohte georne after grunde,

wolde guman findan 971 Bhckl Horn 221 Da eodan hie
eft to qaem tune, & }>aet gild gebraecan & gefyldan eal ob
grand c 1200 Ormin 9285 Illc an treo J>atfe Ne berejjp

nohht god wasstme Shall bi be grand heon haswenn upp.
c 1350 Gen ty Ex 2640 De child it warp dun to <Se grand

bou3 to be grunde c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T 223 He fil

al plat vp on the grounde c 1430 Syr Gener (Roxb ) 8738
Oon gaf him on the ere Such a dap withhis fist That he thoa
the ground kyst c 1470 Henry Wallace vr. to In Apenll
quhen cleithit is The abill grounde be wyrking off natur

1513 Douglas Alness xn Pro! 29 On the fertfil skyrt lappis

of the ground 157* Hanmer Chron. Irel (1633) 86 If any
bemuch under grownd, the dampnesse of the earth takes

away their lively colour. *579 Spenser Sheph. Cat June. 6
The simple ayre, the gentle waibbng wynde .. The grassye
ground with damtye Daysies dight, 1590 — F Q in xu
34 To ground He fell halfe dead 1698 Fryer Acc E. India

•S’ P. 43 Were the City again in the hands of the Moors, or
even with the Ground, it were better for us. 1772 m G.
White Selbome (1880) 126 After 1 left Sussex the tortoise

retired into the ground under the hepati,ca t8a8 ScottF M,
Perth xiv, He looked on the ground while he answered her
1888 McCarthy & Praed Ladies' Gallery II xi. 214 He
stumbled and I came to the ground with him.

b. fig. m phr. + Ta bring to the ground :

to cast down, overthrow, overcome, subdue
To come (or go) to the ground, to be overcome

;

to perish. Tofall to the ground, (of schemes) to

come to nothing, to be given up or abandoned ;
so

to be dashed to the ground (of hopes) Eotvn to

the ground : completely, thoroughly, in every re-

spect (<colloq.)
c i3oo Ormin 11773 Jtatt dike wise }»tt Adam I Paradys.

wass fandedd, & brohht to grand. 1397 R Glouc. (Rolls)

1292 pis lond was ibrojjt J>oru treson verst to grounde,.
Ibid 7405 pus lo pe englisse folc vor no3t to grounde com.
c 1330 R Brunne Chron Wace (Rolls) 9888 Arthur

_ ‘tiy, at to ground brynges. 1579
411 It must needes fall to the ground. 1387 Golding De
Momay xiv. Let such vanities passe and come to the
gtoune 1640 C Harvey Church-gate ui, He holds us up,
whilst m him we are found 1 If once we fall from him, we
go to ground. 1763-71 H Walpole Vertiee's Anecd Paint
(1786) II. 106 It fell to the ground with the rest of the
King’s plans and attempts. 1849 E E Napier Excurs S
Africa II„ These poor fellows’ hopes were suddenly dashed
to the ground 1836 Emerson Eng Traits, Ability Wks
(Bohn) II 34 The strong survived, the weaker went to the
ground 1878 Miss Braddon Clew. Foot xiv, Some sea-coast

city in South America would suit me down to the ground.

1894 Du Maurier Trilby (1893) 421 He looks as if he could
be trusted down to the ground.

c Regarded as the place of burial. Above
ground unbuned, alive. To bring

, come to the
ground (now only dial') to bury, be buried.
c 1400 3

"

tege Trey 1334 m Archiv Stud neiuSpr LXXII,
44 So doughty a body That soo lowe is leyd in. J>e ground
1 c 1430 St Greg Trental in T'undale's Uis (1843! 79 Sone
to the gronde the can hor bere bryng And beryd hor
*37® Bury Wills (Camden) 157 To see me honestly brought
to the grownde 1607 Shaks. Cor iv 1. 51 While I remame
aboue the ground, you shall Heare from me still x6xx Bible
Gen m 19 1694 Echard Plautus 208 I’ll find out my
Master, if he be above Ground, and bring him t’ye. 1838
Hawthorne Fr tf It Jmls (1872) I ig Rachel, who died
last week, and is still above ground 2877 L. J. Jennings
Field Paths <$ Gr Lanes 28 Poor thing 1 it was only
fourteen months afore she came to the- ground.

d. The portion of the earth’s surface on which
a person or thing stands or moves

;
often fig in

phr. to cut the groundfrom underone or one'sfeet,
c 1530 Intel l Beauties Women Avi, Yet worship I the

f
round that thou gost on *809 Malkin Gtl Bias iv ufs,
took all possible pains to feel the ground under my feet,

and to study the characters of the whole household 1833
Trollope Warden xi, The ground was cut from under her
on every side 2869 — He Knew Ixui, Why should you
have cut the ground away from your feet in that way ?

f ©. The bare floor which constituted the pit of
a theatre. Obs
1614 B Jonson Barth. Fair Induct

,
The understanding

Gentlemen 0’ the Ground
f Fox-hunting (To run) to ground into a

burrow or hole m the ground, * to earth \ Also
to he at ground
X797 Monthly Mag III. 246 They soon found a fox, who
saved himself by running to ground x8ox Daniel Rural

Sports I 90 In deep Snow, Foxes will he at ground Ibid
91 When a Fox goes to ground, after a long chase . With
respect to the digging of Foxes which hounds run to ground

8 fa. The earth as contrasted with heaven.

’Chiefly in phr. on (the) grounds (In later use
perh not different from sense 8 ) Obs.
a 100a Hymns ix 39 (Gr) And we men cweSaS on

grunde her *363 Langl P. PI A ix 52 God saue be
from mischaunce, And jiue j>e grace vppon grounde, In
good lyf to ende a 1400-30 Alexander 1964 All |>e gracieux
goddez bat be ground viseten All er vndir my obedience.
c 1460 Towneley Myst xvi 443 Ther goys none on grounde
that has sich a wyght lfixx Shaks Cymb v. v 146 A
Nobler Sir, ne’re liu’d ’Twixt sky and ground x6x6 B
Jonson Devil an Ass iv 1, There’s not a finer Officer goes
on ground. 274a Shenstone Schoolmistress 72 And think,

no doubt, she been the greatest wight on ground

f b. The earth as distinguished from the sea

;

the dry laud. Phr To lay on dry ground to

floor, gravel (cf. 2 c). Obs..

a 1000 Andreas 747 (GrJ pone, pe grand & sund, heafon
& eorfian & hreo waejjas . amearcode. a 1300 K Horn
142 Of schip pe gon fonde An sette fot on grunde 1519
Interl Four Elem (Percy Soc ) 40 But sir, if that a
man sayle farre Upon the see, wyll than that starre Do
there as on the grounde? 1390 Spenser F. Q 1 in 32
The glad merchant that does vew from ground His ship

farre come 1399 Nashk Lenten Stuffe 50 Who this king
should bee, beshackled theyr wits, and layd them a dry
ground euery one. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth Poems Wks
(1711) 13/2 Cannot believe That other elements are to be.

found, Than is the water and this ball of ground 1653 H.
Cogan tr Pmto's Trav. xix 67 Then we unladed all her
furniture . and set her on ground for to caulk her 1697
Dryden Mneid x. 937 Too late young Turnus the delusion
found, Far on the sea, still making from the ground.

10. With a and pi. + a. A region, laud* country.

Obs rare
Beowulf iZ.) 2073 Heofones mm glad ofer grundas. a xoao.

Widsith 136 (Gr) Swa senpende gesceapum hweprfaS
gleomen gumena geond grunda fela c 1436 Libel Eng
Policy m Pol Poems (Rolls) II 188 In alle Cnstendome Vs
no grounde re lond to Yreland lyche, So large, so gode.

Ibid, xgi Kepe welle that grounde [Wales]. 1609 B Jonson
Case is altered 1 1, Onion .

.

though I haue no learning,

yet I honour a scholer in any ground of the earth sir.

+b, A piece or parcel of land. Obs.

X548UDALL, etc, Erasm Par Matt xxvu 7 And with
that moneye they bought a ground of a certayne potter

for godlye vses. *563 Cooper Thesaurus, Arboruni con-

templationsfundum comparare, to bye a grounde for the

trees that is in it 1733 Tull Horse-Hoing Husbandry 23
When Part of a Ground has been, better Till’d than the.

rest [etc ]

0. pi. An enclosed portion of land of consider-

able extent surrounding or attached to a dwelling-

house or other building, serving chiefly for orna-

ment or recreation f Formerly w more general

sense = lands, fields. 1

cufio Towneley Myst xvh 268 Markys, rantys, and.

powndys, Greatt castels & growndys 1338 Fitzherb.

fust Peas 158 b, No person shall kepe is his owne proper

landes, nor in the possession, londes or groundes of any
other .. aboue the nombre of two thousande Shepe at one
tyme. 1593. Shaks 2 Hen VI

X
iv, x 36 Like & TheeGs

to come to rob my grounds 1 Climbing my wallas inspight

of me the Owner 1678 Bunyan Pilgr, 1 184 Giant Despair

. . caught Christian and Hopeful asleep in his grounds

1697 Dryden Virg Georg 1 141 His [labours]] who ploughs

across the furrowed grounds Ibid 194 No marks nor
bounds Distinguished acres of litigious grounds 1731

i
oHNSON Rambler No 16 1 1* 2 Till he has learned the

istory of his grounds. 1806-7 T Beresford Miseries

Hum Life (1826) 11. xvui, After having cut down every

foot of grass upon your grounds 1837 Dickens Picbw
xix, The Captain’s bouse was a vnla

t
and his land

* grounds ’, and it was all very high, and mighty, and great.

1833 Prescott Philip II, in (1857) 243 Extensive grounds

were also laid out abound the palace, and a park was formed.

11. Area or distance on the face of the earth.

(Usually without article, and most commonly
depending on a word implying extent or partition )
c 1400 Destr, Troy 12556 Naules hade londes full long,

& of leue hrede, And the grettist of gnse, of gronnde & of
pepull 1533 Fitzherb. Hush § 12 An acre of grounde..
as moche grounde. 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist Ded.
T uj b, Anon, haveing gone a Iitle ground, mine eyes were
lead with most delectable appearaunces 1596 Shaks
Merck . V 11 11 hi, I will not rest till I haue run some
ground. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog Del 11 xi (1635) 185
That parcell of ground has become the Salt Sea. X667
Pepys Diary 21 Apr ,

1 have a mind to ljuy enough ground
to build a coach-house and stable a 1774 Goldsm tr.

Scarron's Com Romance (1775) II 58 We travelled till

night, and afterwards haying gqne a great deal more
ground [etc.] 184* S Lover HandyAndy 111 34, ‘I bungle
the loading of pistols! I that have stepped more ground
than any man m the country 1

1

i860 T yndall Glac 1 xvu,
X2i The glacier takes up ground which belonged to it in
former ages 1900 Pilot 24 Mar xio/a Much of the ground
covered in these expeditions is practically new to the modern
European.
fig (cf 4, 5) 17*7 A Hamilton New Acc E Ind IT.

xlvu. 170 And thought that the Kings Refusal to make
good tbeir Demands, was a sufficient Piece of Ground to

build their Waron
b esp m plir. To gain, gather

,
get giound

to advance, make progress ,
lit and fig (see Gajn

v. 8, Gather v. 9, Get v. 5c). To give ground
to recede, retire (see Give v. 45). To loseground.
to fall back, decline (see Lose v.).

c 2436 Libel Eng Policy in Pol Poems (Rolls) II 188
Wylde Yrishe so muche of grounde have gotyne There
upon us Ibid.. 189 In that land we lesse every yere More

f
iounde and. mote 15x9 [see Get v 5 c] 1576 Fleming
’anopl Epist. 254 To outranne the ringleader, and thereby

to gett ground 1607 Dekker Sir T Wyatt Wks 1873
III 1x4 They come, no man giue ground Be Englishmen
and berd them to tbeir faces c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)
II 3 To deal plainly with you, you have lost som ground at

Court by it. r687 A Lovell tr Jkevenot's Trav. 1 trx

Though we beat and tack’d to and agen till the evening,
we gained no ground a 1776 R James Dzssrnt Fevers
(1778) 53 He sweated profusely and the delirium began
to give ground. 2804 w 1 ennanT Ind Recreat (ed 2)

I. 39 A more independent spirit is daily gaming ground
among that class of men 1873 Burton Hist Scot VI
lxxui. 354 They were steadily losing ground in the war

c. To take ground

.

to take up, or move into,

a certain position, lit andfig.
1700 [see 13 b] x8x8 Jas Mii l Bnt Jndia II. v. v. 489

Uncertainty was at last removed, by his marching towards
Arcot, and taking ground before it on the 21st of August.
X859 F A Griffiths ArttLMan. (1862) x8 Take ground
to the right (or left) in fours. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov
850/x He took new ground as to. painting

d. fig. With allusion to a metaphorical f
tra-

velling’ or the like. Subject-matter, things that

may be the object of study or discourse Also
rarely with a

.

A department of study.

1796 H. Hunter St Pierre's Stud. Nat (1799) I 12 His
pupil had the courage to walk over the same ground after

him. 1804 W. Tennant Ind. Reci eat (ed 2) I 117 The
learned Dr Robertson has travelled partly over the same
ground. 1843 S Loveb Handy Andy xui. xia Mr B
thought he had touched on forbidden ground X847 L.
Hunt Men, Women, 4- B I 1 8 The more we know of any
one ground of knowledge, the further we see into the,

general domains of intellect.

12 Preceded, by a descriptive or limiting adj,,

or an attributive sb, : Area ox space having

a specified extent or character, or adapted for a

specified purpose ht. andfig
a. with (k and pi (Now only with attnb. sb

or with an adj. indicating relative position or

change of level

)

c 1392 Chaucer Astral 11 § 29 Lat thyn Astrolabie couch
adoun evene up-on a smothe grond 1535 Covfrdale Exod.
m 5 The place where vpon thou stondest, is an wholy
grounde. — Ps. cvi[i] 35 He maketh. water sprynges of

a drye grounde 1553 T. Wilson Rket. (rsSo) 225, I feare

none, because I stande uppon a saufe grounde *377 [see

Corn-ground] x6i8 Bolton Flams (1636) 79 Hee did
beate the enemy from a ground ofadvantage, x66a Gerbier
Prmc. 14 On a low ground by the River side. 2707 Freind
Biierbortrw’s Cond Sp. 215 The Country was full of little

rising Grounds, and Valleys x.777 [see Hunting ground],
2803 Med JmL XIV. 565 That our author maybe able

to meet Dr Jackson.. on equal grounds 1835 Prescott
Philip II, I r via. 108 A level ground, four leagues m
breadth, lay between the armies 287a Yeats Growth
Comm 112 The fishing grounds of Portugal and England
were used in common 2C94 J T. Fowler Adamnnn
Introd 59 The; spot was on a rising ground in a bend of the

Foyle,

b. in generalized sense.

c 2436 Libel Eng Policy in, Pol Poems (Rolls) II 192
Lytefle wenythe the foie What woo it were foT alle this

Englysshe grounde 1308 Kennedie Flyting w Dunbar
286 Out of Durobar that theif he maid exjle, Unto Edwaid,
and Inglis grand agaric, 2333 Fitzherb Hush § 6 In
tough cloy,and vpon hylly ground 2380 Sidney Ps xxvi.

vi, I Sett on plame ground will thee Jehovah praise. 2601

Shaks Jul, C. 111 1. rot My credit now stands on such
slippery ground x6xx Bible Exod 111. 5 [cf. 1535 Cover-

dale in a] 1639 Fuller Holy War iv xiv (1647) 192

Though he stood on the lower ground in point of birth 1782

Cowper Friendship 34 If on forbidden ground We sought
without attaining 183a Shelley Masque Anarchy Ixv, On
some spot of English ground 1853 Tennyson IoE.L 10,

I track’d you still on classic ground. x888 Inglis /ent

Life Tigerland x The best tiger-shooting ground m the

world
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13 . With reference to possessor or occupier,

denoted by a genitive noun or possessive pronoun
a The portion of land forming the property

(for territory) of a person (f or people), or occu-

pied by one as a tenant,

a 1400-50 Alexander 188 four king sail gett agayn his

avyn gronde Ibid 1973 Mi3t fiou [>e marches o? Messe-
doyne mayntene Jji selfe And gouerne bot June awen gronde.
c 1436 Libel Eng Policy in Pol Poems (Rolls) II 188 Oure
grounde there is a lytelle cornere To alle Yrelonde in trewe
comparisone 1533 Presentm Junes in Surtees Misc.
(1888) 34 That every man ryng his swyne, except they kepe
theyrne of theire owne growinde 1548 Forrest Pleas Poesye
xix 6r Hee [the fanner] cannot els lyue, so deeare is his

grownde. 1598 Skaks Merry IV n 11 225 Like a fair

house, built on anothejpmans ground. 1787 Cowper Let
30 Aug ,

Wks (1876) 262 Mr Throckmorton having long
since put me 111 possession of all his ground, has now given
me possession of his library 184a Tennyson A mphion 73
’lis in my neighbour’s ground *835 — Maud 1 xxi 1

Rivulet crossing my ground
b The space upon which a person, etc

,
takes

his stand
,
the position maintained or defended by

one; esp in phrases lo hold
,
keep, maintain, stand

,

shift one's ground
;
now usually fig (sometimes

with suggestion of 5 a).

tdiS J Lane Contn Sqr 's T (Chaucer -Soc ) ix 176 He
fightinge to mamtaine Fregilia towne, they'bearinge m to
make his grown their grown *657 Sparrow Bk Com.
Prayer (1661J 239 The Church thereby keeping as it were
her ground 1657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 1 A friend, as
willing to shift his ground as I, gave me an Overture which
I accepted 1700 I)ryden Flower & Leaf 287 Drawn \n
two lines adveise they wheeled around, Andm the middle
meadow took their ground 1707 Land Gaz No 4353/1
The Deserters stood their Ground, and . fir’d on 'em 171a
W, Rogers Voy 278 We can hardly keep our Ground
against the Current 1796 Itislr 4 Keg- Cavalry (1813) 221
The commanding officer turns on his own ground 1801
Strutt Sports tj- Past 1 4 4 The sports of the held still

maintained their ground. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias it vn r 24
She met me onmyown ground 1833 Ht Martineau Briery
Creek v 113 Here the humblest slave might stand erect on
the ground of his humanity 1836 Froude Hist Eng
(1858) I 1 34 The government was strong enough to hold us
ground 1839 Mill Liberty m (1865) 43/2 H is not easy to
seehow it [Individuality] canstand its ground 1881 Jowett
Thucyd. I 197, I, like him taking the ground of future
expediency, stoutly maintain the contrary position

14. The particular space or area under considera-
tion, or one used for some special purpose, -esp. the
scene of any contest, or meeting Offthe ground.
out ofthe way. On the ground : engaged in a duel
c 1400 Destr Troy 1174 A noumbur hoge Of Grekes were

§
edret & Jie grounde hade Ibid 2352 The Troiens..
leddon in fere When the Grekys hade the gre & the

g
rounde wonen a 1372 Knox Hut Ref Wlcs 1846 I 113
intent to talk with the Governour, providit that the

Cardinall and his cumpany war of the ground i6ox Shaks.
Jul C iv 11 49 Bid our Commanders leade their charges
offA little from this ground 1678 Dryden & Lee CEdipus
iv Wks 1883 VI. 213 I'm too well acquainted with the
ground, Quite to forget it x8x6 Scott Old Mort vi. Why
came ye na hame when -other folk left the grand.? *837
Dickens Pickw iv, There were sentries posted to keep the
ground for the troops. *837 Thackeray Ravenswing vu,
He has been * on the ground

1

I don't know now many
times 1830 Scoresby Cheever's Whalent Adv lii (1859)41
They had just arrived on the ground, and hadnot yet taken
any whales 1897 Eucycl Sport I 72 (Bandy) Ground, a
rectangular sheet of ice, measuring not more than 200 yds
X too yds and not less than toox 50

b. Cricket
(a) The space on which the game

is played
;

{b) the spaee within which -a player
may lawfully stand while taking a particular part
in the game; the

,
his, etc. ground (of a batsman)

= the ground behind the poppmg-crease
,

(c) the
paid staff of players attached tp a club (also

ground-staff).

1774 Laws ofCi icket-% The strikers need not keep within
their ground till the Umpire has called Play *788 Ibid,
This rule is not meant to prevent the bowler from filling

up holes, watering his ground, or using sawdust, &c., when
the ground is wet 1830 ‘ Bat ’ Cricketer's Man 78 The
players of 'the Ground’ act an the capacity of. umpire
1837 Hughes Tom Brown h vm, He is never in his ground,
except when his wicket is down z88a Daily Tel 27 May,
His colleague driving the ball into his wicket whilst he was
just out of the ground *894 Times 22 Mar 10/2 'I here are
various additions to the ground staff ,, The list of ‘the
ground’ is now as follows,

G, To have the ground on one's side : to havi
the advantage of position (in a contest.)
1630 B Discollimimum 1 He knows well that he hat!

gotten the ground and wmde.on his side, but I think I hav
the Sun on my back.

,
15 . In technical uses. + a* ($ee qnot.) Ohs.
T7S3 Chambers Cycl Stipp $ v Bowling, Ground, a bai

or handkerchief laid down to mark wher.e a bpwl is to go
b Tthgrapky The contact of the conduct©

of an eleUnc circuit with the earth
,
the escape 0

current resulting from this.

1870 F L Pope Electr Tel v (1872) 63 The effect c
a wound or escape is to exhaust the batteries mor
rapidly 1883 T. D Lockwood Electr Tel 138 If ai
accidental connection with the ground should occur, oi" - J -

’ the wires

| — Also uithot
article • Soil, earth, mould

; now only in Minin,
(see qnot 1881) except with descriptive adj, Phi
To bfeak ground (see Break v. 44)

•a 1300 Cursor M. 6747 Theif bus hrecand, or gruband
grand. 1533 Fitzherb Hush § 10 If the grounde he good,
putte the more beanes to the pease 1347 Homilies 1

Misery Mankind 1 (1859) 16 We may learn to know our-
selves to be but ground, earth, and ashes 1660 Willsford
Scales Comm 196 This trench (where the labourers first

hreakgrctund) 1696 lx Du Mout’s Voy Levant 131 There
are no Woods in it by reason of the shallowness of the
Ground *700 Moxon Meek Exei cl 17 He ought to dig
it deeper till he comes to firm ground, or if it proves to be
loose, or made Ground [etc] 1793 Gentl Mag 539/1 The
extreme wetness of the ground had delayed .the operation of
the share i88x Raymond Mining Gloss

,
Ground, the rock

in which a vein is found
, also, any given portion of the

mineral deposit itself 1884 Public Opinion 12 Sept 338/x
The loose shale has moved forward and earned away
both shafts down to blue ground

b. With a and pi. A kind or variety of soil

? Obs
1398 Trevisa BartA De P R x\xi Lev ‘(1495) 642 Corne

thryueth m one grounde and fayjyth in a nother 1523
Fitzherb Hnsb 2 There be many maner of gtoundes and
soyles Some whyte cley, somme redde cley [etc ] 154a
Hoorde Dyetaiy iv (1870) 238 Let hym make his fundacyon
vpon a graualy grownde myxt with clay 1383 Stubbes
Anat Abus 11 (1882) 44 They know exactly what ground
is best for euerie kinde of corne x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 409
In some Grounds which are strong, you shall haue a
Raddish, &c come 111 a Moneth 1697 Drtden Virg Georg
I. 80 This ground with Bacchus, that with Ceres, suits

1787 Winter Syst Husb 9 When a farmer cannot keep
the produce of each ground separate

V. attrib and -Comb.

17 . General combinations a. Simple attnbu-
tive, locative and objective (senses I and III) as
ground-bed, -builder

, -end, -feeder, -herb, -leaf,

-level, -mark, -nest, pipe, -soil, -sward, -tilth,

-whirl
\
ground-building, -deep,

-
feeding

,
-nesting,

-routing adjs.

^613 G Sandys Trav 88 Vntil rowzed from our "ground-
beds by the report of the Cannon 1859 Amer Cycl ill.
282/1 The hawks are platform-builders, "ground-builders,
occupants of hollow trees, &c 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grapgeaii, il think the mouse has the odds in an attack
op a "ground-building bee’s nest 16x0 W Folkingham
Art ofSurvey ,1 iv. g The Goates of Angori are hung
with shag "ground-deepe 33*3 Fitzherb Husb § 13
1 he "grounde ende of a yonge asshe 1887 Encycl. Bnt
XXII 611 Sturgeons are "ground-feeders 1839 Dar-
win Ong Spec v. (1873) 108 The larger "ground -feeding
birds seldom take flight except to escape danger. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 530 To make the Herbe grow contrary to his
Nature

, As to make "Ground-Herbs rise in Heighth 1851
Mrs Browning Casa Gtttdi IV 1. 203 To let the "ground-
leaves of the place confer A natural bowl 1633 1 Stafford
Pac Hib 11 xm (18x0) 368 That the Artillery might play
as well by night as day himself did take and score out his
"ground-markes *67* Milton P. R II 280 And now the
Herald Lark Left his "wound-nest 1833 Ht Martineau
Bnery Creek va 134 A lark sprang up from the ground-
nest where she was sitting solitary x88o A R Wallace
Isi Life 79 The seeds becoming attached to the plumage of
"ground-nesting birds. 1664 Evelyn Kal Hort in Sylva,
etc (1729) 231 T bn Air "Ground-pipe, laid in the middle of
the Floor, *867 F Francis Angling 1 (1880)53 Barbel,
which are a "ground-routidg fish 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed 4) II 645 The lowness and original swampiness of
the "ground-soil. 1829 Coleridge Garden ofBoccaccio>66,
I sit on the "ground-sward 1333 Grimalde Cicero's
Offices (1556) 59 her of all thinges whereoute anie gay 11e
is sought, nothing is better than "ground tilth a 1881
Rossetti House of Life iv, The "ground-whirl of the
perished leaves of Hope
b attributive (sense II), often ^wan-adjectival

= ‘ fundamental f ‘ deep-seated ’, etc
,
as ground-

faith, -feature, form, \-harm
,
\-hate, •idea

,
-prin-

ciple, -root, -thought
, -tint, -tone, etc

Many of these formations are recent imitations of German
compounds of grand, such asjp unciform, gmndgedanke,
grundrdee, etc.

187* R H Hutton Ess (1877) L 37 In the absence of
this "ground-faith. 1807 tr , Goede’s Tiav Eng. II 22.1
The "ground features of his portrait must be natural 1879
J. A. H Murray Addr Phtlol Soc fin From the "ground-
form—Os tyak ma, Spinoyed man x88x Amer jml Math
1 ’ 41 Tables of the ., Groundforms of the Binary Duo-
decunic c 1400 Destr Troy 1431 A light wrathe growes
into "ground harme Hud 1403 T hurgh i nhappe of [>at
kynde Myche greuance shall groo Sc a "ground hate 1863
Sat Rev, 7 Jan xfi/x Moulding his "ground-idea into
a poetical whole 187a J Morley Voltaire 299 When we
come to the ground idea of the Essay on Manners. 1873

M

Arnold Lit & Dogma (1876) 8g This was the very "ground-
principle m Jesus Christ's teaching, a 1369 Kingesmyll
Mags Esf xi (1580) 65 That this love might take a more
"groundroote in our hartes 1873 M Arnoi d Lit <$• Dogma
(1876) 266 Righteousness is its "ground-thought 1873 tr
Vogels Chem Light vn 59 The painter indeed contents
himself with three "ground tints—yellow, blue, and red
1841-4 Emerson Ess

, Poet Wks (Bohn) I 157 We hear,
through ail the varied music, the "ground-tone of conven-
tional life. 1874 H R Reynolds John Bapt ui § 3 199
Davids psalms reveal the ground-tone and key-notes of
Nathan s prophecies

+ c. With adjs and pples = 'to the bottom’,
hence 'completely, thoroughly, extremely’, as
g/ ound-filled, -hot, -laden, -stalwat t (Cf. G. grund-
falsch, etc ) Obs

c 1205 Lay xo88 pa scipen weoren lgrejmde, mid gode
grand fulled Ibid uofi Feower scipen greate he weren
gruad ladene. Ibid 569a Ofte heo kitten grund-hat laed
gliden heom an heore hsefd cx300 Havelok 1025 be stoh
was imkel, and ek greth, Grand stalwrthe man he sholde
he, pat mouthe liften it to his kne
18 . Special combs.

:
ground-air (see quot

)

;

ground-angling, fishing with a weighted line with-
out a float, bottom-fishing {Diet Rust. 1704);
similarlygroundangler

,,
ground-bailiff, a superin-

tendent or inspector of mines (Simmonds Diet.
Trade, 1858) , ground-baas Mus., a bass-passage
of four or eight bars in length, constantly repeated,
with a varied melody and harmony (Stainer &
Barrett, 1876), ground-beam, ' the sill ofa frame

’

{Cent, Did ) ; ground-bridge U S (see quot
)

;

ground-bundle Anat

,

one ofthe bundles of nerve-
fibres lying on either side of the grey matter of
the spinal cord , ground-cable, that portion of a
mooring-cable which is intended to lie on the sea-
bottom ; ground-chamber, a chamber on the
ground-floor ; ground-colour, (a) a first coating
of paint (cf 6 b); (6) the prevailing colour of
any object, divei sifted with markings of other
colours, ground-crab, a kind of hoisting-
apparatus used in mining (.see quot ) ; + ground-
drawer, -drove, (seequots); f ground-ebb,
low water

; also as adj
,
at low vi ater

, ground-end
Mining (see quot

) ; ground-fast a , firmly fixed
m the ground

; f also as .sb , that which holds a
thing firm

,
ground-fielding, fielding or stopping

a cricket-ball near the ground
,
ground-flab, a fish

which lives at the bottom .of the water
; ground-

fishery, -fishing, fishing with the bait at or near
the bottom of the water, ground-flat = Gkoum)-
floor; ground-game, game which lives on the
ground, as hares and rabbits

, ground-grue dial —
.Gkoumd-ice 4 -j* ground-hold, the anchors of a
vessel; + ground-hop, a leap from the ground, in

quot fig

;

ground-itch (see quot.); ground-joint,
the joining of one stone or course m masonry with
the ground or course immediately below

; ground-
joist, a joist supporting the ground-floor of a
building {Diet Archit. 1851), ground-landlord,
the owner of land which is leased for building on

,

ground-layer, + {a) one who lays a foundation

,

{b) m Tottery, etc , the workman who lays the

'ground’ (sense 6 b); similarly ground-laying
vhl. sb. ; ground-mail Sc

,

payment for burymg-
gronnd; ground-mass, the compact basal part

of an igneous, lock, in which the distinctive crystals

are imbedded
; f ground-measure, ? a dance set

to a ‘ ground ’ or ground-bass
,
ground-moraine,

subglacial till, boulder-clay, also attrib
, ground-

net, a trawl or drag-net ( Cent Diet ) ,
ground-

niche, a niche having its base on a level with
the floor or ground (Chambers Cycl. 1741, s.v.

Niche) ;
ground-note Mus (see quot 1877) ;

also

fig ,
ground-officer, one who has charge of the

grounds and lands of an estate, -j* ground-pillar,
a supporting pillar, f ground-pm, a mam pin or

beam an any structure, so f ground-pinning,
underpinning

,
ground plane, the horizontal plane

of projection an perspective drawing
, + ground-

planked a ,
? having beds on the floor ; ground-

plumbing (see quot ), ground-provisions, root-

crops suitable for food, ns yams, potatoes, etc ;

ground-room, a room on the ground-floor;
ground-rope, a rope by which the lower edge
of a trawl is kept on the ground

;
ground-row,

a row of gas-jets on the floor of a theatre-

stage
; + ground-salt, a movement in the manege

(see quot.)
; ground-seme, a form of seme or

drag-net
;
ground-sluipe sb

, Mining (see quot.

1869); ground-sluice v, to wash down earth

bymeansofastreamofwater
,
fgrovmd-smooth a ,

leveliwith thegroundj +ground-sope (=Du grand

-

sop), dregs, sediment (qnots c 725 and 14 . . are

obscure, perh mistranslations
;
Pal-grave’s render-

ing may be an error)
; + gronnd-stand, a standirg

place in the pit ofa theatre
; + ground-stathelmg,

-stathelness, foundations
;

ground - story =
Ground - floor

,
ground - strata = Garboard-

sirake (Smyth Sailor's Word bk 1867) ;
ground-

substance Phys , the homogeneous matrix in

which the structural elements of a tissue are em-

bedded
; ground-sweat slang, the grave ;

to take

a giound szveqt, to he m the grave, gronnd-sype
(see quot ) ,

ground-table Arch., the plinth or

projecting course resting on the foundation of a

wall
; an earth-table

;
ground-tier, (a) the lowest

tier of goods m a vessel’s hold (Young Naut.

Diet 1846); {b) the lowest range of boxes in a

theatre
; ground-timbers, the main timbers laid

on the keel of a ship, floor-timbers; ground-
tissue Bot, the mass of cells separating the

vascular bundles from each other and from the

epidermis
, f ground-toiled a

,
field-working

;

ground-torpedo, a torpedo fixed to the ground
or bottom ofthe sea , ground-tow (see quot. 1794
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and cf. 3 b above)

; + ground-wart, a small emi-

nence resembling a wart
,
ground-water, -ways

(see quots.) , + ground-wind, a wind blowing at

the level of the sea ; opposed, to rack-wind

;

ground-wire Telegraphy (see quot.); ground-
worm, an earth-worm. Also Ground-annual,
Ground-bait, Ground-line, Ground-man, etc.

1886 Syd. Soc Lex ,
*Ground air, the air contained in

the soil This contains a large portion of carbonic acid gas

due to the disintegration of organic substances 1848
Chambers' Inform. People I 683/a Remarkably fine gut
ought to be used by all "ground anglers. 1699 WANLrv 111

Lett Lit Men (Camden) 374 'lis very like such a com-
mon Aground-Bass as this 1859 Bartlett Diet Amer

,

*Grotfnd Bridge, the well-known corduroy road of the

South, laid on the bed of a creek or other body of water,

to render it fordable. 1893 H. Morris Treat. Anat, 781
The anterior ‘ground bundle appears to be continuous with
the posterior longitudinal bundle .The lateral ground bundle
is a mixed tract. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L> § 129 Our
Aground cables for the sloop could not >et be got leady.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 169 The ‘ground chambers
were large. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 223 The
first floor, as usual, overhangs the ground-chamber 1614
T Jackson Creed it 286 This conceit serues as a ‘ground
colour for disposing mens soules to take the sahle dye of
Hell. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) 1 1

1

. 558 Do as Zeuxis
did, who painted for eternity

; which you can never do, un-
less your ground-colours be well laid 1849 Sk. Nat Hist ,

Mammalia HI 147 In adult specimens the ground-colour
of the back is yellowish-white, with markings varying from
dark gray to dusky black, i860 Buskin Mod. Paint. V
viii, iv. 192 The ground-colours then to be laid firmly, On
this first colour, the second colours, 1851 Greenwell Coal-
trade Terms Northumbld

<J-
Durh 17 ‘Ground crabs are

used in sinking, for lowering the sinking set of pumps as
the pit is deepened 1597 A M. tr. Guillenwan's Fr
Chtrurg 7 b/i If the bullet sticke faste in anye bone, we
drawe him forthwith that instrument which we call Extractor
or ‘Grownde-drawer. Ibid 13V2 This Grounde-drawer is

verye acute on his end, becaus the bullet might sticke fast

therone, 18x9 Rees Cycl

,

*Ground drove, in a Mine, is

said of such parts as have been worked, or excavated for the
ore or minerals, h 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 669 God
,. whan bat his lust was, withdraw be flood Of welbe, & at

‘grounde ebbe sette he me C1430 Lydg.Mm Poems (Percy
Soc ) 50 The floode was passed and sodainly of newe A lowe
ground ebbe was fast by the strand C1450 St Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6680 It may no}t full wele be sene Bot when the se
grounde eb bene 18x9 Rees Cycl

,
*Gronnd-end, ofa Mine,

signifies the forefield or foremost place of working, in the
whole or footground cx68o Hickeringill/Z/xi1 Whiggism
Wks (1716) I 25 He is ‘ground-fast and safe, that keeps
to this certain Principle of Truth. xyxo D Campbell in

De Foe Life Ep. Ded. (1840) 15 In Yorkshire they kneel
on a ground fast stone, and say, All hail to the moon

S
tc ] 1658 Hoole Contemns' Vis World (1672) 173 The
ave is the ground-fast [L. basis] of the Wheel x8gx

AtkinsonLastGiant Killei s 215 Earthandsodsand ground-
fast rocks 1884 I Bligh in Lillywlute Cricket Ann 5
Our ‘ground fielding was both brilliant and effective 1856
Woodward Mollnsca in 426Immense quantities ofCrustacea
and shell fish are

1

taken with the trawl, as well as ‘ground-
fish 1883 E P. Ramsay Food Fishes N, S. Wales 13 The
Flathead is a ground fish, but is found on a sandy bottom
only. 1856 Woodward Mollnsca 111 427 In North Britain
an extensive ‘ground-fishery is conducted by means of long
lines, often a mile in length X833J RennieA Iph. Angling
64 It requires a finer top for fly-fishing than for trolling or

‘ground-fishing 1865 Daily *1 el 8 July, In the consult-
mg-room on the ‘ground-flat 187* Spectator 5 Oct 1262
To give the occupant a right to kill ‘ground-game (1 e

,

hares and rabbits), 1895 Law Times 13 July 255 The
Ground Game Act, 1880 1835 Farquharson in Phil
Trans. CXXV 330 [At Alford] they call jt *ground-gru

;

gra being the term by which they designate snoV saturated
with, or swimming in water 1596 Spenser F Q, vi, iv. i

Like as a ship with dreadfull storme long tost, Having spent
all her mastes and her ‘ground hold. x6oa Carew Cornwall
7 a, Nay thei [farms] are taken mostly at a ‘ground-hop,
efore they fall, for feare of comming too late 1823
Thacker Mil jrnl. 177 Men infected with the ‘ground
itch generated by laying on the ground 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. $ 149 The ‘ground joint of the woik with the
rock. Ibid § 199 The giound joint, or under-bed of each
stone 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. 11. (1840) 46 If they were
‘ground landlords, he hoped if they built tenements on the
land they would . grant them a long lease. 1848 Mill
Pol Earn, v 111 § 6 (1876) 502 A tax on ground-rent, one
would suppose, must fall on the ground-landlord. 1603

;

r

AS. I Sp. Parlt. (1604) B, Hee was alsq the first ‘ground,
ayer of the other Peace. 1898 1Daily News 8 June 2/5
Employed as a ground-layer at Stoke 1884 C. T Davis
Manuf. Bncks etc. 89 In fine enamelling, ‘ground laying
is the first process x8z8 Scott Br Lamm xvi, 1 Reason,
able charges?’ said the sexton, *ou, there’s ‘grund-mail
—and bell-siller . , and the kist ’, 1879 Rutley Study
Rocks x x68 In many cases felsite, of the ‘groundmass
of porphyries, consists of a microscopically fine grained
aggregate 1621 B, Jonson Masque Augurs A 4, Very
sufficient Beares as any . . and can dance . and play their
owne tunes the Beareward offers to play them with
any Citie-Dancers, chnstned, for a ‘ground measure 1863
A. C. Ramsay Phys Geog xxiv. (1878) 395 ‘Ground-
moraine matter, the moraineprofonde of Swiss and French
authors. x88o A. R Wallace Isi. Life ix. 169 The ground-
moraine, consisting of mud and imbedded stones. 1877
Stainer Harmony vii § 77 The note on which a common
chord is built is called by some the Fundamental Bass, by
others the Root or ‘Ground-note 1878 N Amer, Rev,
CXXVI 305 Seriousness is . , the ground-note of his tempei a-
ment 18x5 Scott Guy M vu. Their asses were poinded
by the ‘ground-officerwhen left in the plantations. C1475
Piet Voc in Wr -WiUcker 779/15 Hec lasys, the ‘grawnd-
pelyr 163s Vicars Mneia 11 44 We hack in twain The
joyn’d crosse beams, and rais’d the ‘ground-pins main, a 1633
Austin Medit, (1635) 284 The ground-Pins of this Cottage
begin to fade 1507-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I

415 Cronall laboranti circa facturammun superiors coquine,
VOL. IV.

et ‘grownde-pynnyng, et circa tegulacionem coquine 176a
Forster in Phil. Trans L1 I, 476 The ground pinning of
some houses, which had been burnt down 1833 Herschel
Astion vm 271 The ecliptic is the plane to which an in-

habitant of the earth most naturally refers the rest of the
solar system, as a sort of‘ground-plane 1871 J !R. Dicksee
Perspective 32 Groundplane, the plane on which objects to
be represented stand 1632 Lithgow Trav vm 360,

1

stayed
in a Spaniards house . who kept a roguish Taverne, and a
‘ground planked Hospitality 1704 Diet Rust ,

*Giound-
plumbing, is to find out the depth of Water in fishing

1827 0 w Roberts Central Amer 108 The raising of
stock, and cultivation of ‘giound provisions i66aj Davies
tr Oleartus' Voy Ambass 294 The ‘ground-rooms of the
House 1798 Edgeworth Pract Edve 11822) I 342 Locked
up in a ground-room 1874 Holdsworth Deep-sea Fishing
1 58 The curved lower maigin of the mouth of the tiawl is

fastened to and protected by the ‘ ‘ground rope ’ This .

answers the useful purpose of keeping the edge of the net
on the ground. x88x Daily News 28 Dec 2/x The light
distributed about the stage from concealed 1 battens ’ and
“ground rows'. 1614 Markham Cheap Hwsb. 1 11. (1668)

23 To pass them about in ‘ground-salts, as by taking up his
fore-Legs from the ground both together, and bringing his
hinder Feet into their place 1874 Holdsworth Deep-sea
Fishing iv 157 Seans may be divided into three classes,

namely, the sean proper, the 1 tuck-sean and the ‘ ‘ground
or foot sean ’. i860 R B Smyth Goldf, Victoria 612
*Gronnd sluice, a channel cut m the bottom or bed-rock,
into which the earth is conveyed by a stream of water
1879 Atcherley Boirland 138 Our host took us to his

workings, where he was ‘ground-sluicing, c 1520 Barclay
Satirist's Jngnrth 71 a, Whan Marius came to any such
towne . he set fyre m them and brent them ‘grounde
smothe. c 7*5 Corpus Gloss (Hessels) C 186 Carhlago

,

‘grundsopa. c 1440 Promp Parv 216/1 Growndesope of
anylycoure fex,sedunen. 24 Nominate in Wr.-Wuicker
717/36 Hoc sitber, mtima pars corticis, Hoc abdomen

,

grundsope 1530 Palsgr. 228/1 Grounde soppe in lycoure,
payn trempS 1659 Lady Alimony 1, iv, All out Galleries
and ‘Ground-stands are long ago furnished <2x300 E E
Psalter cxxxvi 7 Vnto be ‘grond-stahelnes [v 1 groun-
stajieUnge] in it 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 103 You
shall feel that heat above .. m the ‘ground stones below,
though your siehng be a foot thick 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build 307 Brick walls m the basement and ground-
stories of buildings x88a Qnain's Elent Anat. (ed. 9) II

58 The ‘ground-substance, matnx or intercellular substance
of the connective tissue a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew,
*Grouwd-Sweat, a Grave 1834 F Mahony Father Pront's
Rem. (1836) II 117 We waked him m clover, And sent
him to take a ground sweat 1839 Stonehouse Axholme
25 The water, is not spring water, but merely what is

termed a ‘ground sype, 1 e water filtering through from
the surface 1640 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

97 Plinth and ‘Ground-table for y* South Range 1627
Capt Smith Seaman's Gram 11. 2 Before you vse any
plankes, they lay the Rungs, called floore timbers, or
‘ground timbers, thwart the keele 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. § 85 The interior ground timbers. x88x Hamersly
Naval Encycl

,
Ground-timber, In making up the frame

of a, wooden ship, th? timbers of the lower course are

called ground-timbers. x88a Vines Sachs' Bot 482 A loose

spongy parenchyma . sharply defined from the firm com-
pact ‘ground-tissue 1895 J R. Green Man. Bot. I, 329
A mass of cells which constitutes the ground or funda-
mental tissue. 1632 Lithgow Irav, vm 359 Arabs, who
falling downe from the Mountatnes .. upon the ‘ground
toyled Moores [etc] X878 N.Amer Rev CXXVII, 389
The ‘ground-torpedo is fired by a wire connected with a
battery from the shore 1669! Cox in 6t. Papers, Dom 574
The ‘ground tow sold to Mr Gould is not fetched away.
X794 Rigging tf Seamanship 54 Ground-tow, the loose hemp
that comes from the sides of the hatchellers and spmners
X568 C. Watson Polyb 68 This hill is straitly incompassed
with stepe rocks, hauing a plain on y* very tippe ,.m y° midst
there is a ‘ground wart, which serueth for y« watch-house
1890 Nature 27 Nov. g4 Mr, Latham defines “ground
water 1

as all water found in the surface soil of the crust of
the earth, except such as may be in combination with the

materials forming the crust of the earth 17x1 W. Suther-
land Shipbuilders Assist 160 *Ground-ways

,

large Pieces

of limber lying a-thwart the Bottom of a Dock, or Launch,
to make the Foundation firm and substantial 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk

,
Ground ways, the large blocks and thick

planks which support the cradle on which a ship is launched
Also, the foundation whereon a vessel is built. 1620 T
Scott God * King (1633) 16 It is for me to observe the
‘ground-winde, ,not the rack-winde. 1621 S Ward Jethro's

Just, Peace (1627), It is the ground-wuid, not the rack,

wmde, that dnues mils and ships, 1893 Sloane Stand
Electrical Diet

,
*Ground-wire, a metaphorical term ap-

plied to the earth when used as a return circuit 1599 A M.
Gabelhouer’s Bk Phystcle 158/2 For the Dropsye. Take
‘groundewormes, choppe them smalle [etc ] 1830 Cari vle
Misc (18571 II 147 Fools that we are 1 To dig and bore
like ground-worms 1844 Emerson Led New Eng Ref,
Wks, (Bohn) I 259 Ground-worms, slugs, and mosquitos,

b. In names of animals (denoting generally, in

regai d to birds, those of terrestrial habits; in

regard to other animals, those that burrow, or

he in holes 01 on the ground) ; as ground-beaT,
the common brown bear, Ursus arctos (Cassell,

18S4) ;
ground-beetle, a general name for all

beetles of the family Carabidse
;
ground-ouokoo,

a member of one of the four genera of Neomor-
phinse, a subfamily of the Cucuhdee 1 ground-
dove, a dove or pigeon of terrestrial habits, esp.

of the genera Chamsepelia and Geopeha (cf. ground-

pigeon); ground-finoh, (a) a bird of Swamson’s
sub-family FnngilHnse or true finches, (b) an

American finch of the genus Pipilo {Cent. Diet )

,

ground-gudgeon, the loach ;
ground-hornbiU,

the African genus Bucorvtts (or Bucorax) of horn-

bills ;
ground-hornet, a hornet that has its nest

on. the ground, ground-lackey, -lark, -lizard,

-mite (see quots.); ground-parrakeet, any bird

of the genera Geopsittacus and Pezoporus ,
ground-

parrot, (a) = prec
;
(b) theKakapo ofNew Zealand

(
[Strtngops habroptilus) ,

ground-pearl, -pig (see

quots.)
,
ground-pigeon, a pigeon which passes

most of its time on the giound
;
esp. one of the

family Goundat; also = ground-dove

,

gronnd-
puppy = Hellbender

; ground-rat (see ground-
pig); ground-robin = Cheewink (1896 Newton
Diet Birds 982) , ground • roller (see quot. and
Roller)

; ground-sc-rateher, a name for the

Iiasores or gallinaceous birds; ground-seal, a
large species of seal ; ground-shark, any species •

of shark that rarely comes to the surface, esp. the

spinous shark (Echtnorrhinus spinosus) ;
ground-

sloth, one of an extinct group of New World
herbivorous mammals ofthe group Edentata, inter-

mediate between the existing sloths and ant-eaters

,

ground-snake (see quots); ground - sparrow
U.S

,
one of several sparrows of terrestrial habits,

e g. the grass-finch and savannah-sparrow (Cent

But.) ;
ground-spearing, a fish (Tiachino

-

cephalus myops) found in the tropical parts of the

YVestern, Atlantic (1896 Jordan & Everman Pishes

Amer 296) ;
ground-spider, any kind of spider

that barrows or lives understones
;
ground-thrush,

(a) a thrush of the genus Geocichla
,

(b) a bird of
the Australian genus Cmclosoma

;
(c) the pitta or

ant-thrush
;
ground-tit, a small Californian bird

(Chamtta fasaata), allied to the wrens and tit-

mice
;
ground-wasp, a wasp that has its nest on

the ground ; ground-wren, (a) the willow wren,

Sylvia ti ochilus
\
(b)-ground-tit. AlsoGROUhD-

bibd, Ground-hog, Ground-squirrel

rift Rural Cycl II 532 *Ground beetle, a coleopterous in-

sect, whose larva is foundm corn-fields, 1883 CassellsNat.
Hut IV 134 The Malays capture ‘Ground Cuckoos.
X895 Lydekker Nat Hist. IV. xx The four genera of
ground-cuckoos, all of which are terrestrial birdswith power-
ful feet for running 1792 Mar Riddell Voy Madetia 60
Five kinds of doves are natives of Antigua, of which the
ramier and the ‘ground dove are the most beautiful 1885
Stand Nat Hist.W.a^qlh^ ground-doves, little creatures

which pass their time on the ground almost exclusively, 1837
W. Swainson Birds II 122 TheFnugdlmm may coirectly

be termed ‘groundfinches; since, with scarcely an exception,
they are all birds which habitually walk orhop in such situa-

tions. 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Wordbk„ ‘Ground gudgeon, a
little fish, the Colitis barbatvla. 1880-4 F. Day Fishes
Gt Brit * Irel. II. 204 The loach ground-bait or ground-
gudgeon, Northumberland. 1883 Cassells Nat, Hist. III.

355 The ‘Ground Hombills (Bucorax) These are an African
form, of which there are two or three kinds. 1888 Inglis
Tent Life Tigerland 68,

1

have known an elephant to bolt

. through the attacks of wasps or ‘ground hornets. X869
E Newman Brit Moths (1874) 42 The ‘Ground Lackey
(Bombyx casireusis) .

,

Very abundant m the Isle of Sheppey
1848 Zoologist VI 2290 The tree pipit is the * ‘ground lark \
1849 Ibid. VJI 2354 The bunting; is the ‘ground lark’.

1792 Mar Riddell Voy. Madeira 65 The ‘ground lizard

is commonly of the colour of the earth on which it creeps

2885 Stand Nat. Hist, III, 432 Ameiva dorsalis, the
ground lizard, is one ofthe most abundant lizards in Jamaica

,

1847 Carpenter Zool. § 840 The Trombuda

,

or ‘Ground-
Mites, are distinguished by having the palpi converted into

raptorial organs. 1865 Gould Birds Austral II, 87 The
‘Ground-Parrakeet is diffused over the whole of the southern

portions of Australia, including Tasmania. 1885 Stand
Nal. Hist. IV 356 The crested ground-parakeet (Calli

•

psittaens novse-hollandtse) 1794 G. Shaw Zool New Hol-
land 10 Psittaens terrestris The ‘Ground Parrot. 1827
Vigors & HoRSFiELuin Trans Linn Soc XV 2^Psittaens

pulckellus. . . The settlers call it Ground Parrot, 1885
Stand Nat. Hut. IV 351 The single genus Geopsittacus

. is the ground-parrot of Southern and Western Australia

1895 Pop, Set. Monthly Apr 776 The Kakapo of New
Zealand .. also known as the ‘owl parrot’ or ‘ground
parrot*. 1884 Stand Nat Hist. II. 218 Another [bug] is

the curious “Ground Pearl’ of the Bahama Islands. It

lives beneath the soil in crevices frequented by ants, and
acquires a shell-hke calcareous scaly co\ ering 1883 Cas-

sell's Nat. Hist III. 133 In Sierra Leone it [Aulacodus
Svnnderianns] is known as the Ground*Rat, or ‘Ground
Pig 1885 Challenger Rep I. a 535 A little ‘Ground
Pigeon (iGeopelia

),
not much bigger than a sparrow. 1885

Stand Nat. Hist, IV. 242 'I he Goundse comprises the great

ground-pigeons . They are natives of the Papuan Archi-

pelago. 1863 ‘Ground Puppy [see Hellbender] 1883

Cassell’s Nat. Hist III 364 In Madagascar . there are

found the ‘Ground Rollers [Atelomis), extraordinary birds

which live entirely on the ground, and only come out at

dusk X840 Blyth Cuvier's Anim, Kutgd (1849] 25s

Rasores (‘ground-scratchersl—the Poultry. x868 R. Brown
in Proc Zool Soc 427 The Grey Seal, . .

possibly this

species may be confounded with the ‘ ‘Ground-Seal 1880

Standard 20 May 3 The * ground seal ’, the largest of all

the species 1833 Marbyat P. Simple (1863) 217 There are

several kinds of sharks, but the most dangerous are the

great white shark and the ‘ground shark. 1885 Stand,

Nat Hist. Ill 76 The sleeper shark Sommosus micro-

cephala ., By the fishermen it is known as ground-shark

or gurry-shark. 1860 Owen (title). Memoir on the Mega-
therium, or Giant ‘Ground-Sloth of America. 1896 B M.
Guide Fossil Mammals 69 The entire skeleton of the great

extinct ’Ground Sloth’ 1885 Stand Nat. Hist III 362

The genus Carphophis is very generally distributed ; m the

United States, the species amtena, as the thunder, ‘ground,

or worn-snake, is most familiar. Ibid. 363 The Coronella

australis, or the Australian ground-snake 1880 * Silver &
Co ’ F Africa (ed 3) 179 One of the great ‘ground spiders

in the Kan 00 districts has a body 24 inches long 1869
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Gould Birds Ausiuil Suppl. 63 Cindosoma castaneo

-

thorax, this richly coloured and very distinct species of

•Ground Thrash. x8Sx Brit, Mies Catal, BirdsV, 147 The
genus Geocickla comprises a well-defined group of forty

Thrushes, which maybe distinguished as Ground-Thrushes.
1885 Stand Mat Hist. IV, 467 The pittas, or ground-
thrushes, are a group of insectivorous birds which inhabit

the forests of the eastern tropics Ibid 506 The so-called

•ground-tit, or perhaps better wren-tit (Cfiamcea fasciata)
. has very little m common with the true tits 1880 New
Virginians I 98 There is a small "ground-wasp, like the
English wasp in shape and colour ; and a very large ground-
wasp, whose sting is very vicious. 1839 Macgillivray
Brit. Birds II. 371 Willow Wren. *Ground Wren.

c. In names of plants, generally denoting plants

dwarfish in height and sometimes those of a trail-

ing habit, ground-archil, Lecanom parella,

a species of lichen used in dyeing {Syd. Soc. Lex
1886) { ground-berry, (a) U.S. — Checkee-
berby {Cent Diet ) ; (

3
) Austral, (see qnot.)

;

ground-birch, ? the dwarf birch (see Birch i b)

;

ground-box, jBuxus sempervirens, the small
variety used for edgings; ground-cedar (see

quot ) ,
ground-cherry, {ci) the Dwarf Cherry,

Cerasus Chamsscerasus • Ip) an American plant

of the genus Physalis

;

^ ground-chestnut (see

quot.); ground-oistus, Rhododendron Chamse-
cistus (Paxton Bot.Dict 1840); ground-cypress,
Santolina Chamstcyparissus (ibid.)

;
ground-

elder, a name for Sambucus Ebuhis, Angelica
silvestris, AEgopodium Podagrana (Britten & Hol-
land Plant-n. 1879), and Mercurialis peremus
(Paxton); ground-enell(seequot.i879); ground-
fir =GRoura-riNE(Ce#4ZW.); ground-flax, the

genus Camelina (Paxton); t ground -furze =
Cammock ; f ground-hole fad. G, grundheil],
Veronica officinalis ; ground - hemlock, an
American variety of the common yew, Taxus bac-

cafa; ground-holly= Checker-berry {Syd. Soc.

Lex.) ; ground-jasmine,Passenna Stellen {Treas.

Pot 1856) ;
ground-laurel, the Trailing Arbutus

(jEpigsea repens) of North America; + ground-
myrtle, Butcher’s Broom {Rusctts aculeatus)

;

ground-needle, Erodium moschatum

;

ground-
oak, {a) an oak-sapling

;
{b) a species ofdwarf-oak,

ground - pea =» Ground - nut 2 ; ground-plum,
-rattan (see quots.)

, + ground-saligot, Tnbulus
terrestris

;
ground-sorrel (see quot.); ground-

thistle, the cardoon {Cynara Caiduncuhts)

,

ground-willow, a dwarfwillow , also dial. = Poly-
gonum amphibium (Britten & Holland); ground-
yew = Crowberry 1. Also Ground-ash, Ground-
ivy, Ground-pine.
1889J.H Maiden UsefulPl Australia.^, Asirolomahumi-

fusum and A pirnfolium . Commonly called ’ •Ground-
berry'. 1885 Fenn Bins Man’s Wife in Gd. Words fir A
dozen bundles of clean-looking *ground-birch sticks 1578
Lyte Dodoens vi xxxu 609 The smal Boxe is called in
Latine, ffunu Buxus: that is to say, "Ground Boxe, or
Dwarffe Boxe 1836 Backw Canada 120 A trailing plant
bearing a near resemblance to the cedar,which has a claim
to the name of "ground or creeping cedar 1601 Holland
Pliny I 448 Certain dwarfe Cherries .. called Chamecerast
(<• "ground cherry-shrubs). 1839 Bartlett Diet Amer.,
Ground cherry (Physalis), .. sometimes called Winter
Cherry. 1693 C Dryden iq Dryden's yuvenal vu (1697)
Notes 183 Treujfits, in English call’d *Ground-Chest-nuts,
or Pignuts. 1597 Gerarde Herbal App

, •Ground Enell is

Venus combe 1879 Britten & Holland Plant-n

,

Ground
Enell, Scamhx Pecten Hal andWr, print the name incor-
rectly Ground-evil. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi x 669 Caramocke
or*ground Furze hathmany small, lythey, orweake branches
Ibid 1. xvu 26 Paules Betonv, Herbe Fluellyn, or Speede
well, *Ground-hele 1834 J I Audubon Ormthol. Biogi
II, 170 The "Ground Hemlock (Taxus canadensis), or
Canadian Yew 1848 Rural Cycl II. 532 *Gronnd~
jasmine, an ornamental, evergreen, white-flowered, Siberian
undershrub of the wild olive-tree family. It is regarded by
some botanists as a Stellera, and by others as a sparrow-
wort 1877 Bryant 27th Mar 27 Within the woods Tufts
of *ground-lat|rel; send their sweets Up to the chilly
air. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 284 As for the herb Idsea,
the leaues therof resemble those of *ground-Myrtle or
Butchersbroom a 1400 Med, MS. Gloss XnArchxol XXX
409"Ground Nedle Acus musculo. 1633Johnson Gerarde'sHerbal App

, Ground needle, Geranium muscatum a 1723R Hood f Little John in Child Ballads (1888) III 135
Then Robin Hood stept to a thicket of trees, And chose him
a staff of *ground-oak 1B05 A. Wilson in Poems $ Lit
Prose {1876) II 144 Waving reeds and scrubby ground-oak

g
rew Where stores and taverns now arrest the view 1839
autlett Diet. Amer

, *GroundP'him {Astragalus caryo-
earpus),& plant growing on dry soil on the Mississippi
River -The fruit, which is a pod, closely resembles a plum.

Crabb Technol Diet., *Ground-rataii, the Rhaiis
flabelhfortnis. i8fifi Treas. Bot 970/2 Rhapisflabelliforniis
is commonly called the Ground Rattan Palm, and is said
to yield the walking-canes known, by that name in this
country. 1397 Gerarde Herbal lable Eng Names,
Grounde Saitgot, that is Landcaltrops 1773 Clayton

JP * LXVI. 100 •Ground-sorrel every where
[in the Falkland Islands] abounds in the greatest plenty

,

•the flower it pioduces is exactly like the wild rose which
grows m the hedges in England. 1391 Percivall Sp Did ,Cepa cavalle, "Ground thistle 1873 Croll Climate 4 T
xvi 262 In a region where the •ground-willow and dwarf-
birch have *0 struggle for existence 1674 tr. Scheffer's
Bafland 141 The thin leaved heath, that bears a Berry,
which some call •ground Ewe

Ground (ground), v. Forms
: 3 gttmcLien, 4

no/th grund, 4-6 grounde, grownde, 5-6
gronde, ( 7 grownd) , 5-ground [ME f. Ground
sb ; cf. MDu., Du gronden, MSw. grunda. For
OE. gryndan see Grind v 2

]

+ 1- trans. To lay the foundations of (a house,

etc ) , to found
; to fix or establish firmly. Obs.

Chiefly in renderings or echoes of biblical passages
a 1300 E E. Psalter vm 4 |?e mone and sternes pat )>ou

grounded to be swa *11300 Cursor

M

28853 Almus. es to
pe sawl als a wall grunded ful fast and will noght fall

a 134a Hampole Psalter xxiu 2 He abouen ho seas grundid
it. 1450-X330 Myrr, our Ladye 86 The drye erthe hys
handes hathe giounded £1460 Townelty Myst vm 90
Gret god, that all thys Warld began, and growndyd it in
good degre 1333 Coverdale Luke vi. 48 That house was
grounded vpon ya rocke. 139: Spenser Virg Gnat 453
Th’ Okes deep grounded in the earthly molde. 16*7 P
Fletcher Locusts iv 11, Deep grounded on that Rocke
most firmely stood

fig 1333 Eden Decades 327 Grounded vppon the founda-
tion of truth. 1684 Contempt State Man 1 iv. (1699) 45
How frail is all the Glory of the World, being Grounded
upon so feeble a Foundation
2. To set on a firm basis, to establish (an insti-

tution, a principle of action, belief, science, con-
clusion or argument), on some fact, circumstance,
or authority.

a const, on ; also in (now only m passive).
C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv 1644 (1672) Moral vertue

grounded vpon troupe <7x380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 332 He
can not grounde Jjis lawe in reson. <114x3 Lydg Temp
Glas 1199 Lat no dispeire hindtr fie with drede, But ay pi
trust opon hir merci grovnd 1339 Act 31 Hen VIII c. 4
Actions of det .grounded vpon contract or specialties 1381
Nowell & Day in Confer. 1 (1584) D b, You ground the
credit of S James Epistle vpon these Councils. 1639
Woodall Wks Pref. (1653) 5 Galen saith .. all arts are
grounded upon experience and reason 1641 Milton Ch
Govt iv Wks (1851) iix The impossibility of grounding
Evangelick government m the imitation ofthe Jewish Priest-
hood. 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland 74 They must neces-
sarily have had some probabilities, whereon they grounded
their opinion. 1728 Newton Chronol. Amended 11 252
Nechepsos invented Astrology, grounding it upon the
aspects of the Planets 1769 Junius Lett, xix Postscr. 85
It is .the law of the land, grounded upon the clearest prin-
ciples of reason and common sense. X789 Dumford4 East's
Reports III 467 The right of a seller to his goods,where he
cannot receive payment for them, is grounded in conscience
1838 Thirlwall Greece II 304 An oligarchywhich grounded
its political claims solely on superior wealth 1873 Helps
Ess , Self-Discipline 16 Self-discipline is grounded on self-

knowledge 1884 tr. Lotzds Metaph 5x6 The nature and
occurrence of these actions being .. grounded in something
external

t b. simply,
ci^ia Wyclif Wks, (1880) 362 pis state or power is ]>e

vicar of be godheede as it may be growndid here — Sel
Wks III 342 Firate shulde Jze fend grownde Jmt bis pope
is Petris viker. <7x449 [see Ghoundable] 1538 Starkey
England 11 111 xg8 Wythout that ther ys no gud ordynance
can be stablyschyd nor grondyd. 1580 Sidney Ps xln v,
Still my hope is grounded, That thy anger being spent, I by
day thy love shall tast. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11 xu
(1632) 32 Copernicus hath so well grounded this doctrine
that [etc ] 1614 Bp Hall Rem. Wks (x66o) 28 We knew
not wherein to insist, nor where to ground a complaint
1621 Elsing Debates Ho Louis (Camden) 13 Yf he con-
fesse, we may ground our sentence, a 1628 F. Grevil
Alaham 11 iv Poems (1633) 33 How should I ground a faith,
that faithlesse know Myselfe to be 7 1630T E[ayley] Wor-
cester's Apoph ss That is it they desire, and thence they
would ground their quarrel, a 1677 Hale Prim Orig, Man
1, 11 30 But intellectual Reason hath to do with universal,
and for the most part grounds and directs its Ratiocination
by them, 1724 A Collins Gr Ckr Reltg 5 The Apostles
ground and prove Christianity from the Old Testament.

C. In. pass, with advs Of conjectures, fears, etc •

To have a (good or bad) foundation.
X748 Anson’s Voy n ix 228 We afterwards found our

suspicions .to be well grounded 1763 Blackstone Comm
1 1

,,
I27 A fear of battery, or being beaten, though never so

well grounded, is no duress. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II.
xvi, 322 Their suspicions and fears were not ill grounded.
+ 3 To establish, settle (a person in respect of

his position, beliefs, etc ). Const, in, of Also, in
pass , to be advanced {in years). Obs.

^
1382 Wyclif Hah 1 12 Thou groundidist [Vulg.fundasti)

hym strong, that thou shuldist chastise <7 1400 Destr Troy
7579 He is gret ofdegre, groundit of old 1423 Jas I Kmgis
Q cxxxvui, Gifthe hert be ground] t ferm and stable In goddis
law. <7x430 tr. Delmiiatione in vm 73 If he be grounded
in very mekenes & fulfilled wib dyvine ebante 1333 Cover-
dale Isa Iiv 14 In rightuousnes shalt thou be grounded
<*1340 BarnesWks (1373) 326/2 They themselues aregrounded"
onely of their owne sensuall mynde, hauyng no Iearnyng,
nor reason for them 3624 Heywood Gitnaik. iv 203 Appo-
Ionia a virgin, but somewhat grounded in years 1637 R.
Dicon Barbadoes (1673) 56 Such a loss as this, is able to
undo a Planter, that is not very well grounded.
ref. c 1400 Apol Loll 29 It is foly am prest to presume

him to haue euyn power wij? ilk oper, be for bat he may
ground him in be fei(>.

+ 4. a. refl. To rest or rely upon, esp. in argu-
ment Obs,

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 401 Som fondith for to
grounde hem uppon be auctorite of Qumtilianus 1471
Ripley Comp* Alch, Admon xu m Ashtn (1652) 102 Uppon
my wrytynge therfore to ground the be bold. X494 Fabyan
Citron vi clxxvi 174 Antonyus, whiche groundeth hym
vpon y* said Vyncent a 1333 Frith Disput, Pnrgat (1829)
124 In solving this argument, he groundeth him on two lies
at once 1635 Hakewill Apol v vi 340 Some grounding
themselves upon those words, have beene so bold as to

affirme [etc ] 1802-12 Bentham Rat Judic Evid (1827)
III. 625 The state of things on which the above question
grounds itself is [etc ]

f b mtr for refl Obs
xS3x Robinson tr More's Utop n (Arb ) 150 If herein

they grounded vpon reason they would mock them. 1594
Carew Huarte's Exam Wits xi (1596) 165 Graue and
learned men labour to dehuer their opinion, concealing the
opinions whereon they ground 1643 Sir T Browne Rehg
Med 11 § xo, I say moreover, and I ground upon experience,
that poisons contain within themselves their own antidotes
x68a — Chr Morals 111. 22 He wisely grounding upon true
Christian expectations . . will wholly fix upon what is to come
5 . trans. To instruct (a person) m the funda-

mental or elementary principles of any branch of
study. To be grounded zn to be (well or ill) ac-
quainted with (a subject or science).
c 1386 Chaucer Prol 414 He was grounded in Astronomye

*553 T Wilson Rhet. 3 In all poynctes throughly grounded
and acquainted with the preceptes 1617Moryson Itm n 47
Touching his studies . . he came youngand not well grounded
from Oxford University *658 A Fox Wnrtz' Snrg. ir.

vm 73 He that is well grounded in Surgery will find Re-
ceipts enough m his daily practise 1723 Berkeley Pro-
posal Wks III 217 To ground these young Americans
thoroughly in religion 1839 Ld Brougham Statesm Geo
III, Homer (ed 2) 319 He was well grounded in the exacter
sciences x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf vm (1889) 67,
I grounded myself pretty well in Latin and Greek 1884
L J Jennings m Croker Papers I i 27 He always sought
to giound himself thoroughly in the facts [etc.]

6 . Of a non-personal subject: To form or supply
a basis, ground, or reason foi (something), rare.

1667 Pepys Diary a Sept , I did then desire to know what
was the great matter that grounded his desire of the Chan-
cellor’s removal. <1x677 Barrow Semi (1683) II x 141
Every attribute, every title, every relation of God doth
ground an obligation 1788 Jefferson Wnt (1859) II, 353A single day's retard in which [the payment of interest]

would ground a prejudice of long duration. 1873 Poste
Gants 111 Comm (ed 2) 444 A convention is statutory which
derives validity from some statute, and grounds or destroys
a right of action

+ 7. To investigate thoroughly. Obs
a 1329 Skelton Col. Cloutejid Some other man That, can
Well scrypture expounde, And hys textes grounde. 1397
A. M tr. Gutllemean's Fr. Clnmrg 6/2 M. Parfi hath verye
learnedlye discussed, and, as it weare, grownded this ques-
tione, m his boockes of Chymrgerye
8 . To furnish with a ground or basis for painting,

embroidery, etc (see Ground sb. 6). Also To
ground in . m Calico-printing, to apply (a second
colour or a mordant) to a piece of material alieady
printed with the colour of the first block.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R. xix. xi. (1495) 871 The

meane coloures ben groundyd in none other colour better
than in whyte 138* Act 23 Eliz c 9 § 3 No kynde of
Clothe shall from henceforth bee mathered for a Blacke,
excepte the same he firste grounded with Woade onelye

1839 Ure Diet Arts 230 (Calico-printing) Ground-in the
neutral reserve . Ground-in the topical colours at pleasure
Ibid 921 Pieces [ofwall-paper] intended to be satined, are
grounded with fine Paris plaster xSfioRusKiNA/oif Paint
V vm. iv 194 It is all the same to him whether he grounds
a head or whether he grounds the whole picture. x86a
Miss Yonge C'iess Kate 11 (1880) 31 Kate had a bunch of
flowers, in Berlin wool, which she was supposed to be
grounding

9. To bring to the ground, knock down ? Obs.
In quot. c 1205 there is app some error in the text

<71205 Lay 26553 Pus we [? insert eou] scullen grundien,

3 if godd us wule fulsten 1 1430-40 Lydg jBochas n u. (1554)
121 a. Their aduersaries bete doune and grounded, c 1430
Pilgr LyfManhode iv. xxxi (1869) 193 Swich a strok he
af me bat doun he hadde gronded me ne hadde my
urdoun be 18x2 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 187 Penton

was ultimately grounded by a doubler on the left side.

+ b fig To ‘floor’, ‘gravel’. Obs, rare

*597 Tofte Laura 111 Alba (x88o) Introd 38 Tis a worke
to ground the wisest Hed. 1398 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

u i Ark 330 Miracles, that ground Man’s wrangling Reason
and his Wits confound.

10 . To place or set on the ground ; to cause to

touch the ground ; to lay down. + Also, to bring

down (a weapon).
? 1630 Don Belhanis 228 He . , hoisted aloft his sword ..

and grounded it with mighty force upon the Giants head

*75* Johnson Rambler No 96 r 9 When once she had
grounded her foot, neithei gods nor men could force her to

retire 1751 Paltock Peter Wilkins II. xx. 255, 1 ordered

my Bearers . . to ground me just at the Foot of the Wood
X774 Laws Cricket in Lillywhite Cricket Scores I 16 Except
his bat be grounded within it [i.e thepopping-crease] If .

the wicket is struck down before his foot, hand, or hat, is

grounded over the popping-crease x8ox Strutt Sports 4
Past n. ill. 90 Before the striker is at home, or can ground
his bat 1884 Mil, Engineering I. 11 90 In grounding
ladders, the men lower the ladders gentlyon to the ground.

b. To ground arms (Mil.) • to lay one’s arms

upon the ground, esp. as an act of surrender.

17x1 Miht. 4 Sea Diet. (ed. 4) 1, s. v. Straw, A word
of Command, to dismiss the Soldiers when they have

grounded their Arms. x8o* James Miht Diet, Ground
arms, a word of command on which the soldiers lay down
their arms upon the ground. This word of command has

been exploded since the introduction of the new exercise.

Soldiers are now ordered to pile arms 1833 Macaulay
Hist Eng. xiu III 325 Every burgher who should any-

where meet a person wearing the Macdonald tartan should

ground arms, in token of submission 1874 Rifle Exerc.,

etc 58 Ground Arms—Turn the rifle on the neel, lock to the

rear, sink the body, bending both knees ; and place the nfle

flat on the ground. 1884 M. Thornhill Pers Adv, Ind,

Mutiny n 13 Eventually the native officer ordered the guard
to ground their arms, and allowed us to enter the office.
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transf. 1711 Addison Sped No 102 r 6 When the Fans

are thus discharged, the Word of Command m course vs to

ground their Fans

c. Electr. To connect with the earth as a con-

ductor.

1883 T D Lockwood Electr Tel 138 If an accidental

connection with the ground should occur it is at once

tested for by grounding the circuit at the office. 1892 Pall

Mall G 21 Mar. 7/3 One wire would be grounded.

d. tntr. To alight on the ground ; to come to or

strike the ground.

1731 Paltock Peter Wilkins II xx 261 ,

1

hovered over

the City a considerable time, to be sure of grounding right

1801 Strutt Sports # Past (1810) 100 [Trap-ball] He is

also out if he strikes the ball into the air and it is caught

. before it grounds *

11 intr. Of a vessel . To run ashore or aground

;

to strand. Const, on.

1624 Capt Smith Virginia hi v 59 Our bote chansing

to gtownd vpon a many shoules lying in the entrances

1748 Anson's Voy u 111 146 She . grounded between two

small Islands 1814 Scorr Ld ofIsles v xtv, With that the

boats approach’d the land, But Edward’s grounded 011 the

sand *868 E Edwards Raleigh I. xxv 6x5 The flagship

had already grounded under circumstances of peril.

transf *830 Scoresby Cheever's Whalem Adv ix. {1859)

x 16 The bow of the boatgrounded on the body of the whal e

b trans. To cause to run ashore + AlsoJig

in pass. To be stuck fast, unable to help oneself

1658 Phillips, To Ground a ship, to bring her on the

ground to be trimmed 1704 J Logan Let to W. Penn
26 Mar, in Mem Hist. Soc Pennsyh) (1870) IX. 288 My
life is not worth the living : I am grounded on all sides

*71* W Rogers Voy App 16 If you water above m the

River, do not ground your Boat *806 Naval Chron XV
388 Three of our ships seemed to be grounded.

12 a trans. To lower (an anchor) to the bottom,

b tntr. To sink to, or settle on, the bottom.

*83* LithgoW Trav vn 329 Our Anchors beinggrounded,
and our Boate ready to court the shoare, I bad farwell to

all 1739 Labelye Short Acc Piers Westm. Br 30 We
sunk the Caisson to try how it sat and grounded *793
Smfaton Edystone L. § 143 We proceeded lowering till our

anchor was grounded 1867 F. Francis Angling a. (1880)

69 The bait grounds too soon
.

Ground (ground), ppl. a. See also Grounded
/. a.2 ,

Grounden. [pa pple of Grind v ]

. Reduced to fine particles bygrindingor crashing
1765 Univ. Mag XXXVII 320/2 Ground and powdered

renned sugar 1818 Art Prcserv Feet *31 A cataplasm of

oatmeal ana ground linseed 1839 Ure Diet Arts 225,

8 ounces of ground indigo 1843 McCulloch Taxation 11

v (1852) 230 The roots of chicory when dried and ground,

bear a strong resemblance to ground coffee,

b- With advs
,
as ground-down,

-up.

*897 Allbutt's Spst Med III 80 Synovia mixed with

ground down particles of cartilage. 1899 Outing (US)
XXX *71/1 A country of ground-up pebbles and water.

2

Having the surface abraded or fashioned by

grinding, esp. of joints, stoppers, etc. intended to

fit closely.

1807 T Thomson Client (ed 3) II 41 Phials with ground
stoppers. 1873 Knight Did* Mech , Ground-joint. 1884

Ibid Suppl ,
Ground code.

b. Ground-down (sb ) : the trade designation of

a kind of needle (see quots.).

1862 T Morrall Needle-making 39 The Ground downs
are for tailors, and are shorter than the Short Sharps

1880 Plain Hints Needlework 95 There are sharps, the

ordinary long sewing-needles; ground downs, short and
stumpy
3. Ground glass. d

1 Glass which has its sur-

face polished by grinding; plate glass (obs.). b
Glass which has had its transparency destroyed by
grinding or other processes ; also attnb.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L Explan Plate 6 The panes
were of ground glass, on account of strength 1823 P
Nicholson Pract Build 420 1848 Dickens Dombey
xviti, The ground-glass windows are made more dim by
shutters, *869 Tyndall Notes Led. Light § 103 If the

screen be semi transparent, say of ground glass or tracing-

paper. 1883 Howeils Silas Laphant (1891) I. 7 He .

pushed the ground-glass door shut.

+ Grotrndable, a. Obs rare~\ [f. Ground v.

+ -able.] Capable of being established or proved,

c 1449 Pecock Iiepr 1 xx. 125 Doom of resoun and lawe

of kinae and not Hob Scripture muste expresseli grounde
this if it be in eny wise groundable and leeful.

Groundage (grew ndedg). [f. Ground sb. +
-AGE.]

1. + a. Some kind of toll or tax. Obs. rare
1-1

,

c 1440 Jacob's Well 29 Alle ho, J»t don men ofholy cherche

.. to paye toll, pyckage, murage, or grondage, panoge or

gwydage, for swyche godys as axe no3t led to feyres &
markettes, be*cause of marchaundise

b. A duty levied on vessels lying upon a shore

or beach, or entering a port ;
spec m the City of

London (see qnot 1854).
1367 St. Papers, Dom. Add Eltz. 26 Such as touch or

he upon the shore a time, pay that money (if.) to the

officers there as groundage. 160^Patent 7 Jas, I m Act 4
Geo ILL o. 26 Preamble, Tolls, duties, anchorages, ground-
ages, profits, commodities, advantages, and appurtenances
whatsoever *728 Jeakes Charters Cinque Forts 57 note,

Tenage, or Groundage, nothing to be paid for their Ships

lying a Ground, or at Anchor in any of the King's Havens
or Harbours. 1848 Wharton Law Lex, Groundage, a
custom or tribute paid for the standing of a ship in port

2834 Fraser's Mag. XLIX 564 The groundage of corn is

a duty of 6d. on every vessel with corn on board entering

the port.

c. (See quot

)

1832 Wiggins Embanking 138 In the cases of mines or
quarries, the royalty, seignorage, or groundage varies accoi d-

*ng to circumstances, from one eighth to one twenty-fourth.

1 2. Running aground, stranding. Obs. rare— 1
.

1477W Pekoe m Paston Lett No 807 III aiiSchehad
never no wrekke nor growndage till withinne this xx wynter

f 3 The bottom, as suitable br otherwise foi

anchorage. Obs. rare—'-.

1637 T. MortonNew Eng Canaan (1883) 122 The ground-
age is a sandy sleech, free from rockes to gaule Cables, hut
is good for anchorage

+ 4 The right of occupying ground. Obs. rare—1
.

1721 Loud Gas No 5953/3 They shall have their Ground-
age free, for such the two ensuing Fairs.

Ground-annual. Sc Law ‘A perpetual

yearly duty payable upon land, and made a real

burden upon it either by constitution or reserva-

tion’ (SheriffM J G Mackay).
1531 Sc Acts Mary (1814) II 490/x The ground annuall

appeiris ay to be payit quha ener big the ground and fail-

3eing thairof that the annuellar may recognosce the ground

*397 Skene De Verb Sipnf s v Annnell, [In Acts Mary
1551] mention is maid of ground annuell, few annuell, and
top annuell, quhauof I naue red nathing tn onte vther

place and am incertaine quhat they do signifie 1874
Act 37 ff 38 Vici c 94 § 30 Securities by way of ground
annual, whether redeemable or irredeemable 1890 Belts
Did. Laiu Scotl. (ed 7) sv., In the beginning of the

seventeenth century, the Lords of Erection resigned their

superiorities to the Ciowu, with the exception of the feu-

duties, which the Crown had power to redeem on payment
of a certain consideration The consideration never having

been paid, the power of redemption was renounced, and the

feu duty thus perpetually payable to the successor of a
Lord of Erection is called a ground-annual.

Ground-ash.
1 A young ash-plant j an ash sapling (see quot.

1707) Also attnb
1664 Evelyn Sylva vi 23 From these low Cuttings come

our Ground-ashes, so much sought after foi Arbours, Espa-
liets, and other Pole-Works. 1697 Dryden AEneid ix 1003

A lance of tough ground ash the Trojan threw 1707 Mor-
timer Hush. 1 (1708) 335 Some cut the young Ashes off

about an Inch above tne Ground, which causes them to

make very huge stiaight Shoots, which they call Ground-
Ash 1878 Jefferies Gamekeeper at H. 1. 13 His ground-

ash stick under his arm.

2 dial a. The gout-weed, AEgopodium Poda-

graria (Withenng Bnt Plants 1796 ) b. Angelica

sylvestns (Johnston Pol. East. Border 1853).

Grou’na-bait.
1. f a. A bait used in bottom-fishing (obs rare)

b. A bait thrown to the bottom of the water in

which it is intended to fish, in order to lure the

fish thither. Alsofig.'
a *63* T Barker Art of Angling (1653) *» * am indif-

ferent where the wind stanaeth either with ground Bait or

Meuow, so that I can cast my Bait into the River. Ibid 3,

I am determined to Angle with the ground Baits and set

my Tackles to my Rod
,

0 1633 Walton Angler x. (1661) 174 The Ground-Bait.

1821 Scott Kenilw. 111 ,

1

expect not to catch the old jack

till I have disposed my groundbaits handsomely. 289s
Westm Gaz g Dec a/z Is a candidate entitled to lay

ground-bait? In plainer terms, may he give subscriptions

[etc ] 1893 ‘John Bickerdyke' Sea Fishing vi 184 Then
the ground-bait net will be found of great advantage . Sink

this [ground-bait] in a piece of netting, by means of stones,

near the bottom, and fish close to it.

2 Northumb The loach or groundling.

*867 in Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk. /x8§o-4 nj F Day Brit.

Fishes II. 204 ... - , .

Hence Ground-bait v., to lay with ground-bait

(also fig ) ,
Ground-baitxngf vbl sb

1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports 1031 It is the practice

of all experienced anglers to groundbait the spots they in-

tend to fish in 1896 A Morrison Child ofJago 236 A large

swindle, requiring much ground-baiting and preliminary out

lay. 1899 Blackw, Mag June 977/1 He will have to 'ground-

bait ’ the place heavily, if he wishes decent attendance

Ground-bird.
,

f 1 Applied to a particular swan out of a ‘ game
,

or perh. more than one, possibly as being the due

of the owner of the land Obs
1560 in W. H Turner Select Rec Oxford (1880) 28s For

uppyng the ground byrde in portemeade 1362 Ibid. 304
Item, payed for a grounde byra . xijd 1370 Ibid 330 Payed

for two growne burds, *887 Standard 1 Aug 5/2 The owner

of the soil claimed one cygnet as ‘ the ground bird

2. A general name for any columbine, gallina-

ceous, grallatorial, or struthious bird.

1840 Blyth Cuvier’s A nivi. Kmgd (1849)251 The various

groups of Ground-birds (as the vast majority of the foregoing

extensive series may be appropriately denominated) fall into

six principal divisions.

3. U.S. The grass-finch or ground-sparrow.

1836 Bryant Poems, Rivulet ni. And the brown ground-

bird, in thy glen Still chirps as merrily as then.

Groundcel(l, obs. form of Groundsel sb. 2

Ground-down ; see Groundppl a 2 b.

Grounded (grounded), ppl, a 1 [f Ground v.

or sb +-ED 1 or 3
]

1. Deeply or strongly founded ; firmly fixed or

established
,
resting upon a good basis. Chiefly

fig. of immaterial things.

*348 Gest Pr Masse in H G Dugdale Life (*840) App.

1 98 It is a grounded proufe of falshode 1333 Brende

Q Curhus A uj, A stable and grounded wysedome 1603

|

Loud. Prodigal v 1, To shake my grounded resolution.

x6xa Bacon Ess ,
Empire (Arb ) 29B Solide and grounded

courses to keep them [dangers] aloofe. 1653 R Sanders
Physiogn buj, So have I fortified this building with
grounded pillars 1783 Burke Affairs India Wks 1842 If

g A grounded apprehension of the ill effect of all strong
marks of influence and favour 18x7 Coleridge Btog Lit.
I x 203 A grounded knowledge of the German language
and literature 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 3 The tempera-
mentwhich mistakes . . violentphrase forgroundedconviction

b. with advs. ; esp well-, ill-grounded.

1396 Spenser F Q iv. iv. 1 Friendship Without regard
of good, dyes like ill grounded seeds 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 92 The King caused a large and deepe grounded
Causey be built 1648 Gage West Ind xx 160 A good and
well grounded knowledge of the tongues 1662 Gekbiek
Prate 14 Leaving to thetr Posterity to prop and redresse

their ill grounded Buildings. 1724De FoeMem Cavalier
(1840) 202 Had our counsels been ready and well grounded

1777 Watson Philip II (1793) II m 175 A well grounded
apprehension.

+ 2 Of persons • Thoroughly instructed or pro-

ficient m some study; also, deeply imbued with

certain principles Obs.

1613 T Jackson Creed 1 315 Questions . . which would
require a grounded scholers serious paines & long search

1619 R. Harris Drunkard's Cup 26 A very mdiciotis

Diuine, and grounded Text-man *666 E Mountagu in

12th Rep Hist MSS Comm App v 8 If the young Lord
was a strict and a grounded Papist there was some danger
my Lady Dorothy might bee perverted *807 Anna Seward
in 4 thenasum 2 Mar. (1895) 282/* Mr Day, who -was a
grounded Greek scholar

3 Of lace : Having the intervals of the pattern,

filled m with plain stitches. ? Obs
1693 Lond Gaz No. 3101/4 A grounded Lace Nightrail.

*720 /but No 5881/3 A fine Valencia grounded laced Suit

of Night Clothes. *740 Lady Harttord Lett I lu 226

Four fine laced Brussels heads—two looped and two
grounded
4 Having a ground of a specified colour.

1761 Public Advertiser 1 Jan , Dressed in a yellow

grounded velvet 176s Treat Done Pigeons 57 You may
breed twenty light grounded ones for one deep ground

1813 Examiner 12 Apr 239/1 A red grounded frock,.was
found *865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys II. ill. 54 A

simple white grounded lawn.

5 Having the ground applied or piepared.
1B39 Ure Did Arts 921 Spreading the piece [of wall-

paper] upon the table with the grounded side uppermost

6 a. Placed on, or brought into contact with,

the ground, b. Torced aground, stranded.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 308 To pitch the ball into the grounded
hat, Or drive it devious wiyi a dext’rous pat. *86a Dana
Man Geol. v. S42 Stones in the under surface ofa grounded
[ice]berg. *888 Avter Nat. XXII 230 As the grounded
floebergs are forced up the shelving sea-bottoms [etc].

*889 Daily News 8 Nov 5/8 An alternating current .. from

a partially grounded wire.

•t GrotL Tided, ppl a.2 Obs. [Incorrect var, of

Grounden ppl a] = Gbounden, Ground.
*366 Drant Horace's Sat 1. A 1 h, The maces keene, the

grounded sworde, the Tucke, the targe, the sheilde. *698

A. Van Leeuwenhoek m Phil. Tians XX. 171 Two ot

more grounded Glasses

Groundedly (gratrndedli), adv. [f Grounded
ppl a.l + -ly 3

,] 'flu a grounded or well-estab-

lished manner ;
fundamentally, deeply, thoroughly

(obs.)
;
with good reason. Now rare.

1346 Bale Eng. Votaries 1 (*550) 7 b, Thys repeted be
thryse after that..to the intent it might be groundedlye

marked *596 Hahington Metam Ajax (1814) 95, I

am .
.
groundedly studied in the reformation of Ajax

1643 Plain English 8 That Accommodation can onely be
safe in this Kingdome, which shall place the power of it in

the hands of them that may be groundedly presum’d will

use it for the presei vation of it selfe *669 Gale Crt Gen-

tiles 1 ill 11 24 This, I conceive, may be groundedly con-

cluded 1674 Allen Danger Enthusiasm 26 That they

might believe more groundedly and firmly *7*6 M.
Davies A then. Brit. Ill Cnt Hist 6 Both, seem rather

to be Seekeis or Scepticks, than any ways groundedly satis-

fy’d in their tortur’d Consciences a 1803 D Gilson Seim.
Pract. Subj vn (1807) 142 Elijah and Elisha were unin-

formed alsowemaygroundedlysuppose,ofthe precise manner
and moment m which the former was to be taken from the

earth. 1832 Austin Junspr (1879) II. 1119 Those who are

acqqainted with . the historical basis of the actual system,

will acquire that actual system more readily as well as

more groundedly. *868 Browning- Ring Rk xt 94® Oh,
how I wish some cold wise man Would • pronounce on my
desert Groundedly

t Grou. ndedneSS. Obs. rate [f. as prep +
-ness ] The quality or condition of being gi ounded

or firmly established,

160* Dent Pathw Heaven 234 ,

1

iudge these to be most

sound and infallible euidences of a manssaluation : Assured

faith in the promises .Groundednesse in the truth, a 1647

Boyle Autobiog Wks. 1772 I, p.xxm, Philaretus derived

from this anxiety the advantage of groundedness in his

religion. [1826 Bentham in Westm Rev VI. 454 In proof

of its well groundedness I call two witnesses.]

G-roundeles, obs form of Groundless.
Groundely, variant of Groundly a. Obs.

tGroirnden, ppl. a Obs Forms : seeGrind z/f

[pa. pple. of Grind v i]

1. Of weapons : Sharpened by grinding,

a 1300 CursorM 21437 Scarp grunden kmjf in hand he
bar. c 1400 Rowland $ O. 57 A Sarajene With grymly
grownden gare c *400 Melayne 1554 Full grym strokes he

ouer ham satt, With growndyn speris and grym. £*470
Henry Wallace 11 64 The grounden suerd throucb out his

cost it schar 1513 Douglas AEnns iv tv. 41 His grundtn

dartis clattering by his syde. *357 North tr. Gtteuaras

Diall Pr, 258 b/2 You feare vs not with sharpe grounden

137 - a



GROUNDED.
swoordes and daggers a 1650 Death Robin Hood' 7$ in

Furnivall Percy Polio I 55 Red Roger with a grounding
glave thrust him through the milke white side.

2 Of substances : Ground, brayed, crushed,

13 Metr, Horn (Vernon MS ) in Archw Stud, mu Sir.

LVII 308 Summesmered hire Mou)> withoute with grounden
Mustard £2386 Chaucer Can, Yeom Prol. if T. 222

Our Orpyment and sublymed Mercune, Oure grounden
litarge, [etc,] ci430 Pallad on Hush

,

1 1123 Grounden
shelhs dight With flour of lym. 0x430 Two Cookery-bks.

38 Take groundyn JPorke, & knede it with Spicerye

Grounden, obs. pa, pple. of Grind v.

Grounder (grau'ndai), Also 5 grownder,
gronddar. [f. Ground v. + -er 1 Cf MDu.
gronden (Du. graider) ^ G. grander, MSw. and Sw.
grundare ]

1. One who, or that which, founds, establishes,

causes, etc

14 Ave Reg Celoruut m Twiddle's Vis (1843) 146

Heyle, gudly grownder of all grace 1 c 1449 Pecocic Repr
70 Hoh Scripture may not be ther of the Reuler bi cause
He is not therof the Groundei £1485 Digby Myst. (1882)

m 326 Je worthy word, ge be gronddar of gladnesse.

c 1530 L Cox Rhet (1899) 53 Fayned fables of poetes (and
fleyng tales of lyght fokes) ar, for the more parte, the

grounders of fame and rumours 1560 Rolland Crt, Venus
111 305 Grounder of euill, and na vertew hir neir,

2. One who does the grounding in. the manu-
facture of wall-paper, or in other arts of design.
1878 Macleod Hist Dumbarton in 70 The merchants

had the ordinary trade of the town supplemented , by the
Leven printers and grounders.

3. colloq. a. A catching the ground (in angling)

b. A knock-down blow. e. In cricket and other

games ; A ball sent along the ground (Bari&re &
Leland).
1847 Albert Smith in Illustr.News 12 July 374 The fish

that I have caught I will not name Nor yet confess my
bites have all been grounders. 1889 Westgarth Austuil
Progress 171 Lifting him up, ana giving him a heavy
grounder on his back.

Groundesueli, -swele, obs. ff. Groundsel sb\

GroU’ncL-floor. The floor in a building which
is more or less on a level with the ground outside.
ifiox Holland Pliny II. 597 In processe of tune paue-

ments were dnuen out of ground-floores, and passed vp into
chambers 1669 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II

557 Uppon the Groundfloore there shalbe five outward
chambers 1703 _

Moxon Mech. E.tc> c 265 You may
imagine this Design to be the Ground Floor, having no
Cellar beneath it. 1760-7* tr Juan tf Ulloa's Voy, (ed 3)

I 336 All the bouses of note have a story; hut the others
only a ground floor. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv x r 5A window on the ground-floor 1845 Ford Handbk Spam
1 25 The ground floor is a sort of common room for men
and beasts. 1884 G Allen P/ulistta I. 3 A large room on
the ground floor of the tenement
attnb, 1886 W J. Tucker Life E Europe 102 A stragg-

ling ground-floor edifice 1890W. H Casmly Ventilation
17 Eight drying machines in one ground-floor room. 1897
Daily News 10 June7/r The building will consist mainly
ofa ground floor storey.

b Jig Also m phr. To get (or be let) in on the

gronnd-Jloor (U.S.) . ‘to be allowed to share m a
speculation on the same terms as the original

promoters’ (Farmer)
M64 Bowen Logic vit, 225 The inductive truth-seeker is

on the ground-floor of facts. 1878 N.Amer Rev, CXXVII.
r8i The ground-floor of matenal industry.

Hence Grownd-floored a., consisting ofa ground-
floor; one-stoned.
18*4 Heber Jntl (1828)1 326 A tavern, a large ground-

floored house with excellent rooms
Ground-glass: see Ground^//. a.

Ground-hog.
1. =Aahd-vark.
1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim Kmgd 125 Only one species is

known of this genus .which the Dutch colonists style the
Ground Hog
2, The American marmot (.Arctomys ).

1843 Marryat M Violet II. 226 We had not met with one
[buffalo], nor even with a ground-hog 1859 Bartlett
Diet. A»ter„ Woodchuck

, the ground hog, a rodent mammal
of the marmot tribe, 1884 Stand Nat Hist V 122 The
marmots proper, wood chucks, or ground-hogs are the
largest and heaviest animals of the family [Scmrtda]

Ground-ice. [Cf Dll grondijs
, G. gt undeisl]

1. Ice formed at the bottom of the water
;
also

called anchor-ice and ground-grue.
1694 A cc. Set). Late Voy 11 (1711) 40 It looketh likest

unto the Ground Ice of the Rivers in our country, or like
unto Loaf-surar, 1839 Douglas in Proc Benu Nat Club
I. No 7 187 The frost, fixing on the shallow bottom, forms
aground-ice 1856 Kane Arct Expl I vm 83 The ground-
ice is forced in upon our stern 1878 Huxley Physiogr
*53 This ground-ice is generally found in little masses
clinging to stones and weeds.

2. (See quot

)

1838 Penny Cycl XI. 459/1 The term ground-ice has
been sometimes given to the ice occasionally met with at
certain depths in the ground in northern countries

Groundie swallow, -swally, dial, variants
of Groundsel sb 1

Grounding* (grau ndig), vbl, sb. [f. Ground v.

and sb, + -INQA.J
1. The action of founding or establishing

; foun-
dation, establishment, chiefly in immaterial sense
Also quasi-cotter, that on which something is

‘grounded. Now rare,-

456

£1380 Wyclif Sel Wks III 333 And but Jws grounding
be m dede dremes and confermyngis ben nougt 1395
Remonstr Rom Corrup (1851) 67 Cnstine men ben not

holden for to bileve, withouten open groundmge of holi

scripture. 1538 Bale Thre Lames 2042 Of these .doubtles

those lawes their groundynges take. 1597 Middlfton
Wisdom of Solomon i\\ 16 That tree whose root is sound,

whose grounding strong 1644 Digby Mans Soul (1645) 70
All the rest would have no grounding nor fixednessem the

soule 1898 J Bulloch Centen, Mem isi Congreg Ch.
Aberdeen 1 2 The important proposals he advanced were
felt to be well grounded. Their grounding lay in the

religious condition of Scotland 1899 J Caird Fuudam.
Ideas Xtiamty II. xvi. 176 [Anselm's] attempt to give

speculativegrounding to the relation between the . sufferings

of Christ and the remission of sms.

2 The act of instructing in elementary or funda-

mental principles ; instruction of this kind..

1644 Bp Hall Rem Wks (1660) 104 Catechetical Ser-

mons for the grounding of Gods People in the principles

of saving Doctrine 1883 C. J Wills Mod Persia 164

Euclid, Algebra, Latin, and French, in which, unlike the

smattering of a middle-class school at home, a thorough
grounding is given.

1 3. pi. Grounds, sediment Obs.
c 14*0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 46 per in Jjou stepe white

brede fayre And voyde py groundyngus for sonde.

4.

The preparation or laying of a 1 ground 1 in

various arts and manufactures (see quots ) Also

grounding-in

,

the application of the secondary

colours in calico-printing.

xepS Poston Lett No 549 II 266 For xxu yerdes and m
quarters of brod wythts, xxxuur. 111d For grownedyug,
his and. For dyeng, mis 1839 Use Diet Mech 2x6

(Calico-printing) The grounding in, or reenteimg, of the

other colours is the next process Ibid 226 Topical Prussian
blue for grounding 185a Mortit Tanning $ Curtytng
(1853) 435 The laborious process of grounding, or frizmg

1877 Set. Atiter XXXVII 223 The fiist process undergone
[m the manufacture of wall-paper] is termed ‘Grounding’
and the object is to give the paper the requisite body to

enable it to receive the colored pattern 1885 Watt Leather
Manuf. 326 When dry they [le dyed skins] are again
seasoned with watei, to prepare them for grounding, which
operation is performed by scraping the flesh side with the
‘ moon-knife .

b The ground of any fabric.

x88* Caulfeild & Saward Did Needlework (ed 2) 231
The colour of a background or the ' grounding ' of a piece

of embroidery should be selected with a view to showing
off the colours of the design.

5 a The action of laying a ship aground for

examination, repairs, etc. b. The action or an act

of running aground, stranding.
1691 T. H[ale] Acc New Invent 42 An opportunity of

Grounding or Docking 1769 Falconer Diet Marine,

Grounding
,
the act of laying a ship ashore, in order to bream

or repair her. 1 1 is also applied to running aground acciden-
tally when under sail, or driving in a tempest. 1840 Eyid
Hull Docks Comm. 70 Q Is any inconvenience experienced
by sloops 7 A. Yes, by grounding, 1856 Kane Arct Exp

l

1 vi 61 If she will bear the frequent groundings that we
must look for. 1885 Act 48 <$• 49 Viet c. 36. § 3 Any right
of navigation, anchoring, grounding, [etc.].

6 attnb
,
as grounding-blue

;
grounding-ma-

chine, a machine for grounding m the manufacture
of wall-paper

, groundmg-tool, in mezzotint en-

graving, the tool with which the plate is roughened
c 1790 Imison Sch Art n 50 For the shades use a small

grounding tool. .28?1 Craig Led Drawing vu 411 The
more the ground is scraped away, the coarser and more
evident is the granulation made by the grounding tool

1839 Ure Diet Arts 225 This plan is nearly superseded
by the following grounding blue. Ibtd 226 Topical ground-
ing blue for the cylinder press 1877 Set Amer XXXVII.
223 The grounding machine is represented in Fig 1 While
passing over a roller the paper is coveied with a mixture of
so called Jersey clay

Grounding (grau ndiq), fijl. a. [f as pTec, +
-lNGa ] That grounds (m senses of the vb ).

<21641 Bp Mountagu Acts 4 Mon (1642) 1x7 The literall

sense of Scriptures, is the prime, principall and grounding
sense, but not the sole or onely sense 1875 J, Veitch
Lucretius 56 Postulating a grounding ana surrounding
visible universe. 1876 S Lanier Poems (1884) 130 ‘Lay
down your arms, damned Rebels 1

' But never a grounding
gun is heard

Groundis walle, obs. form of Groundsel sb.x

Ground-ivy.
1 a The herb ale-hoof, Nepeta Glechoma or Gle-

choma hederatea, a common labiate plant having
bluish-purple flowers and kidney-shaped leaves,

t b The periwinkle, Vinca minor (obs rare~ l
).

These plants have 410 obvious resemblance to ivy, but
were classed by the older botanists as hedera on account of
their creeping stems

[< *350 Med MS. 864 in Archxol XXX, 376 Parwynke
Men calle it J>e juy of grownde Anober erbe is callyd soo,

P* we callyn tun-hoo ] c 1400 in HenslowMed Wks 14th C
(1899) 4* Take grounde-suybe and groundyuy and weybrede
and stampehem to gedre. c *450 ME Med Bk (Heinrich)
200 3yf pou mow not liaue alle hese erbes, tak ground yuy
alone 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. I, 389 Grounde Iuye hath
many square tender stalkes growing foorth from a roote
full of threddes 1597 Gerard Herbal n ccc 705 Hedera
ten estns in English ground Iuie, Alehoof [etc ] 1616
Surfl & Marich CountryFarme 207 Ground Iuiegroweth
likewise in a moist and shadowed place 1676 Beal in
Phil. Ti ans. XI 587 Ale-hoof, or Ground Ivy,famous for dis-
patching the maturation of Ale and Beer. 171* tr Pomet's
Hnt Drugs I 31 It runs upon the Ground, after the manner
of Ground-Ivy 1845 Lindley SchoolBot (1862) 96 N[epcta]
Glechoma (Ground Ivy), . . A popular country remedy for
colds

GROUNDLING.
altrtb 1734 Mrs Delany m Life <$ Corr (1861) I 453

Your cough not gone yet?—I beg you will drink asses milk
and ground ivy tea

*t*
2. The barren trailing ivy (Hedera Helix

)

1597 GrRARD Herbal xi. ccci 708 Creeping or barren Iuie
is called m English ground Iuie

+ 3 The ground-pine (Ajuga Chammpitys) Obs.

[App. ivy is here a corruption 01 ive 1 see Herb Ive ]
1640 Parkinson Theat Bot 284 It IChamxpitys] is called

in English Giound Pine, and Giound Ivie after the Latine
word ha.
Groundless (grairndles), a. Forms : 1 grund-

l§as, 4 groundlyas, 4-5 groundeles, 5 grownd-
les, 6- groundless, (7 -lesse). [OE grmtdlias,
f. grund Ground sb + -Idas -less. Cf MDu. and
Du. grondeloos

,

MHG. gruntlds (G. grnndlos),

MSw. and Sw grnndlos.)

+ 1. Bottomless, unfathomable, ht. and Jig. Obs
c 888 K Alfred Boeth. vu § 4 S10 grundlease sweljend

haefS swiSe masnegu westn holu on to gadnanhe £1315
Shoreham Poems 154 Godes domes bethA groundlyas pet
13 E E. A llit P C 310 All the gotez of |>y guferes, &
groundelez powlez £1450 tr De Ivntatione in xv. 83 O
hov deply I owe to sttbmitte myselfunder ]>i depe groundeles
luggementes, lorde 2605 SylveStfr Du Bartas 11 111.

1

Vocation 393 Shallowest Foords to ground-less gulfs doe
change.

2. Destitute of foundation, authority, or support;

having no real cause or reason ; unfounded.
x6ao T Granger Div Logike 331 Groundleese imagi-

nations, and vatne confidences 1651 Baxter Inf Bait. 77
A groundless fiction that cannot be proved 1719 Young
Revenge Hi. 1, ’Twas your mistake, and groundless are
your mars 1776 Adam Smith W N. i xi. (1869) I 199
This notion seems to be altogether groundless 1838

1 hirlwall Greece IV. xxxm 319 This report proved as
groundless as the message of Anaeus 1849 E. E. Napier
Excurs S Africa II 168, I came to the conclusion that

their murmurs were not entirely groundless

Groundlessly (grau ndlesli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -ly 2.] Without grounds; without adequate
reason or cause.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1661) 177 Surely both you and
others do it very groundlessly and presumptuously 168s
Tate Abs. <$• A chit 699 Seduc’d by these we groundlessly
complain. 1735 E Curl in Pope's Lett I Suppl 22 You
groundlessly Imagine I have attempted to betray you to

Mr. Pope 1834 J Brown Lett. Sanctification 1. 194 It is

groundlessly, therefore, that any souls stand off from Jesus
Christ. 1865 Dickens Mut Fr. I. vi. Of her father’s being
groundlessly suspected, she felt sure

Groundlessness (graivndlesnes). [f. as prec

+ -ness.] The quality of being groundless, 01

without foundation ; want of adequate reason.
x66x Boyle Style ofScript 42 Such examining Readers,

as are rational enough to discern the groundlesnesse of one
part ofthe Doctune. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng IV. x?3 The
groundlessness of their clamours 18x7 Edtn, Rev. XXIX
114 The groundlessness of their former pleas. 1856 Froude
Hist Eng. (1858) I- 111 192 No proof of the groundlessness

of the original charge availed .. till they had paid for their

deliverance

Ground-line. [Cf.Du. grondlijn
, G. and Sw.

grundlmie (in senses 2 and 3).]

1. A line used for bottom-fishing ? Obs.
a 1450 Fysshynge w. angle (1883) 22 Ye may angle to hym

at all tymys with a grownde lyne. 1704 Diet Rust sv
Ground angling. The Morning and Evening are the chiefest

seasons for the ground Line for Trout
2 Geom. t a* The base upon which a diagram

is constructed (obs.). b (See quot 1857).
2551 Recorde Pathw, Knowl, 1. Defin , When one line

lyeth flatte (whiche is named the ground line) and an other

commeth downe on it, and is called a perpendiculer, x5?*

Digges Pantom, 1 111 Cj, Measure out the like length in

the perpendiculare beginning from the ground line. 1659
Willstord Scales Comm, 118 Let fall a Perpendicular .

upon the Basis or ground-line 1857
^
W Binns Treat

Orthogr Project i (1862) 2 The vertical and horizontal

planes are generally divided by a line called the ground
line, or intersecting line of the two planes of projection

3, pi. Outlines (lit andJig,),
1624 Wotton Archit 1 65 Let no man setle his Faqcie

vpon a draught of the Worke m PaPer much less vpon
a bare Plant tnei eof, as they call the Scniographia orGround
lines. 2858 J Martineau Stud Chr 150 We owe to the

deeper Evangelical spirit , . the ground-lines of an Ethical

philosophy,

Groundling' (grauudliq) [f. Ground sb, +
-LiNQ. Cf. MDu, grundehnek (Du. grondeltng),

MHG. gnmdelinc (G. grundhng)
gudgeon.]

1, A name given to various small fishes which

live at the bottom of the water, esj. a gudgeon or

loach.
x6ox Holland Pliny I. 265 As the Apum which are the

groundlings [come] of the fome of the sea 16x 1 Cotgr ,

Locke de mer, a little fish ; some call it a sea Groundling

Lochette
, a Groundling, orsmall-bearded Loach. 2655 Mou-

fet & Bennet Healths Improv (1746) 274 Groundlings are

alsoakmdofGudgeons never lying from the Ground, freckled

as it were on each Side with seven or eight Spots, 2709 Pen-

nant Zool III. 237 The loche is found mseveral of our small

rivers, keeping at the bottom of the gravel, and is on that

account, u some places, called the Groundling 2802-3 tr

Pallas's Trav (1812) II, 461 The mountain-streams also

afford a small kind, of barbel, the groundling 1840 tr

Cuvier's Amin. Kingd. 314 Cobitts tatma, the Groundling

. is the smallest ofthespeciesinhabltingthesmallerrunning
waters, and lurking under stones,

2. a. A plant that creeps on the ground or is of

low growth.
x8» BewickMem. 256 A profusion of wild-flower$ which
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peep out amongst the creeping groundlings 1827 m Hone
Every-day Bk II 893 Towering up from among the low
groundlings that surround it, [grows] the stately fox-glove

b An animal that lives on the ground
1874 Wood Nat Hist 6 It is a remarkable fact that the

Chimpansees are groundlings) and are not accustomed to

habitual residence among the branches of trees

c nonce-use Said of a person (see quot )

1822 Lamb Elia. Ser. 1. Decay of Beggars, A man, who
used to glide his comely upper half over the pavements of
London, wheeling along upon a machine of wood The
accident which biought him low took place in the riots of

1780, and he has been a groundling so long.

3 A frequenter of the * ground ’ or pit of a

theatre
;
hence, a spectator (reader, etc.) of average

or inferior tastes, an uncritical or unrefined person

(Only in literary use, as a reminiscence of Shake-
speaie’s phrase, and sometimes app associated with

the more general sense of ‘ ground ’.)

1602 Shaks Ham. 111 11 12 0 it offends mee to the Soule,
to see a robustious Pery-wig-pated Fellow, teare a Passion
to tatters, to vene ragges, to split the eares of the Ground-
lings 1609 Dekker Guls Horne-bk vi 28 Your Groundling
ana Gallery-Commoner buyes his sport by the penny 1659
Lady Alimony l tv, The Groundlings within the yard grow
infinitely unruly. 1762 Churchill Ghost rv Poems I 322
The minds of Groundlings to enflame 1829 Lytton Dew-
rewx it 1, But how do you like sharing the mirth of the

groundlings’ 1873 Symonds Grk Poets vi 183 The solilo-

quies of Hamlet, must have been lost upon the groundlings
of Elizabeth’s days 1900 H W. Smyth Grk Melic Poets

p lvii, The dithyramb was meretricious art and appealed
to the taste of the groundlings.

1

4

, One of humble rank ; one of base breeding

or sentiments. Obs rare
1622 Fletcher Prophetess '1 ni, We tilers may deserve to

be senators,.. For we were born three stones high, no base
ones, Hone of your groundlings, master 1630 Brathwait
Eng. Genii. (1641) 31 Here you shall see One unmeasurably
haughtie, scorning to conveise with these Groundlms (for

so it pleases him to tearme his infenours) Ibid 56 These
whose erected minds are removed fiom the refuse and rub-
bish ofearth (which our base Groundlms so much toyl for).

5 attnb. or as adj.

1825 Lamb Reflect, vt Pillory
,
That domicile for ground-

ling rogues and base earth kissing varlets [the stocks]

1829 Southey 0 Newman 11. Poet Wks X. 285 Grunts And
strives with stubborn neck and groundling snout 1885

J S Stallybrass tr Helm's Wand Plants Annn 94
It must have been a mere groundling sucker

t Grou’ndly, a. Obs. Forms: 3 grund(e)-
hoh., -like, 5 groundli, -ly, 5-6 groundely.
[f. Ground sb. + -ly 1. Cf MSw. gnmdehker (Sw.
grundlig), G. gnmdlich ] a. Well-founded or

established, solid, firm. Of instruction: Thorough,
b. Thoroughly instructed or educated.
c 120S Lay. 15813 Ich habbe bigunnen a weorc mid grund-

liche stre[n]gSe c 1300 Havelok 2013 pe burgeys pat per

bi stode pore Grundhke and grete opes swore,.. pat was
soth, pat bernard tolde c 1440 Pecock Repr 78 Trowing

that thei han noon or litle nede to groundli clerkis Ibid.

90 Profound and groundli scohng in logik. 1494 Fabvan
Chron vi, clxm 156 Withoute detyaunce or groundly cause
ofwane. 1524 Wolsey in St Papers Hen. VIII

,

VI 278
The good introductions persuasions and groundly reasons
made unto His Holynes. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Luke Pref, 8 After a more exacte and groundely sorte.

t Grou’ndly, odv. Obs. Forms: 3 grundliehe,
-like, 4-5 groundli, 5 growndly, (6 -lie), 5-6
groundely, (6 growndely), 5- groundly. [f

Ground sb. + -ly 2 Cf. OHG. chruntlichb
,

MSw. grundelika (Sw. grundhgt).] In a well-

founded, firmly established, deep-seated or funda-

mental manner
; in relation to the ground or root

;

thoroughly, piofoundly.
c 1205 Lay. 9783 Cmhtes heom gereden, grundliehe feire,

a X225 Juliana 69 pe reue . .bigon to cwakien, se grundliehe
him gromede c 1300 Havelok 651 HaUelok anon bigan to
ete Grundhke, and was ful bhpe. 1395 Remonslr, Rom
Corrup 140 Grosted seith groundli al this. *435 Misyn
Fire of Love 1 xxviu. 60 Vse we shke rewle pat fleschly

desire groundly ma he restrenyd. c 1449 Pecock Repr 1

xvii 101 Noone othere arguments han place forto groundli
and fundamentali schewe and proue [etc ] 151S Barclay
Egloges in. (1570) Cij/2 Men groundly learned, m Latin
commoning. 1538 Starkey England 1 11. 29 When the
opynyon ys waueryng and not groundly set 1581 W
Stafford Exam Compl 11 (1876) 55 They bee fane wide
from the trueth, as men that doe not consider the thinge
groundly, 1602 Warner Alb Eng Epit (1612) 366 Hence
may groundly be said denued our best and still experienced
Method wherein we now execute lawes.

Ground-man. Also 9 groundsman,
a. A labourer employed to dig out or work on

the ground, an excavator. b. One who is em-
ployed to keep m ordet a ground or grounds, esp.

a cricket ground.
a 1785 J. Phillips Ti eat InlandNavig 39 Two hundred

and fifty ground-men, and fifty carpenters 1837 Whittock,
etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 197 To the * ground-men ’ as they
are called, the digging is let, at pei cubic yard, according to

the nature of the soil to be excavated
b, 1886 Standard 27 May 8/4 Wages of gardeners,

groundsmen, and gamekeeper 1887 M Shearman Athletics

4 Footb. (Badm Libr) 79 The ground-man of the LAC
*895 Daily News x Jan. 7/3 The ground-men worked hard
on the wicket,

t Groturdmeut. Obs [f. Ground *o. + -ment ]
Foundation, origin,
? a 1412 Lydgate Two Merchants 307 Yif of colre he [fever]

take his groundement

Ground-nut. [Cf Du. giondnoot
,
in sense 1 ]

1

1. One of the small farinaceous edible tubers of
the wild bean (Apios tuberosa), a climbing plant of
North America ; also, the plant producing these
1636 m M A Green Springfield, Mass (1888) 12 1 hey

shal have liberty to take Fisn and Deer, groundnuts, wal-
nuts, akornes. 176s T. Hutchinson Hist Mass I 11 301
The Indians coold come at the ground-nuts, which seem to
have been all their provision 1854 Thoheau Walden xm
257, I discoveied the groundnut (Apios tuberosa) on Us
string—the potato of the aborigines. 1865 Parkman Chain-
plain vu,(1875)274 Biencourt and his followers were . . digging
ground nuts.

2. The pea-nut or ground-pea {Arachis hypogtea),
largely cultivated in the West Indies and West
Africa, the fruit of which is a pod ripening under
ground
1769 Watson in Plttl Trans LIX 379 They are the pro

duce of a plant much cultivated m the Southern colonies,
and in our American sugar islands, where they are called
ground nuts, or ground pease. 1775 Romans Florida 131
The ground nut also introduced by the Blacks from Guinea,
is next after this for its easy cultivation 1863 Wand West
Afr. 1 . 184 The commerce of the place consists principally
of the ground nut [etc ]

attnb 1839 Ure Did Arts 895 Groundnut oil 1887
Moloney Pot estry W. Afr 54 The finest ground-nut oil is

used as a substitute for and mixture with olive. Ibid. 57
The ground-nut industry

3 . The earth-nut
(
Bunuim flexuosum)

1653 Culpeper Eng Physitian 64 They are called Earth-
Nuts, Earth-Chestnuts, Ground-Nuts, [etc ] 1879 [see
Eai(th nut i]

Ground-pine.
1. The herbaceous plant Ajuga Chamsepitys ,

said to be named from its resinous smell.
1551 Turner Herbal 1 I vj b, Grounde pyne, the leaues

dronken seuen dayes in wyne hele the Iaundes 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 1 xvm, 28 In English also Chamsepitys, Ground
Pyne, Herbe Iue, Forget me not 1597 Gerarde Herbal
n clxxxv. § 1 497 There be diuers sortes of Giound Pines
growing neere vnto the sea. 1857 W ColesAdam inEden
cccxviu 591 The Common Ground-pme grow eth low, sel-

dome rising to be above the height of an hand-breadth
1718 Quincy Compl. Dtsp 122 Ground-Pme, flowers in July
and August 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI IV 177 This
plant is well called Ground Pme, as its narrow leaves look
like a tuft of foliage taken from the pine-tree

2 . The club moss (.Lycopodium clavatum) or

other species of Lycopodium
1847 Emerson Poems,

Each § AlfWkb (Bohn) I 400 The
ground-pine curled its pretty wreath, Running over the
club-moss burrs. 1880 Libr.Univ Knowl (US) VII 123
Ground pme, the popular name of the lycopodium clavatum

,

an evergreen vine sometimes three yards long

Ground-plan. [Cf. Du. grondplan
,

Sw.
grundplan.)

1. The representation on a plane of the arrange-

ment, divisions, etc., of a building or other struc-

ture, at the ground-level.
1731 W. Halfpenny Perspective 23 To draw the Perspec-

tive Elevation of the Stage Draw the Ground-Plan by
the Rule laid down in the foregoing Example *870 Emer-
son Soc Sold xi 235 It is the dulness of the multitude
that they cannot see the house, in the ground-plan 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines <J Mining 383 There are three of

these furnaces, which are marked D in the ground-plan

2 . Jig, The outline, general plan or basis upon
which any work is constructed or composed.
1831 Carlyle Sort. Res. hi. vm, Did the Maker take them

into His counsel
;
that they read His groundplan of the in-

comprehensible All? 1840 Hood Up Rhine Pref. r The
following work was constructed, partly on the ground-plan
of Humphrey Clinker 1873 Symonds Grk Poets yiu 254
It was the purpose of Aristophanes to keep his serious

ground-plan concealed.

+ Ground-plat. Obs — Ground-plot.
1570 Dee Math Pref, I will give you the Groundplatt of

my whole discourse, in a Table annexed 1571 Diggls
Pantom 1 xxxu K y. Measure howe hyghe the grounde
platte of the Castell is aboue the leuell right lyne of the

fountayne 1685 Manley Grotius' Low C Wa-rres 293 He
burned the Town, .yet he seemed to maintain the Giound*
plat thereof 1760 De Foe's Tour Gt Brit III 178 There
is a great Resemblance between the Ground-plat of Lincoln,

and that of Canterbuiy

Ground-plate. [Cf. Du. gi'ondplaat, G
grundplatte J
1. The lowest horizontal timber in a framing;

a ground-sill.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 67 Ground plates nine inches one
way, 1679 Moxon Mech Exerc I 135 Plates lying on the
Foundation, are called Ground-plates 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build 225 Ground-Plate or Sill —The lowest plate of

a wooden building for supporting the principal ana other
posts

2 a A bed-plate carrying railway sleepers or

ties (Knight Diet Mech 1875).

b. A piece of flattened metal on which anything

is fixed, as in a spectroscope.
1871 tr Sc/tellen’s Spectr. Anal xxvu 94 Of the prisms,

. the first only is fastened to the ground-plate PP
c Electr. A metal plate sunk m the ground and

connecting an electric current with the earth.

1875 in Knight Diet Mech, 1893 in Sloane Stand
Electr Diet
3. Altai. (See quot.)
1882 Quoin’s Anat (ed 9) II 65 According to Klein .

each connective tissue corpuscle is composed of two distinct

substances . (a) a hyaline plate—ground-plate—which con-
tains the oval nucleus ; and (b) a second substance.

Ground-plot.
1. The plot or portion of ground occupied or

coveied by a building, etc.
;
foundation. ? Obs.

x£8o Sidney Ps xi u 1, That m building they begutm
With ground-plotts fall, shall be undunn 1624 Wotton
hlem A rchit 1 26,

1

haue sayd nothing of Pjling of the
Ground-plot .when we build vpon a moist or marshy soile

1679 Moxon Mech Exerc I 130 Suppose your Ground-
plot be a Long-square, 50 Foot in length, and 20 Foot wide
I his Ground-plot will contain in its length two good Rooms,
and a Yard behind it 10 Foot long 1856Kane Aret Expl
I 11 28 The tide, as it rises, converts a part of the ground-
plot into a temporary island

fig 1834 Landor Exam Shaks "Wks 1846 II 284/1
Ihe foolishest dolts are the ground-plot of the most wit.

+ 2 . = Ground-plan i . Obs.

1563 Shuts Archit. Bujb, How to cast your ground
plotte, wherm you must deuide all your seuerall places of
offices. 1663 Gerbier Counsel gj a. Nor are the lines for
the ground plots of Houses to serve for Castles in the Aire
xfigi Land Gaz No 2651/4 A large Parchment Writing
containing two Skins, with a Ground-Plot annex’d to it.

f 3 . = Ground-plan 2 Obs
1581 Sidney Apot Poetme (Arb > 52 Ihey schal vse the

narration, but as an imaginative groundplot of a profitable
muention 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam Wits 1 (1596)23
All that which Galen wnteth in his booke is the ground-
plot of this my Treatise 1677 Govt Venice 1 A11 Epitome
of the whole History, and a Scheme or Ground-plot to my
Work 1794 Mathias Pursuits Lit. (1798) 243 Method
was all ; yet would he seldom write 1 He fear'd the ground-
plot wrong, or—-out of sight.

Ground-rent. [Cf. Dll grondiente , G. 1

grundrente
.J The rent paid to the owner of land

which is let for building upon. Also U. S. (see

quot. 1856).
1667 Primatt City C Build 35 Fifty pounds per ann.

is but a reasonable ground-rent for a House that will cost
five hundred pounds and yield one hundied pounds per
annum 1682 N. O Soileau's Lutnu iv 202 Fifty Marks
a year m Ground-Rents. 1701 Lond Gaz No 37x2/4 The
Ground Rent [is] but icw per Annum 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. v 11 [1869) II 436 Ground rents are a still more
proper subject of taxation than the rent of houses 1834
West Ind Sketch Bk. II 158 A great convenience to the
tenants, in all questions of ground-rent 1856 Bouvier Law
Diet , Ground rent

,

in Pennsylvania this term is used to
signify a perpetual rent issuing out of some real estate

1863 Fawcett Pol Econ 11 vu (1876) 621 The occupier of
a house pays a ground-ient to the owner of the land

f b A piece of land rented for building on. Obs.

1714 Gay Shepherd's Week, Proeme, As a London mason,
who calculateth his work for a term of years, when he
buildeth with old materials upon a ground-rent that is not
his own, which soon turneth to rubbish and ruins

Ground-sea. A heavy sea in which large

waves nse and dash upon the coast without
apparent cause
a 1642 SirW Monson Naval Tracts 11 (1704) 247/2 He

met with so great a Storm and Ground Seas 1756 Prince
in Phil. Trans XLIX 642 A rumbling noise was heard,
like that which usually precedes what the sailors call a
ground-sea 1853 R S Hawker Prose Wks {1893) s8 On,
through the ground-sea, shove 1 1865 Evglishm Mag.
Oct. 296 A heavy ground sea.

Groundsel (groundsel), sbX Forms . a. 1 gun-
d8esuel3(i)», gundesuilse, grurtdeswel(i)se,
-swyliga, 2 -swulie, 3 -swilie, -swylie, 4 groun-
swill, 5 groundeswele, -sueli, grondeswyle,
groundis walle, 6 grundeswell, groundswel(l,
6-7 grownswell, grunswel(l, (9 dial, grotmdie-,
grundy-swallow, swally, grinning-swallow,
etc ). 0.6 grounsel, 6-8 groundsoll, 6-ground-
sel 7. 6-7 grunsell, 7 (9 dial) grunsel, (9 dial

grrnsel). [OE gimdeeswelg(i)& (7th c.), grunde-
swyhge (loth c ) ,

of difficult etymology
Unless the word be corruptly adopted from some foreign

language, the second element must be connected with sivel-

gan to swallow, absorb, The earliest recorded form gundse-
swelgtse has the appearance of being f guild pus (see GouNd);
the resulting sense ‘ pus-absorber’ is plausible, as the chopped
leaves of the plant are still (m country places) used in

poultices for reducing abscesses. If this be the true etym-
ology, the form grundeswyligc, whence the mod. word is

descended, must be due to popular etymology, the word
being associated with grand Ground sb , as if meaning
‘ground-swallower 1

, with reference to the rapid spread of
the weed There is, however, an unexplained difficulty in

the form of the first element {ptndie- instead of the normal
gimd ) ; and it cannot be ^positively affirmed that the form
without the ns not a mistake, as the three glossaries in
which it occurs are too closely related to be considered
independent witnesses ]

X. Any plant belonging to the genus Senecio

(NO. Composited), esp. S. vulgaris (‘common
groundsel’), a common European weed, which is

given as food to cage-birds and was formerly
largely used for medical purposes.
a. a 700EpinalGloss. 976 Senecen, gundaesuelgiae [Erfurt

Gloss gundaeswelge] £725 Corpus Gloss 1850 Senecen,
gundesuilse c xooo Sax Leechd I x8o Deos wyrt Se man
senecio, & oSrum naman grundeswylije nemneS. Ibid II.

124 Gemm grunde sweljean he on eorjian weaxeji c 1230
Vtk in Wr -Whicker 558/12 Iregerontis . grundeswilie.
a X387 Sinan. Barthol. (Anecd Oxon.) 39 Senecio .

.
groun-

swui c 1400 in Henslow Med. Wks 14th C. (1809)9 Nyrac
horshouue, groundesueli,ysope [etc ] c 1450ME Afed.Bk
(Heinrich) 135 Take grounde swele & daysyes. he two deel
of groundeswele, he pndde part of daysyes c 1460 Receipts
in Rel Ant I. 324 1 ake groundis walle that ys senebioh.
1538 Turner Libelhts

,

Grundeswell, Grunswell, Senecio,

*578 Lyte Pfidoeus v. xvu. 570 The great Grouudswel hath
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rough whitish leaves. 1600 Surflet ConntneFanne 11 xln

276 Groundswell groweth in euery ground, and without any
great care 2608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 813 Marceilus

addeth further grounswell, ana the tender tops of the box-

tree, 2688 R Holme Armoury 11 60/1 Grunswel, or

Groundsel 2808-23 Jamieson, Groundte swallow, ground-

sel. 2893 Northumbld Gloss , Grundy-svmllow

f}. 156a Turner Herbal n. 132 Senecio is named in

English groundsel 2397 Gerarde Herbal 11 xxv § 1 216

The stalke of Groundsell is round 2676 T Glover in Phil
Trans XI 629 There grow wild in the Woods, Plantane
of all sorts, Groundsel [etc 1. 1747 Weslfy Prim Physic

(1762) 29 Take a Handful of Groundsell. 2830 Macgillivrav
Withering's Brit Plants {1837) 319 S\enecio] vtscosus

Stinking Groundsel. S hviaus Green-scaled Groundsel
,5". Sylvatieus. Mountain Groundsel, 2838 Dickens 0
Twist xxxu, Fresh groundsel, too, for Miss Maylie’s birds

2872 H Macmillan True Vines11 (1872) 286 In the garden,

the duckweed and the groundsel disfigure the beds of lilies

and roses,

y 2594 Plat yemell-ho in 27 Some commend a handfull

of grunsell sodden in the aforesaide ale 2637 W, Coles
Adam- tn Eden cl 228 The Latines call it Senecio It is

called in English Groundsell or Grunsell 2888 R Holme
Armoury n 89/2 Like Grunsel or a Succory leaf 2886

Chester Gloss., Gnrtsel
j
groundsel 1887 Suppl Jamieson,

Grunsel, the common pron of groundsel

2 . Comb, :
groundsel-tree, a North American

shrttb, Baccliaris halimifoha,
2742 Compl. Fain -Piece n 111. 412 You have also the

black Hellebore now in Flower, with the Spurge Laurel,
Virginian Groundsel Tree 2796 C Marshall Garden
xix. (1813) 336 Groundsel tTee, or ploughman’s spikenard,
must have a snug situation

Groundsel (groundsel), sbfi, ground-sill
(grcnrndsil). Forms. 5 groneel, grondsil,groun-
selle, grownsel, -celle, 5-6 groundsiHe, 5-7
grownsell, 6 grunsell, grounsyll, 6-7 ground*
syll, -cell, grounde nil, 6-8 groundsell, 7 -cel,

grnnsill, (also 9) -sel, 7-8 grundsil(l, ground-
sil, (9 grounsel), 6- groundsel, -sill. [First m
ME ; app. f Ground sb. + Sill, but the earliest

examples already show the second element reduced
in form to a mere termination.]

1. A timber serving as a foundation to carry

a superstructure, esp. a wooden building; the

lowest member of a wooden framework ; a ground-
plate ; hence, the foundation or lowest part of any
structure. Now fare exc. m technical use.

[1406-7 Winchester College Acc Roll, In stipendns ij

positorum ponencium lez gronsell domus staun ] 2433
Lvdg St Edmund in 2205 Oon at the grownsel [r< r,

growucelle] lowe gan to myne. 2463 Bury Wills (Camden)
15 No stoon to be steryd ofmy graue, but a pet to be maad.
vnder the ground sille thei my lady Schardelowe was wont
to sitte 2486 Nottingham Rec III 233 For a grondsill of
tymber. 2532 Mow Coufnt Tindale Wks 473/2 He sheweth
himself as wise, as one that lest hys rotten house should fall,

wold pull vp y« groundsel to vndershore the sides with the
same. 2536 J Heywood Spider 4 F. m 16 No parte hath
rest From roofe to groundsill 1589 Puttcnham Eng Potsie
ill xix (Arb.) 230They first vndermmed the groundsills, they
beate downe the walles. i6u R. Fenton Usury n vii 64
If they find the foundation or groundcels vnsound, they haue
great reason to suspect the building 2638 Gurnall Chr.
in Arm, 11 37 The House must needs be in danger, when
the groundsels are loosened 2739 Labelye ShortA cc. Piers
Westm Bridge 17 The Grouna-cills, or Bottom-pieces of
these Frames 2793 Smeaton Edystone L Contents 13 'the
Groundsel of the Lantern applied and fitted to the Stone
work 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. I v vi, Patriotism rushes in

. from grunsel up to ndgetile, through all rooms and
passages 1831 Archil Puol Soc Diet s V Ground-plate

,

After the fire of London it became usual to set the posts
that carry the bressumer of a shop front on a ground sill

2869 R. B Smyth Gold-f Victoria 612 Groundsill is that
part of a dnve-set of timber which is laid on the floor of a
drive.

transf. 2837 Medwin in Fraser's Mag, XVI 232 Tear
the firm-set groundsel of the world Up from its roots

b fig The foundation on which something
(immaterial) is built up

;
an underlying principle

2604 Edmonds Observ Caesar’s, Comm 2 The basis and
groundsill of all mihtane architecture. 2609 Bp W Barlow
Ann0 Nameless Cath 322 An Heresie subueiting the
Maine ground-cel of our Religion 1627 Hakewill Apol
111 lv § t The barley tome the grownsell as it were and
simplest principle of measures. 2703 Hickeringill Priest-
cr. 11. m

_ 39 The two main Groundsels of Priest-Craft’s
Antichristian Throne, is Avarice and Ambition
2 . The lower framing-timber of a door

; a door-
sill, threshold, f Also, a wmdow-sill.
*5*3 Ld. Berners From. 1 lv 77 They made them to

fall downe on the grounsyll of the gate 2376 Fleming
Panopl. Epist 319 My threshold is even worn away, with
the feete of right worsnipfftl men, that thinke not scorne
to step over and treade upon my groundcell a 163a G.
Herbert Jacula Prud. 293 The groundsell speakes not
save what it heard^ at_ the hinges 1679 Moxon Meek
Exerc I 148 If the Window*Frame stands on a Timber-
house, the Head and Groundsell are sometimes Tennanted
into the Posts of the Carcass 2709 Brit Apollo H No 33
3/2 Here prostrating low as tne Groundsil 27*6 Leoni
Alberti’s Archtt 1. 16/2 Doqis . . shou’d be of tne heighth
of the Diagonal of a Square whereof the Groundsell is one
of the Sides 2864 Lowell Fireside Trav, 288 The
groundsel, side-posts, and lintel ofa barn-door
3 attrib,, as gj oandsel-bar, -edge, -plot.
26*5 Lisle Du Bartas

, Noe 96 Of the meanest townes to
lay the grundsfll plot 1667 Milton/5 L 1,457 Head and
hm*ds lopt off In his own Temple, on the grunsel edge,
Wherehe fell flat. [1700 Addison 3rdMneiA 77 He dasli't
and broke em on the grundsil edge.] 2793 Smeaton Edy
jtone L, 196The Ground-sil bars of wrought iron.

f Grou'iidsel, groundsill, v [f. prec.

sb.] tram. To lay the foundation or threshold of
i486 Nottingham Rec III, 255 For stonne and for ground-

sillyng of pe same bothes C1535 m Yot'ksh. Arclueol
yrnl (1886) IX 322 Ahowse. growncellyd vv4 stone 2635
Quarles Embl. v xiv, 298 The milder glaunces spaikled
on the Ground, And grunsild ev’ry doore with Diamond
2631 Rec Dedham, Mass (1892) III 188 Ye Carpenteis
account that did groundcell the Meetinghouse

fig 2657 Reeve Gods Plea 99 They groundsell their

estates with damages, roof them with detriments.

Hence Grou ndseUing vbl. sb

1579 Nottingham Rec IV 182 For makyng of the chymney
at the Fre Scole, and grounselyng of alle tne house 2589-
2617 Rider Diet

,
SubstmUio, an vnderpinmng, or

groundsillmg of an house, or making of a foundation vnder
2623-4 Nottingham Rec. IV. 388 Workmanshippe for
planckinge, grondsellmge [etc ]

Groundsman : see Geound-man.
Ground-squirrel.
1. A teirestnal squirrel-like rodent : a. of the

genus Tamms

;

esp the chipmuck {T stnatus)

of the U. S. ,* b. of the genus Spermophihis
,
=

Gopher 2 .

2772 Forster in Phil Trans LXII 378 This creature
is called a ground squirrel, at Churchill fort 2792 W.
Eartram Carolina 284 The ground squirrel, or little striped
squirrel of Pennsylvania 2839 Bartlett Did Anut.,
Ground squirrel, a name sometimes erroneously given to
the striped and spotted prairie squirrel (Spermofhilus
tredecimlmeatui) 1883 Cassells Nat. Hist III 91 The
true Ground Squirrels (

r

annas) are distinguished fiom the
rest ofthe Squirrels (Scuennse ), and approach the Marmots
2884 Stand, Nat Hist V 125 The numerous species of
Ground-squirrels (Spei mophtlus) Ibid 126 The Ground-
squirrels proper or Chipmunks (Tatmas),—a small genus
comprising some of the prettiest and most familiar repie-
seatatives of the family. 2898 P Manson Trap, Diseases
xvi 269 Ihe ground squirrel {Spermophihis guttaius).

2 An African squirrel of the genus Xerus.
1867 Sclater in Pi oc Zool Soc 817 Seven Ground-

squirrels {Xerus gctnlus) from Morocco

Ground-stone. [Cf. Du. grondsteen
,
G

gnmdstem, Sw grundsten ] A foundation-stone.

Chiefly Sc. and fig.
a 2000 Voc, in Wr -Wiilcker 203/34 Cementa, i. petre,

grundstanas. 1367 Glide * Godlie Ball (STS) 201 Land
and money Quhilk is the ground staine of thair quier,
And nete of all thair pryde 2392 R Bruce Serin (Wod-
low Soc ) 298 It may remain a sure foundation and Ground-
stone to us 1637 Rutherford Lett lxxxn (1894) 171 Try
upon what ground stone ye have builded 2871 Rossetti
Ave 22 Poems 41 Thou headstone of humanity, Ground-
stone of the great Mystery
Groundswell, obs. form of Groundsel sb i

Ground-swell. A deep swell or heavy rolling

of the sea, the result of a distant storm or seismic
disturbance.
1818 Scott Hrt Midi 111, The agitation of the waters,

called by sailois the ground-swell. 2840 R. H Dana Bef
Mast 1 2 The vessel rolled with the heavy ground swell

2877 Black Green Past xxvm (1878) 221 Crashing its way
through the rolling waves of a heavy ground-swell

b fig. Usually with reference to mental or
political agitation.

2817 Coleridge Zapolya \ Wks IV 229 It is the ground-
swell of a teeming instinct 2836 R A Vaughan Mystics
(i860) I gi The religious woild was rocking still with the
groundswell that followed those stormysynods. 1870 Lowell
Among my B/es Ser 1 (1873) 220 The deep raking, ground-
swell of passion, as we see it m the sarcasm of Lear.
Groundsyll, obs. form of Groundsel sb 2

Ground-tackle. [Cf Du. grondtakel, G.
grund-tackelage.] A general name for all ropes,

cables, anchors, or other tackle made use of in
anchoring, mooring, or kedging a vessel.
1556 J Incent m Hakluyt Voy (1599)1 286 The said ship

being beaten from her ground tackles, was driuen vpon the
rockes 2600 J Jane Ibid III 848 To put into the
Streights, wee durst not for lacke of ground-tackle a 2642
Sir W Monson Naval Tractsm (1704) 373/2 Never Ships
were better fitted with Ground Tackle 2742 Woodroofc

in Hanway Trav, (2762) I n xvu 77 With such ships, by
the help of good ground tackle, they navigate the Caspian
2859 J S Mansfield in Merc Mamie Mag (i860) VII 15
The ground tackle seems to have been free from objection
So Ground-tackling' (m same sense)
1600 J Jane in Hakluyt Voy III 843 Wee haue no sailes,

no victuals, no ground-tackling, no cordage 1710 Loud
Gaz No 4703/4 Cordage and Ground-Tackling very good
1798 Cait Berry in Nicolas Disp Nelson (1843)111 66 The
dismasted Prize is badly off for ground tackling

t Ground-wall, Obs. Forms, see Ground
and "Wale
1. The lower portion of a wall or building . a

foundation. Also transf andfig.
ciooo Ags Gosp Luke vi 48 He ys Relic timbnendum

men “ts hus, se hys grundweall ofer >sene stan asette
c 1000 AIltric Gram (Z ) 289 Se craeft is ealra boclicra
craefta ordfruma and grundweall c 2200 Ormin 13372 Crist
iss stan to ben grunndwall Off all hiss hall;he temmple,
a 2223 Juliana 72 LokeS bat te heouenlich lauerd beo
grundwal of al bat 3e wurcneS c 2275 Luue Ron 124 in
O.E Misc 97 Ne may no Mynur hire [’hit] vnderwrote
ne neuer false bene grundwal. <2x300 Cnrsoi M 2242 Tua
and1 sexti fathum brad Was >e grundwall bat bai made
Ibid 842,1 Lere o clerge well he sal, bat es 0 wisdom be

f
rundwall. C1330 R Bhunne Chron, (1810) 210 A castelle
e pouht to reise, He cast be groundwalle Juk 2392-3 Mem.

Rtpon (Surtees) 114 In salar uj cementariorum operant,
super j Grundewall ibidem per mj dies, 32. [From other
passages, this app means ; The plinth of masonry in a half

timber building] c 2423 Voc in Wr-Wulcker 667/12 Hoe
fundum, growndwalle
attnb, a 2755 Edom o' Gordon xn m Child Ballads III

433/2 Why pow [= pull] ye out my ground-wa stane. Lets
in the reek to me ?

2 . A retaining wall (see quot.).

1712 J James tr Le Blond's Gardening 206 The Wall
from tne Bottom of the Digging, to the Level of the Ground
above is called the Ground-Wall, because it is built only
to restst the Pressure of the Ground about it

Hence + Ground-waller, one who builds a
ground wall
*477 Order m York Mysi (1885) Introd 21 note, Erthe

wallets, paveis, dykeis, ground wallers with erthe

Groirndward, adv. and a. [See -ward ]A adv Towards the ground. + In early use,

to the groundward (see Toward) Now rare.
2362 Leigh Armone (1597) 24 A Target .with three

comers, two aboue his face, and one beneath to the ground-
ward. 2383 Stanyhurst AEneis 11 (Arb ) 60 Hee fel to the
groundward 1399 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner F iv b.
The top now bowing to the ground-ward 2620 Shelton
Qmx III xxx 21 1 He hung . with his Mouth and Breast
to the Groundward 2835 Browning Andrea del Sarto 83
Their works drop groundward
B. adj Turned or inclined towards the ground

2878 Masque Poets 28 With groundward brow and quiver-
ing limb They come, the slaves that are to die.

bo Grouu’dwards adv
2883 Lady Burton A 1 ah Nts (1887) III. 70 All bowed

his head groundwards awhile

Groundwork (gruu-ndwsjk) [Cf MDu,
gi ont-rverck (Du grondwerk), G gnindwerkl\
1 The solid base on which an edifice or other

structure is built
,
foundation. Now ; are

c 1550 Cheke

M

att xxv 34Sinsy°groundworkesofy" world
weer laied 2362 Pilkington Eapos Abdyas 49 Thei could
not pearce the haid stones of the grounde worke, bemge so
many, harde, depe, and strange 239* Spenser Vis Bellay

99 A nuer swift, whose fomy billowes Did wash the ground-
work of an old great wall 2612 Tourneur Ath Trag v
1 Wks 1878 I 136 Like the falling noise of some great
building when the ground-worke breakes 2662 J Davies
tr Mandelslo's Trav 5 The Ground-work of it [Cyrus's
Palace] is twenty two Geometrical feet in height 1776 G
Semple Building in Water 139 The first Course of the
Ground-work 2892 Atkinson Last of Giant Killeis 96
They had dug out the foundations, and got the ground-
work laid.

b. fig The basis or foundation of something
immaterial
*557 N T (Geneva) Ep *iv, The Lord Iesvs, which was

the groundeworke and substance therof 2605 1 imme Oner,
sit 11 11 108 The groundworke and beginnings of medicine
depend upon them 2631 Gouge God's Arrows ill. §33
243 God’s promises are the most proper ground-worke of
faith 2721 Addison Spect No 62 T 8 No Thought can be
valuable, of winch good Sense is not the Ground-work, 277*
JcrFERSON Autobiog Wks 1859 I App 239 These . still

foim the basis or groundwork of the Common law. 2828
Scott Rob Roy i, Some things . I must recall to your
memory, because, they afford the ground-work of my des-

tiny 2836 Stanley Sinai <5- Pal xui (1858) 433 A ground-
work of historical and geographical fact. 2878 Bosw Smith
Carthage 61 The grand moral qualities which formed the
groundwork of the Roman character.

1 2. «» Ground-plan. Obs.

2374 R Scot Hop Gard (1378) 48 The grounde worke
hereof is so set out here, that anye Carpenter will easily

frame the whole house by the same fygure.

3. The body or foundation on which other parts

are overlaid, or on which they rest for display, as

in embroidery work, painting, and the like

2655 Gurnall Chr tit Arm. verse 25 x (1669) 147/1 In
needle-work, the sad ground-work is laid before tne beautiful

colours 166a J Davies ti. Oleanus’ Voy Ambass 276
Cushions of flower'd Satin, the ground-work thereof Gold
and Silver 1693 Dryden Ovidrs Met 1 220 A way there
is, in Heavn’s expanded plain Which . mortals, by the
name of milky, know The ground-work is of stars 2873
Knight Diet. Mech , Ground-work, the base color on which
the painting is performed 2892 E. Reeves Homewatd
Bound 221 Where there was fine embroidery or other work
the effect was spoilt by. common material for ground-work

b. The principal ingiedient in anything, rare.

2822 Lamb Elia Ser I Pr atse Chimneysweepers, There is

a composition, the ground-work of which I have understood
to be the sweet wood yclept sassafras

4 ’fa. Working in earth {obs.). b. (See quot

1875 )

2633 Mootfet & Bfnnet Health's Improv. (1746) 292,

I permit unto true Laboureis and Workmen to feed often

if their Work be Ground-Work or very toilsome 2873
Knight Diet Mech , Ground-woik, the preparation of

ground for the foundation of a structure, or giving it the

required contour for any other purpose
So + Groundwork v. trans

,
to lay the founda-

tions of, to found {nonce-wd ).

c 2330 Cheke Matt, vn 25 It fel not for it was ground-
wrought on a rock Ibid xm 35 Thinges hiden sins y®
world was groundwrought

Groundy (grau ndi), a. rare, [f Ground +
-Y 1. Cf Du.grondig, (j.grundtg'\ f a. 1 Gntty,
sandy {obs ). b. Containing giounds or sediment.
1602 Na* cissies (1893) 199 Rest a little on the groundy

gravell 2892 W, J. Clutterbuck Ceylon f Borneo xxvi

213 Some of the groundiest coffee it has ever been my
fortune to encounter

Groune, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grounsel(le, etc. obs. ff. Groundsel sb.1, sb.2

Grount, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grounye, var. Grunyie Sc. Obs., snout.



GROUP. 459 GROUPING.

Group (gr»p), sb Also 8-9 groupe, (8

grouppe). [ad. F grouse, ad. It. gruppo group

;

cf groppo knot, groppa crupper of a horse, Sp.

grupo, gorupo, grupa

,

knot, cluster, group, Pg
garupa crupper, prob. like F. croupe, Pr. cropa

crupper, adapted from Teut *kroppo- . see Crop.

The etymological sense would appear to be ‘ lump 5

or * mass’. In Eng. the artistic senses came earliest,

and the wider use was at first chiefly transferred ]

1. spec. a. Fine Art An assemblage of (two or

more) figures or objects forming m combination

either a complete design, or a distinct portion of

a design.

1686 [see Gruppo] 1695 Dryden Du Fremoy's Art
Paint so The Figures m the Grouppes ought not to be

lrlce each other m their Motions, any more than in their

Farts. 17x0 Steele Tatter No 194 P 15 The beautiful

Grouppe of Figures in the Corner of the Temple. 1713
— Guardian No 21 F 5 The Huddle Gioup of those who
stand most distant. 1756-7 tr Keysler's Trav, (1760)

III 94 A very pretty marble groupe by Cosmo, of the

virgin Mary with the child Jesus m her arms, and John the

Baptist kissing his feet 1796 Morse A mer Geog II. 557
Besides the Temple are various images and groupes cut in

the stone 1833 Miss MrrroRD in L’Estrange Life (1870)

III 1. 2 They even woik groups of figures in tent stitch for

screens 1848 Mrs Jameson Sacr 4 Leg Art (1830) 100

The group in one comer, of a child starting from a dog, is

admired for its truth

Jig 18x6 F H. Naylor Hist Germany II xxv 324 It

has so often been my task to delineate scenes of bloodshed

and desolation, that it is hardly possible any longer to

transpose the groupe, or vary the colours,

b. Mus. (See quots )

[1674, etc see Gruppo ] 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl s v

,

In music, a Group is one of the kinds of diminutions of

long notes, which in the writing forms a sort of group, or

duster The group usually consists offour crotchets,quavers,

orsemiquavers, tied together, at the discretion of the com
poser. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Group,

(1) a series of notes, of small tune-value, grouped together

,

a division or run. (2) The method of setting out band parts

in score.

e. Arch (See quot.)

1731 Bailey vol II, Group, in Architecture, a term used
ofcolumns, as they say, a group of columns, when there are

three or four columns joined together on the same pedestal.

2 . gen An assemblage of persons, animals, or

mateual things, standing near together, so as to

form a collective unity, a knot (of people), a
cluster (of things). In early use the word often

conveys a notion of confused aggregation, which
in recent use is not implied.

a of persons
1748 Chesterf Lett (1792) II cxlvii njr You will find,

m every groupe of company two principal figures, viz the

fine Lady, and the fine Gentleman 1769 Mrs Brooke
Emily Montague (1784) IV exem. 44 Were you here we
should be the happiest groupe on the globe. 1803 E Hay
Insurr Wexford 134 As the different groupes thus collected

were perceived by the yeomanry, these pursued and cut them
down. 1826 J. F Coopfr Mohicans (1829) II vi. 83 They
stood, clustered in a dark and savage groupe, 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola 1, The notary turned and left the group with
a look of indignant contempt 1897 Cavalry Tactics xu. 61

To compare the merits of the two systems taught m text-

books, viz the cordon or continuous line, and the method of

cossack posts or groups

b. of things, esp natural objects.

1736 Bolingbroke Patriot. (1749) 23<> Nothing was to he
seen but a confused groupe of mis shapen, and imperfect

forms 1759 B. Martin Nat Hist Eitg I Cornwall 4 It

consists of a groupe of Rocks. 1807 G Chalmers Cale-

donia I 1 11 72 note, Smaller Cams, scattered, at different

distances, generally in gioupes of eight, or ten together

X830 Herschel Stud Nat. Phil 240 The accidental frac-

ture of a fine groupe of crystals 1841 W Spalding Italy
ft It IsJ. I. 318 Elba . belongs to the group of Corsica

and Sardinia 1848 W. H. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. xv

(1879) 319 Two or three large mountain groups were m
sight 1851 Carpenter Man Phys (ed 2) 424 The Pan-
creas presents itself in the condition of a group of pro

longed follicles, 187a Raymond Statist. Mines <&• Mining
131 The lodes referred to compose the westerly group

1885 Leudesdorf Cremona’s Proj Geom 149 The same is

therefore true of the groups ofpoints in which these pencils

are cut by the transversal.

3. A number of persons or things regarded as

forming a unity on account of any kind of mutual

or common relation, or classed together on account

of a certain degree of similarity.

a. of persons.
x8o9-xo Coleridge Friend (1837) III. 187 As the modes

of error are endless, the hundred forms of polytheism had
each its groupe of partisans. 187a Bagfhot Physics tjr Pol
(1876) 213 Man can only make progress in co operative

groups. i8qx Speaker xi July 36/1 Any group of 50,000

citizens will thus be able to force the Federal Chambers to

deal with any matter,

b of things
At Oxford University the subjects of the Final (Pass) ex-

amination for the degree of B A are classified into ‘groups
',

called respectively * Group A * Group B etc. Hence 1

to

read for groups ’ is colloquially used for ‘ to study with a
view to taking a pass degree
1719 Savage Wanderer 11 200 A Mirror in one Hand col-

lective shows, Varied and multiplied, that Group ofWoes.
1748 Hartley Observ Man 1. hi 381 The Power of recol-

lecting a large Groupe of Words. 185a Disraeli Set Sp
(1882) 1 . 419 The question naturally divided itself into several

groups—if I may use a word now familiar to us. 1871

Ruskin Fors Clav 1. 1. 3 We begin to-day another group

of ten years, not in happy circumstances. 189a Westcott
Gospel ofLife 101 Natural gioups of religions and natural
groups of languages are generally coincident 1899 Speaker
16 Dec 289/2 No better text-book could be given to a young
man intent upon taking his groups m the Oxford Schools.

4 . esp. in scientific classification. Chiefly used,

as an indefinite term for any classificatory division

whatever its relative rank (so, e.g
,
m Zoology),

though m various branches of natural science

attempts have been made to appropriate the term
to some one particular grade of classification

1 11 Botany, e.g
,
Lindley applied the woid to a grade inter-

mediate in comprehension between alliance and sub class

,

but m a later work he discarded this use Iii Geology it is

used variously by different writers see quot 1883.
1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol IV 390, I would propose

the following primary and subordinate divisions of an
Order 1 Suborder, 2 Section 8 Genus; 9 Subgenus
I would further propose that each of these successive groups
should have a name always terminating alike. 1826 [see
Axine]. 1859 Darwin Ong Spec 11 (1873) 47 The forms
of hfe throughout the universe become divided into groups
subordinate to groups 1859 Amer. Cycl III. 282/1 The
mining birds compose a very large group, belonging to
nearly every order, and having no other common peculiarity

1883 G K. Gilbert in Nature XXVII 261 The term
group, which by the Bologna Congress was made more
comprehensive than system, is by Geikie used as the equi-
valent of stage 189a Gardiner Student's Hist Eng 5 A
group of races sometimes known as the Aryan group
5 . Math A set or system of operations so con-

stituted that the product of any number of these

operations is always itself a member of the
* group
1854 Cayley Math. Papers (1889) II 124 A set of symbols

i, a,
J
3
, all of them different, and such that the product of

any two of them or the product of any one of them into
itself, belongs to the set, is said to be a group. Note The
idea of a group as applied to permutations or substitutions
is due to Galois, 1893 Forsyth Theory Functions 6x0 The
Fuchsian groups conserve a line, the axis of x, or a cncle,
the fundamental circle, the Kleinian groups do not con-
serve such a line 01 circle, common to the group

.

6. attnb. and Comb
, groupfiring, -formation,

-system, -table
;
group-order Naut (see quot.);

group-person, a person belonging to or drawn
from a special set of people ; group-rate, a rate

of railway fare applicable to each one of a group
of stations; group-spring US, a car-spnng,

composed of several spiral springs in a nest.

1896 Daily News 6 Aug 7/2 The garrison “group firing

competition at a moving target proceeded in the afternoon
1882 Narcs Seamanship (ed. 6) 1x4 A fleet is said to be in
#group order when the ships composing each group are so
placed as to be able at once to assume group formation in

whatever manner the fleet may be disposed, with the ships
in line 1898 Maitland Township <$ Boro 15 Oxford and
Cambridge are peopled by ‘ “group-persons ’. 1888 Act 51
.5- 32 Viet c 25 § 29 Provided that the distances shall not
be unreasonable, and that the “group rates charged and the
places grouped together shall not be such as to create an
undue preference. 1897 Cavalry Tactics xn 62 The cos-

sack post, or “group system* consists in placing small

detached posts, of a double or single vedette, with reliefs,

commanded by a n -c officer, on all avenues of approach
from the enemy 1866 Odling Anim Chem 35 As shown
in the “group-tables to which I have already adverted

Group (gr«p), » [fi the sb. Cf F. grouper•.]

1 . trans To make a group of, to form into

a group; to place in a gioup viiih (somethmg).

Also to group together.

Johnson 1755 gives the sense ‘to put into a croud, to

huddle together’ This meaning, if it existed, is now obs.

,

cf Group sb 2.

1754 Foote Knights Pref
,
Nor can I claim any other merit

than grouping them together a 1785 W Whitehead On
the Improvements at Nitneham 29 Who thinn’d, and who
group’d, and who scatter’d those trees xBio Scott Lady
tfL 1 xn, Fox.glove and night-shade, side by side, Grouped
their dark hues with every stain, The weather-beaten rocks

retain 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxii 280 Peitho and the

Giaces retired a few steps, and grouped themselves with the

Cyclops. 1855 Bain Senses A Int in u § 23 (1864) 500 We
thus group in the mind a number of things not lying together

in nature. 1894 J. T Fowler Adamnan Introd 38 Scat-

tered huts or cells grouped around a church or oratory.

b. mtr. for refi. To form a group or part of a

group
,
to gather m a group or groups

1801 Southey Thalala m xxi, Home-birds, grouping at

Oneiza's call, 1823 H Ravelin Lucubrations 349 The
blazing watch fire, tni owing its red.glare upon the swarthy
figures which danced or grouped in indolence around it

1897 19th Cent Aug 218 Lord Tennyson when among us

grouped with these.

2 . trans. To dispose (colours, figuies, etc

)

with, due regard to their mutual relations and
subordination so as to form a harmonious whole.

Also with about, together

17x8 Prior Solomon Pref, The difficulty lies in drawing
and disposing, or (as the painters term it) in grouping such
a multitude of different objects 1753 Hogarth Anal
Beauty 1 Almost every figure in them ibow oddly soever

they may seem to be group'd together). *774 Goldsm Nat
Hist (1776) IV xx6 Nature groupes her pictures 1829
Scott Let to Earl Elgin 20 Jan in Lockhart, Six figures

will form too many for a sculptor to group to advantage
1848 Dickens Dombey xxxi, Mrs Miff, and Mr Sownds
the Beadle, group

,
the party in their proper places at the

altar rails 1871 L Stephen Playgr. Europe 111 (1894) 70
The architecture of nature displays .such exquisite powers
of grouping the various elements of beauty, 1889 Gunter
That Frenchman xvi, These hackmen. .are grouped about

in picturesque attitudes.

b. intr. for reft.

1820 W. Taylor hi Monthly Rev XCIII 64 Massinger
Is so much more modem than the other writers noticed in

this lecture, that they do not groupe well together 1871

Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV xvm 21 r The proud
polygonal keep of the fortress still groups well with the

soaring towers

3 tians. To arrange m groups with reference to

the presence of some common feature 01 property

;

to classify.

x86a H Spfncfr First Princ 11 1 -§ 37 (1875) 13X Science

concerns itself with the co-existences and sequences among
phenomena ,

grouping these at first into generalizations of

a low order [etc J 1869 Mrs Somerville Molec Set. 1 i

13 However numerous the crystalline forms assumed by
substances may be, they are all capable of being grouped
into geometrical systems 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost

xiii 368 Having defined its doctrines, it assembles them
and groups them together.

+ Groupa&e. Obs. Early variant ofCboupade.
(Cf It groppata.)
1656 Blount Glossogr ,

Gronpade 1671 Skinner Etym
Ling Angl. iv, Grouppade, a kind [of] Curvet in Horsman-
ship

Groupage (gr« pedg). [f. Group v. + -age,

Cf. F. groupage ]
The arrangement of objects 111

a group or gioups.
1850 B Taylor Eldorado viii. (1862) 70 Whichever way

I looked, my eye met the same enchanting groupage of the

oaks 1864 W. T Fox Skin Dis 23. 1887W G Palgrave
Ulysses 102 The cowed attitudes of the labourers, their

groupage, in bands, each presided over by an official twice

the ordinary human size.

Grouped (gn?pt), ppl a. [f. Group v.

+

-ed i.]

Arranged or situated in a group or gioups, clus-

tered ,
said both of material andimmaterial things.

Grouped column,pillar, etc. (see quots. and Group
sb. ic). Grouped rates=group rates (see Group
sb. 6).

170a W J. Bruyn’s Voy Levant liv. 209 By Grouped
Pillars are to be understood those large ones composed of
several other small ones, which are united to. each other, or

rather one Massy Pillar, which in appearance seems to have
the others fastned to it 1770 FooteLameLoverProl., Wks.
1799 II. S3 If the group’d figures false connexions show
1805-17 R Jameson Char Mm (ed 3) 176 Another acci-

dent, extremely common, is the manner in which grouped
crystals are inserted into each other 1851 Ruskin Stones

Ven. I 1. § 28 Perhaps two or three pine trunks, used for a
single pillar, gave the first idea of the grouped shaft 1859
Gw ilt Archit (ed. 4) Gloss ,

Grouped Columns or Pilasters
,

a term used to denote three, four or more columns placed

upon the same pedestal 1875 Whitney Life Lang 11 24
The non-identity and incommensurability of its shaped and
grouped ideas. 1890 Saintsbury Ess. Eng.Lit 20 1 he three

parts of ‘The Parish Register’, the twenty-four Letters of
‘The Boiough*, some of which have single, and others

grouped subjects 1897 Daily News 21 May 8/4 Through
grouped rates fiom Paddington and its group of stations to

Southampton Town, Southampton West, and adjacent places

on the South Western line 1899 J. Hutchinson Archives
Surg X 182 They are a form of grouped papillomata.

Grouper (gr«-pa.i). Also 7
~8 grooper, 8-9

groper, 9 gruper, garope, garrupa, garoup(h)a
[ad. Pg. garupa, ? repr. some S. American name.]

1. One of several species of the genus Epinephelus

of serranoid fishes, inhabiting West Indian waters

and the Mexican gulf and used extensively for food.

The chief species are the Red G (J£. mono) and

Black G. (E. mgritus). In California, the name
is applied also to rock-fish. (Sebastichthys). _

1697 Dampier Voy (1729) I 91 The Rock-Fisli is called

by Sea men a Grooper It is rounder than the Snapper, of

a dark brown Colour. 1748 Anson’s Voy. n. 1. 125 We
caught cavallies, gropers, large breams [at Juan Fernan-

dez] 1775 Romans Florida App 7 At this place there is

vast abundance and variety of fish particularly groopers.

1805 T. Lindley Voy Brasil (1808) 216 A large fish of the

Salmon species (garope), which they sell for the Bahia
market. 1829 Marryat F Mildmay xiu, Of these, the

best is the red grouper. 1833 M Scott Tom Cringle

xv. (1859) 365 Up came a beautiful black grouper about

four pounds weight 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 314
The black and white striped gropers, supposed to be the

best fish for the table in the West Indies. 1897 Outing
(U S ) XXIX. 231/2 The grouper, or ‘gruper’, or ‘garoupha

attnb. 1883 G B, Goode Fish Industr U.S 21 On the

shoals of the Gulf of Mexico the red snapper and grouper

fisheries are yearly increasing in value

2, Austral, a. Apercotd fishofthegenus Ohgorus.

1865 Morning Star 26 May, A Queensland paper says

that a large fisn called a grouper was caught off tne coast

there. It was 7 ft long, 6 ft in circumference at its thickest

part, and its bead weighed 80 lb 1898 Morris Austral
Eng, Groper, . in Queensland, Ohgorus teme-regmx,
Ramsay; in New Zealand, O. gigas .

.

a large marine
species

b. Bluegroper', a labroid fish, Cossyphusgotddn.

1880 Inglis Austral. Cousins 300 The blue-groper still

affords pretty fair winter sport 1883 E
v

Ramsay Food
Fishes N. S. Wales 2+ (Fish Exhib Publ) The blue groper

{Cossyphus gouldii)^ a valuable and delicious fish ••often 20

to 30 lbs in weight

3 local U.S. The triple-tail or flasher, Lobotes

surinamensis.

Grouping (grzTpbj), vbl sb. [f. as prec. +
-ing i,] The action of placingm groups, a manner

m which things are grouped
1748 Anson's Voy. in x 412 Their painters . rarely suc-

ceeding in the grouping of large compositions 1813

Examiner 26 Apr 266/1 Faculties of combination and
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grouping, equal to those of Newton 1822 Miss Mitford
in L’Estrange Life (1870; II vn 144 He [Lord Byron] has
no spirit of dialogue—no beauty in his groupings. 1851
Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xxxv 270 Mountains, whose
tops shot heavenwaid in fantastic forms and gioupmgs
1869 J. Martineau Ess. II 149 The grouping of its objects
. is materially changed 1883 Law Times 10 Nov, 21/1 A
similar effect is produced by the grouping of counties for

the purposes ofan assize

Groupist (gr;7'pist). [f. Group sb. + -1ST ]

An adherent of a * group ' or section of a political

party.

1895 19th Cent. Apr. 568 The Groupist in him will give
place to the partisan.

Grouplet (gru plet). [f Group sb. + -let ]

A little group.
1837 Carlyle Fr Rev I iv. 11, Which organic groups,

again, hold smaller organic grouplets

Grouse (graus), sb. Forms : 6-7 grows,
(? grewes), 7-9 grous, (7 gjroose, 8 groust (?),
grouss, growse), 7- grouse. [Ofunknown origin;
it is uncertain whether the 16th c form grows is

a sing, (used collect.) or the pi. of *grow
; in the

latter case cf. Giraldus Cambiensis (c\2 10) Topogr.
Hib. Opera (Rolls) V. 47 ‘ gallmte campestres,
quas vulgariter gnttas vocant
The suggestion that grouse is a spurious singular evolved

to match the supposed plural gnce appears to be inad-
missible Grice3 (= grouse) occurs only once, and is in that
instance neither plural nor collective

;
moreover, it may be

merely a, mistaken recollection of Cotgrave's, due to the
suggestion of F griescke Grouse occurs nearly a century
earlier, and first as a pi. or collective ]

1 a. In scientific use, any of the gallinaceous
birds having feathered feet (the family Tetraomdm
of many naturalists, of which the largest genera are
Tetrao and Lagopus). b. In popular use, restricted
almost entirely to the reddish-coloured game bird
of the British Islands, Lagopus (formerly Tetrad)
scottens, more particularly calledRed Grouse, and
also commonlyknown as MoorFowl orMoorGame.
Besides the Red Grouse, the most important British vane-

ties are • Black G , Tetrao tetnx, Black Game or Heath
Fowl, the male being called Blackcock and the female
Grey-hen, Wood or Great G , the capercailye, Tetrao
1urogallus

.

White G., Lagopus mutns, the ptarmigan,
locally called also Rock Grouse Other European and
American varieties are . Canada G , Canace or Dendra-
gapus canadensis, called also Spotted Grouse. Dusky G

,

Canace or Dendragapus obscurus, Pinnated G„ Cupi-
doma cupido Ruffed G, Bonasa umbellus

, another
species is the Hazel-grouse, B. silvestns Sage G.,
Centrocercus -uropJiasianus. Sharp-tailed G , a grouse
of the genus Peduecetes
tS&xHouseh Ord inArchetol, III. 157 [Among fowl for

the tables are crocards, winders, runners, grows, and peionsl
axi$47 in Househ. Ord. (1790) aao Prices of all kindes of
Poultry-stuff. . Greyves 14^. 1603 Act 1 Jas /, c 27 § r
Any Phesant /Partridge . . Ducke Teale Wigeon Grouse
Heathcocke Moregame [etc ] xfiix Cotgr

,
Francoule

;
as

Francoltn , or (as some imagine) our Moore-game, or
Grouse. 1674 Josselyn Voy NeiV Eng 99 They are indeed
a sort of Partridges called Grooses 1678 Ray Willughby's

l 173 ^le Heathcock or Black game or Grous, called
by Turner the Morehen 1725 Swift Receipt to Stella
Wks 1755 IV. 1. 43 The squires in scorn will fly the house
For better game, and look for grouse. 1766 Pennant Zool
(1768) I 205 The Francoltno is not the same with our grous.
*769 t)e Foe's Tour Gt Bnt. IV 244 Partridge, Groust,
Plover, and Snipes, *772 J R Forster in Phil. Trans
k-XII, 397, 1. The great Cock of the Wood, Tetrao Uro-
gallus Linn .

. 3 The Spotted Grous, T. Canadensis, T.

, 4 The Ruffed Grous, T, Umbellus, 5 The
Shoulder-knot Grous, T. Togains. 1773 II,d, LXIII 229
The common Grous is well known to be a bird of most
excellent flavour 1790 Burns ElegyM Henderson vu, Ye
grouss

>
that crap the heather bud 1801 Southey Thalaba

xi xxui, From yonder pines they hear The clatter of the

Sr
?,
u
5
es wmgs. 1808 Pike Sources Missus. (1810) 44

Killed nothing but five prairie hens.. this bird I took to be
the same as grouse i8a8 Stark Elem Nat. Hist

\

I 277
Tetrao lagopus

,

Ltn Ptarmigan or White Grous. 1803
Weshn. Gas, x Apr. 6/x The prairie chickens (sharp-tailed
grouse) meet every morning at grey dawn m companies of
from six to twenty. 1894 Outing (U S ) XXIV, 385/1 The
pinnated grouse, or prairie chicken, xgoo Longman's Mag,
Mar 447 Colonel Dasent went off to snoot giouse.

c, Applied, to birds of the genera Syrrhaptes
and Pterochs

,
the Sand-gbouse, q v

,

formerly
referred to the genus Tetrao.
*77* J- R. Forster in Phil Trans. LXII. 397 The

Pyrensean Grous, T\etrao\ A Ichata
, Linn,

d. The flesh of the bird;
,2aS^ot-c

?
T (P Findar) Bossy f. Piozzi 1 Wks. 1816 I

85# With, ev rv rarity she fill’d her house, And gave the
doctor, for his dinner, grouse 1899 Phil, Robinson m Con-

j 79+1 * saw a scraP °fgrouse thrown to a pug
t & used as a term of contempt. Obs. rare- 1

.

*®33 B Jonson Tale Tub n i, Look to 't, young growse3. altnb. and Comb , as grouse-chick
,
-cock, -disease

,

-drive
, -dung, -hackle, -land, -moor, -protector,

-shooter, -sledge
; grouse-breeding, -shooting, -stalk-

ing vbl. sbs.
; grouse-pigeon, the sand-grouse.

x8g8 Daily News 20 Dec 7/3 As he walked with his
s»s!leeP feeding and “grouse-breeding estate.

11 S/a The young “grouse-chicks.

j ‘ ,
ln T°nr 138 Scramblingupwards along

Uie bed of the hum, startling the “grousecock. 1884W C,smith Kildrostan 63 And the grouse-cock gaily crowine
“ot *lth« dog or gun. 1884 St Jameses Gas 22Aug. 7/1 Mr Speedy discusses the question of “grouse-

disease at considerable length, 18&* Society 21 Oct 19/j The

setting out for a deer-drive or a “grouse drive is romantic
1867 F. Francis Angling vj. (1880) 244 The “Grouse
Hackle, a capital hot-weather fly 1897 Daily Chron 22
July 4/5 The “grouse lands of Ireland 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bob iv 131 He smelt the wafts of heather honey off
the “grouse moor far above 1805 Mountain,

Moor «$• Loch
93 Little rattling squaies of tin hung at intervals along the
telegraph wires, and particularly at the opening of glens.

These are known as * “grouse protectors and are hung thus
in order that their noise in the wind may warn the grouse
of the existence ofa danger x86o G H. K m Vac Tout
126 The blue hare is a . plague both to the sheep-farmer

^
and the “grouse-shooter 18x4 Scott Wav vi, The diver-

sion of “grouse-shooting upon his moors in Perthshire, 1897
Allbutt's Sysi Med III 251 Some quiet grouse-shooting
or deer-stalkmg resort m the Highlands of Scotland. 189a
Sir R. Payne-Gallwey m Field 14 May 733/2 “Grouse
Sledge [Contains] a receptacle for the grouse, cartridge
hags, &c 1893 J Watson Confess Poacher 122 “Grouse
stalking is fascinating sport, done fiom behind an old moor-
land horse

Grouse (grans), vP [f. Grouse sb ] intr. To
shoot giouse. Also transf (cf snipe vb.)
c 1798 Hope in R R Madden inf Rem UnitedIrishmen

(1887) 100 In Wexford and Wicklow 'tis said That Orange
for Cioppies went grousing 1802 [see Grousing vbl sb ]

1824 Mirror III. 151/1 A gentleman, residing near Cader
Idris, while grousing m that neighbourhood [etc ]

Grouse (gr?7s), v.2 Army slang. Also grouce
[Origin unknown. The word has a curious resem-
blance to Norman Fr. dial grottcer = OF. groucier,

grousser : see Grutoh ] intr. To grumble.
1892 R Kipling Barrack r Ballads 47 If you’re cast for

fatigue by a sergeant unkind, Don’t grouse like a woman,
nor crack on, nor blind 1896 Daily News 2 July 9/1 The
camels groused and gurgled afar off 1892 Lhavw. Jml
86 It cannot be said with truth that British soldiers never
grumble or * grouce ' as they call it

Grouse, obs. form of Gross.
Grouseless (grau'sles), a. [f. Grouse sb +

-less.] Having no grouse.
1869 Daily News 23 June, Upon the edge of a grouseless

moor 1880 Punch 28 Aug 96/1 The Twelfth gone and
past, not a bang at the grouse l I pity the sorrows of
grouseless M P ‘s

Grouser 1 (grairsai). [f. Gbouse v 1 + -er1.]
One who goes grousing; agrouse-shooter.
1865 E. Yates Business of Pleasure I 186 The manu-

facturing gentry ..are tremendously keen grousers.

Grouser 2 (grau ssj) Hydraulics. [Origin un-
known.] A11 iron-pointed pile or timber attached
to a boat or other floating object as a means of
anchorage or of keeping the object m position
2876 Rep Chief ofEngmeers II it 403 (m Knight Diet.

Mech, Suppl). 1884 ElSSLER Mod, High Explosives m
vu. 329 To overcome the motion of the waves, and the
current, they are provided with a submarine contrivance
(spuds, grousers), which reaches to the bottom of the river.

Grouseward, -wards (grairs|W§id, -wgidz),
adv. [See -ward(s.] In the direction of grouse.
2853 A H, Clough Lett $ Rem (1865) 263 The Commons

are off grousewards, and scarcely anyone remains to ask
one to dinner or anything else 1895 Daily Tel. 13 Aug. 5/4
He was certainly not ‘ grouseward ' bent.

Grousing (gran'siq),vbt sb. [f Gbouse w 1 +
-ING 1J The action ofGbouse 11 1; giouse-shootmg.
x771-72 Batchelor (1773) I 134 Are you fond of grousing,
my lord ? I’ll show you fine sport this season in my neigh-
bourhood x8oi R, L & Mar. Edgeworth Irish Bulls xvi.

292 He had m former times gone out a grousing, near Cork,
with our hero x88o Mrs L B Walford Troublesome
Dan, 1 . 11 34 Nearly every August found him in Scotland,
either for the salmon fishing or the grousing.
attnb. x86o Ld Palmerston in Daily News (1B95) 27

Apr 6/4 The Speaker, who has not been quite well, grows
as impatient as any official who has hired a grousing moor
and cannot get to it,

Grousome, obs. form of Gruesome.
Grousy (gran -si), a, [f. Gbouse sb. + -y1]
Abounding in grouse
1830 Blctckw Mag XXVIII 585 The stonyjregions, melt

away into miles of the grousey heather X879 Daily Nexus
12 Aug. 5/1 So vast an expanse of 1 grousey 1

land, so many
heather-coloured valleys

Gpout (grciut), sb l [OE. grilf str, fem, (declined
BS consonant-stem, dative gryt), corresponding to
MDu. grute, gnat coarse meal, peeled barley ov
rye, malt, flavouring for beer, yeast (mod Du. gruit
dregs), MHG. grft\ masc, and fem

,
grain, small

beer ; lelated fo Gbit sb \ Gbit sb. 2, Gboats ]
1 Coarse meal, peeled grain, la pi. = Gboats
Now rare
C725 Corpus Gloss 1619 Polhnis, grunt [’grout] 83

Charter in O E. "1 exts 448, L ambra maltes, VI ambr;& III wega spices & ceses c xooo Sax Leecltd II
342 Gif he [wenn] sie men on cneowe obbe on obrum lim
wyre clam of surre rigenre grut o35e dage, 11 Vcc 11

Wr-Wulcker 549/3
,

Furfures, gruta x6ox Holland Phn
11 . 46 If their stalkes or stemmes bee stamped with drf
grout or Barley meale, 1624 Capt Smith Virginia 11. 21

The groutes and peeces of the comes remaining, by fannini
, away the branne, they boyle 3 or 4 houres with watei
1723 Pres. State Russia I 56 Each Farm being taxed i

certain Measure of Corn, Grout and Oatmeal. 1744-eo W
Ellis Mod Hnsbatidm. V, 1 129 It [wheat] . keraedonl
half way, so that it was as thin as grouts 1896 Allbutt1

kyst. Med I, 441 The making of gruel by mixing the fin
oatmeal or grouts into a smooth paste.
2 The infusion of malt before it is fermented

and during the process of fermentation, Also
small beer Obs, exc. dial,

c 1000 Sax Leechd III 42 Genim . . ages )>aet hwite and
ealde grut 1589 Trt Love Fortune 1. (Roxb Club) go
The olde wife, when her ale would not come, Thrust a fire
biand in the groute. 1393 ‘ Foulface ’ Bacchus Bountie
C q b, Goody Goodale aeliuered to Bacchvs a lack full of
groute, or a sack full of hops 1671 Skinner Etym Lmg
A ngl , Grout, Condimentum cerevisise, Mustum cerevisise
1674 RayN C Words 22 Grout, wort of the last running
Ale before it be fully brewed or sod, new Ale It signifies
also millet, cxyoo Kennett (HalUw ), In Leicestershire
the liquor with malt infused for ale or beer, before it is fully
boiled, is called grout, and before it is tunned up in the
vessel is called wort. 1727 Vtn Britan 29 The worst
small Beer, if that wretched Stuff called Grout, deserve the
name 1853 Soyer Pantroph 302 When the brewer was
satisfied that the grout was properly ripened, he poured it
forth into the copper 1888 Sheffield Gloss

, Giowte, small
beer, made after the strong beer is brewed

f b. App ( =MDu grule) some plant used as a
flavouring for beer before the introduction of hops.
*4 Norn, in Wr -Whicker 725/26 Hoc idromellum,

growtt. Hoc ciromellum, wort. 14 Voc. ibid 562/27
Agromellum, growt c 1440 Promp Parv 217/1 Growte
for ale, granomtllum, c 1475 Piet Voc 111 Wr.-Whicker
772/12 Hoc ciromellum, growte 1483 Cath Angl. 166/1
Growte, idromellum, agiomellum, Acromellum, gtano-

mellurn 1530 Palsgr. 228/x Grout that serveth to brew-
yng, m Fraunce is none used 1671 [see 2]

3. A kind of coarse porridge made from whole
meal. ? Obs
[Possibly another word, ad. Norw. grant. Da grdd, Sw

grot (
—ON grant-r) ]

1587 Mascall Govt Cattle (1627) 280 Some doe seethe
it with water, and make it thicke like grout 1692W King
Alc Denmark 33 The Danes make their so much talkt of
grout, that resembles the English Hasty pudding. 1708W King Art Cookery v, As foi Grout it is an old Danish
dish. 17x0 E Ward Vnlgus Bnt xij 139 These, rave till

grown as Piping Hot, As the dull Grout o'er which they
sot 1748 F Smith Voy Disc I 122 Feeding on Grout, which
is Oatmeal, boiled to a Thickness, sweetened with Molossus
*753 Hanway Trav (1762)11 1 x. 54 The animal food which
our common people eat, is incomparably more strengthening
than their fish, cheese, milk and grout 1779-81 Johnson
L P , Diydeu (1839) I. 238 Never was Dutch grout such
clogging, thick, indigestible stuff 1793 Wolcot (P Pindar)
Ep to Pope 4 Wks 1816 II. 405 France Knocks the poor
growling German o’er the snout, And threatens hard the
man of cheese and grout

4. Sediment
;
dregs ; lees

;
grounds

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1v. 239 Sweet Honey some
condense, some purge the Grout 1739 * R Bull ’ tr. Dide-
kindus’ Grobianus ill iv 222 The Mug may have some sedi*
mental Grout 1855 Dickens Domt v, The ceilings were
so fantastically clouded by smoke and dust, that old women
might have told fortunes 111 them, better than in grouts of
tea 1870 Rossetti Dante at Verona hi, Wherefore should
we turn the grout In a drained cup? 1876 Mid-Yorksh
Gloss, Grout, sediment of a coarse nature, such as the
particles left in a tea-cup

6 attrib., as (sense 3) grout-pot.
a 1734 North Lives (1826) II 342 They , . went all hands

to the grout-pot and bread-basket

Grout (graut), sb 51 [Possibly a use of prec.

;

but cf F. gt outer (16th c.), mod Limousin patois
greuta to grout a wall (Godef.).] Thin fluid moitar,
which is poured into the interstices of masonry
and wood-work
1638 Penkethman A rtach G4b, For Growt and fuming

3d o q 1793 Smeaton Edystone

L

§ 199 Pouring in liquid
mortar, commonly called Grout, in so fluid a state, as to run
into every cavity and crevice. 2793 Sir G Shuckburgh lit

Phil Trans LXXXIII 87 note, The bricks of this arch
were laid dry, and then grout, consisting of gravel and hot
lime, was poured upon them. 1796W Marshall W Eng-
land II 297 Liquid Coating, of cement poured into the wall,

in a state of grout. 1825 j Nicholson Operat Mechanic
532 Grout,

.

a cement containing a larger proportion ofwater
than the common mortar 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 22
The powder is mixed with water to the consistency of that
thin mortar which is called grout. 1861 Smiles Engineers
II 37 It was settled to use the finest grout for the intervals

between the upright or side joints of the dovetailed part of
the work. 1883 West, Daily Press 22 Oct., It is built of
material resembling concrete or grout,

b, attnb., as grout-jloor, -work.
1840 Howitt Visits Remark. Places Ser 1 224 The walls

are of strong grout-work, about four feet thick. 1884
Harper's Mag, LXIX. 437 A casing of stone . . covered the
rubble and grout work 1895 L H .Bailey Horticulturist's
Rule-bk (ed 3) 92 To secure a good grout or cement floor

[Grout, * wild apple *
. see; List of Spurious

Words ]
Grout (grant), v l [f. Grout sb. 2] traits. To

fill up or finish with ‘ grout’ or liquid mortar; to

cement Also with m.
2838 F W. Simms Public Wks. Gt Bnt 60 The whole of

the brickwork was well grouted every course. 1840 Jrnl.
R Agnc. Soc, I. iv. 360 These carriers down the slopes are

pitched with strong limestone, and grouted with hme and
water x88o J. Lomas A Ikalt Trade 162 The sole itself must
be of 9-111 bricks, laid dry on end, and ‘grouted in’ with
a thin mixture of finely ground fireclay and water.

fig 1863W Phillips Speeches xxm 508 It was grouted
and dove-tailed into the foundation of the state 2877
Tinsley’s Mag, XXI 29 That self-reliance which makes
men, builds up colonies, and cements and ‘ grouts in ’ the

foundations of States

Hence Grou'ted ppl a.

*844 Tupper Crock of G. 11 11 Four bare rubble walls

enclosing a grouted floor. 3888 C Kerry in fnil Derbysh.
Archaol Soc X 21 A large block of grouted rubble

(

Grout (graut), v.2 [Variant of Gboot v ]
1, intr. Of a pig • To ‘ muzzle ’ or turn up the

ground with the snout.
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a *723 D’UitrEV Eng Stage Italianised iv. (1727) 10

A great Herd of Swine, grouting among the Acorns 1834
Bfckford Italy II 36s Wandering flocks of sheep, goats
and swine, which rout, and grout, and nibble uncontrolled
and unmolested. 1877 Blackmore Cnpps xlix, A pig or
two grouting m the tufted grass

2 trans. To turn up with the snout

1877 Blackmore Cnpps xlix, Here comes that old pig
again' If he could only grout up that board

Grout (grant), v 3 U.S. mtr. To grumble,
sulk.

1848 Lowei l Biglow P Poems 1890 II. in Ez long ’z the
people git their rattle, Wut is there fer 'm to grout about?

f Grout-head. Obs, Also 6 growthed [f

Grout sb , taken as the type of something big and
coarse

;
cf ptuiding-head In 2 there is confusion

with gnat, perh. the sound recalled the Du,
groot.]

1 . A blockhead, thickhead, dunce.
Bale Eng. Votaries n E uj, So daintye mouthed

\vere these greasye grout heades 1573 Tusseu Husb li

(1878) 115 Though sleeping one hower lefresheth his song,
yet tiusf not hob growthed for sleeping ~to6 long 1507-8
W Haughton Enghshm for money iv 1 (1616) F 4, Then,
theres not onely a growte head, but an Asse also, zggg
Nashf Lenten Stuffe 39 Those Ttirbanto grout-heads, that
hang all men by the throates oil Iron hookes 1611 Cotgr
s v Gros, II a mu grosse teste, he is a verie blockhead,
grouthead, ioulthead 1649 Woodstock Scuffle xlvm in

Scott Woodst App i, The old parsons are out-dnv’n,
Their colledges dispos’d, and livings, To grout-heads.

2 A big head ; a person with a big head.
a 16x7 Middleton & Rowlev Sp Gipsy iv 1 (1653) G,
We no Camells have to shew, nor Elephant with growte head,
11706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Grout-head

,
one that has a great-

head

Hence + Orout-headry, stupidity.
1600 Hasp Incur. Fooles Aivb, This is no two-penie

matter, nor no tnuiall gridiron grout-headue.

Grout-headed, Ct. Obs or dial. [f. as prec.

:

see Headed.] Thick-headed, stupid.

1578 Florio 1st Fruites 58 b, Alwayes there were, are,

and I beleeve wyt he certaine groutheaded, yl manured, and
to say better, envious 1593

1 FoULFACE ' Bacchus Bounin
A 4, The groutheaded Grecians, especially the annomted
Achiues, I tneane the Beziladistes. 1607 Walkington
Opt jGlass xu (1664) 125 Stoically visaged, like Grout-
headed Arcesilaus 1694 Motteux Rabelais v xix (1737)
83 We are a silly soit of Grout-headed Lobcocks 1847-78
Halliwell, Grojitheaded, stupidly noisy Sussex. Also,
large or great headed, stupid,

Grcmth, obs. form of Growth 1.

Grouting (grau tig), vbl sbA [f. Groot v.1 +
-iNG l.] The action of Groot vA

;
filling of chinks,

etc with ‘ grout *
, chiefly toner, the material used

Hi* tins operation.

r *793 Smeaton Fdystone L. § 199 The best method of
grouting. 1812-16 J Smith Panorama Sci fy Art I 188
The interstices [may be] filled and wedged up, by pouring
in' lime putty, plaster of Paris, grouting, or any other con-
venient material 1853 Phillips Rivers Yorhsk ix 248 The
body thus placed was covered by a grouting of lime. 1882
D K Clark Tramways Suppl. xix 164 All spaces are
to be filled with gravel and macadam, and thoroughly
rammed before the final grouting of the paving. 1894 East
DailyPress 11 June 5/2 The holes might be filled up with
grouting or cement 1

t Groutnoll. Obs. Forms : 6 growte-, grout-
uowle, 6-7 groutnoll, (7 -nold, growtnoll,
grutnol). [f Grout sb 1 + Noll.] = Grout-head.
1578 Whetstone 2nd Pt Piomos fy Cass hi. ii, Growte-

nowle, come to the King 1580 Hollyband Treas Ft
Tongr Loitrdaull, a loute, a lob, a groutnoll. 1600 SuRrLrr
Countne Fanue vi xxh 779 The seede of drunkards
becommeth -dead and fruitlesse, and their childien block-
headed groutnolles. 1611 Beaum & Fl. Knt Burn Pestle
h in, That same Dwarfe’s a piettyboy, but the Squire’s
a grout nold 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxv. Noddle
meacocks, blockish grutnols, doddi-pol-jolt-heads . 1658
Cleveland Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687) 459 The other
Growtnolls of the Neighbourhood .watt for them.

Grouty (grau ta), a i dial. [f. Grout sb 1 * -yl
]

a.‘ Muddy, dirty, b. Of the sky, weather:
Thundery. • 1

,744~S<> W. Ellis Mod Hnsbandm III. n 74 Many have
wondered how the Cattle could drink such grouty, black,
Stinking Water. *868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss ,

Grouty.,

soiled, ditty-looking, begrimed 1876 Whitby Gloss., Grouty,

full ‘of sediment. *893 Wtltsh. Gloss ,
Grouty, of the sky,

thundering, threatening rain It looks ‘ter’ble grouty’ in

summer when thunder clouds are coming up. 1

Grotty (greurh), a %JU. S~ [f Grout ».3 + -t1 ]
Sulky, cross, ill-tempered. Hence Grou’tiness.
1836 Lowell Lett (1894) 1. 1. 11 Been quite ‘grouty’ all

the vacation, 'black as Erebus \ i88x P&nnsylv Sch
Jrnl XXXII. 57 As grouty and glum as if he pondered
the wrongs of his race for the last two centuries 1895
Columbus (.Ohio) Disp 23 May 9/4 He can take a passengei ’s

gioutiness for what it is wortn
Grouue, grouwe, obs forms of Grow v.

Grouze (grauz), v. dial. Also growze,
1 Gruse [?Echoic ] trans. To devour or munch
with a crunching sound Also with up.
[«*a« ’ seeGaosE w.] i6»4Sanderson TwelveStmt (1637)

461 LikeSwineunderthe Oakes,we grouzeup the Ake-cornes,
and when we have done, lie wrouting, and thrusting our

noses in the earth for more. 1877 N W Line, Gloss s v,I
can’t abide him, he growzes his meat like a pig 1887 .?

Cheshire Gloss,, Grouse, to munch, e g walnuts or anything
tlse of which the Crunching sound can be heard during the
process Thus wemight speak ofpigs grouzing raw potatoes

Grovayr, variant ofGboveb Obs.

Vol. IV.

Grove (gTd'uv), Forms : 1-2 grfif, 4 grof(e, 6
Sc grave, grawe, 6-7 groave, 2- grove. [OE
graf raasc. and neut, --prehistoric *graitio-. Cf.
Gbeave sb 1

The word is not found in any other Teut. lang , and no
Teut or even Indogermanic root seems to be known to
which it can plausibly be referred ]

1. A small wood
; a group of trees affording shade

or forming avenues or walks, occurring naturally
or planted for a special purpose
Groves were commonly planted by heathen peoples in

honour of deities to serve as places of worship or for the
1 eception of images. Cf 2 a
88g Grant in Birch Cctrittl Sax II 199 Heo haebbe 5a

wudu-raeddenne in Saem wuda Se 5a ceorTas bruca)> & ec ic
hire lete to J>aet ceorla graf 11205 Lay 469 A1 wa J>at
wilde swin

, pset wroteS ?eond ban grouen [1249-52 Visit CA
belong St Paul's Cathedr (Camden 1895) 13 1 enentes de
ecclesia de Heubrege Johannes Gobbe j acra et reddit vjd
Johannes ad portam j parvam giovam et reddit uy et sed
grova destructa est ] a 1250 Owl <§• Night. 380 He . hupth
and stard suthe cove, And secheth pathes to the grove 1387
Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VII 11 Eueriche grove schoon wifr
horten treen and ober tren ful of fruy t. c 1400 Destr. Troy
I 3S57 Pan se b3-! besyde A grete herte in a grove C1500
Lancelot 2481 The birdis may them hiding in the grawis
Wei frame the halk *5*3 Douglas /.Eneis iv 11 46 Scho
skipping furth Gan throw the forrest fast and gravis glyde
Ibid, xu Prol. too In gresy gravis wandrand by spring wellis

*590 Shaks Mids N, in 1 399, I, like a Forrester, the
groues may tread *629 Sir W Muir ’true Crucifix 1262
Such vneouth flames made men the Temple leaue Worship
to Images m groaues to giue 1735 Somervii t n Chase 111

478 Proud Monarch of the Groves, whose clashing Beam
His Rivals aw'd *77oGoldsm Des Vill 361 The breezy
covert of the warbling grove *838 Thiri wall Greece IV
xxxiv 358 The temple stood in a grave of fruit trees. 1856
Stanley Sinai 4 Pal, vh 301 The forest was a vast grove
of majestic palms,

b transf. and fig
*667 Milton P L. iv 082 When a field Of Ceres npe for

harvest waving bends Her bearded Grove of ears Ibid.
vh 404 Through Groves Gf Coral [1671 — P R iv 244
The olive-giove of Academe, Plato’s retirement ] 17x5-20
Pope Iliad 11 182 The moving host appears, With nodding
plumes and groves of waving spears *793 Wordsw. Old
Cnmbld Beggar 120 They wno five Sheltered, and flourish
m a little grave Of their own kindred. *821 Shelley
Piometh Unb. iv 404 Labour, and pain, and grief, in life's

green grove Sport like tame beasts *840 RobertsonSemi
Ser 1 viu. (1866) 142 The groves of Athenian literature.

1849 Thackeray Pendemus I xviu 166 Into this certainly
not the least snugly sheltered arbour among the groves of
Academe, Pen now found his way 1889 TUxssKmPraiterita.
III. 49 The sunset shining down a long street through a
grove of bayonets.

IT 2 . In Eng. versions of the Bible, e. g. Coverdale’s

and the Autnorized, an erroneous rendering, follow-

ing the Septuagmt and the Vulgate : a of Heb
mCN Asherdh, which is now understood as tlie

name of a goddess or of a pillar serving as an idol

1535 Coverdale 1 Kings xvm 10 The foure hundreth and
fiftye prophetes of Baal, and the foure hundreth prophetes
Of ya groue, which eate at lesabels table *611 Bible
2 Kings xxi. 7 He set a grauen image of the gravedCoverd
groue Idol, Vulg idolum Inci, R V of Asherah, ntarg. or
obelisk] that he had made, m the house. 1853 Maurice
Proph. 4 Kings vii 108 The prophets of the grove were
building their own power upon the degradation of the
multitudes whom they drew after them

b. of Ileb bw eshel (R.V * tamarisk tree ’)

1533 Coverdale x Sam xxu 6 Whjle Saul dwelt at Gibea
vnder a groue in Rama. *6ix Bible Gen xxi 33 And
Abraham planted a groue [ntarg Or, Tree, Coverd trees,

Vulg nemtts] in Beer-sheba

3 . attnb. and Comb , as grove tdol (see 2), grove-

pine
,
-spirit, -tree, -worship

;
grove-encircled,grove-

dike adjs, , f grove-crop, a grove ;
grove-dock,

Rumex Nemolapathum (Paxton Bot. Diet. 1840)

;

grove-snail (see quot.).

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis 1 (Arb ) 32 In towns myd center

theare sprouted a "groauecrop, in arbours Greene weede
thick shaded 1831 Carlyle Sari Res. 1 v, A mystic
"grove encircled shrine 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings xxi. 7
A "groue Idol also which he had made, set he in the house

*864 Tennyson Aylmer’s F 510 That old oak Once
"giovelike, each huge arm a tree 1873 Atlas 0/Michigan
Pref 20 Some varieties of ‘ "grove

'
pme are found on a

lighter soil *86* Hulme tr Moqum-l andon 11. in 174 The
Wood snail, Helix Sylvatica, Drap , and the "Grove snail,

H Nentorahs, Linn. 1827 Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 3S3
The adjoining space . is massed up with "Grove Trees and
Underwood. 1845 A Duncan Discourses 387 Abraham
worshipped under an oak or in a grove ..We shall thus be

able to account for the origin of "grove-worship

Hence Q-ro-veless a
,
devoid of groves

1835 Blackiu. Mag XXXVII 686 Even were her shore-

hills silvan no more—groveless the bases of all her remoter

mountains 1873 M'Arthur in Harp Renfrevish 391 These
groveless banks, those ruined walls

Grove, var Groove , obs. pa. t of Grave v 1

Groved (gro^vd), ppl a. [f Grove + -ed 2
]

Having groves r planted with groves. Also of a

bird * Embowered 1
in a grove

1827 G Darley Sylvia 43 Like waters trembling in their

fountain-cell at hearing the groved nightingale 1876 Mrs
Whitney Sights $ Ins xxxv. 336 A beautiful height, groved
with chestnut

Grovel (grp'v’l), v. Also 6 grovell. [Back-

formation from Grovelling adv

,

apprehended as

a pr. pple.]

1. 'mtr. To lie prone or with the face downwards

;

to move with the body prostrate upon the ground

;

Togromel in the dust or dii t (fig ) : to humble one-

self, perform an act of humiliation.

*593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, 1 h 9 Gaze on, and grouell on thy
face X634S1RT HerbertTrav 8rldoIs]TheyceremoniousIy
kneele and bow unto, graveling then upon the Earth, they
throw dust 011 their faces 1671 Milton Samson 141 Ola
warriors turn'd Their plated backs under his heel, Or
groveling soil’d their crested helmets m the dust. *700
Addison ASneui in Misc Wks 1726 I 58 Thunder-struck
Enceladus Groveling beneath the incumbent mountain's
weight Lyes stretch'd supine *725 Pope Odyss vm 575
Close to his breast she grovels on the ground 1839 Tenn\-
Son in Mem (1897) 1, 171 She was grovelling on tne floor in

an extremity of fear. 1865 Dickens Mut Fr m xiv, Am
I to grovelm the dust foi him to walk over ? 1867 Trollope
Chron Barset II I111. 105 She is not such a paragon that a
man should condescend to grovel m the dirt for her *882

J H Blunt Ref Ch Eng II air The Parliament .

grovelled in the dust at the Cardinal’s feet.

b.Jig.
1605 Bp Hall Medit. % Vows 1 § 33 Every worldling is

an hypocrite, for while his face naturally lookes upward
his halt gravels beneath on the earth 1655 Moutet &
Bfnnet Health's hnprov (1746) 378 Through surfeiting we
live groveling and groping aftei base Delights, as Hogs do
for Acorns *7*9 Watis Hymn, ‘ Come, holy Spirit,

Heav'nly Dove , Look how we grovel here 1 below 1751
Johnson Rambler No X47 r 9 A wretch doomed to grovel
in obscurity for want of assurance *828 D'Israeli Chas /,

I. Viu 272 The vindictive Laud grovelled m a meanei and
more cruel victory 1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) IV 280 The
philosophyofBerkeley - Is still grovellmgonthe level ofsense

C. quasi-/nx»J. with out.

1790 By stander 7 If neglected, tkey grovel out then day,

and vanish Rt night like a vapour

2 . causal. To lay prone on the ground rare—1
.

1843 E. Jones Sens. 4- Event 25 [He] grovelleth on the

ground His naked flesh

Hence Qro'vel sb., the action of grovelling;

G-ro'velled ppl. a., humiliated, debased.
a *845 Hood Lamia i 73 Ifyou could see How this poor

figure once was marred and villified, How grovelled and
debased 1892 Black 4- White 19 Mar. 366/1 The only
possible attitude is a grovel

t Gro’veling. Obs. rare—l
. [f. Grovel v +

-ING 3 (or peih. subst. use of Grovelling a

)

]

A groveller.

*708 Brit. Apollo No. 68. 2/1 Of Aspiring Creatures it

makes us Gravelings

Groveller, groveler (grp-v’bi). [f. Grovel
v. + -ER 1J One who grovels ; chiefly_/zy

1779-8* JohnsonA P., Milton (1790) 1 185 Among this

lagging race of frosty grovellers he might still have risen

into eminence by producing something which they should
not willingly let die 1B35 J H NrwwAN Par Serm
(1836) II iv. 55 What are we but . grovellers who aie

creeping on to heaven ? 1840 Dickens Barn Rmjge xm,
Mere worms and grovellers as we are 1

Grovelling, groveling (grpvTiq), vbl. sb.

[f. Grovel v. + -lira 1.] The action of the verb

Grovel; lit. vend.fig.
*6x1 Florio, Tiabocco, a downefall, a groueling on the

ground 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 153 Mahomet , per-

swaded them. . that his groveling and foming (a disease
much troubling him) was caused by [etc.]. 1726 Broomi
To Mr Pope, on his Wks 62 Sink, without groveling

;

without rashness, rise *874 L Stephen Hews in Librai

y

(1892) II. iv 132 This lavish splendour . implies no grovel-

ling before the ordinary British duke

Grovelling, groveling (g^'v’lirj), a. {ppl

a ) [Ong.an attributive use of Grovelling adv ;

subsequently apprehended as pr pple. ofGrovel®.]
1. Having the face or belly towards or on the

ground
;
prone. (Said esp. of the lower animals.)

*338 H. Medwall Interlude Nature (1896) 41/90 All
other bestys as thyngys vnworthyTo behold therth wyth
grouelyng countenaunce *565 Cooper Thesaurus s v
Abijcio, Nature hath made beastes bent or grouelynge with
their heades downewarde to their foode. *634 Milton
Comtes 53 Circe .Whose charmed Cup Whoever tasted, lost

his upright shape, And downward fell into a groveling Swine
a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) II 18 Nature gaveMan an erect

Figure, to raise him above the groveling Condition of the

Beasts *738 Wesley Psalms cxlvu. x, While groveling
Beasts attempt his Praise Inhoarser Harmony 1803 Leyden
Scenes Infancy 111. 331 The grovelling monster long Blew
the shrill hiss.

b Applied to a low-growing plant.

1750 G. Hughes Barladocs Pief 6A pompous stile would
ill fit the description of a grovelling plant. Ibid 127 It is

but a grovelling, prickly, uncouth tree.

2 . transf. and fig. Of persons, qualities, condi-

tions, etc : Abject, base, low, mean, sordid.

1608 Sylvester tr. Odet de la Nome’s Paradox agst.

Libertie Wks. (1621) 644 Our groueling earth-desires. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Pearl iv, Not my groveling wit.

But thy silk twist le£ down from heav’n to me, Did
teach me, how by it To climbe to thee *664 Power Exp
Philos xn 192 YoU may be well placed in a rank specifi-

cally diffeient from the rest of groveling Humanity. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg 111 13 New ways I must attempt, my
groveling NameToraise aloft, andwmgroy 'Flight to Fame
*7*x Addison Sped No. 58 r 1 One who had written a
Treatise upon the Sublime in a low groveling Stile. *749
Fielding Tom fenes xvzi iv, I cannot bear your groveling

temper
,
you have none of the blood _of the Westerns 111

you 1821 Byron Cam 1 1 289 That is a grovelling wish.

*826 Scott Woodst ii, The ploughman Desborough—as
grovelling a clown as is in England *827 Kfble Chr,

V, Easier Eve, Lift on high Thy grovelling soul 1835

Thirlwall Greece I i. 13 The Boeotians sank into a depth

of graveling sensuality a *862 Buckle Misc Wks. (1872)

I 195 Some of the most powerful minds were still corrupted

by foolish and grovelling superstition.

J.88



GROVELLING. 462 GROW.
absol. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1 vm 75 The groveling and

feeble-hearted are consequently discouraged

Hence too Tellingly,
*f*
Gro vellingwise advs

,

in a grovelling manner
1548-67 Thomas Hal Diet., Istrabocchenola

,

fallyng

grouelynghe 1561 T Norton Calvin's Inst 1 51 Where
all other liuing creatures do grouellingwtse behold the

ground i8g8 Westm Gass 14 Feb. 3/1 His wife is grovel-

lingly apologetic

Grovelling, groveling (grp v’lig), adv Ohs
osarch , but see Grovelling<z. Forms

:
4-6 grovel-

yng(e, 5- groveling, 6- grovelling, (5 grovel-
mge, groflyng, -eling, 6 groVellynge, gruffel-

yng, groovehng, -lyn, 7 grovelong, grobling)

;

north, and Sc. 5 grufelynge, growflyng, growel-
ynge, 6 grufling, grilling. [ME. grovelynge,

north, grufelynge, f Groof, Gkdfe + -ling2 Aftei

the verb Grovel had come into general use the adv.

began to be restncted to uses in -which it could be
apprehended as the pres. pple. used predicatively.]

Face downward; in or to a prone or prostrate

position.

13 E. E. Allit P A irtg pise alder men quen he
aproched, Giouelyng to his fete pay felle 14*3 Pilgr
Sowle (Caxton) 11 xliit (1859) 40 Sathanas was fallen grouel-
mge gretyng and cryenge with a lothely voys, byholding
doune in to erthe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv vm, Sir
launcelot lepte vpon hym, and pulled hym grouelyng doune.
1483 Cayton Gold Leg 79/2 They were troblea and treni-

blyng fyl doun groflyng on theyr faces npon the ground,
1483 Cath Angl 166/2 Grufelynge \_MS A Growflyng],
supinus 1513 Douglas ASneis in ix 37 Gruling on his
kneis, He lappit me fast by baith the theis 154a Boordd
Dyetary Eij, To slepe grouellynge vpon the stomacke
and belyis not good c 1560 A Scott Poems (S T.S)
xxxvi, 3 Sou moinyng, grufling on my face. 1598 Hak-
luyt Pay. I 54 In regarde of the great winde we were
constrained to lye groueling on the earth 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 165 lhe dead corps of a man floteth on the
water with the face vpward, but contrariwise women swim
groveling. Ibid II. 408 Some lay themselues grouelong
with their chmnes touching the ground. 1631 J Rous
Diary (Camden) 60 [She] fell grobling (her armes being
foulded) at the head of a payre of staires. 1665 Man-
ley Grotius* Low C IVarres 886 A Bullet ,. broke and
tore off his left Thigh, and threw him groveling 1706
Phillips (ed Kersey) s v. Among Hunters a Deer is said
To feed groveling when she feeds upon her Belly, being
tir'd with the Chace. 1855 Kingslev Heroes iv 138 The
bull fell grovelling on his knees i860 Freeman Norm
Cottq (1876)111. xi 42 The Earl of the West Saxons bowed
himself to the ground, and lay grovelling
tram/ 1713 Derham Phys-Theol 10 note. Flat Fishes, as

Soles, Plaise, &c. which lie always grovellulg at the bottom.
Jig 01674 Clarendon Hist Reb xm §119 The royal
and loyal party lay grovelling and prostrate after the defeat
at Worcester

t b. Horizontally. Ohs. rare—

\

1562 Turner Herbal n. 74 b, The moste parte [of date
stones] haue a nauel in the myddes of theyr bellies. And
from that place commeth first furthe yt it diuideth it self
into a roote It is best to saw it grouelyng

Gro’vellings, adv Obs exc. dial. Forms •

3-5 groveling(e)s, 5 grovelonges, 5-6 grovel-
ynges, (-ys) ; north. 3 gruflxnges, 5 groflyngis

;

Sc 5 grulingis, 6 gruf(e)lingis,-lyngis, gruff(il)-
lingis, grouf(f;linga, groflins

; 9 dial grub-
blmgs [f. as prec + -lings.] = prec

.
CursorM 11760 A1 pair idels in a stund Grouel-

ings fel vnto pe grund Ibut 17700 pai fell Gruflinges dun
to erth plate, a 1400-50 Alexander 5276 pe pilars ware of
purfire pohscht & hewen, With gomes grouehijgs of gold,
c 1420 Auhtrs 0/Artli. (Camden) xlvuf ille grouelonges in
grounde. 1450-70 Golagros 4 Gaw, 1024 Schir Gologras
graithly can ga Grulingis to erd C1460 Towueley Myst
iv 203 Therfor groflyngis thou shall be layde, That when I
stryke thou shal not se 1513 Douglas Mneis nr 11 52We plat law gruffillingis on the erd 1535 Stewart Cron,

Scot II, 96 Richt mony als la gruflingis on the grund, In
thair bodie buir monybludie wound 1570 Henry's Wallace
xi 172 Grouflmgs to ground, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
L/tron Scot. (S. T S.) I. 258 He maid him lyttill reverence
. hot leinitt doune groufflingis on the dask befoir him
01825FORBY Voc E. Anglia

, Gntbblpigs, Phr ‘to lie
grubbhngs 1 e. grovelling, with the face downwards
transj 1562 Turner Herbal ir 75 If ye will sow Dates

lay them all grouelynges toward the grounde

t Grover. Ohs. Also 4 grovayr [a. OF gros
vair, lit. ‘large vair’ (opp. to menu vair . see
Miniveb and Vaib).] A land of fur
1310-11 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 507 In 13 fururisde

Grouayr empt
, 40s. 7 <1x3*5 Earth ix. in E. E P (1862)

151 We pat wenp grouer and groy, and schrud So schene
[*799 Strutt Dress 4- Habits iv l II. 138 The furs which
adorned the garments of the nobility, are distinguished by
several appellations

, as gros vair, minever, pennevan e,
and sometimes simply vair ]

Grover, obs. form of Grooveb.
Groves, dial, form of Greaves.
+ Grovet. Ohs. Also 6 grovette, 8 grovett.

[f Grove + -et.] A little grove
In OE charters a form graftt(t occurs, which is commonly

read as graft for *grxfet, and explained as ‘ trench ’ If it
hugrdfet f grafGrove (and so identical with the present
word) the suffix is not orig. diminutive
150+ of Gurdon (Somerset Ho), Pastures woodes

f
roves & grovettes 1538 Leland Itin V 95 In Hegge
(.owes and Grovettes is meately good Plenti of Wood.

1547 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 59 Un’ grovett’ bosci con-
tmente ij acras. 1607 Norden Snrv. Dial 240 What if a
man were desirous to make a little grouet, where now no
kind of such plantes doe grqw ? 16x2 Beaumont Masque

Inner Temple (1613) B3b, A Hill with diuers boscages
and Grouets vpon the steepe or hanging grounds theieof

*736 Lewis Isle Tenet (ed 2) in; A grovett of Oaks
Grovier, dial form of Grooveb, miner.

Grovy (gro^Ti), a Also 6-7 grovie, 9 grovey.
[f Grove + -Y ] Of, pertaining to, or resembling

a grove ; abounding in groves ;
situated in a grove.

1594 Willobie Avisa (1880) 24 Old Asues grandame is

restor'd , Her grouie Caues are new refin’d. 1606 J Ray-
nolds Dolamey's Prim (1880) 61 Where Philomele, the
weary time beguiles, In grouie shades 1620-55 I Jones
Stone-Hing (1723) 60 See where Diana’s grovy Temple
stands. Ibid, Vitruvius calls her grovy [L nemorensis\
Diana 1699 Dampier Voy (1729) II. 1 45 In the dry Season
these grovy dwellings are very pleasant. 1834 J WiisoNm
Blackvu Mag XXXV 17 One grovey wilderness of trees

1890 Century Mag. Aug 488/2 lhe eye ranges far up over
the green grovy floor between the mighty walls.

Grovy, obs form of Gravy.

t Grow, sb. Obs [f. Grow 0] The process

or result of growing
;
growth.

1536 Act 28 Hen VIII c 17 m Bolton Stat Irel (1621)141
Conveying of the wool! of the grow of this land out of the
same, is one of the greatest occasions of the idlenesse of
the people. 1500 Gretne Mourn Garni (1616) K 1 b,

The tallest Cedars haue the fairest growe 1768 Ross
Helenore

,
Rock <$• Wee Pickle Tow 62 I’ll gar my am

Tammie gae down to the how, An’ cut me a rock of a
widdershines grow. Of good rantry-tree to came my tow

Grow (grou), v. Pa. t. grew (grz7
,
gr'zz) Pa.

pple grown (gr<?»n). Forms* 1 growan, (3rd
sing. pres. grdvvtS), 3-7 growe, (3 greowen, 4
grewen), 4-5 grow(e)yn, Sc. and north, groy,

4, 6 grou(e, (3 grawe, grew, gr(o)uwe, grw, .5V.

and north grofe, groyf, grufe, groo, 7 grough),

5- grow. Pa. t. 1 grdow, 3 greowe, 3-4, 6
greuj 4 gru, 4-5 greue, 4-7 grewe, 5 grue, 4-
grew, weak forms' 4 growide, grouuede, 4-5
groued, 5 grewed, growyd, 5-6 gro(w)de, 6
grode, 5 (8-9 dial and vulgar) growed. Pa pple.

4 Sc, growme, 4, 6 groun(e, 4-7 growe(n, 5
grow, groyn, Sc. and north, grofen, growane,
-yn, 6 Sc. -in, 6-7 growne, 6- grown , also 5
i-, ygrowe(n; weakform \ 5, {9 dial, and vulgar
growed). [OE. griwan, pa. t. grfow, pa. pple
grSwen, corresp. to OFns growa, groia, MDu
groeyen

,
groyen, usually wk

,
once with pa. t gnu

,

(Du. groeien wk ), OHG. gruoan, only in pres,

stem, (MHG. gruejen wk ), ON. gria, pa t

grera on analogy of r6a to Row, (Sw. gro, Da.
grot wk ), f OTent, root g/ 6- (see Grass),
With the 15th c. northern forms with f, cf. Sc. rufe for

roo, a. ON. rd rest,]

I Intransitive senses. (In early use always
conjugated with be, and still so conjugated when
a state or result is implied.)

f 1. Of a plant: To manifest vigorous life; to
put forth foliage, flourish, be green. Also ofland:
To be verdant, produce vegetation. Often asso-
ciated with Blow v.

2 Obs.
c 725 Corpus Gloss 2138 Vtresceret, greouue c888 K,

jElfred Booth, xxxui § 5 (Sedgefield), Seo eorSe grew8&
blewo & westmas bnngS, axoooAgs Gloss mWr.-Wulckei
243/32 Frondescere, growen. a 1000 Riddles xxxv 9 (Gr )
LseteShioJiawlitigan [wyrte]. blowan&growan uiaoo [see
Blow v a

1] c 1205 Lay. 2014 Bi heold he )>ene wode hu he
bleou, Bi-heold he ^set com hu hit greu c 1340 Cursor M.
384 (Fairf

) pe dry pe erpe calde pat kynge, and bad hit
grow and frute foTp bunge. 0x400 Pistill of Susan 67
Heo greyped hir til hir gardyn, pat growed so grene,

t b fig. To flourish. Ohs.
a 1000 Caedmon's Gen 88 (Gr ) Him on laste sett wuldor.

spedum welig wide stodan, xifum growende on godes rice.

2

.

In weaker sense : To have vegetative life
,
to

undergo the process of development characteristic
of living plants. Plence also, to exist as a living
plant in a specified habitat, or with specified
characteristics of form, habit, etc.
01000 Boeth. Metr xxix 69 Se milda metod .. fet eall

raette groweo Waestmas on weorolde c 1205 Lay 8697
Hasles pet greowen. 01100 Cursor M. 385 Alkm things

?
rouand sere in pam self paire sedmg here c 1300 Childh
esn 987 In one felde pare noujt ne grev er bote gras wilde.

14x9 in Surtees Misc (1888) 14 The herbage that grewys
apon the mote. CX536 in Ballads fr MSS (1872)1 410
Alone on the Toppe per growde A brere 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11, 11. (1633) 234 The Chadlock groweth among
corn. 1634 Sir T Herbert Trav 209 'The Palmeto
growes like the Date or Coco-tree save that hey boughes are
more large and round x66o F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Trav 324 This Pepper growes in a shell, though without

f
rickles 1697 Dryden Vtrg Georg iv. 18 1 Green Beds of
hrsley near the River grow 1762 Falconer Shipwr 1

492 Not fairer grows the lily of the vale, Whose bosom
opens to the vernal gale 1796 H Hunter tr. Si Pierre's
Stud Nat (1779)

}

246 Yon may judge what must have
been the height of the tree as it grew, when a cutting of it
had such dimensions 1808-80 Jamifson 5 v Caichrogue,
Generally growing in hedges, it tears the clothes of onewho
attempts to break through 1842 Tennyson Amphion 83
[They] show you slips of all that grows From England to
Van Diemen 1871 R Ellis tr Catullus but 49 A lone
lorn vine in a bare field soi nly growing

b. transf -)-(«) Of minerals (cf. 6c) To be
native in a certain situation (obs.) , (b) jocularly,
of other things

'

c 1400 Maundev (1839) ix 99 Fro Jerico, a 3 Myle, is the
dede see. Aboute that see growethe moche Alom and of

Alkatran c 1540 tr Pol. Verg Eng Hist (Camden) I 24
lion alLo growethe in the costes bordering on the sea!
thowghe nothing plentuoslie. 1580 Lyly hitphues (Arb

)

439 They want no linne nor Leade, there groweth Yron,
Steele and Copper, and what not 16x3 T, Milles tr!
Me.x la's I teas Anc ij- Mod Times 699/1 There groweth
not any Mettallm Moscovia 1632 Lithgow Irav. vi 274
T he doores [of stone] m that same place where they grew
they ate squared X674 tr Scheffer's Lapland 143 ’I hat
mettals glow in Lapland is only a conjecture of the
Antients, and there is no certainty of it. X748 H. Walfolu
Lett (ed 1846) II 222 The yacht is not big enough to
convey alt the tables and chairs and conveniences that he
[Duke of Newcastle] trails along with him, and which
he seems to think don’t grow out of England,

e Naut (See quot. 1780.)
1780 Falconer Diet. Marine, Growing, implies the direc-

tion of the cable from the ship towards the anchors
, as, the

cable giows on the starboard-bow, 1. e. stretches out forwards
towards the starboard, or right side 1794 Rigging 4 Sea-
manship II. 251* The cable grows on the starboard how
3 . With advs. or preps ,

forming phrases pri-

marily indicating incidental results of vegetative
development, but chiefly used transf orfig.

a. To become by degrees meradicably fixed into,

vitally or indissolubly united to (+ with) something,
as by the process of growth. So To grow into

one, to grozu together', to coalesce, become united.
1593 Shaks Rich II, v. 111 30 For euer may my knees

grow to the earth, Vnlesse a Pardon, ere I rise, or speake
1606— Ant. tjr Cl 1. v. 32 Great Pompey Would stand and
make his eyes grow in my brow. 1613

—

Hen. VIII, 1 1 10,
I Beheld them when they lighted, how they clung In their
Embracement, as they grew together 1631 Shirley Love's
Cruelty iv. 11, Hip T he more you vex the more we grow
together In honour and chaste love. 1640— DoubtfulHeir
IU 1, And I will say 'tis virtue, and that yet Your heart may
grow with mine x668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol Anat.
1. xix 50 The Ureters are commonly two in Number, on
each side one, sometimes two, and sometimes more, yet al
growing into one before their Insertion. 18x8 Byron Ch.
Har iv. cxxxvin. We become a part of what has been,
And grow unto the spot 01822 Shelley Invocat Misery
45 Clasp me till our hearts he grown Like two lovers into
one 1842 Tennyson St Sim Styl. 206 ’Tis gone , ’tis heie
again , the crown ! the crown ; So now ’tis fitted on and
grows to me, 1859— Lynctte 139 The Queen . sought ,

To break him from the intent to which he grew

+ b Hence, To gtow to. to be an organic or
integral part of. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, 1 ii 100 Ser I pray you (Sir)

then set your Knighthood and your Souldier-shlp aside
Fal I lay aside that which growes to me 1 1601 Holland
Pliny I 62 In time pasL it [Sicily] grewe to the Brutians
countrey [L Brutho agro cohaertns\, but soone after by
the gushing of the sea between, it was plucked from it

+ c. To grow out' to become obliterated by
growth. Obs. rate.

171$ Lond Gas. No 5457/4 With an (I) and a (G) dipt on
his Buttock, but almost grown out.

4. With especial reference to the beginning of
vegetable life. Of seeds: To germinate, Of plants:

To spring up, be produced.
0900 Kent Gloss in Wr-Wulcker 69/7 Germinulunt

,

growatS c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Maikiv 27 Swylce man wurpe
god sad on his land And )>aet sad growe and wexejjonne
he nat. 0 1225 Ancr R 404 O sond ne groweS no god, and
bitocueS idel, and idel acoaldeS & acwencheS Jus fur
a 1250 Owl Night. 1202 Ich wat jef cornes schule growe
a 1300 CursorM 1140 In-sted o Jn nojjer sede, Ne sal J>e

groue hot thorne and wede. Ibid 1262 Of our sin Moght
na gres groue sijjen £1420 Lydg Thebes in. in

Chaucer's Wks (1561) 377/2 For seld in felds groweth any
come But if some wede spryng vp there emong C1460
Towneley Myst xix 54, I thank the, lord, that thi sede
sawes Emong mankynde to groyf so sone c *560 A, Scott
Poems (STS) 11. 77 Als gude the tre had nevir growm
Quhauofmyspeirwes maid, 1660 F Brooke tr Le Blanc’s
I I av. 324 Sugar-canes grow without planting 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. N. T Mark iv, 26-7 Man soweth, but God blesseth

it ; and we see it not grow, but see that it hath grown
1842 Tennyson Amphion 80 Methods of transplanting trees

To look as if they grew there,

b. Of the grains of corn in the sheaf, etc. ; To
sprout, < chit’. Also with out.

1575 Durham Depos

.

(Surtees) 202 This last harvest when
the come was grown. 1740 J. Tull Horse-Hoing Husb,
261 Wheat grow’d, plow’d in, or otherwise spoiled, is in

no Danger [from Rooks] *783 Barker in Phil, Trans.
LXXIII. 244 From the coolness of the season, and the
Unripeness of the barley, very little of it grew. Mod The
onions in the cellar have begun to grow, T he potatoes have
grown out.

c. Of fruit, wine, etc. : To be produced by vege-

tative processes,
0x300 Cursor M, 6895 Almandes was grouq Jmr-on.

1340-70 A lex. 4- Dind 123 Grete grouuede frut on J>e grene
braunchus. <11350 Will. Paleme x8oo Bolaces & blake-

beries )>at on breres growen c 14x0 Sir Cleges 20X What
pianere of beryse may this be That grovyn this tyme 01

yere? CX460 Fortescue Abs Ltm Mon xi (1885) 135
The vll

> parte of thair graynes, and of all ojjer thynge that

growed to thaim yerely off pe erthe. 2526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W deW 1531) x<?8b, No meruayle though of that grene
blade growe no whete or good come 1526 Tindale Matt.
xxi. 19 Never frute growe on the hence forwardes 1547
Boorde Introd Knowl 1. (1870) 118 They haue no wines
growing within the realme, 1399 H. Buttes Dyets d> te

Dinner D8 It growes of an Almond-tree-Imp, inserted to

a Mastick stock 1667 Milton P. L. ix, 776 Here grows ,

this Fruit Divine, Fair to the Eye. 1725 Pope Odyss, vn.

157 The same mild season gives the fruits to grow 1839
Ure Diet Arts s v Kerrnes

,
Pliny says that there grew

upon the oak in Africa a small excrescence like a bird,

d ttansf. Of animals and their parts.



GBOW. GROW.
*435 Misyh Fire of Love n ix 95 Brode horns anv m

gretnes horribyll of here wroyght that grw not ther on ther
hedis tha sett 1604 Shaks Oth 1 111, 145 Men whose heads
Grew beneath their shoulders 163a Lithgow Trav vii 326
lheir [flying Fishes’] finnes grow from their backe, as
feathred wings doe from Fowles 1667 Milton P L x
244 Methmks I feel new strength within me rise, Wings
growing *677 N Cox Gentl Recreat 1 (1706) 78 Horns
only grow upon the Male 1866 B. Taylor Palm Pine
Poems 268 The child that from their meeting grew

5. fig Of immaterial things : To spring up, come
into existence as by natural process ; to arise, origi-

nate, be developed as from a germ, to issue or

spring naturally as from a stock
Beowulf 1718 Him on ferhjje greow breosthord blodreow.

c 13*0 Sir 7 nstr, 1273 In warld was non so was Of craft

pat men knewe Wip outen sir tramtns fiat al games of
grewe On grounde 1390 Gower Conf I 21 Where lawe
lacketh errour groweth 1400-10 Clanvowe Cuckow <5-

Ntght. 32 Of that longing cometh hevinesse, And therof
groweth ofte greet seknesse, 1430-40 Lydg Bochas lit

1, 54 (1494) k i. For out of wronge may growe no prowesse
c 1460 Towneley Myst via 326 What, dwyll 1 is grevance
grofenagayn? 1473 Warkw. Chron (Camden) 22 Lo, what
myschef groys aftir insurreccion ' 1334 Moke On the
PassionWks 1276/1 God suffered the contagion of the selfe

same infeccion, to stietche vnto httnselfe to, and thereof to

growe hys destruccion 1372 J Jones Bathes of Bath
Ep Ded 4 Against such accidents as growe by reason of
hote bathes *604 E G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist Incites

1 xx 64 Heerevpon groweth a difficulty, which troubleth
me much 1667 Milton P L xtr. 400 The penaltie to thy
transgression due And due to theirs which out of thine will

grow. 171* Addison Sped No 267 r 5 The Parts of it

[Paradise Lost] .
. grow out of one another in the most

natural Order *847 Tennyson Pnnc. in 61 How grew
this feud betwixt the right and left ? 1855 — Maud in. vi 3
As months ran on and rumour of battle grew 1875 J 0wett
Plato (ed. 2) III 432 The States are as the men are , they
grow out of human characters

+ b. To grow to : to arise or come into existence

to the benefit or injury of (a person, etc ). Also
absol. with omission ofto Obs. (Cf Accrue o. x, 2)
The law ofgrawing-to [=AF dreit de accres] reversion,

escheat

[138a Wyclif Luke xu 18,

1

schal gedere alle thinges that
growen to me [L quae nata sunt mthi] and alle my goodis ]

1390 Gower Conf. III. 12 For the fortune of every chaunce
After the goddes purvcaunce To man it groweth from above
c 1450 Bp Grossetest's Housch. Stat in Babees Bk (1868)

331 No worshippe therby growythe to the lorde <7x460
1 owntlty Myst. 111 463 Then begynnys to grufe to us mery
chere <71460 Fortescue Abs <5- Lun. Mon ix. (1885) 130
Ther mought therby groue perell to his estate. <1x483
Liber Niger in Househ Ord. (1790) 47 Cloathmg to be taken
of the issue and profitts growing to the kinge 1331 Robin-
son tr. More's Utop 1. (Arb ) 41 Reuenues and profytes that
were wont to grow to theyr fore-fathers 1387 Lady
Stafford in Collect (O.H S ) I 210 Nor [shall] any hinder-
aunce growe to theim by this demize 1392 West 1st Ft
Symbol § 42 A, A Particuler estate which is onelie a
Chattell groweth either by the act of the parties, or by the
law 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest xvi § 10 (1615) 1x7
The forfeiture, that doth grow unto the king, onely for the
keeping of mastiues within a forest unexpeditated 1605
Vlrstfgan Dec. Intell vi. (1628) 162 Canutus, vpon the
law of growing too .. tooke vpon him the possession of the
whole Realme

6. Of living bodies generally : To increase gradu-
ally in size by natural development. (In OE said

of plants only, the usual word, both with reference

to plants and animals, being weaxan Wax v.)

a. of plants.
<•888 K. ALlfred BottJu xxxiv. § 10 (Sedgefield), Hwy ne

meaht Jm onjitan. .Jwet eall se dasl se Se paes treowes on
twelf monffum gewex&baet he onginS of J«em wyrtrumum
& swa upweardes grewS oS Sone stemn 7 c 1400 Maundev
(1839) x lz7 The Hed smot in to the Eerthe and wax
grene and is growed to a gret Tree. 1385 T Washington
tr Nicholay's Voy it in, 33 Great bushes, and wilde
brambles, which in process of time .. were so growen and
multiplyed. 1393 Shaks Rich III, 11 iv 13 Great Weeds
do grow apace 1624 Quarles Sion’s Sonn xm 1 How
can my thriving Plants refuse to grow Thus quickned with
so sweet a Sun as thou? 1719 De Fof Crusoe 1. viu (1840)
140 When it [corn] was growing and grown 1883 H Drum-
mond

_
Nat. Law in Spir. W. iv (1884) 128 The living

organism grows, the dead crystal increases

fig 14x4 Brampton Pant Ps (1842) 13 My gylt is

growyn over myn heed 1399 Daniel Ep Octavia to M.
Antomus li, Words still with my increasing sorrows grough

b. Of human beings, and animals generally,

their limbs, hair, nails, etc (when said of human
beings, the word refers usually to stature).
The pa. pple is used (now only arch, or U.S.) in the sense

of ‘grown up’
, see 13 and Grown-up ppl a.

a 1300 Cursor M 10596 Godd wald sco greu and clamb
on hei 138a Wyclif Gen. xxi 8 The child growide. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) xxxi 311 To make hem [nails] growen alle

weys to ben as longe as men may, 14x9-20 Lydg Chron
Troy 1 v, Well growe on heyght & of good stature, c 1450
Holland Howlat lxvm, And I sail gar thaim [fedders]
samyn be To growe or I ga. i486 Bk St Albansc 11, Vnto
tyme hir sercell be full groyn 1348 Hall Chron

,
Edw IV,

234 He was a goodly fayre and a beautefull Prince, beginn-
wge a littel to growe in flesh 1383 T Washington tr.

Nicholay’s Voy m. hi 73 b,They do not suffer their beards
too grow but above the lips. x6xi Bible Ruth 1. 13 If I

should haue a husband also to night, and should also beare
sonnes Would ye tary for them till they were growen?
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 648 The King keepeth
his daughters when they are growne, for wives. 1634 Milton
Comm 378 She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her
wings 1638 Sift T. Herbert Trav. ($d, 2) 322 [Elephants]
grow till fifteen, in that time mounting to foure and twenty
foote 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III, 228 Young

463

elephants . . he [the lion] often attacks before their trunk is

yet grown 1847 Marryat Chileir N Forest iv, Edwaid,
you must not think ofshowing yourself , until you are grown
out of memory 1889 J A F Maitland in Diet Nat
Biog XVIII 407/2 (John Field), The awkward English
youth grown out of his clothes to such an extent that [etc ]

X890 V. Koseborough Reign Reason 111 CentutyMag July
349 And now her children were both grown, and her bad
days past

transf. 1847 Tennyson Princ vi 144 She arose Once
more thro

1

all her height, and o'er him grew Tall as a figure
lengthen’d on the sand When the tide ebbs in sunshine

c. Formerly said of minerals. (Cf. 2 b.)

1693 Woodward Nat Hist Earth iv (1723) 215 The
Metalls which are lodged in the perpendicular Intervalls
of the Strata do still grow (to speak In the Mmeralists
Phrasel, or receive additional Increase from the Corpuscles
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv Amm Introd, 2 In the well known
aphorism of Linnaeus [Laptdes crescunt ] the word ‘ grow
as applied to stones, signifies a totally different process
from what is called ‘ growth ' in plants and animals
7. Of things material or immaterial . To increase

gradually in magnitude, quantity, or degree.
138s Wyclif Exod. 1 20 The puple growide, and was

coumfortid greeth <71430 Mirour Saluacunm 1377 That
stone m [=into] a grete mowntaigne grewe 1482 Monk
ofEvesham (Arb ) 61 Her lyfe of thys world 111 the whyche
her synnys and mysdedys encresyn and growyn to her
perdycyon and destruccyon 1373 Saitr Poems Reform xln
600 The Kirk Had giowin vntill ane greiter strenth 1397
Shaks 2 Hen. IV, 1 111 10 Our present Musters grow vpon
the File To flue and twenty thousand men of choice 1617
Moryson Itin 1. 126 The Potters of old dwelt there
whereupon a heape grew to a Hill, and a Hill to a Mount
1697 Dryden Virg Georg in 723 During th’ Autumnal
Heats th' Infection Grew 27x8 Prior Solomon 1 523 New
moons may grow or wane, may set or rise 1784 Cowper
Task iv 151 The needle plies its busy task, The pattern
grows 1849 Tennyson In Mem Prof 25 Let knowledge
grow from more to more 1852 — Wellington 16 Let the
long long procession go, And let the sorrowing crowd about
it grow 1879 Froude Caesar ix 98 They grew at last into
a thousand sail, divided into squadrons

f b Of the sea . To swell. Also to grow high
1600 E Blount tr Conestaggio 296 The seas growing high

he came with them to Lisbone <116x8 Raleigh Royal
Navy (1650) 14 Maryners who are used to the tumbling
and lowlmg of ships from side to side, when the Sea is never
so little growne Ibid 35 If any stormes anse, or the Sea
grow so high as that the Kettle cannot Boyle in the Fore-
castles

c. To grow down, (a) To extend downwards.

(
b

)

To become less m height or in size ; also to

grow downwards f (c) Of the sea : To subside.
1523F1TZHERB Husk § 100 Morfounde .wyll growe downe,

and waxe whyte, and cromely lyke a pomis. 1530 Palsgr
576/1, I growe downwardes, as an aged thing dothe that
boweth, or stoupeth downwardes, je me decline Ibid

,

I growe downewarde . I waxe lesse, or drawe towardes myn
ende, n decroys *748 F Smith Voy Disc. I 15 The Wind

in the Evening towards Eight was less, and the Sea grew
down. 2847-78 Halliwell s v , To grow downward, 1 e
to get smaller, a common phrase in the provinces.

8. To increase in some specified quality or pro-

perty; sometimes with more or less notion of
progress toward maturity. Const., in, + of.

<71375 Barbour Bruce xix 638 Ane host That ilk day
growis of mycht C1470 Henry Wallace m 45 Adam,
eldest, was growaud in curage 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W.
1531) X2b, Whom God almyghty protected vnto they
were growen in the knowlege of the fayth of God. 1526
Tindale a Pet. 111 18 Growe in grace, and in the knowledge
off oure lorde and saveoure Jesus Christ. 1576 Fleming
Pauopl Epist 126 As I grow in hope day by day. through
sundne reportes, 1667 Milton P. L xii. 351 They In
mean estate live moderate, till grown In wealth and multi-
tude, factious they grow,

f b. To rise by degrees to (a position of emi-
nence). Obs

.

1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 140 The King was growne to such
an height of Reputation for cunning and Fohcie 1631
Fuller Abel Rediv

,
Fox 381 It may seeme strange

that he grew to no place of more honour, a 1674 Clarendon
Sitrv. Leviath. (1676) 146 The Clergy was grown to a
wonderful power over the People

9. 7b grow on or upon (a person, etc.) . a To
increase so as to be more troublesome to. Now
only of a business or the like, to grow upon one’s

hands, f b. To gain ground upon (an enemy or

rival) f C. To come to take libeities with (a

superior), to presume upon, take advantage of

(kindness, etc.), d. Of an affection, feeling : To
acquire more and more influence over (a person).

Hence, in recent use, of an object of contempla-
tion: To gam more and more of (a person’s)

liking or admiration.

a xfi«3 Bp. Hall Serin, v. 9 How shamefully is this

latter vice [drunkenness], especially, grown upon us with
time l 1636 Denham Destr Troy 410 Then their numbers
swell, Ana grow upon us 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvui 397
Divisions have come to grow upon us,, .by neglect ofpractick
duties 17x1 Shaftesb Charac (1737) III Misc. 11 l 61

This ,is ofa kind apt enough to grow upon our hands. 1774
Burke Sp. Amer. Tax 12 The disgrace, and the necessity

of welding, both of them, grow upon you every hour of your
delay 1860 Reade Cloister

<J-
H Ixv, From that hour

another phase of his misery began , and grew upon him.
b 1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 817 The Christians

still growing upon them both m number and strength 1630
Cromwell Let 2 Apr in Carlyle (1850) II. 323 we hope
still to gTow upon the Enemy. 0x687 Petty Pol. Arith.
Pref (1691) a n, The Hollanders are at our heels, in the

race of Naval Power , the French grow too fast upon both.

C 1600 Shaks. A.Y.L 1.1. 91 Is it euen so, begin you

to grow vpon me? 1723 True Briton xxxtii ? 1 Having in
my last Letter taken Notice by what Steps the Quakers
have grown upon the Indulgence of the Government, ’till

they have procur'd for themselves Privileges, beyond what
much better Subjects could obtain. X74X Richardson
Pamela I 35, I thought her humble, and one that would
not grow upon my Favours, or the Notice I took of her
d. 17x2 Addison Sped. No. 447 p 2 The Love ofa retired

or busy life will grow upon a Man insensibly. 1796 Jane
Austen Pndc <$ Prey. vi. (18x3) 16 Miss Bennet’s pleasing
manners grew on the good*will ofMrs Hurst 1798 Ferriar
Illustr Sterne 1. 3 Particular attachments grow upon us
1831 Macaulay in Trevelyan Lift (1876) I 174 ,

1

feel the
whole character of the place growing upon me. "1883W H.
Rideing in Harper's Mag. July 168/2 Hampstead grows
on one, and improves with acquaintance.

10. a. To advance m age {obs. or arch), fb.
To grow on (of a season, time, etc ) . To advance,
make progress.

a c 1477 Caxton Jason 67 b, Whan they were growen to
age he deliuered to them his landes to gouerne 1635R N
Camden's Hist Ehz 1 vi. 54 A man well grown in yeeres
17x5 Pope Iliad I , Ess Homer 24 As he grew forward in
Years, he was train’d up to Learning.

b *603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 287 For Winter was
now growne on. X615 Bedwell Moham Imp 1 § 39 The
night groweth on 0x625 Beaum & Fl Rut Malta 11 ui,

Ye know my businesse, I must leave ye Sir, My houre
grows on a pace 1653 Theophania vi 182 The winter
growing on, for the present [he] desisted from any further
enterprise 1695 Earl Essex Lett. (1770) 265 ,

1

see such
multitudes of perplexities growing on.

11. To come or pass by degrees into, to (rarely

•ffrom) some slate or condition. Also const to

v ith mf Now lare
1450-70 Golagras * Gaw 960 Golagras at Gawyne m sic

ane grief grew, As lyoune, for fait of fude, faught on the
fold. C1400 Fortescue Abs Lint Mon x (1885) 133
Ther shulde non offhem growe to be like vnto hym. c 1560
R Morice in Lett Lit. Men (Camden) 26 Speciallygrown
into the Kynges favor by my Lorde Cranmers commenda-
cion C1590 Marlowe Faust, xiv Belike he is grown into
some sickness by being over-solitary. X5g6 Harington
Metam. Ajax (1814) 14We grew to be friends 16x3 Shaks
Hen. VIII, in 1 x6t Consider .. How you may hurt your
selfe I, vtterly Grow from the Kings Acquaintance, by
this Carnage. x6x6 Silt F. Kingsmill in Lismore Papers
(1887) Ser. 11 II 18 Much dowtmg I shall growe into
a Consumption 1634 Whitiock Zootomia 95 It is no
Paradox (such an Olla podrida aie we grown to) to say,

we cannot see Audience for Preachers, nor Patients for

Physitians c 1665 Mrs Hutchinson Mem Col Hutchin-
son 10 Growing into a familiarity with Sir George Carew.
1726 Lkom Alberti's Arclut. I. 31/1 The Cement all dis-

solves, and the Wall grows to be all of a piece 1762-71 H
Walpole Vertfie's Anecd. Paint (1786) I. 234 His works
growing into esteem, he was much employed by the mer-
chants in painting portraits 1825 Lamb Elm Ser II
Superannuated Man, I giow into gentility perceptibly

1867 Trollope Chron Barset II lvi 124 He grew to be
somewhat ashamed of himself

b. To develop gradually Const to arch
1530 Palsgr. 576/1 This mater will glow to a scabhe, or

de cesle chose en preudra vial. 1335 Coverdale Ruth 111

18 Abyde my doughter, tyll thou se what y° matter wil
giowe to. 1348-9 (Mar ) Bk. Com Prayer, OfCeremonies,
I hey [ceremonies] grewe dayly to more and more abuses.

1598 Shaks Merry W 1. 1. 79 If matters grow to your
likings x6ox F. Godwin Bps. of Eng (x6io) 2x6 Before
the matter could grow to a full conclusion, it was otherwise
ended 1850 Tennyson In Mem, Ixxi. xx The days that
grow to something strange.

f c To come by degrees to, upon
; to arrive

at, draw to (an agreement, conclusion, point, etc.).

Also with on Obs
<11389 Theses Martmiame 28 To growe to a point with

you 1390 Shaks Mids N 1. 11 10 Say what the play
treats on. then read the names ofthe Actors and so grow
on to a point 1394 Plat Jewell-ho 1. 55 To force the
sopeboilers to growe to composition with them 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 72K Richard thought it best
to grow to some good end with Saladm 1616 Capt. Smith
Descr New Eng. 52 But Chambers and Minter grew upon
tearmes they would not. 1624 Massinger Pari. Love 11 li,

Stay, best Madam, I am growing to a penod 1634 Sir T
Herbert Trav 160 So soone as hee was buried, they grew
among themselves,to an immediate difference

12 To become or come to be by degrees, some-
times with, inclusion of the literal sense of increase

of magnitude or quantity,

a with adj. or (arch.) sb as complement.
<1 1300 CursorM 6941 par bar. [sc wandes] gru, ne less

ne mare, Bot euer ah> Jpai forwit ware 1340-70 A lex <$-

Dmd 252 Emperour alixandre egrest ofprincis, pat is grim-
mestigroweand grettest ofkingus c 1440Promp, Parv. 3x5/1

Giowe ballyd, calvesco Growe blake, ntgresco. 1506 Guyl*
roRDE Pilgr. (Camden) 61 The wynde grewe so contraryous
vnto vs 16x3 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess, 245 Hee will grow
fiends with any man, that serves his stomacke X657 R
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 61 When it grew dark, they lighted

upon the ship. 1679-88 Seer Serv Money Chas II fy

Jas II (Camden) xx To Sir John Poulett, in part of 25u for

a quarter to grow due at LadyDay next, upon xoo11 perann
1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 17 Here they grew quickly
Lords and Gentlemen 17x2 Steele Sped No. 263 r r

There are so few who can grow old with a good Grace 1748
Anson's Voy 11 xu 266 Turtle now grew scarce, and we
met with none in this harbour 1784 Cowper Task u. 7x3
Learning grew Beneath his care a thriving vigorous
plant 1820 W. Irving Sketch-Bk I. 55 Time grew worse
and worse with Rip Van Winkle as years rolled on 184*
Tennyson Gardener's Dau 5We grew The fable of the city

where we dwelt 1874 Green Short Hist, iv, § 5. 198 The
Jews grew wealthy enough to acquire estates

b. with advb. or adjectival phr. formed with a
preposition. Now rare.
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1555 Eden Decades 61 So variable and vnconstant is the

nature of man, that he soone groweth owte of vse, becom-
metli msolcnte and vnmmdful of beneiites. 1578 Lme
Dodoms v, aim 609 Albeit it be nowe giowen out of know-
ledge, yet we have thought it good to describe the same
1597 Bacon Cottiers Good i$- Evill x (Arb ) 15j The decay
of a man’s estate seemes to be most touched in the degiee
when he first growes behmde 163a Litiigow Tiav \ 1 250
This Temple afterward growing in decay. 1646 J H \ll
Horn Vac 145 Wrestling seemes to grow out of use

;
tis of

ancient standing 1666 Plpys Diaiy 25 June, Mis. Pen
carried us to two gardens at Hackny (which I every day
grow more and more in love with). *7*4 Dr Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 236 The soldiers grew out of all discipline,

f e. To come to pass, to happen. Obs, tare—1
.

1614 Raleigh Hist lVorld II v 111 g 21 492 Hence it

partly grew, that the Carthaginians were so earnest in press-
ing Hannibal to fight,

13 . Grow up.
a. To advance to or toivaids maturity. Of per-

sons, esp. m pa pple , cf Grown up ppl a.

1535 CoverdaleRuth 1 13Though I shuldesaye • I hope
this night to take an huszbande & to brynge forth children,
yet coulde ye not tary till they were growne vp — x Sam
ti 26 The childe Samuel wente and grewe up, & was ac-
cepted of the Lorde & of men. 171a Budgtll S/ect, No
313 F 16 As soon as they were giown up to be Men 1809
Malkin Gil Bices 11 vh I* 1 When he saw me grown up to
the age of fifteen 1833 Ht Martineau Loom & Lugger 1.

I 6 If he did not mean the girls to grow up the greatest
gossips m the neighbourhood. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
1 . 188 His children, one of whom- is glowing up

b. Of plants : To emerge from the soil, spring
up ; also, to grow to full size.

x6xx Bible Exod ix 32 The wheat aud the lye weie not
smitten : for they were not growen vp 1840 Hawthorne
Biog Sketches, Mrs Hutchinson (1870) 173 The beams of
the roof still wear the rugged bark with which they grew up
in the forest

e. Of a custom, state of things, etc. : To arise

gradually, come into existence.
x«5q6 Spenser State Irel. Wks (Globe) 649/1 To suffer an

evill to growe up, which he might timely have kept under
1654 tr A"cudery s CuriaPol 15 When . .a particular accident
grows up against a Prince, or State, it may suffice that the
heads of some chief offendors be sacrificed to a reparation
1847 Tennyson/Vz«c iv 291Thus a noble scheme Grew up
from seed we two long since had sown. 1847 Grote Greece
II xlvn (1862) IV 187 A dispute grew up respecting the city
ofEpidamnus 1883 SirCSC Bowenm Law Rep 2g Ch
Div 295 A practice had grown up, which it was too late to
disturb

+ (3. To become gradually closed in the process
of growth Ois
*653 Walton Angler vii 153 The Frogs mouth grows up

andhe continues so for at least six months without eating
H. Tiansitive senses.

14 causadive. To cause to grow.
a. To produce (plants, wool, etc ) by cultivation.

*774 J, Campbell Pol Sum Brit 11.632 They likewise
ctow some Rice and Tobacco, which is sent through
Virginia.. i8or Gabrielu Mysterious Husband III 8,
I grow my own com, make my own bread, cheese, and
butter x8a8 Life Planter Jamaica, (ed 2) $5 As we
grow only a certain quantity of Indian com, be sparing of
it 184a Bischoff Woollen Manuf II. 149 We had the
Duke of Norfolk's wool, grown in Norfolk 1849 Macaulay
Hist, Eng 111 I 3x4 Ihe whole quantity qf wheat, rye,
barley, oats, and beans then, annuallygrown in the kingdom,
was somewhat less than ten millions of quarters

b. Of land, etc. , To produce ; to bring forth.
1847 Markyat Childr N, Forest v, My garden will then

grow more potatoes 1876 Ouida Winter City 1 3 Toy
trees, that are cropped as soon as they presume to grow a
leaf 1885 Manat Exam. 13 June 5/3 The depressions,
which are ofcourse warmer, than the plateaus, grow Indian
corn, millet, and wheat
fig 18*5 A W Fonblanque in IVestm, Rev IV. 380 He
seems to have flattered himself [that his mindj would, with-
out sowing, grow knowledge

c. Of persons and animals • To let grow on the
body.
1819 Southey Lett (1856) III 146 Have the geese and gan-

ders entered into a resolution to grow no more quills 1 x86o
Rawhnson Herodotus vm. civ. IV. 348 When a mischance
is about to befall any of their neighbours within a untain
time, the pnestess of Minerva in their city grows a long
beard. 1897 Max Plmbdrton in WindsorMag Jan. 265/2
It was obvious that he was about to grow a beard

d. To cause to develop into
1811 A. Bell in Southey Life (1844) M 300 It requu.es a

length of time to grow the boys, now on his foundation,
into men

f e. To cause to increase, to enlarge. Obs.—1
1481 Caxton Godfrey clxix. 250 Whan dauid had regm

vu yere in Ebron he grewe [F. creut] and amended mod
this cyte [Jerusalem]

15 -passive Of land, etc. : To be covered wil
a growth of something Also with over. So +
be grown about (i.e. surrounded by a growth), to 1

grown up (be. crowded with a growth).
These uses seem to have arisen partly from the indire

passive of phrases like to grow over, and partly from the 1

transitive perfect conjugated with be.
C1470 Henry Wallace vi 716 That bog Growyn O'

with reyss 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Circunhta mus
saxa, . growen about with mosse 1611 Bible Prov axi
3* It was all growen ouer with thomes. 16x3 Purch.
Pilgrimage (1614) 339 This Hand is throughly growne wi
Woods, xmo De Foe Copt. Singleton v (1840) 90 Tl
country held, verdant, well grown with trees. 1748 AnsoiVoy, u. iu 142 The country in the neighbourhood was i

grown, up With wood, that it appeared impracticable
penetrate it 184a S Lover Haildy Andy xv, Its banl
sedgy and thickly grown wuh flaggers and bulrushes a x8

U. S. Grant Mem 1 \x JS77 The field was grown up with
corn so tall as to cut off the view

ti ansf 1612 Brereavood Lang Rehg. v 38 Italy in
that long time being grown wel 1 wuh their seed and postei ity.

Grow, obs form of Gbue v t

Growable (grffn ab’l), a [f. Grow v + -able.]

Capable of being grown or cultivated.
1881 A ntertcan III 100 Cotton proved growable on a large

scale in Georgia. 1882 Garden 3 June 380/3 Ihis fine plant
seems with us only growable well in the imported state

Growan (growan). Cornish dial Also grouan
[Cornish *growan (= Bret, grouan) gravel, f.

Cornish ,§; ou • see Graved sb ] A soft decomposed
granite, overlying the veins of tin in Cornwall.
Hatdgrowan granite or moorstone.
1753 Chambers CycT. Sup/ ,

Gi moan, a word used by the
miners in Cornwall to express a sort of coarse and gritty
stone, which they are usually obliged to dig through before
they come at the veins of ore 1778 Prycc Mm Cornub
73 Soft Grouan can scarcely be called a Stone , for it is

lather a sandy or priany Stratum of Moorstone gravel . It
generally lies at the extremities of the Moorstone Stratum,
or hard Grouan. 1835 Cornwall (1862) 73 A decomposition
of the rock [granite], more particularly of the felspar m it*

which gradually pulverizes it to a ' soft growan ’

aitno 1768 Cookworthy's Patent in Smiles J, Wtdgwood
xv (1894) 177 A kind of porcelain composed of moor-stone
or growan and growan clay. 1824 Hitchins & Dre4V Corn-
wall I mu, § 4. 564 The black giowan soil consists of a thin
stratum of light black earth the detritus of the granite or
growan. 1894 Smiles J Wedgwood xv 169 The Porcelain
or Growan Clay was suitable for many purposes for which
the Staffordshire Clays were unsuitable

Growane, obs. Sc pa. pple. of Grow.
Growat, obs. Sc foim of Cruet.
1342 Inv R Waidr. {1815) 38 Item, twa growattis,

Growde, obs. pa. t. of Grow.
Growe, obs. form of Grow, Grue v.

1

Growed, obs. and dial pa. t. and pple. of Grow.
Growel(le, obs. forms of Gruel.
Growelynge, obs. Sc. form of Grovelling.
Growen, obs. inf and pa. pple. of Grow.
Growende, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grower (grJu-aj). [f. Grow v + -eri.] 1

1. Of a plant (usually with ad] haying advb.
force) : One that grows (in the specified way).
1562 J Heywood Prov Epigr. (1867) 212 Ye pining

graffes, great growers as can bee *674 N Fairfax Bulk
Selv 128 The waxings and sprouting:, forth, which aie

found in all glowers 1738 Ellis in Phil Trans. L 442
Many people, who have been in North America, agree, that
it is but a slow giower there 1796 C Marshall Garden
xix (18x3) 333 The balm of Gilead and hemlock sorts [of
pme] are the lowest groweis. 1854 S Thomson WildFI
111. (ed. 4) 293 The sea-kale, a grower in the sand. 1878R
Ihom/son's Gardiner's Assist 694 Euiatonum

, a useful
genus of tall composite plants J remarkably free growers

b. ‘ The lower part of a growing thorn used in
making hedges, a thick limb of a thorn hedge’
(it Dial Diet).
1829 S/ortmgMag XXIV 34 A strong grower catching

his knee, he is displaced fiom his saddle 1892
1 Rusticus

Expectans ' in Field 26 Mar. LXXIX 436/3 Mr. C
fell at the first fence, being swept off by a grower
2 Of a person One who grows (prodnee)
a 1687 Petty PoL Anth x (1601) 113 The groweis of

Commodities, do commonly trust them to such Merchants
or Factors 1776 Adam Smith W N iii iv. (1869) I 410
Its rude produce being charged with less carnage, the
tiaders could pay the growers a better price for it 1787
Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 380 Growers

,

farmers. Great
growers, capital farmers 18x7 Pari. Debates 784 A petition

• signed by respectable groweis of wool in the county of
Essex 1873 C. Robinson iV. 5 Wales 19 Other growers
state the yield to be at 60 tons [of sugar] for first crop
Groweth., obs. form of Growth 1

.

Growf(f)e, obs. forms of Groof.
Growflyng, obs. Sc. form of Grovelling adv
Growge, obs. variant of Grudge.
Grow-graine, obs> form of Groghail
Growide, obs. pa. t of Grow -

Growrnde, obs form of Ground sb.

Growing (grdu ig), vbl. sb [f. Grow v + -ing1 ]
1. The action of the vb. Grow.
» iu nufiiusiuve senses „„ .

C1380 WvclifScI Wks III 347 Pei [Apostles] traveilidi
moie bisib to growyng & profiting of be Chirche 131
Irevisa Baith DeP.R v, .vtx (1493) 140 The growyr
and fedyng of nayles ts lyke to the growynge of here 15,
Coverdale, etc Erasm, Par. x Pet 7 The ghospels do
tiyne hath his principles, it hath his infancy, it hath aL
h>SHer gniwinges 1642 Fuller Holy # Prof. St i
x 288 Thus a Saint of Goa, like an oke, may be cut dov
in a moment

; hut how many years was he a growing 1 17:De Foe Crusoe 1 vi. (1840) 105 The growing up of tl
corn x8x8 Art Preserv Feet 182 A nail which bends dow
wards and grows in that position, produces one species
what is commonly called * growing into the flesh 1862

1

Spencer First Pnnc 11 iv § 33 (1875) 174 A growing up 1

the recognition ofcertain truths, 1869 Morris Earthly Pa
11

r?
10 hangs aloft 1 he purple fig, a-growir

so t Mod. All a-blowtng, all a-growmg ’(London flowe
seller s cry).

b in transitive senses.
1880 Daily News 21 Jan. 5/4 Trial growings of new sort

Side by side with established varieties.

1 2. Growth ; the faculty, period, or process <

growth. Rarely// Obs.
1390 Gower Conf I 3S Man of soule resonable .. lich l

beste he hath feling And lich to tres he hath growing, c 14;

Hytnns Vtrg 19 Wib trees and gras J>ou Jaf us growmge.
*5*3 Fitzherb Husb § 127 If the hedge be of x or xii yeres
giowing syth it was first set 1560-1 Bk Discipline Ch
Scot {1621) Pref , To consider the different conditions of
the Kirk m her mfancie, in her growing and in her ripe
age

t b. concr. A growth, a crop Obs.
*549 Coverdalf, etc Erasm Par. 1 Cor xi. 13-16 To

whome [womanne] of -nature is gytxen a more thicke and
moie large growyng of heare, than to the manne 1722
Wodrow Ch Hist iii 111 II 76 His Master took fiom him
Nine Cows with all the Crop and Growing of that Year
f 3. In nonce-uses a. Interest on money ad-

vanced. b. Advance, progress. Obs.
1483 Caxton Gold Leg 431 b/x To paye or yelde to them

theyr usure or growyng. x6ix Shaks Wint T, iv 1 16
Your patience this allowing, I turne my glasse, and giue
my Scene such growing As j ou had slept betweene.

1 4 Growmg-to . see Grow 05 b.

5 attnb and Comb., as growing-age, -period,
-place, -season

,
-time

; growing-cell, a micioscope-
blicle on which minute objects are kept growing in
water; growmg-pams (see quot 1886); growing-
point (see quot); growing-slide

=

growing-cell
;

growing weather, weather adapted to further the
giowth of plants.

Growing weather might belong to Growing ppl a (cf.

quot. 1782 there)

x88x H James Porlr Lady axi, A plain muslin gown,
too short for the wearer, and denoting that she was at the
•so called '•“growing’ age 1867 J Hogg Miciosc 1 in 198
*Growmg-cells x8xo Coleridge Notes $ Led (1874)
79 In the third [class], as indicating a greater energy
yet still with some of the *growing-pams, and the awk-
wardness of growth—I place—Troilus and Cressida [etc.]
*886 Syd Soc Lex , Growing pains, the neuralgic pains
in the limbs which are not uncommon in joung persons
during the period of growth 1896 Allbutt's Syst Med
I 162 New formation and regeneration are continually
taking place during life,

, even after completion of the
*growmg period 1551 Turner Heibal 1 Aivb, Pliny
wnteth of the *growyng place of this heibe thus This
gioweth in the sea, 1882 Vines Sachs' Hot, 138 'Ihe
terminal portion of an organ with permanent apical
growth, consisting entirely of primary mertstem, is termed
the *Growing Point or ‘Punctum Vegetatioms’. 1845
Florist's Jml 6x We advise a decided difference m the
supply at the *growing season and afterwaids 1856 W. B.
Carpenter Microscope 144 A small addition may be con-
veniently made to the glass stage-plate, xthich adapts it for
use as a *Gtowing-slide. 14 Noin m Wr -Wulcker 736/41
Hoc ver, *groyngtyme C1440 Lydg Secrecs 1301 The
growyng tyme and the yong sonne

,
I mene the sesoun whan

veer is be gonne 1794 'Finns Soc Ai ts XII. 137 Ihe first

*growing weather in Maich and April

Growing (gruu-ig),/// a. [f. Gbowz/. + -1ng2].
That grows, in. senses of the vb. (Also with up.)

Crowing pay, wages (see quot 1 S67).
a goo Kent Gloss in Wr -Wulcker 66/23 Uit ens foltunt,

giowende leaf a 1000 Caedmon's Gen 890 (Gr) Hwset
di u*e Jju, dohtor growendra £ifa. c 1587 Let All Souls'
Coll in Collect (O. H. S ) I 2ix Expences, which are to be
defrayed by our woodes as by a growmge treasure 1390
Spenser^’ Q in u 46 If thou may with reason yet represse
1 he growing evill, ere it strength haye gott. 1631 Weevfr
Anc Funeral Mon x8 Hewne and framed out of the rocke
or growing stone. 1703 Rowe Ulyss v. i 1878 Each
moment brings the growing Danger nearer 1744-50 W
Ellis Mod. Husbaitdm VIII 1 44 The great Stones that
we call growing^ Stones, composed ofvast Numbers of small
Pebbles that he in little Cells or Holes. 178* Barker in Phil
7 1 am. LXXII. 282 Soon after April came m, the weather
was fine and growing, sometimes shQwery 1783 Burke
Rep Affairs hid Wks XI 278 This receipt of sums of
money, under colour of gift, seemed a growing evil. 1804
Nelson m Nicholas Disp (1846) VI 126 You are to inquire
whether blame is to be attached to any individual for the
said loss, in order that it may be charged against his grow-
ing wages 3859 Helps Friends in C Ser 11 To Rdr 3
The growing practice of maintaining large standing armies
in times of peace 1863 Lyell Anttq Man 31 It seems
to have been surrounded by growing trees 1867 Smyth
Sailor’s Word-bh

,
Growing pay, that which succeeds the

dead-horse, or pay in prospect 1868 Helps Realiuah v
(1869) 87 He has growing up boys to deal with. 1889
13urdon-SAnderson in Nature 26 Sept 523 A growing
organism is not the same to-day as it was yesterday.
Hence Growing-ly adv , increasingly 5

Growing!
ness rare, the characteristic quality of a growing
plant; in quot.Jig.
1758 S Hayward berm Introd. xo He seems to have been

growmgly solicitous to advance the intei est of religion

1869 I. Burns Life W. C Burns iv (1870) 83 Ihe result
was seen in a growmgly heightened tone of moral and
religious life 1872 Content/ Rev XIX 211 Every one
must have been growmgly persuaded that its investigations
were destined to bring out results of deep interest 1894
Sat. Rev 3 Mar. 231 There is a rapid fresh growingness in
it [a novel]

Growl (grctul), sb. [f. Growl ».s]

1. An act of growling
; a low angry guttural sound

uttered by an animal
*7*7 Gay Fables 1 xhu 31 Let him the lion first control,

And still the tiger’s famished growl 1774 Goldsm. Nat
Hist (1776) III. 225 When enraged he has a different

growl, which is short, broken, and reiterated 1843 Macaulay
Lays Anc. Rome, Vtigima 222 The growl of a fierce watch-
dog but half-aroused from sleep. 1884Manch Exam 7 Oct
5/7 The lowing of the kme, the growls of the camels.
fig. *849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. II 609 The general
voice of the kingdom, however, effectually drowned the
growl of this hateful faction

b. transf Of cannon, an earthquake, thunder,

etc. : A rumble.
1833 J. Martineau Ess

,
Rev. $ Addr. (1890) I. xo AH



GROWL. GROWTH.
was quiet on the surface, not a growl was heard, not a
vibration felt, 1859 Helps Friends m C Ser 11~ll.11 41
The solemn growl of philosophic thunder *899 Q Rev
Apr. 429 The distant growl of cannon

2 An expression of anger 01 dissatisfaction uttered

by human beings.

xSax Lamb Elia Ser. 1 Old Benchers I T
,
Many a

sarcastic growl did the latter cast out 1853 Kingsley
Hypatia xvi, An ominous growl rose fiom the mob of

monks. 1884 S J Reid Life Syd Smith xin 342 The
muttered growl with which the eclipsed poet relieved his

overchaiged feelings

- t Growl, v 1 Ohs. rare-1
, [ad. MDti growclen

,

gruwelen used impersonally in same sense ]

wipers. It growls me : I have a feeling of terror

or horror.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb ) 78 That ther sholde .. suche
wrake be taken therof that hym myght growle that ever he
sawe hym

t Growl, v 2 Ohs rai e—1
. [ad. F. groutller in

the same sense.] mtr To swarm.
154a Udall Erasnt, Apoplt *58 He dyed of lyce con-

tinually growlyng out of his fleshe as Scylla ana Herode

Growl (graul), v.% Also 8 groul. [Prob. an
echoic formation

;
cf Gobi v.

Exc for the one instance under x a, and one Instance of

the vbl sb Grolling, the word lias not been found before
the x8th c. The continuity of the word is doubtful ; it may
however have been preserved in some dialect. Walter
de Bibbysworth (13th c.) uses AF growler as the dis-

tinctive verb for the cry of the crane (gmoc), and grouler,
gi duller occurs in OF and mod north-east Fr with the
sense * to grumble, scold ’ The latter appears to be adopted
from Teut. , cf MDu , Du , LG., MHG., mod G grollen
to growl, to sulk, nurse wiath see Grill v 1 But it is

doubtful whether the Eng word has any historical con-

nexion with the Fr. or Ger words ]

1. mtr. + a. Ofthe bowels: To rumble ;
= Gurl

v Ohs. rare-1
. (Cf. Grolling vbl sb )

138 Vt'iCi.w Serm mSet IVks II 249(MS I) As a mete
not defied makib mannis bodi to groule {otherMSS gurle]

b. Of an animal : To utter a low guttural sound,

expressive of rising anger.

1710 Dt Foe Crusoe 1 11, He started up growling at first,

but finding his Leg broke fell down again, and then got up
upon three Legs, and gave the most hideous Roar that ever
I heard 1783 Cowper Let 17 June, Wks (1876) 135 A

o surly mastiff will bear perhaps to be stroked, though he
will growl even under that operation 1836 W Irving
Astoria II 106 The beat turned, reared, showed Ins teeth,

and growled 1839 Tennyson Enid 1411 He fears To lose

his bone, and lays his foot upon it Gnawing and giowling

Jig 1848 W H Kelly tr L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 72

England was growling; Canning was showing his teeth

1899 A. Lang m Longm. Mag July 281 The cat - . growled
to keep them away, just as newspapers growl at foreign

nations

c tiansf Of thunder, etc. : To rumble.
17*7-46 Thomson Summer 1134 At first, heard solemn

o'er the verge ofheaven, The tempest growls. 1803Wordsw.
Waggoner 1 152 The thunder had begun to growl, 1833 M.
Scott Tom Cringle xvi (1859) 446 A strong murmuring
noise like the rushing ofmany waters growled amongst the

ranks. 1864 Skeat UlilancCs Poems 242 Low growls the
distant thunder,

2 . Of peisO&S : a. mtr To murmur angrily

1707 Reflex upon Ridicule 328 He Growls, he Rages, he
Swears. *714 Gay What dye call it Prelim. Scene, He
would rave . . about a foolish flower’d Handkerchief and
then he would groul so manfully 178a Mad D'Arblay
Diary Dec , Though he pretended to growl, he was evi-

dently delighted. *8*a W, Irving Braceb Hall (1823) I

103 One of those who eat and growl, and keep the waiter
on the trot. 1857 Holland Bay Path v. 69 He’s no busi-

ness to growl and talk about money
to. trans. To utter or express with a growl or m

a growling manner • with simple sb., quotedwords,

or clause as obj. Also with out.

*738 JohnsonIdler No 33 T 12 She growls out her discon-
tent 1784 Cowper Task \i 376 Each animal growled de-

fiance m such angry sort, As [etc ] x8a8 Scott /' M Perth
xxni, Bonthronwas silent for an instant, then growled out,—
1He is too mighty for me to name ’. 1847 Tennyson Pnnc
\ 199 Here he tearh’d White hands of farewell to my sire,

who growl’d An answer. 1876 E Jenkins on Queen's
IT 17 A few of the waiters there growled that they were
obliged to play second-fiddle. 1880 L Stephen Pope tv Bi

Dennis . continued to growl out criticisms against the

triumphant poet.

Hence ( nonce-wds.) Grow lsome a
,
inclined to

growl
; Orow’ly a., lesemhlmg a growl.

x88a L Keith Alosnam's Lady I. 149 You are not as

growlsome as some men I know 1893 Mary _E. Hullah
My Aunt Const, Jane ui 91 A gruffgrowly voice

Growler (grau’loi). [f. Growl » 3 + -er 1
.]

1. One who or something which growls

*733 World No. 7. 38 If these Growlers would content

themselves with giving repeated histories of their own ill-

fortunes. 1840 Dickens Barn Ritdge xxxiv, Haven’t you
slept enough, growler? 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,

Growlers, smart, but sometimes all-jaw seamen, who have
seen some service, but indulge in invectives against re-

strictive regulations, rendering them undesirable men. *880

HaipeVs Mag LX, 622 But the routs and the revelry
were no more agreeable to loyalist growlers like Judge
Jones than to the patriots.

2 slang or colloq A four-wheeled cab
*863 M Collins Who is Heir 1 II 231 His servant Norris

followed with his baggage in a * growler ’ 1888 J Payn
Myst Mirbridge II xxti in A splendid footman called

for a four-wheeled cab , it was the most debauched-looking
1 growler

1

that ever w*as seen.

465

3. The name of certain fishes, a. A species of
black-bass (see quot ). b. The grunt or pig-fish

(Cent Diet.).
x88o GUnther Fishes 393 One species from the fresh

waters ofthe United States (Grystessalmonotdes) tsknown
by the name of ‘ Growler

'

4 U.S slang. A vessel m which beer is fetched.

To rush the growler (see quot. 1888 )
1888 N Y Herald 29 July (Farmer), The employment

by hands in a number of factories of boys and girls, under
ten and thirteen years, to fetch beer for them, or in other
words to lush the growler.

Growlery (grau’lon). [f. Gbowl v 3 + -ery.]
1 Growling, rumbling, or grumbling

.
1830 Blackw Mag XXVII 588 At first a low muttering

is heard—a sort of mountain giowlery, 1833 Fraser's Mag
VII 706 The round-about, hubble-bubble, rumfustiamsh
roly-poly growlery of style [of Carlyle]

2. (After Dickens’s use in Bleak House ) A place
to 1 growl ’ in

;
jocularly applied to a person’s

private sitting room (Cf boudoir and den.)
183a Dickens Bleak Ho vm, 1 Sit down, my dear said

Mr Jamdyce ,
‘ this, you must know, is the Growlery. When

I am out of humour I come and' growl here ’ 1883 ‘ Max
O’Rell’ John Bull x 83 Every Englishman has his boudoir
He calls this place his growlery, a name having the same

meaning as our boudoir 1887 G Macdonald Home Again
ix 68 Lady Tremame received him in what she called her
gi owlery

Growling (grau’liq'), vbl sb. [f. Gbowl z\3 +
-ing-1 .] The action of Gbowl v 3

*752 Mrs. Delany Let. to Mrs Dewes in Life § Corr 131
Many impatiences, disappointments, grumblings andgrowl-
mgs has e they cost 1807 Med Jml XVII 185 The voice
is hoarse and sometimes resembles the growling of a dog
1834 R. M M'Cheyne in Mem (1872) 467 The increasing
growling of the thunder 1899 Blackw. Mag May 796/1
The deep growling ofthe great bears could always be heard.

Growling (grcnrlig), ppl. a [f. Gbowl v 3 +
-ing2 ] That growls.

1705 Vanbrugh Confed 11 i, A Husband is a growling
animal X733 Somerville Chase 1 154 Soon as the growl-
ing Pack with eager Joy Have lapp’d thetr smoaktng
Viands. 1825 J Nicholson Opes at Mechanic 370 Suffi

ciently loud to produce the most horrible growling sound
which can he conceived 1867 R W. Dale Week-day
Setm v 123 Growling thunder and pelting ram.

Hence G-row Utterly adv
,
m a growling manner.

1803 Med Jml X 176 The nurse will once or twice at

most growlingly remove it x88g Chasnb Jml 14 Sept 583/2,
‘ I’m worried returned Sneihng growlingly

t Growme, Obs. In some edd. of Bailey’s Diet.

erroneously grown. [Perh. the same word as

Gboom sb 2
] (See quots

)

1601 Act 43 Elis c 10 § 2 No persone or persons shall

have keepe or use any manner of Wrmche Rmgehead
Growme Rope or other Engine to stretche o. strame any
roughe and unwroughte Woollen Clothe [etc 3 1607 Cowel
Inlerpr , Growme, anno 43 E ca 10 seemeth to be an
engine to stretch wollen cloth withall after it is wouen

Grown (gronn), ppl. a. [Pa. pple of Gb.ow v
,

q, v. for forms ]

1. Advanced in growth, increased m size, de-

gree, etc

1340-70 A lex <5- Dind 133 Eueu grene growe tre hat on
J>e ground spronge Hadde bremhche a brtd i>e bratunchus

alofte 1605 Shaks. Macb hi tv. 29 There the growne Ser-

pent lyes, the Worme that’s fled. x6i6 Rich Cabinet 124b,
Reason teacheth the Gardner to cut hts growne herbes, and
not pull them vp by the rootes 1692 Locke Educ § 37 This
is now so grown a Vice, and has so great Supports, that I

know not whether it do not put in for the Name of Vertue

2 Arrived at maturity, grown-up. See also

Full-grown. + Grown years • mature, ripe years

For examples of the predicative use, see Grow w 6 b
1645 J Cotton Way Ch. New Eng 9 The Lords Supper,

whereto persons of growner yeares, and fit to examine
themselves, are invited 1690 Locke Educ § 12, 1 saw lately

a Pair of China Shoes, which I was told were for a grown
Woman ,

they would scarce have been big enough for one
of our little Girls 1734 tr Roilin's Anc Hist (1827)1 Pref

39 The grown and robust men 1787 ‘ G Gambado ’ Acad
Horsemen (1809) 14 Instructions to grown horsemen 1823
Scott in N, $ Q Ser ix (1898) I 264/1 They are really

fitter for giown people than for children 1894 Baring-
Gould Kitty Alone II 91, I wish I had never cared for

you as a cluldj never watched ovei you as a grown girl.

3 Of the sea : Swollen, running high
1600 Hakluyt Voy (18x0) III 500 We found the wmde

so boystrous and contrary, and the sea so growen 1730
Capt W Wriglesworth MS Log-bk ofthe ‘ Lyell

'

4 M ay,

Avery hollowgrown Sea from the N W, 1867 Smyth Sai tor's

Word-bk , Growit-sea, when the waves have full influence

of a gale

4 Of com : That has sprouted m the ear after

reaching maturity.

1699 Poor Man's Plea xi The Corn being ill cur’d, was
wet, and grown, and soft, and what not 1730 W Eli is

Country Housew 8 What we call grown Wheat, in Hert-

fordshire, is that which is damaged in the Field by extia-

ordinary wet Weather then . for want of a free Air and
Sun the Kernels grow and sprout before the Wheat is fit to

be reaped 1886 T Hardy Mayor ofCaslei br. v, If any-

body will tell me how to turn grown wheat into wholesome
wheat
Hence Gxow’uneBS, the state or condition of

being (over-)grown
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron Scot (S T. S.) I 47
He thoght ewer to haue excussit him self for hts grownes

and unhabihetie. 1747 Mem Nntrebian Court II 98

From his low stature, and thick growness [sic], she stiled

him, 1 he little great captain of the rabble. '
J

Grown, obs. form of Ground sb.

Grown, erron. form of Growme Obs.

Growncelle, obs. form of Groundsel sb 2

Grownd, obs. form of Ground.
Grownd(e, var. of (or mistake for) grewnd
Griund Obs., greyhound.
1473 Sir J Paston in Past Lett No. 732 III. 102 As for

the brace of growndes
Growne, obs. variant of Groin.
Grownsel(l, -swell, obs forms of Groundsel.
Grownte, rare obs. form of Grant v.

Grown up, ppl a and sb. [See Grow v. 13 ]

A. ppl. a. Having reached the age of maturity

,

adult.

1633 Massinger Guaidian v iv, Denying A grown-up
maid the modest conversation Of men 1789 Mrs Piozzi

Journ France I 103 She had her three grown-up sons
standing round her 1798 Malthus Popul (1B17) II. 25
Labour appropriate to grown-up persons 1849 Sir G C
Lewis Lett (1870) 209 In politics they seem to be nothing
but a set of giown up children.

33. sb. A grown-up pelson
;
an adult.

1813 Jane Austen Lett (1884) II 208 They bring Isabella

and one of the grown-ups 1865 DickensMul Fr 11 1, No
children for me. Give me grown-ups. 1892 Furnivall
Hocdeve's Mm Poems I Forewords 48 1May we children

have the boat all to ourselves ? None ofyou grown-ups
’

attnb. 1799 Han More Fem Educ (ed 4) I 166 The
approach of her first grown up ball. 1870 Miss Bridgman
Ro Lynne II. xm. 283, I may wear grown-up dresses 111

future

Hence Grown-np-ness.
1862 Mrs. Speid Last Years hid 7 Rejoicing in their

strength and growu-up ness

Grows(e, obs form of Grouse
Growsome (grdaspm), a dtal. [f. Grow v

+ -some ] a. Of an animal . Apt to grow- to.

Of the weather: Favourable to growth. Hence

f Grow’someness.
*579 J Jones Preserv Bodiety Soule I xvm 32 A great

helpe vnto growsomnesse, largenesse, and talnesse 1863

(Siaffordsh Cottage/), Our pig is such a growsome little

thing; it will eat anything 1877N W Line Gloss s v,
1
It’s growsome weather noo

’

Growsome, obs. form of Gruesome.
Growt, obs. form of Grout.
Growth1 (gi0"JO- Also 6 grothe, groweth, 6-/

groutli, (7 groath, grought). [f. Grow v. + -TH.

ON hadgrdbr (genit.grtf&rar) and gritSe wk. masc.]

1. The action, process or manner of growing;
both in material and immaterial senses ;

vegetative

development; increase.

1587 Golding De Momay vm 117 Should we rather

graunt an euerlasting ignorance in man, than a kynd of
youthfulnesse which hath learned things according to the

growths thereof 111 ages? 1593 Shahs Liter. 1062 This bas-

tard graff shall never come to growth. 1599 Hakluyt Vt>y

To Rdr. «i b, The beginnings, antiquities, and growth of

the classical and warrelike shipping of this Island 1604
Shaks Oth v ii, 14 When I haue pluck’d thy Rose, I can-

not glue it vitall growth agame, It needs must wither. 16x5

Chapman Odyss. x xox [My men] worse did beare Their
growing labours , that they causd their grought [rtme-wd.
thought], By sejfe-willd follies *633 Holcroft Piocopius

1 19 The saltness of the water hindring the grouth of any
thing but salt, xfifia Bk Com Piayer Pref ,

The growth of
Anabaptism 1667 Pepys Diary 18 May, My wife whose
giowth in musique do begin to please me mightily 1677
Temple Ess. Gout Wks 1720 I 137 In preventing the

growth of this Disease, where it is but new a 1682 Sir T
Browne Tracts 7 Ivy being of no swift growth 17x9 De
Foe Crusoe 11 m, The growth of the trees and hedges 1781
Cowper Chanty 578 Exuberant is the shadow it supplies,

Its fruit on earth, its growth above the skies. 1851 Car-
penter Man. Phys (ed 2) 23 Plants obtain the chief mate-

rials of their growth from water and carboDic acid 1860

Tyndall Glac 11 ix. 260 lhe snow which falls upon the

glacier proper can contribute nothing to its growth or per-

manence 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist Comm 93 Barley, oats,

and rye may be measured In their daily growth. 1873
Weale’s Diet. 'Terms (ed 4] Growth ofwater, in mining,

the accumulation of water in the levels of a mine 1873
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV 276 Simultaneous with their [the

faculties’] growth in man a growth of language must be
supposed, 1891 Speaker 2 May 534/1 The growth of educa-

tion and the spread of scientific training

b„ Of (such or such) growth

:

having a specified

place of origin or production. Said pnmanly of

vegetable products, hence transf. of immaterial

things.

1637 Burtoils Diary (1828) I 325 Resolved, that for every

ton of wine, not of the growth of Spam, there be paid 61.

1684 Col Rec Pennsylv. I 108 To ad to y8 same bill, not

being of the natural groath of the province. 1700 Dryden
Fables Pref, *Dib, I had thought for the Honour of our
Nation that this Story was of English Growth, and Chau-
cer’s own 1781 Cowper Truth 5x5 Is virtue then, unless of

Christian growth, Mere fallacy, or foolishness, or both ? 182*

Lamb Eha Ser. 1 Aritf Comedy,
Affection’s depth and

wedded faith are not of the growth of that boil 1879 Jas
Grant in Cassell’s Techn Educ IV 95/r Specimens of

plants, most of which were of foreign growth

2. Stage in the process ofgrowing ;
size or stature

attained by growing. Obs. exc. mjull gi owth.

*657 Tottel's Misc 128 A graflfe of so small grothe.

1597 Shaks, 2 Hen IV, 1. iu 180 A Wassell-Candle, my
Lord , all Tallow : if I did say of wax, my growth would
approue the truth 1309 H Buttes Dyels drie Dinner
Ivb, Swines Flesh. Nor olde, nor thmne; but of a full

f
roweth 1638 Sir T Herbert Trav. (ed 2) 322 The
llephant is for growth and understanding chiefest, of un-
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reasonable Ammalls 1663 J Davies tr Mandelslo's Trav
147 Serpents of so extraordinary a growth, that there are

Serpents have swallowed children and sheep intire 1673
Petty Pel Anat (1691) 54 An Ox is come to Us full growth
at 6 years old, 1678 Dhyden Allft» Love iv I, Men are

but Children ofa larger growth a 1733 Gay Acistf Galatea.

11 13 Bring me a hundred Reeds of decent Growth, To make
a Pipe for my capacious Mouth 1781 Cowper Truth 113

Pride has attained its most luxuriant growth. And poisoned
every virtue in them both 1841-71 T R Jones Amm
Kmgd (ed. 4) 453 Between the shell and the exterior of the

body, where they remain until the embryo attains Us full

growth

3. The process of causing or assisting to grow

;

production by cultivation. Chiefly qualified by
possessive pronoun.
1663 Butler Hud 1 11 130 Chiron, the four-legg’d Bard,

hath both A Beard and Tayl of his own Growth 1697 Dry-
den Virg Georg Ded (adfin ), 1 he happy Old C01 icyan .

whose Fruits and Salads were all of his own growth, and
his own Plantation 1736 Shflvocke Voy. 1 ound World
(1757) 116 Every family has all the necessaries of life of its

own growth and produce. 1890 ' Rolf Boldrewood ’ Col
Reformer (1891) 214 A yeoman class .could use these great
levels for the gro \ th of certain semi-tiopical crops.

4. cotter That which grows or has grown
;
pro-

duce, product
;

said both of material and imma-
terial things
1580 Lease m Collect (O H$)I 236 Those their woods

underwoods growths shawes 1871 Temple Ess Const
Interests Ernpve Wks 1731 1 80 The State of Holland, m
point both of Riches and Strength, is the most prodigious
Growth that has been seen m the World 17x5 Loud. Gas.
No 3378/4, 200 Hogsheads of Claret, the best Growths in
France. 1764 Goldsm Trav 126 Man seems the only
growth that dwindles here 1861 M Pattison Ess (1889) 1

32 If any one part of the English system rather than another
could be claimed as a modem growth, it is her foreign
policy. 1873 W M Thomson Land Bk xtv 199 Some
of our missionary band . have counted the growths (as we
Western people call the annual concentric circles) for a few
inches into the trunk of the oldest cedars. 1876 E Mfllor
Pnesth 11 73 Sacerdotalism was a growth traceable to a
concurrence of influences some of which were wholly inno-
cent 1885 U. S Grant Mem I xx 273 Marshy ground
covered with a heavy growth of timber. 1890 DailyNews
14 Oct 2/3 Hops contracted for some time previous to the
picking of the growth

b. Path, Often spec, a morbid formation.
1849 Todd Cycl. Anat IV 125/1 The property of infiltra-

tion has been ascribed to other Growths besides Cancer
1899 J Hutchinson Ai chives Surg. X 182 His head was
covered with papillomatosis growths m various stages.

6. attnb. and Comb
,

as growth-condition
;

f growth-halfpenny (see quot,); growth-line
Phys

,

a line indicating a stage of growth.
x?jo Daily News xa Sept 5/3 Grave men of science who

are investigating the “growth conditions of fish in Scottish
waters 1676 Coles, *Growth half-petty, paid (tn some
places) for tythe of every fat beast, Ox and other unfruitfull
cattel So Phillips (ed Kersey) 1706, and Bailey 1736-92
1857 Gosse Creation 218 On each of the scutal valves la this

individual I can count about 260 “growth-lines

Hence Grow thfol a
,
full ofgrowth; capable of

growing ;
Grow'thless a., having no growth, desti-

tute of growth; + G-rowthsome a., pioductive,
fertile.

1610W Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1 x gaTheTilthe .

growes so growthsome that it yeeldes an after-math 1674
N Fairfax Bull <$ Selv 186 You cannot dig many spades
in mold or growthsom earth, before you come at a dead

- soyl 1834 m Harp of Renfreaush (1873) Ser h 97 From
its growthless tree I’d dangle like the bell 1849 J, Hamil-
ton Mem. Lady Celanhouu n, (1850) 58 We see how much
more gTowthful is a lowly commencement, if genuine 1879
J Todhunter A Icestis 108 A weak, STd, cowering, joyless,
growthless shade 1883 Amer Missionaty Dec 372 The
church work has been steady, growthful, and encouraging

t Growth 2
. dial 06s Also 6 grath, 8 grootb.

[a ? ON. corresponding toOK.greed ‘ ulva’ ]
(See quot. 1507-8.)
1307^8 in Boyle Hist Hedon (1895) p c, Inter le Halffebbe

mark in le Grath meter m Huthbr'. [Ibid Gloss, p ccxvu,
‘ Grath meter(e), growth meter Growth is the name used in
the Humber district for the foreshore lying between the nver
embankment and highwater mark, because covered by a
growth of coaise grass A ‘ meter

1

is a mark or boundary ]

1741 MS Court Roll, Burstnnek ( York), Pasture in New-
forth and in the Grooth in Preston 1773 Preston Inc

l

A ct 22 The salt end of a certain piece of ground called the
hay marsh, lying between the New Bank and the River
Humber, together with the growths thereunto belonging.

Growthy (grou-ja), a. local, [f. Growth sb.

+ -yl.j a. Promoting growth. b. Of good
growth , capable of growing to a large size.

a. 1768 Ross Helettorc (1789) 65 And now the sun to the
lull-heads gan speal, Spreading on treesand plants agrowthy
heal, x8» Souter Agnc. Sunt Banjffs App 59 Sandy
fields, being warm and growthy, soon entertain the com-
munications of the dung 1888 Scot Leader 3 May 2 [At
Edinburgh] We have had a week of good 'growthy’
weather, which has given a new appearance to the country
b x868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss

, Gt oiuthy,

,

.luxuriant
• ; of vegetables, growing crtjps, etc 1884 West Morn
News g Aug 1/5 The Bullocks are good growthy Devons
1886 C Scott Sheep-Farming 166 Such [lambs] are not de-
sirable, and neither are those that do not appear to be
growthy.

Growyd, -yn t see Grow v.

Growze, obs. form of Gboose v., to shiver.

Groy, groyf, obs Sc. and north, f. Grow.
+ Groyl, v. Obs. rare-1

. [? ad. F. grouiller to
move, swarm.] intr. To move, make one’s way.

1583 Stanyhurst JEneis ur. (Arb) 92 His tusk gnmlye
gnashing, m seas far waltred, he groyleth [L graditur]

bo f Groyl sb

,

? one who is always on the move,
1583 Stanyhurst AEneis iv (Arb ) 100 Fame the groyl

vngentil, then whom none swiftei is extant.

Groyn, obs pa. pple of Grow v
Groyne (groin), sb. Also 9 grom, groyn.

[Of obscure origin: perh. identical with Groin
sb 1

;
cf the use of OF. groin (lit. ' snout ’) in

the sense of a projection of rock, promontory]
A framework of timber, or now sometimes a low
broad wall of concrete or masonry run out into the

sea, for the purpose of arresting the washed-up
sand and shingle and thus raising a barrier against

the encroachment of the sea.

1583 CalendarState Papers (1865) 44 A gioyne to he made
for the defense of the pier [at Dover] 1593-5 Norden Spec
Brit , M'sex 1 Prepar 22 Greenwich rather it is Groyne-
wich, a towne neere or vpon the Groyne for a Groyne
it is that is made for a defence against the force of water
1808 Ann Reg 128 Their new groynes do not project far

enough into the sea 1873 Lyell Priitc. Geol I n. xx 533
Since the Point of Dungeness has advanced, forming a great
natural grom, it intercepts the shingle which formerly
travelled eastward, and was accumulated by artificial groins
at Hythe. 1887 E J Goodman Too Curious xvi. Where
the huge timber piles of a groyne intersected a portion of
the beach
transf. 1872 Dixon Switzers iv 33 A groyne of slabs and

stones is thrown along the higher rim, but slantwise from
the alpine scarp (as we in England groyne the sea), to turn

all floods of rain and rolling earth and stones aside.

Groyne (grom), v. [f. prec.] trails a To
build groynes or breakwaters against the sea.

b To furnish with groynes or breakwaters.
187a [see Groyne sb (transf)] i88g Sussex Daily Nesvs

4 June 3/3 The first thing necessary is to build up a pro-
tecting wall . . and then groyne the beach.

Groyn(e, obs. vanant of Groin.

Groyning (groinuj), vbl. sb [f. Grotne ix.

+ -ING 1
.] The building of gioynes, an arrange-

ment or system of groynes
1867 Smyth Sattods Word-bk

, Groining,
a peculiar mode

of submarine embankment
,
a quay run out transversely to

the shore 1889 Sussex Daily News 4 June 3/3 Wherever
groyning stopped it ceased to have any protecting influence

Groyt, obs. foim of Groat
Groze, Grozer, vai. ff. Gross v

,
Gboser.

Grozet see Groset.

tGro’zier. Obs. In 4-5 groser, 7 grosier.

[In F. grdsoir, grugeoir

,

f. grdser (17th c. groizct),

gruger to tnm (glass), to break with the teeth,

a Du. gruizen (see next). The Eng word may he
formed on a vl>. *groze adapted from the Du
word] = Grozing-iron 1.

1404 Durham Acc Rolls (Surtees) 397 IncustodiaVitriaru
4grosers 1688 R. Holme Armourym ix 385/1 A Double

Grosier, and a Sloping Knife allm one peece x847[seenext],

Grozing-iron. (grmfziq 01 am). Also grosmg-
[Formed after Du. gxuisijzer

,

f, gnus- stem of

gruizen to trim glass, to crush, f. gnus fragments ]

+ 1 . A tool in the form of nippers formerly used
by glaziers in cutting glass, Obs.
1688 R Holme Armoury in. ix. 384/2 An Instrument

used by the Glasiers, being a Working 01 Stopping Knife at
one end, and a Nipper at the other, and is termed a Knife,
and Giosmg Iron conjoined in one x8ag P Nicholson
Pract, Build 422 Glaziers formerly cut their glass out with
an instrument called a grozing-iron 1847 Gloss Heraldry

,

Gia/er, or Glaziers' nippers, called also Grazier [? mistake
for Grozier], and Grosing non a tool used by glaziers and
borne by their company 1847 C Winston Anc Glass Paint-
ing I 27 The pieces of glass were reduced to the exact
shape required, by chipping away their edges with an iron
hook, called in Theophilus

'
grosiarum ferrum and at the

piesent day a grozing iron

2 An iron tool terminating in a bulb, which, when
heated, is used for smoothing the solder joints of
lead pipes
1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat Mechanic 629 These giozmg-

nons are of several sizes, generally about twelve inches in
length 1847 Smeaton Builder's Man 132 The solder em-
ployed by the plumber, isiun into the joint in a liquefied
state ; after which it is smoothed down by a grozing-iron
heated almost to redness.

Gru : see Grue
Grub (grub), sb. Forms : 5 grobbe, grubbe,

7 grubb, 0- grub. [?f Grub v ]
1 . The larva of an insect, esp of a beetle ; a

caterpillar, maggot
;
also (now dial,'), a worm.

c 143o Pallad. on Husb, Mi 63 Benys vpplucked sone,
maad dene, and sette vp wel refrigerate, ffrom grobbis saaf
wol kepe vp their estate *486 Bk St Albans Aiv, If the
flounce be wex as greete as a note Than ther is a grubbe
ther in ? a 1500 Cluster PI (EE T S) vh. 227 The
dirte is so deepe and the jgrubbs thereon doe creepe 1592
Shaks, Rom 4 Jul v ni 126 What Torch is yond that
vainley lends his light To grubs, and eyelesse Sculles ? 1607— v tv* 11-12 There is differency between a Grub &
a Butterfly, yet your Butterfly was a Grub <1x653 G
Daniel Idyllm 169 The World’s an Ant hill, and the little
Grubbs Stocke themselves warme 1664 Power Exp
Philos r 28 That Spumeous froth or dew which .. we call
Cuckow-Spittle, in which you shall always find a little
Grub, or Animal. x66g Phil Trans, IV. 9x4 He affirms,
that Timber-trees fell'd, when the wind is in the West, will
keep them free from grubs, (as they call it) i e from being
worm-eaten. x688 R. Holme Armoury 11 204/1 The Grub
is a general term for the smaller worms that breed in the

Earth 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist (1776) VIII 63 The
history of grubs changing into their corresponding winged
animals 1784 Cowper Task v 90 1 he very rooks and daws
forsake the fields, Where neither grub, nor root, nor earth-
nut, now Repays their labour more 1796 C Marshali
Garden xv (1813) 242 Those lettuces m the open ground
are often destroyed by grubs lurking about the roots
1859 R Thompson GardenePs Assist 571 The grub of
another insect (Bytnrus tomentosus) is very frequently
found in the fruit 1883 Encycl Amer I 138/2 The White
Grub [Lachnostemaftsca Froh ) . . is the larva of the well-
known 1 May-bug ’ or ‘ June bug ’ 1887 S Cheshire Gloss

,

Grub, any kind of worm except the largest

fig 1837 Macaulay Ess
,
Bacon (1880) 356 He was now

in a chrysalis state, putting off the worm and putting on the
dragon-fly, a kind of intermediate grub between sycophant
and oppressor 1840 Dickens Barn Rudge xl, He knelt
down a grub, and rose a butterfly John Chester, Esquire,
was knighted and became Sir John.
2. contemptuous fa. A short, dwarfish fellow.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1753 And slike a dwmyng, a dwa3e,

& a diverse as {n-selfe, A grub [Dubl MS grob], a grege
out of grace x6oa Carew Cornwall 63 John Romaine, a
short clownish grub, would beare the whole carkase of an
oxe, and yet neuer tugged with him x6xx Cotgr., Rabougt 1,

a grub, counterfeit, short or short-necked crooke-backe
1706 Phillips ( ed Kersey), Grub, a Dwarf or short Fellow
b A peison of mean abilities, a dull industrious

drudge, a literary hack ; m recent use, a person of
slovenly attue and unpleasant manners.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 Prol 6 So saith a Turlupin or a

new start-up gi ub ofmy books 1748 Smollett Rod Rand
xxx. (1804) 198 This miserable grub [the captain’s clerk]

who had been an attorney’s boy 1771 — Humph Cl
10 June, A dull author generally distinguishes himself by
some oddity or extravagance For this reason, I fancy that
an assembly of Grubs must be very diverting 1796 Mary
Robinson Angelina I 71 Is it not a scandal to humanity
that such an illiterate grub as Sir Edwaid should feed on all

the luxuries oflife? 1838 De Quincey Shahs Wks (1863)
XV 7 Mr Nahum Tate —This poor grub of literature,

1896 Du Maurier Martian (1898) 390 Clubs have a way of
blackballing grubs—especially grubs that are out of the
common grubby

+ c. ?A money-grubber. Obs. [Cf. Du. dial.

(Gelderland) grobbe in the same sense.]

a 1681 J Lacy Sauny the Scot iv. (1698) 31 ’Tis the Old
Grub, Woodall. What shall we do with him 1

d dtal. A small dirty child.

<21845 Hood Clubs hi, The Cook’s a hasher—nothing
more—The Children noisy grubs 1888 Berksh . Gloss s v

,

A dirty little child is called 'a young giub’.

e. US A hard-reading student.

1847 D A Wells & S H Davis SI Williams College
76 A inan must not be ashamed to be called a 1 grub ’

111

college, if he would shine in the world. 1851 B H Hall
College Words, Grub, a hard student Williams College.

t 3 (See quot. 1706 and cf. maggot.) Obs.
x68x Flatman Heraclitus Ridetts No, 42 (1713) II 22,

I thought my Song might have removed your Grubs , but I

see some Marks still of Melancholy upon you 1706 Phillips

(ed Kersey), Grub, a capricious Humour or Whimsey
b. Phr. To nde grub, be up a grub (dial.) . to

be sulky or bad-tempered. (Cf. Grubby 4.)

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg Tongue s v
,
To ride grub, to be

sullen or out of temper 1840 Spurdens Suppl to For by
(1858) 20 ‘To be up a grub ’, ‘to ride grub is to be out of

temper, morose [Cf 1847-78 Halliwell s. v., The grubs
bite him hard, 1, e. he is sulky. East ]

4 (See quots.)

1731 Bailey vol II, Grubbs a kind of white, unctuous,
little pimples or tumours, rising on the face, chiefly on the

A lx of the nose 1833 in Cycl Pract Med, I 27/2 They
[pimples of acne folhculans] are commonly known by the

name of
.

grubs.

5

.

Cricket A ball bowled along the ground
1894 Astley 50 Years Life I. 63 We had a private " ho

could bowl fast left-hand grubs 1896 Blachw Mag Apr.
581 Abe Hollo well bowled really good grubs on occasion

0 . slang. Food or provender of any kind.
1659 \i-lw Poems, Ball, etc (Percy Soc) 22 Let’s joyne

together , I'Je pass my word this night Shall yield us grub,

before the morning light. 1691 Pol Ballads (i860) II 20

This weasel to get him some grub, . . and a little good bub
1781 G Parker View Society I xxu, 171 How did you
procure your Grub and Bub? 18x3 Cou Hawker Diary
(1893) 1. 68 The boys finished the evening with some prime
grab, swizzle, and singing 1833 MarryatP Simple (1863)

147 How you'll relish your grub by and by 1 1880 E Fitz-

Gerald Lett (1889) I 456, I and my Reader Boy were
going into the Pantry for some grub. x88o ‘Rolf Boldre-
wood’ Robbery under Arms (1890) 177 We had brought
some grub with us and a bottle of grog,

b. A feed.

X857 Hughes Tom Brown 1 vu, Twice as good a grub as

we should have got in the hall.

7. U.S A root left m the ground after clearing

1875 Knight Diet Mech , Grubber, a machine or tool to

pull grubs ; that is, stumps and roots of bushes, saplings,

and small trees. x8S8 Set Amer, 21 Apr. 247 The John
Cornelius Grub and Stump Puller

8 attnb. and Comb., as (sense 1 )
grub-destroyer,

-destroying, -hunter, -hunting, -skin, giub-hke

adj.
;

(sense 6) gmb-box, -shop ,
grub-plankUS ,

‘refuse plank usedm fastening together the parts of

a lumber-raft’ ( Cent. Diet.)', grub-stake US.
Miningslang, ‘ the outfit, provisions, etc. furnished'

to a prospector on condition ofparticipating in the

profits ofany find he may make ;
a lay-out’ (Ibid.)

,

lienee grub-stake vb. trans., to furnish with grub-

stake; grub-worm= sense i, also contemptuous.
1887 Farrell How He Died 68 There’s not much in the

’’grub-box, but I’ve never turned a man off without a feed.



G-HTJB, GRUBBING.
1894. R. B Sharpe Handbk Birds Gt Brii. (1896) I a6 Its
[the starling's] good deeds as a *grub destroyer are apt to

be forgotten 1863 Atkinson Stanton Grange 78 Anybody
would have mentioned the sparrow as a worker at ^grub-
destroying *797 Wolcot (P Pindar) Ode to Str J Banks
Wks 1812 III 459 The King ofMen May make the Knight
a *grub hunter agen And bid him. mind his butterflies and
hammer. 1870 Lowell Amongmy Bks Ser 1 (1873)3201116
regular occupation of*grub*hunting is as tame and wearisome
as another, 18x1-34 Goods Study Med (ed 4) II 54 A
*grub-like concretion of mucus. 1874 Lubbock Ong 4. Met.
Ins 1 18 Apod giub-like larvae 1840 Thackeray Barber
Cox in Comic Almanack 25 ‘That’s the *grub-shop said
my lord, ‘where vve young gentlemen wot has money buys
our wittles, and them young gentlemen wot has none, goes
tick'. 1849 Harl Serm II 76 You are not to furl up your
wings, ana wrap yourself up in youi cast-off *grub-skin
1883 Butterworth Zigzag Joum. West States 309 What
is roughly termed a ‘ *grub stake

1

1895 Forum (N. Y
) June

47S "I he prospector with his led horse, loaded with grub-
stake, blankets, pick, and pan 1890 Gunter Miss Nobody
ix ioo He *grub-staked us and we used to work on the
lillie mine together. 175a Smart Htlliad 1. 115 Moths,
mites, and maggots, fleas (a numerous crew). And gnats
and “grub-worms crowded on his view 1807-8 W Irving
Salmag. (1824) 134 Giblet was as arrant a grub-worm as ever
crawled

Hence drubbed a

,

infested with grabs
;
Grub-

bing, •obi. sb , infestation by grabs
1843 Jml. R. Agnc Soc IV 1. 125 When turnips have

what is termed a ‘grubbed’ appearance, it has been
attributed to the larvae of these little beetles 1844 Stephens
Bk ofFarm II. 591 They [the grub larvae] attack different
kinds of corn, especially oats, the effects of grubbing in

which are well known to eveiy farmer Ibid. 592 Every
loose turf clod on a grubbed field of oats

t Grub, a. Ohs. rare—1 = Grubby a. 3
1717 D’Urfey Pills (1719) II 315 The Taylor with grub

Beard and Crimson Nose.

Grub (grab), V Forms: (4 groube), 4-5
grobbe, 4-6 grube, grubbe, 6- grub [Perh.
repr. OE. *grybban prehistoric *grubbjan, f.

OTeut. *gntb- ablaut-vanant of *grat~ to dig,

Grave v 1
; cf. ON. gryfja wk. fem pit, hole,

OHG. grubtttn to dig, search (raod.G. grubeln to
pursue over-subtle meditations), MDu. grolben
(once) to scrape together (money), Du. grobbelen

to root, feel about for something. For the phono-
logy cf. stub repr. OE. stybb, shrub repr OE scrybb ]
1 trans. To dig superficially; to break up the

surface of (the ground)
j to clear (ground) of roots

and stumps. Also with up. Said occas of animals
‘rooting

1
.

41300 Cursor M. 6747 Theif hus brecand, or gruband

f
raud I$7* Lament L Scotl in Sc. Poems 16th C. II 251
e suld yuur ground grube with simplicitie 1603 Florio

Montaigne m. xiu 635 As the ground the more it is

crumbled, broken, and deepely remoued or grubbed vp, be
commeth so much more fertile, 1653 H Cogan tr Pinto's
Trav. xxxi. 122 These serve to manure grounds that are
newly grubb’d 1698 Frogek Voy 126 Since the Island
has been grubbed up, they have begun to grow more
healthy, 1786 Burns Bards Epit

,
Whether thy soul Soars

fancy’s flights beyond the pole, Or darkling grubs this

earthly hole 1798 Malthus Popul (1817) 1, 165 vast tracts
of land lav in their original uncultivated state, having never
been grubbed up or cleared 18x7 Montgomery Pelican
Isl. vi 27s Like the swine That grubb’d the turf 1840
Barham IttgoL Leg Ser. 1 Spectre Tappington

, Some
workmen employed in grubbing an old plantation. 1869
Mrs. Mfredith Tasman Mem 10 A bit of land all grubbed
and clear’d too. 1878 Browning Poets Croistc 11 Batz
whose Saxons grub The ground for crystals.

+ 2 To dig round the roots of (a plant) Obs.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. v. (Skeat) 1 92 See now how,

seven yere passed and more, have I graffed and groubed
a vyne*, and with al the wayes that I coude I sought to
a fed me of the grape. 1513 Douglas jEneis xui ix 76
Saturae , Tawcht thame to grub the wiues, . . and saw the
cornys, and 30k the cart

8. To dig up by the roots, to root up, uproot

.

esp. with up, less commonly out. Also transf
andJig.

*555-8 Phaer j&neid 11 E iv, Like as on the mountayn
top, some auncient oke to fall The plowmen with their axes
strong do stnue, and twibles tall To grubbe, and round
about hath hewd 1558 Bp Watson Sev Sacram xvui
113 Wyth good hope of pardon, the roote of Desperation
beyng cleane grubbed oute. 1609 HollandAmm Marcell,
xxx. xi 394 Papyrius chaunced to espie a shrub hard by,

> and caused it to be grubbed up 1613 Shaks Hen. VIII,
v i 23 The fruite she goes with I pray for heartily but for
the Stocke I wish it grubb’d vp now 1640 Shirley St
Patrick iv ii, We will redeem our rashness, By grubbing
up these Christians, that beginTo infect us and our kingdom
i6efi-g Burton's Diary (1828) III 321 Commonwealth was
a good title, but grubbed up by the title of Chief Magistrate
*664 Evelyn Sylva 111, § 13 (1679) 23 The very stumps of
Oak, especially that part which is dry,.. being well grubb’d,
is many times worth the pains and charge, for sundry rare,
and hard works a 1697 Aubrey Nat Hist Surrey (1719)

l
1 3a8 A kind of Stony Coal he found by grubbing up

the Roots of an old Oak 1710 DTJrfey Pills II 165
A Country Bumpkin that Trees (fid grub 1807 E. S Bar-
rett Rising Sun II, 86 To lay the axe to the root of
decency, and to grub up morality, *819 Crabbe T. ofHalt
IV

* v
1 r°°k at that land,—you find not there a weed, We

grub the roots, and suffer none to seed *83* Macaulay
Hampden Ess, (1889)203 The mutilated defenders of liberty
* -manfully presented the stumps of their ears to be grubbed
out by the hangman’s knife 188* Whitehead Hops 8
Modern hop-planters have remorselessly grubbed the male
plants. 1888 Inglis Tent Life Tigerland 140 Jungles in
which the huge grey tusker grunts suspiciously as he grubs
up his meal of roots.

467

+ b. To pluck out (hair) by the roots Also alsol.
c*3*o R Brunne Medit 972 My body y 3ave to men

smytyng And also my chekes to men grubbyng 1633 T.Adams Exp 2 Peter 1 16 Yet I would not have men .to
grub their beards, yea, their very chins
4. With up, out . To extract by digging. Also

transf andfig.
c *374 Chaucer Former Age 29 To grobbe vp metal

iprkynge in dirkenesse. 1840 Cobbett Advt Fr Gram
,

I had learnt French without a master I had grubbed it
put, bit by bit. 1842 Motley Cory (1889) I iv 102, I
began grubbing up antiquities 184a S LoverHandy Andy
1.16 He pulled forth his hand which had been grubbing up
his prizes from the bottom of his pocket

+ 5 . ? To ‘ dig’ (something) into a surface. Obs
1607 Docker Westiu Hoe 11 1,Iustt She leanes somewhat

too hard vppon her pen yet. Hony Then she grubs her
pen lusti Its but my pames to mend the neb agen.

_

6. intr. To dig In recent use, connoting the
idea of mean or grovellingly laborious occupation
a ygo Finding Cross 267 in Horstm A Itenel, Leg. (1881)

60 Fast grubed Jjri Jjore obout
; So depe (mt grubbed & so

fast, T hre crosses fand [>ai at )>e last c 1380 Wyclif Serm
Sel Wks II 208 Ci 1st, gardener of )>is vine^erde, grubbide
inne and dongide it c 1400 Sege Jerusalem (BETS)
64/11:08 With mynours & masouns, myne hey bygonne,
Grobben faste vndir he grounde c 1440 Promp. Parv
217/r Grubbyn’yn the erth&,fodico £1460 Fortescue^^j
Ltm Mon. 111, (1885) 114 Thai be arted bi necessite so to

wacch, labour, and grubbe m the ground for thair susten*
aunce, that their natme is much wastid 1794 Mathias
Purs Lit (1798) 256, I look for no pasture m the fields of
Ministers or of Booksellers nor would I be turned out to
grub and delve in Mr Pitt’s Straw-yard *800 Addison
Amer Law 294 MLInnes sent a man to this place who
grubbed a week. 1864 Mrs A Gatty Pai ables fr Nat.
Ser iv 6 Many were tne hours he had spent grubbing m
the old black soil. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xv (1888)
137, 1 met plenty of people, grubbing in little miserable fields

b transf. Of animals . To root, search for some-
thing in the earth, etc.

1647 Trapp Comm. Mark ix 46 Having worms ever
grubbing and gnawing upon the entrails 1845 Alb Smith
Fort Scatterg. Fam xiu. (1887) 138 [He] was making the
animal crawl upon its knees after him, with its nose grub-
bing in the sawdust. 1862 Miss Yonge C'tess Kate ix (1880)
96 A hole that looked as if an old hen had been grubbing
in it 1867 F. Francis Angling 111 (1880) 79 The carp
might be seen rolling and grubbing all around the hook
7. transf. andfig. To search m an undignified,

abject, or grovelling manner , to jummage.
1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames 11 67 These miserable

beings .
.
grub in the River at low water for old Ropes,

Metals, &c 1837 Lett, fr Madras (1843) 97 Coleoptera
are more scarce, as I cannot grub for them myself for feai
of centipedes 1847 Emerson Repr, Men

,
Swedenborg

Wks. (Bohn) I. 3x4 Such a boy goes grubbing into mines
and mountains, to find images fit for . , his versatile brain
1855E Forbes Lit. Papers xi 280 [They] were too absorbed
in the delights of their own peculiar pursuits to think of
grubbing for lucre. 1884 A. Lang in Century Mag, Jan
325/2 Grubbing among Roman remains and relics. 1886
Mallock Old Order Changes II, 50 Meanwhile, however,
he had been grubbing about in his bag 1895 C. R. B
Barrett Survey 11 58 Grubbing about in the oldest part
of the building, I found, four pieces of Norman moulding
8 . Chiefly with on, along

,
away : To lead a meanly

plodding or grovelling existence; to live labor-

iously or ploddingly, to toil, ‘ fag \
*735 Dyche & Pardon Diet , Grub to go on in a

mean, servile, covetous, nasty Way or Manner of Living
1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide vm 33 We may grub on with-
out it through Life, I suppose 3809 Mrs Mitford m
L’Estrange Friendships MissM (1882) I Introd 18,

1

must
grub away all the evening to get it accomplished 185a
Dickens Bleak Ho v, We both grub on in a muddle x86a
G Meredith Mod. Love, etc. Juggling Jerry x, I, lass,

have lived no gipsy, flaunting Finery, while his poor help-
mate grubs 1868 Lowell Lett (1894)1 401 ,

1

was grubbing
away at an article for the North American 1894 ' J S
Wintlr' Red-coats 10 This sort of thing isn’t living—it’s

only grubbing along from day to day 1895 E, A ngl Gloss
,

Grub, to pick up a living in mean, haphazard ways.

9 [? f. the sb ] slang, a To take * grub ’ or food

;

to feed, eat Also to grub it.

*7*5 Hew CantingDiet
,
Grub, to Eat, to Dine, &c. *839

Disraeli Corr w Sister (1886) xzx, I found some twenty
five gentlemen grubbing in solemn silence 1848 Thackeray
Van Fair Ixiv, Come away into the supper-room seeing
those nobs grubbing away has made me peckish too 1893
R Kipling Many Invent 32,

1

was grubbing on fowls ana
boiled corn,

b trans To provide with * grub
*
or food slang

x8xx J H Vaux Flash Diet s v
,
To grub a person, is to

diet him, or find him in victuals. 1837 Dicicens Picfnv
xxii, The red-nosed man warn’t by no means the sort of
person you’d like to grub by contract. 1883 Daily Tel
18 May 3/1 They are not bound to grub you
10 Cock-fighters’ slang (See quot.)
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Grubbing a Cock, a cutting off

the Cock's Feathers under the Wings

11, Comb (the vb.-stem used atirib), as grub-
ax (corruptly Tgnibbage), -hoe, -hook, imple-

ments used in grubbing up roots, stumps, etc.

;

grub-fell v, trans , to bring down (a tree) by cut-

_ ting at the root ;
grub-saw, a hand-saw used for

sawing marble slabs into strips

i6xx Cotgr. Aigre, a kind of *Grub-axe, or instrument
wherewith roots, and shrubs are plucked up 1669 Wor-
lidge Syst Agric 271 Grubbage, see Mattock. 1706
Phillips (ed Kersey), Grubbage or Grub ax, a Tool to

grub up Roots of Trees, Weeds, etc 1878 Jefferies
Gamekeeper at H. iv 72 Strong spades and grub axes for

rooting out a lost ferret. *894 Times 11 Sept 16/7 Every

bee should be ‘ *grub-felled ’—that is, taken up by the roots
1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 381 *G> ub-fdlutg,
the common method of taking down timber trees. 1884
Knight Diet Meek Suppl ,*6mb Hoe

,

yG> ub Hook *833
O Byrne Handbk Artisan 92 1 he cutting is effected with
smaller blades, called ’’grub-saws.

Hence Grubbed^/ a.
*8x6 MiSs Mitford Village Ser 11. (1863) 414 The excel-

lent double hedge-row of grubbed wood
Grub-, (in comb Grub-Pegasus,) used as equiva-

lent lo Grdb-steeet (sense 2).
17x5 Swift's Real Diary Ded (D), Nor could I mount

my Pad for a Day’s journey, but strait some paultry poet,
astude his Grub Pegasus, wiote at me, or rode, and sent his
Hue and Cry after me
Grubaaan. : see Grubean
Grubbage • see grub ax s v Grub z> ir.

Grubbed, ppl a : see under Grub sb. and v.

Grubber (gra bai). [f. Grub v. + -eri ]
1 One who grubs, lit. and fig, ; a digger ; a

searcher among ruins and the like; a laborious
w orker.

13.. St. Eilewwolde 41 m Horstm. Alttngl Leg (1881)
267 Mony grubber m grete he grounde for to seche c 1440
Promp Pan> 217/1 Grubbaie in Jm erthe, or oj>er thynggjs
(H grovblare, P growblar), fossor, confossoi

, fossatno.
1776 S J Pratt Pupil of Pleasure I 33 Homespun soon
discovered himself to be a grabber in books 18x5 Scott
Pam Lett 17 Sept (1894) II. xxm 346 You are so capital
a grubber that I have little doubt you will light upon
it sooner or later, 1849 Miss Mulock Ogihnes xxvm
(1875) 209 The hard-working gi ubbers in science 1882 F J
Furnivall E E. Wills Ded 9, I, or some grubber of like
kind 1892 Daily News 26 May 3/1 It is time to see the
grubbers at work We reach ‘ the face ’—that is to say, the
parts where the hewers and blasters of the rock are at work
2 An implement for grubbing,breaking upground,

uprooting stumps or weeds, etc. local.

1598 Florio, Arpago a rake, a harrow, a grubber 1831
Sir J Sinclair Corr II. 157 The scarnfier or grubber, for
putverizing the soil 3848 Chambers' Inform I 487/2 The
common Scotch grubber resembles a strong harrow frame,
running upon four wheels and guided like a plough. 1861
Times 10 Oct , The bean stubble is broken up by T ennant’s
grabber and the wheat lightly ploughed in. x886 Elworthy
IV. Somerset Word-bk., Grubber, a tool for rooting—acom-
bination of axe and mattock

3. One who gets together wealth by sordid or con-

temptible methods. Now usually money-grubber.
[Cf Du grabber money-grubber ]
1578 T. White Serm al Pauls Cross 58 Such grubbers

there bee whiche grynde the faces of the poore.

4 An eater, a feeder.
x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. vi. (1889) 50, I like to

see a fellow an honest grubber at breakfast and dinner
i86x Dickens Gt Expect III 9 ‘ I'm a heavy grubber, dear
boy’, he said, as a polite 'kind of apology when he had
made an end of his meal.

Grubbery (gra ban), [f. Grub sb or v + -ery ]
+L A room for hard, work or study. ? Obs rate-1

.

3791 Mad D'Arblav Let Dr Burney 8 Oct in Diary V.
260 The great grubbery will be in nice order for you, as well
as the little; both have many accessions of new books
2. slang, a. Food, ‘grub’; also, a (public) meal

b. A place where one ‘ grabs’ or lakes food.
Trelawny Adv Younger Son lxiii, A nice little

cabin there with grubbery, free of rent and taxes. Ibid
lxxui. You seem not very well found m the grubbery line

1837 Boston Herald 31 Jan 4/2 The out-and-out speech of
Lord Spencer at the late grubbery. 1889 Barri£re& Leland
Diet Slang

,
Grubbery (popular), an eating-house.

3 Somethinggrubbedordugout; an excavation
1887 Tuer& Fagan ist Yr Silken Retgttvin 164 Brunei’s

Thames Tunnel, .this damp and sombre grubbery.

4 Grovelling or sordid way of lile. rare —1.

3891 Symonds in H. F. Brown Biog, (1895) II 336 Let us
not allow ourselves to be submerged in passion or our love
to lapse in grubbery

Grubbing (gra big), vbl sbi [f. Grub v +
-1NG 1

] The action of the verb Grub
1 . Digging ;

the uprooting of stumps of trees, etc.

,

the clearing of ground of trees, weeds, and the like

c 1440 Promp. Parv 217/1 Grubynge, {fj grublyng, P.
growblmge), coirfossio. c 14S0 Fortescue .4 fy Ltm Mon
xiu (1885) 141 In grobbyng and stokkyng off treis, busses,

and groves *598 Florio, Estirpatione an extit pation, a
rooting out, a grubbing 1639 Horn & Rob Gate Lang.
Uni. xvh § 205 By delving, or grubbing, the cunmr, or
rabbet, maketh burrowes 1725 BradleyPam Did , (grub-

bing, a Term used in Agriculture, and signifies the clearing

of Ground of Stubs, &c. x86i Musgrave By-roads 287 The
grubbing-up of twenty or thirty acres of wood.

2 fig Close search or investigation
;
plodding

work, laborious study.
183* Cari vlc in Westm. Rev XV. 21 Antiquaries , . in

their Blackletter stubbing and grubbing 1838 MAcaulay
Ess , Temple (1880) 436 No grubbing among oM state papers
will ever bring to light any document which will shake these

facts 1849H Rogers Ess (1874) II vi 308The indefatigable

grabbings and gropmgs of the literary antiquary.

3. slang Eating, feeding
;
concr food, ‘ grub’.

1810 Moore Tom Crib (ed 3) 28 What with snoozing, high
grubbing, and guzzling like Cloe. 3819 Sporting Mag V.
125 There’s an end of all good grubbing. *867 W H L
Tester Poems 132 They’re first rate grubbm for the poor.

+ 4. Some trick formerly practised among college*

students. Obs .

1679 2nd Reg Bk. Magd Coll. Comb. 370 in 5th Rep.
Hist MSS Comm. (1876) 483/2 Those sottish and even
savage trickes of grubbing, salting, mustardmg, and y° like.

£1720 Swift Tripos Wks 1824 VI, 239 His bedfellow
dreams of grubbins all night.
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5 aitrib, and Comb
,
as gmbbing-ax, \ -folk,

hoe
, f -hook, -instrument, -mattock, *j* -tool (cf the

corresp. combs, of Grub ».) ,
grubbing-iron,

t (a) a kind of chisel or gouge , (b) dial. * an iron
instrument for grabbing up thistles ’ (,Sheffield Gloss

1888); grubbing-maohine
,
a tool usedm gunner}'

,

also (sense 3) grubbing-liall.

1585 Higins tr Junius' Noinetulator 26s Btdeits a delu.
ing toole with two teeth, wherewith ya earth is opened in
such places as the plough cannot pearse some call it a
‘grubbing axe x6xx Cotgr

,
Hone fourchue, a grubbing

ax; or forked pickax. 1859 11 Ihompson Gai dener's
Assist 123 Mattock, or Grubbine-axe i6xx Cotgr , Bts-
non-e, a ‘grubbing forke, or grubbing axe. 1897 Barri^rt-
& Leland Diet Slang, *Grubbing hall (Winchester), the
hall in which college 1 men 1

take their meals. 1891 Auck-
land Star 1 Oct 1/6 ‘Grabbing and Dutch Hoes 1896P A. Bruce Econ Hist Virginia I 463 There tycie
several kinds of this implement [fr the hoe], the hilling, the
weeding, and the grubbing. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Eldr 163 When he would nd the ground of some wilde
bushes and. fruit!esse plants, he laieth at them matnely with
•ils ‘grubbing hooke or mattocke 1719 London & Wist,
Combi Gard 319 Where the closeness of the Plants to one
another will permit us to use only ‘grabbing Instruments
c *44° Ptomp Parv 217/2 ‘Grubbynge yryn of gravowrys,
sup}a in formowre 1869 Lonsdale Gloss

, *Grubbin-mat-
toclt

,
an instrument or tool to grub roots or trees with. 1591

Percivall Sp, Diet , Rogador, a ‘grubbing toole

Grabbing, vbl sb 2
; see under Grub sb.

Grubbing (grzrbiq), ppl. a [f. Grub v . +
-ING 2

] That grubs, hi. antiJig.
1763 c Smart Phxdrus n iv (Bohn) 490 That grubbing

Swine Still works the tree to overset 1838 Dickens Nich
Nick xvi. Poor grubbing devils of authors 1882 W BWkf,den Soc. Law Labor 257 The slave, the serf, the
grubbing laborer have been released from .fetters.

_
Grabble (gr» b’l), v. [variant of Grabble v

,

influenced by Gbub v. Du. has grobbelen synony-
mous with grobbelen ]

'

+ 1. intr. and tram. To grope. To grabble up ;

to scrape together. Obs.
a 169a E Hopkins Regeneration (1694) 28 Being now de-

prived of the Image of God, the Soul grabbles here below.
1690 Drvoen Don Sebasi. 1, i (1692) 8 Let me rowl and
grabble thee ax700— Ovid's Amours 1. iv 73 There I

'will be, and there we cannot miss, Perhaps to grabble, or
at least to kiss 171a Steele Sped No 444 ? 4 He looked
at the Fish, then at the Fiddle, still grubling in his Pockets,

then altered his Mind as to Farthings and gave my Friend
a Silver Swpence 17x9 D'Unrcv Pd/s I 353, I’ll grabble
all my Jokes up to Delight ye Ibid, II. 329 And Foreign
Solfa grabbles up the Pence
2. intr. — Grub v. 6 b. rare.
1867 G Macdonald Poems 265 The limping, cheating

piover Not upon an elm tree hover, But prefer in fields to
grabble With the partndge.
Hence Gru’lihle sb., rare

,
an act of ‘ grabbling’.

183a Taz/’j Mag XIX 336 The cherubs hungry come
fioniplay, Dirt pies and gutter grabbles.

t Grubbier. Obs or arch. Also 5 groublare,
growblar. [Altered form of Grubber 1 — Grub-
ber I,

T
Grubber *1 *8*3W Taylor in Monthly Rev.

LXJC.11, 283 I hat which not the parish clerk, but the con-
vernation of the neighbourhood, might have supplied, is too
commonly left to the sagacity of grubblers yet unborn
t Grabbling, vbl. sb. Obs. In 5 growblmge,

5-6 grublyng. [Altered form of Grubbing ]
1. Digging, grubbing.
c 1440 [see Grubbing vbl sb 1]

2, In comb, grabbling-iron, a 1 grubbing-iron ’.

^53° Palsgr 222/1 Fonnour or grublyng1 yron
Grubblings, dial, form of Grovbllingb adv
Grubby (gr» bi), a. [£ Grub sb. +-y ]
1. a. Infested with grubs, b. Of the nature of
a grub or larva.

*7*5 Bradley Fam. Diet s. v Tree, Reject those trees .
that are knotty and appear to he grubby 185* Househ
Wards 23 Oct. 138 Divesting themselves of the grubby or
chrysalis-like covering of great-coats and wrap rascals
2. Stunted, dwarfish. (Cf.GRUBriJ.aa.) Novtdial.
x6xi Cotgr

, R-abougri

,

growne crooked, and low ; mis-
growne, grabble, dried up. Ibid, Ratatmi, grubbie,
shrunken!, thick and short. 171a J James tr Le Blond's
Gardeningn. Observe, if there are great Trees near, whether
they grow crooked, ill-shap’d, and grubby x886 Chesh.
Gloss

, Grubby, small, poor, stunted.
8* Dirty, tjnmvt also slovenlv nnd

. r» Z -c V « 3 aure to

j V* 1
?.811?® tooecomefoul, and, as it is technically

d, grubby' 1830 F E. Paget Curate ofCumber-
l. etc 227 A nark nf imiKL., _ *

suffer;

termec
. w 4

worth, etc 227 A pack of grubby chUdreiTirf a frowzy

“f
1
??

1

-n
86

* „
A £utch Piet, xxi 330 That shabby,

grubby, lU-fimelUng old street *893 G Allen Scallywag
* *S5> * hke Mr. Thistleton he s quite nice, of course, and
there s nothing grubby about him

*

4. dial (bee quot. and cf Gbub sb. 3 )

tempera!
A
peev°h

NE Antiq 450 Grubby, testy, ill-

Hence Gru-bbineas, grubby or grimy condition.

grubbiness?**
Star 20 Aug. 4/6 Their face in a condition of

t Grubean, a. jocular. Obs Also Grubsean,
Owibbean. [f Grub(-stbeet) + -ean, after
Saoean, etc.] Of or belonging to Grub-street.
*7°4 Swift T. Tub 1, (1709) 30 The Grubaean sages havealways chosen to convey their precepts shut up within the

Vehicles of types and fables 1759 Dilworth Pope 39 The
overt acts of the Grubean sowers of poetic sedition 1703
Chron. m Ann Reg 6 A Grubean elegy. 1803 Spirit Pub

l

Jrnls. (1S04) VII 33 Ihe Grubean saves have exalted their
society, m point of fame, above all societies

Grubhood (grv bhud). [f Grub sb. + -hood ]
The condition of a grub or lai va
1859 W. S Coleman Woodlands (1866) 75 [He] feeds the

last days of his grubhood upon the nutty pips. 1839 SAt \
I\v round Clock (1861) 105 Yonder broken-winged butterfly,
relapsing into a state of grubhood again.

Grub-street (gn> bstrft).

1. ong. The name of a stieet near Moorfields in
London (now Milton-street), ‘much inhabited by
wnters of small histories, dictionaries, and tem-
porary poems ’

(J ) ,
hence used allusively for the

tribe of mean and needy authors, or literary hacks.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wits 11 2/x When strait I

might descry, The Qumtescence of Grubstreet, well distild
'through Cupplegate in a contagious Map 1689 Shad-
well Bury F v 56 The very Spirit of Grubstreet Reigns
in you. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull Pref

, O Grubstreet •

thou fruitful Nursery of tow’nng Genius’s 1 1809 Byron
Eng Bards Sc Reviewers 547 Long, long beneath that
hospitable roof Shall Grub-street dine, while duns are kept
aloof 1870 Emerson Soc Sold

,
Books Wks (Bohnj

III 80 Now and then, by rarest luck, in some foolish Grub
Street is the gem we want
2 attnb. or as adj. Pertaining to, emanating

from, or characteristic of Grub-street ; of the nature
ofliterary hack-work; rarely, like a needy scribbler
1648 Mercurms Fidehcns {Thomasson Tracts B M )CCCLXXXIV No 32, 6 The Grub-street pamphleteer.

2672 Marvell Reh Tiansp 1 26 Grubstreet and Polemical
Divinity a 1700 B E. Diet Cant. Crew, Grub street
News, false, Forg'd 17x0 Swift l atUr No. 230 r a Till of
late Years, a Grubstreet Book was always bound in Sheep-

5^
in
„ VV W O. G Vaughan I 129 Grab-street

Quill drivers. 1785 Grose Did Vnlg. Tottgue s.v , A Grub-
street writer means a hackney author, who manufactures
books for the booksellers. *836 Lowell Lett, (1894) 1. 276
At present I am perfectly Grubstreet, but then I have the
pleasure of earning every penny I spend a i860 Macaulay
Hist. Eng xxm. (1889) II 644 Nor was it only in Grub
Street tracts that such reflections were to be found
Hence Grubstreetian sb., Grubstreetonian

a. (iionce-wds.).
cx72x Mtsc Lett Mist's Jml. (1722) II 303 Ha, ha, ha,

all the Judges sit upon the Grub-Streetians ' Ibid 321
Any able Grubstreetian 1805 SpiritPubL Jrnls. (1806) IX
24s A Ballad in the Style Grubstreetoman.
Grueche, obs form of Grutoh.
t Gru'cchild. Obs.raie~\ [f.gntccheGrutoh
v + -ild fem. suffix, as inONorthumb.y&Wfemale
relative, nthebynld female neighhour,ME begemld
beggild, cheapnld,fost> ild, motild

\ totild
The origin of the suffix is obscure

, the suggestion that it
is derived from kild as a frequent terminal element m
female names can hardly be right, on account of the umlaut
ui the ONorthumbnan examples Peih. it may represent a
leut. fem agent-suffix -ipijA ]

A (female) grumbler.^ AnCr
,
R *08 Heo is a grucchild [MS C. gruemde,MS 7 grucchere], & ful itowen.

Grueh(e, grudclie, obs. forms of Grutoh
Gxudge (gneds), sb. Forms : see the verb [f.

Grudge v., or variant of Grutoh sb ]
+!• Murmur, murmuring, grumbling ; discontent,

dissatisfaction
, reluctance, unwillingness Obs.

1477 Marc Paston in P Lett. No 801 III 197 For syche
grwgys and other causys, I am ryght sory that the graunte
is knowyn that I have mad, with ought it myght take effect.
1484 Rich III m Ellis Ong Lett Ser. hi I. 104 The
gret clamor grugge and complain te which our liege people
of this our Roym» have made of and upon the coigne of
sdvei made in our lande of Irland *318 m W H Turner
Select* Rec Oxford (1880) ig Ther shold ensew grogis and
murmures amongst the kyngis subgects. 1526 1 indale
Acts vi. 1 1 here arose a grodge amonge thegrekesagaynste
the ebrues 1533 More Anew Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1092/2
Lhat they shulde eat his fleshe and drincke his bloud after
their owne carnal vnderstandinge, but yet in another
tourme, to put awaye all grudge of stoinacke c 1335 Harps-
tield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) x93 They declare what
murmur and gradge was in England, x6xx B Jonson Cati-
line hi 1, That still your counsell of me be approu’d , Bothby your selues, and those to whom you haue, With grudge,
prefer d me 6 6 '

‘ Murmuring ’

of the conscience, uneasiness
or disturbance of mind

, sfcruple, doubt, misgivine
Also, an instance of this. Obs.
,*483 Vulgana abs Terentio 7 b, There is oon grugge ordout that maketh me euyll at ese [L. vmts scrupulus restate

0,1 imus.£Z? 1 xxxii (1638) S6 Without any

fZ
g
l,

ud
,f
e of Conscience. 1540 Morysjne Vines'Introd Wysd Lv, We must be content, that in our con-

science, we fcle our selves void of secret gruge and unquiet-
nes 1538 Bp Watson Slv Sacram xxi 134 God gauem

7^
s cons0lence agaynste hys sinne 1398Barret lheor Warres 1 11 xx Is it no grudge to the souL

diers conscience to fight against them?
3 Ill-will or resentment due to some special

cause, as a personal injury, the superiority of an
opponent or rival, or the like. Obs (exc as in b)
1457 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 17 b, The lesse grugge

ye fle fr
2r
m mai,ce knd

A l
C
.

hr
A°
n'

'l
1 435 He wanne of them as mochegrudge & hatred as he to fore hadde loue & good wyll

15x31 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 768 IVthe mlat
fiA // °r V m

?iri
a,nd displeasure of God. 1333Debell Salem Wks xoi 6/1 He might dyffame all the

temporall ministers too, and bryng them in grudge & ob-

GBTTDGE.
loquie of the people 1379 Lyly Enphues (Arb ) 88 Although
he were moved with inward grudge yet he WLsely repressed
his anger 1590 Spenser F Q in. iv 61 Heavy Iooke
that plains In lum bewraid great grudge, and maltalent
X635R N Camden's Hist Elis 1 11 23 Queen Elizabeth
hare secret grudge against her 1722 Sewel Hist Quakers
(1795) I Pref 21 This hath raised envy, grudge, and malice
against them 1784 Cowplr Task v 203 They plough’d
and sow 'd, And reap’d their plenty without grudge or strife*
1878 Browning La Saismz 57 There is no such grudge inGod as scared the ancient Greek

" “

b. A particular instance of this feeling : const.
against (a person)

; also freq. in phr. to have a g
against

, (+ to, + at), to bear, owe (a person) a g., etc.
x53xElyotGo».h ix (1883) II 103 The people called Dores
wolde aduenge their olde grudges agayne the Atheniensis

X5S1 Savilr Tacitnf Ihsi 11 v (1591) 55 They laid grudges
aside [L, positis odiis] <1x586 Sidney Aicadta n (1622)
201 Public affairs were mingled with private grudges 1601F Godwin^.? ofEng i6oTheConqueior hauingapriuate
grudge at Stigand, 1603 K. Johnson Ktngd Comww 75
1 he Countes of Maunsnelt have a grudge to the house of
Saxony. x6xx Bible Mark vi xg Herodias had a quarrel[^inward grudge] against him 1637 North's Plutarch,Add Lives (1676) 4 The Anans bore Athanasius a grudge
1678 Drydtn Kind Keeper 11 1 Dram Wks 1725 IV 312
I have a grudge to him, tor the Privilege of his Sex. 1767T Hutchinson Hist. Mass II 111 282 There was a private
grudge against him 1830 Cunningham Brit. Faint II 244He went on his errand with a grudge 1849 Macaulay
Hist Eng vi II 40 He had an old grudge to stimulate
his zeal 1871 Dixon Tower III xxvu 306 He nursed
some grudge against the Duke 1876 Mozley Untv Semi
x (1877) 204 Men of this character pursue a grudge un-
ceasingly, and never forget or forgive

' "

1

4

. = Grudging vbl. sb 2 Obs
1562 Turner Herbal 11 20 b, If any grudge of the same

disease chance to rise agame 1384 Cogan Haven Health
ccxiu, (1636) 225 [He] was never vexed with any sicknesse
except the grudge ofa fever ofone day 1678 R. L’Estrange
Seneca’s Mor (1702) 106 They are past the Hazard of a
Relapse, but they have still the Grudges ofa Disease

+ 5 Injury, injurious influence or effect. Obs, 1 are
*49*

' Act 7 Hen VII, c 10 It was ordeyned that the
said Statute shuld be adnulled to the grete prejudice
grugge smgler hurte and jeoperdie of all your seid true
beges 1641 Milton Reform n (1851) 69 This our shaken
Monaichy, that now lies labouring under her throwes. and
st*ugghng against the grudges ofmore dreadfull Calamities
6. Comb

,

as grudge-bearing adj.
x6xx Cotcr., Mating

,

malignant, lll-wilhe, grudge-bearing

Grudge (gr»d3),w. lorms: 5-6 gruge, grugge,
groge, 6-7 grudg, (5 grwge, grughe, grogge,
gro-wge, 6 grodge, groudge), 5- grudge
[Altered form of Grutch v

, possiblyinfluenced by
Gregge, agregge,Aggrege

, cf Aggrudge (aggt ogg-
ynge, aggrugged) synonymous with Aggrieve.]

I" mtr. To munnur
, to utter complaints mnr-

munngly
; to grumble, complain

, to be discon-
tented or dissatisfied. Obs

,
x46* Poston Lett No 404 II 30 They grudge and sey,

how that the kyng resayvith s>ch . as haff be his gret
eanemyes 1470 Fortescue Articles in Abs <$- Lim Mon
(1885) App B 349 Somme man shal mows obtayne gretter
rewardis than thet have disserved, and yit grugge, seying
they haue to litill 1302 Atkynson tr De Imitations 1 ix
*59 They haue therm peyne, and lyghtly gruges leather
version gretchin, v r graccheth] xS3S Coverdale Ps. 11 1Why do the Heithen grudge? why do the people ymagyn
vajne thmges t 1340-1 Ei yot Image Gov (1356) 89 b, Not
with standynge all this tourment he never grudged. 155a
Latimer Serm Si John Evang Day (1584) 284, 1 woulde
not haue you in any wise to grudge or muimure because >e
lack houses 1600 Holland Livy iv. 1 (1609) 139 The
Volscians and /Equians grudged and muttered for the
fortifying of Verrugo x6xx Bible Ps. lix 15 Let them
wander vp and downe for meate, and grudge if they be not

'?u
lS

j
a Taylor God's Jndgetn. 1 11. x (1642) 207

-1 he Cardinall, on his death bed, murmured and grudged.

T b Const, against, earlier also with (chiefly,

a person)
; at, ^(chiefly, a thing). Obs.

c 1450 Cov Myst. (Shaks. Soc ) 22B Thus for to grugge
ageyns Godys myght, Ajens hyj God je do offens. 1483
Presentm Junes in Surtees Misc (1888) 29 The comyns
gretly grughis ther wythe ]>* ther is non as ther Was wont to
be 1494 Fabyan Chron vh. ccxxiu. 248 He toke vpon
hyna to

-
rule in suche wyse, as the Kynge grudged with

his doynge. a 1329 Skelton Sp, Parrot 435 Grocers were
grugyd at and groyned at hut late. 1333 Coverdale Mark
xiv s And they grudged against her 1338 Sixrkev

E

ngland
1 in 82 The temporalty grugylh agayn the spiritualty, the
commyns agayne the nobullys 1582-8 Hist Jas VI (1804)
98 The people ofthe countrey gradgetheavihe at the promo-
tion of this Regent. X597 Hooker Eccl PoIm xvn § 2 Nor
is there cause why the guilty should gradge or complain of
injustice 16x2 aJ. 1 aylor Comm, Titus 11, 9 lhat too
ordirarie a sinne of seruants, when as they pnuatly mutter
and grudge against the commandments and corrections ot
their masters and mistresses 1670 Harby Key Script. 1 10
Nor let any grudg at this brief Digress a 1720 Sheffield
(Pk Buckhm.) Wks, (1753) II 260 What 1 shall we too
Like children, grudge at one another's play-tbings? 1820
Brown Hist Brit Ch. I xi 345 Stilhngfleet grudged at
the late toleration

+ c. with clause expressing the cause.
*5®* T Norton Calvin's Inst. 1 47 Many perhaps do

grudge, that the Scripture doth not set forth that fall and
the cause , therof x6ax Donne Serm- xv. 148 Neither
grudge that thou goest, nor that worse stay. 1642 Rocfrs
Naaman 304 How ready to grudge, that the heat of the
day lyes upon them more then others. 1760 Beattie Virg,
Past 11 40 Nor grudge, Alexis, that the rural pipe So oft
hath stain’d the roses of thy lip.

+ d To grudge a thought : to think an envious
thought. Obs.



GRUDGEABLE. 469 GRUEFUL,

iS9* Shaks i Hen VI
,
m 1 176 So peribh they, That

grudge one thought against your Maiesty

2 irons To be unwilling to give, grant, or allow

(something); to begrudge Also with infinitive

as obj.

c igoo Three Ktugs' Sons no For the symplesse & pouert

of his persone, he gruggid the lesse his dehueraunce 1349
Coverdale, etc hrasm Par Jas 33 Shall his faythe

auaile him, that at Goddes commaundement grudgeth to

geue a cote to hys neyghbour that starueth for colde 1596
Edward III1 in iv F 4 b, The garrison of Geroaes weary
with their march, Grudging to be soddenly imployd, 1614

Bp Hall Recoil Treat 413 What if God had called mee
to heaven ; would you have grudged my departure? 1618

J Bullokcr jn Farr S. P Jas I (1848) 291 His owne
disciples, too, that sate at bord, Do grudge such cost be-

stowed vpon their Lord 1687 A Lovei l tr l'hevenot's

Trav. 1 268 The English are very good Sea men never

grudging their labour 1711 Addison Sped No 10 ? 6,

1 hope these my gentle Readers will not grudge throwing

away a Quarter of an Hour in a Day on this Paper 1753
Young Centaur v Wks 1757 IV 236 Shall we grudge

to pay half that pains for an eternity ? 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 80 P 4 [She] tells how she giudges every moment of

delay. 1830 D’Iseafli Chas I, III ix 198 Some weie
jealous to obtain the distinction ofa royal visit, though they

grudged the cost 1845 McCulloch Taxation 11 11 (1852)

169 The duties on spirits and tobacco are paid without

being grudged 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc (1873) 158 Why
should we grudge the hour of prayer ? 1848 B’ness Bunsen
in Hare Life (1879) II 111 120, I grudge your being dis-

turbed in the composure you had re-conquered 1873
Browning Red Cott Nt -cap 199 And as with body, so

proceed with soul Nor less discerningly grudge To play

the doctoi

b Const, to or flat.

1639 Fuller Holy War v 111 (1640] 233 The world .

never grudged them great wages who did good work.

1697 Drvdcn Virg Georg 1 677 Long the Gods..Have
giudg’d thee, Cassar, to the World below 1719 Young
Bust? is n 1, I’d grudge her beauties to the gods that gave
them 1853 Macaulay Hist. Eng xv. III. 508 Even
zealous Royalists might not have grudged the old Republican
a grave in his native soil. 1871 R Ellis tr Catullus lxiv

170 Thus to my utmost need chance Giudges an ear. 1873
Helps Anitn. <5- Mast. m. (1873) 63,

1

don't grudge these

people their pleasures.

f 3. trans. To envy (a person). Also tntr To
be envious. Obs rare.

1387 Gascoigne Wks
,
Pr Pleas Kemlw A v. Whose

graces make the Gods to grudge, me thmkes it should be

shee a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 376 No good
man will grudge him under this title, who shall seriously

peruse this his epitaph

+ 4. trans. To trouble orvex mentally : said either

of something which grieves the conscience or of the

conscience distressing a person. Also impers. Obs.

1483 Nottingham Rec. II 393 On thyng 111 especyalle

gruggyd theyr consyens 1488 Will of Sir h. Shea
(Somerset Ho ), My consciencegruggethme that I wronged
hym 1334 More Let to Marg Roper Wr

ks. 1429/1, I

woulde not declare any special! part of that othe that

grudged my conscience *333 Goodly Primer
, Chr.' In-

struct Clnldr

,

Call to your mind what offence chiefliest

grudgeth your conscience 1619 Jfr Dyke Counterpoyson
(1620) 22 Oh how it grudges the wretch to spare God so

much time 1 Ibid. 50 It would have grudged him farie more
to haue seene them hang from yeare to yeare
absol. or tntr, c 1460 G Ashby Poems m 895 To do

ayemste conscience in suche guise, Whiche shal frete and
gruge in your soule & mynde 1358 Bp Watson Sev.

Sacram. xxi 134 He stopped hys eares, and woulde not

suffer hys conscience to grudge, nor shewe hym hys offences

+ 5 . pass, and tntr. To be seized with a disease;

to have the* first touch or access of a fever, Obs.

(Cf. Grudge sb. 4, Grudging vbl sb. 2 )

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxv 160 He was grudgyd with a

feuoure; for remedye whereof, he toke a pocion of a
physycion Iewe 1330 Palsgr 375/2. I groudge, as one
doth that hath a groudgyng of the axes, jefnlonue Me
thynke his axes cometh upon hym, for he groudgeth all

redy 1349 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Hja, Who maie
auant him selfe to do wiseli, and not to he grudged with
some spyce of madnesse [L, quique non ahqno msauue
geuere teueatur]

f b. tntr. To chatter with the teeth (?as in

ague). Obs. 1 are~

h

c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Hath v 1309 There is noon
that it seeth But for leer he gruggeth with his teeth,

f 6 trans. To load, cram [? for gregge ,
aggrege].

164a Rogers Naaman 332 Hee shall choke them with

their owne morsells, and grudge them therewith till they
come out at their nostnlls

Hence Grudgedppl a
1349 Chalonfr Erasm on Folly G ij a, They fele not

what a twitching turment it is to have a grudged conscience

c 1636 Strafford Papers I 210 Nobility is such _a grudged
and envied piece of monarchy. 1853 Kane Grhmtll Exp
xlvii (1856) 442 A grudged ration of seal's meat

+ Gru-dgeable, a. Obs rare~°. [f Grudge v.

+ -abm.] That may be complained of
1570 Levins Mamp 3/4 Grudgeable, inurmuraMis

Grudgeful (grc dgful), a rare. [f. Grudge sb

+ -FUL ] Full of resentment or rancour ,
resentful

1396 Spenser F Q. iv vm 28 The hag did scold And
rayle at them with grudgefull discontent. 163a Vicars
sF.neid n 49 Grudgefull Greeks 1877 Blackie Wise Men
86 The full-eyed spouse of Zeus Grudgeful that Troy no
bloodier bane should brook 1893 Stevenson Catnona xv
182 These red-shank’s are unco grudgeful.

Hence Gru dgefully adv.
1882 H E, Merivale Faucii ofB III, 11 xv. 95 She

laughed with a real enjoyment which Guy rather grudge-
fully envied her.

Tod; IV.

Grudgekin. (grv dgkin). nonce-wd [f. Grudge
sb + -kin.] A little grudge.
1860-1 Thackeray Level 111, Some twaddler against whom

I have a grudgekin.

Grudgement (grirdgment) rare- 1
. [f

Grudged + -ment.] Envy, lesentment.

1843 Browning Flight Duchess xv 289 A little plait of
hair which at my breast I wear, Ever did (rather to

Jacj nth’s grudgment), And ever shall, till the Day of Judg-
ment
Grudgeons, obs form of Gubgeons.

Grudger 1 (grodgai). [f. Grudge v. + -er1.]

One who grudges or murmurs
;
one who cherishes

ill-will, resentment, or envy
1332 Huloet, Grudger, mahgnans

,
zclotes 1606 Ford

Fame's Mem Wks i860 III 307 Of all his foes, backbiters,

grudgers fear'd. 1631 Mabbe Celesttna vi 74 Murmurers,
grudger? of my good, repmers of my prosperity 1898
Westm Gas 26 Jan 2/1 The grudgers, ever ready to interfere

with other folk’s innocent pleasuies

So On dgfery [see -ery], grudging
1889 Spectator 23 Nov

,
He expressed himself with a

vulgai grudgery of rank that suggested dislike to all

superiority

t Grudger 2
. Obs rare [f Grudge v. + -er*,

the AF. ending as m trover
,
user

,
etc.] Complaint,

dissatisfaction.

1467 Paston Lett No 57s II 3o6,Itrost that he nothyr
hath ne shall have cause of grudger by my defnut, for I can
not understand ony cause of grudger

Grudging (gw dgig), vbl sb, [f. Grudge v
+-ING1

j

I. The action of the verb Grudge : + a. Murmur-
ing, grumbling, complaint b Reluctant or un-

willing action c. The cherishing of ill-will, resent-

ment, or envy.
c 142a Lydg Assembly Gods 217 What pyne or greef ye

for me prouyde, Without any giogyng I shall hit abyde
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 17 b, Holde you content
with that, that ought to suffise you, and so ye shal not haue
no gruggyng 1347 Homtltes 1 Obedience in (1859) 113
She gladly, without any excuse or grudging, for conscience

sake did take that cold.. winter journey 1587 Golding
De Mornay xxiv (1617) 41 1 Wherefore languished heefortie

veers in the wildernesse amonga thousand grudgmgs 1601
Bp W Barlow Serin Paules Crosse 20 Grudging marres
chantie 1653 Fuller CA Hist ix vm § xa Th'e Grudg-
ings which began to grow betwixt Secular Priests and
Iesuits 1712 Steele Sped No 268 1*3 Who..without
grudging allow whatever is prudent and convenient *783
Burke Rep Affairs Itulia Wks XI. 30 The export of so

much silver was sometimes a subject of grudging and un-
easiness m Europe. 1866 Mrs Carlyle Lett. Ill 321
No appearance of envy or grudging in anybody 2876
B’ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II vm 466 The gift

of God is granted without stint or grudging

f 2 . An access or slight symptom of an approach-
ing illness, or a trace remaining of a previous one

,

a 1 touch ’ (of an ailment, pain, etc.); Obs.

c 1440 Promp Parv 217/2 Grudgynge of sekenesse, sub
murmur 1548 Recorde Urtn. Physic/e vm (1651) 46
There goeth with it some spices and grudgings ofthe Ague.
1388 Dee Diary (Camden) 28, June 19th, I had a grudging
of the ague 1606 Holland Sneton 251 Some light motions
and grudgings of his sicknesse 1619 FletcherM '1 liomas

11 i, A grudging caus’d by th* alteration Of air, may hang
upon me a 1643 W. Cartwright 'Ordinary iv iv, When
did you Feel the first grudging on 't ? ’tis not broke out In

any place 1672 Dryden and Pt Couq Granada iv. 111,

The grudging of my ague yet remains 1710 T Fuller
Pharm Extemp 127 As soon as ever any grudging of the

Fit a coming is perceived, a 1796 Pegge Derbicisms Ser
II. 103 (EDS) Grudging

>

1 a grudging of pain

a

spice or

small degree of it, a tendency to it

fig. 1613 Beaum. & Fl Honest Man's Fortune v. 111,

Now have I A kinde a grudging of a beating on me, I fear

my hot fit.

f3 . Inward disquietorvexation, (Cf Grudge sb.2.)

1430-1330 Myii our Ladye 44 Theyre spyrytes ar dryuen
from quyetnes of deuocyon into anguysshe & paynefull

grudginges i6ox Dent Pafhiu. Heaven 242 When such
little grudgings are felt in the soule.

f 4 A secret longing, wish, or inclination Obs
1623 B Jonson Staph ofN. 1 it I'd fame be doing some

good I feele a grudging Of bounty, and I
>
would not

long lye fallow 1682 Dryden Medal 58 Ev'n in the most
sincere advice he gave He had a grudging still to be a

knave 1694 Congreve Double-Dealer in. v, Nay, I don’t

despair , but still she has a grudging to you.

Grudging (gr» djii)), PPl a- [-ing20 ,That

grudges
, + complaining, repining (obs.) ;

unwilling,

reluctant ;
resentful, envying

a 1533 Frith Disput Purgat (1829") 119 If I pay albeit

mine heart be never so grudging & evil-willing yet have I

fulfilled the law. 1390 Spenser F Q. 1 11 19 [In death]

his grudging ghost did strive With the fraile flesh 1634
Milton Comns 723 We should serve him as a grudging
master 1874 Green Short Hist iv § 4 _

629 His industry

earned the grudging praise of his enemies 1889 Jessopp
Coming ofPnars 1 40 A certain grudging provincialism is

observable m the East Anglian character

Grudgingly (gwdgujli), adv. [f Grudging
ppl IL + -LY-4.] In a grudging manner, unwillingly,

reluctantly ;
with stmt or reluctance.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm, Par 1 Pet iv 7-xi Let
him that hath substaunce bestowe vnto them that haue
nede, not grudgingly nether with mnrmuryng, but gladly

and chearefully 1644 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks (1660) 138 The
one doth it cheerfully and willingly

,
the other grudgingly

and repmingly. 1781 Cowper Chanty 2x8 Trouble is

grudgingly and hardly brooked While life’s sublimest joys

are overlooked. 1828 D’Israeli Chas. /, II xu, 314 The

reluctant civilities so grudgingly accorded by the Monarch
1879 Trollope Cousin Henry xxiv. 276,

1

had nothing to

do but to obey his oiders. But I did it most grudgingly.

Grudgingness (gw deques), [f. as piec +
-ness ] The condition or quality of being grudg-

ing, unwilling, reluctant, or stinting

x8ao L Hunt Indicator No 51 (1822) I. 404 A jealous

grudgingness. 1876 Geo Eliot Dan. Der lxiv, Nothing
grates on me more than that posthumous grudgingness to-

wards a wife

Grudgm(g)s, -ions, var. or obs f. Gubgeons,
fGruej i-5 1 Obs. Also 4 grwe, 5 grew,

5, p So gru [Commonly taken to be a OF gru
meal, gram (see Gruel) ;

but there is no trace in

OF. ot the sense ‘ particle \
The phrase ‘not a grue’ has a curious resemblance to the

Gr ovfie -yp-O, adopted by the Latm comedians as ne gry
mdem (see Gry)

,
but it is difficult to see how this could

ave come into ME, and mod. Sc use ]

With negatives Not a {one) g>'ue, no grue : not

an atom, not a whit.

13 . Gaw <$• Gr Kni. 2231, I schal gruch be no grwe.

13 . St Erkenwald 319 in fiorstm Altengl Leg (1887)

273, I folwe in \>e fader nome & his fre childes & of pe
gracious holy goste—& not one grue lenger 411400-30

Alexander 3270 We had bene drawen into disspaire dene,

And of ]>e godness of god nogt a grew [Dublin MS dele]

traisted. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Print. 1939 Where as

her is but smal or naght a gru 1823-80 Jamifson, Gru, a
particle, an atom No a gru of meal

,

not a particle of

meal , He has na a gru of sense.

Grue (grw), sb 2 rare. In 6 gru [ad. L.gru-em,

grits crane, or a F gruel] A crane.

1593-6 Burel Pilgr. in J Watson Colled Poems (1706)

11 27 The Gru befoir me thair appeirs, Quhois legs wer
lang and syde

+ Grue, sbfi dial. Obs [? a. OF. gru meal : see.

Gruel.] A kind of meal cake made in Cheshire.

1633 Moufet & Bennet Health's Imprcm xxiv. 233 Had
Galen seen the Oaten Cakes of the North; the Janocks of
Lancashire, and the Grues of Cheshire, he would have
confessed that Oates and Oatmeal are. meat for tall, fair

and strong men.

Grue (gw), sbP So. Also grou. [f. Grue v l
]

The action of Grue o.l; shivering, shuddering;

a shiver, shudder.
1820 Edinb Mag. May 423 A seikenan’ grou cam ower
my heart, I swarf't amang his hands. 1867 N Maclfod
Starling x111, The Sergeant experienced what is called m
Scotland a grue—the sort of shiver one feels in a night-

mare 1899 Daily News 9
Nov. 8/6 Her new book. Iack9

nothing by which to give its readers a ‘grue ’.

Grue tgrw), sb.
6 north, dial. Also gru, grew.

? Ice in flakes, or detached pieces.

1833 Farquharson inPhil Trans CXXY 330 [seeground-
rue in Ground sb 18] Ibid 333 At this rapid, the whole
ottom was covered with silveiy gru Ibid. 334A number

of pieces ofloose gru 1839 Douglas in Proc, Berio Nat
Club I No 7. 183 An immense quantity ofgrew, incompact
ice, floated down. Ibid 187 The frost . catching the light

floating grew, makes a chance of obstruction 1891 Scott.

Leader 3 Feb 7/1 The 1 grue 1

floating down the Tweed
Grue (grw), d 1 Sc and north, dial Forms 3-4

gru, 4-7 grow, 5, g grue, 6 grou, 5-6, 9 growe.
pa t 4 grew, greuyt, 4-5 growyt, -it. [Not
recorded in OE. or ON ;

cognate wilh the synony-

mous OHG. in-grhen (MHG. grhwen, mod G:

grauen), Du, grmven, Da grue,0Sw grwa,groywa
(mod.Sw grufiva now only left to grieve).]

1. mtr. To feel terror or horror, shudder^tremble

;

quake; to shrink from something; to be troubled

in heart.

a 1300 CursorM. 7983 Dauid thoght on his fas phihstiens,

Glaifii wald he bant confund. To ger bam for him gru
[Fairf grow] and gnse. 0x330 R Brunne Chi on Wace
(Rolls) 8532 His herte a-geyns hym gros & grew 1375
Barbour Bruce xvii 686 Thair hertis than begouth till

grow Ibid xx 517 At tresoune growyt [soMS E ; MS. C
grevit, ed, 16x6 groowed] he so gretly. That na tratour

mycht be hym by c 1430 Holland Hcnulat xxxv, To
ames Lord Dowglas fhow the gre gaif, To ga with the

ingis hart; thairwith he nocht growit, 15x3 Douglas
ASneis xtx. xiii. 110 [Scho] Can He, and flafj and maid hym
for to grow. 1674 Ray N. C Words 23,

{ I grow *, I am
troubled. 18x9 W Tennant Papistry Stomtd (1827) 142

Garnn’ Sir Freirpowe in his skin Wi' ane prophetic dreid.

1893 Stevenson Catnona 14, I hegm to grue at the sound
of it

b. Of the body , To shiver, shudder,

e 1470 Henhyson Mar. Fab vm [Preach Swallmv)xxvi,
My flesche growis, my bodie quaikis all. a 1603 Mont-
gomerie Sonn iv. 7 It garis my body grou, To tell it nou-

1824 Scott Redgaimtlet Let xi, He said things that

garr’d folk's flesh grue.

If D. To thrill.

41x849 H. Coleridge Poems (1850) II. 276 His every

member gruemg with delight

f 2 tmpers. It grues me : I shudder, tremble,

quake ; I shrink fiom something, Obs

1375 Barbour Bruce xv 341 Swa with hts fayis dred wes
hei hat thame grevit till heir his name, c 1460 Play Sac?ant
155 To do agen thy entent y* shuld grue me yll

+ Grue, v 2 Obs. [f. Grue sb 2
] mtr. Of a

crane . To utter its characteristic cry.

x688 R Holme Armoury 11. 310/2 The Crane grueth.

Grue • see Grew
Gruefol (grw-ful), a, rare—1

, [f. Grue d.1 +
-fue.] Fearful, horror-struck.
1880 Black White Wings xxxvu, Hereturned—somewhat

grueful—his hair wild,—his face wet.

139
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GRTTEIiNG.
GRUFFNESS.

Grueing (gnZ’iq), vbl sb. Sc. Forms • 4 grow-

yng, greuyng, 6 gruwmg, 7groouing, 8 grumg
[f. Gbue a.i + 'i^Q 1

.] The action of Gbue k 1
;

shuddering; horror.

*37S Barbour Bruce xix. 555, I wafc nocht quhat may tyd

vs heir, Bot a ncht gret growyng [so MS E ; MS C,

grevyng, ed 1616 grooumg] me tais 1595 Duncan App
Ely1110! (E.D S.), Horror,

gruwmg, or feaie Rigor, stiff-

ness or growing 173* Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 353 A
chilliness or Grumg affects the Body

(Jruel (grw’el), sb. Forms
: 4 growel, 4-5

growel, -ell(e, 4-6 grewel, 4-7 gruell, 5 grew-

ylle, grwel, -el(l)e, gruelle, ? gravelle, 5- gruel

[a. OF. gruel (12th c. in LitUd), mod F. gruau

ground grain, flour, gruel, for *grueau, gruyatt •—

med L. *gnttellum, dim. oigrutum of Tent, origin

:

cf. OE. grill Grout.] ,

1. h me flour, meal, or other fanuaceous substance.

Obs. or dial.

[13x1 in Charters, etc. Priory Fmchale (Surtees) p iv, De
gruell’ sufficient usque Pascham.] £233° [see 5 below]

14.. Norn. in Wr-Wulcker 740/31 Hec polenta, grewylle

1544 Pkaer Regun. Life (1553) Hvb, It is good to vse

grewel, clene barley [etc] 1847-78 Halliwell, Gruel

,

same as Grudgings

2 A light, liquid food (chiefly used as an article

of diet for invalids) made by boiling oatmeal (or

occas. some*other farinaceous substance)m water or

milk, sometimes with the addition of other ingre-

dients, as butter, sugar, spices, onions, etc. Grant-

hamgruel {see quot 1818) See alsoWater-gruel,
i36aLANCL P.Pl A.vri 169 Abolleful ofgruwel r 1400

tr, Lanfranc’s Cintrg, 13 He schal ete for his mete growel

maad of otemele, eibir of barli mele wib almaundis c 1450

ME Med. Bk (Heinnch) 77 Take otenmele & cow mylke
and make grewel *514 Barclay Cyt. 4- Uplondyshm
(Percy Soc ) 3 Sethynge some grewelf & sterynge the pul-

ment Of peese or frument 1531 Turner Herbal 1 L iv,

Beane of Egypt, is good taken wyth beane mele after the

maner of grewelle. i6xr Cotgr , Orgie, barhe gruell. 1634

J Taylor (Water P ) Gt Eater Kent ra His appetite .

neuer., needed the assistance of cawdle, iulep, alebery,

cullise. grewell, or stewd-broth 1688 R. Holme Armoury
111. 82/2 Grewel, is a kind of Broth made only of Water,

Grotes brused and Currans, some add Mace, sweet Herbs,

Butter and Eggs and Sugar, some call it Tottage Gruel

2738 Young Love Fame v. Whs. (1737) 123 Cooling gruel,

and composing tea 2791 W Nicholson tr Chaptads
Llem Chern. (1800) III 102 The Icelander obtain a very

delicate gruel with the fecula of the lichen Icelandicus

2823 Jane Austen Emma. 1. xu, A basin of nice smooth
gruel, thin but not too thin 2828 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxix,

Thou wilt get naethtng at night save Grantham gruel, nine

grots and a gallon ofwater 1869 J Martineau Ess. II 28

A sinful preference of roast mutton over gruel

transf. 2605 Shaks Macb. iv 1 32 Make the Grewell
thicke, and slab 184a Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. St
Medard, And he hurl’d it straight At the Saint’s bald pate,

To knock out * the gruel he call’d his brains

'

Prov c 2374 Chaucer Troylus nr 662 (7 xi) Sothnue I this

nyght shal I make it wel, Or casten al ]»e Growel in J>e fyre

+ 8, Broth orpottage ofoatmealinwhich chopped
meat has been boiled. Commonly gruel forced

iafarced, enforced), gruel {of)force, oxgruel of beef

etc. Similarly gruel ofalmonds. Obs ,

? c 1390Form ofCury (1780) 12 For to make grewel forced

Take grewel, and do to the fyre with godeflessh, and see}> it

well, 14. . Noble Bk, Cookry (1882) 88 To mak grewelle en
forced tak mary bones and freche brotbe and mak grewelle

and draw them throughe a strener, then tak [etc ] c 24*0
Liber Cocorttm (1862) 14 Gruel ofAlmondes Take almondes
unblanchid and bray hom sone. Put ote mele to . And
grynde alle sammen Ibid. 20 Gruel of Porke. Ibid. 47
For gruel of fors. JFyrst take porke, wele bou hit sethe

With otene grotes 0x430 Two Cookery bks. 6 Gruelle
a-forsydde. c 2450 Ibid 70 Growelle fforce. Take Growell
y-made offfresh beef c 2460 J. Russell Bk Nurture 319
Growelle of force Gravelle of beeff or motoun, haue ye no
care. 2513 Bk Kentynge m Babees Bk 273 Tansey is

good, hote wortes, or gruell of befe or of motton is good
253a Huloet, Grewell, forced or stewed broth, offella.

2565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Pulmentaris aims, chopped meate

made with pottage or broth’ forced gruell 2602 Holland
Pliny II. 03 If a thicke grewell or sew be made thereof,

, it cureth the pleunsie or paines of the sides. „

4. Phr, To have or get one's gruel

,

to receive

one’s punishment, to get killed. So to take one's

gruel, to give (a person) his gruel, colloq.

1797 Mary Robinson Walswgham IV 26 My pupil talked
ofnothing but of returning to Devizes, to ’give the ostler his
gruel ’ for having taken him in, 2825 Scott GuyM xxvm,
He gathered that they expressed great indignation against
some individual, ’He shall have Sis gruel said one. 2823
Byron Juan xi xvi, I’ve got my gruel t 2832 Kingsley
Yeast vui, TheyT>ve done for me, Paul Old Harry's got his

g
ruel 2898 Doyi e Trag, Korosko 292 What have we to
ope for? We mayjust as well take pur gruel

5 attrib
, as gruel-dish, -meal,

-pot, -sieve
; gruel-

tree dial, (see quot. ).

c 1330 Durham Acc. Rolls 523 In lij cnbris empt, pro
granano et uno Growell seue et 2 Colour pro pistnna. 24
in Ret, Ant I, 82 He fell doun into a gruell potte. Ibid
83 These lij kyngus ete but of wone gruell dysche. 2649
G Daniel Tnnarch , Hen V, cccxlvi, 'Tis a strange Gnu,
that for a Gruell Meale Resigns her Birthright. 1825-80
Jamieson, Gruel tree, the stick used for stirring the
porridge

Gruel (gm’el), v. [f Gruel sb.)

1. trans. To exhaust or disable: to ‘punish’.
(Cf, Gbuel sb 4.)
1850 Kingsley Alt Locke xii, Wadham ran up by the

side of that first Tnmty yesterday, and he said that they

470

were as well gruelled as so many posters, before they .got

to the stile 1877 Punch 24 Mar 129 The Crews were

drinking each other’s healths, m the vam attempt of each

to gruel the other before the race

2. nonce-use To feed with gruel

1804 tr La Martehere's Three Gil Bias I 69 You see

a man who has been confined to his bed a fortnight, conse-

quently well plaistered and gruelled. 289a Longm Mag
July 319, 1 had better halt and gruel my exhausted mount

GrrueUer (gr?7 elai). [f.

G

ruelj<J and® +-LR'.]

f 1. One who feeds on gruel ; a name given to

a particular set of Oxford students in 17th c Obs

1692 Wood Ath Oxon II. 616. He and other students

feeding oil thin broth, made of Oatmeal and water only,

they were commonly called Grewellers 1708 Hearni
Collect B Oct. (O H S ) II 240 Here they had Prayers,

and this deform’d old Maid [Elizabeth Hampton] made
them water Gruell, whence they were call’d the sect of yJ

Gruellers

2. colloq A poser, settler, floorer. (Cf Gruel v i )

1856 Kingsley Let. T Hughes in Alt Locke (1882) I.

Pref Mem 65 But this£ 25 ot his is a grueller

Gruelling (grzPelig),^/ sb colloq. [f. Gruel 71.

+ IRG 1
.] Tne action of the vb Gruel; ’punish-

ing defeat, esp. in an athletic contest

1882 Society 24 Oct 22/2 After the consistent gruelling he
received .it is very probable that he will run all the better

for being a bit above himself. 289a H. Cox Coursing

(Badm Libr ) ig Misterton had a rare gruelling in his first

course, and was put out by Devastation next round

Gruelling (grw’elnj ),ppl. 0 colloq. [f. Gbuel
v. 4- -IRQ- 2.] That ‘gruels’

;
exhausting, ‘punishing’.

1892 Sportsman 8 July 8/4 After a gruelling finish,

Magdalen just struggled home by two feet amidst great

excitement 1894 Astley Fifty Years Life II. vui. 132

What gruelling courses I have seen on Snail Down
Gruellous (grit elss), a rare-1

. [f. Gbuel sb.

+ -ous
]

Resembling gruel
,
gruelly.

ti6x * C Beds' College Life 74 Mr Percival Wylde was
lying back upon his pillows, apparently engaged in sipping

the gruellous compound '

Gruelly (grw’Sli), a. [f. Gbuel sb. + -y 1
.] Of

the nature of or resembling gruel.

2838 A B. Granville Spas Germ, 283 It assumes a
gruelly appearance 2888 F E Pagtt Lncretia xi 47 It

was no longer literature, but literarypap, soft, and passing

into a gruelly consistency 287* Earl Pembroke & G H.
Kingsley S. Sea Bubbles vui. 216 She squeezed about half

a tumbler-full of the gruelly fluid into it.

Gruesome (grit sum), a literary and dial.

Forms . 6, 8 growsome, 8 grousome, groosome,

g (grausome), grewsome, gruesome, [f. Gbue
z/.l + -some. Cf MDu grott-, grusaem, Du gt uw-
zaatit-yiRG. grit(we)sam (G. grausam), horuble,

cruel, fierce, inhuman.
App introduced into literary use by Scott The spelling

gruesome did not become well established until after 1850

;

g> ewsome is still occasionally used. Lytton’s grausome is

after G grausam (cf Grauly) ]

1 Inspiring fear, awe, or horror ; such as to cause

one to shudder with.-fear
;

fearful, horrible
;
grisly.

2570 Levins Mamp, 162/10 Growsome, homdus. 2782

J Hutton 7 our to Caves po Growsome, ugly, disagreeable.

1785 Burns Halloween xxm, He takes a swirlie, auld moss-
oak,. For some black, grousome carlin. 28x6 Scott Old
Mart xli, He’s as grave and grewsome an auld Dutchman
as e’er I saw 2848 Lytton K Arthur v xlix, With many
a grausome shape unutterable, Limn’d were the cavernous
sepulchral walls 1855 Browning Lovers Quart el v, He
has taken a bride To his gruesome side 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1 i, A grewsome sound between a moan and
a roar. 2874 B. Harte Wan Lee, The dim, mysterious
half-light of the cellar falling in a gruesome way upon the
misshapen bulk of a Chinese deity, 2877 A B Edwards
Up Nile xxi 649 It is like a feverish sleep, troubled by
gruesome dreams. 1891 Cltamb Jml, 4 Apr 219 A few
broken, leafless, doddered stumps of trees help to give the
dark chill marsh a more gruesome and uncanny aspect.
Comb, 1878 Besant & Rice Celia's Arb xxxu, 12887) 233

It was a gruesome-looking shadow, with high back and
head thrust forward

2 . Full of or inspired by fear, tare.

1869 Blackmork Loma D

.

vii, These trees and pools are
making a gruesome coward of thee 2880 H James Haw-
thorne 87 Some of his companions took rather a gruesome
view of Ms want of articulate enthusiasm.

Hence Gome’somely adv., G-rue'someness.
2886 Pall Mall G 30 Sept 2/z Mr Matthews, with much

of Poe’s ingenuity, has a touch, too, of Poe’s gruesomeness
2893 Columbus Dispatch (Ohio) 26 Jan., The wind whistles
and moans among them grewsomely.
Q-ruf, obs. form of Groof
Grufe, rare obs, pa t. Gbave &.1 ; var. Groof.
Grufe, obs. Sc and north f. Gbow,
G-rufelingis, -lynge : see Grovellijtgs, -ing

Gruff (g«rf), a. and sb Forms: Sc. 6 groiff,

grof, groffe, 8 groof, 9 grouff, 6- groff, 7-
gruflf, (9 grough) [app, a, Du or LG. *g>‘of=
OHG girob,grob, MHG gtrop, grof mod.G.grob,
of uncertain origin. Some scholars have regarded
it as f.^o- prefix (OE.^-. seeY-) + WGer *hrut>-

wk. grade of the root of OE hriqfrough, scabby.
Possibly the Du. or LG. word was introduced in com-

mercial use ]

A. ad],

1. Coarse, coaise-grained; containing coarse or
rough particles, Obs exc Sc and techn.
2333 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 66 Our body is alsua oncleyne

and foul and groiff 1563 WinJet Four Scoir Thre Quest.
Wks. 1888 1 2 14 Sklate, thak, and grof stanis, rottin tymmir

and siklyke. 2565 Extracts A herd Reg (1844) I. 360
Tuentie stanis of groff pulder 257a Satv Poems Reform
xxxm 339 Semg je and jour wain, gros and grof \rtme of]

2596 Dalrympll tr Leslie’s Hist Scot 1 94 A groffe,seek
spied undir thame 2743 J Williamson hi Scenes £ LegN Scot (2889) 382 And now the bioken clouds fall down
In groff rain from on high 2800 Wellesley m Owen
Deep 712 Ihe purchase of sugar and other giuff goods
1801 Naval Chron. VI 427 bhe .is engaged to proceed
to Bengal, for a cargo of gruff goods 2880 Jamieson's
Diet

, Groff, 3 Thick, large, coarse ; as, groffmeal, large-

grained meal 2882 Grpentr Gun 308 In a large vat is

placed two tons of grough saltpetre. Ibid 309 Ihe grough
sulphur

D. Of immaterial things : Rude, gross, unpol-

ished. Also said of a guess= ‘ rough ’ Sc
1681 Coliil Whigs Supplic, (1751) 29 To speak in terms

more groff, It [his head] was just like a sugar loaf 16

mj Watson Collect Poems (1706) r 67 Now have je heard
the Tragedy though it be both Groff and Rude, And of all

Eloquence denude 2825-80 Jamiesons v Groff, ‘A grouff
guess 1 e

, a rough or inaccurate calculation, or conjecture

1875 G Macdonai d Malcolm II 111 39 That’s no nzzon ’at

I sudna hae a groff guiss at her

+ 2 Of a surface : Rough, rugged. Obs rare— 1

1697 Phil. Traits. XIX 598 We were in danger of losing

our Cable and Anchor
,
the Ground, wheie we rode being

somewhat gruff.

3 Rough, suily, or sour in aspect or manner;
said also of appearances.
2690-1 [Implied in Grufi ness] 2706 Reflex upon Ridi-

cule 95 One man’s air gruffer than another 2706 Phillips
(ed Kersey), Gruff, or Grunt, gnm-fac'd, sower-look’d, dog-

ged, surly 2726 Leoni Alberti's Archil II 32/1 Their
gruff beards, and stern countenances 2728 Ramsay Last
Speech Miser xi, My looks were groff and sour 2777
Charlotte Burney Jml in Mad D'Arblay’s Diary, He
turned to me with one of the gruffest of his lion looks 1849

James Woodman vm, He seemed as gruffas a large Church-
bell 1862 Sala Accepted Addr 93 Her papa was a gruff

religionist 2863 Speke Discov Nile p xxiv, The gruff

hippopotamus is as widespread as any 2887 Frith A uto*

hog I vii 70 Under a somewhat gruff mannei there beat

a warm and tender lieait

b. Of the voice and speech, implying the utter-

ance of hoarse or guttural sounds
a 1722 W King Skillet 35 After some gruff muttering with

himself 2838 Dicki-ns Nich Nick, n, Sounds of gruff

voices practising vocal music 1877 Black Green Past xxv,
‘ Ay ’ said the elder man, with gruffemphasis.

<
2878 Brown-

ing Poets Croisic Ep 28 ‘Love ' comes aptly in when gruff

grows his singing. 1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max vi| 58
He gave a gruff little laugh

C. qtiasi-flflfe/

2842 D’Ishaeli Amen Lit. (1867) 676 They spoke giuff

and short, affecting brevity of words

4. Comb., as gruff-speaking (cf 3 b), -voiced adjs.

28*4 Love
,
Honor,

.J-
Interest 1 i, Old frosty-faced, gruff-

speaking Vanderclufe. 1885 J K. Jerome On the Stage

57 That gruff-voiced officer passed the order on to his men
B sb.

1 . a. Pharmacy. (See quot.) b. Mining (pi)
‘ The worst pieces lejected m the manufacture of

black-lead pots’ ( Weale's Diet Terms 1873).

2853 Dunglison Med Lex (ed. 9), Gruff, In pharmacy,
the coarse lesidue, which will not pass through tne sieve in

pulverization.

2. A quarrel, ‘tiff’. ? local U S
2857 Hoi land Bay Path v 64 He was weak with the

softening influences of the morning and never ' felt so little

up to a gruff’ as he did at the time he met Cubel Ibid.

xu. 137 You and I never had a gruff, but I don’t stand any
o’ that sort o' nonsense.

Gruff (gn?f), v Now dial, [f Gruff a.)

1 . f a- trans. To treat gruffly or surlily (obs.).

b. T9 drive away by gruff behaviom (rare— 1
).

2706 Reflex upon Ridicule 297 Those that have no com-

plaisance for you, but gruff you upon your good successes,

1847 Mrs Gore Cast m Air xu, On the very day we so

inexcusably gruffed you away from the Elms.

2 intr. To giunt, snore dial.

2855 in Robinson Whitby Gloss 1876 Mid-Yorksh Gloss ,

Gruff, to snore, in a short, noisy manner , to grunt.

Gruff, -er, dial, forms of Groove, -eb.

Gruff(e, obs. form of Gboof
Gruffelyng, obs form of Grovelling adv.

GrufiSllingis, obs. Sc. variant of Grovellinqs.

Gruffiness (gr» fines), [f. Gbuffy a, + -ness ]

Gruffness
1865 Miss Braddon Sir Jasper I ii 24 The stereotyped

gruffiness and brutality of the misanthrope

GruffLsh. (gre fij), a. [f. Gruff a. + -ish.]

Somewhat gruff. Also quasi-adv
28x2 G, Colman Poet Vagaries (1818) 13 His voice had

broken to a gruffish squeak 2836 Dickens Sk. Boz (1837)

II* 3 A short elderly gentleman with a gruffish voice 1855

Mrs. Gaskeli, North <$ S, xi, If father's at home, and

speaks a bit gruffish
*

GruffLingis, obs. Sc variant of Grovellings,

Gruffly (grc’fli), adv. [f. Gruff a. + -ly 2 j

In a gruff manner, with a gruff voice.

2700 Dryden Pal $ Arcite 11. fly Gruffly looked the god.

2775 Sheridan St. Pair Day (L ), Can ye swear well?

Gruffly, Gruffly. Handlea Frenchman? Roughly, Roughly

1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xm (1873) 121 ‘ Who ta‘~. ot

cadeaux?’ said he gruffly ‘did you expect a present, Miss

Eyre? ’ 2849 James Woodman vi, ‘ Every one knows his

own business best said Arden gruffly. _

Gruffness (gr» fnes). [f. Gbuff a. + -ness.J

The condition or quality of being gruff.

1690-1 in Ep Corr Atterbnry (1783) I, 27 No gruffness,

I beseech you , use them civily, and stick to your point.



GRUFFY, GRTTMESCENT.
1799 in Spirit Publ. Jrtils (1800) III 135, 1 pray that
your gruffness aside may be laid, While you deign to par-
take of our prog 1856 Emerson Bug 't rails, dim Wks.
(Bohn) II 58 You shall imd in the common people [of Eng-
land] a sully indifference, sometimes gruffnessand ill tempei
1880 Vehn Lel Stud Italy iv 11 154 He began to treat

his clerk with the most insulting gruffness.

tCrrtrffy, ancl sb Obs. [f. Gruff a. + -y ]
A. adj — Gruff a B sb A nickname for a

gruff person, a * cross patch ’.

1790 J Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 8 Teach gruffy
Cerberus to dancepas russe. i8oz Mary Charlton Wife
fj Mistress I xu 273 He [‘cross Lord John’] don’t vatly

what he says to young or old, man or woman—its all the
same to old gruffy 1

Grufling, GfruflLinges, vars.Gkovelling,-ings.

Graft (gnrft). local Particles of soil which are

washed up by ram among the grass.

1803 E Harrison Rot in Sheep in Ann Agnc XL 520
A giuft which adheres to the grass m wet weather Ibui
530 By beating rains particles of the soil, or the gruft, as
it is called, will be washed among the grass

Hence Grafted (gra fted) ppl. a
,
begrimed, dirty,

1880 Tennyson Village Wife vu, An’ ’is noase sa grufted
wi’ snuff es it couldn’t be scroob’d awaay. 1886 S IV.Line
Gloss s v ,

His hands are grufted up
G-ruginga, obs. form of Gukgeons.
Gru-gru . see Gkoo-gboo.

Gruiform (gr« lf^rm), a. [f L grus, gnu-,
crane + -form] Resembling the crane

1875 Parker in Encycl Bnt III. 699 note. The Canatna
is a low, gruiform, rapacious bird

Grulmg(is, obs Sc var of Grovelling, -ings,

Grulle, variant of GRILL v.l Obs

Grum (gram), a. Also 8 groom. [First re-

corded in the 17th c., when it appears suddenly m
very frequent use

;
it was prob. a new formation

due to blended reminiscence of words like grim,
glum

, gruff, grumble. Cf. Da. grum cruel,] Of
persons, and their aspect and mode of speaking

:

Gloomy, morose, surly
,
= Glum a. x.

1640 Ld Kynalmeaky in Lwnore Papers Ser. n. (1888)
IV 146 '1 he King replyed nothing but Look’d very grum
1670 Cotton Espernon m. ix 465 Retaining a kind ofa grum
reservedness in the rest of his Actions *704 Lond. Gas.
No 4030/4 There is lately come to Colchester a tall Man,
grum countenance 1734 Fielding Old Man 1010/1 Oh,

dear Papa 1 don’t look so grum 1784 T Brydges Homer
Bravest (1797) I 83 He silence broke, And with so grum
an accent spoke, Those people that the circle stood in,

Fancy’d his mouth was full of pudding 1781 Archer in

Naval Chroiu XI 284 An old grum fellow of a sailor 1843
W E. Frye tr Oehlenschl Gods 20 Then thus replied -with

accent grum The god to heroes dear. 1861 L L NoBLr
Icebergs xiv. 68 Shy andgrum at first, but presently talkative

enough.

f b dial. Of the voice . Gruff, harsh, and deep
m tone. Obs.

1744 Almond m Phil Trans XLIII. 250 His Voice, like

a Man’s, veiy groom

Grumble (gra -mb’l), sb [f. Grumble v ]

1 An act of grumbling
;
a murmur, of discontent

01 dissatisfaction; a subdued utterance ofcomplaint

Ofan animal. A low growl. Ofthunder A rumble
16*3 W. Sclater Tylhes 57 Least the little grumble of

Conscience be calmed with that parcell of your opinion.

1636 Brathwait Roman Emperors To Rdr , I referre me
to thme imparUahty, who (if thou art a good fellow) wilt ac-

cept a bit with a friend without grumbles 168* Flatman
Heraclitus R ideas (1713) II. 193, I heard sometimes a deep
hollow grumble, like the noise of a Stone ratlingdown a Well
17*4 Wodrow Con-. (1843) III 124 When this came to be
known there was a considerable grumble 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 173 The Hound at his feet gave a grumble 1884
Cycl Tour, Club Gas. Mar 82/1 The only regret or grumble
that we heard expressed 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister
36 Efter a show o’ hands, an’ a bit grummle, they juist

did that. 1899 Blackw Mag. Feb 348/2 The thunder .,

fading at last to a distant grumble*

2 The grumbles ; ill-humour, vented in grum-
bling. (Usedjocularly, as if the name of a malady.)
1861 F W Robinson No Church II 78 Pity it isn’t catch-

ing, like the measles, or that opposite affair, which we all

can show—the grumbles 1869 Spurgeon J Ploughm Talk
23 Keep out of the way of a man who has the complaint
called the grumbles. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa ix

167 Before we reach Njole I lecogmse my crew have got
the grumbles, and at once inquire into the reason

Grumble (gra-mb’l), v. Also 6 gromble.
[Proximate source uncertain . cf. F. gromtneler to

mutter between the teeth, D11 grommelen, f groin-

men to rumble, growl (cf, Grumme v.), G grum-
nteltt to rumble.]
1. mtr. a. Of persons and animals ; To utter

dull inarticulate sounds ; to mutter, mumble, mur-
mur , to growl faintly,

1596 Shaks. Tam, Shr, iv i 170 You heedlesse iolt-heads,

and vnmanner’d slaues, What, do you grumble? lie be
with you straight, x6o$ — Lear 111 iv 43 Kent. Glue me
thy hand, who’s there? Foole A spirite, a spmte, he sayes
his name’s poore Tom Kent. What art thou that dost

grumble there i’th’ straw? Come forth, x6xi Floriq, Gmg-
rare, to grunt or grumble as a _hpg. a 1700 Dryden (J.),

The Lion . with sullen pleasure, grumbles o’er his prey

*735 Somerville Chase ni. 599 The disappointed, hungry
Pack Retire submiss, and grumbling quit their Prey 1870
Morris Earthly Par II. 111. 354 Goodly store Of honey
that the bees had grumbled o’er In clover fields of Kent.

b. Of thunder, a drum, etc ; To rumble, esp.

faintly or as from a distance.

471

1621 Fletcher Pilgrim m m, Didst thou never see a
Drum Canst thou make this grumble ? a 1704 T. Brown
j

^ /'»” Rmg Wks 1730 I 60 In fine, the Government may
do its will, But I in afraid my guts will grumble still 1708
Rowe Royal Convert hi Wks (1766) 39 Like a storm That
gathers black upon the frowning sky And grumbles in the
wind. 1746-7 Hlrvky Medit. (1818) 177 Ye Thunders, that
awfully grumbling in the distant clouds, seem to meditate
indignation 1864 Hawthorne Amtr Note-Bks (1879) II
226 1 he wind grumbles past the angle of the house 1865M Arnold Ess Lnt 1 (1875) 33 Tne echoes of the storm
which was then raised I still from time to time hear grumb-
ling round me.
2 To utter murmnis expressive of discontent

;

hence gen
, to complain Const, about, at, over

,

occas for (a desired object), with mf., or clause
4x586 Sidney Arcadia 111 (1590) 301b, A countenance

still formed to smiling before him and gromblmg behind
him, at any of his commaundements 1603 Holland Plu-
tarch's Mor 506 Upon which unmeasurable and incessant
toile, many died, and all were wery, and grumbled thereat.

Lithgow Trav vu 316 What doe you grumble for
Wine, having the Water of Nylus to drinke 1646 Abp
Maxwell Burd Issach in Phemx (1708) II 301 The best

Subjects grumbled exceedingly to see their Prince so
abus’d 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet 10 Philoxones, that
grumbled at Nature for the shortnesse of his Neck 1701
De Foe True-born Eng, Britannia 83 Wise Men affirm it

is the English way, Never to Grumble till they come to pay
1717 Prior Alma in 425 L’Avare, not using half his store,
Still grumbles that he has 110 more 1779-81Johnson L P ,

Pope Wks IV 56 Many more grumbled m secret 1843
Penny Cycl XXVII 134/2 He grumbled on about having
sacrificed himself to his principles 1849 Thackeray Pen-
dennis (1850) II 93 Pendenms, m reality, suffered it very
equammously

, but in words grumbled over it not a little

1865 Trollope. Belton Est. xv 170 He was always grum-
bling about his food 1883 H Spencer in Contemp Rev
XLIII 5 The English are remarked on for their tendency
to grumble in such cases
quasi-fnwu. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III 503 He

grumbled out the rest of his life in visible discontentment
x8xo Splendid Follies III. 163 Immerged in such rumina-'
tions, she grumbled herself to sleep.

3 trans. a. To express or utter with mumbling, >

muttering, *or complaining Also with out
1824 m Spirit Publ Jmls (1825) 285 He grumbled out

good night, and departed to his domus 1852 Mrs Stowe
Uncle Tom’s C 111, At first he only scolded and grumbled
these things 1894 C. II. Simpkinson Life Laud vu X24
Lord Brooke and the Puritan leaders might grumble out the
hope that all the cathedrals would soon be demolished

t b. causative. To cause to grumble or rumble.

Obs rare
1690 R Cromwell in Eng Hut. Rev. (1898) XIII. 102

Taxes grumble the guards of many.
Hence Gru mbledppl a
1786 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Bozzy <$• Piozzt 1 Wks 1816 I

268 That actually surpass’d m tone and grace The grumbled
ditties of his fav’rite base

Grumble, obs. form of Gromwell
f Grumbledory. Obs. rare- 1

. [Alteration

of drumbledoiy, after Grumble zl]

1599 [see GlGANTOMAClIIZh],

Grumbler (gra rabbi). Also 7 grumler. [f.

Grumble a. + -eb 1 ]
1. One who grumbles

;
one who is given to utter-

ances of discontent or dissatisfaction

1633 J Done Hist Septuagint 114 His people, weie not
Gmmlers at their paynestakmg or unwilling to their

Commaunders 17*4 Swift Drapier Demoltshed'W\u 1762
X 355 If I made them [the Halfpence] of Silver, it would be
the same Thing to this Grumbler a 2791 Beattie Ep to

Blacklock g Peace to the grumblei s of an envious age. 1836
Horn Smith Tin Trump. (1876) X87 Grumblers excite but
little sympathy, *883 Durham Umv. Jrnl, 2 July 115 For
are we not a nation of grumblers ?

2. A name for the Gurnard
(1759 tr Adanson’s Voy Senegal, etc 215 These smug-

glings are attended with a hollow rumbling noise, which
has given it the name of grondin, or grumbler, whereby it

is known on this coast ] 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-ok
Grumbles, pi. f Gbummel Obs., mud, dregs,

Grumbletoniaa (gramb’lidR'nian) [f Grum-
ble v

,

in imitation of Muggletoman and Gnndle-

toman, names of religions sects in the 17th c ]

f 1 A contemptuous designation applied m the

latter part of the 17th c. to the members of the

so-called ‘ Country Party ’ in English politics, who
were accused by the f

'Court party ’ of being actuated

by dissatisfied personal ambition ; hence in later

times applied to supporters of the Opposition,

1690 Andros Tracts I. 206 The great Sect of Grumble-
tonians in the Countrey whom nothing will satisfie 1721

Ramsay P> aspect Plenty v, Straight a grumbletoman ap
pears a 1791 Grose Olio (1796) 3 With respect to politics,

I am a staunch Opposition-man and Grumbletoman 1838

Fraser's Mag XVIII. 379 Quite as cracked as any grum-
bletoman could possibly be *855 Macaulay Hist, Eng
xix. IV 299 Those who were sometimes nicknamed the

Grumbletonlans and sometimes honoured with the appella-

tion of the Country party.

attnb 1690 Dryden Amphitiyon 1, No more of your
grumbletoman morals, brother; there's preferment coming
X705 E Ward Hud Rtdw 1 1. 19 All the Grumbletoman
Throng Did with such Violence rush along 1731 Gentl,

Mag. I. 345 Last Saturday one of the Grumbletoman
Writers stole the Hint,

2. A grumbler.

1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong 1 11, Father-in-law has

been calling me whelp and hound this half year Now, if I

pleased I could be go revenged upon the old grumbletoman
1806 R Cumberland Mem (1807) I, x8x The sullenness of

a Grumbletoman 1864 A uld Ayr 77 Her old grumble-^
toman of a husband
trans

f

1830 Blackw Mag XXVII 423/1 Playing on
that eternal grumbletoman, tne unhappy violoncello.

Grumbling (gra mbhg),y<W. sb [f Grumbled
+ -1HG 1

.] The action of the vb Grumble, a low
rumbling sound

, a murmuring, a subdued utterance
of discontent.
x6xo Shaks Temp r 11 249, I have done thee worthy

service . without or Grudge or Grumblings, 1645 Chas I

Let to his Wife 4 May in Ludlow's Mem (1699) III 260
Wherefore I thought fit to put my Nephew Rupert in that
Place, which will both save me Charge, and stop other
Mens Grumblings 1674 Playtord Skill Mus 1. v 20
When you come to your highest Note you may reach it

without Squeaking, and your lowest Note without Grum.
bhng 1767 Hamilton in Phil 7'rans LVIIr 200We heard
most dreadful inward grumblings, rattling of stones, and
hissing rlo^Med Jrnl X sox Grumbling and contraction
of thebowels 1809 Pinkney Tiav Fiance 253 And after .

some grumbling we procured them [horses], and departed
1855 Macaulay Hist Eng xvm IV 214 Theie was still

some grumbling about ecclesiastical questions 1884 A the-
nmumz Aug 139/3 [Southern Italy] is no land of comfort
which the British paterfamilias should choose for the field

of his annual grumbling at the foreigner 1897 Outing
(U S ) XXX 116/1 The grumbling of frogs along the shore.

Grumbling (gr»*mbhij),///. o. [f as prec
+ -ing- ] That grumbles, in various senses. Of
persons

:
Querulous, discontented.

1596 Shaks. Tam Shrew m li 155 A grumllmg fsic]

groome 1635 Quarles Embl in. xi x66 Thou . That
through the deeps gav’st grumbling Isr’ell way. 1654
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II 95 The Parisians are exeed-
ing grumbling and the taxes promised to be abated are
augmented. 1658 J. Jones Ovid’s Ibis 45 One viol set in
tune and hanged in a room with others, being touched, the
rest do sympathize with a, grumbling sound 1764 Wesley
Jrnl. 13 Jan (1827) III 153 Three or four grumbling men
1795 Maria Edglwortk Lett. Lit Ladies (1799) in If each
bee were content m his cell, there could be no grumbling
hive 1840 R. H Dana Bef Mast xxxiV 131 Low grum-
bling thunder was beard.

Hence Grtrmblingly adv., in a grumbling man-
ner; + mumblmgly (obs.)

1685 E. Brownl Tiav Eui ope (ed. 2) 156 The Common
& Country people seemed to speak grumblingly 1836 E
Howard R Reefer xxxui, Who viewed the West India
station grumblingly 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Qxf
iv (1889) 32 The men grumblingly confessed that he was
a first-rate coxswain 1886W J Tucker Life E Europe
398 He will grumblingly throw well-weighed coppers into

the collecting gipsy’s plate.

Grumblous (gramblas), a nonce-wd. [f.

Grumble sb. + -ous ] Full of grumbles.
1889 C Edivardes Sardinia 377 His grumblous appeals

to all the saints.
*

Grumbly (gro’mbh), a. colloq. [f. Grumble
sb. + -Yl.] Resembling a grumble; inclined to

grumble
1858 Carlyle Fredk Gt vii v, Pious auroral memories

from the Past Ages, instead of grambly dusty provocations
fiom the present. Ibid xx v, The population there is

rather disposed to be grumbly on its once heroic Fabius
1897 Advance (Chicago) 23 Dec 910/2, I used to feel real

grumbly, and compare my lot with other folks’s lots

Grume (gram) Also 6 groume. [ad. late L
griimus little Leap, hillock

;
cf. obs. F gi'uine ' a

knot, bunch, cluster; clutter’ (Cotgr), mod F.

grumeau clot, It. gt umo lump, clot ]

1 1. A lump. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 145 Emonge those groumes of rude or
natyue golde there was one founde of the weyghte of two
Castellans

2. Med A clot of blood ;
blodd m a clotted or

viscous condition. Also, any viscous fluid or mass
of fluid.

1619 Jer. Dyke Caveat (1620) 16 In loue to him who, in

loue to vs, shed not sweat, but sweat grumes of bloud
4x684 N Hodges Acc Plague (1721) 1x5 Blood, will

after some stagnation run for the most part into Grume
1718Quincy Cornpl Disp 92ltisaccountedverypenetrating,
and therefore good m all Grumes and Coagulation 1756
C Lucas Ess Waters I 143 The solid contents coalesced

in grumes or a kind of roundish granules. 178aW Hfber-
den Comm. xvi, (1806) 88 A little grume of blood often

forms the nucleus of a stone 1808 J. Barlow Columb v
480 His blood-stam’d limbs drip carnage as he strides, And
taint with gory grume the staggering tides. 1822-34 Good’s

Study Med (ed 4) I 649 Repeated tides of dark gi anulated

grume, like the grounds of chocolate, are ejected by the

mouth 1886 in byd Soc Lex.
Grume, obs. form of Groom.

T Grumefa’ction. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad modX.

grwnefaction-em, f. grumefaegre
,

f. L, gnim-us
Grume +facere to make ] The formation of a
gintne or clot of blood.
1684 tr. Bonet’s Merc Compit xix. 745 The very grume-

faction supposes 1 Blood extravasated

Grumell, obs. form of Gromwell,

t Grume’scence, Obs. rate-1
, [ad. mod.

L. gi umescentia
,

f. grumescent-em- : see next ]
Tendency to form clots.

1684 tr, Bonet’s Merc. Compit, xix 760 Things that take
away grumescence or cloddmg, and resolve coagulation

f Grume-scent, a. Obs rare- 1
, [ad. mod L.

grumescent-em, pres. pple. of grumescere to form
clots, to coagulate, f. grumus Grume.] Having a
tendency to coagulate
1684 tr. Bonet’s Merc. Compit. vni 274 These Acids ,

.
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coagulate a Bloud too fluid, and attenuate it, when
grmnescent.

Grumet, variant of Grummet*.
Grumle, obs. form of Gromwell.
Gramler, obs. form of Grumbler
Crrrrmly, a dial ? = Gumly a.

1826 Sir P tspens x, in Child Ballads (1885) II 22/3 Till
cold and watry grew the wind, And grumly grew the sea
189a Strang Earth Fiend 1. xu, The tearfu' sky male’s
grumly brooks O’er a' the land.

Gra*mly, adv raie-°. [f. Grum a + -ly 2
.]

Sullenly, morosely,

1727 Bailey vol II, Grumly, grimly 1753 in Johnson.

t Gramme, v- Also 6 gromme. [Cf. Du.
grommen of similar meaning ] intr. To grumble.
£1430 Ptlgr Lyf Manhode n xi. (1869) 79 Wherof the

chert was no thing wel apayed , For alwey he grummede,
and alwey shook his chyn 1579 Iomson Calvin's Serin
Tim 1047/1 They gromme against it as wilde beastes.

Grtrmmel. Obs. exc. dial Also {pi.) 6
grommellea, 7 grumbles. [Cf. Sw. grummelm
same sense.] Mud, dregs, sediment, lit. and fig.
(In the Peak of Deibyshire still used, as is the
Sw. word, for

‘
coffee-grounds ’.)

1538-80 Warde tr Ahxts' Sec>. 1 vi. 105 a, That first and
cheefly it [earth for casting! be fine and small, and in no
wise rough, or full of grommelles 1614 Bp Cowpdk
Dtkaiologic 83 Let the auncient wals, of our Church-
goueinment stand, where they be decated, let them be re-
paired, not with sand and grummell of promiscuall regiment
1637 Sanderson Serin II 81 The grumbles and mud of
their impatience and discontent begmneth to appear
Gmmmel(l, obs. form of Gromwell.
Grummet 1 (grzrmet) Obs exc. Hist, and dial.
Forms • 3, 6-9 gromet, 6 groomet, 6, 8 grumet,
8 grummet, [a. OF gromet, groumet, servant,
valet, shop-boy, wine-inercliant’s assistant (see
Gourmet) = Sp grumete sbip’s-boy
In Anglo-Latm documents down to the i6thc. the word

grometus
, a latimzatioa of AF gromet, is frequently used

m the sense ofGroom Whether there is any etymological
connexion between F, gromet and Eng groom is at present
uncertain ]

1 . A ship’s boy ; a cabin-boy
;
the boy required

to form part gf the crew of every ship formeily
provided by the Cinque Ports.

’

[1229 in Jeakes Charters Cinque Ports (1728) 23 note,
Servicia inae debita Domino Regi, xxi naves, & m qualibet
nave xxi homines, cum uno gartione qui dicitur gromet]
1570-6 Lambardf Petatub Kent (1826) no Hasting shall
finde 21 ships, m everie ship 21 men, and a garcion, or
boye, which is called a gromet 1591 Percivall Sp.
Biel , Grumete,

a grumet o[ a ship, a ship boy 17x7 tr
Frezier*s Voy S Sea ig8 Sixteen Grummets 1763 Sir
1 S Janssen Smuggling Laid Open 285 The Gromets is
an Establishment which was formerly m the Navy, they
are meant to be young Fellows of about Eighteen, who
were never at Sea, to breed up as Seamen 1894 C. N
Robinson Brit Fleet 207 The average ship’s company [in
13th c ] was twenty-four a ‘ rector ’ or master, « constable

’

or boatswain, twenty-one seamen, and a boy or 1 gromet
2 . dial. 1 An awkward boy ’ {Sussex Gloss. 1875)
1804 Jackson Southward Ho I 231 (E. D. D ), I knowei

anuder pore chap, a grummut as had na wurk
Grummet 2

, grommet (gre-met). Nani
and Mil Also 7 gromit, 8-9 -et [ad. F grometl
(15th c iu Hatz -Darm ), now gourmettc curb o
a bncUe, f gourmet to curb, of unknown origin,]
1. A ring or wreath of rope, spec, one consist in

g
of a sjjjgle strand laid three times round, a On<
of those used to secure the upper edge of a sail tc
its stay, b A ring of rope used as a substitute
for a rowlock in a boat- (Also applied to an eyelel
of metal serving the same purpose ) e A wad foi
keeping the shot steady m the bore when firing al

a depression, d. In other connexions : see quota
a. 1626 Cabt. Smith Acad Yng Sea-men 12 Grummets

and staples for all yeards, 16*7 — Seaman's Gram. v 2
Caskets aie small ropes made fast to the gromits or ring
upon the yards. 1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Bid

, Giommets are little rings which are made fast to the uppetvsidi
ot the yard, with staples, which are driven into the yard
winch have no other use but to tie and make fast th<
uasketts into them 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780]hague, a small grommet, or wreath fixed in the ej e-let holi
in a sad 1877 W. Thomson Voy Challenger I. xi 114 Be
cause our education has been sadly neglected in the matte
of cringles and toggles and grummets
D. x8ox Pratts. Soc. Arts XX. 289 With iron tholes ant

rope grommets 1833 Marryat P Simple (1863) 240 Th
oars of the boats were fitted to pull with grummets upoi
iron thole-pins. 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 46 Six-oaret
yawl pulled with one thole-pin .and a grummet
e 1828 T M Spearman Brit Gunner Notes 16 By disS 5r

e
.,
pm

^
e
Ff'

and aP?lyWg grummets or wootbottmns to the shells in lieu of them 1861 Times 7 Jum
5/3 1 he grummets fit the bore of the gun exactly and act awais

lc
allT,nS the base of the sh«H to rest in dose contacwith the charge.

d *77S Falck Day's Diving Vessel 26 When I had takei
‘ana-marks, I secured my sweep with a grummet x86g Sir E, Reed Shipbuild xxi 467 In order ti

Jffy
ent

J
eakage through the bolt-holes, hempen grummet

saturated with paint are placed between the nuts and th<platmg x875 BEDroRD Sailor's Pocket Bk, vm (ed 2)28'

nntAr .T*?,
A°u,d be made fast grummet]

it?
des

°f j
be “fe bu.°y 1888 Clark Russell Dent)

fasten
d's«vereda rope grummet or hempen hoOl

A »w.
d * tbe larboard horn 180a Edm Rev. Apr 471A thick grummet of rope round his loins,

transf. 1881 Clark Russell Ocean Free Lance II. iv.

193 Round the horizon was stretched what sailors would
'call a ‘grummet’ of sooty vapour
2 atinb. and Comb, grummet-hole, a hole

bound by a nng of rope
; grummet-iron, a toggle-

iron ( Cent Diet.); grummet strop, a strop made
like a grnmmet

, grummet-wad (see quot . =ic)
1836 Kane Arct Expl I xvm 218 To run the tent-poles

through *grummet-holes in the canvas c i860 H Stuart
Seaman's Catech. 30 How do you make a ^grummet strop?
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bL

,
*Grommet-wad, a ring made

of i4 or 2 inch rope, having attached to it two cross-pieces
or diameters of the same material

, it acts by the ends of
these pieces biting on the interior of the bore of the gun
Gramness (grp mnes). [f. Grum a . f -nebs ]

The quality of being ‘grum’. t

1675 Wycherley Country Wife 1 (1673) 11 Well, Jack,
by thy long absence from the Town, the gruraness of thy
countenance, and the slovenlyness of thy habit, I shou'a
give thee joy, shou'd I not, of Marriage? 1842 J F Cooplk
Jackal Lantern I 153 The English peculiarity of grumness
Grumose (gr«m<n»*s), a. rare~°. [ad. mod.L.

*grftinos-us Grumous : see -ose ] = Grumous 3
1733 Chambers Cycl Supp

, Grnmose Roofs are those
which are composed of several small knobs, such as those
of the anemones, and of the little celandine. 1840 Paxton
Bot Did

,
Grumose, clubbed, knotted

+ GrtunO’sity. Obs. rare—0 [ad modL
*grumositds

,
f. *griimos-us : see next ] (See quot )

1658 Phillips, Grmnosity

,

a curdling of any liquid sub
stance into a thick masse or clod. 17a* Bailey, Gmmosity

,

Fulness of Clods or Lumps.
Grumous (grit mas), a [ad. mod.L. *grumos-us}

f. grftmus Grume : see -ous ]
1 . Containing, consisting of, or resembling grume j

clotted;, thick, viscid, a of blood
1665 Phil. Trans I 86 The Kidneys filled with a kind of

grumous blood 1733 Cheyne Eng Malady 11 1. § 5 (1734)
1x9 When the globular and grumous Part [of the Blood] is
m a far greater Proportion than the Serum 1805 Med
Jrnl. XIV 489 Extravasated blood, partly fluid and partly
grumous 1822-34 Good's StudyMed (ed 4) I 633 Grumous
or granular blood, let loose from the liver, stomack, or some
other digestive organ 1872 F G Thomas Dis Women
(ed. 3) 471 He cut into a tumoi behind the uterus and gave
exit to a large amount of black, grumous blood,
b of other fluids

,
*665 Needham Medela Medic. 412 The offending matter

is grown grumous, curdled or gellied 1736 Bailey Housh
Diet 129 The scalding the vessel .stirs up the grumous
resinous and oily part of the wood. 1756 C Lucas EssWaters I. 104 Soaps . soon after separate into grumous
coagulations 1852 1 h. Ross Humboldt's 'itav II xvi
53 note, The substance which falls down m grumous and
filamentous^ clots is not pure caoutchouc 1874 Cooke
Fungi 4x1 he minute sooty spores aie developed either on
delicate threads or m compacted cells, arising first from
a

!j2
rt °‘ semi-gelatinous, grumous stioma. 1890 Lancet

3 May 957/a The appendix on examination, after removal,
was found to contain a dark grumous fluid.

2 . transf. Of diseases, appearances, etc. : Charac-
terized or caused by grume.
1779 Johnson Let to Mrs. ThraU 3 Oct , That Mr

rhr&les disorder, whethei grumous or serous, must be cured
by bleeding x8ox Med Jrnl. V 258 A grumous dark
aPPearance hke to a slight extravasation 1802 Paley Nat
Pheolxxm 467 A small grumous tumour 1843 Blackiv
Flag LIII 806 Flies and wasps, which no flapping will keep
off from his [the thunny's] grumous liver X849S1EVEKING
Rokitiinsky's Pathol Anat II 85 The contents of the in-
testine are ofa . fetid, flocculent and grumous character
3 . Bot. Of roots, etc. Consisting or formed of

clustered grains
;
granulated.

1688 R. Holme Artnonry n xi6/x Grumous ol knotty
kernelly roots,fastned to one head, 1830 LindleyNat Syst
Bot 74 Seeds extiemely minute (their nucleus consisting
of a mass of grumous matter). 1863 Berkeley Brit J\Josses
lM * he spores of Mosses consist of a grumous mass
Hence Gru'mousness, grumous condition.
1676 Wiseman Snrg 1 xiv 63 The cause of which may

be referred eithei to the coagulation of the Serum, of*
grumousness of the Bloud.

Gramp (gromp), sb. [? Suggested by Grunt,
with ending imitative of an inarticulate exclama-
tion of displeasure

,
cf Grumph v ]

1

1

. Hump andgrumps slights arid snubs.
1727 De Foe Protest* Monast. 4 Under many Hardships

Rsftrictions, many Humps and Grumps 1760 Gray
Lett Wks 1884 III 40 We attribute it to a miff about the
garter, and some other humps and grumps that he has
received.

2
. pi The sulks

; a fit of ill-humour
1873 W Coky Lett Sf Jrnls . (1897) 360 D, got into

wretched grumps, but got out of them
Grujtnp (grtfmp), v. [Cf prec. and Glum? v."

intr. To sulk
1875 Fenn Both Sides Mirror i. Instead of stoppms

grumping here at home * 1

Grumph (grnmf), sb Sc. [f. Grumph v.] A
grunt, vvhether from an animal or a human being.

„
MS

u
Y PrZv ^797) Z3 Better thole a grumpl

c^w S
“2.ph d; Gael I v. 42 He drew a lonj^l

?
pb

’ through his nose, while he shook hu
Head and said, 0 Jane 1 Jane ' ye was aye a dourkimmer 1

¥ag IX* JP ^,
oud was th® grumph ant

grumble from hog-stye. 1827 Scott Jrnl xo Apr.T Wha
can be expected of a sow but a grumph?
Grumph (gromf), v. Sc. [Echoic, with sugge&
h0" Grunt. Cf. Grump.] intr. To grunt
said both, of animals and human beings Alsc
quasi-fj'awr

, to utter with a grunt, to grunt out.

1807 J. Stagg Poems 8 The breydegroom grumph’d
agreed 1821-30 Ld. Cockburn Mem 326 He stopped
and grumphed *862 Hislop Prov Scot 36 Better Wale
bauldly out than aye be grumphm’ 1896 Crockett Grey
hian xu 84 1 he loathly sow lay grunting and grumphine
most filthily

* b

Grumphie (gr»-mfi). Cluefly Sc. Also n
grumphy [f Grumph v + -ie ] A quasi-proper
name for the pig

1

1783 Burns Halloween xxi, She tiotted thro’ them a’*
An’ wha was it but Grumphie. 1824 Macs aggaut Gallovtd
Encycl 212 Wi’ his mouth fu’ o’ stiae, He to his den wili
gae , Grumphie is a prophet, \\ at weathei we will hae 1824.M Scott Cruise Midge (1836) II. vi 206 A black baud
protruded every now and then, to give grumphy, a good
crack over the skull. 1842 J Aiton Domest Leon (1857)
230 If he find grumphy so lazy, that nothing but a stroke
will raise him
Grumpily (gmmfi), a . [Cf. Grumph w] =

Grumpy.
1846 Mrs Gore Eng Charac 95 Conviviality only rendeis

him grumpmer and grumphier

Grumpish (gw mpij), a [f Grump sb. +
-ish.] =Grump\.
1797 Mrs A M Bennett Beggar Gti l (1813) V 242 Our

Stuart is as grumpish as an old hound 1805 in Spirit Pitbl
Jrnlsfii 806) IX 314 Diddle . was sure it was a grouse or
a woodcock, it looked so grey and so grumpish 1840 Mrs
F Trollope M Armstiong I vi 158 If you blubber or
look grumpish, I’ll have you strapped ten times over 1897
Baring Gould Bladys xu 143 She is grumpish and the w orld
is well rid of such baggage

Grumpy (grv mpi), a. [f. Grump sb. + -y 1 ]
Surly, ill-tempered
1778 Miss Burney Evelina {1784) II ix. 68 You were so

grumpy you would not let me 1824 Miss Mm ord Village
her 1 (1863) 160 The grumpy gentleman in the opposite
corner 1858 R S Surtees Ask Mamma xv. 53 His
lordship was very grumpy all that evening *870 Ramsay
Rernin (ed 18) p xxxu, A short and grumpy manner
X887 Frith Autobiog. (1888) III 66, I found the old
engi aver somewhat grumpy
absol. 1849 E E. Napier Exacts S Africa II. 241

Never mind, old grumpy
, sleep away

Hence G-ru anpily adv
, Oru'mpmess.

1835 E FitzGerald Lett (1889) I 28 [Tennyson’s] little
humours and grumpinesses were so droll, that I was always
laughing. 1882 L Keith Alasnam’s Lady II 274, 1 wish
jou would speak less grumpily to Philippa 1890 Besant
Armorel of Lyonesse I. 134 The grumpiness which he
showed on the way back

+ Gru'mulous, a. Obs. [f. 'L,.gi
,iimul-us, dim

of gnivi-us Grume + -ous.] - Grumoub a 1

1758 J S Le Dran's Observ Snrg (1771) 269 ’lhe Cjstis
. evacuated a thick grumulous Lympha.
G-run, obs form of Grim sb.1

Gruuauite (grunau,3it). Mm [Named by
Nicol, 1849, from its locality Grunau 111 Rhenish
Prussia • see -ite ] Native sulphide of nickel and
bismuth of a silver grey colour,
1849 Nicol Mut 458 Granauite occuis gianular and

disseminated x868 Dana Mm. (ed. 5) 47 Grunauite
Isometric . . Cleavage octahedral

Grunch (gr»nj), v. Sc. Obs exc arch. Also
6 grunsch, 6, 9 gruntch. [Perh a modification
of Grutch v., influenced by Grunt] intr. To
grumble, express discontent Const at. Also
with inf. To grudge, to object.
X4 Dietary 15 tn Barbour’s Bruce (EE TS) 538 Mek

in troubill, glad in pouerte Neuir grunching, bot mery lik
thidegre 15x3 Douglas AEnets xin Prol 165 As I grunchit
at this grum, and glysnyt about Ibid x xi 61 Quhilk
be thy wordis of fatale destane Now grunschls thou to give
or to concetd c 1560 A Scott Poems (S T S ) xxxtv 92
For, half ane bismeir haggis, §e grunche no4 at hir grun3e
x6x6 Barbour's Bruce (ed Hart) 24 And gif his keeper oft
grunches[MSS gruchys] Looke that thou takehimmagrehis
b quasi-fnww. with cognate obj : To utter

grumhlingly; ttrgrumble out.
18x9W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 55 His drone

did gruntch sae dour a sound, Black Pluto heard it under-
ground
Hence Grumching' vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Gru ncher, one who ‘ grunches ’ or grumbles

;
in

quot. a nickname
X4g8Barboid’sBruce xvi 0 (MS. C ) And hehymlevit with

a grunching (MS E gruching] c 1470 Henryson Moi,
Fab n \Cock <$• Fox) xxn, To gidder all but grunching furth
ye glide 1535 Stewart Ci on Scot III 171 With gruns-
chand luke quhen scho [Fortoun] lykis to gretf c X560 A
Scott Poems (S T S.) xxxm 14 Sturt, angir, grunching,
yre, and greif 1892 Moan Mag Dec 128 One of the
contemporaries of my own bright days was known as

1
the

Gruncher’ Ibid 129, I vOw and declare that grunching
was no spontaneous growth m my nature
Grand, obs. pa. t Grind v ; obs. f Ground
Grnndel (grv ndel). Also 5 grnndyl [Lgrund
Ground^ + -el 1

. Cf. MDu., Du. grondely G.
gnmdel

; also Grindle ] A fish
;
= Groundling i

,14 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 584/42 Fnitgiilus, a grundyl
*753 Chambers Cycl Supp, Grnndel, or Grundhng, in
zoology, a name used by some for the common loach or
locho, a small freshwater fish, known among writers by the
names of cobitis and fundulus
Grandelieh, grandelike, vars. Gboundly.
Grundesweil, -swulie, -swylie, obs. ff.

Groundsel sb 1

Grundien, obs. form of Ground v.

Grundlxch, grandlike, vars Gboundly.
j

Grandsil(l, obs. form of Groundsel sb 2



GRUNDY, 473

+ GrU’lldy 1
. Obs. rare

-

1
. [? a. Dn grundje

,

grontje
,
groundling] A designation applied to

a short person.

1570 Foxe A. <5- M (ed 2) II 2307/2 Of some he [John
Vandei Warfe, of Andwerpe] was called Shildpad for

that he beyng a short grundy and of litle stature, did ryde
commonly with a great broad hat

Grundy -3 (gr»‘ndi). [? Echoic see quot.

1840 ]
Granulated pig-iron.

1840 D. Mushet Papers Iron Steel 12 Fifty years ago
this process of granulation was carried on at the Cyfarthla

iron woiks to some extent The iron so obtained was called

grundy, from the noise produced by the levolution of a

large horizontal stone, placed in the water-pit, on which the

iron fell in its descent x88x in Raymond Mining Gloss.

Grundy 3 (gr# ndi). The surname of an imagi-

nary personage {Mrs Grundy) who is proverbially

referied to as a personification of the tyranny of

social opinion in matters of conventional propriety.

In Morton’s play Speed the Plough (1758), Dame Ashfield

is represented as constantly fearing to give occasion for the
sneers of her neighbour, Mrs. Grundy Her frequent ques
tion ‘What will Mrs, Grundy say?’ became proveibial

(prob with especial reference to the passage quoted below)

as expressing the attitude of those who regard the disap-

proval of society as the worst of evils.

*798 T Morion Speed the Plough ir in (1801) 29 Dame
Ashfield If shame should come to the poor child [her
daughter]—I say, Tummas, what would Mrs Grundy say
then? FarmerAshfield Dorn Mrs Giundy , what wou'd
my poor wold heart zay ? 18x3 Examiner 15 Mar 170/2
What will Mrs. Grundy say’ a 1845 Hood Open Question

1, Now, really, this appears the common case Of putting
too much Sabbath into Sunday—Buj; what is your opinion,

Mrs Grundy ? 1837 Locker Land Lyrics (1874) 102 And
many are afraid of God—And moie of Mrs Grundy. *896
Daily News 26 Oct 6/3 Without the smallest regard for the
Grundy tribe in office or out of tt 1899 Miss Broughton
Game 4 Candle 129 You do not mean to imply that
Mrs. Grundy is going to interpose between you and me ’

Hence G-rn ndifled ppl. a
,
arranged according to

the ideas of Mrs. Grundy
;
Grtrndyish. a prudish

;

Grtrndyism, the principles of Mrs Grundy, con-
ventionalism

;
Gru'ndyist, G-rrrndyite, a stickler

for piopriety.
1836 Backio. Canada 270 Having shaken off the trammels

of Grundyism, we laugh at those who voluntarily forge
afresh ana hug their chains 1845 Tennyson in Mem (1897)
I 227 Us poor devils, whom the Grundyites would not only
not remunerate, hut kick out of societyas barely respectable
1883 ‘Wanderfr’ Notes Caucasus vi 149 Unfit, in this

Grundyish age, for print 1889 Jrnl Educ 1 June 282/1
Perhaps, after all, our rules were but a set of conventional
observations ; our system but a sort of grammatical giundy-
ism

.

l8?° T
,

Hardy in New Rev Jan 10, Unreal and
meretricious, butdear to the Grundyist and subscriber 1893
Lady Burton Life R F Burton II 258 The usual small
worries and Grundified conventions that form the cab-shafts
of domestic life in civilization

Grundyn, obs Sc. pa pple, of Grind v.

Grundy-Bwallow, -swally, dial, variants of

Groundsel sbJ-

Grune, obs. form of Groin.
Grunerite (gru narait) Mm. [Named in

German {grunertt) by Kenngott, 1853, after E. L,

Gi uner, who first descilbed it . see -ite ] A variety

of hornblende, of silky lustre and brown colour,

containing much iron.-
i86x Bristow Gloss Min 168 Grtlnente, a pure iron

augite 1868 Dana Mm (ed 5) 234 Grunerite Asbesti-
form or lamellar-fibrous

Grunnleston, dial, form of Grindle stone.
1* Granny, v. Obs Variant of Groin v 1

c 1340 Ayenb 67 He beginb to giochi betuene his teji and
-grunny [Fr il eomence a ntnrmurer et gromeler\

Grunsch, obs. form of Grunch v
Grunsel, variant of Groundsel sb 1 and sb.

2

Grunsell, -sill, obs f Groundsel sb 1 and sb 2

Grunstane, Sc. form of Grindstone
t Grunstein. Mm Obs. Also 8 grunsten.

[a G.grunstem— S\v. gronsien.] = Greenstone i

?A mineral, compounded of sidente and mica „
Also attnb
1796 Kirwan Elem Mm. (ed 2) I 343 Of the binary

aggregates of the Granitic kind M Werner, denotes, only
the aggregate of hornblende and felspar, or mica, by the
name of Grunsten x8xx Pinkerton Pdral I 7 Grunstem
porphyry, the green porphyry of the ancients, and gi unstem
slate Ibid is The real grunstem of the Swedes is a mix-
ture of siderite and mica, sometimes with particles of quartz

Grun8wel(L, obs. form of Groundsel sb,
1

Grunt (gr»nt), sb. [f. Grunt v.]

1, The characteristic low gruff sound made by a
hog

; a similar sound utterqd by other animals
1615 Chapman Odyss x 324 Swines snowts, swines bodies,

tooke they, bnstles, grunts *697 Dryden sEnetd ra 20
The Grunts of Bristled Boais 1820 Shelley (Edipns 1 1

95 Let me hear Their everlasting grunts and whines ho
morel 1859 Dickens T Tvjo Cities n v, With a depre-
catory grunt, the jackal again complied 1894 A, Robert-
son Nuggets, etc. 68 ,What can ye expec’ frae a pig but a
grunt.

2 . A similar sound, uttered by a human being ,

sometimes expressive of approbation, or the oppo-
site f In early use, a groail,

1553 Brende Q Curtins x 214 b, But he had not so sone
dronke of Hercules cuppe, but that he gaue a grnnte as
thoughe he had-bene striken to the harte 1567 Turberv
Ovids Ep,, Hypermuestra to Lynceus 43 When , round

about I heard Of dying men the grunts 1774-77 Cook
Voy S Pole, etc 111 vui II 107 lwo or three old men .

giving a kind of grunt, significant, as I thought, of appro .

bation 1829 Lytton Deverenv n. iv, They raised the
fallen watchman, who, after three or four grunts, began
slowly to lecover himself 1865 Carlylf Bredk Gt iv

,mu (1872)11 16 The Britannic Majesty gave some grunt
|

ofacquiescence i8gg Blackw Mag Oct 453/1 He emitted 1

only a sulky grunt '

j

transf 1879 H Drummond in Life (1899) *62 [The !

geyser] gave a grunt and then threw up a little water

3

.

A name for American fishes of the genus
Hxniulon and allied species (as Orthopnstis
clirysopterus) So called from the noise they
make when taken.
Apparently not connected with Du grant, grunt, which

is a shortened form of grondel Grundel, and denotes a
different fish (Cyprmns gobio)

1713 Ray Synopsis Pisctnm 06 The Gray Grunt 1723
Sloane Jamaica II 291 Gray Grunt It was taken at Old
Harbour *734 Mortimer m Phil Trans XXXVIII 316
Pei ca manna capita stnato The Giunt 1792 Mar
Riddell Voy Madeira 69 The cobler-fish, the king-fish
the grunt, and the flying gurnard 1884-5 Riverside Nat.
Hist (1888) III. 218 Grunt, pig-fish, and red-mouth, are
"the principal common names of the species of Hsemulon
Another fish, also called grunt and pig-fish is the Ortho-
pnstis chrysoptenes 1885 C F Holder Marvels Amm
Life 176 Grunts that opened their wide mouths m audible
protest.

b. An English fish, ? the perch
1851 Mrs Browning Casa Gutdi W. 78 The pool in front

Wherein the hill-stream trout are cast to wait The beatific
vision, and the grunt Used at refectory, keeps its weedy
state 1880 Antnm $ Down Gloss

, Grunt, a fish, the
perch.

Grunt (grant), v. Forms : 1 grunngttan,
3, 5 gruntan, 4-5 grunte, 5 grouts, grunton,
6 grunte, 6- grunt. Pa t 3 gronte, grunte, 4
grunt(e, 5- grunted [OE. grunn^ttan (= OHG.,
mod G grunzen), freq. of gruntan (cf. MHG.
grunnen

) to grunt, an echoic foimation parallel

with L. grunnire.]
1. tntr Of a bog : To utter its characteristic low

gruff sound. Also of other animals and of persons
(with conscious allusion to the pig) . To utter a
sound resembling this

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) G 173 Gntnmre, grun-
nettan 1297 R Glouc (Rolls) 4233 He vemde & grunte
& stod ajen as it were a strong boi. 1308 1 revisa Barth
De P R xvm lxv (1495) 820 The olde lyon resyth woodly
on men and oonly gruntyth on wymmen, and resyth selde
on chyldren but in grete hungie C1400 Maunpev (1839)
xxvn 274 In that Desert ben many wylde men tnei

" gronten, as Pygges C1440 Capgravl Life St Rath iv

1481 Eke youi goddis arn not soo goode as swya—Tliei cart

nojt grunten whan hem eyleth ought 1530 Palsgr 576/2,
I grunte, as ahorse dothe whan he his spored 1593 Nashl
Christ's T. (16x3) 101 As the Hogge is still grunting, dig-
ging, and wrooting ra the mucke, so [etc ] x6« P Fletcher
Purple Is vu lxxxiu. Still did hunt In his deep trough
for swill Gryll could but grunt a 1740 Tickell Ep to

Gentl. Avignon 104 Thy brinded boais may slumber us
dismay’d. Or grunt secure beneath the chestnut shade.
1768 Beattif Minstrel 1 lvi, Sneak with the scoundrel fox,

or grunt with glutton swine x8ao W Irving Sketch Bk
II 365 Sleek unwieldly porkers were granting in the repose
and abundance of their pens, 1832 [see Grunter 1 x b]

' 1865 Lecky Ration I 66 He told how an aged minister
had been interrupted by a devil who was grunting behind
him like a pig. 1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs II 192 Yaks
grunted after the manner of their kmd
fb. To groan. Obs

1340-70 Ahsaunder 3B8 For greefe of hur grim stroke
grunt full many 1494 Fabyan Chion v cm 78 Many
knyghtsYpon bothe parties lay slayne & gruntynge vpon
the erthe. 1535 W. Marshall tr Menandrinus' Def
Peace, To Bk , Those persones, I waraunt, aswell pleased
shall be all. As wood Rome shall grunte, at the rubbynge
on the gall x6oa Shaks Ham 111 1 77 Who would these
Fardles beare To grunt and sweat vnder a weary life?

2 To utter a similar sound, expressive of dis-

content, dissent, effort, fatigue, etc , to grumble,
murmiu.
c 1325 Body # Soul 104 in Map's Poems (Camden) 341 The

bodi grunte and gon to seye, Gost, thou hast the wrong
1 wis 1548 Udall, etc Erasm Par Luke v 21-6 The
Phariseis, they grunte and munnour, and haue enuy at hym
1577-87 Holinshed Chron III 1x56/1 Wherat Sir Henrie
Benefield grunted, and was highhe offended 2647 Trapp
Comm Matt vi 5 [Saul] grunts against himself because
he [God] handles him nat after hisown mind 1705 Hicker-
ingill Pnest-cr iv (1721) 230 Not Pnest-craft and Super-
stition, not grunting and groaning, and looking surly, and
sighing 1804 A Wilson in Poems <jj- Lit Prose (1876) I

1x4 Isaac grunting and lagging behind x8go Hall Caine
Bondman II it, A pace or two behind came Chaise .

granting hoarsely in nis husky throat

b. trans. To utter or express with a grunt;
to breathe out with a grant.

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 331 A Bore . . there fell

downe dead of a wound which they gave him, grunting
out his last gaspe 1786 Burns Ordination xi, Learning,
with his Greekish face, Grunts out some Latin ditty. 2787— Ded G Hamilton 63 Grunt up a solemn lengthen’d
groan 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xv, Granting their

monotonous grumblings as they prowled about 1875 Buck-
land Log-bk. 100 He only grunted his gratitude,

f 3 a. trans. To grind (the teeth), b. intr. To
grind with the teeth. Obs. (Cf. Grind, Gbint )

13 Coer de L 2x07 He grunte his teeth 1426 Lydg.
DeGutl Pilgr 10470 Grucchynge, he grunte wytn hysteth,

1483 Caxton Gold Leg 33X b/x She lost her speche &

GRUNTLE.
foomyd atte mouth lykcabore & grunted her teeth to gydre
mei ueylously

Grunteh, variant of Gkonch v
Grunter 1 (grwntm), [f Gruni v. 4 -Kill ]
1 An animal or person that grunts

;
esp a pig

c 1440 Promp Parv 217/2 Gruntare, grunmtor. 1591
Percivall Sp Diet , Gnmtdor, a grunter 1642 Brome
Jovtall Crew n (1652) F3, Here’s Grunter and Bieater,
with Tib of the Butt’ry 1785 Grose Did. Vnlg 'longue,

Grmtter's gig, a smoaked hog’s face 1798 Bloomfield
Parmer1

s Boy, Summer 248 Whose [the Gander’s] nibbling
warfare on the grunter’s side, Is welcome pleasure to his
bristly hide 1820 Scott Ivanhoe t, Collecting the refractory
grunters 1847 Tennyson Pnnc v. 26. 1853 Hickie tr

Anstoph (1887) I 33 For how much shall I buy your little

5
ranters of you ? 1889 Farrar Lives Fathers II. xu 348
erome has no name for him but the ‘grunter’.

b (See quols.)
1831 Youatt Horse x 196 Every horse violently exercised

on a full stomach, or when overloaded with fat, will grunt
very much like a hog But there are some horses who will
at all times utter this sound, if suddenly touched with the
whip or .spur They are called grunters, and should be
avoided. 1888 W Williams Pnnc. Vet Med (ed 5) 553
If a horse when struck at or suddenly moved, emits, during
expiration, a grunting sound, it is called a ‘ grunter ’.

2 Used as a name for various fishes making a
grunting noise

, cf. Gkunt sb 3.

1726 Shelvock Voy round World 55 All their bays and
cieeks are well stock’d with mullets, large rays, grunters,
cavallies, and drum-fish. 1859 Bartlett Did Amir

,

Grunte) ,
one of the popular names of the fish called by

naturalists the Banded Drum
3 slang, a A shilling (

B obs.) or a sixpence, b.
A policeman.
a *785 Grose Diet Vtilg Tongue, Grunter, a shilling

1858 A Mayhew Paved with Gold in 111 267 One of the
men had only taken three ‘ twelvers ’ and a * grunter’
b 1823 Egan Grose's Dut Vulg Tongue, Grunters,

traps, officers ofjustice

Gruoter a (grzxntat). (See quot.)
1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, Grunter, an non rod bent

like a hook, used by iron founders. 1875 in Knight Dut
Mech
Gruntil

(

1, obs. form of Gruntle sb and v.

Grunting (gr» ntig), vbl sb. [f Grunt v. +
-ing 1

.] 1 he action ofthe vb. Gbunt ; the nttermg
of a grant ; groaning
13 Childh Jesus 378 m Archiv Stud nett. Spr I.XX1V

332 Vn-to the owenne |iane gane J?ay gaa, And thare-Ine
herde J?ay gronntynge grete [of pigs) 1:1430 Hymns Virg

83 Mi modir for me suffride sorewe With gruntyngis gnl &
swinge sare 2494 Fabyan Chron VH ccxxxn. 266 The
crye of the enemyes . noyse of trumpettys, and gruntynge
of horsysse, approchyd and smote together c 1560 Veron
(title), A Fruteful treatise of predestination . against the
swynyshe grantinge of the Epicures and Aiheystes of oure
time 1577-87 Holinshed Chron Scot 230 Nothing was
heard but granting and gromngof people 1620 Middleton
Chaste Maid 1 11, When she lies in, As now she’s even upon
the point of grunting, A lady lies not in like her [etc ] 2646
Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep m 1 107 Pliny and divers since
affirme, that Elephants are terrified, and make away upon
the grunting of Swine 2774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1776) IV
289 A peculiar cry, somewhat a mixture between the grunt-
ing of a hog, and the bellowing of a calf 2820 Shelley
Chdipus 11 11 40 For God’s sake stop the grunting of those
pigsl 1876 Green Stray Stud 2x5 But murmurings and
grantings broke idly against the old abbot’s imperious
will 2894 Baring-Gould Kitty Alone III. 80 With random
grantings ofthe violoncello.

+ b. =Grinding (of teeth). Obs.

1388 Wyclit Luke xhi 28 There schal be wepyng and
gruntyng [1382 beting to gidere] of teeth.

Gru’utiug, ppl. a [-ing^
]

That grunts

*633 P Fletchlr Purpl. Isl xi xlii, There lies the grunt-
ing swine 2697 Dryden /Eneid vii 786 Here Pluto pants
for breath from out his cell And opens wide the grunting
jaws of hell 2704 Swift T Tub (1709) 137 A lazy, an im-
patient and a grunting readei 1727 Philip Qnarll 101 1 o
save his Money, and to be ridd of a grunting Companion
x8x7„Byron Beppo xliv. Like our harsh northeru whistling,

grunting guttural 2828 Lights 4- Shades II 123 A grunt-

ing hog, with a rope tied to his left leg 2863 Atkinson
Stanton Grange 20 The odd, uncouth, grunting coo of the
stock-doye was heard

b. Special collocations . + gruntmg-cheat
slang, a pig; grunting-ox, tbe yak, Poephagus
grunmens {Cent. Diet.)

;

grunting-peck slang,

poik.
2567 Harman Caveat 86 She hath a Caclmg chete, a

grunting chete, ruff Peeke, cassan, and popplarr of yarum
1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush v 1, Or surprising a boor’s

ken for gmnting-clieats. a 2700 B. E Diet Cant Crew,
Grunting-Peeck, Pork 2836 Smith Individual (Farmer),
1 The Thieves’ Chauftt *. But deai er to me Sue’s kisses fai

,

Than Grunting Peck or other grub are.

Hence Gru ntmgly adv

,

in a grunting manner.
x6ix Cotgr, Mnrmurantement

,

murmuringly, mutter-

mgly, gruntingly. 2829 Lytton Disowned 17 In earnest

admiration of two pigs, which marched, gruntingly, towards
him. 2837 Neiv Monthly Mag. L, 415 James, gruntingly
breathed, and snuflhngly said.

Gruntle (gr®*nt’l), sb. Sc Also 6-8 gruntill,

9 grunkle. [f. GRUNTLE © ]
1 . The snout of a pig, or other animal.
2535 Lyndesay Safyre 2109 Heir is ane relict . The gruntill

of Sanct Antonis sow, Qunilk buir his haly bell a 1557
Diurn Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 235 Xty grysis, off the
quhilkis. thair wes ane a monstoure. It haid the gruntill

thairof in the heich of the heed 1596 Dalrymtle tr

Leslie's Hist Scot 1 123 Slay out of hand a swyne that
eites the corne, or wl the gruntle casting vp the tilet ground
2824 J. Telfer in Whiteiaw Bk Sc Ballads (1875 460/2



GBUNTLE. GRUTCHING-.

The stinkan brocks Shotte up hir gmntte to see 1844

Jack Hist St Monance iv 36 [1 he pig] presented its

ominous grunkle full in his view

b. transf The face of a man, etc (Cf. Muzzle )

1508 Dunbar Flyting tv Ktnnedie 127 The gallowis gaipis

efter thy graceles gruntill
_

1786 Burks Sc Drink xvu,

May gouts torment him incn by inch, Wha twists his

gruntle wi’ a glunch O’ sour disdain, Out owre a glass o’

whisky punch Wi* honest men 1819W T ennant Papistry

Storm'd (1827) 50 Some Papists said it was the Dell , Na,
na , it was some better chief, I ken his grunkle unca well.

2. A little grunt
,
a subdued grunting sound.

*697 W Cleland Poems 92 He threw a gruntle, hands
did fold, [etc] a 1774 Ferguson Poems (1807) 262 Can
lin tie’s music be compar’d Wi’ gruntles frae the City Guard 9

1785 Burns Halloween xix, Presently he hears a squeak,

And then a grane and gruntle.

Gruntle (gront’l), v. Also 5 grunted, [f

Grunt v with dim. or frequentative ending -le,]

1 intr. To utter a little or low gmnt. Said of

swine, occas. of other animals ;
rarely of persons.

Const, against
,
at. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1400 Maondev (Roxb ) xxx 13s pai Spekez nogt, bot

gruntils as swyne duse 15 . Gyre Carling so m Laing
Anc Pop. Poetry 275 The Carling schup hir m ane sow,
and is hir gains gane Gruntlyng our the Greik sie. 1603
Dekker Batchelars Bang, Wks (Grosartf) I 161 She
seemes on a suddaine to awake from asound sleepe, gruntlmg
and nushng under the sheets 1605 Z Jones tr Layer’s
Specters n Shee growing enraged, made so filthy a noyse
and gruntled so horribly against him 1679 Dryden Tr §
Cr. iv 11, So, so ; the boars begin to gruntle at one another
set up your bristles now, 0’ both sides 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11 134/2 An Elke, when he sendeth forth his Cry,
gruntleth. 1735 Somerville Chase iv 338 By Circe’s

Charms To Swine transform'd, ran gruntlmg thro’ the

Groves 1777 Justification ag Ihe tythe-pig gruntles in

the vicar's ear. 2855 Robinson Whttby Gloss
,
To Gruntle

,

to grunt m a low or murmuring tone, as a sickly cow
transf 1793 Beresford in Looker -on (1794} II No 54

313 Oft hearing the sow-gelder’s horn . Through the long
street gruntlmg far

2 . To grumble, murmur, complain.
1589 R. Bruce Senu (1843) 166 It becomes us not to

have our hearts here gruntlmg upon this earth 1601 Dent
Pathit) Heaven 213 He cannot indure that we should
gruntle against him with stubbornesullennesse. 1687 Miegc
Gt Fr Diet. II s v, She does nothing but gruntle. 1876
‘P Pyper’ Mr. Gray Neighb II 138 There's some on
’em is gruntlmg over it above a hit

Hence Gcu'ntlex rare a grumbler.
1893 Standard 2 Sept 3/2 If they weie gruntlers, the

chief gruntler was the Secretary of State for War
Gruntling (grwntliij), sb. [f. Grunt v. +

-LING ] A little grunter, a young pig.
168$ Bk Boys »$ Girls 32 (Halliw) But come, my grunt-

ling, when thou art full fed, Forth to the butchers stall

thou must be led 1780 Gentl Mag Apr 193/2 The good
fruit for me, the mean for my slave, The worst you design
mv gruntlings shall have 18*3 Blackw Mag. XIII 90
The. gambols of a Utter of sucking gruntlmgs. 1834 Beck-
ford Italy II. 134 Calves, turkeys, and gruntlmgs, which
had long been fattening for this solemn occasion

Gxantliujcf (grtf-ntliq), vbl sb. [f. Gruntle v.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the verb Gruntle.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 327 He vttereth a voice like

the gruntlmg of a Swine rfirr Middleton RoanngGirl
v i wks, 1885 IV *30 The gruntlmg of five hundred hogs
coming from Rumfora market 1819 W TeNnantPapistry
Storuid (1827) SS Sae what wi' gruntlm’, what wi’ squealin’,

1 he causey-stanes were maist set reelin'. 1824 Blackw Mag,
XVI 89 Don’t make a hoggish gruntlmg as you drink

1834 Beckford Italy II 173 After a deal of adulatoiy com-
plimentation for which they got nothing in return but
rebuffs and gruntlmg

Gruntlmg (gr»'ntliq), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ing 2

.] That gruntles.
is . tr Mar Ual in. lvm 158 (MS ) The gruntlmg swine

follow the house-wife’s feete. 1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts
(1658) 136 The gruntlmg clamour or cry of hogs. 1679 Earl
Rochester Epigr Ld.Atl-pnde 12 in Roxb. Ballads (1883)
IV' 567 So Swine for nasty meat to dunghills run, And
toss their gruntlmg Snouts up when theyve done. 1896
Crockett Grey Man xii 86 Nothing loath to get away
from gruntlmg horror on the hill-top

t Gru'nyie. Chiefly Sc. Obs Also 6 grounye,
grunge, 7 grunzie, 8-9 grunzie. Variant of
Groin sb !, snout.

1300 DunbarFlytingw Kennedie 123 Fy skoldent skyn,
thou art bot skyre and skrumple

, For he that rostit

Lawarance had thy grunge 155* Huloet, Grystle or
grounye of a Swyne, probossis c 1560 A. Scott Poems
tS T S.) xxxiv, 92 ]e grunche not at hir grunge a 1605
Montgomerie Flytms w Polwart 88 Jourgryses grungie is

gracelesse and gowked 179a Burns Willie's Wife iv,Willie’s
wife is nae sae trig, She digbts her grunzie wi’ a nushion
189a Ainslie Ptlgr. Land / Burns 182 What . Should
been a Christian face, I vow, ft kyth’d the grunzie o’ a Jew 1

G-ruper, variant of Gboupkb
II Gra’ppo. Obs Also in anglicized form gtup(p.

[It see Group.] = Group x, 1 b.

*874 Playford Skill Mus, 1 (ed 7) 38 Those excellent
Graces and Ornaments . which, we call Trills, Grupps
Ibid. 47 The Trill and the Grup Ibid

,
Gruppo or Double

Relish, *686 Aguonby Painting Illustr., Expl Terms,
Gruppo is a Knot of Figures together, either m the middle
or sides of a piece of Painting Carache would not allow
above three Gruppos for any Piece *688 jR. Holme
Armourym 159/2 Trills and Gruppo’s

+ Gra’re («). Obs. [OE. gryre (
« OS. grun),

f. gms-, wk. root of griosan to frighten ] l1 right,

terror
; something frightful, fearful agony.

Beowulf (Z) 1282 Wass se gryre Isessa roootr Baida’s
Hist, iv, xxvnti] (1890) 364 In Bern tunum..pa Se. ohrum.

474

on gryre wseron to neosienne. a 1000 Caedmon’s Exod 489

(Gr 1 He manegum gesceod gyllende gryre a 1225 Leg
Kath *968 pat alle pat hit bmaldeS schulen grure habben.

c 1230 Hah Metd 47 Gieden ai, & granen, ipe eche grure of

helle a *240 Lofsong in Coil Horn 205 Ich bide pe bi

his deaSfule grure, and bi his blodie swote.

t Grirreflll, a [f. prec. + -ful ] Awful,

terrible Hence f Gru refulliche adv

,

ternbly

a 1223 Auer R 306 Pet gusliche word & grureful oueralle,
£
Ite maledicti in lgnem eternum’ Ibid 320 Hu grure-

fulhche God sulfpreateS pe puruh Naum pe prophete a 1240

IVohunge in Cott Horn 271 Hwuch of ham [deueles] swa
is lest laSehche and grureful 9

+ Gl’use, gru’Sel, V Obs. rare-'-. In 3 gru-

selien. [Ci Du. gruizen, gnnzelen
,
LG. grusen

grusseln

,

Sc dial, grttse, gnizzle
,
Eng. dial grouze ]

trans. To munch
a 1223 A tier R. 428 Bitweonen mele ne grusehe [MS T

gruse] ge nout nouoer frut, ne oSerhwat

Grush, grushie (grtff,gw Ji), a. Sc Healthy,

thriving

1786 Burns Two, Dogs 112 The dearest comfort o’ their

lives, Their grushie weans an’ faithfu’ wives. *8n A Scott
Poems 91 (Jam ) An’ treads the vale o’ humble life Wi’ five

grush bairnies an’ a wife. 1879 R Adamson Lays Leisure
Hours 89 Grushy growing weeds

Grush. (grpf), v. Obs. exc. arch. Also 5

gross(h)e, grusshe, 9 gruss [variant of Crush.]

trans. To crush
,

to make a deep wound m
,
to

gash Also t mtr. for rejl. To crumble; so

G-rwshing ppl a
c 1400 Destr. 'Iroy 9482 He Gird purgh pe gret vayne,

grtisshet the necke c 1420 Pallad on Hitsb 1 59 Al chalk

or grauel grosshyng in thyn honde Ibid 357 Grossing
grauel finest wol be fonde [L quae compressa manu edit

stndores] 18x9 W Tlnnant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 173
To gruss him down intill a graft" 1871 Waddell Scot. Ps
lvm 6 Grush the lang teeth 0’ the lyouns, 0 Lord

Grusle, obs. form of Gristle.

t Gru’snen, » Obs rare—', [f. *gi us-
;

see

Gbure ] mtr. To cry out with fright

c 1250 Gen <5- Ex 481 Cairn unwarde it [arwe] under feng,

Grusnede, and strekede, and starf wi5-San

G-rusome, obs. form of Geuesome
Gruss, variant of Gbush v.

Grustlye, obs form of Geistly

f Grutch, sb. Obs. [f Grutoh v ]

1 . Complaint ,
= Grudge sb 1

c 1400 Beryn 2408 I wold have outid all yeur chaflare

\vithout[en]grucnor gioun c 1460 Fortescue Abs $ Lint
Mon. xx (1885) 157 They that opteyne nat that they desire

shal have thanne litel coloure of grucche, constdryng that

they lak it by the discrecioun of pe kynges counseil 1553
Primer, Prayer in Adversity V lj b, That I maye without
murmur or grutch paciently beare this thy fatherly chastise-

ment 1556 Abp Parkbk Ps. xxxix, At last I spake wyth
murmuryng grutch

2 . = Gbudge sb. 2.

1309 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1370) 6a Smne alway
thTeatneth vnto the doer payne And grutche of conscience.

3 . = Grudge sb. 3.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gao 47 Quenchyng the good opinion

and loue that all men had toward me, and changeyng it to

a fervent grutche and hatred *637 G Daniel Genius this

Isle 542 Would you Looke Vpou that Splendour with or
frowne or grutch? 1663 Butler Hud 1. 1 357 Foes lo
whom he bore so fell a grutch He ne’er gave quarter
to any such ax687 Cotton Poet. Wks . (1765) 8 So hard
it is, where an old Grutch is, To get out of a Woman's
Clutches

4. The condition of a thing which is refused or

given grudgingly; want, lack, scarcity, rare
*813 Hist J. Decastro 5 bro Bat II 197 Too much is

worse than grutch it is the frugal use of" pleasure that
gives us pleasure

Grutch. (gretf), v. Obs exc. dial, or arch.

Forms : o 3 gruoe, 3-4 gruoholie, 3-5 grucche,
3-6 gruche, 4 grochi, grouehe, groohge, 4-5
groohe, grocche, grochche, 4-6 grutche, 5
gruch, grosschen, 5-6 grotebe, grudche, 6 Sc,

gruich, 6- grutch. Pa. t, 3-6 gruched, etc.,

6- grutched, also 4 gru^t, 5 growht. fl. 4
grychohe, 5 gre(t)che, gryohge

,
gnochej gryohe.

Pa. t. 4-5 grieohed, etc. , also 5 gnht, gnght 7.

5 gurche. (See also Gbudge v ) [a. OF. groucter,

groucher
,

grocier, grocher
>
grucer

,
gruchier, to

murmur, grumble (whence med L groussare), of
unknown origin.]

1 , mtr. To murmur, complain, repine, = Grudge
vi,
a ax223 Alter R 186 Ne wrekie ge rout ou seluen, ne ne

grucche ge nout c 1250 Kent, Sertn in O E Misc 34
Hedden here euench ane puny po wenden hi more habbe
po gruchchede hi a menges hem *303 R Brunne Handl
Syrnie 1084 3yf pou wylt nat bleply parto By py wjl, but
euer gruchanae [F. gromant] 1340 Ayenb 67 He begmp
to grochi betuene his tep and grunny 1387 1 revisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 137 He made places ofsocoui for pore men, forto
sese pe peple pat grucched [z» rr grochgede, grutchyde] for

t

ie oponynge of pe sepulcre 1389 m Eng Gilds (1870)91 If
ie grucche, he shal pay ij J c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v 57
The People grucched, for thei fownden no thing to drynke
a i4aoHocCLEvci?e7fe

<f Prune 1060 Shuldestthow grucche
and thyne annoye bewepe ? c 1460 Ernare 669 And ever she
lay ana growht c 1460 Tawitclcy Myst xix. 104 Whethere
that he will saue or spyll, I shall not gruchm no degre. *331
Dial Laws Eng 11 xlvm (1638) 152 The appellants would
grutch and think them [the Judges] partiall *s87Turberv.
Trag. T, (1837) 94 Rough handed Surgeons make the-

patient grutch 1390 Spi nser F Q ri u 34 Both did at
their second sister grutch And inly grieve *624 Quarles
Job viii med xlvi. If we receive for one halfe day, as much
As they that toyle till Evening, shall we grutch 9 1647
Crashaw Music’s Duel gi They seem to grutch And
murmur in a buzzing din. 1679 Penn Addr Prot 11 m
(1692) 100 To be Stewards of our External Substance for

the Good of Mankind, not Giutching.

(
3 . ? a 1400 Morte A rth, 2557 Syi Gawayne was grevede,

and grychgide [printed grythgide] fulle sore CX450 tr

De Inntatione 1 ix 10 pei haue peyne, & sone & ligtly

gretchin [v. r gruccheth]

b. Const, against
,
with

; of, at.

a a 1240 Wohunge m Colt Horn 275 Agames al pe uoh
and te schame pat tu poledest neauer ne opnedes ti muS to
grucchen againes 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 3493
Hyt ys grete pryde Grucchyng wyp God c 1380 Wychf
Sertn Sel Wks. I 7 His peple shal be saved, algif preestis

grutchen pere agen *382 — John vi 41 Tewis grucchiden
of him, foi he nadde seyd, I am breed that cam doun fro

beuene 1390 Gower Con

f

I 84, I grucche sore Of some
thmges that she doth. *432 Pastoti Lett No 18 I 33 The
whiche shul causen him, more and moie to grucche with
chastising *531 Elyot Gov i. 111, His goueinance is to

the people more tollerable, and they therwith the Iasse

grutch. 1548 Udall, etc. Lrasrn Par, Matt, xxvi xi6

[They] murmuied and grutched at the costes and expenses
1549-62 Sternhold & H Ps cvi 16 At Moses they did

grutch *393 Hunnis Joseph 2 In all thinges that he saide

or did against him sore theygrutch a 1677 Barrow Sertn
Wks 1716 III 33 Can we grutch at any kind of service .

when the Son of God was put to the hardest tasks?

/3 c 1400 Destr . Troy 9367 Toax, the tore kyng . Gright
with the gret He agayne stode c 1420 Anturs ofArt

h

xli,

Gawayne greches [Ireland MS grechut] perwith, and
gremed ful saie.

c with clause *

c 1380 Wyclif Sel Wks III 359 Grutche we not pat

many men penken ful hevy wip pis sentence a 1637 B
Jonson Underwoods, ToChas I$Q Mary Eptgr Consol

,

Do not grutch That the Almighty’s Will to you is such
X655 Fuller Ch Hist v v. § 21 Grutclung much, that

K Henry the substance, and more, that Cromwell, His
shadow, should assume so high a Title to himself

d said of the conscience. (Cf. Grudge v. 5 )

1308 Fisher 7 Pant. Ps xxxvm Wks (1876) 59 The
conscyence alwaye prycketh and grutcheth ayenst synnes
euyl commytted

2. trans. To be reluctant to give or allow (some-

thing)
;
to begrudge ;

= Grudge v 2 , (The quots.

in brackets may be intr.')

[1340-70 Alex 4 Dmd 770 Whebur pei graunte hit or

gruche pei greuen gou ofte 1375 Barbour Bruce n 123

Gyff his ghemar oucht gruchys [ed 16x6 grunches] <71400

Rom Rose 6465 If that prelats grucchen it ] c 1418 Pol
Poems (Rolls) II 246 What unkyndly gost Shuld greve that

God giucchede nougtl 15x3 Douglas AEneis ill vi 77 The
nedis nocht to gruich [ed 1553 grudche], in tyme to cum,
The gnawing of goui tabilhs every cram *613 Wither
Abuses Stript 1 v Juvenilia (1633) 34 Foes I have some,

whose lives I do not grutch *672 Crow ne Chas VIII, v

Dram Wks 1873 I. 201 Grutch not the love thy widow to

him bears 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1 ix 150 Who grutches
pains that have their deliverance in view?
absol 13 EE Allit. P. B. 810 pay hym graunted to

go & grugt no lenger

b. with infinitive object.

c 1375 Sc. Leg Saints, Cosine <$• Darnyane 107 Gyf pai

gruchit to do sa c 1400 Destr Troy 9315 If he gright with

the grekes to graunt hom his helpe <7x440 York Myst
xxxu 243 He grucchis no3t to graunte his gilte a 1353

Udall Royster D iv v (Arb ) 67 At my first sending to

come ye neuer grutch. 1663 Butler Hud 1 ill 219 Who
would grutch to spend his Bloud in His Honour's Cause?
a 1677 Barrow Sertn (1687) I xui 19 1 One would think,

that a man of sense should grutch to fend his ears .to such

putid stuff.

c Const dat or to

a 1300 Cursor M, 13263
noght 13 EE Allit. P. B.
grace to gremen his hert. c 1400 Destr. Tro‘

air heling groched he pam.

1347 pay gruchen him his_

0719956
ljkyng

Neuer

Phaer Bk Childr (1553) Aijb, Why grutche,they phisicke

to come forth in Englishe, 1626 Middleton Anyth Quiet

Life iv 1 130 The angry woman, methought, grutched us

our victuals 1677 Crowne 1st Pt Destr Jerusalem Ded ,

I am sure they will not grutch you the few flowers that a

poor poet brings to strew in your way 1700 Congrevl
Way of World iv 11, S’heart, an you grutch me your liquor,

make a bill ...
p c 1400 Destr Troy 7072 Hit shalbe griccbit hym pat

grace m his grete nede, ? <1x300 Chester PI 11 392 Gright

they bine that grace. Ibid 397 Against mankmde lo

whom grace cleane is gright
absol. 9 a 1500 Chester PI (Shaks Soc ) II 6 Lose them

[the asses] brmge them heither anon Yf anye man gryche

you as you gone Saye that I will ride therone

3 intr, (app ) To be stinted rare~x

c 1530 Interl Beauties Women A.iv, But for ye shall not

dispayr I assure you No labour nor dylygens in me shall

gruch
4 To make a jarung or grating sound.

1493 Festivall (W de W. 1515) 70b, They, grutched with

theyr tethe for angre 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570)

54 Still grutclung like vnto the frogges sounde

f Gru’tcher. Obs. [f. Grutch v. + -kb 1
.]

A murmurer, grumbler, complamer.
a 1223 Alter R ro8 Heo is a grucchtd [MS. T gruccherej,

& ful itowen *382 Wyclif Ecclus v 17 To the Pr,u®
gracchere hate, and enemyte, and strife — Jude 16

Thes ben grucchers pleynynge. c 1440 Prorrtp. Pa.ru

.

2x7/2

Grutchare [MS K gruchar), murmurator, murmuratrix

.

1483 Cath Angl, 160/2 AGrucher [MS. A. Grochere), inur>

rnnrator, susnrro

Grutching (grp tjuj), vbl sb. Obs, exc. arch,

and dial. Forms , see Grutch v. [f, Grutch tv
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4 -ING1.] The action ofthe verb Grutoh ; murmur-
ing, complaining ,

murmur, complaint, reluctance
a xa*5 After. R. 114 Grucchunge of bitter & of sur heorte

is him surre & bitture £1*50 Gen Ex 3332 Quad
moyses, ‘I lie gruching is Jufor-bead’. 13 .EE Allit
P. C S3 What grayed me J)e grychchyng bot grame more
seche ’ 1340 Ayenb. 67 Of grochinge, pet is of him pet ne
dar najt ansuerie 1373 Barbour Bruce xvi 9 He hym
levit with a gruching 1422 tr, Secretn Secret

, Prw Prtv
188 Amonestynge recewe thou gladly, and reprowynge
wythout wrath or guichynge c 1450 Lonelich Merlm 476
(KOlbing) Loke thow love . thy neyghbour with owten
grochcheng 1502 Ord Crysten Men (W de W 1506) m
hi 144 Wyth grutchynge they gyue an halfe peny or

a peny unto Ihesu cryst. 164s A rraignm Persecution 4 It

divideth their Powers one against another, and in them-
selves occasioneth murmunngs, grutchmgs, and repintngs,

1683 Tryon IVay to Health 432 There being no Grutching,
Envying or Contention amongst them 1847 L Hunt Jar
Honey n 17 Scylla hath words, but words well-stored with
grutching 1892 Stevenson Vatlmia Lett (1895) 241 The
rest is grunting and grutching

b. of the conscience, rarer-1,
ci450 tr De Imitatione 1. x\- 25 Grucchmg of conscience

& dispersion of herte

+ c. = Grudging vbl, sb 2.

1621 B Jonson Gipsies Met (near end), Or from any
Gowtes least grutching Blesse the Sov'raigne, and his

touching.

t Grirtching, ppl. a. Obs, [f. Grutoh v +
-dig 3 ] Grumbling, complaining

; reluctant

a 1223 Ancr. R 108 (MS C ) Ha is grucinde and dangerus,
and arueS forto payen ?

a

1400 MorteArth io76Hegapede,
he groned faste, with grucchande latez. 1490 Caxton How
to die 6 Many ther he that ben Impacyent & giutchynge
rx3ao Mayd Emlyn 183 in Hazl E P. P. IV. 89 She
answered hym With wordes grotchynge. 1712 Sped
No 292 ? 4 A grutching uncommunicative Disposition.

Hence + Gru-tcMngly adv.

1340 Ayenb 193 More like}) to god an alfpeny J»et a poure
yefp gledliche . .

}>anne a riche man yeaue an hondred marc
grochindehche and mid zoqe of herte 1382 Wyclif
Ecclus xu 19 Many thingus grucchendeli whistrende [Vulg
Midia susurraus] c 1400 Trojan IVar 11 1641 in Horstm
Barbour's Leg. II. 273/1 Thaime grauntede wes Half
gruchandly

Grutnol, variant of Groutnoll Obs.

Gruve, -er, obs. and dial. ff. Groove, -er.

Gruwe, obs. form of Grow.
II Gruy&re (grwyeeu

;
Fr gnryfr). [The name

of a town m Switzerland, used attnb. m ‘Gruyere
cheese’, also with omission of ‘cheese’ ] A cheese

made ofcows’ nulk, of firm consistence, containing

numerous cavities.

1826 Scott Diary 14 June m Lockhart
,
Bought a little

hit of Gruyere cheese, instead of our dame’s choke-dog
concern 1843 Gresley Prank's First' Trip 210 You must
manage to eat gruyere with your dessert on this side the

Channel. 187* M. Collins Mrq <$ Merck III iv 130
Gruyere and celery. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med III. 206
The brain tissue may contain cavities which have been aptly
compared with those met with in Gruyere cheese,

Gruyn, obs. form of Groin ri.1, snout.

Graze, variant of Groose v. Sc., to shiver.

Grw, Grwge, obs forms of Grow, Grudge.

t Guy, sb. Obs. [a. L*. gry (in Plautus Most. I.

hi. 67 where recent edd. have 7pv), a. Gr. 7pv oc-

curring in the phrase oi/tii 7pv, and explained by the

lexicographers as meaning (1) the grunt of a pig,

(2) the dirt under the nail ;
hence the veriest trifle.]

The smallest unit m Locke’s proposed decimal

system of linear measurement, being the tenth of a

line, the hundredth of an inch, and the thousandth
of a (‘philosophical’) foot.

.{1623 W Sclater Tyt/ies 148 To this you ne gry, you
loue to euade, not to answere ] 1679 Locke Let to Boyle
B 's Wks. 1772 VI 341 The longest was three inches and
nine grys long, and one inch seven lines in girt. 1690 —
Hum. Underst. iv x § 10 A Globe, Cube, Cone, Prism,
Cylinder, &c , whose Diameters are hut 1000000th part of a
Gry 1813 E S Barrktt Heroine (18x3) To Rdr, xiv. The
work has every fault which must convict it but Vhich will

leave it not the ninety-ninth part of a gry the worse,

+ Gry, ® Obs —l tntr. ? To rage, roar.

1594. Carew Tasso u (1881) 34 The hearing this doth force

the Tyrant gry, With thieatfull sound,
Gry- • see Gri-.

Gryce, var Gris, fur, Obs
;
var. Gbtoe 1

Grychche, gryehe, -chge, obs ff. Grutch v
Gryderne, -eyom, etc., obs. ff. Gridiron.

+ Grye, v Obs rare-1
. [? related to Gbue z/.1]

tntr, ? To shudder, feel honor
13 Gaw. $ Gr. Kut. 2370 So agreued for greme he gryed

with-inne.

Gryesy, variant of Grist a. Obs
Gryethe, obs. vanant of Grith Obs. exc. Hist.

Gryf, obs form of Graff.
"

t Gryfely, a. Obs. rare

.

[? Shortening of

grufelmg
,
Groveling ] Prone, groveling

(1x430 Le Morte Arth, 2912 Ouer the sadylle downe he
wente. And gryfely gronyd vpon the ground
[Gryff Perb a misprint forgryIt, Grit sb.z

i5o8 Topsell Serpents 312 Tarentinus [saith] that the
Sea-fish called Gryff, or Grample, doth greedily devour
them [worms] ]

Gryffar(e, Gryffe, obs. ff. Graffeb, Graff.
Gryft, obs, form of Graft sb.i

Gryght(e, obs. variant of Grith Obs- exc. Hist.

Grygynge, obs. form of Greking, dawn.
Gryht, obs form of Grith
Gryis, Sc var. Gbise v Obs
Grykmg, obs form of Greking, dawn,
t Grylle. Obs rare [ad L. gryllits a cricket

or grasshopper, a Gr. ypvXkos
] A cricket.

*555 Eden Decades 115 Baskets full of gressehoppers,
gtylles, crabbes 01 ciefysshes all well dryed and salted

Gryllotalpa (gn lot® lpa) Also 8 gnlla-
talpa. [f L. gryllo-, comb f of grylkis a cricket
4 talpa a mole ] The mole-ci leket

Phillips (ed Kerrey), Gryllo-talpa ] 1791 Wolcot
(P Pindar) Lousiad 111 167 Bats shriek’d, and gnllatalpas
join’d the sound. 1813 Hist J Decasiro 4 bro. Bat II
325 His clothes were full of beetles, hats, lizards, gryllotalpas
and scolopendras that crawled all over him
Gryn, obs variant of Groin sb 1, snout.
Grynd(e, obs. form of Grind v 1, Groin sb 2

Gryne, obs form of Green, Groin sb 3

Grypanian (gnpJ1 man), a. Ormth. [f. modX
grypani-um {rostrum), a Gr. ypiiravios bowed by
age, f ypimos curved.] (See quot.)
*879 R B Sharpe Bnt Mus Calal Birds IV 6 Bill

notched or grypanian (Illiger), 1 e. with the culmen nearly
stiaight, bent at the end in an arched curve, acuminate,
generally incised at the sides.

Grype • see Gripe
Grypesheye, .variant of Gripe’s egg Obs.

tGryph(e. Obs. Also 6 grvpli(e. [A perver-
sion of Gripe, aftei L. gryphus , see Griffin 1

1. A griffin,

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R xvi. I11 (1493) 571 Gryphes
kepe this stone [Iaspis] as they done Smaragdus. C1425
Wvntoun Cron. 1 x 376 Gryphys [v r grypis] gret ner-
hande thaim ar And dragownys 1379 Twyne Phtsicke
agst Fort. 11. Ep. Ded 134 a, What strange conflictes
doth desire of golde raise vp hetweene the people Anmaspi
and the Gryphes?
2 A vulture Alsofig
1563-87 Foxe A. ff M. (1396) 81/1 The griph with talen,

the dog with his tooth. *374 Hellowes Gneuara's Fam
Ep- (*S77) I97 They did eate a Griphe m potage, and a
Goose in pickle. 1384 R Scot Discern Witcher xi xm.
(1886) 16a Plmie reporteth that griphes file alwaies to the
place of slaughter. 1386 J Hooker Girald Irel in
Holutshed II 43/1 Argent three griphs or geires gules
crowned gold . this griph or geire is a kind of an eagle.

Gryphon, -in: see Griffin 1
.

Gryphite (gn fait). Mm. [ad. mod L gryph-
ites, f. L. gryph-us see Griffin 4 -ite ] A fossil

oyster-shell of the genus Grypheta. (Cf. Crow-
stone )

Cx7S3 Chambers Cycl. Siipp
,
Gryphites, in natural history,

the name of a very common fossile shell,] 1796 Kirwan
Elent, Mut (ed 2) I. 8x It [Compact Limestone] frequently
abounds with impressions or petrifactions of. pectinites,

gryphites, mytulUes, &c x8xi Pinkerton Petral. I. 481
Gryphites enter into the composition of the singular cal-

careous chain of the Pyrenees 1872 W. S Symonds Fee.
Rocks ix. 327 A fine section of Lower Lias, with numeious
gryphites and other characteristic fossils.

attnb 1833 Lyell Elent. Geol (1865) 413 The name of
Gryphite limestone has sometimes been applied to the has.

Gryphon, -esque : see Griffin, -esqde

Gryppeshey, variant of Grifb’s egg Obs.

Grys, obs var. Grioe1 ; var. Gris sb and a.

t Chrysan.de, a. Sc. Obs. [f Gbise grey
, cf.

OF. gnsan, med L gnsengus ] Greyish
a 1400 Burgh Laws xlu (Sc. Slat I

),
pe clathmg sail be

of a hew grysande or quhyte [L. Vestimentum sit unius
colons scilicet gnsii vel albij.

Grysbok (grai sbpk). Also 9 greisbok, [ad.

Du. gnjsbok

,

f. grtjs Grey + bok Buck.] A small

grey South African antelope (Antilope melanotis)
1786 Sparrman Voy Cape G H. II. 224 The grys-bok is

of a greyish colour, with black ears, and a large black spot
round the eyes 1839 Wood Nat Hist I. 643 The Grys-
bok . . is a native of Southern Afnca [etc ] 1883 W, Gres-
well m Macm Mag Feb 280/1 The little greisbok that
has continually been nibbling his vines 1897 Encycl Sport
I 39 The Bushbucks Grysbuck (Nanotragns melanotis)
are small antelopes, which [etc ].

Gryscysme, obs. form of Gr^ecism.

Grys©, obs. var, Gbece, Grice 1
;

var, Gets,
Gbise Obs.

Gryselich(e, -lyche, -ly(e, obs. ff, Grisly,
Gryselle, obs. form of Grizzle.

Grysie, vanant of Gbisy a Obs.

tGrysomyle, grysmolle. Obs. [ad. OF.
gnsomole, also cnsomole

,
-mite, ad. L. chryso-

melum, a. Gr. vt k XPc<r<^s + FQb-ov

apple.] Some gold-coloured fruit
,

the Greek
name seems to mean either an apneot or a quince.

1:1483 E E Misc, (Warton Club) 70 The same giaflfyng

may be understond of an grysmolle tre
,
that is better than

a peche exsso Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) Cvy, Oyle of
grysomyla taketh alwaye all impedimentes of the tonge

Grysope, vanant of Grasshop Obs
Gryt, Gryt-, Sc. ff. Great, Great-.

f G-sol-re-ut. Mtts. Obs. The note G, sung

to the syllable sol, re, or ut, according as it occurred

,m one or other of the bexachords to which it be-

longed
;
the upper G of the bass.

c 1323 Song in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Qwan like note til other

lepes and makes hem a sawt, That we calles a moyson in

gesolreutj en hawt. c 1400 Beryn 1837 The hoost made an

hidouse cry, m gesolreut the hauL 1596 Pathw to Mus
Aivb, Note also that what is vnder G sol re vt, the same is

vnder Gamma-vt, and what is aboue E la mi, the same is

aboue ee la 1609 Douland Ormth. Mtcrol 32 The tuning
of the lesser Psalmes out of Csolfaut, and of the greater out
of Gsolreut, is this 1674 Playford SkillMus ii. 112 For
the Tuning of your Violin . the Bass or fou-th string is
called G sol re ut

Guaba, obs form of Guava
II Guaca (gwa ka). [Quichua huaca

;

according
to Tschudi Kechua-Wb. (1853) a vague term for

any object of leligious reverence.] A general term
for objects connected with the religious worship of
the Incas, as idols, temples, grave-mounds, etc.

1604 E G[rimstone] D‘Acosta's Hist Indies v ii 332 In
this first kind of idolatry [worship of natural objects] they
have exceeded in Peru, and they properly cal it Guaca
Ibtd v. v 340 They shewd me a little hill or great mount
of sand, which was the chiefe Idoll or Guaca of the Antients
Ibid v xu 339 In eveiy Province of Peru, there was one
prmcipall Guaca, or house of adoration 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 878 This Guaca (so they called then
Idols and Temples) was Generali to all the Indians of Peru
1748 Earthquake Peru Pref 8 In their Guaca’s (the Indian
Word for Sepulchre) . they always buried great quantities
of Gold 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer II vn 321 The
Guacas, or mounds of earth, with which they covered the
bodies of the dead.

II Guacharo (gwa tjaro). [Sp. gudeharo, of

S Amer. origin] A nocturnal bird, Steatomis
canpensis

,
of South America and Trinidad, valued

for its oil ; the oil-bird. Also attnb.
1830 W. Cooley Marit. ,5 Inland Djscov (1846) III v

xvn 252 The Guacharo is of the size of our fowls, of a dark
bluish grey plumage, and resembling in its manners both
the goat-sucker and the alpine crow 1838 Penny Cycl X

I

462/1 The use of the Guacharo oil is very antient Ibid 462/2
[Among the Indians] ‘to go and join the Guacharoes

’

means to rejoin their fathers—in short, to die. 1893 New-
ton Diet Birds 39s The hard, indigestible seeds swallowed
by the Guacharo are foundm quantities on the floor and the
ledges of the caverns it frequents.

Guacho, incorrect spelling of Gauoho.

|| Guaco (gwa-ko). [Sp -American ] The
name given m tropical America to Mikama
Guaco

,
Anstolochia angmcida, and other plants

used as an antidote to snake-bites. Also, the

medicinal substance obtained from the plant.

Hence Gua'conlze v. trans., to treat with gnaco.
1812-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) III 301 note, The

guaco, a vegetable matter employed in South America as an
antidote for the bite of serpents, has been strongly recom-
mended as an antidote for hydrophobia 1833 Seeman in
Hooker's Jrnl Bot V. 76 Remarks on juaco-plants The
natives informed him that they had 1 guacomzed ’ them-
selves, i e. taken Guaco
Guacum, obs. form of Guaiaoum.
Guadalcazarite (gwadalkse*zarait). Min. [f

Guadatcazar, a town in Mexico, 4 -ite (It was
named first Guadalcazite by Adam in 1869.)]
Sulphide of mercury containing it little zinc.

1873 Dana Mm, App 11 25 Guadalcazarite.

Guag (gwteg). Mining. [Cornish; = Welsh
gwag empty, cogn. w. L. vacuus.] A Cornish term
for: An old workmg.
1778 PryceMin Cornub 322 Tinners holeing into a place

which has been wrought before, call it ‘Holeing in Guag’
x86o Eng ff For Mining Gloss , Cornwall Terms,

Guag,
a place that has been wrought before for tin

Guage, obs. form of Gage, vanant of Gauge.
Guaiac (gwarak). Also 7 guajaek, guaio, 9

guiao, [ad. mod.L. Guaiao-urt. Cf. F. gam,
gayac (1532 Rabelais).] = Guaiaoum 2, 3.

1338 Wardt tr Alexis' Seer 1. (1359) 5 The barke of
Lignum Sanctum called Guaiac. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist Indies iv xxix, 288 The wood of Guayac,
which they call Lignum sanctum, or Indian wood is as
heavieasyron 1638 A. Read Chirurg xi 81 The decoction
of guajack is good, used m stead of ordmarie dunk 1661
HickeringillJamaicazz Medicinal Drugs, as Gum Guaic
1727-31 Chambers Cycl. s v

,
The wood guaiac is extremely

hard and heavy x8xx A T Thomson Loud Disp (1818)
188 The wood of guaiacum is inodorous. The resin, or
guaiac, has a fragrant odour, with scarcelyany taste 1873 H
C Wood Therap (1879) 338 Guaiac, as an emmenagogue,
is much less stimulating than canthandes,

b. attnb., as guatac-resin, -tree, -wood.

*.7*7
-5* Chambers Cycl. s.v

,
The guaiac-tree is of the

height of our walnut-tree. 1767 Monro m Phil Trans.
LVII 504 ,

1

had some guaiac wood. 1838 Penny Cycl XI
463/2 Genuine guaiac-wood is destitute of smeli, but if

rubbed, and still more if set on fire, it evolves an agreeable
aromatic odour. Ibid

}
Guaiac resin exudes spontaneously

or in consequence of incisions. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med,
IV 730 A pastil containing 2 grs of guaiac resin, &c.

Guaiaoeae (gwai aszh), Chem, [f. Guaiaoum
+ -ene. Cf. F. gctiachie ] A light colourless oil,

obtained by the dry distillation of guaiacum resin.

1864 Watts Diet Chem. II. 945 x886 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

Gttaiacic (gwaise sik), a. Chem, [f. Guaiao(um
4 -10. Cf. F. gaiactque\ Guatacic acid, C#H80 S ,

a substance obtained by Thierry from guaiacum
resin and wood {Syd, Soc. Lex.).

1844 Hoblyn Did, Med , Guaiacic acid

Guaiacin (gwai asm). Chem. Also -me, [f,

Guaiac(um + -in ] A non-nitiogenons vegetable
principle discovered in the wood and bark of the
Guaiacum officinale, having a sharp acrid taste.

An earlier word guaiactne occurs in Timme’s Quersitanus
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l xm kjb (leas'), where ‘salt of guaiacme’ renders the L.

salguaiacinus (app = Guaiacum 2)

1830 Lindley Nat Syst Dot. 137 All the Guaiacums .

contain a pai ticular matter often designated as resin hut

which is now considered a distinct substance, called Guaia
cine 1875 H. C. Wood Therap (1879) 423 Landerer assei ts

that he has found 111 it a peculiar crystalhzable substance

which he calls guaiacin

Guaiacol (gwai ak^l) Chem. [f Guaiac(um +
-01..] A phenol contained in wood tar, and also

obtained in the dry distillation of guaiacum resin.

1884 Watts Diet Chem. II 946 Guaiacol, Produced,

together with guaiacene and pyroguaiacin, by the dry distil-

lation of guatac resin 1898 Allbutt's Syst, Med V 45
Among the tar derivatives [may be specially mentioned]
Cieosote and guaiacol

||Guaiacum (gwarakfon). Forms 1 figuaicum,
guiaoan, 6-7 guaiaoan, 7 guaoiun, gwaoum,
gwakin, 7-8 guajacum, 6- guiacum, guaiacum
[mod’.L., ad Sp. guayaco, guayacan, of ’native

Haytian origin.]

1. A genus of trees and shrubs (N.O. Zygophylla-

cex), native to the West Indies and the warmer parts

of America
;
a tree of this genus, esp. Guaiacum

officinale and G. sanctum
*553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind (Arb ) 40 The wood of Gui

acum, otherwyse called Lignum Sanctum, wherewith
dyuerse diseases ate healed by the order of the newe dyete
1626 Bacon Ilyina § 456 Some Hot Trees, as Turpentine,
Mastick-Tree, Guaiacum, lumper, &c 1712 tr Donut's
Hist Dings I 66 Guajacum is a Tree the Size of a com-
mon Walnut Tree 1792 Mar. Riddell Voy Madeira go
The guiacum, or lignum vitae, is found here The bark
is white and gummy, the leaves winged, the blossoms of
a beautiful violet colour, and the berries are used as bitters

2. The hard and heavy browmsh-green wood of

G. officinale and G. sanctum

,

used in medicine;
lignum vitsft

rS33 T Pavnell tr Hutten's De Morbo Gall, vi 11 Yet
hath this woode Guaiacum alwayes bene there vsed 1580
Framiton tr Monardes rob, The Guiacan that is called
the wood Of the Indias *671 Salmon Syn, Med jtl. xxu
423 The Oak ; the salt expells Urine and gravel , the wood
is of like use as Guajacum, 1744 Berkeley Sins § 47
Guaiacum, and othermedicinal woods 1876 Ellen Frewer
tr. J. Verne's Adv, 3 Eng 3 Russians 111 32 They had
laid m a good stock of ebony and guaiacum
8. A resin obtained from the tree

;
also, the drug

prepared from it. Also gum guaiacum.
*SS3 in Lodge Illnstr, Brit. Hist (1791) I xxii. 165 He

told me that his MatIe taketh Guaiacum, & is far better
now than he was a xu dayes sins. 1605 B Jonson Volpone
i! 1, Ne yet, of guacum one small stick, Sit, Nor Raymond
Lollies great elixir 1636 Davenant Witts iv. 1 Dram
Wks 1873 II 188 His Afflicted female . . feeds him with
beds of guacum For his salad, and pulp of salsa for His
bread 1663 Boyle Use/ Exp Nat Philos rt App 386
Some of our emmentist English Doctors have not scrupled
of late years to use the strong and fetid chymical oyles of
Amber and Guajacum 1686 Land Gas No 2186/1, 12
Thousand Quintals ofCakau of Caracas and Gwakin. 1741
CompI Family-Piece t i. 20 Take Gum-Guaiacum 1 Ounce
1736 C Lucas Ess. Waters I 47 Oils of guajaqum, box, &c.

are found heavier than water. 1813 J Thomson Led.
Inflam. 199 The guaiacum, sarsaparilla, [etc] .have all

been supposed to be useful 111 the cure of scrophula

4 attrib

,

as guatactm-bark, -lozenge
,

-potion
,

-resin
,
-test, -free, -wood.

1596 Bukrough MetA Pktsick (ed 3) 375 The guaiacum
potion is wont sometimes to worke that effect 1605T1MME
Quersit t. xm 65 The Boxe, the Oake, GuaiacanTree, and
suchlike r8*aj Smyth Pract Customs (1821) 40 Guiacum
Bark. 1876 Gross Dis Bladder 31 The guaiacum test of
Dr Day 1879 St. George’s Hasp. Rep IX. 599 Guaiacum
lozenges

Guall, Guam, obs forms of Gaul v l, Yam.
Guan (gwan). Also 8 quan, 9 guana,* [prob.

a native name.] One of a family or subfamily
(JPelopmse, Newton) of gallinaceous birds of South
America, allied to the curassows.

*743 G* Edwards Nat Hist I 13 The Quan or Guan, so
called in the West Indies is a little bigger than a common
Hen. 1827 0 . W Roqerts Ceutr Amer 228 He fired at
three guams,-each as large as a turkey-cock 1852 Th Ross
Humboldt's Trav. II xxtv 444 Large birds, a guan (pava
de monte) for instance, or a curassao (alector), when wounded
in the thigh, die in two or three minutes 1895 C Dixon in
ForIn Rev Apr 64s The Cracidae or curassows and guans,
with fifty-three species

Guana (gwana), Forms. 7 guiana, 7-9
guano, 8 gauna, gwana, 9 Austral. go(h)anna,
7- guana ; also (anglicised) 7 gwane, gwayn, 8
guan©. [variant of Iguana ]
1, The Iguana, a huge arboieal lizard of the
West Indies and South America.
1607 G Percy in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) iv x685 We also

killed Guanas, in fashion of a Serpent, & speckled like a
ynder the belly 1624. Capt, Smith Virginia in 1

42 With a lothsome beast like a Crocodil, called a Gwayn
we dally feasted 1 Anson's Voy n \i 267 The animals
we met with on shore [at Chequetan] were principally
guanos, with which the country abounds, and which are by
some reckoned delicious food. 1763 W. Robinson in w.
Roberts Nat Hist Florida 100 [List of animals] The
guane 1791 Mar. Riddell Voy, Modena 63 The guana
is of various colours, but mostcommonly it is either brown,
green, or blue 1834 M Scott Cruise 'Midge (1839) 287
Look at these two guanas chasing each other up that tree
A. Colonial. Any large lizard, e g Sphencdm

punctaium (.Hatteria punctata

)

of New Zealand.
180a G- Barrington Hist, N S, Wales yui 28s Among

other reptiles were found some brown guanoes 1864 J
Rogers New Rush 1 6 The shy Guana climbs a tree in

fear 1883* Eha’ Tribes on rnyFi ontier 36 The large Monitor
which Euiopeans in India generally call an iguana, some-
times a guano * 1891 ‘ Rolf Boldrewood ’ Sydney-side
Saxon vi 99 A goanna startled him [a horse] 1898 Morris
Austral Bug s v Goanna, In New Zealand, the word
Guano ts applied to the lizard-like reptile Sphenodon pane-
tntum In Tasmania, the name is given to hliquascm•

coides, White, and throughoutAustralia any lizard of a large

size is popularly called a Guana, or in the bush, more com-
monly, a Goanna
Guana, variant of Guano
II Glianaco (gwana kd) Also 7 guanco, guia-

naoo, gumaco, 7-9 huanaco, 8 guanico, -aca,

9 -aeho [Qmchua huanaco
,
huanacu ] A South

American mammal, Auchema huanaco, a kind of

wild llama producing a reddish brown wool.

1604 E G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1 xxi 70
There are few of those beastes, which at Peru they call

Guancos Ibid in xx. 183 There are also of those beasts

which they call Guanacos and Pacos, which are sheepe 1670
Narborough yrnl m Acc Sev Late Voy 1 (1711)98 There
aie many Ostriches 111 the plain Lands, and Guianacoes,

which are the Beasts that bear the red Wool, whereof Hats
are made in England 1725 Dr Foe Voy round World
(1840

1 304 We . saw gumacoes, or Peruvian sheep, as big as

small mules 1773 J Hawicesworth Voy I 15 Guamcoes
resemble our deer, but are much larger, the height of

some not being less than thirteen hands. x8xx W. Walton
Peritv Sheep 83 The Huanaco or Guanaco of the Spaniards

. is the largest of the two species of wild Peruvian sheep
attnb i8« W Walton Pei nv Sheep 84 Horse hides

and Guanaco skins Ibid 167 Guanaco wool is obtained
from the wild animal of that name 1865 Lubbock Prch
limes vu (1869) 234 On the east coast, the natives have
guanaco cloaks.

Guanamine (gwse’namam) Chem. Also *in.

[f. Guan 0 + Amine ] (See quQt 1881) .

i88x H Watts in Nature XXV 148 Thfi Guanamines
. a series of bases discovered by Nencki m 1874 and 1876,

and formed by the action of beat on the guanidine salts of
the fatty acids 1899 Cagney tr. R. von Jaksch's Chn
Diagnosis vi (ed 4) 239 note,

The characteristic pointed
rhomboids of the guanamin of isobutyric acid

Guanidine (gwsemdm). Chem. Also -m
[Modified fromGuanin ] A strongly alkaline base,

CNsHfi ,
formed by the oxidation of guamn.

1864 Watts Did Chem II 940 Guanidine An organic
base discovered and investigated by Streckei It is pro-
duced by the action of hypochlorous acid on guanine
1899 Cagney tr R von yaksch's Chn. Diagnosis vi (ed 4)

239 note, Carbonate of guamdin
Hence Gnanidi aic a., in carbo-guanidimc acid.

x866 Odling Anim Chem vi 139 Biuret may be re-

garded as carbo-guamdimc acid.

Guaniferous (gwam ferns), a [f Guan(o) +
-(i)ferous ] Producing guano.
1844 Jml R. Agnc, Soc, V, 1, 288 The guaniferous

islands

Guanin (gwamin) Chem. Also -me. [f

Guan(o + -in.] A white amorphous substance
obtained abundantly from guano, forming a con-
stituent of the excrement of birds, and found m
the liver, pancreas, and other parts of animals.
1830 Fownes Chem. (ed 3) 499 Guano also contains a

peculiar substance called guanine, which closely corresponds
with xanthic oxide 1839 NewSyd Soc Year-bk 93 Scherer
detected guanin in the pancreas of the ox *889 Geddes &
Thomson Evol, Sex 23 Guanin, so abundant on the skin of
fishes and some other animals

Guanize(gwa noiz),zi. [f.QuAN(o + -ize ] traits

To treat with guano Hence G-uamized ppl a.

1843 J A Smith Product Fanning (ed 2) 81 Comparing
it with patches not guanised, the pioduce 6f the former
may, without exaggeration, be stated to be double Ibid 83
The giowth of the guamsed rye was uniformly good
Guano (gwa no, gi#|Se no), sb. Also 8-9 guana
[Sp guano, S. Amer. Sp,kuano, ad, Qiuchua huanu
dung.]

1 . A natural manure found m great abundance on
some sea-coasts,esp on the Chinchaand other islands
about Peru, consisting of the excrement of sea-fowl
*604 E G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist Indies iv xxxvn

311 ^ 5,

ey are heapes of dung of sea-fowle They cal this
dung Guano 1669 Earl Sandwich tr Barba's Art Metals

o
IS ca“e(^ Guano (1 e. Dung), not because it is the Dung

of Sea fowls (as many would bave it understood), but be-
cause of its admirable vertue in making ploughed ground
fertile 1726 Shelvocke Voy round World (1757) 170
Cormorants dung, which the Spaniards call Guana. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr Prdct Agnc (ed 4) II 346 The seed was
drilled m with 2 cwt guano, and a cart load of mould mixed
together per acre, 1876 Pagf Adv. Text-Bk Gtol xx. 430
The guano ofthe Pacific and other tropical islets, so valuable
as manure,

fig *86° Emerson Cond Life, Fate Wks (Bohn) II 314
The German and Irish millions, like the Negro, have a
great deal of guano in their destiny 1870

1 Ouida ' Held
in Bondage 16,

1

find soda-water and brandy the best guano
for the cultivation of my intellect

2 . transf Artificial manure, esp. that made from
fish, called more fullyfish-manure orfish-guano
1844 Emerson Lect , Yng Amer Wks. (Bohn) II 301

Agricultural chemistry offering by means of a tea-spoonful
of artificial guano, to turn a sandbank into corn *883
Fisheries Exhtb. Catal 202 Fertilizers in the preparation
of which fish are used, including Menhaden guano, crude
ana ground, guano made from fish skins, and from fish
heads and bones 1888 Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 2/2 Convert-
mg the bottle-nosed whale into patent guano.
3 . A general name for sea-birds whjcb produce

guano. ? Obs. [This is in Sp. gitanae, pi. guanoes
cf. quot. 1S60]
1697 Dampier Voy I ioi [They] found multitudes of

Guanoes, and Land turtle or Tortoise, and named them the
Gallapago’s Islands 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round Woild
(1757) 190 Isles Lobos .. Here are also plenty of Guanoes
and carrion-crows 1760-72 tr yuan <5 Ulloa's Voy (ed 3)
II 104 Innumerable flights of birds with which all those
islands abound and commonly called Guanoes , many of
them are indeed alcatraces, a kind of gull, though all com
prehended under the geneucul name of Guanoes [i860
'Junes 17 Dec 7 The guanaes or cormorants and other
allied tribes of birds which deposit guano must have existed
thousands of years before man ]

4 attnb
,
as guano-island, -manure, -water

1844 Catholic Weekly Instructor 64 It is said, more than
300 vessels from Liverpool are engaged in the guano-manure
trade 1851 Beck's Florist 199 Guano-water improves
u onderfully the colour of the flowers and the general health
of the plants 1858 Cycl Commerce (ed Homans) S99 The
claim of the Peruvians to the exclusive possession of the
guano islands

Hence Gua'no z>. irons., to fertilize with guano.
Alsofig.
1847 Disraeli Tancrcd 11 ix, Lady Constance having

guanoed her mind by reading French novels, had a variety
of conclusions on all social topics 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 43 The ground is again guanoed, two hundred
weight to the acre 1863 Spectator 18 Feb 176 He
announced that he intended to guano the public mind.

Guano, variant of Guana.
II Guara 1 (gwa ra) [mod L., a Tupi guard

]
Guild xx1 Tupi is simply = ‘bird’, but the description in

quot 1796 relates to the guara

An American bird, the Scarlet Ibis, Eudochnus
ruber
1678 Ray Willughby's Ormth 296 The Brazilian Guaia

of Marggrave is a Land and Water fowl, of the bigness of

the Spoon-bill It feeds upon fish and flesh, water always
added x688 R Holmf A rmoury n 260/2 The Guara . . It is

ofsome Authors called an Indian Curlew 1753 Chambers
Cycl Supp , Guara, in zoology, the name of a Brasilian
bird, called by Clusius, Numemus Indicus, or the Indian
Curlew. It is all ovei of a fine gay red, only that the long-
wing feathers are tipped with black at their extremities

[1796 Morse Amer Geog I 74s The guira famous for

often changing its colour, being first black, then ash coloured,
next white, afterwards scarlet, and last of all crimson ]

|[
Guara 2 (gwa ra) Alsoaguara [Tupijagoara

‘dog, ounce’ (Dias), cf. Jaguar] A large-maned

wild dog of S America, Camsjuba/us.
1884-3 Stand Nat Hist (18881 V 416 Laigest and

fiercest of the South American species is the Guara (.Cams
jiibatvs), which has a mane, and outwardly presents some
resemblance to the hyena. The name ofAguara 01 Guara
appears to be an imitation of its loud cry ‘ gou-a-a ’.

II Guaraclha (gwara'tja). Also erron guaracia
[Sp. (Velasquez Sp Diet. 1878).] *A lively

Spanish dance m f or £ time, usually accompanied
on the guitar by the dancer himself’ (Stainer &
Barrett 1S76)
1828 Moore Say, what shall we dance ? i 8 Shall we To

the light Bolero's measures move ? Or choose the Guaracia’s
languishing lay?

IlGuarana (gwarama). [Tupi guarand.'] A
Brazilian shrub, Paulhnta sorbilis\ a paste pre-

pared from the seeds of this shrub, which is used

for food and medicine Alsoguarana-bread, -paste

1838 T Thomson Chem Org Bodus 291 Guaranma. This
substance was discovered by Theod Maitius, m the

guarana x86x New Syd Soc Year-bk 459 The author
has employed guarana paste in numerous cases of hemi-
crania. 1876 Harley Mat.Med (ed 6) 707 Guarana The
seeds of this plant furnish the Guarana bread so highly
esteemed by the natives of Brazil.

+ GuarancL. Obs. Also 7 gaxand, -end [? ad.

F garant • see Guarantee sb ] = Guarantee sb. 1:

1674 Temple Let to King 30 Nov , Wks. 1720 II 316,

I said, Your Majesty having been the Author and Guarand
of the Peace at Aix could with ill Grace propose any
thing to France beyond those Terms *687 Burnet Reply
to Vanllus 86 He cites again Flonmond for his Garand
170* Land Gaz, No 3812/3 The King and the Cardinal
Primate shall write to the Emperor, and the other Guarands
of the Peace of Ohva
Guaranin (gwaranin) Chem. Also 9 -ina,

-me [f. Guaran(a + -in ] A crystalline prin-

ciple contained in guarana, and regarded by some
as identical with caffeine.

1838 [see Guarana] 1841 Brande Chem 1230/2 Guaranin
[obtained] from the fruit of the Paulhma sorotlis, by Mar-
tius. 1880 Libr Umv Knowl. (U. S ) VII 134 The essen-

tial crystalhzable principle is said to be identical with

caffeine, but has received the name of guarantne

Guarantee (gserantf), sb. Also 7 garante, 9
guarrantee [The early form garanU (sense 1) is

perh. a. Sp. garanie — F. garant, OF. guarant,
warant (whence Warrant sb.). The later develop-

ment guaiantee (with which cf. grandee from Sp
grande) was subsequently misused for Guaranty,
being perh. taken as a semi-phonetic adoption of

F. garanhe

,

hence senses 2 and 3 below. Sense 4
should perh. be regarded as a distinct word ;

it

may however be viewed as a perversion of the

meaning of the word, produced by identifying the

ending with -ee suffix 1 of legal terms ]
1 . A person or party that makes a guaranty or

giyes a security
; a guaranteeing party.

1679 Penn Addr Prot u. y, (1692) 139 As if be could



GT7ABANTEE. 477 GUARD.
be their Garantd, in t’other World, they become very
msolicitotis of any further search here 1683 Apol Prot
France v 63 That promise, of which our King was the
Garante 1710 Land Gaz No 4713/1 The second com-
plained of the Violation of the Treaty of which the King
of Prussia was a Guarantee a 1715 Burnet Own lime iv.

(1724) 663 Pursuant to an article of the treaty of Nimeguen,
of which the King of England was the guarantee 1744
Swift Drafter's Lett Wks 1755 V 11 92 ,

1

will not ven-
ture to he your guarantee 1753 Scots Mag Jan 8/2 His
allies should be guarantees 1796 Morse Amer Geog II

63 They are the sole trustees, guarantees, and managers of

the national bank. 18x9 R Chapman Jos. V, 123 The
emperor was guarantee of the treaty of marriage betwixt
her and the elector. 1835 Milman Lat Chr xi v (1864)
VI 450 He even threatened the King of England with
interdict, if, as guarantee of the treaty, he should enforce
its forfeitures, i860 Woolsey Introd Internat Law § 105

(1875) 120 If he guarantees a debt, and the payment is

refused, he is not bound to make it good , for m this,

according to Vattel, lies the difference between a surety
and a guarantee 1871 Blackie Four Phases 1 131 He
stood guarantee that 1 should remain and wait the result of
the trial

2 The act of guaranteeing or giving a security

;

= Guaranty sb 1 .

1786 Burke Charges agst. W Hastings Wks 1813 (4
0
)

VI 692 Taking occasion from a late application of Fyzoola
Khan for the Company's guarantee 1806 Wellington in

Owen Wellesley's Desf (1877) p civ, This very act of
guarantee has always been considered important in India
1834 Ht Martineau Ella of Gar vn 88 The laird was
willing to enter into the proposed guarantee 184$ S Austin
Ranke's Hist. Ref III 341 At length, having received
sufficient guarantee, he assented 1883 Stevenson Silverado
Sq 17 This I relate as I heard it, without guarantee. 1886
Law Times LXXXII 94/2 A material alleviation of the
strictness with which contracts of guarantee are enforced

3 Something given or existing as security, e g.

for fulfilment of an engagement or conditions;

— Guaranty sb 3
1834 Lewis Use Ab Pol Terms xi. 93 Good education

is no guarantee 1836 Longf in Life (1891) I. 227 Your
love for literary labor is a sure guarantee of success 1836
Kant Aid Expl II yin 90 This announcement was re-

ceived as a guarantee of their personal safety i86q W
Collins Worn White 1. lx 46 My situation in life was
considered a guarantee. 1876 Mozley Uuiv Strut tv 75
Our Lord anticipates the time when active zeal for Himself
will be no guarantee 1894 H Drummond Ascent Alan
390 Sacred and happy homes are the surest guarantees
for the moral progress of a nation,

4. A person to whom a guaranty is given * the

correlative ofguarantor
4853 J Bouvier Law Diet U S (1836) s v ,

The guarantee
is entitled to receive payment, in the first place, from the

debtor, and secondly, from the guarantor. 1873 Posts
Gains m Comm (ed 2' 403 Guarantors are relieved by the

guarantee being compelled, ifone is ready to pay the whole,
to sell him the debt of the others.

5. altnb . guarantee fund, a sum of money
pledged as a contingent indemnity for future loss

;

guarantee society (see quot, 1858 ).

1844 H H Wilson Brst India III, 508 The President of
the Boat d announced to the Court, their consent to extend
the amount of the Guarantee Fund to two millions 1838
Simmonds Diet Trade, Guarantee Societies, certain joint-

stock companies, which, upon payment of an agreed
premium, guarantee to the employer the honesty of a person
employed, or, at least, undertake to make good any defal-

cations in his accounts 1879 M°Carthy Own 7 imes II

xxi 107 A guarantee fund of two hundred thousand pounds
was very soon obtained 1891 Pall Mall G 14 Oct 7/1

The guarantee arrangement made with certain of the

Australasian colonies for testing the effect of a 4$ rate to

Australia. 1897 Westrn Gaz 21 April 7/3 He has decided
to give up the country [re hunting it] unless a guarantee
subscription of£2,000 a year is forthcoming

Hence Guarantee’sliip

,

1713 M Davies A then Brit I 227 Its Catholick Union
scarce ever going any further than the Politick Point of
Tolerating one another under the Papal Guaranteeship.

Guarantee (gaerantf ) , ®. [f. Guarantee sb ]

L turns. To be a guarantee, warrantor surety

for
;
spec to undertake with, respect to (a contract,

the performance of a legal act, etc ) that it shall be

duly earned out
;
to make oneself responsible for

the genuineness of (an article)
;
hence

,
to assure the

existence or persistence of, to set on a secure

basts.

1791 Burke Tk Fr Affairs Wks 1802 IY 22 Publick
treaties made under the sanction, and some of them guaran-
teed by the Sovereign Powers of other nations x8 Ld.
Brougham (Ogtlvie), By the treaty ofalliance she guaranteed
the Polish constitution in a secret article i860 Woolsfy
Introd Internat Law § 103 (1873) 128 Thus, the treaty of

Teschen which was guaranteed by Russia, renewed the

treaties of Westphalia x86o [see Guarantee sb t] 1863

Kingsley Herew xvu, If he would but guarantee the

Danish laws to all north of the Watling street i868Free-
man Norm Cotiq (1876) II ix 432 It is a more difficult

question whether Harold’s succession was at all guaranteed

1874 Sayce Compar Philol 1 35 Written languages
guarantee a systematic pronunciation 1876 L Stephen
Eng Thought x8th C. 1 17 The intellectual activity of

the acuter intellects, however feeble may be its immediate
influence, is the great force which stimulates and guarantees

every advance of the race
<

v

b with tnf. or obj. clause' To engage to do

something; to warrant or ensure that something

will happen or has happened
x8ao Keats Lamia 1. 339 Her beauty while it smote,

still guaranteed to save 1858 J B Norton Topics 133,

I will undertake to guarantee, that a mass of oppression

VOL IV.

and injustice., has been wrought under colour of these Acts,
1864 Stanley Jew Ch (1877) I v 107 Here is a case of
that precision which guarantees to as that the spot was once
well known 1884 Pae Eustace 84 I’ll guarantee that he'll

never return to Bengurry
2 To secure tne possession of (something) to a

person, etc.

1838 Prescott Feid Is 1 11 I 162 Eager to anticipate
the possession of Navarre, which had been guaranteed to
them on their father’s decease 1843 S Austin Ranke's
Hist Ref. III. SS3 Liberty to follow the Confession of
Augsburg was guaranteed to the city for its six parish
churches i860 Motley Netherl (1868) I 111 71 In that
case he promised to guarantee to the Prince the earldoms
of Holland and Zeeland 1899 Findlay in Expositor Feb
87 Christ guarantees to the faith of His brethren a true
quittance and defence from sin

3 . To secure (a person or thing) against orfrom
(nsk, injury, etc ) ; to secure in (the possession of

anything)
1804 Wellesley m Owen Desf (1877) 431 The British

Government was pledged to guarantee them against all

exactions 1820A Ranken hist Fi once viii, 1 § 1 25 The
protestant states were now acknowledged and guaranteed
in their full rights and privileges 183a Ht Martineau
Ella ofGar vii 88 Angus was strongly disposed to make
the attempt, if he could be guaranteed from loss 1839M ill

Liberty
1 9 On condition of being guaranteed more or less

efficaciously against his tyranny
absoL 1823 T Moore Mem (1853) IV 62 He could not

guarantee against the folly of people m prosecuting

Hence Guarantee ‘d, Guarantee mg ppl. adjs

1876 Daily News 3 Nov 7/3 lhe mighty shield of guaran-
teeing Europe will defend our territorial integrity and our
national rights x88a Maim Mag XLVI 256, 1 vote the
abolition of the guarantees and of the guaranteed 189a
Labour Commission Gloss

,
Guaranteed men, men employed

by a contractor, and having regular wages 1893 A. J.
Wilson Gloss. Terms Stock Exch

,
Guaranteed stocks,

Stocks the interest of which is guaranteed by a Government
orcomp'any aie thus described

Guarantor (gseiantp 1). [Formed after Guar-
antee, by substitution of -or for the conelative

-ee 1
] One who makes or gives a guaranty or

secui lty

1853 J Bouvier Law Diet. U S (1856) s v , A guarantor
differs from a surety in this, that the former cannot be sued
until a failure on the part of the principal, when sued , while
the latter may be sued at the same time with the principal.

186a Sat Rev XIII 651/1 It is said that a regular army
of 60,000 visitors a-day will relieve the guarantors; ana
already on the Derby Day 30,000 were in the building,

1874 Motley Barneveld II xvi 206 He intended to main-
tain the Treaty of Truce of which his Majesty had been one
of the guarantors 1873 Posts Gants m Comm (ed. 2) 405
A surety or guarantor of a debt may require the creditor

to proceed against the principal first 1893 Gladstone Sf.
Ho Com 13 Feb , I want to know who will be the effective

guarantor that this remainder will not also vanish?

Hence Ctaaranto rship, the position or function

of a guarantor

188s Times 13 June 13 Guarantorships to a large amount
are already volunteered as a nucleus to the guarantee fund

Guaranty (gserantt), sb. Also 7 garranty,

-10, guarranty. [ad AF.guarantie (also warantie,

Warranty'', f. guarant
,
warant (see Warrant).]

1. The action or an act of securing, warranting, or

guaranteeing, security, warranty; spec, a written

undertakingmadeby a person (called theguarantor)

to be answerable for the payment of a debt or the

performance of an obligation by another person,

who is in the first instance liable to such payment
or obligation.

1394 Expos. Terms Law 103 Garrantie of charters is a

writ, & it lyeth where any deede is made that compre-
hendeth a clause of warrantie and if the tenant be im-

pleaded by a stranger then [etc ] Ibid 106 Garrantie, is

when one is bound to an other which hath land, to warrant

y« land to him 1663 Temple Let. to Dk Ormond Wks
1731 II 23 We have some Ground of Complaint, seeing the

Emperor’s Name among all the other Princes in the

Guarranty of the Munster Peace 1678 Marvell Growth
Popery Wks 187s IV 266 His Majesty continued to

solicit other princes to come into the guaranty of this

treaty x68x Luttrell BriefRel (1837)1 151 The league

of guaranty is said to advance apace x68a Ibid I i65

lhe ratifications of the treaty of guaranty between the King
of Sweden and the states generail are exchanged *7X5“®

Bolingbroke Study Hist vit (1752) 226 They consented to

give Spam an act of guaranty for securing the execution of

the treaty 1733 Hanway ‘lra.v. (1762) II ix 11 217 This

article concludes with a reciprocal guaranty of the provinces

of Persia. 1792 A need W Pitt I iv 74 Our guaranty of

the pragmatic sanction was an effect of that enmity a 1830

Calhoun Wks I 334 The guaranty of a republican form

of government. x86o Motley Netherl (1868) I vi 302

They are to ask assistance in men and money upon a mere
tahter qualiter guaranty 1860 Woolsey Introd. Internat

Law ij 103 (1873) 127 Treaties of guaranty are especially

accessory stipulations, sometimes incorporated in the main,

instrument, and sometimes appended to it, in which a third

power promises to give aid to one of the treaty-making

powers, in case certain specific rights—all or a part ofthose

conveyed to him in the instrument—are violated by the

other party. 1867 Frfeman Norm Conq (1876) I in. 91 To
give a guaranty for his good behaviour 1874 Green Short

Hist ix § 10 713 England alone showed herself true to

her guaranty ofthe Austrian Succession. 1875 Poste Gams
m Comm (ed 2) 405 The most noticeable rule of English

law respecting the contract ofguaranty is that it must be in

writing

f 2 . A person who gives a guaranty (sense 1) or

‘undertakes to see stipulations performed ’ (J.)
Obs.

1684 Scanderleg Rediv vt. 15a Offering him very good

Termes, for the performance of which he would be Guar-
ranty. i6ga South Serin (1697) I 360 God . is the great

Guaranty for the Peace, Order, and good Behaviour of
Mankind
3 Something which secures or guarantees the

existence or persistence of a thing, a ground or

basis of security.

1697 Let Necess Land Force 2 Yet the best Guaranty of
a Peace, is a good ForLe to maintain it 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) IV vu 67, I have no doubt of overcoming
her unhappy Mother, by making her husband's interest a
guaranty for her good behaviour to her child 1855
Prescott Philip II, I. 1 vui 116 Four or five places of
importance . were to be held as guaranties by the French
king 1867 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) I iv 131 Re-
quinng baptism and nominal homage as guaranties for

eace 1871 Ibid IV. xvu 4 The consecration of William

y the Northumbrian Pnmate might be looked on as some
sort of guaran ty for the obedience of his province

Guaranty (gEe-ranti), ® Now rare, superseded

by Guarantee® Also 8 guarranty. [f. thesb.]

1. trans. = Guarantee® i.

1733 Scots Mag Jan. 8/2 Her allies should engage to
guaranty the tranquillity of the north 1775 Johnson 2 ax.
no Tyr. 58 They talk pf their pretended immunities guar-
rantied by the plighted faith of Government 1779-81 —
Fi edk. Gt Wks IV 54s He was ready to guaranty all the
German Dominions of the House of Austria. 1786 BurkeW Hastings Wks 18x3 (4") VI 693 His .. request of the

Company's guarantying his treaty with the Vizier. 1837
R Iomes Amer in japan xm 301 That friendly mtei -

course with the Japanese which was guarantied by the

compact solemnly entered into between Japan and the
United States a i86x Mrs Browning Bianca m, God's
Ever guaranties this Now 1875 Poste Gams hi Comm
(ed a) 402 The fidejussor may be employed to guaranty
any obligation

2 = Guarantee v. 2

1796 Morse Amer Geog II 289 The respective distnets

which they had allotted for and guarantied to each other

3. — Guarantee v. 3 . Also, to secure (a person)

in the possession of something
173a Gentl Mag II 945 The Establishment of an

Indivisibility, and Primogeniture m Favour of the eldest

Arch-dutchess, guaranty'd contra qnoscunque 1783 Burke
Rep Affairs India Wks 1813 (8°) XI 265 lhe allow-

ances made by the Company to the Presidents of Bengal
were abundantly sufficient to guaranty them against any
thing like a necessity for giving into that pernicious

practice. 1786— W Hastings ibid XII 94 Who did not
only guaranty him tn the possession ofwhat he then actually

held, but engaged to restore all the other terntones

Hence Gua rantied ppl. a.

1786 Burke W Hastings Wks 1813 (4") VI. 697 To
exact a due observance of the guarantied treaty

II Guarapo (gwara p<?). [Penman.] A dnnk
made from the fermented juice of the sugar-cane.

1760-74 tr fuan fj- Ulloa's Voy (ed 3) I 304 The guarapo
Is nothing more than the juice of the cane, as it flows

fiom the null, and afterwards suffered to ferment 185a
Th Ross Humboldt's Trav I xv„ 483

1 1
Guaranna (gwarau na). [Guarani, app. acom-

pound of Guara ] A bird of the genus Aramus
;

the courlan or limpkin.

1678 Ray Wilhigby's Omtth 292 The Brasilian Guarauna
of Marggrave 1688 K Holme Armoury n 248/2 The
Brisihan Guarauna It hath a long bill a little inclining

downwards It is in Form like theWoodcock 1733Chambers
Cycl Supp., Guarauna

)

m zoology, the name of a small

Brasilian bird common tn watery places, and of the size of
our snipe. 1893 C Dixon in Fortn. Rev Apr 645 Such
peculiar forms as the hoazin the two guaraunas.

Guard (gaid), sb. Forms : 4-7 garde, 5-6 Sc.

gaord(e, 6-7 gard, guarde, 6- guard [a. or ad.

F. garde, earlier also guarde (= It
, Sp. guarda

)

Rom *guarda, a. OTeut *wardd (Cf. Ward)]
f 1. Keeping, guardianship, custody, ward. To

take guard- to take care Obs
1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr 8793 She is a tresourere Off

konnyng & of sciencys, And off all Experyencys That be
commyttyd to hyr garde CX440 Partonope 768 Of the

contree he taketh grete garde. 1379 Tomson Calvin’s

Serin Tim 22/1 lhat we may walke as it were in the

garde of our God, fearing nothing tn the middest of all

daungers 1590 Shaks Com Err. v 1 149 Anon I wot not,

by what strong escape He broke from those that had the

guard of him 1606— Ant, $ Cl v. u 67 For the Queene,

lie take her to my Guard 1636 E Dacres tr Machiavel’s
Disc Livy I 23 To which of these two more safely may be
intrusted the Guard of liberty a 1911 Ken Hymnanum
Poet Wks 1721 II. 101 0 may the Angel to my Guard
assign'd, Contract a sacred Friendship with my Mind.

t b spec m Law. Obs
1607 Cowel Interpr. s v Gard, It hath diuers applica-

tions sometime to a wntte touching wardshtppe Which
writs are of three sorts one called a right ofguard or ward,

in French, droit de gard, 1641 Termes de la Ley 173 Gard
is when an Infant whose Ancestour held by Knights Service

is tn the ward or keeping of the Lord of whom those lands

were holden 1706 Phillifs (ed Kersey), Gaid or Guard
In a Law-sense Guardianship, or Management of Children

under Age or Idiots. Writ ofGard or Ward, a Writ re-

lating to Guardianship or Wardship

2. Protection, defence. Obs or arch

1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 24 A1 provinces and places

of guard were shaken 1390 Spenser F Q. iii u 21 Such
was the glassy globe that Merlin made, And gave unto king

Rjence for his gard, That never foes his kmgdome might
invade 1614 Bp Hall Recoil. Treat 38 When I see so

strong a guard of providence over him 1634 Milton Covms
42, I was dispatcht for their defence, and guard 1680

Morden Geog Red (1685) 204 Turin a place very im-
portant for tne Guard of Italy and fortified with a strong

Citadell 1781 Gibbon Dec

l

* F. xvu. II. 45 The rivals

140
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who contended for the possession of the Roman world, had
withdrawn the greatest part of their forces from the guard

of the general frontier 1814 Cary Dante, Par viii 88 Ask
the guard of braver arms 1844 H H Wilson Brit India

II 357 I he Raja marched from Nagpur on the 3rd of May,
under the guard of one wing of the 22nd Bengal N I

3 Sword-exercise, Boxing, etc. A posture of de-

fence, hence, the weapons or arms in such a posture

At open guard in a position which leaves the

swordsman open to attack.

1396 B Jonson Ev Man in Hum 1 iv, Twine your bodie

more about, that you may fall to a more sweet, comely,

gentlemanlike guard 1602 Shaks Ham iv vn 102 (2nd

Qo 1604) The Scrimures of their nation, He swore had
neither motion, guard, nor eye, If you oppos’d them 1649
Fuller Just Man's Funeral ^ This makes them he at an

open guard, not fencing 1655 Gurnall Chr in.Arm 1 iv

(1669) 42/2 He is a weals Fencer that lays his Soul at open
Guard to be stabbed and wounded with guilt, while he is

lifting up his hands to save a broken head 1692 Sir W
Hope Fencing-Master (ed 2) 4 A Guard is a posture which
a Man putteth his body into for the better defending of

himself from his Adversaries thrusts or blowes 180a C
James Milit Diet s v ,

The wordguard is seldom applied

among small swordsmen to any position but those of carte

and tierce , the other motions of defence are ailed parades.

Ibid s v Broalsword, The pnncipal guards with the broad
sword are The inside guard (similar to carte in fencing)

U he outsideguard (resembling tierce) The mediumguards
winch is a position between the mside and outside guard
The hanging guard (similar to prime and seconde) The
St George’s guard, which protects the head 1833 Regul
Instr Cavalry 1 123 The Files engage on the ‘Inside

Guard change to the * Outside Guard 1 Ibid 126 It is

good practice to put them through the 1 Guards 1 and
‘Points’ 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop lvi, Mr Swiveller

performed the broad sword exercise with all the cuts and
guards complete 1897 Encycl Sport I 144 There are four

chief guards to one or othei of which the swordsman should

constantly return after an interchange of blows, and these

are known as Engaging Guards
b Cricket The position in which the bat is held

to defend the wicket, esp in to give, take guard
1868 Box Theory # Pract Cricket 1x1 To prevent any

unfair confusion to the batsman by allowing such [delivery]

as would throw him offhis given guard 1877— Eng Game
ofCricket xxvi 431 A batsman often applies to the umpire
for guard, i.e to know which stump or stumps his bat is

defending

4 The condition or fact of guarding, protecting,

or standing on. the defensive, watch, esp in to

keep guard Hence, the special service of watching
performed by a soldier or sailor

1596 Spenser F Q vi x 43 When faire Pastorell Into this

place was brought and kept with gard Of griesly theeves

idox Shaks Alls Well 1x1 v 76 She is arm'd for him, and
keepes her guard In honestest defence 1602— Ham 1 1

10 Barn Haue you had quiet Guard? Frau Not a Mouse
stirring 1623 Bacon Ess, Cunning (Arb) 441 Which
serueth to keepe themselues more in Guard 1640 tr Ver-
dere's Rom Rom. 1 104 They boorded the Pagans ship all

three together, leaving their Squires in guard of their bark
1667 Milton P L mi 412 Michael and ms Angels plac’d

in Guard thir Watches round 1706 Phi 1 ups (ed Kerseyl,

Guard, or Gard, .in the Art ofWar the Duty performed by
a Body of Men,

(
to secure all vgith Watchfulness against the

Attempts or Surprizes of an Enemy *712 W Rogers Voy
249 The Inhabitants kept Guard on their Walls 1726 Sh el-

vocke Voy round World (1757) 197 One of the quarter-deck
guns being mounted at our guard, was fired at sun-set.

1833 Ht Martineau Loom $ Lugger 1 v 79
r
lhe eldest boy

was directed to keep guard at the entrance of the closet

1833 Hoylis Games 336 (Chess) Play your men in guard of
one another, so that ifany be taken, the enemymay also be
captured by that which guarded yours. 1867 Smyth Sailor's*
Word-bk. s v Guard-skip, The officer ofthe guard is account-
able to the admiral for all transactions on the water during
his guard 1878 T Hardy Eihelberta (1890) 154 It was
characteristic of Ethelberta's jealous motherly guard over
her young sisters that [etc.].

f b A post of observation. Obs
cx$aa Melusine xxiv 168-9 Thenne made the captayn fyre

to be putte high vpon the garde for manere of token soone
after fyre was made fro garde to garde, that knowleche was
therof thrugh all the royalme.

5 a On or upon one’s guard, on guard (+ for-

merly also upon one's or theguards, upon a guard)

:

in a position of defence, on the defensive
,
(a) with

reference to fencing and sentry duty, hence ib)

generally. To stand
\
be, he upon one's guard to

be watchful, cautious, or vigilant, to take care;

so to put
,
set (a person) on (his) guard. Const.

against, for. [Cf F sur ses gardes and en garde ]
1377 St Aug Manual (Longm.) 42, I will stand upon
my gard, ana with wakyng eyes will- 1 sing m my hart
*610 Shaks- Temp 11 1 321 ’Tis best we stand vpon our
guard <£1633 Naunton Fragm Reg (Arb) 29 Sussex
was thought much the honester man, and far tne better
souldier but he lay too open on his guard 1647 N Bacon
Disc Govt Eng 1 (1739) 202 Both or one of them were
ever upon the guard, to keep out that which was without
1633 Holcroft Procopius i 23 He sent direction if they
heard that the Etienne was entred at any other part, not
to succour, but to continue upon their guards a 1674
Clarendon Hist Red xv § Bo The Soldiers which were
upon the Guards in some out-Forts 1683 D A Art Con

-

verse 108 In Disputes relating to Religion be upon your
Guards 1700 Dryden Pal <4 A rate 11 73 For this the wise
are ever on their Guard 1701 W.Wotton Hist Rome 327
The Intelligence, set him upon his Guard. 0x704 R L’Es-
trange (J ), It is wisdom to keep ourselves upon a guard
171a Pope Sped. No 408 P 5 In like manner should the
Reason be perpetually on its Guard against the Passions
1800 Roland Fencing 1On the Position ofthe Body for being
‘on Guard, 1845 M«Culloch Taxation Introd (1852) 10 We

must be on our guard against the abuse of this doctrine

1873 Jowett Plato (ed 2) V 67 No one can be on his guard

against that of which he has no experience 1888 Bryce

Amer Commie II I111 341 Every sensible man feels in

himself the struggle between these two tendencies, and is

on his guard not to yield wholly to either

b Off one’s guard . in or into a defenceless

condition or a condition m wbicli one is easily

surprised by an attack
1682 Dryden & Lee Duke ofGntse 1. ui, Or at the court

among my enemies, To he, as I am here, quite off my guard,

Would make me such another thing as Cnllon 1692 R
L’Estrange Fables ccxxxv 205 Temerity puts a Man off his

Guard 1777 Watson Philip II (1839) 371 T hey had not been

put entirely off their guard 1836 Reads Never tooDate to

Mend 11, Isaac Levi caught both faces off their guard 1883

Daw Rep 29 Ch Div 797 The agent throws me offrayguard

and I therefore do not employ an independent valuer

f e Out of (one’s) guard = off (one s) guard

Obs, [Cf F hors de garde ]

1601 Shaks Twel N 1 v 93 Looke you now, he's out of

his gard alieady vnles you laugh and minister occasion to

him, he is gag’d 1683 Dryden Thren Angus 17 The
thunder-clap took us unprepared and out of guard

0 f a. Caution, precaution (obs). b. (with//)

A precaution (now rare)

1397 Shaks Dover’s Cornpl 298 There my white stole of

chastity I daft, Shooke off my sober gardes, and ciuill

feares 1623 Bacon Ess , Plantations (Arb ) 534 Vse them
lustly, and gratiously, with sufficient guard neuerthelesse

1707 Atterbury Vtnd Doctr Funeral Serm T Bennet 28

Where they have express'd themselves with (at least) as

few Guards and Restrictions as 1 hav e done 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (1883) I 163 For the poor gentleman has no
guard, no caution at all 1769 Burke Date St Nat Wks
1842 I xi2 On what other idea are all our prohibitions,

regulations, guards, penalties, and forfeitures, framed ? 1790— Fr Rev 38 All this guard serves to shew the spirit of

raution which predominated in the national councils 1873
Sears Serm Chr Dife 7 The guards, the warnings, the

denunciations interposed throughout the old Bible

7 . One who keeps, protects, or defends
,
a pro-

tector, defender, spec, one of a guard (sense 9),

a sentry, sentinel Also with preceding sb denoting

the object defended, as Coastguard, telegraph

guard, etc

14x2 Extracts Alerd Reg (1844) I 389 like man duelland
in the burgh sal stand gaird, and [etc ] 1474 Caxton
Ckesse nr vu 55 b

;
T he gardes and kepars of c> tees ben

signefied by the vn pawn which stondeth in the lyfte side

to fore the knyght 1483 — Gold Deg 230 b/r Saynt Iohan
euangehst as kepar and garde of so noble vyrgyn 1390
Spenser J7 Q 1 111 43 Her fatthfull gard remov’d, her hope
dismaid. Her selfe a yielded pray to save or spill xspi
Shaks 1 Hen VI, 1 11 X27 Fight till the last gaspe lie be
your guard 1598 Barret Thior Warres iv il 104 He is

to consult with them touching the placing of the gards
and Sentinels x6o6 Shaks Ir $Cr iv iv 130 Though the
great bulke Achilles be thy guard 01713 Burnet Own
Time iv (1724) I. 660 Such as endeavoured to make their

escape, and were seized, (for guards and seci et agents were
spread along the whole roads and frontier of France) 1780
Cowper Table T 135 Guards, mechamcallyformed in ranks,

Playing, at beat ofdrum, their martial pranks 1819 Shelley
Cenci v 11 20 Guards, there, Lead forth the prisoners 1B71
B Taylor Faust (1875) 1 xxv 208 Thy cries will wake
the guards, and they will seize thee !

b The man who has the general charge and
control of a stage coach or a railway tram

_
Originally an armed man charged with the duty of protect-

ing a mail coach against robbery
,
hence the designation

1788 Gentl Mag LVIII 1 358 A King’s officer , stopped
the mail coach from Dover, and demanded of the guard the
key of the trunk 011 which he sat *790 Act 30 Geo III,
c 36 § 5 If any Person travelling as a Guard to any Stage
Coach shall me off the Arms he is entrusted with other-
wise than for the Defence of such Coach [he shall be fined

20; ] 1792 Thos Pennant Let to a mewl ParIt x6
These guards shoot at dogs, hogs, sheep, and poultry, as
they pass the road . . to the great terror and danger of the
inhabitants 1837 Penny Cycl VII 280/2 s v Coach, The
guard is the servant of the Post office, 1884 Law 2 lines

Rep.X 7x9/2 A guard in the employ oF the railway company
1871 M CollinsMrq Merck I iv 141 Another guard
came up the platform 1893 Peel Spen Valley 277 In the
winter [e 1820] the guard earned a blunderbuss for protec-
tion m a box near him

c Freemasonry See qnots (Cf Guardian 1 d.)

*1843 R Carlile Man Freemasonry t 1 The next in
order to the Master is the Senior Warden, then the Junior
Warden, Senior Deacon, and Junior Deacon, lastly an
Inner Guard and Tylers, or Door Keepers, the one inside,
the other out 1870 Text-bk Freemasoury Introd 7 The
Inner Guard and Tyler act as doorkeepers, the first-named
acts as inside, and the last outside, aimed with a drawn
sword

d US. Football Either of the two players (called

the right and left guai d respectively) that are
stationed one on each side of the ‘ centie-msh’.
1897 Encycl. Sport I 426 To the immediate right of the

snap-back is the ‘right-guard ’ The ‘left guard’, ‘left-

tackle ', and ‘ left-end ’ complete the line on the other side

8 pi The household troops of the English army,
consisting of the Foot-guards, the Horse-guards
(ib), and the Life-guards Also applied, by
extension, to the seven regiments of heavy cavalry
known as the Dragoon Guards (as distinguished
fiom the Dragoons).
[1661, 1673, etc see Foot guards, Horse-guards ] a 1674

Clarendon Hist Reb xv § 68 The King [in 1636] resolved
to raise one regiment of guards, the command whereof he
gave to the lord Wentworth 1682 Dryden Prol to ‘ Loyal
Brother

'

13 The Critic all our troops, of friends discards .

Just so the Whigg wou’d fain pull down the Guards 1708
Lond Gaz No 4421/7 He was seen in Fleet-street with
the Guards 1806 J S Surr Winter in London (ed 3) I

18 An ensign in the guards *831 J Jekyll Carr (1894)
266 Old parson Cholmondely, then in the Guards, ran away
at the battle of Dettuigen 1863 Kinglake Crimea II 351
T he brigade of Guards will be destroyed

,
ought it not to

fall back?

9 A body of persons, esp soldiers (f also occas

ships) engaged to preserve a person or place from
injury or attack, to act as an escort, or keep watch
over prisoners with reference to military sentry

duty, freq in phr. to mount, relieve (+ the) guai d
(See also advance guard (Advance sb. V), Body-
guard, Grand guard 2, mam guard, Rearguard,
etc , and cf Corps-de-garde, Garde-du-oorps

)

Guardofhonour a body of soldiers, sailors, police-

men, etc appointed to receive a royal or other

person of distinction and to attend at state cere-

monials Yeomen of the Guard see Yeoman.
1494 Fabyan Chron v lxxxi 58 [He] founde to haue aboute

the Kyngs parsone an hondreth Pictes, or, after some,
Scottes, tne whiche he ordeyned for a Garde for the Kynges
parsone, *332 Fortescue's Abs

<J-
Lint Mon vi (17x4)43

The secund Ordynarye charge, is the payment of the Wags
and Fees of the Kyngs grete Officers, his Courts, his

Counceil, his Garde, and other Servaunts 1335 Stewart
Ci on Scot II 118 Quhair joung Constans that tyme faucht
with his gaird, He brocht with him out of Armorica 1368
Grafton Chron II 3B9 The king reteyned unto him a gard
of Archers of Chesshire 2396 Dalrymple tr Leslie's

Hist Scot vn 36 King Chairhs VI. elected an(e) band
of Scotis horsemen

,
quhilke commounhe was calit the

Scotis gaird of armes x6xx Bible 2 Kings xxv 20
Nebuzaradan captaine of the guard tooke these, and
brought them to the king of Babylon 1650 Nicholas
Papets (Camden) 183 There was a Guard of 100 Souldiers

sett to keepe all manner of persons whatsoever from coming
to speake wtl1 his Lop 1671 [see Beef-eater 2] 2687 A
Lovell tr Thevenot's Trav 1. 258 These Sangrack Beys
mount the Guard by turns 1687 Miege Gt Fr Diet, II

s v ,
To come off from the Guard, descendre la Garde 1691

Luttrell BriefRel (1857) II 294 Our fleet foi the winter
guard is to consist of 33 men of war 1700 S L. tr Fryke’s
toy E Ind 248 Two Dutch Soldiers that had absented
themselves from the Guard two days, ran the Gauntlet

1797 Mrs Radcliffe Italian xvii, Vivaldi perceived that
the guard was changed 1803 C James Milit Did s v,
As soon as they have taken post, fronting their respective

guards, the word of command will be given

—

1
Officers and

non-commissioned officers—to your guards—March 1 Halt
Front P ‘Officers and noncommissioned officers, inspect

your guards 1

1

1840 Dickens Barn Rudge 4 Some say that

Loid George Gordon had been sent under a strong guard
to the tower *884 Mil Engineering (ed 3) I H 15 The
guard of the trenches is divided into two bodies—x The
main body 2 The reserve 1887 Spectator 13 Aug 1097 A
companyof this regiment was guaid ofhonour to the Empress
Eugenie

b. U ansf andfig.
X548 P Nicols 12 Spyes (1353) Dv, Some there be that

perceive the Pope and his garde have led us blindly this

many yeeres into a shamefull confusion of our faith 1349
Chalonfr Erasm on Folly Db, But (Lorde) what
inconueniences woulde not commenly happen were not
now with flatene now with daliance (all of my garde [L
salellttiuml I warrant you) boeth propped up and nourished

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 764 As if they had beene
the infernal! guard, comming with Cerberus to welcome
Proserpina to her Palace 1834 J Brown Lett Sanctif v
289 A powerful though unseen guard of angels continually

surrounds him 1848 Dickens Dombey vn, 1 he perseverance
with which she walked out of Princess’s Place to fetch this

baby and its nurse, and walked back with them, and walked
home with them again, and continually mounted guard over

them 1894 A Forbes in DailyNews 27 Nov 6/5 Gradually
are thinning the lanks of the ‘Old Guard’ of war corre-

spondents

f c Body ofiguard - Corps de garde. Obs.

*579 Digges Slratiot gx These little bodies of gard or

watch
10 . Something which guards, defends, or protects

;

a protection, defence, ht and fig.
x6a6 Shaks Tr <$• Cr. v 11 54 There is betweene my will,

and all offences A guard of patience 1608— Per 11 iv 15
Though Ihis King was great. His greatnesse was no gard
To barre heauens shaft 1691 Norris Pract Disc 310 We
need no other Guard against Sin than these 1 hree Words
well considered, God is Present. 1696 Blackmore Pr
Arthur vi (1714) 197 Their Hands a woven Guard of Osier

saves, In which they fix their Hazel Weapon's End *7*3
Derham Phys .'Iheol iv xu (1714) 221 Feathers are to

Birds not only a good guard against Wet and Cold . but
also most commodious for their Flight 1732 Po?r Ess Man
n 162 Reason is here no guide, but still a guard 1736
Burke Vind Nat Soc Wks I. 47 The nicest and best

studied behaviour was not a sufficient guard for a man of

great capacity 1780 Cowper Table T 66 Keep Vice

restrained behind a double guard *821 Joanna Baillie
Metr Leg

,
Wallace lxxxi xi The dark brawn water

lashed the margin’s flinty guard X82Z-34 Good's Study
Med (ed 4) I 487 It is necessary to watch its [squill’s]

effects upon the kidneys and intestinal canal and to attemper
it with opium or some other guard 1836 Emerson Eng
Traits, Anstocr Wks (Bohn) II 83 Every one who has

tasted the delight of friendship, will respect every social

guard which our manners can establish to secure from the

intrusion of distasteful people

11 An ornamental border or trimming on a gar-

ment. Obs. exc Hist or arch
(The original notion may have been that of a binding to

keep the edge of the cloth from fraying)
a 1529 Skelton Mann Woild g So many gardes worne,

Jagged and al to-tome Sawe I never 1333 Coverdale
Num xv 38 Speake to the children of Israel & saye

vnto them y‘ they make them gardes vpon y® quarters of
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their garmentes c 1550 Disc Common Weal Eng, (1893)
83 When oure gentlemen went simply and oure servinge-
men plainly, with out cut or garde, bearmge the hevte
sworde and bucler, on theire thighes, in steado of cuttes and
gardes, and light daunsinge swordes 1601 Holland Pliny
II 439A Senatour was distinguish from the Gentlemen by
his coat embrodered with bioad gards and studs of puiple
1603 Const <5 Cations Eccl lxxiv, Priests’ Cloaks, without
gaids, welts, long Buttons, or cuts 16x0 Histno-m m 248
Out on these velvet gards, and black-lac'd sleeves 1631

Jordfn IPat BathesD&d (1669)4 A plain sute ofour Country
Cloath, without welt orgard 1637 Davenant Brit Triumph.
Dram Wks 1872 II 267 A young man m a rich habit down
to his knees with a large guard of purple about the skirt

1707 Chambehlayne St Gt Brit in 111 275 He [a Baron]
hath two Guards or Doublings on his Mantle. 1766 Pornv
Heraldry Gloss (1777), Guard, term used by some Heralds
to signify the Doubling of the Mantle of the Nobility

b. fig Chiefly in phrase without welt orgard
1581 Sidney Apol Poetne (Arb) 59 Who reades Plu-

tarchs eyther histone or philosophy, shall finde, hee trym-
meth theyr garments. With gards of Poesie 1388 Shaks
L L L iv 111 58 O Rimes are gards on wanton Cupids hose
*594 Nashe Unfort Irav 4 A plaine ale-house without
welt or gard of ante mybush 1641 Bp Hall Answ
Vtnd Smeciymnuusgs The words are plaine, without either
welt, or gard 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt \xx111 299,
I am a Protestant without wealt [mod ed wealth], or gard
1693 Steelf in Spurgeon 'Jreas Dav Ps xvul 25 Jacob
was a plain man without welt or gard

+ c transf A stripe, band of colour 03s.

1579 T Stevens Let m Hakluyt's Voy (1589) 161 These
[Tuberones] haue waiting on them 6 or 7 smal fishes

with gardes blew and greene round about their bodies,
like comely seruing men. X613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)
558 lhe Zebia resembling a Horse all over-laid with
partie coloured Laces, and guatds, from head to Taile

+ 12 Asir. pi The two stars of the constellation

of the Lesser Bear known astronomically as Beta
and Gamma respectively

, also guards of the pole

Applied also to the two * pointeis’ of the Great
Bear Obs
IS74 Bourne Regiment for Sea 34 You may knowe it

by the Starres rounde about the Pole, as Charles Wayne
and the Guardes 1594 Blundevil Exeic vii Introd
(1636) 649 All these instruments serue to little purpose,
vnlesse you know also the North star, with his guards.
Ibid vii xxvi 687 The two guardes or pointers of Charles
Wame 1604 Shaks Oth. 11 1 15 1 he winde-shak’d-Surge,
with high and monstrous Maine Seemes to cast water on
the burning Beare, And quench the Guards of th’ euer-fixed
Pole 1674 Moxon Tutor Astron (ed 3) 209 The two
stars that are in the shoulders of the Bear, are called the
Guards, because they are diligently to be looked unto, in
regard of the their singular use which they have m Navi-
gation 1783 R 1 urnek View Heavens (1798) 56 The two
foremost of the square he almost m a right line with the
Pole-star, and are called the Guards or Pointers 1819
T Whiting Syst Astron (1828) 28 Guards, a name that
has been sometimes applied to the two stars nearest the
North Pole

+ 18 The amnion or ‘ caul ’. Obs
x6ii Florio, Guardia, also the gard that infoulds a child

in the mothers wombe
+ 14. Hunting (See quot ) [F gardes ] Obs
1576, 1616 [see Gard 2

] 1849 H Ainsworth LaneWitches hi vm, [Of a boar
] The toes being round and thick

. and the guards, or dew-claws, great and open.

15. Curling (See quot 1878 )

1849 Chambers' Inform. II 650/2 Each man is warned
by his respective friends to plant, if possible, an excellent
guard—dislodge this stone, and cover that [etc] 1878
‘Capt Crawley’ Football, etc 127 (Curling ) A stone is

said to guard when it lies in a line between the player and
the tee, with another stone belonging to the same side
withm it , a guard may also he on any other part of the ice
beyond the hog-score, on a similar principle 1897 Encycl
hport I 264 (Curling) Guard, (1) a stone that lies in a
direct line before another.

16 A contrivance of metal, wood, or other ma-
terial, made for the protection of an object from
injury, to prevent accidents by falling, etc

;
orig

m many cases used with a prefixed word indicating

the position 01 nature of the protecting contrivance,

e. g. fi> e-guai d, trigger-guard

,

etc.

a gen (In several instances a defining word is more
usually found prefixed, as leg-guard, mud-guard

,
step-

guard, watch guard, etc ) b The part of the hilt of a
sword that protects the hand, often of curious workmanship
or elaborate design c (See quot ) d A piece of metal
designed for the protection of the trigger of a gun e pi
The wards of a lock f =fre-guard (see Fire sb 5) g
Archery = Bractr 2 h. Railway An iron placed m front
of a locomotive engine to catch and remove obstacles , U

S

a cow catcher 1 (See quot 184a
) 3 A lateral exten-

sion of the deck of a steamboat beyond the lines of the hull
so as to overhang the water k (See quot ) 1 A welt
or rewfoieing slip of paper inserted between the leaves of
a book, as a scrap-book, catalogue, etc , for the attachment
of additional leaves m (See’ quot ) n. Couch In
cephalopods, a calcareous structure enveloping the apex
of the phiagmacone, the rostrum, o (See quot)
a. X774 Pennant TourScotl in 1772, 107 The two principal
doors have their grated guards 1827 Steuart Planters G
(1828) 3x0 1 he Guards generally m use For protecting Trees,
are well known

, hurdles and cordage of different kinds

,

three-cornered, four-cornered, and circular palings, and the
like 1871 Colburn Loco Eusyn. v 133/2 The axle
boxes of the driving axle are guided vertically by suitable
guides, or axle guards. 1873 Knight Diet Mech ,

Guard
6 (Fire amis) b A safety-lock of a fowling-piece to pre-
vent the accidental dropping of the hammer c A nipple-
shield to protect the little tube which receives the per-
cussion-cap 7 A bow or wire around a lantern to protect
the glass. 1884 Ibid. SuppL, Guard, a fence, fender, screen.

canopy, etc
, as the case may be -—A dash board, or step-

guard in cars A grating to a window to preserve it from
blows 1884 Health Exlub Catal 128/1 Model of Safety
Drum Guard Ibid 131/1 Hygrometer of lever action
bearing on five horsehair lines, which are exposed to atmo-
spheric influences through guards of spiral wire xooo
D<nly Hews 19 Feb 6/3 The starboard propeller guard of
the Bat is smashed off

b 1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot vii 123 A
singular sword with scheith and gairdis of gold, sett in
precious stanes. 166a J Davies tr Mandelslo's Trav. 16
A kind of broad sword, whereof the hilt is very large, but
without any guard 1687 A Lovell tr. :Ihevenot's Trav
111 43 The Guard is very plain , commonly no more but
a handle of Iron, with a cross Bar of the same underneath
the Pummel that the Sword may not slip out of their
Hands 1728 P Walker/WewPref 1 1827) 33 What Handles
the Swords had whether small or Three barred, or High-

- land-guards 18x5 Elphinstone Acc Caubul (1842) I 353The sword is of the Persian form The hilt resembles our
own, except that it has no guard for the fingers 1856
Whyte Melville Kate Cov (1882) 23/1 The silvei -mounted
guard of a rapier 1898 Century Mag. Jan 392/1 The
guard [of the sword] was a coiled serpent of exquisite
workmanship.
0 1892 Simmonds Did Ti ade Suppl

,
Guards, protec-

tions to a book
d. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr Did II s v Gard, The gard of

a Gun, sougarde de Fusil 1753 Hanway Trav (1762) I
ill xxx vi 163 This accident was occasioned by one of my
servants touching the trigger, which m very few Persian
muskets has any guard 1874 Rifle Exert

, etc. 40 Seize
the guard with the forefinger and thumb of the right hand
the remaining fingers under the hammer
0 1677 Moxon Mech Exerc 21 There are several In-

ventions in Locks, I mean in the making and contriving
their Wards or Guards 1878 Technol Did

,
Eng.-Ger.-Fr

(ed 3), Guards, wards of a lock
f. 1845 De Quincey Auiobiog Sk. Wks 1853 I 13 As
my three sisters with myself sat by the fiielight round the
guard of our nui sery

S *8§3 * C Bpde 1 Verdant Green 1. xi, A fancy-wood
bow, with aaows, belt, quiver, guard, tips, tassels, and
grease-pot 1860 Hughes Tom Bmvn at Oxf xxx, ‘ You
must string my bow she said, handing it to him, as she
buckled on her guard
h. 1838 D Stevenson Civil Ertgm N Amer 260 To

render railway travelling more safe, an apparatus called
a ‘ guard 1 has been very generally introduced x866 Morn
Star 16 Mar. 6/1 The number-taker saw the body of a
man impaled on the iron guards m front of the engine
1897 Westm Gas 20 May 9/3 Death was due to fracture
of the skull, the guard of the engine having struck the
man’s head.
1 1840 H S Tanner Canals <5 Rally US 11 1 High

water guard 5 to 6 feet Working ^uard 3 to 4 feet 1842
Francis Did Arts, Guards, in engineering, upright pieces
ofwood, non, or stone, fastened to the lock gates ofa canal,
the corners of a street, and similar situations, to prevent
the passage of barges in the one place, and waggons m the
other, from injuring the parts flush with, or near to the
guaid
j 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit US II 47 The other [door] leads

out to the guard, as they call it, a long balcony or gallery,
covered with a shade or verandah, which passes round the
whole boat 1855 Ogilvie Suppl , Guards of a steam-
boat, a widening of the deck by a frame-work of strong
timbers, which curve out on each side to the paddle-wheels,
and protect them and the shaft against collisions with wharfs
and other boats 1897 Daily News 28 Sept 6/6 Each boat
that comes up the river is loaded to the guards v ith rail-

way supplies for Wardner
k x88x Raymond Mining Gloss

, Guard
,
a support in

front of a roll-train to guide the bar into the groove, some-
times called a side-guide
1 . 1708 Brit Apollo No 1 4/1 Any Persons, upon direct-

ing their Letters to the Printer superscrib’d, for the British
Apollo

,
may have this Paper brought to their Houses .

Likewise the Books of Guards neatly bound to keep ’em m,
at two Shillings a piece 1747 Spence Polymetes Direct
Binder, Plate 9, 18, 24, &34 ,

to be done with guards 1882
P Fitzgerald Recreat Lit Man (1883) 250 When theguards
have been filled and the volume begins to bulge Ibid 274
Special books with guards for pasting into 1896 Times
29 Feb 10/3 It has been arranged for the book to be issued
with ‘guards 1 at the end for additional leaves
m 1860 R Fowler Med Voc , Guard, a thickly folded

cloth, or other article, placed upon a bed so as to guard it

from the discharges of parturition, or of any disease
H 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 74 'lhe phragmocone of

the belemmte is usually eccentric, its apex being nearest
to the ventral side of the guard *877 Huxlfy Anat Inv.
Anim vm 542 A straight phragmocone is enclosed within
a more or less conical calcified laminated structure, the
guard or rostrum.

0. *875 Knight Diet Mech , Guard, a light frame in

which the nuts of holts fit to prevent their unscrewing by
the vibration of the engine

17 fa Short forguard-room orguard-house, Obs
16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 549 The Court hath

three guards, betweene each of which is a great greene
1714 Ramsay Elegy J Cowper 47 John quietly put them in
the guard To learn mair sense *773 Fergusson Poems
{1807) 257 Pleys that bring him to the guard, And eke the
council chaumir, Wi‘ shame that day

b Short for guard-finger, -lock, -rail, etc

1875 Knight Did Mech , s v

18. atinb. and Comb
,
as guard-dress, -duty

,

-mounting, -parade
,

-sloop, -soldier, -squadron
;

guard-like adj ; guard action Horology, ? the

action connected with a guard-pin ; guard-board,
(a) =Chain-wale, Channel sb.2 (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk 1867) ; (3) a board designed to prevent
objects from falling on to workmen engaged m
building

;
guard-bolt (see quot ) ;

guard-book,
(a) a blank book, furnished with guards (sense 16

1

),

for the reception of pasted scraps, invoices, news-

paper cuttings, etc.
;

(b) see quot 1S67 ; guard-
brush, on an electric railway, a metallic brush,

by means of which the current is conveyed to the
motor

, guard-cell Bot

,

one of the two cells that
embrace the stomata of plants

; guard-chain, (a)

a chain used to secure something, esp. a part of the
dress or personal equipment, as a watch, brooch, or
bracelet

; (b) a chain used as a protection
,
alsofig ,

guard-chamber = Guard-room
,
guard-coat, a

coat worn by a soldier of the Guards, guard-
coffer, an external framework for the protection
of the coffer or casing surrounding a concrete
foundation

; •f guard-cot Anglo-Indian, a charpoy
occupied by a soldier in the intei vals ofsentry duty

,

t guard-dagger, ? a daggerwith a guaid
, m quot

attrib. of the shape of a certain cut of * whiskers
1

(i.e. moustaches), guard-detail, ‘men from a
company, regiment, etc detailed from guard duty

’

(Webster, 1890); f guard-dog, ?a watch-dog;
guard-finger, * one of the teeth projecting forward
from the cutter-bar of a harvester, and through
which the knife plays’ (1875 Knight Diet Mech.) ;

guard -flag, ‘ in a squadron, a flag indicating the
ship whose turn it is to perform the duty of a guard-
ship’ (Cent Diet), guard-foot, the foot of a
contrivance, which acts also as a guard; guard-
horn, the hom used by the guard of a coach

,

guard-iron, (a) Haul (see quot 1769) ; [6) —
16 h ; guard-lace, a kind of figured lace

,
guard-

leaf, one of the leaves which separate the closely-
packed blossoms on the stem ofadonble hollyhock

,

guard-lock (see quots ) , guard-log Austral,, a
piece of timber laid on a road to keep the traffic

on and off certain portions, guard-petal

=

guard-
leaf , guard-pile, a pile placed as a protection in
front of a quay or other stmeture

, a fender or
fender-pile (cf 16 1) ; guard-pm, (a) Horology (see
quot 1884) , (6) in a nfle, the pin by which the
guard (sense 16 d) is attached ; guard-plate, (a)
in an electrometer =guard-nng

,
(b) * the plate

which closes the opening m front of a cupola
furnace, to whose iron casing it is attached by
staples * (1875 Knight JDzct Mech ) , guard-polyp
Zool

,

azooid modified to serve a defensive function,
as m the nematophore of a ccelenterate, a macho-
polyp

, guard-report (see quot.)
, guard-ring,

(a) a finger ring worn to keep another from slipping
off, akeepei, (b)Electr (see quot. 1893); fguard-
star (see sense 1 2 above) ; guard-stone, one of a
row of stones placed to keep vehicles off the side-
walk

,
guard-stops, the two points placed one on

each side of a numeral, letter, figure, etc ; guard-
tent, * one of the tents occupied by a military guard
when, the command is in the field or m camp ’

(Cent Diet)', guard-tube (see quot). Also
Guakd-boat, Guard-house,Gdabd-room,Guard-
ship

1884 F J Britten Watch * Clockm 89 Double Roller
Escapement, a variety of the Level Escapement, m which
a separate roller is used for the *guard action 1898 Daily
News 22 Mar 2/5 Evidence was given that “guard boards
were put up immediately after the accident 1884 Knight
Did Mech Suppl

,
*Guard Bolt

,
a flat-headed screw-bolt,

fully counter-sunk, for fastening the guards of mowing
machines to the bars 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk,
*Guard-book, report ofguard

,
a copy ofwhich is delivered

at the admiral’s office by the officer of the last guard Also,
a full set of his accounts kept by a warrant-officer for the
purpose of passing them *88t Bookseller's Catal, Guard
Book—Twenty-two inches square, containing 68 leaves of
stout drawing paper. 1891 Daily News 28 Oct 2/7 In
respect of this he had searched the guard-book, and could
find no trace of the transfer of this share x888 Science
21 Dec 302/1 The current is conveyed from the “guard-
brushes and the wheels to the motor, and through the other
rail to the giound [on an electric railway] *875 Bennett
& Dyer Sachs' Bot. 88 We have a cell surrounded by
several cells formed m this manner, which afterwards forms
the two “guard-cells (as in Crassulaceae, Begoniaceae, Cru-
cifers) 1838 Dickens O Twist ix, T he merry old gentle-
man

,
placing a watch m his waistcoat pocket, with a

“guard-chain round his neck 1846 Mrs Gorf Eng Chai ac.
(1852) 101 In a velvet waistcoat and a gilt guard-chain x86o
Piesse Lab Chem Wonders 7 It [Gunpowder] is the
guard-chain and strong bolt which keep the barbarian thief
from, entering the precincts of the peaceful and industrious
1894 A Morrison tales Mean Sheets 280 Old Jack sat on
the guard-chain of a flowery grave 1806 Daily Tel 19
Mar 8/3 The guard chain of Waterloo Pier, i6xx Bible
1 Kings xiv 28 The guard brought them hacke into
the “guard-chamber. *707 Loud Gas No 4334/5 When
they had ascended to the Guard-Chamber, they were
receiv'd there by the Captain of the Yeomen of the
Guard 1788 H. Walpole Remin 111 32 The yeomen m
the guard-chamber pointed their halberds at my breast
X7JX Stefle Sped No 88 1* 4 Coming down a tavern-stairs
in his master’s fine “guard-coat he met the colonel coming
up with other company 1776 G Semple Building in
Water 131 To secure the Coffer or Coffers more effectually,
you may environ and secure them with double or single
“Guard-coffers C1813 Mrs Sherwood Stories CL Caiech
xi 86 Three or four men, who sat talking together upon
a “guard-cot, just out at the door m the verandah *786
Pogonologxa 80 There were Spanish, Turkish, “guard-

140-
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GUARD. GUARDA-
dagger, &c. whiskers 1796 Windham Speeches Pari 25
Apr (1812) I 287 The dogs that worry sheep are pointers,

hounds, lurchers, ‘guard-dogs, &c- 183s G Downes Lett,
Cont Countries 1 141 An old Vienna ‘Guard-dress. 186a

T W. Higginson Army Life Black Reg (1870) 28 ‘Guard
duty is an admirable school for this 1894 Outing (U S )

XXIV 314/1 There should be no time devoted to company
drills in camp, or to teaching the rudiments of guard
duty 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Pktl I 1 § 168 One or
two ‘guard feet, not to touch the plane except in case of
accident, ought to be added to give a broad enough base
for safety 1829 T Hook Bank to Barnes 42, I was pre-

vented from examining other objects by the *guard-horn

1769 Falconer Diet Marine
,
*Guard irons, certain curved

or arched bars of iron placed over the ornamental figures,

on a ship's head or quarter
{
to defend them from the

impression of some other ship when they lie close to, or
rub against each other 1802 J Perrott in Naval Chron
VII 349, I saw him taking hold of the guard-iron. *877
M. Reynolds Loco -Engine Driving 100 He also stepped
over, to his own side of the engine foot-plate, and he had
scarcely been there fifteen seconds when something was
struck by the buffer-beam or guard iron of the engine.

1804 Frans Soc A rts XXII 234 A Loom that makes the
satm ‘guard lace, or any other figured lace 184xy Beck's
Florist 276 The new and superior varieties have a semi-
spherical flower exceedingly double, with closely serried

petals, and a flat regular ‘guard-leaf 1608 Chapman
Byroils Coiispir Plays 1873 II 201 Pitch him from him
with such *guardlike strength 1840 H. S Tanner Canals
<$ Ratlr U.S 250 #Guard lock, in canalling, is employed
in maintaining the level of a canal, by preventing the
encroachment of water from rivers, lakes, &c

,
when elevated

beyond the prescribed level 1875 Knight Diet Mech ,

Guard-lock (Hydraulic Engineering), a tide-lock, forming a
communication between a basin and tide-water 1890 * Role
Boldkewood’ Col Reformer (1891) 128 We may do it yet,

. if we can clear those cursed ‘guard logs near the bottom
1844 Regul $ Ord Army 158 In ‘Guard Mounting Order,
the Great Coat is to be folded and carried flat, the top being in
a line with the bottom of the Coat Collar Ibid 261 All
Grenadier and Fusilier Regiments are, when marching in
quick time, upon occasions of Guard-mounting, Parade or
Review, to march to the Grenadier's March. x86x G F
Berkeley Sportsm W Prairies xiv 233, I attended
guard-mounting and with Major Wassells inspected the
barrack-rooms and arms 1828 J M Spearman Brit
Gunner (ed 2) 97 From the quarter ‘guard parade to the
line of parade of the Battalion 6a yards 1851 Beck's
Florist Oct 237 This is a rosy-pink flower, full, and well
formed, with just sufficient ‘guaTd-petal and no more 2739
Labelye Short Acc. Piers Westm Bridge 19 The TJse of
these Fenders, or ‘Guard-Piles, was to secure the Works
from the approach of Barges, and other large Vessels 1879
Cassell's Techn Ediic IV 369/1 Passing on to the driving
plane and repelling the pallet, would thereby

,

press the
‘guard pin agamst the edge of the roller x88x Greener
Gun 262 To take to pieces a breech-loader first remove the
fore-end and barrels, then turn out the side-pins, and
remove the locks and hammers together , next turn out the
guard-pins,and remove the bow or guard 1884F J. Britten
Watch <5- Clockm X15 Guard Pin

, Safety Pm, a pin in
the lever escapement that prevents the pallets leaving the
escape wheel when the hands of the watch are turned back
1873 Maxwell Electr <$• Magn § 201 The interval between
the disk aud the ‘guard-plate may be regarded as a circular
grooveof infinite depth 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anun
Life (ed 2) 758 The structures known as nematophores, sar-

cothecae, ‘guard-polypes or macho-polypes 1872 -6Voyle&
Stevenson MtlU Diet ,

*Guard report, a report sent in by
the relieved officer to the officer commanding, detailing a
statement of duties performed by his guard while on duty.
1873 Maxwell Electr j- Magn § 201 A plane disk sur-
rounded by a large plane plate called a ‘Guard-ring with a
circular aperture concentric with the disk 1893 Sloane
Electr Did , Guard Ring, an annular horizontal surface
surrounding the balanced disc in the absolute electrometei
1708 Land Gaz No 4459/1, 14 Sail of Brigantines and
Sloops, underConvoy of the DukeofAnjou’s ‘Guard Sloop,
of betwixt 70 and 80 Men 1739 Encour Seaf People 35
Capt Colehy fought the Guard-Sloop 1601 Holland
Pliny I x66 Iunius Valens a captame, pensioner or cen-
turion of the *gard souldiers about Augustus Caesar 1850
Grote Greece u btm VIII 143 note, Although watch had
been enjoined to them (i.e to the Peloponnesian ‘guard-
squadron at Abydos) 1690 Leybourn Curs Math 693
T hen find the Point of the Compass, that the ‘Guard-Star
is upon, in the first Column of the Table 1865 Parkman
Champlain v 237 His foot upon a ‘guard-stone, he thrust
his head and shoulders into the coach 1878 Technol
Did , Eng-Ger-Fr (ed 3', Guard-stone (Build, Roads,
etc) Der Prelhtem, Borne 1866 Furnivall Pref. to
Stations of Rome (E E 1 S 1867) 6 Here it is, and
printed with all its metrical points, and ‘guard-stops on
each side of figures and single letters 1893 Sloane Electr
Did

, *Guard Tube
, a metal tube surrounding a dry pile

used with a quadrant electrometer, or othei electrometers
of that type

Guard (gard.), v, Also 6-8 gard(e, (in sense 7 ,

6 pa^ pple gard, 9 gard); Sc. gaird, 7 guaird
[f Guard sb

, or ad F garder, earlier guarder
(*= It guardare, Sp guardar

)

—Rom. *guardare,
a OTeut *wardSn, i. *ward& • see Ward, Guard
sbs]

1 trans To keep in safety from injury or attack

;

to stand guard 01 sentinel over
, to keep (a door,

etc ) so as to prevent entrance or exit
, to take

care of, protect, defend. (With material and im-
material objects ) f Also with m
*583 StanyhurstAEnets hi (Arb ) 8r KingHelenus, with

a crowding coompanye garded 1593 Shaks Liter 626
Draw not thy sword to gard miquitie. 1397— 2 Hen IF,
ty v. 145 There is your Crowne, And he that weares the
Crowne immortally, Long guard it yours. 1598 Barret
Theor VFarres iv 11 105 The companies which haue the
ward, are alwayes to sallie to gard the trenches 1608 DayHum out ofBr v i (x88t) 69 Guard in my safety with anng
of steele, And marke how proudly heele demeane reuenge.

480

1617 Sir W Mure Misc. Poems xxi 55 Heavens did
thy royall grandeur guaird. a 1657 — Ps, cxxi 8 He
guaird thee shal about 1667 Milton P L ii. 1033 Except
whomGod and good Angels guard by special grace 1687 A
Lovell tr Thevenot's 'i rav. 11. 143 i wo men, each holding
a Pike, as if they Guarded these Doors 174a H Walpole
Lett (1846) I. 239 The King of Poland is guarding all the
avenues of Saxony 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xii xiv,

Jones stood with his sword drawn in his hand to guard the
poor fellow 2780 Cowper '1 able T 315 Let active laws
apply the needful curb To guard the peace that not would
disturb 1838 Thirlwall Greece III 149 He was to guard
the entrance of the Corinthian gulf Ibid, V 47 They were
so negligently guarded, that they contrived to make them-
selves masters of the fortress. 1839 Tennyson Elatne 4
Elaine Highm her chamber up a tower to the east Guarded
the sacred shield of Lancelot 1883 C J Wills Mod
Persia 376 Peacocks are supposed only to be kept by
royalty , the privilege of keeping them is zealously guarded
1898 J AacH Stt»y of Ltfex'r 369 You may just as well
expect the cat to guard the cream
rejl 1606 Shaks Tr fy Cr iv v 253 Henceforth guard

thee well X781 Cowper Ants-Thelyph 189 Guard thee
well, expect no feigned attack

, And guard beside the sor-

ceress at thy back r

to. said of impersonal objects

*593 Shaks Liter 493, I thmke the home garded with a
sting a 1623 Beaum & Fl Bloody Bro iv i, Mercy be-
comes a Prince, and guards him best. 1667 Milton P L
xt. 122 Of a sword the flame Wide-waving to guard all

passage to the Tree of Life 1698 Fryer Acc E. India tf P.
40 A Coat of Armour over it like an Hedg-hogs, guards its

weighty Fruit 1723 Berkeley Proposal etc Wks. Ill
222 Two narrow entrances, both well guarded by forts 1794
Mrs Radcliffe Myst Udolpko xxv, The place is guarded
enough by the high walls of the castle and the east turret

1830 Tennyson Recoil Arab Nts 23 Where clear stemm’d
platans guard The outlet [of a stream] 1876 J Parker
Paracl 1 11 15 Every moment of the Jew’s time, and every
act of the Jew’s life, was guarded by a regulation

e To protect or defend from, against Also
rejl

*593 Shaks 2 Hen VI, 111 1 249 To guard the Chicken
from a hungry Kyte 1697 Dampier Voy I 8 They will

guard them selves from Arrows, tho they come very thick
1711 Addison Sped No 262 P 4 One would take more
than ordinary Care to guard ones self against this par-
ticular Imperfection [inconstancy], because it is that which
our Nature very strongly inclines us to 1838 Lytton
Calderon v, By guarding him from all friendships save
with those whose affection to myself I can trust 1832
Tennyson Wellington 68 Guarding realms and kings from
shame 1835 — Maud 1 vr 60 Myself from myself I guard.

d To attend, accompany, or escort (to a place)

as a guard arch
*597 Shaks 2 Hen. IV, iv u 122 Some guard these Traitors

to the Block of Death x6r3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

434 A triple Sunne, attended and guarded with a double
Rainbow 1697 S Sewall Diary 6 Oct (1878) I 461
Came between 12 and 1 to the Townh Chamber and
Guarded the Govemour and Council to the Anchor 1702
Ibid ii June (1879) II 39 Just about darklroops Guarded
the Govr to Roxbury a 1732 Gay Town Eclog ,

Friday
18 in Lady M W Montagu?$ Poet Wks (1768) 36 No
more shall . white-glov’d beaus encroach In crowds be-
hind, to guard me to my coach 1850 Tennyson In Mem
xvu 12 My blessing, like a line of light, Is on the waters
day and night, And like a beacon guards thee home.
2. To provide with safeguards; to secure from

misunderstanding or abuse by explanations or
stipulations , Med

,

to render the action of(a drug)
safe by administering collectives along with it.

1726 Broome On Odyss xxiv V 261 It is not easy to
guard the doctrine of Honper from such unhappy con-
sequences 1891 Law Times XC 462/2 The judges care-
fully guarded themselves from being supposed to lay down
any new rule 1900 J Hutchinson Archives Swgery XI
No 41, I give it [re mercury] in small, frequently repeated
doses, well guarded with opium
1 3 To find out or asceitain by watching Obs
*597 Montgomerie Cherrie <§ Slae 1351 First gaird the

grand of all his grief, Quhat sicknes 3e suspect.

4 To keep watch over, to prevent from exceed-
ing bounds

,
to keep in check, control (thoughts,

utterance).

174a Young Nt Th 11 95 Guard well thy Thought
; our

Thoughts are heard in Heav’n 2759 Sterne Tr Shandy
11 1, No doubt my uncle Toby had great command of him-
self, and could guard appearances, I believe, as well as
mo>t men 1768 H Walpole Hist Doubts 112 1 his
would make his testimony most suspicious, even if he had
guarded his work within the rules of probability 1780
Cowper Table T 83 Guard what you say the patriotic
tribe Will sneer, and charge you with a bribe 2883 Bible
(R. V ) Pi ov xui 3 He that guardeth his mouth keepeth
his life

t 5 To parry (a blow) ; to ward off, Obs.
2662 Bramhall Just Vitid u 20 We did not judge him,

or punish him, but only defended ourselves, by guarding
his blowes, and repelling his injuries 1603 Collier Ess
11 (1697) 112 There are few but may Shine m their own Orb
- , so far at least as to guard off Contempt, and secure a
moderate Repute

0. Sporting colloq

*®93 Daily News 8 May 2/2 The list of disasters caused
by starting Siffleuse and putting T Loates up, without
guarding the favourite. 1897 Encycl Sport I 209 Guard-
ing—When two or more greyhounds are entered m a stake,
the bona fide property of the same owner, the order of run-
ning is altered, so that they may meet other greyhounds,
should they come together

7. To ornament (a garment, etc ) with, ‘guards’

;

to trim, as with braid, lace, velvet, etc.
;

also

transf, to stripe occas with about
1300 in Funuvall Balladsfir. MSS. I 456Hys hosen shalbe

freshely gard Wyth colours 11 or thre 12x339 Skelton
Bowge of Crt, 308 His hode all pounsed and garded lyke a
cage 1330 Palsgr 560/2 Some men garde their cootes for
plesure, but I garde my hose for profyte 1385 T Washing-
ton tr Ntcholay’s Voy 11 m 37 Gownesor coates of velvet
which they gard about with broad bands of velvet 1606

Holland Sueton Annot 2 This purple Rohe bordered,
called Praetexta, was . embrodered or garded about with
purple 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 7x2 Sharkes
which had other six or seven smaller fishes, garded with
blew and greene, attending 1665-76 Rea Flora (ed 2) 93The flowers are of a pale blush colour, with small and
sharp pointed leaves, which become striped, and garded
with a dark sad purple 2707 Chambtrlayne St Gt Brit.
11 xiv 183 These wear Scarlet Coats down to the Knee, and
Scarlet Breeches, both richly guarded with black Velvet
1826 Scott Woodst xxx III iso A boy, m an orange-
tawney doublet, guarded with blue worsted lace 1884
J Payne Tales fr Arabic I 61 On the mule’s back was
a litter of gold-inwoven brocade, garded about with an
embroidered band set with gold and jewels
fig 1393 Shaks John iv 11 10 lo guard a Title, that
was rich before , To glide refined Gold 1599 — Much Ado
1 1 288 The body of your discourse is sometime guarded
with fragments, and the guardes are but slightly basted on
neither 1655 Fuller Ck Hist n 11 § 26 He brought in
a Religion spun with a Courser 1 hreed, though garded with
a Finer Trimming
punmngly 1624 Heywood Captives m 11 in Bullen O
PI IV, We will see his fooles coat guarded, ey and re-
guarded too from slipping out of our fingers

8 tntr To be on one’s guard
,
to stand on

guard or as a sentfiiel; to take up or maintain
a position of defence (with, direct or indirect
reference to fencing)
1390 Shaks Com Eir v 1 185 Come stand by me, feare

nothing guard with Halbeids 1593 — 2 Hen VI, v 11

33 Feare frames disorder, and disorder wounds Where it

should guaid 1607— Cor v, n 2, 1 Wat Stay whence
are you 2 Wat Stand, and go backe Me You guard
like men 1695 Collier Ess ii (1697) 69 1 here are other
nice Cases, in which a Man must Guard, if he intends to
keep Fair with the W01 Id, and turn the Penny 1802 James
Miht Did s v , Prepare to Guard, m the cavalry sword
exercise x86o O W Holmes Meet Nat Sanitary Assoc
51 To guard is better than to heal,—The shield is nobler
than the spear 1 1892 E Reeves Homeward ‘Bound 208
Apparently imitating English fencing, they occasionally
struck and guarded in the different positions

b To guard agamst to take up a position of
defence with regaid to, to take precautions against
Also with indirect pass.

1723 Watts Logic i iv § 1 (1726) 46 To guard against
such Mistakes it is necessary to acquaint our selves a little

with Woids and Terms 1769 Jnmus Lett xvm 81 Laws
are intended to guard against what men may do, not to

trust to what they will do 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) I

464 The great danger of parol declaration*, agamst which
the statute was intended to guard. 2832 Ht Martineau
Demerara 11 17, I do not see at piesent how ve are to
guard against hurricanes 2874 Green Short Hist 111 g 2
x2o He had guarded jealously against any revolt of the
baionage 1883 A Roberts O T Revision 11. 29 This is a
fallacy to be most carefully guarded agamst in dealing with
all Biblical questions

9 Curling a. trans To ,* cover ’ or defend
(a stone) by planting one in a line between it and
oneself Also absol to mtr. Said of a stone so

planted to defend a partnei’s stone Applied also

to a similar stroke of play m Bowls (see Guard-
ing vbl sb. 3).
1683 Lwtoun Green [1817) 38 (E D D ) To draw, guard,

strike, or wick he tries 2786 Burns Tam Samson’s El
26 He was the king o’ a’ the Core, To guard, or draw,
or wick a bore 1840 Blaine Rur Sports 118 The
object of the next in order is to guard the stone of his

partner, or to strike off that of his antagonist 2878 ‘ Capt
Crawley’ Football etc 127 (Curling) A stone is said to
guard when it lies in a line between the player and the tee,

with anothei stone belonging to the same side within it

1897 Encycl Sport I 258 (Curling) The Stone plajed must
be over the Hog, but must not touch the Stone to be
guarded
10 Chess, (trans} To support a piece or pawn

with another
2762 Hoyle Ess Chess 53 You are to observe this Rule,

not to guard your Pawn, unless [etc ] 1835 Hoj le's Games
338 Never guard an mfeuor piece or pawn with a better,

if you can do it with a pawn

11. Bookbinding a. To supply (a guard book)
with guards b To attach (a leaf or plate) to

a guard. (Funk’s Stand Did )

11 Guarda- (gwa*rda),stemofIt guardareand Sp.

guardar to Guard, used in several combinations

(Obs exc. Histi), as
||
Qua rda-cafca llo, a guard in

charge of horses
; [| Qua rda-da mas, duenna of the

Queen's maids-m-waiting ; II Qua rd(a)-infa nte,

a farthingale or hoop, ||
Qua xda-rol>a=Ward-

robe See also Guarda-costa
2808 Pike Sources Misstss in. (1810) 256 We came to

a horse range of the marquis’s, where he had four of bis

soldiers as a ‘guarda caballo 2662 Evelyn Diary 2 June,
Now saw I her Portuguese ladies, and the ‘Guaraa-damas,
or Mother of her Maids Ibid 30 May, A traine of Portu-

guese ladies in their monstrous fardingals or ‘guard-infantas

2670 Lassels Voy. Italy 1 96, I found all the great Ladies

here to go like the Donnas of Spam, m Guardmfantas, that

is, in horrible overgrown Fartmgals of whalebone 260*

Archpriest Controv (Camden) II 28 His ‘guarda robe had
none but riche ones 1622 m Crt. $ Times Jas I (2848) I

183 Having withdrawn himself into his guarda roba. 28*3

Lady Morgan Salvator Rosa I 11 46 Vesuvius blazed over

the faded frescoes of the dilapidated guarda-roba.
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Guardable (ga'idab’l), a [f. Guard v. +
-able ] Capable of being guarded.
1608 E Grimstone Hist France (1611) 659 Places ill

guarded, or not guardable 1618 Sir R Williams Low
Countries 58 This place was guardable without battene

It
Guarda-costa (ga ida kp'sta, bp gwa rda-)

Also 8 guard de costa, guarda-ooasta [Sp ; f

Guarda- + Sp costa Coast.] A Spanish vessel
used for the protection of the coast; a custom-
house cutter

1731 Gen'l Mag I 2x8 Admiral Stewart having received
orders to cruize upon the Spaniards, as well Merchant Ships
as Guard de Costas 1742 Fielding J Andrews 11 xvn,
I was attacked by one of those cursed guarda costas who
took our ships before the beginning of the war 1760-7*
tr Juan Ulloa's Voy. (ed 3) I 39 While the galleons,
guarda costas, or other Spanish ships are here 1817 P
Moore in Pari Debates 1797 Slave-dealing, which might
be stopped more easily by a few vessels in the natu e

of guarda. costas 1845 Ford Handbk Spain 1, 227 Swarm-
ing with privateers in war-time, and with guarda costas
or preventive service cutters m peace 1876 Bancroft
Hist JJS IV xl 153

+ Gua/rdage. Obs rare. Also 7 gardage
[f Guard v + -age.] Keeping, guardianship.
1604 Shaks Oth 1. u. 7a Whether a Maid, so tender,

Faire, and Happie, .. Would euer haue . Run from her
Guardage to the sootie bosome, Of such a thing as thou
a 1621 Beaum & Fl. Thierry Theod v 1, You see this
cardicue, the last, and the only quintessence of 50 Crowns,
distill’d in the limbeck of your gardage

t Gua'rdauce. Obs rare-' In 7 gardancs.
[f Guard v + -anoe] = prec
1591 Troub Raigne K John (ifiri) 46 If at last nephew

thou yeeld thy selfe Into the gardance of thine vncle Iohn,
Thou shalt be used as becomes a Prince

Guardant (gSidant), a. and sb. Also 6-9
gardant, (6-7 -ante), [a. F gardant

,
pres pple

of garder to Guard.}
A. adj

1 Guarding protecting, watching; on guaid.
[1574 1 1mplied in Gardantly adv ] 1600 Heywood Brit
Tioy xv 83 For young Askanms he his left hand spares, In
his right hand his guardant sword he shakes x8i6 Southey
Lay Laureate, Dream 19 Guardant before his feet a Lion
lay 1851 R H. Stoddard Castle in Air 11 37 My rivers
flow beyond, with guaidant ranks Of silver-livened poplars
,on their banks
2 Her. Of a beast • Having the full face towards

the spectator. (Cf. AffrontjJ and Gaze sb 3 b.)

Alsofig.
157a Bossewell Armone ir 44 b, A Lyon Passante, Gar-

dante, betwene three keies d'Or 16x0 Guillim Heraldry
in xv (1611) 140 This Lion passant seemeth to goe with
more confidence and resolution, but the gardant with more
vigilance and circumspection 1641 Brome Jovial Crew n
(1652) E, Couchant and Passant, Guardant, Rampant Beg-
gars 1790 Pennant Land 392 It was a vast house, and, in

the time of Stow, distinguished by the arms of England,
at that time three leopards passant, guardant, and two
angels the supporters, cut on stone 1828-40 [see Gaze sb

3 bj 1864 BoOtell Her Hist # Pop xix. § 8 (ed 3) 331
A Lion statant guardant or

B sb. A keeper, guardian, protector
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv vu 9 When my angry Guardant

stood alone, Tendrmg my ruine, and assayl'd of none 1592
WyrleyA rmone 153. [He] bode within the towne as gardant
of the same 1607 Shaics Cor v u 67 You shall perceiue,
that a Iacke gardant cannot office me from my son Cono-
lanus 16x6 J Lane Cont Sqr 's T xi 248 l’h’ marshallers,
gardantes, and tipp staves a 163a T Taylor God's Judgeni
l 11 xli 11642) 372 One of his owne nephews (being his over-
seei and gardant for bringing up).

Guard-boat (gavdWut).
a A boat appointed to row the rounds among

the ships of war in a haxbour, to observe that

their officers keep a good look-out b A boat
employed by haibour authorities to enforce quaran-
tine or custom-house regulations.
169S Loud Gas No 3078/2 The Guard Boat belonging to

His Majesty's Ganson of linmouth Castle 1758 J Blake
Plan Mar. Syst 4 By rowing round the ship, during the
night, m a guard-boat, as is done by the officers of the
customs with regard to homeward bound Indiamen 1772-
84 Cook Voy (1790) I 19 They attempted to go on shore,
but were stopped by the guard-boat 1833 Ht Martineau
Cinnamon % Pearls \ 2 The guard boat might as well have
been empty for any opposition that it offered to the ap-
proach of the raft 1878 N. A mer Rev, CXXVII 384 To
run the gauntlet of the guard-boats.

+ Guard-cock. Obs. Corruption of GarDe-
Oaut, itself a corruption of F. garde-corde
X706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gardecaut, ox Gard-du-cord,

• otherwise call'd Gard-du-gut, and Guard cock

+ Guard-corps = Garde-du-oobfs, bodyguard.
1583 T Stocker Civ Warres Lowe C 11 58 a, Our people-

had, greevously wounded his guarde corpes, and put his.

Souldieis to flight

Guarded (ga ided), ppl a. [f Guard v or

sb. + -ed]
1 Defended, protected, watched; having Si.

guard or sentinel. In Fencing (hence Jig

,

quot.

1821), protected by the ‘guard*.
1570 Levins Mamp 49/24 Guarded, communities 1637

Milton Lyndas 161 Where the great Vision of the guarded
mount Looks toward Namancos and Bayona’s hold 1667— P L 11 045 Who by stealth Had from his wakeful
custody purloined The guarded gold 1781 Cowper Con-
versat 556 Truth divine for ever stands secure, Its head as
guarded as its base is sure x8xo Scott Lady ofL iv xvi.

What 1 said he nought Of guarded pass? x8ax Shelley

Adonate xu, The breath Which gave it strength to pierce
the guarded wit 1838 I hirlwall Greece II 167 The for-
tress was surprised on its strongest and least guarded side
absol 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii xiv, By a strange

reverse of fortune, the guard became the guarded 1887
Pall Mall G 16 Aug 10/1 The number of the guard de-
pended on the character of the guarded.

b Curling (See Guard v. 9.)
1685 Ltntonn Green (1817) 38 (E D D ) Roaring up the

rink he flies fhe guarded tee to clear

C Surgery (See quot. 1884 )
1883 Martin & Moale Vertebr Dissect 11 145 Find the

duct of the pancreas, through which pass a guarded bristle
into the duodenum 1884 Knight Diet Mech Suppl,
Guarded Insti nment {Surgical), said of an instrument the
point or cutting edge of which is concealed or guarded
during introduction, and uncovered when at the place where
it is to become effective

d Card-playing. Said of a card, esp the next
to the highest of a suit, when it is protected (in
the same hand) by a lower card of the suit
1863 * Cavendish ’ Whist (ed. 5) 19 When a playei holds

the second best card guarded, he is said to have a minor
tenace, or an imperfect minor tenace Ibid 37 In trumps,
if king or queen is turned up, and it is only singly guarded
(i e if you have only one other trump), it is generally best
to put the turn up on second hand *876

1 Caft Crawley’
Card-players’ Man 44 With ‘king singly guarded ’—that
is, with king and only one other card, play your king boldly
e Chess (See Guard v 10.)

1835 Hoyle's Games 337 Take care that no guarded pawn
of your adversary’s fork two of your pieces

2 Surrounded by a guaid of reserve or restraint,

on one’s guard ; hence, esp of a person’s behaviour,
speech, etc • Careful

,
prudent

,
cautious

1709 Steele Taller No 79 r 1 Be guarded against giving
or receiving little Provocations 1728 Gay Begg Op 11 x,
Learn to be more guarded 1772 Junius Lett lxvui 335
The charge . brought against you is expressed 111 terms
guarded and well considered xBoz Mar. Edgeworth Moral
T tx8x6) I vn 43 If you were upon your trial for life or
death you could not look more 1 esolutely guarded. 18x6
Byron Ch Har 111 x, Secure in guarded coldness 1837
Ht Martineau Soc Ame> II 81 The government has
preserved a cool and guarded tone throughout 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng vn II 360 Their language was so
guarded that nothing was gained by the examination
a 1859 Ibid xxiu (1861) V 106 Portland made a courteous
but guarded answer 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med IV 790 In
people over forty limitation of the affection to one [vocal]
cord should lead to a guarded prognosis

3. Ornamented, as with lace, braid, embroidery,
etc

;
trimmed

,
tricked out ; having * guards ' or

trimmings (m 1 7th c often allusively) Obs exc
Hist and spec m Her of a garment Trimmed
or turned up with some material
1509-10 Act 1 Hen VIII, c. 14 § x No servyng manne

waytyng uppon his Maister were eny garded Hose 1583
Stubbes Anat Abus 11 (1882) 108 Ministers, that flaunt it

out in their saten doblets, garded gownes
£
cloakes, and

the like iggg Mahston Sco Villame 11 vn 204 Would
not some head Sweare yon same Damaske-coat, yon garded
man Were some graue -sober Cato Vtican? 1606 Day lie of
Guls vi H 3 b, Man I am no knight, I am Manasses,
they made a plame foole Dam The onely were [z e wear]
for the guarded [ printed gaurded] foole is out of request
xfiog Ev Woman in. Hum 11 1 in Bullen O PI IV, I grieve
to see this double garded age, all side-coate, all foole x6a6
Massinger Pout Actor 1 1, The most censorious of our
Roman gentne, Nay, of the guaided robe, the Senators
1628 Ford Loveds Mel 1 11, In stead of a fine guarded Page,
We haue got hun A boy, tnekt vp m neat and handsome
Fashion 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, x v 89 Besides, the
Place was proper not for the plain but guarded Gown. 1834
Planch£ Brit Costume 274 Large Gallic or Venetian
hosen, slashed, quilted, stuffed, and guarded (or laced), were
worn as before. x868 Cussans Her (1893) 129

*t* b. Of a flower • Having a border or stripe of

colour. Obs.
x688 R Holme Armoury 11 1x5/1 Edged, as Flower leaves

often are of which there are several terms, as edged,
striped or streaked, garded, [etc.] 1779 Sheridan Critic
n 11, The stnped carnation and the guarded rose.

4 Of a book . Having guards. (See Guard sb

16I)
1888 Jacobi Printer's Voc s v

, Books are said to he
‘ guarded 1 when the plates are mounted or sewn on guards-
instead of being stitched or pasted in the ordinary way
1889 H B Wheatley How to Catal 111 71 The slips

aie lightly pasted down into guarded volumes

Guardedly (gaudedli), adv. [f. Guarded
ppl. a + -ly 2

] In a guarded manner
;

in

guarded language
;
cautiously.

1784 Sheridan Life Swift 243 It obliquely pointed out the
true object of their resentment

; but this so guardedly, that
it was impossible to make any senous charge against the
Author of his having such a design 1856 Kane Arct Expl
II vi 73, I am acting very guardedly with them, I cannot
punish till I have the evidence of an overt act 1883 Sir
W. V Field in Law Rep 12 Q Bench Div 765 The Act.,
dealing very guardedly with the common law light to
prefer a bill before a grand jury. 1887 Manck Exam
7 Feb 5/3 This desire was guardedly stated and carefully

fenced about with conditions.

Guardedness (ga idednes). [f Guarded ppl
a + -ness.] The quality of being guarded (in

speech, behaviour, etc) ; cautiousness
2807 W Taylor in Monthly Mag XXIV 331 Lessing

,

tries what his rules permit with a guardedness which
would not be expected from his tolerance 1838 Dickens
Nich Nick lx. How he had baffled the said Ralph by ex-

treme guardedness ofmannerand ingenuity of speech 1895
F Hall Two Trifles 8 What . have all my painstaking
guardedness and scrupulous exactness .stood me in stead ?

Guarder (ga idai). [f. Guard v. + -er i
]

I One who or that which guards, ht. and Jig ;

a keeper, watcher, protector, guardian, wardei,
guard.
1542 Udall tr Erasm Apophth n 264 b, Vsyng theim

not as kepers but as seruauntes and garders of his bodie.
X578 Banister Hist Man vm 98 Ihe Nerues beyng
therfore lightly ludged the diligent messengers and garders
of the brayne 1580 Greene Menaphon (Arb ) 46 Thus sate
poore Menaphon keeping his teeth garders ofhis stomacke,
a,nd his eyes watchmen of his loues 1603 Florio Mon-
taigne (1634) 39a They were pursued by the guarders and
Souldters of the Fort 1625 Fletcher Noble Gent 1 i,

Groomes and pages, chamher-maides and garders 1628 in
Rushw Hist Coll (1659) I 551 The Kings heart is the best
guarder of his own promise 1753 J Scott Epidemic
Mortality n When the bold guarders of the house shall
shake, And, pain’d, their station at the door forsake 1840
Browning Sordello vi. 448 With guardeis row on row, Gay
swarms of varletry that come and go
2. ? A contnvance to prevent a (chuich) bell

from swinging over
1583 in Picton L’pool Munic Rec (1883) I 98 Garder
& Clevicorde 1684 Vestry Bhs (Surtees) 253 For a garder
for the bells, is 6d.

Guard-fish, variant of Garfish.
Guardful (ga idful), a Now rare or dial

[f Guards + -ful ] Watchful, careful Hence
G-ua rdfully adv

,
carefully

C1611 Chapman Iliad 1 441 O thou Fautour of Chrysa,
whose fair hands doth guard fully dispose Celestial Cilia

1749 A Hill Merope 1. n, I, mean while. Watch, with a
guardful Eye, these Murd’rers Motions 1830 H Angelo
Return I 209 An injunction to be guardful of these had
been given to the people 1876 J Ellis Caesar m Egypt
36 Dost thou frown? Was it not weld’—may, blame me
guardfully 1887 6* Chesh Gloss

,
Guardfui, careful

Guard-house (gardhaus)
a A building for the accommodation of a

(military) guard h A building in which
prisoners are detained under guard
1592 Extracts Aberd Reg (1848) II 76 Ilk persone .

being -warnit to the wache to cum theirto to* the gaird hous
1698 Fryer Acc E India £ 67 Ihe English have
a pretty Custom-house and Guard-house 1712 W, Rogers
Voy 43 They have also a Guard-house, where there are
about 20 Men commanded by the Governour, a Lieutenant,
and Ensign 1818 Scott Hrt Midi in, Ihe Captain
proceeded to withdraw his men towards their guard-house
in the High Street 1825 Jefferson Autobiog Whs 1850
1. 87 1 hey collected the next day, burnt ten or twelve guard-
houses, killed two or three of the gu ards [etc ] 1875Jowett
Plato (ed 2) III 698 There were guard-houses at intervals
for the body-guaid

Guardian (ga adian) Forms a 5 gardyene,
5-6 gardeyn, 5-8 -ein, (6 -ame, -ayne, -en,

guarden, 7 gardeme) /3 . 5-7 gordiaxt, (6
-lane, -ten), 6- guardian, [a AF gardein ill’ll),

OF g'u)arden, earlier -enc, aom. sing, and acc pi

guardens, -cans (12th c), f garde Guard sb or

perh. a Tent. *watdmg f. wardb Ward sb. + -mg :

see -ing 3 The assimilation of the ending to the
suffix -ten, which has given the mod F gardten,
dates from the 14th c., while the appearance of
the corresponding -tan in the Eng word is evi-

denced from the 15th c Cf Pr gardtan, Sp.
guardian

,

It guardmna, and see Warden.]
1. One who guards, protects, or preserves

;
a

keeper, defendei ;
* one to whom the care and

preservation of any thing is committed *
(J )

;

sometimes = guardian angel. Applied also occas.

to impersonal objects.

£1477 Caxton Jason 87 b, She retomed into her chamber
wher was but one auncient lady her gardyene or maystresse.

1494 Fabyan Citron vi clxxx. 177 Foure knyghtes, whiche
were called gardeyns of her corps, were slayne fast by her
Ibid vn 365 From that yere..were al custodyes & gar-
deyns, and no mayres * & who tho that was than constable
of the Toure of London, was also custos of the cytie^

a 1547 Surrey JEnetd 11 (1557) Dy, In the void porches
Phenix, Ulisses eke, Sterne guardens stood watching of the
spoile 1598 W Phillips Ltuschoieti's Disc Voy I ill 4
Ihe Guardian, that is the quarter master hath 1400 reyes
the month 1605 Shaks Macb 11 tv 35 The Sacred Store-

house of Ms Predecessors,, And Guardian of their Bones.

1605, Bacon. Adv Learn n. Ded to Ktng § 9 (1872) 79
Readers in sciences are indeed the guardians of the stores

and provisions of sciences 1667 Milton P. L iii 512 The
Stairs were such as whereon Jacob saw Angels ascending
and descending, bands Of Guardians bnght a 1711 Ken
E Hymn Wks (i8j8) 438 O may my Guaidian while I sleep,

Close to my bed his vigils keep 1767 Junius Lett xiv 59
The attorney-general is ex ojfficio the Guardian of liberty

1856 Froude Hist Eng {1858) I. m. 189 The clergy were
the guardians of moialtty 1875 Jow ett Plato (ed 2) V 10
Plato . explains the manner in which guaidians of the law

are to be appointed 1883 C J Wills Mod Persia 277
The dervish who usually acts as guardian to the tomb

b. f Guardian oj the Feace an earlier name
for a * Justice of the Peace ’. Guardian of the

Spiritualities, G. of the Temporalities see those

woi ds. Guardian of the Poor ( often simply Guar-
dian) . one of a board elected to administer tbe

poor laws in. a particular parish or district

[1330 Act 4 Edw. Ill, c. 5 Et eient les Justices, assigne?

a la dehveiance des gaoles poair a deliverer les gaoles de
ceux qi serront enditez devant les gardeins de la pees ] X417
Ld, Furnival in Elhs-Pzrg Lett Ser 11 I 6x The Gardeins
of the spirituallities of Ardinaghe 1581 Lambardb Eireti 1

II (i588)gThe Gardeins of the Peace (who afterward obtained
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the name of Iustices of the Peace' 1764 Burn Poor Laws
183 TweLve persons residing in each district, of a certain

estate in land, to be guardians of the district 1782 Act 22

Geo TIT, e 83 § 2 The Visitor, Guardian, and Governor of

such Poor House. Ibid § 7 It shall and may be lawful for

two Justices of the Peace to appoint one of the Persons so

recommended to be Guardian of the Poor for each of such

Parishes 1783-94 Blaice Songs Innoc ,
Holy Thursday

ir Beneath them sit the aged men, wise guardians of the

poor 1834 Act 4 <5 5 Will IV, c 76 § 38 A Board of

Guardians of the Poor for such Union shall be constituted

and chosen, and the Workhouse or Workhouses of such

Union shall be governed, and the Relief of the Poor m such

Union shall be administered, by such Board of Guardians

1837 Toulmin Smith Parish 166 ‘Guardians’ may exist

either for single parishes, or for groups ofparishes joined in

‘Unions'. 1876 Favvcftt Pol boon tv v (ed 5) 598 The
Manchester guardians have latelymadeable-bodied paupers

grind corn by hand 1876 Freeman Norm.. Cong v xxv

549 A reform of a generation back entrusted the care of the

poor to Boards of Guardians

c (See quot )

1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v, In the older of the gartet,

the officer who in other military orders is called grand-

master, is called the soveieign guardian of the order

d In an Oddfellows’ lodge, Inner and Outer

Guardian (Cf Guard sb 7c)
X879 Man Oddfellmushtp 141 The lodge is properly

arranged, and the inner door opened wide , the Grand
Mai snal, with white baton trimmed with scarlet, approaches

the Inner Guardian from without

2 spec, in Law One who has 01 is by law
entitled to the custody of the person or property

(or both) of an infant, an idiot, or other person

legally incapable of managing his own affairs;

a tutor. (The correlative of ward )

1313 More Rich III, Wks 50/2 Syth he hath nothing by
discent holden by knightes seruice, the law maketh his

mother his gardame 156* T Norton Calvins Inst (1634)

Table Contents, 'the old Church is compared to an heiie

under age, which is governed by Gardians 1599 Shaks
Muck Ado 11 111 174, I am sorry for her, as I bane lust

cause, being her Vncle, and her Guaidian 16x1 Bible
Transl Pref 1 A wastefull Prince, that had neede of

a Guardian, or ouerseer. 1628 Coke On Litt 1 135 b,

When an Ideot doth sue oar defend, he shall not appeare by

Gardeine or ProcheineAmy 171*0 Prideaux Lett^ (Camden)

193 Mr Walpole, who was guardian to y-' Loid Townshend
1758 Johnson Idler No 6? 10 She only ran away from her

guardians 1763 Blackstone Comm I xvu 379 The
guardian with us performs the office of both the tutor and
curator 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) III 429 The possession

of the mother as guardian, gave actual possession to the son

1859 W Collins Q ofHearts (1875) 5, I knew perfectly

well that I should hear myself appointed guardian, and
executor with his brother, of this young lady

b. Guardian in chvsalry the guardian of

a minor holding by knight service, (f Rarely

G m knight service') Guaidian in socage • the

guardian of a tenant in socage. Guardian by

nature the father, with respect to his tutelage of

the heir apparent or heiress presumptive. Guar-

dianfor nwture . the father, and, after his death

the mother, until the minor has reached the age

of 14 (These four were classed together as guai-

dians by ike common law ) Guardian by custom

or customaiy guardian an officer, corporation,

etc having by local custom a legal right to

exercise guardianship. Guardian by election', a

guardian chosen by an infant who would otherwise

have none. (See also quot 1823) Guaidian ad
litem (see quot. 1838).

1563 Cooper Thesaurus , Curatores dicuniur qui pupilhs
loco tutomm dantur Gardians in socage, or they that

haue the charge and custodie ofwardes or other under yeres
of discretion 1374 tr Littleton's Tenures 10 b. The childes

mother entrethe m the remnant, and it occupieth as garden
or warden in socage 1628 Coke On Litt 1 85 There is

Gardeine in right in Chiualrie, and Gardeine in Deede in

Chiualrie Ibid 88 b, There are three manner of Gardetn-
ships, viz by the Common Law, by the Statute Law, and
Custome By the Common Law there are foure manner of
Gardians, viz Gardein m Chiualrie Gardem by nature
Gaidem in Socage Gardein per cause de nurture 1642
tr Perkins' Prof Eh 1 § So. 28 Gardien in Knight Service

of the bodte and land may grant the wardship of the land
without deed 1634 Sheppard's Crt -Keepers Guide 112

A Gardeine in Chivalry that hath a Manor of the Wards
may make Copyhold Estates x66o R Coke Ptnoer $
Suoj 83 Guardian in Chivalry may give or sell to another
the Guardianship of his Ward , but Guardian in Socage
cannot, for his is delegata potestas 1660 Act 12 Car. II,

c 24 § 8 Every person or persons claiming the custody or
tuition of such childe or children as Guardian in soccage or
otherwise 1763 Blackstone Comm I 449 Of the several
species of guardians, the first are guardians by nature viz.

the father and (in some cases) the mother of the child
There are also guardians for nurture Which are of course
the father, or . mother, till the infant attains the age of
fourteen years Ibid 462 These guardians in socage, like

those for nurture, continue only till the minor is fourteen
years of age 1820 Gifford Compl. Eng Lawyerm xu.
(ed s) 387 Guardians are of six kinds —1 Guardians by
nature

,
2 Guardians by nurture , 3 Guardians in socage

,

4 Guardians by testament, 3 Guardians by custom of
particular places , 6, Guardians by election of the infant

1823 Crabb Technol Diet s v ,
Guardian by statute, or

testamentary guardian, one appointed according to the
statute of 12 Car 2, c 24 Guardian by appointment

,
is

either of the Loid Chancellor or the Ecclesiastical Court
1838 Penny Cycl XI. 465/1 All courts . . have power to
appoint a guardian ad litem, that is, to defend a prosecution
or suit instituted by or against an infant.

f 3 In various official titles m which, the form

Warden is now prevalent. Obs
1493 Act 11 Hen VII, c. 33 Preamble, His Lyeutenaunte

of Iieland and Gardeyn of the Marches 1329 Rastell
Pastyme (1811) 193 Ryse Meridocke rebellyd agaynst the

kynge’s Gardeyn of his Castels in Wales 1571 Act 13 Ehz
c. 10 § 2 Master or Gaidian of anye Hospitall 1581 Lam-
barde Eiren hi 11 (1388) 337 Ihe writ de homine
Replcgzando to be directed to the garden of a Forest 1632

Star Chamb, Cases (Camden) 109 Loid Gardein of the

Cinque Fortes 1867 Smyth Sallot 's IVord-bk
,
Guardian

of the Cinque Ports, otherwise lord-warden

4 . The supenor of a .Franciscan convent. [L

custos ]
1466 Poston Lett No 549 II 266 Item, toxxm sustersof

Normandys, with the gardian, eche of them mirf, and the

gaidian vmcL 1727-41 Chambers Cycl s v ,
In the con-

vents of Franciscans, the officer is called guardian, who in

the rest is called supenoi 1883 Catholic Diet (1883) 356/2

Fr John Peiez de Marchena, guardian of a convent near

Seville a learned cosmographer

5 pi = Guard sb 12. 1 Obs

1555 Eden Decades 38 The guardens of the north pole

were owte of syght 1879 Proctor A mu Star Atlas 16 The
course of the pair of stars (called ‘the Guardians of the

Pole ’) belonging to the Little Bear is also shown by arrows

6 attnb and Comb
,

as guardian election
,

guaTdian-cell = guard-cell
1880 Gray Struct Dot 111 § 4 89 The stomata consist

usually of a pair of cells (called *guardian-i_ells), with an

opening between them 1883 Goodalf Physiol Bot (i8g2)

377 The cellulose film is produced almost simultaneously

throughout the whole extent of the mother-cell, which is

cut into two guardian-cells, forming a stoma 1898 Daily
News 23 Feb 6/5 1 he question of a .Saturday poll at the

forthcoming “guardian elections

b attnb passing into adj with sense * pro-

tecting, tutelary.’ Guardian-angel, an angel

conceived as watching over or protecting a parti-

cular person or place , also transj

1610 Heai rv St Aug Ctite of God 123 Your great

guardian-gods bore all this unmoved a 1631 Donne
Rehque 26 Difference of sex no more wee knew, 1 hen our

Guardian Angells doe. 1697 Dryden Virg Georg. 1 670

Mother Earth, Goddess unmov’d 1 whose Guardian Arms
extend O’ei Thuscan Tiber’s Course, and Roman Tow’rs
defend a iqiz Ken Hymns Feshv Poet Wks 1721 I 384

Bless’d Angels, Your Guardian cares bestow 1711

Shaftesb Charac (1737) I 168 We have each of us a
daemon, genius, angel, or guardian-spint 1723 Pope Odyss
in 481 Distinguish’d care of guaidian Deities 1 1760 Foote
Minor 1 Wks 1799 I 239 Ihen will I step in, like his

guardian-angel, and snatch him from peidition 1764

Goldsm Trav. 12 Round his dwelling guardian saints

attend 1780 Cowper 2nd Poem Bum Ld Mansfield's

Ltbr

,

They blessed the guardian care that kept His
sacred head from harm 18x0 Scott Lady of L 1 xvn,

The Guardian Naiad of the strand 1834 J H Newman
Par Serm (1837) I. xx 3x1 His guaidian friends now
long departed 1847 L Hunt Jar Honey xn (1848) x6i

The goddess Proserpina, when she was the guardian angel

of Sicily 1864 Pusey Led Daniel v 237 Then followed

the Guardian-promise to the house of Jehu Ibid vm
323 Each Christian at least is, from childhood, assigned to

the care of his own guaidian angel

t Gua rdianage. Obs rare Also guarden-
age. [f Guardian + -age ]

Guardianship
x6oo Holland Livy xlii xix (1609) 1x26 To take the

charge of publicke tuition, and as it were the guardianage
of him x6oi — Pliny I 184 His yonger brother had
lecommended his daughter to ms tuition and guardenage

t Gua’rdiance. Obs Also 6 gardience. [f

as if Guardiant see -ance] Guaidianship
iS6oDAUStr Sleidane'sComm 250 Themperoure knoweth,
how we commytted the proumce taken, to gardience 1598
I D tr Loys Le Roy’s Anstot Poht 140 The Aduocatois,

to whome the guardiance and defence of the lawes is cheefly

committed c x6xx Chapman Iliad xxn 436 A soft bed, a
careful nurse’s arms Took him to guaidiance 1633 Bp
Hall Medit Love Christ § 8 To secure my soul . by the

guardiance of thy blessed angels

Gua*rdiancy. rare 1
, (f, Guardian + -cy ]

Guardianship.
1863 Carlyle Fiedk Gt xv xi (1872) VI 78, I must

have Silesia again ..Or would you have us administer it

under the guardiancy of Prussia?

t Grua’rcLianer. Obs. rare. Also 6 gardemer,
-eaner [f Guardian + -er 1

] A guardian

1393 Wills by Inv N. C (Surtees i860) 253 My brother-in-

lawe, whom I maik gardemer, to have the full governance
of hym, his landes, &c . I do ordaine my brother-m-lawe
to begardeaner and governore of my children 1626 Mid-
dleton Women Beware Worn 1 11, A poulterer’s wife made
a great complaint Of you last night to your guardianer

Guardianess (ga idianes) [f Guardian
+ -ess ] A female guardian or tutor

16x4 Beaum & Fl Wit at Sev IReap 1 1, I’ve yet a
neece to wed, over whose steps I have plac’st a trusty

watchful Gardmesse. 1622 Calus Stat Sewers (1647) 201

Gardianesses in Chivalry a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in

xxxi 26a*l'he Goddess ofWisdom, Tutress, and Guardianess
of such as are studious 1751 Eliza Heywood Betsy
Thoughtless I 33 Have you been so closely watched by
your guardian and guardianesses here ? 1734 Richardson
Grandison (1810) VI hu 359 She is my guardianess, may
I say? Is there such a word? 1891 Miss C MnroRDin
J M \r Lett, £ Rent 23 She had been selected by the Lord
Chancellor as guardianess to one ofhis wealthy female wards,

Guardianize (ga idianaiz), v. rare-*, [f.

Guardian + -ize.] intr. 1 To act the part of
a guardian’ (Ogilvie).

Guardianless (ga idianles), a, [f, Guardian
+ -less ] Having no guardian.

1604 Marston Malcont in n, A Lady gardianlesse, Left
to the push of all allurement 1676 Wycherley PI Deahr
m 1, I II bring my Action of Detinue or Trover But first

I’ll try to find out this Guardianless, graceless Viliam 1738
Cooper Call A nstippus 102 A like regard the British Loves
lo me their future poet bore, Nor leftme guardianless alone
1838 Bui wer Lady of Lyons v 11, Ihy youth will not be
guardianless

Guardianly (gaidianlT, a. rare, [f Guard-
ian + -ly 1

.] Pertaining to or characteristic of

a guardian.
1872 Anteros xxxu 271 Affecting still to take a guardianly

interest in the former’s welfare 1890 Harper's Mag Aug
407/1 An uncle with strongly developed guardianly in-

stincts

Guardianship (ga idianfip) [f. Guardian
+ -ship] The condition or fact of being a
guardian

,
the office or position of guaidian.

a spec. (Legal) tutelage.

*553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1 (1538) 38 Like as garden-
shyppe [L tutela\ even so government of the common
weale ought to be used to the profit of them to whom it is

committed 1577-87 Holinshed Chron III 467/1 Euene
heire being in the gardianship of anie lord, when he is

growne to beoneandtwentieyeares of age, oughtpiesentlie
to mioy the inheritance left him by his father 1622 Calus
Stat Sewers (1647) 49 If a Garden assign to a woman more
dower then she ought to have, and then grant his Garden-
ship over, [etc ] 1631 G W tr Cowel's Inst 18 Ihe
Guardianship of wards is double, one by vertue of the
common, the other of the Statute Law 1763 Black-
stone Comm 1 xvii 432 Among the antient Greeks and
Romans women were never of age, but subject to perpetual
guardianship 1838 Penny Cycl XI 464/2 Guardianship
in chivalry is now abolished by the statute 12 Car II, c, 24
1873 Poste Gains 1 Comm (ed 2) X21 Guardianship m
Socage occurs when lands descend upon a minor, and de
volves by the Common law upon those of his next of blood
upon whom the inheritance cannot descend

b. gen Keeping, protection, guard.
1646 H Lawrence Comm Angells 21 Some consider

whether the Angell keepers doe ever leave men or no with
whose Guardianship they are betrusted 1632 Needham
tr Seldeii's Mare Cl 244 Ihe same Dominion, the same
Victorie, and the same Guardianship or Protection alwaies
both of the British 1 ethys, or Sea, and the Isle it self

<11713 Burnet Own Time (1724) I 809 In the case of
lunaticks, the right still remained m him Only the guar-
dianship, or the exercise of it, was to be lodged with a Prince
Regent 1814 Jane Austen Mans/ Park (1831) 59, I

cannot call that situation nothing which has the guardian-
ship of religion and morals 1837 W Irving Capt Bonne-
ville III 261 Passing days and nights under the calm
guardianship of the laws 1856 Kane A ret Expl II vm
88, I left him under the guardianship of Mr. Bonsall’s
weapon

+ Gua’rdiant. Obs rate [A mixture of

Guardian and Guardant. Cf. guardiance ] A
guardian
x6i8 Wither Motto, Nec Careo Wks (1633) 53®, I want

no Guard, or Coate of Musket proofs , My Innocence is

guardiant strong enough 1633 A Stafford Fern Gloiy
(1869) 122 Joseph who as before had been a guardiant of
her

Guarding (gaidig), vbl sb. [f Guard v

+ -ing 1
]

1 . The^ action of the vb Guard
,

protection
;

guardianship
1351 Udall Erasm Par LuTee xl i -4 Vnder the tuicion

and guarding [1348 wardyng] of their heauenly father

X377-87 Holinshed Chron III 887/2 A castell ancientlie

vsed by the kings of Aiagon for the gardtng of great per-

sonages 1817 J Scott Pans Revisit (ed 4) 329 Ihe
guarding of the Louvie was committed by turns to the

British and Austrians, while this process lasted 1877 Daily
News 30 Nov 5/5 Our only care was the guarding of the

valleys by which our flank could be turned

2. concr. A trimming of braid, lace, etc Obs

exc Hist
*538 Starkey England 1 in 80Thenew devysys of gard-

yng and faggyng of mennys apparay le xfioB Machin Dumb
Knt 1 1, Crownes, garlands, gardins, and what not 2869

Mrs Palliser Lace xxu 258 1 he London apprentices had
adopted the white stitching and gardmg as a decoration for

their collars

3 . Curling and Bowls. (See Guard v. 9 )
1897 Encycl Spot 1 1 128 The awn of every player is to

get his bowls nearer to the jack than his opponent, and
immense variety is afforded by *di awing’, ‘guarding’ a
shot or a road, ‘ trailing ’ a jack [etc ] Ibid 129 Blocking
(also Guarding and Obstructing), playing a bowl so that it

shall come to rest between the next player and the jack, or

any bowl at which he may wish to aim

Guarding (ga idig), ppl a. £f. Guard v. +
-tng2.] That guaids or protects.

18x9 Crajbbe T of Hall 1, So good a cause was only to

he kept by guarding laws 1893 Daily News x Feb 6/7

The little book has a guarding flap 1897 Mary Kings-
ley W Africa 176 The Adoomas left and fled to the French
authority at Njole and remained under its guarding shadow
until the French came up and chastised the Fans

Hence Gua rdingly adv.
1821 Examiner 142(1 St Peter has a sword guardingly,

as he stands up against a tree ‘ in a disturbed sleep
’

Guardless (gaudies), a. [fi Guard sb +
-LESS,]

1 . Having no guard; undefended, unprotected;

destitute of safeguards.
c i6xx Chapman Iliadv 146 His flocks left guardless 2621

Lady M Wroth Urama 67 Fortune and your power, hath
left me guardlesse 1692 South Serin (1697) I. 324 A rich

Land, guardless and undefended 1713 M Davies A then.

Bnt. I 241 Ever looking upon the self-guiding Spirit to
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be guardless and dangerous 1733 Pope Odyss xxu 43
To your lust and spoil a guardless prey 1B19 Crabbe T
of Hall vni, Watching long the now confiding maid, He
thought her guardless, and grew less afraid

2 . Off one’s guard
, incautious.

1654 Gataker Disc Apol 2 His, as groundless, so still

deserted, and least guardless, assertion 1849 Lytton K
Arthur mn v, The lone, unconscious, guardless modesty.

3 Of a sword Having no guard.
1882 O’Donovan Merv Oasts I 11 30 The Georgian

. with guardless Caucasian sabre. 1887 T Stfvlns
Around the World I xvu 404 They are armed with Cir-

cassian guardless swords and flint-lock horse-pistols.

Guardman. ? Obs - Guardsman- i, 2.

1756 W Toldervv Two Orphans III 83 This brought a
watchman , but Copper, being more than a match for a
couple of_these sort of guard-men [etc ] 1815 Mrs M
Pilkington Celebrity I 212 They kept a coach for the con-
venience of their brother’s family, into which lady Beau-
champ resolved to push the young guard-man

Gfuardon(e, obs. form of Guerdon'.

Guard-rail (ga idiwU).

1 A hand- or other rail for the purpose of guard-
ing against accidents by falling, being caught in

machinery, etc.

Naut (a) A hand rati on the paddle box bridge of a
steam-vessel (b) A breast rail on the break of the poop,
(e) A safety rail round a hatch-way (1875 Knight Diet
Mech ).

i860 Merc. Marine Mag VII 218 The guard-rail had
been heightened 1894 Outing (U S ) July 250/1 Hanging
upon the upright posts were a barometer, a thermometer,
and the Professor’s banjo There was also a small mariner’s
compass let into the guard-rail.

2 Railways. (See quot. 1875.)
1875 Knight Diet Mech , Guard-rail,

a short rail placed
on the inside of a main rail, so as to keep a wheel on the
track by pressing against the inside of the flange of the
wheel It is used when there is a short break in the con-
tinuity of the other rail, as m switches and crossings A
safety^ side, or wing rail i838 Engineer LXV 295/1 The
trestle had no guard rails

Hence Guard-rail v
,
to furnish with a guard-

rail

1891 R Kipling City Dread/ Nt 67 Our machinery is

fenced and guard-railed as much as possible, and these men
don’t get caught up by the belting

Guard-room (gaud

a

A room for the

accommodation of a (military) guard, b A room
in which pusoners are guarded.
1762 Goldsm Cit W cxviu, They at length arrived at

the palace-gate, and after waiting half an hour, were ad-
mitted into the guard-room 1772-84 Cook Voy (1790) I

24 In the guard-room are stationed the Viceroy’s body-
guaid, who are relieved eveiy morning between eight and
nine 1826 Scott Diary 2 Nov m Lockhart, In the guard
room were the heroes of la Vendee 1829 W Irung Gra-
nada (1850) 42 The guardroom was a scene rather of
massacre than combat 1844 Regal £ Ord Army 264
The Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers are respon-
sible that no drinking, swearing, gaming, or other irregu-
larity, is allowed m the Guard-Room
attrib 1818 Lady Charlevillc in Lady Morgan's A nto-

biog (1859) 244 A corrupt, disorganised, uneducated mass
of ardent-minded guard-room youths

Guardship 1 (gaudjip) rare [f. Guard sb

+ -ship ] The condition or position of a guard
or guardian; guardianship
1624 Massingfr Pari Love i v, But wherefore come you
m divided troops, As if the mistresses would not accept
Their servants' guardship a i6z6 Bacon Max £ Uses
(1636) 60 rnarg , The third part must descend to the heire
to answer Guardship {corresponds io Wardship ofthe text]

1730 Swift Panegyi-ick on Dean Wks 1755 IV 1 137 Under
whose wise and careful guardship I now despise fatigue
and hardship c 1817 Hogg Tales £ Sk V 141, I have
with sore travail procured a guardship of jour Jife

Guard-ship, guardship 2 (gaudjip).

a A vessel of war appointed to protect a har-

bour and to superintend its marine affairs, and to

receive seamen until they are able to join their

ships b ‘The ship (of the squadron) having
guard-duty for the day ’ (Funk’s Stand Diet ).

1689 Wood Life i Oct , Colonel Thomas Wilford, late
commander of the guardship at Chatham, 1696 Baker’s
Chron. 756 While our Guard-Ships were remote at Sea, they
[the Hollanders] arrived at the mouth of the River Med-
way 1697-9 Dampier Voy II 164 To secure that Trade,
they had a Guardship lying there 1753 Scots Mag 'Jan
47/2 Eighteen men of war are put into commission as guaid-
ships 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 179 The Goliath was
stationed at Portsmouth as a guard-ship. 1833 Marryat
P Simple (1863) 86, I was sent on board of the guard-ship,
where I remained about ten days, and then was sent round
to join this frigate 1836 — Midsh Easy xxxv, I will pro-
cure his discharge as soon as I arrive, and send him on
board the guard-ship till I obtain it 1876 Bancroft Hist
U S V xx 560 Prescott had his quarters at a lonely
farm-house with no protection but a sentry and the
guard-ship in the bay.

Guardsman (gaudzmsen), [In sense 1, f.

guaid's, genitive of Guard sb • cf draughtsman

,

headsman. In sense 2, f Guards pi. . see Guard
sb. 8 . Cf. Guardman.]
1. A man who acts as a guard

;
a member of a

guard Also_/%-
,
a guardian (rare

~L
).

a 1854 H Reed Led Bnt Poets Ess. 1 (1857) 357 So
far as literature is concerned, we are by our calling guards-
men of English rights and English merits 1870 Bryant
Iliad I x 306 Com’st then to find One of the guardsmen or
a comrade? 1877 Fraser Wtgtown 54 (E D. D ) It was
the duty of the guardsman to fire his gun, and thus alarm

483

the inhabitants 1879 Farrar St Paul II 425 The
necessity of his being coupled to guardsman after guards-
man, day after day and night after night
2 A soldier (usually, an officer) of the guards or

household troops of the English army
1817 [see Horse-guardsman] 1823 Byron Juan xtu

lxxxvm, There was Jack Jargon, the gigantic guardsman
1844 Disraeli Contngsby iv xiv, A young guardsman who
was then a guest at the Castle, and who had been in gar-
rison in Ireland 1876 Geo Eliot Dan Der m xxu,
Tannhauser, one suspects, was a knight of ill-furnished
imagination, hardly of larger discourse than a heavy Guards-
man

II Guariba(gwarzM) [Native Brazilian ] The
Howling Monkey (Cf. Alouatte, Araguato )
[1693 Ray Syn Quad 153 Guanba Brasihensibus Marcgr ]

1753 Chambers Cycl Svpf, Guanba
, the name of a

species ofmonkey found in the West Indies 1774 Goldsm
Nat Hist (1862)1 vii 1 508 The Warme, or the Brazilian
Guanba This monkey is as large as a fox 1876 K John-
ston in Encycl Bnt IV 227/2 The largest [monkeys]
belong to the genus Stentor, including the guanbas or
howling monkeys.

Guarinite (gwse rinsit). Min [Named by
Guiscardi, 1858, after G. Guarmi see -ite]
Silicotitanate of calcium, found in small yellowish
crystals

1859 Amer Jml Set Ser 11 XXVIII 142 Guanmte,
aftei Prof G Guanni, of Naples 1869 Phillips Vesuv x
300 Guanmte m ejected blocks, with prisms of hornblende

t Gua'rish, » Obs Also 5 ganssh, -ysslie,

guarisshe, -yshe, -ysse, gweiysshe. See also

Wahish. [f. OF g(u)ariss-, pres stem of

g(u)arir, modF. gudnr — OSp , OPg guartr —
OTeut *warjanm Goth, warjan^ OHG, giztie? en-,

hwerjan to protect, defend }
1. trans To cure, heal (Frequent in Caxton )
1474 Caxton Chesse in. v. (i860) H j b, Alle thys maner of

peple that haue the charge for to make hoole and guansshe
alle maner of maladyes and Infirmytees 1483 — G de la
lour fvij b, That it wold plese hym to hele and gwerysshe
her. 1590 Spenser F Q 111 v 41 Daily she dressed him,
and did the best. His grievous hurt to guarish, that she
might 1596 Ibid iv m 29 All his wounds, and all his
bruses guarishL

2 mtr for pass. To recover. Const, of
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA in xxi 219 We putte caas that

he beynge in prison shulde gwansshe of his sicknesse.

t Gua'risher. Obs-1 In 5 guarysshour.
[f. Guarish v + -er l.] A healer or curer

1474 Caxton Chesse in v (i860) H j b, They . myght
better be callyd bouchers thenne helars or guarysshours of
woundes and sores.

Guarison, rare obs. form of Garrison.
Guarland, obs form of Garland.
Guarrent, obs form of Garron
f Gua-ry. Obs Also 5 garye. [Cornish

guare (m lull guare mirakel

\

cogn with Welsh
chwareu to play ] An ancient Cornish miracle play.
c 1460 Emare 1032 Thys ys on of Brytayne layes, That

was used by olde dayes, Men callys playn the garye 1602
Carew Cornwall 1 (1723) 71 b, The Guary miracle, in Eng-
lish, a miracle-play, is a kinde of Enterlude, compiled m
Cornish out of some scripture history, with that grosseues,

which accompanied the Romanes vetus Comedia Ibid 72
A great deale more sport and laughter, then 20 such Guaries
could haue afforded

Guaryson, variant of Guerison Obs.

II Guasa (gwa sa). The West-Indian jew-fish.

1884-5 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) III 224 Thejew-fish,
guasa or Warsaw (Promicropsitaira)

Guast, obs Sc. form of Guest.

II Guava (gwa va) Forms . 6 ? guannaba,

6-

7 guiava, 6, 8 guaiava, 7 goyave, guavar,
ee, -er, guayava, -avo, guiave, -avo, guayva,
gwave, 8 goava, gojavu, goyava, -avier, guaba,
gnavo, guayabo, guyava, gwavah, (9 gauva),

7- guava. [Sp. guayaba, -abo, presumably' a.

some S. American or W Indian name ]

1 A tree of the myrtaceous genus Psidium of

tropical America, esp. P. Guayava (now natural-

ized in many tropical countries), which yields a

fruit of an acid flavour, used to make jelly, etc.

White Guava. Psidiumpynferum Red Guava,
P.pomtferum Mountain Guava,/3

, monianum Also
Black (jruava, Guettarda argentca, a rubiaceous tree of

Jamaica, having a black, globose, pulpy fruit (Cent Diet )

x555 Eden Decades 81 Ihey noorysshe a tree which they
caule Guaia.ua [printed Guatana], that beareth a frute much
resemblynge the kynde of citions which are commonly
cauled limones, of taste sumwhat sharpe myxt with swete-
nes 1604 E G[rimstone] tr D’Acosta's Hist. Indies iv

xxiv 277 The Guayavos be other trees which commonly
carry an ill fruite *660 Hickeringill Jamaica (1661) 12

Nature hath stor'd it with Oranges, Lymes Guavaxs.

1748 Earthquake Pern ui 209 There as those ofthe Canbbee
Islands, as Ananas, Guayavas *756 P Browne Jamaica
239 The Mountain Guava. This is one of the largest trees

m the woods ofJamaica 1760-72 tr Juan £ Ulloa's Voy
(ed 3) I 48 Besides these trees, here are also the tamarind,
the medlar, the sapote, the papayo, the guayabo, and
several others 1859 R Thompson Gardeners Assist 33
Musas, Granadillas, Guavas, or other tropical plants bearing
fruit, should be watered occasionally with manure water.

2 The fruit of the guava-tree

1555 Eden Decades 45 The fruite cauled Guannaba vn-
knowen vnto vs, and sumwhat lyke vnto a quynse 1577
Frampton tr Monardes 90 b, They brought from the firme

lande the seede of the iruite whiche they call guiauas

x6oo Hakluyt Voy {1810) III 583 Feeding on nothing but
roots and Guiauos, a fruit like figs 1626 F Nichols Sir
F Drake Revived (1628) 50 Sundry sorts of fruits .jMam-
meas,Guyauas[etc] 1657R Ligon Barbadoes (1673^71 The
Guaver grows on a '1 ree, bodied and leav’d like a Cherry-
tree . the fruit of the bigness of a small Lemon, and near
that coIout 1698 Froger Voy 61 The Goyas e is some-
what bigger than a Nut , Its Pulp is red, very stony, and
of the laste of a Peach. 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),
Goyavier, a sort of Fruit growing in the West-Indies
1796 Stedman Surinam II xvi 4 There are two species of
guava

,
that which is the sweetest has the smallest quantity

of seeds 1879 Mrs A E James Ind Househ Managua,
58 Guavas are only eatable when preserved or in jellies

3 atlnb
,
as guava bush

, -fruit, -jelly
,

-planta-
tion

,
-tree

; guava-apple = 2 , guavafly-cateher,
Turdus analis (Cassell, 1 884)
x866 Mary E Clarke Mosses fr a Rolling Stone 120

Where the *guava apple opens 1792 Mar Riddfll
Voy Madeira 101 The psidmm pomiferum, or *g uava
bush 1697 Dampier Voy I 222 The *Guava Fruit grows
on a hard scrubbed Shrub 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lv. Cayenne pepper, hot pickles, *guava jelly, and colo-
nial produce 1834 M Slott Cruise Midge (1859) 400 A
narrow bridle-path led us through a *guava plantation
1630 Capt Smith Trav £ Adv xxu 56 *Gwane [sic] trees
beai e a fruit so bigge as a Peare, good and wholsome 1697
Dampier Voy (1699) II 11 107 ine N W, pait of it is full
of Guaver Trees of the largest variety 1819 Bowdilh
Mission Ashantee 1 11 15 Richly varied with palm, banana,
plantain, and guava trees

[Guay a see List of Spurious Wo> ds ]
Guayaquillite (gwaiaki bit) Mm Also

guya-. [Named by Johnston, 1838, from Guaya-
quil m S America, its locality.] A fossil resin of
pale yellow colour
1838 Phil Mag Ser in XIII 329 Guyaquillite 1868

Dana Mm (ed 5) 745 Guyaquillite . Yields easily to the
knife, and may be rubbed to powder
Guayava, -avo, guayva, obs. ff. Guava.
II Gua’zil. Obs. iare~- x

.
— Alguazil

1665 R. Head Eng Rogue 1 lxvin (1874) 422 Ihis made
him haste to the Guazil or Judge

II Guazzo. [It.] = Gouache
1722 J Richardson Statues Italy 158 There are m the

Apartments of this Palace some single Boys of Guido Rem
in Guazzo under Glasses 1854 Fairholt Diet A rt, Guazzo,
a hard and durable kind of distemper painting used by the
ancients, the vehicle or medium consisting of egg, gum, or
jglue, which resists the action ofdamp of all kinds, and pre-
serves the colours very completely

Gttb (g»b), sb [Ci Gab sb 4
,
of which this

may be a corruption or local vanant.
The passage quoted seems to be the sole authority for this

word, which appears in some recent Diets , but is unknown
to several mechanicians who have been consulted ]

A projection on the back of a wheel for engaging
the loops of an endless chain or rope
1839 Ure Did Arts 1072 (Rope making ) A wheel with

gubs at the back of it, over which the endless rope passes
and gives motion to the machinery of the carnage .

The speed may be regulated .by the diameter of the urcle
formed by the gubs on the wheel

Gubbahawn (g»bahpn). rare-1
. [?a Irish

gobagdn * dog-fish *.J Some small fish

1857 Kingsley Two Y Ago xm, When you can’t catch
salmon, you catch trout, and when you can’t catch trout,
you'll whip on the shallow for poor little gubbahawns
Gubbe, obs. form of Gob sb 1

II Glibber- Obs

^

[Conjectured by Yule to

represent Pers. jfZ'jjd/s dindr-i-gabr
,

1 money

of the infidel
’

• see Guebre ] '‘Some kind of gold

ducat or sequm * (Y.)
1711 C Lockyer Trade India v11 201 They have Vene-

tians, Gubbers, Muggerbees, and Pagodas Ibid vut 242
When a Parcel of Venetian Ducats are mixt with others,

the whole goes by the Name of Chequeens at Surat, but
when they are separated, one sort is call’d Venetians, and
all the others, Gubbers indifferently 1752 T Brooks
Weights £ Mens E Indies 11766) 5 Gold and Silver

Weights 100 Venetian Duccats iioz. odw 5 Gr. 100

Gubbers at a Medium 10 oz. 17 dw xa Gr

Gubber-tush (gv boitzj) Obs exc dial [The

first element is obscuie’ cf. Gobber-tootb ] ‘A
large projecting tooth’ (Sheffield Gloss 1888).

Hence + Oufiber-tusked. a, having large pio-

jecting teeth.

1621 Burton;Amt Mel m 11 iv 1. (ed 1651) 519 Every
Lover admires, his Mistress, though she have a nose like

a promontory, gubher-tushed, rotten teeth [etc] 1688 R
Holme Armoury n 427/1 Gubber Tushed is when teeth

stand out, and not in order.

Gllbbiu (gw- bin) Mining [?A vanant of

Gobbin, though prob. connected with Gubbins]
A kind of ironstone. Also gubbm bat (Bat sb *

12), iron(stone)
1712 H Bellers in Phil, Trans XXVII 542 A black

fissile Substance, called the Gubhn-Bat [«r] Ibid A hard
blackish lion Oar, with white spots in it, called the Gublm
Iron-Stone [w], 1847-8 H. Miller First Impr v (1857)

70 A specimen known to the miners as the ‘gubbm iron
’

i860 w. White Wrckin xxvi 271 ‘Newmine’, 'gubbms',
‘blue-flats', and ‘blackjacks'. x88x Raymond Mining
Gloss

,
Gubbm, a kind of ironstone

Gubbins (g»binz), sb pi Also gubbings.
Rarely sing [var. of Gobboh ]

•f
1. Fragments, esp of fish , fish-pawngs. sing

A fragment AlsoJig and attnb. Obs

1553 Respubhca 1. i. 40 m Brandi Dramas (1898) 286 The
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skimmynges, the gubbins of booties nod praies 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe 73 Hough you himgerstarued gubbins,
or offalles of men. how thriue you 9 1630 J Taylor (Water
P ) IVks 11 165 To be a Laundres, imports onely to wash
or dresse Lawne, which is as much impeachment as to cal

a Fishmonger, a seller of Gubbins Ibid in 64/z All that

they could buy, or sell, or barter, Would scarce be worth a
Gubbin once a quarter 1677 Miege Fr Diet

,
Gubbings,

the parings of haberdine, coupures on ronguures de poisson
1696 Phillips, A Gubbin (old weed), a fragment. 1731-1800
Bailey, Gubbins, Fragments', the Parings of Haberdine,
Codfish, &c 1754 in Hone Every-day Bk (1837 } II 827
Cold provisions by a cant name he usually called 'his

gubbins

2 A contemptuous name formerly given to the

inhabitants of a district near Brent Tor on the edge
of Dartmoor, who are said to have been absolute

savages Obs exc Hist.
a xfiSx Fuller Worthies, Devonshire 1. (1662) 248 The

Gubbings (so now I dare call them seeured by distance)
which one of more valour durst not do to their Face The
Gubbings-Land is a Scythia within England, and they
pure Heathens therein *836 Mrs Bray Desci Tamar
«,• Tavy I Let xiv 253 Even at the present day, the term
Gubbins is well known m the vicinity They still have the
reputation of having been a wild and almost savage race
1887 Comh Mag Nov 508 The race of' Gubbins*, as Fuller
calls them, may die out 1900 Scott N 4 Q Mar 139/1
Those Welsh bandits recall the Dartmoor 'Gubbins' or
‘gubbings’ familiar to readers of Westward Ho
Gubbon, variant of Gobbon Obs

+ Gubern, ». Obs. ra>e~ x [ad L gubcm-a>e
to Govern ] irans To govern.
X500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv 11 3erne ws, guberne,

wirgm matem, of reuth both rate and ryne.

+ Gir'bernacle. Obs rare“l
. In 6 Sc. -able

[ad L giibernac(u)lum (see next) ] A rudder.
*5*3 Douglas AEneis vi v. 112 The helmstok, or gubec-

dakle of tre, Quhairwith I reuht our cows throw the se.

II Gubernaculum (giwbarnarkuZliiui) PI.

gubernacula [L gubernaculum
,
f gubern&re to

steer, rule, govern.] Applied to several animal
and vegetable structures which are used for steer'

mg (e S’ m flight), or for regulating the (em-
bryonic) development or course of an organ.
ta 7The elytron of a coleopterous insect

, D Anat In
the male human foetus, a fibrous cord connecting the testis

with the scrotum and drawing it down as the foetus grows
C Odontology 'The solid pedide of fibrous tissue which
connects the dental sac of the permanent teeth with the
gum in the early stage of their development’ (Syd Soe.
Lex 1886) d Zool (See quot 1871 ) Also, 'the posterior
trailing flagellum of a biflagellate infusorian, used for steer-
ing* (Cent. Diet )

a 1661 Lovell Hist Amm 4 Mm Introd
, Locusts

make a noise by rubbing themselves with their gubemacula
b 1786 Hunter Observ. Amm CEcon Wks 1837 IV. 7 A

substance . whichat present I shall call the ligament, or
gubernaculum testis, because it connects the testis with the
scrotum, and seems to direct its course through the rings of
the abdominal muscles 1842 E Wilson Anat Vade M
(ed 2) 573 The Gubernaculum is a soft and conical cord
C 184* tr, Cmveilhier's Descr. Anat II 241 The influence

exerted by the iter dentis and gubernaculum upon the direc-
tion of the permanent teeth is by no means constant. 1876
C S Tomes Dental Anat, 135 The gubemacula of the
Front permanent tooth sacs
d. 1871 Allman Gymnoblastic Hydroids p. xvi, Guber-

naculum
,
a common sack-ltke membrane which surrounds

the generative buds within the gonangium, and aids in
directing them or their contents towards the orifice of the
gonangium. 1880-81 Saville Kent Man Infusoria I 434
[In Anisonema] The posterior flagellum, or gubernaculum,
trailing m the rear.

Hence Ctaberaa cnlar a, of or pertaining to
a gubernaculum
1871 Allman Gymnoblastic Hydroids 51 Gonophores in

\ anous stages ofdevelopment, all surrounded by the guber-
nacular membrane x88a Qnain's Etem Anat

.

II 908
There is likewise a fibrous structure attached inferiorly to
the lower part of the scrotum, and surrounding the peritoneal
pouch above, which may he distinguished as the guberna-
cular cord 1886 Syd See Lex., Gubernacutar sac,

t Gubernance. Obs Also 5 -aun.ee [f L.
gubernanl-em

,
pres, pple of gubern&re to Govern,

after Governance.] Governance, government,

j *455 J'
est Ebor (Surtees) II 215, ( will that my moder

dame Jane of Boynton have the reule and gubernaunce of
all my landes, tenements. 1550 in Strype Eccl Mem
(1721) II xxxiu 273 The gubernance of all the king’s
tenants and subjects within the said manor and hundred,
inhabitant

t Gubernate, v. Obs rare-0 [ad. L guber-
nat-, ppl stem ol gubernare to Govern] irans
To govern 1633 in Cockeram

Gubernation (giwbsin^ 1 Jan) Now rate
[a obs. F gubernahon, or ad. L. gubemation-em ,

n of action f gubernare to steer, rule, Govern ]
The act or fact of governing, guiding, or con-
trolling

,
guidance, government.

.
I43a“5» tr Higden (Rolls) IV 33 These men he thelxx1*

mterpretatores, whiche instructe Tawe and psalmes of the
cognicion of oon God, and gubernacion of theire realme
c 1485 Digby Myst, (1882) m 200 Yf we hem gett onder
ower gubernacyon 150a Ord Ciysten Men (W de W
1306) 1. vi 51 Appereth clerely that the creacyon and
gubernacyon of all the world e procedeth of all the blyssed
trynyte 1360 Wills St Inv N C (Surtees 1835) 191, I will
that my said brother xp’ofor flenne [have] the gubemac'on
and custodie of the said xl" a pece, amownting to the sume
of Vj 1

. durmge the minorities of the thre childeren 1574
Hrllowes Gueuara's Earn Ep (1577) 130 If you will
gouerne this Earledome vene well, begin the gubernation

In jour selfe 163s F White Sabbath Ep Ded 12 The
adversaries of the Prelacie contend, that Episcopall guber-
nation is prohibited by Christ 1653 Gatakfr Vmd Annot
Jer 97 There was no suspition of a supernatural guber-
nation or direction 174* Watts Isnprov Mend i xvi § 1

There is little or nothing m the government of the kingdoms
ofnature, and grace, but what is employed as a medium
or conscious instrument of this extensive gubernation 1851
G S Faber Many Mansions (1862) 3x7 They ascend in the
scale of orderly gubernation.

b. attnb in gubernation money (Sc.)

1837 Evid taken bef Commissioners Umv Scotl II. 496
[Payments made out of Snell's charity] To ten exhibitioners

41333 6s. 8d The master of Balliol for gubernation
money^ 31 15a ad.

Hence Guberna'tional a rare
,

pertaining to

government
1863 Russell Diary North fy South I x68 Another

gubernational dignitary laconically replied to the demand
for so many thousand soldiers, ‘ Nary one’.

Gubernative (gu7 ba-m^tiv), a Now rare.

[ad L *gubematm-tts, f gubernare, to Govern.
Cf. obs. F gubernatif\ Of or pertaining to

government , having the function of governing
*387-8 T. Use Test Love 1 vi (Skeat) 1 120 Feoble

Witted people, that haue none insight of gubernatife pru-
dence *653 Gauden Hierasp 268 The power of proving
and ordeynmg Presbyters, of rebuking excommunicating,
silencing ana restoring (all Acts gubernative' 1660 R.
Sheringkam King's Suprem Assertedvm (1682)04 Having
the gubernative, and executive power in their hands a 1670
Hacxet Abp Williams 1, (1692) 39 Real and gubernative
wisdom. *677 Gale Cri Gentiles iv 473 If it be so, that
this gubernative dispositive Mind doth thus dispose althmgs,

1853 G S Fabfr Revival Fr. Emperorship 11 The Terri-

torial Roman Empire and the Gubernative Roman Emperor-
ship were, each alike, a strict Unit. *897 Columbus Disp
(Ohio) 12 Oct 1/8 The action of the Spanish authorities in
Cuba was a gubernative measure.

Hence Gu beraatively adv.

1853 G S Faber Revival Fr Emperorship 22 The Im-
perial Head is the Head, either gubematively, or feudally,
or reputedly, of the legally one empire.

Guberaator (giM'bam^tpi) rare, [a. L.
gubemator, agenjt-n. f gubernare

,

1 gubemat to

Govern ] A ruler, governor
1522 J Clerk in Ellis Ong. Lett Ser in I 304 Who is

in Spayne, and chief guberaator there vnder the Emperor
*6*3 Cockeram, Gubematour

,

hee which gouerneth. 1678
Galf Crt Gentiles in. 5 The wuse Creator and Guberaator
of althmgs *886 W J Tucker Life E Europe 281
Whenever our freedom was called into question, or our
rights trespassed upon by our Woiwodes or Gubernators
to whom was intrusted the administration of the princi-

pality

Gubernatorial (gift bsroatoa-nal), a. Chiefly

U. S [f. L. gubemator (see prec.), perh through
an assumed *gubernaton-us : see -IAL, -al ] Of
or pertaining to a governor (esp one holding this

as an official title) or government
*734 Jersey Archives (1894) XI 368 The Governor in

his gubernatorial Capacity 1809 W Irving Kmckerb
(1861) 113 Wilhelmui. Kieft, who, in 1634, ascended the
gubernatorial chair (to borrow a favourite though clumsy
appellation of modern phraseologists', was of a lofty descent
1845 Stocqueler Handbk Brit India (1854) 43 A mass of
gubernatorial machinery for British India 185a Haw-
thorne Bhthedale Rom xxn (1885) 214 The old guber-
natorial residence. 1882 St James's Gaz 15 Nov. 6
Leaving important dependencies of the crown to drift along
for months together under some hastily improvised guber-
natorial direction 1888 Bryce Amer Comvvw II xhx
250 Even in colonial days there was a tendency to substitute
popular for gubernatorial nomination

b Of or pertaining to ‘the governor’, i e. one’s

father.

1825 Disraeli in Scott's Fam Lett (1894) II. 423, I have
had a view of the gubernatorial article, and I must say . it
was never equalled [Refers to an article written by his
father] 1880 H James Portr Ladyv, His mother, on the
other hand, was paternal, and even, according to the slang
of the day, gubernatorial

Gu'beraatory, a. rare-1
, [ad L. type*guber-

natori-us . see prec. and -oby J Concerned with
governing.
1865 Elgin 4 Cathedral Guide iv 222 Chastity is at best

only negative and gubernatory

II Guberna’tarix. Obs Also in anglicized form
gubernatrice. [L fem ofgubemator.] She that
governs or rules. Also appositively = Governing,
gubernative
15156 Extracts Aherd Reg (1844)1 300 The querns grace,

regmt and guhematnee of the realme. 1623 Cockfram,
Gubematnx

,
shee which ruleth 1632 Lithgow Trav x

471 Behold thepowerfull majesty of Gods mother, and sole
Gubernatrix of the earth. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv
388 If it be so, that the gubernatrix and dispositrix Mmd
do thus dispose althmgs
Gublett, obs form of Giblet
*j* Guck, sb Sc. Obs [Of obscure origin ; cf.

Geck, Gowk ] A foolish saying
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie’s Hist Scot x. 471 Another

writeng sensles, ful of Gukis and Glaikis

t Guck, v. Sc. Obs. [f. prec. sb ] mtr To
play the fool. Hence f Gucking vbl sb.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (STS) iv 52 Thair followis
thingis thre, To gar thame ga in guclung. 1603 Philotus
iv, 1 lauch to sie ane auld Carle gucke
t Gucked, ppl a. Chiefly Sc Obs. Also 5
guked, gukkit, 5-6 gukxt, 6 guckit, 7 gok’t.
[f. Guck sb. or v.

;
cf. Gowked ] Foolish ; silly

c 1450 Holland Howlat lxiv, In come twa flyrand fulis .

The luchet and the gukkit Golk C1470 Henryson Mai
Fab v (Pari Beasts) xvi, The gukit gait, the selie scheip,
the swyne. ta 1500 Peebles to Play m, Scho was so guckit
and so gend. That day ane byt scho eit hocht 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xiv 16 So mony guckit clerkis Ibid lxxv
10 He wes townysche, petrt, and gukit 1596 Dalrymple
tr Leslie's Hist Scot x 397 *3 hair gukit, vnwyse, and
glaiket preichmgs 163a B Jonson Magn Lady ni iv,
Nay, looke how the man stands, as he were gok’t 1

Hence + Gu ckedly adv.
1589 R. Bruce Stmt (1843) 146 There is nothing quherem

nature places her honour mair guckedly nor in pnvie
revengement

t Gu'Ckry. Sc Obs. Also 6 gukrie. [f
Guck sb + -by ] Foolishness, folly.

1596 Dalrymple tr Leslie's Hist Scot x 414 Jour
former deidts, full ofgukrie and dafne 1603 Philotus cm,
I trow that all the warld eum, Sail at gour guckne geek
+ Gud. Obs. Also Gudd Deformation of
God (see etymological note and sense 13)
1678 Otway Friendship in F. 11 l Wks 1728 I 265 Uh

gud, murder! I had rather you had offei’d me a Toad
a 17a6 Vanbrugh Joum to Land ir 1 (1735) 28 La Ara
Gud soonsl *727 Boyer Did Angl-Fr , Guddsbob (A
Comical Oath) Ventre Saint-gns

Guddle, w.1 Obs exc dial. [Echoic
,

cf.

Guttle v ]
+

1

mtr To gargle. Obs
1584 Cogan Haven Health 1 (1636) 7 With the same

[cold water] you may garganze or guddlem your Throate
2 To guzzle.

1825 J Jennings Observ Dial W Eng 41 Guddle
, to

di ink much and greedily 1867 Jim an’ Nell 6i in Spec
Eng Dial (ED S ) 34 Tis ntnnyhammer’s work, I zay,
T o graunge an’ guddle all tha day, Being gude things be
sent ’e

Guddle (g» d’l), v 2 Sc.

1 trans. To catch (fish) with the hands, by
groping under the stones ox banks of a stream
18x8 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck II 167, I guddle them

[fish] m aneath the stanes 1897 C M Campbell Deilie
Jock 268 We waded in the burn and guddled some fine trout

Jig 1893 Nat Observer 25 Nov 33/2 He dished M
Constans and ‘guddled* the Moderates by electioneering
addresses hinting at religious toleration

2. mtr To grope for fish in this manner
x88x Blackw Mag July 108 We would be plunging down

the water like otter-hounds, gnddhng for the trout under
the tree roots and beneath the stones 1886 Stevenson
Kidnapped xxi 202 Stripped to the waist and groping about
or 'as they say) guddhng far these fish

Hence Gu ddlmg vbl. sb.

18x8 Hogg Btownte of Bodsbeck II 170 ‘So this is

what you call guniping t

'

‘ Yes, sir, this is gumphing, or
guddhng, ony o’ them ye like to ca’t ’ 1895 Daily News
18 July 5/2 Horrible to say, Mr Graham gives instructions
for tickling trout, otherwise guddling, or gumping
Gude, Sc. and north form of Good
See also God (etymological note)

G-ndemg, Sc. form of Gooding
*577-95 Descr Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic Scot (1880)

III App 435 With less gudeing (j e manuring] or labour.

Gudermannian (gi«dounce-man), a and sb.

Math, [f the name of Gudermann, a German
mathematician who first investigated these func-

tions ] A adj Applied (by Cayley) to the

function (denoted by the letters gd) defined by the

equation jc = log tan (£ tr + \ gd x), B sb A
Gudermannian function
The circulaT functions of the Gudermannian of any

quantity correspond to the hyperbolic functions of that

quantity (e g tan gd jr=sinh x, etc

)

1876 Cayley Elliptic Functions 56 The Gudermannian
Ibid

,

Instead of the general function am w, we have the
gudermannian gd u, giving rise to the two functions sin

gd it and cos gaw, or say sgw and eg w *888 Greenhill
Chapter Integral Calculus 28 The Gudermannian function
connects the circular and hyperbolic functions

Gudge (g»d<5), v Now Sc. mtr ‘To eat

ravenously or too much, to be gluttonous ’ (Jam ).

*735 Sewel Dutch Diet., Uyi gulpen, to Gudge, guggle;
also, to Vomit
Gudgeon (gz^dgon), sW Forms. 5 gogen,

(-eom), -yn, gojon(e, gojoun, -line, 6 gogeon,
-ion, gougeon, gojen, 6-7 gudgin, -ion, 7 gou-
gin, ? goojon, 6- gudgeon. [ME gojon

,
gogen,

a F gcujon (14th c. m Littrd) :-L gobiBn-em,

gobio, by-torm ofgobms Goby. Cf It gobione ]

1 A small European fresh-water fish (Gobio

fluviatilis'), much used for bait

4*425 Voc in Wr -Wulcker 642/20 Hie gobio

,

gojune
c *430 Two Cookery-bks. 60 Goions fryid a *450 Fysshynge
w angle (1883) 15 Ye schall angle for the wexen Roche
the bleke and the gogyn & \>e Roffe with a lynne of ti

herys c *481 Caxton Dialogues iv 12 Loches, gogeorns

1558 Act * Eliz c 17 § 4 Places where Smelts, Locbes,
Minnies, Bulheads, Gudgions or Eels, have been used to

be taken 1370 Levins Mump 163/34 A Gogeon, fish,

gobio 1620 Yenner Via Recta iv 81 The Gudgion, and
other such little fishes are of pleasant taste 1622 Peacham
Compl Gent, xxi (1634) 254 The Gudgin, Roch and Dace,
which are Fish of eager bite, and soonest deceived 1651-7

T. Barker Art of Angling (1820) 38 The greedy Gudgeon
doth love the Gild taile 1653 Walton Angler xi 203 The
Gudgion is an excellent fish to eat *727 SwirT Art Polit

Lying Wks 1755 III 1 120 When there is too great a
quantity of worms, it is hard to catch gudgeons 173®
Bailey Hoitselt. Diet 535 Gudgeons must be scaled, gutted

and washed, then floured and put into the hot lard 1780

Cowper Progr Err 483 Minnows and gudgeons gorge the
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unwholesome food. 1802 Bingley Amm Btog (1813) III.

82 The food of the Gudgeon consists of aquatic plants,

worms, the larvae of water insects and the spawn of fish

1873 G C Davies Mount % Mere xi 91 Gudgeons had
to be caught for bait

fto. Applied to fishes of the genus Gobms or

family Gobtidse see Goby Sea gudgeon, the

Black Goby or Rock-fish Ohs

1584 Cogan Haven Health clxxvu (1636) 163 Gogion is

found as well in the sea as in fiesh waters x66x Lover l

Hist Antut 4 Min 203 Sea Gudgions, called Paganelh,

and by some Sea Cobs, are a most sound, light, wholesome,

and nourishing meat 1769 Pennant Zool III 175 1 he

Black Goby Sea Gudgeon Rock-fish Hid 308 Aristotle

mentions the gudgeon 111 two places , once as a river fish,

and again as a species that was gregarious in a third place

he describes it as a sea fish 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist. (1776)

VI 307 The Gobius or Gudgeon

2 Jig. a. One that will bite at any bait or swallow

anything , a credulous, gullible peison

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witcher xu xvi. (1886) 208 They
would doo no harme, were it not to make fooles, and catch

gudgins 1657 Hawke Killing is M 51 They will not

swallow this Impostors principles of knavery, which none

but fools and gudgeons will. 1701 Cmnru Love Makes
Man 1 1 (1705) 8 Did ever two old Gudgeons swallow so

Greedily 7 1737-8 M ns Pendarves Let to Mis A Gran-
ville in Mrs Delany's Life 4 Corn 163 You are a mere

wag, sister, to think London ladies such gudgeons as to bite

at anything 1786 Wolcot (P Pindar) Bozzy 4 Piozzi n
11 In vain at glory gudgeon Boswell snaps 1809W Irving

Knickh 1 iv. (1849) 53 A conjecture too tempting not to be

immediately snapped at by the gudgeons of learning 1839

in Spirit Metrop Conserv Press (1840) I 141 The stupid

gudgeons who swallowed the Hanover lie in 1837.

b A bait, something swallowed greedily or

credulously: in phr. to gape for gudgeons
,

to

swallow a gudgeon, to give a gudgeon.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb ) 97 But what fish so euer you
be, you haue made both me and Philautus to swallow a
Gudgen 1581 Pettie Gitazzo's Civ Conv I (1586) 42 b,

To force us to beleeve that which is false, which is nothing

else but to give us a gudgin, and flout us. 1386 I Hooker
Girald. Iiel in Hohnshed II 91/2 Doo jou thinke that

James was so mad, as to gape for gogions, or so un-

gratious, as to sell his truth for a piece of Ireland 7 1598

Florio, Sciarpellone

,

a grosse ly, an vnluckie tale, as we
say a gudgeon or lying for the whetstone. 1606 SirG Goose-

cappe 1 m in Bullen 0 PL III 21 Here's a most sweet Gud-
geon swallowed, is there not? 1607 Walkington Opt Glass

Ep Rdr 2, 1 know right well thou usest not to gape after

gougins. 1630 Shelton Quit, IV xxix 221 The Gulhngs

and Gudgeons that he had given him 1663 J Webb Stone-

Heng (1725) 122 Readers would never be induced to swallow

such a Gudgeon, as that seven-penny Men should be fed

with Venison 189* Nat Observer 23 July B3SA It has

educated Hodge into an increased readiness to gorge any

gudgeon that may be offeied him.

3 attrib. and Comb , as in gudgeon-dole, -fish ,

-fishing, -gift, -prince, -rake, -swim. Also gud-

geon-like adj

1399 Nashe LetdenStuffe fir, I haue distributed *gudgeon

dole amongst them, as God's plenty, as any stripling of my
slender portion of witte farre or neere x6n Florio, Ghiozzo,

some take it for a *Gudgeon-fish 1737-41 Chambers

Cycl s v Fishing, *Gudgeon-Fishing. 1889
f
J Bickerdyke’

Bk Allround Anglers 99 The Thames method of i*Gud-

geon-fishing *557 Tottel's Misc (Arb) 156 The fisher

man doth count no care, To cast hys nets to wracke or wast,

And in reward of eche mans share A *gogen gift is much
imbrast 170a Wolcot (P Pindar) Ep to SirW Hamilton
Wks 1812 III. 188 *Gudgeon-Iike prepared to bite a 1704

T Brown Praise Poverty Wks (1730) I 90 This is a bait

they often throw out to such *gudgeon-pnnces as will nibble

at it. 1787 Best Angling (ed 2) 39 When you angle for

them, be provided with a *gudgeon-rake, with which rake

the ground every ten minutes which gathers them, together.

1889 *J Bickerdyke ’ Bk. All-round Angler 1 99 By the

side of the *gudgeon swim.

Gudgeon (go dgan), sb .
2 Forms: 5 goggyn,

gogion, gogoyne, gudyon, gugeoune, goyvn,

5-

6 gogeon, gojon(e, 6 gog(g)m, gogon, -yn(e,

goudgen, gudging, gugen, -yne, gujen, 7 gud-

gm, gug(g)ion, 7-8 gudgion, 8-9 googmg,
6- gudgeon, [a. OF gojon, gogon, goujon,

gottgon (l2-i3th c. m Hatz-Darm.); perh an

application of prec. sb., though connexion has been

suggested with F. gond hinge (cf. the 14th c. form

goignon).}

1

.

A pivot, usually of metal, fixed on or let into

the end of a beam, spindle, axle, etc., and on which

a wheel turns, a bell swings, or the like ;
in recent

use more widely applied to various kinds of joiu-

nals and similar parts of machinery
1400 Churchw. Ace, Wigtoft, Line (Nichols 1797) 193

Payd to ed Smyth, for a gudyon and kays 1408 Durham
Acc Roll in Eng Hist, Rev XIV 518 Soluta . pro. 11

gogoynes fern emptis pro fine del axeltre rotae aquaticae.

c 1440 Promp. Parv 201/2 Goione of a poleyn {MS Han
2274 goyvn off a polene) vertibnlwm,

C. F cardo iSSS

Richmond Wills (Surtees) 86 Item a gogon for a possenet,

jd. *335 Ludlow Churchw Acc. (Camden) 62 For mendynge
gugyne, and settynge upright the secound belle xijd.

*587-8 in, Swayne Sarum Churchw Acc (1896) 136 Mena>
ing of a Goudgen of the great bell *634 J Bate Myst
Nat 4 Art (1634) 32 The gudgins of this wheel must be set

to turn in strong brasse sockets. 1688 R. Holme Amioury
in 462/1 The Guggions, great Iron pins put in the Head
stock, for the Bell to turn with 176a Franklin Lett Wks
1887 III. 202 The spindle, which is of hard iron, , is made

- to turn on brass gudgeons at each end. 1787 Winter Syst,

Husb 296 Iron plates, in which the gudgeons of the fore

wheel are placed 1805 Brewster in Ferguson s Led, L
VOL. IV.

82 note
,
The extiemities of an axle or spindle . . are called

gudgeons when the wheels are large 1835 J Nicholson
Operat Mechanic 47 The gudgeons ofawater-wheel should
never rest on the wall of die building It shakes it 1839
Ure Diet Arts 750 The gudgeons move in brass bushes
fixed upon iron supports 1884 Blackmore Tommy Upm
I 275 He would lend them a spare wheel barrow, if they
would put new gudgeons in.

2. The ring or ‘eye’ in the ‘heel’ of a gate
which turns on the hook or pintle m the gate-post
1496 Nottingham Rec III 291 For a gogion to he Town

Hall doie 1737 Bracken Famery littpr (1756) I 353 In
the same Manner as we fix the Gudgeons of a Door in

Stone, by melting Lead into tbe/Tavities. 1886 in Cheshire
Gloss

3 . Naut. a. A metal socket in which the pintle

of a rudder turns b. One of ‘the notches made
m the camck-bits for receiving the metal hushes
wherein the spindle of a windlass works ’ (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk 1867).
1358W Towrson in Hakluyt Voy (1589) 124 Our pinnesse

biolce one of the gudgeons of ner rudder 1626 Capt Smith
Accid Yng Sea-men 3 The Carpenter is to haue the
rudder-irons called pintels and gudgions 1733 Loud Gas
No 6224/5 The Middle Gudgeon of her Rudder broken off

1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780', Googwgs, certain

clamps of iron bolted on the stern-post of a ship, whereon
to hang the rudder, and keep it steady 18*3 Hist J
Decastrol 313 Madam Stickleback turned round m it [her

bed] as if Madam Stickleback’s body moved upon a gudgeon
and pintle exactly in the middle of her bed *874 Thearle
Naval As chit. 77 Sometimes the braces or gudgeons for the

rudder are forged to the post

f4 ?A wedge or block (of metal). Obs
*4 Siege Jerusalem 26/467 A which of white seluere

,

wal[w]ynce her-ynne On four goions of gold, bat hit fram
rounde bar. 1488 Inv in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 393
tern a grete gugeoune of gold.

5 A metallic pm used for securing together two
blocks or slabs of stone, etc.

*873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1 387/2 Marble workers
mount and fasten their works upon plaster mixed with a
third-part of dust. . . These are joined together by cramps
and gudgeons of iron and copper.

0. attrib., as gudgeon end, -pm, plate.

*839 A Bywater Sheffield Dial 26 Dustah kno what
sooat on a thing 't north powl is, Jerra 7 J Hah sloik e

doo Its ’t gudgen end o ’t woild axeltree, wot sticks aht

1879 Man Artillery Exerc. m. § 7. *«, 6 and 7 hand the

gun roller to No. t, who places it m the lower steps of the

gudgeon plates *89* Tunes 12 Oct, 10/6 Previous to leav-

ing the persistent heating and scoring of her gudgeon-pms
had been effectually overcome by the substitution ofwrought
iron case-hardened pins for the original ones made of steel.

Gudgeon (gv dgan), v. [f. Gudgeon jA1] a
zntr To play the gudgeon (see quot. 1785). b
tram To cheat, defraud of, delude into.

*783 Grose Diet. Vnlg ’longue. Gudgeon, to swallow the

bait, or fall into a trap, from the fish of that name which is

easily taken 1787 Generous Attachment I 197 Mr and
Mrs Angle . . will have the satisfaction of seeing every

person in Bath gudgeoned into an idea of their importance

x8a6 Scott Woodst. xvi, To be gudgeoned of the oppor-

tunities which had been given yon

t Gadget. -S’?. Obs. Also 6 gudiate, gudgett

[ad. F. goujat.] A camp-follower , hence, a per-

son of mental or low type (See also Goujat )

*38* Saiir Poems Reform xliv 159 Thair sleikit tungis

ar sua veil creischit inaeid, Better guagettis ar not of Scot-

land borne. *384 Let to Nobles m J Melvill Diary
(Wodrow Soc ) 179 Slaves and gudiates serving thairunto

1595 Duncan App Etymol. (E. DS), Calo. a gudget, or

burden-bearer a 1398 Rollock Wks. (Wodrow Soc ) II

ul 39 Whether thou be a captain, or a single soldier, or a

gudget, beware to be m evil company *603 Pkilotus lxxxi v,

Unwomanlie in sik ane wyse, As gudget for to gang a *63*

Calderwood Hist Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) III 87 Slue a

poor gudget in a trench

Gudgin, -ing, -ion, obs. forms of Gudgeon.

Gudlene, -lyne, -lyng, obs Sc. ff. Gulden.

Gudyon, obs. form of Gudgeon sb 2

t Gue 1
. Obs [ad. F. gueux beggar.] A rogue

*6*a J Webster White Devil F4 Pretious gue.
.
Weel

neuer part. 1658 Brathwait Honest Ghost 232 Diligent

search was made all there about. But my ingenious gue had

got him out Before this inquisition.

U Blind gue : app. ad. Ger. bhnde kuh, blind-

man’s buff

1604 Meeting ofGallants B 3 b, For blinde Gue youknow
has six-pence at the least for groping in the Darke

t

Gue 2 (gw). Shetland. [?repr. ON. glgja

(in oblique cases gigju ;
the second g was pro-

nounced 7) = MHG gige, mod G, geige, fiddle ]

A musical instrument (see quot. 1809) formerly

used in Shetland (Jam.).

1809 A Edmonstone Zetland II 60 Before violins were

introduced, the musicians performed on an instrument called

a gue, which appears to have had some similarity to a violin,

but had only two strings of horse hair, and was played upon

in the same manner as a violoncello.
i
*8a» Scott Pirate xv,

A knocking at the door of the mansion, with the sound of

the Gue and the Langspiel,
announced, by their tinkling

chime, the arrival of fresn revellers,

Guean, variant of Gean.

Guebre. (g* bar, g^bat) Forms . 8 geber, 9

gheber, -it, -re, gueber, 7- guebre. [a. F .guibi e,

ad. Pers.jSgdbr. Cf Giaoub.] An adherent of

the ancient Persian religion
j
a Zoroastnan, fire-

worshipper, Parsee.
[166a J. Davies tr, Olearms' Voy. Arnbass vi. 302 A certain

people called Kebber, that is to say, Infidels, from the
Turkish word Kiapkir, which signifies a Renegat ] *687
A. Lovell tr Thevenot's Tiav, m 57 There are a great

many Parses or Guebres there, but they are poor. *733
Hanway 7 ran (1762) I iv Ivn 263 This object of devotion
to the Gebers, lies about ten English miles north east by east

from the city of Baku. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II

298 And Ghebres too . Best of idolaters, who worship fire.

187* T.YL0R Prim Cult II 256 In general, this name of
Gnebers is applied to the Zoroastnans or Parsis *884 J.
Payne Talesfr Arabic II 36 note, Nawons, a sort of over-

ground well or turncle of masonry, on which the Gueber’s
body is placed for devoration by the birds.

attrib 18x7 Moore Lalla

R

, Fire-Worshippers 191 The
Gheber belt that round him clung
Hence + G-ue'hrish. a , belonging to the Guebres.
1687 A Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11 xro The Guebnsh

women have their Faces all naked, and never cover them
Guegaw, guegaye, obs forms of Gewgaw.
Guejarite (grdgarait) Mm [f. Guejar (in

Sp. pronounced g«xa‘r), a district of Andalusia
see -ide. Named by Cumenge, 1879] Sulph-
antimomde of copper, found in ortho-rhombic
crystals of a steel-grey colour.
1880 Mm Mag IV. 64 Guejarite is . isomorphous uith

Wolfsbergite

Gueld(e, obs form of Geld w.t

Guelder rose (ge Iclajiidta) Forms 6 gel-

ders, 7 gilder, 7-8 gelder, 8 guilder, gueldre, 9
guelder. Also 7-8 gelderland rose. [Named
from Guelders (a town in Prussia, on the borders

of Holland) 01 Guelder land (a province of Holland,

formerly a German duchy of which Guelders was
the capital)

5
so Du. Gelderscheroos, G Gelder-

tsche rose,
F rose de Gueldre, It rosa di Gueldra,

Sp rosa de Gueldres ] The plant Viburnum
Opulus, esp. the cultivated form, bearing globular

bunches of white flowers , the snowball-tree. Also,

the flower of this plant

1597 Gerardf Her bal m lxxn 1237 The Rose Elder is

called in Latme Sarnbncus Rosea, and Sarnbncus aquatica
. in English Gelders Rose, and Rose Elder. 1653 Plat
Gard Eden 150 So of the tree that beareth a white flower

as big as a rose, called the Gelderland-rose 1688 R.
Holme Armoury 11 103/1 Gilder rose, or Marsh Elder,

the flowers, being set many together in around tuft or hall

on the top of the young branches 1796 C. Marshall
Garden, xix (1798) 307 Gueldre rose, often called snow-ball

tree. 1816 Scott Farn Lett 23 Dec (18941 1. 388 A strange

secluded ravine full of old thorn trees, hazels, guelder roses,

willows, and so forth 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1.

(1863) 148 Guelder-roses, piomes, tulips, stocks—hanging
down like chandeliers among the dancers *835 Browning
Lovers’ Quarrel xviii. Heaps of the guelder-rose. x88z

Garden 3 June 391/3 Boughs of Guelder Rose.

Gueles, obs. form of Gules.

Guelph (gwelf). Also 6-9 Grielf [ad. It.

Guelfo

,

med.L Guelphus, ad. MHG. Welf, the

name of the founder and of several successive chiefs

of the pnneely family (hence commonly known m
_ history as the Guelphs) which is represented in

modem times by the ducal house of Brunswick

and the present dynasty of Great Britain and

Ireland. The name Welf is said to have been

used as a war-cry at the battle of Wemsberg in

1 140 by the partisans of Henry the Lion, duke of

Bavaria, who belonged to this family, and fought

against the Emperor Conrad III; hence it is

believed to have been adopted in Italy as a name
for the adversaries of the Hohenstauffen emperors,

and later for the anti-impenalist party in Italian

politics. Cf. Ghibelljne.] A member of one

of the two great parties in mediaeval Italian

politics, characterized chiefly by supporting the

popes against the emperors. (Cf. Ghibelline )

*579 E K Gloss Spenser’s Sheph Cal June 23 All Italy

was distraict into the Factions of the Guelfes and Gtbelins.

a 1649 Drumm ofHawth Prophecy "Wks (1711) 181 Thence
arose the Guelfs and Gibellines, Imperialists against papists,

and the universal war turned in a thousand petit wars and

deadly fewds. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 125 r 7 Italy was
long tom m Pieces by the Guelfes and Gibellmes 1841 W.
Spalding Italy <$• It Isl II 172 A sedition of the Ghibel-

lwes, which gave the ruling Guelfs a reason or pretence for

banishing the heads of the defeated faction 1835 Motley
Corr, (1889) I vi 184 The Chuich party, the Guelphs, were

m reality a phalanx of intellectual opposition to imperial and

brutal dominion.
, _ , , „ ,

attrib 1847 Ld Lindsay Chr Art I p. ccxn, Sympathy
with the Guelph or classic element

Hence "i*
GueTphiau a. and sb. — Guelphio,

Guelph j
O-uelpliisTa-a = Guelfhio; GueTpMam,

the politics of the Guelphs; adherence to the party

of the Guelphs
164* R Brooke Eng Episc 11 vi. 89 Betweene 1213 and

X2g4 was that great Faction betweene the Guelfians and

GiVelines *65* Howell Snrv Venice 28 The Cittie being

heated with indignation by the persuasions of som Guel-

phian Agents 1660 Burney KeoS. Awpou (1661) 133 There is

none of your Garagantes will ternfie a King, nor the

Guelphish faction *831 Gallenga Italy i 4 It never ori-

ginated anything, save only disorganising Guelphism Ibid.

31 Gioberti . . whose prophecies about the plenitude of the

times, to be brought about by an Italian league, or Guelphish

bond [&tc] rr
G-qelphic (gwe*lfik), a. Also Guelfic. [f.

Guelph + -ia]
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L Of or pertaining to the Guelph faction.

1851 Gallknga Italy 293 Ancona, and Rome, have shown

not a little of the stubborn valour of the Guelphic burgesses

of old 1872 Lowell Dante Prose Whs 1890 IV 130 1 he

family of Dante had been Guelphic 189S Tout Edw I
,

1V 70 The barefaced partisanship of a senes of fiercely

Guelfic popes
, _ , , , .

2 Of or pertaining to the Guelph family

1823 Crabs Ttcknol Did, Guelphic Order

,

a new

military order of Hanover, instituted m 1813, entitled the

Royal Hanoverian Guelphic Order 1838 Marray s Haud-

Bk N Germ 3+5 The Schloss, or old castle, foimerly a

residence of the Guelphic ancestors of the Royal Family of

England, is turned into a magazine a 1861 T Woolner My
Beautiful Lady (1863) 138 Then through the Guelphic line

Gtielscraght, obs var. Gulesoug-ht, jaundice.

Guelt, var. Geld, money ;
obs f. Gilt sb 2

Guelt, obs form of Gelt ppl. a

1653 R Sanders Physiopi 170 Those that have no beard,

like guelt men, are of an ill nature

Guelye, variant of Gtjia' a Obs.

II GueilOIL (ganon). [Fr., of unknown origin.]

‘ The French name for a group of monkeys belong-

ing to the antient continent and its islands, the

type of which may be considered to be the Green

Monkey, Cet cocebus sabsetis' {Penny Cycl)

1838 Penny Cycl XI 468/2 The true Guenons comprise,

the genera Cercopithecns and Cercocebus of Geoffroy

1871-82 Cassell's Nat Hist I 103 I’he odd gestures of

these Monkeys have given to them the name of Guenons

Comb 1897 Q Rev Oct 397 There are in Africa about

a dozen species of Guenon like monkeys

Guep, variant of Gup mt Obs.

Guepard (gepard) Also gepard [a F.

guepard (Bnffon) ;
acc. to Hatz-Daira. a corrup-

tion of Eng leopard} a. = Cheetah (In mod
Diets.) to A kind of leopard, the Cynailurus

guttata -

1882 Athenzum 4 Mar 286 The Marquis Antinori says

that the natives [of Shoal distinguish clearly between

the true leopard, the gepard [1Cynailurus gnttata\ and

Pardus varius

Guerdon (ga'-idan), sb. Now poet and rhetori-

cal. Forms 1 4 gerdo(u)n, 4-6 guerdone, -onn,

(4 gardwyne, gwerddoun, 5 gordonne), 5-6

gardo(u)n, guardon(e, 5-7 gwerdon(e, (6 Sc

gwairdoun), 4- guerdon [a. OB', guerdon,

gueredon
,
guedredon

,

Pr guazardon (forguadardoti),

guiardon
,
guierdon, Sp galardon, Pg galarddo, It.

guidirdeme •—med L widerdonum, repr (by assimi

latioir of<£and /)OHG widarlbn = OE. ivifierlian,

f. wiSer again + payment ] Aiewaul, requital,

or recompense
7^1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1316 He quitte him. wel his

guerdon there 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 112 For thi

grete labour thi gardoun thou shalt gete c 1450 Mirour
Saltiacioun 4x94 Who littel wanne was lesse mede taken

hym for his gerdonne *483 Caxton Gold Leg 83 b/2,

I requyre of the Juste and debonayr gwerdon and rewaid

1508 Kennedie Flyting on Dunbar 422 fraistand to haue

of his magnificence Guerdoun [v r Gwairdoun], reward, and
benefice hedene. i4to Mirr Hag, Dk Glocester xxtx,

Blood axeth blood as guerdon dewe 1599 Shaics, Much
Ado v 111 s Death m guerdon of her wrong Giues her
fame which neuer dies, 1633? FletcherPur Eel u vu,

My fish (the guerdon of my toil and pain) He causelesse

seaz'd 1653 H. Cogan tr Pinto's Trav xxxu (1663 1 127

That so falling into the hands of the Ministers of Ins Justice,

we might receive the guerdon of our wicked works 1684
Scandtrleg Rediv. 1. 3 Sovereignty is there the sole

Guerdon or Reward of superlative Ment. 1751 G Wfst
Education, 1 in 7 The Guerdons of bold Strength and swift

Activity. 1781 Cowper Chanty 293 Verse, like the laurel,

its immortal meed, Should be the guerdon of a noble deed

1813 Scott Trierm h xx. As at her word his sword he
draws, His fairest guerdon her applause. 1839 Tennyson
Enid 1072 Take A horse and arms for guerdon , choose the

best 186a Neale Hymns East Ch 89 If I find Him, if I

follow, What His guerdon here ? * Many a sorrow, many a
labour. Many a tear'. 1884 J. Payn Some Lit, Recoil 240
Such guerdon as the novelist does receive is gained very
pleasantly and accompanied by many charming circum-
stances

Guerdon (gavdan), v. Now poet and rhetori-

cal Forms: 4 guerdons, -oun, 4-5 gerdon,

5 gardon, 6 gwerdon, 5- guerdon Also
pa, pple, 4 lgnerdonned, ygerdoned. [a, OF.
guer(e)doner, f guer(e)don see prec. sb.

1 trans. To reward, recompense.
C1374 Chaucer Booth, v. pr id 122 (Camb MS) pat is

to seyn pat shrewes ben punyshed or ellys )>at goode foolk
ben ygerdonyd C138S — Pars T, p 209 The gtone of
heuene with which god shal gerdone a man for hise goode
dedes. * 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Princ 819 He hathe for

my longe servise Guerdonede me 1483 Caxton Qato A iv,

Thou mayst guerdon them, that haue so wel done to the
yf they haue nede and necessyte e 11530 Lr Berners
ArtIt Lyt, Bryl. (1814! 417 She may right wel guerdon
hym for hys seruice, c 1572 Gascoigne Frmtes Warre

(1831) 215 And bad me bide till his abilitie Might better
gwerdon my fidelitie 1607 Heywood Fairs J\laid Wks
1874 II 68 Confusion guerdon his base villainie. c 1630
Don Bellimts 33, I pray the Almighty Lord that hath
delivered us from so great danger and perill to guerdon
you for it 1820 T Mitchell A nstoph I 48 Death must
guerdon deeds so hold 1847 Tennyson Princ 1 201 Him
,we gave a costly bribe To guerdon silence. 1883 Evangel
Mag Dec, 435 The father can guerdon his child

absol, 1839 Neale Rhythm Bern de Morlaix (1864) 28
The Lamb is ever near' thee, .1 he Crown is He to guerdon,
The Buckler to protect - *

2 To give as a rewaid rare~l
.

i88x H Phillips tr Chamtsso's Faust 17,

1

guerdon thee

the prize which thou hast won
Hence Gue’rdomed ppl a

,
given as a reward

;

Guerdoning vbl sb
,
the action of the vb. Guer-

don
;
reward. Also Gue rdonahle a

,
that may

be guerdoned ,
Gue rdoner, one who guerdons

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth iv pr vu 112 (Camb MS) Fortune

is yeuen eyther by cause of gerdonynge or ellys of excel

-

sisingc of good folk or ellis by cause to punnyssen c 1400

Rout Rose 2380 In love, free yeven thing Requynth a

gret guerdoning 1330 Lyndesay Vest Pnpyngo 1006 The
guerdonyng of ?our Courticience, Is sum cause of thu gret

Enormyteis 1606 Ford Fame's Ment Wks 1889 III 301

To get a guerdon'd favoui for his hire 1646 Buck Rich

III, 73 Finding it as well guerdonable, as gratefull, to

publish their Libels Ibid, Exphc of dark words, Guerdon-

able, worthy of reward 1881 Rossetti House of Life,

Sonn xxxm, And Venus Victrix to my heart doth bring

Herself, the Helen of her guerdoning

f Gue’rdonize, v Obs [f. Guerdon sb +

-ize] trans To bestow a guerdon upon, to

reward.

*S94 J Dickenson Ansbas (1878) 77 On sea-washt rockes,

leward from arte would plucke, And guerdomze desert with

direst lucke 1606 J Raynolds Dolarney's Prim {1880) 57

What trophe rare, what wreath or Coronet, Can guerdomze,

your meriting desert 16 . M Parker Hist Arthur C,

He [Arthur] bethought him how he might in some manner

guerdomze their incomparable worth with some honourable

Order of Knights.

Guerdonless (ga idanles), a. [f Guerdon'

sb 4- -less] Without guerdon, not receiving,

occas 'not bestowing, a guerdon
?CI400 Lydg /Esop's Fab iv 33 Takyng theyr service

and labour to theyi vse GweTdounles to make theym to

travaile 1470-83 Malory Arthur x lxxxvi, Yet had I

neuer reward noi bounte of her the dayes of my lyf and

yet haue I ben her knight gwerdonles 1604 Middleton
F Hubburd's Tales Wks (Bullen)VIII 31 Mostgueidon-

less sir, pinching patron z88xW Wilkins Songs of Study

214 Ride far by coast and city, An envoy guerdonless

Guerdoun., obs. form of Guerdon

II Guereza (ge rfza) [* African ] An Abys-

sinian monkey ( Colobus guereza) with long hair and

a bushy tail

1839 Wood Nat Hist I 43 The beautifully adorned

Guereza 1884-3 Riverside Nat Hist (1888) V 520 'Ihe

guereza is found in the mountainous parts of Abyssinia

fGuerie, guierie. Obs rare, [? B or *gery,

f. Gere + dim suffix -y Cf Gery a ] A sud-

den access of passion
;
= Gere

1542 Udall Erasm Apoph 1 Diogenes § 112 pvb,
Because this pangue or guierie [L hie apectus] of loue

dooeth especially possesse suche persones as been alto

gether drouned in idlenesse. Ibid u Cicero § 6 Q nj, One
yi could none othei but folowe euery soodam guene or

pangue that shotte m his brame [L affectibus seruiens]

Guerilla see Guerrilla.

f Guerison. Obs, Also 5 guaryson, 6 guery-

soue [a OF. guansun (F. gu&ison), f. OF
guanr (B\ gudnr) to cure ] Cure

,
healing.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAman 13 The stroke of a tongue
is Incurable and withoute guaryson niS77 Gascoigne
Ferd Ieronimi Wks (1387) Y j. In receiving that guerison

at your hands, I have beene constreined to fall into an

extasie. [1777 Eakl Carlisle in J H Jesse G Selnyn

4 Contemp (1844) III 218 You will be able to converse

upon a subject which it will be necessary for your guinson
not to keep to yourself]

Guerite (gerzt). Mil [a. F. gutrite see

Garret sb !] A turret 01 box ofwood or stone for

the accommodation of a sentry
,
a sentinel’s box

1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey) *7x7 tr Frezier's Voy S.

Sea 93 There is a little Redan, or indented Work . with

a Guerite, or Sentinel's Box 1841 James Brigatul vi, He
stopped at the entrance of one of those little guentes, or

watch towers

Guerkin, obs form of Gherkin.
1733 Lady Brownlowe in Swift’s Lett (1768) IV 91 The

cucumbers are not larger than guerkins

G-uern, obs. form of Girn z>.i

Guernsey (gsunzi) Also 6 Garnesie, Garn-
sey, 7 Gernsey. The name of one of the Channel
Islands

1 Used attnbutively m the following
;
Guern-

sey coat, frock, shirt = sense 2 a; Guernsey
eyestone (see quot.) ; + Guernsey flower, lily,

a ?Japanese orS Afncan plant {Nenne Sarmensis)
with handsome lily-like flowers, naturalized on the

island of Guernsey
;
Guernsey lizard (see quot )

;

Guernsey partridge, the red-legged partridge,

Perdtx or Caccabis rufa ,
Guernsey violet, the

Matthtola mcana (Batten & Holland Plant-n ).

1839 Emerson Sp Bums Cent Boston Wks 1884 XI 367
The poet of poor men, ofgrayhodden, and the *guernsey
coat x886 Syd Soc Lex, *Gueinsey eyestone, the oper-
culum of Turbopullus 1677 Lady Chaworth in 12tk Rep
Hist MSS Comm App v 30 The scarlet *06X0867 flower
is in great fame but they will not prosper scarce one m
twenty of them 1840 R H Dana Bef Mast xxxm 126
Our south-westers, thick boots, *Guernsey frocks, and other
accompaniments of bad weather 1856 [see Frock sb 3 c]

1664 Evelyn Kctl Hort {1739)201 The Narcissus of Japan
(or *Guernsey Lilly) 1764 Gray in Corr w, N Ntcholh
G843) 37 Guernsey lilies bloom in every window 1792
Mar Riddell Voy Madeira 94 The hlia jacoboea

,
or

Guei nsey lily, is one ofthe most beautiful flowers indigenous
in this island [Antigua], 1838 Penny Cycl XI' 470/2 The

Guernsey lily, a species of the amaryllis, is a native of
Japan 1893 Amherst Garden 282 The Guernsey lily

(Nenne sarmensis) which was said to have grown m
Guernsey from bulbs washed ashore from a wreck of a
ship from Japan about 1659 1769 Pennant Zool (1776) ill
21 Related to this species [Scaly lizard) is the *Guern‘ey
lizard, which we are informed has been propagated in Eng-
land from some originally brought from that island 1803
Montagu Ormth Diet, Partridge Guernsey ^Guernsey
Partridge Why this should be called Guernsey Paitridge
we cannot imagine it is also called Red-legged Pai-
tridge 1848 Dickens Dombey ix, With *Guernsey shirts,

sou
1

wester hats, and canvas pantaloons 1874 M C
Explorers 53 So you have come to make your fame With
pick-axe, in a Guernsey-shirt 1378 Lyte Dodoens 11 iv

132 The greater sorte is called in English *Garnesie Violets,
white Gillofer, and Stocke Gillofer 1397 Gerarde Herbal
11 cxiv §4 373 The Stocke Gilloflower is called, in English
. Garnsey Violet, and Castle Gilloflower

2 , In senses originally elliptical,

a A thick, knitted, closelj -fitting vest or shirt,

’generally made of blue wool, worn by seamen
1831 Mayhew Lond Labour I 66 The sailors m their

striped guernseys x86x Musgrave By-roads 170 Villers

Bretonneaux [was] celebrated, from an early period, for us
manufacture of socks, caps, waistcoats, and jackets or

Guernseys. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster ix. 6x There was
Danm his guernsey on the deck of his boat

b. One of a breed of cattle of the Channel
Islands.

1834 Youatt Cattle ui 30 Mr King recommends the

addition of one Guernsey to every dozen country-cows. 1890

Daily News 24 June 6/1 There are 169 Jerseys and 8x

Guernseys in the show

fGhierpe, guerpish, v Obs, [ad OF
guerptr (or the lengthened stem guerpiss-) to

throw away, f. the Teutonic stem represented m
Eng by Warp.] trans. To abandon, forsake.

1483 Caxton G de la Tourcxxlx L vnj b, 1 hey shalle not

gwerpysshe or leue eche other for none other better or

woise 1646 J Cooler Vmd Law 33 'Ihe learned Serjeants

shall guerpe and abandon the cause,

t Guerre, sb Obs Also 5 gwerre, 6 guerr.

[a F. guerre - ONF werre War] War
1432-30 tr Higden (Rolls) VIII 283 From that tyme

guerres began to cease in Wales Ibid 307 A knyjhte of

Lancastreshire movede gwerre . ageyneThomas ofLancastre

his lorde 1491 Act Hen VII, c 23 Pieainble, Richard
White traitrously levyed guerre ayen our seid Souvereign

Lord X539 St Papers Hen VIII, III 141, I am ei>

fourmed that the King of Skottes wilnat that any of his

men goo out of the countrey,in feareof the guerr of Ingland

Hence Guerre v Obs tnlr,
,
to wage war

1432-30 tr Higden (Rolls) II 321 Men of Ethioppe guer-

renge ageyn men of Egipte 16x6 Bullokar, Guernng

,

Brawling [also in Cockeram 1623]

Guerrilla, guerilla (gerila, gerrla). [a.

Sp guerrilla, dim, of guerra war. With the form

guerilla cf. F. guinlla ]

1 . An irregular war carried on by small bodies of

men actmg independently. Now somewhat rate

1819 Syd Smith Wks (1839) I 255/2 A succession of

village guerillas an mternecive war between the game-

keepers and marauders of game 1837 W Irving Capi
Bonneville III 254 To avoid being involved in these

guerillas 1831 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt xvn 121, I was

offered the command of this strange guerilla 1862 Russell
in Times 18 Mar ,

Arkansas is now the theatre of a large
• guerilla

2 One engaged in such warfare

1809 Wellington in Gurw Desp (1835) V g, I have

recommended to the Junta to set the Guerrillas to woik

towards Madnd 1840 E. E. Napier Scenes «$• Sp lot

Lands I 111 34 We might easily have been mistaken for

. a party of guerillas 1887 Edvi Rev Jan 127 A swift

and skilful guerilla 1900 Daily News 9 June 4/0 A nation

offanners is not the material ofwhich guerrillas nave usually

been made
Jig x86x J Pycroft Ways <5- Words 333 The mere

skirmishers and guerillas of literature

3. attnb, passing into adj,, esp. m guerrilla war
(= sense 1).

i8xx Scott Don Roderick xlix, The Guerilla band Came
like night’s tempest, and avenged the land 1814 Soutiiky

m Robberds Mem W. Taylor II 428 Somewhat afraid of

my old Guerrilla friends upon the road 1843 Prescott

Mexico 1 11 (1864) 16 Making use of ambuscades, sudden

surprises, and the light skirmish of guerilla warfare i860

W G Clark in Vac Tour 67. Garibaldi is a master of

the ‘dodges’ which are required 111 guerilla war. 1865

Martei Bngand Life II 41 He was forced to become, not

a guerilla leader, but a highway captain. x88x Huxlev
Sci ty Culture 1 3 It must be admitted to be somewhat of

a guenlla force, composed largely of irregulars.

Jig 1843 Thackeray Irish Sk.-bk II xvn 3x8 A
doubtful, lazy, dirty family vassal—a guerilla footman

1863 Ouida Heldm Bondage 135 My guerilla life suits me
"better than my fashionable one. 1898W M Ramsay Mas
Christ born in Bethlehem? 1 8 The commentary on Luke

then degenerates into a guenlla warfare against him

Hence Guerri’Uaism, the principles and practice

of guerrilla warfare ,
Gnerri llist= GUERRILLA 2

,

Gnexxi llaship = Guebrillaism ;
Guerrille-sque

a., -proper or habitual to a guerrilla

1864 Sala in Daily Tel 22 Apr 5/2 This is the guerillesque

formula 1863 Even Stand 19 May, Owing to the unsettled

state of affaus in the new empire, tbe prevalence of guenl-

laism, &c , these precautions, which have a military air, are

considered quite necessary 1889 A H Drysdalk Hiss

Prespyt Eng n m 206 This mode of controvetsial guerilla-

ship was not of long duration

II GuerriHero, guerillero (geril^-ro). [a.

Sp, guerrillero
,

f. guerrilla.]
•= Guerrilla 2



GUESS, 487 GUESS,
183* Southey Pemits War III 474 It is the only instance

of any man who had acquired celebrity as a Guerulleio
becoming a traitor 184s f ord Handbk Spam 1 323
During the war the French were continually baffled by
these Highland Guenlleros
attnb 1898 Blackiu Mag Apr 550/2 A parish priest was

one of the guenllero leaders.

Guess (ges), sb Forms 4-7 gesse, (5 ges,

6 geasse), 6 Sc. gaiss, 6-7 guesse, 6-8 ghesse,

6- guess, [f. Goess v.
,

cf. MDu gtsse (Du.

&s).]
1. The action of guessing, an act of guessing, a

conjecture, rough estimate , a supposition based on
uncertain grounds. By guess at haphazard, by
rough estimation instead of calculation or measure-

ment; by conjecture, without having pioofs, *J*also

at, m
t
up, upon guess f After (by, to) my guess

as I estimate. + Withoutguess

.

assuredly. + The
guess of the hand

.

a rough estimate of the weight

of something taken into the hand.
c 1330 R Brunne Chron (1810) 321 J>e hynge’s oste at

gesse in he Est mad lardere, Of tonnes & hamelesse, of
granges & gamer 1377 Langl P PI B v 421, I nam
noujte shryuen some tyme but if sekenesse it make, Noujt
tweies in two 3ere and thanne vp gesse I schryue me 1390
Gower Conf III 211 For if a king shall upon gesse With-
oute vei ray cause drede, He maybe liche to that I rede
c 1400 Rom Rose 2817 Thy Ioye shal double, withoute
gesse, Whan thou thenkist on hir semhnesse *1400-50
Alexander 3552 If gomes be gouerneis of gods ban mai bi

gesse worth c 1430 Lydg Mm Poems (Percy Soc.) 58 lo
keep trewe weight, and selle peper by gesse it accordith
nought c 1460 Towneley Myst xu 439 Then must we go
eest after my ges 1529 More Dyaloge iv Wks 281/1 We
maye haue also agreategeasse thei at a 1553Udall Royster
D 11 1 (Arb

) 33 ,

1

bring hir a ring, with a tokenm a cloute,

And by all gesse, this same is hir house out ofdoute. c 1560
A Scott Poems (S. T S ) xxxni 24 Thow lychtleis all trew
properteis Off luve express, And markis quhair nevir styme
thow seis, Bot hittis be gaiss a 1586 Sidney Sonn in

A 1 cadta, etc (1620) 529 Passing all ghesse, whence into me
should fly So mazde a masse 1587 Fleming Cantu Holm-
shed III 988/2 Soone after (by gesse) flue ofthe clocke [etc.].

e 1600 Shaks Sonn lxix, 'Ihey looke into the beauty of thy
mind,And that 111 guesse they measure by thy deeds i6or—
Jut C 11 1 3, I cannot, by the progresse of the Starres,
Glue guesse how neere to day 1605— Learv 1 52Heereis
the guesse of then [the enemy’s] true strength and Forces
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 555 Being only weighed
by the guess of the hand, it seemeth much heavier. 1642
Fuller Holy Prof St m xxui 217 The Fame is ante-
dated, being related at guesse before ’twas acted 1647H More Song of Soul 1. n xlvui, ’Tis ghesse, not full

perswasion. 1656 H Phillips Pinch. Patt (1676) 46 By
which you may have some ghess of the other rates 1660
Boyle New Lxp Phys Mech xui 87 A small Receiver,
capable of containing (by guess) about a pound and a half
of Water 1698 Fryer Ace E. India 4 P 304 Trees, not
so long liv’d as elsewhere, if by the decayed Trunks any
guess may be made 1708 Swift Death Partridge Wks
1755 II 1 158 Mr Bickerstaff spoke altogether by guess,
and knew no more what will happen this year, than I did
myself. 1718 Prior Knowledge 740,

1

confess, That human
science is uncertain guess. 1719 Dc Foe Crusoe 1 vm, By
my Guess it could not be less than Fifteen or Twenty
Leagues off 1736 Butler Anal 11 vu 331 Mere guess,

supposition and possibility, when opposed to historical

evidence, prove nothing *75* R Paltock P, Wilhns
(1884) I x 101, 1 was, to my guess, five weeks m the vault
or cavern 1773 Goldsm Stoops to Conq v Wks (Globe)
673/1 By my guess we should come upon Crackskull
common 1781 Cowper Let 23 Apr , Wks (1876) 68 It is

worth while to send you a riddle You make such a variety
of guesses 1827 Scott Jml (1890) I 304,

1

have a guess
the best gamecocks would call a truce if a handful or two
of oats were scattered among them 184a W. Arnot Mem
7 Halley v 304 Every effort of indolence to do a thing by
guess was sure to meet with an instant reproof. 1846 Poe
N, P, Willis Wks, 1864 III 28 All this must be considered
as mere guess on my part *87* Tyndall Fragm Set

(1879) II xm 294 The inductive guess precedes experi-
ment 1879 Browning Ivan Ivanmntck 99 No care to guide
old Droug, he knows his way by guess, Once start him on
the road 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 344 The discovery of an
universal law is always a guess on the part of the imagina-
tion, made possible by a knowledge of facts.

2 aitrib. and Comb
,
as guess-aim, -monger

1863 Atkinson Stanton Grange 266 Taking the best
guess-aim I could. 1892 Skfat in N 4 Q Ser. vm I xo
The day of the etymological guess-mongers will be gone
for ever

U 3. The expressions Akotheeguess, Other-
guess, etc., in which -guess is a corruption of -gates,

have given rise to phrases m which guess appears
as an attributive sb. or adj

,
with the sense * kmd of’.

1825 Blackiu Mag, XVIII 43/2 Oho 1 is it so indeed ? .

why, then, that’s a different guess-story altogether, ship-
mate. 1834 Fraser's Mag. X 668 Every one .lcnows what
guess sort of wiseacre France gave birth to in the person of
that algebiaical gentleman 1843 Hauburton A ttachi II
xui 265 Not look ata woman? why, what sort of a guess
world would this be without petticoats? 1898 Blackw
Mag. Mar 423 He had no guess-idea of what bemused his
vision.

Guess (ges), a. dial. Also guest, guessed
[Cf. LG. gust of the same meanings.] Of a cow or

ewe. Barren; temporarily barren (see quots ). Also,
not yielding milk.
1730 Pegge Kenhasms 31 (E D. S.), Guess-cow, a barren

cow 1744-50W Ellis Mod. Husbandm, III 1 103 Guess-
Cows.,are those that did not stand to their Bulling last
YearT ,*780 ,— Country Housew. 29 They [Cows] are not
"Ways in Milk, as being in Calf, or that they go,.what we
in Hertfordshire call, guess, or dry 1845 Jrnl. R, Agrsc

Soc VI i! 363, I get far fewer ‘guest’ or barren ewes
185s Morton Lycl Agnc II 723 Glassed ewes (Lin ), not
seasonably 111 lamb

Guess (ges), v Pa. t and pa. pple. guessed
(gest). Forms 4 gesoe, gese, gessen, 4-7 gess(e,

5 gessyn, 5-7 ges, (6 geasse), 6-7 guesse, 6-S
ghess(e, 6- guess Pa. t and pa pple (con-
tracted forms) 4-5 gest, 6 ghest, 6-8 guest.
[ME gessen, cognate with the synonymous MLG ,

MDu. and mod Du
,
Fris. gtssen (MDu also gessen,

NFris gezzen, gedsen)
,
M Svv. gissa,gitza, S\v. gissa,

MDa gtdze, gitse, getze, Da gisse

,

mod Icel has a
derivative form gizka.
The relation between the various forms is obscure Ac-

cording to lamm Svenskt Elym Ordb the Scandinavian
foims are adopted from I.G gissen

,
a phonetic alteiation of

gessen (cf LG hissen, var of /lessen, a HG hetzen to
hunt) It seems, howevei, more probable that the Sw and
Da. forms are native, as the Eng woid can" hardly be
referred to any other than a Scandinavian source The word
cannot well descend front an OE form = LG, gissen, as the
initial would then have beeny(ME 3) The only remaining
possibility would be that it was adopted from continental
LG

,
but there is nothing m the nature of the meaning to

account for its having come from that source m or befoie
the eaily 14th c The forms may represent one, or prob,
more than one, of the OTeut types *gitisdjan, *gatis&jan

,

*gessdjan
,
*gissjan

,
111 any case the word is a denvatu e of

the toot of Get v
j cf ON geta v

, to get, guess, geta
wk. fern a guess
In the T4th c the word was the usual tendering of L

cestimare
,
the influence of which probably affected some of

the early senses ]

1. trans. To form an approximate judgement of
(size, amount, number, distance, etc.) without actual
measurement or calculation

, to estimate. Some-
times with clause as obj.

1340 Hampole Pr Consc 7672 Fra ]>s poynt of jie erthe
ttlle Saturnus J>e heghest planete may be gesced )>us
?* 1366 Chaucer Rom Rose 1x15 No man coude preyse or
gesse Ofhem the valewe or richesse. 1382 Wvclif i Kings
m. 8A puple without eende, that may not be noumbrechand
gessid, for multitude. 1390 Gower Conf II 207 Great
richesse Wei more than they couthen gesse *1400-50
Alexander 5512 pare was a mqti montayne at to pe mone
semed He gessis it gaynir to god pan to J»e grounde vndire
1413 Pitgr Sowle (Caxton) v v (1859)76 Thegretenestherof
ne couthe I not gesse, nor acounte r66o TrialRegie igr, I

saw this person standing within a Pike or two length as 1 can
uesseit 1674 Josselyn Voy NewEng 258 As near as can
eghessed 1726 G RobertsFour Years Voy 162 That they
who had Life could nothing nigh measure or guess lime
as that [glass] did 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 39/1 How
many people do you guess might follow you to Hougly, ex-
pecting employment 7 1804 W . Tennant Ind Recreat II

38 Boiled down to a proper consistence, which they guess by
the eye, and by the touch <>*841 Elphinstone Hist Ind
I 207 A statue cut out of a rock, which has been guessed
at different heights, i860 Tyndall Glac 11 x 277 The
eye being liable to be grossly deceived in guessing the
direction of a perpendicular
alsol c 1330 R Brunne Chron (18x0) 205 The ferth day

formest next Palmesonenday, pe tyme, as I gest, R 3ede to

play c 1386 Chaucer Knt 's T 1735 So euene were [they]
chosen for to gesse —Fiankl T 684 Mo than a thousand
stones as I gesse Koude I now telle c 1391 — Astral 11

§ 40, I..sette the point of A in the wex on my label as,

euene as y kowde gesse ouer the Echptik lyne 1605 Shaks
Oth. 1, 111 36 Ihe Ottamites Haue there mioynted them
with an after Fleete 1 Sen I, so I thought how many, as
you guesse? 17x2 W. Rogers Voy 103 It lay as near as
we could guessENE and WSW 1757 Washington Let.
Writ 1889 I 478 Our present strength, I guess, is about
seven hundred.

ft). With numbers. To guess

.

approximately,
* or thereabouts Obs.<

ci330 R Brunne Chron (18x0) 150 per duellid R schip

J>re daies to gesse 1375 Barbour Bruce xiv 270 Thai
war, to gess, fiffty thousand

*) c. To add (an ingredient)without exact measure-
ment. Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush xi 385, iy piluls of cupresse, Or

leef of box an hondful, therto gesse

+ 2 mtr. To take aim (const, to) Also, to

purpose, aim, direct oneself to do something' Obs.

13 Coer de L 4482 When the Crystene myght draw
hem tyhe, To shete the arweblasteres hem dresse, And the
archeres to hem gesse 1 c 1320 K Horn (Hart, MS ,

ed
Ritson) 1187 Hoin seide he wolde gesse [older texts
agesce, agesse] To aryye at Westnesse, 1530 Palsgr 561/2,
I gesse, I mente or ayme to hytte a thynge that I shote or
throwe at,je esme

1 3 . trans. To esteem, account, reckon* with
obj. and complement Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr Consc. 3934 pan es a day of pardon to
gesce Mare worthy pan alle pis worldis riches CX380
Wyclif Senn Sel Wks II 229 Poul biddip bi ouie life

pat man have mater to gesse us as mynystns of God 1382— Malt xi 16 To whom shal I gesse this geneiacioun
lichy ? — Mark xv 28 The prophecie is fulfild that setth,

And he is gesside, or ordeyned, with wickide men a 1400
Prymer (E E T S ) 64 Gessist pou it worpi to opene pin
ljen on siche a man? *1400-50 Alexander 4495 £e. gesse
wele as many gods as growis in him membns
+4. To think, judge, suppose

, with clause as obj

Obs. (Cf. sense 6 )
c 1380 Wyclif Wks (x88o) 422 As we gessen pat pis mail

pat noldip welcristis lawe is a leme of hooly chirche, .. So
we gessen of an-oper man pat reuersip cnstis lawe, pat he is a
leme of pe fend — Acts viu 20 Thou gessidist the jifte of
God for to hehad by money 1388— Jer xxui, 23 Gessist
thou [Vulg putasne] whether Y am God of nix, seith the
Lord, and not God afer7 *1400 Prymer (E E T S.) 64
Gessist pou not [Vulg putasne] pat a deed man schal lyue

a3en ? c 1400 Apot Loll 48 Hector Thebanus . wen he
went to vse philosophie at Athenis,, he kest a wey agret
peise of gold

, he gessid pat he mijt not haue to glare,
riches & vertu * 1400-50 A lexander 2905 pe Persyns
gesses him to be gode for glori of his wedis

5 . To form an opinion or hypothesis respecting

(some unknown state of facts), eithei at random or
from indications admittedly uncertain; to conjec-

ture Const by,from.
. with clause or indirect question as obj ; also

with obj and inf., and with advs so, otherwise, in

lieu of clause.

1390 Gower Conf I 103 For I can nought my selfe gesse,

Which is the best unto my chols 1398IREVISA Bartli. De
P R xvi Ixxxvii (1495) 583 The stone smaragdus helpyth
them that vse to dyuyne and gesse what shal befall * 1400-
50 A lexander 2071 And wele he geses be pe graynes joure
gomes ere fele c 1423 Lydg Assembly of Gods 1386, I
trow, as I gesse, At Vertu hys castell ye may soone hym
fynde 1530 Palsgr s6r/a Gesse what we were talkynge
of afore you came in a dores *555-8 Phaer VEuetd 1 B j,
I gesse Some goddesse thou art, and Phebus bright thy
brother is * 1605 Montgomerie Sonn xxiu 2 If gentle
blude ingendnt be by baggis, Then culd I ges vho wer a
gentle Jhone 1653 H. Cogan tr Pinto's Ti av x 30 One
amongst them, whom we guessed to be the duefest of them
1680 Otway Orphan tv i (1691)37 A cast. And went your
Maid to bed too’ Mon My Lord, I guess so 1709
Hlarne Collect (OHS) II. 277,

1

guess it to have been
a Piece of the Chapell. 1723 R Millar Hist Propagat.
Chr II. vm 367 We may ghess what sort of Christians
these Popish Proselytes were 1741 Middi tton Ciceio II.

vii 93 Atpresent we can onely guess rather than know what
Caesar will do. 1774 Goldsm Nat. Hist (1776) VI 135
What it is can employ them all the day lsmot easy to guess.

a 1806 Bp. Horsley Serin (1811) 292 They were effected by
what you might the least guess to he the instruments of
Providence. 1838 LyttonA lice 5 You would scarcely have
guessed, from her appearance, that she was moie than seven -

or eight and twenty 1879 B Taylor Stud Germ. Lit 101
Wemay guess when its growth began,

b with simple object

? 1S13 More Rich, III Wks (1557) 57/1 Whose lugement
semeth me somwhat like, as though men should gesse y°
bewty of one longe before departed 1591 Sfenslr Rttiues
Rome v, O Rome 1 thee let him see. In case thy greatnes
he can gesse m harte 1592 Greene Ufst Courtier F 2,

You may gesse the inward mind by the outward apparel

1603 Knolles Hist Turks (1621) 707 Some ghessmg one
thing and some another 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 67
His Water cleei like Well-water, insomuch as I could
never haveguest a burning Feaver 1673D rydenAmboyna
iv in, This I guess, but saw it not because I came too late

1694 — Love Trtuntph in i, Beware . for by my own I

guess your passion 1817 Chalmers Astron. Disc. 1 (1852)

24 We may guess with plausibility what we cannot anti-

cipate with confidence 1844 Mrs Browning Rom Page
xvi, I. little guessed the end

t c with obj and complement Obs.
* 1605 Kyd istPt Jwonwio 83 b, Spames clioyce embas-
sador for soe I gesse thee 1632 Randolph Jealous
Lovers 111 vu, Your boy? I should have guess'd him for

your father. 1633 Massinger Guardian hi v, Yet by your
language, I ghess you a Gentleman 1667 Milton P. L. v
290 For on som message high they guessd him bound

d. absol and ellipt., chiefly in parenthetic use

(The early examples may possibly belong to 4.)
1340 Hampole Pr Consc 1136 Yhernyng of eghe, als I

can gese Falles to woildes rychese. c 1460 Ros La Belle
Dame 173 m Pol. Rel ffL, Poems 57 In hir failed nothyng,
as I koude gesse. c 1520 Iuteri Beauties Women A ij b,

Thys lute is out of tune now as I ges. 1564 Nottingham
Rec IV. 128 Sheryffz off cetyes ar, I ges, for eleccion and
for retornes *591 Shaks i Hen VI, 11 v 60 Discouer
more at large what cause that was, For I am ignorant, and
cannot guesse. 1599 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner H lij,

Carot, that is, redde roote as some Antiquaries gesse

x6oo Shaks. A Y L n iv 24 Sil. Oh Conn, that thou
knew’st how I do loue her. Cor. I partly guesse for

I haue lou’d ere now 1633 Massinger Empeior East 111.

Hi, Theod. Whithei went shee? speake. Phil As they
ghesse, to the lawiel groue 1737 Grav Let Wks 1884 II.

12 You . will prefer a picture of still life to the realities of
a noisy one, and as I guess, will imitate what you prefer.

x8x8 Shelley Marenghi xu. He went Alone, as you may
guess, to banishment. x8xo — Julian Maddalo 535 He
had store Of friends and fortune once, as we could guess
Prom his nice habits and his gentleness

.

1guess

.

sometimes used, with playful modera-
tion, of statement, in reference to what the speaker

regards as a fact or a secure inference. Hence
colloq.m the northernU. S. (sometimeswith omission

of the pronoun) =» ‘ I am pretty sure
1

x6oa Locke Educ § 28 Once in Four and Twenty Hours,
I think, is enough; and no Body, I guess, will think
it too much. Ibid § 59 If this were constantly observ’d, I

guess there would be little need of blows or chiding, c 1698
— Cond Undent iv xu § xo Beyond this I fear our talents

reach not, nor aie our faculties, as I guess, able to advance.

1776 R King in Life <§• Carr. (1894) I 23 ,

1

guess the pious
Elder would as lieve tarry where he is 1778 Franklin
Let Wks. 1889 VI 195, I write this letter to you, notwith-

standing
,
(which I think I can conveym a less mysterious

manner, and guess it may come to your hands) 18x4 Byron
Diary 8 Apr, ‘ I guess now’ (as the Yankees say), that he
will yet play them a pass x8i8 Scott Hrt Midi, xxxviii,

I guess you winna be the waur o’ a glass of the right

Rosa Solis x8z6 — Jml (1890) I 85,

1

guess (as Mathews
makes his Yankees say) that we shall not be troubled with
visitors, and I calculate that I will not go outfit all 1830
Galt Lawne T 111. ix (1849) 114, I guess Squire Lawrie
talks too much 1843 Haliburton Attachi I. ii. 23 What
on airth shall I do?—guess. I’ll strap my rasor. 1848
Lowell Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 126 Thet kin’ 0 talk
I guess you’ll find ’ll answer to a charm. 1885 Howells
Silas Lapkatu II. xxn, I guess those English parties have
gone back on Rogers.

141-8
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7 intr. To form conjectures. (+ Const, of.) To
guess at to attempt to estimate conjecturally ,

to

hazard a random or insufficiently founded opinion

about, to attempt to solve or discover by con-

jecture
a 1400 Plowman's T. 170 In hir sentence . They willen

gesse 111 hirgay hall, a 1586 Sidney A 1 cadta 1 (1590) 14 More
then the letter I haue not to ghesse by Ibid in 333 b, Phtlo

clea ghessed somewhat at Zelmanes mind, 1593 Shaks
Liter 1238 Their gentle sex to weepe areoften willing, Green-

ing themselues to gesse at others smarts. 1605— Macb tv

111 203 Posse Let not your eares dtsptse my tongue for euer,

Which shall possess them with the headiest sound That euer

yet they heard Meted Humh Iguesseatit 1606 — Ant §•

Cl in 111. 29 Guesse at her yeares, I prythee 1613 Purchas
Pil%i image (1614) 63 Wisards, which by conjectures and cast-

ing of lots did ghesse of thing', to come 1(5*5 — Pilgrims
11 1480 He is on his birthday t yearely weighed and ac-

count kept therof by his Physicians, thereby gnesstng at his

bodily estate. 1641 Wilkins Math Magick t. xvu (1648)

127 From the understanding of which, you may the better

ghesse at the nature ofthe rest 1711 LadyM W Montagu
Let la Mrs Hevict Lett. 1887 I 31 By what fine gentlemen
write, you know, it is not easy to guess at what they mean
1748 Anson's Voy 11. vi 202 The total amount can only be
rudely guessed at 1806-7 J Beresiord Miseries Hum
Life (1826) in xxxvui, Vain endeavours to guess at a riddle.

1818 Shelley Rosalind <$• Helen 1181 There was a change,

but spare to guess, Nor let that moment's hope be told 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 23 Would I shirk assurance on each
point whereat I can but guess—Does the soul survive the

body ? [etc ]

8. trans. ‘ To conjecture rightly ’ (J ) ; to hit

upon the answer to (a question), the solution of

(a riddle, f a parable) ; to discover by conjecture,

divine. + Also with out.

1548 Udail, etc Erasm Par Matt xv 15-20 Out of
one [parable] to haue dimned and gessed [1552 geassed]
another 1563-83 Foxe A. $ PI. II 1786/2 Wolfe .. partly

gessmg which Ambassadour he meat. 1636 E. Dacres ti

Machtavels Disc. Livy II 535 Because it is hard to attaine

to that knowledge, he deserves the greater commendations,
who takes such a course, that he ghesses it out. a 1718
Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc Mem . I 205 Thomas Lurting may
guess the man. C1718 Prior Beauty, A Riddle 37 Your
riddle is not hard to read I guess it X783 Gouv Morris
m Sparks Life /j- Writ (1832) 1 250, I do not pretend to

guess precisely* their sentiments. 1847 Bushnell Chr. Hurt
11 vi (1861) 347 But which is worse it is not difficult, I

think, to guess 1884 Child Ballads I. 418/1 Choose com-
rades that can guess riddles

absol. 1603 Shaks Meas forM iv iv 8 Why meet him
at the gates and reldejliuer our authorities there 7 Esc I

ghesse not 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge vi, Sure enough it's

Barnaby—how did you guess?

Hence Guessed {-af),ppl. a.

1832 R. H Froude Rem (1838) I 253, I have observed
one thing, and one only, in favour of my guessed at theory

Guess, variant of Chess sb 2

1631 Markham Countr Content 1 xvi (ed 4) 99 There is

no better way to take himthan by setting Roddes drest with
water Lime, and set shoring on the edge of the water, one
guess [ed. 16x4 crosse] or row ouer another

Guess(e, obs. pi. form of Guest.

Guessable (ge‘sab’1), a. [f. Guess v. + -able ]

That can be guessed.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt vi iv. (1872) II 166 Without
date to it —the guessable date is about two years hence
1881 Spectator 19 Mar. 373 The uncertain, and at most only
guessable store of forces at work m human nature 1890
Sat Rev 22 Nov 5&1/2 Within, if not exactly measurable,
at least guessable, distance.

Guessen, dial, form of Gestent v. Obs.

Guesser (ge’sai). Also 5 gessare, 6 gesser.
[f. Guess v. + -er1 ] One who guesses
C1440 Promp Parv 190/2 Gessare (AT or a soposare',

estimator 1580 Hollyband Treas Fr Tong, Vn devtn
,

a soothsayer, a gesser *651 Hobbes Leviath 1 111 10 1 he
best guesser, he that is most versed and studied m the
matters lie guesses at 1671 H M tr Erasm Callaq 115
You shall he the guessers of mv dream 1754 Richardson
Grandtson (1781) III xxx 355 You are a strange guesser.

1833 T. Hook Widow <5- Marquess rut, French physicians
are, if possible, worse guessers than English ones x88x
Nation (N Y.) XXXII 316 For m the^e a guesser would
be correct exactly half the time

Guessing (gesug), vbl sb. [f. Guess v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the vb Guess
,
an instance

of this, a conjecture, prognostication, f Without
guessing, beyond estimation, incalculably.
1340 Ayetib 268 More hy bye}? glede wyJ>-oute gessynge

ofgodes holynesse banneof his o^ene and of alle oj?re myd
hym 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) II 59 William, >ai
hadde nou3t 1 seie bat Bnttisslie book, wroot so by his
owne gessynge c 1440 Promp Parv 190/2 Gessynge (K
or wenyn), estimacto. 1535 Coverdale Esek xui. 22
Therfore shal ye spie out no more vanyte, nor prophecie
youre owne gessinges a 1643 W Cartwright Birth Dk
York 31 The Forehead, Eye, and Lip, poor humble Parts,
Too shallow for resentblance, show the Arts Of private
guessings. 169a Bentley Boyle Led vi 182 Beyond the
possibility of good guessing 01x7x5 Burnet Own Time
(1724) 1 , 18 Some probable guessings which they delivered
as prophecies 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) I 263 A sort
of guessing or divination which rests on no knowledge of
causes X887 A themeum 12 Nov 632/3 We expect some-
thing more from an historian than happy guessing-"
attnb 1654 Whitlock 7ootomia 548 All writ by Pro-

phane, or Sacred Pen men may be teamed guessing Dis-
coveries in comparison of the Experiment of dying 1711
C iff. Lett to Curat 82 And upon this he imploys his
Guessing Faculty 17*7 Boyer Did Angl-Fr, s. v,
Physick is but a guessing Science,

Guessing (ge'sig),///. a. [f Guess v. + -ing 2.]

That guesses
;

that does things by guess-work. _

Hence Gue ssingfly ado., m a guessing manner

;

by guess-work or conjecture

1605 Shaks Lear 111 vn 47 ,

1

haue a Letter guessmgly set

downe a 1668 Davenant Philosopher's Disquts Wk

s

(1673) 326 A Guide Who guessmgly her progress doth

begin 1703 T N City .4 C. Purchaser 86 Accoiding to

their way of Working by Guess the$e Guessing Workmen
too often guess wrong, and commit many Faults 1827

G S Faber Otig Expiatory Sacrifice 32 If piacular

sacrifice anterior to the promulgation of the Law can be

shown to have not originated from a guessing superstition

1850 A Gray Lett (1893) 367 ,

1

dislike to take the time to

study out laboriously and guessmgly . these things which
are mostly well known to botanists

t Gue'ssive, a Obs. rare~l
. [f. Guess sb. +

-ive ] Of the nature of a guess
;
conjectural.

*628 FrLTHAM Resolves [11 ] 1 xevi 302 The guessiue in-

terpretations of dim-ey'd Man
Guess-rope* see Guest-rope.

Guess-warp (ge S|Wgip) Naut. Also 5 gyes-,

9 ges-, guest-warp. [The first element is of

doubtful origin • see quot. 186 a (sense 1) andGuEST-
rope (Guess-rope)

;
the second is Warp sb ]

1 . ‘A rope carried to a distant object, in order to

warp a vessel towaids it, or to make fast a boat’

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk ) By some writers applied

to any rope used to attach a boat astern of a vessel

1495-7 Naval Acc. Hen VII (1896) 272 Bote roppes foi the

seia Shippes Giete bote, ij Gyeswarpesm Boy ropes, vij

1730 Capt. W Wriglesworth MS Log ok of the 1 Lyell'

IS July, At 3 made a Guess Warp, with the Stream Cable
and a 7 Inch Hawser bent to trie Stieam Anchor. 1840
R. H Dana Bef Mast xiv 33 The boats • are . made fast

astern, or out to the swinging-booms, by ges-warps 1862

Nares Seamanship (ed 2) 8y In laying out a guesswarp,
the whole hawser is taken in the boat, and the end is

bi ought back to the ship, the distance being 4 guessed ’

2 = Guest-rope 2. Also attrib. in guess-warp
boom (see quot. 1867)
1833 MarryatP Simple vui, Oblige me by under running

the guess-warp. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk
,
Guest•

warp boom, a swinging span (lower studding boom) rigged
from the ships side with a warp for boats to ride by 1875
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk vit (ed. 2} 260 A ‘ guess warp

'

is to be stretched alongside each ship’s sides for boats whilst
loading, to ride by

Gue ss-work. [f. Guess sb ] Procedure con-
sisting in or based on guessing, as opposed to

knowledge, reasoning, or methodical investigation.

17*5 N Robinson Th Physick 238 To believe, theie no
Certainty in the Principles of Physick, and that all Practice
is mere Guess-woik and Empiricism 1768-74 Tucker Lt
Nat (1834) II. 322 It were mere guess-work to say what
was their belief of the gods arjfl a futuie state x8x& Byron
Ep Murray in. The pompous lascallion, Who don’t speak
Italian Nor French, must have scribbled by guesswoik
1846 Grote Greece 1 xvi I 585 The one process' as well as
the other was interpretative guesswork 1879 L Campbell
Sophocles I. Pref 29 A piece of more or less clumsy guess-
woik on the part of the scribe 1889 ‘ Row Boldrewood ’

Robbery underArms xx,We had been riding all night fiom
track to track, sometimes steering by guesswork

Guest (gest)
,
sb. Foims 1 giest, xist, Syst,

Saast, asst, 2-5 gist(e, 2-6 gest(e, 3-4 gust(e, 4-7
ghest(e, 5-6 geest, (6 geast(e, gehaste), 6 gueste,
6-7 ghuest, (7 Sc. guast), 6- guest. Also pi. 6
gess,6-7 gesse, guess, 7 guesse. [Com Tent. . OE.
gust {gist, gyst), gsest, Anglian (also in Milne) gist

if or gist), = OS (MDu ,Du ,LG ),OHG.(MHG

,

mod.G.)^urf,ON g$st-r (Sw gast, Da gjsest), Goth
gast-s —OTeut. *gasti-z :—WAryan *ghosti-s, repre-

sented also by L hostis, ong * stranger m classical

use 'enemy’ (whence the compound *hosti-pot con-
tracted hospit-, hospes guest, host) and by OS1

gostt guest, friend. According to Brugmann, the
synonymous Gr £-tvos is from *glis-, wk. grade
of the root *ghos- represented m the Teul word.
According to phonetic law as at present understood, the

initial consonant in the OE word must have had a palatal
pronunciation, which would normally yield ME. 3, mod
Eng. y No forms with jory aie, however, known to exist,
the abnormal guttural pronunciation is usually explained as
due to the influence of ON gest r

,

but the occuirence of
hybrid forms like gist, gust (u) m the S W dialects of the
13th c is hard to account for on this supposition ]

1 . One who is entertained at the house or table

of another.
Beowulf 1800 Restehme 5a rumheort ftsest mne swssf

a xooo Caedmon’s Gen 2455 past hie behasfdon Loth mid
giestum c 1020 Rule St Benet lvi (Logeman) 94 Hospttes,
gystes X154O E Chi on an x 137 (Laud MS ) Martin abbot
. . fand te munekes & te^estes al pat heom behoued c 1200
Trm Coll Horn 165 Nis nower non trewSe, for ms he gist
siker of pe husebonde ne noSer of oSer c 1250 Gen <$ Ex.
X070 Loth hem bead his dojtres two, for to fnSen hise geste
swo c 1297 R Glouc. (Rolls') 5787 He sed a wel hey woid
among is gustes [orr gistes, gestes] echon. C1340 CitrsotM i4o86(Fairf)Suchea geste come neuer vn-to paire hous
to rest 1393 Langl. P PI C. xi 179 Herodes }?e daffe ?af
bus douhter J?e hefde Of ]>e blessyde baptists by foie alle hus
gustes 1431 Eng Gilds (1870) 277 The aldei man schal haue

to his drynk & for his geestys .j Galone of ale 1474
Caxton Chesse 115 They coueyte not to haue the goodes
of theyr ghestes c 1475 RaufCodjear 104 Schir 3e ap wel-
come hame, And 3our Gaist batth 1566 Drant Horace's
Sat. 1 v.pH, If thou shouldst sauce thy meate with foystie
ovles, thy gesse woulde the disdaine, 1592 Shaks Rom <§•

Jul 1 11 21 This night I hold an old accustom’d Feast,
Whereto I haue muited many a Guest 1648 Gage West

Ind xiv 90 The Indians intreated us to bee their guesse
at dinner 1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694) I 164 He does not

take up his Residence and be a familiar Ghest, till [etc ]

*733 Mrs H Pratt in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV 55, I wish
I had a house in some measure worthy to entertain a
guest that should be so welcome to me 18x4 Scott Ld
ofIsles 1 xx, For if a hope of safety lest, ’Tis on the sacred
name of guest 1861 M Pattison Ess (1889) I 45 A stone-
vaulted kitchen, where dinnei could be dressed for an army
of guests 1883 C J Wills Mod Persia 243,

1

agreed
to be the guest of my patient
Proverb 1546 J Heywood Prov (1867) 17 An vnbjdden

geast knoweth not where to syt

b. transf andfig esp A person or thing personi-
fied that comes and is entertained, or is viewed as

coming and being entertained
c 1000 Whale 29 (Gr ) Donne semnmga on sealtne waej

mid }?a no}?e ni)?er gewite}? garseeges jsest a 1300 CmsorM 9873 Bot godd, sin he wald sua be gest, In dene sted al
most he rest 1340 Ayenb 249 Huanne }?e gate of J?e mou}?e
is open, }?e gest of zenne ge}> m h}[t]hchc 1393 Langl
P PI C xvi 199 Mynstralcie can ich nat muche bote make
men murye, As a waffrer with waffres and welcome godes
gistes 14 Ecce Ancilla Domini in Tundale’s Vis 11843)
141 God will be borne within thi brest 'lhen seyde tho
meydon full myldely To me he schall be a welcom geste
c 1420 Pallad on Hush 1 574 With 1111 or v Of thrusshis
tamed, putte hem in this mewe To do disport among this

gestis new^, 1551 P’cnss Eliz m Ellis Ong Lett Ser 1

II 163 To hire of your siknes is unpleasant to me I under-
stande it is your olde gest that is wont oft to viset you
159a Shaks Ven § Ad 449 Lest lealousie, that sower vn-
welcome guest, Should by his stealing in disturbe the feast
1606 G W[oodcocke] Justine 136 b, The bodies of these
inhabitants do well away with these two vnwelcom guests,
hunger and pame 1629 SirW Mure Trvt Crvcifixe 680
Graves backe to light their sleeping guasts doe send *633
R S tr. Drexehus' Nicetas 109 That poore yong man
became the guest of hogges *654 Whitlock Zootomia 69
Feavers, the guests (though unwelcome) of the Vemes ana
Arteries 1691 E Taylor Behmeu's Tlteos Philos Incarna
tion 332 ,

1

have so evil a ghest in me 1713 Derham Phys -

Theol 1 111 23 Snow
,
which although an irksom Guest,

yet hath its great Uses, a 1800 Cowper Ode to Peace x

Come, peace of mind, delightful guest 1 18x4 Cary Dante,
Par xi 13,

1

thus gloriously Was raised aloft, and made
the guest of heaven

1

2

. A stranger Obs
C950 Lindisf Gasp Matt xxv 36 Gest ic wses and ge

somnadon meh a 1000 Riddles xvi 10 (Gr ) Hwonne gast
cume to duium milium him bi}? deatS witod a175 Lamb
Horn 109 Mon mei wurchen elmessan on ete and on wete .

and j?et mon gistas underuo 1340 Hampole Pr Consc
1374 Na syker wonnyng-sted here haf we, For as gestes
we here soiourne CX374 Chaucer Troylus n 1062 (ini)
Ther is right now y-come in to towne a geste A Grtck espie
c 1450 tr De hintattone 1 xxm 32 Kepe }>Lself as a pilgnme
& a geste upon be er>e 1578 Lyte Dodoens in ix 327
Chiron being received as a ghest or straunger in Hercules
house or lodging

b. transf An object considered as an omen of

the coming of a stranger, local.

1727 Boyer Angl -I<r Diet s v., There’s a Guest in your
Candle, ily a des nouvelles a vbtre chandille 1807 Hogg
Mtn Ba/d note vi Poet. Wks 1838 II 331 If a feathei, a
straw, or any such thing, be observed hanging at a dog’s
nose or beaid, they call that a guest, and are sure of the
approach of a stranger.

3 . A temporary inmate of an hotel, inn, or board-
ing house.
c 1290 S Eng. Leg I 361/62 Hostiler he was |?are l-mad

gistes to onder fongue c 1449 Pecock Repr hi 11 284 An
oosteler seith to his gist 1533 More Debell Salem Wks
091/2 He fareth lo lyke a geste, yfc maketh hys rekenmg
himselfe without hys hoste 1591 Shaks Two Gent iv il

26 Ho Now, my yong guest, me thinks your’ allycholly,
I pray you why is it? lu. Marry (mine Host) because
I cannot be merry’ 1607 Middleton Phoenix 1 111, Sirrah,

what guess does this inn hold now? 1631 T Powell Tom
All hades (1876) 141 The Ostleis of Holborne had more
than ordinary care to lay up theyr Ghuests bootes X774
Goldsm Petal 4 If our landloi d supplies us with beef and
with fish Let each guest bring himself, and he brings the

best dish 1845 Ford Handbk Spain 1 24 ‘ Let no man
said Apuleius, 1

think that he is the mere guest of his land-

lord ’. x86o Tyndall Glac 1. xxin 165 ,

1

was the only guest
at the hotel

4 . A man, fellow, ‘ customer Obs exc dial.

c 1394 [see Gleim sb 2] a 1400-50 Alexandei 460 pou
has ragid with vnryd gestis a 1440 Sir Degrev 1x95

He was the sternest gest firo heven to helle 1 1470-85
Malory Arthur vi vu, Yonder is a shrewde gest sayd syre

Madore de la port theifore haue here ones at hym. 1869

Lonsdale Gloss , Guest, a creature or person. 'An ill

guest 1 = a bad-looking fellow

5 . A parasite animal or vegetable Also guest-fly
1864 Coebold Entozoa v. 232 In the case of the adult

worm, the happiest cures are readily affected by the expul
sion of the * guest but as regards the larvse the case is very
different 1887 frnl hoc Arts 29 Sept 913/1 When the

fungus dies, the invaded and malformed part also geneially

dies, and the plant is further injured by contact of the

healthy tissue with the decaying tissue and all its eventual

guests and pioducts

6 . attrib and Comb a. simple attrib
,
as guest-

quarters b appositive, as guest-cavalier
,
friend

[cf. G gastfreund], -justice, e. objectiye, as

t guest-caller,-mviter. Also guest- (gall-) fly (see

Inquilinb 2) ,
guest-gift, a gift presented to a

guest at parting , guest-tall, a hall or room for the

receptionof guests ; guest-master, in a monastery,

a monk whose duty it is to entertain guests= Hoa
teler i

; guest-moth, an lnquilme moth ;
guest-

rnght, the night on which guests are entertained at

a club, college, etc. ; guest-present = guest-gift

,
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guest-psalm (see quot.)

; + guest-right, ? what is

due to a guest
,
guest-rite (s, a rite or rites to be

observed in entertaining a guest (cf guest-right)

,

guest-room => Guest-chamber
,

•)* guest-stable,

a stable for the hoises belonging to guests. See
also Guest-chamber, Guest-house
1552 Latimer Seim Lmcotmh 1 (1562) 60 Than we must

know how the *gest callers behaued them selues, and
then howe the gestes behaued themselues tosvardes them
that called them 1598 Shaks Meriy IV 11 1 221 Hast
thou no suit against my Knight? my *guest-Caualeire

’

1879, 1884 *Guest-plies, gucst-gallplics [see Inquiline 2]

<11873 Lytton Pausamas 181 Child, I bid thee welcome
my *guest friend, Antagoras of Chios 1874 Mahah y Soc
Life Greece 111 47 The Homeric heroes readily give away
the gifts of respected guest filends 1884 J, Payne Tales

fr. Aiabic II 130 This is my *guest-gift to thee c 1323
Lai le Freine 257 The abbesse and the noiines alle, Fair
him gret in the 1'gest-halle 1870 Morris Earthly Pai II

in 206 Ihey sat within the city’s great guest-hall *863
M Brydie TableauJr Geol 33 The feast-preparer and the

*guest-inviter 1598 Shaks Merry IV, 11 in 50 Pardon,
*Guest-lustice i860 Luck Ladysmede (1862) if. 102 He
dismissed him courteously, with directions to his *guest-

master for his due entertainment 1897 Westm Gas 18
Mar 10/x, I paid a visit to a monastery of the Silent Monks
of La 'lrappe, and I was shown over the grounds by the
Guestmaster 1894 Ibid 29 Aug, 3/2 On *guest nights at the

Savage Club in London he is a welcome guest, 1898

Q Rev. July 99 Impoited as meichandize or *guest-pre-

sents 1898 J Robertson Poetry <$• Rehg Psalms vm 201

Psalms which have not inappropi lately been termed 1 *guest
’

psalms The chief of these are xv„ xxiv. 1-6, xxvh x-6
and xxm , From being a worshipper, the psalmist comes
to think of himself as a guest 1856 Emerson Eng Traits,

Race Wks (.Bohn) II 26 This the king calls going into

*guest-quarters 1615 Chapman Odyss xvm 88 lie see
thy *guest-nght paide Thou here art come In my pro-

tection c 1611 — Iliad xvm 365 Haste Chans, and appose
Some daintie ’’guest-ntes to our friend 1648 Herrick
Hesper. (1844) II 49 No comer to thy roof his guest-ute
warfts 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal tyi How of the guest-

ntes paid Unto their presence ? 1638 Whiting Hist A Ibino

$ Bell 131 There was but one *guest-roome, Hangd with
a pentice cloath spoke age enough 1809 R Cumberland
John De Lancaster I , 175 The practice of introducing
noisy children and prattling nurses into the guestroom
1862 H Marryat Year in Sweden II 398 He rolled into

the guest room a tun 1471-2 Durham Acs Rolls (Sur-

tees) 644 Pro punctuacione super le *Geststable

Guest (gest), v. Also 4 gest, 5 pa pple. gest.

[f. Guest j3 .]

1 . trails. To make a guest of
,
to receive as a guest

,

to entertain, lodge
;
to put up (a horse) Alsofig

c 1330 b Brunnc Chi on. (1810) 160 In tentis R. rested
alle pat Ilk nyght. His men wer wele gested with brede,
wyne & light C1450 1st Cuthbert (Suitees) 5186 Some
were febill And had nede to be gest Ibid 5392 Monkes
horse to gest he had no fors In a hyrne of his Innes 1494
Fabyan Uiron vi clxxxvi 186 The vilayne whiche slewe
his lorde vnder colour of byddyng or gestynge hym in his

howse <11603 T Cartwright Confut Rhem.N 1 (1618)

655 They so farre regarded the outward person that in

guesting certaine to tneir houses, they prefeired the wicked
rich unto the goodly poore 1605 Sylvestlr Du Bartas 11.

111 Abraham 1 Vocation 1148 Q Hosts, what know you,
whether When you suppose to feast men at your Table,
You guest God’s Angels in Men’s habit hid? 1839 Bailey
Festies xix (1848) 48/1 Every thought and atom of thy
being, Shall guest His glory 1884 J Parker Apost Life
III 236 The great, big soul that guests the angel of joy

1893 Vorksh Post a7 Sept 4/2 Many delegates will find

themselves guested by hospitable, good people

2 mtr. To be, or to become, a guest
j
to be

entertained
; to lodge, rare.

16x5 Chapman Odyss 1 627 Tell me, best of princes, who
he was That guested here so late? 1654 Z Coke Logeck
Ep Ded (1657) Avj b, Then shal the World venerate each
of you As a little Deity guesting 111 a body of flesh 1804
Southey Lett (1856) I 270, I shall be very glad to see

Rickman, with whom I shall guest

Hence *j* Gue sted ppl, a., frequented by guests

Also Gue ster, one who makes a guest of another

,

an entertainei, host (rare)

*577 Vallans Tale a Swannes in Lelands Itin (1739) V
p xi, This was done least that undecently They should
passe by the guested towne of Ware 1702 Loud Gas
No 3809/8 The George Inn at Leeds is to be Let, with very
good Stables, and very well Guested. 1890 Morris in

Eng Illustr Mag, July 765 My guester amongst the
foemen, my fellow farer and shipmate

Guest, obs pa t. and pple of Guess
tGuestan, a Obs rare-1

. I11 6 ghestan.
[? f Guest sb + -Atr ] ? Suitable for guests.

*555 W,Watreman Fardle Facions App 326 To take part
of suche ghestan commodities as God hath giuen ye, for the
time of yeie

Gue st-cha ruber. A room used for the

lodging or entertainment of a guest
15*6 Tindale Luke xxn xx Where is the gest chamber,

where I shall eate myne ester lambe wyth my dissciples ?

a 1656 Ussheu Ann an 4037 (1658) 835 He sends Peter and
John into the City, telling them that they should find
a guest chamber ready furnished by the good man of the
house 173a Ltpiard 'sethos II, vm 213, I will conduct
you to the guest-chamber, where you may repose yourself

1879 Farrar St, Paul(t883) 169 The guest chambers which
weie attached to Jewish synagogues.
fig 1686 Horneck Cruet/ Jesus xxii 63s How often

,

hath thy great Master attempted to enter into thy heart and
to make that his guest-chamber 1 >

Guesteu (ge’st’n). arch. Also 5 geston, 6

gestyn, 9 guestern. [Of uncertain ongm
;

it

may stand for Guesting vbl, sb. or for ME,

*gestene gen pi 0/ Gu est sb
, or it may represent

the stem of Gesten v ] attrib in guesten cham-
ber, guesten hall, = guest-chamber

,
-hail.

1488 IV ill ofKyrkeby (Somerset Ho ',The Geston Cham-
byrs 1502 Will of Moore (ibid ), Gestyn chambei 1838
Britton Diet Arch etc,, Guest-hall, Guestern hall, alaige
apartment annexed to amonastery destinedforthereception

of pilgrims, or visitors. 1864 King Cathedrals
,
Worcester

233 1 he Guesten Hall formed part of the deanery until 1842
X87Q Morris Earthly Par I 1 307 To this town or that we
took our way, Or in some abbey's guesten-chainbei lay
Guesten, later form of Gesten v. Obs
18x7 Scott Harold iv xiv, Whoever shall guesten these

chambers within

Guesthouse. [OE gust-hus= Dn gasthuis,
G gasthaus see Guest sb and House ]

f I An inn. Obs
cxooo Apollonius (1834) 18 Gan we secean ure gesthus.

a. 1100 Ags Voc in Wr -Wulcker 337/8 Hospitmm, jmsthus
c X200 Ormin 7040 Gode menness nerrtess . sinudenn patt
halljhe gessthus patt Crist iss borenn mne.
2 A house or apaitment for the reception or

entertainment of strangers or guests Also attrib.
cxooo Ags Gosp Mark mv 14 Hwar is mm gjst-hus

[Coverdale gest house, A V guest chamber] 1 c 1450 St
Cuthbert (Surtees) 2364 be thak of his gest house rygg
1633 T Stafford Pac Htb 11 xm (1810) 369 lhat had
bin in the Ghest-house amongst them. 1844 Lingard A nglo•

Sax Ch (1858) I vu 312 One day a Scot fiom Connaught
was received at the guest house. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par 1 . 1 309 Yet is it still the tale I then heard told Within
the guest-house of that minster-close. 1883 C J Wills
Mod Persia 357 Put up in the guest-house of the shrine

f b A hospital, a poorhonse. Obs.
16x7 Moryson Itin n 11 11. 171 At Corke we haue pro-

uided a guesthouse for them [the sicke and hurt men] 1641
Buome Jomall Crew iv 1 Wks 1873 III 413 He keeps a
Guest house for all Beggars, far ana neer

fig x6oo Hosp. Incur I'ooles 24 In obscuritie and holes,
in this darksome Guest-house of their madnes
Gue’Sting, vbl sb Obs. exc arch, and dial.

[f Guest v + -INGL] The action of the vb
Guest

, entertainment, lodging.
a X300 Flortz fy Bl 125 For his nijtes gestinge He 3af his

oste an bundled schillmge ax300 CursorM 11443 pai
toke pair gestmg m pe tun 14 Sir Beues 3173 (MS M )

All he bad to his gestynge 1329 More 6uppl Soulys
Wks 304 lhe gestmg of the best pore man and most
gracious gest that ever was gested in this worlde [Our Lord]
x6 . K. Arlhui $ K. Comvt xvit. m Child Ballads (1884)
I 284/2 Pray him for one ghestmg and two meales meate.
1846 Brockett Gloss <V. C. Words (ed 3), Guesting, an
hospitable welcome—a warm reception [Edd 1825 and
1829 have Guestnmg ] 1876 Morris Sigurd 1 37 It were
all too ill a deed In reward for the wood-wight’s guesting
to betray him in his need

t Gue'stive, a Obs. rare—1. [X Guest sb. +
-ive ] Pertaining to or suitable for guests.

x6xs Chapman Odyss xvi 88 If she shall take fit care,

For all such guests as there seek guestive fare.

Guestless (ge sties), a. [f Guest sb. + -less ]
Having no guests Sometimes as a translation of

Gr afevos, inhospitable.

1508 J Dickenson Greene ut Cone (1878) 138 More deafe
then are the wrack-rich Libique rocks, or the guestlesse

ship swalowing Sirtes, to the cries of dying marriners. 1806
W Taylor in Ann Rev. IV 266 The Black Sea has de-
servedly been named * the guestless the inhospitable 1883

J Payn Thicker than Water II xix. 20 The long table
stretched before the guestless chairman like a coffin

Guestliug 1 (ge stliij). Also 9 gestlmg
[App. connected -with Guest sb There is a place

named Guestlmg near Hastings] The name of

an assembly of representatives of the corporations

of the Cinque Ports, formerly held annually.

1629 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 749 The ancient assemblies

of brotherhood and guestlmg 1683 Addr fr. Cinque-
Ports in Loud Gas No 1857/2 The humble Address of the
Mayors, Bayhffs [etc ] of the Cinque-Ports Assembled at

a Brotherhood and Guestlmg holden at New Romeney
1771 Gentl Mag XLI 332 lo represent that Corporation
[Sandwich] at a general meeting of the Cinque Ports, two
antient towns, and their Members, called the Brotherhood
and Guestlmg x888 Burrows Cinque Ports 177-8 The
Guestlmg consisted of the Mayor (formerly the Bailiff), two
jurats, and two commoneis from each of the seven Corporate
Members of the Ports, to which in modern times was added
Deal When both sets of representatives were assembled
they were called a ‘Brotherhood and Guestlmg’ 1891 J.
SimSon Historic Thanet 30 The books recording the pro-

ceedings of the Brotherhoods and Guestlmgs of the Cinque
Ports are still extant

Guestliug 2 (ge’stlii)). [f. Guest sb. + -ling ]

A young guest,

1855 Bailey Mystic 141 The fay-queen Came forthright

to greet her crownfed spouse, ana royal guestlmg there.

1876 Motley Corr. 18 Aug II. 393 The dijnner dmatoire
was worthy of the imperial guestliug

t Gue’Stly, a. Obs In 7 ghestly. [f. Guest
sb + -ly1 ] Suitable for guests

,
hospitable

1636 N Wallington in Ann Dtibremia (1877) 31 A
Towne for Gods on Earth t' have lodged in, Hadst thou not
made it ghestly for so great a power

+ Gue’stred. Obs. In 6 gestred, [f. Guest
sb +- -red ] The position or standing of a guest.

1573 Twynne Mneid x, E e iv b, Tables which in gestred

wise He first approcht.

Gue*st-rope, gue’SS-rope. Also 7 gest-,

ghest-rope [The first element is of doubtful

form and origin
\

it has been referred to Guest sb.

(‘a rope to assist guests in coming on board’ j but

this suits sense 2 only) and to Guess sb (cf quot.

1862 s.v. Guess-wart).]
1 . A second rope, fastened to a boat m tow, to

keep it steady.

1623 J 1 avlor (Water P ) Praise Hemp-seed 10 The
boighrope, boatrope, guestrope [etc.] x6a6 Cait Smith
Acad Yng Sea-men 14 Tne boy rope, guest rope, the'-

cat rope [etc ] 1627— Seaman’s Gram vi 28 The Ghest
rope is added to the Boat rope when shee is towed at
the ships sterne, to keepe her from shearing 1644 Sir
H Manwayring Seaman's Diet s v Bluff, lhe Roape
by which it [a long boate] is towed at the Ships sterne, is

called the Boate roape, to which, to keepe the boate from
sheering, we adde an other, whitdj we call a Gest-i oape 17x1W Sutherland Shipbuilder's Assist 1x3 lhe Guess-rope,
which is also made fast to the Boat to keep her directly
in the Wake of the Ship 1769 Falconer Diet Marine
(1780), Hale a botd, the boat-rope, or guess-rope of a boat’s
moorings 1875 Kmght Diet Mali , Guest-rope, the rope
by which a boat is kept steady while in tow
2 . A stout lope slung outside a vessel fore and

aft, formerly also fastened to the end of a boom,
to give a hold for boats coming alongside.

1794 Rigging # Seamanship 1 . 172 Guest rope is fastened
to an eye-bolt m the ship’s side, and to the outer end of a
boom projecting from the ship’s side, by guys, to keep
the boats clear oft the sides 1848 G. Biddlecombe Art
Figging 27

Guestship (ge Stjip) [f. Guest sb. + -shit.]

The condition or position of being a guest.
x868 Gladstone Juv Munch vi (1869) 169 It was in every

way fit, then, that he [Euphetes] should continue to be
united by the ties of guestship with the lord of Elis 1886
Homilet Rev (U S ) May 440 In guestship with the poor

1893 Harpeds Mag LXXXVII, 104/1 Glorious dajs of
honoured guestship

[Guest-taker, in some Diets, erroneous form of

Gist-taker

Gue’stwise, j/l and adv. [f Guest sb 4 -WISE.]

fA In, on, a guesivtnse

:

as a guest. Obs.

1548 U all, etc Etasm Par Acts\11 1-5 Ouer broughte
he him in gestwyse and as a straunger X561-6 Child
Marriages 43 Was never at Hatton but for a night or two
m a year on gestwise 1563 Golding Ceesar (1565) 241
Famiharitye that had bene pnvatly betwene them, by 1 eason
of resortmge a guestwjse one to another 1641 Brome
Joviall Ciew iv 1 Wks 1873 III 413 As a Friend or

stranger, m Guest-wise, you are welcome to it

B. adv. After the manner of a guest or stranger.

1590 Shaks Mtds N. in. 11 171 My heart to her, but as

guest wise soioum’d, And now to Helen it is home return’d,

There to remame i6xo Holland Camden's Bnt 1 359
Being entertained guest-wise by Sir Walter Clifford. 1642
T Lechford Plain Dealing (1867) 119 He is a Sachem,
whose wife hath her cleane spoons 111 a chest, for 'orae chief

English men, when they come guest wise to the wigwam
<2x714 M Henry Wks. (ed Fullarton) II 722 If he will

please to come guestwise he shall be welcome

+ 11 Guetre. Obs [F gueire • see Gaiter sb l]

= GAIl’ERf5.1 1.

1760-72 tr Juan <5- Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I 195 We had
provided ourselves with guetres, and musdnto cloths X794
T Coxe View U S 121 Eight millions of pairs of boots,

shoes, half boots, guetres, slippers, clogs, and goloshes, are

annually consumed in or expoited from the United States

II Gueux (go ), sb. pi Hist Also 7-8 geuses, 8

gheus. [F gnettx, pi. ofgiieux ragamuffin, beggar.]

A name first given in contempt to the Protestant

nobles who opposed Margaret of Parma, Regent
of lhe Netherlands, and afterwards adopted by
various bodies of Dutch and Flemish partisans in

the wars with the Spaniards in the 16th c.

1624 Bedell Lett x 133 Yet these people were neither
Geuses nor Calmmsts 1665 Surv Aff Nether!

,
l hose

of Flandeis about Libei ty of Rehgion, earned on m
a most Tumultuous and Riotous manner, by a RabDle of

Geux or Beggars, as my Lord Barlement called them. 1706
in Phillips (ed Kersey) 1735 Bailey, Gheus, 1756 Nugent
Gr Tour I 155 Soon after the luater-gf/cux, or malcontents
under the earl of March, took possession of the Bnel

Guevarism (g*
1 variz’m). [f. Gtuvai a +• -ism ]

The fashion of liteiary style resulting from imita-

tion of the Spanish writer Ant de Guevara (1490-

1544). So Gne’vanst, a writer whose style is

characterized by Guevarism.
According to manymodern critics, Euphuism is essentially

a development of Guevarism
1883 S L Lee vciAthenseum 14 July 50/1 Most probably

this ‘ envoy ’ in praise of Guevarism was written by Sir

Francis Bryan Ibid 18 Aug 205/3 Mr Lee, as it seems
to me, has misrepiesented Dr Lauamaun’s views .. in his

attempt to show that he has been the first critic to appreciate

the true 1 die of the earlier English Guevarists in the develop-

ment of the Euphuistic style Ibid

,

My business was
rather with Lyly than with the history of Guevarism in

England

t Guff1
. Obs. [Cf Fr. dial, gofe, goffe, thick,

swollen, clumsy ] A chub. (See Chub 1.)

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's httpi ov, (1746) 274 Guffs

. are a kind ofjolt-headed Gudgeons.

Guff 2 (g»f). [Echoic Cf Norw. dial, gufs
puff of wind, gitffa to blow softly.]

1/A puff, whiff.

1825-80 Jamieson, Guff, a savour; generally used in rela-

tion to the sense of smelling, and to what is unpleasant

1864 R. Paul Let. in Mem. xvm (1872) 296 A guffof High-
land air from this very enjoyable place.

2 slang. 1 U.S, Empty talk, nonsense, ‘stuff*,

‘blather*.
x888 Scribner’s Mag- Aug 2x9/1, 1 tell you al) this talk

is guff, and it just comes down to the money. 1889 Sports



GUFFAW, 490 GUIDE.

man xg Jan (Farrnei), He can have the newspapers to him-

self, and with that windbag Mitchell fill them with guff and
nonsense 1897 Sat Rev 12 June 657/1 Histrionic guff

and bugaboo, instead of fine acting

Guff, variant ot Goff
Guffaw (gv[g ), sb. Ong Sc. Also 8 Sc.

gaffa(w, 9 guffaugli, Sc guffaa, guffa.’. [Echoic;

cf the related vb. and Gawf sb Sc ] A burst of

coarse laughter
,
a loud 01 boisterous laugh.

17*0 Ramsay Wealth 121 Syne circling wheels the flattei-

mg gafljiw. As well they may, he gars their beards wag a'

1728 — Fables, Caterpillar
<J-
Ant 128 lhe airy Ant syne

turn’d awa, And left him with a proud gaffa 18x6 Scott
Antiq xxxv, That silly fliskmahoy . has done naething
but laugh and greet, the skirl at the tail o' guffa', for twa
days successfully xBzr Blackiv Mag VIII 619 The fidg-

mg Prentices, their elbows claw, And speak their triumph
in a loud guffaa Ibid, X 572/2 Horse laughter, and loud
gaffaivs 1840 Barham Ingot Leg Ser 1 Spectre of Tapp

,

At the last he burst out into an absolute ‘guffaw’. 1865
Livingstone Zambesi xxiv. 503 It is no senseless loud
guffaw' 1887 Browning Parleytngs 1. With Bemaidde
Manduville iv 10 This friend—(Whose groan I hear, with
guflfaugh at the end Disposing of mock-melancholy) 1891
E W Gosse Gossip in Library xx 260 There was ageneral
guffaw of laughter

fig x8 D Jerrold in Smiles Self-Help xl (1859) 268,
The world will get tired of this eternal guffaw about all

things

Guffaw (gofgi
), v. Ong Sc Also Sc. 8-9

guffaw, 9 gaffaa [Echoic , cf the related sb

and Gawf v. .5V.] mtr. To laugh loudly or
boisterously ; to laugh coarsely or harshly
1721 Ramsay Petit to Whin-BnshClub 12 To bend wi* ye

ana spend wi’ ye An evening, and gaffaw 18x9W Iennant
Papistry Storm’d (1827) xg They Gaffawand smirkle 111 their
play. x8ax Carlyle Eat ly Lett. (1886) I 362, 1 have been
dining and gaffaamg with one Nichol, a Mathematical
Teacher here 1832-53 Vedder in Whistle-lmhie (Scot.
Songs.) Ser m 83 M’Rory guffaw'd like a laughing ‘hyenark
x86o Sala Lady Chesterf 31 How men grin and guffaw
behind her back. 1879 BrowningNed Bratts 254

4 It comes
of heat and beer 1 ’—hark how he guffaws plain 1

b. traits To say with a guffaw ; to express by
means of a guffaw.
1865 J. Hatton Bitter Sweets vm, Mat shrugged his

shoulders and guflawed his satisfaction 1893 Guntir Miss
Dividends 130 ‘Reckon he’s down on your card a few times
more ', he guffaws

Hence Guffaw lug vbl. sb. and ppl. a
,
Guffaw’-

‘

ingly adv
1822 BlackiO. Mag XII, 790 Sydney Smith has turned the

laugh against the Bishop most triumphantly and guffaw-
ingly 1826 J Wilson Nod. Antbr Wks 1855 I 47
Glorious guffawing all night and immeasurable murder all

day x8g4 Blackmore Perlycioss 425 You guffawing
jackanapes

Guffer (g» far) A Scotch name for the Vivi-
parous Blenny (Zoarces viviparus). Also guffer-eel
1684 SiBBALb Scot lllustr it in. 25 Mustela Vivipara

,

Hostratibus
,
the Guffer, quibusdarn Eelpout 17x0— Hist

Fife (1803) 121 Mustela vivipara Shonfeldi , our fisheis call
it the Guffer x8xo P Neill Fishes Firth ofForth,

etc. 8
(Jam.) Viviparous Blenny... Here this species sometimes
gets the name of Eelpout and Guffer. 1836 Yarrell Brit
Fishes I 243. 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal 357 Long
Line for catching Guffer eel (Zoarces viviparus).

GuflLn (g» fin), dial, and slang. A stupid,
clumsy person.
1862 Dial Leeds Gloss , Griffin, one who, from timidity,

commits gross blunders, and is awkward m movement, with
a spice of dulness to boot x866 Slfigh Derbysk Gloss in
Reliquary VI 160 Gnffin, a fool x88z Miss Braddon Mt
Royal III. i. 16 lhe little gufiin didn't notice which

Guffy (g» fi). A sailor’s name for a soldier.
1882 Clark Russell My Shtpttt. Louise I vii 147 There

amt an oncleanlier man than the guffy 1883 — Sailors'
Lang

, Guffy, a soldier

Guga(u, gugaw(e, gugay, obs.ff. Gewgaw
1659 Lady Alimony n n, B 4 What may that gaudy

gugayLadybe?
Guge, Gugement, obs. ff. Judge, Judgement
Gugelle • see Gazelle
Gugen, gugeoune, obs. forms of Gudgeon.
+ Gugg, v. Obs rare. Also gugge [? Ono-

matopoeic ; cf. Gag v 2
3.] traits To wound, gall.

1633 D. R(ocfrs] Treat Sacram 11 127, 3 cast arrowes
and darts into the flesh of the Lord Jesus, m sport * But
now they gugg me 1 1642 — Naaman 223 We doe but
gugge and tire most men with our preaching of selfe-
demall and faith Ibid 257 This error of thine will gugge
the to the quicke

Guggion, obs form of Gudgeon sb£ ,
Guggle (g» g’l), sb. [f. Guggle ®,i]

1. a. slang and dial The windpipe. J
1 b The

epiglottis Obs
1680 Tom <$• Will 36 in Roxb Ballads {1881) IV 200 Men

were to come Out of Utope, to cut and slice Protestant
Guggles all in a Trice x688 R. Holme Armoury 11 382/1
the Epiglottis, or after tongue ; it is called the Flap or
Guggle. 1896 Warwichsh. Gloss., Guggle, the windpipe,
trachea,

2 A guggling sound (see Guggle v l).

1821 Glare Vill Mmstr II 32 The guggles and groans
The water made passing the pebbles 1857 Livingstone
Trav. (1861) 120 We heard human like voices , with splash
and guggle, as if rare fun were going on z86o Russell

I- six The slow guggle of the natives’
hubble-bubbles breaks the lazy repose

,
(gfg’l), v.

1 Also rarely goggle.
[Echoic; cf. Gubgle v ]

] . intr To make a sound like that made by liquid

pouring from a small-necked bottle (Said chiefly

of persons, with reference to speech or laughter )

x6xx Cotgr , Glouglouter, to guggle, to sound like a nanow
mouthed pot, or strait neckt bottle, when it is emptied 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI lxvi 305 Something rose in

my throat which made me for a moment, guggle, as it were,
for speech 1848 Thackeray Van Pair xxvm, Dobbin
fell hack in the ciowd, crowing and sputtering until he
reached a safe distance, when he exploded with shrieks of
yelling laughter * Hwhat's that gawky guggling about ?

'

said Mrs. O'Dowd. x8g4 Hall Caine Manxman 27 Gug-
gling, chuckling, crowing, panting she danced on the flags

of the kitchen

2 To flowforth with a guggling sound Alsofig
1755 Gentl Mag XJtV 326 Nor much lov'd Languedoc,

that guggles forth From mouth of long neck'd bottle 1885
A Munko Siren Casket 241 ‘Browst ' as keen as e’er Had
guggled from a cask 1885 Planch Exam 22 July 5/2 'i he
moment a deputation addresses him on any topic out flies

the cork and his sympathies goggle forth

3. trans. To bring ufi or pour forth with a
guggling sound lit and fig.
1731 MoRTiMERinPAi/ Inins XXXVII i72Wepouied

a little Milk into his Throat, which at first he could not
swallow, but guggled it up again 1831 Fraser’s Mag IV
163 On he labours whooping and gasping .

guggling
forth an excellent speech all the time.

Guggle (g® g’l), v.1 Obs. exc dial. [? Sug-
gested by Gull and Juggle.] trans. To deceive,

cheat.

16x7 S Collins Def Bp Elie 1 107 Amcetus, a pretie
name too, to guggle Baronins, yet resisted by Polycarpus,
1847 Halliwell, Guggle, (2) io gull, or cheat North
Gugglet see GogletI
Guggling (gzrg’liq), vbl. sb. [f. Guggle z>.i +

-ingCI The action of the vb Guggle 1

1668 Wilkins Real Char, u ix § 4 244 1765 Treat
Dom Pigeons 133 Not unlike the guggling of a bottle of
water, when poured out 1827 H or Smith Tor Hill (1838)
I 6 The calm guggling and poppling of the waves as they
were parted by the piles. 1854 Thackeray Newcomcs I

120 Guggling of wine into the decanter

Gu'ggling, ppl. a. [f Guggle v*+ -ing 2
]

That guggles, in the senses of the verb
1764 Nat Hist, in Ann Reg 99/2 The ivatei making a

guggling noise 1819 Blackw Mag IV 728 From his gob
the guggling claret gush’d. 1831 Lardner Pneumat iv

277 The peculiar guggling noise which is produced in de-
canting wine 1837 Carlyle Ft Rev II iv iv, Till all

France is ruffled,—roughened up (metaphorically speaking)
into one enormous red guggling T urkey Cock 1

Gugion, obs. form ot Gudgeon sb 2

Guglet : see GogletI.

II Guglio (git 'lye) PI gUgllO(e)s Also 7
guglia, gulio. [It, gugha, aphetic var. aguglia
needle.] An obelisk, * needle .

1644 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov, A vast broaken gulio, or
obehstj *670 Lassels Voy. Italy II 27 In the midst of
this Piazza stands the famous Guglia , which was brought
out of ASgypt in the time of the old Romans 1722 J
Richardson Statues, etc Italy 108 Upon this Rock on a
Pedestal of near 17 Foot is put the Guglio, which is almost
60 Foot high, bn which is a Cross. X740 Lady Pomi-rtt
Lett I xlvm 205 Public ornaments—such as pillars, gug
hos, horsemen m brass. Ibid, II 96 Two guglioes.

II Guhr (gin'). Mm. See also Gub. [Ger
dial. ; lit, * ferment related to gahren to ferment
see Yeast.] A loose earthy deposit from water
found in the cavities of locks
[1686, 1753 see Gur ] 1770 Engestrom tr Cronstedt's

Mineral xiv 23 Gypseous Earth properly so called, Guhr
1839 Ure Diet Arts 185 Guhr, lac-lunse, and fossil meal
1832 Th Ross tr Humboldts Trav, I 11 78 note. The
siliceous gurh [sic] of the volcanoes of the Isle of France.
Guiac, -an, -ol, -um see Guajac, etc.

Guib (gwib). Also 8 guiba. The harnessed
antelope of West Africa, Tragelaphus senptus
1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist III m 81 The third that may

be mentioned, he [Buffon] calls the Guiba It resem-
bles the gazelles in every particular, except in the colour
of the belly, which is of a deep brown 1834 Penny Cycl.H 78/2 The Guib (Antilope scripta, Pallas) has the same
general characters of the boshbok (In recent Diets

)

G-uibeline, variant of Ghibelline.
Guid, Sc form of Good.
Guidable (gardab’l), a. [f Guide v. + -able.]

Capable of being guided
1676 Sprat Serin, bef. King (1677) 11 All the true fol-

lowers of Christ should endeavour to obtain a submissive
and guidable spirit 1689 Hickeringii l Ceremony-Monger
Wks 1716 II. 502 The Flock are not guideable by such
a Novice 1737 Bracken Famery Impr (1757) II 132
This Sort may be tamed, and made guidable 1815 Jane
Austen Emma in ix, An easy, guidable man, to be
persuaded into anything 1836 L Hunt m New Monthly
"fag XLVIII 60 Balloons shall be equally safe and guid*
able, 387a Bagehot Physics $ Pol (1876) 210 lhe com-
paratively gentle and guidable thing which we now calL
human nature.

Guidage (gaidedg). Also 5 gwydage. [a
OF. guidage In sense 2

,
f. Guide v +-age ]

+ 1. Old Law A fee or tax paid for guidance
(see quots ) Obs
c 1440 Jacob's, Well 29 To paye toll panage or gwydage,

for swyche godys as are nojt led to leyres & markettes,
be cause of marchaundise 1607 Cowell Interpr Guydage
is that which is given for safe conduct through a strange
temtone. x8oo W. Chapman Wtthaw $ Welland 32 The
proprietor of the Inn ..claimed an exclusive' privilege of
guidage over the Wash

2 . The action of guiding, guidance rare'~A
X805 Southey Madoc 11 x. Bedew Mexitli’s altar with

your blood, And go beneath his guidage
Guidame, Sc. var. Good-dame, grandmother.
1596 Dalrympli. ti Leslie's Hist Scot x 456 The Quene

had maid residence with her Guidame Dutches of Guise
Guidance (gsi dans) [f. Guide v + -ance

]
1 . The action of guiding; guiding or directing

agency ; leadership, direction

a with refeience to a journey or movement.
1590 Spenser F Q in iv 6 So forth she rode Following

the guydance of her blinded guest 1788 Gibbon Decl <$ P
1 (1846) V. 17 They steered by the guidance of the stars
1835 Ure Philos Mannf 2ig Mounting the heckles, and
carrying them along the chamway by the guidance of
parallel bar-, i860 Tyndall Glac 1 xi 74 We trusted to
our own muscles to make good any mistake in the way of
guidance 1870 Bryant Iliad I vi 199 At Lycia he arrived
Under the favoring guidance of the gods.

fig 1725 Porr Odyss vm 423 Wisdom’s sacied guidance
he pursues 1871 Morlly Voltaire (1886) xi It was time
to trust firmly to the free undeistanding of men for guid-
ance in the voyage after truth

b with reference to conduct or procedure
1538 Bale Tine Lawes 50 For gydaunce of mankynde

1672 T Duning m Essex Papers (Camden) I 39 Yr Excel-
lenc whose influenc we must have to sho, and imploring
the guidanc and blessing of God on yrs 1775 Burki Coir
(1844) II 72 God and nature never made them to think or
to act without guidance and direction 1804 W Tennant
Ind Recreat, (ed. 2) I 331 Whose elevated rank gave
him in a great measuie the guidance of fashion 1849
Macaulay Hist Eng vi II 3 Instructions for the guid-
ance of his son. 1858 Froude Hist Eng III xvii 496 An
English sovereign could know no guidance but the existing
law 1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr iv (1866) 55 Angels.,
ministering unseen, where they may, m warnings and secret
guidances 1874 Green Short Hist vii § 4 375 The
Huguenots had become a formidable party under the
guidance of the Admiral Coligny
2 a\vasi-concr. Something which guides or

leads.
17x2 J. James tr Le Blonds Gardening40 Walks are as

so many Guidances and Means to conduct us throughout a
Garden 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 304 The Writer of a
Book wanders like a wild Ishmaelite, in a world of which
he is as the spiritual light, either the guidance or the mis-
guidance 1 1899 Expositor Nov. 405 We have a great
picture of His attitude towards the other religions of the
world and therein a guidance for ourselves

t Gui’dant. Obs. rare. Also 5 gydant. [f.

Guide v + -ant ]
a. One who guides. Tb. Guidance, giudmg.

1495 Act xx Hen. VII, c 64 Preamble, The same persones
were adherentis assistencis gydantis x6gt Wood Atk

Ox011 II 557 To persue a success in villany and rebellion
was to follow the guidant of providential dispensations.

Guide (gaid)
,
sb Forms’ 4-6 gyde, guydo,

5-6 gide, (5 gydde), 6 gyd, Sc. gyid, gwyd(e,
(gwide), 7 guid, 6- guide, [a F. guide, ong.
fern

,
now masc (exc in the pi guides reins), an

altered form (first recorded in 14th c.) of the earlier

OF gme (see Guy sb ') = Pr,, It. guida, Sp., Pg
gma-—Com Rom *gmda, vbl. noun f. guidare see

Guy v 1 The d of the Fr. word is due to the influ-

ence of Pr. or It forms.]

I. One who guides.

1. One who leads or shows the way, esp to a
traveller in a strange country; spec, one who is'

lured to conduct a traveller or tounst (e g. over

a mountain, through a forest, or over a city or

building) and to point out objects of mteiest.
1362 Langl P. PI A vii x This weore a wikked wei

bote hose hedde a gyde, That mihte folwen us vch a fote

forte that we come there X377 Ibid B xv 428 Hem
that the heigh weje shulde teche, And be gyde, and go
bifore as a good baneoure c 1425 Eng Conq Irel 84
The lyddei gyddes that hym shold lode, slowe hy[m] 1463
Mann $ Househ Evp (Roxb) 227 Item, ffor a gyde
ovyr the Wayssche the sayd day, ij d 1535 Coverdale
Acts 1 x6 Iudas which was a gyde of them that toke Iesus

1585 T Washington tr Nu/wlay’s Voy iv x 122 He
which is the guide goeth before mounted on a cammel
1644 Milton Educ, Wks 1738 I 140 To ride out in com-
panies with prudent and staid guides to all'the quarters of
the Land 1766 Goldsm Vic W m, As the floods were
not jet subsided, we were obliged to hue a guide, who
trotted on before 1791 Mrs Radclifte Rom Forest, 1,

La Motte wished at first to take a guide 1806 Feltham
Guide Watering Places 27 A Guide shall not demand more
than xs for each time of bathing 1838 Murray's Hand-
Ik N Germ 192 A driver .who will serve as a guide, and
be able to give some information about the inns and country
through which he has to pass, i860 Tyndall Glac 1. 111.

23, I sought to obtain a guide at Kaltebrunnen.
b. transf and fig.

1399 Davies Nosce teipsum 42 Here are they [jc eyes]

guides, which do the Body Ieade
,
Which else would stumble

in eternajl night 1667 MiltonP L xii 647 The Woild was
all before them . and Providence thir guide 1795-1814
Wordsw. Excursion v 741 My feet and hands at length

became Guides better than mine eyes.

+ c A director or wielder (of a weapon). Obs.

c 1381' Chaucer Pari Foules 136 Thorw me men gon .

Onto the mortal strokis of the spere Of whiche disdayn &
daunger is the gyde
fa One who controls the movements of an

animal or a flock
; a driver, keeper. Obs. rare.

1687 A Lovell tr. Tkevenot's Trav tit. 22 Each Elephant
had ms Guide sitting upon his Neck- 1697 Dryden Vtrg.

Georg, iv 780 Bulls . . Which on Lycaeus graze without a
Guide,



GUIDE. 491 GUIDE.

2 Mil. One employed or forced to accompany

an invading army, m order to show the way, give

information about the enemy’s country, position, etc

c 1540 Order in Battayll B 7 He muste haue guydes that

knowe the countrye. 1802 C James Mill/ Diet ,
Guides,

are generally the country people in the neighbourhood

where the aimy encamps they are to give you intelligence

concerning the country [etc ]

b pi In certain armies, men formed into com-

,
,pames for guiding or reconnoitring seivice. (See

quots )

1802 James Miht Did s v
t
Coips des guides, The coips

of guides This body was originally foimed in France 111

the year 1756 1820 Rankcn Hist France VIII vn 408

'the captain general of his majesty’s guides 1876 Voyi 1: &
Stevenson Miht Did (ed. 3) 173 In the Indian army the

name of ‘ Guides ' is given to a regiment of cavalry and

nifanti y attached to the Punjab frontier foice It was

raised by the late Sir Heniy Lawrence, chiefly with the

view to the men acting as scouts 189a R. Kipling East

fy West 9 in Barrack r Ballads (ed 2) 76 Then up and

spoke the Colonel’s son that led a troop of the Guides

c. One of the two officers of a company, called

respectively the right and left guide

,

who super-

intend the movements of the company, and mark

the pivots, formations, etc in military evolutions

Also a vessel by the movements ofwhich the others

are guided m the manoenvies of a fleet.

1870 FitId Exerc Infantry 11 vi 59 The commandei of

the company will be termed ‘the captain', the senior sub-

altern, * the right guide’, and the junior subaltern ' the left

guide’ Ibid. 68 On the word Advance, the guide will

select points to march en. 1809 Daily News 21 July 10/3

The meaning of the term ‘Guide of the Fleet’ will now
be apparent The Europa is the only vessel which has

nothing to do except go straight ahead on the course set by

the Admiral, all the others depending upon her

3 . One who directs a person in his ways or

conduct ; an adviser
; + a ruler, leader, governor

c 1385 Chaucer L. &. JV Prol 94 Be ye my gyde and
lady souereyne cx400 Destr. Troy 4053 Agamynon the

grpt, was gide of hom all, Leder of Jx> lordis c 1430 Merlin

524 Now God be his gide for his grete pite. 15*6 Pilgr.

Petf (W de W 1531) 2 Seynge theholy lyfe and examples

of vertue m theyr gydes or leaders. 1594 Hookfr heel

Pol 1 111. § 4 Who the guide of nature, but only the God of

nature ? 1597 Ibid, v lxxvm § 1 They subject to the prin-

cipal guides and leaders of their own order, and they all in

obedience under the high priest 1696 Phillips, Guide,

a director of Youth ljxx Shattesb. Charac (1733) I in.

169 He could be enobled to become our Adviser and Guide

1769 Robertson Chas. V, vl Wks. 1813 VI no They were

the spiritual guides of almost every person eminent for rank

or power 1806 Feltham Guide Watering Places 24 Per-

sons of delicate constitutions are frequently recommended
by their medical guides to use the bath in the evening

1839 Tennyson Vivien 879 The course of life that seem’d

_ so flowery to me With you for guide and master,

b. t/ansf of things.

14 That Pes may Stond in Tmdale's Vis (1843) 153

Wolde we be trwe And lett no falsdom be owre gyde 1641

Milton Anunadv iv. Wks (1847) 63/1 Open youi eyes to

the light of grace, a better guide than Natuie 1683 Pettus

Fleta Mm 1 (1686) Ded , I make my publick Acknow-

ledgements that it may be a Guid to other mens Content-

ments 1736 Bltlcr Anal Introd., Wks 1874 1. 3 To us,

probability is the veiy guide of life. 1736 C Lulas Ess

Waters III 271 Let experiments then and facts he our

uides. *842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 95 They were

angerous guides, the feelings. x88o Glenny Year's Woik

in Garden vm 208 Our selection may be looked upon as a

trustworthy guide. 1884 A R Pennington Wiclifix 286

Scripture is our guide even in matters of ecclesiastical usage.

4. In the titles of books . a A book of instruc-

tion or information for begtnners or novices (m an

art, etc

)

1617 Minsheu Ductor (title p ), The Gvide Into Tongves

1660 F Brooke tr Le Blanc’s Trav aiv, Mr Thomas
Coopers Art of Giving, or a Guide to Chanty, in Octavo

1667 R H (title) The Guide in Controversies. 1780 New-

gate Cal V. 146 note, One little pamphlet, called The
Lover’s New Guide ' 1879 Mrs A E James Ind.Househ,

Managem 54 ,

1

should advise a 1 David’s Household and

Commercial Guide

b. A book of information on places or objects

of interest in a locality, city, building, etc.; a guide-

book.

1759 (title) The New Oxford Guide, or, Companion
through the University 1766 [AnsteyI (title) The New
Bath Guide 1781 (title) The Cheltenham Guide or, use-

ful companion, in a journey to the Cheltenham Spa 1824

Byron Juan xvt. 1
,
Once she was seen reading the ‘Bath

Guide* 1833 L. Ritchie Wand by Lone 183 On entering

a great city, a stranger usually [visits] the booksellers' shops,

in search of some descriptive guide, which may assist him in

exploring.

fig x88a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I vi 147 He was
a walking guide, a living hand-book to fashionable London.

II Something that guides.

6 . gen
X700 S L tr. Fryhe's Voy E Ind 19 The directions they

gave from the Shore, wqs a great guide to those poor people

who were still m the Sea 1711 Perry Daggenh Breach 51

Any sort of Timber work cannot bed close, and must be

a guide to Leakage 1749 F Smith Voy Disc II 322

Concealing the true Reason that they [Charts] might be no

Guides to others
,

6. Mechanics. Something which serves to steady or

direct the motion of a thing, and upon, through, or

against which it moves, slides, or is conducted in the

required direction
;
esp a bar, rod, etc. which guides

or ‘ bears ' machinery having reciprocating motion ;

often in pi
;

spec w the Steam engine, the rods

on which the cross-head of the piston slides
; also

called cross-head guides (see Cuoss-head sb 1);
m Mining

,

the bars or rails which guide the cage
tip and down the shaft Also (see quot 1844)
1763-6 W Lewis Comm Phil Techn 57 [Wne-drawing ]

Directed by means of a small conical hole in a piece of iron,
called a guide 1823 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 427
Eachsptnnei splices his thread, and throws it on the nearest
guide, to keep it out of the way, and to conduct it to the
winding-machine 1839 Ure Did Arts 500 If flax be
passed into the machine .. through a guide and be con-
ducted [etc ] 1844 W Barnes Poems Dorset Dial Gloss

,

Guides of a waggon, felly-pieces or .ires of circles fastened
on the fore axle as a bearing for the bed of the waggon
when it locks 1846 Holtzapftel Turning II 597

'1 here
is a guide to prevent the lateral displacement of the edges
i860 R B Smyth Gold/ Victoria 612 The distance between
each couple of guides is just sufficient to admit of a cage
working up ana down between them 1879 Thomson &
Tait Nat Phil I 1 § 424 The nut, if pi evented by fixed

guides from rotating, will move in the direction of the
common axis x88x Raymond Mining Gloss , Guides, the
holes in a crossbeam through which the stems of the stamps
in a stamp-mill rise and fall 1894 Outing (U S ) XXIV,
227/1 A useful rod for fly-fishing , may be equipped with
either rings and keepers or standing guides 1896 R
Kipling 'seven Seas 43 The rod’s return whmgs glimmerin'
through the guides.

b. Something which guides a tool or the wotIc

operated upon
j
spec

,
in Oval-turning (see quots.

1080, 1877); m Iron-rolling (see quot. 18S1), 111

Surgery, a director
;
in Bonng (see quot 1883)

x68o Moxon Mech Exerc xiv 236 For then as the

Treddle-Wheel carries the Axis about, the Guide being
firmly fastned upon the Axis, comes also about , and having
the Groove of the Guide-pulley set against the outer edge
of the Guide, as the small Diameter of the Guide comes
to the Guide-pulley, the small Diameter of the Work is

Formed
, and as the great Diameter of the Guide comes to

the Guide pulley, the great Diameter of the Work is

formed x8xa-x6 J Smith Panorama Set $ Art I 72 At
the end of the mandrel .. there is a screw the thread of

which is like that intended to be made Upon this screw,

called the guide, is fitted a piece of wood. 2839 Ure Diet.

Arts 860 A ledge or guide to conduct the metal and to

regulate the breadth of the piece to be cut off 1874
Thearle Naval Archil 354 A guide being placed upon
the drill 1877 Knight Did Mech 1984/1 If an oval or

elliptical pattern be requued, it may be obtained by means
of an eccentric guide or ring of brass fastened to the puppet
of the lathe x88x Raymond Mining Gloss

,
In a rolling-

mill a guide is a wedge shaped piece held in the groove of

a roll to pi event the sticking of the bar by peeling it

out of the groove 1883 Gresley Gloss Coal-mining, a

boring-rod having an enlargement or wings fitted to it to

suit the size of the borehole for steadying the rods when
a considerable depth has been attained 1892 Powell
Southward's Prad Print. 426 Setting the Guides .Having
ascertained these places, and marked them with a pencil,

affix guides (which serve the place of the pins in the tympan
of the hand press) These, are also called ‘gauges' and
‘lay marks-’ 2898 P Manson Trop Diseases xxiu. 372
These tubes he introduces by means of a special guide.

7 Something which marks a position or serves to

guide the eye.

1875 Southward Diet Typogr
,
Guide, a piece of heavy

rule or lead, balanced by a light cord and a quotation, laid

upon the copy to assist the compositor 111 keeping the

connexion. 1873 Knicht Did. Mech ,
Guide, a pile driven

to mark a site

8 Mus. =DUX 2.

1753 Chambers Cycl Supp
,
Gmda

,
in the Italian music,

the guide, or leading voice or instrument, in fugues. 1846

Buchanan Technol Did., Guide in music, the leading part

in a canon or fugue.

9 Mining. A cross-course or -vein.

1874 J H. Collins Metal Mining 27 In St. Just, the

cross veins are known as trawns, or guides

10 dial. A smew or tendon. (Cf. Guides 5

)

x88x in Leicestersh Gloss 1893 Northumbld Gloss s. v

,

‘The guide's off'—that is, the tendon is dislocated

HI. 11, The action of the vb Guide, in various

senses, direction; conduct; guidance. Now rate.

1500-zo Dunbar Poems Ixxi. 37 Of gyd and gouirnance

we ar all solitair. 1370 Satir Poems Reform x. 288 My
Lords the Duke and Hereis baith. Wer put in waird

Quhair thay are zit And will be quhill sum men get ye

gyde 1602-3 Sir E Stanhofe Will in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) II 672,

1

comende this Famous Colledge

to the guide and govemement of the most holie and

Blessed Trinitie. 1607 Shaks Timon 1 i. 232 Pray enter-

tame them, giue them guide to vs. 16x5 Chapman Odyss

xvii 273 A man renown’d For guard of goats, which now
he had 111 guide. 1649 JER Taylor Gt Exenip. Disc. vu.

§ 3 Whether we come , by the guide of an angel or the

conduct of Moses. 1837-8 Sears A than, vu 64 Under the

guide of these principles .. the Bible pneumatology stands

before us clear X887 *5’' CJiesh Gloss . Guide, guidance.

‘ That mon dunna sem to have much guide on his boss
’

IV. altnb and Comb.

12. Simple attnb., as f guide-text
;
chiefly m the

names of technical appliances and parts of ma-

chinery (see senses 6, 7), as guide-bar
,
-blade,

-chain, -curve, -eye, -iron, -ledge, -line, -piece, -pile,

-pin, -plate, -rail
\

-ring, -rod, -roller, -stick,

-timbers, -wire.

1839 Ure Did Arts 846 Small upright “guide bars or

rods for one of the corves. x86oW Cullen Constv Tuv*

hue 8 By means of curved “guide blades the quantity

and direction of water are regulated and guided into the

radiating passages of the wheel 1863 I T F. Turner

Slate Quarries 8 Chains..which .as they guide the course

of the Toads, are termed “guide-chains 1833 Glxxh Power

Water 43 The pressure of the water is directed by the

vanes or “guide curves of the upper wheel into the buckets 1

of the lower one. r839 Urd Did Aits 1240 The yam
finally proceeds obliquely downwards . after traversing

the “guide-eye 1888 Lockwood's Diet Mech Eugm,
*Gmde Iron

, a piece of iron rod, .. which being put to

the contour of a curved pattern pipe, becomes a guide by
which the core maker strickles up its core without requir-

ing a core box 1839 Ure Did Arts 922 The oblong

brush with “guide ledges is dipped into them [long,

narrow colour-pans] across the whole of the parallel row at

once x88x Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 375 It

is better in making any saw cut of considerable length, to

maik the “guide-line on its surface with the line and reel

S Ure Did Arts 1293 The “guide pieces connected

the axlettees 1791 R Mylne and Rep Thames 4
Isis 11 At the upper End of it [the Pen], four “Guide Piles

are wanting 1825 J Nicholson Operat Mechanic 428

The “guide pins are driven into the beam, 1839 Ure
Did Arts 922 Paper-hangings —Printing Each block

carries small pm points fixed at its corners to guide the

workman in the insertion of the figure exactly m its place.

An expert hand places these guide pins so that their marks
are covered by the impression of the next block x888

Lockwood's Did Mech, Engm , Ramps, or *Guide Plates,

. clip the 1 ails, and are piov ided with flat helical extensions

against which the wagon wheels slide up to the rail 1889

G Findlay Eng Railway 104 Cross pieces connecting the

axle box guide plates 1839 Ure Did Arts 501 The heckle

bars are . . supported at their ends by fixed horizontal

“guide rails, on which they slide. x88a Ogilvie, Guide-rail,

in railways
,

an additional rail placed midwaybetween thetwo

ordinary rails of the track, and employed in connection with

devices on the engine or carriages to keep a train from

leaving the track in curves, crossings, or steep gradients

1883 tentiny Mag July 378/1 He rove the line through

the “guide rings [of a fishing-rod] 1839 Ure Did Arts

1287 These should slide freely on their “guide-rods i860

All Year Round No 35 103 Baskets that would rarely be

dangerous if they were caged and supplied with proper

guide rods t88o hncycl Brit XI. 423 The ‘Hercules'

[hammer], a ponderous mass of iron attached to a vertical

guide rod. 1839 Ure Did Arts 221 It [the endless felt]

is led over a ’‘guide roller 1739 Pullein in PM Trans
LI 22 To change the position of the silk thread, that it

might not always fall on the same part of the reel, the

“guidestick was introduced 1641 J. Jackson True Evaug
T 11. 140 According to the two former “guid-texts of

2 Tim. 3 16, St Rom. 13 4 1882 Rep to Ho Rtpr Free.

Met U S. 391 The frame of the cage has clips which ex-

tend upon each side of the “guide timbers. 1825 J Nichoi-

son Operat Mechanic 399 “Guide wires for the threads to

pass over

13. Special comb.; guide-bloqk, a ‘block’ or

piece of metal which slides between or upon guides

or guide-bars
;
guide-board, a board erected at a

fork in a road,for the direction of travellers
;
guide-

feathera Cock-feather {Cent.Did ) ,
guide-law,

-null (see quots ) ;
guide-pulley (a) Oval-turning,

a pulley by means ofwhich motion is communicated

to the guide (sense 6 b); (p) a pulley over which

a band or cord is passed, where its course is altered

or where it needs suppoit ;
guide rope, f («) =

Guy sb 1 2 ; (5) a small rope attached to an object to

be raised or lowered by a crane ot pulley, in order

to guide it; guide-screw, a screw-thiead in a

screw-cnlting lathe which regulates the thread of

the screw being cut ;
guide seam Coal-mimng (see

quot.) ;
guide stone, a stone set up by the way-

side to direct travellers; guide-tackle, a rope

secured to the top of a pole, etc ,
to steady it

;

guideway, a groove, track, or ‘way’ along which

a thing1
is moved or run in the required direction.

1871 Colburn Locomotive Engin. v 128/3A pair of“guide

blocks. x88x Greener Gun 127 The breech-piece is fur-

nished with a guide-block on its upper surface, which

works between the two lips of the shoe. 187a Plumer
Short Serin. 38 The guide went a little way to the one

side and there he found one of the “guide-boards, which

were in the shape of a cross. 1893 Century Mag Aug
561/2 He came to a fork in the road where there was no

guide-board. 1603 Verstegan Dec. Intell. v (1628) 157

There remames yet a tole called “Guid-law, which is paid

for cattell at Bowdumbar, a Gate of the City so called,

and was first granted for the payment of guides 1802

Labour Commission Gloss s v. Mills, *Giiide mills, tne

millsm which is finished small merchant iron. 1680 “Guide-

pulley [see 6 b] x8as J. Nicholson Operat Mechanic 428

One of the guide puliies for the endless rope. 13.. £ E
A Hit P C. 105 Gederen to be “gyde ropes, be grete clob falles

X7Z9 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans XXXvT 195 A small

Rope, call’d the Guide-Rope, is fasten’d to theWeight x8xa-

16 j. Smith Panorama. Set. $ Art I 73A concave screw in

the end of the mandrel, to which any variety of convex or

“guide screws may then be alternately attached 1863

Smiles Indust Biog. 240 He made a turning-lathe with a

sliding mandrill, and guide-screws, for cutting screws,

furnished also with the means for correcting guide-screws.

1867W W Smyth Coal 4 Coalmining 79 There are here

no less than 117 seams of coal They are now recognised

and mapped over the entire district by the aid of three or

four “guide-seams of special character and peisistence 1762

J Hall Stevenson Crazy Tales 41 Guides as blind as a
“guide-stone x665 J, Webb tone-Heng (1725) 214 A Pair

ofShears havmg “Guide-Tackles, Blocks and Shivers. 1890

W J Gordon Foundry xxx Thence it passes on to a

“guideway in the floor, which riftis it off on to a measnr-

mg-stage 1887 Set Anter, 9 July 18/2 The.tool carnage .

is adapted to slide on guideways on the main frame [of an

automatic wood-turning lathe)

Guide (gsid),?/. Forms *. 4-5 gide, 4-0 gyd(e,

(6 gid), 5-6 guyde, 4, 6- guide, [a. F. guide-r

(recorded from 14th c ), an altered form (influenced

by Pr. guidar or It. gtddare) of the older guur,

whence Guy vf Cf. pree. sb.]

1. irons. To act as guide to
;
to go with or before



GUIDE. GUIDER.

for the purpose of leading the way • said of persons,

of God, Providence, and of impersonal agents,

such as stars, light, etc. Also to guide the way
(cf. lead).

£1374 Chaucer Troyhts n 1055 What raanei wyndes
gydeth yow now here Ibid v 322 And god Mercurye of

me now woful wrecche, The soulegide. c 1386 — Clerk's T
776 He on his wy is goon In riche array this mayden for

to gyde. a 1400-50 Alexander 5387 Nowe aires furth oure
conquirour & candoile him gidis c 1440 Generydes 116

And to this place he gidyd yow the weye 1483 Mann. <5

Househ Evp (Roxb ) 227 Item, govyn to Thomas Barkeie

ys brothyr, for gjdyng the weye, ny", 150a m LcL Treas
Acc hcotl (1900) II 131 Item, to the mail that gydit the

King quhen he passit to Dunbertane, tj* i53S Coverdalc
Luke 1 79 1 hat he might geue light to gyde oure fete in

to the waje of peace 1598 Shaks Merry IF v v 83 And
twenty glow-wormes shall our Lanthornes bee To guide
our Measure round about the Tree. 1610 — Temp v. 1

105 Some heauenly power guide vs Out of this fearefull

Country 1613 PurchaS Pilgrimage (1614) 723 The gold
in stone will runne as small as a pm or thread, and meeting
with a hollow place, filleth it, and so guideth the Miner by
thicke and thinne 1661 Boyle Style ofSo ipt (1675)20
1 he known rocks and shelves do as well guide the sea men
as the pole star. 1735 Pope Odyss x 59^ How shall I tread

The dark descent, and who shall guide the way? 1794
Mrs Radcliffe Myst. Udotpho 1, Till moon-light steals

down .and chequers all the ground, and guides them to the
bower. 1820 Shflley Cloud 22 Over earth and ocean, with
gentle motion This pilot is guiding me i860 Tyndall
lilac. 1 xviu 122 The slopes and precipices, which were
to guide us. 1868 Gfo Eliot Sp Gipsy iv 228 The stars

will guide us back. 1870 Bryant Iliad I 1. 5 He Had

of Gannes, that full wele cowde hem guyde 1514 Barclay
Cyt Uplondyshm (Percy Soc ) 12 Unto the thyrde he

gave such dygnyte, To guyde an army 154® Hai l Clu on ,

Edm IF (an 22) (1550) 54 b, The lefte wyng was guyded
by the lorde Fitz Hevve

4 b. To lead and tend (a flock) Ohs.

1551 Crowley Pitas <$• Pain 317 You that woulde nedis

take in hande To guyde mv flocke, as shepheardis shouide.

Only to possesse rent and land 1611 Bibll Ps Ixxvin 52

[He] guided them in the wildernesse like a flocke 1615

Festry Bks (Surtees) 68 The stock of sheepe to be fedd

and guided wintei and sommer
4 To conduct the affans of (a household, state,

etc )

1390 Gower Con/ III 183 Ihe people for to guide and
lede. Which is the charge of his kinghede 1535 Coverdalc
1 Tim v 14,1 wil thei fore that the yongei wemen mary,
beare children, gyde the house 1540-41 Elyot Image Gov

7 Moyses was by almightie God chosen to guyde and 1 ule

his people 1662 Bk Com Pi ayer, Pr /or all Conditions

of Men, We pray for the good estate of the Catholick

Chuich. that it may he so guided and governed by thy

good Spirit that [etc ] 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met xv Pythag
Philos 1 A king is sought to guide the glowing State

to. To manage (money or other property, a pro-

cess, an affair) . Also absol. Now Sc.

1465 Marg. Paston in P Lett No 529 II 241 lie is

ryght llle plesyd that the mater was so gydyt 1500-30

Dunbar Poems xix 28 Evill he gydes 3one man trewlie,

Lo 1 be his claithis it may be sene 1514 Extracts Aberd
Reg (1844) I 92 1 0 be masteris of thar artalery, and to gid

ana keipe thar powder and wayr quartern 1536 SicrLTON

MagnyJ 1466 Fora memory, Make indentures Tiowe ye and
I snal evde 1*20 More Dvalojre 1 Wks 151/2 Whichwill guide us back. 1870 Bryant Iliad I 1.5 He Had j ,£al gyde lg2g More hyaloge 1 Wks 151/2 Which

guided Iliumward the ships of Greece. 1894 J T. Fowler affeccion whoso happeth to hauegeuen him, is very foitunate,
Adamnan Introd 28 God guided him to the ship it well T B LaAdamnan Introd 28 God guided him to the ship

b To direct the course of (a vehicle, tool,

physical action, etc ).

c 1460 Henryson Test. Cresseid 205 As king, royall he raid

upon his chair, The quhilk Phaeton gydit sum-tyme unncht
156a WinJet Cert, 'tractates 1 Wks 1888 I 3 Ane schip

.. gydit be sleuthfull imp-mans and sleipand stensmen
1588 Shaks Tit. A iv. 1 75 Heauen guide thy pen to print

thy sorrowes plaine 1613 Puhchas Pilgrimage (1614) 35
Lantech was bhnde, and by the direction of Tubalcaine
his sonne guiding his hand slew Caine 1651 Hobbes
Leviath, r 111 8 As water upon a plain Table is drawn
which way any one part of it is guided by the finger 1783
Cowper Expostnlat 437 Unless a zeal for virtue guide the
blow 1805 Southey Modoc ji, xxvn, Still with steady
hand Guiding the death-blow on 1807 Crabbe Par Reg
11 298 How strange that men Who guide the plough, should
fail to guide the pen 1839 Unn Diet Arts 1284 A small hole

to receive and guide one thiead

fc To keepfrom by guidance, Ohs.
c 1560 A Scott Poems xxxvi 57 Lord God, deliuer me,

and gyd Fiome scheddmg blude.

2 . fig. and m immaterial senses : To lead or

direct m a course of action, in the formation of
opinions, etc. ; to determine the course or direc-

tion of (events, etc.),

a of persons or agents
a 1400-50 Alexander 4425 pus . . ere je . . to J>e way of

wickidnes be warfares gidid. X447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb) 37 Whil that grace Of God the guydyth thou mayst
not mys 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 64 If he

of this worlde, 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks (Globe)
652/1, I will make myne eves my schoole-master, to

f
uide my understanding to judge of your plott. 1597
[coker Eccl. Pol v. x. § 1 Being taught, led, and guided

by his spirit. 1608 Shaks. Per m. 11 in Her relapse is

mortal Come, come: And Aesculapius guide usl x6xx
Bible John xvi 13 The Spirit of trueth wil guide you
into all trueth x66a Bk. Com Prayer

,
Player Ember

Week, So guide and govern the minds of thy servants
a 1716 South Serin (J.), Whosoever has a faithful friend to
guide him in the dark passages of life. 1788 SirW Jones
Chaige Gr Jury4 Dec. Wks. 1799 III 26 So as to guide

x8<j8 T. Adamson Stud. Mindin Christ x1 278 The Saviour
guided events sympathetically.

to. of indications, principles, motives, etc.
0x547 Surrey Mneid n. (1557) Bhj, Amid the flame and

armes ran I in preasse As furie guided me. 1602 Marston
Antonio’s Rev 11 v. Wks. 1856 1. 103 Confusion and black
murder guidesThe organs of my spirit a xfiog Kettlewell
(J), When nothing but the interest of this world guides
men. 1834 West Ind. Sketch Bk II 26 It is preposterous
for him to be guided too rigidly by the recommendations of
others. 1844 Disraeli Comngsby vi. 11, The fine taste which
has guided the vast expenditure 1848 R. I Wilberforce
Incam our Lord iv. (1852) 90 Our Lord's true perception
of the real evils of man's nature guided the general course
of His sympathy 1863 H Cox Instit. in. v 656 The
Secretary of State .. has been guided by the reports of the
Board.

c. refl. To conduct oneself or 'get along’ (in a
specified manner)

, f to manage one’s affairs {obs ).

Of* Got vf 3 b. + Similarly, to guide one's ways.

affeccion whoso happeth to haue geuen him, is very foi tunate,

if he with grace & mekenes gyde it well 1586 T B La
Pi imaitd. Pr Acad 1 (1594) 46 Being delivered from the

care of house-keeping and of guiding his goods 1637
Ruthertord Lett cclvi (1894) 503 So that I have not the

right art of guiding Christ
,

for there is art and wisdom
required in guiding of Christ's love aright when we have
gotten it 1721 Kelly Scot Prov 63 Better guide well, as

work sore And indeed good Management will very much
excuse hard Labour. 1781 Burns My Name

, 0 vi, My
1 iches a’ 's my penny fee An’ I maun guide it canme 18x6

Scott Anttq xxvi, Them that sells the goods guide the
purse—them that guide the purse rule the house 1824
Miss Ferrier Inker Itx, I didn't believe she had one [a cook]
that knew how to guide a sheep's head and trotters

5. trans. To treat or use (a person) m a specified

manner Sc. and north dial.

1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 69 Our ain lads guided them
right cankerdly apd snell. 1785 Forbes Dominie Deposed
in Poems Buchan Dial, n 43 Had you been there to hear
and see The manner how they guided me 1822 Scott
Nigel xxxv, Theie are few, either of fools or of wise men,
ken how to guide a woman. 1893 Northwnbld Gloss

,

Guide, to treat, to use 1 Weel guided.' 1 Badly guided.’

Hence G-urded ppl. a.

1857 H R Reynolds in Life vi (1898) 140, I was
prepared to accept the decision as a rightly guided one
x88a 19ih Cent XII X31 It is difficult, indeed, for the
guider. to avoid giving hints, to the guided one

Ghli’de-book. A book for the guidance of

strangers or visitors in a district, town, biuldmg,
etc., giving a description of the roads, places, or

objects of interest to be found there.

1833 Byron Juan xi. xxm, I .. do not choose to encroach
Up'on the Guide-book’s privilege 1845 M Pattison Ess
(1889) I. 10 That boundless plain of Languedoc, convicted
of ail guide-books of being arid, brown, and wholly un-
interesting x86s Burton Bk Huntern 116 In any district

of country not desecrated by the tourist’s guide-books.
attrib and Comb 1887 Hissey Holiday on Road 4 Guide-

book-lauded spots 1880 Spectator 14 Dec 849 The some-
what depressing * guide book ’ style

Guideless (gardies), a. [f. Guide ^.+-lebs ]
1. Without a guide to show the way. fOf a

ship : Without a steersman.

1557 North tr Gueuara's Diall Pr 262 b/s Not semg
y* wherilpole, guidles I entred in the rashnes of my youth
>898 J, Dickenson Greene in Cone (1878) 151 Some
guidelesse Pinnace in a storme x6xx Speed Hist Gt.
Bnt ix. xxiv. § 210 861 The greatest of their Galliasses

lost her Rudder, so that guidelesse she droue with the
tyde vpon a shelue in the shoare of Callis. 1665 Dryden
Ind Emperor 11. 1 Dram. Wks 1725 I 345 Empty Shades
. Which guideless in those dark Dominions stray. 1703

Edmond is not of sufficiei^ discrecion to gyde himself and
hislyvelode.

>
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xx 8 He rewhs weill,

that weill him self can gyd 1535 Coverdale 2 Citron
xxvu. 6 He gyded his -wayes before the Lorde his God
U.7S9 Goldsm, Pol. Leant vuq For while so well able to
direct others, how incapable is he frequently found of
guiding himself 1] 1877 iY. W, Line. Gloss . Guide one'sself,
to behave well.

'

1

3

. To lead or command (an army, etc.). Ohs,
c *374 CkuucER Troyhis 1 183 This Trotlus as he was wont

to gyde His yonge knyghtes ladde hem vp and doun
C1450 Merlin 151 The tnirde warde lede the kynge Boors

Ruskin Mod. Paint III iv 1 § x A traveller who had to
recommence an interrupted journey in a guideless country
2 . Without a guide 01 director; without a con-

troller or ruler.

1561 Norton & Sackv Gorboduc v n (1590) G ij b, Thus
leaue this guideles realme an open prayTo endlesse stormes
x6xx Speed Hist Gt Bnt vi xxxvi §1 136 The now guide-
lesse Army of Rome, occupied only in spoile and mutiny,
their Leaders in faction. x6x6-6x Holyday Perseus 304
Whether is the fittest guai d for a young guidless ward?
1635-56 Cowley Daviaeis iv 243 Where e’re his Guidless
Passion leads his Will 1663 Drydfn AstrseaRedux i2Th’
ambitious Swede To his now guideless kingdom peace be-
queath’d 1735 Pope Odyss n, 2x9 His guide-less youth,
if thy experienc’d age Mislead 1738 R Morris Ess Anc
Archit 27 Their guideless, ungrounded, and thoughtless
Fancies 1827 Hare Guesses (1859) 457 The poor guideless
Heathens 1869 Ruskin Q of Air § 158 Helpless and
guideless, he indulges his idiosyncracies till they change
into insanities

Hence Gui'delosBness, guideless condition.
1850 Kingsley A It Locke 11 (1879)28 Hast thou too to

fight WiUi poverty and guidelessness 5

t Gurdement. Ohs. In 6 guidment. Guid-
ance; rule, direction.

0x578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chi on Scot (1728) 172 The
Goveinment and Guidment of his Country 1592 Wyrley
Armorie 120 He Sendeth foi me, as chiefetaine to attend
His wars by guidment of my prooued skill

Gui'de-post. A post with a direction-board
affixed, set up for the guidance of travellers, e.g at

the fork of a load, a finger-post Also transf
and fig.

1774 Burke A met Tax 46 Great men aie the guide-posts
ana lmd-marks in the state x8xs Combe Picturesque n,
A guide post rose within his view 1856 R A Vaughan
Mystics 1 Pref 7 To distinguish between the genuine and
the spurious in their opinion or their life, is to eiect a guide-
post on the very road we have ouiselves to tread *873
Jenkinson Guide Eng Lakes (1879) 121 Enter the load at
the point where a guide-post directs to Langdale *873
Iristram Moab vn 125 In this treeless land a fair-sized
terebinth was a conspicuous guide-post

Hence Guide-post v. nonce-wd

,

to furnish with
a guide-post. In quot fig
1890 Blackw Mag CXLVII 264/1 The ancient well

trodden path of womankind, fenced and guide posted, is

the best

Guider (gardsj). Forms • 5-6 gyder, (5 gyd-
oure, gidour), 6 gider, guyder, (gidar, Sc. gyd-
ar(e, gydear, gydder, 7 grndor), 6- guider. [f.

Guide v + -eb 1
. Cf. OF. guideur guide ]

1 One who guides, m vanous senses of the vb.

Formerly often used as equivalent to Guide sb
;

now rare, to express mere agency apail fiom
official function

a One who leads, or points out the way to

(others)
,
one who directs the course of (a vehicle,

ship, etc ) ; one who wields (a weapon).
c 1475 Partenay 4105 After in laughter saide to hys

Gidour [etc ] a 1533 Ld Bernfrs Hnon clvi 597 Then
Huon enteied into the lytei shyppe and saluted the gyder
therof. 1535 Stewart Cron Scot 3011 Send Gydaris
Fycht gude, that culd thame weill donvoy Fra all perrell,

c 1540 Olderm BattayllC, When hewyll battayle, lette it

be secretlye done, that the guyders knowe it not 1548
Udall, etc. Par Erasm John ix. 39-41 They professe
themselues teacheis of the people, yl is, gyders of the blynde
0x586 Sidney Arcadia 111 (1590) 267 b, Some launces,
according to the mettall they mett, and skill of the guider,
did staine themselues in bloud 1607 Shaks Cor 1 vn 7
Our Guider come, to th’ Roman Campe conduct vs x6xi
Steed Htst Gt Bnt. ix v (1623) 489 The Disherited weie
the Guideis of an other [Squadron] 01718 Parnell
Deborah 84 Nine hundred chaiiots roll along, Expert their
gutders, and their hoises strong 18x0 Scott Lady ofL 1

xvn. A Damsel guider of its way, A little skiff shot from
the bay

f b. spec A man stationed on shoie to signal to

fishermen the direction taken by a shoal of her-

rings or pilchards
,
a balker or conder. Obs.

1603 Act 1 Jas I, c 23 Diuers persons within the said
counties [Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall] called Directors
or Guidors haue vsed to watch vpon the high Hilles
and Grounds neere adioymng the Sea Coasts for the giving
Notice to the Fishermen

c One who directs the conduct or actions of (a

peison), or the affairs of (a state, household, etc ).

c 1400 Somdoue Bab 163 Semte Poule be oure gydoure
1461 Rolls of Parlt V 464 The gyders and leders of the
noble Reame of Englond 15 SirTryam x53oinUtterson
E. Pop Poet, (1817) I. 69 My knyght Syr Roger he dyde
slo, Thatmy gyder sholde haue bene 15x3 Douglas /Eneis
v x 3 Eneas .Epitides to hym hes callit sone, Maisterand
gydar ofAscanyus ?ong 1543 Exti actsA beid Rtg (1844)
I 185 The haill consell ordanis Androw Luk to be gyder
of the said artilherie 1588 A King tr Canisius’ Catech
Deuot Prayers 34Vouchesaifto send, o lord, thyne halie an|rel

to be theguyder ofout lyf cx6xo Women Saints 206 She
chose gveate Macrma for the keeper and guider of her wid-
dowhood. 36x9 Viscount Doncaster in Eng. $ Germ
(Camden) 196 Ihe Baron de Rupa is at the present achiefe
guider among them 1650 Weldon Crt Jas /, 10 This
Sir George Hewme being the only man that was the Guider
of the King 1685 South 12 Semi (1697)1 358 [He]hadgreat
reason to acknowledge Providence for the Guider of his

Hand 1808 Scott Mann iv xxxu, God is the guider of
the field, He breaks the champion’s spear and shield. 1833
Gen P Thompson in Westm Rev XvT. 299 They were the

only people to guide the gutders 1883 Congi egationalist
Sept 771 The would-be guider of the world

+ a. fig of things personified Obs.
c 1530 Hickscomer in Manly Spec. Pre-Shaks Drama I.

403 LetTrouth Be your guyder. 1556 J Heywood Spider

4r P. xxxvii 34 Where reason and equalnesse be giders

1639 Glapthorne Poems 22 (Epithalammm),
With that

immaculate guider of her Youth, Rose colour'd Modestie.

+ e In 1 6-1 7th c. the title of the head officei of

certain charitable institutions. Obs.

1578-9 Cal MSS. HatfieldHo (1888) 11 237 Protection for

thePoor House ofWaltham Cross^granted to George Philipp,

guider, to gather in Middx and Essex 1603 in F Blome-
Seld Hist Norfolk (1745) II 605-6 Ihe office, place, and
room, of the Guide and Guidership of S Stephen’s Hospital
by Norwich, void by the death ofJohn Bellmy, late Guider
deceased.

2. Something which guides . a. see quot. 1825

and Guide sb. 6 b ; b a front or steering-wheel of

a bicycle.

1835 J Nicholson Qferat. Mechanic 397 The threads are

guided by passing through wire eyes ..Ihe guiders are in

constant motion,and lay the threads regularly upon the reel.

x886 Cyclist 6 Oct 1324/1 We expect to see the small

steering-wheel give way to the large one, and guiders of

24 in to 30 in lead the way
e. dial. A smew, tendon. (Cf. Guide sb. 10.)

1834 Craven Gloss
,
Gutders, tendons 1886 S. W. Lute

Gloss b v„ ‘He has strained his guiders



GUILD.GUIDERESS.

Hence Qui dsrsMp, the office of guider
;
guid-

ance.

1603 [see Guider i e] 1849 Alb Smith Pottleton Leg 177
The old coach was confided once more to the guidershio
of old Will Turret

6

t Gni deress. Obs. Also 6 guxdres, 6-7 guid-
ress(e. [f. Guider + -ess ] A female who guides,
a conductress

; a female ruler or director
,

an
instractiess

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth iv. pr 1 85 (Camb MS ) Thow art
gyderesse of verrey lyht. 1413 Pilgi Bowie (Caxton) 1

xxu (1839) 24, I, Grace . In erthe alowe, to be theyr
guydresse I hat lyte the redy weyes for to lerne, In pil-

grymage him selff to gouerne 1549 Chalonfr Erasm on
Folly Piva, Fortune hirselfe, the guidresSe of all worldly
chaunces 1624 Heywood Gunaik. 11 63 Euterpe is said
to be delighted in all sorts of pipes and wind instruments,
and to be both their mventresse and guidresse c 1650 Don
Belliants 201 The' blind guidress of the round revolving
wheeled chance

+ Guides. Obs. Also 6 gwidege. [Corruptly

ad med.L guidegi
,
ad. Arab. ~b

j
vndcij ]

r

lhe
jugular vein.

^
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 11 hi 140 per hen y greete

veynes pat ben clepid orgamce or elfis guydes. 1348-77
Vicary Anat vi (1888) 48 The great Veines which ramefie
by the sydes of the necke to the vpper part of the head, is

of some men called Gwidege, & of others Vena orgcutices

*597 A M tr Guillemeau's Fr Chirurg xij b/2 1 he
Iugulare or orgamcke vayne, of the Arabians called Guides.
Ibid 29b/a The ninth [vein] is lymge in the necke, and is

called the lugulans vayne, and of the Arabians, Gvides

Guideship (gai djip). Sc. [f. Guide sb. +
-SHIP.]

1 The office of guide or ruler
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot (ST S ) I 284

[lhey] desyrit him for to come to resaue the autonetie
and gydeschip of the contrie *843 Carlyle Past 4 Pr.
iv i 325 A spiritual Guideshtp, a practical Governorship .

have established themselves.

2. The exercise ofthe office of guide, fa. Guid-
ance, leading (obs ). b Treatment, usage.
<11693 U> qitharfs Rabelais in xliv 362 He did. .submit

himself to the Conduct and Guideship of the blessed Spirit
xSSzW Alexander Life Ain IIk 18 (E D D ) He cudna
expeckn better guideship though he hed been ane o’ oor
nain faimily

Guiding (gai’dig), vbl sb. [f. Guide v +
-ING 1 ]
X. The action of the verb Guide in various

senses
;
leading or showing the way , administra-

tion, management, command; guidance, govern-
ance, direction.

<1x425 Lvrxj Assembly of Gods 59, I Ouer all desertys,
forestes and chases, Haue take the guydyng 1462 Pastou
Lett No 453 II 104 Ihe gidyng and govemaunce of the
Barge of Yermouthe. 1477 Earl Rivfrs (Caxton) Dictes
64 Take hede of the guydyng of him that thou axes con-
seyle of c 1300 three Kings Sons 139 As to the gujdyng
of your warres, they se neither rewle nor ordenaunce
23*3 Ld Berners Froiss I cxvm 141 Y°seneshall rode
bywayes couert about y“ towne by gidyng of the spye. isag
ExtractsAberd Reg (1844) I 122 For the rewill and gydin
of thair skmll 1383 Leg Bp. St Androts 954 in. Satir
Poems Reform xlv, ba oft as I nusvsit my sell, In guydmg
of the giftis of grace 1392 Wyrley Armorie, Chandos 46
Charles, duke of Rotnandie had second guiding, isg6
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot vn 14 Throuch his
gydeng, Scotland was now at a gude poynte 1609 Vestry
Bks (Surtees) 133 a. Paid to Thomas Carr and Richard
Bilshune for guideing of the wmdowes for 3 daies vj s.

vujd 1637 Sanderson Serm II 87 For the better guiding
of those that are desirous of this learning 1888 C Dent
in Chambers' Encycl I 192 (art Alps) It must be borne in
mind that guiding too is an art.

f b (See quot. Cf Guidage i.) Obs. rare—1
.

x68x W Robertson Phraseol Gen (1693) 693 Guidings,
I e money given for false guidance and conduct

f 2 . The conducting or ruling of oneself, be-
haviour, conduct

,
pi. doings, ‘ goings-on \ Chiefly

Sc Obs.
0x460 G Ashbv Dicta Philos. 177 Poems 51 A kynge

sbolde knowe al his owne seruantes, 1 heir rule, ther gidyng
and condicion 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xix 41 ,

1

wild my
gyding war diwysit ; Gif I spend littill I am despysit
1308 — 1 11a mamt women 431 Wise women has wayis,
and wonderfull gydingis 1367 Satu Poems Reform vii

213 God maid hir pame aggre with hir guyding. 1572
Ibid xxxiv 12 Thair lyfis and guydmgis ar detest

3. attnb., ns,guiding-rod, -staff', gmdmg-stiek,
an artist’s mahl stick.

1607 Dekker Whore Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 270 On each
leader Bestowe a guiding staflfe. 1837W Smith Thomdale
v ui, Clarence steps out from behind his easel, and with
his guiding-stick in his hand by way of wand, unveils to me
theprogramme ofthe Future 1883 E. C Agassiz LifeLoms
Agassiz II 6x4 Nemesis wields rather a guiding-rod than a
scourge

Guiding (gai dig), ppl, a. [f. Guide v. +
-ihg h

] That guides, in the senses of the vb.
x4ox Shaks All’s Well it. iu 111,

1

giue Me and my seruice
..Into your guiding power. 1671 Milton Samson 1 A little

onward lend thy guiding hand To these dark steps
<* 1691 Flavel Sea-Deliverances (1754' 166 Ihe guiding
usefulness of it [the sun] to us 176 Cowper To Miss
Macartney 95 So may your guiding angel give Whate’er
you wish or love 1803 Dickens Mnt Fr. 1 vii, It being
one of Wegg’s guiding rules in life 187s Jowett Plato
(ed 2) III 97 Good is to become the guiding principle of
politics 1899 Lecky Map of Life xvu 328 The great
guiding landmarks of a wise life 1900 Q. Rev Jan 73 He
[Goethe] has been a sort of guiding star to them.

VOL, IV.

493

b Coal-nnmng Guiding bed (see quot ).

1883 Gresley Gloss Coal-muting, Guiding Bed, a thin
band or seam of coal, &c, m a nip leading to the regular
seam on either side of it

Gmdlm(g, obs Sc. form of Gulden.
Guidon (gai dan, -d\pri) Forms . 6 guyd home,

guyd(e)home, 7 gmd(e)home, (6 guydioa,
guidons, guydone, 7guidhim),6-7 guydon, 6-
guidon. [a F guidon, ad It gwdone, perh con-
nected with guida Guide sb (Cf Geton )
Some of the x6th c forms are due to popular etymology,

the word being interpreted as if it were F *gmde-honinte

f
uider of men (cf thex8thc F. gutd'&ne 1 guide-ass hand-
00k for the ignorant) ]

1. A flag or pennant, broad at the end next the
staff and forked or pointed at the other. It is the
standard now used by dragoon regiments.
In U S , a flag borne by a troop of cavalry or mounted

battery
, also used as a marking or signalling flag

1348 Hall Ckron
,
Hen VIII (1809)531 Sir Ihon Peche

had his guyd home taken and dtuers of his men hurt
Ibid 830 After them followed the Dromes & fyfles and
immediatly after them a Guydon of the Armes of the citie

1577-87 Holinshed Chron III. 1215/1 His lordship with
his owne standard, and the lord of Hunnesdons guidon,
marched forward. 1398 Barret Theor Warres v. 11 143
In their middle troupes is the Guidon placed. 1602 Segar
Hon Mil Sf Civ 11 x 69 The King or Generali shall cause
the Points of his Pennon or Guydon to be rent off 1603
Drayton Bar Wars 11 xxiv, Ihe Noble Percy With a
bright Cressant in his Gmdehome came 1613 G Sandys
Urav 84 The Gieeke kings then With guidons trail’d on
earth, led forth theirmen In seven troupes 1683 F Spence
tr Vanllas’ Ho, Medtcis 372 He was seen as a Knight of
Rhodes carrying the great Guiaon of St John of Jerusalem
1687 A Lovsu.tr Thevenot's Jrav 1 160 Every Trooper
having a green Guidon on the top of his Pike 1722 Lond
Gaz No 6084/4 The Guidon on a Lance. 1844 Regnl 4
Ord Army 10 The Guidons of Regiments of Dragoons are
to be of Silk 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. 250 Marshal
St Arnaud, whose guidon was seen coming towards our
lines x8go Eliz B Custer Following the Guidon Pref
13 The present cavalry guidon is a small United States flag
sharply swallow-tailed, and mounted on a standard with a
metal point so that it can be thrust into the ground when
in use as a marker
atinb 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist iil xvu (1391) 124

With his lance he [Antomus] ratine thorow a guidon bear-r

b * The flag of a guild, or fraternity
5 (Webster

2 An officer who carries such a standard.
1391 Sparry tr Cattail's Geomancie (1309) 41 Of many It

is called the Guidon or Ensigne bearer of the times xfiza

F Markham Bit War in l 83 The Comet or Guydon is

the same that the Ensigne on foot is 1658 Phillips,
Guidon, a Cornet ofArgolatiers that serve on hore-backwith
Petronels. 1699 LuTTRELL ^r/r/ Rel (1857) IV 321 Ihe
lord Lovelace is made guidon of the horse guards X728
MorganA Igiers II v 300 The Turkish Horse pursued them

killing the guidon, or Standard-bearer 1779 G Smith
Miht Diet

,
Guidon, an officer in troops of horse-guards

who ranks as Major x88o O’Flanagan Munster Circuit 3
He had his Captain, and Guidon, and Trumpeter,

+ 3 . A company, troop Obs.
1360 Daus tr Sleidanfs Comm. 226 Eyght euydons of

horsemen 16x0 Holland Camden’s Brit. 1 76 The Count
, had two guidons of horsemen.

4

.

Mils. A direct.

i8ix Busby Diet Mies fed 3) i8*sDANNELEY^^j/cf Mies.

Gtlidonian (gwidJu man), a Mus [f Gui-
don-, taken as the stem of Guido (see below) 4-

-ian.] Of or pertaining to the Italian musician
Gnido d’Arezzo (nth c ), the repnted inventor of
the system of hexachords. Guidoman hand (see

quot 1811).
1721 A Malcolm Treat Mus xiv 358 Thus far go the

Improvements of Guido Aretmus, and what is called the
Guidoman System x8xx Busby Diet Mus (ed 3), Guido-
man hand, the figure of the left-hand with the syllabic signs
ofthe intervals of the three hexachords, instituted by Guido,
marked on the joints ofthe fingers. 1889 W S RocitSTRoin
Grove Diet Mus IV 660 The Harmonic or GuidonianHand
Guierie: see Gueiue
G-uigaw, obs. form of Gewgaw.
IlGuige (gi£) Hist Also 5 gyge. [ME.

gyge, a. OF. guige, which has been re-adopted by
recent antiquanes ] (See quot. 1834 )
c X386 [perh implied in Gigge w ] c 14,50 Merlin 193 He

. kyutte the gyge of the shelde with all the arme so that
he dide it falle in-to the felde Ibid 496 He smote Pmdolus
on the sholdre that he kutte the gige that the shelde henge
by 1834 Planch^ Brit Costume 61 These shields [temp
William Conq.], besides the holders had a long strip of
leather which went round the neck and formed an addi-
tional support for it This extra strap was called the guige
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist <S Pop xvu 277 An imperial
eagfe holds m his beak the guige of the shield. 1878 J
Mackintosh Hist Civiliz Scot I iv. 272 It is suspended
in front of the body by a guige.

Guild, gild (gild). Forms : a 1 gyld, gild,

Sesyld, 3-4 gild, 4-6 yelde, 5 geld, 5-6 yeld,
6 yeald, 7 yeelde, 8 dial. yild-. j8. 4-6 gyld(e,

4-7 gilde, 5 gyylde, geld-, 6 gelde, gyeld,
grnlde, guylde, 5- gild, 7- guild. [Several

distinct formations from the same Teut root have
here coalesced. ( 1 ) The forms with initialf y prob.

represent mainly OE. gild, gyld, (gield) str neut.,

recorded only twice in this sense, but frequent

m the senses * payment, compensation, offering,

sacrifice, worship, idol ’
; corresp. to OFns. geld,

hid money, OS. geld payment, sacrifice, reward,
OHG gelt payment, offering, tribute, money (Du

,

G geld
,
money), ON guild payment, Goth gild

tribute —OTeut *geldom (2) OE. had olsogegyld
str. neut., where the prefix ge- (see Y- prefix) ex-

presses the notion of combined or collective action
This has not been found later than OE , but as the
prefix ge- regularly disappeared m substantives (cf

reeve) its representative in the 14th c. would coin-

cide with that of the simple gyld. (3) The pro-
nunciation with (g) must be due to adoption of,

or influence fr6m, the ON. gildi str neut guild,

guild-feast, banquet, also payment, value (Sw
gille, Da glide guild) *—OTeut *gildjom.

In continental Teut. the sense of ‘guild’ was
expiessed by a fourth foimation from the same
root, repr. OTeut. type *gildjin- wk fern, and
occurring as MLG., MDu. glide fem and neut.
(Du. gild), whence mod G. glide, in Carolingian
Latin the word appears as geldonia, gildoma, ex-
plained by confratei-nitas , the later med Lat form
is gilda ; OF. had glide, gkelde, gheude, jode, etc

,

in the senses * guild, band of foot-soldieTs
’

The root *geld- in these derivatives is prob to be taken
in the sense ‘to pay, contribute’, so that the sb would
primarily mean an association ofpersons contributing money
for some common object As, however, the root also means
‘to sacrifice, worship*, some have supposed that guilds
were so called as being combinations for religious purposes,
heathen or Christian
The sense ‘member of a guild, guild-brother’, was ex-

pressed by OE gylda and gegylda, MLG glide wk masc ;

the Tent word appears in®med L as glide (also congtldd,
congilda), and in OF gelde, geldon (with many variants),
one of a company [gelde) of foot-soldiers ]

1 A confraternity, brotherhood, or association

formed for the mutual aid and protection of its

members, or for the prosecution of some common
purpose.

a Primanly applied to associations ofmediaeval
origin.

1 he guilds mentioned in OE pre Conquest documents
fulfilled much the same functions as modem burial and
benefit societies, but their objects included the providing of
masses for the souls of deceased members, and the payment
of metgild in cases of justifiable homicide. They had
always originally a strong religious element in their con-
stitution. .Their meetings were app usually convivial (cf.

ON gildi banquet, Guild-ale, and quot a 1109 below). In
later times the guilds of this ‘ social-religious ^type under-
went development in various directions

, some becoming
purely religious confraternities,while others acquired secular
rights and privileges, eventually developing into municipal
corporations
The guild of merchants, merchant guild (or guild mei-

chant, late OE. ciapmanna gild), an incorporated society
of the merchants of a town or city, having exclusive rights
of trading within the town, is an institution which in Eng-
land has not been found before the Conquest ; on the Con-
tinent the name and thing were older. In many English
towns, and in the royal burghs of Scotland, the merchant
guild became the governing body of the town

, in Scotland
the name of ‘guild ’ is still preserved (cf Dean ofGuild s v
Dean).
1 he trade guilds

,

which in England come into prominence
m the 14th c., were associations of persons exercising the
same craft, formed for the purpose of protecting and pro-
moting their common interests In some towns the repre-
sentatives of these bodies superseded the older organizations
as the municipal authority Ihe trade guilds are histon- v
cally represented in London by the Livery Companies, but
these are not ordinarilyknown as guilds, and retain little of
their original functions. The trade guilds of mediaeval
Europe closely resemble the ancient Roman collegia

,

with
which they,may perh have been historically connected
? <ziooo Abbottsbnry Charter m Kemble Cod Dipl. IV.

279 Forman <Se we for his lufon ]>is ge^yld ^egaderodon.
a 1x09 m Gross Gild Merck (1890) II 37 Dis beoS J»
3ehworfe betwux San hirede aet Xrescircean and ban cnihtan
on Cantwarebeng of ceapmanne glide Se heap on ceap-
manne glide let [etc.], a 1x09 Anselm Epist it vi, De
domno Henrico, qui camerarms fuit, audio quia in multis
inordinate se agit, et maxime m bibendo , ita ut in Gildis
cum ebnosis bibat, et cum eis mebnetur a 1189 Charter
ofHen. II to Lincoln in Rymer Fadera (1816) I 40 Sciatis

me concessisse civibus meis Lincolniae omnes libertates, &
consuetudmes, & leges suas, quas habuerunt tempore
Edwardi & Willelmi, & Henna, Regum Anglise, & gildam
suam mercatoriam de hommibns civitatis & de alus mer-
catonbus cormtatus, sicut illam habuerunt tempore pisedic-
torum antecessorum nostrorum, Regum Angliae melius &
libenus 1x90 Charter of Rick I to Winchester ibid. 50
Sciatis nos concessisse civibus nostns Wintoniae de gilda
mercatorum, quod nultus eorum. placitet extra muros civi-

tatis Wintoniae de ullo placito prefer placita de tenum
exterionbus, exceptis monetarus & mmistns nostns c 1205
Lav. 32001 3ilden he gon rere c 1330 R. Brunnf Chron
Wace (Rolls) 14746 pey hadde wel leuere pat pe lond were
in partis Ieyd pan pe Anglys of J>e out lldes Scbulde be chef
of alie per gyldes 1389 m Eng. Gilds (1870) 19 Alle ye
bretherea & sisteren of yis glide shul comen togeder to ye
paroche chirche Ibid 37 pe ordenaunces of pe glide of
Carpentens c 143a Lydg Min Poems (1840) 207 Let
mellerys and bakerys gadre hem a glide 1442 Extracts
Alerd Reg (1844) I 397 It was statut and ordamt be the
brethir of glide, that [etc

j 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 377
Also it ys ordeyned "by this present jeld, that [etc] 1544
Supphc Hen. VIII (1871) 42 Prestes of gyldes and of
fraternytees. 1600 Holi and Livy v lu (1609) 213 1 hereto
we have ordemed and founded a new Guild or Fraternitie
1726 Madox Ftrma Burgi 24 The Religious Gilds were
founded chiefly for Devotion and Almsdeeds , the Secular
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chiefly for Trade and Almsdeeds. Hid, 26 Anciently,

a Gild either Religious or Secular could not legally be

set-up without the Kings Licence. 3838 Prescott Ford,

tf Is Introd (1846)1 25 The several crafts, whose members
were incorporated into guilds. 1873 L O Pike Hut
Crime I 178 There were at least as early as the twelfth

century guilds of weavers in London, Oxford, York [etc ]

1874 Green Shcrt Hut 1 1 1 5 Industry was checked by
a system of trade guilds which confined each occupation to

an hereditary caste.

b. Used in the names of various modern asso-

ciations, with more or less notion of imitating the

mediaeval guilds in their object, spirit, or constitu-

tion.

1827 Hone Every day Bk II 670 In 1817 colonel Mason
established a guild or festival for rural sports. 1876 [title]

Guild of the Holy Cross, Holywell Constitution, Rules &
Office. 1877 Ruskin Ears Clav VII 231 ,

1

have written to

our solicitors that they may register us under the title of St.

George's Guild 1890 {title) Transactions of the Guild &
School of Handicraft. 1895 Whitaker's Almanack 283/1

Church Choir Guild Ibid 286/1 Guild of Organists loti

280/2 Teachers’ Guild of Great Britain and Ireland 1900

Ojfic Vecir-bk. Ch. Eng 116 The Church and Stage Guild

. is a Society for getting rid of the prejudices of religious

people against the stage.

is transf. A company or fellowship of any

land.
1630 B Jonson Chlondia A 4 Cupid hath ta’ne offence of

late At all the Gods that he was so deseited, Not to be call'd

into their Guild But slightly pass’d by, as a child *7*8

Pope Dune 11 230 When the long-ear d milky mothers
For their defrauded, absent foals, make A moan so loud,

that all the guild awake 1817 Coleridge Btog Lit 68 Their
names had never been enrolled in the guilds of the learned.

1871 B Taylor Faust (187s) II. 11 iu 122,

1

like her best of

all the guild of Sibyls

f 2 The place of meeting of a guild. Also, the

building in which a religious guild or fraternity

lived.

? a 1000 Ablotsbury Charter in Kemble Cod Dipl IV.

278 Se jjylda be ooeme misgret innan gylde . gebete he
[etc.]. 1546 Suppl Poor Commons (1871) 75 Building of

ahayse, churches, chauntnes, gyldes 3590 Spenser F Q
11 vu 43 The rowme was large and wyde, As it some gyeld
or soletnne temple weare. 1602 Warner Alb, Eng xir

Ixxm (1612) 301 The Capitol, where wont their Guild to

bee. 1609 Skene Reg. blag
,
Stat Gild 142 Gif any of

our brether does wrang or injune be word to ane other

brother . in comming to the Gild 1644 Evelyn Mint
(1857) I 109 Halls and guilds [as we call them) of sundry
companies 1

If 3 Used to render OE. gtelda guild-brother.

1603 Verstegan Dec Intell vm (1628) 258 For shortnes
of speech a Gild brother was also called a Gild.

4. attrib, and Comb , as guild-bell, -court, -day,

-due, -house,
-land

\
-man, -master, -order, -priest,

-rent, -silver
,

-steward
;

guild mereatory [ad

med.L.gtlda mercatona], guild merchant [Mer-
chant a ], (see 1 a) ; guild-rent, rent payable to

the Crown by a guild
;
guild-wine, ? wine drunk

at festivals of the guild
,
gmld-wite, a fine levied

by a guild. Also Guild-axe, Guild-brother,
Guild-hall.
1535 Ludlow Chnrchw Ace (Camden) 61 The claper of

the *yeld belle 1870 Brentano Gilds 97 The citizens

mustered at the call of the Gild-bell 1449 Extracts
A herd Reg (1844) I 402 At he inquir and accuse sic

forstalling like xv daiis m the *gilde courte 35*5 Ibid
X12 The haill toun on the gild curt day, all in ane
voce obleist thame [etc] 1583 in W Maitland Hist.
Edin. (1753) 233 The Dene of Gild may assemble his

Brether and Counsell in their Gild Courts 18*7 m E H.
Barker Parnana (1828) I, 245 The *Gtuld day is a
high day at Norwich. 1849 Rock Ch of Fathers II 403
Regularlypaying his *gild-dues for the space of seven years.

2870 Eng Gilds Introd 33 They met in good fellowship
at the *Gild-house 175* Carte Hist Eng III 213 Their
*guild-lands should be restored to them 1896 Westm
Gaz 31 Oct 1/2 The preacher . held up Nehemiah to the
'guildmen as an admirable specimen of a ChuTch reformer.
378a Pennant Joitrn Chester to Lond. 1x4 It [Lichfield]

was originally governed by a guild and 'guild-master

1656 D King Vale Royal, Chester n 157 Before the said

City had any Charter they enjoyed a 'Guild Mereatory
1862 Dobson & Harland Hist Preston Guild 72 Tne
original grant of a Guild mereatory, with Hanse, &c , seems
to have been made by Henry II, 1467 m Eng Gilds (1870)
376 Ordmaunces made by hole assent ofthe citesens in*

habitantes in the Cyte of Worcester, at their *yeld mar-
chaunt 1682 Lond Gaz No 1743/4 The Guild-Merchant
for the Borough of Preston 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Gild-Merchant

,

a Privilege whereby Merchants may hold
Pleas of Land among themselves 1844 Stephen Black-
stone III. 190 These persons were also authorized to have
a guild merchant 1873 L O Pike Hist Crime I 64
The guild merchant . is difficult to distinguish fiom the
town-corporation x8oo Gross Gild Merck II 201 The
companies then have their 'guild-orders seated 1849 Rock
Ch Fathers II 340 This done, the *g ild priest arose 1670
Act 2a Chas It, c. 6 § x Fee-Farme Rents, Chauntry
Rents, Rents reserved, 'Guild Rents, Pensions [etc ] 1890
Gross Gild Merck I, 195 The ‘customa mercatorum

’,

called
1

*gi)d silver’, at Henley 1696 Lond Gas No 3175/3
The 'Guild-Stewards, Burgesses, and other the Inhabitants
ofthe Borough of Caine. 1597 Extracts A herd. Reg, t 1848)
II 155 Of ilk ane, four pundis for his *gildwyne. 1870 Rug
Gilds 185 If it is found by his bretheren that he nad no
guest, but stayed at home through idleness, he shall he in

the * *Gi!dwyt 1
of half a bushel of barley. 3890 Gross Gild

Merck I T95 The ‘ gildwite extorted by the gild of Lincoln
from merchants passing near that city

Guild, obs f. Gild and and of Gold 2
,

Guildable : gee Gildable.
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t Guild-ale. Obs [OE *gield-ealo
;
cf bnde-

ale, Baidal.] (See qnots.)

1240 Synod of Worcester xxxvin in Du Cange s.v Gild-

ales
,
Ne mtersint [clenci] ludis mhonestis, nec sustineant

ludos fieri de Rege et Regina nec Gildales mhonestas

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gildale , a Compotation or

Dnnking-Match, when every one paid bis Club or Share.

f GrtuTdate, v. Obs. rare [f Guild + -ate 3
]

traits To combine or form into a guild.

1726 Madox Firrna Bnrgt 27 Peradventure, from these

Secular Gilds sprang the method or practice of gildatmg

and embodying whole Towns Ibid 200 He used a certain

Trade or Craft called Lynnenweverscraft, which was never

incorporated or gildated

Guild-brother . A member of a guild.

138a in Eng Gilds (1870) 57 Ye den xal warnen alle ye
gylde breyeren y l ben-in toune c 2470 Henryson hior

Bab 172 in Anglia IX 348 The vther mous Was gild-

brother and maid ane fre burges 2383 in W Maitland

Hist. Edin (1753) 233 Alsweill Craftsmen as Merchands
sail be receivit and admittit Gild-brother 1690 Def Dr
G Walker 12 Collonel Walker is admitted and received

Burgess and Gild Brother of the foresaid City of Glasgow

1771 Smollett Humph Cl 8 Aug , The ‘good town of

Edinburgh 1

, of which we are become free denizens and
guild brothers. x8a8 Scott F M Perth xx, Those who
occupied the higher seats were merchants, that is, guild

brethren. 187a E.W Robertson Hist Ess 154 The Guild-

brethren instead of the kindred, became responsible for the

wergild - ,

Guilds, obs. variant of Gold 2

Guilder (gilder). Forms: q guldren, 6 gil-

d(e)r(e)n, gylder, geldar, 6-8 gilder, 7- guilder.

[AnEnglish corrupted pronunciation ofDu gulden,

see Gulden ] a A gold com formerly curient in

the Netherlands and parts of Germany, b, A Dutch
silver coin, worth about is 8d. English

CX481 Caxton Dialogues v 17 Rynnysh guldrens 3542
Udall Erasm Apoph 197 b, The same for euery good
verse that he made should receiue a philippes gildren 3547
Boorde Introd Knovil xi 153 In gold they haue Clemers
gylders and golden gilders, ana gelders arerys 1590 Shaks
Com Err, 1v 1. 4 ,

1

am bound To Persia, and want Gilders

for my voyage x6*a Fletcher Burning Bush 1 n, Two
hundred chests, valued by you At thirty thousand Gilders

1601 Locke Money Wks. 1727 II 46 Guilders is the Deno-
mination that in Holland they usually compute by, and
make their Contracts in 1709 Addison Tatler No 20? 7
Tradesmen, who, after their Day’s Work is over, earn about

a Gilder a Night by personating Kings ana Generals

1756-7 tr Keyslept Trav (1760) IV 121 The hire and
keeping of a horse from Trieste to Flume comes to three

Rhenish guilders 3777 Watson Philip II (1839) 265 The
damage was estimated at six hundred thousand guilders.

1842 Browning Pied Piper lx, A thousand guilders 1 The
Mayor looked blue ’ 187a Yeats Growth Comm 368 The
gold guilders coined m the fourteenth century in Hungary
and the Rhine regions

Guilder rose, obs form of Guelder rose

Guild-ball. (Stress level or variable ) Forms
see Guild and Hall. The ball in which a guild

met From its use as a meeting-place for the

town and corporation often synonymous with
* town hall

? a 1000 m Kemble Cod Dipl IV 277 Orcy haefS jjegyfen

b® sexyld healle bam gyldscipe to aienne 1382 m 10th

Ref Hist MSS Comm App v 292 In the Gyldhal of the

citie ofWatirforde 1-1386 Chaucer Prol 370 Wei seined ech
ofhem a fairburgeys Tositten in ayeldehalle on adeys a 1400
Pistill ofSusan 293 A^ein to be 3ild-halle [vrr geld-, glide-,

gylde-halle] be gomes vn -greip 1467 in Eng Gilds (1 870) 387
Also, that no maner persone pleye at the pame or at tenys,

withyn the yeld halle of the seid cite 1330 Wrioiheslky
Chron (1875) I 16 There dyned in the Guylde hall at the
said feast the Lorde Chauncellor 1556 Chron Gr Friars
(Camden) 85 Condemnyd at the yelde-halle for hye tiesone

3594 Shaks. Rich III, 111 v. 73 The Maior towards Guild-

Hall hyes him in all poste. 1629 Maxwell tr Herodum
(*fi3S) 135 All the Citizens, utterly forsaking Iulian, as-

sembled in the Guild-hall [margin cniviSpio\ ] by command
of the Consuls 1728 Pope Dune , t 270 This the Great
Mother dearer held than all . her o>wn Guildhall

^
1765

Blackstone Comm. I 473 Their place of meeting is fre-

quently called the Gild-hall 1873 L 0. Pike Hist Crime
I 64 The Guild-hall of the burgesses of Dover.

Guildic (gi ldik), a [f. Guild sb. +-ic,] Of
or pertaining to a guild.
1881 G S Hall German Culture 39 It [the Passion Play]

is eminently national, although it is animated by the old
guildic local spirit

f GuiTdive. Obs rare ~1 [Fr ;
it bas been

said to be a corruption of the Eng West-Indian
name kill-devil ] (See quot

)

1608 Froger Voy 58 Canes, of which the finest sugar is

made, and also a kind of very strong Brandy, which we
call Guildive.

Guildry (gi ldn). Sc. Also 6 gildrie, 9 gildry.

[f. Guild + -by ]

L The municipal corporation of any one of the

royal burghs of Scotland, historically representing

the ancient Guild Merchant
2583 in W. Maitland Hist Edin (1753) 233 Conforme to

the ancient Laws of the Gildrie, ana Pnviledges theirof.

*775 L Shaw Hist Moray (1827) 240 Earl Thomas con-
firmed King Alexander’s charter of Guildry 18x5 Chron
in Ann. Reg 88/2 The Fraternity of Guildry of Dumfern-
hne 1823 Scott QuentinD xxi, Could I get some of the
tight lads of our guildry together 1836 Penny Cycl. V
221/1 The guildry which appears in Scotland to have always
designated properly an association of merchants. 1890
Gross Gild Merck 1 202 The Gild Merchant or Gildry
of Scotch towns first comes to 1 tew in the reign of David I.

1897 Ld. Rosebery in Observer 10 Oct 5/4 The Guildry of
Stirling, might then be called an tmreformed corporation

2 The privilege of being a member of the guild

*383 in W Maitland Hist. Edin (1753) 234 The Dewtie
payit to the Dean of Gild for his Burgeslup or Gildjie,

which is Twenty Funds for his Burgeship, and Fourtie
Fund for his Gildrie.

Gmldship (gildfip). [OE. gieldscipe

.

see

Guild and -ship.]

1. = Guild i.

a xooo Canons of Edgar c. 9 pact nan preosta oflrum ne
eet-do aemg b^ b>n5a Pe him to gebinje ne on his mynstre
ne on his senft scipe ne on his gildscipe a xooo m Thorpe
Diplomat (1865) 608/30 An gildscipe is gegaderod on
Wudeburg lande 1835 Soames Anglo-Sax Ch 282 The
Guild-ship, as every such confederacy was vernacularly
called, proposed an interchange of masses for the benefit of
each other 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II vu 397 This
loaf was offered by two brethren of the gildship 1870
Eng Gilds Introd 17 Ordinances for the keeping up of
social duties in the Gilds, or Gild-ships as they are called,

of London
2. The status and privileges of a guildsman,

membership of a guild.

1844 Lingard A nglo Sax Ch. (1858) II ix. 57 The more
celebrated monasteries offered Guildships of a superior

description. 1870 Eng Gilds 183 Whoever will not obey
the judgement of the bretheien shall lose his gildship 1890
Gross Gild Merck. I. 62 The relation of the gildship to

burgess-ship

Guildsman (gi ldzm&n). [f. guild's, genitive

of GUILD + Man ,
cf craftsman, tradesman ] A

member ofa guild So Gm. ldswoman (nonce-wd.)

1873 L O. Pike Hist Crime I 378 A guildsman of the

latter kmd 1877 Ruskin Fors Clav VII No 80 231 The
members of the Guild shall be called St George's Guilds.men
and Guildswomen 1891 F A Hibbert .£#,£ Gilds156 There
could no longer be any invidious distinction between free-

men and non-freemen gildsinen and tensers

Guile (gall), Sb Forms • 3-6 gile, 3-7 gyle,

(4 Sc ghyle, gule), 4-5 gyl, 5 gyll(e,

(gilee), 5-6 guyle, 4- guile [a. OF. guile —
Pr. guila, Pg. gutlha

;
presumably of Teut. origin,

but no certain etymon is known, as the late OE.
wll, occurring only once, may itself be adopted

from Fr., and the ON. vil seems to be inadmissible

for phonetic reasons. See Wile sb ]

1 Insidious cunning, deceit, treachery.

t Withoutguile * in ME poetry a formula= * sooth to say*.

as225 After R 202 Much gile is i3e uoxe 1297 R
Glouc (Rolls) 6332 Hu fondede mid alle gile to do b«S

luber dede 13 K. Alts. 1427 The thndde day, withoute

gyle, He aryved at Cysile 2380 Wychf Whs (18801 387

NeJ?ir was eny-gyle founden in his moube. 3435 Misyn
Fire of Love 11 ix 02 Gyl to fulfyll in ther frendys tha

schame nott c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 630 Than rais thai

wp, for Wallace dredyt gylk 2535 Coverdale Ps xxXh 2
Blessed is the man, vntowhom the Lorde imputeth no synne,

in whose sprete there is no gyle a 2547 Surrey On Wyatt 24

With vertue fraught, reposed, voyd of gyle 1396 Dalrymple
tr Leslie's Hist Scot 1 104 Thay rusche fordward with al

thair force vpon the ennimie, nathir throuch fraud and gyle,

hot strenth and armes 1671 Milton Samson 989 Jael,

who with inhospitable guile, Smote Sisera sleeping through
the Temples nail’d 274* Richardson Pamela (1824) I 57
No guile appearing in them, but rather a face of grief 1813

H & J Smith Horace m Lond 30 Unpiactised in a
woman's guile, Thou thmk’st [etc ] a 1834 Coleridge
Poems (1862) 16 Tender, serene and all devoid of guile,

Soft is her soul, and sleeping infant’s smile 183a T Ennyson
Death Wellington 134 Puie as he from taint of craven

guile 1868 Freeman Norm Conq (1876) II vu xo6 Who
nevertheless shrank from the fouler wickedness of slaying

a kinsman by guile

f 2 With a and pi. An instance of this
,
a deceit,

stiatagem, trick, wile. Obs.

a 1225 A ncr R J2 And don al Jmt oSer & leten bls nis

bute a trukunge & a fals gile. 1297 R Glouc (Rolls)

1x151 He let someni an hundred, & ber he hente an gile

1340 Ayenb 39 To bn>e zenne belongeb al ]>et barat alle

ualshedes and alle gyles bet comeb in plait <2x400 Sir

Perc XO34 He was by-thoghte of a gyle 1543 Grapton
Contn Harding 453 He made towardes hym, and that it

should not bee thought to bee a made guyle, sette his hoost

in araj e as though he would fight 2545 Brinklow Compl

17 How many gyles and suttyltejsbe there, to auoyde and

escape the serayng the kyngs wrytt 1609 Bible (Douay)

Ps xxxvn 13 They spake vanities and meditated guiles

al the day 1657 Austen Fruit 7 rees 1 139 That they may
be caught and taken as by a spirituall guile 2671 Milton
PR 11301,1 count thy specious gifts no gifts but guiles.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 380 While yet the daxk-broun

watei aids the guile, To tempt the trout 2767 W. L Lewis

Statius' Thebaid ix 212 Halys she shews to carry on the

Guile

3 Comb + gnile-bones, a boys game r similar

to Dibs
, + guile-man, one who deals in

1 guiles

a deceiver ; t guile-shares, cheating shares

;

division of spoils, or shares of wreckage (Kent

-

Gloss.).

1606 N. Riding Rec (1883) I 49 Walter Parkhurst pre-

sented for keptng Guile-bones or Ten-bones and other

unlawfull games at his house 1613 W. Browne Shep/t

Pipe 1. (1614) C6 Thus wretchedly (!o •) this guile-man

dyde 2723 Lewis Isle Tenet 22 Nothing sure can be more

vile and base than under pretence of assisting the distressed

•Masters [of stranded vessels], and saving theirs and -the

Merchants goods, to convert them to their own use, by

making what they call guile shares

Guile (gall), v, Obs. or arch Forms 3~4

gilen, gylen, 4-5 gile, gyle, 5 gylyn, (4

5 gyU, 6 guylen), 4- guile, [a. OF. gutle-r



GTTILED, 495 GUILLOTINE,

( = Pr. guilar), f. gink Guile sb Cf Wile v ]

tram To beguile
, to deceive

a. 1225 Ancr R. 74 3 if em weneS j?at he beo religius, & ne
bndlea nout his tunge, his rehgiun is fals , he gileS his

hei*rte 1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 362 Manyon
trowyn on here wylys, And many tymes be pye hem gylys.

1377 Langl P Pt. B xx 124 With glosynges and with

gabbynges he gyled be peple 1390 Gower Conf III 47
For often he that will beguile Is gulled with the same guile

c 1425 Seven Sag (P.) 089 Thorugh thy false clerkis sevene

Thou wylt by gylled, by Good in heven ! *468 Medulla
Gram m Cath Angl 156 note, Presiipo, to tregetyn or

gylyn 1590 Spenser F Q in. ix 7 Who wotes not, that

womans subtiltyes Can guylen Argus, when she list mis-

donne? 1821 Liddlf Poems 13 (E D D.) At last he knew he
was guil’d long By that false tyrant’s wily tongue 1854 H
Miller Sch <$• SJtm (1858) 387 Its tones can guile the dark

and lonesome day
Guile, variant of Gule sb 2

, Gyle.

+ Gulled, ppl a Obs. [f Guile v and sb.

+ -ed] a. Beguiled; deceived. In quot. absol

b Full of guile
;
treacherous.

c 1400 Rom Rose 6824, I Robbe both robbed and rob-

bours, And gyle gyled and gylours *596 Shaks Merch V
in 11 97 Thus ornament is but the gulled shore 1o a most
dangerous sea

Guile-fat, obs. variant of Gyle-vat
Guileful (gailful), a Now only ileraiy

ff Guile sb + -ful.j Full of guile; deceitful,

tieacherous

13 K A Its 444 Swithe blithe was Ohmpias Of Neptan-
abu.', gileful has c 1380 Antecnsi m lodd 3 Treat Wyclif
1 16 A noher gyelful persecucioun is don bi entykis and false

bre|>eren *382 Wyclif Hosea vh 16 Thei ben maad as a
gyleful bowe c 1449 Pecock Rep- 11 111 151 Thei ben
double and gileful 1480 Caxton Descr Brit 50 Turgesius
deyde by gylefull wyles of women 1508 Fisher iPemt Ps.

cxlu Wks (1876) 258 His enemyes which haue layde in his

way e gylefull baytes 1591 -Shaks x Men VI, 1 1 77 By
guileful! faire words. Peace may be obtayn’d 1504 Carew
Huarte's Exam Wits xi (1596J 166 All men will know that

he relied upon guilefull reasons. r6xo G. Fletcher Christ's

Vtd a lx, Thus sought the dire Enchauntresse in his mmde
Her guilefull bayt to haue embosomed 1633 P Fletchfr
Purple IsL xi. xxvu, He whets her wrath with manya guile-

full word 1700 Dryden Fables, Pythagorean Philos 14.1

Nor needed fish the guileful hooks to fear 1763 Sir W
Jones Catssa Poems (1777) 139 Each guileful snare, and
subtle art he tries 1776 Mickle tr Camoens' Lusiad 11 94
The God in the town his guileful rage employed. 1813
Hogg Queen’s Wake 234 Woe to the guileful friend who
lied 1 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss 13s Guileful Circe of
Aia would have stayed me in her halls

Guilefully (goi lfuli), adv. [f Guileful +
LY 2

]
In a guileful manner ,

artfully, deceitfully

;

treacherously.

*388 Wyclif Ps v ii Thei diden gilefuh with her tungis

1450-1530 Myrr our Ladye 231 The fende, whyche hathe

gylefully made all subgecte to the lordeshyp of his cruelte

1573 Tusser Hnsb x\xv (1878) 83 If yee deale guilefully,

parson will dreue 1604 Parsons 3rd Pt Three Convers

Eng , Relat Trial 107 He had guilfully patched togeather

two different sentences of that epistle 1667 Milton P L
ix 655 To whom the Tempter guilefully repli’d a 17x1

Ken Edmund Poet Wks 1721 II 115 Loose probable

Opinions he selects, And his Intention guilefully directs

1825 Coleridge Aids Rejl Aph xxxil 18 He who speaks

guilefully contrary to his inward conviction and knowledge.

Guilefulxxess (gai Ifulnes), [f Guileful

+

-ness ] The quality of being guileful
,
deceitful-

ftess , treachery
1388 Wyclif Ecclus xxxvu 3 A 1 theworstepresumpcioun,

whereof art thou maad to hde dne malice, and the gileful-

nesse thereof? 1556 Abp Parkfr Ps Ivi 160 They put
theyr hope, by guilefulnes and craft, to scape away 1583

Golding Calvin on Dent, xxxix 235 He wil not haue them
defiled by guilefulnes 1609 Bible (Douay) fer xiv 14

Lying vision, and deceitful divination, guilfulnes, and the

seduction of their owne hart they prophecie unto you

Guileless (gat hies),- a. [f Guile sb. +
-less.] Devoid of guile

1728-46 Thomson Spring 362 The plain ox, That harmless,

honest, guileless animal a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xxvi 23,

I chas'd the guileless daughters of the plain. Nor dropt the

chace, till Jessy was my prey x8xo Scott Lady of L x

xix, Than every freeborn glance confessed The guileless

movements ofher breast 1844 R.M M'Cheyne in Mem 1

(1872) 18 The golden days of guileless youth x88oW S
Plumer in Spurgeon Treas. Dav Ps, cxix 1-8 True piety

is guileless, unspotted from the world.

Comb, a 1834 Coleridge Notes ff Led (1874) 234 Cassio s

full guilelessm-earted wishes for the safety , ofOthello

Hence Oui lelessly adv
,
Guilelessness.

1717 Bailey vol II, Gmlclesness Guilelesly. X819

Sheliey Cenct iv tv. 183 The truth of things written on
a brow of guilelessness 1844 H Rogers Ess. (18601 III

113 The simplicity, innocence, aad guilelessness of child-

hood 1870 Spurgeon 'Ireas Dav Ps. xxxv 7 Traps into

which they have fallen as guilelessly as beasts which stumble

into concealed pits.

t Gui’ler. Obs Forms : 4 gilowxe, guilour,

gylor, gyulere, 4-5 giler(e,-our(e, 4-6 gylour(e,

guiler, 5 gyler, gyllor, 6 guyler fad OF.
gutlleor

,
gileor, gyllour

,
f guil{l)er, giber, see

Guile » ] A beguiler , a deceiver.

1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 397s Hyt seme)? )>ou art a
gyfour, And coueytous, and trechour f 1380 Wyclif SernT
Bel Wks. I 129 We jienken on >at )?is gilour saide whan he
was on lyve. e 1430 Hymns Virg 44 Neewe gilours wolde
waite us schame. c *460 ToumcUy Myst xiu 713 The fals

gyler of teyn now goys he begylde 1570 Saiir Poems
Reform xvm 75 Wo to thay Gylouris of godlynes denude *

1590 Spenser F Q it vu. 64 He So goodly did beguile

the Guyler of his pray.

Guilery. Obs. exc dial Forms: 4 gelori,

gxlerie, gill(e)ry, giln, -ye, gyl(e)ry(e, 4-5
gil(e)ry, gylory, 9 dial gil(l)ery [ad. Ob.
gtllerte, f guiler see Guile v ]

i. Deception, deceit, cheating, trickery.

1303 R. Brunne Handl Synne 6611 Hyt ys a tokene of
felunnye 1 o weyte hym wy)> swych gylrye c 1340 Hampole
Prose Tr (1866) 11 Here es forbodene gillery of weghte
CX375 Sc. Leg Saints

, George 732, I persawe wele f>i gilry

euir-ilke dele, pat )>u wald lede me yddtr quhare 1426 m
Surtees Misc 1,1888) 10 Wyth outen any gylory, fraude, or

deceyt c X440 York Myst xxxvu 160 He leuys with gaudis
and with gilery *863 Mrs Toogood Yorksh Dial , Take
care, there’s a good deal of gillery about hun

2

With a and pi An instance of deceit, an act

of treachery, a tuck.
c X330 R Brunne Chron, (1810) 213 It was a gilery a 1340
Hampole Psalter ix 25 When he suffirs him or any oper

come til bonures & riches thorgh gilrys & syn 1483 Cath.
Angl 156/1 A Gillry (A Gylery), presttgium.

f Gurlesome, a Obs. In 4 gilesum. [f.

Guile sb +-some ]
Full of guile

;
deceitful, false

138a Wyclif Isa x 6 To a foie gilesum I shal senden hym.

G-mlfat see Gilefat

+ Gui’ling, vbl sb Obs. [f Guile v. + -ing 1
]

Deceit, cunning
13.. K Alts 3475 There caste Ahsaunder the kyng For

to aspye Danes gylyng <11400 R Glouc Chi on (Rolls)

App XX 59 pe king of scotlond al mid grete gilinge Seide
he wolde come in pes & gistny mid )?e kmge c 1430 Hymns
Virg 105 Leue alle fals mesuns & al gilmge

+ Gurlingly ,
adv Obs [f *guih»g, ppl. a.

of Guile v t -ly 2.J In the mannet of one who
deceives, with guile

,
deceitfully

1382 Wyclif Gen. xxvu 35 lhi brothir com gilyngliche,

na took thi blissyng. — Prov xi. 13 Who goth giletideli,

shewith priue thingus
Q-nill, Sc variant of Gule sb 1 Obs.

Guillem (gtlem). Also 7 giullam, -iam,

gwylim [app a> Welsh Gwilym = William.

Cf Guillemot.] *» Guillemot
1603 Owen Pembrokesh (1891) 131 The gwylim. 1668

Wilkins Real Char 11 vm § 4 155 Guiilam 1674 Ray
Collect Words, Water Fowl g2 The Guilham, Cuillem or

Kiddaw Loinwia insula Ferrse 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk, Guillem, a sea-fowl. 1885 Swainson Prov
Nanus Birds 217

Gni’llemin. Hist. Also 3 gilmm [a. OF.
Guillemin, i Guillelme (mod. Guillaume) William,

for the suffix see -INE 1
]

Aheimit of the order

founded m the 12th c by disciples of St. William.

The reference to their habit in the quot indicates that they

wore a grey hood like the Franciscans and a black gown
like the early Dominicans
a 1300 Sat People Kildare vh. in E. E P (1862) 153

Hail be 3e gilmins wi(? 3ur blake gunes je leuith Je wildirms

arjd fillip be tiuns Menur wib-oute ana prechour wib-mne.

1844 Louisa S Costello Beam I 135 Orders of hermit

monks rose up in every quarter, bearing his name of

Guillemms

Guillemot (gi liinpt). [a Y. guillemot (1555
in Hatz -Darm.), app. a derivative of the name
Guillaume=William. Cf. Guillem and Willock ]

The name of several species of sea, birds of the

genns Alea or Una , esp Una or Alca troth

,

the

Common or Foolish Guillemot, and Una grylle
,

the Black Guillemot.
2678 Ray WiUugliby’s Ormth 324 The Bird called by

those of Northumberland and Durham a Guillemot or Sea

hen 1766 Pennant Zool (1768) II 517 The black Guil-

lemot [is] found on the Bass isle in Scotland 1774
Goldsm Nat Hist III 256 1 he frequent chatter of the

Guillemot x8a8 Stark Elan Nat Hist I 326 The
Guillemots, like the Divers, inhabit the northern seas, are

little fitted for moving on land, and seldom venture on shore

except m breeding time 1849 KingsleyN Devon in Misc

in Harper's Mag Dec 70/i The soft’ * Kurroo ! kurrool’

of the guillemots 1803 Newton Diet Birds 399 I he
common or Foolish Guillemot of both sides of the

Atlantic is replaced further northward by the A lea arra

or Alca bruenmchi of ornithologists

Guillevat, variant (in Diets.) of Gylefat.

Guillevine ; see Keelivinr.

Guilliam, obs form of Guillem.

Guillian (gi’han) [f. F. Gutll-aume 4- -ian.]

An adherent of William III.

1690 D’Urfey Collin's Walkm og Grave Bishops, Barons,

Baronets, The Guillians, and the Jacobites

Guilloclie (gil^Jf, Fr gtyof), sb Aieh. [a.

or ad. F gutllochis the ornament itself or gutl-

locht the tool with which it is made.] * An
ornament m the form of two or more hands or

strings twisting over each other, so as to repeat

the same figure, in a continued series, by the spiral

returning of the bands’ (Gwilt Encycl Archil.

1842). See also Galace, Golose.

1857 Birch Anc Pottery (1858) I 128 Not only are there

fine architectural ornaments,—such as theguillocne, rosettes,

leaves and flowers [etc J 1883 A. Dobson m Eng lllustr.

Mag 83/1 The ceiling is painted black, partly gilded, and
divided into panels by bands, ornamented with a guilloche

attnb 1865 Tylor Early Hist Man ix 272 The inter-

laced, or guilloche ornaments, on the early Scottish crosses

i8$4 W. Wright Empire Hittites 145 Along the base of the

stone, below the feet, runs a single band of the guilloche

pattern. 1893 Westm Gas. 17 Feb. 6/t This portion is

marked off by a guilloche border running from end to end

Guilloclie (giiduj), v [ad. F guillocker.]

traits To decorate with intersecting curved lines,

or with any pattern composed of curved lines.

Hence Guillo ched ppl. a
1883 Mollett Diet. Art $ Archaiol

,
Guilloched, waved

or engine turned

Guilloch.ee (gilt?jr ), v. [f F. gmiiochis sb.,

with semi-anglicized spelling,] traits. To decorate

with guilloches. Hence G-uillooh.eeing vbl sb.

(in quot attnb

)

1886 Pop. Sci. Monthly July 349 A charming effect is pro-

duced at the Neuwelt houses by means of a guillocheeing

machine in which an engraver's tool is drawn m regularly
massed lines over the slowly revolving vase

Guillotinade (gi d). [ad. F guillo-

tmade (Dupre, 1801), f. guillotine

.

see next and
-ade.] An execution by means of the guillotine.

1835 Macaulay Sir J Mackintosh Ess. (1850) 3x2 Then
came commotion, proscription civil war, foreign war, revo-

lutionary tribunals, guillotinades

Guillotine (gihftz-n)
,
sb. [a. F. guillotine, f.

Guillotin
,
the name of a physician at whose sug-

gestion the instrument was employed m 1789.]

1 An instrument used in France (esp during the

Revolution) for beheading, consisting of a heavy

knife blade sliding between grooved posts. Also,

execution by this instrument

1793 Aim Reg 278 At half past 12 the guillotine severed

her head from her body 2819 Byron yuan 1 cxxix, One
makes new noses, one a guillotine. 1848 W H. Kelly tr

Le Blanc's Hist Ten Y 11 4x7 Alibaud was condemned to

the guillotine. X877 E B Hamley Voltaire xxvi 202 The
violent overturning of the old monarchy, the pioscnptions,

the massacres, the guillotine—these would have receu ed no
countenance from him
transf and Jig. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Vtllage 137 The

monarch daffodil upiears his head. Nor dreads the guillotine

of the keen gale 1802 Let. 14 May in Papers 7wining
Fain (1887) Ser 11 243 A neat silver guillotine, to cut off

the heads of asparagus. x8z5j Adams Wks (1856) X 122
Down would fall the guillotine of a negative upon the neck
ofpoor Muhlenberg. 1884 Graphic x Nov 446/2 Cayenne is

so malarious that transportation thither used to„be styled
1 the dry guillotine

2 The name of various instruments acting in

a similar manner; a. Surg., an instrument for

excising the tonsil or uvula and for other surgical

operations, b (See quots.) c. A machine for

cuttmg the edges of books, paper, straw, etc.

a x866 J M. Sims Notes Uterine Surg 111 224 But I

think I have at last hit upon something better [than the
curved scissors] which I would term the uterine guillotine.

1B80 M Mackenzie Dis 7 hi oat 4 Nose I 321 Absossion
may be performed by means of knives, scissors, guillotines,

or dcraseurs x886 m Syd Soc Lex
b 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss , Guillotine, a machine

for breaking iron with a falling weight 189a Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Guillotines, machines used in the iron and
steel industry for cutting square blocks of steel to a certain

length

O 1883 Scotsman 9 May 11/7 Valuable Printing Plant

Two Guillotines 1896 Advt, Printers —Wanted, young
man as Machine Man . One with knowledge of guillotine

preferred.

3 a. US. (See quot 1883.) b. A method of

shortening the discussion on a bill in parliament,

by fixing a day when the Committee stage must
close

1883 Encycl Amer I. 200/r Hie axe:, or rather the guillo-

tine, is made to .represent the dismissal of Government
officials upon the coming in of a new President, or in case

of some grave complication, and the victims are said to

be beheaded. 1893 Boston (Mass ) Jrnl 20 Mar 1/2 The
Post-Office Guillotine Working Rapidly. 1893 Scotsman
38 June 6 Let us suppose that the Government nave resolved
to adopt the guillotine 1893 Westm Gaz. 30 June 3/2 The
Coercion Bill [1887) was allowed 15 days in Committee be-

fore the application of the guillotine

4 attrib ,
as guillotine-massacre,

-process ; gml-
lotine-cravat, a fashion of cravat current coring

the French revolution ,
guillotine-cutter = 2 c ;

guillotine-instrument Surg. = 2 a; guillotine

-

window [F. fenltre h guillotine] ,
an ordinary sash

window, jocularly so called from the fact that the

sashes slide in grooves
x88o Vern Lee Stud Italy ill 225 Italy had become cos-

mopolitan and eclectic, borrowing top boots, ^guillotine

cravats, and Grecian sandals 1884 Knight Diet Mech
hupp , *GuiIIotine instrument. *796 Bp Watson Apal
Bible i (1799) 6,

1

cannot, with you. attribute the *guillotine-

massacres to that cause. 1893 Daily News 10 June 3/8

There might be an objection to applying the ’•guillotine

process to the Bill as a whole 1898 Ibid 28 Feb 4/7 The
French laugh at our^•guillotine windows ’, and greatly prefer

their own, which open inwards
-

Hence Gallloti/nism, execution by means of the

guillotine ;
Guilloti nist, one who favours execu-

tion by the guillotine.

*793 Poetry in Ann. Reg 404 Lo 1 I who erst Disclos’d

the secrets of the Royal House, And sang the Gutllotinism

of—a louse ! 1796 Burke Regie Peace iv Wks IX. if

The humane gunlotimsts of Bourdeaux

Guillotine (gilfti n), v [ad. F guilloiine-r,

( guillotine Guillotine j£.]

1 , trans. To behead by the guillotine

1794 Citron in Ann. Reg 10 May (1799) 14/2 Guillotined

at Pans, madame Elizabeth, sister of the late king of France.

142 -a



GUILLOTINING.

1810 Q Rev Nov 464 Our late philosophers (for we believe

they are most of them guillotined) 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev
III vn u, They have suffered much their friends guil-

lotined, their pleasures ruthlessly repressed. x88o Ouida
Moths I 146 You could fancy her going to be guillotinedm
old lace like Mane-Antoinette
transf and fig. 1804 Fessenden Dentocr (1806) L 121

And guillotine the reputation Of every good man in the

nation *83* G Downes Lett Cont Countries I 39 The
view includes some hills, with vineyards guillotined after

the French manner 1887 Pall Mall G 3
Sept 3/1 Mr

Calmour has a short and easy way with dissyllables which
refuse to fit into his verse He simply guillotines them,

thus ‘ And redbreasts fearless 'proacn the door ’

2 In various applied senses, a To cut (the

edges of a book) with a guillotine b To cut

short discussion upon (a bill, a clause)

*893 Times 1 June 9/5 To fix a date for guillotining each

clause in succession. 1896 Daily Nevus 23 Mar 8/6 Only
the cheaper books are sewn by machinery the better

volumes being sewn with silk by hand. 1 hen theedges are

guillotined
'

Hence OKtilloti'ued ppl. a (also aisol.) ;

G-ui llotinee-r, Guilloti near, one who guillotines;

G-uilloti nement [so in Fr], execution by the’

guillotine.

*796 Times x Aqg in I Ashton Old Times (1885) 322 The
widows of twenty guillotined poor souls 183a Blackw
Mag XXXII 27s Ihey would rather be the guillotined

than the guillotiners 1837 Dickens Pickw xl, The vehicle

was not exactly a gig nor a guillotined cabriolet 1837
Carlyle Fr Rev III vn 11, Bewildered by long terror,

perturbations and guillotmement 1890 Longm Mae Aug
359 These were would-be guillotiners, now to be guillotined

111 their turn 1 1897 Expositors Grk. Test I. 164/1 Even
persecutors and guillotuifcers get weary of theirsavage work

Guillotining' (giltfti mg), vbl. sb [f Guil-

lotine v + -ins 1
] The action of the vb.

Guillotine
1794 m Spirit Pnbl, Jrnls (1799) I 33T Confusions, up-

roars, commitments, gutllotinings, &c 1799 Coleridge
Lett (1895) I 329 Guillotining is too republican a death for

suchreptiles 1859 Sala. Tin toundClock (1861)304"We have
had no confiscations, no deportations, and no guillotining
atlnb. 1837 Thackeray Carlyle's Fr Rev., His guil-

lotining system had its hour, 1893 "l imes t June 9/3 Cutting
short tne discussion on the remaining clauses of the BiU
by what is known as the ‘guillotining’ process.

Gmlour, variant of Guiler Obs

+ GuilOUS, a Obs In 4 gilous(e, 4-5 gylous
[f gile. Guile sb + -ous ] Guileful

1382 Wyclif 2 Cor xi. 13 Forwhi suche false apostlis ben
trecherous, or gylous work men, transfigunnge hem into

apostlis 1496 Dives 4 Paitp (W deW ) v v 202/2 The
gylous tonge, that is called in latyn lingua dolosa.

Hence + Guilously (tdv., guilefully.

c 1423 St Mary ofOigmcs 1 lx in Anglia VIII 143/16

bat sly enmy warnedhym also gylously of sum good dedys
pat hee shulde do 1496 Dives 4 Paup (W de W ) v. v.

202/2 Ioab gylously sloughe the nohle prynce Amasam

Guilt (gilt), sb. Forms : 1 gylt, irreg gielt,

1, 2, 4 gelt, 2-5 gult(e, 2-6 gilt, 2-7 gylt(e, 3
Orm gillt, 3-5 gilte, 4 gelta, 4, 6 guilte,

(gelthe, gylthe), 6- guilt [OE.£y//str masc
prehistonc type *gultt-z ; related to next vb.

No equivalent forms are known in the other Tent langs

The connection commonly assumed with the OTeut root
*geld-, gald-

,
guld-, to pay, Yield, is inadmissible phono-

logically, and its apparent plausibility with regard to sense
disappears on examination. From the fact that OE- gylt
renders L. debitum in the Lord’s Prayer and in Matt xvm.
27, and that is gyltq renders debit in Matt xxiu 18, it has
been inferred that the sb had a primary sense ‘ debt of
which there seems to be no real evidence, though OE
scyld, G schidd, have developed the sense of

1
guilt ’ from

that of * debt’ ]

+ 1. A failure of duty, delinquency; offence,

crime, sin. Obs. (Cf. 5b)
971 Bhckl Horn 193 ponne onfop hie forjifnesse ealra

heora gylta aet urum Dnhtne a 1000 Kentish Ps 1 39
(Gr ) Geltas jeclansa, pa fle ic on aldre sefre gefremede
c rooo Ags Gosp, Matt vi 12 Forgyf us ure gyltas [cn6o
Hatton geltas] c 1030 Byrhtferth's Handboc m Anglia
VIII 320 paet we ne gefremmon gylta aem^ne. <21173
Colt "Horn 223 Se lichame is deadlic purh adames gylt

cxaoo Ormin 15873 Iff pe3j mujhenn turmenn hemm To
betenn pejjre gilltess 12 Paternoster in Rel Ant I,

282 Forjif us oure gultes c 1230 Gen 4 Ex 2409 So
Sinked euerilc wis man,.3e of adames gilte muneS 1340
Ayenb 13 pe ten homes of pe beste betoknep pe geltes of
pe ten hestes of our lhorde a 1400-30 Alexander 3213
(Dublin MS

)
pat Sloghen so pair souerent bat neuer paim

gilt made 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II 39 For which gilts

and defaults it were worthy that the order were fordone

Responsibility for an action or event, the

‘fault’ of(some person). (InOE const genitive.)
it O E C/iron an. 1048 (Laud MS ) Eustatius haefde
ecydd pam cynge pet hit sceolde beon mare gylt pare
urhwaru ponne his 1377 Langl P PI B xm 237 It is

for men ben nou3t worthy To haue the grace of god and
no gylte of the pope c 1380 Sir Fenunb 317 If pe sarsyn
ouercompp [«r] him.pare certts 3e berep pe gilt. 1390 GoWer
Con/ II 122 She taketh upon her self the gilt, a 1400-50
Alexander 2384 It was pe gilt all of pe gome & nojt of pe
gudlord 1671 Mrs Behn Foic'd Marriage 1 1, I shall
grow angry, and believe your pride Would put the guilt off
on your modesty

+ 3 Desert (ofa penalty)
;

esp, in phrase With-
out guilt

,
without having done anything to deserve

one’s fate, innocently. Obs
c 127s Passion our Lord 34a in O. E Misc 47 Nenne

gult of depe ich on hym i-seo *393 Langl P PI C v. 75
With-outegult, god wot gatich thys scathe C1400 Mauldev.

496

(Roxb ) xv 67 Godd pan bad done agasne bis rijtwisnesse

for to suffer swilk ane innocent die witbouten gilt c 1430

Life St Hath (1884) 51 Seyngepatpe kepers scholde haue

be tormented wyth oute gylte 1333 Stewart Cron Scot

30904 He fiand ane subtill wyle, But ony gilt bow he suld

them begyle a 1625 Bovs Wks (1629-30) 268 Shee
abideth Ynder the wrath of God, horror of conscience, guilt

ofdeath and hell

4 The fact of having committed, or ofbeing gmlty

of, some specified or implied offence
,
guiltiness,

f Formerly (now poet
)
const of

ct33o R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 129 If a clerke men
fouude tn his lond pat reft, porgh slauhter or wounde, or

porgh oper theft, Men suld schewe his guilte in pe courte

of lay 1387 Trevisa JHigden (Rolls) VI 163 Iustmianus

Cesar was prived of pe loye of his kyngdom for gilt of mys-

byleve c 1430 Myrc xioo Hast thow forsake pyn owne gult,

And on a-noper pe blame I-pult?
,

1622 Bacon Hen VII
196 It was neither guilt of Crime, nor reason of State, that

could quench the Enuie that was vpon the King for this

Execution, a 1713 Burnet Own Time iv (1724) I 636 He
in his deposition said somewhat that brought Sir Hugh
Cambell and his son under the guilt of treason 1833 Tfnny-
son Lady Clara Vere deV 43 The guilt of blood is at your

door 1844 H H Wilson Brit India III 324 Positive

proofofhis guilt could not be adduced 1891 Speaker 2 May
532/2 He has put the believers tn the guilt of Richard III

in a dilemma.

5 . The state (meriting condemnation and re-

proach of conscience) of having wilfully committed

crime or heinous moral offence ;
criminality, great

culpability

e 1310 More Putts Wks 32 Spare vs wretches, and washe

awaj e our gilt, That \v e be not by thy mste anger spilt. 1396

Spenser A Q v v 48 That his guilt the greater may
appeaxe I will a while with his first folly beare 1634

Hammond Fundamentals xva 167 These are taken away,

the possibility of guilt, and the possibility of innocence

1709 Steele Tatter No 33 M Several of my intimate

Friends are in the Guilt 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq
Dissert 11, Most of which seem to have had no other

peculiar guilt upon them than that common to soldiers in

war 1737 Smollett Reprisal Prol
,
No guilt attends a

fact involuntary. 1783 Burke Corr. (1844) III 39 Guilt

resides in the intention 1813 Byron Giaour 1243 But
Heaven in wrath would turn away, If Guilt should for the

guiltless pray 1828 Scott F M Perth xm, She never

saw the child of her love stand before her doubly dis-

honoured, by guilt and by falsehood 1876 Mozley Umv
Serm. vm 176 Guilt is the direct consequence of a crime

having been committed

b. (With a and pi.) An instance, kind, or

degree of guilt rare
1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix 135 Of every gilt, and wicket

f
ovirnance, I cry The mercy, and Iasar to repent 1605
haks Leai m. 11. 37 Close pent-vp guilts, Riue your con-

cealing Continents 1679 Genii Call Pref § 8 ‘Twas
amongst the Jews a Capital Guilt to curse a Parent 1685
Sooth Strut (1843) II xvii 281 The pardon of a guilt (too

big for the common measures ofpardon\ 170a Rowf Tamei l.

v 1 2115 Nor has my Soul One unrepented Guilt upon
remembrance 1711 Steele Sped No 139 F 1 Rapine,
Murder, and all the Guilts that attend War when it is unjust.

1864 H H Brownell War Lyrics (1866) 2r Ah ever In
the crash of falling crime Some lesser guilt must share

e. Conduct involving guilt
;

heinous sin or

crime
1729 Butler Serut Wks 1874 II 127 It [self-deceit] is

itself the greatest of all guilt in proportion to the degree it

prevails. 1780 Newgate Cal V 120 The life of this man
seems to have been one chain of guilt from the cradle to
the gallows 1819 Byron Juan ti cxxvn, He was a Greek,
and on his isle haa built A very handsome house from out
his guilt

Hd Misused for * sense of guilt \
1690-1 Tillotson Serm xxxvul (1735) I 333 Guilt being

nothing else but trouble arming in our minds, from a con-
sciousness of having done contrary to what we are verily
perswaded was our Duty.

0 In legal use : The state of being regarded as

justly liable to penalty, rare.

1765 Blackstone Comm Introd § 2 46 Here it is im.
possible that the party could foresee that an action, innocent
when it was done, should be afterwards converted to guilt

by a subsequent law 1838 J Kent Comm Amer Law (ed 9)
I 137 If a ship has contracted guilt by a breach of blockade,
the offence is not discharged until the end of the voyage

7 attnb. and Comb
,
as guilt-bom, -concealing

,

-formed, -imbued, -reeking, -sick, -stained, -won
adjs Also

*f*
guiltwifce [OE. wile penalty], penalty

for commission of crime
x8« Scott Rokeby in xiv, *Gui!t-born Excess the goblet

drain’d X730-46 Thomson Autumn ri74 Beneath the
cloud of *guilt-concealin| night 1830 Scott Demonol. x.

364, I cannot forbear giving you another instance of a
"guilt-formed phantom 1845 Hirst Poems 69 Others, sweet
and dove-like;—others, regal —Others,

’tfgiult-imbrued
x8xt Shelley Tear 11 4 Patriotism red with his *guilt-
reeking gore a 76*5 Beaum & Fl. Custom Country iv i,

A *guilt-sick conscience a 1822 Shflley Postk Fragm
Marg Nicholson 82 At the orphan’s sigh Totters the
fabric of thy ^guilt-stained throne. 964 in Birch Cart Sax.
(1893) III 379 Debitum transgressioms et penam delicti
qua Anglice dicitur Ofersaewnesse et "Gyltwyte 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II 93 Gultwite amendes for trespas
X607 Cowell Interpr, Gultwit 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),
Gyltwiie , Gultwit (Sax Law-Term),

+ Guilt, v. Obs. Forms: 1 "gyltan, 2-3
gulten(iz), Orm giHtenn, 4 gilte(n, 4-5 gilt,

5-6 gylte, 6 guilt. Pa t 2-4 gulte, 3-5 gilte,

4 gilted, -id, 5 gylted Pa pple. 2 igult, 4-6
gilt, 5 gult, 5 gilted, 6 guilted. [OE gyltan
:-prehistonc type *gultjan, related to prec. sb]

GUILTLESS.

1 mtr To commit an offence or tiespass, to sin.

c 825, c 897, c xooo [see Guilting ppl a ] c 1020 Rule St.
Benet vi (Logeman) 25 Ic saede ic gehealde wegas mine
bast ic na gyjte on minre tungan c 1175 Lamb Horn. 83
pa com t>es_Mon, he nefre ne gulte a xaoo Moral Ode 27
A1 to lome ich habbe igult a werke and o worde often a XS50
Owl 4 Night. 1321 Ther-fore the were gulte That leof is

over wummon to pulte X340-70 Alex 4 Dind 550 Michel
gilte 3e, gome, bi jour godus falce a 1400-50 Alexander
472 pou has giltid, hot no;t gretly 1330 Palsgr 566/1,

1

gylte, I faulte or commyt a trespasse (Lydgate).

b Const, against, rarely to (a person, a law)
Also with dot. of person, and acc of thing (neuter
pron )
c xaoo Ormin 5142 Godd itt te forrbedepb To gilltenn ohht

onsaeness himm. 1340-70 Alex 4 Dina 384 We ne gilte

nont god no no gome here 1393 Langl P PI C vm 151
Alle thuse rybaudes that repenten hem sore, That euere thei
gulte ajens the 1308 Trevisa Barth De P R xiv xxvm
(Tollem MS ) In poo mawmetes Salomon trespasid and
iltid his owne God a 1400-50 Alexander 2430 pare as
e gilt me agayns & I him gradid haue 14x4 Brampton

Pentt Ps xxvi (Percy Soc.) 10 Graunte me grace . Ihi
lawe to understande IJhat I nevere gylte ajens itt 1423
Jas I Kvngis Q xxxvm, Quhat haue I gilt to him or doon
offense, That I am thrall, and birdis gone at large 7 c 1450
Lonelich Grail 1 638 Why hast pou thus here now wrowht,
with goddis peple that Gylted the nowht ? c 1500 Lancelot
699 Qwhat haue y gilt, allace ! or qwhat deseruit?

H. [f the sb.J trails To render guilty. In
quot refi.

1333 Grimaldf Cicero's Offices in (1558.) 121 Hath he then
guilted himself of murder ?

Guilt, obs form of Gilt sb. and v
Guilt(e, -ed, obs ff Gilt, Gilted/// adjs.

tGlli’lter. Obs Also 3 gultaxe, 4 gilter.

[f. Guilt v + -ER 1

] An offender, transgressor.
xa Paternoster so Rel Ant I 282 Forjifus oure gultes,

also we forjifet oure gultare 1382 Wyclif Isa 1 28 He
shal to trede the hydous gilteres and the synneres togidere

t Guiltful, a Obs. [f Guilt sb + -pul ]
Full of guilt; guilty, heinous. Hence f GuiTt-
fully adv.
cxyj$Sc Leg Saints, Andrea 103 Wikit women, Jiou

polls pus 111, for pou hasconsawitgiltfully 1655 R Lapel
m Spuigeon Treas Dav Ps cxix 36 Worldlmess is a most
guiltful sin in respect of God 1673 Walker etc. Paraph
St Paul 22 Prohibition . making it more guilt-full 1791
Learmont Poems 15 (E D D ) The lady heard the guiltfou
tale Wi' mickle dole an’ dread

Guilt-head, obs form of Gilt-head

Guiltily (gi Itili)
,
adv [f Guilty a. + -lt 2 ]

In a guilty manner or condition
,
like one that is

guilty

1394 Shaks Rich. Ill, v 111 146 Bloody and* guilty

guiltily awake, And ra a bloody Battell end thy dayes
166a Jesuits' Reasons (1675) 104 Who have guiltily pro-

voked the Sanguinary Laws 1843 Carlyle Fast 4 Pr
iv 111, Our friends of China, who guiltily refused to trade

1873 Bi ack Pr Thule v 69 Consciousness that he had been
guiltily remiss

Guiltiness (gi-ltmes). [f Guilty a. +
-stess ] The condition, quality, or state of being
guilty; criminality, culpability; an instance of

this
;
also, consciousness of guilt Const, of

c 137S Sc Leg Samts, 7homas 172 Of giltines pe schame
Is genent, & of It pe blame 2535 Coverhale John xix 6
Take ye him & crucifye him, for I fynde no giltynesse

in him. x6ox Sir W Cornwallis Disc Seneca (1831)

jo Too much doubt argueth too much guiltinesse. 1676
Allen Address NonconJ 97 A guiltiness of a great Schism
in the Church, and consequently of the many sad effects of it

a 1740 Waterland Wks (1823) VI 286 Arguments against
Christianity, be theysenous or ludicrous, are indifferently

(not always tn the same degree, or with the same guiltiness)

attempts to subvert Christianity, and are consequently to

be punished 175a J, Louthian Form ofProcess (ed 2) 89
His Guiltiness of tne Crime libelled against him. a 1834
Lamb Misc Wks (1871) 469 False surmises of her guiltiness -

1849 Stovel Introd to Canne's Neccss 6 The loss of truth

by neglect, whatever the present inducement, must ever be-

fore God be attended with inexcusable guiltiness

t GlliTting, ppl. a Obs. Chiefly OE. In

1 gyltend, 4 giltend. [f. Guilt v + -ing 2
]

That offends, or trespasses. In quots. aisol,

c 825 Vesp Psalter xxiv 8 Swoete & relit dryten fore

Sissum aee ;$esette gyltendum. in wege c 897 K xElfred
Gregory's Past, xxi 166 Dara gyltendra scylda czooo
Ags Gosp Matt vi, 12 Forgyf us ure gyltas, swa swa we
forgyfaS urum gyltendum 138a Wyclif Job ix 28, I

shamede alle my werkis, witende that thou shuldist not
spare to the giltende

fGuiTtist. Obs. rare
— l

. [f. Guilt sb 4
-ist ] A guilty person

,
an offender.

1693 W Frekb Art War vi 252 Only the Principal
Guiltists among Your Enemy ought to suffer Death.

Guiltless (guides), a. Forms: see Guilt sb,

[Late OE. gyltUas, f gylt Guilt + -lias -less ]

1 Free from guilt, innocent Const, of, ffrom,
c iaoo Vices 4 Virtues (1888) 133 Hande on hande ms naht

$e euele man gylt-leas c xaoo Ormin 1977 3^°* Patt
wass gilltelaes. X297 R Glouc. (Rolls) 6707 pe erl godwm
Let pis gultelese men sette al arewe c 1340 Cursor M
16406 (Trin ) Alle je se he seide pat I am giltles of his lyue

1382 Wyclif Matt xxvii 24, I ata innocent or giltlesse,

fro the blood of this lust man c 1460 Towneley Myst iv.

'

207 And thusgyltles [I] shall be arayae 1548 Hall Chron
Rich III, 8 b, 'I he cause ofthe destruction of manye gyltles

persones 1390 Spenser F Q. i via 36 All the floore .

With blood of guiltlesse babes Defiled was 1647 Cowley
Mistr

,
Concealment 1, So handsomly the thing contrive,

That she may guiltless of it live, 17x3 Berkeley Guardian



GUILTLESSLY. 497 GUINEA,
No. 62 ' 3 The cheapness of puerile delights, the guiltless

joy they leave upon the mind *750 Gray Elegy xv, Some
Cromwell, guiltless of his country's blood 1853 Grott
Greece 11 lxxxiv XI 189 Upon their guiltless heads fell all

the teirors of retaliation for the enormities of the despot

quasi advb i^Udall Eitism Apopk n 291a, He was
through enuie & falsely surmised accusacions, guilte-

lesse condemned & putte to death

b absol or quasi Now only with the

ci200 Tnn Coll Horn 105 pe unbileffulle man werpeS
his ajen gilt uppe }>e giltlese a 1300 CursorM 11554 He
made oon ordmaunce in hi?e pat mony guides shulde dije

13 E E, A llit P A 668 Hit is adorn pat neuer god gaue,

pat euer t>e gyltlez schulde be schente c *450 St Cuthbert
(Surtees) 5152 Bathe giltles and als gylty 1484 Caxton
Fables ofA Ifotice 1 Ye shold do grete synne yf ye dyd put

this Innocentand gyltles to dethe 1769 Blackstond Comm
iv xxvu 336 In consequence of a notion that God would
always interpose miraculously to vindicate the guiltless

+ c transf Of things, places, etc. : b ree from

the stain of crime. Const, of Obs
1602 Marston Ant ft Mel iv Wks 1836 I 46 Was ever

Prince Left shipwrackt, banisht, on more guiltlesse ground ?

1632 Bcmlowcs Theoph xn, lxxu, We there, on grassie

tufted l’apistries In guiltlesse shades, by full hair’d trees

view natures ants and bees 1723 Pope Odyss xi 658

Though spears in iron tempests rain’d aiound, Yet innocent

they play'd, and guiltless of a wound 1784 Cowper Task
in 698 That dissipated miuds Should seek the guiltless

joys that I describe

f 2 nonce-uses

.

a Free from penalty, scot free

b Undeserved. Obs
1579 Lyly Enphues (Arb

)
go God, who permitteth no

guile to be guiltlesse, will shortly lequite this injury 160*

Marston Antonio's Rev iv. 11*. Wks 1856 I. 126. Have I

liv’d to see his vertues blurd With guiltlesse blots ?

3 Having no acquaintance, dealings, or fami-

liarity with, no experience or use of (something).

Const of (Cf Innocent 2 c and Goilty 2 b.)

1667 Milton PL ix 392 Not as sliee with Bow and
Quiver arrad, But with such Gardning Tools as Art yet

rude, Guiltless of fire had formd 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met
1 132 Ihe teeming earth, jet guiltless of the plough, And
unprovok’d, did fruitful stores allow a 1763 Shenstone
Elegies 1 is Guiltless of disguise 186* Atlantic Monthly
Sept 338/2 Gabriel was reported to be guiltless of the

alphabet 1874 Lisle Carr Jud Gwynne I 1.. 1 Distinguish-

ing it from other farm houses, which were guiltless of that

special ornamentation

Guiltlessly (gt ltlesli), adv. [f prec. + -LY a
.],

In a guiltless manner
;
without guilt

1348 Udall, etc Elasm Par 1 Pet i 1-2 Whom the

rageing ciueltie of them, which hated the name of Chnste,

hathe giltelesly dryuen out of the places where their fathers

dwelt before them x6ia T Taylor Comm. Titus 11 13

1 he trifling vse of the name of God and Christ, the which
no man shall guiltelessely lift vp in vame. 1870 Ruskin
Led Art i. 27 It is not possible for any, guiltlessly, to

pass their days in a succession of pleasures

Guiltlessness (gi ltlesnes) [f. Guiltless,

a. + -ness.] The condition, quality, or state of

being guiltless ;
innocence.

*571 Golding Calvin on Ps iv 2 If at any tyme our gilt-

lessenesse appeere not before the world i6«;o Hobbes De
Corp Pol 23 When Justice is taken for Guiltlesnesse the

Actions are just, and yet not alwayes the Man 1681 T
Flatman Heraclitus Ridens (1713) II 30 If the Declaration

of a Grand Jury cannot convince the World of the guilt-

lessness ofany Man, what can? 1813 Sir S Romilly Speech
Pari 5 Mar ,

The guiltlessness of the Princess of Wales was

established 1877 Miss Yongf Cameos III vu 58 These

preposterous charges almost show the real guiltlessness of

the veteran onwhom national hatred had fixed

Guilty (grlti), a Forms 1 gyltig, 2 geltis,

2-4 gelty, 3-4 gulti (*#), 4 gelti(f, gilt-, guiltif(e,

gylti, -if,, -yf, 4-5 gulfcy, 4-6 gilti, gylty, 5

gillty, giltyf, 5,-6 giltie, gyltie, 6 giltye-, gyltd,

7 guiltie, 6- guilty. [OE gyltig see Guilt sb.

and -y 1. Some ME. foims are due to association

of the suffix with -if, -ive ]

1 . That has offended or been in fault
,

delin-

quent, cnmmal Now m. stronger sense That

has incurred guilt ;
deserving punishment and

moral reprobation
,

^culpable Often absol

erooo Ags.Gosp Matt xxui 18 Swahwylc swa swerejj on

Jiaere offrunge \>e ofer j?aet weofud ys se ys gylti% [Hatton

Gosp, geltig,Vulg. debet\ a 1x75 Cott Horn 239 pan seied

ham god pe gelty mannen Je sen&jeden [etc ], a.sMpLofsong
m Cott, Horn 205 Ich rcnowe me gulti. and creie pe leafdii

merci 13 Seuyn Sag (W ) 856 Thcmrgth the conseu of bus

wxf, Hesloughth hisgredxond nowt gelttf n E E A llit,

P A 668 pe gyltyfmay contryssyoun hente & be pur3 mercy

to grace bry^t £ 1380 Wyclif Wks (1B80) 9 pei ben most

gyltifofalle c 1400 Rom Rose 6394 Penaunce
^
formysmne

Which that I fond m e gilty inne c 1400 Gamely

u

822We wir

sle pe giltrf and late pe tother goo 1638 Ford Lady s I rial

iv i,Tis the guilty trembles At horrors, not the innocent

17x2W Rogers Voy 12 We put ten ofthe Mutineersm Irons,

Others less guilty I punish’d and discharg’d *781 Cowper
A nti-Thelypth 188 The guiltiest still are ever least ashamed

1814 Calhoun Speech 25 Feb, Wks 1864 II 92 ,

1

know not

which to pronounce the most guilty thq nation that inflicts

a wrong, or that which quietly submits to it 18*0 Byron

Mar Fal 1. 1, And secret as the grave to which they doom
The guilty 1870 R W. Dale Week-day Serm vi, 127 lo
pardon the guiltiest

b transf of the instrument with which, or the

scene where, a crime is committed ,
or the like.

1588 Shaks Tit. A v u 1B4 This one Hand j et is left,

to cut your throats, Whil’st that Lauinia tweene her stumps

doth hold The Bason that recetues your guilty blood

1390 — Com Err iv iv 66 Vpon me the guiltie doores were

shut 1629 Milton Nativity 39 Only with speeches fair

She woos the gentle Air To hide her guilty front with
innocent Snow. 1709 Mrs Manley Seer Mem (17361 III
264 Had he not have gone to the guilty Rendezvous 1780
Cowper Table T 430 The storms that overset the joys of
life, Are but Hisrods to scourge a guilty land 1821 Byron
Cam nr 1 397 He hangs his guilty head a 1834 H Rum
Led Bnt Poets iv (1857) 123 Perceiving that the barge
was steering to the traitor’s gate, she refused to enter that
guilty portal

2 . That has committed a particular offence or
crime, or is justly chargeable with a particulai

fault Const, of.

1297 R Gi ouc (Rolls) 6898 HoldeJj horn gulti of J>e dede
& lateb in strong pnson be ydo £1380 Wyclif Sel
Wks III 28g Gilti of schedyng berof [jje blood of Jesus
Crist], 1414 Brampton Penit Ps lxxi (Percy Soc.) 27
Thow3 thou be gylty of synnes sevene 1430 Lomner ta
Paston Lett No 93 I 123 He was arreyned . upon the
appechementes and fonde gylty 1390 Shaks Com Em
111 11 168 Least my selfe be guilty to selfe wrong, lie stop
mine eares against the Met maids song 1593— 2 Hen VI,
hi n 17 We intend to try his Grace to day, If he be guiltie

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 112 In some cases othomi-
cide the guiltie person was put m a lutle-ease prison 1676
tr, Guillatiere's Uoy Athens 46 They are guilty of very
foul mistakes x68x Trial S Colledge 6 You must plead to
the Court, Guilty or not Guilty 1710 Berkeley Prmc
Hum Knawl 1 §91 [We] are guilty ofno innovation m that
respect 1769 Blackstone Comm IV xxvu 338 One cannot
but be astonished at the folly and impiety of pronouncing a
man guiltj ..unless he was cleared by a miracle 1792 A need
W Pitt III xxxix 39, I charge the Ministers with the
highest crimes that men in their stations can be guilty of
x8t8 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II 392 The heir at law had
been guilty of a breach of trust. 1839 Lang Wand India
381 Well, plead Not guilty, and you will have it 1884 Ld
Esher in Law Times Rep, LXXIII 616/2 note

,
The

deceased was also guilty of negligence or of want of reason-

able care contributing to the accident 1-884 Sir S St John
Hoyts m 86 The first and last chief who was ever guilty

of so unaccountable a weakness 1894 Solicitors' Jml
XXXIX. 2/3 The report must state that fraud has been
committed, though, the guilty person need not be specified

+ b absol a&sb The person who is guilty Obs
1350 W. Lynne Carson's Cron 231 b, Therupon was the

gj’ltye fastned aboute the necke with an yron coller and
then a fyer made and so the Gylty roasted tyll he dyed.

x6ix Spfed Hist Gt Bnt ix. xv § 36 644 Yet at length

was that Castle enforced to surrender vpon composition of

life, excepting the guilties of Burgundies death 1700 Dryden
Cock 4 Fox 287 Oft a speedier pam the guilty feels,

c In playful or ironical use.

1388 Shaks L L L 1 11 n6 Brag Is there not a ballet

Boy, of the King and the Begger l Boy The world was
very guilty of such a Ballet some three ages since 1648

Symmons VuuL K Ckas is These Papers might have been
Evidences of Truth and of Loyalty too had the Surpnzers

of them been guilty of these vertues a x66x Fuller
Worthies (1840) III 6s He died not guilty of much wealth

S Ladies Call n 111 § 23 The World is apt enough to

clous errors but 'tis seldom guilty of the cbaritative

a 1704 T. Brown Persius’ Sat. 1 Wks 1730 1 54 For read

his trifles, and scarce In one line You*ll find him. guilty of

the least design. 17x7, Berkeley Jml Tour Italy 27 Jan ,

Wks 1871 IV 331 Church of the Carmelites in the front

a little diamond work, which they are sometimes guilty of

1784 Cowper Task n 12 He finds his fellow guilty of a skin

N ot coloured like his own.

f 3 Guilty of (rarely to) • culpably responsible

for (a result)
;
to blame for the loss or destruction

3f (something). Obs.

a 1225 After. R 58 Heo is gulti of te bestes deaSe 1393

Purvey Remonstr (1831) 34 Ye ben giltif of alle, and cause

if here dampnacioun. Ibid 139 He that takith gouernance

if a ship IB. great tempest to a mail vnkunnynge, is gilti of!

d the ship, and of alle thingis conteynid therynne rjfcs-

Frith Mirr 11 Wks (1573) 87 Or els are they in leoperdie

to penshe at euery pit, and the eye giltie of their destruction

for withdrawing her office from them *53S Coverdale

x Sam xxii 22, I am giltye of the soules of thy fathers

House i6xx Shaks Wuit T iv. iv 549 Th vnthougnt-on

accident is guiltie To what we wildely do 1628 Milton

Vac Exerc 96 Severn swift, guilty of Maiden s death

1648 Boyle Seraph Love a 660) 24 It was a want ofDis~

cretion, that was guilty of their faults X700 Dryden Pal'.

St Arc in 815 With mortal hatred I pursued his life, Nor he

nor you were guilty ofthe strife a 17x3 Bi rnetCMw Time

1 (1724) I 40 The preachers cried out against all that weie

for moderate proceedings, as guilty 06 the- blood that, had

been shed

f 4 Deserving of liab'e to> (a penalty) Also

bound to the performance of (a vow) = L reus

voti Obs
£1380 Wyclif Wks (1880) 10 J>ei ben . gylti ot damp-

nacion 1382— Matt xxvi 67 He is gilty of deth [So xoxx „

R V worthy] £1430 Life St Kath (1884) 42 And wyth

so’tel sleyghtes maken hem. gylty to pe pejnes of belie.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 98 He schal, be gylty to he doom 1577

Vautrouillier Luthei on Ep Gal 72 By doing good works

thou shall be made worthie of eternall life but by beleumg

in Christ thou shalt be made culpable and gjltie of eternal

death 1607 Hieron Wks I 328 The stnne of nature

maketh vs guiltie ofthe wrath of God a 1648 Ld Herbert

Life Hen VIII (1683) 420 A Man guilty ofi the highest

punishment 1700 Dryden Pal 4- Arc \ 427 Some pray

From prison to be freed , and come, When guilty of their

vows, to fall at home

5 Of actions or conditions. Involving guilt,

culpable, criminal.

1S9X Shaks. i Hen. VI, n iv g4 His Trespas yet hues

guiltie in thyblood 1700 DryuenFables, Cmyras&Myrrha

263 111 she presag’d, and yet pursu’d her lust, For guilty

pleasures give a double gust *784Cowper Task in 70 Let

her pass, and charioted along In guilty splendour, shake the

public ways x87i Macduff Mem Patmos vn 85 These

Laodiceans were living in guilty self-deception.

6 Of the conscience, mind, etc Laden with,

guilt, haunted by the recollection of crime.

1393 Shaks. 3 Hen VI v vi xi Suspition alwayes haunts
the guilty mmde 1660 F Brookc tr. Lt Blanc's Trav 28

He was in great fear during the tempest, because of his

guilty conscience 1693 T Creech in Diyden's Juvenal
(1697) 33s Not sharp Revenge, not Hell it self can find

A fiercer Torment than a Guilty Mind 1821 Shelley
Hellas 731 Revenge, and Wrong, bring forth their kind

.

The foul cubs like their parents aie, Their den is in the

guilty mind 187s E.F Burr Ad Fidem m 53 Our minds
dark, because they aie guilty

b. Of feelings, etc • Prompted by sense of guilt.

1£93 Shaks Liter 1482 Let guiltlesse soules be freed from

f
uilty woe 1641 Milton Ch Govt v. Wks (1851) 114
heir own guilty carriage protests they doe feare. 1667 —
P L ix 1058 Naked left To guilty Shame 1813 Scorr
Rokeby 11 x 5.111, In Wychffe’s conscious eye appear A guilty

hope, a guilty fear.

+ 7 Conscious, cognizant, privy Also guilty

to oneself = L. consents sibi Const of, to. Obs
1399 Hakluyt Voy 1

1

1 7 Being guilty vnto himselfe of
the muither of his kinseman. Bruno he trauailed vnto
Ierusalem 1399 B Jonson Cynthia’s Rev 111 it. He giue
out that I know the time, and place wheie he stole it,

though my soule bee guiltie of no such thing 1603 Br
Hall Medit <5 Vows 11 § 4 The Elephant, that being guilty
to his defoi raity, he cannot abide to look on his owne face

in the water, but seeks muddy channels 1607 Topsell
Foitr-f Beasts (1638) 373 The Lion went away guilty of his

hurt 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 301 Not to suffer

the Alcoran to he read of every one, guilty of the

absurdities therein contained 1633 J Adams Exp 2 Peter
11 1 Like an old courtesan, guilty of her own witheredness

1651 N Bacon Disc Govt Eng 11. xxxvi (1739I 162 In
truth they were guilty oftentimes to themselves, that they
were not within the degrees 1685 Drydfn Theocntus
Idyll xxiu. Despairing Lover 54 Farewell ye stones And
threshold guilty ofmy midnight moans 1690-1 T illotson
Serm xxxvul 11735) I 339 When we are not guilty to our

selves that we have deseiv’d them [persecutions] from men

8 Cam!)
1604 Shaks Oth m ui 39, I cannot thinke it That he

would steale away so guilty-like, Seeing your comming
1642 J Eaton Honey combe Free Justif 251 Guiltte-making

sinne i860 Thackfray Round Papers, On bemgfound out

130 This wrath of the guilty conscienced Sachs

Hence + O-tiiTtysMp, guiltiness

1557 N T (Genev ) Rom v 18 Lykewyse then as by the

offence of one, giltiship came on all men to condemnation

f Gui’ly, « Obs In 5 gyly. [f. Guile sb +
-Y 1

] Full of guile
;
deceitful, wily.

£1430 Lydg Mm Poems (Percy Soc ) 36 Thou wenestwel
but she is ful gyly,—Thou art deeeyved whanne thou best

gynnest to trust 1513 Barclay Lglogts 1 (1570) Aijb/a
Then let not, Conux, playnly tojay the troth. Let scabbed
clawe, and gyly men be wroth [1849 J Wilson Christopher

under Canvass in Blackw Mag LXVI 630 Richard him-

self is not more wily—guily—smiky—and oily ]

Gnimbard (gi mlmd) [ad. F gitvmbarde

,

of

unknown origin ] A jew’s-harp

[1825 Danneley Encycl Mils., Gutmbaf de, the Jews’-

harp ] 1830 Maunder Treas. Kntnvl 1, Gmmbard, a
musical instrument , the Jews’ harp And m recent Diets,

Guimp, variant of Gimp sb 1

Guind, guine, obs ff. of Gean, wrid cherry

1803 J Leyden Scenes Infancy iv 73 The guine

t Gurndall. Obs Also 7 gyndall. [a OF.
guindal (mod.F gmndeau), f gumder, f. Teut.

root wind- * see "Wind v ] A windlass

1628 R Norton Gunner li 1x8 The Guindal! or Windlas,

is a conuenient muention, to mount a peece of Ordnance

Ibui liv 123 Gyndall

Guinea (gnu). Forms: 7 (genrue), gin-

(n)ey, gmme, -y, gxunnea, -(e)y, gynny, 7-8

gumey, -le, guyrrny, 7- guinea [The geogra-

phical name appears first m Pg as Guini (hence

Sp Guini, F. Gavnii) ;
its origin is unknown ]

I. 1 The Eiuopean name of a portion of the

West Coast of Africa, extending from Sierra Leone

to Benin, used attrib and Comb in the following

(In several instances the name is used loosely for West
Africa or for some far-off or unknown country

)

Guinea aloe, amomum, cloth
,

drill, hairworm
,

pea, stuff ;
Guinea bird, (a) a Guinea- hen

^

or Guinea-£owl (alsoy%-), (b) jocularly, a native

African; Guinea corn (also with small g),

Burba or Indian millet, Sorghum vulgare ;

Guinea oubebs. Piper Afzehi (Syd. Soc Lex.

1886) ;
Guinea current (see quot ) ;

Guinea
deer, the Ceevrotain ,

Guinea duck, the

Muscovy duck
;
Guinea goose, the Chinese goose

or swan-goose, Auser or Cygnopsis cygnoit/es;

Guinea grams,, grains of Paradise (Simmonds

Did. Trade 1858) ,
Guinea grass (also with

small g), a tall-growing fodder-grass of tropical

Africa, Panicum maximum

,

Guinea green,

same as acid-green, a bright greenish yellow {Cent.

Diet) ;
Guinea hog, the river-pig of Guinea,

Poiamochocrus pictus (by Marcgraf 1648 called

Pci cus gmneensis) ;
Guinea merchant, one who

N trades with Guinea; hence, a slave-dealer;

Guinea (oil) palm, Elais guineensis (Syd Soc.

Lex.1886), Guineapeaeh, a strong climbing shrub

of western tropical Africa, Sarcocephalus esculen-

tus (N 0 . Ruhaceat), 'yielding a fruit resembling
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a peach (Loudon Encycl Plants 1829) ; + Guinea
peacock, piece (see quots.)

,
Guinea plum, the

plum-like fruit of a large West African tree, Pari-

ttanum exctlsum (Loudon 1829) ;
Guinea pods,

the fruit of Capsicum fmtestfens (Syd Soc. Lex

1886) ,
Guinea ship, a ship trading to Guinea, a

slave-ship; (b) a sailor’s name for a floating

medusa, Physaha pelagtca (Cassell); Guinea
sorrel, Hibiscus sabaanffa (Syd. Soc Lex 1886)

;

Guinea trader = Guinea merchant ;
Guinea

•weed, Petivena alhacea ( Treas. Bol. 1866),

f Guinea wheat (also with small g), an old name
of Indian corn; f Guinea wood = Red-wood.
Also Guinea-cook, -hen, -man, etc.

X7S0 tr Adanson's Pay Senegal 301 The “Guinea aloe,

of which the negroes make very good ropes *886 Syd
Soc Lex , Large-seeded ’'Guinea amomum, the Amomum
rnetcrospermum. 1637 Pockungton Altar Chr 53 It is

a world to see, what pert “Gynny Birds their Gossips are

179* Mar Riddell Voy Madeira 60 The turkey, the

African Guinea bird, and the quail, are found here. 1826

H N Coleridge West Indies 263 ‘Ki’, retorted my
Guinea bird 1886 Yule & Burnell Hobson-Jobson,
*Guinea cloths

,
Guinea stiejfs Apparently these were

piece-goods bought in India to be used m the West African

trade' 1697 Damfier Voy (1698) I ui 48 The Indians are

Husband-men, and plant Maiz and *Giunea Com, 1739 tr

Adattson’s Voy, Senegal 69 At that time they [sc the fields]

•were coveredwith a large kind of millet, called guiar-natt,

or Guinea corn. 1775 Romans Florida 84 They cultivate

for bread two varieties of that species ofPamcum vulgai ly

called guinea com. 1834 R H Froude Rem (1838) I 343
The guinea-corn grows near fifteen feet high 1873 Bfd-
ford Sailor's Pocket Bk 1v (ed 2) 105 The ’'Guinea Cui rent

is a stream current, running to the Eastward, along that

part of the African coast comprised chiefly between Cape
Roxo and the Bight of Biafra , extending Southward to the

3rd and 2nd parallels of North latitude 173a Sir J Hill
Hist Amm 579 The “Guinea-deer 1774 Goldsm Nat
Hist (1776)111 240 1 he Chevrotain, or Guinea deer 1644,

1632 “Ginnie, Gmney Drill [see Drill sb 3
] 160a Carew

Cot nivall 24 b, Of tame Birds, Cornwall hath Doues, Geese,

“Ginney duckes 1688 R Holme A rmoury 11 299/2 1 he
Gumny Duck is bysome Authors called a Cairo-Duck , of

others a Muscovy-Duck 2879 Newton in Encycl Bnt.
X 778/2The largest living Goose is that called the Chinese,
"Guinea, or Swan-Goose, Cygnopsis cygnoides 1756 P
Browne Jamaica 366 “Guinea Grass is frequently culti-

vated, to supply stabled and working cattle with food 1834
West Ind Sketch Bk II 9 note. The accidental introduction

of the Guinea-grass into Jamaica in 1744 1834 M. Scott
Cruise Midge xx (1836) 330 The faces of them [.t<r hills]

being covered with guinea-grass pieces 1885 Lady Brassey
The Tr odes 262 Mixed with this vegetation in large quanti-

ties was Gumea-grass. 1937 tr Kflchennmster's Man
Hum Parasites (Syd, Soc) I. 398 By the English [it is

known, as] the “Guinea hair worm *788 “Guinea hog [see

Hog sb 1

3] 1719 T Gordon Cordial Low Spirits I 214
You may as well argue with a “Gurney Merchant against
the Selling of Slaves 1367 G Fenner in Hakluyt Voy
(1589) 148 Certain peason called “Guime peason 1698
Froger Voy 33 The “Gurnee Peacock, which others call

the Imperial or the Lady, is black, and almost of the big-

ness of a 1 urkey 1838 Penny Cycl XI 480/2 *Guinea
pepper, the seeds of two speues of Amomum, found on the
west coast of Africa, within the tropics , the one, A gratia
Pat adisi, the other A grandiflomm. 1804 Ann Rest II

29/1 The Moois are paid for their gum in pieces of calico

dyed blue, called “guinea-pieces; they are seven or eight
ells long, and half an ell wide. The Moors instantly ascer-

tain whether a guinea piece is fabricated in Prance or India,

by the smell 1835 Macaulay Hist Eng vu III. x6i They
were crowded together like slaves in a “Guinea ship *813
TV Milburn Orient Comm 1. 289 “Guinea stulfs, 4$ yards
each [per ton] 1200 [pieces] 1736 “Guinea trader (see

Guinea-man 2) 1398 Florjo, Brena
,
a kind of “ginnie or

turkie wheate 1610 Guuxim Heraldry in iii (1611) 112
He beareth Azure, three eares of Ginny wheate louped and
bladed or 1688 R Holme Armoury u. 56/2 Gmny Wheat

is also termed Indian, or Turky Wheat 17a* Act in

Load Gas No 6040/7 Red Wood or “Guinea Wood the
Hundred Weight, .one Pound ten. Shillings

+2. Short for Guinea-fowl, Guinea-hen Obs
1620 Venner Via Recta 111 58, Ginrues

, orTurkies 1647
A Ross Myst Poet xiv (1673) 357 She was called Penelope,
from the gennies or turky hens,named Meleagndes and Pene-
lope, for they fed her, being an infant. [1661 Lovell Hist
Amm <5 Min. Introd , The Cock and hen, patavme, Turcick,
Persick, Scottish, Indian and Ginnie ]

XI, The com so called, or its value.

3 An English gold com, not coined since 1813,
first struck in 1603 with the nominal value of 20s ,

but from 1717 until its disappearance circulating
as legal tender at the rate of 21s. Double guinea

.

a com equal m value to two guineas Spadeguinea :

a guinea of the pattern coined 1787-1800, so called
from the form of the escutcheon on the reverse.
In 1663 the Royal Mint was authorized to com gold pieces

of the value of sos ‘m the name and for the use of the
Company of Royal Adventurers of England trading with
Africa *

; these pieces were to bear for distinction the figure
of a little elephant, and 44^ of them were to contain 1 lb.
troy of « our Crowne gold . The 2or, pieces of the African
company received the popular name of guineas almost as
soon as they were issued, as being intended for use in the
Guinea trade, and made ofgold from Guinea, and the name
was extended to later coins of the same intrinsic value As
silverwas the sole standard till 1816, the value of the guinea
was from the first subject to market fluctuations, according
to the condition of the silver coin, which became so bad
that the guinea rose as high as 301 in 1695 In Dec 1717
it was fixed at arf , after which it underwent no further
alteration. The latest coinage of guineas took place in 18x3 5

the sovereign, of the value of sor., was first issued in 18x7.

1664 Evelyn Diary q Mar ,
Now it was that the fine new-

milled coin, both ofwhitemoneyand guineas, was established.

1666 Pepys Diary 20 Oct , My goldsmith . tells me that

f
innys. which 1 bought 2,000 of not long ago, and cost me
ut i84d change, will now cost me 22d , and but very few

to be had at any price 1673 Marvell Reh Ttansp II 19

The great little Animal uas on a sudden turn’d so yellow,

and grown withall so unwieldy that he might have past

currant for the Elephant upon a Gumny 1686-7 ln Wood
Life (1848) 247 note, I giue to my dearest child y« Lady
Shuttleworth a gilt box w th 30 gynnyes in it, *700 A.

Haig m J Russell Haigs xi (1881) 336 Zerubabell got

from me a guime, which is to be at 23 shillings starling

and 6 pemes 1706 Lend Gaz No 4208/3 Lost, a.. Purse,

with 3 Five-Guinea Pieces, 3 double Guineas <11734

North Exam 11 iv § 53 (1740I 259 The Duke gave nim
twenty Gurneys to hire him to kill the King *777 Sheridan
frtp Scarb 1 1, Can you give me change for a guinea?

183a Babbage Ecoru Manuf xiv (ed 3) 124 The great step,

that of abolishing the guinea, has already been taken without

any inconvenience

b. Proverbial phr (Cf guinea-gold )

*717 Gay Beggar's Opera 1 v (1729) 7 A wife’s like a
guinea in gold.

4 A sum of money equal to the value of this

coin. In present use, a name for the sum of 2U.
The guinea is the ordinary unit for a professional fee and

for a subscription to a society or institution, the prices

obtained for works of artj racehorses, and sometimes landed

property, aie also stated in guineas Otherwise the word is

now only occasionally used
*688 in Ellis Con- (1829) II 186 The Royal African Com-

pany have lately a dividend of ten guineas per cent. 1699
G Hickes in Lett Lit Men (Camden) 283 Its prime cost

will at least be a gurney *732 Fielding Miser in ui,

A turkey which may be bought for a guinea, or there-

abouts 1767 A Young Farmer's Lett, to People 49 To
regard a guinea raised by cultivation as materially different

in value to us from a guinea raised by any other trade 1778
in Boswells Johnson 3 Apr

,
I havfc been looking at this

famous antique dog valued at a thousand guineas 18x8
Lady Morgans! (1839)47A shawl forfive guineas

1883 Whitaker’s Almanack 362 Winners of Races 1863-82

Derby, Oaks, St. Leger, 2,000 Guineas, r,ooo Guineas
1884 H Smart Post to Finish vn, It’s a guinea to a goose-

berry on Sam, 1883 Act 48 Viet c 16 § 16 Such substitutes

shall be paid at the rate of seven guineas per day
5 attnb and Comb , as guinea-stamp

,
gttinea-

fei adj.
;
guinea-boat (see quot.); guinea-corps

(see quot 1810 s. v. Guinea-trade); guinea-
dropper, one who cheats by dropping counteifeit

guineas ; guinea-edge (see quot ) ,
guinea-gold,

t (a) collect guineas
, (b) gold of which guineas

were coined, gold of 22 carats; guinea-table, ?a
gaming-table, where the stake is a guinea

;
guinea-

wedge, ?

1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-bk ,
“Guinea-boat

,
a fast-rowing

galley, of former times, expressly built for smuggling gold
across the Channel, in use at Deal *7x0 Palmer Proverbs
309 'Tis astonishing that a young gentleman, bred five or
six yeais in our own universities, shou’d, at his first coming
to London, be drawn m by “guinea-droppers *71* Gay
Tnma m 249 Who now the Guinea-Dropper’s Bait regards,

Trick’d by the Sharper’s Dice or Juggler’s Cards? r8go
Zaehnsdorf Art Bookbinding 176 ^Guinea-edge, a roll with
a pattern similar to the edge of an old guinea x8io Bent-
ham Art 0/ Packing (1821) 175 note, Inconvenient to a
“guinea-fed juryman to attend oftener than the Act requires r

167* Loud Gaz No. 599/4 On Wednesday the second of
August, there went away from his Masters house a young
man by name John Kirke with a considerable summ in
“Guiny-Gold *795 Burns For a' That 7 The rank is but
the “guinea stamp

,
The man’s the gowd for a’ that 18x1

L M Hawkins Ctess Geitr II 57 She will go to the
“guinea-table rather than not play ’. 17 . Mrs Delany
in Life <$ Corr (i860 HI 251 He has given me some very
pretty “guinea wedges

b. quasi-aa)’ Priced at or amounting to a guinea
174a ? Pitt Sp Ho Comm in Anted

, etc. ft797) I iv 79
The most stupid serjeant at law that ever spoke for aguinea
fee 174a H. Walpole Lett (1846) I 188 Twice a-week
there are to be [in Ranelagh gardens] ridottos, at guinea
tickets, for which you are to have a supper and music. x8ox
C Lamb in C Kegan Paul IV Godwin (1876) II 87 Leave
him to take guinea-and-a-half lodgings with mama in I eg-
horn 1897 Daily News 13 June 8/3 Most of the business
has been m the guinea and two guinea seats,

t Guinea-cock. Obs
1 An early name for the Turkey-cock
*577 B Googe Heresbach's Hush iv (1586) 166, I would

fame leame the right ordring of their outlandish Birds,
called Ginny Cocks, and Turky Cockes. before the yeere
of our Lorde 1530. they were not seen with us 1399
Hakluyt Voy II 11 108 We found in this place great
plentie of partnges, Guiniecocks, and other wilde foules
i6ox Holland Pliny I 332 We haue written alreadie of
the Gmny or Tuiky cocks and hens, vpon whom Nature
hath bestowed a folding crest

2 = Guinea-fowl
1309 H Buttfs Dyeis drte Dinner Kv, The Gmny-

Cocke vvas fiist brought out of Numidia, into Italy.

Guinead, obs form of Gwtniad.
Gui nea-fowl. [Imported from Guinea m 16th

c.
,

cf. F. poule de la Guinie (Belon 1^55).] A
gallinaceous bird of the genus Nunada, esp JV.
Meleagns, which is a common domestic fowl m
Europe. It has slate-coloured plumage with white
spots

[1633 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv (1746) 166
Ihere are some which lately brought hither certain
chequer d Hens and Cocks out of New Guinea, spoted
white and black like a Barber’s Apron, whose Flesh is like
to the Flesh of Turkies ] 1788 J. Mathews Voy. Sierra-
leone 48 It is . surprising that the Guinea fowls, which are

real natives of the country should be neglected by them.
1802 Bingley Amm Biog (1813) II 249 The common
guinea-fowl. 186a H Kingsley Rtwenskoelu, Some guinea-
fowl were noisily preparing for roost

Gurnea-hen.
+1. The Turkey-hen or turkey. Obs
1378 Lyte Dodoens 11 In 214 With white and blacke spots,

lyke to the feathers of the Turkie or Gmny hen 1588
R Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 322 Gmny hennes,
otherwise called Turkey cockes, and m Spanish Pauos
x6ox Holland Pliny 1 296 The Guuue or Turkey hens
m a part of Afncke called Numidia, be in great request.
0x637 B Jonson Horace's Country Life 53 The Ginny-
hen Could not goe downe my belly then More sweet than
Olives *669 Worlidge Syst Ague {1681) 176 Turkeys,
or Ginney-hens, or Cocks, are a melancholy Foul 1698
Fryer Acc E India § P 21 Fowls for Game they have
several, the best of which is the Gutnney Hen.
2 The Guinea-fowl, or the female of the same
1599H Buttes Dyets drte DinnerK iv, T he Grsecians call

these foules Meleagridae * For (they say) Meleagers Sisters
were transformed into Ginny-hens 1703 Damfier Voy
III 23 Guinea-Hens , which the Natives of these Islands
call Galleria Pmtada, or the Painted Hen 1781 Pennant
in Phil Trans LXXI 76 The Guinea hens have long been
impoi ted into Britain 1833 1 ennyson Br 00k 126 He praised
his hens, his geese, his guinea-hens

+ b. slang. A courtezan, prostitute. Obs.
1604SHAKS Oth. ini 317 Ere I would say, I would drowne
my selfe for the loue of a Gynney Hen, 1 would change my
Humanity with a Baboone 1639 GlapthorNe Alb Wallen-
stein 111 in, Yonder’s the cock oth’ game, About to tred yon
ginny hen, they’r billing 1708 Bnt Apollo No 90. 2/2
You in an Honourable Amour, cannot bear a littleCackhng
from a Guinea Hen 1

3 . Comb
,
as guinea-hen flower, the fntillary,

Ft itillana Meleagns
;

guinea-hen weed, a
West Indian herb, the Petivena alhacea.

*597Gerarde//*? bah Ixxix 1 ,>2 The checkered Dafifodill or
Gmny hen flower, hath flowers checkered most strangely.

1629 Parkinson Parodist vn 44, I leaue to eueryone their

owne will to call it 111 English eyther Fntillaria, as it is called
of most, orthe checkerd Daffodil), or the Ginnee Hen flower,

or, as I doe, the checkerd Lilly 1829 Loudon Encycl Plants
397 Peitsrer ta is thought to be coveted by Guinea-hens,
andbenceitsvulgarnameofGuinea-hen weed *866 ‘Jreas
Bot 556/1 Guinea-hen flower, Fntillaria meleagns

Guinea-man (gi mmsen).

X. A vessel trading to the coast of Guinea

;

hence, a slave-ship Obs exc Hist.
cx695 J Miller Descr New York (1843) 37 On boaid a

small Guineaman 1773 Gentl Mag XLIII 46 A ship be-
longing to Liverpool, with 350 slaves^ on board, was lately

earned into Barbadoes by another Guineaman, after asmait
engagement 1800 Capt Cunningham in Naval Chron IV
417 The Dick Guineaman, of Liverpool 1834 M Scott
CrutseMidgei (1836) 6 The bars of the vauous African rivers

where the contraband Guineamen were in the habit of luik-

ing x88x Clark Russell Ocean Free Lance II iv 167
With the hope of netting one of the numeious contraband
Guineamen crossing the Atlantic for the Spanish Main
•f 2 A Guinea merchant. Obs rare
1756 Spence Anecd (1858)281 Mr Pope was with Sir God-

frey Kneller one day, when bis nephew, a Guinea trader,

came in
' Nephew, (said Sir Godfrey,) you bav e the honour

of seeing the two greatest men m the world ’
‘ I don’t know

howgreat you may be, (said the Guinea-man), but I don’t like

your looks I have often bought a man, much better than both
of you together, all muscles and bones, for ten guineas’.

3 . A native of Guinea.
1830 Capt H Crow Mem 168 Convinced me that there

were more untruths said of Guineamen than any other class

of people x8a6 Mrs GoreEng Charac. (1852)92 Dissimilar
in aspect and aspirations as a Guineaman and a Hindoo
1866 Whittier Marg. Smith's Jrnl ProseWks 1889 I 14
His skm was swai thy, not black like a Moor or Guinea-man,
but of a color not unlike that of tarnished copper coin.

4 (With small g) nonce-uses One who earns

guinea fees (as a juryman) ;
also, a subscriber of a

guinea per annum to a society.

18*0 [see' Guinea trader]. x8x8 Bentham Ch Eng 232
This impertinently intruding guinea-man at Sion-College

Guinea pepper, a. An early name for

Cayenne pepper, b (See quot 1839 )

*597 Gerarde Herbal 11 lxvi 293 Guinie pepper hath the

taste of pepper, but not the power or vertue x6ao Melton
Astrolog 40 Hee flung Gmny-Pepper in the Hangmans eyes

as he came to put the noose ouer his necke 1626 Bacon
Svlva § 922 It hath beene a Practice to burne a Pepper, they
call Ginny-Pepper; Which hath such a strong Spirit, that it

prouoketh a Contmuall Sneezing, m tho«e that are in the

Roome 1678 Butler 111. L 320And choak with Fumes
of Guiny-Pepper. 1705 Bosman Guinea 305 Guinea Pepper
grows on Shrubs m red Shells or Husks *794 Martyn

-Rousseau's Bot xvi 202 Capsicum or Guinea Pepper, is also

of this lurid order 183* Veg Subst Food 3x3 The Guinea
Pepper introduced into England, from India, so early as

1548 1839 Penny Cycl XI 480/2 Guineapepper, the seeds

of two species ofAmomum, found on the west coast ofAfrica,
within the tropics ; the one Amomum grana Parodist, the

other, Amomum grandtftarum. They are powerfully aro-

matic, stimulantj and cordial

Guinea-pig (gi nipig). [Perh the animal was
thought to resemble the young of the Guinea Hog
(.Potamochaents) , or the name Guinea may have

been applied loosely, •as m'some other instances, as

a designation for an unknown distant country.

Confusion with Guiana seems nnlikely.]

1. A rodent mammal {Cavia Cobaycf) of the

genus Cama

,

originating in S. America, bnt now
widely distributed in a half-domesticated state.

The term is applied dialectally to the wood-louse, and in

Cornwall to the small white cowrie.
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1664 Power Exp Philos 1 16 You may see them [Cheese

Mites] like so many Gmny-Pigs, munching and chewing
the cud 1673 C Brown Trav Germany, etc (1677) 109
Some odde dishes at their Tables ; as Gmny-pigs, divers sorts

of Snails, and Tortoises *713 Stee! e Guardian No ic6

F 4 These were driven off at last by a Lap-dog, who was
succeeded by a Guiney pig 1774G0LDSM Nat. Hist (1776)
IV 72 The mouse being the most timid of all quadrupedes,
except the gumea-pig 1806 Hatchett in Phil. Irani
XCVI. 378 The same chemist found that the unne of the
gumea-pig deposited carbonat oflime x88x Besant & Rice
Chapl of Fleet xi xui, There isn’t a mouse mail Epsom
can be muter, or a gumea-pig dumber.

2 Naut. a. A midshipman m the East Indian
service b An inefficient seaman.
1747 Adv Kidnapped Orphan 69 He sept his nephew, at

the age of fourteen, on a voyage as a Guinea pig 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand xxiv, A brave fellow as ever crackt
bisket,—none of your guinea pigs 1840 Marryat Poor
Jack xxvt. The midshipmen, or guinea pigs, as they are
called 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Bk

, Guineapigs, the
younger midshipmen of an Indiaman

3 In various jocular or contemptuous applica-

tions with allusions to the com. a One who
receives the fee of a guinea ; e g a medical man,
a director of a public company (see quot 1895), a
clergymandoing dutyfor another, etc b (See quot)
a 1821 Combe Wife iv (1869) 347 ‘Oh 1 oh 1 ’ cried Pat,

* how my hand itches, Thou guinea pig [a ‘ vet '], in boots
and breeches, To trounce thee well ’ 1855 Smedley H
Coverdale xxxvu, That ailment [* heart-ache ’J which defies

those guinea-pigs, ‘ the faculty ’ 1838 Chamb Jrnl 1 May
379/2 whenever the couit sits the guinea-pigs [jurymen]
sit along with it. 1871 Temple Bar XXXI 32a ‘Guu ea
pigs,’ the pleasant name for those gentlemen of more rank
than means who have a guinea and a copious lunch when
they attend board meetings 1891 S Mostyn Cnratica 18
The Vicar has managed by himself, with occasional help
from guinea-pigs 1895 A. J Wilson Gloss Terms Stock
Exch s v , A man who lives by getting himself placed upon
the Boards of a number of companies, whose business he
can have neither the time nor the qualifications to assist m
directing, is a 1 guinea pig

’

attnb 1887 Standard 12 May, We have here the ‘guinea
pig ’ Director in all his pristine simplicity

b i860 Fairholt Costume (ed 2) 328 Those who per-

severed in the fashion [of wearing hair-powder] paid one
guinea a year for the privilege, hence the jesters nicknamed
them guinea-pigs

Hence Guinea-pig-glng- vbl sb , the practice of

acting as director of a company for the sake of the

guinea fees, also of acting as clerical substitute

(or, rarely, engaging the services of one).

1887 CA Times 14 Jan 26/4 The Rector, preferred guinea-
pigging once a Sunday to being present at his post twice a
day

,

X®9°J Hatton By order Czar (1891) 123 A unanimity
of belief in joint-stock enterprises that makes guinea-pigging
a positive virtue 1894Wilkins& Vivian Green bay tree I.

7 By ‘ guinea-pigging floating Companies, and other means.

Guinea trade. [In. sense 1 from Guinea I,

m 2 from Guinea II.]

+ 1. The trade with Guinea.
1673 Drydvn A mloyna Prol 9 They shall have all The

Straits, the Guinea trade, the herrings too, Nay to preserve
them, they shall pickle you
2 jocularly. The taking of guinea fees.

1808 m Benthanis Art Packing (1821) rgo Deeply con-
cerned and interested m the Guinea Trade 1810 Bentham
Art Packing (1821) 33 The corps being termed the Guinea
corps

,
the members of it collectively Guineamen ,

and it

taken separately, this or that one is familiarly spoken of as
being concerned and interested ill the Guinea trade.

Guinea worm. A parasitic nematoid worm
(.Filana medmemts) frequent in many parts of

Guinea, whence thq name ; it is long and thread-

like, of a white colour, inhabiting the human skin,

esp. of the lower extremities, where its presence

causes painful suppuration. Also, the disease

occasioned by its presence.

1699 Dampier Voy II. 11 89 Guinea Worms are very fre-

quent m some Places of the West Indies. 1799 w G
Browne Trav Afnca fy Syria xxi 326 Thedisea.se called the

GuineaWorm is known by the same name [Fertit], 1833
BAinmn Proc Berw Nat Clubl Nor 24The Guinea-worm,
which is a species of Fiiai 1a *872W Aitkin Sci Med. (ed

6) I 138 The Guinea worm is essentially a tropical parasite.

attnb 1898 P Manson Trop Diseases xxxiii 317 Lately
a French naval surgeon, has introduced a system or manag-

ing guinea-worm cases which bids fair to shorten treatment!.

t Gtd.net. Obs [? ad. F. gumot.J A small

bird, ? a chaffinch.
1733 BradleyFam. JDict.&.v Plover, When, some- Guinets

get intoyour Nets, -which are Buds a little bigger than Larks.

Guiugum, obs. form of Gingham.
II Gningaette 1 (gsenggt). [Fr

,
of unknown

origin] A suburban cabaret ; a place of entertain-

ment of a rather low class, for drinking and dancing.

1779 Keate Sketchesfr Nat (ed a) II. 68 Any ofthe guiq-
gettes about Ijaris x8x8 Lady Morgan Autobiog (1859)
Oh ' England, if you would only have guinguettes where ‘ on
danse tons les jours ’, instead of drinking porter and gin

1839 W. Chambers TourBelgium 77/1 The small village of

Laeken .contains a number of guinguettes, or taverns with

public gardens 1885 D, Hannay in Mag of Art Sept

448/2 Tearing up an < old garden with its fountains to put a
gumguette in place thereof

Hence Guingettize v. tntr , to dance as at a

gumguette (nonce-wd).
1840 Disraeli in Corr w Sister 15 Aug, There was a

temporary room for the ball, which was in itself a blunder,
as anybody can guingettise and princes give balls because
they have palaces,

II Grungnette 2 (gsenggt) [Fr.] A two-
wheeled vehicle without a hood

;
a gig.

185a Thackeray Esmond n. xui. The king drove thither
in Marshal Villar's own gumguette.

Guui(n)iad, obs form of Gwyniad.
Guipp, variant of Gub vut. Obs.

II Guipure (g*pur)
.

[Fr.
, f. guifier to cover with

silk, etc, ad Teut zvip-, represented by G wetfen
to turn, Goth, u'eipan to crown.]
1 A kind of lace (see quot. 1869).
1843 Mrs Romer Rhone

,

etc II 14 These exquisite
mouldings produce the effect of costly guipure laid over
coloured satin *869 Mrs Palltser Lace m (ed 2) 34
The term guipure is now so extensively applied it is difficult
to give a limit to its meaning We can only define it as lace
where the flowers are either joined by ‘brides’, or large
coarse stitches, 01 lace that has no ground at all 1883
'1 ruth 31 May 769/2 The latter being covered with a piece
of old Venetian guipuie
attnb 1844 Lady G Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1854)

II xiv 149 A berthe of the richest Guipure old, lace 1830
Harpers Mag, I 288 An embroidery of lace imitating
guipure royal 1891 Tunes 5 Oct 4/2 Some laces in the
guipure style are also selling 1899 Daily News 19 Aug
7/5 Puffings of yellow chiffon, with a pair of guipure wings

2. A kind of gimp
1864 in Webster i8go> Daily News 20 June 6/4 The

bodice was pink silk, with trimming of black guipure , the
sleeves being also pink with guipure let in 1893 limes
8 July 12/2 Finished with white guipure and nbanas

Guird, Guirlande, obs ff Gibd, Gabland,
Gins, obs Sc form of Goose
Guisan, obs form of Guisian.

t Gursard, sb.
1 Obs Also 7 guyzard. [a F

guisard

\

f (due de) Gmse.] A partisan oi the
Guise faction in France m the 16th c (In the first

qnot. app used with allusion to the name of Guy
Fawkes

)

1607 Dekker Knls Conjur (1842I 54 Factious guyzards,
that lay trains of sedition to blow vp the common wealth
x68x Dryden Medal Ep Whigs, The Holy League of the
French Guisards 1683 — Vind Dk Guise 32 The three
Estates were at that time compos'd generally of Guisards,
factious, hot-headed, rebellious, mterressed men
Guisard (gm zaid), j/i 2 Chiefly Sc Forms 7

guyz-, gyzard, 7-9 gysart, 8 guisart, gysard,

9 grnzard, -art, 8- guisard. [f Guise v +
-abd.] One who goes about in a fantastic guise

or dress, a masquerader, a mummer bee also

Guises
1626 Presbyt Rec Lanark in Annals Lesmahagow (1864)

149 W°> Weir pyper to the gysarts of Lesmohego 1696 m
Maidment Sc Pasqntls (1868) 307 Thou would terrify the
Souterkines, More than a gyzard in black sheep skines

1753 R Forbes Ajax' Sp , Jrnl fr Land 38 The third
was an auld wizen’d, haave coloured carlen, a sad gysard
indeed, an’ as haul’ as ony ettercap 1770 Dalrymple in
Bannatyne Poems N otes 286 The exhibitions of gysarts are
still known m Scotland, being the same with the Christmas
mommery of the English. 1803 J Nicol Poems I 29
(Jam) Whan gloamm gray comes frae the east. Through
a’ the gysarts venture

, In sarks an’ paper helmets drest.

1834 Keddie Phcmie Millar III 191 It is not Christmas to

be looking out for guisards 1869 Mrs Gordon Life Sir
D Brewster xu 182 Apparitions of tall bearded guisards
into quiet families Z893 Rorthumbld Gloss, Grnzard,
Gmzart, Gmeer, a masquerader, a mummer
Hence Cftii sard v mtr

,
to act as a guisard, to

masquerade. (Only in vbl sb )
18x5 Scott Guy M xxxvi, They hae taen Yule before it

comes and gaun a-guisarding

Guisard, obs. form of Gizzabd.
Guisarme, variant of Gisakme.

Guise (gsiz), sb. Forms
:
3-6 gise, 3-7 guyse,

4-8 gyse, 5-6 gys, 6 geyse, gyze, Sc gyis(s,

gyss, 6-7 guize, 4- guise [a OF and F guise,

= Pr., It. gtusa, of Teut origin; cf. OHG wzsa
(G weise), OE. wise W18E sb J

fl Manner, method, way; fashion, style.

Rarely pi. Obs.

13 K Ahs 6988 Tho thou myghtest, in mony gyse,

Y-seo solas and game arise 1340 Hampole Pr Come.
1572 pat may be knawen bi sere gyse c X380 Wyclif Wks.
(x88o) 186 Many newe gises of pride and. worldly vanyte.

c 1400 Rom Rose 4292 She knew ech wrenche and every
gyse Of love c 1420 Pallad on Husb ir 68 To wede ek
cornys drie, is noigood gise 1436 How Wise Man taught
Son 143 in Hazl E P P I 17s Louys awe ys the best

gyse, My sone, to make thy wyfe aferde. 1513 Douglas,
AEneis 1 Prol 156 The tlire first bukis, he [Caxton] lies

ourhippit quyte, Salftind ane litle twichtngPolidorus, And
that full sympillie on his awin gyse 13*3 Fitzherb Husb.

g 33 In some countreys they do fan theyr come, the

whiche is a verye good gise 1368 Hist Jacob <$ Esau
v. x G nj, Jacob must be aduanced in any wyse But I

shall one day handle him of the new guise 1396 Spenser
F Q 1v, x 6 On stately pillours framd after the Doncke
guize. 1637 Rutherford Lett (1862) I 258 Follow not the

guises of this sinful world 1644 Milton Areop (Arb ) 37
A military roughnes, resembling most of the Lacedaemonian
guise 1670 Eachard Cent Clergy 28 Thinking, that

whatsoever is written. .must be beyond the guise of common
speech 17x4 Gay Sheph Week Proeme, No poet hath hit

on the right simple Eclogue after the true ancient guise of

Theocritus 17*8 Morgan Algiers I Pref 24 The Intro-

duction or Epitome of the Country I treat of is in no
guise what I first intended 1763 H Walpole Otranto v
(1798) 80 He began in artful guise to sound the Marquis
178a Cowper Gilpin xlni, And thus unto the Calender In
merry guise he spoke

b With mixtuie of sense 5.

*8*o Byron Mar. Fal 1 u 163 Sneering nobles, in more
polish'd guise, Whisper’d the tale 1864 Social Sci Rev.
266 To learn m how varied a guise, shell and shot .do their
work.

f 2 Appointed, usual, or characteristic mannei

,

custom, habit, practice, the ‘wa>s’ (of a country)
Obs Very common in the 16th and first half of
the 17th c.

13 Seityn Sag (W ) 246 Thai weren wedded bx commun
dome, Anon in the gise of Rome c 1400 Sowdbne Bab
1932

1
Sir ’ she saide, 1 drmke to me, As the Gyse is of my

londe ’ c 1440 Generydes 2974 As the Costom was, after ther
gise, They beryed hym in honorabill wise. 1494 Housek
Ord (1790) 112 As for the voyde after meate the guise hath
been thus 1313 Douglas Hinets v 11 71 Eftir thair
payane ryte and gise 1328 Sir F Bryan Let to Hen VI11
m Frouae Hist. Eng (ed 2) I 138 He knew the gyze of
England as well as few men did 1336 Bfllenden Cron.
Scot (1821) 1. 18 As is the gise of the gentil houn 1578
T imme Calvin on Gen 26 As is the guise of rash and fickle

headed men a 1392 H Smith Semi (1637) 557 This hath
been alwayes the guise of the wicked, to use the smoothest
speech when they intend most mischiefe a 1603 Montgo-
merie Misc Poemsxxxv111. xx All such rites as wes the guyse,
T hey made that grit god sacrifyce. 1660 H More Myst
Godl v xiv 168 The Apostles and Martyrs highly comple-
mented according to the ancient guize of the Pagan Cere-
monies 1723 Pope Odyss xiv 65 It never was our guise
To slight the poor, or aught humane despise.

+ 3 Manner of carrying oneself; behaviour,

carriage, conduct, course of life. Obs.

1303 R Brunne Handl Synne 3329 Shal grace come
neuere yn j>at lande pere men haue swyche gyse yn hande
1 1315 Shoreham 52 Wanne he [the prest] j-ordred hys,
Hym faith an holy gyse 1422 tr Sec? eta Secret , Pnv.
Pnv 158 Suche byth the vyse manys gvse and his manens
c 1450 Cov Myst (Shaks Soc) 118 Thou hast begownne
a synfulle gyse. a 1329 Skelton P Spa?owe 1251 It were
no gentle gyse 1 his treatyse to despyse 1340 Hyrde tr

Vines' Insir Chr Worn (1592) Qy, 1 nou art a foole to look
after that I should same thee for a wife, when thou usest
not wives guise *349-6* Sternhold & H Ps xxxvu 8
Their wicked steps avoyd and file, and follow not their

f
uise a 1639 W Whateley Prototypes 11 xxxi, (1640) 119
ee here the guise of a carnal! earthly-minded man 1667

Milton P.L xi 576 By thir guise Just men they seemd
<2x670 Spalding Trottb Chas l (Bannatyne Club) II 260
This goukit gys wes begun be our bailhe to schow his love
to the good caus 18x3 Hogg Queen's Wake 229 That
morning found rough Tushdaw In all the father’s guise
appear

4

Style or fashion of attire or personal adorn-

ment
;

condition with regard to dress
;

attire,

costume, garb. Now only arch, in phrases such,

as m the guise of.*,, in lowly {festive, etc ), guise.

'f-
New guise (advb phr ) . in the new fashion
c 1273 Lay 19641 Six cnihtes in pore men guyse. 1303

R. Brunne Handl. Synne 32x3 pey leue crystyn mennjs
acyse And haunte alle )>e newe gyse 13 Coer de L 593
All in palmeres gyse the Holy land for to devyse c 1440
Genetydes 5272 He mett tn his viage A pore palmer, goth
in sympill gise <11430 Knt de la Tour (1868) 29 Faire
doughtres, y prate you that ye be not the furst to take new
shappes and gises ofarray, c 1430 Met hn xxiii 420 T heire

heerlonge waxen, in gise of maydenes and tressed at theire

bakkes a 1529 SkeltonE Rummyng^^With clothes vpon
her hed Wrythen m wonder wyse, After the Sarasyns gyse
a 1555 Lyndesay Tragedy 359 Ane Tailjeour quhdk hes
fostent bene m france, That can mak garments on the

gayest gyse 1383 Greene Mamilha 11 (1593) H, Vp fro

the wast like a man, new guise to be casde m a dublet

x6i2 T Taylor Connu Titus 1 15 When men or women
weare strange fashions and guises 1682 Bunyan Holy War
B TO sit down against Mansoul, in their now ragged and
beggarly guise 1726 Gay Butterfly $ Snail 32 In base,

in sordid guise array’d *822 Byron Werner in 1 231
Thou know me? xn this guLse Thou canst not know me.
1878 M A Brown Nadeschda 17 The joyous prince will

fell to us, Therefore all appear in festive guise

H b coacr. Apparel, clothes rare.

1796-7 Coleridge Raven 24 Soon came a woodman m
leathern guise 1870 Morris Eat thly Par. II in 350 She
watched nis men do on their nding guise

5 . External appearance, aspect, semblance
1340 Ayenb 158 He comb me gyse of angle and ssewejj

Jiet guod uor to dra^e to. kueade 1390 Gower Conf I.

133 Anone his olde guise chaunge He woll c 1450 Merlin
xxi. 377 Ye shull se me in so many gises that I will not be
knowe of no man a 1,133 LD Berners Huoit xxxv 111

Thou trauesyd y" grete waues in gyse of a meruelous beest.

a 1698 Temple Health Long Life Wks 1720 I 283 Both
[diseases] were thought to appear in many various Guises

1781 Cowper Expost 87 He. In form a man, in dignity a
God, Came, not expected in that humble guise. 1833
N Arnott Physics (ed 5) II 138 Calling forth the hidden
spirit of combustion in some new or less familiar guise.

1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 25 In the parlor sits Some
figure of noble guise 1870 M Conway Earthw Ptlgr
xxin 271 Old carvings represent a fox in the guise of a

f
nest preaching to a flock ofgeese *891 Smiles j Murray
111 69 Mr Murray grew more particular as to the guise of

the books which he issued.

b. fig and in immaterial sense

a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks 1716 II. 23 The Gospel cometh
under trial in a guise no wise plausible or advantageous to

human conceit, 1708 Swift Sent. Ch Eng-Man Misc
(1711) x2i Some, who under the Guise of Religion, Sacrificed

so many Thousand Lives to their own Ambition X773 Mrs
Chapone Ivtprcv Mind (1774) I. 109 He will put on the

guise of benevolence. 18x8 Mrs Shelley Frankenst xvii

(1863) 211, 1 clothed my desires under the guise of wishing
to travel. *840 Macaulay Hist Eng 1 I 20 Blessings in

the guise of disasters *868 FrefmaN Norm Conq (1876)

II. vii. 91 He was able to interfere m English affairs in the
guise of a deliveier. x868 E. Edwards Ralegh 1. 11. 28
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A large armament was almost ready to sail tinder the

guise ofa merely mercantile enterprise 1894 Hall Caine
Manxman vi 111 364 An evil thought in the guise of apious
one took possession of Philip.

e. I11 bad sense Assumed appearance, pi etence.

*66a R Mathew Uni Alclu xxl 13 A bold Woman came
to me without any guise or colour, and told me plainly how
it was with him 1731 Genii Mag. I 373 PlausiDleness and
Guises are mseparable/romCourts 1829 LTwlorEnthus.
iv> (1867)

(J7
In the enigma there is given, under a guise,

some special mark winch [etc ] 1895 Presbyterian (Sydney)

14 Sept 5/1 {SttppL), A miserably weak and cowardly guise

to hide their real intentions.

*t*6 Sc, A disguise, a mask. Also, a dance or

performance in disguises or masks
,
'a masquerade,

a show Also in phrase To turn the guise to

change the parts m a play, lit andfig Ohs
1300*20 Dunbar Poemsxrn 10 He bad gaTlandis ga graith

a gytss Ibid 26 Heilie harlottis on hawtane wyiss Come
in with many sindrie gyiss. 1380 J Melvill Dtciry

i

Wodrow Soc ) 81 The gentilmen of the countrey about
laid a gyse and farce to play before the King a 1603
Polwart Flytmg iu Montgomerie 50 Blaide, blecke thee,

to bring in a gy>.e 16*9 Sir W„ Mure True Crucifix e 449
Dumbe Doctors , did devise, Guyses to gaze on, showes
men’s soules to feed 1712-26 Gideon Guthrie (1900) 11

Finding the gyse turned, the Lords of the Congregation
prevailing, and the laws upon their syd 1787 A Shirrefs
Poems (17901 109 It’s in your power, my Bess, to turn the
guise 1801 Bfattic Parmgs{i&fs) 27 (E D.D ), I'll shortly
gar you turn the guize

7 Comb
,
as guise-dancer dial. = Guiser.

1846 1

J Trenoodle ’ Spec, Dial 53 (E D D ), And tould
us how a giz daunce was to door. 1893 Q [Couch] De-
lectable Duchy 339 When the mummers, guise-dancers, and
darkey-parties were dressing up. *

Guise (goiz), v. Also 4-5 gyse, 6 guize,
gys [f. Guise sb J

I. trans. To attire, attire fantastically; dress,

equip, ‘ get up ’ Also in immaterial sense, arch
a 1400 Rehg Piecesfr. Thornton MS 92 pan pou gysed

the genie, and gafe pe to goo Tyll Ephesyne c 1430 Syr
Tryam 660 When they harde of these tythandys, They
gysed them fulle gay x6x8 Sir W Mure Dido 4- Aeneas
11 417 His curled head with Phrygian mytre guised. *796
T. Townshend Poems 20 Guised just like her true love
swam 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr Leg , Wallace xix 12
In that deceitful seeming guised 1849 Rock Ch ofFathers
III. lx 220 Bands of children guised as Holy Innocents.
1882 Society x6 Dec. 5/2 The pawns will be guised as
choristers

+b To prepare, get up (an’ eatable). Ohs.
1604 Parson 3rd Pt Three Conners. Eng 143 The

same Coleworts sodden againe, but guised after another
fashion

to To shape, assimilate to (such or such a
guise). Ohs rare~\
x6oS Sylvester Du Bartasm. m r Vocation rp2 To guise

our selves {like counterfeiting Ape) To th‘ guise of M,en
that are but Men in shape.

2

.

To disguise. Obs. exc. dial,

a 1310 Douglas K. Hart 11 7® Len me thy cloke, to gys
me for ane <{uhyle 1893 Northumbld Gloss

,
A man of

notoriously dirty appearance asked his wife, ‘Hoo mun
a gize mesel 1

' ‘ Wesh thee fyess was the prompt reply

3 intr. To go about 111 disguise, or in mas-
querade dress. Chiefly A and north.
*876 Mid-Yorksk. Gloss

, Guise, to masquerade 1884
Gd IVirds Nov 747/1 The youths of Lerwick, attired in
fantastic dresses, go ‘guising about the towns 1891 zV 4
Q XI 82 [The phrase] is not an appropriate one in the
mouth of the Duke when he is guising as a monk
Hence Guised a
x66* Greenhalgh in Ellis One, Lett. Ser n IV 10

Hooded, gulzed, veiled Jews, and my own plain bare self
amongst them <ti8si Joanna Baillie (Ogilvie), Then
like a guided band, that for a while Has mimick’d forth
a sad and gloomy tale

Gmaely, variant of Guisily Obs
Gttise£ (gaizw). Chiefly Sc and north
Forms • 5 gyser, 5, 8 gysar, 6 gysoux, 9 guiaar,
-6t, gvuzer, guyser, guiser [f. Guise v. + -er 1 ]
One who guises (see Guise ©.3); a mas-
querader, a mummer. (Cf. Guisard, Geezek.)
2488 Ld. Treas. A cc Scot

l

(1877) I 93 Item, in Lannertk,
to dansaris and gysaris, xxxvis 137a Satir Poems Reform
xxxvin 14 For gy^ours, deuysours, the Guysiaros ar gude
<21586 Sir R Maitland in Pinkerton M Poems (1786) 298,
I saw no gysars all this yeir, Bot t— kirkmen cled lyk men
of weir. 1864 Burton Scot Abr I v 309 Those who thus
go a-maskmg on New Year's eve are called guizers 1880
T. Hardy Return Native 124 The guisers themselves ,,

could not afford to offend those bywhose assistance they so
largely profited

Gmserne, obs. form of Gizzebn.
Guisian (gf zian)

,
a, and sb Also 6 guisan,

guysian [f F. (due de) Guise 4- -ian ]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the duke of Guise,

or his family or faction.

*579 J. Stubbes Gaping GulfE vb, This prince can not
but be great with the Guysian duke 1643 Prynne SovPoiuerParl App, 33 TheGuisian Popish faction, being the
strongest party 1828-40 Tvtlkr Hist Scot (1864) III 144
The skilfulness of Guisian diplomacy
B sb. =* Guisabd 1

1362 Cecil Let. 16 July inM A S HumeGf Ld Burghley
(1898) 129 Continue your wryting to putt the Queue's
Majesty in remembrance of her peril if the Guisans prosper
2642 Milton Apol Smect Wks, 1738 I in To give the
watch-word like a Guisian of Pans to a mutiny or massacre.
x®97 D H, Fleming Mary Q, Scots via 88 A marriage .

.

which the Guisians take for concluded.

f Gui'sily, adv Obs. In 4 gisely, 5 gisily.

[f. Guise sb +-(i)ly] Handsomely; ingeniously,

skilfully.

13 Orfeo (Zielke) 297 Kni3tes and levedis com daunce-
mg In queynt atire gisely, Queynt pas and softly c 1420
Pallad on Husb in 400 A Spaynald taught me wonder
gisily To graffe, and baacl me theron not deuyne

Guising (garzig), vbl sb. [f Guise v +
-ing !.] The action of the vb Guise. + a. As-
sumption of a certain guise or character (obs ) b.
dial, Masquerading, mnmmenng Also attnb
1363 W1N3ET Wks (1890) II 42 The Sone of God become

nocht the persoun of a man in substance, bot, be a certane
apperand gysing and conuersation, fin3eit the samm 1822
Bewick Mem 26 The man who personated the devil was
going ‘a guising' 2837 Carisle 7?V Rev II 1 ix, Your
Christmas Guismgs were a considerable something
attnb. 1852 Whistle-Bmkie{Bcot Songs) (189.0) I 43 In a
gumng excursion he sung some verses

Guisprn, vanant of Gispin Obs.

Guias, obs. Sc. form of Goose.
Guissell, misspelling {oxjuissell, obs f Jussel
Guisserne, obs form of Gizzebn.

+ Guiasette, bad form for Cuisset
a 1548 Hall Chron

,
Edw IV (1530) is Some had the

guissettes droped & gutted with red

Guitar (gita s), sb Forms 7 ghittar, gi-

tarr(e, gittar (r, gotire, guittarre, 7-8 guitarre,

7-9 guittar, 8 guitare, 7- guitar. Also m
Spanish, and .quasi-Spanish or Italian form, 7, 9
guitarra, 7 guittara, 9 ghitarra [a Sp giu-
tarra

,

and its mod F. adaptation gmtare (Pr

guitara, It. chitarrd), a. Gr tudapa. The word
had been adopted m classical L. as ci that a, whence
It cetera

,
cetra, Pr. ctdra, OHG. etthara

,
mod.G.

zither, mod.F cithare,Yxig.cithcr See alsojCitole,
Gittebn ] A musical instrument of the lute class,

with six strings, which are twanged with the nght
hand, and a handle or finger-board provided with
frets for stopping the notes with the left hand.
1621 B Jonson Gipsies Metamorpk. (1640) 51 Give me my

Guittara
,
and room for our Chiefe 1648 Gage West Ind

viji, 23 Tuning his Guitarra and binging to us some verses
1668 H MoreDm Dial in 1 (1713) 180 Sometimes with a
careless stroke I brush the Glttar 1683 Loud Gas No
1862/8 A little Gittar, wrought with Ivory and Ebony on
the back *700 Astry ti Saavedru-Faxardo II 99 So
delicate, like a Guitarre, that it won't bear the fingers

1766 Goldsm Vic W v, Mr Thornhill then took up the
guitar himself 1806-7 J BfrEsford Miseries Hum Life
(1826) xvi go The dead, lumpish, tubby, tones of the fourth
and fifth strings of the guittar 1820 C. R MaturinMel-

moth (1892) III xxvhu 117 Their ghitarras might be dis-
posed of 1842 Barham Itigol, Leg Ser 11 SirRupert the
Fearless, Full sweetly she sang Fo a sparkling guitar With
silver cords 1866 EngelNat Mns ix 350 The guitarra
is still to be found among the Arabs in Tunis 1870 Stainer
Music ofBible 57 It is difficult to determine when the cithara
had so far departed .from the form of a lyre as to become
a guitar

fig, 1683 Crowns SVC Nice ir Dram Wks 1874 III
276 Oh 1 no, madam, he’s the general guitar o’ the town, ra-
lay'd with every thing womep fancy 1710 Bnt Afolio II
No. 101 3/2 Where is this Hatchet-fac’d Gittar?

b attnb and Cemb., as guitar-box, -man,
-master,

-flayer, -playing
; guitar-plant, a Tas-

manian shrub, Lomatia tinctoria (Morris Austral-
Eng.).
*705 Vanbrugh Confed ir. 17 Her Guitar Master is with

her Clctr ‘Paha, she's taken up with her impertinent
Guitar Man 1834 Landor Wks (1846) II 289/2 They
seem but whistlers and guitar-players compared to a full-

cheeked trumpeter. 1839 Lang Wand India 296 Here are
the coolies returning 1 I can make out my guitar box on
the head of one man 1898 Zangwill Dreamers Ghetto iv
166 A guitar-playing gallant of Madrid.

Guitar (gita d),v, [f. Guitar a intr. To
play the guitar. Hence GhutaTrmg vbl sb. b.
trans To serenade with a guitar
a c 1827 Byron To T Moore, Guitamng and strumming,
Oh Thomas Moore ' 1827 G Darley Sylvia 138 Soft
flutists, and sweet serenafiers Guitamng o’er the level green
1852 Mrs Smythies Bnde Elect xiii, Go and see what all
this guitarring and serenading is about
b. 1840 Lady C, Bury Hist ofFlirt yiii, Guitaring silly

girls as Thelwal did

Guitarist (gita rist). Also 8 guittarist. [£,

Guitab sb. + -1ST. Cf Sp gintamsta ] One who
plays the gmtar.
1770 Acc. Bks in Ann Reg 244/2 The guittarist happens

to have a good voice 1846 Lqngf in Life (1891) II 6r
Call upon Camillo Sivon, the celebrated violinist, and his
companion De' Ferranti, ‘guitarist to hLS majesty the Rot
des Beiges ’ 1882 A thensenm 10 June 738/2 The woman

- , dancing with the wildest passion to the fierce music of the
castanet players and the guitarist,

Guitennanite (gitaumausit), Min [Named
byHillebrand,i885, afterGutterman, its discoverer'
see -ite] Sulph-arsemde of lead of a bluish-
grey colour, and metallic lustre
1M5 Geol Sun'. U

S

Bulletin xx 105 The mineral appears
to be new to science, and a name, Guitermamte, is proposed.

Guit-guit (gwit gwit) [Echoic.
Given by Hernandez (1615 Rer Med Nov Hisp Thes)

as the native American name of a bird which he describes
as being no larger than a wren, green, and so courageous as
to attack the raven. His description is repeated (after
Nieremberg m 1635) by Ray (Willughby's Omith, App.

1678) whence the Eng currency of the name The identifi-
cation of the bird meant by Hernandez is uncertain

]

(See quot)
1893 Newton Diet Birds 401 Gmt-guit, a name, presum-

ably in imitation of the cry of a bird, used almost indefinitely
for any species of the Neotropical genera Csereba, Dacms
and their allies

G-uive, ob6 form of Gyve.
Guizard, -art, variants of Gdisard.
Guize, obs. form of Guise
Guizen, vanant of Gizzen v
*674-91 RayN C Words, Guizen'd, adj Spoken of tubs

or barrels that leak through drought
Guked, gukit, varb. Guoked fpl a. Obs
Gukgo, guk-guk, obs. Sc. foims of Cuckoo.
GukMt, variant of Gucked ppl a Obs.

Gukkow, obs Sc foim of Cuckoo.

II Gul (gul). [Pexs. JSj The Persian word
for * rose ’

;
made familiar by Byron’s use of the

expression ‘ gardens of gul ’ -
1813 Byron Bnde Abydos 1 8 Where the light wings of

Zephyr, oppressed with perfume, Wax faint o’er the gardens
of Gul m her bloom a 1843 Hood Kihnansegg, Birth vt,

While Margaret In a garden of Gul reposes—Poor Peggy
hawks nosegays from street to street, Till She hates the
smell of roses ! *874 Ruskin Fors Clav xlvi, {1896) II 459
Hear this you new gilded Miss Kilmanseggs with your
gardens of Gul

Gul, obs form of Gull.

II Gtlla (giU la) [L throat (hence, appetite) ]
fl a The external throat, b The gullet, or

that which answers to it in the lower animals Obs.
c *400 Lanfranc's Cirurg 148 In he fore partie of

necke J»ere is gula, h® which pat strecchi]> from )>e chyn
down to pe forke of he brest 1661 Lovell Hist Anim <5-

JUtn Introd b8 Neere to the mouth is a venter, like the
craw of birds, after \t hich is the gula, to which the intestine
is joyned, which is single

2 Ent. ‘ The ehiunons plate which supports
the submentum m many Insecta ’ (Syd. Soc Lex )
1826 Kirby & Sr Entomol III 367 Gula (the gula), the

lower part of the neck 1877 Huxley Anat luv Arum
vu 403 The part called gula which in many insects is a
large plate confluent with the epicramum above and sup-
porting the submentum anteriorly.

Gula: seeGoiA.
Gulaund. [Icel. gulond, f. gul-r yellow + ond

(formerly written aitnd) duck.] The Icelandic

name of the Goosander; cited by Pennant, Arctic

Zool (1784) II. 572 ;
and thence copied into Eng

Diets.

Gular (gut iai\ a (sb ) [f Gula (in sense a

f L gula) + -ab.]

X. Of, pertaining to, or situated upon the gula
*828 Stark Elent Nat Hist I 549 A gular pouch in the

greater number. *8 . Ridgway in Coues Buds N W.
(1874) 287 Allowing the red of the gular patch to touch, for

quite a distance, the white stripe beneath the eye. 1883
Cath Hopi ey Snakes 67 The egg comes in contact with
certain ‘ gular teeth which then break the shell w ithout
any loss of the contents to the feeder 1892 W H Hudson
Natnr La Plata 249 A large number of species have a
bright or nearly bright gular spot

2 nonce-use Concerned with the appetite

;

devoted to good eating

1854 Fraser's Mag XLJX. 104 The second . was the
founder of a gular academy, distinguishing himself by his

treatise de opsomis et condimentxs.

3.

ellipt as sb A gular plate beneath the throat

of a serpent or a fish

*884-3 Stand Nat Hist (1888) IH 330 Posterior to the
mental, and lying between the infralabials, are the sub-
mentals and gulars.

GularcLous : see under Goliard

t Gulch, sb.i Obs [f. Gulch v 1
] A glutton

or drunkard.
*60* B Jonson Poetaster m. iv, You’ll see vs then, jou

will, Gulcn, you will? *607 Brewer Lingua v xvi, You
muddy gulche, darst looke me m the face? *6ix Cotgr ,

Engorgeur, a rauener, glutton, gulch, ingorger.

Gulch (g»lf), sb 1 Obs. exc. dial Also gulsh
[f. Gulch v'Aj A heavy fall. Used adverbially

in to come down gulch.
*671 Echard Observ Answ Cant Clergy 39 Then he has

me most cruelly upon the Hip, and brings me over with a
most deadly Gulsh a 1823 Forby Voc E Anglia, Gulsh,
. a heavy fall 1839 f Noakesty Mary Styles 12 (E D S
No 76), I dorn’t think I cud clime it now, I shudn't
warsley loike to troy, For gulch cum down I shud

Gulch (gz»lf), sb.3 U.S. [? Connected -with

Gulch v i]

1 A narrow and deep ravine, with steep sides,

marking the course of a torrent; esp. one con-

taining a deposit of gold.
1850 B Taylor Eldorado ix (1862) 87 The word gulch

denotes a mountain ravine steep, abrupt, and inaccessible
*888 Bryce Atner. Cominw III xc 224 A crowd of men
who will scatter again as soon as the gold m tbe gulch is

exhausted »

b. trans

f

‘ A long, narrow, deep depression of

the sea bottom ’
( Cent. Dzct ).

2 attnb
,
as gulch-dtggings, -gold, -mine, -min-

ing, -washing
*877 Raymond Statist Mines 4 Mining 338 During last

season a number of Mexicans extracted from the gulcb-
diggings a small amount of gold Ibid 275 Bingham Canon



GULCH, GULP.
annually produces a little gulch gold. 1877 Black Gteen
Past xiu, The gulch and placer mines . were giving a fair

yield 1877 Raymond Statist Mines 4 Mining 263 The
obstacles to gulch- mining presented by the immense
volumes of water that fill the channels m the spring Ibid
186 The gold comes from the gulch washings 111 Indian
district, neai the Eagle Mine.

Gulch., v 1 Obs exc. dial Also 9 dial, gulge,
gulsli [Echoic; cf. Ger. dial, gulken, Norw
gulka, Sw dial golka. Derbyshire and Devon-
shire have a form gulk.]

1 irans To swallow or devour greedily. Also

with down, m, up.
a 1225 Ancr R. 240 Heo drinkeS Jxene drunch ne meleS

heo it neuei, auh gulcheS m 3iuerhche 1611 Florio, In-

gorgare, to engurgle, to gargarize, to gulch >653Urquhart
Rabelais 1 iv 23 They should be all of them gulched up.

1890 Gloucester Gloss
,
Gulch, to gulp, swallow greedily,

b. Comb

,

f gulclicup, one who drains the

cup greedily, a tosspot
<21225 Ancr R. 216 ?if he gulchecuppe weallmde bres to

drmcken, & 3eot in hts wide f>rote J>et he aswelte wiSinnen

+ 2 . To gulch out * to vomit, lit. and fig. Obs
a 1225 Ancr R 88 pe uorme gulcheS al ut somed pet pa

attn heorte sent up to pe tunge Ibid 206 Gulche hit ut

me schrifte, utterliche, ase heo hit dude, peo pet iveleS lure

schuldi

Gulch (g»lj),».2 dial [app echoic] mtr To fall

or plunge heavily, b irans To fall heavily upon.
1821 Clare Vill. Mmstr I 207 Ne’er an axe was heard

to sound, Or a tree’s fall gulsh’a the ground Ibid. II 190
1 he splashings Of fly-bit cattle gulshing in the brook.

Gulch (golf), v 3 [f Gulch r£.3]

1. trans To drag (wood) down a gulch.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines 4 Mining 28 Cutting and
gulching 50 cords of wood, at $2 50 per cord.

2 mtr. To dig (for gold) in a gulch.

1879 H. Drummond in Life (1899) I57 A hundred pros-

pectors gulching for gold and silver

Gulch, variant of CULCH.
>882 Standard 26 Sept 2/2 The oyster dredgers are glad

to give sixpence or sevenpence a bushel for them as ‘ gulch
to lay down to catch the x

spat
’

fChrlchin. Obs rare ~-0
. [dim, of Gtjloh j^.i]

A little glutton.

1671 Skinner Etymol Ling Angl i, A Gulchin, q d a
Gulekm (1 e) parvus Gulo >677 Miege Diet Angl.-Fr

,

Gulchin, wtpetit glouton [Hence in later Diets ]

tGuTehingly, adv. Obs. [f gulching, pr pple.

of Guloh v 1 + -LY 2 ] Greedily, voraciously.

1598 Florio, Eon euolmente, stuffingly, fully, gulchingly.

Ghrlchy, a. Obs exc. dial. [f. Gulch sb.
1 +

-Y 1
.] Coarsely fat

;
corpulent

>598 Florio, Craio, foule, fat, greasie, gulchie. 1808-80

amieson, Gulschy, gross, thick ; applied to the form of the

ody >895 E Angl Gloss,, Gnlsky, corpulent and gross.

Guld, variant of Gold 2, mangold.

II Gulden (gulden). Forms . 6- gulden,

(6 guylden, gylden, 7 guilding) ; Sc. 6 gud-
lyne, -lyng, guidlm(g, 6-7 gudlene. [Ger.,

Du gulden (also G. gulden), stuctly an adj. = of

gold, golden, cogn. w. OE. gylden Gilden a]

fa A gold coin, spec, one of various obsolete

gold coins of Germany and the Netherlands (obs ).

b. The name was subsequently transferred to a

silver com, the value of which differed in various

countries and at various periods ; it survives, with

the value ofabout is 8d, in Holland (see Guilder)

and Austria-Hungary.
In recent use the plural is commonly gulden as in Ger.

15 . Aberd Reg (Jam ), He gave hyme m kepyng tua

vnicomis & ane Philipis gudlene. Ibid. XVII (Jam ) The
soum of fyw gudlyngis 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb ) 40 He
spendeth many a gulden To hange morther and bren The
masses aduersanes 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings v. 5 He .

toke with him ten hundreth weighte of syluer, and sixe

thousande guldens [1611 pieces of gold]. 1535 Lyndesay
Satyt e 4170 Gold Smythis fair-weill ' To mix, set je nocht

by twa preims, Fyne Ducat gold with hard Gudlingis

a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573) 330/1 These two men did gather

within y° space of ij moneths xx M guyldens 1587

Tas VI Let. to WinJetm IP's Wks (1890) II App. p xxv,

The sowme ofsevm scoirfyve guidhns. 1617 Moryson Itin
1 285 Most reckonings of Germany are made by common
siluer guldens these Guldens are neere the value of three

shillings foure pence English The Gold Rhenish Guldens
of Germany are almost of the same standard with the

Crowne Gold of England. >645 Sc A cts Ckas I (1814] VI
163/2 Granted for payment of the Gudlmes, Silver-work,

and others pubhek debts a 1652 Brome Eng Moorss i

Wks 1873 II 51 Here at this Inne abide, and wait my
coming Be careful of my guildmgs -1756-7 tr Keysler's

Trav (1760) III 31X The duke of Modena proposed to

some persons in Germany a loan of two hundred thousand
guldens on a mortgage of the territory of Mirandola 1845

S Austin Ranke's Hist Ref I 97 The general grant of

100,000 gulden 1865 Pall MallG 3 July iji The Reichsrath

was obliged to vote a supply of thirteen millions of guldens

1898 Q. Rev July 8 Reuchlm was nominated . with a
hundred gold gulden as salary
attnb. 1^73 Ouida Pascarel I 66 He was delighted to

sell it for 12 gulden notes to a German Jew dealer.

+ Guldenhead. Obs. [? a. ON. *gullenhpfSe,

lit * goldenhead *
] The puffin, Traiercula arctua.

1676 Willughby Ormth 244 Anas Arttca [1 e, the

Puffin] Wallis Meridional!bus circa Tenby oppidum
Guldenhead, Bottle nose and Helegug
Guldren, obs. form of Guilder.
Guldsoch, obs. Sc. f. Gulesotjght, jaundice.

Vol. IV.
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t Gule, si.1 Obs. Also 6 Sc, guill. [ad.L gula ] I

1 . The gullet.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch Eng m xix, 323 There are gules
so gluttonous that they can swallow down goodly Cathe-
drals 1750W Dodd Poems (1767) 32 Her thusty gule

b. Arch The ‘ neck * of a column.
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gorge , Gule, or Neck, the

narrowest part of the Dorick ana Tuscan Capitals, lying
between the Astragal and the Annulets.

2 . Gluttony
1390 Gou er Conf III 1 This vice, which so out of reule

Hath set us all, is cleped gule 1535 Stewart Cron Scot.

(1856) II 228 He wes the first with glutony and guill That
euir begouth to mak sic feist m }ule

Gule (giwl), sb 2 [a. OF. gule, goule, med L.

gula August

t

The ulterior etymology is unknown. The Welsh form is

gwylAzvst (gwyl festival, believed to be a L vigdiaViGii.),
but as the med L and OF terms were m continental use,
this must be a mere popular etymology The conjecture
that gula is a corruption of ‘Dies Sancti Petri ad vincula'
is very unlikely, nor is it clear how it can be identified with
the Lat gula ‘ throat’ ]

The Gule ofAugust • Lammas Day, Aug 1.

[0300 P. de Langtoft Chron (Rolls) I 450 Le duk
Robert les sayse, et of sa compaynye lour de goul [v r
gule] de Aust a Portesmue applye] 1543 tr. Act 47
Edw III, c x If any doth be put to sale after the gule of
August. 1628 Coke On Litt 180 From the feast of Easter,
vntil the gule of August, (that is, the first of August) >783
Vallancey Collect de Rebus Htbern III 468 Of the Gule
of August; or, Lammas day x8gg Nora Hopper in

Westm Gas 1 Aug 10/1 Every bud on forest bough Sings
for Gule ofAugust now.

t Gule, v. Obs. rare. [f. gule Gules.] trans.

To stain or dye gules or red.

1609 Heywood Bnt Troy vm vui. 171 Achilles durst not
looke on Hector when He guld his Siluer armes in Greekish
bloud. 1632 — 2iid Pt Iron Age 1 i Wks 1874 III 357
Till Hecub’s reuerent lockes Be gul'd in slaughter.

Gule, variant of Gold 2
, mangold.

Gule, Sc. var. Golee Obs. ;
obs. Sc. f. Guile.

Gule ffatt, obs forms of Gyle, Gyle-fat.
Gulekm ; see Gulohin-

(quot. 1671).

Guleravage, variant of Gilbavage.

Gules (giwlz), sb. and a. Ong and chiefly Her.
Forms

. 4 goulez, gowlez, gwlis, 4-5 goules,

gowles, -is, 4-6 gowlys, 5 gols, goulis, -ys, 5-6

gull(e)s, 6 gewles, gowlles, gullis, 7 geulles,

gueles, guenles, 6- gules. Also 6 geule, 7 gule.

[ad. OF, goules, guenles (F. guenles) =med.L. guise

pi., ermine dyed red.

The ulterior etymology is disputed : the word coincides in

form with the pi of the Fr. and med Lat word for • throat *.

If the heraldic sense he the original, the allusion may be to

the colour of the open mouth of a heraldic beast. It seems
more likely, however, that the heraldic use is transferred

from the sense ‘ red ermine ’, in which case the word may
represent some oriental name, but the suggestion of deriva-

tion from Pers gul, rose (Hatz -Darm ), is very improbable ]

A. sb. Red, as one of the heraldic colours ; m
engraving represented by vertical lines. Hence
poet and rhetorically, the colour red in general.

13 Gaw 4 Gr Knt 619 Then pay sebewed hym pe

scbelde, pat was of schyr goulez. C1375 Sc. Leg Saints,

George 922 Berand pe scheld of siluir schene of gwlis

a 1400-50 Alexander 48x9 Quare all pe gronde was of gols

[L cujus terra erat valde rubicunda] c 1440 York Myst
xvi. iQ pan glorms guiles hat gayer [is] pan golde c >475
RaufCoityar 669 Gowlis glitterand full gay, glemand m
grene. 1535 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I 203 With goldm
gullis glitterand as the gleid 1587 Fleming Conln
Holmshed III 1341/2 Banners of gewles beaten with the

armes of Antwerpe. *603 Drayton Bar. Wars u xxiv, In

his white Cornet, Verdon doth display A fret of Gueles.

1651 Cleveland Poems 26 Or paiboyl’d Lobsters, where
there joyntly rules The fading Sables, and the coming
Gules X708 J. Philips Cyder 11 393 The showery arch,

With listed colours gay, ore, azure, gules 1820 Keats
Eve St Agnes xxv, The wintry moon threw warm gules

on Madeline’s fair breast. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics

(i860) I. 10 Painted shapes of gules and azure.

3

cpxasi-adj. and adj. Red in colour. (In most

instances properly an attributive use of the sb ,

usually placed after the word which it qualifies )

1503-4 in Trevelyan Papers (Camden) 7 The armys off

Carminow, Garter seth, y‘ sholde be gevyne w‘ a jabell of

uj poyntts gulls, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huou xxxii 99 His
shylde, whenn was purtruyed 111 crosses gowlles. 156a

Leigh Armone (1597) sb, In' colour neither red nor

Sanguine, but is the vene vermilion it selfe, for that is right

Geule. 1607 Shaks Timon iv. uu 59 Follow thy Drumme,
With mans blood paint the ground Gules, Gules. 1650

B Discolhminutin 46 My Complexion, a Sable Sanguine,

with a few Gule drops about my Nose a 1678 Marvell
llrfbrt. Lover 64 Wks 1726 I 59 In a Field Sable a Lover

Gules 1790 Burns Ep. to R. Graham xiv, The Magna
Charta flag . . All deadly gules its bearing

_
1820 Shelley

(Edtpus 1 144 Their arms are seven bulls in a field gules

1864 Boutell Her Hist 4 Pop xv. 186 In the Calais Roll

these mullets are blazoned gules 1871 J Hay Pike County
Ballads (1B&0) 152 With silken mantles blushing angry

gules.

Gil leSOtLght. Obs. exc. <S<r. Forms • 5 gowyl
sowght, 6 guelsought, gulesought; Sc. Ggulset,

guldsoch, 6-7 gulsoch, 7 gulaogli, 8-9 gulsaeh,

9 gulsohoch [f. gule. Gull a., yellow

+

Sought

(OE suht, ON. *soht, sdtt) sickness ; =ON. gulusdtf,

Sw., Da. gulsot : cf. G. gelbmht, Du geehneht.

(The OE. name was ieolu ddT)} Jaundice,

14. Nom. in Wr •Whicker 709/5 Hecglaucoma, the gowyl
sowght, 15 , Rmvllis Cursing 54 in Lamg Anc Pop.
Poetry 212 The panefull gravell and the gutt, The gulsoch
that they nevir be but. >549 Compl. Scot, vi 67 Sourakkis,

that vas gude for the blac gulset iS5> Turner Herbal
v A vb, The broth heleth the Jawndes or gulesouyht 156*
Ibid n. 73 The brothe of Osyns dronken is good agaynst

S
ianndes or guel sought 1595 Duncan App Etymol.

;. D. S), Aungo,
the guldsoch, morbus Regius 1673

Wedderburn Voc (Jam ), Icterus, the gulsogh 1755
Forbes Ajax' Sp ,

etc. 34, I wis never very brouden’d upo’
swine’s flesh, sin my mither gae me a forlethie o’t, ‘at maist
hae gi’en me the gulsaeh. 1825-80 Jamieson, Gnlschoch,

Gulsaeh.

Gulefc, obs. form of Gullet.

Gulf (g»lf), sb Forms • 4, 8 golf, 5-6 goulf(e,

(6 gowlfe), 5-7 gulfe, (6 gulfre) , 6-7 gulphe,

7-9 gulph, 7- gulf [ad OF. and F, golfs (sense

1 ; in senses 2, 3, and 4 the Fr. word is gouffre),
ad. Pr., It, Sp., Pg. golfo, ad. late Gr tcokipos,

from class. Gr. tco\nos, lit ‘ bosom’, hence ‘bay,

gulf’ (= L. sinus), and ‘hollow of the waves,

depth of the sea’. Cf MDu. golfgolve

,

Du. golf,

gulp, MHG,G.^]
I 1. Geog. A portion of the sea partially en-

closed by a more or less extensive sweep of the

coast
,
often taking its name from the adjoining

land.
The distinction betweengnIfandpay is not always clearly

marked, but in general a bay is wider in proportion to its

amount of 1 ecession than a gulf’, tbe latter term is applied

to long land-locked portions of sea opening through a strait,

which are never called bays
c 1400 Maundev (1839) v 54 The See Adryatyk, that is

clept the Goulf of Venyse C1477 Caxton Jason 84 b,

Argos hadde brought his ship in this goulf or arme of the

See 1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 254 The
coast making a gulfe where is the nuer of Ganges. >553
Eden Treat Newe hid. (Arb) 33 He commaunded that

certayn shippes should searche the goulfes on euerye syde

>604 E G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist Indies in iv. 128

The gulph of Yegues or of Mares, is variable, being beaten

with divers windes 1667 Mu ton P L. xi 833 Down the

great River to the op’ning Gulf 1766 Phil Trans LVI
43, 1 say nothing of the marine productions of this golf

1781 Gibbon Ded 4 F xvii II 7 They leave on the left a ,

deep gulf, at the bottom of which Nicomedia was seated,

the imperial residence of Diocletian *840 Thirlwall
Greece liv VII 53 The gulph he had seen appeared to him
..important as a naval station. 1868 G Duff Pol Snrv
171 The gulf which runs so deep into the western side of

the island

II A deep hollow, chasm, abyss.

2 . A profound depth (in. a nver, the ocean) j
the

deep, poet.

13 E E. Allit P. A. 607 Gotez of golf }>at neuer charde

1580 Sidney Ps xviii, v, The gulphes of waters then were
through their chanells seen r6zo Granger Div. Logike 155
The heavenly lamps doe fall into the gulfe >715-20 Pope
Iliad xxi 229 From the bottom of his gulphs profound,

Scamander spoke. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 268 We pass a
guTph in which the willows dip their pendent boughs >836

Johnsomana 1 44 O’er the ice as o’er pleasure you lightly

should glide; Both have gulphs which their flattering sur-

faces hide 1846 Landor Hellenics Wks II. 486 Some isle

Hath surely nsen from the gulphs profound 1847 Emerson
Poems (1857) 60 Gulfs of sweetness without bound >870

BryantIhadv 496 Slippery cliffs arise Close to deep gulfs

b. transf. with reference to the air.

171a Blackmord Creation 1. 92 Nothing check’d their

flight, but gulphs of air 1727 Pitt Job xxv 20 Down
thro’ the Gulphs of undulating Air, 1863 Longf Wayside
Inn 1 Falcon of Ser Fedengo 42 The headlong plunge

through eddying gulfs of air

+ e. To shoot the gulf, a phrase used in various

figurative applications. (If De Foe’s statement

be well founded, the phrase must originally have

belonged to sense 2.)

0645 Howell Lett (1650) II 40Your last you sent mewas
from Genoa, where you write that .

’ Husbands get their

wives with child a hundred miles off'- . In Veruce . also

such things are done by proxy, while the husband is abroad

upon the Gallies, therbe others that shoot his gulfat home

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 16 Such a mighty

and valuable thing also was the passing this strait (the

Straits of Magellan) that Sir Francis Drake’s going through

it gave birth to that famous old wives’ saving viz , that Sir

Francis Drake shot the gulf, as if there had been but one

f
ulf in the world. >75* Young Brothers v i 1757 II. 281

'or me, it matters not ;
but oh ’ the prince—'When he had

shot the gulph of his despair.

3 An absorbing eddy ;
a whirlpool. In later

use chiefly fig, that which devours or swallows

up anything (Blending with 4b)
1538 Eliot Diet., Gurges, a swallowe or depe pyll in a

water, or a goulfe *567 Turberv Epit ,
etc 26 b, Hast thou

not read in Bookes or fell Charybdis Goulfe? x599 Shaks
Hen V

,

11. iv. 10England his approachesmakes as fierce, As
Waters to the sucking of a Gulfe >6ia Bp Hall Semi 64

The Scribes and Pharisees devoured butwidows houses ;

but these gulfs of men, whole Churches 1637-77 Feltham
Resolves n xlu. 241 He throws his Interest into a Gulph, that

trusts it in such hands as have been formerly the Shipwrack

of others 1633 Marmion^xw Companions, iv. Dram. Wks
(187s) 137 Here is the gulph that swallows all my land : And
to this desperatewhirlpit am I reeling. >659R.Brough/Vm
Schism 529 To devour all persons and things in one gulph

1751 Johnson Rambler No 167? 6 And whirl round the

gulph before they sink, >755H Walpole Corr (1837) III

cclxvu X05 Don’t go and imagine that ,£ 1,200,000 was all

sunk in the gulph ofMadame Pompadour >825 Bentham
Ration, Reno 283 Large cities , are the gulphs . in which

the population of the country is lost. 1834 West Ind.
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Sketch Bk, 1 248 Whose mind had been wrecked in the

gulf of dim oblivion

b Often applied to a voracious appetite.

1566 Adlington Apulems 51 Whether thou wilt rename
y. ith the serpent and m the ende to be swallowed up into

the gowlfe of his bodie 1579 Spenser Sheph Cal Sept 183

A wicked Wolfe, That with many a Lambe had glutted his

gulfe 11605 Shaks Macb iv 1 23 Maw and Gulfe Of the

rauui'd salt Sea sharke 1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat

Itts 1077 In a dearth, or rather want of provision, they

[Pismires] fight desperately for food, and the lesser of

them will rebell against the greater, (as being the greater

gulphs of the Common-wealth ) 18x9 Sheli ev Cyclops 343
Your gaping gulf, and your gullet wide

4. A yawning chasm or abyss ;
an opening in

the earth produced by an earthquake or volcanic

action ; a vast ravine or gorge. A fiery gulf gulf

offire : an abyss full of flame
a 1533 Ld Berners Gold Bk M Aurel (1559) Cc, We

go suerlte ouer the bridge, and yet we will goe an other

waie . and though the same way be sure, yet we will aduen*
ture into the gulfe 1563 Mur. Mag Induct, xxm, A
deadly gulfe where nought hut rubbtshe growes 1590
Spenser F. Q 1 v 31 They brought the heavy corse

I o yawning gulfe of deepe Avernus hole 1604 E G[rim-
stone] D'A cosia’s Hist Indies x i 3 Epicurus holdeth,

that on the other part of the earth, there is nothing but
a chaos and infinite gulph 1607 Shaks. Cor 11 1 11 qi

Thou hadst rather Follow thine Enemie in a fiene Gulfe.

1667 Milton P L vi 53 The Gulf Of Tartarus, which
opens wide Hu fiery Chaos 1697 Potter Antsy. Greece
II xv. (1715) 331 A Gulf being open at Rome, Curtius leap’d

into it to appease the angry Gods 1713 Young Last Day
11 10$ A yawning gulph, and fiends on every side. Serene
theyview. 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (1776) I go [Volcanoes]
A gulph two miles over, and so deep that no bottom can be
seen 1781 Cowper Hope 457 In the gulphs of her Cornu-
bian mines 1814 Southey Roderick 1 108 Gulphs of fire

opening beneath his feet 1830 Lyell Pnnc Geol I 334
A gulph opened between the little town of Tnpergola and
the baths m its suburbs.

b. fig. (Often coincident with fig. use of 3.)

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvi. (1887) 135 To haue so
many gaping for prefermen t, as no goulfe hath stoore enough
to suffise. 265a C B. Stapylton Herodian 140 The Globe
of Earth and Sea .was not able to fill this Gvlph [a man’s
ambition or greed] 1656 Sanderson Serin (1689) 65 The
gulph ofdespair 1715DE Foe^Vww Instruct. 1 l (1841)! 20
To recover sinful Men from the gulf of death. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No X46 r 8 Pushing his predecessors into the
gulph ofobscunty 1765 H Walpole Otranto 1 (1798)21,
I will follow thee to tne gulph of perdition X780 Cowper
Table T 463 They frolic it along . Down to the gulph,
from which is no return. 1833 L Ritchie Wand by Lone
157 Buried ages rise again from the gulf of time x868
Farrar Silenci # V, « (1875) 16 The whole universe be
comes a gulf of silence, 1894 Athenaeum 14 Apr 471/3 A
sum insufficient to fill up the gulf of his debts.

O, (After Luke xvi 26.) A wide interval, an
impassable gap, serving as a means of eternal

separation.

*557 .N, T. (Genev) Luke xvi. 26 Betwene you and vs
there is a great gulfe [*a<7fta] set, 1774 Fletcher Ess.
Truth Wks. 1795 IV 106 An immense gulph is fixed be-
tween them, and the Christian faith 1849 Robertson
Serm, Ser 1 xii (1866) 197 The Advent of Christ is the
gulf which separates ancient from modern history x88x
Bp A P Forbes Explan. 39 Art i (ed 4) 12 Between such
a God and an Infinite Intelligence there is a gulph fixed.

5 . University slang, a Cambridge. The position

of those candidates for mathematical honours who
fail to obtain a place in the list, but are allowed
the ordinary degree, b. Oxford. The list of those

who fail to obtain honours, yet are allowed to
take a ‘pass*.

181J Seven Yrs at Cambridge II 60 The determination
I had now formed of cutting honours, by quietly sitting
down m the Gulph. 185a B risted Five Yrs in Eng Unvv
(ed 2) 205 Some ten or fifteen men just on the line are put
into the ‘ gulf’, as it is popularly called (the Examiners’
phrase is ‘Degrees allowed’)

+ 6. [fi Golf ».] a. An act of swallowing lit,

and fig. b. What is gulfed or swallowed
;

a
draught. (Cf. Gulp sb i)

1638 Sir T Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 323 Their mouths are
very wide, at one gulph able to swallow horse or man 1667
Dryden Temp. in. m, Element 1 meer Element ' as I live
It was a cold Gulph, such as this, which kill’d my famous
Predecessor. 1771 Smollett Humph Cl s8 Apr, It .

requires a strong gulph of faith to make it go down.,
V. Mining A large deposit of ore in a lode.
1778 Pryce Mm. Cornub yin Gulph ofOre. Where a Lode

throws up very great quantities of Ore and proves lasting
and good in depth they say, ‘They have a Gulph of Ore*.
1849 in Weals's Diet, Terms,

HI. 8. attnb and Comb
,
as gulf'-fishery , -tide ,

gulf-cncrimsomng, -indented adjs
;

gulf-wards
adv, ; also f gulf-breasted a., having a breast or
mind as deep as a gulf

;
gulf-dream, a dream of

drowning in, or falling into, a gulf; + gulf-eating
a , full of eddies; gulf-separation, a separation
as if by a gulf; Gulf State, one of the States on
the Gulf of Mexico; + gulf-stomached a

,
(of

a river) having deep eddies. Also Golf-stream,
Golf-weed,
*59** E Guilpin Shot. (1878) 52 *Gulfe-brested is he,

silent, and profound 18x3 Shelley Q, Mab ix. 175 The
transient *gulph dream of a startling sleep eifixi Chap-
ukk Iliad xxi 2 The goodly swelling channel of the flood,
Gulf-eating Xanthus [3,av8ov SiFijevTos] 2847 Emfrson
Poems (1857) 4s The *gulf encrimsonmg shells, 2883 L.
m. Joncas fish. Canada 20 (Fish, Exhib. Publ.) They

. have almost a monopoly of the *gulf fishery trade

1808 J Barlow Colwnb 1 313 Sultry Mobile’s *gulph-
mdented shore 1871 R B Vaughan Thomas ofA qnm
II 855 This *gulf separation and this intimate connection

in the creative act 1863 W Phili ips Speeches xvu 389
The *Gulf States will monopolize all the offices cx6xx
Chapman fluid xxi 3x1 Afraid lest that *gulf stomach’d
Flood [iroT«Mos /SafivSiVijs] would satiate his desire On great

Achilles 1897 O-utmg (US) XXIX 440/1 A sluggish

stream, flowing up or down, according to the governing
*gulf tide x8« Bailey Mystic 114 He who, where
Hidekkel *gulwards darts, Ruled with an absolute crown.

Gulf (golf), v. Also 6-9 gulph, (6 golph).

[f Golf sb]

+ 1. mtr. To rush along like a gulf or whirl-

pool , to eddy, swirl, Obs
1538 Leland Itin V. 80 It standeth as it were betwixt to

pointing Hillettes betwene the wich the Severn Se gulfith

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit (1569) D ij, Doe ve not see how
many bottomlesse whirlepooles of mischiefe ye be golpht
withal ? X59X Spenser Virg Gnat 542 Deep Charybdis
gulphing m and out 1658 Franck North Mem (1694) 91
A rapid and peremptory River, that gulphs forth of the
Bowels of Loemon, leplemshed with Trout
2 irons. To swallow like a gulf, or as in a gulf,

to engulf. Also with down, tn, rip ht, andfig.
1807 J Hall Trav Scot I 306 Some little birds were flying

after a cuckoo and gulphing up his faeces as it dropped
from him. 1817 Byron Manfred 1 11 6 It hath no power
upon the past, and for The future, till the past be gulf’d in

darkness x8x8 Klats Endyut m 351 Some friendly

monster Has div’d to its foundations, gulph’d it down
1822 Shelley To Jane, Recoil v, Each [pool] seemed as
’twere a little sky Gulphed in a world below, 1877 Tenny-
son Harold 11. 11, Why, let the earth rive, gulf m These
cursed Normans 1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes (1895)
22 x A yawning valley, gulfed in blackness.

S. In various nonce-uses : a To plunge (oneself)

into as into a gulf; to precipitate oneself, rush
headlong, b To form gulfs or indentations m,
C To separatefrom by a gulf or chasm.
x68o Hickeringill Meroz 8 Like men in a Shipwrack
,that leap, into the Sea for fear of Drowning, we gulf’d

our selves into more Arbitrary Government, Tyranny and
Popery. 1808 J Barlow Colnmb 1 551 And hoarse resound-
ing, gulphing wide the shore, Dread Laurence labois -with

tremendous roar. 1891c James Rom Rigmai ole 121 I he
week gulfing me from meeting her again.

4. University slang, a. irons. To place the

name of (an undergraduate) in the 1 gulf’ (see

Gulf sb 5). b. mtr. To gulf it to get or be
contented with a place in the ‘gulf',

1827 Seven Yrs at Cambridge II 61, I therefore
‘ Gulphed it ’. 1831 Darwin in Life Lett (XB87) I 184
Cameron is gulfed, together with other three Trinity
scholars 1857 ‘ C Bede ’ Vei dant Green in xi, lam not
going to let them gulph me a second time 1876 Trevelyan
Macaulay 11 (x88x) 61 His name did not grace the list In
short . Macaulay was gulfed 1895 L J Trotter Life
Marq Dalkousie i xo Instead of ‘gulfing’ him with the
herd of mere passmen, theymarked their sense of his merits
by granting him an honorary fourth class

TI 6 Used for Gulp v. (Cf. Gulf sb. 6

)

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet xi 114, 1 saw a Porter .

drink without ever so much as once gulphing Ibid
, He

had been among the Malabars, where if he should have
gulphed or have drunk any otherwise, he might have had
his throat cut.

Hence Gulfed (gwlft) ppl, a (see sense 4 a).
185a Bristed Five Yrs in Eng Untv (ed 2) 205 A gulfed

Scholar of Trinity did not lose his Scholaiship

Gulfing (go lfiq), vbl sb. [f. Gulf v. + -iNq-ty]

The action of plunging or sinking in a gulf.
x8x8 Keats Endym m 659, I beheld the wreck; The

final gulphing ; the poor struggling souls,

Gulfing (go’lfirj), ppl. a. [f. Gulf v, + -ing 2.]

That gulfs, in senses of the vb.
1813 Scott Tnerm, 11 xxiv, Like the shrill sea-bird’s

wailing scream, Heard o’er the whirlpool’s gulfing stream.
1821 Clare Vill. Mmstr. I, 88 Boughs .That overhang
some gulphing brook 1842 Tupper Proverb Philos Ser
ir. 182 Neither congealing of the grave, nor gulphing waters
of the firmament , shall avail.

Gulf Stream, Gulf-stream. Geog A
great oceanic current of warm water, that issues
from the Gulf of Mexico and runs parallel to the
American coast as far as Newfoundland, and thence
in the direction of Europe The name is sometimes
given to a similar current in the Pacific, along the
shore of Japan
1775 Adair A mer Ind 371 He proceeded afterwards,

along the gulph-stream of Mexico. 1796 T. Twining Trav
Amer. (1894) 21 These signs denoted our arrival in the
great current called by navigators the ‘ Gulf Stream * 18x2
Sir H Davy Chew Philos 72 The warmth of the Gulf
Stream is felt, a thousand miles from its source. 1833
Tennyson Early Sonn 111, The warm gulf-stream of
Florida Floats far away into the Northern seas The lavish
growths of southern Mexico 1860 G H K. in Vac Tour
144 Sutherland is warm enough, thanks to the gulf-stream,

suit the roller and the Bohemian waxwmg 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv (ed 2) 103 The water of the Gulf
Stream is a deep indigo blue m colour.

fig *859 Aiitobtog Beggar Boy 16 Few are able, after
entering the gulf stream ofdissipation, to check their head
long career 1865 LowellNew Eng Two Cent, Ago Prose
Wks 1890 II 8 Truly there is a tide in the affairs of
men, but there is no gulf stream setting forever 111 one
direction

b. attnb Gulf-Stream weed - next.
2884 Public Opinion 3 Oct 426/1 Among them is the Gulf

Stream weed, so often talked ofby travellers

Gulf-weed. A species ofsea-weed (Sargassum
bacciferum of the sub-order Fucacefi) found m the
Gulf Stream, the Sargasso Sea, and elsewhere,
chaiacterized by having a number of berry-like
air-vessels. The name is sometimes given to an-
other species iS vulgcu e)

1674 Josselyn Voy New Eng 40 We met with abundance
of Sea-weeds called Gulf-weed coming out of the Bay of
Mexico 1708 Brit Apollo No 86 1/2 Weed (called by the
Mariners Gulf Weed) 1835-6 Todd Cycl Anat, I 520/1
Floating Sargasso or gulf-weed of the Equator.

Gulfy (g» lfi), a. poet. Forms 6 gulfly, 6-9
gulfle, -ye, 7 gulphie, 8-9 gulphy, 9 gulfy
[f. Gulf sb + -y 1.]

1. Full of eddies or whirlpools. Also, whiilpool-
like

1594 Carew Tasso iv v 141 There thousands vneleane
Harpyes might you vew, And gulffy Scillaes an huge
barckmgcrew 1598 Chapman Ihad it 538 Well built ships
To passe the gulfify purple Sea 1628 Milton Vac Exerc

92 Rivers, arise
,
whether thou be the Son, Ofutmost 1 weed,

or Oose, or gulphie Dun 1715-20 Pope Iliadn 1071 Where
gulphy Xanthus foams along the fields 1792 E Darwin
Bot Card 1 49 The cliffs of Orkney’s gulphy coast 1856
Aird Poet Whs 69 He sate and eyed The gulfy eddyings
of the woolly smoke

2 + a. fig Deep as an abyss; abysmal (obs),

b. Full of hollows or depths
1607 Walkington Opi Glass 154 The gulfye bottome of

despaire, 1737 Brooke Tasso 11 641 One step alone 'twixt
triumph and defeat, The gulphy ruin and the towery
height 1791 Cowper Iliad xxi 447 Into his gulphy channel
rush’d The refluent flood 1808 J Barlow Colnmb iv 371
The waves scoop that gulphy bed. 1839 Stonehouse
Axholme 309 A narrow, miry, and gulphy lane. 1871 G
Macdonald Wks EEancy 4 lmag

,
Parable 106 The well-

pleased stais Threw quivering smiles across the gulfy styes

fig 1879 G Macdonai d Sir Gibbte I xi. 161 The cracks,
crannies, and gulfy faults of our belief

Gulion, variant of Golion Obs.

t Gnlist. Obs. [f L. gala gullet, appetite,

gluttony + -1ST.] One who parapeis his appetite;

a glutton
1632 J Featly Hon. Chast. 12 The gluttonous satiety

of our swelling gulists argues their necessity of offending by
forgetfulnes

Gulix (gi« liks). Also 8 grnlix [f. Dit.

Guhk, the town of Juliers.] A kind of fine linen.

Also attrib

1696 J F. Merck. Wareho laid open 17 Gulix being the
most proper of any for fine Shifts or Sheets Ibid 18A sort

of Holland we call small thred .. scarcely to be known from
Gulix 17*7-41 Chambers Cycl s v Holland, Guilix
Holland is very white and fine, and is chiefly used for shirts

x88o Plain Hints 89 That for shirting, commonly called
gulix Holland, one yard wide.

Gull (gel), sb~L Forms: 5-6 guile, 7 gul, 5-
gull; A 5 goule, 6-7 goul, 7 gow. [Perh a

Welsh gfbylan, Comish guilan = Breton goelann
(whence F. goeland), OIr. foilenn (mod.Ir. faotl-

eann) OCeltic *voilenno-

;

cf Breton goelajf to

weep ] Any long-winged, web-footed bud of the

family Laridot and sub-family Lamm,
whtch con-

tains several genera, Lams being the largest. In

popular use the name is of much wider application,

including the Terns and Skuas.
The Gulls are mostly marine buds and are distributed all

over the world , their characteristic colour is white with a
mantle varying from pearl-grey to dark slate colour or
black, the bill being usually bught coloured ; their pry is

harsh or shrill.

The Common Gull is Larus canus, called otherwise
sea-mew, sea-gull, and green billedgall Other species are
similarly distinguished by defining words indicating colour,
appearance, habitat, etc

,
as grey, hooded, hovering, long-

billed, Pacific
,

red-legged
,
white-headed, whiteavinged,

etc
, also Black or Black-toed G., the Skua ; Greater

Black-backed G , Lams mannas, called locally also

carnon, goose, or Wagel gull, + by Willughby great
black and white gull

,

Lesser Black-backed G., L.
fuscus ; Black-headed G, L. ndibundns, called also

brown headed, laughing
,

red-legged, or Peewit gull.
Cloven-footed G ,

the common Black Tern
;
Glaucous

G., Larus glaucus, the Burgomaster ; Herring G ,
L.

argentatus, called also silvery gull) Ivory G., a small

arctic gull of pure white colour with black legs, L eburnevs,
Pagopkila ebumea, or Gavta alba

;
Little G ,

Larus
vnnutus

;
Ring-billed G, one of the commonest gulls of

the U. S , L delawarensis ; Rosy, Roseate or Ross’s G.,

Rhodostethia rosea, called also wedge - tailed gull
Sabine’s G., Xema sabvm, a fork-tailed gull common
chiefly in arctic America and Siberia. Also ice-gull

,

s.v.

Ice sb 8 and Kittiwake gull
c 1430 Two Cookety-bks. 62 Le ij. cours Pyions Ve[n]y*

soun Rostyd Gulljs Curlew £1450 Holland Hozvlat

179 The Se Mawis war monkis, the blak and the quhyte,

Tne Goule was a Gryntar. X573-80 Baret Alv G 627

A Gull, a common name to sundrie birds of the sea,

as a Cormorant &c , Mergus x6ox Holland Pliny I 287

As touching the Guls or Sea-cobs, they build in rockes

1655 Moufet & Bennbt Health’s Ivtprov (1746) *94

Gulones Albi Cmerei. White Gulls, Grey Gulls, and
Black Gulls (commonly termed by the Name of Plungers
and Water-crows). 1673 Wfdderburn Voc 14 (Jam

)

Gavia, a gow 1674 Ray Collect Words, Water Fowl 93
The Herring-gull or greatest ash-coloured Mew' Lams
crnei eus maxwins 1678 — Willughby's Omith, 344 The
great black and white Gull Larus ingens mannas Clusn,

Ibid 354 Aldrovands cloven-footed Gull,'with longerWmgs.

1766 Pennant Zool (1768) II. 424 Common Gull. This is

the most nqmerous of the genus It breeds on the ledges

of the cliffs that impend over the sea *839 Selby in Proc



GULL. 503 GULLED.
Berw Nat Club I No 7 189 Larus minntus (little gull)

near Embleton 1839 Penny tycl XIII 335/1 Xenia ndt-
bundus

,
This bird is the Laughing Gull, Pewit or Black-

cap, Sea Crow and Mire Crow of the Modern British 1865
Gossc Land $ Sea (1874) 36 The kittiwake, the smallest of
the gulls that can be pioperly called indigenous to our
shores 1876 Davis Polaris Exped App 679 Saw several
eider-ducks and ivory and burgomaster gulls 1885 Stand
Nat Hist (1888) IY 79 Ross's Gull (Rhodostethia rosed), or
the wedge-tailed gull, as it is also called, on account of the
form of its tail Ibid 81 The dazzling white ivory-gull

(1Gavia alba) the fork tailed gulls, constituting the genus
Xema

b. allusively

1550 Crowley Way to Wealth A 3 b, Men that would
haue all 111 their owne handes Cormerauntes, gredye guiles

,

yea, men that would eate vp menne, women, and chyldren,
are the causes of Sedition f 1628 Wither Brit Rememb
Pref 137 As, our Gull, A bird much found among the
AVorshipfull

c attnb and Comb
, as gull-kind, -land, rookery,

gull-like adj
; gull-billed tern, Sterna anghca

5

gull-maw (+Sc. goul man), the Greater Black-
backed Gull; gull-teaser, a bud that torments
gulls, as a tern or jaeger.

1813 G Montagu Ormth Diet, Suppl y a-b
,
The new

species which, from the shape of the bill, is denominated
the *Gull-billed Tei n . . as it has originated in England we
have added the nioie scientific name of Sterna Anghca,
*851 Zoologist IX 3335 A fine adult male specimen of the
gull-billed tern *668 Wilkins Real Char, n v § 9 155
The *Gull-kind, being much upon the wing as Swallows,
commonly of an ash colour , having red bill and legs, with
a forked tram 1774 Goldsm Nat Hist ill vn VI 77 It

is to such shores as these that the whole tribe of the
gull-kind resort 1899 Academy 8 Apr 408/2 Throwing
bread to the sea-gulls, she says, * In *gull land they don’t
like bread, but it’s a point of honour to catch it' 1895
P H Emerson Birds

, etc, Nor/ Bi oadland 1 146 The
danger signal is either a peculiar *gull-like noise, ' Keo,
keo', or a ‘ Quah, quah’ 1549 Compl Scot, vi 39 The
suannis murmt, be cause the gray *goul mau pronosticat
ane storme 1885 Swainson Prov Names Birds 208 Greater
Black-backed Gull Also called Gull maw—1 e mew
(East Lothian) 1885 Stand Nat Hist (1888) IV 78 The
fascinating view of a *gull rookery with its ceaseless uproar
1802 G Montagu Ormth Diet (1833) 508 Common Tern,
Sterna htrundo *Gull-teazer

Gull (gol), sb 2 Now dial. Also 4 goll, 6-7
guile, 7 gul. [Prob a subst use of Gull a. yel-

low ] An unfledged bird, esp. a gosling.
1382 Wyclif Dent xxxi 6 A nest of bnddis and the

moder to the bryddis [MS Bodl 959 gollis] or to the eyren
aboue sittynge *596 Shaics i Hen. IV, v 1 60 As that
vngentle gull the Cuckowes Bird, Vseth the Sparrow 1607— Timon it 1 31, I do feare When euery Feather stickes

in his owne wing, Lord Timon will be left a naked Gull,
Which flashes now a Phoenix 1882 IV Worcestersh,
Gloss, Gull, a young goose 1896 Warwicksh Gloss,
Gull, an unfledged gosling

Gull (g»l), sb 3 Also 6-7 guile, 7 gul [Of
doubtful and peril mixed origin

, sense I would be

natural as a transferred use of Gull sb.2 , but it is

also possible that the sb may be f. Gull v 3 to

delude, and that this vb may be an application of

Gull v 1 2 to gorge, * cram’.]

1 A credulous person
;
one easily imposed upon

;

a dupe, simpleton, fool + To grope a gull to

swindle an unsuspecting peison . cf. to pluck a
pigeon

,

f afinch

.

1394 Nashl Terrots Nt Wks (Grosait) III 257 Liues
there ame such slowe yce bramd beefe-witted gull 1594
Shaks Ruh III, 1 111 328 Clarence, who I mdeede haue
cast in darknesse, I do beweepe to many simple Guiles,
Namely to Derby, Hastings, Buckingham 1601 ? Marston
Pasqml <5- Kath 1. 323 He will not sticke to spend some
twentie pound To grope a gull 1616 R C Tunes' Whistle
v 2217 In these dayes hee’s deemd a very gull That cannot
take Tobacco a 1622 Davies Epigi Poems 1876 II 9 To
define a Gull in termes precise—A Gull is he which seemes,
and is not, wise, 1643 Milton Colast Wks (1831) 356 His
very touching ought that is lerned, soiles it, and lays him
still more and more open a conspicuous gull 1748 Smol-
lett Rod Rand (1812) I, 359 If I had been such a gull I

would without more ado tuck myself up 1811 Wellington
in Gurw Desp (1838) VII 5x1 It is as well to let him
believe that we are good natured gulls who will easily

swallow 1838 Dickens Nich, Nick xix, ‘Done 1 ’ cried
the noble gull. ‘Within ten minutes’ 1885 Stfvenson
Dynamiter 60 He perceived by what ., unmanly fear of
ridicule he had been brought down to be the gull of this

mtuguer

f 2 [From the vb] A trick, deception, fiaud;
a false report Obs.

1599 Shaks Much Ado n lii 123, I should thinke this

a gull, but that the wlute-bearded fellow speakes it 1604
(title), Pasquil's Jests, . whereunto is added a dozen of
Guiles, Pretty and Pleasant to drive away the tediousness
of a winter’s evening 1619 Lushington Repet Serm in

Phemx (1708) II 477 They say there was no such matter
as the Resurrection, 'twas but a gull put upon the World
by his Disciples, 1642 Fuller Holy <§ Prof St, iv xvi, 324
If gulls and rumours fiom his Countiey be raised on purpose
to amuse our Embassadour a x668 Davenant News from
Plymouth iv Dram Wks. 1873 IV 169 For the gull Your
Seawit put upon me, I have taken A full revenge

3 slang, A trickster, cheat, impostor
a 1700 B E Diet Cant Crew, Gull, a cheat 1823 C M

Westmacott Eng Spy I 161 You’ll excuse me, sir, but as
ou are fresh, take care to avoid the gulls (Note), Gulls,

nowing ones who are always on the look out for freshmen.

4 . attrib and Comb., as gull-catcher, -catching,

*gallant
\ f gull-finch, a playful amplification of

gull= ‘
simpleton with reference to the bud of that

name . cf. also to pluck afinch ,
gull-groper, one

who ‘gropes a gull’ (see 1); gull-sharper (see
quot

)

1601 Shaks Twel N 11 v 204 Heere comes my noble
gull catcher 1823 Spirit Publ Jmls (1824) 63 Taking in
the * deep ones ’ quite in the *g till-catching style. 1604 TM Black Bk C 3 Delicate Knaues , that aiue into Deedes
and Writings of Landes, left to young*G ull-finch es, poyson-
ing the true sence and intent of them 1630 J Taylor
(Water P ) Wks n 71/2 For 'tis concluded 'mongst the
wizards all. To make thee Master ofGul-finches ball 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage ix 11 826 The *gull-gallants of our
dayes, to whom I could wish that they would leave this
vsurped Gallantne to those true owners, and resume spirits
truly English 1602 Dekker Satiromasttx Wks. 1873 I
201 lie shake the “gull groper out of his tan’d skmne a 1700
B E Diet Cant Crew, Gull-groper, a Bystander that
Lends Money to the Gamesters 1826 J Wilson Nod
Arnbr Wks 1855 I 185 The he, or the she, or the it, that
gangs out to glower like a gawpus at a Gallic gull grupper
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk , ‘'’Gull-sharper, one who
preys upon Johnny Raws.

Gull (g»l), sb * Also 5 golle, 5-6 guile, 6-7
gul. [? Variant of Gool, Gole sb.-]

+ 1. The throat, gullet. Obs
14x2-20 Lydg Chron Troy 1 vi, That as fast as he seeth

theim (the bulles] gape Into theyr golles that he the lycour
caste 1490 Caxton Eneydos x 39 Neptunus his grete
guile or throte wyde opene redy to swolowe alle tho-
oste 1543 Trahfron Vigo's Chirurg 1 iv. 6 There ben
in the throte two Conduyctes. Of whiche by one the meate
and drincke passe, descendynge in to the_stomake, and is

called Meri or Oisophagus, in Englishe the Guile. 1663
Gerbier Counsel 32 The Freese, Gul or Throat

f b transfi A * mouth an orifice

*343 Raynold Byrth Mankyiide 1 xii (1634) 43 In the
inner face of the bladder, there be set before the mouth or
gull of the conduits certaine little skinny flappes

2 A breach or fissui e made by a torrent , a gully,

chasm
;
a channel made by a stream Obs. exc dial

iSS3 Brende Q Cnrtuts v 25 Then passage was suddenly
stopped by a great gull made with the violence of the
streams 1673 Ray Jatim Low C 275 Great channels,
like Gulls made by suddain torrents and land floods 1692— Dtssol World 111 (1732) 24 The mighty Gulls and
Channels m the Sides thereof [it a mountain] 1769 De
Foe's Tour Gt Brit III 143 A Brook running fiom those
Gulls and Deeps between the Hills 1792 S Ireland Views
Thames II 55 About the shallows or gulls, the water is

beautifully transparent 1832 Wiggins Embanking 51
Cui rents will be formed by the disturbed action of tbe tide,
‘gulls

’
(pits) will be formed [etc

]

t Gull, sb 5 Obs. [Cf. Du. gul (16th C. guile)

small codfish ] A fish not fully grown
;

also, a
kind of gudgeon
1493 Act xi Hen VII, c 23 If the ,. fisshe shuld be well

and truly packed, that is to sey, the tale fisshe by theym
selfe and the small fissh called Guiles by them self 1653
Moutet & Bennet Health’s Improv (1746) 274 Gulls . are
a kind ofjolt-headed Gudgeons
b. Comb

,
gull-fish, the coal-fish, Merlangus

carbonanus
, gull-head = Bull-head i

1383 Rates Custom-ho C iv, Gulfish the barrel vi. f vm d
1611 Florio, Ghiozzo, a Gul-head, a Millers thumbe, a Cm-
fish, or a Bull-head Some take it for a Gudgeon -fish 1663
Act 13 Chas IL c 7 § 14 [Duties ] F01 Cod fish the Barrel!

five shillings For Gull fish the Barrell Two shillings 1739
tr Adanson's Voy. Senegal 178 There you might see
pilchards, rock-fish, mullets or gull-fish of different sorts,

mole-bats, with other fishes very little known

t Gull, a. Obs Also 4 gowle, 5 guile, 6

goule, Sc gule, 8 gool. [a ON. gul-r (Da
,
Sw.

gul) yellow.] Yellow, pale

13 Evang Nicod. 70 in Archiv Stud neu Spr, LIII
392 pe Iewes . . wex all full gull and grene 1398 Trevisa
Barth De P R xn Introd (Tollem MS ), pe egle is sore

greuid and heren wynges wexen white, and heren clawes
gowle [1382 goule] and feble [L it ebetant ungues ejus et

dehlitantur] 1483 Cath, Angl 168/1 Guile, palhdus,
hvidns 4 cetera , vbi, wanne, 1308 Dunbar Flytmg w
Keunedie 32 Evill fant and dryit Lyke as the gleddis had
on thy gulesnowt dynd la 1600 Hist Sir Egetr, etc

(1711) 4 Thou was full blyth, and light of late . . . And thou
ait now both gool and green

Hence + (dullness, paleness
a 1300 E E Psalter lxvu 14 In golnes [v, r gulnes] of

gold to se,

t Gall, v.l Obs Also 6 gool [? f Gull sb 4

Cf. Du. gullen ‘absorbere, ingurgitate, vorare’

(Kilian) and obs. F engottler]

1 trans To swallow, guzzle, transfi and fig to

devour voiaciously. Also with in, up.

1330 Palsgr 576/2 ,

1

guile in drmke, as great drinkers do,

jeengoulle 1353 Brende Q Curtins vii i33b,Sucheas
had gulled m gredely the water that thei gote 1607 C.

Liver Crucifix xiu, 0 you that gull the poyson’d cup of

pleasure 1643 Arratgnm Persecution in Prynne Dtscov

Prodig Blazing-Stars 10 To gull up and devour moie at

one meale, then would make a feast for Bel and the Dragon

1674 Josselyn Voy New Eng 211 They are roystermg and

gulling in wine with a dear felicity

fig 1624 Middleton Game at Chess iv 11, The swallow

of my conscience Hath but a narrow passage ,
If I had

got seven thousand pounds by offices,And gull’d down that,

the bore would have been biggei

b. absol. or mtr
1341 R. Copland Guydon's Quest, Chtrnrg M lij, People

gullyng, fraungyng, and dronkerdes 1367 Fenton Trag
Disc 4 (5>b, The heate of the wine wheiein they goolled

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abuses 1. (1879) 107 Swilling, gulling, &
carowsing from one to another 1018 Breton Crt § Country
(Grosart) 6/2 They ,,drmke and gull, laugh and be fat,

2 trans. To gorge Also refl
2383 Stanyhurst a

E

nets hi (Arb ) 77 With ramd cramd
gnrbadge, then e gorges draftye beguiled X604T Wright
Passtons v. § 4 274 Let us gull ourselves with eating and
quaffing

Gull (g»l), v 2 Also 9 dial goal. Now dial.

and teJin, [f. Gull sb 4
]

1. trans Of water : To make channels or rots in,

to hollow out ; to sweep away, wear down
*577 B Googe Hereslach's Hush 1 44 They gull (printed

gult] and maire the giounde with the deepe snicking of their
feete treading m the Grasse and breaking the Rootes. 1387
Harrison England 1 xix (1877) 111 148 [They] doo utterlie
neglect to dicn and scowre their drames and watercourses,
for better avoidance oF the winter waters . whereby the
streets doo grow to be much more gulled than before 1642
Rogers Naarnan 502 As the sea tydes gull down the bankes
1721 Perry Daggenh. Breach 105 An Accident that gull’d
away the Earth in such manner, that was very near obliging
me to cut down my Dam 1776 G Semple Building mWater 20 The Water . continued to sap and gull the Frames
every Flood. 1876 m N W Line Gloss (1889) s v Goal,
Th’ rats hes maade a hoale thrtf th’ hank, an’ when Taacey
taks in a tide, th’ watter goals it awaay 1893 E Angl.
Gloss

, The bank has been gulled down by the freshes,

b gen. of other things
1796W Felton Carnages (1801) II, Suppl 108 That part

of the bottom plate of the perch, against which it wears,
after much use, is gulled 1803 W Hunter in Naval
Chion XIII 40 One shell came so near us as to gull
our whale 1837 P Colquhoun Oarsman’s Guide 30 The
upper filling, which, when worn, is said to be gulled,

c. absol or mtr.
1387 Harrison England 1 x 31 Then hreaketh there out

another creeke from the maine sea, about Auant hauen,
which gulleth vp almost to Portbridge 1676 Evelyn in
Aubrey Nat. Hist Surrey (1710) I Pref 3 In the Cart-
Roats, where the Rams have gull’d 1721 PerryDaggt nh.
Bi each 5 TheWater then gull’d to such a depth that theie
was no Remedy found for the mastery of it 1739 Labelye
Short Acc Piers Westm Bridge 61 The Piers will always
be m danger of the Water gulling underneath, and carrying
away the Ground
2 mtr To become worn away or hollowed out.
1763-6 W Lewis Comm Phil. Techit 227 The collars m

which the axes of the rolls turned at each end, wore or gulled
so fast, that the pressure continually diminished

Gull (g»l), v.t> Also 7 gul [Related to Gull
sb 3

, but it is uncertain whether as derivative or as

source
;

in tbe latter case, this verb may be a trans-

ferred use of Gull »
l j cf similar' uses of stuff,

cram

;

this supposition is favoured by some early

examples, e g quot c 1600 m sense 1.]

1. trans. To make a gull of; to dupe, cheat,
befool, ‘ take in deceive. Also absol

,
to practise

cheating.
a 1330 Hye Way to SpyttelHo 427 in Hazl E, P P. IV

43 They do but gull, and folow beggery, Feynyng true
doyng by ypocrysy 1593 Nashe CAnsi's T 91 Cleanly
coyned eyes, which some pleasant sportiue wittes haue
deuced, to gull them most groselie C1600 Shaks Sonn
Ixxxvi, That affable familiar ghost Which nightly gulls him
with intelligence 16022ndPt Returnfr Pamass 1 iv 433
With those shieds of French weele gull the world, that
hath in estimation forraine Phisitians 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage (1614) 271 In the night time by some fire-workes m
the steeple, they would have gulled the credulous people
with opinion of miracle. 1624 Quarlfs Job vm xvi, See,
how deceits Gull thee with golden fruit 1633 Foxe &
James Voy N W (Hakluyt Soc) 443 Guld with the false

Sea Cards or fabulous reports of sti angers 1635 Fuller
Ch Hist, vi ii Civil Benefits Abbeys § 1 People in those
daies would never have been gulled into so long a tolera-

tion of them 1701 De Foe 1 rice-born Eng, His fine
Speech 90 Not doubting I could gull the Government 1808
Scorr Fain Lift (1894) I iv 126, I caie not foi rewards
Neither is it easy to gull me with these fan promises. 1824W Irving T Tiav. II 47 Nothing is so easy as to gull

the public, if you only set up a prodigy <1x849 rO&
Quacks of Helicon Wks 1864 IV, 412 The pertinacity of
the effort to gull x86x Tunes 23 Aug , Gulled by this

statement into the belief that [etc ] 1880 Howells Vndisc
Country 111. 54 You are perfectly safe to go on and gull

imbeciles to the end of time, for all I care

f 2 To deprive of by trickery or deception
j
to

cheat out of Obs
x6io B Jonson Alch. v iv, Hast thou gull’d her of her

Iewels or her Bracelets? 1691 Wood Atk Oaon II 74
The Presbyterians had been gull’d of their King by the
Independents 1722 De Foe Plague (1840) 33 These unper-
fortmng creatures had gulled them of their money 1783
Pott Chirurg Wks II 188 The poor and credulous are
gulled out of what little money they can spare.

Gall, dial, var Gold 2
,
marigold.

Gallable (g» lab’l), a [f Gull y 3 + -able ]
= Gullible Hence GuLLabi Uty, Gu liabieness

= Gullibility.
18x8 Scott Rob Roy Sxiv, I am m certain things the most

gullable and malleable of mortals 1822 Jfffesson Wtit.

(1830) IV, 360 With such persons, gullabihty, which they
call faith, takes the helm from the hand of reason, 1830
Fraser's Mag I 319 The gullableness of fools 1840-?
Thackeray Charac. Sk , Fashionable Authoress, The
most gullable of publics,

f Gu’llage. Obs. [f. Gull + -age.] De-
ception, cajolery.

.

1

1603 B. Jonson Volpone v ix, Had you no quirk, To auolde
gullage, Sir, by such a creature ? xfixx Chatman May Day
Wks 1873 II 347 The deere gullage of my sweete heart
mistress

Gulled (g»ld), ppt. a.
1 [f. Gull v.

2 + -ed 1
.]

Hollowed out
1821 Clare Vill. Mmstr I 57 How he . would . . Bend

' 143-2
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o'er gull'd holes where stood his trees, and sigh Ibid in
Rut gull'd lanes Ibid 1 1, ioi It [a brook] rests collected

in some gulled hole Scoop’d by the sudden floods

Gulled (g»W), ppl a-2 [f Gull P.3 + -ED 1
]

Duped, deceived, befooled

164a H Mobs Song of Soul 1 11 cxi, That melting love

which doth so please Her gulled soul 1738 Johnson
London 121 The gull’d conqueror receives the chain

<
1811

Lamb Guy Faux Misc Wks (1871) 371 The simplicity of

the gulled editor 1812 H & J Smith Rej. Addr si An
independent wish to open the eyes of this gulled people

1859 Hflps Friends tit C Ser n II x 205, 1 am a gulled

and swindled individual.

+ Guller 1
. Ohs. In 7 gullar. [f. Gull vA

+ -er!.] A guzzler, glutton.

1604. T. Wright Passions iv it. § 2 128 Great feasters and
gullars cannot but be subiect to many vices.

+ Guller 2
. Ohs. [f. Gull z>, 3 + -er 1

] One
who dupes or befools

;
a cheat.

1602 How Choose Good Wife v in, He was a great guller,

his name I take to be Fuller 160s Chapman All Fools

v 1 Wks 1873 I 174 This Gull to him And to his fellow

Gulldr, shall become More bitter then their baiting of my
humour 1611 Cotgr., Enjauleur, a beguiler . ;

guller,

a foisting companion cousening mate
Guller, variant of Collar v. Sc.

Gullery 1 (go Ian) Ohs or arch [f Gull v 3

+ -ert.] Deception, trickery, imposture ; an in-

stance of this, a deception, tnck.

1598 E. Guilpin S/nal (1878) 4 Such as Hermaphroditize
these poore tunes With wicked scald tests, extreame
gullene xsg8 B. Jonson Ev Man in Hunt. in. v, For
your greene wound, your Balsamum, and your St. John’s
woort are all mere gullenes. 1621 Burton Anat Mel 1 ii

iv iv, Leo Decimus took an extraordinary delight m
humoring of silly fellowes, and to put gullenes upon them.
1638 Ford Fancies v i, Spadone Confessed it was a gullery
put on Secco a 1680 Butler Rem (1759) II. 315 Law .

puts a thousand Tricks and Gullenes upon him 1681 H
More Let. 1 in GlamnlFs Saddvctsmns, The marvellous
weakness and gullerieof Mr Webster’s Display of Witch-
craft. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 269 Those Mountebanks
in Religion, who fay fair Stones, and specious Gullenes,
wheedle men out of their Sense and Reason x8ai Scott
Kctulw xx, Do you think . , that you may put any gullery

you will on me?

Gullery2 (go’lsri). [f. Gull sbA + -ery.] A
haunt or breeding-place of gulls.

1833 Selby Ilhistr Brit. Orntth II. 510 These breeding
places, or gullenes [printed galleries], are sometimes at

a considerable distance from the sea 1839 Penny Cycl
XIII 335/1 The Gullery (or summer resort of the species)

produced a revenue of from 50/ to 80I to the proprietor

1853 Chamb. Jrnl. XX 237 There used to be a ‘gullery’,
as a colony of sea-gulls is called, at Norbury. 1873 G C.
Davies Mount Mere v 35 With one last long look, we
bade adieu to Scoulton Gullery

Guiles, obs. form of Gules, red.

Gullet (go let), sb. Forms
: 4-5 golet, 5 -ett,

goolet, 5-6 golette, 6 goulet, gulet, 7 golit,

gollet, gullit(t, 6- gullet, [a OF. *golet, goulet

(1358 in Hatz.-Darm ), dim ofgole, goule

,

mod.F.
gueule L. gula threat. Cf. Gull sb 4

]

1 . The passage in the neck of an animal by which
food and dnnk pass from the mouth to the stomach;
the (Esophagus
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 200 pis glotonye & dronlcenesse

makij» men to loue more here uely & here golet ban god
almyjtty. C1386 Chaucer Pard T 215 Out of the harde
bones knokke they The mary, for they caste noght a wey
That may go thurgh the golet soft and swoote <11450 Two
Cookery-bhs it6 Folde the necke a-boute the spite, and putt
the hede ynne att the golet as a crane 1491 Caxton Vitas
Patr (W deW 1495) 1 li 108 That she maye be dehueied
from the golette of the dragon. 1548-77 Vicary Anat v.

(1888) 43 The XJuila is a member .hanging downe from the
ende 01 the Pallet ouer the goulet of the throte 1555 Abp
Parker Ps Ixxiii, Their gullets feele no thurst 161s
Crooke Body ofMan 629 The Tongue belpeth the Diglut!-
tion by turning the meate ouer it towards the Gullet, e 1700
B E» Diet Cant Crew, Gullet, a Derisory Term for the
Throat, from Gula a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) 1. 553
His throat cut, so that both the jugulars and the gullet were
cut. 1813 Scott Tnerm m xxm, Through gullet and
through spinal bone, The trenchant blade had sheerly gone
183* R. Knox Cloquet's Anat 603 The (Esophagus or
Gullet {Gula) 1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III. 366 It [thrush]
may attack the whole length of the gullet

transf and Jig 1890 W, J Gordon Foundry 13 Twelve
barrow-loads altogether—are thrown on the conical fumace-
lid, and down slips the mouthful into the gullet of fire

1893 F Adams New Egypt 165 This morsel of your Egypt
shall disappear down that vast and unappeasable gullet of
our Empire.

b. loosely . The throat, neck.
x6$6 Evelyn Diaiy (1889) I 240 A goodly sort of people,

having monstrous gullets, or wens of flesh growing to tneir
throats 17*5 Swift Upright Judge Wks 1755 IV 1 63
He cut his weazon at the altar ; I keep my gullet for the
halter. x8z6 Scott IVoodst. v, What it I had rewarded
your melody by a ball in the gullet?

+ 2 A piece of armour for the neck , the part of
a hood which envelops the neck. Obs
? 2400 Morte Arth 1772 Throwghe golet and gorgere

he hurtez hym ewyne 1 1426 Lydg. De Gnil Ptlgr. 12862
By the goolet off myn hood The beste goth c 1450 Robin
H. Monk xhx. in Child Ballads (1888) III 99/1 Be j?e

golett of he hode John pulled be munke down
b ‘The lower end of a horse-collar, around

which passes the choke-strap, and the breast-strap
which supports the pole of a carnage’ (Knight
Dtct. Meek. 1875).

3. A water channel, a narrow, deep passage

through which a stream flows
;
a stiait, estuary,

nver mouth, etc Now local

1515 in W H Turner Sdect Rei Oxford 13 The same
felowes. do Stopp uppe the comyn golette next the saide

College 155a T Barnabehi Ellis Grig Lett Ser it II 202

Yt is the verye gulfe, gulet, and mouthe of the See 1601

Holland Pliny I 50 Many haue called those Streights of
Gibralter, The entne of the Mediterranean Sea Of both

sides of this gullet, neere vnto it, are two mountaines set

as frontiers and rampiers to keepe all in 1604 E Gkimstone
Hist Siege Ostende The Sea hath opened a new gollet

or Port 1665 Manley Grotius'Low C. Wanes 703 Out of
the Estuary or Gollet, which we said flowed on another

part, by digging a little on the Shore, a Channel was
made. 1685 Land Gaz No 2061 /a The Gullet under the

said Draw-Bridge (commonly called the Draw-Bridge Lock)

will be stopped up all the month of September next. 1725
De Foe Voy sound World (1840) 261 Gold which they had
picked up mthe hill or gullet where the water trickled down
from the rocks 1865 Carlyle Fredk Gt xv xm (1872)

VI 1 13 Yonder, sure enough ; deep gullet and swampy
brook m front of him. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. 111, John
lay on the ground by a barrow of heather, where a little

gullet was 1886 Act 49 Viet c 17 § 6 The Commission may
repair any bridge, arch, or gullett

4 a. A gorge, defile, pass
;
a gully or ravine

;

a narrow passage. ? Obs. or dial.

1600 Holland Livyix xiv (1609) 322 The straight gullets

[L firculas] of Caudium 1601 — Pliny I 67 Augusta
Pretoria, of the Salassi, neer vnto the two-fold gullets or
passages of the Alpes, to wit, Graija and Pentnse 1644
Dicby Nat Bodies xv (1658) 162 A high castle, standing
in a gullet in.the course of the wind 1644— Mans Soul
(1645) Concl 120 The straight passage, and narrow gullet,

through which thou strivest (my soule) . to make thy selfe

away 1648 Nethersole Problems 11 7 The Romans Aimy
was shut up fast at the Caudine Gullets 1737 Gaudent.
dt Lucca 156 The vast Falls and Gullets, which are seen on
the Skirts of all the Mountains of the World. 1798 Anna
Seward ‘Lett (1811) V 155 These houses are to form an
handsome approach to the west front of our cathedral

extending down the gullet, which will be widened to admit
carnages to pass each other. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster
xxxiu 218 Davy fled along the rocky causeway to a gullet

under the Giant's Grave
b A long narrow piece of land, dial

<*1553 LudlowMunimentsm Wright Diet Presume (1857)
s v , And the residewe bemge xx n lyeth m sundrye gul-

lettes in severall townes and shers 1887^ Cheshire Gloss,
Gullet, (1) a long, narrow piece of land,

c. Mining. 'An opening in the strata ’ (Raymond
Mining Gloss. 1881)
1830BUDDLE in Trans. Nat Hist, Soc. Northumb <J- Durh

I 186 (E D. D ) Sandstone roofs (in a mine) are subject to

fissures of various sizes and extent, called threads and
gullets by the colliers—the larger ones being called gullets
i860 Eng. 4 For. Mining Gloss., Newcastle Terms
1

5

. The flue of a chimney. Obs
tr. Pmcirollus' Rerum Mem I u vt 80 That we call

a Chimney, which, as a Pipe or Gullet, receives the aspiring
Smoke, and conveys it safely out of the House 167a Leoni
Albertis Archit. 1, 15/2 The Gullets as we may call them
of Chimneys

6 . (See quota.)

1864 Webster, Gullet , A concave cut made in the teeth
of some saw-blades. 1875 Knight Diet Mech , Gullet,

a
hollow cut away in front of each saw-tooth, in continuation
of the face, on alternate sides of the blade Such saws are
known as gullet-saws or brier-tooth saws
7 attnb. and Comb

, as gullet-bridge, ? a bridge
with a veiy low arch forming a narrow channel for

water
5

gullet-fanoier, a gourmet ; + gullet-
lurker (see quot); + gullet-nail, some kind of
large nail ; gullet-pipe = sense 1 ;

gullet-saw
(see sense 6, quot. 1875) » gullet-tooth, (see quot.)

1896 Editu Rev Apr 372 Old fashioned *gullet-bridges,
which dam up the flood-waters 1805 Lamb Lett. (1888) I.

211 Brawn was a noble thought It is not every common
*gullet fancier that can properly esteem it Its gusto is of
that hidden sort 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 771 The two
Long Muscles which are seated in the forepart of the Neck
vnder the Gullet, wherefore they are also called the vnder
*GuIlet-lurkers [1418 in Rogers Agnc 4 Prices III. 448/1
Tingle nail ivt 1/4 "Gullet nail £?« @ 1/4,] c 1520 Mem
Rtpon (Surtees) III 206 Item pro gullet nayles, 2d 1836-48
B D. Walsh Anstoplt , Knights 1, 111, [He] should moisten
his "gulletpipe free at her expense 1875 Knight Diet,
Mtclu

, *Gullet saw [see 6] Ibid
,
*GulleUtooth, a form of

saw-tooth

Gullet (go let), v [f. Gullet sb. (sense 6) ]
trans. To make ‘ gullets’ in (a saw).
1875 [see Gulleting vbl sb 3 i] 1888 Lockwoods Did

Mech Eitgitu s v
,
Most circular and pit saws are gulleted,

and the dust runs away with greater freedom from such
saws

Gulleter (gwletai). [f. Gullet sb. + -eb1

(Cf Gulleting vbl sb 2
2.)] A gulletmg-stick.

1883 Fisheries E.xhtb Catal 195 Bait-boxes, creels,
gulleters, dealing rings .and other miscellaneous articles
used by anglers

+ Gulleting, vbl. sb 1 Obs. [f. Gullet sb +
-ins1.] Swallowing, guzzling ; = Gulling vbl sb 1

Also with down.
*®33 Hart Diet ofDiseased 1 xxviii 120 After this gullett-
mg downe of strong dnnke, there insuetli surfeiting 1651
Wittie Primrose's Pop Err 11 xti. 119 Too much gulleting
. of hot dnnks

Gulleting (go letirj), vbl. sb.2 [f. Gullet sb.

or v. + -ins1.]
1. Making * gullets

1
in saws

;
in Comb

,
as gullet-

ing-file, -pi ess

1875 Knight Diet, Mech., Gulletingpress, a press for

punching or gulleting saw-blades 1888 Loanvoods Diet
Mech Engm ,

Gulleting, the deepening of the roots of the
teeth of circular and gullet saws

2. U S In comb gulleting-stick, 'a stick,

notched at one end, used to extract a hook fiom
a fish’s mouth ’ (Cent Diet.). Cf. Gulleter.
3 Shipbuilding (See quot. 1869 )

1869 SirE Reed S/upbuild iv 56 1 he gioove or gulleting
on the after side of the rudder post to receive the rudder
was obtained by riveting on a solid piece of iron with a
hollow in it 1874 Thkarle Naval Archil 66 The fore

piece D, is fitted to receive the gulleting A, E.
Gullibility (golibi liti). [App. an alteration

of Gullibility, after Gull v 3

‘A low expression, sometimes used for cullibility' (Todd
1818)

]

The quality of being gullible.

1793 Ld Auckland Carr (1861) II 505 He [Dumouriez]
. by favour of the Duke of Brunswick’s gullibility, gets
considerable ciedit 1809 N Slone in Europ. Mag, Jan
18/2 This gentleman .entertained the House with a long
descant upon the gullibility of the English nation our
future lexicographers will be much indebted to him for

sanctioning a wotd so well calculated to enrich our lan-

guage. 1826 Syd Smith Wks (1859) II. 86/2 He had
sounded the gullibility of the world; knew the precise
current value of pretension [etc ] 1831 Carlyle Sart Res
(1858) 69 In Education, Polity, Religion, probably Im-
posture is of sanative, anodyne nature, and man’s Gullibility

not his worst blessing 1874 Burnand My Time xxxix. 442
[He] practised on the gullibility of. undergraduates.

Gullible (golib’l), a. [f. Gull v.z + -ible;

historically it seems to have been a back-formation
from prec Cf Gullable ] Capable of being
gulled or duped

;
easily cheated, befooled. Also

absol

1825 Carlyle Schiller rr 104 The king of quacks, the
lenowned Cagliostro, harrowing up the souls of the curious
and gullible of all ranks by various thaumaturgic feats.

1831 — Sart. Res (1858) 68 Gullible, however, by fit ap-
paratus, all Publics aie; and gulled, with the most sur-

prising profit. i860 Gen P Thompson Audi Alt III cxli

121 Another fallacy by which, the gullible among the
English are to be kept in awe 1879 Glo Eliot 'Jheo

Such xvu 305 The very fishes of our rivers, gullible as
they look

Hence Gu llibly adv
1877 Tinsley's Mag XXXI 657 Mis Tittle was gullibly

open to flattery

Gullied (go lid), ppl a. [f Gully z», + -ed1 ]
Hollowed out, worn away lit andfig.

1794 Washington Writ (1892) XIII 16 To recover my
land from the gullied and exhausted state into which it

has been thrown for some years back 1799 Ibid (1893)
XIV. 227 The washed and gullied parts of this field should
be levelled 1844 Ld. Cockburn Jml. II 61 A bare,

deeply gullied throat

+ Nullified, ppl a Obs rare-1
, [f. *gulhfy

(f Gull sb.3 + -(i)ity) + -ed 1
.] Made a gull or

dupe of
;
gulled.

1624 Gee Foot out of Snare vu 54 To the great admira-
tion of the stupid, gullifyed, Romanizing beholders.

+ Gulling, vbl sb 1 Obs. [f. Gull vf + -ing 1
.]

The action of Gull v 1
;

swallowing, guzzling;

hence, gormandizing, gluttonous feasting.

1543 Becon Policy War Wks 1564 1 136 What drynkyng,
gullyng, quaffyng, & superfluous banketing do they vse 1

1549 Latimer Serm bef Edw. VI, vi Tiuj, They were
wonte to goo a brode in the fyeldes a shootynge, but nowe
it is turned in to glossing, gullyng, and whoringe wythm
the housse 1604 T. Wright Passions iv 1 186 If men
talke of meat and dnnke, of gulling and feasting such'

persons, for most part, addict themselves to gluttome. 1615
G Sandys Trav 11 124, I could not but obserue their

gulling in of wine with a deare felicitie

Gulling (gz7‘liq), vbl sb.
2 [f. Gull v.z + -nra 1.]

The action of Gull vfi
;
wearing away or hollow-

ing out effected by the action of 1turning water or

other means
1565 Golding Ovids Met. xv. (1593) 353 Hilles by force

of gulling oft haue into sea beene wome 1577 B Googe
Heresbach's Hush (1586) 45 Let them [meadows] he kept
from gulling and trampling ofcattel 1715 Kersey, Gulling

i

when the pm of a Block or Pully eats into the Shiver, or

the Yard into the Mast 1739 Labelyk Short Acc Piers
Westm Bridge 61 The Gulling of a River is nearly in

Piopoition to the Velocity of the Stream. *744-50 W.
Ellis Mod Husbandm III 1 166 Sudden damage [to

roads] by the wash of ram and the gulling of wheels.

1842 Gwilt Encycl Archit 691 Gulling of the paper from
the point of the compasses.

Gu’lling, vbl. sb.3 [f Gull v.3 + -ing1 ] The
action of Gull v.3

;
cheating, deception

1600 Rowlands Lett Humours Blood 1 47 Wealthy
Chufies Worth gulling 1621 Burton Anat Mel 1 n*
iv iv, What company soeuer they come in, they will be
putting gulleries of some or other, till they haue made by
their humoring and gulling, ex stulto vtsanum 1634
Canne Necess Separ (1840) 257 A mere gulling and mock
ing of the world

T Gulling (go liij), ppl a 1 Obs [f. Gull vP +
-ing 2 ] Guzzling

; voracious. Also transf.

*579 Remedy Lawlesse Loue (Roxb ) c 1, The drunkarde
loues To powre the wine into his gulling gut 1604 T
Wright Passions iv. 11 § 2. 129 Such men, m the heat of

their gulling feasts ouershoot themselues extreamely

Gu’lling (go hq)
s
ppl.

a

.
2 [f. Gull v%+ -ing 2

.]

That gulls or deceives
;
cheating, deceptive.

? 1595 Davies {title) Gulhnge Sonnets, in Poems (Grosart)

I 51. " 1614 Jackson Creed II 57 To collect a gulling sence

from such. 1866 Geo. EliotF Holt (1868) 54 Those absurd
medicines and gulling advertisements.



GULLION 505 GULP.
Gullion (gy lysn) dial [Origin unknown

;
cf.

cullton ] A menu worthless wretch
1835-80 in Jamieson 1820 Brockett iV C Words (ed 2),

Gullion
,
a mean wretch It is also a term for a drunkard

a 1845 Hood Cramology iu, No kind theie was of human
pumpkin, But at its bumps it had a bumpkin

; Down to the
very lowest gullion And oiliest scull of oily scullion,

Gullis, obs Sc foim of Gules, red.

Gullish. (g» lij), a. [f Gull sb .

3

+ -ish ] Of
the nature of a gull

; foolish, simple
1598 Florio, Dissitio, foolish, gullish, lubbarly, shallowe

witted 1613 Jackson Creed I 304 As if some gullish

Gentleman should draw his pedigree from Adams great
grandfather 1621 Burton Anat Mel xn iv 1 11 (1651)649
'the gullish commonalty 1845 Disraeli Sybil [1863) 33 The
gullisn multitude studied the daily leports with grave
interest 1885 Truth 11 June 933/1 The loudly expressed
confidence of the gullish herd who went for Kingwood
Gullit(t, obs form of Gullet.

t Girllop, v. Obs rare~\ tram. To belch up.
1642 H More Song of Soul it App xcvm, The burning

bowels of this wasting ball Shall gullop up great flakes of
rolling fire

+ Gu'llowing, ppl a. Obs.- 1
[f *gullow (? f.

Gull v t
,
peril aftei swallow) + -ing 2

] Guzzling.
1598 R Bernard tr Teiente, Andnet 1 (1629) ia/2 O clo-

acain edacem et bibacem O thou deuounng and gullowing
panch of a glutton

Gulls, obs form of Gules, red.

Gully (go li), sb I Also gulley [Prob an
alteration of Gullet, or a phonetic adoption of

its original (F. goulet) ]

+ 1 . The gullet. Obs.

1538 Elyot Diet , Gurguho,
the gully or gargylle of the

throote or thioote bolle *552 Huloet, Gullet, gullye or
gargle of the thiote.

2 . A channel or ravine worn in the eaith by the

action of water, esp m a mountain or hill side.

1657 R Ligon Baibadoes 11673) 49 There were many
gullies 111 the way, which were impassable 1670 Rec.
Providence (U S ) (1892) I 15 Eighty Ackors of this land
beginning betweene two Gulleys which Jshu into the afor-

said west River 1725 Dn Foe Voy irnind World (1840)
258 Gulleys made by the water 1784 Belknap Tour
White Mts (1876) 14 note, The N W wind blows it [snow]
over the tops of the mountains, and drives it into the long
deep vatlies or gullies 1794 S Williams Vermont 124
Fossil shells have been found on the sides, or rather m
the gullies of the mountains 1813 Scott Tneim 1 x,

Torrents, down the gullies flung, Join’d the rude river that

brawl'd 011 1816— Old Mort xv, Bare hills ofdark heath,

intersected by deep gullies 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xxiv 494 The mountain torrents had worn gullies some
thirty or forty feet deep 1868 Stanley Westm Abb 15
The Walebrook rushed w ith such violence down its gulley

1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S Co 49 Ascending the steep

sides of these gullys 1883 Stevenson Silverado S

q

(1886)

53 A wild, red, strong gully in the mountains,

b. transf. A furrow, groove.

1803 Hatchett vaPhil. Trans XCIII 143,

1

found that

little furrows or gullies were soon worn in them
3. A narrow and deep artihcial watercourse

; a

deep gutter, diain, 01 sink.

1789 G White Selbome xvm (1853) 7® The gulleys that

were cut for watering the meadows ,1882 Wore Exhib
Catal 111 16 Large street gullies 1883 7 tines 21 Aug. 6/3

The watering of the streets and flushing of the gullies

4 . attnb
,
as (sense 3 )

gully-gt ate, -trap, -wind

,

gully-drain (see quot., hende gully-drainage,

gully-dram vb ) ;
gully-hole, the opening from

the street into a drain or sewer; gully-raker

Austral
,

(a) a cattle-thief
, (£) a cattle-whip ;

so gully-raking, cattle-thieving ;
gully-squall

Naut., a violent gust of wind from the mountain
ravines of Central America.
1850 Carlyle I^attcr-d Pamph. m 17 The very *gully-

drains 1851-61 Mayhew Labour II 398 The Gully-

drain is a dram geneiallyof earthen-ware piping, curving
from the side of the street to an opening in the top or side of
the sewer, and is the means of communication between the

sewer and the gully-hole Ibid 309 The old stieet channels
for *gully drainage Ibid 401 Taking only 1200 mites of

public way as *gully-diamed. 1861 Flo Nightingale
Nursing 20 Water-closet, sink, or *gully-grate 1726 Kersey,
*Gully-Hole, a Place at the Grate Or Entrance of the Street-

Canals foraPassage into theCommon Shore 1746 Brit Mctg
346 The Water is let down out of the Street, by what we
call the Gully-Hole 1762 Gentl Mag 154 Mrs Myltystie
was hanged, and thrown into the gully-hole to rot. 1885-8

Fagge & Pye-Smith Pnnc Med. (ed 2) 1 192 The boys

from that house weie in the habit of playing every day in a
yard, in which there were gully-holes leading from the

sewer. *847 Settlers <$• Convicts xn 253 By a process

technically called ‘*gully-raking’, he had quadrupled the

little herd his father gave him Ibid. 261 This practice

derives its name from the circumstances of cattle straying .

.

into the bush and bleeding there the *gully-rakers

eventually driving them out and branding [them] with
their own brands 1881 A C Grant Bush Life Queettsld
iv, (1882) 30 The driver appealing occasionally to some
bullock or other by name, following up his admonition by a
sweeping cut of his ‘gully-raker’ 1867 Smyth Sailods
Word-bk , *GuIly squall. Well known offTropical America
m the Pacific, particularly abreast of the lakes of Leon,

Nicaragua, &c. 1892 T B F Eminson Epid Pneumonia
Scotter 36 The sewer had been opened to put down a
*gully trap, 1869 E, A Parices Pract Hygiene (ed. 3) 315
When there are marsh or *gully winds to be avoided

Gully (go h), sb 2 Sc. oxAnorth. Aiso8gooly,

9 gulley. £Of obscure etymology ;
Brockett’s

conjecture (quot. 1825) seems not impossible,

though sense 1 of Gully sb.1 is scantily authenti-

cated ] A large knife. (The sense given xn quot.

1653, if it existed, is obsolete.)
158a A Melville in W Morison Melville (1898) v 46

[Spoke of the King’s claim to spiritual authonty as a
‘bludie gullie 1 thrust into the Commonwealth] *653
Urquhart Rabelais 1 xxvn 129 Can you tell with what
instruments they did it 7 with fane gullies [printed gullies],
which are little hulchback’t derm-knives, the iron toole
whereof is two inches long, and the wooden handle one
inch thick, and three inches m length, wherewith the little

boyes in our countiey cut ripe walnuts in two [The de-
scnption is in the orig , the Kr word is gouet ] 1674-91
Ray N C Words 135 A Gully, a large household Knife
1719 Ramsay Pam Epist Answ 111 12 Had he [Julius
Caesar] ’midst his glones sheath’d his gooly, And kiss'd his
wife 1785 Burns Death $ Dr Hornbook ix, I red ye weel,
tak care 0’ skaith, See there 's a gully • 1818 Scott Hi t

Midi xvii, Folk kilt wi’ the tongue as weel as wi’ the
hand—wi1 the word as weel as wi' the gulley 1 1824— St
Ronan's xiv, The poor simple bairn had nae mair know-
ledge of the wickedness of human nature than a calf has of
a flesher's gully 1825 Brockett N C Words, Gulley,
a large knife used 111 farm houses, principally to cut bread,
cheese, &c for the family Perhaps originally a butcher’s,
for the gullet 1883 Stevfnson ffreas Isl v. xxm, I

took out my gully and cut one strand after another

b atti ib
,
as gully-knife.

1725 Willie Wtnhie's Test in Whitelaw Bk Sc Song
(1875) 540/1 A gullie-kmfe and a horse wand 1876 Smiles
Sc Natur. n, (ed 4) 102 He had neither his gun, nor even
his gully knife with him.

Gully (girii), sb d Also gulley. An iron tram-
plate or -rail.

1800 Irans. Soc Arts XVIII 271 These waggon-ways
are supplied with iron rails, or gullies, laid on sleepers

1841 Brees Gloss CivilEngm , Gullies, a term sometimes
applied to iron tram-plates or rails.

Gully (g»h), v [f. Gully sb 1
] tram. To

make gullies or deep channels in
;
to form (channels)

by.the action of water Also with out *

1775 H. Knox in Sparks Corr. Atner Rev (1853) I 87
Without sledding, the roads are so much gullied, that it

will be impossible to move a step 1787 M Cutler m Life,
Jrnls % Corr (1888) I 245 The road m many places was
gullied several feet deep 111 this stone 1848 Buckley
Iliad 43 The wintry toirent had broken away part of the
road, and gullied the whole place x86a Dana Man Geol
m 604 Turf protects earthy slopes from the action of nils

that would gully out a hare surface 1882 Harper's Mag
Dec 7 Stripped of soil and gullied by the action of rapid
water.. 1897 Outing (U S ) XXX 164/1 The current had
gullied out deep holes around the big bowlders

_+ Gu'lly-gut. Obs Also 6-7 gulligut(te, 7
gully-guts [f. Gull v 1 + Gut, prob. after

Greedy-out (a.J A glutton, gormandizei.
1542 Udall Erasm Apoph 119 The bealyes of gully-

guttes (that can naught dooe, but eate & drynke, and
slepe) 1548 Elyot Diet ,

Lurco a deuourer of his owne
substaunce, a gullygutte 1599 Nashe Lenten Siujfe 5
[Vessels] nothing behmde in number with the mumcible
Spanish Armada, though they were not such Gargantuan
boystrous gulhguts as they a 1625 Boys Whs (1629) 368
Christ ommitted the Gluttons name. . .Wherefore seeing
Christ hath not expressed this Gully-guts name for so many
good reasons, it [etc ] 1629 Chapman Juvenal 219 The
gully-gut (Aledius) cries O Lybia, keep with thee thy wheats
and ryes, And ease thy ouen, sending these supplies. 1694
Motteux Rabelais iv. xl, Gully Guts

b attnb. or as adj.

1583StanyhurstZEnetsm (Arb ) 77 Thee gulhgutharpeys.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 Piol
, A certaine gulhgut Fryer.

Hence + Gri lligutted a gluttonous.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxxii, Gulhgutted Dunces of
the Cowl Ibid hx, Lozelly Gulhgutted Gastrolaters

II Gulo (gurlo) Also 7 gulou. * [L
,

‘ glutton

f gula gullet, throat, gluttony] Formerly, the

glutton, Gulo luscus ; now, the name of the genus
to which this animal belongs

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts (1658) 205 Of the Gulon This
Beast was not known by the Ancients, but hath been since

discovered m the Northern parts of the Woild 1635 Swan
Spec M (1670) 435 The Gulon or Jerf is a beast in the North
parts of Swetia 1674 tr Scheffer's Lapland 134 It [the Glut-

ton] is called by the Swedes, Jerff, by the Germans, Wild-
fras , . the Gulo doth not only infest wild Beasts, but tame

and Water creatures too 1836 J F Davis Chinese II.

342 A dentition resembling that ofgulo or mustela

Gulosity (giulp siti) Now rare Also 6 Sc

gelooitie [ad late L. gulositat-em, f gulos-us

(see next) ] Gluttony, greediness, voracity.

a 1500 Bernard cura rei fam. (E E. T S ) 70 Infekyt

with gulosite 1528 Paynel Saleme’s Regim R, This
disease chanceth many tymes to swyne through theyr

gulosite 1535 Stewart Cron Scot (1858) I 91 He gaif

him alway to gelocitle, To fleschlie lusfcand foull faimmtie

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep iv x 202 They are very

temperate, seldome . erring in gulosity or superfluity of

meats 1791 Boswell Johnson 5 Aug an. 1763 The 206th

number of his Rambler is a masterly essay against gulosity

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev I it vui, Corruption among the

lofty and the low, gulosity, credulity, imbecility 1865

Pall Mall G 14 Dec io/i He chuckled over his sensuality

in such an unsuspiciousness ofmoral candour, and with such
an intensity of relish, that you almost envied his gulosity

t Gu'lous, ct Obs. rare—1
, [ad. L. gulos-us,

f gula gullet, gluttony ] Gluttonous

1657 Tomlinson Renou’s Disp. 471* The Romans in-

vented a thousand gulous provocations

Gulp (grip), sb 1 Also 6-7 gulps, 7-8 gulph,

8 *SV\ gowp. [f Gulp v. Cf. Du gulp stream or

flush of water, large draught ofliquid ]
1 . The action or an act of gulping or swallowing

m large portions.

*568 Hist. Jacob <5- Esau n 111, I at the ladell got a
goulpe or a licke 1625-6 Purchas Pilgt wes it 1540 They
give the accused to drinke sa> mg that if hee bee innocent
he shall drink it off at one gulp without any stay 1807
Med Jml XVII 345 He succeeded in getting down, at a
single gulp, the small quantity of liquid he had taken into
his mouth 1837 Mrs Carlyle Lett I 64 Dissolving it in
a tumbler of water and swallowing it all at one gulp. *870
Lowell Study Wind. 8 [The robin] eats with a relishing
gulp not infenor to Dr Johnson’s,

b. tiansf. and fig.
1610 Beaum & Fl Scomf Lady 1. 1, He hath suck'd in

tert thousand pounds worth of my land more than he paid
foi, at a gulp, 1669 Woodhead St Teresa, 1 xxn 147 All
those joys which she [the soul] took, came to her but by
sups, and gulps 1726 Dr Foe Hist Devil (1840) 1 vi 72
Hell received them all at a gulp 1758 A Murphy Up-
holsterer ij (1763) 27 Quid What, and will the People
believe that now 7 Pamph. Believe it 1—believe any thing,

—no Swallow like a true-born Englishman’s . they give a
Gulp,—and down it goes 1876 Lowell Amongmy Bis
Ser. it 171 Ihe sweetness of the verse enables the fancy,
by a slight gulp, to swallow without solution the problem of
being in two places at the same time

0. Capacity for gulping
;
‘swallow’, rare-1

.

1837 Carlyle Fr Rev III 1 vi, Here too is a Swallower
of Formulas , of still widei gulp than Mirabeau

d. An effort to swallow; the noise caused by
this , a choke.
1873 Holland A Bonnie v 83 He gave a convulsive

gulp as if his heart had risen to his throat and he Mere
struggling to keep it down 1887 R Buchanan Heir of
Linne 1, The smith, with a great gulp in his throat, threw a
handful of coppers into the singer’s hat
2 . As much as is swallowed at a gulp ; a mouthful.
x6xx Cotgr , Goulette dc via, a gulpe, mouthfull, or small

quantitie of wine 1637 G Daniel Genius this Isle 17

1

Goblets of blood he Qvaffes , and evene Gulpe Steam’s in

his cankred throte 1700 Dryden Fables, Ceyx <$ Alcyone
222 As oft as he can catch a gulp of air And peep above
the seas, he names the fair 1755 Smollett Quix (1803)

IV ii2 He was fain to break his fast with a little conserve,

and four gulps of cold water 1862 T yndall Mountaineer
1 1 55 He had . a gulp of wine, which mightily refreshed
him 1865 Dickfns Mut Fr in, vn, * 1 was down at the
water-side’, said Venus, taking another gulp of tea

tGulp, sbf Obs )are~l
. [? ad. Sp.£0^2 blow,]

? Impact, shock.
1508 Barret Theor Warres v 1 124 To resist and beare

of the blow and gulpe of the artillery

Gulp (grip), v. Forms- 5 gulpe, golpe, 6
goulpe, 9 Sc. gowp, 6- gulp. [Echoic, cf. Du
gulpen to swallow, guzzle, to issue in streams ;

also Globbe, Gloee, Glop ® 2
,
Gloup; also

MSw. glup throat, ghipsk voracious, Sw. dial.

glapa to gulp down.]

1. tram. To swallow in large draughts or morsels
hastily or with greediness. Chiefly with down,
j* formerly also m, up
14 Langland's P PI. A v 191 (MSS T. and U

)

Y gulpid, y-golped [see Gloup v ] 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 119 Charybdis. after a htle tyme, casteth vp again
whatsoeuer it goulped m before *583 Golding Calvin on
Dent, clxvu 1036 Although hee powre in neuer so much
wyne, yet is he neuer filled but doeth still gulp it vp with-
out ende of drinking 1735 Somerville Chase 1 182 With
greedy Joy Gulp down the flying Wave X784 Cowper
Task v 269 Inflated and astrut with self conceit He gulps
the windy diet 1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) III 282
The convulsive spasms about the throat obliged her to gulp
what she swallowed 1842 Thackeray Fits-Boodle’s Conf,

Ottilia 1, Several tumblers of punch . I had gulped down
without saying a word 1843 U£ Fevre Life Trav Phys.
II 11 v 220 The Russians rise from table before the last,

mouthful n> well gulped down. 1890 Anthony's Photogr.
Bull III 256 The big fishes gulping the little ones,

b. ahsol

1714 Gay Trivia 11 191, I See them puff off the froth,

and gulp amain, While with dry tongue I lick my bps in

vain. 1740 Garrick Lytng Valet 1 Wks 1798 1 34 Nothing,
while honour sticks in your throat • do gulp, master, and
down with it 1787 Mad D’Arblay Diary Nov

,
I gulped

as well as I could at dinner 1867 Trollope Chion Baiset
I xxxii 267 She could only gulp at it, and swallow it

2 transf andfig. Chiefly to gulp down a. To
swallow up, devour, take in. (Also with up )

a 1625 Beaum & Fl Wit without M 1 11, Lance Has he
devour'd you too 7 Fran, Has gulped me downe, Lance.
Lance. Left you no raeanes to study. Frau Not a far-

thing Dispatcht my poore annuity, I thanke him a 1754
Fielding Voy Lisbon Wks 1784 X. 259 The old man .

glibly gulped down the whole narrative 1796 H Hunter
ti St -Pierre's Stud. Nat (1799)1 318 So many brooks and
springs collected from every quarter, to be gulped up in

one great navigable canal 1816 Scott Antiq v,The worthy
knight fairly gulped down the oaths 1899 Westm Gas.
21 Aug 6/1 Gulping down any scheme of vain promise. .

b To keep in or * stifle ’ by a process analogous

to swallowing. (Also with vn, back.)

1644 Quarles Barnabas fy B i, Gulp downe care in

frolique cups of hberall Wine 1778 Mad D’Arblay Diaiy
Sept., [As] reproaches and expostulations can do no good,
I gulp them down C1793 Ld Bulkely in G. Rose’sDianes
(3860) I 131 ,

1

gulped in the grievance 1830-40W Irving

Wolfert's R ( 1855) 193, 1 felt my heart swell in my throat

,

but I gulped it back to its place. 1869 Trollope HeKnew
xxvm (1878) 157 [She] had gulped down her sobs and was
resolved to be firm,

3 . mtr. To gasp or choke when or as when
drinking large draughts of liquid.

1530 Palsgr 573/2, I goulpe, as drinke dothe in ones
throte that dnnketh. hastely, jc crocque . and ye eitgoule.

1790 Cowper Let. ix May, He is ever gulping, as if swal-

lowing somewhat that would hardly pass. 1840 Marryat



GULPER. 506 GUM.

01In Podr 304 She gulped when she looked at it, and .

cried herself to sleep 1840 Barham Ingal Leg Ser 1

Bagman’s Dag
,
Poor Blogg went on ducking and bobbing.

Sneezing out the salt water, and gulping and sobbing 1894

Quiing (U S ) XXXIV 140/2 Tom gasps apologies, opens

his mouth to comment, but only gulps

Gulper (g# lpai) [f. Gulp v + -eu 1 j One
who gulps or swallows greedily.

1660 Hexham Dutch Diet ,
Gnlpei

,

a Gulper, a Drunkard,

or a Quaffer 1836 Fraser's Mag XIII 19s It will be

swallowed by that most open-tbroated of flummery gulpers

Gulph, obs. form of Gulp, Gulp.

Gnlpm (g» 1pm). [f. Gulp v., perh m the

comb gulp tn ] One who will swallow anything

,

a credulous peison, a saupleton
,
Naut

,
a marine

1802 M^Evoy in Naval Citron VII, 50 There might be a

few gulpins who would fire 1867 Smyth Bailor’s IVo> d-bl ,

Gulptn, an awkward soldier, a weak credulous fellow 1867

N$ Q Ser. tn XII 78/1 A marine wa-> called a gulpm
by the sailors , that ts a person who would swallow anything

told him 1886 Bes \nt The World went II xxix 308 Go,

then, for a brace of gulpms 1

Gulping (gff lpiq), vbl sb [f. Gulp v. + -ing 1
]

The action of the verb Gulp , swallowing m gulps

,

•{* guzzling, gormandizing (obs ) , the noise made in

swallowing large quantities
,
choking

c 1394 P PI Crede 92 Glotony is her God wib g[l]oppyng

[MS B golpmg] of drynk 1530 Palsgr 573 h Take hede
of this glouton what a goulpynge he maketh as he dnnketh

*579 Fulke Hesktns' Pari 306 Hee spake of a spintuall

manner of eating his bodie, and drinking his bloud and
not of a swallowing 01 gulping in of the same at our mouth
1586 J. Hooker Girald Irel in Hohnshed II 113/2 He was
much giuen to excessiue gulping and surfettwg 1733

Cheyne Eng Malady 11 ix § 6 C1734) 213 Symptoms exceed-
ingly troublesome in Vapours, to wit, Choalting and
Gulping 1880 Miss Bird Japan I 276 It is proper to show
appreciation ofa repast by noisy gulpings, and much gurg-
ling and drawing-111 of breath

Gulping (gelpiq), ppl> a. [f Gulp v +
-ing 2

!j That gulps ; characterized by gulping.

1885 Baring-Gould Werewolves vii 88 Strange gulping
bursts of fiendlike merriment from the strange boy 1871
Napheys Prev. 4- Cure Dts. 11 i. 375 To swallow in a
gulping manner.

Hence G-uTpingly adv
,
with a gulp

*705 Hickeringill Priest cr, 11 vu 6q He’ll swallow any
thing, and as many Sacraments as (he swallows) Oaths
gulpmgly Ibid, vut 75 That so much Nonsence .. should
.be so gulpmgly swallowed by an unthinking World.

Gulpy (g®
-lpi), a. [f. Gulp sb. or v + -y.]

Marked by gulps or choking.
*860 All Year Round No 65 353 The . neighbour
delivered bis dialogue with a glazed eye and an impaired

and gulpy utterance 1892W S Gilbert Foggerty'sFairy
193 The poor little drab made many gulpy attempts to keep
the tears down.
Gulravage, obs. form of Gilbavage.
Gulsach, -sehocli, -set, -socli, Sc. forms of

Gulesought, jaundice.

Gulsh, variant of Gulch.
Gult, obs. form of Gilt ppl a.

Gult(e, Gulti(f, -y: see Guilt, Guilty.

+GuTy,
a. Obs. Her. Also 7 guelye [f.

Gule-8 + -y.] Of the colour gules or red:

>
1592 Wyrley Armone, Chandos 41 Sir Richard Stafford

in gold shield did beare A gulie Cneuron and blew Labell

faire c 1600 Thynne Emblems 4 Epigr, (1876) 38 And
whye the guelye arme in midst of Sheild ts placed 1610
Guillim Heraldry j v (1611) 18 Guly sheild Wrapt with
dent-bordure siluer-shining 1641 Milton Reform n (1851)

54 To reare the honid Standard of those fatall gulyDragons
for so unworthy a purpose.

Gulyardy, obs, f Goliardy (st Goliabd).

Gum (gom), sb l Forms • 1 gdma, 3-^ gome,
5-6 gomme, gume, 5-7 goom(e, 6 gowme,
gummb, 6-7 gumme, 7 gombe, gumb, gumm,
7- gum, [OE. goma wk. masc

,
conesponds to

OHG. guomo (MHG. guome), and (apart from
difference of declension) to ON g6ni-r palate.

The vowel in these forms seems to represent a

pre-Teut. long diphthong du , cf. -the synonyms
(app. related by ablaut) OHG giumo, goumo
(MHG. goume

,
mod.G. gaumm) Outside Teut,

the Lith. gonmrys ‘palate’ has been compared,
the word may belong to the OAryan root *ghfu-,

ghou- to yawn, whence Gr x&os
> X^vor.

The normal pronunciation giim (cf loom) still survives in

dialects ]

1 1 Used in OE. and early ME sing, or pi.

indifferently for the inside of the mouth or throat
c 825 Vesp Psalter lxvmp] 4 Ic won cleopiende- hase

gewordne werun goman mine a 1000 Riddles xh 58 (Gr

)

Ic eom on goman iena swetra, bonne [etc ] c 1000 Sax
Leechd I 264 WiS pass mujjes & jisera gomena fulnysse .

gemm [etc
] _

c 1200 Vices 4 Vu tues ^1888) 119 We notie's
on gomes [printed jomes] alles kennes attre ofdieule [1535
Coverdale Ps xxi 15 My tunge cleueth to my goomes ]

_
2 pi. collect. The firm fleshy integument of the

jaws and bases of the teeth
; also said of the

toothless jaw and its integument Also sing

,

the portion of the integument attached to a single

tooth.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v xvi (1495) 122 Yf the
gomes ben cortuptthenne [etc ] C1440 Prcmp Parv. 202/1
Gome yn mannys mowthe (S. goomys), gingiva c 1470
Henryson Mot Fab v [Pari. Beasts) xxxiu, With that
the meir gird him vpoun the gumis [rimes with presiimts]

zS*7 Andrew Bintusiuyfa's Distyll Waters Bujb, The
same water is good for payne in the gommes *555 Eden
Decades 161 From the vppermoste paite of the lyppe euen

vnto the nethermoste parte of the gumme 1578 Banister

Hist Man 1 5 The callositie of the Gowmes seiueth some
men instead of teeth x6io Be aum & Fl Scorn/ Lady in

l, Marry come vp my gentleman, are your gummes growne
so tender they cannot bite? <21656 Bp H all Rem Whs
(1660) 189 Ihe canker from a scarce sensible begming con-

sumes the gummes 1711 Shaftesb Charac (1733) I. iu

288 Operations of the active Tongue on the passive Gum or

Palat *747 Wesley Prim Physic (1762) 52 Keep a little

Stick Liquonce between the Cheek and the Gums 1814

Lady Colquhoun in Mem 11 (1849) 44 Ihe gum was still

painful when exposed to the air 1850 Lyfll 2nd Visit US
II ri8 Alligators’ teeth set in silver for infants to rub

against their gums when cutting their teeth 1876 Tomes
Dental Anat 08 The gum is continuous with the mucous
membrane of the inside of the lips 1883 19th Cent May
759 A rough outline of the Man of the Future with his bald

scalp and empty gums

•f b =,gum-tooth (see 5). Obs
c 1420 Pallad on Hush iv 883 Er yeeris sixe out goth

the gomes stronge [L molares sitpenores caduni]

3 slang Impertinent talk, chatter, ‘jaw’.

1751 Smollett Per Pic xvi 1. 1 15 Pshaw! bi other, there’s

no occasion to bowss out so much unnecessary gum 1785

Grose Diet Vulg Tongue s v
,
Come let us have no more

of your gum 1824 R B Peake Americans Abroad 1 1

Come, none of your gum—now you are but an underlm
1

4 = Gummes b. (Cent Diet.')

5 . attnb. and Comb., as gum-bleeding
,
-lancet

;

gum-didder nonce-wd

,

the quivering or shivering

of the gums (cf Dideer v .) ,
gum rubber, some-

thing for a child to rub its gums on
; f gum-stake

nonce-wd., a tooth
;
gum-stick = gum-rubber

,

gum-tickler U S. (see quots.)
;
gum-tooth, a

molar tooth. Also Gumboil
1897 Allbutt's Syst Med III 461 Haemorrhages, such as

nose-bleeding, “gum-bleeding, and bloodshot eye 1653
Uhquhart Rabelais n vu 40 The teeth-chatter or “gum-
didder of lubberly lusks 1784M Underwood Dts Children

(1799) I 188 When it is found necessary to lance the gums
it should always be done effectually with a proper “gum-

lancet 1708 Prior Mice 103 Stockings, shoes, to grace the

bantling , . .add to these the fine “gum-rubber 1671 Crowne
Juliana m Dram Whs 1873 I 71 Shaver o’ shin-bones,

drawer of “gum-stakes 1789 W. Buchan Dom Med (1700)

17 A crust of bread is the best “gum-stick 1814 Q Rev X
521 Of dram-dnnking [m the States] there are different

stages The first drop is called a “gum tickler 1865

Dickens Mnt Fr 1v 111, Will you mix it [rum], Mr Wegg ?

I think not, sir I prefer to take itm the form of a Gum-
Tickler 1535 Coverdale Jttdg xv 19 Then God opened a
“gome-tothe [Vulg dentem molarem\ m ye chekebone [of

the ass] c 1550 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) Av, Children
are payned with ytchinge of the gummes, & espicially in

the growyng of the gumme teethe a *872 B Haute Notes
by Flood 4 Field 1. Wks 127 It was like pulling gum-teetli

to get themoney from you even then *878 L P Meredith
7 eeth225T0 wait until thegums have shrunk sufficiently to

allow gum-teeth to be inserted without being too prominent

Gum (gom), jJ.2 Foims
, 4-5 gomme, (5 gom),

4-7 gumme, (5 gume, 6 gumb(e, 7 gumm), 6-7

goom(e, (6 goume), 4- gum. [a OF. gomme =
Pr

,
Sp goma, Pg , It. gomma :—popular L gumma

= class L. gummi, cummi

,

a. Gr.

1 . A viscid secretion issuing from certain trees

and shrubs, which hardens in drying but is usually

soluble in cold or hot water, in this respect differing

from resin, Occas. in wider use, including resins

(cf. 2)
c 1385 Chaucer L. G W Prol 109 As for to speke of

gomme or erbe or tie 1387 Tuevisa Higden (Rolls) I 101

Herbes groweb heron, bat aroppeb gom c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) iv 22 Out ofhem [Trees] comethe Gomme, as it were of
Plombtrees or of Cherietrees c *400 Three Kings Cologne

44 Hit droppeb downe oute of certeyn trees in maner of
gumme 1513 Douglas VEntis vi 111 98 The gvm or glew
.. Is wont to seme jallow on the grane new 1573 Tusser
Hush xxxiu (1878) 75 All trees that beare goom set now as

they coom *591 Spenser Virg Gnat 669 The Spartan
Mirtle, whence sweet gumb does fiowe 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 507 Lac is a strange drug, made by cer-

taine winged Pismires of the gumme of trees *631 Jorden
Nat, Bathes vi (1669I 40 We use the word Gum in a more
general sense, comprehending under it all Rosins, Turpen-
tines, Pitches, &c 1697 Dryden Virg Georg iv 236 With
Dew, Narcissus Leaves, and clammy Gum 1805 Med
Jmt XIV 266 There is a gi eat resemblance between the
physical properties of animal mucus and vegetable gum
*867 MoloneyForestryW Afr, 122 From the Gold Coast the

export of gum (fossilized lesm] is trifling 1878 Browning
La Saisiaz 7 To heal and coat with amber gum the sloe-

tree’s gash 1894 OufttigiU S ) XXIII 391/2 lheseams are

usually payed with melted spruce gum, which effectually

prevents leakage

b with a and pi. as denoting a kind of gum.
<11300 Cursor M, 11501 (Gott) It [rekels] es a gum bat

cummes of firr 1513 Act 5 Hen VIII
, c 4 Pieamble,

Divers Strangers dry calander Worsteds with Gums, Oils,

and Presses 1538 Wriothesley Qhron (1875)1 ooYtwas
noe bloude, but hony clarified and coloured with saffron,

and lymge lyke a goume *631 Gouge God's Arrows 1

xxv 36 Stacte
,
a gumme that distils put of Myrrhe, or

Cinamon *8oa Med. Jr/il 391 Opium is composed of a
gum, a resin [etc.] *870 Yeats Nat Hist Comm

.

225
Gums are soluble in water, but not m alcohol

c. This substance dried and used in the arts,

e g to stiffen linen, as a mucilage, etc. Hencefig.,
stiffness.

,

I455 Tmtmhull CkurcJm Acc, (Som. Rec Soc) 187 It

In gume pro eisdem libris, j
a 1505 Carpenters' Aec inT.

Sharp Cav, Myst, (1825) 189 Rosyn & gome to be same vujd.

1621 Elsing Debates Ho Lords (Camden) 34 Shewes the
washing by them, who washed away the gum 1827 Faraday
Chem Mamp v 158 Gum, when pulverized should be kept
perfectly dry 1876 Gno Eliot Dan Der vi, The neces-
saiy gum and consistence of a substantial personality

d U S. Short for chewing-gum (see Chewing
vbl. sb 3). (Cent Diet)

e. British gum (see British 5).

f 2 (Chieflypi ) Products of this kind employed
as drugs or perfumes, or for burning as incense Obs
*382 WvcLir Jer vm 22 Whethergumme is not in Galaad,

or a leche is not there? 1393 Langl P PI C. ni 236
Spicers to hym speke For he knowe]> meny gommes
1412-20 Lydg Chron Troy 11 xvu, From the heade down
unto hei foote With sondiy gommes She is ennoynte *551
Robinson tr More's Utop 11 (Arbi 95 Ihey bume swete
gummes and spices or perfumes 1559 W Cunningham
Cosittogr Glasse 191 Divers aromaticall spices, and Gummes
1667 Milton/1 L xi 327 Altai s I would reare and thereon
Offer sweet smelling Gumms <*171* Ken Hymns
Evang Poet Wks 1721 I 47 The Gumms which Sacred
Rites consume. We bring 1780 Burke Sp Secnr Indep
Parlt. Wks III 278 To embalm a caicass not worth an
ounce of the gums that are Uied to pieserve it

3 With qualification.

a In the names of various mucilaginous or

resinous products, prefixed to a substantive or

followed by an adjective, e.g gum acacia, ammo-
niac, copal, elemi, guaiacum

,
lac, ladanum, ohba-

nttm, sandarac
,

tragacanth, for which see the

second member, gum-arabic (see Arabic 2),

gum-dragon = Tragacanth (see Dragon 2
)

,

gum-jumper = Sandarac; gum- Senegal or

f -senega, a variety of gum-arabic, named from
the locality where it is obtained.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cvrurg 49 T ake frank encense, mastik,

mirre, dragagantum, gumme arabik 1718 Mrs Mary
Balts Receipts 70 Make it up to a stiff Paste with Gum-
Dragon well steept 1759 Ellis in Phil Trans LI 208

Some of them were smeared several times over with gum
senega, 1770 Cook Jrnl 1 May (1893) 245We found 2 Sorts

of Gum, one sort of which is like Gum Dragon *844 Hoblyn
Diet Med

, Gumjuniper, a concrete resin which exudes in

white tears from the Jumpents Communis It has beeii

called sandarach. Reduced to powder it is called pounce,

which prevents ink fiom sinking into paper 1858 Car-
penter Veg Phys § 346 Gum Senegal is similar to gum
Arabic, being obtained from a kind of Acacia differing very

little from that which yields the latter

b Gum elastic [after F. gomme elastique\,

mdia-iubber, caoutchouc (also elastic-gum see

ElvStic), rarely applied to gutta percha Hence
gum-elastical a (nonce-wd.), resembling india-

rubber.
*800 Southey Lett (1856) I 90 A stretch of belief which

requites a more gum-elastical faith than Heaven has allotted

me 1807 Pepys m Phil Trans XCVII 250 A small guui

elastic bottle B 1845 in Proc. Amer Phil Soc IV 221

Specimens of the manufacture of Gum-elastic goods 1851

Forbes Veg World u. p vit/2 The Isonandra gutta, the

source of the gum-elastic, known as gutta-percha.

c Gum ivy, + gum of ivy : the inspissated

juice of the stem of the ivy.

C1550 Lloyd Treas Health (1585) G ij, Fyl the hollowe

tooth with the gum of Iuy it will take away the toothe ache

1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 130 b, He tooke ofGalbanum
one pounde, of gumme yvie three ounces 1653 Walton
A ngler vu 157 Dissolve Gum of Ivie in Oyle of Spike, and
theiewith annoint your dead bait for a Pike 171a tr

Pomet's Hist Drugs I 75 Ihis is that which some Drug-
gists sell for Gum Ivy 1787 in Best A ngling (ed 2)71

1859 Atkinson Walks <5- 7 alks (1892' 3, I was trying to get

gum ivy, which an old fishing book I had said was a famous
thing to anoint the baits with

4 The sticky secretion that collects in the inner

corner of the eye. (Either a sense transf from 1,

or connected with Gum sb 3
)

*599 Shaks Hen. V.

\

iv 11 48 The gumme downe roping

from their pale-dead eyes 1740 E Baynard Health (ed 6)

16 When sleep does first desert you, rise, Next, wash the

gum from off your eyes 1886 in Syd Soc Lex ,

6 Short for Gum-tre e Also preceded by various

defining epithets, as black, blue, white, mountain

,

spotted, etc. gum
1802 D Collins Acc N S Wales II xix 235 The blue

gum, she-oak, and cherry tree of Port Jackson weie com-

monly here. 1820 J. Oxley Jrnl Exped A ustraha ioz

A few diminutive gums being the only timber to be seen

1833 C. Sturt South Australia I 111. 118 The cypresses

became mixed with casuarma, box, and mountain gum 1847

L Leichhardt Jrnl Overland Exped i 11 Ironbaik ridges

here and there with spotted gum diversified the sameness

1864 J S Moore Spring Life Lyncs 114 Amid grand old

gums, dark cedars and pines *868Rep US Commissioner
Agnc (1869) 281 Some of the plants from which liees gather

honey .. black gum (Nyssa multifiora). 1894 H Nisbet
Bush Girl's Rom, 34A gaseous haziness, making the leafage

of the gums look bluer than even they were

b U.S. A log, usually cut fiom a gum-tree,

hollowed out and adapted to serve as a beehive,

a water-trough, or a well-curb Cf bee-gum
1817 J Bradbury Trav, Amer, 286 note. Any portion so

cut off is called a gum, a name probably arising from the

almost exclusive application of the gum tree to these pur-

oses 1844 Gosse in Zoologist II 607 A * gum 1

or square

ox to hive the swarm for domestication a 1864 Gesner
Coal, Petrol

,
etc (1865) 33 When the soil is not deep, a

circular excavation is made down to the rock bed, and a

hollow log, or ‘gum’, as it is called, is placed tn it on one

end. 1879 J Burroughs Locusts 4- W Honey 20 No hive

seems to please them as well as a section of a hollow tree—



GUM-GUM.GUM.
*gums ’—as they are called jn the South and West where the

sweet gum grows

6. US colloq Short for elastic gum, 1 e. india-

rubber; occas an india-rubber garment. Also pi.

Goloshes. See gum-boots
,
-shoes m p.

1859 Bartlett Diet Amer,Gum a India rubber Hence
the plural Gums is often applied to India rubber shoes
1870 R G White Words 3 their Uses Pref (1881',‘Wheie
is Emily? ’ ..‘ 0

,
Emily is outside cleaning her gums on the

mat

7 A disease in fruit trees consisting in a moibid
secretion of gum.
17a! 111 Bailey 1727-41 Chambers Cycl

,
Gum. among

gardeners, is a disease incident to fruit trees, of the stone

kind 1802 W, Forsyth Fruit Tiees v (1824) 83 Wheiever
the knife is applied, it is suie to bring on the gum 1832
Beck's Florist 147 It [a kind of cherry] is \ery subject to

gum and canker

8 . attnb and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

(sense 1) gumforest, -furnace ,
-pot, -trade, -vessel

,

(sense 5) gim-boilgh, -leaf, -log, -swamp, -twibei

,

-trunk, (sense 6) gum-catheter) b. objective, as

(sense 1) gum-bearing, -yielding adjs.
; c. instru-

mental, as (sense 4} gum-glued adj
; (sense 5)

gum-shadowed, -shrouded adjs
;

d. similative, as

gum-like adj

*775 Bruce m Phil Trans LXV. 4x5 There is another
*gum bearing tree. 1890 Melbourne Aigus 2 Aug 4/3
Make a bit of a shelter with *gum-boughs, 1884 M
Mackenzie Pis Throat <y Nose II 226 A *gum catheter
would then be passed . into the stomach. 1804 Ann
Rev. II 29/2 The Moors encamp themselves round the

*gum forest of Zaara 1839 Ure Diet Arts 1266 Then lay

the fire in the *gum-furnace 168a 0 N tr. Boileaus
Lutnn iv. 14 His Pages starting at the sudden Noyse,
Began to bustle, rubbing their *gum-glew’d Eyes 1894
H Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 204 Making a soft bed of
’’gum leaves 1841 Brande Chem 1078 When the solutions

are evaporated, uncrystalhzable *gum-like compounds re-

main x868 W L Carleton Austral Nts. 1 To see

the *gum-log flaming bright Its welcome beacon. 187s
Bennett & Dyer Sacks' Bot. 77 The origin of resin and
*gum passages depends on the formation of intercellular

P
assages with a peculiar development of the cells which
ound them 1839 Ure Did. Arts 1266 The *gum-pot is

now to be set upon the brick stand, *862 H C Kendall
Poems 134 The *gum-shadowed glen 1890 ‘ Rolf Boldre-
wood ' Col Reformer (1891] 201 Camped by the edge of the
long black *gum-sbrouded lagoon 18x6 Sporting blag.
XLVlII. 244 Mrs. Ratley was riding across the ’’Gum-
swamp in North Carolina 1828 P Cunningham N S
Wales (ed. 3) II. 107 Onr *gum timber being as durable and
as well adapted to ship-building as the teak. 1839 in Spirit

Metropol Conserv Press (1840) II. 328 The *gum trade, on
the western coast of Africa 1894 H Nisbet Bush Girl's

Rom, 151 ’’Gum-trunks instead of the homelike trees 1804

Attn Rev II 29/1 A large wooden tub, containing about

aooo lbs. weight, is fixed on the deck of the *gum-vessels.

1887 Moloney Forestry W, Afr. 128 Other *gum yielding

Acacias,

9 . Special comb.; gum-animal, the Senegal

galago (see quot.) ;
gum-boots US

,
boots made

of ‘ gum * or india-rubber; gum-digger, one who
digs for Kauri gum

;
gum-digging, the occupa-

tion of a gum-digger ; gum-drop US, a prepara-

tion of sweetened gum, used as a confection andm
pharmacy; gum-field, an area where Kauri gum
maybe found; gum-flowers Sc., artificial flowers;

also attnb
;
gum-paper, paper gummed on one

side; gum-seal, an impression of a seal taken

on softened gum ,
gum-shoes US., goloshes : cf.

gum-boots
;
gum-sucker Australia native Aus-

tralian (esp. a Victonan) or Tasmanian
; + gum-

taffata=gummed taffeta ;
gum-water, a solution

of gum-arabic in water ;
gum-wood, the wood of

the gum-tree
;
the tree itself

;
also attnb

1840 Blyth Cuvier's Amm Kmgd. (1849) 65 The Senegal

Galago (Galago Senegaleusis, Geof ). isknown as the *Gum
animal of Senegal, from its feeding much on that production.

*875 Wood & Lapham Waiting for Mail xxi The long

indiarubber ’’’gum ' boots . , that he worked in at the claim.

1897 Daily News 10 July 8/4 Without the assistance of

‘gum* boots or dust-defying gaiters. 1884 C F Gordon
Cumming in Century Mag. XXVII, 924 A large class ofmen,

both Maori and European, known as *gum-diggers. 1892

Star 13 July 1/8 He picked up a precarious livelihood by

*gum digging 1864 Sala in Daily Tel 30 Mar ,
The soldiers

spending their abundant gieenbacks m fig and *gum-drops.

*886 N. Zealand Herald 28 May 3/3 Praying that the

*gumfields . should be opened during the winter season.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jml (1884) 3x6 A crown of ’’gum-

flowers, which was afterwards put on her 1821 Galt Ann
Parish xu (1893) 86 There was she painted like a Jezebel,

with gum-flowers on her head. *829 Carlyle Misc (1837)

I 276 Broken Italian gumflowers. 1864 Browning in Mem,

Tennyson (1897) II, 1, 16 As if they want seed in a gum-
flower manufactory 1898 Westm. Gas 4 Mar. 3(3 Au
extremely thin slip of *gum paper inserted along the inside

edge, 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser 11 (1863] 281

The most trifling womanly occupations—making ’’gum-

seals, imitating cameos 1872 Mom. Post 9 Jan (Farmer)
Forbidding him to leave his ”gum-shoes in ner hall 1833

W. Howrrr Two V. Victoria I 24 Too ’cute to be bitten

twice by the over ’cute ‘*gum-suckers’, as the native

Victorians are called, 1887 A It Year Round 30 July 67/2

A * gum-sucker ’ is a native of Tasmania, and owes his

elegant nickname to the abundance of gum-trees in the

Tasmanian forests, *738 Swift Pol Comers, Wks. 1778X
236 Faith, you have made her fret like ’’gum-taffety *761
Sterne Tr, Shandy III iv, You are so fortunate a fellow,

as to have had your jerkin made of a gum-taffeta, and the

body-lining to it, ofa sarcenet or thin persian. 1639 Roberts

507

Compleal Canomer (16721 46 With a chalk line, dipt in ’'Gum-
watei. 1759 Colebrooke m Phil Trans LI 43 A ground
was laid with levigated chalk mixed with gum water
1869 Semple Diphtheria 135 Injections of gum-water were
passed into the trachea. 1683 Penn Wks (1782) IV 302
lhe trees of most note, are poplar, *gum\vood, hickeij
1897 P Warung 7 ales Qld Regime 133 Blocks of pine or
gum-wood 1898 Westm. Gas 28 June xo/x, 1 tried
grafting on gumwood stocks

b In names of plants yielding gum • guxa-
oistus, one of the shrubs ofthe germs Cistus which
yield ladanum

;
gum-plant, a plant of the genus

Gnndelia, which is coveredwith a viscid secretion
,

gum-auccory, (a) Chondrillajuncea
,
aIso,thegum

produced from it
;

(b) Laduca perenms
,
gum-

thistle, Onopordium acanthium Abo Gum-trek
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11 110/1 The ’’Gum Cistus hath
a clammy sweet moisture called Gum Laudanum 1824

Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863) 73 A flower almost as
transitory as the gum cis'u- 1858 G Macdonald Phan-
tasies xix 225 The gum cistus drops every night all the
blossoms that the day brings forth 1548 Iurner Names
of Hurbes 26 Chondrilla It mayebe named in enghshe
Ryshe Succory or *gum Succory because it hath a clammy
humour in it 1331 — Herbal 1 Kj, The leaues & the
stalke ofgume succory haue the poour for to degest 1736
Watson m Phil Ttans XLIX 843 The least wild Lettuce,
or Dwarf Gum-Succory 1348 Turner Names ofHtrbes 8

Acanthium I thynhe it maye be called m englishe *gum
thistle , because it is gummy 1636 Ridgley Pi act Physick
311 He strewed the powder of Gum Thistle very safely,

upon Ulcers with rottenness of the Bones,

Gum, sb 3 See Red-gum and White-gum,

t Gum, sb 4 Sc Obs. Mist, vapour
*313 Douglas ATnets vu Prol 231 Wyth cloudy gum and

rak ourquhelmyt the air Zbifxiu Piol 31 The gummys
rysis, doun fallis the donk rym

tGum, sbfi Obs rare- 1
. Also 6 gomme

=Gumma. ?A1so Comb gum-galled adj.

1338 Warde tr. Alexis' Sea 13 b, A verie goodly secrete
for the gommes £lt gomme] or burgeons that remame of the

great Pockes. 1693 Sc Presbyt Eloquence (1738) 239 That
filthy Bitch, that gumgall'd Whore, the Whore of Babylon.

Gum (g®m), sb 6 dial, and vulgar. [Deforma-
tion of God. Cf Gom.] In phr, By (or my)gum
— by (or my) God.
1832 W Stephenson GatesheadLocalPoems 200 Aw said

let’s ken what a' this means, By gum to hear’t aw’s weary
1837 ' C Bede' Verdant Green m x, My gum, Giglamps 1

you’ll be the death of me some fine day 2887 H Smart
Clevet ly won 1. 20 Newmarket Heath maymake you shiver,

but, by gum 1 it gives you an appetite 1894 Blackbiore
Perlycross 194 Got you there, Sergeant , by gum, I did ’

Gum (gum), 57.1 Forms; 5 gomme, 5 ,

)

gumme,
7- gum [f. Gum j£.2]

+ 1 . trans To treat with aromatic gums, as in

flavouring wine or embalming a corpse Obs
2419 Proclam in Riley Land Mem (186B) 672 William

Horold, Couper guxnmyd and rasyd two buttes with diuers

gummes 1470-83 Malory Arthur v vm, Noble men
whome the kynge dyd do bawme^and gomme with many
good gommes aromatyk

2 . To stiffen with gum
;
to coat or smear with or

as with gum.
1610 B. Jonson Alch 1 i, liegumme your silkes With good

strong water, an’ you come 1638 Sir T Hfrbert 7 rav
(ed 2) 239 1 hey register his acts 111 Csedar Tablets, gum’d
with Cynabre 1683 Burnet tr More's Utopia (1684) 75
They use also in their Windows, a thin linnen Cloth, that

is. oiled or gummed 1896 Indianapolis Typogt Jml 16

Nov 302 A new method of gumming paper.

3 . To fasten, or fix in position with gum or some
sticky substance. Also with down, together

, up.

*392 Kyd SP Trag (1602) 1 3 Thy eies are gum'd with
teares, thy cheekes are wan 1636 B Jonson Discov , Do
mollious et ejffbeminatis (1641) no Bleaching their hands at

Mid-night, gumming, and bndhng their beards 1633 Gur-
nall Chr. in Amt x 209/2 The doubting Christians eye of

faith, is gumm’d up with unbelieving fears. 1656 Arttf.

Handsom. 176 Scandalised at Ladies powdering, curling, and
gumming their haue 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants
(ed 3) III 77s When dried and gummed on paper, they

[leafits] form an acute angle with the stalk 1874 G Lawson
Dis Eye 145 If the lids become gummed together, 1876 F, E,

Trollope Charming Fellow I iy 46 Little rings of hair

gummed down all over her forehead. 1880 Standard15 Dec

,

Shilling deposits can be made by means of penny stamps
gummed on forms.

4 mtr. Of a fruit tree • To exude gum as a

morbid secretion, Cf. Gum sb 2
7.

1794 Ttans, Soc Arts XII. 207 Several of the cherries

[trees] were much gummed 1802 Ihd XX. 173 To prevent

the cherry tree from gumming, 2857 Penny Cycl. VII 41/1

When planted in stiff and wet soils it [the cherry] grows
slowly, gums yery much, and falls into a state of mcuiable

bad health.
, m

5 1 US. a To become gummous b. ‘To be-

come clogged or stiffened by some gummy sub-

stance, as inspissated oil; as, a machine will gum
up from disuse ’ (Cent Diet).

1874 Raymond 6th Rep Mines 309 The oil solidifies or

gums, and clogs the holes.

6. trans To cheat, delude, humbug U.S. slang.

[Said to originate from the opossum’s eluding the

huntsman in the foliage of a gum-tree.]

1848 Lowell Btglow P Poems 1890 II. 144 You can't

gum me, I tell ye now, an’ so you need n’t try 1859 Sala
Tw round Clock (1861) 232, I began to think . he was

quizzing me—' gumming ' is the proper Transatlantic col

loquiahsm 2873 Chavib. Jml. 25 Sept. 6x1/1 Now don’t

you try to gum me.

Gum (g»m), v 2 US. [f Gum sb ?] trans. To
deepen and enlarge the spaces between the teeth of

(a worn saw). See Gummer,
1859 Bartlett Did Amer, To Gum a Saw, to punch

out and give the set to the teeth of a saw, by- means of a

machine called a gummer, lhe phrase alludes to the

growth of the teeth fiom the gums 2887 Set Amer, 26 Feb
230 lhe opeiation ofgumming saws with an emery wheel.

Gum, variant of Gone I Obs

GumaBhins, vat. gamashms see Gamash.
1830 Galt Lawne T 1 11, A decent . carlin, that could

turn coats and shape gumashins

Gumb, obs form of Gum sb 1 and sb 2

Gumba, gumbay, obs forms of Guiiby.

t Gumble. Obs. rare-1
. A cheek-bone

2688 R Holme Armoury 11, 153/1 Bones in a Horse
Infenour Gumbles or Cheek-bones 2

+ Gumble-stool. Obs [Origin doubtful cf

prec. with Gum sb .
1

3.] A cucking-stool. Also

t gum-stool (perh. from Gum sbf 3)

1623 in Noake Woic m Olden Time {1849) 110 For cai ly-

ing of several women upon the gum stoole. 1633 Baxter
Woic Petit 33 That silly women shall be dipt over head

m a Gumble-stool for scolding 1633 — Quaker Ccthdi

25 ,

1

desire of you that you will not put me by with Gumble
stool Rhetonck in stead of Answers

Gumbo (g» mbu) U S. Also gombo. [Negro

patois, ‘from the Angolan kingombo, the kt- being

the usual Bantu prefix, and -ngombo the real

wold’ (J Platt, jun., m Athenieum, Sep. 1, 1900);

Marcgraf 1648 writes quingombo ]
1 . a. A colloquial name for the okra plant or its

pods (Hibiscus esculentus). Also attnb b. A
soup thickened with the mucilaginous pods of this

plant Also gumbo soup.

1839 Bartlett Did. Amei ,
Gombo, or Gumbo, 1. the

Southern name for what is called at the North, Okra, the

pod of the Hibiscus esculentus 2 In the southern States,

a soup in which this plant enters largely as an ingredient

1864 Sala m Daily TeL 13 Oct
,
The three gentlemen

eating gombo soup, 1880N H Bishof 4 Mths Sneak-Box

205 1he mild-eyed Louisiana Indian woman with her sack

ofgumbo spread out before her. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug
463/2, 1 should like mutton broth and gumbo every day.

1884 Health Exlnb Caial 158/2 Gombo Fruits 1893

Leland Mem I 57 Terrapins and soft-shell crabs, gumbo,

, peaches, venison

2 . a. Geol. ‘ The stratified portion of the lower

till of the Mississippi valley ’ (Funk’s Stand. Did ).

b. colloq Western U.S. The mud of the prames

Also gumbo mud.
x88x Chicago-Times 16 Apr, Such a thing as hard pan,

bed rock near the surface or gumbo is not found here [1 e

in Nebraska] 1891c Roberts Adrift Amer 27 The soil

here is largely mixed with a kind of blue clay, locallyknown
as ’gumbo’ 1894 Century Mag Jan 453/1 Gumbo is

the clay of Northern Wyoming. When wet, it is the

blackest, stickiest, mud that exists on earth 1897 Outing

(U S.) XXIX. 491/2 Only when m gumbo mud did we find

our wheels to be a hindrance,

3 . A patois spoken bynegroes in the French West

Indies, Louisiana, Bourbon, and Mauritius. Also

attnb [?A different word ]

x88z Sala Amer. Revts (1883) II v. 65 The coloured

people [111 New Orleans] who gabble a wondrous salmagundi

of a patois, made up of French, Spanish, and indigenous

African, which is known as ‘ Gumbo ’ Ibid vi 74 Were

the verb ‘boumer’ as an equivalent for to
1 boom admitted

into the vocabulary of ‘Gumbo’ French 1891 E, Wakei ield

Wisdom ofGombo in joth Cent XXX 575 Gombo is a mere

phonetic burlesque ofFrench, interlarded withAfrican words

Gumboil (go mboil). Also gumbxle. [f. Gum
sbk + Boil jA1] An inflammatory swelling or

small abscess on the gum
1733 N Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 63 Abscesses in

the Mouth and Gums (called Gum-boils) 1828 Lowi-ll

Lett. (1804) I 6,

1

have got the ague together with a gum-

bile, x866 Livingstone Last Jmls, (1873) I, 1. 3 The
Sultan had toothache, and a gumboil.

G-umboodge, -bouge, obs. forms of Gamboge.

GumBy (g» mbi). Also 8 gumbay, 9 gumba
[Negro patois

;
cf. Kongo nkombi, a kind of drum ]

A kind of drum used by the negroes of the West

Indies, made by stretching a skin across the ..ends

of a box, or a portion of a hollow tree, or the like.

Also gimby-drum,
1790 J B. Moreton W, Ind, Cusf. Mann. 253 An her-

1 ing barrel or tub, with sheep-skins substituted for the heads,

in imitation of a drum, called a gumbay 18*8 Life Planter

Jamaica 46 The negroes dancing . to the sound of the

gumba. 1834 M G Lewis Jml IV, Ind 322 The greatest

part remained quietly m the negro houses beating the

gumby drum.

Gume, var. GomeI Obs. ; obs. f Gum sb l and sbf

Gumfiate (gzrmfk't), v. ttonce-wd. [ad. It.

gonfat-o, pa. pple. of gonfiare = F. gonfler :~L.

confldre, f. con- together +fare to blow] trans.

To puff up, cause to swell,

1820 Galt Ayrshire Legatees in Blackw Mag. VIII 18

The inflamed gout of polemical controversy bad gumfiated

every mental joint and member of that zealous prop of the

Relief Kirk.
.

Gumfolly. ? Corrupt var. cumphorte, Comfbey,
2610 Markham Masterp, 1. Ixxvin, 163 See(h it m the

luyce of Gumfolly.

Gum-gum (gatmigum). Also 8 gum-gumma,

8-9 gom-gom. [Piesumably from some Malay
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dialect. Cf. Gong-gong ] A hollow iron bowl,

which, is struck with an iron or wooden stick,

a series of the same, varying in size and tone.

X700S L tr , Fryke'sVoy E Iud 244 Their warlike Mustek
is an Instrument made of Mettle, called Gum-Gum, much
in the Nature of our Drums 1774 Joel Collier [J Eick-

nal] Mus Trav (1775) 56 Playing a warlike measure with
his gom-gom 1800 Charlotte Smith Sold Wanderer
U8or) I 326 The conchs and gotngoms of the Maroons
suddenly broke the silence of the night 1836-9 Dickens
Sk Bos, Tales vu Steam Excurs

,

1 What is a gum gum?'
eagerly enquired several young ladies

Gumless (g» mles), a, [f Gum jA1 + -less ]

Having no gums.
1790 J Williams Shrove Tuesday (1794) 33 Ah 1 rattle

not your gumless fangs at me, Thou King of terrors

f- G-Umly (go mil), a. Sc. Obs. [Cf. gum(jn)le

v., 1 to render turbid
5

(Jam., with fig quot from
Galt) j Muddy, turbid.

1786 Burns Brigs Ayr 126 Then down ye'll hurl And
dash the gnmhe j aups up to the pouring skies 1804 Tarras
Poems 71 Wae wprth ye, wabster Tam, what’s this That I

see gaupin gumlie ?

Gumm, obs form of Gum si ? and sb 2

tl Gumma (go ma). Path. PI gummas, gum-
mata. [mod.L gumma (neat.), f L. gitmmi Gum
sb 2

] A tumour usually of syphilitic ongiu, so

called from the gummy nature of its contents
1722 Q uincy Lex Physico-Med (ed a), Gummaia Stru-

mous turnouts are sometimes thus called from the Resem-
blance of their Contents to gammons Substances x86x
Bumstead Ven Dts <1879) 610 In the central portion of the

gumma the vessels are very small. 1873 T. H Green Introd
Pathol (ed 2) 234 The gummata were formerly regarded as
non inflammatory, neoplasms 3897 Allbutt's Syst hied
IV. 808 Gummas, before breaking down, are sometimes
seen as smooth, red or yellowish defined swellings.

tGummage (g© metis). Obs [f. Gum sb.2 +
-age ] Production of gum
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. vi X3 What Trees,

Plants, Shrubs * what Fruitage, Mastage, Gummage.
Gummate (g»Wt), a. Chem. [f. Gumm-io
+ -ate A] A salt of gummic acid.

1826 Henry Elem Chem. II ig3The supposition that the
gummate of lead is composed of two atoms of oxide of lead
and one of gum.

GlimmatOUS (gtrmatas), a. Path, [f mod L
gummat- Gumma + -ous ] Of the natuie of or re-

sembling a gumma Gummatous tumour— Gumma
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit x 356 If there be gumma

tous Tumours Sarsa is proper. 1743 Amyand in Phil
Trans XLI1I 296 She had a gummatous Swelling .011 the
right Arm. 1861 Bumstead Ven Dts (1879) 594 Gum-
matous ulcers .. are always upon the upper surface of the
tongue 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 190 Ihe develop-
ment ofgummatous tissue

G-ummb, obs. form of Gum sbP-

Q-umme, obs form of Gum sb.1, si 2
,
and v.1

Gummed (g»md)
,
ppl a. [f. Gum sb 2 or v. 1 +

-ed] fa. Spread With aromatic gums. b. Stiff-

ened with gum ;
coated or smeared with gum

Alsofig. e. Of a pigment : Mixed with gum.
c 1450 ME Med Bk. (Heinnch) X72 A gommed clout

[w rr. gummit clowte, gomed cloth] 1396 Shaks i Hen.
IV, 11 11. 2, I haue remoued Falstafs Horse, and he frets

like a gum’d Veluet. 163* Shirley Ball iv i Wks 1833
III 56 How now, gumm’d Taffeta? 1664 Evelyn Diary
22 June, Pictures of men and countries, rarely painted on
a sort of gummed calico 17x3 Genii Instructed {ed 3)
420 We hate the stiff and gumm’d Deportment of the
Italian 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II 79 Mix- a little

gummed colour in a large shell. 1807 Med jml XVII 408
A small bandage of gummed silk, applied over the closed
eye-lids. 1864 Lowell FiresideTrav 1x3 A badly-gummed
postage-stamp 1898 Daily Hews 23 Sept 5/4 Could the
stamp be applied unless over some gummed slips?

Gummed (g»md), « 2 [f Gum + -ed 2
]

Provided with gums (of a certain kind)
a 15*9 Skelton E. Rnmmyng 40 A man would haue pytty
To se how she is gnmbed, Fyngered and thumbed. 1806
SportingMag XXVII. 140 Be sure they [cocks] are sound
that they be hard gummed.
Gummer (g»*mai) IKS. [f Gum © 2 + .ER i

]
a A workman who enlarges the spaces between
the teeth of a saw. b. A machine for this puipose.
1839 [see Gum v.% 1887 Set Avar 26 Feb. 130 Emery

Vulcanite saw gummer
Gumrnic (g© mik), a. Chem [f. L. gumm-i
Gum sbP 4- -10 ] Gummic and * an acid obtained
from gum—Arabic acid (see Ababic a 2).
1838 T. Thomson Chem Org Bodies 157 Gummic acid

was discovered by M Simomn about the year 1830. 1880
Encycl Brit XI 275/2 Gummic acid.

Gummiferous (g»mi ferss), a. [f L. gummi
Gum sb 2 + -febous ] Producing gum.
1683-4 Robinson m Phil Trans XXIX. 473 Balsami-

ferous, Gummiferous, and Saccharine Plants.

Gumminess (g© mines), [f. Gummy a 1 and
aJ + -ness.] The quality or condition of being
gummy, in various senses. Also qum-concr., some-
thing gummy, a gummy concietion.
1600 Surflet Country Farm 1. xii 59 To take away the

filthmes or gummines of the eies 1663 R Kefhale Medela
fcstil, 61 Their gamminess excludeth infectious air 1676
Wiseman Surg vm iv. 33 One came to me .with a gum-
miness on the tendons reaching to his fingers 1726 Leoni
Alberti's Arclnt, 1, 31/1 Ancient Aqueducts, whose Mouths,
having contracted a kind of Gumminess, nave seem'd in-
crusted all over with Stone. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy II I.

iv, Had there been the least gumminess m my lining, by
Heaven ' it had all of it, long ago, been frayed and fretted

to a thread x8oi W Hebcrden Comm lvi (1806) 326
Accompanied with wateriness, or gumminess, wheie the

tears are not supplied faster 4823 J Nicholson Operat
Mechanic 394 The thread should have lost pai t of its heat
and gumminess before it touches the bars of the reel

Gumming (g©’miq), vbl sb. [f Gum © 1 +
-ms 1

] The action of Gum © 1 m various senses

1 . The action + of treating with aromatic gums
{obs.)

,

the action of fastening or smearing with

gum
, spec the action of applying gum-water to a

lithographic stone
14x9 Proclam in Riley Lond Mem (1868) 672 To have

a lykly manere taste and smell to the drynkyng of Romeney,
thurgh he gummyng and rasyng aboue seyd 1380 Holly-
band 1 reas Fr long

,
Gommement, a gummmg 1687

A Lovell tr. Thevtnot's Trav 1 137 The Face will not
admit of Gumming so well as the other parts of the Body
1688 R Holme Armoury 111 97/1 Gumming is to rub the

in-side of the Bed-lick with . Gum to keep Featheis
from coming through lL

2 The process (in fruit tiees) of giving out a
morbid exudation of gum; (in the eyelids) of

becoming fastened together with gum
,

(in oils) of

acquiring a gum-like consistence. -

1859 R Thompson GaideneVs Assist 533 The latter

[suckers or layers] are comparatively weak, and apt to cause
gumming 1874 G Lawson Dts Eye 3 The tarsal edges of
the lids should be anointed at night to prevent their

gumming together 1892 Garden 27 Aug 180 Much wood
[of cherry trees] being lost through gumming and canker.

Gummite (g© msit) Mm [Named by Dana
in 1868, f. L gumm-i Gum sb .

2 + -its.] A hydrate
of uranium of reddish-yellow colour, and resem-
bling gum.
x8£8 Dana Mia

.

(ed 5] 179 Gummite looking much like

gum 1892— Min. 893 Gummite is also abundant at the
Flat-Rock mine.

Gummose (gvmcfo-s), a 1 [ad L gummos-us

.

see Gummous and -ose ] = Gummous.
1678R R[ussELL](7^mv \i 2SoGnnd clear and gummose

Sulphurvive to a most subtile Powder 1702 Sir J. Floyer
in Phil Trans. XXIII 1171 The Leaves of Liquorish feel

gummose 1743 tr Heister's Swg 372 When the Eyelids
are glued together by a gummose and inspissated Matter

Gummose (gamda s), a.'1 Path. [f. Gumma

+

-ose.] =5 Gummatous.
1869 New Syd Soc Bienn Retrosp 346 Di Hippel

describes a gummose tumour involving all the coats of the
eye A microscopic examination by Prof Neumann,
determined it to be a gummose syphilitic growth

Gummosity (gam^siti). [ad. L. *gu»imosi-

t&t-em, f. gummos-us Gummous.] The quality of
being gummous fin Alchemy, a quality 01

condition of which metals were supposed to be
capable.
1651 Biggs New Disp p 97 The gummosity ofherbs 1678
R R[ussell] Geber m il iii vm 230 Among Bodies
wanting the compleatment of Perfection, Jupiter [tin] most
slowly flowreth its Gummosity 1707 Floyer Pitysic
Pulse-Watch 265 The crudity and mucilaginous Gum-
mosity [depends] on a deficient Pulse

t b. concr A gummy substance, deposit, con-
cretion, etc. Obs
ci400 Lanfranc's Cirwg 344 This' gummosite J?at is

clepid olibanum 1633 Let in HartLib Ref Commw
Bees 3g Fewer [bees] can be kept, if they must seek their
Wax out of the Gummosity of some floures 1683 Salmon
Doron Med n. v 393/1 [It] mollifies and dissolves all hard
knobs, & gummossities upon the joynts of the Fingers

Gummous (g© mss), a 1 [ad. L gummosus
,

f gummi Gum sb.
2

. see -ous. Cf. F goinmeux ]
1. Of the nature of gum, gum-like.
x66gW Simpson Hydrol CJtyni 183 Barthius .concludes

this gummous liquor to be the legulme parts of antimony
1676 Boyle in Phil Tram XI 802 Resinous or Gummous
substance, that looked like high colour’d Amber. X699
J. Woodward ibid XXI 209 Hence come our Mannas, our
Homes, and other Gummous Exsudations of Vegetables
x8xb J Smyth Pract of Customs (1821) 152 Manna is a
gummous substance, obtained by the incision of various
sorts of trees 1822-34 Good’s StudyMed (ed. 4) IV 346 1

0

which we may add gummous blood, viscid mucous [etc ]

fig' 1767 Sterne Tr Shandy IX xiu, The thoughts rise
heavily and pass gummous through my pen

+ 2 Of a plant or tree . Abounding m or yield-
ing gum

;
—

- Gummy 2.

*693 J Clayton Acc Virginia in Misc Curios (1708) III.
306 If a Gummous Plant or Tiee, that grows low, it

abounds with acid Spirits

Hence Gu/mmousiLess.
x666 J. H Treat Gt Antidote 4 Set it in an ash Furnace,

with a gentle heat till the ingredients be fully dissolved,
and the bitterness and gummousness be fully gone
Gummous (g© mas), a.2 Path. [f. modL.
Gumma + -ous ] — Gummatous.
*588 J Read Compend Method 61 b, When ther are

hard gummous tumors, as nodes or swellings, or pains or
vlcers 1861 Bumstead Ven. Dts (1879) 646 But sometimes
gummatous infiltration supervenes, constituting a gummous
meningitis. 1897 Allbutt’s Syst Med. II. 279 Ulcers,
gummous tumours, and so on
Crummy (gtrmi), a .

1 Forms: 6-J gummie,
(7 goomie, gommie), 4- gummy, [f. Gum
sb 2 + -yi

]
1. Of the nature of gum

; gum-like, sticky, viscid.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R xvii lxxvm (1495) 651

The beste kynde of gutta. semyth yf it he broke shynynge
wythin and gummy, a 1529 Skelton E. Rnmmyng 23

Her lewde lyppes twayne They slauer, men sayne, Lyke a
ropye rayne, A gummy glayre 1373 T urberv Faulconne
273 The gummie fatte of a fygge x6ox Holland Pliny I
3x3 Of this gummie and glutinous substance they frame also
their dores and entries which are wide and large 1646
Sir T Browne Pseud Ep 11 1 51 Gummy resinous bodies
Masticke, Camphire.and Storax 26491 Stanley Europa
etc 29 Myrrha darts Ihe gummy Jewells of her weeping
tiee 1677 Plot Oxfordsh 168 Especially if they have
a more gummy juice 1727 BradlcyFam Diet s v Aloes
Aloes foi ttfies the Stomach by its Gummy Substance 1789
I rans Soc Aits (ed 2) II 116 A black gummy matter it
contains 1818 Ktats Endyvt 1 229 And gummy frankin-
cense was sparkling bright ‘Neath smothering parsley 1830
Herschel Stud Nat Phil iii 1 (1851) 234 Those cases of
neai approach to the solid state which obtain in viscid or
gummy liquids 1890 Sara Duncan Social Departure 372
Their [mummies’] wide mouths stuffed with gummy drugs
2. Abounding m gum + Gummy thistle : the

gum-thistle (see Gum sb 2 9 b).

c 1420 Pallad on Hush, xi 222 1 his obseruance is to be
kept, seith he, In chmtreen and alle that gummy be. 1389
Fleming Virg Bucol vii 27 Heere is a herth and gummy
wood, heer’s fire good store alwaies. 1398 Florio, Euforbio

,

Euphorbium, or gummie thistle 1604 E G[rimstone]
D'A costa's Hist Indies v vm 350 Then set they fire vnto
it, increasing it still with goomie wood 1667 MiltonP L
x 1076The slant Lightning, whose thwart flame dnv’n down
Kindles the gummie bark of Firr or Pine 1732 Gentl Mag
II 670 The gummy Pine 1834 Aird Nebuchadnezzar 111 32
Of gummy pine she bore a waving brand. 1869 Aldrich
Story Bad Boy 62 There aie . ancient turtles wandenng
about that gummy woodland.

b Of a process . Attended with the production
of gum
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Pkaner 543 Starting-

points of the gummy disorganisation

3. Suffused with or exuding gum, or a guro-bke
substance, a Of the eyes.
1580 Hollyband Treas Rr Tong, En aiIII, which hath

the eies gummie. 1693 Dryden Persius (1697) 437 Ihe
j awning Youth Then rubs his gummy Eyes 1720 Swirr
Progr Beauty 13 Crack’d lips, foul teeth, and gummy eyes
*759 State Paper in Ann Reg. 252/1 His eyes . aregummy
particularly his left eye

b. Of the buds, etc of plants and trees.
1776-96 Withering Brit Plants (ed 3) II 21 Helmet of

the blossom gummy 1833 Tennyson Poems 36, 1 came and
lay Beneath those gummy chestnutbuds 1870 HooitrR
Stud Flora 197 Lmosfris vulgaris involucre gummy
+ e t? ansf Sticky, soiled, dirty. Obs.

1641 Sir W Mure Counterbnff 274 Our mlightened
King Ihrough clear, not gommie spectacles shall see
1720 Gay Poems (X745) II 22 Ihe wit. Whose gummy hat
no scarlet plumes adorn.

4. Said esp of the ankles and legs As if

charged with lumps of gum
;
puffy, swollen.

1737 Bracken Famery Impr. (1757) II 40 The great
Sinew behind should he large and a good way from the
Bone, otherwise he is what we call gummym this particulai
Part 1784 J Barry in Led Paint 111 (1848) 14B The legs
not only want beauty, but are even gummy and ill-formed
1797-1802 G Colman Br Grins, Low Ambition xx, Blear-
eyed, baker-kneed, and gummy 18x0 Blackw Mag V
539 No man with short, chubby, flat-sofed feet, and gummy
ancles, is naturally inclined to run foi a wager. 1824 W.
Irving T Irav II. 21 He had grown thickset and rather
gummy 1870 Miss Bridgman Jio Lynne II. vul 164 My
ankles ain’t ‘ gummy*
5 Comb., as gummy-legged

\
-like adjs

*737 Bracken l7amery Impr. (1757) II 172 There are
some gummy-leg'd Horse very apt to the Grease and
Scratches 1849 D Campbell Inorg Chem 272 The acid
thrown down by ammonia, ignited, is in gummy like

masses

Gummy (gfmi), a.2 Path. [f. Gumma + -y.]

» Gummatous.
x86x Bumstead Ven Dts (1879) 622 Gummy tumors of

the larynx are much more common than has been supposed
X873 T. H. Green Introd Pathol 234 Gummy growths
fiequently originate 111 the fibrous septa

-Gump (g©mp), sb dial, and U. S. A foolish

person, a dolt.

1823 Jamieson Suppl
, Gump, a numscull; a term most

generally applied to a female, conveying the idea of great
stupidity 1823 J Neal Bio Jonathan II xv 42 He’s
sort ofa naiteral too, I guess , rather a gump, hey ? 1848
Lowell Biglow P Poems 1800 II 47 An’ it makes a handy
sum, tu. Anygump could Iarn by heart 1883 F R Stockton
Rudder Grange vu 97 * Get down, gump said Pomona,
and down she scrambled x888 Advance (Chicago) 21 June
387 Molly, . has that great gump been making love to

you?
Gump (g»mp), ©. Sc and north. Also gumph.
a mtr To grope with the hands, esp. to grope
after fish. b. trans. To catch (fish) by groping
Also with out Hence Gu mpmg vbl. sb.

x8ix A Scott Poems 113 (Jam.) Whan I to ope the seal

had gumpit, For vera joy the board I thumpit. 1818 Hogg
Brownie Bodsbeck, etc II r68 Give me a specimen how
you gump the fish? . If ye’ll gang \vi* me I’ll let ye see

gumping to perfection Ibid 170 Gumpbing [see Guddling
vbl sb ] 1870W Brockie inW S Crockett Minstrelsy of
Merse (1893) 169 Ye never gumpt in a bum for trout 1881

J Younger Autohog xiu. There I gumped out half a stone
of speckled trouts

Gumpheon (g©’mfftn). Sc Also 9 gumphion.
[Corruption of Gonfalon or Gonfanon.] A
funeral banner.
a 1725 A Nisbet Heraldry (1742) II iv xiv 131 Next

followed the little gumpheon earned upright Ibid ,
Then

the great gumpheon or mort-head charged as_ afore-said

1815 Scott Guy M, xxxvii, Gumphions of tarnished white
crape.



GUMPLE-FOISTED, 509 GUN.

Gmnple-foi sted, a Sc Sulky, out of temper
(Cf Sc gumple-face ‘downcast countenance’, gumple-

fnccd
1 chap-fallen ’ see Eng Dial Diet

)

1824 Scott Rcdgauntlct ch vn, Ye are gumple foisted vvi’

me
Gumption, (gv mrjan) cottoq Also gum-
shion [Ong Sc

,
cf 1 um-, rumble-gumption .]

|

1

Common sense, mother wit, shrewdness
j

1719 RamsayFam Lpist 11 52 'Tib sma presumption Tosay
they’re but unlearned darks, And want the gumption 1783

m Grose Diet Vnlg tongue 1786 Andrews inEm op Mag
IX 210 Why this heie fellow heie, who wntes that there, 1

Has no more gumption than my founder’d mare c 1812

Sir C Napitr in W N Bruce Life 11 (1885) 76 It is
j

lapid movement that gives cavalry value, the application 1

of which 1 equires gumption m the commander 1817 Lamb !

Lett (1888) II 2 'lliere’d be many a damn let Fly At my
piesumption, If I should try, Being a fellow of no gumption

1819 J Lawrence in MonthlyMag XLVII 312 Adangeious
farrago of holy gumshion *832 Lytton Eugene A 1 ix,

One does not have gumption till one has been pioperly

cheated 1889 ‘Rolf Boldrewood’ Robbery under Arms 1

xvii, Ifthey show pluck and gumption they get promoted

2 . Painting a (See quot 1825) ’ Obs 1b. A
vehicle for colour
1813 Scott Tnermam 11 2 Interlude, This thicket, foi

their gumption fit, May furnish such a happy bit 1823

colours then gumption
’

b 1834 Fairmolt Diet Art, Gumption
,
this elegant and

expressive name is applied to a nostrum much m request

by painters in search of the supposed ‘ lost medium ’ of the

old masteis. 'I he formula for prepaiing this medium gives

a mixture of diying linseed oil and mastic varnish, which
gelatinises, or simple linseed oil and sugar of lead

1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint 205 T hey [various vehicles]

aie called ‘Meguilps’ fiom their inventor, one vauety
leceives the name of ‘ Gumtion’

Hence Gu mptionless a without gumption,

senseless

1823 Gai t Entail \xu 78 Come awa, ye gnmshionless cuif

1861 R Quin Heather Lmtie (1866) 147 Gumptionless

winnings

Gumptious (go’mi'Jas), a [f Gumption see

-ous.] Possessed of gumption, 01 common sense

(In some recent Diets )

Gumpus (go mpz“s) Sc = Gump sb

1823 Lockhart in Siott's Fam Lift (1894) II 297 Put
that [poi tmanteau] in your mouth, you gumpus 1825-80

111 Jamieson

Gu m-rash = Red-gum
1822-34 Goods Study Med ted 4] IV 422 Exomna

Strophulus
,
Gum-iash

Gum resin, gum-re sin, [f Gum sb 2 +
Resin ] A vegetable secretion consisting of lesm

mixed with gum or mucilage, e g ammoniac,

euphorbium, gamboge, etc

1712 tr Pomet's Hist Drugs I 64 It is a Gum-Rosm,
said, by some, to come from the same Tiee with the Chio

Turpentine 1800 Henry Epit Chem (1808) 280 Gum-
lesms, along with lesm, have an admixture of extractive

matter " 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI V 2 The gum lesm,

or Euphorbium of the chemist, is procured from thiee

species of Spuige 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner
136 The term gum-resin is used to indicate the mixtuie of

watery and resinous secretions, which is milky when fiesh

Hence Gum-rcsinous a
,
of the natute of a gum

resin

1830 Lindlcv Nat Syst Bot 46 The species all abound
m a viscid, yellow, aend, and purgative gum resmous juice

resembling Gamboge
Gum-stool see Gumble-stool

Gu'm-tree. [f Gum sb a + Tree ]

1 . Any tree that exudes gum • spec a. Any tree

of the genus Eucalyptus
;

Id Various species of

the N American genus Nyssa
;
c Sweet gum

tree of the U S
,
Liquidambar styracifua.

1676 T Glover m Phil Trans XI 628 1 here is likewise

black Walnut, Dogwood, Gum tree, with several others

1736 P Browne Jamaica 338 The Gum Tree yields a

great quantity of lesm, which serves for the boiling house

lamps 1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) 14 Found m the

body of the dwarf gum-tree x846 J L Stokts Discov

A ustralia II lit 108 The silvery stems of the nevei failing

gum tiees 1870 Wilson Austral Songs 140 The gum-trees

ghastly shadows downward thiew
attnb 1832 G C Mundy Our Antipodes (1857) 4 The

1

leaden tint of the gum-tree foliage

2

Phrases, (l/. S') To be up a gum-tree : to be

on one's last legs.
’Possum up a gum t> ee . the

title of a song or dance. (Aust/al ) lie has seen

his last gum-tree = it is all up with him
1837 Thacker ay Ravensvnng vn, ’Possum up a gum-tree,

eh? 1840 Haliburton Clockm Ser 1x1 xxi, Many’s the time

I have danced ‘ Possum up a gum tree ’ at a quiltin’ frolic

or huskin’ party

Hence Gum-treed a,, grown with gum-trees.

1883 P S Robinson Sinners # Saints 309 Modesta, a
queer, wide sheeted, gum-treed place

Gun. (g»n), sb Fonns 4-6 gonne, goonne,
grume, 5 gownne, gune, 6 goxi(e, gonn,
goon(ne, Sc gown, 5- gun {ME gunne, gonne

(riming with sonne =sun) , hence already m 14-

15th c the word was adopted as Welsh gwn, Insh

(also Sc Gaelic) gunna
,
Anglo-L. gonna

,
gunna

With regard to the ultimate etymology, a suggestion has
been made by Prof Skeat that ME gunne may lepresent

a hypocoristic form of a Scandinavian female name com-
pounded with Gunn-. This conjecture receives a strong
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confirmation from the fact (communicated to us byMr W H
Stevenson) that an account of munitions at Windsor Castle
111 1330-1 (Exchequer Accts Q R Bundle 18, no 34, Pub
Rec Office) mentions ‘una magna halista de coinu qum
vocatur Donuna Gunilda’ There me other mstam.es of
the practice of bestowing female peisonal names on en-
gines of wai

, but theie was no distinguished lady named
Gunilda (= ON Gunnhild-r

,
spelt Gunmld in Havelok)

in the 14th c , and it seems highly pi obable that this use of
the name may have come down from Scandinavian times,
when its exceedingly appropriate etymology would be
understood (both gimtt-r and hiId 7 mean 1 war ’) If
Gunnhildr

,

as is likely, was a name fiequently given to
ballistic and the like, it would naturally, on the introduction
of gunpowder, be given also to cannon Indeed, there is

some appearance of evidence that an explosive engine was
actually called by this name many years before the earliest
recorded instance of the use of gunpowder in warfare The
‘song against the retinues of the great people* in Pol Songs
(Camden) 237, which must have been written in the reign of
Edw II, contains the following passage —‘The gedelynges
weie gedered Of gonnylde gnoste ,

Palefreiours ant pages,
Ant bojes with boste, Alle weren y-haht Of an horse poste’
The correct translation of this passage, which has hitherto
been unexplained, seems to be as follows — ‘ The lackeys
were gathered out of Gunnild’s spark [OE gndst see
Gn ist sb ] , the grooms and pages, the varlets with their
boasting, all were hatched of a horse’s dung ’ According
to analogy, the regular ‘pet name’ in ON for Gmmhild-r
would be *Gtmna, which would give Gunne in ME , Rietz
Sv dial -lex

, mentions Gunne as a female Christian name
still surviving in Swedish country districts (In Iceland
Gunna is now common, but it is taken to stand for Gnfimht )
The other suggestions that have been made as to the

origin of the woid are obviously unsatisfactory Ihe
assumed OF *mangonne, of which gonne has been supposed
to be a shortening, is wiongly inferred fiom maugotmeau
Mangonel, and is not plulologically possible, unless as a
back-foi mation. The F gonne, large cask, does not occur
before the i6thc , and is regarded by Littre as adopted fiom
the Eng gun The conjecture that ME gunne is of echoic
origin peih involves no impossibility, but it has no positive

support, and little intrinsic probability ]

I The weapon
1 A weapon consisting essentially of a melal

tube (massive enough to require to be mounted on

a carriage or a fixed substiuclme) from which
heavy missiles aie thrown by the force of gun-
powder, or (111 later use) by explosive force ot any

kind , a piece of ordnance, cannon, * gieat gun’.

1339 1,1 Riley Lond Mem (1S68) 203 Item, 111 Camera
Gildaulae sunt sex Instrumenta de latone, vocitata Gonnes,
et quinque loleres ad eadem Item, peletse de pltimbo pio

eisdem Instruments, quae ponderant iiuc librte et dimidmm
Item, xxxn librae de pulvere pro dictis Instruments 1346
in A rclueologiaXXXII 381 Et eidem Thomse de Roldeston,

pei menus Wilhcbm de Stanes, ad opus ipsius Regis pio

gunms sms ixc xu lib sal petim [etc ] 1365-70 Exchequer
Accts Q R Bundle 395 No 1 (P R 0 ), lx gnnnes de

cupro [received at the Towei] ij magna gunnes de cupro

[in King’s private wardrobe] lj gunnes magna de cupro et

ix gunnes parva de cupro [sent to constable of the king’s

castle in the Isle of Sheppey], c 1370 J Arderne Pi actica

(MS Sloane) in Ptoirip Pam 219 Cest poudre vault a

getteje pelottes de fer, ou de plom, ou d’areyne, oue vn
instalment qe l’em appelle gonne c 1384 ChaucerH Fame
111 553 Went this foule tiumpes soun As swifte as pelet out

of gonne Whan file is m the poudre ronne 1393 Langi
P PI C xxi 293 SetteJj bowes of biake and brasene

gonnes, And shetep out shot ynowh 1404 Durham Acc
Rolls (Suitees) 395 Item unum gun cum pulvere pro guerra.

1450-70 Golagros $ Ganv 464 Gapand gunnys of brase

That maid ful gret dyn c 1470 Henry Wallace x 816 We
may nocht fie fra 3011 barge wait I weill, Weyll stuft thai ar

with gun and gan^e [jo ed 1570 , MS gwn ganje] off steill

1473 Warkw. Chi on (Camden) 8 The Kynge losyde his

gonnys of ordynaunce uppone them 1332 More Confut
TindaleWks 469/1 Except 1 yndall tell vs that Adamprynted
bokes, and made glasses, and snotte gunnes too m542Wyatt
m Tottell’s Misc (Aib ) 54 The furious goonne When that

the boule is rammed in to sone And that the flame cannot

part fiom the fire, Crackes m sunder 1*1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chi on Scot Ded (S, T S ) I 8 This roy of gt et

renowne vas muidreist lie ane misforttunit gown 1687 A
Loveli tr lhevenot'sTrav 1 272 She cained then fourteen

Guns, and had about two hundred Men on board 169a

Capt Smith's Seaman’s Grant 11 xvm 128 Gunners do
allow three Ounces of Powder for every hundied Weight of

Metal m lion Guns and Four Ounces in Brass Guns
1712 W Rogers Voy 14 A Frigate built Ship of 22 Guns.

1841 Elphinstone Hist Ind II 407 He mounted a batterj of

ten guns on a high and solid mound of eaith 185a Tenny-
son Death Wellington 97 He that gain’d a hundred fights,

Nor ever lost an English gun 1838 Greener Gunnery 60

The guns of the British nation may be divided into four

classes—Park, or Field artillery, Siege guns, or battering

train, gariison guns, and maune artillery. 1839 F A
Grhtiths ArtiL Man (186a) 50 A Gun (Smooth bore) is

divided into five parts, which are named Cascable, First

re-inforce, Second re-inforce, Chase, Muzzle *884 Tunes
(weekly ed ) 7 Mar 6/1 The guns of the Royal Aitillery

were admirably served

lb Guns are filed m honour of persons and

events, at festivities, and as signals ,
in the navy,

morning and evening gun, ‘ warning-pieces ’ fired

at morning and evening respectively ,
hence taken

to indicate the times at which these guns are fired.

1556 Chron Gr Friars (Camden) 51 The xx“ day of the

same monyth after came in the lorde amrelle of France un
to Grenwych with xuij goodly gallys, and many other

sheppes, and there was sbotte many gonnys Ibid 62 On
Bartylmew evyne was shott dyvers goonnes at the gattes m
London 1627 Capt Smith Seaman's Grain xm 61 Giue

them three gunnes for their funerals 1634, *66°» *<>94i *83®

[see Give v 14 c]. 1687 A Lovell tr Thevenots Trav
1 271 We put out English Colours, which they saluted with

a Gun without shot. 1712 S. Seivall Diary 8 Mar (1879)

II 339 Many Healths were drunk, and Guns filed at
drinking them 1748 A nsou’s Voy 11 m. 145 It being
represented to lum that the evening gun might possibly

discovei him he was prevailed upon to omit it for the
futme 1899 Sir A West Recoil I vi 206 A damaged
elLow did not prevent my sleeping till the morning gun

O fg
1335 Latimer m (1584) 2 What gieat peeces [sc of

oidnance] hath he [the devil] had of Bishoppes of Rome,
which haue destroyed whole Litties and countries, and haue
slaj ne and brent many 1 what great Guns were those 1 1651
Cli-vlland Poems 41 You’ie doubly free From the great
Guns, and sqiubbing Poetry 1820 Lady Granville Lett
(1894) I 188 Great oratorical guns are to be fired to day
1888 A T Pierson Evangelistic IVo/L xi 107 Sydney Smith
trailed the guns of his satire against the ‘ nest of consecrated
cobblers’ 1893 19th Cent Feb 193 The Government
could not of course run away from their guns

f 2 In the 1 5th c, used somewhat vaguely for

a large engine of war, often translating words
meaning ‘ mangonel, ballista, battering-ram Obs
The commonly cited example m K Ahs 3268 is due to

the scube of the 15th c Lincoln’s Inn MS ,
the reading in

MS Laud 622 being gylines
*1400 Rom Rose 4176 They ne dredde noon assaut Of

gmne, gunne, nor skaffaut c 1400 Melaync 1288 With
dartis kenely owte J>ay caste, Bothe with myghte & mayne.
With gownnes & with grete stones Giaythe gounnes
stoppede those gones [?=gomes, ‘men’] With peletes vs to

payne a 1400-50 A lexaiuier 2227 Sum with gunnes, of J>e

grekis girdis vp stanes 1432-30 tr Htgden (Rolls) IV 429
Vespasian trowblede the wall soie with gunnes and vuth
o}.er engynes [L ictu anc/is] 14 Voc in Wi -Wtllckei

594/35 Mangonale, a mangnel, or a gunne £1489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xh 132 He,made gounes & other engynes to

be caste ayenste the walles 1494 Fabyan Chi on vt ccm
213 The walles of the castell fyll without stioke of gunne 01

otliei engyne 1334 Whitinton 7 nllyes Offices 1 (1540) 17
The gones [L ames] beare downe the walls }et they aie to

beieceyved [a 1634 Sllden Table- f (Arb ) 65 The word
Gun was in use in England for an Engine to cast athing fiom
a man, long before there was any Gun powder found out ]

3

(Originally Hand-gun) Any portable file-

arm, except the pistol ; a musket, fowling-piece,

rifle, etc (Quot 1495 may belong to sense 1 )

1409 Excheq Accts. Q R Bundle 44 No 17 (P R O) uj.

canons de fen0 ove v. cliambies, unhandgone 1446, etc [see

Handgun] 1493 Aot 11 Hen VII, c. 64 Preamble, Armours
Defensives, as Haukerts Curesses Gonnes Speres Mare-
spikis a 1568 Ascham Scholem (Arb ) 64 To plate at all

weapones , to shote fain* in bow, or siuelie in gon 1674 tr.

Scheffer’s Lapland 98 They use Guns, which they with a
great dealofsuperstition enchaun t tha t theyshould never miss.

1794 Mrs Radclifi-e Myst Udolp/to ui, His gun was slung
aci oss Ins shoulders 1876 Besant & Rice Gold Bnitiijly

Prol i, Both men earned guns 1897 Butler, etc Hist Birds
IV. 63 A long single-barrelled gmi called the ‘goose-gun

1

4

. A missile hurled from an engine ot war Obs.

C138S Chaucer L G IV 637 Cleopatra, With grysely

soun out goth the grete gonne. And heterly they hui tel> 11

al atonys, ffiom the top doun comyth the grete stonys

C1420 Avow Arth lxv, Theie come fliand a gunne And
lemet as the leuyn

5 iransf a. One who carries a gun, one of

a shooting party.

1870 H Meade Ride New Zealand 284 Five guns went
before bieakfiast, and brought back 107 [pigeons] 1886
Shooting (Badm Libr 1895) 145 Where birds are plentiful

much delay may be avoided by providing at least as many
reti levers as there are ‘guns ’ 1897 Pall MallMag Nov.
402 The irritable gun stamps his foot impatiently

b An artilleryman, a gunner
1896 R Kipling Seven Seas 200 There was no one like

hm, 'Orse or Foot Nor any o* the Guns I knew. *898 Pall
Mall Mag Sept 97The guns are cool, pi ecise and nerveless.

6. Phiases.

a As a gun, used as an intensive or supeilative

expression — perfectly, absolutely, esp in {as) sure

as a gun * beyond all question, to a dead certainty.

1622 Fletcher Prophetess 1 m. You are right, master,

Right as a gun 1633 J Smith Musarum Deliciee 79 But
when he thought her as suie as a gun She set up her taile

and away she run. 1681 Dryden Sp Friar lit 11, As sure

as a gun, now, father Dominic has been spawning this young
slender antichrist <*1700 B E Diet Cant Crew,A s sure as
a Gun, or Cock-sure 1733 Fielding Intrig Chambermaid
1 i Wks 1882 IX 396 ’Tis as pure, and as sure, and secure

as a gun, The young lover’s business is happily done 1764
Foote Mayor ofG 1 Wks 1799 I 174 Gad’s my life, sure

as a gun that’s her voice 1864 Hawthorne S Felton

(1883) 389 You will kill yourself, sure as a gun 1 1881 Cen-

tury Mag XXIII 45/2 Hello » where is that boy? Gone,
as sure as guns
b To stand or stick to one's gtm{s to maintain

one’s position, not to flmeb. or retire before an

attack.

1841 S Warren Ten Thous a Yr vi. 198 Titmouse, though
greatly alarmed, stood to his gun pretty steadily 1881

Mrs Riddell Myst Palace Gard 1 10 He stuck to his

guns. 1899 Mrs Alexander Bi own, V C. 259 An animated

colloquy ensued Manvers stuck to his guns

c Son of agun, a somewhat depreciatory term

for 1 man, fellow ’ (See quot 1867)
1708 Brit . Apollo No 43 3/2 You’r a Son of a Gun 1840

Barham Iitgol Leg , Cynotaph (note), We heard the rough

voice of a son of a gun Of a watchman, 1 One o’clock 1

bawling 1849 Thackeray Pendenms Ix, What a happy
feller I once thought you, and what a miserable son ofa gun
you really are 1 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh

,
Son of a

gun, an epithet conveying contempt in a slight degree, and
originally applied to boys born afloat, when women weie
permitted to accompany their husbands to sea, one admiral

declared he literally was thus cradled, under the breast of

a gun carriage *883 Harpeds Mag Oct 739/2 Thou
lubberly, duck-legged son of a gun
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7 G-reat gun a. A fire-arm of the larger

kind which requires to be mounted for firing;

a piece of ordnance, a cannon (Distinguished

from small guns, under which appellation were
included muskets, rifles, etc.

,
the terms are now

obsolete )
1408 ?Thevisa. tr Vegetins' Art of War iv xxii (Roy
MS 18 A XII) in Promp Pam 219 Grete gonnes that

shete now a dales stones of so grete peyse that no walle may
with stonde them , as hathe be wele shewede bothe in the
Northe cunt re, and eke in the wenes of Wales 1528 T
Magnus in St Papers (1836) IV 323, s gret gonnes of brasse
called cannons 1556 Citron Gr Frtars (Camden) 60 That
same tyme all the gattes of the citte of London was layed
with grett gonnes with in the citte warte 1650 D Pell
Impi Sea 256 The crack of a great Gun 1660 willsford
Scales Comm 106 A Mount or Platform is to be raised for

battery, on which the great guns are to be mounted 1662

J Davies tr. Oleanus' Voy Ainbass 5 They were receiv’d

with the shooting off the great Guns 1684 S G Angl
Spec 807 The Manufactures are great Guns, made of the
Iron in this County a 1713 Burnet Own Twte (1734) II

1 39 He sent for some more Ammunition, and some gieat
Guns 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng v I 611 Theie would
have been much difficulty in dragging the great guns to the
place where the battle was raging

b A person of distinction or importance
;
one

who is great or eminent m anything. Also biggun.
x8i5<Lady Granville Lett (1894) I 71 None of the great

guns were at Madame de Coligny’s 1825 Scott Pam,
Lett (1894) II 234 A worthy clergyman, one of the gieat
guns, as they call them 2843 Haliburton Attache I xv
265 The great guns, and big bugs 1838 R. S Surtees
Ask Mamma lvu 238 Sir Moses being the great gun of the
evening, of course timed himself to arrive becomingly late

1867 Dickens Let 29 Mar. (1880) II 26 The colleges
mustered in full force from the biggest guns to the smallest
1870 Blaine Encycl Rnr Sport (ed 3) § 4073 Great guns
m the pugilistic ring 1880 Disraeli Endym. xl, I do not
despair of its being done But what I want is some big
guns to do it.

e. To blow great guns' to blow with great
violence, to blow a violent gale.
1829 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) 1. 333 It blew great guns.

1840 Dickens Bant. Pudge xxxiu. It blows great guns
indeed There'll be many a crash in the forest to night.
1883 C J Wills Mod, Persia 389 At sunset, as is usual at
this place, it blew great guns.

d. Greatguns > used as an exclamation
189S Pall Mall Mag Aug p xxxvi, But great guns 1

is a man obliged to blurt out everything he honestly thinks?

II Transferred uses.

8 Mining (See quots ) 1 Obs.

*747 Hooson Mineds Diet , Gun ofWood, the same with
a hollow Plug 1735 Chambers Cycl Supp , Gun is also a
name given by the miners, to an instrument used in cleaving
rocks with gunpowder. It is an iron cylinder.. having a
hole drilled through it to communicate with the inside of
the hole in the rock

9. slang and dial. A flagon (of ale). To be in
thegun (see quot 1785) [Cf Goan, Gawk ] ? Obs.
1643 Evelyn Diary (1889) I 220 Captain Powell invited

me on board, where we had a dinner of English powdered
beef and other good meat, with store of wine and great
guns, as the manner is 1674 RayN C Words 23 A Gun,
a great flagon of Ale sold for 3

1 or 41' a 1700 B E Diet
Cant Crew, s v Gun, In the Gun, Drunk 1729 Theobald
in Nichols Illustr Lit Hist (181:7) II 246, I think there
is a vehicle m the University, which they call a ‘ Gun of
Ale’ 1783 Grose Diet. Vnlg Tongue s v. He’s In the
Gun, he is drunk, perhaps fiom an allusion to a vessel called
a gun, used for ale in the universities.

10. slang orjocular. A tobacco pipe.
1708 E Cook Sot-weed Factor (1863) 3 Out our Landlord

pulls a Pouch, and straight begun To load with Weed
his Indian Gun <11848 Kerr Maggie o' the Moss, etc.
(1891) 93 We each filled our ‘gun ’ with the best Glasgow'
spun [tobacco]

11. Glass-manuf. (See quot

)

*889 Encycl Brit X 662 (Plate Glass) The breadth of
the plate is determined within the limits of the table by
the two sides of the ‘gun’, an apparatus consisting of two
plates of cast-metal, placed m front of the roller, and bolted
together by cross bars at a distance apart which can be
easily altered and adjusted according to the bieadth of
plate the apparatus is intended to control

1 12. slang. (See quot and cf. Gunner 7 ) Ob
*7*° Spiller in Anti-Theatre No 13 ir 8 Rohinsc

Crusoe has distinguished himself by many strange ar
unaccountable stones, which your smart fellows in coi
versation are pleased to call guns

13. slang A thief; also ‘rascal’, ‘beggar’.
1838 A. Mayhew Pavedw Goldu 1 70, I tell you yc

aiI
l

c
.
a
'?5i

I

r
nC,^0T make a gun (thief) of this here young fia

1803 in W B Jerrold Signals Distress 9 A year or two
practice in the delicate profession of a ‘ gun ’ (a pickpockei
1890 Rolf Boldrewood 1

Col, (i8qi) 210 He
was always scraping the run bare as he could for fat stocl
and let these old guns have their fling till he’d got tm
to clear em all out. 1894 A Morrison Tales Mca
Streets 253 Circumstances had always been against Scudd

ftothief
gUB* The WOrd gUn IS a friendly synony

IH. Combinations
14. General relations a simple attrib., as gun

-action, -bon, -breeching
, -cart

,
-cattle

, company
,

-crew, draught
,
drug(Drug sb, 2), emplacementjctc-

toty, -founder
, -foundry, -gear, -guard

,

+ hammer,

Thoy, -licence, -match, mounting, -mouth, -nipple

,

-nostril, -park, \peck, quoin, -rack, -range, roller,
’-ship, -sight, -stand, -steel

, •f tampion, -team, -trade
-wad, -wadding, -wharf, wheel, -yard.

1897 B'hani Weekly Post 8 May 4/6 Richard Hill, “gun-
action filer 1806 Hutton CourseMath II 343 1 he whole
length of the “gunbore 1833 J Holland Mannf Metal
II 105 A “gun breeching till of late years, was what it still

remains in muskets used in the army, simply a plug set ewed
into the end of the barrel 1898 Century Mag Apr 928/2
[He] most ingeniously lan his *gun-cart far into the surf in
the wake of a receding wave 1846 H Torrens Rem
Mil Lit .J- Hist I 107 note, The breed of “gun cattle has
much degenerated of late years xSgjOuitng{U S)XXX.
282/1 The two “gun companies were transferred to the
infantry arm. of the service. 1863 T. W Higginson Army
Life (1870) 92 Even among the “gun-crews, not a man was
hurt 1846 H Torrens Rem Mil Lit <$ Hist I 107 note.
The bullock, useful as he is for heavy “gun draft in this

country 1879 Man. Artil Exerc 583 The 7-mch R M L.
gun of 7 tons may be transported by land by heavy “gun
drug for 23 tons. Ibid 84 The roads, or lines of com-
munication between the gun park and various “gun em-
placements 1876 Voyle& Stevenson Miht Diet (ed 3)
s v , Elswick . was formerly an adjunct of the Royal “Gun
Factory *349 Privy Council Acts (1890) II 287 To Giles
Pacquet,*gonfounder,towardes the making of certejne peces
of brasse 1628 R N orion Gunner 44 1 hat all his Gunne-
founders should thenceforth cast all Cannons of 18 Dyametres
of their Bores in length. 1688 Capt J S. Fortification 132
By this a Gun-Founder maycast Guns, accoidmg to demand
1870 Daily News 21 Oct ,Bourges having an aisenal and
“gunfoundries 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wotd-bk

, *Gun gear,
everything pertaining to its handling. *883 Clark Russell
Sailors' Lang , Gun-gear, left-handed rope used for securing
cannons on board ship 1896 A Austin Jameson's Ride
11, If sound be our sword, ana saddle, And gun-gear 1897
5 L HindeCongo Arabs 124 The officer had the real guard
and more particularly the “gunguard under supervision.

148S Naval Acc Hen VII (,1896) 50 “Gonne hamers
uj. 1726 Land Gaz. No 6454/2 A “Gun Hoy of the
Burthen of 70 Tons. 1886W W. Fowler Year with Birds
9 The “gun licence and its own rapid flight give it a fair

chance of escape 1644 Nye Gunnery (1647) Title p , The
art of Gunnery. Wherein is described the true way to
make “Gun-match, [etc ] 1799 G Smith Laboratory I.

17 With quick match or with gun match, they file them,
1892 Labour Commission Gloss , *Gun mountings, the
framework upon which the guns on a vessel are mounted,
that is the carnages with their fittings andfixtuies 1659D Pell lmpr Sea Prooem B vj, I may say of these mens
“Gunmouthes, Out of these Gun-mouthes go burning
lamps, and sparks of fire leap out of their “Gun-nostrils
[cf Job xli 19] 1837 Livingstone Trav xv 280 The
powder in the “gun-mpples cannot be kept dry 1769
De Foe's Tour Gt Brit I 136 On the East or Lower-pat t

of the Town, is the Gun-yard, commonly called the Park,
or the “Gun park, where is a prodigious Quantity of Cannon
of all Sorts for the Ships of War 1879 Eseegun emplace-
ment], X497 Naval Acc. Hen VII (1896) 72 Gonne hamurs
nj, “Gonne pekkes viij 1879 Man Artil. Exerc 98,
4 and s scotch the wheels with the “gun quoins 1799
Sporting Mag XIV 107 One of the hooks in the “gun-
rack caught the trigger 1856 Kane Arctic Expl I xxvu
356 If I am fortunate enough to stalk within “gun-range
*879 Man Artil Exerc g6 The special “gun roller, when
m use, rests on two gudgeon plates fitted to the cheeks of the
overbank or top carnage 1898 P H Colomb in Nat Rev
Aug 842 That fighting ships—that is, “gun-ships—should
no longer be supplied, as at present universally, with
toipedoes 1867 Smyth Saileds Word Ik

,
*Gun-sight

1836 Kane Arct Expl. II, vui. 89, I jumped at once to
the “gun stand, 1891 Pall Mall G 30 May 7/1 “Gun steel
in this country is subjected to the severest tests 1485
Naval Acc. Henry VII (189® 69 “Gonne Tampyons
1897 Cavalry Tactics xvi 112 If the attack succeeds, the
guns must be earned off or disabled , the easiest way for
the former would be to utilise the “gun-team horses *833
J Holland Mannf Metal II 94 The Birmingham “gun-
trade. 1876 Voylf & Stevenson Miht Diet. (ed. 3) 457“Gun wads are stated to have no effect on the velocity of
the ball 1838 Simmonds Diet Trade, *Gwiauaddmg,
circular pieces of card-board, cloth, felt, and chemically
prepared substances, used to keep down the charge of ball
or shot, &c in a gun 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780)
Arcenal de vtartne, a royal dock-yard, together with its
wanen or “gun-wharf. 1890 W. J Gordon Foundry no
The guns at the Portsmouth gun-wharf 1879 Man Artil
Exeic 95 Scotch the “gun wheels with handspikes. 1760
“Gun yard [see gun-park],

b. objective, as gun-bearer, -boring, -carrying,
fighting, firing, forger, forging, -handling,
-testing, etc c. instrumental, as gun-fight, -mw -

der
; gun-equipped, mounted adjs,

*883 G, Allen m Knowl 18 Aug 97/r Their [rabbits’]
hereditary foe, man, the possible hunter and probable “gun-

n
e
i T 9AELYLE ,

Fr' Rev 111 vi >. This Thing,
called La Revolution, which , hangs over France, noyadmg,
fusffiading, fighting, “gun-boring 1896 Daily News 4 Nov
V?

J-ae “gun-carrying power of the torpedo vessels 1897
Ibid 8 Mar 3/2 Another silent host of hooded, shrouded,
and gun-equipped warriors. 1639 D Pell lmpr Sea
Prooem B ij b, “Gun-fighting Ships. Ibid. B vb, Great
roaring “Gun fights 1848 Clough Let, 22 May, Poems6 Prose Rem (1S69) I 125 The perpetual “gun-firing gaveme a head ache *894 Lond Gas No 3008/4 "Whoever
gives notice of him to Mr John Parimter, “Gun forger,
shall have a Guinea. 1639 D Pell lmpr Sea Prooem

Ihese are the Gun-handling and Canon-finng Lads of
t!l« World 1846 H Torrens Rem Mil, Lit. Hist, I
^7 we, too, have our war chariots, “gun mounted 1833Kane Gnnnell Exp xxxvi. (1836) 332 My old hostility to
“gun-murder was forgotten, x8g8 Westm Gaz. 14 Feb 7/3Orders have been issued for a “gun-testing party to be
despatdied irom the Sheerness School of Gunneiy

d. Forming, with a prefixed numeral, an
adjectival compound qualifying ship,frigate, etc.

J knro Lett Navy 11 (1737) 93 That every captain
°*f “rty gun ship . have a power to hold a court martial
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) U 2 b, A seventy-four
Sunship 1807-8 Syd. Smith Piymley's Lett Wks i8sgll
lyS/ 1 Three forty-gun fngates landed 1100 men underHumbert 183a MarryatN Forster xxxiv, I married a
couple on board of a . ten-gun hng

15 . Special combs gun apron (see quot.)

;

gun barrel (see Barbel sb. 7) ; also comb gun-
bat rel grinder, maker, proven

; gun-beam (see
quot ) ;

gun-brig, a two-masted ship of war, now
obsolete

;
gun-brush, a cylindrical or conical brush

for cleaning the bore of a gun
; gun-carriage (see

Carriage 27) ; gun-case, a case for holding a
gun ; also colloq. a name for a judge’s tippet

,

gun-chamber (see quot 1S67); gun cruiser, the
same as Cruiser ; gun-orutch (see quot.)

; + gun
dust, the metallic dust produced m the boring
of cannon, gun-fire, the firing of a gun 01
guns; Naut and Mil the time at which the
morning or evening gun is filed; gun flmt (see
Flint sb. 2 b)

; gun-harpoon, a harpoon fired

from a gun instead of being thrown by hand
; gun

hoop, one of the coiled or forged steel envelopes
shrunk on the central tube of a modem cannon

,

gun-house, a sheltei for the protection of a gun and
the gunner in action

; gun-iron, (a) the iron used
in the manufacture of guns

, (/;) a gun-harpoon
(Cent Dut~)\ gun-lift, a hoisting arrangement
for mounting and dismounting cannon (Wilhelm
Mil Diet. 1881); gun-money, (a) = Gunnage;
(b) money coined (by James II in Ireland) from the
metal of old guns (see quot 1853); gun-paper
(see quot.), gun-pendulum, (a) ‘a device em-
ployed to determine the initial velocity of pro-
jectiles by means of the recoil of the gun’
(Hamersly Naval Encycl. 1881); (b) ‘a pendu-
lous box with sand-bags to receive the impact of
a ball fired from agun 01 cannon, and used to deter-
mine the strength of powder

"
(ICmght Diet. Mech

1875) , gun-pit, (a) Fortif, an excavation made
to receive guns foi protection against the enemy’s
fire

,
(b) ‘a pit for receiving the mold used 111

casting a gun, or for receiving the tube 01 jacket
in assembling a built-up gun ’ (Cent Diet)

,
gun-

port, a port-hole for a gun ; gun-portion, -rest
(see quots ) ;

gun-runner colloq

,

one engaged 111

gun-running, the practice of illegally conveying
firearms and ammunition into a country; gun-
sawdust, an explosive made, m a similar way to
guncotton, by steeping sawdust 111 nitric and sul-

phuric acids; gun-searcher (see quot.); + gun-
sleeved a

,

having gun-shaped sleeves
; gun-

slide, in naval guns, ‘the chassis on which the
top-carnage carrying the gun slides in recoiling’
(Cent Diet ) ; gun-slmg (see quot ) , gun-
spaniel, a spaniel that has been trained to accom-
pany gunners , gun-stiok, a ramrod, rammer

;

gun-tackle, (a) Naut in full, gun-tackle-purchase,
‘ a tackle composed of a rope rove through two
single blocks’ (Smyth); also attrib. gun-tackle
block', (b) an arrangement of blocks and ropes
for moving guns ; + gun-trap, a trap which when
touched discharges a firearm

;
gun-vessel, ? a

small ship of war ; gun washings, the water 111

which a gun has been washed
; gun-work, (a)

any labour performed in connexion with ordnance,
its pioduction, inspection, or the like, (b) shooting
with a gun or rifle.

1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit Diet, (ed 3), Aprons,
*Gttn, covers for the protection of the vent and tangent
blocks ofguns against ram and dirt. 1789 {title) An Essay
on Shooting, containing the various Methods of Forging,
Boring, ana Dressing “Gun Barrels. 1822-34 Goods Study
Med. (ed 4) I 466 Edge-tool and gun-barrel grinders 1838
Grelner Gunnery 291 It cannot be too often repeated, that
a gun barrel is a spring, to all intents and purposes. 1858
Simmonds Diet Trade, Gun bat rel maker Gun bat rel
prover 1898 Encycl Sport II 168 (Punt shooting), *Gwi-
beam, the principal beam in the fore deck, which supports
the mam weight of the gun in its crutch 1801 Nelson m
Nicolas Disp (1845) IV 314 Captain Rose volunteered his

services to direct the “Gun brigs 1833 Marryat P. Simple
(1863) 123 Our gun-bi igs, a sort of vessel that will certainly
d—n the inventor to all eternity. 1799 Memoirs Med Soc.
Lond V 407 (heading) Case of a “Gun Brush penetrating
the Cianium 1874 Kemmis Treat Mil Carnages 171
Gun brushes are used for cleaning the bores of M L R
guns, the heads are conical m form 1769 Falconer Did
Marine (1780), Cheville a. ceilettes d'afftlt, the eye-bolts
of the “gun carnages 1879 Cassell’s Techn Educ. Ill 309
Two gunners sit immediatelybehind the horses, on the front
of the gun-carriage 1857 Thoreau Maine W. (1894) 36B
Polls picked up a “gun case of blue broadcloth. 1877 Mrs.
Forrester Migtion I 22 The only indication that its owner
is a votary of ‘le sport’, is the neat mahogany gun case
fastened to the wall 1895 Westm Gaz 6 Aug 3/1 The
tippet or 1 gun-case ’ of scarlet cloth from the right shoulder
to the left side, held m by the sash or girdle *485 Naval
Acc Hen VII (1896) 38 “Gonne chambres ny lx *867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

, Gun-chambers In eaily artilleiy

a movable chamber with a handle like a paterero, used in

loading at the breech. In more recent times the name has
been used for the small portable mortars for firing salutes
in the parks 1884 R D White in Pall Mall G 13 Nov,
5/1 Of “gun cruisers we should have at least one for

every station, and two or three in reserve. 1808 Encycl

,

Sport II 168 (Punt shooting), *Gun-crutck

,

the spur in

which the gun rests on the gunbeam 1703 T. N. City

# C. Purchaser 133 Earthen-floors are commonly made
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of I line, and Brook sand, and *Gundust, or Anvil-dust

from the Forge Ibid 207 A Gallon of Boieing (or Gun)
Dust 1823 Chabb Technol Diet s v , *Gun-fi7 e, the time

at which the morning or e\ emng gun is fired 1833

M «lRRYAT P Simple (1863) no, I will give you leave to go
tomorrow morning and stay till gun-fire 1898 P H
Colomb in Nat Rev Aug 841 Quite possibly an English
admiral would have risked the dangers of navigation rather

than the dangers of gun-fire *746 Cooke in Hanway's
Trav. (1762) I iv, liv 253 The Tartars offered them two
large loaves of biead, in exchange for a *gun flint 18*7
Faraday Chew Manip 111 71 A gun-fliht is convenient for

scratching on the surface of glass 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk ,
*Gun-harpoon 1891 DailyNews 26 May 2/6 1 he

exhibit, which consists ofa hollowforging (technicallyknown
as a *gun hoop) is 23 feet long, and weighs 34 tons. 1893

Lloyd &JHadcock Artillery v 109 The firer looks along

the sights above the roof of the shield or *gun-house 1881

Greener Gun 257 All the iron for gun-work is ofa superior

quality to that to begeneiallyobtained, and isknown as *gun-

lron vjxzLond, Gaz No 5019/4 RewaidsoPGun-money for

the said Service 1853 Humphreys Coin-Coil Man II 511

The base silver money struck by James II
,
in 1689

principally from some brass cannon, from which they took

the name of gun-money, but they were composed of a
mixture of metals, in which silver foimed a small pro-

portion 1867 Smyth Sailor’s Word-IL
,
Gun and head

money, given to the captors of an enemy's ship of war
destroyed, or deserted, in fight It was formerly assumed
to be about ,£1000 per gun, 1853 Faraday Led, Non-
metallic Elem 1, no Other forms of ligmne or woody tissue

may be made to assume the peculiar condition of gun-cotton

by similar treatment. Thus we may have gun-sawdust, and
what may be termed *gun-paper 1867 Smyth Sailor’s

Word Hi

,

*Gun-pendulum See Ballistic Pendulum *883

Mackinlay Tcxt-bk Gunnery 146 The gun-pendulum has

lately been occasionally used in experiments to find the

recoil of small arms 1877 M Prior m Daily News
1 Oct , We saw the Russians building *gun pits and shel-

ter trenches for our next attack *884 Mil Enpneermg
(ed 3) I. 11 8 Field artillery positions protected by breast-

works and gun-pits 1760 Falconer Diet Marine (1780)

U 2 b, The *gun-ports of tne lower deck. 1894 Daily News
22 Aug 5/6 An officer on board the steamer Islam
denies that the portholes were ever meant for gun-ports,

being intended for the readier discharge of cargo into

lighters 1876 Voyle & Stevenson MiIII Diet, (ed 3),

*Gun Portion

,

m fortification, is half the merlon on each

side of the gun, that is to say, 9 feet on one side of the

embrasure and g feet on the other 1884 Mil Engineering
(ed 3) I it 44 The gun-portion parties, consisting of as

many parties as there aie guns, aie distributed on their

tasks by their respective NCO’s 1898 Encycl Sport II

168 (Punt shooting), *Gun-rest, a flat wooden support for

the barrel of the gun It has a long handle, enabling the

fowler to regulate the elevation of the gun iSgg Athemenm
21 Oct 551/1 Isaacs, the *gun-runner, has good points as

a man. 1883 Standard 21 Mar 3/2 Two Europeans.,
were arrested m the act of *gun-running on the Pondoland
frontier 1853 *Gun sawdust [see gun-papei] 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk

,
*Gun-searcher, an iron instrument with

several sharp pointed prongs and a wooden handle it is

used to find whether the bore is honey-combed 1786

Coalman’s Courtsh Creel-Wife’s Dau. (ed 20) 6 No less

than a *gun sleev'd linen sark on him. 1867 Smyth Sailor’s

Word bk , *Gun-shngs, long rope giommets used for hoisting

m and mounting them 1754 Ess. Manning Fleet sg Every
Greyhound, Pointer, Setter, and *Gun-Spaniel. 1589

Nottingham Rec (1889) IV 227 For mj *gunstickes and
twoe drumme stickes xvjrf 1746 Miles in Phil. Trans
XLIV, 32 The Sulphur, tho’ of a great Thickness round

the said Gun stick, could by no means be excited to any
tolerable Degree 18S9 Bartlett Did Amer, Gun stick,

a ramrod Western. 1795 R Dodd Rep Hartlepool 16

Merely knowing the management of a *gun-tackle. 1838

Simmonds Diet Trade, Gun-tackle, the blocks and pulleys

of a gun-carnage affixed to the side of a ship, by which it is

run in and out of the porthole 1839 F A Griffiths
Artil Man (1862) 108 ‘ A gun tackle

r
increases the effect

of the power threefold. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed 6)55

Gun tackle purchase Two double blocks, each fitted with

a hook 1891 Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wrecker (1892)

217 The decks weie washed down and a gun tackle pur-

chase rigged, before the boat aruved. 1898 P H Colomb
Mem IsorA C Key 350 That the strops of the gun-tackle

blocks should henceforth he of wire instead of hemp 1749

F. Smiih Voy Disc II 3 These *Gun Traps are usually

set under some Bank Side, or in a Hollow Way x8oo

Med Jml III. 238 A sailor belonging to a *gun-vessel

1833 Weslm Rev XXIII Advt to No xlv 8 A free govern-

ment is like a gun-vessel, with its gun amidships. 1898 P
Manson Trop Diseases vn 134 The skm [in Yellow Fever]

is said to emit a peculiar odour like *gun washings 1858

Greener Gunnery 183 This iron is sold to the *gun-work

forgers 1889 Century Diet s v, An officer detailed upon

gun-work exclusively 1899 IVestm Gaz 13 Sept. 2/1 M
Foa's record of his gun-work amongst the big game of

Central Africa.

Gun (g»n), v. Inflected gunned, gunning,
[f Gun sb.]

fl trans, a. To provide with guns (See also

Gunned a ) b To assail or fight with guns. Obs.

[1639 see Gunned 3 a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman 111,

I cannot chuse but laugh to think how I shall gun the

Oviedo’s and Pirracco’s 1698 Vanbrugh 2nd Pt AEsop
They gilded her, and painted her, and rigg’d and gunn d
her, and so sent her a privateering.

2. mtr. To shoot with a gun; hence, to make
war. To gun for . to shoot for, to go in search of

with a gun. Chiefly to go gunning, in which the

participial form represents historically a-gunmng
(see Gunning vbl. sb, and -ing 2). Chiefly U.S.

a 162a Sir R Hawkins Observ. S 10 (1622) 19 Which is

a had custome received and vsed of many ignorant persons

presently to gun at all whatsoever they discover, before they

speake with them x6z» Drayton Poly-olb xxm (174°) 35S
Forc’d by some yelping cute to give the greyhounds view,

Which are at length let slipwhen gunning out they go. 1767

N Eng Hist Gen Register (i860) XIV 47 All Persons
coming to gun on said Island after Game 1779 D Gookin
Ibid (1862) XVI 20 Our men went out this day gunning, saw
deer and wud Turkey, killed none 1839 Marryat Diary
Amer Ser 1 II 102, I was hardly twelve years old, and
had never been allowed to go out gunning 1863 U S
Grant in Century Mag (1889) Nov 146/2 The whole cap-
tures since the army started out gunning, will amount to

(

not less than twelve thousand men and probably fifty pieces
of artillery 1888 Century Mag Mar 780/1 The guaids
used to gun for prisoners’ heads . after the fashion of
boys after squirrels

Gun, pa t of Gin v 1

II Guna (gu'na), sb. Also goon [Skr guna ]
In Sanskrit Grammar

,

the middle grade of an
ablaut-senes of vowels; by the native Indian

grammarians viewed as produced from the weak
grade by the prefixing of the vowel a ;

the process

of raising a vowel to the middle giade Hence
sometimes used m Indo-germamc comparative

grammar for the e-grade of the o • e :

0

series.

Also attnb. Hence Gu ua v trans
,
to Gunate.

1804 Carty Skr Gr 12 The vowel which would otherwise
take goon 1835 Woi laston Sir Gr 5 The change is called

Guna 1841 H H Wilson Skr Gram (1847) 7 The purport

of the terms Gufia and Vriddhi Ibid
,
The Gufta and

Vriddhi representatives 1862 T Clark Compar Gram,
§ 117 80 The four classes are distinguished by the use or

omission of guna, The First Class both gunaes and accents

the root vowel The Sixth Class does not guna the root

vowel x866 Max Muller Skr. Gram, xr The corre-

sponding Guna vowel

Q-unal, obs. form of Gunwale.
Gimarcliy: see Gynarchy.
Gunate (gu mU), v [f. Guna + -ate 3

.] trans.

In Sanskrit Grammar, to subject to the change

known as guna. Hence Guna ted ppl a ;
Guna -

tion, the process of gunating or condition of being

gunated.
1864 M Williams Skr Gram 24 The vowels of roots

cannot be gunated or vnddhied Ibid 25 The practice of

gunating vowels is not peculiar to Sanskrit alone 1868 tr

Benfey’s Skr Gram (ed 2) 34 note, A long or short radical

1, u, n, is generally gunated, if final 1879 Whitney Skr
Grant 104 The abl and gen masc and fern have regularly

the ending j with gunated vowel before it 188a Ogilvje,

Gunate Gunahou
Gun-boat, gunboat (gombemt).

1, A boat or small vessel of light draft carrying

one or more guns of large calibre
;
any small vessel

fitted for carrying guns.

*793 Chaoturd in Ld Auckland's Corr (1862) III 117

The enemy were masters of the shore, and entirely com-
manded it by their gunboats 1797 Nelson in Nicolas

Disp (1845) II 404 The Spaniards having sent out a great

numbei of Mortar Gun-boats and armedT Launches *836

Marryat Midsh Easy xni, A small convoy under the

protection of two gun-boats x88o McCarthy Own Times
III xlu 264 Four of the gunboats were almost immediately

disabled
attnb. 1804 Larwood No Gun Boats 25 A forest of Gun-

boat-masts Ibid 40 This is the reception destined for the

Gun Boat Armada 2874 Bancroft Eootpr. Time xxvi 664

A second unsuccessful gunboat attack

2 local U.S. Coal-mining 1 A self-dumping box

on wheels, used for raising coal on slopes, and

holding three or four tons of coal ’
(Cent Diet.).

Guu-cotton (go akpt’n). A highly explosive

compound discovered in 1846 by Schonbein, and

prepared by steeping cotton in nitric and sulphuric

acids, formerly much used for blasting, but now
almost superseded by dynamite.
Chemically, gun-cotton is one of a series of nitrates of

cellulose differing in composition and properties according

to the strength of acid used and the period of digestion

From other members of the series are obtained the products

celluloid and collodion See also Pyroxylinf.

1846 Mech Mag 3 Oct. 330 The last and mostcurious experi-

ment was the explosion of a piece of the gun cotton when
placed upon loose gunpowder. 1846 Col Hawker Diary

(1893) II 269 (31 Oct } Went to see Mr Charles Lancaster,

after his miraculous escape in firing the new gun cotton 1846

A tin Reg 203 The interest of scientific men and of the public

has been strongly excited by tbe discovery by Professor

Schonbein of an explosive compound called Gun Cotton

1847 Faradaym B Jones Life (1870) 237 ,

1

do not talk about

gun-cotton, because I think you will let me know when any-

thing philosophical or important turns up respecting it.

1873 Darwin Insectiv PI vi, 125 Gun Cotton which consists

of cellulose with the hydrogen replaced by nitrogen i8g4

Times 31 Jan 3/2 [Dr Odlmg said] * Guncotton was most

commonly used to express the least solubleform, andthere was

a broad distinction between collodion cotton and guncotton

attnb 1876 DailyNews 30 Nov. 3/5 The short, sudden

crack of a gun-cotton detonation.

Gundalo, obs. form of Gondola.

Gunde, variant of Gound Obs.

Gun-deck. Naut A deck which carries guns

,

esp in an old-fashioned ship of the line, the lowest

of the decks on which guns are placed. Also attnb

1677 Land. Gas. No 1250/2 The English soon obliged them

to quit their Upper-deck, and betake themselves to their Gun-

deck 1687 Ibid No 2251/4 Could webaveplayed our whole

Gun-Deck Fire 1691 Ibid No 2690/4 Tbe St. David is

now got up so far, that her Gun Deck is dry at Low Water
1691 T H[ale] Acc New Invent 125 Having found., the

distance of Trunnions of the Guns from the Gun-deck to

determine the place of the Gun-deck *7®9 Falconer Diet

Marine (1780) LI 4 b, The gun-deck is flush without cabins

or bulk-heads Ibid
,
Gun-room, an appaxtment on the after

end of the lower, or gun-deck, of a ship of war. 1897 Mary

Kingsley W Africa 427 On her gun deck is the hospital,

on the mam deck the officers' quarters and the exeruse
ground for the sailors.

Gundelet, -olet, obs. forms of Gondolet.
Gundelo(e, -ow, -ilo(w, obs. ff. Gondola
11 Gundi (gondi) [Tripolitan Arabic (

9 orig.

Berber); Lyon writes it m Arab, characters
;

in Tripoli the letter qdf is pronounced (g) ] A
kind of rat, Ctenodaotylm massom
1781 Pennant Quadrupeds II 405 Gundi Marmot , In-

habits Barbary 182s Lyon Trav N Africa 1 31, I [sal-

lied forth] with my gun in search of animals called Gundy
[etc.] 1884 Stand. Nat Hist. V. 92 1 he gundi is about
the size of a large A rvicola. 1895 Lydekker Nat Hist
III 155

Gundola, -dolo : see Gondola
Gundy, variant of Goundy a. Obs

t Gundy-gut. Obs A fat paunch
,
pi a glut-

tonous, voracious person. (Cf. Gbeedigut(s )
a 1700 B. E Diet Cant. Crew

,
Gundigutts, a (at pursy

Fellow 171a Arbuthnot John Bull in u, They gave one
another nick-names she called him gundy-guts 1718
Ozell Toumefort's Voy I 156 Bacchus sits quite o' top of
the Basso Relievo with Asses ears and a huge gundy gut.

1764 T Brydges Homer It avest (1797)11 292 Slice after

slice you’ll see him cut, And stuff within his gundy gut.

Gimfainxm,-faii(o)un, obs vars Gonfanon.
Gunfaneur, variant of Gonfaneur Obs

II Gunge, gunj (gondg) Also 8 gunja, [a.

Pers ganj a magazine, granary ] A market.
*776 Trial ofNundocomar 93/1 On a terrass, up stairs,

there is an upper room, where Gungabissen lives on the

outside of that, there is a gunja, where we sat 1794 Burke
Sp agst, W Hastings Wks.XV 365 By employing military

men as masters ofmarkets and ofgunges x8oo Asiai Ann.
Reg

,
Misc Ti acts zgo/i lhe town ofBopaul is extensive

On theoutside is a large gunge, withstreetswideandstraight

1848 Stocqueler Ot tent Interp., Gunjes, gram markets.

Gunhil(l, obs. form of Gunwale.

+ Gum-hole. Obs.

1 An embrasure
,
a port-hole for a gun

153a Extracts Aherd Reg (1844) 1 . 145 Ane blokhomse
with gunhollis and duiris of aistlar. 1687 A Lovell tr

Thevenot's Trav 1 274 Seven or eight great Gun-holes two
foot above the Water, by which the Guns play level with

the surface of it 1703 Bosman Guinea 27 We had no Doors
to most of our Gun-holes.

2 attnb m gunh.de angel, groat, coins.

Hotknown in the Coin Department ofthe British Museum
Mr Barclay V Head suggests that goonhole, gunhotll,may
be corruptions ofsome foreign proper name
«i577 Gascoigne Flowers (1587) 32 Hick, Hob and Dick
Have many times more goonhole grotes in store than

hee. 1598 Extracts Aberd Reg (1848) II 165 ‘The prices

of gold and syluer proclamit at Edinburgh 1598 ’ The
harie ducatt 7 lib sr ad The gunhoill angell 5 lib 2f. ad.

1 he angell nobill 5 lib 5r od
Gunj, variant of Gunge.
Gunja, variant of Ganja ;

obs. f Gunge
Gunless (gfl’nles), a [f. Gun sb. + -less.]

Without a gun ,
having no gun.

1867 H Kingsley in Fm tn. Rev Nov. 555 It would seem
incredible that a tried officer should be foiled by a few
almost gunless savages 1893W H Hudson Patagonia 143
How a field naturalist spends bis days gunless in the woods

Gun-lock (g# nlpk). That part of the mech-

anism of a gun by which the chaige is exploded.

(See Lock sb.) b. attnb., as gun-lock hammer,
maker, screw, spring.

1731 Gentl Mag I 265 They [1 e Spaniards] treated her

[1 e. a ship’s] men barbarously, torturing their Fingers with
Gunlock-Screws, and lighted Matches 1771 H Walpolb
Vertue's Anecd. Pamt (1782) IV 219 Carving and graving

for snuff-boxes, gun-locks, and m mother of peail 1793 R
Dodd Rep Hartlepool 16 The breaching gun-lock, on ship-

board, is infinitely superior to any fire-match 18x4 Sport-

ing Mag. XLIV. 150 John Bradford, a gun lock maker
1827 J F Cooper Praine I i 21 The ticking of gun-locks

was heard, 1875 Knight Diet blech. Gun-lock Hammer
the cock or striker of a fire arm lock 1894 Outing (US)
XXIV 443/2 A gun-lock spring

Gunmaker (g# amdkas). One who makes or

manufactures guns.

1385-6 Durham Ace Rolls (Surtees) 390 Item Joh’i Gon-
maker, ex pnecepto d'm Prioris, ujs. mjd. 1397 w Compt
Bk. D Wcdderhtme (S H. S 1898) 82 Sauld to John Traill

and William Lowis wyffis gunmakeris twa boundis lynt

18x6 Sporting Mag. XLVII 237 Our gun-makers, whose
superiority over those in every other country is universally

acknowledged 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng vm II 441 All

the gunmafeers of Utrecht were found too few to execute the

orders for pistols and muskets 1858 Greener Gunnery 229
note ,Barrel welders, borers,lock-filers,&c ,

arenot technically

gun-makers* the latter are those workmen who, having
barrels, locks, wood for stock, &c ,

make them into a gun.

It has been customary to say gunsmiths ; but this appella-

tion can be applied to the worker m iron only.

So Gu nmaktaff, the manufacture of guns.

1846 Greener Sci Gunnery Pref 7 Gun-making should

be to the sportsman a matter of peculiar interest 1858
— Gunnery 171 The gunmakmg profession.

Gun-man, gunman (go nmsen).

1 One who is armed, with a gun
;
one who shoots

with a gun (Formerly applied esp. to North

American Indian warriors) Now rare.

1624 Gataxer Transubst. 62 A gun-man (it may be) today,

and a pike-man to morrow 1683 Cotton tr Montaigne II

530 Gun-men of great ability and no common virtue 1761

Descr S. Carolina 60 The Cherokees . have about Thiee
Thousand Gun*Men. 1791 W. Bartram Carolina 3B8 It is

144-a



GUN-METAL. 512 GUNNERY
said they are able to muster five hundred gun men or war-
riors 1888 Pall Mali G 19 May 6 H is not only a

penman, but a gunman, a rodman, and a horseman

2 One who has to do with guns 01 is engaged in

their manufacture
1881 Greener Gun 270 The strikes of the gunmen in Bir

mingham during the Crimean War
Gu n-metal. A bronze foimerly much, used

for camion ; now, a common term for alloys of

copper and tin (or zinc).

1541 Act 33 Hen VII

I

c 7 § 1 No person should .

conuey ame brasse laten, bell metal!, gun metall, ne shroffe

metal into partes beyonde the sea 1693T PovEYin/’A*/
Trans XVII 736 About 20/ of Lead is usually put into 100/
of Pot metal ,

but about 61 is sufficient to put into 100/ of
Gun-metal 1776 Adam Smith IV N iv vm (1869)11 240
The exportation of unmanufactured brass, of what is called

gun metal, bell-metal, and shroff-metal, still continues to be
prohibited 1824 Tredgold Ess Cast Iron 114 A cast bar
of the alloy of copper and tin commonly called gunmetal
1854 J ScofI'Trn m Orr's Circ Set , Cham 492 Gun-metal
is an alloy of eleven parts tm and one hundred of copper.

1838 Greener Gunnery 61 Gun metal, technically so called,

is a compound of copper and tin, in the pioportion of five,

eight, and ten pounds of the lattei to ioo pounds of the
former 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss s v , Aich's metal
and some other gun-metals contain zinc and 11 on but no tm
1887 D A Low Machine Draw (1892) 80 Alloys consisting

of copper and tin are called bionze or gun-metal
attnb 1879 Man Artil Exerc 168 Attach the gun-

metal plates to it by screws supplied

Gunnage (go-nedg) [f Gun sb + -age ] a.

The money distributed among the captors of a
ship, assigned in proportion to the number of guns
on the captured ship. ? Obs b. * The number of

guns m a ship-of-war’ (Ogilvie 1855)
1703 Land Gas. No 3959/3 He will . pay their just

Proportion due to each of them for Gunnage and Tunnage
of the said Ship 1703 Ibid No, 4186/8 The Officers and
Companies of Her Majesty’s Ship Orford will be paid their
Proportion of Gunnage and Tunnage of the Ship Hazaidous,
a French Man of War
Gunnal, obs. foim of Gunwale
Gunne, obs. pa. t of Gin v 1

;
obs. form of Gun.

Gunned (girnd), a [f. Gun sb. + -ed J
] Fm-

nished with guns , chiefly qualified by advs., as
heavily

,
lightly,pmerfallygunned= having heavy,

etc guns
1639 D Pell hufir Sea 177 note. To fight against all the

Navies, and Gunn'd Arrnadoes in the woi Id Ibid 555 note.
Many a ship that is well rigged, manned, and gunned
1666 Lond. Gas No 66/1 His ships were all of them old,
and neither nian'd nor gun’d 1727 A Hamilton Hew
Acc. E Ind I 11 19 He was attacked by three French
Ships, each gunn’d and mann'd as well as he 1804 Nelson
m Nicolas Disp (1846) VI. 282 The Schooner is far too
heavily gunned 1863 Cornh Mag Aug 223 That company
of men shooting-coated, gunned, and belted 2897 C
Hicham With TurkishArmy Thessalym 22 Artillery was
excellently horsed and gunned, but poorly trained

Gunnel (go nei) [Of unknown origin, Ray
regarded it as Cornish ] A small, eel-shaped
marine fish, Centronotus or Murssnoides gunnellus

,

common in British waters
,
the butter- fish Also

spottedgunnel.
*686 Willughby & Ray Hist Pise, ns Gunnellus Cornu-

biensium, nonnulhs Butterfish 1740 R Brooices Art of
Angling u xvm 123 The Buttei-Fish or Gunnel some-
times attains the length of six Inches is taken fiequently
on the Cornish Coast. 1828 J Fleming Brit Amm 207
Gunnellus vulgaris. Common Gunnel G wiviparns, Vivi-
parous Gunnel 1836 Yarrell Brit Fishes I 239 The
Spotted Gunnel, 01 Butterfish is sufficiently distinguished
from the true Blennies by its dorsal fin and by its elongated,
slender, and compressed body 1863 Wood Nat. Hist III
291 The Butter-fish, Swordick, or Spotted Gunnel (Centrono-
fus gunellus), belongs to this family [re. of the Blennies].

Gunnel: see Gunwale.
Gunnelly, obs vauant of Goonhilly
Gunnell, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Gin v 1

Gunner (g»'nai). Forms
:
4-6 gonner, 5-6

gunnar(e, (6 goonner, gonner), Sc. gounar,
guner, 5- gunner [ME. gonner

,
gunner, f gunne

Gun, after AF. analogies . see -ee 2 J
1. One whose office it is to work a cannon In

the British army, now the designation of all privates
ofartilleryexeeptthe c

drivers’. In 15the Eng.-Latm
glossaries it is often rendered by L words meaning
* one who woiks a mangonel ’ or the like . cf Gun sb.

(In 16th c. sometimes - Handounnee, cf. sense 4 )
1344 Househ Ord (1790) 4 Marynors Armorers Artellers

Gonneis ^347 [Camden Rem Artillane (1623) 208 cites
' gunnary 1

as receiving pay at the siege of Calais] 1401
Pol Poems (Rolls) II 58 The devel is jour duke, and pride
benth the baner , wraththe is goure gunner, envie is 30ur
archer 14x2-20 Lydg Ckron. Troy 11 xvm, Their gonners
standyng at comers with this also, and caste of wylde fyre,
c 1440 Promp Parv 219/1 Gunnare, or he J>at swagythe a
gunne, petrarms, mangonahns 1483 Cath Angl 16S/2 A
Gunner,fundila6arius,fiindibatisia 1489 Caxtqn Faytes
of A. u xx\ I vtj, Item for the gonners shal be ap-
poynted L Carpenters and tuenty labores 1493 NavalA cc
Hen. VII (1896) 195 Gouners hamers of Iron—xn 1549
Compl l, cot, vi 41 Gunnans, cum heir & stand by }our
artailzee, euyne gunnar til his auen quartar 1377-87 Holin-
shed CAron III 823/1 In the towne of Lisle was a noise that
three gunners with hand guns should have slaine the king,
a 1578 Lindesay (Pkseottie) CAron ScotAS T S)I 228 [He]
caussit his gounaris to charge his arteillzerie 1398 Barrft
TJieor, Wxrres v iu. 133 With euery peece of Ordinance
there ought to go two or three Gunners *599Shaks Hen V,

hi Prol 32 The nimble gunner with lynstock now the
devilish cannon touches 1600 R Cawdrey Treasmie 606
Gunners winke with the left eye, that they may leuell more
truely 1626 Cart Smith Acad Yng Sea-men 24 Gunners
springe your Ordinances 1766 Entick London IV 339
Four quartet gunners, and forty warden, 1808 Scott
Marm 1 lx, The gunner held his linstock >are 1868
Kinglake Crimea (1877)111 i 193 The gunnel got then
range 1893 Forbes-Mitchell Return Gt Mutiny 72
Middleton's battery dashed forward with loud cheers, the

drivers waving their whips and the gunnels their caps

b la the navy, a warrant officer who has special

charge of the batteiy, small arms, magazine, and
oidnance stores.

1495 Naval Acc Hen. VII (1896) 220 To the maister
Ixvj” vujd the purser xl8 the Boteswayne xla Steward xxx 8 &
the Gonnei xxxvij 8 vj4 1610 Shaks Temp 11 11 49 ihe
Master, the Swabber, the Boate-swaine St I , The Gunnei,
and his Mate 4*1642 Sir W Monson Naval J racism
(1704) 342/2 A principal thing m a Gunner at Sea is to be a

good Helms Man, and to call to him at Helm to Loof
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11 x (1840) 232 This man they called

captain was the gunner only 18x3 A Burn Mem (1816)

I 16 Ihe boatswain, gunner and carpenter, my messmate
and myself, got together c x8fio H Stuart Seaman's
Catech 79 Ihe oldest and most experienced men in the
ship are usually selected for gunners

f e Master gunner the chief gunner in chaige
of ordnance Obs
a 1548 Hall Citron , Hen VIII (1550) 41 b, Than oute

brast the ordinaunce and the MastergonneroftheEnghshe
parte slew the Master gonnei of Scotlande 1398 W Phil-
lips Linschoten 1 111 5 One Master gunner, and eight vnder
him, haue each man a diffeient pay 1627 Capt Smith
Seaman's Gram vm 34 The Master Gunner hath the
charge of the ordnance, and shot, powdei, match, ladles,

spunges, wortnes, caitrages, aimes and firewoikes, and
the rest of the Gunners to leceive their charge from him
1679-88 Seer Serv Money Chas 4 fas (Camden) 95 J o
Thomas Silver, mastei gunnei at Whitehall, for hnnself and
the lest of the gunners of Whitehall, bounty to them . 20/

d fig
1637 Cokaine ObsUn Lady 1 i Dram Whs (1S74I 29

Ihe young gunnei, Mr Cupid, has somewhat tam'd me
1698 Farquhar Love Bottle 1 Wks 1892 I 25 lhat little

punping Cupid is a blind gunner 1706-7 — Beau t Strut
iv 1, O, Sister, I’m but a young Gunner, I shall be afiaicl

to shoot, for fear the Piece should lecoil

2 In phraseological uses with the possessive

case gunner's com

,

a wedge of metal used, to

raise a cannon or mortar to the desned elevation;

gunner's daughter
,
a jocular name amongst seamen

for the gun to which sailois wei e * married 1 e.

lashed, to receive punishment
;
gunner's gang, the

men under the dnect supeimtendence of the gunner
(Hamersly Naval Bncycl 1881)

;
gunner's hand-

spike,

,

one shorter and flatter than the ordinary
handspike, and shod with iron at the point (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 1 867) ,

gunners ladle (see

Ladle)
;
gunner's mate, a petty officer of a ship

appointed to assist the gunner
,
gunner spendulum

(see quot.)
;
gunnelspiece

,
the fragment of a burst

gnn which flies upward (Hameisly)
,
gunner's

quadrant (see Quadrant)
,
gunner's ring

,
rule

,

ruler, scale (see quots ) ;
gunner's tailor, ‘ an old

rating for the man who made the caitndge bags ’

(Smyth).
*779 Forrest Voy N Guinea 237 The island from the

S W, appears like a wedge, or what seamen call a ‘'gunnel's
coin 1821 Byron in Moore Lett (1833) III. 139 As
Captain Whitby used to say to his seamen (when ‘mained
to the *gunners daughter')— ‘ two dozen, and let you off
easy’ 1824 Scott liedgauntlet xiv, I was punished,—made to kiss the gunner's daughter 1833 Marryat P
Simple xxxn, I’ll marry some of you young gentlemen to
the gunner’s daughter 1769 Falconer Diet Marine
(1780) Chargeoir

,
a ^gunner’s ladle 1708 R Proclam in

Lond Gaz No 4440/1 The Midshipmen, Carpenters Mates,
Boatswains Mates, *Gunners Mates 1719 De Foe Crusoe
II xi {1840) 234 A gunner’s mate on board an English East
India ship 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit Diet (ed 3),
*Pendulum

,
Gunner's—consists ofan upught frame ofwood,

having a cross arm attached to it, from which a pendulum
is suspended, vibrating seconds . It is used to measuie the
time of flight of a mortal shell 1628 R Norton Gunner
xxxu 95 Ihe ^Gunners Quadrant 1692 Capt Smith’s Sea-
man's Gram 11 111. 92 A Gunner’s Quadrant to level,
elevate, or depress his Gun 1898 N $ Q 15 Oct 309/2
The ‘gunner’s quadrant’ was a quadrant with a rulei
attached and also a plumb-line , the end of the ruler was
inserted in the muzzle of the gun, and the plumb-line cut-
ting the lines on the quadrant marked the proper degrees
of elevation 1866 Chamb Jrnl No 28 22g That peculiar
wreath of smoke, apparent when a gun has been gi eased
at the muzzle, and known as the ‘ ^gunner’s ring ’ 1692
Capt Smith's Seaman's Gram n xxiv 129 This "Gunner's
'Rule was invented A "Gunner’s Ruler, for the Elevating
of any Piece of Ordnance to any degree of Mounture
1628 R Norton Guunerx\x\ 94 My "Gunners Scale is to be
madein Brasse And in Wood 1688R Holme Armourym
ix 37S/2 A Gunners Scale, one side being divided into inches,
quarters and halfquarters.with a GunnersQuadrantdescnbed
upon it

,
the other having the names of all sorts of Oidnance

3 . One who makes or attends to guns
, a gun-

maker, gunsmith Obs exc dial
1463 Mann f, Househ Exp (Roxb ) 225 My masters

gonner sclialle haue euery weke xij a, and mete, and
drynke, and beddynge c 1513 Cocke Lorell'sB (Percy Soc)
ir Gonners, maryners, and shypmaysteis 1333 Acc in T
Sharp Cov Myst. (1825) 193 Payd to xvij gonnarys Ixijy mjd
1336 Ibid

,

xiiij gonnars and a lakye hxr x88o Antrim
Down Gloss

, Gunner,
a workman who repairs fire-arms ; a

gun-smith.

4 One who shoots with a spm ting gun or fowling
piece , one who goes shooting game (Sometimes
used contemptuously m contradistinction to sports-
man )

*753 Scots blog Mai 144/1 A gunnei met them in the
vale 1753 Genii Mag XXV 392 Corn beat down by
pointers, spaniels, gunners, &c going ovei it before it be cut
1794 Mrs Piozzi Synon I 292 Partridge fall at every
stroke of the gunner 1814 Col Hawker Diaty (1893) I 92
Ihese gunners hteially make a merit of then wasteful
expenditure of ammunition 1843 Zoologist I 13 Ihe
swallows aie sadly persecuted by strolling gunners from
the town 1878 Daily News 24 Oct 6/4 These buds are
very seldom tiapped in nets, caught with birdlime, or lulled
by gunners 1890 Sm S Baker Wild Beasts I Pref 7A vast gulf separates the tiue sportsman from the meiciless
gunner The gunner is the curse of the nineteenth century

,

his one idea is to use his gun, his love is slaughtei, indis-
criminate and boundless
5 . Big gunner

,
horse gunner

,

etc . one who
attends to a big gun, a horse gun, etc
1330 (see Handgunnlr] 1896 R Kipling Seven Seas 206

'Orse Gunner listen to my Song 1897 Ld Roberts 41 Vrs
India 11 (1898) 7 A fixed resolve to leave 110 stone unturned
in the endeavour to become a horse gunner 1898 Encycl
Sport II 168 Gunner, term applied to the man who works
the big gun aboard a double punt, aboaid a single, often
styled a ‘ big gunnei ’

0 . With number prefixed A vessel carrying (so
many) guns
1829 Marryat F Mtldmay x\, That there is not less

than a foity-four gunner 1897 IVestm Gaz 22 July io/t
'J he design of the ship is that of a thn ty gunnei of ihe
sixteenth centuiy

+ 7 slang (See quot 1709 sv Gunsteb.) Obs
8 dial 111 ceilam applications of obscure ongm
[Peih unconnected words] a The Sea Bieam,
Pagelhts centrodontus b The Great Noithern
Divei, Colymbus glacialis
a 1839 Yahri-ll lint fishes II 149 At Antum it [the Sea

Bieam] is called Muiramoe and Barwm, and on the north-
west coast Gunner 1880-4 F Day Brit Fishes I 37
b 1837 Penny Cycl IX 37/2 Colymbus glacialis is

provinually called Gunner and Gi eater Doucktr 1863
H G Adams FeatheredFam 252 The Ring-necked Loon
{.Colymbus glacialis), sometimes called the Gunnei.
9 . attnb., as gunner-like adv

, gunner-fluke
Sc

,

the tuibot, fgunner-room = Gun-boom 1.

1628 R Norton Gunner xxxvm 101 Howto loadeaPeeLe
of Oidnance Gunner like 1676 W Row Contn Blau's
Autobiog x (1848) 229 Mi Hutchison peisuaded him to
come up only to the gunner-room 1710 Sibhald Hist Fife
* Kimoss (1803) ng Rhombus aenleatus Rondeletn our
fisheis call it, the Gunner Flook 1884 A Forbes Chinese
Goidon u 49 The gunnei non corns, replied with groans
Hence *f* Gu nnered ppl a

,
named in gunnery

;

Gu-nneress, a female gunner; Gumnership, the

position of gunner.
x628J ButleruiR Noiton Gunner A 4, Expeit Gunneied
Engineers 1836 Boston, Lincoln, etc Herald 23 Feb. 4/2
The gunner-ship of Do\ er Castle, which is now vacant, is m
the gift of the Duke ofWellington 1837 Carlyleh Rev
I vii v, The seized cannon aie yoked with seized cart-
horses brown-locked Demoiselle Theioigne, with pike and
helmet, sits theie as gunneress

Gunnery (g» nan) Also 7 (rare) gunry. [f

Gun + -key ]
1 The science and art of constiucting and man-
aging guns, esp. large military and naval guns
1605 Camden Rem (1629) 104 Archerie now dispossessed

by gunnei y, how mstly let other ludge 1626 Catt Smith
Accid Yng Sea men 33 Master Buines Arte of guiiiy
1676 T Binning {title) A Light to the Ait of Gunnery 1778
Phil halts LXVIII 52 The knowledge of this velocity
is of the utmost consequence in gunnery 1883 Act 48 49
Viet c 36 {title) A School of Gunnery 1897 Ld Roberts
41 Yrs India lxvn. (1898) 528 A great advance was made
in gunnery

2 The firing ofguns ; the use of guns for sporting

piu poses; = Gunning vbl sb 2

1816 Gentl Mag LXXXVI 1 109 This hi lght amusement
may challenge the preference of most kinds of gunnery
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser 1 (1863) 98 They are
ciying the ‘ Harvest Home* m a chorus before which the
song, the scolding, the gunnery fade away and become faint

echoes 1869 Echo 9 Oct , The never-ending gunnery of
idle scamps, who go out valiantly to destroy linnets

3 concr Guns collectively

1497 Extracts Aberd Reg (1844)1 61 With hoisis, gun
rye, artailzerie, and ail vtner defensabile wapinms x88x

Miss Braddon Asph III 129 They went into the arsenal,
where a funny old man in a blue blouse showed thein ancient
and modern gunnery

1

4

. A place wheie instruction is given m the use

of guns Obs rare
173a E Forrest Hogarth's Tonrg Paid at the gunnery

and dock, is 6d
5 (See quot.)
189a Labour Commission Gloss

,
Gunnery

,
woik doue by

shipwrights m connection with guqs and their stowage, Kc.

0 attnb., as gunnery-course,
-drill

,
duty,

gunnery-lieutenant, ‘ one who, having obtained

a warrant from a gunnery-ship, is eligible to large

ships to assist specially in supervising the gunnery
duties ’ (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk 1 867) ,

gunnery-
ship, a ship fitted for training men in the practice of

gunnery
1870 Echo tx Nov

, The gunnery ship Cambridge x886
Pall Mall G 11 Sept xx/i The next day or two are em-
ployed . . in carrying out the various gunnery drills and firing
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the gieat guns at a target 1894 Daily News 7 Apr 6/2 A
gunnery course will be held on HMS Cambridge, for

retired officeis of the Royal Navy
Gunnies (g» nis) Cornwall Also (in Diets

)

gunms(s A ctevice in a mine or lode
,

‘ the vacant

space left where the lode has been removed * (Ray-

mond)
,
hence (app ) taken as a measure of breadth

01 width (By some recent waters used as//.)

1778 Pricl Min Cot nub 168 A Gunnies, 01 hollows of a
Mine filled with water Ibid 322 Gunnies means breadth
or width A single Gunnies is three feet wide

,
a Gunnies

and a half is foui feet and a half, and a double Gunnies is

six feet wide [1838 Simmonds Diet Trade, Gunnies Hence
in some recent Diets Gimme ] i860 Eng <S• For Mining
Gloss ,

Cornwall, Gunnies
,
levels or workings 1875 J H

Coliins Metal Mining 44 Stuff may be brought from the
sui face to fill in the vacant spaces 01 ‘ gunnies

’

Gunning (gtfmij), vbl sl> [f Gun sb and v
+ -ing 1 ]

1 The piactice or art of firing guns
,
gunnery.

1570 Dec Math Pref 36 The record, where the occasion
and order general!, of Gunning, is fiist discouised of

2 Shooting with a gun , esp. the act 01 practice

of hunting game with guns
1624 Ft.c icum Rule a Wife 1 11, There is les&e danger m

’t then gunning, Sanchto, Though we be shot sometimes
the shot 's not niortall 1655 Sir J Mennis & J Smith
Musarum Delia® 83 When there weie shows of gunning
and blows 1726 T Smith Jrnl (1849) 45 There has been
the best gunning here this winter than has been foi some
years past 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist (17761V 119 In the
earlier times, the ait of gunning was but little practised, and
the hawk then was valuable 1816 Scott Antiq \xii, He
has had gunning and pistoling enough to serve him one while,

I should think 1846 Col Hawker Diary (1893) II 265 My
punts were all newly done up for gunning 1851 Thorlau
A utumu (18041 63 Farming is an amusementwhich has lasted

him longei than gunning or fishing i88zSai aAmir Revis
(1883) 394 The sport which Western men call

1 gunning ’

b (To go or be) a-gunmng
1689 Debt’s Cast York (Surtees) 294 Edward Shaftoc

goeing out into Gunnerton mooies a gunning 1734 in B
Peirce Hist Harvard Untv (1833) App 141 No Under-
giaduate shall go a gunning, fishing, 01 seating over deep
waters, without leave from the Piesident 01 one of the
Tutors 1823 J Neal Bro Jonathan I 104 What luck a’

gunnin’? 1829 Gen P Thompson Exert. (1842) I 172
Who is to be foolish enough to ‘ go out a gunning ’ upon
the strength of two campaigns’ 1837 Thoreau Maine IV
(1894) 174 Such of my acquaintances as love to wute veises
and go a-gunmng

+ 3, Piovision of guns Obs rare

1673 M vrvell Let to Corporal Hull clxxn Wks 1776
I 203 They differed concerning the waid ships; some in-

sisting, that thereby was ment also Jigging and gunning

4 attnb and Comb , as gunmng-boat, -feat
,
-hut,

-matter
,
-party

,
-prowess, -pint, -shout (see quot.

1S47)

1362 Bulleyn Bk Simples 72, I will leaue Gunning
matters to the Men of Warre 1819 Col. Hawker Diaiy
(1893)1 170 The gunning huts and straw decoy birds 1831
Zoologist IX 3055 A gunner heie [Weymouth] was telling

me of his gunning feats 1847 Hai uwnx, Gunning-boat,
a light and narrow boat in which the fenmen pursue the

flocks of wild fowl along their narrow drams Also called

a gunning-shout i860 C Durtek Hist Williams College

72 Accidentally shot dead, on a gunning party 1863 Fr A.
Kemble Resid. m Georgia, 20

r
l he robin redbreast is not

safe from the gunning prowess of the spoitsmen 1883
G C Davies Norfolk Broads 139 A gunning punt, with
a couple of single-barrelled guns lying ready loaded m it

Gunning (gw mg),/// a. rare
. [f. Gun v. +

-ing 2
] That shoots with a gun.

1883 F A Walker Pol Ecoit 449 The lower elements of
society, the gunning fishing tribe

Gnnnist (gw mst). rare, [f Gun sb + -ist ]

A gunner
1894 Blachw Mag Sept 388 Mr Oudh the gunmst was

satisfied with the modeiate bags of quail that came to him
in the oidinary course

Gunny (g»m). Also S goney [a Hindi
and Mahiatti /<?», Skr gonisack ] A coarse

material used chiefly for sacking and made from
the fibres of jute or (in some parts) from sunn-
hemp

;
a sack of this material

1711C YochyurAcc Trade Ind 244When Sugar is pack'd
m double Goneys, the outer Bag is always valued in Con-
tract at 1 or i£ Shahee 1727 A Hamilton New Acc E
Ind II xxxui 17 Gunnies, which are much m use in Persia
for embaling Goods 1869R0GERS 1wAdam Smith's WN
I ix 122 note, Almost eveiy person in Hindostan Spins
and Weaves Jute fibre into a coarse cloth called gunny
1871 Napheys Preo <$• Cure Dis 111 iv 723 Pack them in
large gunnies 1897 Willis Flower PI II 109 Corchoras
ohtorius [etc ] furnish the chief supply of the valuable fibie

]ute or gunny
b. attnb

,

asgunny-bag, -bagging, -carpet
,
-doth,

-fibre, -sack
1800 Asiatic Ann Reg

,
Citron 2/2 Upon lemovmg some

gunny-bags that were stowed close to the lazaretto 1836
Olmsted Slave States 630 A curtain or screen, of gunny-
bagging 1838 J S Homans Cycl Comjnerca 919/1 In 1841-

42 there weie exported from Calcutta . 95,41a pieces of
gunny cloth 1872 Oliver Elem Dot, 11 133 In India
it [Jute] is used for making nee and sugar bags, called

Gunny-bags 1879 H KingIn Scribner's Mag Nqy 133/1
The sunlight changed the gunny carpet to cloth of gold.

1882 Rep to Ho Repr Free Met U S 73 A stream of
water keeps the pulp in continual motion and passes off

through another double set of sluices lined with coarse
gunny sacks 1890 ‘Rolf Boldrewood’ Col Reformer
(1891) 349 I've ridden manya mile with nothing but anold
gunny bag to sit on.

Gunny, dial variant of Goundy a Obs
Gunpbanun, obs vanant of Gonfanon.
Gtinpowclea? (gw npaudaa) Forms 5 gone-
powder, gonnepou(l)dre, -powdre, etc , gun-,
gonpoudre, gonnpouldre, gounne pouldre,
gonnepoder, gonn(e) powther, gunepoudir,
gounpouder, etc

, 6 gonepother, Sc gunpuldir,
6-7 gunnepouder, 6- gunpowder, 7- gun-
powder [i Gun sb + Powder sb ]
1 . An explosive mixture of saltpetre, sulphur, and

charcoal, chiefly used 111 discharging projectiles

from guns and foi blasting.
[a 1387 Brcv Bartholomxi (Anecd Oxon

,
Mediaeval, I 1,

3), Pulvis pro mstrumento illo belhco sive diaboheo quod
vulgahter dicitui guniie ] 1414 111 Rymer hcedera (1709)
IX 160 Aliquod Gunpoudre versus Partes exteras, mPortu
praedicto 1446 m At c/ueologta XXII 63 Bought ij hand-
gunnes de eie mjf Item, gonepowder mji 1464 Mann
<$ HouseIt E\p (Roxb ) 160 Item, payd ffor xij h gomie
powdyr xij j 1485 Naval Acc Hen VII (1896) 13 For
ij handles Gonnepowdie 1333 More Apel xxxiv Wks
89S/1 Ifhe founde a corner of his neighbours house burning,
he wold of greate lone and pol> eye lay on fagottes and gun-
powder to put out the fyre 1349 Compl Scot vi 42 lhe
leik, smeuk, and the stink of the gun puldir 1533 Ate m
T Shai p Com Myst (1823) 193 Payd for xij It of gonepotlier
xijf vjd 1399 Shaks Hen V, iv vn 188, I doe know
Fluellen valiant, And touchl with Choler, hot as Gunpowder
1692 Capt Smith's Seaman's Gtam it v 93 Gunpowder, as
it is made in this Age, is compounded of Saltpetre six parts,
and of Brimstone anil ClnrLoal of each one part 1797
Phil Traits LXXXVII 290T he best gunpowder is com
posed of 70 paits (in 1

’ '1
1

' ’1 ’

16 pai ts of charcoal 1827' , I >

three great element* > 1 / » '

„
•

,

Printing, and the Piotestant Religion 1846 Grtuner Su.
Gunnery 69 Gunpowder is a lever if exploded on a solid base,
if not, its effects become limited m piopoition,

b White gunpowder . a name given to vai lous

explosives oflecent invention, a (see quot 1875);
b a blasting mixture made of chlorate of potash,

potassium ferrocyamde, and sugar.

1873 Ure’s Diet Aits II 767 SchulUe’s White Gunpowder
is a tn mtro-cellulose, prepared fiom sawdust

c with refeience to tattooing

1713 Loud Gaz No 5363/4 His Name on his right Hand
111 Gunpowder D W, 1718 Lady M W Montagu Let to

AbbS Conti 31 July, The women have their arms and their

necks and faces, adorned with . various sorts of figures

impressed by gunpowder

d fig
1681 Flavei Meth Grace xxvui 474 Christian, thou

knowest thou earnest gunpowder about thee
, desne those

that carry fii e to keep at a distance from thee 1900 Speaker
24 Mar 674/1 Such mischievous words ate just the sort of
match to kindle the gunpowder ofmob violence

2 (In full, gunpowder tea ) A fine kind of green
tea, each leaf of which is rolled up, so that it has

a gianular appearance.
X771J R Forster tr Osbeck’sVoy I 230 Tio-te Is rolled

up like pease A smaller kind is called Gunpowder tea

1795 IE Anderson But Emboss China 186 The shrub
which bears what is called the Imperial and gunpowder
teas 183a Veg. Subst Food 379 Gunpowder tea is made
of tender green leaves 1839 Thackeray Major Gahagnrt
vi, ‘Is it bohay tay or souchong tay that you'd like’’
‘Any tea you like’ ‘What do you say, then, to some
pame gunpowder?' 188S Daily News 24 Dec 2/6 Tea.—
Ping Suey gunpowder

f 3 slang Some fiery dnnk Obs
176s W Toldervy Hist Two Orphans II. 112 Tape, glim,

rushlight, white port, rasher of bacon, gunpowder, slug,

wild-fire, knock-me-down, and strip me naked Ibid II,

118 Come, here’s t'ye, in a glass of gunpowder

4. attnb and Comb
,
as gunpowder-blue, flash,

grinder, -law, -maker, match, mill, -pocket

,

-smoke, -squib, tram, works', gunpowder-blackened
adj

;
also gunpowder cake, gunpowder m a

cake or mass, i.e before it is corned
; gun-

powder-engine, a gas-engine m which the move-
ment of the piston is produced by the evolution of

gas resulting from the combustion of gunpowder
(Knight Dnt Mech. 1875) ;

gunpowder-ham-

mer, a pile driving machine woiked by the ex-

plosion ofgunpowder (Ibid.); gunpowder-paper,
paper spread with an explosive compound and
rolled up into the foim of a cartridge (Ibid Snppl

1884) ;
gunpowder-press, a press for compacting

mull-cake into hard cake pxepaiatory to granulation

(Knight, 1875), + gunpowder spot, a ‘beauty

spot ’ produced by means of gunpowder (see quot.

1718 m 1 c) , gunpowder tea (see 2)

1894 IVestm Gas 23 June 2/2 Lefebvre wishes to wash his

“gunpowder-blackened hands 1890 Daily News 21 Oct 2/1

“Gunpowder-blue velvet 1839 Ure Diet Arts 630 The mill

forgnnding“gunpowder cake 1621 BurtonAnat Mel mu,
vi. 111 (1651) 55g Burning lust is but a flash, a “gunpowder
flash 1719 D’URFEY/V/y IV 199 The next that came by, was
a “Gun-powder gnnder 1614 T Adams Devils Banquet 2

Lawes enactedm the vault of darkenesse; like those vndei
the Parliament-house , “Gunpowder lawes, fit for theJustices
of Hell 1330 Acts Prvay Council (1891) III 30, xxH to

Charles Wolman, “gonne powther maker 1627 Cart Smith
Seaman’sGram xii, 57 Giue fire by a “Gunpowder match,
to preuent traines to the powder chest 1642 Wood Life
(OIIS)I 74 The “gunpowder myll was at Oiney where the

fulling myll stood 1777 T Twining to Burney 16 June m
Louisa Twining Country Ckrgyrn lith Cent, (1882) 51 With

‘gunpowder pockets under his armpits ready foi the par-

tudges in September 1838 Dickens O J'-wistxxx, A couple
of men catch one moment’s glimpse of a boy, in the midst
of“gunpowder-smoke 1681 Otway Soldier's Port iv 1 Wks
1728 I 382 “Gun pouder Spots and Moles 1708 Wilson, etc
Petromus Arbiter 207 Fine Gentlemen m the Boxes, with
their Patches, Gunpowder spots, and Tooth-pickers 1660
Fisher Rnstuk'sAlarm Wks (1679) 94 f I bey] thi ew Stones
and “Gunpowder-squibs that fired among us 1611 Rich
Honest Age (Percy Soc ) 45 1 hese diuelish practises, of
poysons, of pistoles, of stabbing knmes, and of “gunne
pouder traynes 1839 Ure Diet Arts 621 The Royal
“Gunpowder Works at Waltham Abbey
b Gunpowder plot the plot to blow up the

Houses of Parliament on Nov 5, 1605, while the

King and Lords and Commons weie assembled
there. (So gunpowder conspiracy

,
it eason, t> ailor,

etc) + Gunpowder (treason) day Nov 5
1611-12 m Swayne Sanaa Chuiclvw Acc (1896) 161 Rmg-

mge on the date of the Gunpowder tieasonn 1613 MS
Acc St John's Hosp , Canterb , For the rjngers on the
goonpoudei daye 1626 Raleigh's Ghost 38 And to this I

call vp the plot of all plots the Gun-poudei conspiracy
1630 Wadsworth Pilgr vn 62 1 here is one Sir Edu at cl

Bainham, who was a grand complotter of the Gunpowdei
trerson 1634 Whitlock Zootonua 279 Even Gunpowder
Enormities and Desolation did blow up all as at one crack

1659 O Walker Oratory 61 The Earl of N01 thamptons
speech against the gun-powder-Traitors 1683 Evelyn
Diaty s Nov, It being the first Gunpowder Conspiracy
anniversary that had ben kept now these So yeares 1703
Htarne Colli ct 6 Nov (O H S ) I 66 Yesterday being
Gunpowder treason ’twas observed more than it us'd to be
at Loud a 1715 Burnet Own time 111 (1724) I 596 The
fifth of November, being gunpowder tieason day. 1796 J
Caui ricLD (.title) lhe History of the Gunpowderplot 1833
Rusivtv in Colhngwood Life I 194 Am going to pi ess on
Gunpowder Plot day 1897 S R Gardiner Gunpowder
Plot 1

7
Was Sahsbuiy such an idiot as to mfoim his

‘domestic gentleman’ that he had made up his nund to
invent Gunpowder Plot ?

6. alii ib passing into adj a. fig Explosive as

gunpowder, easily fired 01 inflamed
1396 S hails i Hen IV, v iv 123, I am aflraido of this

Gun powder Percy though he be dead *604 T M Black
Bk D4, Such Gunne powder Oathes they weie, that I

wonder how the Seeling held together 1625 Br Mountagu
App Caesar n 1 1x2 Men of moving violent, Quicksilver,
Gunpowder spirits 1814 Scott Wav hi, Would you have
him peace maker general between all the gunpowder High-
landers in the army?
b Of a bluish colour like gunpowder.

1817 ColeridgeBtog Lit I 169 The lank, black, twine-hke
hair, cut in a straight line along the black stubble of his,

thin gunpowder eye brows

Hence Gn 1npowderons , Gnnpowdery adjs.,

pertaining to or characteristic of gunpowdei , of
the bluish colour of gunpowder

, fig, fiery, easily

fired, inflamed, or irritated.

1868 Pall Mall G 18 Nov 3lt[the poetry] is gunpowdery
to an intense degree 1870 Dickens E Di ood vi, His philan-
thropy was of that gunpowderous sort that the difference
between it and animosity was hard to determine 1871 M
Li grand Cambridge Ft cshin 168 Theie vims a very gun-
powdery atmosphere m the room when Mrs Cnbb came in
‘ They’re been lettin’ offfireworks or something she said

1872 Daily News 20 July, Brought up amid gunpowdeiy
scenes of this kind is it to be wondered at that the young
Maurice de MacM.ihon should have started m the army as
a Legitimist fire-eater of the fiercest kind? *889 Catholic
Househ 2 Nov. 3/2 To give gunpowdery battle to the Pope
and all his satellites 1897 IVestm Gas 29 Dec 5/1
Among these weie a good many stage folk—you could tell

them by their gunpowdery chins

tGu apowdered, a Obs. [ + -ed 2
]

1 . Charged with gunpowder
1360 Whi iehorne Ord Souldiours (1588) 46 Vnto euery

one of which [fireworks], must bee put a peece of a gun-
poudiedmatLh
b fig Readily inflamed or excited
1604 1 . Wright Passions 1 i 6 Lest, by casting forth a

sparke of fire, his gun powdred minde of a sodayne be in-
flamed. 1622 Bp Abernethy Phys for Soule (1630) 293
That fervent, gunpowdered and sudden anger.

2 Begrimed with gunpowder.
170a Farquhar Inconstant 1 it, We saw peeping over a

parcel of scarecrow, ohv e-coloured, gunpowdered fellows,

as ugly as the devil

Chin-room (go’nrum)
1 In large ships of war, a compaitment orig

occupied by the gunnel and his mates, but now
fitted up for the accommodation of the junior

officers; in smaller vessels, that used as a mess-
room by the lieutenants
1626 Capt Smith Accui Vug Seamen it About the

Gun-roome, the 1 lller, the rudder, the pmtels, the gudgions
41642 SirW Monson Naval tracts 111 (1/04) 360/2 The
upper Gun-Room is used for a Store-Room, Lodgings
1673 Dryden Amboyna hi m, Oh, now it begins, and
the gun-ioom grows hot, Ply it with culvenn and with
small shot 1711 W Sutherland Shipbuilder's Assist 36
Upon the lower Gun-deck in Men of War there is an
Apartment for the Gunner, called the Gun-room , it is for
fitting and securing all his small Stores 1720 De Foe Capt
Singleton xi (1840) 200 The gunner of the ship secured
himself in the gun-room 1833 Mahryat P Simple (1863)

44 The first lieutenant had asked me to dme in Che gun-
room 1884 Paf Eustace 86 You forget that I shall be m
the gun-room, and he m the forecastle

Prove) b 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse hi 111, I'm afraid we
shall find a great job on’t. Pray Heaven that old rogue
Coupler han’t sent us to fetch milk out of the gunroom
b attnb

, as gun-) 00m bulkhead, gossip, gun,
hour, officer, steward', gun-room ports, stem
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ports cut through the gun-room m a fngate

(Hamersly Naval Encycl 1881)
171a W Rogers Voy 27 We struck two of our Gun room

Guns into the Hold 1748 Anson's Voy 1 ill 33 They

lowered down a bucket out of the cabbm-window, into whtch

the gunner, out of one of the gun-room ports, put a quantity

of pistol cartridges 1825 H B. Gascoigne Nav Fame 61

The Gunroom hour to dine is long since past 1855 Sir A
West Recoil (1899) I vi. 212 lhe gunroom officers had

asked us to dinner 189s Wcstni Gaz 6 Nov 3/2 lhe

Doctor’s cabin was next to the gun room bulkhead *898

Daily News 9 Nov 6/3 'lhey talk the most knowing

gun-room, gossip

2 . A room in which guns are kept

1773 Goldsm Stoops to Conq n i, Your worship must not

tell the story ofOuld Grouse in the gun room 1883 Black
Shandon Bells xwi, It is like the place too—the gun room
even, and the stuffed birds

G-unry, rare obs form of Gunnery
Gun-Shot (%p n (J^t). Forms see Gun sb

,

also 5 golines shott.

1. Shot fired fiom a gun or cannon; *j‘ also the

shooting of gtms Now rare.

1471Amv Edit! IV (Camden) 2g [They] were sore an-

noyed in the place where they were, as well with gotines-

shott as with shot of arrows 1494 Fabyan Chran vn 450
[He] assaylyd this sayde shyppe on euery parte & bette

hir wl gunneshot & hir men w‘ hayle shot 1497 Naval
Acc Hen VII (1896) 104 Gonneshot of Iren Ston leed.

1530 Palsgr 889 1 o expresse the sounde of gonne shotte,

I /ynde tip tap, sip sap 1553 in Strype Eccl Mem III

App 111 $ And have solemnised the said proclamation with
bonfires gunshots 1363 T Gale Antidot Pref

,
When as

I hadde finished my Treatise of woundes made wyth
Gonneshotte 1607 Topsell Hist. Four-/ Beasts (1658)

383 Whensoever they are hunted with Dogs, they run
directly to the woods or to the next tiees, wherein they are

killed by gun-shot 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 269
With shouting, singing, hallowing, gun shot and fire-workes
all that night 163a Sherwood, Gun-shot, arquebusade ,

cauonnade 1835 SIacaulay Hist Eng. xi. III. 39 Gun-
shots were wildly fired in all directions.

"b* fig
1351 Robinson tr More's Utop To P Giles (1895) 10

Beynge sauflfe, and, as sayth the proverbe, out of all

daunger of gonneshotte 157S Gascoigne GoodMorrow 64
As with gonnes we kill the Crowe For spoyling our releefe.

The Deuill so must we ouerthrowe, With gonshote ofbeleefe

1377 Vautrouillier Luther on Ep Gal 19 With such gun-
shot and artillene must the Papacie be destroyed 1581 J.
Bill Haddon's Anew Osor 303 Being supported by the

Popes authorise, and armed with the gunneshotte of his ex-

communication. 1834 Wither Emblemes 112 The gunshot
of a slanderous tongue may smite.

c. Her = Pellet, Ogress. (Cf. Gunstone 2

)

*8*8 in Berry Encycl. Her.
2 The range of a gun or cannon

;
the distance

to which a shot can be effectively thiown from a
gun. Chiefly out ofi within gunshot.
133a More Confut Tmdale Wks. 366/1 Prouiding alwai

that your selfes y° chief captaines stand and loke vpon
sure and safe a syde halfe out of al gunshot 1540 Cran-
mlr Bible Prol., Theysytte farre from the strokes ofbattayll,
and farre out of gonneshoute, and therfore they be but
seldome wounded 1631 Mabbe Celestma (1894) xi, 191 Hee
is out of gun shot, that rings the bell to the battell 1676 S.

Sewall Diary x July {1878) I 14 Mr. HeaekiahWiUet slam
by the Naragansets, a little more than aGun shot offfrom his

house 1696 Loud Gaz No 3219/2 On the 20th appeared
21 French Galleys.., who Anchored out of Gun Shot.

*748 Anson's Voy n. v 171 [They] perceived a light, which
they chased, till they arrived within gun-shot. 1803 Sir E
Berry m Nicolas Disp Nelspn (1846) VII 117 note. The
Three decker was within gun-shot of us at day-break. 1843
James A Neil vi, They were halfacross the Meadows, about
half a gun shot fiom the alders 1879 J efferies Amateur
Poacher \\i 51 They [mallards] were always out ofgunshot

*t* "b transfi and fig. Within, out of, past, beyond
(the) gunshot (of) : within, beyond reach (of)

;

within, out of the sphere of influence (of).

1536 J. Heywooq Spider <5- F Ixv 77 Marching toward
the copweb, within goon shot 1371 Golding Calvin on
Ps xxxv 8 They feare nothing, as though they were quite
out of all gonneshot. 1393 Nashe Christ's T. 76 They
might haue lyu’d out of gunshot of misery 161* 1
Taylor Comm Titus li 12 If he can hue out of the gunshot
oF thelawe 1642 Rogers Naamait 459 Set me beyond
gun-shot of all conuptions 1678 Bunyan Ptlgr r. (1870)

81 You are not yet out of the gun shot of the Devil 1887
Dryden Hind ff P. Pref. 1 Those who are come over to
the Royal Party are consequently suppos’d to be out of
Gunshot

% 3. A pistol.

1683 Butler Hud 1 11 776 With hasty rage he snatch’d
His Gun-shot that m holsters watch'd

4s attnb and Comb
,
as gunshot-distance, frac-

ture, -luound.
167a Wiseman Wowtds 11. 1 Great hath been the Conten-

tion amongst the Learned about fire and venom in Gun-shot-
wounds *833-8 Todd Cytl, Anat I 227/1 Gunshot
wounds, are not often followed by haemorrhage 1837 W
Irving Capt Bonneville (1849) 207 The rider discovered
an Indian fort within gunshot distance *842 Abdy Water
Cure (1843) *°9 His success in treating gun shot wounds
with cold water was most remarkable 1879 St George's
Hasp Rep IX 399 Gunshot fracture of the humerus

Gun-shy (gtf’njbi), a. Afraid of a gun
;
fright

ened at the report of a gun : said esp. of a sporting
dog,
*884 Speedy Sport iv 50 The first birds shot at over a

gun-shy dog should certainly be killed *893 S Bonsal
Morocco 210 The Shereefian soldiers are far too gunshy
to attack an armed foe *893 Selous Trav S E Africa
16 Another, though an excellent horse for a journey, was

514

so gun shy I could do nothing with him 1894 Field

9 June 818/2 lhe first time I took the dog out he was in-

clined to be gun shy

Hence Girnshyness, the condition of being

gun-shy.
1890 Q Rev. Oct 427 Gunshyness [in dogs] is one of the

worst difficulties with which sportsmen have to contend

Gunsman (go nzmaen) rare, [f gun's, genitive

of Gun + Man cf matAswan"} = Gunman x.

*766 m W Smith Bouquet's Expcd. (1868) 156 In this

list their warriors orgunsmen are 1180, and their inhabitants

about 6000 *773 Adair Amer Ind 281 'lhe outmost
boundaries of the colony, where commonly the best gunsmen
reside a 1849 J C Mangan Poems (1859) 35* Gunsman
and dragoon

Gunsmith, (go nsmip).

1. One whose occupation it is to make and repair

small fire-arms

*388 in Compt Bk D Wedderbm tie (S H S , 1898) 82

note, [William Low, gunsmith, son of James Low, smith,

was entered in the Burgess Roll 30th Sept 1588] *647
Haward Crown Rev 31 Gun-smith Fee, 6d per diem
1671 Drydi n Evenings Lave Pref a 4 b, 1 he employment of

a Poet is like that of a curious Gunsmith, or Watchmaker
1781 Phil Trans LXXI 230 Wogdon, one of the most
famous gunsmiths in London 1838 [see Gunmaker] 1861

Tunes 21 Aug , Gunsmiths making or repairing rifles

2 . slang A thief

1869 Temple BarXXV 213 He returned to his old trade

of 1 gunsmith ’, gunning being the slang teim for thieving

Hence G-u nsmitkery, the trade of a gunsmith,

the making of small arms ; also, the place where
the work of a gunsmith is earned on.

*847 in Craig 1896 Westin Gaz 30 Jan. 2/1 The
Government gun smithenes

t Gtt'uster. slang (* or nonce-wd). Obs [f.

Gun sb. + -step.] (See quot

)

1709 Stefle Tatler No 88 f 2 The words Gunner and
Gunster are not to be used promiscuously Those who re-

count strange Accidents and Cncumstances which have no
Manner of Foundation in Truth, when they design to do
Mischief are comprehended under the Appellation of Gun-
ners, when they endeavour only to surprise and entertain,

they are distinguished by the Name of Gunsters The
Gunner is destructive, and hated; the Gunster innocent,

and laughed at Ibid r g Come we now to the Gunsters.

This Race of Engmeeis deals altogether in Wind-Guns,
which by recoiling often, knock down those who discharge
them, without huitmg any body else *7*7 Boyer Ft
Diet

,

Gunster (a Cracker, or bouncing Fellow), unBavard.

Gun-stock (go nstpk). The wooden stock or

support to which the barrel of a .gun is attached

;

*|* a rest or support on which to place a cannon on
board ship.

*49St7 Naval Acc Hen VII (1896) 246 Also payed in

lykewith to John Keyte for x\ Elmyn tres price the pece
xij' 1 of hym so bought & apon makyng of Gonne stokkes
for Gonnes belongyng to the seid ship *59* Percivall Sp
Diet , Vaqneta a gunne stocke 17*5 Bradlky Fam Did
s v Walnut Tree, The Timber is . used for*Gunstocks,
Coach-wheels, and the bodies of Coaches, *728 Anson’s
Voy n. v 179 The Commodore ordered a swivel gun-stock
to be fixed in the bow both of the barge and pinnace 1833
Greener Gun 144 Walnut has for many years been con-
sidered the most handsome and the best wood for gun-stocks

1899 Elackw Mag. Aug *73/* The least tap on a gun-stock,

was carried a great distance
Comb *689 Ann Albany (1830) II. 112 Jan Nack, trader

and gunstockmaher.

Hence <3*u n-stocker, one who fits the stocks of

guns to the barrels
,
Gu a-stocking-, the fitting of

gun-stocks. In recent Diets

t Gu’nstone. Obs [f. Gun sb + Stone sb.]

1 A stone used for the shot of a cannon or gun

;

a cannon-ball
;
a bullet.

*43*“5° tr Higden (Rolls) IV. 455 He was sleyne with a
gunneston [L. ictufundibali\ c *440 Jacob's Well 267 pe
violence of agunne or ofan engyne ston is qwenchyd, whan
softe erthe or softe thyng is sett Jier-^ens *330 Palsgr
68o, I neuer sawe gonne stone skyppe on that facyon. Ibid
739/2, 1 am stryken with a gonne stone, I am but deed
1563-87 Foxe A M. (1596) iga8/2 Having at one siege
no Tesse then three thousand bullets and gunstones flying
upon them 1573 Tusser Husb. x. (1878) 20 Make gunstone
and ai row shew who is within *599 Shaics Hen V,i 11 282
'I his Mocke of his Hath turn’d his balles to Gun-stones
1603 B Jonson Volpone v. v, That I could shoote mine
eies at him like gun-stones *68* W. Robertson Phraseol
Gen, (1693) 693 A Gun-stone or pellet *808 J. Barlow
Columb vn 702 Shells ram before him . Crags, gunstones,
balls o’erturn the tented ground
Comb 1378 Househ Ord, (1790) 254 Guneston maker fee

per diem 008 1647 Haward Crown Rev, 21 Gun-stone
maker* Feeper diem, 12 d.

2 . Her. = Pellet, Ogress. (Cf Gun-shot 1 c

)

i486 Bk St A Ibans, Her B iv b, Oglys be calde in army?
gonestonys 1688 R. Holme Armoury 1 61/1 He beareth
Argent 3 Ogresses These are also termed Pellets, and do
resemble bullets for Guns, and are often termed Gun-stones,
or Bullets. 1766 Porny Heraldry (1777) Diet , Pellets, the
name given to the Black Roundlets, by English Heralds
alone these are also denominated in English by the apel-
lations of Ogresses and Gunstones, 1847 Gloss Her 244

Gunter (g» ntai). [The name of a distinguished
English mathematician, Edmund Gunter (1581-
1626). The phrase ‘according to Gunter’ is cur-

rent in the U S. in the same sense as the English
'according to Cocker’ (Farmer Americanisms
1889) ]
1 In the name of several mathematical instru-

ments improved or invented by Gunter. Gunter's

GUNWALE.
chain ' the chain of 4 poles’ length now in general

use for land-surveying (see Chain sb. 9). Gunter's

line a logarithmic line on Gunter’s scale used for

performing mechanically the operations of multi-

plication and division , also called Gunter's pro
portion Gunter's quadrant, an apparatus for

finding the hour of the day, the azimuth, etc.

Gunter's rule, scale — 1 b.

1679 Moxon Math Diet, Gunter's Chain, Quadrant,
Rule, Scale, and Sector, all useful Mathematical Instru
ments, invented or much improved by Mr. Edmund
Gunter and from him bearing their names 1688 J
Brown, The Description and Use of the Carpenters Rule,
together w ith the Use of the Line of Numbers commonly
called Gunter’s-Lme, applyed to the measunng of all super
ficies and solids. 1701 I’ Tuttell Desa Math Instr,
Guntet's Quadrant, made in Wood or Brass, Curiously
contrived to find the Hour and Arnnuth, and most Pro
positions of the Globe , also, the Height of Trees, Steeples,

&t 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey). Gunter's Lute, the common
Line of Numbers first invented by Mr, Edmund Gunter, and
so well known that it needs no Description 1727-41
Chamblrs Cytl, Gunter's Line, called also line 0/lines, and
lute of numbers *730 Franklin Opinions ty Conject
Wks 1887 II 186 Two pieces of thick looking glass, as

broad as a gunter’s scale, and six inches long 1801 [see

Chains 9] *890 Diet Nat Biog XXXIII 350 Gunter’s
admirable lule of proportion, now called the line ofnumbeis
(‘ Gunter's Line ’ and ‘ Gunter’s Proportion ’), and other lines

laid down by it were fitted in the scale, which ever since

has been called ‘ Guntei’s Scale

b Short for Gunter's scale : A flat rule, two feet

long, marked on one side with scales of equal

parts, of chords, sines, tangents, etc
,
and on the

other side with scales of the logarithms of those

parts
;
much used for the mechanical solution of

problems m surveying and navigation
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Gunter's Scale, commonly

call’d The Gunter by Seamen 1727-41 Chambers Cycl
hunter's scale

,

also called by navigators, absolutely the

Gunter The same lines aiealso occasionally laid down on
rulers to slide by each other , hence called sliding Gunters
1886 Diet Nat Biog VI 225/2 Brandreth, 1 S had
previously [to 1821] invented his logometer, or ten-foot

guntei *8po Ibid XXXIII 350 In these tables [j<r of

Artificial Sines and Tangents] Gunter applied to naviga-

tion and other branches of mathematics his admirable rule
1 the Gunter on which were inscribed the logarithmic lines

for numbers, sines, and tangents of aiches

2. Naitt. Applied to a method of rigging in

which the topmast slides up and down the lower

mast on rings or hoops
;
a mast so rigged or a

sail attached to such a mast (more fully shdmg-
gunter) [So called fiom its resemblance to a
‘ sliding Guntei *

, see quot 1727-41 under 1 b ]

1794 Rigging 4 Seamanship I. 136 Boat's Latteen Sail
This sail, when the head of it (then called the foie leech)

is Taced to a mast and topmast, is called a sliding gunter-

sail
,
the topmast being made to slide down the mast by

means of hoops Ibid 229 Ship’s Pinnaces sometimes
rig with a sliding-gunter, like houarios Ibid 238 These
sails are called shding-gunters, and used in the English

navy's pinnaces and barges 1837 P Colquhoun Oars-

man's Guide 23 Three sorts of sails,—the spieet, the gun ter,

and the lug 1867 Smyth bailor's Wo’d-bk., Sliding

Gunters, masts fitted for getting up and down with facility

abaft the mast
,
generally used for kites, as royals, skysails,

and the like. *875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk vi (ed 2)

227 Boats rigged with two sliding guntei s are the best suited

for cruising purposes 1894 Outing lU. S ) XXIV 35/1
The rig was a sliding gunter mainsail

1

Ibid. 148/2 lhe
sliding gunter rig, the mast is m two pieces, the topmast

sliding up and down the lower mast on two wrought-iron

rings or travelers.

Gunwale, gunnel (g» nel). Forms: 0. 5

gonne walls, 7 gunwayle, -waile, (8 gun-wall),
8- gunwale, (9 gunwhale). 0 7 gtm(n)al, 8-

gunnel 7. 7-8 gunhil(l. [f Gun sb. + Wale,
the gunwale having formerly served to support the

guns (cf quot. 1697m 0). The usual spelling is still

gunwale, though the pronunciation (go nw/U) is,

at least 111 Great Britain, never used by persons

acquainted with nautical or boating matters]

The upper edge of a ship’s side , in large vessels,

the uppermost planking, which covers the timber-

heads and leaches from the quarter-deck to the

forecastle on either side; m small ciaft, a piece

of timber extending round the top side of the hull.

a. 1466 Mann 4 Househ. Exp (Roxb.) 205 For tymbre
for colers of the maste, and gonne walles, xx d 1626

Capt, Smith Acad Yng Sea-men 11 The wayst boords,

the gunwayle, stations for the nettings 1627 —* Seaman s

Gram 11 6 The sides and Deckes are wrought till you come
at the Gunwaile, which is the vpmost waile *727A Hamil-
ton New A cc li Ind II xlv 147 The Assailants when
they got as high as the Gun-wall or Gunnel, were at a Loss

how to get over the Netting *800 Capt. Milne 111 Naval
Chron IV. 421 Brass swivels on the gunwbale *833

Markyat P Simple (1863) 325 She proved to be a brigan-

tine laden up to her gunwale, which was not above a foot

out of the water 1863 Livingstone Zambesi xvi 329 Our
canoes were not a foot above the water at the gunwales.

*868 Miss Yongd Cameos (1877) I vi 41 Horses were led

into the ships, the shields hung round the gunwale, and the

warriors crowded in *873 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk vi

(ed. 2) 226 Cutters and pinnaces should have from 6 to 8

inches added to their gunwale forward 1880 Dixon
Windsor III. 111. 23 More than once her gunwale had been

under water
attnb *773 Cook 1st Voy. ii x (1842) I 194 The gun-

I
wale boards were frequently carved m a grotesque taste.



GUNYAH.
0- 1697 Dampier Voy (1729) I 400 A very pretty neat

Vessel had about 40 men all armed and some guns, that
went with a Swivel upon their Gunnal 1699 Ibid III 14
I he fust [ropes] going athwart from Gunnal to Gunnal
1719 De Fof Crusoe r xvi (1840) 387 Friday set him
down softly upon the side or gunnel of the Canoe, 1757
Robertson in Phil Trans L 34 As he was stepping on
the gunnel, he fell over-board 1833 Marryat P, Simple
(1863) 103 The wind had caught the sails J and the ship
careened over to her gunnel with its force 1834 Mtdwin
Angler in Wales II. 23, I was never tired (when I leaned
over the gunnel of the boat) m watching the fish 1878N Amer Rev CXXVII 384 Mitrailleuses and field-pieces
were mounted on the gunnels

Y 1693 Lyde Retaking ‘Friend's Adv

'

22,

1

kept up
the Topsail, till at last the Wind in the Showers did put the
Gunhilofthe Ship in theWater. *711 in A Duncan Mariner's
Chi on (1803) III, 292 Cutting away the vessel’s gunhill

to Phrases Gunwale to (rarely f in') with the
gunwale on a level with the water, also transf.
Gunwale under : with the gunwale submerged
[1717 tr Ft eater1s Voy S Sea 34 With such dreadful ..

Gusts, that they brought the Gunwale to, under two Courses
reefd ] 1748 Anson’s Voy 1 vm. 77 The ship rolling in-
cessantly gunwale to 1751 Smollett Per Pic (1779) IV
civ 339 He rolled himself almost gunwale to, at every
motion of his horse 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (1780)
Dddi, Gunnel-in, or gunnel-to 1830 Marryat Kings
Own. I111, She rolled gunwale under *833 M. Scott Tom
Cringle (1862) 260 We continued to roflgunwale under,
dipping the mam yaidarm into the water every now and
then 1873 G C Davies Mount. # Mere xvi 141 She shot
across gunwale under

c transf The top plank of a hoarding
1863 Kingsley Herein II. ix 150 At last one scaling

ladder was planted upon the bodies of the dead, and hooked
firmly on the gunwale of the hoarding

Gunyah (go nya) Also 9 gun(n)eah, gune-
eah, gun(n)ya, gunyer, -yia, guniar. [Native
Australian ] A native Australian hut (Cf.
Humpy and Gibber )
[1798 D. Cor lins Ate Eng Colony N S Wales,

Aboriginal Voc Port Jackson 1 610 Go me, a hut ] 1820
J Oxlev Jrnl Exped Australia 1x7 He [the native] threw
down the little bark guneah which had sheltered him and
his family during the night 1847 L Leichhardt Jrnl
Overland Expea. ix. 290 We saw a very interesting camp-
ing place of the natives, containing several two-storied
gunyas 1870 WilsonAustral Songs 140 From the gunyahs
'neath the headland Curled the smoke. 189a ‘ Rolf Bol-
drewood ’ Squatter’s Dream xiv. 157 For two pins I’d put
a match in every gunyah on the place.

Guos, obs form of Goose.

II Gup (gop), sb. Anglo-Indian, [a. Hindustani

^S'gup.'] Gossip.

c 1806 Mrs Sherwood in Life xxi. (1847) 357 No other
amusement than hearing ‘ the gup gup or gossip of the
place where they may happen to be 1882 Mrs. Croker
ProperPride I iv 71 This occurrence was lelated as one
of the items of local ‘ gup ’ 1884 Manch Exam 11 Nov.
8/2 The story . . rests on pure bazaar ‘gup', as they say m
India.

t Gup, tnt. Obs. Also 6 goppe, guppe, 7 g’up,
guipp, guep. [? Contracted from go up

;
cf Gif

tnt.] a A cry of anger or chiding addressed to a
horse, b . An exclamation ofderision,remonstrance,
or surprise

;
often coupled with marry.

a 1329 Skelton Dyuers Balettys ii 17 Spur vp at the
hynder gyrth, with, Gup. morell, gup — Poems agst
Garntsche 11 36 Gup, gorbellyd Godfrey, gup, Garnysche,
gaudy foie 1338 Bale Thre Lames 962 Goppe with a
vengeaunce, how comest thu so aloft ? 1546 J. Heywood
Ptov (1867) 43 Gup with a galde backe gill, come vp to
supper 1598 E Guilpin Skial (1878) 44 Mary and gup •

haue I then lost my cap ? 1604 Deicker Honest Wh vm
Wks 1873 II go Mary gup, are you growne so holy? 1622
Mabbe tr Aleman's Guzman d'Alf 1 101 Marry g’up
with a murrame 163* P. Fletcher Sicehdes Poems
(Grosart) III 80 Modestie? marry guipp these are your
modest creatures 1 1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens
(17*3) II No 56 99 Marry guep 1 how tender-credited our
Friend is 1

+ Gur. Min. Obs. [a. med.L gur, perh a. G.
guhr ferment (used by later mineralogists with
different sense : see Guhr).] (See quots

)

2686 Plot StaffordsJi 160,

1

take it to be the Gur of the
Adeptists, 1 e the matter of Metalls before it be coagulated
into a Metallic form It might be the Gur of Lead [1739
Bromell Mtneralogia vi, 6 En sldan silfwahaltig hwit
bergmiQlk eller gur metalhcnm utflSt fihr 1696 ] 1753
Chambers Cycl Supp , Gur, a word used to express a fluid
matter looking like milk, hut reduced sometimes, by evapora-
tion, to the consistence of honey, and appearing In form of
a white sediment It always contains more or less silver,
and is common m the mines of Sweden, and in some other
places.

Gur, variant of Goob, a coarse Indian sugar.
Gurab, obs. form of Grab sb .

1

Gurchen, rare obs. form of Gherkin-

,

Gurd, obs. form of Gird, Godrd 1

Gurdel, -ll, obs forms of Girdle sb 1

Gurdiish, variant of Garfish
Gurdle, dial, variant Girdle sb 2

t Gure, a. Obs Also 3 girre. [f. OE. gor
Gore.] In phr. On (a) gure blodt : in or with
gore. Cf. A-gore-blood and Gore-blood 2
a 122$ Juliana 28 Euch dunt defde into hire liche hat ha

al bijet on gure blode a 124a Wohunge in Cott Horn 281
A1 J>i blisfule bodi streamed on a Girre blod.

Gurfish, variant of Garfish.

515

Gorge (gwdg), sb. rare. Also gorge, [ad.

L. gurges abyss, whirlpool ] A whirlpool {lit.

andfig ) ; Her. -Gorges b.
1667 Milton P. L xii 41 The Plain, wherein a black

bituminous gurge Boiles out from under ground, the mouth
of Hell. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Gurge, a Whirl-Pool 182a
Keats Hyperion 11 28 Horribly convulsed With sanguine,
feverous, boiling gurge of pulse 1868 Cussans Her via
(1882) 116 Gorge

,
or Gurge, a whirlpool . 1 his Charge

covers the entire Field, and is blazoned Aigent and Azure
1893 M Field Underneath Bough 9 Life’s a tortured,
booming gurge

Gurge (gaidg), v [f L. gurges whirlpool ]
1

1

irons. To turn into a whirlpool
15*3 Ld Berners Froiss I 1 1 All great ryuers are

gurged of diuers surges and sprynges of water
2 mtr To make a whirlpool, to swirl, surge.

Also Gu’rging ppl a
1578 Mirr Mag

, Stgebert xiv, In gurging gulfe of these
such suiging seas. 1893 Daily News 28 Jan, 3/1 The water
rises up one gurging mass of white foam. 1897 F Thompson
New Poems 73 At all gates the clangours gurge in, God’s
paludament lightens, see 1

Gurgeons (gsiidganz), sb fil. Now dial.

Forms a. 5- gurgeons, (7 gurgin, 7-8 gur-
gians, 8 -ins, 9 -ens). P. 7 grudgeons, -10ns,

-ms, grugmgs, 9 grudgmgs, 7- grodgeona.
[Cf. F. gmgeons lumps of crystalline sugar m
brown sugar, formerly also (m Cotgi ) ‘the smallest

or most wntlien fruit on a tree ’
;
connected with

gruger to crunch.] Coarse meal
;
the coarse refuse

from flour
,
pollards.

a <11483 Liber Niger in Househ Ord (1790) 69 Not to
boult it [the flour] soe sore uppon the gurgeones of branne
1577 Harrison England 11. vi (1877) 1 *54 The btan
(usuallie called gurgeons or pollard) 1688 R Holme
Armoury m 317/1 Bakers Terms in their Ait. Gurgin, or
Bran 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Pityron, Bran, Gurgeons,
the refuse of Ground Wheat 1787 Winter Syst Hnsb 229
Gurgians, which is neatly, if not equally as nutritive as
barley-meal, and much cheaper. 1844W Barnes Poems
Dorset Dial. Gloss

,
Gurgens, pollard, coarse flour 1853

Morton Cycl Agnc, II. 724/2 Meal is separated into
flour , seconds, middlings, and even thirds, then blues,
boxings, sharps, gurgeons, scuftmgs, pollards and bran
P x6ox Holland Pliny I 564 Courser grodgeons for

brown bread x6ix Cotgr
,
Annone, meslin, or grudgins

,

the come whereof browne bread is made for the meynie
1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid ofMill 111 111, You that
can deal with G[r]udgms and coarse floure 1655 Moufet
& Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 339 Bread mingled of
Meal and Grudgins 1847-78 Halliwell, Gntdgmgs,
pollard ; fine bran. North. 1881 Leicestersh Gloss s v.
Meal, Sharps or giudgeons

Gurges (goidgfz). Also 7 gorges, 9 dial.

gurgise. [a. L. gutges whirlpool ] A whirlpool,
gulf

;
dial, a pool, pond.

1664 Cotton Scarron 1 19 Here a Boat kicking on the
Surges, And there one sinkiftg in a Gurges rSS&P/iil Trans
III 633 There may be a very Low Ebb, though no High-
Spring, which they teime an Out-let or Gurges of the Sea
1875 Sussex Gloss., Gurgise, a fish-pool ; lake or pond.

b. Her. A charge consisting of a spiral of two
narrow bands, intended to represent a whirlpool,

and blazoned aigent and azure.
x66s Morgan Sph Gentry 19 A Gurges, or Whirlpoole

proper, by the name of Gorges, here the Field is not named
at all, by reason it doth fill up all the vacuity of the Field,
and is always Azure and Argent, the proper colour of water.
1823 in Crabb Technol Diet

t Gurgitate, v Obs. rare ~ °. [f. L gurgi-
tat-, ppl. stem of gurgitdre see next.] = Ingur-
gitate v. 1.

1656 Blount Glossogt , Gurgitate, to swallow or devoure.

Gurgitation (gSidgite * Jan). [ad. late L.
*gnrgitdtion-em, n of action f, gurgitdre to engulf
(gurgitdtus ‘ goiged

’,
m Du Cange), f gurgit-,

gurges whirlpool. Cf. ingurgitation, regurgita-
tion.]

1 1- Swallowing
;
guzzling ;

= Ingurgitation.
1542 Boorde Dyetary ix (1870) 250 A surfet is taken as

well by gurgytacyons or to moche drynkynge, as it is taken
by epulacyon 1658 Phillips, Gurgitation, an mgulphing,
or swallowing up
2 Surging or whirling up and down, ebullient

motion.
1864 Spencer lllvst, of Progress 417 The disti lbution

ofcrude nutrimen t is byslow gurgitations and regurgitations

1879 H James Confidence ix, The gurgitation of the waves
grew deeper to his ear x88x Geikie Geol SK in Macni

.

Mag Oct. 431 The water sank in the funnel, and the same
restless gurgitation was resumed &
Gurgiting (gv idjitiq), vbl si Falconry. [f.

L gurgit-dre (taken in sense of ingurgitdre to

gorge) . see prec ] (See quots.)

1615 Latham Falconry Terms, Gurgiting is when a Hawke
is stufb or suffocated with any thing, be it meat or other-
wise. 1686 Blome Gentl. Recreat 11 62 Gurgipmg [mc,
hence prob the corrupt forms Gnrgipttng

\
gurgyptmg, in

18th c Dictionaries] 1891 Harting Btbl, Accipitr. 223
Gnrgitmg, choking with too large a mouthful

f Gurgitive, a. Obs rare— [irregularly f.

L gurgit-, gurges whirlpool ]
* Belonging to a

Gulph or stream
5

(Blount Glossogr 1656).

Gurgle (goug’l), sb. [f. Gurgle v Cf. the

parallel forms cited there.]

+ 1. = Gargle sb. 1 Obs.

1582 Bulleyn Def agst. Sickness, Compounds (1579) 35 b,

GURGLING,
A Gargarizme or washing Gurgle, for the Mouth and
Throate.

2 . The action or an act of gurgling ; the noise

made by liquid escaping- intermittently from a
vessel, of a stream flowing over a stony bed, etc

1757W Thompson Bower 26 Flow, flow, thou Crystall-
Ritt, With tinkling gurgles fill The Mazes of the Grove
1831 Carlyle Sart Res (1858) 9 A gutgle of innumerable
emptying bumpers 1860 Tyndall Glac 1 vm 59 Streams

plunged into the depths of the ice, flowed tinder it with
hollow gurgle 187911 H Elliot Written on Fotehead I.

119 The gurgle made by the pebbles of the shingle as they
roll ceaselessly to and fro, 1897 Blackmore in Blackw
Mag Sept 362 The light itself seemed to come in gurgles

b. A guttural sound such as is produced by
liregular emission of air fiom the throat, gargling,

or the like.

1862 Shirley Nttgse Cnt vi 239 The rich gurgle of the
peesweet 1865 Carlyle Fiedk Gt vi 11 (1872) II 140
He gasped some gurgle of a sound like ' Osnabrtich \
1869 1 rollope He knew xxiv (1878) 136 There came a faint
sound as of an hysterical sob, and then a gurgle in the
throat

Gurgle (gv ig’l), v. Also 6 gurgull [Paiallel

forms aie Du, MLG goigelen, G gwgeln (Sw
gurgla

,
Da gurgle

,
prob from LG ) to gargle, and

It. gorgogliare to gargle, bubble up, boil, rattle,

Pg. gurgulhar to gush out, bubble, perh. L.
*gurguhare, f. gurgulio gullet, which appears to
be the ongm of the cogn. sbs. Du gorgel, OHG
gurgnlA (MHG., G. gurge!) and Pr gorgolh
Whether the Eng word is a dnect adaptation of
any of those vbs. or is a native echoic formation is

not clear Cf. Gargle, Guggle ]

+1. intr — Gargle v Obs.
1562 Bulleyn Def agst Sickness, Compounds (1570) 35 b,

marg A gargarizme to gurgull m the mouth and throate
1611 Florio, Gargareggiare, to garganze, to gurgle.

2 Of water or othei liquid To flow in a broken
irregular current, with intermittent low noises, as
water from a bottle, or a stream among stones.

[? 1635 see Gurl v e ] 1713 Rowe Lady Jane Grey n 1

Wks (1720) 33 Neverceasing Waters That purl and gurgle
o’er their Sands for ever *789 Burns To Maty in Heaven
111, Ayr gurgling kiss'd his pebbled shore. 1821 Keats
Isabella xxvii. Where Arno’s stream Gurgles through
straighten’d banks 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge lix, He
sent the wine gurgling down his throat. 1894 Si la London
up to Date 11. 32 Rare hocks that gurgle in tne glass when
poured out.

b. transf. To make a noise as of liquid issuing

from a bottle, bubbling, or the like
;
to utter inter-

mittent guttural sounds.
X779 Mason Eng Garden in 487 She will plain, and

gurgle, as she goes. As does the widow’d ring dove 1857-8
Sears A than 11. xi 240 Paul is so full of this thought, that,
whenever he touches upon the theme, his language gurgles
from his lips x88o Jefferies Gt. Estate vn 133 The
cuckoo began to lose his voice , he gurgled and gasped, and
cried ‘cuck—kuk—kwai—kash ’ 1892 Sunday Mag June
425/1 Baby is lying in mother’s lap eroding and gurgling.

3 tram. To utter with gurgling sounds Also,

To gurgle down • to swallow with a gurgle
1814 Cary Dante, Inf vii 128 Such dolorous strain they

gurgle in their throats 1825 C M Westmacott Eng Spy
I 314 Gurgling down the glutinous calipash 1831 Carl\ le
Sait Res 1, in. He gurgled-out his pursy chuckle of a
cough-laugh 1854 Thackeray Newcomes I ix 96 ‘ A
mother’s bl-l-essings go with you gurgled the lady 1865

J Thomson Sunday up River x: in, When your voice has
gurgled the last sweet note

Gurglet (gwiglet) rare, [f Gurgle sb +
-et.] A tiny whirlpool.

1796 Mod Gulliver's Trav. 0 Thou mayest be carried
about like a float on a fishing-line, the whirligig of every
gurglet in the stream.-

Gurglet, variant of Goglet 1
.

Gurgling1

(gv ighg), vbl. sb. [f. Gurgle v. +
-ing Lj The action of the vb Gurgle

;
the noisy

intermittent flowing of liquid as from a narrow-
necked bottle, etc.

18x4 Southey Roderick Poet Wks 1838 IX 52 The con-
stant fall Of water its perpetual gurgling made 1847 Alb
Smith Chr Tadpole xu (1879) 112 In the guTgling of tall

bottles there is much music 1876 Trans Clinical Soc
IX 192 The act of swaltowing was imperfectly done, the
patient taking cautious sips, and there being pharyngeal
gurgling x88o Gilbert Pirates Penzance n, He loves to
hear the little brook a-gurglmg. 1883 C J Wills Mod,
Persia 226 Camels have a habit of guiglmg

Gurgling (gv -iglig), ppl a [f as piec. +
-ing 2

J That gurgles
;

emitting a sound as of
bubbling liquid or purling water, characterized

by gurgling
1596 ? Spenser Thestylis 3 Guiglmg sound Of Lillies

tumbling streames 1614 Sylvester Bethnlia's Rescue v.

15 By some River’s side Or gurgling Brook 1631 Mabbe
tr De Rojas' Cclestina (1894) xix 266 Harken to the
gurgling waters of this fountaine 1725 Pope Odyss
xu 361 Where a fountain’s gurgling waters play, They
rush to land 1764 J. G Cooper Tomb Shaks 12 The
nightingale . ceas'd to float The gurgling notes of her
melodious woe. 1844 Dufton Deafiiess 79 On throwing
air into the tympanum through the Eustachian tube, a dis-

tinct gurgling noise was heard. 1847 J. Wilson Chr North
(1857) 1 . 152 He pours the gurgling brandy down his throat

1855 Longf. Hiaw viii 94 Whirled the birch-canoe in

circles, Round and round in gurgling eddies 1897 Allbntt's
Syst Med III 838 Rumbling and gurgling sounds in the
abdomen



GURGLY. 516 GUSH.

Hence Givuglingly adv,, with a gurgle

1895 M \r Corelli Son owsSatan i\ (ed 6} 103 * Murder 1
’

he whimpered gurghngly

Gurgly (gv igh), a rare [f. Gurgle sb + -y ]

Characterized by gurgling

1894 R Kipling Jungle Bk 199 A gurgly nimbly voice

f Gurgolion. Ohs rare — 1 [ad L gmguho

,

-onem ,
var of curculio weevil ] A weevil

c 14*0 Pctllad on Hush 1 485 This maner craft wol hold

out of thi whete Gurgohons and other noyis bestis

Gurgoy^e, variant of Gargoile

t Gurgulation. [ad med.L *gurgiilation-em

(whence OF gurgulctcion), f gurguldre (of echoic

formation) to gurgle ] Rumbling m the bowels
c 1400 Lanfi tine's Cirurg 268 Whanne Jjou touchist it

[siphac] wi}j J>i fyngir, it wole goon yn s^en & sumty me
it wole come ajen, & it wole make noon gurgulacioun 1542
BooKnr Dyetary xn, (1870) 267 It [milk] is not good for

them the whiche haue gurgulations in the bely 1649 Bulwer
Pathomyot 11 11 128 A little redaction of the Midriff with
out the manifest act of Gurgulation

Gurgulet, obs form of Goalet 1

II Gurgu lio. Obs [L , = gullet, windpipe ]

The gullet, ticmsf appetite foi food.

1630 Rvndolpu A y istippus Wks (1875I 32 His palate is

lost, and with it his gurgulio 1631 ,
etc Hey/or Honesty

ii, iv ibid, 414 I’ll cut your throats, and slit your impudent
gurgulios

Gurgull, obs form of Gurgle v
Gurhofite (gv rhafmt) Aim [Named Gur-

hofian by Karsten, 1807 ,
this was altered by Jame-

son to Gurhofite, from Gurhof in Austria, its

locality
,
see -ite ] A variety ofdolomite contain-

ing more than the normal amount of calcium
[18x4 T Allan Mm Nomen 26 Gurhofian] 1816 R

Jameson Min, (ed 2)11 ri2 Gurhofite Guihofian, Karsten
1892 Dana Mm 273 Gurhofian, 01 gurhofite

,
snow white

and subtranslucent

Gurjun (g5 rdgan) Also gurjon The native

name for a laige tree of the East Indies and Phi-
lippine Islands, Dipterocarpus alatus

,
from which

and other species of Diptei ocaipus a viscid balsamic
liquid is obtained, called gurjun balsam oxgurjun
ml, used as a varnish and medicinally
1858 Simmonds Did Trade, Gurjun, an oleo resin , a thm

balsam or wood oil 1876 Harley Mat Med (ed 6) 702
Gunan balsam resembles copaiba balsam 1889 Tablet
16 Feb 273/1 The gurjun oil winch I bi ought is making a
manifest difference in his [Fathei Damien’s] face and hands
1.892 Blackw Mag Sept 384 The gi ay stemmed gurjuns
gleam like spectres 1897 A llbutt's Syst Med II 76 Hillis
speaks well of the gurjon oil treatment

Hence Guxjiuuc (gjadgw mk) a, m gwjmnc
acid (see quots

)

2876 Harley Mat Med (ed 6) 702 The resin contains a
little crystalhsable gurgumc [«e] acid ChHmOb, which
appears to he a hydrate of abietmic acid 1886 Syd Soc
Lex

, GuiJnme acid, Cg t Hy O5 + 3 Hj O A crystalline
substance contained in the transparent semi fluid lesm left

after the distillation of the volatile oil from gurjun balsam

Gurl (gwl), sb Now Sc [Cf Guru v ] A
gi owl

5
boisterous or rough weathei

*755 J. Shtbbeare Lydia (1769) I 85 A voice that was
rather a gurl, like an old hound gnawing a bone, than
a human sound 1790 A Wilson in Poems <5 Lit Prose
(1876] II 84 Poor starvin’ dogs Glower fierce wi1 hungry
gurle x8z6 Galt Last 0/Lairds iv 32 He had a pleasure

in gripping me by the coat-neck, and shaking me wi’
n gurl 1880 in D H Edwaids Mod. Sc Poets I. 325 He’s
houfft till the gurl gaed past

Gurl, a. Sc. Also 6 gurll, gourl [Cf, Gurl v
,

also Grill a ] Of weather Boisterous, rough
1313 Douglas JEnets vn Prol 58 For gurll [v r gourl]

weddir growyt bestis haue 1719 Ramsay Fain Ep Answ
111 27 When northern blasts the ocean shurl, And gars the
heights and hows look gurl

Gurl (gad), w Now Sc Also 4 gurle [Echoic,
cf Grolling, Growl.]
I mlr. To rumble, growl

,
(of the wind) to

roar, howl.
c 1380 'WvcurSerm Sel Wks II 249 As a mete in a man,

hat is not defied bifore, makij? mannis bodi to gurle [V r
groule] 1587 Mascall Govt Cattle (1627) 62 The gurhng or
rumblingm the belly, and noyse in his guts 1701 A Wilson
Pack in Poems Lit Prose (1876) II 33 Fearfu’ winds
loud gurled 1832-53 J Baiaantine in Whistte-Bmkie (Scot
Songs) Ser. 11. 90 Whaur the ram fa’s in floods, an’ the
wind gurls chill 1885 Standard 2 Apr 5/2 They [« otter-
dogs] ‘ guil ’ and fight amongst themselves.

+ 2 - Gurgle zj 3 Obs rate—1

But perh. gurled is a misprint for gurgled J if so this is
the earliest instance of Gurgle v 2
1635 J Hayward tr Biondls Banish’d Virgin 28 The

blood that at thy appearing guiled out of this wound, both
convicts thee, and requites at my hands Iustice

Gurle, obs. form of Girl
II Gnrlet {gv del) [F gurlet, grelet ]

‘ A
pickaxe with one sharp point and one cutting-
edge’ (Knight Did. Mech 1875).
Guriy (gs ill), a Sc [f Gurl sb, 01 v + -y ]
1 Boisterous, stormy, rough
*7*8 Ramsay EdinhmgJis Addr to Country 3 Bare fields

and gurly skies Make rural scenes ungrateful to the eyes

f
*So3 Sir P Spern xiv in Child Ballads (1885) II 25/2

When the lift grew dark, and the wind blew loud, And
r)y grew the sea. 1854 H Mu lfr-SVA <5 Schm n (1857)

27 When gurly breezes blow. 188* G Macdonald Castle
tr xrlock xx. (1883) iaa It’s a gurly rncht ; no a pinch o’

licht, an’ the win’ bJawm 1

like deevils 1893 Crockett
Sticht Minister 125 It was gurly weathei

2 Surly, cioss, ill-humoured
1721 Ramsay Cupid thrown into the South Sea 13 The

goil look’d gurly 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 77 Gurly

I James, and his baroms braw 1896 SrrvnNsoN Wen of
\ Heimiston vm 246 Ye’ll have to look 111 the guily face o’m

Gurmand, obs foim of Gourmand
f Gurmander, v Obs rare— 0 [app irreg a

F. gourmander (the mf form) or f Gourmander]
= Gourmand v
1570 Levins Manip 83/22 To Gurmander, abhgunre
Gurmandize, etc , obs. forms of Gormandize
[Gurmie, spurious word in Diets : see Gun-

nies ]

l

Gurmond, obs form of Gourmand.
Gurmundist • see Gourmandist
Gurnard (go maid), gurnet (go met). Forms

a 4- gurnard
;
also 5 gurnade, 5-6 gornard(e,

6 gurnerd, -arde, 6-7 gournard(e, 8 gronnard
/3 . 7 gournet, *it, 7, 9 gurnet, 8 Sc girnot, 9
gurnett [Prob. a some valiant of F. gi'ognai

d

ginmbler (13th c in Hatz-Darm), f grogner to

grunt (see Groin v !) ;
of cognate etymology are

OF gournaux pi. (1320 Du Cange sv Gornus

)

early mod F grougnaut, gronau
,
gournauld, gour-

neau (Cotgr
,
who gives the two first as ‘ Langue-

doc 1

), and perh F grenaut 'some large-headed

fish
1

(Littre) For the sense cf F. grondtn gur-

nard, f gronder to grunt, also G. hmrrhahn,
knutr/isch gurnard, f knurren to grumble]
1 One of the marine fishes of the genus Tngla or

family Tnghdse, chaiactenzed bya large spiny head
with mailed cheeks and thiee free pecloial lays
The chief species are distinguished lespectively as grey,

1 ed (otherwise cuckoo*), hneated, streaked, French (or rock-),

sapphinne, and shining (or long-finned) gurnaid
a 13x4 in Waidi Ace Ediv II, 21/12, 4 gurnards, t2d

14 Oidin <$• Reg Roy. Ilouseh (1790) 449 Theiwith
brem de mere, and gumade, and ciabbes, and crevyse

1467 Mann $ Househ Exp (Roxb
) 391 Davy seithe he

paid for a gurnard, mj d a 1500 Piers ofFullham 18 in
Hazl E P P II 3 In stede of stuigen or lampions, he
drawyth vp a gurneid or gogeons c 1532 Du Wi s Introd
Fr in Pahgr 913 Goutnardes, tumbes i6zo VrNNER Via
Recta iv 73 The Gurnard some are red, and some grey
a 1672 Wiliughby Itihyogi (1686) Table b 2 Cuciehts git-
sens, giay Gurnaid Ibid

,
Cucitlns Salv

,
Red Gurnard or

Rocnet 1694 Falle Jtiseyu 76 Another [fish] of a perfect
blood Colour, with a Head and Throat almost as big as the
lest of the Body , our Fishermen call it Gronnard, fiom the
guintmg Noise it makes 1769 De Foe's Torn Gt Bid
III 341 Ihe Gronnard is so called fiom its giuntmg Noise,
when taken 1836 Yakri ll Brit Fishes I 40 The trivial

names of cuculus and Cuckoo Gurnaul are said to have
been appropriated to this species [ Ti igla cuculus'] on ac-
count of the similarity of the sound which issues fiom this
fish, when taken out of the waters, to the note of the well-
known bird Ibid 41 The Sapphinne Gurnaid Tngla
hirundo Ibid 46 The Streaked Gurnard, Fiench Gurnard,
and Rock Gurnard 'Irtgla lineata 1849 Kingsley N
Devon Misc II 278 To dine off gumards ofmy own catch-
ing—excellent fish, despised by deluded Cockneys 1895
*J Bicucrdyke ’ Sea Fishing xui 413 Grey Gurnard, or
Haid heads {Tngla guinardus) 1898 Morris Austial
Eng s v, The original word Gurnard is letained in New
Zealand, and applied to the new species Tngla knittn

16x1 Florio, Gi incio a Gournet, a Rotchet, or red
fish 16x5 Markham Eng Housevi (1660) 67 Thus may you

Stew Roches, Gurnets, or almost any sea fish 01 fresh fish

1682 Wheler Joitm Greece iv 292 Barboum, which I take
to be the same with out Gournits 1795 Statist Acc Scotl

,

Argylesh XIV 173 Laith, codling, seth, girnot, lock-fish
1838 Dr Johnston in Proc Bemi Nat Clubl No 6 170
The Gurnett or Crooner 1843 Q Rev Sept 477 Turbot,
cod, ling gurnet and shad, abound on the coasts of Clare

fb. Soused gurnet a teim of oppiobrium
Gurnet's head used allusively with reference to
the disproportionate size of the fish’s head Obs
1596 Shaks Hen IV, iv 11 12 If I be not asham’d of my

Souldiers, I am a sowe’t Gurnet 1599 Marston Sco Vil-
lamen vi 200 His guts are m his braines, huge Iobber-
noule, Right Gurnets-head, the rest without a soule x6ofi
Wily Beguiled Prol A 2 b, Out, you soust gurnet
2 . Applied, with qualifications, to certain allied

genera a Yellow gurnard, the gemmeous dra-
gonet

,
Calhonymus lyia b Beardedg

,

the ted
mullet, Mullus barbatus c Mailed or armedg ,

a fish of the family Penstedudx. d Flying g

,

a flying fish of the family Cephajancanthidse or
Qactylopteridse • see also quots 1882 and 1898.
i7°4 Tyson in Phil Irons, XXIV 1749, I shall take

Liberty to call it the Yellow Gurnard Ibid 1750 In the
hinder Fin of the Back of the Yellow Gurnard theie weie
nine Rady

, in the Red Gurnai d fourteen 1802-3 Pallas's
Trav (x8i2)II 463 Thebearded gurnard 1836Yarrell^y/
Fishes I 67 Armed Gurnard, Mailed Gurnard, Malarmat,
Penstedion Malarmat Ibid I 297 Yellow Gurnard. 1882
Ogilvie, s v

, The flying gurnard is the T[rtgla] volitans,
which inhabits the Meditenanean, Atlantic, and Indian
seas 1898 Morris Austral Eng s.v,, Ihe Flying Gurnet
is Tnglapolyommata family Cothdse
Gurne, dial form of Gibn
Gurnell, obs foim of Girnel Sc

Ami Dean Castle in A McKay Hist Kilmarnock
308 Twa raeikill meill gurnells ofaick.
Gurnet, vamnt of Garnet Gurnard
Gurnetty (gv meti), as. rare [f gurnet Gur-
nard + -Y1

.] Resembling a gurnard

1872 Eari Pembroke & G H Kingsley ^ Sea Bubbles
v x2x Amongst the flocks were diveis very gurnetty speci-
mens, the motion of whose pectotals was not neaily as pio-
nounced as m the ical flying fish

(- Givrmpper. NewBngland Obs [Cf. Gallt*
nipper ] (See quols )

1634W Wood New Eng Piosp 1 xi (1S65) 51 A Gui-
nippei is a small blacke fly no biggei than a flea 1674
Josselyn Voy New Eng 122 Theie is anothei sort of fly

called a Gurmpper that are like our hoise flyes, and will
bite desperately

Gurolite, variant of Gyrolite
Gurr (g»r), sb Sc [Echoic

,
cf Garre v ] A

growl, snarl So Gurr v zntr
,
to growl, snarl.

1814 Edin Correspondent 15 Dec (Jam ), The gurr of a
dog as if turning sheep X834 Pringle Apr Sk Pioem
79 The panther round the folded flocks With stifled gun is

prowling 1859 J Brown Rab is, F (1862) 34 He was aye
gur gurrm’

II Gurrah. (g« ra) Anglo-Indian [Hindi
gdrhd ] A kind of plain coaise India muslin.

1727 A Hamiiton New Arc E hid I xxxn 393 These
manufactones aie of Silk, and Silk and Cotton Romals,
Gurrahs and Lungies 1858 in Simmonds Diet J 1 ade
Gurrell, mod dial foim of Gorrfl
Gurrie, obs form of Ghurry
Gurry 1 (g®n) Now dud Also 6 gyrre, 7

gurrie Dianhoea
1523 Fitzherb Husb § 70 But ye can not gyue youi

draught oxe to inoche meate excepte it be the aftermath
for that wyll cause hym to haue the gyire 1601 Hol land
Pliny I 399 The leafe also is as venimous as the giame, yet

otherwhiles there ensueth theieof a (luxe and guine of the

belly, which saves life Ibid II 41 Either the leafe 01

the seed of Silei stales the gunie or running out of the

belly in 4 footed beasts 1679 Co Lrs, A gurry, alviis concita
1881 Lciccstersh Gloss sv, 1 had a such a gurry on me as

if I hadn’t eaten nothmlc of a fortnit

Gurry 2 (gv ri) local A hand-barrow
, a small

car or sledge

*777 Hoiie Snbsictvce (E D D) 1848 C A Johns Week
at Lizaid 52 The men aie employed in carrying the fish 111

‘gunies ’ (hand bairows) to the cellar 1855 Morton Cycl
Agnc II 723/2 Guriy (Devon', a thing for carrying apples,

cairied by two men 1881 linns 19 Jan 10/6 Large
catches of spiats landed at St Ives, the catches langmg up
to 30 gurues per boat

b Comb gurry-butt dial, a dung-sledge.
1796 W Marsiiaii W England I 121 The ‘Guiry-

butt ’, or dung sledge, of Devonshire, is a sort of sliding

cait or barrow
,
usually of a size proper to be diawn by one

hoise 1834 But Husb I 167 Foi cai tying hay, straw,
faggot

r, Ac ,
a kind of cai called gurry-butt, m Devon-

shire 1867 in Spec Eng Dial (1891) 36 My ould asneger
’ll do voi put Into a little guny-butt

II Gurry 3 (gv 11). Anglo-Indian. [Hindustani

jjtjJ gat hi, f gat h a lull fori ] A small native

Indian fort

[1698 Fryer Acc E India 4 P 129 This Gur or Hill is

reckoned four Couise up Ibid 144 Their Fortified Gurs
ot Castles Ibid 165 Strong Guns, or Fastnesses upon the
Mountains ] 1786 Burke W Hastings Wks 18x3 (4

0
) VI

420 1 he Zeminaais in four Pergunnahs are so lefiactoiy as

to have fortified themselves m then Gumes 1825W Hamil-
ton Handbk Toms, Gwry in the East Indies, a native

foitification, generally consisting of a wall flanked with

towers 1858 in Simmonds Diet Trade
Gurry 4 (gv ri), Chiefly U.S Whale-fishing
The refuse from * cutting-m ’ and ‘

boiling out ’ a

whale Also, fish-offal b. Comb
,
gurry-shark

(see quot 1885).
1850 Scoresby Cheever’s Whalem Adv xm (1859) 183

Gurry is the term by which they call the combined water,

oil, and dirt that ‘cutting-m’ a whale leaves on deck and
below 1885 .Stand Nad Hist III 76 The sleepei shark
Sommosus imcrocephala . . By the fishermen it is known as

giound-shark or gurry-shark, the word ‘gurry’ being a local

teim for fish offal

Hence Gurry v irons., to foul with fish-offal.

(Cent Diet!)

Gurry, obs form of Ghurry
Gurse, variant of Girse Obs., girth.

14 Voc m Wr -Wulcker 572/42 Cingulum

,

gurse

Gurt (goit). dial. [? a AF. gort • see Gorge
The word occurs m Fr. dialects (Beauce) with the

sense of trench, conduit (see Godef s. v. gort) ]

A trench or gutter, esp in Mining
1633 T Stafford Pac Hib in vi (18x0) 549 By leason

of a Gurt or Cleft Rock, made by the Sea 1671 Phil
Trans VI 2098 A heat, Gurt, or Ti ench 1778 Prych Mm
Comub 322 Gurt, a fiet 01 channel made by great rain 01

floods in a highway , also a channel to cany off water from
one place to another foi dressing of Copper Ore, Tin or the

like X842-71 G P R Pulman Rustic Sk 100 The dykes
or drains in Colyford Marsh are called ‘ gurts ’—synonymous
with * rhmes ’ in the Somersetshire Levels

Gurt, dial form of Great
Gurth, obs form of Girth
Gurts, obs. dial, pi of Grit sb 3

Guru, variant of Gooboo, Goubou
1870 Eng Mech 18 Mar 656/3 Other names of the kola

nut aie
, Guru nut, in Soudan

Guscbe, obs. form of Gush v
Guse, obs and Sc form of Goose.
Gusestards see Gustard.
Gush (g»J), sb. [f Gush v.]

1 The action or an act of gushing ;
a copious or

sudden emission of fluid
;
a rush (of water, blood,
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tears)
;
concr a quantity of fluid so emitted

,
a tor-

rent of water, a flood of tears, etc
c x68a P Walker in Napier Life Viscount Dundee (1859)

1 . 1. 157 When I saw his blood run, I wished thal all the
blood of the Loid’s enemies in Scotland had been m his

veins , . I would ha\e rejoiced to have seen it all gone out
with a gush 171a Steele Sped No. 468 ? 8 Giving him
one Gush of Teats, for so many Bursts of Laughter 175a

Eorlase in Phil Trans XLVIII. 92 It fell as several
sepaiate balls of fire , but upon the house as a large gush,
or torrent *834 M, Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 326 The
gushes from the rudder swirl astern mellifluously 1835-6
Todd Cycl. Anat. I 238/2 The blood . never flows with a
gush or per saltum. 1841 CatlinN Amer hid (1844) II
xxxn 4 Paidon this gush from a stranger’s eyes 1851
Maynp Rfid Scalp Hunt xl 313 A red gush spurted o\ er the
garments of the Indian. X883-6 Spurgeon Treas Dav. Ps
cxlv 6-7 A song fresh, free, constant, joyous, refreshing,
abundant, like the gush of a spring.

b. The rustling sound of wind among tiees.

x866G MacdonaldAnu Q Neighb xii (1878) 243 It [the

wind] rose with a slow gush in the ti ees

2 transf. andyfg* A sudden and violent outbreak

,

a * burst \ a. Of physical phenomena . A gust or

rush of wind (now dial ) ; a burst (of light, heat,

sound) ; a burst (of bloom).
1704 Colled. Voy (Churchill) III. 640/2 Violent gushes of

Wind 1821 Clare Vill Mwstr, II 16 Till bursting
off it [a damm’d brook] plopt, In running gushes of wild
murmuring groans, a 1825 Forby Voc £ Anglia

x
Gush

,

a gust of wind. *840 Dickens Bam Rudge lxxn, The
host of that tavern approached in a gush of cheerful
light to help them to dismount. 1849 Rusicin Sev. Lamps
vi § 1 162 A blue gush of violets, and cowslip bells in

sunny places 1851 D G. Mitchell Fresh Glean Wks
(1864) 323 ^ faint guah of a distant bugle-note came up
over the evening air 1871 Tyndall Fragnt Set (1879) I

11 54 A gush of invisible radiant heat 1892 Garden 27
Aug. 196 This is about the first gush of bloom

b. Of feeling and its expression, of action, con-

dition, etc
17x5-20 Pope Iliad xxiv. 638 Each by turns indulged

the gush ofwoe 1812 Landor Count Julian Wks. 1846 II.

512 The troubled dreams and deafening gush of youth.
1856 Emerson Eng Traits

,
Char Wks. (Bohn) II 59 The

Saxon melancholy in the vulgar rich and poor appears as

gushes of ill-humour 1874 L. Stephen Honrs in Library
(1892) 1 . 111 1x0There are more frequent gushes of sustained
rhetoric 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 105 Gush on gush
of praise

e. colloq. A whiff, smell.

1838 Dickens Old C Shop vh, The gush of tobacco came
from the shop 1859 Sala Gas-light fy D. iv 43 A gush of
fish, stale and fresh, stretches across Thames Street,

d US colloq. (See quot.)
x85g Bartlett Diet Amer, Gush, a great abundance.
A Texan would say, 1We have got a gush ofpeaches in our
neck of the woods '.

3 colloq. Objectionably effusive or sentimental

display of feeling, esp. m verbal expression.

x866 Sat Rev 4 Aug 137/2 Some romantic nonsense,

born of gush and the circulating library. 1869 Daily Hews
14 Dec ,

The book altogether is silly, and full of gush and
twaddle 1872 O W Holmes Poet Break/-t v (1885) 124
He didn’t go in ‘ for sentiment Gush was played out

'

Gush, (g»J), v. Forms
: 4-5 gosshe, gusehe,

6 gus(s)h.e, guszhe, gousslie, gowshe, 6- gush
[ME. gosshe

,
gusehe , as the word is wanting m

OE. and the other Teut langs., there is nothing

to forbid the supposition that it originated onoma-
topceically in ME. If it be of pre-English ongin,

it must app. be a derivative with suffix k or sk

from the wk. grade of one of the Teut. roots

*geut- or *geus- (see below), in which case its

echoic expiessiveness would be an accidental

development.
The current but phonologically untenable view is that the

word is an adoption ofsome one of the Scandinavian orLG
words representing the Teut root *geus- ( gam- . giis-'',

several of which closely resemble it in sound and sense

;

cf ,
for instance, ON guSsa str vb , to spurt, gush, mod Icel

gusa a gush, gusa wk vh, to gush, MDu goysen (Du dial

gmsen, guizen, goezen), Du gutsen, gtidsen to gush. The
root *geus- (which does not occur in OE ) is usually

regarded as derived from pre-Teut *gheud- (Teut, *geut-,

OE giotan to pour : see Yete v ,
also Gote, Gut) + suffix

t, according to the phonetic law by which a dental + t

became in OTeut ss, simplified after a long vowel or
’ *

’ to f ;
the wk. form gus- with single r being

analogically ]
* To flow or rush out with violence

to ispue suddenly or in copious streams, as

or other fluid when released from, confinement,

blood from a wound, etc. Freq. with down, m,
forth, out

,
up.

? <7 140a Morte Artk 1130 Bothe J>e guttez and the gorre

guschez owte at ones, c 1400 Destr Troy 1607 The water
Gosshet through Godardys & other grete vautes. 1535

Coverdale Ps. lxxvu[i]. 16 He brought waters out of the

stony rocke, so that they gusshed out like the ryuers— Acts i 18 [He] hanged himself, and brast a sunder
in the myddes, and all his bowels guszhed out 1585
T Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy n xu, 47 The blacke

and Euxine Sea gusheth out through the mouth of

her wyth great vyolence mtoo the Sea Ponticque 1590
Spenser F. Q t i. 24 A streame of cole-black blood forth

gushed from her corse 1644 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov

,

In the nave of the church gushes a fountain 0x691
Boyle Hist Azr(x6g2) 176 Very exuberant springs issuing

from the tops of most of the other mountains, gushing
out in great spouts 1727 S Switzer Prod. Gard. 11. vn
57 The air gushes in with too great violence X728 Pope

Vox,. IV.

’(J);
water

clipntnong
developed

X. mtr.

Dime 1. 2x1 Then gush'd the tears 1820W Irving Sketch
Bk I 52 He could not speak, but the tears gushed into
his eyes. 1838 Thirlwali Greece II xv 284 A hot
sulphureous spring gushes up in a copious stream 1853
Kane Gnnncll Exp xxvn (1856) 220 A cloud of vapor
gushes out at every chink i860 Tyndall Glat 1 xxui.
161 The lain at length began to gush in torrents

^ Tb. Taken as an echoic word
1530 Palsgr 573/2, I gowshe, I make a noyse, as water

dothe that coraeth hastely out. Herke how e this water
goussheth with strykynge agaynst the stones* escoutea
continent cede eaite bruyt, 01 grondelle en keurtant couti e
ces pier> es

2. transf. and fig. To issue, emanate, or be
emitted copiously Often directlyfig
1586 J Hooker Girald Irel m Hohnshed II 82/2 To

stop vp the spring, fiom whense all the enutous suspicions
gushed. 1638 F Junius Paint. 0/ Ancients 16 Their
Poems gushing forth as out of a plentifull water-spring.
a 1718 Rowe Royal Convert iv 1 Wks (1720)61 The native
Greatness ofmy Spirit fails, Thus melts, and thus runs gush-
ing thro’ my Eyes, 1732 Pope Ess Man r 134 For me,
Health gushes from a thousand sprmgs. 1826 Mrs Brown-
ing Ess Mind, Wisdom’s music from thy bps hath gush’d
1852 Hawthorne IVonder-Bk

,
Paradise Children (1879)

90 Sweet voices of children, gushing out m merry laughter
1856 Bryant Poems, Antiq. Freedom u, Wavy tresses gush-
ing from the cap 1860 Kingsley Misc I. 366 As for his

tenderness it gushes forth toward eveiy creature i860
Tyndall Glac 1 xvm 125 The sunlight gushed down upon
the heights

3 Of a person, parts of the body, etc. To have
a copious flow of blood, tears, etc.; also with
out, forth. Const, with

, *t* of, in, into (tears,

blood, etc ).

1530 Palsgr. 573/2 Sodaynly his nose gousshed out of
blood. 1535 Coverdale Ps cxvm [cxix ] 136 Myne eyes
gusshe out with water 1561 Hist Jacob 4 xa Sons (Collier)

24 She . smit her nose that gushed all in blood 16x2
N Field Woman is a Weathercock 1 11 C 4 b, Gush eyes,

thumpe hand, swell heart, Buttons file open. 7x16x7
P Bayne Lectures (1634) 249 Whose eyes would not have
gushed out? 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon 254 Gush-
ing out with teares, he said [etc ] 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1883) I 335 My dear father, not able to contain himself,

f
ushed out into a flood of tears x8xx Ora 4 Juliet iv 63
[is nose gushed out with blood 1821 Ktats Isabella xvi,

Why were they proud ’ Because their marble founts Gush’d
with more pride than do a wretch's tears? 0x845 Hood
Desert-Born xvii, My nostrils gush’d, and thrice my teeth
had bitten thiough my tongue. 1874 L Stephen Hours
in Library (1892) I vn 238 He. .suddenly gushed forth m
streams of wondrous eloquence.

4. tram. ‘To emit m a copious effusion’ (J.).

Also with out.

isex Bradford Serin Repent (1574) Eivb, We haue
gushed out this geare more ahoundantly in word and deede
e X575 Fulke Coiifiit Doctrine Purgatory (1577) 367 He
gusheth out nothing but bragging and facemg 1635
Heylyn Hist Sabbath (1636) ir 216 It [re. a cake] gushed
out blood. 0x656 Bp. Hall Rem Wks (1660) 107 Davids
eyes gusht out nvers ofwaters. 1756 Mason Ode to Memory
16 Poems(i764) 17 Else vainly soft would flow The soothing
sadness ofthywarbled woe Vainly .Thevine gush nectar,

and the virgin bloom x8ax Keats Isabella xv, His ears

ush’d blood. 1859 Blackw Mag. Sept. 255/3 Marble wash-
and basins gushing water mysteriously at the touching

of a spring 1898 G Meredith Odes Fr Hist. 76 They
were Ready to gush the flood of vain regret.

5 . mtr. (colloq ) To act with impulse or effusive-

ness of manner ; to give verbal expression to feel-

ings or opinions in an over-effusive, exaggeiated,

or sentimental fashion. Also irons, with quoted

words as obj.

1864 Webster, Gush 2 To act with a sudden and rapid
impulse. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy I 91,

1

go to bed,

feeling rather small, as one who has gushed, and whose gush
has not been welcome to the recipient 1883 Miss Braddon
Gold Calfvu, 1 Yes, and you saw much of each other, and
you became heart-friends ’, gushed Miss Wolf 1887
Ruskin Preetniia II 119 There were few things he
[Turner] hated more than hearing people gush about par-

ticular drawings.

Gusli (g»J), adv [f. Gush v.] With a gush.

In quots. qmsi-int, as an echoic word.
1608 Tourneur Rev Trag. v. i Wks. 1878 II. 132 He

that dyes, drunke falls into hell fire like a Bucket o’ water,
gush, gush 1 0x845 Hood Compass When, gush! a flood

of brine came down The sky light—quite a fountain.

Gusher (gv Jai). [f Gush v. + -be 1
.] One

who or that which gushes

1 One who is over-effusive or sentimental in the

expression of opinion or feeling.

1864 E Yates Broken to Harness vi, The enthusiastic

gusher who flings his or herself upon our necks, and insists

upon sharing our sorrow 1882 Miss Braddon Mt Royal
I vni 234 ‘That is too lovely’, urged the gusher. *892

Chainb. Jrnl 7 May 292/1 You are no impulsive gusher.

2 . U.S. A gas-well or oil-well from which the

material flows profusely without pumping.
1886 Pall Mall G. 13 Oct 6/1 TaneflTs * gusher’ beats out

and out every previous record m the oil regions of the two
hemispheres 1892 Harper's Mag May go6/2 In South
Dakota there are already more than 50 high-pressure

wells or * gushers ' as they call them there

G-ushet, Sc. form of Gusset.

Gushing (gejig), vhl. sb. [f. Gush v. +
-ING I ]

I. Violent ot copious outflow of water, tears,

blood, etc. Also withforth, out.

CX380 Wyclif Set Wks. Ill 437 As $if hevene of oon
cloude sende gushyng of watjr & ouerflowede som er)>e.

156s Turnfr Herbal n 170 The gussmgout of blood of the
nose i6ox Holland Pliny I 6a By the gushing of the
sea between, it was plucked from it, and left a Firth.

0x750 A Hill Reconciliation "Wks 1753 III 59 As I rais’d

my eyes, their balls struck fire, And watery gushmgs wept
the rash desire. 1832 'I ennyson Lotos-Eaters 31 To him
the gushing of the wave Far far away did seem to mourn
and rave On alien shores 0x835 Mrs Hi-mans Dreaming
Child Poems (1875) 458 Fast gushmgs of the strong, dark
1 ivers flow.

Jig 1800 Wordsw. B> others 407 A gushing from his

heart, that took away The power of speech 1840 R M.
M'Chdyne in Mem. 11872) 363 The gushmgs of affection.

2. colloq. Extravagant display of feeling or sen-

timent
1890 Athenaeum 8 Mar 302/3 The storywould be nothing

without all the gushing between the brothers.

Gushing (gyfitj), ppl- «- [f. Gush v. + -ing2 ]
That gushes.

1. Flowing or issuing with violence or in copious

streams

1583 Stanyhurst AEneis 11 (Arb ) 60 And liefe with the
gushing bloodshed to the gods he released 1590 Spenser
F Q 1. xi 22 A gushing river of blacke gory blood 1640
Lithgow (title) The Gushing Teares of Godly Sorrow.

1667 Milton P. L xr 447 He fell, and deadly pale Groand
out his Soul with gushing blood effus'd C1709 Prior
Callimachus' Hymn to Jupiter 36 Adown the mount the
gushing torrent ran 1832W Irving Alhambra I 72 Her
gushing fountains and perennial streams. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge lxxviu, ‘Yes, triumph’, she cried, with her
whole heart and soul 111 her earnest voice and gushing
tears 1869 Phillips Vesuv 111 92 The fluid mass no longer
issued in a continual and gushing stream.

2 . Emitting fluid copiously rare,
ijt7 Pope Elotsa 35 My gushing eyes o’erflow 1725—

Oayss,
v 4x3 From his nostrils wide, And gushing mouth,

effused the briny tide. 1813 Horteitsta v. v, Fled is her
spirit thro’ the gushing wound.

3 . transf Teeming.
18x9 Byron Juan 1. 124 When the showering grapes In

Bacchanal profusion reel to earth Purple and gushing

1823 — Island 1. 11, The gushing fruits that nature gave
untill’d

4

fig. Effusive, overflowing, displaying or mani-
festing itself impulsively.

1807 Wordsw White Doe vn xxx By her gushing
thoughts subdued She melted into tears 1838 Lytton
Alice 51 The gushing fondness which should have charac-

tensed the love of such a mother to such a child 1856
Mrs. Carlyle Lett II. 297 Neversuch gushing affluence of
imagery 1

b. In depreciatory sense : Given to or character-

ized by ‘gush’, marked by effusive display of

feeling or sentiment, colloq.

1864 Fraser’s Mag. Nov. 627 Donald did not belong to
what, in the slang of translated Cockneys, is called the

Gushing School 1865 Miss Braddon Only a Clod 3 8
A gushing damsel of thirty-five 1877 Black Green Past.
xvui, To hear the confessions of this gushing young creatuie.

1878 Seeley Stein III 37 The Emperor Alexander was
received with a gushing speech by the Superintendent
Gusevius.

Hence Gu’shingly adv., Gu shmgness.
1818 Byron Ch Har. iv lxxi, Parent of rivers, which flow

gushingly 1850 Sat. Rev. 19 Feb. 220/2 This is In some
degree attributable to her gushingness. 1865 Miss Braddon
Sir Jasper xiv, The gushingly spontaneous trifler she was
wont to be 1870 R. B Brough Marston Lynch 11. 13 She
seizes [him] . gushingly, by the arm 1871 M. Collins
Mrq <$ Merch II vm 223 Young ladies had been apt to

show themselves gushingly affectionate

Gushy (go’fi), a. [f. Gush sb. + -y 1
] In-

clined to, or characterized by, ‘ gush*.

1889 in Century Did J893 StrandMag VI. 627/2 Not
one of these inscriptions can be characterized as gushy or

foolishly sentimental.

Gusing, Sc. form ofgoosing (s.v. Goose v ).

Quale, obs form of Guzzle v.

GuBling, obs form of Gosling.
c 1475 Piet. Voc. in Wr -Wiilcker 760/35 Hie ancerulus, a

guslyng

Ghiss, obs. Sc. form of Goose.
GHissehelle, var Jussel Obs.

G-ussel, obs. form of Guzzle v.

Gusset (go’set). Foims
. 5-7 gussett(o, 6

gossette, 8 guasit, 7 gousaet (also 9 Hist, in

sense 1), 5- gusset. P. Sc. 5, 9 gusehet, 7, 9
gu.sh.et, 8 gooshet [a. OF. gouchet, gousset

(13th c. in Hatz.-Darm ), app. f. goitsse shell of

nuts, etc.= It. guscio ]

1. In a suit of mail, a piece of flexible material

introduced to fill up a space at the joints between

two adjacent pieces of mail.
14x2-20 Lydg Chron Troy in. xxii. (15x3) N ij b, Apayre

gussettes on a pety cote, c X470 Henry Wallace 11 63
A rycht straik "Wallace him gat that tyd . In at the guschec

brymly he him bar. 1497 Will o/Syntpson (Somerset Ho ),

A paire of gussettes a tolde & a Standard of Mayle 1500

Nottingham Rec. Ill, 72, i jak, 1 peyr de gossettes. 1653
TJrqdhart Rabelais 1. xlii. 137 The gussets of his armour
under the arm-pits 1824 Meybick Anc Armour II. 104
Instead of gussets to protect the armpits, circular plates are

attached by points which are tied at their centre 1874
BoutellArms <$• Arm x. 197 Goussets of mail were worn
at the joints

2. A triangular piece of material let into a gar-

ment to strengthen or to enlarge some part, esp.

in order to afford ease in movement. + Scent of
gusset ; smell of the armpits.

145
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1570 Pride $ Lotul (1841) 35 The woman and the wench
were dad in russet .. worne so very neere, That ye might
see cleaue through both sleeve and gusset The naked skmne
1380 Hollyband Tnas Fr Tong, Gousset. (Time chemise

,

, the gusset of a shirte 1688 R Holme Armoury t 108/2

Gusset, a thing belonging to a Shirt or Shift 1690 Evelyn
Mntui Multebr 9 Essence rare to repel, When Scent of

Gousset does rebel. 1723 Lond. Gas No 6150/3 A white
great Coat, with two Gussits in the Shoulder-Seam 1843

Hood Song Shirt ni, Seam, and gusset, and band, Band,
and gusset, and seam 1878 Lady Herbert tr Hubner's
Ramble II vi, 350 The gussets of his waistcoat, x88o

Plain Hints Needlerwork 63 The neck gusset of a gentle-

man's shirt is sometimes made the shape of an isosceles

triangle

b. The ‘clock’ of a stocking -SV

1685 Lmioun Green (1817) 12 (E. D D ) He'd flame-hke

gushets, to his thighs Half up, on stockings blue 1724
Ramsay Generous Gent u. Silken hose with gooshets fine.*

c, pi. The flexible sides of a pair of bellows,

d An elastic insertion in the side of a hoot.

1861 Our Eng Home 130 The gussets [of bellows in the

16th c ] fastened with trefoil bullion-headed nails, were
made of scarlet velvet 1881 Daily News 17 Jan 3/3 The
inquiry for gussets shows no improvement

3 transf A triangular piece of land
1630 Fueler Pisgah 1. 34 Which gore, or gusset of ground,

was called Apherema, that is, a thing taken away, because

S
orted from Samaria, and pieced to Judea, [1667 in N
Iitchell Hist Bridgewater (Mass ) (1840) 69 A piece of

common land between the lots in foim like a gusset t ]

1823-80 Jamieson^ A guschet o' land, a narrow intervening
stripe , a small triangular piece of land interposed between
two other properties. [1871 Alexander Johnny Gibb xlu,

A gushetie o' finer Ian’ there is not upo’ the place ]

4 . Her. An abatement formed by a line drawn
from the dexter or sinister chief to a central point

from which the line is continued perpendicularly

to the base of the escutcheon. (Cf. Gore sb 2 4 )

1362 Leigh Annone (1S97) 72 b, Hee beareth Argent, two
Gussets Sable If he be too letcherous, the Gusset on the
right side If he commit Idolatrie to Bacchus, then the
gusset on the left side. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1 vm,
(1660) 45 x66x Morgan Sj>h Gentry 11 vu. 78 The gusset

was proper for Reuben
5 techn. A ‘bracket’ or angular piece of iron

fixed at the angles of a structure to give strength

or firmness.
*8 , W Fairbairn in XIre Diet Arts{i&$^) I 213 Gussets,

when used, should be placed in lines diverging from the
centre of the boilers, and made as long as the position of
the flues and other circumstances m the construction will

admit 1879W H White in Cassells Techn, Educ

.

IV.

363/2 The principal transverse frames are made up of
‘gusset’ or ‘bracket* plates instead of plates lightened by
holes.

0

.

attrib
,
as gusset-armour

;
gusset (bracket)

-plate, stay = sense 5 ;
gusset needle Knitting,

one of the two side needles used in knitting the

foot of a stocking.

1633 Urquhart Rabelais 11 xxvii 173 *Gushet-armour for

the armpits 1869 Sir E Reed Sktfbuild i 13 All that

was done to her was to refasten the *gusset bracket-plates
at her beam ends 1883 Bazaar 30 Mar $32/1 When the
left hand side *gusset needle is reached knit the eighteen
stitches that were picked up from the side. 1883 Philol.
Soc Trans Monthly Abstr. 21 Dec in iv, *Gusset-plate,
in girder-work, from gusset in needlework 1887 D A. Low
Machine Draw (1892) 12 One form of boiler stay, called
a ‘ *gusset stay' The stay or gusset plate is 3 of an inch
thick

Hence Chrsseted a., having a gusset or gussets

;

Gu sseting vbl. sb
,
insertion or making of gussets

,

also concr., a gusset.

1883 Daily News 24 Sept. 2/6 Gussettings are as much
neglected as ever; and only a revolution in fashion in the
character of boots worn can effect any substantial revival

1883 Washington Evening Star 31 Oct. 3/6 The gusseted
feet [of stockings] in colors 1888 Besant Fifty V Ago vi 91
Everybody knew that every girl in the place was always
making, mending, cutting-out, basting, gussetmg, trimming,
turning, and contriving. '

Gnssie (g»*si). Sc and north. Also 9 goosay,
guisie, gisay, geassy. [Cf. Norw. gosse pig
(Aasen).] A pig, swine. + The gussis croo

,
1 e.

the pig-stye, used jocularly as if the name of a con-
stellation.

13. King Berdok 3 in Laing Anc Pop Poetry 269 Quhen
Phebus rang in sing of Capricorn And the mvne,wes past
the gussis era x8x8 Hogg Brownie Bodsbeck

,

etc. II. 331
She didna only change me intil an ill-faurd he-sow, but
guidit me shamefully ill a’ the time I was a goossy 1893
Northunibld Gloss ,

Geassy, a pig 1893 Crockett Men
o/Afiwr Hags 172 A great fat gussie o' a loon they ca’ Jock

Gussiug, obs. form of Gushing.

Gnat (gost), xS.i Also 6 gusto, [app a ON
gust-r, related to gtdsa to gush or giSta to pour
(see Yete v.). The late appearance of the word,
however, causes some difficulty. Possibly it may
have been preserved in nautical ot dialectal use.]

1. A sudden violent rush or blast of wmd
, f for-

merly often in less restricted sense, a wind-storm,
a whirlwind.
1388 Shahs Tit A v, lit. 69 A flight of Fowle, Scattred

by windes and high tempestuous gusts, c 1600 — Sonn
*m. The stormy gusts of winters day x6xa Dekker If it

be not good Wks 1873 III. 293 A blacke Gust is commfng
vp a-low-there hey A young-man vp toth Top-mast-head,
and looke-out, 1643 Howell Parables reflecting on Times
X5 An Haraucana, that Indian gust. 1^94 Acc Sea. Late

Voy. 1 157 A great gust of Wind at N.W. with Rain
a 17x5 Burnet Own Time 11 (1724) I. no By some easterly

gusts the ship was cast away near Berwick. 1748 Anson's
Voy in v. 334 A sudden gust of wind brought home our
anchor. 175S Franklin in Phil. Tians LV 187 Hence
gusts after heats, and hurricanes m hot climates 1823
Scott Pevenl xx, The wmd began to rise in gusts from
the north west. 1836 Macgillivray tr Humboldt's Trav
x. 124 The gust accompanied by thunder returned periodi-

cally 1843 Lever J Hutton 11, The wind swept in long
and moaning gusts along the bleak pier 1893 Law Times
XCV 104/2 On the day of the occurrence the wind was
somewhat strong, coming in gusts.

b. A burst or gush (of water or ram).
1610W Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. x 33 Land-flouds

fatte Riuers and Gusts of water 1697 Dryden Mneid v

19 What Gusts of Weather from yon gathering Cloud 1817
Coleridge Sibyll Leaves (1862) 170 The gust pelting on
the out-house shed Makes the cock shrilly in the rainstorm

crow 1841 James Brigand 11, Ihe heavy ram dashed in

gusts against the clattering casements 1870 Dickens E.

Droad 11, The giant elm-trees as they shed a gust of tears

<3 A burst (of fire), a puff (of smoke) ; a buist

(of sound).

1674 tr Martmiere's Voy N. Countries 136 To see new
gusts of Fire and Ashes break out x8ix Pinkerton Pttral
II 552 Gusts of smoke . escape. 1849 Mitchell Battle
Summer (1852) 269 His words come to distant quartets of

the hall only in feeble gusts of sound 1894 Hall Caine
Manxman in xi 166 Ihe voice of Pete came in gusts
through the floor

2 jig Chiefly with conscious reference to the

literal sense and retention of literal language
; also

gen., a burst, outbreak, outburst.

x6xx Speed Hist. Gt Brit, ix xvu § 6 675 The brute of
which gust blowne into stout Warivldkes eare 1630 G
Daniel Ecclus xu. 16 The gust of Sm, may Stir a Surly
tiding, In Seas pacificke. x68x Flavel Meth Grace xxvm
486 O remember what a meer feather thou art m the gusts

of temptation a 1704 T Brown Beauties Wks 1730 I 44
Gusts of pleasure hurry thro’ my veins 1703 Double Wel-
come xiv 2 You fly On Gusts of Hope, and Wings of Vic-
tory. 17x5-20 Pope Odyss iv. 240 A gust of grief began to

rise. 1783 Burke East hid Bill Wks IV 77 When the
first little sudden gust of passion against these gentlemen
was spent. 1789 Mad. D’Arblay Diary 3 Aug ,

They
were received with the most violent gusts ofjoy and huzzas

1807 Crabbe Par Reg. 111 913 How and from whence these
gusts of grace will blow 1852 Robertson Serin, Ser 111

xviu 235 Tossed by a thousand gusts of unholy passion

3. Comb., as gust-moved adj.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. in The waving of her
gust moved hair

Gust (g»st), sb? Now arch. [ad. L gust-us

taste
;

cf. Gout, Gusto ]
«= Taste, in various

senses.

1 The sense or faculty of taste; + occas, an act

of tasting or of satisfying the appetite.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManJiode m. xli (1869) 157 What thing,

quod j, is guste ? It is that, quod she, bt whiche passeth al

that j swelwe 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav (ed. 2) 207 The
fruit is somewhat unpleasant at first gust. 1638 G Sandys
Paraph Job (1648) 10 Oh can unseas'ned cates the gust
invite? 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep vn. xiv 367 Aris-

totle accuseth Philoxenus of sensuality, for the greater

J
leasure of gust desiring the neck of a Crane. 1670
Beale in Phil Trans V. 1156 We call in the Testimony

of the Gust . to prove the asperous . Particles in some
Liquors 1672 Dryden Assignation in 111 ,

1

hate to snatch
a morsel of Love, and so away I am for a Set-meal, where
I may enjoy my full (*rust.

iransf 1696 Soutkbrnf Oroonoko n ui, Such sweets,
as best can entertain The gust of all the senses. 2893W
Watson Excurs. tn Criticism 22 If any reader is so un-
fortunate as to find that a prolonged familiarity with Shake-
speare begets at last a somewhat blunted sensibility to the
master’s supreme power, a remedy is at hand by which his
palate may recover its gust

+ 2 . Individual taste, liking, or inclination. Obs
c 1600 Shaks Sonn cxiv, Mine eie well knowes what with

his gust is greeing. a 1663 Sanderson Pref. to Ussher's
Power Princes (1683) 7 Condited to the gust and palate of
the Publisher. 1664 H More Myst. Imq. 223 Types or
Parables accommodate to the Conceit and Gust of the
Vulgar 1670 Cotton Espemon in. x. 526 This resolution
was not for the gust of the Court. x6gx Wood Ath Oxon.
II 581 He preached, before the Commons, but ..little

to their gust and liking. 17117 in Hearne Collect. (O, H. S

)

II 46 ’Tis with great satisfaction I learn y* y* Icon of y®
Shield was so much to y® Gust of a Gentleman of your
Learning 1710 De Foe Crusoe 1. vm, My very Desires
alter’d, my Affections changed their Gusts. 1732 Gent

l

Mag II. 965 Beauty may win the Eye, and satisfy the
present Gust or Appetite 1732 Pope Ess Man 1 117
Destroy all Creatures for thy sport or gust, Yet cry, If
Man’s unhappy, God’s unjust.

1 3 /Esthetic 01 artistic taste, sense, or percep-
tion. Obs. rare.

1706 Art of Painting (1744) 335 He had a good gust in
designing 17x5 M Davies Aiken, Bnt I 14 All who
have the least Tincture or Gust in Solid Erudition. 1716
Ibid, II x6i Dedicated to him who is said to have had the
best tast and most gust in such old Church-Collects.

4 Keen relish, appreciation, or enjoyment, esp.

as displayed in speech or action.

1635J* Hayward tr Biondi'sBanish’d Virg. 160Wherein [jc
reading] she consumed her houres with a gust that exceeded
herageandsex x66oJer Taylor WorthyCommnn. 1 v 102
Let no man judge, of the prosperity, of his service in this
mimsterie by any sensible relish, by the gustand deliciousness
whichhesometimesperceives X667M1LTONP L.x.567 They,
fondly thinking to allay Their appetite with gust, instead
of Fruit Chewed hitter Ashes 1693 Dryden Juvenal y\.
(1607) iro Such Lust Their Kisses have, and come with
such a Gust. 1723 De Foe Voy round World (1840) 325

In this gust of their greedy appetite, they considered not
where they were 1734 Watts Reliq Jnv {1789) 111 O the
shameful gust and relish that some people find m reproach
and slander 1 1776 Johnson m Boswell 26 Mar., A woman
who gets the command ofmoney for the first time upon her
marriage, has such a gust in spending it, that she throws it

away with great profusion 1780 Cowper Table 7\ 240 He
drinks his simple beverage with a gust 18x7 Lamb Lett.
(1888) II 3 Now could you expect her To take much gust
In long speeches, With her tongue as dry as dust 1820
Scott Ivanhoc xli, The more pampered burgess and guild-
brother was eating his morsel with gust 1831 Lytton
Godolph. xxxv, He tasted the sweets ofcompanionship with
more gust than he had yet done 1869 F W. Newman
Misc 282 Michelet, who sees England m Carthage, reviles

her with great gust

b Const of,for

,

occas. to, after, in, esp in phr.

To have a gust of. to have a liking or relish for, or

keen appreciation of.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves ii. xxxiv 228 When the gust
of pleasure which help’d him to mispendhis Youth, through
time and languid Age shall be blunted and dull 1658 Jer
Taylor in Evelyn!s Mem (1857] III 105, I perceive your
relish and gust of the things of the world goes off con-
tinually x66o Boyle New Exp Phys Mech Pref 17 If
you have a true gust foi the Book you read 1683 Kennett
ti Erasm on Folly (1709) 26 There are others that have no
gust in this soil of pleasure. 1691 E Taylor Bekmen's
Theos Philos 18B It takes away the desire, gust or lust

after them X702 Eng Theophrast 312 There’s a gust of
liberty in the following ofa man’s humours. 1708 Hearni-
Collect (O H S ) II 120 A great obsti ucter of real

Learning, and no true friend to any that have a gust for it

1724 De Foe Mem Cavalier (1840) 30, I had no gust to

antiquities X769 J Wallis Nat Hist. Northunibld I

Pref 8 Such as have a gust for anything Roman 1777
Johnson in Boswell 20 Sept , Why, Sir, I never knew any
one who had such a gust for London as you have'

f 5. Liking felt by otheis for oneself; favour.

Obs rare.

x6$4 H. L’Estrange Chas I (1655) 63 Ambitious by some
meritorious service to gam a better gust, or correct the uni
versal odium against him.

6 Savour or flavour (of food, etc ).

1536 Bellenden Cron Scot (1821) I p xxxvn, In this

crag growis ane ncht delicius herbe
,
and, quhen it is trans-

ports . it is of litill sapor or gust 1627-77 Ffltham Re-
solves it. xv 190 Like a draught of pleasant poyson, the

gust is gone 1660 Worlidge Syst. Agnc 111. § 4 (1681)

122 Fruit grafted on stocks of another contrary nature,

much debaseth the Gust of the Fruit. 1699 Evelyn Ace-
tana 4 Herbs .. eaten with Oyl, Salt, &c to give them
a grateful Gust and Vehicle 1743 London $ Country Brew
n (ed 2) 101 That smooth Gust and pleasant Taste to the

Palate, which, after a proper Age in the Malt-liquor, every
Drinker enjoys both in Mouth and Body x8ax Lamb Etta
Ser. 1 Grace bef Meat, The whole vegetable tribe have
lost their gust with me Only I stick to asparagus 1854-6
Patmore Angel in Ho 1. 1, vi (1876) 70 Ever her chaste and
noble air Gave to love’s feast its choicest gust

b. Pleasing taste or gratifying flavour; relish

(as of something eaten or drunk).

1649 Jfr Taylor Gt Exentp 11 Ad sect xii 96 When
we long for Manna and follow Christ for loaves, not of a low
and terrestrial gust, but of that bread which came down
from heaven 1633 H. Cogan tr Pmto’s Trav, vi x6

[He] sware . never to eat either fruit, salt, or any other

thing, that might bring the least gust to his palate

a 1677 Hale Prim Ong Man iv vm 375 Sensual Goods
have their proper gust and relish with him 1679 Pfnn
Addr Prot 1 18 ’Tis the Taste, the Gust, the Relish, that

makes the Victuals go down x68i Glanvill Sadducismus
50 That things of gust and relish must be judg’d by the

sentient and vital faculties 1841 D’Israeli Amen Lit

(1867) 7 The discussion is not yet obsolete, and it may still

offer all the gust of novelty.

f7. A taste, an experience of something; also,

a foretaste. Obs
1638 Gurnall Chr in Arm, 11 439 The Spirit, who

is sent from Heaven to. give them some sweet gust of it,

by shedding abroad the sense of it in their souls 1672

Mede's Life in Whs. 25 A Gust of the powers of the world

to come 1673 tr Machiavelli's Prince vn (1883) 47 By
giving them a gust of their future felicity. 168a Sir T
Browne Chr. Mor ill § 22 In seventy or eighty years, a

man may have a deep gust of the world. 1698 Fryer
Acc. E India fy P 60 Happy those, and only those,

brought hither in their Nonage, before they have a Gust of

our Albion.

Gunt ’Cgost), v 1 Now only Sc. [f. Gust sb?

or ad.L gustdre, f, gtist-us Gust sb?j
1. trans. To taste, to relish. Also absol, (or

intr ).

c 1430 Pilgr LyfMankode IIL xli (1869) 157 As michel or

more as be guste may gusten. a 1300 Ratis Raving n 4°

[Wisdom is] swetar .. and of mare lust Than erdly thing

that man may gust 1336 Bellenden Cron Scot (1821) I

p. xli, Ane heist or fowll that hes nocht gustit of this meit

1570 Buchanan Admomtioun Wks (1892)24 Having anys

gustit how gude fischemg it is in drumly Watter. 1609

Skene Reg. Maj 150 The taisters of aill ..are not reddie

to taist or guste the aill, sa oft as the browsters hes tunned

it. 1631 R H.Arraignm Whole Creature \ 2 The hungry

soule sweetly gusts againe the same Spirituall cates, as did

sometimes the hearers of Saint Peter. 1647 R L’Estrange

Beaum. 4- FI Plays, The Palate of this age gusts nothing

High a 1637 R Loveday Lett. (1663) 189 That so many
judicious palats should gust a piece so insipid

2. To gust the mouth
,
or the gabt to give a

relish, to the palate. Sc
ci470 Henryson Mor. Fab n. {Town $ C Mouse') xviu,

Ane quhite caudill . . In steid of spyce to gust thair mouth
with all. a 1774 Fergusson Cauler Oysters Poems (1845)

8 He’s nae ill fcodden, That gusts his gab wi’ oyster-sauce

a x8ox R Gale Elegy Pudding Lizzie Wks. 181 She had



GUST, 519 GUT.
the knack sae week To gust the gab o’ ony chiel 1858 M
Porteous Soutcr johmw 13 He took care . to fill the
jinglin' stoups wi* mair To gust their mou*

Gust (g»st')
3
v 2 rare— 1

, [f Gust sb l] intr.

To gust up to rise in gusts or bursts.

*813 Colfridge Lett. (1895) 608 The Pride, like the
bottom-swell of our lake, gusts up again

Gust, obs form of Guest sb

Gustable (g» stab’l), a and sb. Now rate
'

[ad. late L gustabihs, i.gustare to taste . see Gust
v 1 and -ABiiE ]
A. adj

1. That can be tasted, tasteable ; also, having a
pleasant taste, appetizing.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met xv iu, Mylk, bony & herbes
gustable 1601-2 Fulbecke 1st Pt Parall 13 If the thing
that is sold bee liquide and gustable, and the buyer doth
taste of it 1615 G Sandys Tram, n 127 Of so many thou-
sand wels .. this only affoordeth gustable waters 1713
Durham Phys -Theol. v via (1714) 316 A Gustable thing
seen or smelt, excites the Appetite. 1838 New Monthly
Mag LIII S57 Oysters have furnished food, both mental
and gustable, to the wag 1870 A L Adams Nile Valley
<$• Malta 36 The removal of the skin adds apparently to the
gustable qualities of these birds.

2. Of qualities • Perceptible by the sense of taste.

Of perceptions : Gustatory
*657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp 33 Some [qualities] aie

tangible others gustable. x66x Glanvill Van, Dogtn
vit 67 A blind man cannot conceive colours, but either as
some audible, gustable, odonferous or tactile qualities

c 1705 Bp Berkeley in Fraser Life (1871)476 Gustable and
olefactible perceptions 1853 H Spencer Prtne Psychol
in. vi (1870)1 333 The higher animals perceive an increased
number of gustable differences.

33. sb, A thing that can be tasted
;
an article of

food.

164*H More Song ofSoul n 11 n iv, The touch acknow-
ledged no gustables , The fast no fragrant smell or stinking
sent a 1652 J Smith Sel. Disc iv 111 (1821) 87 Should we
judge of gustable*, by our taste 1838 A B Granville
Spas Germany 83 What gastronome can hope to partake
of the tithe part of this long list of gustables ? 1895 Outing
(U S ) Oct 28/1 A table that literally cries aloud with its

weight of gustables

tGustard. Sc. Obs. Also 7 pi gusestards.
[Etymologizing alteration ofOstabde or Bustabd,
by substitution of Goose for the first syllable ] A
bustard
1536 Bellenden Cron Scot (1821) I p xlu, Beside thir

thre uncouth kind of fowlis, is ane uthir kind of fowlis in

the Mers, mair uncouth, namit gustardis, als mekle as ane
swan 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot I 39 Ane
foul quhilke the Gustarde commOnhe thay cal 165s
MourcT & Bennet Health's Improv (1746) 174 Bistards or
Bustards, so called for their slow Pace and heavy flying , or
as the Scots term them Gusestards ; that is to say, Slow
Geese.

Gustation (gtfstif’jan) [ad. L. gustalidn-em

,

n of action f gustdre to taste, Gust v i] The action

or faculty of tastmg
,
taste

1599A M tr Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicht 106/1 Mixe it with
Suger, because it nughte be the more delectable of gusta-
tion 16x5 H Crooke Body ofMan 631 This heape of
Glandules groweth to the roote of the Tongue that it

might continually be moistned, for without moisture there

can be no Gustation 1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep vn
xiv 367 The Gullet and conveying parts which partake
not of the nerves of gustation or appertaining unto sapor

1737 Bracken Famery Impr (1756) I, 197 Man ransacks
both the Indies for hot fiery Spices to satisfy his most un-
reasonable Gustation 1841-71 T R Jones Anun Kuigd
(ed 4) 732 The whole interior of the mouth is from its

construction, little adapted to gustation 1846 Sir W
Hamilton Dissert in Retd's Whs 828 While Gustation
expresses the act of what is able to taste, the act of that

capable of being tasted is nameless 1873 A Flint Nero
Syst 1 16 The special senses, such as sight, audition, olfac-

tion, and gustation

fig. *638 Sir T Browne Hydriot v 83 Ifany have been
so happy as truly to understand . gustation of God

Gustative (go'stativ), a [f L gustare • see

piec and -ATIVE.] Having the function of

tasting
,
also, concerned with tasting, gustatory

x6zo Venncr Via Recta vh 108 Thatmay be said to be
hot or cold, &c in the fhst degree, which is but slenderly

perceiued of the gustatiue sense 1698 Fryer Acc E India

4f P 182 A dulcid Sapor that imposes upon the Imagination
and Gustative Faculty a Fancy that it relishes of any Fruit

a man likes 1863 Mill Exam Hamilton 484 In the case

of the rhubarb, the object itselfwas of a nature to disturb

the gustative faculty 1876 Bernstein Five Senses 300
Neither the chemical nor gustative properties of these com-
pounds are separated by sharply defined limits 1880 Le
Conte Sight 10 The gustative nerve

Hence Chi stativeness, gustative quality, taste.

1827 Blackw Mag XXI 787 The organ of gustativeness

enormously developed. 1873 Masson Words

w

etc 176 He
goes on to describe the nectarine in. language that would
reawaken gustativeness in the oldest fruiterer.

Gustatory (go staton), a. (sb ) [f. L gustat-,

ppl. stem ofgustare to taste + -ORY (cf. gustatanum
antepast).] A adj. Pertaining to or concerned

with tasting or the sense of taste. Gustatoiy nerve

(Anat ) : the lingual nerve upon which the sense

of taste depends.
1684 tr Bonet's Merc Coinpit ix 324 Some thing grate-

full to the palate, for there the Gustatory faculty is placed

*712 tr Pomet's Hist Drugs I 57 The Edges or Points of
the Acid penetrate the pores of the gustatory Nerve 1741
Monro Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 54 Some have thought this

Nerve to be the propei gustatory Nerve 1768-74 Tucker
Lt Nat (1834)1 388 The gustatory papilla of the tongue
1833-6 Todd Cycl Anat 1 3x1/1 The gustatory sense is

very imperfectly enjoyed in birds 187a Huxley Phys xi

264 One branch containing sensory fibres, supplies the front
of the tongue and is often spoken of as the gustatory. X872
Darwin Emotions xuu 344 When we actually taste sour
fruit, an impression is sent through the gustatory nerves to
a certain part of the sensonum 1882 Standard 23 Aug 5/1
Apart from its aesthetic and gustatory aspects, Cookery
deserves profound consideration

+ B. sb ‘A place where men were wont to

banquet’ (Blount Glossogr. 1670). Obs.

Guste, obs form of Guest sb,

Gusted (gzrsted), a [f. Gust sb 2 + -ed 2.]

Having particular) taste
; -flavoured, -tasted.

1333 Coverdale Wisd, xvi. 20 Thou hast sent them bred
ready from heauen beynge very pleasaunt & well gusted
<8x774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 307 You cock your nose
Against my sweetly-gusted cordial dose

t Gaster. Sc. Obs, In 7 gustar. [f Gust v
+ -EH* ] A (professional or official) taster

1609 Skene Reg Maj Table 63 Gustars or taisters of Aill

Gustful (go stfiil), fl.i Obs. exc. arch, [f Gust
sbJ + -EUL ]

1 Full of f gust’ or flavour; pleasant to the

taste, tasty.

c 1643 Howfll Lett (1630) II Iv 73 A famous com-
position call'd Chiffi which they throw into water to

make it gustful 1671 Phil 'Irans VI. 2146 A dull and
insipid Apple is made more gustful by being grafted on the
stock of the harshest Crab 1709 Watts Hone Lyr Pref

,

A distempered appetite will cnew coals and sand and pro-
nounce it gustful 1828 Blackw Mag XXIII 595 All the
eatables were highly gustful

b. Characterized by lelish or zest

1789 D Davidson Seasons 141 The flocks roun the hay-
stack Crowding, pluck the stalks O' withered bent, wi’
gustfu' hungry Dite

2. Jig Pleasant to the mind or feelings.

c 1643 Howell Lett (1650) II 4 The base suds* which
vice useth to leave behind it, makes vertue afterward far

more gustfull. 1661 Hartlib in y Worthington's Diary
(Chetham Soc ) I 304,

1

should send him the book itself so
exceeding gustful it is to my palate. 1699 Cibber Xerxes
1, Eternal Springs of Love, and gustful Joy Shall feed my
ravish’d Sense 1778 Armmian Mag I 91 Gustful and
ready flow’d his song
Hence Gtistfully adv

,
G-irstfulness.

1639 Hammond On Ps xix 10 Most eagerly pursued and
gustfully injoyed by us. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl vi ill.

Whilst I saw such persons so gustfully swallow these extoll’d

Fishes <2x677 Barrow Serm (1686) III xix 217 His
jdivertisements and recreations have a lively gustfulness
x8qi Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wrecker (1892) 76 Gust-
fully ordering and greedily consuming imaginary meals.

Gustful (gwstful), a.2 rare, [f. Gust sb 1 4
•eul ] Gusty.
1825 Blackw Mag XVII 488 By some chance leaf Up-

turn’d, or gustful wind at evening’s hour

Gustily (g« stili), adv 1 [f. Gusty a, 1 + -by 2
]

In or with gusts, in sudden violent blasts

1824 Galt Rotkclan I 11 xvi. 294 The wind came gustily

from the north 1830 Mrs. Browning Isabels Child xv,
Gustily blows the wind 1871 R Ellis Catullus lxiv 68

Not for silky tiara nor amice gustily floating Recks she at

all any more

Gustily (gw'stili), adv 2 Sc [f Gusty a 2 +
-BY 2

] In a * gusty
5 manner

,
with taste or gusto.

x8xa W Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 67 There he
took hole like a rabbit, And denner’d gustily with th’ Abbot.
1832 Fraser's Mag VI 151 How roundly and gustily, and
with what sportsmanlike precisidh, the matter is set forth 1

t Gusting, vbl. sb.1 Obs. [f Gust v 1 4- -ing1
.]

Tasting
c 1332 Du Wes Introd Fr in Palsgr 1055 By smelyng,

goustyng & tastyng

Gusting (gcstiq), vbl sb.2 [f Gust sb.1 +
-ING 1

] Blowing m gusts.

X893 Stevenson in To-day ix Nov 5/2 He lay there ..

exposed to the gustmg of the wind

TGu*sties S, a Obs [f. Gust sb 2 + -less.]

I Tasteless, insipid

1597 Montgomerie Chen u <5- Slat 876 3°ur gustless jests

1671 True Nonconf 330 They greatly aggravat these jejune
and gustless Methods rz 1682 Sir T Browne Tracts 13

No gustless or unsatisfying Offal. 1695 J Sage Cypnamc
Age Wks 1847 II 80 Is power such a gustless thing ?

% Having no sense of taste 01 appetite.

1766 Nicol Poems 16 (E D D.) From gustless gabs that

cannot taste of love

II Gusto (gysto) [It. ‘ taste ’ = Fr. Gout •—L.
gustus taste. Cf Gust jA2] - Taste, m various

senses

1 Individual or particular liking, relish, or fond-

ness Const for (+ in, + of)
1647 Boyle in Birch Life Wks 1772 I p xliv, Which

[tobacco] tho’ at first sucked in with reluctance barely to

please the company, men afterwards find a gusto m, and
are unable to leave off 1631 Life Father Sarft (1676) 67
He being but a young man himself, and one that did not

abhor the ordinary gustoes of his Age 1672 Wycherley
Love in Wood 1 11, Why should you force wine upon us ?

We are not all of your gusto x6gs Dryden Dn Fresnoy's
Art of Pamting 16 A Posture therefore must be chosen
according to their gusto 1713 tr C’tess D'Amuns' Wks
3x9 He had a particular Gusto for those sort of Perform-
ances 1727 Pope, etc Art ofSinking 73 Menofa nice and
foppish gusto, whom after all it is almost impossible to

?
lease 1831 H. Mayo Truths Pop. Superstit (ed 2) 2,

had planned going to a play to enjoy again the full gusto

of scenic illusion x8ss_Jerdan Aptohog II xm 162 He
had a grand gusto for the society he liked 1899 Q Rev
Apr 49X Some allowance mast be made for different gustos

2. Keen relish or enjoyment displayed m speech
or action ; zest.

Becomes very common from the beginning of the xoth c
1629 J M. tr Fonseca's Devout Contempt 190 More are

the fumes & vapours that ascend vp from beneath [Hell],
than those gustos, & contents which descend from aboue
[Heauen] 1636 Earl Monm Advt fr Parnass 108 Base
beetles which spent then lives with much gusto amidst the
filth of excrements. 1663 Pepys Diary 5 Nov ,

He read me,
though with too much gusto, some little poems of his own
1687 Congreve Old Bach 1 i, It adds gusto to an amour.
1727 A Hamilton New Acc. E Ind I p xiv, The Taste
of those Times relished all he presented with a very good
Gusto 1808 Scott Let to T Scott ig Nov , We have been
both dining and supping upon them [herrings] with great
gusto. 1866 Geo EliotF Holt II. xxxi 258 The second
Toryjokewas performed with much gusto 1874 L Stephen
Hours in Library (1892) I 11 88 [He] seems to have thrown
himself with special gusto into the charactei. 1892 Ste-
venson Across the Plains 310 No secret element of gusto
warms up the sermon.

3 Art. Style in which a work of art is executed

;

artistic style
;
occas. prevailing or fashionable style

in matters of taste. Often with qualification, as
great (=It graft gusty, Ittgh, noble.

166a Evelyn Chalcogr in. Misc Writ (1805) 273 They
used to carve out letters and other figures . but it was yet
so rude, and their gusto so depraved, that [etc ] 1706 Art
of Painting (1744) 18 In Painting, the grand Gusto, the
Sublime, and the Marvellous are one and the same thing.

1712 J James tr Le Blonds Gardening 2 The Designs are
of very mean Gusto. 1747 Gtntl. Mag. 374 Yours [* e
petticoats] are plain, whicn is after the grand gusto in
structures of every kind. X76x Sterne Tr Shandy III
xu, There is something of a hardness in his manner but
then there is such a greatness of gusto 1 1822 Lamb Elia
Ser 1 Acting ofMunden, The gusto ofMunden antiquates
and ennobles what it touches 1824 Hazlitt Sk Picture-
Galleries Eng 92 We should think that in the gusto of
form and a noble freedom of outline, Michael Angelo could
hardly have surpasssed this figure 1847 Craig s v Grand,
Grandgusto, m Painting, a term used to express that there
is something very great and extraordinary in a picture, and
calculated both to please and surprise

1 4. ./Esthetic appreciation or perception. Obs.

rare

.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 106 The husband (after all his
painesand Vexations) if he can turn all things to the best,
will have (as the Italian saith) a sound gusto. X71X Shah-usd
Charac 111 lii (1737)11 430 Another, who has no Gusto of
either sort, believes all those they call Virtuosi to be half-

distracted

1 5 Flavour or savour (of food, etc.). Obs. rare.

1713 Durham Phys.-Tkeol in iv 84 All sorts of pleasant
Gusto’s to gratify the Taste and Appetite of the most
luxurious Ibid iv. 1 8 The Pleasures of delightful Odours
and relishing Gusto’s

Gusty (gv sti), a 1 [f Gust sb.1 + -y.J
1. Of wind Blowing in gusts or sudden violent

blasts. Of weather, etc.. Marked' by gusts or
squalls of wind, fitfully windy or stormy.
xfioo Hakluyt Voy III 843 Wee hadgreat store of snowe,

with some gustie weather x6oz Marston Ant <5 Met 1

Wks. 1856 I 16 Gustie flnwes strook up the very heeles Of
our maine mast 1798 SoutheyLd William Poems VI 35
The tempest, as its sudden swell, In gusty howlmgs came
18x9 Crabbe T of Hall iv. Wks 1834 VI 83 One gusty
day, now stormy and now still 1833 Ht Martineau
Loom # Lugger 1 v 91 You have no chance out of doors
on a gusty night 1891 E Peacock N Brendan II 2 The
gusty rain dashed fiercely at intervals on the window panes.

b. Of physical features and other objects : Blown
upon, tossed, or disturbed by gusts of wind
1725 Pope Odyss xjx 217 From Malea’s gusty cape his

navy drove To bright Lucina’s fane 1818 Keats Endym
11 833 The gusty deep. 1820 — Eve St Agues xl, The
long carpets rose along the gusty floor. 1832 Tennyson
Manana 52 In the white curtain, to and fro, She saw the
gusty shadow sway 1832 M Arnold Empedocles i li,

The gods bade the winds through space impel the gusty toy

c Emitting air or wind in gusts

183a Blackw, Mag- XXXI 321 Their gusty nostrils blew
Steams ofthick vapour 1844 L. Hunt Poems 162 Ever and
anon there roll’d The gusty organ

2. fig Given to or marked by sudden bursts of

feeling or fitful action
,
(of action, etc.) coming m

fits or bursts
1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694) I 232 In a narm gusty fit

of Devotion 1835 Longf Hiaiv 11 221 Hearing still the
gusty laughter 186a Merivale Rom Emp (1863) III.

xxm 77 As an experienced officer he knew the gusty
passions of the veterans. 1870 Thoknuury Tour Eng II.

xx 61 The quarrelsome Montagues and Capulets of those
gusty days 1870 R W Dale Week day Serm viu 155
The gusty temper of the disputants. 1871 R Ellis Catullus
xliv 13 Whereat a cold chill, soon a gusty cough in fits

Shook, shook me ever

Gusty (g» sti), a,2 Chiefly Sc [f. Gust sb. 2

+ -t ] Tasty, savoury, appetizing.

1721 Ramsay Prospect Plenty 67 The rantin Germans,
Russians, and the Poles, Shall feast with pleasure on our
gusty shol?s. 1786 Burns Sc Drink ix, Just a wee drap
sp’ntual burn in, An' gusty sucker. 1802 Lamb % Woodvil
in, These high and gusty relishes of life 1854 Fraser's
Mag XLIX 105 * Cock-a-Ieekie one of the most gusty of

Scotch dishes.

Gut (g»t), sb. Forms 1 pi guttas, 3-5 gotte,

4-7 gutte, 5 gowt, gute, 5-8 gutt, 4- gat. [OE.
gut/as str. masc. pi.

j
the vowel seems to point to

145 — 3
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a prehistoric type *guttu- (,—pre-Teut *gJmdmi-),
f. the root of Goth giutan, OHG gtomtn (G
giessen), OE gflotan to pour . see Yete v.]

1 collect, pi. The contents of the abdominal
cavity, the bowels, entrails. Formerly, but not

now, in dignified use with reference to man.
f In biblical language sometimes/fy =' bowels', 'inward

parts'.

a xooo O E Gloss 198 in Moue's Qnelien mid Forschmi
gen (1830) 333 Visccrtun receptacula

,
guttas, lnuofcas, and

fencgas [read and-fencgas] 1*97 R, Glouc (Rollsl 10806
On him smot In aboute he fondement & so vp toward 1 e

gottes. a 1300 E E. Psalter 1 12 Clene hert make in me,
God, and trewe, And right gaste m mi guttes newe 13 .

A". Alts 4469 Of some theo gottes hongyn oute *393
Langl. P PI C vii 308 Hus guttes gonne godely as two
gredysowes, c 1440 Anc Cookery in Househ Ora. (1790)
440 Take the gottes of the goose and scrape hom clene
1480 Caxton Lhron Eng xcvii, 77 They caste on hym the
guttes of reyghes and offissh 1580 Sidney Ps xxxi v, My
eyes, my guts, yea my soule, grief doth wast 1506 Shaks.
1 Hen IV, 11 iv 28s Falstaffe, you caned your Guts away

. nimbly. *11605 Montgomerie Mtsc Poems v ri My
guttis ar grippit so with grief. It eitis me vp m yre 1664
Chas II in Julia Cartwright Henrietta of Orleans {1894)
1 76 Poor Oneale died this afternoon of an ulser in his gutts
169a Locke Educ 26 The Peristaltick motion of the guts
1707 Floyer Physic Pulse-Watch 286 The more acrid any
Purge is, the more it irritates the Guts a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1724) I 633 Yet he had not pierced ms guts , So
his wounds were not mortal 1764 Grainger Sugar-Cane
11. 75 note. They .are .foul feeders, many of them greedily
devouring the raw guts of fowls 1846 Grots Greece {1869)
I 62 On the one side he placed the flesh and guts . on the
other he put the bones enveloped m fat 1853 Kane Grin-
nellExp. xwi. (1856) 213 Half the guts, the spleen, and the
pluck of my seal.

b. Phrases. + To have one's guts about one's

ears (a hypeibolical threat). f(To grieve) to the
guts : deeply, to the very soul.

*658-0 Burton's Diary (*828) III 108 They said our guts
should be about our ears if we did not vote it 1663 ButlerHwet 1 it. 804 It griev’d him to the guts, that they. . Shou’d
offer such inhuman wrong

c. transf. The inside, internal fittings, contents
of anything. Also//, (slang or colloql) substantial

contents,
1 something in ’ a tiling

; so + to haveguts
in one's brains
1663 Butler Hud 111 1091 Truly that is no Hard Matter

for a Man to do, That has but any Guts in *s Brains. *694
Motteux Rabelais v Prol. (1737) S3 One without Guts
in his Brains, whose Cockloft is unfurnish'd a 1704 T
Brown Wks (1730) I 278 His brother boars, I presume,
will have more guts in their brains for the future than to
pick a quarrel with such as preserve their lives. 1751
R Paltock P Wilkins mi (1883) 39/2 Well, thinks I,
what if I have lost,my gourds, I have gained experience.
I will dry them next time with the guts in 1863 P Barry
Dockyard Econ 130 The whole “guts’ of the ships had
besides to be torn out for the passage of the shaft 189a
R. L. Stevenson Lett (1899) II 276, 1 can almost always
get a happy day out of Marion Crawford—ce n'est pas
toujaiirs la guerre, but it’s got life to it and guts, and it

moves *897 Barr^re & Leland Diet. Slang, Guts .

(Artists), * no guts in it’ The expression is pretty general,
but it is more specially used by artists to announce their
opinion that there is nothing in a picture.

2 . A particular portion of the lower alimentary
canal between the pylorus and the anus ;

= In-
testine: often preceded by a defining adjective,
the higher portion being named little

,
small,

+ subtle
,
the lower great, large, f Fat gut (= F.

gras boyau, Cotgr,), the rectum (also arse-gut
;

right-gut. see the prefixed words), fHungry gut
(see Hungry a. 4), the jejunum. Also Blind got,
the caecum

; transf a cul-de-sac. a. sing
*3 E. E Allit P. C280 penne he [Ionas] Iurkkes &

laytes . . In vche a nok of his nauel, but nowhere he fyndez
No rest bot ramelande myre, In wych gut so euer he gotz
*398 TrevisaR*^ DeP. A.v.xlii (1405) 158 The thyrde
lytyll gutte is callyd in latyn secundo simnl unum *4 .

Horn, in Wr -Wulcker 678/11 Hie hen, . a longe gute
*486 Bk. St. Albans bvyb. Putt it in a small gut of a
Capon. *530 Palsgr. 228/1 Gutte, a bowell, boyau. 172a
Quincy Lex Physico Med. (ed. 2) 224 There is very much
Fat about its [i e the rectum’s] external side, for which
reason it is called the Fat-Gut 1789 W Buchan Dom

(r79°) S99 The operator ,. must with his fingers
artfully conduct the gut m by the same aperture through
which it came out 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scotl IY 415The harbour [of Aberdeen] lies at the bottom of the emin-
ence on which it stands, and is a blind gut, into which the
tide flows/bending in a curved form. *830R Knox Bedard's
Anat 89 He supposes it to be absorbed by the large gut.
1889 J.M Duncan Lect. Dts Worn xiv. (ed 4) 96 They
[faeces] may lie in any part of the great gut. 1897 Hughes
Mediterr. Fevei ill 153 The involvement of the large gut

to. pi.

*3S>8 Trevisa Bat th De P. R. v. xlii (1403) 138, vj
pryncypall guttes, thre of theym ben subtyll . and thre
aren grete c *420 Liber Cocoruut (1862) 9 Skoure tho
gtutus with salt ichon. 160* Holland Pliny I 342 Next
to the hag of the Stomacke, men and sheepe nave the small

?
uts, called Lactes *707 Floyer Physic Pulse-Watch 23,
injected into the small Guts of a Cow a sufficient

quantity of Water to fill them 1722 Quincy Lex Pkystco-
"led (ed 2) 223 1 he third and last of the small Guts is the
1

j
1

?.
’ * “lck ant* Guts are the Caecum, Colon,

and Rectum. 18x3 J, Thomson Led. Inflam . 03 A solution
of this substance injected into the great guts of a dog.
c In generalized sense.

,*8o3_ Med. Jrnl X. 34 The portion of gut was about the
sue of a walnut. 18*3 J, Thomson Ltd. Infant. 211 The

portion of gut which had been strangulated was found con-
siderably inflamed *879 St George's Hasp Rep IX. 295
A knuckle of much congested gut
d Extended to the whole of the alimentary

canal or its lower portion
c 1460 J Russell Bk Nurture 607 Make clene be place

also Jiat ye calle his gowt 1533 Udall Geminus’ Anat
Aii/t The seconde portioa of the gutte is called Ietumtm, 01

the hungry gutte, because he is euermore einptye 1713
Warder J rue A masons (ed 2) 3 [Speaking of bees ] In the
hinder parts there is a Gut x8i*A T 1 homson Loud Disp
(1818) 403 Sheathing the rectum in cases of abrasion, and in-

flammation of the gut. 1842 A Combe Physiol Digestion
(ed 4) 132 The pylorus opens and allows it to pass into

thegut. 1878 Bell tr.Gegenbaur'sCovip Anat 36'i’he inner
germinal layer [is] the foundation ofthe gut or enteron 1893
Nlwton Did. Birds 137 The intestine, or gut propel,
begins at the pyloric end of the stomach and ends at the
cloaca

e. atlnb. f small-gu.t man, a fencer who can
pierce the small guts.

<zx6*s Fletcher Love’sPtlgr iv ii, Is there Ever a good
heartist, or a member percer, 01 a Small gut man left ?

f f. transf Applied to the shoots or bine of
hops. Obs, rare (Cf. Gut v. 1 b.)

1573 Tusser Hush xxxvm (1878) 91 From hop long gut
away go cut. Sharpe knife to cut superfluous gut
3 smg and pi. Put for the belly or stomach,

esp. as the seat of appetite or gluttony. Now
dial and vulgar. Gut and ga' (gall) (Sc.) • the

whole contents of the stomach.
136a Langl P PI A xi. 44 Thei demeth god in-to the

gorge whon heore gottus follen *393 Ibid C 11. 34 A1 is

no3t good to Jie gost ]>at Jae gut AskeJj. 1535 1 indale
Tracy’s Test. 13 Dame Avarice, with as greedy a gut as
the best. 1357 Grimalde in Tottel's Misc (Arb) 120 Lions

Whose gTeedy gutts the gnawing hoonger pricks 1616
R. C. Tunes' Whistle 11 772 To putt Scraps twice runne
over, in thy half starvd gutt xfiax Burton Anat Mel 1

11 11 11 (1651) 72 Gluttony kills more than the sword, this

al-devounng and murdering gut. 1644 Bp Hall Rem
Wks. (1660) 101 That had learn’d to govern his Tongue, Ins
Gut, his concupiscence, these three *693 Dryden's
Juvenal iv. (1697)77 For his own Gut he bought the stately
Fish *726 Gay Fables 11 ul g6 Here ev’ry day he cram’d
his guts *768 Ross Helenore (1789) 36 Gut and ga’ she
keest with braking strange. *790 A Wilson m Poems 4-

Lit Prose (1876) II 244 An inn's thy temple, and thy God
thy guts

fo pi. A corpulent or gluttonous person. Now
rare or dial.

[x3So, etc cf Greedy-gut{s ] 1596 Shaks. i Hen IV,
11 iv. 23* Thou Clay-brayn’d Guts *11700 B E Diet
Cant Crew

, Gutts, a very fat, gross Person 1869 R'
Lytton Orval 177 March, march, old guts 1 This is a lazy
lord. 1896 Warwicksh Gloss , Guts, a glutton.

4. The intestines of animals employed for various
purposes, a. pi. As food: «= Offal. Phrase:
Notfit to carry guts to a boar.
*6oa Narcissus (1893) O thou that pickest wisdome out

ofguttes 1692 L’Estrange Fables cxxxv. 124 Wee, the
Kings Officers, crys the Fellow that carrys Guts to the
Bears. *840 Marryat Poor Jack xxviu, Well, if I’m a
bear, you ar’n’t fit to carry guts to a bear

b. As an envelope for black puddings, sausages,
etc.

*598 Epulano uj b, Take guts well washed and made clean,
and fill them with the meat *8x9 Sporting Mag. V 32 In
Suffolk, black puddings made in guts are called links

C For making violin strings
; hence, fpi the

strings themselves (obs.). In mod. use sing as
the name of a material, (Cf. Catgut.)
*6ix Middleton & Ds.kk.er liaai ing Girl iv 1 80 Heere

take this viall, runne vpon the guts, And end thy quariell
singing. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 280 A Viall should haue .the
Strings of Guts mounted vpon a Bridge, as m Ordinary
Vtalls <1x774 Goldsm Surv. Escper Philos (1776) II
190 On this side [of the Eolian lyre] are seven strings ofvery
fine gut. 1883 [see gut-spinning 111 sense 8]

d, smg The silken fibre obtained from the intes-

tines of the silkworm. (In full silkworm gut, silk-

gut.) Chiefly used m the making of fishing tackle
The worm, when about to spin, is killed and put into vine-

gar, then pulled in two, and the * gut ’ is drawn out to a thin
thread ana dried

1834 Mrdivin Angler in Wales I 16 Where I procured
some hanks of gut My fishing companions did not know
that each filum of gut is a drawn-out silkworm just before
it is about to weave its cocoon 1839 Ure Did Arts 1115
Silkworm gut, for .angling. 1867 F. Francis Angling
xiu (t88o) 462 Tying threads of gut together for lines
*873

1 Stonehenge ’ Bnt. Sports 1 v 11 § 1 309 It is
generally made of pieces of gut, knotted together, and
altogether comprising a length of from three to eight feet
*899 Speaker 9 Sept. 260/2 At every cast the gut had fallen
upon the water like a streak of lightning.

5 A narrow passage, a. A channel or run of
water, a branch of a stream

;
a sound, strait

Leland Itin (17x1) II. 13 Ethelwolde, Abbate of
Abbmgdon did clerely renovate and augmentid this Abbay,
digging and caussmg a gut to cum out of Isis by force to
serve and purge thoffices of thabbay 1587 Hart MS 167
If. 104We riding (on ship) in a nanow gutt, the place yeald-
ing no better 1628 Digby Vity Mediterr (1868) 9 The gutt

c
sea

J?
ein£bere but narrow 1703 J Logan m Pa Hist

Soe Mem. IX 223,

1

now design to keep her floating in a
dock or gut. 1766 J. Bartram Jml 4 Feb in Stork AccE Florida 61 Near the Store was a deep gut with a middling
stream of water, which headed about a quarter of a mile
“B, ™ the 1767 Dalrymple in Phil, Trans^ * II* 205 These banks are often * divided by a narrow
gut, without bottom, 1830 Lyell Prtnc Geol. (*873) 1. 11.

x\, 497 Coming up with, her .. in the middle of the gut,

between Tarifa and Tangier 1833 B Taylor Home *
Abr Ser. 1 xxn (1880) 271 A gut between the rocks
conducts to the sea. 1887 T. N Page m Scribner's Mag
I 414/2 The trail terminated in a gut of the swamp

D. As a local designation
;

e g the Gut of
Canso, the Gut of Gibraltar (At Oxford and
Cambridge) The Gut a bend of the river m the
racing-course
*7*6 B Church Hist Philip's War (1867) II. 162 They

had ordeis to go directly for Port Royal Gut 1746 Acc
French Seltlem N Amer 9 There are three ways of
getting into this great nver the thud is thro’ the Gut of
Canseau 1770 Washington Wnt. (1889) II 316 The Old
Town Gut was so high as to wet us in crossing it 1703
Smeaton Edystone L, § 102 The seamen thought it not
safe to go into the Gut that night, that the entrance or exit
from the Gut might be impracticable or dangerous 1820
Marryat F Mildmay v, We could not get out of the Gut
of Gibraltar x86a H Kingsley Ravenshoe I xiv 173
Pembioke had won the fours, very much m consequence of
Worcester having gone lound the flag, and on being made
to low again, of fouling them in the gut 1889 Christ's
Coll Mag, 77 The third night Queens* fell an easy prey in
the Gut

c. On land : A narrow passage between two
declivities

; hence, a narrow passage or lane of any
kind
1615 G Sandys Trav 188 North of it, in a gut of the hill

was the fish-poole of Sfloe. 1703 Maundrell Jour11 Jei ns,

(1732) 134 We enter’d into a narrow Gut, between twasteep
rocky Mountains. 1762-71 H Walpole Vertue's Anecd
Paint (1786) IV 263 Befoie you arrived at these, you passed
a narrow gut between two stone terrasses, that rose above
your head 2809 Pinkney Trav Fiance 256 A stony
channel or gut which was cut out to ease the ascent
1873 Sat Rev 5 Apr 447/2 The prospective widening of
the narrow gut of Whitehall 1893 R Kipling in E Gosse
Quest at Issue 261 A hundred fires sparkle m the gut of
the pass 1896 Daily News 20 July 7/3 The narrow valley
gut of old Knightsbridge will be widened Ibid 26 Dec.
3/2 The signal-box m this narrow gut of traffic.

8. tA gutter along the eaves of a house (obs )

,

dtal. The eaves (of a stack).

1703 T. N City 4 C Purchaser 2x1 Guts to save Water
under the Eves of a House 1855 Morton Cycl Agrtc. II.

723 Gut (Essex), the eaves of a stack

fb. An outflow Obs. Cf Gout 2

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. xi (1393) 262 His head to put
Full underneath thefommg spout where greatest was the gut

7. (See quot

)

1853 Archit Publ Soc Diet., Gut, a term used in parts
of Scotland for a sash bar

8 attrtb and Comb

,

as gut-diesser, -fat, -link,

-rope, -string, f -vein, -wall
,
gut-dressing, -spin-

ning vbl sbs
;
gut(s)-griping vbl sb. and ppl. a

;

gut-belting, lathe or machine belting made of cat-

gut (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) > gut-bread, sweet-
bread, pancreas, tgut-bursten, abdominal henna

;

gut-foundered a
,
(a) on the point of starvation

(now dial ) , + (b) affected with hernia
, f gut-

liead, one who is stupid from ovex -feeding; gut-
hook, a coupling hook and eye for' round gul
belts (Knight)

; gut-house = gutting-house
; gut-

led a., ? ruled by one’s appetite'
;
gut-length,

a length of silkworm gut, f gut-matter, some-
thing pertaining to bodily nourishment or appetite

,

f gut-monger, one whose chief concern is his
£ gut

’

or belly; + gut-pudding, a sausage
;
gut-scraper,

a humorous or derisive term for a violm-player,
gut-scrapery, an establishment where guts are

scraped and cleaned
, f gut-seam .Sc., fat of the

intestines, lard; gut-vexer = gut-scraper
;

gut-
way, ? a passage over a gut or watercouse ;

gut-
weed, Sonchas arvensts (Britten & Holland Plant-
II 1S79)

, + gut-worm, an intestinal worm
1893 Bnt, Med Jml 15 Apr 812/2 The pancreas is

vulgarly teimed the ‘ *gutbread 1 and is the article which
Mould be supplied in the great majority of cases by butchers
asked for sweetbread 1607 Topsell Fourf Beasts (1658)

307 First you shall understand, that the *Gut-bursten, and
Flank-bursten, doth proceed both of one cause, that is to

say, by means that the skin, called before Peritoneum, is

either sore strained, or else broken 1852 Morfit Tanning
4- Currying (1833) 536 The workshop of the *gut dresser

1885 A Watt Leather Mamtf 393 The art of*gut-dress-
mg 1895 Daily News 13 Dec 8/1 Weights of fat, *gut-fat,

and trimmings 1647 Ward Simp Cobler 27, I can make
my selfe sicke with comparing the dazling splender

^wherewith our Gentle-women were imbellished m some
former habits, with the *gut-foundred goosdom, wherewith
they are now surcingled and debauched a *658 Cleveland
Count. Com Man (1677) 100 The clamorous Mutiny of a
Gut-foundred Garrison. *691 J. Wilson Belphegor in iv,

Cns But now she 'as beaten me to mash. Min And
made me mere gut-founder’d *11700 B E Did Cant,
Crew, Gut-fomidred, exceeding Hungry 1876 Whitby
Gloss

,
Gutfounder'a, diseased from the effects of hunger

1606 Shaks Tr, 4- Cr v i ei The rotten diseases of the

South, *guts-griping Ruptures, Catarres [etc J 1679
Dryden Tr 4- Cr iv 11, The rotten diseases of the

south, gut-gripmgs, ruptures, catarrhs, loads of gravel
in the back and the like, *1x704 T Brown m R
L’Estrange Colloq^ Erasm (1711) 351 That he might not

lose a drop of this Gut-griping stuff, 1629 Gaule Holy
Madn, 328 A very *Gut-head, he hath Asses’ Eares direct

1780 Young Tour Irel I. 231 Four to carry from *gut-
house to curing-house 1682 N. O. Boileaus Lutrin iv.

227 Nor'was it Reason that the *gut-led Fops Should spend
their Tongues, who could not use their Chops 1863
Atkinson Stanton Grange 173 Re-tic every knot, the same
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way as you tie your “gut-links. 1545 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm Par Cor 32 At this souper is represented the

misterie of Christian Concorde, no bealy, nor “gut matter.

1635 R Younge Agst Drunkards 4 These drunken drones,

these “gut-mongers. *697 Verdicts Virg i§- Homer v 18

Homer compares Ulysses turning in his bed, to a *Gut
pudding or Sawsage broylmg on a Gridiron 1722 Quincy
Lex Phystco Med (ed 2) 12 Allentoies in many Brutes is

m the Shape of a Gut-Pudding 1847 Smeaton Builder's
Man 205 Balist®, catapult®, and scorpions, m whose
flames aie holes for the passage of the homotona, which
are strained by “gut ropes attached to windlasses worked
by hand-spikes 1719 D'Urfey Pills II 218 Strike up
drowsie “Gut-scrapers. 1783 Burns Jolly Beggars vi 2

Her charms had struck a sturdy Caird, As well as poor Gut-
scraper 1854 Q Rev XCV. 282 Triperies, bone-boihng-

houses, *gut-scraperies, 1606 Birnie lurk Burtall (1833) 4
The Greke and Romane did burne their dead , the Indean
with “Got-seame did besmeare 1883 Haldane Workshop
Receipts Ser 11 310/2 “Gut-spinning is the twisting of pre-

pared gut into cord ofvarious diameter for various purposes
—1 e for ordinary catgut, for use in machinery, and for

fiddle-strings 1659 Torkiano, Nlrvi sondn, “gut-strings

for Instruments. <£1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 33 1ms
hygroscope is made by fastnmg to the upper end of
a piece of gut-string . a very light index 1892 Daily
Hews 6 Aug 8/6 A Manufactory of Gut-Strings requites

a really experienced and pushing man. 1613 Crooke
Body of Man 99 The second is called Intestinahs or the

“Gut veine 1640 Wizard (MS. play) (N ), Get out of my
sight, you unlucky “gut-vexers 1897 Allbittt's Syd Med
III. 606 When the intestine is healthy the bacillus coll

communis has little disposition to escape through the *gut-

wall. 1898 Westm. Gas. 24 Tune 31 The standards were
25 ft. long at the ‘“gutway. *638 Rowland Moufet's
’lheat Ins. 1x06 The Arabians call them Emicar . the

Germans Spulworm, Bauchworm, the English *Gutworm

Gut (g»t), v. Also 4 gotte, 5 gutton. [f

Gut sb ]

1 . trans To take out the guts of (fish)
; to evis-

cerate.

13 Metr Horn (Vernon MS ) m Archiv Stud, nen
Spr LVII 313 OJiur while wesch he dissches And ojmr
while he gotted fissches. cx440 Proutp Parv 220/1

Gutton, exentero. 1396 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot

I 41 Quhen now thay [herrings] ar gutted, and the meltis

takne out, thay ar sa feme that thay ar nocht to be com-
pared with the rest X599 H Buttes Dyets dne Dinner
Lvub, Carpe . Lay it scaled and gutted sixe houres
in salt. 1077 Compleat Servant-Mead 80 Wash your
Eels and gut them 1726 G Roberts Four Years Voy
263 In the Evening they us’d to gut, split, and salt what
they caught. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng Housekpr (1799)

33 Scale, gut, and wash your herrings. 1823 Galt Entail
I xxxvi. 317, I redde you to consider weel what ye’re

doing, ana gut nae fish till ye catch them i86x Mrs
Beeton Houseli Managem. (1880) 139 Take the herrings,

cut off the heads, and gut them
absol. 1843 J Wilson Voy Scotl II. idi In hiring ser-

vants it is by no means unusual for the latter to stipulate for

leave to gut during a certain number of days, as a per-

quisite beyond their usual termly wages

t b. To clear (a hop plant) of superfluous * gut’

or shoots. Obs. rare• (Cf. Gut sb. 2 f.)

*573 Tl sserHush xlvi (187B) 98 Hop rootes well gutted

and pared, the better they proue

2. a. transf. To clear out the contents or inside

of; to empty thoroughly; esp to remove or destioy

the internal fittings of (a building, etc.). Const, of
1688 Luttrell BriefRel (1857) I. 486 The nth, in. the

evening, the mobile gott together, and went to the popish

chappel m Lincolns Inn Feilds, and perfectly gutted the

same 1693 Dryddn Juvenal

x

246 A troop of Cut-Thioat
Guards were sent, to seize The Rich Mens Goods, and gut
their Palaces 1720 De Foe Capt Singleton xn (1840) 2x6

We took an Arabian junk We gutted him of the pearl

1780 Gentl Mag L. 313/2 The public-office in Bow-Street,

and Sir John Fielding's dwelling-house adjoining, were
gutted, as their [the rioters'] phrase was, and the whole
contents committed to the flames. 1781 Smeathman in

Phil Trans LXXI. 177 While some are employed m
gutting the posts, others ascend from them, entering a 1 after

or some other part of the roof 1819 Moore Tom Cnb (ed 3)

x Whether diddling your subjects or gutting their fobs X848

Thackeray Bk Snobs xxvi, Stripes proceeded to gut my
portmanteauandto lay out the blackkerseymeres and other

polite articles of evening costume 1853 Browning Holy-

Cross Days, The hand Which gutted my purse, would
tbiottle my creed 1869 Phillips Vesuv viu 174 Five times

within the last hundied years the cone of Vesuvius has been

gutted by explosive eruptions 1873 L Ferguson Dis-

courses Pref s A thatched hut had been gutted and fitted

up with seats.

b Jig. In various applications; esp to get out

the essential contents of (a book) ;
to extract all

the important passages of (a book) in a review or

»

abridgement
17x4 Addison Sped. No 567 P 4 This way of Writing was

first of all introduced by T-m Br-wn, of facetious Memory,
who, after having gutted a proper Name of all its inter-

mediate Vowels, used to plant it in his Works, and make as

free with it as he pleased. 1847 Disraeli Tancred 11 vn,

As for the other guests, the peerage was gutted. *868 Pall

Mall G, 2 Dec 3 We have not yet calculated how many of

the victories of Mr Disraeli’s friends have been due_to Mr
Disraeli’s skilful manipulation of details m redividing the

counties and in gutting them 1888 Ibid 6 Oct 3/1 Flow

«ose Messrs Longman issued a sixpenny edition of the

,
properly ‘ gutted ’ (as the newspaper phrase is) 1897

W. T Stead in Daily Hews 13 June 6/4, 1 am never better

pleased than when I see my hooks well ‘gutted’—to use

the expressive but somewhat vulgar term

3

.

mtr. To cram the guts; to eat greedily, to

gormandize. vulgar. (Cf. dial, guts vb.)

xfitfi R, C. Tunes' Whistle vi. S393 ‘Tis safest gutting at

a loafe begunne. 1633 [see Gutting vbl. sb. 3]. 1893 in

Farmer Slang, *

1

4

. trans. To make channels or ruts in (ground)

;

to
1 gutter ’. Obs

1357 Tusser xoo Points Hush xxvii, Or winter doe come,
while the weather is good for gutting tbygrounde, get
the home with thy wood
Gut, obs form of Gout sb 1

Gutah, variant of Gutta sb. 2

Gutclier, obs form of Goodsire Sc
Gute, obs. form of Gout sb 1, Gut sb

+ Gu'tefestre («)• Obs rare-'- [f. ME.
*gute («), OE gyle ( = OHG gug) a pouring, f

wk. root of geotan to pour (see Yete v.) + festie

Festek ) ?A running ulcer.

a X22g Ancr, R 328 Edmodnesse is iliehe Jxeos kointe nai loz
]xet scheaweS forS hore gutefestre & hore vlowmde cweisen

Gutb.eroon.ed, variant of Gadbooued.
1817D Hughson Walks thro Loud 66 The architect, has

introduced Corinthian columns, fluted and gutherooned

Gutbome, variant of Gitterr.

t Guth-strength. Obs iare-\ [f. OE. g&ti
- ON. gUS-r, gunn-r war.] 9 Warlike strength
c 1205 Lay 1593 Cormeus him geinde to mid his gu8

strencSe

t Gutless, a Obs [f Gut sb. + -less]
Having no guts , disembowelled.

1603 Sylvester Du Bartas 11 in hi Law 643 When the

Falcon shall make on the sense-less ground Ihe gut-less

Quar, once, twice, or . thrice, rebound 1606 Birnie Kirk-
Burtall (1833) 4 The Gerrens, a Schithian sect, after exin-

teration bespyced their gutlesse goodsirs 1621 G Sakdis
Ovid's Met xn (1626) 247 He bounds, and on the earth

his bowels trades ,
and with a gutlesse belite dies

t Gu’tlet. Obs rare~ x
. [f Gut sb. + -let.] A

small gut, or something resembling it ; hence, a case

or involucre (of a vein).

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 11. xi (1631) 82 A Membrane
called the Gut let

Gutling (go tliij) Obs exc dial [f. Gut sb +
-ling ] A great eater , a glutton

1592 Greene Groats W. Wit Ep Ded
,
The bestiall gut-

lmgs of this fulsome feeding age 1621 Sanderson Semi I

195 The poets made themselves bitterly merry with des-

canting upon the fat paunches of these lasie gutlings

x68x W Robertson Phraseol Gen (1693) 542 Verry belly-

gods, Gutlings. 1883 Alniondbmy 4 Huddersf Gloss.,

Gutting

,

a great eater ; a guttler

Gutt, obs foim of Gout sb 1
,
Gut.

IlGutta 1 (gota) PI guttffl (go'tz), [L. gutta

a drop Cf. Gout sb *]

1. a. Pharmacy and Path A drop. In piescrip-

tions gt, pi. gtt. (Cf Gout sb 1 5 b.)

1562 Bulleyn Dial Serenes 4 Chtr 45 b. This will make
a singular good water, drope one gutta or diop upon the

grounde x886 Syd Soc. Lex , Gutta, a drop of any liquid

matter
, a minim, or the sixtieth part of a fluid drachm

b. In mod Lat. names of diseases gutta opaca,

cataract
,
gutta rosacea, rosea, rubea (see quots.

and cf. gout lose, Gout sb.1 2), + gutta sciatica

=

Sciatica, gutta serena

=

Amaurosis ; alsoJig.

1847 Craig s v Gutta, In Pathology, *gutta crfaca

,

cataract, c 1400 Lanfrands Cirnrg 190 “Gutta rosacea,

Jiat is a passioun hat turneh j>
e skyn of a mannys face out

of his propur colour and makih he face reed 1733 Chambers
Cycl. Supp

,
Butiga, is an inflammation of the whole face,

otherwise called gutta rosacea 1308 Trevisa Barth. De
P R vn lxv (1495) 282 The Infeccyon that hygbte
*Gutta rosea yl enfectyth ye face wyth smale pymples and
comyth of gleymy & blody and coleryk humours that ben bi-

twene the skynne & the flesshe 1341 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest Chinng, Y j, The gutta rosa. 1886 Syd Soc Lex,
*Gutta rubea, = Gutta rosacea. 1308 Trevisa Barth. De
P.R vn. lvu (1495) 271 In the euyl callyd “gutta sciatica the

ache stretcheth fro the haunche in to the legges and anone
to the hele and also anone to the lytill too 1637 “Gutta
serena [see Amaurosis]. 1663 SirT Herbert Tram. (1677)

337 [He] hath his eyes open, but sees no otherwise than if

a gutta serena, or heated Steel, had deprived the optique

1807 G Gregory Diet Arts 4 Set I 230/3 The causes of

bhudness are various, proceeding from cataracts, gutta

serena’s, &c 1834 Youatt Cattle 293 Gutta serena, or

palsy of the optic nerve . is a disease of rare occurrence

among cattle 1876 T Hardy '‘Madding Crowd lm, She

was m a state of mental gutta serena.

c. Arch. =DftOP 10 b.

1363 Shute Archit Cujb, Geue Subtema, and Gutta,

pendante the sixte part of a modulus to their height and
that part deuide vnto 4 partes, Geue 3 vnto Gutta pen-

dant being 6. in number x688 R Holme Armoury hi

112/1 Gutta, are Drops, or square pieces, or things like

Bells, cut on the Fnze, to set out the work. 1806 Dalla-

way Observ Eng Archit. 162 In the temples of iEgma
[etc ] the gutt® retain their position 1830 Leitch tr. C 0
Midler's Anc Art § 282 (ed 2) 312 Gutt® in a continued

row without tnglyphs were not perfectly rare in antiquity

> attnb 1831 Penrose A then A rch

,

Gloss , Guttoe tablets
,

the square tablets under the architrave band from which the

gutt® or drops appear as though suspended 185a Did
Arch, (Arch. Pubf Soc ), Gutterand, the listel from which
the gutt® seem to hang

d Her. = Goutte.
1868 Cussans Her iy (1893) 75 Gutt®, or Gouttes, as

their name implies, are drops, and, like the Roundles, are

distinguished by their Tinctures.

f 2 . A kind of gum. In xSthc = Gamboge; also

gutta gamandra, gutta gamba. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R xvu Ijavxii. (1495) 651

Gutta ryght as Galhanum is the droppyng of a certen tree

atherherbe and hyght also Armomacum. ityxPhil Trans
XVII 683 Pomia, distilling a Substance like the Gutta
Gamba or Gtattmt Gotte 1706 Phillips (ed Kersey),

Gutta Gamandra, or Gutta Gamba, a kind of harden’d

Juice or Gum, brought from the East Indies xvxa tr.

Pomet's Hist Drugs I 178 Gum Gutta, or Gutta Gamha,
Gamboge, or Peruvian Gum, is a Gum that flows from the

Trunk of a creeping Plant Ibid 170 Lastly the Pills of
gutta gamandra borrow their names from it.

Gutta 2 (g» ta). Also gu(t)tah. [ad. Malay

tu

j

getah a gum, exudation, or inspissated juice,

whence mod L. gutta, assimilated to Gutta 1
]

1 Short for Gutta-percha.
183a Crawturd Malay Diet, 136 Pa-rcha, name of the

foiest tree which yields some of the guttah of commerce
1882 Dn Windt Equator 39 A firm trading in gutta, gold-
dust, and diamonds
attnb 1853 Ure Diet Arts (ed 4) I 983 The vaccine

virus transmitted in the gutta capsules.

2 In the Malay names of various substances re-

sembling gutta-peicha, mostly containing the name
of the tree from which they are derived, as gutta-

uzmbong, -singganp, -sundek, -taban
;
gutta-shea,

gutta-trap (see quots. 1858, 1887).
1838 Cycl Commerce (ed Homans), Gutta. Trap, a sub-

stance allied to gutta percha and caoutchouc It is the

inspissated juice of an artocarpus 1887 Moloney Forestry
W Afr 379 A substance somewhat resembling gutta-percha

is found in Shea Butter, and is called Gutta-Shea. *897
Willis Flower PI II. 287 Payena Leem . yields a good
gutta percha known as Gutta Sundek. 1897 C P G
bunr Malayan Words 55 The present gutta-percha of com-
meice is said to he all or mostly obtained from other trees,

and is called by the natives accordingly getah taban, getah
rambong, getah sundi, getah genh, etc

3 Chem A white amorphous substance, the

principal constituent of gutta-percha.

1864 Watts Diet Chem II. 961 Pure gutta is a hydro-

carbon isomeric with oil of turpentine, Ci0H1*

Guttable (g® tab’l), a rare [f Gut v. +
-able. (? Formed in imitation of Gustable)]
That may be ‘ gutted ’ or guzzled . in quot. as sb

*735 T S[heridan] m Swifts Wks (1778) XVII 312, I

have too much plenty of guttables , ifwe had agreeable

companions as plenty as woodcocks, ducks, snipes this

would be a paradise

Gutta-percha (ga’taips-itja). Also -pertsoha.

[ad Malay sLA getahpercha, f. getah Gutta2

apercha the name of the tree (sense 2), lit. ‘the

gum of percha’ ]
1 The inspissated juice of various trees found

chiefly in the Malayan archipelago (see sense 2),

now extensively used in the arts.

1843 Athenseum 337 The Secretary described the sub-

stance called * gutta percha ’ 1832 Crawfurd Malay Did.
50, Gatahp&rcha, the inspissated juice of the parcha tree,

Isonandra gutta of Sir William Hooker , the guttah percha
of commerce xBsB Carpenter Veg Pliys. § 335 A sub-

stance, closely resembling Indian-rubber, has lately excited

considerable interest, and, under the name of Gutta Pyrtscha,

is now brought into the markets of Europe in considerable

quantities 1870 Emerson Soc
«J-

Solti, Woik <?• Days
Wks (Bohn) III 65 No sooner is the electric telegraph

devised, than gutta-percha, the very material it requires, is

found 1890 H. Drummond in Life xr. (1899) 388 Blue
star fish like gutta-percha ,

2. (Short for gutta-percha tree\ see 3.) One of

the trees that yield this juice, esp. Isonandra (01

Dicliopsia) Gutta (N.O. Euphorbiace,e).
1860L Oliphant Elgin's Misstm China I 27 Among them

[Singapore trees] are the ebony, sapan, and eagle iv ood,

but more valuable than all the gutta-percha 1876 Harley
Mat Med, (ed 6) 671 Gutta-Percha is a handsome ever-

green tree, native of Borneo, Sumatra, and others of the

East India Islands

3 attnb and Comb., as gutta-percha-jomt, -joint-

ing, -merchant, -sheeting, -ttee,-tube
;
gutta-pe) cha-

covered adj. ; gutta-pereha-tissue ,
* gutta-percha

in averythm leaf, used as a waterproof covering to

dressings to prevent evaporation
1 {Syd Soc. Lex

1886), gntta-percba-wire Telegraphy

,

wire

covered with gutta-percha.

1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 236 “Gutta-percha-

covered wire Ibid, 241 The mam faults m “gutta percha
joints are [etc.] Ibid 236 Patience is another virtue

in “gutta percha jointing, especially in the open air 1831

m fllustr Lond, News 5 Aug (1854) **® Occupations of
the people “Gutta-percha merchant 1876 Preece& Sivl-

wsight Telegraphy 239 The “gutta percha sheeting, as
supplied to jointers, should be cut into strips four inches

wide 1898 P. Manson Trap Diseases 1 30 Take one of
the strips of “guttapercha tissue. 2843 Stocqueler
Haudbk Bnt India (1854) 367 The “gutta-percha tree .

is entitled to rank as a new genus, 1873 Ralfe Phys.
Chem. 182 The chambers communicate with each other,

and into each ofwhich the fluid potass is passed by means
of “gutta percha tubes. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Tele-

graphy 233 Out-of-door jointing of “gutta percha wires

Guttate (g®’te!t), a. [ad. L. guttdt-us speckled,

spotted, f. gutta drop.] In the form of drops

;

furnished with drops, spotted as if by drops.

1826 Kirby & Sp Entomol IY 285 Guttate, sprinkled

with gutt® 1876 Ruskin Deucalion I. xi. 196 T he silica

is stuck together just as if it had fallen in drops, which is

what I mean by calling Hyalite characteristically
' guttate \

1887 W Phillips Bnt Diseomycetes 415 Guttate, Guttre-

late, furnished with one or moie spherical drops, synonym
for nucleate

Guttated (got^’ted), a.-, [ad. L guttdt-us (see

prec.) + -ed 1.] Spread about as if m drops or

spots.



GUTTATIM. 522 GUTTER.

17*7 in Bailey vol II 1822-34. Goad's StudyMed (ed 4.)

IV 458 In the first or Guttated Variety the patches very
seldom extend to the size of a six-pence

I! Guttatim (gate 1 tim), adv [L.= f by drops’,

f. gutta drop.] Drop by drop
*694 Salmon Bate's Dispens (1713) 393/2 Give Fire gra

dation so will the Mercury run guttatim into the Recipien t

2727-42 Chambers Cycl s v Giittus, To take the wine, and
sprinkle it, guttatim, drop by drop, upon the victim. 1878
T Bryant Bract Snrg (1879) II 55 1 incture ofgalls, added
guttatim to the urine 1886 in Syd Sac Lex

II Gntte (gute), a Her Forms . 6 guttie, 7-8
gutte, 7-9 guttee, 9 gouttd, goutty, guttde,
gutty, 7- guttd. [AF. gutti (

= F. goutti) L.

guttdtus Guttate ] Besprinkled with drops
;

fre-

quently in AF. phrases, as gutti de larmes, de sang,
etc Gutti reversed charged with drops having
the bulb or globe upwards.
1572 Boss fwell Armorie n 88,

1

mynde heie to speake
but ofthe droppes vpon the said Crosse, being blazed Guttie
1610 Guillim He) aldry in. xi (1660) 132 This bearing is

called Gutte de Larmes . because they represent Drops of
Teares falling 1655 M Carter Hon liedtv (1660) 137
You are to blazon them differently according to the Colour,
as, if Sanguine, then Gutte de Sang 1727-41 Chambers
Cycl , Gutty, or Gutte

, in Heraldry, is when a thing is

represented as charged or sprinkled with diops z8xx Naval
Caron XXV 274 A bear, passant, argent, guttee de sang
1828-40 Berry Encycl Her I, Gutti reversed. 1838 Penny
Cycl. XII. 143/2 When the field, charge, or supporter is

covered with goutes, or drops, it is called gutty ; and if of
gold or yellow, gutty dor [etc ]. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist
«$• Pop xxi § 2 (ed. 3) 358 Gu., a bend or, guttde de-poix,
between two mullets arg

, pierced of the field.

Gutte, obs form of Gout sbD-

t Girtted, a. Her. Obs. [Anglicized f. Gutte ]
s= Gutte
a 1348 Hall Citron Edit) IV {1550) 12 Some had . . the

guissettes . droped & gutted with red.

Gutted (g» ted), ppl. a. [f. Gut v

.

+ -ed ?.]

In senses of the vb.
*842 J. Wilson Voy Scotl II 158 While one is filling a

basket with her gutted fish 1862 H. Marryat Year in
Sweden II 24tWe pass by gutted towers, four stories high.
1897 Daily News 27 Dec. s/5 It was some time, however,
before the gutted house could be entered.
Guttee, variant of Gutte Her.
Gutter (gz'tar), sb 1 Forms: 3-5 goter, 4

gode're, gooter, gotur, guter, 4-5 gotere, 5
gotyr, guttyr, gutur, 5-6 guttur, 5-7 guttar,
gutture, 6 gotter, gutt(e)re, Sc gutar, guttour,
4- gutter, [a. OF. gutiere (12th c. in Littr£),
gontiere (13th c.), mod F gouttibre fem. (=Pr.,
Sp. gotera

,
Pg. goteira), also OF. gou{t)tier masc.

(1325 m Godef ), f. goutte drop (see Gout jA1
).]

+ 1. A watercourse, natural or artificial
; m later

use, a small brook or channel. In I4-I5th c. often
nsed to render L stilhcidtum (shower), catarraetes
(cataract, deluge), etc. Obs.
a 1300 E E. Psalter lxxi[i] 6 He sat douncome . Als

goters droppand be erthe ogame. 1382 Wyclif Gen vm 2
The Avellys of the see and the goterys of heuene ben closid
*387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 181 be ryuer Danubius is

l-ladde in to dyuerse places of pe cite by goteres [L.
canahdus'l vnder erfie 1398 — Barth. De P R xtlt xvi
(Tollem MS), To renewe and refresche pondes fresche
water is lad and broujte by goderes [1495 gutters] condites
and pipes c 1440 Promp. Parv. 206/1 Gotere vndyr Jm
grownde, caiaduppa, cataracla c 147s Piet Vac in Wr -

Wulcker 799/44 Hie gurges, a gotyr. 1551 Turner
Herbal 1 Bvijb, Henbayne groweth .about guttuies
and ditches 1391 Sylvester Du Bartas 1 11. 564 Some
standing Lake Which neighbour Mountains with their
gutters make xfiox Holland Pliny I 137 He [Tigris,]
takes his wayvnder the earth through certain blinde gutters
*®7S Providence (Rhode Isl

) Rec (1893) IV 39 On ye East
sid of a little gutter on ye south side of a swompe 1783
Burns Holy Fair vb., Swanktes young, in braw braid-claith,
Are spnngui owre the gutters. 1797 B Trumbull Hut
Connecticut I 24 In the low lands, on the banks of the
rivers, by the brooks and gutters, theie was a variety and
plenty of grapes 1855 Thoreau Cape Cod 111 (1894) 40 We
crossed a brook called Jeremiah's Gutter

to A furrow or track made by running water.
1386 D Rowland tr H. de Mendoza's Lasarillo {1677)D 2 a, A great wide Gutter which the rame had made

1637 Ruthfrford Lett cxxxvm (1894) 267 Prisoners of
nope must run to Christ, with the gutters that tears have
made on their cheeks 1704 Addison Italy (1705) 164 The
Tude Prospects ofmany Rocks rising one above another, of
tlie deep Gutters worn in the Sides of ’em by the TorrentsRam [etc ] 1859 Geo EliotA Bedey, There had been
some heavy storms ofrain, and the water laym deep gutters
on the sides of the gravel-walks

B

c Austral, gold-mining The lower part of the
channel of an old river of the Tertiary period con-
taining auriferous deposits.
1864 J Rogers New Rush 53 Duffers are so common And

golden gutters rare. x888 F Hume Mad. Midas 1 i, The
gutter proved remunerative enough to keep the mine going,and pay all the men
2 A shallow trough fixed under the eaves of a

roof, or a channel running between two sloping
roofs, to carry off the rain-water

0

r3S4 Mem Ripon (Surtees) III, 92 In mercede j homims
mundantis guteres circa ecclesiam pro y vicibus 6d. ir8»Wyclife Sant, v, 8 The goters of the hows eues 1472

unf«« '^*+f
M
i?

Urt
k
es^ *** 2461 12<i^ so*ut‘ Pro reparacione

unius guttur plumb, camera 1522 Ckurchw Acc. St Giles,

?
6 v“d £° plumer for metal to Sowder the

gutters nj uq-i. *637 R, Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 29 Water

they save likewise from their houses, by gutters at the eves,

which carry it down to cisterns 1789 P Smyth tr Aldrich's
Archil. (1818) 83 Experience has taught men to carry off

the droppings from their shelving roofs by placing gutters
in them. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract Build. 220 Bridged
Gutters—Gutters made with boards, supported below with
bearers, and covered over with, lead x86z Dutton Cook
P Foster's D 111, Dax's window opened on to a gutter

3 A hollowed channel running at the side or

(less commonly) along the middle of a street, to

carry away the surface water.
1408 Durham Acc Roll in Eng Hist Rev XIV 517

Soluta laborarns facientibus unam gutteram lapideam et

lllam in dicto Watergate ponentibus. 2449-50 Durham A cc.

Rolls (Surtees) 276 Pro emendacione et le pavyng j gutter
juxta capellam, ujs nip/ 1553 m Halhwelt Shahs (1887)11
141 That every tenaunt do scour and kepeleane thergutteies
or dyches in the same lane 16x5 J Stephens Satyr. Ess
163 Hee cannot doe so much good as a Fellow that sweepes
gutters. 2622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 58 A Gutter is of
a less size, and of a narrower passage and current then a
Sewer is , and as I take it, a Gutter is the diminutive of a
Sewer. 171a Addison Sped. No. 317 r 9 Went to the Club
Like to have fain into a Gutter. 1834 West Ind SketchBk
II 2 Flagstones which slope from the houses towards the
middle of the streets to form a gutter 1840 Barham Ingol
Leg Ser 1 Cynotaplt

,
note

,
All bare and. exposed to the

midnight dews Reclined 111 a gutter we found him 1898
Zangwii l Dreamers Ghetto iv. 128 The gutters run blood

to. fig Taken as the typical haunt of persons,

esp children, of low birth or breeding
C1846 W E Forster in T. W Reid Zi/6 (1888) I vi 169,

I would strive to get the children of the working classes
out of the gutter, by educating them 1882 Miss Braddon
Mt Royal 1 , 111 95 The women I have cared for in days
gone by have hardly got over their early affinity with the
guttei. x886 Besant Chtldr Gibeon 1 1, To take a girl out
of the gutter and pretend that she is a lady. 1890 Hall
Caine Bondman it. 1, If he came to die m the guttei , who
should say that it had not served him right? 1896 F Hall
in Nation (N. Y.) LXII. 234/2 Slang of the slums and the
gutter

c. A channel forming a receptacle for dirt or
filth

; a sink, lit andfig Now dial.
CX440 Promp Parv 206/2 Gotere, ad purgandum feces

coqinne a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk M Aurel. Let 11

(1536) 102 Thou Rome shake he the syncke and gutter of
the fjlthynesofAsye x6ox Cornwallis Ess 11 xxix (1631)
36 A true thing out of the gutter of a false throat can hardly
escape corrupting 17x8 T. Gordon Cordial Low Spirits
30 Girding it ’till you have quite stopped up the Gutter
through which the aforesaid excrements issue. 42x825 Forby
Voc. E Anglia, Gutter, Gutter-hole

, a sink or kennel The

f
eneral sense of gutter is a passage for water particularly,
ut not exclusively, from the roofs of houses But with us

the idea of filth is inseparable from lL

d. Mud, filth. Chiefly (only//).
2785 R Forbes Poems Buchan Dial 28 Sae smear'd wi’

gutters was his bulk. He stinket in his hide a 1825 Forby
Voc E Anglia, Gutter-slush, gutter, kennel dirt * She fell

down m the street, and her clothes were all over nothing
but gutter ’ x866 Mitchell Hist Montrose xxu. 162 She
quenched his oratory with a mouthful of gutters ,

4. A shallow trough or open conduit or pipe for

the outflow of fluid.

2657 R Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 9° Under the rollers, there
is a receiver into which the liquor falls, and . . runs under
ground m a Pipe or gutter of lead 1757 A Cooper Dis-
tiller 1 xvi (1760) 74 By placing in the middle of the tub a
wooden Pipe or Gutter x8oo tr Lagrange's Client I 417
Sometimes the trunk of a fir-tree, hollowed out, so as to form
a kind of gutter, is placed in an inclined position 1872
Ellacombe Bells ofCh in Ch Bells Devon 1 204 The fused
metal is carried at once from the furnace to the pit bymeans
of a series ofgutteis

+ 5 . A groove or elongated hollow in an animal
or vegetable body. Obs. in gen. sense
*533 Udall Geimnus' Anat Buj b/2 Thys concauite or

dyche or gutter [of the Nose] 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xl
709 A rough haxde stone, full of creastes and gutters, within
whiche is a kernel! Ivke an Almonde. 1607 Topsell Fonr-f
Beasts (1638) 331 All which veins are easie enough to know,
because that every one lyeth in a little gutter. 1607 Mark-
ham Canal 11 (1617) 8 His buttocke round, plumpe, and
full, without either gutter or deuision of loynts 1616 Read
Descr Body Man- 20 The sinus of the gutture of the arme
receiumg the cubit 2712 tr Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 42
These Seeds are separated from one another by Leaves
folded into a Gutter

t to. sfec. Venery One of the grooves in the
f beam ’ of a hart’s 1 head ’. Obs.
1576 Turberv. Venerie 33 The thing that beareth the

Anthers, Royals, and toppes, ought to be called the beame,
and the little clyffes 01 streak.es theiein are called gutters
«X7°o B. E, Did Cant. Crew, Gutters, the little Streak in
a Deer s Beam

c. nnt. Applied to certain folds on the hmde
wings of lepidoptera,
1828 Stark Elern Nat Hist II. 360 Internal margin c

the lower wings arched and projecting over the abdomen t
form a gutter

8 A groove or channel of artificial formation
Now only techn.
*558 Eden Decades 139 They are curiously buylded wit

many pleasaunt diuises as turrettes, portals, gutters. 159
Plat yewell-ho in 23 A pistoll hauing eight guttei
somewhat deepe in the inside of the barxell. x6xi Cotgr
Coulisse nun arbalests, the hollow furrow wherein th
arrow lyes ; we call it, the gutter, or chace 1650 Willsfoh:
Scales Comm

, Arclnt. 31 The Dorick order,. thisColum:
more adorned then the last, to which some adde Fluting!

or gutters 1682 Lend, Gas, No 1684/4 A black brow
Geldmg three Gutters cut in his Hoof. 2833 J. Hollan:
Maamf Metal II xo6 The workman ploughs out the gutte
for the lodgment of the barrel [ofa gun] 1861 Wynter Soi
Bees 187 The stamping shop,where girls, with mconceryabl

rapidity, place each wire beneath a die, and stamp exactly
in the middle thereof two eyes, and two channels, or gutters
as they are termed. 2888 Sheffield Gloss

, Gutter, a hollow
or groove running down the centre of a knife spring.

7 . In Printing = gutter-stick (see 8) Also in

Bookbinding, ‘ the white space between the pages
of a book ’ (Barrere and Leland Slang, 1889).
1841 Savage Did Printing s v , We now mean by the

term Gutter, the piece of furniture that separates two ad-
joining pages in a chase, as m an octavo that between pages
1 and 16, in a'duodecimo that between pages 1 and 24 and
so on 1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc

, Gutter, the ‘back’
margin or furniture of a sheet. This is the part of a sheet
which when folded falls m the back of the book.

8. aitnb. and Comb

,

as gutter channel, -hole
,

-level, spout, stone
,

water, waterway, work
,

gutter-bred, draggled
\

-gorging, -g/ ubbtng, -like

adjs
,
gutter-wise adv.

; gutter-bearer, * the sort
of joist upon which the boarding for a gutter is

laid’ (
Dict.Archit 1852), gutter-bird, the spar-

row, hence fig

,

a disreputable person ; gutter-
board, a board forming the foundation on which
is laid the Iming-material forming the gutter
itself; gutter-child, a child such as haunts the

street gutters, one of low birth or breeding,
gutter-drift = sense 1 c, gutter-flag Austral
(see quot.); gutter-flanged a., having a flange
shaped like a gutter; f gutter lane slang

,

the
throat, gullet; gutter-ledge Naut (see quot);
gutter-man, a street vendor of cheap jewellery,

fancy articles, toys, etc
; *f-

gutter-master, (pre-

sumably) one who cleans out gutters
; hence gutter-

mastership
;
gutter-member Arch., a member

made by decorating the outside face of a gutter with
legularly spaced ornaments, gutter-merchant =
gutter-man

;
gutter plane, a moulding-plane with

a semi-cylindrical sole nsed in planing out gutters

(Kmght Diet Mech. Suppl. 1884) , gutter-plate
Ship-building (see quols ) ;

gutter-suippet, app.
meant as a dim. of Gutter-snipe , gutter-spar-
row => gutter-bird

;
gutter-stall, the stall of a

gutter-man; gutter-stick Printing.

,

one of the
pieces of furniture which separate pages in a form

,

gutter-tree, the "Wild Cornel or Dogwood, Comm
sangumea {Syd. Soc. Lex ); + gutter window,
? a window opening on to a gutter. Also Gutter-
blood, -snipe, -tile, etc.

1896 Westm Gas 18 Feb 5/2 They seem to bear the same
relation to ordinary dogs as the lowest *gutter-bird does
to a respectable man 1899 Ibid 14 Mar. 2/3 The
sparrow has a strong idea in his impudent little head that
everything belongs to him This . will not do for such a
refined city as Boston, and so the fiat has gone forth against
the little gutter bird 1703 T N City$C Purchaser 162 In
these Plain-tile-gutters, there is a ^Gutter-board laid which
raises them 2852Did Arclnt. ,

Gutter-board. 1877 Ruskin
Pors Clav YI 1 Ixxvi 108 Any young *guttei-bied black-
guard 2564-78 Bulleyn Dial agst Pest (1886) 45 ’•Gutter
chanilles uncleane kept 2870 Public Opinion 16 July 37 It

is not these ^gutter children alone for whom compulsion is

wanted 1890 ‘RoLr Boldrewood’ Miner's Right (2899)
202/Ss There were no poor in rags, no houseless women, no
aged paupeis, ho gutter childien, no street boys, no out-
casts 1894 Du Maurier 'Inlby I 95 Her soidid, mer-
cenary, little ’’gutter-draggled soul 2887 H. H. Howorth
Mammoth fy Blood 372 Numerous remains of vegetation,
we are told, occur m the *gutter-dnft in Victoria. 2869
R B Smyth Goldf Victoria 612 ’•Gutter-flags—Flags fixed

on the surface to denote where the course of a gutter or lead
underground has been discovered 2869 Sir E Reed Ship-
bmld 11 20 To roll the ’•gutter-flanged plate to the required
form 1598 Sylvester Bartas n 1 1 Eden 116 ’•Gutter-

gorging durtymuds 1795 Coleridge Lett (1893) 148 0
God I that such a mind should fall in love with that low,
dirty, *gutter grubbing trull, Worldly Prudence 1 2819
Blacltw Mag. V 636 Who having dined abroad, returning
late, Besplash your stockings in the ’•gutter-hole a 2825
Forby Voc, E Anglia, Gutter, Gutter-hole, a sink or kennel
2684 S G A ngl Speculum 483 All goeth down *Gutter-lane
(a small lane in the City) Appliable to great Gluttons
and Drunkards a 1700 B E Diet

t
Cant Crew, Suit and

Cloak, good store of Liquor, let down Gutter-lane 1769-
80 Falconer Diet Marine, *Gutter-ledge, a cross bar laid

along the middle of a large hatchway in some vessels, to

support the covers, and enable them the better to sustain

any weighty body 2880 Victorian Rev 2 Feb 656 The
gutters nad virtually sucked them dry, and had left 110 gold
worth having above the ’•gutter-level 2776 E Mendes da
Costa Conchol v 127 The scoop (sinus) is the hollowed, or

*gutter-like process placed side-ways of the beak, and lower
down on the very lip 2892 Pall Mall G. 8 Ajpr 6/1 For
the past week the *gutter-men have been dnving a brisk

trade in Boat Race favours. 2607 Marston Whatyon will
m 1, Francisco Soranzo and perfumer and muscat, and
••gutter maister Ibid, If I make you not loose your office

of ’•gutter Maister ship, and you bee gkauenger next yeare
well 1896 Daily News 4 Aug 3/4 Fine weather brings
people out, and enables the ‘*gutter merchant’ to display

his stock-in-trade. 2869 Sir E Reed Shipbnild 1 10 The
••gutter-plates on the top of the floors, forming the flat central

keelson 2874 Thearle Naval Arcktt 72 It has been a
common ptactice to place no longitudinal tie between the

outer keel and the longitudinal combination of plates and
angle irons on the top of the floors, known as the gutter-

plate and keelson 1891 R, Rifling Light thatfailed vm,
She’s a dissolute little scarecrow,—a *gutter-smppet and
nothing more 1890 Tablet 20 Dec 961 He denounced his

late comrades as ’•gutter-sparrows 2647 Sanderson Semi,
(16S1) II 201 Would any wise man . trust to a *gutter-spout
to quench his thirst, when he might go to a spring? 1839



GUTTER.
Longf. Hyperion iv hi, Then the whole scene changed,
and he thought himself a monk’s-head on a gutter-spout

1889 A T Pass Eyes Thames 166 Let us look again at the
butcher’s shop, and then at the “gutter stalls 1683 Moxon
Printing § 8 29 *Gutter sticks are used to set between
Pages on either side the Crosses They have a Groove, or
Gutter laid on the upper side of them, as well that the
Water may drain away when the Form is Washed or Rinced,
as that they should not Print, when through the tenderness
of the Tinpan, the Plattin presses it and the Paper lower
than ordinary 1530 Palsgr 228/1 *Guttar stone 1730 A
Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 361 A lesser Conduit carried
the “Gutter-Water of several Streets 1874 Thearld Naval
Archil. 123 In some cases, a “gutter waterway is fitted on
the inside of the stanchions, the wood waterway being be-
tween the side plating and gutter waterway 1620 J
Doughty in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser. 11 II 263 When he
was m his howse [he] gote out att a ^gutter window and
soe escaped 1679 Bedloe Popish Plot 24 They ran together
out at tne Gutter-window. 1657 W, Coles Adam m Eden
xvii 35 A peece of soft wax, made a little hollow, “gutter-
wise 1611 Cotgr , Caneleure, . .“gutter-worke (in stone, or
timber!
" b. aitnb. passing into adj Brought up in or

appropriate to the gutter ;
of a low or disreputable

character. (Freq. m gutter Press, gutterjournal-
ism

,

etc.)

1851 D Jerrold Si Giles vu 64 Could any of his gutter
companions boast such greatness! 1884 Vice-Adm. Maxse
in Pall Mall

G

4 Mar 2/1 All the gutter epithets which have
been coined to express baffled malice and impotence 1888
Sat Rev 20 Oct 430/2 Evident ..to any person who has
had some experience of the ways of gutter journalism
Ibid , The gutter journalist. 1889 Ibid 16 Nov 549/1 Mi
Conybeare had, according to a gutter journal, charged Sir
Edward with saying..that [etc] 1889 Swinburne Study
B Jenson 70 Tne accents of some gutter gaolbird 1890
Times i2 Mar 5/1 The gutter language used by the Portu-
guese Republican Press. 1892 Swinburne Stud Prose <$>

Poet (1894) 235 The gutter slang of those reactionary dis-

umonists 1899 Times (weekly ed.) 520/2 The gutter Press
of Pans

Gutter (go tai), sb.‘l [f. Gut v + -er! ] One
who guts.

1. One employed m disembowelling fish.

1780 Young Tour Irel 1 . 148, Fishermen 90, Gutters 40
1854 Miller Sck «$• Schm. (1858) 43 Bevies of young women
employed as gutters 1883 Chamb Jml 310 The wivesand
daughters (of the fishermen] are gutters or packers or salters

2. One who guts buildings.
a 1734 North Exam. 11 iv § 93 (1740) 277 He w^s a great

Inquisitor of Priests and Jesuits, and Gutter (as the Term
was for Stripping) of Popish Chapels

Gutter (go tai), v [f. Gutter jL1]
1 trans To make gutters m; to furnish with

gutters
;
to channel or furrow with streams, tears,

or the like.

1387 Charters St Giles (i8sg) p x, Alswa betwene the
chapelhs, guteryt with hewyn stane to cast the watir owte,
and to save the were fro the watir 1634-5 Bhereton Trav,
(Chetham Soc ) 149 There is meadowland and bog, which
being guttered ditched and drained . . will be good and rich

meadow x6$8 Sandys Job xvi 33 My cheeks are gutterd
with my fretting teares 1640 Bp H King Serin. 51 Her
wrinckled face, guttered with the Teares of her decay. 1697
Dryden Virg Georg xv 4x8 A narrow Flooring, gutter'd,

wall’d, and til'd. 17x2 J James tr Le Blond's Gardening
41 To discharge the Wet that might otherwise gutter the
Walks 1706 Trans Soc Arts XIV. 122 The field .has

been remarkably well drained and guttered 1832 J Hodg-
son in J Raine Mem (1838) II. 269 Steps once neatly
fluted but now guttered by the weather 1893 Wiltsh
Gloss , Gutter

\

to drain land with open drains

+ D. To carry off (water) by means of gutters

G 1420 Pallad on Hush xji 289 Transplauntynge hem is

best at yeens too, So gutteryng [so MS Bodl ] the water
from hem shelue , Yf water stonde'on hem, they beth fordo.

2 zntr. Of water : To form gutters or gullies.

1632 Lithgow Trav vi. 282 The Brooke Cedron /which
guttereth through the valley). 1670 Narborough in Acc
Sev Late Voy 1 (1694) 69, I looked very carefully in Gul-
lies, and places where Water had guttered

3 To flow in streams, to stream down.
1583 Stanyhurst Mneis iv. (Arb ) 111 His mynd vnuari-

ant doth stand, tears vaynelye doe gutter 1622 Mabbe
tr Aleman's Guzman eVAlf 1 73 That abundance of teares
which fell guttering downe his cheekes. 1697 Dryden
Virg, ASn v 261 Their lab’nng sides Are swell’d, and
Sweat runs gutt'rmg down m Tides. 1699 Garth Dispens
v Wks (1771) 75 Tears ofamber guttered down his cheeks
2863 Hawthorne Our OldHome (1883) 1 33* You may see

the young housewife, before the shower is ended, letting the
raindrops gutter down her visage 1863 Whytf Melville
Gladiators III 287 They must be fond of gold who can
catch it by handfuls, guttering down like this in streams
of fire 1891 E. Phillpotts Polly Fresh Air vii. 117
A little stream that guttered down the hill side.

+4 trails. To discharge in streams. Ohs, rare

.

a 16x8 Sylvester Job m 346 My waies were bath'd in
butter And Rocks about mee Rolls of Oyle did gutter
1622 Mabbe tr Aleman's Guzman d’Alf. 11 191 Darke
and thicke clouds, .guttered downe vpon vs huge and great
drops of rauie.

5 intr. Of a candle : To melt away rapidly by
its becoming channelled on one side and the tallow
or wax pouring down ; to sweal. Also with down,
out. (The chief current sense.)
1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), To Gutter

,

to sweal, or run,
as a candle sometimes does 1753 Phil Trans XLVIII.
256 The external coat, thus made, prevents them from gut-
tering 1840 Dickens Barn Fudge lv, The candles flickered
and guttered down 1875 Howells Foregone Concl. ix. 149
A crown of . red formed upon the . . wick, which toppled
over in the socket and guttered out with a sharp hiss

quasi trans. 1891 Baring Gould Troubadour-Land vi

523

68 My candle guttered itself in no lime into the tray of
the candlestick.
traits/ 187a T. Hardy Under Greenwood Tree 1. vii,

With .. a nose guttering like a candle
0. To gutter along to drag existence along ‘in

the gutter ’. nonce-use.
1883 P S Robinson Sinners $ Saints 44 They might have

guttered along in helpless poverty till old age found them
in a workhouse

Gutteral, obs form of Guttural.
Gutter-blood (go'twblod) Sc A base-born
or low-bred person

, one of the rabble
x8x8 Scott Hrt, Midi, xvm, The gutter-bloods 1 and deil

a gentleman araang them 1825-80m Jamieson. 1868 E
Yates Rock Ahead. 111 vu, A dozen young gutter-bloods,
street-boys, would have been round him in a moment
Hence Got tter-blooded a

,
base-born

1829 Scott Anneo/G xui, The gift he hath for chastising
the gutter-blooded citizens of a free town
Guttered (go tsid), ppl. a, [f Gutter ^.1 and

v. + -ed ]
1. Furrowed; grooved; fluted; gullied.
156a Turner Herbal 11 88 Euery lefe [of the Pme tree] is

furrowed or guttered as sum kynde of yong grasse is

1604 Shaks Oth. 11 1 69 The gutter’d Rockes, and Con
gregated Sands. x66a Gerbier Pnnc (1663) 5 The Gut
tered Colombs. 1678 Young Serm at Whitehall 2g Dec
24 We will not advert the Gutter’d Cheeks, and Passionate
Mournings of the Primitive Penitents 1696 Derham
Artificial Clock-m 3 The guttered Wheel, with Iron spikes
at the bottom, in which the line of ordinary House-Clocks
doth run, is called the Pully 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
8x6 The gutter'd rocks and mazy-running clefts 1884 Har-
per's Mag Nov 830/2 Jehan and Pierre have greased gut-
tered boards, which they slip under the keel 1895 Outing
(U S ) XXVII 202/x Skate blades deeply grooved, or ‘gut-
tered as it is termed
2 Of a candle (see Gutter v. 5).
i860 Geo Elliot Mill on FI 1 via, Looking as irrelevant

to the daylight as a last night's guttered candle 1863 W
Lancaster Praetenta 38 We have not much more light to

spend, Two guttered ends of tallow.

3. Furnished with or having gutters.

1797 Holceoft tr Stolberg's Trav (ed, 2) III lxxi 76
The guttered pent-houses, are large

Guttering (go tong), vbl sb. [f. Gutter sbP
and zl + -in<}1.]

1. Trenching, draining. Also attnb. Now dial
01420 Pallad on Husb. vi. 60 Now as the treen beth

cladde in her estate ffor gutteryng to hewe is and to hent.

1789 Trans Soc. Arts VII 63, I procured a draining or
guttering plough 1883 in West Somerset Gloss.

2. Tne construction of gutters.

1703 T. N City fy C Purchaser 163 Guttering, In Car-
pentry, is commonly done by the Lineal Foot. 1825 J
Nicholson Operat Mechanic 635 Sheet-lead used in roof-

ing and guttering is commonly between 7 and 12 lbs to the
square foot

t>. concr The material used for gutters
;
gutters

collectively Also U.S. Mining (see quot 1883).
1703 T N City $ C, Purchaser g8 Lintelling, Guttering,

Cornish &c at so much per Foot. 1883 Gresley Gloss
Coal Mining

;
Guttering (Pa ), a channel or pipe cut along

the side of a pit shaft to conduct the water not tubbed back
into a lodge or sump 1886 Daily News 28 Dec. 6/1
Numerous houses were stripped of tljeir guttering,

3 The making of grooves or furrows : a. as a

process in manufacture; b. as an accidental re-

sult.

1833 J Holland Mamif Metal II 350 During the fore-

going operations the needles have, severally become more or
less crooked, especially in the guttering by hand 1877
Const # Manufi Ordnance xii. 299 Scoring or guttering
was caused by the rush of gas round the projectile

4. Of a candle (see Gutter v. 5) ; also concr the

melted tallow or wax which runs down.
1784-9 M. Madan Persins (1795) 139 note. They stuck up

candles or lamps, m their windows and by their flaring

and guttering they made the frames of the windows on
which they stood all over grease. x888 Burgon Lives
X2 Gd. Men 11. xi. 3x6 The guttering from the wax candle
. . invaded his plate.

Guttering (go tang), ppl. a [f. Gutter v.

+ -ing 2
] That gutters.

1697 Dryden Virg ASn. in 871 From his bor’d Eye the
gutt’nng Blood he laves 1862 G P Scrope Volcanos 68
A run of wax or tallow in a ‘guttering ’ candle 1896 A.
Morrison Child ofthe Jago 10 A little heap of guttering
grease, not long ago a candle.

Gutterling (gotsilig). [f. Gutter sbfi +
-LING.] One bred m a gutter; one of the ‘lower
orders ’. Also attnb = Gutter sbX 8 b.

1846 Mrs Gore Sk.Eng Charac (1852) 113 After a week’s
experience as a gutterlmg of the fashionable world 1896
B'nam Weekly Post 21 Mar 4/8; I hate this gutterlmg
assault on a true poet, who has given us of his best

Gutter-snipe (go tarsnsip). Cf gutter-bird.

1. a dial. The common snipe, Gallmagq cxlestis

(Northumbld. Gloss 1893). b The common
American or Wilson’s snipe, Galhnago wilsoni or

dehcata.
(Mr. W H. Patterson writes from Belfast that he has

known the word ‘ Guttery-snipe ’ in Ireland since 1850, hut
it is not in common use , a synonym is mire snipe

)

1874 R Ridgway Birds III in Annals Lyceum N V X
383 G[allinago\gallinaria var. Wilsonti .Common Snipe,
Gutter Snipe

;
English Snipe

2. a. A gatherer of refuse, such as rags and paper,

from street gutters

1869 Echo xx Feb , One of the female gutter-snipes who
gain a precarious living by hunting for ' unconsidered trifles

1

GUTTING.
in the streets of Paris 1898 N B Daily Mail 24 Sept 2
It is about twelve years since I first scraped an acquaint-
ance with the Glasgow guttersnipe

b A child brought up * in the gutter *
; one ofthe

lowest class ; a street arab.
1882 L WiNGrtELD Gehenna II ui 71 This fellow, bom

and bred a guttersnipe, was exceedingly romantic 1884
Century Mag XXVIII 557 The gutter-snipes and Arabs
of the streets of Gra\ esend,

3

.

Printing. {U.S) (See quot.)
1871 A liter Encycl Printing (ed Ringwalt), Gutter-

snipe
,
a small and narrow printed bill or poster, which is

usually pasted on curbstones.

Girtter-tile. A tile used in the construction

of gutters, or to line the * valleys ’ of a roof.

1477 det 17 Fdw IV, c. 4 Plemtile thaktile, roftile, ou
crestile, cornertile & guttertile a r68o ButlerRem (1759)
I. 92 Puss, wrapt warm in his own native Furs, Dieamt
softly of as soft and warm Amours, Of making Galantry in
Gutter-tiles. 1703 Moxon Meclu Exerc. 240 These Guttei
Tiles are in length ten Inches and an half 1842-59 Gwilt
Archit 11 11 x. (ed. 4) 503 Gutter tiles . are now rarely
used, their place having been long since supplied by lead.
185a Diet A 1 chit

, Gutter tile

,

besides being applied to the
valley tile whichhas a conical form, this name has been given
to Eaves tiles with one end turned up so as to form a trough

Guttery (gv turi), sb. [f Gut o. + -dry.] The
place for gutting (fish)

1842 J. W11 son Voy Scotl II 153 Herring guttery

Guttery (go tan), a. [f. Gutter sbP +-Y 1.]

1. Of corn: Giooved, channelled.
*744-50W Ellis Med Hnsbandm IV iv 128 If [wheat]

is cut too soon the Kernel will be somewhat shriveled and
guttery. 1813 Batchelor Agnc 371 (E. D D ) The corns
of cancer wheat are commonly thin and guttery

2. Miry, muddy. (Cf. Gutter sb 1 2 d ) ? dial
1808-80 Jamieson s v , A guttery road 1874E A. Free-

man in W R. W Stephens Life <$ Lett, (1895) II 85
Streets guttery, stony, filthy 1895 H. Callan Clyde to
Jordan ix. 97 The streets are narrow, stony, broken and
guttery.

Gu’t-tide. Obs or dial. Also 8 gutties. [An
alteration of good tide (see Good A. 8 c)

;
perh a

mere phonetic development, though association

with Gut sb. would inevitably suggest itself.]

Shrove Tuesday ; also gen , a time of feasting.

. bs+7 ; see Good A 8c] 1608 Middleton Fain Love iv
i 47 At what time wert thou bound, Club 1 at Guttide,
Hollantide, or Candletide? *631 J. Burges Anew Rejoined
323 [He] is content to impute to Hester, Mordecai, and all

the Iewesj the decreeing of a Gut-tide, rather then of an
holy Festivall 1797 F Leighton Let to J Boucher
23 Apr. (MS ), You will be pleased to add to your Shrop-
shire words Gutties Day—Shrove Tuesday—evidently
from the Guts. 1820 [see GoodA 8 c] 1847 Halliwell,
Guttide 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss , Guttit, Shrovetide, lit

Good tide Guttit Tuesday is the name for Shrove Tuesday.

Gut-tie (gv t|tai) local Also 8 guttie [f Gut
sb. 4- Tie sb ] Am abdominal disease in cattle

1794 J Clark Agric Surv. Here/ 76” The distemper is

here called the Guttie. When it had once seized on an ox,
it was considered as incurable. 1794 J Harris ibid 77
This stricture, or guttie, as it is called 1834 Youatt Cattle
490 Various abdominal diseases ensue, and, among the rest,

tne cords or gut-tie

Guttie, obs. f. Gutte ; var. Gutty sb.

Guttlfer (gv fdai). Pot. [ad. mod.L. gutti-

fera (sc plantd), f. gutta drop (see Gutta and
-ferous). Cf F. guttifbre.] A plant that exudes
gum or resin

;
a plant of the order Guttiferx.

1846 Lindley Veg Kmgd 400 Order CXLIV. Clusiaceae
—Guttifers.

Guttiferous,(g»ti ferns), a. [f. as prec. : see

-ferous ] Yielding gum or resinous substances

;

pertaining to N.O. Guttifax, of trees and shrubs

remarkable for their abounding in a resinous sap
1847 in Craig.

So Gutti‘feral a
,
used by Lindley as the dis-

tinctive epithet of an ‘ alliance * including the order

Guttiferx ;
sb A plant belonging to this ‘alliance’.

1846 Lindley Veg Kingd 392 Guittferales—the Guttiferal
Alliance Ibid,, It is in this respect indeed that Guttiferals
principally differ from Sapindals. Ibid 400 Guttiferab
Exogens

Guttiform (gv tifpxm), a. [f L. gutta drop
(Gutta sb 1, Gout sbfi) + -(i)form ] Having the

form of a drop ;
drop-shaped.

1874 Coues Birds N. W 126 The markings below have a
short, broad, guttiform character. 2883 Nature xxvn 231
Their guttiform surface can be explained by the drops
of the milky juice

f Gu'tting, sb. Obs. [? f. Gottingen
,
name of

a town in Hanover.] Some kind of canvas.

16^0 in Entick London II. 167 Gutting and spruce canvas
drillmges pack 18x2 J Smyth Pract of Customs (1821)

135 Packing Canvass, Guttings, Spruce, Elbing, or Queen-
borough Canvass

Gutting (go tig), vbl. sb. [f. Gut v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Gut.
1. The eviscerating offish. Also attrib., as gut-

ting-board, -house, -knife.

16x5 E S Brit. Buss in Arb Garner III. 642 Six Gutting
knives, at fourpence. 020 1736 J Lewis Isle Tenet 34
The Guttmg-Kmfe. 1780 Young Tour Irel, I 231 Over
the gutting-house is anoop store. 1832 Ht Martineau
Weal $ Woe i 2 Girls were employed m gutting. 1842 J.
Wilson Voy. Scotl. II. 161 They [women] never appear
except around the gutting board in otherwise than rather

trim array.
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b. concr. What is removed from a fish in the

process of evisceration

1899 Black™ Mag- Feb 336/1 The peelings and guttings,

the very offal and scour of the broth are flung further.
_

2. The clearing out of the contents of a building.

1690 Dryden Don Sebastian iv 111, Your breaking open

and gutting of houses 1809 Wellington m Gurw Deep
(1837) IV 471. 1 shall be verymuch obliged to you if you will

let me know any cause that may have come to your know-
ledge for the desertion by its inhabitants, and^ plunder,

even to gutting, of Cardigos

Jig- 1891 Tunes 13 Oct 8/2 The gutting of the treasury

of its net profits in order to pay and to parade an enormous
dividend

*

1

* 3 . Guzzling
;
gormandizing. Obs

1633 Ames Agst Cerent n 316 Heer the Rejoynder ac-

cuseth him of making it a Guttide , As if no Civill day of

rejoycing could De without Gutting

f Girttish., a. Obs, rare— 1
, [f. Gut sb. + -ish.]

Gluttonous
1567 Tnall Treas (1850) 16 What guttish gredinesse the

horeson can teache 1

f Guttle, sb Obs rare—1. [f. Guttled] What
one consumes gluttonously.

1784-9 M. Madsv Persists (1795) 141 Nor swallow with
jour guttle mercurial spittle

Guttle (go t’l), v [? f. Gut sb
,
after guzzle ]

I intr To eat voraciously , to gormandize
1654 Gayton Pleas Notes Don Qietx, ir. in 42 Sancho

durst not gormandize, and guttle and guzzle too under his

Master's nose 1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft 24 Or swill and
guttle every day With Nectar and Ambrosia *739

1 R
Buix’tr Dedekmdus' Giobianus 178 Such Praise inspires

with a diviner LustYour Friends, who guttle with a greater

Gust. 1764 Churchill Times Poems 1769 II 258 Luxury
sat guttling at the helm From meal to meal 1815W H
Ireland Scribbleomama igo [A] stone trough, whence the

swine us'd to guttle 1893 Vizetelly Glances Back I xv
300 A position which he utilised to guttle and guzzle 111

good company.

2 . traits. To devour or swallow greedily. Also
with up, down.
1685 [H More] Reflect on Baxter 9 He .was not edified

by the reading, or rather gutling up so many Books as he
has hastily read. 169a R L’Estrange Fables ccccxxxvni.

413 He Guttled 'em up, and Scalt his Chops 1739 *R
BuLL'tr Dedekindns’ Grobianusift, I constantlyregarding
her Advice, Have safely guttled whatsoe’er is nice 1764
T Brvdges Homer Travest (1797)11 118 To. .guttle down
six pound of turtle. 1827 Mirror 11 87/1 The gross appetite

df the Iroquois and Tonopmambos, who guttle down their

enemies out of absolute spite 1844 Thackeray Cnt Rev
Wks 1886 XXIII 207 Cleopatra’s page guttling the figs in

the basket which had brought theasp 1833 F Hall in Led-
lie's Misc II 168 Guttling their beefand guzzling their beer.

Guttler (go’tbz). [f. Guttle v. + -eb i.] One
wlio guttles ; a glutton

j
a gormandizer.

[axqaa B E Did Cant Crete, Rum-hopper, tip us. a
Boozing cheat of Rum-gutlers Drawer, fill us a Bottle of

the best Canary ] „ 173a {title) Truth m Rhyme, to suit the
time, or the Parish Guttlers, a Merry Poem 1788 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Bro Peter to Bro. Tom, etc 41 Plymouth
town .Where wandering gutlers, wandering gutlers meet
1834 Westm. Rev XXI. 399 The thing is done every day,
and is good parish guttler's law 1887 Browning Parley
w Cert People {1889) 247 In debauchery’s guild Admitted
prime guttler and guzzler.

Quttlesome (g» t’lstfm), a. rare. [f. Guttle
v + -some.] Gluttonous.
x86x Sat. Rev. 2 Feb it3/2 The dying words of that gut-

tlesome parson were, ‘On, those horrid dinners, but for

them I should have been sated
'

Guttling (go tliql, vbl. sb. [f. Guttle v. +
-iHG 1

.] Tne action of the vb. Guttle; gorman-
dizing.

1731 Gentl Mag I. 103 Depredations by guttling and
tippling, junkettmg, gossiping, gaming, &c. are to be all

item’d to the government. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs
xxvi, Who .dine for the mere purpose of guttling a 1894
Stevenson St Ives (i8g8) 236 Here you will find no gut-
tling nor gormandising.

Guttling (gotlig), ppl. a. [f. Guttle v. +
-ING 2

] That guttles
,
gormandizing, guzzling.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st vn„ lxxx, With Methos,
Gluttome, his gutling brother, Twinne parallels, drawn
from the self same line, a 1700 B E Diet. Cant Crew
s v

,
A GutlingFellow, a great Eater. 1799 Monthly Mag

July 446/2 The greasy bearded, gutling blades of Mother
Madcap 1845 Thackeray Xmas Bks, (1872) 35 What a
contempt they must have for the guttling crowd to whom
they minister

f Girttoroua, a. Obs. rare~°. [For *gutiurous,
ad L. gutturds-us goitred, f Guttub.] ‘ Having
a wide throat ’ (Cockeram, 1623).

+ Gu*ttose,fl Obs rare~°. [ad L.typt*guttos-
us, f„ gutta drop: see -OSE.] ‘Full of Drops*
(Bailey vol. IX, 17 ay)

II Guttula (g» tiwla). Hat Hist. [L. guttuia
a little drop, dim. of gutta a drop.] A small drop-
shaped spot

1887 W. Piiimrs Enl Discomycetes 14 Sporidia furnished
with two large guttula.

Guttular (g» tirflai), a. [f prec. + -ab.]

Spotted.
i8ix Pinkfrton Petial II 135 Red guttular marble of
Campan
Guttulate (gV tuifb't), a. Hat. Hist [£, L.

guttul-a a little drop -1- -ate 3
] Having drops or

spots ; also with prefixed numeral indicating the
number of spots.

1887 [see Guttate]. 1887 W. Phillips Brit Discomy-
cetes 23 Sporidia 8, fusiform, curved, 3 guttulate

Guttule (gtf'tirfl). [Anglicized form of Gut-
tcla ] A small drop.

1886 in Syd Soc Lex,

+ Gu’ttulous, a. Obs. [f Guttula + -ous]

Taking the form of or occurring m small diops.

1646 Sir T Browne Pseud Ep iv. vm 198 From a
partiall or guttulous irrigation, to conclude a totall descen-

sion 1651 Biggs New Dtsp P 241 A kind of guttulous

distillation

|| Guttur (g#‘tcj) Also 6 gutter [L = throat]

The throat ,
used rarely in technical applications.

Also attnb
,
in +guttur-neck

156a Turner Herbal 11 3 The rootes of the femall feme
taken wyth honye dryue brode wormes oute of the gutter

1649 Lovelace Poems 53 [To an Ostrich ] Snakes through

thy guttur neck hisse all the day, Then on thy Iron Messe
at supper feed’st 1864 Max Muller Set Lang Ser 11 151

The Tetters which we commonly call gutturals, k, g, have
nothing to do with the guttur, but with the root of the

tongue and the soft palate 1872 Coucs Key N. Amer
Birds (1884) 96 The fiont of the neck has been needlessly

subdivided, Gnttui is a term sometimes used to include

gula and jugulum together, it is simply equivalent to
1 thioat

',
as just defined

Guttur, obs. form of Gutter.

Guttural (g» ttfral), a and sb. Also 6-7 gut-

tural!., 7 gutteral [ad mod L. guttural-is
,

f

guttur (see prec ) . see -al. Cf. F. guttural ]

A aaj. Of ot pertaining to the throat.

Guttural artery, the same as thyroid artery G canal,

duct, the Eustachian tube. G. cartilage
,
the arytenoid

cartilage G fossa, 'the central portion of the middle
division in the external base of the skull’ (Cassell) G
glands

,
the same as pharyngeal glands G hernia— Goitre

G pouch, one of * two large air-sacs lying side by side in the
median plane of the pharynx of the horse and allied animals

'

(Syd Soc Lex 1886)

1625 Ussher Anstu Jesuit 68 The gutturall eating and
drinking of the body and bloud of Christ 1694 Mot-
teux Rabelais iv xxxiv. (1737'' 142 It no more open’d its

guttural Trapdoor 1716 M Davies A then, Bnt. 11 354
Cephalick and Guttural Distempers 1747 tr. Astmc's
Fevers 315 A dry and obstinate cough, which we may call

guttural, because the patient feels more pam in the throat
during his cough, than in any other part 1831 R Knox
Cloquet'sAltai 67 The first, or Sphenoidal Edge is divided

into two laminte, (alee vomens), which enter into the grooves
on the guttural aspect of the sphenoid bone 1836-9 l odd
Cycl Anat II 550/1 The guttural 01 lfice of the Eustachian
tube 187a Mivart Elcm Anat 111 131 Sometimes, as in

the Crocodile and Great Ant Eater, this guttural part of the

basis ci anu is nearly concealed by the immense extension

of the palate

b. Of sounds or utterance: Produced m the

throat
By non-phoneticians any mode of pronunciation which is

harsh or grating in effect is often supposed to be 1 guttural ’

,

with this notion the designation is popularly applied by
Englishmen to the German ch, but not to k or gx

though
technically it belongs equally to them As a technical term
of phonetics, the word was first used to denote the Hebrew
spirant consonants H, It, n, S , it is now commonly applied
(inaccurately, if its etymological sense be regarded) to tne
sounds formed by the back of the tongue and the palate, as
(k, g, x, v» O'

1

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr Acad 11 87 The Hebrewes
name their letters, some gutturall, because they are pro-
nounced more m the throat others, dentall, because a man
cannot wel pronounce them without the teeth, c 1620 A
Hume Bnt Tongue 1 vii, A labial letter can not symboliz
a guttural syllab 1642 Howell For Trav (Arb.) 52 A
gutturall pronunciation is an infallible badge of an ancient
language. 1668 Wilkins Real Char ni xi 364 TheVowel
(y) is wholly Guttural, being an emission of the bieath from
the throat, without any particular motion of the tongue 01

lips. 1736 Nugent Gr. Tour 111 348 That guttural pro-
nunciation, so disagreeable in the Florentines 1840 R H
Dana Bef Mast xm 31 Their language is extremely gut-
tural. 1863 Geo Eliot Romola 1, Ihe deep guttural sounds
of the speaker were scarcely intelligible to the newly waked

listener. 1867 A J. Ellis E. E Pronunc 1 111 191 The
guttural nasal seems to have been the regular pronunciation
of ng m English 1898 J Caird Untv Addresses 349 An
articulation thick and guttural

Hence Gu tturalness, gutturality (Bailey vol. II,

1737).

B. sb. A guttural sound ; occcts., guttural utter-

ance.

1696 Whiston Theory Earth 11 (1722) 166 The first letter
being such a guttural as could not well be pronounced by
the Greeks X719 De Foe Crusoe 11 vm, His speech was

all gutturals x8x6 Scott Antiq 111, Giving each guttural
the true Anglo Saxon enunciation. 1834 Medwin Angler
in Wales I. 133 Our [Welsh] language being full of harsh
consonants and gutturals 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos II
x iv* 152 The Portuguese despise the Spanish gutturals as
Moorish abominations x888 Pall Mall G 19 May 2/1
Occasionally the choir would cease their singing, and m
deep guttural a black-bearded priest would chant some
verses 1889 Jessopp Coming ofJFnai s i 29 The rabble of
Cologne grumbling out their grating gutturals

Gutturalism (go tcraliz’m) [f prec. + -ism
]

Guttural quality or characteristics

X87X-3 Earle Philol. Eng Tongue g x66 The desire to

reassert the languishing gutturalism of H and of R 1876
Douse Grimm's L §33 70 The purer forms of Low German
have preserved the gutturalism, dentalism and labialism of
the several Spirants down to the present moment.

Gutturality (gotorae liti) [f as piec. + -ity.]

Guttural nature, character, or condition.
1770 Baretti fount Loud to Genoa III Ivii, n The

Spanish language, has some soft gutturality. 1796 Seward

Anecd IV 493 His voice discovered something of that
gutturality for which Mr Garrick’s was distinguished
1824 Westm Rev II 162 The ch, by which x was rendered,
seems to mark a gutturality and aspiration. 1871-3 Earle
Philol Eng Tongue § x8x Gh was a reinforcement of the
old gutturality of k.

Gutturalize (g»*t#iabiz), v [f as prec. +
-IZE.]

1 trans

.

To pronounce or utter gutturally.
x . . Gentl Mag (citedm Worcester), To gutturalize strange

tongues 1823 Blachw Mag XIV 427 Some grazier .

gutturalizes something pastoial out of George Thomson's
Collection of Scottish Songs 1832 Wilson ibid XXXI
266 The green goose gutturalizes ‘Reform 1 Reform !

’

2 To Tender (a sound) guttural in character.
1863 Lepsius Standard Alphabet (ed. 2) 58 The thick

emphatic sound, which they transmit to the following vowels
m gutturahsmg them 1874 Sweet Hist Eng Sounds 74
These words aie child) en and milk, in both of which the 1

has been gutturalized and labialized into u by the l

Hence Gu tturalized ppl. a ; Gutturaliza tion.
1863 Lepsius Standard Alphabet (ed 2) 56 Another

formation of vowels, which we might call Gutturahsation
Ibid 57 In the Arabic this gutturalisation of the vowels is

distinctly heard 1877 Sweet Handbk Phonetics 15
A muffled gutturahsed front vowel

Gutturally (g» torali), adv. [f. Guttural +
-LY 2

] In a guttural manner
;
with a guttural

sound or utterance, fin quot 1659 = (app) In-

distinctly

1659 C Noble Mod Ausw to Immod Queries 7 He
speaks more plainly theie, what he says here but gutterally,
and leaves to conjecture his meaning 1774 D Tones Jrnl
(1865) 61 The (ch) is pronounced gutturally as Welsh or old
Scotch. 1826 Blackw Mag XX 416 Ardchm-chrocan,
the somewhat gutturally sounding proper name ofthe abode
*859 Jephson Brittany vm 125 The ch in all these words
is pronounced as in German, or even more gutturally

f Gutturiue, « Obs rare~\ [f. Guttur +
-1HE ] Pertaining to the throat.

1692 Ray Dissol World 89 The Bronchocele or gutturme
tumour [rnarg Swoln Thioats]

Gutturize (go toraiz), v nonce-wd [f. Gut-
tub + -ize.] trans To enunciate gutturally.

1832 Coleridgf Table-t 7 July, That grand word—Death
—for which the Germans guttunze a sound that puts j

rou in
mind of nothing but a loathsome toad

Gutturniform (g»t® a. [f. L. gut-
turmuttL narrow-necked pitcher + -form.] (See

quot.) '

1886 Syd. Soc Lex , Gutturmform, of or belonging to, or
resembling, a water pitchei Formerly applied to the
arytenoid cartilage

Gutturo- (go tvro), taken as comb, form of L.
guttur throat

;
in terms of Anat. and Physiol, —

pertaining to the throat (and some other part), as

guttur0-maxillary (
= relating to the throat and the

yo.vi),gutturo-palatine, gutturo-tetamc (hence gut-
turo-tetany ')

; in Phonetics= ‘guttural and . .*, as m
guUuro-labial ( = guttural and labial), -nasal,

f -palatial (=;palatal), -sibilant

1786 Sfarrman Voy. Cape G H II 278 The gutturo-
palatial sounds of the Hottentot language. 1871 Public
Sch Lat. Gram 7 N is gutturo-nasal when it precedes g,
c, or q. *876 Douse Grimm's L lv 133 The representative

of this gutturo-sibdant is invariably a puie k. x88x Academy
19 Feb. 139 Latin kw (qv), a guttural followed by a gutturo-

labial 1886 Syd Soc Lex ,
Gnttiira-palatme nerve, the

posterior palatine nerve Ibid
,
Gutturo-tetamc stammer-

ing, Colombat’s term for the form of stammering which is

produced by spasmodic contraction of the thioat. Same as

Guttui o-tetany

Gutty (g® ti), sb Golfers' slang, [f. Gutta 2

+ -y
] A gutta-percha ball

x8§o Hutchinson Golf(Badm. Libi ) 111 70 We may make
a brief comparison of these three balls, taking the ordinary
‘gutty \ which is the mean, as the standaid. 1893 Farmer
Slang, Guttie

Gutty (go ti), a. Chiefly Sc. [f Gut sb 1 +
-Y l,] Corpulent, pot-bellied.

1785 Burns 3rd Ep to Lapruik 45 Till ye forget ye’re

auld an’ gutty {usuallyprinted gatty] 1818 Scott Rob Roy
xxu, Ta filthy gutty hallions, tat they are 1887 T. Service
Life Dr Dnguid 227 A gutty wee chiel that gaed ahoot the

toon wi' knee-breeks on
Gutty, vanant of GuTri Her.
Gutwort (go twoit). ? Obs, [f Gut sb 1 +
Wort ] The plant Globulana Alypum, a violent

purgative, found in Southern Europe and Africa.

1507 Geraedc Herbal n cxxxti §2 408 Tartonraire, called

in English Gutwoort, which groweth by the sea. x6ii

Cotgr
, Tarfon-raire, gutwort , a beautifull, and extreamly

purging French shrub. 1688 R Holme Armomy 11 93/2
The herb Gutwort, or trouble Belly, grows in branches with
white hoary leaves

Guv’ner, -or, vulgar pronunc of Govebnoe.
Guy (g3i), a5 1 Forms

: 4-5 gye, 5, 9 Sc gy,
6 Sc guye, 7 guie, 7- guy [a OF. gm-s (obj

case guton), also guie =Pr., Sp ,
Pg. guia, It. gwda

(see Guide sb ) ;
the two Rom types *guido{n and

*gutda (etymologically fem
,
but masc as a de-

signation of men) are verbal sbs. f gmdare

.

see

Guide »,]

fL A guide; a conductor or leader. Obs tare,

c 1350 Will Paleme 2727 ban higed bei hem to be hauen
. as J>e werwolf hem wissed pat was al here gye. Ibid. 2840
pe herte & Jm hinde here Jwmne hem. hed sone, as be werwolf
hem wissed bat aywas here gye c 1470 Henry Wallace ix

684 Bath Forth and Tay thai left and passyt by On the
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north cost, [gud] Guthrie was that gy 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems Kxxvui 53 London Thy famous Maire is

exampler, loode-ster, and guye

2 Chiefly Naut, A rope used to guide and steady

a thing which is being hoisted or lowered
;
also,

a rope, chain, rod, etc. to secure or steady anything

liable to shift its position or to be earned away,
as the mast, funnel, etc. of a vessel, a derrick, a
suspension-bridge, etc
Lazy guy, ‘a small tackle or rope to prevent the spanker-

boom from swaying about in fine weather
'
(Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk 1867) Travellingguy (see quot 1846}

1623 J Taylor (Water P ) Praise Hemp-seed 10 Shrowds,
ratlings, lanyards, tackles, lifts, and guies 1626 Capt
Smith Acad Yng Sea-men 16 Sheeps feet is a guie
in staying the tackles when they are charged with goods.

1627 — keaman's Giam v. 20 A Guy is a rope brought
to it from the foremast, to keepe the weight vpon it

steady 1711 W Suthfrland Shipbuilder's Assist 113
The Guy of the winding Tackle 1755 Phil Trans XLIX
352 His Majesty's ship the Gosport was well-stay'd by guys
and hawsers *816 Scott Antiq vm, The experienced sea-

man had let down with the chair another line, which, being
attached to it, and held by the persons beneath, might serve
by way of gy 1846 Young Naut Diet s v , lhere aie

sometimes also guys attached to the jib-traveller, which get
the name of travelling guys 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland
105 Drive the [tent-] pegs home and stretch the guys 1875
Bedford Sailor’s Pocket Bk v (ed 2) 173 A broken oar is

driven into the sand, and supported by guys of spun yarn
1882 Nares Seamanship (ed 6) 207 If the wind is light, get

a lazy guy on the spanker boom 1897 Westm Gaz 24 Nov
9/1 About six o’clock the funnel guy was carried away
b Naut slang. Phrase To clap a guy on . to

put a stop to ,
to ‘ stow ’

18x4 Sailors' Return 11. vi, I . request you will join us at
dinner, if you'll only dap a guy on your low lingo.

3 . attnb

.

and Comb (m sense 2), as guy-chain,

-crane, -peg, -rope, -tackle , also guy rein, a guiding

or leading rein

1793 Smeaton EdystoneL § 254 note. The shears were kept
upright, and were managed, by two strong guy (or guide)

ropes 1861 Man Artil Exerc 175 As soon as the centre of

each tent is marked by a peg, 4 guy pegs are driven to the

front, rear, right and left 1866 Sir T Seaton Cadet to

Colonel I 19 From a strong ring xn the deck, near the head of
the boat, ran aguy rope 1869 DailyNews 12 June, A gentle-

man leading a beautiful child by a guy rein He is mounted
on a superb bay, his little companion on a Cream-coloured
pony. 1879 Man Artil Exerc 640 For guy tackles likely

to be wetted with salt water tarred cordage should be used

187a R S Ball in Cassells Techn Educ I 208 In a crane

which is often used for quarrying and other rough purposes,

and which is sometimes calleda guy crane, therearetwo stays

Guy (gai), sb.% PI guys.
1. An effigy of Guy Fawkes earned about in the

streets on the anniversary of * Gunpowder Plot
’

(Nov 5), and burnt in the evening, usually with a

display of fireworks. This custom is now falling

into disuse
The figure is habited in grotesquely ragged and ill-

assorted garments {whence sense 2), and is usually accom-
panied by other similar effigies (lepresenting unpopular

persons), to which the name of ‘guys' is often given by
extension
1806 W Burrell in Lett C R Sharpe (1888) I 277

A month ago there was neither shape nor make in me.
No guy ever matched me 1825 Hone Every-day Bk I.

1430 Formerly an old cocked hat was the reigning fashion

for a 'Guy' 1867 Trollope Chron Barset II lx 175

What are you doing there, dressed up in that way like a
guy? 1868 Dickens Uucomm Trav xxi, Once on a fifth

of November I found a ‘ Guy * trusted to take care of him-

self there, while his proprietors had gone to dinner,

2 . A person of grotesque appearance, esp. with

reference to dress , a ‘ fright

183S Lett fr Madras (1843) 9 The gentlemen are all

* rigged Tiopical', .. grisly Guys some of them turn out 1

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xxvi (1889) 246 He was
such an old guy in his dress 1880 Daily Tel. 13 Oct, We
have far too many sculptured ‘ Guys ’ in the metropolis

1893 Vizetelly Glances lack I 11 33 Little boys . were
dressed up to look the greatest of guys
attnb 1875 R. F Burton Gorilla L II 145 He

appeared habited in the usual guy style : a gaudy fancy
helmet [etc ]

3 slang, a A dark lantern. ? Obs
1811 Lex Balairomcum s v , Stow the guy . conceal the

lanthorn. -

b An act of decamping or running off ‘ on the

sly’. To give the guy to to run away from,
1 give the slip to \
1889 Sporting Times 3 Aug 5/s (Farmer) A cheerful guy

to Waterloo was the game 1898 Daily News B Sept 2/3
* He’s done a guy ' .The Coroner—Done a what ? Witness

—Done a guy, ‘bunked’. 1899 Blackw Mag, Sept 378/1
Don't think to give us the guy

c (See quot

)

2835 Tait's Mag II 451 These crimps are Jews; there

are a few Chiistians who profess the same commercial faith,

and they are calledguys These crimps and guys prey like

sharks on the unfortunate sailors

d. A man, a fellow.

1898 Milwaukee Sentinel 22 Jan. 4/7,

1

s’pose you got a
Bible you'll let a guy look into.

* Hence Guy dom, the state of being a guy.

x86a Beresf Hope Brandreths I i 3 He could not deny

U woman's right to refuse to make a guy of herself, as she

understood guydom

t Guy, V I Obs. Forms • 4-5 gye, guye, 4 gie,

4-5 guie, 4-6 gy, (5 Sc ghy), 4-7 guy. [ar. OF.
gute-r (superseded in later Fr by guider : see

Vol. IV.

Guide) =Pr , Sp., It. guiar, It. gttidarei prob of

Teut, origin, fiom some form of the root of Goth,
and OE witan to know (see Wit v.)

,
cf. Goth

fairweitjan to spy.]

1 . irons To conduct or lead on the way,
= Guide v. i\ to direct the course of (a vehicle,

an instrument, etc ).

1362 Langl. P PI A n 162 Gyle was for-goere and gyede
hem alle c 1374 Chaucer Ah el 4 A rc. 6 (Harl ) Yow fiers

god of armes Be present and my song contynne and guy
£1384 — H Fame 11 435 (Fairf ) Whan. .Pheton woldelede
Algate hys Fader carte, and gye 24 Hoccleve Ad
Beatam Vtrg, 49 Vn-to my soules helthe thow me gye

'

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb ) 37 He gan hym forth nye
Up on his jurne fully trostyng That the grace of god shuld
hym nht gye c *470 Harding Chron. cxxxvm lx, Two
hundred he kept, that ship to gute To Acres c T470 Henry !

IVallace ix 1881 Gydis tnai cnessyt, fra strenthis thaim to

ghy 1513 Douglas Mneis 11 Piol 18 Thyne is the cure
my wofull pen to gy 1600 Fairfax '1 asso x ix, Awnthen
staffe his steps vnstable guies
absol c 14*0 Generydes 2049 The formest warde All redy

for to gye The kyng of Turkey had in gouernance

2. To command (an army, etc)
,
to govern, rule

(a country)
,

to administer, manage '(affairs, an
office) Cf Guide v 3, 4
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron (1810) 92 Eustace of Ferers bat

oste suld guye ci400 Rowland # O 254 We will ouie
batells guy, And rape vs for to ryde Agayne b° Emperour
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 4842 A kyng . moot don
his diligence His peple for to gye by prudence c 1425
Seven hag (P ) 5 Deocclivius, Al the londe hadde to gye
1500-20 Dunbar Poems vm 6 Thy men of weir to governe
and to gy x6oo Fairfax Tasso 1. lxm, This band late

beards and docks that guied

3 . To control or direct (a person or his actions)
,

= Guide v 2. (Said of persons ; also of immate-
rial things.)

13 Sir Beues 364 (MS A), I schel pe sende ancheerl,
bat schel J>e gie And teche J>e of corteisie In J>e SouJje

c 1386 Chaucer Rut's 7 1928 And Iuppiter so wys my
soule gye To speken of a seruant proprely a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg Pnnc 1335 Mesure is good , let hir be
gye and lede 1422 tr Secreta Secret ,

Prtv Pnv 138
Guy al thy thoghtis al tyme to do well a 1510 Douglas
R Hart 1 20 Nature had lymmit folk, for thair rewarde,
This gudlie king to governe and to gy.

b. rejl. To conduct or rule (oneself). Cf.

Guide v 2 c
c 1325 Song of Yesterday 35 in E E P (1862) i34Asyker

ground who wol him gy I rede he }>enke on gusteiday.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb ifiio How schulle we now ous selue gye
now ous lackeb our hed ? 14x0 Hoccleve Ball toH Sorner

34 Paie your lagh as dooth an othir wight, pat by mesure
rulith him, and gyeth 1430-40 Lydg- Bochas 1 xu (1544)

24 He yaue them lawes wberby they should them gye

Guy (gai), ».2 [f Guy sb I (sense 2) ] irons.

To fasten or secure with a guy or with guys. Also
with down, out, up, etc. Chiefly Naut. Also

t) ansf
1712 W Rogers Voy, App 18 You must anchor near the

Shore, and an Hawser on Shore to guy your Ship 1840
R H Dana Bef, Mast xxm 70 The swinging booms were
then guyed out 1861 Mom Chron 20 Aug, (Crystal

Palace Co Advt ), It is essential the rope [ofM Blondm]
should be well strained and guyed. 1882 Nares Seaman-
ship (ed 6) 71 It is , necessary to guy it down by a rope
1886 T. Hardy Mayor of Casterbr. II xvi 224 Settles

guyed to the ceiling by cords for stability 1888 Harper's
Mag Apr 71 1 As the Japanese have no bridge on the nose
worth speaking of, the ponderous optical helps must be

guyed in by cables of twine slung round the eais.

Guy (gai )i ® 3
[f sb 2

]

1 mir. To carry an effigy of Guy Fawkes about

the streets on Guy Fawkes’ day. b. trans. To
exhibit (a person) in effigy.

185X-61 Mayhew Loud Labour III. 72,

1

always used to

spend the money I got guying on myself 1894 Daily Tel
6 Nov 5/3 The cavalcade gave the organisers the oppor-

tunity of ‘ guying ' various faddists

2 . trans (Originally Theatrical slang.) To make
an object of ridicule or derisive wit, to ridicule by
innuendo. Also toguy at.

1872 ‘Mark Twain ' Innoc Air xxvi. 203 The Roman
street-boy who guyed the gladiators from the dizzy

gallery. 1885 J K Jlrome On the Stage 151, 1 particularly

remember . being ‘guyed ’ on one occasion. . The stage

manager insisted on my weanng a most outrageous costume.
I knew it would be laughed at 1890 Lit World xx July
20 Mr Burnand does not set himself to guy the book. 1800

Doyle Sign of Fourvn (ed. 3) 116 I'm guyed at by the

children 1893 Scribner's Mag. Sept 384/2 She apd Edith
Merry had been studying Anglo Saxon together, and he
had guyed them both about it, calling them blue-stockings.

Hence Guy mg vbl sb,

1885 J K Jerome On the Stage 152 ‘Guying’ is .in.

dulged in only by the silliest portion of the audience.

Guy (gai), vA slang [f Guy sbP (sense 3 k)]

uitr. To go off, Tun away Also with off

1879 J W Horsley in Macm. Mag XL 500/2 ,

1

planned
with another boy to guy (run away) 1897 Daily News
7 June 3/5 Prisoner ‘ done a guy ’ .He did what ? Wit-

ness—He ‘guyed’ off

+ Guy age. Obs rare In 5 gwyage. [a. OF
guyage, f guie Guy sbO- : see -age ]

= Guidaqe i.

cs425 MS. Cott Claud- A. 2 If 124 b, Alle bat vnrythe-

fully settyth tallages vppon men of holy cbirche, as podage,
gwyage, or any opur vnskylful thraldam

Guyan, obs form of Gean, wild cherry

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi I. 723 The Guyan or sweete
Cherries.

Guyd(e)home, obs form of Guidon.
G-uydi, obs foirn of Giddy a.

G-uydion, -done, obs. forms of Guidon.
Guylden, obs foim of Gulden.
Guynny, obs form of Guinea.

t Guyour. Obs. Also 4 gyonr, 4-5 giour(e
[a. OF guyour, gitteor, agent-n. f guter Guy v x

]
= Guidek.
13 K Ahs 7244 For his gwiuris [printed gwinris ;M ) Bail gyoures] me han bytraied c 1330 R Brunne

Chron (1810) 6 Adelard of West sex was kyng of be Empue,
Of Noreis & Surreis, guyour of ilk schire >— Chron trace
(Rolls) 3379 pey chose gyours \>e contre knew. 1340-70
Alex § Bind 703 3® holde hin [appohn] giour ful good
& god of be handus, 1377 Lange P PI B xx yt Con-
science that kepere was and gyoure Ouer kynde Crystene
and cardynale vertues 1401 Pol Poems (Rolls) II iog Ne
were Goa the giour, and kept the stern, al schulde wende
to wrak
Guysard, obs form of Gizzabd.
Guysarme, variant of Gisakme.

f Guysyer, obs. variant of Gizzabd, in qnots
=

'

liver ’
; see Gizzabd 3.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr (W. de W 1495) H. 312 a/!,

I was strongly persecuted of the guyser 111 soo moche that I

coude not praye to god Ibid , He put his honde in me &
drewe out my guysyer & toke awaye my maladye
Guyton, guytorne, variants of Geton. Obs.

1460 Will Oldkall (Somerset Ho ), Pynnons baners &
Guytons /
Guytrash, Guyzard, vars. Gytkash,Guisabd.

II Guz (gflz). Indian. Also 7 guzz, 9 gudge

[Hindustani and Pers. gaz.] A measure of

length (see quot. 1875).
1698 Fryer Acc E India <5- P 206 Come and Measure

in Ratag The Guzz is 28 Inches § 5 Gnzz is 4 Yards.
Ibid 21 1 Peisia 374 Inches, 1 Guz for Cloath, &c
27 Inches 1 Guz for Carpets, Silk, Fine Stuff, &c. x8oo
Asiat. Anti. Reg, hhsc Tracts 237/1 Ihe image is in an
erect posture, and his feet measure ten guz in length 1875
Bedford Sailors Pocket Bk ix (ed. e) 323 Guz (average)
5=36 English Inches, at Madras = 33, Bombay = 27.

Guze (gi«z). Her. [Of obscure ongm; Cotgr.

1611 has gttses as a Fr. word, with the same gloss

as in quot. 1562.] A roundle of a sanguine tint.

1362 Leigh Annone {1597) 88 The field Or, ix Guzes, 11},

iij, and uj The meaning wherof is the ball of the eye, and
is so blazed, although it be sanguin ofcolour x6xo Guilum
Heraldry iv. xix (16x1) 226 If they [Roundles] be San-
guine . They are reckoned Guzes. 1882 Cussans Her.
iv (ed 3174

Guzzle (g» z’l), sb. Also 7 gozel(l. [?f the vb ]
1 A gutter, dram Alsojig Obs. exc dial
1598 Florio, Solchi, furrowes Also gullets or gozels of

water. Ibid., Tragketto , a feme, a passage, a foarde, a
gozell ouer, or from shore to shore 1599 Marston Sco
ViHaute 11 vii. 203 Mean’st thou That sinke of filth, that

guzzle most impure? What he? 1619 R Harris Drunkard's
Cup 12 Such as lie tumbling in their owne vomite, and
sleeping in a guzle. 1619 W Whatlley God's Hush 1.

(1622) 50 The filthy stinking guzzle of Original sinne 1654
Trapp Comm Ps li 2 Though a Swine be washed never so
clean she will be ready to wallow in the next guzzle 1659
Torriano, Rigagno, any little gutter or gozel of watei
drawn by art into some field or garden 1695 Kennett Par.
Autiq Gloss s.v Careda, Carr a gutter is in Lincolnshire

a Gool, m Kent a Guzzle, 111 Wiltshire a Gushill, andGoos-
hill 18*5 Britton Beauties Wilts III 374 Guzzle, a
filthy drain, or the filth of a drain 1888 Berhsh Gloss

,

Guzzle, Lhe hole for slops outside cottages

attnb 1599 Marston Sco VtUanie I. Proem 17 1 Quake
guizell dogs, that hue on putred slime

2. Dnnk, liquor
a 1704 T Brown Whs (1730) II. 180 Where [have you]

squander'd away the tiresom minutes ofyour evening leisure,

over seal’dW1nchesters ofthree-penny guzzle ? 1709 Rarnbl.

Fuddle-Cups 16 Drink Porters Guzzle much oftner than
Claret X788 Wolcot (P. Pindar) P 's Pension Wks. 1816

I 4x4 Lo, for a little meat and guzzle, This sneaking cm,
too, takes the muzzle. 1893 Kfnnard Diogenes1 Sandals
xi. (ed 2) 178 Then they’d sell ye

'
guzzle’ for next to nothin’

3 . A bout of excessive eating and drinking; a
debauch
1838 M, Scott Cruise Midge xviu 285 About the time

supper was announced and just before the guzzle began
1898 N. B Daily Mail 28 Oct 3 He opposed the freedom
ofthe city to Mr C on account of the inevitable ‘guzzle

’

thereafter

4. dial The throat

1659 Lend Chanticleers xi 25 A single one [rc, a cord] I
believe wou’d spoile your drinking, 'twou’d ty up your gpzle
1885 Mucklebackit Rhymes 39 (L D D) This kingly

dog His lugs down penam’ to his guzzle. x8. Oldham
Recruit {E D D ), I put my foot in his ubs, and my fingers

in the guzzel of his neck

Guzzle (g®zl), v. Forms 6 gusset, 6-8

guzle, 7 gusle, gousle, guzzel, 7- guzzle [’a

OF. gosiller (recorded m the sense * to vomit *, also
* to chatter ’), connected with gosier 1 throat ’

]

1. trans. To swallow (liquor, rai ely food) greedily

or to excess Also with down,
up.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent li, Wyne which they gusset

and quafife vp without measure or reason 1609W M.Man
in Moons (1 857) 90 He hath gusled downe hts throate more
then Cleopatra quaffed in a bravado to Mark Anthonie

1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 80 How
many gallons have you guzzled for your morning’s draught ?

1692 Tryon Good House-w. xix 175 Men and Women addict
themselves, to guzzle down the Richest Wines daily lyxx

Ramsay Elegy on M, Johnston 22 We guzl’d Scuds liU
146



GUZZLER. 526 GYLE-KEB.

we cou'd scarce . . Cast off our duds. 1808 C. K. Sharps
Cory. (1888) I 336 How it annoyed me to behold Belvidera

[Mrs. Siddons] guzzle boiled beefand mustard, swill streams

of porter [etc ] x8*6 Disraeli Viv Grey 11 vm, Guzzling

his venison pasties, 1841 Thackeray Mem. Gormand Wks
r886 XXIII 350 It is absurd to be guzzling wine at fifteen

francs a bottle

transf 1638 Hawley tr. Bacon's Life ft Death (1650) 28

The Spirits are to be put into such a temperament, and
degree of activity, That they should not (as He saith)

Drink or Guzzle the juyces of the Body, but Sip them onely

2 To consume or dissipate (time, money, etc ) in

guzzling With aivay, down
1653 Manton Exp James v 5 It is prodigious in poor men

to guzzle and drink away their days 1638 Gurnall Chr
in. Arm verse 14 x § 2 (1669) 42/2 He that should save his

money from guzhng it down his throat 1736 Amherst
Terrse Ftl 1 4 To see the virtuous munificence of founders

. guzzled down in hogsheads of wine, c 1797 Chronicle in

Spirit Publ frills (1799)1 356,

1

do not mean you should
guzzle away all that large stock ofmoney 1895 ' Rosemary ’

Under the Chiltenis 188 An’ ’ere’s me an' the childern in

rags an' you guzzlin’ away down at the public wot should
go to put does on their backs,

3. intr. To drink largely 01 greedily, to ‘ swill

1573-80 North Plutarch (1593) 880 They passed away
the night in guzhng and drinking drunk. x6x8 E Elton
Coinpl Sonet Sinner (1622) 240 Many sit guzzehng in the
ale-house 164.7 Trapp Comm Eph. v 4 Some men as ducks
have their noses alwaies guzhng m the gutter of obscene
talk *784 Cowper Task iv, 473 There sit, guzzling deep,
the boor, The lackey, and the groom. 1793 Wolcot (P
Pindar) Ep. to the Pope Wks 1812 III 208 In vice's drunken
Cup for ever guzzling 1855 Macaulay Hist Eng

\

xv. Ill

519 If he chose to shoot and guzzle at his country seat
when important business was under consideration at West-
minster

Hence Ou zzledom nonce-wd.
1895 A. Nutt m K Meyer Voy Bran I 207 A marvel-

lous land of Cockayne, of gorging guzzledom, of bursting
fatness.

Guzzler (go'ziai). [f. Guzzle v. + -er 1
] One

who guzzles, in the senses of the verb.
a *704 T Brown Wks (1708) III 144 Being an eternal

Guzzler of Wine 1731 Mrs Pjendarves Let to Mrs A.
Granville in Mrs Delaity's Life ft Corr. I. 309 There was
a supper ordered . and vast profusion of meat and dnnk,
which you may be sure has gained the hearts of all guzzlers
1853 Hawthorne Tanglewood T,, Circe's Palace (1879)
138 These two-and twenty guzzlers ate and drank.

Guzzling' (go zliq), vbl. sb. [f Guzzle v, +
-UffG 1

.] The action of the vb Guzzle.
1643 Rogers Naaman 392 [They] spend their time m

guzhng and dnnkmg. 1711 E. Ward Vitlgus Brit ix 99
By their Guzhng and Neglect of Work They lose their
Business. 1863 Dickens Mut, Pr. nr x, Swine at least
fatten on their guzzling. *883 G W. Curtis m Harper's
Mag Dec 4/3 Christmas .was all guzzling and gobbling.

Guzzling (go zliij), ppl. a. Also 7 goualmg
[+ -ING 2

] That guzzles, in the senses of the
verb ; hence, drunken, gluttonous, greedy,
1637 R. Humphrey tr St Ambrose

\

137 The vndrainable
draught of the goushng drunkards 1714 Gay Slieph. Week
v 64 To fat the guzzling Hogs with Floods ofWhey. 1827
Syd Smith Wks (1867) II. 133 There is something shocking
in the greedy, growling, guzzling monopoly of such a bless-
ing. 1847 Barham Ivgol, Leg. Ser in. J Jarvis's Wig,
The beer, you guzzling wretch '—what beer 2 1833 Jerdan
Autoblag II xu 142 A quiet, large, guzzling native of the
Emerald Isle 1863 Whyte Melville Gladiators I. 94 He
was busy with the eager, guzzling avidity ofa pig.

Gwacum, obs form of Guaiacum.
Gwairdoun, obs. Sc form of Guerdon,
Gwakin, obs form of Guaiacum
Gwane, gwayn, obs. fF. Guana, the Iguana.
Gw&ah.. Anglicized form of Gouache, q v.
1830 H. Angelo Return. I 202 What on the Continent is

denominated gwask, or painting in body water-colours.
Ibid 203 In oil, in crayon, and in gwash.
Gwerddoun, gwerdon(e, obs ff. Guerdon.
Gwerpysshe • see Guerpe, Guerpish.
Gwerre, variant of Guerre Obs., war.
Gwidege, var. Guides Obs., the jugular vein.

Gwinead, -iad, obs. forms of Gwyniad.
Gwis, obs. Sc, form of Goose.
Gwyage, variant of Guyage Obs

,

guidage.
Gwylim, variant of Guillem
Gwyniad (gwrmaed). Forms. 7 guinead,
7-9 gumiad, (8 guinniad, 9 gwynruad), 8-9
gwirnad, 9 gwinead, 8- gwyniad. [a. Welsh
gwymad, f. gwyn white.] A fish of the salmon
or trout kind

(Coregonus Pennantii) with white
flesh, found in lakes, esp. in Bala lake on the Dee.
x6n Speed Theat. Gt, Brit. (1614) 117/2 The fish called

guinead bred in that meare [Bala lake] never is seene in the
river Dee 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Bnt fed 7) II 381 A
Fish called Gwirnad or fresh water Whiting, 1807 Sis
R. C Hoare Toitr Irel. 224 The pollen is the same as
the gwyniad of Bala lake in north Wales. 1861 Act 24 ft
25 Viet c 109 § 4 All migratory fish of the genus salmon,
whether known by the names, white trout, sewin, bunthng,
guimad, . or by any other local name 1884 G F Braith-
waite Salmomdm IVestmorld. li 3 The gwyniad or fresh
water herring
attnb 1883 Fisheries Exhib Catal. 363 Gwyniad Seine

. Gwyniad Net
Gy, Sc var. Guy sb 1

;
var. Guy o.l Obs.

Gy-, in words of Greek etymology, is in this

Dictionary marked to be pronounced with, (dg),
in accordance with the general principle that uj
words of Gr. derivation (but latinized spelling)

Eng. pronunciation follows the rule of the Romanic
langs. for the * softening ’ of c and g. The pronun-
ciation (dg) is now practically universal xn the case

of those few words beginning with gy- that have
much colloquial currency (gymnasium ,

gymnast,
gymnastic); but with regard to the many less

common words, chiefly scientific terms of recent

ongin, beginning withgymn-, gyn-, gyro-, there are

many, especiallyamongprofessionalGreek scholars,

who prefer the ‘hard g.' The (g) is very commonly
heard lq misogynist, somewhat frequently m
gypsum

,

esp. from mineralogists educated m
Germany

,
and occasionally 111 gyrate, gyration.

The orthoepLsts of the i8thc. (Sheridan, Nares, Walker)
advocate the ‘soft* pronunciation in gymnastic, but admit
that prevailing usage may be against them All the pro-
nouncing Diets, of the 19th c have (dg) throughout, exc.
Enfield, Jameson, and Cassell's Encyclopedic Diet., the
last-named restricts the 1 hard £•' to those terms of science
and of classical antiquities ‘ which have not passed, and
probably will not pass, into general use ’.

Gyal, variant of Gayal.
Gyand, -ane, -a(u)nt(e, etc., obs. ff. Giant.
Gyb(b)ate, obs foim of Gibbet
GybTbe, variant of Gib sb 2 Obs. ;

obs. f. Jib

Gybe, sb 1 Thieves' slang. ? Obs. £Of unknown
origin ] (See quot. 16715.)
1561 Awdelay Frat Vacab 5 He useth to make counter-

faite licences which they call Gybes. x6« R Head Canting
Acad 78 They have alwaies a Counterfeit Pass or License
which they call a Gybe 18x8 Scott Hrt Midi, xxv, He
knows my gybe as well as the jark of e’er a queer cuffin m
England—and there’s rogue's Latin for you

Gybe (dgsib), sb 2 Naut. [f. next vb.
;
cf Du.

gijP (in 1 7th c. gijb), of the same meaning : also
* a boom ’.] An act of gybing.

'

1880 Boy’s Own Bk 314 Jibe, the act of bringing over the
sail from one side of the vessel to the other. 1884 Sat Rev
31 May7i4/a She beguiled the tedium of the run by gybing
all standing . her main-boom went outside the strop on the
second or third gybe

Gybd (dgaib), v. Naut. Forms : 7 gibe, 8-9
jib e, 7- gybe. See also Jib v. [app. a. Du. gijben
(now gijpeh

) , but the initial (dg) is unexplained.
Cf. G gieben, giepen (from Du. 01 LG ), Da. gtbbe,

Sw gippa, gipa.]

1. mtr. Of a fore-and-aft sail or its boom : To
swing from one side of the vessel to the other.
1693 Minutes Prov Counc Penusylv. I (1852) 377 Ned

Burch brought the saill to gybe 1699 Dickenson Jml
1 rav. 2 Our Master being on the Quarter-Deck, our Boom-
gibing knocked himdown [17x0 Defoe usesgib

,

see Jib® ]

1873 G C Davies Mount. ft Mere xvi 133 when the sails
gybed onecould hear the deep, thunderhke flaps ofthe brown
canvas. 1885 ‘Naseby’ Oaks ft Birches 1 . 188 The mainsail
had no boom, therefore it was more likely to jibe.

b. tram. To cause (a fore-and-aft sail) to swing
from one side of the vessel to the other
[1776, 1834, etc see Jib v ] 1899 Daily News 4 Oct 3/2

Columbia gybed her mainsail to port

2. intr. To ‘put about’ or alter the course of a
boat so that her boom-sails gybe. Said also of the
boat itself ; also to gybe over Also tram, with
the boat as object ; also, to sail round (any object)
by gybing
1693 Minutes Prov Counc. Pennsylv I. (1832) 376 They

f
pbed, and the boona knock’t the sd. Mr overboard, 1769
alconer Diet. Marine (jj 86), Changer les voiles, to shift the

sails , to brace about
, tojibe 1856 Olmsted Slave Slates 143

Belayingjib sheet,he came aft,andputhejnx up towearround
Just as he jibed, came another flaw from the southeast x868
Daily News 27 Aug , The Oimara was striving well to over-
take the leaders, preparatory to gybing round the Noman’s
Fort. x88x Times 3 Jan. 10/2 Mr P, was looking out for a
bird he had wounded, when the boat was gybed Messrs H
andP lost their balance, and the boat capsized, 1889H M.
Doughty Friesland Meres 273 Haying to gybe, the shock
of the sail coming over .. would have been considered
dangerous. 1896 Dundee Advertiser n July 8 The Vigi-
lant held out to gybe the mark, X897 Mary Kingsley W
Africa 383 Eveke lets her gybe, and I get knocked into
the bottom o'the boat by the boom 1899N B Daily Mail
9 Oct 4 Shamrock took in her spinnaker and gybed over.
Hence Gybing vbl. sb

,

the action of the verb.
X769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Gybing, the act of

shifting any boom-sail from one side of the mast to the
other 1872 Daily News 12 Aug

, A seaman, told to ‘stand
by ’ the preventive back stay in readiness for gybing, had
let it go
Gyb(e)let(t, gyblot, obs. forms of Giblet.
Gybot, erron. form of Gigot 1

.

*597 Cpdkene E ij b, How to rost a Gybot of mutton
Gybrish, obs. foim of Gibberish.
Gybyt(te, obs. form of Gibbet sb.

Gyddy, gydi(e, obs. forms of Giddy,
Gydya, variant of Giddea.
Gye, obs. f. Guy sb.* ; var. Guy v I Obs.
Gyeld, Gyer, obs. ff Guild sb., Jeeb.
+ Gyesite. Obs rare— 1

, [ad. med L. gieztta
(St Bernard), f. Gtezi, the L. (Vulg.) form of Heb
’im Gehazi Cf. the deriv Giesetbye ] One who
commits the sin of Gehazi (2 Kings v), 1 e. who
asks or accepts money in return for spiritual things
1436 Lydg De Gml Pilgr (E E. T S ) 18024 The byg-

gyng is called symony . . They that it sell for gret or lyt
Bene y called Gyesite,

Qyes warp, obs. form of Guess-warp.
Gyf(fe,Gyffe«gaffe,obs ff.Gifcon/ ,Gtff-gaff.
Gyge, var. Gig sb. 3

,
?a squeaking noise

Gygelot, Gygge, obs ff Giglet, Gig sbf
Gygget, gygot, obs forms of Gigot 1.

'

Gyglot, Gygyll, obs ff. Giglet, Giggle v 1

Gyl, obs form of Guile.
Gylat, variant of Gillot Obs.

Gyld, obs. foim of Gild, Guild.
Gylden.Gylder : see Gilden,Gulden,Guilder
Gyldyn, obs. f. Gild v.1

; var. Gilden a Obs
Gyle (gail)- Brewing Forms: 5 gyyl, gyylde,

5-6 gyl, 5-8 gile, 6 guyle, Sc geill, 7 gaile, gial-,

gule, 7-9 gail, guile, 8 gil, 8-9 gaal, 9 garl,
geyle, guil-(vat), 4- gyle, [a Du. gtjl, earlier

ghijl 1 chylus, cremor cereuisise’ (Kilian), connected
with gijlen to ferment. Of obscure origin ; Franck
suggests that it may be related to geil luxuriant in
growth

;
see Gole a. Cf. F. gutller (of beer) to

ferment, work off the yeast ]

1. A brewing , the quantity of beer or ale brewed
at one time
1594 Plat Jewell-ho in 17 A double or treble quantitie

of hoppes to an ordinary guile of Strong Beere. 1704 / ond
Gas No 4028/4 Several Guiles of Dnnk biewed by one
Brisca Coburn, Brewer. X730 Swift Panegyric!. on Dean
330 Teach Dennis how to stir the guile 1839 URr Diet
Arts 101 Two coolers are indispensable when we make two
kinds of beer from the same brewing, and even in single
brewings, called gyles, if small beer is to be made 1844
T Webstfr Encycl. Dom Econ 574 Entire gyle, when
there is only one kind of beer from the same malt Party
gyles, a name used by the excise for making two kinds
of beer from one malt. 1872 1 rans RIBA 107 Strik-
ing one of the old lucifer matches over a tun, is sufficient to
give the whole gyle a flavour of sulphur

2 . Wort m process of fermentation.
c 1440 Promp Parv. 193/2 Gyylde, or newe ale (MSS K

gile, II. gyyl, .S' gyle of nw ale, Pynson gyle), cehum, vel
celia. 1736 C Lucas Ess. Waters II 21 Quantities of
must or gile or wort are fermenting i860 Comh Mag II
97, 1 have nothing better to offer you, than the skimmings
of skimmed milk, and the gyle of thrice-brewed malt 1871
Q Rev CXXXI 401 As soon as the wort is sufficiently

cool, it is run off into a vessel, called a fermenting tun or
square ; a quantity of yeast is then mixed with it, it begins
to ferment, and is called a gyle.

3. A ‘ gyle-tun \
1836 Penny Cycl. V 404/1 The next operation, that of

fermentation, is earned on in a vessel called a gyle, or
fermenting tun, which is either of a square or round shape
1875 in Knight Diet Mec/t

4. attnb and Comb.' gyle-dish, a funnel for

pounng liquor into casks
; f gyle-house, the place

where the gyle was set to cool; + gyle-tub, gyle-
tun «= Gyle-fat

;
gyle-wort (see quot.), ? =

Grout sb 1 2 b.

1674 Ray N C Words 20 The *Gail or Guile-dish ; the
Tun dish i334~5 Durh Acc Rolls 323 Carpentar, pro
opere de*Gylnous bracine, 13 h 12s 10d. 1498 Nottingham
Rec III. 297 Ye bakhows

,
yegylhows 1567 Wills § InvN C (Surtees 1833) 270 It’m In The Gile Howse one gile

fatt, y tubbes 1662 Lamont Diary (Maitld. Club) 151
Joline Rattray being in the garden yearde, sneding tries

on the north dyke, ouer against the coall-stabell, for the
gyle-house 1568 *Gile tub [see Gyle-fat] 1596 in
Unton Inv (1841) 3 In the Brewehowse —Item one gyle
tubbe xiinLand ft Country Brew. u. (ed. 2) 119 Set it in
the *Guile-Tun, till it gathers a Head, which must he
skimmed off. 1839 Ure Diet Arts 102 These fermenting
tuns are commonly called gyle-tuns, or working tuns, and
are either square or circular 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
CIteltd[oit]tum minus, the herbe called *gylewoorte.

Gyle, obs. form of Guile.

Gyle-fat. Obs. exc dial Forms: see Gyle
and Fat sb,1 The vat in which the wort is left to
ferment.
X34* Test Ebor (Surtees) I 2 Duas parvas cunas [sic : read

cuuas] quae vocantur gylefatts, 1483 Cath Angl. 155/2
A Gilefatte, acrotmllanum 1496 Nottingham Rec. Ill

44 Unum gylefatte cum coopertono et unum pully. 1533
Extracts Aberd Reg (1844) I. 431 Ane brew fatt, ane geill

fat, ane flesch fatt [etc.] X568 Wills ft Inv N, C. (Surtees

1835) 282 In ye Brewhouse One gile tub, one maskin
tub, and one gilefatt 1674-00 Ray N C Words 39
The Gaile or Gmle-Fat, the Vat in which the Beer is

wrought up 1737 Bradley Fain Diet, s v Brewhouse,
The Mash-Fat should be ever near to the Head, the Cooler
near to the Mash Fat, and the Guile-Fat under the Cooler

1764 T. Brydges Homer Travest (1797) II 105 Though
her guts and mazzard Work’d like a guile-fat 1788 W,
Marshall Yorksh, II 330 Gaalfat, Gmlefat,

the vat in
which new ale is set to ferment ; also the liquor ferment-
ing. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Gailfat.

Gyle-ker. Obs. exc, dial In 6 gelker, 7 gaxl-

clear, 8 galkeer, 8-9 galker, gailker. [f Gyle
+ Kier (a. ON. ker tub) ] A tub or other vessel

for holding wort; also, the liquor contained therein

1573 Lane ft Clitsh Wills (Chetbam Soc ) III 60 One
masntowmbe [«c] two gelkers and two lyttel tumells 1674
RayN C Words 20 Gail-clear

,

a Tub for wort C1746J
Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane Dial Wks (1862) 53 [He]
wawtit him o’er into th’ Galkeer 1775 J Watson Halifax
538 Gailker, a Vessel to work new drink in , or the drink
itself. 1857 J Scholes Jaunt to see Queen 22 (Lane Gloss)
Some o’ thir own brewm wur browt eawt, ut aw believe coom
fro under th’ galker, fur it wur onkomon fresh 0’ berm
Gylen, Gyler, -ery(e . see Guile v., Guileb,

-ery.
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t Gyling, vbl, sb Obs. Also 5 yilyng, 6

yailing [f Gyle + -ing 1 ] Only attnb , in

gyhng-house, -ker, -tub, -fat

,

= gyle-house, etc.

*411 in Charters, etc Pnory Finehale (Surtees) p civn,
In primis, nj lebetes magn® et mj parvaem legylnghous [nc]
*4*o Inv. in Lincoln Ch Acc Bk A. 2. 30 If 69, 2 gilyne
tubbes c 1440 Inv. in Camden Misc (1895) IX p. xvni.
Ununi meschfatte, unum yilyngfatte 1573 /*» m Lane
4 Chesh Wills (Cnethain Soc 1884) 64 A yailmg keare xijd

*583 Wills 4 Inv. N. C (Surtees i860) 77, j guylinge fatte

Gyll(e, ohs. form of Gill, Guile.
Gyllofer, -fre, -fyr, obs. ff. Gillyflower.
Gyllor, Gyllot, vars Guilee, Gillot Obs.
Gylmyr, obs. form of Gimmek 2.

Gylofire, obs form of Gillyflower.
Gylo(u)r, -ory, -ous, var Guiles, -ery, -ous.

Gylt, obs. pa. pple Gild v 1 , obs. f. Guilt.
Gyltd, -i(e, -if, -y(f, obs. forms of Guilty.
Gym, obs form of Gim a

,
smart, spruce

Gymbal, Gymblett, var. Gimbal, Gimlet sb.
2

Gymbure, -byre, obs. forms of Gimmes 2
.

Gymell, Gymelot, obs ff. Gimmal,Gimlet sb 1

Gymew(e, -ey, vars Gemew, oemow Obs
1413 St. Mary Ottery Acc Roll in G Oliver Monast

Exon (1846) 280 Pro duobus gymeys emptis pro ostio cam-
panilis 6*.

Gymitrie, obs. form of Geometry.
Gymkhana (dgimka*na). Orig. Anglo-Indian.

[Said to be a refashioning, by assimilation of the
first syllable to that of gymnastics

,

of Hindustani
gend-khana * ball-house the name given to a
racquet-couit.] *A place of public resort at

a station, where the needful facilities for athletics

and games of sorts are provided’ (Y.) Hence
(esp. m European use

7

), an athletic sports display.

Also attrib., as gymkhana club, meeting
1861 [‘The first use of it that we can trace is (on the

authority of Major John Trotter) at Rurki in 1861, when a
gymkhana was instituted there’ —V ] 1877 Pioneer Mail
3 Nov. (Y ), Their proposals are that the Cricket Club should
include in their programme the games, etc

, proposed by the
promoters of a gymkhana Club 1890 Blackiv Mag. Dec.
755/2 We intended to have a gymkhana meeting in the after-

noon. 1896 Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 5 The Duke and Duchess
. . were present . . at a bicycle gymkhana in the grounds
1900 N Newnham-Davis Transvaal wider Q 30 The
race-meeting only differed from the gymkhanas m die fact
that we had stewards for the former.

Gymlet(t, -ley, -locke, -lot(te: see Gimlet.
Gymmal(l, variant of Gimmal.
Gymmar, -er, obs. forms of Gimmer 2

.

Gymmew, variant of Gemew Obs

+ Gymnade. Obs. fare- 1
. [ad. Gi. yv/jivaS-,

yv/jivas trained, exercised, as sb. gymnasium.] =
Gymnasium.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles lit. 77 rvpvageiv properly signifies

to exercise in the Gymnade.
Gymnanthous • see Gymno-.

+ Gymnase. Obs rare~\ [ad. L. Gymnas-
ium.] = Gymnasium.
*398 Grenewey Tacitus' Aim. xv. v. (1622) 228 The

Gymnase burnt [below Gymnasium]

Gymnasial (dgimne 1 zial), a [f Gymnasi-um
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the Continental gym-
nasia or similar educational establishments
185a Blackie Stud. Lang 19, I would have this science

. taught during the last three years of the Gymnasial
course 1868 Fortit. Rev Dec 626 In Germany, the study
[of philosophy] of late, practically, has vanished from the
general or gymnasial comse. *883 Edtn Rev. Jan 7 The
defects of the gymnasial training in Germany

Gyumasiarch (dgimn^'ziark). [ad. L. gym-
nasiarch-us and gymnasiarch-a., a. Gr. 7vp.vacriapx-

os and yv/jivaatapx-Tjs, f. yvp.v6.fnov Gymnasium +
-apxos, -apxv ruling.]

1. Gr. Antiq An Athenian official whose duty
was to superintend athletic schools and games.
[*579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 410 When they had him

amongst them, they chose him Gymnasiarchus, to say, a
master of exercises of youth.] 1658 Phillips, Gymnasiarch
(Greek), the chief governour of a Gymnase which is a place
for all manner of exercise, both of minde and body 1673
Lady's Call. 1 1. § 8 [It] was thought so indecent in Carne-
ades that the Gymnasiarch reproved him for it. 17*7
Lardnfr Whs. (1838) I. *96 The Jews refusing to use oil

prepared by other people, the gymnasiarchs gave them a
certain prescribed piece of money instead of the oil. 186*
Merivale Rom Entp (1865) III xxvm 296 To take his

seat as gymnasiarch, or director of the public amusements
b. transf, A leader among athletes.

*8*5 Clias Gymnastics x Before he gives his book to the
press, this gymnasiarch has manifested a desire to conciliate
the suffrages of several learned men. 18*6 Blackiv Mag
XX. 130/2 Of all modern gymnasiarchs, Captain Clias is

facile pnneeps *87* Chatub. Jrnl 30 Mar 194/2 Joe
Rullock, the mighty gymnasiarch
2 . A governor of a school, college, or academy

;

a head instructor,
*68* Wheler fount Greece 1, 56 Seleucus . was Gym-

nasiarch, or chief Governour of the Schools *77* Nugent
tr Hist. Fr Gerund I 92 Having been the first member of
the celebrated college of St. Froylan , he came in time to be
the gymnasiarc or chief tutor *836 Sir W Hamilton
Discuss , Study Math (18S2) 283 Wolf .. as gymnasiarch
and professor. *884 Sir A Grant University Edtn I. it.

85 The Gymnasiarch is to be learned in Theology.

So Gymna’starchy [ad. Gr. yvpvamapxi-d], the
office or function of gymnasiarch.
*836 Lytton Athens (1837) H 461 The Gymnasiarchy or

charge of providing for the expence of the torch race *847
Grote Greece 11 xi III. 163 unpaid functions such as the
tnerarchy, choregy, gymuasiarchy were distributed in
some way or other between the three classes.

Gymnasiast (dgimn?* zisest), [As if ad Gr
*yvpvao,

iaoT-r)s
)

f. yvptvamov Gymnasium . in sense

1 , after G. gymnasiast ]
1. A student in a (Continental) gymnasium
*8*8 SirW Napier Pemns Warm in I 316 Secret

societies under the name of Tugenbunde, Gymnasiasts,
and other denominations. 188a Pop Sci Monthly XXI
443 We have been told that the gymnasiast soon does as
well as the real scholar in the laboratory 1886 Athenaeum
27 Mar. 433/3 The * gymnasiasts ’ in Amsterdam, performed
the ‘ Antigone 1 of Sophocles in the original

2 . A gymnast.
*857 ' C. Bede ’ Verdant Green lit. xii, The vaulting-

horse on whose wooden back the gymnasiast sprang at a
bound. X858MAYHEW Upper Rhine v. § 2(1860) 265 A few
years ago a professional gymnasiast sprang from bank to
bank

Gymnasic (dgimn* 1 zik), a rare. [f. Gym-
nas-ium + -10 ] Pertaining to the gymnasium
(sense 2).

*831 Carlyle Sart Res n.iu (1871)71 Over hisGymnasic
and Academic years the Professor by no means lingers so
lyrical and joyful as over his childhood.

Gymnasium (dgimnj1 zi#m), PI gymnasia,
gymnasiums. [L., a. Gr. yvpvaaiov, f yvpva-
(eiv to tram, exercise, lit, to tram naked, f. yvpvbs

(71ipvas) naked ]
1 . A place or building for practice of or instruc-

tion m athletic exercises
; a gymnastic school.

*5«8 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann xiv. xn (1622) 214 A place
ofail kinde of exercise called Gymnasium was dedicated by
Nero 1601 Holland Pliny II 490 Their yong men did
exercise naked in their publick wrestling places, thereupon
called Gym[n]asia. *6*9 Maxwell tr Herodian 1 42 He
[Oleander] also erected a stately Gymnasium [marg note
An Actiuity Court], and a publike Bathe. *704 F. Fuller
Med Gyntit (1711) 223 Galen . inveighs against the
Athleticlc and other violent Practices of the Gymnasium
1806 Hughson London III 32* It [Moorfields] was like-

wise the great Gymnasium of our capital, the resort of
boxers, runners, and football players, and every manly
recreation *86* Tunes 23 July, Gymnasia are to be
established at Chatham, Portsmouth and .other important
military stations. 1875 A R HornMy School-boy Fr 230
We climbed down the ladder of the gymnasium.
transf a 183* [see Gymnastic B 2 b] 1861 C Reade

Cloister 4 Hearth, xcui, I fear they would have conducted
hun to that unpopular gymnasium, the gallows *887 Times
(weekly ed ) 19 Aug 4/* The masts .. should be removed

,

they are onlyan expensive andverytroublesomegymnasium
attrib *895-8 Cad. University Nebraska 133 The object

of the gymnasium work is to provide muscular exercise and
recreation for brain workers. *899 Daily News 23 Dec 6/2
The foremost experts upon . gymnasium construction.

2 f a. gen A high school, college, or academy
(obs.)

;
b. spec, in Germany and other Continental

countries, a school of the highest grade designed
to prepare students for the universities. Now often

pronounced as a Ger word (gimna*zium).
*69* Wood A th. Oxon 1. 337 He went to Amsterdam .

where he became Rector of the learned Academy or
Gymnasium *758 Johnson Idler No 33 T 27 Cambridge
and Oxford . surpass .. the gymnasia of foreign countries
*83* Carlyle Sart Res (1858) 62 My Schoolmaster

.
pro-

nounced . that I must be sent to the Gymnasium, and one
day to the University 1838 Prescott Ferd 4- Is (1846) I

vui 366 Colleges, academies, and gymnasiums springing up
spontaneously in the most obscure villages *886 W J
Tucker Life E. Euiope 64 The Gymnasium prepares the
scholar during eight years of hard study for the university.

Gymnast (dgi mnsest). [ad. Gr. yvpva<TT-ys
trainer of professional athletes, f, yvpvdfav (see

prec.). Cf. F. gymnasts (Rabelais) ] One skilled

m gymnastic exercises ; a gymnastic expert,

*594 R Ashley tr Loys le Roy's Interch Var. Things
29 b, Gymnasts, pedotribes, athletes for the exercise of the
bodie *653 Urquhart Rabelais 1 xxm, A young Gentleman
of Touraine, named the Esquire Gymnast, who taught him
the Art of riding. *87* Nafheys Prev. 4 Cure Dis. 1 vi.

168 Brilliant gymnasts are notoriously short-lived. *883
Stevenson Treas Isl in xiv, Leaping back a yard ..

with the speed and security of a trained gymnast.

Gymnastic (dgimnsrstik), a. and sb. [ad. L.
gymnastic-us

,
a, Gr. yvpvacrrtK-bs pertaining to

or skilled in bodily exercises (subst. 1) yvpvaoTiit-ii

gymnastics), f yvpvdfav (see Gymnasium). Cf.

F. gymnastique (14th c. in Oresme).]
A. adj. 1. Pertaining to or connected with

athletic exercises of the body; concerned with
gymnastics (see B, 2).

1574 Newton Health Mag Pref, 2 Gymnasttcke Arte
which is the trade of exercising men in feates of Activitie

1704 F Fuller Med Gymn, (1711) 99 A most easie Natural
Gymnastick Course 1776 Gibbon Deck 4 F. (1869) I
XVU1483 He excelled in the gymnastic arts of leaping and
running *839 Thirlwall Greece II, 50 The state seems to
have interfered, to compel his attendance at the gymnastic
schools 1855 H Spencer Prim Psychol (1872) I. 11 111.

204 The gymnastic feat of raising the body up a ladder
hand over hand,

b. Characterized by or exhibiting positions of
the body assumed in gymnastics, rare.
1850 LbtTCH tr C O Milller's Anc. Art % 120 (ed. a) 9*

The art of modelling brazen statues of athletes was raised
to the most perfect representation of beautiful gymnastic

figures

c Physically active, athletic, fare
*784 Cowper Task n. 591 A form not now gymnastic as of

yore

2 . fig ‘Pertaining to disciplinary exercises for
the intellect’ (Webster, 1864).
1710 Shaitesb Adv Author 1 ii 36 And here it is

that our Sovereign Remedy and Gymnastick Method of
Soliloquy takes its Rise 1779 Gibbon Misc

.

Whs (*814) IV
612 He may learn from Jerom the difference of the gym-
nastic and dogmatic styles.

U 3 = Gymnasial
1802 Aclrbi Trav. I. 139 The Swedish gentlemen are

seldom contented with what may be called a scholastic, or
a gymnastic education

B sb. 1. sing. [ = GT.y(Tixt,T])lv}JLVaaTl,eV ]
~ a -

[*58* Mulcaster Positions xxxv. (1887) *ag This term
Gymnastice, which emplyeth in name, and professeth in
deede the arte of exercise ] 1598 J. D tr Loys Le Roy's
Anst. Pot 204 Ihev haue . more esteemed eymnasticke,
which is the vse of bodily exercises, then musick *734 tr.

Rollin's Anc Htst. (1827) I 71 The art by which they
formed themselves for these encounters was called Gym-
nastic. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed 2) III. 40 Good gymnastic
which will give health to the body. *88* Mahafey Old
Gik Educ iv. 38 The master ofgymnastic.

b. fg
*797 Holcroft tr Sfolberg's Trav. (ed 2) III Ixxvii. 173

This music included both poetry and dancing It was the
gymnastic of the souk 1838 Sir W Hamilton in Reid's
Whs (1842) II._7or/2 note, Mathematical study is the very
worst gymnastic of the intellect. *88* J. C Momson
Macaulay 1 9 A course of what at Oxford is technically
called * science'*, would have been an invaluable gymnastic
for Macaulay
2. pi. Gymnastics [see -10a, -10 2]. a. The prac-

tice of athletic exercises foi the development of the
body, now esp. of such exercises as are performed
in a building set apart for them with special appa-
ratus.

*65* Evelyn State France Misc Writ (1805) 84
Academies dedicated chiefly to this discipline, and other
martial gymnastiques 18*5 Hone Every-day Bk I 1316
Gymnastics have not until lately been practised. *865
E W Jackson (title) Gymnastics for the Fingers and
Wrist. *867 J. Howard (title) Gymnasts and Gymnastics
*876 Grant Burgh Sch Scotl 11 v. 180 Gymnastics have
become one of the institutions of the country

fig
a *83* Bentham Deontol (1834) II 266 Efficient benevo-

lence 111 action may be considered the gymnastics of the
mind, or the field in which it 15 displayed, the mental gym-
nasium. *841-4 Emerson Ess, Art Wks (Bohn) I 148
Painting and sculpture are the gymnastics of the eye 1854
—Lett 4 Soc Amis, Poet 4 Imag ibid III 144, I think
Hindoo books the best gymnastics for the mind 1883
Proctor m Knowl July 59/2 All who prefer Singing to
musical gymnastics

+ c. A treatise on athletic exercises Obs.
1646 SirT Brow ne Pseud Ep hi i 105 Mercunalis in

his Gymnasticks justly makes standing one kinde of exer-
cise.

1

3

. An authority on gymnastics Obs, ran.
.*57* J Jones Bathes Buckstone 13b, Diuers gymnas-
tickes muentmge other innumerable differences of fncations,
wan great prayse. *6*3 Cockeram Gymnasttcke, a teacher
of the Wrastling Science

4. A gymnastic feat, rare
i860 Reade Cloister 4 H x (1896) 33 Giles’ claws seized

the side of the bed, and he returned to his place by one
undivided gymnastic
Hence t Gymna’sticer, one who trains others
m gymnastic exercises

;
Gymna'sticate , Gym-

na stioize nonce-vbs mtr

,

to practise gymnastic
exercises.

1574 Newton Health Mag Pref 2 Sithens Conservation
and Preservation belonge either to the Gymnasticer or els
to the Phisition *8*7 Mirror II. 274/2 Attendance at
courts, gymnisticating, dumb-belling, and dancing-master-
ing, will not put quicksilver into a man’s neck 1828 A
Hare in Maan. Mag XLIV 358 Make Arthur ride hard
and shoot often, and, in short, gymnasticise in every possible
manner,

Gymnastical (dgimnte stikai), et. [f. as prec.

+ -al.] =prec A
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv (1887) 129 What so euer

concerneth the whole Gymnasticall and exercising argument
1598 J D. tr Loys Le Roy's Arist, Pol 349 There is

appointed a magistrate . . for gimnasticall and musicall
games. 18*7 Byron Beppo 111, Hailequins and clowns, with
feats gymnastical

Gymnastically (dgimnre'stikali), adv. fate.

[f. as prec. + -ly 2
,J

In a gymnastic manner
,
in

respect of gymnastics.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv v 19* Such as are

not gymnastically composed; nor actively use those parts
*890 Jrnl Educ

,

1 Feb. 98/2 Ofgreatervalue gymnastically.

G-ymnaxony, Gymnetrous : see Gymno-.
Gymnic (dgrmmk), a, and sb, Now rare [ad

L. gymme-us
,

a. Gr. yvpvut-6s pertaining to
bodily exercises, f yvpvbs naked' see -ic. Freq.
in the 17th c., when gymnastic had not yet a
recognized standing. Cf. F, gymtiique (1542 in

Hatz,-Darin.).]
A. adj. =Gymnastic a. 1.

*6ox Holland Plmy II. 537 One who had obtained the
victorie at the publique Gymmck exercises of actiuitie

01656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 225 Alexander, .exhibited gym-
nick pastimes and exercises, *67* Milton Samson 1354

146-3
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Have they not Sword-players, and ev'ry sort of Gymmc
Artists, Wrestlers, Riders, Runners, Juglers and Dancers’

1778 Apthorpe Preval Chr 362 The seventh day, the

gymmc games were celebrated by naked combatants 1846

Grote Greece 1 iy, (r86z) I 76 The remaining daughters-,

were given in marriage to the victors m a gymmc contest

1862 Merivale Rom Emfi (1863) III. xxvm 329 Octavius

instituted a gymmc and musical festival, with the desig-

nation of the Aqtian games
33. sb.pl Gyjnmcs: —gymnastics (see Gym-

nastic sb 2).

1621 Burton Anal JSfel 11 11 11 ! (1676) 152/2 Others.,

of a cold and dry constitution cannot sustaine those gym-
nicks without great hurt done to their own bodies 1765
Sterne Tr Shandy VIII xxxui, Provided it would not

impair thy strength, which these gyramcs inordinately

taken are apt to do 1835 Fraser's Mag XI 536 Not only

in the execution of particular gymmcs, but in his histrionic

performance geneially-

t Gymnical, a Obs . [f. as prec. + -At ]
=

Gymnio, Gymnastic adjs

1576 Fleming Paitopl Epist. 187 Such as he winners in

Gymnicall games. 1697 Potter Antiq Greece 1 xxvi. (1715)

152 They shall be instructed in the Gymnical exercises

*787 Whiston Josephus, Antiq xiv viii § 5 This present of
a crown shall be proclaimed in the .Gymnical shews

Gynmite (d^i ranait). Min. [Named by Thom-
son, 1843, fiom yufxv-os naked, bare, m allusion to

the name of its locality, Bare Hills, Maryland . see

-ite ] A synonym of Dewkylite
1843 Phil Mag Ser. in. XXII 19 1

‘ Gymnite’ 1868 in

Dana Min. (ed 5) 469

Gymno- (dgimn^), before a vowel gymn-,
comb, form of Gr. yvpvi-s naked, bare, chiefly in

technical terms of Botany, Biology, and Zoology
(the more important are given as mam-words)

.

Gymnanthous (dgimnae njias) a. Bot. [Gr. avd-os

flower + -00s], having naked flowers, wanting both
calyx and corolla. G-ymnaxony (dgimnae ksdhi)

Bat [Gr. a£av axis + -r], a rare condition m
flowers, in which the placenta protrudes through
the ovary (R Brown Man. Bot. 1874, Gloss).

Gymnetrous (dgimnf txss)a. Zehthyol [Gr fjrp-ov

abdomen + -00s], ‘ having a naked or smooth
belly, applied to those fishes which have no
anal fins’ (Syd Soc.Lex. 1886) Gymnoblastic
(-blaslik) a Zool [Gr. phacris (see -blast;],

having the nutritive or generative buds unpro-

tected by an external receptacle (hydrotheca

or gonangium)
; so Gymnobla stons a (Syd

.Sac Lex ) Gymnobxanchiate (-brae gki|<st) Zool.

[Gr Ppbyxiapi ,
gills] adj

,
belonging to the Gym-

nobranchiata, a group of gastropods having naked
gills, sb an animal of this group {Cent Diet 1889)
Gymnoceratous (-scratas) a Ent. [Gr. nepar-,

Kepas horn], belonging to the Gymnocerata

,

a group
of heteropterous insects having exposed antennse
(ibid)

||
Gymnocyta (-sarta), -cyte (-sait) Biol.

[Gr xtJros cell], ‘ Hackel’s term for a naked or

wall-less cytode having a nucleus ’ (Syd Soc. Lex ).

Gymnocytode (-sartoud) Biol. [Cytode], ‘Hack-
el’s term for a cytode without a proper cell wall
and nucleus

1
(ibid ), Gynmodont (dji^mnd'dpnt)

Ichthyol [Gr dSovt-, bSovs tooth] adj
,
belonging

to the Gymnodontesy a group of plectognath fishes

having the jaw prolonged into a beak covered with
a dental plate

;
sb. a fish belonging to this group.

Gymnogen. (dgrmntfdgea) Bot. [see -gen] = Gym-
nosperm Gymnogenous (dgimn^'dgenas) a. Bat.

[see -genotts] = Gymnospermoes (Cassell 1884).
Gymnogram (dgi mndgraem) Bot. [Gr. ypa.pp.Ti

line, mark], a fern of the genus Gymnogi amine
or ‘gramma, having the lines of spore-cases on
the lower side of the frond uncovered. Gymno-
gynous (dgimnp-dginas) a. Bot. [see -gynous],
having a naked ovary (Treat. Bot. 1866) Gym-
nolsematoua (-If matas) a Zool [Gr. \mp6s

throat, gullet], belonging to the Gymnohemata,
a division of Polyzoa having no epistome or
valve to close down upon the mouth. Gymno

-

merous (-mi® ras) a. Zool. [Gr prjp-6s thigh],

pertaining to the Gymnomera
, a division of

cladocerous crustaceans (Cent. Diet), f Gym-
nomonospe'rmous a. Bot [Gi. povo-s alone,
one-, airepp-a seed], having the seeds single and
naked. Gymnomyxine (-mrksam) o. Zool. [Gr.
pb£-a. slime], peitaming to the Gymnomyxa

,

a low
grade of Polyzoa which are naked or not corticate
(Cent. Diet ) Gymnophthalmate (-ptpsn lmet),
-opMhaTmatous,-ophthaTmic, -OphthaTmons
adjs. Zool. [Gr. b<j>8a\pis eye], belonging to the
Gynmophthalmata ornaked-eyed medusas fGym-
nopolyspe rmous a Bot, [Gr. iroAii-s much, many,
awipp-a. seed] see quot. and cf. gymnoietrasper-
mous (below) Gymnopterous (-p pteras) a Ent.
[Gr. irrtp-cv wing], having naked wings, without
nairs or scales; haying sheathless wings (Cent.
Diet.). Gymnorhlnal (-rarnal) a. Omith [Gr.
/ip-, fils nostril], having naked or unfeathered

nostrils (ibid.). Gymnosomate (-sou m&t)
,
-so*ma-

tous, -so*mous adjs Zool. [Gr. oap-a, ompar-

body], pei taming to the Gymnosomata

,

an order

of pteropods having a naked body. Gymno-
spore (dgi mn^spoar) Bot. [Sporb], a naked

spore ;
so ' Gymno'sporous , having uncovered

spores (Cassell, 1884) Gymnotetraspermous
(-tetraspaumas) a. Bot. [Gr. terpa- four, arkpp-a

seed] see quots. Gymnotocous (-p'tiflcas) a.

Zool [Gr. t6k-os bnngmg-forth, offspring], having

(he genital products uncovered, as certain hydioids

(Cent. Diet )
Gymnozoidal (-zoa idal) a. Zool

[Gr, (a)-oi/ animal: see -id 3
], pei taming to the

Gymnozoida
,
a section of Infusoriam Saville Kent’s

classification.

1880 Gray Struct Bot

.

413/2 *Gymnanthous Naked
flowered 1871 Allman (title) A Monograph of the *Gymno-
blastic or Ttibularian Hydroids 1876 Macalister Amin
Morphology 1 5 A naked cytode is called a *gymnocytode
a naked cell is a *gymnocyte 1842 Brands Diet Set

etc ,
*Gymnodonts, Gymnodontes, the name of the family of

Plectognathic fishes 1846 Lindley Veg Kingd 4 Exogens
have been broken up into 1 Exogens proper, orthose having

an ovary, style, and stigma; and 2. *Gymnogens, which

have neither 1861 Sir W J Hooker Bnt Ferns PI 1

Gymnogiamme leptophylla Small Annual *Gymnogram
1864T Moore Bnt Ferns 35 The Gymnogram. This plant

belongs to a family of which nearly all the species aie

tropical. 1875 Blake Zool 329 It is called phylactolaema-

tous, as opposed to maiine *gymnolaematous 1760 Jas
Lee Introd. Bot. 11 vi. (1765) 85 Such as have an im-

bricated amentum and are *gymnomonospermous 1870

Nicholson Man Zool I 84 note, The old sub class of the

Acalephs contained the ^Gymnophthalmate Medusae (=the
Discophora) and the Steganophthalmate Medusae [1870
Nicholson Man Zool. Gloss, Gymnophthalmata

, applied

by Edward Foibes to those Medusa in which the eye specks

at the maigm of the disc are unprotected The division

is now abandoned ] 1871 Allman Gymnoblastic Hydroids
a The so called naked-eyed or #gymnophthalmic Medusa
Ibid 80 M'Crady divides the *gymnophtbalmatous or

hydroid medusa into the ‘ endostomata ’ and the ‘ exosto-

mata'. 1879 Rossiter Diet Set. Terms, *Gy»mophthal-

rnous, naked-eyed 1730-6 Bailey (folto), *Gymnopolysfier
mous Plants, such as bear two naked Seeds inclosed in a
Calyx, without any Seed-Vessel 1885 Ray Lankester in

Eticycl Bt it XIX. 837 The naked piotoplasmic particles

that issue from such coated spoies, or are formed directly

by the rapid fission of the parent Protozoon are termed
1 *gymnospores ’ *730-6 Bailey (folio), *Gymnotctrasjper-

mous Plants, such as have four naked Seeds inclosed in a
Calyx, without any Seed-Vessel *866 Treas Bot 560/2
Gymntsteirospermous, having such a four-lobed ovary as is

found in labiates, which was formerly thought to consist of
four naked seeds. *880-1 Saville Kent Man Infusoria
I 329 The independent or ^Gymnozoidal section of the
collared Flagellata or Discostomata

Gymnobi‘blism . rare, [f Gr. yvpvi-s naked
+ Bible + -ibm.] The opinion that the bare text

of the Bible, ‘without note or comment’, may be
safely put before the unlearned as a sufficient guide

to religious truth. So Gymnobi blical a
,
per-

taining to, or holding, this opinion ; GymuLobi'-
blist, a believer in * gymnobiblism ’.

*826 Bp Jebb in C. Forster Corr (1834) H S39 As to distri-

buting the Bible, gymno biblism is less in fashion than it

was. 1834 C Forster Life Bp Jebb 11 (1836) 88 Assailed
on theone hand, by the gymnobiblical protestant, and, on

the other hand, by the priest-governed Romanist 1844W H Mill Serm Tempt Christ Notes 155 Those whom
the late Bishop Jebb and Mr Knox term Gymnobiblists

Gymnocarpous (dgimntfka jpos), a. Bot [f

Gr yvpvd/capTT-os (f yvpv6-s naked, bare + mpnos
fruit) + -00s] Having a naked fruit, applied to

those lichens m which the apothecia are open or
expanded, or to a fi notification of this character
1856W. L Lindsay Bnt Lichens 70 They then find their

way to the surface of the thalamium in gymnocarpous
species 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. ir 1 305 The Gymnocarpous
Lichens 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot 306 The fertile hyphte
may,, grow towards the exterior and form the spores at the
suiface, when the fructification is said to be gymnocarpous

Gymnogene (dgrmnffdgfn). [ad mod L
Gymnogenys, lit naked-chinned, f. Gr yvpvb-s
naked + ytvvs chm, Temminck’s specific name for

the bird (Falco g), afterwards used as a generic
name by Lesson ] A book-name for an African
hawk, Polyboroides typicns or P captnsis
1875-84 R B Sharpe Layards Birds S. Africa 9 Poly-

boroides typicns. Banded Gymnogene

t Gymno’logize, v. Obs [ad. medX. g/m-
nologizare (f. yvpv6-s naked + \6yos speech), ex-
plained ‘ nude loqut ’ by J de Janua ] intr. 1 To
dispute naked, like an Indian philosopher’ (Bailey
vol II, 1727)
Gymuopsedic (dgimn^pf dik), a. Gt. Antiq

[ad Gr. yvpvoiratSucSi, f. yvpv6-s naked + iraiS-, rrais

boy.] The distinctive epithet of the dances or
other exercises performed by naked boys at public
festivals

iSsoLeitch tr C.O Muller's Anc Art (ed 2) § 77 note 2
The gyranopaedic, hyporchematic, and other kinds oforches
tics were already cultivated in a highly artistic manner,

Gymnosoph (dgi mndspf). rare [As if ad.
Gr. *yvpv6ao<pbs, after <jn\6<ro(pos (see Philoso-
pher)

;
cf. next.] =next.

a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem (*839) IV. 282 To have the

battle fairly fought out, Spinoza, or a Bhuddist, or a Bur*
mese Gymnosoph, should be challenged

Gymnosophist (dgimn^-sffist) Also 5 pi
genosophis, 6-7 gimnosophist. [ad L. (pi

)

gytnnosophist-se, ad. Gr yvpvoao^iffrai, f. 7vpvo-s
naked + oocfnariis Sophist. Cf F. gymnosopkisle

( 1
5-16th c. in Godefroy Cornpl) ] One of a sect

of ancient Hindu philosophers of ascetic habits
(known to the Greeks through the reports of the
companions of Alexander), who wore little or no
clothing, denied themselves flesh meat, and gave
themselves up to mystical contemplation. Also
occas allusively, an ascetic or mystic.
*1400-50 Alexander 4022 Ermets A progenie of pore

men |>at neuir pride hauntis, And 3it J>e gentfll genosophis
|>am in Jie gest callis 1576 Fleming Panopl Epist 349The
custome of the Gymnosophistes of India. 1590 Gri ene
Neuer too late (1600) 6, I am not a Gimnosophist to jangle
at euery sophisticall obtection 1630 J Taylor (Water P )

Wit Mirth Wks n *93/1 Shamrooke, a famous Scithian
Gimnosophist * 1640 Massinger Veiy Woman nr v, The
Cuiate that great Philosopher, He that found out a Pud-
ding had two ends , That learned Clerk, that notable Gym-
nosophist, *786 Pogottalogia 13 1 he Gymnosophists were
particularly attentive to their beards 1873 Symonds Gh
Poets 11. 53 There is no need to suppose that Empedocles
visited the East and learned the secrets of Gymnosophists.
1882 Stevenson Fain. Stud i7r Part gymnosophist part
backwoodsman
So Gymnosophy (dgimnp sdh), the doctrine or

system of gymnosophists.
1826 Good Bk Nat (1834) I 6 The Greeks, themselves

seem to have become acquainted with it as a branch of
gymnosophy

t GymnosopM atal. Obs rare -1. [f. Gym-
N0S0PHI3T + -AX ] = GYMNOSOPHIST.

f

*S7J> J Jones Preserv Bodie 4 Soule 1 xliv 115 Not re-

ardmg the words of the Chaldean Prophetes, or rather
lathematists and Gymnosophistals

i Gymnosophistian. Obs. rare“ 1
.

* In 4
genosophistien. [f as prcc. + -ian.] = Gymno-
sophist.
1340-70 Alex 4 Dind 11 J>e proude genosophistiens weie

be gomus called , Now is Jjat name to mene j>e nakid wise
Ibut 23 pe gentil genosophistiens pat goode were of wltte

Gymnosperm (dgimn^spaim) Bot. [ad.

mod L. gymnosperm-us, ad Gr yvpvoonepp-os, f

yvpvb-s naked + aitlpp-a seed, Sperm Cf F.
gymnosperme.] A plant which has naked seeds,

as the pine, hemlock fir, etc ; one of the Gymno-
spermsi, a class of exogenous plants so character-

ized, embracing the orders Cycadaceae, Comferse,
and Gnetacex r
[1682 Ray Method Plant (1733) 193 Gymnosperma

planta Quse semen nudum fert 1830 Lindley Nat Syst
Bot 245 Gymnospermae are known from all other Vascu-
Iares by the vessels of their wood having large apparent
perforations ] 1838 Penny Cycl XI 510/1 Gymnospernis,
one of the five divisions under which the vegetable kingdom
is now classified 1863 Lylll Antiq Man xx. 398 The
gymnosperms or coniferous and cycadeous plants abound in
all strata, *885 GoodAle Physiol Bot. (1892) 288 Certain
Gymnosperms develop a bright green color in the deepest
darkness

Gymnospermous (d^imn^spiumos), a Bot.
[f. mod. L gymnosperm-us (see prec ) -f -O0S.]

Naked-seeded
,
applied to those plants, e g coni-

fers, m which the seeds are not provided with a

seed-vessel , belonging to the class Gymnospenme.
*727 m Bailey vol II 1760 J Lee Introd Bot, 11 v

(1765) 84 Such as have irregular Corollae, and the Fruit
gymnospermous 1880 Gray Struct Bot. vi § 7 268 Gym-
nospermous plants are so named because the ovules are
fertilized by direct application of the pollen

So Ctymnospe rmal (Cent. Diet.), Gymnospe'r-
jnic (Syd Soc. Lex 1886) adjs

,
in the same sense.

Grymnospe’nny, the attribute of being gymno-
spermous
1890 Garnsey Sachs’ Hist Bot 1. in 142 Thus one of the

most lemarkable facts m vegetation, the gymnospermy of
the Conifers and Cycads, was for the first time established
[by Robert Brown, 1825]

Gymnostomous (dgimn^stiJmos), a Bot.

[f. Gr yvp.v6-s naked + <sr6p-a mouth ] Naked-
mouthed; applied to those mosses in which the

mouth of the sporangium has no peristome
1861 Bentley Man Bot 377 When the mouth is naked,

the Mosses in which such a sporangium is found are called

gymnostomous or naked-mouthed *875 Bennett & Dyer
Sachs' Bot 331 If the peristome is wanting, the theca is

said to be gymnostomous *88* Spruce in Jml Bot X.
No. 217 13 The capsule was gymnostomous.
So Gymnostomatous (-stp matas) a

,
m the same

sense (Syd Soc Lex. 1886).

Gymnote (djimnJut). [Anglicized form of

next.] A fish of the genus Gymnotus.
1819 Pantologia V, s v Gymnotus 1 G etecincus

Electric eel or gymnote 2. G albifions White-shouldered
gymnote.. 3 G carapo. American gymnote

II Gymnotus (d^tmndu tds) PI gymnoti
(dgimnou tai). [rnod.L. (Linnaeus 1 748), for *gytn-

nonotus
,

f. Gr yvpvi-s naked + voitov back, with
allusion to the absence of dorsal fins ] A fresh-

water eel-like fish of South America, Electrophones
(formerly Gymnotus) eledricus, capable of giving

an electric shock ; an electric eel.
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1775 Williamson in Phil Trans LXV gs, I am induced
to believe, that the gymrfbtus has powers greatly superior to

those of the torpedo. 1834 Nat Philos III Phys Geog
So/a (U K S) The temperature of the waters tn which the

gymnoti habitually live, is from 78 to 80 degrees 1854
Badkam Halien

t

407 The gymnotus belongs to a small
electric coterie composed of five individuals

Gymow(e, variant of Gemew Obs.

G-ympe, variant of Jimp, jest

Gyn, variant of Gin sbX
Gyneecandrical . see GvNiEco-.

II Gynaeeeum (dgsi-, dgmlsfvm) Also 7 gyne-
gium, 8-9 -aceum'j -ecffium, 9 -eeium, -secium
[L gynmcemn

,
-turn, a. Gr. ywatneiov, f. ywain

yvvfj woman.]
1. Gr andRom. Anhq The women’s apartments

m a household
;
any building set apart for women

1723 R Millar Propagat Chr II ix 353 Their Gyne-
cseutn for young Gentlewomen taught at the expense of
their parents 183a Gell Pompeiana I vui 151 A gyne-
caeum or apartment for the women and children 1847
Tennyson Pruic in 262 Women, up till this Cramp’d under
worse than South-Sea isle taboo, Dwarfs of the gynseceum
1848 Lytton Harold 1 i, The laranum was deserted , the

gynaecium was still, as in the Roman time, the favoured
apartment of the female poition of the household 1879
Farrar St Paid (1883) 131 The degradation of the harem
and the narrowness of the gynseceum

i-b Under the Roman Empire A textile manu-
factory Obs.
1610 Holland Camden’s But 1 77 The Procurator of

the Gynegium or Draperie in Brxtaine, in which the clothes

of the Prince and souldiers were woven, 178* Gibbon Decl

(f F xvn II 56 We had a treasury chest in London, and a
gyneceum or manufacture at Winchester

2 . Bot. The female organs of a flower, collec-

tively Now usually spelt gynoecium, having

been supposed to be from Gr. ohdov house
;
under

the influence of this notion Andeceoium has been

formed as its correlative.

183a Lindley Introd Bot 1 11 § to 138 The last organ
to enumerate in the flower is . thefemale system or gynse
ceum of Roper 'usually called the ptsullum 1858 A
Gray Lett (1893) 449 When you speak of ovary in Cle- 1

matis leave us to gather, from the context, whether you
mean, (1) the whole gynaecium , (2) a separate pistil , or,

(3) the ovuliferous portion of a pistil 1875 Bennett &
Dyer Sachs' Bot 477 In A Itlixa rosea the filaments form
a membranous closed tube which completely envelopes the

gynaeeeum 1880 Gray Struct Bot vi § 1 163 The aggre-
gate stamens of a flower have been called the Andrcecium

,

the pistils, the Gynoecium 1897 Willis FI Plants Fei ns

I 59 The rest of the flower is hypogynous (below the gynoe-

ceum or carpellary porfion)

Gynsecian, a. rare—\ Also gyneoian (in mod.
Diets ). [f. Gr. yvvauc-, yvvfj woman + -jan.] Per-

taining or relating to women.
1640 tr Ferrantis Love Melanch 331 Moderne Physitians

prescribe Fasting and Abstinence to Melancholy Lovers as

likewise doe all Gynaecian writers, to Women that are [etc ]

Gynaecic (dgsinz" sik), a. Med. Also gynecic
[ad Gr. yvvauci/c-as, f yvvauc-, yvvfj woman.]
Relating to diseases peculiar to women
1878 J H Aveling (title) The Influence of Posture on

Women in Gynecic and Obstetric Practice.

Gyn&co- (dgai-, dgin? k<T), also (esp U.S)
gyneco-, repr. Gr yvvauco-, comb form of yvvfj

woman, female, as m + Gynaecamdrlcal a [Gr.

avSp; avrjp man], common to men and women
Gynwcocoanlc (-sfmk) a [Gr. kow-6s common],
havingwomenm common.. Gyneecolatry {-p latn)

[Gr. karpeia : see -lathy], woman-worship Gy-
nsecomasty (-mae sti) Physiol [Gr. paar-is

breast cf. Gr. yvvaucbjmaQos (Galen) and mod L
gyn&comastuni], the condition of a man’s breasts

m which they are as large as a woman’s and func-

tionally active. Gynaacomorplhous {-vap ifss) a

[Gr pop(j>-17 shape], having the form or characters

of a female. + Gyn.se couome [Gr. yvvaucovufxos .

see -nohous], one of a board of magistrates at

Athens which was formed to maintain manners

among women ; so Gynseco’noraist, in the same
sense. Gynsa cophore (-fou) Zool. [Gr. -<p6pos

bearing], m certain mvertehrate animals, as some
trematodes, a receptacle in the male in which the

female is borne, a gynaecophonc canal, hence

Gyn.se cophoric (-fp’rik) a Gynse coplxysiology

(-fizip’lodgi), the Physiology of the female genera-

tive organs
1684 1 Mather in Academy 3 Feb. (1900)102/1 *Gynecan-

dncal Dancing, or that which is commonly called Mixt or

Piomiscuous Dancing of Men and Women together, 1822

Shelley Chas I, n. 366 A commonwealth like Gonzalo’s in

the play, *Gyna3cocoemc and pantisocratic 1888 Universal
Rev Sept. 23 That fatal ^gyneecolatry which rules all social

and domestic life across the Channel 1873 H, Spencer
Stud Social Notes (1874) 421 The mamma of men will,

under special excitation, yield milk there are various cases

of *gyneecomasty on record, and in famines infants whose
mothers have died have been thus saved 1865 Reader No
142 326/2 A *gynsecomorphous male of Fidoma Atomaria.

1394 Mirr. Policy (1599) 207 AtRome their Censors had such
like aucthontie and charge, as the *Gyneconomes at Athens.

I7S3 L M tr Da Boscfs Accomplish’d Woman II 121

Hesychius saith there were judges appointed particularly
for this purpose, who were called *Gynmconomists. 1877
Huxley Anat lira Artim , iv. 20s The formidable Bil»

harzia, the male of which is the larger and retains the
female in a *gynaecophore 1881 Packard Zool. 152 A canal
or passage in the male formed by the infolding of the edges
of the concave side of the body called a gynaecophore 1885
W Roberts Unit % Renal Bis. hi xm. ted 4) 648 The
male [of Bilharzia Hsematobia] is provided with a *gynse-
cophoric canal 1828 M. RyanATVzm Midwifery 19 *Gynae-
cophysiology, or uses of the female organs of generation.

Gynaecocracy (dgai-, dsmfkpkiasi). Also 7
gmeecocratie, 8-9 gynecocracy. [ad Gr. yvvauco-

Kparia (Aristotle, Plutarch), f. yvvauc(o)-, yvvfj

woman 4- -nparia -CBAOY. Cf F gyndcocratie (i6thc.

in Hatz -Darm ) ] Government by a woman or

women; female rule or mastery; depreciatingly

,

petticoat government.
ifiiz Selden Drayton’s Poly olb xvn Notes 276 Gynae-

cocracie 1614 — 7 tiles Hon 11 1 176 Goropms vndertakes
a comecture of the first cause which excluded Ginascocratie

(or female succession and gouemment) among them 1660R
QoiveiPower & Subj 100 That God has owned Gynsecocraty

is evidentm Deborah. 169a Washington tr Milton's Def,
Pop vn 169 What if it would overthrow a Gynaecocracy too ?

1788H Clarke-SihoolCandidates (1877)0 1 hat there should
be permitted such an abuse of power in tne world, as either

a public or domestic Gynecocracy ! x8i6Scqtt Antiq xxvi
note. In the fishing villages on the Firths of Forth and lav
the government is gynecocracy 1886 'TempleBarLXXVIII
309 That social gynaecocracy for which France is famous

Hence Gynaacocr&'tic, -era txeal adjs
,
pertain-

ing to gynecocracy 01 female government
,
Gyne*-

cocrat, an upholder of or adherent to gynecocratic

government.
1856 F E Paget Owlet Owlst 201 Can you tell me the

meaning of Gynecocratical ? 1877 R Martineau tr Gold-
ether’s Hebrew Mytliol iv 76 A theory of the history of
civilisation usually called the Gynaecocratic 1878 Fraser's
Mag XVII 649 The rare respect for the proprietary rights

ofwomen in which Strabo saw a token ofgynaecocratic bar-

barism. 1893 F Hall in Nation (N Y ) LVI 68/3 The un-
alloyed natives ofKocch Beharare so far gone as gynecocrats
that all their property is vested in the women
Gynaecological (dgsi-, dgmzkiflp dgikal),®. [f.

as next + -10 + -al ] Pertaining or relating to

gynaecology.

1876 (title) Transactions of the [American] Gynecological
Society 1879 Cornh Mag June 699 The gynecological
professor should be a man pledged to all the dogmas of the

Women's Enfranchisement creed. 1879 J M Duncan Led.
Dis Worn 11. (1889) 4 Gynaecological investigations are
chiefly carried out m the hypogastric region X884 Health
Exhib Catal 104/1 Patent Surgical Couch for gynaecolo
gical and obstetuc examinations and general operations

Hence Gynaecolo gically adv., in accordance

with the science of gynaecology.

1885 G H Taylor Pelv fy Hern. Therap 1x6 Hyper-
aemia, which is gynaecologically known by a multitude
of other names

Gynaecologist (dgsi-, dginik? lodgist). [f

next + -1ST ] An expert m gynaecology.
1872 F G Thomas Dis Women 41 Gynecologists ranged

themselves into two parties 1879 J. M Duncan Led Bis
Worn, xxviii (1889) 230 Many of the greatest gynecologists
say that these abscesses never should be opened

Gynaecology (dgai-, dgimk? lodgi) Also
gynecology, [f. Gyn^eco- + -LOGY.] That de-

partment of medical science which treats of the

functions and diseases peculiar to women. Also
loosely

,
the science of womankind

1847 “ Craig 1867 New Syd Soc Retrosp 368 Gynae
cology, embracing the Physiology and Pathology of the

non-pregnant state 1883 Hart& Barbour (title) Manual of
Gynecology 1885 Jrnl Ednc 1 Tune 236 He .was theoreti-

cally an adept in gynaecology—the science ofwomankind

II Gynasconitis (dgai-, dginfkonartis). [L ,
a.

Gr. yvvaiKuviriSf i. yvvattt-, yvvfj woman.]
1. The women’s apartments m a household;
- Gynjecettm i.

1855 R F Burton El-Medmah II xv 47, I often saw
parties ofwomen mount the stairs to the Gynsecomtis

2 The women’s gallery in a church
1850 Neale East. Ch 1 I 206 The women’s gallery, or

gynaeconitis, formed an important part of the earlier Byzan-
tine churches 1865 Sat Rev 11 Feb 182 The trifonum is

used thioughout as a gynaekonitis, or women's gallery,

running round three sides of the church

Gynauder (dgsinmmdai). [ad. Gr. ybvavfipos

(see Gynandkous) ]
1. A woman with male characteristics rare

—1
.

x888 ScubnePs Mag May 631/2 An emasculated typ'e,

product of short haired women and long-haired men, gy-
nanders and androgynes.

2 . A plant of the class Gynandna
1828-32 Webster, Gynauder, in botany, a plant whose

stamens are inserted in the pistil

Gynandrian (dgai-, dginsrndnan), a [f.

mod L. Gynandria (Lmnseus), f Gr yw-fj r avSp-,

&vfjp (see Gynandeous) + -Ian ] Pertaining to

the Lmnsean class Gynandria
,
which consists of

plants characterized by gynandious flowers
1828-32 Webster Gynandrian, having stamens inserted

in the pistil

Gynandro- (dgsi-, dginse ndw), comb form of

Gr. ybvavBpos (see Gynandeous) in some modem
scientific terms. Gynandromorph.ism(-mpu fiz’m)

Ent., the condition of being gynandromorphous.

|

Gynandromorphous(-mpufas) a. [Gr. jioptpfj shape,

I form], having both male and female characters;

|

applied to some few insects which appear to have

both male and female markings on the body. Gy-
na ndrophore (-foai) Bot., a gonophore which
bears both the stamens and the pistil.

1843 Humphreys Brit. Moths 1 , 8 That so many instances

of *Gynandromorphism have been observed in individuals

of this species 1867 A thenceum No. 2089 616/3 Two
^gynandromorphous insects 1878 Masters Henfrey’s Bot.

271 The *gynandrophore bearing the stamens and ovary

Gynandrous (dgai-, dginae ndros), a. Bot. [f

Gr yvvavdp-os (recorded m the sense * of doubtful

sex’)+ -ous- cf Gyno- and

-

andeous.] Applied

to those flowers and plants m which the stamens

and pistil are united, in one column, as in orchids ;

said also of the stamens.
1807 J E Smith Phys Bot 462 The rest of the Order are

111 no sense gynandrous 1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 1B9

[Stylidieae ]Nearlyallied both to Campanulaceae andGooden-
ovise, from both of which they are distinguished by their

gynandrous stamens 1870 Hooker Shid. Flora p xvn,

Anstolochies . Stamens 6-12, epigynous or gynandrous

1897 Willis Flower PI I 77 The stamens may be epi-

petalous or gynandrous

Gynantherous : see Gyno-.

Gynarchy (dgarnaflu) Also 6-8 gunarchy.
[f Gr yw-fj woman + -apx^, tyxh rule.] Govern-
ment by a woman or women.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron I 13/2 The gunarchie of

queene Cordeilla. 1660 R Coke Power Subj 101 That
m Gynarchy the wife is not subject, but superior to her

husband 1758 Chesterf Lett (1792) IV cccl 159,

1

have
always some hopes of a change under a Gunarchy ; where
whim and humour commonly prevail 1890 Blackw Mag
CXLVII 264/2 So will you best help to maintain the

true gynarchy.

Gynbrea, obs. form of Gingeebbead.
Gyndal, var Guindall Obs., windlass

Gynec- see Gynzec-.

Gynegium, obs form of Gynjeceum.

Gyneocracy (dg3i-,dginripkrasi). rare. Also

7 gynceocratie, (gyneiocraeie). [f Gr. ywr\

woman -t- -(o)cbacy.] Incorrect form for Gynjsco-

ceaoy.
x6ix Speed Hist Gt Bnt ix. xn § 47 The .. law which

they call the Sahck, by the which the French exclude

Gyneiocracie [tn list of ' Faults escaped ' altered to Gynceo-
cratie], orWomens Gouernement in chiefe. 1869 Mrs. Lynn
Linton Ourselves 176 In the gyneocracy of the future,

—

that new moral woild which is to be under woman’s un-

divided sway. x88x L H Morgan Contnb Amer Ethnol.
66 The mother-right and gyneocracy among the Iroquois

Gyng, variant of Ging Obs

Gyngangre, obs form ofGiNGEB.

tGyngawdry, -awtre. Cookery. Obs Also

-audTe, -autrey. A dish prepared with the livers

of certain fishes

? c 1390 Form ofCury No 94 (1780) 47 Gyngawdry. Take
the Powche and the Lyuour of haddok codlyng and hake.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks 15 Gyngaudre —Take )ie Lyuerys
of Codlyngys, Haddok, Elys, or he Hake hed, or Freysshe
Mylwell hedys, J>e Pouches, & he Lyuerys, an sethe hem
in fayre Water [etc ] c 1450 Ibid 94 Gyngautrey 14 in

Warner Antiq Culm (i7gi)7oGyngawtre Take thepake of
the lyver of hake or of codiynge, or of hadok, and parboyle
hit well

Gynge, variant of Ging Obs.

Gyugebrede, obs form of Gingeebbead.
Gynger, -evere, -ure, -yvre, obs ff. Gingeb.
Gyugle, obs form of Jingle.

Gynglimos, obs form of Ginglymtjs.

Gyngour, obs. form of Gingee

Gyuiolatry (dgm-, d^miip latn) [Badly f. Gr.

yvvfj woman + -(o)latey ] Adoration of or ex-

cessive devotion to women. So GyneoTater, an

adorer of women.
1876 Lowell Among my Bks Ser, 11 36 The sentimental

gyniolatry of chivalry, which was at best but skin-deep, is

lifted in Beatrice to*-an ideal and universal plane, i8go

Harper’s Mag Oct 757/2 He was become a gyneolater

Gyuny, obs form of Guinea.

Gyno- (dgaimT, djini?), before a vowel gyu-
(dgam, dgin), reduced form of GyNjECO-, used

chiefly in botanical terms with the meaning ' pistil

‘ovary’ (the more important are given as mam-
words) : Gynanth.erous (-se’njeras) a Bot. [An-

thee] : see quot. Gynocardic (-ka adik) a Ghent.

[f.mod L. Gynocardia (Gr. icapUa heart), a genus of

the N.O Bixacesf]
,
va gynocardic acid, the supposed

active principle of Chaulmugra oil, which is pro-

duced by the plant Gynocardia odorata. Gyno-
dioecious (-dai^pss) a Bot [Dioecious], having

perfect and female flowers on different plants
,
so

Gynoclicecism (-d9i|f'Siz’m),the condition of being

gynodicecious. Gynomoncecions (-mpnfjos) a.

Bot. [Monoecious], havmg both perfect and female

flowersonthesameplant. Gynopiagfite (-p'fad33it)

[Gr. -(pay-os eating + -ite] humorous nonce-wd

,

a woman-eater. + Gynophi lian, Gyno'pMlous
adjs. [Gr. -<pi\os loving], woman-loving. Gyno-
plastio (-plss'stik) a Phys. [Plastic], ‘relating

to the closing of unnatural openings in the

female organs of generation, or to the opening of

closed or dilatation of contracted natural open-

ings of the same organs’ {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
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GynoBtegium (-stfd^mn) Bot. [Gr. eriyq

1 oof], the sheath of a gynaeceum ||
Gyaostemium

(-stf mi icm) Bot [Gr aritfuav thread, stamen], the

column consisting of the united stamens and pistil,

as m the orchis.

1874 R Brown Man Bat Gloss , *Gynaitiherous, an
abnormal condition of the flower in which the stamens are

converted into pistils. *897 Allbutt's Syst Med II. 76
The active principle of the oil [sc chaulmoogra oil], *gyno-
cardic acid, has also been prescribed internally by Besmer
and others, 1877 Darwin Forms of Fl 298 The species

now to be considered consist of hermaphrodites and females

without males which I have called *gynodioecious 1880

Gray Struct Bot vi § 3 xoi Gyno dioecious, where the

flowers on separate individuals are some hermaphrodite and
some female, but none male only 1881 H Muller in

Nature XXIII. 337 Stellaria slauca is gynodioecious

*897 Willis Flower PI I 8g This is termed *gynodioecism
and is common also in Caryophyllaceae . and other plants

1881 H MiIllcr in Nature XXIII 337 Syringa Persica

is *gynomoncecious 1897 Willis Flower PL II 97 The
most common case is *gynomonoecism, the ray-florets being

?, the disc y 1853 Lytton My Novel 111 xxii, He preys
upon the weaker sex, and is a *Gynophagite 1647 R
Bacon Cyprian. Acad. Aij b, My *Gynophihan or amorous
infant 16*3 Cockeram, *Gynofihtlous

,

a louer of women
1880 Gray Struct Bot 414/1 *Gynostegiunt, a sheath or
covering of the gynoecium, of whatever nature 1861 Bent-
ley Man. Bot 256 The column is . . termed the *gynoste-

mium, and the flowers are said to be gynandrous 1880

C & F Darwin Movem PI 226 The cucumnutation of
the gynostemium of Stylidium is highly remarkable, and
apparently aids in the fertilisation of the flowers

Gynobase (dgarn-, dgi ruTt^F's). Bot. Also in

mod.L, form gynobasis. [f. Gyno- + Babb.] The
flat or conical enlargement of the receptacle of
a flower supporting the gymeceum.
1830 LindleyNat Syst Bot. 136 Carpella equal in number

to the petals, lying upon an enlarged, tumid, fleshy disk
(the gynobase) 183a — Introd Bot. 1 n § 9 137 Gyno-
basis 1849 Carpenter Veg Pkys 414 The seed-vessel,

when ripe, splits into four valves, leaving the thick hard
gynobase m the centre

Hence Gyaobasio (dgai-, dgiq^b^'sik) a,, per-

taining to or haying a gynobase
;
gynobasic style

,

one rising from the base of the ovary. Also Gyno-
baseouB (-bF^sibs) a. rare
1836 Lindley Nat Syst, Bot (ed 2) 128 No Gynobaseous

oider has more than 3 carpels, except accidentally Euphor-
biacese, which are much more like gynobasic plants [etc ]

1861 Bentley Man Bot 280 The ovary is said to be gyno-
basic 187a Oliver Elem Bot n 212 The style springing
from the centre and base of the lobes of the ovary, termed
gynobasic. 1897 Willis Flower PL I. 77 The style usually
crowns the ovary but is sometimes lateral, basal orgynobasic.

Gyaocracy (dgai-, dginfrkrasi). [f Gyno- +
-ORAOY.] = GyniECIocibaoy

;
also quasi -cotrcr.,

women as the ruling class
17*8 Pope Let to Swift S.'s Wks 1761 VIII 75, I am

tola the Gynocracy are of opinion, that they want no better
writers than Cibber and tbe British journalist 1822 Scott
Nigel xvu, Oligarchy, limited monarchy, and even gyno-
cracy. 18*4 Byron Jvanytv 1 hi, But wear the newest
mantle of hypocrisy. On pain of much displeasing the gyno-
cracy 1884 Macrn Mag July arg From a gynocracy.,
heaven save ns and alL Christian communities 1

So Gynocra’tic a. = Gymcocratic
1847 Fi user's Mag XXXVI. 15 Hers was not a popular

form of gynocratic government x86x Hulme tr Moquin-
Teutdon 11. ui. 198 Linnaeus terras the government [of bees]
a gynocratic republic.

II Gyncecium, the usual but incorrect form of
Gynjeceum 2, Bot,

Gynophore (dgai n-, dgiWfoar). [f. Gyro- +
Gr. -<pop-os bearing. Cf F gynophore ]
1. Bot. The pedicel or stalkwhich in some flowers

supports the ovary.
1Bax S F Gray Nat Arraugetn PI I isg It is some-

times difficult to distinguish between the gynophore and
the nectary 183a LindleyIntrod Bot.u 11 §10 139 Some-
times the ovarium is seated upon a long stalk. . , This stalk
is often called the thepaphore or gynophore 1871 H Mac-
millan True Vtue 11, (1872) 64 The central gynophore [of
the Passion flower], bearing the stamens and pistil, was die
pillar of the cross x88o C & F. Darwin Movem PI. 225
The gynophore of Aracltis hypogxa
2 . Zool. One of the branches bearing the female

gonophoies m certain Hydrozoa
xB6x J R Greene Coelent, 45 When male and female

gonophores differ externally in form, the special terms
* androphore 1 and 1 gynophore 1 are employed to distinguish
them 1877 Huxley A nat Inv.Amm 143 The groups of
maleandfemalegonophores are borne uponseparatehranches
of the gonoblastidium (androphores and gynophores)

t Gynour. Sc. Obs. [ApheUc form ofengynour
(see Engineer sb. and cf. Gin j<M).] One who
manages engines of war.
*375 Barbour Bruce xvu. 690 The gynour than gert bend

mhythegyne [Cf. 1 682 engynour, v.r. gynour

]

-gynous (dginas), Bot. sujfix forming adjs., f.

mocLL. -gyn-us (a. Gr -yvvos adj. termination, f
yw-Tj woman, female) + -ous

;
used as = ‘having

. . . female organs or pistils \ as in monogynous
having one pistil, tetr agynous having four pistils,

etc
,
androgynous having stamens and pistils on

the same flower or same plant. (Cf -ARDRoys.)
Gynypre, obs. form of Juniper.
Gyo, variant of Gio, dial , a gully, creek.
*878 R Dick Baker of Thurso viii. 81 And roll along the

gyoes far inland,

Gyour, variant of Guyour Obs

Gyp 1 (dgip). Also 8 jip, 9 gip. [perh. short

for Gipsy or for Gippo 2.]

1. At Cambridge and Durham, a college servant,

esp. onewho attends on one or more undergraduates

In the first quot the meaning appears to be some-

what different

1730 Dodd Poems (1767) 31 No more the jolly Jips carol

out their songs Note Are an idle useful set of hangers on
the college, who procure ale, pence, &c , by running errands,

and doing little services for their masters 1799 Spirit Publ
Jmls (1800) III 216 The College Gyps, of high illustrious

worth, With all the dishes in long order go 1803 Gradus ad
Cantab (1824) 128 To avoid

.
gate bills he will be out at

night as late as he pleases climb over the College walls,

and fee his Gyp well 1803 H K White in Rem (1819) I

209 My bed-maker, whom we call a gyp, from a Greek word
signifying a vulture, runs away with everything he can lay

his hands on x8sz Scott Nigel xvt, No scout m Oxford,

no gip in Cambridge ever matched him in speed and intelli-

gence. 1839-40 Thackeray Catherine vm, I was a gyp at

Cambridge 1894 Wilkins & Vivian Green Bay 1 ree I

234 The spiritual destitution of bedmakers and gyps.

b, attrib gyp-room, a room where the gyps

keep table furniture, etc.

1871 M Leorand Camb. Freshrn. 2x0 He fetched the

1 eviving beverage from the gyp-room x886Willis & Clark
Cambridge I 624 The cloister . . was cut off to supply a

gvp room
2 U.S slang. A thief.

1889 m Century Diet

Gyp a (dgip) U. S [? Short for Gypsy, Gipsy
used as a proper name for a bitch ] A bitch.

1890 J Cooke in G.'O Shields Big Game N Avter 148

Old Tige had filled up on the first Deer's inwards He
looked like a gyp, and near her time 1893 A Hunter in

Outing (U S ) XXVII 75/2 One of the pack—a long-

limbea gyp named Queen . . covered with black pitch-like

mud
o-yp, variant of Gip v.

;
Gip int. Obs.

Gypcer, Gypcyere, obs variants of Gipser
Gype, -ell, variant of Gipe, Gipel Obs

,
a tunic.

Gypo(u)n, obs variant of Gipon.
Gyppe, variant of Gip int. Obs.

Gyps (dgips). Also 4 Ipl gipsis, 5 gipse, 8

gypse. [Anglicized form of Gypsum. Cf. F.

gypse, G gips ] = Gypsum.
1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xv Ivii (149s) 309 In the

grounde abowte Parys is a manere stone that hyght Gipsis
ci420 Pallad on Husb xi 383 Or gipse, or askes twey
cotuls no wronge Thy wynes doth *756 P. Browne
Jamaica 46 The gypse is commonly found of some regular

form approaching upon the rhomboide. 1774 Projects in

Ann, Reg. 108/1 To coalesce and set as readily as our
gypses and plasters 1834 Brit Husb I 439 Gyps is cal-

careous earth saturated with vitriolic acid x86a H Mar-
ryat Yearm Sweden II 144 Coffered ceilings of gyps are

triumphs of the plasterer’s art.

attrib x86z H Marryat Year in Sweden II, 141 The
Wrangel Grafchor is a fine specimen of northern gyps-work

Gypsa, obs. plural of Gtpbum
t Gypsa-tion. Obs. rare [as if ad. L.

*gypsdtio{t-em, n. of action f. gypsdi e Gypse v.~\

The action or process of plastering with gypsum

;

pargetting.
1636-81 in Blount Glossogr 1676 in Coles

Gypse (dgips), v. Also 5 gipse. [In sense a.

ad L. gypsa-re, f. gypsum (see Gypsum sb ) ; in

sense b f Gyps ] t* trans. To close 01 plaster

down with gypsum (obs ) b. To dress (a field)

with gypsum
;
only in GypsecL (dgipst), ppl a

0x400 Pallad on Husb. xi. 477 So gipse hit vp, and kepe
hit for thyn age Ibid 524 Now gipse hit fast. 1830 Jml
R. Agric. Soc. XI 11 434 The gypsed clover becomes a
good crop, while the ungypsed clover is burnt up by the
drought

Gypsees, obs. pi. of Gipsy.

Gypseous (dgrpsfts), a. [f. late L. gypsc-us
(f gypsum) + -ous Cf Gypsous.]
1. Resembling or having the qualities of gypsuin.
1661 Lovell Hist. Amm 4 Mm 437 Of phlegme .. If

gypseous, by nodous swellings 17x0 T. Fuller Phann.
Extemp 278 And these [Expectorators]..cast purulent and
gypseous Matter out of the Bronchia. 178a Phil, Trans.
LXXII 323 This clay, contains no gypseous matter 1796W Marshall W England I 16, I was led to the idea,

that they [crystals of quartz] were of a gypseous nature

2 . Containing or consisting mainly of gypsum.
*771 Bp. Watson Ckem Ess. (1787) V 127 Gypseous

alabasters, plaster stone [etc], 1778 Woulfe in Phil
Trans LXIX 14 Heavy spars, commonly called selenitical

or gypseous spais 1830 Lyell Pnnc Geol, {1875) I 1 vi

xii The gypseous red marl of Aix, in Provence 1849
Murchison Siluna xm 311 It ls flanked by the Ural
Mountains, gypseous limestones form the base. i86z Dana
Man, Geol 247 Variegated gypseous marls 1880 Libr
Unto Knowl (U. S ) XII 478 The peculiar color [of the
Red River] is attributed to the red clay of the gypseous
formation of its bed

Gypsiferous (dgipsi fetas), a [f.~GYPSrUM+
-(i)ferous. Cf F g}'pstfbre,\ Yielding or con-
taining gypsum.
1847 111 Chaio 1849 Murchison Siluna xvm 444 The

gypsiferous and salt-bearing formation oftheUpper Silurian,
x86a Rawlinson Anc. Mon, I. i 236 The soil too is often
gypsiferous

tGypsiue, a. Obs, rare" 1
, [f. Gyps-um +

ine.j = Gypseous,
*693 Phil, Trans, XIX 151 It makes a glittering shew,

being built of Gypsme Stone, or Rock-Ising-glass, resem
blmg alabaster *733 m Chambirs Cycl Sitpp

Gypsion, Gypsire see Gipsy, Gipser
Gypsography (dgipsp graft), rare. [f. Gr

yvipo-sgypsum + -ypa<pta-graphy ] The art orprac-
tice of engraving on gypsum or on plaster of Pans.
1840 Meek Mag XXXII 236 Gypsography—This is the

new title bestowed on the process heretofore styled metallic
relief engraving 1843 Athenaeum n Jan 41 We were
made acquainted with Gypsography and Glyphography.

Gypsous (dgrpsos), a [f G\ps-um + -ous.
Cf F. gypseux.] — Gypseous i and 2.

1633 Fuller Hist. Camb 129 An exhalation in moist
weather out of Gipsous or plaisterly ground. x8xx Pinker-
ton Petral I 501 The statues of the superb mausoleum

are of gypsous alabaster. 1852 Th Ross Humboldt's
Irav III. xxxi 1. 394 Nothing proves the independence
of ihose arenaceous and gypsous soils

Gypsum (dgrpsem), sb Mm. PI. 8 gypsa,
8-9 gypsums, [a L. gypsum

, ad. Gr yvpos
chalk, gypsum.] Hydrous calcium sulphate, the
mineral from which plaster of Pans is made
[1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I 271 Bysides Parys is greet

plente of a manere stoon J>at hatte gypsus ] 1646 Sir T
Browne Pseud Ep 11 v 92 Gypsum layed up in the earth
the space of 80 yeeres 1662 Evelyn Chalcogr (1769) 33
Figures in gypsum 1739 W. Cullen Let in Life (1832)
I 127 Are the talcs and gypsums different m their Compo
sition 1776 Woulfe in Phil Trans LXVI 610 The
Bolognian stone and other such spars, as well as the gypsa,
are decomposed by fixed alkalies a 18x7 T. Dwight Trav
New Eng etc (1821I II 343 Lands, dressed with gypsum,
have been equally favourable to wheat x86o Tyndall
Clac it. xxxi 409 The prism presented the appearance of a
crystal of gypsum. 1871 Roscoe Elem Chan 218 Gypsum
when moderately heated loses its water, and is then called
plaster of Pans
attnb 1823 Buckland Rein] Dilitv i6p Ancient and

modern bones occur mixed together only in the gypsum
cavities. 1849 Sh Nat Hist, Mammalia III 95 The
gypsum-quarries near Pans

^
1862 Proc Ainer Phil Soc

IX 33 These gypsum deposits have no geological connec-
tion with the coal

Gypsum (dgi ps»m), v. [f. Gypsum sb.] trans.

To dress (land or a crop) with gypstim
18x9 Commitn. Board Agrtc 521 The whole field ,, was

again gypsumed at the rate of four bushels per acre. X834
Brit Husb I 323 Cattle show .a remarkable predilection
for clover which has been gypsumed.
Hence Gypsumed ppl a
1841 Jml R Agric Soc II 1 nr The comparative pro

duce of the gypsumed over not gypsumed land is very great

1849 J F Johnston Expcr. Agric. 120 On wheat, after

gypsumed clover.

Gypsy, alternative form of Gipsy.
G-yptian, Gyraff(a, obs. ff Gipsy, Giraffe.
Gyral (dgsio ral), a. [f. Gybe or Gyb-us sb.

+ -al.] a. Moving m a circle or spiral
;
whirl-

mg, gyratory, b. Pertaining to a gyrus or gyri

(see Gyrus). Hence G-y’rally adv., in a gyral

manner
,
in a circular form or arrangement

1750 G Hughes Barbadoes 204 The flower consistsof five

pale-white leaves gyrally mcircling one another. 2827
Blackw. Mag XXI 791 We were not seen stoitering gyrally

away up-hill. 1828-32 Webster, Gyial, whirling, moving
in a circular form

Gyraut (dgois rant), a. rare ~ l
. In 9 girant.

[ad L. gyrant-em, pres pple. of gyrare to move
in a circle.] Having a circular 01 spiral course.

1844 Mrs. Browning Drama Exile Poems 1850 I. 35,

I wound in girant orbits.

Gyrate (dgoieT^t), a. [ad L gyrat-us rounded,

pa, pple. of gyrare

.

see Gyre v. ] Arranged in

rings or convolutions. In Botany = Circinate
j

also, see quot. 1836.
1830 Lindley Nat Syst Bot 245 The peculiar gyrate

vernation of the leaves of Cycadeae. 1836 Penny Cycl V
253/1 Gyrate, see Circinate. Also, surrounded by an elastic

ring, as the theca of ferns 1845 Lindley Sch Bot. iv

(1858) 25 Flowers regular, with straight anther-valves,-- and
gyrate foliation. x86r Bentley Man Bot 211 A circinate

or gyrate cyme 1876 J S Brisiowe Theory jr Pi act

Med (ed 2) 324 Sinuous or gyiate bullous bands 1878

Nicholson in Encycl Bnt VI 373/2 By this ‘serial’

growth the corallum becomes ‘gyrate’ or ‘meandnne’,

1897 Allbutt’s Syst Med II 278 The gyrate or ringed

form ofthe patches

Gyrate (dgsi® r<?
lt), v.

_

[f. L. gyrat-, ppl, stem

ofgyrare : see Gybe v ] intr. To move in a circle

or spiral , to revolve, usually round a fixed point

or on an axis
;
to rotate, whirl.

1830 Fraser's Mag I 32 Undefined comets that gyrate

equally through suns, earths, and satellites 1847 Emerson
Repr Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I 318 The globuleof

blood gyrates around its own axis in the human veins, as the

planet in the sky. X858 G Macdonald Phantastes xvu 211

With a somerset and a run, [he] threw himself gyrating into

the air. 1892 Stevenson A cross ihe Plains 191 Came the

dusty night-fliers, to gyrate for one brilliant instant round

the flame
fig 1883 Miss Braddon WyllarcCs Weird II 124 T*Je

lest of Paris was gyrating m the whirlpool of fashionable

pleasure

Hence Gyrated ppl. a. = Gyrate a, ;
Gyrating

vbl. sb. and ppl. a,

1822-34 Good's Study Med (ed 4) IV. 458 Gyrated dry

scall. Ibid. 459 The Gyrated Variety [of psoriasis] runs in

a migratory course 1837 Carlyle Fr Rev. I in i. His .

gyratings are at an end x86o MauryPhys Geog Sea (Low)

xix § 79s The gyrating column is never hundreds of mues in

diameter. 1871 Tyndall Fragm Set. (1879) I. vn 242



GYRATION.
A kind of mystery attaches itself to gyrating water. 1884
Daily News 24 Apr 6 Other articles in the house appearing
to perform a gyrating movement.

Gyration (dgmerFt Jan). Also 8 giration.
[n. of action f. L. gyrare : see Gybe v. Cf. F
girahon ]
1 . The action or process of gyrating

; motion in

a circle or spiral ; revolution round a fixed centre

or axis, turning round, wheeling or whirling , an
instance of any of these.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 437 If there had not beene
these gyrations in the substance of the braine, *646 Sin 1
Browne Pseud. Ep n, iv 80 Ihe ayre impelled returnes
unto its place in a gyration or whirling 1661 Glanvill
Van Dogm. ix 81 A French Top, throwne from a cord
which was wound about it, will stand as it were fixt and
yet continue in its repeated Gyrations. 1704 Newton
Ofticks 1. “(1721) 123 If a burning Coal be nimbly moved
round in a Circle with Gyrations continually repeated
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat (1834) I 327 They might then
make one giration in a long ellipsis. 1794 Atwood in Phil
Irans LXXXIV. 127 note, 1 0 place the centre ofgyration
nearly at the same distance from the axis 1816 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol (1843) II 240 It performs its gyrations alter-

nately from left to right and from right to left 1834 Mrs
Somerville Connex. Phys Set xv (1849) 140 In the
northern hemisphere the gyration [of the wind} is contrary
to the movement of the hands ofa watch Ibid 141 Beyond
the actual circle of gyration or limits of the storm x86o
Maury Phys Geog Sea (Low) xix § 796 In the gyrations
of the storm 187a Daily News 25 Mar , Snowflakes that
danced in eccentric fantastic gyrations. 1882 Minchin
Unipl Kinemat no mass of the whole body and k its

radius of gyration about GH 1897 Ouida Massarenes xi,

Women were nevertheless enchanted to be embraced by
him in its [the waltz’s] giddy gyrations,

b with reference to immatenal things orfig.
1808 J Barlow Columb. ix. 440 The vast gyration of a

thousand years. *847 Disraeli Tancred it xiv, His life

was a gyration of energetic curiosity 1832 H Rogers Eel.
Faith (1833) 33 Such is the appearance of Geo Fellowes in
that rapid gyration to which he has been subjected x868
£ Edwards Ralegh I ix 146 His present effort was still

more impeded by endless gyrations of irresolution. 1883
S Waddington A.H Clough 83 The vortex ofreligious ex-
citement . kept him idly moving in its ceaseless gyrations.

2. cotter, in Conch. One of the whorls of a spiral

univalve shell.

Hence Gyra'tlon.al a., characterized by gyration.
i88g iq Century Diet, (citing R. A. Proctor)

Gyrator (d^mor^-tai) [as if L. *gyrator,

agent-n. f. gyrare to Gyrate!] He who or that

which gyrates or whirls
1836 E Howard R Reefer xx, I shall call them the pul-

sating and the gyrating leg .Whilst you were admiring the
undulating grace of the pulsator, ,, you would find the
gyrator had stolen a march upon you, 1893 H, Stores in
Athenaeum 7 Sept. 323/3 Beautifully made [stone] axes,
knives, gyrators.

Gyratory (dgsUT&tsn), a. [as if ad. L. *gy-
ratorius

, f. gyrare to Gyrate. Cf F. giratoire.]

Moving in a circle or spiral
;
revolving, whirling.

x8x6 J. Smith Panorama. Set. <$• Art II. 32 The mischief
produced by the gyratory motion ofthe air. 1833 Herschel
Astron. iv 172 The nutation of the earth’s axis is a small
and slow gyratory movement, 1838 Merc Mamie Mag.
V. X97 Several others were more or less implicated in the
gyratory mass. 1874 Hartwig Aerial IV. vm 124 Large
gyratory columns of water or sand. 1898 Blackw Mag
Oct. 539/2 Solomon studied awhile the gyratory movements
of three hawks.

Gyre (dgam), sb poet, and literary Also 7
giro. [ad. L. gpr-us, ad, Gr. yvpos nng, circle,

Cf. GlBO.]

1. A turning round, revolution, whirl
; a circular

or spiral turn.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. n B lj. Fashions Which do

cum, and goe in circled gyre 2390 Spenser F. Q ii v. 8
To ward, Or strike, or hurtle rownd in warlike gyre. X603
B Tonson Satyr, Pardon, lady, this wild strain, ..Elves,
apply your gyre again 16x4 Bp. Hall Recoil, Treat 494
Other Artizans doe but practise, we still learne 5 others run
still in the same gyre, to wearinesse..our choice is infinite.

c 1620 T Robinson M Magd. 786 Like to y« top, y* in his
gyre doth spin. 1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. 11 1 71 In all

these we may easily maintains the gyre or circumaction of
the Head 1669 W. Simpson Hyd> ol. Chym 78 Whirling
them in oblique gyres 18*4 Cary Dante

, Inf xvii 93 Be
thy wheeling gyres Of ample circuit, easy thy descent.

1829 Southey Insert#. Caled Canal 2 The glede Wheeling
between the mountains in mid air, Eastward or westward
as his gyre inclines X856 Mrs Browning Auk Leigh iv
1167 Graduating up jn a spiral line Of still expanding and
ascending gyres,

2. concr. A ring, circle, spiral
;
also, a vortex

1390 Spenser F Q hi. 1. 23 She rushing through the
thickest preasse Perforce disparted their compacted gyre
*629 Massinger Picture 11. u, He dispersed the armed
gtre With which I was environed. 1686 Goad Celest
Bodies 11 vil 244 To hurry a great Ship downright in a
Dismal Gyre, down into the deep 17x8 Blair mPhil Trans
XXX 893 The Cochlea is a long Cavity consisting of three
Gyres or Meanders 1848 Lytton Harold v 1, The smoke
rises in dark gyres to the air x88x Rossetti House ofLife,
Soun. xlxv, Ah • m your eyes so reached what dumb adieu,
What unsunned gyres of waste eternity? 189a W E
Henlty Song ofSword, Lond. Voluntaries iv. 10 In genial
wave on wave and gyre on gyre

IT 3 ‘A trance’ (Cockeram 1623). Obs.— °

Prob a mistake. Cf the following : 1612 Dravton Poly-
olb v, Streames in whose entrancing gyres Wise nature oft
herselfe her workmanship admires
4, Comb , as gyre-circling adj.
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t88t Rossetti Rose Mary, Beryl-song, Gyre-circling
spirits of fire

Gyre (dgaRj), v poet Also 5, 7 gire. [ad
L gyrare

,
f. gyrus (see prec.).]

1. jirans. To turn or whirl round rare,
c 1420 Pallad onHusl 1 327 The side in longe vppon the

south, let sprede gtre hit from the colde west, if thow
conne 1628 Bp Hall Rem IVks (1660) 25 With the spight-
ful Philistim, he [the Devil] puts out both the eyes of our
appiehension and judgement, that he may gyre us about m
the Mill of unprofitable wickednesse 1883 G Meredith
Diana Crossways xxn, She was out at a distance on the
ebb-sands hurtled, gyred, beaten to all shapes

1

2

To revolve round, compass Obs.
c 1420 Pallad on Hnsb x 203 September is with Aprill

houriS
(
euen, ffor Phebus lijk in either gireth heuen.

3 intr To turn round, revolve, whirl, gyrate.
1393 Drayton Eclog 11 71 Which from their proper Orbes

not goe, Whether they gyre swift or slow. 1398 Yong
Diana 10 When to the west the sunne begins to gyre 1633
P, Fletcher Purple Isl 11 xxxvu, A groom Which soon
the full-grown kttchm cleanly drams By divers pipes, with
hundred turnings giring Ibid. iv. vm, Round about two
circling altars gire In blushing red. 1808 J Barlow
Columb m 785 Mutual strokes with equal force descend
now gyring prest High at the head, now plunging for the
breast. 1814 Southey Roderick xu, 1 he eaglets cry, Who
. at her highest flight A speck scarce visible, gyred round
and round
Hence Gy ring1

vbl. sb

,

revolution, gyiation.
Gyring ppl. a

,

revolving, whirling, gyrating

,

also, encircling, encompassing
, whence Gyrmgly

adu., with revolving motion.
1373 Laneham Let (1871) 18 With sundry windings, gyr-

mgs, and circumfiexions 1590 Peele Polyhymnia 36 At
the shock The hollow gyring vault of heaven resounds
*S94 J Dickenson Anshas (1878) 72 One colour teinteth
all, Turrets, doores, and gyring wall, 1398 — Greene m
Cone (1878) 150 Wind-tossed waues which, with a gjnng
course Circle the Centers-ouerpeermg maine 163s Quarles
Embl. iv il (1718) 193 This gyring lab’rmth. 1633 Hey-
wood Hierarch 11 63 They [the Heavens] altei in their
gyring more or less, a 1640 Day Pari Bees (1881) 76 The
massie world That on Gyremg [so MS ] spheares is hurld
1639 Torriano, A-gironda, giringly, about and about.

Gyre-carline (gsvrita rim) Sc. Also 6
gyr(e)-, gyir-oarling, (9 giean carlm). [f ON.
gyjtr^Norw dial gjtire ogress, witch + Carline
C f. ON. gygjar-karl the husband of an ogress ]
The mother-witch

; a witch, hag.
1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4592 [Folly speaks] My gudame,

tbe Gyre Carling, Leirnde me the Prophesie of Marling
a 1603 Polwart Plytingw Montgomerie 661 Leaue boggles,
brownies, gyr-carlings and gaists 1813 Scott GuyM 111,

The elves and the gyre-carhngs 1822— Pirate vi, What
kind of a country of guisards and gyre-carhnes is this ’

+ Gy*refm, a. Obs. [f. Gyre sb + -ful.]
Full of gyres or turns

j
circling, whirling.

1366 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. 1. A vy, Whose carts when
they were roulde With gyrefull sway, by coursers swyfte
1583 Stanyhurst /Eueis (Arb ) 138 Theyre labor hoat they
folow . toe the flame fits gyreful awarding.

Gyreucephalate (dgsierense'fal#), a, Zool.

[f mod.L. Gyrencephala (see below), f. Gyr-us +
ky/ciipaKos brain (see Encephala) ] Pertaining to

or haying the characters of the Gyrencephala

,

one
of the four mam divisions of mammalia m Owen’s
system, consisting of those in which the cerebrum
is convoluted. So Gyxence phalous a
•1839 Owen Classtf, Mammalia 33 These limb-characters
can only be rightly applied to the gyrencephalous subclass.
1866 — Anat Vertebr. II 272 The Gyrencephalous quad-
rupeds, as a general rule, have a scrotum. 1875 Blake
Zool 43 The gyrencephalate sub class

Gyrer, Gyrfalcon, obs.ffi Jeeber, Gerfalcon.
Gyrfaunt, variant of Gebfaunt Obs., giraffe,

Gyrle, gyrll, obs. forms of Girl.
Gyrnall, Gyrn(e, obs. ff. Girnel Sc., Girn,
GyTO- (dgoia'nf), comb, form repr Gr. yvpos in

sense of * ring, circle, spiral as in: Gyroceran
(-

p

seran) a Conch. [Gr. itepar-, nipas horn], per-
taining to the genus Gyroceras

,

typical of the
family Gyroceratidse of fossil nautiloid cephalopods
having the whorls not contiguous, G-yroceratite
(-se'ratait) Conch

,

a fossil cephalopod of the
family Gyroceratidse j hence Gyrocexatitic (-sera-

trtik) a. Gyxodactyle (-dse ktil) Zool. [Gr. S&ktv-
Aor finger], a trematode worm of the genus Gyro-
dactylus, Gyrograph (-graf) [Gr. -ypaepos writ-

ing, recording], an instrument for recording re-

volutions,
|| Gy ropsoxvasis Med., Psoriasis

occurring in circular patches (Syd. Soc.Lex. 1886).
Gyrotrope (-tr<5up) Electr, [Gr. -rpoiros turning]
= Commutator (ibid )

.

1884 Science III. Feb 123/2 The loosely coiled [shell] but
with whorls not m contact, *gyroceratitic. 1864 Cobbold
Entozoa 44 Those singular ectoparasitic cieatures known
as the *Gyrodactyles 1817 Blackw Mag I 525 A Celestial
*Gyrograph which gives the true bearings, rising, set-

ting, and culminating, of forty of the principal fixed stars,

for any hour and minute of the twenty four hours

Gyrogonite (dgoi^gfamt). Geol [f, Gyro-
+ Gr. yov-os seed + -ite ] A petrified seed-vessel

of plants of the genus Chara, spiral in form, and
formerly supposed to be a shell
183a De la Beche Geol Man (ed 2) 147 Seeds of Chars,

or Gyrogonites, are converted into carbonate of lime, in

GYB03STOMONIC.
which the nut is sometimes found within. 1833 L\ ell
Print Geol. Ill 236 In the limestone I found gyrogonites
1833 G. A Mantell Wonders Geol. (1838) II 600 Ihe gy-
rogonites of tbe tertiary strata of the Paris basin

Gyroidal (dgaisrordal), a. [f. Gyre or Gtrus
+ -01D + -AL.]

1 . Cryst. Having a spiral arrangement, as certain
plaues, etc. in some crystalline forms.
1864 in Webster, 1893 Story-Maskelyne Crysiallogr

§ 177 1 he axes of symmetry, preserve the characteristics of
the system, but in the absence of planes of symmetry they do
so only by a gyroidal (or alternate) distribution of the poles.
The edges consequently are gyroidally grouped m triads G
round the trigonal axes o', and in tetrads Ground the axes A
Ibid § 253 The gyroidal position of its faces in respect to the
1 ertical axis

2 Optics Having the property of turning the
plane of polarization to the right or left ; rotatory
in respect to polarized light, 1864 in Webster
Hence Gyroi dally adv,
1893 [see sense 1 above]

Gyrolite (dgsiaTtflait). Mm Also gnro-
[Named by Anderson 1851 ;

f. Gr. yvpbs round +
xidos stone (see -Lite).] Hydrous silicate of cal-

cium found in radiated concretions.
1851 Phil Mag. Ser. iv I 101 Gurolite 1831 Amet

frnl Sci Ser 11 XII. 205 The name guiolite (more cor-
rectly gyrolite) alludes to the spherical form of its concre
tions.

Gyromaney (dgaioT/faiEensi). [a.med L. *gyro-
mantia

,
f, Gr. yvpo-s circle, cucuit + pavreia divina-

tion. Cf F. gyromancte (Rabelais giromantie) ]A mode of divination said to have been practised
by walking m a circle till the person fell down
from dizziness, the inferences being drawn fiom
the place in the circle at which he fell.

1557 North Gneuaia’s Diall Pi 3 b, All the kyndes of
gyromancye, and cbiromancye a 1693 Urquhart'sRabelais
111 xxv, Have you a mind to have the truth of the
matter yet more fully and amply disclosed unto you
by giromancy, if thou shouldst turn round -circles, thou
nnghtest assure thyself from me, that they would fall always
on the wrong side 1833 Smedley Occult Sci. 334 Gyro
mancy was performed by going round continuallym a circle,

the circumference ofwhich was marked by letters

Gyron (djsieTfin). Her. Also 6-7 gyronne,

7 geron. [a. F. giron, earlier geron (=It gtrotte

gyron, gherone gore, gusset, Sp. giron, jiron gus-
set), ad OHG. giro triangular piece, gusset : see
Gore riS.l] An ordinary of triangular form made
bytwo lines drawn from the edge of the escutcheon
to meet in the fesse-porat and occupying half of the
quarter. Also attrib.

Where there is one gyron only, it usually issues from the
dexter chiefand occupies the second halfofthe first quarter.
(See Gyronny )

1372 Bossewell Armone 11 77 S beareth Ermyne, two
Gyrons Sable, charged with Cilidon floures proper, a Batune
Gules Ibid 113 b. These particions [rc. partition per
saltire and per gyron] being the one so lyke the other, for
that there is also partie per Gyron, it cannot bee but that
there is founde an mdifierencie of the use in blazon of the
one as of the other 1610 Guillim Heraldry 11 vi (t66o)

71. x6xx FloRio, Girom, gerons in armory. 1661 Morgan
Sph Gentry 11 vii. 71 The gyron . is a right angled Triangle
1848 R Stuart Glasgow cq The gyron quartenngs of the
family of Argyll 1864 Boutell Her, Hist Pop vn. 31
The Gyron is half of the first quarter of the shield.

Gyrondola, obs. variant of Girandola.
[Gyronnetty, a. A spunons word m some

recent Diets ; an alteration (after Gyron) of
gironnettt

,

given as a French word in heraldic

diets, with the explanation * Finished at the top
with points ;

said of a castle or tower used as a
bearing’. This is a blunder for F. girouetti

‘furnished with a weathercock {girouette) of a
specified tincture’.]

Gyronny (dgaisr^ni), a Her. Forms: 5jer-
ownde, 5-6 gexundi(e, 6 geronme, -ondy,8 gir-

onne, 7- gyronny. [a. F. gironni (1 2 th c. geron4),

f. giron Gyron: see -y.] Of an escutcheon:
Divided into or having gyrons

;
gyronny of eight,

having eight gyrons, i.e. each quarter divided
diagonally by lines meeting m the fesse-point.

? <1x400 MorteArth. 2891 Thorowe a jerownde schelde he
jogges him thorowe 1488Bk.St A Ibans,Her b uj, Gerundi
is called in armys whan the cootarmure is of ix dyuerse
colowris ; & a fuwtarget with in the cootarmure of whatt
colowre that hit be of c 1300 Sc Poem Heraldry 169 in Q.
Elis Acad 100 Thire be also raschit, as lege or heid,wiche
gerondy veny and belly told, *572 Bossewell Armone 11

38 b, Geronme of vj pieces Or and Sable. x6io Guillim
Heraldryv 11. (1611) 240 Hee beareth Gyronny ofsixepeeces
Sable and Or three Nigroes heads couped Proper. 17x3
Loud. Gas. No 5x06/3 A Coat of Arms, being Gironne of
Eight Pieces Ermine and Gules. 1864 Boutell Her Hist.
<5- Pop xiv. § 1. 141 Gyronny or and sable.

TI App used erron. for Gyron.
1696 Lond, Gas, No. 3x71/4 The Arms are, a Ship, a

Chequer, two Geronies.

t Gyronomo'nic, Obs rare- 1
. [Error for

*gyrognomomc, ad. F. gyrognomomque, f. Gr,

yvpos circuit + yv&ifiwv Gnomon.] (The passage

is merely jargon ; the Fr. word, if not a grotesque

coinage of Rabelais, may have had some such

sense as * Pertaining to revolution round the dial’.)
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a 1695 UrquharPs Rabelais in xxii. The Mendicant Fryers
and Jacobins ,

who are the two Hemispheres of’the Christian
World, by whose Gyronomomck Circumbilvaginations .all

the Autouomatick Metagrobolism of the Romish church, is

homocentrically poised

Gyrophoric (d^aio rdip nk), a Client [f. mod.
L Gyt ophora, a germs of lichens (f Gr 7vpos circle

+ -tp6pos bearing) + -tc ] Only in gyrophonc acid

(see quot ).

188S Syd Sec, Lex , Gyrophonc acid
,
an acid obtained

from Gyrophora or Umbiltcana pustulata

Gyroscope (dijaio rifekoip). Dynamics [ad

F gyroscope (Foucault, 1852) ; see Gyro- and
-scope] An instrument designed to illustrate

the dynamics of rotating bodies, and consisting

essentially of a solid rotating wheel mounted in

a ring, and having its axis free to turn in any
direction
The form of this apparatus invented by Foucault is con-

trived so as to render evident the rotation of the earth,

through the tendency of the wheel (being free from the
influence of disturbing forces) to maintain its rotation m a
fixed plane independently of the earth's motion
*856 Amer, Jrnl Set # Arts Ser 11 XXI 119 Foucault

placed between the poles of a strong electro-magnet the
solid of revolution belonging to the gyroscope 1862 H
Spencer First Fnuc ir xxn § 170 (1875) 486 That oppo-
sition which, the axial momentum of a rotating body makes
to any change 111 the plane of rotation (so beautifully
exhibited in the gyroscope) 1862 Sir H Holland Ess, 1

•x] The Gyro-,cope of Foucault shews to the eye in a few
minutes, by the angular deviation from its plane of rotation,
the movement the earth has made in this short space of
time 1879 G Prescott Sp Telephone 261 [Prof. Dolbear]
invented and constructed a gyroscope to run by elect! o-
magnetism

Gyroscopic (dgaionyskp-jnk), o. [f as prec. •

see -800P10 ] Pertaining to or of the nature of
the gyroscope ; rotatory.
1888 Engineer LXVI 364/2 The bearings are of great

length and large diameter to stand the gyroscopic action
which occursm a heavy sea on board ship 1894 Westm
Gas 30 Oct. s/r The second patent is described as ‘A new
system of Projectiles—-styled gyioscopic Projectiles

*

trans/ (jocular) 1880 P. S Robinson Noah's Ark vi
(1882) 136 The giraffe would be gratified by a gyioscopic
view of the surrounding country.

Gyrose (dgaie rdus), a. Bot. [ad mod.L. *gy-
} os-us, f. Gyrus ] Folded and waved, marked
with wavy lines.

1836 Loudon Encycl Plants Gloss , Gyrose, turned round
like a crook 1874 R Brown Man Bot Gloss, Gyrose,
marked with wavy lines. 1880 Gray Struct Bot 414/1
Gyrose, curved backward and forward in turns 1887 W
Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 8 The nbs of the hymemum
raised, gyrose, persistent.

Gyroso- (dgaiorju so), comb, form of Gybose,
used with the meaning ‘ gyrose and .

.

.
1887 W Phillips Brit Discomycetes 8 Pileus inflated,

irregularly indulated, gyroso rugose, brown
Gyrostat (dgaio rtfetset). Dynamics

. [f. Gyro-
+ Gr. arar-Ss standing, f era-, Icrr&vai to stand ]
An instrument used to illustrate the dynamics of
rotating bodies (see quot.)
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat Phil I t § 34s The ordinary

gyrostat (a rapidly rotating fly wheel pivoted as finely as
possible within a rigid case, having a convex curvilinear
polygonal border, in the plane perpendicular to the axis
through the centre of gravity of the whole)

Gyrostatic (dgoiorestse tik), a. [f, as prec. +
-io j Pertaining to the gyrostat or gyrostatics;
connected with the dynamical theory that a rotat-
ing body tends to maintain its plane of rotation
1870 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil 1. 1 § 345 Let the fly

wheels he set each into sufficiently rapid rotation to fulfil
the conditions of gyrostatic domination 1893 Sloane
Electr. Diet

,
Gyrostatic action of armatures Owing to

gyrostatic action a rotating armature resists any change of
direction of its axis

Hence Gyrosta tically adv
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil 1 . 1 § 345 When all the

quantities are of the same sign it is easy to find the con-
ditions that must be fulfilled in order that the system may
be gyrostatically dominated- 1891 Athensnun 19 Dec 837/2
The Equations of Propagation of Disturbances in Gyro
statically-loaded Media
Gyrostatics (dgaior/fstae tiks), sb. pi. [See

prec. and -ics ] That part of physical science
which deals with the rotation of solid bodies.
In recent Diets.

Gyrous (djaioTas),^. rare, [ad mod L. *gyrd-
sus Gyrose • see -ous.] Circular, spiral
1688 Clayton in Phil, Trans XVII. 789 As they pass

along with their gyrous or circular Motion, they carry aloft
the dne Leaves into the Air. 1800 Hurdis Fan. Village
186 The tyrant soaring m the clouds above With gyrous
scrutiny the furze clad hill Closely surveying

Gyrovague (dgeio'riSw'g). Hist, rare. [a. F.
gyrovague, ad med.L gyrovagus, f. L gyrus cir-

cuit (see Gybe sb.) + -vagus wandering.] One of
those monks who were in the habit of wandering
from monastery to monastery.
1801 A Ranken Hist France I 1 ii 224 The Gyrovagues,

or Vagabonds, who strolled about from one monastery to
another, gratifying too freely their inclinations and appetites.

Gyrs(e, gyrss, obs. Sc. ff Grass.
Gyrse, Gyrsome, vars. Gibse Obs., Gerbum.
Gyrssoppe, variant of Grasshop Obs
Gyrth(e, gyrtlit, vars. Gbith Obs. exc. Hist.

II GyrtlS (dgsia res). Anat. PI gyri (dgoio rai)

[L. = circle, circuit, career, a. Gr. yvposnng, circle.]

A convoluted ridge between grooves or sulci , esp

a convolution of the brain. (See also quot 1846 )
1846 Dana Zooph (1848) 17 1 Gyri 4 to 5 lines broad Ibid

Gloss , Gyrus, a trench together with the sides enclosing it

,

or, in massive species, the space between the middle oFtwo
ridges 1839 Owen Classif Mammalia 23 The superficies
[of the cerebrum] is folded into more or less numerous gyri
or convolutions 1876 Trans Clinical Soc. IX 66 The third
occipital gyrus 1887 Lancet 17 Sept 586/2 The region of
the angular gyrus . . contains a centre for the raising of the
upper eyelid of the opposite eye
Gys, variant of Gis Obs. ; obs. form of Guise
Gysar, obs form of Gizzard, Guises.
Gysard(e, obs. form of Gizzard, Guisard sb.2

Gysarm(e, obs. var Gisarme Obs. exc. Hist.
GyBart, variant of Guisard sb 2

Gyse, Gysen, obs. forms of Guise sb 2
, Gizzen,

Gyser, obs f. Gisarme, Gizzard, Guiser.
Gyseme, obs. variant of Gisarme, Gizzern.
Gysour, obs. form of Gizzard, Guiser.
Gyspen, variant of Gispin Obs.

Gyes, obs. form of Guise
Gyssam, -erne, obs variants of Gisarme.
Gyst(e, obs. form of Joist.
Gysyryne, obs. variant of Gisarme.

Gyte (g3it)> sb. Sc [?A spelling of gait, Sc.
form of Get sb. m sense zb] A contemptuous
word for a child ; a brat j a first-year pupil m the
Edinburgh High School.
1823-80 Jamieson, Gyte, Gytehng, applied contemptuously,

or in ill humour, to a young child 1804 Daily News 28 May
8/5 None of the ‘ gytes ’ of his period has told us nearly so
much about Mr Stevenson as Mr Stevenson has told us.

Gyte (gait), a. Sc. [Ofunknown origin.] Mad,
out of one’s senses
1723 Ramsay Gentle Skepk it i, The man's gane gyte •

18x8 Scott ffrt, Midi xxiv, The gudeman's gane clean
gyte, I think x886 Stevenson Kidnapped xtx 182 Are you
gone gyte 7

Gyte, obs f. Get v ; var Gite* Obs.
Gyte, gyten, -in, obs pa pples. of Get v.

Gytern(e, obs variant of Gittebm.
Gytlin(g, variant of Getling.
Gytolle, obs. variant of Citole.
Gyton(e, variant of Geton Obs.

Gytrash (gsi trrej). nortTi dial. Also guy-.
An apparition, spectre, ghost, generally taking the
form of an animal
1847 C Bronte f Eyre xii, I remembered certain of

Bessie s tales, wherein figured a North-of-England spirit,
called a Gytrash ;

’ which, in the form of horse, mule, 01
large dog, haunted solitary ways, and sometimes came upon
belated travellers. *891 Atkinson Last Giant Killers 150
Then another name was called and spelt ‘ Gytrash

'

Comb 1847 C Bronte J Eyre xn, A Gytrash- like New-
foundland dog.

Gytt, obs. form of Get.
Gytterne, obs. variant of Gittern.
Gytton, gyttorne, vars. Geton Obs.
Gyulere, variant of Guher Obs.
Gyv, obs. form of Jew
Gyve (dgaiv), sb. Chiefly pi. Now atch. or

poet. Forms: pi 3, 6, 7 gives, (5 gyvys), 5-6
guyv(i)es, (7 gieves), 7-8 guives, 4- gyves
sing 6 give, 7 guive, 7- gyve. [ME. give, of
obscure origin.
The alliteration in ME poetry shows that the word was

Originally pronounced with initial (g), and from the spelling
gHiwe it would appear that this pronunciation continued until
the x8thc. , indeed, it is indicated m the pronouncing Diets
of Sheridan (i78o)and Scott (1707) The now prevailing pro-
nunciation with (£3) is due to misinterpretation of the graphic
form of a word that had become obsolete in oral use. The
form points to an OF *gutve (spelt give in French Citron
Lonti

, 14th c ) , Prof Skeat suggests that this may represent
an adoption ofsome derivative ofthe Teut root *wtp- (OHG.
wlfan to wind round, J,G, wip, a straw-band). But the

absence of any record of the word in continental OF con-
stitutes a serious objection to this conjecture Can AF gmve
be an adoption of the synonymous ME and OE widete, the
initial m being represented by gu-, and the unfamiliar Eng
dental spirant represented byvl If this suggestion be correct
Layamon used both the Eng and the Fr form of the word

'

cf. with quot c X205 below the following (line 22833) ‘ NuneSme >ene like mon, and doa wiooe an his sweore ’

}

A shackle, esp. for the leg
; a fetter

c 1203 Lay. 13538 Giues swide grete heo dudefi an his
foten c 1290 F Eng Leg I. 461/143 A-non-rijht his holieMan ne Gyues he to-brac. 1306 Pol. Songs (Camden) 221
With feteres ant with gyves ichot he wes to-drowe From
the Tour of Londone 1277 Langl P PI B xiv 51 Shal
neuere gyues the greue Pnsone ne peyne £1420 Ckron
Vilod (Horstm ) 4413 Bot )>e gyuys duden J>o anon alle to-
barst. 1494 Fabyan Chron vi clxii 155 The greuous cor-
reccyons that he sawe . . as in werynge of irons and guyues
*S°S Nottingham Rec III 100 Duo paria de guyvies de
ferro 1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Acts xvi 60 All the
prisoners gyues and other lyke bonds were loosed ts66Drant Wail Hterem Kvb, Pressinge downe, with pon-
drouse gyves, my feete 1600 Fairfax Tasso v xlii 83Hands Not to be tide in giues and twisted cords 16*1
J Taylor (Watei P ) 7urn Fort Wheel (1848) 24 Helpe
me To fire and powder, Manaclesand gives a 1658 Cleve-
land Whs (1687) 253 The benum’d Captive crampt in his cold
Gives X704J PmsAcc Mahometans viu 115 TheWomen
of Algier wear great Rings, almost like Guives about their
Legs X774 J Bryant Mythol II 105 We may as well
suppose, that a felon would forge his own gyves x8xo ScottLady ofL vi. 1, The debtor wakes to thought of gyve and
jail 1828 Tennyson Lover's T. 11 155 Upon his steely
gyves 1829 Hood Dream Eugene A xxxvi, Eugene Aram
walked between With gyves upon his wrist. 1900 Q Rev.
Jan 18 1 You read of a youth brought up in a country where
all the world wore a gyve on the right leg.

b. transf andfig.
1387 M Grove Pelops 4- Hipp (1878) 93 Though long

I wretch doe weare the glue And carefull clog of heauinesse
*597 Shaks Lover's Compl 242 Playing patient sports in
vnconstrain[e]d giues 1614 Bp Hall Recoil Treat 231 Not
fettred with the gieves of unjust scruples 1616 B Jonson
Forest iv To the world. Such as blow away their hues, And
neuer will redeeme a day, Enamor'd of their golden gyues
*624 Fletcher Wife for Month 1 11, A golden Give, a
pleasing wrong 1700 Dryden Fables, Meleager 4-A talauta
130 Telamon happ’d to meet A rising Root, that held his
fastned Feet; So down he fell; whom, sprawling on the
Ground, His Brother from the Wooden Gyves unbound 1844
Disraeli Conmgsby n 1 60 The gyves and trammelsofoffice
Gyve (d^aiv), v. Also 6 give. Pa. pple 3

i-gwived, 4 i-gyved, y-gyvid. [f. Gyve j5.]
trans To fasten with, or as with, gyves) to fetter,

shackle
c 1200 Beket 11 m F Eng Leg I ro6 He was sone i-nome,

Ase A sclaue forth i-lad and i-don In prisone. And faste was
i-gwiued 1387 Trevjsa Higden (Rolls) VI 203 Egwynus
bypoujte hym of \>e synnes of his 3011J>e, and gyvede hym self
. and wente so i-gyved to Rome 1482 Monk ofEvesham
(Arb ) 83 They were gyuyd in fyry feturs and hangyd vp m
the myddys offyre 1348 Udall, etc Erasm Par Markm
29 Johns head was primly striken of after he hadde layne
a whyle fast gyued m pryson 16x3 Heywood Stiver Age
1. Wks. 1874 III. 86 Gyve his legges in Irons, Till we deter-
mine further of his death 1633— Hierarch iv. 268 He the
old Dragon gyv1

d and bound 1831 Carlyle Sart Res
(1858) 70 There was no good Running, so obstructed was
the path, so gyved were the feet 1833 Fonblanque Eng
under 7 Admimstr. (1837) III. 199 To fetter their hands,
and gyv e their legs.

b fig or with reference to immaterial things
*377 Langl. P. PI. B xx igi He gyued me in goutes,

I may nou^te go at large 14 Circumcision in Tnndale's
Vis (1843) 90 My wittis be so dull with rudenes, And m
the cheynes of ignoraunce gyved 1392 Lyly Midas 11 11 t8
Enstus, whose eyes are Sticht oh Cajlia's face.And thoughts
gyved to her beautie 1604 Shaks Oth 11 1 171, I will
giue thee in thine own Courtship, 1631 Heywood 2nd Pt.
Faire Maid ofW m Wks 1874 II. 381 He’s gyv’d to me
by faith, but else at liberty, 1808 J Barlow Coiuntb v
138 Dependent feelings for a distant throne Gyve the crampt
soul that fears to think alone 1867 Carlyle Remm II.

147 Hampered and gyved as we were by the genius loci
and its difficulties

Gyve, obs form of Gif con;.. Give.
Gyved (dgaivd), ppl. a [f. Gyve v. + -ed *.]

Fastened with gyves; fettered, shackled
xjSjs Wyclif Gen xxxix 20 [Potxphar] toke Joseph into

prysoun, where the gyved men of the kyng weren kept
1363 Cooper Thesaurus, Compeditus, fettered, gyued,
shackled 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr Leg., Columbus xlu
xo These gyved limbs will wear their yoke xSgz Pall
Mall G 2$ Sept 5/2 The practice of arraigning gyved
prisoners in open court lingered until the time of John
Howard.
Gywe, obs form of Give.
Gywes, gywene, obs nom. & gen pi. of Jew.
Gyylde, Gyyste, obs forms ofGuild, Joist
Gyzard, Gyze, obs ff Guisard sb 2

,
GuisE

Gyzen, obs form of Gizzeit.

Gyzern, gyzzarn, obs. variants of Gizzern
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